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Songs of

summer
Our top picks for

summer's best con-

certs, as well as some
survival tips for get-

ting through another

year on campus (see

Arts & Living, section

A).

Khari ball

Khan Samuel and
the Massachusetts
football team is

looking for its first

conference title

since 1990. Check
out the rest of the

fall sports pre-

views, (see Sports,

section S).

UMASS BRIEFS

New Programs and Courses
Through the combination of a

number of departments, a Native
American Studies Program will now
be offered at the University of

Massachusetts. Native American
English professor Ron Welburn will be

the director of the program. A
required course in the program,
"Contemporary Issue for Native

Americans," will bring Native

American activists from New England

and New York to speak on such

issues as identity, traditions, commu-
nity and resource control. Not only

will the visitors give lectures, but they

will also interact with the students

and faculty over their two-day visits.

Funds for this program were provid-

ed by the deputy provost's office.

The geosphere, biosphere, atmos-

phere, hydrosphere, cyrosphere, and

the human intei action within these

spheres is the focus of a new degree

program in Earth System Sciences,

via geosciences. The purpose of the

program is to discover a holistic

understanding of the interactions of

large- scale systems on Earth and the

impact of human activities on these

systems.

Awards a plenty

English professor Martin Espada

was awarded the American Book
Award by the Before Columbus
Foundation for his book of poetry

titled, "Imagine the Angels of Bread"

(Norton). The BCF, of Oakland, CA.,

recognizes the achievements of peo-

ple of color. Espada's fifth collection

of poetry keeps with the political

tone of his earlier collections.

For his novel, "The Cattle Killing,"

English professor |ohn Edgar
Wideman (Houghton-Mifflin) was
awarded the |ames Feninr.ore Cooper

Prize for Historical Fiction, which

honors works of literary fiction which

significantly advance the historical

imagination. Prize-winners are

judged on literary quality and histori-

cal scholarship and receive and cer-

tificate and a cash award of $2,500

Wideman's novel takes place in

Philadelphia in the 1 780s and tells of

racial persecution and cruelty

throughout the centuries.

Going places

After nearly 10 years, the plans of

German Chancellor Helmut KohHo
build a national Holocaust memorial

in Berlin will come to fruition and

English and judaic Studies professor

lames E. Young has been named to

the search commission that will

choose the memorial's design. After

participating in a public debate in

Berlin concerning the memorial,

Speaker of the Berlin Senate Peter

Radunski invited Young, who will be

the only foreign member of the com-

mission.

UMass alumnus William D.

O'Leary became the secretary of the

Executive Office of Health and

Human Services (EOHHS) under the

direction of Governor Paul Cellucci.

As secretary of EOHHS, O'Leary is a

member of the cabinet of Cellucci

and serves as his chief policy advisor

on all health and human services

issues. Some of the major issues

under O'Leary's management are

youth services, social services, public

health, mental health, services for the

blind and hard of hearing, child care

services, Medicaid administration and

immigrant services. Previously

O'Leary served as the Commissioner

for the Department of Youth Services,

where he was a leader in the crusade

to crack down on juvenile crime.

— compiled by Jonathan liberty
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Chancellor's search

ends with Marrett

appointed provost
By Tomar Carroll

Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts

Chancellor David K. Scott has

appointed Cora Bagley Marrett

provost and vice chancellor for

Academic Affairs, ending a nation-

wide search for a new provost that

began in October 1996.

As provost, Marrett will head

Academic Affairs and control the

budget for all academic depart-

ments and programs on campus, a

total of approximately two-thirds of

the University budget.

Marrett said she is excited to

begin her new job, and her initial

task will be to orient herself to the

campus and familiarize herself with

the University's programs.

"I am looking forward to the

beginning of the academic year,"

Marrett said. "The first thing is find-

ing out more about the activities

underway."

As provost, Marrett said, her first

priority will be the enhancement of

scholarships at UMass.

"I like to say the position carries

with it two titles, provost and vice

chancellor for academic affairs,

which is what I want to emphasize."

Marrett said. "My concern is first

and foremost with scholarship."

Marrett said one way she will

enhance scholarship at UMass is by

encouraging research projects that

bring undergraduates, graduate stu-

dents and faculty together.

Her former post at the National

Science Foundation. Marrett said,

will aid her in finding grants for

Turn to PROVOST, page 8

NPR shuns UMass professor's poem;

Espada reacts to media censorship
By Jonathan Liberty

Collegian Staff

Renowned poet and University of Massachusetts

English professor Martin Espada was commissioned by

National Public Radio (NPR) to write a poem which

would be aired during National Poetry Month on the NPR
program All Things Considered.

The only parameter that Espada had to follow was to

write the poem in a journalistic vain.

According to Espada, he was visiting Philadelphia in

April 1997 and while he was looking at the tomb of Walt

Whitman, he was inspired to write a poem about Mumia
Abu-)amal, the convicted death row inmate who allegedly

killed a police officer in Philadelphia.

Upon completion of the poem titled, "Another

Nameless Prostitute Says the Man Is Innocent," Espada

faxed it to All Things Considered.

However, NPR/.4/7 Things Considered refused to air the

poem.

The problem
"1 fulfilled the requirements of the assignment to the

letter," Espada said. "The only reason NPR would not air

the poem is the political suppression of Mumia
Abu-Jamal."

But, according to Espada, a representative of All Things

Considered told him that there were two major reasons

for the exclusion of the poem from NPR airwaves. The

first reason cited is a legal matter involving NPR and

Abu-Jamal; in 1994, NPR had agreed to air a series of

commentaries by Abu-|amal from death row, but then

decided not to run them. Abu-)amal then took NPR to

court and because the case is still pending. NPR said that

the poem presented a legal conflict.

"While the court case continues, NPR will not use any

materials to advocate

News Analysis
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New UMass Provost Cora Bagley Marrett.

for the innocence or

guilt of Abu- Jamal,"

said NPR News
Director Kathy Scott

in a WFCR radio news mmmm——i^mm^——m—a^m
report.

In response, Espada said that his poem has nothing to

do with the legal case.

"The subject of the lawsuit and the subject of the poem

are totally different," Espada said. "The poem is not about

Mumia's censored commentaries, nor about his First

Amendment rights."

Also, NPR's Amherst affiliate, WFCR, did broadcast

Espada's poem without any legal problems.

"Essentially it was a news story about a local poet,

that's how we saw it." WFCR News Director Nancy

Cohen said. WFCR aired a news story expressing the

views of Espada and NPR. then played the poem.

"It was my decision, and it was our perspective to try

and provide something fair," Cohen said.

"Why could WFCR broadcast the poem without worry-

ing about being burnt down the next day, while All Things

Considered could not? WFCR did it without intent, but

my poem does not express the intent of NPR," Espada

said.

According to Espada, NPR then told him that they are a

news organization which does not advocate for any person

or group, and thus could not air his poem about

Abu-|amal.

"But I'm not NPR." Espada said. "If 1 want to advocate

for Mumia, it should not matter.

"Every news organization takes a position on some-

thing. NPR's reasoning is very transparent."

"NPR's policy, even if ex post facto, perpetuates

Mumia's silence by silencing those who would speak for

him," Espada said in the |uly issue of Progressive.

Phone calls made to Kathy Scott and other NPR repre-

sentatives were not returned.

Turn to POEM, page 3

Another Nameless Prostitute

Says the Man is Innocent
- for Mumia Abu-Jamal, Philadelphia, PA/Camden,

Nl, April 1997

By Martin Espada

(Editor's Note: poem not printed in original line form)

The board-blinded windows knew what happened;

the pavement sleepers of Philadelphia, groaning

in their ghost-infested sleep, knew what happened;

every black man blessed

with the gashed eyebrow of nightsticks

knew what happened;

even Walt Whitman knew what happened,

poet a century dead, keeping vigil

from the tomb on the other side of the bridge.

More than fifteen years ago,

the cataract stare of the cruiser's headlights,

the impossible angle of the bullet,

the tributaries and lakes of blood,

Officer Faulkner dead, suspect Mumia shot in the

chest,

the witnesses who saw a gunman
running away, his heart and feet thudding.

The nameless prostitutes know,

hunched at the curb, their bare legs chilled.

Their faces squinted to see that night,

rouged with fading bruises, Now the faces fade.

Perhaps an eye witness putrefies eyes open in a bed of

soil

or floats in the warm gulf stream of her addiction,

or hides from the ianged whispers of the police

in the tomb of Walt Whitman.

where the granite door is open

and fugitive slaves may rest.

Mumia: the Panther beret, the thinking dreadlocks,

dissident words that swarmed the microphone like a

hive,

sharing meals with people named Africa,

calling out their names even after the police bombard-

ment
that charred their black bodies.

So the governor has signed the death warrant.

The executioner's needle would flush the poison

down into Mumia's writing hand

so the fingers curl like a burned spider,

his clam questioning mouth would grow numb,

and everywhere radios sputter to silence, in his memo-

ry-

The veiled prostitutes are gone, gone to the sacred bal-

cony of whores, (note: this should be one line!)

But the newspaper reports that another nameless pros-

titute

says the man is innocent, that she will testify at the next

hearing.

Beyond the courthouse, a multitude of witnesses

chants, prays, shouts for his prison to collapse, a shack

in a hurricane.

Mumia. if the last nameless prostitute

becomes an unraveling turban of steam.

if the judges' robes become clouds of ink

swirling like octopus deception,

if the shroud becomes your Amish quilt.

if your dreadlocks are snipped during autopsy,

then drift above the ruined RCA factory

that once berthed radios

to the tomb of Walt Whitman.

where the granite door is open

and fugitive slaves may rest.

Board of Higher Education

approves new honors college

By Tamar Carroll

Collegian Staff

www.umos$.edu/r$o/colegian

The Massachusetts Board of

Higher Education voted at its June

meeting to establish a

Commonwealth (Honors) College at

the Amherst campus of the

University of Massachusetts.

The Board approved both the cre-

ation of Commonwealth College, "a

free-standing honors college of dis-

tinction at the University of

Massachusetts Amherst " and the

development of a system-wide hon-

ors program under the leadership of

UMass -Amherst.

The Board also directed the

Chancellor of Higher Education to

submit an implementation plan and

budget to the Board by December
1997.

Norman Aitken. deputy provost,

said the campus will be working this

fall to determine the housing and

operating costs of the

Commonwealth College and to draw

up a preliminary curriculum for the

college.

"The goal is to open the College

by the fall of 1999," Aitken said. "In

order to do so, a lot of things have

to be pulled together. Funding is an

issue. Right now, the campus is

putting together information on the

cost of operating and housing the

facility, which we will submit to the

Chancellor."

If the Board of Higher Education

approves the plans for the

Commonwealth College and the sys-

tem-wide honors program submit-

ted by the Chancellor of Higher

Education, the Board will then go to

the State Legislature and seek fund-

ing for the programs

Aitken said currently the

University is proposing the con-

struction of a new academic build-

ing near Orchard Hill Residential

Area to house the college

"We have a space deficit on cam-

pus, so that we would really need to

have a new facility," Aitken said.

"We are proposing an academic

building that would house class-

rooms, a small lecture hall, seminar

and computer rooms and advising

space."

The building would most likely be

located on the north side of

Dickinson resident hall or on the

corner of Orchard Hill and East

Pleasant Street.

"We have looked at Orchard Hill

primarily because the way we envi-

sion the Commonwealth College is

as a deliverer of general education

classes." Aitken said. "We would

locate it near Orchard Hill

Residential Area because it is the

traditional primary location for

freshmen honors students and

because there is available open

space and ample parking."

Aitken said plans for a new build-

ing are very preliminary. The con-

struction would have to be

approved by the State Legislature

and the whole process would take

five to seven years to complete.

In the mean time. Aitken said the

University hopes to have the

Commonwealth College established

on campus without a new building.

"We hope to have it operating with

its curriculum, advising and full

staffing." Aitken said.

The college would offer some of

the same honors classes available

now, as well as new, interdiscipli-

nary courses taught by both UMass

faculty and distinguished visiting

faculty. Current honors students

would have the option of graduating

Turn to HONOR, page 7

UMass' largest lecture hall gets face-lift

By Jonathan Liberty

Collegian Staff

Mahar Auditorium, the largest

lecture hall at the University of

Massachusetts which seats 469 stu-

dents, was completely renovated in

both physical and audio/visual

aspects over the summer break.

"It's like night and day," said

Roger Fink, an architect of the

University Planning office and a

member of the Classroom
Improvement Committee (CIO.

According to Fink, the CIC iden-

tifies classrooms in need of renova-

tions and then prioritizes the need

due to size and use.

Construction on the building

began last February by Nault

Architects of Worcester, Mass.

Not only are there new physical

components in Mahar such as cush-

ioned seats, desk tops and rugs, but

the audio/visual components have

also been upgraded.

According to CIC member Steve

Pielock. the capability of Mahar has

been upgraded to project video,

super VHS, 16 /35 mm film, slides

and video laser disc.

"But the big change comes in

lanuary when we'll be able to pro-

ject computer images and dual

video projection." Pielock said.

"Eventually students will be able

to see real-time lectures from pro-

fessors all over the world." Fink

said. "It's more than a gimmick; it

deserves real merit."

Turn to MAHAR. page 6
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Newly renovated Mahar Auditorium ready to greet returning students this fall.
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UMass, Mexico collaborate in LMT project

By Tamar Carroll

Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts is

one s<ep closer to vompleting its

largest scientific project ever.

Construction of a large millimeter

wave telescope (LMT) by the

University and the government of

Mexico received international scien-

tific approval in August 1997.

Following approval, the joint project

team began creating final plans for

the project, which began in 1989.

The 1 50-foot diameter telescope

will be the world's most sensitive

radio telescope, allowing astronomers

to pick up faint radio signals which

originated over 10 billion years ago,

when galaxies in our universe were

first being formed.

Stephen Strom, chair of the Five

College Astronomy Department and

the project's chief astronomer, said

the telescope's large size and precise

shape will let astronomers observe

signals previously too weak to be

picked up by other telescopes.

"It will be the largest of its kind in

the world, which will let us detect

fainter signals than have ever been

detected before," Strom said.

"Our hope is to look at galaxies

like the Milky Way when they were

first forming, to look at the birth-

places of stars and planets and leam

exactly how the material assembled.

We can also see signals from stars

being formed today."

The telescope will also be used to

observe comets and meteors, and to

investigate the creation of complex,

biogenic (light) molecules.

"The LMT will be a successor to the

University's Radio Astronomy
Observatory, which was constructed

at the Quabbin Reservoir in the

1970's.

According to |aap Baars, the pro-

ject's chief scientist, recent advances

in the creation of composite materials

will allow the LMT to have a much
larger diameter than previous radio

telescope and still maintain the pre-

ci;>e parabolic shape necessary for

accurate reception of radio waves.

"New composite materials, such as

carbon-fiber reinforced plastic, have

become available which have a ther-

mal expansion coefficient of just

about zero," Baars said. "This avoids

problems of the telescope loosing its

shape, and the whole structure

becomes more possible."

Advances in computer and laser

technologies will also allow the tele-

scope to maintain its position with

much greater precision.

"A laser based measuring system in

the structure will measure any

changes and detect if the telescope is

out of position," Baars said.

The telescope will be located on

the peak of Mont Cerro LaNegra, a

15.000 foot mountain in central

Mexico 70 miles southeast of Mexico

City.

According to Strom, the extremely

low water vapor in the atmosphere

around Cerro LaNegra. as well as the

low winds and low annual rainfall in

the area, make it an ideal site for the

telescope.

Building the telescope will be no

easy feat. Its large scale and high alti-

tude location will make the construc-

tion an engineering challenge.

Project manager Allen Langord

said that when the telescope is con

structed, it will stand as high as the

Lederle Graduate Research Tower.

"This telescope will be as tall as

this building and weigh three million

pounds," Langord said. "That's how

big it is It's a monumental pro-

gram."

The project will have a total cost

ot approximately $50 million, with

hall of the funding coming from the

Mexican government and the rest

from the U.S. government and the

Commonwealth of Massachusetiv

Up to 80 percent of the total U.S.

contribution to the LMT's design and

manufacturing will be spent in

Massachusetts while a considerable

amount of work on the project will

also be done in Mexico.

The project team will rv evaluat-

ing proposals for final plans this fall,

and construction on the telescope is

expected to begin in the summer of

1998.

Langord said the telescope should

be in place by the end of the year

2000. but it will take an additional

two years or so to fine tune the tele-

scope and achieve optimum results.

Satellite links will allow the tele-

scope to be operated at UMass, and

astronomers from all over the world

are expected to come to UMass to

get observation time.

"As things proceed. UMass will be

the focal point of the astronomy in

the U.S.," Strom said. "They'll

| astronomers) come to Amherst to

work with the folks who designed

the instruments. It will provide a

very rich environment for the stu-

dents."

In addition, the instruments need-

ed to interpret the information gath-

ered by the radio telescope will be

designed and built by UMass stu-

dents and faculty.

"All of the super sensitive new
instruments will be conceived,

designed and built right here in this

builc'ing (the LGRT)." Langord said.

Debit, long distance service

offered with "UCard" l.D.

By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

Beginning this semester, students

will be able to make on- campus

purchases with their school I.D.,

dubbed the "UCard," limiting the

amount of cash that they must carry

around on campus.

Every student at the University of

Massachusetts will be given the

option of opening a debit account

on their new digitized school ID.

produced by the AT&T All Campus

Card System.

Purchases can be made at any

store across campus. However, stu-

dents should know that once they

deposit money into the debit

account they cannot get any cash

back until they leave the University.

"Once an account is opened and

money is placed on the debit card,

cash cannot be given back to the

student. That is part of the banking

regulations of having a debit card

account," said Linda Overing.

Campus Card Manager.

"An account is closed only when

a student leaves the University.

Accounts are not closed between

semesters," Overing said.

According to Overing, over

1 ,000 accounts have been opened

via the mail and she expects that

many more will open once students

return to campus.

In addition to the debit card, stu-

dents also will have access to a new

calling card.

The optional calling card is

intended for calls made off campus,

not for students who live on-cam-

pus because on- campus students

already have the AT&T Accus

account," Overing said.

Regardless of a student's interest

in the two optional programs, all

students at the University must get

a new l.D. card because they serve

several other purposes.

"The students that the new l.D.

cards will have the biggest impact

on at the beginning of the semester

will be those students who are on a

meal plan and those who live in a

dorm with card access," Overing

said.

"A great majority of freshman

and sophomores have received their

new l.D. and those who haven't

were sent temporary ones that are

good for the first two weeks of

classes," Overing said.

She commented that juniors and

seniors were not sent temporary

I.D.'s because most on campus resi-

dents are freshman and sopho-

mores.

In addition, students will no

longer need semester validation

stickers or library bar codes.

Any students who still needs a

new ID or wishes to open a debit or

calling card account should go to

the ID office in Franklin Dining

Common.
The office is extending hours

during the first week. Call

545-0197 for hours.
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The large millimeter wave telescope development team in front of a picture of their work.

The Collegian News Desk currently

has two open positions for Associate

Editors. News Associate is a paid posi-

tion and involves in-depth reporting

and feature writing with specific focus

in an assigned beat.

For an application or more details

regarding the position, come down to

113 Campus Center and ask for

Jonathan Liberty, News Editor, or call

545-1762.

The Collegian is an equal-opportu-

nity employer.
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PARKING SERVICES DOES NOT WANT YOUR BUSINESS!!!

TOP FIVE REASONS WHY A CAR IS TOWED FROM
CAMPUS:

l.

2.

3.

4.

5.

NO UMASS PARKING PERMIT $ 25

VIOLATION OF A SPECIAL ENFORCEMENT ZONE... $ 50

PERMIT NOT VALID FOR LOT OR AREA $ 25

VIOLATION OF A HANDICAP SPACE $100

FRAUDULENT USE OF A PERMIT $100

Einstein says: "PLEASE PARK SMART!! Purchase a

UMass Parking Permit."

THE UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY APPRECIATES YOUR
COOPERATION!!

Regular office hours: Monday through Friday 8:15-4:45

Location: Parking Services is located in lot 25 north of the

Mullins Center, Just look for the Blue Awning.

DON'T FORGET : PLEASE BRING YOUR UNIVERSITY ID AND VEHICLE REGISTRATION!!!
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SGA forms plans for new semester
By Victoria Groves
Collegian Staff

• The University of Massachusetts Student Government
Association (SGA) is starting off the new year with a

focus on involvement and recruitment of new students for

all organizations on campus.
Over 5,000 letters were sent out during the summer to

all incoming freshman and transfer students from the

SGA. The mailing gave the incoming students the oppor-
tunity to choose which Registered Student Organizations

(RSOs) they are interested in receiving more information

about. Upon being received, the SGA will forward these

names to the respective organizations.

"By doing this, we're getting to the new students before

they even get to UMass. so we're expediting the process,"

Senate Speaker Peter Kilbourne said.

"Were inputting all data and submitting names to orga-

nizations so they can recruit all the incoming students.

We need to increase the involvement level," Student
Attorney General Tom Sadlowski said.

With a new campaign entitled "Inspiring Tomorrow"
the SGA has introduced a multi-year platform to better

serve students.

According to the written introduction to the campaign,

the "UMass SGA is aiming towards looking at its own
interior conflicts [and| resolving them, before focusing on

the larger issues that directly affect every student on cam-

pus."

The SGA Executive Cabinet also plans to work together

on several central issues they feel are the most important

to students including the revamping of the judicial system

on campus, limited litigation rights for the Student Legal

Services Office, and food services.

With a known history of internal conflicts, the cabinet

is also planning to make the SGA focus more on working

for students more effectively.

"We're trying to pick which [issues] we want to ride on.

We're planning our long term-agenda and what we are

going to tackle because if we can't function, nobody else

can function. So we need to internally change ourselves,"

Sadlowski said.

The work accomplished by the year-old Women's

Issues Committee, which included a safety walk and a

submitted plan for more call boxes, was considered one of

SGA's most successful endeavors, according to former

senator Jennifer Casasanto.

"They |the Women's Issues Committee] made ground-

breaking work... traditionally women haven't been

involved in student government; I saw how much the

committee did and I'm very happy about it. I hope we

continue along that same path," Casasanto said.

Brian McManus, also a former senator, stated that dur-

ing the past semester student activism did rise, and that

the increase can be partially attributed to the work of the

SGA.
"I, among other people, want to look at admissions and

financial aid quotas. I think that's going to be a major

issue this year," McManus said. "1 think SGA needs to

take a serious look at it and see who is being helped by it

and if all students are being equally represented."

Distribution of financial aid and enrollment were

addressed by student protesters during the March 1997

takeover of the Goodell Administration Building. One of

the 21 student demands accepted was that the administra-

tion achieve and maintain an overall goal of 20 percent

ALANA undergraduates through recruitment and reten-

tion.

poem
continued from page 1

The left sways right

"1 was aware that NPR might be a

little reluctant to air the poem, but

their outward refusal was an
over-reaction," said Espada, who has

had poems aired by NPR many times

in the past.

"The openness of their censorship

is very unique," Espada said.

Espada said he feels the implica-

tions of NPR's overt censorship are

far ranging.

"What does it mean when public

radio has open censorship? It puts

them in the same category of those

who would silence them," Espada

said.

When NPR originally pulled

Abu-)amal's death row commen-
taries due to high amounts of nega-

tive criticism, it challenged their

"good guy" public image.

"Their reputation for liberal toler-

ance does not extend to Mumia,"

Espada said. "Hypocrisy is what we
are dealing with here."

"Mumia contradicts NPR's illu-

sions of themselves," Espada said.

Espada said that is was difficult

not to take NPR's act of censorship

personally.

"Whenever your work is sup-

pressed, it is painful, but 1 know this

is not about me, it is about NPR's

fear of the Right and of Mumia,"

Espada said.

"Their political retreat will not

placate the constituency who wishes

to silence them," Espada said.

According to Espada, he is not

alone.

"Other writers I've spoken with

have felt similar suppression coming

from the left," Espada said. "It is a

trend that has been going on, what's

different now is the identification of

this trend."

The last bastion: college radio

In July, Espada recorded a tape of

"Another Nameless Prostitute Says

the Man Is Innocent," for UMass
radio station WMUA, where it has

seen air play on several different

shows.

"Once NPR censored Espada's

pocrn,-it made it important for us to

get it out there," WMUA Advisor

Glenn Siegel said.

Siegel said that the position of col-

lege radio stations has become
increasingly unique.

"We're not tied down with finan-

cial or political constraints so we can

put forth alternative views and opin-

ions without trouble," Siegel said.

"Normally, a poem, no matter

what it's content has no format in

conventional radio, which makes col-

lege radio extremely important,"

Siegel said.

KENNETH W.P SCOTT / COLLEGIAN

Jump!
Thirteen year old Tony Strombily of Northampton rail slides his way through the FAC last week.
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A letter from the editor
Welcome to the editorial/opinion page of the Collegian.

It looks like it's going to be a good semester here. A
number of strong writers are returning, and we have

new talents, as well as some syndicated features includ-

ing Sara Eckel's column "Focus on Women" and Matt

Davies' sardonic editorial cartoons. Of course, we
remain your daily source for Gary Trudeau's
"Doonesbury."

We'll continue to be more than willing to get involved

with campus controversies and provide a forum for

opinions from all perspectives.

This week's "Focus on Labor Issues" series, in honor

of Labor Day, is just the first step. We will also be doing

regular "Point/Counterpoint'' features, and other series

such as our upcoming "Focus on Race."

It's also important to us that we print as many of your

letters as we can, promoting communication and discus-

sion on campus. Please be sure to read our guidelines

for submitting letters, which appear below.

One of the questions people often ask is whether

there are positions available lor columnists. We will

always consider editorials submitted by members of the

University community. Material from undergraduates

takes priority, but graduate students, faculty, staff,

alumni and other Five College students are also encour-

aged to contribute.

If you have any questions, want to comment on or get

involved with the Collegian opinion/editorial page, you

can reach me at the Collegian offices in the Campus
Center basement, by calling 545-1491, or by sending

e-mail to "letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu".

Yours,

1

Daniel Bodah

The struggle is on again Taken for a ride

When the International

Brotherhood of Teamsters

went on strike against the

United Parcel Service this summer,
we finally saw some hope for democ-
racy.

What do I mean by democracy?
Let me explain.

Democracy isn't all about fundrais-

ing. votes and candidates. If there is

any core idea in the United States'

system that people can get excited

about, it is the simple idea that we
govern ourselves. How better to gov-

ern ourselves than through direct

action?

People used to think that the king

ruled because that was the Law of

Nature. God just made things that

way. Nowadays we are godless

enough that we vote for our own
leaders, believing that we have a nat-

ural right to choose our political sys-

tem.

Why don't we make the connec-

tion with our economy? Since the

economy controls how we eat, where

we live, and all those other essential

survival needs, you'd think we would
want to have a say in it.

Instead, we gulp down the "free

market" swill poured into our televi-

sion and newspaper (yes, this one
too) troughs.

Thank the Teamsters for demon-
strating that the economy is not a

force of nature, like the sun, which

we have no control over. They show
how we make it what it is consciously

and through effort, as they refuse to

continue to produce millions of dol-

lars of profit without having a place

at the table in deciding how that

money is used.

However, Teamsters President Ron
Carey's recently overturned election

involving shady campaign contribu-

tions is taken bv many as a sign that

the labor movement is corrupt.

Certainly there are plenty of prob-

lems with any organization that has

elected leaders in charge of all the

money, yet even though the labor

movement has problems, it is a

movement we need to thank.

The labor movement has given us

great gifts over the last century, gifts

we take too much for granted. Gifts

like the weekend and the minimum
wage.

Imagine: workers were gunned
down and died in struggles to reduce

the working day to 12 hours. Twelve

hours!

Maybe it seems that we have it

easy now, with our 40 hour weeks,

worker's compensation and unem-
ployment insurance. We might feel

there's no need for workers to fight

anymore. But the corporate climate is

still viciously focused on ripping

workers off as much as possible in

order to stuff the

pockets of investors.

Take, for an

oft-cited example,
the culture of down-
sizing, down-bene-
fiting, and
down-waging throughout the corpo-

rate world. Take the flight of compa-

nies to countries like Mexico.

Guatemala or Vietnam where unions

are nonexistent or management-pup-

pets, and the workers can be exploit-

ed with relative impunity.

Maybe, as critics contend, there is

still rampant corruption in the

Teamsters union. Maybe the labor

movement has been sold out by

greedy professional organizers who
mooch off rank and file dues. But the

situation today is so far from friendly

to workers that every step forward is

a great step.

Like the form of our economy, the

vitality of worker efforts for

self-determination is not controlled

by the waxing and waning of the

moon. It is a struggle requiring great

effort. The Teamsters. M well as the

revitalized leadership of the

AFL-CIO. are taking great pains to

mobilize workers in the face of a

globalized economy, reekingly stag-

nant wages and increased

union-busting.

Corporations have never stopped

striving to make the rich richer and

the poor poorer. It's time for workers

to start fighting for economic democ-

racy again.

Daniel Bodah is a Collegian

columnist.

Labor Issues

•Daniel •Boiiah & \Mark\'McQrath~

Despite being speckled with a

number of notable news sto-

ries (biting boxers, kissing

Kennedys, Mr. Weld goes to

Washington) this summer may per-

haps be best remembered as the

summer when the country came to a

halt because the big brown trucks

stopped rolling — at least for 16

days.

Over the course of the United

Parcel Service strike, what began as

"just another protest" became a

major headache for anyone who
sends or receives anything through

the shipping
industry. When
the end came
after two full

weeks of con-

fusion, most
breathed a

mandatory sigh of relief, knowing
the order of their affairs would again

be restored.

While the settlement was indeed

welcomed, it was, by its nature,

forced on the American people. They

had to like the settlement because it

was just that — a settlement. Had
they taken their time to look at the

underlying issues, they would have

seen that like UPS and its workers,

they were taken for a ride.

To guage the merits and accom-
plishments of the strike, we must
first examine its participants and its

motives. Involved in this strike were

UPS and the Teamsters, a union
made up of 1.4 million workers.
According to the Teamsters, the

issues of the strike were full time

jobs, wages, pensions, limits on sub-

contracting and health and safety

issues. Of those issues, the most
important were full time jobs and
pensions.

Because of the nature of the ship-

ping industry and the popularity of

overnight and next-day shipping,

companies like UPS need to employ

an army of workers from 6 - 10:50

a.m. Common business sense dic-

tates that they would have to hire

part-timers to work these hours,

because otherwise, they would lose

money during the remaining hours of

a full-time working day. Part time

jobs are often taken by college stu-

dents. Their work earns them over

$10 an hour and they also receive

benefits. With the strike, the part-

time workers, many of them
Teamsters, were pushing for the cre-

ation of more full time positions

which pay significantly higher.

The other real issue at hand
involved pension funds. UPS current-

ly pays pension money to 5 1 separate

Teamsters-controlled pension plans.

The way the system is structured,

UPS pays money to plans that benefit

not only UPS workers, but others

who had never been affiliated with

the company, others who eat off of

UPS's table merely because they are

affiliated with the Teamsters.

UPS had recently made a proposal

to put together a new pension plan

that would consolidate all UPS work-

ers in a single plan. The result would

Teamsters' plans. The Teamsters

hailed a huge victory for the workers

of America, but we can't be expected

to take their word for it.

We must ask ourselves. "Who
were the winners in the UPS strike?"

Did the American public win?

Let's see — For two weeks, hundreds

of millions of daily routines were dis-

rupted because of the shipping

industry's inability to cope with the

UPS strike. Because mail order com-

panies (and anyone else who
depends on shipping) have seen how
dangerous it is to put all their

proverbial eggs into one basket, they

arc sure to direct a larger portion of

shipments away from UPS, which,

before the strike, controlled 90 per-

cent of the shipping market. The
result will be a noticeable (if not

sharp) decline in UPS shipments. To
cope with the higher operation costs,

also brought about because of the

strike. UPS will have to increase its

prices indefinitely. The American
people can hardly be considered the

winners here.

How about the full time UPS
workers?have UPS pay-

* ^^_^__^__^^_^^_^_^_^^^__

."^workers
"
Tne Teamsters hailed

and rettnees Q frUge y/C^0ry for the
who would ° J J

receive about workers of America, but
50 percent more '

than they had we Can '/ be expected to

take their word for it.

"been receiving.

The Teamsters
couldn't stand

for losing con-

trol over all of the pension funds and

their ability to share with other

Teamsters which was the primary

reason for their willingness to lead

the strike.

After a hard-fought 16 days, the

teamsters finally persuaded UPS to

give in to their primary demands. In

the settlement, UPS agreed to create

10.000 new full time jobs and
increase pensions under the

Before the

strike, they

were well-

p a i d
employees
($19.95 an

hour) with

benefits
who had to

share their

pension
funds with other Teamsters. After

the strike, they are still well-paid ($3

more per hour), still have benefits

and still have to share. The only dif-

ference this time around is that they

now work for a company that will be

reeling because of the strike. If UPS
goes into the decline that many are

predicting, the company will be

unable to hire lor the 10.000 new
full time jobs conceded to the strik-

ers. In fact, many who currently

work for the company may lose their

jobs in the end. Even though the

Teamsters carried on the strike in

the name of those workers, it seems

they may have gotten the shortest

end of the stick.

Part time workers? Well, if they

expect to be given the newly created

full time positions, they'd better

hope UPS can recover from this

strike. 1 would be willing to bet that

UPS ends up laying off more work-

ers than it creates full time posi-

tions.

The company? This one is a

no-brainer. In the entire process.

UPS operated only out of common
sense and for the benefit of its work-

ers, and what does it get? Outside of

the lost revenues and the coming
decline, UPS has also had its image

tarnished by the strike. That could

be hard to overcome.

The Teamsters? Finally, someone
who can smile at the results of the

strike. Teamsters members and
retirees, regardless of where they

work or worked, can resume eating

at the UPS table. After all, the most

important issue of the strike was the

pension funds. They also had a very

visible victory over the "corjjorate

greed" which they claim is destroy-

ing the common man. Let's hand it

to the teamsters, they got what they

(and no one else) wanted, proving

how dangerous it is to let them have

a choke hold on the country, as they

did with the UPS situation.

In a message in The Teamster

Leader, Ron Carey, their General

President, states "With our victory at

UPS. we've shown the world that

there is no limit to what a strong, unit-

ed union can accomplish." Perhaps the

Teamsters should spend less time

showing this power and more time

making it work for the good of the

workers who really need it.

Mark McGrath is a Collegian

columnist.

Letters to the Editor

To the Editor:

I would like to commend you on

the appearance of the Daily
Collegian on the Internet. I just got

here and as a 1995 grad, the elec-

tronic version looks much nicer

than the paper! But I still miss that

good old entertaining rag I picked

up for free every day with all that

you needed to know as a UMass stu-

dent. After all, how else were you to

know when to avoid the dining

commons when the infamous scrod

was being served in all its various

adjective forms (baked, fried, black-

ened).

Also. I would like to know when
the Morrill Science Center is going

to be rebuilt just like that busy little

corner of Engineering Land. Going
back to UMass two weeks ago. I

found it disheartening again that the

life science side of campus still

looks decrepit versus the engineer-

ing corner. After all. we members of

the life science community are just

as valuable to UMass as the engi-

neers. I hope some staff take this

into account when writing grants,

and fhe administration when con-

templating capital improvements...

Thank you for a wonderful paper.

I intend to come back frequently lo

read and catch up. Have a nice

semester.

Kathy Ucinski. Zoology 1995

zoomer@interaccess.com

We encourage our readers to respond to the contents

of the Collegian through letters to the editor.

Letters must be typed, no more than 400 words, and

include name, address and phone number for confirma-

tion purposes. They can be submitted to

Editorial/Opinion Editor. Daily Collegian. 1 1 3 Campus
Center Basement, UMass Amherst. MA 01003. or by

email to: Letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu

Letters may be edited for length, clarity and style.

First impressions are sacred.

You can't avoid them, only instigate them,

or make the best effort when you find yourself

being introduced to some new stranger. Even if you

find yourself deadlocked in the middle of the worst

possible situation, you're forced to make the best of

it.

Maybe you could care less about the impression

you make on others, but we all know that all of us. at

one time or another, regret the impression we've

made on someone, somewhere. So, maybe it does feel

worse than spilled milk, but we can all agree it's not

as bad as stepping on a nail. Still, negative impres-

sions are right on the cusp of misery and can leave

you feeling pretty unfulfilled for days, and unfortu-

nately, regret is one of the worst possible feelings to

harbor.

So. before you find yourself on the roller coaster of

this downward spiral of distress, let's see exactly

what an impression is made of before we start mak-

ing them. (/'(/ ready kids, this might get messy!

Now this social butterfly of an ^^^^^^^^^^_
author would say that an impres- p p (

sion is all about the body Ian- BBaaaaaaaaaaaafUBUUai

guage It rests on the placement

of the arms, the movement of the hands and the

intensity in the facial features. The eyes and the way

they hold your attention, maybe the corners of a

potential smile.

Regardless, an impression can only be properly

executed with the proper attitude, as well as vocabu-

lary and one's ability to keep another's interest

leaked lollow these 10 simple rules and you could

be 1/ star impression maker before you know it!

Rule number one:

light pants don't prove anything. Gentlemen, you

Ten simple rules
know who you are. Ladies, no comment. There's just

no need to elaborate. Do you really think we care

about the size of your... oh never mind, just lake our

word.

Rule number two:

Beware of the dreaded bad

breath — it makes for a hard

life. It could even be consid-

ered a handicap. But. because

halitosis is so taboo, nobody is

going to come right out and

say "Look man. your mouth
elfn reeks every time you open it." Essentially, brush

your breath, chew gum. gnaw on exotic plants, do

whatever it takes, just don 't let them call you a

dooty-mouth!

Rule number three:

Now before we get carried away with

person-to-person situations, just remember an

^_^^_____ impression can be made upon
another, even if you're not speak-

sssssssraraBBBBBBBBB) ing directly lo them With that in

mind, make sure you don't whis-

per more than necessary when you're describing the

"zongas on the booty maid" in the row in front of

you. Who knows, with a school this size, you just

might be related to the booty maid!

Rule number four:

Think about everything you say before it spills

from your mouth forever. Take it from me. a mouth
that moves faster than the mind isn't a quality anyone

should possess. Strike one, two and three' You're

out!

"Follow these 10 simple

rules and you could be a

star impression-maker

before you know it!

"

Rule number five:

Eye contact is the only option for impression in the

library. Being a loudmouth and guffawing like a don-

key only makes you out

like one. Very unaccept-

able. Didn't your dad
ever tell you that

"nobody likes a funny
guy?"

Rule number six:

Using vocabulary
words you don't know

the definitions of. Granted. I'm not advocating the

use of pre- pubescent jargon, but in reality, we all

know when you're trying too hard to impress. •

Essentially, don't try to insert the word antidisestab-

lishmemarianism more than once per paragraph!

Rules number seven, eight, nine and ten:

Listen, don't hear. Speak, don't just talk to any-

body. It makes a world of difference if you actually

pretend that you could be interested in what the other

person is saying to you. Even if things don't pan out.

ai least that person will hold you in nothing but the

highest regards. We swear, they'll think you're swell,

even ifyoii do have bad breath and wear tight pants!

So. UMass, as you embark on a new year of life,

learning and relationships, just remember that it only

lakes a millisecond lo make or break the person who
could make or break you. Any questions? Good. Now
put on your cleanest socks, your brightest smile and go

out there and get 'em, kids. Go make an impression on

the nearest nameless face today! Hell, make two or

three if you can. Oh. and don't forget... nobody
desenvs a second chance, so why should you?

C './. I'oletto is a Collegian staff member.
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"How was your summer?"
Well, hey there, snugglehear.

Heie we are. back at it

for mother year. Before I

try to wax philosophic on my current

neurosis nhis is the year of the big

word. I can feel it I we have lo take
care of business.

I'll make it quick.

First, the whole "How was your
summer?" thing l refute to deal with

it this year. So. I'm giv-

ing everyone nn answer
light here, in plain

English.

"Yeah, the lummer
was a lot of tun."

Then when people
.as. 'What did you do?"

I say. "lust worked. \o'i

know. It wasn't too
bad."

Alright, there we go.

Now onto ni\ first

crack at writing in three

months. This should be

interesting, because
even though I've had

that entire time lo write

this piece, I didn't start this until

minutes ago.

I'm not going to do the whole
"summer recap" thing. But if there

was a theme, (oh. and there has to

be), ii could be like the book "Why
Bad Things 1 lappen to Good People."

See. I'm I good person. I think. Of
course the only evidence thai I am
comes from my dad. who after

screaming at me for getting kicked off

the bus for a week in 7th grade, said

to me "you're a good kid. most of the

time."

But random bad things have
plagued me since I left you guys last.

For instance, in lune I bought a

shiny new Phillies hat. the funks one

with the blue star. I had been looking

for one for months, and had to drive

Luke Meredith

10

to Albany to find it.

But then, in the process of a little

"light surgery" to make it fit my weird

little head. I cut a hole in it. My
friends dubbed it the "$24 hole."

(You see, they charge $24 for hats in

Albany). I have, to date, worn it

twice.

Of course, I've worn my $5 Penn

hat and my free Royals twill hat every

day — P.|.. my dad,

picked it up in Kansas

City on a business trip.

Go figure.

My financial aid is

another one. It seems

the powers that be

down in Whitmore
decided that I wouldn't

be needing loans any-

more because I sent in

some forms late. (I still

have absolutely no idea

what these forms look

like, or that a deadline

even existed)

So they took away
$5,000 from the "Luke

fund.goes to UMass'

\V ; 'hout telling me.

Through a Hurry of yellow sheets,

blue sheets and sheets where you have

to correct things that don't need cor-

recting. 1 recaptured my financial aid.

But of course it's not all good.

The restructuring of my package

left me without my job in Central

Mail. Three years of sorting, filing

and delivery experience nave been

flushed down the drain. It was a great

job. but now it's gone.

I went to Hooters for the first time

in lune. and got excited when 1 saw

Vera, our waitress, who brought new
meaning to the term "in shape."

But then 1 ordered the svings, and

they came out breaded. I had one and

almost puked. Soiled the whole

Hooters "experience.''

There have been other anecdotes,

but they're too stupid and meaning-

less to write about. (Come to think of

it, they were all stupid end meaning-

less. Oh well.)

And as long as we're telling the

truth here. 1 got to 'fess up.

I did try to write this summer.

Once.

It was at the end of |uly. Eight of us

were staying in my friend's father's

beach house in Scituate, and were

partying like rock stars. It was one of

only five days off in 12 weeks, so we
decided to celebrate by drinking it

away.

It was 10:30 in the morning, and

we were already pretty much in the

bag. This girl Tasha, whom I'll

describe only as a Phish-loving

nympho from Missoula, Monatana

whips out this journal and asks every-

one to write a page in it. I tried to slip

out of the room, but she caught me
and said, "Hey Luke, you write at

school, right? Why can't you just

scribble a page."

So 1 grabbed this thing, a typical

chick-like book with daisies and petu-

nias on the front and the standard

"Best friends 4-Eva" picture on the

inside cover. Feeling the false bravado

of a good pre-noon summer buzz, I

tried to compensate for two months

of non-writing in one fell swoop.

What I came up with was, well,

crap. I actually began with the follow-

ing line.

"Here we are, on the edge of the

world." Because it was the ocean and

all, you know.

You can see why I only tried once.

But it is nice to be back. At least the

Collegian doesn't have petunias on

the cover.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian

oolumnist.

Burning fears

I
was fise sears old when I realized my fate had been

sealed. One sunny, giggling day. just a few years out

ol diapers and without ever having laid eyes on the

sparkling Utopia ol Disney World. I was to meet a horri-

ble and smoldering death. Despite ms utmost faith in

Mom's ability to lend even the most critical tricycle

injuries. I was pretty sure not even she could protect me

from this tragic but inevitable end. And so. rather than

darken her poor pure soul with the black knowledge of

her first horn's damned future, I remained bravely silent.

Even a little kid can comprehend the enormity of such a

secret. A secret no young child should ever be forced to

keep. Ms fate was sealed, alright. Death by volcano.

A noble end lor a kindergartner. to ajfj^ajssssssssjssaSJBaa

be sure. Thai concept was slightly lost Danielle
on me. though, as I lost sleep over just SSBSSSSSSBSSSSSSSBBSSi

how very hot and uncomfortable this

particular das ssas sure to be. I mean. I was a wimp
about a too-warm bath. Howes er would I endure? Why
was this malicious force of nature so intent (I was sure it

was) on taunting me. biding its time before a deep rum-

ble from its bells signaled its first fiery belches, aimed

right at the little girl in the cookie monster tee shirt?

Nevermind that while this terror lurked in the back of

ms mind I remained snug in ms yawning Ness F.ngland

Suburb, crunching up grilled cheeses and skinning my
knees like eseis other kid in my town. As far as I know.

I'd never once had a history lesson on Pompeii or even

heard ol the ill lated Monsernt, And set somehow I'd so

fulls integrated this fear into my young psyche that lor a

while, ever) lava free das seemed s precious gift. If only

I h.ui known that volcanoes did not sprout up out of the

ground overnight like some murderous dandelion (and

even it that were possible, that the) lirnpi) weren't native

to eastern Massachusetts.)

And don't think my fears were limited to scorching

lava flow. Tidal waves were another biggie; the heave

and crash of 50-foot waves that could swallow me in one

crunch. Then there was the creature I often dreamed

about in preschool who, if the fancy struck him, turned

kids into pulsating blobs of raspberry |ell-0 — yikes! So

much for the innocence of youth.

I look back now with the admittedly shaky wisdom of

21 sears in a sort of awe. How in the world did I conjure

such morbid and terrifying images? Frozen in the head-

lights of unfounded paranoia during my formative years,

why aren't 1 the timid shivering wreck such a childhood

might have foreshadowed?

pfl
_-

|||fflrflB||fflrflB||Bi
But that's just it. I decided recent-

ly. The nights 1 spent sweating over

BSBaaaaararaaaaaaaraaa the vampiric six-eyed pediatrician

lurking beneath my bed now serve as

lessons to me, years later and in a completely different

context. Of course, panic over natural disasters has given

way to wondering if there will be a job for me when I

graduate. But in a way, they're similar issues. There's a

severe futility factor in worrying about either of them.

Whal-iffing is completely useless when it is about issues

that not only have not yet happened, but have no real rel-

esance to your life at this very moment — the only time

that has any significance at all.

So when 1 feel the belly-churn of random nervous

musings (What if my children dedicate their lives to the

radical right? What if everyone reading my article figures

out I'm making it all up?) I remind myself not to go wad-

ing in rivers of lava. It's a painful waste of time to allow

the tiresome grip of worry to infiltrate my calm. Instead,

I'm learning to settle back, take slower deeper breaths,

and simply appreciate right now.

Danielle Zerbonne is a UMass student.

The Editorial/Opinion desk is now hiring.

There is one Editorial Associate Editor position open.

The job involves helping with all tasks from typing to

designing layout, and gives you the opportunity to write

for the newspaper.
This position pays 5 hours/week at the regular student

rate. For more information, contact Dan Bodah at

545-1491 or letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu, or stop by the

Collegian office and fill out an application.
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All in a day's work

TO GOOD
MEWS IS HE
SAID HIS FjlvST

WORDS..,.

J°E CAMEL

Joe rS^

r^kH

"I am just another tem-

porary worker, here for a

few months taking up a

space that was, at one
time, a fully benefited job

held by a company
employee.

"

Chris Stamm

As the minute hand tics past six. the first shift bolts

out of the warehouse like clockwork. At 2:30 p.m..

eight hours of lilting, paper shuffling and cursing

are over. With my brown lunch bag tucked under my arm.

the bottom tearing apart from the humid summer air, I

begin the winding trek to my station in the shipping

department, battling against the flow of fleeing first-shift

workers.

Scurrying beneath a labyrinth of conveyor belts. I pass

the sort desk tucked away from the __^^_^^___
bustle of ever-honking forklifts.

where I find one of my co-workers.

"Hola lose!" I manage in my best

self-conscious high school Spanish.

The reply is a nod and smile,

accented with a quick thumbs up as

the middle-aged Dominican native

routs packages through the ware-

house.

As 1 start work, the man next to

me welcomes me with a less than

comforting greeting. "What are you

talking to him for? You should stick

to your own." Before 1 can even ask him which rock he

crawled out from under this morning, I know I am in a

land far, far away from the diversity- conscious college

world.

My colleagues seem less than thrilled to be working with

me. A mode} array of frustrated workers and near alco-

holic white-trash forced to swallow the bitter pill of

"downsizing" day after day. wondering if they will be next.

From das one they have seemed threatened by my exis-

tence in their blue collar clique. What do I have to offer

them? I am just another temporary worker, here for a few

months taking up a space that was, at one time, a fully

benefited job held by a company employee.

But simply being a company employee does not guaran-

tee acceptance into the group, lust ask lose.

To my co-workers lose is lazy. He never works as hard

as they do. As for his English, "well, he's been in the coun-

try for so long, he should learn the damn language," (you

can be assured their words are not as even handed). Day

after day I heard the comments, never made to his face of

course, and with each remark thought of ways to offend

the "white majority
."

When he came to work in my section. I made a point to

scrape the rust off the Spanish I hadn't studied in three

years. We talked about the success of Dominican ball play-

ers like Sammy Sousa finally getting their due in the major

leagues.

The more I got to know lose, the worse my co-workers'

comments became. He was the president of the neighbor-

ing city's parent advisory council, he hosted a political seg-

ment on the local Spanish language radio station and he

wrote for a Hispanic newspaper. One night, as we tried to

^_^^__ keep up with the packages hurling down
the line at us. we had an hour and a hall

conversation about the globalization of

world economies and how the United

States needs to exert more force in

expanding third world industry.

Talk with the other men in the group

seldom strayed beyond the realm of cars

and sports.

Every night I could not help but think

how my co-workers would survive if they

were transplanted out of their native land.

If their economic security svere taken away.^^^^^^~
would they have the courage to mose to

another country, learn the language, learn the system, or

analyze the politics? How far would an analysis of last

night's exhibition Pats game and a 30-pack of Coors Light

get them?

lose sees problems in the community and seeks to fix

them — through writing about them, talking about them.

and taking action with community groups. I am not imply-

ing that all my other co-workers were racist bigots, not all

of them were. By the end of the summer most gave first-

hand accounts on the value of the college degree.

However, it seemed that the most backward of the

bunch were the most vocal, and the ones that knew better

kept their mouths shut.

I made a lot of observations this summer ( never argue

with a self-affirmed Libertarian — you can't win. don't eat

those ready-made vending machine sandwiches no matter

how hungry you are, etc..) but the most important was

that people need to open their eyes. In another year. I will

be a fully functioning member of society (or so I've heard)

and I can't help but wonder:

What type of pressure allows someone to keep their ears

open and their mouth closed?

( foil Stamm is a Collegian columnist.

A house divided...

The world had reason to

believe that the peace process

was getting back on track ear-

lier this year when Israel's Prime

Minister. __^____^_
B i n y a m i n

Netanyahu and
Palestine
Liberation
Organization
chairman Yasser
Arafat reached an

agreement over

the withdrawal of

the majority of

Israeli forces from

Hebron. However
this summer pro- ***^,,, ,,,,,,,^
duced a series of tragic events that

have been a grim reality check for the

world. It may take an observer with a

bit of optimism to deny that there

was a downward spiral this summer,

and that the United States' diplomat-

ic intervention was the only thing

preventing the peace process from

being completely derailed.

On his watch, the right-wing

Likud party leader Netanyahu had

seen relatively few deaths in 1997

caused by terrorism. Then two sui-

cide bombers wearing suits and ties

blew the Mahane Yehuda market in

lerusalem to pieces, taking 1 5 people

with them and injuring countless oth-

ers. This was the worst case of terror-

ism in Israel since before the Prime

Minister was elected over a year ago.

And of course Netanyahu, perhaps

with good reason, insisted that Arafat

and the Palestinian Authority were

not doing all they could to imprison

terrorists. Once again the cycle that

had endangered the peace process

"...the question is,

what can possibly be

done to halt this cycle

and formulate a last-

ing peace between

two people?"

Bryan Schwartzman

prior to the Hebron deal, the same

cycle which had troubled his prede-

cessor Shimon Peres, was in full

swing.

The bombing
was followed by

fighting in south-

ern Lebanon.
resulting in civil-

ian casualties on
both sides. The
search for mem-
bers of Hamas or

Hezbollah usual-

ly includes some
restriction on
Palestinian move-

ment, such as the

one imposed recently on several cities

including Bethlehem. U.S. envoy

Dennis Ross has done a commend-

able job maintaining a presence in the

Middle East, trying to get two leaders

who do not ttust each other to work

together.

So the question is. what can possi-

bly be done to halt this cycle and for-

mulate a lasting peace between two

people? Assuming that the occasional

bombings continue, and the political

leaders cannot direct the peace

process, what can Israeli and
Palestinian people do to create a

more stable climate?

It is difficult to determine if the

Palestinian people support, or ever

supported, the peace process. Some
polls have had the number of support-

ers as low as 10 percent. What is cer

tain is that the Israeli people remain a

deeply divided people on a number oi

different issues, of which the peace

process is just one.

The rift between Orthodox and less

religious Israelis surfaced in an ugly

episode in early August — which pro-

vided an excellent example of what

not to do in times of tremendous
uncertainty.

At the Western Wall, a group of

Reform and Conservative lews, men
and women, prayed in the section des-

ignated for men only. They were

forcibly removed from the area, caus-

ing a near-riot scene. Without dis-

cussing the philosophical issues

behind prayer at the Western Wall.

such a short time after a national

tragedy one would think that wor-

shippers in the Old City might have

something else on their minds besides

heaping violence on their fellow lews.

What does this isolated event have

to do with the broad picture of the

Middle East peace process? Israel's

internal conflicts between religious

and secular lews, and between lews of

European descent and Middle Eastern

descent, are almost as great a threat

to the survival of the peace process as

the suicide bombings.

This sad fact was illustrated when

one of the peace process' architects,

former Prime Minister Yit/ak Rabin,

was assassinated by a right-wing

Israeli. The trouble at the Western

Wall was just another example of how

far hate can go between Israelis, let

alone between Palestinians and
Israelis.

The cohesion and consensus of the

Israeli people on religious and social

issues, as well as the peace process,

are instrumental for both the survival

of the peace process and the future of

the nation.

Bryan Schwartzman is a Collegian

columnist.

Focus on Race

The Collegian Editorial page
needs writers for an upcoming
series, Focus on Race. If you are

interested in contributing: call

545-1491. e-mail "letters®

oitvms.oit.umass.edu,'' or come by

the Collegian offices at 113

Campus Center and speak with

Dan Bodah.

Write for Ed/Op

The Collegian Editorial page needs

new writers. We want you to write

humor, politics, satire, lifestyle, or any

of a thousand other styles — let us be

as broad as the student body is.

All who are interested should attend

a New Writer's meeting on Friday,

September 5 at 7 p.m. in the Collegian

offices. 1 1 3 Campus Center. For more
information, call 545- 1491

.

.*
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Police remind students of dorm safety

By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

Two peeping torn incidents in Southwest Residential

Area at the end ol last rwmcrrjM prompted L'niversitv d
MttMchutetti police to educate on cainptH residents

bom dormitory safet] measures.

On Wednesday April 16, Waco O. Taylor, 26, was

arrested foi entering 12 female resident's unlocked donn
rooms and sexually assaulting some of them during early

morning hours in lohn Quine\ Adams Residence Flail.

Waco was lu \ resident.

L Mass Police Chief |ohn Luippold said. "We strongly.

Btrongl) urge Btudettts to keep their doors locked at all

times, even when students are in their rooms, regardless if

the] arc Studying, watching TV or sleeping."

The second incident included two reports of a male

pecking in women's shower stalls in Cance and

MacKimmie Residence Halls.

According to Luippold the unidentified man was not

found last semester.

Both women gave UMPD similar descriptions of the

perpetrator.

Police describe the suspect as a "white male in his early

20t, approximate!) 5'7" tall, and plump. He had a shavad

head with light brown or blonde hair."

"Students should pay attention before entering showers.

They should make sure that no one is lurking around the

halls or the bathrooms," Luippold said.

Although both acts were restricted to Southwest Area,

University Police want all students to be aware of people

around them because these incidents could occur an>

where on campus.

Residents should notify police immediately at

545-2121 if they observer anyone acting suspiciously on

the floor at anytime of day.

mahar
continued from page 1

"We wanted to make sure that the

audio/visual renovations were com-
patible to the physical renovations."

said lohn Stacey, the Director of the

audioA isual department.

Much thought went into the

sound quality of the newly renovat-

ed Mann According to Fink, one of

their programmatic requirements

was to be able to hear an unampli-

fied voice from an) point across the

room w hieh he displayed clearly.

The ceiling has been opened up to

allow for better acoustics. Fink said

the six large acoustical clouds in the

ceiling optimize sound waves, allow-

ing people in the back of the class-

room to hear their professor MsU)
Even the upholstery on the new

seats was a consideration of sound

amplification.

Besides being able to hear the pro-

fessor better, students sitting to the

sides will now be able to see more
clcarlv due to two 37-inch monitors

which will display any images seen

on the new 20-foot wide screen in

front of the classroom. There is also

another 10-foot screen which can be

lowered for dual-projection.

Lighting can be easily monitored

by the professor due to the touch

screen technology now in Mahar.

"All the professor will have to do
is touch the screen and select from a

menu of pre-set lighting." Stacey

said. Another addition to the audi-

torium is a three-stop lift for physi-

cally disabled students and profes-

sors.

One of Fink's concerns about
Mahar is the on-going vandalism

which progresses on the University

campus.

"Before we had a trashy area. 10

people continued to trash it," Fink

said, "but now we hope that people

respect this new space."

WANTED:
Managers

For People's Market

People's Market Is a Ion-Profit Food Store In the Student Union. We are

Undergraduate Students Working Together to Serve the Community, and We are

Looking lor a Few Good Workers to Dedicate Their Time to Helping us Grow. This Is

lot a Job for the Weak Hearted, but It Will dive you Experience to Last a Lifetime.

Applications are Available at the People's Market (second floor of Student Union)

Or outside the Center for Student Businesses (406 Student Union)

Get Paid to Learn Bow to Manage a Small Business

honor
continued from page 1

from the College if they choose to

Fulfill some additional requirements,

such as a thesis or research project.

"Fxisting honors students would

be grandfathered in and could grad-

uate from the Commonwealth
College," Aitken said.

Aitken said he feels the

Commonwealth College, if created,

will benefit all UMass students by

increasing the prestige of a UMaM
degree and by bringing distin-

guished faculty to campus to inter

act with the Mudent body in gener-

al.

"I think it is an excellent idea.

This provides an opportunity to

really improve the reputation ot

public higher education in the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

Aitken said. "It is a way of creating

both a high quality college and a

symbol of quality in higher educa-

tion."

DO YOU OR A FRIEND OR COLLEAGUE HAVE A PROBLEM

WITH ALCOHOL OR OTHER DRUGS?

THERE ARE RESOURCES AVAILABLE TO HELP:

i Ai< 532 2111

Narcotics Aaoayssoas: 538-7479

Alaaoa: 253-9261

(for frisads and ralatlvas af alcoholics) •

uhs

J"'"""KUntal H

Adult Caildroa of Alcoholics: 253-5261

Hoalta Sarvlcas 545-2337 -.

For BM>ro Information, contact UHS at 577 5000

3iJ D OiAi^^AT^AD

Standing tall

Stockbrissge Hall is a powerful symbol of earth sciences here on campus.

0* '
— '

C is looking for a few : shooters for some :t? missions this fall.

Applications for ^T and iV^ currently being accepted.

Work wifk some of the best r.-: at UMass.

t . Apply at our headquarters (i 13 campus center) , and see

?:t>^ Kenneth W.P. Scott or VVThang Vo.

US at tSfVO

\°c3" n NTf*

O°^0 a» *****

Welcome to the Newman Center
472 North Pleasant St. Amherst, MA 01 002 (41 3) 549-0300

The Newman Center at the University of Massachusetts houses the Catholic

Chapel on campus. This centrally located building serves the members of the

University community throughout the year and offers to all:

• : 500 seal chapel for prayer
brary for study and reading•a ' brary tor study and readint

• two lounges for study and relaxation
•a large cafeteria for food

•a billiards room for recreation
'a BankBoston ATM machine for money
•Mad Dasher Note Taking Services

•Java Htft Coffe Bar

• Building Hours:

Sun-Thur: 7:00am-5:00pm

Fri: 7:00am5:00pm

Sat:7:00am6:00pm

• Sacrament off Reconciliation
Saturday 2:30-3:30a reappointment

•Cafeteria Hours:
MorrThjrs - 7:OQam-7:30pm

H-. 7:00om3:00prn

Sat: 8<)0am3'00pm
Sun*. 8<Xbrn-3*00pm

SCHEDULE EFFECTIVE BEGINNING SEPTEMBER 3, 1997

• Mass Schedule:
Sat: 9:00am,4:00pm

Sun: 8:00am, 10:30am,

7:00pm

MorrFri: 5:15pm

00
Special $ 1

.

cheese slices

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!

OPEN 7 DAYS 12PM - 1AM
HAMPDEN SNACKBAR SOUTHWEST

Beer Prices Available

at the following locations:

Big Y Liquors

Hsing Liquors

Liquors 44 - Hadley

Liquors 44 - Northampton

Northampton Liquors

Pleasant St. Liquors

Pop's - Northampton

R&P Liquors

Russel's Package

Scott's Liquors

Spirit Haus

J
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provost

ntt YD VCABD WXVf

PHOTO OPPORTUNITIES!

• CAMPUS CENTER
CONCOURSE

10:00 - 4 p.m., Tuesday

Sept. 2, Friday, Sept. 5

• UCARD OFFICE, FRANKLIN
DINING HALL
Sept. 1 -4, 8:30a.m. to 7,

Sept. 5, 8:30 - 5 p.m.

UCard Debit Accounts should be opened at the UCard Office,

Franklin Dining Hall, 545-0197

GET INVOI Ml)'

\|C SOU Liii ii.'nl ; boul ilu'

I M.I" L'lHll nuniu? I )(. Mm ssani

lo inform st ui poor- ill out l'M'IUs

liupponinj; I'll Liimpi »'.' II \ Oil

pOvsc-s *ll'l II'
1 W 1 IIII1J! skills and

(Jcdiuiiion. niiiii' rep* ii loi the

( nHcfiiaii wc iilwiifv llL'fl'l IK'W

svrila>. I Ik V«- IV- v i> .i nival

pliiti; to *i;i i. ( omcili svn to 1 1 i

Campus C iiiU'i ,im! speak to

lonuthan I i, llflK. \l'\\ !> Editor.

continued from page 1

undergraduate research projects, as

well as in bringing distinguished sci-

entists and researchers to the UMass

campus.

"There are national grants avail-

able for undergraduate research that

you can get routinely," Marrett said.

"1 want to make people aware of

those and recognize innovative things

that are already going on."

Advising, mentoring and retention

are other issues at the top of her list,

according to Marrett.

"1 want to see what 1 can do per-

sonally to promote advising and men-

toring. That's one area to focus on,"

Marrett said. "Another over arching

interest is retention. We should make

it possible for people to succeed."

In order to increase retention,

Marrett said, she will be working

closely with the Student Affairs

Office to find ways to aid students.

One project which Marrett began

working on immediately is the budget

request for fiscal year 1999. She said

the large increase in the state appro-

priation to the University for fiscal

year 1998 will allow her to plan fac-

ulty searches and other projects for

1999.

"I am very pleased about the bud-

get, about the response of friends and

alumni from the capital campaign
and the donations to individual

departments," Marrett said. "The
continued growth in funding from
federal agencies and agencies within

the Commonwealth also suggests the

quality of work that takes place here

and the position of the University in

the national context."

In addition to these projects,

Marrett will aid in planning for the

Commonwealth (Honors) College,

the creation of which has been
approved by the Massachusetts Board

of Higher Education.

Marrett said that she, Deputy

Provost Norman Aitken and others

will spend time this fall deciding how

the ideal Commonwealth College

would be set up, in hopes that the

State Legislature will allocate funding

for the College.

"We have some money for plan-

ning and thinking through what it

should look like," Marrett said. "1

hope it will be recognized as extreme-

ly important."

Marrett, a former professor of soci-

ology and Afro- American studies at

the University of

Wisconsin-Madison, was assistant

director of the National Science

Foundation from 1992 to 1996. She

is also the former director of the

United Negro College Fund/Andrew

Mellon Programs.

Patricia Crosson, who served as

interim provost for the past three

years, will take a year's sabbatical

before returning to the faculty of the

School of Education in the depart-

ment of educational policy, research

and administration.

TOTAL FITNESS
WITHOUT WATTING IN LINE

STUDENT SPECIAL
4 MONTHS

REISER • NAUTILUS • CYBEX
STAIRMASTERS • LIFECYCLES

TREADMILLS • V.R. BIKE
LIFEROWER • GAUNTLET

GRAVITON

lAMHERST
ATHLETIC CLUB
Rte. 1 IS So. Amherst
2560C80

00 YOU OR A FRIEND OR COLLEAGUE HAVE A PROBLEM

WITH ALCOHOL OR OTHER DRUGS?

THERE ARE RESOURCES AVAILABLE TO HELP:

Alcoholics Anonymou*: 532-2111 .,

Narcotic* Anonymous: 53»-7479

AJaaoa: 253-5261

(for friondt and relatival of alcoholics) j

I

.. Adult Childraa of Alcoholics: 253-5261

lllfjl Montal Hoalth Sarvlcat 545-2337 ~i

III IU For mort information, contact UHS at 577-5000

EMERGENCY
MEDICAL
TRAINING

• IU Human Services

Training < onsiillants. Inc.

• Part-lime I. Miliums

Classes Starl

Sep!. 15. 1 997

• Cajl I 'Mass, ( ontinuing

Id in ;it ion at 545-0474

UCF, Habitat rebuild S.C. church

burned in racially motivated blaze

By Jonathan Liberty

Collegian Staff

COURTESY Of KINT HICCINS

Habitat for Humanity volunteers at the Rosemary Baptist Church in South Carolina.

For one week in May, a group of 14 University of

Massachusetts students from the United Christian

Foundation (UCF) and Five College students from Habitat

for Humanity traveled to Barnwell County, S.C. to rebuild

the Rosemary Baptist Church, which was burnt out in a

racially motivated attack on Faster. 1995.

"The trip was everything we had hoped for and more,"

Kent Higgins, the University Chaplain for UCF said.

The students learned proper insulation and dry-wall

installation.

"We put in a lot of indoor insulation and sheet rock;

lots of hammers and nails," Higgins said.

"It was a simple hard work project." Higgins said.

According to Higgins. the students worked side by side

with approximately 20 other West Virginians, most of

whom were retired coal miners.

"Many people learned a lot of things down there,"

Higgins said. "It was a good experience for both groups."

Higgins said that the students also took part in discus-

sion sections on racism and worshiped at a nearby

African- American church.

The group stayed in housing at the work site, and their

meals and transportation were provided, according to

Higgins.

Although the students were only there for one week, the

volunteer effort went on for four months. The new church

will be dedicated the weekend of Oct. 4.

Higgina said that one of the major improvements was

rebuilding the sanctuary, which doubled in size

"We hope that RSOs (Registered Student

Organizations! and other campus organizations like UCF
and Habitat for Humanity will continue to form inter-reli-

gious and civic- religious alliances in the future." Higgins

said.

The trip was funded by donations from civic groups and

churches in the Valley.

Future Plans

In conjunction with the Holyoke Land Trust, Habitat

for Humanity is planning half-day trips to Holyoke on

weekends to rebuild multi-family homes.

UCF student fellowship has planned a service retreat to

Harlem, N.Y., the weekend of Oct. 24.

According to Higgins, during the retreat students will

be able to sample a variety of outreach projects in the city,

while staying at the Cathedral of St. |ohn the Divine; the

cost for students will be very low.

Presently, UCF is looking for interested students to plan

an intercession or spring break trip to the south, possible

destinations include the Sea Islands of Georgia,

Mississippi or Costa Rica.

According to Higgins, a local party to celebrate their

trip to Barnwell County and to look at similar ventures for

the future, is planned for Sunday, Oct. 5 at 7 p.m. at the

UCF House, 367 North Pleasant Street, Amherst.

Interested students can contact campus ministers )ohn

Ike or Kent Higgins.

UMass Division Of
Continuing Education

omething for
Everybody

>

Call for a free course catalog-

(413) 545-0107 or contined@admin.umass.edu

Check out www.umass.edu/contined/ for updated info.

DIVISION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

• Over 1 00 credit

undergrad courses—
in the evening!

• More than 1 00 non
credit workshops—
affordable, fun, practical,

including

Bartending,

Retirement
& investment
Planning,

Past Life

Regression,

Country
Line Dancing,

Gardening,

Computers,

East Asian
Medicine,

Creating
Comics! COURTHY Of «NT HICCINS

Rosemary Baptist Church in the middle of reconstruction.

THE BIGGEST BACK TO SCHOOL

POSTER SALE

UL

Where:

STUDENT UNION BALLROOM

When:

MON. SEPT. I THRU FN. SEPT. 5

Time:

9 AM - 4:30 PM

Sponsor:

WMUA 91.1 FM

SI i

K *

m/v;

""aft**

efcome Baek Students

MOST IMAGES
ONLY $«, $7 AND $8

The Club Med ofLaundromats
Sam - 11pm • 7 days

+Coin Operated Washers and Dryers

*State of the Art Machines
*Snacl\ Bar

• Big Screen T.V.

•Poof Table and Video Games

\$1.00 OFF » $2.00 OFF
any Size
Washer

Limit 1 coupon per visit

expires September 21, 1997

I
Drop Off Service

I
Wash, Dry and Fold

11 lbs. minimum
Limit 1 coupon per visit

't expires September 21, 1997

6 University Drive - Next to Victory Supermarket - Amherst (413) 549-2640

free heat & hot water

euro-style kitchens

elegant mirrored accents

Designer Baths

Wall to Wall Carpeting

Sparkling in-ground Pool
Sand volleyball Court
on pvta busline

Washers/Dryers

Campus Center -545- 26 19
Open 'til 7 pm this Wednesday and Thursday.

Regular Hours M-F 9-5.

twnfc
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

Clothing Department
New for Fall

S^i\e*

UOARLOAF ESTATES
28 RIVER ROAD (RTE. 47)

SUNDERLAND, MA OD75

665-3856

New
Clothes

Q
4£?w

esi<9ns

Cotton Exchange "Sports Logo" Oxford Grey Tees
Introductory Price $10.99 reg $14 99

"Tumbling Bears" Tees From Fitzgerald
° Now $11.99 reg $15.99

MV CORP Lined Windpants Embr
Now $29.99 reg. 535.99

Cotton Twill Barn Jacket w/ Courduroy Collar and Cuffs

Now $54.99 reg. $64.99 Just in Time for Fall Weather

Crewneck Sweatshirt from MV CORP
Now $24.99
Reg. $29.99 *M~

;rsity of
assachusetts

Design Grey or
Navy Only

Get Your BasketBall
Shirt and Sweats Now

^ Crewneck Sweatshirt

„.if

TIME OUT

UMass Basketball Tee

Now $9.99

20% Off All Duffle Bags

Now $28.99

Reg. $32.99

From TP.AGERMFG. EASTPAK. OUTDOR PRODUCTS

Shop Early for Best Selection
Sale Ends Saturday Sept 6, 1997
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Don't Be Stuck in the
Kitchen While The
World Passes You by-

cia**e cate
-

SPOBT5MR

corns

"•®DELIVERS

PfiSTfl E BflSTfl

flpplebecs

Neighborhood Orill & B»t

4 ri i i w (

The Futon Experts

l lira- [rtfo!

Twin $8<» Full $<W Queen $109

[ he l.owitow n
ufettnv guartmu* * /tiww < »nJ>

Full $99 Queen $109

1 he Super \:-V. S*

lifetime guarantee » from only

Full $159 Queen $169

The Steal
tijeame guarantee » /ronw tmiy

Twin $149 Full $159 Queen $169

FREE
DELIVER*

Tin Metro
bftan guarantee » /rornt u»h

Full $1)9

The Southwood
Ixjettme guarantee /rum* oiUt

Full $179 Queen $199

Night
Fantastic Fi*tor»». Fantastic pwic«».

SINCE

II State Street • Northampton • 413-586-1464 • flybyni9htfut0n.com

Newman
Center

Cafeteria

Supplemental Plans
Available for those
on campus

S

dange/e
sandwich shops

Qjfhi&id£y\

^MPRE^

1

More Restaurants
to Come
By Pall off "97"

WOll MORE INK):

1-888-211-6267 htil I ImiH' Deli

PLACE GREATPRICES

PREREQUISITE: ADRENALINE
Drive. Intensity. Those aren't

words you're likely to see in

many course requirements.

Then again Army ROTC is

unlike any other elective. It's

hands-on excitement. ROTC

will challenge you mentally

and physically through intense

leadership training. Training

that builds your character,

confidence and decision-

making skills. Again, words

other courses seldom use. But

they're the credits you need to

succeed in life. ROTC is open

to freshmen and sophomores

without obligation and

requires about five hours per

week. Register this term for

Army ROTC.

Mike's Welcomes Back its Students

With its 22ounce BigOne

Your choice ofBud orBud Lite

Also our Surprise cocktail ofthe Week

foasssaa

ARMY ROTC

THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE

Add Adventure and Challenge to your Kail Schedule.

Register now for Army ROTC.

Collegian Sports
Inside

this

Issue:

Men's

Soccer

page 2

Field

Hockey

page 3

Women's

Soccer

page 4

Water

Polo

page 6

Volleyball

page 1

1

Features: Mike Butler
Khari

<|*5)
Samuel (pg 1)

Danielle

Dion (pk .7)
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World
By Leigh Torbin

Collegian Staff

OKLAHOMA CITY. Okla. —
Exam week can be like getting beaned

on the head by Randy Johnson.

Imagine that at about six o'clock on

Sunday evening, your head is buzzing

with theories and equations destined

to be forgotten in a few days when you

learn that in 36 hours you have to be

completely packed up, out of your

dorm, and on a plane to pastoral

Oklahoma.
Unpleasant yes, but after an intense

3-2 extra-inning win over Colorado

St in their NCAA Regional

Championship Game, members of the

Massachusetts softball team wouldn't

have had it any other way, as they

embarked for the Women's College

World Series. People hadn't been so

ecstatic about the tourist mecca that is

the Sooner State since the Land Run

of 1889.

"This is the ultimate goal of every

college softball player," coach Elaine

Sortino said after the Regional win,

delirious with euphoria. "This is like

going to see God."

Playing at Hall of Fame Stadium on

Memorial Day, means that you've

"made it" — your dreams have been

fulfilled. The toil, blood, sweat, tears

and anguish of years, come to fruition

when your name goes up in lights on

COURTE5V MCDIA RELATIONS

Led by NCAA Regional MVP Danielle Henderson, the Massachusetts softball team advanced to the College World Series in late May for only the sec-

ond time in school history.

the hallowed stadium's scoreboard and

is cheered by the game's legends.

But this sense of fulfillment was not

enough. UMass wanted to win too,

something it displayed vividly before

the eyes of the softball world as it tan-

gled with eventual National Champion,

Arizona. The team that would later

hammer UCLA and Olympic-team

pitcher Christa Williams for 10 runs in

a mercy-ruled title game could only

scrap five hits off of UMass ace

Danielle "Harry" Henderson.

The Wildcats took a 1-0 lead in the

first on the always exciting sacrifice fly

against a jittery UMass team, but

Sortino calmed the Minutewomen
before any further runs scored.

UMass evened the score in the

fourth when senior Sam Cardenas sent

WCWS MVP Nancy Evans' 1-1 rise-

ball deep to left and into the bleachers

for her second home run.

The game progressed into extra

innings, although in the mean time.

UMass produced better scoring

chances than Arizona (57-4 entering

the game), which was hitting an

ungodly .387 as a team. In a perfor-

mance that would ultimately land her

on the All-Tournament team,

Henderson held Arizona hitless after

the third inning, until Alison lohnsen's

controversial double to lead off the

eighth.

Olympic-team member Leah

O'Brien would eventually single home

lohnsen. giving the Wildcats a 2-1

win. It was now obvious to all that the

scrappy Minutewomen could beat any

team behind the strong arm of

Henderson, who was named
All-American at the pre-tournament

gala banquet at the Cowboy Hall of

Fame.
Facing elimination in a high noon

showdown with Fresno State, UMass
came out shooting before more fans

than the rest of the season's games

combined. Senior Stephanie Mareina

drove a single in the first and would

score on a single by Kim Gutridge, giv-

ing UMass an early 1-0 lead.

The Bulldogs were held at bay for

most of the game, their only serious

rally coming in the top of the third,

where they loaded the bases with no

outs, on an error, double and hit bat-

ter, for All-American Robin Yorke.

The .442 hitter tapped back to

Henderson though, who went home to

catcher Kelly Buckley for the first out.

Next up was All-American Nina

Lindenberg who provided the differ-

ence in a narrow 5-4 Fresno St. win

over UMass on Feb. 15 at Arizona

State with a monstrous solo shot off

Henderson. This time, Lindenberg

grounded to Cardenas at third, who
fired to Buckley for out number two.

Fresno St. cleanup hitter Angela

Cervantez's effort to salvage what

could have been a game-breaking

inning resulted in a grounder to sec-

ond. The ball was booted though,

allowing two runs to score. It might

not have been the big inning Bulldog

coach Margie Wright had hoped for,

but it was just enough as Fresno St.

held on for a 2-1 win.

The trip was without a victory, but

not without intrinsic value. Having

gone through the experience, the team

now wants to go back in 1998 even

more, and will know how to handle

the hoopla when it gets there.

Perhaps more memorable than any-

thing that happened on the field in

Oklahoma, just how UMass got there

blows it away like the twisters that

Turn to SOFTBALL, page S8

Inexberienced Minutemen

get chance in new A— 1

By Jonathan M. Place

Collegian Staff

Plateau — n., a relatively stable

or quiescent period or state: a lev-

eling off.

That's an accurate description

of the last three seasons for the

Massachusetts football team.

Since 1994, the Minutemen have

gone 5-6, 6-5
and 6-5 under
the leadership of

coach Mike
Hodges.

It's now up to

one of the

youngest UMass
teams in recent

memory to turn

the tide. In fact,

over two-thirds
of the Minutemen's pre-season

roster consists of underclassmen.

In the last four seasons Hodges

has relied on freshman quarter-

backs to carry the load of the

offense.

This year, with fingers crossed,

the Minutemen hope that sopho-

more Jeff Smith will take over

where he left off last year and

remain the leader of the offensive

attack. It's now up to the experi-

enced sophomore to keep his job

and bring Massachusetts, once a

powerhouse in the old Yankee
Conference, (now the Atlantic 10

Football Conference), back to

respectability.

To raise the anxiety level a little

more for coaches and fans, the

offensive line is brand new.

Therefore, experience and size is

out; youth, quickness and mobili-

ty are in. One positive that can be

taken from this is that this core of

linemen were together last sea-

son, backing up a group that was

among the Yankee Conference's

elite lines. They've learned

together and they've grown
together.

"They've looked great," Smith

said. "I'm very confident in this

offensive line."

Junior line-backer and tri-cap-

tain Khari Samuel also feels con-

fident in the new line.

"Last year these guys were in

the shadows. They studied (the

old line), they watched them.

Now they are being given a

chance to show what they can

•do."

- Although the Minutemen lost

•its top two runners of a year ago,

Ron Brockington and Frank
Alessio, things aren't as bad as

they seem. Taking over for

Brockington at fullback is sopho-

more Jaime Holston. Last season

Holston ran for 296 yards, and

averaged a whopping 8.2 yards

per carry. Alessio's replacement

will be junior Matt Jordan, who
was named New Hampshire's

Gatorade Player

Switch no problem for UM's Khari Samuel
By Jonathan M. Place

Collegian Staff

^199^alU>revie\v

Massachusetts

Football

Back To School Issut-

of the Year in

high school.

Led by
two-sport star

Doug Clark.
UMass' core of

receivers will

attempt to

spread out
opposing
defenses and

make it easier for the Minutemen

to move the ball down the field.

Clark, who caught 20 passes last

season, has established his knack

for the big play, leading the team

with a 19.0 yards per catch aver-

age.

Actually. Hodges is lucky to

have Clark back on the gridiron

for another year. Clark, who
earned third-team All- American

honors in baseball in the spring

after hitting .415 with 11 home
runs and 60 RBIs. was drafted by

the Milwaukee Brewers in the

20th round in baseball's June

1997 draft, but decided to remain

in school and play both sports.

Senior wide-out Darryl Thomas
returns to the Minutemen after

sitting out last season with a

strained ligament in his left ankle.

Kerry Taylor replaces Erik Henry

at tight end.

Coach Hodges feels that this

season Taylor will be more than

able to fill the void.

"He's big, he's strong and he's

talented," Hodges said. "It's not

going to be a three-man rotation.

It's going to be Taylor."

Although the points must come
from the offensive side of the

ball, the Minutemen's motivation

and experience comes from the

defensive side of the ball. Led by

Samuel, a pre- season first team

All-Atlantic 10 selection, the

youthful linebacking squad will

attempt to dominate the middle

of the field. Since senior tri-cap-

tain Mike Dawson is moving to

defensive end, Samuel takes over

Turn to FOOT»AU, page S8

Among the 22 starting players on

the Massachusetts football team,

there is one man whose assignment

carries the most weight. Khari

Samuel, the 6-foot-3. 232 pound
junior, has been moved to the posi-

tion of middle linebacker.

As the center of UMass' 4-3 defen-

sive set. it is up to Samuel not only to

learn a new position, but to assure

the Minutemen coaches that for the

next two years, they have the right

man for the job. To Samuel, the

change doesn't matter. As a line-

backer, it is important to understand

all three positions.

"I've played linebacker since high

school," Samuel said. "I've played all

three positions, and you have to

know how to play them all depending

on how the game is going."

No matter how Samuel performs

on the field, it's what he means to the

team that is most important. He's a

natural leader who, as a junior, was

named a captain.

"I'll just try to contribute any way I

can to the program." Samuel said.

Samuel understands his new role,

and under the direction of newly

acquired defensive coordinator |erry

Azzinaro, known by the team as

"Coach Az". the entire defense i^

conforming nicely to the new look.

"We've really picked up the new

defense well." Samuel said. "I'm real-

ly proud of how these guys have per-

formed."

Last season, tri-captain Mike

Dawson played middle linebacker,

with Samuel on his right and former

UMass great lustin Reimer on his

left. Now in 1997, Dawson has been

moved to defensive end, bringing

experience, speed and maturity to the

position. This move has left Samuel

with the task of helping mature a

whole new set of linebackers such as

sophomores Matt Dawson and Chris

Price.

"The move of Samuel to the inside

will allow him to take advantage of

his great athletic ability and make

more plays." coach Mike Hodges

said.

Three years ago. UMass was one of

the only schools really confident in

Samuel's ability. Most of the big

name, Div. 1- A schools didn't think

he had what it took to play at their

level. Now as a proven leader, all

Samuel wants to do is give everything

he has back to the program which

gave him the opportunity to show

what he could do.

"I try to do the best I can. as a

player." Samuel said. "I try to do that

so others see me and do the same. I

try to give 1 10 percent all the time so

I can make myself a better person.

The team has reacted to Samuel's

work ethic. UMass coaches have

nothing but the best to say about how
this team has practiced and gotten

themselves ready for the season.

"The last time we were this young,

we went 5-6," Hodges said. "There

were times when I would come off

the field so aggravated because they

didn't know how to practice. This

team knows how to practice, they

know what's expected of them and

they are fun to be around."

The humility Samuel possesses

during press conferences is aban-

doned once he's on the gridiron, leav-

ing running backs, quarterbacks and

receivers in his wake.

In the last two seasons, he has

racked up enough tackles to rank

ninth on UMass' all-time charts. In

total. Samuel has made 2 1 2 tackles in

Turn to KHARI. page S8

COURTtSY MFI1U Rf I ATKINS

First team All-Atlantic 10 linebacker Khari Samuel (No. 26) will be looked upon to lead a young Minuteman

defense.
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Minutemen look to Butler and Castma in '97

By Matthew J. Psrrauh
Collegian Staff

UMass
Men's Soccer

Back To School Issue

As summer's heat fades away and

the eyes of most fall sports fans

turn to our form of football, the

real football season is poised to

begin. The Massachusetts men's
soccer squad is as

mixed as the fall

colors and would
love to steal the

spotlight. but

how the team will

blend this year is

yet to be deter-

mined.

This year the

team has a bal-^,

ance of great offensive fire power
combined with a stingy defense and

strong goal keeping. There is plenty

of experience to go around, but

don't look past the new guys. They

will have plenty to say about what

this year's version of the

Minutemen will produce.

UMass will be looking to their

star to help take this team to the

next level. Senior Mike Butler will

make opposing coaches lose sleep

because of his dangerous footwork

and scoring touch. The two-time

first team Atlantic 10 selection with

24 career goals and 17 career

assists will be marked heavily

throughout season. Still, coach Sam
Koch expects big things from his

premier player.

"We will be looking toward Mike

to handle most of the scoring load

and really be the man this year,"

Koch said. "The key will be to get

others involved in the scoring and

let Mike distribute the ball to open

players."

Butler won't be alone in goal

scoring department this year if fel-

low senior (oenal Castma has any-

thing to say about it. Castma spent

most the of '96 campaign nursing a

sore ankle and didn't produce like

he could. The speedy forward trans-

ferred to UMass from St. lohn's.

where he netted 1 1 goals and was

named Big East Conference
Tournament MVP in 1995.

Enter the question marks.
Transfer sophomore Gavin Hewitt

and freshman Seth Lilburn both

carry impressive resumes into

Amherst and should contribute this

year. Hewitt came to Amherst from

Cal State Northridge. where he

scored six points and was a mem-
ber of the Olympic Development
Program in Washington.

Lilbum is coming to UMass from

1997 Fall Preview

New jersey, where he led his high

school to a record of 61-15-1 in

his four years at Mountain Lake
and Gill St. Bernard's high schools.

He was also a member of the Under

17 National team.

"Lilburn and Hewitt both have

had good preseasons and could

^^^^^^^^m really help us up
front," Koch said.

"In the past, the

teams that have
had three or four

players that could

score have faired

better for us."

The Minutemen
would like to

^^^^^^^^™ change up their

formations often, but one determin-

ing factor will be the play of the

midfield. Seasoned juniors lake

Brodsky, Paul Cocoran and Marc
Saad and sophomore lames
Redmond should step up and take

control of the center of the field,

but they will need to be able to

come back and help the defense.

Leaving only three in back would
be great for the offensive attack but

could leave the defense vulnerable.

The midfielders have speed which
should help in their efforts.

The defense is spearheaded by

juniors Carmelo Garcia and Brad

Kurowski. Garcia was a standout

last season around the goal for the

Minutemen and was one the most

versatile defenders in the entire

A-10. Kurowski has 23 career

starts for UMass and can also play

every position in the back.

Returning to the Minutemen after a

year's hiatus is junior Steve (ones.

Jones started all 22 games for

UMass in 1995 and should do the

same in 1997. Those three should

help take the pressure off the keep-

ers and play a major role in the suc-

cess of the team.

The men in charge of keeping the

ball out of the back of the net have

been fighting it out for the starting

position in goal, [eff lablonski is

the starter and has played very well

this preseason, but so has redshirt

freshman Todd Fowler.

"I feel confident with both men
in the net. Jeff is the starter, but

either one could step in and play"

Koch said.

They both were tested in an exhi-

bition loss to Indiana on Aug. 23,

where they pelted with 28 shots,

allowing four goals.

The regular season features some
premier games hosted here in

Amherst. The Minutemen will now

play their home games at Totman
Field and welcome the likes of

power Boston University, A-10
champ Fordham, and URI which

handed UMass a ticket out of the

post season last year with shoot out

defeat in the regular season finals.

UMass is looking at one of the

toughest schedules ever for the

team. They will be tested early and

often. The Atlantic 10 is growing in

strength, with more schools beefing

up their programs. The new teams

to watch are Virginia Tech,

Duquesne and St. Bonaventure. All

have increased their talent levels

and should niuke the A-10 one of

the strongest leagues in the coun-

try.

The future looks bright lor the

Minutemen. They have seasoned

veterans to lead, unproven young

talent, strong defense, killer offen-

sive attack and good goal keeping.

The pieces of the puzzle are on the

table, and Koch now has the

responsibility of putting them
together.

1997 Massachusetts Men's Soccer Schedule

Aug. 23 vs. Indiana 7:00 p.m.

Aug. 29 vs. Cal Poly SLO 7:00 p.m.

Sept. 4 vs. McGill University 7:00 p.m.

Sept. 7 at Siena 1:00 p.m.

Sept. 13 Maine i:00 p.m.

Sept. 17 at New Hampshire 3:30 p.m.

Sept. 20 Boston University 2:00 p.m.

Sept. 23 at Hartford 7:30 p.m.

Sept. 26 at St. Bonaventure 3:00 p.m.

Sept. 28 at Duquesne 1:00 p.m.

Oct. 3 St. Joseph's 3:30 p.m.

Oct. 5 Temple 1 »00 p.m.

Oct. 8 Rhode Island 3:30 p.m.

Oct. 10 Virginia Tech 3:30 p.m.

Oct. 12 George Washington 1:00 p.m.

Oct. 17 at Dayton 7:30 p.m.

Oct. 19 at Xavier 1:00 p.m.

Oct. 24 Fordham * 3:00 p.m.

Oct. 26 La Salle 1 :00 p.m.

Oct. 31 at UCLA 11:00 p.m.

Nov. 2 vs. Cal St. Fullerton 1:30 p.m.

Nov. 7-9 Atlantic 10-Championships

ite
Sam Koch

Home Qames displayed in Bold and ployed at Totman Field
Senior Forward Mike Butler
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Special $1.

cheese slices
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OPEN 7 DAYS 12PM - 1AM

HAMPDEN SNACKBAR SOUTHWEST
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Shea takes over for legendaryUM coach Pat Hixon
By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

iIf.new Massachusetts women's
hotkey coach Patty Shea needs

advice on how to deal with the

and downs that come with being

the first-year head coach of a top

notch program, she knows where to

turn.

"When I accepted the position,

Bruiser Flint came in and he said, 'If

you want to know how to follow a

legend, come talk to me.'"

However, while *hc fully acknowl-

edges the pMMHM *jI WWOdtug as

prominent a figure us Pain Hixon —
who resigned in April to concentrate

on coaching the U.S. National team

— Shea is not overwhelmed by what

lies ahead of her.

"There is a tradition to uphold,"

Shea said. "That is just fact. The
expectations are high from myself, as

well as from my administration. And
if they weren't high. I shouldn't be

sitting in this chair.

"If I didn't have high expectations,

1997 Massachusetts Field Hockey Schedule

Sept. 6 vs. California

jyjjfept. 7 Consolation \ Championships- UMass

Snvita'aonal

iept. 10 Boston College 3:30 p.m.

Sept. 12 vs. Davis and Elkins 1:00 p.m.

Sept. 14 at James Madison 12:00 p.m.

"Sept. 17 at Yale 3:30p.m.

Sept. 20 at Northeastern 1:00 p.m.

Sept. 24 Rhode Island 3:30 p.m.

Sept. 28 Temple 12:00 p.m.

Oct, 4 at North Carolina 1:00 p.m.

; Oct. 5 vs. Wake Forest 12:00 p.m.

Oct. 8 at Boston University 7:00 p.m.

Oct. 12 vs. Ball State 1:00 p.m.

Oct. 13 at Syracuse 1:00 p.m.

Oct. \S Providence 3:30 p.m.

jPct 18 La Salle 12:00 p.m.

Oct. 25 Connecticut 12:00 p.m.

Oct. 29 Dartmouth 2:00 p.m.

Oct. 31 at West Chester 2:00 p.m.

Nov. 2»at St. Joseph's 2:00 p.m.

Nov. 7-9 Atlantic 10 Championships

Wmm

Home Qames displayed in Bold

and and played at Richard F. Qarber Field.
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Erica |ohnston

if I didn't want to compete, if I didn't

want to bring this program to the top

level, then I am doing no justice to

this athletic program and to this

University."

Shea's committment to UMass
began in 1480, when she signed to

play for Hixon as a freshman. For a

goalie who had never won a high

school game, the change to Hixon's

system was swift and

successful. In 1981.

Shea was named sec-

ond team
All-American, in '82

and '83, she received

first team honors.

The Minutewomen
advanced to the

NCAA final four in

her sophomore and

senoir years.

She is not unfamiliar with the col-

lege game, having served as an assis-

tant coach at Iowa for seven years,

during which time the Hawkeyes
reached five final fours.

Shea has been away from the

coaching ranks since December of

1995. From that point until the end

of the Atlanta Olympics, she served

as the starting goalie for Hixon's U.S.

National team.

Now, coaching has brought Shea

back to her roots — her homeqtate

and her alma mater.

"I love this place," Shea said. "I

believed in this system and I believed

in this program, this University, to

come to school here years ago. Now.

for me to have the opportunity to

come back and give back and be a

part of something that was so integral

in my life is just a huge opportunity,

"I'm honored to be a part of this

program because I've seen it from a

different perspective than most
coaches see the programs they're

working in. I know the history and

the tradition."

That viewpoint should help Shea's

transition into the top

sidelines.

"1 know what's expected»-cd a

UMass student-athlete, academically

and on the field."

On the field, Shea faces the job of

filling the void left by former stand-

outs. Kyle Rothenberge, Hilary Rose

and Melanie Gore graduated, while

Atlantic 10 rookie of the year Saskia

Fuchs has returned to her native

Netherlands.

"You can't replace those players,"

Shea said. "But you can fill the spots

they left. You can fill the void."

The Minutewomen do return an

and defensive players. On the attack,

Erica lohnston, who tied for the team

lead in goals with 13, and Cortney

MacLean, who is working her way

back from off- season surgery will

lead a charge that will have help from

Kate Putnam, who racked up 1

1

assists last year.

Defensively, Amy Ott and |en

Gutzman will provide experienced

anchors. Sharon

1997Fain*rv^evv

UMass
Field Hockey
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Hughes and
Laura Phelan
should also han-

dle defensive
duties.

Shea has

brought in six

new players to

compliment her

already estab-

lished veteran

;xperienced core of both offensive

corps.

While no position is guaranteed,

perhaps the spot most in question is

the goal. Michelle Crooks, who
backed up Rose last year, transfer

Zowie Tucker and freshman Erica

Yeaton will compete for time in front

of the cage.

This new era of UMass field hock-

ey has come with more changes than

just the head coach. Gone are Amy
Robertson and Ainslee Press, who
served as Minutewomen assistant

coaches for the past five and four

years respectively.

Emily Smith, a 1997 graduate of

Iowa who played for Shea while a

Hawkeye, joins the staff as a full time

assistant. Iowa won for Big 10 titles

in Smith's time at the school, and in

1994, she led the nation with 19

assists. Rose will work as a volunteer

assistant while she completes her

sport management degree.

One of the most important changes

is the change to an astroturf surface

at Richard F. Garber field. The long-

awaited switch to tyrf means that the

. field hockey program — as well as

spot on the - iiioth the men's and women's lacrosse

teams — will receive a boost in terms

of scheduling, rccriuting and main-

taining a top-caliber program.

"It needs to be in persepective

about how amazing it has been for

UMasf to be as consistent and as

much of a power as they have been

playing on grass," Shea said. "It

changes the game, it's a much faster

game on turf. Getting turf says a lot

about the school's committment to

this program."

Shea and the Minutewomen open

their season against California on

Sept. 6 at 1 1 a.m. in the inaugural

UMass/Phoenix Invitational.

^ st

an5
n
empkw, You are eligible for

the best deal in financial services!
Inside the Student Union, behind the Mini-Store

New
• No Fee checking

• Free ATM cards

• Low rates on computer loans

• Easy terms on car loans

• Free 24 hour audio teller service

• Stafford and PLUS student loans

UMass location!
The Student Union

(Opening in Sepc 97)

Campus
Center

'Visit our sign-up table

in the Campus
Center

Sept 5,9 8.10

,V;— *»• <»*"»"»">

UMass
Five College

Federal Credit Union
AMHERST • WORCESTER • DARTMOUTH

6 University Drive • Student Union

Amherst UMass

Army Street

UM«*Fh* College
It Union

Vtooiy SupermariKt

Across the street from Rafter's,

In the Victory Market Shopping Plaza

6 University Drive

413-5497400

Students of UMass/Amherst and employees, faculty, and staff of UMass, Hampshire College. Arn*)erstCol

Mount Holyoke College and their immediate families are eligible to be UMass/Fiv^ Q "
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UM women's soccer young; Le Due returns toUM
By Jorma Kansanen
Collegian Skiff

Something old. loraething new.

something borrowed, >omething...

BMUOOB?
The mere mention of the coloi

blue, in it* ikiikei ihflde, aiound ihc

No. 15 MMMchueetai women'i we-

C«f icdiii can be harmful to vour

1^)97 Fall Preview

Massachusetts

Women*s Soccer

Back To School Issue

health, especial!)

cooiiderinf .i cer-

tain region.il liwil-

r\ with the

Univertitj of

Connecticut.

So. working
around I supersti-

tion that concerm
a big step forward

in life i< a neoes-

sar\ evil when
talking about the Minutewomen's
upcoming >eason.

I a-t minute jitter- included, coach

lim Rud> and hi> squad have dealt

with all of the above in the preseason.

but don't mention being left at the

altar in this case, the NCAA
Tournament altar \n\ more bad

breaks for Ruds this season could

mean missing the hallowed land of

NCAA postseason action for the first

time since l*WO. and onl\ the second

time in the 20 \ears of UMass
women's soccer.

With last minute defection- in star

recruit Misa 1 "roehlich. season ending

injuries in another star recruit,

Kathleen \lachamer. and a plethora

of bumps and bruises, the coaching

skills of the man who eclipsed the

200-WB1 mark last season will be put

to the test.

"Cautious optimism." Rud> -aid,

about two-thirds of hi- team who

made it to the Sweet 16 last year.

"Right now, there are a lot of unan-

swered questions as to who we are,

and where we are — and that*s the

best that we can do.

"We've had one key freshman play-

er neglect to come [Froehlieh], anoth-

er key freshman player out for the

season [Machamer], a third key play-

er, Kate Webb, is out, and com-
pounded with all

1MSSHIIMHM our injuries, this

might be my first

year that I've been

here where we will

have a totally unbal-

anced system of

play." Rudy said.

However, all is

not so disconsolate,

and for the afore-

mentioned reasons,

UMass has a lot of things to build on

in this rebuilding season:

• "Something old" — You cannot

consider five people who average an

age of 22 years old "old" per se. But,

there is a wealth of experience in the

senior class, and the return of one of

the top players in UMass history, as

an assistant coach, to rely upon this

season. Goalkeeper Danielle Dion,

defenders Erica Iverson and Amy
Burrill, an Ail-American transfer

from Div. 11 Barry University, mid-

fielder Liz Rutherford and assistant

coach Rachel LeDuc have the on-
the-job experience to train the team's

1 1 underclassmen.

A key thing with Rachel is been

there, done that'... to use an overused

cliche," Rudy said. "She's been to a

Final Four, she's been through every-

thing that the young kids are going to

go through: the training, the home-
sickness, the insecurities about who

they are and how they fit in, the acad-

emic end, Add-Drop and dealing

with the parking police. Plus, its

always nice to get back some of your

own people."

• "Something new" — Even with

the two subtractions. Rudy still has a

freshman group that can fill holes for

his side. Flexibility has been key in

the preseason, with midfielder Brooke

Bartlett and forward Kara Green
solidifying playing time with their

hard-nosed work ethic.

Bartlett shrugged off a pulled

quadriceps to log quality time in the

Minutewomen's 2-1 exhibition win
over Vermont on Aug. 24, and Green

has already displayed her

sneaky-deadly scoring potential that

made her a All-State star at

Shenendehowa High School in

Clifton Park. N.Y.

"Me and our old assistant Chris

Chamides had a laugh the other day.

and out of our top four recruits, only

Green is playing steadily for us right

now," Rudy said. "Out of our other

three, we have to consider Bartlett as

one of our top freshmen, and we
hardly recruited her. So. what the hell

do we know about recruiting?"

• "Something borrowed" — If you

are a person that says when you bor-

row you really mean that you keep,

then UMass' late summer addition,

University of Maine transfer Sophie

Lecot (17g, 4a, 38 pts), is staying for

the next two seasons.

From The Land That Time Forgot

to the Pioneer Valley, Lecot, last

year's America East Player of the

Year, has assured herself a starting

forward spot in the UMass lineup.

Rudy is more than familiar with

Lecot, as she competed against the

Minutewomen last spring with her

club team. Omega du Montreal.

• "Something... maroon?" — With

the aforementioned possibilit> of iiii-s

ing the NCAA Tournament for only

the second time in 20 years, team

pride and continuity will be as impor-

tant as ever for UMass this season.

The senior class will be looking to

keep a tradition alive, and its experi-

ence will have to be passed on to the

underclassmen for the Minutewomen

to make it to the NCAA postseason.

Luck is already on their side, since

an automatic hid has been aw aided to

the postseason tournament champion

of the vl.iniu 10 Conference. No pun

intended with the wa> the season has

gone si> I. ii .i trip tO the Big Dance

would be a marriage made in heaven,

and an eail> vacation would make a

blue, blue Christmas foi all involved

1997 Massachusetts Women's Soccer Schedule

Aug. 30 vs. Fairfield 7:00 p.m.

Sept. 5 Michigan 4:30 p.m.

Sept. 9 Rhode Island 3:30 p.m.

Sept. 12 Duquesne 4:00 p.m.

Sept. 14 St. Bonavenl ire 1:00 p.m.

Sept. 20 Colorado 12:00 p.m.

Sept. 23 Connecticut 3:30 p.m.

Sept. 26 at Southern Methodist . . . 7:30 p.m.

Sept. 28 vs. California 12:00 p.m.

Oct. 4 at St. Joseph's 1:00 p.m.

Oct. 5 at Temple 1:00 p.m.

Oct. 10 at Virginia Tech 4:00 p.m.

Oct. 12 at George Washington 1:00 p.m.

Oct. 17 Dayton 3:00 p.m.

Oct. 19 Xavier 1:00 p.m.

Oct. 24 at Fordham 4:00 p.m.

Oct. 26 at LaSalle 1:00 p.m.

Oct. 3 1 vs. Clemson 1:00 p.m.

Nov. 2 at Georgia 2:00 p.m.

Nov. ',-9 Atlantic 10 Championship

Mte'

Home Qames displayed in Bold

and played at Totman Field

Jim Rudy

1

f**w

COUSUSY MtDIA RflAIIONS

Danielle Dion

*L uruss ,£
n m n-www njf

^g?^i\)tn^^^
MULLINS CENTER

University of Massachusetts Amherst

MULLINS CENTER JOB FAIR
Sept.4, Mullins Center

VIP Rm„ 6-8pm
All depts. hiring;

appx. 200 positions avail.

TOTAL FITNESS
WTH0UT WAITING IN LINE'

AMHERST ATHLETIC CLUB
Stairmasters + LifeCycles + Recumbents + Treadmills

Free Weights + Gravitron + Keiser + Nautilus + Cybex
Precor Eliptical + Rowers + NordicTrack + Kayak

r-STUDENT SPECIAL-,

*139
BROCHURE —

i

http://tfww.

amherstathletic.com

AMHERST ATHLETIC CLUB 256-
Rt. 116, So. Amherst 0080

LABORDAYSAVINGS You cionthave to workfor
-* *%?; Don't Drink

and Drive

~€o<M&
\]

CASE OF 30-1 2 01. CANS

SALE $14.99
MAIL-IN REBATE -5.00

HNAL
COST

L<*BDSCH&— ' —ransrCASE Of 30-1707 CANS

genuine draft &
:nuine draft light

CASE OF 24-12 07. BAH B0IILES

MOLSON SALE $13.49

coaf* MAINN REBATE -2.00
UCHT & Kl

FINAL $AWAWA

COST ^ww < EXP
CASK OF 2- 12 FK. BOTTLES

MICRO MADNESS
SAM ADAMS, HARPOON
OTTER CREEK ^ jjmaa
All. FlAYORS 9 tW. WS9S0
6 Ft. bottles ^P OCR

CIDER JACK
AIJL MAYORS
6 PK BOTTLES

GENESEE SALE $9.49
CREAM AIM. ice. RtD MAIL IN REBATE -3.00
Otff OF JO 12 07 CANS

M
HNAL
COST MR

1/2 KEGS
bvd, bvhijcht, UTS,
ICEHOUSE, RED DOG,
MICH, MICH LT.

MICH AMBER BOCK, ROLLING ROCK

*39*9
.IHH

-^[y/Hfg OF THE MOUTH K~

CHARDONNAYA MERLOT
7S0 ML

FRANZIA WINES
CIIABI.IS, BLUSH, RHINE,
FRENCH COLOMBARIt,
CUVKE BLANC,
WESTFIEIJ) RED,
WHITE flRF.NACHE,
CHILIABLE PL I)

SO LITER BAG-IN A-80X

CORBETT CANYON
CIIAROONNAY, MERLOT,
CABERNE TSAUVIONON
LSI

HLACKSTONE
MERLOT
rsoui "*2F*
KENDALL JACKSON
VINTNER'S CHARDONNAY
TS0M1

E & J GALLO
WHITE 7JNFANHEL
lit

HOONES WINES
AIJ.FIAVORS
750 KK

^COOLERS^
SALE $2.99

MAIL-IN REBATE -1.00

ALL FLAVORS
4PK BOHHS

FINAL

COST + KP

COKEJMET COKE,
SPRITE, DIET SPRITE
12PICMS $2 + 00!

SMIRNOFF
VODKA (7

s14a&

BACARDI RUM
UCHTA DARK
I.75L *ia!

mmmm 1.7SL

*1GaWHISKEY
1.7SL

SPICED RUM
750 ML

IB

T.G.I. FRIDAYS
AUTHENTIC FROZEN DRINKS
AU. FLAVORS
1.7SL sir

r
>-.*,

SEAGRAMS GIN
& SEAGRAMS LIME GIN
l75L SALE $12.49

MAIL-IN REBATE -3.00

FINAL

COST *9*.

$8*'

GOLD TEQUILA KOML

We Acccpl

Cans and Bottles

for Redemption

HT THESTOP & SHOP PLAZA
HADLEY NORTHAMPTON HOLYOKE
253-9344 586-3007 534-4555

SALE PRICES
THURS. 878 97 THRU

WEDS. 9 3 97

\? T R r ?ros? ?:e ros ivrccaAc- cai EflROfls
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Senior Mike Butler key to Minutemen's success

By Jorma Kansanen
Collegian Staff

As Lusltsno While celebrated its

2-1 triple overdue victory over
Inter AmheiM in the Pioneer Valley

Summer Soccer League champi-
onship game, one thing the two
teams held in common was pretty
simple — utter exhaustion.
However. one thing that

Inter-Amhent may have wished they

held in common with the champions
is their star player who hails from
Springfield.

That player was senior forward
Mike Butler (career: 24 goals, 17
assists, 65 points) of the
Massachusetts men's soccer team.
The summer league's leading scorer

capped off a successful offseason by
clinching league title at Lusitano
Field in Ludlow. This experience has

supplied him with a level of competi-

tion that has prepared him for his

final season in a UMass uniform.

It was different scenario last year.

Butler had to recover from a broken

arm suffered in the spring, and came
into last season as cold as ice. This

season, Butler wants to take this

summer of success and translate it to

an Atlantic 10 Championship, with

the automatic bid to the NCAA
Tournament to boot.

"Playing this summer helped me
out an unbelievable amount," Butler

said, who helped win the title against

a former teammate in Tashi
Tshering. and a current teammate,

goalkeeper Todd Fowler.

"The players on my team were
very talented, and the only way you

can get better is to play with people

who are at your level, or better than

you.

"So, we had a lot of good competi-

tion, and I got a lot of experience up
front — controlling the ball, and
shooting and scoring, so it probably

was one of the most successful sum-

mers I've had. I want to carry all that

hard work over this summer to this

fall-

In the beginning, soccer originally

was not Butler's top sport, playing

the game as filler between basketball

and baseball seasons. After he got

into junior high school, he began to

develop a love for the game. From
hands-on to feet-first, the challenge

of soccer intrigued Butler because

the learning process was, and still is,

a continuing one — not just for him,

but any person that plays the game.

That learning process will contin-

ue with the forward situation for this

year's UMass squad. The Minutemen

lost the services of Dave Siljanovski

to graduation, and the decision for

coach Sam Koch lies in who will be

paired with Butler on the frontline.

Chemistry is key, and the choice

between freshman Seth Lilburn and

sophomore Gavin Hewitt is one he

will have to make.

"The forward situation is a ques-

tion mark for us right now," Koch
said. "Butler is our go-to guy, and

we need him at the top of our lineup.

We can't have him hanging around

the midfield, and we're going to have

to see whether Hewitt or Lilburn will

be upfront with him."

Team-wise, Butler believes one of

the keys to this season's success is an

age-old philosophy; practice the way

you play. The team got together this

preseason, and the first issue

addressed was simple; everyone has

to be on the same page.

For Butler, there will be no debat-

ing that there is no "t" in "team."

"I feel really positive because ihe

group of recruits that we got this

year, and the players who have
returned from last year have a much
better attitude," Butler said. "So,

Turn to BUTLER, page SI 1

UMass tennis seeking to

build on last years efforts

By Luke Meredith

Collegian Stall

Heads up! Senior forward Mike Butler will try to head the UMass offense

to the A- 10 championship this season.

Balancing the head coaching job

of both the men's and women's ten-

nis team here at the University of

Massachusetts is hard enough. But

asking for unprecedented success

from both programs? If that sounds

like too much to ask of anyone,

you're probably right.

Fortunately for UMass, |udy

Dixon isn't just any- ^^^^^^^^
one.

—--.'

Dixon, the head
coach of the men's

and women's tennis

team, led each to its

best season ever in

1946. The men's
team went 16-2 and

captured its first

ever New England
Championship, and

the women's squad ended a 14-5

campaign with its first ever regional

ranking. But the best news of all is

that the men return the entire 1996

squad, and the women lose only one

member.
The Minutemen upgraded their

schedule for the fall, which means

that they might lose a few more
matches. But Dixon insists it was a

move they had to make.

"The men's team is just about a

year behind the women's team in

terms of breaking through at the

national level," Dixon said. "We
were 16-2 last season. I don't want

to be 16-2 again. That does no good

for anyone. The schedule I've put

together this year is far more chal-

lenging than last year's, which means

that we're going to lose a few more

matches.

"It's not so much the wins and

1997 Fall Preview

Massachusetts

Tennis

Hack To School Issue

losses that are important, but the

overall goals of our program. Our
goal is to achieve a regional ranking

by the end of the year," Dixon said.

Todd Cheney and Rob Manchester

will man the number one and num-

ber two singles positions. Cheney
was the number one last year and

was named All-Atlantic 10.

Manchester went 22-3 as a fresh-

man in the number-three slot last

season.

Patrick
Slyman and
A I le j a nd ro
Aller will fill

out the num-
ber three and
four slots for

Dixon.

Despite last

year's success,

Dixon feels

their is room
for improvement as the far the

women's team is concerned.

"We had a good year." Dixon said.

"But every other year I have been

here has been a superb year. We sort

of leveled off and didn't meet our

goals. We won the games we were

supposed to win and we lost the

games we were supposed to lose. We
never had that breakthrough win,

which is what the players and 1 are

looking for to happen this year."

Sophomore Ola Gerisamova will

re-assume the number- one singles

position. Gerismova went 1 3-7 in

that slot last year. Junior lackie

Braunstein. who led the

Minutewomen with a 19-8 record

last year, will move up to the num-
ber two position.

The Minutewomen face 10 nation-

ally ranked opponents this year,

including Rutgers on September 27.

GET SIX HAIRCUTS, SEVENTH IS HALF PRICE\0000000
* **$?£+*) UNIVERSITY BARBERS

Conveniently

located

in the

Campus Center

549-0123

GET THOSE FORMS IN BY

INmAMURAL
SPORTS

Don't Miss The

ACTION
Flag Football (M/W/C) 9/15

Soccer (M/W) 9/1

5

Co-ed Softball 9/16

Field Hockey
'^L*^

Ice Hockey (M/W) 9/1 tf%£!
Track & Cross Country (M/W) 9/2l}
On the Web: -AtQ
http://www umass nlu/imim/ flr

LATE ENTRANTS SHOULD CHECK fOR EXTENSIONS IN BOYDCN 21

5

or entry forms

and info

545-2693

545-0022

HAMPSHIRE
' FITNESS

CLUB

TOTAL FITNESS
WTWUT WAITING IN UNB

AMHERST ATHLETIC CLUB

Stairmasters + LifeCycles + Recumbents + Treadmills

Free Weights + Gravitron + Keiser + Nautilus + Cybex
Precor Eliptical + Rowers + NordicTrack + Kayak

r-STUDENT SPECIAL-.

M39
BROCHURE —

|

http://www.

amherstathletic.com

MM ATHLETIC CLUB 256-
i . i i i 8 .. f

.mh e rct DOftft

Campus Center -545-26 19
Open 'til 7 pm this Wednesday and Thursday.

Regular Hours M-F 9-5.

tore
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

The Area
Club

t Most
Complete

.256.6446
£ a.

•PVTA bus route to

Rolling Green •

• Pool •

• Aerobics •

• Aqua-aerobics •

•Steps •

• Nautilus •

•Racquetbalh

• Free weights •

•Jacuzzi*

• Sauna • Massage •

•Bikes*

• Indoor tennis &
Basketball •

• Rowers •

•Treadmills •

HAMPSHIRE FITNESS

90 Gatehouse Road
Off Rt. 9 2 miles East of

Town Center

Join now for our

15 week Semester
Special ($169)

& get a free

HFC T-Shirt

Clothing Department
New for Fall

s*/
\e*

New
Clothes

*$i\'9ns

.

MasterCard

w-I

Cotton Exchange "Sports Logo" Oxford Grey Tees
Introductory Price $10.99 reg. $14 99

"Tumbling Bears" Tees From Fitzgerald9 Now $11.99 reg. $15.99

MV CORP Lined Windpants Embr
Now $29.99 reg. ^35.99

Cotton Twill Barn Jacket w/ Courduroy Collar and Cuffs

Now $54.99 reg. $64.99 Just in Time for Fall Weather

Crewneck Sweatshirt from MV CORP
Now $24.99
Reg. $29.99

T Tnyersity of

^JL ^Tissachuset
Design Grey or

Navy Only

Get Your BasketBall
Shirt and Sweats Now

Crewneck Sweatshirt

Now $28.99

Reg. $32.99

TIME OUT

UMass Basketball Tee

Now $9.99

Reg. $12.99

20% Off All Duffle Bags From TRAGERMFG. EASTPAK, OUTDOR PRODUCTS

Shop Early for Best Selection
Sale Ends Saturday Sept 6, 1 997
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Water
By Fred Hurlbrink, |r.

Collegian Staff

On a team laden with
nuclear-strength firepower thanks to

the presence of the Fab Four — Brian

Stahl, Gabriel Marrero, Aldo Roman
and |.C. Limardo — why should
Massachusetts
men's water polo

~

sophomore
Richard Huntley
be the player

blinded by the

spotlight?

He"s the new
goalie.

After backing up
senior co-captain _
Paul Engin in last

year's fourth consecutive Eastern

Championship season. Huntley treads

in deep water between pipes that

haven't been guarded with this little

collegiate experience since before the

All-American career of Alex Mujica

in the early '90s.

Like Mujica, Huntley hails from
Puerto Rico where he spent three

years on the junior national team.

Like Engin. Huntley is enveloped by

the large shadow cast during the

record-setting Mujica era.

The diminutive keeper, who was
the backbone of three straight Eastern

Championship teams from 1993-95
is the all-time leader in saves (743).

steals (190) and quarters played in

goal (314) for the Minutemen. Mujica

also holds a pair of single-season

UMass marks.

And like both Mujica and Engin
before him, Huntley inherits the his-

tory and the pressure of taking over

the goaltending duties for a champi-

onship level team.

Engin guided UMass to a 22-win
season and a second- straight Final

Four appearance last autumn despite

a rigorous schedule and key injuries

throughout his first — and only —
starting campaign. As a freshman in

1992, Mujica led the Minutemen to a

25-3 season that included a

19-match winning streak and a New
England Championship after the team
won 16 games in '91.

Mujica was the stalwart in goal for

four years in which the Minutemen
notched 104 wins against just 28
defeats.

So, after 126 wins in the

Mujica-Engin years, Huntley has to

step in and step up to help keep
UMass at the championship level.

Minuteman coach Russ Yarworth
doesn't expect to miss a champi-
onship beat.

1997 Fall Preview

Massachusetts

Water Polo

Back To School Issue

"We know | Huntley 1 has the talent

to be a great goaltender like we've

had here in the past, but he can't be a

freshman anymore. Richard has to

turn into a leader and take control of

the team.

"I'm hoping Richard can step up
and show the leadership and the abili-

ty and the intensin

that he needs to

start in goal."

Yarworth said. "It's

his job to lose."

If the goal keep-

er's job is Huntley*!

to low, then who's

behind him to win
it?

HHillB A pair of true
freshman will bat-

tle each other for the primary
back-up position and a spot on the

travel roster. Both Gerard Gust and
|.R. Vanderwall are tall and lanky

with athletic potential. But more
importantly, both youngsters have
tremendous wingspans, perfect for

blocking high shots or reaching loose

balls.

They'll get their opportunities it

Huntley should falter.

"I think (Huntley) has the ability; I

just hope he can turn on the intensity

level," Yarworth said. "If not, we
have the freshmen.''

Yarworth has more than just a cou-

ple of freshman goalies as insurance

for Huntley. He has one of the most

potent and talented two-meter
attacks in the nation.

In Stahl. Roman, Marrero and
Limardo, Yarworth has a collection of

dynamic performers each of whom
brings something different and alto-

gether spectacular to the pool.

Stahl is pure offensive fire power.

The Pennsylvania native already ranks

fourth on the Minuteman all-time list

in both goals (175) and points (257).

He will easily advance to third on
both charts this season, barring a seri-

ous injury. His size (listed at 225
pounds) makes him nearly impossible

to defend one-on-one in the hole,

and he has one of the most ferocious

outside shots in the country.

One defender who would have a

legitimate shot at shutting down Stahl

is Roman. He is considered by many,
the dominant defensive player — at

any position — in the East and his

offensive skills continue to improve.

Roman is a physical specimen who
looks like he has muscles in his teeth.

Marrero is an exceptional
all-around performer and one of the

best clutch players on the squad. He
needs to develop into a consistent

perfbrBUC to approach his potential.

Limardo is the younger brother of

UMass water polo legend Luis who
holds the all-time Minuteman
goal-scoring record (306) and is

second in total points (402). The
younger Limardo has had two frus-

trating, injury-plagued years, and
as a co-captain this season has the

talent to step forward and be a cat-

alyst and a leader.

The other senior co-captain is

Marc Staudenbauer who also suf-

fered through an injury shortened
'96 campaign.

"He's not a flashy player, but he's

someone you put in the pool and he

doesn't make mistakes," Yarworth
said. "He gives you stability, and if

we can have that stability for a

whole season, it's definitely a posi-

tive thing."

The core is in place for a strong

H'.iMHi. supplemented with a group

of youngsters led by sophomores
Rich Slinglufl and Timmy Troupis.

The quest for an unprecedented
fifth-straight Eastern
Championship for the Minutemen
starts Sept. 6 in Annapolis at the

Navy Invitational, but will an

Eastern title be enough?

"No," said a definitive Yarworth.

"We have to win it, but my goal is

to win a first-round game at the

NCAAs. and that gets you playing

for the national championship."

The quest for Yarworth and his

squad could end Dec. 7 in Fort

Lauderdale, Fla.

MB
1997 Massachusetts Water Polo Schedule

Sept. 6-7 Navy Invitational

Sept. 12 Harvard 8:00 p.m.

Sept. 13 Lehman College 11:30 a.m.

Iona 3:30 p.m.

Queen s 6:30 p.m.

Sept. 20 Brown Invitational

Sept. 26 at Harvard 8:00 p.m.

Sept. 27 Boston College 1 1:30 a.m.

M.I.T. 2:30 p.m.

Brown 5:30 p.m.

Oct. 4-5 Princeton Invitational

Oct. 8 Boston College 7:00 p.m.

Oct. 1 1 at U.S. Merchant

Marine Academy 12:00 p.m.

Oct. 12 Fordham 2:00 p.m.

Oct. 12 St. Francis 5:00 p.m.

Oct. 17 at California 1 1:30 a.m.

Oct. 17 vs. Santa Clara 5:00 p.m.

COURTBV MEDIA RELATIONS

Home Qames displayed in Bold
Vince Elizarde

Senior Dion solidifies goal for youngUM squad
By forma Kansanen
Collegian Staff

Over the past three \earv there

have been lew things Danielle Dion
has not been able to stop. From
one-woman performances in the
NCAA Tournament, like her career

best 20-save performance against
Harvard last year, to being perennial-

ly considered at the top of her trade,

the Massachusetts women's soccer

team has stopped almost anything
put in her way.

Beside the slight discomfort she

leels amidst the media spotlight, the

only thing Dion cannot stop is Father

Time. After years of hearing about
the Minutewomen's last appearance
in the Final Four in 1993 from prior

teammates, the sands of time appear

to be piling up against Dion and her

fellow upperclassmen.

Dion (career: 0.76 GAA. on 26.5

shutouts) has faced a career at

UMass that has possessed the high-

est ofhighs (the 2-1 win over
Harvard), and the lowest of lows
(last season's loss to Dayton in the

Atlantic 10 championship game) and
she wants this season to hold the

ultimate high of all — another Final

Four appearance.

"We'll write that loss to Dayton
off as a big mistake." Dion said, sar-

castically. "I think the loss in the

A-10 Championship is my main
motivating point, but I don't like to

think about the low points. They
come, 1 try to forget about them, and

we all laugh about them afterwards.

"But I don't want to ever be put

into that situation again. Every team

has its peaks and valleys, and the

good ones fight through the valleys

to get to the peak again. Hopefully,

we haven't reached the high point

yet... let's put it that way. Its coming
this year."

While Dion is the first to say she is

not in the upper echelon of goalkeep-

ers coach |im Rud\ has developed

over the years, Rudy will. From U.S.

National keepers like current starter

Briana Scurry and past ones like Kim
Wyant, Rudy has seen the best, and

has one of the best.

"Dion has more than adequately

continued the tradition," Rudy said.

"She's probabK the steadiest keeper

that we've ever had here. Even Bri.

on occasions, would give up one or

two soft goals, where the key to

Danielle is her steadiness.

"She gets the job done, md that's

what you want your keeper to do.

The keeper doesn't have to be flash] .

or jump around all over the place. It

is somebodv who can defend the

pipes and keep the ball out. She's

does that."

It was no summer vacation for

Dion, and now, like the Grateful

Dead once said, "summertime done
come and gone... my oh my."

Travelling back to her hometown,
Dion competed in the W-USISL for

the Atlanta Classics, minding the net

as her team won its region. Dion is

both grateful for the experience, and

grateful the two to three game a

week schedule has not left her

exhausted.

Dion was able to brush up on the

intangibles, and she wants to take

the experience of the top profession-

al league in women's soccer to heart

and mind.

"If I did learn anything, I couldn't

really tell you exactly what I

learned," Dion said. "It was more
game experience, and getting in and

seeing more of the game itself. For

any player, it is important to get in

the game and learn."

According to Rudy, the competi-

tion in the W-USISL has had a posi-

tive effect on her game. Over time,

Dion has quickly addressed the few

weaknesses Rudy has noticed in her

game. Her experience this summer
has more than helped one aspect of

her game.

"The one thing I've liked that

we've seen from her this preseason,

and is a real important thing to us, is

her ability to seal the space behind

the defense." Rudy said. "Which
means, i.e. come out and use your

feet, or come out and save the ball

before they become one-on-ones.

"The hardest part for defenders is

to defend while facing their own
goal. She's had a reluctance to come
out of net. but she's a smart kid, and

of the few weaknesses we've identi-

fied in her game over the years, she's

corrected them It doesn't take long

with Danielle."

The proof of the pudding will be

how Dion and her fellow teammates

react to a preseason that has not

even been close to fine. The
season-ending injury of projected

starter. freshman Kathleen
Machamer, and dents and nicks to

sophomores Kate Webb and Cindy

Garceau and others could have left

both Rudy and the Minutewomen in

a quandary — why us, and why
now?
A rebuilding season after the loss

of six seniors to graduation has liter-

ally become just that, but Dion is

more than confident that this team

will bounce back. She thinks a lot of

teams will be surprised this season,

thinking that UMass will not be as

strong as they used to be.

"I really feel like our team can

overcome this adversity, and we have

some great freshmen that have come
in this year." Dion said. "The fresh

men that we did get in, and the one*

that came in healthy, are amazing.

But I do hope that as the season goes

on our team docs r/ci completely

healthy. We have no choice. We have

to overcome this."

The ke> to thii leaton'i mccesi
for Dion and the Minutewoinen will

be how the team CM recovei from

this injurious preseason, and then

find a common identity on both com-

petitive and personal bases. The
golden load to NCAA success will be

paved on how the) can come togeth-

er, mikI as a unit, light oil Father

Time.
"As the season progresses, and

we'll base lo live with each other lor

si\ wceka on the road, then we'll

reu'ily get to know a lot about each

other.'' Dion s;ud. referring to the

tact that UMass will only have two

home games after Sept. 23. "We'll be

in the NCAA's again. I know it. I

have that feeling, and I have the

utmost confidence in my team to pull

through and do it."

\UKV\ IsWsW V COLLEGIAN

For UMass opponents, they have not seen much of this while lacing senior keeper Danielle Dion over the years, due to her status as one of the best in the

nation.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR PATRONAGE

-dep.

Bud & Bud Light « \2oz. cans $ 1 1 .99 +deP

Ice House & Red Dog so-pack* $ 1 1 .99 +deP

Busch & Busch Light jo packs $10.49 +aep .

Heineken & Amstel Light 12-packs $9.99
Lowenbreau 12-pack torn* $6.99 +deP .

Guinness Stout « packs $6.19
Lone Trail * packs $4.99 +aeP .

Magic Hat <s-Packs $5.99 +aeP .

Miller Genuine Draft <Reg & u9ht), » i20z. comes $9.49

+dep.

+dep.

20%
ANV 12 WINES

from our lay down win* section.

Check Out Our Other Great In Store Specials

Rubinoff Vodka 7.75 liter $8.99
Southern Comfort 750 ml $8.49
Kahlua 750 ml $13.49
Alize 750 ml $ 1 1 .99
Bacardi Limon 750 ml $8.99
Captain Morgan 7.75 liter $17.49

Boones Wines 3 for $5.99

Andrea Champagnes 2 for $5.99

Sutter Home White Zinfandel 1.5 Liter $6.99

Cider Jack 6-packs $4.99

COMF IN ANP REGISTER TO WINA\

FREE COLOR TV.!!
Mu.t a* 21 laari old to antar . W> Purchaa. Hacaaaarv

Bicycle worlds'
Fall Kick-Off

Thru 9/30/97

Save 10%
Jandd Bags & packs

Kryptonite Locks
and accessories

Thule Roof Rack Systems

Rock Shox
IndyS

IndyC

Indy XC

IndySL

Judy XC

SALE
$149.95

$179.95

$199.95

$275.95

$289.95

IHniV* fct* 1m Water Bottle
"J

I Thru With Thru

I 9/15 9/15 I

rViih Coupon Ally With Coupon

I

Purchase
ajFree Water B*.tk Free Water Settle

I

Save 20%
Giro helmets

Arnette Sunglasses

Cycling Shoes

Save 50%
Clearence Tires

Special Clothing Rack

Clearence Table

Campus Design & Copy
403 Student lnion. Imass. Amherst. MA 01002

Phone (413) 545 2271. Fax (413) 545 0210

email: cdcopy^stuaf.umass.edu

at what we can do for you!

5 1/2 C copies

Large paper selection

— --*--> Transparencies
free copies

f

or
!

Resumes
% off any fax I

, -,. fan •»•»»• »»»«'•«»•• '*"» "'"»•'"

^T^^YT -*'«>•« OanoajraaT'oa""*'*"** fu alio

t»»^afciw «sl«iiflaatof »ani'a>| i(u »»•>«'"•
^a*^ ^a» M r

Mei.jt'ti

Campus P*sign C Copy

401 Student Unto* .
UMui Of*» M F 9 30 Ifli 5 00pm

32 Masonic st Northampton
585-9100

1 04 Federal st Greenfield
774-3701

63 S. Pleasant St Amherst

253-7722

Table Tents

Binding

Course Packets

Class Notes

Graphic Design

Computer Use

Fax Service

«>&
Campus Design and Copy

is a non profit, student run business

located on the second floor of the

Student lnion. We operate under

the model of "Students Working

for hludrnh,"

r
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Softball
football KJiari

continued from page SI

plague the plains

UMass topped Boston ColtogC 2

in its opening game of the

double-elimination regional, and then

faced WAC Champion Colorado

State. UMass outpla>ed the vaunted

Rams, but would fall. Henderson was

perfect until the sixth, when Colorado

St. pushed across a pair of unearned

runs, while UMass left nine runners on

base in the game

The Minutewomen were visiblj

shaken b> the Ion-, as ihe\ prepared tor

a loser's bracket rematch with the

Eagles. Rain postponed the game a day.

The depressed UMaM team now had a

dav to forget the CSL loss, its first in

12 games, and regain its eotnpotwe.

but. it now had to sweep a tnnlehead

er, beating BC once and CSL twice OB

Sundav

In the end. the postponement was a

blessing. A box of rain eased the pain

and now love would see them through.

UMass busted loose for four runs in

the first inning, en- route to eliminat-

ing BC. and then topped CSU 3-1 to

force a seventh game. UMass spotted

the Rams a pair of unearned runs in

the first, and CSU carried the 2-0 lead

until the bottom of the seventh.

UMass was 0-18 on the year when

trailing in the seventh and the WCWS
seemed light years away as the team'-

-i\. -even and eight hitters prepared to

take their cuts. A singer from Yukon,

Oklahoma once sang about how a

dream i- like I n\er Although this

met hadn't quite run dry. the WCWS
dream was down to the trickle of a

Ink) (moot
Chris Martens opened the inning

with a single to right and the senior

lumbered In to -core on manivc
throwing enoi oi [YsjM) O-kt'- MCli

fice bunt. O-iet Itaycd at third until

then were two outs, when Mandy

GtlM -cm I -oft toller to -hort. The

-witt -ophoinoiv -ped down the line,

and heal out the throw with an

Stive head lii-l -lnle. allowing

Oder to -sore nfel) and tie the game.

\\ ith tWO outs in the bottom of the

eighth. Osier dropped a bloop tingle

to left that plated Outridgc with the

winning run. euphoricalK -ending

I Ma— to it- second WCWS.

WCOURTESY MEDIA RELATIONS

Tracy Osier, UMass' all-time leader in career stolen bases, played a piv-

otal role in the Minutewomen's second CWS appearance.

I

a

World Industries • DC* Vans • K2 • Palmer • GNU • Nirro • Hook-ups • Droors • Split

. ^ 6 Trumbull Road, Northampton

irrfS!

l**Z^' cH0flP°ABPS *qM7fc,»

Behind Subway™ on King St.

Easy to get to!!

o
c
cr

<

I
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at middle linebacker

To Samuel, the change will not

affect hi- performance.

it - not that big of a difference

tor me." Samuel said ot the switch.

"I've played linebacker since high

-chool at all three positions. I just

want to try to contribute to the

program HI) wav 1 can
."

Dawson now brings speed to t he-

defensive line.

"I like it. Defensive end i- better

for me." -aid Dawson, who will be

joined by brother Matt on defense.

"It give- me a chance to play with

my brother. It makes the defense

faster"

The secondary will also have a

new look. The lone returning

starter is sophomore strong safetv

lerard White. White recorded 52

tackles and two interceptions as a

freshman in 1^6. Senior Bryan

Mooney, who missed last teison

because of injury, is slated to man

the free safety position.

The eornerback positions are

still up for grabs between Ben

Scott. Mike Smith and Bryan King.

Special teams is the least of

UMass' worries. With junior

punter Andy Maclay. best known
for exploits on the basketball team,

and kicker Matt Murphy returning,

there should be no problem with

who's starting there.

Write for

Sports

continued from page SI

his first two years, 139 unassisted.

He also has I 3 sacks, leading the

team with six last year.

"Khari has the ability to play at the

next level." Hodges said. " Those guys

look for two things: is he big and can

he run? Well, he is big and he can

run. And the next thing they look for

is production: does he make plays.

Well, he makes plays."

Flaying football at the professional

level has crossed Samuel's mind, but

has not diverted his attention Irom

the task at hand.
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AMHERST ATHLETIC CLUB.

Stairmosters LifeCycles ^cumbents -j-
Treadm^s

Fr^ w^iahts + Gravitron + Keiser + Nautilus + uyrpex

1?n^Hnti-n^^ + MnrdinTrack + Kayak

i
BROCHURE —
http://ww«f.

3mherstathletic.c0m
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r-STUDENT SPECIAL-i

y
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AMHERST ATHLETIC CLUB 256

Rt.U6.So.Amhftrst [108(11

Luke said so.

Luke Meredith Sports editor Call 5 1852
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$10Off
Footwear 586-8857

$5 Off $20
Purchase
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WITHOUT WATTING IN LINE

BiCS BBSTj.

/*139 \
STUDENT SPECIAL

4 MONTHS
KEISER • NAUTILUS • CYBEX
STAIRMASTERS • LIFECYCLES

TREADMILLS • V.R. BIKE

LIFEROWER • GAUNTLET
GRAVITON

fUQUOR STORE

You hove to see it to believe it

i

i Good Until Oct. 6, 1997 i
5>©%J"0©»# I Good Until Oct. 6, 1 997

| I I
'

A-Team • Birdhouse • Freedom • Alien Workshop • Duffs • Ezekiel • Thirty-Two • Sessions

a
c

•WHERST
ATHLETIC CLUB
Rte. 116 So. Amherst

256-0O80

Over 500 Beers
Over 50 Single AAalt Scotches
Many Small Batch Bourbons

80 Belgian Ales
Glassware, Homebrew Supplies

State of the Art Humidor from Vilgilant

with Large Selection of Cigars

More than 500 Fine Wines
from Around the World

Micro-Brewed Beer Kegs in Stock
Weekly Specials

Discover, Visa, Mastercard Accepted

Open 9am - I lpm

Rt. 9/ 338 College Street (413) 253-5384

Take 1-91 to exit 19/Rt. 9 East

Spirit Haus is 1 mile East of Amherst, Mass. '>

HAMPDEN'S MUNCHieS & MOKE
WELCOMES WE CLASS Of 2001

COME VISIT US SOON. Wt FEATUKS ...

• Fresh made
top order subs and
deli sandwiches

• All day breakfast

• A variety off salads

• Buffalo wings

• Assorted grill Hems
• Frosen yogurt &
fresh pasteries

• Daily specials

•Coke *Snapplc 'Arizona teas -Frito Lay products

AT THE TOP OF THE HORSESHOE IN SOUTHWEST'

THE UIELCOHTBHOT TO SCHOOL

AND KEEP-THRT-SUMMER-BODY

L00KING-6000
— -

BODV SHOP imiUUNI

MEMBERSHIP SPECIAL

*We 're Mere to Serve you...

andyourguests, colleagues,

famity andfriends.
A FULL SERVICE HOTEL 2&*

Available to Anyone In The 5 College Community

FEATURING
•114 Modern Hotel Rooms •

• Several Dining Alternatives •

Special Parking Rates in the Adjoining Garage •

• A Central Location in the Pioneer Valley •

• Short Walk to the Mullins Center •

CALL TODAY: 540-6000
for your reservations

University of Massachusetts

*J\Htt<HN\

SIGN MP AT FfTHFR THE BQYDEN 1

7

or TQTMAN 8 I OCATIONS

fRflM SFPTEMBER 2ND TO 8TH FOR FULL USE

of any of the FIVE BODY SHOP locations

(Tottnan Gym 8, Boydon Gym 17, Washington Towar 19,

Webster/Hilltop or Gorman/Crossan)

and pay only

m.m A E"" FAI-L SEMESTER

S90 FOR A FULLEALL&-SEBlNfi.

WORK EV»Y MUSCLE IN YOU* BODY WTTtt

PDUItRUNE* UIEI6HTTBRININ6 MACHINES

UFEFITNESS" STRTIONRRV BICYCLES

STRIR CLIMBERS

CONCEPT II* R0UIIN8 MACHINES

NORDIC TRRCIC* SKI MRCNINES

LRNDICE'TRERDMIUS
and

FREE IHEI6HTS

he Body Shop Htness CUR!

DISCOUNT
expires 9/8/97

FULL REFUND AVAILABLE FOR 14 DAYS AFTER DATE OF PURCHASE

WITH ORIGINAL RECEIPT
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Washington No. 1 , Ron Dayne living large
So I'm sitting on my dad's couch in

beautiful Mcthucn on ;i liigid evening
late last December watching the
Holiday Bowl. (WCTY, the Thrifty Car
Rental Holiday

'

Bowl), and though
the University of
Colorado was

,
entertaining a dou-

: ble—digit lead, my
eyes kept drifting to

the other team. They had speed and
!
size on defense, a super-quick back-

Jield and a freshman quarterback
.with poise, intelligence and a gun for

' a right arm.

And they were young, and they

wen hungry.

I knew then who my 1 197 pre sl-;i

ion llecper would be. and 1 was con-

_^^__^^__ vinced I was the

College Football

Luke Meredith

only one who
thought these

guys could make a

serious run for the

National
Championship.

When their leading rusher, who was

only a sophomore, declared himself

eligible for the NFL draft. I wasn't

turned off, because I knew his back-

up was just as good.

Then I saw the schedule. A home
dale with Nebraska in early

September, a road game at BYU for

the season opener, but an otherwise-

easy schedule filled with Pacific-10

creampuffs.

I thought to myself. "They would

have to start Bette Midler at tailback

to avoid winning it all."

But with Bette booked on an late

fall tour, (tentatively titled Beaches

Revisited). I felt confident enough to

make the call.

Congratulations, Washington,
you're my pre-season No. 1

.

The Huskies are jacked. They've

Ola!

COURTESY MEDIA RELATIONS

Ola Gensamova and the Massachusetts women's tennis team open the fall season on Sept. 9 at Hartfotd.

JVlinutemaniacs

Member Registration 1997-98

UMass' student athletic booster club, the Mlnutemaniacs,

is looking for 500 blue chip recruits for the '97-'98 season!

Minutemaniac Benefits;

• Advance Ticket Pickup

• Minutemaniac T-Shirt

• Game Receptions

• "<T#te UMass Maniac" Newsletter

• Membership Card

Great

Value at

$25.00

to Join!
LIMITED TO ONLY 500 UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS

You may also join us at the following games and fill out a registration form:

Women's Soccer v. Michigan on Friday, Sept. 5. at 4:30 p.m., Totman Field

Field Hockey v. California on Saturday, Sept. 6, at 1 1:00 a.m.,' Garbcr Field

Volleyball v. Dayton on Friday Sept. 19. at 7:(X) p.m., Curry Hicks Cage

If you have any questions, give us a call al 545-9672.

Complete form below, cut, and mail to Minuternaniacs at:

308 Mullins Center • University of Massachusetts • Box 35910 • Amherst, MA 01 (K)3

c

j

Application for Mlnutemaniacs Membership

Student Name:

Student #:

Local Address:.

Local Phone: _.

Home Address.

City:

Year at UMass:

State: Zip:. Home Phone:

:

Make checks payable to: UMAF

Or Charge to your credit card: Visa Mastercard Discover U

Number__ .
Expiration Date

—

got five pre-season All- PAC 10

starters on offense, and a deep
defense, led by 1996 PAC- 10 Player

of the Year |ason Chorale
Sophomore sensation Brock Huard
could be the best quarterback west of

Peyton Manning, and tailback

Rashan Shehee finally has the chance-

to star with the defection of Corey

Dillon to the pros.

Overall, the Huskies return 16

starters, and with a PAC- 10 that will

be as weak as it's been in a while.

Washington should cruise until the

National Championship game.

Of course, there are a lot of teams

out there that could make a run at the

big enchilada. Unfortunately for most

of America, your Associated Press

Top 25 poll lists them horribly

wrong. Fortunately for you, you have

me to set you straight.

1

.

Washington
Will benefit from a soft schedule

while the rest of the Top 10 beats up

on itself back east.

2. Florida

Danny who? Florida just keeps

reloading, and the Tennessee game is

in Gainseville this time around, (as is

the Florida St. game).

3. Ohio Si.

They're still the best in the

Midwest, and Big TO passing leader

Joe Germaine and super-soph Andy
Katzenmoyer are back.

4. Florida St.

I'd just like you to know that 1 hate

FSU. Thad Busby will not lead the

Seminoles to the promised land, but

neither will Dan Kendra. At least not

this year.

5. Tennessee

Peyton Manning would have to be

arraigned on assault charges to lose

the Heisman this time. But he better

beat Florida, or at least look pretty

losing.

6. Syracuse

My sleeper. Donovan McNabb
could very well be the most exciting

player in the country, and they'll

remember last year's awful start and

hit the ground running.

7. Penn St.

They lost QB Wally Richardson

That's a good thing.

8. North Carolina

Turn to COLLEGE FOOTBALL page 10

Your guide to UM athletics;

Why call it the Atlantic 1 0?

_

This campus just makes no sense

at all. even for a senior, so if you're

new in this neck of the woods forget

it. There's a Dickinson House and a

Dickinson Hall, and a French Hall

right next to a Fernald Hall. I've even

heard rumors there ^^^^^^^^^^
are dorms ^^^—"^^^^*
culled Sylvan uui ^^^^^t^*UiH
past Northeast, but

my cur usually runs out of gas before

I get that far. Few things make sense

around here, but the athletic scene

can be mask-red easily enough.

• How many schools can say that

pound for pound the best team on

campus is the men's water polo

team, which has been to the last two

final fours? Lt might sound like I'm

also trying to convince you that

Barbara Bush is Playboy's Miss

October, but it's true. Hoops includ-

ed, the rowdiest, drunkest crowds on

campus aren't even on campus but at

the Amherst College pool, where the

team plays and the roof comes off.

This, of course, is not to be con-

fused with the women's soccer fans

who bring maracas and sing through

the games; or the fun-loving

Minuteman marching band, one of

the nation's best, and a frequent

show-stealer at football games.

Here are some more musical tips

for the fall:

• The average age of the volleyball

team's pliyen for Frlday'i i<

opener mi un ulmost infantile 18

>eurs. five months rod nine days.

Some teams don't have anyone that

young, let alone an average cloM to

^^^^^^^^^ that.

^jrbtT1^^^^— emphasis on
team defense

and blocking this \c;n. ii was only

Turn to ATLANTIC 10 page S10
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Without Waiting In Line

STUDENT SPECIAL

AMHERSTATHLETIC CLUB
Rte. 116

So. Amheret » 2S6-0080
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WITHOUT WATTING IN LINE

/ $139 x%
STUDENT SPECIAL

4 MONTHS
KEISER • NAUTILUS • CYBEX
STAIRMASTERS • LIFECYCLES

TREADMILLS • V.R. BIKE
LIFEROWER • GAUNTLET

GRAVITON

AMHERST
ATHLETIC CLUB
Rte. 116 Sol Amherst

256-0080

take Kaplan
and get into the

right school.

• Highly trained, expert teachers who know the

tests inside and out.

• Personalized, computerized study plans, tailored

to your individual needs

• Proven methods, guaranteed to raise your score.

the leader in test prep and
admissions counseling

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP TEST

www.kaplan.com

"Best Barbecue Joint in New England
from USA Today to Yankee Magazine

1 iUJU'F
Open Daily

LUNCH AND DINNER
Eat in or Under the Tent

RTE. 1 16 • OLD AMHERST RD • SUNDERLAND

413/548-9630

•±Vd

Ski 4k Bike Outlet

TWO GREAT TENT SALES!!!

60

3 DAYS ONLY
September 5th. 6th, & 7th
)th ANNUAL SUMMER SNOWBOARD

TENT SALE AND BOARD SWAP!!
(csll for details on when to drop off used equipment)

Save on all Inline Skates & BMX Bikes
0/ SALE HOURS: Fri. 3-8. Sat. 10-7. Sun. 12-5

on Burton, Ride, Morrow Corner of Rt 5 & East st^

Sims, and much, more/ Easthampton 586-8766

SAVE UP TO

Sale: Thursday, September HU - Sunday. September 7th

III ins N I ri /O-.S. Sal I Of,. Sun IJ-f,

m a b exlese BSEanizE
save ao-80%

I
<iii j j Spetiallied-Gary Fisher-Pro Flex-RaleighM l>1=Kl MOUNTAIN-CROSS-ROAD-BMX

LOWEST PRICES on all 96 & 97 MODELS

grgwra
SAMEl

K2-OXVGEN
-ROLLERBLADE
-TECNICA

Rte. 9, Hadley 585-8833

Rte. 5, Holyoke 538-7662
ci & Bike Ou*l
HOURS: Mon-Fri 10-8, Sat 10-6, Sun 12-5
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atlantic 10 college football

continued from page S9

natural for the cover of -their media

guide to feature the theme "New
Kids on the Block." Danny. Donny.

|oey. Jordan and Mark were an
instant NMCtM off the mean streets

of Dorchester, but they burnt out.

Hopefully Courtney, Emilic. lennifer,

Lymarie and Rebecca will hang
tough.

• Hey fans, don't miss the football

team play 1-AA power Delaware on

Oct. 25 and remember to squint a

little. Through blurry eyes (One Eyed

lack will work even better) it will

almost look like we're playing

Michigan. Unfortunately, the only

Wolverines coming to Amherst this

fall are coming for women's soccer.

UMass teams will also play

Colorado. Penn State. UCLA. North

Carolina. Clemson and others this

fall, but none of them on the grid-

iron.

The Atlantic 10 was rated the sec-

ond highest football conference last

year for I-AA, and UMass' slate

(which includes a Blue Hen team

much tougher than its wimpy nick-

name) is formidable... just relatively

speaking.

Under the direction of their third

coach in three years, members of the

field hockey team won't be able to

slip up on the slick new Astroturf

surface at Richard F. Garber Field.

Like endings to old familiar songs.

sometimes nothing remains the

same. Pam Hixon has left to coach

the U.S. National team, leaving the

coaching reigns to her former player

at both UMass and in the Olympics.

Patty Shea.

Right now Shea is busy on the

Without Waiting In Line

STUDENT SPECIAL

AMHERSTATHLETIC CLUB
Rte. 116

So. Amherst • 256-O080

team's new home field trying to

replace the last year's top three play-

ers. But. after 23 years on grass, the

bastard child of field hockey playing

surfaces, a long-awaited new field

has renewed hopes.

• lust get this straight. The
Atlantic 10 Conference has 12 teams

and hasn't had 10 teams since Penn

State left in 1 99 1 . giving the Big Ten
1 1 teams and the A- 10 nine. Then
Rutgers and West Virginia left for the

Big East and. if only for a moment,
the A- 10 had seven teams. Soon
though, five teams were added to

give the league 12.

The logic goes that the A- 10 wants

some consistency in its name, but this

theory' doesn't fly in all walks of life.

Try convincing your parents that a

string of C's on your report card are

really B's, but the people in the regis-

trar's office didn't feel like changing

them. Didn't work did it?

Anyway, the league had a chance

to rectify the problem when it took

over the Yankee Conference for foot-

ball last winter, but that 12-team
league will also be called the Atlantic

10. That doesn't make sense since it's

new and no precedent has been set,

but it still beats anything called the

Yankee Conference which is based

in Richmond, Virginia.

• If anyone loves the women's soc-

cer schedule it's the folks at

McGreggor Travel. Of course, if

you're coach Jim Rudy, looking

straight down the barrel of playing

only two home games after Sept. 23,

you just might pull that trigger,

rather than face a hell worse than

VHl's Partridge Family revival.

Instead of Totman Field, the real

new home of the Minutewomen is a

U.S. Express bus and the Holiday

Inn. Don't get too attached to people

on the team, because you won't see

much of them this fall. They'll be

covering the whole alphabet: Athens,

Georgia; Blacksburg, Virginia;

Cincinnati. Ohio; Dallas, Texas etc.

Of course, this will just be a

warm-up for basketball for the

McGreggor people. The Minutemen
head to The Great Alaska Shootout,

Fresno, Las Vegas, Kansas and other

Turn to ATLANTIC 10, page SI 1

continued from page S9

If they can beat Florida St. in

Chapel Hill, they'll be a lot higher

than eight.

9. Texas

They're probably overrated, but

whatever. Ricky Williams is one of

the best players to ever come out of

the Big 12. in it's oh-so storied two

year existence.

10. Nebraska, Miami, Colorado.

Michigan and Notre Dame.
It will be a miraculous tie, I swear.

(Plus, I'll be covered because, hey,

they were all my Top 10, you know?)

Pre-Season Pimp Daddy of the Year

The negative fog of the Schwag has

been lifted, replaced by a year-long

fiesta of pimpness, in the form of the

Pimp Daddy of the Week. Now,
pimpness has a lot more to do with

"swaggah," as my childhood friends

from Methuen would call it, than it

does with production.

Therefore, my Pimp Daddy is not

Peyton Manning. Nice kid, but let's

face it — if Manning went to UMass.

he'd be the guy who nursed Cokes all

night uptown and said things like,

"Hey guys, you almost ready to go? I

got class in the morning."

Curtis Enis? Come on. he plays for

Penn State |oe Palerno would rather

have Wally Richardson back than

have a player with personality.

Ron Powlus? Are you kidding me?
A lot of people point to the problems

Powlus has had and say, "Man, he'll

be awesome if he could just put it all

behind him." But those people have it

wrong. Ron has only one problem.

He can't throw a football.

Which leaves me with one choice.

He's 5-foot- 10, 261 pounds and ran

for over 1600 yards as a freshman.

Yeah, he eats. •

Wisconsin tailback Ron Daync is

not only the best running back in

America, but his embodiment of the

"Pimp Daddy" essence made him the

only choice, really. I'll just have to

remember to get more bologna for

the awards dinner.

The "Hey, that's a big game"
games...

Sept. 20 Nebraska at Washington

The Huskies' main obstacle to an

undefeated season. Depending on

how bad Nebraska loses, (oh. and

they'll lose), this game could serve as

a symbol of the passing of college

football power, a process that Texas

started in the Big 12 Championship

game last year.

Nov. 8 Florida St. at North Carolina

This could be the year that FSU

loses its first Atlantic Coast

Conference Championship.

Remember. North Carolina lost only

1 3-0 to the Seminoles in Tallahassee

last season.

Turn to COLLEGE FOOTBAU page SI 1

1997 Massachusetts Football Schedule

Aug. 30 Richmond 1 :00 p.m.

Sept. 13 at Maine 1:00 p.m.

Sept. 20 at James Madison 6:00 p.m.

Sept. 27 Rhode Island (Homecoming) 1:00 p.m.

Oct. 4 New Hampshire 12:00 p.m.

Oct. 1 1 at Villanova 1:00 p.m.

Oct. 18 at Buffalo 1:30 p.m.

Oct. 25 Delaware 1:00 p.m.

Nov. 1 Hofstra 12:30 p.m.

Nov. 8 at Boston University 1:00 p.m.

Nov. 15 Connecticut 12:30 p.m.

mm

Home Qames displayed in Bold

and played at Warren McQuirk Alumni Stadium

couktuy mkju miations

Jamie Holston

As a Lector - training on 9/15 or 9/16 at 7 PM
As a Eucharistic Minister - training on 9/17 or 9/15 at 7 pm
As a Musician (singers and instrumentalists) for Liturgies

Join NSA CThe Newman Student Association) or The Graduate Student group

-meetings on Sundays at 8

Join RCIA CThe Rite of Christian Initiation for Adults):

Do you want to be confirmed'?

Be a sponsor

Enroll in the Course: The Christian Spiritual Journey

(3 credit Gen.Ed.-ID, transferable to UMass

Join the Bible Study/Prayer Croup for students

For more information on these programs

contact the Newman Center office at S49-O300.

The Newman Center - 472 N. Pleasant St., Amherst, MA 01002

00 VOU OR A FRIEND OR COLLEAGUE

HAVE A PROBLEM WITH ALCOHOL

OR OTHER DRUGS?

THERE ARE RESOURCES AVAILABLE TO HELP:

Alcohol sad Drag Education Prograa

248 University Health Services Room General Information,

referral, training, peer workshop*. 577*5181. M-F, 8:30-5:00.

Ask for the Alcohol/Drug Educator In the Health Education Division.

— First Call for Help, Town of Amherst.

Information about resources and self-help groups

In the local area. 256-0121. M-F 9:00-4:45.

Athletic Health Enhancement Program (AHEP), 256 Boydee
;

Information, educational programs, consultation, and referrals

for student athletes, coaches, and staff 5454588. M-F, 8:30-5:00.

Residential Education Alcohol Program (REAP)

Moore Lobby in Southwest.

Referral, multi-session education and court-mandated

counseling. Individual counseling for students.

545-0137. M-F, 9:00-5:00.

For more Information, contact

University Health Services at 577-5000.

TOTAL FITNESS
WITHOUT WATTING IN LINE

/

. B1C8 BEST

4139
STUDENT SPECIAL

4 MONTHS
KEISER • NAUTILUS • CYBEX
STAIRMASTERS • LIFECYCLES

TREADMILLS • V.R. BIKE

LIFEROWER • GAUNTLET
GRAVTTON

AMHERST
ATHLETIC CLUB
R t e . 1 1 6 So. Amhent

256-0080

fV^V PHOC

4
Phographic Gallery

Beautiful Quality Color, Black and White Photographs

Great Posters for Rooms

Sports Photographs and Posters oi Your Favorite Player or Team

Reasonably Priced Sculptures

Amherst Center, 29 South Pleasant Street • 413-253-1707

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
STAFF WISH YOU SUCCESS IN YOUR

ACADEMIC CAREER AND
LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU ATGRADUATION!

BUT -IN BETWEEN TIMES IF YOU HAVE
A PROBLEM AND NEED ASSISTANCE

OR IF YOU NEEDINFORMATION
WE ARE HERE TO HELP YOU

OR FIND SOMEONE THAT CAN.
WE ARE LOCATED IN THE

GOODELL BUILDING
STOP BY AND SAY HELLO.

•W

Butler college football

continued from page S5 ^
right off the bat this gnrap has got together, and got

along. I don't think we will experience any of the prob-

lems we had with some of the players last year.

"We had a lot of ego problems, and a lot of extraneous
problems off the field. It's difficult, because some of that

stuff carries over onto the field."

Those extraneous problems did carry over onto the

field last season, as a preseason ranking of No. 20 ush-

ered in high expectations for the Minutemen. After a 1-1

tie with perennial powerhouse Duke in an exhibition

match at Szot Park in Chicopee, those expectations
looked to be valid.

However, after a disappointing campaign that saw
UMass fail to qualify for the Atlantic 10 tournament,
Butler looks forward to looking at the top from a more
sane angle.

"Since we didn't do well last year, we're kind of like

the underdogs," Butler said. "Everyone knows how good

UMass can play, but we're approaching it from a whole

new perspective. Its much easier to play without those

huge expectations."

Butler's final wish in a Minuteman uniform is to make-

it to the NCAA Tournament, and UMass has been one-

step away with two losses in the A-10 championship

game in the past three years. The senior forward wants

to end this year with not one championship under his

belt, but two.

"It's a possibility, and with that in perspective, I

would love to make it into the [NCAA1 Tournament,"

Butler said. "But, first we have to win the A-IO
Championship, and I think we have the team to do it.

It's not going to be a cake walk, and I'm glad that it's

not, because we need to play these top teams to be ready

for the postseason."

continued from page S10

Sept. 20 Tennessee at Florida

This is the game Peyton stayed for.

But Florida still has the firepower,

und with a National Championship

bid a real possibilit> lor the winner

look for the defending champs to play

like it.

Nov. 22 Ohio State at Michigan

The Buckeyes just can't seem to

shake the curse of the Maize and

Blue, but with a Rose Bowl bid

almost definitely on the line, they bet-

ter forget about it and play. Once
again, National Championship ramifi-

cations abound.

Oct 4 Miami at Florida St.

After some WWI of struggle. Miami

should be ready to nuke ;i run again.

II the) can get past the Seminole-, in

Tallahassee, there will be an Alliance

slot with their nume written on it.

I have to My, It'l nice to be back I

love the optimism of early September,

when everything il new again, and no

one has lost too much money on the

games yet. It there WSJ ever I time to

kick back and watch some lootball.

it'l these next two weeks. So party

on, my little "pimp daddies."

I.ukc Meredith it u Collegian

columnist.

Nolan, Paciorek lead young Minutewomen into '97

By Leigh Torbin

Collegian Staff

Head Coach Bonnie Kenny and
her top Massachusetts volleyball

players were hardly the most sought

after interviews as the team con-

cluded its preseason training last

week.

The smart writers were flocking

to talk with Katie VanEarden,
arguably the busiest trainer on cam-
pus. Kenny only had seven players

healthy enough to play in Friday

night's season opener against
Northeastern, and not all of them at

100-percent.

Thankfully, Kenny will have a

pair of seniors to call upon for guid-

ance with her young club this sea-

son. Lesley Nolan and Michelle
Paciorek will be called upon to lead

by example in 1997.

Nolan is a devastating outside hit-

ter, a three-year starter, and only

the second Minutewoman to record

over 1,000 career kills and digs.

Paciorek, a 6-0 middle blocker

from Sunderland, already holds the

school's career blocks record (309)

and is the team's most experienced

player with 108 matches played.

"They will be held accountable

for setting the tone and holding up

the discipline aspect of the pro-

gram," Kenny said of her seniors.

"They need to make the freshmen

aware of what's expected of them,

since they know what it takes.

These freshmen have the potential

to realize what it takes."

UMass won't have a big, physical

team this year, which will place a

lot of the offensive focus on having

a diverse means of attack. The set-

ter is responsible for that, and
freshman lennifer Drennan will lead

the UMass attack.

" jenny's a step above any setter

we've had here, but it will take time

for her to get used to running our

offense," Kenny said. "We can't

afford to redshirt her so she can

learn it, but this chance to get some
experience under her belt is also

valuable."

The Long Beach native will be

tested early and often, as Kenny has

assembled an ominous schedule for

her squad. The team is off to Loyola

Marymount this weekend, a home-

coming trip for the teams' five

California residents, four of them

coming from Greater-Los Angeles.

There, the Minutewomen will face

No. 12 UC-Santa Barbara and the

host No. 16 Lions.

Next weekend UMass faces No. 2

Penn State. The Lady Lions have

already announced their national

championship contention this year

with a three-game crushing of the

defending champion Stanford

Cardinal (15-8, 15-13, 15-10).

One of the team's biggest hurdles

in its quest to claim the Atlantic 10

Championship will be replacing

senior Dionne Nash, the program's

heart and soul and holder of 1 3

school records. UMass will sorely

miss the outside hitter's on-court

presence where she dominated and

was eager to deliver a fatal,

game-ending blow with her lethal

spike. Invitations have been extend-

ed to all team members to fill the

role.

"We don't have a terminator like

Dionne." Kenny said. "We need

someone to step up — someone
who wants the ball when it's 13-13

in the fifth game. Someone who
wants to terminate a rally and not

just keep the rally going. That per-

son hasn't been established yet. No
one has taken it on."

In addition to its seniors, UMass
features a strong core of three

sophomores, who will be increas-

ingly called upon.

[ill Meyeri was an All-Atlantic 10

pick last year, the onlj freshman on

the team, and will be looked to as a

go-to player for UMass. Kari

Hogancamp made an immediate-

impact as a true lieshman in 1996

and will be used as an outside hit-

ter, and also be called upon to quar-

terback the team's offense on occa-

sion as a setter. Sarah Watters is

coming off an ankle injury that lim-

ited her to just 3.1 innings pitched

for the soltball team in the spring,

hut should return to the form that

saw her start the last 16 matches

and average 2.35 kills-per-game.

atlantic 10
continued from page S10

distant locales this winter in

their annual pursuit of an
impossible non-conference
slate.

• Sugar Ray Leonard, the

Rolling Stones and Ross Perot

combined don't have a thing on

softball coach Elaine Sortino.

Two years ago, the winningest

coach in UMass history, tearful-

ly resigned to focus on her

dutit"- as the athletic depart-

ment's Senior Women's
Administrator. She was parad-

ed through a whole farewell

tour, and saw her career sup-

posedly end disappointingly in

the NCAA Regionals.

Stunning many alter the trib-

ute, she returned last August
for one final year as a coach.

She went through the whole
farewell thing again this year

and her emotional team took

her to the College World
Series. Then, lo and behold,

this summer's nation-wide
search for a coach found that

the best woman for the job was

Elaine Sortino, who will begin

her third stint as head coach to

the elation of her players. ,
Posting a 565-267-3 record

in a coaching career that spans

back to when disco was popular

the first time, Sortino will stay

on full-time, or so she says.

Leigh Torbin is a Collegian

columnist.

1997 UMass Volleyball Team Schedule

TOTAL FITNESS
WITHOUT WAITING IN UNB

AMHERST ATHLETIC CLUB.

Stairmasters + LifeCycles + Recumbents + Treadmills

Free Weights + Gravitron + Keiser + Nautilus + Cybex
Precor Eliptical + Rowers + NordicTrack + Kayak
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Aug. 29 Northeastern 7:00 p.m.

Aug. 30 Mercer 1:00 p.m.

Indiana 7:00 p.m.

Sept. 5 UC-Santa Barbara 5:00 p.m.

Sept. 6 Loyola Marymount 1 2:00 p.m.

Sept. 6 Duke 5:00 p.m.

Sept. 12 UNC-Asheville 5:00 p.m.

Sept. 13 West Virginia 1:00 p.m.

Sept. 13 Penn State 7:30 p.m.

Sept. 19 Dayton 7:00 p.m.

Sept. 20 Xavier 7:00 p.m.

Sept. 26 at St. Bonaventure 7:00 p.m.

Sept. 27 at Duquesne 7:00 p.m.

Oct. 1 Rhode Island 7:00 p.m.

Oct. 3 Virginia Tech 7:00 p.m.

Oct. 7 Harvard 7:00 p.m.

Oct. 10 George Washington 7:00 p.m.

Oct. 1 1 Fordham 7:00 p.m.

Oct. 17 at Temple 7:00 p.m.

Oct. 18 at LaSalle 1:00 p.m.

Oct. 21 Connecticut 7:00 p.m.

Oct. 24 at Xavier 6:00 p.m.

Oct. 25 at Dayton 6:30 p.m.

Oct. 31 Duquesne 7:00 p.m.

Nov. 1 St. Bonaventure 4:00 p.m.

Nov. 5 at Rhode Island 6:00 p.m.

Nov. 8 at Virginia Tech 7:00 p.m.

Nov. 15 at Fordham 2:00 p.m.

Nov. 16 at George Washington 2:00 p.m.

Nov. 2 1 La Salle 7:00 p.m.

Nov. 22 Temple 7:00 p.m.

Nov. 28-29 Atlantic 10 Championships

Home Qames displayed in Bold
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COURTISY MIWA RtLAIIONS

THE OFFICE OF GREEK AFFAIRS,

THE UMass INTERFRATENITY COUNCIL,

PANHELLENIC COUNCIL,

UMass PAN-HELLENIC COUNCIL,

AND ITS MEMBER
FRATERNITIES AND SORORITIES

WELCOME NEW AND RETURNING STUDENTS
TO THE UNIVERSITY

FRATERNITY IS FRIENDSHIP
"Hold a true friend with both your hands."

-Nigerian Proverb
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_ (ill Meyers

and played at the Curry Hicks Cage

Without Waiting In Line

[AMHERST ATHLETIC CLUB
Rte. 116

So. Amhent • 256-0060

Frnm ™
From

Big Guy Liquors
We're Big on Friendly Service

Second Location Across from Clifffside Apts

Come see us in North Amherst

Rt 63 next to Superior Pizza

Check out our Specials
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Leadership

THE PLATOON LEADERS CLASS
CHALLENGE
We want strong leaders. As an Officer of

the Marines, you will he just that. The

Platoon Leaders Class (PLC) will challenge

the limits of your mental and physical

capahilities. It is a demanding test that

reveals your true character and lets you

prove you have what it take! to be a leader

of the Marines.

DESCRIPTION
• The Platoon Leaders Class is a summer

training program that requires no interrup-

tion of you academic year, and pays approxi-

mately $3,000 for 10 weeks of training.

• Is totally voluntary and requires no commit-

ment after completion of summer training.

• Is open to female sophomores, junior*,

and seniors, and male freshmen through

seniors.

• GUARANTEED AVIATION
Guarantees a seat at the Flight School in

Pensacola, Florida, tor qualified students

(both male and female) with 20/30 or hetter

vision. Fly and plane in the Marine Corps.

• Requires no special classes, drills, or uni-

forms on campus (unlink ROTC).

• Will provide tuition assistance.

• ( Mtrrv career opportunities in fields such

as Public Relations, Finance, Law,

Intelligence, Military Police, Computer

Science, Air Traffic Control, and

Engineering.

• Specialties are open to all academic

majors.

• GUARANTEED LAW For College

Seniors or students currently enrolled in law

k hool.

• Guarantees full-time employment upon

successful completion of program and

graduation from college.

• Provides a starting salarj

,.($28,000 -$34,000.

* offer good while supplies last

FDR MORE INFORMATION:
CALL 1-800-255-8762

C APT. PETERS
scrr. riquier
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Pointing the generational finger The big picture

Humphrey brown III

To this day I still remember the wave of shock and dis-

belief I felt when 1 first heard the news. I was at the

Collegian, in the Campus Center basement, scrolling

through screen after screen of Associated Press stories,

when I finally found what I had been looking for. but real-

ly never wanted to find.

The headline read something like, "Gangster Rapper,

Notorious B.I.G., slain in California Shooting." The story

that followed was even colder than its headline, but the

message was clear.

The Hip- Hop Generation had taken another one of its

own.

To many of us, the music we use to define ourselves

(hip-hop) is

more precious
than life itself.

This may also be

part of the prob-

lem, but it's
~~

what's real nonetheless. Hip- hop is our life's blood. It's

what gets us up in the morning and puts us to sleep at

night. We hear it on the way to class, on the way to work,

and for some of us, on our way to church (i.e. the hugely

played-out "Stomp").

To be a part of this generation, you have to be about

more than phat gear and an extensive knowledge of street

lingo (the so-called and dreaded "Ebonics"). The young

men and women of this generation are bold, brash and

not afraid to speak their minds. We're a generation that

doesn't remember much about Vietnam (if we were even

alive when it was going on) and we still don't understand

all the hype over Elvis or the Beatles.

Despite our youth, we have deceptively old minds.

We're well aware of the power of money and the evils it

brings, but we also know you can't get anywhere without

it; so we peruse it with great zeal and fervor. We're all

about the Benjamins and we don't want to wait for our

cut of the pie. Say what you will about our sense of fash-

ion, but you have to admire our drive.

We are a safe sex-conscious bunch who don't always

practice what we preach, but we aren't exactly Baby

Boomers either. We're too smart to do crack, but not that

bright when it comes to cigarettes. You can't get us to

accept the police as our friends, nor do we put faith in our

reigning government, but we rocked the hell out of the

vote these past elections.

Even with having to deal with inner city drug problems,

the rapid spread of AIDS and growing up in single parent

households (usually at or below lower middle class status)

we've managed to get into college and make a few power

moves here and there. There are young blacks moving

their way up the corporate ladder and doing it with a real-

ness that has never been witnessed before. Being a success

no longer requires becoming a "sell out." You can keep it

real and still make the papers. Just ask Puffy.

There are a million and one great things about this gen-

eration of young black men and women that makes it so

unique, distinguished and captivating, but you're not

going to hear much about that stuff.

When Tupac Shakur and Biggie Smalls were killed, the

hip hop generation came under more fire than it ever had.

It was as if everyone and anyone who wasn't down with

us read the headlines, shook their heads and said, "I told

you so."

Most black people from our parents' generation kind of

threw up their hands and gave up on us. Sure, they made

it good for themselves and worked their way out of the

ghettos and low budget housing into middle class nirvana,

but we had become the generation that everybody feared.

The generation that nobody could do anything for was so

out of control that it was taking out

their own.

In the eyes of older generations, we
are merely a product of the society in

which we were raised. In the eyes of

many of our parent's generation, we are

the products of our own destruction. They made it great

for us when they marched with Martin Luther King |r.

and got us into white schools. Now, we're expected to

take our people into the promised land.

We carry the dreams and aspirations of an entire nation

on our shoulders, but no one seems to understand.

We are supposed to be the ones who have it easy. We
are the ones who supposedly have all the advantages our

parents didn't have, but we're screwing it up. We are a

lost generation.

If you believe that ideology or follow that kind of

thought, then the fate of an entire black nation is doomed.

It seems as if the generation gap between us and our par-

ents just gets wider and wider. The problem doesn't lie in

the changing of times, but in the separation of minds.

We are severely misunderstood and underestimated.

There are those who think that we don't care and those

who think that we are only concerned with ourselves.

We are a young nation of great potential and intelligent

minds, but potential is nothing without direction and

guidance. Of course, we don't make it any better for

ourselves when we don't treat one another with the

respect each other deserves. The extremes of those

actions make the news and headlines faster than we can

count them.

There is a lot of work to be done, and we are taking

steps in the right direction, but one thing we can't afford

to do is let the few derail the many. Like any generation,

we have our faults and bad seeds, but don't think for a

minute that we aren't for real. We are as real as it gets,

good or bad.

What we need is some acceptance, a little guidance and

we'll take care of the rest. Burning us for problems we
didn't start is like punishing the son for the sins of the

father. We didn't ask to grow up in a society where the

lines between righteousness and evil are constantly

blurred, but we'll take it.

Humphrey brown III is a Collegian columnist.

Three weeks ago in New York
City, the notorious New York City

Police Department committed yet

another act of viciousness against

the very citizens it is supposed to

serve and protect.

Haitian immigrant Abner Louima,

the victim, was arrested during a

brawl at a

party. He
assaulted a cop
before he was
apprehended.
En route, the

arresting officers beat Louima to

teach him that this is what happens

to anyone who assaults a cop.

Now, this part of the incident

didn't surprise me. Although it was

police brutality for the officers to

retaliate, anyone stupid enough to

hit a cop is going to get dealt with.

But upon arriving at the police sta-

tion, the officers sunk to new and

gruesome depths of cruelty.

Louima was beaten and sodom-

ized with a plunger stick, and then

suffered the humiliation of being

dragged around with his pants

down. He sustained severe internal

bleeding.

Days after, all the Haitians in the

Flatbush community organized a

huge rally that stretched all the way

to the Brooklyn Bridge. At first,

many people viewed it as a Haitian

problem. But soon blacks from
other communities joined, making it

Gregory H. Casimir

an even bigger rally. The city viewed

it as another black problem.
However, when Latinos, lews and
whites joined the rally, Mayor
Rudolph Gulliani and the other city

officials realized that they just had a

problem. That's the bottom line.

What happened to Louima wasn't

just an unspeakable act against a

black man; it was one against anoth-

er human being. Although it seems

quite typical in American society for

an act of police violence to be per-

petrated against a black man, this

doesn't mean that it only affects

black people. Any time an individ-

ual has his or her rights infrinfjsd

upon, it affects all of us as a people.

If we start getting apathetic when
something affects everyone else

except our group, then slowly but

steadily there will be no one left to

help us when our own group gets

into trouble. It was the combination

of different people getting involved

that was instrumental in forcing the

city of New York to act as quickly

as it did.

In being a diverse body of stu-

dents, we should embrace and cele-

brate our cultures and within our

own groups and share them with

others. Yet at the same time, we
should also cherish our siliarities;

taking pride in those things that

unite us all as just students, regard-

less of our color, race, creed, or dis-

abilities (apparent or otherwise).

Like fingers on a hand, we can

strike a powerful blow when joined

together than we can apart. In the

long run, the only race that matters

is the human race. That's the bigger

picture.

Gregory H. Casimir is a Collegian

columnist.

One Time For the Mind

Is it a black thing?
I recently attended a gathering with

a group of friends in which, through-

out the course of a conversation with a

casual acquaintance I was asked what

the highlight of my summer was. My
response was the vacation I took to

Martha's Vineyard in a little place situ-

ated along the marina. Immediately,

this person's face turned up and then

with an instantaneous snippy tone

remarked. "So you are one of those

folks who doesn't act black."

Sad to say, this is not the first time I

have been the recipient of this sort of

statement, not that it has been the first

time I have heard it about some of my
other brothers and sisters; some of

whom I've personally known and oth-

ers with whom I've never met. This

reply lead me to embark on a serious

mission on which I was determined to

decipher what

another? By making the statement that

a person is not acting black, in essence,

what we are saying is that we feel a

person is not acting in the manner in

which they have been stereotyped by

society. A perfect example of this is

"The Cosby Show," which successfully

boosted NBC's ratings, making it the

most watched show at the Thursday

time slot. The show depicted a doctor

and a lawyer, both very well educated

— the parents of five intelligent, well

behaved black children. Despite the

success of this show, many complained

that it was not realistic and that black

people didn't act this way or live that

way. This is hardly the case.

I find no reason why black people

cannot enjoy themselves on Martha

Vineyard among white people and still

maintain their cultural identity. 1 see

no reason

Mdlicent Jackson
it exactly

meant for a

person to act

black. What
would one

deem appropriate behavior for a per-

son of color? I wasn't aware their were

some sort of guidelines. The last time 1

looked in the mirror the reflection that

I found looking me back was that of a

black woman.
Choosing not to engage myself in a

never-ending debate about what the

meaning of acting black was, I simply

responded by saying that the Vineyard

is a place that I have frequented for the

last few summers because of its beauti-

ful scenery, convenient location and

excellent networking opportunities.

Webster's Dictionary defines the

word act as something done, a deed,

behave. This definition leads me back

to the pressing question, "What is act-

ing black?" It is my belief the negative

stereotypes the media has chosen to

portray African-Americans in,

throughout the years, are the primary

root from which the problem stems.

It is very evident the images por-

trayed were of a people who came

from uneducated poor backgrounds.

We were not well read or traveled and

any of us who were fortunate enough

to have received an education were the

exception, rather than the rule. We
had rhythm and we could cook. We
excelled at sports. Seemingly, because

we were exposed to such images, over

a period of time we subconsciously

began to internalize these messages

and adopt them as our own. This may

or may not be the answer, but where

else could this term "acting black"

come from?

As a people we are offended (and

justifiably so) when a person outside of

our race categorizes us as being

thieves, uneducated, without class; yet

isn't that what we are saying to one

why we
cannot be

well read,

well
informed

on various social issues and still be

regarded as claiming our ethnicity.

Yes, many would say that this is not

what they mean, but this is what

comes out of their mouth. It is a total

contradiction.

I was raised by a father who is from

the inner city streets of Newark, N.I.

My father was one of seven children

who lived in the projects and slept

with his two other brothers in a bed.

He played basketball on courts where

glass occupied more space than the

pavement and drunks and homeless

people were the spectators. My moth-

er, on the other hand, was laised in a

big house surrounded by a picket fence

in Upstate New York. She had a big

back yard in which to play where there

was a flower garden and luscious

green grass. She ice skated in the win-

ter and took tap dance and ballet

lessons throughout the week. Both of

my parents went on to pursue their

educations at a black institution. My
mother went on to open her own busi-

ness, as my father has gone on to

become the founder of his own highly

successful, non-profit organization.

Some could easily reason that my
mother could not be considered black

enough, yet my father nor anyone else

in my family has ever questioned her

identity. My father loves her no less,

nor does she love him any less because

of their very different upbringing.

1 was raised in a home where 1 was

exposed to a wealth of music, litera-

ture and food, from black, hispanic

and white cultures. 1 was educated

thoroughly on the cause that Dr.

Martin Luther King fought for. but I

was also made aware that he believed

we were all equal, black and white and

black and black. I knew about the

courageous acts of Rosa Parks and

what Malcolm X stood for. I was also

aware that not all white people

approved of segregation. 1 was taught

to say please and thank you. I was

taught that all people should be judged

by the content of their character and

not by the color of their skin. I was

taught that there are no greater than or

less than signs after any of our names

in this mathematical equation of life,

simply equal.

My upbringing has enabled me to

come make friends from all walks of

life. Some of these friends were raised

in black communities, mixed commu-
nities and attended prestigious white

institutions as well as prestigious black

institutions. Some have traveled to

Africa seen the pyramids of Egypt,

dined in the cafes of Paris, while others

have never been outside of their com-

munity. None of this makes one more

black or less black than the other, sim-

ply by having different circumstances.

It is my belief that instead of

addressing the term "acting black" we
should concentrate on the content of

one's character. A black person who
has a certain manner of speaking, or

certain preference as to where they

choose to live or what institution of

higher learning they pursue their edu-

cation at should not be cast as not act-

ing black. Chances are that a person

who has these preferences would have

these same preferences regardless of

their color. There are also issues of self

esteem that come into play and

upbringing. Few of us are trained psy-

chologists, therefore it is not our job to

analyze what a person's problem is. if

in fact they have one at all.

Talk show mogul Oprah Winfrey, a

woman whom I hold in very high

regard and consider to be an excellent

role model recently replied to a com-

ment made about her in regards to her

acting white. Winfrey's response was it

saddened her to hear such negativity.

Winfrey has struggled throughout her

entire life — having been raised by her

grandmother, she was impoverished,

raped as a teenager, pregnant and

overcame a drug problem — until

recently when she has been able to

affect people, all people, both black

and white on a larger scale. Winfrey

makes it very clear that her mission as

a communicator is to give her public a

positive message. Winfrey knows what

it is firsthand to be overweight, black,

struggling, impoverished, discriminat-

ed against as well as shunned. She has

been all of these, fortunately now is

her time to give back. Due to her pro-

duction studio and a love for literature

not only has she been able to spawn a

new readership in the publishing

world, but she is putting the works of

"Perhaps most discouraging has been the high

drop-out rate for African-American college students:

Those who do not finish college within six years is

62%, compared with a national dropout rate of 41%"
— American Council on Education, 1995-1996

Looking at these statistics allows us to realize the

significance of education for African-American stu-

dents.

What do these statistics prove? For starters it is

important to recognize causal factors that may have not

been included for these findings.

Financial aid is what the majority of minorities use

to help with the heavy burden of paying tuition.

African-Americans realize that, financially, the bur-

sar's bill is the first priority that needs to be taken care

of. A simple call to Mom or Dad on the phone will not

clear the bill. Neither will going to CEEBMS
(Collegiate Comm. for Education of Black and other

Minority Students) for questions about financial aid

(after awards have been given out) speed up the

process.

Deadlines from the bursar's office, time constraints

and actual processing of financial aid can distract stu-

dents. Knowing that you have
,

,.

an outstanding bill and can be

administratively withdrawn
from the University at anytime

can be discouraging. '

Whether this was included in

The American Council's study on the high drop out

rate of African-American students, is questionable.

Having been a part of the Metco program, which

busses city children to suburban schools, one can

observe some reasons other than capability that my
academics were hindered.

As a fourth grader entering the program, I was

stunned on my first day of arrival. Realizing I was the

only one out of two black students in my class, ! cried

to my teacher, "Where are all of the black people?"

I could not run to the corner store during recess and

get an "ley" with my girls like I normally would.

Instead. I was running to the nurse's office to get fluo-

ride. That was something we never did in the city

school I used to attend.

I couldn't play hair salon any more, because every-

one in my new school was too busy wondering why I

used so much grease in my hair.

Then I had to sit next to this white boy my age, who

kept asking me if I was outside in my neighborhood the

day someone in the city got killed by a gang.

So, before I had a chance to adjust as a student, I

adjusted as a target — someone who always had to be

ready to answer many of the ignorant questions of my
peers. For many of them, they didn't know any better,

but unfortunately I lost my inner motivation to suc-

ceed.

I figured that if I messed up then that would be

another negative mark on my list of being a poorly

educated student from the city.

Instead of raising my hand to answer questions, I

answered the questions in my head.

Feelings of being a target rather than an average

student, pose a threat towards a students academic

achievements. The chance of being overly criticized

and singled out is another way a student can feel in a

classroom setting.

Claude M. Steele's theory of "stereotype threat" is

described as a hostile environment created when a

false perception hinders a student from concentrating

on the motives of the class.

His theory allowed me to observe the way I

removed myself from the domain of the classroom by

not participating, and losing self confidence in the

class. Dealing with the stereotypes that being in the

classroom allowed me to experience distracted me.

Steele observed, when compared, that black and

white students (even though they may have the same

equal education) show a major gap in grade results.

Placement exams, which can become very competi-

tive, have allowed many educational observers to

question the gap of academic scores when
African-Americans and white students are compared.

Using my personal experience as a fourth grader in

a suburban school, a good example of how the place-

ment exam affected me is evident. At the end of the

year when I took the math placement exam. I scored

23 wrong out of 25.

Due to the fact that the teachers knew I was capa-

ble of scoring better, they allowed me to retake the

exam.
Taking the exam alone with my Metco advisor in

her office, 1 felt no pressure. I also felt no threat of

not performing as well as

AllanaE. Todman
my other classmates. Since

I knew that my advisor did

not question my capability

to perform high scores aca-

demically. I had complete

concentration while taking my exam.

Receiving a B on the retake of the exam, the teach-

ers could not understand why I scored better taking

the exam in my advisor's office. Why I would be dis-

tracted in a classroom where the rest of the students

silently took the exam, was a wonder to them.

"One must surely turn first to social structure: lim-

its on educational access that have been imposed on

these groups by socio-economic disadvantage, segre-

gating social practices, and restrictive cultural orien-

tations, limits of both historical and ongoing effect...

should make it more difficult to identify with academ-

ic domains," Steele wrote.

Like my fourth grade teacher, many other people in

the educational field ask similar questions to prob-

lems that were like mine. To answer these questions.

Steele gives more factors in the statement that many

can consider in answering theses questions.

Part of the reason for my scoring low was due to

my lack of motivation. I figured that if I messed up

then that would be another aspect of being a poor

educated student from the city.

After being in the program for years. I realized that

the threats that existed within my classroom setting of

mostly white students did not have to hinder me from

performing as well as they did. It was all about choos-

ing not to allow the stigmatism to academically affect

me.
Though I'm in college, these threats still come out

every now and then.

Overall it is important to acknowledge that they do

exist. In observing the different threats that may hin-

der minority students, it is clear that being lazy is not

the primary reason for African-Americans dropping

out of school. Though the financial burden is fre-

quently a factor, motivation to compete academically

is another important factor not discussed as much.

This has been One Time for the Mind showing you

how the threat that hinders intellect affects us all.

Allana E. Todman is a Collegian columnist.

black authors on the big screen. The

works of Toni Morrison, Zora Neale

Hurston and Dorothy West of the

Harlem Renaissance are a few of the

projects she has in mind.

At this diverse college campus

which we are affiliated with in one way

or another, we have a multiplicity of

African American men and women
who are doing very positive things for

the University, as well as the communi-

ty. Since our primary objective here is

to better ourselves and make the most

out of our education, why waste

unnecessary energy with one's actions?

Aside from expanding our minds, if we

have to be concerned with people's

actions, let it be on their character. Let

each one be given a chance to prove

him or herself. Let's try to steer clear

of dwelling on the fact that this area

may not meet your standards of what

you feel is appropriate minority popu-

lation. Instead look at the flip-side of

the coin and view this as an opportuni-

ty to be exposed to dealing with vari-

ous people, which will better equip you

to deal with life once you graduate and

move on to the next stage of your life.

More times than not, we will find our-

selves in a situation where we are not

going to be the majority. Can you deal

with that? In order to make it any-

where you must have good communi-

cation skills, and not just in a black

environment.

My primary concern with a view to

my education is to write, no to write

per se for an all-black audience or for

an all-white audience, but to write and

be heard. 1 write to invoke thought and

to generate some sort of emotion,

whether it be good or bad or undecid-

ed. Hopefully it is the first of the three.

As I look forward to vacationing

back on the Vineyard next summer. I

hope that my goal has been accom-

plished.

Millicent Jackson is a Collegian

columnist.
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Campus Police Log
Accident Personal Injury

lime 1

A pedestrian, Elizette Varela,

23. of 363 Albany St., Boston

was struck by a vehicle on
Campus Center Way. She was
transported to Cooley Dickinson

Hospital in Northampton, where

she treated and released.

Accident — Property Damage
Iuly 25

A vehicle traveling north on

University Drive attempted to

turn into parking lot 22 when it

collided with a southbound vehi-

cle. Two individuals were injured

and transported to Cooley

Dickinson Hospital. The accident

is under investigation.

Aug. 7

A vehicle crossing parking lot

1 1 struck a divider on Stadium

Drive.

Alarm— Fire

lime 10

A small fire in Goesmann labo-

ratory was extinguished by

Amherst fire Department and

Environmental Health and Safety.

Animal Complaint

May 14

An individual reported a horse

loose on Orchard Hill Diive.

June 18

A baby raccoon was stuck in a

barrel by Hampshire House.

July 22
individuals reported a bat in

Pierpont Residence Hall.

July 25
Environmental Police were

notified of a large owl stuck in a

soccer net near Stadium Drive.

The owl was extricated.

Aug. 6
An individual reported that

there was a goose with broken

wings in the Campus Pond.

Annoying Behavior

May 20
A bus driver reported two indi-

viduals rolled a tire into the road-

way, striking the bus and a car.

July 2

An individual reported harass-

ment from another individual at

Lincoln Apartments.

July 4
An individual in costume was

demonstrating near the Mullins

Center.

Annoying Telephone Calls

Aug. 18
There was a report of children

playing with a telephone in North

Village Apartments.

Assist Agency

Aug. 8
The UMass Police Department

assisted the Amherst Police

Department with a state vehicle

accident.

Burglary/Breaking and Entering

July 22
A laptop computer was stolen

from an office in the Mullins

Center.

Disturbance

May 76

Residential Staff requested

.instance with individuals using

water guns on the 1 5th floor of

Washington Residence Hall.

Family Offenses, Domestics

July 18

A judge issued an emergency

restraining order for an individual

in Lincoln Apartments.

Hazardous Materials/ Spills

Aug. 18

A gas leak was repaired at the

PVTA bus facility.

Aug. 19

There was a minor oil spill on

Commonwealth Avenue.
Environmental Health and Safety

was called to help clean up the

area.

Health/Saferv Hazard

July 2
A box of road flares was

removed from parking lot 79 on

North Pleasant Street.

Environmental Health and

Safety was notified to check on

two barrels of material in Paige

Laboratory.

July 4

A barricade was put up around

a large hole on Stadium Drive.

July 8
An individual reported an open

manhole on Stockbridge Road.

July 1

1

Environmental Health and

Safety assisted Amherst Fire

Department extinguished a fire in

a container outside of the

Recycling Facility on Tillson

Farm Road.

Aug. 12

An individual reported that the

lights outside of Melville

Residence Hall were not working.

Aug. 15

There was a report of a gas can

left in the crosswalk near the

Newman Center.

Larceny

May 20
Cash was stolen from a drawer

in the pool room in the Campus
Center.

May 21

Packages delivered to the

Cluster Office in Baker Residence

Hall were reported stolen.

May 22
An individual reported clothing

and personal property stolen from

his room in |ohn Quincy Adams
Residence Hall.

An individual reported his wal-

let and credit cards stolen from

his room in Pierpont Residence

Hall.

June 3

Telephones were reported

stolen from an office in the

Morrill Science Building.

June 26

J. Crew
Clothing Sale

Sept 16 -Sept 19

Temporary Help needed for large

J. Crew Clothing Sale to be held at

The Mullins Center at the

University of Massachusetts

September 1 6 - 1 9, 1 997

To sign up, stop by table #20 in

the Campus Center Concourse

next to the Information Booth on

Monday 9/8 from 9am - 4pm and

Tuesday 9/9 from 9am - 1 pm

Three fans were stolen from

Stockbridge Hall.

luh 4

UMPD stopped an attempted

theft of a TV/VCR in Herter Hall.

luly 5

A bicycle was reported stolen

from the Campus Center.

July 1 I

A duffel bag and calculator was

stolen from a sidewalk area near

Leach Residence Hall.

A laptop was stolen from a

vehicle parked in the Campus
Center Garage

luly 12

An individual in the Campus
Center reported a fanny pack con-

taining a camera stolen.

Suspicious Person/Activity

June 25
Kevin |. Smith. 41, of 86

Prospect St., laffrey, N.H. was

arrested in the Campus Center for

trespassing.

Traffic Stop

lime 2b
Ryan E. Curtis. 19, of 9

Thorton St.. Greenville, R.I., was

arrested on North Pleasant Street

for operating a motor vehicle with

a suspended license and for

speeding 42 miles per hour in a

posted 25 miles per hour.

July 10

Patricia A. Ocicki. 44. of 128

Rocky Hill Rd.. Hadley, was
arrested for operating a motor
vehicle under the influence of

alcohol and drugs.

luly 15

Sanford R. lones, 26, of of 58

Hubbardston Rd., Templeton,

was arrested for operational a

motor vehicle with a defective

front light and expired license.
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PREMAJOR ADVISING SERVICES
SERVING THE UNDECLARED AND SELECTED PREMAJORS

(BDIC, COMMUNICATION, COMPUTER SCIENCE, JOURNAUSM,
ENGINEERING, ENGLISH, PSYCHOLOGY ft WOMEN'S STUDIES)

come by with your questions regarding...

/ choosing a major

/ add/drop help

/ getting out of academic difficulty

/ picking classes

/ who is your advisor

Advisor's hours: 9:00 ,m to 4:30pm
Appointments and walk-in

email: advising@casiac.umass.edu
E 20 Machmer

545-2191
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join us tomorrow on the steps of
the Student union Building

We'll be Giving Away
Great StuffALL DAY!

SGA proposes to increase Dean of Students* efficiency

$13.2 million budget increase from legislature University system budget increased by state;

allows for changes in UMass disciplinary system Chancellor to put funds to work for students

By Jonathan Liberty

Collegian Staff

In m iitiempi to increase the effectiveness ul the Dean
of Students Office and to revamp the disciplinary system,

the University of Massachusetts Student Government
Association (SGA) has t mrtpd and submitted a proposal

to Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Tom Robinson and

Chancellor David K. Scott.

A financial spark

Due to a seven percent, or $13.2 million, increase in

the University budget which came from the state legisla

ture in luly, the SGA decided to create a proposal which

would be feasible due to these new funds.

"Once we knew the University received the increase, we
knew we could make a proposal, but we had to decide

what was the best target," SGA President Lia Wong said.

Wong, along with fellow student lead- —ml^^m

m

^^m^
cis. Speaker of the Senate Peter

Kilbourne, Student Trustee Brian Tirrell

and lason Vecchio. Student Coordinator

of the Student Center for Education.

Research and Advocacy (SCF.RA)
worked on a proposal which would essentially separate

the Dean of Students Office into two offices while

appointing new administrative advocates into these

offices.

News Analysis

The proposal

Part 1: student affairs

"We'd like to see Student Affairs be more effective in

dealing with the everyday problems of students," Vecchio

said. "There needs to be some real changes made, and the

proposal really gets to the heart of the problem."

"We're unsatisfied with the treatment of students in

Whitmore," Tirrell said. "Finding an administrative advo-

cate in Whitmore is extremely difficult for the average stu-

dent. We need an office that is always open to students."

In order to create that office, the proposal would

appoint Assistant Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

Ricardo Townes as the Dean of Students/Associate Vice

Chancellor for Student Affaii

v

"We asked ourselves, who could be a tremendous stu-

dent- friendly advocate? A few names came up. but Ric

was our choice," Tirrell said.

Concerning Townes. the proposal reads, "Townes has

20 year* of multi-faceted, progressive experience in stu-

dent affairs administration... lie is great on student-stu-

dent and administration-student relations."

"With Ric as a Dean, new lines of communication will

be opened between students and the administration."

Tirrell said. "With more communication we can void

future incidents like the Goodell takeover."

"I think that the SGA proposition identifies an a'ea ot

concern involving their relationship with the administra-

tion." Townes said. "They want a direct relationship with

somebody they have confidence in."

Part 2: disciplinary changes

Presently, the University disciplinary system is part of

the Dean of Students office.

But according to Kilbourne. this system creates a con-

flict of interest.

How can the same office [Dean of StudentsJ that is

taking disciplinary action against a student also advocate

for that student?" Kilbourne asked. "There is an obvious

conflict of interest that needs to be changed."

Within the proposal, the disciplinary system would be

separated from the Dean of Students office, creating the

ludicial Affairs Office while Charles Dimare, Director of

Student Legal Services would become the ludicial Affairs

Officer.

Dimare has been a practicing attorney for 20 years,

with 18 years in public higher education law with a mas-

ter's degree in public administration; he also has 13 years

experience as a Student Affairs administrator.

If the proposal comes to fruition.

Kilbourne said that he hopes Dimare will

make a major policy change involving

representation of students.

According to Kilbourne, present policy^^^^™"^™
says that in matters of expulsion, suspen-

sion, or eviction from housing, University students are

allowed due process but denied legal representation.

"Even elementary and middle school students are

allowed to be represented by a lawyer," Kilbourne said.

The feasibility of it all

Once new money surfaces at the University, there are

many proposals put forth to the Chancellor, all of which

can only come to life through proper allocations and fund-

ing. Due to the budget increase, UMass has the money

which the administration will allocate it in accordance

with its priorities.

New resources requested within the proposal total

$206,000, the Dean of Students position receiving

$106,000, the ludicial Affairs Officer receiving $80,000

and an additional $20,000 for office technology and sup-

plies.

"The feasibility of this proposal depends on how much

the administration is willing to give us," Kilbourne said.

"But we do understand that we are primarily concerned

with students, while the Administration has to be con-

cerned not only with students, but also with other admin-

istrative departments."

According to Wong. Robinson expressed interest in

making the proposal work.

Robinson was unavailable for comment.

If there is a problem, it's a conflict of philosophies."

Vecchio said. "I'm not convinced that Student Affairs

warjtt students to deal with the policy changes that this

proposal addresses
"

According to Wong, the proposal was presented on luly

24 to Robinson and luly 29 to Scott. No definite time line

has been vet. but Scott has said that allocations of funds

will be made by late September.

By Tamar Carroll

Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

has received a $1 3.2 million, or seven

percent, increase in its allocation

from the State Legislature for fiscal

year 1998.

Budget Director |oyce Hatch called

the $195.3 million allocation to the

University "a very good increase."

"It is higher than other years,"

Hatch said. "Everyone is very

pleased."

Chancellor Scott said in a press

release that the additional funds will

allow the University to improve the

quality of education at UMass. "The

increase in the fiscal year '98 appro-

priation for the University system is

very good news indeed," Scott said.

"We're very pleased with the

increase," Scott said. "We appreciate

the work of the Senate and the House

to give us an increase that pretty

much equaled our request.

"This budget, combined with our

continuing program of internal reallo-

cation and fund-raising efforts, will

make it possible for us to even better

serve our students and the citizens of

Massachusetts."

The Campus Chronicle reported

that Scott plans to use the additional

funds for increased scholarship aid,

improving the undergraduate curricu-

lum and advising, the library system,

and the creation of a new college of

life sciences and a multidisciplinary

master's degree program in public-

policy.

The final campus budget alloca-

tions will be released later this

month.
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Place your classified ad nowl
Classifieds WILL be running in the next issue

of the Collegian.

Come down to the campus center basement rm 1 1

3

and place your classified today.
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People's Market

Th# Massachusetts

.DAILY COLLEGIAN
Ml m Fnaland s laiaest College Doily • Founded in 1890 • Daily Since 1967

www.umass.edu/rso/colegicin

5TMDCNT J VOUKIMQ rOR STy&LMTJ

A He.lthy Alternative to School rood. We Sell B.gcls and Snack, and Pertups the B«t Cup Of Coffee on Campus.

Come rind Out Tor Yourself, We are Located on the Second floor of the Student Un.on, Around The Back. Just

Listen Tor the Music and

rollow Your Tummy!

d£s\
RETURN YOUR TEXTBOOKS WITH YOUR RECEIPT FOR A

"NO QUESTIONS ASKED"
Refund through Friday, September 19th, 1997.

Beginning MONDAY SEPTEMBER 22, 1997 textbooks from dropped courses may be

returned with a sales receipt and an updated course sc hedule.

||

*-
t The schedule may be obtained from the registrars office in Whitmore:

( J I ) • do not wait for them to mail.

's
' New books must be in new condition. No marks, writing,

/\ ) water damage etc.

I—k v > Any incorrect titles purchased after SUM. 19, 1997 must

««-i be relumed within 48 hours of purchase.

—I Schedule, syllabus or other proof of incorrect

purchases must be presented, alone) with sales

lwww.aux.umass.edu/textbookannex

University Store • Textbook Annex

SAVE YOUR RECEIPT

receipt.

Remember the last day to return textbooks with

no questions asked is FRIDAY SEPT. 19 1997.

www.aux.iimass.edu/textbookannex

Our Refund Policy

If you purchase an jm orreel title you may return ^

it lot a refund within 7 < alendar days of the fust ~
day of (lasses, thereafter, incorrect titles may be \

returned within 48 houis ot purchase providing the hook /
is new

/V /
], Text hooks from diopped courses may be returned during the ' /\ ( \ f '

,/. ,f ( .,„i,i..,ivii p,,.(,.ni i„in, ml,n ivv/n'n/ niv/ n rnni/ n/ \zn/yi '
t •month of Septemhei Pi esent your sales receipt ami a copy of youi .\ j

, . . i ..../,, /.,/., ,,l,i,,,,,,.,l /,,,.., I/... Dnnictrm Am; M/MV hurii*. /))//«./
'

updated .< ourse s< hedule

/)c unmaiked.

2 keep youi tci eipt(s). Refund

rei eipt(s) t;< lonjpun

the Registrar. An) new books must

m textbooks cannot he made unless the soles

This is required lot an) refundnt I I) m<

Attn ' not be able

,< beginning ol

books

4

Fall '97

Schedule
We accept cash, personal check, Visa, MasterCard as forms of payment.

We begin to return unsold books to the publishers in the middle of the

semester. Students are encouraged to get the books they need for the

semester as soon as possible after official enrollment in a course.

9/02/97
9/03/97
9/04/97
9/05/97
9/06/97
9/07/97
9/08/97
9/09/97
9/10/97
9/11/97
9/12/97

9 am - 5 pm
9 am - 5 pm
9 am - 5 pm
9 am - 5 pm
NO BUYBACK
CLOSED
9 am - 5 pm
9 am - 5 pm
9 am - 5 pm
9 am - 5 pm
9 am - 5 pm

8/31/97 12 pm -4 pm
9/01/97 10 am - 2 pm
9/02/97 9 am- 5 pm
9/03/97 9 am 9 pm
9/04/97 9 am - 9 pm
9/05/97 9 am - 6 pm
9/06/97 11 am - 5 pm
9/07/97 CLOSED
9/08/97 9 am 6 pm
9/09/97 9 am 6 pm
9/10/97 9 am - 6 pm
9/11/97 9 am--6 pm
9/12/97 9 am --6 pm
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I U.S. citizens suspicions of latest tobacco deals benefits

By Looran Neergoard
Ajvxiated Press

WASHINGTON — Americans are

highly suspicious of the proposed

tobacco deal, saying it won't even

achieve a prime objective of lowering

teen-age smoking unless cigarette

prices rise much more than expected,

according to an Associated Press poll.

More than half of those surveyed say

the deal is not worth giving up the

key concession that cigarette makers

demand — banning class-action law-

suits. And two-thirds expect tobacco

companies to sell as many cigarettes

as ever.

Seventy percent say the price of a

pack of cigarettes would have to rise

by more than $1 — much more than

expected under the deal — to have

much effect on teen smokers.

Congress and President Clinton

begin grappling with the proposed

deal next month, and such poll find-

ings are bound to figure in the debate.

"This reflects a huge amount of

cynicism and skepticism about tobac-

co," said Massachusetts Attorney

General Scott Harshbarger, who
insists the public is missing the deal's

good points.

"If it is left to the current, polariz-

ing debate... this is going to be a

major problem. We will miss an

opportunity that may not come again,

and tobacco wins."

The findings present a dilemma for

deal supporters, who would like to

toughen some provisions but without

going so far that tobacco companies

back out. Yet, public distrust plays

into deal opponents' hands.

Indeed, critics immediately seized

on the findings.

"The American people have it right:

They're not against a settlement,

they're against a bad settlement," Sen.

Frank Lautenberg, D-N.|., said in a

statement. "It's exactly this kind of

public opposition to the deal that's

going to force Congress to make sig-

nificant changes."

The proposed deal would settle

state lawsuits against tobacco compa-

nies by setting new national policy.

Companies would pay $368.5 billion

over 25 years, curb advertising and

marketing and pay fines if teen smok-

ing doesn't fall significantly. In

return, they won the class-action ban

and other legal protections, plus

restrictions on pending government

control over nicotine.

Clinton has said he will stiffen the

deal, including a demand for full gov-

ernment nicotine regulation. The AP's

telephone poll of 1,003 adults, con-

ducted Aug. 20-24, found 58 percent

of Americans support such regula-
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If you are interested. Peace Corps has a place for you.

Peace Corps is now accepting applications to fill over 200 volunteer positions for

business advisors, elementary and high school teachers, health educators,

nutritionists, environmental educators, construction workers and fanners leaving

this Spring and Summer.

The person we're looking for might have a major in business, health science,

environmental studies, sociology, forestry, horticulture, primary or secondary

education, philosophy, life science, mathematics, social work, French, or TEFL.

No matter what your background Peace Corps can put your skills to good use

helping others help themselves.

To find out more about Peace Corps, stop by the Peace Corps office located on

campus at 1 12 Stockbridge Hall or call:

(413)545-2105
-

tion, including 54 percent of smokers.

An additional 54 percent said a deal

isn't worth the class-action lawsuit

ban. But the smokers who would file

such suits were split evenly: 39.5 per-

cent said a deal was worth that con-

cession vs. 41 percent who said it

wasn't.

The poll was done by ICR Survey

Research Group of Media, Pa. The
margin of error is plus or minus 3 per-

centage points.

The deal is expected to force ciga-

rette companies to raise prices by 62

cents a pack. Currently, the cost of a

pack averages $1.74, including tax. A
key question is whether that increase

would cut teen smoking.

Eight in 10 Americans said a jump

of even 75 cents is insufficient to do

that. Seventy percent said prices

would have to rise more than $1 a

pack to curb teen smokers significant-

ly — including 61 percent of the

smokers whose wallets would be hit.

"The poll appears to be in accordance

with the best evidence." said

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

economist Jeffrey Harris.

His calculations indicate prices

would have to rise between $1.15 and

$1.50 a pack to reduce teen smoking

by the amounts the deal requires —
roughly 30 percent over five years.

But Harris cautioned that public

perceptions are a little too cynical —
cigarette sales would drop some under

the deal. Every 10 percent increase in

price would lower the number of ciga-

rettes sold by 4 percent, his calcula-

tions indicate. Half of that drop

comes from people who kick the

habit, the rest from people who just

smoke less.

In other words, raising prices the

expected 62 cents would lower U.S.

cigarette consumption from 24 billion

packs a year to about 20.8 billion

packs — and cut the overall number

of smokers by 3.5 million to 4 million,

Harris said.

The American Medical Association,

a chief lobbying force behind the deal,

has called for a $1 a pack increase.

The AP's poll found 10.4 percent of

Americans, and 14 percent of smok-

ers, think that would be enough.
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The 1 JCard has Arrived for Fall '97

The UCard is the University's new ID Card. In

addition to verifying your enrollment on campus, it

can be used as a

• Library Card - accepted at all campus

libraries

• Meal Plan Ticket - necessary to take advantage of your campus

Dining Plan

• Residence Hall Key - required to access any residence hall with

the Card Security System

• Verify access to Athletic Facilities, Body Shops, Mullins Skating

Rink and the purchase of tickets on campus at student

discounts.

NO MORE STICKERS!

The Ucard has replaced the semester sticker with electronic valida-

tion. As of Fall 1997, semester stickers no longer will be issued. In

order to take advantage of stickerless validation, you must have a UCard.

UCARD DEBIT ACCOUNTS

Open a UCard Debit Account, make a deposit and you can spend

it by swiping your UCard on campus to purchase for food, goods, vend-

ing, tickets and more without additional fees. No more looking for the

right change or the nearest ATM! Open UCard Debit Accounts at the

UCard Office in Franklin Dining Hall.

LONG DISTANCE CALLING CARD PROGRAM

This service offers competitive rates and individualized billing for

calls placed from off campus, with the instructions for use on the back of

your UCard. Representatives from Student Telephone Services, the

UCard' Office's partner in the plan, will be on the Campus Center

Concourse, Sept. 1 - Sept. 4, to answer questions and sign up students

for this service.

WHERE CAN I GET A STUDENT UCARD DURING
OPENING WEEK?
Campus Center Concourse, 10:00 - 4 p.m., Tuesday, Sept. 2 -

Friday, Sept. 5

UCard Office. Franklin Dining Hall, Sept. 1 - 4, 8:30 a.m. to 7,

Sept. 5. 8:30 -5 p.m.

Questions about the UCard - Contact the UCard Office at 545-0197

Here's looking at you
A row of seven-foot high sunflowers on Cemetery Rd. in Hadley.

Parking Servi

Wants You!!

Parking Hearing Review Board Members needed:.

The Parking Services office is seeking faculty, staff and

students to serve on the newly formed Parking I [earing

Review Board. This Board will be part of a pool from which

five members will be periodicalh scheduled to review c\nd

render decisions on contested campus parking citations. In

preparation for becoming a Board member each person

must take part in a formal two-hour training session that

includes an explanation and review of the hearing process,

ano\ a "walk through" of an actual

hearing. ;

After training,^ learing board members will serve on a

rotating basis, meeting approximately once every three

months. Member^ should be prepared to render fair and

unbiased decisions base'd upon published UMASS parking

regulations, framing sessions are scheduled for Mondav

Sept. S c\na\ I hursdav Sept. I 1 from 3:30 -5:30 PM in the

Review Board should contact Sharon Kennedy

(s.kennedx "umassp.edu or hearings@admin.umass.edu) at

the Parking Ser\ ices ( )ffice ( \ I 3-545-6581 ) located in the

Trailer Complex in I ot 2^ just \orth of the Mullins Center,

Inquiries should be \\\ ei\ ed no later than Wednesday

September 10, IW.

The Collegian has several editorial

and support staff positions available

for the fall semester. Each of the fol-

lowing is a paid position:

• Assistant to the
Managing Editor

• Copy Editors
• Developing Nations
Editor

• Librarian
• Gay, Lesbian,
Bisexual, Transgender
Issues Editor

• Women's Issues Editor

Applications will be accepted until

Wednesday, Sept 10 at 5 p.m. For an appli-

cation and complete job descriptions, come

to 113 Campus Center or call 545-1809

and speak to Laura Stock, Managing Editor.

Collegian business hours are 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

Monday - Thursday.; 1-4 p.m. Sunday.

World Wide Web gives students

convenience of applying to school

in comfort of their own homes
By Robert Greene
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Applying to

college by computer was only nat-

ural for Mark Garneau.

The 18-year-old from Closter.

N.|., spends two or three hours a

day exploring the Internet. Virginia

Tech, one of the most heavily wired

campuses, had the most detailed

Web page — and an online applica-

tion form.

He could apply without leaving

his perch or dragging out a type-

writer, a foreign practice for many
youngsters yet still required at

many institutions.

"The other ones, 1 had to think

about keeping them neat and typed

and stuff like that," said Garneau,

now an incoming freshman at the

university.

Knowing there's a whole genera-

tion of Web-literate teen-agers out

there, universities are struggling to

meet the demand for online applica-

tions in time for the college-hunting

season this fall.

"Clearly, the paper application is

doomed," said the summary of a

poll released last winter by the Art

& Science Group Inc., a Baltimore

research company that found a

sharp rise in Web access among
high school seniors. More than one-

third said they would rather apply

online, up from 1 1 percent a year

earlier.

Going online saves paper, lets

institutions hear from a wider range

of applicants and lets them promote

themselves as technologically

advanced, the colleges say.

But the new world also has creat-

ed some special headaches for uni-

versities.

Sophisticated probers who look

at a college's Web site also can

often gain access to such things as

campus crime reports, faculty rat

ings or other information through

unofficial channels.

And students are sometimes

bombarding faculty with questions

by e-mail, creating a burden that

not all colleges or faculty might be

able to handle.
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Office ofInformation
Technologies

University ofMassachusetts

COHflpUtSrS students can use

OIT (the Office of Information Technologies)

supports computing for students, faculty and staff on the UMass campus.

•To access the Internet and use graphical web browsers from your own computer, you need a UMAccess

account

•To use Intel-based PCs or Macs in OIT's computer classrooms/labs, or to use OIT's printers, you need a

UMAccess account

•To use OIT's host computers (running UNIX or OpenVMS). for example, to send and receive e-mail, you need

a traditional OIT host computer account

Students can use any of all of these services for a fee of $20 per semester.

How do I get an account?

That depends on whether youVe used OIT services before or not...

•If you have never had an OIT or UMAccess account you are considered a New Client. Bring your UMass

picture ID-or your UCard-to the Campus Center rooms 168-172

•On Thursday. Sept. 4. Monday & Tuesday, Sept. 8 & 9-between 9am and 9pm

•On Friday, Sept. 5-between 9am and 5pm

•On Sunday. Sept 7-between 1pm and 9pm

to make an appointment-choose a time that's convenient for you to spend about half an hour getting your

account and information about using it.

Beggining September 1 1th, bring your UCard to Lederle GRC room A 1 1 1 any Monday-Friday, 9-5-but beware,

the line may be long!

•If you used an OIT or UMAccess account in spring '97, you don't need to stand in line anywhere! Simply

log on using the same username and password and start using it. Logging on activates the account and you will

be billed $20 later in the semester. If you did not have a UMAccess account, you will need to go to Lederle GRC

AMI to get one if you want to use the OIT classrooms. Again, bring your UMass picture ID-or your UCard-with

you!

•If you had an OIT or UMAccess account but need to change something (get a new password, add a service,

etc.), bring your UMass picture ID-or your UCard-to Lederle GRC room AIM Monday-Friday. 9-5.

Questions?

call the HelpDesk at 545-9400

And of course, the HelpDesk is open in Lederle lowrise A 109 to answer questions about using your account,

using Windows or Mac computers, using the Web. etc.

TAU Distribution
YOU CAN:

Pick up a TAU

Start an EMAIL Account

Purchase Necessary Software

Thursday September 4th &
Friday September 5th

9am- 5pm
CAMPUS CENTER ROOM 165-69

For on Campus Residents Only.

You Must Have a Student ID.

Please note: You will not be issued a TAU if you live in a

buifdirig connected to the Residential Network••i <.

Get student discounted rates!

Subscribe to:

Che Boston <S5lot>e

Fall Term Subscription

9/8/97 to 12/12/97

7 Days MON-SUN...$37.65

6 Days MON-SAT... $22.80

5 Days MON-FRI. ..$19.50

Sunday ONLY... $14.85

Full Year Subscription

9/8/97 to 5/14/98

7 Days MON-SUN.. .$80. 70

6 Days MON-SAT.. .$48.30

5 Days MON-FRI. ..$41. 10

Sunday ONLY.. .$32.40

$lje $ettr ftork®itne$
Fall Term Subscription

9/8/97 to 12/12/97

7 Days MON-SUN. . . $66.80

6 Days MON-SAT.. .$30.80

5 Days MON-FRI. ..$25.60

Sunday ONLY... $36.00

Full Year Subscription

9/8/97 to 5/14/98

7 Days MON-SUN. ..$139.80

6 Days MON-SAT. .$64.80

5 Days MON-FRI. ..$54.40

Sunday ONLY... $75.00

To get The Boston Globe and The New York Times

delivered to your dorm or office:

Please mail payment to:

John Riley

College News Service

Campus Center Hotel, UMASS Amherst

Amherst, MA 01035

Looking for a part-time yob...work delivering papers.

Please call John Riley at 413-584-7804

v.*
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TV's SMART system

looks to topple Nielsens

viewer ratings stronghold

By David Bauder

Associated Press

I like to move it, move it

|im Ott, a campus security employee, moves his belongings into Northeast Residential Area

WfTHOUT VlAWNQ IN UNP.

AMHERST ATHLETIC CLUB

TOTAL FfTWeiSIl Collegian 6raj>hics is Hiring!

Stairmasters + LifeCycles + Recumbents + Treadmills

Free Weights + Gravitron + Keiser + Nautilus + Cybex
Precor Eliptical + Rowers + NordicTrack + Kayak

-STUDENT SPECIAL-

*139

BROCHURE —

I

http://www.

amherstathletic.com

AMHERS ATHLETIC CLUB 256-
Rt. 116. So. Amherst OOftO

Production Supervisors

Night Production Staff

V
Lunch Served Round the Clock

Open 7 days a week
7:30 am - 12pm

103 N. Pleasant St. • Downtown Amherst • 253-9371

Mvist be available

one niqht weekly.

Quark. Phutu«hn| <-J

deskti p puWishinq

experience helpful but

not needed, £<

tlrf Graphics dept lh

11 % campus centei u >
(or more info, or

appbj on the concouw*

NEW YORK — They went almost

unnoticed in the quiet of August, but

two announcements this month drew

television's last great monopoly closer

to some real competition.

Fox made a multi-million dollar

donation to Statistical Research Inc.

— a New Jersey company that is test-

ing an alternative to Nielsen Media

Research's method for measuring

what the nation's 98 million televi-

sion households are watching. NBC,

CBS and ABC are already bankrolling

SRI.

The Discovery Channel, Lifetime,

USA and ESPN also became the first

cable networks to contribute to SRI's

SMART (Systems for Measuring and

Reporting Television) project.

They're giving less money than

Fox, but their participation may be

more important. Until this month,

cable has turned a cold shoulder to

SMART for fear that it would short-

change their audience in favor of the

broadcast networks.

The developments shouldn't be

overstated — Nielsen competitors

have failed before, and it's a long way

from a test project to a full-fledged

rival — but it nonetheless means dis-

content with Nielsen has found a

lightning rod.

"These are statements of real sup-

port," said Gale Metzgar, SRI's presi-

dent. "1 don't know if I'll get it. but 1

do know there is a higher probability

of getting it today than there was a

few weeks ago."

Grumbling about Nielsen among

the broadcast networks has grown

louder in the past year, not coinciden-

tally while Nielsen has relentlessly

documented the dramatic erosion of

their audience. The numbers generat-

ed by researchers govern billions of

dollars in advertising spending and

often decide whether shows succeed

or fail.

The SMART system, in the works

since 1994 and now being tested in

500 homes in Philadelphia, is similar

to Nielsen in relying on volunteer

families to report their viewing

habits. But there are important differ-

ences.

For instance, SMART will rely on

electronic codes embedded in televi-

sion shows to measure what people

are watching instead of requiring that

host families have their television sets

rewired, as Nielsen does. SMART

also promises a more user-friendly

system: children can press a button

with a smiley face to note they are

watching TV.

SMART believes it will have fewer

families dropping out or neglecting to

participate than Nielsen, making its

research more reliable.

Already, SMART'S research shows

significantly more children watching

TV than Nielsen, particularly those

camped in front of a set at a friend's

house. Metzgar said.

In a subtle but vital distinction,

SMART will measure as viewers any-

body who is in a room with a televi-

sion set on, even if they don't consid-

er themselves actively "watching" TV.

This acknowledges that many peo-

ple use TV as background noise,

"tuning in" mentally when something

catches their interest, he said. It also

virtually guarantees that SMART'S

system will claim more television

viewers than Nielsen, which is exactly

what all the networks want to hear.

Nielsen spokesman lack Loftus said.

"What they're doing is they're spiking

the ratings," he said. Metzgar, a for-

mer Nielsen employee in the 1960s

whose company has done extensive

research for legal proceedings, fumed

that he'd be foolish to put out flawed

information.

Although its critics contend

Nielsen has shown the arrogant hall-

marks of a company with no competi-

tion, Loftus said Nielsen's market

position makes it an easy target.

Nielsen contends that SMART also

stands for SLOW. It's a valid point:

the idea has been in development

since 1994 and no actual ratings

numbers have been made public. "So

far, they've been all talk and no

action." Loftus said.

But Nielsen hasn't ignored the

potential rival. The company admits

the prospect of competition has

pushed it toward more aggressive

development of its own ideas for

refining the system. Some in the

industry privately believe it's more

likely that Nielsen will eventually

swallow up SMART than compete

with it. Though encouraged by sup-

port of around $40 million from net-

works and advertisers during the test-

ing stage. Metzgar concedes he will

need commitments of $100 million in

funding to rum SMART from an idea

to a reality.

"We've dedicated our lives to this."

he said, "but we're not willing to ded-

icate our life savings."

Get The Class

You've Always Wanted.

If you want to make a good impression this year, there s a class

you should register for no matter what your major It's the class you'll

get from Cort Furniture Rental.

• Serving Boston for

over a decade

• Flexible rental terms

• Easy monthly

payment terms

• Packages available

• 72-hour delivery &
setup

• Housewares &
Electronics available

• Convenient ordering

by phone or fax

Extensive selection

of quality, name-

brand furniture

Previously leased

furniture

save 30H-60K

$50 OFF
First Month's Rent
or $50 off your $250 Purchase

at our Brighton Clearance Center

CORT
Rental Showrooms

Boston 98 BoyLsion Street. (617) M24.W3 •Burlington SiMhIuWmn lurnp.ki (617)221-1390

Rental Shownxmi and Clearance Center Brighton I SS North IV icon Ntrvct fj617) 214-S4SS

•Ooc» not applv 1" other pronnKHHMl divmmu Minimum Vmimih lr«r

Call for more information on this unbelievable opportunity.

Kate Kane
The Steffen Agency
1351 Main Street

Springfield, MA 01103
413/748-6000

For sales career opportunities 1-800CALL-NML

Northwestern
Mutual Life"

The Quiet Company*

http://www.NorthwesternMutual.rom

© 1W The Northwpslffn Mutual life Insurance Company • Milwaukee 7030-23
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ALL AGES
ALL THE TIME

fridoy, September 5, 10 pm

Jan Mandolin Project
Roorsy jazz grooves, S8 adv

Saturday, September 6 7 pm SlOndv

Jill Sobule
Alternapop anthems

Saturday, September 6, 10 pm

Electric Blue & the

Kozmik Truth
bluesifled groove rock, $5 adv

Sunday, September 7, 8:30 pm

Guster
PLUS THANKS TO GRAVITY

thursday, September 11, 7 pm

Huffamoose
AND THE MAGGIES
TWO BANDS FOR TWO BUCKS

mursay, September 11, 10 pm

Belizboha
plus the Kristin Mueller Trio, $6 adv

friday, September 12, 7 pm

GLENN H1BROOK
SQUEEZE VETERAN SOLO SHOW, S16 odv.

friday, September 12, 10 pm

Moonboot Lover
funky |ann S5 adv

Saturday, September 13, 7 pm

Mose Allison

KtNNtTH W P SCOTT / COU£GtAN

Wait before you open
Mike Gift of Coca-Cola, who has 1 3 years of experience, urges students to wait before opening 20 oz. sodas.

SEPTEMBER 15 MICHAEL ROSE cius dus station

TICKETS: For the Record, at the

Northampton Box Office or call 586-8686.

24 HOUR CONCERT INFO:

4) 3 584.0610

4 w®m\
xnt cousgiam is ciMuwmr accaotimc

COMIC %TMP SVMUSSiOitS MOM UMOC*-
CftAOtfATf STUOCMTS. IMCC IS UMtftO
OM MS COMICS PACff, AMO TMt SSMffSrCH

MMr scmsooas triu os ssr fAiur, so
its

CAMPOS CSMffA AS SOOM AS OOSSIOAS.

roo a coMOisrs usr or comics coios•

UMt$ OA fO OISCOSS TOOA ttOAA, ASA fO

SOSAA WifM AAOAA SFOCA? MAAACIAC
soiroo.

Adult newspaper seized

from public racks in Phoenix
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THE OFFICE OF GREEK AFFAIRS,

THE UMass INTERFRATENITY COUNCIL,
PANHELLENIC COUNCIL,

UMass PAN-HELLENIC COUNCIL.
AND ITS MEMBER

FRATERNITIES AND SORORITIES

WELCOME NEW AND RETURNING STUDENTS
TO THE UNIVERSITY

FRATERNITY IS FRIENDSHIP
"Hold a true friend with both your hands."

-Nigerian Proverb

LOt\ VC XV srk. for tke

colleglow. It'll be f\«w!

ippK I

iX-nlciJ ax:nwni i

position> in ihc t

1 j) lh on iht co
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KOHT9C,

PHOENIX (AP) — Law enforce-

ment officers in black ski masks
Wind hundreds of copies of an adult

newspaper in raids stemming from a

new law that restricts the sale of sc\-

uall> explicit publications from pub-

lic racks.

The publisher of The Bcul -.iiJ

that seizing copies of his newspaper

from sidewalk vending machines was

a violation of his constitutional free-

dom of expression, a position backed

by at least one First Amendment
expert.

"I'll just put it on the streets for

free What are they going to do —
seize the sidewalks'" said publisher

|err> Evenson. Bill FitzGerald, a

spokesman for the Maricopa County

Attorney's Olfice. disagreed.

"This i- not a First Amendment
issue." FitzGerald said. "It has to do
with the distribution of pornography

and its availability to minors."

The raids Wednesday of 1 5 sites in

Phoenix and the surrounding suburbs

stem from a law that took effect July

21 making it a felony to sell or dis-

play sexually oriented material that is

harmful to minors except via access-

card or token-activated machines or

in businesses that cater to adults.

Without Waiting In Line

STUDENT SPECIAL

[AMHERST ATHLETIC CLUB
Rte. lie

So. Amhent • 253-0O6O

Gi
Jim

Guys & Gals

Uiyrr Cuts

Flat Tops

Clipper Cuts

Razor Cuts

Kids Cuts

The Right Place to Be!

3 Barbers Everyday
Unisex Hair Styling

J\
mlierst

marhcrs

Appointment Mot Neccessary

Tel. 253-1722
4(i M.iin Street. Amherst, MA
(Next to Newbury Comics)

j3
IS & Up Hours: Mon- Wed & Fri, 8-5:1 S^ • Thurs 8-7^ • Sat 8-4:45""'

Campaign UMass

IS HIRING
•S5.50/HOUR + FANTASTIC BONUSES
•FLEXIBLE EVENING HOURS
•GAIN COMPUTER EXPERIENCE &
MARKETABLE COMMUNICATION SKILLS

•CONVENIENT ON CAMPUS LOCATION

JOIN A WINNING TEAM OF
STUDENTS MAKING A DIFFERENCE

ON CAMPUS!

COME TO THE BASEMENT OF
MEMORIAL HALL & APPLY TODAY!

545-350

AJyHastings.Inc, H707r1L FITNESS

HEY! NEED A JOB?
WHY NOT BE A BARTENDER!

Only professional school in Western Mass

Hands-on training in a real bar/club setting

National certification in alcohol awareness - FREE!

Lifetime refresher courses • Photo ID Card • Resume

Special UMASS Student discount

Many excellent positions available

Over 80 affiliate schools across the USA
Conveniently located in West Springfield, MA

BOSTON BARTENDERS SCHOOL
(4131 747-9888

You don't have to go far lor

school supplies!
College Clottiing Pens » Paper

Printer Ribbons Cartridges

Resume Paper » Calculators

Greeting Cards

Magazines Notebooks

"Convaniantly located in the

canter of Amherst."

45 i Pleasant St. 253-2840 » Mon.-Sat. 5 am to 9 pm. Sun. 5 am to 5 pm

WITHOUT WAITING IN UNB

AMHERST ATHLETIC CLUB.

Stairmasters + LifeCycles + Recumbents + Treadmills

Free Weights + Gravitron + Keiser + Nautilus + Cybex
Precor Eliptical + Rowers + NordicTrack + Kayak

r-STUDENT SPECIAL-.

*B9
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http://www.

gmherstathletic.com

AMHERS'T ATHLETIC CLUB 256-
Rt. 116. So. Amherst 0080

DEPARTMENT OF GERMANIC

LANGUAGES & LITERATURES

OPEN CLASSES
510 Herter Hall 545-2350

• All German Language Courses,

Elementary To Advanced
• All German Literature Courses Taught In

German
• The Following General-Interest Courses

(Taught In English):

• German 297A Crusades and The Image of Islam

MWF 1220

• German 304

• German 365

• And: Dutch 1 10

From Berlin To Hollywood (AT) TTH
1:00 2:15 W 6-9 PM. Screening

Scandinavian Mythology (AL)

MWF 1:25

Elementary Dutch

TTH 11:15-12:30

P
All American Food
Great Burgers Hot Dogs

Shakes Clams Chicken

Philly Cheese Steaks

26 Flavors of Soft Serve
http://www.javanet.com/-mrburger/

585-0241

ROUTE 9 HADLEY.MA
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Store nearest campus: In Hadley at Campus Plaza at Rt. 116 and Rt. 9,

Open Mon.-Sat. 9:30 am-9:30 pm, Sun. 10 am-6 pm.
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Some senior advice to incoming freshmen
So what's it like to be a fresh-

man? Well, a few thousand of you

are about to find out the hard way,

by experiencing the phenomenon
first-hand. Some will be brilliant

successes, and others will be like my
freshman roommate — politely asked

to leave after a ^^^^^^^^^^
year. No matter the ^^^^^"^^^™
result, life will be —„„,p^inHpii
quite different. All

of you, for better or worse, will

change.

I didn't notice this much initially,

but looking back at who I was as a

person three years ago and compar-
ing that to my present self, no one
(including my parents) would argue

that I have changed significantly

over the course of my time spent

here at the University of
Massachusetts.

Being from the Midwest,
Chicago to be exact, "going

away to school" meant
starting completely
over for me. I was
— I think for the

better — forced to

learn how to live

on my own. My
first semester at

UMass now seems
like a lifetime ago,

but my memories
remain fresh. In

recalling some
observations I've

made, some things

I learned in my
first semester, as

well as what I

would have done
differently, 1

came up

with the following list of suggestions

that might help you to make the tran-

sition to college life a bit smoother:

• Learn how to motivate yourself;

no one else is going to do it for you.

When ever you're feeling lazy, consid-

er how much your parents paid for

^^^^^^^^^^ you to go here.
j^^^^^^^^^ That's always done

*^j^^^^_^_ the trick for me.
• Start off with an

open mind, because you're going to

spend a lot of time with people who
come from different backgrounds than

you, who have totally different experi-

ences.

• Keeping busy and active are the

best ways to combat homesickness.

Going home every weekend and cry-

ing to mommy, are not.

• Contrary to popular belief, you
don't get F's, you earn them.

• The much-hyped "maze"

over by McGuirk Stadium
really isn't anything more
than a big, annoying
fence. Try and remember
that when someone asks

you to walk over there

from Central Residence

Area at 3 a.m.

• Note to the gentle-

men: It's no longer

considered "cool" to

take out the stitching

of a certain letter on

that UMass hat. In

fact, it makes you
look like an... well,

no need to explain

further. "Pat. Id
like to buy a

vowel."

• On a related

note: Guys, don't

be afraid to vary

that wardrobe of

flannel

shirts, ripped jeans and white hats,

lust a suggestion.

• Dropping by 10 shoot the breeze

with your professors can go a long

way come December.
• My final piece of advice, and most

important, consist of onlv two
words: BE YOURSELF. 1 can
remember .so many of the people

I knew as a freshman acted like

chameleons, desperately trying

to fit in everywhere. Listen to

your gut instincts, and learn

to trust them.

Best of luck to all of

you, and remember,
please bus your tray.

Marty keane is a

Collegian staff
member.
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A light-hearted

guide to campus life

A
Antonio's. You
might as well

' swap your UMast
I.D. for a predoui

"pizza card." After

you realize

Pastabilities does not

offer nearly as many
"abilities" they told

Vol! at mmm^^m^mmmm

Chris

Luke

orien-

tation, you'll soon tee

why Antonio's is an
Amherst institution. i^MBM^^^^B
B — Basketball. Give em time kids

While this year's crew may not be the

rim shakers of the "95-'9b Final four

squad. Tyrone Wicks and Charlton

Clarke have a shot at leading the

Minutemen into another NCAA berth.

Oh, and they probably wont sell out to

ftntS, soil the school's name, walk away

or get arrested.

C — Collegian. Everyday you're in

class, so arc ue. Remember, during your

8 a.m. lecture, the crossword is on the

inside back page.

D — Dining Commons: Southern Fried

Steak is neither Southern nor Steak.

Illsnis-

E — E-mail, the great alternative to_^m AT&T's ACUS plan.

It's cheap, it's sitting

on your desk, and it's

a great way to put off•^^,̂ ,*,• starting that term

paper that's due tomorrow.

F — Fraternities. Forget about the

image of refined young gentlemen read-

ing in dimly lit. wood-paneled studies.

Rumor has it a summa cum laude degree

Stamm &
Meredith

Turn to GUIDE, page A9

Summer concerts feature a lot more than two turntables and a microphone

MMn KtANf / COUtCIAN

U2 bassist Adam Clayt at this summer's PopMart tour.

U2 — POPMART TOUR
So/oW Field

June 27

CHICAGO. III. — The PopMart Tour - U2's

first American trek in lour years— looked,

on paper at least, to be the epitome of

tackiness and over-the-top kitsch.

With a 40-foot lemon mirror ball,

100-foot swizzle stick with olive,

and the world's largest LED video

screen ever assembled to contend
with, Bono and his band of Irish

blokes would need to summon all the

charisma and personality they had in

order to ovoid becoming anonymous
stage puppets.

Amazingly, U2 emerged from the shadow of

this gratuitous splendor to somehow give a per-

formance in which the music itself managed to

eclipse the stage set's overwhelming garishness

and glitz Visually on a par with Pink Floyd and

KISS, U2's show took the "rock as theater"

theme one step further, and succeeded.

Whereas the two above-mentioned

acts have always preferred to let

blimps and fireworks, respectively,

mask their musical mediocrity. U2
showed PopMart shoppers why
they have become so huge in the

lirst place: by carrying the songs

themselves. From the Edge's glori-

ous guitar squalls during "Hold Me.

Thrill Me. Kiss Me, Kill Me." to Adam
Clayton's towering bass lines in

Mysterious Ways," U2 consistently showcased

Turn to CONCERTS, page A5

CD
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Beck, one of the shining stars at the H.O.R.D.E. festival.

•
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Holy blockbuster bomb, Batman!

Summer films offer a mixed bag
Every summer. Hollywood contin-

uously creates bigger and loudei
explosions, more and more dazzling

effects, and increasing number^ ol

bullet infested dead bodies falling

from airplanes thousands of t c c

t

above. In order to allow enough time

for all of these MOMttt) situations to

occur, the fonntlta of the summer
blockbuster has been forced to

alter itself immensely. In

fact, searching for sub-

stance amidst the sense

less blood and guts is a

bit more complicated
than finding Waldo, but

all hope was not lost.

Yes, it was yet another
typical summer in mo\.ie

houses across the country,

except for a few notable sur-

prises.

But. what the summer of

1997 will forever mean to

money-hungry movie executives, is

that this was the summer that killed

the sequel. With disappointing ticket

sales compared to past years, we ma\

finally say goodbye to such former

franchise kings as /urassic Park,

Speed and Batman. This summer also

made lulia Roberts a superstar all

over again and turned Nicholas Cage

from a serious and respectable actor

into a grunting, missile-launching

action hero.

Like anyone else stuck within the

confines of the Pioneer Valley this

past summer I can also attest to the

fact that there wasn't a whole lot

going on. No better way to beat that

dreadful New England humidity than

by spending a day at the movies. So,

in a nutshell, here are some of this

summer's best and worst, though

most of them seemed to tread

smoothly somewhere in between.

Air Force One
Thank goodness for Gary Oldman.

the world's most versatile actor.

After all. he was the one who truly

saved the day in Wolfgang Peterson's

{Das Boot. Enemy Mine) latest

action thriller. With Oldman's
absence. Air Force One would have

crossed the border from harmless

entertainment into a new level of

in-your-face propaganda. Although

Oldman was forced to play the role

of the psychotic terrorist who kid-

naps the president on board the

now-infamous Air Force One (a bit

over-the-top). he still secured some-

what of a political balance weakening

the film's prcachiness.

Harrison Ford as the butt kickin'

President Marshall, was plawd rather

nicelv too, and Ford is definite!) the

onl> actor in the bmllWU who could

have been convincing in the role

building anxiety with every clever

Eadal expression.

Air Fore* One is exactly what we
have come to expect from the "sum

nier movie phenomenon."
It '| intelligent enough

to keep you guessing

about what's going

to happen next,

but also dumb
enough to be

amazingly pre-

dictable at the

same time. B

Men in Black

Definitely the

most commercial-

ized move of the

summer, so much in fact, that I kept

feeling like they were blatantly trying

to sell something. The best thing

about Barry Sonnenfeld's (Adam's
Family \alues. Get Shorty) super

blockbuster hit was that from start to

finish it was sheer enjoyment. The
worst thing about it was that it

seemed the theater must have lost a

few reels. The story spent the first

hour and a half setting up the charac-

ter development and then reserved

the final 15 minutes for the plot. \I1B

also contained this summer's slickest

special effects and the most interest-

ing crime fighting duo ever to be seen

in a buddy movie in quite some time.

Will Smith and Tommy Lee |ones

played off each other with excellent

comic precision.

As top secret special agents. Smith

and lones really don't do a whole lot

except submerge themselves within

the clever effects and attempt to look

cool doing it. Unfortunately, Vincent

D'Onfrio hit a career low as a

Beetlejuice look alike alien who is

more agitating than entertaining,

especially as his human skin begins to

deteriorate.

\IIB is really just an over priced

cartoon that would SSJIVC .is the ideal

mindless study break. If nothing else,

one cannot help but appreciate the

amazing sets and effects as well as

the energetic, suavespunk of Will

Smith, the new king of the sci-fi

genre. Not to mention. MIB does pay

particular close attention to covering

its tracks, for example, the lengths

the agents will go through to cover

their secrets and the reasoning
behind choosing not to disclose infor-

mation, all makes believable sense.

Well, sort of. B.

Batman and Robin

By far the most disappointing of

the series, not to mention the first

not to have Tim Burton listed any-

where in the credits. Batman and
Robin is one of the movies that trav-

Turn to BLOCKBUSTER, page A7

Preston offers summertime sizzler, Steel's new novel rusts out
JACKIE BY JOSIE

Caroline Preston

Scribner's

Caroline Preston debuts with a

fresh and quirk\ novel about life. For
a lit -t novel, Preston establishes her-

self nicely with an entertaining story

about a wife and mother who finds

herself in the midst of a crisi-

loaic Track is a decidedly unglam-
orous grad student who has lurched

to a stop on her thesis about a

little known 19th Century poet.
She's married to Peter, the glamour
boy of the American Civilization

Department.

losie's life conalatt of caring for her

three year-old son. Henry, and mus-

ing about Peter's relationship with

another grad student. Monica.

As Peter's career takes off and he

heads to California to start a new job,

losie stays behind with Henry to do
some research for a new book on

Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis. During

the time apart from Peter, losie won
ders if her marriage is on the rocks.

At the same time, she grows suspi-

cious of her trusting mother's
boyfriend, an ex-con. Add losie's

neurotic sister, Leslie, to the combi-

nation (along with colorful commen-
tary supplied by Jacqueline Kenned\ I

and the recipe for a thoroughl) enter

taining novel is born. Preston's writ-

ing is light and witty. There are no

extra details here. Preston sets out

only what is needed to make the HOC)

complete.

I sinj' factl about lackie. Preston

manages (0 draw parallels between

losie and the lormei first lad\

In lackie by Rosie. Preston creates

a light-hearted corned) of manners.

A

THE FIRST $20 MILLION IS ALWAYS
THE HARDEST
Po Bronson

Random House

Po Bronson (Bombadicrs) sets his

second novel in the Silicon Valley.

There, equipped with plenty of tech-

nobabble. he creates a cutthroat

novel with little or no character

development or plot. It's a tale even

the most compute! saws wizard
would find difficult to digest

Bfoneon uses the metaphor of an

infinite loop to tell the MOT) of Andy

Caipar. Caspar is brilliant young
engineer, who dreams of working on

a new chip — the 68b. however, his

ambition is thwarted by a group of

older and more powerful men.

I iral is Lloyd Acheson, a terribly

complex and boring character.

Acheton'l firm, Omega Logic, is

counting on the 686 to keep its Mock
prices up. Meanwhile, at the lab

responsible for designing the new

chip, employee Hank Menzinger gets

the lab in financial trouble and needs

Omega to bail him out.

finally, Francis Benoit has a

GuHTiSr COLUMBIA PICTUHtS

You may recogize these faces from this summer's much-hyped Men In Black.
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UMASS ARTS COUNCIL &
PERFORMING ARTS DIVISION

Healthy Choice!

Healthy Choice!

Healthy Choice!

ICHIBAN

Tzr tzt

MUSIC ACTING DANCE

REGISTRATION SEPTEMBER 2-12

CALL: PAD (413) 545-0519

73 BARTLETT HALL/UMASS

7
AuthenticJapanese

Restaurant
1 Roundhouse Plaza, Northampton, MA

(413)585-1185

(Behind city Hall, Off Main St.)

What is the Difference?
#1 Sushi

Daily Fresh fish over sushi rice.

Stay healthy & live longer!

"This one is what everyone falls in love with."

#2 Tatami Room
Cozy and private, parties available up to 25 people

#3 Daily Special
Daily special Price!!!

Fairfield University

invites you to explore

the world!

Study the rich legacy of Britain and live

in a 16'" century abbey near Oxford's

"dreaming spires." Spend a summer, a

semester or a year studying in the center

ot the historic "cradle of Renaissance

civilization" in Florence, Italy where we

ofter a dazzling variety of courses. Or

immerse yourself in Russian and

European art, music, dance, literature,

history and politics during the White

Nights of Summer in St. Petersburg.

Our programs offer the opportunity to

combine a solid academic program with

the chance to travel and experience new

cultures. For more information call

Cris Bowers, Tour Assistant, at

(203) 254-4220 or e-mail her at

cbbowers@fair1 fairfield.edu.

FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY
Dolan House

Fairfield, CT
064W-5955

Birthday • Friendship • humorous • Religious • GetWell

FREE 2D POSTER WITH THIS AD. WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

rv
• o

_& «

www/fairfield edu see

studyabroad/studyabroad him

All Greeting Cards

"Come see our incredible selection of the finest

quality cards you'll find anywhere."

PEG & RAY'S
1/2 PRICE CARD SHOP
Campus Plaza • Route 9 • Hadley • 253.7588

(Next to Super Stop & Shop)

AVQ S.d3HlVd • AVQ S.d3H10|/\| • 3NI1N3TVA • SVWiSlbHQ

grudge ol hi'- own. He claims Ml pre-

vious chip for Omegs, the Falcon

48b. was dumbed down b\ the com-

pany and he vows thai he will never

let Omega get the better of him again.

Benoit sticks Caspar on a project

that's bound to raise the ire ol every-

one involved — designing a computet

that will sell lor a mere S'SOO.

It'- here where the story get-

shaky. Che new project, dubbed the

VWPC (aftei the Volkswagen Bug)

has tempers Hating Instead of getting

ahead with ever) success, Caspar
finds himsell betrayed by the men at

the top.

The First $20 Million it the

Hardest has the potential to be I very

good book. Its weakness lies in its

complexity. The plot is too intricate.

the dialogue too weird. Bronson
spends too much time delving into

the twists ;l iid turns of the computer

industry and peppering the book with

lots of technical detail.

There's an arrogance in Branson's

Style of writing. In some cases the

arrogance would be hard to overlook,

but in this particular book, it works

well. The characters, while thinly

sketched, are good at what they do
and they know it. In that sense,

Bronson projects arrogance not only

into the characters, but also into his

overall tone.

For those interested in the comput-

er world and the ins and outs of the

business, this book is fairly compe-
tent. But if you're searching for a

relaxing book, this is not it. Bronson

makes you work too hard to under-

stand what's going on. B

POWER OF A WOMAN
Barbara Taylor Bradford

Harper Collins

Barbara Taylor Bradford ( The
Women In His Lift) is good at ordi-

nary stories. Stories about ordinary

people in extraordinary situations,

that is. Her latest best-seller Power of

a Woman, is such a novel.

Stephanie jardine has a good life.

She runs the American branch of

lardine's. the crown lewelers of

London. Her life is fairly peaceful,

scarred only by the occasional run-in

with her pompous son. Nigel.

It is only when tragedy strikes

Nigel's wife and Stephanie's daugh-

ter. Chloe. that she forces herself to

confront the secrets of the past.

Bradford's latest offering is more
ordinary than exciting. However, it is

well-written, and rich with scenery

and character.

The rich detail attracts attention

but the slow pace of the novel and

the lack of coherent plot weakens the

book. In addition. Bradford leaves

many questions unanswered. Power

of a Woman offers little excitement,

yet more substance than most sum-

mer-time reads. B

THE RANCH
Danielle Steel

Delocorte Press

The world of Danielle Steel (Silent

Honor) strays even more into the

realm of every woman's fantasies in

her 39th novel. The Ranch.

Steel's newest land of

make-believe features Mary Stuart

Walker, the perfect wife and mother.

Unfortunately, in the past year, Mary-

Stuart's life has gone terribly wrong
and her marriage is starting to crum-

ble. Mary Stuart's best friend, Tanya

Thomas, is the you-go girl of the

novel. A famous singer and actress,

Tanya's marriage is also falling apart.

The trio is completed by Dr. Zoe

Turn to NOVEL, page A8
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HEALTHY SKIN
Begins with a deep pore cleansing facial.

Also lash and brow tinting, brow shaping,

leg waxing, make-up, therapeutic massage.

Y" Skincare for Men & Women
JS 34 Main St., Suite 1, Amherst, MA 253-9879

g^

„

a a -Violin makers

^t^X4€€ZX/ -Dealers

^?A* # - -Appraisers

^UU4€y& -Restorers

Full selection of strings, accessories,

books, and music stands
413.256.0936 - 18 Kellogg Ave. - Amherst

MARKET

WHOLE &
NATURAL FOODS

• GROCERY
•DELI

• DAIRY
• PRODUCE

• BEER & WINE

OPEN: 9 AM-U:00PM
HE. PLEASANT ST.

AMHERST. MA 549-3500
A

s.

LUNCH BUFFET $4.49

ALL YOU CAN EAT!
•a*

pizza, pasta, salad, & breadsticks

monday-friday 1 1 :30am- 1 :30pm

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Mondays Only

2 Medium

Pizzas

with 1 Topping

*10
4PM ti clesi. Mendiys inly 4PM ti elese. Wednesdays enty

I

i

pv»9W> merfcon offer when oraenng One

c(»(>nn ixw party per *sit at participating

Pizza HuW kxasons Not vrta n combine* 1)17751

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Wednesdays Only

Large Pizza

far a

Medium

Chargal

ton with any otter special offer coupon O
The Honznn fr*tr*v» lor

I
-Hut

Please rnartjon offer when ordenng One

coupon per party par ««t at participating

Pizza Hu*R locations Mot vaSd in combina-

tion with any other special offer coupon

The Hnrrron "nlective inc

I

Rtap
-Hut

Dinner Time

Medium

Cheese Pizza

Carryout Onty

$6"
aid 12mags fir $4

1

Offer enures September 31. 1997 Pleas*

mentor coupon when ordering One coupon

per party per visit at participating Pizza Hut®

location1; Not va*<1 in combination with any

other special offer coupon C The Honzon

Coeective Inc -Hut

Pizza
-Hut
253-9787

HOURS:
MON-SAT
11AM-11PM

SUN 11AM-10PM

424UISSI.I.1.SI.

(ROUTE9)
DIM -IN

&( ARRY-Ol I

CRKDI'I CARDS
A(( INI I)

Ticks Unlimited umass campus].

For/The Record [Amherst 256-6134],

tlorthampton Box office [5BB-BBB6].

and flu Strawberries Locations

B-2nm
R Full House

Every Week.

Sponsored By

Today's 83.3

9'2flm
Top HO Dance

Hits.

Every Friday.

Beven ITIary Three, 3/3, 18+

Integrity/Hatebreed, 8/N, HII Hges

The Iguanas, B/B, 21+

John CaPFerty & The Beaver Brown Band

3/6, 21+

They might Be Giants. 3/7, nil Hges

10,000 ITIaniacB, B/B, 18+

mOE, 3/10, 18+

Obituary, 9/11. HII Hges

max Creek, 3/13, 18+

Burning Spear, B/16, 18+

Battle oF the Funk, B/1S, 18+

Fools Progress, 3/25, 1B+

Lobsterz Prom marz, 3/26, 18+

Bister Hazel, 10/10. 18+

Keep fln Eye Out For Rll oF your Favorite

SKR, PLMK RflD HRRDC0RE BRRD5

Rt The Rll Rges Shoius Brought To 9ou By

mmiamim
C-HE-C-K«DUT-0UR«BTRIP^flD'E-VERa-THUR5DRa-0R«VI5IT-U5«flT-Http:Virtual'valleyfCDm/pEarlBtreet'
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3 1 l's Transistor fizzles; Puff Daddy & the Family full of hot air

TRANSISTOR
311

Copricom

It was only a matter of time before

31 l's punk/rap/reggae fusion ran its

course, and Transistor (Capricorn) is

the end of that road. The pop savvy

that drove tunes like "Don't Stay

Home," and "Down" has been
watered down to the point of

near-total dilution. A true racist In

excess, there are a whopping 21

songs here, at Wa»t 16 of which are

filler. Didn't anyone tell these Omaha
stoners that just because a CD holds

75 minutes of music, you don't have

to use it til? Onll 'What \\ii- I

Thinking?" reeks of the kind

of raw, in your face souk
attack that merits a second

listen.

The vast majority of

Transistor merely recycles

the dregs of the band's

previous work, all too

often with no particular place

to go and nothing to say- When
they dare stray from their trademark

blend of hard rock crunch and Bob

Marley- inspired rastafarianisius. the

results are equally embarrassing. On

'light Year." "511 wholeheartedly

embrace dub. but lack the

,
skill to create us hall-

nmtk. iiH-meri/.ing trip-

pitiess it cornea off as a

ihallow, self-indul-

gent plus to stay hip.

1 Further proof that

/ am one who knows
three chords and has

trendy sound can
a buck. Avoid, obvi-

NO WAY OUT
Puff Daddy & The Family

Empirion makes their U.S. debut with Advanced Technology.

Arista

Sean "Puffy" Combs' production

credits include albums by Mary |.

Blige, )odeci and the Notorious B.I.G.

His Bad Boy label is the anchor of the

East Coast rap scene which has

helped to define the sound of young

black America in recent years.

However, as a rapper, Combs ll

painfully ordinary. His debut album.

No Way Out (Arista), is sprinkled

with cameos from more skilled MCs,

including Biggie, l.il'Kim, Foxy
Brown and Busta Rhymes. Ik-

mourns Biggie's recent murder, and

while the friendship they had was
obviously heartfelt, Combs middles

too often in overblown melodrama
with softly spoken passages that

effectively render his otherwise gen-

uine soul-searching angst meaning-

less. The sole exception is "Pain." in

which Combs carves striking images

into a sparse, haunted soundscapc.

Elsewhere, his creativity runs drier

than the Sahara. In fact, most of No
Way Out reeks of alarming lack of

originality. "Is This the End" cops the

rapid-fire cadences of Midwestern
hip-hoppers such as Cleveland's

Bone Thugs-N- Harmony and
Chicago's Crucial Conflict. "I'll Be

Missing You" and "Can't Hold Me
Down." both already million- selling

singles, are simply retooled versions

of Police and Grand Master Flash

songs, and Combs already borrows

tunes from David Bowie and Diana

Ross. Quite simply. Puff Daddy is far

too talented to put out an album
chock-full of yawn-inducing drivel.

Coming from one of the rap commu-
nity's most gifted and innovative

behind-the-scenes talents. No Way
Out is a major disappointment. D+

STRAIGHT ON TILL MORNING
Blues Traveler

A&M

On Blues Traveler's studio fol-

low-up to 1994s smash Four, the

pop sensibility and compact song-

writing that spawned several

radio-friendly ditties has been

replaced by an overabundance of

rambling, pointless tunes that rede-

fine what it means to be long-wind-

ed. Straight On Till Morning (A&M),

while a worthy display of their con-

siderable musical chops, falls into the

same trap that so many other jam

bands fall into— how to replicate the

improvisation and spontaneity of

their live shows in a recording studio.

Phish hasn't done it yet, the Grateful

Dead never did and Blues Traveler

has failed again on this mediocre

Turn to TRAX. page A9
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Softer
TWiNPf-FNE Y£AKS

One-Acts OctoberQ - H
The Tempest October50 - NovemberQ
Assassins December5 - 15 Quinceanera February 4 - ?

Marisof: February26 - March?

Tales oftheLost Form/cans April2 - fl

So Far {World Premier). April50 - May 9

r\
TOM FITNESS

WTWUT WAITING IN UNB

AMHERST ATHLETIC CLUB

-* ARMY BARRACKS, INC. *
( Icniimc I S. i? I:uvi i/viin \l//i »i/ii)i,y i* ru/in/micn!

Stair-masters + UfeCycles + Recumbents + Treadmills

Free Weights + Gravitron + Keiser + Nautilus + Cybex
Precor Elipflcal + Rowers + NordicTrack + Kayak
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BROCHURE —
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http://www.

amherstathletie.com

IAMHERST ATHLETIC CLUB 256-
Rt, 116, So. Amherst [lORO

., - .

Recycle
the

Military!

2S7 Main Street, Northampton, MA 01060

(41 y) 585-93)0 • www.army barracks.com

Student Advantage Member

INTERESTED IN HLM STUDIES]

Sign up Qgg for the FILM STUDIES CERTIFICATE In the

Interdepartmental Program In Film Studios Ycu gel:

• cotUlcaM for 18 cndlu of couraework In lour faan
Individual tdvisimf

the only on-campua caaourca (or graduate program and

film and video

exciting information on tafcnuMoe aad /o*»

free •uaaeripaon to the nemletter In Facta, with film am
tUHngt

advanot notice of upcoming film xreeninga and lenuraa

• community of atudenu Interested In film and video

Apply la 101 South College during office how* or call MMUt.

CHECK OUT OUR NEW WEBSITEI
http://www.umaea.edu/film

Including lletlng* of film course*, Inlemahipe and

competition!, grant* and f eati vale, and link* to other film all**
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September '97

ARTS ON CAMPUS
A monthly calendar of art events at UMass
brought to you by the UMass Arts Council.

Exhibits
Augusta Savage Gallery

101 New Africa House

5*5-5177

Mon-Tu« 1-7 pm, Wed-f ri 1-5 pm
CHICAGO: MfMORIES AND
fAHTASIlS, The Mtlcolm X Series

by Robert Henry Graham
Sapl24-Oct2l
Opening Reception Sept 24, 5-7 pm

Hampden Gallery

Hampden Dining Halls, Soulnwest

545-0680

Mon-frl 3-7 pm. Sun 2-5 pm
New Work! in Stone

by Donald R Blanlon

Sept 16-Oct 3

Opening Reception Sept lb, 5-7 pm
A gal/ery shutt/p van will operate dur-

ing the opening reception, connecting

with Wheeler Gallery.

Herter Art Gallery

1 2SA Hefler Hall

545-0976

Morvf ri 1 1 am-4 pm. Sun 2-5 pm
fouHtUtiom 1997

Works by students in the first year BF A

program, the class of 2000

Sept 8 -25
Awards Ceremony and < 'losing I

lion Sept 25, 4-6 pm

Student Union Visual &
Performing Arts Space

Student Union Building

545-0792

Mon-Thur I0am-5pm,fri lOam-lpm
Over the Uge
by Lydia K Nutlet

Sept II Oct 3

Opening Reception: Sept 11, 4: 10 pm.

live music will be performed at the re-

ception

University Gallery

F ine Arts Center

545-3670

tue-Fn 1 1 ,nn 4 ID pm, Sal-Sun 2-5 pm
The Lois Seurman Tort Prim Collection

Sap] i Oct 1

7

0[>ening Reception Sept 5, 5-7 pm
Seven By Five: 7 Works * 5 Artists

Sept 6 - Oct 1 7

< i|»-""'K K' 1

' I'l'Hon: Sept 5, 5-7 pm

Wheeler Gallery

Central Residential Area

545-0680

Mon-lhur 4-B pm. Sun 2-5 pm
Apprentices

Multimedia group exhibition by indi-

viduals with whom Don Blanlon works

lM*e I Idinpi len i ..illeryl

Sept 16

Opening Reception Sepl 16, 5-7 pm A
gallery shuttle van will operate during

the opening reception, i onnerting with

Hampden (.allrry

Events
l'lra\r note' It you have an art event

that you would like to list in our monthly

arts calendar, please call 54 5-0202 lor a

Im of calendar submission deadline*'

Friday, September 12

<% LECTURE/DEMONSTRATION
The \*zi Scene in India tiy trilols

Gurtu and Glimpse. 1 1 am and

7:30 p.m. in Bezanson RihiI.iI Hall

Call 545-1980 for more inform.!

Hon

Saturday, September 1

3

dk MUSIC PERFORMANCE Trilok
Curtu and the Glimpse Ensemble 8

p.m. in Bowker Auditorium. $ 545-

2511 or 1-800-999-UMAS.

Friday, September 19

dk THEATER PERFORMANCE The Re-
turn of Elijah, The African 8 p.m. in

Bowker Auditorium. $ 545-251 1 or 1-

800-999-UMAS. "

Wednesday, September 24

PERFORMANCE WORKSHOP Indo-

nesian Arts Project with I \gurah
Supartha 9:30 am.-12:30 pm & 2-5

p.m.. in the Student Union Ballroom.

Call 545-1980 for more information.

Thursday, September 25

PERFORMANCE WORKSHOP Indo-

nesian Arts Project with I Ngurah
Supartha See 9/24

Friday, September 26

dk THEATER PERFORMANCE Greet-

ings from a Queer Senorita Written

and performed by Monica Paldi ins H

p.m. In Bowker Auditorium. $ 545-

2511 or 1-800-999-UMAS.

Sunday, September 28

dk THEATER PERFORMANCE How to
Succeed in Business Without Really

Trying 7 p.m. in the Fine Arts Center

Concert Hall $ 545-2511 or 1-800-

999-UMAS.

dk r
i College, MudwttS can attend any.

Fine Arts < "enter serips event for only

$5!

ARTS COUNCIL INFORMATION
Act Now!

Now is the lime to apply for a grant from the UMass Arts ( mini M the Arts! nunc il

awards grants to UMass organizations (such as RSO'si who are sponsoring an art

event on campus fven if your event isn I si ImhIiiIihI onlil the spring, you may

apply for funding from the Council as early js Septtmliei' It s ejsy and we re here

to help Call the Council today at 545-0202 for more mloriii.ilion and a tree appli-

cation packet this years grant applii ation deadlines .in

September 17

October 22

November 19

February 4

March 1

1

9/97
UMass Arts Council 101 Hasbrouck Lab, 545-0202

The Campus Activities Office presents

First Week '9

O,

(

On Wednesday September 3 , the 5-person acappella

singing group REGENCY will perform in the Campus

Center Auditorium. Performing the music of the

Temptations, Sam Cooke, Otis Redding, and others this

group from Baltimore Maryland will light up the stage in

the Campus Center Auditorium at 8:00pm.

UMass student Allana E. Todman will open

with her award winning voice.

The First Week Comedy Show and Movie take center stage at 8 o-clock on

Thursday night in the Campus Center Auditorium. Comedian Michael Dean Ester will

bring his amic views on people , life , and love as first week continues . A shoiving of the

summer smash hit "Con Air" with Nicolas Cage will follow at lOpm.

Friday night brings us 2 more showings of "Con Air" in the Campus Center

Awfittfjrium at 8 & IOpm for people tt'ho missed it on Thursday.

Rounding out the First Week '97 program will be the "Ladies Night Out Comedy

Shottv" in the Student Union Ballroom at Hpm. Maria Schultz, Cory Kahancy, and

Wanda Sykes-Hall are three very |unn\ u-omen ifho will provide the laughs for the

evening.

MORE i/VFO: http://ivitnv.umass.edu/campactleventslcaUept.htm

\. J

concerts
continued from page Al

an uncanny array of musicianship,
never wavering intu sell-seriousness:

,i campy Edge ltd karaoke version of
Neil Diamond's "Sweet Caroline*'
saw to that. PopMart was a graphic

illustration of what's possible when
sight and sound are ihoughtfully inte-

grated.

With D| Howie B pumping the M's
"Pop Muzik" through the stadium,
the band made their entrance
through the aisles of Soldier Field.

One by one, the band members
(.limbed onto a catwalk extending out

several rows into the sold-out crowd
of 450,000. with Bono — ever the

showman — dressed in a shiny,
hooded prizefighter's robe shadow
boxing his way toward the stage.

Once he arrived under the giant yel-

low arch at center stage, the mood
was clear from the outset.

Openly confiding with "Mofo," it

was evident that U2 were not about

to embark on a trip down memory
lane. Playing nine cuts off Pop was a

dangerous move, especially consider-

ing the cavernous environment.
Though the 1980's anthems "Pride

tin the Name of Love)," "With or
Without You" and "Where the
Streets Have No Name" drew the

biggest cheers, nostalgia took a back-

seal lo the present.

Not content to just play the hits,

U2 demanded more from their audi-

ence and steadfastly refused to pan-

der to ihose yearning simply for old

favorites. While much of this newer
material went into the starry sky and
over the crowd's head — an
ill-advised acoustic duet of "Starinp

at the Sun" drifted aimlessly — sever-

al tunes off Pop connected well with

the crowd, most notably the tran-

scendent "Please" and the loungy
"Discotheque."

While many undoubtedly felt dis-

appointed to learn of U2's bold new
direction, it's their loss. In a time
where bands are constantly re-unit-

ing and re-forming for no reason

other than money, it is refreshing to

know that U2's forward-looking
journey as a band is far from over.

LOLLAPALOOZA
Alpine Valley Music Theatre

July 27

I \S I I ROY. Wis. — Things were

off to a shaky start, and the first band

wasn't even scheduled to hit the

st.ij.H- lor two hours. Such was the

case at this year's l.ollapaloo/a festi-

val, which lost one of its main attrac-

tions, Kom, due to the sudden illness

of guitarist |. "Munky" Shaffer.

But even without Korn, or an\

other big draw, Lollapalooza '97

plowed on and its diverse main-stage

lineup, the best since 1995, signalled

a return to the festival's original

vision, something that was desperate-

ly lacking on last summer's testos-

terone-heavy bill, headlined by
Metallica and Soundgarden.

Lollapalooza '97, although a suc-

cess in fulfilling founder Perry
Farrell's goal of gathering fringe acts

from different corners of the rock

and rap spectrum, failed to do much
business at the box office. Only
10,000 of Alpine Valley's 45,000
seats were sold, a fact perhaps due to

increased competition from other fes-

tivals such as Smokin' Grooves
H.O.R.D.E. and the women-only
Lilith Fair. However, what
Lollapalooza lacked in star power
and ticket sales, it made up with its

eclectic blend of genre-hopping acts

that brought together a diversity of

musical styles that was unmatched by

any other festival bill this summer.
Julian & Damien Marley and the

Uprising Band opened the festivities

with a brief set of Caribbean-tinged

songs that faithfully replicated the

sound and feel-good nature perfected

by their more famous father. A
high-energy version of the classic

"Exodus" got the early arrivers on
their feet with propulsive rhythms
that verged on ska.

Looking like they had just stolen

U2's PopMart wardrobe, the English

septet lames played a delightful mix
of wistful love songs and soaring pop
songs, including their lone U.S. hit.

the pseudo-sexual anthem, "Laid."

As he ran up and down the con-
course working and interacting with

the crowd as only Monty "Let's Make
a Deal" Hall could, lead singer Tim
Booth perfectly exemplified the trait

fames has that so many of their

English breathren lack, earnestness

without pretentiousness.

The only programming disappoint-

ment was over the smaller second
stage, which in the past years has

provided spectators with some of

Lollapalooza's most memorable per-

formances. Heavy on young acts such

as Failure and Molly MaGuire. these

bands delivered bland guitar rock

and offered nothing revaltory. The
Pugs were certainly different, but am
originality they had was quickly over-

come by the fact that they were just

plain annoying. The Lost Boyz, riding

high on the success of their new
album Love, Peace and Nappiness.

succeeded in communicating the

part) like .itiui. sphere that dominates

both their albums through an mice-

tious nn\ oJ .ludic-nce participation

and good old- fashioned energy.

On the main-stage, fellow rapper

Snoop Doggy Dogg also nun ovei

the masses with his insinuating drawl

and sing a long odes lo the thug

life. Most interesting ssas his pointed

shout-oul to Tupac Shakui and
Notorious B.I.G. which prefaced a

heartfelt pica for the end of the

East/West coast rivalry for hip hop

supremacy.

Show closers Devo, once the

torchbearers of new-wave
synth-pop. pranced onstage with

trademark flowerpot hats and biohaz-

ard outfits and displayed the quirky

charms that made songs like "Whip
It" and "Gates of Steel" geek classics.

Tool's moody, brooding hard rock

was punctuated by dazzling mood-lii

staging and lighting which only made-

lead singer Maynard !.i;;;c-s Keenan'l

androgynous jester costume look all

the more haunting. Most haunting of

all however was the performance of

Tricky, a pioneer in the burgeoning

trip-hop scene.

The former member of the seminal

electronic outfit Massive Attack who
has gone on to a successful career as

a solo artist, prpducer, remixer and

most recently actor, chose the road

less travelled in his show-stopping

set. Not as accessible as lames or

Marley's, not as effusive as Snoop or

Tool, Tricky was a considerable

departure from the work- the-crowd

persona of fellow main-stage acts.

He nonetheless delivered a

breath-taking performance wrought

with raw, naked emotion that was

perfectly personified in his body,

hands desperately clutching the

microphone for dear life as the rest ol

his gaunt frame shook uncontrol-

lably.

Used to playing in small clubs w ith

only minimal lighting, his naturally

unnerving stage presence played out

on an even grander scale in broad

daylight which made for a set that

was as challenging as it was reward-

ing. His performance alone illustrat-

ed why Lollapalooza still matters.

H.O.R.D.E. FESTIVAL

Alpine Valley Music Theatre

Aug. 2

EAST TROY. Wise. — Blues
Traveller frontman |ohn Popper's

creation, the H.O.R.D.E. (Horizons

Of Rock Developing Everywhere)

festival was originally dominated by

hard-touring bands that relied on
improvisation and instrumental virtu-

osity to woo audiences. Now in its

sixth year, H.O.R.D.E. has broad
ened its horizons and the festival's

strongest lineup ever — featuring the

legendary Neil Young A C ta/\ Hone
and emerging superstar Beck — pro-

vided a much-appreciated respite

from the festival') one- dimensional

past.

Typical ol this new direction, the

second stage afforded two bands that

each operate outside the

guitar/bass/drum realm a chance to

take their message to the people.

Boston's Morphine delivered a typi-

cally swaggering, finger-snapping set

played on drums, sax and two string

slide bass that headlined the smallet

second stage, set up in the venue's

parking lot. Also performing on the

sivond stage were the Ben Folds Rve,

I North Carolina-based trio. They
turned in an adventurous set, high-

lighted by (olds' Little Richard-like

showmanship on his piano as he belt-

ed out his heartfelt sentiments over a

two-person string section.

Over the main-stage, a slew of

up-and-coming bands pounded out

one workmanlike performance after

another. Toad The Wet Sprocket.

Kula Shaker and Primus each invigo-

rated a willing audience through the

perfect mix of sincerity and solid

musical chops. However, compared
with the two names at the top of the

bill, they were merely mildly engag-

ing fodder for what was to come.

Beck, whose set ran the gamut
from the Dylanisms of "One Foot in

the Grave" to the hip-hop sloganeer-
ing of the flippant "Ya Gotta
Regulate," somehow managed to

steer clear of the sell-paroci', and
camp as his patchwork revue, radiat-

ed feel-good energy. His captivating

musical skills seem to know no
boundaries, which only affirms his

panoramic vision of music and what

it can become. Aided by an accom-
plished a varied backing band of

musicians, including a D| and horn

section. Beck was able to draw from

a nearly bottomless supply of innova-

tion that kept things vibrant and
spontaneous. By combining bits and
pieces of songs and recreating them
into something totally fresh. Beck has

placed himself a the head of the class

as far as new talent is concerned. On
a night when Beck's star shone
brightly, the North star had yet to be

seen in the night sky

Bunched together on a dimly lit

stage, Neil Young and the three

scruffy-looking members of his crack

backing band Crazy Horse huddled

together, mapping out their strategy

before playing a single chord. Then.

with one fell swoop, they proceeded

to destroy every misnomer about

middle- aged mens' ability to "rock"

and thrashed through a set that

ebbed and flowed magnificently
while spanning three decades of mak-

ing music together. Most striking was

the simple, straightforward nature sit

this glorious noise, such as "Rockin'

In the Free World," and "Tonight's

the Night."

Opening with "Hev I lev, Mv My,"

a celebratory ode to Johnny Rotten

and his once-mighty Sex Pistols,

Young and the Horse wasted no time

in showing why their music still mat-

ters. Throughout the 90-minute set.

Young waged an epic battle with his

guitar as he endlessly convulsed in

spastic fits while trying to wrestle

out the riffs like a shamen command-
ing his people. Crazy Horse guitarist

Poncho Sampedro and bassist Billy

Talbot took their cues from Young
as they laid powerful yet restrained

sonic textures to his fierce playing. It

all worked magnificently to no end
as Young and the Horse exposed the

H.O.R.D.E. masses to a completely

different style, and altogether more
powerful style of jamming.

Kurt Cobain borrowed Young's
iconoclastic lyric in his suicide note

as he wrote, "It's better to burn out

than to fade away." ludging from
their H.O.R.D.E. performance and
the enthusiastic crowd response, the

lire is still blowin' strong in the

wind.

Marty Keane is a Collegian staff

member.

Knitting Classes & Workshops

For All Levels.

Knitting has been shown

to reduce stress!

Mon. - Sat. 10-5 pm
Thurs. till 9

Patterns • Yarns

11 Pleasant St., Northampton, MA 01060 • 413-586-4331

/Z

TOTAL FITNESS
WITHOUT WVTirVC IN UNP.

AMHERST ATHLETIC CLUB
Stairmasters + LifeCycles + Recumbents + Treadmills

Free Weights + Gravitron + Keiser + Nautilus + Cybex
Precor Eliptical + Rowers + NordicTrack + Kayak

BROCHURE —

I

http://www.

9mherstathletie.com

r-STUDENT SPECiALn

M39
AMHERS" ATHLETIC CLUB 256-

Rt. 116, So. Amherst ("lOftD

Welcome Back Students

Any car troubles? Come right down the

street to the best auto body around!

STEINBECK
COLLISION REPAIR & AUTOBODY

53 S. Prospect, Amherst Center

256-8157 • 256-1385

^

JX
S Pleasant

I AmheiM
College

rmasa

PRKEil

http:/7virtu*l valley com/ |udie« 253-3491

• Imports & other unibody vehicles are our specialty

• State of the art equipment for precision frame and

unibody straightening (+/- 0.5mm)

• Over 90 years staff experience

• Accepted by all insurance companies for coHisiorr

repair or glass replacement

• Advanced European technology painting and

refinishing systems

• We provide substitute transportation

• Users of Sikkens paint products

Remember it's YOUR car and

YOUR choice of repair facilities

Shop Registration #RS1 212
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STUDENT SPECIAL

4 MONTHS
KEISER • NAUTILUS • CYBEX
STAIRMASTERS • LIFECYCLES

TREADMILLS • V.R. BIKE

i LIFEROWER • GAUNTLET
GRAVTrON

AMHERST
ATHLETIC CLUB
Rte. 1 16 Sat. Amherrt

256-O080

Futon and Furniture

Computer Bleud
Electrolisis

- Student Discount -

- Free Parkins -

- On Busline -

John V. Ryan, RE.
664 Main Street

253-9534

H II
TOTAL FITNESS
WITHOUT WATTING IN LINE

29 Main St • Northampton • 585-0090

Contemporary Designs Classic Hardwood Furniture

Back to School Special • Futon & Frame $
169
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STUDENT SPECIAL
4 MONTHS

KEISER • NAUTILUS • CYBEX
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ATHLETIC CLUB
Rt«. 118 So. Amherat
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An early look at NE concert schedule

By Marty Keane
Collegian Staff

The upcoming MOMttW promi>

es to be one of strongest concert

seasons in recent memory. In addi-

tion to a slew of shows at Pearl

Street and the Iron Horse, several

of music's most-established acts

will be passing through New
England this fall, with many block-

buster names taking the show on

the road and a few touching dou n

right here at the University of

Massachusetts.
• In what will undoubtedly be

the highlight of the local concert

season, pop's answer to Liberace.

the incomparable Elton |ohn will

hit the Mullins Center on
November 4. Few artists can com-

mand a concert stage like this con-

summate entertainer, and his cata-

log of hits is seemingly endless.

which should make for a memo-
rable performance.

• Hot off this summer's Lilith

Fair. Amy & Emily, known to most

as the Indigo Girls, will also hit

the Mullins Center this fall.

Tickets are already on sale for

their September 12 show.

• The ageless Rolling Stones will

roll into Foxboro Stadium on
October 20 with nunc New
England dates. poMiblj in cozier

confines. ;i strong possibility How
they'll top the spectacle ol U2'l

PopMart is anyone's guess, but I'm

sure Mick. Keith. Ronnie ami
Charlie will give those Irish blokes

a run for their money, probably lit

eralty.

• Talk about playing in mallei

venues, megaitart David Bowie
and Moinsses each \isit Boston's

2.800 capacity Orpheum Theater

later this month. Bowie will be-

there for two nights. September 24

and 50, while the Mozier hits

Beantown on September 14. Both

are scintillating live performers

with considerable charisma that

can woo even the most jaded audi-

ences. Hopefully. Moirissey won't

get homesick again and cancel

what will be his first U.S. conceit

in fi\e years.

• The never-ending travelling

rock carnival known as Phish will

follow up their mammoth summer
shows in Maine with a date at the

Harvard Civic Center on
November 26. and three shows in

Worcester at the Centrum
November 28-30,

• The lure of big money
"reunion tour" has struck yet

again. Fleetwood Mac. featuring

the Rumours -evu lineup of Stevie

\icks. Christine McVie. |ohn
McYie. Lindsay Buckingham and
Mick Fleetwood open a 40-date
U.S. tour at the Meadowl Music-

Theatre In Hartford on September
17.

• While sales of country musk
have experienced a sharp decline

recently. Alan lackson and teen

Grammy-winner LeAnn Rimes
should have no trouble filling the

Worcester Cent rum on September

I I.

• Also at the Centrum, Mary |.

Blige headlines a stellar hip-hop
hill featuring Aaliyah, Dru Hill,

Ginuwine and the vastly underrat-

ed Bone Thugs "N Harmony on
September 14

•• Although not yet confirmed.

Oasis will be invading the States

tome time in October/November
to promote their third album, Be

Here A oir (Epic). Let's hope this

tour doesn't end in disaster like

the last one.

ARE YOU NUTS?
Miss Out On Our

MEAL DEAL
and You Must Be!

Add Chips and a Drink

for lust $1 Dollar!

Sunday - Thursday 1 0am - 1 2pm

Friday & Saturday 10am - 2pm

4 Main Street
Amherst

BankBoston Qfaw%

A CONVERSATION
SUASIVE VOICES OF CONSTRUCTIVE CHaMi

CORETTA SCOTT KING PAT SCHR0EDER

EVENT SPEAKERS:
Coretta Scott King,

Widow ofDr. Martin Luther King Jr. and

Patricia Schroeder,

Former Congresswoman of Colorado

Thursday, September 25, 1997

7:30 pm, Mullins Center

University of Massachusetts at Amherst'

Ticket Prices: General Public - $20, $15. $10; Students - $5

5J0HE
Tickets on sale at the Mullins Center Box Office |^
(413) 545-0505 and Ticketmaster (413) 733-2500 r.JIL

beginning August 25. 1 997 at 1 0:00 am jAct

RKSKRVEI) SKATING: Available al box office until sold out. TTY (413) 545-3102

By Alex Iglesias

Collegian Start

FAC schedule draws from far and near
Four entertainment companies bring song and dance to UMass

annual Festival of Lights will take

plaee throughout the celebration of

South Asian Culture.

I mi-hing oil the HMOfl is the hip

Off Center Series which will present

the smallest number of perfor-

mance- till Center brings forth a

group of four ambitious rising

artists, including the

Providence-based dance Company
C.ioundwerx and the unique works

of Adam Rudolph's Moving Pictures

featuring butoh dancer Oguri.

The 1997-98 Arts Center Series

overflows with a fantastic array of

internationally renowned entertain-

ers. It's a display of unique artistry

from home and beyond.

For a listing of events or to pur-

chase tickets, please call

Fin* Arts Center Box Office at

(413)545-^311 or 1-800-

999-VUAS. There is also a com-

plete schedule ut the FAC web site

WWW. umass.edu/fac.

In just a few short weeks, the Fine

Arts Center performing arts season

will be fine-tuned and ready to kick

off another spectacular year of week-

l\ entertainment. This year's sched-

ule is filled with an impressive

assortment of performances, which

circle the globe from Kstonia, to

Australia, and back over to our vet)

own University of Massachusetts.

Performance! will be brought to

you from a pool of four separate

entertainment companies including

the Center Series, Asian Dance and

Music, the Off Center Series and the

well established New World Theater,

The performances will collaborate to

bring you nearly 40 nationally and

internationally acclaimed artists

The spotlight begins with the

Center Series hosting national tours

such the Majestic Ensemble of thc

St. Louis Philharmonic and the

Estonian Philharmonic. In addition.

the FAC will host he hottest tap

dance show Tap Dogt from the land

down under. Winner of the 1996

Olivier Award for best chon
phy, Tap Dogs is the most unique

dance experience of the year.

Soothing the audience with their

breezy, jazz harmonies, live time

Grammy Award winner Take 6 will

step into the FAC spotlight.

The shows continue as the New
World Theater and the Asian Dance

and Music program run consecutive

performances of their own unique-

styles. The New World Theater will

present nine touring events includ-

ing The Return of the African. The
Asian Dance and Music Program
will present a few choice perfor-

mance*, as well as focusing highly

on lectures and workshops for the

benefit of improving creative

processes. The extremely popular

TUc Coflcsteri is *m trie web, *xtit> with & tiew look!
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Without Waiting In Line

STUDENT SPECIAL

AMHERST ATHLETIC CLUB
Rte. 116

So. Amherst • 256-0060

CAHILLANE
• 7 A I

s Pnssctitjci Vans

• Free Pick-tip mid 1>«h.i-iiiT

• Approved 5-Collcgc Vendor

• Short and Long Term I .rasing

• Aii|Hiil Drop-off Available

• Open ddsnsn neck

MSkmW*

Rentals

Now inAmherst
Amherst

549-8099
Northampton

584-8099

I FASINf * on ttie Weh® h,,P//www cahillane com

Rl 9 (a) Howard Johnson's in Amherst • 48 Damon Kd, NorthamptonRENTALS

GREAT NORTHEAST PRODUCTIONS INC. & JHP present

iriDlGO
&•irls

FRIDAY

SEPT. 12 8:00pm

MULLINS CENTER
University of Massachusetts Amherst

Honor the Earth tour

with special guest

tba

AGES

THE NEVf ALBUM AVAILABLE NOW.

ALL SEATS RESERVED

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE MULLINS CENTER BOX OFFICE 413-545-0505,

Al I fess/iy-' -^LOCATIONS OR CHARGE BY PHONE 413-733-2500

A LIMITED NUMBER OF GOLDEN CIRCLE SEATS WILL BE AVAILABLE FOR THIS EVENT.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL: 545-0505
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blockbuster
continued from page A2

els really fast in absolutely no diicx

lion at all. You would think that

maybe it will be. if nothing eU*. fun

to watch, but |oel Schumacher's sec

ond attempt in the Batman franchise

falls short of anything except ultimate

lunacy. If only Schumacher was not

so pretentious that he could have
thrown in a little bit of camp, then

maybe one might feel a bit nostalgic

of the '60s TV show. Yet. Batman
and Robin has the Dark Knight and

' Boy Wonder performing circus tricks

for peanuts rather than realize

Burton's initial intention of casting a

sinister cultish shadow over Gotham
City's macabre skyline.

George Clooney and Chris
O'Donnell trade irritating remarks

back and forth while Arnold
Schwarzenegger and Uma Thurman
perform so over-the-top that one can

not help but cringe every time they

open their mouths. Surprisingly.

Alicia Silverstone as Batgirl is the

only character that does not get on
your nerves.

The most ridiculous thing about

this movie is how Schumacher
attempts to create melodrama amid

the flashy, homoerotic chaos by

throwing in a subplot about Alfred's

life-threatening disease. How do
these superheroes take care of their

families, fight bad guys who wear si!l>

costumes, and still manage to look so

dumb doing it? D

My Best Friend's Wedding
After her masterful performance in

My Best Friend's Wedding, critics

hailed the big "return" of Julia

Roberts. Not because she actually

went anywhere, but rather because

she finally returned to roles to which

she is better suited — i.e. the endear-

ing Pretty Woman instead of the

(unintentionally) scary Mary Reilly

However, it wasn't even Roberts or

co-stars Dermot Mulroney and

Cameron Diaz who made the film

worth seeing. It was Rupert Everett,

playing Roberts' gay friend/makeshift

fiance, who undeniably stole the

show. The heartwarming
make-you-laugh. make-you-cry
screenplay also made the Wedding

one of the gala events of the summer.

B+

I Ice's Gold
Peter Fonda may finally be remem-

bered for something other than Easy

Rider. His brilliant performance as a

withdrawn, southern beekeeper is not

only the role he was bom to play, but

it has allowed him some well

deserved recognition. Written and

directed by Victor Nunez {Ruby
Paradise) Ulee's Gold is a sincere,

passionate story of one man's struggle

for contentedness in a world which

just won't seem to let its claws release

him.

Nunez allows his camera to quietly

follow Fonda through the lush Florida

scenery putting the viewer in the posi-

tion of objective spectator, watching

the amazing story unfold before our

eyes. "Home Improvement's" Patricia

Richardson also provides more than

adequate support as Ulee's next door

neighbor who finds herself entangled

DESIGN
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within the bitter web of Ulee't life.

Fonda rarely allows a smile to

brace his lips, but the solemn gaze in

hb eyes tells the story of a thousand

heartbreaks. He is a true middle iged

hero, providing the best he can for his

broken family and attempting to seize

the one thing that makes him happy,

the golden honey of the bees he cares

for. In a summer of nonsense. I Ice's

Gold is a true treasure. A

Dream with the Fishes

Dream with the Fishes is the great-

est summer movie to have slipped

away perfectly unnoticed by the

blockbuster- going crowds. A clever,

intelligent story which adequately

showcases the intensity that is only

allowed in the quiet world of true

independent cinema. Dream with the

Fishes is the directorial debut of Finn

Taylor and the movie that should

make David Arquette the most
respected member of his famous fam-

ily.

Dream is a unique addition to the

road movie genre and its grainy tex-

ture and down to earth acting also

help increase its intensity. It is a story

of two men each in search of two very

different things: one wants life, the

other death. Their unlikely friendship

is one of the most beautiful bonds

filmed in quite some time and the

adventure they share is both inspiring

and breathtaking.

Arquette plays a bitter voyeur who
chooses to see life through a pair of

cheap binoculars for this is, after all.

the closest he feels he can get to reali-

ty. Brand Hunt is a hip urbanite,

plagued with a terminal!) ill disease.

He has only weeks to live and yet his

only fear is not having all of his

dreams come true. Hunt indirectly

HORSE
MUSIC HALL

. 2D Center St Northampton

ALL AGES
ALL THE TIME

friday, September 5, 10 pm

Jazz Mandolin Project
Roolsy jazz grooves. S8 adv

Saturday, September 6, 7 pm, S10 adv

Jill Sobule
Alternapop anthems

Saturday, September 6, 10 pm

Electric Blue & the

Koimik Truth
bluesilied groove rock, $5 adv

sunday, September 7, 8:30 pm

Guster
PLUS THANKS TO GRAVITY

acoustic rock & net pon SB adv

mursday, September 11, 7 pm

HuHamoose
AND THE MAGGIES
TWO BANDS FOR TWO BUCKS

thursay, September 11, 10 pm

Beiizbeha
plus the Kristin Mueller Trio, S6 odv.

friday, September 12, 7 pm

GLENN HISROOK
SQUEEZE VETERAN SOLO SHOW SI 6 adv.

friday, September 12, 10 pm

Moonboot Lover
funky |oms. S5 odv

Saturday, September 13, 7 pm

Mose Allison
nil pmnu qrenl "a I

'1 ndv

SEPTEMBER 15 MICHAEL ROSE mis dui suriON

TICKETS: For the Record, ot the

Noilhompton Box Office or call 586-8686.

24 HOUR CONCERT INFO:

413 584 0610

saves Arquette from a suicide attempt

and then uses him to experience life

vicariously through his new found

friend. Dream is a remarkable cine-

matic achievement from a talented,

young freshman. A

Face/Off

Another far-fetched adventure yarn

from |ohn Woo. Worth seeing merely

for Nicholas Cage and |ohn Travolta's

"trading places." B- .

Contact

At least this one has a brain and

lodie Foster plays a decent role as an

alien-obsessed scientist whose disbe-

lief in God nearly ruins her chances

for space travel and romance. B+

Con Air

Non-stop guns and stuff from

blood & guts-obsessed producer lerry

Bruckenheimer. Cage in his other

big-budget blow 'em up summer
blockbuster. Best parts are over-the-

top performances by the bad guys. B-

The Lost World
Speilberg's darker, less plot-driven

remake of the first one, but with con-

siderably less charm and surprises.

|eff Goldblum reluctantly returns to

battle more ferocious dinosaurs with

the help of his daughter and girl-

friend.

Nothing to Lose

One of the few comedies of this

summer's season. Cute move with

some hilarious lines by Martin

Lawrence, but a little low brow for

Tim Robbins' usual style. C+
Adam Levine is a Collegian staff

member.
Collegian staff member Laura

BETTER YET
VINTAGE

CLOTHING & HOME

15 MARKET STREET
NORTHAMPTON
12-5 PM Daily

584-3978
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Oulta
Over 300 electric,

acoustic & bass guitars

amps. From Gibson,
lbanez

/
Martin,

Takamme, Peavey,
Ovation, Yamaha,
and ESP

Sound Sho
Features 4-track
recorders, DAT
machines, PA heads,
speakers, rack effects,

microphones, & much
more

&

,*SSkWHf*

m- Vic Firth

drumsticks

$4.50/pair!

•* Guitar

strings for

$2.99!

•* also,

30%-50% off

any regularly

priceditem!

. ...Jfhopj
Huge selection of drum

sets, cymbals, percussion,

& snares — plus a great
selection of Afro latin

percussion

(413) 543-1002
1755 Boston RohcI

Springfield

ard Shops
arge variety of syn-

thesizers, samplers,
digitals, portables, drum

machines, modules,
MIDI controllers, &

software

Save Money on Stereo Stuff

B&W DM305

Floor-standing

speaker. New Prism
technology from
Britain's finest

speaker manufac-
turer

Sale Price $399

Regular price $500 pair

Celestion 300 speakers, walnut, demo $999/PR

Definitive Tech DR-7 spks, demo $349/PR (S500/PR)

Definitive lech BP-30 spks. demo$999/PR($l.600/PR)

Klipsch KV-I Center channel spk. sale $129 ($179)

Klipsch KV-2 Center channel spk. sale $ 1 79 ($250)

Onkyo ES-600 pmc/amp remote, demo $269 ($399)

Onkyo TA-R4I0 cassette deck, sale $169 ($280)

Signet 5.0me phono cartridge, closeout $125 ($250)

Signet 5.01c phono cartridge, closeout $175 ($350)

Sonic Frontiers Transdac D-A, demo $399 95 ($600)

Sony STR-D565 Pro Logic receiver, sale $199 ($300)

Te«c V-377 cassette deck, sale $99

I eat W-5ISR double cassette deck, sale $139

Townsend ISTD Seismic Sink, demo $269 ($349)

Tributaries SA 1 .3 S-VHS dist. amp. demo $349 ($500)

Audio Alchemy DTI & XDP D-A. used $299 ($808)

Carver DPI -33 Pro logic proc/amp,used$269 ($470)

Classe S-700 power amp , used $1,800 ($3,495)

Krell KSl preamp. used $995 ($2,500)

Mcintosh MR-7082 tuner, used $899 ($1,579)

Conrad-Johnson Specials

CJMF-2100 100 w.p.c. amp. $1,199 ($1,500)

CJ MF-2200 200 w.p.c. amp. $1,599 ($2,000)

CJ PF-2L preamp, $ 1 .099 ( $ 1 ,400

)

CJ D/A3 D/A converter, demo $699 ($ 1 ,200)

CJ MF-2100 amplifier, demo $1,099 ($1,500)

CJ PF-2L preamp, demo ($999)

I Mil. Specials, A Demos
Atlantic Technology System 220 six-speaker home

theater system .demo, $699 ($1,176)

Boston Acoustics SS Six spks. demo $99/PR ($200/PR)

Boston Acoustics VR-2000 subwoofer, $699 ($1,200)

B&K Pro 10 MC preamp. demo $749.95 ($1,000)

B&K ST-3030 amp, 200 w.p.c, demo $749 ($1,000)

Cal Audio Delta CD transport, demo $599 95 ($900)

Cal Audio Sigma II CD D-A, demo $449.95 ($750)

Cambridge Audio CD-4 CD player, sale $329 ($399)

Cambridge Audio CD-6 CD player, sale $549 ($650)

Celestion SL-6Si spks, black or wal. $650/PR ($900)

Audio Innovations Alto

Integrated Amp

Special Purchase Regularly $650

Sale Price $299

Budget Audiophile System
Rotel RA-931, NHT SuperOnes,

and Cambridge Audio CD-4
CD Player

Package price $829
If purchased separately $1050

NAD 2400 amplifier, used $299 ($599)

Onkyo TX-SV727Pro Receiver, used $399 ($799)

Mtlntosh MX- 1 14 tuner/preamp, used $249 ($579)

Polk CS-100 center channel speaker, used $89 ($ I 70)

Profile by JSE speakers, used $399/PR ($1,600)

Rotel RSP-960 Pro-l.ogic pre/proc. demo$399($600)

Sony MDS-I0I mini disc rec. used $249 ($1,000)

Stewart 90SN 90" screen with stand $499 ($1 ,000)

Yamaha DSP-A2070 amp/proc used $699 ($2,000)

Yamaha RX-1070 reciever, used $599<$I.3M)|

Car Stereo

ACA SW-320 bandpass subwoofer.sale $199 ($300)

Advent 6 9i 6x9 car speakers, sale $99/PR

a/d/s/ 300is 5 1/4" spks. sale $229/PR . ($399/PR)

a/d/s/ 200is 4" speakers, demo $I99/PR ($299'PR)

a/d/s/325is5 1/4" seps. sale $399/PR ($600 I'R)

Ha/ooka T-82A80 bass lube, sale $1 50 ($250)

Kenwood KAC-927 amplifier, sale . $249 ($450)

Orion 230CO 30 w.p.c. car amp. sale $109 ($200)

Orion 260CO 60 w.p.c. car amp. sale $1 49 ($250)

Onkyo TA-R4 10
Auto-Reverse Cassette Deck

Special Purchase $169
Regular Price $279

Krell, Conrad-Johnson, B&W,
Wilson Audio, Sonic Frontiers,

Rotel, NHT, Definitive

Techonology, AudioQuest,

B&K, Kimber, Grado,

Nakamich, Cardas, & Grado

Free

Delivery
On any purchase over $200
to the Five-College Area.

Quantities limited on some items

and all items subject to prior sale.

Northampton Audio
351 Pleasant Street

Northampton MA
phone 584 9547 fax 585 51 39

email: tozzi@javanet.com

moulding" javanet.com

Krells and B&W j»
Combine the new Krell ^J |

amp, preamp, and CD M H
player with B&W 802s W M
Achieve Greatness! • ^^ ^^R If purchased

^C™" J*sfl $12,500

^^H| I Package Price

^^mmi $9,999

Klipsch, Chang, Orion, Rock

Solid, Cambridge Audio,

Micromega, Kenwood Car,

a/d/s car, Tributaries, Onkyo,

Audible Illusions, Ortofon,

Plateau & Wharfdale
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Phillips, who is suffering from AIDS.
Together the three friends go to

Montana to reorder their lives. And
of course, there is no shortage of

handsome men at the ranch.

Steel, who makes her living creat-

ing that alternative universe complete
with happy ending works in her latest

book. Unfortunately, she falls short

of the needed persuasion.

The main weakness in this book
stems from Steel's apparent lack of

focus. For instance, it takes nearly 60
pages to realize that Mary Stuart's

husband blames her for their son's

suicide. Another chapter deals with

Tanya's marriage. The impression

given at the beginning of the chapter

makes it clear that Tanya's husband

loves the spotlight and the marriage

is fairly happy. By the end of the

chapter, with little warning. Tanya's

husband has left her.

Steel seems to have a real problem

creating characters and storyline —
and then sticking to them, jumping

idea to idea.

For instance, Zoe is a prominent

TOTAL FITNES
WITHOUT WITING IN LINP

AMHERST ATHLETIC CLUEV

Stairmasters + LifeCycJes + Recumbents + Treadmills
Free Weights + Gravitron + Keiser + Nautilus + Cybex

Precor Eliptical + Rowers + NordicTrack + Kayak

r-STUDENT SPECIAL-,

*139
BROCHURE —

i

http://www.

amherstathletic.com

AMHERS ATHLETIC CLUB
Rt. 116, So. Amherst

256-
nnan

AIDS physician who sticks herself

with a contaminated needle. It takes

this doctor full year before she
decides to test herself. Steel explains

this behavior perfunctorily, saying

that Zoe had been in denial all along.

Another weakness in the book
stems from the redundancy and lack

of originality. Steel fails when she

tells the reader the same thing over

and over — sometimes she repeats

herself on the same page.

For a quick and easy read, The
Ranch fulfills. Like all Steel novels.

The Ranch is heavy on romance and

melodrama but light on substance

and style. C

FERGtE: HER SECRET LIFE

Allan Starkie

Marlow & Company

The book's jacket trumpets this

latest foray into the world's most
dysfunctional family as "a tragedy on

a grand scale." Perhaps that descrip-

tion is a little over the top, but there

is no denying that after reading this

book, that Sarah Ferguson, Duchess

of York, had good reason to try to

ban the book.

Written by Allan Starkie, who
positions himself as the fall guy in

the love affair between lohn Bryan

and Fergie, the book is a candid look

at a passionate, but stupid relation-

Come On In Out Of The Plain!

3 floors • stores galore • food & more

dictionary / six bucks • cup o' joe / a buck • "For Dummies" guides / nineteen bucks

beaded curtain / nine bucks • book bags / from eighteen bucks

Genko (for mental sharpness) / fifteen bucks • magic stone / twelve bucks

Armani hosiery / nine bucks • Lucky jeans / sixty-eight bucks

shower caddy / eleven bucks • CK boxer shorts / eighteen bucks

Hard Candy lipsticks / sixteen bucks

MARKET

"under the big green awning"

On the bus route • Open Mon-Tue- Wed 10-6; Thur-Fri-Sat 10-9; Sun 12-5 • 150 Main Street, Northampton

TAIMIMflMG & NAILS

* Sett!
A 1997 ?!

2 Vtan in a row!

9 Large Uniquely Themed
Tanning Rooms

Wolff 26, 28 & 32 Bulb Beds w/Face Tanners

The Area's Best Nail Technicians
Acrylic Nails * Manicures * Pedicures

Waxing * Facals * Ear Piercing

W9 Accept All Major

Credit Cards

K^reaiions
The Valley's Premier Nail & Tanning Salon!

108 Ruuell St (Rte 9) /2nd Floor ' Hod/ey, MA

The Toasters
with Special Guest tba

Saturday, September 20
8 PM

Amherst College Campus Center
Frontroom

$4 with Amherst College ID

$10 General Public

Tickets are available at the Campus Center-Room 103. For the
Record In Amherst, and at Strawberries' Records in Hadley. or cal
Protix at (860)422-0000. For more Information call 542-5773.

ship.

Bryan is most popularly known u
the man caught sucking the Duchess

toe*. Modestly well-off, Bryan did

his best to project his self image us a

wealthy American. With his good
looks and charisma, Bryan managed
his way into Fergie's life before their

affair fell apart four years later.

Descriptions of Fergie as a mother

are less than flattering. Fergie's

obsession with making money gives

us long winded battle plans of ideas

which all failed. And there is Fergie's

passion for Bryan — she would
sometimes call him up to 40 times

day.

The book is written honestly

and extremely detailed. Though
Starkie holds absolutely nothing

back he sometimes provides a lit-

tle too much detail — slogging

through so much bull is tiring.

Granted Starkie wants to present

a complete picture, but behaviors

of those involved in the story are

such that most details are better left

out.

Starkie puts himself into the book

as the guy who moderated the rela-

tionship between Bryan and Fergie.

There is only one feeling to be had

after reading a book such as this.

Secret lives ought to be kept secret. D
Seema Gangalirkar is a Collegian

columnist.

• Esprit

* Dansltin
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* CK Lingerie

•Tripp NYC
" And Lots More!
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DO YOU OR A FRIEND OR COLLEAGUE HAVE A PROBLEM

WITHALCOHOLOROTHERDRUGS?

THm ARfc RESOURCES AVAILABLE 10 HELP;

4MH Trlag* Nana A Urgent Car* Clinic, University Health Sanrlcat

For madical situations and questions requiring same-day attention 24 Hours.

S77-S2M.

"I

E aiployee Attlttance Program (EAR), 35 Univertlty Haaltb Servient 545-0350

Assessment, referrals (or treatment self-help groups and follow-up for employees concerning

(heir own or a family member's or colleague's substance abuse problem. Weekdays 8:30-12:00, 1:00-5:00.

Medical Clinic Appointment!, Univertlty Health Servlcet 577-5101

For students and UHS Kaiser Permanent* members concerning

medical situations and substance abuse questions. Weekdays 8:00-5:00.

Mental Health Servlcet, 127 Hills North 545-2337

Counselling, groups, 24 hour emergency coverage for students and

UHS Kaiser Permanente members. Appointments strongly encouraged. Weekdays 8:00-5:00.

Urgent Car* Clinic at Hills North, weekdays (577-2337)

1:00-2:30 when semester classes are In session

1:00-2:00 during winters*ssion and summer.

24 Hour Emergency Services through the UHS Urgent Car* clinic (577-5000).

In a life-threatening situation, call 911 or your local emergency number for the police or

an ambulance to transport you directly to the nearest hospital. (Cooley-Oicklnaon Is closest to Amherst)

Far store Information, coatact Univertlty Health Servlcet, 577-5000.
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effort. The marathon finale "Make
My Way" being one such example on
their penchant for Dead-ening jams.

Although in a live setting this may
come across as convincing and reve-

latory, on record it comes off as pure
self-indulgence.

Aside from their fondness for
unnecessary guitar gluttony, one is

still left to cope with )ohn Popper's

incessant harmonica playing. Most
songs on Straight On Til Morning
run several minutes and go absolutely

nowhere with Popper's trademark
wheezy playing style of a certain

candy bar-sized instrument acting as

the sole guiding force. Unlike his

idols Bob Dylan and Neil Young,
Popper has not yet grasped the mean-
ing of restraint. There's simply no
direction and focus here. Most out of

place is "Yours," a weak attempt at

string-sectioned balladry that will

move you to tears for all the wrong
reasons. If they could only find a way
to trim some of the fat. they might
actually have something to offer. C-

HOMEWORK
Daft Punk

Virgin

Daft Punk are a French D) duo
that make electronic music that

swings, shades and surprisingly

enough, rocks. Maybe that's because

Thomas Bangalter and Guy-Manuel
de Homem Christo, who are barely in

their 20s. used to be a traditional gui-

tar band whose music was termed
"daft punk" by a cynical Melody
Maker journalist. Although they

decided to ditch the band and gui-

tars, they held on to the adjective.

Three years after the release of

their chart-topping dance single "Da
Funk" on the independent dance
label Soma, Daft Punk have returned

with their first proper album.
Homework (Virgin) is 75 minutes

worth of rough and ready breaks and

chunky rolling rhythms that update

and expand upon the sounds first cre-

ated in the Chicago's mid '80s house

scene and the Detroit's techno explo-

sion of the early '90s. In deference to

the pioneers of these scenes.

"Teachers" is a fitting shout-out that

pays homage and respect to their

forebears.

The genius of Homework lies in

the fact that Daft Punk have some-

how managed to add a degree of

sophistication and intelligence that is

sorely lacking in so much of today's

electronic music. Stylistically similar

to the Underworld and Orbital, beats

and loops are gradually introduced

throughout songs which adds texture

and allows each of them to form their

own unique structure instead of

being left to blow idly in the wind.

This layered effect works particularly

well on the current single "All

Around the World," as well as "High

Fidelity" and "Indo Silver Club."

Most conspicuously left out is the one

track that combines funk, soul, house

and acid grooves of Daft Punk into

one singular high energy nugget,

"Musique." No matter, with their

knack for innovation and ability to

bridge the gap between stylistically

dissimilar musical styles there is more

than enough homework to go
around. B+

IN IT FOR THE MONEY
Supergrass

Capitol

In considering the current crop of

British pop/rock bands crossing the

Atlantic, Supergrass are without
question the most overlooked. In an

age where gimmickry is almost neces-

sary to sell an album, Supergrass
have neither the boyish good looks of

Blur, or the loutish attitudes of the

brothers Gallagher to compete with

these Britpop elder statesmen. As a

result, they have been virtually

ignored in this country, and what a

travesty. While Supergrass may be an

orange stuck smack in the middle of

an apple orchard, they're the tastiest.

juiciest orange around.

On the young trio's 1995 debut, /

Should Coco, Gaz Coombes and his

mates acted like the immature
teenagcis llM) were, spewing forth a

manic rock attack filled with songs

about getting busted at fifteen and

staying out past curfew. Their new
album. In it For the Money (Capitol)

marks an impressive leap forward. It

provides a boost in sophistication,

diversity and quality without under-

cutting the band's giddy, infectious

energy.

At its core, In it For the Money is a

summation of every tried and true

rock cliche of the last 20 years, done

with a refreshing degree of sincerity

and conviction. With no pretensions

to interfere, the songs are left to be

judged solely on their individual and

collective merit. What a novel con-

cept! In it For the Money is 12 ebul-

lient blasts of energy, anchored by

drummer Danny Coffey's furious

cauldron of sound and Mick Quinn's

driving bass lines that perfectly aug-

ment Coombes' torrid guitar playing.

Gun and exuberant, but hardly child-

ish. Supergrass maintain a marvelous

balance between taut control and
reckless energy. The least you can do

is show them the money and buy this

outstanding album. A-

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
Empirion

Wanted/XL

Yet another entry into the rapidly

over-populating electronical field,

Empirion thankfully stick to the basis

on Advanced Technology
(Wanted/XL), their U.S. debut.
Instead of getting experimental with

the techno formula by attempting to

add an emotional element to a face-

less, anonymous genre, the three

members of Empirion work within

traditional framework of techno to

act essentially as beat and rhythm
manipulators. While this approach
works well — most notably on the

ominously pulsating "Quark" — it

also exposes their fundamental weak-

ness. Most of these largely instrumen-

tal, atmospheric cuts simply regress

into the same persistent beat repeated

ad nauseam over several minutes
which makes for a truly mind-numb-
ing experience. Come to think of it,

maybe that's the point. C+
Marty Keane is a Collegian staff

member.

Radiohead scores big with latest offerring m guide

OK COMPUTER
Radiohead
Capitol

Purveyors of grandly distressed

pop. Radiohead are nothing if not

mercurial. Over the course of three

albums, this English quintet has
moved from post-Nirvana
self-hatred to attempting to reconcile

the measured structures of prog-
rock with the emotional immediacy
of grunge. Their new album, OK
Computer (Capitol), is a headlong
foray into the world of art-rock that

eschews verse-chorus-verse song
writing for what can only be
described as progressive experimen-

tation. The result is an intricate and

wholly compelling collection of songs

that offer glimpses of a band that is

in the midst of a truly remarkable

creative phase.

Long gone is the laconic and
self-depreciative neo-grunge of the

group's 1993 breakthrough single,

"Creep." In its place are serpentine

arrangements, psychedelic orchestra-

tions and pretty melodies that belie

the wretchedness detailed in the

album's lyrics. After devoting two
albums to the vicissitudes of loathing

and self-obsession, Radiohead has

found something extrinsic to be mad
at— or at least terrified by. Singer

Thorn Yorke addresses a dizzying

array of macabre subjects including

car crashes, aliens, politics and urban

claustrophobia, all from a variety of

perspectives. Yorke's effectiveness at

communicating mood comes from his

vocal delivery. His soaring tenor

exquisitely underscores the music's

emotion with an uncanny breadth

and melancholic elegance; like a

hopeless man wails when all his tears

have been cried.

Although lyrically not as introspec-

tive, the lyrics are nonetheless con-

templative. One gets a clear indica-

COOHTESV CMMTCM. HtCOdDS

English quintet explores a chaotic world in latest album

UMass
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FREE
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tion that Yorke still feels unsettled

unless he's in a state of constant flux,

as that condition permeates through-

out OK Computer. Stormy and schiz-

ophrenic at times, spacious and ram-

bling at others, the album opens with

"Airbag," a lush ethereal number that

echoes with sharp, sparse bass punc-

tuations, mind-numbing effects, and

nervous beats reminiscent of

Portishead. It follows with the

skewed, chaotic six-minutes single,

"Paranoid Android," which ebbs and

flows while examining a disparate

palette of sonic textures, from feath-

erweight fragility to draft jazz to

caustic noise. Elsewhere, there's the

quiet desperation of "Exit Music (for

a Film)," the harrowing violence of

"Climbing the Walls" and the aching-

ly beautiful "The Tourist" which clos-

es the album.

A sense of profound dislocation

runs throughout OK Computer, from

the nervous rambling of "Let Down"
to the detached computer voice that

recites "Fitter Happier," a soliloquy

celebrating such self-improvement

techniques as eating healthy, stress

reduction, and not drinking too

much. But it is most evident on
"Karma Police," the album's tran-

scendent climax. A brilliant fantasy

on the power of cosmic retribution in

the workplace, the verses roll out in

the predictably elegant ways, and just

as the dirge is beginning its march
homeward, Yorke unexpectedly
drops a shocking bomb: "For a

minute there," he warbles in a trem-

bling voice, "I lost myself." As he

repeats this haunting confession ever

an exquisite piano and the guitar

melody. Yorke's fragile psyche is left

exposed in a chilling moment of

unparalleled poignancy.

A sparkling prism of unexpected

tone color. An abstract canvas on

which songs are fragmented in to

odd, eerie shapes. A mix of the arty

and infectious. Earnest but not

humorless, adventurous but not

self-conscious, OK Computer is all

those things and more. Defiantly

unconventional in their song struc-

ture and arrangements, each of the

12 tracks are nonetheless beguiling,

melodic, and memorable. A rare

fusion of unhindered experimenta-

tion, artistic integrity and coherence.

A+
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62 Main Street, Amherst

NEW JOB
Looking for a unique and interesting job that offers personal

satisfaction? Mass TeleRelay Service is looking for

Communication Assistants to provide the vital link between

voice/hearing and TTY/Deaf/Hard of Hearing communities.

REQUIREMENTS:
•Typing speed of 55 wpm
•Positive attitude

•Dependability

•Good Phone skills

•Clear speaking voice

•Partial or Alternate Weekends

WE OFFER:
•Paid Training

•Full & Part Time Shifts

•Full Time $7.25 to $8.34/ hour

•Part Time $7.50 to $8.63/hour

•Additional Holiday Premium

•Full Time Benefits

Paid Annual Leave

•Paid Holiday Leave

•Paid Life Insurance

•Medical, Dental, 401

K

•Nice Work Environment

No Sales or Telemarketing

Applicant interview and Testing Call:

Massachusetts Telecommunications Relay Service

(413) 536-0322 FAX (413) 493-1190

EOE

continued from page Al

may be yours if you can figure out the

logic behind scattering old couches

on your roof and front lawn.

G — Gen Eds. Take 'em now.
Look for the ones with as many let-

ters next to them as possible (exam-

ple: BS, I, D). Get them out of the

way early and two-day schedules can

be a reality during your senior year.

H — Housing. For those of you liv-

ing in lounges right now, don't forget

to close those blinds before you
change. Keep bitching and you might

get a room by November.

I — I.D.'s, don't lose these pup-

pies or else you can't eat, get into

your dorm, take out library books or

get discounted movie tickets at the

mall.

I
— )obs. Good luck getting one on

campus if you don't have work study.

K — The Kennedys. Be proud,

kids. None of them ever went here.

L — Language requirement. Bet

you're kicking yourself for not taking

that fourth year of Spanish in high

school.

M — Mullins Center. Still one of

the greatest arenas to catch a college

hoop game — even if they did take

our trophy away.-

N — Newman Center. Good place

to study, great fries, home to an addi-

tional BankBoston ATM, and the only

place on campus you can buy butts.

O — "Oh..." Sound you'll be mak-

ing when the total sum for your

books appears on the register in the

Text Book Annex.

P — Parking. You'll quickly learn

that there's not a lot of it. Find those

broken meters and remember where

they are.

Q — Quiet hours. If you feel the

need to crank up your favorite

Plattsburgh 96' Phish bootleg, make
sure to turn it down by 1 a.m.

R — Roommates. Sometimes you

win, sometimes you lose and some-

times it rains. Be open minded, hon-

est, and have some quarters ready

when his/her laundry pile starts to

get a little ripe.

S — Singles. Don't even think

about it, freshmen. You don't have

nearly enough housing points to score

one of those bad boys yet.

T — TAU's. We don't really know
what they are, but it's $400 if you

break them. So be careful not to spill

Kinetics
AdultFitness

Get in step with fitness at the

Valley's Premier Fitness Center!

Best Aerobics in the Area!

Treadmills^ stair machines

BikesT rowerv Nordic Track

Circuit weightSTFree weights

Personal Training and More!

Rt. 9 Hadley 586-0633

any beer on them, or surfing the net

could be more expensive than you

thought.

U — Uptown. If you're under 21,

forget it. Keep in mind that the ABC
is not a 100 level Comp. Lit course,

and that they sure love plundering

the bars for the young and I.D.- less.

V — Vegetarian. If you are

repulsed by those greasy burgers fry-

ing in the Coffee Shop, check out

Earthfoods for an au-naturel alterna-

tive.

W — Whitmore. Be afraid, be very

afraid, but most importantly, be per-

sistent. This is a big place and if you

don't speak up for yourself, nobody
else will do it for you.

X — Xylophone. An instrument

played in the UMass marching band

(aka The Power and Class of New
England). One of the better reasons

to attend football games at McGuirk
Stadium.

Y — Yo-yo. Marcus Camby's new
nickname. Hey, Marcus, with alumni

like you, who needs the Boston
Globe?

Z — "ZooMass" — Not anymore.

Seriously folks, this nickname went

out with pet rocks and pogo sticks.

Despite its nationally recognized pro-

grams, faculty and alumni, UMass is

still the most underrated university in

New England. Anyone who's been

here for a while will tell you this is a

great place to live, learn and grow.

Chris Stamm and Luke Meredith

are Collegian columnists.

AWARD WINNING LOCAL SERVICE
»Full Service Autobody
Insurance Approved
•Full Selection of genuine
GM Goodwrench parts.

•Mass. State Inspection
Station #3243

Covofcr Z24 Coupe

•Fine selection of new and used cars & trucks.

•Ask about our FFtEE 18 point maintenance check.

FUJI CHEVROLET

DICKINSON ST. -BETWEEN RT. 9 & MAIN ST -253-3444 •PARTS LINE 253 5928

Connect
with

Let the Fine Alt*

Center connect

you with thqg

world's best

forming artis

Subscribe nom

SAVE 15% ant/

get the best ava

able seats in the

house for Twyl

Tharp, the New

York City Opera, DaMn Yanji Rap Dogs and

world-class artists from around tbe globe. Call now

- it's one of the easiest, moat rewarding connections

you'll ever make.

I
IK M I'SOM.N
S> I OK I l\ I

( Oil I (.1

For tickets and schedule call

545-2511 or 1-800 999 UMAS

For the season schedule visit our website

at www.umas.edu/fac

'

Finearts
Center

. NfVASn

4MM iKM

"t
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Why not live

together for awhile before

you tie the knot.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

troductioo to Arts Management, 3 credits

M««t» Mondeye, 4 to «:30 p.m., 121 laitlett Hall.

Offered through tho Drvl»lor» of Continuing Education

The Massachusetts

opportunities

to learn about

arts mniicwmuit

at the

Arts Extension Service

latersSkips at lES/cnit possible

• Distance Looming
• Information & Research

• Desktop Publishing and Publication Marketing

MSMfMHw
• congenial staff • nationally respected organization

• groat experience

Th» 1997 Jefta Gl

Premium 8 Speaker Stereo Cassette, Dual Airbags

2 Liter Engine, Air Conditioning

Anti-Theft Alarm System, Roadside Assistance

A long term commitment doesn't suit everyone. But a fun

loving, road hugging, German engineered Volkswagen seems

to sit well with all kinds of drivers. We're all adults here.

Driverswanted®

The Artist in Business libraiy

*cs*«f»r4W»itrftf» nouses^ «°° »*•*•"«• volumes, periodicals,

t>M«mot ******* ****tio«. dlrectorlos and three Job listing publications.

Interested? Call AES, 545-2360 or stop by 602 Goodell.

Lease a Jetta GL for $1 99 mo. for 24 mo. $999 down*

'$999 down payment, plus first payment, relundoble security deposit, $450* acquisition fee, tax ond registration

434 Memorial Avenue
WEST SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS 01089

Telephone (413) 785-1631

800-446-1981

www.fathers-sons.com

M-THUR 8-8, Fri. 8-6, Sot. 9-5, Son. 12-4

Large 2 Bedroom \partmcnts State of the Art

• v« kiuiun \pi>ii;iiKis Exercise Facility• Sim Kitchen VpplfsiniTs

• Ncvt Bathroom

• \r\\ ( ;iriH'ls

• M;iii in;isUi

Nautilus

.11 .iiiti

I ,iu<Im;i|>i-<I (•riiinul

•> Ou Silt I iiiindr> I iu-ilil;

•:• I la 5 < ulk'tie Ku> Slop

I* I'rolVssionul

stall <>u Sik

•I* ( Ynlral Ma aiiliO

•I- Rinl Starting at S695.

APARTMENTS
Rent starting at 540

1, 2 & 3 Bedroom Garden Style

Two Bedroom Townhouse
Olympic Size Pool

Tennis Volleyball and Basketball

On Site Laundry Facilities

Professionally Landscaped (.rounds

Scenic Hiking Trails on 28 Wooded Veres

Convenient to Amherst, I Mass and 1-91

Free Public Transportation

Professional Maintenance Staffon Site

-\

V* 1

256-8534
n VmluTsI center take Rt, I H> >outh hi I asl ILkIK - Rd\

I In Boulders is located I 4 «»t mile down on the left.

665-3958
Office Hours M-F8:30- 5:30 Sat. 10:00 - I'M
24S Vmherst Road, Route n<>. Sunderland, M

Directions: I row < ampus 116 North
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Living off "The Fat

of the Land"

Electronica's

poster boys,

Prodigy, unleash

their sonic fury on

their new release.

Check out our

review (see Arts &
Living, page 5).

Arachnophobia

|amie Holston

and the UMass

football team lost

it's season opener

at home Saturday,

to the Richmond

Spiders 21-6. Get

the scoop (see

Sports page 14).

WORLD

Sinn Fein's Adams
calls for peace talks

WASHINGTON (AP) — Predicting

a united Ireland "in our lifetime," the

leader of the IRA-allied Sinn Fein said

yesterday his group is ready to "com-

promise, compromise, compromise"

to achieve lasting peace.

"Our commitment to a negotiated

settlement is forever," Gerry Adams
said at a news conference before

meeting U.S. officials at the White

House and on Capitol Hill. "It isn't a

whim. It isn't temporary. It is forev-

er."

But Northern Ireland's largest

Protestant party — which hasn't

decided whether to sit down with

Adams at peace talks next week —
remains wary of Sinn Fein, a legal

political party associated with the

outlawed Irish Republican Army.

"They don't compromise," said

Anne Smith, a spokeswoman of the

pro-British Ulster Unionist Party.

"They have never backed off their

stated goal of a united Ireland. Our

party has made numerous compro-

mises
"

The Washington-based Smith,

who attended Adams' news confer-

ence, noted that Sinn Fein has reject-

ed demands for the Irish Republican

Army to disarm as a condition for

joining peace talks. The British gov-

ernment dropped disarmament as a

condition after deciding to try instead

to deal with the problem as a sepa-

rate issue.

NATION

Justice Department
ponders VP probe

WASHINGTON (AP) — With
Senate hearings poised to focus on

Vice President Al Gore's fund-rais-

ing, the justice Department said

yesterday it is reviewing whether to

open a preliminary inquiry to deter-

mine if the allegations surrounding

the vice president warrant a special

prosecutor.

The announcement was immedi-

ately hailed by Republicans in

Congress, who said it appeared
Attorney General |anet Reno was

poised for a major change of think-

ing after months of refusing to

appoint an independent counsel.

"The Justice Department is

reviewing whether allegations that

the vice president illegally solicited

campaign contributions on federal

property should warrant a prelimi-

nary investigation under the inde-

pendent counsel act," the |ustice

Department said. Department
spokesman Bert Brandenburg
declined to say whether yester-

day's statement meant the depart-

ment had found recent disclosures

about Gore's fund-raising calls

from the White House more trou-

bling.

He said, however, the task force

appointed by Reno to

investigate fund-raising abuses in

the 1996 election is routinely re-

evaluating whether new facts

should trigger the appointment of

an independent counsel.

EXTENDED FORECAST

Today day day

;SfK Trrts "fliffs

HIGH: 65 HIGH: 70 HIGH: 70

LOW: 45 LOW: 55 LOW: 55
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Peeping torn seen in dorm;

bookbags stolen at Annex
By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

A third incident of a shower stall peeping

torn was reported Sunday night to

University of Massachusetts Police, by a

resident of Patterson Residence Hall.

The unidentified female reported to

UMPD that the male suspect immediately

fled from the bathroom when she confront-

ed him,

Police officials have not speculated if this

report is connected to the two peeping torn

reports received last May from residents in

Cance and MacKimmie Residence Halls. The

male suspect in those cases was never appre-

hended.

All three reports are located in the

Southwest South Residential Area.

Resident Director of Patterson and

MacKimmie, Lee Dagle was not available

for comment.
The only description Police were able to

obtain in this most recent report was that

the suspect is "a Caucasian male with light

brown hair." according to UMass Police

Chief )ohn Luippold.

Police describe the male from the last two

reports as a "white male in his early twen-

ties, approximately 5-foot-7 and plump. He

had a shaved head with light brown or

blonde hair."

UMPD urges all students to notify police

immediately at 545-2121 if they observe

anyone acting suspiciously in the residence

halls.

Police officials are also investigating three

reports of stolen book bags from the

Textbook Annex yesterday as the first day of

classes marred the beginning of the Annex's

busiest week.

Luippold said students feel a "false sense

of security" when they enter the Annex and

see a police officer in front of the store.

"When a student sees an officer, they

think its OK to drop their bag on a shelf in

the lobby and walk in. Students need to use

a locker or not bring any of their belongings

with them." Luippold said.

Working hard for UMass
A construction worker lays pipe by Carber field yesterday morning.

CHRISTOPHFB A

Nomination papers ready

for SGA Senate elections

ON THE INTERNET

www umass.edu/rso/colegian

By Victoria Groves

Collegian Staff

The Student Government
hi (SGA) has made
papers available for

3tning Student Senate

jus. Senators will be

lected to represent students

rom all residential areas as

veil as those living off- cam-

Nomination papers can be

icked up at the SGA office

xaied at 420 Student Union
rom 10 a.m. today through 5

>.m. on Friday, Sept. 19.

Nominees are required to

ign out the nomination forms

and read the election poHcy
known as the "Code of Conduct

for Elections." Twenty-five sig-

natures are required from each

nominee's constituency. Every

senator represents 250 stu-

dents.
"1 think it's really important

for students on campus to get

Involved and learn how to

change policy for the better of

the students." said Peter

Kilbourne. Speaker of the

Senate.

AH elected senators are

required to attend a training

session on the responsibilities

of being a member of the

Senate. Currently, the session t
1-

set for Saturday, Sept. 27

"We have a mandatory train

ing for senators; it's a ^tipula

tion upon running. It'

designed to explain how t

write a motion, follow through

on it and the basic duties

being a senator," Kilbourne

said.

Elections will take plac

Wednesday, Sept. 24, and vot-

ers will be able to vote for one

candidate rortning for a senato-

rial position in their. living area.

There will also be referendum

questions regarding surveil-

lance camera* in dorm* an*
student rights to legal rep^:
tation at judicial hearings.

"Many students will go

through academic life here and

go through grievances here and

don't realize that they have the

power to change policies,"

Kilbourne said.

Elections Chancellor fodi

Bailey is in charge of facilitating

the elections and making sur<

all policies are followed,

"It's Important for students to

go out and vote because it's

their vote being heard. If they

don't vote wisely, they won't be

represented wisely," B;i

Paparazzi blamed in Dianna's death
Photographers investigated; alcohol still main cause of crash

By Jeffrey Ulbrich

Associated Press

PARIS (AP) — Picture-hungry

Paparazzi pushed away the first police

officer to rush to the scene of the

Princess Diana car wreck, police were

quoted as saying yesterday. But the pho-

tographers protested they are being

turned into scapegoats. "There is enor-

mous government and public pressure,"

Jacques l.angevin, a photographer being

investigated in the case, told the

Associated Press.

Another photographer, one of the

first on the scene, said he opened the

car door hoping to help.

"I saw the princess sitting on the

floor, her back to me." Romuald Rat

told France-2 television. "1 said in

English to stay calm, that I was there,

that help would arrive." Doctors later

said she was unconscious.

But now. Rat's boss said, "a total

injustice" is being done to the photogra-

pher through the criminal investigation.

Langevin. Rat, four other photogra-

phers and a photo-agency motorcyclist

are under investigation on allegations of

manslaughter and failing to aid an acci-

dent victim, a crime under French law,

in the deaths of Diana, her boyfriend,

Dodi Fayed and their driver, killed

when their car crashed at high speed in

a tunnel along the Seine River early

Sunday.

Driver Henri Paul, who blood tests

indicated was drunk, apparently had

been trying to elude celebrity photogra-

phers following on motorcycles. Paul

was an employee of the Ritz Hotel,

owned by Fayed's father, Mohamed Al

Fayed.

The Paris daily Le Monde reported

Diana's family and the British royal fam-

ily are considering joining the case as

civil parties, which would give them

representation in court and access to

documents. A lawyer for the elder Fayed

has said he also would join the case.

In central London yesterday, thou-

sands of mourners thronged the royal

palaces for a fourth straight day.

depositing flowers and other remem-

brances on sidewalks, and waiting

patiently for hours in line to sign books

of condolence at St. lames's Palace,

where Diana's coffin lay inside a closed

chapel, awaiting Saturday's funeral at

Westminster Abbey.

Fearing an unmanageable crush of

crowds Saturday, Buckingham Palace

extended the funeral procession route

by more than two miles. It will now
start from Kensington Palace. Diana's

home. The royal family issued a state-

ment saying it was "deeply touched and

enormously grateful" for the nation's

response. Some had criticized the

Windsors for their stoic near-silence in

public since the tragedy.

There were earlier reports the pursu-

ing Paparazzi tangled with police at the

accident scene, but yesterday's article in

the Figaro newspaper was the first of an

official police account.

Citing initial reports by investigators,

Le Figaro said photographers —
unidentified — pushed back the first

officer to arrive at the scene. Citing first

reports by investigators. All the first

policeman could see was "a blonde

head" in the crushed vehicle, it said.

"They pushed back and blocked the

officer from coming to the aid of the

victims." the newspaper quoted the

police report as saying.

Rat's boss. Didier Contant. chief edi-

tor of the Gamma photo agency, said

his photographer, who has first-aid

training, was one of the first at the scene

and was quickly at Diana's side. "He

took her pulse and said, 'Do not move,

plea>c. Help is coming.' As soon as help

came, he moved back right away,"

Contant said.

Rat said in the TV interview he did

not call for help because he heard some-

one else saying they would do so. He

said he began shooting photos after help

arrived.

"He is in shock because he saw a ter-

rible drama and he thinks a total injus-

tice has been done to him," Contant

said. He blamed "diplomatic pressure"

to show that France is taking action on

the British princess's death.

langevin. a journalist with more than

20 years of experience covering danger-

ous stories from Beirut to Beijing, called

the charges "exaggerated."

Harshbarger approves questions

By Glen Johnson

Associated Press

BOSTON — Term limits supporters and tax

cut advocates cleared a major hurdle yesterday,

as Attorney General Scott Harshbarger

approved their proposed ballot questions for the

1998 and 2000 state elections.

Harshbarger, who by virtue of his office must

certify that all proposed ballot questions pass

legal and constitutional muster, also approved a

ballot question proposing the eventual elimina-

tion of tolls on the Massachusetts Turnpike and

Boston-area tunnels and bridges.

In perhaps the biggest legal issue before him.

Harshbarger rejected an argument from term

limits opponents that a proposed 2000 constitu-

tional amendment was too similar to a term lim-

its ballot question that was approved by voters

in 1 994 but overturned by the Supreme ludicial

Court in |uly.

State law says that if the questions are

deemed similar, supporters must let two elec-

tions pass before proposing the ballot question

again. While the question won't be voted upon

for two more years, the question must be pro-

posed in 1998 in order for it to be on the 2000

ballot.

"There is a big difference between asking vot-

ers if they want to approve a new law on term

limits and asking voters if they want to change

the state constitution," the attorney general said

in a statement.

"It's a much different process. In addition,

the SIC just said that the right way to get term

limits on the books in Massachusetts is through

a constitutional amendment. The voters should

have that opportunity."

On a separate but related point. Harshbarger

also certified a question for the 1998 election

that proposes allowing candidates for Congress

from Massachusetts to take a term limits pledge

and have that fact noted on the ballot next to

Turn to ballot, page 2

Clinton renews pledge to education

By Lawrence L Knutson

Associated Press

CHRIStOWW * CESNtK/ COUEGl*N

Fighting for fun?
First year students Alden Tallman and |on Barratt fight it out yesterday in front of the

Student Union.

OAK BLUFFS — President Clinton greeted

the new school year yesterday by telling teachers

it would be a terrible mistake for the Republican

Congress to reject national testing to measure

student performance.

"If there's one place politics ought to stop in

America, it's at the schoolhouse door." Clinton

said as his aides raised the prospect of a veto

should Congress vote to scuttle the tc-Ms.

Taking an hour off from his summer vacation.

Clinton drove to a teacher orientation meeting

at Oak Bluffs Elementary School to renew his

pitch for national standards in such basic sub-

jects as reading, math and science and for the

voluntary testing he said is needed to gauge the

results.

He called on the teachers seated in rows

before him and on their counterparts across the

country to send a clear message to the House

and Senate "that you believe in standards and

accountability for all of our children."

He spoke as a vote neared in the House on a

bid by Rep. William Goodling (R-Pa.). chairman

of the House education committee, to forbid the

Department of Education to spend any money to

test fourth-graders in reading and eighth-graders

in math. Goodling hopes to add the amendment

to a spending bill for the Education and Health

and Human Services departments.

He said recently. "The president's plan is a

waste of

taxpayers' money and won't do anything

except increase federal involvement in our

schools."

Education Secretary Richard Riley is pushing

Clinton to promise a veto of the bill, should

Goodling prevail

"The tests should not be misused but neither

should we pretend it's not needed," the presi-

dent told more than 80 Martha's Vineyard teach-

ers gathered in the school's computer-equipped

library.

"It would be a terrible mistake for people who
are afraid our children can't measure up or who
have a misguided notion that somehow the fed-

eral government is trying to take over the direc-

tion of education in America to persuade their

members of Congress not to fund the tests," he

said.

"And that's basically the issue we are going to

be fighting out over the next few weeks."

-t

t -
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Campus Police Log
Accident — Properly Damage
Aug 29
A minor two-vehicle accident

occurred in Southwest Circle.

Sept. 2
A two-vehicle accident occurred

on University Drive. No injuries

were reported.

Animal Complaint

Sept. 2

An opossum was removed liom

the doorway of Patterson Residence

Hall.

Annoying Behavior

Aug. 31

A group of individuals were

reported throwing a keg against

Kennedy Residence Hall.

A female resident from Patterson

Resident Hall reported a peeping

torn in the women's shower area.

Burglary/Breaking and Entering

Aug. 29
A vehicle's window was smashed

in parking lot 49 on Windmill

Lane.

Family Offenses, Domestics

Aug 29
A restraining order was served to

a resident in Brown Residence Hall.

Health/Safety Hazard
Aug. 3/

A vehicle was leaking gas on

Orchard Hill Drive.

Environmental Health and Safety

responded to a report of a blocked

fire door at Patterson Residence

Hall.

Stat. 5

Environmental Health and Safety

was called to check on a grill out-

side of Crampton Resilience Hall.

Larceny

Aug. ~>U

An individual moving into |ohn

Quincy Adams Residence Hall

reported personal belongings

stolen.

Aug. 51

An individual reported a wallet

stolen in parking lot 50 on

Emerson Road.

A MacKimmic Resident reported

losing her UMass ID card outside

of the building.

Sept. I

Two CD players were reported

stolen from the Campus Center

Sept. 2
An antenna was ripped from a

vehicle parked in the Campus
Center Garage.

Liquor Law Violations

Sept. 1

Allison Foley, 19, 14 Jefferson

Ave., Norwell and Aaron M.

Armer, 19, 692 Central Turnpike.

Sutton, were arrested for illegal

possession and transporting liquor.

Tyler ). Churchill, 19.9

RiverviewTer.. West Haven,

Conn., was arrested for illegal pos-

session and transporting liquor.

Noise Complaint

Sept. I

Evan R. Wiley, 17, 40 Partridge

Rd., Worthington. was arrested on

Clark Hill Road for possession ol

( lass C and D drugs.

Suspicious Vehicle

Sept. 5

George |. Chamota. 21,9

Milldam Rd.. Acton, was arrested

tor operating a motor vehicle under

the influence ol liquor.

Traffic Stop

Aug, 29
loshua EL Taylor. 20, 551 Bridge

St., Northampton, was arrested for

operating a motor vehicle with a

suspended license.

Aug. 51

lames B. Bruneau, 22, 125 Peck

Ave.. West Haven, Conn., was

arrested for operating a motor vehi-

cle with a suspended license and

speeding.

Sept. I

Patrick A. Curley III. 21, 12

Midland Rd.. Lynnficld was arrest-

ed on Massachusetts Avenue for

operating a motor vehicle under I he

influence of liquor.

Vandalism
Aug. 29
Two individuals were reported

attempting to break into newspaper

vending machines on Presidents

Drive.

Aug 50

A vehicle was damaged in park-

ing lot 21 on University Drive.

Sept. I

A door was ripped off its hinges

in Van Meter Residence Hall.

Sept. 2

A vehicle parked on Thatcher

Way was spray painted.

Looking to express your voice, to become mon

nity, to gain news writing experience? If so.

Here's singing to you class of 2001 ...

An a capella group sang for new students at this week's convocation.

IHANG VO/ COUfGIAN
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ballot

the Jewish Affairs Desk is

here waiting for vou.Theiewish AThe lewish Affairs Desk is

continued from page 1

next to their names.

If the candidate later exceeded the

number of terms pledged, the ballot

would note that. The measure is

necessary because the U.S. Supreme
Court has ruled that congressional

terms can be limited only with an
amendment to the U.S.
Constitution, not a change in state

law.

Meanwhile, the attorney general

approved another ballot question
that proposes staling back the per-

sonal income tax rate from 5.95 per-

cent to 5 percent over a three-year

period. The legality of that question

was never particularly in doubt.

Another question deemed valid

would reduce the tax on so-called

unearned income — interest and div-

idends, for example — from its cur-

rent 12 percent to the same 5 per-

cent rate proposed for personal
income.

The turnpike question is spon-
sored by the Free the Pike Coalition,

the same people who proposed a

similar question in 19% hut then fell

short of the necessary signatures to

get it on the ballot.

seeking writers to help cover various cultural events, speeches and activities related to

the lewish community. The desk is also looking for writers to develop feature articles,
i

opinion columns and personal perspectives ranging from experiences in Israel to right

here in Amherst.

The Jewish Affairs page can be a valuable educational tool for the campus community,

and this semester we hope to make it stronger. There will be a meeting for prospective

writers on Thursday, Sept. 1 1 at 6 p.m. If you cannot make it call Bryan Schwartzman at

545-1851.
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Return your textbooks with your receipt for a

"no questions asked"

Refund through Friday, September 19th, 1997.

Beginning Monday September 22, 1997 textbooks from dropped courses may be

returned with a sales receipt and an updated course schedule.

The schedule may be obtained from the registrars office in Whitmore:

do not wait for them to mail.

New books must be in new condition. No marks, writing,

^ water damage etc.

Any incorrect titles purchased after Sept. 19, 1997 must

>l^M IUI* IlllUt^VillJ I lfci~MlL»i^ l»l

Schedule, syllabus or other proof of incorrect

purchases must be presented, along with sales

receipt.

Remember the last day to return textbooks with

no questions asked is Friday Sept. 19 1997.

www.aux.umass.edu/textbookannex

University Store • Textbook Annex

Save Your Receipt

2 *
.o c

Fall 97
Schedule

Our Refund Policy
If you purchase an incorrect title you may return ^
H for a refund within 7 calendar days of the first

day of classes. Thereafter, incorrect titles may be

returned within 48 hours of purchase providing the book

is new and unmarked.

We accept cash, personal check, Visa, MasterCard as forms of payment.

We begin to return unsold books to the publishers in the middle of the

semester. Students are encouraged to get the books they need for the

semester as soon as possible after official enrollment in a course.

1

.

Textbooks from dropped courses may be returned during the

month of September. Present your sales receipt and a copy of your

updated course schedule obtained from the Registrar. Any new books

must be unmarked.

2. Keep your receipt(s), Refunds on textbooks cannot be made unless the sales

receipt(s) accompanies the book.

3. Always have your current I.D. available. This is required for any refund

transactions.

The return of unsold books to the publisher begins seven weeks after the beginning of

the semester. After the seventh week you might not be able to purchase the books

you need.

9/04/97
9/05/97
9/06/97
9/07/97
9/08/97
9/09/97
9/10/97
9/11/97
9/12/97

9 am - 5 pm
9 am - 5 pm
NO BUYBACK
CLOSED
9 am - 5 pm
9 am - 5 pm
9 am - 5 pm
9 am - 5 pm
9 am - 5 pm

9/04/97
9/05/97
9/06/97
9/07/97
9/08/97
9/09/97
9/10/97
9/11/97
9/12/97

9 am - 9 pm
9 am - 6 pm
11 am - 5 pm
CLOSED
9 am - 6 pm
9 am - 6 pm
9 am - 6 pm
9 am - 6 pm
9 am - 6 pm

UMass Briefs

Professors publish

Alan C. Robinson, a

University of Massachusetts
School of Management profes-

sor along with Sam Stern of
Oregon State University have
co-authored a book titled,

Corporate Creativity.

Within the book, the authors
argue that corporate managers
can only increase creativity and
innovation in business if they

look where it is least expected.

The authors set the premise
that managers cannot predict

who, when, where, or how cre-

ative ideas will happen.

In the Aug. 29 issue of

Science, polymer science and
engineering professor
Murugappan Muthukumar has

published research on the cre-

ation of materials which may
hold the key to new technolo-

gies.

Muthukumar, along with
University alumni Christopher

Ober and E.L. Thomas, wrote
the article for Science.

Funds
The Massachusetts Arborists

Association (MAA) has

pledged $300,000 for the

establishment of a $1.2 million

professorship in commercial
arboriculture at UMass.
An initial payment of

$125,000 has been made to

Campaign UMass, the

University's comprehensive
campaign to raise $125 million

in support of academic and
student programs, improving
the image of UMass and enlist-

ing advocates.

In a collaborative effort to

improve math and science

teaching from kindergarten
through college, UMass, along

with Hampshire, Amherst. Mt.

Holyoke, Smith Colleges,

Springfield Technical, Holyoke

and Greenfield Community
Colleges, have received a $5
million, five-year grant from

the National Science
Foundation (NSF).

The project's main goal is

helping teachers and prospec-

tive teachers to learn the most

effective ways of teaching math

and science.

The program will involve

more than 5,000 college under-

graduates, 2.000 K-12 stu-

dents, 80 college faculty mem-
bers and more than 200 K-12
teachers.

. i*a»mpilcd by |onathan
Liberty.

Big Tobacco
takes big hit
By Curt Anderson

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Reversing course

by an unexpectedly large margin, the

Senate deait the tobacco industry a

blow yesterday by approving the

Clinton administration's $34 million

request for a crackdown on cigarette

sales to teen-agers.

"Big tobacco fought it because they

want to keep on getting these kids

hooked," said Democratic Sen. Tom
Harkin of Iowa, the main sponsor of

legislation backing the administration's

funding request. "This is one step in a

big battle, but it's a great step."

In July, the Senate rejected an

attempt to fully fund the Food and

Drug Administration program that

would provide money for all 50 states

to ensure stores are checking identifica-

tion to prevent minors from buying

tobacco products. Instead, the Senate

had approved just $4.9 million, enough

for perhaps 10 states.

During the August congressional

recess, tobacco foes lobbied furiously

to boost the amount, focusing on a pro-

vision of the just-completed balanced

budget deal that permits tobacco com-

panies to use $50 billion from a future

cigarette tsx increase to help pay for

the proposed national settlement of

health-related smoking lawsuits.

Harkin also changed the source of

the $34 million for FDA from an

assessment on tobacco companies to a

reduction in computer money for the

Agriculture Department.

"I think in many cases people have

had a closer look and that they feel very

comfortable with the vote." said Senate

Minority Leader Tom Daschle (D-

S.D.). who switched his vote.

When the issue came to a vote yes-

terday, senators joined Daschle in

rejecting an attempt to kill Harkin's

amendment by a surprisingly decisive

70-28 vote. Harkin's previous effort

failed 52-48.

The amendment was added to the

Agriculture Department spending bill

for fiscal 1998. It now goes to a confer-

ence committee to be reconciled with

the House version. The House has

approved $24 million for the FDA
youth anti-smoking initiative.

Meanwhile, a Senate committee con-

tinued hearings Wednesday on the pro-

posed $368 billion settlement of state

health-related smoking lawsuits despite

growing sentiment that Congress will

put the issue off until next year because

of its complexity and controversial

nature.

"At this point, it doesn't appear as if

we're prepared... to come to any con-

clusion about the tobacco agreement,"

Daschle said. "We want to make sure

we've covered the bases."
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Where's my hard hat?

Sports still progress despite construction on and around Garber Field.

CHRIS TOPHER A CESNEK/ COLLEGIAN

THE COLLEGIANHim DESK CURRENT-

IYHAS TWO OPEN POSITIONS FOR

ASSOCIATE EDITORS. NEWSASSOCIATE
ISA PAIO POSITIONAND INVOLVES

IN-DEPTH REPOSING AND FEATURE

WRITING WITH SPECIFIC FOCUS INAN
ASSIGNED BEAT.

FORAN APPLICATION ORMORE
DETAILS REGARDING THE POSITION,

COMEDOWN T0 113 CAMPUS CENTER

AND ASK FOR JONATHAN LIBERTY,

NEWS EDITOR, OR CALL 545-/762.

THECOLLEGIANISAN EQUAL-

OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

GET INVOLVED!
,

Are you critical about the UMass community? Do you

want to inform your peers about events happening on

eampus? tf you possess strong writing skills and dedica-

tion, come report for the Collegian — we always need

new writers. The News Desk is a great place to start.

Come down to 113 Campus Center and speak to

Jonathan Liberty, News Editor.

TOTAL FITNESS
WITHOUT WAITING IN UNB

AMHERST ATHLETIC CLUB

Stairmasters LifeCycles + Recumbents + TreadmHIs

Free Weights + Gravitron + Kefcer + Nautilus + Cybex
Precor Eliptical + Rowers + NordicTrack + Kayak

BROCHURE —

i

http://www.

amherstathletic.co
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J. Crew
Clothing Sale

Sept 16 - Sept. 19

presents

First Week '97
Comedy Show with

Michael Dean Ester

Temporary Help needed for large

J. Crew Clothing Sale to be held at

The Mullins Center at the

University of Massachusetts

September 16-19, 1997

To sign up, stop by table #20 in

the Campus Center Concourse

next to the Information Booth on

Monday 9/8 from 9am - 4pm and

Tuesday 9/9 from 9am - 1 pm

Michael Dean Ester

Also featuring

Comic: Will Mathews
Thursday September 4

Campus Center Auditorium

8pm

SHOWN AT 10PM

Check us out on the INTERNET:

http://www.umass.edu/campact/events/calendar.htm

for more information, or call Joseph Tolson 413-545-3600
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University unions benefit all

fociis i'»

Labor Issues
(Brian L. C\(arfenricz

Some of you might remember see-

ing groups of 30 to 40 average-look-

ing people in spring 1996. joined

together walking in circles and carry-

ing signs

at the

main door

of the

Whitmore
Building.

Those
men and
women
were members of the University of

Massachusetts police department
who staged informational pickets to

publicly voice their displeasure with

perceived delays in contract negotia-

tions.

The UMass police, who are repre-

sented by the International

Brotherhood of Police Officers

Union, concluded their negotiations

with the Board of Trustees in August

1996. The agreement reached was
retroactive to |an. 1, 1995 and
remains in effect until Dec. 31,

1997.

Police officers aren't the only ones

represented by unions here at

UMass. On the contrary, the majori-

ty of the thousands of employees on
campus have union affiliation.

Unions play an integral role in the

quality of the University's working
community. They empower their

members to do better for themselves

and improve their working condi-

tions. They provide procedures for

the equitable resolution of griev-

ances, terms of employment and
means by which the employer and
union consult on mutually perceived

problems.

The IBPO was
formed over 30

years ago by a

small group of

Rhode Island
police officers.

The officers

were being
harassed by offi-

cials in the com-
munities they
served and
sought the assis-

tance of the
National
Association of
Government Employees and the
tremendous resources they had at

their disposal. IBPO's appeal to

NAGE was received favorably and
this marked the beginning of their

affiliation.

The UMass police department has

been a member of the IBPO since

September 18, 1972 and has been
very active in legislative matters that

both directly and indirectly affect

members of our University commu-
nity. For instance, in bringing about

"The majority of
the thousands of
employees on
campus have
union affiliation.

Unions play an
integral role in the

quality of the
University's work-
ing community.

"

competitive benefits and wages we
have ensured that competent and
well-trained police officers are on
hand to provide public safety. Our
efforts to develop an Educational

Incentive Plan will help in the reten-

tion of those
officers with
college degrees

who offer a

direct link to

our academic
environment.

The IBPO,
through its

affiliate NAGE,
has also been a

driving force

for beneficial

legislation in

behalf of law
enforcement
officers
throughout the

country. The
current
$100,000 death

benefit for survivors of law enforce-

ment officers killed in the line of

duty is a direct result of the union's

powerful influence in Washington.

Every member of our community
is impacted by the role of organized

labor. It is in recognition of this fact

that our nation has chosen to distin-

guish the labor movement through

the observance of a national holiday.

Brian L. Narkewicz is the
President of the IBPO Local 432A at

UMass.
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I'd like to share with you the story of Semyon
Klich, a Russian man I had the good fortune to

interview over the summer.
Klich moved to my hometown. Andover, four

years ago from St. Petersburg. Russia, where he
had lived most of his life.

Nearing 70 years of age. Klich is a small man
who has retained both his full head of hair and his

health. Radiating energy, Klich speaks quickly and
with intensity. His English is accented, but clear,

and his words are gripping.

A skilled radar engineer and author. Klich left

Russia to escape the rampant anti-Semitism he
encountered in his homeland.
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ir" country where,
because of his religion, he was not considered a

true citizen, and where he was unable to publicly

share his faith.

"!t is terrible to remember," Klich began.

"I left Russia four years ago, at the time after

Perestroika [the policy of restructuring, instituted

by Mikhail Gorbachev] began, and the situation

had changed a great deal.

"There was more religious freedom, and some
synagogues were reborn. It is important to know
that synagogues were mostly closed before
Perestroika, and only in two big cities, Moscow

Taniar

Faith lives on
and St. Petersburg, did they ha# one synagogue.

Giant cities, with one synagogue.

"Many people were afraid to attend the syna-

gogue. The Jewish religion was repressed in many
ways. People were afraid to show they wanted to

attend the synagogues. Only retired people attend-

ed," Klich continued.

"On our passports we were identified as either

Russian or Jewish. If you were Jewish, it was very

difficult to find a good job or enroll in a good uni-

versity.

"All my life I have felt that I am not a person as

Russian persons are because I'm Jewish. 1 was feel-

ing that I am not an equal to

^^^m^mmmmm them." Klich confessed.

Carroll "In my enterprise, despite
»is3S3S333S3S3B33S3S333S33S33B33i that I was able to do more
than other Russian people and even high bosses, I

wasn't able to be the boss, because I was Jewish."

"Before. anti-Semitism was state legalized. But

now, anti- Semitism still exists in the form that

offends the Jewish people. It's another kind of

anti-Semitism," he concluded.

Klich's words have had a great impact on me; I

have been unable to remove them from my memo-
ry since I spoke with him in July.

I think of Klich every time I walk through the

door of my church to celebrate Mass, and feel

grateful that 1 am free to practice my religion.

I have never feared that going to church would

put me at risk of being attacked or that proclaim-

ing my faith could keep me from going to school

or getting a job.

My small hometown of 30.000 residents has

two synagogues and many churches. 1 cannot
imagine what it would be like if our large cities,

like Boston or New York, had only one syna-

gogue, only one place of worship for millions of

people.

Klich told me that he is now attending services

at the synagogue and celebrating the Jewish holi-

days openly for the first time in his life.

I also can not imagine what it would be like to

live for 60 years without expressing my religion

and yet to still maintain my faith. Klich made me
question what my religion means to me — what
would my faith be like if I never went to Mass,

couldn't celebrate Christmas and Easter and
couldn't share my faith outside of my family?

What would my faith be like if I never joined in

group prayer, if 1 never went to Sunday School, or

had a youth group?

In short, what would my faith be like without

any of the trappings or the support of organized

religion?

Klich has both reminded me of the significance

of freedom of religion and inspired me to reevalu-

ate what my own faith is based on and to explore

the line between faith and religion.

Tamar Carroll is a Collegian staff member.

Focus on Race

The Collegian Editorial page needs
writers for an upcoming series, Focus
on Race. If you are interested in con-

tributing: call 545-1491, e-mail "let-

ters@oitvrns.oit.umass.edu,
M
or come

by the Collegian offices at Campus
Center 113 and speak with

Dan Bodah.

Write for Ed/Op!
The Collegian Editorial page needs new
writers. We want you to write humor,

politics, satire, lifestyle, or any of a thou-

sand other styles — let us be as broad as

the student body is.

All who are interested should attend a

New Writer's meeting on Friday, Sept. 5
at 7 p.m. in the Collegian offices, 113
Campus Center. For more information,

call 545- 1491.

Doonesbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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Disagreeing with the

Agreement
The Multilateral Agreement on

Investments (MAI) — it is "an
agreement by governments to

protect international investors

and their investments and to lib-

eralize
investment
regimes." If

that way of
thinking
about ft

bores you,
tr\ this one:

it is an
incredibly complex plot that

obscures the very simple goal of

complete control of the interna-

tional economy.
Does this sound like Cold

War-era, doom-mongering about
the Communist Threat? Guess
again; this is the Capitalist

Threat.

On May 31, The Boston-
Cambridge Alliance for

Democracy hosted the first pub-
lic discussion of the MAI to

occur in the United States.

That this was a first is surpris-

ing, considering that the impor-
tant agreement is

"90 percent com-
plete." The MAI,
which expands
on certain
aspects of the
unpopular
NAFTA, has
been negotiate

behind close
doors. Until this

summer, evenmany
Congresspeople
(who will even-
tually be called on to ratify it

into law) had not heard about it.

The United States Council for

International Business (USCIB)
has been privy to negotiations,
though, giving the State
Department its take on how the

MAI should read.

No one should be surprised to

hear that there is no labor repre-

sentation. Especially when the
USClB's president wrote, "We
will oppose any and all measures
to create or even imply binding
obligations (in the MAI) for gov-
ernments or business related to...

labor."

The Alliance for Democracy
conference included eight ple-

nary panels covering a variety of
areas which the MAI. if adopted,
will impact. In the plenary I went
to, we discussed the impact the
MAI will have on labor move-
ments, and directions labor can
take in navigating the hostile
global economy.
Thea Lee, the Assistant

Labor Issues
<Danid<Bodah

' Workers
need to take a
stance on what

\ form a global-

ized economy
will have.

"

Director for International
Economics at the AFL-CIO, dis-

cussed a Labor Forum held in

Brazil by organizations from
throughout the Americas last

May. The
Forum
coincided
with a

meeting of

trad/e, .min-

isters next

door, at

which the

ministers were working toward a

Free Trade Area of the Americas.

According to Lee, the minis-

ters were furious at even the

mention of the possibility of

labor having a trace of input into

their negotiations. Much like the

USCIB.
The major concern for labor in

these ongoing movements toward
globalizing the economy may at

this point be simply getting a say.

However, there are also bigger

issues that need to be tackled.

Although a globalized economy
may be a natural extension of the

direction
technologi-
cal advance
is going,
workers
need to take

a stance on
what form
that econo-
my will

have.
Building an
internation-

al labor———^—— movement
now is important to keep up with

the schemes of corporations that

realize how easily labor can be

abused in some other nations.

Racism and fear of losing jobs

to workers in less-costly coun-
tries also poses the danger that

workers here in the United States

could be played against their fel-

lows abroad, surely to the delight

of business interests

Those negotiating the MAI
have tipped their hand: they are

aiming for enforceable interna-

tional laws that would trump
such pesky annoyances as the

minimum wage, worker safety

regulations, child labor laws, and
anything else that diminishes the

investor's bang for his buck.
How well they succeed depends
to an extent on what we let them
get away with.

The full draft text of the MAI
is available online at

"http://www.citizen.org/gtw".

Daniel Bodah is a Collegian
columnist
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Dance floor guerrillas: techno-punks bring the noise
By Marty Keone
ColUgian Staff

PRODIGY
The Fat of the Land

Maverick/XL

When Prodigy's "Firestarter" lit up
thej singles charts last fall, it

appeared that electronica — the
industry buzzword for machine-gen-
crated dance music — was at long
lastjpoised for a North American
breakthrough. Finally, the hype dis-

pensers said, the rave new world of
Eurcjpe was about to show American
teens a way out of their guitar-domi-
nated cul de sac.

Of course, missing from these pro-

nouncements was an acknowledg-
ment that electronic music has been
an integral part of the pop music fab-

ric in this country since the late 70's.

It all begs asks one question: What is

the house founded in Chicago, the
techno that charged Detroit, and the

hip-hop that blossomed from the
rubble of the South Bronx if not
electronic music?

Hot on the heels of a multimil-
lion-dollar deal with Madonna's
Maverick label comes Prodigy's wild-

ly anticipated The Fat of the Land
t Maverick/XL). It is hard to believe

that only two years ago. Prodigy's

domestic debut, Music for the fitted

Generation, fell flat and the band
lost its American record deal.

Will the reception be different this

time around? Undoubtedly. The
album debuted at No. 1 on
Billboard's album chart, and has
been entrenched in the top ten since

its July release. Of all the recent

releases by the new wave of British

electronic acts. The Fat of the Land
(which includes the incendiary
"Firestarter") is the likeliest candi-

date for commercial crossover suc-

cess.

The reason is not only because
Prodigy has two charismatic vocalists

(Maxim, the scary dread-locked and
kilted one and Keith Flint, the white,

inverse mohawked version of

Maxim), but because of the diversity

of its content; hip-hop, techno and
hard rock/punk sensibilities are all

intertwined in the familiarity of mas-

termind Liam Howlett's clever

breakbeat style.

Howlett clearly adores American
hip-hop and he's not afraid to wear
his inspirations on his sleeve. By
stacking Derrick Carter-style break-

beats end to end like dominos on the

opening "Smack My Bitch Up," he

evokes the breathless linear momen-
tum of Public Enemy's "Bring the

Noise" or Run D.M.C.'s "Sucker
MC's" — both of which are purely

electronic concoctions that nonethe-

less rock like hell.

Howlett even recruited the elusive

Kool Keith (a.k.a. Dr. Octagon) of

the seminal hip-hop outfit

Ultramagnetic MC's to throw down a

vicious rap on "Diesel Power," a

song that stands out as techno's best

attempt at hip-hop with tam-
bourine-laced beats that reciprocate

the smoothness of Keith's rhymes.

"Breathe," the album's second sin-

gle, brilliantly infuses a

call-and-response chorus with a

maelstrom of throbbing beats and
well-constructed dance grooves, not

to mention the haunting strumming

of an acoustic guitar that bridges a

sinister chorus with the second
verse.

Destined to become a club classic,

"Funky Shit" deftly intertwines high-

ly orchestrated rhythms around a

heavy electronic noise sample remi-

niscent of a boiling kettle whistle,

adding the occasional "Oh my god
that's some funky shit!" rant cour-

tesy of the Beastie Boys. Guaranteed

to perform as well in your car as at

the clubs or even at frat parties,

"Funky Shit" could very well make
Prodigy the first techno band to

break through on all these levels.

Still, for all of the futuristic under-

tones in his barrage, Howlett looks

backwards to punk for his primary

inspiration more often than not. It's

an impression cemented by Prodigy's

recent club tour, when the band's

relentless but simplistic assault

evoked not so much the future of

rock — as so many claim them to be
— but rather the "no future" threat-

ened by Johnny Rotten and the Sex

Turn to PRODIGY, page 8

COURTESY MORTEN LARSON

Prodigy mastermind Liam Howlett (second from left) rekindles the

punk fury of the Sex Pistols on The Fat Of The Land.

Squire, Seahorses disappoint with boring first release
By Marty Keane
Collegian Staff

SEAHORSES
Do It Yourself

Geffen

Crazy, wild and heart-pumping
rock n' roll. The kind that gets under
your skin and makes you choose some
goofy, body-jacking manifestation of

enjoyment, be it lurching your head
or moving your feet. Unexpected
hooks that just sound so right, it's as

if the song were always there, it just

took somebody to become a vehicle. -

I nfurrtJmately, thcjMaze all ihinu*.

that the Seahorses don't provide.

With fohn Squire, formerly of the

Stone Roses, playing guitar, I expect-

ed a little more jab from the band.

Having producer Tony Visconti, col-

laborator on numerous David
Bowie, T-Rex and Thin
Lizzie records, I expected

a little more creativity.

Instead, where there

should be punch,
there is just

defense... a careful

plan not to drive you

to rock ecstasy

Squire's once brilliant

guitar squalls have now been
reduced to snoozy, almost self-serv-

ing' solo*. If Do It Yourself seems to

l fc'cWctrWcl. it's little wonder.

Everything here has been done
before, and better, on the Stone
Roses' 1989 self-titled debut.

Vocalist Chris Helme is a decent
enough singer, but lacks the visceral

drawl of Ian Brown. You could

do much worse, but proba-

bly not more boring. C

MATCHBOX 20
Yourself Or Someone

Like You

Lava/Atlantic

One hit wonders —
we know the songs, but

who played them? Whatever
happened to Modem English ("I Melt

With You") and all of those other

bands on those cheesy compilations?

Well, here's a band that may have

that title soon: their name is

Matchbox 20, and their hit is called

"Push." After the single's well-struc-

tured melodicism, the other tunes on

Yourself or Someone Like You seem
like flimsy plywood imitations trying

to replicate the magic of that one
song., but it doesn't work. On top of

that, it's merely second-generation

Candlebox. Can you say "Dishwalla

Part II?" D

MORRISSEY
Maladjusted

Mercury

Morrissey? Maladjusted? Who
would have thought? After an incredi-

ble career with the hugely influential

Smiths, many pass off his solo career

as simply reliving his past glories.

That simply is not the case.

Maladjusted is his eighth studio effort

and on it, Morrissey is right where
he's always been and right where we
want him to be — in the throes of tur-

moil. The title track is Morrissey at

his finest, both lyrically and musically.

The familiar sound of his gorgeous
voice effortlessly belting out heartfelt

sentiments of personal upheaval
soothe the soul while his acerbic

lyrics bite back with a sugar-coated

voracity. When he croons "Trouble

Loves Me," it's nearly impossible not

to be convinced of his emotions,
awash in his perfunctory melancholic

&avdmWrw*msmima*mmmmsrmum.-
The true gem of Maladjusted,

thottfth. i(t"*Satan Rejected Mr Soul."

Turn to TRAX, page 6

Bushnell prepares

for a number of

Broadway shows

By Alex Iglesias

Collegian Staff

The Bushnell Theater's Broadway
series will soon close its season as

one of Broadway's newest hits,

Chicago, takes the stage. The musi-

cal will be making a stop at the

Hartford theater on Oct. 21-26 as

part of its two-year national tour.

Chicago has captivated audiences

around the country since its debut
in 1996, bringing about a unique
sense of theater. With its outra-

geously believable plot — like some-

thing out of a daytime soap opera —
Chicago creates a fascinating fantasy

world filled with money, murder,
swindling lawyers and seduction.

It's a non-stop journey through the

life story of a murderess, Roxie
Hart, who evades punishment for

her merciless crime, while still

manipulating the ever-so-gullible

media as she quickly rises to star-

dom.
Chicago was considered the best

show on Broadway during the 1996
theater season and has continued to

be one of the most vibrant and
eye-catching productions of the

year. It's a power-packed combo of

music and dance, filled with some of

the stage's sexiest dance choreogra-

phy and exploding with crowd
pleasing hits like "All that Jazz,"

"Mr. Cellophane" and "Razzle
Dazzle," composed by the Tony
Award-winning team of John
Kander and Fred Ebb (Kiss of the

Spider Women, Cabaret). Chicago
creates a dynamically stupendous
show that leaves you wondering if

murder could ever seem so intrigu-

ing... so sexy.

Turn to BUSHNELL page 8
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Networks ready for battle; line-ups set for approaching season
By Seemo Gongotirkar

Collegian Staff

The fall season is upon us and the

networks are scrambling to get our

attention. This season, we'll learn

whether Doug and Carol finally get

together on "ER" or if Mulder really

committed suicide on the "X-Files."

The networks are also bringing back a

couple of television veterans to tempt

viewers into watching.

After a dismal year with the

Nielsens. ABC has the most ground to

make up. The network's broadcast of

a U2 concert this summer set an
all-time record — the wrong kind.

The concert drew the lowest ever rat-

ings recorded for a television show.

ABC used to rule Friday nights

with its teen-orientated line-up. Two
of the shows from that line-up,

"Family Matters" and "Step by Step,"

have jumped ship to CBS. "Family

Matters," which is the most popular

television show among
African-Americans, spent eight sea-

sons on ABC. "Step by Step" which

features Patrick Duffy and Suzanne
Sommers. made the switch when the

sitcom kept getting bumped for the

lackluster "Clueless."

In addition, "Roseanne" ended its

eighth run on ABC this past spring

and the sacchrine laden "Lois &
Clark" did not make the cut for the

fall season. You can check out the

reruns of the action series on TNT
starting this fall. Dean Cain fans can

also catch the former Superman in

Best Men, due in October and Dog
Boys, which wrapped in |une. Bob
Saget, the longtime host of

"America's Funniest Home Videos"

joins Roseanne in bidding ABC adios.

Saget has hosted the show since 1 990

COUHTISY ASSOCIAKO PHI SS

Bill Cosby returns for a second
season of "Cosby" on CBS.

and feels it's time for a change.

"That's millions of people getting

hit in the groin. It was really time for

both parties to move on," Saget told

the New York Daily News.
ABC has picked MTV's Daisy

Fuentes as Saget 's replacement.

In addition, ABC is now the new
home of Julia Roberts' big brother,

Eric. Roberts. 40. will star in "C-16:
FBI" with Angie Harmon. He plays

|ohn Olansky, head of the elite 16th

squad of the FBI's Los Angeles office.

Roberts described his character as

being "just as complex, interesting

and intense as a lot of the bad guys

I've played."

NBC has been home to some of the

little screen's most popular sitcoms in

years past, such as "Cheers" and "The

Cosby Show." Bill Cosby is back on
CBS with a new show, while various

"Cheers" alums try their hands at new
series. Their attempts haven't always

been so successful. Last season, Ted
Danson teamed with wife Mary
Steenburgen for the CBS series "Ink,"

while Rhea Perlman starred in

"Pearl." Both shows fared less than

well and were cancelled this fall. You
can catch former "Cheers" fixture

George Wendt on Tea Leoni's
"Naked Truth" and of course Kelsey

Grammar as he continues to breathe

life into his role as Frasier Crane in

"Frasier."

So far, "Frasier," which is entering

its fifth season, has fared the best out

of all attempts by the "Cheers" veter-

ans. This November, the sitcom will

air its 100th episode. Grammar
attributed the popularity of his show
to the character he plays. He described

the neurotic Seattle psychiatrist at a

press conference as "a wonderfully

self- sacrificing, self-obsessed human
being, and that's probably what makes
him recognizable to most people."

Hoping to echo Grammar's success,

Kirstie Alley is returning to the tube in

"Veronica's Closet." Alley described

her character to the New York Daily

News saying, "She's not that savvy.

She started out as a model, get it?

She's not that bright in business. She's

not that bright. That's pretty much
who she is." Alley's show has landed

in the Thursday night line-up.

Fred Savage, all grown up, is back

and ready to tackle another television

series in NBC's "Working." Since the

end of "The Wonder Years," Savage

has been studying English literature at

Stanford.

"Another series wasn't really on the

agenda for me because I wanted to

finish up school," Savage told critics.

"But this stood head and shoulders

above any other script I'd seen. It

offered me the opportunity to play this

grown-up guy."

The new series, which has also

landed a great spot on NBC's

JSpirit^ms
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Wednesday night line-up, would
make Dilbert proud. Savage plays

Mike Peyser, an idealistic college grad

who hopes to succeed by trying really

hard.

It's more than friendship keeping

the cast of the hit NBC sitcom
"Friends" together. It's more like a

grunt load of cash to the tune of

$85,000 per episode which will have

Jennifer Aniston, Courtney Cox,
David Schwimmer, Lisa Kudrow,
Matt Leblanc and Matthew Perry

hanging out at NBC through the year

2000.

The new agreement between NBC
and "Friends" producer Warner
Brothers stipulates that NBC will

fork over $5 million per episode for

the upcoming season. Previously,

NBC had been paying roughly $1 mil-

lion per episode. Because of the

increased costs, advertisers can
expect to pay more than the previous

rate of $450,000 per 30 second spot.

Last season, "Third Rock From the

Sun" reigned as one of the top sit-

coms on the air, winning both
Emmys and Golden Globes. This
coming season, Roseanne will make a

guest appearance as the alien wife of

Dick (John Lithgow). According to

an NBC spokesman, Roseanne's role

may be recurring if audience reaction

is favorable.

Joining "Third Rock" and
"Working" on NBC's Wednesday
night line-up will be television veter-

an Tony Danza. Danza, who flopped

trox

in a series last year, returns with

"The Tony Danza Show." On the

show, Danza plays a sports columnist

and single father of two girls. Maria

Canals co- stars as Danza's assistant,

who helps him out of various jams.

CBS is emerging as the big winner

this season. Its Monday night line-up

remains strong with lead-in "Cosby"

followed by "Murphy Brown" and

"Cybil."

Joining the Monday line-up is

"George & Leo," a new sitcom star-

ring Bob Ncwhart and Judd Hirsch.

Newhart plays a widowed bookstore

owner living on Martha's Vineyard.

Hirsh is Leo, Newhart's satirical foil.

The two meet when Hirsch's daugh-

ter is about to marry Newhart's son.

Don't expect sexy scenes or double

COURTtSr ASSOCIATED PRfSS

Kirstie Alley will try her luck in a

new show debuting on NBC
Thursdays.

entendre from "George & Leo."

Newhart anticipates his show will

contain cleaner humor than other

television offerings.

"That isn't the kind of show I like

to do," Newhart told the Associated

Press. "I think we can go a little fur

ther than we have in the past, but not

like some of the shows I've seen.

They're more shock than they are

funny."

In the long-running "Murphy
Brown," the title character (played by

Candice Bergen) will develop breast

cancer. The story line is based on
anchorwoman Linda Ellerbee's fight

with breast cancer.

"Anything that speaks of breast

cancer above a whisper is ultimately

good for women," Ellerbee said

about the new twist in Murphy's life.

CBS has perfected the art of grab-

bing shows from other networks.

Last year, it picked up NBC's "JAG."

In addition to scooping up "Step by

Step" and "Family Matters," the net-

work has added NBC's "Unsolved
Mysteries" to its Friday night lineup.

Parents beware: Weird Al
Yankovic is taking to the airways.

"I was a warped little boy, and
now I'm out to warp the youth of

America," Yankovic said. His new
show will air Sunday mornings on
CBS. Yankovic will live in a cave

with Harvey the Hamster as his com-
panion.

Compiled from various wire and
media services by Seema Gangatirkar.

continued from page 5

Clearly one of the best song titles he

has ever come up with, a catchy gui-

tar hook and sarcastic lyrics, it is an

instant Morrissey classic. Longtime
producer Steve Lillywhite once again

captures the Mozzer's true spirit with

crisp, clean production. Now 37 years

old, the times and music around him
have certainly changed, but Morrissey

just can't seem to shake what's bug-

ging him. Hard core fans will surely

embrace this latest effort, but

Maladjusted is also a reason for those

who scoff to give him another chance.

B

PAVEMENT
Shady lane EP

Matador

Much like the combo appetizer at

Chili's, Pavement's Shady Lane EP
offers up five pleasant tastes in conve-

nient bite-sized portions. Each one
has a unique flavor, yet they all seem
to compliment each other in perfect

unison. The title track features

Pavement at the top of its game, with

musical and lyrical abstractions

galore, capped off when singer-gui-

tarist Steven Malkmus unexpectedly

announces, "You've been chosen as

an extra in the movie adaptation of

the sequel to your life." Coming from

anyone else, I'd say the guy got into

the gene pool when the lifeguard

wasn't watching, but by now, we've

come to expect this engaging brand of

silliness communicated through his

singing-in-the- shower vocal deliv-

ery.

Later, Pavement borrows the old

Ramones tradition of yelling,

"1-2-3-4!" in introducing "Wanna
Mess You Around," a glorious punk
rave-up of the highest order. They
haven't rocked this hard since Slanted

& Enchanted's "Conduit for Sale."

"Slowly Typed" and "No Tan Lines"

also see Pavement test boundaries by

subtly pushing the band members'
creative abilities. Even though "Cherry

Area" is a little too slackeresque, it's

still a whimsical guilty pleasure.

Just what a good Pavement EP
should be: a solid A-sllde, some

abstruse experimental excursions and

plenty of Malkmus' goofy vocal mean-

derings. Always a recipe for success.

§»

PAUL WELLER
Heavy Soul

Island

The modfather is back. While the

songs remain largely the same,
anthemic with lots of big guitar chords,

Heavy Soul (Island) is a more rocking

and uplifting affair that its predecessor,

Stanley Road. Weller, who has been

deified by nearly everyone in contem-

porary British pop, continues to blend

'60's-style folk-rock ("I Should Have

Been There to Inspire You").

Americana-tinged British folk

("Driving Nowhere") and church-wor-

thy soul ("Golden Sands"). However,

more than anything, Heavy Soul shows

why Weller is credited with the perfec-

tion of the wah-wah style of guitar

playing that has provided people like

Oasis' Noel Gallagher with a mems to

make a living. B
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Emmy producers prepare for awards
BylynnEtW
Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — Bryant Gumbel did a little Crystal-gaz-

ing to prepare for his upcoming role as Emmy host.

Studying a videotape of last March's Oscar eeremoin.

Gumbel watched emcee Billy Crystal rock the audience with

comic palter, song and dance — and decided to do it his

way: straight.

"He (Crystal) does this for a living and he docs it very

well." said the television newsman. "That's not what I'm

going to try to do."

"I'm going to try to be inconspicuous and try to make sure

the show goes smoothly, people enjoy themselves and the

show seems seamless." Gumbel said. "And that it's conduct-

ed with a degree of dignity and class and decorum."

Don Mischer. producer of the ceremony, which airs at 8

p.m. on CBS Sunday, Sept. J 4. says he's got the right man in

Gumbel, who jumped from NBC's "Today" to CBS and is

being showcased by his new network.

"A good host i> someone who can take you efficiently and

gracefully through the evening," said Mischer. "Bryant's got a

manner about him; he's easy going, he's intelligent, he's total-

ly comfortable with live television."

He also won't feel compelled to unleash a laugh-getting

zinger each time he appears, which can make a show look

like it's simply trying too hard, Mischer said.

If Emmy has any problems, they're not on the stage, the

producer said — they're in the audience.

'Seats are just a gigantic problem," Mischer said. "There's

demand that far, far exceeds the number available" at the

Pasadena Civic Auditorium. Emmy's longtime home with a

capacity of about 2,600.

Take *ER," for example, the leading nominee with 22 bids

— which just happens to equal the number of places allotted

for the drama's large slate of producers and one guest each.

That figure doesn't even include nominated "ER" stars like

Anthony Edwards, lulianna Margulies and their guests. The

shortage leaves even network executives scrambling for tick-

ets, let alone awards.

The trophies, of course, are the real goal, especially in a

year when Home Box Office nearly nudged the Big Three

broadcast networks out for the most bids, ultimately falling

just two shy of NBC's 92 nominations.

Leading series nominees include HBO's "The Larry

Sanders Show" with 16 nominations. Fox's "The X-Files"

with 12. ABC's "NYPD Blue" with 1 1 and NBC's "Seinfeld"

and "Frasier" with nine nods each.

For those watching the Academy of Television Arts &
Sciences ceremony at home, the truly pressing issue is

whether the three-hour show will be a dud or a doozy.

The lineup of presenters is properly starry, including

Candice Bergen; Gillian Anderson and David Duchovny of

"The X-Files"; Glenn Close; Laurence Fishburne, Alfre

Woodard and funnymen and women including Bob
Newhart, Garry Shandling and Ellen DeGeneres.

Prodigy
continued from page 5

Pistols two decades ago.

An out-of-the-blue cover of L7's

"Fuel My Fire" closes the album and

is Prodigy's strongest, most straight-

forward punk statement. Guest
vocals from Republica's Saffron,

along with Flint's trademark
Rottenesque sneer, propel the tune's

defiantly brash hook ("People like

you just fuel my fire"), while Howlett

adds a pummelling drum loop and
svnth treatments that blatantly mimic
metallic, shredding chords that keep

the frentic pace moving like an
out-of- control roller coaster.

There are greater transgressions

than trying to transfer the spirit of

the Pistols to the machine age. But

the next time someone spouts on
about how Prodigy's music repre-

sents the future of rock, suggest a

visit to the hip-hop and punk sec-

tions in a well-stocked record store.

There, one will find countless records

by firestarters who were rocking out

long before Liam Howlett bought his

first computer. B

Back to

OLIVE

Exrro Virgin

SMOKING POPES

Destination Failure

HE H0NEYDO0S

Seen o Ghost

ARTIFICAl JOY ClUI

All product shown at everyday low prices

MUSIC • SOFTWARI

MEDIA PLAY
STORE HOURS: MON SAT: 10AM 10PM: SUN: 1 1 AM 7PM

HAMPSHIRE MAIL: MON-THURS: 10AM 9:30PM; MI-SAT: 10AM 10PM, 1 1 AM &PM

Hampshire Mall, Hadley, (413) 582 041 Stateline Plaid, Enfield, (860) 253-4777

Newington Commons Plaza, Newington, (860) 594-7272

Crossroads Buckland Hills. Manchester, (860) 648 5870

Orquesta Aragon releases new original album

By Niko Price

Associated I'rc.-.-,

Orquesta Aragon was founded in the southern

Cuban city of Cienfuegos in 1939 and went on to help

create the Cuban sound. With its infectious harmonics

and charanga 'rhythms, it inspired generations of musi-

cians, including the supergroups of today such as Los

Van and Irakere.

Now the group has released ii* first disc of original

material in years and much of it sounds, appropriately

enough, like the bands it inspired. This is great music —
both the modern tracks and the basic old-time grooves

that remind us of the Orquesta Aragon that played

Havana's casinos in the 1940s and '50s.

The group — obviously a different lineup from
when it was created — is now led by the son of the

late founder Rafael Ley. but the newcomers have been

true to their predecessors' direction. The disc's open-

ing track. "Se la gano." sounds remarkably like Los

Van — and like a GOOD Los Van tune at that. The
more traditional cuts — "Vida vidita" is especially nice

— show that Aragon still knows how to wrile a solid

charanga.

For decades, Toure Kunda has been at the top ol

Senegalese music, and has found real success m Europe

as well.

Heavier on the traditional instruments — especially

drums — than most Senegalese pop amiticiana, they

have relied on solid songwritmg and pure vocals. But

over the past few years their music has become more

electronic, while the writing has gone downhill, resulting

in a vapid, poppy sound.

With "Mouslai," Toure Kunda seems lo be finding as

groove.

The opening track, a remix ol their song. "L indy. has

a very Western beat, and the group's mystical sound

works to make it seem almost New Age. Listen a couple

of times and you'll be hooked. The rest of the album is

more traditional Toure Kunda. but ihey have managed

to integrate Senegalese instruments like the kora into a

more modern groove while still sounding solid this

isn't a masterpiece, but it indicates a comeback lor

Toure Kunda may be in the works.

Bushnell
continued from page 5

The shows are not over yet.

The Bushnell Theater rounded up

a sensational line-up of shows to

follow Chicago's six day perfor-

mance. Within weeks of

Chicago's last performance. The
Bushnell will be adding to the

ranks of Broadway shows storm-

ing the area. Hayley Mills will

star in Rodgers and

Hammerstein's The King and I.

which will be followed by Big.

Other notable shows, such as

the reborn version of the

Broadway classic. Showboat;
Peter Pan, starring Cathy Rigby;

and Rent, the hottest, most
vibrant show of the '90s will fin-

ish the 1997-98 Bushnell season.

Tickets for Chicago range from

$I7-$55. Subscriptions for the

Broadway Scries tickets range

from $97-$527.

For more info, cull 1 he
Bushnell Box -Office at

(860)246- 6807;
Monday-Saturday. 10 a.m. to 5

p.m.; Sunday, noon to 4 pm.
TDD (860)987-6097. Groups

20 or more call (8601251- 701

1

The Arts & Living desk is looking lor writers interested in books, theater, grt,

music, television, fashion, film and more. Stop by the Collegian and talk to

Seema Gangatirkar or call 545-1361.

w-eYco/w-e
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(rr*c<l *X<W<*.

MVc
Council Travel

r?PH
CIEE: Council on International Educational Exchange

44 Main Street

Amherst (413) 256-1261
~>£i a— r

GW Semester in Washington
An lln<ler<»r.iduatc Program in Political Management

Spring, Summer, and Fall Sessions

Experience Springtime
in the Nation's Capital

• Learn From ond Network Among
"Washington Insiders"

• Live 3 blocks from the White House

• Produce Radio and TV Advertisements

in Campaign Simulations

• Bike and Rollerblade by

DCs Cherry Blossoms

• Compete as Consulting Groups

on Strategic Lobbying Plans

Make Connections to

Launch YOUR CAREER
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.i- ••»•, tt» AAanar.rmrnt

GW is on equal opporluniry/oflirmaliv. adion institution
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Unleash big savings. AT&T presents the

largest student discount program ever. FREE.
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n

iVoufrif fo you ay tht

E. Fredricks
AT&T

Choose AT&T. And we'll give you a free one-year Student Advantage*

membership. Use your card to get special offers and up to 50% off every

day at thousands of your favorite neighborhood places and national
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THEATRES

M©bil

MOTOPHOTO
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Greyhound
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For More Information, And To Receive An Application, Contact

(800) 367-4776, (202) 994-6000 http://www.gwu.edu/-gspm
Now Accepting Applications On A Rolling Admissions Bgjis

Apply NOWl Spring Sc'-ftton Deadline Octpber 3 1 1997

Choose AT&T.

Get a Student Advantage membership. FREE.

Call 1-800-878-3872
or visit www.att.com/college/np.html

It's all within your reach AT&T
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Neagle dosing in on C)>

By Paul Newberry
Associated Press

ATLANTA — When Chipper

lones looks around the Atlanta club-

house, he already sees three Cy
Young Award winners.

"It sure would be neat to have

four guys in here with a Cy Young,"

the Braves third baseman said.

Denny Neagle is doing his part.

Supposedly the anonymous member
of a rotation that includes Greg
Maddux (NL Cy Young winner,

1992-95), Tom Glavine ('91) and

(ohn Smoltz ('96). Neagle is making

a strong case that he's the best

pitcher in the NL this year. While

Maddux is having a typically bril-

liant season and Montreal's Pedro

Martinez deserves strong considera-

tion with 16 wins and a microscopic

1.63 ERA, it may be impossible for

the voters to deny Neagle.

Consider these numbers:

He became the NL's first 19-game

winner Tuesday night, pitching a

four-hit shutout against the Detroit

Tigers. With a record of 19-3, he

has the best winning percentage

(.864) in the majors. His four

shutouts are tied for the major-

league lead.

He ranks fifth in the league with a

2.70 ERA and fourth in innings

pitched with 209 2-3 and has held

opponents to a cumulative batting

average of .232, 10th lowest in the

Emergency
Response
Operators

F/T and P/T

Pioneer

Medical

Systems,

a leader

in the

medical

alarm

industry, is currently seeking

candidates for the above posi-

tions. F/T and P/T shifts avail-

able, all shifts. Starting pay

$6.40-$8.40. Premium pay for

bilingual (Spanish).

Please send resume to

or apply In person (M-F

9AM-5PM) at: Pioneer Medical

Systems, 37 Washington St.,

Melrose, MA 02176. Fax

(800)245-7713.

NL.
Even (ones, who gets to see

Maddux (17-4, 2.39 ERA) on a reg-

ular basis, would cast his Cy Young
vote for Neagle.

"I kind of sense that no matter

what Mad Dog (Maddux) does, he'll

always be the front-runner," lones

said. "The fans will want to give it to

him again, so Denny's got to go out

there and win it. He's got that killer

instinct, that tunnel vision, and he's

really working his magic right now."
Neagle's 19th victory might have

been his most impressive. He
allowed only three singles and a

double to the Tigers, but erased two
of the runners on double plays and
wound up facing only two batters

above the minimum. He struck out

six. walked none and kept Detroit

off balance all night with his mysti-

fying assortment of pitches.

"Detroit had no idea what was
coming." catcher Javy Lopez said.

"He never throws the same pitch

twice in a row."

Neagle also went 2-for-3 at the

plate, including his third career homer.

"I've never been a strong finisher

in the second half," said Neagle,

whose previous best record was 16-

9 last season. "1 wanted to make a

point this second half that I could

finish out the year on a good note."

"If 1 know him, he's going to keep
pushing in September," shortstop

Jeff Blauser said. "He's liable to win
24-25 games."

If that happens, the Cy Young
Award will probably stay in the

Braves' family, the Atlanta club-

house, he already sees three Cy
Young Award winners.

Collegian is looking for

delivery drivers. Must have
own vehicle, and be avail-

able mornings until 10.

C.J. huge hit in Florida;

errorless streak 1 05 games
By Steven Wine
Associated Press
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MIAMI — A cluster of fans age 6
to 60 hang over the dugout roof dur-

ing batting practice, pleading for

Charles Johnson's autograph.

They toss him caps, balls, photos,

posters — enough paraphernalia to

start a souvenir shop. He deftly catch-

es every item, signs it and lobs it back
into the stands.

Then Johnson trots off, his record

intact: He still hasn't mishandled any-

thing all year.

The Florida Marlins' catcher

doesn't have an error or a passed ball,

which means he's flirting with a per-

fect season at his position. Through
Tuesday, Johnson had 1 54 consecu-

tive errorless games, five shy of Rick
Cerone's major league record. In 105
games this year, Johnson had handled
845 chances and perhaps 16,000
pitches without a bobble.

"You don't start a season thinking

you're going to go errorless or not

make a passed ball." Johnson said.

"You understand that things like (hat

happen. It's part of the game."
A season without a passed ball is

unusual for a catcher, and to go with-

out an error is even more rare. But to

do both in the same year?

"Amazing," said Andy Etchebarren,

a coach for the Baltimore Orioles and
a major league catcher for 1 5 seasons.

"If he catches 120 to 130 games and
doesn't have a passed ball or an error,

that's hard to believe."

The Orioles got their first look at

Johnson during an

interleague series this week. In

Florida's extra-inning victory

Tuesday, he picked a Baltimore run-

ner off second base, tagged out two
runners at the plate and had two hits,

including a single to start the game-
winning rally in the 10th inning.

"That catcher," Baltimore manager
Davey Johnson said, "is all-world."

By any measure, the 26-year-old

Florida native and University of

Miami product is enjoying the best

season in a three-year career that

already includes two Gold Gloves. He

has been a catalyst as the Marlins

close in on the first playoff berth in

franchise history.

"If we were to lose C.J., that would
be the worst loss on the team," said

teammate Darren Daulton, a former

catcher. "We couldn't afford it."

Because of defense, Johnson made
the All-Star team this year for the

first time despite a .226 average.

Then he got hot, and through

Tuesday he was hitting .340 since the

All-Star break, raising his season

average to .272 with 18 homers and
57 RBIs.

"Don't get too close to him — you
might get bumed," teammate Tony
Saunders joked.

Johnson said the All-Star berth

boosted his confidence, and since

then he has felt more comfortable at

the plate.

"I've just been relaxed, and that

has helped me to see the ball a lot

better," he said.

The Marlins always considered any
offense from Johnson a bonus
because of his play behind the plate.

In 326 career games he has just 10

errors and 10 passed balls, and his

arm ranks with the best at any posi-

tion. For the third consecutive year,

he has the highest success rate in the

National League against base-stealers,

throwing out 41 in 91 attempts (45

percent).

A throw Johnson made Tuesday
may have been his most memorable
of the season, in a weird sequence of

events, he picked off a pinch-runner

for a pinch-runner, who also hap-

pened to be one of his best friends.

After Baltimore's Harold Baines

singled, Shawn Boskie ran for him at

first. Following a walk, Boskie was
replaced at second by Jeffrey

Hammonds. Then, when Jeff

Reboulet missed a bunt attempt,

Johnson picked off Hammonds.
Later, in the clubhouse, Johnson

watched a replay of Hammonds stray-

ing too far off second base.

"Don't do it, Jeff," Johnson said to

the video screen, before adding with a

smile, "He was best man at my wed-
ding."

Attention Collegian sports

writers and newcomers:
The first Sports meeting is tonight at 7 p.m. in the

Collegian newsroom (113 Campus Center). This

meeting is mandatory if you want to write in the fall.

Any questions, call Luke Meredith at 545-1851.

on studying:

,SS6 year »anlor)

-Daa'tr feel iiV« ,~ i.

*«». Pace yourself.

COUAUSY MfDIA RHATIONS

Nothing but net...
Senior forward Mike Butler and the Massachusetts men's soccer

team take on McCill University tonight at Szot Park in Chicopee.
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Tournament 7:30
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Patriots on the move, Bledsoe looking sharp * charge
' CD 17 continued trom pa^

When I started to write my first

National Football League column of

the year, 1 contemplated blasting

Pete Carroll for being too soft on the

New England Patriots. He just

seemed a bit too casual to follow up
the season Bill Parcells left us with.

He didn't want to name team cap-
tains and overall just wanted to be a

buddy-buddy. Kevin Kennedy-type
guy with his players.

But after what I saw on Sunday, I

don't care. I have never seen Drew
Bledsoe play with so much authority

and fire than he did against San
Diego. No matter how good Parcells

is. he never got Drew to play like

that. He was running, blocking,

throwing his hands in the air and fir-

ing the ball at will, embarrassing the

Charger defense in the process.

The whole Patriots team looked to

be enjoying themselves. Damn, I'd

hate to be enjoying my job.

After looking over the Patriots

during the pre-season, the major
question mark was Bledsoe. The
receiving core is in tact. The Pats

have one of the premier running
backs in the ganu- (Curtis Martin)

with one of the best lead blockers in

Sam Gash, the best receiving tight

end in Ben Coates, a quality offen-

sive line and a no-name, soon-to-be
all-pro defense.

So all that was left was the gener-

al, the man who must control the

tempo of every game he is involved

in. Well, I don't want to prematurely

wet myself, but Drew played the

best game of his career on Sunday.

He completed 67 percent of his

passess to eight different receivers

for 540 yards, threw for four touch-

downs and even ran for eight yards.

He shuffled around in the pocket
and got out of it when he needed to.

It was his 1 4th 500-plus yard

game in only his fifth season. At 25
years of age, Bledsoe could be form-
ing into the kind of quarterback
everybody has been waiting for him
to become.

But the best part about Sunday's
debut of the new Patriots regime
was how happy the team was to be
out there. No sour H^M^HMal
pusses, no looks to

the sideline to see if

what you did was
going to be accept-

ed or not. The team
had a good time,

and the coach was
right there with them.

To all those analysts who didn't

believe in the talent the Patriots had
and truly believed it was just Bill

Parcells who brought them to the

Superbowl (Chris Collinsworth to

name one), a thumb on the nose to

you.

In other NFL news:

•With Marc Brunnell out for six

weeks, Kerry Collins out for six

weeks, Dan Marino only 90 percent,

(on Elway with a sore throwing arm
and Troy Aikman and Steve Young
only one concussion each from
retirement, this season will not only

be one for new coaching staffs but

one for inexperienced quarterbacks.

National

Football League
Jonathan VI. Place

Looks like Bubby Brister is going to

make the highlight reels again.

Yippee!

•Jeff George is once again trying

to claim he was just a victim of poor

coaching down in Atlanta but will

now be a good boy under the eye-

patch of the Raiders.

Wait a minute! A good boy for the

Raiders. They're not supposed to be

good. They are supposed to cause

injuries and lead the league in penal-

ties. That's it. Anyway, George isn't

as good as people think he is. Sure,

he can throw the ball a mile, but

once things stop

going his way he'll

turn back into the

cry-baby we all

know him for.

•One team that

could turn out to

be a one hit won-
der is the Carolina Panthers. During
the first few exhibition games, they

have showed me nothing that proves

to me that they will make it to the

playoffs again. But last year they

started off slow, sb we'll wait and
see.

•With Wayne Fonts out and

Bobby Ross in as the new head

coach of the Detroit lions, Barry

Sanders will now be utilized correct-

ly. For the past eight seasons the

soon-to-be deemed greatest running

back in NFL history has been the

lone man in the backfield. Now, alter

all this time, he has been given a full-

back (Brad Baxter) to help pave the

way for some extra yards.

•To no surprise, the Packers have
been picked to win the Superbowl.
most likely because the NFC has no
one else to challenge them. The
Cowboys are still dangerous, (on and
off the field), but I believe their days

of Superbowl glory are over. The
49ers have a new coach, and with

the loss of Jerry Rice for the season

are as questionable as Carolina.

Speaking of the Panthers... they are

without Collins at the helm and
Steve Buerlein is not the answer.

•It's just an opinion, but 1 think

Bill Parcells has been dead for a

while and the lets are just playing

tapes of old press conferences he
made while coaching the Patriots.

It's just a theory.

There looks to be quite a few
teams fighting for playoff spots this

year. The Packers and the Broncos

are shoe-ins for division titles. After

the display the Pats gave on Sunday,

we may see them again in January.

After that, who the hell knows right

now? For all we know, the

Buccaneers could win the

Superbowl. Actually, considering

how they defeated the 49ers on
Sunday, that might not be so

far-fetched.

After every two-bit, so-called

expert has said his piece, it still looks

like there is going to be some great

football this season. I'll be coming at

you every week this year to try and
tell you something you don't already

know.

Jonathan M. Place is a Collegian

columnist.

continued trom page 14

his young players, but he should be

able to read between the lines when
management thinks that 97-year-old

Shawon Dunston can improve their

team and boost them into playoff con-

tention.

Uh, nice try buccos. but sorry try

again.

There is some reason for optimism
at the convergence (where ihe three

rivers come
together...con verge...Three Rivers

Stadium. ..ahh forget it!). Tony
Womack and lose Guillen arc two
bright stars around whom a good
team can be built, but there is work
to do yet if you think Dunston is your

answer now.
• Unlike most people, I have issues

with the American League Rookie of

the Year race — the one that actually

ended when Nomar went on his

50-game hit streak. Imagine the

power numbers Jose Cruz, Jr. would
have if he had spent the entire season

in the major leagues. If he had the

chance to approach the 40-homer
plateau, Garp might have had a run

for his money.

Or, if the Angels played in the first

half like they've been playing lately.

|ason Dickson might be closing in on
20 wins by now. How about
Dickson's teammate Darin Erstad
who is learning a new position (first

base) and batting third in one of the

league's most potent offensive
attacks.

Don't get me wrong, Nomar should

probably get a few MVP votes, never

mind Rookie of the Year. He has
quickly established himself as one of

the lop 10 all-around ballplayers in

the junior circuit, an indisputable
fact.

No?
Go ahead, name ten better. ..I

didn't think so!

• Does anyone remember the Wake
Forest game at Mullins a couple years

ago? Yeah, remember the over-rated

cheer we graced Tim Duncan with?

Well, we were a little bit off base
back then, but 1 have two words for

all of you Yankees fans that may have

been in attendance: Hideki Irabu.

Fred Hurlbrink. ]r. is a Collegian

Columnist.

USC, UCLA both underdogs at home

The UMass Media Relations staff is holding a meeting

for all interested newcomers Monday, Sept. 8 at 5 p.m. in

Boyden Building, Room 249. The Media Relations

department is the public relations wing of the athletic

department. If you have any questions, please call the

Media Relations office at 545-2439.

By Richard Rosenblatt

Associated Press

College football in Los Angeles may have reached

a new low this week: Both Southern California and
UCLA are double-digit underdogs. At home.
Tough to comprehend, perhaps, but the reason-

ing seems justified considering the opposition. The
23rd-ranked Trojans open the season against No. 5

Florida State and the Bruins play No. 3 Tennessee

at the Rose Bowl.

"USC is definitely a program that any college

coach would like to play," Seminoles coach Bobby
Bowden said.

For Florida State, Saturday might be a good time

for the first meeting between the teams. The
Seminoles are favored by 12 1/2 points, even with a

bunch of suspended players.

USC coach |ohn Robinson figures his team needs

a little luck to pull an upset.

"I don't think our weapons are very sharp,"

Robinson, who will start sophomore John Fox at

quarterback, said. "We're not one of those teams

where you say, 'Whoa.' Our weapons could be pret-

ty sharp by midseason."

While the Seminoles go with Thad Busby — he

threw for 1 ,866 yards and 16 TDs in '96 — Fox has

thrown two passes for the Trojans — one incom-
plete, the other intercepted.

The Vols, coming off a 52- 1 7 rout of Texas Tech
that saw Peyton Manning tie a school record with

five TD passes, are favored by 14 1/2 points over

the Bruins.

UCLA dropped a 37-34 decision at Washington
State last week as the Cougars' Ryan Leaf threw for

381 yards and three TDs and the defense stopped

freshman lermaine Lewis on fourth-and-goal from
the one with 2:48 left.

How can the Bruins stop Manning?
"You've just got to hope that you improve,"

UCLA coach Bob Toledo said. "This isn't the NFL,
you don't make trades or put guys on waivers.

We've got to go with the guys that we've got." The
Vols, meanwhile, had problems with the Bruins last

season before winning 35-20 at Knoxville, Tenn., in

Toledo's coaching debut.

UCLA crossed up the Vols' offense with a variety

of attacking defenses. Tennessee coach Phillip

Fulmer remembers it w<None>ell. "Last year it was
just a fire drill out there at times, trying to figure out

who to block," Fulmer said. "It'll help us having

played them once, and it'll help that we've seen

them on film once this year."

Twenty of the Top 25 teams are in action this

weekend, including three matchups between ranked
teams — No. 5 Florida State at No. 23 USC, No. 7

Washington at No. 19 Brigham Young and No. 24

Colorado State at No. 8 Colorado.

BYU lost one game last season — 29-17 to

Washington — and is )'X>king to, spring an upset at

home.
"This game wtii not make or break our season,

because we have a chance to be a good ballclub,"

BYU coach LaVell Edwards said. "We'll be ready

to play and I think we'll give a good account of

ourselves."

Six Top 25 games are first-time matchups:
Florida State-USC, Auburn-Virginia, Indiana-North

Carolina, Central Michigan-Florida, Texas-El Paso-

LSU and Rutgers-Texas.

My picks:

Pittsburgh (plus 32) at No. 1 Penn State

Mike McQueary passes first test as Nittany Lions

QB... PENN STATE 44-14.

Central Michigan (plus 40 1/2) at No. 2 Florida

Gators score points aplenty now that coach
Steve Spurrier is angry at his offense... FLORIDA
56-7.

No. 3 Tennessee (minus 14 1/2) at UCLA
Now that Peyton Manning is warmed up... TEN-

NESSEE 42-31. No. 4 Washington (minus 7) at

No. 19 Brigham Young
BYU has score to settle, but Huskies OB Brock

Huard has other plans... WASHINGTON 41-21.

No. 5 Florida State (minus 12 1/2) at No. 23
Southern California Seminoles 37-11-1 vs. teams

ranked in AP poll... FLORIDA STATE 35-28.

Indiana (plus 29 1/2) at No. 7 North Carolina

Tar Heels defense still the best; offense pretty

good, too... NORTH CAROLINA 42-7.

No. 24 Colorado State (plus 15 1/2) at No. 8
Colorado

Buffs are 31-1-1 vs. Rams in Boulder... COL-
ORADO 42-35. Texas-El Paso (plus 37) at No. 10

LSU
Kevin Faulk. gels his Heisman campaign off to

flying start... LSU 42-14.

Georgia Tech (plus 20) at No. 1 1 Notre Dame
Finally. Bob Davie makes Notre Dame coaching

debut... NOTRE DAME 35-20.

Collegian is look-

ing for delivery dri-

vers. Must have
own vehicle, and
be available morn-

ings until 10.

frirjfciw;mayCM
Without Wearing In Line

STUDENT SPECIAL

[AMHERST ATHLETIC CLUB
Rte. 118

Sex Amhent • 256-0O80

take Kaplan
and get into the

right school.

LSAT IGMAT

Highly trained, expert teachers who know the

tests inside and out.

Personalized, computerized study plans, tailored

to your individual needs

Proven methods, guaranteed to raise your score.

6W^\i At\ \& &PItt

the leader In test prep and
admission* counseling

KAPLAN
1 800-KAP TEST

www.kaplan.com

109.00!!
FIEX

FITNESS CENTER
AMHERST M A

The Valley's Leading Weight Training Facility

1 75 University Drive • Amherst • 253-3539

Welcome to the Newman Center
All North Pleasant St. Amherst, MA 01 002 (41 3) 549-0300

The Newman Center at the University of Massachusetts houses the Catholic

Chapel on campus. This centrally located building serves the members of the

University community throughout the year and offers to all:

•a 500 seat chapel for prayer

•a library for sluay and reading
• two lounges for study and relaxation

• a large cafeteria for food
• a billiards room for recreation

• a BankBoston ATM machine for money
• Mad Dasher Note Taking Services

•Java Hut Coffe Bar

• Building Hours:

Sun-Thur: 7:00am-5:00pm

Fri: 7:00arrr5:00pm

Sat:7:00arrr6:00pm

• Sacrament off Reconciliation
Saturday 2:30-3:30a by eppointment

• Cafeteria Hours:
/WyrThurs: 7:O0arrr7:3Opm

Fri: 700arrr3:00pm

Sat: 8-OOam-3<X)pm

Sun: 8:O0om-3:00pm

SCHEDULE EFFECTIVE BEGINNING SEPTEMBER 3, 1997

• Mass Schedule:
Sat. 9:00am,4:00pm

Sun: 8:00am, 10:3Cam,

7:00pm

MorrFri: 5:15pm

UMass Division Of
Continuing Education

omething for
Everybody

Call for a free course catalog-

(413) 54S-0I07 or contined@admin.umass.edu

Check out www.umass.edu/contined/ for updated info.

DIVISION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

• Over 1 00 credit

undergrad courses—
in the evening!

• More than 1 00 non

credit workshops—
affordable, fun, practical,

including

Bartending,

Retirement
& Investment
Planning,

Past Life

Regression,

Country
Line Dancing,

Gardening,

Computers,

East Asian
Medicine,

Creating
Comics!

RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

featuring "Busih & Busth Light" 30-pk $ I O.—
12-ok Bottle Special

Mfli*!"|.<rTVlf:ffl."

Michael Shea's "BldcUTran"

J.W. Dundee's "Honey Brown

i "Fantastic Pricinq!"

"MICRO MADNESS"
Red Hook

ALLFLAV0RS ,
P^'s

Catamount Harpoon

Mix & Match "TWO" 6-pks . .

.

!

Wow!

• Delivery Available • OPEN 9:00am to I i:oopm • Visa/Mastercard • All Been Plus Deposit •
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Collegian Classifieds
University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 F<ix: (413)545-1592

AUTO FOR SALE
19 Ford Tempo auto. 103K.

runs great Many options. Call

Joe 253-4871 after 5pm $2000

or B/0

HONDA CIVIC 90 3 dr. hatch. 4

speed, manual, mileage 87,100.

Excellent condition Call after

5 30 pm at 256-3433

EMPLOYMENT

Grocery Shopper to deliver to

Longmeadow family Looking for

individual to do grocery shop-

ping at Bread and Circus and

deliver 1-2 times weekly. Must

have own car and be depend-

able Some knowledge of Kosher

food helpful Flat rale preferred

Call Alan (413)736-4635 ext 221

Jobs For The Environment

Campaign with MassPirg to pro-

tect our planet Flexible sched-

ule $50-$75/Day Call Terri 256-

6434

Cooks Wanted Experience a

plus but not necessary. Apply

immediately in person. Cutty's

Food and Spirits 55 University

Drive. 549-5700

UMass Athletic

Development- Event Staff

wanted for Athletic Fund Events

throughout the 1997-98 athletic

year Must be 21+ For further

information respond to 308

Mullins, or call 595-9672

EMPLOYMENT
Tutor In Residence

Assistant House Manager and

Tutorial Supervisor wanted in

Amherst. A Better Chance

Program Free room and board

for services For application pro-

cedure, call Mr./Mrs Lewis.

253-3440

Mother's Helper Wanted 10

15 hrs per week Please call

549-7788

Carp Provider Needed
Monday thru Friday 8:30-5:30.

Two children. Amherst home.

Good pay Nice family Own car

Love for children. Non-smoking.

Call evenings Leave voice mail

message for Dave Press 1 256-

6006

Personal Care Attendant for

male quad Morning, evening,

and overnight $7 85 per hour

Call 546-0666

Full Time Day Delivery or

Kitchen Help Wanted 30-40

hrs/week. Apply at DP. Dough,

Downtown Amherst 256-1616

Babysitter Needed Now tor

two kids, 9-11 Thurs.-Fri., 3:00-

6:30 Occasionally other days.

Must have car and be a non-

smoker Call Suzanne at 253-

3975

EMPLOYMENT
House Cleaner Responsible,

References. Part-Time.

Permanent Bus 549-0413

Wanted Immediately: Student

Handyman, Landscaper, Driver.

$7 00 per hour Must have a car

(413)549-1578

Drivers and Kitchen Help

Must be able to work 30 hours

per week Flexible hours Apply

at DP Dough, Downtown
Amherst 256-1616

Students Wanted!!!

Part-Time Sales

Marketing Job

Visit www.eduinfo.com

Part-Time Administrative

Assistant

Clerical position in small

Amherst office of Spanish study

abroad program Located on bus

route Requirements: data entry,

computer skills, and excellent

grammar/spelling skills

Knowledge of Spanish a plus.

Approximately 20 hours/week;

afternoons preferred

Competitve salary. Send letter

and resume to: CC-CS, 446 Main

Street. Amherst, MA 01002-

2314

FOR RENT
Fridge Rentals 253-9742 Free

Delivery

FOR SALE

Now Twin Serta Mattress

Includes NEW bed frame and

box spring Call Brian at 549-

5046 $50

Queen Futon Mattress Deluxe

foam core, thick cotton, double

layer, 18 density. The Best

Excellent condition $150/B0.

256-822S

Dorm Refrigerator $30 Fender

Bass Amp $140 Fender Jazz

Bass w/hcase $160 Leather

Jacket- never worn $40 All of

these items are in good condi-

tion. For details call Chris at

584-8680

MAC II s i
15" color monitor,

modem, laser printer. $600 or

best offer 256-3472.

Cash Identify amount Possible

locations. 253-3682

INSTRUCTION
Performing Arts Division

offers Group and Private

Instruction in Music,

Theater, and Dance.

PAD is located in 73

Bartlett Hall, UMass

(413)545-0519 for info

MISCELLANEOUS
FREE T-SHIRT + $1000

Credit Card fundraisers for fra-

ternities, sororities, and groups

Any campus organization can

raise up to $1000 by earning a

whopping $5 00/VTSA applica-

tion. Call 1 -800-932-0528 ext

65. Qualified callers receive

FREE T-Shirt

#1 CAMPUS FUNDRAISER

Raise all the money your

group needs by sponsor-

ing a VISA Fundraiser on

your campus. No invest-

ment and very little time

needed. There's no obliga-

tion, so why not call for

information today.

Call 1-800-323-8454x95

Start Your Own Fraternity!

Zeta Beta Tau is looking for

male students to start a new
chapter If you are interested in

academic success, a chance to

network, and an opportunity to

make friends in a non-pledging

brotherhood, e-mail: zbt@zbtna-

tional.org or call Joe Alfidi at

(317)334 1898

Extra $$$ Opportunity for confi-

dent self-starter. Contact with

international students at 1-888-

670-2906. Leave message;

ROOM FOR RENT

Grads and Visiting Faculty:

Large, sunny, quiet room in pri-

vate home N/S 5 minutes to

UMass, Amherst Center Buses

Call before 9:30 pm 549-5431

ROOMMATE WANTED

FREE RENT!
Housemate/Respite help. Easy,

fun Call (413)527-6279.

Easthampton

Looking for two people to

share 1 large room in two bed-

room apartment in Amherst On

bus route, behind campus. For

info please call Brad at

(603)889-0686

SERVICES
Transcription. Editing, Typing

for students, professors, and

businesses Domenichelli

Transcription Services (413)783-

8607 domenbus@javanet.com

COMPUTER SERVICES

Mac Magic

Independent Macintosh Trouble

Shooter + Consultant

Alvin C. Whaley (413)584-7904

Hardware/Software.

Installation, Servicing +

Upgrades for Mac OS-based

computers + peripherals.

Your office, dorm, or home.

SERVICES

Rental Problems Questions

about your lease/security

deposit deductions? Questions

about subletting/assigning leas-

es? Questions about the condi-

tion of your new house or apart-

ment? Contact The Student

Legal Services Office, 922

Campus Center, 545-1995.

TRAVEL

Spring Break '98 Sell trips,

earn cash and go free! ! ! Student

Travel Services is now hiring

Campus Reps/Group Organizers.

Lowest rates to Jamaica,

Mexico and Florida. Call 1-800-

648-4849

ATTENTION SKIERS
& SNOWBORDERS

Entry level positions into

the ski industry with

fantastic weekend
skiing benefits.

Earn up to $1000/month

parttime. Enthusiastic

individuals please call..

Ski Card

International

1-800-333-2ski

GUITAR LESSONS Beginner

Advanced Lessons may be

taken for course credit 1-888-

908-8898 Call Peter (Toll Free)

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 5

Auditions — All

members of the

University and Five

College community
who wish to play in the

University Orchestra
(strings, winds, brass,

percussion), directed by

Mark Russel Smith,
may sign up today for

winds/brass only
(except trumpet), from
1-4 p.m. in the Fine
Arts Center, room 167.

Please bring two con-

trasting selections of

your choice, ie. orches-

tral excerpts, a move-
ment from a sonata or

concerto. You may be
asked to sight read
material from the
upcoming season.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 6

Auditions — All

members of the

University and Five
College community
who wish to play in the

University Orchestra
(strings, winds, brass,

percussion), directed by

Mark Russel Smith,
may sign up today for

trumpets only from
9:00 a.m.-10:30 a.m.,

winds/brass only from
10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.

and 1:30-5 p.m. in the

Bezanson Auditorium,
Fine Arts Center, room
248. Please bring two
contrasting selections

of your choice, ie.

orchestral excerpts, a

movement from a

sonata or concerto. You
may be asked to sight

read material from the

upcoming season.

Auditions — All

SUNDAY. SEPTEMBER 7

members of the

University and Five
College community
who wish to play in the

University Orchestra
(strings, winds, brass,

percussion), directed by

Mark Russel Smith,
may sign up today for

strings only from 9

a.m.-noon and 1-5

p.m. in Bezanson

Auditorium, Fine Arts

Center, room 248.
Please bring two con-

trasting selections of

your choice, ie. orches-

tral excerpts, a move-
ment from a sonata or

concerto.

Community — "Love
Feast," sponsored by
the Christian
Foundation at UMass, a

day of music, spirit and
community, will be held

at 10 a.m. at Wesley
Church, 365 N.
Pleasant St. at Fearing.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 8

Open house —
Everywoman's Center,

located in Wilder Hall,

is hosting an Open
House from 9 a.m.-4
p.m. Staff will be avail-

able to provide infor-

mation about paid stu-

dent positions, intern-

ships and volunteer
opportunities for stu-

dents and community
women. Refreshments
will be provided. All

members of the campus

and community
welcome.

are

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 9

Discussion — "The
Politics of Birth

Control," a discussion

about why many
women can't obtain the

family planning
resources they need,
and what you can do
about it, will be held at

8 p.m. in Thompson
Auditorium, room 102.

Join fellow students and
Peter H. Kostmayer,
executive director of
"Zero Population
Growth."

NOTICES

Blood drive — Come
and help the American
Red Cross meet the

challenge of providing a

safe and available blood

supply for all those who
need it by donating
blood at the UMass Fall

Kick-Off Blood Drives.

The drives will be held

today from 10:30
a.m.-4:30 p.m. in the

Student Union
Ballroom, as well as

Sept 9-10 from 10:30

a.m.-4:30 p.m. and
Sept. 11 from 9:30
a.m.-3:30 p.m. on the

first floor of the

Campus Center. Donors
can make an appoint-

ment by calling (800)
462-2229. Walk-ins
are welcome.
Library tours — The
Du Bois Library will be

hosting orientation
tours Sept. 4-5 and
8-12. The tours will

leave from the Entrance

lobby at 10:30 a.m. and
2:30 p.m. daily. Come,
visit and get to know
the library.

Student government
— Nominations papers

for the Undergraduate
Student Senate will be

made available in the

Student Government
Association office,

located in the Student
Union, room 420.
Nominations open
today at 10 a.m. and
will close at 5 p.m. on

FYls are public service announcements printed

dally. To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the
Managing Editor by noon the previous day.

Friday, Sept. 19. If

there are any questions,

please contact Jodi

Bailey at 545-0342.
Volunteer — The

Programs Against
Violence Against
Women of the
Everywoman's Center
are now accepting
applications from
women who want to

become volunteer
counselors or educa-
tors. To join our fall

70-hour training for

new volunteers, to

learn more about issues

of violence against
women, and to make a

difference in areas of

sexual assault and rela-

tionship violence,
please call 545-0883.
The application dead-
line is Sept. 8, 1997.
Bilingual women and
women of color are
strongly encouraged to

apply.

Daily Listings sponsored by: Your Ad COUld be here. 545-350

And

here.

545-3500
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Thatch By Jeff Shesol

SINK. WH6N
DIP TT?iPP

MIWiTTOBe
A JUROR?

SINCtHe
Decioep

Tu stums

WHAT
0TDRY?

a jurors eve
view of ewMe

ANP PUNISHMENT,
PRESUMABLY Of
Course, he* got
to get pickep
T0S6RNE.

\
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HEU P0 ANYTHING-.

USE EVERY TRICK...

EVEF7Y TALENT... TO
GET ON THAT JURY.

TALENT?

GUILT OR INNOCENCE."

AN INTERPRETIVe DANCE
IN TWO PARTS-

HELLO. I'M JUP6E
BEAN, AND THIS IS

WHAT* CALLEP
THE VOIR T>«E"

)

WiStCALLV. IXtBE
ASKING GXIEST10NS TO

PETEPMlNE YOUR
FITNESS AS JURORS.

NOW, PE TRUTHFUL...

AND RELAX. NOT
ONLY ARE THERE NO
"WRONG' ANSWERS..,

THERE ARE.

NO "RIGHT"
ONES, EITHER

WUL.THIS
IMPROVES
MY0PPS
C0NSIPER

ABLY.

Non Sequltor By Wiley 8 Years in Braces By Eric Petersen
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Dllbert By Scott Adams Dllbert By Scott Adams

0OG6ER.T: CORPOtXATE EfAPtROR

I DON'T LIK.L TO
CALL LOHAJ I'p\ DOING
"DOWNSIZING." IT

SOUNDS TOO NEGATIVE.

V

^

~-\

(\ LIKE TO CALL

IT "WEOGIESIZING.
-

NOW CLEAN OUT
VOUR DESK AND

5H00!

^nilv

HE DIDN'T \

TAKE THAT I

VERY WELL)

YOU CANT
PLEASE

EVERYONE,
&OB

IAAVBE YOU'RE IAISSING

Av SENSE OF rAEANIN&FUL

CONTRIBUTION
TO SOCIETY. fiAAY&E...&UT

I I'fA THINKING
BOOK DEAL AN0

TROPHY WIFE
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Horoscope;
FRIDAY, SEPT. 5

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sepl. 22) —
Interruptions abound toda\. but you

should be able to get your work
done ahead of schedule if you make
an early start and <t;i\ focused.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) -
You will receive signs that point to I

destination that h;is ftVfClmted you

for some time. Still, your ultimate

arrival may still be quite far off.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-NOV.21) —
A loved one can keep your spirits up

when circumstances alone would
have you sinking into a depression

that threaten*, to be long term.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov.

22-Dec.21) — You will have an

opportunity today to do something

about a domestic mi\-up that has

been threatening to blow out of pro-

portion.

CAPRICORN (Dec.22-|an.l9)
— Focus on those things that pro-

vide locus and motivation for you.

Evening affairs may prove more dif-

ficult to arrange than expected

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb.!8) -

As soon as you begin criticizing

another's bad habits, you can be

sure that he or she will pinpoint one

or two of vou own. Use care!

PISCES (Feb.l9-March 20)

You mustn't underestimate the

power of a positive attitude today.

The more you say yes. the more oth-

ers will want to include vou.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
Kindness and understanding art-

paramount today. Take care that you

don't let an outsider intrude on an

idvllic situation after dark.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) You

will be playing your hand correctly

today if you let someone else feel as

though he or she is the controlling

influence.

GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20) —
Your interest in creative endeavors

of all kinds will surely attract a num-
ber of unusual but highly colorful

individuals into your orbit.

CANCER (|une 21-|uly 22) —
Take care that you are not so blunt

with a rival that you promote a

greater level of competition at a time

when vou are not up to it.

LEO (July 25-Aug.22) —
Excuses are not enough today;

you're going to have to come up
with some real reasons why you are

doing what vou arc doing every step

of the way.

Close to Home By John McPherson

^ of t)He Day
44 It's this big. and it comes

out every day?!?

-Freshman referring to the

first issue of the Collegian
"Welt, that pretty much wipes out my tips

for the evening."

Today's P»C. Menu
Call 543-2626 tor user* Information.

ACROSS
1 Relative

6 Not cooked
9 Ballroom
number

14 "Little Orphan!
Annie" poet

1

5

Actor Wallach
16 Same
1

7

Web master''

19 Thrust forward

20 Serpent
?1 Luau souvenirs

22 Seminar
23 Thaw
24 Shade
25 Part of

Hispaniola
27 Mink expert

31 Adventurous
32 Serene
34 Watchband
36 Arab prince

37 Light parody

39 Weeps
40 Coarse blue

cloth

42 Cat's murmur
43 Prepare tor

publication

44 Like the White
House, m 1817

46 Eyed
lasciviously

48 And
49 Norwegian king

50 Miner's tool

53 Competes in a
slalom

54 Pasture sound
57 "— in Paris"

58 Oil

60 Tourists' escort

61 Caveman
Alley —

62 Spooky
63 Carrying a

weapon
64 Kimono sash
65 High-schoolers

DOWN
1 — Maior
? Pinches
3 Use a garden

tool

4 Pioneered
5 Tiny opening
6 Send in

payment
7 !

'Oh dear'"

8 Get the blue
ribbon

9 Bank workers
10 Greenish-blue
11 Sisters

12 Jokes
13 Cheer for a

toreador

18 Objects from
the past

22 Stray dog
23 Leafs central

vein

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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C 1967. Jnltad Tealjrr Syndicate

24 Mood
25 Babe Ruth

specialty

?6 Skirt style

27 Show contempt
lor

?8 "History

repeats - "

29 Wear away
30 Fanatical

31 River bottom
33 Put to use
35 CaW hrs

38 Play

41 Confused
45 Indignation

47 Seal
49 Giraffe s Kin

50 Goad
51 Prudish

52 Assistant

53 Messy one
54 Extra

55 Ken or Lena
56 Some poems
57 Turkish official

58 Oct. 31 word
59 GosrV"

Franklin

LUNCH
Beef

Potatoes

Lettuce

Scrod

DINNER
Pork

Smurfs

Onions
Scrod

Worcester
LUNCH
Pizza

Mashed Potatoes

Burgers

Scrod

DINNER
Ham
Spam
Lamb
Scrod

Hampshire
LUNCH
Bread

Tomatoes
Lettuce

Meat (Scrod)

DINNER
Expired Milk

Watered-down O.).

Non-carbonated Soda

Assorted tasteless Juices

Berkshire
LUNCH
Meat

Potatoes

Corn
Gravy

DINNER
Salamander Salad

Cockaroach Couscous
Tasmanian Tofu

Suffering Succotash

foclavV *MaH

Production Supervisor

Photo lethnition

Night Editor

Copy Editor

Production Staff
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Richmond blows by Massachusetts in opener
By Jonathan M. Place

Collegian Staff

Richmond

Massachusetts

For the last four years, the season opener has not

played favorably for the Massachusetts football

team. The Minutemen (0-1) continued its cold

streak on Saturday, dropping its first game of the

season to Richmond (1-0). 21- 6 in the inaugural

Atlantic 10 Conference game at Warren McGuirk

Alumni Stadium.

After converting a touchdown on its first drive

of the season, UMass was unable to successfully

move the ball down the field against a tough

Spiders defense.

"We have to

run the ball to win

football games,"
Massachusetts
coach Mike
Hodges said.

The Minutemen ran for only 44 yards on the

day, 38 of which came during the first quarter. For

a team that led the conference in rushing in 1996,

the totals from Saturday's game pose a problem for

a squad known for its ground game.

In its first series, Smith completed all six passes,

including a five yard connection to Kerry Taylor to

score UMass* first touchdown of the season. The

Minutemen's first drive of the year took 10 plays,

covering 57 yards over five minutes.

Unfortunately for the Minutemen, it would be

the only impressive series of the game.

At the end of the first half UMass was holding

to a 6-0 lead. The defense shut down

Pendergrass took the ball three plays in a row and

ran it in for his second score of the game. The

Spiders now led the game 14-6.

Two drives later, Richmond obtained the ball on

its own 22 yard-line after a 35 yard punt from

Maclay. The first play was a connection between

Shannon and Duane (ones for 21 yards. Two plays

later, Richmond put the game away with I 49 yard

run from Turner which took the Spiders down to

the UMass five yard line and eventually set up a

five yard pass to Lewandoski to put Richmond up

21-6.

"We played better today than we did last year,

when we beat them." said Hodges, referring to last

season's 23-17 UMass win in Richmond.

"I wasn't that surprised at how Richmond
played," Hodges said. "They have one of the best

defenses in the conference. They played well."

Junior TE Kerry Taylor

bright spot in UMass bss

on
Richmond's offense and forced them to punt six

times. On the other hand, the Spiders had done the

same thing to the Minutemen, shutting them out to

6 all-purpose yards in the second quarter.

Actually, after the initial drive for UMass. they

never got past Richmond's 38 yard line.

In the second half, the Minutemen could not get

anything going. By the end of the game, Andy
Maclay had punted 10 times, with an average of

40.6 yards, a long of 55.

What looked to be a solid performance from a

young and inexperienced team turned into a rough

first outing for everybody.

"We played well," said Smith, who ended the

day 18 of 39 for 165 yards. "I didn't. I didn't exe-

cute when I needed to."

Perhaps Smith took the loss hard, but the sopho-

more had an impressive performance under the cir-

cumstances. Under constant pressure the whole

game. Smith was able throw 39 times, completing

18, both career highs.

The second half was dominated by Richmond,

lasper Pendergrass, who only rushed for 30 yards

in the first half finished up the game with 106

yards and two touchdowns on 23 rushes. Not only

did Pendergrass penetrate the Minutemen defen-

sive line, but Tyrone Turner also ran for 59 yards,

averaging 7.4 yards per carry.

Richmond's first touchdown came off of a

UMass fumble within the first three minutes of the

third quarter. Smith was caught for a loss of seven

yards when Paris Lenon forced the ball loose. Two
plays later, the Spiders found the endzone. After a

28 yard pass from Matt Shannon to Muneer
Moore, Pendergrass tied the game with a two yard

score. With the extra point Richmond took the

lead. 7-6.

Early in the fourth quarter. Richmond recovered

another fumble on UMass' 20 yard line.

COURTESY MEDIA RELATIONS

Sophomore quarterback Jeff Smith (No. 1 2) went 1 8 of 39 for 1 65 yards on Saturday, but it wasn't

enough for the Minutemen, who lost to Richmond 21-6 in the season opener.

By Corey Peter Goodman
Collegian Staff

While Saturday's opening-day

loss to last year's Yankee
Conference cellar-dwelling

Richmond Spiders proved to be

both disheartening and deflating

for the Massachusetts football

team's 1997 hopes. the

eve opening play of junior tight

end Kerry Taylor shed some light

on an otherwise dreary after-

noon.

Taylor, of Mansfield, matched

cereei totals in receiving and

yardage in Saturday's first half

alone, before surpassing them

after the break. Kor the game.

Taylor snagged six passes for 90

yards, including an early

five-yard touchdown pass from

quarterback leff Smith that gave

coach Mike Hodges and the

Minutemen their only lead of the

game.
Commonly referred to by his

teammates aa "Ben Coates" —
the New England Patriots' Pro

Bowl tight end — Taylor dis-

played a reliable set of hands,

with better than average speed

and a willingness to dig in and

challenge Richmond's lineback-

ers with his large 6-foot-2, 248

pound frame. Many of his catches

Saturday were acrobatic, in

crowds and under intense pres-

sure from the middle of the

Spider defense.

Though his performance was

special, adding clout to UMass'

already top-notch receiving

corps. Taylor claims his best has

yet to come.

"I think I've got a lot to offer

this team. Right now. I'm just

trying to make a name for

myself." Taylor said. "I want to

show everyone that I am capable

of doing what I did today every

week."

Taylor was a noticeable spark

plug off the field Saturday for the

Minutemen as well. Bouncing up

and down, with his helmet raised

to the sky. Taylor saluted the

individual successes of the

Minutemen defensive unit even

when the game appeared out of

reach.

"Really, though. I'm a quiet

guy." Taylor said. "But you have

to have emotion to play this

game. If you don't have it. you

don't belong out there. I was just

trying to get the team up out

there. I didn't think the game

was over yet."

With overwhelming size,

strength, ability, and most impor-

tantly... a level head, one might

wonder where the junior has

been hiding the past two years.

Arriving in Amherst in the fall

of 1995, Taylor's resume was

impressive. With 30 receptions

for 600 yards during his senior

year at Mansfield High School

alone. Taylor played in the

Shriners All-Star Game and was

an a\\-Altleborough Sun
Chronicle and all-Hockomock
League selection.

But the high school star soon

learned that the road to success

at UMass would be much longer.

Spending two years platooning

with former tight ends Bryan

Hcaly and Erik Henry was frus-

trating for Taylor, who was used

to the spotlight.

"It was tough, because 1 really

wanted to play more," he said.

"But I understood I was going to

have to wait my turn."

Now, as UMass' starting tight

end and Smith's No. 1 target,

Taylor looks back and sees how
he's improved in the program.

"Bryan was a great blocker.

Erik was a great receiver," he

said. "They were great players

and I'm a much better football

player because of them. Playing

under them was a learning expe-

rience."

With an abundance of skills,

and two years experience under

his belt. Taylor says he is ready

to assume more of a leadership

role.

"I'd like for the younger guys

to see me as a leader," Taylor

said. "I've learned a lot here, and

1 think I can teach them a lot too.

Whatever it takes to win, I'll do

it."

And Taylor thinks there will be

a lot of winning in UMass'
future, despite Saturday's out-

come.
"Everyone works hard here,

and a lot of guys can step up if

they need to," he said. "Our
offense and defense if working

good, and if we execute like we
should we're going to win a lot of

games. This week just happened

to be my day. Next week, it will

be someone else's."

Taylor and the Minutemen
hope to even up their schedule on

Sept. 13 when they head to

Orono, Maine to battle the Black

Bears of the University of Maine.

Looking ahead to 1999,

Sadler, Rose lead charge

laa

Enough already about Roger
Clemens.

He's gone. If you were a fan

before — a real one — you still are.

if only just a little bit.

He's gonna win the Cy Young
award — his fourth — with the

Toronto Blue lays, okay, get over it.

He's having the best season of

his career with a Canadian expan-

sion team. He keeps talking about

how unhappy he was in Boston and

now he's sticking a big fat rosin

bag where the sun don't shine in

Dan Duquette's little world.

There's no eaaaBBBaBaanaaBi

issue here.

Duquette didn't

want the Rocket

back, and he

didn't want to

come back.

Clemens bolt-

ed for a big wad
of cash... and the chance to play on

a competitive ball club — yeah,

whatever! Nobody in their right

mind could have actually thought

the Blue (ays could compete for a

division title. But, the important

part is that Clemens wanted out,

and the rotisserie Duke had no use

for him in the long run.

Anyway, Duquette's master plan

is still on track despite that pesky

playoff appearance in 1995.

Clemens' departure lowered expec-

tations for the Red Sox this sum-

mer, and they have met those

almost-. 500 standards, while

entertaining fans with awesome
offensive production.

The pitching trio of Jeff Suppan.

Brian Rose and Carl Pavano is

edging closer to becoming a reality.

The impending trade of |ohn

Valentin will bring some sort of

talent, like a top-flight right fielder

— Valentin and a lower level pitch-

ing prospect like |uan Pena could

bring Sammy Sou over, 'cause the

Cubbies just can't afford that big

contract they just gave their pre-

mier slugger.

Prospects Michael Coleman and

Donnie Sadler represent the speed

— Coleman has good power too —
that the Sox have lacked for so

long. Jason Varitek and Trot

Nixon are also on the verge of ful-

filling their unlimited potential as

future major league stars.

Nomar Garciaparra has alt cads

taken the mantle from Mo Vaughn

as the best ballplayer in Boston,

and the pair could be as formidable

a 2-3 combo in the lineup as

Seattle's duo of young icons.

Picture this lineup on the field in

^^^^hhm 1999. ..Sadler

Women's soccer starts season on high note
By Jorma Kansanen
Collegian Staff

Major Leauge

Baseball

1 Hnrlhnink lr

(2b).
Garciaparra
(SS), Vaughn
(lb). Sosa(RF),

Reggie
Jefferson I Dili.

Coleman (CF),

Tim Naehring
(3b), Nixon (LF), Varitek (C).

Where's Wilfredo Cordero?
Who knows, who cares? Check
those guys in the stylin' orange

vests walking along the side of the

Pike.

And how about this pitching

staff...Suppan. Rose. Pavano, Bret

Sabcrhagen and John Wasdin (give

him time) in the rotation; and Tom
Gordon closing out games with

Derek Lowe. Jim Corsi and the

gang setting him up.

Potential is such a dangerous

word, but it's lookin' like a pretty

swell team there ladies.

Roger who?
• Has anyone seen the Round

Mound of Rehah. Kevin Mitchell?

And you guys that work at Denny's

don't count.

• How about those Pittsburgh

Pirates? Boy, there's nothing like

the weakest division in baseball lo

make you think you're a good
team.

Manager Gene LaMont has done

an outstanding job of squeezing

every last ounce of "talent" out of

Turn to CHAIKSC. page 1

1

Massachusetts 4

Fairfield

AGAWAM — If the preseason is

any indicator of how successful a

team will be in the regular season,

then the New Oilcans Saints would

be a Super Bowl contender. But, a

firm grip on reality counterbalances

that thought process, and when the

real season begins, it's literally a

team's new -tart.

Such was the case for the No. 15

Massachusetts women's soccer team

last Saturday night,

and after a frightful

preseason, a 4-0 club-

bing of [airfield

University in its sea-

son opener at Agawam High School

was delightful. Alter a 2-1 win over

Fairfield in last season's opener,

coach |im Rudy noticed the difference

between his mote technical, yet slow-

er, squad ol 199b and his quicker, yet

less experienced, squad of 1997.

"1-ast year, Fairfield came out with a

sort of double /one. oppressive

defense and there was not a lot of

space for us to play." Rudy said. "They

came out and engaged us tonight on

all parts of the field. We played a very

long game early in order to make the

field bigger, so that we could get into a

short game with their defense."

Pour players made their impact felt

on the offensive side of the hall in this

rout, including last year's Atlantic 10

Rookie of the Year Emma Kurowski (2

goals. I assist), sophomore midfielder

Robin Smith (I goal), junior forward

Sophie Lecot (I goal) and freshman

forward Kara Green ( I aerial).

For Smith, what a difference a year

can make from a lot

closer-than-it-looked 2-1 win in

1996 over Fairfield and a lot

worse than it looked 4-0 win this

season. After a hard preseason, the

Minutewomen were able to bounce
back, .mil poet an outstanding 29-5

shot differential over the Stags.

"At practice last week, we worked

a lot on the tactical part of the game,

because wc had ;. ick."

Smith said, who has moved back to

familiar surroundings in the midficld

this season after a year on defense.

"We had more people in practice, we

could play more in formation, and

find our shape as a team better."

UMass' scoring began at the 10:49.

with Smith converting on a cross by

Green that caroomed first off of

Kurowski's attempted header, and

then deflected off of sophomore mid-

fielder Tarah Tokarchik. Smith snuck

her shot inside the left post for the

1-0 lead, and Kurowski put the

Minutewomen up 2-0 at the 32:57

mark with a left-footed blast that beat

keeper Anne Lyons low to her right.

UMass went into the half with the

3-0 lead on a pena Its

shot by Kurowski at

the 35:37 mark, set

up by the foul com-
mitted on Tokarchik

in the penalty area. After the half.

LeCOt immediately put a Stamp on hei

debut as a Minutewoman. finding a

seam between the post and Lyons on

a corner kick by Green to make the

final score of 4-0.

Rudy was impressed with his offen-

sive newcomers, but with a defense

that allowed only five shot- on the

duo of senior keeper Danielle Dion

and sophomore Angie Napoli. the

coach was also impressed with his

backhne. Rudy pointed to another of

his newcomers, seniot transfer

defender Amy Burrill. who stepped

into her first game at UMass in steady

fashion on the left flank.

However, in the last one-third of

the field. Rudy could not help feel

that Green was the straw that stirred

the drink.

"That's how she plays, and she is a

dynamic, hard charging frontrunner,

who has a nose for the goal," Rudy
said. "Although she didn't get a goal,

she was instrumental in carving up
their defense."

The goal-less debut for Green was

both pleasing and uncomforting for

the freshman forward.

"I was pleased with my play, but I

wasn't happy with m) finishing,'

said Green, who was a four-year
member of the Eastern New York
Olympic Development Program
while playing at Spaekenhill High
School in Poughkcepsie "Hopefully.

this week before the Michigan game
on Friday. I can work on that a little

bit moie

K>HMA K.ANSAN(N\COUECIAN

Emma Kurowski's two goals led the UMass women's soccer team pa»t

Fairfield 4-0 on Saturday.
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Baggy Mesh 1
Shorts

Selected
T-Shirts

KLEIN*S ALL*SPORTS

BUZZER BEATER
IF YOU SEE THE SAME ITEM

IN STOCK FOR IESS
bring in their advertisement and

WE'LL MEET THAT PRICE.
PIUS we 'II give you 10% OFF

your next purchase!

Selected g

Ladies

Shorts &T-Shirt

Swoosh Crewneck

Sweatshirt or

Sweatpants

Adult

Windpants

Spandex Shorts Spandex Tights

KLEIN*S TAKES YOU

• •

not
Thorlo
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Save 50% OFF any ONE pair or pack of reg. priced socks with any footwear purchase.

EXPIRES 9/2/97
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KLEIN*S ALL*SPORTS

BAKERS DOZEN SHOE CARD Entitles Bearer To A Free 13th Pair Of

Shoes On The Average Price Of The Twelve Purchased Pairs
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^S^^

Air Max Triax *59
Windrunner $49

Apprentice

SELECTED

IWOOIH HATS

Mens & Ladies Mens & Ladies Mens & Ladies
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large

$59
Diverge

$79
Tun* Raider Mid
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KLEIN'S Takes Von Back To School!

FOOTBALL

BRINE
Attack Soccer Ball $11.99
Sizes 3-4-5

SGPS Shin Guards $6.99
Adult/Youth

Twin City
Soccer Socks Adult $4.99

Soccer Socks Youth $3.99

ENTIRE STOCK OF
.t^. Activewcar
20% OFF

EXERCISE & FITNESS

FREE
bag with
ourchaseL

|
Pyramid 220 Racquetball Racquet

Lightweight 100% Graphite Frame

Larger Stnng Bed For More Power

$140 Value!

Extended Fit

system
• 2 Size liners tor

room to grow

Spiritblade Abt
IM-LIME

PttOfECIIVE
OfAH

Microblade

Youth

\C£>*<S»

Superbreak

IfAW
Day Hauler

i14w

RAW ITEEE WEIGHT BENCH
With Deluxe Leg Lift

loduda Weight lefi

Weight Bench & 110 Lb. m
|

Cast Iron Weight Set Witti*

Dumbbell Bars

Perfect for Home Fitness!
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SMM

ffH~^i
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Adjustable dual level
|

elastic cords

Torso Pad
Heavy Duty steel frame I

construction

FoWs tor easy storage

Wheels allow tor eat

movement

Exercise Mats Instride Walker

99

KLEIN*S
ALL*SPORTS
Offers A Variety Of Specialty

Services Performed By Our Expert

Technicians!

• Ice Skate Sharpening

• Complete Ski & Snowboard

Tune-ups

• Expert Bowling Ball Drilling

• Custom Skate Sharpening

• Racquet Stringing & Gripping

• Baseball Glove Rclacing

• Golf Club Rcgripping

• In-line Skate Tune-ups ft

Repairs

& MUCH MORE!

n.
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Reg. $149.99
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HELD HOCKEY
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MMBERM & GRAYS

TIMEX
Ironman

Watch

i99

"n«te*e, your
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Tbroidered Team Sweat Suit

Starting At %M ll°
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Future

predictions

Bible

Code

Can the Bible help

you in more ways
than spiritually? Look

to The Bible Code for

tantalizing hints to

the future. Check out

our review (see Arts

& Living, page 5).

Totman can
you hear me?

lunior defender
Amanda Thompson
will be I kc\ mg in

the No. 1

5

Minutewomen's
battle with No. 22

Michigan this after-

noon nt 4:30 p.m.

WORLD

U.S. troops withdraw
from Bosnian bridge

BRCKO, Bosnia-Herzegovina (AP)

— U.S. troops withdrew from a key

bridge in this Bosnian Serb-controlled

town yesterday, trying to calm ten-

sions before local elections across

Bosnia.

In Belgrade, NATO's supreme
commander, U.S. Cen. Wesley Clark,

asked Yugoslav President Slobodan

Milosevic to intervene with Bosnian

Serb hard-liners to break a "pattern

of violence" against the NATO-led

peacekeeping force.

Clark warned, though, that his

troops would not be intimidated. "If

our soldiers are... placed in a position

where it's necessary for them to

defend themselves, for which they

certainly have the means and the

authority, they will do so — and there

must be no mistake about this," Clark

said yesterday after meeting with

Milosevic in the Yugoslav capital.

Milosevic's office issued a state-

ment saying that "problems ...

should be solved through political

means, agreements and mutual
understanding, which excludes

threats or the use of force." The

statement apparently was directed at

hard-line Bosnian Serbs, among
whom the Yugoslav leader has great

influence. Clark said the U.S. forces

left the bridge spanning the Sava

River in Brcko because it "is no
longer the main supply route" for

the peace force. U.S. soldiers will

remain "all over Brcko," he
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New contract makes Coca Cola

exclusive beverage on campus
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NATION

Court won't block

Prop. 209

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
Supporters of a California law that

would abolish special treatment for

minorities and women in hiring and

school admissions are hailing the

Supreme Court's decision not to

block the law while it is appealed.

"Today's decision allows the peo-

ple of California to continue the task

of eliminating discrimination that

they began in November," Michael

Carvin, a lawyer for sponsors of the

initiative approved by voters in

November, said yesterday.

The court, without comment,
rejected emergency requests yester-

day filed by a coalition of civil rights

groups and San Francisco city officials

that sought to stop Proposition 209

from going into effect.

A formal challenge to the measure

still is pending before the nation's

highest court, and yesterday's action

does not mean that the formal chal-

lenge will be rejected.

To obtain a stay, opponents had to

demonstrate they had a good chance

of eventually proving their case and

that enforcement of the measure

would cause hardship.

The American Civil Liberties

Union, representing minority and

female students, employees and

contractors, said it still hoped the

high court would decide to hear the

case.
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By Tamar Carroll

Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

has entered into a new beverage con-

tmCI with soft drink giant Coca Cola.

For the next five years, students

and faculty will be purchasing Coca

Cola, not Pepsi, products all over

campus, while the University will

receive over $270,000 a year from

Coca Cola.

Paul Page, vice chancellor for

Administration and Finance, said

that the University decided to com-

bine all of its beverage contracts,

including vending machines and

athletic department sponsorship-,

into one contract in order to gain

flexibility with the soft drink com-

panies.

"We bid out to try to get the best

price in return for the beverages on

campus." Page said. "What we did

was to try to package the various con-

tracts into a single contract to give us

some leverage."

Page said that the University put

out a request for bids this summer

Both Pepsi and Coca Cola submitted

proposals, which were reviewed by a

campus committee.

"We looked at what the commis-

sion was | the amount of money the

University receives on each container

soldi as well as the price." Page said.

"We looked at what they were offer-

ing in terms of sponsorship and what

they would do to help us prepare the

machines for the UCards (student

l.D. cards|."

Page said that after the committee

reviewed both proposals, they decid-

ed to accept Coca Cola's offer, with

the condition of partial exclusivity.

"We decided that Coke gave us the

best return, all things considered."

Page said. "This is a big account for

them, one of the biggest in New
England

"

Coke products will be sold over

campus, and served in the Dining

Commons. Coffee Shop and Hatch,

and other University facilities. No
carbonated Pepsi products will be

sold on campus, except in the Faculty

Club and at student operated busi-

nesses, which are not included in the

contract.

Non-carbonated Pepsi products,

such as Snapple Ice Tea and juice

drinks, will still be available in the

Munchie Stores, Page said.

The transition to all Coke products

has already begun, with 132 new
Coke vending machines installed on

campus. The new machines offer 20

ounce bottles for $1. not the 16-

ounce cans sold for $.85 last year,

and will eventually accept the new
UCards.

In return for having its products

sold on campus, Coca Cola will pro-

vide $165,000 a year in sponsorship

dollars to the campus, $85,000 a year

for the exclusivity agreement and a

one time $22,400 grant for UCard
installation.

Approximately $86,000 of the

sponsorship dollars will go to the ath-

letic department. $71,200 will go to

the Mullins Center. $3,000 will go to

Haigis Hoopla, and $6,000 will go to

the Fine Arts Center.

This new contract will also

increase the commission the

University receives and will give con-

sumers a better price per ounce. Page

said.

"I think, all in all, we did pretty

good," Page said. "The cost is that we
are basically a Coke campus for this

period of time."

Dominic Turano, Secretary of

Finance for the Student Government

Association, served on the committee

which evaluated the contracts and

said he, too, was pleased with the

result.

"I am very happy with it." Turano

said.

The majority of students inter-

viewed also seemed to approve of the

decision.

Nicole Burnett, a freshmen College

of Arts and Science major, said she

especially liked the 20-ounce bottles,

in comparison to cans.

"I like this better because it has the

cap," Burnett said. "It's safe and

clean."
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Lydia Marolda, a junior English and pre-communications major, takes

a photo of Andrew Wasgatt, a sophomore School of Management stu-

dent, in Franklin Dining Hall.

CRC offers students advice

on dormitory search policy

By Julie Siegal

Collegian Staff

IRISCISNIK COLLEGIAN

The Cannabis Reform Coalition

tCRC) is advising on- campus red

dents to be cautious when smoking

cigarettes or marijuana, drinking

alcohol or lighting candles in their

residence hall rooms — all of which

are infractions against University of

Massachusetts Code of Student

Conduct.

The CRC held a meeting at 7 p.m..

Wednesday night at Berth Foods in

the Student Union to inform students

of their legal rights and how to pro-

tect themselves in confrontational sit-

uations with the police and resident

assistants (RAs).

They informed students that the

Fourth Amendment mandates before

a person's home or in this case, dor-

mitory, can he Marched, the police

must secure a search warrant which

is based upon probable cause-

Through a situational skit and
question-answer period, members of

the CRC told students the> are under

no legal obligation to open their door

unless a warrant lias been obtained

by police.

According to lohn l.an/erotta,

CRC treasurei. some Inivcisity resi-

dent assistants have allegedly been

instructed b> the L Mass Police

Department to cover dormitory room

peepholes with their fingers and

announce they are someone eNe

when trying to gain access into a

room where the scent of marijuana is

present.

The RAs were allegedly taught this

tactic b> the police at a volunteer

drug identification anil Informational

session, which was sponsored bj

UMass police near the end 01 sum

mer. I milimilU s;iid.

"Although it is legal for RAs to

misidentify themselves, it is illegal lor

police officers." said l.an/erotta after

speaking with attorney Charles

Dimare from Student legal Services

"If police officers attempt to

misidentify themselves and students

allow the officers entry into their

room, anything found or seen by

police should be ruled inadmissible in

court," said CRC Founder Brian

lulin.

The CRC does not agree with the

police department's alleged policy.

"The police are encouraging RAs

to do their dirty work for them." said

|oe Davis. CRC vice-president.

lulin said some RAs are uncom-

fortable with the police department's

alleged plan.

Some of the RAs at the session

didn't believe in RA involvement

with the marijuana policy." lulin said.

"If it's slinking up the hallway, that's

a gray area, but it's not their business

to poke around in people's private

lives to see if they're smoking mari-

juana ."

He advised students to lock their

doors at all times and if they do
unknowingly allow police officers

into their rooms while or after smok-

ing marijuana, the consequences will

probably be negative.

"If it comes down to your word or a

police officer's word, sorry to say. it's

going to come down to a police offi-

cer's word in a court of law." lulin said.

The CRC also encouraged students

to use their peephole before letting

anyone in while smoking and to com-

plain to an RA if a door does not

have I peephole.

"I he peephole is there to protect

people." Davis said. "There are some

freaks running around the dormito-

ries."

In addition to marijuana, the CRC
urged students to hide all dormitory

illegal belongings like natter 0*tM
hot pots, candles and incense so they

am not in plain view when RAs enter

students rooms during holiday breaks

or any other occasion.

Members of the UMass police

department were not available for

comment.lunior |ess Fenney in front of a vending machine of Coca Cola — the now-«xclusive beverage on campus.

D.A. doubts Students Weld lobbies friendly Senate democrats in D.C

Claims no proof of discrimination

By William Kates

Associated Press

ON THE INTERNET

www.umass.edu/rso/colegian

SYRACUSE. N.Y. — Asian

American students who s;i> the) wan
beaten up after being thrown out ol a

Ileum's restaurant may have "orches-

trated" their claim, a prosecutor says.

Onondaga County District

Attorney William Fitzpatrick said yea

terday that his two-week investiga-

tion, producing a 29-page report.

found no evidence supporting the

Syracuse University students' accusa-

tions of racial discrimination

Fitzpatrick came just short of call-

ing the students liars

The students portray themselves

as victim I ol Lliscrimination by

Denny's, as victims being bullied anil

J by the deputies, as victims

of... an angry white mob." the report

says. "An objective look at the events

belies these claim
"

The students' lawyer, Elizabeth

OuYang, of the Asian American
legal Defense and Education Fund,

said she was "extremely disappoint-

ed" with the report.

Karen Randall, a spokeswoman
from Denny's Spartanburg. S.C.

headquarters, said the company
would have no comment until offi-

cials had read the report.

This is the second time in three

years that nationally publicized alle-

gations of racial discrimination have

been lodged at Denny's.

In 1994. Denny's, which has 891

company -owned and 716 franchised

restaurants nationwide, settled a $46
million class-action lawsuit brought

by black Secret Service agents and

California students who claimed dis-

crimination in separate incidents.

Two weeks ago. the group of

Syracuse students filed a federal law-

suit, contending they were denied ser-

vice at a Denny's restaurant in the

Turn to DtNNY'S page 2

WASHINGTON (AP) Former Massachusetts Gov.

William Weld renewed his long-shot Capitol Hill cam-

paign Wednesday to become ambassador to Mexico, tak-

ing his case to friendly Democrats on a committee hostile

to his bid.

Weld met separately with Sens. Russ Feingold. (D-

Wis.). and Paul Wellstone. (D-Minn)., who called Senate-

Foreign Relations Committee Chairman lesse Helms. (R-

N.C.l. "unjust" for refusing to grant Weld a hearing.

"I have some indignation about this." Wellstone said in

an interview after meeting with Weld. "I don't think it's

fair to Governor Weld and I don't think its fair to the way

the Senate operates
"

The staunchly conservative Helms has vowed not to

grant a hearing to President Clinton's nominee. Helms has

said that he believes Weld, a moderate Republican and

former prosecutor, is soft on drugs for supporting the use

of marijuana for medical purposes. During the congrcs

sional recess, committee Republicans such as Sens. Paul

Coverdell of Georgia. Rod Grams of Minnesota and

Check Hagel of Nebraska voiced support for Helms and

urged Clinton to withdraw Weld's name.

"By nominating Weld to be ambassador to Mexico,

Clinton has made a calculated political misjudgment that

jeopardizes his relationship with Congress." Grams wrote

in an opinion piece that appeared Aug. 19 in the Star-

Tribune of Minneapolis. "He must find a wav to gracefull)

negotiate an exit strategy or present an alternative ION

lion."

Helms has >aid he would likely support Weld's nomina-

tion to anolhei country, but Weid has refused to consider

that option Sen. Dick l.ugar of Indiana, who so Ear is the

solitarv Republican on the committee pressing for a Weld

healing, conceded thai he didn't seem to be making much

progress in persuading Helms to change his mind.

Asked if he thought he had lost support during the

August recess, l.ugar told reporter*, I'm not sure we had

any to lose
"

I .ugar said he had written a new letter to

Helms urgtnj I hearing, Would it make any difference? "1

have no idea." he said Meanwhile, the GOP leadership

wasn't supporting Weld. Senate Majority leader Trent

I ott. K Miss
. aiiawnad with forceful "no" when asked

bj reporters if anything had happened to change the out-

look lor Weld.

The White House, however, continues to lobby on

hchalt ol W eld. who resigned last month as governor so

he could tight lor the job The Clinton administration

believes WeKl would be continued in the full Senate.

We believe that he has bipartisan support and that a

majotitv ol tension will support his nomination il given

the opportunity." White House spokesman Barry Toiv

said.

Toiv said W eld would continue to make "courtesy calls"

this week, including to Republicans on the committee

whose members could petition to force a hearing —
although Helms could then shift the topic tiom Weld.
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Three photographers surrender,

formal investigation to follow

By Jeffrey Ulbrich

Associated Press

PARIS — Three photographers

sought in the investigation of the car

crash that killed Princess Diana
turned themselves in yesterday.

Another photographer who was at

the scene insisted the paparazzi did

the right thing — summoning help

lor the victims. But photographer

Laszlo Veres acknowledged not all

were intent on helping.

"There were one or two who
opened the door of the car, quickly

took some frames, and disappeared,"

he said.

The three photographers who sur-

rendered — their identities were not

disclosed — had been sought by

investigators since Sunday, when
Diana, her millionaire boyfriend,

Dodi Fayed, and driver Henri Paul

died in a high-speed car crash in a

tunnel alongside the Seine River in

central Paris. A bodyguard was
gravely injured.

Witnesses had reported earlier that

some photographers took pictures of

the wreck and then left the scene before

police and rescue personnel arrived.

Six other photographers and a press

motorcyclist were detained after the

accident and were freed Tuesday after

being put under formal investigation

for possible charges of manslaughter

and failure to come to the aid of a per-

son in danger, a crime in France.

The driver of Diana's car. who
tests show had more than three times

the legal blood-alcohol limit, raced

into the tunnel at high speed, pur-

sued by photographers who had fol-

lowed them from the Ritz Hotel.

The Fayed family contends the

photographers' pursuit caused the

accident. But photographer Jacques

Langevin, one of those first detained,

said colleagues told him the

Mercedes sedan "zigzagged danger-

ously and its driver didn't seem to be

in control of it" as it roared through

the Place de la Concorde toward the

highway along the Seine, the newspa-

per Liberation reported.

What the investigators want to

determine, according to sources close

to the investigation, is how closely —
and possibly how dangerously — the

photographers were pursuing Diana's

fleeing Mercedes.

The sources said police are particu-

larly interested in how one photogra-

pher's car came to be parked in front

of the wrecked Mercedes. From the

outset, investigators have asked ques-

tions about a car in front of the

Mercedes that might have played a

role in the accident.

A police source, who spoke on
condition he not be identified, also

reported that the 3-year-old Mercedes

was once stolen and dismantled for

parts, and was later repaired by a

Mercedes mechanic. He did not say,

however, whether this meant the car

could have been faulty.

A magistrate will make the final

decision on whether to charge the

seven paparazzi and send them to

trial. Police are still searching for

other photographers believed to have

fled the scene. The three who surren-

dered to police yesterday afternoon,

accompanied by their lawyer, were

still being questioned last night,

police sources said. They can be held

in custody up to 48 hours without

being placed under formal investiga-

tion, and were expected to spend the

night at police headquarters.

Several detained earlier say public

and diplomatic pressure is making
them scapegoats. Veres, a Hungarian-

born freelancer, told his story to the

Budapest daily newspaper Nepszava.

On his way home, he got a call on

his mobile phone and went to the

accident scene, he said. "There, the

police almost immediately detained

me, together with several of my col-

leagues. I had a chance to take pic-

tures, however."

He said it was photographers who
called the police and ambulance ser-

vice in the first place "so this only

proves that the charges against us

that we have neglected assistance is

not true." Investigators are trying to

determine from telephone records

whether the first photographers at

the scene did, in fact, call for help or

instead rushed in and snapped pic-

tures.

Denny's
continued from poge 1

city on account of "race, ethnicity or

national origin." The group consist-

ed of six Asian-Americans, three

blacks and one white.

A week earlier, a federal civil

rights monitor recommended
Denny's fire one of the Syracuse

restaurant's employees and suspend

another.

"We fully support the findings of

the federal monitor," said Ms.

OuYang., "We feel the DA has a

major conflict of interest since the

county is implicated in our lawsuit.

This decision is written in a way to

protect the county."

The students will continue to

press their lawsuit while seeking a

criminal investigation by the justice

department, she said. According to

this most recent lawsuit, the group

waited 30 minutes for tables while

white patrons were routinely seated.

They claim they were ejected by

deputies moonlighting as security

guards after complaining.

In the parking lot, the Asian and

black students had a shoving match

with the uniformed, armed guards,

and then were jeered, racially insult-

ed and physically attacked by 10 or

more white youths who came out of

the restaurant.

Fitzpatrick's inquiry found a dif-

ferent scenario.

"All the [independent] witnesses

concur that when these students

entered Denny's and complained,

they were obnoxious, intoxicated,

using foul language — totally out of

line — and were properly asked to

leave," Fitzpatrick said.

The students arrived at the

restaurant at approximately 2:40

a.m. — a time when bars areclosing

and when Denny's was "mobbed,"

said Fitzpatrick. The group of seven

had to wait while smaller groups

were sat. but only after waitresses

offered to split up the Syracuse stu-

dents.

Fitzpatrick said the students wait-

ed no more than 15 to 20 minutes

before one of them confronted the

hostess, loudly using obscenities.

"These are documented facts that

cannot be refuted," Fitzpatrick said.

Security guards asked that stu-

dent, Derrick Lizardo, to leave. The

other students in the group fol-

lowed. Meanwhile, a group of black

students who were waiting in the

restaurant joined the complaining.

Two white patrons who came out

io watch told Lizardo to leave, to

which one of the Asian students

responded, "(expletive], white
trash," the report said. When one of

the guards urged the students to go

home, another of the Asian-

American students responded,
"What, to China?" the report said.
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The waiting game
Dan Sumorok, a sopnomore engineering major, gets his Terminal Adapter Unit from ]im Thacker,j*jyrw>r

engineering major, in the Campus Center yesterday.

Return your textbooks with your receipt for a

"no questions asked
7'

Refund through Friday, September 19th, 1997.

Beginning Monday September 22, 1997 textbooks from dropped courses may be

returned with a sales receipt and an updated course schedule.

The schedule may be obtained from the registrars office in Whitmore:

do not wait for them to mail.

* New books must be in new condition. No marks, writing,

\\ water damage etc.

*# Any incorrect titles purchased after Sept. 19, 1997 must

'AXlE TT

www.aux.umass.edu/textbookannex
""1

Schedule, syllabus or other proof of incorrect

purchases must be presented, along with sales

receipt.

Remember the last day to return textbooks with

no questions asked is Friday Sept. 19 1997.

www.aux,umass.edu/textbookannex

University Store • Textbook Annex

Save Your Receipt 3 .

Our Refund Policy
If you purchase an incorrect title you may return M

it for a refund within 7 calendar days of the first ~

day of classes. Thereafter, incorrect titles may be I I

—

returned within 48 hours of purchase providing the book

is new and unmarked.

1

.

Textbooks from dropped courses may be returned during the

month of September. Present your sales receipt and a copy of your

updated course schedule obtained from the Registrar. Any new books

must be unmaii

2. Keep your receipt(s). Refunds on textbooks cannot be made unless the sales

receipt(s) accompanies the book.

1. Always ha I I.D available. This is required hi any refund

transui tions.

The return ol unsold uhlisher begins seven weeks alter the begmnii

the semester. Alter the seventh week you might not be able to pun base the books

2 *
O V
.o c

Fall '97

Schedule
We accept cash, personal check, Visa, MasterCard as forms

of payment.

We begin to return unsold books to the publishers in the middle of the

semester. Students are encouraged to get the books they need for the

semester as soon as possible after official enrollment in a course.

9/05/97
9/06/97
9/07/97
9/08/97
9/09/97
9/10/97
9/11/97
9/12/97

9 am - 5 pm
NO BUYBACK
CLOSED
9 am - 5 pm
9 am - 5 pm
9 am - 5 pm
9 am - 5 pm
9 am - 5 pm

9/05/97
9/06/97
9/07/97
9/08/97
9/09/97
9/10/97
9/11/97
9/12/97

9 am - 6 pm
11am - 5pm
CLOSED
9 am - 6 pm
9 am - 6 pm
9 am - 6 pm
9 am - 6 pm
9 am - 6 pm

Blast kills seven in Jerusalem, peace threatened

By Hilary Appelmon
Associated Press

JERUSALEM - Bombs exploded —
once again — in the heart of Jerusalem

yesterday, spraying rusty nails into a

crowd of shoppers and late-summer
tourists on the city's main pedestrian

walkway.

The blasts, claimed by the Islamic

militant group Hamas, killed seven peo-

ple — including three suicide bombers
— and struck a new blow to peacemak-

ing just as hopes for improvement were

rising. At least 192 people were wound-

ed.

Israel stepped up pressure on Yasser

Arafat to crack down on Islamic mili-

tants and sealed its borders with the

West Bank and Gaza Strip. A previous

closure had been eased only two days

earlier, ahead of Secretary of State

Madeleine Albright's planned visit next

week.

That closure was imposed after twin

suicide bombings in a lerusalcm market

killed 1 7 people on |uly 50.

In Washington. President Clinton

denounced yesterday's bombings and

said Albright would go ahead with ha

trip. Clinton urged Arafat's Palestinian

Authority to "do all it can to create an

environment that leaves no doubt that

terror will not be tolerated."

The three nail-studded bombs

exploded shortly after S p.m.. as hun-

dreds of shoppers, including many

tourists, crowded the Ben Yehuda

pedestrian mall, which is lined with

cafes, gift shops and American fast-food

restaurants such as Burger King and

Sbarro. Israel's Channel Two television

said the bombers stood outside three

stores on Ben Yehuda Street, close

enough to make eye contact, and blew

themselves up within seconds of each

other. Ambulances rushed to the chaot-

ic scene, and rescue workers treated

some of the victims on the sidewalk,

where cafe chairs and umbrellas lay

scattered amid piles of broken glass.

Emergency workers rushed a toddler

into the back of an ambulance.

Paramedics splashed water in the face

of a weeping man.

A dwred HBoU hung over the mil

while ultra-Orthodox burial squad vol

unteers searched for pieces of flesh in

the debris — a familiar scene to Israelis.

Abie Mendelson. 18. a |ewish semi-

nary student from Los Angeles, was

having a drink with friends when the

bombs went off.

"We had just clinked our glasses and

heard the explosion." he said afterward

from lerusalem's Ein Keren) Hospital,

where he was being treated for burns to

his face and head.

"I heard my friend screaming. 1

looked down to make sure I could

walk."

The two victims identified by late in

the day were both Israelis.

Hamas, which has carried out 1 S

bombings in four years of Israeli-

Palestinian peacemaking, claimed

responsibility for the attack and threat-

ened more bombings unless Hamas
prisoners held by Israel were released

by Sept. 14.

Arafat condemned the attack, and a

senior Palestinian official pledged full

cooperation with Israel on security mat-

ters. But Israeli Prime Minister

Benjamin Netanyahu said the deeply

troubled peace process could not go on

unless Arafat crushed Hamas once and

lor all.

"No peace process can exist when the

Palestinian Authority enables the lead-

ers of the teiTorists to walk around free

with their arms, demonstrations and

flags in cities that have become refuges

for terrorists," Netanyahu said.

l.ater yesterday, Albright telephoned

Netanyahu, who told her the Palestinian

Authority was not doing enough to fight

terrorism, the prime minister's office

said.

Ahmed Abdel Rahman, secretary of

Arafat's Cabinet, said the bombers

apparently wanted to stop Albright

from coming. Hamas opposes the peace

agreements between Israel and the

Palestinians. "We are ready to coordi-

nate with the Israeli side and to cooper

ate with them to face this terrorism and

this criminal act," Abdel Rahman said.

Arafat pressured to crack down after recent bombing

By Nicolas B. Tatrol

Associated Press

IERUSALEM — Yasser Arafat has long

rebuffed Israel's increasingly persistent demands

that he jail Islamic militants and cut off their sup-

plies of arms in order to halt a suicide bombing

campaign.

After yesterday's attack, however, Arafat may

find it far more difficult to resist the pressure to

take action. Palestinian sources said Arafat's police

had already taken some steps after yesterday's

bombings, arresting 10 Hamas activists and shut-

ting down a Hamas newspaper.

There were serious questions, however, whether

Arafat is willing or able to carry out the far-reach-

ing sweep that is demanded by Israel.

Such a crackdown would not win Arafat support

among Palestinians, who have yet to see the

promised fruits of peace. Hamas, which opposes

Israeli-Palestinian peacemaking and claimed

responsibility for yesterday's bombings, has deep

roots in the West Bank and Gaza Strip. Its support-

ers account for up to 30 percent of the Palestinian

population.

Arafat has vowed his security forces would move

against those involved in yesterday's attack and

similar bombings on |uly 30 that killed 17 people.

But indications are that those pulling the strings

may be based outside the country, and the few

helping out locally are working under deep cover

— well beyond the reach of Arafat's security

forces.

At the same time, if the bombs keep going off,

Israeli extremists may retaliate against Palestinians

at random — as happened on |an. 1 when an

Israeli soldier opened fire on a Palestinian market

in Hebron.

That in turn could set off an unstoppable cycle of

tit-for-tat violence.

Politically, Arafat may be constrained in his abili-

ty to act against Hamas since many Palestinians

believe his peace policy had been undermined by

Israel's actions.

Those actions included Israel's building of a

Jewish housing project on disputed land in

Jerusalem, its refusal to make good on promises to

hand over more West Bank land and its ban on

Palestinians working in Israel.

The leaflet claiming responsibility for yesterday's

bombings referred to Sheik Abdel-Karim Obeid, a

Muslim cleric kidnapped by Israel from south

Lebanon in 1989, and to the recent shelling of the

Lebanese port city of Sidon by an Israeli-backed

militia in Lebanon.

A similar responsibility claim for the July 30

attack in the name of Hamas also made references

to Obeid.

This prompted Arafat to suggest yesterday that

the masterminds of the attacks are working inde-

pendently from abroad, and are at odds with the

Hamas political leadership in the West Bank and

Gaza Strip.
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If you have experience in Quark, Photoshop, Illustrator,

and/or pagemaker, come down to the Collegian,

and fill out an application.

Any Questions, See Josh.

The TI-83
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One calculator to handle algebra

through calculus. Another for finance.

And a computer program to perform

statistical computations. Whoci'

Wouldn't it be extraordinary if one

calculator could handle so many diuerse

needs, and still be easy to use? Well,

now one does just that. Presenting the

TI-83 Graphing Calculator.

The revolutionary TI-83 handles a host

of functions for a variety of college

subjects. And if you're familiar with the

popular Tl 82. picking up the TI-83 will

le a snap. The TI-83. In a multi-

function world, there simply is no equal.

Check it OUt at your campus bookstore

or favorite retailer where Tl calculators

are sold.

Texas
Instruments «

.

See the TI-83 at the University Store

Campus Tour considered

commercial by some

Matthew Ceradini, a senior HRTA major conquers the Jeep wall

By Joseph Fountain

Collegian Staff

Any students who want to get

free condoms, deodorant and soft

drinks, head to the Collegiate

Health and Fitness Tour located in

the middle of the University of

Massachusetts campus.

According to Tour Director Ken

Gistdt, this is the fourth year the

tour has visited this campus. The

tour, which is sponsored by

Intercollegiate Communications, is

invited by the fraternity council.

Carlos Bedoya. a worker in the

Arrid Extra Dry booth, said that the

tour is about giving out responsible

information to students and having

some safe fun.

"We're here to give students

information about drug and alcohol

abuse, answer their questions and

introduce the students to our spon-

sors," Bedoya said.

At the information desk there is

information on sexual harassment

and assault, and how to achieve the

most in exercise. The information is

free and people are encouraged to

take some information and ask

questions.

Although the weather on campus

for the tour has been cool, a num-

ber of students took part in the

activities being offered.

Freshman Jen Reed, undeclared

major, said after finishing the rock

climbing wall, "I always wanted to

do it. it gives you such a boost.

"It's a little commercial, but

every where you go it's commer-

cial," Reed said. "I think it's impor-

tant everyone knows how to take

care of themselves."

After coming off of the Bungee

Run, Mike Mahoney, a freshman

journaHsm major, and Chris

Halloran, a freshman communica-

tion major said, "This is great."

About commercialism Halloran

echoed the same feelings as Reed

and said, "Without sponsors this

wouldn't happen."

"To put it simply," Mahoney said,

"this is cool!"

A handful of people were critical

of having companies sponsor an

event like this and set up balloons

in the middle of campus.

"It's just something someone is

trying to sell you," said Joe Davis, a

junior economics major. "It's con-

sumerism in the middle of campus."

"I just ignore it every year," said

Allison Jones, a senior French and

journalism major.

Regarding claims of commercial-

ism, Gistdt said, "We're not selling

anything."

"Our sponsors want to get their

name out there to the student, and

everyone brushes their teeth and

shampoos their hair," Gistdt said.

Gistdt had a message to all stu-

dents for the last day.

"Come out, kick back and relax

for a couple hours. Play some
games and take home some free

samples," he said.

Check out the Collegian on the web!

www.umass.edu/rso/colegian

UMASS ARTS COUNCIL &
PERFORMING ARTS DIVISION

MUSIC ACTING DANCE

REGISTRATION SEPTEMBER 2-12

CALL: PAD (413) 545-0519

73 BARTLETT HALL/UMASS
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Learning from an autoworker
In the first two days of the school

year, people working in the Grad
Employees Organization (GEO)

office have received hundreds of

questions. Some have been very prac-

tical questions: Do I have health

insurance benefits? Do you know of

any available jobs? Where can I get

childcare past 5 p.m.? What are the

for my partner

/(Vi/.s on

visa requirements

How can I make a

grievance with my
department that

has screwed me
out of my job

promised last

spring?

Other ques-

tions have been ideological or even

rhetorical: Why unionize grad stu-

dents? Why no dental in a grad

employee health plan? What have

unions ever done for me?
Probably the one question in the

latter category that I've heard more
than any other in the past few days at

the GEO office is, "Why UAW? Why
are UMass grad students members of

United Auto Workers?"

It might seem an annoying question

to have to address again and again,

but I actually like to deal with it

because it was the first question I

asked when 1 came to UMass as a

graduate student. Here I was. thinking

I'd done something kind of exclusive,

you know, getting into grad school

and all. Looking back, I think 1 had

some pretty elitist attitudes despite

most of the egalitarian ideals I pro-

fessed to believe in. "Unionized auto

workers? Aren't they the scumbags
that mucked up Detroit? What the

hell do I have to do with a bunch of

rustbelt working stiffs in the UAW?"
Over time. I managed- to put away

my reservations and stopped trying to

hold up my working position as supe-

rior to my perceived stereotypes of

UAW members. As I started going

back to some pretty basic economics.

1 saw, intellectual elitism aside, that

UMass grad workers had many things

in common with the so-called "typi-

cal" UAW member.

Simply put, we both work and W9
don't have ultimate control of the

means by

which we
work.
Executive
boards and

CEOs,
<Dicky WcrfCace

Labor Issues

Focus on Race

The Collegian

Editorial page needs

writers for an upcom-
ing series, Focus on
Race. If you are inter-

ested in contributing

call 545-1491, email

"letters@oitvms.oit.u

mass.edu" or come
by the Collegian

offices at Campus
Center 1 1 3 and speak

with Dan Bodah.

Casual chic hurts working women

cc

Write for

Ed/On!
The Collegian Editorial

page needs new writers. We
want you to write humor,
politics, satire, lifestyle, or

any of a thousand other

styles — let us be as broad

as the student body is.

All who are interested

should attend a New
Writer's meeting on Friday,

September 5 at 7 p.m. in

the Collegian offices, 1 1

5

Campus Center. For more
information, call 545-

1491.

the world's leading chauvinist pig were to

come up with a system for keeping women out

of power, he couldn't have done better than the

casual dress code."

So says lohn T. Molloy, author of the classic business

text Dress for Success in a phone interview from his

home in New (ersey. Molloy, who has schooled genera-

tions of business people in the

importance of looking like orga-

nization men and women, has

been studying the rapidly grow-

ing trend in casual offices, and

the results, he says, are very

bad news for women.
In one test, business people

were shown pictures of men and women and were asked

to guess how successful and competent they were. When
shown pictures of a man and a woman in traditional

suits, the respondents gave the man a slight edge over

the woman. But when the same man and woman were

shown without jackets, the man was overwhelmingly

viewed as being more successful.

"Eighty to 90 percent assumed the man had a jacket

somewhere," Molloy writes in his new book the "New
Women's Dress for Success" (Warner). "They also

believed that he graduated from college, was good at his

job and was an executive or a professional. When we
showed the woman without a jacket, close to 80 percent

assumed she did not take off her jacket. They assumed

she was not an executive or a professional, but a clerk,

typist or secretary."

Molloy also distributed calendars to businesswomen

and asked them to record what they wore on each day

and how they were treated by bosses, co-workers and

subordinates. He says that while most women were ini-

tially skeptical that casual clothing could have such a

huge impact on their authority. 60 percent of the women
who returned the calendars were completely convinced

that it did. "They don't like what they find out, but they

agree with me," he says.

Women are not the only business people who suffer

under the casual dress code. Molloy says that anyone

who deviates from the standard perception of an execu-

tive — that is. anyone who isn't tall, white and male —
is put at a disadvantage. "If 1 were 5-foot-4 and had a

squeaky voice, it would kill me," says Molloy. "The suit

has always been a great camouflage for short men. heavy

men, women and minorities."

But women, he says, are also

hurt by the fact that their styles of

dress are so varied. "Whatever
men do, they develop a uniform. If

the people in power were to start

wearing pink tutus, you'd see hairy

legs and pink tutus all over the

place. Right now. if you go into an

office building on any Friday, you'll see 8 million men.

and half will be wearing khaki slacks and a dark blue

shirt. The women in the same offices will be wearing a

variety of things. This gives men the advantage."

Contrary to what many women believe, new and dif-

ferent styles do not make a good impression with the

head office, according to Molloy. "I don't make women
happy." he says. "The fashion industry makes them

happy; it gives them what they enjoy. But I'm telling

them that it doesn't work. It's unfortunate, but that's

how it is."

Which is not to say that women do not have the right

to have style — it just needs to be the right style, which

Molloy calls "conservative chic." And, here again, we see

the problem with the casual dress code: Women have

always benefitted from wearing extremely elegant and

well-made clothing. "A woman in a drab suit doesn't

have the power of a man in a drab suit. And a man wear-

ing a $2,000 Italian suit doesn't have any great power

with men. If you think of a high-fashion male, you don't

think of power. If you think of a high-fashion female, you

do. Think of a Chanel suit, a conservative one: That has

always been power for women."

But with one in three Americans now going to work in

casual dress, that power may be quickly eroding.

Sara Eckel is a syndicated columnist.

owners
and stock-

holders — they're the ones in control

at General Motors or Ford or whatev-

er big ol'. corporation; they're the

ones with the controlling wealth that

can provide the place to work and the

materials with which to work.

Here at UMass, the trustees, the

Board of Higher Education, and
Whitmorites control our means to

work. And what do we bring to this

scheme? We bring our labor power.

GEO members teach large classes

and do the research that professors

often don't want to bother with any-

more. Traditional autoworkers bring

their labor to their jobs, putting

together cars and doing the things

that few CEO's could do, or would

ever do even if they could.

As an individual, the autoworker

has little power in this process. He or

she has only labor to put into this

scheme of things and the big ol' com-

pany can pretty much do what it

wants with that person. It dictates

the individual's wages and working

conditions and can even limit bath-

room breaks to one a day if it so

chooses. If that person doesn't like it

or pisses on the assembly line floor,

the big ol' company can say, "to hell

with you then," and hire some other

individual who can better hold in her

or his dissatisfactions.

It's similar at the University. As an

individual TA or RA, I have only my
working ability to sell. I don't control

the structural aspects of my class-

room, like how students are brought

in, and I usually have to scrounge

chalk 2 minutes before I begin each

class. The means by which I work are

in the control of the big oP-

University. And I. as an individual

have very, very little say in how my
work is organized and how I am com-

pensated for my service to the

University.

1 am not an individual in my
workplace, however, because I am
part of my union, GEO, which is, in

turn, part of UAW. And the "rust-

belt working stiff" autoworker is not

an individual because he or she is

part of a Local Shop, which is, in

turn, part of UAW. Collectively, we
have a lot more say in how we do

our work and how we are paid for it.

This is because we have the ability

to act as a group and we even have

the ability to hold back our part in

the big ol' scheme of things: we can

withhold labor or manipulate the

ways in which we provide this labor

to the corporation. Or the

University.

This withholding can result in

strikes or, in some cases, slow-

downs. In the case of graduate stu-

dents here at UMass, it could take the

form of "teach-ins," whereby gradu-

ate student employees would carry

out their teaching in different places

than they usually would.

Such collective action can be used

as leverage. In the case of the UPS
workers striking this summer, they

leveraged for the creation of more
full-time jobs and protection of their

pension plans. GM's recent strikes

lately have been over out-sourcing

and job protection. And here at

UMass, GEO once used a strike to

gain health fee waivers, rights to

grievances and arbitration and high-

er wages — among other things.

And today, GEO is trying to use its

ability to work collectively to take a

stand on affirmative action, to

improve TA workspaces, to create

affordable childcare on campus, as

well as to improve wages and pro-

tect our jobs and rights as grad stu-

dent employees. 1 may fancy myself

an intellectual elite and. let's face it,

1 don't know what the hell the

"PVC" in PVC joint stands for, nor

where one would go in a car, but I'm

a working stiff just hke the "typical"

UAW member.
In the GEO office, some of us are

saying that UAW means "Uniting All

Workers." It works, but feels a bit

corny to me. Still, the sentiment is

there. I'm a grad student worker
here and I'm able to affect the

means by which I do my work by

uniting with other grad'^fudent

workers as well as plenty of other

working stiffs.

Dickie Wallace is a member of the

Graduate Employee Organization.

Letters to the Editor

A call to action

for HB 3434

Doonesbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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To the Editor:

In just a little more than two years,

we'll be in the 21st century and the

20th century will be a thing of the

past. Nevertheless, we continue to

engage in forms of so-called sport

and entertainment that are reminis-

cent of the Dark Ages. Dog racing is

just one example. Each year, at least

30.000 young Greyhounds are mur-

dered because they're not making
money for their owners. Some once

did, but no longer are; others never

did. For these reasons, they are put to

death. What is so amazing, however,

is that in spite of the harsh treatment

and abuse they've experienced, for-

mer racers are gentle, affectionate

and easy to love.

HB 3434. which has been with the

loint Committee on Government
Relations since early 1997, would
ban live dog racing in

Massachusetts, while permitting
simulcasts from other states. The
reasoning behind this is that since

revenue from this simulcasting has

increased in the last several years,

Massachusetts ought to continue to

receive those monies. On the other

hand, revenue from live dog racing

has plummeted drastically.

If the House of Representatives in

Boston is ever to vote on HB 3434,

the bill must first deceive a favorable

report from the loirit Committee on
Government Regulations. Without

such a favorable report, it will be sent

to a study committee where it will

die, as did the previous bill. It's

therefore quite urgent that a brief let-

ter or post card be sent to the follow-

ing two legislators asking them to

urge the Joint Committee to give the

bill a favorable report. Two or three

sentences are adequate. Send them to

Speaker of the House Thomas
Finneran and Senate President
Thomas Birmingham. The address for

both is State House. Boston, MA
02153.

Incidentally, Rep. Finneran
reportedly is opposed to casino
gambling. Remind him that dog rac-

ing is another form of gambling, a

deadly form. Please write these two
letters.

Mary Kelly

New Ashford

We encourage our readers to respond to the con-

tents of the Collegian through letters to the editor.

Letters must be typed, no more than 400 words
and include name, address and phone number for

confirmation purposes. They can be submitted to

Editorial/Opinion Editor, Daily Collegian, 113
Campus Center, UMass, Amherst, MA 01003; or

by email to: Letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu

Letters may be edited for length, clarity and
style.
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New book reveals Jce;y

to humanity's future

encrypted in the Bible

By Alex Iglesias

Collegian Staff

THE BIBLE CODE
Michael Drosnin

Simon & Schuster
i

Sirice the dawn of civilization, humankind has

been on a relentless quest to unlock the key to our

future. There have been countless individuals who
have claimed to have the ability of foretelling the

future (Nostradamus is but one example), yet only

now, in the later 20th century, has the true key to

our existence been found.

Michael Drosnin. author of the New York Times

best-seller Citizen Hughes, has now created the

most mind-boggling and provocative work of the

year. The Bible Code. This new piece by Drosnin

offers some highly needed enlightenment to today's

society.

After years as an Investigative reporter, Drosnin

met Dr. Eliyahn Rips, who was involved in a pro-

ject to unlock a mathematical code buried within

the Old Testament. This code, which is based on

the Hebrew version of the Bible, is said to allow

vision into the future. The code, however, is so

complex that only today's computers would be able

to unlock it.

Albert Einstein once said, "The distinction

between past, present, and future is only an illu-

sion, however persistent." The Bible Code elabo-

rates on Einstein's ingenious theory of comparing

time to an ever-revolving door in which past, pre-

sent and future are all the same. The events to

come can take newfound directions depending on

new knowledge of our future, acquired in the pre-

sent. The Bible Code is a mirror.

Michael Drosnin began his investigation with a

certain amount of cynicism, and ended without a

doubt in his agnostic mind that this code is believ-

able. Drosnin's breezy style lures the unsuspecting

reader in for the ruthless murder of any glimpse of

a promising future. The Bible Code fortifies our fas-

cinations with the mythical mainstream of future

predictions, as it transports you chapter by chapter

into the world of physic prediction. Drosnin does

lack fluidity in a few choice spots where he strays

off into religiously scientific reverie, however the

scientific jargon would be like finding a needle in a

haystack, so the suggested $25 price tag is well

worth its temporary confusion.

The Bible Code digs deep into the souls of

mankind. It questions the existence of our future

minute by minute, and explains ways in which our

beliefs and fortune-telling knowledge could

I
seshape the face of the world as we know it. The

,\ Bible Code is our future in the grasp of our minds

— a book that can mold its own destiny. A-

Penn, Travolta star in Cassavetes' last screenplay

By Adam Levine

Collegian Staff

SHE'S SO LOVELY
Directed by Nick Cassavetes

with Sean Penn, Robin Wright Penn, John Travolta

Playing at Mt. Farms Theater

Many credit the late |ohn Cassavetes as being the messi-

ah of independent filmmaking. He successfully crawled his

way out of the trenches of mundane Hollywood formula

films where he worked as a secondary actor. Finally estab-

lishing enough connections and financial security,

Cassavetes evolved to writer/director extraordinaire and

created thoughtful and provocative independently pro-

duced films.

Before Cassavetes' untimely death, he completed a

screenplay for a film called She's So Lovely, which was

then passed on to his son, Nick. Years later. Sean Penn

approached Nick and the two then decided to collaborate

on a produc'ion. Nick showed him his father's final script

and, with the help of |ohn Travolta as co-producer with

Penn, She's So Lovely became an intriguing tribute to a

father from a son.

She's So Lovely, Cassavetes' second feature, could have

been a clever, hip little film, yet it loses itself completely. In

fact, Cassavetes attempts so strongly to make his film's

structure unique, that the story becomes completely unpre-

dictable in how absurdly predictable it really is. What is

thus created is an unnerving sense of dissatisfaction in a

film which tries to mold itself within the framework of dis-

turbing romantic comedy. The only one truly disturbing

thing about She's So Lovely is, however, that it really

doesn't make any sense, but then again, that was most like-

ly what Cassavetes was attempting.

The first half hour of She's So Lovely feels like a life-

time, as Cassavetes slowly allows his camera to crawl

about the hallways of Robin Wright-Penn's dirty New
York apartment building. Here he establishes some sort of

character development at such a creepy pace, it leaves the

viewer completely out in the dark as to what direction the

film is heading. With her squeaky accent and strung-out

junkie appearance. Wright-Penn searches for her missing

husband and finds conflict all along the way, including an

abusive next-door neighbor who physically assaults her.

The next morning she awakes bruised and hungover and

stumbles her way down to the local bar, where hubby (in

real life too) Sean Penn is waiting with an entourage of

females surrounding him. She lies about her bruises, then

the two go out dancing. Filled with slow motion stills and

gritty sets, this segment is the weakest part of the film, tak-

ing far too long to actually say anything. Yet, the mis-

matched narrative does move towards a peculiar direction,

which elevates into a haunting, powerful climax ending the

first half of the film. Penn does exactly what he does best,

in a chilling fury of rage as a result of the knowledge of his

wife's beating — he provides an explosive yet, somehow

endearing performance. After shooting an officer, Penn

rushes away from the pursuing police, ranting away like

Rain Man with intellect, and ultimately finds himself in a

correctional institute for 1 years.

By this time, Robin has remarried and has three kids,

one from Sean and two from new husband |ohn Travolta

(in the most bizarre role of his recent comeback).

Obviously. Penn wants to reclaim his wife, however, the

actions he goes through to do this are slightly above

absurd. Cassavetes somehow alters his character's emo-

tional responses, disallowing the audience to really take

any of them seriously.

There are some touching points in She's So Lovely and

the film's anti-climactic finale may be interesting to some.

However, there must be some kind of character identifica-

tion, even in a genre revisionist film like this, to allow the

audience to have any empathy for the characters and their

causes. Also, the sense of time within the narrative is so

off-key that it leaves a disruptive flow to the film's context.

Despite all this uneasiness, She's So Lovely can be enjoyed

for nothing other than how strange it really is. At least

Cassavetes' heart was in the right place when he decided to

film his father's script. C-
)ohn Travolta takes a back seat to Sean Penn and

Robin Wright Penn in She's So Lovely.

Summer concert round-up includes Manda Rin, Prodigy

By Marty Keane
Collegian Staff

SUMMER CONCERT ROUND-UP

Ahhh. . . the sights and sounds of summer. What can beat

waving a cigarette lighter as |immy Buffett & The Coral

Reefer Band take you back to Margaritaville? Or watching

Dave Matthews lead 25.000 people in a sing-a-long of

"Ants Marching?" To most, a summertime concert means

relaxing on the lawn at the local amphitheater and resting

sore muscles from that dreadful summer job.

However appealing it is to sit under the stars on a warm,

humid night, most of this past summer's most memorable
— both good and bad — concerts took place elsewhere.

Inside the cramped surroundings of grungy clubs and con-

scale. And don't let these venues' minuscule capacities be

misleading. The acts playing in these intimate environs were

every bit as talented as those playing in the big sheds.

SMASHING PUMPKINS
Double Door

June 23

CHICAGO — While the name on the marquee read

"Audio Vanguard Association," the crowd of gawkers and

hipsters laboring to get into the 400-capacity Double Door

on |une 23 knew better. Inside, the Smashing Pumpkins

were treating the grossly oversold mass of assembled well-

wishers to a two-hour tour de force rock show.

Arranged as a last minute send-off for the multi-platinum

superstars before they headed off to play the European festi-

val circuit, the show was a significant departure from their
i- rt r. . .. _ i:. ..... . : C

verted gangster-era movie houses, those same sweaty attf? usual live ofTerings.'Gone were the grandiose trappings of

steamy conditions were replicated, albeit on a much smaller last winter's Mullins Center performance. No samples, no

keyboards, no inverted ice cream cone lights, and no trivial

audience banter — in fact, nary one word was spoken by the

usually glib band to the crowd as they instead chose to con-

centrate solely on rocking out. On this steamy night, the

Pumpkins were a lot like that thing in the George Foreman

infomercial — a lean, mean, grilling machine.

The visceral 80-minute set opened with "Where Boys

Fear to Tread," followed by "Eye" (from the Lost Highway
soundtrack), "Tonight, Tonight" and "Transformer," an

obscure tune from The Aeroplane Flies High boxed sei

With the exception of the first-ever live airing of Batman &
Robin's "The End is the Beginning is the End." the rest of

the songs were taken from Melon ColHe A: The Infinite

Sadness, with rewed-up versions of "Zero." "Through the

Eyes of Ruby," "By Starlight." "Bullet With Butterfly

Wings," "1979," "Mwzzkv and "XYIT rounding out the

performance. It was as if sumo- divine power took hold of

Turn to CONCERTS, page 6

L Interested in the Arts?
Lome write for the Arts & Living Page!

Contact Seema Gangatirkar at 545-1361

VULEV BICYCLES
SINCE 1981

FITNESS

Award Winning!

Sales • Service • Rentals

Accessories • Shipping • Storage

APVIM'ATK
* BKST »

1996

-* 1 W7 *

ALWAYS A FREE
Helmet with any new

bike purchase

Uptown Trailside

31 9 Main Street • Amherst 8 Railroad Street • Hadley
,

256-0880 584-4466

UMass Division Of
Continuing Education

or
Everybody

Call for a free course catalog-

(413) 545-0107 or contined@admin.umass.edu

Check out www.umass.edu/contined/ for updated info.

DIVISION OF CONTIHUIHC EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

Over 100 credit

undergrad courses—
in the evening!

More than 1 00 non
credit workshops —
affordable, fun, practical,

including

Bartending,

Retirement
& Investment
Planning,

Past Life

Regression,

Country
Une Dancing,

Gardening,

Computers,

East Asian
Medicine,

Creating
Comics!

TAU Distribution
YOU CAN:

Pick up a TAU

Start an EMAIL Account

Purchase Necessary Software

Thursday September 4th &
Friday September 5th

9am- 5pm
CAMPUS CENTER ROOM 165-69

For on Campus Residents Only.

You Must Have a Student ID.

Please note: You will not be issued a TAU if you live in a

building connected to the Residential Network

Goit ._

Over 300 electric,

acoustic & bass guitars

& amps. From Gibson,
Ibanez, Martin,
Takamine, Peavey
Ovation, Yamaha,
and ESP

Sound Sho
Features 4-track
recorders, DAT
machines, PA heads,
speakers, rack effects,

microphones, & much
more

* 2 nd prize is a
5- hour block of

Recording Time at

Blue Wolf
Productions

<*°and much more

Call Dan For

Details

(41 3) 543-1002
1755 Boston Road

Springfield

Huge selection of drum
sets, cymbals,

percussion, & snares —
plus a gr-8 selection of

itin percussion

ard Shop:
large variety of

synthesizers, samplers,
digitals, portables, drum

machines, modules,
MIDI controllers, &

software
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concerts
continued from page 5

Billy Corpm and company and said,

"lust rock baby." And ax;k they did.

PRODIGY
Metro

May 30
CHICAGO England's

lechno-punk outfit Prodigy lived up to

the prodigious hype surrounding them

us they elect rifled and dazzled a mostly

mainstream crowd at the Metro on

May 30. Thanks to heavy media atten-

tion and two chart-topping singles,

they have been anointed as the record

industry's barometer of electronic

music's potential in America.

The lightning-last pace of the show

».h clear from the outset. Perhaps

inspired bs the caustic first strains of

the evening's opener. "Smack My Bitch

Up," Bozo-haired frontman. Keith

Flint, climbed on a wall of speakers and

into i teething mosh pit as a

means of introducing himself

As the set progressed, from the

full-on techno of "Voodoo People" to

the incendiary "Fuel My Fire," the

group's members — Flint, MC Maxim
Reality, rubber-legged dancer Leeroy

Thomhill. and Sid Vicious clone Gizz

Butt — each took turns at center stage,

looking and acting like a band of hooli-

gans that had just escaped from the

Ringling Bros. Circus.

If they were the stars of the show,

then group founder/writer/producer

Liam Hewlett was the ringmaster,

carefully conducting the chaos in front

of him with masterful precision.

Although obscured by a massive wall

of well-anchored equipment, this was

clearly his show. Driven by his high

volume throbbing breakbeats and
inventive samples, his side show freaks

were left to provide the visual portion

of the program. Hint, Thornhill, Butt,

and MC Maxim worked up the crowd

relentlessly with taunts, tangible inter-

action, and mock violent competition

for the spotlight.

On their MTV hit "Firestarter," Flint

declared himself a "twisted animator"

and a "punky instigator" as he

smashed his microphone into the

stage. After witnessing this display

firsthand, one would be hard-pressed

to disagree with him.

Manda Rin and her band of Scottish popsters

Metro in Chicago on July 25.

MA*nr KtANE/COUtGIAN
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TOTAL FITNESS
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AMHERST ATHLETIC CLUEl

Stairmasters + LifeCycles + Recumbents + Treadmills

Free Weights + Gravitron + Keiser + Nautilus + Cybex
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BROCHURE -
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amherstathletic.com

AMHERST ATHLETIC CLUB 256-
Rt. 116. So. Amherst (TlftO
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THIRD EYE BUND /GENE
Metro

May 27
CHICAGO — With a brand new

debut album out and only a handful of

gigs under their belt, I suppose Third

Eye Blind should be cut a little slack. .

.

O.K., who am I kidding? Let's be hon-

est. To be totally objective and frank,

they are utterly horrid. They personify

everything that is wrong with music

today. Will anyone, save for their fami-

lies, remember Third Eye Blind even

existed at end of the year? Let's hope

not.

I'll admit, "Semi-Charmed Life* is a

pretty good summer song, but on both

their self-titled debut and in a live set-

ting, Third Eye Blind have nothing,

and I do mean nothing, to offer past

that one juicy pop nugget.

Why people pay money to hear a

band play one song is beyond me, but

to each his own. And what about their

live show you ask? Oh brother...

where do I begin?

Completely void of stage presence,

Third Eye Blind onstage is about as

exciting as watching ice cream melt.

You could count the number of times

a member of the group actually both-

ered to look up from their instruments,

obviously terrified of what might hap-

pen if they did.

Playing after Third Eye Blind, with

their stylish mod outfits and pretty

melodies to boot. Gene were destined

to come off as pop stars. While they

put on a surprisingly boisterous

75-minute set filled with enough melo-

dramatic posing by lead crooner

Martin Rossiter, Gene are still little

more than a good Smiths cover band,

Third Eye Blind lead a semi-charmed life ... at least for now.

which still beats being Third Eye Blind

on any day.

FOO FIGHTERS

Riviera Theatre

July, 4

Only two short years ago,

ex-Nirvana drummer Dave Grohl's

new group was being hailed as the new
alternaheroes for the '90s on the backs

of their excellent self-titled debut.

Unfortunately, things have changed.

After listening to their follow-up,

this year's The Colour and the Shape,

it is apparent that the D.I.Y. mentality

and punk spirit that permeated their

debut has fallen by the wayside, as pro-

ducer Gil Norton succeeded in sucking

all the earnestness and giddy fun out of

this subpar effort.

Still, the Foo's are always a treat in

concert, and their Independence Day

show was no different as it celebrated

all rock cliches that are distinctly

American — glitz, glamour and the

incomparable Pat Smear.

Clad in a vampish black leather

getup, Smear was the center of atten-

tion as he singlehandedly exuded

enough exuberance for the entire

band, merrily prancing and preening

about, sans footwear.

M
Metro

July 25

CHICAGO — Unpretentipus and

unrelenting. Bis brought a refreshing

blend of solid musicianship and ado-

lescent enthusiasm to their July 25 gig

at Chicago's famed Metro for a perfor-

mance that, by all accounts, exceeded

all expectations.

Using canned drum beats instead of

a drummer, Bis played a mix of songs

off their first two U.S. releases,

Teen-C Power and The New
Transistor Heroes. Especially enter-

taining were "Kandy Pop" and
"Starbright Boy." Vocalist Manda Rin,

clearly revelling in the late night

party- like atmosphere, accentuated

their teen anthems with her infectious

pogoing.

Wedding bells for Woody & Soon-Yi? Harris hits Rent
Imagine marrying your mother's for-

mer boyfriend. That could be the situa-

tion brewing for Woody Allen and his

girlfriend, Soon-Yi Previn. Allen, who
dumped longtime love Mia Farrow in

favor of Farrow's daughter, Soon-Yi

Previn, was heard queryng "You want

to get it in platinum or not?" The cou-

ple was inspecting a five-carat ruby

and diamond piece at New York's

Tiffany Jewelers.

Neil Patrick Harris is ditching his

clean-cut look for grunge. The actor,

who has now aged to a respectable 24,

bleached his hair blond in anticipation

of a role in the new West Coast pro-

duction of Rent. Don't look for any

comparisons with his Doogie Howser

character.

"Physically, I've changed a lot,"

Harris told People magazine.

The gay magazine Odysseey has dis-

covered a juicy tidbit about the British

Royal Family that will have the

tabloids twittering. The Queen Mother

had a hip replacement surgery three

years ago and is now ready for round

number two. In the meantime, her

male surgeon has now become a she.

So far, mum's the word from
Buckingham Palace.

Demi Moore is having quite the

summer. After her last three movies

bombed at the box office (The Scarlet

Letter, The furor. Striptease) Moore is

finally winning some priase for her role

ast Lt. Jordan O'Neil in here latest,

G.I. jane. Newsweek praises the film

and its star, calling Moore "com-

pelling." While her acting may not nec-

essarily merit an Oscar, the highest

paid actress in Hollywood ($12 million

for Striptease) was voted the "sexiest

woman in the world" in a survey con-

ducted by Shape magazine. Four thou-

sand women picked Moore ahead of

second-place Cindy Crawford, fol-

lowed by Michelle Pfeiffer and then

Pamela Anderson Lee. Madonna how-

ever did not fair so well — she placed

last in the survey.

Christian Slater admitted to using

heroin and cocaine the night he

allegedly slugged his girlfriend and

then bit the man who came to help

her. Cops were called to the scene to

investigate. According to wire reports.

Slater's blood-alcohol registerred at

.24 percent — well over California's

legal limit of .08 percent. Slater is free

on $50,000 bond. This is not the first

time Slater had pumped up the volume

with the law. He spend 10 days in jail

in 1989 for drunk driving and was also

arrested in 1994 at New York's

Kennedy Airport for carrying a loaded

gun in his luggage a la Barry Switzer.

Woody Harrelson went to extreme

heights to save the Headwaters Forest,

a redwood grove in Northern

California. The star of People vs. Larry

Flynt scaled the Golden Gate Bridge

with eight other people last November

to protest the destruction of the forest.

The protest caused a traffic jam, which

Harrelson has apologized for.

Harrelson will pay a $1,000 fine and

has to perform 20-25 hours of com-

munity service, teaching California

school children about the environ-

ment.

Melanie Griffith says she is not at

all worried about hubby Antonio
Banderas being unfaithful to her. At

least, that's what she said to Ladies'

Home Journal. Griffith, who was pre-

viously married to Don Johnson admit

ted to having cosmetic surgery after

the birth of her daughter seven years

ago, but says she doesn't plan any

surgery in the future in order to keep

her husband from straying.

"When Antonio and I are apart, I

don't worry that he's being unfaithful;

1 worry that he's all right," Griffith

said. ^
At least Griffith has figurecWrrthat

love's got to be more than akin deep.

Compiled fron\ various wtFe can

media sources by Seema Gangatirkar.

Chuck's Tips For Freshme;

on studying:
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*years. Pace yourself.
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B I; recommend French as your foreign

(language. The ladies go crazy when

!l?say, Ve m'appelle Chuck* •
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-You can use your BanJcBoston Card tobuy stuff all around town. You caneven use it to buy books. Personally
I prefer to wait for the movie. *

It's Amazing What You Can Do:

The BanWBretton Card. You can use it to get cash. To malm purchases.' And use it to save

30* at Papa Olno's when you show your BankBostnn Card, a Papa Qino's coupon, and student,

m' Cool, huh? To open a Student Value Package, stop by any branch or call 1-800-2-BOSTON

FOtC wwwbonktoston.com/sMlMh foquokW oppfkonts only 0«•>90od<Wll*<* 3, m8 MiM$^ tow* v^.btrt*)M. \xM Htm, oik.
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Get AT&T One Rate. FREE.

And don't worry about the time or the distance.

free"
fro m
AT&T

If you live off campus, choose AT&T Long Distance and sign up for AT&T

One Rate. Free. You'll also get a free one-year membership to Student

Advantage*—the largest student discount program ever.

• AT&T One Rate: only I5tf a minute on calls from home—to anybody,

anytime, anywhere in the U.S.

• Student Advantage: use your card to get special offers and up to 50% off

every day at thousands of your favorite neighborhood places and

national sponsors

—

like Kinko'sf Tower Records* and Amtrak.

Live off campus? Get AT&T One Rate

and a Student Advantage membership. FREE.

Call 1-800-878-3872
or visit www.att.com/college/np.html

It's all within your reach. B AT&T

StoKki* A<>v»**e olfer «M for AT»T Rwdemm Lon| Ounce <uttom*n © IW7 AT»t
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women s soccer
continued trom page 12

"Right now. we've never played on

that field with 1 1 a side, so this is all

new. It is kind of like playing an

away game."

Minutewoman Notes: UMass has

wort their last five games at The Field

Formerly Known As NPE. and

today's match will be the first game

there since the Minutewomen's 5-0

win over Penn State on Oct. 25,

1981... The only two losses for

UMass in its 27-2-1 history at

Totman Field were against the

University of Vermont and the

University of Connecticut. The
Minutewomen beat Vermont 2-1 in

an exhibition match held in

Shaftsbury, Vt. two weeks ago, with

Iverson scoring both goals. UMass

will face UConn in that storied

rematch at Totman this Sept. 23 at

3:30 p.m.... sophomores Kate Webb
(ankle) and Cindy Garceau (knee)

are doubtful to play today against

Michigan. Rudy stated that he wants

to slowly bring them back into the

lineup, due to fitness reasons...

UMass is 4-3 all-time against Big

Ten teams, with their last win coming

against Michigan State (3- 0) on

Sept. 11, 1993. Their last loss was

against Wisconsin, losing 1-0 on

Sept. 15, 1991.

Colts coach sees same tough Pats
Patriots boking to go 2-0 for first time since Reagan

By Hank Lowenkron

Associated Press

INDIANAPOLIS — The lust time

the New England Patriots opened a

football season with two victories

was 1986, and Ronald Reagan was

president.

The Patriots (1-0) can match that

start by defeating Indianapolis (0-1)

when the AFC East rivals meet

Sunday in the RCA Dome.
"They're the defending conference

champions, and have nearly the same

team back," Indianapolis coach
Lindy Infante said of the Patriots,

who swept the Colts last season and

have won five of the last seven meet-

ings between the teams.

Bill Parcells was coaching New
England then, but the Patriots

didn't seem to miss him as they

treated new coach Pete Carroll to a

4 1-7 victory over Sun Diego last

week in the leaiO!) opener, "The
players are still there, these ;ire out-

standing players." Infante said.

"The coaching skill is a good coach-

ing staff, it's just not the one that

was there List \e.ir. They're running

a lot of the same thing.;, some little

different plays on defense,* Infante

said.

The Patriots have won 19 of 26
meetings between the teams since

the Colts moved from Baltimore in

1984.

The challenges for Indianapolis

include limiting the effectiveness of

quarterback Drew Bledsoe and the

running of Curtis Martin.

"We've got to stop the running

game, and that will make it tougher

for Bledsoe." Indianapolis linebacker

Stephen Grant said. "The running

game opens the passing game, and

On your mark...

get set...

GO
write tot Sports

effl >
£sV

take Kaplan
and get into the

right school.

• Highly trained, expert teachers who know the

tests inside and out.

• Personalized, computenzed study plans, tailored

to your individual needs

• Proven methods, guaranteed to raise your score.

the leader In teat prep and
admissions counseling

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST

www.kaplan.com
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Youth is served...

The young UMass volleyball team will be competing in the Loyola

Marymount Tournament this weekend.

Bell's Pizza House
Pizza • Pasta • Grinders
Salads • Desserts

Eat In - Take Out
10:45am - Midnight
7 Days a Week

FREE Delivery
(Limited Area)
4 PM - 2AM SUtl - Wed Cash, Visa U Mastercard Accepted

4 PM - 3 AM Thlir - Sat Ask about our volum* ditcountt

549*13H *5 University Drive, Amherst

that's been their strength. You shut

down the running game, that's half

the battle."

The Colts used that formula in last

week's 16-10 loss to Miami, holding

Dan Marino to just 105 yards pass-

ing and yielding just 97 yards rush-

ing.

"The thing we have to do is get

them in third-and-long, because
we're a good zone-blitzing team,"
Grant said. "You get them in third-

and-long, we've got a lot of blitzes

that I think will let us get to

Bledsoe."

The last time the Colts and
Patriots played, Martin rushed for

141 yards on 35 carries.

"He's a good back, but we've
faced good backs before and been
able to stop them. As long as we're

able to do that, everything will be

fine," Grant said.

Marino, the holder of nearly every

NFL career-passing record, complet-

ed only 10 of 26 passes on Sunday.

The only touchdown on a pass by

Marino was scored by Indianapolis

on an interception by linebacker

Elijah Alexander.

It may be bedtime for

Prime Time on diamond

By Joe Kay
Associated Press

CINCINNATI — Deion Sanders

is going back to the thing he does

best — cover receivers — on a full-

time basis this weekend, unsure

whether his latest fling with base-

ball will be his last.

The Cincinnati Reds have given

Sanders permission to end his sea-

son after tonight's game against

Pittsburgh so he can be with the

Dallas Cowboys full-time.

Sanders intended to play baseball

during the week and football on

weekends through the end of the

month, but a bulging disc in his

lower back made it impossible to

do both effectively. The travel also

was taking a toll.

"It gets tough emotionally more

than physically, to tell you the

truth," Sanders said yesterday.

Sanders, the outfielder, was in

the starting lineup last night against

Pittsburgh, four days after Sanders,

the defensive back, played against

the Steelers at Three Rivers

Stadium. Sanders returned a punt,

got knocked on his head and aggra-

vated his sore back during a 37-7

victory in the Cowboys' opener.

Sanders turned 30 on Aug. 9 and

has been limited since mid-August

by the bulging disc, which required

two cortisone injections. He sat out

baseball last season but returned to

the Reds this spring under an

unusual contract arrangement.

The Reds permitted him to leave

once they were eliminated from

contention. The club also could

give Sanders permission to play

football full-time if it was not in the

middle of the race.

General manager |im Bowden

spoke to Sanders on Wednesday

and gave Sanders the option. He
chose football.

"We just let him know from the

club's standpoint we would not

stand in his way from going to play

football full-time, given his situa-

tion and given our situation,"

Bowden said.
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Hippopotamus
Student Union Ballroom

• $5 UMass Students •Doors @ 7:30

• $12 General Public -Show @ 8:00

1 8+ event, positive ID required Sound by Audio Radiance

Soturdov, September 6

M
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J. Crew
Clothing Sale

Sept. 16 - Sept. 19

Temporary Help needed for large

J. Crew Clothing Sale to be held at

The Mullins Center at the

University of Massachusetts

September 1 6 - 1 9, 1 997

To sign up, stop by table #20 in

the Campus Center Concourse

next to the Information Booth on

Monday 9/8 from 9am - 4pm and

Tuesday 9/9 from 9am - 1 pm

Polo dives into Navy Invitational
By Fred HuHbrinlc, jr.

Collegian Staff

for the four-time defending Eastern first round match at the NCAA tour-

No wading into the kiddie pool
for Massachusetts coach Russ
Yarworth this season. Nope, he and
his water polo troops will be diving

right into the competition this week
end at the Navy Invitational in

Annapolis.

Self-imposed expectations are high

Champions, and a

good showing in

the first weekend
of the regular sea-

son would lay a

solid base for

Yarworth's lofty

goal of winning a

fifth consecutive
Eastern title and a

Navv Invitational

Men's

Water Polo

Saturday and Sunday

nament.

But, simply a

good showing
won't be enough
for Yarworth's
charges.

"1 want to go
down there and
play well,"

Yarworth said.

THANG VO / COLLSCIAN

Sophomore driver Rich Slingluff will be looked upon to step up the 'D' against some tough opponents in the

Navy Invitational.

"But certainly every time we get into

the pool, we want to win. The guys

are ready to play somebody besides

themselves."

The busy weekend schedule for

UMass starts at 11:00 a.m. on
Saturday against George Washington
(ranked No. 23 in the coaches' pre-

season poll). They then take on No.

15 Navy at 3:30 and No. 24 Buckncll

at 6:45. The No. 1 1 Minutemen
wrap-up the four-match slate against

an emerging Slippery Rock squad
that is ranked No. 19 to begin the

season.

The physical Midshipmen have

been a thorn in the sides of

Minutemen for years and will provide

a crucial test for UMass in the early

part of the season.

Navy had been the regional compe-

tition for the Minutemen in the

recent past until the ascension of

Queens to the upper water polo eche-

lon in the last couple of years.

As per usual the Midshipmen are a

hard-nosed, defense- oriented team

that wears down opposing offenses

with constant and frantic hands-on
defense.

The defense could be the Achilles'

heel for the Minutemen this season.

Sophomore Richard Huntley takes

over between the pipes for Yarworth

and will shoulder much of the bur-

den for a fairly inexperienced
defense.

The exceptional two-way play of

Aldo Roman should take a share of

the pressure off the young keeper,

but with the exception of Marc
Staudenbauer, no returning player

has seen an abundance of time in the

back field for the Minutemen.

Step in the Box!

The Softball team will be holding open tryouts, tentatively

uled for next Sunday on Totman field. Stay tuned for more d.

field hockey
continued from page 1

2

for an even 1-1 record.

By game time Saturday. Cal will

also be able to include last night's

contest at Rhode Island in its record.

After the team's first two games,

sophomore midfielder Sara Baron sat

atop the points column with five (two

goals, one assist), followed closely by

sophomore forward Megan Sainsbury

with four (one goal, two assists).

Senior goalie Karen Hagan, who is

in her fourth year in the Golden Bear

goal, has earned a .928 save percent-

age and a 1 .04 goals against average

through two games.

Minutewomen Notes:

Massachusetts is ranked 10th in the

nation in the Sports Illustrated

Woman Sport preseason poll.

Defending national champion North

Carolina is ranked first... After the

UMass/Phoenix Invitational, UMass
will host Boston College at Garber

Field on Wednesday, Sept. 10 at 3:30

p.m. The team will then travel to

James Madison University for a game
against Davis and Elkins on Friday.

Sept. 12 at 1 p.m.

Get intj

tfritlllnlpftf, i

if lli

j

The UMass Media Relations staff is hold-

ing a meeting for all interested newcomers

Monday, Sept. 8 at 5 p.m. in Boyden

Building, Room 249. The Media Relations

department is in the public relations wing

of the athletic department. If you ques-

tions, please call the Media Relations

office at 545-2439

buj^gaticTXn
Will KM TWATTING

B1CS BEsr .

/ $139 \
STUDENT SPECIAL

4 MONTHS
KEISER • NAUTILUS • CYBEX
STAIRMASTERS • LIFFC \

TREADMILLS • V.R. BIKE
LIFEROWER • GA1 I

GRAV1TON

AMHERST
ATHLETIC CLUB
Rte 1 16 So. Amhtti

256-0080

GA
£>r.

THANG VO / COUSCIAN

Erica Johnston and her field hockey teammates try out the new turf this

weekend at Garber Field in the UMass/Phoenix Invitational.

douii/i'Town

-A Ka U t- r s \

jewelry Natural Fiber Scarve s

Blouses Skirts Dresses
Happy
B'daym

S§ Cards India Print Shirts

Posters

4 ft
inuiarrmi —.....»

A I g% Bedspreads y>
Candies Incense Shoes

i Rings
vo

Bracelets

\^/
Chains

Socks
Leathei
Sole

Paper
Lampshades

EO to 5C1%
off selected
Clothing

QrcatQift* Th Fri 9PM
ercantile ****&
Northampton- 18 Center St

||^ Amherst-Carriage Shops

Come On In Out Of The Plain!

3 floors • stores galore • food & more

dictionary / six bucks • cup o' joe / a buck • "For Dummies" guides / nineteen bucks

beaded curtain / nine bucks • book bags / from eighteen bucks

Genko (for mental sharpness) / fifteen bucks • magic stone / twelve bucks

Armani hosiery / nine bucks • Lucky jeans / sixty-eight bucks

shower caddy / eleven bucks • CK boxer shorts / eighteen bucks
Hard Candy lipsticks / sixteen bucks

MARKET PLACE

"under the big green awning"

On the bus route • Open Mon-Tue- Wed 10-6; Thur-Fri-Sat 10-9; Sun 12-5 • 150 Main Street, Northampton

I

Cheerleading Try-Outs
on: 9/8,9/9,9/10

6pm - 9pm
@ Curry Hicks Cage

Call Kevin Thompson 665-0056

I
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Collegian Classifieds
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AUTO FOR SALE

Purchasing a used
car? Having your car

repaired? Do you know

your legal rights? Call

The Student Legal

Services Office, 922

Campus Center, 545-

1995.

89 Ford Tempo auto,

103K, runs great. Many
options. Call Joe 253-

4871 after 5pm. $2000

or B/0.

HONDA CIVIC SO 3 dr,

hatch, 4 speed, manual,

mileage: 87,100.

Excellent condition. Call

after 5:30 pm. at 256-

3433.

EMPLOYMENT

Grocery Shopper to

deliver to Longmeadow
family. Looking for indi-

vidual to do grocery

shopping at Bread and

Circus and deliver 1-2

times weekly. Must
have own car and be

dependable. Some
knowledge of Kosher

food helpful. Flat rate

preferred. Call Alan

(413)736-4635 ext. 221

EMPLOYMENT

JOBS FOR THE
ENVIRONMENT

Campaign with

MassPirg to protect our

planet. Flexible sched-

ule. $50-$75/Day. Call

Terri 256-6434

Cooks Wanted
Experience a plus but

not necessary. Apply

immediately in person.

Cutty's Food and Spirits.

55 University Drive. 549-

5700

UMass Athletic

Development- Event

Staff wanted for

Athletic Fund Events

throughout the 1997-98

athletic year. Must be

21+. For further informa-

tion respond to 308

Mullins, or call 595-

9671

Tutor In Residence

Assistant House
Manager and Tutorial

Supervisor wanted in

Amherst. A Better

Chance Program. Free

room and board for ser-

vices. For application

procedure, call Mr./Mrs.

Lewis. 253-3440

EMPLOYMENT
Mother's Helper
Wanted 10-15 hrs. per

week. Please call 549-

7788

Care Provider Needed
Monday thru Friday

8:30-5:30. Two children.

Amherst home. Good
pay. Nice family. Own
car. Love for children.

Non-smoking. Call

evenings. Leave voice

mail message for Dave.

Press 1.256-6006

Personal Care
Attendant for male

quad. Morning, evening,

and overnight. $7.85 per

hour. Call 546-0666

Full-Time Day
Delivery or Kitchen
Help Wanted 30-40

hrs/week. Apply at D.P

Dough, Downtown
Amherst. 256-1616

Babysitter Needed
Now for two kids, 9-11.

Thurs.-Fri., 3:00-6:30.

Occasionally other days.

Must have car and be a

non-smoker. Call

Suzanne at 253-3975

EMPLOYMENT
Wanted Immediately:

Student Handyman,
Landscaper, Driver.

$7.00 per hour. Must
have a car. (413)549-

1578

Drivers and Kitchen
Help Must be able to

work 30 hours per week.

Flexible hours. Apply at

D.P. Dough, Downtown
Amherst. 256-1616

Students Wanted!!!

Part-Time Sales

Marketing Job

Visitwww.eduinfo.com.

Part-Time

Administrative

Assistant

Clerical position in small

Amherst office of

Spanish study abroad

program. Located on bus

route. Requirements:

data entry, computer
skills, and excellent

grammar/spelling skills.

Knowledge of Spanish a

plus. Approximately 20

hours/week; afternoons

preferred. Competitve

salary.

EMPLOYMENT

Send letter and resume

to: CC-CS, 446 Main

Street, Amherst, MA
01002-2314

FOR RENT

Fridge Rentals 253

9742 Free Delivery

FOR SALE

New Twin Serta

Mattress Includes NEW
bed frame and box

spring. Call Brian at 549-

5046. $50.

MAC list 15" color

monitor, modem, laser

printer. $600 or best

offer. 256-3472.

FOUND

Cash Identify amount.

Possible locations. 253-

3682

INSTRUCTION

Performing Arts

Division

offers Group and Private

Instruction in Music,

Theater, and Dance.

PAD is located in 73

Bartlett Hall, UMass.

(413)545-0519 for info.

INSTRUCTION IROOMMATE WANTI

GUITAR LESSONS
Beginner-Advanced.
Lessons may be taken

for course credit. 1-888-

908-8898 Call Peter (Toll

Free)

MISCELLANEOUS

Start Your Own
Fraternity! Zeta Beta

Tau is looking for male

students to start a new
chapter. If you are inter-

ested in academic suc-

cess, a chance to net-

work, and an opportuni-

ty to make friends in a

non-pledging brother-

hood, e-mail: zbt@zbt-

national.org or cali Joe

Alfidi at (317)334-1898

Extra $$$ Opportunity

for confident self-

starter. Contact with

international students at

1-888-670-2906. Leave

message.

ROOM FOR RENT

Grads and Visiting

Faculty: Large, sunny,

quiet room in private

home. N/S. 5 minutes to

UMass, Amherst Center.

Buses. Call before 9:30

pm. 549-5431.

FREE RENT!
Housemate/Respite
help. Easy, fun. Call

(413)527-6279.
Easthampton.

Looking for two peo-

ple to share 1 large

room in two bedroom

apartment in Amherst.

On bus route, behind

campus. For info please

call Brad at (603)889-

0686

SERVICES

COMPUTER SER-

VICES
Mac Magic

Independent Macintosh

Trouble Shooter +

Consultant.

Alvin C. Whaley

(413)584-7904

Hardware/Software,

Installation, Servicing +

Upgrades for Mac OS-

based computers +

peripherals.

Your office, dorm, or

home.

TRAVEL

Spring Break '98 Set

trips, earn cash and go

free!!! Student Travel

Services is now hiring

Campus Reps/Group
Organizers. Lowest rates

to Jamaica, Mexico and

Florida Call 1-800-648-

4849

Personals Policy Rates
1 All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian cUs-

itfad employ**** before payment and acceptance of

the clasMtie*}

2 Last name* MAY NOT be u*ed in personals. ONLY
imes and initials are allowed The only excep-

tions an? tor birthday or congratulation* personals. in

which am the full name may be used

J Phone numbers are not allowed in personals NO
EXCEPTIONS

4 Addresses are not allowed in personals this means
dorm room numbers as well.

5 Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are

not acceptable. Personals ot a vindictive or libelous

nature are not acceptable. Personals may nbi be

used for the purpose ot harassment

6. Profanity may not be used in personals.

7 The personals section is tor personals only. The per-

sonals section may NOT be used to sell items, seek

roommates, advertise meetings, etc

0. All personals must have the name, signature, and

UMass ID. number ot the student placing the as

filled in on the insertion order. Non-students must

provide a valid driver's license and the license num-
ber must be recorded on the insertion order. Use of

false identification or misrepresentation is subject to

penalties under the law.

9 The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit

any personal that does not meet the Collegian's stan-

dards in accordance with the statutes of the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

Students

20tf per word/day

All others

40tf per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and

legibly. We are not responsible for errors result-

ing from illegible handwriting or type.

Standard Headings
ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT
ENTERTAINMENT

FOR SALE
FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

FRIDAY. SEPT. 5

Auditions — All members

of the University and Five

College community who wish

to play in the University

Orchestra (strings, winds,

brass, percussion), directed

by Mark Russel Smith, may
sign up today for

winds/brass only (except

trumpet), from 1-4 p.m. in

the Fine Arts Center, room
167. Please bring two con-

trasting selections of your

choice, ie. orchestral

excerpts, a movement from a

sonata or concerto. You may

be asked to sight read mater-

ial from the upcoming sea-

son.

SATURDAY. SEPT. 6

Auditions — All members

of the University and Five

College community who wish

to play in the University

Orchestra (strings, winds,

brass, percussion), directed

by Mark Russel Smith, may
sign up today for trumpets

only from 9:00 a.m.-10:30

a.m., winds/brass only from

10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. and

1:30-5 p.m. in the Bezanson

Auditorium, Fine Arts

Center, room 248. Please

bring two contrasting selec-

tions of your choice, ie.

orchestral excerpts, a move-

ment from a sonata or con-

certo. You may be asked to

sight read material from the

upcoming season.

SUNDAY, SEPT. 7

Auditions — All members

of the University and Five

College community who wish

to play in the University

Orchestra (strings, winds,

brass, percussion), directed

by Mark Russel Smith, may

sign up today for strings only

from 9 a.m.-noon and 1-5

p.m. in Bezanson
Auditorium, Fine Arts

Center, room 248. Please

bring two contrasting selec-

tions of your choice, ie.

orchestral excerpts, a move-

ment from a sonata or con-

certo.

Community — "Love

Feast," sponsored by the

Christian Foundation at

UMass, a day of music, spirit

and community, will be held

at 10 a.m. at Wesley Church,

365 N. Pleasant St. at

MONDAY. SEPT. 8

Fearing.

Open house —
Everywoman's Center, locat-

ed in Wilder Hall, is hosting

an Open House from 9

a.m. -4 p.m. Staff will be

available to provide informa-

tion about paid student posi-

tions, internships and volun-

teer opportunities for stu-

dents and community
women. Refreshments will

be provided. All members of

the campus and community

are welcome.

TUESDAY, SEPT. 9

Discussion — "The Politics

of Birth Control," a discus-

sion about why many women
can't obtain the family plan-

ning resources they need,

and what you can do about

it, will be held at 8 p.m. in

Thompson Auditorium,

room 102. Join fellow stu-

dents and Peter H.

Kostmayer, executive direc-

tor of "Zero Population

Growth."

NOTICES

Blood drive — Come and

help the American Red Cross

meet the challenge of provid-

ing a safe and available blood

supply for all those who need it

by donating blood at the

UMass Fall Kick-Off Blood

Drives. The drives will be held

Sept 9-10 from 10:30

a.m.-4:30 p.m. and Sept. 1

1

from 9:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m. on

the first floor of the Campus
Center. Donors can make an

appointment by calling (800)

462-2229. Walk-ins are wel-

come.

Library tours — The Du Bois

Library will be hosting orienta-

tion tours Sept. 4-5 and 8-12.

The tours will leave from the

Entrance lobby at 10:30 a.m.

and 2:30 p.m. daily. Come,
visit and get to know the

library.

Student government —
Nominations papers for the

Undergraduate Student Senate

are available in the Student

Government Association

office, located in the Student

FYls are public service announcements printed

daily. To submit an FYl, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the
Managing Editor by noon the previous day.

Union, room 420.

Nominations are open until 5

p.m. on Friday, Sept. 19. If

there are any questions, please

contact |odi Bailey at

545-0342.

Volunteer — The Programs

Against Violence Against

Women of the Everywoman's

Center are now accepting appli-

cations from women who want

to become volunteer counselors

or educators. To join our fall

70-hour training for new volun-

teers, to learn more about issues

of violence against women, and

to make a difference in areas of

sexual assault and relationship

violence, please call 545-0883.

The application deadline is Sept.

8, 1997. Bilingual women and

women of color are strongly

encouraged to apply.
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Daily Listings sponsored by: YOUC AD HECEe 345"3(5CC
B HSCN Bulletin

Board

3 CBS/3 Hartford

a CBS/4 Boston

B ABC/5 Boston

B PBS/57 Springfield

7 HSCN Movie
Channel

B UPN/20 Hartford

B Weather Channel

ID NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

I PBS/24 Hartford

I WOCH&HSCN
i UMATV
' HSCN Programming

I TV-19
D ABC/40 Springfield

M NBC/22 Springfield

37

CNN
CNN/Headline
News

BET

BET on Jazz

UCTV
The Learning

Channel

TV Land

Comedy Central

Much Music

AND
HERE.

545-35CC

FRIDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
wvrr
WTtC
WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
A4E
CNN
COM
DISC
IPfTW
MTV
NICK
scirT

S

S

TLC
TNT

HBO
MAX
SHOW

Crwturtt

Ja Newel

T Newel
Freeh Prince

Freeh Prinrt

m Simptom X

23

30

6:00

Creeluree

NeweX

6:30
Buelneee Rpt Newehour WW) Jim Lehrer X
CBS New. In tide Edition

CBSNewe
ABCNewe

Extra X
Ineide Edition

Freeh Prince"

NBCNewe
Star Trek: Next Qener

WhMi-fortUM

Mflflwt X
NBCNewa

judge JudyOE

RoeeanneX

NBC
Buelneee Rp£

ABC New*

Beverly Wile, 90110 (In Stereo)

FamHy Matter* IFamHy Maltere

Quincy

WoridVlawX

**V,Vtmiln"Wi,

7:00 7:30
WHh.M

Real TV I
Ent Tonight

Ordinary/Extraordinary X

Chronicle I
Ordinaryrtirtraordlnary X

Jeopardyl X

Ent. Tonight

Horn* Imp. Seirrteld X
Wheat-Fortune [Jeopardy! X
Newehour With Jim Lehrer X

Judge Judy X
HtrdCopyX

Seinfeld X
Seinfeld I
Who'* Bom?

Ent Tonight

'

Mad Abo. You

Who's Bom?

Law a Ordtr "Star Struck" X

MovjaMagk
OpClooe Sporlacanfr

Supermarket

Studio Launch

CtertaaaExpl,

«
OdyeeeyX

Beyond

.Comedy)

d20QQ [l

MonoyHne X |Cro*aflmX

KnWswartaonT"

Strang* Man— "Catapults" jRj

Debt

in Rock

TtnyToon

Swamp Thing"

furniture

Hung Fu: legend

Renovation

£LRenegade "Blood Hunt"

(515*iioTaq-<Wo* llnaidothe NFL (In Stereo)]

W-Tiwioa jfoiinWtlMbi r'red WMd TQ-13T

AutoRacin

Ptwn'(19

8:00

C - Campus

8:30
Wall St Week

Sabrlna-Wltch [Saturday Prev

9:00 9:30
Healthy Aging: Redefining Am"

JAG "Recovery" (In Stereo) X
McLaughlin

JAG "Recovery" (In Stereo) X
Sabrlna-Wltch |

Boy-World

Naah Bridge* "Out ot Chicago
7

Naah Bridge* "Out o< Chicago"

20/20 r

Soul Train Lady ot Soul Award* (In Stereo Live)

Unaotved atyateoee (In Stereo) I
Dateline (In Stereo) X

tt% Trua BrtawTCiflflO. Suspense) Mare Wlnnlnghan).

Unaohud Myrterkw (In Stereo)

Roar "Doyie'a Solution" (R) X
Unsolved Mytterie* (In Stereo)

Waah.Weok

Sabrine-Witch

Wail St Weak

Saturday Prev,

Dateline (In Stereo) X

Homicide: Lite on the Street X
Ilapd

Millennium 'Maranalha"(R) I
Dateline

State We're In

in Stereo) X
Follow Money

Sebrina-Witch Boy-World

ttt TGnMl Bate oiFmr (1969, Drama) Dannls OuakT

** i.00* Hurt TiUna IcVllWft Comedy) John Travota.

Biography: Carol Burnett

Prime New* I

VilBacM

America'* CaaWaa "The Aston"

. X [Burden-Proof [Larry WnqUve

X

to&W(l8e6,fJc<r^)Rc<irieyPanget1ield.

Wild ptacovtry: Queen-Killers |Newe

NASCAR Grand National - AuloUte Platwum 250

World-Wonder

10:00
SEPTEMBER 5, 1997
10:30

Perspectives

Homicide: Life on the Street X

Homicide: Lite on the Street X
MefTow Report X
20720 r

Home Videos

Real TV «

11:00 I 11:30
World at War (Part 3 0(4)

NewtX

NewtX

Late Show X
Lata Show X
Nightllne X

Jenny Jones (R) (In Stereo) X

Vibe

[Tonight Show

Coach X
Tonight Show

Deep Space 9

[Tonight Show
Charlie Roae (In Stereo)

PWW8 JL

Mad Abo. You

Nightllne X
M'A'S'H X

Grand Tour

World Today X

Major League Baaeball: Braves at Pediet

»*"> "Soul Man'
,

(1fl86,Cc<n»dy

Fanga!

Houae ot Style Singled Out
Doug I Rugrat* X
raght Stalker "Chopper I

Drama) Maredth Baxter."

Top 10 Breakdown (In Stereo)

a
Lota a dart-Supermen

Wghlander: The Series X

H.

Kablaml(R) IJaannt* Jeannie |Jean

o •jjfiafruno rajroat'MMo, Dram*) Am* MacOowell 'PO'

X

IrfMomtntotTnitt

Auto Racing: NASCAR Craftsman Truck SeriesCrin

law > Order "Misconception"

Sports lllus. iMoneytlne X
C. Thomas Howell.

Wild Diecovery: Queen-Killers

\TT.ncnrrr<Mmm7?xer,
And the Winner Is... (In Stereo)

IJeannle

BeavisButt Apt 2F .;Ri

Quest (R)
"iPaleoworld (R) [Beacue Squad: Ftre and Water

kXJn ?(m, ScsincaPictol sWav Weaver, Cm

Walker, Tsias Ranger I \** Xmt
*** "Pafrtor G*mw''(1992, Suepenae) Hamson

Friday the 13th: The Serkte X
War on Cancer - Stalking

ISportacenter

Homicide: Life on the Street X
Oddville, MTV
Jeannie

Lovekne (R)

Newhart X
Night Stalker "Chopper" X
Quest (R) [Paleoworld (R)

tit "SW« the Orm" 19W. Comady) J*nnft» AnWon 'frX
»^'7ri>rjan"(1>9e.l>twi*nw)Rcb*rlD*Niro. (In Stereo) Wit

|t« •Salum 3"11980) Kirk Douglas

'lPWr (1980, Horror) Alex Vincent. (In Stereo!

rison Ford. W X
Alex Vincent (in Stereo) |WWF Wrestling

'Double r«p"(1997, Suspense) Stephen Re* W fDennis Miller

ttv> T/niai^&ar/liaaZ.Stwpenae) Kurt Russell WX
Stargate SG-1 Children ol the Gods" (R) (In Stereo)
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Robotman By Jim Meddick

Bruno By C. Baldwin
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Dilbert By Scott Adams

rKKtwoeema Rtt/VlC,K*ORMMsl.
OU JUST IAAO
kX-IOttJPON
soO^rAce.

tC«A»AOMe»4T, I
U)A6 Af«»*0 1 MAD

fCHOtR 7 ^M»V»H6LAeT
UEAO.'L WOMTW'

uJUAT
A

SINCE I'fA THE rAA30K

BREADCOINNER HER.E,

I DECIDED TO NArAE
THE HOUSE "OOGBERT
rAANOR."

ANO I'VE DECIDED TO
NAfAE VOU JENNIFER
BECAUSE 1 LIKE THE

NAPAE.

I OONT WHOOJ UiHY I

BOUGHT THIS. ITS JUST K

BOX, FULL OF ELECTRONICS

THAT VOU CAN LOOK AT.

SHUT UP,

JENNIFER
V

Mallard Fillmore By Bruce Tinsley
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Horoscopes
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) —

There is no point in trying to be

perfect today, but you can do a

great deal to hide your negative

traits — and any errors— from
view.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) —
You are quite strong at this time,

with your emotions well-controlled

and balanced with your intellect. It

is a good day for decisions.

SCORPIO (Oct. 2J-Nov. 21) —
Pace yourself today: don't try to

give it your all at every moment, or

you will find that your resources

are neither strong nor plentiful.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21) — It is important to prove your

stability and faithfulness early in

the day. Others may doubt you
unless you demonstrate such traits.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— Take care that you don't come
on too strong today, particularly

when dealing directly with a

younger member of the opposite

sex.

AQUARIUS (|an. 20-Feb. 18)

— You may be quite fussy today

regarding questions of taste and
preference. Take care, however, to

remain open, receptive and humble.

PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20) —
You may be trying to be too subtle

in your approach at this time. Be

more direct, and those who need to

will get the message.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
You are trying to be generous, but

that fact is that you may be doing

too much too soon. Be careful

you're not putting someone off.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —

This is a good day to treat yourself,

to give in to a minor indulgence, to

do something that would be bad for

you to otherwise. Enjoy yourself!

GEMINI (May 21-June 20) —
Any derogatory words you have to

offer today are likely to backfire on

you, so take care that your criticism

is offered in a spirit of assistance.

CANCER (June 21-|uly 22) —
You may find yourself in public-

more often than expected today, so

be prepared to use those manners
that you've been saving for a rainy

dav.

LEO (|uly 23-Aug. 22) — You
have an important anniversary of

sorts coming up. and you must be

prepared for all contingencies. A
secret may be difficult to keep.

Close to Home By John McPherson

~t of tHc? JT>£»y

£4 Is my dress too short?

-"Posh Spice" Victoria

from the new Spice World movie trailer

Today's P.C. Menu
Call 343-3626 for mor* information.

Franklin

LUNCH
Cheesey Chicken Casserole

Hot Beef Sandwich
Fish in Batter

DINNER
Fried Chicken

Stuffed Shells in Sauce

Grilled Steak Sandwich

Worcester
LUNCH

Hamburger or Harvest Burger

Krabbycake Sandwich
Raditore St Tomato or Alfredo Sauce

Vegan Falafel Sandwich

DINNER
Rotisserie Glazed Chicken

Shrimp Scampi Pasta

Vegetable Gumbo Casserole

Pastabilities and Half Time Deli

Relying on his vast CD collection, manager Walt

Friboski liked to provide an appropriate soundtrack

when he gave performance reviews.

ACROSS
1 Fall flower

6 Get ready tor a
trip

10 Conspiracy
14 Poetry
1

5

"— Called

Horse"
1

6

Ramble around
1 7 Superior
18 Burgundy, e.g

19 Wild goat
20 Describing some

mysteries

23 Kitchen meas
24 Wedding

promise
25 Take a chance
28 Urge
31 Third rock from

the sun
36 River: Sp.

37 Pod veggies

38 Costume
39 Certain lawyer,

slangily

42 More apt to

inherit the

earth''

43 Poker stake

44 Terminate
45 Put 2 and 3

together

46 Therefore
47 Connecting

words
48 Sloe — h/7

50 Scrap of cloth

52 Seat (or Woody
Allen

60 Broad
61 Church

calendar
62 Mediterranean

island

63 Designer St.

Laurent
64 Call for

65 Curves
66 '— Side. West

Side"
67 Oceans
68 Trample

DOWN
1 "With" in Paris

2 Auction ott

3 Musical group
4 Large house
5 Smells strongly

6 Chess piece
7 Surrounded by
6 Outspoken
9 Work dough
10 Goody-goody
1

1

Ear part

1? Done
13 Singer Ritler

21 Become visible

22 "Faust" creator

25 Stage offering

26 Intended
27 Wearing |udioal

attire

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

U N
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hlWUE HHUE] 0OSHH
HfDDB 0BHHU 0H00
BBCinra BMBB UWOD
BHmmOHU HHHHH

0BH MHQB
HBHBB @anH fflHM

HtDOHB HHB BBBDH
DBCH1B BSD OBBuDH
9-5-97 C 1997 Urwled FmIu« Syndicate

29 Did a marathon
30 Felix's roomie
32 One day—

time
33 Ascended
34 Drift

35 Droves
37 Vow
38 Cruise and

Hanks
40 Guitar's

cousin
41 High school

sub)

46 Main course
47 Shocked
49 Holy images
51 High points

52 Opera singer

53 March 15, in

ancient Rome
54 Relax
55 Concert halls

56 Dowels
57 Plus

58 Article

59 File

60 English river

Hampshire
LUNCH

Hamburger
Grilled Cheese
Captain's Catch

Hampshire Lunch Surprize

DINNER
Rotisserie Glazed Chicken

Stuffed Shells in Sauce

Fettuccini Alfredo

Hampshire Dinner Surprize

Berkshire
LUNCH

Krabbycake Sandwich (no, really!)

Grilled Cheese
Ratatouille

Special Grilled Cheese

DINNEP,
Rotisserie Glazed Chicken

Pineapple Ham Steak

Vegie Gumbo Casserole

Stuffed Shells in Sauce (pastabilities)
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Pennant race info

and a few random
thoughts for you

What to write, what to write...

Well, there's the apparent lack of a pennant race in

baseball these days. With the Yankees and Marlins

making short work of the test of the also-rans in the

race for the wild-card, and with evetj division leader

seemingly in complete control by Labor Day weekend.

the playoff! leem let. (Don't give me San Francisco or

Anaheim arguments. I think you know bettet.i

I think I heard someone last week whining about the

new format because of this. To them. I say...

Shut the hell up. buddy. (Oh yeah, don't step to me.)

Fact is. Florida, Cleveland and Houston, all teams

that deserve :o play for a chance at the World Series,

would be scheduling golf time for October under the

old formal. Despite 1Ws clunker of a September, the

new formal provided drama a la drama (my French,

like the rest of me. is a little rusni in 1995 and 1996

and will do so about 80 percent of the years it exists.

So there.

Smoking and drinking on a Tuesday night...

Th^

Women's soccer faces Michigan on Totman
By Jorma Kansanen

Collegian Staff

Welcome back, welcome back, welcome back...

All cheesv comments about Gabe Kaplan and a late

1970's sitcom aside, today's home opener for the No. 1 5

Massachusetts women s soccer team will be a "welcome

back" in more ways than one.

Speaking of the later '70s. and not

Gabe Kaplan, after a stellar home
record at Richard F. Gather Field

where the Minutewomen rung up an

impressive 117-14-8 mark, UMass
(1-0) will now pla\ their home games

ai Totman Field. A change, but a

familiar one. since the team played at

The Field Formerly Known As NPE
(Northern Physical Education) in the

later '70s and early '80s, posting a

27-2-1 record.

Another return will be the

UMass vs. Michigan

Women's

Soccer

^Fridav^4^^Krn.

m aill a y

sound \rouYid the Horn
callous. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
but I

really
don't

Luke Meredith

care about this summer's arrests of Allen Iverson and

Marcus Camby. So they got caught smoking pot.

So what? (The gun was a hit much though. Allen).

Look. They're still, technically, college-age kids. I

haven't done a head count, but 1 think that most 21

and 22-year-old kids (and they are still kids, 1 remind

vou) still pull the occasional bong hit. And those yup-

pies who fill the stands are mostly of baby-boomer age.

and we all now how much they used to smoke. (I saw

the Woodstock footage. No way was that a pot-free

event.)

So from my angle, I see no way anybody who has

smoked before can come down on Iverson or Camby.

Thev are kids who went out, smoked a little, and got

snagged It's not the end of the world. Besides, they are

paid to play basketball, not weave baskets in their free

time.

let's just let this go. and be more concerned with the

fact that NBA tickets cost more than tuition at most

major state universities.

Except UMass. of course.

Random thoughts...

1 think 1 like the Denver Broncos' new uniforms. (1

realize I am the only one, but that's okay). Yes, they do

look like the AFL if it came along in 2037, but at least

thev have style

f also like Tampa Bay's new digs, but they have to

lose the orange stripe on the pants and the black shoes.

I do give them credit for making "pewter" work in their

color scheme. Usually you only see pewter in those

paint books at True Value, with "mauve" and "longber-

O
"

Syracuse, you let me down.

Mark Messier will go down in history as one of the

greatest hockey players ever, prompting the Vancouver

Canucks to sign him to a three-year. $20 million con-

tract over the summer. But the Canucks have one prob-

lem.

He's 3b.

Which means that by the end of the contract, the

Canucks will be paying $7 million to a 39-year old cen-

ter. Now. I'm all for growing old gracefully (Hell, my

dad. who is 44. can still beat me in hoop), but I am

afraid the Canucks have spent too much for one guy

when they could have used the money to infuse some

young talent into a team that has struggled since the

1994 Stanley Cup finals.

But whatever, let's face it. I don't know a thing

about hockey anyway.

Luke Meredith is u Collegian columnist.

coach of the

Minutewomen's adversary this afternoon at 4:30 p.m.,

with Debbie Belkin coming home to UMass for the first

time as the coach of the No. 22 Michigan squad. Belkin

was a three- time All- American (1985-87) and was a

member of three consecutive final four teams for the

Minutewomen.

As a matter of fact, this will be the first ever meeting

of the two teams, with the Wolverines (2-0) going into

their fourth year as a reinstated program. UMass coach

ffan Rudy is looking forward to both the return to the

prime playing surface of Totman Field, and the return ol

one of UMass' all-time greats.

"Dennis O'Neil and his crew really created a wonder-

ful playing surface, and we like the

idea that our fans will be even closer

to the action," Rudy said. "So. if we
have to play at an interim field, and it

we have to give up the place where

we won 95' V of our home games.

then it's good to go to a place where

the surface is wonderful.

"It's also extra Incentive that

Debbie Belkin is coming home and

she's one ol our most lUCCeasful play-

en ever. And, I would project that il

the committee is sharp and they do it right, she should

be the next women's athlete that makes it into the

UMass Hall of Fame."

For Belkin. it has been a long time since she has been

back in the Pioneer Valley, and it truly will be a home-

coming of many sorts.

THANCVO'COUEC.IAN

Senior defender Erica Iverson leads the No. 15 Minutewomen against alumnus Debbie Belkin's Michigan

squad.

"I'm really excited, because I haven't been hack [to

Massachusetts! in a while." Belkin said.'We have a lot

of Mass. plavers on our team, so they II Ik coming hack

to plav for the first time in front of their families.

"When I
was at UMass. I was a soccer junkie, and I

made friends on the team that are still close Mends

today. I have a lot of good memories, and we had a lot

of success
."

Even though Rudy does not have a history ol compe-

tition against Michigan, he does have a histon ol com-

petition with and against Belkin.

Rudy assumed the I Mass coaching position a veai

after Belkin graduated in 1988. and I year alter his

Central Florida team faced Belkin and the

Minutewomen in the 1987 NCAA Tournament semifi-

nal at Warren P. McGuirk Alumni Stadium. A 2-1 loss

in that game to the eventual Tournament runner-up is

pretty much history to Rudy, and he looks forward to

making history on a field that has not hosted a regular

season soccer game in Ibyeais.

"We felt that Michigan was good last year, bin the)

didn't quite get up to where they thought they should

be," Rudy said. "Now. they're loaded with personnel. I

mean, they're a great side. They may be one of the best

teams we play this year, and we wanted them on the

schedule."

Rudy's personal experience with Belkin Started when

he was an assistant coach with the U.S. National team,

when the team competed against Norway, Sweden

China, and Canada in the U.S.A. Cup held in Blaine.

Minn, in the early 1990's. The attacking left side

defender is still in the top 10 in a variety of UMass scoj

ing categories, including points scored (70). goals (25)

and assists (20).

Being a member of the first team to win the Women's

World Cup, Belkin's resume has helped develop the

born- again Michigan program into almost instant Top

25 status. The Wolverines have dominated so fat in the

season, and have outscored their two opponents,

Missouri and Kentucky, by a 7-1 margin, led by their

top scorer, sophomore forward Amber Berendowsky (2

goals, 1 assist, 5 points). Also. Berendowsky joined her

teammates freshman defender Erin Gilhart, who Rudy

had recruited to play at UMass. and sophomore

Shannon Poole on the Kentucky Invitational All-

Tournament team.

Belkin has literally been able to pool together a tight

group of players in only her fourth season as much
(30-25- 6). and that fact will have her team prepared

for a battle against an adversary and a friend.

"In our second and third years, we made a lot of big

strides in our program," Belkin said, whose team went

10-7- 3 last season. "Our freshman need experience,

but we're now in our fourth year, and we keep getting

better.

"1 really respect Rudy as a coach, and I know he has a

lot of good players on his team, and a lot of new players

on his team. I expect his team to be prepared, and we

will come there to face a real good team."

With a combination of young and old to mold togeth-

er. Rudy knows that his team will also have to be pic

pared for an up and coming team. A solid upper class

foursome on defense that includes senior keeper

Danielle Dion, Erica Iverson. Amy Burrill and junior

Amanda Thompson should be more than enough to

counteract a solid, young offensive corps from

Michigan.

The offense for the Minutewoman should be on pace-

as well, with leading scorer Emma Kurowski (5 points I

joining last season's America East Player ol the Yeat

Sophie Lecot and freshman forward Kara Green on the

frontline. With their hard work ethic. Green and I ecot

were able to make scoring space for Kurowski in their

4-0 win over Fairfield in last Saturday night's season

opener.

But. in the end. a win against the Maize and Blue

would be more than a "welcome back'' to Totman field

for the Minutewomen this afternoon

"We've had a good week of training, and we got a

chance to rest up a little bit." Rudy said. "We've had

some pretty spirited training sessions, but what this

game will give us is a test to see who we are. They have

a pretty heavy duty team that has Often together for two

to three years now. whereas we are pretty brand new

Turn to WOMEN'S SOCCER, page 8

Men's soccer set for fight

with Saints on a Sunday
By Jackie Leroux

Collegian Staff ^
The Massachusetts men's soccer team is ready to

get their regular season underway again when they

travel to Albany, to take on Siena College on

Sunday.

After a disappointing 3-14-0 record last year,

the Saints, a member of the Metro Atlantic Athletic

Conference, are undefeated this season. They have

aU> defeated the Minutemen each of the five times

the two have met in the past.

Siena has six returning starters from last year

and appear to have toughened up over the summer.

I
hey've had a good run so m̂

far." coach Sam Koch said.

"They are a much stronger team ami

than before."

The Minutemen were

slammed in their first game of

the season, an exhibition match

in the Friendly s Cup held in

Chicopee. UM,i^- lost 4-0

against No. 2 Indiana University.

freshman Matt Fundenberger

and sophomore Dema Kovalenko scored two goals

apiece lot the Hoosiers.

Fundenberger scored first at the 11:19 mark

with a trv from just ten feet. Kovalenko scored

again at 32:30. followed by I undenberger's second

at 503d Kovalenko finished things off with the

final goal at 57:13.

The MiiHitcincn had trouble getting things going

in the offensive end, getting off only four sli

goal and two corners The Hoosiers put up 28

shots and nine comer kicks.

lunior goalie leff lablonski, out of Ludlow.

Mass
. played well despite the loss, netting nine

saves for the Minutemen

Things turned around for Massachusetts when

they faced Cal Poly San Luis Obispo in their season

I Mass @ Siena

Men's

Soccer

opener, held at Szot Park in Chicopee. The

Minutemen beat the Mustangs. 4-2.

Senior forward Mike Butler and freshman for-

ward Seth l.ilburn each scored a goal and put in

two assist

With just the second shot of the game. Butler got

a 12- yardei across a t the 3:29 mark. Sophomore

Gavin Hewitt and freshman Matt Christy of Paxton

assisted on the plav

lake Brodsky. a junior midfielder upped the

score to 2-0 at the 31:10. He was assisted by a

Butler head-flick assist. I ilbum finished the

first hall scoring with a goal at 37:30.

Cal Poly attempted a comeback in the second

^^^^^^^^ half with two goals to bring the

score to 3-2. Tony
aaa Chuwana Bandhu got a goal at

32:43. followed by a two-yarder

from Martin Hayes at the 73:53

mark
Sophomore Gavin Hewitt

scored his |j,s| goal of the season

with a feed from Butler to end

the game at 4-2.
*" I he offense definitely picked

up for UMass. with their four goals and 16 shots

on goal. Cal Polv had just nine shots on goal.

Koch, now in his seventh season as head coach

and a two lime Coach ol the Year believes that

this year's squad has kit of potential and should

be able to compete lor the A 10 crown. The team

is led by senior All-America candidates Mike
Bulter and loenal Castma.

A first team All-Atlantic honoree last year.

Bulter is the iop ollensive threat for the

Minutemen. He led the team in points last year

with 18, and in assists with six. He tied lor the

team lead in goals with si\ as well. Butler has a

knack for scoring big goals, bringing in a team high

four game winning goals last year.

Castma was slowed by an ankle injury last sea-

Sunthiy^^^ni.

Field Hockey breaks in

AstroTurf at Garber
Cal is foe in first Invitational

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

IHANf. VO COUEGIAN

|oenal Castma and the Minutemen look to up

their early season record against Siena on

Sunday.

son. but still managed to finish third in scoring for

the team with to point- and live foals, (astma also

has the potential to score when the game is on the

line, with six eaieer game-winning goals to his

name
Koch is looking for an improvement from the

defensive end of the team, but is allowing his team

lime tc grow.

"We just play one game at a time ." he said.

The Massachusetts field hockev

team will christen its new home this

weekend, when the Minutewomen
host the inaugural UMass/Phoenix

Invitational.

UMass will begin its first season at

Richard I Garber Field with an II

a.m. contest against California. New
Hampshire will tan-

gle with Michigan

Stale at 1 p.m.

The winners of

the two games will

meet for the

I n v i t a t i o n a I

'

s

championship at 1

p.m. on Sunday,

while the consola

lion game will be-

held at I I a.m.

The game marks the first official

home game the Minutewomen will

play on the newly laid AstroTurf. In

previous seasons, some of the

nation's top teams have spumed the

opportunit] to play on the natural

grass of Tbtman rield, forcing UMass

to plav "home" games on the turf at

Westfield State College.

The switch to turf at Garber Field

is a major advancement for the pro-

gram.
•|; is incredible." first -year head

coach Patty Shea said of the new sur

face "It really says a lot about the

UM / Phoenix Invil.

Field

Hockey

SaturJax ;imJ SunJa>

commitment this athletic department

and this school have to the field

hockey program."

The impact the new ratface will

have on the program is a tremendous

one. The national and international

games have long been played on tint,

while many of the top collegiate pro-

grams in the country have also bene-

fitted from the AstroTurf surface.

"That the UMass field hockev pro

gram has been as

i. oinpetitive as it

has been for so

long, says a lot

about what kind of

program this is,"

Shea said.

Tomorrow's
game doublv

marks the begin-

ning of a new era.

not onlv because

of the turf, but also because it is

Shea's first game on the sidelines ol

her alma mater.

The Minutewomen do have one

scrimmage under their belts — last

Friday against the University ol

Toronto.

As a result, game experience is one

area where the Golden Bears have the

edge. Coach Shellie Onstead's Kjuad

has already faced off against Michigan

(a 3-0 Cal win) and Invitational par-

ticipant Michigan State (a 2-1 MM)

Turn to FIELD HOCKEY, page 9
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The voice of

rebellion

The Wu-Tang
Clan, along with
Rage Against The
Machine and Atari

Teenage Riot,

spoke their mind at

the New World
Theater. Check out
our review (see Arts

& Living, page S)

Minutewomen 1-1

on Garber Turf

Erica (ohnston
and the
Massachusetts field

hockey team beat
Cal 8-1 on
Saturday before los-

ing yesterday at the

newly renovated
Garber Field (see

Sports, page 12).

WORLD

McGuiness, escapees

meet before talks

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — An Irish

Republican leader visited three

escapees from a Belfast prison await-

ing extradition to England before

attending a rally on Saturday to build

support for peace talks scheduled for

next week.

Martin McGuiness — chief nego-

tiator for Sinn Fein, the political wing

of the Irish Republican Army — visit-

ed the men, all self-proclaimed Irish

nationalists who were among a

group that escaped from Belfast's

notorious Maze prison in 1983.

A federal judge in August agreed

to extradite the three — Kevin Barry

Artt, Pol Brennan and Terrance Kirby

— to Britain, rejecting their argu-

ments that they would be persecuted

because they were Catholic and sup-

ported a united Ireland. Artt and
Brennan were convicted of murder,

and Kirby of possessing explosives.

"I find them in very good form,"

McGuiness said. "I find all three of

them very supportive of (the peace

talks)."

About 700 turned out for the fund

raiser after McGuiness's visit to the

federal detention center in

Pleasanton, including state Sen. Tom
Hayden, (D-Los Angeles), and Mayor

Willie Brown.

NATION

BART at standstill

as workers call strike

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
Employees of the area's commuter
train system walked off the job yes-

terday in a pay dispute, a strike that

could strand thousands when the

work week begins.

The Bay Area Rapid Transit's 56

trains were idled as about 65,000

weekend riders were forced to find

other transportation. There were no

immediate problems yesterday. But

commuter headaches were expected

this morning if the 275,000 daily rid-

ers are forced onto roadways.

Healy said operating the system

without the striking workers was not

an option.

The system's 2,600 train operators,

station agents, mechanics and other

workers walked out at 12:01 a.m.

yesterday. Negotiations resumed
later in the day between BART man-

agement and unions representing the

workers but broke off about three

hours later. No new talks were sched-

uled.

Members of BART's two largest

unions voted last week to reject an

offer that would have raised their

salaries 3 percent a year for three

years.

Union members reportedly are

seeking annual raises of 6.5 percent,

5.5 percent unri 5 percent over the

three years of a new contract.

EXTENDED FORECAST

Today

HtGH: 76

LOW: 59

Tuesday

C?
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LOW: 65

HIGH: 72

LOW: 55
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Picket code restricts protests at UMass

Wedndoy

By Tamor Carroll &Victoria Groves

Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts

President William M. Bulger has

issued a new picket code governing

demonstrations and protests on
University property.

The new picket code is applicable

to undergraduate and graduate stu-

dents on all five UMass campuses,

and was developed by Bulger's office

with extensive input from Chancellor

David K. Scott.

The picket code limits demonstra-

tions to "appropriate public forums",

which do not include faculty and

administrative __^^__^^^^

and rights, over disagreements about

such issues," Scott wrote.

UMass News Director Katherine

Scanlan said that the new,

system-wide picket code was drawn

up in response to the nationally pub-

licized takeover of the Goodell

Administration building last March

by a group of students.

Students rallying for issues such as

increased financial aid, increased

diversity on campus and child care,

conducted a six-day takeover of

Goodell, putting the administrative

activities of the building on hold for a

week.

"Partly because of Goodell issues

,^^^^__^^^_ last year, we want-
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"Both Bulger and
Scott are firm in saying

that we will not have

disruption of normal
activities," Scanlan
said. "Neither will tol-

erate any disruption

this year.

"

offices and
classrooms, and

specifies that all

demonstrations

must be held

during the

building's "nor-

mal operating

hours."

Any student

in violation of

the code will be

subject to

expulsion from
the University

or an other, unspecified, sanction.

The Dean of Students Office, in con-

junction with the Public Safety

Department, is responsible for

enforcing the code.

The picket code, as well as an

accompanying letter from Scott, was

mailed to all UMass students in the

past week.

In his letter, addressed to the

University Community, Scott empha-

sized his disapproval of demonstra-

tions that upset the normal activities

of the University.

"1 believe it is vitally important at

this time to draw a clear line between

dissent and disruption... I do not

support, nor will 1 tolerate, disrup-

tion of the activities and offices of the

University, of people's lives, work

ed to make sure

everyone knew
what our policies

are," Scanlan said.

"The letters were

sent out to let peo-

ple know we will

implement these

policies as appro-

priate."

Scanlan said

that both Bulger

and Scott wanted

^H^^HHH to tell the student

body that they will

not "tolerate" another takeover like

the Goodell Takeover this year.

"Both Bulger and Scott are firm in

saying that we will not have disrup-

tion of normal activities," Scanlan

said. "Neither will tolerate any dis-

ruption this year.

"If there are questions about a

firmer stance that's being held this

fall... what was done at one time, say

in March, may not be appropriate for

this fall." Scanlan said, referring to

the Goodell Takeover.

Student reaction to the code unfa-

vorable

Many student leaders expressed

disappointment with the new picket

code, citing a lack of student input

and restriction of student activities as

COKY CLARK P«IS/ COt-LtCIAN

Ouch!!!
Junior exercise science major Craig Leonardo decided to get his

tongue pierced in Northampton this past Friday.

Mother Teresa dead at 87;

thousands mourn the loss

TMANG VO/ COUIGIAN

Students protest outside Goodell during the Goodell Takeover last March as security guards stand watch at the

door.

points of contention with the code.

Mahmood Ketabchi. president of

the Graduate Employment
Organization (GEO) said he felt that

student organizations did not have

enough input on the code.

"As far as input, GEO for sure

wasn't consulted," Ketabchi said.

Tom Taaffe, chief negotiator for

GEO and a participant in the Goodell

Takeover, expressed the same senti-

ment and said that Bulger, through

these actions, was curbing students'

freedom to disagree with the adminis-

tration.

"Students were not involved in the

process as bylaws require," Tom
Taaffe said. "Bulger does not tolerate

dissent."

Adam Feldman. a former Goodell

outside organizer and member of the

Undergraduate Employment
Organization/Radical Student Union

(UEO/RSU) expressed surprise at the

contents of the letters.

"I can't believe that they would

do that... it seems, at this point,

very challenging that they put it in

black and white that they think they

have the power to restrict freedom

of assembly and freedom of

speech," Feldman said. "It's unac-

ceptable."

Student Trustee Brian Tirrell

responded to the mailing by calling it

unacceptable to the students on this

campus, but needed by some of the

members of the administration.

"The Chancellor lis] responding to

the pundits in Boston who gave him a

lot of gruff after the takeover in

Goodell... It's still not acceptable, as

it wasn't before, but there was an

outcry for that kind of a code,"

Tirrell said.

The GEO has already responded to

the policy with flyers posted around

campus, and is also planning an orga-

nized response.

"We will take this to the leadership

coalition on campus and ask them to

take a stand against these guidelines

and policies. They were basically dug

out of the trash can to intimidate

workers and students. As far as GEO
is concerned, it will not defer us from

doing what we need to to be heard,"

Ketabchi said.

Bulger and Scott were unavailable

to comment.

RAD self defense program offere<

Free class teaches UMass women how to protect themselves

By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

For the first time since its start last fall, the Rape

Aggression Defense System (RAD) is being offered free to

all University of Massachusetts women, students or staff,

by the UMass Police Department.

RAD, a 12-hour self defense class, is a hands-on course

that offers tips and strategies for defense training.

Originally, the class fee was $25. However. UMPD has

agreed to pay the $25 which is used for copying and print-

ing the manuals for the class.

"1 understand that for college students $25 can be a lot

of money and I don't want money being the issue of why

women can't take the class," said RAD instructor and

UMass Police officer Laura Gordon.

Gordon explained that anyone can perform the defense

moves that are taught in the class.

"In the class we discuss risk reduction, avoidance aware-

ness and being aware of your surroundings, and we prac-

tice physical defense moves." Gordon said. "The moves are

very, very basic, they are not martial arts material."

Gordon and Officer Lisa Kidweli are certified RAD
instructors who began teaching the class last fall after par-

ticipating as students in the class.

"1 believe in the class whole heartedly. The techniques

really do work. I gained confidence in myself and felt good

about myself," Gordon said.

The 1 2-hour course is divided into four three-hour ses-

sions. The first three nights consist of an overview, discus-

sions and learning and practicing defense moves.

"We talk about setting a defensive mind and about

'what if situations, then show the appropriate moves in

those situations... In addition we cover a lot of common

sense things; check your car when you get in it, always

keep your dorm room locked. UMass is basically a city

within a city and students need to understand that."

Gordon said.

The fourth and final class is simulation night. The

women review the moves and then face the "aggressor", a

police officer who is dressed in protective gear.

The simulation is strictly voluntary and students can

still complete the class if they choose not to volunteer.

However. Gordon said no one has ever refused to partici

pate in the simulation.

Although Gordon and Kidweli play the role of the

"aggressor", many of the participants prefer for Sergeant

Robert Thrasher to be the aggressor because, in reality,

chances are if the women are ever attacked it is going to

be by a man and not a women, explained Gordon.

"They see that the moves really do work, especially dur-

ing simulation night. Students end up leaving the course

with a positive attitude and a lot more confidence than

they had when it first started," Gordon said.

RAD is a nation wide program offered through out the

country at various colleges, universities and security

departments.

Once a woman is a graduate of the course, she is a life-

time member of the program.

"If a student decides she want to sharpen her skills, any-

where in the country, she will be let in free to the course,"

Gordon said.

UMPD is hopeful that someday they will be able to offer

RAD as a one-credit physical education course. However.

Gordon said she does not foresee that happening anytime

soon. According to UMass policy, a one credit course

requires 50 hours of class time.

"Once we get the basic 12-hour program off the ground

it may be possible to combine the basic and advanced pro-

grams and come up with 50 hours... but right now we

want to concentrate on the basic program." Gordon said.

Registration for the RAD course is Oct. 1 and 2. The

class is limited to 16 people and is on a first come, first

serve basis. The class begins on Oct. 16. For more infor-

mation, call Officers Gordon or Kidweli at 545-2121.

ON THE INTERNET
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CALCUTTA, India(AP) — The
frail women in rain-soaked saris were

turned away, as were the laborers

with somber faces who came
Saturday to pay their respects to

Mother Teresa, the tiny woman who
took up the burden of the world's

poor and downtrodden.

The nuns of her order decided the

convent chapel where her body lay

was too small to accommodate
crowds.

They posted hand-lettered signs

saying mourners could pay respects

at a larger chapel to which Mother

Teresa's body was to be moved yes-

terday. Her body will lie in state at

St. Thomas' Church until her state

funeral Saturday.

The site of the funeral was not

announced. Mother Teresa will be

buried at the convent in central

Calcutta that was her home and the

headquarters of her Missionaries of

Charity order, according to Sister

Barnet at the mission.

Asha Mondal was among those

denied a glimpse of Mother Teresa.

The 25-year-old homemaker from a

village outside Calcutta traveled two

hours by bus to pay homage to the

woman who "has given me life."

Mondal grew up in one of Mother

Teresa's orphanages in Calcutta and

said she had learned first-hand of the

nun's generous heart. "Mother loves

us all," said Mondal, who said she

would come back to view the body

on Sunday.

Mother Teresa, who retained her

simplicity and humility despite an

avalanche of international fame, died

Friday night of a heart attack, sur-

rounded by grieving sisters of her

order. She was 87. As word of her

death spread, mourners, some weep-

ing, streamed to the Missionaries of

Charity convent, which towers over

squalid tenements.

Even after they learned they would

not get in, some mourners lingered,

standing patiently in the warm, mon-

soon rain. One woman, seeing a

reporter allowed in, begged to be

Turn to MOTHER TERESA page 2
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Yummie In My Healthy Tummy
Mike Keane and Brendan O'Neil work through the weekend to get the People's Market ready for today s

opening.
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Diana buried Saturday at Althorp
By Audrey Woods
Associated Press

LONDON — Tears and flowers

iinJ inconsolable crowds followed

Diana to her final resting place in

England's green hills Saturday, in an

extraordinary day of pageantry and

proud tribute from a land the sad and

smiling princess spoke longingly of

Bering.

Before her last journey north, to a

private burial in the tranquility of her

ancestral home. Diana's loyal brother

lashed out at the media that hurt her,

and at a royal famiU in which she

starred in "the most bizarre life imag-

inable."

And before she was lowered into

that solitary grave, the British people

in their millions poured out their

hearts in a final farewell — in the cool

morning outside her Kensington

Palace home, in the sparkling midday

sun at Westminster Abbey, on

London's boulevards and grand plazas.

The\ cried at the courage of Prince

William. 15. and Prince Harry, 12, as

they walked behind their mother's

funeral cortege. They sang along with

hymns of old and Elton John's new

version of "Candle in the Wind." ded-

icated to "England's rose." But most-

1\ they stood and watched and

retlected on the tragedy that snatched

this imperfect heroine, the Princess

of Wales, from their lives, in the

>enseiess wreck of a car in Paris just

six days earlier.

"It is such a shame that we could

not have done this for her in life,"

said one man outside Kensington

Palace, "so she could have known
how we felt."

In the age-old tradition of a 1,000-

>ear-old monarchy, the day was well

QCiipted. But it was the one text that

didn't appear in the pre-published

Mother Teresa

program — the eulogy by the Earl

Spencer — that electrified the

mourners within and without the

ancient abbey. As he stood near

Diana's coffin in hallowed

Westminster Abbey, he ripped into

the newspapers and photographers

who had made her "the most hunted

person of the modern age."

"There is no doubt that she was

looking for a new direction in her life

at this time." Spencer said. "She

talked endlessly of getting away from

England, mainly because of the treat-

ment she received at the hands of the

newspapers.

"I don't think she ever understood

why her genuinely good intentions

were sneered at by the media... My
own. and only, explanation is that

genuine goodness is threatening to

those at the opposite end of the

moral spectrum."

listening to loudspeakers or

watching on giant TV screens in

London's parks, the crowds of com-

moners applauded, some holding

their clapping hands high in emphatic-

agreement. Inside the royal church,

the congregation joined in.

Diana herself had confessed to

exasperation with her homeland in an

interview just two weeks ago. in the

Paris newspaper Le Monde. "Any
sane person would have left long

ago," she said of Britain. "But I can-

not. I have my sons."

Diana may have tired of England,

but the kingdom and the world had

not tired of Diana, the devotion evi-

dent in the mounds of flowers out-

side palaces, the long waits to write a

word of sympathy, the sobs of many
along the way.

Hundreds of thousands of people

pressed around the abbey, joining in

the funeral service of a shining 36-

year-old woman most had never met

but all had taken as their personal

royal.

That popularity was an enormous

burden, and Spencer vowed that

Diana's sons including the future

king William — would grow up M
she had wished.

While Oueen Elizabeth II. Diana's

former husband Prince Charles and

all the senior members of the royal

fussily listened, he said Diana's

"blood family" would strive to pro-

tect the young princes "so that their

souls are not simply immersed by

duty and tradition, but can sing open-

ly as you planned."

At the close of the service

12:06 p.m., the nation fell silent for a

minute.

For the last mile of the procession

from Kensington Palace to the abbey,

Charles and his father. Prince Philip,

had joined Spencer and the two
young princes in walking behind the

horse-drawn gun carriage that bore

Diana's coffin.

Five hundred charity workers,

some of them handicapped and strug-

gling with crutches, joined the

cortege, representing the millions of

"ordinary people" with whom Diana

had forged such a bond.

The tenor bell at Westminster

Abbey began tolling once ever)

minute as six Irish draught horses

from The King's Troop. Royal I lone

Artillery, set off from Kensington

Palace at ^08 a.m. 14:08 a.m. EDT).

The coffin was covered with flowers

and draped in the monarch's flag, the

Royal Standard. One bouquet bore a

card reading simply, "Muniniv."

At least a million people had

pressed into the center of London to

pay their respects, and hundreds of

thousands more lined roads along the

way to the burial site at the family

estate in Northamptonshire.

continued from page 1

taken along. A group of high school students held signs

declaring her "immortal." At times, as many as 500 were

held back by police barricades. Men in overalls or the

sarong-like wraps worn by rickshaw pullers craned their

necks for a glimpse through the order's high windows.

Inside, more than 200 nuns gathered for a Mass in the

plain, dimly lit chapel, few showing emotion as they

kneeled in prayer and song, their voices rising in choruses

of hallelujah.

Mother Teresa's body was laid out, bare feet toward the

altar, in the simple habit worn by members of her order —
a blue-trimmed white cotton sari and a long-sleeved blouse.

A fan placed at her head gently rustled a bouquet of yellow

roses. Wreaths and bouquets of white roses filled the room.

"Today. Mother Teresa is enjoying the presence of

lesus. whom she loves and to whom she dedicated her

work. We -hould all be rejoicing today, for we have a

great intercessor in heaven," said Father Sebastian, who
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celebrated the Mass.

The service ended with one nun making the sign of the

cross on Mother Teresa's forehead.

Later Saturday, about 20 children from a nearby

Missionaries of Charity orphanage were led into the chapel.

But for the most part, only politicians, diplomats and nuns

were able to see her. At St. Thomas' Church, workers

lashed together tables to form a slightly sloping, 4-foot-high

platform on which Mother Teresa's body will lie SuniLi>

after being driven the 2 1/2 miles from the convent.

Bemvinda Pereira, an official helping to prepare the

church, said she had received calls from people who want-

ed to camp on church grounds for the week. She expected

thousands to view the body.

In New Delhi, Prime Minister Inder Kumar Gujral

ordered a state funeral for Mother Teresa, an honor nor-

mally conferred only on serving presidents and prime min-

isters. Flags flew at half-staff across the nation.

RETURN YOUR TEXTBOOKS WITH

YOUR RECEIPT FOR A

"NO QUESTIONS

ASKED"
refund through Friday,

September 19th, 1997.

Beginning Monday SEPTEMBER 22, 1997 text-

books from dropped courses may be returned

with <i sales receipt and an updated course

\< hedule.

The schedule may be obtained from the

registrars office in Whitmore:

»5S£fe-

Fall

'97

Schedule
9/08/97 9 am - 5 pm
9/09/97 9 am - 5 pm
9/10/97 9 am -5 pm
9/11/97 9 am -5 pm
9/12/97 9 am -5 pm

$3IW^

New books must be in new condition. No
'marks, writing, water damage etc.

Any incorrect titles purchased alter SEPT. 19,

1 997 must be returned within 48 hours of

- purchase. Schedule, syllabus or othei

^ ptool of incorrect purchases must be

presented, along with sales

ret eipt.

^ Remember the last day to

return textbooks with no
questions asked is Friday

' SEPT. 19 1997. '

We accept cash, personal

check, Visa, MasterCard as

forms of payment.

We begin to return unsold

books to the publishers in the

middle of the semester. Students are

encouraged to get the books they need

for the semester as soon as possible after

official enrollment in a course.

9/08/97 9 am -6 pm
9/09/97 9 am -6 pm
9/10/97 9 am -6 pm
9/11/97 9 am -6 pm
9/12/97 9 am -6 pm
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Campus Police Log
Accident — Property Damage

Sept. i

A vehicle parked in parking lot

53 was damaged by a hit and run

tcctdwt.

Sept. 4

A minor two-car accident

Occurred OB Massachusetts Avenue.

A minor two-vehicle accident

occurred in parking lot 22 on
University Drive.

Annoying Behavior

Sept. 3

An individual was ejected from

Boyden Gym after a dispute on a

basketball court.

Sept. 4

A dispute between individuals in

McNamara Residence Hall was
resolved

Burglary/Breaking and Entering

Sept. 5

A vehicle in parking lot 64 on

University Drive was broken into.

Larceny

Sept. 3

A telephone was stolen from

Machmer Hall over the past week-

end.

Eight backpacks were reported

stolen from the Textbook Annex.

Sunglasses were reported stolen

from a vehicle in parking lot 22 on

University Drive.

Sept. 4

A telephone was stolen from

Goodell Library.

Two backpacks were reported

stolen from the Textbook Annex.

A wallet was reported stolen from

a resident of lames Resident Hall.

A cell phone was stolen from a

vehicle in parking lot 22 on

University Drive.

Liquor Law Violations

Sept. 3

Brian P. Riley. 20. 13 Bylund

Ave.. Auburn was arrested in

Cashin Circle for illegal possession

and transporting liquor.

Vandalism

Sept. 5

A card reader was damaged at

Maekimmie Residence Hall.

A vehicle in parking lot 22 on

University Drive was damaged.

A vehicle in parking lot 1 1 on

University Drive was damaged.
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Rack'em Up ru „
School of Management major, |onathan Tibbetts, and pre- communications major, Chris Halloran, enjoy

their Saturday afternoon by playing a few games of pool in the Came Room in the Student Union.
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UMass' Kosher meal plan

still available to students
By Bryan Schwartzman
Collegian Staff

There is still plenty of room for

students to join the Kosher meal
plan, which has moved from
Hampden Dining Commons in

Southwest Residential Area to the

Hillel House.

Although the Kosher meal plan's

new location in the basement of the

Hillel House offers an aesthetic wall

mural painted just last year, the move
from Southwest may have initially

cost University Food Services some
business. Currently there are 1 1 stu-

dents on the meal plan, as opposed to

21 last year.

"A lot of people came to

Southwest (because Southwest is so

densely populated] but the food is

much better here," said Racthel
Krausher, a senior Middle-Eastern
Studies major and a Kosher meal
plan subscriber.

"Forty to 50 students would be

ideal," said cook Nick Deraleau, who
was hired by University Dining
Services last fall when the two previ-

ous cooks retired.

According to Deraleau. four years

ago there were over 100 students on

the meal plan. Although he said he is

not sure why the number has

declined so much, he is confident

that the new location will be a suc-

cess.

Deraleau said that he has the fresh-

est of meats and produce, and that his

food is competitive with any restau-

rant in Amherst. In addition, 95 per-

cent of what he serves is from scratch,

and the only assistance he receives is

from two student workers who work

more as dishwashers than as cooks.

"It is as close to home cooking as

you'll find at any university,"

Deraleau said. "It is home cooking."

Before coming to UMass, he

co-owned a French Bistro deli-

catessen in Greenfield, a restaurant

he still owns stock in. At age 37,

Deraleau decided to go back to

school and attend the New
Hampshire Culinary Arts School,

where he graduated with honors and

received an A in Kosher food prepa-

ration.

"Although I'm not Jewish, I hold

Kosher laws in very high respect.

Students who wish to keep Kosher

shouldn't have to worry if the cook

was doing their job or not," he said.

The students who are currently on

the meal plan seem to like the atmos-

phere and quality of the food.

"It is nice to know the guy who
cooks for you," said Mali Lipchik, a

sophomore BDIC American Studies

major and a resident in the Hillel

House.

The Kosher meal plan is open from

5 to 6:50 p.m. Monday through
Thursday, and dinner is served at

7:15 p.m. on Friday following ser-

vices. Brunch is served Saturday and

Sunday from 1 1 a.m. to 1 p.m.

Students can sign up for the meal

plan at the Meal Plan Office located

in the Franklin Dinning Commons.
The plan costs an additional $80 to

whichever meal plan the student is

already signed up for, and the student

can still eat at the other Dinning

Commons with the Kosher meal plan.

The plan is also available for stu-

dents who live off campus or are not

on any meal plan, and this costs $928

per semester for seven meals a week.

If a student waits until add/drop peri-

od has ended to join either a regular

meal plan or the Kosher plan, the

rates become proactive, but the

options are more limited.

For more information call the Meal

Plan Office at 545- 1 362.

Weld continues to lobby for a hearing on Mexican ambassadorship Mttsmmi
WASHINGTON (AP) — Former

Massachusetts Gov. William Weld
said Sunday that the refusal of Sen.

lesse Helms to hold hearings on his

nomination to be ambassador to

Mexico was "just not the American
way."

Weld, in an interview on ABC's
"This Week," contended that he was

making headway in his battle with

Helms, the conservative head of

the Senate Foreign Relations

Committee, has denied Weld a hear-

ing, insisting that Weld, a moderate

Republican, is not qualified because

of his past support for the medical

use of marijuana and needle-

exchange programs to prevent the

spread of AIDS.
Senate Majority Leader Trent Lott,

ments he has made about Helms.

Weld, while saying his disagree-

ments with Helms had never been

personal, said there was almost no

precedent for a person nominated by

the president to an ambassadorship

to be denied a hearing. "It's just not

the American way." Weld said.

That drew a quick response from

Helms' spokesman Marc Thiessen,

Weld speaking before he thinks," he

said.

Thiessen said Weld, in his televi-

sion interview, was "completely
unapologetic" about his past com-
ments on Helms, whom he had
accused of "ideological extortion."

"Jesse Helms is not going to be insult-

ed by William Weld to holding a

hearing on this."

democratic, "should the process of

deciding who is going to be ambas-

sador to that country be one so

unrepresentative of participatory

democracy?"

Weld insisted he had a strong

narcotics record when he worked in

the lustice Department in the

Reagan administration and had
never supported the legalization of
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The war in Palestine

T
hursday's bombing in lerusalem is yet another

clear demonstration of a simple fact that has

eluded many observers of events in Palestine:

Oslo Accords notwithstanding, there is no peace

treats in Palestine. Instead, there is only occupation,

expanding colonialism and war.

This war began almost exactly 100 years ago, when

a large group of iewish Europeans met at a confer-

ence in Basel. Switzerland where they decided to col-

onize Palestine and substitute themselves for the

inhabitants of that land, the Palestinians.

In the following century, through this war, the

Zionist movement and its creation, the State of Israel,

have occupied Palestine, and dispossessed and disen-

franchised its people.

The Oslo process was purported to establish peace

in Palestine by, in part, granting something of value

to the colonized Palestinians.

Instead, their material and
political conditions have suf-

fered even greater devastation,

to say nothing of their aspira-

tions for human and national

rights.

As Edward Said has observed

in the latest issue of The
Nation, through the "peace
process, Palestinians entered an

appalling spiral of loss and
humiliation... which has

impoverished our people,

whose income has been slashed

by half, who cannot move
around freely, confined to the

dreadful little Bantustans
[about J percent of the West

>^^^__^_^__
Bank] that we insist on calling

liberated zones, who are oblig-

ed to watch more settlements being built, more land

taken, more houses destroyed, more sadistic punish-

ments being meted out."

Beyond that, any desperate hopes that the Oslo

process would suddenly evolve beyond Rabin'? scheme

for more efficient occupation and pacification of the

Palestinians, into a vehicle for the accomplishment of a

just and lasting peace and the realization of Palestinian

human rights, have been systematically dismantled by

the Netanyahu regime.

Since his election, the Israeli Prime Minister has

made it his main aim to ensure that the process is

stopped dead in its tracks and that none harbor any

illusions about Israel's intentions to retain de facto

The Israeli Prime Minister

has made it his aim to

ensure that the process is

stopped dead in its tracks

and that none harbor any

illusions about Israel's

intentions to retain de facto

possession of all of

Palestine.

possession of all of Palestine.

Indeed, this was his campaign platform.

As Said has pointed out. "One cannot just expect

people without statehood, without rights, without

hope, to act like well-dressed diplomats sitting in

seminar rooms talking about abstract scenarios and

confidence building measures.

"What we need now — and certainly the United

States can take this step — is a'restatement of the

basic premise that there is peace only when land is

given back, and that the goal is independence and

sovereignty for two peoples."

Writing in Israel's leading daily, the centrist news-

paper Ha'aretz, one day before the latest bombing,

Gideon Samet observed that U.S. Secretary of State

Albright will not be able to be

able to effectively counter the

Israeli poli-

cy of indefi-

nitely post-

poning any
future
agreements
with the

Palestinians

or the fulfillment of any of the

outstanding commitments
Israel continues to ignore

because, "the United States will

not make any particular effort

to pressure him [Netanyahu |."

Samet recognizes that

Netanyahu's "political con-

sciousness goes beyond merely

postponing... He has drawn a

^^^^^^^^^^^ line over any moves involving

the Palestinians."

Even Israel's leading daily

recognizes, therefore, that Palestinians have been put.

yet again, in an impossible situation. Only a few

hours before the bombing, Samat wrote that "Now
only one thing can break the paralysis: violence in the

territories."

This fact was apparent even from the Israeli point

of view.

It is crystal clear, then, that as long as Zionist colo-

nialism continues the war against Palestinians, and

their human and national rights, which began at the

first Zionist Congress in Basel one hundred years ago,

Palestine is and will remain a war zone.

Hussein Ibish is a UMass graduate student.

Enough is enough

F

*• Point

Counterpoint
'.Hussein Ibish

our years ago 1 watched with

the rest of the world as

President Clinton stood at the

White House Lawn for the famous

hand shake and signing of the first

formal Israeli- PLO peace agree-

ment. The world looked on with

eager anticipation and hoped that

there would finally be peace in one

of the world's most volatile and
important regions, the Middle
East.

Since the initial signing, the

Israelis and the Palestinians have

come a long way. The Palestinians

have gained

a measure
o f

self-auton-

omy, and
their liveshave
improved in

many ways.

What were
considered occupied territories, the

West Bank and the Gaza Strip, are

still technically part of Israel, but

are now under the jurisdiction of

the Palestinian Authority and not

the Israeli government. Both the

economy and the educational sys

tern have improved for the

Palestinians as a result of the peace

process.

However, the road taken towards

peace has not been a smooth one;

according to U.S.A. Today, there

have been 1 5 suicide bombings in

Israel since the agreements. Each of

the bombs aimed at killing civilians

who have given up their lives in

hopes of peace.

As an American lew who has

spent over a year in Israel, it is dif-

ficult for me to keep a positive out-

look on the peace process.

Unfortunately, fbi piospects for

peace are quickly dwindling away

as time ticks by — like the timer on

one of the suicide bombs set off by

Hamas. What makes this peace

process so painful and difficult is

that the parties involved who are

trying to achieve peace are taking

brave and bold steps.

Both the Israeli government and

the Palestinian Authority have

often gone against what their own
people want, doing what they need

to in order to move the region

towards peace.

Though they are doing some dif-

ficult things, neither leader —
Israeli Prime Minister Binyamin

Netanyahu and PLO Chairman
Yasser Arafat — has done all he

could and should be doing.

Arafat continues to embrace

leaders of Hamas, the Islamic mili-

tant group that has continued sui-

cide bomb attacks. Arafat has also

proceeded to break all types of

agreements that go along with the

Oslo Accords, such as limiting the

size of his police force.

However, Arafat is not the only

one who looks guilty here.

Netanyahu is also guilty of some

poor decisions along the way. The

most important one has been wait-

ing so long to do what he did on

Friday.

Netanyahu finally declared that

Israel may consider their peace

accords with the Palestinian

Autonomy to be void, lust like any

contract, if one side breaks it, then

it is effectively null and void. That

is what appears to be the case in

the Middle East right now.
Apparently Netanyahu has declared

that Israel is not bound by the

peace accords with the

Palestinians.

This past suicide bomb struck a

different chord with many Israelis

and worldwide lews than the previ-

ous 14. Having spent a year in

Israel and been there during three

suicide bombings within a short

span of time. I never felt unsafe.

The bombs had been in areas that I

had been to, but never in a place

that 1 had spent extensive amounts

of time.

This bomb was different because

it took place on Ben Yehudah
Street, where I spent many nights

hanging out at cafes oi shops Since

so many foreigners visit this Itreet,

the latest bombing puts more of a

strain on the Israeli people, eco-

nomically and spiritually.

Enough is enough! It is time lor

peace. The road to peace has been

difficult, but the reason it has con

tinued thus far is because the

thought of a real solid peace is

great enough to endure the

tragedies and lifestyles that come

with such a proposition.

It is unfortunate that the peace

process could end prematurch,

without ever being completed. This

especially upsets me because the

option of peace is no longer u plau-

sible one due to extremist minori-

ties such as llamas. They are left to

reign terror unless Arafat and the

Palestinian Authority slow them
down.
Arafat continues to embrace

Hamas leaders (in public) instead

of shunning away from them.

Arafat continues to condemn each

of their suicide bombers, but why
does he not condemn the entire

organization which has done noth-

ing at all to help the peace process

?

Arafat knows how to play the

media. He is one of the elite when

it comes to propaganda. However.

it is all catching up to him and his

people. It is time for the

Palestinians to live up to their side

of the Oslo Accords. The United

States and the rest of the world are

now watching for Arafat's next

move.
Arafat has one last chance to be

a partner in the peace process.

Arafat wai the recipient of the

Nobel Peace Prize — it is time for

him to act like it.

Dan Deutsch is a I Mass student

and the American-Israeli Public

Affairs Committee Campus
Co-Liaison.

Di was a model offeminine strength

When Prince Charles" of

Wales introduced young
Diana Spencer to the world

16 years ago. who could have imag-

ined the powerful force that this shy

and awkward girl would become?
As we watch the flowers pile up in

front of Kensington Palace

and British consulates

around the world, it is truly

amazing to think that one
person could inspire so

much adoration in her life-

time and so much grief in

her death.

Many people I know were taken

aback by the outpouring of emotion

Diana's death has caused. "I had no

idea the cult of Diana was so

strong," said one friend. Another
said he was surprised to realize that

he too was touched by the princess's

untimely demise. "I never really

thought about her before, but when I

heard the news I definitely felt a

loss," he said.

How did this woman get such a

strong hold on the public imagina-

tion? By now many theories have

been proffered — it was her beauty,

her grace, her common touch. Of
course, all of these things were
important elements in the creation of

"Saint Diana." but the main reason I

think we feel such loss is that she

held such a completely unique place

in our culture. She was so much
more than just a pretty woman who
wore fashionable clothes and did

good works. She was, I believe, a

model of feminine strength

When the nervous kindergarten

teacher married Prince Ch^c|es in

1 98 1 , she was the very essence of tra-

ditional femininity. Eyes lowered, she-

was quiet and obedient — exactly the

kind of woman we can presume the

royal family wanted.

But Diana soon real-

ized that this role

did not suit her. that

she could not toler-

ate a life spent

meekly obeying
orders and silently

enduring her husband's infidelities.

So she did something that the House

of Windsor was wholly unprepared

for: she told the world the princess

was unhappy.

Diana has been called a hypocrite

for using the press as much as she

criticized it. But the princess's manip-

ulation of the media was actually a

healthy and realistic response to her

circumstances. The relentless intru-

sion of cameras was an unflinching

fact of her life. Therefore, she had a

choice. She could allow this problem

to make her angry and bitter, or she

could turn it into an opportunity.

As Vanity Fair executive editor

Elise O'Shaughnessy said recently,

Diana successfully provided us with

the next chapter to the fairy tale: "It's

all very well, you go out and marry

the prince, but what happens when
the prince turns out to be a louse?

[Diana's] is a very 20th century story

of someone who took the reins and

made a very difficult situation work

for her in the end.'

- A^Djana emerged front the^ wreck-

age of her marriage, we watched the

shy girl metamorphose into a diva.

Thus she became a model of a differ-

ent — and 1 think far superior —
breed of femininity. Again, it wasn't

just the beauty and the charm —
though that was a big part of it. It

was the intensity with which she

threw herself into her good works. It

was the way that she took such hum-

ble qualities as kindness and compas-

sion and made them larger than life.

When she cuddled a sick child or

hugged an AIDS patient, we knew we
were witnessing something much
more than public relations. We knew
that she meant it. because we knew
how much she needed it. She was not

just giving, she was receiving. And in

the end, this vulnerability is what

made her so powerful.

"Someone's got to go out there and
love people." Diana said in her

famous 1995 television interview. It

sounded corny when she said it, and

it actually sounds corny now. And
yet, who else was saying it? That was

the amazing thing about Diana —
nothing she did or said was terribly

original and yet she filled a void in

the public consciousness. A void, 1

fear, that will remain empty for many
years to come

Sara Eckel is a nationally syndicat-

ed columnist. Send comments to the

author in care of this newspaper or

send her e-mail at MtaeuM9aol.com.

Focus on
Race

Next week, the Massachusetts Daily

Collegian Editorial page will publish a

week-long series on racial issues. This is an

open call for all members of the University

community to submit opinion pieces on this

important subject.

Editorial can be submitted by email (let-

ters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu), fax (545-1592),

or by dropping them off at the Collegian offices

in the Campus Center basement.

The Editorial/Opinion

desk is now hiring!

There is one Hditorial Associate position

open. The job involves helping with all tasks

from typing to designing layout, and gives you

the opportunity to write for the newspaper as

well as to get tons of practical experience.

This position pays 5 hours/week at the regu-

lar student rate. Stop by the Collegian office

and fill out an application. Applications will be

accepted until Wednesday. Sept. 10.

For more information, contact Daniel Bodah

at 545-1491 or at

letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu.
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We encourage our readers to respond to the contents of
the Collegian through letters to the editor.

Letters must be typed, no more than 400 words and
include name, address and phone number for confirma-

tion purposes. They can be submitted to

Editorial/Opinion Editor, Daily Collegian, 113 Campus
Center, UMass, Amherst, MA 01003: or by email to:

Letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu
Letters may be edited for length, clarity and style.
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Angry young men raise their voices

MARTY KEANE/ COLLEGIAN

RZA brought the Wu-Tang Clan's message to Tinley Park in August.

By Marty Keane
Collegian Staff

Rage Against the Machine/Wu-Tang Clan/'Atari

Teenage Riot

The New Worl3 Music Theater

Aug. 29

TINLEY PARK. 111. — As rabid concert goers were

patted down with handheld metal detectors, the question

on everyone's mind was clearly the following: Could this

daring triple bill consisting of rock's foremost political

•UttMrs, rap's preeminent collective and techno's most

primal expression of anger reach out and play to such a

diverse crowd?
After bearing witness to four hours of unrelenting

sonic and vocalized mayhem, the answer was a resound-

ing yes. from the guitar samples and rageful shouting of

Atari Teenage Riot to the riotous ranting of Rage Against

the Machine, commercially-recognized music has never

sounded so incendiary — or estimable in a live setting.

Germany's Atari Teenage Riot began the evening by

thrashing through an earache-inducing 30-minute set of

apocalyptic dance music. With a lyrical content as con-

frontational as their sonic palette, Alec Empire. Hanin

Elias and Carl Crack created their unflinching mixture of

destroy-the-system punk and hyper-kinetic techno that

ripped through the audience with a veracity that made

even the crustiest Rage/Wu-Tang fans raise an eyebrow,

if only to look up and see where all the racket was com-

ing from.

New York's Wu-Tang Clan turned in the evening's

most memorable set. On a stage festooned with an

authentic approximation of the urban ghetto from which

they arose, RZA, Raekwon, Method Man et al. displayed

their rapping prowess — both as a collective and as solo

artists.

Especially impressive were the rapid-fire, machine-gun

verses delivered by Raekwon. Over chamber-like beats,

he led knee-jerking, fist -pumping renditions of "It'z

Yourz" and "Duck Season" while the rest of his fellow

MC's got the crowd fired up through the usual hip-hop

sloganeering — "Go Wu-Tang, go Wu-Tang" — and by

throwing Wu Wear merchandise to the assembled masses

near the stage in a brilliant job of self promotion.

As the house lights dimmed and a black curtain was

unfurled to bear light on a banner showing a dizzying

array of overtly political questions, not to mention two

massive bodyguards flanking the stage, an amazing trans-

formation occurred in the sold-out crowd of 30,000

plus. Gone was the celebratorv nature of Wu-Tang's set

which quickly dissipated and was replaced by a senseless

display of adolescent and testosterone-charged violence

and anarchic behavior.

As the first tew chords of the insurgent "People of the

Sun" rang out of guitarist Tom Morello's six-string, the

iiuishing throng gathered in front of the stage proceeded

to accomplish the unthinkable. The first four rows of

seats were ripped out of their concrete reinforcements

and flung about aimlessly, knocking a security guard

unconscious and sending photographers fleeing.

It was an unfortunate end to a night of music that oth-

erwise proved the binding power of three very different

styles of music.
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Victim pens book about stalker
I Know You Love Me chronicles stalkers sexual obsession

By Tom Hays
Associated Press

NEW YORK — The stalker is

behind bars, but the victim still

looks over her shoulder, in her

rearview mirror and out her front

window in tiny fits of despair.

It's been that way for eight

years — and counting — for

Doreen Orion. And although
Orion is only one of an estimated

1 million women stalked in the

United States each year, her case

has some twists: Orion is a

Colorado psychiatrist. Her stalker

is a former patient. And a woman.
Orion, 37, gives the woman the

deceptively sweet pseudonym of

Fran Nightingale in her new book,

/ Know You Really Love Me.

The book chronicles the

author's plight as target of a

severe and incurable form of

stalking known as erotomania —
Nightingale's delusional belief

that Orion is in love with her. The
patient's illness, as Orion
describes it, is less a sexual obses-

sion than a schoolgirl crush gone

haywire.

"Even if you ask erotomaniacs if

they have sexual fantasies about

their objects, they'll be horrified,"

she said.

At a recent lunch in midtown
Manhattan, Orion spoke passion-

ately about the book's broader

themes: how the legal system was
slow to take stalking seriously,

and how high-profile cases involv-

ing celebrities like Madonna have

created the false impression that

only the famous are at risk.

She cited a new federal study

that found 8 percent of all

American women and 2 percent of

men have been stalked sometime

in their lives.

But the psychiatrist grew pen-

sive when asked if she feared that

going public with her own case

would only aggravate the 45-year-

old Nightingale, who is two
months into a one-year jail term

for violating a court order to leave

Orion alone.

The doctor still carries the

restraining order in her pocket-

book. Typical of stalkers and the

system, Nightingale had violated

the order dozens of times before

her arrest and conviction. Orion
assumes the hunt will resume
once Nightingale gets out.

"It's a concern," Orion said.

"She's really delusional about me.

The problem is that any attention

you give [a stalker] is viewed as a

success. Negative attention is bet-

ter than nothing."

Orion's ordeal stemmed from a

random and seemingly innocuous

encounter in September 1989.

At the time, Nightingale, a

"drab" insurance agent, had been

hospitalized after throwing a vio-

lent, suicidal tantrum. Orion —
who grew up on Long Island

before earning her medical degree

from George Washington
University — was on call at the

Tucson, Ariz., hospital where she

and her future husband, also a

psychiatrist, worked.

After learning that Nightingale

already was being treated for

schizophrenia, Orion decided to

observe her for 16 days while

adjusting her medication. To
Orion, the job seemed routine.

But the doctor sensed trouble

when she received a note written

in her patient's childlike scrawl.

The note suggested they pursue a

relationship, and included a home
phone number.

It was the first of a barrage of

bizarre phone messages, notes and

poems. Many were hand-delivered

to Orion's office or even left on

the windshield of her car.

To Orion's horror, even when
she and her husband moved to

Colorado, where he took a new
job, Nightingale moved there, too,

and continued the demented
courtship.

Similar examples of erotoma-
nia's extremes abound, Orion
writes.

There was the Colorado man
arrested after tunneling from his

apartment to one down the hall

where his female victim lived.

Also, the department store manag-
er who fled the country because

he was being stalked by a cus-

tomer who became obsessed with

him after he smiled at her.

"As good as we think we are at

our jobs, we only do them eight

hours a day," Orion said.

"Stalkers do theirs 24 hours a day,

and it's a lot more than a job to

them."

Nightingale's pursuit, shadowy
yet dogged, was typical, Orion
said. So was the fact that she

never threatened violence — one

reason, the doctor believes, that

stalking "still isn't treated like a

real crime."

The attitude has been, "Big

deal. Someone is following you
around," she said. "It is a big deal.

It's horrible to know that some-

one's always there, always watch-

ing."

While out promoting her book,

the psychiatrist has urged much
harsher criminal penalties for

stalkers, plus more research on
how to treat them. At home, she's

maintained a modest practice in a

small Colorado town she prefers

not to name, with a handful of

patients — all carefully screened.

"I used to enjoy treating a

whole spectrum of patients," she

said. "But I figure one stalker per

person, per lifetime is kind of a

quota. I've met mine."

Keck us out- on fKe web af*. wwwjumassje<Wrso/co\egian

MARINES. The Few. The Proud.

OWN THE SKY
To fly is one thing. To fly with the Marine Corp

is something else. We'll show you the meaning

of wings. From the wings of the F-18A Hornet

to the wings you wear as a Marine Aviator, this is

flying at its best. Your ticket to fly is a college

diploma. If you'd like to be up there, contact

your local Marine Officer Selection Officer,

Captain Peters at:

1-800-255-8762

Meet with Capt. Peters and Sgt.

Riquier at the Campus Center

on Wednesday, Septemeber
10th

WM AM - 2:00 PM
'tJU&
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Women suit up dux the gentlemen
By Francine Pomes
Associated Press

Women are coming to appreciate

why men found "casual Friday" hard

to carry out: they've had it so easy all

these years with the suit as the cor-

porate uniform.

So for yet another season, women
are adopting — and adapting — suits

in menswear fabric and styling.

"Women have so much going on in

their lives. They want to look good

but don't have the time to get up at 5

a.m. and worry about coordinating a

whole outfit," Gary A. Kane, presi-

dent of ).G. Hook in New York. says.

"You grab a suit, it's ready to go.

Not a whole lot of thought goes into

it."

Look for pantsuits in pinstripes,

tweeds and flannels in black, choco-

late, charcoal, navy or olive. But just

because they're borrowed from the

boys doesn't mean they don't have a

soft side.

jackets are closer to the body and

slightly wider in the shoulder.

Trousers, preferably cuffed, swing

wide or are cut slim.

Those who prefer to show a little

leg will find suits with skirts that are

short or have deep slits — sometimes

both — and tailored coat dresses to

slip into.

Kane says a well-tailored suit gives

a woman confidence.

"She's still going to be swimming

with the sharks." he says, "but she

knows she's going to have impact."

Menswear designer Alan Flusser

agrees. In his book Style and the

Man (1996, HarperStyle), he wrote:

"No other garment in the history

of fashion better connotes an image

of formal continuity and authority

than the man's tailored suit jacket ...

As the century draws to a close, the

suit jacket continues to set the uni-

versal standard for civility in mascu-

line attire."

Rather than a shirt and tie.

though, women should accent a suit

with a lace camisole, sheer blouse or

soft T-neck. For a bit of funk, opt for

a sexy tube top or dress-length tunic,

a la )ohn Bartlett and Cynthia Steffe.

Oh. and heels as high as you can

manage with grace.

Ralph Lauren is a master at styling

menswear for women.
"Fashion is changing." he says.

"My wife wears tails to certain

events, and gowns to other events.

There's a lot of flexibility in fashion."

At the fall fashion preview of his

collection clothing, Lauren staged a

gender-bender finale. Sudanese
model Alek Wek. with her hair close-

cropped, walked the runway in a

black tuxedo, bow tie — and high-

heeled strap sandals.

For day. he has softened his

brown, navy and charcoal menswear
for women with white satin-backed

crepe shirts and chocolate suede
high-heel ankle boots. By night he

opts for pinstripes in wool and nylon

evening pants with a crystal beaded

halter top. A black pinstriped wrap

coat gets the soft touch of satin

lapels.

From Ralph Lauren's bridge line,

come pinstripes in pearl gray and
cream wool, nylon and spandex. The
shapely jacket is $495.

Matching flat-front slim pants with

cuffs are $250. |.G. Hook's key to

menswear for women is female flat-

tery, a far cry from the hard-edged

look of the 1980s.

"For our customer," Kane says,

"that translates into fabrics that are

very definitely menswear-inspired,

such as pinstripes, houndstooth and

glen plaid and wonderful tweeds. But

the lines are not so severe. We'll

layer a menswear blazer over a floral

blouse in a silky fabric, or with a

skirt that's cut to have a little more
movement."

J.G. Hook's belted blazer in glen

plaid polyester and rayon is about

$160. Matching flat-front full

trousers with cuffs are about $92.

A double-breasted coat dress with

black velvet collar and goldtone but-

tons is about $49 through
Chadwick's of Boston catalog.

"It's a perennial bestseller for us,"

Kane says. "It brings menswear
down a peg to soften it."

For women of means who want

the advantages of custom tailoring

that men of means have long

enjoyed, there's Holland & Holland.

A New York City outpost of the

London store, with Nina Rumbough
as fashion director, opened in May
1996.

Prices range from $1,800 to

$3,200 for jackets, depending on
fabric, and $620 to $1,650 for pants.

The whole point of menswear for

women, Rumbough says, is that they

like men's tailoring.

"There's no reason," she said,

"why Savile Row looks should only

be for men."

ARTSG
LIVING

WANTS
YOU!

Arts 8t Living is always looking for writers, come down
to the Collegain , room 113 in the Campus Center

basement, and speak to Seema, the Arts &• Living Editor

or call 5-3500

TRY A
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TOTAL FITNESS
WITHOUT WASTING IN LINE
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Come join the

Student health

Advisory Uoard

Informational meetings:

Wed. Sept 10 & 24, 5:30 -6:30pm

University Health Services Rm. 304

For more info call Tamara at the Health Education Office 577-5181

UMASS DIVISION OF
CONTINUINC EDUCATION

omething for
Everybody

Call for a free course catalog-

(413) 545-0107 or contined@admin.umass.edu

Check out www.umass.edu/contined/ for updated info.

DIVISION OF CONTINUINC EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

• Over 1 00 credit

undergrad courses—
in the evening!

• More than 100 non

credit workshops—
affordable, fun, practical,
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Retirement
& Investment
Planning,

Past Life

Regression,

Country
Une Dancing,

Gardening,

Computers,

East Asian
Medicine,

Creating
Comics!

game
continued from page 12

tournament.

"There is not much we can do over

here, but it shows respect for what we

stand for, for what our monarchy
stands for back home." Tucker said of

the gesture. "We thought we would

show respect, with the rest of Britain

at a standstill."

Rose agreed that the ribbons were

an appropriate showing of respect.

"It was either going to be the rib-

bons or black armbands." Rose said.

"But we wanted to show our respect."

"It's been difficult, but we wanted

to do something to show respect for

her," Browne said.

As their gesture showed quiet

admiration for Princess Diana, the

Minutewomen showed respect for

their teammates with a one minute

moment of silence before Saturday's

game.

"We appreciated the team giving us

that moment," Tucker said. "They

understand where we are coming

from. It's a two way thing."

UMass coach Patty Shea said the

team has come together to support

the three British members.

"As Americans, we can not truly

understand the British monarchy sys-

tem." she said. "We've talked about it

and we can't ever really understand

how they feel inside. But we can

understand on the surface and we can

be there for them."

Casey Kane is a Collegian colum-

nist. \

Air Jordan...
After losing its opener 21-6 to Richmonc

next Saturday at retainer

; weekend, the Massachusetts football team looks for redemption
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Martina Hingis wins U.S. Open; ousts Venus in final

By Slav* Wilstein

Associated Pre»j

NEW YORK — Martina Hingis

ended a near-perfect run through the

Grand Slams by winning the U.S.

Open, her third major title of the year,

in a virtually flawless performance

Sunday against Venus Williams.

In the first round of a rivalry for the

future of the women's game. Hingis'

6-0, 6-4 victory showed she has the

all-court game right now that's more

than enough to cope with Williams'

power. Hingis did whatever she want-

ed against Williams, who showed only

flashes of the brilliance that carried

her to the final in her U.S. Open

debut. While Williams slugged impa-

tiently. Hingis waited for her opportu-

nities and put balls away.

It was the youngest matchup of

finalists in Grand Slam history, the

16-year-old Hingis against the 17-year-

old Williams, and on this day Hingis

had the more mature game.

Hingis has shown that maturity and

THANG VOI CCX.UGIAN

I'd like to buy the world a Koch...
UMass men's soccer coach Sam Koch's squad took on Siena yesterday on the road. For the complete

wrap-up, see tomorrow's Sports.

confidence all year. Only one loss, in

the final of the French Open shortly

after knee surgery following a fall

from a horse, prevented her from a

rare sweep of the Grand Slams.

She won the Australian Open and

Wimbledon, and her triumph at the

U.S. Open lifted her into the company

of some of the greatest players in his-

tory who have won three majors in a

year.

"1 think maybe 1 was nervous,"

Williams said. "But playing against

Martina is a different match. You
can't hit yourself out of |trouble|

because she takes the pace off the ball

a lot." Yet Williams proved enough in

reaching the final, and in making the

second set close, that she has the raw

talent to become a champion herself

someday.

"There was a lot of talk all around,"

she said of the complaints that she

hadn't played enough competitive ten-

nis befor" this tournament. "I'm glad

to quiet it a little."

Williams, the first black women's
finalist at the U.S. Open since Althea

Gibson won her second title in 1958,

began the tournament with a victory

on opening day at Arthur Ashe
Stadium. It was a special appearance

accorded her as a promising black

player from the city courts of

Compton, Calif. But she earned her

way to the final by brandishing a game
built on speed, power and extraordi-

nary poise.

Hingis, who won $650,000.
admired the silver trophy she won.
"The big names are on it," she said.

"One of them is mine."

Hingis, who has won more than

$4.6 million in her brief career, is on

her way to posting one of the finest

years in history. She's lost only two of

65 matches — the French final against

Iva Majoli and a match against

Lindsay Davenport last month in Los

Angeles. Only the woman for whom
she was named. Martina Navratilova,

lost fewer matches in a year during the

Open era. Navratilova was 86-1 in

1983, then 78-2 in 1984. Steffi Graf

went 75-2 in 1987 and 86-2 in 1989.

For Williams, the $350,000 runner-

up prize was more than three times

her previous career earnings of

$105,646.

Ken Griffey J

but slugger is

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Ken
Griffey |r. received a handshake and

congratulations from manager Lou
Piniella in the clubhouse after hit-

ting his career-high 50th home run

Sunday.
Still, the Seattle star was in no

mood to celebrate.

Griffey joined some of baseball's

greats with the home run, but the

Mariners still lost to the Minnesota

Twins 9-6, their seventh setback in

12 games.

Seattle's lead in the AL West over

Anaheim was chopped to four

games after the Angels beat Detroit

5-4 in 15 innings.

"I'd rather have the win," said a

subdued Griffey. "All I want to do

is play in the playoffs and win a

World Series." Griffey is 1 1 homers

short of matching Roger Maris'

record of 61 in 1961. The Mariners

have 19 games left this season.

Griffey, however, is more con-

cerned about outlasting the Angels

for the division crown.

"The season's not over with," he

r. smacks 50th home run;

focused on division race
said. "We've got some things to do,

win some games. That's what I'm

worried about, not personal bests. I

just want to win ballgames."

Griffey, who had 49 home runs

last year, became the 15th different

player to hit 50 homers.

Leading the majors in homers.

Griffey connected for a two-run

drive in the fourth inning against

Bob Tewksbury. Griffey smiled

broadly as he was greeted by his

teammates in the dugout.

Griffey homered four times in the

four-game series. He has seven

home runs in his last six games and

nine in 1 3 games.

"I'm playing deep enough that if

he hits one over my head, it's prob-

ably a home run." said Twins right

fielder Brent Brede. who watched

Griffey's shot sail far over the right

field fence and hit the Metrodome's

retracted football seats. 405 feet

away from home plate.

Griffey went l-for-5. He was
twice called out on strikes and twice

flied out, hitting a routine fly to left-

take Kaplan
and get into the

right school.

LSAT TGMAT

• Highly trained, expert teachers who know the

tests Inside and out

• Personalized, computerized study plans, tailored

to your individual needs

• Proven methods, guaranteed to rase your score
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Patriots rip Colts 31-6;

Bledsoe throws four TDs

for second week in a row
By Hank Lowerkron

Associated Press

INDIANAPOLIS — Four

touchdown passes in a game is

getting to be a habit for New
England's Drew Bledsoe.

Bledsoe did it for the second

consecutive week as New England

defeated the Indianapolis Colts

31-6 Sunday.

The defending AFC champions

have opened the season with two

straight victories for the first time

since 1986, while Bledsoe has

thrown for 607 yards.

With Terry Glenn inactive due

to a sprained left ankle, Bledsoe

threw scoring passes to four dif-

ferent receivers, and Curtis

Martin rushed for 121 yards on

25 carries.

Bledsoe raised his career pass-

ing yardage to 15,249 — the

third-highest total in franchise

history. He completed 15 of 25

passes for 267 yards.

Shawn Jefferson caught a 34-

yard touchdown pass in the first

quarter and later had the longest

reception in his seven-year career,

a 64-yarder, to set up New
England's second score. Martin

came out of the backfield to race

2 1 yards for the score after catch-

ing the ball near the line of scrim-

mage.

Vincent Brisby was left uncov-

ered in the end zone in the third

quarter, and Bledsoe found him

for a 6-yard score, capping a nine-

play drive that covered 79 yards.

The fourth score came after Jim

Harbaugh fumbled the ball as he

was scrambling. Tedy Bruschi

recovered the ball at the

Indianapolis 21, and on the next

play, Bledsoe found Troy Brown
open for the score.

The only Indianapolis points

came on field goals of 45 and 38

yards in the first half as the Colts'

offense failed to score a touch

down for the second consecutive-

game.
Bledsoe moved 87 yards in 10

plays for the first score. On a

third-and-3 play, lefferson got

behind Dedric Mathis to take

Bledsoe's lofty pass near the goal

line and continued into the end

zone.

Meanwhile, New England con-

tinued its mastery of running

back Marshall Faulk. Coming into

the game with 47.2 yards per out-

ing for five games against the

Patriots, the two-time Pro Bowler

was held to 23 yards on 15 car-

ries.

The Patriots also capitalized on

the inexperience of an

Indianapolis offensive line that

starts two rookies. They constant-

ly pressured lim Harbaugh. who

was sacked five times for 27

yards while completing a career-

high 30 passes for 24 1 yards.

Indianapolis narrowly missed

scoring its first touchdown of the

season on offense as the first half

ended. Following New England's

second touchdown, the Colts took

over on their 31 with 3:01

remaining in the period.

A holding penalty against guard

Doug Widell moved the ball back

to the 28. Five consecutive com-

pletions by Harbaugh and a New
England penalty for having 12

men on the field, which nullified

a sack, brought the ball to the

Patriots' 30 with 19 seconds on

the clock.

Indianapolis was out of time

outs, but the Colts continued the

threat. Harbaugh went around

right end for six yards before run-

ning out of bounds. Bruschi was

penalized for a late hit, giving the

Colts a first down on the 10 with

12 seconds remaining.
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center with a runner on base for the

final out.

"Quite a feat." said Piniella of

Griffey's milestone. "He joins a very

elite group, but he's an elite player."

"It's great to play against one of

the great players in the game, " said

Tewksbury. who has now given up
two homers to Griffey in his career.

"I think I'll think more about the

strikeout [in the first inning] than

the home run."

This is the third straight season

that the 50-home run barrier has

been reached. Mark McGwire hit 52

for Oakland and Brady Anderson had

50 for Baltimore last year and Albert

Belle hit 50 for Cleveland in 1995.

Tewksbury (6-11) helped the

Twins stop a five-game losing

streak. He gave up five runs and
eight hits in 6 1-3 innings, walking

one and striking out six.

Seattle starter Felipe Lira (5-9)

was chased in the third inning, and

lost for the second time in as many
decisions since being acquired from

Detroit.

Anyone interested in

broadcasting sports for

the student radio sta-

tion, WMUA 91.1 EM.,

there will be a meeting

tonight at 7 p.m. right

outside the station in the

Campus Center base-

ment. Everyone is invit-

ed to attend. If you are

unable to make it give

Mike Corey or Jon

Place a call at

545-2876.

TOTAL FITNESS
WITHOUT WAITING IN UN0.

AMHERST ATHLETIC CLUB

Stairmasters + LifeCycles + Recumbents+ Treadmills

Free Weights + Gravitron + Reiser + Nautilus + Cybex
Precor Eliptical + Rowers + NordicTrack + Kayak •'•
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Education .it 545-0474
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Call Kevin Thompson 665-0056

Come and Join

the nationally

ranked squad

9
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Collegian Classifieds
University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-15 )2

AUTO FOR SALE

'84 Jeep CJ7 hardtop,

new battery, needs

some work. Asking

$1500 or B/0. Call 549-

1609 (Tony) or 549-9267

(Patri)

85 Chrysler LeBaron

mint condition, A/C,

AM/FM cassette stereo,

power windows and

locks. 95,000 miles.

$700 or B/0. Call Bruce

256-1215

Nissan Maxima 85

StationWagon All

Powers, music system

optional. Best offer. Call

546-2002. Ask forZ.

HONDA CIVIC '90 3 dr,

hatch, 4 speed, manual,

mileage: 87,100.

Excellent condition. Call

after 5:30 pm. at 256-

3433.

EMPLOYMENT

Kai Chi Restaurant
Drivers and Waitstaff

Wanted. Part-Time.

Apply within. Route 9,

335 Russell St., Hadley.

586-2774

Grocery Shopper to

deliver to Longmeadow
family. Looking for indi-

vidual to do grocery

shopping at Bread and

Circus and deliver 1-2

EMPLOYMENT

times weekly. Must
have own car and be

dependable. Some
knowledge of Kosher

food helpful. Flat rate

preferred. Call Alan

(413)736-4635 ext. 221

Jobs For The
Environment

Campaign with

MassPirg to protect our

planet. Flexible sched-

ule. $50-$75/Day. Call

Terri 256-6434

Cooks Wanted
Experience a plus but

not necessary. Apply

immediately in person.

Cutty's Food and Spirits.

55 University Drive. 549-

5700

UMass Athletic

Development- Event

Staff wanted for

Athletic Fund Events

throughout the 1997-98

athletic year. Must be

21+. For further informa-

tion respond to 308

Mullins. or call 545-

9672.

Mother's Helper
Wanted 10-15 firs, per

week. Please call 549-

7788

Care Provider Needed
Monday thru Friday

EMPLOYMENT
8 30-5:30 Two children.

Amherst home. Good

pay. Nice family. Own
car. Love for children.

Non-smoking. Call

evenings. Leave voice

mail message for Dave.

Press 1.256-6006

Personal Care
Attendant for male

quad. Morning, evening,

and overnight. $7.85 per

hour. Call 546-0666

Full-Time Day
Delivery or Kitchen
Help Wanted 30-40

hrs/week. Apply at D.P.

Dough, Downtown
Amherst. 256-1616

Drivers and Kitchen

Help Must be able to

work 30 hours per week.

Flexible hours. Apply at

D.P. Dough, Downtown
Amherst. 256-1616

Students Wanted!!!

Part-Time Sales

Marketing Job

Visit www.eduinfo.com.

Part-Time

Administrative

Assistant

Clerical position in small

Amherst office of

Spanish study abroad

program. Located on bus

route. Requirements:

EMPLOYMENT
data entry, computer
skills, and excellent

grammar/spelling skills.

Knowledge of Spanish a

plus. Approximately 20

hours/week; afternoons

preferred. Competitve

salary. Send letter and

resume to: CC-CS, 446

Main Street, Amherst,

MA 01002-2314

INSTRUCTION BROOMMATE WANTED

FOR RENT

4 Bedroom House
Northampton, near

stores but country loca-

tion. No pets. $950+.

Skibiski Realtors. 584-

3428

Fridge Rentals 253-

9742 Free Delivery

FOR SALE

New Twin Serta

Mattress Includes NEW
bed frame and box

spring. Call Brian at 549-

5046. $50.

MAC llsi 15" color

monitor, modem, laser

printer. $600 or best

offer. 256-3472.

Performing Arts

Division

offers Group and Private

Instruction in Music,

Theater, and Dance.

PAD is located in 73

Bartlett Hall, UMass.

(413)545-0519 for info.

GUITAR LESSONS
Beginner-Advanced.
Lessons may be taken

for course credit. 1-888-

908-8898 Call Peter (Toll

Free)

MISCELLANEOUS

Start Your Own
Fraternity! Zeta Beta

Tau is looking for male

students to start a new
chapter. If you are inter-

ested in academic suc-

cess, a chance to net-

work, and an opportuni-

ty to make friends in a

non-pledging brother-

hood, e-mail: zbt@zbt-

national.org or call Joe

Alfidi at (317)334-1898

Extra SSS Opportunity

for confident self-

starter. Contact with

international students at

1-888-670-2906. Leave

message.

Looking for one
female to share a twe

bedroom apt in

Brandywine. $180 a

month with three other

females. Call 549-5244

FREE RENT!
Housemate/Respite
help. Easy, fun. Call

(413)527-6279.
Easthampton.

Looking for two peo-

ple to share 1 large

room in two bedroom
apartment in Amherst.

On bus route, behind

campus. For info please

call Brad at (603)889-

0686

SERVICES

Rental Problems?
Questions about your

lease/security deposit

deductions? Questions

about subletting/assign-

ing leases? Questions

about the condition of

your new house or

apartment? Contact The

Student Legal Services

Office, 922 Campus
Center, 545-1995.

SERVICES

COMPUTER
SERVICES
Mac Magic

Independent Macintosh

Trouble Shooter +

Consultant.

Alvin C. Whaley

(413)584-7904

Hardware/Software,

Installation, Servicing +

Upgrades for Mac OS-

based computers +

peripherals.

Your office, dorm, or

home.

CARRIERS
AND

DRIVERS
NEEDED

for morning delivery of

Newspapers on campus
and in Amherst.

Call

John Riley

at 584-7804
College News Service

Classifieds C
Special q

Need
to sell

last

years

books?

Used
boob

$2.00 per

4 lines.

Visit us

in the

basement

or on

the

Concourse.

Class i f i

they work... trust us

d
Classifieds

Special S

Personals Policy Rates Standard Headings
. All personal* MUST be proofread by Collegian d»

sifted employees before payment and acceptance of

the classified

2 Last names MAY NOT be used m personals ONLY
first names and initials are allowed The only excep-

tions are for birthday or congratulations personals, in

which case the full name may be used.

1 Phone numbers are not allowed in pwson.iU NO
EXCEPTIONS

4 Addresses are not allowed in personals this means

dorm room numbers as well

5 Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature arc

not acceptable Personals of a vindictive or libelous

nature are not acceptable. Personals mav n.n In-

used for the purpose ot harassment

mfc) mn not be used in personals.

7. The persona I
• ,*?rson.ils only The per-

sonals section may NOT be used to sell items, seek

f(x>mmates. .nKf-rtise meetings, etc.

8 All personals must have the name, signature, and

I ID number of the student placing the as

tilled in on the insertion order Non-students must

pros'de I valid drtvai I Hcwm -i" 1 ' 'he license num-

ber must be recorded on the insertion order Use of

r misrepresentation is subtext to

penalties under the law
H The (<W/r>>rjr) reserves the right tu retuse 01 10 SfM

any personal that does not meet the CoMatpan I MM*
dards in accordance with the statutes ot the

noimealth of Mast.it hmcttl

Students

20 <t per word/day

All others

40£ per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS

legibly. Wc are not responsible lor errors mull

ing from illegible handwriting or type.

ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT
ENTERTAINMENT

FOR SALE
FOUND (2 DAYS FREEI

/d

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
^MOTORCYCLES
" PERSONALS
ROOM FOR RfiNT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES

SUMMER SUBLET
TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
j

WANTED TO RENT
WANTED

MONDAY. SEPT. 8

Meeting The UMass
Outing Club will present a

multi- media slide show and
hold a general meeting at 7

p.m. in the Student Union
Ballroom.
Open house —

Everywoman's Center, located

in Wilder Hall, is hosting an
Open House from 9 a.m.-4
p.m. Staff will be available to

provide information about
paid student positions, intern-

ships and volunteer opportu-
nities for students and com-
munity women. Refreshments
will be provided. All members
of the campus and community
are welcome.

TUESDAY, SEPT. 9

Discussion — "The Politics

of Birth Control," a discussion

about why many women can't

obtain the family planning
resources they need, and what
you can do about it, will be
held at 8 p.m. in Thompson
Auditorium, room 102. |oin

fellow students and Peter H.
Kostmayer, executive director

of "Zero Population Growth."
Meeting — The Lesbian,

Bisexual, Gay Alliance is hold-

ing its first info-social of the

year at 7 p.m. in the Campus
Center, room 803. Come join

us and find out what is hap-
pening on campus this semes-

ter, and then socialize with
other interested students.

Meeting — Amnesty
International, a human rights

organization, will hold its first

general meeting at 7 p.m. in

the Campus Center, room
101.

Meeting — Psi Chi, the
National Honors Society in

psychology will hold its First

meeting at 5:30 p.m. in 204
Tobin. Members and
non-members are welcome to

come and see what we are

about and share free pizza. If

you are interested but cannot

make this time, please call

Melanie Bauman at

546-5881.

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 10

Meeting — The UMass
Poetry Society will hold its

first meeting of the semester
at 7 p.m. in Campus Center,

room 165. Everyone is wel-

come. Bring your own work
or someone else's or just come
and listen. Call Tim at 546-
0819orKayeat 548-8042.

NOTICES

Blood drive -- Come and
help the American Red Cross

meet the challenge of provid-

ing a safe and available blood

supply for all those who need

it dv donating blood at the

UMass Fall Kick-Off Blood
Drives. Donations can be
made Sept 9-10 from 10:30

a.m.-4:30 p.m. and Sept. 11

m. on
6

from 9:30 a.m.-3:30
the first floor of the Lampus
Center. Donors can make an
appointment by calling (800)
462-2229. Walk-ins are wel-

come.
Internships —

Environmental internships
offered. Campaigns this

semester include: Hunger and
Homelessness, Pesticides.
Endangered Species, Updated
Bottle Bill and Campaign
Finance Reform. Looking for

motivated students to take
leadership positions. Call
MassPIRG at 545-0199 or

stop by 42 3A Student Union.
Library tours — The Du

Bois Library will be hosting

orientation tours Sept. 4-5
and 8-12. The tours will leave

from the Entrance lobby at

10:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m.
daily. Come, visit and get to

know the library.

Student government —
Nominations papers for the

Undergraduate Student
Senate will be made available

in the Student Government
Association office, located in

the Student Union, room 420.

Nominations open today at 10

a.m. and will close at 5 p.m.

on Friday, Sept. 19. If there

are any questions, please con-

tact jodi Bailey at 545-0342.

FYli are public service announcements pnnted

daily To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the

Managing Editor by noon the previous day.

Volunteer — The Programs
Against Violence Against
Women of the Everywoman's
Center are now accepting
applications from women who
want to become volunteer
counselors or educators. To
join our fall 70-hour training

Tor new volunteers, to learn

more about issues of violence

against women, and to make a

difference in areas of sexual

assault and relationship vio-

lence, please call 545-0883.
The application deadline is

Sept. 8, 1997. Bilingual
women and women of color

re strongly encouraged to

apply.
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Live Music
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ID
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HSCN Bulletin

Board

CBS/3 Harfford

CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

HSCN Movie
Channel

UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
UMATV
HSCN Programming

TV-19
I ABC/40 Springfield

I NBC/22 Springfield

CNN
a CNN/Headline

News
BET

BET on Jazz
"7 UCTV

The Learning

Channel

B TV Land

Comedy Central

Much Music

MONDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH O
WTXX
wvrr
WTIC
WWLP
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WTBS
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This week's

$1 drink:

Vodka& Cranberry

CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN

6:00 6:30 7:00
Wishbone X "

Business Rpt. Newihour With Jim Lehrer X Plant Neighborhood (In Stereo

N*ws «

N^iTs ABC News ir^JdelditJolT Ch^idff~ I Survived a PIsaster 2 (R) X NFL Football: Kansas City Chiefs al Oakland Raiders (In Stereo Live) B

CBS News

CBS News

Full House X Fresh Prince BoyWorld Fresh Prince

News

News

Inside Edition | Real TVS Cosby (R) X
[

Raymond Cyblll (R) X Murphy Brown

rre*n nunc bvtitvi™ ' '»«" "»" » "»""M' '/ "" r.. 1 ' 1* < . *
,—r—r _ ,..,.--.. —

NBC News Wheel-Fortune Jeopardy!!: Sudden-Susan [Sudden-Susan IPJr^rtody-ltBgT.Drar^alAmyJoJohnson, Brett Cullen. HO

Married... With Cheers X Judge Judy X Grace Under In the House Malcolm-Eddie Good News X I
Spartts X |News

NBC News Ent Tonight Hard Copy S Sudden-Susan Sudden-Susan "Perfect Boo)/" (1997, Drama) Amy Jo Johnson, Brett Cullen, 111

LIFE

MTV
NICK
SCIFI ^

[

Twilight Zone Daritslde

TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

23 WorldVlew X
)0

Quincy "Sullied Be Thy Nanie^ Law a Order "Trust
1 X

Extras
"

Ent Tonight Cosby (R)B: iRaymond Cyblll (R)

3

T [Murphy Brown

Simpsons a RossanneS; Home Imp. Seinfeld X Melrose Place X
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Beverly Hills, 80210 (In Stereof Seinfeld X Mad Abo. »ou In the House |Matoolm-Eddie|GoodNews JL |sparKs :n

8:00
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NBC News Wheel-Fortune |JeopardyTl~ Sudden-Susan [Sudden-Susan {"Perfect BooV"(1997, Drama) Amy Jo Johnson, Brett Cullen. 3E

ABC News Seinfeld!) lEnt. Tonight I Survived a Disaster 2 (R) X NFL Football Kansas City Chieis at Oakland Raiders. (In Stereo Live) X

9:00 9-30TlO:00 I 10:30

Chicago Hope (R) (In Stereo) S
Chicago Hope (R) (In st»reo) M

11:00 I 11:30
Living on the Edge

News« Late Show X
Late Show X

Butty the Vampire Slayer X News Star Trek: Deep Space Nine S
News

LAPD

Ally McBeal "Pilot" X I
Newt

Vibe

|Tonight Show

Coach

Tonight Show

Babylon 5 X
Tonight Show

Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

News

Who's Boss? Who's Boss? "Man's Best Friend" (\99Q, Horror) Ally Sheedy.

Brett Butler [Make-Laugh Daily Show (R) |Stein's Money

Up Cloae Sportscenter

Supermarket DebtSups

MTVILive

TLC '9 9 lFurniturs Renovation

©

Beyond 2000 |Sea Wings (R)

Moneytine X Crossfire X
Biography: Dutch Schultz Poirot

Prime News X
|

Burden-Proot

»W "FataU/mirx*" (1993, Comedy) Arm

Larry King Live X.

fAssents.

Wild Discovery: Sea ot Grass Destination Mars (R)

Intimate Portrait

Viewers Indie Outing [TBA

Figure It Out Tiny Toon Doug I RugratsX Hey Amoidl X IHappy Days

Kung Fu: Legend

1 "The Hound"

S

(5:00) <«» "ftorann»"(1987) tt

Soul Sutvivort

iNFL Prime Monday
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^
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Amai. Stories

Hometlme (R7

Miss. Genesis Seaquest DSV Vapors" X

Lois > Clark-Superman

Highlandier: The Series K
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'Airplane II: T)

(199S,Comedy^5i

Body Doubles: Twin Eiper

The Seguer (1982) Robert Hayl

rama) Ian McShane (In Stereo)

Beavis-Butt. IBeavls-Butt. Countdown to the 1 Spot

Hometime (R) Extreme Machines (R)

[Real TV X TTba" IM'A'S'H X
»* "Strays" (1991, Honor) Timothy Busfiold, Kathleen Quinlan.

Miss Marple "Sleeping Murder" Law S Order

World Today X Sports lllus

Brett Butler iMake-Laugh

World's Greatest Stunts Part II

Gymnastics. U S Championsnips

(Days | Happy Days

Road Rules Daria

Happy Days [Happy Days

frt T»rrorVte>i''(1986, Horror) Qerrl Graham, Mary Woronov

Unexplained: WHches [Cyber Warriors (R)

WCW Nitro (In Stereo Live) S

Daily Show

Moneytine S
Stein's Money

Wild Discovery: Sea ol Grass

Baseball j Sportscenter

Homicide: Life on the Street S
Oddville, MTV

Happy Days

Amaz. Stories

Loveline

Happy Days

WCW Nitro (R) (In Stereo) X
Extreme Machines (R)

Miss. Genesis

Walker Texas Renoor X |World Wrestling Federation Monday Night Raw (In Stereo) X
** "A Turn to Mr (1996, Drama) Sandra Bullock. (In Stereo) 'R' fJE Mr Show

>'/; "AHanfc6y(1980, Drama) Burt Lancaster. KX

Silk Stalkinga "Witness" (R) X
oVi "Subway Stories'(i087)

*W "Passenger 67" (1992) Wesley Snipes. 'R | "Danger Zone'
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VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept.

22)— You can count on
someone objecting today, but

if you're prepared, you'll be

able to circumvent problems

and maintain high spirits.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
— You can trust your friends

to keep your counsel and
never wrong you. Closeness

and mutual respect are the

watchwords of the day.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov.

21)— You will be chal-

lenged by circumstances

today, and in the end you
may prove that a positive

attitude is your greatest

strength.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov.

22-Dec. 21)— You may be

moody today, but no one is

likely to be affected for long.

Soon, you'll realize that

there's no point in sulking!

CAPRICORN (Dec.

22-Jan. 19)— You may dis-

cover that two connected

portions of an important

message do not make sense.

Something may have been

lost in the translation.

AQUARIUS (Ian. 20-Feb.

18)— It is up to you to keep

things going at speed today.

Some may wish to slow

down, but you know the

importance of maintaining a

steady pace.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March
20) — You may have to fol-

low someone else's seemingly

arbitrary rules today, but

you'll leam to adjust and roll

with the punches.

ARIES (March 21 -April

19)— You can avoid any

kind of fight today simply by

letting others know that

you're going to do your best

to stay out of their way.

TAURUS (April 20-May
20)— Now is no time to

intrude on the private affairs

of a coworker. Vou may be

concerned, but wait to offer

help until you are asked.

GEMINI (May 21-June
20) — Your organizational

skills have never been your

strongest assets, but today

you may have to rely on
them as never before. Do not

be hasty!

CANCER (June 21-My
22) — You have been wanti-

ng to make certain changes

for some time, and today you

should be able to turn over a

new leaf with very little

effort.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) —
Sensitivity and generosity

can make you a hero of sorts

to many people who are

looking to you for what they

most need right now.

Oi~*»t«3 of tHe H>£*y

U
The best

mind-altering drug

is the truth.

w
-Lily Tomlin

Today's P.C. Menu
Call 545-2636 tar mora Information.

Franklin

LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Turkey Tetrazzini

Grilled Steak Sandwich

DINNER
Chicken Breast with Rice Stuffing

Spaghetti/Italian Sweet Sausage

Italian Tofu Balls & Sauce

Quarter Pound Burger

Worcester

ACROSS
1 "Vamoose!"
6 Served perfectly

10 Vipers
14 Subarctic forest

15 Medicine
quantity

16 Bridge
17 Command
18 Demons
19 Arizona Indian

20 Cat, to a mouse
22 Polar region

24 — Major
25 Cause

resentment
26 Hair ointment
30 Fight for two
32 NYSE

alternative

33 Mimics
35 Jumped
40 Spot on a

leopard
42 Shower Hem
44 Eucalyptus eater

45 Taj Mahal site

47 — of Capri
48 Warm-water

shark
50 Arctic dwellings

52 Red quartz

56 H.H. Munro's
pen name

58 take a stand
against

59 Happy sounds

64 Eye part

65 "Salaam
Bombay!"
director Mira —

67 Hollow stone
68 Pleasant
69 "New Yorker

cartoonist

70 Soviet founder
71 Toboggan
72 Poster, e.g.

73 Choice group

DOWN
1 Cease
2 Mystery writer

John
Dickson—

3 Take the bus
4 Got older

5 Plunder
6 Tijuana

goodbye
7 Good friend

8 Psychic power:
abbr

9 Want
10 Pale-faced
11 "Star Trek-

name
12 Of the Vatican
13 Marsh bird

21 "Trick or—1"

23 Showy lily

26 Picnic spot

27 Melville novel
28 High plateau

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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29 Scott Hamilton
maneuver

31 Ok) map mils.

34 Summit
36 Runner

Zatopek
37 Lhasa
38 Prince Charles'

game
39 Foot parts

41 Makes less wild

43 Japanese
poem

46 Gander's baby

49 Stadiums
51 Snicker

52 Connects
53 Spring month
54 Type of rack

55 Worked as a
model

57 Tori's dad
60 Shoe part

61 Writer Morrison

62 Blue-pencil

63 Clair or Lalique

66 Onassis
nickname

LUNCH
Grilled Cheese Sandwich
American Chop Suey

Spaghetti/Tomato Sauce

Macaroni, Lentil & Tomatoes

DINNER
Chicken Breast with Rice Stuffing

Black-Eyed Peas

Pastabilities

Ravioli Alfredo

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

DINNER
Chicken Breast with Rice Stuffing

Spaghetti/Italian Sweet Sausage

Tomato Sauce

Berkshire

LUNCH
Turkey Tetrazzini

Hamburger on a Roll

Lentil Chili

DINNER
Chicken Breast with Rice Stuffing

Shrimp & Sausage jambalaya

Penne with Tomatoes & Spinach

Pastabilities

hulav's Stafi

Night Editor

Photo Tethnition

Copy Editor

Production Supervisor

Production Stall
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UM opens year at newly renovated Garber

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

The first weekend of action on the

new AstroTurf surface at

Richard F. Garber Field

brought mixed results for

the Massachusetts field

hockey team.

The Minutewomen fell to

Michigan State in the championship

game of the UMass/Phoenix
Invitational 3-2 Sunday, after shel-

lacking California 8-1 in

the preliminary round
Saturday.

UMass (1-1) started

Sunday's championship
strong, tallying the game's first goal

on a hard shot from Erica Johnston

with 14:09 remaining in the first

half.

Freshman wing Kristen Schmidt

crossed the ball from the far right

sideline, drawing two defenders to

the comer, lohnston. waiting in the

circle, controlled the ball and fired a

shot past MSU goalie Beth George.

The Spartans responded to tie the

game on their second penalty corner

of the afternoon. With 8:36 left

before halftime, Rayna Hiscox drove

home a shot that ripped past diving

UMass goalie Zowie Tucker.

Hiscox doubled her day's goal

total just over a minute later, when
she took the ball in from Tucker's

left side before pushing the score in

near the far post.

"Michigan State played quite

well," Tucker said. "And we might

have put too much pressure on our-

selves to play the way we did

[Saturday]."

The Minutewomen had a chance

to tie the game three minutes into

the second half. But George stopped

the initial hit on their penalty corner

and the second attempt hit the

crossbar.

Instead, it was Michigan State

that converted first in the second

period. At the 43:50 mark, Annie

Berberich found the back of the

UMass net during a scram-

ble behind Tucker.

Vicky Browne cut MSU's
edge to one goal with a

tally off a UMass corner

with just over 1 2 minutes left in reg-

ulation. A crisply executed pass

sequence between Johnston and

midfielder Kate Putnam gave

lohnston the shot, but

George was able to get in

front of the ball. Catching

the rebound, Browne
knocked the ball through

on George's right.

With a second goal to their credit,

the Minutewomen found some of

their missing intensity, but time was

not on their side. On a penalty cor-

ner with two minutes on the clock,

lohnston rifled a shot that went just

wide of the Spartan cage, and

UMass could not get close again.

"I asked them what the difference

was in the last 15 minutes," Shea

said. "And they said there was a

sense of urgency. I told them they

should feel that right at the begin-

ning, but now they know the kind of

emotion and urgency they need to

have right from the start."

Despite the switch in the result

over the weekend, the

Minutewomen relished the first

game experiences on the new
AstroTurf at Garber Field.

"This is second to none." said

Shea about the Minutewomen's new

playing surface. "It changes the

game."
Shea's players agreed with her

assessment of the surface.

lohnston called the field "the best

facility in the country," while

Browne dubbed Garber "the best

surface I've ever played on."

The renovation of Garber

pushes soccer to Totman

Massachusetts

Woman^s^occer

liTlllil hiiihllltll

If you would like an analogy on

the switch from the old stomping

grounds of Richard F. Garber

Field to Totman Field for the

home games of the No. 15

Massachusetts women's soccer

team, then here's one: The New
York Knicks moving from
Madison Square Garden to

ContinentaP
Airlines Arena,

home of the New
lersey Nets. And,

jimmy Hoffa
m

would have some

company under g
t h e

Meadowlands parking lot for the

dolt who made that decision.

As I sat in the bleachers before

the UMass' 2-1 win over

Michigan last Friday afternoon,

looking at three-quarters of the

finely manicured pitch (because

that's all you can see from the

stands), I just shook my head in

consternation.

Why does a team that has the

finest tradition of any sport on

campus (six Final Four appear-

ances, and 1 4 NCAA Tournament

appearances to begin with), have

to play on a glorified high school

field?

Well, the obvious reason is the

remanufacturing of Garber Field,

with the field surface being

switched from astrodirt to

AstroTurf.

That move has been a long time

coming, and a big salute goes to

the field hockey and lacrosse pro-

grams, because they have received

what they deserve — "the best

facility in the country," as field

hockey coach Patty Shea said.

But, where is the soccer-soft-

ball complex that has been
rumored about since I arrived at

UMass in 1993? Yes, I should

have graduated by now, but that's

not the point here.

For Minutewomen alums like

Michigan coach Debbie Belkin,

Garber was the place where the

team's history was born, but the

past is the past.

"1 love (Garber)," Belkin said.

"(Garber) has history for me, but

UMass had a great crowd today,

so I don't think it will be any dif-

ferent crowd-wise."

Unfamiliarity is the main prob-

lem right now for coach |im Rudy,

but a good showing from his team

and the home crowd made any

problems worthwhile.

"We were very nervous today,

and we have not played here, so

this is not yet a home field to us,

although the mystique of playing

at home still seems to be with us,

and there was a very nice crowd

today," Rudy said.

Plaudits do go to Dennis O'Neil

land his crew for

developing a

beautiful pitch

at Totman
Field, that

looked more

I
like a fairway

at Augusta
National than anything else.

Also, if you ask for reasons

from the Athletic Department,

they will state Totman is only

being used on an "interim" basis.

In the interim, though, Totman is

barely suitable for the quality of

play — and the quality of atten-

dance — for a Div. I soccer pro-

gram.

So, Totman will have to be

dealt with, and a 2-1 win over

Michigan in the home opener for

UMass helps immensely. For some

of the players, they're taking the

good with the bad, and junior

midfielder Robin Smith likens the

game to the game at Augusta

National.

"The field is great," Smith said.

"This field compared to (Garber)

is like a carpet. We don't have to

go out there after every game or

practice and replace divots."

The dimensions of the field are

not up to NCAA standards, so the

game itself has to be altered. Even

the rock of the UMass defense,

junior Amanda Thompson, was

rolling through the middle, with

the flanks being tied up with traf-

fic.

"I like the surface a lot better,

but it is a little narrow,"
Thompson said, sarcastically.

"But, the atmosphere is still great,

and the fans came out despite the

location. I was real glad to see

that."

And that is the key factor —
the home crowd. The Fanatic 40,

and a dose of local youth soccer,

saved the day, with attendance

reaching 1,037.

But, will the home crowd save

the game itself? No analogy will

humor that fact.

forma Kansanen is a Collegian

columnist.

UMass had a much easier time

during the preliminary round of the

tournament on Saturday against

California. Bolstered by four goals

from Johnston, the Minutewomen
cruised.

Courtney MacLean scored her first

of the season and Christine

Millbauer notched her first career

goal with 16:39 remaining in the

first half, on a scramble in front of

the Cal cage, lohnston scored again

before intermission to give the

Minutewomen a commanding 5-0

lead.

With a solid lead firmly in hand.

Shea was able to play every player

except for her two back-up goal-

tenders.

lohnston, Millbauer and Browne-

all scored in the second half to up

the UMass total.

Game put in perspective

for U.K. Minutewomen

Sm

Kate Putnam and the Massachusetts field hockey team couldn't nudge

past Michigan State yesterday, losing 3-2 at Richard F. Garber Field.

There was quite a bit of fanfare

surrounding the first game on the

new AstroTurf surface at Richard

F. Garber Field when the

Massachusetts and California field

hockey teams began their game

Saturday.

But one thin

was not lost

amidst the energy

surrounding the

anxiously antici-

pated the new m
sou — that three

of the members of

the Minutewoman team were

mourning the loss of their coun-

try's princess

Goalie Zowie Tucker, midfielder

Vicky Browne and assistant coach

Hilary Rose put the beginning sea-

sun butterflies on hold Saturday

morning in order to watch Princess

Diana's funeral.

Tucker, a native of Neath, South

Wales, said her attention has been

divided between her home and her

school.

"Obviously we watched (the

funeral) and it's been on our minds,

but I don't think we can use that as

an excuse," she said.

And the British contingent of

Minutewomen did not let it become

an excuse. On the day of Diana's

burial. UMass easily defeated

California. 8-1.

Browne, who hails from North

Shields, England, said Britain "is at

a standstill."

The emotion the three felt for

Diana was evident as they talked

about their country's loss.

"Diana was one of the greatest

people in the world." Tucker said.

"Obviously, princess of my coun-

Massachusetts

Field Hockey

v Kane

try."

"She was one of the great ambas-

sadors of our country," said Rose, a

native of Bury St. Edmunds,
England. "She'll never be replaced

and that's the biggest loss. But you

have to feel for her children more

than anything
else."

While the

three British

tcummates
have provided

a support lad-

der for each

other, each say the caring and

understanding from their American

counterparts has been important.

"They have been really good,"

Rose said. "When it happened, we

had a day off but we trained the

next day and they were very sup-

portive. They were upset, because

she meant a lot to Americans as

well."

Meanwhile, the action on the

field has been a break for the three.

"Hockey is an outlet for us,"

Tucker said. "We can leave things

at the gate for a while until we fin-

ish the game."

The game provided some relief to

Browne and Tucker, who could

lose their emotion on the field. But

things are different for Rose, who is

relegated to the sidelines as an

assistant coach.

"It's a little bit more difficult for

me because I can't kick the little

white ball anymore." Rose said.

"But the game provides a getaway."

Out of respect for Diana, the

three decided together to wear

black ribbons for the weekend long

Turn to GAME, page 6

Massachusetts beats Michigan in nailbiter, 2-1

By Jorma Kansanen
Collegian Staff

Massachusetts

Michigan

Hail to the victors valiant, hail to

the conquering heroes...

After a unenigmatic first half by

the No. 15 Massachusetts women's

soccer team last

Friday afternoon,

the No. 22
Michigan squad
should have been

ready to warm up its legendary

anthem.
Outplaying the tentative and obvi-

ously nervous UMass side in every

phase of the match, the Wolverines

world was colored in the Maize and

Blue of Michigan with a 1 -0 halftime

lead.

In the end, though. Michigan's

collective ego was black and blue,

with the Minutewomen (2-0) com-

ing out with a strong second half for

the 2-1 win at Totman Field. A see-

saw second frame that saw momen-
tum switch with every airball won in

midfield, and every missed pass on

either flank, UMass took the game

away from the Wolverines with 3:18

left in the match.

Junior midfielder Robin Smith and

freshman forward Kara Green burnt

an overcommiting Michigan defense,

with Smith collecting a loose ball

and floating a pass upfield to Green.

The ball hit the freshman from
Poughkeepsie, N.Y. in her stride,

and Green, splitting the Wolverine

defense, nailed a right-footed shot

which kissed the post right of junior

goalkeeper Jessica Jones for the game

winner.

For UMass coach |im Rudy, Green

and sophomore Emma Kurowski
combined with his defense of seniors

Amy Burrill and Erica lverson and

junior Amanda Thompson to make
the winning difference in the second

half.

"[Green] battled like a wildcat out

there," Rudy said. "With her and

Emma picking up their pace in the

second half, that really helped us do

what we did in the midfield.

"We loaded the midfield, and

forced them to go over the top to

make their game long. Then, we
hoped like heck that our three

[defenders] back there could run

everything down, and they did."

After a lackluster first half when

the Minutewomen could not gel in

any shape or fashion. Smith and

Green combined to snatch victory

out of the jaws of the dreaded draw.

"She was breaking through the

backline, and all I saw was the chip

over the defender's head," Smith

said, about her game-winning assist.

"It happened to be the first ball I hit

right all game, so it worked... like

that was all we needed to win the

when I had a breakaway, and I put it

up in the air into the goalie's hands."

Green said. "I remembered what

coach Rudy said to look to the cor-

ner and low' and that's what I did."

At the 14:42 mark of the match.

Michigan was able to credit their fast

start by depositing a

fluky sort of goal past

senior keeper Danielle

Dion. Sophomore
Amber Berendowsky

sent a cross to fellow classmate

Emily Schmitt, and her shot from the

top of the penalty box took a weird

bounce in front of Dion, eventually

sailing over her head for the 1-0

lead.

The goal might have been a sign of

things to come, but after a failed

penalty kick by junior Jessica

Limauro at the 41:49 mark, and a

diving save to start the second half.

Dion was in the zone, and so were

her teammates.
"1 don't know what 1 did on that

shot | at the beginning of the second

half]," Dion said. "The first goal

took a funny bounce, and the next

thing I knew it went off my head

and went in. It was tough to swal-

low.

"We weren't "us" in the first half,

and we weren't the team that played

against Fairfield. In the second half.

we played like we should've. and the

team definitely stepped it up."

At the 46:18 mark, the new and

improved Minutewomen took advan-

tage of some breaks of their own.

Green made a run up the right flank,

with freshman defender Erin Gilhart

committing the foul in the penalty

box. Kurowski scored her third goal

of the season on the resulting penalty

shot to tie the game at 1-1, with

Green getting one of her own for the

comeback win.

The UM»*» Media Relation* staff is holding « meeting for all

interested newcomers Monday, Sep*, 8 at 5 p.m. in Boyden

Bollding, room 249. The Media toUtiona department it the

public relations wing of the athletic department. If yo« \ut*t

any questions, please call the Media Relations otBce at

game.

Green bounced back from a

goal-less effort in their season open-

ing 4-0 win over Fairfield to notch

her first goal for the Minutewomen.

and the biggest goal of her career to

date.

"1 remember the Fairfield game
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That's got

to hurt

Senior forward Mike

Butler was held

scoreless in the

UMass men's soc-

cer teams' 1-1

draw with Siena

College last

Saturday (see

Sports, p. 10).

"Our Dream 1

comes true

group
Cinen

Haitian

Boukon
releases new
album. Check out

our review inside

(see Arts & Living,

page 6).

WORLD

Volcanic dome collapse

threatens Montserrat

OLVESTON, Montserrat (AP) —
Scientists warned residents to

stay in the northern tip of

Montserrat yesterday, saying an

"explosive event" from the

island's smoldering volcano

seemed all but imminent.

Rapid buildup of lava and pres-

sure inside the volcano may cause

the dome to collapse "at any

time," the Montserrat Volcano

Observatory said.

A collapse could send

avalanches of super-heated ash

and rock — or pyroclastic flows

— as far as the central coastal

town of Salem, it said. Previous

eruptions have rained volcanic

pebbles and ash on the town,

which lies on the northern edge

of the evacuated zone. The
observatory said volcanic activity

had increased to a "dangerous

level" and urged all residents to

head north "immediately."

A series of small pyroclastic

flows raced down the volcano's

western flank early yesterday to

within a half mile of Salem,

according to scientist Stephen

Sparks.

NATION

Two officers charged

in N.Y.C. torture case

NEW YORK (AP) — Two police

officers accused of sexually bru-

talizing a Haitian immigrant with

a wooden stick were hit with

new charges yesterday that the

attack was motivated by bias.

Justin Volpe, 25, and Charles

Schwarz, 31, pleaded innocent

to the previous charges along

with a newly added one of

aggravated harassment based on

"race, color, religion or national

origin." Volpe, Schwarz and two

other officers charged with beat-

ing and tormenting Abner
Louima are white; Louima is

black.

Louima, 30, was allegedly

attacked Aug. 9 in a station-

house bathroom after he was
arrested outside a Brooklyn

nightclub on a disorderly con-

duct charge. He said officers

repeatedly called him "nigger"

as they rammed a wooden stick

— believed to be the handle of a

toilet plunger — into his rectum.

Volpe, Schwarz and Officers

Thomas Bruder, 31, and Thomas
Wiese, 33, are also accused of

punching, kicking and beating

Louima with a radio.

Louima remains hospitalized

with bowel injuries and is suing

the city for $55 million.
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Administration boosts

efforts to raise retention

offreshman, ALANA
By Victoria Groves

Collegian Staff

BRIAN MCDERMOTT/ COLLEGIAN

I've got the textbook blues
Senior Robin Bartlett contemplates the purchase of a new textbook at the Textbook Annex yesterday

afternoon.

With the fall semester just begin-

ning, the provost's office is hard at

work with continuing efforts in

recruitment and retention of

University of Massachusetts students.

Joseph C. Marshall is entering his

first semester at UMass as assistant

vice chancellor for enrollment ser-

vices, and is working in conjunction

with other members of the provost's

staff.

"We have identified that an area

we need to look at over the next year

is student retention. One of my
responsibilities is to make connec-

tions with all people 1 can across

campus," Marshall said. "Students

obviously have to have a lot of input

on how we attack retention."

According to Norman Aitken.

deputy provost and dean of under-

graduate education, retention efforts

have been underway for a number of

years and involve both administrative

units.

"Student affairs has the responsi-

bility of recruiting students, and aca-

demic affairs becomes involved once

the students are here because we are

responsible for their education,"

Aitken said. "We work together all

the time across boundaries."

Marshall has submitted a prelimi-

nary proposal to create a "survival

handbook" which would serve as a

resource guide for all students on

campus. It would contain information

on University functions, names and

phone numbers of administrative

offices, and a listing of all resources

available on campus.

University President William

Bulger's office has made money avail-

able to UMass campuses on a com-

petitive basis, and a request has been

made for funding to make the sur-

vival handbook available quickly.

"I'm going to get the book out

there one way or another. It will be

developed by students for students,"

Marshall said.

According to Marshall, in a best

case scenario, the handbook would

be distributed to all students this

semester, but if the funding isn't

there, the primary goal is to get it dis-

tributed to all freshmen.

"They are the group that tends to

suffer from more dropouts, because

they are new students," Marshall

said.

Another area that has been receiv-

ing attention is ALANA (Asian. Latin

American, African American. Native

American) student retention.

Turn to ALANA. page 2

Student-run People's Market opens for fall semester

By Julie Siegal

Collegian Staff

People's Market, a student run

business, opened yesterday despite

being understaffed and despite stu-

dents' lack of knowledge of the open-

ing day. However, the day proved

quite profitable, according to man-

agers.

Flyers about the store's opening

were posted around campus, but

most students had no prior knowl-

edge the market was open, said man-

ager Justine Bramble, anthropology

and wildlife and fisheries biology

major.

"We started off slow." Bramble

said. "But it's been really buss today.

considering a lot of people didn't

know [the store was open|."

Manager Amber Vecchione, a

junior nutrition major, was proud of

yesterday's sales results.

"It went really well today."

Vecchione said. "We still have a lot

of work to do, but for sales, we did

really well."

A lot of changes need to be done at

the market, however. Vecchione said.

Prjces have yet to be posted, she

said, and other administrative work

needs to be performed.

People's Market is also accepting

applications for employment from

full-time undergraduate students.

The market currently employs
approximately 1 1 students, and is

looking to fill about 1 5 more posi-

tions.

People's Market is a great place for

business majors to work and gain

management experience, according to

Bramble.

"The market has changed my life

completely." Bramble said. "Even

though I'm an anthropology major. I

found out from the market that 1

want to work in the business end of

it."

People's Market is making some

changes this year, but changes that

will benefit the store, according to its

managers.

In approximately three weeks, the

market will accept credit cards, and

on Wednesday the new health and

beauty aids section will be unveiled.

New bath and hair brushes, soaps,

lotions and some cosmetics will be

available, in addition to the alterna-

tive, natural snacks the market is

known for.

The managers of People's Market

also spent time this summer research-

ing other local natural markets to

better their selection of wares such as

more convenient, lunchable items.

The dream for the managers at

People's Market is to be open for

business seven days a week in addi-

tion to summer session.

That dream is feasible. Bramble

said, if the market moves its location

to the former UMass Credit Union

space in the Student Union.

"The potential to move is there,

but we don't yet have a number on

how much electricity will cost,"

Bramble said.

No matter where the location or

what the hours, students are still

pleased with People's Market.

"It's the best quality food and the

cheapest." said Jamie Tosches, a

junior natural resource studies major.

"I also like the fact that it's run by

students."

Senior psychology and sociology

double-major Anncliese Kissling

enjoys all aspects the market has to

offer.

"It's so good and cheap and tasty,"

Kissling said. "It's also close and

plays good music."

Capitol hill debate ensues

over welfare job protection

By Laura Meckler

Associated Press

THANC VOI COUK.IAN

Junior forward Sophie Lecot and the Massachusetts women's soccer team beat Michigan 2-1 on Friday in their

first game at Totman Field since 1 981

.
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WASHINGTON — The mantra of

welfare reform is work. But do wel-

fare recipients in job-training slots

deserve the same benefits and rights

as other workers?

It's a debate that will stretch into

the fall as the Clinton administration

argues that work is work, while-

states and Republicans warn that

such blanket protections could be

tremendously costly.

As the rhetoric heats up. some
worry the matter will become too

politicized to find an acceptable

compromise.

There's no question that a welfare

recipient who gets hired for a regu-

lar private sector job is entitled to all

labor protections. At issue is work

either created by the government for

those who cannot find work on their

own. or special so-called "workfare"

slots offered by community service

groups and private employers for

people still collecting welfare.

Congressional Republicans

promise they will continue their

fight to exempt this "workfare" from

a host of labor laws, a battle they

lost over the summer.
The Clinton administration

touched off the debate in the spring

by ruling that these workers are cov-

ered by the Fair Labor Standards

Act. entitling them to the minimum
wage and job-safety protections.

That suggested the full comple-

ment of labor laws would apply as

well, including everything from anti-

discrimination laws to family and

medical leave. It also would include

tax laws, requiring employers to pay

into the Social Security system.

Republicans want to pass legisla-

tion overturning the Labor

Department's ruling, hoping gover-

nors will persuade President Clinton

to sign it. Until then, the Labor rul-

ing stands.

Governors and their Capitol Hill

allies argue that the ruling will ulti-

mately hurt welfare recipients.

They say states will be unable to

afford enough workfare slots, and

recipients will not have the chance

to learn job skills, leaving them

unprepared when their welfare runs

out.

"The Clinton administration,

working with the unions and the

bureaucrats, is Irving to undermine

and destroy welfare reform." House

Speaker Newt Gingrich said last

month.
He promised to make the dispute

"a major part" of the fall legislative

agenda.

The Clinton administration and its

allies respond that treating people

on welfare like other workers is a

matter of simple fairness.

"We aren't asking for any special

rights." said Diane Garcia of Racine,

Wis., a former welfare recipient who
helped lead a rally yesterday on

Capitol Hill. "Moving into a work

situation has to be a way out of

humiliation — not an expanded ver-

sion of it." The debate began with

whether people on welfare should be

paid the minimum wage, but there is

little dispute on that point now.

After resisting, House leaders

accepted the administration's ruling

that states must pay those in work-

fare at least $5.15 per hour, though

they may include the value of cash

welfare and food stamps when cal-

culating their "wages."

Now, congressional Republicans

are trying to frame the debate

around other, less popular implica-

tions of calling workfare work. They

suggest workfare workers might

have to be paid the much higher pre-

vailing wage for some jobs. And they

argue that private employers won't

hire welfare recipients with few

skills or experience if they have to

follow a lot of labor laws.

States also worry they'll have to

pay Social Security and unemploy-

ment compensation taxes and recon-

figure their systems to issue a pay-

check rather than a benefit check.

The administration is willing to

consider exempting workfare from

tax laws, said Bruce Reed, Clinton's

top domestic policy aide. These are

"legitimate concerns." Reed said,

but they are "not what conservative

Republicans are beating the drums

about right now."

Indeed, the debate shows a philo-

sophical divide.

Recent Hobart Lane stabbing incident

discussed during Select Board meeting

By Bern McCarthy

Collegian Staff ^
Several issues, including this past weekend's Hobart

Lane stabbing incidents, a proposal for a commuter bike

path and other minor points, were raised in last night's

Amherst Select Board Meeting.

The tired issue of needing to control University of

Massachusetts students' weekend recreations was again

raised due to the recent stabbings that occurred on

Hobart Lane.

Holding up a copy of the Deify Hampshire Gazette.

Hill Boss. Amherst Select Board member, asked what

was going to be done in the immediate future to ensure

"the security of life, limb and property" of Amherst resi-

dents and "those students who are law abiding."

Boss proposed that between last night's meeting and

the next one. in approximately two weeks, "we all do

some serious thinking about some stop-gap measures

that could be taken" to ensure that another incident like

Hobart Lane does not occur again.

What I'm afraid of. frankly, is that you're going to

have some fatality before the [Police | Grant Committee

can come up with some kind of recommendation." Boss

said. "1 don't want dead bodies on the lawn of Hobart

Lane until the Grant can come up with a solution."

On a more positive beat, the Amherst/UMass
Connector Project proposed to adjust the Norwottuck

Rail Trail so that it would connect to University Drive

and "encourage commuting to the University with

non-motorized methods." according Arthur Swift,

Chair of the Norwottuck Rail Trail Advisory

Committee.

In addition, a proposal to adjust University Drive

itself was raised.

According to the project engineer, this adjustment is

two- fold in that the section between Route 9 and

Amity Street could be widened about 4-fect to include a

bike lane and the section between Amity Street and

Turn to BOARD, page 2

BRIAN MCDfKMOTT COUK.IAN

The Amherst Select Board listens to a presentation on the propose bike lane on University Drive on

Monday evening at the Bangs Community Center.
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ALANA
continued from page 1

Marshall has proposed a track-

ing database so ALANA
progress within the University

can be monitored.

Ben Rodriguez. Director of

the Bilingual Collegiate

Program (BCP) also spoke of

many programs to prepare

minority students for college.

But he was also careful to

point out that BCP is available

for all students who need sup-

port service.

"We're doing a lot of things

to try to keep our students

here. But this is everybody's

program. We're here for every-

one who has needs," Rodriguez

said.

The Talent Advancement
Program (TAP) and the

Patterson First Year Program

are also aimed at recruiting

and retaining freshmen. Both

are situated in Southwest
Residential Area and mesh
both dorm and academic life.

"The idea is that students

need to become part of an

accepted peer group in order to

do well academically." Aitken

said. "Right now we are evalu-

ating the Patterson Program.

"Last year was the first year

so we'll look and see how
many students are back [for

their sophomore year] at the

end of add/drop."

The Patterson Program is a

two-year pilot program, and

therefore it has no base fund-

ing. Depending on its success,

more money will be allotted to

keep it running. This semester,

another program aimed at

freshmen will be running in

Gorman Residence Hall.

Overcrowded ferry drowns

off Hatian coast, 400 dead
By Michael Norton

Associated Press

MONTROUIS. Haiti — An over

crowded ferry capsized and sank off

Haiti's central coast yesterday, killing

as many as 400 people who were

trapped inside the vessel, survivors

said. One report said an equal num-

ber of people swam safely to shore.

Thousands of Haitians wailed in

grief on the pebbled beach of this

fishing village as U.N. divers and a

half-dozen fishing boats searched 200

yards offshore for victims. U.S. Coast

Guard and U.N. helicopters hovered

above the spot where the ferry, The

Pride of Gonave, disappeared in 75

feet of water.

"The boat was overloaded. When it

maneuvered to disembark, everybody

ran to one side and the boat tipped

over." said survivor Benjamin Joseph,

a 38-year-old civil engineer.

The ferry had no life jackets and

some doors were bolted shut, pre-

vented many passengers from escap-

ing, loseph and other survivors said.

The ferry sank early this morning

in the Saint Marc Channel off

Montrouis, 50 miles northwest of

Port-au-Prince, Haiti's capital. It had

left Anse-a-Galets on Gonave Island,

about 12 miles to the southwest.

Haitian coast guard crews pulled

24 survivors and four bodies from

the water, said U.S. Coast Guard Lt.

Steve Banks in

Port-au-Prince. "We've gone from

a rescue operation to a recovery oper-

ation." he said.

There were conflicting reports

about the numbers of victims and

survivors.

Haitian police and coast guard offi-

cials said about 700 people were on

the ferry. An estimated 400 people

made it to shore, leading Haitian

authorities to believe as many as 500

people had perished. Banks said.

But )oseph and other survivors said

they believed about 400 people went

down with the ferry and that 60 peo-

ple, at most, made it to shore.

The 60-foot vessel was certified to

carry only 80 passengers, Banks said.

Its captain told police he had 250

passengers. Banks said. The captain,

whose name was not released, was in

custody while police investigated.

As it reached Montrouis, the ferry

turned so passengers could transfer

to rowboats to go ashore. Passengers

rushed to one side of the ship, caus-

ing it to capsize, loseph said he

scrambled from the ferry's hold

when the air conditioning stopped

functioning and the ship started tilt-

ing.

"We felt it was unsteady," said sur-

vivor Guyva Merilus. 28, a radio

reporter who escaped from the sec-

ond deck.

Each day, hundreds of Haitians

crowd onto similar ferries, many of

which are motor-assisted sailboats.
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Massachusetts Avenue simply be

"striped" for bikers.

Swift noted that this proposal is "still

in the conceptual alignment phase."

"What we're looking for at this

point is a green light from the town

and the University to continue with

the project," Swift said.

The Select Board's major concern

was what their monetary commit-

ment would be at this time.

Before even addressing this ques-

tion. Swift stressed that this project

was still in its infant stage and at this

point all they were seeking was either

a go-ahead to continue this project

or a definitive no.

However, Swift estimated that the

project would cost roughly $600,000

which would mean a sum of about

$50,000 coming from the town.

Another concern was that the

University be obligated to match

what the town contributes.

According to Swift, that was

already planned and will also be

addressed when the board meets with

University officials.

Minor issues that arose included

the change in name of the restaurant

El Acuna to Walker's Grill and also

approve of a Live Entertainment

License for the establishment.

Also, a motion was approved to

postpone making a decision on

renewing the liquor license of

Mykono's Greek restaurant, which is

positively no longer in business.

Correction

Yesterday's story entitled "Picket code restricts protest at UMJks" con-

tained incorrect information regarding the Graduate Employment

Organization's (GEO) -stance on the new picketing code. GEO has not

already responded to the code with flyers, though a written response will

be issued in the future. Additionally. GEO is not planning an "organized

response," though they say a response from students in general is likely.

The Collegian regrets the error.
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"Want a Greater Sense of

Community on Campus?

Join Other Students, Faculty and Staff

at a Conference on

"Building Communities at UMass:

Breaking Barriers, Making Connections'
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or 545-0851.

Education tops Clinton's agenda
By Terence Hunt
Associated Press

MIAN MCDERMOTT/ COLLEGIAN

Members Wanted...
Sean Lawrence, left, and Donnie Roberts, right, hang flyers for the recently formed Pride and Heritage of

Color Club outside of Whitmore.

GAMBRILLS, Md. — President Clinton opened his fall

agenda yesterday with a school house pitch for national

tests to measure education standards. But a key

Republican congressman called the president's proposal

"a waste of taxpayers' money."

"As every American farmer knows, you can keep weigh-

ing a hog but it won't get any fatter," said Rep. Bill

Goodling, (R-Pa.), chairman of the House Education and

Workforce Committee. "Let's help our children, not test

them again."

The president, on his first day back to work after a 21-

day vacation, flew by helicopter to speak at Four Seasons

Elementary School in this community 20 miles south of

Baltimore. A room full of shy third-, fourth- and fifth-

grade students listened respectfully to his call for national,

standardized reading tests for fourth-graders and math

exams for eighth-graders.

"This should be something that has nothing to do with

party politics," the president said. "1 think every American
— Republicans, Democrats, independents — should favor

high standards." He said that national testing "will tell us

whether our children are learning what they need to do."

National testing is just one of the education battles

between Clinton and Congress. Over administration

objections, Republicans also are pushing a "school choice"

proposal giving tax breaks to parents who send their chil-

dren to private schools. The program was dropped from

the recent budget agreement at Clinton's insistence, but

Republicans vow to bring it up again.

Clinton and Republicans both think that education is

the kind of family-friendly issue where they can boost

their standing with voters. But their approaches are at

odds.

Goodling is pushing an amendment that would bar the

administration from spending money on new testing. He
said the federal government already spends $540 million

on various education tests.

"1 strongly support higher academic standards but I

strongly oppose new federal tests," Goodling said. The
White House said it was seeking a compromise but would

not go along with Goodling's amendment.

"It's not going to become law one way or another,"

presidential spokesman Mike McCurry said. "But at the

moment, we're working quietly to try to fashion some-

thing that the president can sign. But he won't sign the

unsignable."

Moving quickly to assert himself in policy debates, the

president will give a speech today outlining his priorities

for the fall. Tomorrow he will unveil legislation empower-

ing the president to negotiate new trade agreements with

foreign governments.

The president also faces a decision on how to proceed

with the proposed tobacco deal between cigarette makers

and the states. An administration review of the settlement

already is two months past its original due date. McCurry

said Clinton would not act on the matter this week but

probably would announce his stand early next week.

The spokesman also said that Clinton would step into

the fight for the embattled nomination of former
Massachusetts Gov. William Weld to be ambassador to

Mexico. Sen. |esse Helms, (R-N.C), the conservative

chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, has

refused to hold hearings on the nomination, saying the

politically moderate Weld has disqualified himself for the

post by his past support for the medical use of marijuana

and for needle-exchange programs as a means of prevent-

ing AIDS.

Albright intervenes in Arab-Israeli conflict

By Barry Schweid
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Facing her
toughest challenge as secretary of

state, Madeleine Albright heads to the

Middle East today to try to reverse

the dangerous skid in Arab-Israeli

relations. The week-long trip could

be the Clinton administration's last

chance in a long while to ease the

"crisis of confidence" that has stale-

mated negotiations between Israel

and the Palestinians amid a devastat-

ing swirl of terrorist attacks.

The odds are long. But a senior

State Department official noted yes-

terday the alternatives to not trying:

"More violence, more victims, lost

hope and the extremists win."

Albright intends to take a tough

line with Yasser Arafat, the

Palestinian leader, but also with

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu.

Her message to Arafat: Step up
arrests of suspected terrorists, dis-

mantle their groups, fulfill promises

to enhance Israel's security.

Arafat has tried to maintain unity

with radical elements, even the

Hamas guerrillas who say they were

behind several bloody attacks on
Israel.

Still, Albright will press him to take

tough actions, risky as they may be to

Arafat himself. In the U.S. view the

terrorism is aimed at the Palestinian

Authority as well as at Israel.

Her message to Netanyahu:
Concerns for Israel's safety are no
excuse to sidetrack indefinitely the

commitments dovish Labor govern-

ments made to the Palestinian

Authority in the 1993 and 1995 Oslo

accords for phased withdrawals on

the West Bank.

Asked if this meant Albright was

pushing the old formula of land for

peace — that Israel swap territory for

peace accords — the State

Department official replied tersely:

"Yes."

Netanyahu has virtually ruled out

giving up anything else until the vio-

lence ends.

The diplomatic trick Albright will

attempt is to convince Arafat and
Netanyahu to trust each other.

Neither appears even remotely so

inclined.

And yet, as Albright said in an Aug.

6 speech, "Neither party can return to

an earlier time... With our help

Israelis and Palestinians can move
steadily towards a better future, or

they can remain bogged down in

mutual suspicion and recrimination."

Just before Albright met with

President Clinton yesterday before her

departure, White House spokesman

Mike McCurry insisted her trip was

"not about pressuring the parties."

"That is not to say that sometimes

discussions are not candid, are not

robust," McCurry said, "but at the

same time it is not wise for someone

attempting to facilitate a dialogue to

play the role of a heavy hand."

It is Albright's first trip to the

region since assuming control of the

State Department nearly eight months

ago, and she will touch all the famil-

iar bases: Israel, the West Bank,

Syria, Egypt, Saudi Arabia. Jordan

and possibly Lebanon.

After four years as the U.S. ambas-

sador to the United Nations, Albright

is familiar with the region's issues.

But as her spokesman, James P.

Rubin, recently said, she's "a realist,

not a magician."
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Ahead at 6...

Channel 22 News interviews Kimberly Raffa for a story on sexually transmitted disease yesterday after-

noon.
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In defense of protest

In
November 1986, it was Munson Hall, not Goodell.

Back then, a group of college students led by full-

time activist Abbie Hoffman and Amy Carter, the

former president's daughter, occupied University offices

in Munson to protest the CIA recruiting students on

campus. Eventually, the demonstrators were dragged

out of the building by police and arrested.

Five months later, they went on trial in Northampton.

The defendants argued the necessity

defense, which states one may com-

mit a lesser crime to prevent a

greater crime from occurring, in that

case the unlawful recruiting by the

CIA.

In the end, all 15 defendants,

including Hoffman and Carter, were

acquitted by a middle-aged,
middle-class Hampshire County jury

which was convinced that the protest-

ers did the right thing by breaking

the law in pursuit of justice.

Perhaps if the 200 students who
occupied Goodell Building last spring

to protest the University's institution-

ally racist policies had been arrested,

they, too, could have argued they

were attempting to right greater

wrongs. The legal argument might

have been trickier, but plausible.

In August, Amherst campus
Chancellor David K. Scott mailed to thousands of peo-

ple the "Guidelines for Responses to Demonstrations on

University Property," apparently a response to the

protest at Goodell. In the document, the University lays

out the "rules" for protest demonstrations. Assembly

and speech are allowed, but only within narrow limits.

However, University President William M. Bulger and

the chancellors of the five UMass campuses, who wrote

the guidelines, have placed a blind adherence to rules

above the practice of democracy.

The guidelines say demonstrations must be held in

"appropriate public forums" and "take place during the

building's normal operating hours." The guidelines for-

bid "material disruption of or interference with instruc-

tional activities, other university business and campus

events." In other words, the University is complaining

that student demonstrations are disruptive to the

University. Of course, because what are more disruptive

to the University are its institutionally racist policies.

The University specifies what the students can and

cannot do. but is vague about how it will respond if

those rules are broken. The University threatens stu-

dents with expulsion or lesser sanctions "as may be

deemed appropriate by the University," but it is unclear

"A politically mute

student body is no

threat to the authori-

tarian rule of the

University. These

guidelines are an

attempt by the

University to cut out

the students' political

tongue.

"

James Shaw

what the University considers appropriate punishment.

These guidelines are threatening and unnecessary.

Why shouldn't protests occur at the place of oppres-

sion, and continue until the wrongs are righted?

Democracy need not be scheduled. Let there be no

doubt that the students protesting at Goodell were

practicing democracy in its purest form. Democracy,

more than rules of government, is a philosophy in

which there is equality and a fair

———— distribution of power. At time, peo-

ple must take drastic action to pre-

serve the values of democracy when
everyday courses of action have
failed.

In the case of the Goodell
Takeover, students had negotiated at

length with the University to no
avail. The University left the stu-

dents with little choice. The stu-

dents occupied Goodell and won
important and considerable conces-

sions from the administration. The
students realized organized action

most effectively brings about
change. Now so does the University

— and now they are trying to crip-

ple the rights of students to protect

their own illegitimate power base,

and to keep the students from claim-

ing their fair share of power.

A politically mute student body is no threat to the

authoritarian rule of the University. These guidelines

are an attempt by the University to cut out the stu-

dents' political tongue.

The University has framed its guidelines within the

juvenile notion that this is a "matter of law and

University policy." The folk notion is that rules are

made to be broken, but the principle is more complex.

Rules are not naturally conceived and implemented, but

are human creations, and thus subject to change.

While society needs laws, they must be scrutinized

constantly to preserve democracy. If upon inspection,

laws are shown to be democratically invalid, then they

are morally impotent and may be ethically violated with

civil disobedience.

Now the focus is on "campus procedures," little more

than a euphemism for "next time we're calling the

cops." Indeed, we attempt to reflect democracy in law

and rely upon the police and the threat of punishment

to uphold those laws. If the law really existed to uphold

democracy, the police would have stormed Goodell and

Whitmore long ago and removed from power those who
administer the University's institutionally racist policies.

lames Shaw is a UMass graduate student.

Missing Mahar

It
seems like a lifetime ago. but it

has been only 12 short months

since I attended my first class here

at UMass. I remember that morning

well. I had Psych 100 at 9:05 a.m.,

and 1 didn't crawl out of bed until

8:59. I threw on the first pair of jeans

I came across, took some Excedrin to

relieve the first of many hangovers,

and left )ohn Adams Residence Hall

without even checking to see where 1

was going. When I reached Mass.

Ave.. I grabbed the first wise-looking

student I could find and begged him

to tell me where the building abbrevi-

ated MAH could be located. He
smiled, pointed up the street and told

me to have fun in Mahar.

I thanked him and ran to class.

Arriving 1 minutes late, I was set on

hiding in the back so that the profes-

sor would not remember me. I spotted

a few empty seats in the last row and

made my way there as quickly and

quietly as possible. I thought I was

safe. I had made it to class, things

could only get better now. But I didn't

know Mahar.

Al I tried to slip past the people at

the end of the row, the squeaking

began. The lifting of seats that hadn't

been oiled in over 20 years made
enough noise to have the professor

ask the back of the room to please set-

tle down. The class halted and every-

one turned around until I had found a

seat.

My first day (remember, I was still

naive enough to think anyone cared).

Doonesbury

and 1 was sure that 500 people were

laughing at me. 1 took out my note-

book and began to scribble that first

day stuff from the board. That was

when 1 felt the spring.

At first I thought it was just an

uncomfortable chair, and that if 1 slid

around a little I would find a more

relaxing position.

But after a few ~"^~~

minutes, I realized

this spring had it

out for me. No
amount of adjust-

ing would do it, I

couldn't sit there.

So after evaluating

my situation for a

few minutes
longer, I decided _

'

"«" -

to slide over to the got that first week Of

"TST.wJliy. freshman year. Being

out on your own, away

from Mom and Dad,

and more scared than

you'll ever want to

admit, tongue."

"It not only remind-

ed me ofhow embar-

rassing my first day of

classes was, but it also

brought back that

incredible feeling you

my chair barely let

ting out a whim-
per. I stepped over

the people's legs so

that they wouldn't

have to get up and

make noise them-

selves. I reached

my destination,

dropped my book
bag and quickly

flopped down in the seat I had spot-

ted. Then I found out why no one else

had sat there. The hinge at the back of

the chair had come off, and when I sat

down, it continued swinging forward,

leaving me sitting on the floor.

For the first time since leaving

home four days prior, 1 was absolutely

sure of something. This time, there

were 500 people laughing at me. Even

the professor had to pause and giggle

(and this man never giggled) before

going on with his lecture. I grabbed

my stuff, went——^~~~""~ back to the chair

with the busted

spring. and
thought about
how many girls

had just wit-

nessed my little

stunt.

Now you may
think this seem-

ingly pointless

tale left me per-

manently scarred.

But in fact, it left

me with a great

fondness forMahar
Auditorium. For

those of you who
suffered through

classes there, you

must admit that

you grew some-
what attached to

the place after

)ay Bachman

awhile. Whether it was the chairs cov-

ered in sand paper, the Stone Willy's

Pizza sized desks or the garbled

microphones, Mahar had something

for everyone.

w hfltjuUfolt were W
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Focus on Race

Next week, the Collegian Editorial page will publish a week-long series on racial issues.

This is an open call for all members of the University community to submit opinion

pieces on this important subject.

Editorial can be submitted by e-mail (letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu), fax (545-1592), or

by dropping them off at the Collegian offices in the Campus Center basement.

And for me, it had something else.

It not only reminded me of how
embarrassing my first day of classes

was, but it also brought back that

incredible feeling you got that first

week of freshman year. Being out on

your own. away from mom and dad,

and more scared than you'll ever want

to admit. From meeting new people,

to washing your own clothes, it was a

time when everyone faces new joys

and pressures. A magical sensation

that you will never experience again,

and of which Mahar became a fre-

quent reminder for me.

There was something special about

that old building that so many people

don't realize. In order to love to hate

Mahar the way this campus did. we
had to have loved it a little in the first

place.

So when I attended the first classes

of the year this past Wednesday, I

have to admit 1 was saddened when
one of my stops took me to the newly

renovated Mahar Auditorium. Two
million dollars had turned this once

powerful reminder that comfort and

education didn't necessarily go hand

in hand, into a cozy classroom where

the education process will no longer

be impeded by the furniture.

However, something just didn't

seem right to me. I think anyone who
was ever sentenced to a semester in

the old auditorium missed out. And I,

for one (perhaps not the only one), am
left always missing Mahar.

lay Bachman is a UMass student.

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

The Editorial/Opinion
desk is now hiring!

There is one Editorial Associate posi-

tion open. The job involves helping

with all tasks from typing to design-

ing layout, and gives you the opportu-

nity to write for the newspaper as well

as tons of practical experience.

This position pays five hours/week at

the regular student rate. Stop by the

Collegian office and fill out an appli-

cation. Applications will be accepted

until Wednesday, Sept. 10.

For more information, contact Daniel

Bodah at 545-1491 or
letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu.
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Letters to the editor

We encourage our readers to respond to

the contents of the Collegian through let-

ters to the Editor.

Letters must be typed, no more than 400
words, and include name, address, and
phone number for confirmation purposes.

They can be submitted to
Editorial/Opinion Editor, Daily
Collegian, 1 13 Campus Center Basement,
UMass Amherst MA 01003, or by e-mail
to: Letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu

Letters may be edited for length, clarity,

and style.
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Boukan Ginen's latest a must
Tickell a worthy and expressive musician in her own right

Boukan Ginen dig deep into Haiti's musical tradition on new alburn.

Fire from Africa — in Haitian

Creole, the words are Boukan Ginen,

and do they ever scorch. Politics and

rhythm are inextricably interwoven

on the band's latest Stateside release,

Rev An Nou. from the

consistently-solid

world music label

Xenophile.

Founded by former

members of

well-known Haitian

groovers Boukman
Eksperyans, Boukan

Ginen has roots that

go deep into the

tumultuous island's

musical traditions,

the mizik rasin.

Melding white-hot electric guitar

solos with rhythms that carry the

overwhelming and deeply spiritual

pulse of transplanted African religion

and culture, this massive 10- person

ensemble carries the traditional into

. the modern age with its feet still

hopping and hips still swinging.

Haiti has perhaps suffered more

from the United States' foreign poli-

cies than any other nation in the

Western Hemisphere. The relatively

tiny island has been occupied repeat-

edly by U.S. military forces as the

Monroe Doctrine

unfolds to its grim

consequences.

Colonial struggles

for control ofHaiti

began when
Columbus reached

here at the end of

the 15th century

and haven't ended

yet.

When listening to

Rev An Sou. it

might be easy to ignore or forget all

this if you don't understand Haitian

Creole — but that would be a mis-

take. How else can you fully experi-

ence the depths of entrancing

rhythms on this disc? Or appreciate

the power of the joyful melodies? ,

Rev An Nou — "our dream" — is

an excellent album. A.

Kathryn Tickell's strong album of

British folk and first U.S. release,

The Gathering, introduces her

Northumbrian piping and fiddling to

a deservedly-wider audience.

Every year in Cork. Ireland folk

performers from around the British

Isles come together for a huge festi-

val. Organizers have surprises for

them in store — the performers are

paired into duets, often with other

musicians who they've never met.

It is after this festival that The

Gathering is named. The sponta-

neous, impromptu feel the title sug-

gests comes through in the music,

but could have been restrained a lit-

tle less by the production of the disc.

Nonetheless, Tickell steps forth as a

worthy and expressive musician.

Definitely strong enough to stand on

her own, so please ignore any refer-

ences you hear to Sting having "dis-

covered" her. B.

Daniel Bodah is a Collegian

columnist.
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Sept. schedule for galleries

Amherst College — Currently on display at

Amherst College's Mead Art Museum is "Mingei: The

Fold Art of Twentieth-Century |apan" and

"Eighteenth-Century British Portraits and Furniture."

"The Cult of Lord |eff" opens on Sept. 25. Opening

reception is 4-6 p.m. on Sept. 25. Museum hours are

Monday-Friday 10 a.m.-4:30 p.m.; Saturday-Sunday

1-5 p.m. 542-2555

Augusta Savage Gallery — Located in the New
Africa House in the Central Residential Area at the

University of Massachusetts. "CHICAGO: Memories

and Fantasies, The Malcolm X Series" by

African-American painter Robert Henry Graham

opens Sept. 24 and runs through Oct. 21. The open-

ing reception is Sept. 24. 5-7 p.m. Gallery hours are

Monday & Tuesday 1-7 p.m. Wednesday -Friday 1-5

p.m. 545-5177

Hampden Gallery — Located in the Southwest

•Residential Area. "New Works in Stone" opens Sept.

16 with reception 5-7 p.m. Exhibition features works

by Donald R. Blanton. Gallery hours are

Monday-Friday 3-7 p.m.; Sunday 2-5 p.m. 545-4196

Hampshire College — "Wake Up Little Susie" and

"Warnings" will be on display in the Main Gallery,

located in the Harold F. lohnson Library- The exhibi-

tion will run through Sept. 27. Gallery hours are 8:30

a.m.-4:30 p.m.; Saturday-Sunday 12-4:30 p.m.

Herter Gallery — Located at the University of

Massachusetts near Haigis Mall. Currently on display

is "Foundations: The Class of 2000." The exhibition

features works in two and three dimensional media by

first and second year students in the Art Dept.

Closing reception and award.* ceremony is Sept. 25.

Gallery Hours are Monday- Friday 1 1 a.m.-4 p.m.

545-0976.

Mount Holyoke College — The Mount Holyoke Art

Museum will feature "How to Remember? Designing

the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum"
through Dec. 14. The exhibit will show photographs.

site plans, sketchbooks, architectural drawings and

models. Also on display are "Italian Paintings and

Modern Sculpture form the Collections" and

"Looking Inward: Contemporary Haitian Painting."

Gallery hours are Tuesday-Friday II a.m. -5 p.m..

Saturday-Sunday 1-5 p.m. 538-2245

Smith College — Currently on display are "Prints

by Abraham Bosse." Exhibition will run in the Print

Room at the Museum of Art until Oct. 1. Gallery

hours are Tuesday, Friday & Saturday 9:30 a.m.- 4

p.m.; Wednesday & Sunday noon- 4 p.m.; Thursday

noon- 8 p.m. 585-2770.

Student Union — Located in the Student Union

Building at the University of Massachusetts. The

Student Union Visual and Performing Arts Space will

feature "Over the Edge" by Lydia Nettler through

Oct. 3. Gallery hours are Monday-Thursday 10

a.m. -5 p.m.; Friday 10 a.m.- 3 p.m. 545-0792

Wheeler Gallery — Located in the Central

Residential Area at the University ef Massachusetts.

"Apprentices" opens Sept. 16 at 5-7 p.m. Gallery

hours are Monday- Thursday 4-8 p.m.; Sunday 2-5

p.m. 545-0680

University Gallery — Located in the Fine Arts

Center at the University of Massachusetts. Currently

on display is "Seven + Six" and "Lois Beurman Torf

Print Collection." Hours are: Tues-Fri 11-4:30 p.m.;

Sat & Sun 2-5 p.m.

"Warnings" will be on display at the Main Gallery at Hampshire College until Sept. 27
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Rafter's head in clouds after Open
ByBobGrawM
Associated Presi

NEW YORK — Patrick Rafter has a smile that won't

go away. "I never thought 1 would win a Slam." he said

yesterday. "I always dreamed of it, but 1 never thought I

would actually win one."

But the 24-year-old Australian did just that, capturing

the U.S. Open on Sunday by defeating Britain's big-serv-

ing Greg Rusedski 6-3. 6-2, 4-6, 7-5 with a clinical

demonstration of serve-and-volley tennis.

Then, in the company of several Australian champions,

including Tony Roche, |ohn Newcombe and Ken
Roscwall, Rafter celebrated until the wee hours. Among
them, the Aussie contingent has 19 Grand Slam tourna-

ment titles.

Other former Aussie players at the party included Wally

Masur, Brad Drewett. Darren Cahill and Paul McNamee.
"It ended with a great cake Tight about 2 o'clock in the

morning," Rafter said.

Until this year. Rafter had been in the pack of early-

round losers, traversing the world in search of a victory

and computer ranking points. He finished the past two

years ranked No. 68 and No. 62 while battling injuries.

His only other title came at Manchester. England, in 1994.

He had reached five finals this year before the U.S.

Open. But with Sunday's victory, he shot up to No. 3 in

the world behind Pete Sampras and his semifinal victim,

Michael Chang. Rafter is the first Australian in the top 10

since Pat Cash reached No. 10 in 1988. He's also the first

men's singles winner from Australia since Newcombe in

1973.

"I started making changes at the beginning of the year,"

Rafter said. "Less off-court work, a change in the gym
program, more on-court work. It was a lot of hard work. I

felt so good within myself. I felt so much stronger this

year."

He cites an interview after he reached the final at St.

Polten, Austria, as the key to his changed outlook.

"They asked me if 1 felt I could win the French Open
and I said no." Rafter said. "All of a sudden. I'm in the

semifinals. I said to myself, the next time they ask me that

question. 1 won't say no. I have a 1 in 128 chance, which

is more positive than no." Roche has been coaching

Rafter, with Newcombe helping out occasionally.

"These guys have so much to offer," Rafter said.

"Before Sunday's match. 1 asked Rochey how should I be

feeling, playing a Grand Slam final. And he said, 'I'm not

the right person to ask. I only won one of them. I've lost a

dozen of them. Ask Newk'."

Newcombe's words? "Knuckle down and just be your-

self." That he did. controlling the net and thus the points

with acrobatic volleys and phenomenal anticipation.

"I felt pretty good the first two sets." Rafter said. "As

soon as 1 got a break in the fourth set, I felt I was real

close." Rafter will spend some time at his house in

Bermuda before leading the Australian team against the

United States in Davis Cup play in Washington next week.

Newcombe, the Australian Davis Cup coach, already

has given Rafter some advice.

"Newk said, 'fust because you're No. 3 in the world and

you've won the U.S. Open, you don't have to win every

tournament. Don't put that kind of pressure on yourself,"

Rafter said.

Rafter admits the Australians will have a tough time

beating the Americans, who counter with the world's top

two players. Sampras an'd Chang. Then he chided the

American players for not always playing Davis Cup.

"We have a proud tradition," he said of Australian play-

ers. "Whenever I get a call to represent my country. I'm

there. It's a shame the other guys don't feel the same way.

There's nothing better than winning for your country."

After a brief pause. Rafter added: "To win the U.S.

Open is pretty bloody good, though."

Realignment? MLB fans in a quandry
By Ronald Blum
Associated Press

NEW YORK — Baseball fans

support realignment by a 2-to-l

margin, even though many have
reservations about losing a century

of tradition that distinguished the

American and National leagues, a

nationwide Associated Press poll

shows.

Fifty-four percent of those polled

favored the plan that would switch

as many as 15 major league teams

between the AL and NL, with.27

percent opposed to reshuffling the

leagues geographically.

Yet, 48 percent said ending the

traditional distinction between NL
and AL teams makes them like the

plan less.

And just 12 percent said blurring

the AL/NL distinction is one of the

reasons they favor the plan, which
owners will consider when they

meet in Atlanta from Sept. 16-18.

Owners say geographic realign-

ment would eliminate most games
in which teams play out of their

time zones, which creates late-night

broadcasts on the East Coast and

early-evening telecasts on the West

Coast. But most fans said they

don't care when they see games on

talevision.

lust 20 percent said the TV factor

makes them more supportive of

realignment, 22 percent said it

makes them less supportive and 57

percent said it makes no difference.

The poll of 686 adults who said

they were baseball fans or some-

what of a fan was taken by tele-

phone from Aug. 22-31 by ICR of

Media, Pa.

Results have a margin of sam-

pling error of plus or minus 3.7

percentage points.

Many fans said they supported

realignment because it would help

create regional rivalries.

Under the radical plan being

pushed by acting commissioner Bud
Selig and realignment committee
chairman |ohn Harrington, the New
York Mets and Yankees would play

in the same division and face each

other many times.

The Chicago Cubs and White Sox
also would play in the same divi-

sion, as would the Los Angeles
Dodgers and Anaheim Angels.

Other pairings would include San

Francisco Giants-Oakland
Athletics. Montreal Expos-Toronto

Blue lays, Kansas City Royals-St.

Louis Cardinals, Florida Marlins-

Tampa Bay Devil Rays and Texas

Rangers-Houston AsKos.
Forty percent of the fans said

they like the plan more because of

its geographic pairings. Seventeen

percent said the pairings made
them less supportive and 42 per-

cent said it made no difference.

Up to seven National League
teams are threatening to block the

plan. That opposition has forced

Selig and Harrington to consider

less drastic proposals, in which
fewer than 10 teams would shift.

Interleague play, which last week
completed its first season, was a big

hit with fans.

Each team played 15 or 16 regu-

lar-season games this year against

opponents from the other league.

Thirty-five percent of fans said

there should be more interleague

games each year and 9 percent said

there should be fewer. Forty-seven

percent said the total should remain

the same.
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J 940s music , dancing is swinging back

By Joonn Loviglio

Associated Press

PROVIDENCE, R.I. — Ditch the

tie-dye and nose rings and grab your

zoot suit. Generation X. The I940's

are back.

Twentysomethings are hitting the

dance floor at an ever-increasing

number of swing clubs popping up
around the country.

It's a trend that's been around for

years in New York, San Francisco

and Los Angeles, but even more
modern-day hep cats have been
jumping on the bandwagon after

getting a taste of swing culture in

recent music and films. Swing-ori-

ented band Squirrel Nut Zippers

have been on the Billboard charts

for several months and the film

"Swingers* was a box office hit.

College students are learning to

Lindy hop. jitterbug, West Coast

swing, East Coast swing and
Carolina shag. On the Internet,

swing sites abound and include

everything from the hottest dance
st<»p« to » lexicon of "swinglistics" to

articles on Cab Calloway and Count
Basie.

"The swing crowd in the

Northeast has never been known to

be a young crowd, so it's a change

to start getting people in their 20s,"

said Boston-based swing teacher

Aurelie Tye.

|ason Marton, 23, and his girl-

friend Amy Quigley, 21, are part of

that change. They started swing
dancing about one year ago and
"loved it from the very beginning,"

Marton said.

"We watched a lot of the old

movies, where the people on the

screen make it look easy but they

have all those crazy moves." he said.

"It's challenging to get the moves
down but it's so much fun."

They've tried several different

swing styles but have developed a

preference for the raucous Lindy

hop.

"It's fun to see people flying over

each other's shoulders," Marton
said.

The fast-tempo, high-energy

Lindy hop took hold in 1920's

Harlem and other forms — from the

simpler moves of East Coast swing

to the sultry and smooth West Coast

swing — evolved throughout the

country.

Swing remained popular until the

early 1950's when rock and roll

began to catch on.

Bill Tenanes, of Westhampton,
Mass. a teacher and historian of

swing, said swing's acrobatics and

energy is one of the reasons younger

people are getting involved.

"You have extreme sports like

snowboarding; this is extreme danc-

ing. It seems kind of dangerous, and

that's what they're attracted to," he

said. "People are finding they want

something with a little more culture,

a little more zip, a little more heat."

While teaching the Lindy to

University of Massachusetts stu-

dents preparing for a formal dance.

Tenanes found they wanted to leam

"aerials" — flashy, up-in-the-air,

down-on-the-floor moves many
people connect with swing dancing.

At the dance, "they went nuts," he

said.

"The band was playing the fox

trot — a serene dance — but bodies

were flying around, gowns were
twisting up, people were sliding

under people's legs. And not to the

beat of the music.
"1 thought, 'Look what we've

wrought! We're never going to

get hired again," he said with a

laugh.

Unlike the anything-goes dancing

of today, you can't fake swing.

While some improvisation is

allowed, there are basic steps that

must be learned.

Think you can't jump and jive

without looking squaresville? Don't

fret.daddy-o.

That's where people like Sarah

Sloane come in. She teaches swing

to couples and singles in

Providence, where she said the

scene is small but growing.

"The clubs in this area are start-

ing to wake up," she said Would-be

swingers who enroll in her classes

range in age from 12 to 90, but

there has been an increase in 20-

and 30-year-olds.

"There's more and mora younger

people coming in." Sloane Mud

"The first class of this summer we

had 23 people; it used to be we'd

get around eight or 1 0.

"It's not air-conditioned, but

they're still coming." The Call — a

Providence twentysomething hot

spot better known for its live rock

and alternative music — is trans

formed every Thursday Into a

1940's dance hall, with hundreds ot

young people showing up to swing.

"It's been getting a little crowded

now but that's OK," swing teacher

Ed Slattery said with a laugh.

Slattery, of Seekonk. Mass.,

thinks swing dancing has caught on

because young people are looking

for ways to connect.

"With couple dancing, onee pet)

pie get over the fear and embarrass

ment they find it's a lot of fun," he

said. "It's a good way to relate to

the other sex in a casual way with

defined rules of conduct."

Because many of the dances are-

alcohol- and smoke-free, they also

attract people who aren't into the

bar scene, -Tenanes said. "Swing

enables you to take part in the

music," Slattery said. "It's exuber-

ant."

The clothes also arc a bi^ attrac

tion for swingers, which Pawtuckct

resident and swing dancer Nancy

Bouchard has turned into a fledg-

ling business. She sews custom-

made zoot suits in wild colors and

plaids. *

"They're pretty outrageous." said

Bouchard, whose company. Reel

Pleats, has been receiving orders

from Chicago to Canada and hopes

to expand to mail order soon.

Marton says he and Quigley like

to get dressed to the nines when
they go out to cut a rug because it

makes swinging more fun.

"Everyone was so dapper in the old

days, with the zoot suits and the

flashy clothing," he said. "It's nice

to see people doing it again,

whether they're senior citizens or

people in their 20s."
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men s soccer
continued from page 10

was a coming out party of sorts for
freshmen Seth Lilburn. who was able
to break free twice for one-on-one
goals against the Redmen's keeper.
Lilbum's goals helped to solidify the
victory for the Minutemen. and gave
him three goals and two assists for the
season... Butler continues his assault
on the UMass record books. He is cur-
rently fifth all-time in career points
(69). ninth in goals (25), and is tied for
fifth in assists (19)... The youth of the
Minutemen is playing very well for
Koch. The freshmen group of Lilburn,
Gavin Hewitt, Matt Christy and Mike
Purcell have amassed a total of 8 of the
team's 18 points (5 goals, 8 assists) this

season.

Open open to past and present

baseball
continued from page 1

production — both home and away —
coupled with a strong arm and great
range in right field make him my MVP,
and my hero.

N.L. Most Overrated Player I can't

stand this guy. Vinny tastilla wins the
N.L. Hideki by a landslide. He hits all

his home runs in Coors Field and that's

about all he does anyway. I don't even
want to talk about him anymore. My
second least-favorite player, |eff
Mauser runs a close second.

N.L. Most Under-rated Player: He's
been an Ail-Star, everyone knows who
he is, yet he doesn't get the due he
deserves. Yes, he's that good, lust like

me. Mark Grace is the quintessential,

quiet, unassuming superstar. Nobody
appreciates that he is a superstar. Oh,
everyone knows he's good. The man is

closing in on being Hall of Fame quali-

ty, and he's hardly mentioned outside of
the Windy City. I love that man.

Fred llurlbrink. ]r. is a Collegian
columnist.

Ivan Lcndl once said "it is the
greatest facility of it's kind in the
world."

Martina Hingis and Patrick Rafter

were not the only winners at this years'

U.S. Open. The Arthur Ashe )r. Tennis
stadium and the renovated National
Tennis Center breezed through it's first

U.S. Open with high praise. The newly
constructed stadium, along with better

seating in the outer courts, a larger

food court area, and fountains once
again flowing at the

nearby Unisphere '

—
have all combined to

create a tennis

acropolis that will
'

hopefully house the .

championships for

many years to come.
The opening night dedication for

the stadium featured a speech by
Arthur Ashe's widow (eanie Ashe in

which she encouraged the United
States Tennis Association to continue
her husband's mission to bring tennis

to America's youth and inner cities.

The dedication was fueled by some
controversy because New York's
Mayor, Rudolf Giuliani refused to

attend in protest of a deal that was
struck between his predecessor David
Dinkins, and the USTA.
The deal places a limit on the num-

ber of planes that can fly over the

Tennis Center during match play each

day, and requires the city to pay a

heavy fine for each plane that exceeds
the limit. While this may be a pretty

ridiculous deal, it was a deal that was
made before the mayor took office,

and it ensures that the U.S. Open will

remain in New York.

Guiliani, by not attending the dedi-

cation, slighted not only his predeces-

US* Open
Brvan Schwartzman

How about them Cards?
By Denne H. Freeman
Associated Press

IRVING, Texas — The Dallas
Cowboys broke down like an old
race horse against the Arizona
Cardinals and they're not sure why.

"It's not just the offensive line, it

was everybody," quarterback Troy
Aikman said during yesterday's post

mortem. "I know there were some
things I didn't read."

The Cardinals blitzed the Cowboys
dizzy as they rallied from a 1 5-point

deficit to win 25-22 in overtime
Sunday night. Aikman was sacked
three times, losing 24 yards.

"When you lose like that it's frus-

trating," Aikman said. "Arizona did
a nice job of mixing things up.
...We'll have to look at the films to

determine exactly what happened."
The heat seemed to bother the

Cowboys — who held training camp
under a blazing Austin sun — much
more than it did Arizona. Running
back Emmitt Smith, who bruised
some ribs but still rushed for 132
yards, said the Cowboys weren't
drinking enough water.

"It's not about how we trained in

Austin. It was about fluids in the

body," Smith said. "The offensive

line got tired and it was the first time
I've ever seen Michael Irvin start

cramping up."

Three Cowboys had intravenous
transfusions during the game,
including defensive lineman Chad
Hennings, who scored a touchdown
on a fumble return but later got
dizzy. Defensive back Charlie
Williams and tight end Eric

Bjornson also had IVs during the

game. Wide receiver Anthony Miller

played only two downs before a

hamstring tightened, the same prob-

lem he had at practice on Thursday.
The Dallas offense missed his ability

to stretch the defense like he did in

the 37-7 season-opening win over

Pittsburgh.

"It hurt us to have Anthony out,"

Aikman said. "Our offense is still

going to be much better than it was
last year. We have a much better
group."

Smith was still irritated that he
couldn't get his ribs X-rayed in the

fourth quarter so he could get back
into the game.
"We waited down there 10 or 15

minutes for somebody to come with

a key," Smith said. "We waited,
waited, waited and waited for some-
body to unlock the door. Finally, we
just told them to forget it. In our sta-

dium we always have somebody
around to unlock the doors."

,
Smith rushed to the sidelines dur-

ing the overtime but was never used.
His understudy, Sherman Williams,
lost a fumble that Arizona converted
into the winning field goal. X-rays
taken of Smith's ribs after the game
were negative.

"My ribs are bruised and we'll

have to see how it goes the next few
days." Smith said. "It's been a long
time since we've gotten offensive

chunks of yardage like that. We're
going to have a much better offense

than last year. Last year is last year.

All the mistakes we made can be cor-

rected."

Smith was irritated that he got

called for an unsportsmanlike penal-

ty for taking his helmet off after a

Dallas touchdown was called back
for a holding penalty.

"I thought you had to be the indi-

vidual who scored a touchdown for

that rule to count," Smith said. "It's

crazy. That rule can be interpreted in

so many ways. It's a ridiculous rule."

Dallas coach Barry Switzer said

the Cowboys got what they deserved.

"We beat ourselves," Switzer said.

"They tried to give the game to us
and we wouldn't take it. Now, we
have to do like Green Bay is doing
this week and file the game away."

/
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sor, but the game of tennis and the

memory of Arthur Ashe. Besides the

re-routed planes fly over northern
Queens (if any of you called me and
wondered what that noise was) and
not over Gracie Mansion, where the

mayor sleeps soundly.

The other great event which took

place on opening night was the Parade

of Champions, a gathering of all the

living mens' and womens' U.S. Singles

champions and U.S. Open champions.

^^^^^^^^_ What a thrill it

was to see so
many great cham-
pions in one place,

in tribute to the

sPort of tennis.

The generations
were represented, from Don Budge
and Rod Laver to Chris Evert and
Gabriela Sabatini — it was not a

gathering of tennis champions, it was
a gathering of stars.

Notably absent from the cere-

monies were former world No. 1 and
1988 U.S. Open Champion Mats
Wilander, and 1994 champion Andre
Agassi. Wilander was probably off

meditating or playing with his rock
band, but Andre Agassi could not

espape controversy, just at the time
when he is trying to reboost his image
and his ranking. While in contrast

Germany's Boris Becker and Steffi

Graf both flew in for the event even

though they were not competing in

this years' Open. Agassi did apologize

for his absence saying that "it was my
loss," and he did perform solidly

before losing to eventual champion
Patrick Rafter.

Martina Hingis has obviously
cemented her place as world No. 1

;

while Patrick Rafter played the tennis

of his life, revitalizing a tradition of
serve and volley Australian tennis that

goes back to players such as Tony
Roche and John Newcomb.

Yet there were other stories, most
notably Venus Williams, who finally

lived up to all the hype surrounding
her by reaching the finals, and one has

to think that her power and athleti-

cism will be trouble for Hingis in the

future. As for Monica Seles, unfortu-

natly she did not make the finals for a

third straight year. (The intensity with
which Seles played before her stabbing
would have been too much for Hingis,

but we'll never know.)
Greg Rusedski showed tremendous

heart coming back from two sets to

one to beat |onas Bjorkman in the
semis, and forcing a fourth set against

Rafter. Of course it dosn't hurt when
he can hit a 143 mph ace, and a 146
mph fault. Hopefully, Rusedski was
able to provide a small lift for his

adopted country of Great Britain on
this sad occasion for that nation.

And we could not end a wrap up of
this year's Open without discussing
the match of the tournament, Peter
Korda's 5th set tie-break win over
4-time champion Pete Sampras.
Korda, who reached the finals of the

French Open in 1992, has had a

career plagued with injuries and has
never had the reputation of being
mentally tough.

Yet, on this day he hit more winners
and was determined than the worlds
best player, and that is what makes
tennis so exciting. So, the only bad
news is that we have to wait a whole
year for next years' Open, the best ten-

nis tournament in the world.

Bryan Schwartzman is a Collegian

columnist.

Youngs head needs a rest;

QB's concussion a question

By Dennis Georgatos
Associated Press

SANTA CLARA, Calif. —
Concerned concussion-prone Steve
Young could be one hit away from
being driven into retirement, the San
Francisco 49ers took a cautious
approach to his playing status yester-

day, saying there's a chance he may
get another week off.

"That certainly will be something
that we will talk about to the doc-
tors," coach Steve Mariucci said.

"Will another week minimize [risks]

even more?
"I'm going td <&k iftST ffluesnon, so I

can't give you an answer until I hear

from the doctors."

Mariucci did say there was a possi-

bility the 35-year-old Young, who has

had three concussions over his last 1

2

games, would resume playing next
Sunday against New Orleans.

He said more would be known
about his possible return tomorrow.

Young's agent. Leigh Steinberg,

said Friday that another concussion
would trigger a serious look at retire-

ment for Young, a two-time NFL
MVP and a five-time passing champi-
on who led the 49ers to their fifth

Super Bowl title in 1994.

Young, who sustained his latest

concussion when he was kneed in the

head by Hardy Nickerson during San
Francisco's season-opening 1 3-6 loss

at Tampa Bay. sat out Sunday's 15-12

win at St. Louis on the recommenda-
tion of his neurologist, Dr. |oseph

Lacy.

He visited Lacy yesterday and went
over the results of a brain scan taken

last Thursday. The scan found no
abnormalities but Young was sched-

uled to see a neurosurgeon for a sec-

ond opinion.

"The neurologist has met with
Steve a couple different times and
feels that he's OK to go," Mariucci
said. "He wants another test, another
opinion just to verify what he finds.

"We want to be right. We want to

do the right thing so I guess we're tak-

ing extra precautions."

There are concerns that repeated
concussions can cause permanent
brain damage.
On his show on KNBR radio.

Young said he would listen to the

doctors and abide by Mariucci's deci-

sion as far as his return to the field.

He also made clear he wanted to play

again.

"The three concussions, and I've

talked to a lot of people and they're

fluke shots," Young said. "It's not like

something that happens every day.

"But pretty soon, a fluke turns into

something normal if it keeps happen-
ing. So, I think you just play and hope
that this kind of thing doesn't keep
coming up."

Mariucci did not rule out starting

rookie Jim Druckenmillcr for a second

straight week and having Young as

his backup. Reserve quarterback |eff

Brohm has a broken bone in his pass-

ing hand and remains questionable
this week.
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Term- and Fltnen Center

659 Amhertt Rd Sunderland 549-3638

I got my eye on you
Senior defender Amy Burrill and the No. 14 Minutewomen wil

start their A-10 schedule at 3:30 today against URI at Totman Field.

Fisk still a free agent
By Jimmy Golen
Associated Press

BOSTON (AP) — The first time
Carlton Fisk became a free agent,
a half-dozen teams showered him
with offers before the Chicago
White Sox gave him millions of
dollars and a home for the rest of

his career.

Four years after he retired, the
stakes are even higher. A probable
first-ballot Hall of Famer. Fisk will

have to choose whether his cap in

Cooperstown sports a Boston "B"
or one of the many logos worn by
the White Sox during his time
there. And that is making him feel

like a free agent all over again.

"A little bit." Fisk conceded yes-
terday before he was inducted into

the Red Sox Hall of Fame. On
Sunday, the White Sox will retire

Fisk's No. 72; the teams
announced their hqnqr|Sj ^wo
weeks apart during trie summer.

"Both teams axe recognizing a
lifetime of dedication to the game."
he said. "|But| I didn't Just wait
around the last four years for this.

I really didn't need to have people
give me a lifetime achievement
award."
Fisk said it was too soon to

decide what hat he will wear into

the Hall's halls, considering he
isn't eligible for induction at

Cooperstown until 1999.

But he said everything from his

career will be taken into account:
The fact that he played more
games in Chicago and set the
record for games caught there: the

fact that he came up through the

Red Sox system: and the fact that

his greatest moment — one of the
greatest moments in baseball,
really — took place in a Boston
uniform.

"Make no mistake about it. I

have thought about it," he said,

"but the decision hasn't been
made in my mind."
The 1 972 AL rookie of the year.

Fisk played with the Red Sox until

1980. when then-GM Haywood
Sullivan missed a deadline to mail
Fisk a contract and he was
declared a free agent. An embit-
tered Fisk signed with Chicago
and played there until the White
Sox released him in '93. again
with hard feelings on both side.

He hit 376 career home runs —
a record 351 as a catcher — and
caught more games (2.226) than
anyone else, ever. He was only the
third catcher to hit at least 300
home runs, score 1 .000 runs and

,, driv? jnl .000 runs; the <>th>-rs

were" Yogi Ben. i ariri Johnny
Bench, both Hall of Famers.
But Fisk will always be remem-

bered for his arm-waving. World
Series-saving home run in the
12th inning of Boston's Game 6
victory over the Cincinnati Reds.
Although the Red Sox lost Game 7
and the title. Fisk became a hero
throughout New England and the
video remains one of the sport's

lasting images.
"Everybody here still considers

him a Red Sox player." said for-

mer general manager and Red
Sox Hall of Fame organizer Lou
Gorman, noting that Fisk will

also receive a special "Great
Moment" honor for his World
Series homer.
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Collegian Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS

N'Cheap Skiing
Boarding? The UMass
Ski 'N' Board Club is hav-

ing its first general meet-

ing Learn how to Ski and

Board for less. All levels

welcome. 7pm, Earthfoods

Cafe in the Student Union.

Sept 17 Be a part of the

tradition.

AUTO FOR SALE

1987 Mazda 323 auto-

matic, reliable. Asking

$1400. Call (413)256-1743

'84 Jeep CJ7 hardtop,

new battery, needs some
work. Asking $1500 or

670. Call 549-1609 (Tony)

or 549-9267 (Patri)

85 Chrysler LeBaron
mint condition, A/C.

AM/FM cassette stereo,

power windows and locks.

95.000 miles. $700 or B/0.

Call Bruce 256-1215

Nissan Maxima 85
StationWagon All

Powers, music system
optional Best offer. Call

546-2002. Ask for Z.

HONDA CIVIC '90 3 dr.

hatch, 4 speed, manual,

mileage: 87.100. Excellent

condition. Call after 5:30

pm at 256-3433.

EMPLOYMENT

Drivers Wanted Car

needed. Apply in person at

Pinocchios Pizza 30

Boltwood Walk.

EMPLOYMENT
Kai Chi Restaurant
Drivers and Waitstaff

Wanted. Part-Time. Apply

within. Route 9. 335
Russell St.. Hadley. 586-

2774

Grocery Shopper to

deliver to Longmeadow
family. Looking for individ-

ual to do grocery shopping

at Bread and Circus and

deliver 1-2 times weekly.

Must have own car and be

dependable. Some knowl-

edge of Kosher food help-

fur Flat rate preferred.

Call Alan (413)736-4635
ext. 221

EMPLOYMENT FOR RENT

Jobs For The
Environment

Campaign with MassPirg

to protect our planet.

Flexible schedule. $50-

$75/Day. Call Terri 256-

6434

Cooks Wanted
Experience a plus but not

necessary. Apply immedi-

ately in person. Cutty's

Food and Spirits. 55
University Drive. 549-5700

UMass Athletic
Development- Event

Staff wanted for Athletic

Fund Events throughout

the 1997-98 athletic year.

Must be 21+. For further

information respond to

308 Mullins. or call 545-

9672.

Mother's Helper
Wanted 10-15 hrs. per

week. Please call 549-

7788

Care Provider Needed
Monday thru Friday 8:30-

5:30. Two children.

Amherst home. Good pay.

Nice family. Own car. Love

for children. Non-smoking.

Call evenings. Leave voice

mail message for Dave.

Press 1 256-6006

Personal Care
Attendant for male quad.

Morning, evening, and

overnight. $7.85 per hour.

Call 546-0666

Full-Time Day Delivery

or Kitchen Help Wanted
30-40 hrs/week. Apply at

D P. Dough, Downtown
Amherst. 256-1616

Drivers and Kitchen
Help Must be able to

work 30 hours per week.

Flexible hours. Apply at

D P Dough, Downtown
Amherst. 256-1616

Part-Time
Administrative

Assistant

Clerical position in small

Amherst office of Spanish

study abroad program.

Located on bus route.

Requirements: data entry,

computer skills, and excel-

lent grammar/spelling
skills. Knowledge of

Spanish a plus.

Approximately 20

hours/week; afternoons

preferred. Competitve
salary. Send letter and
resume to: CC-CS, 446

Main Street, Amherst, MA
01002-2314

4 Bedroom House
Northampton, near stores

but country location. No
pets. $950+. Skibiski

Realtors. 584-3428

Fridge Rentals 253 9742

Free Delivery

University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fj\: (413)545-1592

Classifieds C
Special q

MISCELLANEOUS

FOR SALE

FREE T-SHIRT + $1000

Credit Card fundraisers for

fraternities, sororities &
groups. Any campus orga-

nization can raise up to

$1000 by earning a whop-

ping S5.00/VISA applica-

tion. Call 1-800-932-0528

ext. 65. Qualified callers

receive FREE T-SHIRT.

SERVICES

CARRIERS
AND

DRIVERS
NEEDED

TRAVEL

Spring Break '98 Sell

trips, earn cash, and go

free!!! Student Travel

Services is now hiring

Campus Reps/Group
Organizers. Lowest rates

to Jamaica, Mexico, and

Florida. Call 1-800-648-

4849

2 Tap Keg System 4

Sale Call James 549-7598

for morning delivery of

Newspnpers on campus
ROOMMATE WANTED! and m Amherst.

Watch batteries, ear
piercing, eyeglass
repairs, jewelry restora-

tion, diamond engage-
ments, wedding rings.

Silverscape Designs, Z64

N. Pleasant St, Amherst.

253-3324 Open Daily

MAC llsi 15" color moni-

tor, modem, laser printer.

$600 or best offer. 256-

3472.

INSTRUCTION

Boxing Lessons in

Amherst Tues. and Thurs.

CalM.41 3)732-881

7

GUITAR LESSONS
Beginner-Advanced.
Lessons may be taken for

course credit. 1-888-908-

8898 Call Peter (Toll Free)

Keys Lost at Haigis Mall

on Sat. 6th Copper clip

with black cord attached

to key ring, 5-7 keys incl.

dorm kev reward offered,

call the Collegian at 5-

3500 if found.

Looking for one female
to share a two bedroom
apt in Brandywine. $180 a

month with three other

females. Call 549-5244

FREE RENT!
Housemate/Respite help.

Easy. fun. Call (413)527-

6279. Easthampton.

Looking for two people

to share 1 large room in

two bedroom apartment in

Amherst. On bus route,

behind campus. For info

please call Brad at

(603)889-0686

SERVICES

COMPUTER SERVICES
Mac Magic

Independent Macintosh

Trouble Shooter +

Consultant.

Alvin C. Whaley (41 3)584-

7904
Hardware/Software,

Installation, Servicing +

Upgrades for Mac OS-

based computers + periph-

erals.

Your office, dorm, or

home

Call

John Riley

at S84 7804
College News Service

C L A
SSI
FIE
D S

11 Bridge Street

Sunderland, MA

-**•- new & used

Ttgff? vehicles

repairs foreign &
domestic

Tel. (413)665-3344

Fax (413) 665-3966

Bob Connelly

Shop Manager

available on

the concourse

or visit our

friendly office

in the

campus

center

basement

Used
boob

$2.00 per

4 lines.

Visit us

in the

basement

or on

the

Concourse.

Classifieds

Special S

Personals Policy Rates Standard Headings
C proofread by Collegian clas-

ps before payment and acceptance o*

SAW NOI iw used in personals ONLY
! initial* are allowed The only e\« H>

.< ../Mills paraonah, m
- lull nAnx- may I

-

wed in pergonals NO

i
..tl in personals thi"-

i welt
iture .iff

iU "iav nut be

Protanitv may not be used in personals.

The personals section .s (or personals only The per-

sonals section may NOT be used to sell items, seek

roommates, advertise meeting .-i<

All personals must have the name, signature, and

I D number nl the student placing the as

tilled in on tht llWWtfow order Non-students must

I rjrfvtr'i l» t-nse and the lkense num-

« (>.• rouwdld on the insertion order. Use of

false identilK at inn 01 misrepresentation is subject to

MMtttt under the law
llegian reserves the riitht to refuse or to edit

tonal that does not meet the Collegian s stan-

dard nee with the statutes of the

rlth <>i v\assa< husetts

Students

20ct per word/day

All others

40yt per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
Pleaw write < karlv aik\

legibly. We are not reipontiblv ft* errors resull

inn from illegible handwriting Of type.

ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT
ENTERTAINMENT

FOR SALE

FOUND 12 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES

SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

TUESDAY, SEPT. 9

custion -- "The Politics of

Kir th Control." a discussion about

why niiiny women can't obtain the

family planning resources they need,

and what \ou CM do about it. will be

held at 8 p.m. in Thompson
Auditorium, room 102. loin fellow

-indents and Peter H. Kostmayer,

executive director of "Zero
Population Growth."

Meeting — The UMass Ballroom

Dance Club will hold its first general

meeting at 5:15 p.m. in Totman 101.

All are welcomed.

Meeting — The lesbian Bisexual

Cay Alliance is holding its first

info- racial of the year at 7 p.m. in

the Campus Center, room 803. Come
join ib and find out what is happen-

ing on campu- this semester, and

then socialize with other interested

students

Meeting Amnesty International,

a human rights organization, will

hold its lirst general meeting at 7

p.m. in the Campus Center, room
101.

Meeting — Psi Chi. the National

Honors Society in psychology will

hold its first meeting at 5:30 p.m. in

204 Tobin. Members and non-mem-

bers are welcome to come and see

what we are about and share free

pizza. If you are interested but can-

not make this time, please call

Melanie Bauman at 546-5881.

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 10

Greek life — The sisters of Alpha

Chi Omega would like to invite all

University women to attend an open

house from 6-7 p.m. for open rush,

at 38 Nutting Ave., Amherst (behind

the Visitor's Center). Any questions,

call Danika at 549- 6070.

Meeting — The UMass Poetry

Society will hold its first meeting of

the semester at 7 p.m. in Campus
Center, room 165. Everyone is wel-

come. Bring your own work or some-

one else's or just come and listen.

Call Tim at 546- 08 19 or Kaye at

548-8042.

Meeting — The UMass Theatre

Guild's first general meeting will be

held in the Campus Center, room
903

WEDNESDAY, SEPT 10

Greek life — The sisters of Alpha

Chi Omega would like to invite all

University women to attend a patio

party from 5-7 p.m. for open rush, at

38 Nutting Ave.. Amherst (behind

the Visitor's Center). Any questions,

call Danika at 549- 6070.

Greek life — Sigma Delta Tau will

hold open fall rush from 6-8 p.m. at

409 North Pleasant St.

Yoga — An Introduction to Yoga

& Meditation (lecture and practical

experience) by Dada Anantananda

will be held in the Campus Center,

room 904-08 at 7 p.m. Free admis-

sion. Sponsored by the Ananda
Morga Yoga & Meditation Society.

NOTICES

Blood drive — Come and help the

American Red Cross meet the chal-

lenge of providing a safe and avail-

able blood supply for all those who
need it by donating blood at the

UMass Fall Kick-Off Blood Drives.

Donations can be made Sept 9-10

from 10:30 a.m. -4:30 p.m. and

Sept. 11 from 9:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m.

on the first floor of the Campus
Center. Donors can make an

appointment by calling (800)

462-2229. Walk-ins are welcome.

Internships — Environmental

internships offered. Campaigns this

semester include: Hunger and

Homelessness, Pesticides.

Endangered Species, Updated

Bottle Bill and Campaign Finance

Reform. Looking for motivated stu-

dents to take leadership positions.

Call MassPlRG at 545-0199 or

stop by 423A Student Union.

Library tours — The Du Bois

Library will be hosting orientation

tours Sept. 9-12. The tours wil

leave from the Entrance lobby at

10:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m. daily.

Come, visit and get to know the

library.

Student government —
Nominations papers for the

Undergraduate Student Senate will

be made available in the Student

Government Association office,

located in the Student Union, room

420. Nominations open today at 10

a.m. and will close at 5 p.m. on

Friday. Sept. 19. If there are any

questions, please contact |odi

Bailey at 545-0342.

Blood drive — Come and help

the American Red Cross meet the

challenge of providing a safe and

available blood supply for all those

who need it by donating blood at

the UMass Fall Kick-Off Blood

Drives. Donations can be made
Sept 9-10 from 10:30 a.m.-4:30

p.m. and Sept. 11 from 9:30

a. m. -3:30 p.m. on the first floor of

FYls are public service announcements printed

daily. To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phone number ot the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the

Managing Editor by noon the previous day

the Campus Center. Donors can

make an appointment by calling

(800) 462-2229. Walk-ins are wel-

come.
Internships — Environmental

internships offered. Campaigns this

semester include: Hunger and

Homelessness, Pesticides.

Endangered Species. Updated
Bottle Bill and Campaign Finance

Reform. Looking for motivated stu-

dents to take leadership positions.

Call MassPlRG at 545-0199 or

stop by 423A Student Union.

Library tours — The Du Bois

Library will be hosting orientation

tours Sept. 9-12. The touts will

leave from the Entrance lobby at

10:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m. daily.

Come, visit and get to know trie

library.
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World's Greatest Stunts
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Jenny M. Apt 2F

Highlander The Series T

Medical Detect [Trauma-En

iieK "Yjut or AMct" (1985, Drama) Meryl Slfeep, Robert Radford

Haunting* Acroaa America |Cyber Warriors "Info War" (R)

Daily Show Stein's Money

Wild Discovery: Family

Sporttcenter X
Homicide: Life on the Street R

Oddville, MTV

Happy Days

Amaz. Stories

Medical Detect

Loveline

Happy Days

Scl-Fi Bun (R)

Trauma-ER

•Wirt or A/rfca'
1

Walker, Texas Ranger TSoxini

W"»to/[^<ofy^(199e,CcfriecV)Mk»aelKeat^

ten "Oars ot Thunder (1990, Drama) Tom Cruise. 'PQ-13' m
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yfust
L

n Stereo Live) X (Silk Stalking* "Internal Allans

ne Petal" (1997, Drama) OmarEpps.
(
In Stereo)» |O z (R) (In Stereo) X ~"

**« TA Story Stave Martin. 'PG-1
3'

'R'H« The Last fW Scouf" (1991. Drama) Bruce Willis

*' t»racula.D«adandlovfriofl"(19&5)
1
PG-13' [30-Min Movie |*a •play6adr"(1995, Suspense) George Hamilton, (In Stereo) 'R'

**V> "flAjo T7iunder*(t983, Adventure) Roy Scheider, 'R' QC
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Robotman By Jim Meddick

Thatch By Jeff Shesol Dilbert By Scott Adams
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VIRGO (Aug. 25-Sept. 22) —
You are well-qualified to meet any

challenges today, but it is up to you

to decide just which of many you

wish to accept this time.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) — The

financial picture may confuse

some, but you will have a handle

on even the most subtle and com-

lex developments. Share your

..nowledge.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) —
You can bring a great deal of excite-

ment into the lives of others today.

All you have to do is be yourself

and accentuate certain traits.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) _ Take care you do not

become so single-minded in your

endeavors today that vou appear

stubborn or inflexible. Remain

cooperative.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-,an. 19) —
No one is likely to ruffle your feath-

ers today. You are supremely confi-

dent, and very much at ease. You

know where things stand right now.

AQUARIUS (|an. 20-Feb. 18) —
Do not hesitate to turn to a new

friend to see you through an unex-

pected difficulty today. A solution

is found easily, with help.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) —
Despite the overwhelming positive

nature of the week as a whole, you

may have to do something unpleas-

ant to do before the day is out.

ARIES (March 21 -April 19) —
You may have to use gentle persua-

sion today to see that others con-

form to your expectations. No one

needs to know that you are in

charge!

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
You can help to heal someone's

wounded pride today. Be there

when you are needed, and you'll

have a friend for life.

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20) — This

is a good day for concentrating on

domestic adjustments, particularly

where siblings are concerned. It is

time to get back in touch!

CANCER (June 21-|uly 22) —
You have a flair for the romantic

today, and a loved one can benefit

from your attentions at this time.

Take a creative approach!

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) — You
have much more to give at this time

than anyone expects. Take the time-

to process information carefully,

andto share it freelv as needed.

Close to Home By John McPherson
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LUTMAN
ORTHODONrriC
ASSOCIATES

Quote of the Day
QQ To comb your noddle with a three-

lcgg'd stool, And paint your face,

and use you like a fool. * *

-William Shakespeare

"The Taming of the Shrew"

Today7* P.C. Menu
Call 545-2626 for mor* Intormmtim

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Hungarian Noodle Bake

Native American Taco

Vegetarian Native AmericanTaco

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Meatloaf Italiano

Ratatouille

Fish on a Roll

Worcester
LUNCH

Native American Tacos

Clam Roll

Ziti with Cheese

Vegetarian Native AmericanTaco

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Jamaican Beef Patty

Bean & Rice Proveneale

Meatballs/Grinder Roll

ACROSS
i Brazilian dance
6 Stop

1 1 Tree fluid

14 Dairy-case items

15 Negative particle

10 '—live and
breathe!"

17 Thong
i a Miniature

dwelling

*u Rower's need
21 Shades
23 Serpent
24 Not appropnate

26 Oater extras

<:e Desert travelers

30 Undercover
UW|M

31 Watchful

32 Eagle's home
33 Offer

36 South African

monetary unit

37 Demon
38 Unclothed
39 Code signal

40 Droves
41 Criminal

42 Destinies

43 Fancy
44 Put on, as

makeup
4/ Film spools

48 Less common
4a Autobahn car

50 — out: barely

oetoy
i Track i53 Track and field

event

56 More restive

58 Authorizes

59 '30s actor

Jack—
60 Doglike

scavenger

61 Actreaa—
DawnChong

62 Stockholm
native

63 Quizzes

DOWN
1 Fair to middling

2 Can. province

3 Fun
4 Feathery wrap

5 Road surface

6 MIMary student

7 Baseball's
Slaughter

8 Have the flu

9 Sun. in Spain

10 Augment
1

1

Riyadh resident

12 Valuable quality

13 Docks
19 Probabilities

22 — and downs
25 Oddball

26 Farm buildings

27 Like the Gobi

28 Greeting —
29 Jal—

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

MMIIHM WWHW HUOffl
HOOraMikT nraas ragHO

rumHE! EiQiarana
HH21HMW WWJWn
BE1BH rJUMH nWHUII

rawnnn nwan nana
ranciM ohhwwm

MididMMM nnmsmuHB
IIUiHM mODH HHH0B
miiMB HBQW naSHS
Mil HI*] MUM 121 HHPHB

Hampshire

9-9-87 O 1997, Una*d F««luf» synac«n«

30 Wants
32 Publicized

33 Dart-players
goals

34 Matinee man?
35 Disavow
37 Celebration

38 Singer
Diamond

40 Coiffures

41 Cargo
42 Fk*?s

tormentor
43 Nourished

44 Shady place

45 Winter jacket

46 Ordinary
speech

47 Coin of India

49 Surrounded by

51 Superman's
alias

52 Important times

54 Face part

55 Luau
instrument

57 Poelttve

response

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Charbroiled Chicken Sandwich

Tacos

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Meatloaf

Berkshire

LUNCH
Tacos

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Chef's Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Vegetable Taco

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Jamaican Beef Patty

Bean & Rice Proveneale

Meatballs/Grinder Roll
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Minutemen sink Midshipmen in Annapolis

By Fred Hurlbrink, Jr.

Collegian Staff

It's been almost a decade since the

Massachusetts water polo team went

down to Annapolis, Md. for a tourna-

ment and won every game. Never

have they beaten regional rival Navy

in this traditional early-season tour-

nament hosted by the powerful

Midshipmen.

All that changed this past weekend

when the No. 1 1 Minutemen (4-0)

went down to the Navy Invitational,

sweeping all four matches they

played this weekend.

Before their 16-8 drubbing of

Navy. UMass squeaked by No. 23

George Washington, 12-11, in their

first match. Saturday night, they beat

No. 24 Buc knell, 7-6 and on Sunday

they slid by No. 19 Slippery Rock.

9-4.

"1 can't remember the last time we

went down [to Annapolis] and won

all our games," UMass coach Russ

Yarworth said. It was 1988 when last

the Minutemen won in Annapolis,

and at that time, they didn't play

Navy.

They beat Boston College,

Villanova and M.I.T. in that week-

end, and UMass has an all-time com-

posite record of 41-3 against those

three opponents.

On this weekend, though, the

Minutemen were faced with four

ranked opponents, and not first but

foremost were the No. 15 Navy
Midshipmen.

Massachusetts 16, Navy 8

It didn't take long for UMass to

dispose of Navy for the first time ever

in a regular season match-up as they

jumped out to a 6-1 lead after one

quarter of play. Paced by Brian

Stahl's six-goal performance, the

Minutemen doubled up the

Midshipmen with a pair of

eight-point halves.

"Navy is a little down this year,"

observed Yarworth, who spent most

of the weekend experimenting with

his substitution pattern, while figur-

ing out a permanent rotation.

Eight Minutemen scored in the vic-

tory, including diminutive sophomore

Timmy Troupis who tallied three

goals.

"1 feel very confident with our

depth," Yarworth said. "1 need [to

get across to some of] the guys that

they're going to play less minutes,

but they'll be harder minutes."

Massachusetts 12, George

Washington 1

1

The No. 23 Colonials gave UMass

a scare early in its first contest of the

season, with the Minutemen playing

a very lackluster first seven minutes.

GW took a 5-2 lead after the first

quarter, taking advantage of the inex-

perience and tentativeness of starting

goalie, sophomore Richard Huntley.

"Richard was nervous and weak

[early onl. but 1 think he came on

strong towards the end of the week-

end." Yarworth said.

Huntley ended up with just three

saves in the game.

But, his all-world offensive corps

rebounded from a slow start to

outscore the Colonials 5-1 in the sec-

ond quarter and pull out the first win

of the season. Stahl again was the

offensive catalyst, abusing the GW
defense for eight goals in the game.

Massachusetts 7, Bucknell 6

A long day for the Minutemen on

Saturday didn't end easily as the No.

24 Bucknell squad took a 5-4 lead

into the final period. Clutch goals by

Stahl, co-captain Marc
Staudenbauer and sophomore Rich

Slingluff wrapped up the win for

UMass in the final quarter, while

Bucknell could muster just one

last-ditch score.

"We had a tough time with the

style of refereeing." Yarworth said.

"They let physical play take the place

of skill."

Huntley came up with his second

strong performance of the weekend,

stopping six Bucknell attempts in the

contest. Staudenbauer led the offen-

sive attack with three goals.

Massachusetts 9, Slippery Rock 4

On Sunday, the Minutemen took

care of business early, taking a 6-2

lead into intermission against No. 19

Slippery Rock. Huntley made his best

showing in the finale, notching nine

saves on 13 shots. Gabriel Marrero

also saved his best for last, scoring

three goals in the win. Stahl added

two more goals and had a remarkable

18 tallies on the weekend.

Women back toAAOplay,

host URI at home today

By Kathleen Ralls

Collegian Staff

Take heed Rams.

Though the Massachusetts

women's soccer team lost six

seniors, they are by no means

backing down to early competi-

tion in the Atlantic 10. The

Minutewomen will aim to main-

tain their perfect 9-0 record

against the University of Rhode

Island Rams tomorrow at 3:30

p.m. at Totman Field.

With an early 4-0 stomping of

the Stags of Fairfield and a stand

up and take notice 2-1 defeat

over then-ranked No. 22

Michigan this past Friday,

UMass coach )im Rudy and his

squad are looking to improve

their record to 3-0 and more

importantly, maintain their elite

standing in the A- 10.

"This

recent years, this match is anoth-

er important step in integrating

Rudy's young, speedy, offen-

sive-minded squad.

Sophomore Emma Kurowski,

last year's A- 10 Rookie of the

Year, is spearheading the

Minutewomen's attack (3 goals,

1 assist, 7 points) alongside

junior Robin Smith, last year's

America East Player of the Year,

Sophie Lecot and early freshman

standout Kara Green. The much

experienced defense of senior

tri-captains Erica lverson and

Danielle Dion are stabilizing the

backfield, along with fellow

senior Amy Burrill and junior

Amanda Thompson.

In year's past, Rudy has relied

heavily on his defense to be the

mainstay. However, this year's

team proves to be leading with

their forwards, with an exciting

iump-and-go

very important UMass Women's Soccer style that has

game for us,"
-—^—""^™"™^«he defence Pro-

SSWSI; Massachusetts SttfiS.

ptn-
,0C

wn.VS. RKode Island Iheir^ent's
6

receive an auto-________• Th
[
s wl11 als°

mafic bid to the Totman, 3:30 P.M be the second

Scott Stevens (5), Marc Staudenbaur (13), Rich Slinghoff (IS), Bill Hunter (18) and the No 11 UMass men's

water polo went 4-0 in the Navy Invitational this past weekend.

N C A A i_
Tournament this season. "We
remember last year and our 3-2

loss to Dayton in the A-10 final,

so we are really going to focus

on our A-10 competition this

year.

"Our ticket to the NCAA's
may not be through a wild card,

but through the A-10."

Though UMass reins with a

9-0 lifetime record vs. URI, the

Rams are looking for revenge

under second year coach Shelley

Smith. URI stands at 0-2 with a

2-1 loss against New
Hampshire, however, they

proved they are a team in con-

tention of winning in a 2-1 over-

time loss to Providence.

Regardless that URI has

proved to be a cellar dweller in

collegiate meet-

ing of the Sisters Kurowski. Last

year, older sister |enna of

Dartmouth University got the

better of Emma in a 2-0 defeat

over UMass at Richard F.

Garber Field. Now, Jenna is in

her first year as assistant coach

of the Rams.

But after last Friday's 2-1 win

over Michigan, the last thing on

the Minutewomen's minds is

defeat in any shape or fashion.

"Ordinarily, you would think

we would let down after such a

big win," Rudy said. "We are

pleased with the win over

Michigan, but we are not pleased

with the quality of the win.

We're looking forward to a more

pretty game, but against a very

scrappy, defensive game."

No. 15 Minutewomen open against Hartford

By Justin Rudd
Collegian Correspondent

After a season of achieving its first-ever region-

al ranking, the Massachusetts women's tennis

team is looking to build on I^Ihuhmi
year's success. The groundwork for

that begins today at 1 p.m. when the

Minutewomen open up its 1997 fall

season at the University of Hartford.

Last season, UMass defeated

Hartford 6-1, and all but one of the

players who participated in that win

will return for today's rematch.

Coming off of a 14-5 record, this

year's women's squad is taking on a

"completely revamped" schedule. This schedule

brings with it new, challenging teams, of which

eight of them are nationally ranked. With no place

to hide, while carrying its newly acquired ITA

(Intercollegiate Tennis Association) Eastern

Region ranking of No. 15, UMass feels they are

ready to step up to the challenges lying ahead.

"This [new schedule] can seem intimidating,

but... it's not so much the wins and losses that

are important, but the overall goals of our pro-

gram," Dixon said.

One of those goals is to try and breakthrough

^^^^^^^^H^B and beat one, if not many, of

the nationally ranked teams

on the schedule.

Sophomore Ola

Gerasimova, who went 1 3-7

in the number-one singles

position last year, will retain

her position for the 1997 sea-

'son. Moving up to the No. 2

slot is junior lackie

'Braunstein, who led UMass

last season with a record of 19-8. Senior Lana

Gorodetskaya is entering this season with a team

leading .842 winning percentage and overall

record of 16-3. Another notable is senior

Caroline Steele, who held the fourth overall posi-

tion in winning percentage with a .667 and an

overall record 16-8.

UMas^xjmciV^Jyijj^

Massachusetts

vs. Hartford

at Hartford

This years' squad is supposed to be extremely

strong in doubles, and equally balanced in single-.

The feeling of the 1
1 -member squad is that the

next piece to their puzzle equals a national rank-

ing.

"We deserve to be on the court with all the

teams on our schedule and I am not scared of any

loses. The only way to get tougher is to get beaten

up a little bit," Dixon said.

The teams' extreme desire to play some of

these tougher schools is exemplified by the loca-

tion of their opponents. Some of the "big"

schools on the schedule such as Syracuse.

Rutgers, Rhode Island, Seton Hall. Princeton,

and LaSalle take quite a long hall to get to.

Facing the challenges of these new teams. UMass

is looking for an inspiring win.

"To play on this next level we need much more

confidence, more belief in ourselves, and more

team work. The difference is our confidence, what

I mean by that is not playing above our ability but

playing to our ability in those important match-

es," Dixon said.

Clemens deserves a Cy;

Hideki hyped to the end

UM men's soccer takes one on the chin; ties Siena

UMass

Siena

By Matthew J. Perraufc

Collegian Staff

It's the type of thing that can drive a

coach mad — his team goes into a

game that should be a sure win, and

they play down to their

opponent's ability.

That is what the

Massachusetts men's soccer

team fell victim to last

Saturday afternoon when it

overlooked Siena College in

Loudonville. NY.. Much to the dismay

of Minutemen coach Sam Koch, his

team tied the Saints. 1-1.

UMass (1-0-1), coming off a 4-2

win over CaL-Poly at San Luis Obispo

last week in its regular season opener,

should have easily taken care of Siena

(0-0-1 ). who had never beaten UMass.

However, the Saints were a much dif-

ferent squad than the team the

Minutemen has faced in the past, with

UMass holding a 5-0 all-time record.

Siena, in an attempt to revamp its

program, has mostly sophomores and

freshmen on its squad this year, and

came out hard to surprise the

Minutemen.

For Koch, the surprise was a harsh

one.

"We were a better team." Koch said.

"We knew it but we didn't believe it."

UMass got on the board first in the

4 1 st minute when freshmen midfielder

Mike Purcell netted his first goal of the

year off of junior midfielder Paul

Cochran's deflection. The Minutemen

took the lead into the half but 1 5 min

utes into the second. Siena was able to

tie the score at 1—1 with a header that

beat sophomore goalkeeper Todd
Fowler. The teams played out the

remaining time of regulation and then

went on to two overtimes, but neither

could net the game winner.

"[Siena] was more physi-

cal, better in the air and had

better touches." Koch said.

"We didn't play to the feet,

we had no combos, and we
were just not focused. We did

not come ready to play."

The Saints were able to contain

UMass' scoring power, senior forward

Mike Butler, not allowing him to get

the offense going for the Minutemen.

"We didn't do the extras, didn't

close, didn't react," Koch said. "All the

little things that they did and we didn't

all added up in the end. We were just

not ready to play, that was the bottom

line."

UMass was out-shot by Siena 16-15

and had only six comer kicks to Siena's

seven in 1 20 minutes of action. Fowler

played the entire game in net and made

six saves for the Minutemen.

The Minutemen play their first game

at their new home. Totman Field, this

Saturday against the University of

Maine at 1 p.m. UMass holds a

20-10-1 all-time record against the

Black Bears, including a 1-0 victory in

Orono last season.

Minuteman Notes: UMass played

its final exhibition game against McGill

University at Szot Park in Chicopee.

The Minutemen handled the Redmen

etjfly, winning 5 1 . . . The McGill game

Turn to MENS SOCCER, page 7

lunior defender |on Hanna and the UMass men's soccer team stumbled

against Siena College, drawing with the Saints, 1-1.

And now presenting the long-await-

ed, the much overdue, the soon-to-be

legendary first annual Fred Hurlbrink.

|r. Month-Before-The-Season's-Over

Post-Season Awards.

Yes. I am that good.

• Let's get rollin' in the junior circuit.

A.L. Rookie of the Year: Hmmm.
This was a tough one, but I'll have to go

with California's... native son Nomar
Garciaparra of the Boston Red Sox

(gotcha ya' Sox freaks). He's baseball's

Renaissance Man. A slick-fielding,

hard-hitting, base-running,

down-to-earth talented kid. And, the

chicks dig him. lose Cruz, |r. and Jason

Dickson will run a distant second.

A.L. Manager of the Year: Well,

there isn't much of a choice here either.

Baltimore just continues to defy logic by

holding onto the top spot in the A.L.,

and Davey |ohnson,

though he probably

shouldn't, will receive a

lot of credit for their

dumbfounding success.

Terry Collins has reju-

venated the Angels and

will give (ohnson a run.

Milwaukee's Phil Garner will finish a

respectable third.

A.L. Cy Young: How many hurlers

have taken home this hardware four

times in their careers? Two?
Nope. Three. Roger Clemens is

about to join Greg Maddux (who bolt-

ed Chi-town for some cash after his

first) and Steve Carlton as four-time

winners of the coveted award. The

Boston alumnus has dominated every-

one. 1 mean, his E.R.A. would have him

on academic probation, trust me! Raise

your hand if you haven't been struck

out by the Canadian Rocket yet this sea-

son...

1 heard some tall, funny-lookin' guy

in Seattle is having a pretty good season

too.

A.L. Most Valuable Player: Talk

about goin' out on a limb, but I'm

gonna say that Ken Griffey. |r. might

win this year. Fifty dingers'll do it every

time, and his not-even Rolaids-could

give-us-relief Mariners have a shot at

the Series — if they can hold off the

Angels.

Should the Mariners take a dive,

Tino Martinez could take the MVP, but

he'll be the likely runner-up with Frank

Thomas and the Canadian Rocket get-

ting a ton of third- place votes.

A.L. Most Over-rated Player: Boy, if

Hideki (1 Love New York) Irabu, was

up for a full season, this would be his.

As a matter of fact his bust will proba-

bly be the trophy. Ya' know what, we'll

just call it the Hideki Irabu Award from

now on. But, a truly deserving sole

needs to receive the first-ever Hideki,

so we'll give it to his teammate the lov-

able, but merely average Derek Jeter.

No power, a little speed, and he dives so

much 'cause he has no range.

A.L. Most Underrated Player People

just don't appreciate this guy for what

he does game after game for the past

couple seasons. He just keeps hitting

and fielding and playing hard. He's got

the love. Now. show him some.

He's Rusty Greer. Ya' gotta love a

guy named Rusty who plays in Texas.

• Let's jump over to the National

League now.

N.L. Rookie of the Year: Despite

their surge that has them poised for the

playoffs, the Dodgers run of Rookies Of

The Years' is over. Wilton Guerrero

had a shot, but he lost some cork and

then his position. Wilton's brother in

Montreal.
Vladimir, would
have had a shot if

he had played a

full season, but no.

So, since Tony
Womack doesn't

have rookie status,

Scott Rolen will win this award by

default. Something to be happy about in

Philly.

N.L. Manager of the Year: This will

be the tightest race of any of the

post-season votes. So many good per-

formances by so many good baseball

men. But, with my reputation at stake,

I'm gonna go with my gut and say that

Gene LaMont of Pittsburgh will in fad

win this one because Bobby Valentine,

Larry Dierker and Bill Russell all had a

decent talent level to begin with.

LaMont still doesn't.

N.L. Cy Young: The Pirates most

definitely will not be represented here.

Another North-of-the-Border hurler

will rip this trophy out of the firm grasp

of the Braves' Denny Neagle or Cy

Maddux. Pedro Martinez — whose

E.R.A. would get him suspended from

school, trust me — has had a phenome-

nal season in finally realizing his super-

star potential. He has mesmerized with

a heater that dances like a knucklcr and

an assortment of power pitches that

nobody seems to be able to solve. The

Atlanta aces will finish two- three as

usual.

N.L. Most Valuable Player This isnt

an easy decision either. We're gonna

have to go with flat out numbers,

because no pennant contender has a

Ken Caminiti that has pulled his team

to the forefront. Larry Walker, howev-

er, has established that when he's

healthy, he's the best player in the

senior circuit. Astronomical offensive

Turn to 6ASESAU, page 7
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Minutewomen blast

Rams

Led by sopho-
more Emma
Kurowski the
Minutewomen

soccer team
squashed Rhode
Island 7-0 . For the

scoop (see Sports,

page 10).

Out of

Hie "Sun"

|ohn Lydon, the

infamous frontman
for the Sex Pistols

and PIL, returns

with a surprising

new attitude (see

Arts & Living, page

5).

WORLD

Haitians mourn as

divers retrieve bodies

MONTROUIS, Haiti (AP) — Divers

saw more than 1 00 bodies trapped on

two decks of a sunken ferry Tuesday,

and disputed earlier accounts that as

many as 400 people may have died,

saying the number is closer to 250.

On shore, diesel fumes and the sick-

ening stench of death pervaded the

pebbled beach where thousands of

people gathered, many crying out as

several bodies were recovered and
wrapped in transparent plastic bags.

"Everybody is in mourning.
Everybody has somebody close who
went down," said Simon Lapointe,

mayor of the Conave island town of

Anse Agalets, the departure point for

the ill-fated Haitian ferry.

President Rene Preval, who visited

the site Tuesday, blamed Haiti's pover-

ty for the calamity, saying that if this

eastern fishing village had had a dock

the disaster might have been averted.

The ferry, anchored 200 yards from

shore, toppled Monday as passengers

raced en masse to one side in a rush

to get off.

But Canadian divers from the U.N.

peacekeeping mission in Haiti said

Tuesday there was no evidence of

massive overcrowding on the Pride of

Conave, contradicting initial police

and coast guard reports that put the

passenger count at up to 800.

NATION

VMI suspends woman
for hitting classmate

LEXINGTON. Va. (AP) — ]ust

weeks after enrolling its first coed

class, the Virginia Military Institute

has suspended a female cadet for a

year for striking a male upperclass-

man.

The incident occurred after class-

es had begun, VMI said Tuesday.

The military college would not

release details of the offense or

identify the young woman or the

man she was convicted of hitting.

However, The Roanoke Times.

in a story published Wednesday,

identified her as Angelica Garza,

from Fort Belvoir in northern

Virginia. The newspaper quoted her

father, Pete Garza, as saying that

VMI handled the situation appro-

priately, but he would not elabo-

rate.

She was suspended after her case

was heard by the school's executive

committee Monday and the penalty

was approved by VMI
Superintendent losiah Bunting.

"I hate to lose any of our cadets

... but our system does not tolerate

any cadet striking another."

Bunting said in a statement. Asked

if the woman was reacting to sexu-

al harassment, VMI spokesman

Mike Strickler said the circum-

stances were "nothing out of the

ordinary."
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UMass has best fund-raising year ever
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By Tamar Carroll

Collegian Staff

Fiscal year 1 997 was a banner year

for fund raising at the University of

Massachusetts, with several large

donations spurring Campaign UMass

off to an auspicious start.

"We had our best fund-raising year

ever this year." said |ohn Fuedo,

Executive Director of the Alumni

Association. "Less than one full year

into [Campaign UMass] and we are

well on our way."

Campaign UMass is the five-year

program begun in October 1996 to

raise $125 million for the Amherst

campus, enlist advocates for the

University statewide, and enhance the

University's reputation, both in the

Commonwealth and across the

nation.

So far, approximately $43 million

in funds have been raised through

Campaign UMass, according to

University News Director Katherine

Scanlan.

During fiscal year 1997, $15.2 mil-

lion in cash, $9.5 million in pledges

and $4.5 million in deferred

expectancies [monies left in wills.
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etc.[ was donated to the University,

Scanlan said.

Royster Hedgepath, vice chancellor

for University advancement, said he

was pleased with the results of the

first year of fund-raising.

"We are right where we need to be.

We are moving forward," Hedgepath

said. "The campaign is another indi-

cation that UMass is on the move."

In the largest donation ever made
to the University, alumnus Eugene

lsenberg and his wife, Ronnie
lsenberg, gave $6 million to

Campaign UMass in support of the

School of Management (SOM).

The lsenberg donation will go to

the creation of new facilities and an

endowed professorship at SOM,
which will be renamed the Eugene

and Ronnie lsenberg School of

Management in their honor.

Other large donations to

Campaign UMass include $1 million

from the Alumni Association, to be

put towards the creation of a new
Alumni Center across the street from

the Mullins Center, and $1 million

from alumnus lack Flavin, which will

be used to establish an endowed
chair in entrepreneurship in SOM.

In addition, alumni Richard |. and

Barbara Barnett Mahoney have given

the University a $2 million trust.

Scanlan said that the large dona-

tions are a reflection of the increased

prestige of the University within the

Commonwealth.
"We are slowly changing the per-

ception in the public and with alum-

ni that they do not have to give to

the University because public money
is always available." Scanlan said.

"Part of the campaign is not just to

raise money but to raise an aware-

ness of the University in the public's

mind. We are showing the public

that we are a school worth support-

ing."

If the $125 million goal is reached,

$40 million is planned to go towards

faculty support, $40 million to col-

lege-based initiatives and research,

$10 million to financial aid and merit

scholarships, $50 million to facilities,

including both new construction and

renovations, and $5 million to the

library.

Successful year for Alumni
Association

Fiscal year 1997 was also a pros-

perous year for the UMass Alumni

Association, which increased both its

membership and its income dramati-

cally.

This past year, the Alumni
Association expanded its membership

by 60 percent, raising the number of

dues- paying members to 8,000.

In addition, through successful

marketing ventures, the Alumni
Association increased its income by

$1,960,099, bringing its net total to

$2,045,750.

This growth in membership and

income is placing the UMass Alumni

Association on par with the largest

alumni associations in the country.

"We are probably one of the fastest

growing alumni associations in the

country," Feudo said. "We are mov-

ing into a league with Michigan,

California, Texas and North
Carolina."

The Association's new funds were

used in part for student scholarships

and to bring distinguished alumni to

campus to serve as visiting faculty in

residence. A portion of the funds was

also given directly to University

groups such as the Bilingual

Collegiate Program, the Cheerleading

For the birds
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Maureen Larareo of Hatfield, Ma., works at Backyard Birds, a birdwatcher's store in Northampton.

Squad, the history department, the

Crew Club, the Dance Team,
Boricuas Unidos. the New WORLD
Theatre and the Student Alumni
Relations Society (SCERA).

"Last year we gave out more
money in grants than ever before to

student and faculty groups and alum-

ni groups," Feudo said. "We provided

the funding that allowed SCERA to

conduct a survey of legislative candi-

dates to find out about their support

of public higher education. We were

able to put more than $25,000 back

into programming and this year we
are budgeting for more."

Feudo said the new marketing

techniques, such as an UMass alumni

Visa Card and a short-term health

insurance program, which have made
possible the dramatic increase in the

Association's income, will continue

to be used to generate funds.

"We are placing a greater emphasis

than ever before on marketing ven-

tures," Feudo said. "Our goal is to

generate enough income to support

University programs and to build an

endowment to support student, facul-

ty and alumni initiatives for many
years to come."

UM police investigate series

of weekend vehicle break-ins

By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts police

are investigating a rash of vehicle

break-ins that occurred over the

weekend, specifically in parking lots

around Southwest Residential Area.

On the nights of Sept. 5 and 6,

UMass police officers responded to

eight cases of breaking and entering

and burglary of vehicles in parking

lot 1 1 on Stadium Drive, parking lot

32 on Massachusetts Avenue and

parking lot 22 on University Drive.

Damage was reported in each inci-

dent as well as stereos and speakers

being reported stolen on four of the

cases.

On Sunday afternoon, three

non-UMass students, Alexander
Tejada, 21. 415 Pleasant St.,

Holyoke, Robert L. Sisson, 20, 688

High St., Holyoke, and Peter L.

Cavette, 19, 18 Beemis St., Chicopee

were arrested for nighttime breaking

and entering, destruction of property

for more than $250, and larceny

under $250.

The three men were observed

breaking into vehicles in a parking lot

on University Drive by UMass police

officers.

However, UMass Police Chief John

Luippold said he could not confirm if

the three men were involved with the

break-ins on Friday and Saturday

nights.

"The individuals were seen break-

ing into specific vehicles by police

officers. When arrested they had

nothing in their possession to indi-

cate the cases were related,"

Luippold said.

As a result of this past weekend's

break-ins, Luippold said police will

step up patrolling in the parking lots,

as well as specific areas where pat-

terns have developed.

University police said students

should check their cars frequently

and be aware of surroundings.

Luippold added he is concerned

that suspicious activity goes unre-

ported from parking lots because it is

overlooked as normal, especially in

terms of car alarms.

"If anyone sees anyone suspicious

or hears anything, especially [car]

alarms, they should notify police

immediately," he said.

Students should call UMPD at

545-2121 to report any suspicious

activity.

Clinton pushes Congress

for standardized testing

& social security reform

Israel issues new security demands to Palestinians

By Konn Laub
Associated Press
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IERUSALEM — Yesterday, during

Secretary of State Madeleine
Albright's attempt to rescue Mideast

peace, Israel raised the stakes with

new security demands it says

Palestinians must fulfill before they

will be given any more West Bank
land. Palestinians, in turn, accused

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu

of trying to blackmail them. "Our
only hope is that the United States

will realize that this is... an evil

attempt to torpedo the peace
process," said Marwan Kanafani, a

spokesman for Palestinian leader

Yasser Arafat.

The new demands were contained

in a four-page list Israeli officials said

would be given to Albright. In addi-

tion to crushing Islamic militant

groups, Israel said the Palestinians

must reduce the size of their police

force, dismiss their police chief and
agree to Israeli and U.S. monitoring

to ensure compliance. Netanyahu

complained Monday that Arafat's

recent efforts to fight Islamic mili-

tants — including the arrests of 35

activists on Monday — were symbolic

at best and aimed at appeasing

Albright.

"We demand consistency in the

treatment of the terrorist infrastruc-

ture as an essential condition for the

continuation of the peace process.

Netanyahu told the Israeli parlia-

ment's Defense and Foreign Affairs

Committee.

"Unless Arafat stops violating his

commitment, and starts fulfilling it
—

to fight the infrastructure of the ter-

rorist organizations, to jail their lead-

ers, to confiscate their weapons, to

-tup incitement towards terron-m. U>

stop embracing the leaders of the

Hamas terrorist organization —
unless he does all that we won't have

much progress with the peace

process," he said.

Netanyahu blamed Arafat for not

preventing suicide bombings by

Islamic militants in [erusalem on luly

30 and last Thursday. The bombings

killed 20 Israelis and five assailants.

In its list of demands, Israel said

Arafat must reduce his police force

from the 35.000 officers he recruited

to the 24.000 permitted by the peace

agreement, and fire officer? who have

been involved in attacks on Israelis.

Israel also claims the police chief.

Brig. Ghazi labali, has incited his

men to attacks against Israel and said

he must be dismissed.

Israel also wants to establish a

monitoring system, with U.S. partici-

pation, that would allow for inspec-

tions and spot checks to ensure

Palestinian compliance

The Palestinians, however, did not

plan to let Israel dominate Albright's

agenda with alk about security. They

said yesterday they would raise

Israel's recent decision to freeze the

scheduled handover of West Bank

land, the expansion of lewish settle-

ments and Israel's security closures of

Palestinian areas.

"I expect from Albright to deal

Turn to SECURITY page 2

By Sonya Ross

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Declaring the

nation "in uncharted territory to

some extent." President Clinton yes-

terday put forth an ambitious fall

agenda that he admitted would be

tough to sell on a Congress already

leery of his ideas.

Speaking before students at

American University, the president

said he remains committed to a clus-

ter of issues that build upon the new

balanced federal budget, such as

trade agreements that would buoy

U.S. economic growth, funding of

education programs and reforming

Social Security.

Those issues, Clinton said, cannot

come to fruition without support in

Congress, and he expressed hope

that lawmakers would take up the

1 3 appropriations bills they must

pass this year in a spirit of political

cooperation and not use the current

economic prosperity as a reason to

sidetrack spending plans.

"In the face of good news, the eas-

iest thing to do is to rest, to take a

vacation, to believe our work is

done," Clinton said. "But compla-

cency is not an option. Vacations

have to remain short in a time still

full of challenge and change.

"We are in uncharted territory to

some extent, but we know the times

demand action from us," Clinton said.

Clinton — fresh from a three-week

vacation of his own — said he would

soon decide how to proceed with a

settlement between the states and cig-

arette makers, "to protect our chil-

dren from the dangers of tobacco."

He also said he wanted to get

young Americans involved in mak-

ing "a gripping national issue" of

building support for an international

plan to curb global warming.

"This will be a very controversial

debate," Clinton said. But, if the

United States fails to join a plan to

reduce the "greenhouse gases" emit-

ted into the air. he warned, "then

your children will pay the price for

our neglect."

He appealed to the Senate to set a

hearing for William Weld, his nomi-

nee for ambassador to Mexico. And

he appealed to the American people

to extend a heartfelt welcome to

Chinese President |iang Zemin, who
will visit in November.

"I hope the American people will

welcome him." Clinton said. "China

will choose its own destiny. But if

we engage China instead of isolate

ourselves from her, we can help

influence the path she takes."

Clinton also said he would seek

congressional approval for "fast-

track" authority to negotiate new
trade agreements with foreign gov-

ernments, a matter that has divided

Democrats.

The president said he would hold

an event at the White House on

Wednesday to publicize his desire

for renewed fast-track authority. The

president focused Monday on one of

his fall priorities: building support

for national, standardized reading

and math tests for fourth and eighth-

graders, respectively.

But the idea of testing standards

does not fly in Congress, where

Republicans favor a "school choice"

proposal to extend tax breaks to par-

ents who send their children to pri-

vate schools. The program was

dropped from the recent budget

agreement at Clinton's insistence,

but Republicans have said they will

bring it up again.
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Time for a new coat

Dennis Rodrique of Northampton spent yesterday afternoon scraping paint off the side of a condominium.
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Fowler grilled about Tamraz
CIA memos deM DNC chief contacts on behalf of fugitive

By Larry Margasak
Ajjociated Pr«is

WASHINGTON — Confronted with memos indicat-

ing he twice contacted the CIA on behalf of a fugitive

businessman, former Democratic chairman Donald L.

Fowler insisted yesterday he had no memory of making

such calls for the man, a major party donor. Later,

Democrats produced a statement from the CIA official

— identified only as "Bob" — saying he had been oper-

ating under cover and Fowler may not have known he

was with the spy agency. Fowler appeared before the

Senate Governmental Affairs Committee, knowing he

would be grilled by Republicans about Democratic

fund-raising abuses during last year's presidential cam-

paign.

The Republicans questioned him closely about his

intervention with officials on behalf of a number of

Democratic donors — including Indian tribes opposing

a casino favored by rival tribes — but saved their

major attack for the help given businessman Roger

Tamraz. He is a fugitive from a decade-old embezzle-

ment charge in Lebanon who nonetheless was a fre-

quent White House visitor in 1995 and 1996.

Sen. Fred Thompson, R-Tenn., the committee chair-

man, showed Fowler two 1995 CIA memos describing

calls from Fowler on behalf of Tamraz. who wanted

help in stifling opposition to a pipeline project in the

Middle East. Fowler had testified he couldn't recall

contacting the CIA and told Thompson just before the

documents were introduced: "If somebody has some

proof I would be happy to refresh my memory."

After he was shown the first CIA document, Fowler

said "I understand the implications... but it does not

refresh my memory."
"If I said to you I recall making those calls, I would

be perjuring myself because I simply don't," Fowler

later told Sen. Thad Cochran, R-Miss.

Later, the Democrats produced the Senate deposi-

tion of the CIA official — who said he didn't know

whether Fowler knew he was talking to a spy agency

employee.

At Tamraz's suggestion, the official said, he called

Fowler, who returned his messages. "I was under...

cover," said the official, identified only as Bob. "I can't

say for certain he knew who he was talking to because

CIA was never mentioned."

Fowler also said he did not recall receiving a memo

from one of his own aides — written months before

the CIA documents — warning that Tamraz's back-

ground was "full of significant financial and ethical

troubles."

Tamraz has denied the embezzlement charge. While

Democratic committee members did not defend their

party's contacts with Tamraz, they were able to show

the GOP also was interested in Tamraz as late as last

February.

Senate Majority Leader Trent Lott and Sen. Mitch

McConnell, R-Ky. both invited Tamraz, in form letters

sent to potential donors, to join an elite group for

Republican contributors called the Inner Circle.

McConnell is chairman of the Senate Republican cam-

paign organization.

McConnell's 1997 letter promised Tamraz access to

Lott. House Speaker Newt Gingrich and other party

luminaries.

Mike Russell, a spokesman for McConnell's commit-

tee, said yesterday that Tamraz "wanted to show he

was a party contributor to both parties. He worked to

get his name on the donor lists of some Republican

committees. He tried to give us $1,000 and we refused

to accept."

Fowler indicated with some irritation that in

Democratic fund-raising matters power rested with

White House aide Harold Ickes — not with the party

chairman. During numerous disputes with Ickes,

Fowler said, "I think it was fair to say 1 lost most of

those arguments."

But Sen. Pete Domenici, R-N.M., read from Ickes'

deposition to committee investigators, in which the

former official claimed a hands-off stance.

"So you made absolutely no effort to circumvent

[Fowler]?" Ickes was asked.

"Absolutely not," Ickes replied.

Throughout his testimony, Fowler tried to fend off

Republican criticism of his numerous interventions

with federal officials on behalf of Democratic donors.

"Members of Congress do this; staff members of

Congress do it; it is their responsibility to do so,"

Fowler said.

security
continued from page 1

with the reasons of the crisis, which

are settlements and Judaization of

Jerusalem and refusing to implement

agreements," said Hanan Ashrawi, a

Palestinian Cabrnet minister.

"Security is not a goal in itself."

Albright's three-day trip, which

begins today, will be her first to the

Middle East as secretary of state, and

both Israelis and Palestinians anx-

iously watched for clues on what to

expect. Albright recently discovered

her Jewish roots, and Israeli officials

said they weren't sure whether this

would make her more sympathetic to

Israel's positions or prompt her to

overcompensate by taking a tougher

stance than a non-Jewish secretary

might. In addition to meetings with

Netanyahu and Arafat, Albright will

visit Israelis and Americans wounded
in last week's bombing, speak to

members of an Israeli think tank and

tour a Palestinian school in the West

Bank town of Ramallah.

It was not clear whether Israel

would case its tight closure of the

West Bank and Gaza Strip before her

arrival. The travel ban, in effect since

July 30 and tightened after the last

attack, bars more than 2 million

Palestinians from entering Israel.
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Sinn Fein renounces violence
By Shawn Pogatthnik

Associated Press

BELFAST, Northern Ireland — Sinn Fein, the IRA
ally that once embraced both the gun and the ballot

box as agents of change, formally renounced violence

yesterday and took its place in talks on Northern
Ireland's future.

Five party leaders of Northern Ireland's pro-British

Protestant majority stayed away, underlining their skep-

ticism of Sinn Fein's sincerity and of a process they

think will weaken Northern Ireland's union with

Britain.

The chairman of the talks, former U.S. Senate

Majority Leader George Mitchell, welcomed Sinn

Fein's arrival and urged the Protestants not to boycott

the negotiations.

"This is the first time in the modern history of

Northern Ireland that there has been in place at the

same time both negotiations and a cease-fire," Mitchell

said, referring to the Irish Republican Army's decision

to stop its campaign against British rule 52 days ago.

"I believe that's a significant step forward, although I

acknowledge that the difficult steps remain to be

taken," he said. It is the first time since Northern

Ireland was created in 1920 that the governments of

Britain and the Irish Republic have jointly invited IRA

supporters to join other parties to discuss the state's

future. Sinn Fein was barred from talks in |une 1996

because of IRA violence.

Sinn Fein's president, Gerry Adams, led his delega-

tion into Stormont castle at midday and pledged accep-

tance of a six-point renunciation of violence known as

the "Mitchell Principles." Accepting those principles —
among them to seek disarmament of the IRA and pro-

British paramilitary groups during negotiations — was

a prerequisite for all parties in the talks.

On paper, it is a fundamental shift. When Sinn Fein

was about to begin contesting elections 15 years ago.

spokesman Danny Morrison appealed to the IRA faith-

ful saying: "Who here really believes we can win the

war through the ballot box? But will anyone here

object if, with a ballot paper in this hand, and an

Armalite (assault rifle) in this hand, we take power in

Ireland?"

In elections this year, the party won about 16 percent

of votes in Northern Ireland and 5 percent in the Irish

Republic.

Sinn Fein did reject a central premise of the negotia-

tions, which is not one of the six points — that majority

public support within Northern Ireland must be

demonstrated for any new government structures.

Present for Adams' pledge were Mitchell, representa-

tives of the British and Irish governments and four

other parties: the moderate Social Democratic and

Labor Party, Sinn Fein's larger rival for Catholic votes;

the cross-community Alliance Party; a tiny women's

rights party; and an even tinier socialist party.

Northern Ireland's biggest party, the Ulster

Unionists, will decide Saturday whether to take part

when the negotiators are supposed to get to work

Monday. Two sterner pro- British parties have already

withdrawn, and the other two — both affiliated with

outlawed paramilitary groups — say they will attend

only if the Ulster Unionists do.

Sinn Fein leaders reaffirmed that the IRA will not

discard any weapons before their party agrees to a

peace settlement. Protestant demands for the IRA to

start disarming deadlocked progress during a 17-month

IRA cease-fire that ended in February 1996.

New York offers distance learning

By Shannon McCaffrey

Associated Press

ALBANY — Starting next week,

college-bound New Yorkers will have

access to interactive cable television

shows statewide to prep them for

entrance exams, officials said yester-

day. The New York Network will offer

television instructional help to some 2

million homes for students preparing

for the Scholastic Aptitude Tests

(SATs) and other standardized exams.

The College Board, which develops the

national exams, is providing the on-air

instructors for the shows set to begin

airing on Wednesday of next week.

The move comes as more students

turn to technology, like TV and the

Internet, to augment traditional class-

room instruction.

"Distance learning is exploding in

this country," said Kenneth Hartman,

director of secondary education for the

College Board. "This is the way the

future is headed in education... where

the classroom comes to the student."

The New York Network is a division

of the State University of New York,

which is also expanding its successful

Internet degree programs this fall to

serve 1 .000 students, university offi-

cials said.

"We're trying to use our technology

wherever possible to get the most out

of our resources," said SUNY
spokesman Kenneth Goldfarb. "The

technology that's now out there makes

distance learning far more effective

than it was years ago."

SAT prep courses have been offered

for years on videos. But the interactive

format of the television show, which

allows students from throughout the

state to call in with questions, is one-

of-a-kind nationally. Hartman said. He

added that the slicker, MTV-like style

in which New York's shows are being

produced should be more appealing to

today's high school students than a

straight teacher in front of a black-

board lecture.

A similar program failed in

Pennsylvania because it was consid-

ered too dull, Hartman said.

New York Network Executive

Director Bill Snyder said the idea to

offer the TV college prep show sprang

from the network's offering of Regents

Review courses through the Teachers

Center of New York State in the

spring.

The debut of the Regents review

show happened to coincide with a

public push by state Education

Commissioner Richard Mills to tough-

en up Regents standards. Regents

exams are given to high school stu-

dents in New York state to test their

progress and are required for those

seeking Regents high school diplomas,

the state's highest standard.

"The timing bought us some atten-

tion and the response was really posi-

tive," Snyder said.

Teachers providing students help in

specific Regents subject areas would

field about 30 questions for each two-

hour show. Those Regents review

courses will be offered again in lanuary

and May in an intensive week-long

series of shows leading up to the

exams. Snyder said the new college

exam-prep classes also fill a need for

cable programmers who are required

by federal licensing requirements to

devote channels to public access, gov-

ernment and educational program-

ming. While some stations have

vibrant local programs underway,
some stations are left with dead air,

Snyder said.

"We saw this vacuum of available

channel space and we said this is the

kind of stuff we know how to do,"

Snyder said.

The college prep shows will be

offered from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. on
Wednesday nights, making them easy

to find for students and teachers. In

addition to covering prep work for the

SATs, there will also be tips for pass-

ing the PSAT exam and even advice on

using the Internet to help choose the

right college. College-level Advanced

Placement courses also be provided for

high school students. Such shows

could be particularly useful in small

schools where too few students are

interested to make offering the AP
courses practical.

Lawyer says photo shows

driver blinded by camera
By Jocelyn Noveck

Associated Press

PARIS — Photos taken minutes

before Princess Diana's Mercedes

crashed show her driver "dazzled" by

a camera flash, a lawyer said yester-

day. Judicial sources said a new blood

test confirmed the driver was legally

drunk.

Traces of anti-depressants also were

found in the driver's blood, Europe 1

radio said. The report could not be

confirmed, although investigators said

they had "not ruled out" looking for

substances other than alcohol.

What responsibility driver Henri

Paul may have had in the Aug. 31

crash that killed him, Diana and her

beau Dodi Fayed is a key question in

;tttetfMitfigatio-n. U/AViiAAl
mmBSSmimm—In

»' -
Ritz lljjcj, ""'< by J/ayed's lather.

MohaniecT Al Fayed!The'Fayed family

has defended the driver, blaming the

crash on paparazzi chasing the car.

Bernard Dartevelle. a lawyer for the

Fayed family in Paris, said two frames

from a photographer's roll of film

seized at the crash site show Paul star-

tled by a camera flash, Diana's body-

guard pulling down the sun visor and

Diana looking out the back at a

motorcycle headlight.

The film is being held by police and

was not made public. Darteville said

he has had access to it, but could not

release prints or the name of the pho-

tographer.

In an interview in his Paris office,

he described photos he said were

"clearly" taken from in front of the

Mercedes. That would buttress some

witness accounts that a car or motor-

cycle was directly in front of Diana's

car before it crashed, blocking its

path.

However, it was not clear precisely

where on the 1 .8-mile drive the shot

of the startled driver were taken.

Earlier photos on the roll showed the

princess and Fayed getting into the

Mercedes, and a later picture showed

the crash scene, he said.

"The photo taken immediately

before the first photo of the accident

shows the Mercedes taken from very

close." Dartevelle said.

"One sees very distinctly the driver

dazzled by a flash," he said. "One sees

very distinctly the bodyguard, at his

side, who with a brisk gesture lowers

the visor to protect himself from the

flash, and one sees very distinctly

Princess Diana, turning to look behind

the vehicle, and one sees very distinct-

ly the yellow headlight of a motorcy-

cle."

Several witnesses have reported see-

ing a motorcycle with a yellow head-

light following the Mercedes, he said.

The only survivor of the crash,

bodyguard Trevor Rees-)ones. is in a

Paris hospital recovering from surgery

and so far ha* been unable tu jspeaji

with Investigators.

The French daily Le Figaro quoted

French investigators Tuesday as saying

the accident most probably was

caused "by alcohol and excessive

speed."

A third blood test confirmed two

earlier tests showing the level of alco-

hol in Paul's bloodstream was well

above France's legal limit.

A highly placed judicial source,

speaking on condition of anonymity,

said the test showed the alcohol level

at 1.75 grams per liter of blood. A
police source described it only as just

under 1.8 grams. Two earlier tests

showed a level of 1.75 and 1.82,

respectively.

An anti-alcoholism group says a

level of 1 .75 is the equivalent of drink-

ing nine shots of whiskey quickly.

Michael Cole, a London spokesman

for Al Fayed, said: "We have not seen

the report and we will be seeking pro-

fessional advice." If the report that

Paul had anti-depressants in his blood-

stream is confirmed, investigators

could argue that the drugs intensified

the effects of the alcohol.
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The American dream
What is the American life we

all live and (hopefully)

enjoy?

In particular, what does it mean to

be an average, middle- class

American?

Most of them are nice people, but

like the middle classes throughout the

age-, they are beasts of burden and

they feel the stress. (This is not to

imply that poorer groups don't have it

wane)) „^_——

—

If you think

"beast of burden"

it too colorful a

term, wait until

you live the life for

10 years or so.

Let us say you

leave college a free

agent. You have

some debt, but also

some family sup-

port and a diplo-

ma. You get a

decent job and life

is open to you

"We have declared

war on full time jobs

that pay what people

can really live on, not

just survive on. Many,

many people work two

and three part time

jobs, trying to make
things work for their

Slowly you acquire families.
"

Megan Edwards
things — posses-

sions for your
apartment, a car.

credit and eventually a spouse. You
still have freedom and choices. If your

job (or your spouse) is horrible, you

can get a new one. You can quit your

job and let your spouse, savings or

credit carry you for a while. It is rela-

tively easy for you to move or even go

back to college.

You eventually acquire more things

— children, newer cars, a larger apart-

ment, a house.

At this point, you have very few

choices.

You have become established in

your career and people depend on you.

You can't afford to start over. Your
family and your life require all you can

give, and then some.

You need — all of the time — we
need a vacation, honey — the old car is

past its best — fill needs soccer shoes,

and how about a better T.V. and
Nintendo, and when did we last paint

the house? — and when can we afford

a new dining room set? How are we
ever going to pay off the Visa card?

Then you need time. You spend

your life working, or trying to keep up

with the "stuff." or taking care of the

kids. You love your spouse, but niostl)

what you do when you're together is

work, taking care of life. Time when

you don't feel pressured or tired is

hard to come by.

It's hard to stay in love when you

don't have fun together, and it's hard

to enjoy your kids when you're con-

stantly struggling with them — getting

them dressed, getting them fed. getting

them to do their homework. People

generally end up feeling guilty and

unrewarded.

It's mistake to say this won't hap-

pen to you. because this is the

American life.

_________ It's also a

mistake to

despise this life.

Most people feel

they gain more
than they pay,

but they wish
the price didn't

have to be quite

so high.

Why do I say

this life is partic-

ularly American,

and not "mod-
ern" or "indus-

trial?"

Because only

in America have

we declared war

on full time jobs

for average people, jobs that pay what

people can really live on, not just sur-

vive on. Many, many people work two

and three part time jobs, with no

health insurance, trying to make things

work for their families.

And. did you know, that Americans

work more hours per year than any

other top 10 country? Six full weeks

more than the Germans, who say that

it's wrong to reduce their standards to

the lowest one going (in the name of

the global work force). The crazy bas-

tards want to raise the rest of the

world's to theirs.

In the recent Teamster's strike, peo-

ple argued over the "true purpose" of

the strike, and whether or not it was

"successful." But what seems more
important is why the strike received so

much public support. The individuals

who went out on strike, and the people

who supported them, were making a

statement about American iife.

Frankly, I hope to see more strikes

in the future, because I don't like see-

ing people living like rats in corporate

America's maze. Free time just to live

and freedom from worry are precious

commodities that our culture consis-

tently fails to value — they may lead to

happiness and strong families, but they

really aren't profitable.

Megan Edwards is a UMass student.

Letters to the Editor

Calls for security

at textbook annex

To the editor:

Given the security at the textbook

annex's bag check area, it is no sur-

prise that 10 backpacks were stolen

from there in the past week. There is

no visible security in the bag check

area. Meanwhile, a campus police

officer carefully watches the exit to

make sure that no one steals any of

the hugely overpriced textbooks.

Something is wrong here. Obviously,

it is important to have an officer pre-

sent to prevent shoplifting. However,

the annex should also provide security

for the belongings of the students

who patronize it.

The very least that they should do

is have an annex employee stationed

at the door to watch the bags.

Emily Callahan

Gravson

Focus on Race
Next week, the Collegian Editorial page will publish

a week-long series on racial issues. This is an open
call for all members of the University community to

submit opinion pieces on this important subject.

Editorial can be submitted by email
lletters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu), fax < 545-1 592). or by

dropping them off at the Collegian offices in the

Campus Center basement.
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Looking for love

W elcome to the University

of Massachusetts.

With all the welcomes,

you're going to get plenty of advice.

Some will be helpful: get involved

and go to classes. Others will offer

precious gems like, remember to

bring a sleeping bag when dealing

with Whitmore.
But the one ——————————

thing you ought

to keep in mind:

the average
freshman will

date seven dif-

ferent people
before leaving

this University.

That's right.

That's an aver-

age of at least

one date every semester. You may
have a dry spell or two. You will

have the requisite horror date that

you can regale future generations

with, but don't despair. UMass
seems to be a meat-market, with

people frothing at the mouth. Some
people are just practically scream-

ing for sex. Others are just whisper-

"Even if you went date-

less in high school, there is

an excellent chance you

will find the significant

other of your dreams here.

"

Seema Gangatirka.

ing their desire.

For a moment, put aside the

usual lecture about pregnancy.

Forget that one in four people is

infected with some sort of STD.
lust think about having a good
time.

First you need to figure out what

you're looking————— for. If it's sex

you want, stock

up on condoms
and hit the

bars. Love,
you'll discover,

is a little hard-

er to find and
infinitely hard-

er to hold on
to.

Many of you

came here in anticipation of the

great romance. Are you the one sit-

ting in Bio 100, eyes opened wide,

trying to check out that cute thing

sitting next to you — or maybe
your brain is buzzing at the possi-

bilities of that gorgeous guy living

down the hall from you.

Even if you went dateless in high

school, there is an excellent chance

you will find the significant other of

your dreams here. You will discov-

er that UMass houses almost every

variety of human possible within its

inconsistent architecture.

There are tall people, short peo-

ple, loud people, quiet people. For

the Maoists, there is an entire orga-

nization on campus for you to meet

other Maoists. Outdoorsy types can

find their soulmate at any of the

MASSPirg meetings or on the ski

slopes with the Ski Club. And if

you're really looking for someone
out of this world, there's always the

Science Fiction Club. Fans of family

values and abstinence might consid-

er joining the Republican Club.

So. the first tip in the search for

your forever sweetheart is to cruise

the Campus Center Concourse and

check out the different organiza-

tions wooing you.

Don't be shy about your search.

Step right up, look desperate and

be bold. And the thing is. people

here at UMass are on a hunt. They

are also looking for the person they

want to spend the rest of forever

with. Scary huh? So you are in

good company.

But beware of the taken people.

If someone you meet seems almost

too good to be true, chances are, he

or she is taken. Commitment
doesn't really seem to be a problem

here at UMass. There are tons of

engaged people running around this

campus. But riddle me this, what of

people who are engage^Tb be

engaged? Is that a couunitment to

make a commitment?
Obviously, these engaged people

are off the market. But because half

the UMass population appears to be

engaged should not discourage you.

Consider that there are 25,000 peo-

ple on this campus and you haven't

even met a tenth of them yet. The

possibilities are endless.

lust remember to be careful and

have a good time. And if in the

course of your searches, you come
up with a dud, don't despair.

Remember, the average freshman

will date seven people before they

graduate.

Seema Gangatirkar is a Collegian

columnist.

We encourage our readers to

respond to the contents of the

Collegian through letters to the

editor.

Letters must be typed, no
more than 400 words, and
include name, address, and
phone number for confirmation

purposes. They can be submitted
' '-tonal/Opinion Editor.

Daily Collegian, 1 1 5 Campus
Center Basement, UMass
Amherst MA 01003, or by email

to: Letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu

Letters may be edited for

length, clarity, and style.

Judgement day
ur legal system is a lot like the light inside a refriger- when her family went to the Smithsonian.

Chris Stanim

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

UM...0KAY.
HOU/ABOUT
SUSHI ON PITA'

Oator.
Most people don't understand why that light

comes on when we open the door, but when it's three in the

morning and you get the urge to polish off that pint of Ben

& lerry's. aren't we all glad it works?

Unfortunately, after serving my first stint as a potential

juror, I realized that many people don't understand that sen-

tencing a person for a committed crime has much deeper

ramifications than dusting off a bowl ^^^^^___^^^_
of "Chunky Monkey."

When that little piece of paper

from the Commonwealth found its

way to my mailbox summoning me to duty, I realized most

citizens do not think about the U.S. legal system until they

have to.

Frightening point.

After the baliff makes sure you are not concealing any sort

of weapon or contraband and the necessary paperwork has

been submitted, the court shows you a video on the state

court system. It was a good video: informative, short and to

the point. As the lights went down, the two dozen faces in

the humid basement stared at the screen with feigned atten-

tion — nodding in agreement, as if to say. "Yeah, 1 caught

the episode of "Law & Order" when that happened."

When the home-video quality production came to an end

and the baliff left the room, I knew we were in trouble. The

woman to my left turned toward me and insisted. "That's

messed up. This state doesn't know what it's talking about.

The Supreme ludicial Court isn't in Boston, it's in

Washington, D.C."

I tried to tell her that the Supreme ludicial Court is the

state's highest level court, but she insisted that the only

"Supreme" court was in D.C. and she saw it two years ago

Thing that makes you go Hmmmm.
After speaking with that woman. I was afraid, but I had

hope. That is. until we were left alone for over an hour

before being brought up to the court room. In that relatively

brief period of time. I hid behind my copy of the Boston

Globe. I was pretending to read Dan Shaugnessy while tun-

ing my ears into different conversations around th<* room.

_^^ According to the instructional video we all

^ m̂ watched, we were taking part in one of our

^^- nation's most democratic practices — a jury.

representing a diverse cross section of soci-

ety, would collaborate to ensure justice (as prescribed in the

Constitution) remained intact.

I don't think "cross section of society" means two college

students amidst an assortment of white housewives and

retired men without a single person of color.

Sorry if you're being tried today but...

Once we were ushered into the court and seated, the

judge made his opening remarks. If anyone had extenuating

circumstances prohibiting them from being selected for the

case, they were to approach the bench and explain.

This was the first time any of my peers took interest in

what was taking place.

When the moment of truth came and the judge
announced the members of the pool that were empaneled,

the courtroom took on the air of "The Price is Right From
Hell." As each member was called to the stand, each face

turned dim and pale.

How can justice be meted out by an apathetic group of

people who want nothing more than to get the hell out of

there as quickly as possible?

Chris Stamm is a Collegian columnist.
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70's psycho emerges from his old rotten self
JOHN LYDON
Psycho's Path

Virgin

lohn Lydon — the eternally flip-

pant and unrepentant Sex Pistol —
has returned following last year's

not-so-successful reunion lour with
an eclectic solo offering, brimming
with witty, often heart rendering
tunes.

Instead of grabbing
more filthy lucre by
releasing an uncompli
cated, bad-attitude
punk record in defer-

ence to his days
spent throwing up in

airports. Psycho's
Path (Virgin) is more
likely to appeal to fans

of his other highly influential

band, Public Image Limited.
Co-produced and performed entire-

ly by Lydon, the album expresses
his deeply personal viewpoints with

a scalpel-like candor — and humor
— reminiscent of his earlier work,

yet steers clear of the Pistols'

nihilistic fury and PIL's deliberately

dehumanized coldness.

Musically both thoughtful and
inventive, Psycho's Path reaffirms

Lydon's knack for staying well

ahead of musical trends, constantly

pushing forward, rather than being

content to blend in with the rest of

the pack. "Sun" provides the perfect

paradigm of this style. Instead of

formulaic guitar- based sonic bom-
bast subscribed to by seemingly
everyone these days. Lydon uses toi-

let paper rolls and cardboard boxes

to shape a futuristic pop-ambient
melody around mournfully
restrained vocals.

Overall then, a complex and
intriguing record that reveals more
of itself with multiple listens. A sur-

prising treat. A- (Marty Keane)

•One

TIM O'BRIEN
When No One's Around

Sugar Hill Records

Recently released just before his

Aug. 24 show at the Iron Horse,

Tim O'Brien's new album is a

soothing, comfortable listening

experience. While it will, certainly

never be considered revolutionary

music, even in the elusive

singer- songwriter sense,

it is a meritorious and

[
compelling effort.

Like most
singer-songwriter
albums these days,

this one embraces
folk and country

influences. O'Brien _so
expresses Celtic tinges on
Drop Of Rain," which was

written with Hal Ketchum and fea-

tures bright vocal harmonies
between O'Brien, Ketchum, and fid-

dler Andrea Zonn. One of the disc's

highlights, "Love Is Pleasin'," also

utilizes a Celtic taste with an uplift-

ing fiddle style indicative of the

genre, played by O'Brien himself.

The artist also has a genuine love

for gospel as is shown in the singing

style of "Out On The Rollin' Sea." a

traditional piece with a calypso feel

to boot. He lets his country

two-steppin' sell come to light on

"How Come I Ain't Dead." Later

on, O'Brien evokes the feeling of

this time of year with the slow,

steel-guitar-tinged "First Days Of
Fall."

When No One's Around is the

type of album that you'll often find

from Sugar Hill, a label that special-

izes in easy- going singer-song-

writer discs. B (loshua Boyd)

Talk Show
Talk Show

(Atlantic Records)

Is film a legitimate art??

)ust over a hundred years ago,

when the Lumiere Brothers first

introduced the world to the wonders

of filmmaking, an extraordinary new
art form was thus created. Movies

have undergone countless changes

throughout this century. With new
genres constantly emerging, studios

have risen and fallen, and stars have

both been made and lost. Amidst all

this chaos concerning film's position

in pop culture, where does film lie

as a respected form

of high art, and
does it have any
right to be regarded

which each work together to create

a whole.

There are traces of choreography

and painting within a film context.

The director must stage his actor-,

in the most aesthetic manners, cre-

ating beauty in their movements
and actions. A frame must also im-

properly formatted so that it fits

smoothly within the camera's lens.

Colors must be strengthened or

dulled depending on the director's

intentions and
I

-"~~~~~ lightening,

^j"»^^^»^^__
|

both natural

and unnatural.

COUKTESY MIKIO ARIGA

John Lydon, one of punk's true pioneers, returns with a more restrained

album.

founding, yet it still manages to

answer one question unequivocally.

What it proves, and to no end, is

just how bland and unoriginal the

Stone Temple Pilots are without

Weiland. Admittedly not a gifted

lyricist and singer himself,

Weiland's abstract mumbo-jumbo
sound brilliant when compared to

Coutts' banal contributions to Talk

Show. Possessed with a second-rate

hair metal voice, he sounds

For those who were wondering
what would become of alt- rock's

ultimate guilty pleasure — Stone

Temple Pilots — without the

oft-troubled Weiland, the answer
has arrived in the form of Talk
Show.
Comprised of the three "other"

Pilots — Eric Kretz, Robert and
Dean DcLeo — along with newcom-
er Dave Coutts, Talk Show's
self-titled debut is altogether con-

Turn to TRAX, page 6

as such in the first place?

Film can be examined or ana-

lyzed on numerous levels, yet what

separates it from other art forms is

its distinction from popular media.

There is a tremendous element of

respect associated with artistic

forms such as theater, dance,

music, etc. However, film is not

usually placed on this platform and.

far too often, is regarded as a low

art form. This is perhaps true, as a

result of the simple notion of loca-

tion and where one can witness an

artistic event. Respectable "high"

art forms including theater, opera,

or classical orchestrated music are

usually held in attractive auditori-

ums. The audience is well dressed

for the event and understands the

social codes of theater going, such

as when to clap or the appropriate

time to exit the theater.

Film, on the other hand, is

viewed in movie theaters, in most

cases. Movie theaters are big build-

ings with brand name logos, and

are most likely found near or in

shopping malls. One doesn't need

to get well-dressed for a movie, or

spend $75 for a ticket. Going to a

movie doesn't require a tremendous

amount of effort. These reasons, to

name just a few, symbolize the hier-

archy of cultural art forms. Film

was once regarded as the seventh of

these art forms. Today, I feel film

has surpassed these imposed limita-

tions and has risen above its unfor-

tunate placement as a low brow
form of entertainment.

In many ways, film is merely the

combination of all the other artistic

formats. There are elements of each

that make filmmaking possible as

well as innovative and intriguing. In

fact, there are so many intricate

details involved within filmmaking,

that can be looked at as specific cre-

ative endeavors, including lighting,

production design, costumes, etc.

Many of these aspects can be found

in theater and photography but

within the element of film they can

be recreated as unique entities

i£/IRR,NfrS__W<-EN3E«
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must be carefully displayed to bring

about the highest quality possible.

Music is also an integral aspect to

filmmaking. Even before sound

films were created, movie houses

were accompanied by live pianists

or in some cases full orchestras. No
genre of music needs to be left out

from a film, depending of course on

how well it fits in to the films con-

text. Although orchestrated music is

the well-known accompaniment to

a movie, country and rock have

recently been popping up in order

to help sell soundtracks.

There are more obvious reflec-

tions of other art form's similarities

to film, acting and photography

being the most notable. Yet, film is

its own cultural entity and deserves

the respect therefor given to these

other arts. The current rise in inde-

pendent films and art house the-

aters have served as a pleasant

reminder of the classic movie hous-

es of long ago. Film is a complicat-

ed portion of popular culture and

should be enjoyed on its many dif-

ferent levels. What is important

however, is how film in general is

regarded, not as a low art, but as an

important system of creativity and

technological know how.

Film is finally receiving proper

academic attention as an area of

research, discipline and study.

Universities are beginning to

understand how certain cinema

periods throughout history reflect

progressive movement, or demon-

strate the societal customs and

norms of that time period.

Directors must have an unprece-

dented knowledge of their fields in

order to create extraordinary film

art. Of course there will be good

films and bad films, but yet are

there not good and bad found in all

art criticism, some plays or paint-

ings are always going to better than

others. Film is art as well as a col-

laboration of art and one day the

world will acknowledge this.

Adam Levine is a Collegian

columnist.

t^Mercantile
NORTHAMPTON

18 Center St.

584 1205

AMHERST
Carnage Shops

549-1306

MonSat 106
Thui & Fit to <J

Sun 12-5

s
z

EXPANDED nmSTATE OF THE ART
MULTILEVEL

FITNESS CENTER

FALL 1997
Recruitment Nights:

6:00PM (note: Prompt Starting lime

)

September 8-Campus Center Auditorium

September 9-Student Union Ballroom

September 10-Campus Center Auditorium

Possibility of Earning Credits

%^ xy •Cardio Theater
\* *

V
' Jy »New Recumbent Bikes

^ •& 'Over 10 Treadmills _
<l*a* _^ -Gravitron

<<y New Entrance &

•Precor EFX
COMING SOON

j$y More Parking

Main Street, Northampton. Open 7 days. __^THE CLUB
Tennis and Fltnr« Center

659 Amhertt Rd Sunderland 549 3638
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laugh-out-loud awful throughout

most of this abysmal collection of

songs. Think of them as a new and

more alternative Bon Jovi for the

'90s, minus |on, of course. D-
(M.K.)

ECHO A THE BUNNYMEN
Evergreen

London

Echo & The Bunnymen return

from a decade-long absence in tri-

umph, ditching the ill-conceived

Electrafixtion version of the

Bunnymen for the real deal.

Evergreen (London) is another

stunning reminder that Ian

McCulloch has released a near-per-

fect catalog of pop music since first^

donning his Navy pea coal in the

late '70s.

Here, McCulloch reunites with

original Bunnymen Will Sergeant

(guitar) and Les Pattinson (bass) for

a reunion album full of bravado

("Don't Let It Get You Down"),

humility ("Nothing Lasts Forever"),

and hope (Til Fly Tonight").

Matched with Sergeant's

Eastern-influenced guitar washes

and Pattinson's rock-solid bass

foundation. Evergreen is a roller-

coaster of emotional confessions,

most fully articulated on the stand-

out "Just A Touch Away."

Welcome back, indeed. B+

(M.K.)

COUKUSY |OMN (CS«

With STP on hold while Weiland deals with his problems, Talk Show attempts to create new trash.
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School
Hoose^l1

20 WATTS/CHANNEL SHELF SYSTEM
. Full logic cassette deck • 2-way bass reflex speakers

• 3-disc CD changer • Remote control

• AiwaNSXA22 90 DAYS SAMEASCASH

50+1 MEGA
STORAGE CD
CHANGER
• Jog dial for rapid

selection of dies

• Muto-disc 32

step programming

• Will work off any Sony

receiver remote control

• Sony CDPCX50

$199
90 DAYS SAME-AS-CASH

PICK-UP
FREE STUFF

just for

stopping

HOME MINIDISC PLAYER/RECORDER
• Records up to 74 minutes of digital audio on one 2-<nch disc

• Remote commander* remote control ^
• Digital inputs & outputs • 25 track programming V*
• Jog shuttle dial • Text display S. entry

• CD synchro • Sony MDSJE51 90 DAYs SAMEASCASH

4-HEAD VCR WITH VCR PLUS+
• Hi-Tech 4-head for better picture

• VCR Plus+ simplifies recording

• Digital auto picture

• Panasonic PV7401

Panasonic
13" TV/VCR COMBO
• VCR features a high tech 4 video

head system and auto clock set

• Swivel base • FM Radio

• Front A/V lacks

• Available with black or white cabinet

• Panasonic PVM1347/1357W

95
KLUOt

$169
90 DAYS SAMEASCASH

klipsch

FLOORSTAIMDIIMG
SPEAKERS
• Horn-loaded tweeter

• 8" woofer m a

vented enclosure

• Cabinet in sleek black finish

• Perfect for home theater

• 100-watt power handimg

» Klipsch KG3.5V

$149
90 DAYS SAME-AS CASH

SONY
900 MHz
CORDLESS
TELEPHONE
• 900 MHz extends range

and improves sound

• lOnumber speed dialing

• Up to 7 hr. talk time

and 7-day standby

• Out of range alert

• Sony SPP930

9995

90 DAYS SAME-AS-CASH

TV/VCR Combo!

,95349
90 DAYS SAME-AS-CASH

KENWOOD

AMSUN

25 DBX
STEREO TV
• Comb filter with contrast

circuit enhancement

• Dark-tint picture tube

• Front and Rear A/V inputs

• Stereo output with dbx

noise reduction

• Universal remote control

• Samsung TXG2548

90 DAYS SAME-AS-CASH

HIGH POWER AM/FM CD PLAYER
• 30 watts x 4 channels • Single preamp output g
• Dsabted system indicator

• Detachable faceplate for security

• Kenwood KDCS3007

2499!

90 DAYS SAMEASCASH

PERSONAL
CELLULAR PHONE
• Lightweight, slim size

• 2-line Alpha-numeric LCD display

• 60 minutes of talk time.

10 hours of stand-by

• Two one-touch dial locations

• 99 memory locations

• Panasonic EBH63S

Certain

restrictions

apply. Price ot

phone is higher

without activation

Subject to credit

approval See store lor details

I

WITH ACTIVATION

Car adapter

carry-in case

»

Holyoke, MA
27 Holyoke Sfreet in Holyoke Crossing

(413) 532-0400
AH speakers sokt m pairs only Some pictures may be representational We reserve the right to correct and/or clarify errors

due to typography hv or printing Some items are ot limited quantity

Tweeter
I Stay Tuned... Q\C
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Jordan promotes line of sportswear & shoes
soccer

By Skip Wollenberg

Associated Press

NEW YORK — Michael lordan
plans to keep a fresh imprint on bas-

ketball after his playing deys are over

by overseeing a line of sneakers and
apparel bearing his name for his

longtime sponsor Nike Inc.

The Chicago Bulls superstar has
already added millions of dollars to

Nike's bottom line, as well as his own
bank account, with sales over the

past 13 years of his signature Air

Jordan shoes and clothing.

But with the end of Ionian's career

possibly only a few years away, the

nation's biggest athletic shoe mar-
keter has come up with a way for

lordan to keep his hand in the game
and his image on the shoes worn on
court.

lordan will run a broadened lordan

brand of basketball shoes and cloth-

ing that will not only include the Air

lordan line but other models that will

be designed especially for other pro

players picked by Jordan.

"I have been involved in the design

of everything I have worn from Nike

since we began our relationship in

1984," Jordan said Tuesday. "The
launch of the Jordan brand is simply

an extension of that process."

The first Jordan brand collection

debuts in November, and lordan said

introductions will be timed for a

Saturday so children won't miss
school to get them. He said shoes in

the lordan line will be priced as low

as $90 to make them more afford-

able.

The most expensive shoe sold by

the new Nike division will be the

$150 Air Jordan, which has a 3-D

hologram on the heel and quilting on

the sides.

lordan told a news conference at

New York's Niketown store, where

some of his new fashions were mod-

eled, that he expects to be heavily

involved in designing the shoes and

apparel. He said that will be an outlet

for his creative ambitions and com-

petitiveness.

In addition to Jordan, other play-

ers wearing the Jordan brand this

season will include Eddie Jones of

the Los Angeles Lakers, Vin Baker

and Ray Allen of the Milwaukee

Bucks, Michael Finley of the Dallas

Mavericks, and Derek Anderson of

the Cleveland Cavaliers. The Jordan

brand will also be worn by teams at

three colleges — Cincinnati. St.

John's and North Carolina A&T.
The shoes and apparel ranging

from sweatshirts and shorts to hats

will feature the Jumpman logo — a

silhouette of Jordan stretched to the

maximum as he drives to dunk a bas-

ketball through the hoop.

The financial terms of the deal

with Jordan were not disclosed but

people familiar with it said it includes

royalty payments based on sales.

Jordan is already tops among ath-

letes in endorsement fees. The Sports

Marketing Letter estimated his

endorsement deals — ranging from

Wheaties cereal. Ballpark Franks and

Gatorade to Hanes underwear.

Rayovac batteries and Bijan fra-

grances — should generate $40 mil-

lion this year.

That includes an estimated $17

million to $18 million from Nike for

the Air Jordan line alone, the newslet

ter's publisher Brian Murphy said.

Golfer Tiger Woods is second with

about $25 million in endorsement

earnings lined up for this year,

according to the newsletter.

Jordan's endorsement total is in

addition to the $33 million he will

make playing basketball for the Bulls

this year. That makes him the high-

est-paid athlete in team sports as

well.

Asked on NBC's "Today" show on

Tuesday morning whether this season

would be his last. Jordan said "I don't

think so."

Jordan, who has led the Bulls to

five NBA championships in the

1990s, said the most important thing

right now is a sixth title. "I think we
are going to win again and go for

seven," he said.

Nike is a heavyweight in the shoe

business as well. It accounted for

about 58 percent of the $1.3 billion

market for basketball shoes last year,

according to Diane Daggatt. analyst

for the securities firm Dain Bosworth

in Seattle.

She said Nike hopes the broadened

lordan line would help it capture 90
percent of the basketball market by

the year 2000. "It's good positioning

for Nike to feature lordan separate-

ly," she said.

The Air Jordan line alone generates

about $250 million in shoe and
apparel sales a year, Nike officials

say.

football

hockey
continued from page 10

Yet he reported to camp in excel-

lent physical and mental shape.

He appeared as enthusiastic as

rookies like Thornton, who was born

the year the Bruins drafted Bourque

in the first round.

"1 don't know how you're sup-

posed to feel when you're 36,"

Bourque said, "but I feel great, and,

as long as I'm still enjoying it and

doing the job, there's no reason 1

should feel any other way. It's just

fun being around young guys."

Veterans joined rookies, who
reported last Thursday, for the club's

first full-squad workout under new

coach Pat Burns, who is just nine

years older than Bourque.

Bourque was 18 when he was

drafted on Aug. 9. 1979. Boston's

last three first-round choices are

amazed at what he is still doing more

than 18 years later.

"I think the guy's never going to

slow down." said defenseman Kyle

McLaren, the Bruins' top pick in

1995. "I think he can play maybe five

more years."

"I'm sure he hasn't really changed

from when he was an 18-year-old to

what he is now," said defenseman

lohnathan Aitken, the team's No. 1

choice in 1996. "I consider myself

fortunate to play beside an athlete

like him."

Then there's 18-year-old Thornton,

the first pick in the entire 1997 draft

and the high-scoring forward the

Bruins hope to rebuild around. He
met Bourque for the first time

Monday night.

"He came up and introduced him-

self and 1 was really excited. He
seems like a really good guy,"

Thornton said.

Bourque recalls the year he was

the Bruins first-round pick. He joined

veterans Wayne Cashman, Brad Park,

lean Ratelle and Gerry Cheevers in

his first camp.

continued from page 1

But yet, they still beat BC.

I don't really know what to say

about the Eagles. I felt kind of

bad picking on them like I did last

year. And yet, they just continue

to make themselves whipping
boys. When you play a team that

averages less than 5,000 fans,

despite being a member of the Big

East, and you're breaking in a new
coach after a year of scandal and a

program slipping away, the least

you can do is win.

I mean, the Eagles must have

seen the schedule in the summer
and thought, "Okay, we open
against Temple. At least we'll start

off the right foot."

The way things are looking over

at the Heights, it's beginning to

look like they might never get off on

the right foot again.

Tomorrow night's game...

Alabama at Vanderbilt

If you stay in and watch this

game, I'm worried about you. I'm

not kidding. Vanderbilt will never

be good. Ever. |ust go out. and try

and forget they ever scheduled this

for national T.V. If we stick togeth-

er, we can get through this.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian

columnist.

continued from page 10

midfielders, but I think we're doing a

pretty good job," Bartlett said.

"The more we play, the more we're

connecting better as the season is

going along," Lecot said, who played

for the University of Maine last season.

"We're beginning to mold together.

Whett I was in Maine, we had to be-

strong defensively, so we had a lot of

players back.

"Most of the time, I was left alone

upfront, and now I have more support.

I love it here, and I've always looked

up to UMass as a great school. I'm so

happy I'm here."

After Bartlett 's goal at the 13:27

mark, Lecot got on the board with

sheer hustle, beating Fitzmauricc and

sophomore defender Lauren Lustig to

a ball at the lop of the penalty box,

with her chip just rolling over the

goalline for the 2-0 lead. Rutherford

blasted a shot high in the corner right

of Fitzmauricc at the 15:15 mark for

the 3-0 score, with assists going to

Bartlett and Lecot.

Iverson and Rutherford capiiali/ol

on a scramble in the penalty area, with

Rutherford sending a short cross m
from the left side of the box, and

Iverson beautifully heading in the

fourth goal of the game lor UMass.

The magic of the comer kick contin-

ued for the Minutewomen. and Smith

one- touched Kurowski's comer on the

far post for the rapidly escalating 5-0

lead.

After a hard collision between
Fitzmauricc and Bartlett, which
knocked her out of the game. Green

took advantage of the ensuing anarchs

that followed with a seeing eye goal

from a tough angle to the right of the

goal lor the 6-0 score. Lecot finished

off the scoring, and alter ;i leoopd hall

where Rudy was able to give some fit

ness time to sophomores Cindy
Garceau and Kjic Webb, who run.

been out due to injuries. UMass rolled

easily to the 7-0 win.

TOTAL FITNESS
WITHOUT WAITING IN UNB

AMHERST ATHLETIC CLUB:

Stairmasters + LifeCycles + Recumbents + Treadmills

Free Weights + Gravitron + Keiser + Nautilus + Cybex
Precor Eliptical + Rowers + NordicTrack + Kayak

r-STUDENT SPECIAL-]

M39
BROCHURE -

http://www.

amherstathletic.com

AMHERST ATHLETIC CLUB 256-
Rt. 116. So. Amherst 008(1

Don't just make your bed.

Make your room.

BEDSPREADS AT FACES.

A king size

selection,

from 9.95

Main Street, Northampton. Open 7 days

1
* •* J* "

Drivers Wanted
for Morning a

Paper
Delivery a

ik

Collegian
"«

ii

ty
f

tf i

^ISMMo-

Haue no classes before 1 am??

DELIUER FOR THE COLLEGIAN*
* must supply your own car

If interested,

call

545-35B0

or stop by the Collegian

at 113 Campus Center

Basement

must be

auailable

between

7:08am

to

10:88am

monday - friday
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Collegian Classifieds
University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

ANNOUNCEMENTS
If you don't think that
being in a sorority is for

you. you probably have not

checked out our house.
Come to Open House Rush

Sept. 9, 10, 11 at 8pm.
lota Gamma Upsilon, 406

N. Pleasant St. For info or

a ride call Kendra at 549-

1970.

Cheap Skiing N'

Boarding? The UMass
Ski 'N' Board Club is hav-

ing its first general meet-

ing Learn how to Ski and

Board for less. All levels

welcome. 7pm, Earthfoods

Cafe in the Student Union,

Sept. 17. Be a part of the

tradition.

AUTO FOR SALE

1987 Mazda 323 auto
matic, reliable. Asking
$1400. Call (413)256-1743

'84 Jeep CJ7 hardtop,

new battery, needs some
work Asking $1500 or

B/0. Call 549-1609 (Tony)

or 549-9267 (Patri)

85 Chrysler LeBaron
mint condition, A/C,
AM/FM cassette stereo,

power windows and locks.

95,000 miles. $700 or B/0.

Call Bruce 256-1 21

5

Nissan Maxima 85
StationWagon All

Powers, music system
optional. Best offer. Call

546-2002 Ask for Z.

EMPLOYMENT
CANTONE'S PIZZA
NOW HIRING DRIVERS
PART-TIME AND FULL-
TIME You must have a

reliable vehicle. Apply
after 3 pm. 481 West St.

(Route 116) South
Amherst, across from the

Amherst Ale House. 256-

6100

Drivers Wanted Car
needed. Apply in person at

Pinocchios Pizza. 30
Boltwood Walk.

Kai Chi Restaurant
Drivers and Waitstaff

Wanted. Part-Time. Apply

within. Route 9, 335
Russell St., Hadley. 586-

2774

Grocery Shopper to

deliver to longmeadow
family. Looking for individ-

ual to do grocery shopping

at Bread and Circus and
deliver 1-2 times weekly.

Must have own car and be

dependable. Some knowl-

edge of Kosher food help-

fuf Flat rate preferred.

Call Alan (413)736-4635

ext. 221

Jobs For The
Environment

Campaign with MassPirg

to protect our planet.

Flexible schedule. $50-

$75/Day. Call Terri 256-

6434

Cooks Wanted
Experience a plus but not

necessary. Apply immedi-

ately in person. Cutty's

Food and Spirits. 55
University Drive. 549-5700

EMPLOYMENT
UMass Athletic
Development- Event
Staff wanted for Athletic

Fund Events throughout
the 1997-98 athletic year.

Must be 21+. For further

information respond to

308 Mullins, or call 545-

9672.

Mother's Helper
Wanted 10-15 hrs. per

week. Please call 549-

7788

Care Provider Needed
Monday thru Friday 8:30-

5:30. Two children

Amherst home Good pay.

Nice family. Own car. Love

for children. Non-smoking.

Call evenings. Leave voice

mail message for Dave.
Press 1.256-6006

Personal Care
Attendant for male quad.

Morning, evening, and
overnight. $7.85 per hour.

Call 546-0666

Full Time Day Delivery
or Kitchen Help Wanted
30-40 hrs/week. Apply at

DP Dough, Downtown
Amherst 256-1616

Drivers and Kitchen
Help Must be able to

work 30 hours per week.
Flexible hours. Apply at

DP Dough, Downtown
Amherst. 256-1616

Part-Time
Administrative

Assistant
Clerical position in small

Amherst office of Spanish

study abroad program.
Located on bus route.

3

EMPLOYMENT
Requirements: data entry,

computer skills, and excel-

lent grammar/spellin
skills. Knowledge
Spanish a plus
Approximately 20
hours/week; afternoons
preferred. Competitve
salary. Send letter and
resume to: CC-CS, 446
Mam Street, Amherst, MA
01002-2314

FOR RENT

Fridge Rentals 253-9742
Free Delivery

FOR SALE

Furniture For Sale Will

take best offer. Call Scott

or Pete. 549-3747

INSTRUCTION IROOMMATE WANTED
Looking for two people
to share 1 large room in

two bedroom apartment in

Amherst. On bus route,

behind campus. For info

please call Brad at

(603)889-0686

2 Tap Keg System 4
Sale Call James 549-7598

Watch batteries, ear
piercing, eyeglass
repairs, jewelry restora-

tion, diamond engage-
ments, wedding rings.

Silverscape Designs, 264
N. Pleasant St, Amherst
253-3324 Open Daily.

INSTRUCTION

Performing Arts

Division
offers Group and Private

Instruction in Music,

Theater, and Dance.

PAD is located in 73
Bartlett Hall, UMASS
(413)545-0519 for info.

Boxing Lessons in

Amherst Tues. and Thurs.

Call (413)732-8817

GUITAR LESSONS
Beginner-Advanced. 1-

888-908-8898 Call Peter

(Toll Free)

Keys lost at Haigis Mall

on Saturday, 6th. Copper

clip with black cord

attached to key ring. 5-7

keys including dorm key.

Reward offered. Call The
Collegian at 5-3500 if

found.

MISCELLANEOUS

#1 Campus Fundraiser
Raise all the money your

group needs by sponsoring

a VISA Fundraiser on

your campus.

No investment &
very little time

needed. There's no

obligation, so

why not call for informa-

tion today.

Call 1-800-323-8454x95.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Looking for one female
to share a two bedroom

apt in Brandywine. $180 a

month with three other

females. Call 549-5244

FREE RENT!
Housemate/Respite help.

Easy, fun. Call (41 3)527-

6279. Easthampton

SERVICES

Legal Questions? The
Student Legal Services
Office offers free legal

assistance to fee-paying
students. Contact us at

922 Campus Center, 545-

1995

COMPUTER SERVICES
Mac Magic

Independent Macintosh
Trouble Shooter +

Consultant.

AlvinC Whaley (41 3)584-

7904
Hardware/Software,

Installation, Servicing +

Upgrades for Mac OS-
based computers + periph-

erals.

Your office, dorm, or

home.

SERVICES

Carriers
and

Drivers
Needed

for morning delivery of

Newspapers on campus
and in Amherst.

John Riley

at 584 7804
College News Service

CLASSFIEDS

available on the

concourse or visit

our friendly office

in the campus

center basement

11 Bridge Street

Sunderland, MA

j^ia, new & used

fyjpjr vehicles

repairs foreign &
domestic

Tel. (413)665-3344

Fax (413) 665-3966

Bob Connelly

Shop Manager

C lassifieds C
Special q

Need
to sell

last

years

books?

Used
books

$2.00 per

4 lines.

Visit us

in the

basement

or on

the

Concourse.

Call

545-3500
to

place your

l
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Classifieds

Special S

Personals Policy Rates
idls MUST be proofread bv Co0K0m da*.

wheel emplowe* before pavment and acceptance of

\< >T be used in personals ONLY
• - m -il'iwed. The only excep-

t.d«iv of congratulation-, personals, in

ac iht' Hill name may he used,

PhtKw number* ate not allowed tn pergonals NO
I
s>

personal*. thi» means
-II

"ig or derogatory nature are

t
I
vindictive or libelous

nature art hot aneptable. Personals may not be
used tot the purpose ut harassment.

*>. Profanity may not be used in personals

7, The personals section is (of personals only. The per-

sonals section Kit) NO I be used ! Mil items, seek

roommates, advertise meetings fk
8 AH personals must have tht- name signature, and

UMass ID number ot the student plat im.

tilled in on the iflMtl Hi HudnrHi HMO)
provide a valid driver s luense and the license num
her must be recorded on the insertion order Use oi

talse irientitu ation or misrepresentation n v
penalties under the law

9. The Coi/egian reserves l he rfgN K)

anv personal that does not meet the Cothgfi
dards in accordance with the statutes ot the

Commonwealth <»* Mam hUMtt

Students

20<£ per word/day

All others

40yt per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
Please write < learlv and

legibly. We are not respoflsltfw lb* errors result

ing from illegible handwriting Of type.

Standard Headings
ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT
ENTERTAINMENT

FOR SALE
FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL.

TRANSPORTATIC
WANTED TO RSN.T

.

WANTED

n •

WEDNESDAY. SEPT. 10

Greek life — The sisters of

Alpha Chi Omega would like

to invite all University women
to attend an open house from
6-7 p.m. for open rush, at 38

Nutting Ave.. Amherst
(behind the Visitor's Center).

Any questions, call Danika at

549- 6070.

Meeting — The UMass
Poetry Society will hold its

Rrsl meeting of the semester

at 7 p.m. in Campus Center,

room 1 65. Everyone is wel-

come. Bring your own work
or someone else's or just

come and listen. Call Tim at

546- 08 1 9 or Kave at

548-8042.
Meeting — The UMass

Theatre Guild's first general

meeting will be held in the

Campus Center, room 903.

THURSDAY, SEPT. 11

Greek life — The sisters of

Alpha Chi Omega would like

to invite all University women
to attend a patio party from
5-7 p.m. for open rush, at 38

Nutting Ave., Amherst
(behind the Visitor's Center).

Any questions, call Danika at

549- 6070.

Greek life — Sigma Delta

Tau will hold open fall rush

from 6-8 p.m. at 409 North

Pleasant St.

Yoga — An Introduction to

Yoga & Meditation (lecture

and practical experience) by

Dada Anantananda will be

held in the Campus Center,

room 904-08 at 7 p.m. Free

admission. Sponsored by the

Ananda Morga Yoga &
Meditation Society.

FRIDAY, SEPT. 12

Meeting — A Welcoming
Reception for South Asian
students will be held at 5

p.m. in the Durfee
Conservatory, behind the

public health building.
Everyone is welcome. Free

ethnic food.

NOTICES

Auditions — The UMass
Theatre Guild and University

Productions & Concert will be

holding auditions for the fall

musical production of The
Who's Tommy Friday, Sept.

12 at 7 p.m. in the Campus
Center, room 162. Auditions

will also be held Saturday,

Sept. 1 3 at 10 a.m. and 3 p.m.

in the Campus Center, room
162. Call backs are Sunday,

Sept. 14 at 11 a.m. Audition

pieces will be provided. For

questions call 545-0415 or

545-2892.

Blood drive — Come and
help the American Red Cross

meet the challenge of provid-

ing a safe and available blood

supply for all those who need

it by donating blood at the

UMass Fall Kick-Off Blood

Drives. Donations can be

made Sept. 1 1 from 9:30
a.m.-3:30 p.m. on the first

floor of the Campus Center.

Donors can make an appoint-

ment by calling (800)
462-2229. Walk-ins are wel-

come.

Internships —
Environmental internships

offered. Campaigns this

semester include: Hunger and
Homelessness, Pesticides,

Endangered Species, Updated
Bottle Bill, and Campaign
Finance Reform. Looking for

motivated students to take

leadership positions. Call

MassPIRG at 545-0199 or

stop by 423A Student Union.

Library tours — The Du
Bois Library will be hosting

orientation tours Sept. 10-12.

FYls are public service announcements printed

daily To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the
Managing Editor by noon the previous day

The tours will leave from the

Entrance lobby at 10:30 a.m.

and 2:30 p.m. daily. Come,
visit and get to know the
library.

Student government —
Nominations papers for the

Undergraduate Student
Senate will be made available

in the Student Government
Association office, located in

the Student Union, room 420.

Nominations open today at 10

a.m. and will close at 5 p.m.

on Friday, Sept. 19. If there

are any questions, please con-

tact |odi Bailey at 545-0342.

to

Daily Listings sponsored by: fHIMMX
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Tonight 8r Every Wednesday
The New Horizon Band $3 cover
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253-4040

a HSCN Bulletin

Board

3 CBS/3 Hartford

a CBS/4 Boston

S ABC/5 Boston

B PBS/57 Springfield

7 HSCN Movie

Channel

m UPN/20 Hartford

B Weather Channel

10 NBC/30 New
Britain

11 Fox/61 Hartford

IB PBS/24 Hartford

13 WOCH&HSCN
14 UMATV
17 HSCN Programming

IB TV-19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

3 CNN
4 CNN/Headline

News
B BET

B BET on Jazz

UCTV
The Learning

Channel

TV Land

Comedy Central

Much Music
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This week's

$1 drink

Vodka 8r Cranberry

WEDNESCIAY EVENING c-Campus SEPTEMBER 10, 1997
c 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30

WEDH O 9 Wishbone I Business Rpt. Newshour With Jim Lehrer X Savage Skies (In Stereo) X Savage Skies (In Stereo) X
WFSB © 3 NtwiX CBS News inside Edition Real TV X Nanny :R 1! t**Vt "Presumed Innocent" (1990, Drama) Harrison Ford. (In Stereo) X News 1 Late Show B

WBZ O 1

E

Newt CBS News Extra X Ent. Tonight Nanny [R)X ***'', "Presumed Innocent" (1990, Drama) Harrison Ford (In Stereo) X News Late Show X
WCVB o 5 News « ABC News Inside Edition Chronicle X Drew Carey X Spin City K Drew Carey X Ellen (R) X Primetime Live X NewsX Nightlme «

WLVI o Full House K Fresh Prince BoyWorld Fresh Prince Sister, Sister [Smart Guy X Wayans Bros. Steve Harvey News Star Trek: Deep Space Nine X
WHDH o News NBC News Wheel-Fortune Jeopardy! X "She Cried No" 1996, Drama) Candace Cameron Bure. X Law 1 Order "Deadbeat" (R) X News [Tonight Show

WTXX X Married... With Cheers t! Judge JudyX Grace Under Sentinel "Warriors" X |Star Trek: Voyager "The Gift" News JLAPD Vibe

wvrr 10 News NBC News Ent. Tonight Hard Copy 1 "She died No" (1996. Drama) Candace Cameron Bure X Lew A Order "Deadbeat" (R) X News Tonight Show

WTIC o 11 Simpsons X RoseanneX Home Imp. Seinfeld X Beverly Hills, 90210 Aloha Beverly Hills' X News Coach d Deep Space 9

WWLP o « Ntws NBC News Wheel-Fortune Jeopardy! I! "She Cried No" (1996. Drama) Candace Cameron Bure. X Law A Order "Deadbeat" (R) X News Tonight Show

WGBY CD * CrMturts Business Rpt. Newshour With Jim Lehr Voyage of the Matthew (In Stereo) X Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

WQGB ffi 20 Ntwsi ABC News Seinfeld X Ent Tonight Drew Carey I [Spin City X Drew Carey X [Ellen (R) X Primetime Live X NewsX Nightline X
WSBK OI Beverly Hills, 90210 (In Stereo) Seinfeld X Mad Abo You Sentinel "Warriors" X Star Trek: Voyager "The Gift

'

News Real TV X TBA M'A'S'HI

WTBS ® Family Matters |Fsmily Mattere Whoe Boas? Who's Boss? **
' i "The Running Man"(mi. & ** "Braddock. Miss

A4E ©
23

Quincy Lei Me Light the Way" Law * Order Discord" 3 Biography: Bugsy Siegel American Juatice 20th Century (R) Lew 4 Order It

CNN
COM

CD
CD

WorldView X MoneylineX Crossfire X Prime News X [Burden-Proof Larry King Live X World Todsy X Sports IMus. Moneyllne X
30 Foxworthy Make-Laugh Daily Show (R) Stein's Money ** Vt -Young Einstein" (1988, Comody) Yahoo Serious. South Park (R)| Make-Laugh Daily Show Stein's Money

DISC (D Movit Magic Beyond 2000 Strange Planes (R] Wild Discoery: Deep Water IDIscover Magazine "Origins" Ultimate Stuntman Wild Discoery: Deep Water

ESPN CD UpBow Sportscenter IMalof League Baseball Teams to Be Announced. (Live) x ]Major League Baseball: Teams TBA

LIFE to Supermarket [Debt Intimate Portrait Unsolved Mysteries (In Stereo) "Terrornm Shadows" (1995, Suspense) Marcy Waker. Homicide: Lite on the Street X
MTV CD MTV Llvt viewers Beet of MTV (in st< Beavis-Butt. Beavis-Butt. Countdown to the 10 Spot Real World X Austin Stories Oddvllle, MTV Loveline

NICK ffi Figure It Out Tiny Toon DougX Rugrats X Hey Arnold! X Heppy Deys Happy Days |Happy Days Happy Days Heppy Days Happy Days Happy Days

SCIFI

TLC
CD twilight Zona Derkside Crash of 2000 Inside Space Seaquest DSV (In Stereo) X ** "Btd Channels" (1992, Comedy) Crash ot 2000 Inside Spece

'i* 21 Furniture Renovation Hometime (R) Hometime (R) See Tek (R)
]
Pop Science Human Experience (R) Technospy (R] Sea Tek (R) Pop Science

TNT *D Kung Fu: Legend Lola A Clark-Superman *** The War Wagon" (1967, Western) John Wayne. ** "Tht Way tVest"(1967, Western

USA €P Renegade "No Good Deed
"

Highlander: The Series (R)X Walker, Texas Ranger X | "Clover" (1997, Drama) Elizabeth Mi

HBO 3) (5:30) ttVi "Coneheads"(\&) Inventors' Special (In Stereo) ttVi 'The Arnvar(l996, Science Fiction) Charlie Sheen 'PG-13' ** "The Silencers" (1996) Jack Scalia. 'R' |"JiJe"(1995)

MAX ***Vi "Awakenings" (1990, Dfifna^ftobin Williams. 'PQ- 1 3'

X

*** "Frankie and Johnny" (1991, Comedy-Drama) Al Pacino, 'R' *** "Executive 0ecrSton"O996, Suspense) Kurt Russell. W X
SHOW a ** "Canadian Bawn"(1995, Comedy) Alan Aids. 'PQ' X V4 "The Fan"(1996, Suspense) Robert De Niro. (In Steteo) 'R'

k

Dead Man's Gun (In Stereo)
|
Fast Track X | "Snot* White"
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Robotman By Jim Meddick

Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dllbert By Scott Adams
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CONTROL TO
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1 HAVE
TO LAND
THIS BABY!

... CAN I

DO THAT IN
v

" EXCEL"?

Mallard Fillmore By Bruce Tinsley
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Leedee By Mike Rybicki
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8 Years In Braces By Eric Peterson
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Horoscope;
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) —

You are heading for something you

were best to avoid, but in order to

do so you must anticipate events

and forestall developments.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) — It

is important to listen to what oth-

ers have to say today. What you

can learn through the grapevine

will serve you well in days to come.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) —
You will very likely hook up with

someone today who proves com-

patible, and eager to join you in

your efforts. This team can go

places!

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — Do not make the mistake of

moving on to something else before

you are finished entirely with the

first thing you undertake today.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— The more thorough you can be

in preparation today, the more
impressive you can be in execution.

Others are watching!

AQUARIUS (|an. 20-Feb. 18)

— Someone who is usually quite

critical of you and your affairs may

prove unusually supportive today.

This mav be a permanent change!

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) —
Your day is likely to be filled with

engaging and invigorating conver-

sation of all kinds. What you give

you'll get back in abundance!

ARIES (March 2 1 -April 19) —
You mustn't let someone else's cau-

tion hold you back today. If you feel

confident and ready, there is no rea-

son to balk at a new adventure.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
There are those who claim that you

are afraid of making any kind of

commitment at this time. This is a

good day to prove them wrong.

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20) —
You can begin building an impor-

tant and profitable partnership

with a Libra or Scorpio native

today, but you must be ready to

take it slow.

CANCER (June 2l-|uly 22) —
You want things to be for keeps at

this time. They can be, provided

you are not too possessive or

inflexible in your approach toward

others.

LEO (|uly 23-Aug. 22) — You
are ready to have things your way,

but you may have to make one last

sacrifice today before all your
ducks are neatly in a row.

Close to Home By John McPherson

t of the? H>iiy

44 bastard son of a bastard

son of a wild eyed child of

the sun
r u . n

"^
-Smashing Pumpkins

from "to forgive"

Tod*ay#s P.C. Menu
Call 343-3626 for iseer* latfonaeerMaa

"Ma'am, would you mind wearing this for about 1

minutes? We're going to play a little prank on the

gentleman sleeping in the seat in front of you!"

ACROSS
1 Cowboy movie

6 Adventurous
10 The Georgia

Peach"
1

4

Jot down
15 Unemployed
16 — Ben Adhern

17 Parasite

18 Trounce
19 Actor Connery
20 Window frames
22 Gemstone
24 Military addr.

26 Citizen's —
27 Occasions tor

pinatas

31 Fishing —
32 River ot India

33 To the third

power
36 Tennis shot

39 Take a — at try

40 Partnered
41 Tramp
42 Newscaster

Brokaw
43 Enchantress
44 Small quarrel

45 The good —
days

46 Gulped down
48 Iron-on pictures

51 Radio buff

52 Spaghetti extra

54 Like polluted air

59 Actress
Martinelli

60 "High —

*

62 Author Dillard

63 Reporters
question

64 Extinct bird

65 Tropical fruit

66 Team
67 Rushed
68 Chemical

compound

DOWN
1 Night birds

2 District

3 Haberdashery
purchases

4 Engrave
5 Warms over

6 Overalls top

7 Concert halls

8 South American
animal

9 Prevented

10 Redeemed (a

check)
1

1

Does as told

12 Brag
1

3

Baseball play

21 Resort

23 Walked
25 Actor's goal

27 Clenched hand
28 Division word
29 Mild cheese

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

snismn HBQ@ra hhq

Franklin

LUNCH
Grilled Chicken Sandwich

Hot Pastrami on Rye

Ravioli w/ Tomato Sauce

Vegan Ravioli

DINNER
Roast Pork

Chili Cheese Puff

1/4 lb. Burger/Swiss Burger

Franklin Dinnertime Gravytrain Surprize

Worcester
LUNCH

Gnlled Chicken Sandwich
Fettuccini/Tomato Sauce

Lentil Chili

Daily Collegian

DINNER
Roast Pork

Cheese Spinach Strudel

Savory Stuffed Peppers

Pasta: Tortellini

Hampshire
LUNCH

Cowburger
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Macaroni and Cheese

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

DINNER
Pineapple Ham Steak

Turkey Divan

Pineapple Ham Steak with Butter

Pineapple Ham Steak with Croutons

i 1 1 "i M Ml i " 1

1

Berkshire

D

HHUBfl QBianrj rang
QQG1E HOBEH uTJmBG
IlinEJ fflllSBH HRHHLTJ

LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Seafood Salad in Sundried Tomato Wrap
Grilled Portabella Mushrooms
Grilled Portabella w/ Cheese

mq0 ananrj oarjuin
Baa BfflUBB OflHOB
9-10-97 O 1887. United rwluivj Syndicnie

30 Deli buy
34 Rocky

Mountain tribe

35 Park scat
36 Extended
37 Stage award
38 Saver's

purchase
40 Central

England
41 Fmbrace
43 Thick slice

44 Type of sale

45 Fuel rating

47 Owns
48 Indian city

49 Relieved
50 Sailing vessel

52 Gulls' cries

53 Ore deposit

55 Burden
56 Pesky insect

57 Contribute

58 2,001, e.g.

61 Head
movement



The Massachusetts,

UF, UW
show they're

for real

Didn't I tell you Washington was

good?
Their 42-20 spanking of BYU, in

Provo, told the college football world

that the Huskies are for real.

Didn't I tell you Florida was still

good?

By beating Central Michigan 82-6

(apparently Eastern and Western

Michigan couldn't make it). Florida

proved that running up the score on

rinky-dinky programs is still one of

Steve Spurrier's favorite ways to

spend a Saturday.

Minutewomen jump out early, crush URI Rams 7-0
.1 w: a ...... ., ... ..t Ci'nrina threat.

By Jorma Kansonan

Collegian Starr

(I can see Stunning Steve shaking

the other coaches hand after the

game, like a Marine, and going

"Yeah, nice game. For a bunch of

chicks.")

What about Syracuse, huh? Didn't

I tell you they'd get off to a fast start?

Uhh, oh yeah. Well, they're not too

good, I guess. Donovan McNabb has

cool hair, though. That has to count

for something.

Well, there's my sleeper,

Wisconsin. They won this week,

right?

Yep. they squeaked by that power-

house. Boise St. (not to be confused

with late-1960's juggernaut Boise

Tech, or the always sneaky Boise

Teacher's College). Their monumen-

tal 28-24 win tells me they'll be Top

Ten in no time.

There's a reason sleepers got

their name. They're not supposed

to be good, but you hope they

sneak out a few wins and make you

look like you know what you're

talking about. Sometimes it works

out.

And sometimes, sleepers keep

sleeping. In my case, it seems as

though Syracuse and Wisconsin will

be napping right through bowl sea-

ion. Oh well.

Hey, didn't you guys used to be

good?
Notre Dame looked to have it

made on Saturday. There was the

jacked-up home crowd, bolstered by

the addition of 20,000 seats in the

grandest old field in the land. There

was the fired up new head coach, in

his first game of what many hope is a

legacy. There was the fired-up senior

quarterback trying to prove his critics

wrong.

Throw in Georgia Tech, a suitable

sacrificial lamb, and all signs point-

ing to an Irish thrashing that would

end with the band playing the alma

mater over and over and streams of

|. Crew-clad rich white kids scream-

ing "Let's get hammered, boss!" and

raging well Into the South Bend

night.

Well, they did win, but it was

hardly the victory Bob Davie had

hoped for in his inaugural game as

coach of the Fighting Irish.

Sneaking past Georgia Tech 17-13

late in the fourth quarter, at home,

is not the way to move up the

polls, especially in the "Run up the

score so we can impress those AP
voters" 90's. Ron Powlus was.

well, Ron Powlus, which is never

good, and there just wasn't much

of that old Notre Dame around. It

looks like another disappointing

year is ahead of them. Put it this

way: if Rudy was on the team now.

he'd play. Not all the time, but

he'd play.

The "Friendt of the Program" Inside

Tip of the Week...

My housemate Dave weighs in

with this week's pick. Dave tells me

that North Carolina, a 13 point

favorite at home against Stanford, is

the lock of the week, and I agree

with him Mack Brown will have the

troops running extra laps after they

only managed 23 points against a

weak Indiana team last week, so look

for a breakout game from a team

that could make a run for an

Alliance bid.

Booty Schwag of the Week Award...

You know, I thought I could bury

it. I though it could retire with the

grace and dignity associated with the

schwag, and avoid any Willie Mays,

1973 Mets-esque ugliness. 1 wanted

to leave the schwag on top.

Leave it to Boaton College to drag

it back to the bottom.

Let's try to put in perspective

exactly what happened Saturday in

Veterans Stadium.

BCloat to Temple. 28-21.

Temple.
28-21.

Before Saturday. Temple was 5-40

under Ron Dickeraon. The Big East

told Temple that if they didn't meet

certain performance standards,

they'd be kicked out of the confer-

ence. That's how bad they are.

In the grand scheme of life, some-

times you will see something occur

right before your eyes, and it is just too

good to be real. Whether it is a good or

bad thing, that certain "something"

happens, and it totally knocks you off

your feet.

On a sun-splashed Totman Field

yesterday afternoon, the No. 14

Massachusetts women's soccer team

had seven of those certain somethings,

obliterating the University of Rhode

Island by a 7-0 score. After a 3-2 loss

to Dayton in the Atlantic 10 champi-

onship game last season, the

Minutewomen (3-0) have reassumed

head honcho status in the conference,

with yesterday's match against the

Rams (1- 2) beginning their confer-

ence schedule.

Seven of those certain something

were a good thing for UMass, with the

team not showing any letup after a

close 2- 1 win over Michigan last

Friday, lunior forward Sophie Lecot (2

goals, 1 assist), from Gatineau. Que.,

supplied her own je ne sais quoi,

notching a goal and a assist, scoring

the final goal of the match at the 43:45

mark on the far post off of a corner

kick by sophomore Emma Kurowski.

Also, freshman Brooke Bartlett (1

goal. 2 assists) scored her first goal for

UMass, and the first of the game with

a right-footed shot from 12 yards out,

beating freshman goalkeeper Julia

Fitzmaurice low to her left. However,

it was almost the entire Minutewoman

squad that got into the scoring action,

with Kurowski (3 assists), senior Liz

Rutherford (1 goal, 1 assist), senior

Erica Iverson (1 goal), junior Robin

Smith, and freshman Kara Green (1

goal) all getting into the scoring col-

umn.
Seven of those certain something

were a bad thing for the Rams, with

UMass outshooting URI by a 28-0

margin — in the first half alone. The

Rams came into the match with two

good losses, allowing only four goals in

defeats to New Hampshire and

Providence.

For UMass coach |im Rudy, years of

a Dutch-style, possession 'til you drop

style of play has evolved into a knock-

out punch style of offense with the

speediness and goal scoring touch of

his midfielders and forwards.

In this game, Rudy took apafefron

the Michigan book, and it worked out

for his team, and more obviously, the

scoreline.

"The way I look at it is that we got a

chance to do those things we saw

Michigan do to us," Rudy said about

this game, which tied the mark of the

most goals scored in a match in his

tenure at UMass. "We saw it on video-

tape, thev emulated it in practice, and

we trained at it yesterday, which was

target work, getting balls played up

and getting a lot of people involved.

"They were known before this as a

pretty defensive side, but we moved the

ball too quickly for them to do it, and

that was the point. We played more

towards the speed that we would like

to play this year. We're getting there."

Both Bartlett and Lecot are new-

comers to the Minutewoman squad,

but the forwards on this team are

already beginning to gel. In a sense, the

frontline is beginning to resemble

English football's 1996 Newcastle

United squad, who possessed three

high-scoring international forwards

(England's Alan Shearer and Les

Ferdinand, and Columbia's Faustino

Asprilla), than the UMass teams' of the

recent past who only provided one true

scoring threat.

"I'm excited about the goal, but I

only wished 1 could have got more,"

Bartlett said about her first collegiate

goal. "I think that a lot of the forwards

get along real well, and we are already

beginning to know each other's style.

"We have a lot of talent upfront, and

we just have to connect more with the

Turn to SOCCER, page 7

Sophomore f„™a,d. and UMa* leading scorer, Emm, Ko,owsKi notched three as*., in y^e-dav-s 7-0 win ove, Rhode ls,.nd at Totman FieM.

New ball boy for the Minutewomen?
In my four years at this university, I

have taken the necessary steps to

accordingly train myself in the popular

medium that I'm now presented upon

before your very enfranchised eyes —
the newspaper business.

From covering various sports with

various degrees of success for various

newspapers in various countries (well,

actually, only two countries... so work

with me here, people), while also quite

often taking the photographic route to

balance my resume, I have begun to

think that this is the right career deci-

sion for myself.

junction with one another. With this

being the third game of the season, the

offensive production for the

Minutewomen is evenly spread out

through the entire lineup.

Last year's A- 10 Rookie of the

Year, sophomore Emma Kurowski has

taken the spot she held at the end of

last season, and is the team's leading

scorer once again ( 3 goals, 4 assists. 1

points). Kurowski is alreadv on a pace

to eclipse her 1 99b scoring tnarkj29

points), and she has plenty of scoring

help in Sophie lecot (7 points). Robin

Smith (5 points) and Kara Green to

rely upon this MM0O.
And with their A- 10 schedule con-

tinuing this weekend against Duquesne

and St. Bonaventure. I just might be a

ball boy once again... and you can be

m\ ball "person," if you want to show

up
lorma Kansanen is a Collegian

columnist.

Minutewomen battle BC
By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

Turn to fOOTtAU. page 7

Jorma tvansanen

Yet, after yesterday's 7-0 shellack-

ing of the University of Rhode Island

Rams at the hands of the No. 14

Massachusetts women's soccer team,

where I once again had the chance to

snap some photographs (do ya like

photography, eh? Photographs, eh?

Nudge, nudge, say no more), I have

begun to question this career decision.

Simply said. I want to be a ball boy,

and you can be my ball...woman?
Hah, nudge, nudge. . . say no more.

While staking my photo area out

behind the Rams' goal (1 had to do

some serious wrestling — yeah right

— with the Fanatic 40 and even worse,

soccer parents). I unknowingly became

a ball boy. After a first half that saw

UMass outshoot URI by a inconceiv-

able 28-0 margin, with seven of those

shots becoming goals of the quite pho-

tographic variety. I was almost more

busy throwing the soccer balls back

out on to the pitch than doing my
duty.

From goal kicks to free kicks to cor-

ner kicks, 1 became one with the "ball

boy," or should I say "ball person."

mindset, with a sort of bonding occur-

ring between me, the referee and one

of the "ball persons" who roamed the

far sideline. By the end of the half, and

1 did actually count this statistic in my

oh so statistical brain, I saved more

shots on goal than the Rams' starting

keeper, Julia Fitzmaurice (eight shots

for me, and six shots for her).

Really I'm not kidding.

UMass came out onto The Field

Formerly Known As NoPE (before

being dedicated as Totman Field, it

was known as Northern Physical

Education), firing on all cylinders yes-

terday afternoon, and with a new

offensive scheme that involved every

Minutewoman player this side of the

Wachusett Reservoir

After making Michigan black and

blue with a close 2-1 win last Friday

afternoon at a packed Totman Field,

UMass took a page from the Maize

and Blue, and used their experienced

defense and speedy frontline in con-

In the last 15 years the

Massachusetts field hockey team

has racked up some impressive

numbers against Boston College

— most notable of which is the

win total.

Pam Hixon, who left UMass to

become the full-time U.S.

National team)

coach, has 13

victories against1

the Eagles.

Megan Donnelly,

who served as

t h e

Minutewoman
coach while

Hixon concen-

trated on the

T

tie trouble in the offensive pro-

duction category in its season

opener, a 8-1 clinic of a win over

California that saw four different

UMass scorers.

lunior Erica lohnston opened

her year with a four-goal effort

against the Golden Bears, while

sophomore Christine Millbauer

tallied the first two of her career.

Senior forward and co-captain

m C o u r t n e y

>CK<L'Mass Held Hockey

Massachusetts
vs.

Boston College

^amcrTte
199b Summer

Olympics, has two.

Today at 3:30 p.m., new UMass

coach Patty Shea will try to add

her name to that list, as the BC
Eagles visit town for a showdown

at Richard F. Garber Field.

Boston College is putting the

pressure on, coming to Amherst

riding a two-game win streak that

has seen the Eagles score five

goals in each contest.

In the BC Field Hockey
Tournament, Southwest Missouri

State fell, 5-1, while BC beat La

Salle, 5-0.

The Eagles scoring power has

come in the form of Andrea

Durko and lulianne Marrone. The

tandem has combined for seven of

the team's 10 goals on the year.

Marrone, a sophomore for-

ward, pocketed a pair against

Southwest Missouri and one goal

in the second game; Durko, a

senior forward, tallied one in the

first game and three against La

Salle.

Massachusetts, though, had lit -

eld 3: JO p.m

tougnercriallenge for UMass, as

Mac Lean scored

once, and junior

Vicky Browne
collected her

first tally as a

Minutewoman.
Sunday's game

against Michigan

State proved a

the Minutewomen were only able

to muster two goals to the

Spartans' three, lohnston and

Browne each scored for UMass.

A deciding factor in the MSU
game was the fact that it was

UMass' second game in as many

days. Those physical limitations,

as well as the desire to repeat the

previous day's performance, trans-

lated into mixed results for the

team.

It was in the last 15 minutes of

the game, though, that the players

and Shea alike noticed a change.

"I asked them what the differ-

ence was in the last 15 minutes,"

Shea said Sunday. "They said they

felt a sense of urgency. I told them

they should feel that right at the

beginning. Now they know the

kind of emotion and urgency they

need to have right at the start."

And that emotion, intensity,

drive and urgency will be a neces-

sity if the Minutewomen are to

give Shea her first win over the

Eagles.

Bourque returns to the Bruins

By Howard Ulman
Associated Press

Senior defender Amy Burrill and the UMass defense spent more time

serving soccer balls then defending them in their 7-0 win over URI yester

day afternoon.

/

WILMINGTON, Mass. — On the

eve of his 19th training camp with

the Boston Bruins, Ray Bourque

introduced himself to highly touted

rookie loc Thornton.

"He said. I'm Ray,' " Thornton

recalled with a laugh. "I'm like, Oh,

you don't need to say that to me. I

think 1 know that already.'

"

Who doesn't?

Coming off another strong season

with no plans for retirement, the five-

time Norris Trophy winner remains

one of the NHL's best defensemen.

But he took part in his first training

camp practice Tuesday morning still

trying to satisfy one of his harshest

critics — himself.

"I've got to prove myself every year

that 1 still belong." he said. "I'm real-

ly a perfectionist. I'm hard to please

and I just answer to myself."

He is a sure Hall of Famer and the

highest scorer in Bruins history. But

he'll turn 37 in December and. since

the Bruins missed the playoffs last sea-

son for the first time in 30 years, prob-

ably will never win a Stanley Cup.

Turn to HOCKEY, page 7
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Wake up and
smell the coffee

aStudents are

flocking to coffee

houses. Is the
attraction more
than coffee? Check
inside to see what
we found out (see

Arts & Living, page

5).

UMass clips Hawks

Behind a strong

performance from
Ola Gerisamova,
the Massachusetts

women's tennis

team beat Hartford

7-0 in the season

opener. Get the

scoop (see Sports,

page 14).

WORLD

Cuba announces arrest

in hotel explosions

MEXICO CITY (AP) — Cuba
announced yesterday that it had

arrested a Salvadoran man for a

series of hotel blasts in Havana

that killed an Italian business-

man, and accused a Miami-
based exile group of being
behind the bombings.

The Cuban Interior Ministry

identified the suspect as Raul

Ernesto Cruz Leon and
announced his arrest on a gov-

ernment television station,

according to a dispatch from

the official Cuban news agency

Prensa Latina, monitored in

Mexico City.

The ministry also accused the

Cuban American National

Foundation — bitter opponents

of Cuban leader Fidel Castro —
of organizing the blasts and
paying Cruz Leon to carry them

out.

The explosions, apparently

targeting Cuba's tourism sector,

have shaken up government
officials as the communist
nation struggles to overcome a

severe economic crisis.

NATION

Credit Reporting Act

to provide quicker fix

NEW YORK (AP) — The often

frustrating task of correcting an

inaccurate credit report will soon

be a bit easier, thanks to changes

in the Fair Credit Reporting Act.

The changes, effective Oct. 1,

won't transform the process into a

walk in the park. But they will give

consumers more ammunition in

forcing the credit reporting com-

panies, and the creditors who
report to them, to get their infor-

mation right.

"Mistakes in credit reports were

the leading consumer problem in

the early 1990's," said Ed

Mierzwinski of the United States

Public Interest Research Croup.

"Thirty-three percent of all credit

reports, in our view, contained

then — could still contain now —
serious errors."

Credit reporting companies
already had made many of these

changes, in some cases after states

or the Federal Trade Commission

accused them of violating the law.

Of the troika of big reporting

companies, Experian and Equifax

Credit Information Services are

operating under consent decrees

with the Federal Trade

Commission. The third, Trans

Union Corp., is still negotiating.
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Amherst police seek information

to boost investigation of recent

Hobart Ln., Main St. stabbings

By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

Following two stabbing incidents that occurred at

off-campus parties over the weekend, the Amherst

Police department is asking students to help with the

investigations.

Early Sunday morning, Amherst police responded to

a fight on Hobart Lane.

Upon arrival, the police learned two University of

Massachusetts students had been injured.

Sophomore Luis Cerda was stabbed in the neck

with a broken beer bottle and sophomore Stephen

Murphy was kicked and punched above the neck multi-

ple times.

According to police detective Jennifer Gundersen,

both men were taken to Baystate Hospital, where they

were treated and released.

Cerda underwent three hours of surgery and

Murphy was given numerous stitches, said Gundersen.

No one was arrested in this case and investigations

are continuing.

Within an hour of the fight at Hobart Lane, a second

fight occurred at 625 Main St.

Police arrested David Potenti. 20, of Worcester, who

pleaded innocent Monday to attempted murder

charges, as well as to two counts of assault and battery

with a dangerous weapon, one count of assault and

battery and once count of assault with a dangerous

weapon.
Potenti allegedly stabbed UMass student Arlen

Gerritson with a knife in the abdomen.

In addition, he allegedly assaulted two other men at
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the party, according to court documents

Gerritson was released form Baystate Medical

Center on Monday, said hospital spokesman Keith

O'Connor.
According to police officials. Potenti was held with-

out bail at the Hampshire House of County
Corrections until yesterday, when he was released on

bail after attending his dangerousness hearing.

At the hearing, Potenti's lawyer and the district

attorney argued whether he should remain at the

House of Corrections until his next court appearance

on Oct. 15.

Potenti is not a UMass student.

Both incidents are being investigated separately.

If anyone has information to contribute to either

investigation, students should call Detective

Gundersen at 256-4015. All information will be held

confidential.

Although both incidents occurred off-campus,

Associate Dean of Students |o-Anne Vanin said she

wants students to know the importance of coming for-

ward with any information they may have.

"1 am pretty concerned with last weekend's inci-

dents. It's pretty outrageous. Obviously we are always

concerned anytime a student's safety is at risk on or

off campus," she said.

Vanin also added that Student Affain is supporting

and assisting the victims as much as they can.

"Right now were are working on getting in touch

with the students so we can provide assistance to

help them get started with the semester and support

them fully with anything else they may need," -he

said.

Former UMass professor dead at 63

By Jonathan Liberty

Collegian Staff

AMHERST - A. Bruce

MacDonald. 63, of 140a Brittany

Manor Drive, died Saturday at

Cooley Dickinson Hospital in

Northampton, apparently of a heart

attack. MacDonald was a retired pro-

fessor of microbiology at the

University of Massachusetts.

MacDonald, a native of Anaconda,

Mont., began his teaching career at

the Harvard University of School of

Public Health. He came to UMass in

1978. where he was a professor and

head of the Microbiology department

until 1984.

On Aug. 1 2. MacDonald was issued a

patent for an oral vaccine comprising

anti-idiotypic antibody to Chlamydia

glycolipki exoantigen and process.

He leaves his wife of 37 years, Carole

(Cunningham) MacDonald; a son.

loseph B. MacDonald of Chicago, lit.:

two daughters, Maty Ellen

MacDonald of State College, Pa., and

Maria Elysa, Birnbaum of Phoenix.

Ariz.; a brother. Barney MacDonald

alifornia; two sisters. |une

Howard of Washington state and

Darlene Anderson «>l (.'.ilifomja; and

a grandson,
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A song from far away
Chrysal Parrot, a senior French and Italian major, tunes her Cora, a

harp from Gambia, Africa by the Campus Pond yesterday.

Amnesty International leads UM grad tO give talk On Mars
fight against torture in prisons

By Samantha Poulten

Collegian Correspondent

Amnesty International held its first

meeting of the year Tuesday night.

The meeting concerned the preven-

tion of inhumane acts toward indi-

viduals in other countries.

According to |ennifer-Lynn

lennings, co-chairwoman of

Amnesty International, over

two-thirds of the countries in the

world use torture as punishment for

crimes.

lennings said that torture in pris-

ons is very common, while the pris-

oners wait many months, sometimes

years, for a trial. These countries,

according to lennings, are imprison-

ing many people on the basis of false

charges, and sometimes without

knowledge of the charges.

Many prisoners are simply "prison-

ers of conscience." meaning they

were imprisoned solely on the basis

of their beliefs, color, sex, ethnic ori-

gin, language, or religion.

Amnesty International's job is to

send letters to the heads of state in

countries involved in violations of

human rights and demand fair treat-

ment of all prisoners, including a fair

trial and an end to inhumane treat-

ments.

lennings said that being a part of

Amnesty International is important

because "[by| writing a letter you

can save a life."

"Isn't it easy?" asked one of the

new members.
Amnesty International was created

by a British lawyer named Peter

Turn to AMNESTY, page 3

By Julie Siegal

Collegian Staff

Matthew P. Golombek, a University of Massachusetts

graduate and chief scientist on NASA's Mars Pathfinder

mission, will present a lecture on the mission tomorrow at

4 p.m. in Mahar Auditorium.

The presentation, which is hosted by the Office of the

Dean of Natural Sciences and Mathematics, is free and

open to the public and will include a

question-and-answer period.

Golombek holds overall responsibility for facilitating all

scientific experiments conducted on the mission, which

represents NASA's first return to the Red Planet since the

Viking landings during the 1970s.

The mission is mainly a demonstration of new technolo-

gies, including the free-ranging surface rover Sojourner.

lor eventual use in future missions to Mars.

Golombek and other scientists are trying to learn more

about the early environment of Mars by studying ancient

rocks. They are also trying to determine whether water

once existed on early Mars, potentially allowing life to

develop.

Golombek studied the geology of Mars. Earth and the

moon while earning his masters and doctoral degrees in

geology from the University in 1978 and 1981. respective-

ly-

George McGill. retired professor of geosciences and

Golombek's former professor, said his background in ter-

restrial and interplanetary geology made him a good

choice to head up the Pathfinder mission.

"We try to give students a good foundation in both

types of geology." McGill said. "It's critical to have a foun-

dation in terrestrial geology."

Nathan Bridges, another former student of McGill. is

also at work on the mission. In his doctoral research.

Bridges compared unusual volcanic land formations on

Earth with similar structures on Venus. His earlier

research focused on Mars.

Golombek said he is enthusiastic about the mission and

hopes his investigation of the Red Planet will continue

into the future.

"It doesn't get any better than being among the first

geologists to investigate the surface geology on Mars with

a rover," Golombek said

Although Sojourner was designed to last a minimum of

one week, scientists ate optimistic thai it will last as long

as a year.

"I hope I'll be driving a rover on Mars for a long, long

time." Golombek said.

Albright urges Arafat

to deal with terrorists

By Barry Schweid

Associated Press

Attention!
ROTC students line up for formation behind Garber Field yesterday afternoon

JERUSALEM — After consoling

Israeli and American victims of sui-

cide bombs. Secretary of State

Madeleine Albright urged Palestinian

leader Yasser Arafat yeaterday to

crack down on terrorists before

expecting any tradeoffs with Israel.

But Albright also told Israeli

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu

that peacemaking required "give and

take" on both sides \ senior State

Department official said Albright

advised him to open the borders u>

Palestinian workers and resume

repayments to the Palestinian

Authority.

That would help Arafat sustain an

Offensive against terrorism over the

long run. said the official, briefing

reporters on Albright's three-hour

meeting with Netanyahu on condi-

tion of anonymity.

Albright, making her first trip to

the Mideast as secretary of state, is

due to meet Arafat today in the West

Bank town of Ramallah.

In a clear split with Netanyahu,

who is demanding Arafat arrest "the

sharks and not the sardines" behind

suicide bombing attacks. Albright

said Israel should pull back on 00GU

pied lands, as promised in the 1993

olo peace accords.

Peacemaking "cannot proceed

without reciprocity." Albright said in

reminding Netanvahu at a news con-

ference that there must he "give and

take" on both sides of the Israeli-

Palestinian divide. Netanyhau did

not seem impressed with the argu-

ment, or with the arrest by Arafat's

Palestinian Authority of scores o.

terrorism suspects. After Israel

released about $13 million of a $80

million debt of withheld taxes, "the

response I got was an embrace and a

kiss for leaders of Hania- "

Netanyahu said.

"II you say one good deed
deserves another, we deserved some-

thing else." the prime minister said,

referring to Arafat's embrace of a

leader of the militant guerrilla group

alter it claimed responsibility for a

bombing of a lerusalem market luly

30 that killed 15 civilians and two

bombers. On Sept. 4. suicide bomb-

ings took the lives of five civilians

and three bombers. Albright visited

Israeli victims at the Hadassah
Universitv hospital at Mount Scopus.

"When you actually see the people

and see the individual injuries it

brings it home." she said of the

bloody attack

One was Daniel Miller. 19, of

Turn to ISRAEL, page 2
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Miami, who was injured on his first

day in Israel as a student. His mother.

Grizzi, urged Albright to bear the

attacks in mind "when you hug
Arafat." Albright interrupted her. "1

am not going to hug Arafat." she said,

solemnly.

At the start of a drive to salvage the

battered peace effort. Albright bol-

stered Israel's anxieties about terror-

ism that has claimed 176 civilians and

67 soldiers since the Oslo accord was

concluded in September 1993.

"Security is at the center of my
agenda," Albright said outside the

prime minister's office.

"There is no moral equivalent

between killing people and building

houses." she said, referring to

Palestinian complaints that Israel was

expanding its grip on Icrusalcm,

expanding Jewish settlements and lev-

eling the homes of Palestinians in

retaliation for terrorist raids.

While there is no way to prevents

all acts of terror. Israel has "a right to

expect a comprehensive effort in de-

legitimizing those who practice it,"

Albright said. "The Palestinian

Authority must take unilateral steps

and actions to root out the terrorist

infrastructure."

The Palestinians KCUM Netanyahu

of using security as a excuse to evade

commitments for phased pullbacks on

the West Bank and other pcacemak

ing gestures.

But Netanyahu said: "Before we arc

asked to give additional territory we
have a right to demand ... a vigorous

effort to fight terrorists and dismantle

their structure."

However. Israeli President Ezer

Weizman was reported by a U.S. off!

cial to have told Albright that the

Clinton administration should be

ready to pressure Netanyahu to imple-

ment a pullback. "It's time to produce

some maps." Weizman said, accord-

ing to the official.

Weizman also was said to have sug-

gested the United States host a peace-

making conference along the lines of

the Camp David talks in 1978 that

produced a peace treaty between
Israel and Egypt a year later.

Campus Police Log
Accident — Property Damage

s,/.t. s>

A minor two vehicle accident
occurred on Mullina Wuy.

Annoying Behavior
Si-,,t. 3
UMI'n assisted Herkshire Oining

Commons Mtinuger with an individual.

Sept. 9
Zaehary I . Bergen, is. of 368 im

St.. Brooklyn. NY. and Ryan N. Lynch.
m. of 8 Wayside Ave.. Byt'ield. were
.ii tested in Cashin Resilience 1 lull for

possession of a class 15 drug and pos-
session to distribute class l"> drug.
Sept. lO

Fireworks were set from Southwest
Mall.

Burglary/Breaking and Entering
Sept. 5
A stereo was stolen from a vehicle In

parking lot 1 1 on Stadium Drive.
1 stimated value $200.
A vehicle In parking lot 1 1 on

Stadium Drive was broken into and a
stereo was stolen. Estimated loss and
damages $1440.
Sept. 6
Four vehicles in parking lot 32 on

Massachusetts Avenue were broken
into.

A vehicle In parking lot 22 on
University Drive was broken into,
stereo and speakers were stolen.

A vehicle broken into in parking lot

22 had its speakers and radar stolen.

Estimated value $J40.
Sept. 7
Alexander Tejada. 21. of 413

Pleasant St.. Ilolyoke. Robert L.
Sisson, 20. 688 of High St.. Ilolyoke
and Peter L. Cavette. 14. of 1° Beemis

By Deborah Seward
Associated Press

PARIS — Princess Diana's driver ingested a

dangerous cocktail of alcohol and prescription

drugs, prosecutors said yesterday, a combination

doctors say can cause drowsiness, trouble concen-

trating and impaired vision.

A third blood test to determine the alcohol level

of driver Henri Paul detected fluoxetine — the

antidepressant best known as Prozac — and

tiapride, used to prevent aggression and treat alco-

holism.

Side effects of Prozac can include shaking, anxi-

ety and impaired vision. Both medications can

cause drowsiness when combined with alcohol.

"Prudence in the use of these medications is nor-

St.. ChlcOpee were arrested on
University Drive for nighttime break-
ing and entering, destruction of proper-
ty greater than $250 and larceny in uiei

$250.
A vehicle in parking lot 33 on

University Drive was broken into, a
radar detector and cell phone were
stolen.

Sept. S
A vehicle in parking lot 22 on

University Drive was broken Into, the
stereo was stolen.

Disturbance
Sept. 5
There was a disturbance between

two individuals at a bus stop on
Presidents Drive.

Drug Law Offenses
Sept. 5
A backpack that was reported stolen

was recovered and contained an illegal

substance.

Larceny
Sept. 5
An individual reported his bike

stolen from Whitmore Administration
Building. Estimated value $260.
A wallet that was reported stolen was

located In the W.E.B. Dubois Library.

Sept. 6
A license plate was stolen from a

vehicle In parking lot 1 1 on Stadium
Drive.
An individual from Kennedy

Residence I lull reported his ID card
stolen.

Sept. S
A license plate was stolen from a

vehicle in parking lot 64.
Two mountain bikes were stolen

from I lamlin Residence 1 hi"-

Sept. 9
A mountain bike was stolen from the

basement storage urea ol Thatcher
Residence Hall. Estimated value $640.
An individual from Prince Residence

Hall reported an ATM card stolen

from the mail.

A reported Stolen credit card was
used for purchase at the Campus
Center University Si.

Liquor Law Violations
Sept. 5
Donald E. Blackwell III. 20. 56
tar St.. Taunton, wus arrested on

Massachusetts Avenue for illegal pos-

session and transport of liquor and
possession of a Class D drug.

Sept. t>

James M. Currin, 19. 31 Pine drove
St.. Fairhaven was arrested on
University Drive lor possession and
transportation of liquoi

Traffic Stop
Sept. 7

Lidia K. Williams. 18. 37
Weatherglass In.. East Falmouth was
arrested for operating a vehicle under
the influence of liquor, transporting
liquor and possession of a class D
drug.

Vandalism
Sept. 5

Children throwing rocks at a North
Village Apartment were given a warn-
ing.

Sept. 6
A vehicle in parking lot 22 on

Massachusetts Avenue was damaged.
A vending machine was vandalized

in Bartlett Hall.

Blood test shows Diana's driver took drugs
mally recommended to drivers." the prosecutors'

statement said. A report by the first policeman at

the scene of the crash that killed Princess Diana,

her boyfriend Dodi Fayed and their driver Aug. 31

provided new details yesterday about first aid

efforts and the behavior of photographers who had

been chasing her.

The policeman, who was on patrol nearby, says

right after calling for help he was alerted by a wit-

ness that Diana was in the car. Rescuers tried to

Keep Diana "conscious as much as possible, by

talking to her and tapping her on the cheek" and

asked "me to keep her head straight," the officer

wrote in his report, which was seen by the

Associated Press.

The photographers were "virulent, pushing,

while continuing to take photos, deliberately pre-

venting help from being given to the victim," the

report said.

The photographers' behavior and the driver's

condition are two focal points of the investigation.

Prozac wouldn't necessarily worsen the effects

of alcohol, but tiapride would, said Dr. Michel

Cratlet, a psychiatrist specializing in the treatment

of alcoholism.

"At this level of alcohol intake, the risks came

from the use of alcohol." Cratlet said. "But the fact

he took medicine with alcohol could have

impaired his vision, reduced his concentration and

diminished his vigilance."

The prosecutor's statement said the fluoxetine

was found at a "therapeutic" level — the dosage a

doctor might prescribe — but did not specify the

quantity. The tiapride was at a level considered

less than therapeutic — closer to over-the-counter

strength.

Campus
Career
Network

University of Massachusetts Amherst

Campus Recruiting is Underway

Opportunities for all majors are available!

BUT you must be registered with the
Disk Resume Professional (Dr. Pro)

icipate!

>yers like:

Gillette The Baatt institute Eckerd Family Youth Alternatives

Feeley & Driscoll Sears Procter & Gamble Parametric Technology

Andersen Consulting CIGNA National Starch & Chemical

Federal Express and many, many more!

Get started by attending a Disk Registration Workshop

Monday
3:45 PM

Tuesday
9:00 AM

Thursday
I 00 PM

Friday

10:15 AM

Kit 19 <Rt 9.

rom No'tti Greenfield,

then a right onto Rt 1 16S to

All workshops are in the Campus Center Room 905

Any questions? Please phone Career Network Central

545-2224
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VanSchaikwyk Hillel House hosts lecture series T^ff
oouth Africa's

next president

CAPE TOWN. South Africa (AP)
— The National Party, which started

apartheid and ruled South Africa for

decades, chose its youngest-ever
leader today in an attempt to bolster

its sagging popularity.

Martinus van Schalkwyk, the
party's executive director, was select-

ed to replace former President F.W.
de Klerk, who announced two weeks
ago he was stepping down as the

party's head and quitting politics.

Van Schalkwyk. 37. becomes the

eighth National Party leader. The
party has seen its influence steadily

erode since President Nelson
Mandela's African National Congress

won the first all-race elections in

April 1994.

Divisions within the party and reve-

lations of abuses by government
agents during apartheid appear to

doom any hope the party has of gain-

ing broad support in a nation that is

75 percent black.

Without change, there has been
speculation it could become a fringe

party based mainly in Western Cape,

the only one of South Africa's nine

provinces it won in 1994.

"Drifting into isolation, fed by disil-

lusionment and despair, is not where

1 will lead the NP," van Schalkwyk
told a crowd of flag-waving support-

ers after his election by the party's

105-membcr electoral college.

A former Afrikaner youth leader,

van Schalkwyk has been a strident

critic of the ANC, issuing constant

statements criticizing Mandela's gov-

erning party.

Both the ANC and a new parly

headed by Roclf Meyer, a former top

National Party official, used the iden-

tical words to describe van

Schalkwyk's selection, saying it would

mean "just more of the same."

De Klerk, 61. said last month that

he was stepping down to give the

party a chance to regroup before the

next national election in 1999.

When he became president in

1989, de Klerk was widely viewed as

a moderate expected to protect

apartheid. Instead, he declared soon

after taking office that "white domi-

nation will have to disappear, other-

wise there will never be peace in

South Africa."

De Klerk immediately began dis-

mantling apartheid laws. Within a

year, he legalized 60 anti-apartheid

groups, including the ANC. and freed

Mandela from 27 years in prison, set-

ling the stage for the April 1994 elec-

tions.

By Bryan Schwartzman
Collegian Staff

Tonight Lauren Levin, the head of the

Anti-Defamation League's Civil Rights Counsel, begins

her lecture series/course with a brief overview of the

history and the nature of anti-Semitism.

The one-credit course, judaic Studies 192C. entitled

"Anti- Semitism Today: From The Subtle to the

Extreme." still has some space available. The lecture

will take place in the Hillel House tonight from 7-9

p.m., and is open to the public

The lecture will trace developments relating to the

history of anti-Semitism and how stereotypes about

lews have varied and fluctuated over the centuries.

"Issues of oppression affect everybody in a society,

it's important to see how groups can be targeted to be

victims," said Hillel Executive Director Saul Perlmutter.

Levin, a graduate of the University of Georgia Law
School, has been lecturing and writing for over six

years, furthering issues supported by the ADL. Working

out of Boston, her job includes working with seven

regional offices which counsel 1 2 states regarding civil

rights issues

Levin has served as Associate Southern Counsel in

the Southeast Regional Office and headed ADL's effort

on responding to the arson of Southern Black
Churches.

The course will meet every two weeks, and the next

one will take place on the 25th. Some future lecture

topics include: "Extremist Groups and Other Organized

Expressions of Anti-Semitism," "Holocaust Denial and

its Manifestations on Campus" and "Anti-Semitism on

the Internet."

continued from page 1

Bcncnson in 1961 after six people

were imprisoned because they had
views different from those of the

government. Benenson received

thousands of letters of support for

the prisoners which he then forward-

ed to the government.

According to Jennifer McKinnon.
co-chairwoman of the group, every-

one deserves basic human rights and

should receive them in all circum-

stances.

Over the past few years, Amnesty

has broadened its work into respond-

ing to human rights violations

toward people who are not prisoners.

such as hostages and victims of arbi-

trary killings

All students are welcome at the

Amnesty International meetings, held

every Tuesday night at 7 p.m. For
more information on Amncst>
International, students can visit the

office in room 306 in the Student

Union. The group can also be con-

tacted by phone at 545-1925.

.

Tonight is the night... to become involved in the Jewish

Affairs page. The Jewish Affairs Page offers the opportuni-

ty to gam news writing and reporting experience, as well

as develop a writing style and nave a voice.

There will be a meeting for new and interested writers

tonight at 6 p.m. in the Collegian newsroom, located in

the Campus Center basement. If you have questions or

can not make the meeting, please call the Collegian at

545-1851 and ask for Bryan Schwartzman.

LAUREN KOSICY V COUEOAN

Haze in Hadley
A grey haze could be seen over Hadley from the Lederle Graduate Research Center yesterday afternoon.
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Zen and the Art of Shadiness
This is message to all the lovers in

the house. My house.

We iii c shady.

So. so shady.

Of this. I'm an expert. But i can't

tell you why. I'll only tell you what I

know.

What I'm seeing these days around

my house, in the palatial Mill Valley

estates, has not been the warm and

fazz) teddy bear and hearts crap

a^ociated with love, (or

its various other incarna-

tions). It's been shady.

We've been shady.

Women have been
reducing the members of

my little Mill Valley abode

to sixth-graders hopped up

on Skittles, running
around the playground at

recess with o<J|t>l£0trw*4»

into our ijoa^spifcri^iss

all we've learned about
women in our short time

on this Earth. All we can do to keep

up is be shady.

But I know we're not alone. At

least I hope we're not.

See. lute's the thing. We're all rea-

sonably bright, sweet, good-looking

guy^ iiu see that mug shot to your

right? No way you're kicking me out

of bed for eating crackers).

So I'll ask you this.

Why do these things have to be so

shad\''

Should I talk about it in greater

depth? I'd like to. but. as that anal

guy who was in Animal House said

about Bluto and the boys during the

court scene. "The facts are so vile

and disgusting that decorum prevents

mentioning them here
."

Or something like that. I'm bad

with movie lines.

But whatever. Look. I'm sorry, but

I can list only brief highlights.

•There's housemate A. who claims

that he's been "driven to drink" by

his latest female disaster...

•There'! housemate B. who has

caused "structural damage" to the

house. Every time you see one of his

works, you can say. "Hey. remember

that night?"...

•Housemate C has only been in the

house for a week, but he knows what

he's done.

Chicks, chicks, chicks. They're

driving us nuts. But then, we're dri-

ving them nuts. Quite a little cycle.

But at least I can console myself

by knowing that it hap-

pens everywhere.
Consider the case of my
good friend Ian.

Ian has enov.gh creden-

tials to fill any girl's

resume. He played base-

ball and basketball at St.

Mary's College in

Maryland, worked his

summers at a camp,
where he was one of the

best counselors, and man-

aged a 3.6 G.P.A. He is

now at Maryland Law School. Plus,

he knew me. Quite a guy.

But there was this girl |en.

)en was, well, dumb as rocks. This

is not an opinion. I once saw |en get

so drunk that she fell flat on her face

in the middle of a bar, her head mak-

ing such a thud that the bartender

yelled "Last Call!" once she saw |en

sprawled on her floor. This was at

11:30.

But yet Ian had a thing for |en.

They hooked up once or twice, but

their main passion seemed to be

fighting with each other over noth-

ing. Missed phone calls, misplaced

words at the wrong time, spiteful

innuendos placed through third par-

ties. You know, all the fuzzy crap of

love.

The argument, which in reality was

just one long rehashing of the same

B.S.. had no beginning and it had no

end. It just lingered, sweeping over

the bar's corner booth (to which they

would invariably retreat) like vultures

over a dead turkey.

Here was a kid who thoroughly

believed he'd one day be the presi-

dent of the United States of America

(long story), driven to utter annoy-

ance by a girl who once said she

respected my opinion after 1 told her

she was the shadiest girl I've ever met

in my life.

Go figure.

But then there's me.

I'm just as shady as any of them. I

don't have a girl in Amherst right

now, but I have (or had, I guess) one

in Boston. Met her this summer at

camp. Great girl. Sweet, cute and
quite possibly the least shady girl I

have met thus far. Now she's at

Tufts, and I'm here. That was fine in

August, because I learned last sum-

mer that accepting the end of sum-

mer flings is an easy «*•*} to stay sane

in the fall.

But of course, iVhahady. A part of

me is still hanging on to the whole

thing, though I know better. I call her

last night, ramble some random
mumbo-jumbo (which resembled a

philosophy practicum in it's

mumbo-jumboness). She says,

"Yeah, Luke that's great, and I'd love

to see you, but I don't think it's such

a good idea."

The gist of her reply was that it

would just be a pain in the ass.

Of course, she's right. Deep down,

1 wanted closure, but instinctively I

had to be shady. I couldn't just be

honest.

Now I feel really bad. It could

have ended great, but now it can't.

Good job, pimp daddy.

By the way, Ian called me last

night. Law school's a blast, (en is

nothing more than a three-minute

story at a future reunion, and he's got

a date with a Washington Redskins

cheerleader Saturday night.

Maybe there's hope for all of us.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian

columnist.

photo bendee: Luke Meredith
(Lauren has photo)

/ ocus on Race
Next week, the Collegian Editorial page

will publish a week-long series on racial

issues. This is an open call for all members of
the University community to submit opinion

pieces on this important subject.

Editorials can be submitted by e-mail (let-

ters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu), fax

(545-1 592), or by dropping them off at the
Collegian offices in the Campus Center base-

ment.

Write for Ed/Op!
The Collegian Editorial page needs new

writers. We want you to write humor, poli-

tics, satire, lifestyle, or any of a thousand
other styles — let us be as broad as the stu-

dent body is.

All who are interested should attend a New
Writer's meeting on Friday, Sept. 5 at 7 p.m.

in the Collegian offices, 1 1 3 Campus Center.

For more information, call 543- 1491.

BY GARY TRUDEAU
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Turning Point: 1997
Thirteen days ago, the end of the summer season

finally arrived. Millions of vacationers packed their

bags on Friday afternoon, Labor Day weekend, for the

last days of what has been a very peaceful and prosper-

ous summer season. The weather was phenomenal,

mosquitoes rare and the economy rolled along with an

exuberance not seen in decades. Yes, life was wonder-

ful, everything was perfect and all signs pointed to this

trend extending itself indefinitely.

That weekend, 1 went to see Air Force One. It was a

great flick, and my second time viewing it. I came home
to my dorm to check out what was on ^^_^^^^_^
television and the campus movie
channel was showing Panther, a film __
about the rise and fall of the Black

Martin

tually come when the world's last great European

monarchy is permanently abolished for all time.

Now that Diana has been laid to rest, the world's

attention is turning to the memory of the recently

deceased Mother Teresa, another renowned humanitar-

ian for the poor, infirmed. and downtrodden. For more

than 50 years, the 1979 Nobel Peace Prize winner has

stood as the living embodiment of goodness and com-

passion, a living saint of the entire world for her more

than 50 years of work with the Calcutta-based

Missionaries of Charity, and her a

network of homes for the sick,

dying, and poor in some 1 1 5 coun-

tries. In a deeply moving eulogy,

EJones

Panther Party and the 1960s Black Power movement.

When the film was over, 1 channel-surfed to CNN
and saw a developing story on Princess Diana. Nothing

new here. She was all over the tabloids recently for her

relationship with Dodi Fayed, the son of the billionaire

owner of London's Harrod's department store,

Mohamed Al Fayed. I was then stunned to see that

Diana had been in a car accident. This was very odd.

As we all know, the rich and famous don't get into car

accidents. They can afford the best chauffeurs and

safest cars that money can buy. Nevertheless, I saw

with my own eyes the black Mercedes in which she was

traveling crushed like an aluminum can. Dodi was

dead, the commentator stated, and Diana was first crit-

ically, and later, gravely injured. Within a few hours,

her death was officially confirmed by the doctors who
tried valiantly to save her life in a Paris hospital. On
Aug. 31, 1997, Princess Diana was pronounced dead at

the age of 36.

While most of the blame for Diana's death was

pointed at the photographers who were following the

car in a high speed chase, there was also the factor of

the driver being intoxicated at more than three times

the legal limit. Everyone agrees that this tragedy did

not have to happen. Many have cited negligence in the

choice of the driver, and some have even whispered

conspiracy. Perhaps it was nothing more than a tragic-

twist of fate.

The death of Princess Diana shocked the world

because it shattered the illusion under which we have

allowed ourselves to fall. While millions in the public-

were being titillated with her latest romantic escapade,

paying for and supporting the tabloid photographers

now charged in connection with her death, we forgot

that Diana is a human being, who is just as frail and

vulnerable as the rest of us mere mortals. The illusion

of the majesty of British Monarchy was also shattered

as the world waited more than four days before Queen

Elizabeth II would make a public statement regarding

the tragedy which took the life of the mother of her

grandsons, William and Harry.

The funeral of Princess Diana was a beautiful and fit-

ting tribute to a beautiful and wonderful person *£ho

touched the world with her genuine compassion and
charity for its less- fortunate people. 1' also marked trie-

end of a storybook fairy tale that mirrored similar sto-

ries which were told to us as young children.

Unfortunately for the royal family, Diana's death and

the circumstances surrounding her divorce from Prince

Charles a year ago have cast a permanent cloud over

the legitimacy of the British Monarchy. Although she

was stripped of the title "Her Royal Highness," Princess

Diana has been heralded as "the peoples princess,"

clearly more loved and revered than the "legitimate"

members of the royal family. What does the future hold

for the British Monarchy? Only time will tell. One
thing is for sure, it is inevitable that the day will even-

Pope )ohn Paul II said of her, "Mother Teresa marked

the history of our century. She served all human beings

by promoting their dignity and respect, and made those

who had been defeated by life feel the tenderness of

God." India's Prime Minister Inder Kumar Gujral said,

"A beacon of light and hope for millions of poor has

gone out of our lives," adding that God came in the

form of the poor to test people's hearts.

On Saturday. Sept. 13, 1997, a state funeral will be

held in Calcutta. India to honor the life and legacy of

Mother Teresa. Usually reserved for heads of state, the

ceremony will serve as a final testament to the respect

and reverence of the Indian nation for the Albanian

nun from Macedonia who was such a bright light of

love and hope for so many around the world. With the

passing of Mother Teresa, along with that of Princess

Diana, the world has become somewhat colder, per-

haps a shade darker, as the void they leave behind

remains so barren and empty. In time the people of

Earth will adapt, as they have before with the passing

of other great and saintly world figures such as

Mohandas K. Gandhi and Martin Luther King. In their

absence, we would best honor their contributions to

society by learning from and living by the noble exam-

ples they set for us to follow.
***

For millions around the world, 1997 will be a memo-
rable year, as the lives and legacies of Princess Diana

and Mother Teresa were such a great inspiration to so

many. Their passing will leave a particularly significant

void for the people of Great Britain and India.

Unfortunately, the grieving for Diana and Mother

Teresa has directed substantial attention and concern

from the more serious issue of the steady erosion of

relations in the Middle East. Here in the United States,

for example, life carries on. Despite the ongoing inves-

tigation into illegal campaign financing of last year's

presidential election, it turns out that the most interest-

ing political drama of late is William Weld's bid for the

U.S. ambassadorship to Mexico, distinguished by its

steadfast opposition from the Senate Foreign Relations

Committee chairman lesse Helms. Perhaps life has been

to good /or us here, forpve are clearly unprepareaj^pr

any number of unexpected crises which may evolve out

of the vast myriad of pslnical and economic r***Jitics

which have been obfuscated by a tragically misdirected

media. Of course, such attitudes are totally justified.

America is, after all, the greatest nation in all of world

history. We are perfect, we proudly maintain, and ulti-

mately exempt from the natural laws of entropy which

govern the universe and point to an inevitable evolu-

tion from order to chaos and back again. How long will

our ballroom dance with destiny last? No one can really

know, but I will be watching and waiting vigilantly for

that next breaking news story to emerge.

Martin F. lones is a Collegian columnist.

bendee: Martin F. lones

Letters to the Editor

Likes women's
soccer coverage

To the Editor:

Congratulations on your terrific coverage of Women's
Soccer, lorma Kansanen is doing an excellent job. 1 enjoy

both his stories covering the games and his columns. Even

his photography is good. Keep up the good work!

Randy Sailer

Hadley

In memoriam
A. Bruce MacDonald

To the Editor:

"/ don't care if it's in the book. You don't trust any-

body!
"

"But Dr. MacDonald. you wrote the book!

"

"That's e\'en more reason to question it.

"

This conversation captured the essence of man —
humility and an undying refusal to budge to authority and

convention.

I met Dr. MacDonald seven months after the sudden

death of my father. Nobody can replace a father, but the

yearning for a father-figure is an everlasting affair. I was

in a deep state of depression when I met him. Unknown to

him, his offbeat approach to life and his quirky sense of

humor became a part of my healing.

He was forthright. He was the type of guy who would not

use a big word when a small one would do the trick. He did

not appreciate the manner in which New Englanders enun-

ciated "sure" in two syllables. The Spell-Check aggravated

him because it insisted McDonald as opposed to

MacDonald. He was brilliant — perhaps the greatest force

of raw intelligence I have ever encountered. He never mind-

ed my barrage of questions after class, and instead was
happy to share his wealth of knowledge with me.
He was committed to the battle against bacterial

pathogens which wreak havoc in the Third World and in

the inner cities of America. His attempts to develop a

Chlamydia vaccine landed him two patents. Dr.

MacDonald single- handedly inspired me to pursue a

career in which I could contribute to the war against

mammalian pathogens.

He hi.d his vices. There was logic behind God's refusal to

anoint him as the Deliverer of the Ten Commandments. He
undoubtedly greeted the Angel of Death with some remark
that made even the Grim Reaper break out into laughter.

Dr. MacDonald, it takes one's death for people to real-

ize how special that person was. Dr. MacDonald, your
early exit is tragic and devastating. But Dr. MacDonald.
do not feel sorry for yourself. Dr. MacDonald. we knew
all along how special you were.

Rest in peace, my dear Professor.

Zaffar K. Haque
zhaque@student.umass.edu

We encourage our readers to respond to the contents of the Collegian
through letters to the editor.

Letters must be typed, no more than 400 words, and include name,
address and phone number for confirmation purposes. They can be submit

ted to Editorial/Opinion Editor, Daily Collegian, 1 1 3 Campus Center
Basement, UMass Amherst MA 01003, or by e-mail to:

Letters@ oitvms.oit.umass.edu

Letters may be edited for length, clarity, and style.
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The Coffee House Craze
By Seema Gangotirkar

& Alex Iglesias

Collegian Staff

In the late 1500s, Pope Clement

VIII first sampled coffee. The pon-

tiff found the brew delicious,

blessed it and baptized it. The
Pope's blessing of coffee sparked

the opening of the first coffee

houses in Europe. Now, 400 later,

coffee houses are thriving in the

United States.

"1 love the atmosphere [of a cof-

fee shop]," said Kevin Maltby, a

senior political science major.

One of the more popular coffee

houses in the area is Rao's in

Amherst.

"I like the ambiance. I like the

trendy college students with their

wire glasses," said Gina
Bognanno, a junior psychology

major.

Inside Rao's, the rich aroma of

coffee fills the air. A giant coffee

roaster stands in the corner and

there are plenty of tables inside

and outside.

And people don't just come to

coffee houses to drink coffee.

Some come to socialize. Others

are studying dilligently — or at

least trying to. The homey atmos-

phere at Rao's provides what
owner Scott Rao calls a "social,

friendly way to study."

Studying in a coffee house is

nothing new. The trend began
back in 16th century London,
when coffee houses became read-

ing centers as well as a place to sit

and chat. In London, coffee hous-

es served as a place for gentlemen

to relax and socialize. In that

sense, not much has changed
between then and now.

Of course the friendly atmos-

phere in Rao's could backfire for

that student trying to cram in

some studying before an exam.

"I can't do work. 1 like to play

checkers all the time," Bognanno
said.

Most people go to coffee houses

for the social aspect, Rao said.

"It's nice to get away from cam-

pus," Rao said. And while stu-

dents are getting away from the

rigors of campus, they are also

drinking a lot of coffee.

Luke Roberts, a junior

exchange student from Wales, said

that he drinks a lot of coffee.

"Oh yeah, a lot. I'm trying to

cut down," Roberts said.

The United States is the world's

largest con-

sumer of coffee

— with sales of

over $6.5 bil-

lion. And coffee

has started to

appeal to the

younger crowd
— with the

largest con-

sumer group
being young
adults between
the ages of 25

and 35 years

old.

The scene is a

little different

in England,
where coffee

houses originat-

ed.

"The only peo

pie to go to coffee

shops [in England] are little ole

ladies who stop shopping to have

cake and coffee," Roberts said.

And visiting a coffee house once

a day just isn't enough for some
people. Rao says that there are

plenty of regular customers at his

shop.

"[The] vast majority show up at

least once a day," Rao said.

A few facts about coffee

Jazz/Blues Weekly . . . . • •

lndio,o Gills.••
Trilok Gurtu . .-*V. v* • -•

Dorm room Gourmet • <•*>» +

TRT

—

T

ideas floating around.

• With the exception of Hawaii,

no coffee is grown in the United

States.

• Americans drink lots of cof-

fee, but Germany is the world's

second largest consumer of cof-

fee. Each year, Germans consume
1 6 pounds per person.

• Brazil is the world's largest

producer of coffee. With 3.970

million trees, only Columbia
comes close to Brazil's output.

Columbia produces two-thirds

the amount of coffee Brazil does.

• The lapanese honor the beverage with an

official Coffee Day on Oct. 1

.

• Coffee houses in Europe were breeding

grounds for liberal ideas. In 1675, Charles II

issued the "Proclamation for the Suppression of

Coffee Houses" in an attempt to stop the liberal

• Fifty-three countries grow coffee beam. AD
coffee- producing countries lie along the equa-

tor. between the tropics of Cancer an**}

Capricorn.

How much coffee can an acre of coffee

trees produce? Before hulling or milling art acre

can produce up to 10.000 pounds. After hirittng-

and milling, about 2,000 pounds of bean* are

left.

• Every year, no less than 5 to 6 million toraff'r

of green beans are produced world wide. The
majority of the beans are hand-picked.

• There are approximately 3,000 coffee hova-

es in the United States. Italy has 27,000 coffee

houses.

• The first coffee house appeared in London
in 1652.

— compiled by Seema Gangatirkar.

Cim
The Starbuckins of America

By Marly Kaone
Crategion Start

laneane Garafolo recently quipped, "A

Starbucks just opened in my living room."

Indeed, in just a few short years, the chain has

become an almost omnipotent power in the

gourmet coffee market. Take a walk on any major

urban street these days, and chances are you'll

encounter the company's ever-present circular

green logo with its alluring mermaid staring

temptingly out at you.

As it is once again considered chic to sit in

coffee houses slowly sipping a mocha cappuccino,

Starbucks have been popping up everywhere—
one even opened last year in stodgy old down-

town Amherst. As a result, a unique "coffee eul-

tyre" has been hatched. The unquestioned king of

these new bean palaces, Starbucks, has spawned

Its own elitist dialect, as anyone who has misspo-

ken an "iced, half- caff(eine), triple grandc. vanil-

la skim latte" order can attest to

Speaking the words "small, medium or large"

on Starbucks property is akin to transgression of

a divine law— ei'eryone knows it's "short, tall

andgrande."

Those who have committed this cardinal sin

know exactly where I'm coming from. I liken this

phenomenon to the legendary "Soup Nazi"

episode of "Seinfeld" from a few years back when

Elaine spoke her bisque order incorrectly and the

crusty server behind the counter uttered those

famous words. "No soup for you. one year!"

While I haven't yet heard of anyone geiting

banned from Starbucks for not speaking an order

precisery, the perfunctory sneer you're sure to

receive is humiliating nonetheless

How has Starbucks seeming!) come out of

nowhere to become a McDonalds-like behemoth

in their industry? In a word — marketing.

Similar to their counterpart in the fast food

Industry, this venerable Senttle-hascd chain has

succeeded brilliantly in creating an instantly rec-

ognizable corporate image. From that unmistak-

able forest green logo to their patented cup

wraps, the public's perception of Starbucks is one

of superficial sophistication, good coflee and pre-

tentiousness — in other words, the ultimate sym-

bols of '90s yuppiedom.

Despite the public's embrace, questions linger

about Starbucks long-range viability. Are they

more than just a "fad?"

The answer, at least for now. seems to be a

resounding "yes." hidging from Sttrbuda' excel-

lent fiscal health (in the last year their stock has

jumped from $26 per share to its present value of

almost $43 per share) and their new line of

pre-ground coffee that has recently begun hitting

grocery store shelves, they seem to be in a posi-

tion to be a major presence for several years to

come. Still, questions abound.

According to Kathleen Nolan, a stockbroker

with Merrill- Lynch. Starbucks is still it cautious

investment.

"Although their

stock is going

through the roof

right now, the bot-

tom could easily

drop out of it tomor-

row. Many of our

clients have been

leery to jump in, and

1 think rightfully so," Nolan said. .

The reasoning, she adds, cornerfc the fact

that while "the current state of our 4

allows people to justify spending $Vtt£n
grandc frappuccino. Starbucks' revenues' ajv atil

derived from their customers' disposable

incomes."

Although its hard to argue with a Si

die-hard, only the future will tall !•*•?*•»

just our generation's version of tfcetfl

soda fountain. !
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Marsalis produces beautiful album
Welcome back, y'all! I've relumed to bring you another

three fun-filled months of my column, dedicated to exposing

the UMass community to what's on disc from two of

America's oldest musk forms, jazz and blues.

Earlier this summer, Evidence Music, Inc. released master

drummer Andrew Cyrille's new Ode To The Living

Tree. This CD features a stellar cast of

Cyrille on drums, the great David

Murray on tenor sax and bass clar-

inet; Oliver Lake (of the World

Saxophone Quartet) on alto

sax; Fred Hopkins on bass

and Adegoke Steve Colson

on electric piano. This quin-

tet works through six tunes, flowing

with a frightening essence of quiet unity.

The disc's production is very much
oriented to a small room sound, but is

not lo-fi in the least. "Comfortable-

would be a good word to describe the

overall tones of Ode To The Living Tree.

The title track catches the feel of the

disc's theme — Africa. Indeed, the disc

was recorded in Dakar, Senegal. With its rhythm-heavy

themes and its non-Westem scales, "Ode... " and Murray's

"Dakar Darkness" both succeed as imaginative compositions

inspired by Cyrille and Murray's heritage. Cyrille and

African drummer Mor Thiam have two drum duets, opening

and closing the disc with "Coast To Coast" and "Water,

Water, Water," with the latter being more structured and

fluid than the former. A fine work by a classic drummer.

Delfeayo Marsalis (yes, related to Branford and Wynton
— their younger brother) also journeyed to foreign soil for

his latest on Evidence, Musashi, recorded in Tokyo, lapan.

In addition to trombonist Marsalis and saxophonist Mark

Gross, three Japanese musicians, Yuichi Inoue (piano),

Shigeo Aramaki (bass) and the explosive Masahiko Osaka

(drums) form one of the tightest bands to be heard in a long

time on some beautifully conceptualized and interestingly

composed music. Nat Hentoff lends fine notes to the disc.

Osaka's drums push the sounds almost beyond the sens-

es, especially on "Miyamoto Musashi," named for japan's

most famous warrior, as well as on "If You Only Knew."

"Tale Of Genji," and "Queen Himiko" also take on epic

buildups and inspiring currents in the rhythm.

There's not much to say about Anthony Wonsey's

Another Perspective (Evidence). The pianist feels comfort-

able with not being interesting or original in the very least. A
sample of quotes from the liner notes: "I'm not an innova-

tor, I'm just a piano player" and the scarier statement "I'd

rather listen to other cats [than himself] and find out what 1

like about what they do." Wonsey mentions his deep love for

Bud Powell, and as a result, one finds four Powell songs

done much less spectacularly than the originals. His own
compositions mix in with the lazy be-bop style he spreads

all over the album. I must hand him one complement: He
had good sidemen in Carl Allen on drums and Christian

McBride on bass. At least they kept this disc in a coma as

opposed to being completely a flat line.

Now. back to imagination. Legacy, those classic re-issue

folks working for Sony, have released ten albums originally

released in the late '60s and early '70s on producer Creed

Taylor's CTi ("Creed Taylor, inc.") label. Long-lost sides

from Paul Desmond {Skylark), Freddie Hubbard (Straight

Life), and others like |im Hall. Patti Austin and Deodato are

again seeing the light of day.

Hubert Laws' In The Beginning is one such CTi/Legacy

re-issue, this one from 1974. Laws, a renowned flautist, in

the jazz world, showed off his rampant eclecticism in styles,

flute virtuosity and arranging skill on In The Beginning, as

shown in the mid-sized ensemble feel of the title track the

straight classical piece by Eric Satie. "Gymnopedie #1"

(great guitar by Gene Bertoncini), the soul of the

traditional "Come Ye Disconsolate" and
Laws' half-funk. half-Latin "Mean

Lene." with the perfect Steve

Gadd drum solo — Gadd
shines all over the disc.

Look into this re-issue

fcseilrW^

e>v 0O5HUA eoYD

> program.

There arc probably
some blues fans out there relatively

familiar with the name Magic Sam,
whose relaxed music mixed with

soulful singing made him a big name
on Chicago's famous '50s-'60s scene.

Evidence (they had a busy summer!)
has put out a tribute by the likes of

guitarist Magic Slim, saxophonist

Eddie Shaw & The Wolf Gang and

J.W. Williams & The Chi-Town Hustlers.

Among the performances that stand out from A Tribute

To Magic Sam include J.W. Williams (with special guests

guitarist Shun Kikuta & harmonica player Billy Branch)

playing on the upbeat Magic Sam piece "Love Me With A
Feeling." Also check out Magic Slim & The Teardrops'

"That's All 1 Need," an R&B-flavored blues tune and Eddie

Shaw & The Wolf Gang's driving "You Don't Love Me,"

with fine horn arrangements to boot.

COURTESY «IXMIUE«

Delfeayo Marsalis gives tribute to the literary and

cultural traditions of japan on his latest, Musashi

(Evidence).

A CONVERSATION
PERSUASIVE VOICES OF CONSTRUCTIVE CH.

CORETTA SCOTT KING PATSCHROEDER

EVENT SPEAKERS:
Coretta Scott King, Widow ofDr. Martin Luther King Jr. and

Patricia Schroeder, Former Congress oman of Colorado

Thursday, September 25, 1997

7:30 pm, Mullins Center

University of Massachusetts Amherst

Ticket Prices: General Public - $20, $15. $10; Students - $5.

PySlE
RESERVED SEATING: Available at box office until sold out. TTY (413> 545-3102

sponsored in

part by

Tickets on sale at the Mullins Center Box Office

(413) 545-0505 and Ticketmaster (413)733-2500

beginning August 25. 1997 at 10:00 am
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HORSE

•Live Music.

•Live Entertainment.

•Live Raffles.

•Live Giveaways.

•Live Shoe and Clothing

"Sale Specials' *

•Live Fun Friday Nites

5-8pm.

M U b I L HALL
I N( itlnunpton

ALL AGES
ALL THE TIME

tftursday, September 1 1 , 7 pm

Huffamoose
AND THE MAGGIES
TWO BANDS FOR TWO BUCKS

thursay, September 11, 10 pm

Belixbeha
|,lii ihe Kristin Muelld Tr to S6 odv

friday, September 12, 7 pm

GLENN H1BROOK
SQUEEZE VETERAN SOLO SHOW, S16odv

friday, September 12, 10:30 pm

Moonboot Lover
funky limn S5 Btfv

Saturday, September 13, 7 pm

Mose Allison
jazz piano great, SMaaV

Saturday, September 13, 10 pm

Humbert
CELEBRATE THE RELEASE OF

THE GREAT WHITE LUHCHKOOM

the push stars open, $S odv

sunday, September 14, 7 pm

Alvin Youngblood Hart
Country blues a la Lead Belly, SIO odv

monday, September 15, 8:30 pm

Michael Rose
pin, Dub Station

Fonnei Blink Uhuiu vocalist SIS odv

Wednesday, September 17, 10 pm

Dar Williams
Fourth show |usl added 1 SIS SOnrfv

SEPTEMBER 19 LETTUCE nus the slip

TICKETS: For the Record ot the

Northampton Boi Office or call 5868686.

24 HOUR CONCERT INFO:

41 3 5 840610

INTERVIEWING IN THE BOSTON AREA ON
NOVEMBER 13, 14, 20 AND 21

RESUMES WILL BE ACCEPTED THROUGH OCTOBER 15™

On the Merrill Lynch

Fast Track

For decades Merrill Lynch has been

the leading U.S. brokerage firm.

One in five affluent American

investors name Merrill Lynch as

their brokerage firm. Total assets

under management now exceed

$940 billion globally

We at Merrill Lynch have built our

leadership position through a client-

driven marketing strategy. We stay

abreast of changes in world

demographics and investor needs,

then respond with new products

and services well before the rest

of the marketplace.

Now Merrill Lynch invites a small

group of outstanding 1998 college

graduates to share in that success by

pursuing a unique career opportunity

in its Private Client organization.

The Private Client

Development Program

offers challenging positions in

one of the Merrill Lynch Private

Client business units (units key

to maintaining our competitive

edge where your contribution

to our success is significant).

Under the guidance of a senior

manager, you work in product

development, marketing or finance

areas You meet with senior

management to discuss strategy and

participate in task force projects to

aid various business units in meeting

their strategic objectives Formal

classes address career development

issues and enhance your leadership

skills. Candidates tor the program

have outstanding records of

academic, extracurricular and work

experience achievement. They are

interested in the challenge of

the fast-paced financial services

industry and want to be recognized

for their accomplishments.

The Merrill Lynch Private Client

group is offering an unequaled

opportunity to excel. If you have

the talent, creativity, energy and

commitment to be a winner, this

is an opportunity that can make a

difference in your career.

The difference is Merrill Lynch.

To apply, forward your resume to:

Private Client Development

Program

Merrill Lynch

P0 Box 9027, Dept UMA
Princeton. NJ 08543 9027

We are an Equal Opportunity Employer
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After we put

everything in it,we tool

something off.

ThinkPad' 380

42W~ it799
($400 Price Reduction)

We packed it with an integrated diskette and hard drive, plus CD-ROM on select models. Then we added a big, bright

12.1"fill-color screen atid a blistering 150MHz
1

Pentium® processor. You can even get it with MMX" technology?

Frankly, there wasn't much else we could add to make it more attractive. So instead, we subtracted.

From 8/15/97 to 10/15/97, we're subtracting even more. Buy any ThinkPad and an IBM 56K PC Card X2

Data/Fax Modem Kit and you 11 get an additional $50 cash backfrom IBM, plus a free PORT® Carrying Case!

"1997 WinlistT

Windows Magazine

'Recommendrd'

CRTS

A better place to think. The best time to buy.

Call 1 800 426-7255, ext. 4755J or visit www.us.pc.ibm.com/thinkpad

Think!

Pentium' Solutions for a small planet

"
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™ *
musl „e , eceived bymw „,„„„ m,v no . be assigned o,
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,„ns.e,-ed There are no returns o, exchanges allowed L,m„ one per .BM Th.nkPad serial number Oli.c.al m„l-,n certificate must accompany request o- cat. 88 W-WMto subm.s on'^^^^^^^ "?

Bm Ip n So u. to. a small plane, are registered trademarks or trademarks ol
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s
P

,
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Indigo Girls set to play Mullins tomorrow
llll MM \KIS (I Ml U MRUS By Justin Belond

Collegian Staff

Connect
with i

/ Flying .

Kdrdiiidzov

i... Brothers

Let the Fin

Center con^H

you with th<H

world's best

forming artis

Subscribe no1

SAVE 15% an

get the best ava

able seats in

house for Twyl

Tharp, the New

York City Opera, Damn Yanl&t$> Tap Dogs and

world-class artists from around the globe. Call now

Folk rock has made a dramatic-

resurgence in recent years, with

artists like jewel and Paula Cole
going from once-in-a- whiles on
VH-1 to staples in MTV's rotation.

On Friday night, one of the major
driving forces in that resurgence

makes its way into the Mullins
Center — The Indigo Girls.

Friends since elementary school.

Amy Ray and Emily Saliers formed

the Indigo Girls in 1985 (the name
means nothing — Amy chose the

word "indigo" because it sounded
cool). After a few years of work,
including an album on a label they

started themselves, they released

Indigo Girls on Epic Records in

1988. The album was instantly

acclaimed by critics and fans alike.

Being backed by Michael Stipe and
Irish rockers Hothouse Flowers
helped sales, but the radio success

of the album's first single "Closer to

Fine," one of the band's most popu-

lar songs to date, was what really

put the album over the top. The fol-

low-up, Indians'Nomads'Saints,
featuring the ultra-catchy "Hammer
and a Nail," was less well-received

by critics, but solidified the band's

fan base, even in the era of the big

hair bands. I992's Rites of
Passages instantly went gold, as did

1994's Swamp Ophelia, which
debuted at number nine on the

Billboard pop chart. All their

albums since have gone gold or

platinum, including their newest
release, Shaming of the Sun.

The band is now crossing the

country in their second "Honor the

Earth" tour, focusing on raising

public awareness of — and opposi-

tion to — plans for nuclear waste

storage on Native- American lands.

The 1995 Honor the Earth tour

(which included a much-heralded
stop at the Mullins Center) raised

oyer $300,000 for distribution

among 41 grassroots environmental

organizations and was the largest

single fund- raising effort in the

history of Native American
activism. And they managed to play

some very good music while doing

it.

This is the Indigo Girls' second

stop at the Mullins Center, a seem-

ingly large venue for a band with

such folksy roots. However, as evi-

denced by their 1995 show at

Mullins and their recent live dou-

ble-CD. 1200 Curfews, this is a

group that ignites a stage no matter

what its size. The live shows, much
like their albums, range from bril-

liantly crafted melodies to all-out

jams, sometimes within the same
song. They laugh and talk with the

audience, encouraging sing- alongs

and trying to show their fans the

best time possible.

They tour in support of their

latest album. Shaming of the Sun,

Turn to INDIGO, page 9

COURttSYMICHAIl MA1SBAND

The Indigo Girls will make their second appearance at the Mullins Center

tomorrow evening.

- it's one of the easiest, m

you'll ever make.

warding connections

For tickets and schedule call

545-2511 or 1-800-999-UMAS

TICKETS ONLY
S> FOR FIVE

( OLLEGE
STUDENTS

For the season schedule visit our website

at www.umas.edu/fac

hi 01
F'Nearts
Center

American Heart

Association-'V

i ^tn^*
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Heart health can start op the playground.

It shouldn't end there. Stay active through life.

Thirty minutes of physical activity i—l days a week

can help cut your risk of heart disease. For information, call

1-800-AHA-L'SAl. or online at http://www.amhn.org

This space provided as a public service. Q1996. American Heart Association

Dance & Music Program

opens season with Gurtu
By Seema Gangatirkar
Collegian Staff

The Asian Dance and Music
Program opens its fall season
this Saturday at 8 p.m. in

Bowker Auditorium with a per-

formance by Trilok Gurtu and
the Glimpse Ensemble. Gurtu is

a percussionist whose subtle

melodies link Indian harmonies
and rhythms with elements of
jazz and rock.

Gurtu has won acclaim for his

music. He is a CMP recording
artist and a three-time winner of

the Down Beat Critic's Poll as

best percussionist.

Gurtu draws upon his her-

itage as a member of a highly

musical family. Originally from

Bombay, India, Gurtu's grandfa-

ther was a sitar player and his

mother. Shoba Gurtu. is a classi

cal singing star and one of the

main influences on Gurtu's
music.

Gurtu began his musical
career at the age of six and has

since compiled'an impressive
resume. In the mid 1970s, he
played with Charlie Mariano

Turn to DANCE, page 9
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PANDA EAST
CHINESE RESTAURANT & SUSHI BAR

"We bring Chinatown to you

&BEST CHINESE RESTAURAM IN THE (/ALLEj/^t

SINCE 1987

For Sushi,

Sashimi and

mm
Starting At $3.95

7 Days A Week

Teriyaki Is

Available

Telephone: (413)256-8923/256-8924 Fax:253-1173

103 North Pleasant St. Amherst, MA 01002

Delivery Express: 549-0077

The art is

formally

known
as Prints.

FRAMED
(AND FRAMEABLE)
REPRODUCTIONS.
BEWARE OF
IMPOSTERS.

Class up
the joint,

from 5.95

UMass division Of
Continuing Education

omething for
Everybody

Call for a free course catalog-

(4 1 3) 54S-0I07 or contined@admin.umass.edu

Check out www.umass.edu/contined/ for updated info.

DIVISION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

• Over 1 00 credit

undergrad courses —
in the evening!

• More than 1 00 non

credit workshops—
affordable, fun, practical,

including

Bartending,

Retirement
& Investment
Planning,

Past Life

Regression,

Country
Line Dancing,

Gardening,

Computers,

East Asian
Medicine,

Creating
Comics!

YOU'RE LOOKIIT AT THE RIGHT PLACE FOR PLENTY OF GREAT DEALS
M I Don! Drink

and Drive

CHARDOSWAY.
CABKRSET S.UT/G.VO.V

ludweiser.

CONCHA Y TORO
ALL FLAVORS
15L

RED HOOK",
PETES WICKED,
CATAMOUNT
fi PACK BOTTLES ALL FLAVORS

GALLO LIVINGSTON
( iii \rs $££>
iLL FLAVORS 10L fcjL ^^

HAMM'S BEER
CASE OF 24-1 2 01 CAN

VENDANGE
WHITE ZISFASDEL
1.51

175L B^m
BACARDI LIMON
750MI

s3

SPATEN 6 PACK BOTTLES

OCTOBEREEST
Vi KEGS
BID, BIT IT, l^J
LITE, ICEHOCSEy~*
RED DOG, MICH

mm
^rW-

ROLLING m
ROCK M£G^

MERIDIAN
CHARDONNAY
750ML

BACARDI.

ALL FLAVORS 4 PK.

SALE $3.49

MAIL -IN REBATE -1. 50

FINAL

COST •t DEP

SEAGRAMS 7 SALE $12.99

BLESDEDVH1SKEY ^" 300

1.75L FINAL

COST
s9

GOLDTEQL'ILA
*ff
r0ML

Clan
MacGregop
SCOTCH 775/

y
D(JL/ABSOLLT VODKA

750ML

t

Main Street, Northampton. Open 7 days

We Accept

Cans and Bottles

for Redemption

HADLEY
253-9344

NORTHAMPTON
586-3007

HOLYOKE
534-4555

SALE PRICES
THURS. 9/11/97 THRU

WEDS. 9/17/97

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS

Eating in with the Dorm Gourmet
Mix Coca-Cola & steak to serve up a tasty, creative meal

Sick of the dining commons, cold
pizza. McDonalds and the same old
burritos? Want to indulge your taste

buds, impress your friends, or get to

that special someone's heart? Well,
you don't need a culinary degree and
you don't need a huge kitchen or loads

of fancy ingredients. You can make
easy, inexpensive, creative and deli-

cious food in your dormitory (or cam-
pus apartment), and
1 can show you i^^BiMBMHm
how. Louis

All the recipes&•
that I'll be presenting in this weekly
column use simple ingredients that

you can buy in the local convenience
store or supermarket. The only appli-

ances you'll need are a stove top (or

hot plate), a toaster oven, a

microwave and a small refrigerator.

This first recipe. Coca-Cola Steak,

is one of my favorites. Remember,
whenever and whatever you are cook-
ing, think safety (and flavor) first.

Always have a fire extinguisher close

by and be sure to provide proper ven-

tilation.

Coca-Cola Steak

For this recipe, choose thick, inex-

pensive cuts of beef such as sirloin

flap (sometimes called "tips"), top
butt, or flank steak. Due to the acidic

nature of the marinade, even the
toughest piece of meat turns buttery

soft and succulent and is infused with

a slightly sweet, but very savory flavor,

and if cooked according to direction,

will have a crispy, caramelized crust

and a velvety interior. For best results,

on this recipe (as well as many to fol-

low), use a 10-inch cast iron pan
which you can buy in any hardware

store for about $20.

Ingredients

Davis.

I 1/2 lb. beef

steak cut in

1.5-inch cubes

I 12 oz. can
Coca-Cola (or other cola product)

I cup soy sauce

1 cup cheap red wine (if not

allowed or available, grape juice is

fine)

I small onion minced
4 cloves garlic minced

1 heaping tablespoon of freshly

grown black pepper (or 2 tablespoons

of preground)

Vegetable oil (not olive oil or whole

butter, because these oils will burn too

fast)

Salt and pepper to taste

• In a Ziplock bag or Tupperware

container, combine the first seven

ingredients. Seal the container and

shake well to evenly distribute. Place

in the refrigerator to marinate for at

least a couple of hours and up to a

couple of days. Occasionally re-shake

the container (the longer the marina-

tion, the more tender the meat, so cut

the chunks smaller for a shorter mari

nation and cooking time).

• After marinating, drain the meat

thoroughly, discarding all the mari-

nade and dry the meat well with

absorbent paper towels.

• Preheat your pan over a burner on

high heat and add enough oil to just

lightly coat the bottom of the pan. The

oil should start smoking as soon as

you add it to the hot pan (if it's not.

let the pan keep heating up until the

smoke starts to form).

• just before you add the meat to the

pan, sprinkle it on all sides with salt and

freshly ground pepper, to taste. Add the

meat one piece at a time, making sure

not to crowd the pan. Cook each side

until browned and crispy before turning

to the next side. The whole cooking

process should take about six to seven

minutes for medium rare steak.

• Remove meat from pan and let rest

for four to five minutes.

Serving suggestion: this steak tastes

great with some Chinese Hoisin or

Plum Sauce. Makes two large or four

email servings.

Coconut rice cakes and spinach

with peanut sauce make for great side

dishes — look for the recipes to

appear in up- coming editions.

Louis Davis is a UMass student.

You can e-mail him with any culinary

questions or comments at

LouieXO@aol.com.

Indigo
continued from page 8

an extremely well-crafted record

that, like most of their albums,
runs the gamut from catchy,
upbeat numbers like "Shame on
You" to darker visions like

"Leeds" and "Scooter Boys." The
album's colossal back-up band
features guitarist Steve Earle. fid-

dle player Lisa Germano (former-

ly with John Mellencamp's band),

bassist Sara Lee and drummer
Andy Stochansky (from fellow

folk-rocker Ani Difranco's band).

The Indigo Girls live is a rau-

cous, electric event, and the band

won't be back in the area for some

time. This is a chance to see one of

today's best bands working in a

hometown setting.

The Indigo Girls play the Mullins

Center Friday, Sept. 12 at 8 p.m.

Tickets are $55. 523 and $19 and
can be purchased at the Mullins

Center Box Office.

[Spfritjyusl

Liquor Specials

Absolut Citron ns.991^^
Bacardi i

7.
9tnxm\

Light & Dark

Jack Daniels 'IS.
99"*"-!

Kahlua '13.w"»-"'

99 Bananas »9.**"»>>»

YOU HAVE TO SEE IT TO BELIEVE IT!

MlCROBREWS
Wachusett Brewing Co.
(I PA Country AW. Nut Brown. \A 99

Portrt Oclotwrfm) "• '»

Oregon Ales
(I PA NiH Brown Ak. >4 ",.
Katpofrry Wheat. Honey Ale)

Brooklyn Brewery
,

{Brown Ale. I PA Laorr) 4."/i

I. W. Dundee
(Honry Brown 12 pk Bottl«)

1/2 Keg Special
l-llurlm Wromet Aleit Wildberry Ale *85.

Beer Specials

no.Bud Dry
«ji-iii

Coors & Coors Light $15.
JO-paik •

Icehouse & Red Doq*l1 *

Rolling Rock '8.

Molson Golden & Ice ^."l
12 pack bottle*

Micro Kegs
In Stock

DISCOVER, VISA, MASTERCARD ACCEPTED - OPEN 9am to 11pm
RT. 9 EAST / 338 COLLEGE ST (413)253-5364 / TAKE 1-91 TO EXIT 19 / RT 9 east

Full Redemption
Center

iAEO.AXQ.AZ.XIE.EAT.ITY.KKr.XQ.IK

Come See for Yourself...
• Sisterhood • Scholarship • Leadership •

• Friendship • Philanthropy •Career Networking •

•Lifetime Membership* Lasting Memories*

I

I

% Sept 10 • 18th J*
All University Women are Welcome

For Individual Dates & Times

Pick Up a Flyer at:

Greek Affairs, 227 Whitmore

or Contact Liz at 549-8025

AE<D.AXt..AZ.III.IAT.irY.KKr.XQ.IK
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dance
continued from page 8

and John Tchicai in Bombay's
annual |azz Yatra festival. Later

on, Gurtu accompanied Indian

pop singer Asha Bhosle to New
York.

Since the late '70s. Gurtu has

continued to develop and create a

unique style. He has played with a

variety of jazz and fusion artists.

including Don Cherry and |ohn
McLaughin. His collaboration
with McLaughin included perfor-

mances in both the Mahavishnu
Orchestra and the |ohn
McLaughlin Trio.

Gurtu has also played with Airto

Moreira and Larry Coryell.
Starting in 1984, he toured with

the group Oregon until 1988.

Gurtu's talents do not solely rest

in jazz. He has also played with
classical performers like Katie and
Marielle Labeque and Yo Yo Ma.

In the '90s. Gurtu has started to

carve out his own identity and
began to tour with his own trios.

His 1993 album. Crazy Saints, fea-

tured both Pat Metheny and |oe

Idesign supplyTtudioI

Zawinul.

Gurtu's experimentation with

music becomes an original experi-

ence, in which the melodies of the

casi fuse with those of the west

The Glimpse Lnsemble features

an international cast. Thedossi
Spassov hails from Bulgaria and is

a world master on the kaval, an
eight-hole wooden flute. Geetha
Bennet, from India, is a vocal

artist and an expert on the

Carnatic VMU. Kai Eckhardi is

the German-born American bass

player. |aya Deva. an Italian gui-

tarist, rounds out the quartet.

Tickets for the Sept. 13 perfor-

mance are $15 and $10. with $5
tickets available for students and
children under 17. Call the Fine
Arts Center Box Office at

545-2511 or (800) 999- U'MAS for

tickets and more information.
Bowker Auditorium is located in

Stockbridge Hall at the University

of Massachusetts at Amherst.

Vmericjii Heart

Ifyou are whatyoueat,

I
A PJToiM AMHERSTAll 1 T( )WN C<)MM( >N

I SUPPLIES
• EXXLLrXT 0U*JT> hrVSJfTCHT

'IfKfCtatW & TKWK*. SUPKJ6S

•TC1PQU*JTYFN£«RT POSTERS
• POSTERS MOUNTED & FRAMED

f SPECIAL ORDERS ENCOURAGED

.4H«253«5592
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EMERGENCY
MEDICAL
TRAINING

• By Human Services

Training Consultants, Inc.

Part-Time Evenings

• (lasses Start

Sept. 15, 19 l »7

• Call UMass, Continuing

Education at 545-0474

Don't just make your bed.

Make your room.

BEDSPREADS AT FACES. fV^-^

—

A king size

selection,

from 9.95

Main Street, Northampton. Open 7 days

So Much Better
Than Soap,

You'll Be Hooked.
Introducing

Gillette Series

Body Wash forMen
There 's a brand new feeling of

dean out there. Gillette s new

Body Wash. Hang it up. Squeeze

some out. No matfer fiow many

times you shower, your skin won 't

get all dried out. So why reach

for a bar when you can get

hooked on something

so refreshing. New

Gillette Series

Body Wash.

vim '••>•' mm dm
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1997-1998 Massachusetts Men's Basketball

Mens hoop announces 97-98 schedule

By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

T-minus 72 days and counting.

The Massachusetts men's basket

ball team released it's 1997-1998

schedule yesterday. As in previous

years. UMass has loaded up a host

of tough early season, non-confer-

ence opponents, along with the

usual list of Atlantic-10 rivals.

Included in this year's bill are

perennial powers Kansas.
Cincinnati and Fresno St., and the

resumption of rivalries with Boston

College and Connecticut.

"UMass is always going to play a

tough schedule," Massachusetts

head coach Bruiser Flint said.

"That's our philosophy: Any time,

any place, any team. Not only did it

help us get into the tournament last

year, but 1 think it was one of the

reasons we went on a winning

streak down the stretch."

One of the highlights of this year's

schedule includes the Minutemen's

inaugural trip to one of college bas-

ketball's most legendary old arenas,

Phog Allen Fieldhouse, for a date

with the University of Kansas

layhawks on Wednesday. Dec. 10 at

9:30 p.m. on ESPN. UMass will also

make their first trip to the new
"Apollo of Temple" on March 1

when they end the regular season

against rival Temple.

Massachusetts will also compete

in the Las Vegas Shootout on Dec.

20 in Thomas and Mack Arena
against Colorado. Former UMass
assistant Bill Bayno will lead his

UNLV squad against Syracuse in

the Shootout's other featured

matchup. UMass will play

Cincinnati in the Rock 'n' Roll

^fcllCHAEL'S ElUALQff)
10A Be UlIr.Kltl* > l\i>.\l>

BIGGER
IS BETTER!

iMHERST, MA 01002 256-8284

• $6/hr Everyday

I nlimited Players!

Every Thursday

S5Cash8Ball

Tournament@5pm

This Friday @9:30pm

TRICK KNEE

EXPANDED
STATE OF TflE ART

MULTILEVEL
FITNESS CENTER

£Vfr <jF . Precor EFX

*, Cardio Theater
</ • New Recumbent Bikes

• Over 10 Treadmills

Gravitron

Shootout in Cleveland's Gund
Arena on Dec. 27, and battle anoth-

er Conference USA opponent.
UNC- Charlotte. in the

A-10NC-USA Challenge at the

Providence Civic Center.

The Minutemen's home slate isn't

as strong as it has been in recent

years. College of Charleston, who
reached the Sweet Sixteen in 1997,

highlights a non-conference bill

that also includes Marshall. Temple,
Rhode Island, St. Bonaventure, St.

Joseph's and La Salle will make
their annual treks to the Mullins

Center, and the Minutemen will get

another crack at home against
George Washington on Jan. 10. The
Colonials handed UMass its first

two defeats in the Mullins Center
back in 1995 and 1996.

UMass will also get a chance to

take on more perennial college bas-

ketball powers when they compete in

the Great Alaska Shootout from Nov.
26-29. They open up at midnight on
the 26th against Southwestern
Louisiana, in a tournament that

includes UCLA, North Carolina,
Seton Hall, UAB and Purdue.

The Minutemen will be featured

on national television 12 times.

ESPN will carry five games, includ-

ing the finals of the Alaska
Shootout. ESPN2 will carry three

games and ABC will pick up the

home games against Xavier and
Temple.

OFFICE WORKERS

Located on the PVTA bus route.

National Evaluation System*, Inc.,

is looking for part-time assistance

with a variety of office tasks. Preferred

candidates will work quickly and

accurately and be able to work at

least 3 consecutive hours between

9 A.M. and 5 P.M. on days that we have

work. On-call hours will be available

beginning mid-September and continu-

ing throughout the academic year. Pay

is $7.00/ hr. Send your resume or call to

have an application mailed to you:

Pmomtl

NATIONAL EVALUATION

SYSTEMS, INC.

MGatehovittitMd

EO.E

AmherU. MA 01002

!ffi.

c

COMING SOON
New Entrance &

More Parking

^r^rTHE
Tennis and Fitness Onler

Just a short walk from campus. All

movie rentals for September Just $0.99

Rent: Devil's Own, Murder at 1600, Dante's

Peak, McHale's Navy, Fierce Creatures,

Pnsoner of the Mountain and many more.

Soon to arrive: English Patient, The Saint,

Road Racer's. Volcano

Specializing in video game rentals, trades,

Rent a May Station, MMentfo «4, latum
wtth 1 games for |uet $«.M per nkjht

Buy Prices: Nmtanoo 6* - 580. Play Station- $75.

Saturn- S60 IPncas sub/act to cnanga)

!'»- -J505

659 An

AMHERST
BALLET
CEIVTRE

celebrating 26 years of
professional ballet

training.

Therese Brady Donohue,
Director

29 Strong Street.
Amherst, MA 01002

OFFERING IO-»k.
ADULT COURSES:
(Starting October 1st)

Beginner Ballet

Wed. 5:30-6:30

Intermediate Ballet

Tues. &/or Thurs.
6:30-8:00

CALL 549-1555

FBEMNG FRBNIY!
Vz Riice Appetizers

Bar Restaurant & Lounge

Wed-Sat 3-5pm&7-llpm
Sun-Tues 3-5pm & 7-9pm

• Super Nachoi & Guocomole (Reg. $6.95)
|

• Homemode Onion Rings (Reg. $4.25)

• Potato Skins (Reg. $5.95)

• Buffalo Wings (Reg. $5.25)

• Artichoke & Cheese Dip (Reg. $5.95)

and lots more ! ! I

>

15 East Pleasant Street

RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Featuring ''Genuine Draft & Light" 30-pk $ 1 O.—
1 2-dIc Bottle Special

Becks Dark

Molsons Golden

Molsons Ice

4 "Fantastic Pricin

"MICRO MADNESS"
Red Hook

ALL FiAV0RS !
Petes

Catamount Harpoon

Mix & Match "TWO" 6-pks . .

.

!

• Delivery Available • OPEN *00AM to 11:0©pm • Visa/Mastercard • All Bern Pint Deposit

Schedule

Date Game

Nov. 7 Converse All-Stars (exhibition)

Nov. 15 Marathon Basketball (exhibiton)

Nov. 22 @ Fresno St.

Nov. 26 vs. SW Louisiana (Anchorage, AK)
Nov. 28 Semi-finals— Alaska Shootot

Nov. 29 Finals— Alaska Shootout
Dec. 2 College of Charleston

Dec. 6 Marshall
Dec. 10 @ Kansas
Dec. 14 Boston College (FleetCenter)

Dec. 20 Colorado (Las Vegas)

Dec. 23 Connecticut (Hartford)

Dec. 27 Cincinnati (Cleveland)

Jan. 3 @ St. Joseph's

Jan. 6 @ Fordham
Jan. 10 George Washington
Jan. 15 UNC Charlotte

Jan. 17 Fordham
Jan. 1 9 St. Bonaventure

Jan. 22 ©Davidson
Jan. 24 @ Virginia Tech

Jan. 29 @ Rhode Island

Feb. 1 Dayton
Feb. 3 Temple
Feb. 8 at Xavier

Feb. 10 at Duquesne
Feb. 14 La Salle

Feb. 18 Rhode Island

Feb. 21 St. Joseph's

Feb. 25 @ St. Bonaventure

Mar. 1 @ Temple

Time

7:00 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

12:00 a.m
12:00 a.m
tba

tba

7:00 p.m
1:00 p.m
9:30 p.m
tba

9:30 p.m
7:30 p.m
9:30 p.m
2:00 p.m
tba

2:00 p.m
7:00 p.m
2:00 p.m
8:00 p.m
7:30 p.m
2:00 p.m
7:30 p.m
2:00 p.m
9:30 p.m
3:30 p.m
3:30 p.m
2:00 p.m
tba

12:00 p.m
7:35 p.m
3:45 p.m

Home games arean bold and will be played in the William

D. Mullins Center.

PLANNING TO OBSERVE
ROSH HASHANAH AND YOM KIPPUR?

Students planning to be absent from class due to religious

observance must notify their instructors at least one week in advance .

In the event of a dispute between a student and faculty member,
either party should contact the

Department Head or the Ombuds Office at 545-0867.*

* Taken from the Major Days of Religious Observance 1997/98 Calendar

CLUB I~WuT
WELCOMES BACK STUDENTS

FREE FOOD THURSDAY, FRIDAY & SAmRDmMGHT 9:30 - 10:30

JOIN US FOR OUR HOT BODY CONTEST, $50

fCASfl PRIZE.* FEATURING: Dj COOL REG

SPINNING TODAY'S TOP 40

JDJE. DOOGIE $ DJ VU
SPINNING TILE LATEST R^B.

I
FlI V HOP. & REAGGAE

ijWR. SMITH'S
ISA I URDAY NIGHT DANCE PARTY

DRINK SPECIALS
MM $ COKE $150

ICEHOUSES

nip poo

1602 $1.50

PUP 6 PUP LITE

1602 9T1S $2.50

BUOmCHEXS
$5.00

KAMIKA2EE

SH00TEKS $150

335 Russell St, Rt 9 Hadley 586.2774
5 minutes from campus

'registration between 9:30 & 10:30 weekly winners qualify for grand prizeJ
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Freider to resign as ASU coach
By Mel Reisner

Associated Press

PHOENIX - Bill Frieder is said

to be ready to quit as Arizona State

basketball coach following his
worst season and reports of a gam-
bling investigation.

Frieder, who has spent eight
years as coach of the Sun Devils,
was to hold an informal news con-
ference this afternoon at his home
in suburban Paradise Valley.

Athletic director Kevin White
was meeting with university offi-

cials, and the school is planning a

formal news conference. Phoenix
radio station KMVP and CNNS1.
neither identifying a source, were
among those reporting the immi-
nent resignation. Frieder's team,
beset by injuries and players' run-

ins with the law, finished 10-20 last

season, including 2-16 in the Pac-

10. A federal grand jury reportedly

is investigating accusations that a

player took thousands of dollars

from a gambler who bet heavily
against the Sun Devils in 1994 and
that two other players might have
shaved points.

Last week, two players were
accused of stealing a compact disc

player from a dormitory room.
Bruce Gebhardt. special agent in

charge of the Phoenix FBI office,

has said the school and athletic offi-

cials, including Frieder, are not tar-

gets of the investigation.

Frieder has been at Arizona State

since the 1989-90 season and has a

132-108 record. His best season

was 1994-95, when the Sun Devils

were 24-9 and reached the round of

16 in the NCAA tournament.

The Arizona Republic reported
last month that federal authorities

were investigating whether point

guard Stevin "Hedake" Smith took

thousands of dollars from a gam-
bler who bet heavily against the
Sun Devils in 1994. The grand jury

also is looking into the possibility

that two other players took money
from the gambler, the Republic
said.

The Tribune, a newspaper serv-

ing suburban Phoenix, quoted for-

mer Arizona State center |ay

Knollmiller as saying he saw suspi-

cious activity during the 1994 sea-

son and had talked with FBI agents.

The investigation began after Las

Vegas bookmakers noted unusually

heavy betting on Arizona State's

March 5, 1994, game against

Washington. Several casinos took

the unusual step of barring wager-

ing on the contest because of the

large bets on Washington in a game
Arizona State was heavily favored

to win. After missing its first 14

shots. Arizona State won 73-55,

surpassing even the original 1
I-

point spread posted for the game.

Smith was 4-of-8 and scored 13

points in the game, five off his sea-

son average.

Arizona State officials point to

the fact that the Sun Devils won
that game as evidence that there

was no wrongdoing.

"Some group of guys bet a lot of

money on Washington, and we cov-

ered," Frieder said two days after

the Washington game. "Do you
think I'd be alive today if we had

agreed to throw a game and then

ran away with it?"

Investigators reportedly are look-

ing into several other Arizona State

games late in the 1994 season,

including a March 3 game against

Washington State that ihe favored

Sun Devils lost by nine points.

Smith had 19 points in that game.

Frieder coached Michigan from

1981 to 1989, leading the school to

five consecutive NCAA tournament

appearances from 1985 through
1989 and compiling a record of

191-87.

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Mark
McGwire joined Babe Ruth as the

only players in major league histo-

ry with consecutive 50-hor.u-r sea-

sons by hitting a mammoth shot

off Shawn Estes in St. Louis'

game against the Giants on
Wednesday.
McGwire led off the third

inning with a homer to left field

estimated at 446 feet. It gave the

Cardinals a 3-2 lead over San
Francisco.

It was McGwire's 16th homer in

34 games since joining the

Cardinals in a )uly 31 trade from
the Oakland Athletics.

McGwire, who hit a major
league-leading 52 homers for

Oakland last season, became the

first player with back-to-back 50-

homer seasons since Ruth did it in

1927 and 1928. Ruth also accom-
plished the feat in 1920 and 1921.

McGwire became the sixth player

to reach 50 homers twice, joining

Ruth — who did it four times —
and )immie Foxx, Mickey Mantle,

Willie Mays and Ralph Kiner.

WRITE SPORTS!
COUHTfSY MEDIA RELATIONS

Heads Up!
The UMass men's soccer team returns to the friendly confines of Totman Field this Saturday when they

take on the Maine Black Bears. Game time is scheduled for 1 p.m.

Don't just read it... BE IT!

The Collegion is always looking for interested (and interesting) new writers ll you've

ever considered writing (Don't try to deny it, we know you hove), don't hesitate Find

yourself a niche now Be a part of New England's largest college daily.

'A We: Sell new and

used vehicles.

Repair foriegn and

domestic vehicles.

1 1 Bridge St • Sunderland, AAA

Tel (413) 665- 3344 Fax (41 3) 665-3966

Preventing

Electrical

Fires

Clcxlncil fires can cause

tragedies Hicse simple lips

will help protect your tioine

and family.

sVl Routinely check your

elcclncal appliances

and wiring

Look lor millets thai

ilon't work, light

switches dial are hoi

to Ihe lotich and lights

that Mkkci

Immediately repair

appliances and lamps lh.it

sputter or spark

i Never overload outlets or

extension cords

Replace all frayed or cracked

cords

Hive a professional check

sell wiring protect*.

Remember, on ihe safer* < in ml.

there's no plate like home

Specials
mammm<mm«mmmmmmmm*Mi m«n n«inmnw n»m»i

«

RUM&COKB
16oz$2.°°

Sombreros

16oz $2.°°

Miller LrrE

Draft

The Big One

20oz $1

»

Molson Night

Fri Sept 12

10-Midnight

Lots of Prizes

Thurs-Fri-Sat

Dancing

Beat the Cover

No Cover

Before 10pm

$hop Scott's &
$aveLot$!

Busch & Busch Light 30 packs$10.49 + dep. ^
Miller Lite 30 packs $1 4.99 + dep.

Molson Golden & Ice 12 packs$ 7.39 + dep.

Magic Hat * 6 packs $ 5.99 + dep.

-STOP IN SM NIGHT 5-7 FOR FREE MAGIC HAT STUFF-

Quantity discount* mlwmym uvmllmblf

Pats

Absolut Citron

Bacardi Rum
Captain Morgan
Jagermeister
99° Bananas

750ml

750mL

1.75L

750mL

750mL

$13.99
$7.99
$17.49
$12.99
$5.99

COME IN AND REGISTER TO WIN A FREE COLOR TV.

NO PURCHASE NECESSApY, MUST BE 21.

Always Tons of Unadvertised Specials!!!

Tele-Check for

vr-Mir personal check

We want to be your favorite

Liquor store

6 University Drive
at Newmarket Center, Amherst

\Jti4kamJ
«••*•'• ... . ?s

—

1 ' Univaruty Driv*

SCOTTS

Victory Market

6NUMENTAL
VINGS

15 East Pleasant Street

OUR

SALE OF
THE YEAR

SAVE UP TO

$200
ON college rings

/IrVK/IRVED*X COLLEGE JEWELRY

continued trom page 14

Unfortunately. Fox will probably
air Arizona at Washington. That
would be just our luck. My predic-

tion: Minnesota 20, Tampa Bay 17.

•No matter how accurate Jeff

George is. the Oakland Raiders

will lose half of their games this

year due to stupid penalties.

Oh. and by the way, if anybody
can give me one good reason
explaining to me how the "Prevent

Defense" is any good. I'll buy you a

slice of pizza at Antonio's. Your
choice.

If you saw the game on Monday
night, there was no way that

Kansas City was going to win. The
score was 28-22 in Oakland's favor

and there was less than a minute
left on the clock when the Chiefs

got the ball. Then, like a light

switch, the Raiders defense
changed. They only rushed three

men after Elvis Crbac and left the

rest back in an open zone. This

allowed K.C.'s receivers to run
their routes with little to no inter-

ference. Making a long story short,

the Chiefs made it all the way down
the field with :I0 seconds left on
the clock and the next play put the

ball in the endzone to win the

game.
But what can you expect? It's not

as if |oe Bugel did much to

improve Arizona. How can you
expect him to improve the Raiders?

•Kevin Butler hasn't seen the light

since his glory days back in Chicago.

And that was back when Belushi and

Akroyd saw the light with lames
Brown. But somehow, somewhere,

somebody was praying for him.

On Sunday, when it came down
to the wire and all the Cardinals

needed was a field goal to defeat

the menacing Cowboys. Butler

stepped on to the field. It was over-

time and he could become the hero

or the goat. The kick went up or

sort of straight and low. when all

of a sudden it hit the upright and

bounced through.

On any given day. it would be a

lucky kick, but against Dallas,

somebody wanted that to go

through.

•Carolina could only muster 9

points out of Atlanta's defense and

still won the game. 9-6. That's It

That's all I have to say about that.

• Perhaps the most impressive

team, thus far, has been
lacksonville. Even without Marc
Brunei!, the Steve Matthews' led

laguars are 2-0. It just shows you

how talented they really are.

Matthews, who was just recently

taken off waivers, completed 23

passes for 252 yards and beat the

Giants 40 13. That's after New
York embarrassed the Eagles in

week No. I

.

After two weeks of football have

been completed. I know less than I

did after the first In week one. I

picked 12 out of the 15 games cor-

rectly. Last week. I went 6-9.

The only thing I know for sure is

that if Drew Bledsoe keeps on play-

ing the way he has been for the last

two weeks, the talk about him
never turning into a MVP will dis-

solve faster than Bubby Brister's

career.

lonathan M. Place is a Collegian

columnist.
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Collegian Classifieds
III Campus Center

ANNOUNCEMENTS I AUTO FOR SALE

WOMEN'S ICE HOCK-
EY TEAM is looking for

new players. No experi-

ence necessary For info

call Beth at 546-2585.

If you don't think that

being in a sorority is for

you, you probably have
not checked out our

house. Come to Open
House Rush Sept. 9, 10,

11 at 8pm. lota Gamma
Upsilon, 406 N. Pleasant

St. For info or a ride call

Kendra at 549-1970.

Cheap
Boardin

Skiing N'

? The UMass
Ski 'N' Board Club is

having its first general

meeting. Learn now to

Ski and Board for less.

All levels welcome.
7pm, Earthfoods Cafe in

the Student Union, Sept.

17. Be a part of the tra-

dition.

AUTO FOR SALE

Purchasing a used
car? Having your car

repaired? Do you know
your legal rights? Call

The Student Legal
Services Office, 972
Campus Center, 545-

1995

Must Sell 87 Subaru
Wagon good condition,

great in winter, high
mileage. $1000 or B/0.
582-9872

1987 Mazda 323 auto-

matic, reliable. Asking
$1406. Call (413)256-
1743

'84 Jeep CJ7 hardtop,

new battery, needs
some work. Asking
$1500 or B/0. Call 54?
1609 (Tony) or 549-9267

(Patri)

85 Chrysler LeBaron
mint condition, A/C,
AM/FM cassette stereo

power windows and
locks. 95,000 miles.

$700 or B/0. Call Bruce

256-1215

EMPLOYMENT

Medical/Legal
Assistant

Part-Time for

Springfield/Northampto

n personal injury law
firm.

Job requires knowledge
of medical records and

anatomy. Nursing back-

ground and legal studies

necessary. Must be able

to perform online and
traditional research in

medicine and law. Some
work can be done on

campus. Flexible hours.

Could lead to full-time

permanent job.

Fax resume and cover

sheet to:

Attorney Alan Goodman
(413)736-4861

Undergraduate
Business Consultant
Great business and
leadership opportunity

on-campus. W/S and
H/W/S positions avail-

able. CSB 406 Student
Union. 5-2167

EMPLOYMENT
Rao's Coffee is hiring

Food service experience,

late night availability

and a minimum of 15
hours p

er week
required. Apply in per-

son. No calls please.

CANTONE S PIZZA
NOW HIRING DRI-
VERS PART-TIME
AND FULL-TIME You
must have a reliable

vehicle. Apply after 3

pm. 481 West St. (Route

116) South Amherst,
across from the Amherst
Ale House. 256-6100

Drivers Wanted Car
needed. Apply in person

at Pinocchio's Pizza. 30
Boltwood Walk.

Kai Chi Restaurant
Drivers and Waitstaff
Wanted. Part-Time.
Apply within. Route 9,

335 Russell St., Hadley.

586-2774

Grocery Shopper to

deliver to Longmeadow
family. Looking for indi-

vidual to do grocery
shopping at Bread and
Circus and deliver 1-2

times weekly. Must
have own car and be
dependable. Some
knowledge of Kosher
food helpful. Flat rate

preferred. Call Alan
(413)736-4635 ext. 221

Personal Care
Attendant for male
quad. Morning, evening,

and overnight. $7.85 per

hour. Call 546-0666

FOR RENT

Fridge Rentals 253
9742 Tree Delivery

Classifieds C
Special q

MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES TRAVEL

FOR SALE

Used Bicycles
Buy/Sell/Trade/Consign.

All styles, makes, and
models. Hampshire
Bicycle Exchange 256-

4537 Sun 9-4. In Hall at

Mt. Farms Mall on
Route 9, Hadley.

Queen Futon Mattress
Deluxe foam core, thick

cotton, double layer 1.8

density. The Best.

Excellent condition.

$150 or B/0. 256-8229

Furniture For Sale Will

take best offer. Call

Scott or Pete. 549-3747

2 Tap Keg System 4-

Sale Call James 549-

7598

Watch batteries, ear
piercing, eyeglass
repairs, jewelry restora-

tion, diamond engage-
ments, wedding rings.

Silverscape Designs,
264 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst. 253-3324
Open Daily.

INSTRUCTION

GUITAR LESSONS
Beginner-Advanced. 1-

888-908-8898 Call Peter

(Toll Free)

Lose weight! Boost
energy using
Thermochrome. Send
SASE for information or

$3.50 for sample packet

to: Jennifer James, 59 B
St., Hull, MA 0204$

ROOMMATE WANTED

Looking for one
female To share a two
bedroom apt in

Brandywine. $180 a

month with three other

females. Call 549-5244

FREE RENT!
Housemate/Respite
help. Easy, fun. Call

(4*3)527-6279.
Easthampton.

Looking for one or
two people to share 1

large room in two bed-

room apartment in

Amherst. On bus route,

behind campus. For info

please call Brad at 549-

3992

SERVICES

Transcription. Editing,

Typing for

students, professors &
businesses.

Domenichelli

Transcription Services

(413)783-8607. domen-
bus@javanet.com

Legal Questions? The
Student Legal Services

Office offers free legal

assistance to fee-paying

students. Contact us at

922 Campus Center,
545-1995.

11 Bridge Street

Sunderland, MA

iMh. new & used

^$j/i? vehicles

repairs foreign &
domestic

Tel. (413)665-3344

Fax (41 3) 665-3966

oub Connelly

Shop Manager

COMPUTER SER-
VICES

Mac Magic
Independent Macintosh

Trouble Shooter +

Consultant.

Alvin C. Whaley
(413)584-7904

Hardware/Software,
Installation Servicing +

Upgrades for Mac OS-
based computers +

peripherals.

Your office, dorm, or

home.

Vacation Package 4

nights accommodation.
Cancun. Mexico for 2

nights. New Orleans 2

nights Bahamas Cruise.

$J00 for all. Book by

December 20th. 253-

1751

COLLEGIAN
CLASSFIEDS

available

on

the

concoure

or

visit

our

friendly

office

in

the

campus

center

basement

Used
books

$2.00 per

4 lines.

Visit us

in the

basement

or on

the

Concourse.

Classifieds

Special S

Personals Policy Rates
1 All pergonals MUST be proofread by Collegian cla*.-

nfied employe*?* betore payment and acceptance ot

turned

J L,.*i names MAN SOT be used m personals. ONLY
mnm and initials are allowed The only excep-

m fa binh<ta> oi congratulations personals, in

tvtm h • ase the rull name may be used.

1 Phone numbers are not allowed m personals NO
' l« INS

4. Address** are not allowrd in personals, this means
dorm room numbers as well

i threatening or derogatory nature are

nor acceptable Personals of a vindictive or libelous

naiun- are m Personals may not be

used lor the purpose ot haiassment

t> Pruunity may "<« be used in personals.

7 The personals section ill niitv The per-

ionals BBCttOfl may NO! In- UMfd tQ MM v

roommates, advertise

8. All personals must have the nam.

rnmbw " '*"' Mullen; ,,!.,-. ing ihe as

tilled m on the
provide .i \.»lui dm. <

MM Oe Mtiwded on It- : UN <><

false ii ' 'nisrepresenl.itio-' is sul>|ect to

penalties under the l.m

«*. The Collegian reserves the rtuht t >

WH personal thai does not meet the

dards in accordance with the lUIUtes ol the

Commonwe.ilt(i oi MMBU Ninettl

Students

20<t per word/day

All others

40tt per word/day

$2.00
min./day

NO REFUNDS
Please write c learly and

legibly. We are not responsible for errors result-

ing from illegible handwriting or type.

Standard Headings
ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT
ENTERTAINMENT

FOR SALE

FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

THURSDAY, SEPT. 11

Class — A free one-credit class

entitled "Anti-Semitism Today:

From the Subtle to the Extreme"

will be held from 7-9 p.m. at the

Hillel House. Confrenece Room.

Classes are open to the public.

Visitors are welcome.

Greek life — The sisters of

Alpha Chi Omega would like to

invite all University women to

attend a patio party from 5-7

p.m. for open rush, at 38 Nutting

Ave., Amherst (behind the

Visitor's Center). Any questions,

call Danika at 549- 6070.

Greek life — Sigma Delta Tau

will hold open fall rush from 6-8

p.m. at 409 North Pleasant St.

Yugu — An Introduction to

Yoga & Meditation (lecture and

practical experience) by Dada

Anantananda will be held in the

Campus Center, room 904-08 at

7 p.m. Free admission. Sponsored

by the Ananda Morga Yoga &
Meditation Society.

FRIDAY, SEPT. 12

Meeting — A Welcoming

Reception for South Asian stu-

dents will be held at 5 p.m. in the

Durfee Conservatory, behind the

public health building. Everyone

is welcome. Free ethnic food.

Senice — Shabbat Set vice will

be held at 6 p.m. at the Hillel

House. All welcome. Sponsored

by UMass Hillel.

SATURDAY, SEPT. 13

Greek life — Sigma Delta Tau

will hold open fall rush from 2-4

p.m. at 409 North Pleasant St.

Greek life — The sisters of

Alpha Chi Omega would like to

invite all University women to

attend a fitness walk at I p.m. for

open rush, at 38 Nutting Ave.,

Amherst (behind the Visitor's

Center). Any questions, call

Danika at 549-6070.

Comedy — There will be a free

improv comedy show at 8 p.m. in

the Campus Center, room 1 63.

Donee — UMass Ballroom

Dance Club invites everyone to

their Welcome Back Dance /

Hooked on Ballroom II from

7p.m.- 1 a.m. in the Campus

Center Auditorium. Beginner

dance instructions from 7-9 p.m.

Dance exhibitions by students

and pros. Casual or semiformal

attire. Free admission.

NOTICES

Auditions — The UMass

Theatre Guild and University

Productions & Concert will be

holding auditions for the fall

musical production of The Who's

Tommy Friday. Sept. 12 at 7 p.m.

in the Campus Center, room 162.

Auditions will also be held

Saturday. Sept. 1 3 at 10 a.m. and

3 p.m. in the Campus Center,

room 1 62. Call backs are Sunday.

Sept. 14 at 11 a.m. Audition

pieces will be provided. For ques-

tions call 545-0415 or 545-2892.

Mood drive — Come and help

the American Red Cross meet the

challenge of providing a safe and

available blood supply for all

those who need it bv donating

blood at the UMassFall Kick-Off

Blood Drives. Donations can be

made Sept. 1 1 from 9:30

a.m.-3:30 p.m. on the first floor

of the Campus Center. Donors

can make an appointment by call-

ing (800) 462-2229. Walk-ins

are welcome.

Internships — Environmental

internships offered. Campaigns

this semester include: Hunger

and Homelessness, Pesticides,

Endangered Species. Updated

Bottle Bill and Campaign Finance

Reform. Looking for motivated

students to take leadership posi-

tions. Call MassPIRGat

545-0199 or stop by 423A

Student Union.

Library tours — The Du Bois

Library will be hosting orienta-

tion tours Sept. 11-12. The tours

will leave from the Entrance

FYls are public service announcements printed

daily. To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,

including the name ana phone number ot the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the

Managing Editor by noon the previous day.

lobby at 10:30 a.m. and 2:30

p.m. daily. Come, visit and get to

know the library.

Student government —
Nomination papers for the

Undergraduate Student Senate

will be made available in the

Student Government Association

office, located in the Student

Union, room 420. Nominations

open today at 10 a.m. and will

close at 5 p.m. on Friday, Sept.

19. If there are any questions,

please contact lodi Bailey at

545-0342.

r

z
u
X

Daily Listings sponsored by:
ffiiYWflflini

TONIGHT: MJLHJIM
SflABOBaSs GIVEAWAYS k PRIZES!! 10-12
41 H(i| IWOiinWALK - AMHERST 253-4040

HSCN Bulletin

Board

Hartford

Boston

Boston

Springfield

Movie Ch.

Hartford

ID

11

IS
13
14
14
1*7

IB

CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN
UPN/20
Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
International

UMass Academic TV

HSCN Programming

TV-19
I ABC/40 Springfield

! NBC/22 Springfield

CNN
84 CNN SI

SB Headline News
BBUCTV
87 TBS

SB BET

8B TV Land

3D Univision

31 Comedy Central

3B Cartoon

Much Music

THURSDAY EVEN

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
WVIT
WTIC
WWLP

4 1 \\< «l IW(t(U1«Alk « AMIIUKI

This week's
$1 drink:

Vodka & Cranberry

WGBY
WGQB

O

WSBK
WTBS
A4E
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK
SCIFI

TLC
TNT
TJST
HBO
MAX
SHOW

12

5,

©

6:00
Wishbone I
News I

News

News '.'

Full HOUM X
Newt

Martitd... With

Slmpaont X
News

iCreetures

NawaX
Bavarty HUH, 90210 (In Stereo)

Family Matter* | Family Matters

QD

«B

Qulncy "No Deadly SecreT

21

JO

NG
6:30

Buaineat Rpt. Newihour With Jim Lehrer X
CBS News Inside Edition

CBS Newt Extra X
ABC News Inside Edition

Fftah Prince

NBC Newt

Cheers .K

NBC Newt

RoteenneX

NBC News

Buaineat R pt.

ABC Newt

WortdVlewX

Tim Allen

Movie Magic

Make-Laugh

Up Cloae

Supermarket

MTV Uvt

Figure It OuT
Twilight Zone

Furniture

Beyond 2000

7:00 7:30

C - Campus

BoyWorld

Wheel-Fortune

udgeJudyl
Ent Tonight

Home Imp.

Wheel-Fortune

Real TV X
Ent Tonignt

Chronicle I
Freeh Prince

Jeopardy! X

8:00 8:30
Antique* Roadthow (In Stereo)

Promiaed Land Mirror Image'

Promiaed Land "Mirror Image"

9:00 9:30
Myataryl "Poifot" (R) X
Mike Wallace RemembertX

Mike Wallace Remembert X
Gvmnattlct World Championships

ttt 'tiutfrxf
4
ll98l. Science Fiction, Saan Conrwy.

Friendt (R) X |Fraai«r (R) X ISeinleld (R) X |3rd Rock-sUr7

10:00
Wait lor God

SEPTEMBER 11, 1997
10:30

48 Hours X
Keeping Up Murder-Horrid

NewtX
41 Houra X
20/20 (Season Premiere) I~
Newt Star Trek: Deep Space Nine X

Major League Baaeball New Yorts Yankees at Baltimore Orioles. (Live)

ER "Make a Wish" (In Stereo) X
LAP0

Hard Copy X
Seinfeld X
Jeopardy! X

Frienda(R)X

Uvlng Single"

Newthour With Jim Lehrer X
Ent Tonight

Friendt (R) X

Seinfeld X
Seinfeld X
Who't Boat?

Mad Abo. You

Who't Boaa?

ThltOtdHaa. I Pre.-Can

Bymnaatlca: World Championships

«(i TMMhWifrW0«* Drama) mrt hm*. Mark Hamill.

Law a Order "White Rabbitt" X
MoneytlneX

Dally Show (R)

CrottflreX

Stetn't Money

Sporttontar

See Wlnga "Cal Over Korea"

TWkend Kickotf

Debt Intimate Portrait Doris Duke

yjawtre

Tiny Toon

Darktide

Renovation

Kung Fu: Legend

Renegade (In Stereo) X
5.30

445

Baal of MTV (In Stereo)

Doug X |Rugrata X
Sighting! (R) (In Stereo) X
Hometime (R) IH(R) IHomatJme (R)

Lota a Clark-Superman

** "Nina Months" (\9to)

1
1 1 "Vug. Big" ; ! 990) David and Peter Paul

Highlander: The Serial (R) I [Walker, Texee Rangei

**» "r>e»)M"(l995, Comedy) Alicia SirvwtWTT"

Frttier(R)X

Between Brot.

Fratier (R) X

Seinfeld (R) X |3rd Rock-Sun

413 Hope St. "Pilot" X
ER "Make a With" (In Stereo)X

Seinfeld (R) X [3rd Rock-Sun

Mytteryl "Potrot" (R) X
ER "Make a Wish" (In Stereo) X
Brldetheed Reyitlted

20/20 (Seaton Premiere) X~

»tt '8todsporf
,i
(i9e8. Adventure) Jean-Claude van Damme.

Biography: Ayatollah Khomeini

Prime Newt X Burden-Prool

SeaTalet

Larry King UveX

;+-Avm rr»i^y6iao»"(t98i, Comedy) Oeorae Hamilton.

Wild Placovery: Drapons |Mv*fery Univ. |Movie Magic

News Real TVS

11:00 11:30
This Old Hte.

Late ShowX
Lata Show X
Nightllne X

Vibe

ITonight Show

Newt

Coach X
Tonight Show

Deep Space 8

Tonignt Show

Charlie Rote (In Stereo)

[

WghulnaXNewtX
TBA

»« "Doub* (mpacT (1991, Adventure) Jean-Claude Van Darnrne"

M'A'S'H X

Unexplained Law* Order X
World Today X
Tim Allen |Make-Laugh

Sportalllua.

Wlnga 'Wings Over Vietnam"

Dally Show

College Football: Alabama at Vanderbilt (Lrve)X

Hn.oJv.rl Uyfriet (In Stereo) tW»nd Ooeer (1996, Suapenta) Kim Delaney, John J. YortT

Wild Placovery: Dragont

Beavle-Butt. IBetvtt-Butt

Secret of Alex IHappyDeyt

Seequett DSV (In Stereo) X
Treatures America

Countdown to the 10 Spot

Happy Day* IHiyyOfY1
Yo! (In Stereo)

HappyDt

lit "flamoU Cdntror ( 1 987, Science Fiction) Kevin

Ufa After Death
m

h«pp» p»y«

^.1 »n» i n~i*yW /1974. Comedy! Burl wynokfa, Edcha Albert.

*.., t..JKnyr T. \tfn "r^rfOCf W(1994, Suspense

Non-Lethal Weapona (R)

| Rough Cut

"EMs Meete Nuon"(\997, Comedy) Rick Petert. (In Stereo)

»«« H-Aa«ancec/A4«;ir*"tl881.-
«*u, "nMriFV»sxtwtt"(1995.Ufima)LareruTate.

,R X

Poubfc Tap" (1997

ima) l^aui Newman

Tert Qarr. (In Stereo)

nte) Slephen^ea. 'ff |Mr. Show"
lit

MoneytlneX

Steln't Money

Sportacenter X
Homicide: Life on the Street X
Oddvllle, MTV

Happy Day*

Loveline

Happy Day*

Sighting* (R) (In Stereo) X
Treaturet IAmerica

Silk Stalking-

ESC
i "Powder Bum"

tv> •Auwa.Of^ra(iori(riferoepr(199S)'R'

•Color ot Justiot" {\9i1. Drama) Bruce Davlton.

Inalde the NFL (I n Stereo) X
Night Ey*?

'Mww'(199S)
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Robotman By Jim Meddick
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Horoscopes
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) -
Quality time is not ull it '«. cracked

up to be toda\ . Poem on doing

things that arc enjoyable, whether

or not others approve.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) You
may find yourself involved in I com-

petition of sorts with tomeonc who
has a great deal in common with

you. Try working together.

SCORPIO (Oct. 25-Nov. 21) -
New surroundings can inspire you

to work harder, faster and with

greater results. Rewards beckon,

hut you have other motives.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
— You may be contusing what you

want to do with what *ou need to

do today. Prioritize, and you'll be

better prepared to proceed.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

There is no need to judge anyone

prematurely today, Keep your opin-

ion! to yourself until >ou have all

the evidence. Remember the quality

of mercj
AQUARIUS (|an. 20-Feb. 18) -
You can count on others to be con-

scientious and willing to put in that

extra effort when the time comes ll

is eas\ to pla\ leader todav.

PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20)

You will derive a great deal of inspi-

ration today from the most mun-
dane of circumstances. You may be

surprised to find out where your

power lies.

ARIES (March 21 -April 19) — Pay

attention to all messages, warnings

and announcements you receive

directly or indirectly today. All info

is valuable to you.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —

Keep up the good work, and focus

on what is most profitable to the

greatest number of people. Avoid

doing things solely for yourself

today.

GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20) — You
will be able to catch on to some-

thing that others may find extremely

confusing today. Your next move?
Show others the ropes.

CANCER (|une 21-|uly 22) — You
are going to have to treat yourself a

little more responsibly today. Kat

right, get enough rest, and focus on

emotional nourishment.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) — Someone
you know may be taking an imma-
ture approach to a difficult problem

today. It is time once again to come
to the rescue!

Close to Home By John McPherson

WWP
^99r join McP*»'ir*' "Jii* Ri

3 of t jHe I>»y

£Q Being in love

tired, you can

all you want to do

bed.

is a lot like being

't think straight and

is get back in * *

-Anonymous

M&&
"OK, free HBO! Come fo papa!'

ACROSS
1 1 «^fy vagdtablc

5 MftMyOf
baseball

9 Arab boat
13 Violinist Stern

1S Won Ion. e.g.

Hi Soep
17 Object
1

8

Feline Round
19 Icebervj

20 SmidH«"
21 Overlook
23 Displease
25 Blcmisri

26 Stylist's aid

27 Inconspicuous
30 Lunched
31 Narrow lanes

32 Polish sausaqc
37 * 1h era ought to

be —!"

38 Medieval 1ia<te

union
•10 Press
41 Connective

tissue

43 Fire starter

44 Qty
45 Community
47 SinytM Enrir.o

50 Pub ordetsi

51 Although
52 Take a shine to

.S3 Flying saucc
-

abbr
56 Favor

57 North Altican

port

b9 Candle
H1 Grotto

G? Not any
63 M^H unit

64 D«5tort

65 Wide-spouieri
pitcher

66 Part of A D

DOWN
1 Pirate capiat
2 Or> the briny

3 Farm baby
4 Watct, in Paris

ft Hove ambitions
H Out
7 '— Town"
8 Pulled oui

9 Hemoves
(a hat)

10 Golf-course
units

1

1

layer

1

2

T»dy the garden
1 A Sign of spring
?? Impair

?i Oil or coal

?5 Pronunciation
symbol

26 Send
27 Example oi

38 Down
23 Java's

neighbor
s<* Doe's mate

PHEVIOUS PJZ2LE SOLVED

BOm-iMMU QBE
DEIHEW MWUftra BKQ
IIHIAI 0DSHG] Ul Ml! I II 19

aura aranwwi^w

'A BiAIL LKSf
ilBNlt'1 OINaW

^inRia hhhb urnuna
ISTllDIEWS lF-IFinipEISIHblHI
9-11-97 (21 IOJI' UnnrH r<'i»loi« r/»iOi£ila

12 Set of tools

33 Bftakft

34 Div«'s *nlo

35 Melr^dy
36 Poker <*IAkrt

38 Vaiu«t>l^

mir»err»i

39 'Do— others'

42 Hawaiian
island

•13 Groups of
.1 dp*

4? More conceited
46 Km<t

47 Ouier garment

48 Superior 10

49 Extend (a

subscription)

51 Fundamentals
52 Country romt

53 "Once— a
i»mc

$4 Houpeplant

55 Sandwich
OOOkrfi

5BT«er
60 — premiom:

scarce

Today's D.C. Menu
Call 343-2636 for itrer* information.

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Pizza Casserole

Vegan Falafel Sandwich
Falafel Sauce

DINNER

Jamaican Beef Patty

Shells w/ Tofu Mushroom Sauce

Grilled Cheese Sandwhich

Worcester

LUNCH
Hot Turkey sandwich

Elbow Macaroni/TomatoSauce
Vegetable Lo Mein

DINNER
Breaded Chicken Tenders

Pastabilities

Black Bean Quesadilla

VeganBlack Bean Quesadilla

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Charbroiled Chicken Sandwich
Barbecued Beef on a Bun

DINNER
Breaded Chicken Tenders

Jamaican Beef Patty

Berkshire

LUNCH
Hot Turkey Sandwich
Hamburger on a Roll

Harvest Burger

DINNER
Breaded Chicken Tenders

Jamaican Beef Patty

Shells w/ Tomato Basil Broth

Pastabilities

\ Staff

Night Editor

Photo Technition

Copy Editor

Production Supcrviboi

Production Staff Angie Anneue I

Matt Guilmette I
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Rednecks or

the Reds? A
simple pick

Fast cars or fast women?
The thunder of NASCAR's

Winston Cup rolls into Loudon,

N.H. on Sunday at 12:30 p.m. for

the New Hampshire 300 at New
Hampshire International

Speedway (NH1S). Meanwhile, the

thunder that is St. Bonaventure

women's soccer 12-6 in the

Atlantic 10 last year) rolls onto

Totman Field on Sunday at 1 p.m.

Winston Cup races can pass a

rainy day on TV, but I've heard

that you have to see one of these

things in person to truly appreci-

ate the raw power of the sport. 1

was planning on sneaking up to

the race, but never made it that

far.

I enjoy writing here, but my
bread is buttered in Boyden, and

thus I'll be sitting in the tin can

that passes as a press box at

Totman on Sunday. So. to help

myself feel somewhat better about

this arrangement, I've listed sever-

al reasons below why UMass
women's soccer (the Reds) is bet-

ter than NASCAR (the

Rednecks).
• Soccer is the most popular

sport in the world. NASCAR is

the most popular sport in

Talladega. Alabama.
• After a goal at a UMbss game,

you might get hit in the lap with a

free t-shirt or soccer ball thrown

into the stands. On the other

hand, after a nasty crash at a race,

you might get hit in the head with

Minutewomen beat Eagles for 16th straight time, 3-0

By Greg Thurell

& Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

New coach, new field, same

result.

The Massachusetts women's field

hockey team extended its winning

streak to 16 games over the Boston

College Eagles with a 3-0 victory in

the Minutewomen's third game at

Garber Field.

UMass now holds a record of

2-1. while the Eagles' first loss of

the year drops their record to 2-1

.

lunior Vicky Browne opened the

scoring by weaving through a cou-

ple of Eagles defenders, and putting

the ball into the net at the 9:42

mark of the first half. The unassist-

ed goal is Browne's 3rd of the year.

About 18 minutes in, UMass'

leading scorer Erica lohnston suf-

fered a cut under her left eye and

dence that you're going to frt to H

and that if you don't get to it. then

u>ur teammate is there to back you

up. We just had that mindset to go

for the 50/50 balls today, and that

really helped us."

Sophomore goalie Zowie Tucker

made a few spectacular saves in the

half, including one off of BC
penalty corner, which helped

UMass preserve its lead 14 minutes

into the half. With about 8.30 left

before intermission, she went out

of the net to stop one shot and then

came back with another two saves

back to back, one of them diving

back toward the cage.

"Zowie plays a European style,

and that style is so different." Shea

said. "European goalies are so lar

ahead in terms of reading the plays

and reading the field, it's just a

matter of bringing her into the pre-

sent. She did a real good job of

that, especially with her not being

100 percent right now."

Tucker, who finished with six

saves, has a slight strain in her

upper right leg.

The Minutewomen also benefit-

ted from a 7-2 advantage in penalty

corners in the first half. Corners

were one area where the

Minutewomen did have problems

stopping the ball before the shot.

"I think that we just weren't

focused on doing one thing at a

time," Shea said, "lust like if we

over run the ball, you have to

receive the ball first before you can

do your next move."

The second half saw the

Minutewomen set the tempo and

score the only goal of the period.

With 13:59 remaining in the game.

Millbauer carried the ball up the

left side of the field, drawing a

defender to commit to her.

A sharp pass to the middle of the

field found lohnston, who then

maneuvered in front of an advanc-

ing Cichaski before nailing a shot

hard against the back of the BC
goal.

The Minutewomen return to

action tomorrow afternoon at 1

p.m. when they take on Davis and

ElkiM at lames Madison University.

Minutewomen Notes: Former

UMass coach Pam flixon. who has

13 wins against the Eagles to her

credit and who coached Shea at

UMass. was on hand for the con-

test.

"Patty's doing a really great job."

Ilixon said. "She's in a nice situa-

tion with an eager team and a great

new field."

Lc ti:i tin

a flying brakepad.

• "Minutewomen" is a unique

nickname, especially considering

that there were technically only

"Minutemen" in the

Revolutionary War, No where

else on Earth will you find people

known as "Minutewomen" except

for UMass. Meanwhile. Jeff

Gordon — Winston Cup super-

star — stole the nickname
"Rainbow Warriors" from
Greenpeace.

• Speaking of tree huggers,

Winston Cup cars, on some
tracks, only get between two and

2.5 miles per gallon depending on

several variables. Even an Olds

Toronado does better than that on

gas. This all contributes to the

Greenhouse Effect, acid rain and

other nasty things that I don't

want to deal with. The
Minutewomen are completely

biodegradable, and several of

them actively recycle.

• It's much less wordy to talk

about Robin Smith in her Reebok

Infinity Pros than saying

"National Association of Stock

Car Auto Racing driver Ernie

Irvan drives the No. 28

Texaco-Halvoline Ford

Thunderbird." That, and I can

comprehend owning a pair of

Reeboks. A Thunderbird...

• Showing a respect for the

other side, UMass head coach |im

Rudy has been known, on occa-

sion, to root for Mark Martin in

the No. 6 Valvoline Ford. The
Winston Cup folks don't recipro-

cate though, none of the good old

boys have ever been spotted at a

UMass game. Snobby bastards.

• There's nothing to even

remotely match Dick Trickle in

the name department, but follow-

ing Mark Martin and Ricky Rudd.

Rudy does love alliteration in

recruiting, lust explain Danielle

Dion, Tarah Tokarchik, "Tommy"
Thompson, Brooke Bartlett, or his

fresh, fiendish find, Massachusetts

midfielder Molly Meghan McGrew
from Mechanicsburg, Pa.

• Busch is the official beer of

NASCAR.
• The new Federal tobacco set-

tlements will eventually force the

Winston Cup to change its name

(You didn't think that was for

Winston-Salem, N.C., Winston

Zedemore from Ghostbuslen. or

Winston Smith did you?).

Unaffected by the tobacco lobby

UMass will compete in the

Atlantic 10 from now until the

Big F.ast wakes up and smells the

coffee, or Hanson's induction into

the Rock n Roll Hall of Fame.

• The Minutewomen look far

better in dresses and high heels

than does Rusty Wallace.

• During games, the

Minutewomen make left and right

turns.

• NASCAR's home office is in

Daytona Beach. UMass women's

soccer is headquartered in Boyden

Nope, can't argue with that one,

but even the Reds lose one every

now and then to the Rednecks.

How else can you explain a 3-0

loss to Texas A&M last year?

Leigh Torbin is a Collegian

columnist.

had to be replaced by injured

senior captain Courtney MacLean.

Two minutes later, at 20:08 in

the first half, MacLean scored,

assisted by freshman Christine

Millbauer. Millbauer directed the

ball as it rebounded off Eagle goalie

Stacy Cichaski's pads. As the ball

went to Cichaski's right side,

MacLean was ready, and she car-

ried the ball straight into the BC
cage.

"The ball just deflected to me off

the goalie," MacLean said. "And I

was in the right place at the right

time."

MacLean is part of a new-look

UMass front line, one that is boost-

ed by the experience of the senior

co-captain and lohnston. a junior,

and the youthful enthusiasm of

Millbauer, a sophomore, and fresh-

man Kristen Schmidt.

"Christine is a fireplug," coach

Patty Shea said. "She is a real spark

on this team. She will do just about

anything that is asked of her. She

can create havoc for the other

team's defense because she is fast

and she plays a different style than

Kristen, Erica and Courtney. And
that's something you want on the

front line."

The 2-0 score at the half is

indicative of the way the

Minutewomen outplayed the Eagles

both on defense and on offense.

A key area of Shea's concern

before the game were the 50/50

balls.

"That was one of our goals."

Shea said. "A lot of that is a confi-

IAITONKOSKY COUEGIAN

Led by |unior Vickie Browne, the Minutewomen blanked BC 3-0 yesterday at Garber Field.

Massachusetts sweeps Hawks, 7-0 Pats, Jets wont live up;

Bucs and Vikes to tango
By Michoel Kobylansk

Collegian Correspondent

UM
Harford

The 1997 season opener for the

University of Massachusetts

women's tennis team was basically a

carbon copy of the '96 opener. On
both occasions, the Minutewomen
opened up their campaign with easy

victories over the University of

Hartford.

On Tuesday afternoon in

Hartford, UMass bageled the Hawks
7-0 to start its season off on the

right foot. All six singles matches

were won in straight sets. In addi-

tion, all three doubles teams were

winners, allowing the Minutewomen

to gain the final point of the after-

noon in doubles competition.

"They exceeded my expectations,"

Massachusetts coach |udy Dixon

said. "It was a little early to start

the season because we've only had

five days of practice. I was pleased

with
t h e

inten-

lltji
t h e

mental toughness and the informa-

tion we gained about what we need

to do [this season]."

Senior Marie-Christine Caron
defeated Sarah Kadi 6-2. 6-0 in her

first collegiate match at the number

one position, lackie Braunstein fol-

lowed that win with a 6-1, 6-1 vic-

tory over |enn Kolins.

Next to pick up a win was fresh-

man Robyn Lebovitz, who breezed

past Cara Pigliocampi 6-0, 6-0. "I

was especially pleased with Caron

and Lebovitz," Dixon said.

"Caron came out and played

excellent, and I was impressed with

how strong she was mentally... and

it's not often that a freshman wins

6-0, 6-0."

The clean sweep in singles play

continued when Caroline Steele

rolled past |odi Langdell 6-2, 6-2.

lunior Lana Gorodetskaya was

also a 6-1, 6-1 victor over Diane

Kapner, while April Mandini put

the Hawks out of their misery

with a 6-0, 6-3 win over Jessica

Bantje.

"Caroline Steele played well, and

she came out with confidence." said

Dixon of her senior tri -captain.

Doubles play produced more of

the same results for the

Minutewomen. Ola Gerasimova and

Caron easily disposed of

Kadi/Kolins 8-3. The duo of

I.ebovitz/Steele took care of

Kolins/I.angdell 8-2, and

Braunstein/Gorodetskaya rounded

out the day's play with a 8-2 win

over Kapner/Bantje

"Hartford is much improved from

last year," said Dixon, who coached

UMass to a 6-1 win over the Hawks
last vear. "I'm happy we came out

so ready to pla\."

( OURTNFYSMI1H COUIGMN

The Massachusetts^ women's tennis team opened the 1997 fall season

by whipping Hartford 7-0 yesterday.

Alright sports fans, let's set the

stage.

I ocation: Foxboro Stadium.
Foxboro. Mass.

Event: The New York lets (1-1)

vs. the New England Patriots

(2-0).

The Big Deal: The most highly

anticipated football game of the

year.

lust in case you missed the latl

nine months, here ^^^^^^^^^
is a little summary

""^

explaining why
there is so much
lupe surrounding m
this contest. —

Rich Kotite. the

worst coach in NIT. history, was
fired from the head coaching posi-

tion for the lets, Rig surprise. Bill

Parcells. after losing the

Superbowl with the Patriots, leaves

New England for New York.

Another tear jerker. Pete Carroll.

who was fired from the lets to he

replaced by Kotite. becomes the

new head coach of New England.

Another little tidbit, when Carroll

was the head coach of the lets, he

coached them to a 6-10 record. He-

was fired because the owner's

daughter liked Kotite better. Kotite

could only get one win. against

Arizona, last year.

What a great front office the lets

must have.

So after all the talk, the

l-have-something-to-prove press

conferences. and the

he-was-a-great-guy-to-work-for

interviews, it is now time to play

ball.

But don't get your boxers all in a

bunch. It ain't gonna be that great

of a game. Sure, all the hype tells

you that having the Tuna come-

back to Foxboro is the biggest

thing since Roger Clemens coming

hack to Fenway, but do you really

think that New York will give Vm
England a game'.'

Come on. the lets destroyed

Seattle and lost to Buffalo. Thej

lost to Buffalo. How good can thev

be? first of all. the Seahawks

aren't good enough to make the

Patriots practice squad. Second,

Buffalo, if they are lucky, will fin-

ish third, maybe fourth, in the AFC
East.

The Patriots toyed with San
Diego, like thes should have, and

embarrassed Indianapolis. Maybe
the first half of Sunday's game
wasn't that pretty, but the Pats still

walked away with a 25-point victo

ry.

The NFL
Jonathan M. Place:

1 The defense
has only bent

enough to give
1 up 13 total

. points. How
much do you

think Parcells can get the embar-

rassment of the Big Apple to

score? Not only have the Patriots

scored the most points in the NFL
this season (72). the defense has

allowed the fewest (13).

As far as I'm concerned, the

Patriots should walk away with this

game. Even the bookies have

favored the Pats by 9 points. My
prediction: New England 45. New
York 10.

Air Bledsoe tosses the Tuna back

to the Meadowlanda.
By the way, there is no bias in

this column.

In other NFI. news

•The most interesting game com-

ing up this Sunday, next to the lets

m foxboro. could be Tampa Bay

traveling up north to face

Minnesota.

The Buccaneers surprised every

body in the first week of the season

by beating up San Francisco and
then going in to Detroit to take

game number two. The Vikings
started the last two weeks on the

road. First in Buffalo and then in

Chicago, and took both of those

games.

Now Minnesota opens up in

Minneapolis against an interdivi-

sional opponent, and an undefeat

ed one at that I ook for this to be

the game of the weekend

Turn to PATS, page 1

1
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How Swe*t

it is

Krist Novoselic
manages to avoid

any serious com-
parisons with his

old group Nirvana
on his new album.

Check out our
review (see Arts d
Living, page S).

Black Bears are

Maine competition

Matt Jordan and

the UMass offense

need to shift gears

against the power-

ful Maine defense

to bounce back
from the Richmond
loss (see Sports,

page 10).

WORLD

Scotland creates

own Parliament

EDINBURGH, Scotland (AP) —
Scots gave a thumping endorsement

to creating their own Scottish

Parliament after 290 years of union

with England, according to early

returns from yesterday's referendum.

But there was less voter enthusiasm

on the separate question of whether

the government should be able to

raise taxes.

The creation of a Scottish

Parliament, which would be opened

by 2000, would be the most signifi-

cant change within the United

Kingdom since Ireland won its inde-

pendence in 1922.

In North Lanarkshire, one of the

five largest districts, the proposed
Scottish Parliament got a 77.8 per-

cent "yes" vote, while tax authority

was backed by 67.7 percent.

Clackmannan, a small district

which was the first to report, was 4-1

in favor of the parliament, with 68.7

percent for tax-raising powers.

Turnout was about 66 percent, the

British Broadcasting Corp. said.

Scotland "is in for a very exciting

journey," said Alex Salmond, leader

of the Scottish National Party, which

campaigned for a "yes" vote as a big

stride toward its goal of indepen-

dence.

NATION

Clinton to nominate

surgeon general

WASHINGTON (AP) — After months

of delay, President Clinton is ready to

nominate Dr David Satcher, director of

the Centers for Disease Control and

Prevention, as surgeon general.

Clinton plans to announce the

nomination today.

An administration official, speaking

on condition of anonymity, con-

firmed Satcher would be nominated

today as both surgeon general and

assistant secretary of health.

The positions were combined dur-

ing the Carter administration, when
|ulius Richmond held both posts.

President Reagan divided the jobs to

resolve a controversy about appoint-

ing C. Everett Koop as assistant

health secretary. Koop was named
surgeon general. Public health

groups had urged the Clinton admin-

istration to name one person to hold

both jobs. The nomination requires

Senate approval.

The surgeon general post has been

filled only temporarily since the

departure of loycelyn Elders in

December 1994. The man nominat-

ed to succeed her. Dr. Henry Foster,

failed to win Senate approval amid a

furor over his having performed abor-

tions. The nation's acting surgeon

general, Dr. Audrey Manley, left

office on |uly 1

.

Satcher emerged as a possible

nominee in April. But his nomination

was delayed by paperwork, the con-

gressional recess and the president's

three-week vacation, according to

administration officials.
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Scott discusses Money ranking

at UM Faculty Senate meeting
By Tamar Carroll

Collegian Staff

Chancellor David K. Scott noted

the University of Massachusetts'

recent high rankings in several

national publications at yesterday's

Faculty Senate meeting.

"We were ranked in Money
Magazine as 46th in the nation in

terms of the best value for the

money," Scott said. "But we are not a

cheap institution... so that indicates

that there is very good value, in spite

of the cost."

In its annual College Guide, Money

rH«l?TOPHtR A CESNEK COLLEGIAN

Chancellor David K. Scott speaks at the first Faculty Senate meeting yes-

terday.

New certificate program in

Native American studies

looks to break stereotypes

By Beth McCarthy

Collegian Staff

After five years of planning, the

new certificate program in Native

American Indian studies will open

itself to interested students tonight

at Machmer Hall.

"Personally. I feel there's more
awareness of Indigenous Peoples

due to the movies that have come
out like Dance* With Wolves."

program director Ron Welburn
suid. "But there are still too main

stereotypes.''

According to Welburn, many
stereotypes, such as there are no

Indians east of the Mississippi River

and all Indians wear beads and
feathers and collect undue benefits,

still exist today.

"We want to dispel those miscon-

ceptions," Welburn said of the new
program's goals.

Students interested in attending

the informational session at 7:15

p.m. in room W-25 can expect to

meet with Welburn; Robert
Paynter, professor in anthropology:

Joyce Vincent, director of Josephine

White Eagle Cultural Center; and

Jean Forward, part-time professor

in anthropology.

With no major offered in Native

American Indian studies, this cer-

tificate program can provide a way
for students to consolidate their

studies in this subject.

"I'm excited about the fact that it

exists." said Welburn. who has

been working to get this new pro-

gram going from it's conception in

the early 1990s.

Welburn said that Anthropology

590: "Contemporary Issues in

Native America. A Focus on the

Northeast" is going to be required

and only offered in the spring and it

would be a good idea to attend

tonight's meeting.

According to Welburn, there are

five additional courses, with at least

one course in each of three subject

matters. Courses can also be chosen

from any of the five colleges.

Coinciding with the academic
requirements, students will also be

given the opportunity to interact

with Native Americans and experi-

ence their culture.

"We hope they complete the pro-

gram with a firmer appreciation and

grounding in the culture, history

and contemporary issues effecting

Indigenous Peoples of the Western

Hemisphere." Welburn said.

Senate approves testing plan;

bill facing opposition in House

Magazine, which has never before

included UMass in its list of "the elite

values in college education today,"

ranked the University 46th, just three

places below Harvard University.

Money also ranked UMass fourth

in the country in best values in public-

schools for in-state students, behind

the New College of the University of

South Florida, University of North

Carolina at Chapel Hill and the

University of Florida.

Scott also recognized the improved

ranking of the University in U.S.

News and World Reports, which
moved the University from its third

to its second tier of Universities in its

most recent College Guide.

"There is no harm in touting the

rankings in these publications," Scott

said. "They are looked at very closely

by prospective students and parents,

and that is very important."

In addition, Scott addressed the

ranking of the University in Mother

/ones magazine as the third most
activist campus in the nation, lagging

behind just Mt. Holyoke and the

University of Wisconsin at Madison

in terms of student engagement.
"1 am not against activism but...

we are against the disruption of the

University as a result of activism,"

Scott said, repeating the message he

sent to students in his letter accompa-

nying the Picket Code, which was

mailed to students in the past weeks.

In other business, the Faculty

Senate elected professors to fill sever-

al vacancies.

The senate elected professor Ernest

May, chair of the art department, to

serve as its Presiding Officer, profes-

sor Brian O'Connor of the biology

department to serve as the senate's

delegate to the Board of Trustees and

professor (oseph Larson, director of

the Environmental Institute, as chair

of its Rule Committee. Professor |ohn

Bracey, of the department of

Afro-American Studies, was reelect-

ed secretary of the senate.

By Robert Greene
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The Senate

gave overwhelming approval yester-

day to President Clinton's plan for

national reading and math tests after

an agreement was reached for an

independent board run the voluntary

program.

But a House vote was put off until

Tuesday because of slow movement
on a massive spending bill. The test-

ing plan faced strong opposition
there from an alliance of liberals and

conservatives. And even though the

Senate gave Clinton a victory on test

ing, it voted 51-49 to strip the

Education Department ol control

over much of its spending power b)

converting as much as $l» billion of

aid it administers for kindergarten

through high school education into

direct grant* to school districts

"That is, in effect, a back-door
attempt to abolish the Department of

Fountains are forever

COUEGIAN

Attention all fountain lovers, the fountain found in the Student

Union is up and running and looking for company.

Clinton stands behind Weld
Pres. says no to Lott on call to withdraw Weld's Mexico bid

By Laura Myers
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Senate Majority Leader Trent Lott

called on President Clinton yesterday to withdraw the nom-

ination of William Weld as ambassador to Mexico, dealing

another blow to the former governor's long-shot bid.

The White House refused.

On the eve of a committee showdown on Weld's nomi-

nation, Lott urged Clinton to send a substitute name to the

Senate for quick action.

"The most appropriate thing with regard to the Weld

nomination is for the president to step into this issue and

do the right thing for the country and our relations with

Mexico." Lott said in an interview with network radio cor-

respondents.

"I call on the president officially this afternoon to step

into the issue, withdraw the Weld nomination and send a

nomination that can be approved and confirmed quickly

by the Congress," said Lott. (R-Miss.)

The White House refused the demand to withdraw the

name of Weld, a moderate Republican whom Clinton

selected in the name of bipartisanship but who has divided

his party with conservatives led by Sen. lesse Helms, (R-

N.C.), opposing him as soft on drugs. If Clinton were to

pull the nomination, it would spare the Republicans an

agonizing intraparty battle.

"The president has done his job. which is putting for-

ward an excellent nominee to be ambassador to Mexico."

White House spokesman Mike MeCurry said. "The presi-

dent absolutely will not send another nominee. This nomi-

nee deserves a fair hearing." MeCurry added that the

American people were owed an explanation "on why the

Senate is not doing its job."

Helms, chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations

Chairman, has refused for weeks to grant Weld a nomina-

tion hearing. Under bipartisan pressure. Helms scheduled a

"special meeting" for today on the issue but. using the

power of his chairmanship, refused to put Weld on the

agenda.

Asked if Helms was willing to compromise and allow

Weld some sort of hearing, his spokesman Marc Thiessen

said. "No way. I>

As he made rounds on Capitol Hill yesterday. Weld said

he had no plans to withdraw, but he couldn't say what he

would do when his options run out.

"We're going to try to get our hearing," he told

reporters. "We'll see you there tomorrow, one way or

another."

Weld said he would be on hand for the special meeting —
most likely in the hall, not in the room — when Helms's

committee meets. "I can't control what other people are

going to do. but I think there's no harm in standing up for

one's rights.' Weld said.

Education," White House spokesman

Mike MeCurry said. "We'll have
ample opportunity to reverse that

decision as the legislation goes for-

ward."

The testing proposal "took a major

step forward today, and we believe it

will prevail in the end." MeCurry
aid,

Clinton savored his 88-12 victory

in the Senate, where only conserva-

tive Republicans opposed him.

Conservatives say the tests threaten

local control of what children should

learn. Liberals who oppose the tests

say they will be used to further brand

low-achieving students from impover-

ished school districts as inferior.

The tests, to be given first in March
1999, would measure fourth-graders

for their reading ability and eighth-

graders for their ability to do math,

including some algebra and geometry.

The 90-minute tests would be based

Turn to SENATE. page2
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A different point of view
Freshman Scott Rola takes a picture at the Campus Center Hotel yesterday.
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on fixed standards of what chil-

dren should know and be able to

do in those two core subjects

Other achievement tests common-

ly measure students against a

shifting norm, or average.

"The measure they have

embraced will help parents

ensure their children have mas-

tered the basics of reading and

math," Clinton said after the

Senate vote. "This is another

example of what can happen

when people of good will of both

parties... look to the future and

not to the past."

The Senate votes were on

amendments to an $80 billion

spending bill for the Education,

Labor and Health and Human
Services departments, which the

Senate later approved.

A pending House amendment

by Rep. William Goodling, (R-

Pa.), to block spending on the

test will be considered Tuesday

when the House resumes work on

its version of the spending bill.

Differences between the House

and Senate bills will have to be

worked out. meaning the final

outcome of the proposal still

must be decided.

The vote to convert much of

the Education Department's

spending to block grants was
sponsored by Sen. Slade Gorton.

(R-Wash). He said the amend-

ment would cut the heavy paper-

work costs of school aid while

sending money to school districts,

based on the wealth and popula-

tion of a district. No one would

get less under the amendment.
Help for disabled students would

be exempted.

Big E kicks off 76th fair

with food, entertainers

By Jonathan Liberty

Collegian Staff

WEST SPRINGFIELD — Today
begins "The World's Only Big E."

which has been a New England tradi-

tion lor the past 76 years.

"The Big E is the best entertainment

value in New England," said Big E

Communications Manager Catherine

Pappas. "It's a top quality event featur-

ing the finest in food, crafts, animals

and other products in the North East."

Day One
The first day of this 17-day event

will feature master chef Martin Yan,

who will make two special appear-

ances at the new Harvest New
England Food Demonstration at 1

1

a.m. and 1:30 p.m.

"My favorite event this year is

going to be the Harvest New England

Food Demonsttation," Pappas said.

"Local and celebrity guest chefs will

demonstrate local recipes using all

New England Products."

Also on day one, the Marvaleties.

of Motown fame, will play at 3 p.m.

and 8 p.m. The Big E Grande Parade,

featuring marching bands, Hallamore

Clydesdales, and much more, will

march at 5 p.m. today and every' day

of the fair.

In the outdoor arena, the New
England Slam Chowder Demolition

Derby, which will be broadcast nation-

ally on TNN. will begin at 8 p.m.

A fireworks display will end the

day at 9:30 pm

More Fun
On the main stage, free entertain-

ment will be sponsored by the

Mohegan Sun. Besides the

Marvelettcs. "Weird Al" Yankovic.

Little Richard. |ohn Berry. Lorrie

Morgan, Patty Loveless, The Doobie

Brothers and many others will also be

performing throughout the fair.

Much food will be offered at the

fair, ranging from local recipes to

exotic dishes.

In the new Young Building, the

International Plaza will offer cuisine

from Africa, Italy. Thailand, Ireland,

Poland and more, while the Heroes

and Legends Restaurant will make its

debut.

Other entertainment will include

the Big E Circus, agricultural competi-

tions and events, Winn's Thrill Show,

featuring balancing acts, the Avenue

of States, the ABL's New England

Blizzard, the Budweiser Beer School,

the Magic Midway and much more.

Information

Gale admission prices are $10 for

adults. $6 for children 12-6, and free

for children ages 5 and under. Two
day passes are available for $16 and

may be used for any two days of the

fair. Senior Citizens' (60 and over)

admission on Sept. 16 and 23 will be

$8. On Monday through Thursday,

admission after 5 p.m. is $8.

PVTA buses serve the Big E daily

from the Sheraton and Marriott

hotels; the 1-91 North and South

parking garages and the Holiday Inn

in Downtown Springfield. Buses will

also pick up fair-goers at many West

Springfield hotels. For further infor-

mation call (413) 781 -PVTA.
The Big E gates will be open daily

from 10 a.m.- 10 p.m. For more gen-

eral Big E information call (413)

737- 2443 or find them at www.the-

bige.com.

U.S. sends aircraft to silence Serb radio

By John Diamond
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — In a sign of esca-

lating tension, the Pentagon dispatched

three electronic warfare aircraft to

Bosnia yesterday to try to silence anti-

NATO broadcasts by rebel Serbs.

The move comes after Bosnian
Serbs reneged on an agreement to

curb the anti-NATO rhetoric that has

fueled confrontations between U.S.

soldiers and rock-throwing Serb
mobs. It was not clear whether the

planes would be in action by this

weekend's long-delayed municipal

elections in Bosnia.

The propeller-driven planes, modi-

fied versions of a basic Air Force

transport plane, can jam local radio

and television transmissions, as well

as insert broadcasts of their own.

NATO commanders in Bosnia
requested the aircraft "in response to

the perceived pattern of vehement
rhetoric and incitement to violence"

that has been broadcast on Bosnian

Serb radio and TV. said Col. Richard

Bridges, a Pentagon spokesman.

Meanwhile, the White House
rejected criticism of U.S. policy in

Bosnia by Sen. Kay Bailey Hutchison.

(R-Texas). Writing in the Sew York

Times yesterday, she said the United

States "is perilously close to being

drawn into armed conflict in Bosnia"

and had become "partisans in a local

struggle" between indicted Serb war
criminal Radovan Karadzic and his

former ally Biljana Plavsic, the

Bosnian Serb president.

Presidential spokesman Mike
McCurry said the senator's assess-

ment was at odds with what military

commanders were telling President

Clinton. He said efforts to restore

civilian life with multicultural aspects

"is difficult work, to be sure, but the

president disagrees with the proposi-

tion that we should just cut and run."

The electronic warfare planes,

known as "Commando Solo," were

being dispatched a week after U.S.

members of the NATO Stabilization

Force, or SFOR, yielded control of a

television tower under pressure from

a threatening crowd of rebel Serbs.

Facing criticism for that decision,

NATO said the troops had secured a

written promise from Serb leaders

that anti-NATO broadcasts would
end and that international program-

ming on the progress of the peace-

keeping effort would be aired.

That promise quickly evaporated.

In the week since the television tower

standoff, Bosnian Serb radio and tele-

vision have repeatedly refused inter-

national authorities access to its air-

waves. Serb Radio Television, the

main broadcaster for the Bosnian

Serb part of the country, is based in

Pale, headquarters of Karadzic, who
remains opposed to the peaceful rein-

tegration of Bosnia as outlined in the

Dayton peace plan.

Last weekend, Bosnian Serb televi-

sion broadcast a tape requested by the

international Office of the High
Representative, the civilian imple-

menter of the peace accord, but

redubbed the audio portion of the

tape with anti-NATO rhetoric. After

that, the Serb broadcaster refused sev-

eral official NATO and international

requests to air balanced informational

broadcasts about the upcoming elec-

tions and the activities of SFOR.

See the light.

BUY THE LIGHT AND
SEE THE REST OF

THE ROOM, TOO.

See the brilliant

selection of lighting,

from 7.95
Lamp shown- 29.9

5

Main Street, Northampton. Open 7 days

Come On In Out Of The Plain!

3 floors • stores galore • food & more

dictionary / six bucks • cup o' joe / a buck • "For Dummies" guides / nineteen bucks

beaded curtain / nine bucks • book bags / from eighteen bucks

Genko (for mental sharpness) / fifteen bucks • magic stone / twelve bucks

Armani hosiery / nine bucks • Lucky jeans / sixty-eight bucks

shower caddy / eleven bucks • CK boxer shorts / eighteen bucks
Hard Candy lipsticks / sixteen bucks

MARKET PLACE

"under the big green »wning"

On the bus route • Open Mon-Tue- Wed 10-6; Thur-Fri-Sat 10-9; Sun 12-5 • 150 Main Street, Northampton
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The advantages of being tall

The library; the tallest building on campus has the best view of all. Smaller buildings may be jealous.
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Haue no classes before 1 am??

DELIUER FOR THE COLLEGIAN*
* must supply your own car

If interested,

""545-3588

or stop by the Collegian

at 113 Campus Center

Basement

must be

auailable

between

7:00am

to

10:00am

monday - friday

Report blasting Army says

sexual harassment prevalent

By Su&anne M. Schafer

AsKxiated Press

WASHINGTON — The Army
issued a scaring indictment of itself

yesterday, asserting that "sexual

harassment exists throughout the

Army, crossing gender, rank and
racial lines.

Sexual discrimination was found to

be even more prevalent and the ser-

vicers rank and file "uniformly do not

have trust and confidence in their

leaders" on the issues, the study said.

'The Army accused commanders of

ignoring the problems and allowing

inappropriate behavior to be "com-

monplace," contending leaders were

more focused on combat deployments

and cutbacks than taking care of the

needs of their most vulnerable sol-

diers. The service's largest-ever study

of sexual harassment was ordered in

the aftermath of the scandal last

November at the U.S. Army
Ordnance Center in Aberdeen, Md.,

where drill sergeants preyed upon

young female recruits.

Appearing grim-faced at a

Pentagon news conference, Army
Secretary Togo West attempted to

draw a distinction between sexual

harassment, which he said "continues

to be a problem" throughout the ser-

vice, and the sexual abuses — rapes

and assaults — at Aberdeen.

"What happened at Aberdeen was

an aberration," West said. "Sexual

abuse of trainees and soldiers is not

endemic in the Army."

Both West and Gen. Dennis

Reiner the Army chief of staff,

pledged the service will move for-

ward to eradicate sexual misconduct

and punish abuse.

"We will continue to come down
hard on it, wherever we find it. and

we will stamp it out," Reimer said.

"Paying closer attention to giving

each member of the military the

respect and treatment they are due

does not mean "we've suddenly gone

all warm and fuzzy," West said, cit-

ing a century-old Army dictum that

"if you treat the troops with respect,

they will reward you in return."

"Currently, 14 percent of the

Army's 480.000 soldiers are women
and they are needed in the event of

war," Reimer said.

The two-volume study was accom-

panied by an Army inspector gener-

al's report on the Army's training

program, and a separate "action

plan" aimed at fixing many of the

problems turned up by a senior

review panel. The action plan recom-

mends, among other things, requiring

a week of training for recruits on

ethics and moral values and a

revamping of the selection and train-

ing for drill sergeants.

White House spokesman Mike

Curry said President Clinton believes

the actions being taken by the Army

will help prevent sexual misconduct.

He said the president "views with

concern all allegations of sexual

abuse and sexual misconduct."

The study by a panel of retired,

active-duty and senior Army officials

said that "incidents of gender bias,

sexism and sex discrimination occur

often throughout the Army." Indeed,

sexual misconduct is so common-
place, the study said, that "soldiers

seem to accept such behaviors as a

normal part of Army life."

It said that sexual discrimination

"is more common through the Army

than is sexual harassment," and that

the Army's attempts to educate its

trainees and leaders on the issues

have failed." Many of the Army's

commanders do not attend training

sessions that are meant to deal with

such issues, and the panel found the

training to be ineffective and deemed

to be run only by women and minori-

ty members.

The report also found that the vic-

tims of sexual assault are given little

assistance. Also, men believe that

Army standards are inequitable and

that women are made to perform to

less demanding standards.

"It clearly is not a pretty picture,"

commented Rep. Jane Harman, (D-

Calif.), a member of the House

National Security Committee. "I com-

mend the Army for taking a hard,

comprehensive look at how soldiers

behave towards each other."

Maj. Gen. Richard Siegfried, the

primary author of the study, told

reporters that he believed the report

revealed a pattern more of inappropri-

ate conduct than major sexual abuse.

"We don't have soldiers cowering

in fear of being sexually molested. It

isn't there," the two-star general said.

But the service needed to detail what

problems it did find in order to solve

them, he said.
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18 Center St.
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Carriage Shoot
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Thui & Fri to 9

Sun 12-5

It's closer than you think!

Just a reminder — the last day of Add/Drop registration for classes is Tuesday, Sept. 1 6.

Hicks Way closed during road work
During the installation of a new

steamline, the Hicks Way, which runs

from Goodell Building to the Curry

Hicks Cage, is closed to pedestrian

and vehicular traffic until Nov. 21.

For the safety of all University of

Massachusetts pedestrians, the

restricted area is fenced off and signs

have been posted, which read

"Authorized Personnel Only," and

"Hard Hat Area."

"It's definitely a hazard for stu-

dents to walk through the area,"

Capitol Projects manager |ohn

Robinson said.

Due to the construction, there is

limited access to Bartlett Hall and

Tobin Hall. Access to Tobin from the

east is limited to the bridge from

Bartlett.

"You have to walk around," said

Robinson, who has had to escort sev-

eral students from the restricted area.

"There just no access through that

area."

— Jonathan Liberty

Interested in the Arts?
Come write for the Arts & Living Page!

Contact Seema Gangatirkar at 545-1361

hey, hey, hey, it'i

the Phat-est

newspaper in town!
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BED& BAT!

Don't just make your bed.

Make your room.

BEDSPREADS AT FACES.

A king size

selection,

from 9.95

Main Street, Northampton. Open 7 days.

' 15%off
your total purchase of $50. or more.
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THERE'S A CONVENIENT LOCATION NEAR YOUR CAMPUS:

Holyoke, Holyok* Mall (413) 552-0855

Next door to Flteiu's, In the mall.
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Unclear code unfair to students

B\
this time, most of you have seen or heard

about the "Guidelines on Picketing" which the

Chancellor's Office sent to all students, faculty

and staff at the University of Massachusetts.

Chancellor David K. Scott included a letter in the

packet in which he claims it is important to "draw a

clear line between dissent and disruption." While the

Chancellor purports to support dissent in appropriate

forums, the attached guidelines are unclear about what

those forums might be.

Their vagueness is the most disturbing aspect of the

guidelines. Demonstrations are limited to "appropriate

public forums," although these forums are never

defined. In fact, the list of sites deemed inappropriate

contains the potential catch-all "among other loca-

tions

"

The status of the guidelines themselves is not clear.

Are these guidelines legally binding on students? Is

there an appeals process? What mechanism will be used

in judging alleged violations?

Penalties for violations of the guidelines are not list-

ed. However, the attached "Picketing Code" allows

"expulsion from the University or such lesser

sanction(s) as may be deemed appropriate by the

University."

By basing what a violation is, and how that violation is

punished, on the malleable concept of "appropriateness,"

it seems clear that these guidelines lend themselves to

selective enforcement.

With no predictable pattern of enforcement to antici-

pate, a climate of fear and self-censorship is created.

This climate is inconsistent with the educational mis-

sion of the University.

The Board of Trustees. President Bulger and Scott

would do well to focus on using their positions to be

educators first and foremost. Mass-mailing vague and

threatening regulations, while limiting their contact

with the majority of the community to expressions of a

"tough on crime" attitude, does nothing but damage our

learning and working environment.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinions of

the Collegian Editorial Board.

On war's edge

The guns of war are now silent

in Bosnia-Herzegovina.

But as it rests in the palms

of a multinational military occupa-

tion, the sounds and elements of bat-

tle, the very things of war, have not

disappeared. Leftover mines and

une\ploded munitions are occasional-

ly triggered on recovering country

farms, the rumblings^
of armored personnel **

carriers provide a gar- ^^^^
ish background to

market- place chatter, and the

unmistakable pop-pop-pop of small

arms fire has yet to fade out of the

realm of the routine.

The men of war, like

Bosnian-Serb top bully Radovan
Karazdic. still retain firm grasps on

local loyalties, while a token number
stand trial in The Hague for what we
have the gall to call war crimes. And
as massed echelons of NATO troops

in Bosnia march in calculated time to

the rotor-blades of American heli-

copter gunships just overhead, the

tired and scarred citizens of Bihac,

Banja Luka. Mostar and other dens

of woe can be given no assurance

that this stabilizing force heralds any

ultimate peace.

Peace, ultimate or otherwise, is a

far-tlung concept to most people of

the Southern Balkans. Though this

region plays a critical role in the

ever-unfolding drama of Eastern

European security, it rarely has been

secure. And when the Southern Flank

begins to fly. so go the dominoes,

East Europe, West Europe, and we
all come tumbling down.

It is a sordid tale, but a familiar

one. Still, many Americans doubt the

importance of the men and material

committed to Bosnia-Herzegovina,

and fail to see the geopolitical impor-

tance of stability in the Southern

Balkan Peninsula. The United States

and Europe now have a unique and

fleeting chance to nurse this ailing

region back to health, and in doing so

prevent the resurgence of the death

and deprivation that have for so long

characterized it.

War. like influenza, tuberculosis

and bubonic plague, is an easily com-

Doonesbury

municable disease. And for centuries,

Yugoslavia has been one of its prime

vectors. Without express effort, but

by reasons of entanglement, the

Balkan States have been less of a cir-

cumscribed, self-dependent territory

and more of a vital link in both the

chain of lands that bend around the

Eastern Mediterranean and those of

Central and
B»ja»»a»fJB»a»ta»j»»»tja»a»»»atj Eastern Europe
Adan^foun^^^^ _ and. there-^^ fore, as no more

than a single factor in their long and

interrelated evolution.

Especially, whenever in ages past a

movement was underway directed to

the end of bringing all the East

Mediterranean and East European

countries under a single rule, has the

Balkan peninsula been wont to leap

to the front and assert what looks

like a predestined primacy. The
empire of Alexander the Great, the

Roman Empire, the Byzantine

Empire, the Austro-Hungarian
Empire, the Third Reich and the

Soviet Bloc have all dedicated to the

purpose of effecting the unification of

the Near East and East Europe, alike

utilized Yugoslavia and the Balkan

States. If history may be said to war-

rant any confident deduction from

the successive political phases of this

region, it is because it constitutes a

natural center of gravity of the whole

east Mediterranean Basin.

If civil war were to resurface in

Bosnia in the near future, it would, as

it has time and time again, quickly

become not only a concern of

Bosnians, but of all Europe. As the

situation stands now, the tiny nation

is under occupation and divided into

three military districts: British,

French and American. The three reli-

gious and ethnic groups that make up

Bosnia-Herzegovina — the Catholic

Croats, the Orthodox Serbs and the

Muslim Bosnians — are separated

from each other by these foreign

forces. If the American were to with-

draw en masse in June of 1998, in

accordance with the current

timetable decreed by President

Clinton, the nation would doubtlessly

fall back into civil conflict.

But this time it would be different,

worse. When the war began at the

outset of this decade, there were no

clear ethnic lines drawn in the nation.

Now, though, the Muslim, Croat and

Serb sections of the country are

clearly cordoned off. If conflict were

to return now. it would be an irre-

sistible opportunity for Croatia prop-

er and/or the Yugoslav Republic

(Serbia) to enter the fray on behalf of

their embattled brethren.

But the expansion of war would

not end there. If Serbia entered the

slaughter, more than likely with the

most powerful military of any former

Yugoslav republic and under the

leadership of the tyrannical Slobodan

Milosevic, Croatia would have no

choice — moral, legal or otherwise

— to also join the fight. Then we
would face not a civil war. but an

international one.

The prospect of a Serb-Croatian

war erupting over a Bosnia suddenly

devoid of western military commit-

ment also raises the specter of

nations like Russia, Hungary and

Germany, and some Islamic states

(Iran, especially, has a penchant for

this, through open or covert means)

becoming involved for reasons of

their own national security as well as

sttong traditional alliances with the

various people of this region.

Twice already ln"this century, in

the Balkan War of 1912- 1913 and

in World War 1, Russia has militarily

intervened on the part of their fellow

Orthodox Serbs in conflict with their

neighbors only to expand to the war

further into Europe. Or, if Serbia and

Croatia were to engage each other in

the Sicesian Plain, a fertile region

along the Danube where northern

Croatia, Bosnia and Serbia all inter-

sect, the borders of Hungary (a newly

admitted member of NATO) would

become directly threatened, and

would sanction the involvement of

NATO forces under the terms of the

Alliance.

Prior Serb commitments notwith-

standing, any medium-to- full scale

military campaign by NATO in this

part of Europe could easily be viewed

by Russia as a threat to their own

national security. There are other

examples of how this war could

expand, but let it be sufficient to say

that it would be a mess that no side

would anticipate nor be prepared for.

It is an endlessly intricate issue,

and one that, admittedly, seems very

far from our own concept of national

security. But it is more important

than it has ever been. First, because

of the swiftness with which modem
military technology could expand a

Balkan conflict in the already rela-

tively unstable state of Eastern

Europe in the post-Cold War era.

And second, because we already have

the men and the means in position to

carve out some form of stability from

Bosnia's fragile cease-fire.

Not only is it an American respon-

sibility as a super-power to actively

and aggressively promote peace in

developing nations, but it is a respon-

sibility to our own citizens to make

sure that a large-scale war in Europe

does not come to its fruition. Like it

or not, the United States is now and

for decades has been, inexorably tied

into the economy and security of

Europe. Any large war in Europe is a

threat to American society. It is the

affair of America and of any other

nation with critical, vested interests

in Europe.

If the vain of isolationism that

currently permeates American poli-

tics causes a premature withdrawal

from this small conflict, we will be

doomed, repeating history rather

than learning from it. to deal with

this problem only after it has

become a much larger war.

Stopping small wars before they

explode into bigger ones saves more

time, money and lives than waiting

to deal with them until after they

have become large-scale, interna-

tional conflicts.

It is critical that American and

other western European forces

remain in Bosnia, this ancient Balkan

powder-keg, until a stable, function-

ing government is restored, and not

withdraw our forces on an arbitrary

date determined by the whim of

American isolationist politics.

Adam Young is a UMass student.

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Protecting our forests

Many, perhaps most of you

reading this, have useJ

national forest land for

recreation — hiking, camping, ski-

ing or hunting. You might not have

realized it, but that same forest is

not protected from activities such

as timber harvest and mining. From

its inception, the National Forest

system has had timber extraction as

an unstated goal, BjaaaUaaUaaaaUaVaUU
Here's how Jason

large tracts of mature, well-estab-

lished forest. In addition to destroy-

ing nesting sites and other habitat

requirements, logging subjects for-

est interior species to competition

from organisms adapted to frag-

mented ecosystems and introduces

foreign diseases and parasites.

Logging, especially clearcutting,

also contributes heavily to flooding

^^^^^^^^^^ and groundwa-
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Gifford Pinchot. auua.

the founder of the

National Forest Service, put it early

in this century: "The object of our

forest policy is not to preserve the

forests because they are beautiful,

or because they are refuges for wild

creatures. [The object is] the mak-

ing of prosperous homes. Every

other concern comes as secondary."

While it is true that in recent

decades the Forest Service has

embraced the principle of "multiple

use" on forest lands, Pinchot's tim-

ber-centered mantra continues to

taint the morals of those in charge

of our national forests.

Here's something to think about:

In addition to making little or no

ecological sense, logging in Green

Mountain and White Mountain
National Forests costs taxpayers

about $1.6 million a year, accord-

ing to a recent federal study.

However, this figure pales in com-

parison to the total amount of

money national forest timber sales

have lost in recent years, an esti-

mated $1 billion from 1992-94.

While these figures are bad

enough from an economic stand-

point, it is clear those making the

rules have little understanding of

fundamental ecological principles.

Prominent and powerful members of

Congress recently hauled out the

Timber Salvage Act, a piece of legis-

lation which more or less gives log-

gers the freedom to enter our nation-

al forests and remove any "dead or

dying" trees at will. Of course, it's

anybody's guess as to what consti-

tutes a "dying" tree, and furthermore

anyone with a middle school science

education understands that you

don't just remove vital "dead" nutri-

ents from an ecosystem and expect

everything to be fine.

Despite all the evidence that

shows logging in our national

forests, in almost all circumstances,

is a waste of taxpayer money and is

of dubious ecological benefit, there

are those who defend the practice

for various reasons. Rick Alimi.

assistant ranger in the White
Mountains' Saco district, justifies

commercial logging by saying, "We
are creating wildlife habitat."

While it is true that some wildlife

species benefit from carefully con-

trolled cutting, the majority of rare

and endangered species that we
need to be concerned about, such

as the spotted owl and the

red-cockaded woodpecker, require

Davis tor contamina-
tion once the

land has been

cleared or damaged. For an exam-

ple, you need to look no further

than the disastrous mudslides that

crippled clearcut watersheds of the

Pacific Northwest in the summer of

199b.

Some defend logging in national

forests for the vast sums of money

it supposedly brings into local com-

munities. This is primarily a

self-serving fabrication of the tim-

ber industry. Although towns
receive 25 percent of the revenue

from timber sales conducted within

their borders, much of this money

is lost through payment of Forest

Service-subsidized logging roads

which cost taxpayers an estimated

$90 billion a year, according to

U.S. Representative losep^h P.

Kennedy II.

Towns which host healthy

national forest land can generally

gain far more money each year as

that earned from a timber sale.

Unlike logging revenue, which the

community receives only for a few

reasons, the sale of hunting and

fishing licenses and user fees con-

tinue year after year. This is anoth-

er example which contradicts the

myth that concern for the environ-

ment translates into financial irre-

sponsibility and job loss.

Some people may feel that we
must log our national forests

because we need the paper and tim-

ber they provide. This argument, of

course, ignores the vast acreage of

private forest land which is owned

by timber companies. Yes, we need

wood products, but let industry

obtain them from forests for which

they are responsible. If timber com-

panies know that they can always

turn to the national forests if they

mismanage their own land, they

will do so. and at our cost.

What can we do convince the

Forest Service to limit logging in

our national forests? In addition to

writing to elected officials and
expressing your views, use the

forests in a manner that promotes

forest conservation. In a word, do

virtually anything — hiking, bird-

watching, licensed and legal fishing

and hunting, canoeing, camping,

you name it. Hopefully, once the

government sees how popular and

profitable the national forests are if

left intact, they will take the steps

to keep them that way.

fason Davis is a UMass student.
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Sweet 75 avoids Nirvana stereotypes with latest

By Marty Keane
Collegian Staff

SWEET 75

Sweet 75

Atlantic Records

It's one thing to feel a weight of expectations on your

shoulders, but when you played bass for a certain band

most consider to be the defining group of the last 20
years, living up to your past in a new venture can quickly

turn into a futile proposition.

Take Sweet 75 founder Krist Novoselic's foiinei

Nirvana bandmate. Dave Grohl, who has had to deal with

two untimely departures from his new band, Foo Fighters.

since their latest album was released back in May.

Suffice it to say, after one listen to Sweet 75's sell-titled

debut (DGC Records) the inevitable and superfluous

Nirvana comparisons can be discarded. A calculated

attempt to break free of the traditional 'rock album' mold.

Sweet 75 features a horn section, as well as Spanish lyrics

on several songs. The only Nirvana-era trait that has

remained in Novoselic's songwriting vocabulary is their

revolutionary soft verse/loud chorus dynamic. Smartly.

Novoselic doesn't pull that trick out of his hat too often.

but when he does, it works magically — as on "Red

Dress " Sweet 75 doesn't lack Nirvana's trademark vis-

ceral punch, but rather it's simply too diverse to be

pigeonholed into any disccrnable categorization. A native

of Venezuela, singer Yva Las Vegas' distinctive

salsii tinged VOCaliuM see to that.

Taking their name from a Theodore Roethke poem.

Sweet 75 showcase a singular musical and lyrical hybrid:

equal pails raging rock ("Bite My Hand") — a hallmark of

Novoselic's work with the seminal Seattle grunge outfit —
Latin folk, and the sometimes overwhelming big-voiced

blues I. :is Vegas wu unleashing on Seattle street corners

until she sung for Novoselic at his surprise birthday party

three years ago.

"I | \ ida" sounds like the theme song from some cheesy

•60s show — "The Avengers" perhaps. With brassy horns

and Las Vegas' sultry Spanish lyrics rising above

Novoselic's surprisingly restrained bass line and Herb

Alpert's jazzy trumpet, it's a fun, feel-good hoot.

Frankly, there aren't enough of these entertaining

ccleetieiMii to keep the album totally engrossing over its

sprawling length of 14 songs — "Dogs" and "|apan Trees"

stand out as pure filler — yet Novoselic still manages to

break free of his Nirvana stereotype without coming off

pretentious or silly.

Krist Novoselic (left) and Yva Las Vegas

Sweet 75.

COURTESY GUZMAN

team up on

Hoodlum falls short of reaching lofty genre ambitions
Laurence Fisbume delivers strong performance in weak film; talented cast can't save plot

By Bryan McAllister

Collegian Correspondent

HOODLUM
Directed by Bill Duke

with Laurence Fishburne, Tim Roth, Andy Garcia

Playing at AMC Theaters, Hampshire Mall

It's hard to fault Hoodlum for its ambitions. Featuring a

big-name cast, colorful supporting performances and

vibrant production design, the film aims to be a compli-

cated masterpiece. This is the type of movie that mixes

bloody shoot-outs with compassion and romance, ruth-

lessness with moral revelation. It's also the type of movie

we've seen before. The Godfather series mixed these ele

ments in a much more complex deep way. The problem

with Hoodlum is not in the story or the performances, but

in that it does not measure up with the best of the best.

Simply put. Hoodlum just isn't as complicated as it

wants to be. Director Bill Duke spends the first half of the

film carefully setting each character and the social systems

in which they live. However, in the second half, loose ends

are tied up too quickly, and characters are randomly dis-

posed of when necessary. In addition. Duke (Deep Cover.

Sister Act II) is no Francis Ford Coppola. Though he has a

flair for visual imagery, his scenes lack the puce and

rhythm required for the genre, and the editing is complete-

ly uneven.

Still, there is something to be said for some engaging

performances. Laurence Fishburne plays "Bumpy"
Johnson, the king of the "numbers" lottery game in 1930's

Harlem. With his fixed, icy stare and powerful jaw.

Fishburne conveys power, cynicism and passion. He can

be both devilish and charming. In other words, he's per-

fect lor the role.

After being released from prison in 1934, Johnson

returns to Harlem and becomes assistant to the "numbers-

Queen. Stephanie St. Clair. The Queen prefers peace over

violence, but Johnson knows that this policy will not work

while mobster Dutch Schultz (Tim Roth) is in power.

Schultz is determined to overtake the Queen's territory,

and violence is his primary wc in.

In the film's most explosive scene. Schultz's men corner

the Queen and lohnson on their way to the opera. Luckily,

both escape, but Schultz reacts by conspiring to send the

Queen to jail, putting lohnson in power. Much to the

objection of Mafia superboss Lucky Luciano (Andy

Garcia) unci prosecutor Thomas Dewey (William

Atherton), Schultz and lohnson engage in a bloody battle

over territory.

Meanwhile, in a courtship that evokes Guys and Dolls.

the slick lohnson falls in love with a beautiful charity

worker (Vanessa Williams), who shows lohnson his softer

side. However, lohnson's violent ambition soon over-

comes his human compassion.

He sacrifices his personal relationships in his desire to

beat Schultz. With the help of his cousin, Illinois, lohnson

goes uptown to pet revenge on Schultz, but the result only

causes more animosity und double-crossing. This last act

is the movie's weakest. Duke and screenwriter Chris

BrancatO use Luciano, who before was only a minor char-

acter, to tie up loose ends and give the film a convenient

ending,

What Hoodlum does have is a lot of style. In one scene

that looks like it came out of Pulp Fiction, two of

Schult/'s hitmen discuss their favorite restaurants before-

trying to murder lohnson. The musical score is also a plus,

especially the scenes in Schultz's bar and the

opera-scored shoot-out at the beginning of the film.

Roth, Garcia and Williams all register strong perfor-

mances. Roth in particular steals the show in his scenes as

the devilish, vile Schultz. Spitting out vulgarities as quick-

ly as death orders. Roth uses his usual quirky, over-

the-top acting style to an evil effect her. In contrast.

Garcia smartly underplays his Luciano role. His part is

small, but Garcia makes the most of it, looking elegant

and powerful. Also in the talented cast are Cicely Tyson,

Clarence Williams 111, Loretta Divine and Queen Latifah.

However. Hoodlum ultimately proves that even the

most lavish of productions aren't always convincing.

Many scenes are forced and overly dramatic, and impor-

tant characters seem to disappear for long periods of time.

Williams' charity worker, in particular, is gone for most of

the movie's second act. But the real problem lies in the

believability of Fishbumc's lohnson. because he changes

from somewhat humanistic lo completely ruthless too

quickly. There's no reason for this direct change except to

advance the plot, which should have been of less concern.

In a film like this, the most important element is the char-

acters. And while the actors try their best, the characters

aren't as fleshed out as they could have been.

If these complaints seem minor, in a sense they are.

While Hoodlum fails to reach its ambitious goals, it has

many entertaining moments. Not only are there many

laughs and a half-dozen well-staged shoot-outs, but the

production, design and photography make you feel as

though you really are in 1950s Harlem. However, after

two and a halfhours and plethora of characters to keep

track of. one wishes Hoodlum hud much more to offer. C

Fun at the movies
This column will attempt to dig deep into the true

heart of motion pictures. This weekly expose will be

your chance to impress your friends and family with

your broad knowledge of contemporary and classic film.

Within each column, there will be a variety of trivia

questions and movie quotes, as well as any other little

games I can think of in order to make your reading

time more challenging. This is supposed to be a fun

and entertaining competition, to be enjoyed by all. to

don't get overly pretentious and create any animosity

with your friends on who knows the most about

movies. I would encourage everyone to contact me at

the Collegian with your answers, in the case that we

eventually start giving out prizes. In the meantime, all

providers of correct answers will win the dubious

award of "the satisfaction of winning." After all. that

should be enough.

Well here it is. Play fair, and please, have fun:

• Here's the first question and I'm going to make it

pretty easy to get you all warmed up:

G.l. lane director Ridley Scott was not the first mem-

ber of his family to make an action movie about a select

NAVY combat group. What was the name of the super

poDiil«r 80's film I -r. referring, to and what was the

name of Scott's family member who directed it?

• If you liked that one then here's another that may

be a little more difficult, but I'm sure you can each

handle it:

In his free time from beating up his girlfriend and

smuggling guns through airport terminals. Christian

Slater enjoys watching his favorite TV show "Star

Trek." In which of the eight Star Trek feature films did

Slater have a guest appearance in? For a bonus shot, tell

me how and why Slater got such Vulcanish eyebrows?

Contact the Collegian at 545-1561 or come on

down to the Campus Center basement if you think you

may have the correct answers. I will post these

answers in next week's Collegian with the names of all

of you that had them right. So until then, good luck

with these and thanks for participating.— Written and compiled by Collegian staff member

Adam Levine

The Arts & Living desk will hold a meeting for new and returning writers on

Tuesday, Sept. 16 at 7 p.m. Anyone interested in writing about film, television,

books, arts, music and more, should attend the meeting. Any questions? Call

Seema Gangatirkar, Arts & Living Editor, at 545-1491
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».' rw A/llNXMm

StoflruJor

SPRING

HfflfDM w

Live Music.

Live Entertainment.

Live Raffles.

Live Giveaways.

• Live Shoe and Clothing

"Sale Specials".

•Live Fun Friday Nites

5-8pm.

flwrt. teat. 25 9 «i30»M i «+

FOOLS PROGRESS
JK6LE THE HANDLE

•rt. Saat. 26 9 »:00pm 18+

LOBSTERIFMMI
GRA TEFUL DEAD TRIBUTE

Russell St, Rt 9 Hadley 586.2774
5 minutes from campus

•registration between 9:30 & 10:30 weekly winners qualify for grand prizeJ

fcrt. toft. 27 9 9:00pm 21+

msiRrWOMSPm
CJJMW)

Sat. Saat. 27 fl

ANOTHER
SOCIETY ^*>*

Wad. 0«t. 1 • SiOOpm 18+

THE SAMPLES
M. Oct. 3 • 1100151 18+

FATBAG
Sat. Oct. 4 9 7i30p« .*:,'..

HELMET
W/ THE MELVINS

Mm. Oct. 6 9 SiOOpai 18+

THIRD EYE BUHL)
DAMBUILDERS

L
-A KA U £ r s T

UPCOMING
niorr. io Mini haul 11+

MT. OCT. II TAJMAHM 11*

TVM. OCT 14 Mt 1TIIIT WIN! U.
MT 00 II TIN NAOMI !•
WU. OCT 11 MACNINI HUB rfl n-

TMI MWOTYI MOOVI
MT. MOV. 1 MONrW Of HUH 11 .

MOM NOV 10 INTOMU0 - *~
WU. MOV. 1 1 TMTUHMT
Mvwwt lnir'i avai'tAI* Ol fkc NjrfKomal

S«6 I6S6 I 800 TMI IK* IttnfbtfftM INvWM
"' Kunrd «. »m"

1 O PEARL STREET,
NORTHAMPTON

blip:/ /www.virtuol voll«y.(om/p«orljlr»«l

413 584-7771 .«*•
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men s soccer
continued from page 10

be able to go against Maine. His

condition is day-to-day... Who
will start in net on Saturday was

not yet determined as of press

time, a move Koch says has no

reasoning behind it... UMass
again will be trying to get their

offensive one-two punch of

seniors Mike Butler and loenal

Castma who have not yet been

able to get going this season.

Much is expected from the two

All American candidates, but

Butler is the only one of the two

with any points (1 goal, 2

insists).

UM water polo
to face Queens
Harvard also on the bill for L/M

Camby agent

avoids trial

HARTFORD. Conn. (AP) — The

lawyer accused of trying to blackmail

former Massachusetts All American

Marcus Camby into signing him as

an agent has reached an agreement

that avoids a trial.

Wesley Spears had pleaded inno-

cent to charges of attempted first-

degree larceny by extortion and pro-

moting prostitution. He was

accused of providing Camby with

gifts and arranging sexual liaisons

with prostitutes for Camby and his

friends.

Camby left school after his junior

year to enter the NBA draft.

He now plays for the Toronto

Raptors.

Spears was due in West Hartford

Superior Court yesterday. The prose-

cutor's office said yesterday an

agreement has been reached that

will avoid a trial.

Camby's agent, lames Bryant of

Pro Serv Inc.. said yesterday he was

told by prosecutors that Spears will

have to perform some type of com-

munity service as part of the agree-

ment. He did not know the specific

terms.

"Marcus has the right to object to

this. I don't think he will object."

Bryant said in a telephone inter-

view.

Just a short walk from campus. All

movie rentals for September just $0.99

Rant: Devil's Own. Murder at 1600. Dante's

Peak. McHate's Navy. Fierce Creatures.

Pnsoner of the Mountain and many more.

Soon to arrive: English Patient. The Saint.

Road Racer's, Volcano

Specializing in video game rentals, trades.

Start • Ptay Stttton,MMn* M. Saturn

wtth S fttmm lor teattCM par night

Buy Prices: Nmfndo 64 - S80. Play Slabon- S7S,

Satim- $60 IPncaa tubtect to change)

§H
Wee

Specials
Rum& Coke

16oz $2*

Sombreros

16Q2 $2.°°

Miller Lite

Draft

The Big One

20oz$l.,9

Fri Septl2

Molson Night

10-Midnight

Lots of Prizes

1/2 Price Nachos &
Appetizers

3-5 7-9

Bar & Lounge

9-10:30

Bar, Lounce & Restaurant

Friday & Saturday

Dancing

Beat The Cover

No Cover

Before 10:00 PM

By Fred Hurlbrink, Jr.

Collegian Staff

A rivalry has formed.

In the past two seasons the

Massachusetts water polo team has

swam through the regular season

with relative MM. only to be rudely

ousted in their own divisional tourna-

ment .

In both of these seasons, Queens

College has done the honors of

knocking the Minutemen from the

top northern seed, forcing UMass to

make a steeper climb through the

ensuing Eastern Championship tour-

nament brackets.

And in both instances, the

Minutemen have defeated Queens to

win their third and fourth Eastern

titles.

So. some bitterness should be

expected in the pool at Amherst
College when the Minutemen take

on Queens at 6:30 p.m. Saturday to

round out their first Collegiate

Water Polo Association League
Tournament of the season.

UMass will also face on Saturday

CWPA league foes lona College and

Lehman College.

Make no mistake, the focus will be

on the last match of the day with

Queens.

The Minutemen had won all 15

contests between the teams before

they ran into each other on Oct. 29.

1995 in the Eastern Water Polo

Association North Division play-

offs.

Queens pulled out the physical

battle, 10-8. In that game, UMass
coach Russ Yarworth was so frustrat-

ed by the officiating — and the immi-

nent loss — that he threw a deck

chair into the pool, and was subse-

quently ejected.

After beating Navy for the third

straight lime in the post- season, the

Minutemen met Queens in the

Eastern final for a chance to

advance to the NCAA water polo

final four.

Behind the effort el UMass legend

Luis Limurtlo. the Minutemen sent

Queens packing. 12-7.

And the rivalry has continued to

grow from then on.

But, UMass can't afford to look

past their two other weekend oppo-

nents, nor can they look past the

Harvard Crimson who they will face

tonight.

Since 1991, the Minutemen have

won 15 straight games against the

Crimson, but before that Harvard

actually held a 9-4 series advantage

over UMass.
A solid showing in the four games

over the weekend could vault the

Minutemen into the Top 10 in the

coaches poll. They were ranked No.

1 1 in the preseason poll.

From Poolside... If Brian Stahl

was to stay on his phenomenal goal

scoring pace of 4.5 goals p/game,

he would end the season (assuming

36 games) with 182 goals. This

total would obliterate the old mark
of 127 set by Luis Limardo in

1994. Stahl would need only five

assists to go with his 182 goals to

set the single-season points scored

record held by lavier Gonzalez
(187) — a record also set in 1994

when Gonzalez and Limardo com-

bined for 247 goals and 359
points.

Marcus Camby in a

controversy arose.

UMass uniform in 1 994 — well before

Men's X-C kicks off in Boston
Northeastern and lona Universities are the first oppo-

nents for the 1997 Massachusetts mens' cross country

team, which kicks off its season tomorrow at Franklin

Park in Boston at 10 a.m.

The Minutemen are coached by
Ken O'Brien, in his 31st season with

UMass. They finished third in the

Atlantic 10 last season, behind
Virginia Tech and St. Joseph's. In a

preseason poll. A- 10 coaches ranked

UMass third behind those same two
schools.

UMass is led by senior Ryan
Carrera, who placed 14th overall last

season in the A- 10 Championships. aaaaaaaaaaai
Carrera. Brian Chabot and Mike
Marchand are the only seniors on this year's squad. The
team is a mixed bag this season, with three juniors, four

Men'* Cross Country

Massachusetts @
Northeastern w/lona

Todav

sophomores and five freshmen to go along with the

three seniors.

O'Brien doubles as the track and field coach, and in

his 31 seasons he has led the Minutemen to 15 Yankee

Conference titles, two IC4A champi-

onships, and has produced six All—

Americans.

He was named A- 10 Coach of the

Year in 1995 after the Minutemen

finished third in the conference.

O'Brien was also a runner during his

undergraduate days at UMass.

The Minutemen compete in seven

meets this year (eight if they qualify

for the NCAA Championships),

including the A-10 Championships

also at Franklin Park on Nov. 1.

— Scoff llamill

Baseball in no hurry to reinstate

Pete Rose to Hall of Fame ballot

By Ronald Blum
Associated Press

NEW YORK — Even if Pete Rose

applies for reinstatement, baseball offi-

cials said yesterday they are in no hurry

to consider lifting his lifetime ban.

Rose's lawyer, Gary Spicer, met
with Robert DuPuy. the lawyer for

acting commissioner Bud Selig, and

discussed the process baseball's career

hits leader would need to follow if he

wishes to lift the permanent suspen-

sion Rose agreed to in August 1989.

That penalty is preventing Rose from

appearing on the Hall of Fame ballot.

"It was more exploratory than pre-

liminary," DuPuy said. "He said,

essentially, 'What's the deal?"

DuPuy said he told Spicer that if

Rose had anything he wanted base-

ball's ruling executive council to con-

sider, he should have Spicer give it to

DuPuy, who would forward it to the

council members.

A. Bartlett Giamatti sought the ban

on Rose after an investigation

revealed involvement with sports bet-

ting. Giamatti. the baseball commis-

sioner at time, concluded Rose bet on

baseball, although no official finding

was made in the agreement between

The art is

formally

known
as Prints.

FRAMED
(AND FRAMEABLE)

REPRODUCTIONS.

BEWARE OF

IMP0STERS.

Class up

the joint,

from 5.95

Main Street, Northampton. Open 7 days

Rose and the sport.

"We discussed the current status of

Pete's business and personal relation-

ships and his desire to get back into

the game," Spicer said. "We reviewed

the present state of the leadership of

the game. We also discussed the cur-

rent procedure and what information

baseball would like to review. I think

Pete would very much like to be

employed within the game. And
everyone acknowledges he has a great

deal to offer."

Baseball officials, speaking on the

condition they not be identified, said

they have no urgency to deal with Rose,

who was manager of the Cincinnati

Reds at the lime he agreed to the ban.

None of the 14 other people given life-

time bans ever were reinstated.

The baseball officials have said in

the past it would be hard to consider

an application from Rose unless he

admits he bet on baseball.

While Rose contends he never bet

on his sport, his fingerprints were

found on betting slips for baseball

games and handwriting experts —
one hired by baseball and the other

from the FBI — determined it was his

writing on those slips. Baseball's

investigator, |ohn Dowd, concluded

Rose bet $2,000 per game on his

Reds and other baseball teams during

the summer of 1987.

The following April, Rose pleaded

guilty to two counts of filing false

incomes taxes by failing to report

$354,968 in income from autograph

appearances, memorabilia sales and

gambling. He repaid the IRS at least

$366,000 in back taxes, interest and

penalties, and served five months at a

federal prison in Marion, 111. Rose

then spent three months in a halfway

house and performed 1 ,000 hours of

community service.

Also in 1990, the board of direc-

tors of the Hall of Fame voted to

exclude banned players from the

writers' ballots, blocking Rose from

almost certain election.

Not having a commissioner makes

reinstatement more difficult for Rose.

The Major League Agreement gives

the commissioner power to reinstate

players. In the absence of a commis-

sioner, the power goes to the execu-

tive council, which currently has nine

voting members. There are no rules

governing whether the council could

approve reinstatement by a mere
majority, or whether the margin

would have to be greater.

Carroll happy with his quiet role

By Howard Ulman

Associated Press

FOXBORO. Mass. — His name is Pete Carroll. He'll be

the other coach on the sidelines Sunday night.

Bill Parcells' return with the New York lets has domi-

nated a week of hype and that's fine with Carroll. He sim-

ply wants his New England Patriots to improve on the

NFL's best start.

Unlike Parcells, who stepped down |an. 31 after lour

years as Patriots coach and a rift with owner Robert Kralt,

Carroll is far from a power-hungry leader who, in a loud

voice, constantly reminds his players who's boss.

"We share this team," Carroll said. "I don't claim own-

ership of anything that has to do with the Patriots. I'm the

coach that coaches these guys and they're the players that

play. We have to mix together the best we have to offer."

Yet these have become Pete's Pats and players listen

closely when he speaks.

His message this week: keep your emotions in check.

Some who chafed under Parcells' abrasive personality are

burning to show their former leader they can win for nice-

guy Carroll, too.

"We're not looking for guys to try and overcome some

individual battle that they had." Carroll said. "We want

them to play their game the way they play it."

The Patriots, a team of business-like, intense players

who rarely make off-field headlines, are confident they

can do that for their new coach. They're already 2-0 and

lead the NFL in points scored and fewest allowed.

"I really like the way coach Carroll, his personality and

demeanor, comes across." running back Curtis Martin

said. "It's so much fun going out there and performing

and making him look good."

At practices, Carroll mingles with players more than

Parcells did. Off the field, he's tried to bring them closer

together. He even took them bowling on the last night of

training camp.

"Outsiders may say, 'Why in the world would you ever

be doing that?' Well, that doesn't matter to me a bit,"

Carroll said. "We do different things together for bonding

opportunities or just having fun."

It wasn't as much fun last year, when players sometimes

performed out of fear of how Parcells would react if they

failed. "When Bill was here, it was more of the 'put my
foot down, we're going to do it my way,' and he's a lot

more intense" than Carroll, said linebacker Chris Slade,

annoyed when Parcells made him a part-time player late

last season. "Bill got it done his way.

"Now Pete, on the other hand, is a lot more laid-back.

West Coast type guy. But we're getting it done his way,

too."

The Patriots are performing brilliantly under Carroll,

although they've played mediocre teams in beating San

Diego 41-7 and Indianapolis 31-6. Still. Drew Bledsoe does

have eight touchdown passes, one sack and no interceptions.

"Pete's a good motivator and a positive guy who has

really stepped up and demonstrated to us that we have to

prepare every week to try and win a championship,"

Bledsoe said.

Last season, the Patriots lost their first two games. But

Parcells took them to the Super Bowl and they're a more

mature team now with higher goals than simply winning a

division title or showing up their ex-coach on national

television.

"Would I like to stick it to the head coach of the New
York Jets?" tackle Bruce Armstrong said. "Of course I

would, whether it's Bill Parcells or when it was Pete

Carroll or anybody else. The Patriots and the lets don't

really like each other."

Like Parcells, Carroll knows what it's like to lose his

job amid controversy. He was shocked after the 1994 sea-

son, his first as a head coach, when he was fired by lets

owner Leon Hess after going 6-10.

And like most of his players, Carroll claims he's not

interested in making Sunday night payback time.

"You would expect me to say that," Carroll said, "but

it's too far back to really be of concern. I'm not looking in

the rearview mirror and, if I did, I'd be wasting my time...

I have something to prove every time we play."

So far, he's proven it to Kraft, who is impressed with

the players' response to Carroll.

UMass Division Of
Continuing Education

omethinz for
Everybody

Call for a free course catalog-

(413) 545-0107 or contined@admin.umass.edu

Check out www.umass.edu/contined/ for updated info.

DIVISION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

• Over 1 00 credit

undergrad courses—
in the evening!

• More than 1 00 non
credit workshops—
affordable, fun, practical,

including

Bartending,

Retirement
<fi Investment
Planning,

Past Life

Regression,

Country
Une Dancing,

Gardening,

Computers,

East Asian
Medicine,

Creating
Comics!

football
continued from page 10

end of those attempts, grabbing five

balls for 48 yards and a touchdown.
However. Hodges feels the

strengths of the Black Bears are the
least ol his worries

"I'm most concerned about us," he
said. "We just need to execute better.

If we can do that, we'll be okay."

Hodge's main concern is the
Minuteman running attack. The tag

team of junior tailback Matt Jordan
and sophomore fullback |amie
Holslon — considered one of the

most talented running combination
in the A-10 — were limited to just

44 yards in the opener.

Still. Hodges is pleased with his

team's effort.

"Well. 44 yards (rushing) isn't

good enough, and defensively we
need to step up and make some big

plays," Hodges said. "Bui I'm happy

with this team's progress. We get

better and better each day. We're a

much better team than we were even

two days ago."

History is on the side of the

Minutemen. UMass heads into the

contest with a 27-12 overall record

against the Black Bears.

Field Hockey travels to Virginia for a pair

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

Sunday looms large on the Ma
hockey schedule.

At lames Madison.

High noon.

The Dukes are quite possibly

the toughest team — or at least

the most recognizable name —
on the Minulewomen's early

schedule. They were the 1994

NCAA champion after compil-

ing a 20-5-1 record. |MU suf-

fered an atypical year last Ma-
son, going 12-8 with a No. lb

ranking in the final national

poll-

Still, the Dukes mean business

ssachusetts field

UM^sFiclaJHo^v

Massachusetts @
Davis &

Elkins/JMU

[odav and Sunday

when it comes to

field hockey.

But before the Minutewomen can focus on lames

Madison, they must first concentrate on today's

game against Davis & Elkins.

Who?
Exactly. The Lady Senators are virtually

unknown competition for

UMass considering this is the

liisi ever meeting between the

schools.

"What do I know about Davis

& F.lkins? Not much," UMass
coach Pally Shea said. "All I

know is thai we can't take them

lightly."

That could be hard to accom-

plish seeing as how last year the

West Virginia Intercollegiate Conference member
racked up a J- 1 5-0 record. Of course, eight

starters are returning as opposed lo three starters

lost.

"It is very important for us to concentrate on one

game at a time." Shea said. "We can't look ai lames

Madison until we finish playing Davis & Klkins.

Otherwise, we could get ourselves into trouble."

When the Minutewomen do lace |MU (4 1 i on

Sunday, they will have to contend with an offense

lhat has outscored its opponents. 29-8. Case in

point: In their last game, the Dukes pasted Virginia

Commonwealth, 11-0.

Tara Nappi has provided the most offensive lire

power for fames Madison this year, leading the

team with seven goals. Dianne Cegielski ha - con

tributed four goals and four assists, while Colleen

Hurley has added four goals and three Msistt u>

help pace the Dukes' attack.

)MU goalie Tara Perilla has a .714 save percent-

age and a 2.00 goals against average.

UMass off to Penn St.

to face top-ranked Lions
By Jormo Kansanen
Collegian Staff

To become a nationally ranked

team in any collegiate sport, you have

to play other nationally ranked teams.

Whether it has a positive or nega-

tive effect on your ^^^^^^^^™
team, strength of

schedule is a major i

building block

towards first,

national
respectability, and

secondly, a nation-

al ranking. I

That is what the

Massachusetts vol-
^^^^^^^^^

leyball team will do again this week-

end, as they travel to University Park.

Pa. to compete in the Penn State

Invitational.

The Minutewomen (2-4) have

already had their share of ranked

teams so far this season, losing to

No. 9 UC-Santa Barbara (5-15.

5-15. 7-15) and No. 15 Loyola

UMcjs^VoU^sJTail

Penn State

Invitational

Today and Saturda>

Marymount (10-15, U15, 10-15)

last weekend in the Loyola

Marymount/Furama Hotel Classic in

Los Angeles, Calif.

UMass will compete against

UNC-Asheville and West Virginia

today, but the big game this week-

^^^^^^^^^^ end will be the

match with No. 1

Penn State tomor-

row. This will be

the first match in

Minutewoman vol-

leyball history that

they will face the
l No. I team in the

country, and the

toughness of this

test is as obvious as the number in

front of the Nittany Lion volleyball

team.

Last year in the Penn State

Invitational, UMass swept St.

Bonaventure and Connecticut by con-

secutive 5-0 scores, but lost to the

sixth-ranked Nittany Lions in three

games, 8-15, 9-15,4-15.

|AME5 STANlfY / COUEGIAN

|amie Holston and the UMass running attack need to step up against

the Black Bears tomorrow.

"Any time you can have your name asso-

dated with Babe Ruth, it's a pretty awe-

some thing to think about,"

-Mark McQwire after hitting his 50th homerun.

Line of the Day
Senior Lesley Nolan leads the young UMass voll

with the No. 1 Penn State squad this weekend.

COUKTESV MtblA RELATIONS

eyball team into battle

AMBITION
-AI STM1 VI BAN

PATIENCE

Oh A DRIVING INSTRl CTOR fc fHE

OPTIMISM
I \\\1 \THBRMAN

If you have these attributes. Peace Corps

has a place for you. The person we're look-

ing for might have a major in business,

health science, environmental studies, so-

ciology, forestry, horticulture, primary or

secondary education, philosophy, life sci-

ence, mathematics, social work, French, or

TEFL

We need someone who would like lo spend

two years in another country, live and work

in another culture and learn another lan-

guage. To find out more, join us on cam-

pus.

INFORMATION MEETING
9/17/97

CAMPUS CENTER
7 PM

® PEACECORPS
(800) 424-8580. press 1

,

ask for ext. 678

Depression is a bunch of symptoms

exhibited by weak people.

Depression is an unbearable suppression

of brain activity that can strike anyone.

Straightening out afl the rmsconceptions. the correct answer is b Its a concept we should all understand and remember, and here's

why. Depression stakes millions of young adults, but only 1 out of 5 ever seeks treatment for it Too many |ust drag themselves along

or eventually seek relief through suicide Why not treatment'' Partly lack of awareness Partly

the unwarranted negative stigma. This is what needs fixing. This is where we need you to £/IVTREATBD
change your attitudes. It's an illness, not a weakness. And its readily treatable _~ —.

f~y
Wy £ <"*^"//"^_fV#

Spreading the word and making this common knowledge is everybody s assignment Ufc ' W^«V -^^ "K^K Tr

* 1 Cause of Suicide

Public Service message from SAWE (Suicide AwarenessWotces of Education) http://www.save.org

macromedia*

BAcK

*^°V'
Tomorrow, Saturday
September 13th

Amherst Town Common

• JACK GOLDEN. CLOWN 10:00-11:00
• RAY MASON AND THE LONESOME BROTHERS BAND 2:30 4:00

• BUY CHEAP FURNITURE, CLOTHING HOUSEWARES 9:00-2:00

Tools to power your ideas.

^PUcTsrVTHlS
Take advantage of theae valuable
rebatea available at your campus
bookstore through 1D-31-97.

Director 6 Multimedia Studio
Explore the most powerful tools for multimedia

and the Web.

ds a**™** awe*

Director B
with Electronic Documentation
Explore the most powerful tool for multimedia

and the Web.

FreeHand Graphic Studio 7
Explore the most powerful design tools for print

and internet graphics.

$ * EST
FreeHand "7

Explore the most powerful design tool for print

and internet graphics.

S •* Q
Flash S
Explore the easiest way to create fast Web
multimedia.

'See specially marked boxes at your campus bookstore lor details

Director 6 with Electronic Documentation available to students and

lacutly only. 2906.8.97.
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Collegian Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS
WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY
TEAM is looking for new
players No experience nec-

essary. For info call Beth at

546-2585

Cheap Skiing W
Boarding? The UMass Ski

'N' Board Club is having its

first general meeting. Learn

how to Ski and Board for

less All levels welcome.

7pm, Earthfoods Cafe in the

Student Union, Sept. 17. Be a

part of the tradition.

AUTO FOR SALE

Must Sail 87 Subaru
Wagon good condition,

great in winter, high mileage.

$1 000 or 8/0 582-9872

1987 Mazda 323 automatic,

reliable. Asking $1400. Call

(413)256-1743

'84 Jeep CJ7 hardtop, new
battery, needs some work.

Asking $1500 or B/0. Call

549-1609 (Tony) or 549-9267

(Patri)

85 Chrysler LeBaron mint

condition, A/C, AM/FM cas-

sette stereo, power windows

and locks. 95,000 miles. $700

or B/0. Call Bruce 256-1215

EMPLOYMENT

Recreation Positions at

Amherst Leisure Services.

Youth basketball supervi-

sors/officials, facility super-

visors, tennis instructors, vol-

leyball officials, adult basket-

ball supervisor/scorekeepers

Apply to: Human Resources,

70 Boltwood Walk, Amherst,

MA by 9/24 AA/E0E

EMPLOYMENT
Job for the Environment

Campaign with MassPirg to

protect our planet. Flexible

schedule $50-$75/day. Call

Tern 256-6434

Be a member of the

Commuter Action Team
Looking for 6-8 friendly stu-

dents who like living off cam-

pus. Job duties are fun- Meet

with off campus students and

townspeople, coordinate and

attend Commuter events and

programs, help distribute

information Please contact

David or Barbara at 545-

2309, or drop by Commuter

Services between 10:00am-

1:00pm M-F. $6/hr and/or

academic credit,

Medical/Legal Assistant

Part-Time for

Springfield/Northampton per-

sonal injury law firm.

Job requires knowledge of

medical records and anato-

my. Nursing background and

legal studies necessary.

Must be able to perform

online and traditional

research in medicine and

law. Some work can be done

on campus. Flexible hours.

Could lead to full-time per-

manent job.

Fax resume and cover sheet

to:

Attorney Alan Goodman
(413)736-4861

Undergraduate Business
Consultant Great business

and leadership opportunity

on-campus. W/S and H/W/S
positions available CSB 406

Student Union. 5-2167

EMPLOYMENT
Rao's Coffee is hiring Food

service experience, late night

availability and a minimum of

15 hours per week required.

Apply in person No calls

please

CANTONE'S PIZ2A NOW
HIRING DRIVERS PART-
TIME AND FULL-TIME You

must have a reliable vehicle.

Apply after 3 pm. 481 West

St. (Route 116) South

Amherst, across from the

Amherst Ale House 256-

6100

Drivers Wanted Car need-

ed. Apply in person at

Pinocchio's Pizza. 30

Boltwood Walk.

Kai Chi Restaurant Drivers

and Waitstaff Wanted. Part-

Time. Apply within. Route 9,

335 Russell St., Hadley. 586-

2774

Personal Care Attendant

for male quad. Morning,

evening, and overnight $7.85

per hour Call 546-0666

FOR RENT

4 Bedroom House
Northampton, near stores but

country location. No pets.

$950+. Skibiski Realtors.

Fridge Rentals 253-9742

Free Delivery

FOR SALE

ART DECO Bedroom Set-

Waterfall- 1930s Period

$800 or best offer. Call

(413)536-0772. Leave mes-

sage if no answer.

FOR SALE

Used Bicycles
Buy/Sell/Trade/Consign. All

styles, makes, and models

Hampshire Bicycle Exchange

256-4537 Sun 9-4. In Hall at

Mt. Farms Mall on Route 9,

Hadley.

Furniture For Sale Will take

best offer Call Scott or Pete

549-3747

Watch batteries, ear
piercing, eyeglass repairs,

jewelry restoration, diamond

engagements, wedding rings

Silverscape Designs, 264 N.

Pleasant St, Amherst. 253-

3324 Open Daily.

Found in Cashin Suite 607

a black backpack with "Bossy

Le Boss" name on front

(Jansport) Please call 6-7238

to clairn.

Attention New Students-

Personal items left at The

New Students Program this

summer may be picked up at

The New Students Office,

304 Admissions Center.

INSTRUCTION

PERFORMING ARTS DIVI-

SION
offers Group and Private

Instruction in Music,

Theater, and Dance.

PAD is located in 73 Bartlett

Hall, UMASS
(413)545-0519 for info.

GUITAR LESSONS
Beginner-Advanced. 1-888-

908-8898 Call Peter (Toll

Free)

University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

Classifieds C
Special q

MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES TRAVEL

Giant Tag Sale

This Saturday, 9/13, 8:30am

to 1 :00pm. Corner of Pine

Grove and Old Farm Road off

Route 9.

Lose weight! Boost ener-

;y using Thermochrome.
end SASE for information or

$3.50 for sample packet to:

Jennifer James, 59 B St.,

Hull. MA 02045

PERSONALS

J Dry I know I messed up

real bad! Please forgive me
Call me.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Single Room $230/month

utilities included in 8 room

house 549-8696

Looking for one female to

share a two bedroom apt in

Brandywme $180 a month

with three other females.

Call 549-5244

FREE RENT!
Housemate/Respite help.

Easy, fun. Call (413)527-6279.

Easthampton

Looking for one or two
people to share 1 large room

in two bedroom apartment in

Amherst. On bus route,

behind campus. For info

please call Brad at 549-3992

SERVICES

Maximize Your PC On-site

training, installation,

upgrades, troubleshooting

PC Consult 253-1946

1 1 Bridge Street

Sunderland, MA

^ new & used

*ftJT* vehicles

repairs foreign &

domestic

Tel. (413)665-3344

Fax (413) 665-3966

Bob Connelly

Shop Manager

Do you have questions
about your rights? Do you

think your civil rights have

been violated? Find Out 1

Contact The Student Legal

Services Office, 922 Campus

Center, 545-1995

Legal Questions? The

Student Legal Services Office

offers free legal assistance

to fee-paying students

Contact us at 922 Campus
Center, 545-1995.

COMPUTER SERVICES
Mac Magic

Independent Macintosh

Trouble Shooter +

Consultant.

AlvinC Whaley (41 3)584-

7904

Hardware/Software,

Installation, Servicing +

Upgrades for Mac OS-based

computers + peripherals.

Your office, dorm, or home.

Spring Break '98 Sell trips,

earn cash and go free!!!

Student Travel Services is

now hiring Campus
Reps/Group Organizers.

Lowest rates to Jamaica,

Mexico, and Florida Call 1-

800-648-4849.

Vacation Package 4 nights

accommodation. Cancun,

Mexico for 2 nights. New
Orleans 2 nights. Bahamas

Cruise $300 for all. Book by

December 20th. 253-1751

COLLEGIAN
CLASSFIEDS

available

on

the

concourse

or

visit

our

friendly

office

in

the

campus

center

basement

Used
boob

$2.00 per

4 lines.

Visit us

in the

basement

or on

the

Concourse.

Classifieds

Special S

Personals Policy Rates Standard Headings
All pefvuijU MUSI tx* proofread bv Cottegun CM*
*med emptor*** before payment and acceptance of

11 be uwd in personals. ONLY
i s jre allowed The onk excep-

^.ituUhuns personals, in

tm the lull name mas be used.

umlHTs afe not allowed in personals. NO

«es are not allowed in personals this means
- .m numbers as well

is ot a threatening o* derogatorv nature are

r ,i vindictive or libelous

nature are not acceptable Personals may not be
' >< the purpose cW harassment

6 Profanity may not be used in personals.

7 The personals section is for personals only The per-

sonals section may NOT be used to sell items seek

roommates, advertise meetings, etc

8 All personals must have the name, signature, and

UMass I.D. number of the student placing ihe as

filled in on the insertion order. Non-students must

provide a valid driver's license and the license num-

ber must be recorded on the insertion order. Use of

false identification or misrepresentation is subject to

penalties under the law
9 The Coilegian reserves the right to refuse or lo edit

any personal that does not meet the Collegian's stan-

dards in accordance with the statutes ol the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

Students

20<£ per word/day

All others

40<£ per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
Phase write • laarly and

legibly. We arem responaiMe ft* wrora ratull

inn Horn IHimltlh handwriting M t\|«-

ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT
ENTERTAINMENT

FOR SALE
FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES

SUMMER SUBLET
TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

FRIDAY. SEPT. 12

Sleeting — A Welcoming
Reception for South Asian students

will be held at 5 p.m. in the Durfee

Conservatory, behind the public

health building. Everyone is wel-

come. Free ethnic food.

Service — Shabbat Service will

be held at 6 p.m. at the Hillel

House. All are welcome. Sponsored

b\ UMass Hillel.

SATURDAY, SEPT. 13

Greek life — Sigma Delta Tau
will hold open fall rush from 2-4

p.m. at 409 North Pleasant St.

Greek life — The sisters of Alpha

Chi Omega would like to invite all

University women to attend a fit-

mm \salk at l p.m. for open rush,

at j8 Nutting Ave.. Amherst
(behind the Visitor's Center). Any

questions, call Danika at

549-6070.

Comedy — There will be a free

improv comedy show at 8 p.m. in

the Campus Center, room 163.

Dance — UMass Ballroom
Dance Club invites everyone to

their Welcome Back Dance /

Hooked on Ballroom II from 7

p.m.-l a.m. in the Campus Center

Auditorium. Beginner dance
instructions from 7-9 p.m. Dance
exhibitions by students and pros.

Casual or semiformal attire. Free

admission.

SUNDAY, SEPT. 14

Meeting — Spectrum Magazine

will be holding a general meeting

from 6:30-7 p.m. in the Student

Union, room 406E. All are wel-

come to attend. New members are

welcome, as well as anyone inter-

ested in information pertaining to

submissions of visual art, poetry

and prose. Stop by or call at

545-2240.

Service — United Christian

Foundation invites students to wor-

ship at the Goodwin African

Methodist Episcopal Zion Church.

41 Woodside Avenue (near the cor-

ner of Walnut Street, in the center

of Amherst) at 1 1a.m. All are wel-

come.

MONDAY, SEPT. 15

Meeting — The UMass Women's
Ice Hockey Team will hold its first

meeting at 7 p.m. in the Campus
Center, room 165. No playing

experience is necessary. All inter-

ested women are welcome. For

more information call Beth at

546-2585.

Greek life — The sisters of Alpha

Chi Omega would like to invite all

University women to attend Alpha

Chi Vogue and House Tours from

6:30-7:30 p.m. for open rush, at

38 Nutting Ave.. Amherst (behind

the Visitor's Center). Any ques-

tions, call Danika at 549-6070.

Meeting — A Native American

Studies Certificate Program
Informational Session will be held

7:15-9:30 p.m. in Machmer W-25.
All interested students are encour-

aged to attend.

Meeting — UVC TV 19 is having

its first general meeting at 7 p.m.

All students interested in any facet

of video are encouraged to come,

or call 545-1536. The studio is

located in the Student Union to the

right side of the Hatch.

NOTICES

Auditions — The UMass Theatre

Guild and University Productions

& Concert will be holding audi-

tions for the fall musical produc-

tion of The Who's Tommy Friday.

Sept. 12 at 7 p.m. in the Campus
Center, room 162. Auditions will

also be held Saturday. Sept. 15 at

10 a.m. and 3 p.m. in the Campus

Center, room 162. Call backs are

Sunday. Sept. 14 at 11 a.m.

Audition pieces will be provided.

For questions, call 545-0415 or

545-2892.
Internships — Environmental

internships offered. Campaigns this

semester include: Hunger and
Homelessness, Pesticides,

Endangered Species, Updated
Bottle Bill and Campaign Finance

Reform. Looking for motivated stu-

dents to take leadership positions.

Call MassPlRG at 545-0199 or

stop by 423A Student Union.

Library tours — The Du Bois

Library will be hosting orientation

tours Sept. 12. The tours will leave

from the Entrance lobby at 10:30

a.m. and 2:30 p.m. Come, visit and

get to know the library.

Stiulent government —
Nominations papers for the

Undergraduate Student Senate will

he made available in the Student

Government Association office,

FYls are public service announcements pnnted

daily. To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the

Managing Editor by noon the previous day

located in the Student Union, room

420. Nominations open today at 10

a.m. and will close at 5 p.m. on

Friday, Sept. 19. If there are any

questions, please contact |odi

Bailey at 545-0342.

Support group — Are you con-

cerned about a friend's drinking or

other drug use? Is getting drunk

getting old? If you have concerns

about a friend's or your own sub-

stance use there are lots of

resources on-campus. Confidential

assessments and counseling and

student support groups are all

options you can choose. Lor fur-

ther information about campus
resources, contact the REAP
Program, Moore Lobby.
545-0137.
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$1 drink:

Vodka & Cranberry

ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK
SOFT
TLC
TNT
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HBO
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"SHOW"
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Ntw*X

Full Houm X

Marrttd With

6:00

X

Stmpaont X

Crtaturtt

NawaK

6:30
Butlntta Rpt. Nawthour With Jim Lehrer X
CBSNewi Inside Edition
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Frt»h Princt

NBCNtwt
Ch—

n

X
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RoaaannaK

NBCNtwt
BualnaaaRpC
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Family Mttttrt |Ftmlly Mttttrt

Qulncy

WorldVitwX

7:00 7:30

Extra X
Ineide Edition

BoyWorld

Wheel-Fortune

Judge Judy X

Home Imp.

Whttl-Fortune

Real TV X
Ent Tonight

Chronicle X
Fresh Prince

Jeopardy! X

8:00

C- Campus

Wash Week

8:30
Wall St Week

Candid Camera

Candid Camera

Sabrina-Witch |
Boy-World

9:00
1964 World's Fair

9:30

JAG 'The Guardian" (In Stereo)

JAG "The Guardian" (In Stereo)

Sabrina-Witch [Heelthbeat

**** 'TheMm Who Would Be W(I975) Saan Connery.

**Y, "Beethoven* 2nd" (1993, Comedy) Owlet Grodin. Ill

10:00
McLaughlin
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Newt

Dateline (In Stereo) X
Merrow Report
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Movie Magic
[
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Supermarket
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Figure H Out
"
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©

Furniture

Sporttcerrter

Debt
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Tiny Toon

Crash ot 2000

Renovation

Kung Fu: Legend

Renegade .I' !•
•- «

(5:M,*«»W^*rtwT(1996) intide the NFL

«« 'Ace Ventura: When Nature (W(1996) Jim

Boiin

Biogrtphy: Henry Fonda

Prime Newt X IBurden-Prool

America's Castles

Larry King Live H.

t*Vi "Vice Versa' 0968. Comedy) Judge Retinoid. Fred Savage

Wild Discovery: Seals News World-Wonder

Grand Tour

Real TV X
•CtySkktrtll.

11:00 11:30

Late Show :8

i Show X
NlghtlineX

Star Trek: Deep Space Nine X
ITonight Show"

Vibe

Seinfeld X
Tonight Show

Deep Space 9

[Tonight Show
Charlie Roae (In Slereo)

NewtX
TBA

Nightline X
M'A'S'H X

77»» Legend ot Curt/') Gokf

World Today X
Law 1 Order "Securitate" X
Sports lllut. |Montylint X

*** "TlmwMomma from the Tnu))''(l987) Danny DeViio
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Happy Dayt |

Friday the 13th: The letX
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Walker, Texaa Ranger X *** YtalSimt"

ST

SportscenterX

Homicide: Life on the Street R
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Linda Kalwwkl.
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Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dilber t By Scott Adams
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Horoscope;
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sepl. 22) —

Situations will inspire you to great

deeds today — or. at the very least,

to accomplish one primary goal.

Either is beneficial.

LIBRA (Sep«. 23-Oct. 22) — You

are likely to ropond to the promise

of financial gain today more than

other individual, but it become- an

all-consuming pawtowl

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) —
You can climb to the top with little

effort, and today's beginning can

yield big results when the time

comes. Do not be too hasty, howev-

er.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) _ You may feel as though

you're receiving the same messages

over and over again at this time.

Today, try returning one in a clever

way.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)

— Close work with a partner will

Mirely become all-consuming during

daylight hours. Be sure to relax and

focus on family during p.m.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) —

Give more of yourself today and

you'll surely win better results —
and. very likely, get more in return

when the time comev
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) —

Your attitude toward others may be

in need of some adjustment today. A
domestic disagreement must be

ic-olved as soon as it can!

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
You don't need to spend a lot of

money to maximize opportunity and

reward today. Focus on those things

that foster imagination.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
Focus on the fundamentali today.

Try to avoid anyone who approaches

simple issues in a complicated man-

ner: you don't need the contusion!

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20)

You will get where you want to go

today, provided >ou concentrate on

sign-posts that lead \ou along the

most direct route. Avoid sidetrip-

CANCER (|une 2l-|uly 22) -

You are not interested in anything

that is one-sided today; you are will-

ing to give, but you expect to receive

something in return.

LEO (|uly 23-Aug. 22) — You

may feel as though you've been left

out in the cold today, but perhaps

you have not done all you can to

keep up. Pick up your pace!

Close to HomeBy John McPherson

-* of" the Tystyr

Today's D.C. Menu
Call 545-2626 for more information.

Franklin

LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Tuna Noodle Casserole

Pizza

Pizza with Cheese

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

Spaghetti Sausage and Sauce

Tofu Fajita

1 1A lb. Burger

Worcester

"The idea gave me the creeps at first, but when

Frank showed me the numbers I had to admit that

selling burial plots in our yard is a great way to put

the kids through college."

ACROSS
1 Minute amount
5 Competed
9 Ready for

picking

13 Speck in the

ocean
15 Singer James
16 Toledo's lake

1 7 Beatle Ringo
18 Hindu princess

1

9

Shopping center

20 "Pink Panther-

role

22 Wallet stutters

23 "— Were
Sisters"

24 Nevertheless
26 Rain gear
30 —owl
34 Pseudonym
35 Explorer

Heyerdahl
36 Bud's partner

37 Fruit peel

38 Nag
40 "Perry Mason"

star

41 12/24 eg
42 Channel marker
43 Sea duck
44 Flan or cake
46 Steinbeck's "

—

Row"
48 Fruit drink

49 It's a long story"

50 Ballpark officials

53 Quitting time for

the early shift?

59 Ark builder

60 Nastase ot the

courts

61 Nevada lake

62 Tad
63 Lease
64 Divulge

(secrets)

65 Low card
66 Omelet

Ingredients

67 Lather

DOWN
1 Data holder

2 Cinema canine
3 Lath
4 Chef's need
5 Borders (on)

6 European
country

7 Sicilian volcano
8 Wisconsin farm

animal
9 Far off

10 Persia, today
11 Heap
12 Lampreys
14 Realities

21 Greek letter

25 Goof
26 Peeled
27 Martini garnish

28 Baseball teams
29 Ungentlemanly

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

LUNCH
Grilled Cheese

Sloppy )oe or Vegan Sloppy )oe

Spaghetti w/ Tomato Sauce

Grilled Cheese on Wheat

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

3 Cheese Macaroni

Tri-Bean Casserole

Italian Sweet Sausage Grinder

Hampshire

Ulan Hcaran

suramin annas hhhii
[gram koou syBSSira

HHHB (SlBIDHHa
wmwwmuiw oh
BOS!; ramntiH obbki

rM
MHlilfflBB HUBS
mKHE Hand onBag
WQQH IflSGia BBBBH
»-l?-97 O 1997. Unatd *••*"» SynAcatt

46 Printer's marks
47 In the past

49 Bringing

charges
50 Module
51 Where heather

grows
52 Liver spread

54 Designer
Cassini

55 Drinks like Fido

56 Akron's place

57 Soft drink

58 Seaweed

one
30 The lady

31 Evade adroitly

32 Kitchen
utensil

33 Rush
35 Make an effort

38 Certain

39 Peppery
40 Corn crib

4? A — of roses

43 Passes into law

45 Sguare-dance
term

LUNCH
Hamburger

Chicken Pucks

Handcut Cod Sub

Grilled Cheese (not handcut)

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

Baked Fish with Herb Stuffing

Fajitas with Chicken

Herb Stuffing in Baked Chicken

Berkshire

LUNCH
Grilled Cheese

Sloppy |oe / Vegan Sloppy |oe

Pizza

Spaghetti

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

World Famous Duchess Meat Pie

Tri Bean Casserole (tri it...)

1 /4 lb Burger

50
_

51 52

59

62

65
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McGwire,

Castilla and
?Calipari?

Wednesday night. Mark McGwire

became the first slugger since Babe

Ruth in 1927-28 to hit 50 homers in

back-to-back seasons. The Babe did

it in'20-'21. too.

You're thinkin'. hey Vinny Castilla

hits home runs, so everybody can.

right?

Well, it has seemed that way in

recent years, but no modern player

jogs around the basepaths as fre-

quently as does "Big Red."

In his career, McGwire has

knocked a long fly once every 12

at-bats. a ratio that ranks second

all-time to the Guy who Built that

I red Ilurlhrink. Jr.

Dump for that team with those pin-

stripes. But I digress.

That's about once every three

games or so — just barely more

than 8 percent of the time. Let's

compare that with some other

sports or athletic feats that aren't so

easy:

• How "bout just getting a base

hit? If you can do that 50 percent of

the time over your career, there's a

good chance you're headed for

Cooperstown.
• Ever tried to kick a field goal?

Ever tried it with 1 1 gorillas rushing

after you? Great place kickers can

split the uprights at least 75 percent

of the time.

• It's all-the-rage in the NBA now

to bomb away from beyond the

Vpoint arc. But, most sharp-shoot-

ers are only successful 40 percent of

the time — still a far cry from 8 per-

cent.

• Scoring a goal in the NHL? If

you can put the puck in the net 15

percent of the time, you're skating in

some good company.

Yet McGwire, one of the most

prolific power threats in the history

of baseball, can only hit the ball out

of the park in 8 percent of his

at-bats.

Even if Hideki Castilla can hit

home runs, it isn't the easiest thing

in the world to blast 'em with the

prodigiousness and frequency of

McGwire.
He has truly ascended to legendary

status well before his time is up.

• In the Oh-So-Shady
Department:

Lamar Odom. a blue-chip high

school hoop prospect is about ready

to play basketball for the University

of Rhode Island.

1 know what you're thinking: it's

only mildly shady that a good basket-

ball player would actually want to

play for the Rams. But, here's where

the shadiness really begins: Odom
placed himself into the NBA's entry

draft after allegations surfaced that

he was already associating with an

agent.

Those allegations came about fol-

lowing the firing of then- UCLA
coach Jim Harrick after a recruiting

scandal that ever-so shadily involved

the aforementioned Odom.
Oh yeah... there's more: Odom

was all set to go to UNLV once the

scandal broke, where former coach

|erry Tarkanian made the word
shady part of our everyday vocabu-

lary-

Now, one of the most talented and

shady hoopsters to come out of high

school in a long while is going to URI

where a Mr. |im Harrick is now the

head basketball coach.

Hmmm...
• I wanna know which scheduling

geniuses banged their heads together

and came up with the idea of having

Marcus Camby's Toronto Raptors

play |ohn Calipari's New |ersey Nets

in Springfield on Oct. 27.

Some football enthusiasts may rec-

ognize this date...

No?
On that Monday night, the Patriots

will be taking on the Packers on ABC
— a much-anticipated re-match of

the Super Bowl.

What are fans to do? What are

sporis writers to do?
• While we're talking Pats, we

might as well get into the Hype.

Drew Bledsoe has bombed
away on a pair of rather anemic

defenses for some astronomical

numbers while guiding New
England to its first 2-0 record in

over a decade.

The lets, are 1-1. and their quar-

terback. Neil O'Donnell was
bombed by Buffalo's defense last

week
The Pats are the AFC Champs; the

lets are the AFC Chumps. No need

for Hype.

Patriots squeak by. 38-17.

Fred Hurlbrink, Jr. is a Collegian

i tilumnifi.

UM women on roll,

face DU and Bonnies
By Kathleen Ralls

Collegian Starr

Mesh shirts. Pads. Cleats. Gloves

covered in grips, for those who are

prone to catch the ball more often

than not.

All things someone would expect

to see at "the big game" on Sunday,

right?

UMass VVoineiVs_Soccer,

Massachusetts vs.

Duquesne/St. Bona.

Sophomore quarterback Jeff Smith will lead the Minuteman attack against the Maine Black Bears in a crucial

early-season match-up.

Black Bears hostUM
Minutemen try to avoid 0-2 in pivotal game

Right.

The game, the

No. 14

Massachusetts
women's soccer

team versus

Atlantic 10 rival

St. Bonaventure.

is Sunday at 1

p.m. at Totman
Field. But, for

those of you who
can't wait for Sunday, there will be a

free preview of the Minutewomen

today at Totman against Duquesne

University at 4 p.m.

It would seem that UMass might

view this weekend as preparation for

national powerhouses Colorado

(Sept. 20) and Connecticut (Sept.

23) in the following two weeks, but

this is not the case. UMass defeated

nationally ranked Michigan last

week, and stand at 5-0 thus far. But

as coach |im Rudy explains, this

weekend presents just as much, if not

more, preparation.

"We have to put ourselves in the

best possible position," Rudy said.

"The A- 10 has become very impor-

tant, a more sure step to the

NCAAs."
This year, the A- 1 champion will

earn an automatic berth to the NCAA
tournament for the first time ever,

which means that every conference

game counts in their bid for a tourna-

ment seat.

Duquesne's record stands at 2-1,

with a 1-0 win over Pittsburgh; a

1-0 loss to West Virginia; and a

whopping 5-0 win over Robert

Morris. What stands troublesome

for the Minutewomen is that six

different scorers have found the

back of the net for the Lady Dukes.

Last year they stood at 6-7-4, so

they are showing signs of improve-

ment.
"Their coach Shelley Heisey is

pretty shrewd." Rudy said. "[They

run] a pretty

tight defense and

have a vety com-

petent goalie

with Kelly

O'Neil."

Sunday's game
could prove a

toss-up, with St.

Bonaventure's
record also at

2-1. Recording

wins over Youngstown and Niagara,

the Bonnies only loss is to nationally

ranked Syracuse.

leading St. Bonaventure's offense

is Kelly Nagy. with three goals and

three assists, alongside )o Storms

who has tallied three goals as well.

Returning goalie Margaret Reif also

poses a threat after coming off early,

impressive showings.

St. Bonaventure is currently in a

transition of their own. though not

on the playing field but on the side-

lines. Former coach Kim Lemaire left

to become assistant coach at

Colorado, leaving Kim Early with

head coaching duties.

While UMass exudes youth and

excitement, they have a couple

noticeable injuries in senior defender

Amy Burrill (quad) and sophomore

forward Kate Webb (bad ankle

sprain) who are questionable for this

weekend. But for a team who at

times had to train with sides of 5-4

in preseason, this shouldn't pose a

problem.

"Somebody will play," Rudy said.

"We v/ill put 1 1 on the field."

By Corey Peter Goodman
Collegian Staff __

The Massachusetts football team

is trying to forget the past.

When the Minutemen bus it up

to Orono. Maine this weekend for

a Saturday showdown with the

Maine Black Bears (1-0) at 1 p.m..

the picture of

never be successful."

A successful week may require an

extraordinary effort for UMass.

which locks horns with a young and

talented Maine team Saturday.

Coming off a successful 7-4 record

in 1996. the Black Bears proved it

was no fluke last Saturday in their

season opener. Maine traveled to

Kingston. Rl

Saturday, I

the opening day

disappointment

to an over-

achieving
Richmond
Spiders team
(21-6) may be

still circling

around in their

heads. Even
tougher to for-

get may be last year's heartbreak-

ing 22-14 loss to Maine that saw

the Black Bears run off 10 unan-

swered fourth quarter points to

knock off the Minutemen.

But according to head coach

Mike Hodges, UMass isn't looking

back.

"You can't do that in this busi-

ness. This is a new week," Hodges

said. "You better move on, or you'll

UMass Football

Massachusetts

@ Maine

and dismantled

the Rhode
Island Rams.
30-14.

Hodges
knows it will be

a war.

"They're
excellent,"
Hodges said.

"Up and down
the line, they're stacked. And their

kicking game is sound as well. Our

hands are full."

The Black Bears attack is cen-

tered around their defensive unit.

Returning nine starters from last

year's group that allowed just over

200 points. Maine appears capable

of stifling the A-10's top offensive

attacks this year.

Moreover, the Black Bears return

three starters to a defensive line that

terrorized opposing quarterbacks

last season. Maine recorded 51

sacks last year, more than twice

UMass' numbers. Lining up against

UMass' brand new offensive front

may result in serious protection

problems for Minuteman sopho-

more quarterback |eff Smith.

Still, Hodges remains confident.

"We've prepared hard for them

every day." he said. "This is a young

outfit (UMass). But they are veiy

mature, and they're all business.

They know how to practice, and

they'll be ready."

Maine brings a double-barreled

attack to the field. On the offensive

side of the ball, the Black Bears are

sparked by the passing combination

of junior quarterback Mickey Fein

and senior wide out Rameek
Wright.

Fein racked up 1,955 passing

yards last season, with 140 comple-

tions and 10 touchdown passes. He

showed no sign of holding up last

week, lighting up the Rams for 197

yards on 16-for-27 passing.

Wright was often on the receiving

Turn to FOOTBALL. page7
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Erica Iverson and the Minutewomen host Duquesne University today on

Totman Field.

UM looks to rebound with Maine
By Matthew J. Perrault

Collegian Staff

THANO VO I COUfCIAN

Sophomore |ames Redmond and the men's soccer squad look for a bet-

ter effort against Maine tomorrow.

Coming off a disappointing tie on Sunday against Siena

College, the Massachusetts men's soccer team returns to

Amherst on Saturday for the home opener at Totman

Field against the Maine Black Bears at 1 p.m.

UMass coach Sam Koch was upset with the way his

team performed against Siena, and will

look for a much stronger effort from

his team.

"I was not happy with things

[against Siena] and anyone who
thought we played well wouldn't be on

this team anymore," Koch said.

Practice went relatively the same
this week, but the team wants to cor-

rect things and knows what has to be

done.

"Many players stepped up this

week but we didn't do anything different, just tried to

continue to work on the things that we need to," Koch

said.

UMass will be looking to contain a very strong Black

Bear offensive attack.

"They have some guys up front that can play." Koch

said. "We are going to cover them, whether or not we will

stick one man on them will be determined."

The game will be played at Totman field, which is a

change for many of the Minutemen players, who played

home games last year at Garber Field. But since Garber

UMass Men's Soccer

Massachusetts

vs. Maine

Saturday^n>

has been covered in with a new artificial surface, the

soccer program has moved to the cozy confines of

Totman.
Coach Koch seems to like the field but knows that some

adjustments will have to be made in order to play well on

the field.

"[Totman's) grass is very beautiful. It's a beautiful sur-

face." Koch said with apprehension. "The field is only 65

yards wide though. We will need to

play to the feet and our wide players

must be on the sidelines, not five yards

in."

The Minutemen made the trip up

to Orono last year and took away a

1-0 victory from the Black Bears and

hold the all-time series lead

20-10-1.

Still, don't look for UMass to take

it easy this game or catch them look-

ing a week ahead, when the No. 8

Boston University Terriers come to town.

Maine was only 4-13-1 last year, but overconfidence

got the Minutemen into trouble last week.

"Maine is a strong all around team. We need to play

well." Koch said. "If we are thinking about BU against

Maine, we are in trouble."

Minutemen Notes: The Minutemen will have a few

game time decisions to make. Sophomore Gavin Hewitt

has missed the past two games due to injury, but might

.m.
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"Closer

to Fine"

The Indigo Girls

appeared at the

Mullins Center
Friday. They alio

took the time to talk

to the Collegian. For

review and interview,

see inside (see Arts &
Living, page 5).

UMass hurting

after Bear attack

Nothing went right

for Mike Hodges and

the Massachusetts

football team
Saturday, when they

were walloped 49-6

by Maine for their

second straight loss

(see Sports, page 1 2).

WORLD

Israel to return

tax revenues

IERUSALEM (AP) — Israel will

return half of the Palestinian tax

revenues it is withholding as a

"goodwill gesture," the govern-

ment said yesterday, citing

Palestinian steps to battle terror-

ism.

The army also announced it

would lift the "internal closure"

that confines Palestinians to their

individual communities, although a

general closure keeping

Palestinians out of Israel will remain

in effect.

The travel restrictions were

imposed after a Sept. 4 bombing in

Jerusalem that killed five Israelis

and the three suicide bombers.

Despite the conciliatory gestures,

tensions escalated yesterday when

a group of 11 militant |ewish set-

tlers took over three buildings in an

Arab neighborhood in disputed

east |erusalem, raising fears of new

violence in the troubled city.

Dozens of agitated Palestinians

streamed to the site, a plot of land

in Ras al-Amud neighborhood
where city officials have approved

a controversial new Jewish housing

project that has been delayed by

legal wrangling.

NATION

Stealth fighter crashes

during air show

MIDDLE RIVER, Md. (AP) — An

F-1 1 7A stealth fighter broke apart

during an air show performance

and crashed into two houses yes-

terday, setting both on fire and

causing six minor injuries on the

ground. The pilot ejected safely.

The crash happened about 3

p.m. as the jet was making its

final passes during the

Chesapeake Air Show at the

Glenn Martin State Airport.

Several witnesses said they saw

parts of the plane break off just

before it went down. Home
video of the crash showed a

piece of the aircraft, which
appeared to be from the tail sec-

tion, flying off the jet before it

went into a slow, flat spin and

crashed.

"Some people were saying it

was part of the show," said Rudy

Medina, who was at the air

show. "But I knew it wasn't part

of the show. No aircraft of that

caliber disintegrates in midair like

that."

The plane, carrying 11,000

pounds of fuel, went down about

a mile from the airport, into two

houses and two cars at a condo-

marina complex on Chesapeake

Bay in this suburb northeast of

Baltimore.
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Ginsburg receives first Sophia Smith Award

Smith College shines
By Joseph R. Fountain

Collegian Staff

Supreme Court (ustice Ruth Bader

Ginsburg received the first annual

Sophia Smith Award at Smith

College in a ceremony on Friday

afternoon.

In a full-to-capacity John M.

Greene Hall. Ginsburg received a

standing ovation that was only

quelled by her own request. Those

gathered included students and

alumni of Smith, and judges and

lawyers from
throughout the

area. Gloria

S t e i n e m ,
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"Ginsburg is the

embodiment of what
Congresswoman Sophia Smith envisioned

s

for a Smith graduate."

Said Cherilyn Cepriano, junior

anthropology major and vice-pres-

ident of the Smith College

Student Government Association.

Harmon, ludge
Stephanie Kulp
Seymour of the

10th Circuit Court

of Appeals and
Nina Toteberg
were all present to

honor Ginsburg.

The award was created by the

Smith board of trustees as part of a

year long celebration of the birth of

the founder of the college, Sophia

Smith. It is awarded to an individual

who "by virtue of intelligence, ener-

gy, vision and courage has made a

lasting contribution to the education

of women," said Ann E. Shananhan.

Director of Media Relations for

Smith College.

The award includes a medallion

and a gift of $10,000. The medallion

was designed with an owl. Kate

Belcher Webster, Chair of the Board

of Trustees at Smith, said. "The owl

in Greek mythology was companion

to Athena, goddess of wisdom and it

is fitting that Sophia is derived from

the word in Greek which means wis-

dom."

Ginsburg has chosen two organi-

zations to share the gift: The
Women's Law and Public Policy

Fellowship Program at Georgetown

University and the United States

Holocaust Memorial and Museum
for the use of purchasing diaries,

memoirs and other material on
women and the Holocaust.

The honoree was introduced by

two friends and colleagues, Wendy
Webster Williams, professor at

Georgetown University and Herma
Hill Kay. Dean at the University of

California at

Berkeley.

Williams said,

"On behalf of

women she has

been an educator of

men." She went on

to say, "Ginsburg
has changed the

fundamental way
the constitution is

looked upon."
1- According to

Williams it was
truly an act of genius by President

Clinton to appoint Ginsburg to the

Supreme Court.

Kay spoke fondly of the work that

Ginsburg has done on the Supreme

Court, referring to a number of

important decisions including

United States v, Virginia Military

Institute. This case allowed for

women to attend the once all-male

school.

"Smith College is a very special

place for women, which was created

by a woman — Sophia Smith — to

be as good as the best men's col-

lege." said Smith President Ruth

Simmons. "Ginsburg has incredible

intelligence and a strong disbelief

that laws that restricted women

Turn to SMITH, page 3

Steinem, MacKinnon,
Harmon and Seymour

return to alma mater

By Joseph Fountain

Collegian Staff

The title of the discussion was
"In Pursuit of Justice: Women's
Equality and the Public Good."

and was attended by an over-

flowing audience that spilled

out into rooms with closed cir-

cuit televisions.

The talk took place on
Saturday at a roundtable discus-

sion which was held in honor of

the 1997 Sophia Smith award
recipient Supreme Court Justice

Ruth Bader Ginsburg at

Sweeney Concert Hall on the

campus of Smith College.

All the guest speakers were
asked to take eight minutes to

describe a personal experience

of gender discrimination. The
moderator was Dennis
Thompson, the Alfred North
Whitehead Professor of political

philosophy at Harvard
University and a member of the

Smith College Board of

Trustees.

Congresswoman fane Lakes
Harmon
Harmon was the first person

to speak and she brought up the

issue of her position on
Proposition 209, the bill in

California that eliminated pref-

erential treatment of minority

canuiuaico for all positions in

higher education. Harmon said,

I -trongly opposed Prop 209...

the goal is to empower everyone

and the best affirmative action

policy is a good education for

every one."

Harmon is a graduate of
WONNt TANC / COLLEGIAN

Ruth Bader Ginsburg, Associate |ustice of Supreme Court, proudly

Turn to ALMA, page 2 ; accepts an award at Smith College last Friday evening.

Mother Jones ranks UM
third in its activist poll
By Christine Soh

Collegian Staff

Qui
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_.Jiet time
Kimi Kamiyama, a junior English major, and Leonard Bagasol, a junior computer science major, find relax-

ation and privacy within the folds of one of UMass' many tranquil gardens.

Recently, the University of

Massachusetts came in third in a Top

10 Activist Campus poll published

by Mother fortes, a liberal cultural

and political magazine.

In the September/October issue-

highlight, nearly 20 organizations

which tracked student activism were

polled. Sources such as Amnestv

International, the Anti-Defamation

League, and the National Association

for the Advancement of Colored

People — among others — led to the

10 top findings and three honorable

mention spots.

Leading the poll was the

University of Wisconsin. Madison.

which campaigned against human
rights abuses, launched an

Internet-based Free-Burma coali-

tion, and convinced their luiiveisil)

to divest from Texaco, a corporation

which has ties to businesses In

Burma.
This was U. Wisconsin's fourth

year in the poll.

The No. 2 position went to Mount

Holyoke College in South Hadley.

Highlights mentioned its protest List

April and administrative commit-

ments to establish an Asian-

American Studies program and to

hire a Muslim chaplin.

For both Mount Holyoke and
UMass. this was their first appear-

ance in the poll.

The summary of UMass' activism

for th i > past year Iodised on the

Ooodefl Takeover and cited a coali-

tion of essentially 100a of students

supporting the protester's motiva-

tions. Among the list of demands
were issues concerning affirmative

action and multicultural education.

\ struggle for child care and more

financial aid was also mentioned.

Graduate political science student

Colin S. Cavell commented. "The

fact that UMass is near the top of the

Mother loms magazine's college

rankings and not. MVC lot one excep-

tion, even mentioned by other pub-

lished organizational rankings, is

that we have a contradiction in val-

uing out of different theoreti-

cal models which influence nominal

measurement categories of. say.

excellence in education."

Cavell further explained his com-

ment.

"It is becoming clear that the

all-while elite university of the past

is increasingly out of step with the

values of a significant sector of the

population; specifically, a more

Turn to ACTIVIST page 3

Bosnians vote UMass grad dicusses Pathfinder mission data in speech

By Aida Cerkez

Associated Press

Turn to MEN'S SOCCER, page 6
ON THE INTERNET

www.umau.edu/rso/colegian

SARAIEVO. Bosnia-Herzegovina
— Overcoming fears of violence,

Bosnians flooded polling stations yes-

terday to vote in local elections that

could alter the divided country's eth-

nic map. The unexpectedly high

turnout during weekend voting

forced election organizers to open

additional polling stations and drew

praise from international officials.

"It proves the hunger for democra-

cy in this country." said Carlos

Westendorp. the top international

envoy in Bosnia.

The results of the voting — the

first local elections in Bosnia since

the end of its 3 1/2-year civil war —
are not expected for days. But the

number of refugees who crossed for-

mer (front lines to cast ballots in their

prewar hometowns suggest the out-

come may change Bosnia's political

and ethnic landscape.

OSCE spokesman David Foley esti-

mated yesterday that 89 percent of

those eligible to vote registered in

their prewar hometowns. That could

have serious repercussions in areas

now controlled by other ethnic

groups — if, as expected, refugees

Turn to VOTE, page 3

By Julie Siegcl

Collegian Staff

Geologist Matthew P. Golombek, a University

of Massachusetts alumnus and head scientist on

NASA's Mars Pathfinder mission spoke to a

packed auditorium Friday about his recent discov-

eries on the Red Planet.

Golombek presented a lecture at 4 p.m. in

Mahar Auditorium to students, professors and

local townspeople about the "cheap" $170 million

mission.

The Pathfinder, which landed on Mars on |uly

4. is the first of a series of discovers class missions

which take approximately three and a half years

from the initial design to the launch.

According to Golombek. the discovery class

missions are faster, cheaper, better and cost suffi-

ciently less than the verv expensive Viking mission

which travelled to Mars 20 years ago.

"How cheap?" Golombek said, "less than a

major motion picture that you all did not see

called Waterworld and certainly more successful

and cheaper than the movie you may or may not

sc.v soon called The Titanic."

In comparing this mission with the Viking.

Golombek said that many discoveries have been

made since a free-ranging surface rover landed

two and a half months ago.

The rover traversed over 80 meters of Martian

surface and returned to earth more than two bil-

lion bits of information, over 12.000 pictures ot

the surface surrounding the landing site. 400

images from the rover itself. 6.5 million individual

temperature, pressure and wind measurements

and 20 chemical composition measurements of

Martian rocks and soil.

After the rove Ipnd'id. Golombek discovered

from its wheel tracks the surface material on Mars

is similar to baking flour.

The Pathfinder's web site on the Internet is

being logged onto at incredible rates. Golombek

said, proving noticeable excitement about these

discoveries from people around the world.

On |uly 8. the web site received 47 million hits

and during the first 30 days of the mission, 566

million hits were received on the site. Golombek

said.

"This rate surpassed anything else in the history

of computers or the world." Golombek said. "So.

I think lots of people think we've had a successful

mission."

But the world's reaction to the mission is not

enough to satisfy Golombek.

"My job as a scientist is to look beyond that."

Golombek said. "Its nice that people have gotten

excited and interested in what we did. but what

have we really learned?"

The scientists have received information on all

seven areas they wished to investigate on Mars,

including weather, the constituency of the surface

and magnetic properties

(lolombek and his crew also received a "free-

bee" they never expected to see.

By tracking the location of the lander over a

two month period, they were able to see it move

underneath the antennas on earth. I torn that, the

Turn to MARS page 3
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UMass graduate Matthew P. Golombek, the

chief scientist on the Mars Pathfinder Mission,

speaks at Mahar Auditorium last Friday.
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Uno, dos, tres
Brooke Hauser, a sophomore biology major, Teresa Stevens, a sophomore biology mapr, ana baran

Strycharz, a sophomore environmental science major (right to left) enjoy the beauty and each other's compa-

ny near the Campus Pond on Saturday.
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Smith College and Harvard Law
School. She was elected to

Congress as a Republican from

the 36th District of California in

1992.

Catherine MacKinnon
MacKinnon told the story of

the alleged abduction of porn star

Linda Lovelace. According to

MacKinnon, Lovelace was
abducted and forced to have sex

in front of the camera.

She said, "I was introduced to

her by Steinem because every

time someone watches Deep
Throat they are watching Linda

get raped and she wanted to sue

to have the movie removed from

the market.

"The reason these things hap-

pened to her was because she was

a woman; women have been
treated inferior to men and she

was being sexually exploited

because of her sex."

The lawsuit was not able to be

fought because the time limit ran

out.

MacKinnon also responded to

her critics by clarifying her views.

"I do not think all sex is rape. I

do not think that the ending of

pom will end all abuse of women
and sexual assault is a form of

sex based discrimination.'' she

said.

MacKinnon has a Bachelor's

degree from Smith College, J.D.

from Yale University Law School

and a Ph.D. from the School of

Political Science at Yale
University. She practices law and

is a noted author.

Agnes Bundy Scanlan

Scanlan, who has been labeled

as someone who was very diffi-

cult to work with, addressed the

issues of women being in high

places in corporations.

Scanlan said that she was con

sidered "to be a tough, terrible

person." According to Scanlan,

she had to change the way she

worked and develop relationships-

and that women have to work

harder in developing working

relationships. Men tend to come

into these working environments

and expect women to be as

accommodating as their wives,

said Scanlan.

"I just got married, so 1 don't

know how it' is to be a wife," she

said.

Scanlan is a graduate of Smith

College and Georgetown Law
School. She is senior vice presi-

dent and director of corporate

community development at Fleet

Financial Group.

Judge Stephanie Kulp Seymour

Seymour told the story of how

she became a judge on the 10th

Circuit Court of Appeals.

According to Seymour, an older

gentleman, who was organizing

the candidate meeting had decid-

ed that instead of suggesting the

most qualified candidates for

nomination, each person at this

meeting would name the lesser

candidate. He named Seymour.

Seymour said, "The person who
felt 1 was most qualified, and

who later became my friend, was

astonished. She asked why I was

not more qualified. He said that I

had four children and couldn't be

qualified.

"My friend looked at him and

named the person that turned out

to be his favorite nominee. He
then asked her why his nominee

wasn't qualified and she said that

he has five children, so he can't

be qualified."

Seymour is a graduate of Smith

College and Harvard Law School.

Gloria Steinem

Steinem told the story of how

she went to buy clothes for a lit-

tle girl and found that all of the

clothes for girls were buttoned

from behind and boys clothes

were buttoned from the front.

"From the start," Steinem said,

"we are causing little girls to

learn how to be dependent on

others.

"The future of civil rights and

gender issues are that we stand

together — if we stand together

against race and gender issues

there is no stopping us."

Steinem is founder of New
York magazine and subsequently

Ms. magazine. She graduated

from Smith College and is a

member of the Board of Trustees

at Smith.

Nina Totcnberg
Totenberg told how she broke

the story of the Anita Hill-

Clarence Thomas sexual harass-

ment allegations. Totenberg said.

"1 was pilloried in the media
because 1 was a woman."
Totenberg was the first person

to report the case, to have all the

proof to prove that the incident

really did take place and the

Senate was delaying action on

Hill's allegations.

"There are some forms of sub-

tler racism that will always exist,"

she said. "Treat everything with a

sense of humor, don't get mad
just laugh and never cry in pub-

lic."

Totenberg works for National

Public Radio as host of Gavel to

Gavel. She has received numer-

ous awards including ones from

the American Bar Association

and a Peabody Award.

In Friday's Collegian, an incorrect date was reported for a meet-

ing about Anthropology 390, "Contemporary Issues in Native

America, a Focus on the Northeast."

A meeting for interested students will take place at Machmer

Hall, room W-25, at 7: 1 5 tonight.

The Collegian regrets the error.

Judicial Hearing

Board
A GREAT EXPERIENCE FOR STUDENTS WHO

• are interested in campus leadership •

• wish to improve communication and listening skills •

• are enrolled full time •

• have at least a 2.0 G.P.A. •

• are not on judicial sanction •

Apply now to be a hearing board Member

Training held in the Campus Center

from 7:00 to 10:00 p.m. on:

September 29 & September 30

Room 904-08 Room 1 62-75

Applications available at:

Residential Cluster Offices

The Dean of Students Office

Student Government Association

APPLICATION DEADLINE:
5:00 p.m. September 25, 1 997

Any questions? Please contact:

Paul Vasconcellos or Tara Woolfson

Dean of Students Office

227 Whitmore

Phone: 545-2684
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were immutable."

While accepting the award
Ginsburg said, "Sophia Smith
became a rich women upon her
brother Ogden's death. It was once
reported Ogden said his money
would never go toward woman's
education, but Ogden's money
became Sophia's and she chose to

endow a college of higher education

for women."
"This is a wonderful way to start

this award because we will only
choose the most amazing women."
said Cherilyn Cepriano, junior

anthropology major and vice-presi-

dent of the Smith College Student

Government Association. "Ginsburg

is the embodiment of what Sophia

Smith envisioned for a Smith gradu-

ate."

|ill Ker Conway, president emeri-

tus of Smith and one of those who
reviewed the 60-plus nominees foe

the award said of Ginsburg, "Her

commentaries on the issues sur-

rounding gender discrimination illu-

minate the way stereotyping can

operate to deprive women or men of

equal treatment in many aspects of

work and education."

Others who sat on the review

committee were Barbara Bush,

Smith class of '47 and wife to for-

mer president George Bush, and

Steinem, the editor of Ms.

Magazine, class of '56.

Ginsburg received her Bachelor's

degree from Cornell University,

where she was elected Phi Beta

Kappa and graduated with honors

and a degree in government. She

attended Harvard Law School for

two years, making law review in

both. She married Martin Ginsburg

and transferred to Columbia
University where she again made

law review and graduated tied for

Hist in her class.

Unable to get a job as a lawyer

she took a job as a professor at

Rutgers for nine years. She returned

to Columbia as a professor in 1972.

She was General Counsel for the

American Civil liberties Union and

founded the Women's Rights

Project. As a litigant, Ginsburg

argued six major sex discrimination

cases in front of the Supreme Court,

winning five of them.

In 1980, she was appointed to the

Circuit Court of Appeals in

Washington D.C. by President

limmy Carter. In 1993, President

Clinton appointed her to the

Supreme Court.

Ickes questioned by the Senate
Former Clinton aide asked about Democratic party donations

By James Rowley
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Former presidential aide Harold

Ickes will be called back for more questioning by Senate

investigators about how the Democratic Party used dona-

tions raised by President Clinton and Vice President Al

Gore. Senate sources say.

Ickes acknowledged in a |une 26-27 deposition that he

asked Clinton to call donors "two, three, maybe four

times."

Ickes is also expected to be asked at a second deposi-

tion about whether Gore knew when he telephoned

donors from his office that he was raising the type of con-

tribution covered by a ban on soliciting donations on gov-

ernment property, said the aides, who spoke on condition

of anonymity.

Gore denies any wrongdoing. The vice president's 46

calls are being reviewed by the )ustice Department to

determine if Attorney General lanet Reno should seek

appointment of an independent counsel.

The Senate panel's plans to call the former deputy

White House chief of staff back for more closed question-

ing signals that Ickes will not be called as a witness at

public hearings until early next month.

In fact, no final decision has been made on whether to

call Ickes to public hearings, aides to Sen. Fred Thompson

(R-Tenn), chairman of the Senate Governmental Affairs

Committee, said last week.

Based on the defiant tone of Ickes' answers in the first

deposition, Ickes would not necessarily help Republicans

build their case that the White House sold access to the

president in return for large donations to Clinton's re-

election effort. Ickes insisted he didn't get into the details

of how the Democratic Party raised money. "My focus...

was the bottom line, as they like to say in the finance busi-

ness."

Ickes insisted he knew of no plans to charge donors for

the privilege of attending White House social events with

Clinton or to sleep in the Lincoln Bedroom.

"As far as I know, there was no direct connection

between an amount of money that you gave and being

invited to the White House." Ickes said in his deposition

"Had 1 known of it. 1 would have not only disapproved

of it i would have told them to stop doing it." he said.

Even though his files contained DNC projections for

amounts of money to be raised at White House coffee

Matches. Ickes said: "1 did not pay that much attention...

to the dollar amounts put by each event."

"That was something professional fund-raisers estimat-

ed." Ickes said.

Ickes said he was more concerned about whether

"enough money was coming in, hard and soft, to finance

the upcoming cash flow" and "did the fund-raisers need

additional events?"

Ickes said Clinton made only a few fund-raising calls.

Clinton himself has left open the possibility he called

donors but has no specific recollection of telephoning any.

Sen. |ohn McCain (R-Ariz) told CNN's "Late Edition"

that he was disturbed that "fckes knew that the president

made phone calls from the White House."

"The president has denied remembering that he made

these calls and apparently it was an ongoing operation,"

said McCain, a co-sponsor of legislation to reform cam-

paign fund raising. Ickes said he learned Clinton had fol-

lowed through on his infrequent requests to make calls

"when I was fortunate enough to find out that he had, in

fact, made a phone call."

"I would ask the president if he would make calls. He

didn't volunteer to make calls," Ickes said. To make sure

Clinton made the calls, Ickes said, "I would bug him in a

very low-keyed way as to whether he had made or was

intending to make the phone calls." Ickes couldn't recall

any specific discussions about the legality of the calls, but

said he was confident he was they would be by "one of the

many, many, many lawyers that inhabit the White House

Counsel's Office."

Ickes says he wasn't privy to any discussions among

Gore's advisers about whether it was legal for the vice

president to make fund-raising calls from the White

House.

"I did not deal in that regard with the vice president."

Ickes said. "He had his own counsel and his own political

staff." The former deputy White House chief of staff was

first questioned before Senate investigators learned that

the DNC had placed $120,000 in unregulated "soft

money" donations raised by Gore's telephone calls in an

account for "hard-money" contributions. "Soft money"

contributions are for party-building activities and are not

limited: "hard money" is strictly regulated by campaign-

finance laws.

Last week. Senate Republicans produced three 1996

memos hv Ickes as evidence that-Gorc-knew-that some of

the money he was raising in the phone call* would -be cov-

ered by the statute that bars him from soliciting donations

on government property.

But Democrats and the White House argued the

memos, even if Gore read them, were not proof the vice

president knew that his calls to donors would produce

"hard-money" contributions.
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TIAA-CREF.

When it comes to planning a comfort-

able future, over 1.8 million ot

America's best and brightest count on

TIAA-CREF. With $190 billion in assets,

we're the world's largest retirement

company, the nation's leader in customer

satisfaction, and the overwhelming choice

of people in education, research and

related fields?

The reason? For nearly 80 years,

TIAA-CREF has introduced intelligent

solutions to America's long-term planning

needs. We pioneered portable benefits.

We invented the variable annuity and

helped popularize the very concept of

stock investing lor retirement planning.

Today. TIAA-CREF's expertise offers

an impressive range of ways to help you

create a comfortable and secure tomorrow.

From the guarantees of TIAA's top-rated

Traditional Annuity 00 to the additional

growth opportunities of our variable invest-

ment accounts, you'll find the flexibility and

diversity you need to help you meet your

long-term goals. And they're all backed by-

some of the most knowledgeable investment

managers in the industry.

To learn more about the world's pre-

mier retirement organization, speak to one

of our expert consultants at 1 800 842-2776

(8 a.m.-l 1 p.m. ET). Or better still, speak

to one of your colleagues. Find out why,

when it comes to planning lor tomorrow,

great minds think alike.

Visit us on the Internet at www.tiaa-cref.org

Ensuring the future

for those who shape i t
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Blood donations sought on campus

Free cookies!

By Kimberly Scammell

Collegian Correspondent

Melissa Swift, a freshman environmental science major, donates blood at the Blood Drive in the Campus

Center.

David Boudreau. a graduate student, was one of the

many who were recruited in the Campus Center. "My

fiance works in a hospital, so I know the need for

blood is high."

"I give blood twice a year at least," said sophomore

Molly Saunders, while waiting to give blood. "I hope to

be able to help someone who needs it." Saunders

found out about the blood drive by various posters

throughout campus.

The American Red Cross receives much help from

volunteers. Vivian Eastmen, who has been a volunteer

for 17 years, is one of the steady volunteers in this

area. Eastmen works for the chapter located in

Northampton led by Ruth Gallagher, the head of vol-

unteers.

"It is difficult to get volunteers because the young

have work of their own and the retired either cannot

work or have limited time with family and other

engagements." said Eastman, who usually volunteers

twice a week.

If someone cannot give blood or wishes not too. they

can help by volunteering at the refreshment area or

registration desk.

For those who do wish to donate, one can donate

every 56 days, if desired. Only 5 percent of the general

population donates blood, although most are eligible.

Visit the recruiting table in the Campus Center or

for more information on the Red Cross's visitations

call 1-800-462- 2229. To find out about donor eligi-

bility call l-800-4Jg- 9400 and ask ,for the nurse of

the day.

During the past week, the American Red Cross

Blood Services of the New England Region made their

first of 42 visits to the University of Massachusetts.

The established goal for the Red Cross is to get

75-105 donors a day: a goal which meets the promised

quota to hospitals for that day.

"A third of the blood supply is donated through col-

leges and high schools," said Donna Clarke, an account

executive from the Red Cross. "We are happy that

school is back in progress."

During its visits to the University, the Red Cross

holds two blood drives a day. It usually receives 1,300

units of blood per day. The blood is sent all over the

Northeast Region to hospitals in need of certain blood

types.

"There's an ongoing need for blood everywhere,"

said Barbara Ashe, one of the charge nurses for the

Red Cross. "We appreciate the wonderful amount of

donations we receive here."

The Red Cross is very dependent on the University's

donors. Many of the donors give blood frequently, but

there are a lot of new donors each visit too. One
donor's blood may help two or three needy patients.

A recruiting table, located in the Campus Center for

each Red Cress visit, has informative pamphlets and

volunteers who can answer any questions concerning

donations. Maria Stotsky. an acting recruitment repre-

sentative., is just one of the many recruiters.

activist

continued from page 1

broadly educated population which

values diversity not only amongst the

University population of students,

faculty and staff, but as well in

choice of academic subject matter

being offered, with a premium put on

freedom of inquiry and alternative

methodologies.

"Indeed, the fact that Money mag-

azine — a bellwether of certain cor-

porate trends — also ranks UMass as

one of the best buys in education

reflects this new corporate strategy of

educating students for the developing

global marketplace. That places

UMass on the cutting edge, arguably,

of U.S. national and foreign policy."

vote

Student Government Association

President Lia Wong also commented

on the Mother Jones poll.

"We were never in this poll

before." Wong said. "But it's great

we came in at No. 5.

"It would be even better if we were

No. 1 next year," Wong continued.

"As long as students will be allowed

to express what they feel and to exer-

cise their fundamental rights and

freedom of expression, we will be

heading in the right direction."

Concerning the No. 3 ranking, in

the Sept. 12 issue of the Collegian.

Chancellor David. K. Scott said, "I

am not against activism but... we are

against the disruption of the

University as a result of activism.
"

The fourth through 10th positions

went to the University of Minnesota

at Morris, Stanford University, the

State University of New York at

Binghamton, the New School for

Social Research in New York City,

the University of Illinois.

Urbana-Champaign campus, the

University of North Carolina at

Chapel Hill and Howard University,

respectively.

Honorable mentions went to the

University of California at Berkeley,

the University of the District of

Columbia, and Boston University.

continued from page 1

elect municipal officials from their own ethnic groups.

Such a result would reverse losses suffered during the

1992-1995 civil war.

The elections were one more step in a strategy by

Western nations to force Bosnians of all ethnic back-

grounds to coexist. Organizers have said they won't certi-

fy the elections as free and fair unless local councils abide

by the voters' wishes by the end of the year. Sanctions

could be imposed to isolate communities that insist on

continued separatism.

That prospect clearly preoccupied Serb officials over

the weekend as they watched buses full of Muslims pull

up to vote and absentee ballots pour in from abroad.

Observers said it would be difficult for Serbs and

Muslims to work together on town councils.

"It will be very, very hard," said Dragan Coric, a Serb

judge who heads the Rogatica electoral commission.

SYRACUSE
STUDY ABROAD

Many refugees, fearing ethnic confrontations if they

tried to return to their hometowns to vote, cast absentee

ballots. Some 400.000 people voted outside Bosnia.

About 55.000 voters were expected to cross the line

separating the Serb and Muslim-Croat halves of Bosnia.

Ethnic Serb refugees showed up en masse in the Croat-

controlled western town of Drvar. About 500 spent

Saturday night in tents and around campfires outside the

town so that they could vote Sunday. "We don't need any-

thing — neither food nor drink — only to vote.
"

said

Nada Ceko. a Serb refugee from Drvar, now living in

northeastern Serb-controlled Bijeljina.

Serb refugees had been delayed by "attempts by Croat

staff to process voters as slowly as possible." said Foley,

the OSCE spokesman. Other OSCE officials said the

sheer number of Serb voters and the process of veritying

documents caused unintentional delays.

In the Muslim-dominated central Bosnian town of

Travnik. local officials feared that not all 2.700 people

from 89 townships would be able to vote at the one

polling station to which they were assigned before it

cloud at 7 p.m.

The OSCE ordered a repeat vote yesterday for one vot-

ing station in the Serb-controlled northern city of Brcko

after discovering that election staff had distributed ballots

on Saturday to people registered to vote elsewhere.

Serbs said thousands of their voters had been disenfran-

chised bv strict election rules.

Alexa Buha. a top Bosnian Serb official, said yesterday

that he was "bitter that so many of our citizens especially

thousands in Brcko. have been denied their right to vote."

The voting deadline will be extended in Drvar and

Brcko until all voters cast their ballots, said OSCE spokes-

woman Melissa Fleming.

Croats in some central Bosnian towns were boycotting

the election, which appeared certain to cut into the domi-

nance of the main Croat party, and some polling stations

didn't open at all Saturday in the Croat-controiled. central

Bosnian town of Zepce. "This foolish attempt to block the

process." Foley said, would hurt the Croat-, liny

Muslims' votes would still be counted, "and some people

may not be represented" in Zepce.

On Sunday. Foley said that all polling stations were

open in Zepce, but local media in Sarajevo reported no

Bosnian Croats voted.
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Why race matters
The issue of race is one of our most difficult and

serious problems — on campus, in the sur-

rounding towns, and in the larger world.

Race is a very complex concept. The more
closely one thinks about it. the more difficult it

becomes to define.

So while a blonde, blue-eyed, six-foot tall American

of German descent like myself might be called "white"

with little uncertainty, race is

often less straightforward.

In the first place, race as a

genetic category is of small sig-

nificance. Anthropologists, who
study the human being as an

animal, long ago realized that

the differences between mem-
bers of the same race are often

far greater than the differences

between members of distinct

races. Genetically speaking,

race is minor.

However, these small differ-

ences often have an outward
effect that is highly visible —
skin color and shapes of parts

of the face.

Race becomes a big issue because these minor physi-

cal differences are given a lot of importance in society.

We exaggerate minor differences of physique into cat-

egories that we think represent some sort of purity.

This purity doesn't exist, though, at least not physical-

ly-

We are all the products of racial mixing. In part this

is because, throughout history, wars, invasions and

migrations have led to separate groups intermarrying.

In part it is because the categories by which we
define race shift and change over time. Remember
that the Irish were in former times thought of as a sep-

arate race, not as whites.

None of this is meant to say that race doesn't exist

and isn't a serious issue. It is important, however, to

keep in mind as a backdrop to the ways we think

about race today.

"Don 't believe that these social

problems ended with the Civil

Rights Movement, or that

Affirmative Action has succeeded

in overcoming centuries of hatred

against human beings with dark

brown skin.

"

These malleable, changing ideas that are based on

minor physical differences between people have

incredibly potent social effects.

Don't believe that these social problems ended with

the Civil Rights Movement, or that Affirmative Action

has succeeded in overcoming centuries of hatred

against human beings with dark brown skin.

Flimsy concepts of racial purity and superiority are

still alive and kicking today.

The evidence is all around.

When I used to work installing

TV antennas and satellite dishes,

it was upsetting the number of

our clients who would drop tons

of racist comments into their

conversation.

Explore any major city in the

United States and see what a

huge percentage of the poor
and homeless are people of

color.

Read the Graduate Voice
newspaper and see how many
departments at this University

have no or next to no African

American students in them. Pay

attention to the University administration's responses

to the concerns of students of color — you will cer-

tainly pick up from that how little importance our

own community gives to altering legacies of inequali-

ty-

Watch television tor a while it you want to be treat-

ed to a buffet of stereotypes and racist assumptions. II

you aren't white, it shouldn't be a problem to pick up

on these. If you are white, try watching the news and

imagining that all references to African Americans are

changed to references about European Americans.

Racial equality has not been achieved in this coun-

try. There are still millions of racist whites that domi-

nate the power structures and the terms of democracy

in the world at large, in Amherst and environs, and

here at the University.

Daniel Bodah is a Collegian columnist.

SEfH

Focus on Race
This week, the Collegian Editorial page will publish a week-long series on racial issues. This is an

open call for all members of the University community to submit opinion pieces on this important sub-

ject.

Editorials can be submitted by email (letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu), fax (545-1592). or by dropping

them off at the Collegian offices in the Campus Center basement. They should be typed, and between

500- 700 words in length.

For more information, call Daniel Bodah at 545-1491

.

It's all in the dough

"Jhe,Mobile Chernobyl"
Last weej^^-was dri\ing to

campus~behind a garbage-*

truck when a friend of mine
pointed out the putrid liquid drip-

ping out the back and staining the

pavement. You've seen the marks on

the road before, a rusty-brown color

dappling the tar.

Nasty.

Now, imagine
what would hap-

pen if that truck

was carrying a big

cask of nuclear
waste filled with

the radiological

equivalent of 200
Hiroshima bombs.
Yup, rolling right

down your street

like your average
garbage truck.

Unfortunately,
this scene could
become a reality if

the Nuclear Waste
Policy Act of 1997

passes. The act.

formally known as

House of

Representatives Bill
^^^^^^^^^

No. 1270, plans to consolidate the

near-full nuclear waste units of the

nation's 1 1 1 reactors to one site.

Bad idea.

For starters, there are approxi-

mately 35.000 metric tons of nuclear

waste, sitting in current waste sites.

which remains lethal for 250,000
years. Do you want this rolling down
your street? If this bill is passed.

containers of waste will pass down
our railways and highways through

the towns and cities of nearly 50 mil-

lion people. Surely, this will only

happen in God forsaken, sparsely

populated states in the midwest and

west, right?

Not so. This "Mobile Chernobyl"

could be coming to an interstate near

I! .!>

the near future.

"Our nation wants

to take a lethal sub-

stance from one of the

most controversial

forms of technology

and dump it on land

inhabited by a people

who have existed for

centuries living with

nature, not overdevel-

oping or polluting it.

"

Chris Stamm

IfTrie Nuclear Waste Policy Act

passes this fall, nearly 10 percent of

the nation's high level nuclear waste

will travel through the state of

Massachusetts. In total. 403 canister

shipments will be transported from

Vermont Yankee through Greenfield

down Interstate

91 to Springfield

and beyond. In

addition. 357
rail shipments
will travel

through the

Deerfield River

Valley along the

old B&M tracks.

All in all. over

9,000 casks of

spent fuel rods

will be shipped
across 43 states.

Doi> this

sound safe?

In the last 10

years or so, utili-

ty companies
have pushed to

get the liability of
^^^^^^^^^^™ removing nuclear

w;istc from their own reactor sights

off their backs and into the hands

and pocketbooks of the federal gov-

ernment. In April, the Senate paMed
the act and the corresponding bill

could reach the House floor as carls

as next month.

Even more ridiculous than the bet

that the government would consider

trucking tons of hazardous waste
nationwide is the site they chose to

be the permanent dumping ground
— Yucca Mountain on Western
Shoshone Nation land in Nevada.
Currently, the government is testing

the feasibility of dumping waste on

the Shoshone Reservation, land

given to the Shoshone people under

the 1863 Treatv of Rubv Valley. This

treaty granted the Shoshone Nation

full sovereignty of that land, called

Newt Sogobia by its people.

This is disturbingly ironic. Our
nation wants to take a lethal sub-

stance from one of the most contro-

versial forms of technology and
dump it on land inhabited by a peo-

ple who have existed for centuries

living with nature, not overdevelop-

ing or polluting it. Even more absurd

is our nation, which bills itself as a

"melting pot" of cultures, wants to

dump this waste on a mountain
which is considered a place of wor-

ship by both the Shoshone and
Paiute people — excuse me, natives.

According to the State of Nevada's

Nuclear Waste Project Office. Iciisi

bility studies at Yucca Mountain
have already cost taxpayers $1.7 bil-

lion and raised considerable doubt,

lot example, the area has had 621

earthquakes in the last 20 years.

Sounds like a great place to store

one of the most lethal substances

known to man.
How did your senator vote last

April? Members of the

Commonwealth rest assured, our
senators voted against the Nuclear

Waste Disposal Act. But what of

those of the other 43 states?

Since before The Trail of Tears to

the present, our nation has marginal-

ized Native Americans. As I think

about this issue, I wonder how much
I know about other Native American
issues. What is a reservation? Are

they really sovereign nations within

the United States? Who is Leonard

Pelletier. the man behind the bumper
iticken (and bars)? Why won't the

government work with our country's

native people?

Maybe they'll give the Shoshone a

hand if they want to build a casino

or something.

Chris Stamm is a Collegian colum-

nist.

-

Several days this summer, while-

lying on the warm beaches of

my island home. I wondered
what it was exact-

ly that drove me
to attend the

University of

Massachusetts.
I'm from the very

southern tip of

\ew lersey. An
area where three

inches of snow
closes school for a

week, and the only

place you find ice is

in your beer cooler.

So what convinced me to move
300 miles north and trade beaches

for mountains? Why did 1 give up
warm showers (if you live in J. A.,

take that literally) for cold blizzards?

Why am I wearing pants instead ol

swimming trunks in September? The
answer for all these questions can be

summed up in seven beautiful letters.

DP. Dough.

That wonderful mix of dough,
meat, cheese and grease that makes
my mouth water long after the D.C.

has closed for the night. The taste

which is as good at 3 a.m. as it is at

3 p.m. That aroma which sucks up

the delivery boys. Yes. D.P. Dough is

as much a part of UMass as the

famed basketball team; and unlike

the latter, the cal-

" Instead ofsending

high schooljuniors

expensive brochures

and course books, just

send them menus.

"

av Bachman

zones are always

good.

I was so influ-

enced by this

marvel of culi-

nary technology,

t hiit 1 think the

I niveiMty should

use D.P. Dough
in Us campaign
to attract new stu-

_ dents Instead of

-ending high

school juniors expensive brochures

and course books, just -end them
menus. The menus are free! |ust

walk around Southwest on any

Friday afternoon and pick them up in

front of dorm rooms. The money
that is saved could be put towards

lowering tuition and parking fees 1

1

hope someone over in Whitmore is

taking notes on this.)

Imagine you were in high school

again, and the night of the big game
(like it matters what sport, you
thought everything was big in high

school) you got another boring col-

lege pamphlet to add to the pile.

my work-study money and gives it to You wouldn't even take a second

look at it. Now, replace that boring

pamphlet with a greasj Iteek and
cheese cal/.one. and maybe a leu

coupons. You would call the school

and beg for an application. This i> ,i

can't miss plan. It could even be

incorporated with current UMass
recruiting techniques. For instance.

e\ery campus tour could end with a

certificate for a free "Buffalo Zone."

Or that long, pointless walk around

the five living areas during orienta-

tion could be adjusted so (hat there

was a D.P. Dough break in the mid-

dle. There are a million way- these

succulent masterpiecei eould be

used to attract new and interesting

students.

What if your syllabus for Bio I 19

suggested your professor's top five

menu selections? Or maybe we
could have a D.P. Dough in every

dorm. I've got one. how about offei

ing courses so that grad student-

could obtain their Ph.D. P.? O.K.,

I'm getting a little silly now, but all

of my suggestions are still open foi

anyone in the administration who
would like to use them. In the mem
time. I propose that all of us ulu-

are already here enjoy the surround-

ing delicacies while we have the

opportunity.

jay Bachman is a I Mass student

Letters to the editor

Defends Textbook Annex

To the Editor:

I would like to comment on Emily Callahan's let-

ter about security. Had she investigated a bit more,
she would be surprised to find that about 20.000 or

more students nave passed through the Annex
doors, and out of the 10 bags she claims have been
stolen, seven of those bags are sitting in the lost St

found pile, along with jackets, notebooks, etc. May
I also add that there are no names in the hag-!

There are signs that state LOCK YOUR VALU-
ABLES IN THE LOCKERS! You even get your
quarter back! Emily also suggests that an employee
should be stationed at the door to watch bags.

Doonesbury

We encourage our readers to respond to the contents of the Collegian through letters to the

editor.

Letters mt^t be typed, no more than 400 words, and include name, address, and phone

number for confirmation purposes. They can be submitted to Editorial/Opinion Editor, Daily

Collegian, 113 Campus Center Basement, UMass, Amherst, MA 01003, or by email to:

Letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu

Letters may be edited for length, clarity, and style.

T*SOKXY,a.P,BUT
1 PONTMAST TO ^WB'
MYMAU&JirFg&W
AU-WMaHi/CWTt/

/

BOUPm, ZOiHk OHIS ONt-Y

HAVE ONB Ufb.i tUHY CAN'l
yOUJU&TPUU. A TKAVOUA
ANPBe tteeonNA^A star
inanot?gk

(HAH!) II she noticed, when you walk in the
entrance there are two employees stationed there'

How does she propose they keep track of 1 .000s of

bags a day. when most of them look the same'.'

One of the employees suggested a bag check and
token hand out. I could see trie line now!
As a new employee. I think the Annex has done a

great job providing a sale and friendly atmosphere,
considering the RUDE comments we all get about
the heat, long lines, locking up purses, etc. Last but

not least, Emily, about your comment on the hugely
overpriced textbooks. I suggest you write to the
publishers!

Kerry Naumowiez
South Deerfield

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
TT
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Indigo Girls Honor the Earth
21-stop tour to raise awareness and funds for environment

By Chris Stamm
Collegian Staff

In an industry which is kept afloat by hype and dollar

signs. Epic recording artists The Indigo Girls (Amy Ray and

Emily Siiliers) continue to buck the trend with the soothing

salve of song and a healthy dose of political activism.

Friday night the Georgian duo brought its second annual

"Honor the l.arth" tour to the William D. Mullins Center.

Unlike conventional tours, the Indigo Girls' latest 21-stop

jaunt teams them with a collaboration of three sponsoring

Native American groups (Seventh Generation Fund.

Indigenous Women's Network, and Indigenous

Environmental Network) to educate concert-goers on envi-

ronmental and Native American issues.

"We've been doing environmental work since we started

in the '80s," Ray said. "We formed the Honor the Earth

campaign along with the Seventh Generation Fund, the

Indigenous Women's Network, and the Indigenous

Environmental Network. We took representatives of those

groups and different Indian communities to form a board.

"Our campaign board has the pulse of different Indian

communities and they bring to the table the issues that are

timely and what policies and legislations are going on. They

make a decision as to where we should be focusing our ener-

gies for each tour," Ray said.

"After we make all the money, we regroup and they go

through all the proposals that have come in [requesting sup-

port) and then grant money to different groups."

That year, the tour focuses on raising awareness of the

Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1997. If passed, the bill will

allow the approximately 35,000 metric tons of nuclear waste

which sits at 1 1 1 reactor sights nation-wide to be transport-

ed across the country to a waste sight at Yucca Mountain on

the Western Shoshone Reservation in Nevada.

Amherst was added to the tour because, according to the

bill. 403 shipments of nuclear waste from the Vermont

Yankee nuclear reactor will roll through neighboring

Greenfield on trucks travelling on Interstate 91, making

western Massachusetts the radioactive waste corridor of

New England with nearly 10 percent of the country's

high-level nuclear waste travelling through Greenfield and

the Deerfield River Valley.

"The utilities want to get liability for the waste off their

hands and off their sites, and they are targeting isolated

Native lands as the solution," Honor the Earth spokes-

woman Wynona LaDuke said in a heartfelt pre-concert

speech. "II Congress passes this legislation, it will not only

jeopardize Native peoples and lands, it will essentially put

50 million citizens in danger as the waste is being trucked

from east coast reactor sites to Yucca Mountain."

Rather than put a song or photo on a glossy brochure, the

Indigo Girls arc taking an active role in combating the bill.

"A lot of people just don't know about this stuff," Saliers

said. "It's amazing how the utilities can pressure this legisla-

tion and the American public is completely unaware. Most

of the towns we are playing in are very near or right by one

of those intersections | where nuclear waste will be travel-

ling)."

The group was previously in up-state New York educat-

ing people of the so called "Mobile Chernobyl Bill" in addi-

tion to issues concerning local Native American groups.

Members of the Honor the Earth Campaign manned

information booths and distributed political action cards

addressed to President Clinton asking him to put an end to

this potentially lethal legislation. Midway through the show,

Ray and Saliers took to the Mullins Center aisles to person-

ally collect the cards and rally support for the cause.

"I guess we want to leave people with a feeling of empow-

erment — let them know that they can make a difference.

We want them to read the information and to listen to it,"

Ray said.

"I think when you are in college, you get bombarded with

a lot of information, but it is also the time you have to really

take action. Be involved and know that you are empowered

and can make a difference. We realize a lot of students [at

UMass) don't live here, but they can be pretty sure that their

communities will be impacted by this too."

In addition to raising awareness, the Indigo Girls take the

energy of their activism and fuse it into their music. The duo

has spoken up for the environment since their national

debut in the '80s and have continued to combine politics

with song.

"It is certainly a different vibe playing a show for the

Honor the Earth Tour than say. playing at Great Woods —
that is exciting and fun and everything, but this is working

with people that inspire us.

"From going down to places like Chiapas, Mexico and vis-

iting different Indian reservations and starting to get educat-

ed about what the government has done to Indians and what

multi-national corporations are doing to each of us, you

become so emotionally involved in a situation that it

becomes part of your consciousness." Saliers said. "We write

songs about things that mean a lot to us. You can't help but

have that become the subject matter."

The Indigo Girls do not merely stand on a soap box

spouting off their political agenda. Instead, they travel the

country speaking to the people who are directly affected by

these laws teaching and learning along the wax

"They don't just teach you about Indian activism, they

teach you about activism. It makes you stronger within the

Gay Rights movement. It makes you stronger if you are

protesting guns, it makes you stronger if you are pro-choice.

Everything that you are doing you leam about grass-roots

organizing from these people." Ray said.

"It's about how can you go into your community and

organize the people in your community and politicize them

so it is from the bottom up and not the top down? And that

is what we want to do and that is what seeps into our music

more than just the specific issues."

The Girls put on great show;

focus placed on environment

LAUREN KOSKY; COIUGIAN

Emily Saliers and Amy Ray of The Indigo Girls speak out against a plan to dump nuclear waste on a

Shoshonereservation in Nevada.

Emily Saliers captivated the audience, especially dur-

ing the solo number "Leeds."

By Justin Beland

Collegian Staff

THE INDIGO GIRLS
Mullins Center

Sept. 1

2

Amy Ray and Emily Saliers, better known to

most as The Indigo Girls, charged into the Mullins

Center as part of their "Honor the Earth" tour

Friday, and attacked it with a musical ferocity

unseen in quite some time.

The Indigo Girls have been recognized for years

as one of the better live bands, and anyone who
saw the show on Friday could attest to how well

that label is deserved. Every song the band per-

formed, from the loud, driving songs ("Shame on

You," the band's opening number) to the slower

more intricate numbers ("Least Complicated")
came off flawlessly timed, impeccably performed

and beautifully sung.

The Indigo Girls were backed by only a bassist,

Sara Lee, and a drummer, |erry Marotta, but on
songs like "Get Out the Map" from their new
album Shaming of the Sun, it sounded as if they

had an arsenal of instruments behind them. This

may be due to the harmonizing of the Girls' voices

(one fan called them the best harmonizers of this

generation), which play off each other and create a

sound that is unique and beautiful.

The band mixed older songs like "Virginia

WoolP and "Chickenman" with material from the

new album, such as the crowd igniting "Get Out

the Map." and the haunting "Scooter Boys," show-

ing how broad a range of talent they have, and how
they have matured as song writers over their brief

career. At one point Lee, Marotta and Ray left the

stage, leaving Saliers alone at a keyboard to sing

the ballad, "Leeds," about the burning of 16 south-

ern churches. The crowd sat in awed silence as

Saliers sang, and she was met with thunderous

applause upon the song's conclusion. Ray then

came onstage again, guitar in hand, and the two

Girls performed a gorgeous rendition of Bob
Marley's "Redemption Song."

In true Indigo Girls fashion, the band got the

crowd involved, urging them to sing and clap, and

constantly thanking the crowd for their participa-

tion in the evening's events. They also expressed

their love of the Valley ("Man, this town is so

cool!") and told of how they spent the previous

day in Northampton.
Another unexpected treat came with the

appearance of local favorite singer/songwriter

Dar Williams — fresh off three sold-out shows

at the Iron Horse — who performed her song

"February" at the Girls' request. She then joined

the band (as did several audience members) for

the final song, the classic "Closer to Fine."

which had the crowd singing at the top of its

lungs.

It was also a show with a cause, meant to

raise awareness of government plans to store

nuclear waste on Native American lands and in

Arizona's Yucca Mountain (thus the "Honor the

Earth" title of the tour). Guest speaker Wynona
LaDuke urged audience members to write

Congress to try to stop these plans. She was
proceeded by a slide-show detailing how grisly

these plans really are — the proposed Yucca
Mountain storage site is a heavy earthquake
zone. To get to the site, the waste would have to

travel through 43 states and within the front

yards of 50 million people. Each canister of

waste would hold the radiological equivalent of

200 Hiroshima bombs.
The Department of Energy predicts 1 5 truck

accidents a year during the transport; and worst

of all, the material will stay radioactive for

6,000 generations, or 250,000 years. Postcards

addressed to President Clinton were handed out

as the crowd sat down, urging the president to

stop the slaughter of buffalo in Yellowstone
National Park, and to stop HR 1 270, the legisla-

tion that would legalize tne transport of nuclear

waste to Yucca Mountain. The Indigo Girls

themselves came out dm ing an intermission to

collect the cards.

Opening act Wild Band of Indians played a

short but solid set, combining Native American
rhythms and chanting with long, blistering rock

jams. They also protested against the proposed

storage places of the nuclear waste.

It was an evening of terrific music for a terrif-

ic cause, and the Indigo Girls proved that they

are not just a multi- talented band, but great

humanitarians as well. (To find out more about

"Honor the Earth," a website has been set up at

www.honorearth.com, or call

1-800-EARTH-07.)

LAUREN KOSKV COLLEGIAN

Amy Ray brought fire and energy to the Mullins

Center stage on Friday.

MONDAY

To Your Health
This groups is for students

who realize that they

cannot consistently control

their use of alcohol and /or

other drugs and who wish

to establish a healthier

lifestyle This group will

remain open to new

members throughout most

of the semester.

Monday, 3:4S - S p.m.

TUESDAY
Succeeding at DMflSS as a

Latino/a Student
This group will be a safe place for Latino/a

students to explore their experiences as UMASS

students. Participants will help each other leam

techniques for succeeding in a multicultural world.

This group will be conducted (mainly) in Spanish.

Tuesday, 2:30 - 3:45pm.

Stress G- Anxiety

Deduction Workshop
Stress impacts all of us physically and

psychologically creating a range of anxiety related

physical and emotional symptoms. This 4 week

long workshop Is designed to show you effective

ways to deal with stress. Tuesday, 4:00 - S p.m.

Making Connections
This 8 week group will help members gain

awareness of their relationship styles It will also

be possible to leam skills for forming more

positive and lasting relationships

Tuesday, 5:30 - 7 p m

MORE Groups

Beginning

IN LATE

PALL

The Art & Science
of Relaxation

In this workshop members will leam several

valuable strategies for recognizing and managing

stress Tuesday, 4 00 - 5pm

WEDNESDAY

When Families
Aren't Perfect

This 8 week group is for

individuals wanting to explore the

impact of family relationships on

their lives as UMASS students

Wednesday, 3:30 - 5pm.

Groups are FREE OF

CHARGE for UMASS
student Health Plan

members, Kaiser UHS

Plan Members, and

Five College students.

Most groups begin in

early Fall and require a

pre-group interview.

For further information

please call the Mental

Health Division of

University Health

Services at 545-2337,

Mon - Fri,

8:00am - 5pm.

THURSDAY

Women's Therapy Group
This group is open to OLDER women students and

UHS Kaiser Plan Members who would like to

address various women's concerns including: self

esteem, relationship issues, academic isolation and

uncertainty about long-range career goals.

Thursday, 9:00 - 10:30am.

Stress & the Neui UMASS
Student

A 4 week group, to help new and incoming transfer

students learn strategies for coping with college

stress. Thursday, 1:00 - 2:l$pm.

On The Aoad to Self
Confidence

In this 8 week group members will leam about

effects a lack of self esteem has on their lives. It will

also be possible to discover new ways of feeling

good about yourself. Thursday. 2:30 - 4:00p.m.

WRITE
for

Coed Therapy Group for
Older Students

This group provides an opportunity to work on those

problems which interfere with personal and

academic life, such as lack of intimacy, loneliness,

lowered self esteem and concerns of professional

identity. Thursday, 3:30 - 5pm.

(Which) Home For The
Holidays

A 5 week group to help students from

separated/divorced families cope with their particular

holiday stressors Thursday, 1:00 - 2:1 Spm.

f\ R T

moss INTRAMURAL
SPORTS

Paid Officials Needed For Flag Football,

Field Hockey, Softball, Soccer, & Ice Hockey

Clinics: Football, Soccer - Sept. 17, 18, 19

Co-ed Softball, Field Hockey - Sept. 22, 23

Ice Hockey - Sept. 24
Coll for rimtw and location!

Still Time To Enter: Flag Football, Soccer, Field Hockey, & Softball

More Info: 21 5 Boyden, 5-2693

On The Web: http://wNvw.uma$s.edu/umim/

w<j>i<H !»»!» » •*
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Indulgent cruises thing of the past; customers want more

By Paul Tolmo
Associated Press

NEWPORT, R.l. — Cruise ships

•re visiting new ports in an effort to

attract passengers who want to do

more than float in the sun, drink rum
punch and feast.

"We've been to the Caribbean a

million times." Roslyn Jordan of

Hopewell. N.| . said as she boarded

the Regal Empress after a day in

Newport, famous for its lavish, turn-

of-the-century mansions.

A cruise up the New England
coast, including Newport, was an

affordable alternative, she said.

The number of ports of call world-

wide has increased, along with the

number of passengers. There were

4.9 million travelers on board last

year compared with 1 .4 million in

1980. according to Cruise Lines

International Association.

Newport, a popular stop, illus-

trates the industry's growth. Last

year. 14 ships visited 45 times. This

year, 17 ships and 60 visits are

expected.

Cruises used to average a week to

10 days, but the norm now is a long

weekend, and many are within reach

of blue-collar workers, families and

singles. Regal Cruises of St.

Petersburg, Fla.. which owns the

1.100-passenger Regal Empress, has

four-day "value cruises' up the New
England coast starting at $400.

"A long time ago you had retirees

or people with a lot of time on their

hands who wanted to take a cruise,"

according to Bob Sharak. marketing

director for the trade association rep-

resenting 26 cruise lines. "It was a

very sedentary experience
."

Now, he says, destinations are

more diverse to appeal to younger

clients. There are cruises to visit

orphanages in Russia or ports in the

Far East or that hook up with African

safaris. Closer to home, you can gaze

at fall foliage along New England

waterways or laze up the Mississippi

on a paddle wheeler.

One of the industry's largest

growth areas is New England and

Eastern Canada. Officials say 66.000

passengers will visit the area this

year, up from 37,000 a year ago.

"The cruise experience has become

more sophisticated," Eileen Daily,

spokeswoman for Cunard Lines, says.

"Many Americans, especially on the

West Coast, have never visited New
England. It's a little piece of history

they want to see."

If you've seen New England's

autumn, check out the colors in Asia.

Oceanic Cruises' fall tour along the

Inland Sea visits the southern

Chinese cities of Shantou, Fuzhou

and Shanghai.

Miramed International of Seattle

oilers an 11-day humanitarian cruise

on the Volga River, from Moscow to

St. Petersburg. A requisite for pas-

sengers is an extra suitcase of sup-

plies for orphanages along the way.

"It's more of an upscale kind of

trip, for people who want to do
something good on their vacation and

not just chill out," Brook Smith,

spokeswoman for Miramed, said.

The Delta Queen Steamboat Co.

runs three paddle-wheel boats up the

Mississippi River. Similar cruises are

available on the Ohio and Illinois

rivers, and Delta Queen says its

cruises on the Kanawha, from
Cincinnati to Charleston, W. Va., are

the first in 50 years on the waterway.

Sports fans can take a cruise with

football, hockey, basketball, baseball,

volleyball or fitness as a theme.
Others yearning to learn can cruise

with writers and photographers from

National Georgraphic to learn about

culture, geography, oceanography,

photography and nature.

Windstar Cruises of Seattle offers

cruises on sailing ships. "We focus on

the ports," spokeswoman Mary
McDowell said. "There aren't a lot of

onboard activities, no shuffleboard

and bingo."

Windstar is considering cruises to

the Middle East next year.

"It's somewhere people don't want

to travel by land," she said.

|azz fans can board the QE2, per-

haps the best-known luxury liner, for

three days of music by Chuck
Mangione and the Preservation Hall

band from New Orleans.

Evan Smith of the Newport County

Convention and Visitors Bureau says

shipboard travel is a return to tradi-

tion.

"It was a fashionable mode of trav-

el at one time," he said. "With the

emergence of the auto and the emer-

gence of trains and the highway sys-

tem, cruising took a back seat and
fell out of fashion."

Biker looks , runway chic

influence leather styles

By Francinc Parn«»

Associated Press

new and
. Anyone

* art*, music
ore should'attend the meetlng.^Any questions? Call

The Arts & Living desk will hold a meetlna for
returning writers on Tuesday, Sept. 16 at / p.m

Interested rn wrltjng aAbqut AfJlm_^ television, books

fclltor,Seema Gangatlrkar, Arts & Living at 5- 491

Leather takes another leap

beyond tough chic. For weekend

wear, work wear and evening

wear, there are new finishes, col-

ors and shapes far more interest-

ing than the basic biker jacket and

far more practical than Givenchy's

black leather strapless dress or

Gucci's black leather bikini.

For a shot of shine and color,

there are glazed leather jackets in

shades of pumpkin and espresso

from Vakko or a distressed leather

jacket in burgundy from Identify.

Ellen Tracy has a skirted suit in

claret, and if money is no object

there's Hermes' black lambskin

riding jacket. Tres chic and tres

cher at $7,600.

"The most important news in

leather is that it's crossing over

from outerwear to sportswear."

according to Lili Kasdan. manag-

ing director for the Leather

Apparel Association, a trade group

in New York.

"Just two years ago the trend

was leather field jackets and barn

coats. Now the look has totally

changed."

So has the places leather can go.

"Take a semi-fitted leather jack-

et that's lightly lined, or a jacket

that looks like a shirt," Kasdan

look for us on

your nearest

computer . .

.
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THINGS TO DO WITH SCISSORS.

coupon

i i

Do the right thing.

Cut out these

MasterCard Exclusive*"

coupons and present

them along with your

MasterCard* card and

you'll cut costs on all

kinds of good stuff. Which

feels a lot better than a

sharp stick in the eye.

MasterCard
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says. "You can wear i: a» u jacket

in the office with I skut or pants,

and then as weekend outerwear

with jeans, leggings or bootleg

pants."

|oel Waller, chairman and do
of Wilson's The Leather Experts, a

national chain of 450 stores based

in Minneapolis, tayi Were clearly

is a return of leather sportswear.

"It started at the designer end."

Wilson's selection of skirts.

jackets and five-pocket jeans in

black or chocolate lambskin

ranges from $79 to $200.

leanette Nostra, president of G-

III Apparel Croup Limited in New

York, which makes leather and

suede for labels such as Kenneth

Cole and Siena, says color is kc\

for this season's fashions.

"While there's an enormou-

amount of black leather on the

runways." she says, "the new mes

sage is also the rich aubergines

and plums that are showing up as

skirts, pants, vests, and slim, close

to-the-body dresses.

So while a customer may have

already purchased a black skirl.

she can extend her wardrobe with

a burgundy leather blazer.

"Another trend, she layt, "is the

emergence of supple tuedes

which take colors from the earth

tones and jewel tones particularly

well."
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OFFICE WORKERS
Located on the PVTA bus roule.

National Evaluation S\stems, Im .

if. looking for part-time aiaislance

with a variety of office tasks. Preferred

candidates will work quickly and

accurately and be able lo work at

least 3 consecutive hours between

9 AM. and 5 r M, on days that we have

work. On-call hours will he available

beginning mid-September and continu

mg throughout the academic year Pay

u $7 00/hr Send your resume or call lo

have an application mailed to you:
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NATIONAL EVALUATION

SYSTEMS, IN(
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Who's World is This?
By Millkent Jackson

Collegian Staff

IF WIS WORLD WERE MINE
E. Lynn Harris

Doubleday

In his latest blockbuster novel, E.

Lynn Harris introduces Yolanda, Riley,

Dwight and Leland, whose friendship

and deep bonds of intimacy are threat-

ened by conflicts of career and
romance.

Friends since their days at Hampton
Institute, the four group members are

as different as the seasons, yet they all

share one common bond: a love of one

another.

Yolanda is a media consultant who
keeps it going with a no-nonsense atti-

tude and independence. Over the years

she has established a formula for men
and love that she refers to as Yolanda's

Plan for a Man. Her primary rule of

thumb is to let men know that they are

not the be-all and end-all. When they

don't return her calls, she doesn't

return their calls. When they don't give

her honesty or can't find the truth,

she's out of there.

Riley is a former marketing executive

whose marriage has reduced her to a

"kept women with kids". Riley's per-

sonal dream is to be a singer and a

poet, who will make even Gwendolyn

Brooks and Whitney Houston green

with envy, have her children studying

something impressive and challenging

at Hampton and her husband to be

more in love with her than he is at the

moment.
Dwight is a computer engineer who

is angry at the world. He doesn't like

white folks and doesn't much care for

black folks who try to be like white

folks, as he puts it. His goal in five

years is to not have to deal with white

folks on any level. He wants to have his

own business or work for a

black-owned company.

Lastly, there's Leland, a gay psychia-

trist whose clients make him question

why God ever invented sex. His goal is

to open a practice that will help little

boys and girls speak up when the

unspeakable arises.

Together, these four friends keep a

collective journal they call, "If This

World Were Mine" and share their per-

sonal diaries each month at a gathering

filled with humor, gossip and affirma-

tion.

Hence, after five years, the once

strong bonds of friendship are weaken-

ing, and the group must handle chal-

lenges of work, lost love and a stranger

in their midst. As the group members

confront their true feelings toward each

other, resentments and long-held

secrets surface and the stability of the

group begins to disintegrate. Is their

past friendship strong enough to sur-

vive the future?

"If This World Were Mine" is a fast

and entertaining read with lively dia-

logue and action that zips along.

Towards the middle of the novel, the

development of Riley and Dwight s

characters are not nearly as strong as

Harris has made his characters in his

previous novels. However, the strength

of Yolanda and Leland 's characters

make up for anything that the other

characters' development lacked.

Towards the ending, there is a bit of

predictability concerning Riley and

Leland, yet there are pleasant revela-

tions for Dwight and Yolanda.

In this novel there is rarely a dull

moment. Harris is known for keeping

his readers turning pages, whether it be

Riley's secret admirer, Yolanda's love

thing with an old friend or Leland's

moral dilemma, ultimately, there is

something for everyone here and fans

of Harris will not be disappointed.

Millicent Jackson is a Collegian

columnist.

Headspin
Welcome back to a newly reno-

vated and relocated Headspin.

This week, we are going to exam-

ine some news from the hip-hop^

absurd. ,

C. Delores Tucker, the first

lady of musical censorship, and

her husband have filed a multi-

million dol-

lar lawsuit
against the

estate of

Tupac
Shakur. It

seems that Mrs. Tucker and her

husband are claiming that they

have been unable to be conjugal-

ly together since Tupac referred

to her as a prostitute on one of

his albums. They claim that the

money would be restitution for

the marital stress that Tupac
caused.

I don't know whether to laugh

or start crying.

Regardless of how one feels

about Tupac. Delores Tucker or

the vioicni, explicit lyrics used in

some hip-hop recordings, this

lawsuit is bound to raise the eye-

brows. How convenient of the

Tuckers to wait until Tupac's

death and his estate being divid-

ed to file their suit, rather than

filing it while he was still alive

and seemingly in financial trou-

ble.

hate to be cynical, but it

Gabe Rosenberg

i

seems like someone (that's you

Delores) smelled the money and

wanted a piece of the action. The

man made the money himself,

with something other than help

from Delores Tucker, and she

(and the other vultures that are

hovering around Tupac's estate

like his

estranged
father)
doesn't
deserve one
red cent.

Let us give one more silent

prayer that Tupac faked his death

so he can come back and tell all

of these money- grubbers where

they can put their frivolous law-

suits for safe keeping.

On a happier beat, D| Lazy K.

one time winner of the Zulu
Nation DJing competition and
USA Finalist in the DMC compe-
tition, has released a new mix
tape. It features the usual high-

lights of a Lazy K tape, phat
introduction, numerous
freestvles, underground tracks,

and rnythmic scratches that do
not disappoint. This particular

tape is heavy with KRS-ONE and
Wu-Tang songs and samples. It

is available from Tape Kingz in

Brooklyn and I highly recom-
mend it as a break from the com-
mercialized hip-hop that we had

to struggle through all summer
long on the radio.

Gabe Rosenberg is a UMass
student.

The Death of Integration?

At the recent annual convention of

the National Association for the

Advancement of Colored People

(NAACP), a controversy erupted over

the issue of school desegregation. But

from the perspective of black history,

this debate was really about the viability

of the goal of "integration."

For decades, the NAACP has

preached the political gospel of racial

integration, especially in public school

education. A cardinal principle of the

Association's creed was the belief that

full equality and educational opportuni-

ty for black Americans was not possible

unless all institutional barriers prohibit-

ing full multicultural exchange were

eliminated. This was. after all. the logic

behind the 1954 Brown v. Board of

Education decision which had outlawed

school segregation.

In 1995. the NAACP dismissed the

president of the Yonkers. New York

branch for publicly questioning the

"continued use of busing to achieve

integration." The next year, the

Association's board deposed Robert H.

Robinson as the president of the Bergen

County, New lersey branch of the

NAACP for publicly stating that "get-

ting quality schools in black neighbor-

hoods was more important than seeking

integration."

These dismissals sparked consider-

able dissension from the organization's

rank-and-file, which was still recover-

ing from the embarrassment surround-

ing the 1994 ouster of former

Association national secretary Benjamin

Chavis.

To the surprise of many, NAACP
chairwoman Myrlie Evers-Williams

announced at the convention that the

organization needed to reevaluate its

long-held positions.

"The NAACP has always believed in

integration of the public schools. But a

debate has been raging as to whether

that's still the position we should take."

Evers-Williams said.

As a part of the Association's public

soul-searching process, black

Wisconsin state legislator Polly

Williams, a strong advocate for the use

of govern-

m e n t

vouchers to

enable low
income chil-
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Blaxploitated Again

Fredrick L.

McKissack Jr.

Hollywood is all set to revisit a

genre that supposedly died two

decades ago — the blaxploitation

film.

It shouldn't.

Producers Doug McHenry and

George Jackson plan on remaking

The Mack," a classic of the genre.

The two told the Los Angeles

Times that the conditions that cre-

ated the main character, Goldie,

exist today.

"We're going after a bigger,

more epic film... not a remake,"

McHenry said. "We see it as a

'Pulp Fiction' and 'Scarface.'"

"The Mack" was a 1973 film

starring Max Julien as Goldie, a

recently released convict who
enters the

highly lucra-

tive pimping
business on
the mean
streets of

Oakland,
Calif, as a

way to survive. The movie tried to

be a morality play involving two

brothers — one a pimp, the other a

black nationalist. The two are at

constant odds, until white police-

men, upset that Goldie won't pay

them protection money, kill their

mother. This act brings the broth-

era together in an attempt to clean

up the streets.

Technically, the movie was a dis-

aster, with a script so thin that it

was barely visible. And it had the

look of a not-so- well made stu-

dent project, not surprising since it

was shot in five weeks.

So why was this poor quality

film about a pimp so successful

within the black community?

"At a time when most black men
realized a fundamental freedom

and power over their lives was
denied at every turn, the pimp, for

better or worse, was equated with

self assertion," writes Donald
Bogle, author of "Blacks in

American Films and Television*

(Garland. 1988).

"A lot of films today are about

victims, but most of the films then

were about empowerment,\Pam
Grier, an actress in some of trujfp

films, told Entertainment Weekly

in 1996.

Grier, for instance, starred in

"Coofy." a film in which beauty,

brains and gun-play were the main

ingredients. Grier. in her biggest

One
hit and most memorable role,

played a nurse out to get the peo-

ple who turned her sister into a

junkie.

It was a strange kind of empow-
erment that these movies present-

ed. Still, they were doing some-

thing that mainstream films hadn't

done till then — giving audiences a

sense that black people were beau-

tiful.

These films still resonate with

the hip-hop generation.

New Line Home Video released

"The Mack" on video in 1991. In

1997, the movie sold 67.000
copies.

McHenry and lackson said they

have been besieged by requests

from actors

willing to do
the film, as it

seems rapper

Snoop Doggy
Dog has the

inside track

on playing

Goldie.

It may come as a surprise that

white producers in Hollywood are

very uneasy about the trend.

"The Mack' is a throwback to

an image blacks have been trying

to fight off screen," one producer

told the Los Angeles Times. "Every

black actor of note talks about

turning down maid and slave roles,

so why make a movie about the

industrial-strength pimp of all

time?"

That's a tough question.

The past year, three of the better

mainstream films dealing with

African-American issues —
"Rosewood," "Get on the Bus,"

and "Love Jones" — were critical

successes but commercial failures.

Contrast this with "Booty Call" and

"Baps," both of which did very

well at the box office, and the suc-

cess of action pictures with African

Americans.

Apparently, movies about the

black condition not relating to its

criminal elements are not wanted

by the community, and they will be

made more and more infrequently

as Hollywood, sees that these films

HP not f»oii|g to make money. The
Pra 6t blaxploitation films may be

upon us again.

irederick L. McKissack )r. is a

former editor of the Progressive

Media Project in Madison, Wis. He
lives in St. Louis.

AllanaE. Todman

I'm tired of looking. I'm tired of

wanting. I'm tired of hoping. I'm tired

of wishing. I'm tired of understanding.

I'm tired of recovering. I'm tired of

seeking. I'm tired of sleeping. I'm tired

of relating. I'm tired of stressing. I'm

tired of releasing. I'm tired of relying.

I'm tired of re- evaluating. I'm tired of

swallowing reality. I'm tired of waiting.

I'm tired.

Have any of you ever felt tired in any

of these ways that 1 have mentioned?

Life's battles do not discriminate.

Whether it's life, death or a newborn

child, these pivotal experiences affect us

all.

Erick Erikson, a psychoanalyst, said

there is a certain period in the fifth stage

of life where individuals try to under-

stand their identity, as well as try to find

their purpose for living.

When a new
life is brought

into this world,

it brings a sense

of joy to the

family that the young infant brought.

Life, at that point, appears to be so pre-

cious. Death on the other hand causes

people to re-examine their lives.

Princess Diana's death touched the

lives of many. Whether Buddhist,

Christian, Jewish. Atheist, black or

white, everyone came together in one

accord. Millions gathered to pay respect

to a woman who tried to find solace

despite her life which was so publicly

analyzed.

At this moment religion didn't mat-

ter. Money didn't matter. Status didn't

matter, and politics had no place.

For once, the only thing that mat-

tered at this moment was reality. The

fact that just as we were brought into

the world, we are taken out of it, was

an instant reminder to everyone how

precious our lives really are.

When I watched the funeral on tele-

vision and observed all of the people

that Princess Diana affected, 1 was

amazed at how hundreds of organiza-

tions contributed thousands of dollars

to charities in response to her death.

Martin Luther King. )r. and John F.

Kennedy, who were both assassinated

in the '60s, affected millions of people

when their deaths occurred. Like the

recent death of Princess- Dial

pte_ cried deep^-rooWd ,**>»> bi

e

h

expressed pain of loss and pasrfJkfTtn,-

ing to understand their place In the

world.

How do we move on? How do we
live?

In retrospect, what do we say to our-

selves about evaluating our lives? Many

say that college should be some ut the

happiest years of our lives.

At such a young age though, we as

college students don't understand wh;ii

effect our lives will have on us in the

future; these years are a determinant of

how we will thrive as adults. These piv

otal years will determine what will

either make us or break us.

Abraham Maslow, a humanistic the-

orist, says that, "What a man can be. he

must be."

He also goes onto explain, in his the

ory. that if a person is great in a panic

ular field of interest, but chooses to

expand on something else, thai his

self-actualization, or fullest potential

will be thwarted.

For the time at hand, can you s;i>

that you are studying or spending \oui

time on areas of interest that you know

you can succeed

in? Are you
doing what yOul

parents. or

friends suggest

that you should be doing?

Maslow says that if a man is a good

musician, but becomes an accountant,

his self-actualization will once again be

thwarted.

After we graduate, some of us may be

in the lime light, executives of big cor-

porations, entertainers or politicians

For many, this is what we hope for after

paying tuition for our education.

Though status and money will be

rewards of our success, the true test

will be whether or not we have lived to

our fullest potential.

As you can recall from above, the

feeling of being tired in our search oJ

life can al times discourage us. But

once we stall thriving in the areas thai

make us shine the must, we won't have

to question our lives, wondering if we

have sueeeeded.

Princess Diana lived in the f*hfa*doWa

of what she really wanted to be. She

was a humanitarian, she loved people.

In our lives, the roles which we lake

in our careers should not make us. but

add to what we are naturally best capa-

ble of. Now is the time lo wake up. The

only excuse that we have for not living

to the best of our capabilities is the

respect of our own fear.

ny are afraid to dream these davs

an unstable econotm. people are

ig their ultimate goals on the back

met. When this happens, part ol

your soul is on the back burner as well

There is still room to dream. If you

believe it. then you can achieve it

Allana E. Todman is a Collegian

columnist.

The Honors College Debate
With the Honors College coming to

the University of Massachusetts, we

need to look at what effects this might

have on blacks.

Throughout the history of this

nation, black people have invested a lot

of time in the battle for access and inte-

gration. The administration says that

the Honors College will in no way deny

access to this University, and thai

it wilt bring the most talented stu-

dents of color to UMass. Fine, but

which students of color will you

be bringing?

The chancellor of UMass has said

repeatedly that the University's

first-year students are supposed to mir-

ror the state high school graduation

rate. If this is true, then how come
from 1996 (when the chancellor

unveiled the Strategic Action Plan) to

the present, why have Asian students,

who in 1995 were 3.7 percent of the

Massachusetts high school graduates.

were 6.9 percent of the University's

incoming class? In fact, the black and

Latino populations, which are the two

biggest minority groups in

Massachusetts, had incoming class per-

centages that fell under the percentage

of those students which graduated from

Massachusetts high schools. So, once

again, what kind of students will the

Honors College be bringing?

Black people throughout the history

of this nation have always been dedi-

cated fighters for themselves and the

rest of the world in American society.

The Civil Rights Movement did much
lor blacks in America, but it also did

Salwa Shamapande

much for everyone else. Without it,

many Latinos, Asians. Jews and female

students would not be here.

Also, as blacks were fighting for

respect in the workplace, we diverted

attention from the right-winged who
were arguing that women were taking

spaces from more capable and qualified

men. Even before the Civil Rights

Movement, blacks fought for other

people's human rights. At the time of

World War II. it was black congress-

men who were among the very few

contesting and forcefully opposing the

racist confinement of

(apanese-Americans and even after the

war. lewish scholars were able to go to

black colleges and universities. These

were safe havens during the McCarthy

period.

Finally, if it was not for black con-

gressmen, again battling for student

financial assistance bills in Congress,

many working-class white students

could not afford to come to this

institution of higher education. So.

please, do not forget us when the

Honors program upgrade comes.

The Honors College could be a

good decision if students and

administration work collectively and

refurbish the ideas of what it actually

will be. The administration, faculty,

and staff have spent the entire summer,

by themselves, thinking of what the

Honois College should be. It is now
imperative that we tell them what we

want it to become, because we highly

doubt that the people who worked on

this proposal can effectively come up

with the students' ideas of where this

institution should be heading.

Salwa Shamapande is vice-president

of the Black Student Union.

Involed

Dr. Manning Marable

dren to attend private and parochial

schools, was invited to present her

views at the convention.

Die-hard racial assimilationists such

as Michael Meyers, head of the New
York Civil Rights Coalition, lamented

this change in direction. "If the NAACP
is saying that separate is no longer

unequal, that functionally reverses

Brown v. Board of Education." Meyers

declared.

The current debate within the

NAACP is about more than means to

pursue quality education for black chil-

dren. What is really on the table is

whether "integration" itself remains a

viable strategic goal in the post-civil

rights era.

Civil rights veteran activist lulian

Bond, a member of the NAACP nation-

al board, personally opposed the dimin-

ishing support for school integration,

but understood the frustrations of many

black Americans about the strategy's

viability. Bond observed, "There is a

feeling that this has come to naught,

that so much energy has been put into it

without commensurate results and that

white America has been so resistant that

you're butting your head against that

wall."

The
hope
that
many
black

Americans held only a generation ago

— that white America would at long

last dismantle the barriers of white priv-

ilege and defacto segregation — has

largely been replaced by attitudes of res-

ignation and pragmatism.

If white liberals no longer support

school integration, at least let us

improve the curriculum and instruction-

al standards in all-black inner city

schools, the pragmatists might say.

True, racial discrimination is a moral

and political evil. But judging from both

Clinton's recent oration on race rela-

tions, and Gingrich's hasty and intoler

ant reaction, African Americans should

expect little or nothing from the white

political establishment in this current

period. This is the logic that has created

such deep unrest and pessimism within

the NAACP's ranks.

One measurement of white racism can

be found in the vastly different responses

blacks and whites give to describe the

racial contours of daily life. The Gallup

Organization recently released the results

of a nationwide poll charting

African-American and white American

perceptions of how blacks are treated.

The poll indicated that the vast

majority of whites are absolutely con-

vinced that blacks receive at least the

same treatment, and perhaps even pref-

erential treatment, in comparison to

whites. For example, only 14 percent of

all whites responded that blacks were

"treated less fairly than whites on the

job," compared to 45 percent of the

African Americans interviewed who

replied affirmatively.

Nineteen percent of whites and 46

percent of blacks interviewed agreed

that blacks were "treated less fairly at

stores downtown or in malls."

The racial gap extended to virtually

every aspect of social intercourse. One

quarter of all blacks, and 12 percent of

white respondents, concurred that

blacks' were treated less fairly on public

transportation: in neighborhood shops.

46 percent of the blacks compared to

18 percent of whites; in restaurants,

blacks' 42 percent to whites' 16 per-

cent, and by the police, blacks' 60 per-

cent to only 30 percent affirmative

responses by whites.

Significant numbers of black

Americans interviewed also asserted that

they had personally "experienced dis-

crimination within the past thirty days":

while shopping. 30 percent: dining out,

21 percent; at work, 21 percent; encoun-

tering the police, 15 percent; and while

on public transportation, 6 percent.

While the NAACP and other civil

rights organizations are apparently

searching for new solutions to racial

problems, the Christian Right is pre-

pared to enter the black ideological and

policy leadership vacuum.

We urgently need to remember that

"integration" was always a "strategy" or

"tool" which could be used to achieve

our goals of freedom and equality.

Integration, by itself, is not a "goal".

Our objectives should be: the dis-

mantling of racism, root and branch: the

democratic empowerment of the black

community and its institutions: and the

realization of greater social and eco-

nomic justice.

Dr. Manning Marable is a professor

of history and Director of the Institute

for Research in African-American

Studies at Columbia University. New
York City. "Along the Color Line" is

distributed free of charge and regular^

appears in oiw 325 black and progres-

sive publications nvrldwide.
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FBI used Whitey Bulger

as informant years ago

in Pryor kidnapping case

BOSTON (AP) — The FBI sought

the help of informant lames |.

"Whitey" Bulger in a desperate

attempt to find 9-year-old kidnapping

victim Sarah Pryor more than 10 years

ago, according to law enforcement

sources.

The sources told The Boston Globe

that Bulger visited a 22-year-old man

suspected of the crime at the Lawrence

House of Correction, where he was

serving time for breaking and entering.

An associate of Bulger's grilled the sus-

pect while Bulger stood nearby.

Bulger and Stephen "The Rifleman"

Flemmi were secretly working as FBI

informants at the time agents came to

him for help with the suspect, who

was from Bulger's South Boston

neighborhood. The man was suspect-

ed of abducting Pryor on Oct. 9, 1985

from her Wayland neighborhood.

After the meetings, Bulger reported

back to the FBI that the suspect insist-

ed he had no role in Pryor's kidnap-

ping and Bulger concluded he was

probably telling the truth.

The person was later cleared as a

suspect when his accuser flunked a lie

detector test and admitted she lied to

reap a reward. Sources told the Globe

the terrified suspect said later that he

thought that Bulgers associates were

going to kill him.

The cooperation between Bulger

and the FBI further stirs the debate

going on in federal court over the

FBI's relationship with Bulger, who

has been a fugitive since his lanuary

1995 racketeering indictment.

Bulger's co-defendants, Flemmi,

Francis "Cadillac Frank" Salemme and

three alleged underlings, have accused

the government of misconduct for fail-

ing to reveal information about its

informants.

Bostorvto-New York ride

raises money for AIDS

Bryan Kramer, a freshman SOM major, waits on the bridge near Southwest for friends to drive in on Saturday afternoon.

Mars
continued from page 1

polar rotation on Mars was calculated, which in

turn computes the depth within the planet, conse-

quently determining the makeup of the planet's

core.

Now, scientists have their first direct measure-

ments that Mars has a metallic core and the radius

must be 1 .300 kilometers if not larger, Golombek

said.

"So we're starting to get the detailed science

that the public is starting to get excited about."

Golombek said.

The rover also took picture*«f-the various rocks

on Mars, which was Golombek's mission goal as a

geologist.

The rocks imply that liquid water may have

been stable early in Mars approximately 3-4 mil-

lion years ago, which invites an important ques-

tion, Golombek said.

"If liquid water was stable early in the history of

Mars, it begs you to ask, are we alone in the uni-

verse," Golombek said. "Does life form anywhere

liquid water is stable or was it some sort of divine

intervention?"

Golombek's main concern of the mission was

whether or not the rover was going to land safely

in an area so densely populated with rocks.

To his satisfaction. Golombek said, the rover

landed almost perfectly and did bounce 15-20

times, but was protected by its surrounding

airbags and has been functioning fine ever since.

Overall, Golombek said he is pleased with the

mission and the data acquired over the past two

months.

"The Viking data just didn't quite have the

capabilities to allow us the data we've received

from the Pathfinder." Golombek said.

Golombek's future plans include more discover-

ies from the fully-functioning rover and determin-

ing the length of a day on Mars.

He is also encouraging people to enjoy the

Pathfinder mission by continuing to log onto its

web site.

NEW YORK (AP) — The last

exhausted AIDS rider finished the

275-mile journey from Boston to

New York shortly after 3 p.m. yester-

day, cycling down Eighth Avenue just

an hour before the closing ceremony

was scheduled to begin.

All 3.200 riders lined up eight

blocks away from an outdoor stage at

23rd and Eighth so they could finish

the final leg of the journey en masse.

They had ridden that morning from

Seaside Park in Bridgeport, Conn.,

where they spent the second night of

their journey.

The cyclists took off for the third

annual Ride for AIDS on Friday from

Boston. The three-day, three-state

ride was expected to raise more than

$7.5 million in pledges for AIDS pro-

grams in Boston and New York.

"It was absolutely spectacular."

said Dr. Stephen Boswell, executive

director of the Fenway Community

Health Center in Boston, one of the

pledge recipients. "In the last two

years when I've ridden down, it's

poured down rain. This is the one

year 1 don't do the ride and it was

just beautiful."

Boswell drove down with a volun-

teer, one of the hundreds who assist-

ed with the event.

He said a few riders had fallen off

their bicycles during the ride and suf-

fered abrasions, but there were no

serious injuries. Each of the riders

had to raise a minimum of $1,500.

Some bicycles sported red flags to

show their owners have AIDS or

have tested positively for HIV. the

virus that causes the disease. The ride

has been criticized as a costly way to

raise money. The organizer, Pallot'a

TeamWorks, paid Philadelphia AIDS

groups $110,000 last year to settle

claims after only 20 percent of the

proceeds from a ride there went to

the charities.

Costs include the medical teams,

food and tents that follow the riders

along the route.

Last year, about half of the money

raised for the Boston-to-New York

ride went to charities. This year,

Boswell estimates 60 percent of the

money will go to charities.

He said the ride's importance goes

beyond the actual money raised.

"It's become a tremendously

important event in terms of bringing

new resources to the fight against

HIV," he said. "It does a wonderful

job raising awareness. You ride

through small towns, you see kids

behind fences in schoolyards cheering

them on. The riders stopped and

talked to the kids. In terms of raising

consciousness, it has a tremendous

positive effect."
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Field hockey returns from Virginia with split

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

James Madison

Umass

The Massachusetts field hockey
team's trip to Virginia resulted in a

weekend split, as the

Minutewomen defeated

Davis & Elkins, 2-1, on

Friday before falling to

perennial power lames
Madison, 2-1, in overtime yester-

day.

The Dukes earned a penalty cor-

ner just over 6:50 into overtime.

Katrina Hunter scored on a direct

hit on the corner on assists from
Dianne Cegielski and Colleen
Hurley to give lames Madison the

victory.

The Dukes took a 1-0 lead into

intermission, after Liz Sanders
scored with under 10 minutes to

play in the half.

Erica lohnston, who was named
the Atlantic 10s Player of the Week
for the first week in September
scored her conference leading sev-

enth goal. She also leads the
Atlantic 10 with 15 points. Kate
Putnam picked up an assist on the

play-

Sophomore goalkeeper Zowie
Tucker register nine saves in the

loss, while the Minutewomen fell to

3-2. Tara Perilla made nine saves

for the Dukes, lames Madison,
which improved to 5-1, earned nine

penalty corners in the game, while

UMass collected only one.

lohnston wasn't the only member
of the Minutewomen honored last

week. Freshman forward Kristen

Schmidt earned the conference's

Rookie of the Week honors. Against

Davis & Elkins. the Greenfield

native proved that she earned the

award.

Her first collegiate goal came
4:58 into the contest on a penalty

corner, and gave the Minutewomen
a 1-0 lead. The goal featured a

Greenfield connection as Putnam,

who was Schmidt's teammate at

Greenfield High in 1994. was cred-

ited with an assist on the goal.

Sophomore Chris Millbauer, who
was tlto credited with an assist on

Schmidt's goal,

scored the

Minutewomen's
second goal, mid-

way through the

second half. Sally Russo registered

her first collegiate assist on the goal.

The Lady Senators cut the

Minutewomen lead to 2-1. on a goal

by April Buger

Umass

Davis & Elkins

on a penalty

corner, but

Davis & Elkins

couldn't pro-

duce an equalizer as the

Minutewomen picked up their third

victory of the season, while the Lady

Senators slipped to 2-4. Tucker,

who split time with sophomore
Michelle Crooks, was forced to only

make one save in the victo-

ry-

Massachusetts will return

to action. Wednesday when
it battles Yale University in

New Haven. The Elis are reeling

after losing to Maine on Saturday.

Game time is at 3:50 p.m.

watch

KENNETH W.P SCOTT / COLLEGIAN
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Purdue's first win over the Irish (
1-

I ) in 12 years was an ugly homecom-

ing for Notre Dame offensive coordi-

nator |im Colletto. who resigned last

year after six seasons as Purdue's

coach.

And it could have been even uglier,

but Shane Ryan missed two field goal

attempt! in the fourth quarter.

When the game ended, Purdue's

fans flooded out of the stands and

onto the field. The players were
mobbed as fans climbed the goal

posts. Notre Dame slowly trudgea off

the field, and Davie, who replaced

Lou Holtz, slowly walked off the field

with his head bowed.

Despite bumbling through the

entire game, the Irish managed to stay

within 14-10 until the fourth quarter.

Then it got really ugly. Irish quarter-

back Ron Powlus took off running on

a second-and-5 from his own 59. As

he ran for the sidelines and the first

down, Rosevelt Colvin knocked the

ball loose.

Before Powlus even realized what

had happened. Beasley scooped it up

and took off for Purdue's end zone.

No one came close to getting a hand

on him. and Brush was laughing at

the Irish as he crossed the goal line

for a touchdown.

The Purdue fans erupted, and toilet

paper went sailing through the air. It

was Purdue's first fumble return for a

touchdown since 1994. Notre Dame
players pulled off their helmets and

walked to the sidelines with their

heads bowed.

And Dicken wasn't done. His 40-

yard pass to Vinny Sutherland set up

Kendall Matthews 2-yard touchdown

run.

It s the third-straight season Notre

Dame's national championship hopes

have ended in September. And it's the

second time in three years the Irish

have been stunned by lowly Big Ten

teams.

Northwestern was still considered

to be the Big Ten's doormat when it

beat the Irish 17-15 in their 1995

home opener.

Purdue didn't look ready to shed its

doormat status in the game's first

scries, going three-and-out. But the

Irish looked just as contused as they

did in last week's escape from

Georgia Tech. The thin, inexperi-

enced Purdue defense ran all over

Notre Dame's massive offensive line

all day. When the Irish wanted to run,

the Boilermakers were there. Powlus

was pressured all day. When he did

get off passes, the receivers were

quickly shoved out of bounds or

knocked off their feet.

Vicky Browne and the Minutewomen started off the weekend with a 2-1 win over Davis & Elkins.

Men's tennis to open 1997 season

By Sanford Appell

Collegian Staff

Coming off its best regular season

in school history, everything should

be in place for the Massachusetts

men's tennis team.

But volley in a tougher schedule,

the loss of a key player and the pres-

sure of living up to last year, and

there are definite question marks.

However, this KMiii^Bl^HaB^H
seems iike they are

ready to serve up
another winner.

Coach |udv Dixon,

whose preparation
instrumenta"instrumental iii^^^«^^^b«

last year's smashing 16-2 season, is

raring to go.

"We cannot wait to get this year

started, especially so I can get a bet-

ter feel for where we are." Dixon

said.

The team took their opponents by

surprise with their outstanding

record and a first place finish in last

April's New England
Championships.

However. Dixon expected to have

all her regular players back, but

junior Rufino Navarro will miss at

least the fall season.

Another roadblock is the imminent

improvement of competition. After

such a successful season, it appears

that Dixon wants to test higher

waters.

The fall schedule is very similar to

last fall's lineup, but in the spring the

team will face a much tougher sched-

ule.

For the first time, the team will be

traveling to play some of their

Atlantic 10 rivals. In past years, the

Minutemen have played mainly the

softer half of the division.^H^BM The key

matchup appears

to be at George-

Washington. GW
knocked out the

Minutemen in

I the Atlantic 10

Massachusetts

Men's Tennis

tournament this year.

"It would be really nice to get

some revenge against GW in the

spring after last year. Hopefully we

can build a nice rivalry," Dixon said.

"However, we must play well in the

fall before we can think about the

spring matchups".

With the exception of Navarro, the

lineup reads pretty similar to last

spring.

Todd Cheney is in the No. 1 sin-

gles slot, followed by either Rob
Manchester or Pat Slyman. Parsa

Samii. Alex Alter, and Kevin Curley

round out the singles players.

Dixon will look to Cheney and

Manchester to anchor the doubles

action.

The '97-98 campaign will kick off

today at Wesleyan. While it is a

Division II opponent, it will not be

taken lightly.

"Wesleyan always fields a competi-

tive team. They will give us a nice

challenge to start the season. We will

be prepared not to underestimate

anybody." said Dixon.

The match will be a reunion of

sorts. Wesleyan plays two Amherst

locals in their lineup.

Caleb Peeley and Dan Lauren both

played at Amherst High School, and

were taught locally by Dixon before

attending Wesleyan.

Every season, Dixon and the team

sets goals for the upcoming year.

This year, the team is looking for a

Northeast sectional ranking. In this

ranking, only the top 1 5 teams in the

section are placed.

The Massachusetts' women's team

has already received this honor.

According to Dixon, that gives the

men's team more incentive to earn a

ranking.

However. Wesleyan and the

upcoming West Point Invitational are

the immediate concentration points.

"In order for us to get on track, we

must win the early matches," said

Dixon. "A great fall season will keep

this program headed in the right

direction."

sweep
continued from page 12

half. But UMass continued their scor-

ing extravaganza with two breakaway

goals by Lecot, with the assists credit-

ed to Alicia King — the first point of

her UMass career — and Green.

"They had a measure of success."

Rudy said. "They were ready to

engage and they did."

This weekend breaks down to two

different styles which UMass can

facilitate. Friday, UMass controlled

the field like Magic lohnson once did

with confidence and grace, and yes-

terday, which could be compared to

more of a Larry Bird style: aggressive

and gritty.

• We all have our different styles

but we are making it a team style,"

Lecot said, "It feels good."

Demonstrating the calm, unflus-

icred style of Frasier and Felix Unger

with the zealous, urgent explosive

ness of Kramer, the Minutewomen
realized that they can step up to

another level and like Lecot said,

"make it a team stvle."
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Nomar hits 29th homer;

Sox beat Milwaukee 2-1
MILWAUKEE — Rookie

Nomar Garciaparra and the Boston

Red Sox refuse to let Milwaukee

back in the pennant race.

Garciaparra hit his 29th home
run and Butch Henry pitched seven

solid innings yesterday as the Red

Sox swept the three-game series

with a 2-1 victory over the fading

Brewers.

While the Red Sox are playing

inspired baseball with a look to

next season and hopes of reaching

.500, the Brewers are tumbling out

of contention in the AL Central.

Milwaukee has lost five straight

and seven of eight to drop 7 1/2

games behind first-place Cleveland.

"We are letting a week destroy a

season that we held together pretty

good all year, and that's surpris-

ing," Brewers manager Phil Gamer
said. "Our offense is just dead right

now. We had an opportunity to do

something here and we haven't

done it."

Boston, meanwhile, won its

fourth straight and sixth in seven

games to climb within two games

of .500 (73-75) for the first time

since Aug. 27.

"They (Boston) kicked us out of

the race," Dave Nilsson said after

the Brewers dropped three games

below .500 for the first time since

Aug. 22. "To lose that many games

to them is especially dishearten-

ing."

Henry (7-2) allowed six hits in

seven innings to beat Milwaukee

for the second time in seven days.

He defeated the Brewers on Sept. 7

— his first win as a starter since

Aug. 10, 1995, while with

Montreal.

Henry turned over a 2-1 lead in

the eighth that |ohn Wasdin. Steve

Avery and Tom Gordon preserved

"Butch pitched a strong game,"

Red Sox manager limy Williams

said. "Those relievers came in and

did their job. too."

Gordon, who saved each game
of the series, got three outs in the

ninth for his eighth save in eight

chances

"You can't do any better than

what he's done," Williams said.

lose Mercedes (6-10) held Boston

scoreless until the fifth when his

two-base fielding error set the

stage for Garciaparra's third homer

of the series.

Darren Bragg dropped a bunt

between first and the mound.
Mercedes charged the ball and then

had to back up. forcing him to

make a backhanded flip to lack

Voigt at first that skipped away.

Garciaparra followed with a 405-

foot shot to left-center.

Henry cruised through the first

five innings, holding the Brewers to

three singles, before Milwaukee got

a run on third baseman |ohn

Valentin's throwing error in the

sixth.

Singles by Gerald Williams and

Kelly Stinnett put runners at First

and second. With the runncri
going, Fernando Vina bunted

toward Valentin who fielded the

ball cleanly, turned and threw to

an empty second base allowing

Williams to score.

The Boston manager was reluc-

tant to criticize Garciaparra- fail

ure to cover the base.

romp
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for 1 1 yards and four interceptions

on the afternoon.

"He's hurting," Hodges said.

"Because of the way he played, and

because he hurt his head."

The inexperienced offensive line

left Smith vulnerable to pounding.

Still, Hodges was satisfied with their

effort.

"It's going to be like that for a

while." he said. "But they work real

hard, and they're going to improve."

One thing the Minutemen may
have trouble improving on is

turnovers. After posting three

turnovers two weeks ago against

Richmond, UMass gave away the

pigskin five times. For a team that is

struggling, Hodges knows that penal-

ties add up to losses.

"We had five turnovers," Hodges

said. "That killed us."

Maine capitalized on every UMass
turnover but one, resulting in 28

points.

Surprisingly, UMass controlled the

majority of the first quarter action.

The Minutemen moved the ball effi-

ciently on the ground, an area

Hodges was concerned about after

the opening week loss. But a blocked

field goal attempt on the first drive

by kicker Matt Murphy proved to be

an omen.
When asked if the outcome

would've been different had the

Minutemen converted the opening

field goal attempt. Fein chuckled and

said. "Yeah, they would've only had

nine points."

UMass did display a much
improved rushing attack. After rush-

ing for only 44 yards against

Richmond in their opening-day loss

two weeks ago. the Minutemen
scampered for 149 yards, lunior tail-

back |im Pizano rushed for 53 yards

on seven carries, and sophomore
fullback lamie Holston powered his

way to 36 yards on nine carries.

The story of the game for UMasi
was the surprising debut ot freshman

Marcel Shipp. who saw plenty of

action while junior tailback Matt

lordan remained on the shell with a

sore left hamstring.

Shipp busted through a small

opening in the Black Bear defense for

a six-yard gain on his first carry.

"CU*ftJfl>;Ulg breakaway speed,

strength, agility and an excellent spin

move, Shipp showed Hashes of bril-

liance. He carried the ball 10 times

for 77 yards.

Midway through the second quar-

ter. Shipp broke a tackle, applied

another spin move and outran Black

Bear linebackers to the end zone.

Unfortunately, this accounted for

UMass' only points.

When the tragic scene was over.

Massachusetts appeared to lose a lot

more than just the game.

Three key Minutemen left the

game with injuries. In addition to

Smith's concussion, senior offensive

lineman Geoff Thorns suffered

bruised ribs, and junior inside line-

backer Khari Samuel was banged up

and did not return.

"It's tough. After a game like this.

they have to stay together." Hodges

said. "But don't worry. We'll do

that."

domination
continued from page 12

Machamer) and not-physical

(Misa Froehlich) natures.

• And, face a list of nagging

injuries that have kept the squad

slightly healthy most of the time,

but never completely healthy all

the time, the A-10 might have

assumed the danger was at an

end, and this might be the year to

knock UMass off its pedestal.

Well, like a mighty, ferocious

beast with sharp, pointy teeth, the

Minutewomen ran through the

Rams, the Lady Dukes and the

Bonnies this week... on the score-

board.

The future for the A-10 does

not look so bleak as I've already

so-unerringly stated. Taking away

the 4:46 span against Duquesne
where UMass scored its four goals

on five shots, and giving credit to

a tough St. Bonaventure squad

that made the Minutewomen work

all 90 minutes, these two A-10
representatives thought they were

hard enough, and gave UMass a

go-

Except for URI — the Rams
were awful.

Also, somebody up above must

be seeing the higher level of play

in the A-10 as well, with an auto-

matic bid to the NCAA
Tournament being awarded to the

postseason conference champion

this year.

Yet, a 5-0 game against St.

Bonaventure was a lot tougher

than it looked, and both Rudy and

assistant coach Leduc, who gradu-

ated from UMass two years ago,

have noticed the sublime improve-

ment of the team.

"Rachel had said that St.

Bonaventure was a much better

team than the one she played two

years ago. and I think they're bet-

ter, too.'' said Rudy, who was l

big fan of the play of the Bonnies'

freshman midfielder |en Tvvardzik.

"They had some players that we
had to pay some extra attention

tO, so llu-v wouldn't get started."

For sophomore forward Fmma
Kurowski. the difference a year

makes is a difference that was

seen this weekend against the

Lady Dukes and the Bonnies.

"I think the two teams we
played this weekend have definite*

ly improved from last year."

Kurowski said. "The coach

thought that was the best St.

Bonnies team we've ever played.

The league is getting better.''

Last Oct. 27, Duquesne gave

UMass a icare at Richard I-

.

Garber Field, pushing the

Minutewomen to a tight 1-0

score. UMass outplayed the

Dukes, massivelv outshooting

them, but it took a garbage goal

from then-junior defender Erica

Iverson in the 70th minute lor the

team to take the victor)

It was a dodgy proposition at

best to consider Duquesne had I

shot at winning the game, but th;-t

is the recent history between the

two teams.

"Duquesne is better than last

year," Rudy said. "I think with bet

year's team. .itul style of plav. they

would have done better against

this team. They were more
patient, and tentative. But with

this year's team, our goals art

going to come from a variety of

places
."

And with a 16 -0 Korinj mat

gin, you don't need to be Tim the

Enchanter... I mean, lim Rudy, to

say that.

forma Kanstincn it U ColWgUUI

columnist.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Sigma Kappa Sorority Open

Rush Tues. 9/16. 5 00pm-

7 00pm. Wed, 9/17. 6:00pm-

8 00pm. Thurs. 9/18. 6:00pm-

800pm Please call Beth for

more information 256-6887

WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY
TEAM is looking for new play-

ers No experience necessary.

For info call Beth at 546-2585

Cheap Skiing N' Boarding?

The UMass Ski N' Board Club is

having its first general meeting.

Learn how to Ski and Board tor

less AH levels welcome. 7pm.

Earthfoods Cafe in the Student

Union. Sept 17 Be a pan of the

tradition

AUTO FOR SALE

1991 Dodge Colt white. 4 cyl.,

hatchback, alarm, excellent con-

dition, $1700 Call 546-3640 _
BMW 7331 1982 blue, beige

leather interior, sun roof, auto-

matic 162.000 miles Still ele-

gant $2500 549-2604

Must Sell 87 Subaru Wagon
good condition, great in winter,

high mileage $1000 or B/0.

582-9872

1987 Mazda 323 automatic,

reliable. Asking $1400 Call

(413)256-1743

'84 Jeep CJ7 hardtop, new bat-

tery needs some work Asking

$1500 or B/0. Call 549-1609

(Tony) or 549-9267 (Patri)

EMPLOYMENT

EMPLOYMENT

Hadley Office has 10 Part-

Time Positions Available

Starting pay $6/hr

Flexible schedule

On bus line

Both evenings and weekends

No experience required

Will train

Call 584-7696

Hairdresser Wanted
Afternoons and Saturday Call

Regency Hair Stylist 253-9526

Drivers Wanted Pays $70 to

$120 per shift No car needed.

Dominos 256-8911

Recreation Positions at

Amherst Leisure Services. Youth

basketball supervisors/officials,

facility supervisors, tennis

instructors, volleyball officials,

adult basketball

supervisor/scorekeepers Apply

to. Human Resources. 70

Boltwood Walk, Amherst, MA by

9/24 AA/EOE

Job for the Environment

Campaign with MassPirg to pro-

tect our planet. Flexible sched-

ule. $50-$75/day. Call Terri 256-

6434

Be a member of the

Commuter Action Team
Looking for 6-8 friendly students

who like living off campus Job

duties are fun- Meet with off

campus students and townspeo-

ple, coordinate and attend

Commuter events and programs,

help distribute information.

Please contact David or Barbara

at 545-2309, or drop by

Commuter Services between

10:00am-1:00pm M-F. $6/hr

and/or academic credit;

Medical/Legal Assistant

Part-Time for

Springfield/Northampton per-

sonal injury law firm

Job requires knowledge of med-

ical records and anatomy.

Nursing background and legal

studies necessary. Must be able

to perform online and traditional

research in medicine and law.

Some work can be done on cam-

pus Flexible hours Could lead

to full-time permanent job.

Fax resume and cover sheet to:

Attorney Alan Goodman

(413)736-4861

EMPLOYMENT
Undergraduate Business

Consultant Great business and

leadership opportunity on-cam-

pus W/S and H/W/S positions

available CSB 406 Student

Union 5-2167

Drivers Wanted Car needed.

Apply in person at Pinocchio's

Pizza 30 Boltwood Walk.

FOR SALE

FOR RENT

4 Bedroom House
Northampton, near stores but

country location No pets

$950+. Skibiski Realtors.

Fridge Rentals 253-9742 Free

Delivery

FOR SALE

Saxophone for sale- Vito/Alto

Good condition. $180. Call 549-

1 479

Waterbed$150
Futon bed/couch $100

Both full size

(413)774-5776

Robots without any human
control, searching out and

putting out candle. 57 minutes

amateur video of Hartford con-

test. Send a check or money

order for $24.50, included ship-

ping and handling, to PRT Press,

PRT Video #13, 47 Brattle St.,

Pittsfield,MA01201

Dorm Fridges for sale $30

$50. 665-7991

Laptop Notebook Works good

$150 Good for school. Call

Steve (413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for com-

puter. Works great. Call CPC

(413)584-8857

ART DECO Bedroom Set-

Waterfall- 1930s Period $800

or best offer. Call (41 3)536-0772

Leave message if no answer

Watch batteries, ear pierc

ing, eyeglass repairs, jewelry

restoration, diamond engage-

ments, wedding rings

Silverscape Designs. 264 N

Pleasant St. Amherst 253-3324

Open Daily.

FOUND

Sum of Money Found
Campus Center Post Office on

Friday morning. Call Maureen at

545-3502

Found in Cashin Suite 607 a

black backpack with "Bossy Le

Boss" name on front (Jansport)

Please call 6-7238 to claim.

Attention New Students-

Personal items left at The New
Students Program this summer

may be picked up at The New
Students Office, 304 Admissions

Center

University of Massachusetts
• Ph.»u-t4inur,-:r,twF.,Mt4i:t>r.4r,-ir,t2

TBAMCI y""-^

Classifieds L.

Special q

FOUND
BANDS! Looking for bands for

Wednesday nights at The Pub

15 East Pleasant St., Amherst

Call 549-1200 Tues thru Fn. 10-

6 Ask for Aaron.

PERSONALS

Tim, You are so good looking. I

see you on campus and I just

melt! Meet me at the pond and

I'll make all your dreams come

true.

ROOM FOR RENT

INSTRUCTION

Jazz Guitar Lessons

Lear Theory Improvisation

and Technique

Joe 665-0499

PERFORMING ARTS
DIVISION

offers Group and Private

Instruction in Music,

Theater, and Dance.

PAD is located in 73 Bartlett

Hall, UMASS
(413)545-0519 for info.

MISCELLANEOUS
Lose weight! Boost energy

using Thermochrome Send

SASE for information or $3.50

for sample packet to: Jennifer

James. 59 B St.. Hull, MA 02045

1 Month Free Rent Bedroom

available that includes free heat

and hot water Call 549-7105

Big room in 4 bedroom
Amherst house. Walk to ATM.

Bar. Packy. Male/Female. Built-

in bar, dishwasher. Huge kitchen

and living room. 3 girls now.

Only $275/month. Call 583-2944

Ask for Jeff or leave message.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Looking for 1 or 2 people to

share huge room in Puffton with

walk-in closet and bathroom.

549-7203

Female non-smoker room-

mate wanted to share apart-

ment $200 per month utilities

included. 1/10 mile from cam-

pus. Call 549-0952

Single Room $230/month utili-

ties included in 8 room house.

549-8696

Looking for one female to

share a two bedroom apt in

Brandywine. $180 a month with

three other females. Call 549-

5244

FREE RENT!
Housemate/Respite help. Easy,

fun. Call (413)527-6279

Easthampton.

ROOMMATE WANTED
Looking for one or two peo-

ple to snare 1 large room in two

bedroom apartment in Amherst

On bus route, behind campus

For info please call Brad at 549-

3992

SERVICES

Maximize Your PC On-site

training, installation, upgrades,

troubleshooting. PC Consult 253-

1946

Legal Questions? The Student

Legal Services Office offers free

legal assistance to fee-paying

students Contact us at 922

Campus Center. 545-1995

TRAVEL

Vacation Package 4 nights

accommodation Cancun,

Mexico for 2 nights. New

Orleans 2 nights Bahamas

Cruise $300 for all Book by

December 20th 253-1751

COLLEGIAN
CLASSFIEDS

1 1 Bridge Street

Sunderland, MA

H*
new & used

vehicles

repairs foreign &
domestic

Tel. (413)665-3344

Fax (413) 665-3966

Bob Connelly

Shop Manager

Experienced Seamstress

Mending, tailoring, alterations,

dressmaking, clothing design.

Call Chrysal 253-7573

Legal Questions? The Student

Legal Services Office offers free

legal assistance to fee-payin-

students. Contact us at 92

Campus Center. 545-1995

Personals Policy Rates Standard Headings

I All pwwniK MUST be proofread by Co/legun cl«-

,-,•> bnore payment and acceptance ot

' la* narnn MAY NOT be used in personal. ONIY
,,„. s and initials an? allowed. The only excep-

Mnhdri "i i iHimalulatton* personal!, in

»sh.i hew the full name may be used

I Phon.- numbtts ate not allowed in petionali NO

i -
4 Add" * *' imed m neiwiinK akua mean

dorm numi numlters a! well.

.1, nmit ot derogatory nature ate

i. fYisonal* ot a vindictive ik liheW

nalu „ • iitable Personals may not be

used tin ll>e pillB(M haiassment.

6 Profanity may not be used in personals

7 The pervonals section is for personals only The pet-

sonals section may NOT be used to sell Hems, Me*

roommates, advertise meetings etc

8 All personals must have the name MgnM
UMass I D number ot the student plai ing the as

tilled in on the insertion order. Non-students musl

provide a valid drivers license and the litense num

bet must be recocded on the insertion otd. I

false identititalion in misteprevenlation is subiecl In

penalties undet the lavs

[The CoHegian reserves the tight to refuse Ot

lany personal that does not meet the GoMajta

datds in accotdance with the statutes ot the

Commonwealth of Massac husett

r,

Students

20<£ per word/day

All others

40tf per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
Plpase write clearly and

legibly. We are not responsible for emit- n-ult-

inj tmm illegible haniKvulniR or type.

ACTIVITIES

ArVNOUNCEMENTS

APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE

COMMUNITY EVENTS
EMPLOYMENT

ENTERTAINMENT
FOR SALE

FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT

INSTRUCTION
LOST

MUSICIANS
MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES

SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

MONDAY, SEPT. 15

Greek life - - The sisters of

Alpha Chi Omega would like

to invite all University women
to attend Alpha Chi Vogue and

House Tours from 6:30-7:30

p.m. for open rush, at 38

Nutting Ave. Amherst (behind

the Visitor's Center). Any ques-

tions, call Danika at

549-6070.

Meeting — The UMass
Women's Ice Hockey Team will

hold its first meeting at 7 p.m.

in the Campus Center, room

165. No playing experience is

necessary. All interested

women are welcome. For

more inlormation call Beth at

546-2585.

Meeting — A Native

American Studies Certificate

Program Informational

Session will be held 7:15-9:30

p.m. in Machmer W-25. All

interested students are encour-

aged to attend.

Meeting — UVC-TV 19 is

having it's first general meeting

at 7 p.m. All students interest-

ed in any facet of video are

encouraged to come, or call

545-1336. The studio is locat-

ed in the Student Union to the

right side of the Hatch.

TUESDAY, SEPT. 16

Meeting — Hampshire Bird

Club Program is having a

meeting featuring nationallyacclaimed
photographer/author Arthur

Morris 7:30 p.m. at the

Amherst Regional Middle

School Auditorium. Chestnut

Street. Amherst. For further

information call Sally Venman

at 549-1098.

Meeting — Students Helping

Area Reach-out Efforts

(S.H.A.R.E.). a community

RSO, is having an information

meeting form 6-7 p.m. in

Goodell 504. Free Pizza. Look

for us on the concourse on

Sept. 15 and 16.

Meeting — The Animal

Rights Coalition will be having

its first general meeting at 7

p.m. in the Campus Center,

room 162-175. All welcome.

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 17

Meeting — University

Productions and Concerts first

general meeting at 6 p.m..

Student Union, Earthfoods

room. Free CD's and pizza.

Learn about concert produc-

tion.

Meeting — The UMass
Circle K International is hold-

ing its fist meeting of the

semester at 6:30 p.m. on the

couches downstairs in the

Campus Center. Anyone inter-

ested in community service

that wants to get involved,

build leadership skills should

attend. For more info call

Suzanne at 259-1860.

Meeting — The Five College

Peace Corps Recruiting Office

will be sponsoring an informa-

tional meeting to be held at 7

p.m. in the Campus Center,

room 905-909. The meeting

will cover the Peace Corps

application process, require-

ments for becoming a volun-

teer, and highlights of volun-

teer activities around the

globe. Everyone it welcome

though the meeting is especial-

ly targeting graduating seniors.

Call Mike Simsik, the Campus

Recruiter at 545-2105 for

more information or come by

his office in Stockbridge Hall.

NOTICES

Hike registration — Prevent

theft by registering your bicy-

cle. Monday, Sept. 15 - Friday.

Sept 19. 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Student Union circle.

Internships —
Environmental internships

offered. Campaigns this semes-

ter include: Hunger,

Homelessness, Pesticides,

FYls are public service announcemenU printed

daily To submit an FVI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent inlormation,

including the name and phone number ol the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the

Managing Editor by noon the previous day

Endangered Species, Updated

Bottle Bill and Campaign
Finance Reform. Looking for

motivated students to take

leadership positions. Call

MassPlRG at 545-0199 or

stop by 423A Student Union.

Student government —
Nominations papers for the

Undergraduate Student Senate

will be made available in the

Student Government
Association office, located in

the Student Union, room 420.

Nominations open today at 10

a.m. and will close at 5 p.m. on

Friday, Sept. 19. Call

545_0342 for info.

Daily Listings sponsored by:

4 1 BOLTWOOD WALK • AMHERST

LIVE MUSIC
every Tuesday & Wednesday

| | |l. 'I 1 *< H >P * AI V - *TmHI l> • I

253-4040

HSCN Bulletin

board

Hartford

Boston

Boston

Springfield

Movie Ch.

Hartford

CBS/3
CbS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN
UPN/20
Weather Channel

NBC/ 30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
International

UMass Academic TV

HSCN Programming

TV-19

J ABC/40 Springfield

I NBC/22 Springfield

CNN
CNN SI

Headline News

MUCTV
87 TBS

as BET

88 TV Land

30 Univision

31 Comedy CentralM Cartoon

Much Music
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Beyond 2000
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Horoscope;
VIRGO (Aug. 25-Sept. 22) —

Seek and ye shall find today — or. if

not, you will get closer to something

you've been after for some time. Be

patient and cautious.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) — You

must be willing to share your

thoughts and work with others today

if you expect to make any real

progress in vour career.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) —
You are likely to attract a great deal

of attention today, whether you

intend to or not. Take advantage of a

chance encounter tonight.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — Routine can provide you with

the time you need to accurately assess

a developing situation. Do not shy

away from the familiar.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)

— A series of events are likely to add

up to something that may prove too

much for you to handle on your own.

Recruit help as soon as you can.

AQUARIUS (|an. 20-Feb. 18) -
You can tell one thing from another

with ease today, but are you as adept

at discerning fact from fiction in your

social life?

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) —
What begins as play is likely to

become work very soon, requiring

you to bring a number of talents to

bear in order to prevail.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
Take care you don't jump into a situa-

tion you have not tried to figure out

ahead of time. A little caution goes a

long was

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —

You must concentrate on those

aspects of your personality which are

not so easily understood. Focus deep

within and vou'll solve a puzzle.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20) —
You may face a deadline today that

you cannot possibly meet withoul

making special arrangements. Do not

hesitate to ask for extra help.

CANCER (|une 21-July 22) -

You will receive a piece of news today

that requires you to adjust to chang-

ing circumstances with even greater

speed and facility.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) — You
should be able to outsmart an oppo-

nent today — with the pleasant result

that you are looked upon as an expert

in your field. Enjoy kudos!

Close to Home By John McPherson

Quote of the Day
1 6 Pray for the sick, Pray for

the poor, and GOD please

help our football team. 25
-Overheard during mass

at the Newman center

9o
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I'm curious. Why is this technique called Ihe

Holyfield Maneuver?"

Franklin

LUNCH
Grilled Chicken Sandwich

Cheese Strata

Chiligetti

DINNER
Oriental Stew

Fried Shrimp Dinner

Lentil Chili

Quarter Pound Burger

Worcester

ACROSS
1 — spurnartte

sparkling wine

5 Rent
10 Type of glider

14 Diving bird

15 Caustic
16 Sandwich

cookie
17 Young guys
18 Entree on a

lunch menu
20 Bobbin
22 Cereal grain

23 Wheat and
tobacco

24 Styles

26 Dawn goddess
27 Peeked
30 Ancestry
34 Boom boxes
35 Zoo home
36 Actor Danson
37 "The Mammoth

Hunters" heroine

38 Luxurious
40 Wooden shoe
41 Briny deep
42 Tended the

garden
43 Harsh speech
45 Exclusive
47 Put into words
48 Type of curve

49 Brick or

sloneworker
50 Not taN

53 Pro
54 Scratches
5B Wrestling hold

61 Arm bone
62 Jai —
63 Martinique

volcano
64 Demeanor
65 Shabby
66 — mouthed:

insincere

67 Haced

DOWN
1
»_ Well That
Ends Well"

2 Motel treebie

3 Hubbub
4 Wakefulness
5 f-ond du —

.

Wis
6 Repeated
7 Territories

8 Use a kitchen

dovice

9 Sullivan and
McMahon

10 like someone
with a cold

11 Singer Guthrie

1

2

One of the tides

1

3

Mercury and
Jupiter

19 Tea cake
21 Crazy
25 Tyrants
26 Fractions

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

O \99T unlix! Mature Syrtdcale

27 Understand
28 Tier

29 Dwight's rival

30 - Vegas
31 Strongman of

myth
32 Hollow stone
33 Bordered
35 Cow's "second

course'

39 Actor Maiors
40 Skulls

42 Careless hurry

44 Press

46 Cockroaches
and such

47 Package
49 Cash slang

50 Bandleader
Artie

51 Angelic ring

52 Poet Khayyam
53 Go on the lam

55 Barrette

56 Type of i«rk

57 Beach stuff

59 Record speed
60 Piano part

LUNCH
Charbroiled chicken Sandwich

Barbecued Beef on a Bun

Fettuccini/Tomato Meat Sauce

Golden Burgers

DINNER
Beef Fajita

Fried Shrimp Dinner

Tofu Fajita

Manicotti in Sauce

Hampshire
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

American Chop Suey

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

DINNER
Beef Fajita

Ravioli with Tomato Sauce

Berkshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Rotini/Tomato Sauce

Golden Burger

DINNER
Beef Fajita

Fried Shrimp Dinner

Tofu Fajita

Manicotti in Sauce

.
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Sports Watch
NEWTON (AP) — West

Virginia's Amos Zereoue. the

nation's No. 2 rusher, couldn't get

suited. Boston College's Mike

Cloud, who wasn't expected to

pla\ much, couldn't be stopped.

Cloud rushed for 211 yards,

including touchdowns of 1 1 and

b6 vards. ,i> the Eagles overcame a

17-3 halftime deficit for a 31-24

win Saturday.

Cloud ran only once for two

yards before Omari Walker, last

year's Big East rushing leader, left

with a sprained left knee late in the

first half after gaining 89 yards on

18 carries.

"The coaches had been telling

me all week, "when you get your

opportunity, you've got to step

up.'" said Cloud, whose previous

career-high was 1 22 rushing yards.

I felt as though Omari Walker

was the whole running game."

West Virginia linebacker |ohn

Hadley said. "We didn't see a lot

of film on number 21 (Cloud) and

figured they would go with the

passing game after Walker was

hurt."

Matt Hasselbeck did throw scor-

ing passes of 9 yards to Derrick

Crittenden and 12 yards to

Anthom DiCosmo to tie the score

17-17. And the defense, sometimes

putting eight or nine players on the

line to stop the run, frustrated

Zereoue.
"1 just wanted to go out there

and be a decoy," said Zereoue,

who had averaged 186.5 yards per

game but was held to 68 yards and

a 1-yard touchdown on 19 carries.

When I did get the ball, every-

body was around me."

"We know we can perform. We
feel like we can be one of the top

defenses in the East." BC nose

tackle Chris Hovan said.

Boston College 111) rebounded

from a shocking 28-21 season-

opening loss to Temple and gave

coach Tom O'Brien, who replaced

Dan Henning. his first win.

West Virginia (2-1) lost to tKe

Eagles for the first time in seven

games and the first time in nine

games at Alumni Stadium.

BC. which had squandered a 14-

point lead at Temple, overcame

that deficit against the

Mountaineers with four touch-

downs in a 12-minute span after

Hasselbeck had thrown two inter-

ceptions that led to first-half

touchdowns.

"It helps when you're able to

run the ball," O'Brien said. "He's a

tough kid. He hung in there after a

tough start." It was not known
how long Walker would be side-

lined, although he said the injury

suffered while he was pass block-

ing it didn't seem as serious as he

firM feared.

"1 thought it was over." said

Walker, who will undergo an MRI
Monday. "I never felt pain like

that."

Alter Cloud's 1 1-yard run gave

BC a 24-17 lead with six minutes

left in the game, the Eagles held

Zereoue to a 1-yard gain on

lourth-and-2 at their 14.

"I wasn't surprised" at

Zereoue's problems, West Virginia

quarterback Marc Bulger said.

"Even Amos can't make plays

against eight or nine guv

On the next series. Cloud, who

finished with 24 carries, ran on all

five plays, covering 87 yards and

capped by his 66-yard score that

made it 31-17.

Bulger's second touchdown pass

of the game to Shawn Foreman, a

38-yarder. cut the lead to 31-24.

And West Virginia had an excel

lent opportunity to tie it when
David Richardson recovered the

kickoff at the BC 15 with 3:50 to

go before an Eagles player touched

it.

But the defense held again with

two sacks, an incompletion and a

fourth-down interception by

Markell Blount.

.After West Virginia's opening

53-yard march led to lay Taylor's

36-yard field goal, the

Mountaineers managed just five

lust downs and 1 15 yards on their

next eight possessions

WEST LAFAYETTE. Ind. (AP)

— So much for Bob Davie's first

season at Notre Dame. What a

way for |oe Tiller to start at

Purdue. The Boilermakers (l-l)

outplayed No. 12 Notre Dame in

every way possible Saturday, beat-

ing the Irish 28-17 in Tiller's lir-t

game at Ross-Ade Stadium.

Hilly Dicken was 26-of-39 for

352 yards, and he rushed for

another 22. Edwin Watson rushed

l>M >4 Midi and two touchdowns.

and safety Adrian Beasley returned

a fumble for a touchdown to seal

the victory.

Turn to WATCH, page 9

/ Black Bears, 49-6
Maine romp leaves UMass with its worst start since 1957

w i — i :. .; .i A, A n/-tt c**t his cicrh

By Corey Peter Goodman
Collegian Staff ^^

Maine

Umass

ORONO. Maine — lust when you

thought things were already unpleas-

ant for the Massachusetts football

team, the> managed to get a whole

lot worse in just a few short hours.

Hidden away in the confining

woods of Orono on Saturday, the

Minutemen were punished repeated-

ly, savagely and
unmercifully by a

relentless University

of Maine attack and

a brutal' rain and
lighlning storm that

delayed the game for 39 minutes

early in the third quarter. The Black

Bears crushed UMass, 49-6, at a

soaked Alumni Field.

The Minutemen have been

outscored 70-12 through their first

two games. The 58-point differential

marks UMass' worst start since

1957.

"There's no explanation for how
we played out there." Massachusetts

coach Mike Hodges said. "None. The

only thing that went right in the first

half was that I didn't get hit by light-

ning."

Maine dominated both sides of the

ball the entire day.

The Black Bears offense racked up

456 total yards, thanks in large part

to quarterback Mickey Fein who had

a field day. Sitting in the pocket, sate

from a non-existent Minuteman pass

rush, Fein had time to survey the

field all day and pick out receivers

scattered all over the field.

Fein — a talented 6-foot-3 junior

from Centerville — lit up UMass for

five touchdowns, four in the air and

one on a keeper. Fein

ended the day com-
pleting 17-of-31 pass-

es for 258 yards. He
also added 19 yards

on the ground.

"He's a great player." Hodges said.

"We just couldn't stop him today."

Fein's receiving corps — led by

junior Drew O'Connor and senior

|ohn Tennett and speedster Rameek

Wright — utilized its speed and size

advantage over the UMass defensive

backfield.

Using timing patterns, Fein con-

nected twice in the end zone to the

6-foot-5 O'Connor, who outreached

UMass defenders.

"That's stealing," Fein said of

O'Connor's touchdown receptions.

"He goes up and takes away the

ball."

For the afternoon, O'Connor

snagged four passes for 35 yards and

two touchdowns. Tennett collected

five passes for 128 yards. And
Wright grabbed four completions for

57 yards and a touchdown.

After the game. Maine coach lack

Cosgrove and Fein spoke about the

success of the passing game.

"Our weapons on offense are

scary." Cosgrove said.

"And we knew [Massachusetts]

couldn't match up against us

man-to-man," Fein added. "So we

took advantage of it."

:>J
~- nj' ^^

COURTESY MAINE SPORTS INFORMATION DEPARTMENT

Maine junior quarterback Mickey Fein went 17-for-31 in the Bears 49-6

over UMass on Saturday.

Massachusetts sweeps, 4-0, 5-0
By Kathleen Ralls

Collegian Staff

Frasier and Kramer. The Odd Couple. Larry Bird

and Magic lohnson.

What do they have to do with last weekend's

wins for the No. 14 Massachusetts women's soccer

team over conference opponents Duquesne and St.

Bonaventure?

With scores of 4-0 and 5-0 over the Lady Dukes

and the Bonnies respectively, it seemed like the

Minutewomen took charge of their opponents and

never looked back. But in reality, it wasn't quite so

clear cut.

All it took was a span of 4:46 and a 4-of-5

shooting percentage for the Minutewomen to score

four goals in the second half of the 4-0 win Friday

over Duquesne. The game winner came at 70:45 by

Amy Burrill with a drilling shot from 35-yards out

on the left flank to the far upper corner.

"I just wanted to win so bad." Burrill said,

"Before the game I was teasing the girls that

[UMass coach |im Rudy] didn't want me to score,

because 1 am considered a role player."

Kate Webb scored her first goal of the year at the

72:09 mark, assisted by Kara Green. Sophie Lecot

connected at 74:21 off Green and Brooke Bartlett,

and Robin Smith followed with the encore fourth

goal thirty seconds later from 21 -yards out off a

cross from Liz Rutherford.

"[They were] calm, relaxed, everything opened

up." Rudy said. "The goals came from a variety of

places... and thank God for Amy Burrill's left

foot."

Yesterday's game versus the Bonnies at Totman

Field provided even more scoring excitement,

though, it turned out to be the Oscar Madison or

"Seinfeld's" Kramer-esque game. While the

Minutewomen got the job done and took full

advantage of their offensive opportunities, it dis-

played a more scrappy play displayed — unlike the

finesse game put on the field Friday — though,

UMass continued to dominate.

With the loss of Burrill due to illness and key

defender Erica Iverson making frequent trips to the

bench for rest due to sickness, UMass integrated

more players to mix it up. But the Minutewomen

kicked off the win at the 1 :20 mark of the game,

when Green scored from just outside the box.

UMass was sending urgency signals with their

constant battering of the Bonnie's goalie Margaret

Reif. who proved invaluable despite the loss.

UMass was eager to score again and kept the

pressure on, though they were called offsides

numerous times in both halves by the linesmen. A

scare swept through Totman and signified the

intensity and grittiness which both teams displayed

when Green collided with Reif in the first half, and

had be helped off the field.

The second goal at 29:56 was a spectacle of ath-

leticism as Tarah Tokarchik sent a cross to the

goal, which Emma Kurowski headed to the upper

right goal post. W ebb scored her second goal of the

season, and the third of the game, with a header

over Reif on an assist from Kurowski.

"I love it." Kurowski said. "Everyone on the

team KOTOS, we can score from anywhere on the

field."

Both teams were called for numerous penalties

as the game became more physical in the second

Turn to SWEEP, page 9

When Fein did not set his sights

on the end zone, short out patterns

resulted in big gains when the

Minutemen defense failed to polish

off tackles. The swampy conditions

caused Minutemen defenders to slip

and slide and swipe at tackles in the

open field all day.

During the first minutes of the

third quarter, the sky opened up and

rain pelted Alumni Field. When the

first strike of lightning threatened

the safety of the players, referee

Charlie Cloe suspended the game.

The delay lasted 39 minutes.

Upon returning, the Black Bears

defensive unit was hardly sympathet-

ic to the Minutemen's woes.

Sophomore quarterback Jeff Smith

spent two quarters on the run and on

his back. Maine's defensive line —
anchored by sophomore defensive

end Jojo Oliphant — had little trou-

ble penetrating UMass' offensive

front. Recording nine tackles,

Oliphant also got some shots in on

Smith.

The constant barrage on Smith

culminated in a final blow late in the

second quarter that sent him out of

the game with a concussion.

Smith completed 3-of-13 passes

Turn to ROMP, page 9

Massachusetts

dominating

Atlantic 10
When you look at the history of

the No. 14 Massachusetts women's

soccer team in the Atlantic 10 con-

ference, references to certain Monty

Python movies just can't be helped.

One scene in The Holy Orait has

Tim the Enchanter (i.e. coach |im

Rudy) telling the tale of a mighty,

ferocious beast with sharp, pointy

teeth (now. put forefinger and mid-

dle finger to your mouth, while mak-

ing a biting motion), who guards the

cave where the secret of the Grail's

final resting place is held.

Yet, when King Arthur and his

mates roll up to the cave, and see a

rabbit stroll out, they assume the

danger is at an end. Stupidly, they

^^^^^^^^^^^
tO«MA KANSANIN / COUtGIAN

The Minutewomen beat Duquesne 4-0 on Friday and St. Bonaventure 5-0 yesterday for a sweep

at Totman Field.

Butler's OT goal leads UM past Black Bears

By Jackie Leroux

Collegian Staff

Senior forward Mike Butler

worked his magic Saturday afternoon

to help the Massachusetts men's soc-

cer team take an exciting 3-2 victory

from the Black Bears of Maine.

With just six seconds to go in over-

time and the score tied at two points

apiece. Butler scored the game-win-

ning, sudden-death goal.

"I have to give the defense and my

team a lot of credit for keeping up

the tempo and the pace." Butler said.

"It was a good goal, an excellent

goal," UMass coach Sam Koch said.

"I'm glad he was able to put it away

for us."

Butler, who has a knack for com-

ing though in tight situations, scored

his second goal of the season with the

12- yard lob over Maine keeper

Nathan Benoit. He was assisted by

junior midfielder lake Brodsky. The

goal was also Butler's eleventh career

game-winning goal.

The game was a definite

turn-around for Massachusetts, after

a sloppy and disappointing game
against Siena last time out. In a game

the Minutemen were expected to win

easily, they came out with nothing

more than a 1-1 tie. But they came

focused and ready to play Saturday,

determined not to let another one slip

away from them.

After a shaky first half, which

ended in a 1-1 tie, the Minutemen

came out strong in the second, and

settled down to play.

"In the second half we used the

midfield better, we knocked the ball

around better and used everybody,

instead of just putting it over the top.

and we play much better when we do

that." Koch said.

The Black Bears notched the first

goal of the game at the 8:23 mark.

Aaron Benjamin converted a cornet

kick served just outside the goal line

to put Maine up 1-0. Brodsky tied

the game for the Minutemen at 1 3:32

with an unassisted goal.

YVONNE YANC. I fOLlFOAN

UMass shook off a shaky outing against Siena by beating Maine 2-1 in

overtime yesterday at Totman Field.

Sophomore Gavin Hewitt put the

Minutemen up a point with a 10-yard

goal at b0:47. He was assisted by a

throw in from freshman Seth Lilburn.

But Maine came back at the 65:56

mark with Benjamin's second goal of

the game, a shot that just made it

over the outstretched arms of UMass

keeper left lablonski.

Hewitt, a transfer from Cal

State Northridge. and Lilburn. in his

first year at UMass, have both been

pleasant surprises for the UMass MC-

cer program.

"Both of them are very dangerous

up front, and the other teams have to

he sets concerned about them," said

Koch "Gavin, anytime he gets the

ball he can put it in from 20 yards

out and the same with Seth. They

both have good shots and are players

who can change the game right

away."

Also coming through in Saturday's

game was junior keeper lablonski. He

had five mivcs in the game, all draw-

ing oohs and ahs from the crowd.

"He made two key saves that kept

us in." said Koch, "without them the

game might have been over earlier."

The Minutemen improved to

2-0-1 on the year, while Maine fell to

l_"j_0. UMass now holds a 21-10-1

all-time record over the Black Bears.

Hie Minutemen return to action on

Wednesday when they travel to

Durham to take on the Wildcats of

New Hampshire.

Massachusetts

Women's Soccer

Jorma Kansanen

charge the beast and get their collec-

tive butts whooped, with bodies

lying in heaps, and the Round Table

in retreat.

Okay, now you have to work with

me here.

Some innocent bystanders think

that women's sports are all cutesy

and nice and stuff — when the case

of the Minutewomen is the opposite.

What UMass has done to its com-

petition in the A- 10 the past few

years can be alluded to the battle

scene in The Holy Grail: a bunch of

teams lying in heaps at the feet of a

beast that may look all nice and

cutesy and stuff on the outside, but

if you mess with it, will leave you

looking for missing body parts.

Once again, the Minutewomen
have stepped into their A- 10 con-

ference slate, and after games this

week against Rhode Island (7-0 win

on Tuesday), Duquesne (4-0 win on

Friday) and St. Bonaventure (5-0

win yesterday), they have already

outscored A-10 opponents by a

1 6-0 score.

I think a retreat was sounded after

the final buzzer yesterday, and with

no sign of the Holy Hand Grenade

of Antioch in sight for the A-10.

Taking away the minor hiccup

that UMass had gainst Dayton in

last year's A-10 postseason tourna-

ment final loss, the Minutewomen
have trudged over A-10 competition

like a knife through butter.

UMass has won the A-10 three

out of the first four years of the con-

ference, with three A-10 Player of

the Year selections (Briana Scurry in

1993, and Erin Lynch in 1994- 95).

three A-10 Tournament MVP's
(Nicole Roberts in '93, Rebecca

Myers in '94 and Rachel Leduc in

'95) and 23 A- 10 All-Conference

selections.

Hmm. does dominance come to

mind?
After an offseason that saw the

Minutewomen:
• Lose six starters to graduation.

• Lose two prospective starters to

injuries of physical (Kathleen

Turn to DOMINATION, page 9
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Despite falling to

Penn State,

Massachusetts vol-

leyball coach
Bonnie Kenny
racked up her
100th win over
the weekend (see

Sports, page 10).

Not so
maladjusted

M o r r i s s e y
appeared in

Boston Sunday
evening for his

first U.S. concert

in five years.

Check out our
review (see Arts 7

Living, page 5).

WORLD

Sinn Fein enters

peace talks

BELFAST. Northern Ireland — The

IRA-allied Sinn Fein party entered

Northern Ireland's peace talks for the

first time yesterday, frightening off all

five pro-British Protestant parties.

Sinn Fein leader Gerry Adams, sur-

rounded by party comrades, passed

through gates that had been locked to

them when the talks on Northern

Ireland's political future began in June

19%.
"We do think that this could be the

beginning of the end of conflict on this

island, if the political will is there to

build agreement,'' Adams said Sinn Fein

was admitted after the outlawed IRA
stopped its violent campaign against

British rule of Northern Ireland eight

weeks ago
Ulster Unionist leader David Trimble,

whose party represents a cntical third of

Northern Ireland opinion, boycotted the

talks at Castle Buildings, a drab office

block within the British

administrative center in east Belfast.

As expected, the two most hard-line

Protestant parties, Ian Paisley's

Democratic Unionists and Bob
McCartney's United Kingdom Unionists,

failed to show up Monday. Two small

but influential parties linked to pro-

British paramilitary gangs also refused to

participate

Paisley, however, submitted a motion

in absentia calling for Sinn Fein's expul

sion. The chairman of the talks, former

US Senate Majority Leader George

Mitchell, dismissed it because the plain-

tiffs weren't there.

NATION

Stealth fighter jet

crashed over Md.

MIDDLE RIVER. Md - Citing

national security, military police kept nine

families from returning to their homes

Monday, seized photographers' film and

cordoned off the site of a stealth fighter

crash as they searched for pieces of an air-

craft whose very existence was once a

state secret.

The clamp down in this quiet waterfront

neighborhood began almost immediately

after the P-1 I7A jet went down during an

air show performance Sunday, crashing

into a house and causing six minor injuries

on the ground.

"There was military everywhere. This

road was full, the sky was loaded. I tell

you it was something." said Paul

Canatella. standing in his dnveway less

than a 100 yards from the mangled

canopy, which was watched by two armed

military guards.

"I've never seen anything like it,"

Canatella said. "You name it they were

here"
Three blocks of the Baltimore suburb

were quickly evacuated and military troops

moved in to scour the area for pieces of the

$45 million, black, bat-winged plane

"It is a secret aircraft, obviously we

want to protect it the best way we can,"

said Capt Drew Sullins. a Maryland

National Guard spokesman

Film was confiscated from members of

the media, including Associated Press pho-

tographer Roberto Borea, who had char-

tered a boat to take him to the neighbor-

hood.

"As soon as we stepped on shore, the

military was there and that was it." Borea

said "Had I chosen not to surrender my
equipment. I would have been taken into

custody
"

Sullins said pool photographers were

later allowed on the scene for a few min-

utes Monday under tight military supervi

sion
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Adminstration to restructure,

Strategic Action plan unfolds

By Tamar Carroll

Collegian Staff

Mighty Dog!
BRIAN MCOtRMOTT'COUJlGIAN

Lee Rockford, a graduate student in polymer science, and his dog Wiley play a little fris-

bee near the campus pond.

The University of Massachusetts is embarking

on a major project to assess and restructure its

administrative areas.

For the next five years, administrators, faculty

and staff will be evaluating campus offices in an

effort to conserve financial resources, enhance

services to students, faculty and staff and

improve the University environment in general.

In a document entitled "Striving for Excellence:

a Workplan for Restructuring to Meet the Goals

of Strategic Action Initiatives," published in the

Sept. 12 edition of The Campus Chronicle.

Chancellor David K. Scott outlined the process

the campus will take in assessing and restructur-

ing its administrative areas.

The administrative restructuring process is

part of Scott's larger plan for the University, the

Strategic Action Plan, and will provide $5.4 mil-

lion for investment in major initiatives such as

the library, an advising center, funds for faculty

development, public PC classrooms for students,

and other initiatives outlined in Strategic Action.

Scott has created a new, 12-person panel, the

Campus Committee for Organizational

Restructuring (CCOR), to oversee the process.

Chaired by Deputy Chancellor Marcellette

Williams, the CCOR will be responsible for iden-

tifying administrative areas for review and for

appointing project teams to study each area and

make suggestions for changes.

The project teams, composed of administra-

tors, faculty and staff both from the area under

review and from other areas of the campus, as

well as students, will look for ways to cut costs

and improve the efficiency of and the quality of

service provided by the administrative area.

"It is a restructuring process," Rosio Alvarez,

of the Chancellor's Office and the internal con-

sultant for the project teams said. "We will look

at all administrative areas on campus, both acad-

emic and academic support areas, and look at

how services are provided."

Alvarez said that some specific areas the pro-

ject teams will focus on will be investment in

new technology, instituting partnerships with

outside firms, and retraining employees.

The project teams will not recommend

downsizing of the faculty or staff beyond that

contained in Strategic Action, according to

Alvarez.

"All the restructuring will be done with the

projected staff numbers within the Strategic

Action Plan," Alvarez said.

Strategic Action includes an Early Retirement

Program (RISPP) which will yield a savings of

$5.6 million, which, combined with the $5.4 mil-

lion to be found in the restructuring process, will

provide $1 1 million for investment in the strate-

gic initiatives noted above.

Alvarez said the restructuring will have a dual

impact on the University, by both providing the

funding for the major initiatives and by improv-

ing the daily services students and faculty receive.

"We will work on process redesign... for

example, look at how a student gets a parking

sticker and figure out ways to improve the turn

around time," Alvarez said. "The goal is to

improve the daily administrative services you

have to encounter."

The Chancellor's Executive Advisory

Committee (CEAC) will be responsible for the

ultimate review and implementation of project

team recommendations.

The other members of the CCOR are |im

Coopee, Elizabeth Dale. |ohn Dubach. Glen

Gordon, )arice Hanson, Bryan Harvey, loyce

Hatch, |oe Marshall, Susan Pearson and Patricia

Vandenberg.

The CCOR will begin meeting this month, and

the first project team should be in place in

October.

Scott will discuss the restructuring plan at this

Friday's Administrators Council Meeting.

U-Store installs security system

By Victoria Groves

Collegian Staff

The University Store is currently in the proc

installing a new "check point security system" for this

semester.

The new -\stcm will consist of an alarm for the store s

entrance and all merchandise will be targeted to set off

the alarm if an article is not paid for.

The prospect of a new security system has been in the

works since last fall when student Pierre Elysee was

accused of shoplifting.

"We're looking into putting it into place in the next two

weeks. It's been in the planning since the incident hist

year," Sid Ferrcira. University Store Operations Manager

said.

"It's a direct result, but it's a good result. There will be

a lesser chance of mistakes," Ferrieru said.

A group of administrators and students arrived at the

check point system after meetings discussing securin ;it

the University Store.

"We gathered a committee last fall where students and

administration looked at ways of developing a security

system in the store. They decided to hire a security con-

sulting firm to make recommendations on how best to

handle security." lohn Kuusisto. University Store General

Manager said.

committee felt that an electronic article survelance

system was one of the things that should be implemented

as soon as possible," Kuusisto said.

A number of security systems bid on the contract for

the University Store and then came back with reports of

what would be the best system to use. Store officials set-

tled on the tagging system.

Currently, security measures consist of management

and student employees walking around the store to deter

shoplifters.

Data is in the process of being compiled as to how

much merchandise was stolen from the store last year.

"We're trying to deter people from shoplifting.

Apprehension is not one of our main goals," Ferriera said.

Hopes are the new system will take the human error out

of accusing customers of shoplifting.

"The feeling is that any system in place will be objec-

tive, not subjective. A computer doesn't care who you

are." Kuusisto said.

Adivising services unite to

help UM students in need

Bosnian map may change due to elections

By Judith Ingram

Associated Press

SARAIEVO. Bosnia-Herzegovina

— Mounds of votes remained

uncounted from the weekend's elec-

tions, but already claiming partial vic-

tory were the masses of refugees who

hope the ballot box will finally give

them a chance to go home perma-

nently.

"This is the first step back home."

Enver Pilav said Monday in Sarajevo.

Originally from the mostly Muslim

town of Foca. he was a candidate lor

the local council for that town.

renamed Srbinje by (he Serbs who

took it on the battlefield.

Some 89 percent of voters regis-

tered to cast ballots for their prewar

hometowns on Saturday and Sunday,

including hundreds of thousands of

refugees driven out before the fight-

ing stopped in late 1995.

That suggested that the local elec-

tions could well change the ethnic

map carved in the Bosnian war. If

majority Muslims driven out by Serbs

elect a Muslim city council in a par-

ticular town, for instance, the way

would be open for the Muslims to

return. The pressure against them by

those who drove them out would be

intense. But refugees are hoping the

NATO-led peace force will throw its

weight behind them.

Kris (anowski, a spokesman for the

U.N. refugee agency, said the high

registration of would-be returnees

was "a big chance, but it's obviously

the biggest challenge since the

Dayton peace agreement."

The Organization for Security and

Cooperation in Europe — which

organized the elections — has ruled

that if local councils aren't formed

according to the voters' wishes by the

end of the year, it won't certify the

elections as free and fair.

A host of sanctions could follow to

isolate communities that insist on

separatism.

Turn to BOSNIA, page 2
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Dr. Pamela Marsh-Williams inside of her office in Machmer Hall

yesterday afternoon.

Beth McCarthy

Collegian Staff

In an effort to ease the difficulties students faced in their pursuit of advis-

ing, the Undergraduate Advising and Academic Support Center (UAASC)

materialized this fall.

"I think it's a great idea," Susan Bronstein. Acting Associate to the

Deputy Provost said. "The goal is to provide a place where students can go

without running all over campus."

According to lohn Cunningham, Faculty Advisor to the Provost, the idea

to unite several of the advising services under one umbrella, as well as one

roof, was conceived in |une of 1996.

Cunningham said that the Provost appointed a committee to evaluate the

advising system as it existed, and then assess what the best route would be

to "re-plan and re-pack those groups."

The end result is UAASC, which is simply the title of the six services it

covers. ... . . ,

Those services, which have also undergone name changes, will include

the Pre-major Advising Services (PAS) which replaced the former

University Advising Center and is located in Machmer Hall.

Other branches of UAASC include Learning Support Services (LSS)

located in the W.E.B. DuBois Library and Learning Disabilities Support

Services (LDSS) located in the Berkshire House.

The Counseling and Assesment Services (CAS) located in the Berkshire

House will also fall under UAASC. as well as the Bachelor's Degree with

Individual Concentration (BDIC) and English as a Second Language (ESL)

both of which are located in Bartlett Hall.

UAASC. along with the five of the six advising services it umbrellas, will

optimistically be located and fully functional on the sixth floor of Goodell

by the fall year of 1998, according to Bronstein.

Until this can happen, the individual services will remain where they are

currently located with LDSS permanently remaining in the library.

"The program is set up to provide a more integrated service to students

to better help students." Bronstein said. "It makes things more accessible."

In addition to the new structure, a new face has arisen on the advising

^m the wSLSLaV^who is ranked among the top ten mascots in the nation, suits up at the mascot tryout

Thursday evening.

scene.

"I was really struck by this institu-

tion's vision." Pamela Turn to SERVICES, page 3
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Campus Police Log

Accident — Leaving the Scene
Sept. 11

A past hit and run accident in parking lot 32 was
reported.

Accident — Property Damage
Sept. tO

A two vehicle accident occurred in parking lot 25 on
Commonwealth Avenue. No injuries were reported.

Scpi. 12

hick hacking up in parking lot 44 struck another

vehicle.

Annoying Behavior

Sept. 10

An individual reported threats being received on a

computer.

Sept. U
An individual was causing problems in the lobby area

of Prince residence hall.

Firework* were set off in a stairwell in Mackimmie
Residence Hall.

Sept 12

A bwge group was reported mudsliding in the bowl area

of Orchard Hill Residential Area.

Objects were being thrown from the windows in Van
Meter Residence Hall.

Sept 13

A large crowd at the entrance of Moore Residence Hall

mi dispersed.

Graig A. Carrier. 22. 1286 Granby Rd., Chicopee, was
arrested on Washington Road for indecent exposure.

Sept 14

Employees at the Hampden Snack Bar requested assis-

tance in having patrons leave.

An individual reported a laser coming from the 11th

floor of Coolidge Residence Hall.

Burglary/Breaking and Entering

Sept 10

A vehicle broken into in parking lot 22 on University

Drive had a telephone, jewelry and a CD player stolen.

Sept. 13

A vehicle in parking lot 44 on Sylvan Drive was broken

into \ stereo was stolen.

Furniture and a microwave were stolen from the

Graduate Lounge in the School of Management.
Sept. 14

hide broken into in parking lot 22 on University

Drive had a cell phone stolen.

A vehicle broken into in parking lot 1 1 on Stadium
Drive had a stereo and radar detector stolen.

Disorderly Conduct
Sept. 12

Brian P. Downey. 18. 40 Heritage Hill Rd., Dedham
was arrested on Infirmary Way for indecent exposure.

Disturbance

Sept. 12

A large crowd on the 1 1th floor of Coolidge Residence

Hall was dispersed.

Sept 14

Thomas H. Westerland, 19, 699 Conservation Dr.,

Springfield VA, was arrested on Fearing Street for disor-

derl\ conduct.

Ronald Rateau. 20, 15 Dania St., Mattapan and Brian

Bonilla. 20. 22 Lowell St.. Waltham were arrested on the

Southwest Residential Area Mall for disorderly conduct.

Family Offenses. Domestics

Sept. 11
' us. 22. 240 Salem St.. Lawrence, was

iinesteflMwtHWe Residence Hall for domestic assault

and batten

Health/Safetv Hazard
Sept. 12

A malfunctioning alarm in Cance Residence Hall was
reported to Environmental Health and Safety.

Larceny

Sept. 10

An individual reported his jacket containing his keys

and U-Card was stolen from Boyden Gym.
Sept. 11

An individual reported his laptop stolen from his room
in Butterfield Residence Hah.

Sept. 12

An office was broken into in Worcester Dining
Common.

Hubcaps were stolen from a vehicle in parking lot 33

on University Drive.

A Hampden Snack Bar deposit bag containing $100
was stolen.

Sept. 13

A student who reported his U-Card stolen was referred

to Amherst Police Department.

A wallet was reported stolen from Cance Residence

Hall.

A telephone was reported stolen from Cance Residence

Hall.

Liquor Law Violations

Sept. 11

Robert J. Weaver. 20. 65 Peabody St., Stow, was arrest-

ed on University Drive for possession and transporting

liquor and misuse of a license and ID card.

Sepf. 12

Michael A. Lord. 19, 59 Rural Ln., East Longmeadow,
was arrested on John Adams Road for possession of

liquor.

Sept. 13

Ryan J. O'Connor, 18, 865 Sunrise Ave., Barre, was
arrested on University Drive for possession and transport

of alcohol and possession of a class D drug.

David R. Breza. 18. 22 Rowledge Pond Rd., Sandy
Hook, CT, was arrested for transport and possession of

alcohol.

John P. Bentley. 20, 17 Silver Hill Rd., Weston, was
arrested on John Adams Road for possession and trans-

port of liquor.

Motor Vehicle Theft

Sept. 10

Two vehicles were reported stolen from parking lot 49

on Windmill Lane.

Sept. 13

Amherst Police recovered a vehicle reported stolen

from parking lot 47.

Traffic Stop

Sept. 11

Rilwan Meeran, 22, 46 Main St., Amherst was arrested

on
North Pleasant Street for operating a motor vehicle

with a revoked license and not having his license or regis-

tration in possession.

Sept. 13

Stephen M. Tosti, 21, 65 Drohan St., Huntington. NY
was arrested on Lincoln Avenue for operating a motor
vehicle under the influence of liquor and driving outside

of marked lanes.

Vandalism
Sept. 10

Homophobic graffiti was reported in Bartlett Hall.

A swastika was found painted on a cottage building on

Thatcher Way.
A card reader was damaged at Patterson Residence

Hall.

A vehicle was "keyed" in parking lot 22 on University

Drive.

Sept. 13

A vehicle in parking lot 21 on University Drive was
damaged.

A motorcycle was damaged on Orchard Hill Drive.

Sept. 14

Sexual graffiti was written on the wall and doors of

Thoreau Residential Hall.

Two electric mirrors were destroyed on a vehicle in

parking lot 1 1 on Stadium Drive.

Windows were broken in Webster Residence Hall.

Objects were being thrown from the second floor of

Cance Residential Hall.

bosnia
continued from page 1

Still, the will to obstruct will be great in many places — especially those packed with refugees fearing to lose the little

securin they have found with members of their own ethnic group. A single Muslim — married to a Serb — is said to be

living in Foca, where the Serbs' desire to eradicate their onetime neighbors was so intense they blew up the town's

Ibth-century mosque — and dug out the foundations for good measure.

Against such a background, it's hard to imagine how the newly elected council could work if it includes Muslim

members, much less a Muslim majority.

"The\ must.'' said Hasan Balic, a Muslim who got elected to parliament in the Serb portion of Bosnia during last

\c;it s parliamentary elections through the vote of Muslim refugees. "There is no alternative."

OSCE officials sa\ it's too early to give details of how council members will be protected as they cross into hostile

territory controlled by another ethnic group, and circumstances vary. Parliament members like Balic travel to Pale for

legislative sessions without escort.

The elections themselves were one more step in a complex international strategy to get Bosnians of all stripes to live

together after a devastating 3 1/2-year war. The formation of joint, interethnic governing councils and joint police is

seen as a precondition for refugees to return areas now dominated by other ethnic groups.

Members of Bosnia's three major ethnic groups — Muslims, Croats and Serbs — have joined in institutions set up at

the national level, but critics continue to accuse them of being uncooperative and hindering the reconciliation process.

The European Union on Monday banned five leading Bosnian Serb hardliners — including Momcilo Kajisnik. the

Serb member of Bosnia's collective presidency — from entering EU nations after accusing them of undermining the

Bosnia peace agreement.

A key provision of the Dayton agreement was easing the way home for refugees, and Bosnians and many international

officials M) the presence of the NATO-led peace force is necessary for that end. In Brussels, British Foreign Secretary

Robin Cook warned Monday that if NATO pulls its forces from Bosnia as scheduled next June, "there is a risk that a lot

of the work that's been done could be undone." But he said the British and other troops in the force could stay only if

the Americans do too.

Turnout was high, estimated at 70 percent according to the OSCE, and only a few violent incidents were reported —
boosting confidence among voters and international officials that coexistence was conceivable.

Partial, unofficial results suggested that nationalist Muslim, Serb and Croat parties were losing their near-monopoly

on political life in some towns, opening the way to a more pluralist system. Final results were not expected until

Saturday.
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Finishing Touches
In the shade oflhe chapel, freshman art major Sara Dauderis retouches a section of her drawing.

Diet drugs removed from market
By Lauran Neergaard
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Two of the

nation's most popular diet drugs were

pulled off the market Monday after

the government uncovered disturbing

new evidence that they could serious-

ly damage patients' hearts.

The Food and Drug Administration

urged millions of dieters to immedi-

ately stop taking Redux, also known
as dexfenfiuramine, and Pondimin,

also known as fenfluramine.

Pondimin is one-half of the wildly

popular fen-phen diet combination;

the other half, phentermine, appears

safe when used by itself, the FDA
said.

But doctors said phentermine, the

sole remaining prescription diet drug,

has only mixed results — and they

predicted a surge ofpatients dis-

traught both at the possibility their

hearts were damaged and at losing

their treatments.

"We are anticipating lots of very

desperate patients that need help,"

said Dr. John Foreyt, an obesity

expert at Baylor College of Medicine.

"Obesity does kill." said Dt.

Richard Atkinson of the American

Obesity Association, who said many
Redux and Pondimin users will regain

their weight.

The FDA asked Wyeth-Ayerst

Laboratories, which sells Redux here

and whose parent company makes
Pondimin, to withdraw the drugs

because of new evidence that they

damage heart valves, and the firm

agreed.

The U.S. decision prompted the

French company, Servier, that sells

fenfluramine and dexfenfiuramine

abroad to withdraw the drugs world-

wide.

The FDA had been struggling to

determine the drugs' risk since it and

the Mayo Clinic uncovered the first

cases in |uly. Last week, the FDA ana-

lyzed heart tests on 29 1 dieters and

found almost a third — 92 people —
had damaged heart valves, even

though they had no symptoms.

That's much higher than anticipat-

ed. Less than one percent of the gen-

eral population has such damage to

their aortic or mitral valves, said Dr.

Richard Bowen of Naples. Fla.. who
tested 200 of the patients.

Most of the valves leaked blood, a

condition that over time can enlarge

the heart and seriously weaken it.

Also, the FDA analyzed 25 patients

who happened to have had their

hearts tested before ever taking diet

pills — and after taking the pills,

about a third were newly diagnosed

with valve damage.

Those patients are in addition to 99

other fenfluramine or Redux users

whose doctors have reported to FDA
actual symptoms of heart damage,
such as shortness of breath, chest

pain or swollen ankles. Three of them

died, and 17 underwent heart

surgery.

The newest findings show the

drugs "present an unacceptable risk,"

said FDA Acting Commissioner Dr.

Michael Friedman. Wyeth-Ayerst'

i

Dr. Marc Deitch called the withdraw-

al "the most prudent course of

action." But he said there is still not

definitive proof that the drugs are to

blame, and said Wyeth-Ayerst will

within a few weeks begin studying

whether obese people are naturally

more prone to valve disease.

Meanwhile, dieters can return

unused portions of tne drugs for a

lefund.

Judicial Hearing

Board
A GREAT EXPERIENCE FOR STUDENTS WHO

• are interested in campus leadership •

wish to improve communication and listening skills

• are enrolled full time •

• have at least a 2.0 G.P.A. •

• are not on judicial sanction •

Apply now to be a hearing board Member
Training held in the Campus Center

from 7:00 to 10:00 p.m. on:

September 29 & September 30

Room 904-08 Room 1 62-75

Applications available at:

Residential Cluster Offices

The Dean of Students Office

Student Government Association

APPLICATION DEADLINE:
5:00 p.m. September 25, 1997
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Any questions? Please contact:

Paul Vasconcellos or Tara Woolfson

Dean of Students Office

227 Whitmore

Phone: 545-2684

m services
continued from page 1

Marsh-Williams, the new Associate
Dean of UAASC and Director of PAC
said, on why she chose to come to the
University of Massachusetts. "I really

wanted to be a leader in realizing- that

vision."

With only a month under her belt

M&rsh-Williams has yet to implement
any drastic changes in the system, but
she was made aware of the past advis-

ing problems.

Marsh-Williams' preliminary goals
at this point are three pronged. The
first of which is "to continue to learn

as much as I can of the nature of the

program we have been using."

When that happens, and until most
of the services under UAASC can be
physically moved under one roof.

Marsh- Williams would like to "identi-

fy a good community network for our
staff to become equally informed
about each other's services and really

create a greater integration of the ser-

vices we supply."

However, this integration would be
easier if all of the services were under
one roof, thusMarsh-Williams said

that she also plans to push for the

sixth floor of Goodell ready by the fall

semester of next year.

"As a footnote, I also plan to lobby

for more resources in faculty and stu-

dent aids," said Marsh-Williams who
expressed some dissatisfaction with
the amount of available general sup-

port staff.

"I don't know if anyone will say they

ever have enough," joked

Marsh-Williams who came from the

University of Minnesota where the stu-

dent to advisor ratio was much smaller

than at UMass.

Another area where she would like

to see some improvement is the taking

into consideration individual needs.

She gave the example of pre-major

students who have very different needs

than those who are non-declared.

Even among the non-declared scope,

those who are entering as freshmen

will need a different approach than

those who are juniors and don't have a

major.

"It's important to keep track of stu-

dents who have become disenchanted

with their major," explained

Marsh-Williams of yet another group

of students who's needs must be

addressed in a different matter.

"We want to pull those students in

and give them some direction so they

aren't taking classes all over the map,"

Marsh-Williams said.

There are also those called "at risk"

students who are on academic proba-

tion or close to having to leave campus

and need a certain kind of guiding.

Not all of these adjustments will be

obviously apparent nor will they be

immediate, but according to

Marsh-Williams "this institution is

committed to pulling these programs

into an integrated center" and easing

the confusion and stress that seeking

advising has caused.

Ant i-immigration stance

of GOP angers Al Gore
By Lawrence L Knutson

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Vice President

Al Gore called Republicans "mean-
spirited" Monday for trying to deny
benefits to legal immigrants and
opposing a census method intended to

more accurately count the number of

immigrants, minorities and poor.

Gore said statistical sampling, a

method opposed by many
Republicans, is the only way to get

an accurate count of immigrants and
the poor in the census for the year

2000.

Addressing the Congressional
Hispanic Caucus Institute, Gore wel-

comed the decision by budget negotia-

tors to restore benefits to legal immi-

grants that had been removed earlier

by Republican majorities in the House
and Senate.

"These men and women who came
here to pursue the American dream
should be celebrated, not punished,"

Gore said. "Here you have a mean-

spirited attempt to be punitive toward

legal immigrants." Congressional

negotiators agreed in July to restore

welfare coverage for tens of thousands

of disabled legal immigrants. The
bipartisan budget agreement reached

in May called for restoration of wel-

fare benefits, erased by last year's wel-

fare overhaul, for legal immigrants

who become disabled in the future.

Gore said attempts to deny such bene-

fits help explain why many people are

reluctant to cooperate with census-tak-

ers and why millions of people are

believed to have been missed by the

1990 census.

"We cannot allow Republican
attempts to ban statistical sampling in

the 2000 census," Gore said. "We
know thatstatistical sampling is the

most accurate way to conduct a cen-

sus.

"Can you with a straight face

express bewilderment about the fact

that these individuals might not rush

to the front door to fill out census

forms?" Gore asked rhetorically.

BRIAN MCD€RMOTT/ COLLIC1AN

Kicking the Bass. .

.

Members oftne marching band lay down their tubas after a greuling practice.

Helms condemns NEA, criticizes patrons of the arts

By Jim Abroms
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The annual bat-

tle over federal arts funding moved to

the Senate Monday with conservative

Sen. |esse Helms urging elimination of

the National Endowment for the Arts.

The House has already stripped fund-

ing for the NEA from a fiscal 1998

spending bill and Senate acceptance of

the Helms measure would set up a

confrontation with the White House,

which strongly supports the agency
responsible for federal subsidies for

the arts. Helms, R-N.C, contends that

the NEA funds programs that marry

Americans find objectionable or blas-

phemous. "It is self-evident that many
of the beneficiaries of NEA grants are

contemptuous of traditional moral

Standards," he said in a floor speech.

He said the NEA caters to "phony,

self-appointed artists who insist on
using the American taxpayers' mone>
to finance anything they want to drag

up from the sewer and declare to be

art." The NEA, founded by President

lohnson in 1965, provides grants for

nonprofit and community art groups.

NEA spokeswoman Cherie Simon

said legislative restrictions and internal

reforms have solved past complaints of

problematic funding, and that the NEA
didn't even fund some of the programs

that Helms condemned.

Sen. Max Baucus. D-Mont.. spoke
of NEA backing for theater groups
that bring Shakespeare to tiny towns

in his home state. "It would be a

shame to focus on a few mistakes

when there are so many good worth-

while projects that the NEA has made
a reality." A vote on the Helms
amendment, attached to a $13.7 bil-

lion bill to fund Interior Department
and Indian programs in fiscal 1998, is

expected as early as Tuesday. The bill

currently includes $100 million for the

NEA.
The Senate has traditionally shown

more support for the NEA than the

House, which in July voted 217-216 to

eliminate all NEA funding. NEA back-

ers, bolstered by a threatened presi-

dential veto of the entire bill if the

NEA is killed, are looking to moderate

Republicans and Democrats to defeat

Helms.
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OVERONE MILLION
OF THE BEST

MINDS IN AMERICA
HAVE ALREADY

CHOSEN THE BEST
RETIREMENT SYSTEM.

TIAA-CREF.

When it comes to planning a comfort-

able future, over 1.8 million of

America's best and brightest count on

TIAA-CREF. With $190 billion in assets,

we're the world's largest retirement

company, the nation's leader in customer

satisfaction, and the overwhelming choice

of people in education, research and

related fields?

The reason? For nearly 80 years,

TIAA-CREF has introduced intelligent

solutions to America's long-term planning

needs. We pioneered portable benefits.

We invented the variable annuity and

helped popularize the very concept of

stock investing for retirement planning.

Today, TIAA-CREFs expertise offers

an impressive range of ways to help you

create a comfortable and secure tomorrow.

From the guarantees of TIAA's top-rated

Traditional Annuity 00 to the additional

growth opportunities of our variable invest-

ment accounts, you'll find the flexibility and

diversity you need to help you meet your

long-term goals. And they're all backed by

some of the most knowledgeable investment

managers in the industry.

To learn more about the world's pre-

mier retirement organization, speak to one

of our expert consultants at 1 800 842-2776

(8 a.m.-l 1 p.m. ET). Or better still, speak

to one of your colleagues. Find out why,

when it comes to planning for tomorrow,

great minds think alike.

I

Visit us on the Internet at www.tiaa-cref.org

Ensuring the future

for those who shape it
.

"

Tlesed on a survey conducted m I9°4 by an inoVp.nd.nl organization in *hith %** of re^jondents expre«wd overall satisfaction with TIAA C HI I

"TIAA i. on. of only a hanrlful of companies that currently hold th. highest mark, from tb» nations Lading independent rating agencies lor stalality

sound investments, claims-paving ability, and overall financial strength A*. (Superior). A M Best Co ;
AAA. IViH & Phrlp*. \*a MM| * hrVHMrl

Service AAA. Standard and Poor's Tl AA't guarantees are harked by itt rlatma-paving ability These rating! of TIAA as an insurance company do not

apply to CRKF CRFJ'c.ftifVatea are distributed by TIAA CRKF Individual and institutional Servit rs In, lor more complete inlormation including

rliargm and etpen.es rail I 800 (W2-27J.V entension S40"» for a prospectus Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money
,J
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This week, the Collegian Editorial page is publishing a week-long series on racial

issues. This is an open call for all members of the University community to submit

opinion pieces on this important subject.

All editorials to be considered for the Focus on Race series must be received no
later than 9 p.m. on Wednesday, Sept. 17.

Editorials can be submitted by e-mail (letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu), fax

(545-1592), or by dropping them off at the Collegian offices in the Campus Center

basement. They should be typed, and between 500- 700 words in length

For more information, call Daniel Bodah at 545-1491 or send email to the

Collegian letters account.

Where does a body end?

Michael

I

was flipping through a recent copy

of Ml\l Suies. the official newslet-

ter of the Maoist International

Movement, when something really juicy

caught my eye. It probably wasn't any-

thing that an ardent Maoist would have

found tantalizing; just an interesting

sentence buried in an article about
"wimmin" (their ^^^^^^^^^m
spelling) unneces-

sarily starving

themselves to con-

form to societal norms of beauty.

The sentence went: "Communists see

wimmin's bodies as we see men's: as

living beings which are capable of mar-

shalling their strength for the overthrow

ul imperialism."

That's all. Very short. But it made me
want to climb the Eiffel Tower bereft of

ropes.

I don't think that MC45. the anony-

mous writer of this article, dances much
on lawns. Now. I'm all in favor of revo-

lutions. I'm right there behind Newt
Gingrich and his mini-revolution in the

House. And if these folks want to go on

throwing their bodies into a gristmill to

make nice ground meal for their incen-

diary tactks. well, that's their beautiful

prerogative.

But my game plan for my 5-foot-9.

160 pound body involves a little more

than just a revolution.

The human body has been twisted

and churned for centuries by people

who forget what a miracle it is. Pulled

out of eons of evolution, culled from

wild amoeba living on the high plains of

the deep ocean floor; then from
blue-eyed fish; then rough, roaming

chimpanzees stick-tooling their way
into termite hills and ant farms: then

finally up to heavy browed Cro Magnon
and over a few lumbered paces to us,

^^^^^^^^^_ Homo Sapiens, the

human body is one

^V^MBB of the greatest freaks

of design.

We rival dandelions, great tigers with

their stripes shimmering velvet gold and

midnight across their muscle- twined

skeletons, the Carlsbad Caverns and

their twisted darks and lights, the waves

breaking off the coast of Bali in blues

like Picasso might only dream when he

was young and bedded with color. We
rival them. Wc are their brothers, sis-

ters, cousins, loves and we cheapen our-

selves sometimes by tossing the notion

around in our heads that we are some-

how inferior, somehow outsiders in this

grand old scheme of nature.

MC45 probably didn't realize that

this idea he (or she, or it) expressed

about our fragile human bodies causes

more death than imperialism ever has.

That this sort of idea allows imperial-

ism, gloom, dependency, fervent irra-

tionality, loss of a visceral and
full-blooded and sometimes idiotic

sense of humor, lack of wonder, and
end to irrelevant (but necessary, oh so

necessary) activities such as hand-hold-

ing, kissing under the stars, good talk-

ing, loud singing for no political or fea-

sible reason and running naked on
empty beaches.

It's a very good thing to get rid of

systems that don't work. If imperialism

or communism or capitalism or any

other man-made invention dreamt up

to allow humans to be happy,

full-stomached and free-minded does

not work, and seems to be hindering

our lives instead of propelling them on

to further exuberancies, we should rip

it to shreds so viciously that all that is

left is confetti to celebrate its demise.

But this attack of systems ain't the

whole point of the matter of having

bodies. It's a very small portion of the

matter, really. The whole point is using

our bodies to live. We have heads and

hands and feet not to battle against the

creations of our heads and hands and

feet, but so that we can exist with our

life for a good long period of time.

Maybe, maybe there is more to life

than that, but I can't explain it. This is

a strange wo -
!d. and imperialism is a

fart compared to the tiny speck we call

a fly. There's just so much to see and

do. and all I can say about that is rage,

rage against the dying of the light, my
human friends. Do what you love to

do. Climb to the top of Goddell and do

the Pee Wee Herman dance, if you

have to.

Michael Mederios is a UMass stu-

dent

More criticism for

Guidelines on

Demonstrations
To the Editor:

Hey Chancellor Scott, where are

my flowers and dinner? I mean, if

I'm getting screwed, I'd like to know
that I'm getting something in return.

In case you missed the front page

of the Collegian on Monday, or

didn't receive the letter detailing the

new picket code, here's the basic

gist: you no longer have the right to

peaceably assemble at the University

of Massachusetts if it disrupts nor-

mal school operations. That means if

you have a grievance with the oper-

ating policies of the UMass system

and wish to air your concerns, you

must do so between the normal
office hours of 9 a.m.-5 p.m.. but

you cannot interfere with "...the

activities and offices of the

University, of people's lives, work
and rights, over disagreement about

such issues." (Ah. bureaubonics!)

Well, if I can't get financial aid, or

pre-register for classes, or if I get

administratively withdrawn for a

$25 phone or health services bill,

isn't the administration disrupting

my education, my life and my ability

to work and get a decent job?
Maybe I should have Chancellor

Women rediscover

an ancient heritage

When Layne Redmond was

growing up in Crystal

River, Fla.. during the

1960s, she told her parents she

wanted to play the drums. But they

explained that drumming was for

boys. "They
told me I

should play

the flute or

the piano,"says
Redmond,
who ended up

taking dance
lessons and later become a cheer-

leader.

Redmond eventually ended up

studying the frame drum, but not

until she was 28. And now that she

has proven herself in this man's

world — she has recorded five

albums on the frame drum and is

the first woman to have her own
signature line of drums — she

wants us to know that drumming
isn't as intrinsically masculine as

we might think.

Because the drum, probably

more than any other instrument,

definitely has that association. I

think of my own elementary school

years, which took place a full

decade after Redmond's. On the

day my fourth-grade classmates and

I selected instruments for the

school band, our teachers took

pains to assure us that girls could

play the drums and boys the flute,

but we didn't listen.

Only Katrina Nelson broke from

tradition, and her decision to play

the drums caused a stir amongst

my classmates. We knew what she

was doing was very bold and,

somehow, important. And I

remember feeling a deep admira-

tion for Katrina, even as I ticked off

"flute" on my own selection form.

What made the drums so differ-

ent from the other instruments we
could have chosen for band? Why
weren't the girls in my class who
chose, say, the trumpet or the bass

considered revolutionaries?

Redmond believes there are a

couple of reasons. "One is that

women are told to be seen and not

heard, and the drum is the loudest

instrument," Redmond said. "The

other is that the drum is a military

instrument."

But as Redmond writes in her

new book. When the Drummers
Were Women (Three Rivers Press,

Letters to the Editor

Scott sanctioned or expelled for dis-

rupting my life! (Due to continuing

problems with financial aid I am at

present a part-time student and
working full-time.)

Some of you who were at Goodell

may remember me, that long-haired

guy living in a tent for six days in

the freezing cold, rain and snow, try-

ing to stand up for the rights of

working class students, minorities,

and quality education for people
from all walks of life. Sure we had
fun dancing around, making new
friends, and giving each other group
back massages, but we were also

there for a purpose: quality afford-

able education at a PUBLIC UNI-
VERSITY for ALL who seek to

improve themselves, and create a

better world community. (Besides,

dancing helped keep us warm.)
By limiting access to education we

are creating a bipolar elitist society,

where the "have-nots" lose more
and more, while the "haves" gain
more and more. Are people that

afraid of having an intelligent, mean-
ingful society with meaningful and
open dialogue about issues that

affect each of us as individuals?

I guess so. I think the ACLU
would be interested to know that the

UMass system and Chancellor Scott

want to infringe our rights. Last I

knew we could still demonstrate
peaceably on PUBLIC lands without

Women
Sara T.cfeC

1997) the drum has not always

been so firmly fixed in the domain

of men. In fact, says Redmond,
women were the world's original

drummers. In the ancient cultures

of Europe and the Middle East,

drums
were a

central
facet in

women's
roles as

spiritual

leadersand
priestesses.

"The frame drum was used in the

ancient mysteries to induce a trance

in which people would experience a

symbolic death and rebirth,'

Redmond said. "And 95 percent ot

these drummers were women. For

thousands of years, women had this

position of spiritual authority."

That authority ended with the

rise of Christianity, at which time

drums were banned from the

church and women were forbidden

from playing. "Every 50 years there

was a new decree against women
playing drums," Redmond said.

"They had to issue decrees over and

over again because it was such a

hard tradition to wipe out."

Now, according to Redmond,
women are rediscovering this

ancient heritage. "The response has

been so profound. Women, even if

they've never played the drums, are

saying how much it means to them

to know that there was a time when
women held this position." she

says.

For her part. Redmond says her

studies in the ancient rituals have

even helped her appreciate the

rhythmic training she received as a

cheerleader. "I used to just make
fun of the fact that I was a cheer-

leader." she says. "But then it

dawned on me that anything com-
pletely associated with women is

not valued in our culture. And the

more I thought about it. the more I

realized that 1 was at the center of

the most important community rit-

ual in our county — the high school

football game — and I was rousing

and shaping group energy. That's a

very ancient thing to be doing."

Sara Eckel is a nationally syndi-

cated columnist.

Send comments to the author in

care of this newspaper or send her

e-mail at saraeum@aol.com.

fear of imprisonment or expulsion.

Has UMass become a private institu-

tion over the summer? No.

Were there any riots or incidents

of violence at Goodell? No. Heck,

we even picked up the trash around

the building and left it cleaner than

when we first occupied it.

Sure, some overpaid bureaucrats

and hard-working office staff got

displaced by our actions, but who
would take notice if we seized a

parking lot or some other

out-of-the- way location?

The administration treats us like

spoiled children, better to be seen

and not heard, while lining their

pockets with our (or our parents')

hard-earned money.
1 only hope those of you who got

involved last semester will do so

again. If you thought about getting

involved but didn't, do it now. If

you've been given the run-around
("Go to the bursar's office, no I

mean financial aid, oh I can't help

you here!") at Whitmore, take a

stand. Or if you just want to part)

and throw away all your parents'

money, remember that some of us

would kill to have the opportunity
that is being handed to you.

The students united will never be

defeated!

Scamus McKenna
Amherst

Point/Counterpoint on Affirmative Action
This week's Focus on Race series will end on Friday with a Point/Counterpoint on the issue of Affirmative

Action. If you are interested in submitting a column to be considered for this feature, please deliver it to the

Ed/Op staff no later than 9 p.m. on Wednesday. September 1 7.

Submissions should be 500-700 words long. They can be sent via e-mail (letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu), fax

(545- 1 592), or can be hand-delivered to the Collegian offices in the Campus Center basement, room 1 1 3.

We encourage our readers to respond to the contents of the Collegian through letters to the editor.

Letters must be typed, no more than 400 words, and include name, address, and phone number for con-
firmation purposes. They can be submitted to Editorial/Opinion Editor, Daily Collegian, 1 1 3 Campus
Center Basement, UMass Amherst MA 01003. or by e-mail to: letters@oitvms.oit umass.edu

Letters may be edited for length, clarity, and style.
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Wrapping up summer hardcore scene
VVekotM to unothei scincMcr, my

bagg) pwitf wearing- friends, and
welcome to another year of my col-

umn. Ihiv is my final year at the
L niveriitj to .ill \ou letter writers
should gel sour typewriters warmed
up to you can --it behind them instead

nl trying to do tometMng productive.

Do I sound bitter'.' Maybe I'm just

fed up with kids being more con-
cerned with scene politics than with

the music Hardcore is a broad topic

and covers many musical styles

(tone uould say ^^^^^___^_
too many), but ^^^^^^^^^
the point of the ,^^^^JjJ^_
icene ii thai

regardless of what style you prefer,

vce are supposed to have some kind

of common ground. Hardcore is sup-

posed to be about being open mind-
ed, believing in oneself, and most of

.ill haying lun.

So let's forget about who said what
in whom, or what the new SXE trend

is. lets just have some fun this year.

Remember in the words of Sick Of It

•Ml. "You can't change the world but

you can change yourscll."

The two saddest events of this

Bummer were the breakups of

Lifetime and CR. Both bands have
had | tremendous impact on the

scene and both will be missed dearly.

As final testimonies to their great-

ness. Lifetime left us with lersey's

Best Dancers and CR left us with The
lohn Lisa LP. Lifetime and CR both

left us with their best efforts to

remember them by. Texas Is The
Reason and Redemption 87 also

broke up this summer.

Victory Records was busy this

summer releasing full lengths by
Strife, Integrity, By The Grace Of
God and Cast Iron Hike. By The
Grace of God features Duncan
Barlow and Rob Penticost of
Kndpoint fame and happen to be the

lu-st band on Victory. Their new

album Perspective mixes the best

early Revelation bands and a mid
'80s DC sound to give us a great

record. The lyrics deal with living in a

corporate world and straight edge as

a non-violent movement.
Better Than A Thousand released

their debut LP fust One on
Revelation Records this summer. The
band features the infamous Ray
Cappo (no Krishna preaching this

time), on vocals and members of

Battery backing him up. The faster

^^^^^^^^^^^ songs on this

,^l album sound like

.^gaaaaaaaaaaaal vinta«e Youth OI

Today, the slower

songs sound like Dag Nasty, and they

have an instrumental that sounds a

lot like Supertouch's "Searching For

The Light." The only thing missing is

the intense back up vocals that made
Y.O.T. so much fun. Who knows
with Better Than A Thousand. Ignite

and Kiss It Goodbye Revelation

might be a half decent hardcore label

again.

Long Island's favorite sons Silent

Majority released their debut LP Life

Of A Spectator on Exit Records this

summer. The album sounds like a

cross between Lifetime and Avail

with lyrics that we all should be able

to relate to. If you buy one record

because of this column, this should

be it. Silent Majority will be playing

with Hallraker and Floorpuneh in

Connecticut next month.

Speaking of the 516 area code, you

should check out Irony of Lightfoot

who are on Wreck-Age Records.

I.O.L. have two seven-inches out and
they sound like a twisted offspring of

Drive Like |ehu and Nation of

Ulysses. Kill Your Idols, also from
the Island of Long, just released their

debut this summer on None Of The
Above records. Kill Your Idols sound

like a cross between Minor Threat

and the Faith and are a lot of fun to

pogo to.

A local band, lust About Done,
have a seven-inch coming out, but

you'll have to see members of the

band for information on that. )ust

About Done will be playing in Boston

next month with Murphy's Law and

Snuff.

Now for what coming up in the

97-98. H20's second LP Thick*
Than Water will be out on Epitaph

Records on Oct. 3. Hatebreed has

signed with Victory Records and
Earth Crisis has signed with Earache

Records, both bands are working on

new albums. 25 TA' Life have a new
lineup and a new EP coming out on

Another Planet Records. Quicksand

are back together and are working on

a new album. Burn played a reunion

show but are not getting back togeth-

er. Maximum Penalty should have a

new LP coming out on Blackout

soon. Day In The Life featuring

ex-members of Mind Over Matter

will have their debut LP coming out

on Building Records at the end of

September. Floorpuneh have a full

length coming out on Equal Vision

Records. Also on EVR the new Ten
Yard Fight has some out. Sunny Day
Real Estate has gotten back together

but only to record an album of B-side

and unreleased tracks and then they

are breaking up again. Agnostic Front

has tentatively signed with Hellcat

Records and should have a 14 song

album out by the end of the year.

Bouncing Souls have signed with

Epitath and are working on a new
album. Those kooky Krishna's

Shelter have a new album coming out

on Supersoul Records. Hallraker

should have their full length out

some time this century. In November.

The Misfits, Sick Of it All, H20 and

Hallraker are playing Pearl Street

nightclub in Northampton.

Adam Dlugac: is a Collegian
columnist.

Morrissey gives fans just enough,
focus on new release Maladjusted
By Marly Keane
Collegian Staff

MORRISSEY
Orpheum Theatre

September 14

BOSTON — Playing his first U.S. concert in over five

years, Morrissey's performance at the Orpheum Theatre

Sunday could be compared to Christmas at grandmother's

house. You may not get everything you wanted, but when
you leave, you're happy nonetheless.

By virtually ignoring his more acclaimed earlier work
with The Smiths, as well as his first few solo albums, the

sold- out crowd of 2,500 was left perplexed throughout

most of the brief one-hour show. No matter, because on
this night, the Mozzer could do no wrong. Morrissey is the

rare performer whose charisma and stage presence alone

can carry a show, and on Sunday he showed why.

In a stellar — although not earth-shattering perfor-

mance — Morrissey gave the audience just enough of

what they wanted, but could have given them so much
more. Concentrating on his latest album — the month-old
Maladjusted — the unfamiliararity of this new material

contributed to an overall atmosphere that was less Beatles

at Shea Stadium than respectful appreciation.

No; surprising, the two times he dipped into The
Smiths' catalog, on "Paint A Vulgar Picture" (off their

1987 swan song Strange Ways Here We Come) and the

sole encore of "Shoplifters Of The World Unite" proved

to be the evening's high points as the sullen masses
danced gleefully in the aisles as they remembered the

Morrissey/|ohnny Marr glory days of the late '80s.

Making a dramatic entrance to a litany of flashing

strobe lights and thunderous drum beats, the Mozzer pro-

claimed his arrival by announcing "Off your knees,

Boston" as the opening chords of "Maladjusted" rang out.

The surprisingly subdued crowd stood almost in disbelief,

clearly astonished that they were actually in his presence,

collectively remembering how long this moment was in

coming.

Completely detached from his anonymous backing band

of '50s greaser look-alikes, Morrissey bequeathed ihc

spotlight he was obviously born to stand in wielding his

microphone cord like a lasso and shaking his sinewy hips

like Elvis. His admirers, over a dozen fans were ejected

from the Orpheum after climbing onstage and hugging

their mercurial hero, far less than the assembled Boston
Police were expecting.

The band partly compensated for its lack of stage pres-

ence with tight playing. On "The More You Ignore Me,
The Closer I Get," Morrissey turned from a whiny, some-

what enigmatic frontman into a passive, seemingly obses-

sive lunatic, honing in on the crowd with a trance-like

wicked stare. He later snapped out of it for a fine rendi-

tion of "Satan Rejected My Soul," symbolic of his biting

sense of humor that unfortunately gets lost in all his

sweeping melodrama.

MARTY KtANE/ COLLEGIAN

The Moz proved just how Maladjusted the former
Smiths frontman could be at the Orpheum in Boston

Sunday night.

The Arts & Living desk will hold a meeting for new and returning

writers on Tuesday, Sept. 16 at 7 p.m. Anyone interested in writing about

film, television, books, arts, music and more, should attend the meeting.

Any questions? Call Seema Gangatirkar, Arts & Living Editor, at

545-1491.

49th annual Emmy Awards announced
The 49th Annual Emmy Awards

were announced Monday evening. Here

is a partial listing of the winners:

DRAMA SERIES: "Law & Order,"

NBC.
COMEDY SERIES: Trasier NBC.
MINISERIES: "Prime Suspect 5:

Errors of ludgement," PBS.

TELEVISION MOVIE: Miss
Evens' Boys," HBO.

VARIETY. MUSIC OR COMEDY
SPECIAL: 'Chris Rock: Bring The
Pain," HBO.
VARIETY, MUSIC OR COMEDY

SERIES: Tracev Takes On. .
." HBO.

ACTOR. DRAMA SERIES: Dennis

Franz. "NYPD Blue," ABC.
ACTRESS. DRAMA SERIES:

Gillian Anderson, The X-Files," FOX.
ACTOR. COMEDY SERIES: |ohn

LiftlMJK >rd Rtiok Frtrnj trti«

»

Sun."NBC.

ACTRESS. COMEDY SERIES
Helen Hunt. "Mad About You," NBC.
ACTOR, MINISERIES OR SPE-

CIAL: Armand Assante. "Gotti," HBO.
ACTRESS. MINISERIES OR SPE-

CIAL: Alfre Woodard. "Miss Evers'

Boys."HBO.
SUPPORTING ACTOR. COME-

•«* «j i* «UaTUdEMMY Doge6

YOU DEMAND POWER,
SPEED, AND MOBILITY. Color StyleWriter* 4500

NOW $319** BEFOttt REBATE

Save another

$50
cash back*

$300
\\v\\\

Power Macintosh* 6500/250
32/3GB/i2XCD/Multiple Scan 15AV/L2

Zip Drive/EthernerTvldeo In/NTSC Out/Kbd

Now $2,199 (or $4i/month)** before rebate

cash back*

WANT SOME CASH
TO GO WITH THAT?
Now is the right time to get an Apple Power Macintosh or PowerBook.

Because in addition to getting the computer that lets you do more than

you can imagine, you can save big time. For a limited time, students are

eligible for special cash rebates.

*This is a limited time rebate coupon offer. See your Apple campus

reseller today for complete details.

$200
cash back*

PowerBook* 1400C/133
16/1GB/6XCD/L2/11.3" TFT display

Now $2,999 (t>r $56/month)** before rebate

The University Store
Campus Center

Hours: M-F 9-5, Sat 11-4

(413) 545-2619

http://www.aux.umass.edu/computers

!

$100
*\\\\]w cash back*

Power Macintosh* 4400/200
i6/2GB/8XCD/Multiple Scan 15AV/L2

Ethemet/Kbd

Now $1,818 (or $3$/month)** before rebate

"Offcr mpIrM Ociobtt 10, 199; No pjvnwnt of Intwui will be required tor 90 d»y». InttreM Ktruin| durln, the oo-day period nrlll be added 10 Ihe prtncipel end will beer Interest, which will be Included In the repayment jchedule. For eiumple. the month of May 5. 1997. had an Interest rate of n.«o% wRh an Annual
Percentage Rat* (APR) ol tvBiV A monthly payment ot UoM tor the Power Macintosh 6500/250 system is an estimate based on a total loan amount of Si.m°.«). which Includes a sample purchase price ol $1,199 »"d • *** loan origination fee Interest Is variable based on the Prime Rate as reported on the 5th busl
ness day ol the month m The Wall street loumal plus a spread ol 1.9%. The Apple Computer Loan has 11 « year loan term with no prepayment penalty and Is subject to credit approval Monthly payments may vary depending on actual computer system prices, total loan amounts, state and local sales taaes and a change
In the monthly variable interest rate 0,907 Apple Computer, inc All rights reserved Apple. Ihe Apple logo. Mac. Macintosh, PowerBook. Power Macintosh an-t StyleWriter are registered trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc. OneScar.ner and Quick Take ,„ trademarks ol Apple Computet, Inc. Apple mail in rebate oRet valid from
lury ti, 1997 through October 10, 1997. while supplies last and subject to availability. Void where prohibited by law. See participating reseller for further rules and details. All Macintosh computers an designed to be accessible to Individuals with dtsaMUty. To leant more (U.S. only), call 000-600 7»o» or TTV Soo 755 o6ot
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Panoramic photography affordable,

low-end cameras enter the mainstream

By Rick Sammon
Associated Press

Panoramic photography il BOl

new lis been around since the

early days of photography. What is

relatively new. however, is that you

don't need a professional panoram-

ic camera (some models cost more

than $8.0001 to get nice panoramic-

pictures.

At the low end of the camera

scale, there are one-time-use

panoramic cameras. These fully

automatic models sell for less than

$15 and deliver surprisingly good

results. Enlargements, however,

tend to look a bit grainy and soft.

Some 35 mm point-and-shoot

cameras offer a panoramic mode,

which allows you to easily switch

from standard format to the

panoramic format, and then back

again. There are even some 35 mm
single-lens reflex (SLR) cameras

that offer a panoramic mode in

addition to the standard picture

size.

The newest cameras to offer a

panoramic mode are Advanced
Photo System (APS) models. APS
cameras let you switch (and switch

back midroll) between three pic-

ture formats: standard, high-\ision

(a bit wider than standard > aiul

panoramic.

There are several benefits to

using a more sophisticated panora-

ma-format camera if you like to

take panoramic photos. First, .i^

the price of the camera increases,

10 dOM the picture quality.

Other benefits include creative

control over exposure. M you can

darken or lighten scene to create

a desired exposure effect — or cor-

rect for strong backlighting, and
the ability to use different speed
films for different lighting situa-

tions: slow film for sunny days, last

film for overcast days.

If you have never taken panoram-
ic photos, here are a few simple tips

to help you get picture-perfect
results:

• Read your camera's instruction

booklet. One point that is especially

important is the minimum camera-

to-subject distance, which is usual-

ly three or four feet (farther with

less expensive cameras, closer with

more expensive cameras). If you

get too close to subject, it w il

look out of focus in your picture.

• Watch the horizon line.

BecailM panoramic pictures "take

In" more ot the horizon line, you'll

have to make sure the horizon is

level in your \iewfinder — or else

your picture will look lopsided.

• Think vortical pictures, too.

When photographing a statue or

building, holding you? camera ver-

tically may produce the most dra-

matic picture.

• Try close-ups. Again, keeping

in mind the minimum focusing dis-

tance of your camera, lis using the

panoramic mode for people pic-

tures, flower pictures and even pat-

tern and texture pictures.

• Watch out for high-contrast

scenes. When shooting panoramic

pictures, note the highlight and
shadow area of the scene. If the

scene has too much contrast, your

picture may be too dark or too

light. In situations like these, it

might be better to recompose your

scene or wait for the light to be

more even.

Incidentally, panoramic picture

frames are available that will

enable you to make an excellent

gift out of your favorite panoramic

photo.

Gumbel performs host role with class

By John Horn
Associated Press

PASADENA, Calif. — Bryant Gumbel's opening

Emmy Awards monologue got a big laugh.

Unfortunately, the best chuckles came from a David

Letterman gag.

The former "Today" show host kicked off the

awards show with a self-deprecating skit seeking

advice from Hollywood's biggest stars. He then

strode onto stage and stuck to his playing-it-straight

promise.

"Thankfully for you and for me," Gumbel said,

"the tap dances didn't take."

It was Gumbel's first big appearance on his new
network CBS since ending his 15-year stint on NBC's

"Today" show earlier this year.

A 3 1/2-minute "Advice for Bryant" segment
kicked off Sunday night's show with Gumbel visiting

the set of such shows as "Seinfeld," "The Tonight

Show With lay Leno" and "The Larry Sanders Show"
for helpful hints. Other advice-givers included Bill

Cosby, Gregory Hines and Chris Rock.

"A lot of times you see these shows and they will

get like professional people to host when they should

have a comic or an entertainer," Leno told the for-

mer "Today Show" host.

"So people at home, they're watching, and they

say, "Wait a minute! Isn't he a news guy? Was there

somebody killed at the Emmys? What happened?"'

Perhaps the best laugh was sparked by Letterman's

stunt in which he smeared peanut butter on a camera

lens and then let a large dog lap it off.

"I am very pleased to be here and. frankly, 1 am

surprised as anyone to be your host this evening.

Gumbel said when he came on stage. He spent some

of the show strolling around the stage as if it were

his old "Today" set. Twirling his eyeglasses in his

hand, Gumbel explained behind-the-scene topics Bl

hair and makeup as if he were still a newsman.

Gumbel said earlier he wasn't a comic and he

would play it straight, "with a degree of dignity and

class and decorum." It was quickly evident in his

opening monologue that Gumbel the Newsman was

on stage. ,. ,,,,

Yet he proved quick with some one-liners. When

stiff accountants from Ernst and Young attempted to

dance on stage, Gumbel quipped off their bad danc-

ing, "Goes beyond (White Men) Can't lump.

Gumbel lauded the "most powerful medium on the

planet" and noted an estimated 620 million people-

worldwide were watching.

"It's a medium that regularly brings talented peo-

ple into millions of homes a medium that chronicles,

dramatizes and satirizes our culture and, as we have-

recently been reminded, a medium with the power to

unite the world in passion, in interest and sometimes

in grief," Gumbel said.

The first presenter was Ellen DeGeneivs

"It's especially great for me to be here on a night

when Bryant Gumbel is hosting because, as you

probably already know, we started out in stand up

comedy together," DeGeneres joked. "He still cracks

me up."

cameras let you switch (and switch look out of focus in your picture photo.

Artist sculpts using Cold War weapons as his material

(AP) _ Art show openings are usually exclusive For the past 12 years, Brandon has been making his

Miss Illinois crowned Miss America '98

(AP) — Art show openings are usually exclusive

affairs, but rarely has there been an opening so exclusive

that the price of admission is a top-secret security clear-

ance.

The invitation for "lunkanimation," an exhibit at CIA

headquarters in Virginia, modestly described it as a dis-

play of military modeling and art deco sculpting. |im

Wilson wrote in an article in the current issue of Popular

Mechanics, but after passing through two security

checkpoints, the viewer will realize that there is nothing

ordinary about the artist or his choice of materials

For 24 years, artist Charles "Chase" Brandon had a

day job with the CIA — as a spy. Brandon lived and

worked abroad as an undercover agent with an alias.

What's even more unusual than Brandon's choice of

occupations prior to his recruitment by the CIA — he

was working as a machinist and studying for a Ph.D. in

linguistics — is his choice of art materials.

The invitation to Brandon's exhibit described his work

as made from "everyday scrap." But everyday materials

in the spy business is often exotic to the rest of us.

For the past 12 sears. Brandon has been making his

sculptures from the remains of some of the Cold War's

most fearsome weapons. When the former Soviet Union

collapsed, the CIA decided it was OK for his collection

to come out of the cold.

Besides just being interesting to look at. Brandon's

sculptures made from "found objects" provide insights

into Soviet warfare capabilities. In many of his pieces.

Brandon displays a sampling of the source material next

to the finished work. Shell casings from spent cartridges,

for example, reveal that Soviet ammunition workers had

none of the quality-control problems that plagued the

country's automobile industry.

One of Brandon's works provide a rare glimpse at the

internal working of the much vaunted MiG-21. Parts

from the jet fighter's communications gear, which are

Intermixed with VCR parts, include- old-fashioned vacu-

um tubes.

In addition to fashioning artwork from weapons,

Brandon has made his own interpretations of U. S. and

Soviet weapons.

By John Curran
Associated Press
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ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. — Miss

Illinois Katherine Shindle, an aspir-

ing actress who works as a janitor at

a dance studio in exchange for

lessons, was crowned Miss America

1998 in her native state on Saturday

night.

The 20-year-old theater and soci-

ology major in her senior year at

Northwestern University in

Evanston, 111., said she would be an

advocate for AIDS issues.

Shindle was among three of five

finalists who chose to wear two-

piece swimsuits, one of several

changes intended to lure TV viewers

back to the ratings-starved pageant.

Two-piece suits had not been
allowed in 50 years.

The first runner-up was Miss

North Carolina Michelle Warren and

the second runner-up was Miss

Mississippi Myra Barginear. Miss

Arizona Stacey Momeyer and Miss

California Rebekah Ann Keller

rounded out the top five.

Shindle. a 5-foot-ll brunette,

hugged Warren and broke into tears

when host John Callahan announced

her name at the end of the nationally

televised 77th annual pageant.

Miss America 1997 Tara Dawn
Holland put the rhinestone crown on

her head, and she was off on her

walk down the runway as Holland

sang "There She Is."

"I'm a little dazed right now, to be

honest with you." Shindle said after-

ward. "I know I walked down the

runway. I didn't drop the scepter.

and I'm pretty pleased about that."

Shindle — who prefers to be

called Kate but used her full name
for pageant purposes — said she was

excited about the prospect of being

an advocate on behalf of the Miss

America Organization.

Saying she has "four left feet,"

Shindle said she took the dance

lessons in hopes of improving her

chances at a Broadway career. She

sang "Don't Rain On My Parade"

for her talent offering; all five final-

ists sang in the talent portion of the

pageant.

A native of nearby Moorestown.

Shindle graduated from Bishop

Eustace Preparatory School in

Pennsauken and was a classmate of

Miss New Jersey Kathy Nejat.

She is in line for a $40,000 schol-

arship and more than $100,000 in

appearance fees during her 20,000-

mile-a-month national speaking tour.

After last year's pageant drew
the lowest TV ratings since the

contest took to the airwaves in

1954, there were a number of

changes: A new network (ABC
instead of NBC), new hosts (soap

opera stars Callahan and Eva
LaRue Callahan) and a new
method of interviewing the five

finalists — unscripted questions

from "American lournal" host

Nancy Glass.

There were some problems with

the wrong names and states super-

imposed on TV screens, and the

announcer once swapped the iden-

tifications of Miss Oregon and Miss

Arizona. The mistake was correct-

ed after a commercial break.

By far the most anticipated change

was the one involving swimsuit--

The 51 contestants had the choice of

wearing either one —or two-piece-

suits. The only other time Miss

America bared her midriff was in

1947, when all the women wore

identical two-piece suits — and

before the TV age.

There were no thongs or teenie-

weenie bikinis. The two-piece suits

had to have "full or moderate" bot-

toms, while tops were "full cover-

age" with straps at least a half-inch

wide. Custom suits were barred.

Pageant CEO Leonard Horn
insisted the change was the latest in

a series of moves aimed at encourag-

ing the women to be themselves and

not someone else's ideal of what ;i

Miss America contestant should look

like.

Since Horn took over in 1987, the

pageant has eliminated high heels

from swimsuit competition, banned

professional hairstylists backstage

and changed the evening gown seg-

ment to "evening wear," allowing

the contestants to wear pantsuits if

they chose.

This year, the pageant took the

"be yourself" concept a step further,

telling judges they could penalize

any contestant they believed w;is

putting on false airs or misrepresent

ing herself in behavior or dress.

Also, the pageant now requires

contestants to champion a social

cause. That gives the winner a ready-

made topic for the hundreds ol

speeches and personal appearances

the reigning Miss America makes
annually.

Emmy
continued from page 5

DY SERIES: Michael Richards,

"Seinfeld," NBC.
SUPPORTING ACTOR, DRAMA

SERIES: Hector Elizondo, "Chicago

Hope." CBS.

SUPPORTING ACTRESS,
DRAMA SERIES: Kim Delaney,

"NYPD Blue." ABC.

SUPPORTING ACTRESS. COME-

DY SERIES: Kristen Johnston, "3rd

Rock From the Sun." NBC.
SUPPORTING ACTOR, MINIS-

ERIES OR SPECIAL: Beau Bridges.

The Second Civil War," HBO.
SUPPORTING ACTRESS, MINIS-

ERIES OR SPECIAL. Diana Rigg,

"Rebecca." PBS.

PERFORMANCE. VARIETY OR
MUSIC PROGRAM: Bette Midler.

"Bette Midler: Diva Las Vegas," HBO.
PRESIDENTS AWARD: "Miss

Evers' Boys," HBO.
GUEST ACTOR, DRAMA SERIES:

Pruitt Taylor Vincc. "Murder One."

ABC.
GUEST ACTRESS. DRAMA

SERIES: Dianne Wiest. "Avonlca.

Disnev Channel.

GUEST ACTOR. COMEDY
SERIES: Mel Brooks. "Mad About

You," NBC.

— Associated Press

Mental Health Groups Fall '97

M0NDRV

To Vour Health
This groups is for students

who realize that they

cannot consistently control

their use of alcohol and /or

other drugs and who wish

to establish a healthier

lifestyle This group will

remain open to new

members throughout most

of the semester

Monday. 3:45 - S p.m.

TUESDHV
Succeeding at UMRSS as a

Latino/a Student
This group will be a safe place for Latino/a

students to explore their experiences as UMASS

students. Participants will help each other learn

techniques for succeeding in a multicultural world.

This group will be conducted (mainly) in Spanish.

Tuesday, 2:10 - 3:45pm.

Stress & Rnwiety

Reduction Workshop
Stress impacts all of us physically and

psychologically creating a range of anxiety related

physical and emotional symptoms. This 4 week

long workshop is designed to show you effective

ways to deal with stress. Tuesday, 4:00 - 5 p.m.

Making Connections
This 8 week group will help members gain

awareness of their relationship styles It will also

be possible to learn skills for forming more

positive and lasting relationships

Tuesday, 5:30 - 7 p.m

MORE Groups

Beginning

IN LATE

FALL

The Rrt & Science
of RelaHation

In this workshop members will learn several

valuable strategies for recognizing and managing

stress Tuesday, 4:00 • 5pm.

LUEDNESDRV

When Families
Rren't Perfect

This 8 week group is for

individuals wanting to explore the

impact of family relationships on

their lives as UMASS students.

Wednesday, 3:30 • 5pm.

Groups are FREE OF

CHARGE for UMASS
student Health Plan

members, Kaiser UHS

Plan Members, and

Five College students.

Most groups begin in

early Fall and require a

pre-group interview.

For further information

please call the Mental

Health Division of

University Health

Services at 545-2337,

Mon - Fri,

8:00am - 5pm.

THURSDRV

Women's Therapy Group
This group is open to OLDER women students and

UHS Kaiser Plan Members who would like to

address various women's concerns including: self

esteem, relationship issues, academic isolation and

uncertainty about long-range career goals.

Thursday, 9:00 - 10:30am.

Stress & the New UMRSS
Student

A 4 week group, to help new and incoming transfer

students learn strategies for coping with college

stress Thursday, 1:00 - 2:15pm

On The Road to Self
Confidence

In this 8 week group members will learn about

effects a lack of self esteem has on their lives. It will

also be possible to discover new ways of feeling

good about yourself. Thursday, 2:30 - 4:00p.m.

Coed Therapy Group for
Older Students

This group provides an opportunity to work on those

problems which interfere with personal and

academic life, such as lack of intimacy, loneliness,

lowered self esteem and concerns of professional

identity. Thursday, 3:30 • Spm.

(Which) Home For The
Holidays

A 5 week group to help students from

separated/divorced families cope with their particular

holiday stressors Thursday, 1:00 - 2:15pm.

G4
rGX.
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New England fries Tuna, 27-24

By Howard Ulman
Associated Press

FOXBORO- It was just his
fourth play of the game, and
Drew BledtOC already was show-
ing his excitement.

He punched the air twice und
spun around in exultation after

lofting a 52-yard touchdown pass
to Ben Coates He may have been
too pumped up for his own good
in trying to beat Bill Parcells. "I

don't know if we ever could have
controlled Drew's emotions
going into this week. I just think

it was that big of a deal," New
Rngland coach Pete Carroll said

\csterday, "and to me it's all

about regaining your composure
and he did."

The Patriots beat the New
York lets 27-24 in overtime
Sunday night, a win that made
them 3-0 despite 1 1 penalties,

substitution problems and many
other mistakes.

"\\ e were very fortunate to win
that game... under the most diffi-

cult of circumstances that we cre-

ated for ourselves," Carroll said.

The win sent Parcells home a

loser against the team he coached

to the Super Bowl. And Bledsoe.

who was just 16-of-34 for 162

yards, was a winner against the

coach whose sideline harangues

annoyed him in their four seasons

together.

Bledsoe did throw two touch-

down passes, but he also threw

his first two interceptions of the

season and ineompletions on his

last seven passes of the first

half. He was I2for-20 alter

that, although he threw an inter-

ception in overtime.

"He moved the club well, took

them down the field for the

score that we needed to win the

game," Carroll said.

Bledsoe came into the game as

the NFL's leading quarterback

with eight touchdown pallet

and no interceptions. But a

week of hype about Parcells'

return to the team he left five

days after the Super Bowl took

its toll.

"There were major distractions

for our football team," Carroll

said. "It just affected a few guys

in a few different ways and kept

them from playing the best they

can play"
Carroll also was affected. He

knew a loss to Parcells would
revive talk that he's not as effec-

tive as his more authoritarian

predecessor, who has won two
Super Bowls.

"This is a special win," Carroll

said. "I know that I'll recall this

one for a long time."

For now, he and his players

are happy to get away from the

side issues and prepare to play

the winless Chicago Bears next

Sunday. "I asked the team, "Does

everybody know who we're play-

ing this week?' They all said

Chicago,' so that was good."
Carroll said with a laugh.

He's already started working
on the problems that cropped up
against the jets.

He said that the penalties, four

of them against Bledsoe, are cor-

rectable, that running back
Curtis Martin played, "a phenom-
enal game from start to finish."

and that, "it was most difficult to

beat a coach of that stature."

Martin rushed 40 times for 199

yards, both career highs, and did

most of the work on the drive

that set up Adam Vinatieri's win-

ning >4-yard field goal 8:03 into

overtime.

POLO

Training ( mistiltant.s. Inc.

• Part-Time Ktcninus

• (lasses Start

Sept. 15, 1W .

• (all 1 Mass. ( (intiiiuinii

I duration at 545-0474

OFFICE WORKERS

Located on th* PVTA bus route,

National revaluation Systems, Int.,

is looking (or part-time assistance

with a variety ol office tasks. Preferred

candidate* will work quickly and

accurately and be able to work at

least 3 consecutive hours between

9 AM. and 5 P.M. on days that we have

work. On-call hours will be available

beginning mid-September and continu-

ing throughout the academic year. Pay

is $7.00/hi Send your resume or call to

have an application mailed to you:

PHHJWNf

NATIONAL EVALUATION

SYSTEMS, INC.

V) ulrKm* Rmk)

F..OE.

Amh»nlMA 0100?

Meredith
continued from page 10

the third quarter.

With 3:27 left in the period.

Marc Staudenbauer lobbed a high

pass down low to Aldo Roman, who
leaped high out of the water and
tipped in his second goal of the con-

test. Twenty -seven seconds later, |.C.

l.imardo — treading in water usually

occupied by Stahl — scored to pull the

Minutemen within two goals, 3-3.

That two-score deficit is as

close as UMass got in falling to

Queens for the first time ever
in the regular season.

UMass 9, Lehman College 7

In the first match of the day,

the Minutemen pulled out to a

6-1 halftime lead and hung on
for a 9-7 decision over a

resilient Lehman College squad.
Freshman role player Pedro

Perez led the UMass attack with

a three-goal effort, as Yarworth
used his supporting cast for

most of the contest.

Freshman goal keepers
Fernando Fernandez and |.R.

VanderWall each had nine sav^s

in the UMass net.

UMass 23. lona 13

Stahl led I I Minutemen in the

scoring column with a career-high

nine goals in the romp.
The offensive outburst was the

Minutemen's highest output since a

23-13 massacre of Richmond back

on Oct. 7. 1995. In that game. Luis

l.imardo set the single-game indi-

vidual record for goals scored with

12. He also recorded the

single-game points mark (13). and

shot attempts mark (18) against the

Spiders.

UMass 16. Harvard 4

Sophomore goalie Richard
Huntley had ten saves while the

Minutemen put forth their best

defensive effort of the weekend in

beating the Crimson by 12.

Stahl and Slingluff each had four

goals and six other Minutemen con-

tributed to the rout as UMass domi-

nated Harvard from wire to wire.

VanderWall made another
good showing as Huntley's pri-

mary back-up stopping five

Crimson attemptsto hold
Harvard scoreless in the final

quarter.

EMERGENCY
MEDICAL
TRAINING

continued from page 1

You'd have to beat the rest of

your division to win the division,

which is vital given these divisions

are set up mainly by market size

and location.

Plus, the month of September
would be played in your division,

which would heat up play on the

field and save jet- lag during a

pennant race. Even last-place

teams would want to play hard in

September, because division pride

is of the utmost importance when
you're playing them that much.

Interleague play— 74 games.
Theoretically, you could play a

three-game series against every

other team in baseball. Schedule
this for May into early |une. and
then for mid-luly to mid-August.

Playoffs

Eight teams, the divisional win-

ners and two wild cards. They'd
be placed in terms of total record,

in a 1-8 system, to even things

out. Plus, the first series, a

five-game match- up, would go
back to the 2-2-1 set-up, instead

of this crazv 2-3 thing we have'

now. Keep' the 'WOrld Series

intact.

Records

To be kept divisionally, and by

the whole league. For instance,

you would have the MLB East bat-

ting champion, and then the MLB
batting champion. Leave American
and National League records
alone, and start over. That way,

old records are kept alive and
sacred.

Awards
Again. divisionally and

league-wide. Like if it was in

place for this season. Mike Piazza

might win the MLB Pacific MVP,
but Ken Griffey, |r. might be the

league MVP.
I think thiv year showed

inter-league play to be a success.

If they did it right. 1 think realign-

ment is what could save the

national pastime.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian
columnist.

Got Sports?

Write for Collegian

sports, 1 13 Campus
Center Basement

&4RRfNfrS»nftgSN5g«

^Mercantile
NORTHAMPTON

18 Cantor St.

584-1205

AMHERST
Carriage Shops

5491?%

Mon-Sat 10-6

Thui 8r Fit to 9

Sun 12-5

La Cazuela
R T A U RANT

Cuisines of MEXICO and the AMERICAN SOUTHWEST

"Mexican food, like Memphis barbeque and Chicago

style pizza, doesn't travel well. Generally speaking,

the farther away you get from the source, the worse

it is; and in the Northeast, good Mexican food is as

rare as fresh lobster in El Paso. La Cazuela is one

wonderful exception."

)ane and Michael Stern

Eat Your Way Across the U.S.A.

', • Dinner Every Night

Downtown Northampton

Across From The Parking Garage

IORMA KANSANtN CI '

You go, girl!
Freshman forward Kara Green was named A-10 Rookie of the Week, helping the Minutewomen to three

straight wins over URI, Duquesne and St. Bonaventure.

Like sports?

Write for the

Collegian sports desk.

Fall beats still avail-

able.

Come to the Campus
Center, room 1 1 3 and

ask for Sports Editor

Luke Meredith or call

545-1709.

Machos J&* 2.
95

Veggie Potato Slcins 7? 3?
Fried Cheese & ftin£s J&* ^ V*

Miy://wtrtMt-v»Hcy.c«>m

CcfeGf
Northampton's
Favorite Club
*Bi^iard C^cii u/ith Private Room

*
3 Bars - 18 Draftt Beers
*150 Seat Restaurant

*DJ & Dancinp

Thursday 9/18
7th Annual

D

Hair-Way to
St. Pat's Day
The Blackthorn Band
No Cover, Must be 21

Register for
2 Roundtrip

Tickets to Ireland

Sunday 9/21

5 Mike
Road Race &
Block Party
Food, Beer, & Bands

11am till 5pm
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Collegian Classifieds
113 Campus Center

ANNOUNCEMENTS | AUTO FOR SALE EMPLOYMENT FOR SALE

Sigma Kappa Sorority

Open Rush Tues, 9/16.

5:00pm-7:00pm; Wed,
9/17, 6:00pm-8:00pm;

Thurs, 9/18. 6:00pm-

8:00pm Please call Beth

for more information. 256-

6887

Cheap Skiing N'

Boarding? The UMass
Ski 'N' Board Club is hav-

ing its first general meet-

ing Learn how to Ski and

Board for less. All levels

welcome. 7pm, Earthfoods

Cafe in the Student Union,

Sept 17. Be a part of the

tradition.

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Sugarloaf Estates Luxury

2 bedroom apartment

homes FREE HEAT AND
HOT WATER. State of the

art kitchens, designer

baths, w/w carpeting,

washer and dryer. On

PVTA. Call Today 665-

3856

AUTO FOR SALE

1985 Olds A/C, all power,

AM/FM $1500 or B/0.

549-8999

Purchasing a used car?

Having your car repaired?

Do you know your legal

rights? Call The Student

Legal Services Office. 922

Campus Center, 545-1995

1991 Dodge Colt white. 4

cyl.. hatchback, alarm,

excellent condition, $1700

Call 546-3640

BMW 7331 1982 blue,

beige leather interior, sun

roof, automatic. 162,000

miles. Still elegant $2500

549-2604

Must Sell 87 Subaru
Wagon good condition,

great in winter, high

mileage. $1000 or B/0.

582-9872

1987 Mazda 323 auto

matic, reliable. Asking

$1400. Call (413)256-1743

'84 Jeep CJ7 hardtop,

new battery, needs some

work. Asking $1100 or

B/0. Call 549-1609 (Tony)

or 549-9267 (Patri)

EMPLOYMENT

Abt Associates is look-

ing for a few reliable peo-

ple with good communica-

tions and computer skills

who are available to work

a minimum of 20 hours per

week. Evening and week-

end assignments are cur-

rently available. We offer

flexible scheduling

options, access to health

and dental plans and paid

training. The starting

wage is $5.75 per hour

with regular merit increas-

es. Free transportation

from PVTA Bus Line is pro-

vided. For more informa-

tion or to arrange a per-

sonal interview call

(413)587-1607. An Equal

Opportunity Employer.

Hadley Office has 10

Part-Time Positions

Available

Starting pay $6/hr

Flexible schedule

On bus line

Both evenings and week-

ends

No experience required

Will train

Call 584-7696

Hairdresser Wanted
Afternoons and Saturday.

Call Regency Hair Stylist

253i9526

Drivers Wanted Pays $70

to $120 per shift. No car

needed. Dominos 256-

89JJ

Recreation Positions at

Amherst Leisure Services.

Youth basketball supervi-

sors/officials, facility

supervisors, tennis instruc-

tors, volleyball officials,

adult basketball supervi-

sor/scorekeepers. Apply

to: Human Resources, 70

Boltwood Walk, Amherst,

MA by 9/24. AA/EOE

Job for the Environment

Campaign with MassPirg

to protect our planet.

Flexible schedule. $50-

$75/day. Call Terri 256-

6434

Be a member of the

Commuter Action Team
Looking for 6-8 friendly

students who like living

off campus. Job duties are

fun- Meet with off campus

students and townspeo-

ple, coordinate and attend

Commuter events and pro-

grams, help distribute

information. Please con-

tact David or Barbara at

545-2309, or drop by

Commuter Services

between 10:00am-1 :00pm

M-F $6/hr and/or academ-

ic credit.

Medical/Legal

Assistant

Part-Time for

Springfield/Northampton

personal injury law firm.

Job requires knowledge of

medical records and

anatomy. Nursing back-

ground and legal studies

necessary. Must be able to

perform online and tradi-

tional research in medi-

cine and law. Some work

can be done on campus.

Flexible hours. Could lead

to full-time permanent job.

Fax resume and cover

sheet to:

Attorney Alan Goodman
(413)736-4861

Undergraduate
Business Consultant

Great business and leader-

ship opportunity on-cam-

pus. W/S and H/W/S posi-

tions available. CSB 406

Student Union. 5-2167

MISCELLANEOUS

pets. $950+. Skibiski

Realtors.

Fridge Rentals 253-9742

Free Delivery

FOR SALE

Saxophone for sale

Vito/Alto. Good condition

$180. Call 549-1 479

Waterbed$150
Futon bed/couch $100

Both full size

(413)774-5776

FOR RENT

4 Bedroom House
Northampton, near stores

but country location. No

Dorm Fridges for sale

$30-$50. 665-7991

Laptop Notebook Works

good. $150. Good for

school. Call Steve

(413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for

computer. Works great.

Call CPC (41 3)584-8857

ART DECO Bedroom Set-

Waterfall- 1930s Period.

$800 or best offer. Call

(413)536-0772. Leave mes-

sage if no answer.

Watch batteries, ear

piercing, eyeglass

repairs, jewelry restora-

tion, diamond engage-

ments, wedding rings.

Silverscape Designs, 264

N. Pleasant St, Amherst.

253-3324 Open Daily.

FOUND

Sum of Money Found in

Campus Center Post Office

on Friday morning. Call

Maureen at 545-3502

INSTRUCTION

Boxing Lessons in

Amherst Tues and Thurs.

Call (413)732-8817

Jazz Piano Teacher

Offering Fall Lessons

Beginner to Advanced

Contact Steven Page at

253-3354

Jazz Guitar Lessons

Lear Theory Improvisation

and Technique

Joe 665-0499

ROOM FOR RENT

Big room in 4 bedroom

Amherst house. Walk to

ATM, Bar, Packy.

Male/Female. Built-in bar,

dishwasher. Huge kitchen

and living room. 3 girls

now. Only $275/month

Call 583-2944 Ask for Jeff

or leave message.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Grey Hound Route 9,

Hadley area. Reward. 323-

8255

MUSICIANS

BANDS! Looking for

bands for Wednesday
nights at The Pub. 15 East

Pleasant St., Amherst. Call

549-1200 Tues thru Fri, 10-

6. Ask for Aaron.

ROOM FOR RENT

1 Month Free Rent
Bedroom available that

includes free heat and hot

water. Call 549-7105

Looking for 1 or 2 peo-

Ple
to share huge room in

uffton with walk-in closet

and bathroom. 549-7203

Female non-smoker
roommate wanted to

share apartment. $200 per

month utilities included.

1/10 mile from campus.

Call 549-0952

Single Room $230/month

utilities included in 8 room

house. 549-8696

Looking for one female

to share a two bedroom

apt in Brandywine. $180 a

month with three other

females. Call 549-5244

FREE RENT!
Housemate/Respite help.

Easy. fun. Call (413)527-

6279. Easthampton.

Looking for one or two
people to share 1 large

room in two bedroom
apartment in Amherst. On

bus route, behind campus.

For info please call Brad at

549-3992

SERVICES

Experienced
Seamstress Mending,

tailoring, alterations,

dressmaking, clothing

design. Call Chrysal 253

7573

TRAVEL

Vacation Package 4

nights accommodation.

Cancun, Mexico for 2

nights. New Orleans 2

nights. Bahamas Cruise.

$300 for all. Book by

December 20th. 253-1751

COLLEGIAN
CLASSFIEDS

available

on

the

concourse

or

visit

our

friendly

office

in

the

campus

center

basement

Personals Policy Rates Standard Headings
All prrsonals MUST be proofread by Co/tegun cUs

Mfied ,-mflo«*> before payment and acceptance of

IhecUssituii

Lai names MAY NOT be used in personals ONLY
hrst rsames and initials are allowed. The only excep-

tions M tin birthday or i ongratulations personals, in

, case the tull name may be used

numbers are not allowed in personals NO
fXCEPTIONS
Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means

- m numbers as well

I Personals ol a threatening ur derogatory nature are

run a< i epUhle Personals of a vindictive or libelous

nature are not acceptable. Personals may not be

I the purpose of harassment.

6. Profanity may not be used in personals

7 The personals section is for personals only. The per

sonals section may NOT be used to sell items, seek

roommates, advertise meetings, etc

8. All personals must have the name, signature, and

UMass ID number of the student placing the as

filled in on the insertion order Non-students must

provide a valid driver's license and the license num-

ber must be recorded on the insertion order. Use of

false identification or misrepresentation is subject to

penalties under the law.

9 The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit

any personal that does not meet the Ci>//e»rian s stan

dards in accordance with the statutes of the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

Students

20<£ per word/day

All others

40 <£ per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and '

leRiblv We are not responsible for errors result-

ing from illegible handwriting or type

ACTIVITIES

AIWJOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT
ENTERTAINMENT

FOR SALE
FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES .

PERSONALS
ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES

SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

TUESDAY, SEPT. 16

Meeting - Students
Helping Area Reach-out
Efforts

6
(S.H. A. R.E.). a

community RSO, is hav-
ing an information meet-
ing form 6-7 p.m. in
Goodell 504. Free Pizza.
Look for us on the con-
course on Sept. 16.

Meeting — The Animal
Rights Coalition will be
having its first general
meeting at 7 p.m. in the
Campus Center, room
162-175. All welcome.

WEDNESDAY. SEPT. 17

Auditions — Riverside
Hallowscream will be tak-

ing applications for the
Scream Team from 3-7

P.m. at the Riverside
ersonnel Office, 1623

Main Street/ Route 159,
Agawam, MA 01001. Or
stop by the Personnel
Office thru Fri, 9 a.m. -5
p.m. to fill out an appli-
cation. Must be available
weekends from Oct. 10
through Nov. 2. For more
information call
786-9300.
Meeting — University

Productions and Concerts
first genereal meeting at 6
p.m. at the Student
Union. Earthfoods room.
Free CD's and pizza.
Learn about concert pro-
duction.
Meeting — The Umass

Circle K International is

holding its fist meeting of
the semester at 6:30 p.m.
on the couches down-
stairs in the Campus
Center. Anyone intersted
in community service that

wants to get invovled, come by his office inwants to get invovled,
build leadership skills
should attend. For more
info call Suzanne at
259-1860. ^ m
Meeting — The Five

College Peace Corps
Recruiting Office will be
sponsering an informa-
tional meeting to be held
at 7 p.m. in the Campus
Center, room 905-909.
The meeting will coyer
the Peace Corps applica-
tion process, refquire-
ments for becoming a vol-

unteer, and highlights. oi

volunteer activities
around the globe.
Everyone it welcome
though the meeting is

especially targeting grad-
uating seniors. Call Mike
Simsik, the Campus
Recruiter at 545-2105
for more information or

come by his ottice in
Stockbridge Hall, room

Meeting — The UMass
Poetry Society will hold a

meeting at 7 p.m. in the
Campus Center, room
1 62. All are welcome to

attend. Bring your own
poetry or womeone els s

or iust come and listen.

Call Tim at 6546-0819 or
Kaye at 548T 8042 for
more information.

THURSDAY. SEPT 18

Meeting — Amnesty
International will be hav-
ing it's second meeting at

7 p.m. in the Campus
Center, room 91 7.

Meeting — Find out
how to apply to Graduate
School, now to finance
your education, how to

find the best schools, and
the in's and out's of the
procedure. 1:30-3 p.m. in

Campus Center, room
81 1 —B 1 5 . Sponsered by
the Graduate School s

Office of Graduate
Student Recruitment and
rEtention, 528 Goodell.
RSVP 545-5284.

NOTICES

Bike registration —
Prevent theft by registering

your bicycle. Tuesday.
Sept. 16 - Friday. Sept 19,

10a.m. - 2 p.m. Student
Union circle.

Internships .

—

Environmental internships
offered. Campaigns this

semester include: Hunger
and Homelessness,
Pesticides. Endangered
Species. Updated Bottle

FYls are public service announcements printed

daily. To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phone number oi the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the

Managing Editor by noon the previous day.

Bill and Campaign Finance
Reform. Looking for moti-
vated students to take lead-

ership positions. Call
MassPIRG at 545-0199 or
stop by 423A Student
Union.
Student government —

Nominations papers for the
Undergraduate Student
Senate will be made avail-

able in the Student
Government Association
office, located in the
Student Union, room 420.
Nominations open today at

10 a.m. and will close at 5

P.m.
on Friday, Sept. 19.

jlease contact Jodi Bailey
at 545-0342.

Daily Listings sponsored by: WMM& (Blfflli
i noi.T vcoon wai k • amhi km

Live Entertainment imh'?«,
featuring: Lonesome Brothers!! 253-4040

HSCN Bulletin

Board

Hartford

Boston

Boston

Springfield

Movie Ch.

Hartford

CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN
UPN/20
Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
International

UMass Academic TV
HSCN Programming

TV-19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

mm CNN
8*4 CNN SI

2B Headline News
mm uctv7 TBSS BET

IB TV Land

3d Univision

31 Comedy Central

38 Cartoon

Much Music

TUESDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX

O

S Wishboots:

3 Newi'B

News

NtwiK

wvrr

4 1 1,(11 l*i^HWAI Y- • AMIIIH^I

This week's
$1 drink:

Vodka & Tonic

WTIC
WWLP
WQBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
A&E
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN

©

CB

LIFE

MTV
NICK
SCIFI

TLC
TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

CD

10

¥
20

6:00
Bu»ine»» Rpl.

CIS
CBS News

Full Houm X
News

Married... With

News

Homt Imp.

Creatures

6:30 7:00 7:30
Ntwthour With Jim LetirerX Nova "Cut 'o the Heart" (RJX

Inaida Edition

Extra X
ABC News

Freah Prince

Inaida Edition

BoyWorld

NBCNewe Wheel-Fortune

Cheers I
NBCNawa
Simpsons X

Judge JudyX
Ent, Tonight

Sainfald X

NewaX

NBCNawa
Business Rpt

ABT
Real TV I
Family

Quincy "A Question ol Time"

WorldView X
Comedy Nat 3

Movie Magic

1

2.

Mattera

Mad Abo You

Family Mattera

Real TV I
Ent Tonight

Chronicle X
Freeh Prince

Wheel-Fortune

Home Imp. |Soul Man X | Home Imp. [SplnCityX

;»eh ''BtowcV
,

(.981, Suspanae) John Travel. Nancy Alien

Jeopardy! X Mad About You "The Birth" X
Grace Under MoeahaX IMakorm-Eddw

Hard Copy X
Fraaier X
Jeopardy! X

Newahour With Jim Lehrer X
Seinfeld X Fraaier

X

Seinfeld X
Who'a Boea?

Law a Order X

Fraaier X
Who'a Boea?

Up Close

Beyond 2000 [Strange Planee (R)

Supermarket

Sportacentet

MTV Live

Figure It Out

Twilight Zone

Furniture

Moneyllrte X
Make-Laugh Partly Show |R)

C - Campus

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 i 10:00 10:30
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Oueation of Genet: Inherited Riaka (In Slereo) X
bnhin Hood: Prince ol TTwavas" ( 1 99 1 Adventure) Kevin Coslner. (In StereofHT

11:00 I 11:30
Win, or Oppor I People-Here

New* ff

v, "ftofati Hood: Prince ol Th»ws"(i99l, Adventure) Kevin Costner. (In Slereo) X
NYPD Blue (In Stereo) (PA) X

Fraaier (R) (In Slereo) X
Hit! (In Stereo) iHead-Heelt

Fraaier (R) (In Stereo) X

Dateline (In Stereo) X

Newa X INIghtlina X
Star Trek: Deep Space Nine X

ILAPD Vibe

Mad About You "The Birth" X ,.' "in the Una of fim"(1993, Suspense) (PA) CUnl Eastwood. (In Stereo) X
Dateline (In Stereo) X

Mad About You "The Birth" 31 Fraaier (R) (In Slereo) X IDatallne (In Stereo) X

Nova "Cut to the Heart" (R) X
Home Imp.

MoeahaX

Soul Man X
Malcolm-Eddie

Oueation of Genet; inherited Riaka (In Stereo) X
Home Imp.

Hiti (In Stereo)

Spin City I
Heed-Heels

NYPD Blue (In Stereo) (PA) X
|M'A*S'H X

***v, "The ShLshw* Redemption" (^ 99*. Urania) Tim Robbtns. Morgan Freeman

•Cracker: The Mad Woman in the Aftc"(1993) Robbie Coftiane.

Larry King Live X [World Today X

Wild Discovery: Hew?

aeear New EnoJand R<

t Nlghi Stand |
Comedy Nat 3 Viva Variety |Make-Laugh"

Late Show X
[late Show a

ITonlght Show

Slmpaona X
Tonight Show

Deep Space 9

Tonight Show

Charlie Rose (In Slereo)

NewaX
M'A-S'H X

Nightline X
Cheers X

flight ol the Navigator"
{ 1986)

"

Law 1 Orcier I!

Sports IHus.

" New Detectives "Short Fuse" ITreaeuree of the Earth

Daily Show

Debt intimate Portrait

Viewers

Tiny Toon

3
Jams Countdown (In Slereo)

Darktide

Renovation

Kung Fu Legend

Renegade (in Stereo) X
(5:00)"Try Away Horn" (1996)

|Ma|or League Soccer New England

Uneolved Mysteries (In Stereo)

fc—trie-Butt. IBeavta-Butt

Doug I
Amaz Stories

HometJme (R)

Rugratal

'Sct-riftu*Bun(R)

HometJme (R)

Secret of Afei

Seequeet DSV

Lola A Clark-Supermen

Medical Delect

Highlander: The Serf—

«

Flashback (R) (In Stereo

. vtiitenceot Ma*ce"(1961, Drama) Paul Nawman 'PQ'

X

4:50) "September* (1996, Drama) Jacqueline Biseei. (In Stereo)

i^riulionl I DC. United, (laaeball Hall of Fame [Baeebell

"tTria to Say Goodbye 7" (1997, Drama) Eva Marie Samt X

Wild Discovery: Elephants

Sportacanter X

it|B
@«PH
m Sen

Days

ilereo) X
Trauma-ER

Homicide: Life on the Street X
Countdown to the 10 Spot

Happy Days | Bewitched

Forever Knight (In Slereo) X

Jenny

M

I love Lucy X

Memo-Stormi King Mtn.

i*v* -Wan (1m~'fr""*! °jf
f
'Mlon

' *? ?fItT=?>^MM"( 1992. Drama)m rawon, ice

Welter. Teu* Rang* X |Bo»tng(ln^

^ «i..~. UmJ /iQ9«i Michael Jordan. 'PG' X
[In Stereo live) X

Alt films-MTV

Odd Couple 1
Friday the 13th: The Series X
Future Fantastic

Moneyllne X
Stein't Money

OddvUle, MTV
TaxiX

loveHne (R)

NewhartX

Amai. Stories

Medical Detect

Scl-Fl Bum (R
)

Trauma-ER

^ .&L. UJ
,i &1Mi<teel Jordan. 'PG'X |*«Hr hhe Last Supper" (1995) Cameron Dim. 'R

Z. u - .' ^ r. —

-

i v^l*. CHsoHalsH 'O' M* l*.*t "Ptuvirfri/* iWtoMn'W 10jQA

**>/, "The Warriors" (1979, Drama) Michael Beck, Jamas Remar

"

Silk Statklnga (R) (In Slereo) X

\** $i*tin»n' (1990. Suspense) Kieter Sutherland, 'ff X
1„ J.,. ww.rf^rrw-(i9W)SrifneyMacLaine 'PG-13

"Executrve Peasion"(1996, Su

"Powder

Ol "Gods Chillm" (In Stereo)X

16, Suspense

Mary Steenb

i) Kurt Russell 'R'X

995 Drama) Mary Sieenburgen PG-13'X
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Horoscopes
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) —

Inadvertently, you may cause strife

between two people who are very

close to you today. What you begin,

you must stop immediately!

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Ocl. 22) —
You are likely to be attracted to

someone else's manner today, but

that doesn't mean you have to con-

vert to his or her ways entirely.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) —
You will face a chalenge before the

day is out. and only your resolve will

see you through. You must be firm,

resolute and decided.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) _ You must be sure that your

little games are not misunderstood

by those who haven't played for very

long. Explain your rules clearly.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-fan. 19)

— You may prove on eof the moodi-

est individuals in the Zodiac today,

thanks to a sudden shift in what is

most important to you.

AQUARIUS (Ian. 20-Feb. 18) —
You are likely to find yourself

engaged in a fight to the finish over

who will control a pet project at

work. Try to compromise.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) —
Take care that your pride doesn't

prove an overwhelming obstacle

today. You are going to have to

admit that perhaps you've been mis

taken.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
Your organizational skills may let

you down today, so you must be

prepared to trust someone else who
can come in and save the day for

you.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —

This is a good day for you to turn

over a new leaf and concentrate on

those things which can be most ben-

eficial to you and those around you.

GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20) —
Even the most subtle changes can

have far-reaching effects at this

time. Do not hesitate to do those

things which instincts prompt.

CANCER (|une 2 1 -July 22) —
Relationship issues may be tested

today as you come up against an

obstacle that threatens to isolate

you for a time. Stay in touch!

LEO duly 23-Aug. 22) - Your

unpredictabiltiy today is the very

thing that can give you the advan-

tage over your most formidable

opponents. Do not telegaph your

next move!

Close to Home By John McPherson

Quote of tJHe T>£ky

44 Liberty, equality, fraternity,

or death!

-motto of the French republic

IV l»r ji>n«*~j™™i"'- -•

t:UoaetQtinrBcotW3frvr.c*m

"Ma'am, we're filming an episode

of Real Adventures of the Highway Patrol.'

Even though all we've got you on Is speeding,

would you mind making a break for the woods

and letting Randy here tackle you?"

Today's P.C. Menu
Call 343-2626 for more> Informettic

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Kielbasa Grinder

Chicken Burrito

DINNER

Korean
Night

Worcester

ACROSS
1 Ms Streisand

7 Kettle

10 Earthenware jar

14 Toughen
15 Writer Tan
16 "The First—"
1 7 Poem part

18 The—-of luxury

iy Pace
20 "Drink up!"

23 Talent

26 — pro nobis

27 Luau welcome
<!» r-ootoaii s

Swann
29 Pigpen
30 Rapper Dr. —
31 Paper-folding art

33 "Diamonds —
Forever"

34 Chart
\i/ Soak (flax)

38 Chairman —
aw foony Ht

40 Gold: Sp.

41 Owlet — mouse
42 Coffee container

43 Kind of

computer
45 Supermodel

Carol
46 Evergreen
47 Face part

48 Chatter

51 Earth's star

52 Cotls' fathers

53 t- .retry

56 Land measure
57 Plus
58 Stick

62 High-schooler
63 Chill

64 George
Clooney role

65 Natural
resources

66 Guided
67 Followed

DOWN
1 —relief

2 Aardvark's prey

3 Genetic
material

4 Leaning
5 Shavers need
6 "There ought to

be—"
7 Trivial

8 Old cattle town
y The strong

silent —
10 Reduced for

clearance
1

1

Sweepstakes
12 Parasite

1 3 Omega's
opposite

21 Idea
22 Sheik's

households
23 Plant life

24 Stringed

PREVIOUS PUZZLC SOLVED

MMllll HUraMM IIIHIZIM

nwwm umuiiim waww
nnraH HBJHHHHHiinra
HlilM :•][. WHIi HQHQ0

EKSMMH .WHH
Hnamwww noBiwaww
UIOWIIWW MHBW MWI'l
QOI1U IdMOJHBJ WHWW
HMO fflHH® HllldHWW
laraiiNMHN ymmaHNi*]

maKi: T.iwuinwww Liiiuna
uuuii yi^iiMN nni§m
nHBuTl ,'iwuwn wuww
9-18-97 O 1997. UnH^IFa^umSvtxae^t*

48 Greek
philosopher

49 Kitchen tool

50 Match
51 Subsequently

52 Egypt's

neighbui

54 Finger part

55 Baseball's Ruth

59 Ostrich's

cousin

t»0 ACtltMW —
Dawn Chong

61 Conclusion

LUNCH
Chicken Burrito

Stir Fry Pasta and Vegetables

Ziti/ Tomato Sauce

Bean Burrito

DINNER

Korean

Night

Hampshire

instruments
25 Actress Ekberg
29 Brainy
30 Less damp
32 Magic charm
33 Summing up
34 Engine
35 Originated
36 Vatican heads
44 Round Table

members
45 Site of the

Parthenon
46 Financed

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Charbroiled Chicken Sandwich

Chicken Burrito

DINNER

Korean
Night

Berkshire
LUNCH

Chicken Burrito

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Chef's Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Bean Burrito

DINNER

Korean
Night
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The Massachusetts

Baseball

plan for

realignment
You've heard the realign-

ment talk. Everyone and their

mom has a plan on how to do

it.

Well. I've heard your

mom's plan, and it doesn't

work.
So I figure it's about time I

threw down my little plan.

My plan is as ambitious as

the "Marshall Plan" of 1947

and es daring as the

"Louisiana Purchase" of

1803.

Men's Cross Country finishes 2nd to Northeastern in first meet

By Seth Koenig

Collegian Correspondent

Luk^Merereditu

un yean, us Dig.

The name. alas, isn't that

On the first cross country meet

of the regular season at Franklin

Park in Boston. the

Massachusetts men's cross coun-

try team placed a respectable sec-

ond in a tri-meet with Iona and

Northeastern. Ryan Carrara.

Peter Gleason. and Brendan
Sullivan led the way for head
coach Ken O'Brien with top 10

finishes for the Minutemen. They

placed fifth, sixth, and ninth,

respectively.

Carrara, who ran a time of

25:37, was only eight seconds

out of first place, which was held

by lona's Corey Munn. Last

year, Carrara placed 14th at the

Atlantic 10 Championship meet,

and has been publicly dubbed the

leader of the team this year. He
could not muster enough speed

from his teammates, however, as

the UM.iss total team score of 47

wus not as clOM to lotui's 21.

The Minutemen could not

Overcome a strong performance

by the lona runners, who
claimed the top
three race posi-

tions as well M six

out of the top 10.

Munn, Chip
McOtir, Connor
McGee, Steve
Bishop, |«]

Wassell. and Brian

Opperman all slid

by UMass and
Northeastern ath-

letes to give the

winning team an
overwhelming lead.

Although their finishes did not

warrant an overall victory, the

impressive times ol the younger

members of the Massachusetts

cross counti> team seem to pro-

ject future success. Gleason,

Sean Murphy, who came in 17th.

and Kevin Somer, who came in

18th. are all sophomores.
Sullivan, placing ninth, is only a

freshman. In fact. Carrara, a

senior, is one of

only six upper-
elat smen — the
only one that

placed.

"The rest of our
kids [besides
Carrara] have run

in their share of

meets," O'Brien
said. "But they
have not been
responsible for

scoring positions

during competitions. We'll take

our bumps and bruises early,

however as time goes on 1 think a

group of three or four will

emerge."
"Brendan has the credentials

and should step in right away,"

O'Brien said. "Despite his lack of

experience at the college level,

his ability will override the expe-

rience."

This weekend, the bumps and

bruises came from a talented

lona group, but the UMass men
figure to gain experience and

sawv as the season progresses.

We must approach the first

month as time when we see

where we stand and see how they

adjust. There is enough talent on

this team that if they can mental-

ly learn their lessons, that we can

have a good second half ol the

season," O'Brien said.

The convincing defeat of the

Northeastern squad gives the

Minutemen something to work

with early on. The Huskies man-

aged only one runner in the top

ten. being Nate Thompson in the

fourth position. This dismantling

of Northeastern should leave

UMass optimistic as they head

into the September 20th meet in

Vermont against the Boston

University Terriers and Maine

Black Bears. Ken O'Brien's previ-

ous achievements against

Atlantic 10 competition, which

includes 1 1 straight top three fin-

ishes in the conference champi-

onship meet, should keep him

prepared for this upcoming A- 10

matchup. In a preseason poll,

Massachusetts was predicted to

finish third in the conference.

Carrara, Sullivan. Gleason. and

the rest of the team look to come

up strong in Vermont while

learning from the meet at

Franklin Park.

"Many of these men have the

potential." said O'Brien. "They

are now a year older and some of

them will be thrust into a posi-

tion where they have to compete

at a higher level. Our success

will be reflective in how they can

adapt to competing at that level."

great. I'm just calling it:

"Luke Meredith's Guide to

the Future of Baseball."

The plan?

Six divisions, no leagues.

Regionalities reign. Eight

team playoffs. Emphasize
divisional match-ups. Cute

names for all these new divi-

sions. And for God sakes, no

more Bud Selig.

•MLB East

Boston Red Sox

New York Yankees
New York Mets
Philadelphia Phillies

Baltimore Orioles

A good start. All are big

markets teams, which is why
Montreal, a seemingly geo-

graphical match, doesn't fit

here. This division would be

a powerhouse, but remember,

they'll be knocking heads

with each other half the time.

MLB Atlantic

Atlanta Braves

Florida Marlins

Tampa Bay Devil Rays

Houston Astros

Texas Rangers
Houston isn't too close,

but close enough. The Devil

Rays should be competitive

in 2-4 years, given the cur-

rent expansion set-up. This

puts Texas and the Astros

together, and gives us an

instant Rays-Marlins rivalry.

Plus, they have the Braves.

This would force Houston to

either build a new stadium or

make that oft-threatened

dash to Charlotte, (if the

Twins don't beat them to it.)

•MLB
Cleveland Indians

Toronto Blue lays

Detroit Tigers

Chicago Cubs
Chicago White Sox
The Cubs and White Sox

already hate each other, so

that would heat things up.

Once Detroit gets that new
park, this will be a

revenue-rich division, pro-

vided they can get people to

the ballpark. All established

ball clubs, and the Blue lays

and White Sox could use the

kick in the butt Cleveland

and the Cubs would dish

them — attendance wise at

least.

•MLB Central

Pittsburgh Pirates

Cincinnati Reds
Minnesota Twins
Milwaukee Brewers

Montreal Expos
Second choice. "MLB

Have-nots." But remember,
winning your division is the

key. and these teams can

afford to play each other,

making for an even race.

•MLB West
Kansas City Royals

St. Louis Cardinals

Colorado Rockies

Seattle Mariners

Arizona Diamondbacks
Kansas City and St. Louis

might have trouble keeping

up. but they're strong clubs

in terms of fan. base and tra-

dition.

•MLB Pacific

Los Angeles Dodgers
Anaheim Angels

San Francisco Giants

Oakland Athletics

San Diego Padres
This way. all of California's

together, making for intense

rivalries. Plus, it keeps the

Giants and Dodgers together.

The schedule would be big

here. Emphasize divisional

rivalries, because that's the

main reason we'll do this in

the first place.

Divisional play— 88

games, which was what you

did before realignment in

1969. For instance, the Red

Sox would play the Yankees

22 times, the Mets 22 times,

etc.

Queens College bloodies UM 8-5 in tournament
By Fred Hurlbrinlc, Jr.

Collegian Staff

AMHERST— A little bad blood in the pool? Probably.

A little Brian Stahl blood in the pool? Definitely.

A physical battle between the Massachusetts men's water

polo squad and Queens College resulted in the ejection of

Stahl after a second-quarter altercation with a referee, and an

8-5 UMass loss.

However, the Minutemen won both of their previous

matches in their first Collegiate Water Polo Association

league tournament of the season. UMass (7-1) also thumped

Harvard on Friday night.

Queens College 8, UMass 5

Struggling with the tremendously physical defensive effort

of the Queens two-meter players, Stahl. an All-America can-

didate, began to get frustrated. He spun aggresively in the

hole, took an elbow to the mouth and was forced to leave the

pool with a cut lip late in the first quarter.

Minutes after he re-entered the pool late in the second

quarter, Stahl was called for an offensive penalty, then eject-

ed for arguing with the referee while swimming back on

defense.

UMass coach Russ Yarworth was visibly and demonstrative-

ly furious with his junior superstar, who still struggles with

keeping his emotions in check.

By that time though, the Minutemen were already trailing

Queens 5-1, well on their first loss of the season.

That second-quarter Queens outburst was led by junior

field player Andre Doris who, in the span of 45 seconds,

scored a natural hat trick that sunk the hopes of the already

visibly frustrated Minutemen.

After a closed-door meeting at half-time — unusual in

water polo when most of the time teams meet at opposite cor-

ners of the pool — Yarworth's club came out of halftime

rather ominously when sophomore Rich Slingluff didn't even

try to win the opening swim off.

But, the Minutemen started to play better, forcing a stale

mate for the first
,

three-and-a-half minutes of Turn to POLO, page 7

COURTIS* MEDIA RELATIONS

junior Aldo Roman led the Massachusetts water polo team to a 3-1 record over the weekend, with wins over Harvard,

Lehman and lona.

Volleyball falls to No.l ranked Nittany Lions

By Jormo. Konsonen
Collegian Staff

Turn to MorodNtv page 7

Basic reasoning states that when you

give a team a No. 1 national ranking,

they will probably be pretty good.

That is what the Massachusetts vol-

leyball team faced in the final of the

Penn State Classic last Saturday, with

the No. 1 Nittany Lions showing why

they're ranked so high with a 5-0 win

(15-5. 15-0, 15-9) over the

Minutewomen before a crowd of 3.190

at Recreation Hall.

Although the match against Penn

State (9-0) was an event for UMass

(4-5), who had to deal with the largest

crowd the program has witnessed in its

history, the benchmark last weekend

was coach Bonnie Kenny's 100th career

win for tthe UMass program — a 5-2

victory over West Virginia.

Kenny deflected any sort of praise

for that career bench mark, and instead

focused on the people who got her pro-

gram to this key juncture in its develop-

ment.

"All the credit goes to the players

we've had here." Kenny said, about the

100-win mark. "Of course, we have a

long way to go to get to the level of

Penn State. But, we've had some stu-

dent-athletes here that have really made

the commitment to put in the work to

win. This goes to them."

The two wins this past weekend that

pushed Kenny's career mark to 100

wins were against University of North

Carolina-Asheville and West Virginia.

The Minutewomen defeated the

Bulldogs by a 5-1 score (15-2. 15-11.

5-15. 15- 2), and were paced by their

All-Tournament selection, sophomore

middle blocker (ill Meyers, who had an

18—kill performance, with five digs and

two blocks.

Meyers had plenty of help, with

senior outside hitter Leslie Nolan con-

tributing 12 kills and nine digs, sopho-

more Kari Hogancamp putting in 10

kills and nine digs, and sophomore

Sarah Watters adding 10 kills and eight

assists in the win.

UMass took the next step towards

facing the Nittany Lions by defeating

West Virginia on Saturday in a five

game thriller. 15-17. 15-8. 7-15. 15-9,

15-13. Watters had a career-high 23

digs, while pacing the Minutewoman

offense with 20 kills. Career highs

abounded, with freshman setter lennifer

Dtennan setting a new individual mark

with 61 assists in the match.

"We played very well against

UNC-Asheville." Kenny said. "Our out-

side hitters had their best match of the

season, and Nolan and Watters really

played well for us. The West Virginia

match was great, and we came back to

win it."

It would have been unrealistic to

think that UMass had a chance to defeat

Penn State, but the Minutewomen came

out and proved the) could stay with the

Nittany I. ions. In the match clinching

15-9 lass for UMass. the Minutewomen

scored the most points against Penn

State this season. Hogancamp led

UMass in the match with a nine kill. 1

1

dig performance.

Not even (ill Meyers could stop

weekend.

the No.1 ranked Penn State Nittany Lions from beating the Minutewomen last

Cs fans wait

for tickets
BOSTON — They began lining

up at the FleetCenter about 21

hours before the ticket window

opened Saturday, and about 50

diehards even had a siumber

party inside the arena.

They were there early for first

crack at the choice seats on the

choice dates. But they weren't

there for a rock concert, an

appearance by the Pope or even

professional wrestling.

They were there for the Boston

Celtics.

But not the same Boston

Celtics that finished 1 5-67 last

year for the worst record in the

NBA and the worst record in the

club's 51 seasons. They were

there for the new Celtics — Rick

Pitino. Ron Mercer. Chauncey

Billups. Chris Mills. Travis

Knight, etc.

"We're excited about all the

new players and just wanted to

get a chance to see them this

year." David Webster of

Brookline said.

Webster and his 1 2-year-old

son, Evan, were the first people in

line at 1:30 p.m. Friday for single-

game tickets By the time the tick-

et windows opened at 10 a.m.

Saturday, about 1 .000 basketball

fans were lining Causeway Street

After last season, the Celtics

realized that things must change

— and they have. It, addiiion to

cleaning its personnel house, the

team's marketers have updated

the tradition-rich Celtics ways.

On Saturday, the Celtics reward-

ed those in line for tickets with a

mini-Fan Fest. There was food,

music, basketball hoops, card

tricks and free Celtics promotion-

al materials.

Fans even got to watch another

new Celtic. Tyus Edney, shoot a

few foul shots

"I heard about the excitement

before 1 got here and it is terrific

to hear." Edney said, who is

expected to back up the rookie

Billups at point guard. "1 am real-

ly excited about the turnout today

and can't wait to start playing."
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Doh! What
a house!
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Henderson, Nev.

is home to an
exact replica of the

house the cartoon
Simpsons call

home. See story

inside (see Arts &
Living, page S).

ItOtMabe
wonderful

Senior defender
Amy Otta will help

lead a tough
UMass defense
against the Elis of

Yale on the road
today at 3:30 p.m.

(see Sports, page
10).

WORLD

Doctor: Diana's body-

guard able to talk

PARIS (AP) — The man who may
he'd the key to the mystery of why
Princess Diana's Mercedes crashed in

a Paris tunnel — bodyguard Trevor

Rees-|ones — is conscious and able to

communicate, doctors said yesterday.

The news raised hopes that investi-

gators could soon question the 29-

year-old British former paratrooper

and sole survivor of the high-speed

crash last month.
The accident in the early-morning

hours of Aug. 31 killed Diana, her

companion, Dodi Fayed, and driver

Henri Paul.

Investigators have been focusing

on Paul, who was legally drunk and
on Prozac at the time of the crash.

But they also are looking at the role

of paparazzi who were pursuing the

Mercedes once it left Paris' Ritz

Hotel.

Investigators had not yet ques-

tioned Rees-lones on last night, but

were expected to do so within days.

However, ABC news yesterday quot-

ed a hospital source as saying that

Rees-|ones remembers nothing of the

events after leaving the hotel.

"The condition of Mr. Trevor Rees-

|onts has noticeably improved," said

Pierre Coriat, chief of anesthesiology

at the Pitie-Salpetriere hospital.

NATION

Air Force gives up
search for bombs

EAGLE, Colo. (AP) — Frustrated

and puzzled after a more than two-

month sweep, the Air Force yesterday

gave up the search for the four 500-

pound bombs from an A-10 war-

plane that crashed mysteriously in

the Rockies.

"I'm not going to speculate as to

where they are. I'm just going to

stick to the facts," Brig. Gen. Donald

Streater said. "We have not found

any conclusive evidence of the

bombs."
During the search of 13,300-foot

Gold Dust Peak, Air Force crews
recovered the remains of A-10 pilot

Capt. Craig Button along with nine

tons of debris from the 1 3-ton air-

craft, but found no trace of the

bombs.
Radar, reconnaissance flights and

magnetometer devices were used in

the hunt for the bombs, and a Navy

diver explored one of the seven lakes

in the area, the general said.

An environmental recovery com-

pany will continue to collect debris

until the snow returns, probably in

about two weeks, but Streater said

the Air Force has no plans to resume

the search for the bombs in the

spring.

Button veered off course April 2

during a training run in Arizona for

reasons Air Force officials still don't

know. The debris was found about

1 5 miles southwest of Vail more than

two weeks later.
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Racial motive may be behind

vandalism to Amherst store
By Paul Hayes
Collegian Correspondent

AMHERST — While Amherst Typewriter and

Computer owner Robert Green picks up the pieces follow-

ing an act of vandalism committed early Sunday morning,

angered residents debate whether race was a motivating

factor behind the incident.

According to the Hampshire Gazette, an eyewitness not

wishing to be identified reported seeing three tall white

males shatter the display window and smear feces on the

storefront of Amherst Typewriter early Sunday morning.

Amherst police denied knowledge of an eyewitness or

description of the suspects.

Vandals also stole a notebook computer worth $150

from the storefront display, and broke a laptop computer

worth $400.

Green, an African-American, who has been an Amherst

residents for 24 years, and owner and operator of Amherst

Typewriter for 20 years, will have to pay over $1 ,000 out

of his own pocket to cover the damages, because coverage

from their insurance didn't begin until the Tuesday after

the incident.

Green's financial difficulties are compounded by the

amount of money he spent to move this summer into his

new Amity Street location, which had been unoccupied

for 44 years and required extensive renovation.

He made the move to avoid paying an increased rent for

his prior location on North Pleasant Street.

Without a display window, he has also lost essential stu-

dent business.

"A lot of times, people see something in the window,"

Green said. "They don't buy it, but they come back

later."

Some residents said that they feel the attack on Amherst

Typewriter was racially motivated, and have formed the

group "Not In Our Town" (NIOT) to combat hate crimes.

Flo Stern, an Amherst resident, member of the critical

issues committee of the Jewish Community of Amherst,

and a NIOT member, said that this violent episode was

not the first hate crime committed in Amherst recently,

pointing out that racist letters had previously been found

in typewriters outside Amherst Typewriter.

"We hope people know they won't get away with

racism, sexism, anti-Semitism and homophobia," Stern

said.

Green is unsure whether the incident was racially moti-

vated or a prank, but said that it's inconsequential what

the motivations were.

"People try to hang all sorts of reasons on incidents like

this," he said. "But it wouldn't be any less painful if I was

white in the same predicament."

A blessing

On the morning following the incident, Green said he

burst into tears at the sight of his store. He then hung a

sign on his smashed window asking residents the question

he asked himself. "Why?"
He said that while he was on his knees on the sidewalk

cutting boards with which to secure the window, seven or

eight separate groups of guys mockingly repeated, "Why,

why?" as they passed by.

The next day. his sign was defaced.

"Why would people be so mean-spirited as to pick on

people in their misery?" Green said.

He said that people suggested that he put a wire screen

over his window like they do in cities, which he vehement-

ly opposed.

"I said hell no, that's what evil people want," he said. "I

won't be driven out or intimidated."

Green said, however, that he is worried that his family

might be put in a dangerous position.

Following the vandalism, Green has experienced an out-

pouring of support from the community in addition to Not

In Our Town. Many residents have donated money to help

him pay the costs for the repairs.

"[Recently] a person waited for me at my store door,

80- years-old, apologizing for something she didn't do,"

he said. "And gave $10 to help me."

Others have offered to help out in his store, including a

business woman and a white teenager, neither of whom
he'd met before.

Green said if the vandals' intentions were to make him

feel bad, then they were immediately successful, but now
he thinks what happened was a blessing.

"1 got to see a side of people I'd never seen or known."

he said, "and I feel better than ever."

Four year-old Lia Kaz chooses a drink at the Blue Moon Cafe in

Amherst yesterday afternoon.

Bomb explodes in Belfast

THANG VO: C Ol LIOIAN

Vandalism at the Amherst Typewriter and Computer Store is suspected to be racially motivated.

BELFAST, Northern Ireland (AP)
— A bomb exploded yesterday at a

police station outside Belfast, compli-

cating Northern Ireland's peace talks

and making pro-British unionists

even more reluctant to negotiate with

old enemies.

There was no claim of responsibili-

ty for the blast, and no one was
injured. The Irish Republican Army
denied it was behind the bombing,

which damaged the police station at

Markethill. 35 miles southwest of

Belfast.

But pro-British unionists still

pointed the finger at the IRA, and

anti-Catholic paramilitary groups

threatened retaliation.

"At a time when almost everyone

is working hard to try and get talks

under way... we still have sinister

people who are prepared to engage in

this type of pointless terrorism." said

Northern Ireland Secretary Mo
Mowlam, the senior British official in

Northern Ireland.

The chairman of the talks, former

U.S. Sen. George Mitchell, urged the

province's leaders "not to give in to

those who use these reprehensible

and immoral tactics."

"It is obvious that those who plant-

ed the bomb are attempting to dam-

age this talks process and the inclu-

sive nature of it," said Ireland's for-

eign secretary. Ray Burke.

The Ulster Unionists, the largest

pro-British Protestant party, with-

drew from the talks Monday when
the IRA-allied Sinn Fein party joined,

in part because the IRA said it had

"problems" with the principles of

nonviolence that its political ally.

Sinn Fein, had affirmed.

Ulster Unionist leader David
Trimble met with Mowlam late yes-

terday as pressure from Protestants

grew for him to follow smaller pro-

British parties and pull out of the

talks.

Trimble said his party had formally

complained about Sinn Fein's

involvement in the negotiations

before the bombing.

"It's now a matter for the chairman

and the secretary of state to answer

the question: 'What happens to Sinn

Fein now that this has happened?"'

Trimble said.

Turn to IRELAND . page 3

Everywomans Center

presents annual reception

By Christine Soh
Collegian Staff

ON THE INTERNET

www.umass.edu/rto/coUgian

The Women of Color Program

of the Everywoman's Center will

be hosting the fifth annual
Woman of Color (WOO
Reception on Thursday, Sept. 18.

Traditionally, the WOC
Reception has become a forum
for panel discussions, films, lec-

tures and entertainment.
Presenters in the past have
included Yuri Kochiyama, a

noted activist from Harlem and

comedian Emma Gay.

This year awards will be pre-

sented to six members of the

University of Massachusetts com-

munity. These six women are

being honored for their commit-
ment to women of color and for

being mentors, as well as friends,

to young women in general.

Recipients include Professor

Deirdre Almeida from the School

of Education. Affectionately
known as Deedee. Almeida has

collaborated with students and

the WOC Program as an advisot

for childcare and workstudy. in

addition to academics.

loyce White Deer Vincent,
Director of the Dr. losephine
White Eagle Cultural Center, has

been an indispensable source for

students and others. She has

made herself available for mutual

collaborations on more program-

matic levels.

Lucy Mae San Pablo Burns, a

graduate student who also

worked as New WORLD
Theater's Access and Education

Coordinator, has facilitated talk-

backs for many of their produc-

tions. Burns has also played a

vital role in the ongoing struggle

for Asian American Studies at

UMass.
Professor Alexandria

Deschamps from the Women's
Studies Department, recently

received her Ph.D in Educational

Policy. Research and
Administration in 1996. She is

known for her outreach.

Professor Jennifer Ire. also

from Women's Studies, is known
for bringing resources to the

WOC program. She advises on an

academic as well as personal
level.

lannette Berrios of the

Bilingual Collegiate Program has

been a staunch advocate for peo-

ple of color, particularly Latinas.

She has also collaborated - : th

other programs on campus and

Httd to be involved with the

Summa program.

Aside from the awards ceremo-

ny, there will also be a perfor-

mance by |ane Sapp and "The
Voices of Today." This group of

young teens will perform with

music, verse and thoughts about

their visions for the future.

Weld gives up fight against Helms
By Ron Foumier

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — William F. Weld, the moderate

Republican nominated by President Clinton to be U.S.

ambassador to Mexico, abandoned his fight against con-

servative Sen. (esse Helms yesterday and told the White-

House to withdraw his nomination. Clinton agreed to do

so.

In a White House news conference, the former

Massachusetts governor said. "I asked President Clinton to

withdraw my name... so I can go back to New England,

where no one has to approach the government on bended

knee to ask it to do its duty."

He said he would have been nominated if a confirma-

tion hearing had not been blocked by Helms — the con-

servative North Carolina senator he derisively called "that

man."

He praised Clinton for fighting on his behalf.

"The president has stood treetops tall on this entire

matter," Weld said. Clinton did not appear with Weld, but

the man has a day job." he said. Though the nomination

was not made official until |uly 23. Clinton let it be known

weeks earlier that he would cross party lines to tap the

popular Republican governor for the post. The nomina-

tion sparked an explosive debate in the Republican ranks,

with moderates lining up behind Weld and conservatives

siding with the prickly Helms.

The White House's support of the nominee wavered

from time to time, though Clinton's political aides imme-

diately recognized the benefits of challenging Helms.

"To the extent that people look at (esse Helms a- the

face of the Republican Party. 1 think that carries a certain

amount of freight with it." Weld said.

Weld made his announcement in the White House

briefing room, a setting normally used by presidents and

their press secretaries — not failed ambassadorial nomi-

nees.

Weld said he will remain active in politics, though he's

returning to the private sector for now.

"I've had enough of Washington for the next little

while." he said.

Perhaps positioning himself as an independent -minded

moderate. Weld lashed out at Washington and Helms.

He called Washington "a funny town" and accused

Helms of criticizing him "as though shot from guns."

"It's evident that for some reason he was laying in wait

for me," Weld said.

And he offered advice to Clinton's next nominee:

"Stand up for your rights. If not. they'll run right over

you."

Aides said today the president had no ready candidate

to replace Weld. Gov. Bob Miller, a Democrat from

Nevada, has been mentioned as a possibility, but aides

note that the state's lieutenant governor, Lonnie

Hammargren, is a Republican.

Weld said he was afraid Helms and conservative

Republicans would attack other Clinton initiatives — such

as "fast track" authority for trade agreements — if he con-

tinued to fight.

Press secretary Mike McCurry said a new nominee

would not be named soon. The selection process "is back

at the starting point now," he said.

Helms. (R-N.C). is chairman of the Senate Foreign

Relations Committee. He refused to grant his fellow

Republican a hearing, saying that Weld was "<i little loose

with his lips."

He also said Weld, a moderate on many issues, includ-

ing his backing of the medical use of marijuana, was the

incorrect choice for a posting in Mexico, which has long

struggled to fight drug traffickers.

Weld said Helms disliked his political philosophy, not

his drug record. He resigned as governor on |uly 29 to

head to Capitol Hill to make his case personally.

As recently as Sunday. Weld said public opinion could

force the Senate to at least vote on hi> smiled nomination.

"I'd anticipated he'd at one point see the wisdom of

withdrawing his nomination because it wasn't going to be

confirmed." I ott told a group of reporters today, adding

that Wild Vonducted himself outrageously" by personally

attacking Helms. "The nominee didn't handle himself

well."

Even after Clinton and scores of senators called on

Helms to grant Weld a hearing, and fellow Republican

Richard Lugar called Helms "dictatorial." the senator

refused. That forced an extraordinary meeting of the

Foreign Relations Committee on Friday in which Helms

assorted his right to block a nomination.
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AIDS infection increasing among women, especially in South

By Paul A. Driscoll

Associated Press

CHICAGO — The AIDS infection rate is rising

among women, especially those living in the South,

and transmission through sex with infected men fan

outpaced intravenous drug use, federal researchers

say.

"Prevention efforts remain critical," the

researchers said, particularly since those women
who are most at risk can be difficult to educate

btCMlM of their poverty, substance abuse, alco-

holism and other problems.

hom 1^1 through 1995, the number of women
diagnosed with AIDS increased by 63 percent ver-

sus 1 2.8 percent for men.

Bv the end of 1993. b7.400 women nationwide

had been diagnosed as having AIDS since the epi-

demic began, with 1 1,500 of them being diagnosed

in 1995.

The researchers did not immediately have figures

veMerduy on the total number of men inlcctcd

Throughout the 1980s and early 1990s, the dis-

ease WW spread in women primarily through ihar-

ing injection drug needles. But by 1993. sex with

infected men had become the main culprit and two

later had risen to 52 percent of the

nationwide. In the South, it was even worse — 58

percent.

More up-to-date data to be released later this

week will show the trend continuing, according to

the federal Centers for Disease Control and

Prevention.

The trend toward infection through sex is partic-

ularlv evident for women under 25, who are 2 1/2

timet more likely to have been infected through het-

ciovexual contact than In injecting drugs, said CDC
epidemiologist Dr. Pascale M. Wortley, chief

ffohor of the study.

"So it's critical to reach vming people before they

reach the age of having MX and Injecting drugs,"

she said, "flic kev is lo gel them before they even

start."

The findings highlight the continuing spread of

the disease despite the success of new drugs in pro-

longing life, said Daniel Zingale. executive director

of AIDS Action, an advocacy group.

"There has been a lot ol attention on the declin-

ing death rate... this is the rest of the story,"

Zingale said.

The studs also found evidence suggesting that

many adolescent women become infected by older

men and that in cases of a large age gap the women

arc less likely to insist on using condoms.

Former state senator

McGovern announces

candidacy for governor

Mental Health Groups Fall '97

MONDflV

To Vour Health
This groups is for students

who realize that they

cannot consistently control

their use of alcohol and /or

other drugs and who wish

to establish a healthier

lifestyle. This group will

remain open to new

members throughout most

of the semester.

Monday, 3:45 - S p.m.

TUESDAY
Succeeding at UMRSS as a

Latino/a Student
This group will be a safe place for Latino/a

students to explore their experiences as UMASS

students. Participants will help each other learn

techniques for succeeding in a multicultural world.

This group will be conducted (mainly) in Spanish.

Tuesday. 2:30 - 3:45pm.

Stress & Anxiety

Reduction Workshop
Stress impacts all of us physically and

psychologically creating a range of anxiety related

physical and emotional symptoms. This 4 week

long workshop is designed to show you effective

ways to deal with stress. Tuesday, 4:00 - 5 p.m.

Making Connections
This 8 week group will help members gain

awareness of their relationship styles. It will also

be possible to learn skills for forming more

positive and lasting relationships

Tuesday, 5:30 - 7 pjn.

MORE Groups

Beginning

IN LRTE
FRLL

The Rrt & Science
of Relaxation

In this workshop members will team several

valuable strategies for recognizing and managing

stress. Tuesday, 4:00 - 5pm.

LUEDNESDRV

When Families
Aren't Perfect

This 8 week group is for

individuals wanting to explore the

impact of family relationships on

their lives as UMASS students.

Wednesday, 3:30 - 5pm.

Groups are FREE OF

CHARGE for UMASS
student Health Plan

members, Kaiser UHS

Plan Members, and
.

Five College students.

Most groups begin in

early Fall and require a

pre-group interview.

For further information

please call the Mental

Health Division of

University Health

Services at 545-2337,

Mon - Fri,

8:00am - 5pm.

THURSDRV

Women's Therapy Group
This group is open to OLDER women students and

UHS Kaiser Plan Members who would like to

address various women's concerns including: self

esteem, relationship issues, academic isolation and

uncertainty about long-range career goals.

Thursday, 9:00 - 10:30am.

Stress & the New UMRSS
Student

A 4 week group, to help new and incoming transfer

students learn strategies for coping with college

stress. Thursday, 1:00 - 2:15pm.

On The Road to Self
Confidence

In this 8 week group members will learn about

effects a lack of self esteem has on their lives. It will

also be possible to discover new ways of feeling

good about yourself. Thursday, 2:30 • 4:00p.m.

Coed Therapy Group for
Older Students

This group provides an opportunity to work on those

problems which interfere with personal and

academic life, such as lack of intimacy, loneliness,

lowered self esteem and concerns of professional

identity. Thursday, 3:30 - 5pm.

1

(Which) Home For The
Holidays

A 5 week group to help students from

separated/divorced families cope with their particular

holiday stressors. Thursday, 1:00 • 2:15pm.

By Martin Finucane

Associated Press

BOSTON — Former stale Sen. Patricia McGovera vowed to bring

a woman's perspective to the governor
1

! race and to locus on

improving education and health care as she announced he. candidacy

^••frankly it is time that Massachusetts dually breaks through the

glass ceiling
" McGovern, 56, of Andover. said in a newt conference

at a downtown hotel attended by about M supporters, most ol them

women. _ . ,,,„,

McGovern, who served six terms in the state Senate Irom 148! to

1993 and eight years in the influent— post of Ways and Means chaii

man. will be competing with Attorney General Scott Harshbarger lor

the Democratic nomination.

Former Boston Mayor Raymond L. Flynn is also expected to

announce his candidacy.

If elected, McGovern would be the first woman governor in

Massachusetts. There are no women holding statewide office either

in Congress or at the Statehouse.

McGovern called lor pre-kindergarten and compulsory lull-day

kinaergarten as a wa\ ol giving children a good start in lite. And she

promised to make sure the state has the "finest public state college

system in the United States of America."

She also promised to fight to make health care more available and

affordable. "We've got to make sure people are treated with the

respect thev deserve," she said.

A leader in the Legislature during a period in which the state's

finances turned sour and a major tax increase was enacted.

McGovern portrayed herself as someone who had warned ol fiscal

problems and taken the lead in fighting them.

"I was the voice of reason during the latter part ol the 1980s," she-

said. "1 spoke out first. I spoke out earliest. I spoke out loudest

She said she supported the current proposal to roll back the

income tax from 5.95 percent to 5 percent. McGovern supported the

tax increase that brought rates to that level, but she said it was tem-

porary.

She declined to promise that she would never raise taxes, saying

the "no new taxes" pledge taken by former GOP Gov. William F.

Weld and acting Gov. Paul Cellucci were "a fraud."

"Respectable and honest people and decent people don't take these

pledges," she said.

Cellucci, who boasts of 20 tax cuts during the Weld-Cellueci years,

said he was "not interested in starting the 1998 campaign for gover-

nor. I am trying to locus on doing my job and getting things done for

the people of this state."

But he said that when he and Weld arrived in 1991, "This state

was a fiscal basket case, thanks to Pat McGovern and the

Democrats."

As for McGovem's leaving the door open to taxes, Cellucci said,

"That's a real difference, in general, between Democrats and

Republicans. We tried their way back in the late 1980s. Look where

it got us."

Since leaving office. McGovern has worked as a partner at the

Boston law firm, Goulston & Storrs. She also has offered opinions as

a panelist on WCVB-TV's "Five on Five" and chaired the commission

that put together the merger between Boston City Hospital and

University Hospital.

If she gets by Harshbarger and Flynn in the Democratic primary,

she would face either Cellucci or Treasurer |oe Malone. who are

competing for the Republican gubernatorial primary.

McGovern had been looking at a run for state treasurer. Her name

quickly surfaced, however, at the end of August when Democratic

U.S. Rep. loseph P. Kennedy II, D-Mass., announced that he was not

going to run.
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COMPLIMENTARY PASSES
EXCLUSIVELY FOR AMERICAN EXPRESS" CAROMEMBERS

WHEN & WHERE.

September 17, 8:00pm
AMC Hampshire 6 Theatre

WHAT.

Cardmembers get ___ compli-

mentary passes to a preview

screening of DreamWorks

Pictures' new film The

Peacemaker, to be released

9/26/97.

HOW.

Just bring the American Express*

Card or Optima* Card and your

student ID to the location listed

below to pick up your passes.

NOW.

If you're not yet a Cardmember

and would like to take part in our

exclusive previews, it's easy to

apply for the Card. Just call

1-800-942-AMEX,ext.4114.

MORE TO COME.

The Peacemakers one in a series

of five major motion pictures to

be previewed on your campus

this year, compliments of

American Express.

PICK UP YOUR TICKETS HERE.

University Center

September 151
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Craft Center opens for semester
Plenty of opportunities available for creativity for students

By Sarah Kimmel
Collegian Staff

The University Craft Center is

opening tomorrow for the fall semes

tei. This center is a craft supply store-

as well as an art center that dedicates

its services to any students interested

in the field of arts and crafts.

The Center often J creative outlet

for the student community. Silver.

copper and brass jewelry making,
beading, sewing, stained glass,

silkscreening. photograph develop-

ing, leather crafting, ceramic molding

and firing are among the many skills

the Craft Center offers to its 4,000
members. If a medium is not offered

and it is of some interest to the Craft

Center's public, the materials will be

purchased and made available upon
request

Membership to the Craft Center is

free to all University of

Massachusetts faculty, stall and stu-

dents. There is a fee of $15 a semes-

ter or $25 a year to other students in

the Five College area. Students must

pay lor their necessary materials,

which are sold at cost, but all of the

tools and machines are tree lo use.

The majority of funding for the cen-

ter is from the Student Activities

Trust Fund.

For those students who do not

know a certain skill that intere-t-

them, there are weekly workshops

offered by the Craft Center staff to

teach these areas of interest. These

workshops are offered on Tuesday,

Wednesday and Thursday evenings.

Liz Giza. an employee at the Craft

Center, said, "Basically what I show

in a beginning workshop I show here

(in the center) every day. The differ-

ence is that in a workshop you get

undivided attention."

The Craft Center was founded in

1971 and is under the direction of

Paula Hodecker, the only permanent

full-time staff member. There are

also 14 student employees that are

trained in the various areas of exper-

tise.

"I just learned silver last year... I

just picked it up from everyone who
knew it... now I'm the area coordina-

tor," said Giza.

The student employees not only

teach members of the center the

desired skills but they also create

programming that is offered to the

students. This October, the Craft

Center is holding its second annual

Fall Photo Expedition. This weekend

long retreat is being held at the

Outing Club's cabin in New
Hampshire from Oct. 24 - 2b.

Twelve members of the Craft Center

will hike in the mountains of N.H.

and photograph nature as they

receive instruction by the Center's

photography coordinators.

The Craft Center is also co-spon-

soring a Poetry Slam with the UMass

Poetry Society this Friday night and

an annual craft fair in early

December. This crafts fair is com-

posed of a combination of student

and professional artists.

Craft Center employee. Marah
MacRostie. said, "The Center is a

good way to relax and to make pre-

sents for family and friends... you

just need the desire to make some-

thing. We encourage everyone to

come down, if only to look."

The Craft Center is located across

from the Hatch in the Student Union

basement

The Craft Center opens today for the fall semester. UMass students can take advantage of the

many opportunities offered at the Craft Center.
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What! Me worry?
Mike Katsoulis takes a break from classes yesterday afternoon under the shade of a tree by the campus

pond.

Ireland
continued from page 1

Sinn Fein negotiator Gerry Kelly, who served a prison

sentence for IRA bombings in the 1970s, said in a British

Broadcasting Corp. radio interview that unionists "had

latched onto this bomb and used it as another excuse to

actually stay outside the talks." Sinn Fein leader Gerry

Adams said the bombing "should be an incentive for all

political leaders and the two governments to make sure

this process works."

Sinn Fein was barred from the talks when they began in

|une 1996 because of continuing IRA violence. An earlier

IRA cease-fire ended in February 1996 with a bomb blast

in east London.

So far, Protestant paramilitaries have been officially

abiding by their own cease-fire. But a breakaway group,

the Loyalist Volunteer Force, said yesterday it would

retaliate for the bombing.

"No unionist worth his salt would sit in these talks with

Sinn Fein/IRA," the statement said.

After a day of diplomacy Monday among unionist par-

ties, the British and Irish governments had hoped that

three of Northern Ireland's five Protestant parties would

end their talks boycott. Mowlam met early yesterday with

representatives of the Ulster Democratic Party and the

Progressive Unionist party, both associated with pro-

British paramilitary groups.

The parties now at the table, in addition to Sinn Fein,

are the moderate Catholic Social Democratic and Labor

Party, which represents the largest block of Catholic opin-

ion: the Alliance Party, a tiny women's rights party and an

even tinier Socialist party.
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Building Communities at UMass:

Breaking Barriers, Making Connections

Friday, September 19, 1997

8:30 a.m.- 3:30p.m.

Campus Center 163

Preregistration is REQUIRED for the

morning session and lunch

Afternoon sessions are open

to the campus

For registration and more information,

contact Chris Piquette, Office of Human

Relations, at piquette@admin.umass.edu

or 545-0851.
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Improving the Connecticut
Stephen Gephard remembers the

dass. not so long ago. when the

water of the Connecticut River

was so polluted that it was nearly

phosphorescent, and entire popula-

tions of herring would die overnight

from lack of oxygen.

In contrast, Gephard. senior fish-

enes biologist for Connecticut's

Department of Environmental

Protection, has some reason to be

encouraged by the recent upswing in

the river's

health. Despite

persistent prob-

lems, the

Connecticut
River has shown
signs of recovery

and recently

earned recogni-

tion as the source of a "Wetland of

International Importance" by Interior

Secretary Bruce Babbit. In addition,

the Connecticut River is under strong

consideration for official designation

as an American Heritage River, a dis-

tinction that would open up the possi-

bility of federal aid and enhanced

cleanup efforts.

So what's all the fuss about? The

Connecticut River doesn't look all that

special when viewed from bumper-to-

bumper traffic on the Calvin Coolidge

Bridge when driving to Northampton.

It is interesting enough, however, to

consider that the river, called

"Guinatucquet." or "The Long Tidal

River" by Native Americans, stretches

410 miles from the Canadian border

to its mouth on the Atlantic — longer

than the Tiber, the Jordan or the Nile.

The tidal region is home to one of

the richest ecological communities in

the northeast and is also the last refuge

for six species of plants and animals

that are endangered globally. Thanks

to intensive cleanup efforts, the lower

Connecticut River supports the

world's largest run of blueback herring

and a very healthy population of

Environment
Jason (DazHs

American shad, both species important

to recreational and commercial fishers.

To much fanfare, bald eagles, first

sighted last winter, have been making

a slow comeback. In fact, the eagles

and their new hatchlings were even

the subject of a well-watched cable

access television show, and became

unwitting symbols for the hope,

promise and fragility of the ecological

movement on the Connecticut River.

It wasn't always this way. lust a few

years ago,

most people

viewed the

river as the

source of

foul odors
and some-
times fasci-

nating col-

ors. Tom Miner, director of the

Connecticut River Watershed Council,

set the scene.

"The river changed colors accord-

ing to what dyes were being used in

the mill and the water stank." he said.

Most homeowners along the shores of

the river were only too glad to see

concrete dikes constructed along the

banks in Hartford to control flood

waters, allowing them to separate

themselves both physically and emo-

tionally from the poisoned river. The

Connecticut eventually earned the

unofficial classification of "America's

Best Landscaped Sewer."

Although conditions have improved

in recent years, thanks in large part to

national fisheries conservation legisla-

tion and several clean water acts, the

Connecticut still faces a multitude of

threats. The vast quantities of agricul-

tural and commercial pesticides that

find their way into the river through

run-off and erosion are toxic to aquat-

ic life and extremely difficult to trace

and regulate. Poor land use practices

also lead to an influ\ of

nitrogen-based fertilizers, creating

algae blooms that rob the river of oxy-

gen and disrupt aquatic ecosystems.

This non-point pollution has become

an increasingly difficult problem for

the Connecticut and for other rivers

worldwide.

Industrial and residential construc-

tion and waste near the banks is a

constant threat, although it is often

couched in politically ambiguous lingo

such as "sustainable development"

and "pollution rights." This waste,

released directly into the river,

includes the combined sewer over-

flows for the towns of Chicopee,

Holyoke, West Springfield and
Springfield.

Perhaps the greatest danger, given

that federal legislation finally provided

the needed push to begin cleaning the

river, is the current trend towards

passing off environmental responsibili-

ty to state governments, industry, and

private individuals. Although this

development is too new to judge its

outcome for the Connecticut River,

the effects can be seen in other

attempts to dismantle federal legisla-

tion such as the Endangered Species

Act, one of the cornerstones of envi-

ronmental policy.

What can you do to help? One way

to get involved is to take part in a

hands-on environmental event, such

as river cleanup. "The Source to the

Sea Cleanup" is a one-day community

service event that will focus on clean-

ing the Connecticut River and its tribu-

taries on Saturday, Sept 27. Cleanups

give students, faculty, legislators and

local residents a chance to get together

and help make a positive difference by

participating in the environmental

movement in a hands-on manner.

They are also a good way to become

more familiar with the Connecticut

River, the problems it is facing, and

long-term concerns and goals.

For more information, stop by the

MASSPIRG office at 42JA Student

Union or call 545-0199.

Jason Davis is a UMass student.

A hair-raising issue

It
came to me suddenly the other day that we. as a

human race, spend just way too much time on hair.

Whether it's dying your hair with Kool-Aid or just

taking care of your mane, there's just way too much going

on with hair. a^
Fof'instance. let's start with the sim- _^^^^^^^^_

pie act of buying shampoo.

Most of us agree that clean hair is ^_
preferable to dirty, greasy, smelly

locks. So we have to buy shampoo to clear out all the gunk

we've put into it.

Yeah — don't forget about the gunk. All those millions

of dollars spent every year on must-have products like hair

spray ("You too can have hair that does not move"),

mousse and gel.

So you hit the drug store or supermarket or wherever

the heck you buy shampoo. Now. in our consumer-driven

capitalist market, there are times when we just have way

too many choices. Just think how much shampoo is out

there. How can you possibly make an informed decision?

Allegedly, shampoo ranks low on the consumer decision

model. I beg to differ. Do you pick the green bottle over

the red one? Or would you prefer Pert Plus' Ammonium
Xylenesulfonate to Pantene's Methylchloroisothiazolinone?

So forget about the ingredients. Half of them probably

cause cancer anyway. Let's think about the ads instead.

You've probably seen Yasmine Bleeth promoting Pantene

and tossing her luxurious tresses. 1 suppose advertiser

think we consumers are silly enough to actually believe

Yasmine's hair came out of a bottle.

In case we don't fall for the promise of hair like

Yasmine Bleeth's. marketers try to tempt us with the

catchy slogan "leaves no residue behind." 1 have yet to dis-

cover a shampoo which admits to leaving a residue on your

hair. But obviously there must be such a shampoo, other-

wise people wouldn't be backing away, saying. "Nope, not

us. Not our product
"

There are also the organic blends to appeal to the

crunchy side of our nature. Or maybe you're the type to be

tempted by aloe vera or the apple scented stuff. God only

knows what aloe vera does for you. but I'm pretty sure any

perfumed shampoo would attract bees.

Shampoo is only half your problem. Then you've got to

^^^^^^_^^^^^^^^^^ work on picking a conditioner. A condi-
™

*

BBB—*^B^^1^^^^^^ tioner makes vour hair bouncy and full

muatirkar . . a fu |, step closer to Yasmine Bleeth

you won't spend
— a

hair. If you're smart,

much time thinking about the different types of condition-

er. |ust throw one of the same brand as your shampoo into

your cart and move on to your next problem.

After clean hair, there basically arises two polar opposite

situations. Fifty percent of us are trying to get rid of excess

hair and the other 50 percent are trying to grow hair.

Getting rid of excess hair seems to be a problem

reserved exclusively for women. I don't know what we
women are thinking when we invest tons of money for

razors and shaving cream so that we can spend 40 minutes

in the shower getting nicks.

And shaving is the easy way out. If you've ever spent

five minutes looking at an infomercial on television, you

know manufacturers are trying to sell the modern day

equivalent of medieval torture devices. Most of us grimace

when we see a smiling woman peel a huge chunk of wax

off her leg. But wait, look how silky smooth her skin is.

The allure of hairlessness is just too great, so we all jump

to buy this stuff.

Other common methods of getting rid of hair include

bleaching and Cleopatra's stand-by: sugaring. Some peo-

ple even choose to send electrical currents through their

bodies in order to kill off hair follicles.

But whatever your own self-torture routine might be. I

can pretty much guarantee that you are spending way too

much time on your hair.

As for me, I am still trying to decide between the red

shampoo bottle or the green one.

Seema Gangatirkar is a Collegian columnist.

Point/Counterpoint on Affirmative Action

This week's Focits on Race series will end on Friday with a Point/Counterpoint on the issue of Affirmative

Action. If you are interested in submitting a column to be considered for this feature, please deliver it to the

Ldilorial/Opinion staff no later than 9 p.m. on Wednesday. Sept. 1 7.

Submissions should be 500-700 words long. They can be sent via e-mail (let1ers@oitvms.oit.umass.edu), fax

1 54 5_ 1 592), or can be hand-delivered to the Collegian offices in the Campus Center basement, room 113.
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Focus on Race
This week, the Collegian Editorial page is publishing a week-long series on racial issues. This is an1

open call for all members of the University community to submit opinion pieces on this important sub-

ject. , , n
All editorials to be considered for the Focus on Race series must be received no later than 9 p.m. on

Wednesday, Sept. 1 7. .

Editorials can be submitted by e-mail (letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu), fax (545-1592), or by drop-

ping them off at the Collegian offices in the Campus Center basement. They should be typed, and

between 500- 700 words in length. ,

' ^ ,

For more information, call Daniel Bodah at 545-1491 or send email to the Collegian letters account.

Weekend warriors

It
will be a competition on the grandest scale when

Massachusetts travels down to Harrisonburg. Va. to

take on lames Madison University on Sept. 20.

A war fought on the cleat-stomped, chewed-up grid-

iron battlefield of Bridgeforth Stadium, where both

sides will leave their souls after putting their pride and

reputation on the line. A fight where past accomplish-

ments shall be cast aside. And. when the dust clears,

only one side will emerge.

An all-out battle for not only region- ^^^^^^^m
al supremacy, but national promi-

nence. SHraMHiiMM
Now. any ol you who have witnessed

or heard about the early-season performances of the

UMass football squad must know that this is not the

proud group of which I am dramatically speaking.

Though they spill their guts and battle to the end. those

Minutemen will not take part in this skirmish.

This confrontation — without shoulder pads, cleats

or stickum — will take place at halftime.

Huh?
You better believe it!

"This is (for] a championship." said University of

Massachusetts Minuteman Marching Band director

George N. Parks unequivocally at the end of a recent

UMMB rehearsal.

With an omni-present fiery look of determination in

his eyes, he was telling his troops, "This is war!"

The Minutemen of the march will be challenging one

of the most revered and respected marching band pro-

grams in the country when they travel down to |MU to

take on the Dukes.

This is an unprecedented — and kind of crazy —
maneuver by Parks and his confident staff. |MU boasts a

powerful, thunderous, in-your-face presence matched

by few, and challenged by fewer.

But, the Minuteman band is itself far from a slouch.

They have been the "Power and Class of New England"

Fred Hurlbrink Jr.

for nearly two decades and they have put on shows the

likes of which Bridgeforth Stadium has never seen.

Their style and flamboyance are largely unmatched,

much like their enthusiasm and work ethic.

The sheer energy level the band produces is tangible

enough to force the audience onto its feet. Constant

movement which generates constant excitement is the

calling card of this inimitable group that perennially

marches close to 300 strong.

^^^^^^^^_ You're thinking. "How can a group

of band nerds' take itself so serious-

ly?'

How can anybody not?

They rehearse with an undeniable purpose and burn-

ing intensity, but manage to enjoy themselves and keep

the energy flowing at a high level. They live up to their

"Power and Class" moniker by winning over crowds

every time they perform.

This will be without a doubt one of the fiercest com-

petitions witnessed at a UMass football game in years.

It's a matter of pride for the Minutemen as they strive to

distinguish themselves among the elite marching
squadrons in the nation.

Very seldom does Parks get the chance to show people

outside of Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium how good

his band really is. And. this is the opportunity which his

talented and hard-working group needs to take advan-

tage of in order to ascend to the upper-echelon.

You're still thinking. "They're just band kids." Band

can't be all that cool.

Can it?

Well, how cool would it be if you could call yourself

the best. The Minuteman Marching Band already is the

best in the Northeast, and now they have a chance to

show a lot of people that they might just be the best in

the country.

They're not just band kids.

Fred Hurlbrink, jr. is a Collegian columnist.

Letters to the Editor

Textbook Annex
no bargain basement

To the Editor:

I wasn't going to say anything, but

then 1 read Kerry Naumwoicz's
glowing defense of the Textbook
Annex and I figured she let the door

swing wide open.

I partly blame myself for being too

lazy to find the book at any of the

other book stores in the area, but I

knew it would be fairly inexpensive

and I was in a hurry. I bought
George Orwell's 1984 for one of my
classes at the Textbook Annex.

Here's the good part. It was one

of those Signet Publishers paper-

backs which has the set price print-

ed right there on the front cover and

on the binding. The Textbook Annex

sold me a used copy which was
marked $3.95 by the publishers, for

$4.50. Not a bad little profit, espe-

cially because the book was at least

I 3 years old. 1 can only imagine
what kind of profit they make on
textbooks that are on the expensive

side.

So Kerry, the next time you decide-

to bash one of your understandably

disgruntled customers, and advise

them to do mere investigating, or

tell them to blame someone other

than the parties at fault, do a little

more investigating of your own.
While you're at it, you can ask your

awesome employers exactly how this

price inflating practice is legal. I'm

curious.

Emily lew ell

Belchertown

We encourage our readers to respond to the contents of the
Collegian through letters to the editor.

Letters must be typed, no more than 400 words, and include

name, address and pnone number for confirmation purposes. They
can be submitted to the Editorial/Opinion Editor, Daily Collegian,

113 Campus Center Basement, UMass Amherst MA 01003, or by
email to: letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu

Letters may be edited for length, clarity and style.
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Blur puts on exquisite pop show
By Adam Levine

Collegian Staff

BLUR / THE DANDY WARHOLS
Orpheum Theatre

Sept. 13, 1997

For far too long, England's premier pop revisionists

Blur, have hovered within the shadows of the recent

British invasion. Although they have been together longer

than their chart topping nemesis, Oasis, Blur has continu-

ously struggled, mostly in the United States, to have their

sound heard. With five full-length albums, each one con-

taining its own unique visions, under their belt Blur has

set certain pop music standards and then broken them
down just as easily as they created them.

Yet. to see Blur live is an extraordinary experience in

itself. It is a time when the band's charisma, or often lack

there of, brings their music to whole new levels and safely

secures their position as one of the most innovative bands

in recent history. For nearly one and a half hours last

Saturday night. Blur played a pure energy-driven set that

will not be forgotten easily by all those in attendance.

Although the set was primarily geared towards Blur's

most recent self-titled album, all the songs performed

were carefully chosen, in order to properly chronicle their

eight- year history. They purposely seemed to refrain from

performing certain obvious crowd pleasers, including their

1995 mega hit "Country House" from their fourth album.

The Great Escape, in order to play other extremely

notable, but lesser-known songs. Of the 20 songs per-

formed, half were from their latest recording. Still, no

album went unrecognized, including two songs from their

first release. Leisure, and another handful of tracks from

'93s Modern Life is Rubbish and '94s Parklife.

Architect builds Simpson home
By Angie Wagner
Associated Press

MARTY KEANl/COUECIAN

Blur crossed the pond to play at the Orpheum
Theatre in Boston last Saturday.

As they took the stage, Blur seemed fatigued and unin-

terested. It only took heartthrob frontman Damon Albarn

to the chorus of their first song, Beatlebum, to finally

shake his head and feel the vibrancy of the atmosphere.

Bassist Alex lames dangled a cigarette from his mouth and

Turn to BLUR, page 6

HENDERSON, Nev. — Round
a corner in the new Springfield

subdivision of this booming town

and you're awestruck by the wack>

house and its 27 gaudy colors.

Mixed with the more mundane
tan and stucco homes is an eye-

popping power orange and solar

yellow house that replicates the

terrible tastes and absurd lifestyle

of "The Simpsons."

A home builder has captured

every detail of the TV cartoon

family's life, from Marge's com-
print kitchen curtains to Homer's

driveway grease spot from his car.

The bizarre house captures the

best (or worst) of television's

longest-running animated prime-

time series.

Where else should the cartoon

family live but just outside Las

Vegas, where you can bet on the

bizarre?

"Does Bart really live there?"

asked one boy, waiting in line

under a tent set up to shade the

curious.

Bart may not REALLY live

there, but someone will. Kaufman
and Broad Home Corp. is teaming

with the Fox network and Pepsi-

Cola to give away the four-bed-

room, 2,200-square-foot home as

part of a national promotion coin-

ciding with "The Simpsons" season

premiere this Sunday. A drawing

will determine the winner of the

$150,000 home.

But before the lucky real life

family moves in. the show's fans

and even those who aren't get to

tour the home.
Framed by a shiny orange picket

fence, the yellow house features

the purple family car parked out-

side. An antenna is perched on the

roof, though unlike Homer's
house, this one is cable-ready.

Inside, it's easy to feel trapped

in a cartoon with all the Playdoh-

colored paint and appliances.

Behind a hall tree where
Homer's hard hat hangs is the

"mystery door." No one goes in

and no one comes out, just like on

the show.

Logs in the fireplace are painted

bright green, as are the leaves and

branches of the fig trees in the liv-

ing room. Above the blue piano is

the sheet music Lisa uses to play

her saxophone. Instead of carpet,

the architects opted to paint the

floors to get the full cartoon effect.

Next to the couch in the TV
room is an empty can of Humeri
Duff beer. In the kitchen, loud iv

set out for the family dog. Sanm-
Little Helper, and dim di-ho ;irc

in the sink.

Out back is a swing set

Homer's orange barbecue grill and

Bart's treehouse, with the legend,

"Come in. NOT."
In every closet hangs three MtJ

of the same outfit worn by each

character. The> never change-

clothes on the show.

To build the replica of the car-

tooned house. Kaufman and Broad

architects spent hours watching

episodes of "The Simpsons." figur-

ing out how the characters moved

from room to room and even not-

ing where mouseholes were.

(There are three.)

Gonzalez said he and his col-

leagues looked through 7.400 dif-

ferent colors before deciding on

the 27 used throughout the house.

The cartoon showed arched door-

ways, so the architects joked the>

built them to accommodate
Homer's girth and Marge's hair. A
Hollywood set designer was hired

to handle all the props while

another crew painted them with

wild colors in the back yard.

Gurtu & The Glimpse treat audience to special night of music
By Jeffrey R. Yusah
Collegian Staff

TRILOK GURTU & THE GLIMPSE
Bowker Auditorium

Sept. 13

Last Saturday, the Asian Dance and Music Program

at the Fine Arts Center presented Trilok Gurtu and

The Glimpse in Bowker Auditorium. The Asian Dance

and Music Program at the Fine Arts Center has made it

a habit to bring unique and entertaining Asian per-

formers and performances to the University communi-

ty and Saturday night was no different.

In the past, Gurtu has played with an array of

notable musicians ranging from Charlie Mariano to Yo
Yo Ma playing everything from jazz and fusion to clas-

sical and traditional Indian music.

Nowadays he is accompanied by The Glimpse
Ensemble, an assortment of similarly established inter-

national musicians, which includes Teodosii Spassov,

Geetha Bennett, Kai Eckhardt and |aya Deva.

Spassov played the eight hole wooden flute which

holds claim as one of the oldest musical instruments in

Europe. Bennett accompanied the band on the

Carnatic Veena. German born Eckhardt played the

bass and Italian Deva specialized in the Moroccan
ganawa.

Together these unique musicians played an amazing

set featuring compositions by Gurtu.

The night began with Gurtu's "Cherrytqwn" which

perfectly demonstrated the percussionist's ability to

redefine groove. Deva and Bennett laid down the

vocals giving the song a mesmerizing harmony

amongst scattered chants and jazzy solos.

Throughout the night they would throw down beau-

tifully rhythmic grooves singing and chanting steadily

on top of it. Gurtu would suddenly break the music

down into layers and jump on another groove forcing

the others to ride his flow. In perfect timing he

switched from instrument to instrument with little

glances and points to direct the ensemble.

One of the highlights of the night came during

"Future Heat" as Gurtu demonstrated his ability to

manipulate his own voice. Chanting in ska-like

rhythm, Gurtu's solo mesmerized the audience. As the

tempo of the chant kept increasing and increasing the

amazement was evident in the crowd. Finally as Gurtu

hit the climax, the song was brought back into elatin

by Bennett accompanying his vocals.

And as the instruments crashed back into the groove

you could just see on all of their faces how much the

musicians love what they do. This was also evident in

a dance circle they had on stage in which Spassov.

whose demeanor was rather conservative all night,

started dancing a mad jig.

The concert closed with a sing-along — ending a

special night of music.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian's annual

RSO Section
Look for it in your Monday, Sept. 28 edition!

(University Productions and Concerts)

20th Year Anniversary

1st General Committee Meeting

AIX STUDENTS WELCOME
Wednesday, September 1

7

th

at 6:00PM

in the EARTHFOODS ROOM
Student Union

For more information please call

545-2892
• Come learn about getting involved with

Conceit Production-

• Find out how to meet your favorite

bands/artists*

• Meet other students who share your interest in

the Music Industry* U

*n
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HELPING YOU BUILD A SECURE FINANCIAL
FUTURE IS AN IMPORTANT JOB.

FORTUNATELY, WE HAVE THE PERFECT RESUME.

With nearly 80 years ol leadership experience

in our field, TIAA-CREF is eminently

qualified to help you build a comfortable, worry-

free retirement.

Our references are equally impeccable —
today, nearly two million ol the best minds in

America trust us with their financial luture.

Allow us to review our qualifications.

Superior strength

\V,th over $200 billion in assets. TIAA-CREI" is

the world's largest retirement organization —
and among the most solid. TIAA is one ol only

a handful ol companies to have earned top rat-

ings for financial strength, and CRKF is one ot

Wall Street's largest investors.

Solid, long-term performance

We 1MB out long-term opportunities that other

companies, in pursuit ol quick gains, often miss.

Though past pei lormance can't guarantee

Inline result-., this patient philosophy has

prawn extremely rewarding.

Surprisingly low expenses

TIAA-CREF • Operating I osis are among the

Ensuring the future

for those who shape it.'

lowest in the insurance and mutual lund

industries. Therelore. more ol your mom \

goes where it should —towards ensuring

your future.-
'

Easy diversification

We offer a wide variety ol expertly managed

investment options to help build your HMtl
With stock, bond, money market, and real

estate accounts— as well as a guaranteed

annuity to choose Irom — TIAA-CREF makes

diversification aWQ

Unrivaled service

We believe that our service distmguishes u^

from even' other retirement company. In the

latest Dalbar Consumer Satisfaction Survey,

.1 study of 2,000 financial companies, I I \ \

CREF was voted the leading provide) ol

retirement plans.

II you work in education, research, or ratal

t-il fields, why not put TIAA-CREF't experi-

ence to work lor you ' To find out more, s i-.il

our Web site at www.tiaa-tref.org Of call us

at 1-800-842-2776

\ . . t Soprnoi > \M IW.it-. \JJ\ | Sill A FVtp* W Mm^I fcr»«WrsT sW»kw *^ Standard and Poor » tor iliUn eound tmeetmtnft
|
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Miengih TKrar rat1n4nx.it Tl\A m an mewrawe lomovn do not apply to CRKF 'A**eW t *' /U% .< /*«nN*r **»*./ ,K»fW I

1*1*" Upper Analyta al Sn
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Blur
continued from page 5

continuously brushed his hair out

from his eyes. Drummer Dave
Roundtree was barely noticeable

peaking out from the percussion

fortress that surrounded him and gui-

tarist extraordinaire Grahen Coxon

appeared to be slightly above

COJBStOee, as he would spontaneous!)

awake cvetv once in a while from a

deep sleep and nod gently to the

audience.

Album's enthusiasm more than

filled the theatRL as he attempted to

break in the new pair of trainers he

had bought earlier that day. After

Heutlehuni. Albarn put down his

MOUStk guitar, grabbed a hold of his

microphone and exploded into the

surreal. tiaiKC-ltkc sound of \lo\in'

On followed b> their latest U.S. sin-

gle MOR. both from their latest

album. Albarn then quietly said.

•This is an old one." before perform-

ing the bubbly Beatlesesquc Then r'l

Vo Other W ay, from their first

album.

The tempo for the remainder of the

set varied from earlier pop gems like

She's So High and Advert to the trash

ot Chinese Hombs. The major high-

lights, however, were the bands in

your face biopic of sorts. Popscene.

where the stage took on a classic

disco feel with thousands of lights

circling around above them, as well

as their classic sing- a-long favorite.

Girls and Hoys

After a brief pause. Blur came out

again to perform perhaps the most

intense encore to have ever been wit-

nessed. The band got warmed-up
again with "Commercial Break." an

instrumental from Modern Life Is

Rubbish, before making an easy tran-

sition into "Theme From Retro," a

creepy chant-driven tune from the

recent album.

"On Your Own" with Damon lead-

ing the sing-a-long to nearly every

member of the audience, was the

unquestioned high point. Alter a

sped-up version of "Parklife." the

ultimate rock anthem "Coping," and

the rather disturbing "Killer For Your

Love," Damon preceded to finish the

evening with a scream. He yelled as

loud as he probably could into his

microphone and the rest of the band

thus continued with the opening to

"Song 2."

Woo-hoo, indeed.

Florida's QB Johnson looks for win

over Tennessee without Wuerffel
By Doug Ferguson

Associated Press

Write

Arts...

(It'll make you feel

good!)

GAINESVILLE, Ha. — No matter

how hard he tries, Doug lohnson

can't seem to escape Danny
Wuerffel's legacy at Florida. It is

printed on the pages of the record

book, etched in the bronze of a

Heisman Trophy, painted in the form

of Wuerffel's jersey on the south

facade of the end zone at Florida

Field. On Saturday, lohnson will get

the starkest reminder yet. With

chance at a record-tying fifth straight

Southeastern Conference title hanging

in the balance, lohnson will try to

prove to more than 85.000 fans that

No. 3 Florida can still beat Tennessee

— even without Wuerffel.

"I'm not worried about how some

one played before me. before my
time." lohnson said. "That's not fair

to compare myself to that."

It would be a tough act to follow.

Along with setting four dozen

records, winning the Heisman and

leading the Gators to their first

national championship, Wuerffel

never lost to the Volunteers in three

Marts.

He made his first start against them

as a redshirt freshman in 1993,

throwing for three touchdowns in a

4 1 -34 victory.

In 1995, Wuerffel led the Gators to

seven straight touchdowns in a steady

tain, turning a 50-14 deficit into a 62-

37 victor) thai sent them to their first

undefeated regular season.

And a year ago. he outplayed

Peyton Manning by throwing four

School
House

20 WATTS/CHANNEL SHELF SYSTEM
• Full logic cassette deck

• 3-chsc CD changer

. Aiwa NSXA22

• 2-way bass reflex speakers

• Remote control

95$199
90 DAYS SAME-AS-CASH

SONY
50+1 MEGA
STORAGE CD
CHANGER
• Jog dial for rapid

selection of dies

• MultHdisc 32

step programming

• Will work off any Sony

receiver remote control

• Sony CDPCX50

$199
90 DAYS SAME-AS-CASH

mis-
CD Changer

WHY MAKE A COPYj
WHEN YOU CAN MAKE A CLONE?

PICK-UP
FREE STUFF

just for

stopping

HOME MINIDISC PLAYER/RECORDER
• Records up to 74 minutes of digital audio on one 2-inch disc

• Remote commander* remote control f*j
• Digital inputs & outputs • 25 track programming •?

.

• Jog shuttle dial • Text display S. entry

• CD synchro • Sony MDSJE51 w DAYs SAME ASCASH

klipsch

4-HEAD VCR WITH VCR PLUS*
• Hi-Tech 4-bead for better picture

• VCR Plus+ simplifies recording

• Digital auto picture

• Panasonic PV7401 ?o DAYS SAME-AS-CASH

13 TV/VCR COMBO
• VCR features a high tech 4 vdeo

head system and auto clock set

• Swivel base • FM Radio

• Front A/V |acks

• Available with black or white cabine

• Panasonic PVM1347/1357W

FLOORSTANDING
SPEAKERS
• Horn-loaded tweeter

• 8" woofer in a

vented enclosure

• Cabinet in sleek black finish

• Perfect for home theater

• 100-watt power handling

• Klipsch KG3.5V

$149
90 DAYS SAME-AS-CASH

SONY
900 MHz
CORDLESS
TELEPHONE
• 900 MHz extends range

and improves sound

• 10-number speed dialing

• Up to 7 hr. talk time

and 7-day standby

• Out of range alert

• Sony SPP930

9995

90 DAYS SAME-AS-CASH

AMSUN

25 DBX
STEREO TV
• Comb filter with contrast

circuit enhancement

• Dark-tint picture tube

• Front and Rear A/V inputs

• Stereo output with dbx

noise reduction

• Universal remote control

• Samsung TXG2548

95

90 DAYS SAME-AS-CASH

KENWOOD

90 DAYS SAME-ASCASH

Panasonic

HIGH POWER AM/FM CD PLAYER
• 30 watts x 4 channels • Single preamp output C
• Disabled system indicator

• Detachable faceplate for security

• Kenwood KDCS3007

95249
90 DAYS SAME-AS-CASH

PERSONAL
CELLULAR PHONE
• Lightweight, slim size

• 2-hne Alpha-numeric LCD display

• 60 minutes of talk time,

10 hours of stand-by

• Two one-touch dial locations

• 99 memory locations

• Panasonic EBH63S

Certain

restrictions

apply Price of

phone is higher

without activation

Subiect to credit

approval See store tor details

IFREE
WITH ACTIVATION

Car adapter
and lea
carry-in case

27 Holy
Holyoke, MA
foke Street in Holyoke Crossing

(413) 532-0400 .

AH H***ers *oW in pairs only Some picture* may be representational We reserve the right to correct and/or clarify errors

due to typography, photography or printing Some itetm are of limited quantity

Tweeter
I Stay Tuned... Q\C.

touchdown passes in the first 19 min-

utes to stake Florida to I 15-0 lead.

too much for the Vols tO overcome

Your turn, Doug.

"Everyone that has com* In here

and started as quarterback had to pla\

in a big game early." lohnson laid. "I

don't think it's any different. I think

I'll be ready."

lohnson. a 14-year-old sophomotc

who has a stronger arm and .1 nunc

aggressive personality than Wuerllel.

has only two starts under his belt, and

it's hard to learn anything from cither

one of them.

He threw for three touchdowns but

also had three interceptions in nil

debut, a 21-6 victory over Southern

Mississippi in which coach Steve

Spurrier blamed just about even one

but lohnson.

A week later, he tied a school

record with seven touchdowns in the

first half of an 82-6 win ovet out-

manned Central Michigan. "This one-

is going to be a lot tougher." Spurrier

said. "Phis is a team with an excellent

pass rush, good cover guvs. It's not

going to be as easy. Hopefully, he'll be

prepared to execute the best he can."

lohnson at least knows what to

expect.

He grew up not far from the

Swamp, where the Gators have lust

only one SF.C game since Spurrier

took over as coach in 1 990. I le knows

the significance of this game — the

winner essential!] has a two-game

lead in the SEC East division and one

foot in the door to the SEC title game.

And he knows that when it comes

to the Fun 'N' Gun offense, all eyes

are on the quarterback

"I'm one of the most highly publi-

cized positions, especially now. espe

daily with Danny playing it," he said.

"He left a great deal of expectation*

around here."

That's not to say lohnson doesn't

bring any measure of hope. While

Wuerffel got by with skill and savvy.

lohnson relies almost exclusively on

an arm so strong that Spurrier gave

him the nickname. "Slinger."

He is not lacking in confidence

either, a sharp change from the choir

boy demeanor of Wuerffel.

"I think people who get worried

about things like this aren't sure

about themselves, aren't sure they're

going to be able to compete well."

lohnson said, looking down as he

picked at his fingernails. "That's ncvet

been a problem for me."

Still, lohnson has never faced the

kind of pressure he will experience on

Saturday. The Vols had the best

defense in the SEC a year ago. and

coach Phillip Fulmer is thinking about

moving Leonard little from line-

backer to defensive end.

"Inexperience at quarterback is

something I know would be a little bit

of concern in a big game like this."

Fulmer said. "I guess as a coach, you

try to protect him with some play -call-

ing. Florida has tons of other things

that they do. They have plentv ol

other weapons."

OFFICE WORKERS
Located on the PVTA bus routi',

National Evaluation Systems. Int.,

is looking for part-tune assistance

with a variety of office tasks. Pn-firrt'd

candidates will work quickly and

accurately and be able to work at

least 3 consecutive hours between

9 AM. and 5 P.M. on days that we have

work. On-call hours will be available

beginning mid-September and continu-

ing throughout the academic year. Pay

is $7.00/hr Send your resume or call to

have an application mailed to you:

Pmoimtl

NATIONAL EVALUATION
SYSTEMS, INC.

WCakhouwRoad

E.O.R

AmhfpiL MA 01002

UcAattS.

Gr*»<\( txsJviCa?.

Vic* b*Oi

London $369
Paris $566

Costa Rico $460
(San Francisco $35
'•an *m •«« m* *> MI4IV

, .»• ajtu trwti. It IM
\>m m Maxim fairs •
an an worn ni.i«ai

«!—.»-

nntn
sjsaj -->

It «M MPtawea * i« trrmna- li

turn «h n»f.tn iri *•
rlMtaitn.ia,*! n

!*

I/raur/

44 Main St.

Amherst

(413) 256-1261
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football
continued from page 10

eould go down in "The Swamp."
Nebraska at Washington
Mark it down. Saturday will be the

day Nebraska's mid- iwu- football
dynasty comes crashing hack to
earth. The Central Florida scare
shows that it just ain't Nebraska's
year, and look for Washington to
make a loud statement by crushing
the Huakers.

Booty Schwag of the Week
Award...

All the boys and girls at Texas
were asking one question this week.
"How do you spell booty?" The

answer? H-O-R-N-S.
That's right, kids. The schwag was

an easy one this week. I'm sure you
all saw the score. UCLA 6b, Texas 3.

When the No. 10 team in the coun-
try loses at home by nine tOUChdowM
to a team with a quarterback (Cade
McKnown) who sounds like a cross

between English class and a new
burger at McDonalds, there really

isn't much to say. i 'Cause he's like,

McNoun, you know? O.K.. sorry
about that.)

Except "Booty, booty, booty!"

This is the most inconceivable
score in the history of college foot-

ball.

I'll repeat that.

This is the most inconceivable
score in the history of college football.

Now, Texas joins Boston College
as the only two-time winners of the

Booty Schwag. Congratulations,
guys, and "hook 'em Horns!"

Friends of the Program "Inside

Tip" Pick of the Week...

FSU is a 20-point favorite at

Clemson. Nope. Clemson, please.

Thank you.

Oh yeah, my Peyton v. Florida

pick. A jacked UT defense and a fired

up Manning will give Tennessee its

long-awaited Gator romp. Vols —
38. Gators — 21.

Remember, just because they wear
orange doesn't mean they're vv ussie-

l.uke Meredith is a Collegian
eolumnist.

soccer
continued from page 10

expose the things that we need to

work on." Koch said. "These games
will be tough, and then we start the

A-10 schedule."

The Atlantic 10 schedule il not

going to be a walk in the park either

for UMass. Both Fordham and URI
went to the NCAA's last year, and

both want to build on last year's suc-

cess.

Butler and Castma will need to rise

to this occasion and take the reigns if

UMass wants to be successful; espe-

cially Castma, due to the fact he does

not have a point this season.
Newcomers sophomore Gavin Hewitt

and freshmen Seth Lilburn have seen

significant playing time this season,

and are beginning to overshadow the

senior forward's play.

field hockey
continued from page 10

opponent's end of the field, the

UMass defense has held its

own as well. Sophomore goalie

Zowie Tucker has played all

but lour minutes in the UMass
cage, recording a 1.39 GAA
and a .806 save percentage
with 29 saves.

Minutewomen Notes:

lohnston is only two points

away from the 50-career point

mark... Millbaucr. Lucy Koch
and Amy Ott all have defensive

saves to their credit... junior

Kate Putnam is currently tied

for sixth on the UMass career

assist list She is tied with Sue-

Packard, who was a teammate

of current Minutewoman coach

Pattv Shea.

Collegian Sports..

Keep your eye on

the ball.

IORMA KANSANEN/COUEGIAN

It's all about the kwan...
junior forward Sophie Lecot topped off a big week by being named Co-Atlantic 1 Player of the Week.

Azzinaro

hoop
continuea from page 10

reimburse all season ticket- holding

fans for any home loss.

"I he average fan is fed up with

big-time athletes who don't care if

they win or lose." Dtiesell said.

"When fans buy tickets, they want

to get their money's worth. Well,

now we area all in this together. If

we lose, they don't pay. It's that

simple."

• Neil Reed, who has played

point guard for Indiana the past

three years, has transferred to

Southern Mississippi, where his

lather Terry, is an assistant coach.

The 6-loot-3 guard will have one

year of eligibility remaining when he

begins playing next year.

After a first-round NCAA loss to

Colorado (all of Reed's seasons
have ended with first-round loss-

es), IU coach Bobby Knight told

Reed and fellow juniors Andrae
Patterson and Richard Mandeville

to consider transferring. He ques-

tioned their dedication to the team.

Reed, who accused Knight oi

physical I', and mentally abusing
him, is the 34th player to leave IC

earl) by transferring, going pro or

leaving school altogether.

• Courtney Alexander has moved
out west to |erry Tarkanian's Home
for Wayward Criminals at Fresno

State.

The former Virginia Cavalier

player was dismissed from the UVA
squad on |uly 19 after his allegedly

assaulted his girlfriend. He was
arrested luly 18 for hitting, choking

and kicking 21-year-old |oeil

Coleman, his girlfriend and the

mother of their 4-month-old son.

He was found guilty and sentenced

to four days in jail last month and
he left school officially Aug. 21.

Alexander announced Sept. 9 —
with Coleman and child by his side

— that he was leaving Virginia to

bang out license plates in Fresno.

Last year, the 6-foot-6 forward led

the team with a 14.8 ppg average.

He started 42 of 53 games over the

course of his two years and he will

have two years of eligibility remain-

ing when he begins play in a

Bulldog uniform in 1998-99.'

• Also in the

"Why-Parents-Shouldn't-Give-Thci

r-Sons- Girl's-Names" category:

there especially seems to be a prob-

lem with the name Courtney.

This month, Minnesota forward
Courtney lames was convicted of

one misdemeanor count of intend-

ing to cause fear, but he was acquit-

ted of a misdemeanor count of

intending to cause harm to his girl-

friend. Melanie Olson testified that

lames slapped her across the face

with a memo pad. choked her and
kicked her in the ribs. She said that

* *?ev fas *aCAUY\\t\9 *fo&\Al>Mi ngffy

College Pro Compute

IDRiMmH
Pentium Tower System: *ZLtMCM 9S
16 MB RAM/Mause/KByboard

-*•-»-»-

Color VBA Monitor/Dual Drives

IBB MHzSystems. *ys
£oryyfr^TOffiyytmflt- i,og5.°i=;

206 Route 9, Hartley 413-5B4-8857
ht tp :/A/vwwjavanet com/-epeusa/
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om M Bl Com Soon!
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he became upset when he heard a

brief message on her answering
machine from Los Angeles Lakers

Star Shaquille O'Neal.

There's a reason sssaull begins

with those three letters.

• Quick quiz: V\'h\ in the world

would Tarkanian suspend Rafer
Alston from his team?

II you -aid "for fighting with his

girlfriend and allegedly assaulting

her." you're wrong. It's his ex-girl-

friend.

Apparcntl) Rachel Anderson
didn't want to return a few person-

al items to \lston, Fresno'l incom-

ing point guard. So he did what
any other Tarkanian player would
do — he fought. Now. he'll be rid-

ing the pine through Fresno- Bea-

ton opener against Florida A&M
on Nov. 1 7.

lerry Tarkanian laying down the

law instead of trampling over it?

What is this world coming to?

Casey Kane it a Collegian colum-

list.

continued from page 1

and then expect him to be violent

on Saturday."

Azzinaro previously coached
with the Minutemen, from
1992-1994. First, he served as a

linebackers coach, then was pro-

moted to defensive coordinator in

1994. In all three years, the

UMass defense was ranked either

first or second in the YanCon.
Alter Azzinaro's hjge success for

the maroon and white, he started

to receive job offers from top

schools around the country. After

testing the waters and initially

spending some time with Iowa St.,

he got a call from Chestnut Hill.

It didn't take him long to make
a decision. It was an opportunity

he had been waiting for his whole

life. A job, not only doing the

thing he loves to do, but doing it

for a nationally recognized team.

"When you're trying to be the

best at what you do, you want to

try and be the best with the best,"

Azzinaro explained.

Unfortunately, there were some
athletes who took Azzinaro's
absence hard. Namely Dawson,
who spent his freshmen year

under Azzinaro's leadership and
primarily came to UMass because

of him.

"Coach Az was one of the main
reasons why I came to UMass,"
Dawson said. "I was prem upset

when he left
"

Azzinaro regrets how the other

players might of felt, but

explained that people must move-

on

.

"Change is always difficult."

Azzinaro said. "When young peo-

ple come to a university, they

shouldn't come here because oi

me. They should come here
because of what it represents.

"

He spent two seasons coaching

the defensive line for the Eagles.

His contribution helped guide lout

players to the professional scene.

Stalin Colinet (third round draft

pick, Minnesota Vikings) and
Nick Gianacakos dree agent.

Seattle Seahawks) of last y
team, Tim Morabito (free agent.

Cincinnati Bengals I and Chris

Sullivan, who has played in place

of the injured Willie McGinest on

the Patriots defensive line, from
the graduating class of 1996.

"I was fortunate enough to

coach four guys who we knew
could play at the next level."

Azzinaro said. "It doesn't effect

the way you coach. I mas effect

the way you motivate them, but

the coaching is the same."

Unfortunately, after the Boston

College football program was
caught amidst a gambling scandal.

the athletic department decided to

dean house and Azzinaro, along

with all of the other coaches, were

fired. It was then that Hodges.

Azzinaro's long-time friend and
former colleague, invited him back

to coach in Amherst.

So far, the players have
acknowledged the new system.

"He doesn't beat around t he-

bush with you," Dawson said. "He
wants to tell you what you're
thinking. You have to be pre-

pared, because he's going to tell

you what he's thinking — whether

it's good or bad."

Now with two losses to deal

with, it's up to Azzinaro to turn

the Minutemen defense around —
and to maybe make Chris

Sullivans and Tim Morabitos out

of the Mike Dawsons and the

Khari Samuels.

"We don't try' to get all hooked

up on the X's and O's," Azzinaro

concludes. "This is college foot-

ball, let's have some fun. ...but it's

a lot more fun when we win."

Check out the
Collegian's special RSO
spread on Monday,

September 22!

It's the coolest way to
get involved.

Campus
Career
Network

University of Massachusetts Amherst

Resume Writing Workshop

conducted by the Campus

eer

When:

Tomoiro^rThursday September 18, 1997 _

. Time: 3:30 pm

Resume ?????'$. Get answers from the pro's!!!!

For further information

Please phone Career Network Central 545-2224
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Collegia Classifieds
// { Campus (enter

ANNOUNCEMENTS | AUTO FOR SALE EMPLOYMENT

Thinking about going

to Graduate School?

See FYI below for fur-

ther information There

is a Graduate and

Professional School Day

at the Royal Sonesta

Hotel, 5 Cambridge

Parkway, Cambridge,

MA, this Saturday,

September 20. $5

admission fee; 10-3.

September 26 is the

deadline to sign up for

the Nov. 1 GRE, which

will be the only paper

and pencil test until

April.

Sigma Kappa Sorority

Open Rush Tues, 9/16,

5 00pm-7.00pm; Wed,

9/17, 6:00pm-8:00pm;

Thurs, 9/18, 6:00pm-

8:00pm. Please call Beth

for more information.

256-6887

'84 Jeep CJ7 4x4, hard-

top, new battery, needs

some work. Asking

$1100 or B/0. Call 549-

1609 (Tony) or 549-9267

(Path)

1989 VW Golf excellent

condition. 1 owner, new

clutch. 43 mpg highway.

S3900/B0. Sunderland

665-8358

1985 Olds A/C, all

power, AM/FM. $1500

or B/0. 549-8999

1991 Dodge Colt white,

4 cyl., hatchback, alarm,

excellent condition,

$1700. Call 546-3640

BMW 7331 1982 blue,

beige leather interior,

sun roof, automatic.

162,000 miles. Still ele-

gant. $2500. 549-2604

APARTMENT FOR RENT | EMPLOYMENT

Sugarloaf Estates

Luxury 2 bedroom apart-

ment homes. FREE HEAT

AND HOT WATER. State

of the art kitchens,

designer baths, w/w
carpeting, washer and

dryer. On PVTA. Call

Today. 665-3856

Hairdresser Wanted
Afternoons and

Saturday. Call Regency

Hair Stylist 253-9526

Drivers Wanted Pays

$70 to $120 per shift.

No car needed. Dominos

256-8911

Recreation Positions

at Amherst Leisure

Services. Youth basket-

ball supervisors/offi-

cials, facility supervi-

sors, tennis instructors,

volleyball officials, adult

basketball
supervisor/scorekeep-

ers. Apply to: Human
Resources, 70 Boltwood

Walk, Amherst, MA by

9/24. AA/EOE

Job for the

Environment
Campaign with

MassPirg to protect our

planet. Flexible sched-

ule. $50-$75/day. Call

Terri 256-6434

Be a member of the

Commuter Action

Team Looking for 6-8

friendly students who
like living off campus.

Job duties are fun-

Meet with off campus

students and townspeo-

ple, coordinate and

attend Commuter events

and programs, help dis-

tribute information.

Please contact David or

Barbara at 545-2309, or

drop by Commuter
Services between
10:00am-1 :00pm M-F.

$6/hr and/or academic

credit. .

FOR SALE

Fridge Rentals 253-

9742 Free Delivery

Big Fish Tank All

equipment included. $40

or B/0. 549-6926

Technics SA-EX 700

Prologic Receiver w/

Jensen Center Speakers

and 2 surround sound

speakers. Pioneer 100

Disc Changer. Both 1

year old. 1 year left in

CD Changer warranty.

All $600 with Fisher

15in. woofer used as

subwoofer. Call 549-

5079

Used Bicycles
Buy/Sell/Trade/Consign.

All styles, makes, and

models. Hampshire

Bicycle Exchange 256-

4537. Sun 9-4. In Hall at

Mt. Farms Mall on

Route 9, Hadley.

CD ROM or P.C. Speed

8X. 1 year old. PERFECT

CONDITION. $150. 256-

8607

Saxophone for sale

Vito/Alto. Good condi-

tion. $180. Call 549-

1479

FOR SALE

Waterbed $150

Futon bed/couch $100

Both full size

(413)774-5776

Dorm Fridges for sale

$30-$50. 665-7991

Laptop Notebook
Works good. $150. Good

for school. Call Steve

(413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for

computer. Works great.

Call CPC (413)584-8857

Watch batteries, ear

piercing, eyeglass

repairs, jewelry restora-

tion, diamond engage-

ments, wedding rings.

Silverscape Designs,

264 N. Pleasant St,

Amherst. 253-3324

Open Daily.

FOUND

Sum of Money Found

in Campus Center Post

Office on Friday morn-

ing. Call Maureen at

545-3502

INSTRUCTION

FOUND

Jazz Piano Teacher

Offering Fall Lessons

Beginner to Advanced

Contact Steven Page at

253-3354

Jazz Guitar Lessons

Lear Theory

Improvisation

and Technique

Joe 665-0499

$10 REWARD Glasses

lost in/near

Management Building

on Monday. Call 582-

4333

Grey Hound Route 9,

Hadley area. Reward.

323-8255

MUSICIANS

BANDS! Looking for

bands for Wednesday
nights at The Pub. 15

East Pleasant St.,

Amherst. Call 549-1200

Tues thru Fri, 10-6. Ask

for Aaron.

PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

Room for rent in pri-

vate home. 1 mile to

UMass. Furnished

kitchen privileges.

Laundry, parking, quiet,

friendly. $335/month.

Barbara 549-4853

1 Month Free Rent

Bedroom available that

includes free heat and

hot water. Call 549-7105

ROOMMATE WANTED

Looking for 1 or 2

people to share huge

room in Puffton with

walk-in closet and bath-

room. 549-7203

SERVICES

Know Your Rights Do

you have questions

about your rights? Do

you think your civil

rights have been violat-

ed? Find Out! Contact

The Student Legal

Services Office, 922

Campus Center, 545-

1995.

Experienced
Seamstress Mending,

tailoring, alterations,

dressmaking, clothing

design. Call Chrysal 253-

7573

COLLEGIAN
Single Room CLASSFIEDS
$230/month utilities

included in 8 room

house. 549-8696 available

Looking for one

female to share a two

bedroom apt in

Brandywine. $180 a

month with three other

females. Call 549-5244

Tim P. All to pieces. You

amaze me. M
Boxing Lessons in

Amherst Tues and Thurs.

Call (413)732-8817

on

the

concourse

or

visit

our

friendly

office

in

the

campus

center

basement

Personals Policy
1 All pmorwl* MUST be proofread by CoHegun clas-

sified employees before payment and acceptance of

the tlassmed

2 Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY
nrst njme> and initials are allowed. The only excep-

lions are fm birthday or con»raiulations personals, in

which case the full name may be used

) Phone numbers are not allowed en personals NO
EXCEPT 11 INS

a Addresses are not allowed in personals this means

dorm room numbers as well

1 Pergonals « a threatening or derogatory nature are

not acceptable Personals of a vindictive or libelous

nature are not acceptable Personals may not be

used for the purpose of harassment

6 Profanity mas not be used in personals.

7 The personals section is for personals only The per-

sonals section may NOT be used to sell items, seek

roommates, adyertise meetmk

8 All personals must have the name, signalure, and

UMass ID number ot the student placing the as

filled in on the insertion order Non-students must

provide a valid driver s license Jnd the license num

ber must be recorded on the insertion order Use of

false identilu ahon 01 misrepresentation is subtect io

penalties undei the l.iw

» The ( o«egian reserves the right to reiuse or Io edit

any personal that does not meet the Cullegun « stan-

dards in accordance with ihe statutes of the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts

Rates
Students

20C per word/day

All others

40<£ per word/day

Standard Headings

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
Please vsiiif i if.»i\ and

legibly. We .ire not responsible tor errors

ingfrom illepble h.inilwrilmK or tv|re

result-

ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE

COMMUNITY EVENTS
EMPLOYMENT

ENTERTAINMENT
FOR SALE

FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 17

Auditions Riverside

Haiiowscream will be taking appli-

cations for the Scream Team from

3-7 p.m. at the Riverside Personnel

Office. 1623 Main Street/ Route

159, Agawam. MA OlOOl. Or stop

bv the Personnel Office thru Friday,

9 a.m. -5 p.m. to fill out an appli-

cation. Must be available weekends

from Oct. 10 through Nov. 2. For

more information call 786-9300.

Meeting — University

Productions and Concerts first gen-

eral meeting at 6 p.m. at the

Student Union, Earthfoods room.

Free CD's and pizza. Learn about

concert production.

Meeting — The UMass Circle K
International is holding its fist

meeting of the semester at 6:30

p.m. on the couches downstairs in

the Campus Center. Anyone inter-

ested in community service that

wants to get involved, build leader-

ship skills should attend. For more-

info call Suzanne at 259-1860.

Meeting — The Five College

Peace Corps Recruiting Office will

be sponsoring an informational

meeting to be held at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center, room 905-909.

The meeting will cover the Peace

Corps application process, require-

ments for becoming a volunteer,

and highlights of volunteer activi-

ties around the globe. Everyone is

welcome though the meeting is

especially targeting graduating

seniors. Call Mike Simsik, the

Campus Recruiter at 545-2105 for

more information or come by his

office in Stockbridge Hall, room

112.

Meeting — The UMass Poetry

Society will hold a meeting at 7

p.m. in the Campus Center, room

162. All are welcome to attend.

Bring your own poetry or someone

else's or just come and listen. Call

Tim at 6546-0819 or Kaye at 548-

8042 for more information.

THURSDAY. SEPT. 18

Meeting — Amnesty International

will be having it's second meeting at

7 p.m. in the Campus Center, room

917.

Meeting — Find out how to apply

to Graduate School, how to finance

your education, how to find the best

schools, and the in's and out's of the

procedure. 1:30-3 p.m. in Campus

Center, room 811-815. Sponsored by

the Graduate School's Office of

Graduate Student Recruitment and

Retention, 528 Goodell. RSVP
545-5284.

FRIDAY, SEPT. 19

Meeting — Male survivors of

abuse and trauma peer support

group. Free, facilitated drop-in group

for male survivors. 7-8:30 p.m. at the

Mens Resource Center, 30 Boltwood

Walk, Amherst. This is a closed

group for male survivors only.

Service — Kesher (reform)

Shabbat Service. 6 p.m. at the Hillcl

House. All are welcome.

NOTICES

Bike registration — Prevent theft

by registering your bicycle.

Wednesday. Sept. 17-Friday, Sept 19,

10 a.m. - 2 p.m. Student Union cir-

cle.

Internships — Environmental

internships offered. Campaigns this

semester include: Hunger and

Homelessncss. Pesticides. Endangered

Species, Updated Bottle Bill and

Campaign Finance Reform. Looking

for motivated students to take leader-

ship positions. Call MassPIRG at

545-0199 or stop by 423A Student

Union.

Student government
Nominations papers for the

Undergraduate Student Senate will be

made available in the Student

Government Association office, locat-

ed in the Student Union, room 420.

Nominations open today at 10 a.m.

and will close at 5 p.m. on Friday,

Sept. 19. If there are any questions,

please contact |odi Bailey at

545-0342.

Bike registration — Prevent theft

by registering your bicycle.

Wednesday, Sept. 17-Friday. Sept 19,

10 a.m. - 2 p.m. Student Union cir-

cle.

Internships — Environmental

internships offered. Campaigns this

semester include: Hunger and

Homelessness. Pesticides, Endangered

Species, Updated Bottle Bill and

Campaign Finance Reform. Looking

for motivated students to take leader-

ship positions. Call MassPIRG at

545-0199 or stop by 423A Student

Union.

Student government

Nominations papers for the

Undergraduate Student Senate will be

made available in the Student

Government Association office, locat-

ed in the Student Union, room 420.

Nominations open today at 10 a.m.

FYls are public service announcements printed

daily To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the

Managing Editor by noon the previous day.

and will close at 5 p.m. on Friday,

Sept. 19. If there are any questions,

please contact |odi Bailey at

545-0342.

Bike registration — Prevent thelt

by registering your bicycle.

Wednesday, Sept. 17-Friday. Sept 19,

10 a.m. - 2 p.m. Student Union cir-

cle.

Internships — Environmental

internships offered. Campaigns this

semester include: Hunger and

Homelessness, Pesticides, Endangered

Species, Updated Bottle Bill and

Campaign Finance Reform. Looking

for motivated students to take leader-

ship positions. Call MassPIRG at

545-0199 or stop by 423A Student

Union.
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Daily Listings sponsored by:
murn'omni Every Wednesday: miHOlM
Minima hmm The New Horizon Band 253.4040
41 HOI. TWOOI) WALK • AMHERST

HSCN Bulletin

Board

Hartford

Boston

Boston

Springfield

Movie Cn.

Hartford

IO

11

IB
13
14
14
1*7

IB

CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN
UPN/20
Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
International

UMass Academic TV

HSCN Programming

TV-19
I ABC/40 Springfield

I NBC/22 Springfield

S3 CNN
84 CNN SI

BB Headline News
SB UCTV
B7TBS
BBBET
BB TV Land

3Q Univision

31 Comedy Central

3B Cartoon

Much Music

WEDNESDAY EVENING C- Campus
10:00 I 10:30

SEPTEMBER 17, 1997_
11:00 I 11:30

Liva From Lincoln Onttr: Philharmonic Opening Night

. — ^TS .....*.,*„ A k.v r^_*«, n...... (In ^>nn\

Path to Success

r++* "ALMaueot ThtxOm" (1992. Comedy) Goana Davis (In Stereo) JE

-r-r * \«._ ;- /s »)*nM rM,^. r^uM haute fin QteronW

flows M.

NtwtX

Late Show X
Lstt Show X
Nlghtlirw 1

Star Trait: 0—p Spaca Nina X

41 Ht>l rWOOPWALK • AMHEPS1

This week's
$1 drink:

Vodka & Tonic

<untirs»l Three Poml Shot" ff. .— -- - .-

1^^wh-hf (1994.(WM Jw Carrey, Jen mnwi
'

Biography "Andrew Cunanan" (

i. .
T

f. ' ^ l»,—i„ P.nnl I

Prime News V, IBurden-Prool

American Justice "Hoi Pursuit"

Larry King Live X
20th Century

*«•*

Wings of the Red Star (R) Wild Wecovtry: Marsh

I«A_1_- i ' B_.uk_ll TaullilRB kl

t News « punmi-r-iw ,--, — .

•^P^T^Tiorlt r-nmr^fcthanHawke. Ten Polo.

Ditcovtf Msgarint (R)

bu aw \r\) ..—!- "--- —— i - r=
iMajor League Baaeball Teams^Be Announced (Lrve) A

World Today X
South PaVkjjj_[M«»e-Laugh

ICheertX

'Jumpn'Jack Flash" (1986, Comedy)

ILaw t Order "The Troubles" X '

Moneyline X

Treasures ot the Earth

Unaolyed Mysteries (In Stereo]'

Bmvis Butt

Highlander The Series «
Fight Against Drugs

"L ,-;;—rSoo Science Gainesville it-uiure r-aniaenc nooui ln| i^.<^iP , ^j*-;
, t fim Sr^*"- (

i^T5iĥ )ftdvird^re.Debr,WnQer. Io** -Iw iendiKmrr[<*&*&
*j±AnOltoerm*±!*n!?»* \ „

I^ ^ T
f̂ ,

l'

Julii
-l rv^p. « ISilk Stalklnos Hoi Rocks" 3

«* "ThrB5fto)tr(l96l, Drama) Donatd Sutherland. TO
1 »t "M Dogs Go to Heivtnr ( 1 996) 0' X~

Beavte-Butt.

V. "Jtck deed. One ot Our On" (1996) Bnan
— ': '.'A...* a • IB..I lilultl T

\iWirnM\X Happy Day* Happy "«Y» \°^naw^

Countdown to Ihe 10 Spot

Happy Days | Bewitched"

Real World X

"
Sports lllus.

Dally Show

Wild Discovery: Marsh

Stein's Money

Major Uegue Besebell Teams TBA

Austin Stories

I Love Lucy Odd Couple X
Oddville. MTV

Friday the 13th: The Series I
Future Fantastic "Robot" (R)

Homicide: Lite on the Street X

TaxtX Newhsrt II

Amaj. Stories

SeaTek(R)

Loveline (R

Masters

Pop Science

f^X7S^t"».c^*» ^°^V^LTL1^lL^i6^.\m.L 'Prii **'/, Wmum fl(s*"{i99(^gjjR^^̂ ^tor, I
b^dlJi^UTMRy^P^T^L Fiction)iC WeL. *

h

|«*% W^mW(1996,Mmure) Bt
*,* sr-warrH-ra

^
ijjj, ^ --

i

rto«rl U«n« Gun (R IFestTrsck?

Silk Stalking* "Hot Rocks" X
L

** Ttctpii From L.A,"(1996)

Ttrmr"

'Merry-no Man"
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Bruno By C. Baldwin
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Leedee By Mike Rybicki
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VIRGO (Aug. 25-Sept. 22) —
You mustn't put all your eggs in one

basket today; diversity, and you're

sure to enjoy success in at lest one

important endeavor.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) - You

may not have complete confidence in

those who are M the helm today, but

it is not up to you to change things

or take control just yet.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) -

You can count on more excitement

being added to your life at some

point during the day. and only

chance can supply what you truly

want.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

2|) _ Your patience ma\ wear thin

today, thanks to a Virgo native who

isn't aware that you and she are

wholly incompatible at this time.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-)an.-19)

— Concentrate on domestic affairs

whenever you can today; it's impor-

tant that you nip a growing problem

in the bud. and smooth the way for

others.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) -

Someone may try to use your own

rules against you today, but if you

are careful you should prevail with

ease. Stay alert!

PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20) —
Today, you must address a compli-

cated issue at home. You have been

avoiding something that is getting

out of hand at this time.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) -

You may not be on the same track as

those who are supposedly leading the

way today. What you discover along

the path is more valuable, however.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —

Your steady, dependable manner is

much appreciated at this time, espe

cially by those whose affairs are

closeh linked to u>urs.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20) —
You may have trouble deciding just

what you must do in a difficult situa-

tion today. You have your own and

someone else's needs to consider.

CANCER (|une 21-|uly 22) —
Last-minute changes may be

required today before you put your

well-made plans into motion. An
unforeseen element is exerting an

influence

LEO (|uly 23-Aug. 22) - Take

care that you're not letting your

dreams hold you back. You must be

prepared to take action when prag-

matism reigns.

Close to Home By John McPherson

CLOSE to HOME john mcpherson

Quote of the Day
44 We may do dumb things

from time to time, but we

are not certifiably insane 53
White House spokesman

Michael D. McCurry

Today's P.C. Menu
Call 345-3626 for mar* information.

Franklin

LUNCH
Chicken Breast Sandwich

Sloppy )oe

Ravioli Alfredo

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Broccoli & Cauliflower Casserole

Mesquite Chicken Sandwich

Worcester

ACROSS
1 Ms Streisand
7 Kettle

10 Earthenware jar

14 Toughen
1

5

Writer Tan
16 "The First—"
1

7

Poem part

18 The— ol luxury

19 Pace
20 "Drink up'"

23 Talent
26 — pro nobis

?7 Luau welcome
28 Football's

Swann
29 Pigpen
30 Rapper Ut
31 Paper-folding art

33 "Diamonds—
Forever"

34 Chart
37 Soak (flax)

38 Chairman —
39 Poorly lit

40 GoW Sp
41 Quiet — mouse
42 Coffee container

43 Kind of

computer
45 Supermodel

Carol
46 Fvergreen
47 Face part

48 Chatter
61 Earth's star

52 Colts' fathers

53 Firefly

56 Land measure
57 Plus

58 Slick

62 High-schooler

63 Chill

64 George
Clooney role

65 Natural

resources
66 Guided
67 Tollowed

DOWN
1 —-relief

2 Aardvark's prey

3 Genetic
matenal

4 Leaning
5 Shaver s need
6 "There oughl io

be—'
7 Trivial

8 Old cattle town
9 The strong

silent —
10 Reduced for

clearance

11 Sweepstakes
12 Parasite

13 Omegas
opposite

21 Idea

22 Sheik's

households
23 Plant life

24 Stringed

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

nsHE] HBiiinra whrs
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rasraHH casta
IA NlClE Dl I N E A GIL

QQBinSa HQHH DUB
aaaa Daamtacn hush
SIE
PIR

S H

MH|0 EIPpiT I R A Pit
MAT EllPlH RIAJS EID

LUNCH
Grilled Steak Sandwich

Chicken Pot Pie

Pasta w/ Tomato or Lentil Sauce

DINNER
Cauliflower Eggplant Casserole

Roast Turkey

Cheese Lasagna

Pastabilities

Hampshire

HHH GHHHHE]

H
O
M

Nil

TaWvT

K S
N
E N

EBBfl manna bqbb
».1«-97 © 1997 United r-«slun» S^-wlica*

instruments

25 Actress Fkberg
?9 Brainy

30 Less damp
32 Magic charm
33 Summing up
34 Engine
35 Onginated
36 Vatican heads
44 Hound Table

members
45 Site of the

Parthenon
46 Financed

48 Green
philosopher

49 Kitchen tool

50 Match
51 Subsequently
52 Egypt s

neighbor
54 Finger part

55 Baseball s Ruth
59 Ostrich's

cousin
60 Actress —

Dawn Chong
61 Conclusion

LUNCH
Hamburger

Chicken Cutlet

BBQ Pork on a Bun

Grilled Sneeze

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Fried Shrimp Dinner

Berkshire

LUNCH
Grilled Steak

Mesquite Chicken

Rotini

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Handcut Cod Sub

Penne w/ Tomatoes & Spinach

Pastabilities
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Do you call

him a freak?
1! vou're the kind of guy who

wears a faded old Rocket Ismacl

Notre Dame jersey to class; has a

poster of Keith |ackson in your dorm

room signed "Dear |immy. Take

Miami and the under. Love Keith;"

and. pranks Chris Fowler's house

with messages like. "I told you TCU
would beat Rice, and why won't you

return mv calls. Christopher?"; then.

you've had the date Sept. 20 circled

on your calendar since the NCAA
schedule came out.

Of course, you're also a freak.

But hey. that's okay. Everyone's

going to be freaky this weekend,

because this is the biggest Saturday

College Football

Luke Meredith

of the season. So. in the words of my

hero. earl> "90s talk show cult-hero

Arsenio Hall. "Let's get busy!"

(Hey look. He made Andrew Dice

Clay cry. That's enough for me).

Peyton Bowl IV, or "The reason

Peyton Manning stayed in school

even though he got his degree

wicked early and could have made a

buttload of cash in the NFL..."

The Florida game is the reason

Pevton Manning came back to

school. Well, that and the college

chicks. (Ha. ha. just kidding).

Manning will either win or lose

the Heisman on Saturday, depend-

ing on how well he threads the

Florida secondary. But this game is

riddled with question marks, such

as...

• How will new wonderboy
Florida QB Doug lohnson handle

the pressure of both the expecta-

tions of the Gator faithful and a stel-

lar UT defense

?

• Will Tennessee crack under the

weight of a history of failure to

Florida?
• Will either team attempt a run-

ning play? (I'm not kidding, they

really might not).

This game is about the toughest

college game to call I've ever seen,

because of all the variables. If

Peyton has the day he wants, Florida

Turn to FOOTBALL, page 7
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Azzinaro makes return to the Pioneer Valley

Defensive coordinator needs to find remedy for an 0-2 start in Atlantic 1

By Jonathan M. Place

Collegian Staff

Last season, the University of

Massachusetts football team's

defense was ranked last in the

Yankee Conference. Even with tal-

ent like lustin Reimer. Khari Samuel

and Mike Dawson in the linebacker

positions, the Minutemen didn't

have what it takes to effectively con-

tain opposing offenses.

After the season, defensive coor-

dinator Ted Roof left UMui In

lanuary to accept the defensive

coordinator position at Western

Carolina University.

With the obvious need for

improvement, head coach Mike

Hodges went in search for a new

man to lead his defense back to

respectability — a man who could

bring his defense back to the level at

which it performed three years ago.

when it ranked first in the YanCon.

If only Hodges could find a coach

like the one he had back in 1994.

Well, he didn't have to find some-

body like his former defensive coor-

dinator. He found the same 000.

He found Jerry Azzinaro — for-

mer UMass defensive coach and

long-time friend.

"It's good to be back." said

Azzinaro who was let go from the

Boston College coaching staff amid

the post-gambling scandal house

cleaning. "I've learned to appreciate

it more. Appreciate the campus.

Appreciate being close to home. I

consider coach HodgH my friend.

He had everything to Jo with me

coming back."

When Azzinaro came back to

UMass. it was apparent to him that

changes needed to be made It'l Mfc

to say that in the short time here, he

has done open-heart surgery on the

defense. From moving Dawson to

defensive end, Samuel to middle

linebacker and changing the set-up

to a four-man front. Azzinaro has

completely reworked the appear-

ance of the Minuteman defense.

"When you see us play over the

next couple weeks, then you'll

understand what we are trying to

do." Azzinaro said. "We believe that

great defenses' win football games."

Although things haven't gone as

planned in the last two games — a

21-6 loss to Richmond and the

49-6 whipping by Maine — the

extremely young defense is learning

to gel.

"Sometimes statistics can be mis-

leading." Azzinaro said. "I'm not

sure this defense was as bad as they

were made out to be."

In order for his squad to perform

well, he needs to get a team effort;

when they don't perform well, it is

also done as a team. Azzinaro's job

It (o completely eliminate the latter.

"| Against Richmond 1. we gave up

a couple of good plays," Azzinaro

said. "We lost control of our funda-

mentals. We forgot some of the

things that we've been preaching.

We made some bad calls."

One might think after spending

two seasons with BC that

Azzinaro's philosophies and styles

changed. According to him, that's

THANC VO/COIUCIAN

Defensive coordinator |erry Auinaro will have to work with his players to stop a 0-2 start to the season, the

worst since 1957.

not the truth.

"I really didn't learn anything

new," Azzinaro said. "I think it just

reaffirmed a lot of the things 1

believe in. First of all, you need to

have good people. Second of all,

those people need to be able to exe-

cute the system, and you need to

have a plan. Coach Hodges has

allowed us to do the things we need

to do to get the job done."

One of his defensive proteges

agreed.

"The defense has grown up."

Dawson said. "He's gained a lot of

experience and has grown with it. I

would definitely say that he has

matured."

Only three of "Coach Az's" start-

ing defenders are seniors —
Dawson, Mike Batelli and |eron

Alston. It's a tremendously difficult

job for Azzinaro to have his young

team prepared week after week.

"The University of Massachusetts

has good players," Azzinaro said.

"That hasn't changed. We've always

had good players. They love to play

football."

In order for Coach Az to get his

youthful team to understand his

philosophies, they first must learn

the language of the new defense.

"These guys are great learners."

Azzinaro said. "They really under-

stand what it is we are trying to get

across. They understand the desire

of the defensive system. It's a very

simple system, but it's not an easy

system."

Anytime a new coach steps into a

system that for all intents and pur-

poses has been stagnant, it is a

tremendous accomplishment to just

point the players in the right direc-

tion, and that is what Azzinaro has

done.

"We have a system, here, that is

just trying to make them understand

what their roles should be,"

Azzinaro said. "We try to create a

competitive situation. If young peo-

ple have pride in themselves, than it

doesn't matter who they go against.

"You can't ask a guy to be violent

four hours a day, five days a week

Turn to AZZINARO. page 7

Minutewomen face old friend on the road
By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

A former assistant coach and her

former players.

That will be the side story when

the University of Massachusetts

field hockey team travels to Yale for

a 3:30 p.m. match-up today.

The game marks the first formal

reunion between the Minutewomen

(3-2) and former UMass assistant

coach Ainslee Press. At the close of

last lesson. Press and fellow assis-

tant Amy Robertson left

Massachusetts to take different

pos|s.

Press ended up in New Haven,

where she is helping a team that has

gone 0-2 in its season-opening

-wing. The Elis were on the unfor-

tunate end of a 3-2 overtime con-

test at New Hampshire, before they

dropped a 4-1 game at Maine.

In layman's terms, that means

Yale has a tough road ahead. New
Hampshire participated in the

UMass/Phoenix Invitational, where

the Wildcats lost to eventual

Invitational champion Michigan

State before capturing a win over

California. Maine, meanwhile, is not

exactly known for its field hockey

prowess.

Massachusetts, on the other hand,

is ranked No. 17 in the first NCAA
poll of the season. Coming off a

weekend that saw the

Minutewomen split a pair of games

in Virginia (a 2- 1 win over Davis

& Elkins and a 2-1 loss in OT to

lames Madison), Yale provides

UMass a chance to get hack on

track.

The fact that UMas< has five

games under i ts^^^^^^^
belt to Yale's two ....

,

is a factor <lKii_Hâ UkkU
plays in the

Minutewomen's
favor. The addi-

tional game time

has given UMass a

chance to gel. and

it has also helped

develop the scor-

:kev

Massachusetts

vs. Yale

-
ing game of a relatively new offen-

sive unit.

Erica lohnston has assumed the

role of leader of the offensive corps.

The junior forward leads the team

in points 1 1 5). goals (7) and shots

(25).

Vicky Browne, who anchors the

transition game at center midfield,

has added a potent punch to the

scoring line as well.

The junior transfer

has recorded three

goals and four

assists in her brief

career as a

Minutewoman.
Christine

i
Millbauer, who
saw action in eight

• games last season,

has already made her presence felt.

The sophomore forward has three

goals and two assists to her credit

this year.

Because of their limited early

schedule, the Elis have not found a

standout scorer. In fact, three dif-

Yal

ferent players have recorded the

team's three goals this season.

Lindsay Hobbs has notched a goal

and an assist, while Kate Niles and

Christine Anthony each have a goal.

Anthony also has a defensive save

to her credit.

For Yale, some consolation can

be derived from the fact that all

three scorers are underclassmen;

Hobbs is a junior, Niles a sopho-

more and Anthony is only a fresh-

man.
Senior Magen Reed will likely get

the call in the Yale goal. The keeper

has recorded a .68 save percentage

and a 3.38 goals against average.

While the Minutewoman offense

is taking care of business at the

Turn to FIELD HOCKEY, page 7

Purple Rain

in Kentucky?
The University of Massachusetts

men's basketball team has received

its first verbal commitment of the

season.

Scott Clark, a 6-foot-4

two-guard, put his professional

aspirations on hold and has chosen

UMass over St. )ohn's. ESPNet

SportsZone has rated Clark as the

14th best shooting guard in the

country, although various other

recruiting publications rated him as

high as the top five.

Clark, who plays this year for

Notre Dame Prep in Fitchburg, has

a sweet shooting touch and doesn't

need to come off a screen in order

to find a shot. He played with cur-

College Basketball

r*™ Kane

rent Minuteman freshman Jonathan

DePina this summer at the Boston

Shootout.
• In other recruiting news, analyst

Bob Gibbons has rated five

blue-chippers at the top of this

year's recruiting class. All five, he

says, are tied for the top spot in his

mind, which indicates how good

this class is.

His top high school seniors are:

6-foot-10 center Rashard Lewis

(Alief-Elsik H.S. in Texas);

6-foot-7 power forward Korleone

Young (Virginia's Hargrave Military

Academy); 7-foot-0 center Joel

Pryzbilla (Monticello H.S. in

Minnesota); in-state product

6-foot-ll center Dan Cadzuric

(Governor Dummer Academy) and

6-foot-7 forward Jason Capel

(Maryland's Prospect Hall).

ESPNet SportsZone, however,

doesn't agree completely. Capel

doesn't have a top spot on that list.

Instead, Stromile Swift, a 6-foot-8

center out of Fair Park H.S. in

Shreveport, La. is listed as the

nation's No. 2 player.

• Kentucky seems to be the front

runner for Compton's Tayshaun

Prince, a 6-foot-8 forward.

Meanwhile, the Southeastern

Conference has already gotten a ver-

bal from a highly touted recruit.

Vincent Yarbrough has opted for

Jerry Green's Tennessee team.

• Lamar Odom will not attend

Rhode Island, the school announced

late last week.

After the Associated Press quoted

university officials saying Odom's

grades still had to be evaluated, the

recruit who has been dogged by

controversy since he reneged on his

decision to play hoop for former

UMass assistant Bill Bayno at

UNLV. withdrew his application.

Odom has been in three different

schools in the past year and his

grades are not believed to be strong.

• Georgia State coach Lefty

Driesell has devised a new plan to

get season ticket holders into the

seats for all of his team's games this

year — at least the home games.

This new plan will be guided by

the notion that regular fans are fed

up with the almost always high

prices, and not always high scores,

of big time college basketball. So.

Driesell said that the school will

Turn to HOOP, page 7

Go north, Minutemen; travel to UNH
By Matthew J. Perrault

Collegian Start

The University of Massachusetts men's soccer team is

finally going to see why coach Sam Koch called this sea-

son- schedule one of the team's toughest ever. UMass

(2-0-1) travels north today to take on No. 22 New

Hampshire in Durham at 3:30 p.m.. the first of three

consecutive nationally ranked opponents.

The Minutemen will be looking for senior forward

Mike Butler to recreate his heroics of last Saturday, with

his game-winning score in OT against Maine. If UMass

|| going to run with the Wildcats, they will not be

allowed the luxury of starting slow and playing without

their top two goal scorers, Butler and senior loenal

I astma. who sat out the first half of the Maine game due

to a coach's decision.

Koch is aware of the talent level of UNH. and the need

for the Minutemen to play well from the start of the

match.
"[UNH is] very

direct, and they

attack the front

third of the field as

quickly as possi-

ble," Koch said. "If

you are not pre-

pared, they will

beat you. They play

i

the ball very quick-

ly

Get offmy turf; Jeffs battle with UMass

-iL
n's SoccU.

Massachusetts vs.

New Hampshire

— UNH

The Minutemen have the all-time lead in the series

(21-8- 3). but tied the Wildcats last year l-l in

Amhei-t
This next stretch of three games is extremely important

for UMass to see where they match up in the nation.

After No. 22 UNH. the Minutemen will host No. 8

Boston University, and then play last year's NCAA
leml Imalist Hartford. BU. UNH and Hartford are

ranked 1-2-3 in the New England region, respectively.

"These games will tell us where we are. and will

By Justin Rudd

Collegian Corespondent

Confidence should be high today when the University

of Massachusetts women's tennis team goes for point,

set and match against Amherst College at 3:30 p.m. on

the Upper Boyden Courts. The last time these two

teams met was in the 1996 season, when the

Minutewomen had to endure an unfortunate blow, los-

ing 5-3.

This years' Lord Jeffs team lost two players who con-

tributed with wins in their last victory over UMass. In

lieu of their losses, the Amherst women have four fresh-

man additions, led by their captain andonlysenior^n

the team, Sally Childs. Thus far m ""^^T^^^~~r
their season. Amherst and UMass have wmmmmMUtiUii^km
faced one common opponent. Trinity.

~~"" Lebov.tz/Steele ««
and like UMass. the Jeffs swept the MoSSOchuSettS VS.

Braunstein/Gorodetskaya both gave

... ;.u .. o />.,;.....„,
iUiwJi*v,m»ofcn«o vo * h opponents a quick seat to the

In tomorrow's match, taking the No. 1 spot for only

her second time this season, and her college career, is

senior tri- captain Marie Christine Caron. In her last

match. Caron defeated her opponent 6-2. 6-0, and

impressed Dixon with her excellent play and mental

strength.

Retaining the No. 3 spot is freshman Robyn Lebovitz.

In her first ever collegiate match last week, Lebovitz left

a memorable and lasting impression on those watching

with a 6-0. 6-0 sweep, contributing to UMass' 7-0 win.

Moving on to doubles, the Minutewomen impressive-

ly produced results strikingly similar to those of the sin-

gles matches. The women's tennis doubles record is

3-0, not letting their opponents score in excess of three

bbi«bbiissss«b«Bbi points a match.

Tit'nnis Last week, the doubles teams' of

Lebovitz/Steele

.LiU

Turn to SOCCER, page 7

SY Mf DIA « LATIONS

|unior Paul Corcoran and the Massachusetts men's

soccer team have a tough road to hoe, with No. 22

UNH and two other regionally ranked opponents to

face in the next three games.

courts, coming up with a 9-0 victory

When it comes to singles, this sea-

son's Amherst squad may be a tad

questionable in facing the

Minutewomen. Those two players that

Amherst College lost to graduation

were the ones who contributed with singles victories in

their 5-3 win over UMass.

There is only one player returning to the courts with

a win in singles over the Minutewomen, and that is

junior Nelley Steinberg, who defeated now-graduated

Noelle Orsini, 6-1, 6-1. As a result. UMass will be pre-

sented with a young team as their opponents on the

courts.

Going into today's match, UMass should be feeling

pretty good about their tennis skills. With their impres-

sive win over Hartford exactly one week ago. the

Minutewomen hope they don't ride in on their high

horse. In their last match, exactly one week ago. the

Minutewomen obliterated the Hartford Hawks, 7-0.

"They exceeded my expectations." said UMass coach

|udy Dixon.

Amherst College

Bovik'u

their opponents a quick seat to the

bench, with consecutive 8-2 victo-

ries. The third and final doubles pair

of sophomore Ola Gerasimova and

Caron. like their teammates, quickly

disposed of their opponents.

8-3.

Minuteman Notes: The Massachusetts men's tennis

team was victorious over Wesleyan last Monday afternoon

in Middlctown. Conn., led by junior captain Todd
Cheney's wins in No. I singles and doubles for a 6-1 final.

The Minutemen took five of the six singles matches,

while sweeping the doubles competition. Sophomore

Rob Manchester joined Cheney in the No. 1 doubles

match, with the duo winning their eighth consecutive

doubles match — a streak that goes back to last spring.

Fellow sophomores Patrick Slyman and Kevin Curley

won their singles matches in straight sets to help UMass

to the victory.

UMass plays next on Tuesday, Sept. 1 7, travelling to

Kingston. R.I. for a match with the University of Rhode

Island.
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A breath of

fresh air

Looking for ways to

spend that extra

time you have? The
Collegian has some
ideas on getting
out (see Arts &
Living, page 5).

Leading with

her foot

Women's soccer
standout Emma
Kurowski takes on
the fine art of bal-

ancing athletics

and academics (see

Sports, page 1 4).

WORLD

Crews continue search

for survivors of crash

WINDHOEK, Namibia (AP) —
With hopes of finding survivors

all but gone, search and rescue

crews slogged though heavy
fog and strong wind yesterday

for bodies and wreckage from

the weekend crash of U.S. and

German military planes.

An overnight search by three

U.S. C-130s equipped with spe-

cial night-vision equipment
turned up only one small piece

of wreckage, Lt. Col. Stony
Steenkamp of the South African

air force said yesterday.

There has been no hint of any

survivors since faint distress sig-

nals were detected Sunday and
early Monday. Officials had no
plans to stop the search, how-

ever.

"The search will continue as

long as necessary," Steenkamp
said. "There is no thought yet

of putting it off."

The two planes were carrying

33 people when they vanished

Saturday over the cold treach-

erous waters off Namibia's
coast.

NAIION

Messinger closing in on

Democratic nomination

NEW YORK (AP) — Ruth

Messinger closed in yesterday

on winning the Democratic
mayoral nomination, avoiding a

runoff next week with activist Al

Sharpton.

With fewer than 2,000 absen-

tee ballots left to count,

Messinger had 40.175 percent

of the vote. Unless the final bal-

lots swung overwhelmingly to

Sharpton, she would clear the

40 percent threshold needed to

win the nomination without a

runoff.

That would hand Sharpton a

bitter defeat after an unofficial

tally from polling places in the

Sept. 9 primary indicated

Messinger had 39 percent of the

vote and he, finishing second in

a field of five, had 32 percent,

setting up a runoff between the

top two finishers on Sept. 23

Sharpton said yesterday he

will challenge the count in state

court regardless of the outcome,

"because the Board of Elections

has to be challenged and

changed."
"We find ourselves in a situa-

tion now where no matter what,

people feel like the system is less

than protective of their rights,"

he said on WLIB radio.

IXIINIMOIOKK AM
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Ombudsman receives vote of no confidence
By Christine Soh

Collegian Staff

"On Issues of Neutrality." was the

title of the motion put forth at Tuesday

night's Graduate Student Senate

(CSS) meeting.

Presented by Department of

Education student Rosie Castaneda,

the motion read, "whereas there is only

one office on campus for students, fac-

ulty, and staff that provides MUtraJJtJ

and confidentiality in matters of dis-

pute and otherwise,

"Whereas the code of ethics and

standards of practice for the Ombuds

profession requires a commitment to

confidentiality, neutrality and trust-

worthiness,

"Whereas the role of that office and

the Ombudsperson at UMass is to

assist in resolving conflicts and griev-

ances.

"The conduct of the Ombudsperson

has been in blatant violation of these

principles and practices."

The motion then concluded, "We,

therefore, announce our lack of confi-

dence and trust in the credibility and

abilities of the Ombudsperson and the

office."

The motion received votes of 22 in

favor. 1 opposed, and 5 abstentions.

The motion was made in regards to

a statement given ————————-~—^~~~"~^~
by Ombudsman «jn& condUCt of theRobert • * i

Ackermann to Ombudsperson has been

Massachusetts in blatant violation of
state Advisory these principles and prac-

lmittee for . ... ,, r

Ombudsman Association Standard- of

Practice, as well as a copy of

Ackermann's letter written lor the

April 25 meeting.

Castaneda first noted axle B of the—^—^^— Standards of

Com m . ...

.he united states tices. We, therefore,
Commission on announce 0U r lack of COn-
Civil Rights on

i
• i

April 25. fidence and trust in the

was Ltd duTg credibility and abilities of
the Goode
takeover in

March, to serve the OfjlCe.

as an intermedi-

ary. "His viola-

tion of several

codes occurred when he attended the

meeting on April 25." said Castaneda.

In presenting the motion. Castaneda

also distributed a copy of The

the Ombudsperson and

-taken from Tuesday's GSS motion.

Practice article

which reads,

"there is a privi-

lege with respect

to communica-
tions with the

ombudsman and
we resist testifying

in any formal

process inside or

uutside of the

organization."

To this.

Castaneda com-
mented, "with

presenting this

statement, be tes-

tified, thus violat-

ing the code."

According to Castaneda, Ackermann

also violated code F of the Standards

of Practice. This section reads. "The

ombudsman, as a designated neutral.

has the responsibility of maintaining

strict confidentiality concerning mat-

ters that are brought to his/her atten-

tion unless given pennission to do oth-

erwise."

Castaneda then said, "he was asked

to not speak at this meeting, but violat-

ed I the code] by giving a speech."

"Neutrality was also violated for

Deputy Chancellor [Marcelletel

Williams," said Castaneda, "by using

her name in the letter."

According to Castaneda, Ackermann

"used a lot of his own opinions and

perceptions." Castaneda said he

"claimed that ALANA students wanted

child care issues | resolved as part of the

Goodell demands], but ALANA stu-

dents did not say that at all."

Castaneda also quoted from

Ackermann's statement reading off

segments to back up this point. From

Ackermann's letter, she read, "Some

students seem to believe that, in addi-

tion to individual civil rights violations,

the civil rights of all ALANA stu-

dents... are systematically violated on

the campus of the University by virtue

of policies and procedures... If civil

rights are restricted to current legally

enforceable civil rights, then I do not

think that this is true."

The Senate then opened the floor up

for discussion. Tom Taaffe. a graduate

student in anthropology. -aid "after

Goodell, I was threatened by my own
department with trumped up charges."

"I brought these issues to the

Ombuds Office and received a letter

threatening my academics if I contin-

ued to persist in protesting."

lennifer Fasulo. a graduate student

in curricula and learning, said.

"Ackermann violated issues of neutral-

ity when it's his job to not take a posi-

tion on an issue."

After the motion was voted on, GSS
President Deepika Marya said in

response to a senator's suggestion to

table the motion until the following

week. "Three students spoke to him

soon after Goodell. about the issue of

neutrality and he didn't step back."

Marya further commented, "this

thing has already gone on for too

long."

Ombudsman Ackermann was
unavailable for comment.

Bulger to be installed today;

L7M orchestra will perform
By Tamar Carroll

Collegian Staff

Today, in one of the largest cele-

brations in the history of the

University of Massachusetts,

William M. Bulger will be officially

installed as the 20th president of

the UMass system.

Bulger, who was appointed presi-

dent by the Board of Trustees in

November 1995 and assumed his

position in lanuary 199b. will be

installed at 11:50 this morning at

Fanueil Hall in Boston.

Prior to coming to UMass,
Bulger served as president of the

Massachusetts Senate, a position

he held for 17 years. The 63 year

old graduate of Boston College

Law School also sits on the Board

of Trustees of the Boston Public

Library and the Boston Symphony
Orchestra.

As president of the UMass sys-

tem. Bulger is responsible for dis-

tributing the state budget alloca-

tion for the system to each campus

and for setting system wide priori-

ties, policies and standards.

He is also expected to lobby the

State Legislature and other officials

for the University system.

Several events are planned for

the day-long installation celebra-

tion, including a luncheon at the

John F. Kennedy Library, following

the installation ceremony, and a

black tie scholarship fund raising

dinner at 6 p.m. at Symphony Hall.

The Department of Music

The UMass Amherst Department

of Music has been asked to provide

the music for the installation festiv-

ities. Over 250 UMass students,

accompanied by eight of their pro-

fessors, will perform at the morn-

ing and evening events.

"We are very honored that we
were invited." said Marilyn Kushik.

the departments director of public

relations. "It is a wonderful per-

forming opportunity and we hope

that we will enhance the inaugural

festivities."

|ohn Salvi. a graduate student in

the music department, said that he

is especially looking forward to

singing in Symphony Hall.

"lt is a great opportunity just to

sing in the hall, with its acoustics

and its heritage, and it is going to

be a great sound," Salvi said.

Professor Fredric Cohen, who
will direct the University

Orchestra, said that the students

have been practicing hard and are

ready to meet the challenge of play-

ing for the state government.

"We are not playing background

music, we are featured. It is a great

honor for the students." Cohen
said. "They are performing for the

highest level of the state govern-

ment. People that are used to hear-

ing the Boston Symphony
Orchestra will be hearing the

UMass Orchestra, and the students

Turn to BULGER, page 3

A little off the top
Trimmings from an Eastern White Pine tree lay on the ground by the campus pond.

Florist opens in Campus Center
By Jason Eiseman

Collegian Correspondent

There is a new resident in the Campus Center this year, as

Montgomery's Florist, of South Hadley, has opened an outposi

outside of the University Store in the Campus Center.

According to Valerie Strunjo. the owner, the store is meant

to provide students with the plants that best fit their lifestyle.

"We try to get a feeling for what students like to have," says

Strunjo. who owns and operates Montgomery's Florist with

her husband Tom. "I know they're not going to mother this

plant... so we provide low light, low maintenance plants for

students."

According to Strunjo, Montgomery's Florist is most well-

known for its roses, which are grown in a greenhouse behind

the store in Hadley. Presently, there is a special on roses, which

Strunjo will continue through the end of September.

"We're going to try' to have one special here every week

that's inexpensive." Strunjo said

Besides the roses and low maintenance plants.

Montgomery's carries many special cuts of flowers. This week

they are carrying "bird of paradise" flowers, and last week their

sunflower cuts "went like mad." according lo Strunjo. They

carry many assortments which students like, but do not sell

well at their main store in Hadley.

"Cacti have sold well here, but not at the other store."

Strunjo said.

After 6 years of owning Montgomery's Florist, Strunjo said

that she knows what students mat "You get a feel for what

Turn to FLORIST, page 3

Palestinians protest compound;

Jewish settlers could be evicted

By Jack Katzenell

Associated Press

www.urrKWS.edu/rso/coUgian

lAIHfN KO«Y \ COUfGIAN

The Montgomery's Flower Shop near the University Store, displays its beautiful flower arrangements in the busy

Campus Center.

IERUSALEM — Volleys of

Palestinian stones and Israeli tear

gas cannisters flew outside a lewish

settler compound yesterday as

Israeli police pushed back hun-

dreds of Palestinians who demand-

ed the settlers leave the Arab
neighborhood.

Defying the Israeli government

and ignoring the threat of increased

violence, the Florida multimillion-

aire who owns the compound said

he would not shut the new settle-

ment down.
Prime Minister Benjamin

Netanyahu is awaiting a Supreme

Court ruling today before deciding

whether to evict the lewish settlers

by force, a senior aide said. Israel

television said Netanyahu was
determined to get the settlers out.

The government's top legal

adviser has told Netanyahu he

could remove the settlers if he felt

their presence in the Mount ol

Olives neighborhood of 11,000

Palestinians endangered national

security.

Israeli security officials have pre-

dicted widespread Palestinian riots

if the settlers don't leave the com-

pound, located in an area of east

lerusalem the Palestinians want as

the capital of a future state.

Yesterday. hundreds of

Palestinians chanting "God is

great!" marched toward the com-

pound, but were pushed back by

Israeli riot police, who clubbed and

beat them.

Several Palestinians threw stones

and were chased into alleys by

Israeli troops, who fired back tear

gas. Four Palestinians and two set-

tler supporters were arrested, and

five Palestinians were injured.

Hundreds of Israeli peace

activists joined the Palestinian pro-

testers, but were not forced out by

police.

Irving Moskowitz, the Florida

millionaire who owns 3.5 eras in

the Arab neighborhood and has

rented two buildings to the settlers,

met yesterday with Public Security

Minister Avigdor Kahalani. who
tried to persuade him that the set-

tlers should leave voluntarily. "We
didn't come to a solution."

Moskowitz said after two hours of

talks.

Moskowitz. who lives in Miami

Beach, bristled when asked how he

could justify sending a whole
region into turmoil when he

doesn't even live there. "I don't see

it like that," he told reporters

Rather, he insisted, he was trying

to defend the lews' right to live

anvwherc in lerusalem and would

welcome the Palestinians as neigh-

bors. "We will have good relation-

ships with them, just as in any

democratic country people of dif-

ferent races and religions and
nationalities live together."

Moskowitz said.

Despite the conciliatory talk,

lewish settlers who have bought

homes in the city's Arab neighbor-

hoods acknowledge their real pur-

pose is to thwart the establishment

of a Palestinian capital. Palestinian

leader Yasser Arafat said yesterday

that allowing the settlers to remain

violates the peace agreements "We

hope it will he solved verv quickly.

Otherwise there will be a negative

reaction," Arafat told reporters in

Gaza City.

Yetterday'i protest was a first

~ign the Palestinians were getting

impatient. Sonic protesters said if

the settlers weren't out within 24

hours, there would he widespread

riots after noon pi aver- 0B Friday,

the Muslim sabbath.

'
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Needle exchange program

lacks funds; AIDS activists

protest government's ban
ly Laura Meckter

Associated Prws

WASHINGTON — Hundreds of

AIDS activists descended on the

Department of Health and Human
Services yesterday carrying symbolic

tombstones as they protested the

ban on federal funding for needle

exchange programs.

Thirteen people were arrested

after trying to carry a 1 2-foot "moral

backbone" into the building for

Secretary Donna Shalala, who has

said the needle exchange programs

can be effective in fighting AIDS but

has stopped short of lifting the ban.

"1 have known people who have

died of contaminated needles. It's

not necessary," said Kate Sorensen

of San Francisco, one of the protest-

ers arrested in a show of civil dis-

obedience.

"It all started with a dirty needle,"

said Sheila Catherine Hair Fuoco, a

Birmingham, Ala., woman with HIV.

She said she was infected by her late

husband, who was infected by a dirty

needle. She passed the virus to her

son when she was pregnant.

Shalala was in the building dur-

ing the rally, which organizers

said attracted 2,000 protesters.

About one-third of adults with

AIDS got the killer virus through

contaminated needles or sex with

injecting drug users. Needle

exchange programs give drug
addicts clean needles for their used

ones in hopes of keeping contami-

nated needles from spreading the

virus.

There were at least 87 needle

exchange programs around the

country in 1995-96. operating with

local or private funding. To lift the

ban on federal funding, HHS must

certify that the programs reduce

AIDS without increasing drug use.

A panel of experts convened by

the National Institutes of Health

said early this year that these pro-

grams are a powerful weapon
against AIDS that have been
blocked by politics.

In a report to Congress in

February. Shalala cited research that

drug use did not increase when com-

munities began needle exchanges,

and that the programs allow health

officials to offer drug treatment to

addicts they might otherwise never

see.

But the department is still study-

ing whether needle exchanges
increase drug use, HHS spokesman

Victor Zonana said Wednesday.
"We will make a decision based on

science and public health, not poli-

tics," he said.

He added that the Clinton
administration is funding other

AIDS efforts including expen-

sive research and medications.
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A "foundation" for learning
Art majors' self portraits and a suspended wire sculpture showing in the Foundations "1997 Exhibition: The Class of 2000," in the Herter

Gallery. j
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EVENT SPEAKERS:
Coretta Scott King, Widow ofDr. Martin Luther King Jr. and
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University of Massachusetts Amherst
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Legislators give themselves a $3000 raise
By David Espo

Associated Press

WASHINGTON - With remark-
able swiftness, the House of
Representatives reached out yester-

day for a $3,000 increase in the con-

rional siiliiry of $133,600.
On a vote of 23 1 -192, and after a

desultory debate in which the sub-

ject of a pay raise was never men-
tioned, lawmakers approved a rou-

tine Treasury Department spending
bill shorn ol a provision used rou-

tinely in recent years to block cost-

of-living increases for lawmakers.
"They're pushing it through so

they don't have to talk about" the

2.3 percent raise, Rep. Linda Smith

I R- Wash.) said of the GOP leader-

ship as the multibillion-dollar spend-

ing bill was whisking through the

House in scarcely an hour.

"No one was trying to pull a fast

one on anybody," countered Rep.

|im Kolbe (R-Ariz.) who steered the

bill to passage. Even so, the tension

on the House floor was evident, as

GOP Whip Tom DeLay of Texas, a

behind-the-scenes supporter of a pay

raise, patrolled the floor continuous

ly while the measure was pending.

While the legislation moved
through the House quickly — and

with little advance notice to lawmak-

ers — final passage capped weeks of

quiet discussions among senior law-

makers. Speaker Newt Gingrich (R-

Ga.) and Rep. Richard Gephardt.

(D-Mo.) the Democratic leader,

were involved in conversations over

whether and how to proceed in

securing the first cost-of-living

increase in congressional pay since

1992.

In separate closed-door caucuses

earlier in the day, according to con-

gressional officials, rank-and-file

members of both parties discussed

the issue. These officials, speaking

on condition of anonymity, said law-

makers were cautioned by their lead-

ers that they would be subject to

attack by their rivals in the next

campaign if the pay raise took effect.

Ultimately, it was decided to bring

the legislation to the floor under a

procedure designed to bar a direct

vote on the pay raise itself. In the

end, pay-raise opponents seemed

caught off guard, and none of them

even sought recognition to try to

amend the measure.

Even so, some Republicans wor-

ried aloud about the potential for

political fallout on an issue that has

proved volatile in the past. Rep. John

Under (R-Ga.) chairman of the

House Republican campaign appara-

tus, said, "It's one more issue we
don't need to have," He said that

incumbents in "politically vulnerable

districts" would be attacked by their

campaign opponents over the pay

raise. Republicans hold a slender

227-206 majority in the House.

In fact, the legislation contain^ no

mention of an increase in pay for

members of Congress. By custom,

though, it has been used in tecent

years to block such increase-

Under a law passed in 1989. law-

makers are entitled to an annual

cost-of-living salary increase linked

to what the president recommends

for federal workers. Officials said

that for the year beginning |an. 1.

1998, that would amount to a raise

of 2.3 percent for lawmakers, or

$3,072 annually.

The same 2.3 percent increase

would go to federal judges

Witnesses seek immunity, forcing delay in House
By James Rowley
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The first three witnesses

scheduled to testify at House hearings on cam-

paign-finance abuses are demanding immunity from

prosecution, forcing postponement of their appear-

ance this week, the panel's chief counsel said yes-

terday.

The three were scheduled by the panel's chair-

man, Rep. Dan Burton (R-lnd.) to testify today

about being asked to make "straw donations" to the

Democratic Party on behalf of others. But their

eleventh-hour demand for immunity threw Burton's

plans to start hearings this week in disarray, com-

mittee aides said. Lawyers for Manlin Foung. who is

the sister of Democratic fund raiser Charlie Trie,

and two other witnesses notified the House
Government Reform and Oversight Committee that

the] want immunity from prosecution before

appearing at hearings, said Richard Bennett, the

committee's chief counsel.

The three witnesses were not represented by

lavvvers when they were questioned by Burton's

investigators, said committee aides, speaking on

condition of anonymity.

One witness asked if he should hire a lawyer. The

investigators replied they couldn't give advice on

that but assured hiiii he was not in trouble, said a

Democratic committee aide. Investigators only

taped the last 1 5 minutes of a two-hour interview

with Fuong, the aide said.

Bennett said that Burton would confer with

Democrats on the panel today about whether they

would be willing to join GOP members in voting to

give immunity on the three witnesses.

A two-thirds vote is needed to confer immunity,

meaning that seven Democrats would have to join

23 Republicans in approving the grants. One
Republican member. Rep. Steve Schiff of New
Mexico, is ill and would not vote.

One leading Democrat. Pennsylvania Rep. Paul

Kanjorski. has raised the possibility his colleagues

would withhold support for immunity unless the

chairman was more cooperative to the minority. But

Bennett said, "We are hopeful the Democrats will

join us in that regard."

Democrats will want to know what the lustice

Department thinks about immunity, as well as the

Senate's chief investigator. Sen. Fred Thompson (R-

Tenn.) said a Democratic aide, who spoke on condi-

tion of anonymity.

Burton had scheduled to start hearings yesterdav

with opening statements by members of the commit-

tee. That proceeding is likely to be cancelled and

Burton hopes to schedule a vote today on immunity

at a business meeting, Bennett said.

Committee lawyers are also consulting with the

lustice

Department, which is investigating the activities

of Trie, John Huang and other Democratic fund-

raisers, he said.

None of the three witnesses has been contacted

by government prosecutors and Bennett said the

committee's investigators do not believe they would

likely be charged with crimes for giving a donation

on behalf of someone else.

"Basically, we have always felt that while they

don't need immunity, the offense has not fallen

within the lustice Department" guidelines for ptOSfl-

cution, Bennett said.

The Justice Department's campaign-finance task

force, however, objected to immunity grants the

Senate panel conferred on three Buddhist nuns who

testified about their temple's scheme to reimburse

11 monastics for $55,000 donated to the

Democratic Party following a fund-raiser attended

by Vice President Gore.

Bulger
continued from page 1

have risen to the occasion."

The Chamber Choir, Chorale.

iazz Ensemble, String Quartet.

Wind Ensemble and University

Orchestra will perform at the

installation and dinner reception.

florist
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the University students are looking for." she said.

There is more than just flowers and plants at the new shop. The store also sells

odd variety items including good luck snippets and cycle braking stones. They

also carry colorful vases, teddy bears to be sent along with roses, an assortment

of cards and helium balloons.

Montgomery's Florist also delivers. "We deliver locally all over. On

Valentine's Day we have an entire truck that does nothing but UMass deliveries."

Strunjo said.

Montgomery's Florist also has a toll free number for parents to call, in order to

have flowers or balloons delivered, "because everyone has a birthday," Strunjo

said.

The store will be in the Campus Center for the entire year, open Monday

through Friday. 10-5 p.m.. and 10-2 p.m. on Saturday. According to Strunjo,

"Saturday is the slowest day. most of the business comes from the hotel, or some

"I'm sorry" bouquets, because someone messed up on Friday night."

The UMass staff, the core of this building did a great job getting us in here

this timely," Strunjo said. "I see our role here as a fun role. It's just a way to light-

en up, to get to know people."

fr.iAN

Shop tili you drop!
Students take advantage of the bargain prices at the warehouse sale

at the Mullins Center yesterday morning.
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Notes from the Campus Center basement
La, la. la.

When you see me chirping "La. la. la," you know
I'm feeling a little funky.

So. in classic Collegian tradition. I'm going with a

little "Notes from the Campus Center basement"

action, something only seniors can write.

I feel so privileged that they cut us old-timers at

least a few breaks. (I've been here so long that I think

they'll just switch my financial aid to Medicare when I

finally leave this place.)

I will now wager in with my first and only political

comment here on the pages of the Collegian. Back in

August (which seems so long ago, doesn't it?), my
friend Ian and 1 got into a heated argu-

ment about the political career of a cer-

tain William Weld.

1 said that it didn't matter if he got

the Mexico post or not. because all he

wanted was to put himself up as the

good guy in a fight with GOP ogre Jesse

Helms, thus giving him publicity and
precedent he could use to start up a

presidential campaign in 2000. Ian said

no (and then he called me a name).

He said nobody becomes president

from the ambassador post in Mexico. I

said that doesn't matter because he'll
^^^^^^™

never get it anyway, but he will now be a national

GOP figure, a moderate national GOP figure who
hates lesse Helms just like you do.

Well. Willie dropped his bid on Tuesday. For once

in my life, a venture into the political ring didn't end

with disaster. But I think I'll just stick to stories

about girls, beer, malls and teeth. At least I know a

little bit about that stuff.

Alright, here's the scene. Saturday... noon. My
housemate and I (housemate C for those keeping

score) decide to order food for lunch. I order a meat-

ball sub. He orders a salad. Food gets there at 1 p.m.

— without the meatball sub. I call up. They're like.

"Sorry sir. we be there soon."

1:25... no sub.

My housemates start picking on me because I feel

bad about yelling at the kid on the phone, because

he's probably a student just trying to pocket some
beer money, something I can relate to. Guy comes at

1:40 with a sub. 1 take it. Only one problem. It's a

sausage with green peppers. Not what 1 ordered. I call

the manager, but all I could do was laugh. Meatball

sub came at 2:08 p.m., 128 minutes after I ordered it.

True story.

(P.S. Housemate C ate the meatball sub for dinner.

I ended up just eating some tuna fish from the cabi-

net).

You know you're getting old when
you see the new Mariah Carey video

and can only think. "Damn girl, put

some clothes on!"

Fortunately, I'm not that old yet

('cause it's just like honey, baby).

Yeah. Mariah.

Speaking of music, a fall tip for you

guys, lames Taylor's new album.
Hourglass, is amazing. |T can still

^^^^^^^ crank out the love, even though he's

like 214 years old. (I can't believe he wrote "Sweet

Baby James" after hanging out with Arlo Guthrie.

Arlo Guthrie! He's so old, 1 don't even know who he

is.)

I just saw him at Tanglewood for the second sum-

mer in a row in August, and it was. in the words of

friend from Kansas, "spiritu—alll. dude."

P.S. The Samples are coming Oct. 1 to NoHo. 1

love the Samples. But then, that's because I'm so old.

So if you see some guy stumbling uptown chirping

"I'd to stay, but I couldn't stay with you...," be

gentle, and steer me home.
Us old guys forget our way every now and again.

Bye, bye guys.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian columnist.

Luke Meredith

Do you have something to say...

...about the "Guidelines on Demonstrations and Picketing Code" mailed

to members of the University community earlier this month? If so, please

contact the Editorial/Opinion desk. We will be running a full page devot-

ed solely to this issue in the upcoming week.

The deadline for submissions will be noon on Monday, September 22.

Editorials should be 500-700 words long and can be submitted by fax

(545-1592), e-mail (letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu), on a PC disk, or on
paper. Please make sure that any electronic submissions are in plain-text

format, and be sure to include your phone number.
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Letters to the Editor

Praise for new
Picketing Policy

To the Editor:

In regard to the new Picketing

Policy at the University, I would like

to congratulate President Bulger and
Chancellor Scott on passing this poli-

cy.

We all know the Constitution guar-

antees freedom of speech. However,

the Supreme Court and its lower
appeals courts have time and again

stated it is not unlimited. One per-

son's rights end when they invade the

rights of another.

One does not have the right to

obstruct someone from doing their

daily business in the name of the First

Amendment. In an appeal case

against the 1 5-foot buffer around
abortion clinics, a federal court stat-

ed, "the First Amendment (and its

guarantee of freedom of speech) does

not, in any context, protect coercive

or obstructionist conduct that intimi-

dates or physically prevents individu-

als from going about ordinary affairs,"

(USA Today, 5/28/96).

This case is now being used as a

precedent in cases against the ACLU,
PETA and AFL-CIO. It was also used

in the UPS strike.

This policy, if enforced equally,

protects everyone's rights. People can

still protest outside the offices with-

out violating this policy. It prevents a

disruption in the daily business of

others who do not wish to participate.

In the Goodell incident. Student

Activities Office seize and Franklin

blockade, there were people who had

legitimate business to conduct in

these places. When you cut off their

right to enter or exit the space, not

only do you violate their rights, but

you alienate them from your cause.

Before anyone takes over an office

or DC, stop and think how you would

like to have your office, dorm, or DC
entrance blocked when you need to

get inside. Not every student agrees

with your protests. How would the

GEO, BSU, ALANA, or any other

organization like to have their office

occupied by a rival? They wouldn't.

And this policy protects them from

that.

Peter Kurek
Sunderland

Picketing Code
isn't new
To the Editor:

Over the summer, students

received a document detailing the

"new" Picketing Code. Since its

release, this document has been a tar-

get of severe criticism from various

segments of the student body. As a

student leader whose responsibilities

over the past several years have
included the need to be intimately

familiar with even obscure aspects of

University policy, I feel a need to

respond to the students' protests of

this policy.

First, the idea that this policy is

new is ludicrous. It has appeared in

the Student Rights and
Responsibilities manual for years.

This policy is really no different than

the policies governing any public

administration building. Its flexibility

exists to allow the University leniency

in dealing with students — not to

screw students over. If the state legis-

lature had the choice, it is likely that

they would abolish all leniency from

the policy.

A student takeover is effective

because the students involved are tak-

ing a serious legal risk. The risk the

students take in occupying a building

is a statement of their commitment to

their cause. Without the possibility of

legal sanction, a building takeover

cannot be effective.

The Chancellor and his administra-

tion have chosen to use the leniency

of the Picketing Code to the benefit of

the students over the past few years.

They have received harsh criticism for

this from a number of state legisla-

tors, some of whom felt that all of the

students in the takeover should have

been expelled. The likelihood of the

administration being able to take the

stance of leniency in the near future is

slim at best. They have chosen to

remind students of the possible conse-

quences of a student takeover, in my
view an extremely responsible and

respectful thing to do.

There is a time and place for stu-

dent takeovers. The Chancellor's mes-

sage in releasing this policy isn't a

strike against the students. It's a state-

ment encouraging students to work

with his administration in a collabora-

tive manner. Next time the Chancellor

may not have a choice to be lenient to

the students — that he is willing to

tell us that should be taken as incen-

tive to work with the Chancellor, to

collaborate, to effect change by meth-

ods that don't offend the legislative

body that funds the University.

Give the Chancellor a break, he's

doing his job, and he's doing his job

well. He does not deserve the harsh

criticism he's been given — not from

the students, the faculty, or the legis-

lature.

Ashavan Whitman Doyon
Sunderland

The campus
and Cassini

To the Editor:

In lames Shaw's editorial, "In

Defense of Protest" (Collegian. Sept.

9). he asks, "Why shouldn't protests

occur at the place of oppression and

continue until the wrongs are right?"

Shaw is referring to the recent action

by the Administration when they sent

out a letter with the new system-wide

picketing code to UMass students as a

way of intimidating students from

taking further radical actions such as

building takeovers in social protest in

hopes of bringing public awareness to

institutional sexism, racism, classism

and the militarization of campus.

Shaw says that the Picketing Code

is "an attempt by the University to cut

out the students' political tongue." I

totally agree with Shaw. In my 17

ytar* ol researching stuck-m activism

i have witnessed the

NJmuiistration become lcs> coti

denied with human rights and more
concerned with maintaining the status

quo— keeping their big salaries and

their snobbish, elitist, arrogant, gas

guzzling lifestyles in tact.

The Picketing Code is a denial of

democracy. It is their intention to sti-

fle the creative activism we need to

build a lovolutionary community
whose ultimate goal is to establish

justice world-wide. Business as usual

at UMass equals keeping the rich rich

and the poor ignorant of the causes of

their sufferings. This economic imbal-

ance is also the background for the

reason why we live in a degenerating

environment and why they find it nec-

essary to use brainwashing techniques

to stupefy the majority. Thus, the

masses are mesmerized to accept their

own economic and mental slavery

with smiling faces

The picketing code nonsense
needs to be changed and the only way
this is ever going to happen is for

UMass students to break the "code" by

organizing actions of civil disobedi-

ence. Students should begin to hold

public forums to start the process of

creating an alternative educational

and governance structure to replace

the outdated and dangerous UMMI
dictatorship. Such a student movement
and counter-culture was beginning to

happen on college campuses through-

out America in the '60s and early '70s.

until the Administration started send-

ing in the National Guard and shot and
killed students, like at the tragic event

which occurred at Kent State.

Since the Administration has

drawn a line in the sand and threat-

ened to expel or fire anyone who
steps over the line by demonstrating

outside of their narrowly defined bor-

ders and their nine to five time slot, a

lot is at stake for anyone who speaks

out and acts against the corrupt

Administration, which has sold out to

Corporate America. Daring to break

the picketing code, you could loose

your job if you are a faculty or staff or

you could be expelled from school or

loose your financial aid if you are a

student, and thus be forced to drop

out of school because of lack of

funds. If you are a community
activist, they could arrest you for tres-

passing, ban you from campus and

make you serve a jail sentence. Or
you could even loose your life if the

Administration has a brutal show-

down, as they have done in the past

to silence peaceful, sane, anti-military

protesters by bringing in armed state

troopers, fierce dogs, horseback rid-

ing robocops and other police-state

high-tech armory.

But the stakes are even greater if

we don't have the courage to act. The

future of campus free thought is at

stake! In my opinion, in order for stu-

dents of conscience to be victorious in

our struggle against the

Administration, we must target our

energies on issues which have univer-

sal consequence and affect everyone '«

lives, an issue of great significance

which could capture the public imagi-

nation. One such issue could be

the mid-October launching of the

Cassini spacecraft which will be car-

rying 72.3 pounds of plutonium, the

deadest substance known to humans.

If the spacecraft was to blow up as

the Space Shuttle Challenger did.

much of the southeast coast would be

polluted with radioactive fallout.

Millions of people would die as a

result of cancers caused by the acci-

dent and the land would be conta-

minated for thousands of generations

to come.

Mark Elsis (www.lovearth.orgl

points out that NASA has sold its

soul to the militarization and

nuclearization of space. Even though

the Cassini mission's official goal is

to explore Saturn and its satellite

Titan for signs of life, the unofficial

mission is to begin the nuclear domi-

nation ol space. NASA has scheduled

a do&n mufe nuclear missions o\er

the next 12-yearv Hlis writes, "The

• UA'rSpace Command is already

preparing itself for a future of U.S.

military control of space, which
would depend upon the ability to use

nuclear reactors in space as a power

source for hypervelocity guns, parti-

cle beams and laser weapons on bat-

tle platforms." They see space as a

new military high ground, not as a

way of working to solve our pressing

problems on Earth, such as soil ero-

sion, deforestation and world hunger

To help bring attention to

another phase of this insane nuclear

arms race, campus-wide rallies need

to occur. Teach-ins and sit-ins at

places like the engineering depart-

ment and the astronomy department

are necessary to get our message

out that we don't want this launch to

take place and we demand an end to

the nuclear-powered space weapon
regime! We must occupy these build-

ings until the Administration turns to

the light of solar power and redesigns

science and the space program to

focus their research energies into

finding ways to liberate our species

from the tyrannical oil and nuclear

industries. By moving ahead with

solar power engineering, cleaning up

the atmosphere of Earth by hauling

the burning of fossil fuels, and finalh

venerating the miracle of true love,

we can begin to put our resources

where they ought to be going, into

building a global culture of world

peace — ecovillages and ecocities —
the brain children of our most high-

minded ideals

Doctress Neutopia

Amherst

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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into the vast wilderness

Venture out with the Outing Club
Autumn is a perfect time to get

out and enjoy the last vestiges of

nature before snow and cold snuff

out any enthusiasm you may have for

the great outdoors.

There are many options to be had

when it comes to spending time out-

side. For people looking to get

involved in activities like hiking, cav-

ing and kayaking, the Outing Club at

the University of Massachusetts pro-
Seema Gangatirkar

vides a safe and enjoyable way to get

close to nature.

"The Outing Club is a student

organization that pretty much takes

students, faculty, or anybody who is

in the Five College student affairs,

and just take them out to the woods,

have them explore the woods, get

them used to woods [and gain]

knowledge of

the woods,"
said Howard
Asher, the

Outing Club's locker manager.

The Outing Club is the second

largest Registered Student

Organization (RSO) on campus,
with about 400 active members.

"By the end of the year, we usually

have about 600 [members]," Asher

said.

Not only does the Outing Club

hold the distinction of being one of

the largest RSOs on campus, it also

is the largest Outing Club in the

country.

Membership in the student-run

organization is easy, according to

Outing Club secretary, Kristy

Michalek.

"People who
participate in trips

or lead trips or

people who rent

equipment to go on
their own trips" are

considered mem-
bers, Michalek

said. "Basically

anyone who is

involved."

The Outing Club'i

popularity can be attrib-

uted to the wide range of activities

the club provides for its members.

The RSO schedules rock climbing,

caving, hiking, canoeing and kayak-

ing trips every weekend.

"If people are pretty much aware

of what's going on outside, then we
have a lot of fun," Asher said.

In the past, the Outing Ciub has

Turn to OUTING, page 10
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Rallying the couch potatoes
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All right, take a big breath and

hold it. Now exhale. Did you feel

that brisk autumn scent tickle your

nose hair? If not, it's about time

you should get a big old slice of

Mother Nature. I don't mean walk-

ing a total of 10 feet outside of

your dorms and taking a peek at

the scenery. But I do encourage

you to strap on those dusty hiking

boots, pick up that trusty old com-

pass and head for the hills.

For many of you couch potatoes

and nature non-believers, who will

be venturing out after this highly

informative article, there is an

overwhelming abundance of adven-

tures you can embark on, without

even breaking a sweat. Now,
doesn't that sound interesting?

You can easily find a tranquil

spot to practice the inquisitive art

of bird watching or perhaps a stroll

with your friends along the many
trails in the area is more your
thing. And don't fret — peace of

mind isn't that far away. Even if

you're looking for that favorite

American combo — fishing and

camping — all can be done within

a hop, skip and a jump from the

everyday bedlam of the University

of Massachusetts.

Why indulge yourself in the great

outdoors? The answer is elemen-

tary. Nature is the one place where

you are able to estrange yourself

from your nerve-racking everyday

life. Even if you've brought along

with you a few life-sustaining

essentials, it's only you, an occa-

sional squirrel and a couple of curi-

ous bears.

"I enjoy the fact of going some-

place where you know nobody is

around for miles," said Mike Loux,

a senior pre- med major.

The fun isn't always as peaceful

as taking a leisurely Sunday stroll

through the woods. Many times it's

defined as a roller coaster ride

down a raging river on a kayak.

For those of you searching for

thrills and have a need for speed —
rip it up on your 20-speed bicycle

down the vertical side of a moun-

tain. If this sounds too tame,

maybe you'd prefer a bird's eye

view of nature. In which case, you

may join in the elegance of

free-falling from 8,600 feet.

"Skydiving makes you feel like a

bird... tranquility and complete

Turn to COUCH POTATOES, page 10

XI

Places off the beaten track to get away from it all

You have the time — I know it, you know it.

You have the time to go outside and do some-

thing. I work, and I do this whole Collegian

writing thing here, and still I find time — cor-

rection: I make time — to get outdoors.

It is understandable that as students, we all

have responsibilities. If all those responsibilities

are to our work, whether it

be that of a job, or school,

we must keep a responsi-

bility to ourself. We all

have the responsibility to keep ourselves sane.

We all need a little peace from time to time —
yes, I'm talking to you New Yorkers, too. There

is a world of wide wonder out there past the

bounds of campus. I'm talking about these

places where water shines like silver as it flows

through a mixed forest. I'm talking about places

where one can see the Connecticut River Valley

laid out like a gameboard before them.

We are all entering the season when nature

sheds its green skin for a long winter hiberna-

tion. The bright reds, yellows and oranges

mixed with the last remaining green specks of

oak trees, maples, elms and birches attract visi-

tors from out- of-state, as

- , „ , well as giving parents an actu-

jOStlUa BOyd a j reason to come out and see

Amherst (you think they're

out here for you.'?). Fall in Amherst is the most

beautiful time of year to get outside and see

what the Pioneer Valley has to offer.

There are a few places out there that I,

myself, have ventured to repeatedly because of

their beauty. After years of enjoying these quiet

places, I will now introduce them to you at the

risk of causing hordes of people going there and

causing them to lose their placidity.

•The Peace Pagoda — Leverett Atop a hill

deep within Leverett, a large white pagoda for

Buddhist religious purposes, sits, overlooking

the sprawl of the Valley all the way to the

Holyoke Range. There aren't hiking trails or

anything like that around, but it is a pleasant

place on a nice day to sit around the reflecting

pond and relax. Look around, and take in all

that lays before you. It is a nice place to lose

your mind, forgetting all the worries of the

school world.

First, you've got to get to the Pagoda. Drive

up Route 63, and turn right at the sign to

Leverett Center. From there, you should start

seeing littlj white arrows with "Peace Pagoda"

Turn to AWAY, page 10
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Billy Higgins takes on second jaunt as band leader

saxo- f^av5ls«i lis

This week in "lazz/Blues Weekly," we'll be looking at a couple of

forthci miin^ I vtdeBOt CDl that have as their rhythm section, the

20-plus-vear-old trio o(' pianist Cedar Walton (who's worked with

•\tt Hakey, II IoImmoh and others), drummer Billy Higgins (who
counts among his large list of bosses Sonny Rollins and Dexter

Gordon), and bassist David Williams, a man whose dedication to his

uoik with the other two musicians has risen him to notoriety.

The Btlh Higgins Quintet is a churning, assertive release, and is

onk Higgin.-' second as a leader, loining

Walton. Williams and Higgins are !

phonisi I larold Land and trumpeter

1 BnMfam . I liggins' mind for

variations and tills aluavs excite

the hasii. pulse ol a song move

along the opener. "Step Right

Up To The Bottom." and the

closer "Chum." However,
the star of the

disc is hav-i-i Williams, whose eighth runs

on "Seeker," encapsulating backing and

\amps on "The Vision." and "Step Right

Up..." illustrate his virtuosii\

Walton's the star on a few tunes, and

I .and fires up "Churn" and Michel

I edrand's "You Must Believe In Spring." Brashear's parts are

rather commonplace, but he does take on a macabre tone on

"Seeker."

Anoti iei disc with the Walton-Willtams-Higgins rhythm section

is the Cedar Walton Sextet's live The Art Blakey Legacy (Evidence).

Starring an all-star cast with former Art Blakey's |azz Messengers

veO \\ alton. trombonist Steve Turre, trumpeter Philip Harper, tenor

Marophookt lavon lackson and guest alto sax player Lou Donaldson,

the men tackle tunes from Duke Ellington, Benny Golson, and

I lance Silver, as well as a couple of Walton originals. The music

here is not as firev as The Billy Higgins Quintet, as it stays safely

within long-practiced be-bop precepts.

Not to say that some of the men don't shine, and that the looming

ensemble sound doesn't impress. Turre's solo on The Duke's

"Caravan." Walton's on Golson's "Whisper Not" and Higgins liveli-

ness on Walton's "Mosaic" are all highlights.

Stripping down to a trio lineup, we have veteran pianist Tommy

e>v jos^ua eovp

Flanagan's St'i; Changes (Evidence) I 'lanagan. bassist Peter

Washington, and drummer Lewis Nash revisit tunes like the

fast-paced "\ erdandi." the sweet, minor modal nine "Delarna" and

upbeat blues "I chpso" from Flanagan's lirsi album as a kadei 40

years ago. Qverseus. now available by Fantasy. Inc Flanagan bo
adds lunes to those old gems of his, like the mellow "I Cover The
Waterfront," and the smooth jazz and blues of the old tune "C.C.

Rider."

Tha Legacy branch of Sony music has Ix-en one of the

are. leaders in re issues lor about 20 years now.

^•{fcf They 've been responsible for the CD issues ol

^^1^^ most all ol Columbia Records' jazz output
^4^]fcx since N17, when the first jas album was^^ made.

One of their most recent n issues is a

I960 album by trombone master |.| fohOHTt'l Sextet of

that time, featuring a young Freddie Hubbard (trumpet),

Clifford lordan (tenor sax), Arthur Harper (bass). Albert

"Tootie" Heath (drums), and even Cedai \\ alton

(piano). The disc has a basic soulful be bop feeling.

That static song-io-song sound does drag a bit. but nev-

_____ ertheless. there are some winners here, like "Mohawk."
a dark waltz. "Aquarius." a beautiful composition and

the R&B hom arrangements and piano in "In Walked Horace."

Next week's "lazz/Blues Weeklv" will make up for this week's sin-

gle blues review. In the meantime, here s Melv in Taylor & The Slack

Band's Dirty Pool (from Evidence, who have been churning out

discs like baby bunnies as you can see) in brief:

Do you like Stevie Ray Vaughan and Albert King? If so. you'd

end up listening to Melvin Taylor's guitar playing and choice of

songs (a few of which on Dirty Pool were written In S.R.V . and

Doyle Bramhall), and end up rushing out to buy an S.R.V. or Albert

King album. He is a staunch tributary of the Texas guitar style,

despite his Chicago upbringing. Sometimes his band will get all

funky and fresh, but nothing that will stir up blues. Stevie Ray

Vaughan probably wouldn't be turning over in his grave, because

lav lor does have the technique, but I'm sure if Vaughan were alive

today, he'd talk to Taylor about a word critical to the continuation

of blues: "Originality."

loshua Boyd is a Collegian Columnist

IOIR1I si lolls VRBOTT

Tommy Flanagan has a new release out on the Evidence

label.
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MONDHV

To Vour Health
This groups is for students

who realize that they

cannot consistently control

their use of alcohol and /or

other drugs and who wish

to establish a healthier

lifestyle. This group will

remain open to new

members throughout most

of the semester.

Monday, 3:45 - S p.m.

TUESDHV
Succeeding at UMRSS as a

Latino/a Student
This group will be a safe place for Latino/a

students to explore their experiences as UMASS

students. Participants will help each other leam

techniques for succeeding in a multicultural world.

This group will be conducted (mainly) in Spanish.

Tuesday. 2:30 - 3:45pm.

Stress & Rnxiety

Reduction Workshop
Stress impacts all of us physically and

psychologically creating a range of anxiety related

physical and emotional symptoms. This 4 week

long workshop is designed to show you effective

ways to deal with stress Tuesday, 4:00 - 5 p.m.

Making Connections
This 8 week group will help members gain

awareness of their relationship styles. It wiii also

be possible to learn skills for forming more

positive and lasting relationships.

Tuesday, 5:30 - 7 pjn.

MORE Groups

Beginning

IN LHTE
FALL

The Art & Science
of Relaxation

In this workshop members will leam several

valuable strategies for recognizing and managing

stress. Tuesday, 4:00 - 5pm.

WEDNESDAY

When Families
Hren't Perfect

This 8 week group is for

individuals wanting to explore the

impact of family relationships on

their lives as UMASS students.

Wednesday, 3:30 - 5pm.

Groups are FREE OF
CHARGE for UMASS
student Health Plan

members, Kaiser UHS
Plan Members, and

Five College students.

Most groups begin in

early Fall and require a

pre-group interview.

For further information

please call the Mental

Health Division of

University Health

Services at 545-2337,

Mon - Fri,

8:00am - 5pm.

THURSDRV

Women's Therapy Group
This group is open to OLDER women students and

UHS Kaiser Plan Members who would like to

address various women's concerns including: self

esteem, relationship issues, academic isolation and

uncertainty about long-range career goals.

Thursday, 9:00 - 10:30am.

Stress & the Neuj UMRSS
Student

A 4 week group, to help new and incoming transfer

students learn strategies for coping with college

stress Thursday, 1:00 - 2:15pm.

On The Road to Self
Confidence

In this 8 week group members will leam about

effects a lack of self esteem has on their lives. It will

also be possible to discover new ways of feeling

good about yourself Thursday, 2:30 - 4:00p.m.

Coed Therapy Group for
Older Students

This group provides an opportunity to work on those

problems which interfere with personal and

academic life, such as lack of intimacy, loneliness,

lowered self esteem and concerns of professional

identity. Thursday, 3:30 • 5pm.

(Which) Home For The
Holidays

A 5 week group to help students from

separateoVdivorced families cope with their particular

holiday stressors Thursday, 1:00 - 2:15pm.

gVIRY THURSDAY • 9-2am
18+_

jtt^ti ir^^rr
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d
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Musi
MULTIBAND POPS

With Five Huodrcd Musicians 8c Dancers in Concert

Friday. September 26
8pm Fine Arts Center Concert Had

l >_> rtf \/'Xfo .r_f^j.V(*vT*i- fit

Summer is over but the sates are still HOT at Liquors 44//

Don't Drink
and Drive

... , ,. > ,„ .

"MBA ENSEMBLES, DANCERS
CHESTRA VOCAL JAZZ AND
ERICAN AMERICAN MUSI
SEMBLE & MINUTEM,

INC BAND
Tickets: $15 steoer^

;

SI0 UMass students, ciders <V CMIdreo ooder 18

Order tickets earM
Tickets available at the Roe Arts Center Box Office

41*$*W5fi

Co-sponsored toe
\ - - ,- J.^—i—i. .

.

®

BUD, BUD ICE
& BUD LITE
CASE OF 2-12 PK. BOTTLES

9
DEP

COORS GOLD
CASE 30-12 01. CANS sio« ."

MAGIC HAT &
BOSTON BURTON *

ALL FLAVORS 6 PK. BOTTLES

9
DEP

PABST BLUE RIBBON
CASE 24-12 BAR B0 TTl ES g€P999M + DEP

ROLLING ROCK
112 MEGS 8<? — "

DEP

1/2 KEGS
BUD, BUI) LT, BUD ICE,
MICH, MICH LT, •__»'tt_mr + DEP

MICH AMBER, UTE, ICEHOUSE, RED DOG

SZ9

Z>DtuAline ^yt. *<0?o>r<ge

CUAKIWNNAY.
CABERNET SAUV1GSON

CARLO ROSSI WINES
All. FLAVORS
A0LT.

VENDANGE
( HARDONNA T, MF.RIOT.
(. ABERNET SAVVHiSON
ISO

s6
SG

GEODUBOEUF
( HARIU)NNAY. MERIOT.
(A BERNF TSAVVKiNON
It 13

JOLIESSE
MERIOT
rsoui

msa
Sutter
TiOME

k
Will TF, 7.INFANHF.I. /SO Mi

SEAGRAMS V.O. sale$16.49
3£_ 775i MAIL-IN REBATE -4.00

FINAL

COST

RON ROBERTO RUM CJIP10 00WHITE A (iOlJ) **" *!'- "^

; 75 L
MAIL-IN REBATE -2.00

FINAL

COST

SALE $14.49
MAIL-IN REBATE -4.00

SCOTCH FINAL

COST
sio*

GIRO TEQUILA
SILVER & COIJ) 1Q[_

s6
TANQUERAY GIN
750 ML

LIQUORS 44 VODKA
1.75L

We Accept

Cans and Bottles

for Redemption

HADLEY
253-9344

NORTHAMPTON
586-3007
F3 CiJ

HOLYOKE
534-4555

SALE PRICES
THURS. 9/18/97 THRU

WEDS. 9/24/97

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOB TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS
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Fleetwood Mac returns with easy, pop tunes
Misfits, Ry Cooder & Insane Clown Posse show solid effort
FLEETWOOD MAC
The Dtiinv

Reprise

I he Mac la kick. After an acrimo-
nious vplit neart) lO years ago,

Fleetwood Mac is reuniting on the

20 von iinniveisiuv of Rumours, the

mOM influential and innovative album
ol their career, and an enduring land-

mark ol the '70s rock era.

Since then inception in 1967,

Fleetwood Mac hu sold a staggering

70 million albums worldwide and in

the process has evolved into one of

those bands where you may not know
anj of the titles, but the songs are

instantly recognizable from the first

lew bars.

Recorded earlier this year for an
MTV special and to prime the pump
tor their upcoming tour, The Dance
( Reprise) is an excellent live docu-
ment of Fleetwood Mac's diverse cat-

alog of easy listening pop tunes.

The Dance re affirms that

Fleetwood Mac at their best —
wrote some of pop's prettiest

melodies wrapped around the distinct

vocalisms of Stevie Nicks' emo-
tional turbulence and

Christine McVie's languish

Songs like "Dreams"
and "Everywhere"
sound as fresh today as

they did two decades

md the four new
songs Temporary
One." "Sweet Girl," 'Bleed

I o Love Her" and "My Little

Demon" are all worthy of the

Fleetwood Mac moniker.

The only downside of The Dance,
and flight one at that, is to hear

how the effects of aging have taken

theii collective loll on the group's

members While Nicks' voice has lost

a touch ol it- vaunted range — she

doesn't hit the high notes on
"I andslide" - it still cuts into the lis-

tener like a surgical knife. B+ (Marty

Keane

)

THE MISFITS
Static \gc

Caroline

The release of Stutic Age

(Caroline), featuring the original

\l isl its line-up with Glenn Danzig on

vocals, is the first time that their com-
plete debut album session tracks have

been made available. Over the years,

mam of the tracks have been released

on various out-of-print records such

us the Beware HP and on last year's

boxed set.

I he Misfits. ;it their core, always

were a merging of the best elements

' I punk and metal. Featuring a manic

u all of- guitar sound and Danzig's

brutish vocal delivery, Static Age is a

LET'S
v i r

PLAY

Movie, Game, and System
Rentals/Sales

All Movies 99c/day!!
The Best of the New Releases!
9 East Pleasant Near "The Pub"

Call Us at 549 4505
Hrs: Sun.Mon.Wed.

Thu.Fri 2-7:30
Sat 12-7:30

(Closed Tuesday)

Recent Arrivals: The Saint,

Devil's Own, Dante's Peak,
Father's Day, Road Racers,
Silent Trigger, Day Trippers,

Murder at 1600, First Strike,

Inventing the Abbots,
Snow White, Asteroid,

Fierce Creatures, The Relic,

Love and War, Bullet Proof,

Fools Rush In, Plus Many More!
Next Week: The English

Patient, Selena,
Commandments, Ullysses Gaze,

Warriors of Virtue

Fleetwood Mac reunites on the

glorious introduction to the wonder-

fully twisted world of the Misfits. A-
(M.K.)

RY COODER
The End Of Violence: The Original

Score

Outpost/MGM

Thirteen years alter his

tartling score of the

dramatic Wim
Wendcis directed

masterpiece film.

Paris. Texas. Ry

Cooder has once again

teamed up with Wenders

For a score to the director's forth-

coming film. The End Of Violence.

starring Bill Pullman.

For this new work, Cooder pulls

together industrial beats and

acid-jazz rhythms to form the back-

drop to his spine- tingling

acoustic-electric slide guitar style as

well as other instrumental ornamenta-

tions. The opening track, entitled

"Define Violence," is one of the few

songs that showcase Cooder.

"Pourquoi?" is a sad, minor-key

piano solo that would fit well on an

album from the experimental-jazz

label F.CM. Acid-jazz trumpet, Latin

rhythms anil synthesized space dictate

the three disparate parts of the track

'Observatory." Cooder takes on a

Robert Fripp-ian timbre in the other-

worldly "You Shoot Him!"

With a score as compelling, erratic

and mind-teasing as this, the film is

sure to leave more than a few mouths
hanging open. B (loshua Boyd)

INSANE CLOWN POSSE
The Great \tilenko

Island Records

Some folks actually believe the

anti-Christ himself could be held

20th anniversary of Rumours, one of their

responsible for the release of this gco
ish album. The Insane Clown Posse

(ICP) has returned with yet another

traumatizing musical disaster

After a breach of contract with

their original label. Hollywood

Records (whose parent company is

Walt Disney Co.). ICP inked a

long-term deal with Island Records

which provided the go-ahead ol their

re-released and devilishly improved

The Great \lilenko

The infamous team ol Violent | and

Shaggy 2 Dope — who masquerade in

colorful facial paint that bear a slight

resemblance to KISS — have erupted

all over the rap scene as the must

unprofessional artists in the industry.

The Great Mtlenko has by far ^ui

passed its three predecessors —
including the womanizing

Till IIIMF ARTS CENTER SERIES

Coa+ai ol, UU# Stvat *W ¥>ioaJ-w*m

How to Succeed in Business Without

Really Trying
Big business meets show business in

this classic musical full of great songs,

lively dances and delicious deals.

Climbing the corporate ladder has

never been so much fun!

"... a non-stop delight."

-Thf Ni:\x York Times

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 7PM
CONCERT HALL

i IS SUPPORT OF

I BMW «n ihi Daiiv Hampshire Gazette

T IT ft F F ' f TtfF ftfUffM

The Bachmann KlibonofT Fridman Trio
Hailed by The Boston Globe as

"masters of their respective instruments"

this celebrated piano trio has established

itself as a premier force on the

American concert scene in a program

which showcases works by Schumann,

Shostakovich and Schubert.

".
. . perfection and sensitivity of

the greatest piano trios."

-The Baltimorf Sun

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 9, 8PM
BOWKER AUDITORIUM

THE ESTONIAN PHILHARMONIC CHAMBER CHOIR

& Tallinn Chamber Orchestra

Tonu Kauuste. Musk Director

The internationally acclaimed Arvo Part Litany sung

and played by an ensemble of 6? musicians is one of

the premiere musical events in the Valley. The pro-

gram also includes Ave arum corpus and Litanie

Lauretanae m D major by Mozart, and Part's

Tritagion.

"... a musical experience beyond compare." -The Michigan Daily

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 1 5, 8PM, CONCERT HALL

Coll 545-251 1 or 1 800-999-UMAS for tickets

Visit our Website at www.umoss.edM/toc/foc.html

<OWI< I Willi lOI R C I MIR!

. Tilt -m

Fineart
Center

univbi

COURTESY DENNIS KEElfY

nfluential records

Riddlebox after becoming the must

irritating album on the market.

Even with the album's additional

bonus tracks, "Neden Game,"
"Boogie Woogie \\ u" and "I nder the

Moon" — which were censored from

the original Hollywood Records incar-

nation — there N still much uncer-

taint] whether to classifj The Great

Milenko ;i> pure inuMe;il trash.

The album does generate B hidden

political voice unh "llellaluiah" ,i^ it

chants "Give Cod the first portion ot

the Income...,* but more often than

not leaves the listener milled alter

being barraged with daunting obscen-

ities.

The Great \lilenkn is in a sense the

I Inward Stern of the rising industry.

A true class act. B- (Alex Iglesias)

Ll\fc£l
Live Music.

Live Entertainment.

Live Raffles.

Live Giveaways.

Live Shoe and Clothing

"Sale Specials".

Live Fun Friday Nites

5-8pm.

Insane Clown Posse fail musically on their latest. L

d O U HIT O U H *

-A tw U 4. r 5,4

Building Communities at UMass: Breaking Barriers, Making Connections • Friday, September 19

Concurrent Conference Sessions from 1:15-3:15 p.m. Open to the Public

University 101: Education, Empowerment, Exploration,

Excollonco Campus Cantor 81 1-ai

5

Drawing on their experiences with the Patterson project and similar "University 10'"

courses ottered in the past, the presenters in this session will locus on the campus

need to expand both the number and variety ot University 101 courses lor incoming

undergraduates These courses provide an introduction to the campus and its

resources, address preparation lor academic success and are central to building

connections between students, faculty and advisors More importantly these courses

also begin developing the personal and academic skills needed not only lor retention,

but lor student success after graduation

Michael Jenkins, Athletics

Ted Slovin, Counseling and Assessment Services

Casta, Class and Community

Campus Cantor 911 -915

A
Two cl the greatest, although least discussed, obstacles to community are the issues ol class andcaste Classified

stall leel alienated from (acuity and students, students are cut oH from laculty. professional staff donl interact with fac-

ulty, and so on Come discuss these issues and hear about, and perhaps get involved with Class Intersections, a cre-

ative effort to organize across caste and class lines and focus campus-wide attention on this long-neglected issue

Discussion facilitated by Felice Yeskel. Stonewall Center

r UMass Fastival: Creating an Annual Welcoming

Festival lor the Campus
Campus Center 1 74

Over the pasl several years there has been a growing sense that the campus

must do a better job in welcoming new members to the campus, especially

undergraduates This session will highlight emerging elforts to create a

welcoming festival on the campus in the second or third week of each tail

semester which will showcase the best ol campus departments and programs,

from lectures, poetry readings and performances, to large scale laboratory

demonstrations and food from cultures around the world Come and get

involved in getting this program started lor next tall

David Schimmel. Education

Try Sek. Graduate Student. Office of ALANA Affairs

Panel Presentation: Using Technology to Build Community

Campus Center 1 68-1 70 „

Presenters in this session will each show how technology can be used In creative ways to enhance and build community

between students and faculty, stall and alumni free ol the constraints of geographic location

Laurel Helleretein. Housing Services Cable NetworV, and John Stacey. Audio-Visual Department. "Connecting Faculty and

Students with Live Call-in Study Sessions and Other Innovations"

Victoria Dowling. University Without Walls. "Weekends @UWW A Low-Residency. Online Program Which Creates a

Learning Community ot Adult Undergraduates"

Tom Greene. English. "How the Professional Writing and Technical Communication Program uses a Web Site to Link

Students. Alumni and Prospective students"

A

Panel Presentation: Race, Ethnicity and Community

Campus Center 172

A

r University Center 2000: Rel

Student Union Building

These presenters will describe two different approaches to address issues ol race, ethnicity and community on the

campus, one through laculty governance, the other through programs organized by undergraduates tor several

years The presenters will also highlight upcoming plans for both groups this academic year and soHcrt ideas and

suggestions from participants.

ComplexCampus Center 163

This presentation will describe the large-scale planning eltorts which are bringing

students, laculty and staff together to revitalize and transform the CC/SUB
Complex as the heart and core ol the campus The presenters will also outline

steps this project will take this tall and next spring invite comments and

suggestions, and explain how interested students, faculty and staff can get

involvedin this exciting project

Beverly Wood. Campus Planning and Space Management

Judy Steinkamp, Campus Planning and Space Management

Jason Vecchio. Undergraduate, Student Center for Educational Research and

Advocacy (SCERA)
Scott Conlin, Undergraduate. Student Government Association (SGA)

Jim Craig. Faculty Senate Council on the Status of Minorities

ii Morse and Linda Vannoni, Undergraduates. Race Talks J

V.

r Creating a Leadership Program for Undergraduate Students

Campus Canter 803

>

This session will review the current opportunities available fo students in the areas ol

Leadership Development, and then explore ways these leadership resources might be pulled

together to createa Leadership Program and additional supports lor student leadership

Session participants will be invited to provide feedback, make suggestions and become

involved in this effort

Margaret Arsenault. Campus Activities

Katja Hahn D'Errico. Campus Activities

Kevin Grennan, School of Education

Ben Schlatka. Undergraduate. Housing

Dominic Turano, Undergraduate. SGA
Jen Japinga. Undergraduate. Campus Activities

Transforming Unused or Underdeveloped Space Into Environments Which

Invite Studentsand Others Into a CommunityCampus Center 189

This presentation will utilize recent photographic slides ol the campus to examine the impact ol space on

community on campus and explore how alterations ol these spaces can make dramatic improvements in

both the sense and reality ol community

John Nelson. English

Dean Cardasis. Landscape Architecture and Regional Planning

Learning about Mass Transformation and What is PossibieCampus Center 169

During four days in September 1986. 4000 students, faculty and staff worked together torenovate the 27

story University Library in lour days Then they had a picnic to celebrate andposed for a group portrait in

their Mass Transformation tee shirts Come hear the stories ol MassTranstormabon and explore how this

high energy torm ol community-building could be activated again

Betty Brace. Library

Panel Presentation: Community-Building Through Collaborative Projects Campus

Center 909-09

Members ol the carrxxis are often aware of the public side of campus projects and programs.wnile being unaware

ol the bervrvj-the-tcenes collaboration and community-building between faculty, students and stall which makes

these efforts possible m the fcst place This presentation provides the story-behind the story lor both of 9i«se

innovative campus programs and invites participants to consider developing similar efforts

Daiia Fiske. Labor/Management Workplace Education Program, and David Ducille, MUA.

'Upfront Campus Community Building Through Radio"

Ranjanaa Devi, Asian Dance Music Project and UMass Dance Program, and Alive mth Dance

RSO members: Building Bridges Between Faculty, Students and Stall through MultimediaProjects"

The Leadership Coalition: Another Way to Build Community

Campus Center 178

The Leadershp Coalition was formed 1988 with the goals ol promoting cooperation

amongcampus unions and governance groups, and keeping the University an accessible

public institution Several members ol the Leadership Coalition will provide a presentation

ol the history andsvxomplishments of the group and outline their agenda and projects for

the coming year in theareas ol chHd care, parking, a labor teactHn. a consensual rela-

tions policy, privatization and more

Sara Lennox, Massachusetts Society of Professors (MSP)

Rosemary Riley, University Stafl Association (USA)

Jennifer Fasuto. Graduate Employees Organization (GEO)

EmUie Woodward, Graduate Employees Organization (GEO)

Jon Zobel, Student Government Association (SGA)

Tom Coish. Service Employees International Union (SEIU)
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Conway New Music Series Fest

features Tchicai, Shipp & more
By Mike Burke

Special to the Collegian

Prepare yourself us the Conwav New Music Scries

blow- b«ck into town tomorrow night lot I thunder

on- -how Featuring the lohn Tchicai Group, the Rrti ol

four free jazz performanees this semester at the

I nitarian Meeting Mouse in Amherst.

Organized bv Northampton resident Michael I hlers,

the Conwa) New Musk Seriei haa produced manj ol

the most exciting and daring local performances over

the pa-t year. Developed by Elhen because ol hi-

belief in the value of seeking new expressive forms

and languages, the Conwav New Music Scries has con

sistently brought international!) acclaimed players in

the free [azz/Unprovisational world to Amherst. Paal

performers include Harrj Pussy, Marco Eneidi

Quartet. Thurston Moore/ Nels Clinc Duo, Black

Market Horn Show Collective and the I Hen l-kelin

Trio.

1 ike main past performers, Tchicai'l resume read-

like a who's who in Avant-Garde ja//: lohn t'oltrane.

\lbert Avler. Archie Shepp. Milfred Graves, etc..

although most recognized for his work a- pan ol the

American scene in the WbOs (Tchicai appeared on

Coltrane's landmark album AscemmMl). Tchicai- root-

lie in the European jazz community; he is ol

Afro-Dane heritage

Wording to EhlerS, he is regarded as a highly cre-

ative and individual composer and as one ot the most

delicate and lyrical improvi-er- in any genre ol jazz.

Next week, on Sept. 2b. the Conwav New Music

Series hosts Knsemble Blue, featuring Peter Brotzman.

Dermis Charles. Thomas Borgmann and lohn Voighl.

Known a- ferocious and passionate power improviser,

the Onwan horn hornplayer ranks high amongst the

European avant-garde elite And on drums. Dennis

Charles make- a quick return to (own alter stand-out

performances at this summer's lire in the Vallej

festival, alongside the Raphe Malik Quartet.

Another Fire In the Vallej alum. William Parker.

returns to town on Saturday, Oct. 25, tor a -olo per-

formance on bass and tuba He vva- named bv (he VfW
)ork limes as "(he greatest Irec ja// ha- player ol all

the time." fillers note- that Parker i- a "tireless gn

i. mi- advocate for social and personal transformation

through creative music and Improvisation."

Pwo veil- ago, the Matthew Shipp/W illiam Parker

duo put on a phenomenal show in the Augusta Savage

GaTler] that is -till being talked about. \na |U8l this

past summer, Parker took center stage at the I ire in

die Vallej Festival, playing with the Raphe Malik

Quartet and Frio Hurrican (featuring Glenn Spearman

and Paul Murphy). Opening lor Parker will be the

Yuku Fujiyama/Roj Campell duo.

\nd. finally, in a fantastic double bill, on Saturday.

\,.v B, the Conwej New Music Series hosts the

Matthew Ship/Rob Brown Duo alongside the Raphe

Malik Quartet with Glenn Spearman.

Still in his youth, Shipp is one of the most exciting

new lace- in the lice ia/z world. His piano rival- that

of the legendary Cecil Taylor and must be -ecu to be

believed

I hi- rummer, Malik (trumpet) and Spearman i-.ixo

phone) led (he two most exciting acts al lire in (he

Vallej (the Raphe Malik Quartet and Trio Hurricane

respectively). Together their work i- even more bom-

bastic and exhilarating; for an example check out the

wonderful Malik recording on Eremite Records. Fillers

iiiav be right when he warns lhal 'nothing will be left

standing" after this show.

flic Fire in the Vallev Festival, a Conwav New

Music Showcase, which also featured Malcom
Goldstein. I oren \la//acane Connors and the lackson

Krall Ensemble, proved to be one of the lew local

musical highlights of the summer. If you missed the

-how. don't make the same mistake twice and miss

anv ol these stellar performance-.

The Conway New Music Scries u sponsored iii part

by Dynamite Records, Toonerville trolley Records, the

Ecstatic Yod Collective and Eremite Records tickets

are available in advance at lor the Record or at the

door.

Celebrate autumn with a few apple dishes

Come see us on line • come see us on line • come see us at

The apple is often relerred to as

the great American fruit, and is

sssoclated with lohnny Appleseed.

I egend has it that he gave up all his

worldly possessions and travelled

across the country planting apple

trees. He felt apples would thrive

where other crop failed. He carried

around a sack tilled with apple

seeds and scattered them across the

country.

This is the season for apples. If

you're interested in going apple

picking, a great orchard is Atkin's

Orchard, located on Route 1 16 in

Amherst. However, the Orchard is

only open on the weekends for pick-

ing.

On Sept. 27, the orchard will

have Cortland apples. They recom-

mend that you call a day or two in

advance to make sure that the sea-

son is going well enough for picking

to be available. The Orchard also

has a general store where they sell

numerous farm products, including

bags of apples from their orchard.

There are so many varieties of

apples, and below are listed some of

the more popular ones:

• Granny Smith: This is a green

apple that is tart and crisp. It's the

all purpose apple — it can be used

for general eating, cooking and bak-

ing.

• Mcintosh: This is a speckled,

red apple that is slightly tart and

very tender. It's good for eating,

sauces and pies.

• Cortland: This apple is very red

and quite tart. It's a cross between a

Mcintosh and a Ben Davis. The

apple is great for eating, sauces,

cooking and salads. It doesn't turn

brown when exposed to air.

• Empire: This apple is very pop-

ular. It's a cross between a

Mcintosh and a Red Delicious. It

was developed in NY and named
after the Empire State Building

irftjyws
YOU HAVE TO SEE IT TO BELIEVE IT!

Microbrews ^f Beer Specials

Liquor Specials

Kahlua Royal Cream l8.*"750ml

99 Bananas *9."7somi

Gordons Flavored Vodka

(cilruv Wildb*rry, Orange) 13. /75° ml

Jack Daniels

Country Cocktails $3.*,> «p<"

Wachusett Brewing Co.
II PA lountrv Al» Nui Brown %A <N

Oclol>»rf«n ""

Oregon Ales
(IP.A Mut Brown Mr 4. ii»

Ratptttrrv Wheat, Honey Me)

Magic Hat „

Harpoon
PA, Nut Brown Awortfd) *©. ll:

Nor'wester & North Country
nptef U PockHonm l9 "I

Bud s 14.
49

Icehouse & Red Dog' 11."
(Opock

Busch & Bud Light *10.'91
.'.' fm k

1/2 Keg Specials

Rolling Rock $35.°°

Pilgrim Wilberry $80 °°

Wachusett All Flavors $85.°°j

DPEN9amtonpm i
FuH Redemption

In StOCk I RT 9 EAST/ 338 COLLEGE ST (413)253-53*4 /TAKE 1-91 TO EXIT 19/ RT. 9 east I Center

This apple is good for eating, sauces

and baking.

• Red Delicious: This apple has a

dark, red color. It's firm, crisp and

juicy. It's on the sweet side and is

good for eating, but not for cooking

or baking.

• Gala: This apple has a yellow-

ish, reddish color. It's a new variety

and is very popular. It's great for

eating and is one of my personal

favorites.

Amy Sonei-_^_

Below are some delicious recipes

that are easy to make. They're per-

fect for dinner, a fun get-together

or a party.

General Applesauce Recipe

Makes l quart

6 apples, peeled, cored and cut

into eight pieces

1/2 cup apple cider, water or

orange juice

1/2 tsp. cinnamon
1/4 tsp. nutmeg
2 tbsp. brown or white sugar

Mix all ingredients into a medium

saucepan. Cook on medium heat for

a few minutes, then simmer for 15

minutes, stirring occasionally. Serve

warm or cold.

Oatmeal Applesauce Cookies

Makes 3 1/2 dozen

1/2 cup butter

I cup granulated sugar

1 egg

1 3/4 cups sifted all purpose Hour

1/2 tsp. baking soda

1/2 tsp. baking powder

1/2 tsp. salt

1 tsp. ground cinnamon

1/2 tsp. ground cloves

1/2 tsp. ground nutmeg

1/2 cup raisins

I cup quick or old fashioned

oats-uncooked

1 cup applesauce

In a large mixing howl with an

electric mixer, heat butter and lug

until toft, smooth and creamy. Slit

in egg.

Silt Hour, baking Soda and pow-

der, salt, cinnamon, cloves, and nut-

meg in sepal ate howl. Stir in Ofttl

and raisins.

Add Hour mixture to butter mix

tun in three portions, alternating

with applesauce in two portions.

Stir until well blended.

Drop dough bv teblcspoonfuls

onto greased baking sheet-. Hake in

a preheated J75-degr©t oven for

12-15 minutes, or until done. I et

cookies cool on baking sheets a lew

minute- before transferring them to

racks to cool completely.

Then cookies should he stored m
containers by themselves. Other

cookies could draw tile moisture

from them end cause them to he dr\

and crumbly. Half an apple placed

in the container should help keep

them moist.

Adapted from Cookies I ood

Writers' Favorites

Apple Crisp

Serve- 4

4-5 tart apples, peeled, cored and

sliced

6 tbsp. flour

6 tbsp. tolled oats

1/2 cup brown sugar

1/2 tsp. nutmeg

1/2 tsp. cinnamon

5 tbsp. butter

Preheat oven to IW degrees.

Place apple- in grea-ed 8" pan. In

a separate bowl. COOtbine ingiedi

eats and sprinkle over top ol

apples. Bake for approximately 50

minutes.

www.umass.edu/rso/colegian

Don't just read it... BE IT!

The Collegian is always looking for interested (and interesting) new writers. If you've

ever considered writing (Don't try to deny it, we know you have), don't hesitate. Find

yourself a niche now. Be a part of New England's largest college daily.
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BfiUARD CcOtS ktf/rtf PR/l/ATE ROOM
*3 Bars - u Draft Beers
*/50 Seat Restaurant
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DO
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a
Thursday 9/18
7th Annual

Half-way to
»t. Pat's Day

The Blackthorn Band
No Cover, Must he 21

Register for
2 Roundtrip

Tickets to Ireland

Sunday 9/21

5 Mile
Road Race &
Block Party
Food, Beer, & Bands

11am till 5pm

m 1 Pearl St, Northampton
584-4100
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Jewish Affairs
Thursday, Septembner 1 8, 1 997 v

Hillel House hires new staff to work with students
By Bryan Schwartzman
Col!«»giop Staff

The University of Massachusetts Hillel House has hired
two new lull time employees, a Program Director and
lewish Campus Core Service I ellow (JCSC), positions
revolving around interaction with student-

David Alia has been hired as the new Program Director
and Lissa Loeb as the new |CSC. Their predecessors were
UMass graduate Kim Richman and Emory graduate Beth
Sccwald.

The Seareh And The |ub Description

Since these two position! work so close!) vvith students.

Lissa Loeb, the Jewish Campus Service Core
Fellow, sits enthusiastically in the Campus Center

Concourse.

the hiring process involved participation of students

involved with Hillel. said Hillel Fxecutive Director Saul

Perlmutter. Students involved with the Hillel Council and

F.xeeutive Board helped review applicants' resumes and

submitted interview questions.

Perlmutter said these two positions work closely togeth-

er, but there is a fundamental difference between them.

"The
|
position of| Program Director is about empower-

ment, while the ICSC is about engagement," said

Perlmutter.

What this means is the Program Director is mainly con-

cerned with helping students already involved in campus

lewish life get the most out of their experience, while the

(CSC serves as an outreach coordinator, helping more stu-

dents become involved.

"The goal is to have
|
lewish students] do stuff with

other lewish students wherever they are," said Perlmutter.

The Program Director

David Arfa brings a wide array of knowledge to his new
position, both in traditional (udaism and the natural sci-

ences. Aria is originally from Shelburne Falls, Mich., and

received a degree in wildlife ecology from Michigan State

and his masters degree from Lesley College.

Arfa has worked as an environmental educator at both

the high school and college levels. Recently, he had been

an instructor at the lewish Community Center of

Springfield. He has also worked as a professional story-

teller, fusing Jewish tales with dramatic technique.

He spent a year in Israel where he, "felt a connection

with traditional ludaism."

Arfa has developed a philosophy which combines his

love for the environment and traditional (udaism.

"There is a tradition in ludaism of G-d being in the

world, based on the Talmud and reintroduced by Hasidism

(a religious movement begun in Eastern Europe in the

17th century)."

He hopes to bring more outdoor activities, such as

camping, to Hillel's itinerary to help students explore the

connection between religion and nature. And that is just

one of his goals.

"The Hillel House serves lewish identity on campus...

provides social, cultural, political activities, and hopefully

they will feel their lewish identity strengthened, keeping

them open with other cultures as well." said Arfa.

The lewish Campus Service Core Fellow

Lissa Loeb graduated from George Washington
University with a degree in ludaic studies last May. At

George Washington she was active in Hillel and the Greek

system, and was a writing tutor.

"Being a writing tutor was really great. It helped me
become a better writer while helping others." Loeb said.

Loeb said that the ICSCs she came into contact with at

college were great resources and good friends to her, which

is one of the reasons she applied for the job. Another reason

was her year abroad, spent in a rural Israeli town.

"I loved my time in Israel, traveling abroad." she said.

After spending time in such a rural area, she appreciates

the college town atmosphere.

"This is a really big campus... there are so many students

doing so many things." she said.

Some of her focuses will be continuing the first year stu-

dents group that was started last year, and creating pro-

grams for the Southwest Residential Area tthe previous

|CSC focused on Orchard Hill).

Earlier this month, she organized a Freshman outing to

Northampton, which included a scavenger hunt and din-

ner.

"My goal is to work with students and give them a slice

of lewish life." she said.

David Arfa, the Hillel House Program Director, proudly displays his new office.

A Jewish Tourist visits Italy
I would not have ihought twice shout picking up the book beg and bringing

it to the lost and found. It had a patch with a picture of Mickey Mouse stitched

on. how harmful could it be?

Before I had the chance to reach lor the bag. I was startled by a female

museum worker who veiled into the men's

room, "let me inaped the bag!"

I was not in America and the rules were dif-

ferent I was in a men's room outside the

lewish Museum <uu\ Svnagogue in Florence,

and somebody thought the book hag left in the

men's room might be a bomb.

It turned out to be a talse alarm, ii was sim-

ply left in the bathroom bv a voting student vis-

iting the museum widi his class

"You will have to lot give DM lot my para-

noia.'' she sn id with an exasperated smile

which betrayed her relieved anxietv. "I'm Israeli. I'm trained to be paranoid.

Besides, this is Italy."

What were the implications ot what she had just said? I wondered how

closely she was affected bv the recent bombings in lerusalem. Then I tried to

ffi
Bryan X^X

Schwartzman

The Jewish Synagogue in Florence. Courtesy of Becocci Editore.

discern the second part of her statement; was there enough viable

anti-Semitism in Italy to actually fear a laodmark temple being bombed?

I was always told stories of a new wave of anti-Semitism spreading through-

out the former Soviet Union. Germany and France, but Italy was never dis-

cussed. Since the turn of the century, the

United States has seen strong cultural ties

develop between European lewish emi-

grants and people of Italian descent. I was

curious about the relations between lews

and their host Italian society over the last

1000 years, and in recent times.

It was obvious to the casual observer

that Italy's two decades of fascist rule have

not been completely erased from the

national consciousness or public debate.

Italians still harbor strong feelings toward

Mussolini, whether it is love or hate.

The streets of Rome, one of the worlds oldest cities, which is still home to

over 30,000 lews, are slightly disfigured with the site of Swastika graffiti over

walls, interspersed with bigger graffiti saying "Nazi go home." A lewish for-

eigner wandering through the labyrinth and splendor of Rome cannot help but

wonder two things: why is the graffiti not painted over, and are we welcome

here or not?

Italy, a nation that was not unified until the latter half of the 19th century,

has a wide range of economic developments and culture based on geography,

making the condition of Italian lews throughout history anything but a con-

stant. However, since the time of the Crusades. Italian lews lived in relatively

stable environments, despite periods of great distress. Although they were seg-

regated, lews had built strong communities in cities such as Leghorn, Florence

and Venice. The Synagogue of Florence, a beautiful and intricately designed

house of worship, was built in the 1880s, several years after lews were granted

equal rights in a unified Kingdom of Italy. (During World War II the Germans

tried unsuccessfully to destroy the Synagogue.) Although there are over 1000

lews living in Florence, there are only 100 active members of the synagogue.

More puzzling still is that this is an awesome synagogue, with thousands of

seats, and the of the congregation still has to sit in the upper balcony during

services.

So with this brief, vague, and yet somewhat compelling, sense of history,

how does or should a |ew feel and react while traveling in a European country?

Obviously, the only input I have into that question is to explain my own reac-

tions.

First, almost everyone my family and 1 came into contact with displayed gen-

uine warmth and enthusiasm, which reinforced my belief that an American lew

could and should visit other lands besides Israel.

Then, there were the sites, the ruins, the Basilica's, the history. From Roman

times to the Renaissance, Italy's historical and aesthetic tradition is still vividly

and literally intertwined with modem life. The awesome appeal of this tradi-

tion, from the Coliseum to the Sistine Chapel, was juxtaposed in my mind with

the understanding that the Roman Empire and the Catholic Church caused a

great deal of suffering for the lewish people.

While the city of lerusalem ignites a sense of distant familiarity to me. Rome,

while awesome, was definitely more foreign. While I was admiring the ruins of

the Roman Forum, I was hearing about how one of the buildings was con-

structed to commemorate the conquering of lerusalem. Similarly the stained

glass ceilings of St. Peter's Basilica stir the imagination, but I could not help

but feel a small sense of loss knowing that there had once been a grand temple

in lerusalem and that history had knocked it down, leaving us with only

remains now known as the Western Wall.

Then, there was Michelangelo, arguably history's greatest sculptor. His mas-

terpiece. David, in the Academy, brought the Bible figure to life in a way that

was both human and superhuman. The statue captures the ancient Israeli king

right after he has slayed Goliath, and chiseled on his face is the expression and

emotions of a warrior-poet.

Michelangelo's statue of Moses, in Saint Sebastian's Basilica, was much

more puzzling. Although it was near anatomic perfection, how can the man

who liberated the ancient Hebrews from Egypt be portrayed with horns extend-

ing from his head? Supposedly it had to do with semantics, the Hebrew Bible

describing Moses's face as having a heavenly light sounded very similar to the

lain phrase which described horns coming from the face. However, it is diffi-

cult to imagine that the Medieval stereotypes of lews having horns and tails did

not influence Michelangelo.

So are these uncomfortable feelings reasons for lews not to travel to Italy or

Europe? Absolutely not! Being confronted by the complexities of ancient and

modem culture are perfect reasons to travel. (Not to mention having a great

time.)

So in the words of Marco, a good friend I met in Italy. "Wherever you go.

the world is beautiful. Enjoy traveling, it is one of the best enjoyments of life."

Bryan Schwartzman is a Collegian Columnist.

GET ACTIVE IN UMASS' JEWISH COM-

MUNITY, WRITE FOR JEWISH

AFFAIRS.

To get involved contact Bryan Schwartzman. You can find

him at 1 1 3 Campus Center or Call 545-1 794.

Hillel, Chabad Calendar
Wednesday, Sept. 1

7

Speaker: Marcia Falk (A
Smith College Hillel Event)

7:30 p.m. Neilson Browsing
Room. Smith College

The author of The Book of

Blessings, the first lewish prayer

book written by a woman.

Thursday, Sept. 18

Three Women Poets (An
Amherst College Hillel Event)

7 p.m. Converse Hall. Red
Room-Amherst College

Friday, Sept. 19
Kesher (reform) Shabbat

Service

7 p.m. Hillel House (All are

welcome.)
Service at Chabad House at

Amherst
7 p.m. followed by mean

Saturday. Sept. 20
Morning Service

10am Hillel House
Party in Boston at Harvard

Hillel

Meet hundreds of lewish
Students

Charter Bus Leaves UMass at

7:45 Sharp
$10/$7 Activity Card

Shabbat morning service at

Chabad House
10 a.m. meal to follow.

Wednesday. Sept. 24
Israel Winter Session Trip

Info Meeting
7 p.m. Hillel House

Israeli Folk Dancing
Grayson/Orchard Flill

8:30-9:15 p.m. -Teaching
Session

9: 1 5-10:00 p.m.-Review

Friday, Sept. 26
Hillel Open House for

Homecoming
10 a.m.-noon
Multicultural lewish Service

Hillel House

Shabbat evening service at

Chabad House
7 p.m. meal to follow, all are

welcome

Sunday. Sept. 28
Freshman Apple Picking Trip

1 p.m. at the Haggis Mall Bus

Stop

Monday, Sept. 29
losh Kaplan, a representative

of Ben Gurion University

will meet with students and
discuss opportunities for study

in Israel.

5:30Bluewall

Wednesday. Oct. I — Rosh
Hasahana Eve
Dinner 5:15 p.m. Hillel

House
Call 545-1710 for sign-up

and cost

Services (followed by
Kiddush)

7 p.m. Student Union
Ballroom (liberal)

7 p.m. Hillel House (tradi-

tional)

Thursday. Oct. 2 — Rosh
Hashana
Friday. Oct. 3 — Rosh Hashana

Services

9 a.m. Hillel House (tradi-

tional)

10 a.m. Student Union
Ballroom (liberal)

Service

6 p.m. Hillel House
Rosh Hashana High Holiday

Service

7 p.m. meal to follow, all are

welcome

Friday. Oct. 3 — Saturday; Oct

4
Services through out both

days at Chabad House-

call 545-4094 for more infor-

mation

Friday. Oct 10
Pre-Yom Kipur Meal at Hillel

House 5 p.m.

7 p.m. Service at Student
Union Ballroom
Note-For those students look-

ing to go home for the High Holy

Days and are looking for a ride

the Hillel House is conducting a

ride board via the world wide
web. Their site is

Http://www.Unix.01T.Umass I d

u—UMHillel-
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continued from page 5

written on them directing you.

Unfortunately, y'all who are depen-

dent on the PVTA, the bus lines do

not go there. Make friends with car

owners.
• Rattlesnake Gutter Road —

Levcrctt Driving up from the

Leverett side (follow the arrows to

the Pagoda — the sign for

Rattlesnake Gutter Rd. is quite visi-

ble along the way. Again, no PVTA
busses go there), one sees a road go

by a few small houses into some thick

woods, with a few gray rock outcrops

on the side. As you drive or walk up.

the road climbs higher and higher,

while a very small brook remains at

its level. The rock outcrops become

more like cliffs and by the time

you're a quarter-mile up, you find

yourself at the top of a 75-foot

gorge. Once the trees change over,

this will be an especially beautiful

experience. Don't worry, though. 1

haven't seen any rattlesnakes along

there.

• Mt. Sugarloaf Reservation —
Sunderland A more well- known and

visible spot than the previous two (as

well as a bus-accessible site), a road

that is about a mile or a mile-

and-a—half long curves around this

erosion-resistant mound to an obser-

vation tower at the top. From this

point, UMass is visible, the Holyoke

Range is in full, splendid sight, and

the Connecticut River snakes its way

through this valley reaching down

andtoward Northampton
Springfield

From this high vantage-point, one

can see from the scattered hills and

mounds around the Pioneer Valley

how this whole Valley once was

buried underneath a glacial lake,

after the last ice age. Many thousand I

of years ago, when the Holyoke

Range was a couple of thousand feet

higher, Mounts Norwottuck and Tom
stuck up like islands in a world

recovering from a land-engrossing

freeze.

•Wentworth Farm Conservation

Area — South Amherst This is an

old favorite of mine, right on the

Belchertown bus line. You can get off

around the Rolling Green
Apartments and walk up the road a

little in the direction of Amherst

Center to Old Farm Road. Turn onto

Old Farm Road, and you walk down

until you see the sign, next to a little

pond, gleaming in sunshine (weather

permitting, of course), and — in a

few weeks — reflecting the brilliance

of Autumn in its waters.

The pond has eroded some of the

grounds around the pond, cutting olf

access to some of the trails that used

to go out to a beautiful field, from

which another winning view, closer

now. of the Holyoke Range is visible.

You might be able to get over to the

trails and this field with the right

waterproof footwear, though.

Josh Boyd is a Collegian columnist.
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couch potatoes
continued from page 5

peacefulness," said Tony Fazio, a junior EnflieR

major.

The most important aspect which no one must

ever forget is to educate youtself. and make sun- you

are adequately prepared for the KtMt] rail chow tt>

take part in. Many times the largest problems facing

outdoor acti\ities is a lack of concern for the wildlife

and lack of safety knowledge when an MMrfencj

arises.

"Do activities with at least two people, three is

ideal and don't litter. People have good intent ionv

but thev don't realize tbe> are doing the dam.

l«|d Alan Powell. Assistant Manager of Eastern

Mountain Sports.

Take trip over to EMS sometime, stroll

around, ask questions. Vou will be astonished by

the amount- ol outdo, i gadget! within the store

TOU'd want to plaj with, The) have kayaks, canoes,

backpacks, mountain climbing gear, maps, mlor-

tnational pamphlet, and even chicken-flavored dry

! packet-. If you |ust happen to be curious and

onlj Feel like getting youi reel wet In the whole

outdoor scene tear not rookies, thev have a variety

0| rental equipment and instructional sessions for

everyone.
lf

lle\. you nevei know... you might find yoursell on

the next cover ol Outdoor Life just a thought.

< (gfoejai i- o Collegian staff member.

Outing
continued from page 5

journeyed as far away as Atlanta lor

white water rafting. The club also has

its own cabin in New Hampshire —
built for the club by alumni. And last

spring, the club set a record by tra\

eling b8 hours in a canoe from

Montreal down the Connecticut

River.

"It was very fun," Michalek said.

The trips are posted on the group's

bulletin board in the Student Union

and according to Michalek, anyone-

can lead a trip.

"You have to be skilled in the area

and professional level pretty much.

But anybody, faculty, student can

lead a trip as long as you know where

you are going," Michalek said.

Setting up a trip .» i straight for-

ward process, Michalek said.

"Write down a description of

where >ou are going, how many peo-

ple can go on a trip, how much it w ill

[COSt],* Michalek said.

And don't worn about not having

the proper equipment il you're plan

ning to go on a trip with the club

or even on your own.

"We supply the equipment for very

little (cost |," Michalek said.

Keeping the cost of trips and

equipment down is very important to

the Outing Club.

"We like to keep the costs down.

Depending on the trip, it's been $5 to

$7." Asher said. "We know that stu-

dents don't have much monev."

I or example, the Outing Club has

gone caving in Albany. N.Y., and the

. isi for participants came to $7.

As for equipment rental, club

members can rent as much equip-

ment as thev need for a specific trip

for iust .Si

For thou interested in joining the

Outing due, the club holds meetings

every Monday evening at 7 p.m. You

can also reach the Outing Club at

their locker (located in the Campus

Center' { ,r in their office {located in

the Student Union). For more infor-

mation, call 545-31)1 or 545-2020.

Sterna Oangatirkar is a Collegian

columnist.

Some local areas to check out

10A Belchertown Road Amherst, MA 01002 256-8284

BIGGER • s()/hr Everyday

I iilitnitttl Players!

• Every Thursday

S5 Cash 8Bail

Tournament " 5pm

litis I'ridav " I0:00i

THE NEW LIFE

Elwell State Park — located on

Damen Rd., Northampton, 1 acre,

activities include fishing, boating (non-

motor), canoeing. Rest rooms are

available. 527-4805

Holyoke Heritage State Park —
located on Appleton St., Holyoke, 8.5

acres, activities include historic site,

scenic viewing area. Rest rooms are

available. 534-1723

Holyoke Range State Park — locat

ed on Rte. 116, Amherst, 2,936

acres, activities include skiing (cross-

country), hiking, horseback riding

trails, hunting (restricted), snowmo-

biling, historic sites, scenic viewing

area, walking trails. Rest rooms are

available. 58b-O350

Mt. Tom State Reservation — local

ed on Reservation Rd.. Holvoke, 1 ,800

acres., activities include hiking, fishing,

canoeing, skiing (cross-country) and

scenic viewing area, walking nails.

Rest rooms are available. 527—4803

Norwottuck Rail Trail — located on

Damon Rd.. Northampton. 8.5 miles.

activities include biking, skiing

(cross-country), walking trails. Rest

rooms are available. 586-0350

Skinner State Park — located on

Rte. 47. Hadlev, 390 acres, activities

include Fishing, hunting (restricted),

swimming. Rest rooms are available.

586-0350

Mt. Sugarloaf State Reservation —
located on Rte. 5. South Deerfield, 532

acres, activities include hiking, picnick-

ing, scenic viewing area. Rest rooms

are available. 545-5993.
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PLANNING TO OBSERVE

ROSH HASHANAH AND YOM KIPPUR?

Students planning to be absent from class due to religious

observance must notify their instructors at least one week in advance.

In the event of a dispute between a student and faculty member,

either party should contact the

Department Head or the Ombuds Office at 545-0867.*

Taken from the Major Days of Religious Observance 1997/Sfl Calendar

BBIAT

»/^^" BREAKFAST

.f-%^* * mis ip.m..

Rememdcr:
w\ll riOMEMAdl- Mon - Sat 7am-9pm

You Mlt WrlAI you bAl. Sunday Brunch 7-3

. i«ri #HMa)M XfeAIA
168 N. Pleasant St. Amherst 253-2291

O.C.M.P. Welcome

Weekly
Drink
Specials

Vodka & Tonic

16oz $2.°°

£1 Miller
IN* Lite

M Draft

^^ The Big
I^H One

20oz

$1."

Fri-Sat
Dancing

Beat the Cover

No Cover

Before 10pm

1/2 Price Nachos
& Appetizers

3-5 & 7-9

Bar Lounge
& Restaurant

lite

15 E

L-
15 East Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA

So Much Better
Than Soap,

You'll Be Hooked.

"THE MOST VIBRANT CRIME
DRAMA SINCE PULP FICTION.'
* • * * 'L.A. CONFIDENTIAL' IS SMART,

FUNNY, TWISTED AND ULTRA-COOL!"
-.»•»» cm*, wrrr secondMi

10$ ANGELES TIMES
"'L.A. CONFIDENTIAL' Is riveting -

a dangerous and Intoxicating tale

of big trouble In paradise."

M4KMIMM
Gangbusters! L.A. CONFIDENTIAL is

a shrewd, elegant film with a

flawless ensemble cast and
style to burn."

Introducing

Gillette'Series

Body Wash forMen

There's a brand new feeling of

dean out there. Gillette's new

Body Wash. Hang it up. Squeeze

some out. No matter how many

times you shower, your skin won't

get all dried out. So why reach

for a bar when you can get

hooked on something

so refreshing. New

Gillette Series

Body Wash.
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continued from page 14

to UMass' all- time leading scorer
Rebecca Myers hallway through last

season, the icortni burden was
placed squarely on Kurowski's
shoulders. A tough task to assign to

a freshman, but she admirably took
on the responsibility, and finished

off her first campaign as the leading

scorer for the Minutewomen (1 1

goals, 7 assists. 24 points).

This season, Kurowski has been
getting used to a whole new world
on the frontline. With the additions

of freshman Kara Green and junior

transfer Sophie l.ecot to this yeat \
roster, and the return of fellow
sophomore Kate Wehb. the forward
situation for UMass has trans-

formed from one lor all to all for

one.

"I've always had that kind of
pressure put on me. because with
all the teams I've played on, I was
the person they would go to il thev

needed a goal," Kurowski said. "So,

I was kind of used to it. but it's

great not being the only one that

has to score. It's a relief.

"Last year, even if we did domi-
nate, we wouldn't get many good
scoring opportunities, but this year,

it seems like we're shooting ever,

five seconds."

Each forward brings something
different to the game — with
Lecot's hard north-south running

and leaping game, Webb's propensi-

ty to pounce on any loose ball in the

penalty area, Kurowski's ball han-

dling skills and passing technique

and Green's ability to incorporate

all of the above helping to develop a

offensive unit that has scored 22
goals in five games this season.

The incumbent of the

Minutewoman offense is more than

willing to dish the ball around, and

UMass now has the most diverse

offensive attack in years.

"Last year we didn't have that

much offense, but this year we have

four or five players that can play

forward, and score." Kurowski said.

"I'm playing center midfield more

this year, and it's a little more run-

ning, because I have to track back

and play defense," Kurowski joked.

"But. coach is letting me go forward

a lot more, and I can still score

some goals for the team."

Rudy has had to alter his

time-honored UMass tradition of

soccer with this whole new world of

goal scoring diversity. In years past,

skill and finesse were the key

words, and his teams have used a

possession-oriented. Dutch-style of

soccer. But this season, speed has

been added to his roster, and so has

a run and gun type of offense.

With Kurowski, he has style and

finesse, and with his new recruits.

he has the speed the team needs to

compete against teams like

Colorado (Saturday at 12:00 p.m.)

and Connecticut tTues., Sept. 23 at

3:30 p.m.). Rudy has known that

fact for a long time; and. even the

stereotypical dumb jock would
eventually figure it out as well.

"She is changing her game." Rudy

said. "She is giving up some of her

goal-scoring chances to combine

and connect the team, and she's

done that really well.

"I think she is a great kid, and her

best quality is that it seems she does

not think any bad things of any-

body. She's a real kind and decent

person."

The Collegian's

first annual

R
s
o

Pages
will run on Monday,

Sept. 28.

Read them or be

Square!

Jets

I've had this conversation a mil-

lion times. Most of my friends

believe that quarterbacks are just

like any other football player and

should take the wrath of opposing

defenses just like running backs

and receivers. What they don't

understand is the make-up of a

quarterback and the way they play

the game.

When Aikman steps back to

pa*l on any given play, he's sur-

veying the field, looking for a

wide open receiver. He's not look-

ing for Bill Romanowski to come

barrelling around the corner on

his blind side and whap him one

in the jaw. He's expecting his left

tackle to protect him. But most of

the time, these guys just walk

right in and blast him.

The question is, "Should these

defensive players be allowed to hit

the quarterback anywhere on the

body?"
My answer is, "No!"

Way back when, around the

'60s, players were taught to tackle

opponents with their heads up,

looking in to the other players'

eyes, and wrap them up with their

arms. It seems that style has been

long forgotten.

lf Young is just like any other

player, why has he had over 30

concussions during his career. I

don't recall too many other foot-

ball players that have taken the

beating he has.

One more conclusion and Young

may not even be able to choose for

himself whether or not to retire.

Jonathan M. Place is a

Collegian columnist.

Rt 9 @ Howard Johnson's in Amherst

48 Damon Rd, Northampton

Amherst

549.8099

Northampton

584.8099

on the Web @ http://www.cahillane.com

Now Featuring

the ultimate 4-WD
Jeep Grand Cherokee

& Dodge Caravan

LEASING

RENTALS

i wURTSSY MEDIA RHATIONS

You talking to me?
Senior defenseman Brad Norton, one of Hockey East's more intimi-

dating players, will lead the UMass hockey team into its home opener

Nov. 2 against Boston College.

Collegian Sports...

Da, Da, Da.

jaiBiaiafliciifflaiaiaaraiaBi^^

PANDA EAST
CHINESE RESTAURANT & SUSHI BAR

"We bring Chinatown to you"

&BEST CHINESE RESTAURANT IN THE VALLE^
SINCE 1987

UiflCH

Starting At $3.95

7 Days A Week

mil imu
For Sushi,

Sashimi and

Teriyaki Is

Available

FBBMHG FRENZYA
Vl Price
Appetizers

Bar Restaurant & Lounge

Wed-Sat 3-5pm&7-11pm
Sun-Tues 3-5pm & 7-9pm

• Super Nochos & Guo<amol* (Reg. $6.95)
|

• Homemod* Onion Rings (Reg. $4.25)

• Potato Skins (Rag. $5.95)

• Buffalo Wings (Rag. $5.25)

• Artichoke & Cheese Dip (Reg. $5.95)

and lots more I I !

r?

15 East Pleasant Street

Telephone: (413) 256-8923 / 256-8924 Fax: 253-1 173

103 North Pleasant St. Amherst, MA 01002

Delivery Express: 549-0077

1
!

HAlrV
i
STICKS

xteAfoCWTiLE
p run o? Nth.

AflWMM *JFt5

flNb CLOTHES F&M

G-LOVES

I

/HCRS'

HEY UWlAi
iVs SoJU ii eSLB Soon!

Barmo*wmts topav \

$40 OR $50 \F0R A SWEATMRT?

At Campus Gear you can always

GET 2 SWEATSHIRTS FOR $30
V.

f£M .W AW <EKe/r/N(; apperai

BVM Meet*** Ml <•

|£*uuri*s Xttc easel

*w«7S

t*tSu«S

TheMercantile
Northampton

18 Center St 584-1205

Amherst
Mon-Fri: 10-9 Sat: 10-6 Sunt 12-5 Cerriaae Shop* 549-1396

RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS 4

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

featuring "Busth & Busth light" 30-pfc
$ I P.—

Michael Shea's. "Amber" & "Blk. & Tan"

- 12-pkbots.

J.W. Dundee "Honey Brown"

. 12-pkbots.

astic Pricing!"

"MICRO MADNESS Continues"!

Pete's ^^Baa^MeMeJeA..^- Catamount

Oregon

:- & Match "TWO" 6-pks . . .

$
9. Nawl ^

I • Delivery Available • OPEN EQQam toumm • Vita/Mastercard * AM Beeh Plus Deposit

»
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Collegian Classifieds
III Campus Center

ANNOUNCEMENTS | AUTO FOR SALE EMPLOYMENT

Thinking about going to

Graduate School? See

FYI below for further infor-

mation. There is a

Graduate and Professional

School Day at the Royal

Sonesta Hotel, 5

Cambridge Parkway,

Cambridge, MA, this

Saturday, September 20.

$5 admission fee; 10-3.

September 26 is the dead-

line to sign up for the Nov.

1 6RE. which will be the

only paper and pencil test

until ApriJL

Sigma Kappa Sorority

Open Rush Tues, 9/16,

5:00pm-7:00pm; Wed,
9/17, 6:00pm-8:00pm;

Thurs, 9/18. 6:00pm-

8:00pm. Please call Beth

for more information. 256-

6887

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Sugarloaf Estates Luxury

2 bedroom apartment

homes. FREE HEAT AND
HOT WATER. State of the

art kitchens, designer

baths, w/w carpeting,

washer and dryer. On

PVTA. Call Today. 665-

3856

AUTO FOR SALE

Auto For Sale '83 Chevy

Caprice Classic. Great

shape, low mileage.

$1200 Call Robin 253-

6348

'84 Jeep CJ7 4x4, hard-

top, new battery, needs

some work Asking $1100

or B/0 Call 549-1609

(Tony) or 549-9267 (Patri)

1989 VW Golf excellent

condition. 1 owner, new
clutch. 43 mpg highway.

$3900/B0. Sunderland

665-8358

1985 Olds A/C, all power,

AM/FM. $1500 or B/0.

549-8999

1991 Dodge Colt white, 4

cyl., hatchback, alarm,

excellent condition. $1700.

Call 546-3640

BMW 7331 1982 blue,

beige leather interior, sun

roof, automatic. 162,000

miles. Still eleaant. $2500.

549-2604

EMPLOYMENT
Needed Immediately
Part-Time Veterinary

Assistant. Weekday after-

noons. Apply in person to:

The Cat Hospital, 139C

Damon Rd., Northampton,

MA.

House Cleaner
Responsible, references.

Part-time, permanent. Bus.

$6 hourly. 549-0413

NOW HIRING!!! Alumni

Relations is looking for

student help for

Homecoming '97. Must be

available on Friday,

September 26 and

Saturday, September 27.

$5 50/hour. Stop by

Memorial Hall to fill out

an application. Questions?

Call Ann Thompson at

545-2317,

Pinocchio's Now Hiring

Delivery drivers. $15 an

hour. Car and positive atti-

tude a must. Apply in per-

son. 30 Boltwood Walk.

Fitness Instructor for

Women's Only Club in

Belchertown. Must be cer-

tified. Call Jenn 323-0125

Hairdresser Wanted
Afternoons and Saturday.

Call Regency Hair Stylist

253-9526

Drivers Wanted Pays $70

to $120 per shift. Car

needed. Dominos 256-

8911

Recreation Positions at

Amherst Leisure Services.

Youth basketball supervi-

sors/officials, facility

supervisors, tennis instruc-

tors, volleyball officials,

adult basketball supervi-

sor/scorekeepers. Apply

to: Human Resources, 70

Boltwood Walk, Amherst,

MA by 9/24. AA/EOE

Job for the Environment

Campaign with MassPirg

to protect our planet.

Flexible schedule. $50-

$75/day. Call Terri 256-

6434

EMPLOYMENT
Be a member of the

Commuter Action Team
Looking for 6-8 friendly

students who like living

off campus. Job duties are

fun- Meet with off campus

students and townspeo-

ple, coordinate and attend

Commuter events and pro-

grams, help distribute

information. Please con-

tact David or Barbara at

545-2309, or drop by

Commuter Services

between 10:00am-1 :00pm

M-F. $6/hr and/or academ-

ic credit.

FOR SALE

Fisher 1 5 i n woofer, used

as subwoofer Call 549-

5079

CD ROM or PC. Speed

8X 1 year old. PERFECT

CONDITION. $150. 256-

8607

Saxophone for sale

Vito/Alto. Good condition.

$180 Call 549-1479

Waterbed $150

Futon bed/couch $100

Both full size

(413)774-5776

INSTRUCTION

Guitar Lessons
Beginner-Advanced

1-888-908-8898

Call Peter (Toil-Free)

Boxing Lessons in

Amherst Tues and Thurs.

Call (413)732-8817

Jazz Piano Teacher

Offering Fall Lessons

Beginner to Advanced

Contact Steven Page at

253-3354

Miscellaneous roommate wanti

Looking for 1 or 2 peo-

ple to share huge room in

Puffton with walk-in closet

and bathroom. 549-7203

www.movieposter.com
Vintage-Current

(416)391-0133

FOR RENT

Fridge Rentals 253-9742

Free Delivery

FOR SALE

Refurbished 486

Computer for sale. 16MB
RAM, 850 MB HD, 15"

monitor, WIN 95. $499.

Call ACI at (413)256-1147.

Computer- Macintosh
SE30 Excellent condition.

$250. Call Diana 256-8155

Big Fish Tank All equip

ment included. $40 or B/0.

549-6926

Technics SA-EX 700

Prologic Receiver w/
Jensen Center Speakers

and 2 surround sound

speakers. Pioneer 100 Disc

Changer. Both 1 year old. 1

year left on CD Changer

warranty All $600 with

Dorm Fridges for sale

$30-$50. 665-7991

Laptop Notebook Works

good. $150. Good for

school. Call Steve

(413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for

computer. Works great.

Call CPC (413)584-8857

Watch batteries, ear

piercing, eyeglass

repairs, jewelry restora-

tion, diamond engage-

ments, wedding rings.

Silverscape Designs, 264

N. Pleasant St, Amherst

253-3324 Open Daily.

FOUND

Sum of Money Found in

Campus Center Post Office

on Friday morning. Call

Maureen at 545-3502

Jazz Guitar Lessons

Lear Theory Improvisation

and Technique

Joe 665-0499

$10 REWARD Glasses

lost in/near Management
Building on Monday. Call

582-4333

Grey Hound Route 9,

Hadley area. Reward. 323-

8255

MISCELLANEOUS

FREE T-SHIRT + $1000

Credit Card fundraisers for

fraternities, sororities &
groups.

Any campus organization

can raise up to $1000 by

earning a whopping

$5.00/VISA application.

Call 1-800-932-0528

ext. 65.

Qualified callers receive

FREE T-SHIRT.

#1 Campus Fundraiser

Raise all the money your

group needs by sponsoring

a VISA Fundraiser on

your campus. No invest-

ment & very little time

needed. There's no obliga-

tion, so why not call for

information today. Call 1-

800-323-8454 x95.

MUSICIANS

BANDS! Looking for

bands for Wednesday

nights at The Pub. 15 East

Pleasant St., Amherst. Call

549-1200 Tues thru Fri, 10-

6. Ask for Aaron.

PERSONALS

Tim P. All to pieces. You

amaze me. M

ROOM FOR RENT

Room for rent in private

home. 1 mile to UMass.

Furnished kitchen privi-

leges. Laundry, parking,

quiet, friendly.

$335/month. Barbara 549-

4853

1 Month Free Rent

Bedroom available that

includes free heat and hot

water Call 549-7105

Single Room $230/month

utilities included in 8 room

house. 549-8696

SERVICES

Transcription, Editing,

Typing for students, pro-

fessors & businesses. Call

Domenichelli Transcription

Services

(413)783-8607

domenbus@javanet.com

Experienced
Seamstress Mending,

tailoring, alterations,

dressmaking, clothing

design. Call Chrysal 253-

7573

TRAVEL

Spring Break Take 2"

hiring reps. Sell 15. Take 2

free. Hottest destinations!

Free parties, eats, drinks

Sunsplash 1-800-426-

7710. www.sunsplash-

tours.com

COLLEGIAN
CLASSFIEDS

available

on

the

concourse

Personals Policy Rates Standard Headings
1 Ml ptnonals MUST be proofread by Cortegun cU»-

nfwd employ*** before payment and acceptance <n

the clautfted

2 La« names MAY NOT be used in personals OM 1

first names and initials are allosved The only excep-

tions are for birthday or congratulations personals, in

which case the full name may be used.

} Phone numbers are not allowed in personals NO
SXCEPTIONS

«+ \ddr«s*s ate not allosved in personals this means

dorm room numbers as well.

1 Pefsohak of a threatening 01 derogatory AnCie ,yir

not acceptable Personals ot a vindictive or libelous

nature are not acceptable Personals may not be

used for the purpose of harassment

6 Profanity may not be used in personals

7, The personals w Hon is k» personals only. The per-

sonals section may MOT be used In sell items, seek

uiommates sAmVJSt masdnS*, *'<

8 Ml personals must have the name signature, and

UMass ID number ot the student plai ing the as

filled in on the insertion order Non-students must

provide a salid driver s license and the license num-

!»•, tmi>t b« recorded on the insertion order. Use ot

t.ilse idenhtHation or misrepresentation is suhiei t to

penalties under the law

nUtfmn reserves the right to refuse

anv personal that does not meet the Collrgun - Nan

daris in accordance with the slatutes ot tin

Commonwealth of Massachusetts

Students

20<7J per word/day

All others

40<£ per word/day

$2.00
min./day

NO REFUNDS
ILjJ* write- clAirly .tnd * "'

legibly We are not responsible tor errors result-

ing (rom illegible handwriting or type.

ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE

COMMUNITY EVENTS
EMPLOYMENT

ENTERTAINMENT
FOR SALE

FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

THURSDAY, SEPT. 18

Meeting — Amnesty
International will be

having its second
meeting at 7 p.m. in

the Campus Center,

room 917.

Meeting — Find out

how to apply to

Graduate School, how
to finance your educa-

tion, how to find the

best schools and the

ins and outs of the

procedure 1:30-3 p.m.

in Campus Center,

room 811-815.

Sponsored by the

Graduate School's
Office of Graduate
Student Recruitment
and Retention, 528
Goodell. RSVP
545-5284.

FRIDAY, SEPT. 19

Meeting — Male sur-

vivors of abuse and
trauma peer support
group. Free, facilitated

drop-in group for

male survivors. From
7-8:30 p.m. at the

Men's Resource
Center, 30 Boltwood
Walk, Amherst. This is

a closed group for

male survivors only.

Service — Kosher
(reform) Shabbat
Service, 6 p.m. at the

Hillel House. All are

welcome.

SATURDAY, SEPT.20

Service — Morning
service 10 a.m. at the

Hillel House. All are

welcome.

Comedy — There
will be a free improv
comedy show at 8

p.m. in the Campus
Center, room 163.

NOTICES

Bike registration —
Prevent theft by regis-

tering your bicycle.

Thursday, Sept.

18-Friday, Sept. 19,

10 a.m.-2 p.m. at the

Student Union circle.

Internships —
Environmental intern-

ships offered.

Campaigns this semes-

ter include: Hunger
and Homelessness,
Pesticides,
Endangered Species,

Updated Bottle Bill

and Campaign Finance

Reform. Looking for

motivated students to

take leadership posi-

tions. Call MassPIRG
at 545-0199 or stop

by 423A Student
Union.
Student government
— Nominations papers

FYls are public service announcements printed

daily. To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the

Managing Editor try noon the previous day.

for the Undergraduate
Student Senate will be

made available in the

Student Government
Association office,

located in the Student

Union, room 420.
Nominations will close

at 5 p.m. on Friday,

Sept. 19. If there are

any questions, please

contact )odi Bailey at

545-0342.

Daily Listings sponsored by: IMIM ffiMa
41 lltll I WtHTh WALK • AMHERST

Always:
$1 Bud Light Drafts
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Board

Hartford
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Boston
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Hartford

CBS/3
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HSCN
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Weather Channel
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Britain

Fox/61 Hartford
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International

UMass Academic TV

HSCN Programming

TV-19
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CNN
CNN SI
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Horoscopes
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) —

You are likely to be more vulnerable

today than you think, so you will

want to steer clear of obvious dan-

gers, both at home and at the work-

place.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) —
You may get something for nothing

today, but you mustn't make the mis-

take of thinking that this will become

a pattern. Be willing to work!

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) —
You must try your best to avoid

overreacting today. If your behavior

is out of proportion in any way.

someone will take you down.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) _ You are concerned with sta-

bility and comfort at this time, and

there is much you can do to ensure

that home affairs yield much in this

way.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— You mustn't be overly critical

today: you'll spot flaws as a matter

of course, but you needn't go out of

your way to point them out!

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) —
You and a friend will discover today

that you have yet one more thing in

common. This is likely to bring you

both great profit!

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) —
You must balance emotional

response with intellectual assessment

today. Your mind and soul must

work together if you expect to

progress.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
You may be intimidated by someone

who seems to know it all today, but

soon you'll realize that you can com-

pete with the best.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
You and a Leo native will have a

chance to put your heads together

and come up with a valuable solu-

tion to a long-term problem.

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20) —
You will have a lot to talk about

once the busy part of the day has

passes. It is important to realize that

process itself is paramount.

CANCER (|une 21-|uly 22) —
Your dreams are likely to yield some

important information today, but the

big surprise is likely to come when

you least expect it.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) — You

have more going for you at this time

than you think, and others are will-

ing to go out of their way to help you

live up to your true potential.

Close to Home By John McPherson

Olioto c>T tHo I^iiy

££ Let's see...What would

Brian Boytano do?

-Stan from the Christmas

Episode of "South Park"

Today's P.C. Menu
Caff 545-2636 far

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Broccoli Royale

Veal Parmesan Sandwich

DINNER
Szechuan Beef and Broccoli

Baked Ziti

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Worcester

Denis© is abl« to avert yet another disaster

thanks to her Toddler Retrieval System.

ACROSS
1 Made cloth

5 Fragrant shrub

10 Enthralled

14 Matinee—
1b Novelist Jong
16 Actress Raines
17 Brief letter

18 Consumer
advocate
Ralph—

19 Custard dessert

20 Mischievous one

22 Scorching
24 Inspect

25 Before, in

poems
26 Well-known
30 Outdoor game
34 Stolen goods
35 Floor pieces

37 Damage
38 Promise
39 Morse-code

signal

40 Capture
41 Writer Dmesen
43 Caesar's tongue

45 Alleviate

46 Mauritania's

neighbor

48 Like some
horses

50 Adam's spare

part?

51 -— folly to be

wise"

52 Boss
56 Manicurist's

concern

60 Border on
61 Beer
63 Temporary gift

64 Abominable
Snowman

65 Crumble away
66 Science

magazine
67 Org
68 Goes out with

69 Call for

DOWN
1 _ it improvise

2 Scent
3 Ad like a

citizen9

4 Zinc or xenon
5 Indulgent

6 Persia, today

7 Cover
8 High cards

9 Livelihoods

10 Vivify

1

1

— Want for

Christmas"

12 Scheme
1 3 Sharp taste

21 Soap ingredient

23 Onassis
nickname

26 Lisa Mane's
dad

27 North Woods

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

Emma nanao tnanD
niiiow wdhhk sraaa

BHHBHrniinra hsbum
IIUH BUG]

manna onoa soma
oins maaBB dub
HOBB HlfllieB MHQHH
HsaranciK HHrnaHaa

HH@ UI1U
UJHHGin HfflBBaDBKg
bbb aanmo bebb
killKJQ fflBHQB BBBB

lElLID|E |RM'Slfc|N|

O 1997 un*»d Fastura Syrxncata

LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Bow Ties/Italian Sausage Sauce

Lightburger

DINNER
Szechuan Beef and Broccoli

Handcut Cod Sub

Szechuan Tofu and Broccoli

Pastabilities

Hampshire

animal

28 Des Momes
resident

29 — basin or

pool

30 Rank
31 Trite

32 Rub out

33 Surround
closely

36 Set fire to

42 Nail ingredient

43 Tagged
44 Temperaments

45 Greek letter

47 Musician's job

49 Holtow place

52 Yucatan native

53 Fortas and
Burrows

54 Crazy
55 — avis

56 Grant
57 "— Back, Little

Sheba"
58 Freeway strip

59 Oklahoma city

62 Fetched

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Charbroiled Chicken Sandwich

Veal Parmesan Sandwich

DINNER
Szechuan Beef and Broccoli

Baked Ziti

Berkshire

LUNCH
Worcester Breakfast Sandwich

Hamburger on a Roll

Ziti/Tomato Sauce

Lightburger

DINNER
Szechuan Beef and Broccoli

Chicken Cacciatore

Szechuan Tofu and Broccoli

Pastabilities
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Eagle's view of

l-A football; the

parking is lousy

CHESTNUT HILL — As the old

song goes, Charlie of the MTA rode

forever beneath the streets of Boston.

Charlie of BC rides forever on the

streets of Boston on football Saturdays

at Boston College.

Poor ole Chuck. Of 7,500 BC
undergrads, only 160 get on-campus

parking and those must be either

juniors or seniors, hold a job on cam-

pus, and then apply by explaining their

hardships in a one-page letter for a lot-

tery with about 1 ,000 of their closest

friends. The winners pay $200 for a

hallowed sticker which is valid at all

times, except for football Saturdays.

Such is the joy of life at the Heights,

where the high and mighty decree that

no student shall park on campus foot-

ball Saturdays. So. the hung-over

masses yearning to breathe the freedom

of owning a car roll out of bed by 8:00

am for this noon game. They circle

Newton, Allston and Brookline aim-

lessly in search of Boston's one avail-

able meter spot before settling in

Bangor, Brattleboro, Barnstable or

Belchertown and calling for daddy's

private 'copter to fly them back to cam-

pus before kickoff.

But that's l-A football. That's what

it's all about.

If there's one thing I've felt deprived

of at this school it's the true measure of

a school's atmosphere. College football

Saturday. UMass could be a great

school, but no school can be truly great

without the ritual of a big-time game.

Athletic Director Bob Marcum's work-

ing hard to make sure that future gen-

erations here aren't left flipping their

remotes on Saturdays when the big

game comes on, but rather watching it

in person. But that doesn't help this

senior.

Just once I'd like to walk into the Big

House, one of 105.000 wearing Maize

and Blue, for a game with Ohio St.

UMass forward Emma Kurowski breaks the mold
By Jorma Konsanen

Collegian Starr

'" IIIOHmN_

lust once I'd like to see the

Minuteman marching band go up

against USC's band and kick its ass.

lust once I'd like to see Florida

State's Chief Osceola ride on horse-

back across McGuirk Alumni Stadium

Dumb jock. Muscle freak. The body of a

Venus, but the brain of a Pluto.

Admit it — these are common notions of

the "athlete."

For most of you in the Pioneer Valles. the

athlete is considered the embodiment of all

that's evil in today'l society. Also, while urn

sit there and read Rudyard Kipling or some

writer who believes all sports are "immoral."

you might even place this piece into the same

category.

Like all stereotypes, though, any precon-

ceived notion of what is an "athlete" can be

thrown out the window, and in a lot of

cases, sports can be considered fine art. One

of those examples is Emma Kurowski, a

sophomore forward for the No. 12

Massachusetts women's ncoer team.

In only her second campaign for the

Minutewomen (5-0). Kurowski has begun to

master the fine art of scoring, and on both

sides of the stat sheet After her 1996

Atlantic 10 Rookie of the Year season, the

will o' the wisp from Sutton has already

picked up where she left off last season, with

4 goals and 3 assists for 1 1 points.

But. is that any surprise? Not really,

because you would expect nothing less from

a Fine Arts major.

Stereotypically, you see the "athlete" stick-

ing with his/her own discipline when it

comes to their major, and the majority of the

time, they will choose one athletically relat-

ed; such as sports management, business or

exercise science. However, like stereotypes,

all those preconceptions can be thrown in

the circular file, because Kurowski is one

athlete that busts that kind of thinking apart.

Kurowski s academically creative side has

translated over to her competitive side, and

that has benefited both herself and her team-

mates.
"1 like the way that you can be creative

with the major," said Kurowski. who has

thought about changing it to a minor purely

because of time conflicts with her soccer

schedule. "Its not just about right or wrong,

or how every answer is the same — no mat-

ter what you do or say.

"It's the same with when 1 played basket-

ball, and I was always the point guard, creat-

ing plays and making things happen. That's

what I like... to be creative, and to always

try new stuff."

Kurowski's creativity on and off the field

is not lost on coach lim Rudy.

"It's the artistic stuff that cornea here end

there, .md the next thing you know—boom,
there'l e goal." Rud> said. •She's probably

the best pure finilhei we've had here, in

terms of her repertoire and methods of scor-

ing goals.

"She can hit the full vulley. the half volley,

and she can toe-poke, shoot from the knee

down and the outside of the foot, and do

diving headers and overhead bicycle kicks.

Sophomore Emma Kurowski has taken flight this season, leading the Minutewomen to a

perfect 5-0 start.

She has the full range of the know-how to

score."

First Impression

Like 19th century French impressionist

style of painting, at first look, it is sometimes

hard to find a meaning in Kurowski's style of

play. For example, you look at a painting by

Monet, and the intermixture of form and

color of the person in the foreground, and

the landscape in the background, can be

hazy and indistinct.

Yet, when you step back and take a second

look, like a hidden secret, the meaning to the

piece reaches out and grabs you by the crux

of your creative imagination. What hits you

first is the sheer color of the painting, and

then the texture and meaning of both the

person and the landscape becomes one with

each other.

The same is true with Kurowski on the

pitch, and at first glance, the observer can be

left wondering what exactly is going on in

this picture. The match will go on for a peri-

od of time, and the sophomore forward will

not be involved in any phase of the game

what-so-ever.

Yet. the next thing you know, like a hid-

den secret, the meaning to her game

becomes evident, and it is the other team

that becomes the befuddled. All it takes is a

step back and a second look, and Kurowski

will burn you with either a ball handling

clinic, a serve to a teammate or a strike to

either corner of the net — and the meaning

of the player within the soccer landscape

becomes clear.

"1 don't think Emma could play for a lot of

coaches, because they couldn't appreciate

her style, and what she brings to the table,"

Rudy said. "She's in a system here where we

do appreciate what she has, and she has the

ability to get goals at almost any time.

"Since we don't do a lot of subbing, her

play can be deceptive sometimes, until it gets

to the goal. In those times, she somewhat

puts the other team asleep, because she is

not as visible as other people on our team.

Emma has a subtlety to her. and that is a

strength for her."

A whole new world

One thing that has taken some getting

used to for Kurowski this season is her new

surroundings — and it is not the fact the

Minutewomen have moved from Richard F.

Garber Field to Totman Field.

After the season and career ending injury

Turn to EMMA, page 1
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and plant his burning spear at the 50.

Tradition, crazy fans, crazy maacott.

That'i l-A football. That's what it's

all about.

Perhaps even more so than with the

Final Four, campuses around the

nation just stop on Saturdays in the

fall. The NFL just can't compare with

the college game.

It's one thing to root the team that

happens to play in your city that year,

until the owner wants more luxury

boxes, in a game against America's

(Most Wanted) Team, the Dallas

Cowboys. It's something else altogether

to root on your school, especially

against someone like Notre Dame. The

passion and pagentry stand up to the

pro game like Stride- Rite to Nike

Town or Tang to Wu-Tang.

If you live in New England then all

you could ever have for a l-A experi-

ence is BC's Alumni Field. Sitting high

above it Saturday along side WZBC's

Tyler Walsh, I couldn't help but be

shocked by the differences from there

to here. The press box chowder is com-

parable, but UMass doesn't repeal cam-

pus open container laws on game days.

We have to live vicariously through

other schools. I wasn't the only

non-BC or even UMass student hang-

ing out in the Mods at 3:30 in the

morning.

It's not to say that UMass doesn't

have good l-AA football, but even big

games won't sell out. When Colorado

goes to Texas on Oct. 25, they could

announce that the game was cancelled

and instead Bevo the Longhom Steer

and Ralphie the Buffalo would fight to

the death in a steel cage match, and

Royal-Texas Memorial Stadium will be

filled to the Austin sky with no animal

rights activists for a country mile.

Winner gets an invitation to join the

NWO.
Half the parking lot's filled with

Coors cans and black and gold

Winnebagos. the rest with Texans and

lack Daniels, all united in the quest for

a good time.

That's l-A football. That's what it's

all about.

There are several plusses to I-AA

though.

Here at my State U, I get to fall out

of bed at 11:59 for the same noon

game, park for free in purple lot. walk

up to the gate, get in just flashing an

ID, and sit wherever I want on the visi-

tor's side of the field. If the mighty

Minutemen should fall. Saturday night

spirits uptown aren't overly dampened.

Win or lose there'll be lines at the bars,

kegs at the frats. and Puff Daddy blar-

ing from the towers.

Yeah. I'd like Keith lackson coming

to my alma mater for a game with

someone like Florida. But, looking on

the bright side. I don't have to waste a

perfectly good Saturday morning dri-

ving in circles in search of a parking

space.

But hey, that's l-A football. That's

what that's all about.

Leigh Torbin is a Collegian colum-

nist.

UMass, AC grudge match halted by darkness N.Y. Jets aren't that bad;

Marino needs some help
By Michael Kobyianski

Collegian Correspondent

Caroline Steele won both her doubles and singles matches yesterday at the Upper Boyden

courts during a suspended match with Amherst College.

While the Massachusetts and

Amherst College women's tennis

teams were fighting it out for brag-

ging rights in Amherst. Mother

Nature stepped in with some ideas of

her own as to who would be the vic-

tor.

With the two schools deadlocked at

3-3 in the final matchup of the after-

noon, the match was suspended

because of darkness

"This is tennis in New England."

Massachusetts womens' tennis coach

|udy Dixon said. "The doubles match-

es took an hour and a half, and that's

the piece that got us behind."

As for those doubles matches.

UMass was victorious in all three nail

biters to claim the point.

The duo of Ola Gerasimova and

Marie-Christine Caron rallied from a

5-2 deficit to fight back and take a

10-8 victory over the Lord left's.

Senior co-captain Caroline Steele

and Robyn Lebovitz also pulled out a

close one. turning a late 7-« Amherst

advantage into a 9-7 UMass win.

The last doubles match on the

afternoon was claimed by lackie

Braunstein and Lana Gorodetskaya.

who won their match 9-7.

"We were very strong and intense

and fired up in doubles play." Dixon

said.

The single* side was just as much of

a dogfight.

After Lebovitz easily disposed ol

her opponent 6-1. 6-0. Amherst

started to shift the tides in their favor.

Three consecutive victories over

Caron, Braunstein, and Gerasimova

put the Minutewomen in a 3-2 hole.

"Robyn played excellent. She is

unbelivably mentally tough." Dixon

said. "I thought that we could have

had better thought out matches at

one. two. and three singles."

Steele came back to lead the charge

with a straight-set victory, which

knotted the match at J-3 and kept

UMass in the hunt.

"Caroline just refused to give up.

She's kind of like a dog who's looking

for a bone, and that's what won her

that match." Dixon said.

Then, during the third set of the

final match of the afternoon, darkness

covered the Upper Boyden Tennis

Courts and forced the match to be

postponed to an undetermined date

Despite the sour and abrupt conclu-

sion of the match. Dixon was pleased

with the way that her squad played.

"I came away pleased today with

ins recruiting class. They are CXCep

ttonel,' Dhon suid. "We are a good,

solid team. Now we'll go to the

Eastern Championships this week-

end."

OK. I was wrong.

I'm a strong individual.

1 can admit to my mistakes.

When 1 wrote in last weeks column that New
England would destroy New York 45-10. maybe I got

a little overzealous.

Perhaps my bogus bias attitude got in the way.

Maybe I was being immature.

So in the most experienced and wise manner, I will

attempt to redeem myself.

Here it goes:

New York fans. "Naah nah nah nah, nah nah nah

nah, Hey, hey, hey. goodbye!"

Was that better? I don't know about you. but 1 feel

good.

In other NFL news:

After three weeks have been completed by all but

four teams, it's a good time to look over the progress

throughout the league. Let's assess, shall we?
• No matter how biased I may be toward the

Patriots, the lets are a solid football team, I'll give

them that. However, lets fans, don't expect them to

come out against every team the way they did against

the Pats. As bad as the Pats played, they still defeated

the lets.

Also, if you thought that New England played as

well as they could have, then you are sorely mistaken.

Anyway, look for them to go back home to the

Meadowlands and defeat the Raiders this weekend,

17-10.
•My "Inside the Locker Room" pick of the week is

Carolina over Kansas City. Perhaps not a very excit-

ing game, but it involves two 2-1 teams that have not

gotten into the full flow of the season yet.

Kerry Collins is due back on Sunday, which gives

the Panthers an obvious advantage.

•Dan Marino looks very alone in his own little

world. His receivers do not run their routes correctly

01 with much assurance. Marino spent half the game

last weekend trying to teach his receivers where to

Although they lost to Green Bay 23-18, the

Dolphins put on one heck of show in Lambeau Field.

They took advantage of a less than sufficient Packers

team, which in the last two weeks has not performed

well enough for Mike Holmgrom's liking. Brett Favre

has been trying too hard to be a superman when he

should just play the type of football he's best at.

This Sunday night on TNT. the Dolphins will fall

to 2-2 when the Buccaneers prove to be a serious

playoff contender.

Bucks 35, Fish 24.

• ...I wonder how long it's going to be before some

quarterback is carted off the field on a stretcher for

the last time. Steve Young, Troy Aikman. |im

Harbaugh and Stan Humphries are not that far away

from retirement, or maybe even permanent brain

damage. It may take one of the best players in the

league to get seriously damaged before this league

does something drastic to change what has been hap-

pening to quarterbacks.

Tum to JETS, page 1
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The BMCP pre-

sents its annual

Jeans 'n T-Shirts

party this week-
end. Check out an
interview with D.|.

Mars inside (see

Arts & Living, page
5).

JMU puts up its Dukes

against Minutemen

Senior defensive

end Mike Dawson
leads the UMass
football team
against lames
Madison tomorrow
in a quest tor their

first win (see

Sports, page 10).

WORLD

Six Hamas arrested

for kidnapping plan

JERUSALEM (AP) — Israel's Shin

Bet security agency has arrested six

members of the Hamas militant

group who planned to kidnap

lerusalem mayor Ehud Olmert,

Israel Radio said yesterday.

The two men from east

lerusalem and four from the West

Bank also planned a terrorist attack

at the Malha Mall, Jerusalem's

largest shopping center, the report

said.

The army said the arrests were

made Aug. 19, but did not con-

firm the details of the report.

The radio report said the

Hamas members had walked
around the mall carrying bags

containing nails as a way of test-

ing security at the site.

Hamas is blamed for a string of

suicide bombings that have killed

scores of Israelis since 1993 as

part of a campaign to kill the

peace process between Israel and

the Palestinians.

The report said the charges

against the six had been submit-

ted to a military court in the cen-

tral Israeli city of Lod. They are

charged with planning to attack

the mall and kidnap Olmert and

his deputy Haim Miller. They are

also charged in connection with a

January bombing in Tel Aviv that

caused injuries and damage but

did not kill anyone.

NATION

Maine legislature

halts gay-rights bill

AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) —
Maine's gay-rights law was put

on hold yesterday — one day
before it was to take effect —
after opponents gathered enough
signatures for a possible referen-

dum on the anti-discrimination

act.

Elections officials have 30 days

to certify the signatures, if an

insufficient number is valid, the

law will take effect the following

day, Secretary of State Dan
Gwadosky said.

Otherwise, the law will remain

on hold until the referendum,

which would be scheduled after

November and before April.

The law, approved by the

Legislature earlier this year and

signed by Gov. Angus King, bars

discrimination on the basis of sex-

ual orientation in housing, public

accommodations, credit and
employment.

Michael Heath, director of the

Christian Civic League of Maine,

said petitioners had gathered

more than enough signatures for

a referendum.
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UM, Five College grad program

unites history dept. resources
Beth McCarthy
Collegian Staff

The unique University of Massachusetts/Five College

Graduate Program in history, incorporating the resources

and faculty of the Pioneer Valley, was inaugurated last

night with a lecture given by published historian Bonnie

Smith.

"This inauguration is about intellectual capital," Mary
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Bonnie Smith speaks on the History of Gender yester-

day at Memorial Hall.

Wilson, Chair of the history department at UMass, said in

her introduction speech. "Together, we have a graduate

program that is one of the best in the country in intellectu-

al breadth and intellectual depth."

According to Wilson, this new program, which has

been five years in the making, will allow graduate students

in the field of history access to a rich range of academics

and enormous diversity in their pursuit of their Master's

degree.
"1 am so happy to be giving an inauguration lecture for

such a fine program," said Smith, who received her bache-

lor's degree from Smith College.

Professors and students say that this is going to be a

memorable and positive move in a higher direction.

"It has tremendous potential in terms of spreading

knowledge and ability across channels," said Patric

Whitcomb, a UMass graduate student in history.

Dr. Patricia Warner, a professor of consumer studies at

UMass, agrees that the new program is a "win win situa-

tion all the way."

"It will be wonderful for the Five Colleges to finally be

able to focus at the graduate level and use the Five College

faculty," Warner said.

This program is particularly rewarding for Lynda

Morgan, a professor of history at Mount Holyoke College,

where there is no offer of a Master's degree, because "we

are getting drawn into the graduate program."

While the consensus was positive towards this innova-

tive program, Smith's lecture took on a more controver-

sial route.

Her lecture was titled "History of Gender," in which

she pointed out gender in the hierarchy of history.

Smith spoke of gender being "in our scientific method,"

and how "once sexed, historians placed women's bodies

on a hierarchial level.

"This has never been a genderless enterprise," Smith

said during the question and answer period. "It is con-

structing the field. It's saturating everything and they are

making history out of it."

Such a tantalizing subject, brought about arguments

and debates during the question and answer period of the

Turn to HISTORY, page 2

Inter-Religious Project provides

spiritual community for students

By Julie Siegol

Collegian Staff

\\ hen Shreedccp Bhachech came to the University of

Massachusetts from India last year, he hoped to engage in

I strong interest of his religion, but found the topic to be

hidden and almost invisible on campus.

Coming from a country where a majority of the reli-

gious population is either Hindu and Muslim. Bhachech

never got to expand his knowledge until he took history

Professor William lohnston's "Introduction to World
Religions" class.

"There's freedom of religion in this country, but there

are no classes about religion in high school." Bhachech

said. "People try not to talk about it with their peers.

While at school, they'd rather talk about something else."

Bhachech said the concealed religious community on

campus created an obstacle for students because it didn't

allow students of various religions to interact and discov-

er people's spirituality.

lohnston also identified with this problem, and after

becoming aware his students appreciated extracurricular

activities. He started working on the Inter-Religious

Project, a student-organized activity for students who
desire religious activities not already available at the

Universits.

"This organization promotes contact between all the

religions, but does not promote any one of them,"

lohnston said.

Students with or without religious backgrounds can

benefit from this organization, he said, because it gives

them a chance to explore and experiment other religions

while getting to know each other at the same time.

The Inter-Religious Project will provide opportunities

for students who want to be spiritual human beings but

don't know how to pursue that goal, said Merle Ryan,

assistant dean of students and chairperson of religious

affairs on campus.

The project will benefit the campus community in many

\\;is*. Ryan said.

It will allow students to find spirituality and receive

support from other students. It will also allow a greater

acceptance of those different from others, give a broad

understanding of different cultures and build a stronger

campus community. Ryan said.

The Inter-Religious Project is the working title at the

present time, but they might change the name since the

project will also take on a cultural approach.

"Religion is very closely tied with cultures other than

the Western culture," Ryan said.

The project will have faculty support for resources and

other materials, but students will be in charge of setting

the agenda.

Since the project is still in its developmental stage,

activities for the semester have not been carved in stone,

but are focusing on community service, excursions to

worship places of different religions, inter-religious dis-

cussion and celebration and the creation of a web page,

radio show or other media.

The primary goal of creating a web page is to improve

awareness of ongoing activities, especially religious ones

that get inadequate coverage.

lohnston's other goal of the project is to network all the

many other organizations on campus.

"There are more than 250 RSOs (Registered Student

Organizations! on campus, but none know what others

are doing." lohnston said. "The campus is divided into

cells."

The project is a novel and experimental idea for the

University, lohnston said.

Turn to RELIGION page 2
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People's Market argument

leads to employee arrest

An alleged argument between
two co-managers at People's

Market, a student-run business in

the Student Union, on Wednesday
afternoon lead to an arrest of one of

the co- managers of the store.

Omar O. Gayle, 21, of 25b
Sunset Ave, was arrested for assault

and battery and assault with a dan-

gerous weapon.
According to University of

Massachusetts Police Chief John

l.uippold. "Gayle was involved in

an alleged argument which escalat-

ed to a fight with another stu-

dent."

The fight, which began with a

push, ended when Gayle "picked up
a knife and showed it to the vic-

tim," Luippold said.

Beautiful butterfly symphony
A butterfly takes a brief respite on a friendly hand ye:yesterday.

The victim's name has not been

released.

The knife was not a personal

belonging of Gayle's. It belonged to

the store.

Neither Gayle nor the victim was
injured.

Gayle left the store, and follow-

ing a police investigation, was locat-

ed and arrested.

When asked to comment on
Wednesday afternoon's fight, a

co-manger who refused to give his

name said, "we [People's Market |

decided as a group not to comment
on this issue."

In addition, members of the

Center for Student Business refused

to comment.
The investigation is still pending.

— Leigh Faulkner

Artists and their work
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Andrew Bergeron, a freshman BFA major, draws his interpretation of

the Old Chapel.

Pres. Jiang Zemins plan

for capitalist-style economy

approved by communists
By Joe McDonald
Associated Press

BEIIING — Communist leaders

approved President liang Zemin's new

economic reforms and retired I top

rival yesterday in the final moves of a

major party congress, strengthening

hang's status as heir to Peng Xiaoping.

The economic platform is another

step away from the parts 's commu-
nist roots, as it approves layoffs,

bankruptcies and other capitalist

style steps to revive state companies.

nearly half of which are losing

money.
Approval of liang's ambitious

plans moved him closer to establish-

ing himself as a leader in his own
right. He lost his patron with the

February death of Deng, pioneer of

the economic changes that have

allowed millions of Chinese to lift

themselves out of poverty.

liang. who also is party secretary

general, will benefit from the makeup

of the 195-member Central Committee

of powerful figures elected to guide

the party for the next live sears.

Lett off the body was Oiao Shi,

No. 3 in the party hierarchy and head

ol the Chinese legislature. The move,

rumored in advance, was a setback

for Qiao, a frequent critic of liang

who has tried to build up the legist

ture as a counterweight to evee-sisc

government and party power.

The elderls Gen I iu Huaqing also

was left off, clearing the way for

liang to promote his supporter* to

leadership posts. The Central

Committee meets today to pick a

party Politburo and its ruling stand-

ing committee.

Delegates said Qiao. 72, and Liu.

80. were retiring because of age.

"They're too old." said Wang
Zhiwei, a delegate from the northern

province of Shaanxi. "We need to

rejuvenate."

Qiao looked dejected, sitting with

his head bowed during the 1 5-minute

closing ceremony in the Great Hall ol

the People. At one point, he waved to

the television cameras as if saying

goodbye. Premier Li Peng, No. 2 in

the party an^ a liang ally, beamed
Without a party post. Qiao will likely

have to relinquish leadership of the

legislature. Li. whose term as pre-

mier ends in March, is said to be

interested in the job.

Qiao is believed to be in bad
health, often a euphemism for politi-

cal problems. Although ostensibly

being retired because of his age.

Qiao, at 72. is only one year older

than liang. It was unclear whether

Qiao would get another state job.

Added to the committee was Zeng

Qinghong, a former liang aide when
he was party boss in Shanghai.

"It was a unified congiess. It was a

sictorious congress." liang. 71, said

at the closing ceremons. speaking in

front of a gold hammer-and-sickle.

the communist symbol.

liang. picked from relative obscuri-

ts in 1^8°. to lead a divided party

after the Tiananmen Square crack-

down, used the congress to stake a

claim to Deng's leadership mantle.

\
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Don't pull that switch!!
This switch controls power on campus.

Latino Heritage Month kicks off

next week at Du Bois Library
By Joseph Fountain

Collegian Staff

In honor of Latino Heritage

Month, the VV.E.B. Dubois Library at

the University of Massachusetts is

hosting several events next week.

The library, which has the largest

publicly funded research collection

on Latin America in the Northeast, is

also ranked 14th in the nation.

"Latinos in the area should know
this is also their library and we are

trying to forge links into the Latino

communities." co-coordinator Lori

Mestre said.

"In 30 years one out of ever four

Americans will be Hispanic and the

demand for Latin American dMM ll

ever expanding: the classes are

always full." said Dr. Peter Stern,

bibliographer for the library's Latino

collection.

To kick off the events, the main

floor of the library will host a cele-

bration on Sunday, Sept. 21, featur-

ing keynote speaker Dr. Sonia Nieto,

an education professor. The event

will include a poetry reading by

English professor Dr. Martin
Espada.

Food will be prepared and served

by Martin Carrera of La

Veracruzana. and music will be

played by classical guitarist

Francisco Hernandez, followed by a

performance by Bill and Patrick

Dunn.
On Monday Sept. 22, Howard |.

Wiarda. the Leonard |. Horowitz
Professor of Latin American Studies,

spoke about, "The Democratic
Revolution in Latin America" at 7

p.m. on the 25th floor of the Library

in Special Collections.

"Latin America is the 2nd largest

growing economics in the world ar.d

there importance to the United
States is growing along with the

study of Latin America itself."

Wiarda said.

Dr. Stern will be giving a talk

titled "Does the Colonial Past Still

Matter?" at noon in room I68C of

the campus center on Sept. 23.

Later in the evening there will be a

tour of the Latin American
resources and internet at the library

at 6:30 p.m.

Amherst College Professor Han
Stavans will give a presentation titled

"Latinos into the future: Has the

Fiesta Begun?" on Wednesday, Sept.

24 at 7 p.m. in the special collections

room of the Library.

On Thursday. Sept. 25 Mount
Holyoke College Spanish professor

Roberto Marquez will give a talk on

Literature and Identity in the

Carribean at 7 p.m. in the special

collection room.

A tour of the library will be

offered and a demonstration of mate-

rials available on the internet on

Sept. 26 at 2:30 p.m. on the library's

main floor.

The library's final event, a bilin-

gual children's program is set for

Sept. 27 at 10:30 a.m. in the loncs

Library on Amity Street in

Amherst. All the events are open
to the public and students, staff

and faculty are encouraged to

attend.

Come On In Out Of The Plain!

3 floors • stores galore • food & more

dictionary / six bucks • cup o' joe / a buck • "For Dummies'* guides / nineteen bucks

beaded curtain / nine bucks • book bags / from eighteen bucks

Genko (for mental sharpness) / fifteen bucks • magic stone / twelve bucks

Armani hosiery / nine bucks • Lucky jeans / sixty-eight bucks

shower caddy / eleven bucks • CK boxer shorts / eighteen bucks
Hard Candy lipsticks / sixteen bucks

Campus Police Log
Accident — Leaving the Scene

Sept. 17

An individual who struck a

parked vehicle in parking lot 12 on
I oiestry Way will be cited for leav-

ing the scene.

Accident — Property Damage
Sept. lb

A minor two-vehicle accident

occurred in parking lot 65 on
Natural Resources Road.

Sept. 17

A minor two-vehicle accident

occurred on Stockbridge Road.

Alarm — Fire

Sept. lb

A small fire in a trash can in

Bartlett Hall was extinguished.

Assault & Battery

Sept. 17

Omar O. Gayle. 21. of 256
Sunset Ave., Amherst was netted
for assault and battery and assault

with a dangerous weapon.

Family Offenses, Domestics

Sept. 15

Martin ). Fallon )r.. 62. of 1 1 So.

Whitney St., Amherst was arrested

in the campus for domestic assault

and battery.

lrma Fallon, 55, of 1 I So.

Whitney St., Amherst was arrested

in the Campus Center for Wanton
Destruction over $250 and domes-

tic assault and battery.

Health/Safety Hazard

Sap*. 13

Environmental Health and Safe*)

was notified of a diesel ipill on

Holdsworth Way.

Larceny

Sept. 15

An individual reported that his

wallet was stolen from a locked

room in Cance Residence Hall.

A stereo system worth $1000

was stolen from the 19th floor

lounge in Kennedy Residence

Hall.

A telephone was reported stolen

from the Campus Center.

A mountain bike was reported

stolen from Kennedy Residence

Hall.

Sept. lb

Movie videos were reported

stolen from the hotel desk in the

Campus Center.

A vacuum cleaner was reported

stolen from Boyden Gym.
A telephone was reported stolen

from Boyden Gym.
A backpack was repotted stolen

from the Textbook Annex.

Core locks were stolen from lev-

er*! doors on Facilities Building

Road.

Sept. 17

A mirror was reported stolen

from a truck in parking lot 22 on

University Drive.

Motor Vehicle Theft

Scpi '"

A vehicle was reported stolen

l,oin parking lot 13 Authority Way.

Suspicious Vehicle

Sept /5

An individual reported a peeping

torn in the shower area in Cance

Residence Hall last weekend.

Stolen Motor Vehicle

Sept 17

Amherst Police recovered a

stolen vehicle from UMass. The
vehicle was located in the Kaiser

Permanente parking lot

Traffic Stop

Sept. 15

Frankie Sanchez, 38, of 23

Calhoun St., Springfield was arrest-

ed on Presidents Drive for operat-

ing a motor vehicle with suspended

license, operating an unregistered

and uninsured motor vehicle, a

license plate violation and a one

way violation.

Vandalism

Sept. 17

A room door in Patterson

Residence Hall was vandalized.

Offensive signs regarding a social

event were hung in Brown
Residence Hall.

religion
continued from page 1

"There is nothing like it on cam-

pus," Johnston said. "It's a totally

fresh initiative."

Bhachech said he thinks the pro-

ject will benefit UMass students.

"It'll give them [students] an
opportunity to come forward and talk

about it [religion] without feeling

guilty or ashamed," he said.

Bhachech admits the project will

probably get off to a slow start, how-

M A R K I ! I' I A ( I

"under the big green awning"

On the bus route • Open Mon-Tue- Wed 10-6; Thur-Fri-Sat 10-9: Sun 12-5* 150 Main Street, Northampton

everCI.

"People are going to be shy to go

to something like this in the begin-

ning," Bhachech said. "In the near

future, five or six years from now.

more and more students will start

joining the project and won't be as

shy. It's going to take some time, but

it will happen."

To gain a better idea on how to

further develop the project,

lohnston is sending 10-12 people to

Brown University on Oct. 20 for a

national conference of religious

scenes at various American universi-

ties.

The first general meeting of the

Inter-Religious Project will be held

from 7-9 p.m. on Tuesday, Sept. 23

history
continued from page 1

lecture, was certainly a good choice

according to Whitcomb.

"It was very revealing," Whitcomb
said. "It was definitely thought pro-

voking."

As the lecture broke and the more

than 50 participants trickled out of

Memorial Hall, the merging of minds

between the Five Colleges was
already apparent with members of

each community intermingled in the

discussions that dared over Smith's

topic.

"These are lucky, lucky students,

"

Warner said.

Collegian News...

We know what goes on in the world,

we know were your jive is at,

and we know that your reading the paper this very instant...

How do we know all this? Come write for us and you'll find out.

HELPING YOU BUILD A SECURE FINANCIAL
FUTURE IS AN IMPORTANT JOB.

FORTUNATELY, WE HAVE THE PERFECT RESUME.
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in our field. Tl A \ CREF is eminently

qualified to helpyon build .> comfortable, worn.

Free retirement.
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America mist us with tkeir financial future.

Allow us to review our qualifications.
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the world's largest retirement organization —
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Surprisingly low expenses
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Ensuring the future
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your future.

Easy diversification
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UMass Magazine launches

series with famous alums
By Michelle Hillmon

Collegian Staff

Natural relaxation
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A peaceful photograph of the Campus Center that may stir emotion.

UMass Magazine, an alumni maga-

zine distributed quarterly, is launch-

ing a new ad series featuring recog-

nizable University of Massachusetts

alumni.

The series, which is an advertise-

ment for Chancellor Scott's

Campaign UMass "To Dream, To
Act, To Lead," will tentatively be

called "The Dream Starts Here" and

will feature Norm Abrams from
"This Old House" as the first celebri-

ty

Editor ol UMass Magazine Patricia

Wright got the idea for the ads
because she said she "liked the idea

of a series where people actually look

for the ad."

The first ads the magazine featured

for the "To Dream. To Act. To
Lead," campaign was a series of art

objects created by Mariana Rilleau.

(BFA '86) that incorporated the cam-

paign logo of the VV.E.B. Du Bois

library juxtaposed with the Old
Chapel. "We were trying to get peo-

ple to look at the logo and recognize

it.' said Wright.

The "The Dream Starts Here."

series is aimed at raising awareness

of the campaign and encouraging
people to support it by bringing cele-

brated people in a campus setting,

Wright said.

Wright wants to "increase a sense

of place the magazine conveys," by

using the campus setting in the ads.

"The physical campus is the com-
mon denominator," Wright said.

The first in the four part series of

UMass alumnus, Norm Abram visit-

ed campus last week for a photo in

the Old Chapel. Abram was a mem-
ber of the class of '72 and was a engi-

neering/business major.

Since his time at UMass, Abram
has became a key figure on "This Old
House" as the master carpenter. Ten
years after the premiere of "This Old
House," Abram is the host of the

spin-off series. "New Yankee
Workshop." He is also the author of

five books and founder of Integrated

Structures Inc., a general contracting

firm.

The next celebrity alum to be fea-

tured in the series will be Brianna

Scurry, who was a member of the

1996 U.S. Olympic women's soccer

team, which won the gold in

Atlanta.

Gunmen attack German tour bus, 10 dead
By Salad Nasrawi
Associated Press

CAIRO — Three men in white shirts and ties

strode calmly up to a bus as German tourists

climbed aboard yesterday — then pulled a gun and

explosives from a black plastic bag. Ten people

were killed in a hail of gunfire and firebombs that

set *he bus ablaze.

The noontime attack — which police blamed on

Muslim radicals — sent frightened tourists and
bystanders streaming in panic from Cairo's

Egyptian Museum, a major tourist landmark that

contains one of the worlds greatest collections of

Pharaonic antiquities. Police fired on the gunmen,
wounding and capturing two of them. A third sus-

pect was arrested nearby as hundreds of people

fled the museum, famed for its rich gold artifacts

from the tomb of King Tut.

There was no immediate claim of responsibility,

but police described the gunmen as Muslim
extremists. The attack came three days after Egypt

convicted 72 people of subversion in its largest

trial yet of Muslim extremists.

"I saw one man hurl a Molotov cocktail at the

left side of the bus. while another opened fire."

said Mohammed Fadl. an office worker. "There

was black smoke coming out of the bus, and then it

burst into flames
."

"The whole place was in panic." said Stephen

Thomas, a Briton who was visiting the museum
with his wife and two children. Another witness,

an American from Buffalo, N.Y., who gave his

name only as Mark, said the gunfire continued "for

what must have been 10-15 minutes. It was crazy,

people were running."

Other witnesses said the gunmen threw one fire-

bomb under the bus and another inside.

Twenty-four people were wounded, including

seven hospitalized in stable condition in Qasr el-

Aini hospital, police said. Officials said other vic-

tims were treated and released, but had no details.

More than 30 German tourists were already on the

bus when the gunmen opened fire shortly after

noon, when the museum was crowded with visitors

and nearby Tahrir Square was jammed with pedes-

trians and vehicles.

After the attack, two bodies, one riddled with bul-

lets, lay across the stairs of the charred bus. its tires

melted and its windows blown out. Seven other bod-

ies were inside, some sprawled across the aisles. A
tenth victim died after being removed from the bus.

There was disagreement over the nationalities of

the dead: police said nine were Germans and the

other was the Egyptian bus driver. But German
officials said only seven of the dead were German.

Police said six of the dead were women and four

WOt men. Alter the attack, hundreds of policemen

carrying plastic riot shields, assault rifles tipped

with tear gas canisters and rifles sealed off the

downtown museum to search for the gunmen.

Mahmoud Hamdy. the driver of a tour bus

parked nearby, said the attackers wore white shirts

and ties and looked just like any other Egyptian

tourist agent working in the area.

A police statement identified two of the suspects

as Saber Farhat Abu el-Ulla and his brother

Mahmoud. It said Saber Abu el-Ulla was convicted

of a 1993 attack on a Cairo hotel that killed two

Americans and a Frenchman, and was committed to

a mental institution after being ruled mentally ill.

The police statement said Saber Abu el-Ulla had

escaped three days ago. But police officials, speak-

ing on condition of anonymity, said he had been

released after spending two years in the institution.

Police officials said Saber Abu el-Ulla told inter-

rogators yesterday's attack was to avenge posters

depicting the Prophet Mohammed as a pig distrib-

uted by a lewish extremist in the Palestinian city of

Hebron in )une.

The incident has been widely condemned in the

Muslim world, as well as by Israeli leaders.

Yesterday's attack came three days after a court

convicted 72 people of subversion in Egypt's

largest trial of Islamic extremists. Four of the

defendants were sentenced to death and eight to

life imprisonment.

N.H. police arrest three

on double-murder charges
SALEM, N.H.(AP) — The three

men suspected of killing two teen-

age girls in Salem have told police

the victims were fine when they left

them during the weekend.

But police are rejecting the

explanation. saying the

Massachusetts men used two days

on the road between Salem and
northern Michigan to come up
with a story.

"They spent a numbet of days on

the road together and it appears

the) rehearsed things," said Salem

police Capt. Alan Gould.

The three are charged with steal-

ing a car belonging to one of the vic-

tims. Police say jewelry belonging to

the dead girls was found in one of

the cars used by the three to flee.

Prosecutors said they hope to file

murder charges by the end of the

week. They said they're trying to

determine if one suspect had less to

do with the crimes than the others.

Leeann Millius, 17. and
Kimberly Farrah. 18. were killed in

a Salem park early Saturday.

lames Grant of Fitchburg and
Christopher Doucette and Eric

(eleniewski, both of Lunenburg,
Mass., are under arrest on
charges related to the car theft.

They are to be arraigned on theft

charges today.

Authorities said the suspects

told friends they were planning a

trip to Doucette's hometown,
Manton, Mich. They stopped to

see Doucette's mother Sunday.
She told them police were looking

for them and they left. She then

called authorities. They were
arrested not far from Manton the

next day.

They waived extradition to New
Hampshire in a Michigan court

Tuesday and arrived around 4:45

p.m. Thursday at Logan Airport,

from where they were taken to New
Hampshire.

Police searched Wednesday for

the murder weapon, a knife, and
other evidence in the woods across

from Hedgehog Pond and the sur-

rounding area.
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Affirmative action vital

"Affirmative action

was meant to assist

people of color in the

workplace and at edu-

cational facilities so

that economically,

they could better their

lives despite the con-

stant burden of racism

or sexism

"

Christine Soli

he debate on affirmant c

action was billowing Kraw
the United States years

before it was challenged in

California as ^___^^_____
Proposition 209.

This official test

of affirmative

action passed by

a narrow mar-
gin, leaving

those who
fought against it

with hope.
Students
throughout the

University of

California sys-

tem continued to

protest this legis-

lation, which
eventually led to

an appeal in the

California
ludiciary System.

Not more than a month ago, this

appeal was denied, sending hundreds

of Californians marching in protest

over the Golden Gate Bridge in San

Francisco. It was a scene reminiscent

of images from the Civil Rights era of

the '60s. But this is a different time.

Or is it?

More than half of California voted

to dismantle Affirmative Action for

reasons that remain crystal clear for

those who live under, and according

to some, by the hand of the govern-

ment. Seemingly, those who are tra-

ditionally in favor of affirmative

action are those who are economical-

ly disadvantaged or experience some

type of discrimination, namely racism

or sexism. But the issue remains infi-

nitely obscure for the others.

Already the percentage of applica-

tions from students of color have

dropped for the UC system.

African-American applications have

dropped 7.7 percent between 1995

and 1997. The numbers for Chicano.

Latino and especially American
Indian applicants have also

decreased considerably. For Asian

Americans. Filipino Americans.
white and other

students, applica-

tions are on the

rise. Graduate
admissions are

already on the

decline in

California as a

result of

race-blind admis-

sion policies. And
after Prop. 209 is

put into full

effect, these num-
bers are projected

to drop even
more.

It may be diffi-

cult to see why stu-

dents of color are^^^^^^^^™
underrepresented

in higher education because the

source of such low numbers are not

found around a university campus
(though retention of students of

color is also a problem not unrelat-

ed). As a proposed solution for the

inequities brought on by racism in

this country, affirmative action was

meant to assist people of color in t he-

work place and at educational facili-

ties so that economically they could

better their lives despite the constant

burden of racism or sexism. It was a

provision for non-discrimination.

We must now be in the position

where our history has been forgotten

just as our realities are now
obscured. Ironically, while Prop. 209

was being passed in California,

workers of the Texaco Corporation

were bringing their company up on

charges of racial discrimination. A
tape recording of a 1994 Texaco
board meeting was also released in

which top executives referred to

African Americans as "black jelly

beans who stick to the bottom of the

bag." Obviously. corporate

America's standards for hiring have

not changed much since the Civil

Rights Act of 1964 was passed.

Affirmative action is still vital to

the workplace. Texaco is just one of

many businesses in the US that have

been accused

of racial dis-

Rethinking affirmative action

crimination
(the MBTA in

Boston is

another
notable).

Affirmative

action is also vital to educational

facilities. Without them, most stu-

dents of color who are now in school

would not be. Discrimination

abounds, especially when prestigious

universities publish racist works
such as the Bell Curi'e justifying low

admission numbers for people of

color as genetic inferiorities.

To simply dismantle affirmative

action in California, or to simply

stand against it, is to say that one no

longer believes that racism, sexism

and an economic disadvantage exists

in the U.S. This position is too sim-

plistic and denies too much of what

actually happens today.

Those who proposed Prop. 209 did

not put forth any better ideas to take

the place of this provision for non-

discrimination. Perhaps what they

should have done was instead of

proposing to dismantle affirmative

action, they should have worked to

modify it. Maybe affirmative action

should focus more on assisting eco-

nomically disadvantaged people as

opposed to just assisting those who
are racially discriminated against. But

one must question what their motives

could have been. By eliminating these

provisions, exactly whose interests

were they working for?

Christine Soh is a Collegian

Columnist.

"Point
Counterpoint -

& Jonathan Liberty

It
is a sad period in the United

States.

Affirmative action has creat-

ed a dependency far worse than

any narcotic.

Created by the government in

1961, under President )ohn F.

Kennedy,
affirmative

action
seemed to

be an
answer for

the torrid

discrimina-

tion of so many years past.

By the age of 14. I was in full sup-

port of affirmative action. As an

Asian-American growing up in mid-

dle-class, white America my civil

rights education was limited to Dr.

Martin Luther King, |r., and I hon-

estly believed that affirmative action

was the partial vindication of the

civil rights movement.

Not only was my vision limited

by my lack of education concern-

ing civil rights, but I was yet to

experience affirmative action for

myself.

Through the last two years of high

school, my college search began.

Immediately it was brought to my
attention by both peers and coun-

selors that I was very lucky — 1

would have a better chance at get-

ting into competitive colleges, not

due to my grades and resume, but

due solely to my status as an

Asian-American.

"Very lucky" in the mind of my
white peers was slightly troubling

for me. Already, affirmative action

was leading to a sense of inferiori-

ty. But taking advantage of affirma-

tive action seemed empowering. It

made sense to me — whereas
non-whites, and specifically

African-Americans, have been dis-

criminated for so long in America, I

viewed affirmative action as a basic

necessity for contemporary

American culture.

I refuse to argue that affirmative

action leads to aversive racism or

the decline of a free market system

and equal oppor-

tunity — all

points which
came out of the

very conservative

Reagan years.

My problem

males, in a position of

superiority.

"

Jonathan Libert

"Immediately, affir-

mative action places

non- whites in a posi-
iviy prouicui ... j

with affirmative tion of inferiority ana

^osopMc'ah whites, especially

there are more
personal and far

more dangerous
reasons to stop, or

at least wean the

country off of this ^^_^_____
addiction.

Not only does affirmative action

undermine the self- confidence of

the person who accepts it, it has the

ability to undermine the entire pur-

pose of the civil rights movement.

Immediately, affirmative action

places non-whites in a position ot

inferiority and whites, especially

males, in a position of superiority.

As explained by Rupert W.
Nacoste, a professor at North

Carolina State, in Affirmative Action

In Perspective. "If it is known that

different selection criteria are used

for different groups, and if it known

that the quality of performance

depends on how one did on the crite-

ria of selection, then it is a rational

statistical inference to impute a low-

ered quality of performance to per-

sons of the group preferentially

favored in selection."

In other words, upon walking into

the workplace of an affirmative

education, a non-white is, or can be.

immediately looked down upon.

I do not doubt that this de-moral-

izing premise was known by the gov-

ernment upon the creation of affir-

mative action. This supposedly,

well-intentioned liberal policy has

undermined the

traditions of

self-help, com-
munity responsi-

bility and per-

sonal tenacity

that which
brought the civil

rights movement
into existence.

We must real

ize that affirma-

tive action, much
like welfare, is

stigmatizing the

already stigma-

tized.

action business or school of higher

When did we decide that our

pride and self-confidence was

worth filling a quota at a job where

our qualifications will be ques-

tioned and doubted every day. not

so much by words, but by the side-

ways glances of our white co- work-

ers?

It is the under-evaluation, of

which affirmative action reeks, that

we must avoid at all costs.

Affirmative action has set up infe-

riority as a self-fulfilling prophecy

for all non-whites, while giving

even more superiority to white

males.

Non-whites must stop depending

on this subversive government poli-

cy, cleverly titled, "affirmative

action." before it subdues the civil

rights movement even more — be

sure, there is nothing affirmative

about this action.

Jonathan Liberty is a Collegian

staff member.

AIDS ride challenges body and mind Letters to the Editor

This summer, during a conversation with a good

high school friend, Casey, I was told about this

phenomenal fundraiser for research and care ol

patients living with AIDS. The fundraiser presented both

a physical and a tundraising challenge. The physical chal-

lenge was to train for a three-day. 275-mile bicycle ride

from Boston to New York City. The fund raising chal-

lenge was to meet the $1,500 minimum to participate in

the ride. He asked me to do the ride with him.

I decided to commit myself to this fund raiser because I

wanted to know how AIDS had affect- _ _^___^^^_
ed my generation and I wanted to con-

tribute positively to the epidemic. The

money that would be raised would con

stops about every 20 miles and each of them had themes

such as the "Underpit" where the crew were handing out

lunch dressed in underwear.

Our destination was Storrs. Connecticut for that day.

At the last pit stop, I found my butt to be sore and my
legs to be exhausted. Al the stop, a crew member said the

last 20 miles is the hardest section of any AIDS Ride in

America. He was not kidding. I found myself running to

the massage tent at the end of the first day. The camp
sight soon became a tent city with mobile showers.

_^__^_^^^^_ port-o-toilets. and food services. 1 went?^' to bed at 8 P m - tnal n'ght. hoping my

^^j*Ii£^™^^^^^^™ soreness would go away before the next

day.

tribute to the Gay and Lesbian Center and Community
Health Plan in New York and also the Fenway
Community Health Center in Boston.

With only two-and-a-half months to raise funds, I

found great inspiration from frightening facts about AIDS
given to me by the Fenway Community Health Center.

For all the teenagers who come to the Center to get tested

for HIV. one teenager per day will test positive for HIV.

I found the fund-raising end to be slow and a little frus-

trating when I only had half of the minimum by the time I

moved back to school. The physical end felt good,

because I was riding my bike everywhere I went this sum-

mer. With only three weeks until the deadline and AIDS
Ride. I was on a mission to ask friends, professors and

businesses to sponsor me for the ride. With one week left.

I found myself surrounded by their generosity and support

to make the minimum pledge amount.

1 could not help but be overwhelmed with excitement

as day zero came closer. Day zero is the registration day

at Northeastern University in Boston. My wonderful RAs

from Butterfield took time to drive me to Boston. On day

zero. I had to go through the logistics to be able to do the

ride, everything from parking my bike in the holding area

to attending a mandatory safety video viewing. After reg-

istration. I met up with Casey, whom I was going to be

riding with for the next three days, and we prepared for

day one of the ride.

Day one. Casey and I woke up at 4:45 a.m. and were

driven to Northeastern to eat breakfast and hand in our

camping gear. As the 8 a.m. opening ceremony began, rid-

ers lined up with their bikes. As we got on the main road,

it seemed as though the 5.100 bikers filled the street to

infinity. The first day of the ride proved to be the hardest

and longest day of the three-day ride. There were pit

Doonesbury

Day two was probably the best day of the three day

ride. Riders hit the road as early as 6:45 am. We rode

through diverse scenery, seeing everything from a gunshot

convention held at an outdoor firing range to the urban

city of Bridgeport. Conn, where all the riders received a

warm welcome from the city.

The finish in Bridgeport was the highlight of the ride

for me. I realize that all the riders were on the same jour-

ney, but each rider had brought their own stories with

them on the ride, so they each expressed themselves

uniquely. Some riders were pumped and excited at the

finish line while others were overwhelmed with the sup-

port of the crew and riders and expressed their feelings

with happy tears. If you could see love, it was the sight at

the finish in Bridgeport.

When I went to park my bike that night, I saw a bike

with a sign on the back of it. The sign had a picture of a

man and it said next to the picture. "You were my part-

ner, my soulmate. my best friend, and now you are my
angel." I couldn't help but feel choked up.

Day three, the last and final day of our journey, was relax-

ing and short compared to the other two days. We rode

from Bridgeport, Connecticut to Manhattan. New York. The

traffic in the city alerted me to the possible dangers on the

road and made me forget the pain on my butt and in my
legs. I made it to Manhattan in a group of 10 riders. We
then relaxed and waited for the rest of the riders to get to

the holding area. From the holding area, the 3,100 riders

would bike a two-mile victory ride to the finish together.

For me, knowing that 5,100 riders and 500 crew mem-
bers can take three days out of their lives, work and sup-

port each other for a common cause is the one of the most

beautiful thing to experience and observe.

Thang Vo is a Collegian staff member.

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Making Contact

longer

To the Lditor:

I am writing in regards to the

review of the film Contact by Adam
Levine in the September 5 issue of

The Daily Collegian.

... My problem with Mr. Levine's

review of the film is that he gave it a

few brief sentences, which made the

film sound like a silly SF flick.

Perhaps a film with a brain that did

not show naked, stupid women and

gun battles isn't very inspiring to

write about? Perhaps Mr. Levine is

not a big fan of astronomy and the

wonders of the Universe? Did he

read the novel?

I will give... anyone... the chance

to read the novel for free by simply

linking to the following Web site,

where you will find the entire novel

available....

http://hourglass.ml.org:8080/con-

tact/

Perhaps if Mr. Levine reads the

novel and delves deeper into Sagan's

works... he can have a better appre-

ciation that Contact is much more
than just another way to be enter-

tained for several hours and give it

the praise that is due. Yes, 1 think

the messages in Contact are so

important that a stronger review of

the film is required to make more
folks see it.

Larry Klaes

larryk@microsys.com

Nuclear waste

scare exaggerated

To the Editor:

Chris Stamm's concern for Native

Americans displayed in his Monday
editorial is admirable, however his

lack of knowledge, or research into

nuclear materials is inexcusable. If

Mr. Stamm had made any attempt to

uncover the facts about the Yucca

Mountain Nuclear Waste Repository,

he could have avoided several errors

propagated in his writing.

Mr. Stamm's first mistake is his

attempt (deliberate or not) to mis-

lead the reader with his statement

that a single nuclear waste transport

truck carries "the radiological

equivalent of 200 Hiroshima
bombs." The radiation released by

the Hiroshima bomb was produced

in milliseconds, lethally exposing

people to many lifetimes worth of

radiation in much less than one sec-

ond. The radiation released by a

truckload of nuclear waste is

released very slowly over tens of

thousands of years, exposing no one
— even those living near the dispos-

al site — to greater than one per-

cent of the radiation they are natu-

rally exposed to every day. (Natural

radiation exposure comes from the

sun, ordinary rocks, and from with-

in our own bodies.) Simply moving
from Massachusetts to Denver,
where high altitude and naturally

radioactive rocks result in increased

exposure, would be far worse, from

a radiological standpoint, then mov-
ing to Yucca Mountain.

Mr. Stamm's attempt to compare
nuclear waste transport trucks to typ-

ical garbage trucks is similarly inac-

curate. Nuclear waste, by law, may
only be transported in specially

designed and thoroughly tested con-

tainers. All containers must survive

upon being struck by an actual

freight train, being dropped from sev-

eral stories up onto a steel spike, and

being set in a 10.000 degree inferno

for 24 hours. I can assure Mr. Stamm
that there will be no "putrid liquid

dripping out the back" of any nuclear

transport vehicle. Nuclear waste will

be far safer once placed in sealed

transport casks than in the open

pools at reactor sites in which it sits

today.

Mr. Stamm also claims that "In the

last 10 years or so. utility companies

have pushed to get the liability of

removing nuclear waste... into the

hands and pocketbooks of the federal

government." 1 wonder if Mr. Stamm
is aware that nuclear utilities have

been paying heavy taxes — specifical-

ly for waste removal — to the federal

government since the first commer-
cial reactor opened in this country.

That the federal government has

agreed, as a condition for collecting

those taxes, that it would have the

problem of waste removal solved

more than 10 years ago, is good rea-

son for utilities to be pushing for

action on this matter.

If the intent of Stamm's editorial is

to criticize the U.S. government for

its treatment of Native Americans,

then he should focus on that issue. II

his intent is to educate the public

about nuclear waste and nuclear

waste disposal, then he should take

the time to educate himself first.

|ohn Wilkinson
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DJ Mars hits Jeans 'n T-Shirts
By Lamaretta Simmons
Collegian Correspondent

Coming to the University of Massachusetts by way of
Atlanta is D| Mars (a.k.a. The Chief Parly Rocks) who is

about to blow up at tomorrow night's leans n T-Shirt bash at

the Student Union Ballroom, presented by Black Mass
Communications Project (B.V1CP).

Mr. Party himself has exploded onto the D| scene as one
of the hottest hip-hop spinners in the nation. With his

uncanny ability to mix the most dramatic fades and combi-
nations. D| Mars is sure to give fans what they're looking

for.

Whether your preference is hip-hop. reggae or R&B, D|
Mars knows how to keep the people on their feet. A native of

nearby Springfield. Mass.. D| Mars recently sat down for a

quick interview about his trade and homecoming.
Although being a D| is demanding, Mars loves what he

does, bui warns that there is more to it than just playing

music,

"I have to know what the people want before they want
it... what's gonna make them lose their mind." Mars said.

"There's a science to it. I have to know that you like the

Benjamin's before I put it on. So when I drop it, the crowd is

like. 'O my God!"
The former D| of LaFace recording artist Usher. Mars has

become one of the most respected D|'s in the industry. His

catalogue of parties include: Freakniek, Black College
Weekend, the Wu-Tang cookout on MTV and various benelit

concerts. Among some of his most famous clientele arc the

late Tupac Shakur, KRS-Onc, Da Brat. Sean "Puffy" Combs,
lermaine Dupri and many more. Featured in the April 1997

issue of Rap Pages. Mars is slowly gaining the publicity a DJ

of his caliber deserves.

"I love'eoming home. It feels really good. A lot of people

don't realize I'm actually from Springfield because club Dfi
always introduce me as an Atlanta DJ," Mars said.

With so much of the hip-hop club scene depending on D|'s

for entertainment, Mars is one of the few to truly have a grasp

on the art form.

Mars cites such luminaries as Mingo Madness of VV AIC. D|

Red Alert, Kid Capri and 1)| Tron among his most admired

fellow D)'s and considers them his primary inspiration and

competition.

Many followers of urban music have noticed that within the

past two years, hip-hop has been plagued by a maelstrom of

negative publicity, mostly surrounding the murders of Tupac

Shakur and The Notorious B.I.G. "The negative aspects

of hip-hop, more specifically rap, are over-publicized. You
can find something negative in every industry." Mars said.

"But I do think that we, as entertainers, need to clean up our

act. There are far more important issues that need to be dealt

with rather than the petty stuff the media feeds on."

BMCP presents leans 'n T-Shirt '97 with D] Mars —
along with Of Kurupt, 4.0 and The Wise Guys — this

Saturday at the Student Union Ballroom. Doors open at 9

p.m. and close at midnight. Tickets are $10 and are avail-

able at Tix Unlimited. The show is 18+.

UMass theater set

for fall production
By Alex Iglesias

Collegian Staff

COURTlSr LOUIS PINKNE1

D.J. Mars will provide the music tomorrow night at

Jeans 'n T-Shirts.

The University of Massachusetts Theater Department

is back and prepared to bring forth another exciting

year of entertainment to the stage. This year marks a

very special anniversary year for the well-established

department. It's been 25 years since the department

emancipated itself from the direction of the UMass
Speech Department — which no longer exists.

This season, each member of the theater department

has been hard at work to present its most diversified

schedule in decades. The line up of engagements reach-

es far and wide to lure in audience members from every

walk of life.

Production themes tor the 1997-98 include a vast

range of genres, that stretch from modern contempo-

rary musicals to the works of William Shakespeare.

The department has also scheduled three unprecedent-

ed co-productions with the highly acclaimed New
WORLD Theater — not to mention two honorary

plays by UMass alumnus Constance Congdon.

A few up-and-coming productions will soon be stag-

ing their presence on campus in the next few weeks. An

Tur n to THEATER, page 6

BUtIM glasses GO TO COHEN'S.

SAKI

Students Save
up to 30%
on Eyewear

Show us your Student ID ( ind get a Cohen's

STUDLNT DISCOUNT CARD! Enjoy huge savings

on Designer Eyeglasses and Sunglasses, Sports

I yewear. Contact Lenses and much more.

Choose from these and other designer styles

alvinKk c, r c c i
r ii i \ i k I >

MODO FENDI

HOLYOKE MALL
50 HOLYOKE STREET

HOLYOKE
(413) 534-3100

SQUARE ONE SHOPPING MALL
SAUGUS

(617) 231-9171

COHEN'S

EMERALD SQUARE MALL
999 SOUTH WASHINGTON STREET

NORTH ATTLEBORO
(508) 643-2200

328 WASHINGTON STREET
BOSTON

(617) 542-9221

OPTICAL
CALL 1-800-EYES-440 FOR OTHER CONVENIENT LOCATIONS NEAR YOU.
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Bela Fleck & Co. to play NoHo This Game sure ain't no monopoly
Douglas gets taken for quite a ride in Fincher's latest film

By Adam Levine

Collegian Stan

By Marty Keane

Collegian Staff

Bela Heck and the Flecktones will hit the Academy of Music in NoHo tonight.

Their recently released double live

opus Live Art highlights several

brand new tunes, as well as rendi-

tions of audience favorites like

"Sinister Minister" and "Flight Of
The Cosmic Hippo."

"If the live version didn't offer

something substantially different

from the studio recording, it didn't

go on this album." Fleck said.

Having almost single-handedly

redefined the banjo for an entire gen-

eration. Bela remains on the cutting

edge of today's progressive music

MOM. He often performs with guest

musicians and finds eager colleagues,

such as saxophonist Branford

Marsalis and pianist Bruce Hornsby

to collaborate with.

A 1976 graduate of New York's

High School of Music and Art. Fleck

moved quickly to the forefront of

Fresh off a summer tour opening

for the Dave Matthews Band. Bela

Fleck & The Flecktones bring their

engaging fusion of jazz, bluegrass.

blues and worldbeat sounds to

Northampton's Academy of Music

this Sunday at 7 p.m.

Drawn to the road by a passion to

bring their message of harmony to

the people, The Flecktones have been

logging an amazing 200 plus shows a

year since their formation in 1990.

Playing venues ranging from huge

urban arenas to intimate rural clubs,

Fleck sees each audience as a unique

and integral part of the live experi-

ence. He describes them as "the cata-

1> st that often causes magic to hap-

pen."

ii n im/iiK

acoustic music, performing and

recording with top bands and releas-

ing several critically-acclaimed solo

albums.

Since the formation of his exuber-

antly unique band, The Flecktones,

Bela — along with bassist Victor

Woolen and percussionist Future

Man — have released five albums

and have received a multitude of crit-

ical accolades, culminating in a 1995

Grammy Award for Fleck's featured

performance in "Hightower" with

johnny Gimble.

Bela Fleck & The Flecktones play

the Academy of Music in

Northampton this Sunday at 7 p.m.

Tickets, priced $28.50. $24.50 and

$19.50 are available from the

Northampton Box Office

(586-8686) and at For The Record

in Amherst.

THE GAME
Directed by David Fine her

with Michael Douglas. Deborah Kara Unger, Sean Penn

Playing at Mt. Farms Theater

A quick first impression of The Game. David Fincher's (.Alien 5,

Saw) latest psychological mind teaser, would leave one with an

uneasy feeling of "what the heck was that all about! " Fincher. how-

ever, is precisely aware of every dinxtion his film is taking and his

latest accomplishment may just be even more slick than its silly

premise should have allowed. As a result of Fincher's tntelligeni vet

macabre sense of storytelling, his film can transcend its predictability

and absurdity, therefore creating a quite decent suspense thriller.

Hncher first made a respectable name for himself back in 1995

with his disturbing noire-crbne drama Sewn. Although The Game

may seem like a logical follow up. another naif- biter with a twisted

ending, it is far inferior in many ways, but does contain something

Seven lacked a sense of humor. After all, even Hitchcock knew

he couldn't make every movie a dark thriller. In fact. The Game is

so immensely over-the-top that it's hard not to just enjoy it for its

sophisticated campy appeal.

Michael Douglas dominates every frame of the movie with a typi-

cal character we would associate him playing. He's a spoiled rich

investment banker named Nicholas Van Orten. Now, Van

Orten would seem like the kind of guy that any money-hungry

capitalist would think had everything of any importance. He's a

suave, attractive millionaire with more power than most of us

would know what to do with, yet he manages it well. Van Orten

is a carbon-copy of Douglas' earlier role in Oliver Stone's Wall

Street, but Van Orten has a lot of pain swept «£•»*£
Ihe film begins on the day of his 48th birthday, the same age m.

^SetSm^SS* * a«* abet *. ,,

giv^ot gu XL evening. Sean Penn. h. an ur*m£*
small role plays Conrad. Nicholas' stnught out of rehab brother

F^nistirtC Conrad gives hxs big brother a g*«**£
Consumer Recreation Services and sunply says J

us. trv it. MW
Van Orten can even realize it, the game has tx-gun and 1

tata

finally gets to have some fun with no. only h.s uasuspectmg char-

acter, but with his audience as well.

The Game chronicles Van Orten's short dechju
:

o near

insanity as his sense of reality is cont.nuously challenged He

runs about in circles, trust.ng everyone including

Lmme-fatale waitress Deborah Kara Unger (OwW.
«J!

they have each betrayed his trust and then won .t back, and

over and over again. ... . ...

The film works because it is beyond our .mag.nat.on to

assume that a game like mis could exist therefore,*»"***
another purpose. Fincher saves the plot fro... bc-com.ng too

monotonous and irritating by introducing .h.s Other purpose

yet never makes anything to clear, enabhng him to continue to

arouse our suspicion.

The Game is one more example of Hollywood s fascination

with wealthy yuppie culture, in which Douglas is u staple ol.

What is so intriguing about this particular genie (an example

being The Player) is how we can sympathize with these char-

acters while being fascinated by their falls from power. ^ e..

Vie Game is not so much a film satirizing popular culture as

i. is a celebration of it. Fincher exemplifies this celebration

well by creating a thriller which is as disturbing as it is

enjoyable. B

theater
continued from page 5

Evening of One-Acts by Early African

American Women Playwrights is a

new realm in theater for the ambitious

department. Directors Al-Bilali and

Beth Maxwell present some of the

great works by the over-shadowed

women playwrights of the Harlem

Renaissance. Not far behind, is

William Shakespeare's The Tempest.

which under the direction of Professor

Richard Trousdell presents a passion-

ate tale of "young love, old wrongs

and brave new hopes."

Wrapping up the fall line up is

Stephen- Sondheim's Broadway hit

Assassins. This rarity of a musical is

under the direction of Max Mount,

director of last spring's sensation,

The Fantasticks. Mounf's unique

style will stretch the limits, in order

to bring about the dark humor within

this unconventional show.

"I'm tired of boy meets girl, girl

meets boy, boy and girl fall in love

[ formula |." Mount said.

The 25th anniversary extravaganza

of the UMass Theater Department

will come to a close with a special

anniversary gala, taking place on the

weekend of May 8-10. This year of

celebration hopes to connect the sur-

rounding community.

"We're thrilled about celebrating

our place in and our ties with the

community, both on and off cam-

pus," publicist David Cline said.

For more information on up-com-

ing shows or ticket prices, call the

box office at (415) 545-2511.

WORDS
vk 6wife %p

Weekly
Drink
Specials

September 18 - November 16 Heavy Metal : Celebratwg 20 Years

In 1977 Heavy Metal magazine hit the stands and for artists and fans it changed their live* forev-

er. Over 20 artists from around the globe are to be represented in this exhibit which is accompa-

nied by the largest signing and exhibit reception event the Museum has ever brought to audi-

ences.

September 20 2- Annual Panel Discussion

10am - Noon Special Guests: Evan Dorkin and Sarah Dyer (Space Ghost Coast-To-Coast, Supermar

Adventures), Ben Edlund (The Tic*), Kevin Eastman (TMNT) and more!

This year's panel group will focus on the elusive world of animation - its peaks and pitfalls, as well

as its relationship with the comic medium. Contact Membership Coordinator Phil Straub for

details.

MUSEUM
Won), ft PkUn! Mmcm. el Tim Seq.«U Art

140 Moi* St. HofHo-pto.. MA 01060

41W844M5 • 41W86-9855 (fe.)

www.wordsandpicturcs.org

OPEN
Noon - 5rivi

Tuesday - Thursday
Noon - Srivi

Friday
IOam - Srivi

Saturday
IMooim - 5RIVI

Sunday
Closed IVIoimday

September 20
Signing 1 - 4pm:

Reception 6pm

September 26
6 -8pm

October 9
6:30 - 8:30pm

Halloween, Frioay October 31
9PM - lAM

November 6

6:30 - 8:30pm

LJ

November 7

6 -8pm

Annual Museum Membership Day

Special Guests: Ben (The Tick) Edlund, Sarah (Action Girl) Dyer, Evan (Milk and Chee$e) Dotk.n

and David (Stray Bullets) Lapham. Contact Membership Coordinator Phil Straub for details

In-Store Creator Signing as part of the Small Press Expo tour, including; Shannon (Tbo-J
'

Coffee Man) Wheeler, Paul (Kane) Grist, Chris (The Staros Report) Staros and Gary

(Strangehaven) Millidge. Contact Retail Manager Tonya Talbot for details

Creators Forum a monthly series.

Contact Matt Smith for further details

Costume Ball: Raffles, Prizes, Giveaways: The wildest costume ball you'll ever attend!! Th» Is

one stvlin' fundraiser. Contact Membership Coordinator Phil Straub for details. *1.^ —,

Guest SPEAKER-Lurene (Getting Into the Business of Comics) Haines

Creators Forum: a monthly series. Contact Matt Smith for further details

Northampton Fun Festival Opening Reception

Call Northampton Film Associates at (413) 586-3471

November 8 Heavy Metal Exhibit Reception & Creator Signing Singings

Signing 1 - 4pm Confirmed appearances by: Stephen R. Bissette, Mark Bode, Dave Dorman, Kevin Easti

Reception 6pm Scott Hampton, Jeff Jones, Joe Kubert, Jon. J. Muth, George Pratt, Bill Sienkiewicz, Dave Sim,

Rick Veitch and Berni Wrightson.

N
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IX
V/m*5* Student9

*
\

t-Httfett Association \
ThtUMtl

m

rVZHU JIAAT

rfdmiM&nt (A *?*ee. *Duuun. & $5.00

SatundaM StAt. 20 <U 5:30*m

Sponsored By India. Dioust, Starbucks,

Daily Cofkgian & Superior (Pizza

7"

for more info catt 5461511 or e -mail fiindu@stuaf.umass.edu

men s soccer
10continued frcm page

Poole has been .

the main player in

the net for B.U.. i

knotting 1 1 saves.

and with a save
percentage of

.688.

UMass head
coach Sam Koch
will look for

junior keeper Jeff

lablonski, las. year's Atlantic 10 goal-

keeping leader, lo continue the Mcllar

Minutewomen to host Buffaloes ^^
Men's Soccer

Massachusetts
vs.

Boston University

_ Saturday, 2p.m.

play he has been

having, for new-

comers Lilburn

and Gavin
Hewitt to contin-

ue with their

remarkable
adjustment to the

team, and of

course for his

one-two punch
ol C'asima and Butler to knock the

lerriers down.

By Kathleen Ralls

Collegian Staff

UM returns home to

A-10 this weekend
By Jamie Jee

Collegian Correspondent

The Massachusetts volleyball

team will be looking to post their

first conference wins of the season

this weekend when they face

Dayton and Xavier in the C'un>

Hicks Cage tonight and tomorrow
night at 7 p.m.

The Minutewomen are coming
off a 2-1 performance at the Penn

State Classic last weekend, with

their only loss

YUiey|mll

Massachusetts
vs.

Dayton & Xavier

Tonight and Saturday

coming at the

hands of the

nation's No.
1 -ranked
Nittany Lions.

According to

UMass coach
Bonnie Kenny,

her team will

look to play

tough, and grab a couple of wins

before their Atlantic 10 Conference-

road play next weekend.

Dayton is coming in with a 5-4

record on the season, winning
their last game against Morehead

State, with the Flyers being

picked to finish second in the

A- 10 this year. UMass will have

to contend with senior Zhaohui

Ma and Ou Huang, both from

Beijing. China. Ma was named to

the N1U All-Tournament and IU

All-Tournament Teams, and leads

the Flyers with 145 kills and 97

digs.

UMass will also have to contend

with senior captain Sheila Kreim,

UD's leading blocker and floor

leader, with the team leading the

A- 10 in assists, and are second in

kills. The Flyers are coached by

Pete Hoyer. who comes in with a

.606 winning percentage, second

best all-time at Dayton.

Davton will be hosting this

year's Atlantic 10 volleyball cham-

pionship this season, with the top

four teams in the conference slam-

ming it out on November 28-29.

UMass will face the Xavier

Musketeers tomorrow, and Xavier

is coming off their own 2-1 perfor-

mance last weekend, with the loss

coming against Miami Amerihost

Classic champ, the University of

Miami. The Musketeers are led by

sophomore outside hitter Beth

Osterday. and sophomore middle

^^^HM^^lMI blocker lennv

| a n s z e n .

Osterday leads

the teams in

kills and digs,

and both play-

ers earned All—

Tournament
honors.

According to

Kenny, every-

Mix it up. Make the segments short and long. Come up

with a new style. Up and coining.

It kind of sounds like the jacket for the Spice Girls CD.

But it's not.

They are the words and wisdom
coming from the Massachusetts

~~

women's soccer coach |im Rudy in

preparation for their game against

Colorado on Saturday at Totman Field

at noon.

Pacing themselves with an impres-

sive 5-0 record, the Minutewomen are

looking to take on the Buffalo, who
stand at 2-4. in a showdown of youth

and cross-country rivalry.

UMass has outscored their oppo-

nents 22-1, with junior Sophie Lecot. freshman Kara

Green, and sophomore Emma Kurowski all finding the

back of the net. The defense has supplied the near impene-

trable wall of senior tri-captain Danielle Dion in the goal,

junior sweeper Amanda Thompson, senior Amy Burrill

and senior tri-captain Erica Iverson. But Rudy still

expects more from his squad.

"We play segments that are either all short or all long."

Rudy said. "We'd like to mix it up a little."

Women's Soccer

Massachusetts
vs.

Colorado

Saturday, Noon

ing to Arizona St., Florida. Nebraska and Oklahoma St.

But they defeated Iowa St, 2-1, in overtime and

Oklahoma, 2-1
,
previously this week.

"They are a younger side but they are at a school which

can draw people," Rudy said. "They are on their way to

becoming a perennial Top 20 team."

For now, the Buffalo have to deal with a lack of scor-

ing punch on their only trip to the

^IMMMMM Northeast this season. Donna
Holyman and Melissa Carmell lead

the team with four points each, as

their goal total in six games is only

six. A bright spot could be goalie

Sloane Cox of Canada, who shut out

the Minutewomen when she played

for Hartford in 1995.

"On paper they have a nice, young

_ _, team." Rudy said. "Kelly Kaitankian is

a great player and Laura Kulmann is a

solid midfielder."

What will spice up this meeting is Colorado coach

Austin Daniels. Once the coach at the University of

Hartford, he is heeded as a creative coach with inside

knowledge of his former rival coach Rudy and UMass.

Besides his notoriety, Daniels also carried a few players

from Hartford like Cox and Kulmann.

"He is always comi.vg up with new ways [to beat oppo-

nents)," Rudy said. "It will be a very tight, close, hard-

10

the Maine rout.

Another concern is turnovers.

Against Maine, UMass turned the ball

over five times — four interceptions,

one fumble, lames Madison has only

turned the ball over once in two

games.

The Dukes are coming off a big

32-27 victory over East Tennessee

State. After falling to Ball State,

24-6, in the first week of the season,

the win against ETSU has )MU on

track.

The main Duke to watch out for is

freshman tailback Delvin loyce. He

set a stadium record with 522

all-purpose yards against the

Buccaneers. For his efforts, loyce was

named Atlantic 10 Offensive Player

and Rookie of the Week.

Greg Maddox, |MU's sophomore

quarterback was named College

Insider's Division l-AA offensive

player of the week after completing

12-of-23 passes for 269 yards

against the Bucv
Material from yesterday's Boston

Globe was used in this article.

Colorado has displayed early signs of trouble while los- fought game.

Cross Country races up to Vt.

Women try to heal wounded m Young men's XC growing

one on the team will have to play

above and beyond expectations in

order to get the team over a key

hurdle in their run at an A-10
title, (ill Meyers, who has more
than held her own this season, and

letter lennifer Drennan will also

look to contribute. Meyers has

been consistently strong this sea-

son, and is coming off of three

consecutive All-Tournament selec-

tions.

Michelle Paciorek, UMass'
all-time leader in blocks (521),

needs just two solo blocks this

weekend to pass former

Minutewoman Rachel Sky in that

category, and needs only 14 block

assists to pass Dionne Nash's

school mark of 265.

Coach Kenny will stress good

ball movement, so UMass can

gain enough opportunities on
offense and digs on defense to

keep the ball in play for the

Minutewomen.

By Jim Eltringham

Collegian Correspondent

By Scott Hamill

Collegian Correspondent

luke

Tomorrow, the Massachusetts women's cross country

team will venture into Vermont's green mountains to take

on Boston University and Maine. Although the two-time

defending Atlantic 10 Champions might be going in on a

bit of a down note, having finished second in their season

opener, the Minutewomen should be right on track.

When discussing the women's cross country program,

the word "dynasty" is only a guarded whisper, because

while UMass has won four of the last six A-10 titles, this

year's team has some lingering questions. However, last

Sunday's tri-meet, against BU and Dartmouth, gave

UMass

Women's XC

Massachusetts
@

Vermont

Saturda±

reason for

optimism.

Christy Martin

and Rebecca
Donoghue were
both causes for

preseason concern

due to injuries,

but last week they

were U Mass's top

two finishers:

Martin came in

After splitting their first'meet, the Massachusetts men's

cross country team looks for a strong showing tomorrow

against Boston University and Maine in Vermont starting

at noon.

Last Saturday at Northeastern, senior Ryan Carrera led

UMass, finishing fifth overall, in 25:57. Sophomore Peter

Gleason was right behind Carrera, sixth in 25:52. Also

scoring for the Minutemen were freshman Brendan

Sullivan, ninth, sophomores Sean Murphy, 17th, and

Kevin Somers, 18th.

Carrera is the only returning member from last year's

varsity squad.

Men's XC

Massachusetts
@

Vermont

Saturday-

sixth with a time of 20:50, Donoghue finished eighth at

20:55. Especially encouraging was Donoghue's perfor-

mance. Last year she became the first Minutewoman to

run at the NCAA Championship and continues to be the

team's cornerstone, despite the bursitis in her heel which

has bothered her since last spring.

Overall, four of the top ten finishers wore

Minutewoman maroon. Senior Katie Greenia's 20:59 gar

nered her ninth place, and junior Tracy Meager was 10th

with a rime 20:49. Melissa Henderson, a freshman, ran

the course in 21:06, good enough for 1 5th.

While winning is always the goal, the focus will be on

healing the wounded. Consider the words of coach lulie

LaFreniere. who *-as anticipated the impact of injuries on

her squad in the early going, "With our situation as it is.

we are going to use September and October to train

through meets so we can prepare for the real goal in

November of Atlantic 10s and the NCAA qualifier."

which is a concern

for coach Ken
O'Brien.

"Ryan had a

great season last

year, he moved
himself up to the

second best or

best distance run-

ner on the team,"

O'Brien said. "1

am excited about his potential this year. The rest of the

kids have run in their share of meets, but they have not

been responsible for scoring positions during competi-

tion."

O'Brien is excited about Sullivan, a freshmen from

New York, who is stepping up early as a key member of

the Minutemen's top seven.

"Brendan has the credentials and should step in right

away. Despite his lack of experience at the college level.

his ability will override the experience.'' O'Brien said.

With two tri-meets early in the season. O'Brien is

building up his inexperienced group for the larger meets

down the road.

"We must approach the first month as a time when we

see where we stand and see how they adjust. There is

enough talent on this team that if they can mentally learn

their lessons, that we can have a good second half of the

season," O'Brien said.

continued from page 10

Sheffield money."

Sheffield just hit his 20th home
run this week.

But most importantly, he's a

credit to ihe organization. Mo won

the MVP in 1995 not because he

had the best numbers, but because

he carried the team on his back in

the dog days of a heated pennant

race. He's the best hitter to dawn

the piping of the Olde Town Team

since Yaz.

But Duquette wants it done his

way. He wants to win a champi-

onship with the likes of Brian

Rose. Carl Pavano. Nomar and

Michael Coleman.

If Mo wants out, screw him.

Danny says. I'll make my own
team.

But what happens when they

start winning, and Danny's little

projects become high-priced free

agents? Whose to say he won't

low-ball them?
He thinks he's the savior of the

team — a modern-day Branch

Rickey who will build a contender

on the field and at the turnstiles.

But Danny Boy forgot one essen-

tial truth in his quest to build the

Sox into a corporately-sound pen-

nant contender.

It's the players, stupid.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian

columnist.

'^J? SOON...TO ***** rocKe-K

field hockey
continued from page 10

offensive charge that couldn't find

the back of the Yale cage.

Minutewoman Notes: Old

Dominion received the No. 1 ranking

in Tuesday's NCAA Division I poll...

UNC, Maryland, lames Madison and

Virginia claim the No. 2 through No.

5 spots... Northeastern assistant

coach Patti Bossio was a teammate

of current Minutewoman head coach

Patty Shea in Shea's freshman cam-

paign in 1980

•Live Music.

•Live Entertainment.

•Live Raffles.

•Live Giveaways.

•Live Shoe and Clothing

"Sale Specials".

•Live Fun Friday Nites

5-8pm.
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La CazuelaRESTAURANT
The Cuisines ol MEXICO and the AMERICAN SOUTHWEST

Houhtouci
A IW U «* r s }

"Mexican food, like Memphis barbeque and Chicago

style pizza, doesn't travel well. Generally speaking,

the farther away you get from the source, the worse

it is; and in the Northeast, good Mexican food is as

rare as fresh lobster in El Paso. La Cazuela is one

wonderful exception."

|ane and Michael Stern

Eat Your Way Across the U.S.A.

» ' • Dinner Every Night

Downtown Northampton

Across From The Parking Garage
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Collegian Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS | AUTO FOR SALE

University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 F<u: (413)545-1592

TOPLESS!!!
Come to UMass

Sororities' "TOPLESS"
Carwash and see what

it is all about!

WHEN?
Saturday, Sept 20

WHAT TIME?

12-3pm

WHERE'
On N. Pleasant St. behind

Sigma Alpha Mu (SAMMY)
UMASS PANHELLENIC TOP-

LESS CARWASH
Just one of the benefits of

going Greek...

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Sugarloaf Estates Luxury 2

bedroom apartment homes.

FREE HEAT AND HOT
WATER State of the art

kitchens, designer baths,

w/w carpeting, washer and

dryer. On PVTA. Call Today.

665-3856

AUTO FOR SALE

Auto For Sale 83 Chevy

Caprice Classic Great shape,

low mileage. $1200. Call

Robin 253-6348

'84 Jeep CJ7 4x4, hardtop,

new battery, needs some
work. Asking $1100 or B/0.

Call 549-1609 (Tony) or 549-

9267 (Patn)

1969 WV Golf excellent con-

dition 1 owner, new clutch.

43 mpg highway. $3900/B0.

Sunderland 665-8358

1985 Olds A/C, all power,

AM/FM. $1500 or B/0. 549-

8999

1991 Dodge Colt white, 4

cyl , hatchback, alarm, excel-

lent condition, $1700. Call

546-3640

BMW 7331 1982 blue, beige

leather interior, sun roof,

automatic. 162,000 miles.

Still elegant. $2500. 549-

2604

EMPLOYMENT

Maintenance Person
Wanted at Hampshire
Fitness $7/hour. 8am-noon.

Minimum of 3 mornings. 256-

6446

Abt Associates is looking

for a few reliable people with

good communications and

computer skills who are

available to work a minimum

of 20 hours per week.

Evening and weekend assign-

ments are currently available.

We offer flexible scheduling

options, access to health and

dental plans and paid train-

ing. The starting wage is

$5.75 per hour with regular

merit increases. Free trans-

portation from PVTA Bus Line

is provided. For more infor-

mation or to arrange a per-

sonal interview call (413)587-

1607. An Equal Opportunity

Employer .

The Amherst Boys & Girls

Club needs work-study

assistants for recreation pro-

gram. Must be able to work

evenings 7-9pm and 1-5pm

on Saturday. $5.50 per hour

UMass bus stops in front of

Club at 390 Main St. Please

call Richard Britt 253-3261

EMPLOYMENT
Needed Immediately Part-

Time Veterinary Assistant.

Weekday afternoons Apply

in person to: The Cat

Hospital, 139C Damon Rd.,

Northampton, MA

NOW HIRING!!! Alumni

Relations is looking for stu-

dent help for Homecoming
'97 Must be available on

Friday. September 26 and

Saturday, September 27.

$5.50/hour. Stop by

Memorial Hall to till out an

application. Questions? Call

Ann Thompson at 545-2317.

Pinocchio s Now Hiring

Delivery drivers. $15 an hour.

Car and positive attitude a

must. Apply in person. 30

Boltwood Walk,

Fitness Instructor for

Women's Only Club in

Belchertown Must be certi-

fied. Call Jenn 323-0125

Hairdresser Wanted
Afternoons and Saturday.

Call Reger\cy Hair Stylist 253-

9526

Drivers Wanted Pays $70 to

$120 per shift. Car needed.

Dominos 256-8911

FOR SALE

1 Bedroom Apt in Puffton

Available Oct 1st

$535/month + elec. Call 549-

0455 to take over lease,

Fridge Rentals 253 -9742

Free Delivery

Feel last in this hk

FOR SALE

Computer 486/66mhz. CD
ROM, monitor, software.

Must sell $400/B0. 587-

0854

Macintosh Plus with 20mg

external hard drive, Mac
Image Writer II. Asking $350

or B/0. Call 665-7794

Himalayan Kittens

C.F.A. Registered

$175.00

(413)634-5789

Refurbished 486 Computer

for sale. 16MB RAM, 850 MB
HD, 15" monitor, WIN 95.

$499. Call ACI at (41 3)256-

1147

Computer- Macintosh
SE30 Excellent condition.

$250 Call Diana 256-8155

Big Fish Tank All equip-

ment included $40 or B/0.

549-6926

Technics SA-EX 700

Prologic Receiver w/
Jensen Center Speakers and

2 surround sound speakers.

Pioneer 100 Disc Changer

Both 1 year old. 1 year left on

CD Changer warranty. All

$600 with Fisher 15in.

woofer, used as subwoofer.

Call 549-5079

CD ROM or P.C. Speed 8X

1 year old PERFECT CONDI-

TION. $150. 256-8607

Saxophone for sale-

Vito/Alto. Good condition.

$180. Call 549-1479

FOR SALE

Waterbed $150

Futon bed/couch $100

Both full size

(413)774-5776

Dorm Fridges for sale $30-

$50 665-7991

Laptop Notebook Works
good. $150. Good for school

Call Steve (413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for

computer. Works great. Call

CPC (413J584-8857

Watch batteries, ear

piercing, eyeglass repairs,

jewelry restoration, diamond

engagements, wedding rings

Silverscape Designs, 264 N

Pleasant St, Amherst. 253-

3324 Open Daily.

FOUND
Two legal books in front of

Whitmore. If you can tell me
what they are. they're yours.

Call 565-5472

Sum of Money Found in

Campus Center Post Office

on Friday morning. Call

Maureen at 545-3502

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

CHRIS
HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Here's to getting better

with age! In our case

that sure is true!

Make a wish and tap the

keg!

Love,

Jessica

& 89 Crew!

INSTRUCTION

Guitar Lessons
Beginner-Advanced

1-888-908-8898

Call Peter (Toil-Free)

Jazz Piano Teacher
Offering Fall Lessons

Beginner to Advanced

Contact Steven Page at

253-3354

Jazz Guitar Lessons

Lear Theory Improvisation

and Technique

Joe 665-0499

Lost Watch- Ladies

Hamilton Watch. Lost on Mt.

Toby Fireroad/Trails in mid-

July. Roman numerals, black

strap. Reward. Su

(413)367-2755

Grey Hound Route 9, Hadley

area. Reward. 323-8255

MISCELLANEOUS

TAG SALE
Tag Sale Sept. 20, 8-4pm

Amherst High School Football

Team Booster Club. Amherst

Commons. Furniture, clothes,

misc items.

.

ROOM FOR RENT

1 MONTH FREE RENT
Bedroom available that

includes free heat and hot

water. Call 549-7105

Room for rent in private

home. 1 mile to UMass.

Furnished kitchen privileges

Laundry, parking, quiet,

friendly. $335/month.

Barbara 549-4853

ROOMMATE WANTED

www.movieposter.com
Vintage-Current

(416)391-0133

PERSONALS

Tim P. All to pieces. You

amaze me. M

Seeking Grad Student or

Professional to share a

large modern Northampton

apt. Great location Two bed-

room, two bath $560+. 584-

2247

Female and Male Grad

Students seek female Grad

Student for share in large,

sunny, modern post and

beam house in Wendel, with

hot tub and deck on wooded

acreage. $200 per month

inclusive, but worth much

more. Must see. About 20

minutes from UMass with no

stoplights (508)544-2688

Looking for 1 or 2 people

to share huge room in Puffton

with walk-in closet and bath-

room. 549-7203

Single Room $230/month

utilities included in 8 room

house. 549-8696

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for

free testing and assistance

549-1906

SERVICES

Questions about your

lease/security deposit deduc-

tions? Questions about sub-

letting/assigning leases?

Questions about the condi-

tion of your new house or

apartment? Contact The

Student Legal Services

Office, 922 Campus Center,

545-1995

Experienced Seamstress

Mending tailoring, alter-

ations, dressmaking, clothing

design. Call Chrysal 253-7573

Spring Break "Take 2" hir-

TRAVEL

ing reps Sell 15. Take 2 free.

Hottest destinations! Free

parties, eats, drinks

Sunsplash 1-800-426-7710.

www.sunsplashtours.com

Looking for Tl 85 Graphing

WANTED

Calculator Call Kelsey

549-9462, anytime

get your money s

worth...

CLASSIFIEDS

II sillttll

Tri Siting
invites till Universi

we're iill iibon

sisterhood, leihL

moil. Sept. J.

lues. Sept. 2 >'

weds. Sent. 24

iiillltUl 1

fin more hlf

lillhs (« 5 16

mi
> ami

162 >'

Personals Policy Rates Standard Headings
I Ajl personal* MUST b* proofread by Collegian tlas-

mied errmkrvees before payment and acceptance oi

the claimed
I La* names MAY NOT be used m personal*. ONLY

first name* and initial* are allowed The only e«*f>
tion* are for birthday or congratulations personals in

which case the full name may be used.

I Phone number* are not allowed in personals N< >

EXCEPTIONS
4 Addresses are not allowed in per*onals thi* means

dorm room numbets as well

5. Personal* «f a threatening or derogatory nature are

not accflfiaWe Personals or a vindictive or libelous

nature Are not acceptable Personal* mav not be

used foi the purpose of hara**ment

6. Profanity may not be used in personals

7. The personal* section is for personals only The per-

gonals section may NOT be used to sell items, seek

ntes advertise meeting*, etc .

8 Ml personals must have the name, signature, and

UMass ID number of the iludent placing Ihe as

filled in on the insertion order. Non students must

provide » valid driver's li< ense and the license num-

ber must be recorded on the insertion order. Use of

lalse identituation or MimpHMMlfM ls subject to

penalties under the law

9 The CorJegian reserves the right to MfctM

My personal that does not meet the C ollegun - KM
dard* in accordance with the statutes of the

Commonwealth ot MMJM h

Students

20<£ per word/day

All others

40 <£ per word/day

$2.00
min./day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and

legibly. We are not responsible lor errors result-

ing from illegible handwriting Of type

ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMBUTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT
ENTERTAINMENT

FOR SALE
FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

FRIDAY, SEPT. 19

Meeting Male sur-

vivors of abuse and trauma

peer support group. Free,

facilitated drop-in group
for male survivors, from
7-8:30 p.m. at the Men's

Resource Center, 30
Boltwood Walk, Amherst.

This is a closed group for

male survivors only.

Service — Kesher
(reform) Shabbat Service. 6

p.m. at the Hillel House.

All are welcome.

SATURDAY. SEPT. 20

Comedy — There will be

a free improv comedy show
at 8 p.m. in the Campus

Center, room 163.

Service — Morning ser-

vice. 10 a.m. at the Hillel

House. All are welcome.

Meeting — Yiddish Club

Meeting and National

Yiddish Book Center Trip.

Brunch at the Hillel House

at 1 1 :30 a.m. and Book
Center Trip at noon. Come
and learn about Yiddish

language, culture, and
experience.

SUNDAY, SEPT. 21

Meeting — Amherst
Men's General Support
Group 7-9 p.m. Free, facili-

tated drop-in group for

men. Everyone welcome.

Men's Resource Center, 30

Boltwood Walk, Amherst.

Service — The United
Christian Foundation cam-

pus ministry invites all stu-

dents to worship at North

Congregational Church, on

the corner of Pine and
North Pleasant Streets in

North Amherst, at 10 a.m.

All are welcome.

NOTICES

Bike registration —
Prevent theft by registering

your bicycle from 10

a.m.-2 p.m. at the Student

Union circle.

Internships —
Environmental internships

offered. Campaigns this

semester include: Hunger
and Homelessness,
Pesticides, Endangered
Species, Updated Bottle Bill

and Campaign Finance

Reform. Looking for moti-

vated students to take lead-

ership positions. Call

MassPIRG at 545-0199 or

stop by 423A Student

Union.

Student government —
Nominations papers for the

Undergraduate Student
Senate will be made avail-

able in the Student
Government Association

office, located in the

Student Union, room 420.

Nominations close today at

5 p.m. If there are any

questions, please contact

Jodi Bailey at 545- 0342.

FYls are public service

announcements print-

ed daily. To submit an

FYI, please send a

press release contain-

ing all pertinent infor-

mation, including the

name and phone
number of the con-

tact person to the

Collegian, c/o the

Managing Editor by
noon the previous

day.
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Horoscopes
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Scpt. 22) —

You will be attracted to an unusual

form of physical activity today. You
may find it impossible to explain

what is happening.

LIBRA <Sepl. 23-Ocl. 22) — You
may prove a slow starter today, but

once you get going you're likely to

outperform even those who are

known for getting things done quick-

ly.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) -

1 1 is important that you talk about

how you feel today, and discuss with

those around you ways to improve

interaction and cooperation.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — You are after mnething more

fulfilling than routine endeavors.

Throughout the day. explore options

presented by those around sou.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)

— What you do on your own u>day

is likely to have great value, and you

must work hard to advertise *OW
accomplishments so they are

acknowledged.

AQUARIUS (|an. 20-Feb. 18) -

Indecision has the potential to ruin

your whole day. Even acting prema-

turely and making an error as a

result is preferable at this time.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) —
You can enjoy far more relaxing

activities today than expected,

thanks to someone who allows you

to follow a rather unconventional

course.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
You will have much to remember

today, not only for the sake of nostal-

gia, but also because there are so

many details to keep track of now.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
You are going to have to make up

your mind early today if you expect

to proceed according to schedule.

Two plans compete for your favor.

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20)

Today, you are likely encounter

someone who knows how to take

care of you bettc than you do!

Consider deepening this relationship.

CANCER (|une 21-|uly 22)

You will feel a strong attraction to

someone who does not plan to grant

you any leeway at this time. Any
relationship may prove a struggle.

LEO (|uly 23-Aug. 22) — If it s

equality you're after, you may be dis-

appointed today. Still, you can be

satisfied with being an underling,

provided you have some authority.

Close to Home By John McPherson

Ouote of the Day
44 Milk is for babies* when you

grow up you have to drink

beer! W
-Arnold Schwarzenegger

1975

Today's P.C. Menu
Caff 343-3426 for mmrm MMMaOfl

"It's the latest version of the stress test We'll

monitor your heart rate as you try to feed

these seven hungry babies with just one bottle."

ACROSS
1 Lucre
5 Marry tn haste
10 Lickety-splri

14 Vile

15 Part of aiacket
16 Entr

1—

:

intermission

17 Fictional captain

18 Reflection

19 Easier said —
done

20 Describing some
storms

22 Patron
?4 Luau tare

25 Molecule part

26 Rise
29 Japanese grill

33 Necklace parts

34 Toast topper

36 Actor Chaney
37 Hockey great

38 Atlantic, e.g.

39 Roe
40 Pair

41 Libya's neighbor

42 Weighed down
44 Hug
47 Muss
48 China/Russia

divider

49 Hearmg organ

50 Short snooze
53 Pasta chee-.o

58 Psyche parts

59 Solo

61 A Chaplin

62 letterman's

nval

63 Middays
64 Downtown

Chicago
65 Swarm (with)

66 Oil industry city

67 Sicilian volcano

DOWN
1 Conlmed
2 "if - l Should

Leave You'

3 VlP's car

4 Failed

5 Call forth

6 Buddhist monk
/ Fiery stone

8 Wooden pin

9 November
event

10 Daughter of

Mohammed
1

1

Feel sore

1

2

OHie s partner

13 Backpacker's
need

21 Charged
particles

23 Tennis shot

25 In the lead

?6 Residence
27 Antitoxin

28 Chocolate
substitute

30 I umps ot clay

PREVIOUS PUZ2LE SOLVED

Franklin

LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Tuna Noodle Casserole

Pizza

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

Spaghetti, Sausage and Sauce

Tofu Fajita

Quarter pound Burger

Worcester
LUNCH

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Sloppy )oe

Spaghetti/Tomato Sauce

Vegan Sloppy |oe and Grilled Cheese

DINNER
Chicken Fajita; 3 Cheese Macaroni

Tri-Bean Casserole

Pastabilities

Italian Sweet Sausage/Grinder Roll
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31 Hut
32 Silly

34 Yellow pigment
35 Meadow
38 Junk-mail

addressee
42 Garden soil

43 Halo
45 Mel Gibson

movie
46 MDs' group
47 Mother —
50 Ancient

inhabitant of

United ruature Sydicele

Britain

51 "The African

Queen"
scriptwriter

52 Dial —
53 Natatonum
54 Beattie and

Reinking

55 Carbon deposit

56 Soon
5/ California wine

valley

60 Comedian
Coslello

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Handcut Cod Sub

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

Baked Fish with Herb Stuffing

Berkshire
LUNCH

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Sloppy |oe

Spaghetti/Tomato Sauce

Vegan Sloppy |oe and Grilled Cheese

DINNER
Chicken Fajita and Duchess Meat Pie

Tri Bean Casserole

Pastabilities

Italian Sweet Sausage/Grinder Roll
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One time for

the English

football mind
Here we go. here we go. here we

go-
Like a distant cheer that inches

into your cranial cavity from the col-

lective gobs of a ravenously drunken

crowd, once again it's time to talk

football — real football, that is.

Whether its the NFL, Div. I-A. or the

Div. 1-FF that our Minutemen stake

claim to, all those unsanctimonious dis-

plays of the real game pale in compari-

son to the one actually played with your

feet; more specifically. England and the

FA Carling Premiership.

Jorma Kansancn

It sounds royal and magnificent,

just say it one time...

The FA Carling Premiership.

It has been a very interesting start

to the Premiership season, with bod-

ies colliding more than in a mosh pit

at a Rage Against The Machine show.

Liverpool's Robbie "Wunderkind"

Fowler has been absent from the top

goal scorers list after a stellar

32-goal campaign last season due to

a knee injury, and former Manchester

United star Paul Ince has returned to

the Moothah-land from Inter Milan

of Serie A — but to don the colors of

the scousahs (Liverpool, for all you

non-believers).

Anyways, another young phenom
has hit the pitch at Anfield, and

1 7-year-old Michael Owen has begun

to make the Liver-pudlians forget

about Fowler. But, not so fast...

Liverpool has started slow out of

the gate, and some of my insiders

here in the Valley rumor that coach

Ray Evans is gone by the New Year if

things don't tum around faster than a

cabbie in the bad part of Merseyside.

But 1 can't be bothered with the

scousahs!

Let's talk about the real team of the

English Northwest — Manchester

United. In an age of huge salaries

(believe me, overspending is not

indigenous to the good ole U.S.A.),

the Reds have kept their salaries man-

ageable, while also putting on the Old

Trafford pitch the best the

Anglo-Irish soccer world has to offer.

Teams such as Arsenal and
Chelsea have heavily dipped into the

burgeoning international pool of tal-

ent, with the Gunners picking up
Dutch international Marc Overmars

from Ajax of Amsterdam over the

summer for £7 million (yeah, that

sounds as big as it is, about $10 mil-

lion dollars), joining fellow clog-head

Dennis Bergkamp in Highbury.

Since Ruud Gullit's takeover at

Chelsea, the former Agent Orange

midfielder has signed a few Italian

internationals from past and present,

like Gianluca Vialli (who is in the

top five in goal scoring while mainly

coming off the bench) and

Gianfranco Zola. All quality players,

but you look at the table, and
Man-United is still at the top.

Coach Alex Ferguson might have

the personality of a cold, wet noodle

(and I still can't understand a bloody

word he says), but he has pieced

together a side reeling after the early

retirement of Eric "Ooh Aah"
Cantona at the end of last season's

second straight championship run.

The Reds have allowed only one

goal past goalkeeper Peter Schmeichel

this season, while scoring 10 goals.

and stand at a 5-0-1 record going into

this weekend. In their first round

Group B Champions League match

against FC Kosice in Slovakia on

Wednesday night, Man-United blew

past Kosice 3-0, using a Terry

Venables'-esque 4-3-2-1 formation.

They now face luventus on Oct. 1 in a

rematch of last season's Champions

League thriller at Old Trafford.

The roll the Reds are on is amazing

considering the departure of

Cantona. and the fact the best club in

the Moothah-land is doing it with

their own players. Only the Czech

Republics' Karel Poborsky and
Holland's Schmeichel are making an

impact from the continent.

Irish international Roy Keane can

be considered one of the best central

midfielders in the European game,

and David Beckham (who gets more

shags than a bedroom carpet), Paul

Scholes and the Neville Brothers,

Gary and Phil, are young stars for

the English national team.

Even though Welshman Ryan Giggs

has been hampered by injuries.

Ireland's Denis Irwin has picked up

the slack on the left flank, picking, up

a goal in the 3-0 win over FC Kosice.

And. the only major signing for

Man-United was a home boy as well

— English international Teddy
Shcringham from the Tottenham
Hotspurs for £3.5 million.

Combined with the coaching of

Ferguson, a Scotsman, and the Reds

arc the jewel of the Anglo Isles. All thi-

and a bag of crisps... I say. But, you

better make them salt and vinegar,

with a pint of Boddington's on the

side, please.

forma Kansanen is a Collegian

columnist.
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Castma suddenly defeats UNH
Butler, Castma duo will be needed as they face BU tomorrow

By Jackie Leroux

Collegian Staff

THANC VO ) COLLEGIAN

junior Carmelo Garcia and the Minutemen beat No. 22 New Hampshire

-1 Wednesday night to remain undefeated.

Call them the perfect pair. Call them the dynamic duo.

Call them a match made in heaven. Call them what you

will, because however you put it, the combination of

senior midfielder loenal Castma and senior forward Mike

Butler is a winning one lor the Massachusetts men's soc-

cer team.

Last Saturday, Butler scored the game-winning goal for

UMass in a match against Maine that went into

sudden-death overtime.

Butler brought the Black Bears to their knees and the

home crowd to its feet when he hit the

12-yarder with just six seconds to go.

On Wednesday Castma performed the

same magic when he nailed the game-win-

ning goal in a match against No. 22 New
Hampshire.

With the score tied at one goal apiece, Castma wasted

no time in pulling out his bag of tricks. Merely 10 seconds

into sudden-death overtime he scored on UNH goal keep-

er Mitch Osman. The score kept the Minutemen undefeat-

ed, pushing their record to 3-0-1.

The Wildcats had the lead for the first half of the game,

when Jeff Rothlein scored at the 20:36 mark. Finally at

84:17 freshman phenom Seth Lilburn tallied a goal at the

short side to tie things up and send the game into over-

time.

UMass was outshot by UNH 7-5, but took 1 1 corner

kicks to the Wildcats' six. Minuteman keeper Todd

Fowler had four saves on the day, as did his counterpart

Massachusetts

Northeastern

Osman. ,, ...
Castrnas goal was his first of the season. He had been

unable to produce much of anything in UMass' previous

games. It looks as if the Minutemen will have their old

one- two punch of Castma and Butler back in full

swing. . . .

The team will need that one-two punch along with a

solid effort from everyone else on the team when they

take on the Terriers of Boston University in a double-

header soccer performance tomorrow at Totman Field.

After the UMass women's soccer squad plays Colorado,

the men take on the Terriers at 2:00 p.m. No. 9-ranked

B.U.. a member of America East, will be an imposing

opponent for the Minutemen.

The Terriers are coming into Saturday's

game with a 4-1-1 overall record, and a

1-0-0 conference record. They are return-

ing from a disappointing trip to San Diego,

where they played in the Diadora Cup. B.U.

fell 3-0 to Cal-State Fullerton, and took a 1-1 overtime

tie against San Diego.

Nevertheless, they are a daunting team and will look to

change their luck against UMass.

The Terriers have ten returning starters this year. Head

coach Neil Roberts has a 160-51-25 career record at

B.U., and finished last season at 10-7-1. This year they

have been led by Terriers Sigurd Falen and Nick Bone,

each with three goals apiece.

Boston University has outscored its opponents 12-8

this season, and put up 76 shots to opponents' 69. Keith

UMass to Duke it out at JMU
Minutemen face big challenge

to avoid Hodges' worst start

By Jonathan M. Place

Collegian Staff

If we travel through time and take

a look at the history between the

football teams of Massachusetts

(0-2) and lames Madison University

(1-1), things are cooking up for this

weekend. Five times these two

schools have clashed, and the

Minutemen hold a 3-2 lead over the

Dukes.

Neither school has won two
games in a row against each other,

alternating wins since 1986 —
UMass took the

Football

Massachusetts
@

James Madison

last meeting in

1993, so it's

almost as if it's

IMU's turn.

If the

Minutemen
don't win on
Saturday, it will

be the worst
start in the Mike

Hodges era and
the first 0-3 start for UMass since

1987.

Tomorrow. UMass travels down
to Harrisonburg, Va. to kick off the

first game against the Dukes in four

years. The game is scheduled to

start at 6 p.m. at Bridgeforth

Stadium.

The last time these two teams met
— 1993 in Amherst — UMass won,

33-10. That season was the last

time the Minutemen finished more

than one game over .500 (8-3).

The only time the Minutemen
have ever traveled down to

Harrisonburg and won was during

the first-ever meeting in 1986.

when UMass won a nail-biter.

16-14.

Marcel Shipp. the freshman tail-

back who has been the brightest

spot for UMass this season, is

expected to start against the Dukes.

He has rushed for 78 yards thus far

with a 20-yard touchdown run.

However, the speedy tailback has

only carried the ball 1 1 times in two

games.

|amie Holston will again start at

the fullback position for the injured

Matt lordan. who will be slowly

inserted into the running rotation

and may platoon with Holston

tomorrow night.

The big question is sophomore
quarterback |eff Smith. It may be

too early to put

mnmmnBmBIBmmi Smith back into

the mix after a

concussion he

sustained during

the Maine game.
True freshman
Ed Campbell may
see time as

Smith's back-up
since senior

back-up quarter-

back Anthony Catterton is also

injured.

Smith's practice time has been

limited and a banged up offensive

line may not be able to give him the

protection he needs to stay in for the

whole game against the Dukes.

"He still had a headache Monday

morning but was all right by the

afternoon," Hodges said. "He didn't

practice Monday because we have a

rule here that says players must be

symptom-free for 24 hours before

they can practice."

The anemic UMass offense has

only scored two touchdowns all sea-

son. Kerry Taylor caught the only

receiving touchdown in the loss to

Richmond, while Shipp ran in for

UMass' only rushing touchdown in

Turn to FOOTBALL, page 7
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Matt Jordan will try to give the UMass offense a boost this weekend as

the try to post win No. 1 in 1997.

No. 1 7 Minutewomen try to tame Huskies

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts field

hockey team faces its fourth

game in a row on the road

tomorrow. when the

Minutewomen travel to Boston

to take on Northeastern at I

p.m. at Parsons Field.

The challenge is a stiff one

for No. 17 UMass. a team that

has dropped its last two games
— a 2-1 overtime loss to No. 4 emommoeemsiamoi

lames Madison on Sunday and

Wednesday's 3-0 defeat at unranked Yale.

Northeastern, meanwhile, has had a rough start

to its post- final four season. Last year, the Huskies

defeated the Minutewomen in the opening round of

the NCAA tournament, before advancing to the

semi-finals, where they lost to eventual champion

Field Hockey

Massachusetts
@

Northeastern

Saturda

North Carolina.

Northeastern opened its season with a 1-0 loss

to Syracuse, a 3-0 win over William & Mary and

a 5-0 beating at the hands of

No. 1 Old Dominion.

But the Huskies are not the

same team that made a run for

the title last year. A damaging
graduation crunch left some
sizeable holes in the NU
line-up. All-America Regina

Carl and All-Northeast Region

All-Americas Katie West and

Ml Haiko are key components
from last year's squad are all

gone from the roster.

Among the players who do remain. Heidi Benson

and Kerri Bettenhauser have the team's only goals.

Benson has two to her credit. |en White has taken

charge of getting her teammates the ball, as she has

racked up three assists. Holly Holmberg has one.

ay.

The Minutewomen did not see any change in

their season point totals after Wednesday's game

at Yale. Erica lohnston still leads the team in goals

and points, with seven and I 5. respectively.

lunior Vicky Browne has keyed the team's transi-

tion game at center midfield, and has recorded

three goals and four assists on the season.

Chris Millbauer and Courtney MacLean have

each gotten into the scoring mix as well. Millbauer

has collected three goals, while MacLean has a

pair.

Wednesday afternoon at Yale, the Minutewomen

fell victim to the Bulldogs, 3-0, in UMass' first

game on natural grass since November of last year

(when UMass played Yale in the Minutewomcn's

final game at Totman Field).

Bulldog goalie Courtney Lane was a stalwart in

the cage, turning back 24 UMass shots.

Erica lohnston fired off 10 shots to lead a UMass

Turn to FIELD HOCKEY, page 7

Line of the Da> Also Today

"See, I told you Texas was a

basketball school.

"

— Texas basketball coach Tom Penders, referring

to the football team's 66-3 loss to UCLA on

Saturday.

55*5

• Women's Soccer,

hosts Colorado...
page 7

• Volleyball, serves

against Dayton...

page 7

• Men's XC, runnin'

in the woods... page
7

• Women's XC, in

Vermont too... page 7

Turn to MEN'S SOCCER, page 7

"But the Duquette Sox

haven't done anything at

the major league level. In

fact, they look a lot like

the Lou Gorman Sox.
"

Loss of Mo
would be a

Dan shame
All of a sudden, Mo Vaughn's

being booed in Boston.

The 1995 AL MVP, the man who
has been the heart and soul of the Red

Sox in the 1990s ta decade that has

not been kind to either the Sox or their

Fenway faithful) received the Bronx

cheer from Red Sox nation Wednesday

night after ripping the organization in

the Boston Globe for failing to give

him a contract extension equal with

that of other players of his ability. It

has been reported that the Red Sox

will get rid of Vaughn unless he takes a

"hometown discount" to stay in

Boston, but Mo won't back down.

How can anyone blame him?

Luke Meredith

Dan Duquette was brought in a few

years back to "modernize" the Red Sox

organization — an organization often

accused of being a "country club" in

the past. And so he did, upgrading the

minor league system with quality talent

that will supposedly save the Sox.

Someday.

But the Duquette Sox haven't done

anything at the major league level. In

fact, they look a lot like the Lou
Gorman Sox. Inadequate pitching,

horrid defense and an offense that

hits like a college team but can't com-

pensate for horrible mound work.

But don't blame a lack of talent.

The Sox have had players like Jose

Canseco. Roger Clemens, |ohn

Valentin and Vaughn pass through

Fenway in the past few years. And

next year, they'll all be gone. Why?
Danny Boy.

I find it hard to see Mo as the bad

guy, knowing Duquette's history of

low-balling his stars. Danny Boy fired

the one manager that the players liked,

Kevin Kennedy, because he didn't like

him. He reasoned that Clemens was

washed-up. and offered him a contract

that was so insulting that Clemens to

this day just might kick Danny Boy's

butt if he met him in a dark alley.

Clemens will win his fourth Cy

Young next month.

lose? You might have hated him.

but he produced in his two seasons in

Boston. No way do the Sox win the

AL East in 1995 without Canseco.

lose left Boston cursing Danny B.

Valentin? Danny went over the

manager's head and pushed |ohn V. to

second, to make way for Nomar
Garciaparra. Yeah, it was the right

move, but the diplomacy with which

Danny handled it has left lohnny V.

looking elsewhere for 1998.

That's what it comes down to.

Respect for your employees. Anybody

in the business sector knows that

"contented cows make better milk."

Well, contented Mo's hit more home

runs.

Contented Mo's also stay in town.

Vaughn has been nothing but a ble-s

ing for the Red Sox since he came up.

which isn't exactly easy to accomplish

in Boston. Vaughn won over fans favor

in a city that hasn't always embraced

its black athletes. He has also produced

on the field, something his .317 aver-

age and 33 home runs this season

attest to. All he's asking is "Gary
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"Tell

me lies"

Fleetwood Mac
reunited on the 20th

anniversary of their

influential album,
Rumours, tor a concert

the Meadows in

Hartford. Check inside

for our review (see

Arts & Living, page 8).

Dukes sneak

by UMass
Despite shutting

out James Madison
in trie second half,

Khan Samuel and
the Massachusetts
football team lost to

the Dukes 13-10 on

Saturday (see Sports,

page 1 2).

WORLD

Six dead in London

after train wreck

LONDON (AP) — Huge cranes

maneuvered into position Saturday

at Southall station in west London

to shift the crushed and mangled
cars of a train wreck that killed six

people and injured at least 1 SO.

Police teams searched through

piles of twisted metal for clues

about why a mainline passenger

train from western Britain collided

with a freight train Friday after-

noon.

The site was declared a crime

scene, so workers had to wait until

officers completed a minute day-

light search before the cranes

could be used to move the wreck-

age and free the rail line for week-

end traffic.

The driver of the passenger train

had been arrested by British

Transport Police and questioned

about the crash before being
released on bail overnight. He
remained under investigation for a

possible manslaughter charge.

Police said the driver, whose identi-

ty was not released, had passed an

alcohol breath test. Service was
suspended until wreckage strewn

across the rail line could be

cleared. Two mangled passenger

cars lay on their sides and a third

sat piggyback on freight cars.

NATION

Officer dies

in taped shooting

BOISE, Idaho (AP) — A police offi-

cer was killed, a second wounded
and two suspects shot to death in a

gunfight outside a tavern early

Saturday that was captured on audio-

tape.

The young officer killed was the

first to die in the line of duty in the

department's history. The second

officer's injuries were not life-threat-

ening.

"This didn't have to happen,"
Police Chief Larry Paulson said at a

Saturday morning news conference

as officers wept in the lobby nearby.

The department said later in the

day one officer died while undergo-

ing surgery at a hospital. The second

officer was listed in stable condition.

Neither the dead nor the wounded
were immediately identified, but

Paulson said the conflict began when
two officers stopped a suspicious

vehicle at about 1 :20 a.m. One of the

officers made the tape.

On the tape, an officer can be

heard telling the driver to get out of

the car, raise his arms and lift his jack-

et up. Then there was a yell, "Look

out!" and a series of gunshots.

Seconds later, someone screams,

"Officer down!"
Another voice yells, "Help! Don't

shoot us..."

Officers can be heard calling for an

ambulance and trying to calm one of

the wounded lawmen.

"Where' re ya shot, buddy?" one

officer asks.
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Bulger inducted; over $4 million raised
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By Tamar Carroll

Collegian Staff
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William M. Bulger was formally

installed as president of the University

of Massachusetts last Thursday, Sept.

18, in a day filled with both ceremony

and the most successful fundraising

the University system has ever experi-

enced.

At the official installation ceremo-

ny, held at 1 1:30 a.m. at Fanueil Hall.

Robert S. Karam. chairman of the

Board of Trustees, welcomed the

many government and faculty repre-

sentatives in the audience.

"This is indeed a special day, as we

officially honor our leader, a man who
has made a lifelong commitment to

learning and to building the

Commonwealth," Karam said.

After several speeches, including an

address in Latin by |on Westling, the

president of Boston University, Karam

and Acting Governor Paul Cellucci

presented the 63-year-old Bulger with

the symbols of office, the President's

Medal and the University Mace.

"Your vision is this University's

future." Cellucci said to Bulger. "I pre-

sent to you this medallion, the symbol

of the President's Office."

In his inaugural speech. Bulger

called for a renewed focus on the

Humanities and emphasized the value

of education for its own sake.

"I perceive the ideal of the

University to be the pursuit of knowl-

edge as an end in itself." Bulger said.

"Universities are the fountainhead of

the Humanities... the building blocks

upon which we must structure the

ideal of knowledge."

Bulger said that it is the study of the

Humanities which sustains people

during the "dark times" in their lives,

and that it is the responsibility of the

University to instill in its students an

appreciation for the Humanities.

"We should strive unremittingly to

prepare a student body ever sensitive

to the teachings of the Humanities.

The Humanities provide the ennobling

grace essential to our lives," Bulger

said. "We must prepare our students

for life, not merely a living."

The induction was followed by a

luncheon at the |ohn F. Kennedy
Library, attended by Cardinal Bernard

Law, the archbishop of Boston, Senate

President Thomas F. Birmingham,
House Speaker Thomas Finneran and

Huston Mayor Thomas M. Menino,

among others.

Fundraising gala at Symphony Hall

nets $4 million

The day-long celebration was com-

pleted with a black-tie dinner recep-

tion at Symphony Hall which featured

Pulitzer Prize winning author and his-

torian David McCullough.

McCullogh read an original pas-

sage for the occasion, highlighting

the long history of public education

in the Commonwealth and stressing

the importance of continued support

for public higher education in the

state.

"The teacher is our most important

citizen. Who else does more important

work?" McCullough asked. "How we
spend our money is a very' good indi-

cation of our society. What do we care

about, really? We in Massachusetts

have the chance to be an example for

the world of great, strong leadership

in public education."

Two alumni, lack Smith and lack

Welch, were recognized at the gala as

the first recipients of the President's

Medal. The medals are in recognition

of the pursuit of excellence and the

reflection of the University's high

ideals, and will be awarded annually.

"We are awarding the President's

Medal for the first time this year,"

Bulger said. "These two alumni are

models of perseverance, competence

and the various high ideals of the

University. We applaud them for their

achievements and express our grati-

tude to them for their shining exam-

ple."

TAMAR CARROLL I COLLEGIAN

William M. Bulger celebrates at Symphony Hall after his official induction as president of the UMass system last

Thursday.

Smith, the CEO and president of

General Motors Corporation, graduat-

ed with a bachelor of business admin-

istration degree from UMass Amherst

in 1960 and sits on the Chancellor's

Executive Committee.

Welch, the CEO of General Electric

Company, graduated with a B.S.

degree in chemical engineering from

UMass Amherst in 1957 and is a for-

mer chairman of the National

Academy of Engineering.

Both men were recently included in

Time Magazine's list of the 10 most

powerful people in America.

A scholarship fund of $500,000
was also established in each man's

name.

The gala itself served as a major

fundraiser for the University's scholar-

ship fund. The $10,000-a-table event

raised $2.5 million, which will garner

an additional $300,000 from the state

under the matching funds program in

which the Legislature matches a por-

tion of all private donations to the

University.

In a surprise announcement during

the gala, Board of Trustee member
Charles Hoff pledged $1 million for

ihe scholarship fund, bringing the

total for the evening to over $4 million

for student scholarships.

Bulger thanked the audience mem-

Turn to BULGER page 2

Women of Color hold reception
By Aliano E. Todmcn
Col'egian Staff

On September 18. the Women of Color Program held

its Fifth Annual Reception. Alexandria Deschamps.

who gave opening remarks, began the reception with a

brief explanation of how the Women of Color Program

began.

Proposed in 1993. the Women of Color Program was

a result of students, faculty and staff who wanted

women of color's issues to be addressed

Deschamps spoke about the power of their voices.

"Power has always been ours and has been denied to

us," she said. She urged everyone in the room to use the

power that is within each person to lift up themselves, as

well as each other.

Saving that without a vision the people will perish,

Deschamps pointed to the student choir Voices of

Today, as a sign of hope.

Voices of Today stunned the audience as they recited

poetry and music, based on personal experience and feel-

ing.

"People don't change things until they feel they can

change things... music is important, it nurtures the spir-

it." lane Sapp. the director of Voices of Today, said.

Sapp allows the students to use arts to express their

vision in their after-school program. With an at risk

group of students between the ages of 11 and 15. she-

was able to put their words to music.

The influence of women of color voicing their words

was the consistent focus throughout the night. Speaker

Lisa Scott-Crompt reiterated the idea of women being

allies with one another.

Purposely planned, there was a formal open micro-

phone where am student, faculty or staff could make

comments or announcements.

Ruth Carey, of the Mather Career Center, voiced her

concerns of students using the Career Center for intern-

ships and career job placement.

She also spoke of the planned hopes of adding seven

new people of color to the staff. Lastly. Carey spoke of

the missed opportunities that students of color

encounter because oi the lack of usage of the Career

Center.

Lia Wong, president of the student body, also

expressed her views. One comment she made was that

the ALANA caucus could have a very strong voice on

campus. She also went on to say that besides the caucus.

White House fund-raising

could receive special probe

By Ron Foornier

Associated Press

Turn to WOMEN, page 2

SAN CARLOS. Calif. (AP) —
Attorney General |anet Reno has

taken a first step toward naming a

special prosecutor to investigate

President Clinton's 1996 fund-raising

activities. The president's lawyers

insisted Saturday no laws were bro-

ken

The lustice Department opened a

30-day review of Clinton's involve-

ment in campaign money raising irreg-

ularities in the last day or two, offi-

cials said. The White House was noti-

fied on Friday. Reno must now deter-

mine whether to launch a more exten-

sive. 90-day investigation that could

lead to her requesting the appoint-

ment of a special prosecutor.

During this 30-day review.

Clinton's attorneys hope to convince

the lustice Department there is not

enough evidence against him to even

begin the 90-day review.

"The Justice Department is review-

ing whether allegations that the presi-

dent illegally solicited campaign con-

tributions on federal property should

warrant a preliminary inquiry under

the independent counsel act," lustice

Department spokesman Myron Marlin

said. A similar initial review is already

under way in the case of Vice

President Al Gore.

"We understand the Department of

lustice is in the process of determining

whether a preliminary investigation is

warranted." said White House attor-

ney Lanny Davis. "We are cooperating

and will continue to cooperate with

the Department of lustice to ensure

Turn to PROBE, page 2

Money raised for Amherst Typewriter

By Sarah J. Kimmel

Collegian Staff

Turn to LUKE, page 7
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Mother Earth calls to her beloved natives
Robert Angus of Connecticut and SAM. Paddlefoot, with the Florida

Eastern Band Cherekee of Vermont, await the pow wow celebration dance,

partly sponsored by the UMass Native American Association, on Saturday

at the Campus Pond.

The window in front of Amherst Typewriter and

Computer on Amity Street will be repaired this week,

thanks to the help of countless Amherst residents

who have given money and support to store owner

Robert Green.

On Sunday. Sept. 14, an eyewitness wishing not to

be identified reported seeing three white males shat-

ter the front window of Amherst Typewriter. The

vandals also smeared feces on the storefront, stole a

notebook computer worth $ I 50 and broke a laptop

computer worth $400. The estimated cost of damage

is over $1000. This money would have had to come

out ol Green'l pocket because his insurance coverage

did not begin until the Tuesday after the incident.

The majority of the funding that will go toward the

repairs was raised by a bake sale held on Amheist

Common on Saturday. Donations from 26 local

restaurants and vendors were sold and raffled off to

raise $1 . 1 79 that will help renovate the store.

This bake sale was the brainchild of two local

women. Treb Patane and Ann King heard about the

vandalizing of Amherst Typewriter in the Hampshire

Gazette and decided to attend a meeting of Not In

Our Town (NIOT). NIOT is a group made up of

members of the Amherst community who are con-

cerned with the condition of the town of Amherst.

"One part of it (the bake sale) was started by

wanting to help Mr. Green." Patane said. "We are

concerned that this is the worst -eason we have seen

since the kid- have come back. We want to bring the

town back to an even keel

Recently there have been several other vandalism

eaves in town. Zanna had its window broken by a

brick and Donatello's reported that plants have been

stolen from outside of the store front.

"There have been stabhings here... I am so con-

cerned that it is from all the parties and alcohol,"

King said.

The duo planned the fundraiser in a matter of

three days. The bake sale was BO successful that they

ran out of the baked BOOOS in onlv three hours, how-

ever, they did not quit there The volunteers drove

over to Farmer's Market and asked for donations. In

half an hour the tables on the Common were covered

with farmstand vegetables.

Roughly 10 people worked the tables, some who

began at 9 a.m. and stayed through to the end. Riki

Hing is one of those people.

"I hope that the town officials and the police will

say that they will take a much stronger stance and

that they will not tolerate racism," Hing said.

Hing is not the only person calling this a racially

motivated offense. However, Green, an

African-American, said he is not sure it was a racial

incident.

"People today like to play the race card." said

Green. "I don't like that. Nobody knows what hap-

pened or the motive. It could just be obnoxious peo-

ple... The witness saw three tall white guys, that tits

50 percent of the local population Pulling race into

it diminishes the main point. People should focus on

the crime."

Green emphasized that his color doe- not deter-

mine his feelings.

"This would have bothered me anyway... it's the

same impact as a human being."

Green also said that his hope is to forget about t he-

whole incident once the window is repaired.

"I'm tired of the whole thing and I wish it would

go away... If the motive was to humiliate me. it

worked, but only for a little while." Green said.

Several community members have stopped into

Amherst Typewriter to support Green

"The community itself has been coming by and

making personal donations," Green said.

He told a story of an elderly woman who Deseed b\

the store on her way to the Amherst Cinema.

"She remembered me from 15 years BfO," Green

said. "She gave me a dollar, she BM -he would have-

given me more, but she wanted to have enough to get

into the movie."

These efforts to help have rekindled Green's, and

his Hippo*>0TS', faith in humanity.

"The outpouring of the community has been unbe-

lievable," King said.

"This has given me a new confidence in humanity

and a new perspective on life." Green said.
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Nike , Reebok shoe reps

deny sweatshop allegations

concerning Asian factories

By Verena Dobnik

Associated Press

NEW YORK — Subcontractors

making shoes in China for Nike and

Reebok use workers a^ \ounp as 13

who earn as little as 10 cents an hour

toiling up to 17 hours daily in

enforced silence, independent
observers charge.

The motive of the two American
companiev i>: "Where in the world can

we find the cheapest labor — even if

it's in the most repressed c ; n.uin-

stances?" said Medea Benjamin of

Global Exchange, a watchdog group

that provided a study of the Chinese

factories to The Associated 9a
N'.ke has used human right- activist

Andrew Young to "whitewash" abu-

sive working conditions not only in

China, but also in Vietnam and
Indonesia, said Benjamin, co-director

of the private, nonprofit San
Francisco-based group, which has an

office in New York.

Young insists he WW no sweatshop

conditions when he toured plants

making Nike shoes. Nike said the

report was erroneous and Reebok said

it monitors work records at the plants

making its shoes.

Nike, the world's No. 1 athletic

shoe manufacturer, has been accused

by human rights groups of running

overseas sweatshop-. Clothing makers

also have come under fire for condi-

tions at factories elsewhere in Asia

Global Exchange is acting for two

human rights organizations in Hong
Kong that interviewed scores of work-

ers from lour major sports riXM sub-

contractors in China's southern Pearl

River Delta. The four factories, which

employ at least 80,000 people, were

monitored in 1999 and again in |une

and My 1997.

The subcontractors at all four sites

are violating not only "the most basic-

tenets of Chinese labor law, theyYe

also flagrantly violating (Nike's and

Reebok's) own codes of conduct."

which the companies formulated to

regulate their practices overseas, Chan

Ka Wai, assistant director of Hong
Kong Christian Industrial Committee,

said Saturday.

The 30-year-old private, nonprofit

group wrote the report with Hong
Kong-based Asia Monitor Resource

Centre. The two groups are funded by

church groups and private donations

worldwide. Chan said. At the Wellco

plant in Dongguan County near Hong
Kong, owned by a Korean subcontrac-

tor for Nike, people as young as 1

3

reportedly were doing sewing and cut-

ting work, workers said.

Chinese labor law says no child

under 16 may work in a factory, the

report said.

Researchers said talking during

work was not allowed, with violators

fined $1 .20 to $3.60. according to the

report.

It said that at the nearby

Taiwanese-owned Nority plant that

makes Reebok shoes, workers were

paid only $1 .20 to $1 .45 a day, in vio-

lation of the Dongguan minimum
wage requirement of about $1.90 for

an eight-hour day.

The Inauguration of William M. Bulger as president of the UMass system

How dare thee!
Valerian the Archer aka Jordan Applebaum, a senior computer science major, who also teaches fencing, and Mistress Roen Deutelliere aka KC

Kozminski, who is a designer/lecturer from the deptarment of theater art at Mount Holyoke College, practice duel on the lawn near the Campus

Center on Friday evening.

Bulger
continued from page 1

bin for their contributions to the scholarship fund, and

said that the money will allow students who otherwise

couldn't afford the cost of tuition to attend the

University

"One of our very fundamental policies is to raise aca-

demic standards and eliminate any unfair economic bars

in admission to the University." Bulger said in a press

conference. "It is a tough grind for people who may
have all sorts of potential. We want to try to make it

possible for those that have the drive, ambition and

competence to come to UMass."

Bulger also said that the fundraising gala, with the

presentation of the President's Medals, will be a yearly

event

.

Speakers tout Bulger's accomplishments

Many of the day's speakers affirmed Bulger's actions

since he took office 1 8 months ago, noting his firm lead-

ership and his advocacy for the University in the

Legislature and in the corporate world.

"It is a unique pleasure to see first hand the real lead-

ership exercised by President Bulger... he has galva-

nized the government, the corporate world and acide-

mia under the same umbrella." Hoff said. "Never before

have I seen such cooperation."

Since he took office, Bulger has raised the admission

standards, awarded scholarships to valedictorians and

salutatorians from Massachusetts high schools,

increased private donations to the University system,

and traveled to high schools across the state to encour-

age students to attend UMass. He also instituted tyi

tem-wide picket code and told students that he will "not

tolerate" disruption of the normal activities of the cam-

pus by student protests.

Bulger has also worked to influence the Legislature

on behalf of the UMass system, and was rewarded this

year with a major budget increase and a five-year. $343

million facility construction and repair program.

In a speech delivered in Fanueil Hall. Menino praised

Bulger's actions and expressed confidence in his future

leadership of the University svstem.

"Through your leadership. President Bulger, UMass is

blossoming into one of the nation's finest institutions,

private or public," Menino said. "You have a bold vision

for the future of UMass. making UMass a model for the

rest of the nation to look to for guidance."

President Bulger will be coming to the Amherst cam-

pus this Friday for Homecoming Weekend.

probe
continued from page 1

that it has all the Information it needs.

"We are confident that no laws were broken," Davis said.

Word of Reno's action came one day after officials told the

AP that Gore had hired two defense attorneys to try to head

off the appointment of a special prosecutor. Clinton already

retains defense attorney David Kendall for Whitewater

counsel.

Kendall said he expected justice to resolve the matter

speedily, and used language similar to Davis: "No laws were

broken and any kind of enforcement action would be

absolutely unprecedented."

Congressional and FBI investigators have been conduct-

ing a sweeping inquiry into the actions of Clinton. Gore and

senior White House officials to raise money for the 1996

presidential election, including allegations that foreign

donations were lunneled to the campaign.

Although White House officials said they did not know

how Reno reached her decision, congressional and lustice

Department investigators have been studying whether

Clinton made fund-raising calls from the Oval Office. The

president has said he does not remember making any fund-

raising calls, and White House officials contend he and

Gore are exempt from the law that prohibits fund raising in

government buildings.

A federal law enforcement source, who spoke on condi-

tion of anonymity . said the initial inquiry was opened this

week and deals with whether the president violated a

statute against raising campaign funds on federal property

by making telephone calls from the White House.

Former White House chief of staff Harold lckes told

Senate investigators last |une that Clinton made several

fund-raising calls at his request, lckes said he asked Clinton

to make such calls on two to four occasions, and he subse-

quently learned the president had made several calls.

Photo Essay
By Tamar Carroll

Last Thursday, Sept. 18, 1997,

the inaguration of William M.

Bulger as president of UMass sys-

tem was marked with a day-long

celebration in Boston.

Members of the Massachusetts

tate government joined the

>ll*i?. community at Bulger's

aat installation at Fanueil

m the morning and at a gala

ser at Symphony Hall in

Hal
lion was raised for

wiarshtp fund,

s* including

*m F. Weld,

the capi-

ersity.

women
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students of color should personally-

become more actively involved, in

order to be heard.

Other people at the open mic con-

sisted of representatives of WMUA,
the Campus Center Student Union
Commission. American Cancer
Society. BASIC, and Boundaries.

The honorary segment of the

reception followed.

Six women, who dedicated their

time and energy to the enhancement

of students learning academically or

personally, were recognized.

Dierdre Almeida. Lucy Mae San

Pablo Burns. Alexandrina Deschamps.

lenner Ire. lannette Mendes and Joyce

White Deer Vincent were honored.

loyce White Deer Vincent, also

known as Dede. in response to her

award, said that it is an honor to

receive an award from your own.

Then women, who were the high-

light of the reception, were admired

by all of the women in the room.

Lisa Scott-Crompt spoke of their

dedication to the work that they

spent with students, as educators as

well as mentors.

Scott-Crompt ended the night by

saying. "Ladies we need to be a form

of support for one another, and we
may not like everybody... it's okay to

have disagreements with one another,

but if you can't agree with them,

don't tear them down."

macromedia Tools to power your idea's.
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This is not the way peace is built

"W e are going to judge Chairman Arafat by

deeds Deeds are the coin of reelm when it

comes to fighting terrorism" said James

Rubin, the U.S. Department Spokesman, in

response to the chilling pictures of Yasser Arafat in

Gaza kissing leaders of Hamas and Islamic Jihad. Is

Arafat fighting terrorism, or the peace process itself?

Arafat said he would actively fight terrorism, as he

promised to do so in the Oslo accords. The credibility of

such a stance is at the breaking point. If an American

president had declared war on the Mafia and then pub-

licly embraced Al Capone. no one would take his "war"

seriously The worst thing Arafat has said about terror-

ism is that it is bad for the

Palestinians. At no point has he spo-

ken out against terrorism as a way of

achieving Palestinian political aims.

He does not say that terrorism is no

longer moral or justified now that

Israel and Palestinians have recog-

nized each other's political rights.

It is. perhaps, theoretically possible

that Arafat could fight terrorism and

embrace terrorists at the same time.

But, since the Ben Yehuda and
Mahaneh Yehuda bombings these past

few weeks, there has been no massive

wave of arrest by Arafat, as took place

after the suicide bombings in February

and March of last year. Arafat is doing

nothing but the absolute minimum to

fight terrorism. It is now clearer than ^^^^^^^^^
ever that Arafat will not fight terrorism because it is

wrong, or because he has committed himself to do so, or

even because it is in his enlightened self interest.

By appealing to the Islamic movements. Yasser Arafat

is admitting weakness and putting his leadership at risk.

Every failure of the peace process strengthens the hand

of terrorists. Hamas was and still is a movement intent

on killing Jews regardless of what else happens. The

most recent example is the triple suicide bombing on

Ben Yehuda street in Jerusalem less than two weeks ago.

perpetrated by three members of Hamas, killing seven

and injuring 190.

Hamas must be satisfied with the current situation,

particularly with the only marginal actions the

Palestinian Authority (PA) is taking against them. The

PA could really act against the terror infrastructure if

they wanted to. But the problem is a matter of making

the decision, not the capability. By embracing the Chief

"It is now clearer

than ever that Arafat

will not fight terrorism

because it is wrong, or

because he has com-

mitted himself to do

so, or even because it

is in his enlightened

self interest.

"

of Hamas last month. Arafat showed the world of its

intentions, would he have decided to kiss peace

good-bye?
As I was writing this article. 1 decided to log on the

Internet to check out the news and found in a lerusalem

Post something I wanted to share with you.

Last Monday, the Commander of the Palestinian

Police. General Ghazi labali. reacted with derision to the

arrest warrant and extradition request issued against him

by Israel the previous day. He said, "This reminds me of

Goebbel's (Hitler's propaganda minister) methods, who

said tell lies and lies, and in the end they will believe

you." The comparison is not surprising if one monitors

^^__^^__^ the official publications of the

Palestinian authority. For example:

"Every year, the lews inflate the num-

ber of Holocaust victims. Having
profited from talk of their murder,

they increase the numbers from time

to time." Another quote: "The lews

belong to a colonialist entity, they are

nothing but thieves." This is not the

way peace is built. The extradition

request against general Jabali was

issued by Justice Minister Tzahi

Hanegbi in the wake of labali's

involvement with the Palestinian

Police unit, which was sent by Jabali

to kill Jews. At the end of last week,

an arrest warrant was issued against

labali by an Ashkelon court.

Charging Israel. Zionism and its

leadership with Nazism, as well as denying the

Holocaust have become a daily routine, meshing with

theories of nefarious Israeli plots. This educational battle

is being waged by the official PA radio and television, as

well as the newspapers financed by Yasser Arafat, which

have recently adopted a strident, uninhibited and undis-

guised anti-Semitic and anti-Zionist line: "It is well

known that every year the Jews exaggerate what the

Nazis did to them. They claim there were 6 million

killed, but precise scientific research establishes that

there were no more than 400,000."

The relations between Israel and its two neighbors,

Egypt and Jordan, keep improving because both sides

mean peace and are ready for compromises and sacri-

fices, because a Peace Process only works if there is reci-

procity. Unfortunately. Chairman Arafat is going his

way. the other way...

David Bloch is a graduate student at UMass.

David Bloch

Write for Ed/Op!
The Collegian Editorial page needs new writers. We want you to write humor,

politics, satire, lifestyle, or any of a thousand other styles — let us be as broad as

the student body.

Anyone who is interested should contact Dan Bodah at the Collegian offices,

1 13 Camtius Center. For more information, call 545-1491
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Mir is still a success
With all of the problems

that have occurred with

the Russian space station

Mir. I have overheard

things to the extent that a "failure

like this" only goes to show that we
have no place in space. It is unfor-

tunate that some people feel this

way, for two reasons.

First of all, Mir is by no means

a failure. I view it as one of the

greatest successes the world has

had in space technology. One
thing that is often overlooked is

that Mir has lasted for a far longer

period of time than it was original-

ly built for. Even with the prob-

lems of the past few months,
recent polls taken in Russia indi-

cate a large amount of enthusiasm

for the Russian space program as

a whole. Perhaps the most impor-

tant role of the Mir space station

was as a model of cooperation

between the U.S. and Russia that

has been in progress for over a

decade. The Cold War is long

dead, the Mir is greatly helping to

keep it that way. It is also a

tragedy that some feel that the

human race has no reason to pur-

sue a space program at all.

Some also feel that we have

gained nothing substantial from

exploring space except the loss of

billions of dollars. We have

learned an incredible amount as a

result of the space program. For

example, were it not for satellite

technology, we might still be com-

Jn>tin Smith

pletely unaware of our damage to

the ozone layer, and could be

using CFC's more than ever. And
wouldn't we be wondering why
half the population would be dying

of skin cancer? Weather forecast

ing would also be a difficult busi-

ness if we were to remove the

satellites, or neglect replacing old

ones. Furthermore, the zero-gravi-

ty environment has shown itself to

be an excellent testing ground for

new materials, even ones that can-

not be produced in the presence of

Earth gravity. One example is a

type of super-lightweight material

called "aerogel." This is a solid

substance only 4 times the weight

of air, yet stronger than glass

However, gravity may account for

the cloudiness of the material. If a

transparent version can be pro-

duced in zero-gravity, we would be

in possession of a material as clear

as glass, yet far lighter, stronger,

and with high insulation properties

(a thin pane could insulate as well

as standard thickness of fiberglass

insulation).

Perhaps the most important

reason for the space program is

the pursuit of knowledge. Those

of us who are content to merely

"exist." should question why we
should be existing at all. 1 want to

know for certain whether or not

life does, or has ever, existed on

Mars. I want to know whether or

not an ocean of water lies beneath

the frosty surface of Jupiter's

moon. Europa. I need more than

to exist.

So. when I look at the recent

problems of the space station Mir.

1 do not see a failure. If anything. 1

see that we just need to hurry up

with getting the International

Space Station (the Mir's planned

replacement to which the U.S.,

Russia, Japan, and others will con-

tribute) up and running.

Justin Smith is a UMass student.
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Letters to the Editor

Why:

To the Editor:

Almost every night, for the past two years, I have sat

down in front of my old reliable Smith Corona typewriter

to type up my poetry, to work on my novel or to send out

cover letters and thank you notes to editors. I purchased

that typewriter at Amherst Typewriter, instead of the mall

or any other store because of the excellent customer ser-

vice and the dedication to quality and satisfaction I

received at the store, one of Amherst's finest businesses. It

is with profound sadness that I read about the vandalism

that occurred.

It is unfortunate that with all the positive things hap-

pening on and outside of campus, that as usual, a few chil-

dren are obliged to act like ignorant fools. Why? In order

to feel that they too have a place, a role, a niche in

Amherst. Unable to blend in with the intelligent, kind and

interesting people of the community, they do what they

must to feel important. But they are absolutely not! This a

case of a bunch of scared little boys whose mothers didn't

hold them enough as babies.

1 look forward to visiting Amherst Typewriter this sum-

mer with my fiancee, so that I can share some of the

works, created on my typewriter, which have been pub-

lished across the nation, with one of the finest individuals

in the Amherst 'community.

Justin Seigel

Charlotte. N.C.

Student representatives

well received

To the editor:

It was with great pleasure that I attended the various

events associated with the Inauguration of President

William M. Bulger in Boston on September 18. 1997. The

highlight of the day for me and many others in attendance

was the participation by various musical groups from our

campus. At each event, the performance of these out-

standing students was stunningly beautiful and warmly

received. I realize that these wonderful students are mere-

ly representative of the overall excellence of our entire stu

dent body. I want all of you to know that they represented

you well.

Go UMass!

Robert M. Goodhue
'70 President

UMass Amherst Alumni Association

Textbook Annex
benefits students

To the editor:

In response to Emily Jewell's comments. I'll again come

to the defense of the Textbook Annex and myself! 1 did

some investigating before I wrote my first letter.

Regarding the price of books. 1 told her to write to the

publishers. They are indeed the people that set the prices

Used books are priced by a standard formula used by

schools everywhere and by the used-book wholesalers

that provide them with books. When the Annex buys a

used book from wholesalers, they are charged 50 percent

of the current list price established by the publisher. It

doesn't matter what the price of a new or old book was

when it was printed. The price of this day in the 90s is

what matters. The used books are resold by the Annex

with a 25 percent margin which is quite low in retailing.

You also mentioned that you were partly to blame for

your laziness in finding a less expensive price on your

book. You didn't even have to leave your room to leaf

through the phone book to find that there are about 25

used book dealers in the area. You should shop around.

but if you don't, don't complain.

The profit you claim the Annex gets is wrong. That

money goes back to the Campus Center to provide stu-

dents with the extras that don't cost them anything

(lounges, student offices, etc.).

As for my awesome employers, they are just that.

Emily. I will continue to advise disgruntled customers

until they get their facts straight. I was hired by the Annex

for bookrush. I am now working in food services, but 1

still find this whole matter humorous and interesting.

Please stop bashing the Annex. You are paying for a ser-

vice at the Annex which makes it possible for you to not

have to run around to 25 stores.

As for your comments on the legality of price inflation,

that's life What price hasn't gone up in the last 20 years,

including antiques? My best suggestion to you is to get a

job at the Annex and find out what really goes on.

CRC tackles

dorni room rights

Kerry Naumowicz
South Deerfield

To The Editor:

The Cannabis Reform Coalition would like to thank the

Collegian for covering our meeting on student's rights in

the dormitories. We don't want to be seen as encouraging

students to break every little housing policy, but we do

think ii is extremely important that students, especially

freshmen, exercise their rights. For many young adults,

the dorm room is the first home they "own" — the first

freedom from the parent-child living arrangement. It is

important that this freedom be realized (and enjoyed) to

the fullest extent — so that when someone tries to take it

away, we will notice and will fight to preserve it. This is

one of the basic foundations of our society.

Unfortunately Housing Services seems bent on asserting

it's control over students' homes, and this is not restricted

to relatively trivial things like banning incense burning. A
trip down memory lane, the Cannabis Reform Coalition

recalls several times that our members have had to act up to

get housing to treat its residents like American citizens.

Several years ago, RAs used to be instructed, in violation of

federal law. to withhold student mail which had arrived

during the intersession as bait to entice students to attend

the first floor meeting of the semester. When that mail con-

tained important financial aid information for a CRC
activist, a call to the State Postmaster General's office fixed

that problem. When word got out that an entire Southwest

tower was to be the subject of an unannounced search, rest

assured that everyone in that tower knew they were at legal

risk beforehand. In fact, they complained so much the

search was called off.

We can't lake all the credit — SGA has tackled this issue

as well. But it doesn't always pan out for the students. A
while back, we heard that an out-of-control fire sprinkler

system in Cashin Hall destroyed property of students on

several floors. Housing refused to pay damages and in fact,

some say to cover damages to dorm furniture, they fined

students for hot-plates and other policy infractions while

assessing the rooms. We were astounded that there was so

little backlash from the students, and we often wonder why
there is no on-campus housing tenant union. It underscores

just how passive you can get if you let the "tiny things" slip.

The Giuliani-style tactics that were promoted by Public

Safety officials during recent RA training do not help one

bit. We know that our comments have probably gotten sev-

eral officers and I small number of RAs a bit rankled, but

we'd like to assure those few individuals of one thing. No
matter where you are. and who's around you, there is a very

good chance that a member or ally of the Cannabis Reform

Coalition is watching. So respect the rights of others.

John Lanzerotta.

Joe Davis.

Brian S. |ulin

UMass Cannabis Reform Coalition
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Black Affairs
Monday, September 22, 1997

Plight of a people
Reopening 1 963 bombing case

is a step in the right direction

Editor's note: This is part one of
a two-part series.

Seeing that last week was
the week for race issues
to be addressed on our
Editorial Page, I felt the

urge and concern to bring up the
economic and social plight of
black people. 1 will concentrate
mainly on blacks living in the
United States and blacks living

in Africa.

Let me make it clear what I

mean by "black." Any person of
color who is African, or of
African descent is black.

Now, let us begin.
Economically speaking, today,
black people (as a whole around
the globe) are behind most of the

world. Blacks in the U.S. are
behind and black nations in
Africa are behind, as well. A lot

of people, including myself, may
wonder why this is. Why can't

blacks catch up or hang, eco-
nomically, with the rest of the

world? After asking themselves
this question, many people devel-

op their own ideas and answers
in response. Common answers
that I have received from many
blacks and have been implied by
many whites include the notion
that black people just do not
want to succeed. They tell me
that black people are lazy, they

don't work, they don't know how
to govern themselves, they are

just violent by nature, and I've

even read magazines that state

that black people, by nature, are

not as intelligent as white peo-

ple.

Basically, these stereotypical

comments are saying that blacks

are doomed. I would like to

restate the fact that I have
received these types of responses

by not only white people, but
black people as well. Many
blacks have been so brainwashed
by society that they, themselves,

believe the stereotypes and do
not understand how they ended
up where they are today. The
ideas mentioned above are a

common misconception among a

good number of people, many of

whom you personally know.
Plenty of people reading this arti-

cle, due to their education, prob-

ably know that these stereotypes

are not true, but we must not

forget the millions around the

world who are not as fortunate

as we are. From lack of educa-

tion, millions are ignorant to

what has occurred in our world's

history. Therefore, these stereo-

types, and other stereotypes per-

taining to other races, various

ethnic groups, the opposite sex

and many religions, seem valid.

We'll start m

first by exam-
ining the
plight of the
nations of
Africa and
then the con-
ditions ofblack
America.
Although
most African
nations are

"Economically speak-

ing, today, black people

(as a whole around the

globe) are behind most

of the world."

Edgar Borros

violently maintained these
colonies.

One of the first foreign laws,

which was established in the

colonies, was the requirement of

tax payments from the indigenous

people of Africa. This tax system

was foreign to them. They never

operated their economies in

terms of "money," they simply

traded. The suggestion was made
by the colonial powers that the

indigenous people plant "cash"

crops, such as coffee, cocoa and
tea, which they would sell to the_—__ colonial pow-

ers for money,
which in turn

would enable
them to pay
the colonial
taxes in mon-
etary units.

Of course,
this had a

devastating
effect on a lot

of the land in

rich in natural resources, many
suffer from ongoing economic-

depression. By and large, the con-

tinent as a whole is economically

trailing the rest of the world.

How can a continent which
supplies so much of the world's

cobalt, diamond, copper, gold

and uranium be so economically

behind?

For one thing, most of the min-

ing companies that mine these

minerals are foreign owned.
Therefore, most of the profits go
directly back to their parent
nations and not to the African

nations where the mining took
place.

Another factor which has

played a major role in the slow
economic condition in much of

Africa is colonization. Yes, colo-

nization of Africa ended 30-50
years ago, but the effects still

linger on. In fact, much of the

economic and social problems in

Africa today can be put squarely

on the shoulders of the colonial

powers. England, France,
Germany, Italy, Belgium,
Portugal and Spain violently

established colonies in Africa and

Africa. Many acres were getting

overused from the continuous
growing of the same crops, sea-

son after season.

Another devastating effect on
the economy was the borrowing
of money by the African people

from the Europeans. As tractors

and other farming equipment
became available, many Africans

bought them on credit from the

Europeans. These pieces of

equipment would obviously
make farming a lot easier, but

they also cost a lot of money.
Therefore, more land was used
to farm cash crops which would
then be sold to the colonial pow-
ers for money, which would help

pay for the various farming
equipment along with paying
their taxes.

As taxes increased, and the

price of farming equipment rose,

more and more land was used to

grow cash crops and help pay
debts. The ultimate effect was
the shrinking of land space avail-

able to grow food crops (corn,

beans, rice, etc.) This unavail-

ability of land for food' led to on

increasing number of, Africans

buying imported foods from
abroad. As you can probably tell

by now, this lead to more land

being used to plant cash crops

which meant an even greater
decrease in land space for food
crops. This system, as well as

other factors, has had a devastat-

ing effect on the economy and
soil quality in Africa. After years

of abuse, the soil became useless.

Many Africans had to abandon
the land because it could no
longer support the overwhelming
farming that was necessary.

If we fast forward to today,

most independent African
nations are still paying off debts

that they owe from colonial

times. As you can see, the young
economies of the African nations.

most of which just recently

gained their independence, got

off to a rough start. They were in

debt before they were born. This

fact, coupled with the fact that

African nations are still in their

infancies, help us understand the

plight of these nations.
Therefore, it should be of no
marvel to anyone why the
economies of most African
nations are behind the rest of the

world. I believe that the hard-

ships that African economies are

experiencing play a part in the

attempt of overthrowing govern-

ments in Africa.

By the way. have you noticed

how African wars are stereotypi-

cally glorified in the American
media as tribal guerilla wars, in

contrast to European revolu-

tions, which are portrayed as

religious wars or wars of democ-
racy? Things that make you go
hmmm.
The knowledge of the econom-

ic history of Africa can help us

disprove the stereotype that

blacks do not know how to gov-

ern themselves. The truth of the

matter is the colonial powers
themselves are the ones who did

the majority of the misgoverning!

Edgar Barros is a UMass stu-

dent. From Africa to black
America, part two of, "Plight of
a people" will appear on next

Monday 's Black Affairs Page.

Their names, for the most part,

have been forgotten: Denise

McNair, who was 11; Carol

Robertson, 14; Addie Mae
Collins, 14; and Cynthia Wesley, 14.

These four girls died in a brutal

bomb blast set by a local

white-supremacist group on Sept.

15, 1963, in Birmingham. Ala.

This bombing at the

Sixteenth Street Baptist

Church became one of

the defining moments
of the civil-rights

movement.
After 34 years, a new

Spike Lee documentary 4 Little Girls

has revived interest in the event. And
last week, the Department of Justice

began a fresh investigation into the

incident. The case was previously

reopened in 1980 and 1988 without

results.

"We received new information and

are pursuing it in every way possi-

ble," said Attorney General Janet

Reno at a weekly press conference.

Reno said the reopening of the case

had nothing to do with the Lee film.

Despite the high-profile nature of

the bombing, only one person, Robert

Chambliss, was convicted. Even that

conviction occurred 1 4 years after the

incident. Three other men were sus-

pected but were not even arrested, let

alone convicted of the crime.

The efforts to reopen the

34-year-old case and track down the

culprits who have eluded justice is a

step in the right direction for the

Justice Department and the Clinton

administration. But it falls far short

of what is really needed.

A 1996 investigation by Emerge
Magazine found that from the

mid-1950s to the 1970s, more than

three dozen African Americans were

killed in cases that have remained
largely unsolved and unprosecuted.

And just as the parents and relatives

of the four young women who died in

the Birmingham bombing have wait-

ed years for justice, dozens of other

African American families have wait-

ed to no avaii for the Justice

Department to reopen the cases.

For many people, there is no Spike

Lee film to document the death of a

loved one. Dennis Dahmner of Baton

Rouge watched his

father, Vernon F.

Dahmner, die in an
attack by Klu Klux
Klan members in

Mississippi in 1966.

Mavella Moore's hus-

band, Oneal Moore, was killed by

Klansmen in an ambush in 1965
shortly after he became the first

African American police deputy in

Washington Parish in Louisiana.

In each of these cases, suspects

were arrested. Some were even jailed

for a short time, but many got away.

African American families who have

worked tirelessly to get the cases

reopened have been stonewalled by

the Justice Department even though

many of the suspects and witnesses

are still alive.

That's why the Clinton administra-

tion's renewed interest in the

Sixteenth Street bombing smacks of,

an attempt to capitalize on the popu-

larity of a documentary. Where is the

serious commitment to providing

answers for other families whose
lives were forever altered by the trag-

ic years of the civil-rights move-
ment?

In the future. Spike Lee should
perhaps head up an investigation into

the unsolved murders of other

African Americans during the civil

rights movement. Since the lustice

Department seems to be following

his lead, maybe that will result in the
y

reopening of more such cases.

Rom Nixon is a contributing editor

of Southern Exposure magazine.

Speak out
, 17 . Tell the world how you feel
Write '

—

for Black Affairs.

Li'l Mama's Rules Phat Albert
By Millicent Jackson

Collegian Staff

LI L MAMA'S RULES
Snenesfca Jackson

Simon & Schuster

"Rule No. 1:

Never invite them back to your place. Once a man gets

into your home, it's all over. It's like something clicks in

his head and he starts thinking he's in paradise. He'll start

smiling and looking all around with his eyes bulging out of

his head as if he just hit the lottery and landed his butt in

heaven. What he's really doing is marking his territory,

just like a dog who's found his favorite spot and pisses on

it."

This is one of Madison McGuire's many dating rules.

Fiercely independent and extraordinarily outspoken,

Madison believes there is a proper way to do everything:

especially dating.

Over the years, she has run across men who were

ornery, dangerous creatures. So. in order to protect her-

self, she devised a precise method for dealing with them. If

anyone would know that men can turn your life upside

down, Madison would.

Her father took off when she was a baby, leaving her

mother to raise Madison and her younger sister. Serena, by

herself. Then, enter Christopher, the aspiring doctor who

was the lover of her life, before he admitted that he'd

cheated on her. But. Madison decided she doesn't need a

steady man in her life. She's got Malik, her best friend,

whom she might consider worthy if he weren't gay.

Being single and loving every minute of it. Madison is

playing the field as hard as men have played her. She still

has to deal with advances from two bit actors, her boss,

and her secret admirer: a man determined to bring love

into her life and may turn out to be everything Madison

ever wanted but was too blind to realize.

lust as she's set to embark on a new life, tragedy comes

knocking once again and Madison, always taking care of

everyone and everything, must learn how and whom to

trust. Now, her rules must change and Madison is unex-

pectedly forced to learn what her own life's mission will

be, something neither she nor the reader is expecting.

Li'l Mama's Rules is an outspoken novel with an unfor-

gettable heroine, whose wisdom and mistakes keep the

reader laughing, crying and most of all. thinking about life

and what really matters.

In this second novel. Jackson develops her characters to

perfection, making you feel like you are in the company of

your closest friends. Her voice is lively and demands your

attention. While there is a bit of predictability towards the

novel's ending, there is more than enough in areas of char-

acter development, pacing and dialogue to compensate.

Li'l Mama's Rules is a feel good novel about the power of

love, faith and second chances.

Conversation on race

Two events this summer were

symbolic of this country's

retreat from civil rights and

equality of opportunity. On Aug. 14.

the Clinton administration initiated

changes in a Small Business

Administration program, making it

much easier for white-owned compa-

nies to obtain government contracts

which had previously been set aside

for minorities.

Experts predict that thousands of

white small businesses will immedi-

ately take advantage of the new pro-

visions. This means, in effect, that a

smaller share of federal contract dol-

lars will go to blacks and Latinos.

The second event occurred in San

Diego, which was of course President

Clinton's much-publicized address

on the state of race relations in

America. Beneath his charming

rhetoric of reconciliation and harmo-

ny was an unmistakable message:

blacks must lower their expectations.

At first. Clinton reaffirmed his

support for affirmative action, but

quickly added that opponents of the

policy were "without any ill motives."

The president then challenged his

audience to ask. "Can we fulfill the

promise of America by embracing all

our citizens of all races, not just at a

university, where people have the

benefit of enlightened teachers and

the time to think and grow and get to

know each other, but in the daily life

of every American community?"
But Clinton's next statement made

his previous words seem hollow and

heartless:

"1 know I've said.it before ih.it

money cannot buy this goal. Power
cannot compel it. Technology cannot

create it. This is something that can

only come from
the human spir-

it..." Clinton
observed that

despite the "evi-

dence of bigotry"

which still

remains, "minorities have more
opportunities than ever today..."

In his concluding remarks. Clinton

recalled that at the "high tide of the

civil rights movement, the Kcrner

Commission said we were becoming

two Americas, one white, one black,

separate and unequal."

Today challenges of race and eth-

nicity are fundamentally different:

"Will we become not two. but many

Americans, separate, unequal and

isolated? Or will we draw strength

for all our people and our ancient

faith in equality and human dignity,

to become the world's first truly

multiracial democracy?"
The general response from the

Dr. Manning

Mcirable

media was warmly positive, praising

Clinton for proposing a year-long

conversation about race. Predictably,

the Republican party's first major
response to the president's address

was critical.

Speaker of the House Newt
Gingrich declared that there was
already too "much talk on the issue"

of race, and not enough action.

"We must make
America a country

with equal opportu-

nity for all the spe-

cial privilege for

none by treating all

individuals as

equals before the law and doing
away with quotas, preferences and
set-asides in Government contract,

hiring and university admissions,"

Gingrich said.

Gingrich's approach to construc-

tive race relations included policies

to push welfare recipients into
low-paying jobs, support for minori-

ty entrepreneurship. tougher sen-

tences for violent criminals, and the

establishment of a "multiracial" cate-

gory to the census and other govern-

ment forms as an attempt to phase
out "black," "white" and other racial

classifications.

It was, in short, an abbreviated
version of the Republicans'

On Sept. 9 of this year, I

searched the media for any

coverage on the 25th
anniversary of the debut of

"Fat Albert." And that's exactly what

I didn't find — any coverage whatso-

ever. Some of you readers may be

thinking. "Well, who cares? It's just

an old Saturday morning cartoon

anyway." But it wasn't your ordinary

weekend kiddie fare.

"Fat Albert" had
more to offer than
silly jokes and sight-

gags — much more.

In 1972, Saturday

morning television

was a wasteland of

uninspired adven-
tures. "The Archies" and
"Scooby-Doo" ruled the morning.

As a result, most of the cartoons on

television starred teenagers as either

rock stars or mystery solvers.

Contrary to popular belief, however,

"Fat Albert" was not the first televi-

sion cartoon with black characters.

"The Harlem Globetrotters" (essen-

tially a "Scooby-Doo" clone) fea-

tured an all-black cast in 1970, as

did the "lackson Five" (basically a

half-hour animated commercial for

their music) a year later. But what

were children getting as a result of

watching these cartoons?

Bill Cosby could not find much of

an answer to that question. So, he

decided to create a show that would
combine entertainment with educa-

tion. How does a rich and famous
comedian accomplish this, you ask?

Why. he hires some of the best com-

edy writers in the industry as well as

some psychiatrists and sociologists

from UCLA, of

course. As for

the star of the

show, the Fat

Albert charac-

ter had been
part of Cosby's

stand-up rou-

tine about his

childhood for years.

Some people remember "Fat

Albert" for the topics that it tackled

throughout its 12-year run on CBS
(1972-1984). In the first year, the

show started mildly with episodes

on lying, sexism and hero-worship.

But in the second year alone, it dis-

cussed divorce, drug-dealing and
racism. Through the years, the show
became more hard-core, exploring

death, gambling, child abuse and
teenage- motherhood. In one of the

last episodes, a child was killed in

gang-violence crossfire. Try seeing

Christopher P.

Lehman

that on the "Smurfs!"

Most people probably remember
"Fat Albert" for its entertainment

value. An animator once said that

children love repetition and being

able to figure out what happens
next. "Albert" certainly had its fair

share of catch phrases, like Russell

insulting Rudy, "No class!" The
Brown Hornets warning. "We're
running out of tiiiiiime!" Cosby's

introduction to each song by the

junkyard band, "They wrote a song

about it. Like to hear it? Here it

goes." And of course. Fat Albert's.

"Hey. hey, hey!"

Cosby always seemed to balance

the education with the entertain-

ment — never appearing too clown-

ish but not seeming too authoritative

as to be rigid. 1 always considered

him an informative big brother.

Will "Fat Albert" go down in the

annals of history as one of the great-

est programs of our time? Probably

not. But the show's "edutainment"

was a great and pioneering accom-
plishment that shouldn't be ignored.

The cartoon also gave children —
especially black children — charac-

ters with whom they could identify.

"Fat Albert" kept it real.

Christopher P. Lehman is a

UMass student.

"Contract for America" program,
calling for the elimination of key

reforms achieved by the Civil Rights

Movement during a half century of

struggle, filtered through Gingrich's

own peculiar notions about blacks.

The confrontative and polemical

character of Gingrich's remarks
could not entirely obscure the simi-

larities between the two leaders'

positions on the issue of race.

Beyond the establishment of a

blue-ribbon committee to study race

relations headed by historian John

Hope Franklin, the president deliber-

ately proposed no new policies to

uproot discrimination.

Clinton was virtually silent when
California's Proposition 209 elimi-

nated that state's affirmative action

programs. In 1996, Clinton signed a

welfare bill which threatened to push

one million children into poverty.

His administration did nothing to

respond to the Hopwood v. Texas

1996 decision of the U.S. Court of

Appeals for the Fifth Circuit, outlaw-

ing the use of race as a factor in

admissions to universities.

You can have a "conversation"

only when both parties respect each

other, and see themselves as equals.

Gingrich doesn't want a conversa-

tion; he wants a "monologue." where

blacks will be lectured to. Clinton

may personally want to bridge

America's great divide, racism. But

sadly, many of his policies serve only

to push us further apart.

Dr. Manning Marable is Professor

of History and Director of the

Institute for Research in

African-American Studies at

Columbia University. New York
City. "Along the Color Line" is dis-

tributed free of charge and regularly

appears in over 325 black and pro-

gressive publications worldwide.
"

Black Affairs Is Dead...
WITHOUT DEDICATED WRITERS TO KEEP IT ALIVE.

The Black nage is looking for creative,

Affairs tnougnt provoking writers
to represent on the page.

ive been me; t MVCvl,

All members of the ALANA community with an interest are

urged to contact Humphrey brown III at 546-0977 or come down
to the Collegian in the Campus Center Basement.

THIS IS

YOUR TIMli

s I- \iM
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UPC, the proud sponsor of the RSO Pages
Campus Activities

/ersity of Massachusetts
416 Student Union
Box 37310 Amherst

MA 01007-7310
(413) 545-3600

ACADEMIC
Accounting

Association

Alive With Dance

American Institute

Society of

Landscape

Architects

of Industrial Engineers

Anthropology Undergraduate

Caucus

APICS
Arnold Air Society (ROTC)

Biological Sciences Student

Association

Business Club

Chamber Choir

Club Communications

Club Managers Student Chapter

Communication Disorders

Debate Union

Design Student Club

Independent Restauranteurs

Marching Band

Marketing Club

National Society tor Black Engineers

Poetry Society

Pre-Medica

Pre-Vet & Animal Science Club

Russian Club

Society of Hispanic Professional

Engineers

Society of Women Engineers

Student Hospitality Marketing

Association International

Student Nurses Association

Travel & Tourism

Wildlife Society

Women in Sport* Management

SERVICE
Alpha Phi Omega
Boltwood Project

Circle K Club

Collegiate 4-H

Fire and First Aid

Hands

Kappa Kappa Psi/Tau Beta Sigma

LBG Counselling Collective

Nia Student Organization

Peer Mentor Network

Share

STARS
VIVA

STUDENT BUSINESSES
Bicycle Co-op

Campus Design & Copy

Earthfoods

Federal Credit Union

Greenough Snack Bar

People's Market

SOM Food Services

Sweets And More

Sylvan Snack Bar

Tickets Unlimited

Valley Women's Voice

HONOR SOCIETIES
ALANA Honor Society

Alpha Lambda Delta

Alpha Zeta

Beta Alpha Psi

Eta Sigma Delta

Golden Key Honor Society

Mortar Board

Phi Alpha Theta

Pi Sigma Alpha

PERFORMING ARTS
Dance Team

Juggling Club

New World Theater

Student Valley Productions

UMass Theatre Guild

SPORTS
Bicycle Racing Club

Cheerleaders

Club Volleyball

Crew Club

Croquet Club

Equestrian Team

Fencing Club

Golf Club

Rugby Club

Tennis Team

Women's Ice Hockey

Wrestling Club

Zoo Disc Frisbee Team

ETHNIC/CULTURAL
African Student Association

AFRIK-AM
AHORA
Armenian Student Club

Asian American Student Association

Black Student Union

Boricuas Unidos

Cambodian Student Association

Cape Verdean Student Alliance

Casa Dominicana

Chinese Student Club

Haitian American Students

Association

Hellenic Association

Hillel

Hui Hawaii Ohana

Irish American Student Assoc.

Italian American Students Union

Japan America Club

Korean Student Association

Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay Alliance

Native American Student

Association

SETA

Shades

South Asian Club

Vietnamese Student Association

RECREATION
Ballroom Dance Club

Chess Club

College Bowl Team

Grenadier Society

Hang Gliding Club

Japanese Animation & Manga

Society

Kodokan Martial Arts

m UMass

Science Fiction Society

166 C.C. basement

5U-I92<t

- ALL WELCOME -

Celebrate 20 Years of Student Run Concert Productions

October 26th.

Watch OU

lo find out about meetings and getting muolued call UPC d) 545-2892 or stop by the office located at 415 Student Union

NE Collegiate Karate

Club

Outing Club

Pioneer Valley Combat

Club

Racquetball Club

Shotokan Club

Ski Club

Snowboarding Club

Sport Parachute Club

Tae Kwon Do
WTF Tae Kwon Do

GREEKS
Alpha Chi Rho

Alpha Delta Phi

Alpha Epsilon Pi

Alpha Epsilon Phi

Alpha Kappa Alpha

Chi Omega
Delta Chi

Delta Sigma Theta

Delta Upsilon

Delta Zeta

Iota Gamma Upsilon

Iota Phi Theta

Kappa Alpha Psi

Kappa Kappa Gamma
Lambda Chi Alpha

Omega Psi Phi

Order of Omega
Phi Beta Sigma

Phi Kappa Sigma

Pi Kappa Alpha

Sigma Alpha Mu
Sigma Delta Tau

Sigma Kappa

Sigma Phi Epsilon

Sigma Sigma Sigma

Zeta Psi

Zeta Psi Theta

RELIGIOUS
ALANA Christian

Alliance

Alliance Christian

Fellowship

Ananda Marga

The Ark

Baha'i Club

Campus Crusade for

Christ

Chabad Students

Chi Alpha Christian

Fellowship

Hillel

Hindu Students

Organization

Intervarsity Christian

Fellowship

Meditation League

Muslim Students

Association

Newman Club

Pagan Students

Organization

Upside Down

POLITICAL
Allied Students Against

Prejudice

Amnesty International

nW- 1

Animal Rights

Coalition

Cannahis Reform

Coalition

Clean Rivers Coalition

European Club

Friends of Bosnia

MASSPIRG
Out of State Student

Association

Progressive

Organization for

Women's Rights

Radical Student Union

Rainforest Action

Group

Republican Club

Soviet Community

Empowerment

Program

Students Advocating

Financial

Assistance

Students Against

Driving Drunk

Students for Life

Truth Task Force

Twenty/Twenty Vision

University Democrats

Young Americans For

Freedom

SOCIAL
Bridge Club

Honors Students

Association

International Student

Assoc.

National Exchange

Club

PHNORD
Science Fiction Club

SCUM
Single Parents

Association

CAMPUS WIDE
PROGRAMS

Distinguished Visitors

Program

University

Productions &
Concerts

GOVERNMENTAL
Campus

Center/Student

Union

Commission

Central Area

Government

Commuter Area

Government

Interfraternity Council

National Pan-Hellenic

Council

Northeast Area

Government

Orchard Hill Area

Government

Panhellenic Council

Southwest Area

Government

Stockbridge Senate

Student Government

Association

Sylvan Area

Government

MEDIA
Black Mass

Communication

Project

Collegian

Concepto Latino

In Focus

Index (Yearbook)

Noratoo News
Silent Majority

Spectrum

Union Video Center

WMUA Radio Station

AGENCIES
Center for Student

Businesses

Commuter Services &
Housing Resource

Center

Student Legal

Services Office

Office of Third World

Affairs

Student Center for

Education.

Research &
Advocacy

Student Union Art

Gallery

Student Union Craft

Center

Fresbman,

ImSid
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Audience
to Elijah's

By Kristin Stewart

Collegian Correspondent

THE RETURN Of ELUAH, THE

AFRICAN
Bowker Auditorim

Sept. 19

•

1 npioring the most enduring
- between Weil Mxica and

North America, the dave trade* and

the cultural links between Africans

and Africans-Americana..." It

sounds like a loftj challenge for

director Tarvin WUka to undertake

in The Return ofElijah, the African.

Hut w ilks and his cast in conjunc-

tion with the New WORLD Theater

succeeded in presenting a powerful

and spiritual!) moving piece on

1) night. Sept. 19. in Bowker

Auditorium.

The cast of Elijah made a

variant effort to bridge the conti-

nent gap through a meshwork of

music and poetry. Unlike theater

in the traditional sense with an

blished plot and character

developments. Elijah, a work in

progress, relied heavily on a spiri-

tual response from the audience to

the musk and lyrical verse. Set to

the backdrop of a pulsing African

drumhe.it and based on the work

oi poet Sekou Sundiata. the narra-

tor, Elijah, accompanied by four

lists, transported the audience

h;<ck to a time when European

oppression lead to slavery and reli-

gious persecut

responds

emotion
The highlights of this show were

its riveting music and Ramone
Moses' incredible interpretation of

Sundiata 'l poetry through the

character of Elijah. Twice during

the night, the audience was left

breathless by overpowering
endoa and soulful lyrics. Due

to Moses' brilliant acting, hardly

anyone in the theater was left

untouched by Elijah's immense

suffering or by his explosive pride

in "the body black."

Elijah, however, did have its

weak moments. With a 20
minute start delay, it took both

the impatient audience and the

performers at least two numbers

before settling into the show's

routine. The flow of the show
also seemed disjointed at times.

Visible looks of uncertainty on

the vocalists' faces followed by

verbal communication beneath

the music not only interrupted

the "magic" feeling of the show

but demonstrated to the audience

that the performers did not know
exactly what came next.

After leaving Amherst, the com-

pany of Elijah plans to continue

changing and working on this

piece under a new title. Overall.

Elijah entertained the audience on

both an emotional and intellectual

level. With a few more changes

and rehearsals to smooth out the

fluidity of the show, the company
of Elijah will have a hit.

An inspiring night of enchantment
Rumours-era Fleetwood Mac returns to form in jubilant fashion

Fleetwood Mac reunited for a show at the Meadows in Hartford last week.

By Marty Kearte

Collegian Staff

Interested? Ceme deu/n to the C«llegi«n

talk to Seemi

lC3ME
iS ^^Sp

Ge®

Insurance Approved

ie GM Goodwrench

• Full Service A
• Full SeJecfon

pqrwW
&s. State

Fme Selection of

• Ask About our FR|

Check.

Award Winning Local Service
located conveniently on

Dickinson St. between Rt. 9 & Main St.

253-3444 - Parts Line 253-5928

FLEETWOOD MAC
Meadous Music Theatre

Sept. 17

HARTFORD. Conn. — Rarely, if

ever, does a "reunion" project actually

manage to live up to its prodigious

build-up in the music industry. After

all. in most cases the impetus for get-

ting back together is merely in the

name of the almighty dollar.

Understandably, it was with a great

degree of skepticism and cynicism that

most viewed the ail-too- convenient

occurrence of Fleetwood Mac's most

popular line-up re-forming to go on a

lucrative cross-country jaunt.

Opening a national tour in front of a

near-capacity crowd of 19.000 in

Hartford, the Rumours -era incarnation

of the '70s supergroup —- Stevie Nicks.

Lindsey Buckingham. Christine McVie.

|ohn McVie and Mick Fleetwood —
gloriously rekindled their magic after a

14-year hiatus to give an invigorating

2_-hour performance that went far

beyond simply reprising their recent

MTV concert (collected on the album

The Dance).

The opening three songs were identi-

cal to the TV special — "The Chain"

(with Fleetwood's thunderous drum-

ming). "Dreams" (a signature Nicks

tune). and McVie's joyous

"Everywhere," which was brought to

new heights by her ex- husband's

seamless bass lines.

Nicks, looking like she's lost quite a

bit of weight and singing better than

she has in years, followed with "Gold

Dust Woman" — a song recently cov-

ered by Courtney Love and Hole. Later.

on the wistful "Landslide" (which pro-

vided a touching moment with ex-lover

Buckingham). Nicks proved that her

voice hasn't lost any of its biting inten-

sitv as she wailed "Children get older,

I'm getting older too" over a single-

acoustic guitar with arms outstretched

— her enchanting personality taking

hold on the crowd as she weaved a

mystifying wizardry through her

spell-binding stage presence.

From there, the focus quickly

switched to Buckingham. On "I'm So

Afraid" and the new "Bleed to Love

Her." his jovial manner vanished as he

became a man possessed, furiously bat-

tling with his six-string, coaxing other-

COURTEsY DAVID UCHAPtUE

worldly sounds through his angular

playing style. The guttural squalls emit-

ted from his Gibson proved that

Buckingham's musicianship has

improved by leaps and bounds since his

last Mac tour, most likely due to his

time with a guitar orchestra he took on

the road a few years back.

Throughout the performance, the

group used two extra guitarists (Neale

HeyWOCid anil Brett Tugglet. two back-

up singers (Sharon Celani and Mindy

Stein), and percussionist extraordinaire

Lenny Castro, which afforded the band

a rich, full-bodied sound that perfectly

framed the songs around the celestial

harmonies of Nicks. McVie and

Buckingham.

Nicks' signature solo song, "Stand

Back." got the royal treatment and was

one of the show's too-many -to-men-

tion high points, as she pleaded with

the audience to give her some sympa-

thy. Clearly though, she didn't need it,

and neither did her bandmates.

Opening night litters'' Forget about it.

On the perfunctory encore of "Don't

Stop." one could almost tangibly sense

the giddy enthusiasm that each member

was feeling and could not hold in.

Without question, the Mac is back.

The week's

dish on the

soap operas
After months of speculation,

ABC has finally confirmed the much

anticipated return of Bob Guza Ir-

as head writer for "General

Hospital." Those of us who have

had to endure the shamble that the

once great "GH" has become over

the past few months can now breath

a collective sigh of relief. Our show

has been saved! Guza is most

notably known for masterminding

such plots as Lily's death and the

Soap Chat
Jacob Fanning

return of the Cassadines — who

have definitely raised some people's

blood pressure since their arrival.

The long awaited nuptials of one

of "GH's" most popular duos —
Sonny and Brenda — finally comes

to pass this week. . . or not? Those

who have been following the cur-

rent "GH" gossip know that

Maurice Benard (Sonny) is set to

leave the show at the end of this

month. What does that mean for

"GH's" dynamic duo or more

importantly, what will be the fate of

PC's resident "goodfella?" I'm not

going to ruin the surprise, but exec-

utive producer Wendy Riche has

made no secret of the fact that the

doors will be left open for a return

engagement (no pun intended). I'd

suggest keeping a box of Kleenex

handy or perhaps sending me a few.

Hot on the tail of this, comes

news that Brenda's sister, lulia

Barrett (played by the talented

Crystal Carson) will return to the

show for a short stint in October.

There 've been some mumblings that

her character will cross paths with

lax. Looks like |ax may have his

hands full this summer with Brenda,

V. and maybe even |ulia (if those

rumors are true) pining away for his

affections.

On a quick side note, Anthony

Geary (Luke) returns to "GH" on

Oct. 3. Still no news as to when or

Turn to SOAP, page 9
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Guys 8l Gals

Layer Cuts

Fiat Tops

Fades

Clipper Cuts

Razor Cuts

Kids (

The Right Place to Be!

3 Barbers Everyday
Unisex Hair Styling

J\
mheret

fl&Lr.
Appointment Not Neccessary

*8&up

Tel. 253-1722
40 Main Street, Amherst, MA
(Next to Newbury Comics) A

Hours: Mon- Wed & Frl, 8-5:15'- • Thurs 8-7»- • Sat 8-4:45»-

"Bacon 'n Cheese Slcins &* 3.™

Cold Shrimp Coclctail S? 2
M

Machos Especial 7T 3T
5

UMass
Student

Legal

Services

Office

FREE confidential

professional legal

services for UMass
students!

922 Campus Center

545-1993 Call Today!

Mental Health Groups Fall '97

La Cazuela
R A U R A N T

The Cuisines of MEXICO and the AMERICAN SOUTHWEST

'Mexican food, like Memphis barbeque and Chicago

style pizza, doesn't travel well. Generally speaking,

the farther away you get from the source, the worse

it is, and in the Northeast, good Mexican food is as

rare as fresh lobster in El Paso. La Cazuela is one

wonderful exception."

|ane and Michael Stern

fof Your Way Across the U.S.A.

'. • Dinner Every Night

Downtown Northampton
Across From The Parking Garage

MONDflV

To Your Health
This groups is for students

who realize that they

cannot consistently control

their use of alcohol and /or

other drugs and who wish

to establish a healthier

lifestyle. This group will

remain open to new

members throughout most

of the semester

Monday, 3:45 - 5 p.m.

TUESDAY
Succeeding at UMRSS as a

Latino/a Student
This group will be a safe place for Latino/a

students to explore their experiences as UMASS

students. Participants will help each other leam

techniques for succeeding in a multicultural world.

This group will be conducted (mainly) in Spanish.

Tuesday. 2:30 - 3:45pm.

Stress & Rnxiety

Reduction Workshop
Stress impacts aH of us physica'ly and

psychologically creating a range of anxiety related

physical and emotional symptoms. This 4 week

long workshop is designed to show you effective

ways to deal with stress. Tuesday, 4:00 - S p.m.

Making Connections
This 8 week group will help members gain

awareness of their relationship styles. It will also

be possible to learn skills for forming more

positive and lasting relationships.

Tuesday. 5:30 - 7 p.m.

7 OLD SOUTH STREETNORTHAMPTON
4 1 3 0400

MORE Groups

Beginning

IN LRTE
FALL

The Rrt & Science
of Relaxation

In this workshop members win leam several

valuable strategies for recognizing and managing

stress Tuesday, 4:00 - Spm

UJEDNESDRY

When Families

Rren't Perfect
This 8 week group is for

individuals wanting to explore the

impact of family relationships on

their lives as UMASS students.

Wednesday, 3:30 - 5pm.

Groups are FREE OF

CHARGE for UMASS

student Health Plan

members, Kaiser UHS

Plan Members, and

Five College students.

Most groups begin in

early Fall apd require a

pre-group interview.

For further information

please call the Mental

Health Division of

University Health

Services at 545-2337,

Mon Fri,

8:00am - 5pm.

THURSDAY

Women's Therapy Group
This group is open to OLDER women students and

UHS Kaiser Plan Members who would like to

address various women's concerns including: self

esteem, relationship issues, academic isolation and

uncertainty about long-range career goals.

Thursday. 9:00 - 1 0:30am.

Stress & the New UMRSS
Student

A 4 week group, to help new and incoming transfer

students team strategies for coping with college

stress. Thursday, 1 :00 - 2: 1 5pm.

On The Road to Self
Confidence

In this 8 week group members will leam about

effects a lack of self esteem has on their lives. It will

also be possible to discover new ways of feeling

good about yourself. Thursday, 2:30 • 4:00p.m.

Coed Therapy Group for
Older Students

This group provides an opportunity to work on those

problems which interfere with personal and

academic life, such as lack of intimacy, loneliness,

lowered self esteem and concerns of professional

identity. Thursday, 3:30 - 5pm.

(Which) Home For The
Holidays

A 5 week group to help students from

separated/divorced families cope with their particular

holiday stressors. Thursday. 1:00 - 2:15pm.
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Williams makes mark at home

COWtTtSY 97 SKID

Local girl Dar Williams sold-out four shows at the Iron Horse last week.

By Joshua Boyd

Collegian Staff

DAR WILLIAMS
Iron Hone Music Hall

Sept. 17

Pioneer Valley residents got ;i real treat this week, as

Northampton's own linger-songwriter Dar Williams —
whose nationwide popularity is growing and growing —
played four shows as a rehearsal lor her first full U.S. lour.

Williams has played all over the country already, hut never

in such a structured coast-to-coast way, as she will be doing

over the next month, from the Iron Horse to Berkeley.

Calif. 's First Congregational Church and main points in

between.

The late show on Wednesday night featured Williams

coming out alone for her first song "When I Was A Boy." a

song that characterizes William's fjrria that often touch on

surreal life situations, such as a voung boy blossoming into

womanhood as this aolo, acoustic tune shows. Her strong

but sweet voice carried well through the hall, leading the

sing- along for her tune. "Iowa." which she. ironically

enough, dedicated to Massachusetts.

For the next six songs a great band comprised of Doug

Plavin, a fantastic, imaginative and driving percussionist.

Billy Masters on electric guitar, Stephanie \\ inters on cello.

and opening act Richard Shindell on guitar and harmony

vocals joined her on stage, lor some true rocking tunes.

"Christians & Pagans" illustrates an eventful Christmas at

home. "It I Wrote You," showcased solid, crisp vocal har-

monies between Williams. Winters and Shindell. and her

salute to the beer commercial life. "The Party Generation,"

had the whole band joining her for the frat-song chorus.

With just Masteis and Winters on stage, she continued

through the title track to her new album The End Of The

Summer, also the namesake of her fall tour. "Babysitter" was

a very serene song about being an infant amongst hippies in

the '60s.

Shindell and Plavin returned for the last three numbers of

the set. running through "Cool As I Am," Shindell's "Mary

Magdalene" and "What Do You Hear." all possessing that

same foot-tapping, folk-rock beat that ran through all the

full-ensemble numbers that night.

The almost alternative-rock sound of "Teenagers, Kick

Our Butts!" complemented the sweet. smooth sincerity of

"February." Williams' dedication to winter in the Valley

With songs like "Kentworth Of My Dreams," about the

trucking life, Shindell's solo opening set showed another

truthful, lonesome-hearted man in the long line of the re-

emerging musical niche of singer-songwriters. Mixing coun-

try influences with the folk-rock of Michael Penn and the

glossiness of lames Taylor, Shindell and his humorous asides

went over very well in his opening slot.

George Clinton hits Notio tonight
By Trkki Van Winkle

Collegian Staff

George Clinton and the Plunk
All-Stars are playing lohn M.

Green* Hall tonight in

Northampton. Thii concert is pan

of his Mothership tour, which

began in |ulv and continues through

1999.

Capital Records will be releasing

a new record on Oct. 29. It will be

a collection of remixed Parliament.

Funkadelic and George Clinton

called Greatest Furtkin' Hits. The

new record is unlike others due to

the fact that it is not a retrospective

of Clinton's work, but a celebration

of his ongoing musical influence on

pop, alternative, dance. RcvB. funk

and hip-hop. The record will have

new versions of chart-toppers such

as Atomic Dog," "Flashlight" and

"Bop Gun (one nation)," featuring

artists itich as Q -Tip. Busta

Rhymes, Ol' Dirt) Bastard and Ice

Cube.

Clinton was born |ul\ 22. 1941

in Kannapolis. N.C. He then moved

to Newark. N.|.. in 1952. At the

age of 14. Clinton had formed a

doo wop vocal group called the

Parliaments, later to be known as

Parliament. In 1962. the

Parliaments' "I lust Wanna Test it v"

rose to No. 20 on the charts and

also hit No. 5 on the R&B charts.

The song was written and produced

by Clinton. He then started to col-

laborate with other artists and

those collaborations led to the

Parliament-Funkadelic group.

Clinton established the

Parliament-Funkadelic team of

Grady Thomas. Ray Davis, Eddie

Hazel, Billy "Bass" Nelson and

Clarence "Fuzzy" Haskins in 1968.

B) 1980. the combination had sold

more than 10 million albums in the

United States alone.

Included in these America Eats

Its Young in 1972. Tales of Kidd

Funkadelic in 1976. Funkadelic's

One Nation Under a Groove in

1976 and Parliament's Motor Booty

Affair in 1978.

George Clinton and his team of

the P-Eunk All-Stars \eill perform

tonight at 8 p.m. at the lohn M.

Greene Hall at the corner of Main

and Pleasant Streets in

Northampton, lor tickets, call the

box office at (41)1 58b-S686.

soap
continued from page 8

if Genie Francsi (Lam) will be return-

ing to the show . I let absence has left a

void in my heart. I can't tell vou how

much I niiss her locking horns with

Stefan. I would never encourage a split

between Luke and l.aura. but the idea

of them together is awfully intriguing

(those of you who s;ivv them lock lips

on the prime time episode. "Twist ot

Fate." know what I mean)

"All My Children"

I'm not sure what to think about the

attempted "conversion" of Kevin. Al

much as I love the idea of him and

Kelsey together (doesn't this girl

deserve a bit of happiness?). I think it

would be a real cop out. not to mention

,i disservice to the gay community to

have him suddenly turn heterosexual

(especially now that they've spent the

last lew months trying to educate the

audience that one's sexual preference is

not a choice) But on the other hand.

maybe Kevin could discover he is bisex

ual (a topic never before addressed on

daytime television). Wouldn't that be

interesting?

A few more quick notes: Sky really

needs to tell Edmund the truth about

the paternity test and Dmitri needs to

get a life (preferably somewhere else at

this point).

football
continued from page 12

giving )MU a 13-7 lead at half-

time.

If there was any consolation

for the Minutemen heading

into the locker room, it was a

sub-par |MU kicking game.

|MU kicker Nelson Garner
missed two field goals in the

first half, of 34 and 37 yards.

and freshman Mike Glover was

brought in and could fare no

better, missing the extra point

right before the end of the

half.

Khari Samuel, who was
banged up in last week's 49-6

loss at Maine, returned to t he-

form that made him a pre ICO
son first team All Atlantic 10

selection. The junior line-

backer led the team with I 3

tackles (8 unassisted) and con-

tinued to level the Dukes with

punishing tackles throughout

the game. Sophomore line-

backer Chris Price, whose
presence was bigger than his

seven recorded tackles, was all

over the field, helping lead a

UMass defense that only

allowed 203 total yards. Free

safety Bryan Mooney made 1

1

stops as well.

The Minutemen try to pick

up their first win at

Homecoming next Saturday
against Rhode Island.

"We need to learn to hang on

to the football or we're going to

get blown out of the park,"

Hodges said. "We just can't

keep turning the ball over the

way we are right now. We just

don't understand the respect ol

the football, and 1 guarantee

you. by next Saturday we will

respect the football."

Minutewomen
continued from puge 1
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Kate Webb and Cox collide in each

player's attempt to gain possession. Off

of the ensuing scramble. Green found

the ball at the top of the penalty area,

turned and fired a strike that gave

UMass the golden goal against the

black and gold of the Buffaloes.

The quality of Daniels' new side

made it hard for Rudy's team, but his

team also made it hard on itself. To

him. with a 39-10 shot advantage, the

Minutewomen should have put the

game away a lot earlier.

"This was harder than it had to be."

Rudy said. "We really needed to finish

our scoring opportunities, but we're

pleased to get a win against a good

young team that's well coached, and

fhej were a solid side. This is going to

be a very, very good Colorado team,

and we have to improve immensely

when we play them next year at their

field."

If the first half of this match was a

title fight, then UMass would have won

on points. Late rushes by Webb and

Lecot were to no avail, and the

Minutewomen could not land the

knockout punch. The second half saw

Colorado play with more confidence,

and the tides of confidence surged back

and forth with the escalating physical

play.

As the game continued, options lor

UMass began to dwindle, with senior

defender Erica Iverson out with the flu.

and senior defender Amy Burrill and

sophomore forward Emma Kurowski

still feeling the effects of their respec-

tive bouts with the flu. The match

looked to go into overtime, until senior

goalkeeper Danielle Dion made the

save of the game with 2:20 left in regu-

lation.

Buffalo midfielder Donna Holyman

picked up a loose ball 10 yards out, fir-

ing a shot with Dion leaping to her

right, and saving the day for the

Minutewomen. Efforts like Dion's and

Bun-ill's had Rudy beaming after the

game about their performances, and in

(he end. his Ircslnuan capitalized on an

opportunity that was well-timed.

"We do that in practice three times a

week, so I would expect nothing less

than Dion to catch that ball," Rudy

joked, with Dion sitting nearby. "She's

good, and I'll keep her until the end of

the season, and that's it... I'll let her

go-

"Amy had the moxie. the courage

and the mental strength to come back

from being sick, and she added a lot to

this game. Particularly in overtime,

when we brought her back in... it was

so moving to me."

Dion had a feeling that the team

would pull through, but not without a

little help from her friends.

"As soon as I got up this morning,

and we walked out on to the field, I

knew we were going to win," Dion

said, who credited her performance to

her pregame warmup with Leduc.

"With Erica out. and Amy sick, our

defense changed, but the people who
stepped in did a phenomenal job."

In the Brat overtime, the momentum
continued to change consistently, with

both teams exchanging time of posses-

sion almost every five minutes. The

bedraggled Minutewomen. though,

looked to tire at the end of the first

sudden death period, but that fact

turned out to be a misnomer.

Green provided the finishing touch

for a scoring opportunity that was well

overdue.

"We were putting our shots right

into the keeper's hands, and we weren't

really testing her low to the ground,"

Green said, who is the team's leading

scorer with four goals and seven assists

for 15 points. "1 knew once we started

hitting them low and hard, we would

break through at least once."

last 5
continued from page 1

2

have persuaded a few muffled jeers,

but now each call could be

game-deciding and. therefore,

deserved more attention.

Each missed shot deserved an

"ohhh." and for these little boys sit-

ting next to me a comment like.

"Man, I'm glad I'm not the goalie.

but imagine how good we'd be if one

of these girls were on our team?"

So. the five-minute drill does serve

a purpose in more than a party situa-

tion. It fires up the team and collides

all their hopes and efforts into each

possession, and it provides the pinna-

cle of excitement for the fans.

Use the force

and write for

sports.

Luke does.
Contact Luke Meredith, Sports Editor

at the Collegian (545-3500)

Shipp
continued from page 12

me so much. How to stay

focused, play hard and not just

take what they're |the defense]

giving you."

What Hodges clearly hasn't

taught Shipp is the signature spin

move he's displayed this season

"No. that's mine." Shipp said.

The move — a quick. 360
degree burst — has helped Shipp

turn normal plays into big ones.

Shipp said it was not taught to

him by a coach of his. He said he

started using it when he was
younger and playing two-hand
tag in the street.

"
I don't know. 1 guess it just

stayed with me." he said. "1 used

it all through high school too."

With the fate of his team hang-

ing in the balance. Shipp is trying

to keep his head in the game.

"I still think we can win a lot of

games this year." he said. "Things

are getting better for us every

game. But they just haven't

clicked yet. It's tough."

"It really doesn't feel like we're

0-3." he said. "But this is foot-

ball. The season isn't over yet."

"Days of Our Lives"

Rumors are Hying last and loose con-

cerning a possible romance between

lohn and Hope. Despite the assurances

of head writer, lames E. Reily, that the

rumors are false, fans are still in a tizzy

over the mere innuendo of such a love

connection. 1 sadly report that Eileen

Davidson, who has been superb in her

role as the conniving witch. Kristin, will

soon be leaving us at the end of

December. Whether you love her or

hate her (I happen to love her), you

have to admit she's been fun to watch.

She'll be sorely missed — at least by

this viewer.

lawh Tanning is a UMass student.
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Collegian Classifieds
113 Campus Center

APARTMENT FOR RENT| EMPLOYMENT EMPLOYMENT

Sugarloaf Estates Luxury

2 bedroom apartment

homes. FREE HEAT AND
HOT WATER. State of the

art kitchens, designer

baths, w/w carpeting,

washer and dryer. On

PVTA. Call Today. 665-

3856

AUTO FOR SALE

Auto For Sale '83 Chevy

Caprice Classic. Great

shape, low mileage.

$1200. Call Robin 253-

6348

'84 Jeep CJ7 4x4, hard-

top, new battery, needs

some work Asking $1100

or B/0. Call 549-1609

(Tony) or 549-9267 (Patri)

1989 VW Golf excellent

condition. 1 owner, new
clutch. 43 mpg highway.

$3900/B0. Sunderland

665-8358

1985 Olds A/C, all power,

AM/FM. $1500 or B/0.

549-8999

1991 Dodge Colt white. 4

cyl.. hatchback, alarm,

excellent condition, $1700.

Call 546-3640

Tutors

Bilingual Tutors for part-

time paid

assistance to students

speaking

Arabic, Czech, Hindi,

Japanese, Khmer, or

Korean
Contact: ESL/Bilingual

Office

at 413-549-9857

Amherst Public Schools

An Equal Opportunity

Affirmative Action

Employer

Drivers and Kitchen
Help Wanted. Apply at

D.P. Dough

Maintenance Person
Wanted at Hampshire
Fitness. $7/hour. Sam-

noon. Minimum of 3 morn-

ings 256-6446

Abt Associates is look

ing for a few reliable peo-

ple with good communica-

tions and computer skills

who are available to work

a minimum of 20 hours per

week. Evening and week-

end assignments are cur-

rently available. We offer

flexible scheduling

options, access to health

and dental plans and paid

training. The starting

wage is $5.75 per hour

with regular merit increas-

es. Free transportation

from PVTA Bus Line is pro-

vided. For more informa-

tion or to arrange a per-

sonal interview call

(413)587-1607. An Equal

Opportunity Employer.

The Amherst Boys &
Girls Club needs work-

study assistants for recre-

ation program. Must be

able to work evenings 7-

9pm and 1-5pm on

Saturday. $5.50 per hour.

UMass bus stops in front

of Club at 390 Main St.

Please call Richard Britt

253-3261

Needed Immediately
Part-Time Veterinary

Assistant. Weekday after-

noons. Apply in person to:

The Cat Hospital. 139C
Damon Rd., Northampton,

MA.

NOW HIRING!!! Alumni

Relations is looking for

student help for

Homecoming '97. Must be

available on Friday,

September 26 and

Saturday, September 27.

$5.50/hour. Stop by

Memorial Hall to fill out

an application. Questions?

Call Ann Thompson at

545-2317.

Pinocchio's Now Hiring

Delivery drivers. $15 an

hour. Car and positive atti-

tude a must. Apply in per-

son. 30 Boltwood Walk.

Fitness instructor for

Women's Only Club in

Belchertown. Must be cer-

tified. Call Jenn 323-0125

EMPLOYMENT
Drivers Wanted Pays $70

to $120 per shift. Car

needed. Dominos 256-

8911

FOR RENT

1 Bedroom Apt in

Puffton Available Oct 1st.

$535/month + elec. Call

549-0455 to take over

lease.

Fridge Rentals 253 9742

Free Delivery

FOR SALE

Buy/Sell/Trade Home
stereo components. Used,

reconditioned. 253-5312

Paintbali 2 semi-auto

guns for sale. VM-68 for

$150. Seyder with two

9oz. tanks for $250. Call

Fred at 549-8757.

Computers! Computers!

Computers! THE VERY
BEST PRICES AROUND!
IBM Thinkpads. Compac
as well as printers, scan-

ners, and supplies. Call

File Management
Solutions and ask for

Jason. 549-4850

Rolling Stones Foxboro

Oct 20 and 21. Floor seats!

665-0241 Leave message.

Computer 486/66mhz, CD

ROM, monitor, software.

Must sell. $400/B0. 587-

0854

FOR SALE

Macintosh Plus with

20mg external hard drive,

Mac Image Writer II.

Asking $350 or B/0. Call

665-7794

Himalayan Kittens

C.F.A Registered

$17500
(413)634-5789

FOUND

Two legal books in front

of Whitmore. If you can

tell me what they are,

they're yours. Call 565-

5472

Sum of Money Found in

Campus Center Post Office

on Friday morning. Call

Maureen at 545-3502

INSTRUCTION

Refurbished 486
Computer for sale. 16MB
RAM, 850 MB HD, 15"

monitor, WIN 95. $499.

Call ACI at (413)256-1 147.

Computer- Macintosh
SE30 Excellent condition.

$250. Call Diana 256-8155

Big Fish Tank All equip-

ment included. $40 or B/0.

549-6926

Laptop Notebook Works

good. $150. Good for

school. Call Steve

(413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for

computer. Works great.

Call CPC (413)584-8857

Watch batteries, ear

piercing, eyeglass

repairs, jewelry restora-

tion, diamond engage-

ments, wedding rings.

Silverscape Designs, 264

N. Pleasant St, Amherst.

253-3324 Open Daily.

Guitar Lessons
Beginner-Advanced

1-888-908-8898

Call Peter (Toil-Free)

Lost Watch- Ladies

Hamilton Watch. Lost on

Mt. Toby Fireroad/Trails in

mid-July. Roman numer-

als, black strap. Reward.

Sue (413)367-2755

Grey Hound Route 9.

Hadley area. Reward. 323-

8255

MISCELLANEOUS

www.movieposter.com
Vintage-Current

(416)391-0133

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOMMATE WANTED
Seeking Grad Student

or Professional to share

a large modern
Northampton apt. Great

location. Two bedroom,

two bath. $560+. 584-2247

Female and Male Grad

Students seek female

Grad Student for share in

large, sunny, modern post

and beam house in

Wendel, with hot tub and

deck on wooded acreage.

$200 per month inclusive,

but worth much more.

Must see. About 20 min-

utes from UMass with no

stoplights. (508)544-2688

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need help?

Call Birthright of Amherst

area for free testing and

assistance. 549-1906

TRAVEL

Spring Break "Take 2

hiring reps. Sell 15. Take 2

free. Hottest destinations!

Free parties, eats, drinks.

Sunsplash 1-800-426-

7710. www.sunsplash-
tours.com

Room for rent in private

home. 1 mile to UMass.

Furnished kitchen privi-

leges. Laundry, parking,

quiet, friendly.

$335/month. Barbara 549-

4853

WANTED

$20 Reward for any infor-

mation pertaining to the

incident at The Pub the

night of Sat., 9/13/97,

whereby a 30 year old

male was thrown into a

plate glass door causing it

to shatter. Call (508)653-

1761

WANTED
Looking for TI-85

Graphing Calculator

Call Kelsey @ 549-9462,

anytime.

COLLEGIAN
CLASSFIEDS

available

on

the

concourse

or

visit

our

friendly

office

in

the

campus

center

basement

Personals Policy Rates Standard Headings
1. -Ml pmorMls MUSI be proofread bv Collejttan ila*-

wfied employe*-, bxfcm payment and acceptance tit

the dtt
2 Last name* MAY NOT be used in personal* I >M >

first name* and initials are allowed. The onfr

lion* are tew birthdav or congratulation* personals in

h cave the full name may be used

1 Phone numbers are not allowed in personals NO
EXCEPTIONS

4 Addresses are not allowed in personals this means

dorm room numbers as well

V Personals ot a threatening or dwoaator> nature are

not acceptable Personals ot a vindictive or KMous
nature are not acceptable Personals mav not be

used tor the purpose ot harassment

h Prolans M not he used in personals

7. The rrfW~h section is tor personals only The per-

sonals MCtfcM may NOT be used to sell items, seek

roommates, advertise maetinp, Hi

K All personals must have the name, signature, and
•. 1,0 number of the student placing the as

tilled in on the insertion order Non students must

provide a valkl rfrrvif s license md the luense ru.m

her must be recorded on the insertion Ofdn
t.»lse inVntitu ation <k iiaiirwpwirntitinn ii

penalties under the law.

** The CofJegMn reserves the right to refuse or lo edit

in) perwnal that does not meet the Callrgi*n'9 Man-

Is in accordance with the statutes of the

( ommonwealth ot M—111 husefU.

Students

20<£ per word/day

All others

40 <£ per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
Pledse write i learly and

legibly. We are not responsible for errors result-

ing from illegible handwriting or type.

ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT
ENTERTAINMENT

FOR SALE
FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

TUESDAY, SEPT. 23

Film — Johnny Guitar,

an off-beat western with

women in the two leads,

starring loan Crawford.
Sponsored by the

Women's Studies and
Lounge Staff and part of

the Women in Film Noir

series. 5:30 p.m. in

Bartlett 208A.
Meeting — The

Distinguished Visitor's

Program is having a

General Interest Meeting

at 7 p.m. in the Student

Union, Dukes Room. If

you are interested in

bringing your favorite

speakers to the UMass

campus then DVP is for

you. Pizza and soda
served. For more infor-

mation call 545-0046 or

stop by Student Union,
room 404.

Meeting — The Index
(UMass Yearbook) will

hold a general meeting at

6:50 p.m. in the Student

Union, room 304. All are

invited. Contact Jill

Aordkian at 545-0848
for more information.

Spiritual— All students

invited to a Spiritual and
Religious Opportunity
Summit for seekers and
leaders at UMass, to plan

and launch student-run

spiritual activities. 7- 9

p.m. in the Campus
Center, room 805-809.
For more information,
call Merle Ryan at

545-2684 or Kent
Higgins at 256-0109.

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 24

Dance — Israeli Folk
Dancing. 8:30-9:15 p.m.

teaching session, 9:15-10

p.m. review.
Grayson/Orchard Hill.

All are welcome.
Experience is not neces-

sary.

Meeting — Winter
Session Israel Trip infor-

mation meeting at 7 p.m.

at the Hillel House.
Come and find out about

a great opportunity to

travel to Israel with other

UMass students.

Speaker — Arne Holte,

professor of Behavioral

Sciences in Medicine,
University of Oslo, and
professor of Clinical

Psychology, University of

Tronso, Norway will be

guest speaker at the

UMass School of

Education at the Early

Childhood Education and
Development Program's
Fortnightly Breakfast
series from 8:30-9:45
a.m., Furculo 225.

NOTICES

Course The
Interdepartmental
Program in Film Studies

is offering a Certificate in

Film Studies to all

majors (equivalent to a

minor). Includes six

courses in film/video
studies. For more infor-

mation and to fill out an

application, stop by the

office in 101 South
College or call

545-3659. Office hours

MW 8 a.m.-5 p.m., TuTh
10 a.m. -5 p.m., F 8

a.m.-2 p.m. Or visit the

w e b p a g e :

www.umass.edu/film.

FYls are public service announcements printed

daily To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the

Managing Editor by noon the previous day.

Internships —
Environmental intern-

ships offered. Campaigns
this semester include:
Hunger and
Homelessness,
Pesticides, Endangered
Species, Updated Bottle

Bill and Campaign
Finance Reform. Looking
for motivated students to

take leadership positions.

Call MassPIRG at

545-0199 or stop by
423A Student Union.
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We have to dismantle our nuclear weapons The

tension between countries is mounting. If we

don't act soon.the world as we know it could end

at any moment.
Wanna have sex?

LIBRA (Sepl. 23-Oct. 22) — A
promise made today can pay off for

you in unforeseen ways in the neat-

future. Be sure that you know just

what you are pledging to do.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) —
A surprise is in store for you. but

you can get back on top in no time

if you are willing to do more than

you had planned.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) _ You will have a chance-

today to surround yourself with

only the best, but you're going to

have to make a sacrifice in the

process.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)

— Seeking something more than

what you have will take some time

— and perhaps a good deal of

money.. The status quo isn't that

bad!

AQUARIUS (Ian. 20-Feb. 18)

— An insight into a difficult domes-

tic situation will have you working

hard to correct what needn't have

happened in the fist place

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) —
You may decide today that you're

fed up with the way things are —
but how can you make them better?

Take time to think things through

completely.

ARIES (March 2 1 -April 19) —
You must remind yourself today of

those things that are most valuable

to you in order to get yourself firm-

ly back on track.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
Tend to one thing at a time today

for best results. You will want to

steer clear of situations that are too

complex to assess accurately.

GEMINI (May 2I-)une 20) —
You will have to be more generous

and sociable than expected today.

You can do it, and impress others

in the process as well.

CANCER (|une 2l-|uly 22) —
What begins as a difficult day may

turn out to be memorable for all

the things that come to you as if by

luck. There is more to it!

LEO (|uly 23-Aug. 22) — You

may want to lie low today. Energy

and enthusiasm may be waning dra-

matically at this time, and you can't

afford to make a costly error.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) —
Today you'll enjoy an awakening of

sorts that should enable you to see

things as they really are. ludgment

has been rather faulty of late.

Close to Home By John McPherson

t of the Day
£6 Only two things arc infinite, the

universe and human stupidity, and

I'm not sure about the former. }}
-Albert Einstein

Today's P.C. Menu
or* Information.Call 543-2626 fo

Franklin

LUNCH
Shrimp Egg Roll

Subgum Fried Rice

Spinach St Mushroom Quiche

Macaroni & Cheese

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Royal Zucchini Beef Parmesan

Quarter Pound Burger

Penne w/Tomato & Spinach

Worcester

< mo,/: (reirfv/Mineet-oWSrnir.civn «*» unprtss corn M/mt^

"Will you shut up about how great the fishing is?"

LUNCH
Macaroni and Cheese

Meatball Grinder

Rotini/Tomato Sauce

Wheatball Grinder

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Southern Fried Steak

Debo
Mandarin Tofu

ACROSS
1 Throal-clearmg

sound
5 Woodworking

machine
10 Promises
14 Bad-mannered
15 Assortment

16 Domain
17 Chowder

ingredient

18 Window material

20 Mead's 'Coming

of Age in
—

"

22 McMahon and
Sullivan

23 Smallesi
littermates

24 Nonsensical

26 Mai — : cocktail

27 Regard as
belonging (to)

30 Dressmaker's
scrap

34 Celebration

35 Life, m Quebec

36 Shimmer
37 Media mogul

Turner

38 Gives homework

41 Luau souvenir

42 Eternally

44 Leap
45 History

47 Dwells

49 Opposed
50 Halfway

51 Cleaned house

52 Shuts noisily

55 Duet number
56 Outer —
60 Light reading

63 Matinee man
64 Astronaut

Shepard
65 Think alike

66 Honeycomb
unit

67 Phoned
68 "I — Anyone Till

You"
69 Type of jerk?

DOWN

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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1 Curved lines

2 Hawaiian dance
3 Dutch cheese
4 Autobiography

of a kind

5 Racing circuit

6 Actress Francis

7 Barter

8 Lids

9 Needle's hole

10 Holding dear
1

1

Algenan city

12 "Go—, young
man!"

13 Impudent talk

19 Chemisl's
weight

21 Singer Bryant

25 Embarrassed
26 Like an

adolescent
27 Later

idHon unoa
R A

M E

N

I
CJA R O LjJ
HJTNG Eft
RIOISIY1

O G E

EAR
9-2?97 O 1987. United Feature Syndicate

28 Strainer

29 Grants
30 Big truck

31 Director Dwan
32 Seasonal

songs
33 Rock n' roll

dance
35 Ltmo rider

39 "Mayday'"
40 Breaks
43 Rolling around

the edge
46 Find fault

48 Phonograph

record
49 Roused from

sleep

51 Cutlass

52 Blemish

53 Albright of films

54 "— for All

Seasons"
55 Fral-party wear
57 Yemen's

capital

58 Nat "King" —
59 Vogue rival

61 "—
. humbug'"

62 Film location

Hampshire
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Turkey-Bacon-Swiss Folded Pita

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Manicotti in Sauce

Berkshire

LUNCH
Macaroni and Cheese

Hamburger on a Roll

Lemon Grill Burger

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Pineapple Ham Steak

Mandarin Tofu

Meatballs/Grinder Roll

Night Editor

Photo Teihnition

Copy Editor

Production Super viior

Production Stall
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Minutemen drop third straight, 13-10 to JMU
By Mike Corey
Collegian Staff

HARRISONBURG. Va. — On
Saturday night, under the lights of

Bridgeforth Stadium. the

Massachusetts football team was
unable to pick up its first win of

the season, as it fell 13-10 to the

Dukes of lames Madison
University.

In a contest which saw limited

scoring, the Minutemen were in it

for the entire game and only

nailed 13-7 at l.alf- time.

However, the extent of the sec-

ond-half scoring would be only a

24-yard field goal by UMass'

Andy Maclay with 2:23 left in the

third quarter, cutting the lead to

three where it would stand, as

UMass (0-3) suf-

fered its third loss

in as many games.

"You just can't

turn the ball over."

Massachusetts
coach Mike Hodges said. "And
you've got to take advantage of it

when you get an opportunity. We
have to learn to make the plays

when we have to make them."

L'Matl wasn't able to get any-

thing going offensively and many
series resulted in three plays and

out deep in their own territory.

James Madison 13

Massachusetts 10

Field position was not on UMass'

side as they only started with the

ball once in |MU territory.

"The second half

was a lot of frustra-

tion," Hodges said.

"We needed to

drive the football,

we had the oppor-

tunities and we didn't do it."

After a UMass penalty on the

opening kickoff, |MU's freshman

return man, Delvin |oyce, would

take the second UMass offering 72

yards down to the ?3-yard line

However, UMass would hold the

Dukes to a field goal attempt,

which they missed.

The opening possession for the

Minutemen wasn't much better.

Freshman running back Marcel
Shipp fumbled a second down
carry, and |MU would recover at

the UMass 33-yard line. Six plays

and 3:02 later, freshman Anthony
Moore took the pitch 14 yards to

the right side of the endzone for a

score and an early 7-0 |MU lead.

In the second quarter, the skies

opened up and a driving rainstorm

welcomed the Minutemen to

Virginia, just like it did last week
in Orono, Maine. UMass was
unaffected though, and with 8:03

in the second started a drive from
their own 3-yard line and

marched down field into |MU ter-

ritory.

After a third down conversion

at the |MU 4b was unsuccessful

UMass had to punt. However, this

time (oyce fumbled the return at

the 13-yard line, where it was

recovered by Chris Price, which

set up UMass' only touchdown.

After the Price tumble recovery,

on the third play of the series,

junior fullback fin Pizano took

the pitch four yards into the end-

zone for a score with 2:57 left

before the half, tying the game at

7-7.

The final |MU drive of the half

began with the Minutemen being

Minutewomen beat Colorado 2-1
By Jorma Kansanen

Collegian Staff

349:55.

3-1.

Numbers, numbers, numbers —
used so much in the sports business,

but often do not pile up to more than a

hill of beans. However, these two sets

of numbers encapsulate the history

between Colorado coach Austin

Daniels and Massachusetts coach |im

Rudy.

After Saturday afternoon's 1-0 dou-

ble overtime win for the No. 12

Massachusetts women's soccer team

Massachusetts 1^

Colorado

over the Buffaloes at Totman Field,

those two sets of numbers signify the

aggregate time of the last three match-

es between Daniels' and Rudy's teams

(349:55). and the aggregate score of

said matches (3-1 , in favor of UMass).

It's safe to say the next time the two

coaches face off. they better pack a bag

lunch, a change of clothes, a tooth-

brush and send a note to their parents,

because they might check out any time

they like, but they may never leave.

Dating back to 1995. and Daniels'

coaching days at the University of

Hartford, the Minutewomen have a

2-0-1 record against the coach of the

newly-instated Colorado program.

After a 0-0 double OT draw at

Hartford in 1 995, with current Buffalo

goalkeeper Sloane Cox in net, and a

2-1 UMass double OT win in the %
NCAAs on a goal with a second
remaining by now-assistant coach

Rachel Leduc. double OT-itis contin-

ued with Daniels' new squad, with

Rudy again getting the best of his

adversary and friend.

The recent best came from freshman

forward Kara Green, who continued

her flying start by putting the

hard-fought match away at the 109:56

mark, on a physically-demanding goal

that mirrored the style of the entire

match.

junior forward Sophie Lecot made a

run down the right flank, sending in a

low cross that saw sophomore forward

Turn to MINUTEWOMEN, page 9

Last five minutes count

for UM women's soccer
By Kathleen Ralls

Collegian Staff

IORMA KANSANEN / COUECIAN

Freshman midfielder Brooke Bartlett makes a charge at the Colorado net

during Saturday's 1-0 UMass win.

There's something to be said

about the five-minute rule. You've

got the prime seat of the party —
maybe it's the recliner or maybe
it's a spot on the end of the couch

next to the coffee table where you

can put your drink. In any case,

you really have to go to the bath-

room and subsequently must
declare "five minutes." If you
don't, it's like watching the little

kids with gloves charge to the front

seats in the ninth at a blowout Red
Sox game.

There is another kind of

five-minutes pertaining to sports.

No matter the level, or the game,

as soon as the clock ticks 5:00,

both teams are off and running like

they did the first five minutes of

the game (unless it's the NBA). If

the game is not on the line, coach-

es and spectators encourage their

players to "finish up strong." It's

understandable that an athlete

can't give "110 percent" every

minute of the game unless the

game was just five minutes, and
even then...

Saturday afternoon's game pit-

ting the No. 12 Massachusetts
women's soccer team, and a 2-4

Colorado team ran into double
overtime. While both teams
slashed their way down the field in

fury. Massachusetts' freshman
Kara Green scored at the 109:56

mark for the I -0 game- winner.

lust five minutes prior to the

end of regulation, both teams

hurled themselves into a furious

game where goalies were ruthlessly

hunted by hauling attackers, exer-

cising their right to miraculously

score a game-ending goal, with

goaltenders making fabulous saves

regardless. There were sliding

saves executed about every 48 sec-

onds to stop charging forwards,

and while all this sounds like a

great afternoon, there is a negative

side.

There were more corner kicks

and throw-ins from the sidelines,

which provided a choppy atmos-

phere. The normally level-headed

defenders were just clearing the

ball in hopes of a long goal, instead

of showing off skills they might

have otherwise.

Across the field there seemed
personal battles, though sports-

manship was maintained for the

most part. A yellow card was even-

tually distributed to maintain order

in the unruly Totman Field.

Basically, the game was less flow-

ing and more gritty, which in most

cases can end in a glorious goal for

one team.

By then, it doesn't matter

whether it's pretty or not.

This five-minute drill also

affects the fans as well. No longer

are they sitting in idle chat with

one eye on the game and the other

eye on their kids (except for those

in the upper right corner of the

bleachers). Their eyes are trans-

fixed on the ball, and whomever's

feet are guiding it to the promised

land. A bad call from a ref might

Turn to LAST 5. page 9

Minuteman soccer beats No. 9 Boston University 2-1
By Jackie Leroux

Collegian Staff

Massachusetts

Boston Univ.

Some people just have "it". That
extra little something, that lets them
perform at their best when it's

needed the most. "It" is the ability

to pull it out at crunchtime. to come
through when frustration is at its

peak, and win it for the team.

Massachusetts mens' soccer forward

Mike Butler appears to have "it."

A week ago Saturday, in a sudden

death overtime game against Maine,

Butler scored the game-winning
goal with just six seconds left on the

clock. This past weekend he man-
aged to do it again in a hotly con-

tested game against No. 9 Boston

University.

With the score notched at 1-1. and

just 4:31 left to go

in sudden death
overtime, Butler

scored with a

12-yarder over BU
goalie Bryan Murphy. He was assist-

ed on the play by junior midfielder

lake Brodsky. The win was the third

in a row for the Minutemen. and
one that now has their spirits riding

high.

"With BU, it's always a war," coach

Sam Koch said. "To be honest. I

think that we look forward to this

game more than they do."

The game was a very physical one,

with a lot of fouls called, and a yel-

low card handed out to Terrier mid-

fielder Chris Bone, when he
knocked over Brodsky during the

second half. The intensity and com-
petitiveness was also evident in the

amount of trash talking that

occurred on the field.

"It's always a tough, physical match
with them," Koch said. "It's always

a great head to head competition.

|BU] wanted it today, they are a

good team, and they battled with

us. It's a physical game."

"They are a much bigger team."

Butler said. "They were pushing us

around and putting the ball in the

air. But we just used quick touches

to get around them, and that's what

made the difference, plus the team

worked very well together today."

UMass scored first in the game,
when junior Brad Kurowski scored

at the 19:43 mark, from five yards

out. He was assisted by freshman
Seth Lilburn.

The first half seemed to belong to

the Minutemen, as they kept BU
scoreless. But UMass looked a little

shaky in the second, and had trou-

ble pulling things together. The
Terriers dominated the field, but

were still only able to score once,

with a six-yarder from Nick Bone.

Massachusetts' defense seemed to

be improving and tightening down.
Sophomore keeper Todd Fowler has

been hot as of late. He had six saves

in Saturday's game, to Murphy's
four.

"As a team we played very defen-

sively." Butler said. "We played very

compact and together as a whole
team. We basically accomplished a

lot of the things that we worked on

in practice. I can't

stress enough how
much we did all the

little things."

UMass was outshot by

Boston University 26-17, and took

no corner kicks to the Terriers six.

There is a little concern among the

team that this game was their fourth

overtime game in a row, although it

was also their third consecutive

overtime win.

"We are really disappointed with

our finishing, that we haven't been

able to get it done in regulation,"

Koch said.

With the number of overtime games

they have found themselves in.

fatigue has very much become a fac-

tor for the Minutemen. especially

with their upcoming schedule.

Tomorrow they will play Hartford,

a team that went to the NCAA
Tournament last season. After that

they will begin their Atlantic 10

play.

"We train for overtime in practice."

Butler said. "But we are trying to

win it closer and closer to regula-

tion time."

The win over BU was one that

UMass was not expected to take.

Not only will it probably cam them
national ranking, but the team's

spirit! are high as well, and the

energy should carry them to MMN
extent over the next couple of

games. The team is beginning to

gain momentum, and their record

now stands at 4-0-1.

|0«MA KANSANEN / COUEGIAN

Senior forward Mike Butler battles BU's Matt Hammond for an air ball in the first half of the Minutemen's 2-1

upset victory.

flagged for two penalties, the first

on a controversial roughing the

passer call, and then an offsides

penalty, giving the Dukes 20 free

yards.

Then after a pair of runs by

Joyce, the Dukes entered UMass
territory at the 40-yard line with

less than a minute to go in the

half. Two plays later, sophomore
quarterback Greg Maddox would
find wide receiver Earnest Payton

for a 35-yard touchdown pass.

Ben Scott, who was on coverage

for the Minutemen on the play,

slipped on the wet turf and Payton

walked in from the 10-yard line.

Turn to FOOTBALL, page 9

UM's Shipp

filling some

big shoes

By Corey Peter Goodman
Collegian Staff

HARRISONBURG. Va. — Marcel

Shipp was tired and beaten.

And when he stepped out of the

University of Massachusetts football

locker room Saturday night after a

devastating 13-10 loss to the lames

Madison Dukes in Harrisonburg. Va",

the boos and hisses from the thou-

sands of |MU faithful — directed

toward the Minuteman marching
band — put salt in his already open

wounds.

"It hurts, you know. But we'll be

alright," he said, wincing in pain

from undoubtedly a number of areas

on his body. "We just have to come
back again next week. That's all."

For Shipp, a young, highly-touted

tailback, next week may not bring

better days. As a true freshman,

Shipp was given the opportunity this

season to see playing time while

starting tailback, Matt lordan, was

recovering from a hamstring injury,

lordan has been healing steadily, and

may be ready to go next week at

home against Rhode Island. Shipp

knows he'll have to roll with the

Massachusetts

Football

punches.

"I respect Matt a lot." he said. "I'll

do whatever the coaches ask me to

do. I just want to play a role on this

team."

It's likely that Shipp will play a

huge role in the games and years to

come.

A talented product of Passaic Tech

High School in Paterson, N.J., Shipp

racked up over 3,200 yards and 42

touchdowns in high school. With
impressive numbers and obvious

ability, recruiters from Clemson,
Memphis State and a hoard of other

division one schools came calling.

But Shipp ended up wearing the

maroon and white in Amherst.

"It [UMass] felt like home to me."

he said. "When I visited, I knew it's

where I wanted to play."

In the second game of the season

against Maine, Shipp saw his first

extended action. Carrying the ball 1

1

times for 78 yards. Shipp looked like

Massachusetts coach Mike Hodges'

best kept secret. Though a bit under-

sized at 5-foot- 7 and 195 pounds,

Shipp. at times, challenged lineback-

ers and carried defensive linemen the

extra two or three yards to the first

down sticks. When he wasn't pre-

tending to be a fullback, Shipp was

bursting through holes with incredi-

ble speed.

One of those big gains went for

the Minutemen's only touchdown
last week, a 20-yard scamper in the

second quarter.

In the losing effort. Shipp
impressed the coaching staff so much
that they bumped him up on the

depth chart just ahead of then-back-

up tailback, junior |im Pizano.

"|im is a guy I really look up to,"

he said. "He always there for me.
picking me up when I'm down, and

teaching me all about our plays."

Saturday at lames Madison. Shipp

earned the starting nod.

"I was a little nervous at the start

of the game, but it got easier," he
said.

Shipp was the driving force in

UMass' offensive scheme. He rushed

for 98 yards on 16 carries. This
included a handful of six, seven and
eight-yard gains surrounded by a

35-yard burst in the third quarter
that set up a Minuteman field goal.

"It was a great opportunity for

me." he said. "I'll take it from here."

Shipp says his relationship with
Hodges has inspired him on the field.

"He's a great man, and he's a great

coach," he said. "Coach has taught

Turn to SHIPP , page 9
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You spell goalkeeper

with a D

Senior keeper

Danielle Dion is the

last line of defense

against a potent No.

7 UConn squad

today at 3:30 p.m. at

Totman Field (see

Sports, page 12).

A hardcore

dedication

The Collegian's

hardcore column

pays tribute to the

late RayBeez and

previews upcom-

ing releases. Check

inside (see Arts &
Living, page 5).

WORLD

Kohl sees elections

as beneficial to CDU
BONN, Germany — Brushing off

a second-place finish and a surge of

support for a far-right party,

Chancellor Helmut Kohl said yester-

day that the Hamburg election was
a good omen for his party in next

year's national elections.

The city-state's ruling Social

Democrats fell sharply in Sunday's

vote, possibly setting back their

campaign to wrest control of the

federal government from Kohl in

September 1998 elections. Kohl's

Christian Democratic Union gained

ground, though it remained in sec-

ond place in Germany's second-

largest city. In Sunday's vote, the

Social Democrats fell from 40.4

percent of the vote in 1993 to 36.2

percent, its worst postwar showing

in this northern port city, a tradi-

tional stronghold. The Christian

Democrats increased their share

from 25.1 percent to 30.7 percent.

"I am very happy with the message

the people of Hamburg have given

me," Kohl told a news conference

in Bonn. He said his party's gains

were a "good signal" prior to a

series of regional votes and the

general election next year.

NATION

Clinron,Gore claim

contributions legal

NEW YORK — President

Clinton declared yesterday that he

and Vice President Al Gore
"intended to be firmly within the

letter of the law" when they sought

donations in their 1996 re-election

campaign.

"I believed then and I believe

now that what we did was legal."

Clinton told reporters in New York,

where he was

addressing the United Nations.

Meanwhile, former presidential

aide Harold lckes told Senate inves-

tigators he did not know whether

Clinton actually made fund-raising

calls from the White House,

according to Senate officials famil-

iar with a closed-door deposition.

Ickes. who was the top White

House political staffer during the

1996 campaign, was recalled by

imestigators for a second sworn

deposition. He has not been called

to testify in public.

lekes told attorneys for the

Senate Governmental Affairs

Committee that he did not coordi-

nate with special interest groups on

advertising campaigns and other

expenditures. When these organiza-

tions make so-called independent

expenditures, they are not permit-

ted to coordinate with candidates

or parties meant to benefit from the

effort.
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Amherst College police

seek help finding offender
The Amherst College police

department released a composite

last week of an individual who is

wanted for questioning related to

a count of indecent exposure.

The police department is

requesting help from the

University of Massachusetts com-

munity to help locate and identify

the male

According to the Amherst
College police, the subject was
witnessed masturbating by trees

near the Plimpton House on Tyler

Place Road on the Amherst
College campus. The alleged inci-

dent occurred on Friday, Sept. 12

ut 1 1:30 a.m.

The victim reported the subject

being shirtless and his pants were

up. but unbuttoned. The victim

also reported seeing the same
individual in the area the next day

wearing jeans and had his shirt

tucked into his back pocket. He
was also carrying a dark blue

backpack.

He did not speak to the victim.

According to a press release,

the perpetrator has been
described as. "a white male, mid
to upper 20s, approximately 6 feet

tall, slim to medium build, straw-

berry/blonde hair which extends

over the ears."

If anyone has any information

regarding this investigation, call

Amherst College Police at

542-2291.— Leigh Faulkner

Shadowboxing . .

.

junior Fine Arts major Damon Van Home whittles wood from a log to be sculpted for a class.

Board addresses student arrests
Beth McCarthy

Collegian Staff

AMHERST COUiGt CAMPUS POIICI DEPARTMENT

Subject wanted for questioning regarding indecent exposure on

Amherst College campus

Students living off-campus are a

serious problem

.

This statement led to the strong and

extreme discussion at last night's

Amherst Select Board meeting, which

again went unresolved.

With 53 students being arrested on

the weekend of Sept 1 3 and 18 arrest-

ed this past weekend, with the low

number probably due to the rain.

Barry Del Castillo. Amherst town
manager, considers this a definite

problem.

However, the problem is com-
pounded by the speed in which arrest

ed students are bailed out. said Harry

Brooks, former Selectman

"They bail em out so last they can

go back to the party." said Brooks of a

weekend night he spent observing the

Amherst Police station.

Brooks said that students are in and

out so fast that it no longer serves as a

penalty and suggested that this prob-

lem be addressed to town judges and

magistrates.

Perhaps bail should be witheld for a

duration of at least a night or the mag-

istrate not be so readily accesible. sug-

gested Brooks.

Another angle to curb large and dis-

ruptive congregations of students was

licensing the landlords was raised by

Selectman. Hill Boss, who is one of

the strongest advocates of resolving

off-campus student misbehavior.

"Once we have the power to with-

hold lisences for irresponsible land-

lords, then we can maybe do some-

thing." said Boss.

Rent control was also raised by Ken
Mosakowski, County Commissioner,

as a viable option.

Because of the lapse in rent control,

"students are being exploited by

crooked landlords and are being

packed into small units." said

Mosakowski.

He suggested that with rent control,

students would be able to afford to

spread out a little and as a result, the

town won't have as large a problem.

Although all of these ideas were

seriously considered, none were rated

on.

This is too large a problem and the

scope of a solution is too emense to be

able to make any on-the-spot deci-

sions, said Bryan Harvey. Chair of the

Select Board.

Harvey said that before any deci-

sions are made he would like to pass

these suggestions by the Amherst
Police as well as the Problem Solving

Partnership to be sure that no laws are

being violated and also to see if they

have any solutions of their own.

Other issues addressed were licens-

es of local business and committee

appointments including that of Karl

Seppala. who was voted onto the

Parking Commission.

Pow wow brings Native American community together

By India Joy Rose

Collegian Correspondent

Over the weekend, native people

of various tribal nations. UMas* stu-

dents. members of the Amherst com-

munity and many observers from the

Northeast region of the country
joined together to participate in the

annual University of Massachusetts

Pow Wow.
The Pow Wow, which portrays

many traditional ceremonies of the

native people took place on the cam-

pus pond lawn.

Grand Entry was led by three

senior dancers holding the American.

Canadian and Vietnam P.O.W. flags

Southern Rhode Island native,

Donald Hopkins, of the Niantic

Narragansett Nation, carried the

American flag containing an image of

a Native American in the center.

Hopkins, a traditional dancer,
explained the unique portrayal and
said. "We come first and beyond all

foreigners, we are the caretakers of

this land.'

Hopkins also requested that an

untitled poem written by a "dear

WONNf VANC; COUfGIAN

Native American Heritage
Onlookers watch as SAM. Paddlefoot participates in the pow wow celebration dance, part of the University of

Massachusetts Pow Wow that took place last weekend.

friend" of his. Luke Marten be read

to the Amherst community and
UMass students. Hopkins, who holds

the poem close to his heart, felt that

Marten's poem has a powerful theme

that should be communicated to

everyone.

Following the senior dancers, men.

women and children of all ages

dressed in handmade regalia display-

ing an array of brilliant colors.

Regalia is the clothing worn by the

native people when they participate

in dances and songs. The dancers,

who are led by two head dancers: a

male and a female, may dance to

their own visions or dance for heal-

ing. Each dance and song represents

either the tribal nation or the individ-

ual.

There were several individual dis-

plays that were sensational. However,

a performance exhibited by a seven-

year-old. Adam Genia. electrified the

crowd.

Genia performed a five minute

Fancy Hoop Dance with dazzling

skill and coordination. With eight

hoops, he danced wrapping them
around his body to the rhythmical

beats of the drums and song.

lustin Beatty. a junior art and the-

ater major at UMass. played a large

role in orchestrating the Pow Wow.
Beatty represents the Nation of

Anishinabe and is also an active

member in die Native American
Student Association (NASA) on cam-

pus.

When questioned about how he

felt about the turn out. he responded.

"It's not so much about the turn out.

but about the Native people getting

together." Beatty was a dancer and

also one of the emcee's at the cere-

mony.
On the outskirts of the central tent,

there were various venders and
booths. The venders sold traditional

native foods such as Indian tacos and

venison sausages. Many of the booths

sold beads, beadwork items, silver,

jewelry and books written by Native

American authors.

One such author. Mildred Noble,

author of Sweet Lives, was honored

with a dance and song. The extensive

procession around the interior of the

main tent consisted of dancers,

singers, relatives and friends.

Richard Fournier. a Native

American from Manchester. NH, had

a booth in which he soid books, rat-

tles that were made of deer toe,

chestnut shells, animal vertebrae and

handmade jewelry.

According to Fournier. Pow Wows
are a time for Native Americans to

join together and celebrate their cul-

ture. Some like Fournier travel every

other weekend from New England to

participate in Pow Wows.
Attending a Pow Wow gives

Native Americans the chance "to por-

tray ourselves as we really are. and to

learn about out culture." he said.

Drums played a large role in the

Turn to POW WOW page 3

Albert pleads innocent; charged

with forcible sodomy and assault

Library Celebration of Latino Heritage

By Michelle Boorstein

Associated Press

ON THE INTERNET

www.umass.edu/rso/colegian

ARLINGTON. Va. — Marv Albert

called a woman a "bad girl" and
severely bit her in a hotel room for

not bringing another man into bed

with them, a prosecutor told jurors

today as the sportscaster's sodomy
trial began.

But Albert's attorney. Roy Black,

said: "Everything that happened that

night was consensual. It was that

same thing that happened every other

night when Marv and (the woman)
got together."

Albeit is accused of biting the

woman on the back and forcing her to

perform oral sex. He pleaded inno-

cent today, just before jury selection

began, to charges of forcible sodomy
and assault and battery that, if he is

convicted, could bring him a life sen-

tence. Commonwealth's Attorney
Richard Trodden told the Feb. 12

attack began after the couple watched

a pornographic movie together and it

went too far after Albert threw the

woman to the bed when she failed

bring another man for a threesome.

\ coarse and crude abuse of a

human being u>ok place, and it h>ok

Turn to SODOMY page 2

Albertina Fernandes

Collegian Correspondent

V music filled the W.F..B. Du Bail

Library's main floor for the first lime,

histoiv was being made as well.

Beginning the open house foi

Latino Heritage Week was a program

focusing on "Latinos and the

Library." The emphasis was to attract

more Latinos to utilize the Library's

Latin American collection.

Dr. Peter Stern and l.ori MaStrt,

co coordinators o! "latino Heritage

\v ,k Ittributtd this event to

PauHne P. Collins, the retired Latin

American studies librarian, who was

responsible for building the Latin

America collection here at the

University of Massachusetts Amherst.

Collins partcipated in finding

hooks that pi and students

would be interested in and brought

them to the now re-named Du Bois

Library. She became almost electively

responsible for making sure that

books that were essential to the

understanding of Latinos were not

cut off of the library collections

"The WEB. Du Bois Library

holds the largest collection of Latin

America books in a public library in

the Northeast, third in New England

behind only Harvard and Yale," Stem
s..;d. "The books included in their

collections are Spanish and

Portuguese language and literature,

women's studies, anthropology, edu-

cation, economics and political s^i

ence."

The keynote speaker of the

evening. Sonia Nieto. gave a speech

on "Latinos and Libraries: Forging

Links why it is important? and who
benefits?" She also touched upon
why Latinos need to be more
user-friendly with the library.

Nieto's speech regarded why it is

important for the Latino community

to adhere to this call for more
involvement with libraries which
stemmed from her childhood experi-

ences w. The selections of hooks that

Turn to LATINO, page 2
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continued from page 1

she remembered of Latino-
Americans were not anything slu-

could identify with. For instance, she

could not relate with the chara. I

in the books she read throughout her

young adult life because they did not

reflect her world

"All children have the right to see

themselves, their family, community

in the boob they read." Nb*) MiA
"How can libraries become more

welcoming?" she asked. Nieto pro

pottd acthiticv such M this library

celebration, to prepare library Ml
and become more aware of cultural

and linguistic differences. This

would, in some ways, help rectify the

current status of the library. Nieto

urged people not to see the library as

an intimidating structure, but as a

place with a wealth of useful infor-

mation. She encourages students,

md anyone else interested in

using the libraries to do so.

sodomy
continued from page 1

place at the hands of that man. and it

took place and was accomplished by

his physical domination of a 4 1 -year-

old woman." Trodden said.

The prosecutor said the two met in

1986 when the accuser was a tele-

phone operator at the Miami Airport

Hilton hotel "and the relationship

took off rapidly. It was a sexual rela-

tionship from almost the very begin-

ning."

Trodden acknowledged the couple

had threesomes before, once in Los

Angeles and once in Miami, the last

occurring in 1990 or 1991. Because

Albert's job prevented the couple

from seeing each other for months at

a time, Trodden said they engaged in

lots of fantasy sex on the phone and

Albert's end of the conversation gen-

erally centered "on participating in a

threesome with another male." Black

said the woman was lashing back at

Albert because her life was unravel-

ing. He said she had lost her job and

was released from a stay in a mental

hospital just six weeks before the

alleged attack.

"She became unbalanced, vindic-

tive and wanting to get revenge on

Marv Albert." Black aid. "This i^ her

revenge
"

Black also said she "collects"

celebrities and would "brag about the

celebrities she has had relationships

with, people like Peter lennings" and

sports figure^.

Earlier in the day. a jury of seven

women and five men was seated to

hear the trial, assuring a judge and

attorneys they could handle graphic

testimony about violent sex. The trial

is expected to last about a week.

The defense opening statement was

to follow Trodden's. Perhaps opening

a window into the defense strategy,

Albert's lawyer Roy Black this morn-

ing asked about 20 potential jurors if

any had ever seen the movie "Fatal

Attraction." The film is about an

obsessed woman who refused to let

go of a failed love affair and stalked

her ex-lover.

Opening arguments began after a

closed hearing on how much of the

accuser's sexual past would be admit-

ted into evidence. The state has a rape

shield law that requires defense

lawyers to show how an accusci

ual history is relevant.

Defense attorneys plan to argue

that Albert had consensual sex with

user, now 42. Black also asked

the panel members if they would have

difficulty with testimony about sex.

"Would there be anyone uncom-
fortable to sit on a case involving a

sexual activity, something you hadn't

done before, involving biting or some-

thing like that?" he asked the panel.

No potential jurors said they would

be uncomfortable, and none said they

would be disturbed by hearing about

sex acts they themselves would not do.

One woman, who had a book enti-

tled "History of Christianity" with her

in the courtroom, split with the other

potential jurors on the question of

whether they would think less of a

person who watched adult movies.

She indicated she would; she was not

selected.

Trodden had asked potential jurors

whether they had opinions on "a per-

son's right to say what's going to hap-

pen to their body" and whether "just

because there has been a relationship

between two people that a member
has automatically given the choice of

what they're to do."

Correction

In yesterday's article on the Women of Color conference, Deirdre Almeida's name

was misspelled. "DeeDee" is also Almeida's nickname, not Joyce White Deer

Vincent's.

In Thursday's article entitled "Ombudsman receives vote of no confidence," Tom

Taaffe. a graduate student of anthropology was quoted as being "threatened by my

own department..." According to Taaffe, he was referring to the Ombudsman's

office, not the anthropology department. The Collegian regrets these errors.
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Health Care. Those two words have

been the source of much discussion

recently. Probably because wcisa nation

know the importance of investing in a

healthy future.

So do millions of patients who choose

chiropractic as their preferred source of

health care. The chiropractic beliefs in

fitness, nutrition, prevention, and natural

maintenance make good sense.

Wellness, you see, is the normal

state of being.

New York State government agrees. They
have recently passed the Insurance

Equality bill tnat mandates insurance

coverage for

chiropractic care.

For over 75 years, New York Chiropractic

College has upheld a tradition of

excellence in chiropractic higher

education. Our combined traditions, old

and new, have built the base from which

the chiropractic doctors of the future are

created.

Choose New York Chiropractic College.

A healthy investment for today and

tomorrow.
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Campus Police Log
Accident — Leaving the Scene
Sept. 19
A vehicle left the scene after striking a pole on

Eastman Lane. Antherst Police department was noti-

fied.

Sept. 20
A vehicle was struck while being parked in parking

lot 63 on Stockbridge Road.

Accident — Property Damage
Sept. 19
A minor two vehicle accident occurred on Forestry

Way.

Annoying Behavior

Sept. 19
Patrick |. McCabe, 19, 69 Stoney Brook Dr.,

Whitinsville. was arrested in Emerson Residence Hall

for disorderly conduct and malicious destruction of

property less than $250.

A laser from the 14th floor of |ohn Adams
Residence Hall was being aimed at individuals.

Objects were being thrown from windows in Cashin

Residence Hall.

Sept. 20
An individual reported objects being thrown from

windows in Butterfteld Residence Hall.

Individuals were reported being on the roof of Van
Meter Residence Hall.

Assault & Battery

Sept. 19
A past assault and battery was reported by an indi-

vidual from John Q. Adams Residence Hall.

Sept. 20
An individual from Washington Residence Hall

reported a past assault and battery.

Arson
Sept. 21

A small fire was set on the first floor was Patterson

Residence Hall. Environmental Health and Safety

reported three separate areas set on fire involving two

bulletin boards and the men's bathroom.

Burglary/Breaking and Entering

Sept. 18
An individual soliciting in Crampton Residence Hall

was removed from the building.

Sept. 19
A vehicle was broken into in parking lot 22 on

University Drive. A CD player was stolen.

A vehicle was broken into in parking lot 22 on

University Drive.

Sept. 20
A vehicle was broken into in parking lot 32 on

Massachusetts Avenue.

A vehicle was broken into in parking lot 1 1 on
Stadium Drive. A cell phone was reported stolen.

Disturbance
Sept. 18
A window was smashed in Coolidge Residence Hall.

Sept. 20
An individual reported a fight in progress at Van

Meter Residence Hall.

Sept. 21
Residential Staff requested assistance with a naked

male running through Dickinson Residence Hall.

Hazardous Materials/ Spills

Sept. 21
Environmental Health and Safety removed a gas can

from the lobby of Melville Residence Hall.

Larceny

A picnic table was stolen outside of the Fine Arts

Center on Presidents Drive.

An individual from Mary Lyon Residence Hall

reported a credit card fraud.

Sept 20 , . ..

An individual reported his wallet stolen from his

room in Greenough Residence Hall.

A tire was reported stolen from a bicycle at Baker

Residence Hall.

A laptop was reported stolen from a resident s room

in Thatcher Residence Hall.

Sept. 21
A bicycle was reported stolen from Kennedy

Residence Hall.

Liquor Law Violations

Sept 19

Bryan M. Lafountain, 20, 37 Birnte Rd.,

Longmeadow was arrested on University Drive for

illegal possession and transport of liquor and posses-

sion of a class D drug.

Jay D. Warwick. 20, 59 Sunset Ln, Longmeadow,

was arrested on University Drive for illegal possession

and transport of liquor.

Malicious Damage
Sept. 19

Paper attached to a door in Cashin Residence Hall

was set on fire.

Suspicious Vehicle

Sept. 21

Jose M. Araujo. 19. 124 Shirley St., Boston was

arrested on Clark Hill Road for larceny over $250 and

malicious destruction of property less than $250.

Suspicious Person/Activity

Sept. 18
Gale Ann Barry, 36, 27 Blueberry Ln., Reading, was

arrested in the Campus Center for trespassing.

Sept. 20
Azgad A. Crisostomo, 18. 12 Yale Dr., Milford. was

arrested in Baker Residence Hall for disorderly con-

duct.

Traffic Stop

Sept. 20
lames |. Daly. 22. 337 Falley Dr., Westfield, was

arrested on University Drive for license plate violation,

operating a motor vehicle with a suspended license,

operating an unregistered and uninsured motor vehi-

cle.

loao F. Pires. 21. 57 French Ave., Brockton, was

arrested on University Drive for operating a motor

vehicle with a suspended license and failure to yield to

a pedestrian in a crosswalk.

Daniel L. Edwards, 25, 31 Summit St., Springfield

was arrested on Fearing St., with a warrant and for

running a stop sign, miscellaneous motor vehicle

equipment violation, operating a motor vehicle after

revocation of registration plate, operating an unin-

sured motor vehicle, operating a motor vehicle with-

out a license, and refusing to give police officers a cor-

rect name and address.

Vandalism
Sept. 19

A vending machine was broken into in Van Meter

Residence Hall.

Sept. 20
A window screen was damaged in Prince Residence

Hall.

Sept. 21
A fire alarm speaker was torn from the wall in

Patterson Residence Hall.

So Much Better
Than Soap,

You'll Be Hooked.
Introducing

Gillette'Series

BodyWash forMen

There's a brand new feeling of

clean out there. Gillette's new

Body Wash. Hang it up. Squeeze

some out. No matter how many

times you shower, your skin won't

get all dried out. So why reach

for a bar when you can get

hooked on something

so refreshing. New

Gillette Series

Body Wash.
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GLBT lecture series opens m p°w WOW

By Rachael Pepe
Collegian Staff

You're on Candid Camera!
Intern Eric Begley tapes people passing him by in Amherst for "Who Knows?" on UMass educational television.
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Fernando Chang-Muy. a law pro-

fessor at the University of

Pennsylvania, spoke on the cutting

edge issue's of lesbian and gay adop-

tion last Thursday as part of the Gay
Lesbian Bi-sexual Transgender
(GLBT) Study Lecture Series.

Chang-Muy addressed family

law issues affecting straight and gay

families who want to adopt or are in

the process of adoption.

"Straight people take some of

these things for granted,"

Chang-Muy said, "but we cannot."

Chang-Muy cited a Massachusetts

law that prohibits openly gay or les-

bian people from applying to become
foster care parents, but said that les-

bians and gays can apply for adoption

of a child.

The problem, Chang-Muy said,

is that gays and lesbians are forced to

"hide" certain personal aspects of

their lives from some adoption agen-

cies in order to go through the

process of adoption.

Chang-Muy spoke about three

types of adoption: agency adoption,

private placement and second parent

adoption.

Agency adoption and private place-

BRIAN MCDtRMOTT- COLLEGIAN

ment require a "home study," in

which a social worker visits und stud-

ies the home of the individual who
wants to adopt

The social worker then decides

if the home is fit for a child.

Chang-Muy said, and the adoption

process can then begin.

There must also be evidence of

a strong support system of people

who can chip in with the care of the

child in case the parent becomes ill

or some other emergency arises.

Chang-Muy said.

He also shared his own person-

al experience of adopting a child with

his partner of 16 years.

Chang-Muy stressed the impor-

tance of "doing your homework" and

finding out what agencies are sensi-

tive to lesbian and gay issues.

"Be careful and get advice." he

said. "Make sure you know what to

say to help you out."

According to Chang-Muy. he

and his partner. Len, were the first

gay male couple to adopt a child in

the City of Philadelphia.

"It's a new experience."

Chang-Muy added. "We love kids

and it has enriched our lives."

The GLBT Study Lecture Series

runs every Thursday at 12:30 pm in

the UMass Campus center and is cc—

Senate panel to investigate

wrongs in penny-stock trade

continued from pagel

Pow Wow. The drums, which were

used in every song and dance, were

large and decorated with many differ-

ent native styles. The sound of the

drums filled the tent, as well as the

center of campuv
According to Melanio Gonzalez, a

representative of the Taino Tribe

from Connecticut, drums hold a great

symbolic value for Native Americans.

"The surface of the drum repre-

sents the womb of the earth. The

drum represents the heartbeat, so you

dance to the beat of the heart,"

Gonzalez said.

Despite a brief period of inclement

weather on Saturday, the mood and

spirit of the Pow Wow remained con-

sistent through the weekend. The
jovial, yet dignified manner of the

participants created a distinctive aura

that could be seen and felt. Nothing

exemplified this more than the enthu-

-ia^tic and animated behavior of the

Native children.

As a senior woman dressed in

regalia so eloquently said, "When I

see the youth here today dancing, it

represents hope for the future that

our traditions will be carried on."

Seagram buys

USA Network,

Viacom out-bid

By Marcy Gordon
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Senate inves-

tigators are delving into the slippery

world of stock fraud, examining

abuses in the penny-stock market

estimated to rob ordinary investors

of $6 billion a year. At the same
time, the Securities and Exchange

Commission and state securities

regulators issued a "cold-calling

alert" Monday, warning consumers

to hang up on aggressive brokers

selling investments over the tele-

phone.

The long-running bull market has

drawn multitudes of eager new
investors but also has created more

victims of rogue brokers' aggressive

stock schemes and unauthorized

trading on accounts, securities regu-

lators say.

In May, regulators in 20 states

began a crackdown against 14 bro-

kerage firms accused of fraudulent

sales practices. And the FBI has

been working with securities regu-

lators to investigate stocks of 19

small companies allegedly manipu-

lated by organized crime. A Senate

investigative subcommittee is look-

ing into the problem and also is try-

ing to put a human face on stock

fraud, which often involves low-

priced shares of high-risk stocks

that are thinly traded. Besides sum-

moning top regulators to testify at a

hearing Monday, investigators are

hearing firsthand from some small

investors who allegedly were
bilked.

Many victims of such fraud are

elderly.

SEC Chairman Arthur Levitt Ir. is

directing the agency's enforcement

officials to help the Justice

Department and local law enforce-

ment authorities in prosecuting

more stock fraud cases. "We have

stepped up both our civil and crimi-

nal enforcement efforts — we are

working with criminal (law enforce-

ment) authorities as never before to

lock up bad brokers and deter

wrongdoers," Levitt said in testimo-

ny prepared for delivery at the hear-

ing.

He said the SEC also is looking to

close loopholes in the rules govern-

ing the penny-stock market and is

focusing more attention on

unscrupulous brokerage firms, not

only individual brokers. The sub-

committee investigation "will under-

score for the American people the

growing problem of fraud in the

sale of small-company stocks, a

truly pernicious undercurrent in ...

our nation's robust financial mar-

kets," said Sen. Susan Collins. R-

Maine. chairman of the Senate per-

manent subcommittee on investiga-

tions.

She cited regulators' estimates

that investors are being defrauded

of some $6 billion annually — three-

times the peak amount during the

1980s before enactment of the

Penny Stock Reform Act of 1990.

That law resulted from an epi-

demic of penny-stock fraud during

the last decade. Then as now. rogue

brokers often use high-pressure

sales tactics over the telephone and

the Internet, pushing up stock

prices, then dumping their own
shares, sending prices abruptly and

sharply lower.

Consumers can get a "cold-calling

alert" brochure by phoningthe

SEC's toll-free information line at

1-800-SEC-0330. An on-line ver-

sion is available on the SEC's Web
site at www.sec.gov.

By Eric R. Quinones

Associated Press

Dont Let The

Marshall Catch

You Going

Anywhere Else!

^

Collision
Repair
& Auto
Body
•Imports and other unibody

vehicles are our specialty

• Users of Sikkens paint

products

•Accepted by all insurance

companies for collision

repair or glass repair

53 S. Prospect St.

Amherst Center
256-8157
Shop Reg. #RS1212

NEW YORK —The drawn-out bat-

tle for control of USA Networks
ended Monday with a deal for

Universal Studios owner Seagram Co.

to buy out partner Viacom Inc. for

$1.7 billion.

The deal benefits Seagram by giv-

ing it sole control of USA Network

and Sci-Fi Channel to distribute

Universal's movies and television

shows. It also helps Viacom's
attempts to climb out from under a

mountain of debt.

"The feeling was that each side

would rather take control of its own
destiny." said Universal chairman

Frank Biondi, Viacom's former chief

executive and a key figure in the com-

panies' courtroom fight.

The agreement includes a clause

that Viacom will not start a compet-

ing network to Sci-Fi Channel in the

United States for an unspecified peri-

od of time, Biondi said. It also

includes some programming licensing

arrangements with Viacom's
Paramount studios. Biondi said the

popular Universal-produced shows

"Hercules: The Legendary Journeys"

and "Xena: Warrior Princess" will go

to USA after their current syndication

deals expire.

(ill Krutick, an entertainment ana-

lyst at Smith Barney, said Seagram

paid a fair price given the networks'

growth potential. The companies' dis-

pute over their 50-50 stake in USA
began in April 1996. when Seagram

filed a lawsuit saying Viacom's own-

ership of competing networks such as

MTV and VH- 1 violated their agree-

ment.

Viacom countersued. saying

Seagram was trying to gain leverage

to get all of USA at a cheap price. But

four months ago. a Delaware judge

agreed with Seagram and ordered

both sides to renegotiate their part-

nership.

Viacom gained its USA stake

through its 1994 acquisition of

Paramount Communications.
Seagram bought a one-third stake in

USA in late 1981. The two compa-

nies' stakes increased to 50 percent

each in 1987 when a third partner.

Time Inc.. sold out.

Viacom said it will use proceeds

from the USA sale to help pay off its

debt. The media conglomerate had

amassed $10.7 billion in debt as of

the second quarter, much of it from

the 1994 purchases of Paramount

and the Blockbuster video chain.

Has your vehicle or bicycle

been stolen or damaged on cam-

pus?

Hm your car been broken into

while parked in a UMass parking

lot?

We want to hear your story.

Call Leigh, public safety

reporter, at 545-1762.

r
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AMHERST
BALLET
CENTRE

celebrating 26 years of
professional ballet

training.

There** Brady Donohue.
Director

29 Strong.Street,
Amherst, WA 01002

OFFERING 10-Wk.
ADULT COURSES.
(Starting October 1st)

Beginner Ballet

Wed. 5:30-6:30

Intermediate Ballet

Tues. &/or Thurs.
6:30-8:00

CALL 549-1555J
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beauty

focus on

Perhaps it was a just punishment

for going to this particular bar.

which was styled after the

beauty parlor that previously occu-

pied the space. But I like this bar. I

like the 1940s hair spray advertise-

ments that hang above the top shelf,

and I like the clunky green dryers

that line the walls. And I especially

like the manicurist, a former employ-

ee of the salon, who will do your

nails while you sip a Cosmopolitan or

a Rolling Rock. A bouncer proofed

me that night, and 1 quickly realized

that 1 had left

my ID at home.

So he asked me
how old 1 was.

I'm 31." I

said, almost
apologetically.

"Wow." he
said. "You're really well-preserved."

Now. I confess that for about half a

second I was pleased with this

response. Ever since 1 hit the latter

half of my 20s. 1 have taken a secret

delight in being carded. 1 may be

angry at the world for judging the way
a woman ages so harshly, but that

doesn't mean I'm not slathering on the

Clinique every morning. But then it hit

me: well-preserved? Isn't that what

you say about an octogenarian aunt —
or a jar of pickles? Was I already at

the point where 1 would have to be

preserved? Where only through the

miracle of modern science, through

the systematic application of balms

and elixirs, could I possibly look the

way I do? And what, exactly, was I

supposed to look like?

I've been hearing comments of

this nature ever since I turned 30 (no

one ever seemed surprised by my age

when I was 29) and I have always

been shallow and vain enough to

welcome them. But this time. I real-

ized what a bite they have. Because

when people compliment us for

looking young, they are essentially

saying that the age we are is unac-

ceptable. That we are living on bor-

rowed time. And that we should
thank God for our little reprieve

because the house of cards could

crumble at any moment. But why
should 1 be happy when someone
mistakes me for a 19-year-old? Why
should that be good?

Consider how it looks from anoth-

er perspective. A few years ago. I

Women
Sara 'EcfeC

worked with a man whom everyone

in my office assumed was about 22

or 23. He was wide-eyed and sweet

and had this odd but endearing habit

of bowing to people after he put

work on their desks. When he shyly

approached one of us to ask a ques-

tion, we would smile condescending-

ly and answer in gentle tones. Nice

kid, we thought.

So 1 remember trying very hard not

to look shocked the day he told us he

was 35. "Oh," someone said quietly.

"I thought you were younger." No one

said.
"Wow!
You look
great." No
one said,

"Gosh, I

wouldn't
put you a

day past 24." No one complimented

him for looking so young, because we
knew that 35-year-old men do not

want to be mistaken for 22-year-olds.

That the qualities that age brings —
poise, confidence, wisdom — are

qualities they want to project, quali-

ties they should want to project.

Which is not to say that men are com-

pletely immune from the beauty cul-

ture.

Indeed, in recent years, men have

been going to the gym and the plastic

surgeon in record numbers. "I defi-

nitely feel the pressure," says a man 1

know. "When 1 look at the guy on

the underwear package I think, 'Wait

a second — is my stomach supposed

to have lines?'" But at this point,

men are still not hearing the same
relentless commentary that says

younger is always better — a mantra

that I don't think even squares with

reality.

Think of Princess Diana. Surely

one reason so many women adored

her was that she so soundly broke

this rule. For no one can deny that

Diana-the-36-year-old-divorcee was
far more beautiful than Diana-the-20-

year-old-virgin-bride.

Anyway, that's what 1 told myself

recently as I scanned my hair for gray

streaks. But what I found instead was
a small pimple on my chin. I'm sorry

to say I was glad.

Sara Eckel is a syndicated colum-

nist. Send comments to the author in

care of this newspaper or send her e-

mail at saraeum@aol.com.
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Prozac— Generation Next?
ir

£1

lipping through the normally
innocent pages of a recent
Sports Illustrated, I suddenly

found myself in the grips of a

dystopian vision. "Depression
Hurts," declared a gray caption
beneath a black cartoon rain cloud.

"Prozac can help," glowed a

promise on the opposing page
beneath the joyful rays of a yellow

sun.

Like any commercially bombard-
ed product of the 1970s, I am a

tough "consuming unit" to shock.

Anorexic, breast- implanted women
pushing credit cards in lingerie

rarely hold my attention for long.

Michael Jordan is going to have a

hard time selling me beef franks or

jock straps. 1 don't believe that the

beautiful humans in our
oft-received J. Crew catalogs are

really any happier than I am.
But this ad had me riveted. How

dare Eli Lilly and Co. push a mind
altering drug upon the over-pre-

scribed, in debt ^^^^^^^^—
American public- Jonathan Svvartz
using the same MH^aaBHliMBM^^H
hoaky premises
that sell sweaters and soda pop:

"this product will make you
happy?" 1 thought of the 1996 film

Brain Candy, which laughs at a

future society woozy on

nia and skin cancer. Taken in its

most innocent form, the Prozac ad

is informing the public that treat-

ment is available for those who are

hopelessly depressed, for whom
Prozac may truly be a blessing.

The ad is an example of a broader

push by pharmaceutical companies

^^^^^^^^^ to place their

products in the

H public conscious-

ness, and in the

public's medicine cabinets.

Prescription advertising costs have

Rules of ladylike manner

I
almost got killed this weekend.

It was a typical Saturday night in the center of

Amherst — a place that I didn't foresee as the possi-

ble location for my demise. My buds and 1 were walking

across the street, when we were halfway through the

crosswalk, this chick drove excessively fast right by us.

If my friend hadn't yelled to me to look out. I would
have been roadkill for sure. We gave her these looks

and she yelled profanities out the window at us as she

flew by. With my characteristic hesitance and timidity, I

screamed. "F**k you," back at her. If any of you guys in

town heard it... ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
that was me. **^as*' '" ' '

ii™»-*r«""»"

Sabrina. my nor- ^

^

J^J^Joar^^^
mally smiling and
supportive friend, gave me this exasperated look that

reminded me of the high school teacher who told me
that I was unladylike for telling some jerk to "shove it."

Since then I have been pondering what it means to be

feminine. When I think of the lady who we're perpetual-

ly expected to be like. I see a prudish Victorian matron

who sits primly with her knees and lips locked together

and her hands folded neatly in her lap. Is it fun? No. Is

it normal? Again, no. So why should we be like her?

Besides, who acts like this anymore? So I have enlisted

the help of the aforementioned Sabrina. and devised a

list of rules for ladylike behavior.

No. 1: Giggle. Not constantly, but often enough so

that it's characteristic. Don't laugh, but giggle quietly

even when things are marginally funny. This will give

the impression of being constantly amiable. It also gives

you an air of innocence which will inevitably come in

useful.

Doonesbury

No. 2: Lip balm, lip balm, lip balm! Girls, this is a

must. Your lips must always be moist and kissable.

Chapstick is not the answer. Always use a fruity, sweet

smelling brand.

No. 3: Cursing, profanity, vulgarity, whatever you call

it, it's out. I'm sorry, but any interjection that is harsher

than something said on Scooby Doo is just not cute.

This could seriously jeopardize your aura of ladylike

gentility.

No. 4: Physical coordination must be limited. If

you're good at sports, make sure you're not too good. In

other words, don't beat any guys. Violent reactions,

such as punching, hitting and kicking must be done
inaccurately, or if you do actually make contact, it must

be soft and harmless, as if you are petting a butterfly.

No. 5: Be smart, but only in subjects that pertain to

womanhood: clothing, makeup, hair, labor, birth...

Mention that potholder you cross-stitched in the second

grade. Mix up your sports. "They make goals in base-

ball, right?" You must never appear stupid, just unin-

formed, like ycu were absent that day in your class, or

forgetful, like you knew it once, but it slipped your end-

lessly occupied mind.

So there you go, girls, the '90s guide to being lady-

like. Now when your grandmother (or mother) rolls her

eyes and throws her arms up at you and says, "Be more
ladylike," you'll know what to do. For all those girls

who are opinionated, quick-witted and defiant, for

those who can catch a ball, throw a punch, and laugh a

good guffaw, don't worry. If your friends give up on you

ever being gentile and demure, like mine have, it's okay,

these rules may not be meant for you either.

Jessica Hoar is a UMass student.

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

anti-depressants, and the aggressive

marketing firms that feed its perver-

sity.

Before outrage and conspiratorial

paranoia had completely obscured

my reason, 1 came upon a plan of

action. I'd hit the five-million vol-

ume DuBois library. A pleasant ref-

erence librarian soon had me on the

track of pharmaceutical ad critiques

from Burma.
The information I found led me to

two conclusions. First, the world is

cleverly designed to prevent under-

graduates from passing simple
judgements on anything. Second, to

hell with the first conclusion — this

Prozac ad is shameful.

The drug makers have some legit-

imate arguments. They cite a report

by the Journal of the American
Medical Association that claims

only one in ten Americans with real

depressive disorders receives ade-

quate treatment. One third receive

no treatment at all. So Lilly is tak-

ing the benevolent task of raising

public awareness about an illness as

real and debilitating as schizophre-

risen from $100 million in 1992 to

over $800 million in 1997. Under
pressures from drug lobbyists and
Congress, the Food and Drug
Administration relaxed regulations

on prescription advertising this

August. Now sellers of anti-depres-

sants and other prescription prod-

ucts can plug the benefits of their

panaceas without the lengthy dis-

claimers that made previous ads

impractical. Prozac may soon be
coming to a television near you!

So what's dangerous about these

ads? First, under a veneer of
responsible messages is the subtle

persuasion that marks all good
advertising. "You got a problem?
We've got an easy solution." Not
getting enough sex? Buy J. Crew
boxers! Feeling down? How 'bout a

little Prozac? Sure you need your
doctor's permission, but how many
people do you know who've con-

vinced their doctors into making a

quick prescription?

Lilly would have you think that

Prozac is an automatic cure. Their

sales pitch concludes with "Prozac-

has been prescribed for more than

17 million Americans, [gulp!]

Chances are that someone you know

is feeling again because of it."

Feeling sunny? As with all adver-

tising, exaggerated optimism is used

to boost consumer confidence,
regardless of inglorious realities.

Prozac has had very inconsistent

results in treating depression.

Seen from a broader context, ads

like this one feed a dangerous trend

occurring gradually before our
noses. The ancient bumps and
bruises of human psychology and
behavior are being patched up with

quick fix drugs. Some depression is

physiological and chronic. Much of

it is part of everyone's troublesome

internal dialogue: how do I stay

happy? Searching for a lasting

answer to that question is an experi-

ence not to be missed.

One UMass student told me of a

boy he met as a substitute teacher in

a local first grade classroom. The
kid was good natured and very ener-

getic — perhaps a bit of a spazz, as

we used to call them. He would
come to class a little dopey in the

mornings but warm up as the day

went on. But after his lunchtime
dose of Ritalin he'd come back to

class subdued and lifeless. "It's

wrong!" the UMass student stated

emphatically.

I agree. In an age of convenience,

it is too tempting to take pills or

give them to your kids instead of

confronting difficulties that beg for

careful attention and patient under-

standing. But Lilly and the $2.4 bil-

lion a year Prozac industry have
other ideas.

Jonathan Swart: is a UMass stu-

dent.

Send comments to jonathas@stu-

dent.umass.edu. or in care of this

paper.
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Sometimes mistakes

are made
To the Editor:

In |ason Davis's editorial "Improving the

Connecticut" in the Sept. 17 Collegian, I couldn't

help but notice that he made one glaring factual

error. In his article about the cleanup of the once

grossly polluted Connecticut River, he states, "|Thel

river... stretches 410 miles from the Canadian border

to its mouth on the Atlantic — longer than the Tiber.

the lordan or the Nile."

The Nile river is actually about 4,157 miles in

length from its farthest source near Tanzania to its

mouth on the Mediterranean, making it possibly the

world's longest river and also over ten times longer

than lason Davis's quoted length of the Connecticut.

Perhaps Davis should research his facts more careful-

ly in the future to avoid blemishing an otherwise
informative and excellent article on an important
topic.

Wade Stuckwisch
Hampshire College

We encourage our readers to respond to the contents of the Collegian through letters to the editor.

Letters must be typed, no more than 400 words, and include name, address, and phone number for

confirmation purposes. They can be submitted to Editorial/Opinion Editor. Daily Collegian, 113
Campus Center Basement, UMass Amherst MA 01003. or by email to: letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu

Letters may be edited for length, clarity, and style.
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Moore tackles SEALs in latest film
Director Ridley Scott shows off provocative genius in Q.I. Jane

By Adam Levine

Collegian Staff

G.I. Jane

Directed by Ridley Scott

with Demi Moore, Viggo Mortenson, Anne Bancroft

Playing at Hampshire Six Theater

America has always had a curiosity, or perhaps an

obsession with movies about war. Even when Hollywood

ran out of stories about every war in history, they started

making military films about other things. These included

films depicting both the sensationalism and the struggles

of being a part of the military, the training, the authority,

but mostly the violence.

G.I. Jane is one of those latter films, a bit like Edward

Zywick's Courage Under Fire or Rob Reiner's A Few
Good Men. which attempts to dig deep into the heart of

one of America's most intriguing political organizations,

the US Military. Films such as these wish to tell us that

there is more to our armed services than security and

defense, there's also a whole lot of hierarchy and dark

secrets hidden within all the bureaucracy. Yet, throughout

all these plot formulas, G.l. fane goes that extra mile; it

really wants to say that war is hell even when we're not

fighting one.

The credit can truly go to one of the shining examples

of film-making genius, director Ridley Scott. Ever since

he made a name for himself back in 1977 with his creepy

yet, melodic sci-fi thriller Alien , Scott has remained a per-

fect example of Hollywood non-conformity. His directing

is continuously provocative and his films each contain

underlinings of important social drama. The same can be

enthusiastically said about his latest project, yet even the

director can only have so much control. The flaws of G.I.

Jane are not a result of Scott's talent, however, the film's

strengths are.

G.l. Jane is a complicated, often messy, military drama

about women's roles in combat. Demi Moore makes a

hopeful attempt to be taken seriously and utilize her talent

which so often alludes her. Moore's character is a pawn

within a shady military game, which is controlled by a US
senator played by Anne Bancroft, in a short but dominat-

ing performance. The game consists of using intelligence

officer Lt. Jordan O'Neill (Demi Moore) as the first

woman allowed to enroll in the Navy SEAL'S training pro-

gram. In the hope of furthering her career. O'Neill excepts

the offer unaware that she is scrupulously being manipu-

lated by the senator

What follows is a story about equality and determina-

tion as the betrayed O'Neill pleads for a chance to finish

the training and more importantly, prove a point to herself

and to our patriarchal society. Viggo Mortenson. in an

explosive performance, creates a disturbing role as the

drill instructor in charge of the cadets' training. His pur-

pose is to destroy O'Neill's determination, but through it

all. including a silly fist fight by both characters, he learns

to respect her.

Scott captures the grueling torture of the SEAL'S train-

ing through magnificent camera work and editing. Often

the camera appears to be hand held as it relentlessly fol-

lows the cadets running straight into the world of hell that

Scott has created for them. He uses Moore as an object to

set up his scenarios, including close-ups of her shaving

her head that are so moving, you can't help but feel her

shattered ego falling down with every strand of hair.

Scott's best work to date, however, may be an overhead

shot of Moore standing off center of the frame, appearing

lonely and helpless as the camera sweeps in from above.

It is directing and cinematography such as this that

makes G.I. Jane an impressive and accomplished work,

yet it is not as inspiring as it could have been. Where

Scott's Thelma and Louise really touched a nerve, many

aspects of G.I. Jane do not fit together nicely. The

assumption is made that the audience has previous knowl-

edge of military jargon and as a result, the film becomes

more confusing than it ought to be. There is a struggle to

keep up with the numerous plot shifts as the characters

use terminology that makes the film appear realistic yet

somehow intangible.

G.l. Jane can be enjoyed best if one allows himself to

watch it on a different level than what it hopes to

achieve. However, G.I. Jane should be given the credit it

deserves and its message is still important and worthy of

discussion. Scott tries hard to avoid the classification of

a feminist story by using Moore to constantly explain

that she's not a poster child. The film is a sharp criticism

of the American military system including many of the

prejudices it contains. G.I. Jane, in its most simple defin-

ition, is a story about how anybody can do anything if

they try really hard and don't let anyone get in their way.
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A hardcore dedication to Raybeez
I'd like to start this week's column by paying tribute

to Warzone front-man Raybeez. Hardcore suffered a

major loss when, at the age of 35, Raybeez passed away

last week due to complications from pneumonia.

Raybeez was a man who dedicated his life to hardcore;

he was there in the beginning when he used to drum for

Agnostic Front and he was there until his death as the

singer for Warzone.

What set Raybeez apart was that he sincerely cared

about the scene and tried to make it better for the kids.

He was always at shows with a big smile and a warm
hug for anyone in the crowd. He made, "Don't Forget

The Struggle, Don't Forget The Streets," a hardcore

anthem. Raybeez epitomized the idea of hardcore as a

lifestyle rather then a trend and he will be sorely

missed.

On a brighter note, Victory Records was busy this

summer with a slew of releases and I'm going to try to

present them all to you. The contestants on Victory's

best recent release are: By The Grace of God from

Louisville, Cast Iron Hike from Boston, Cause For

Alarm from New York City, Integrity from Cleveland,

and Strife from Los Angeles. Let the games begin.

Cast Iron Hike — Watch It Burn — The packaging

on this CD is incredible, rivaling the works of art

Doghouse and Initial have presented us with before. If

you've liked Cast Iron Hike in the past you should buy

this album because it exceeds their previous efforts. If

you've never heard of them they sound like a weird

cross between Quicksand. Deadguy and a rock band

only not as awesome as that combination sounds. The

big problem with this band is vocalist Jacob Otis

Brennan who sounds like he'd be better suited to sing

in leather pants with a bandanna-tied microphone.

Between the vocals and the occasional stadium rock

riffs this album falls on its face. D+
Integrity — Seasons in the Size of the Day — The

angriest band is back with 1 1 more anthems of doom
and annihilation. This album is a lot faster than most of

their past efforts, bordering on speed metal in a lot of

parts. The biggest departure from their past is that

Dwid actually sings on some of the songs, not that you

can understand what he is saying. With song titles like

"Diseased Prey Within Casing" and "Burning Flesh

Children To Mist" this isn't the most optimistic album.

It'll still kick your teeth in though. B
Cause for Alarm — Birth after Birth — Wasting no

time after the release of Cheaters and Cheated is Cause

for Alarm's follow up EP. CFA play true blue hardcore

which means fast, short songs with just enough break-

downs to keep you interested. They diversify their

sound a little bit with the Oi influenced "Summer on

Avenue A" and the intense "Killing Children." If you

like to mosh with your hood on, you'll love this album.

B
Strife — In This Defiance — Judge is back with

Bringing it Down Part 2, I mean Strife just released

their second full length. Okay no one will ever accuse

Strife of being the most original band, especially on this

album, but at the same time you always know you're

going to get an album that will make you want to point

OURTE5Y VICTORY RECORDS

Cause for Alarm releases new EP.

your finger and yell "Go!" They've toned down the back

up vocals so it no longer sounds like a pack of angry

dogs and they've gotten rid of the acoustic intros on the

last album which has helped a lot. Most of you have

already made up your mind about this band, but either

way there's no denying they are fun to listen to. B+
And the winner is...

By The Grace of God — Perspective — Hands

down, the best album Victory Records has ever

released. This band features ex-members of Endpoint

and destroys everything that legendary band has ever

done. They combine the best elements of Dag Nasty.

Ignition. Embrace and Gorilla Biscuits and combine

them with intelligent and insightful lyrics. 1 could go

into a detailed review of this album but instead I'll

leave you with this: remember when you first got into

hardcore and the speed, energy, intensity and integrity

of the music overwhelmed you? Remember how those

songs made you feel unstoppable and on top of the

world? Remember how those bands made you feel like

someone does understand and you're not alone? Well.

Perspective will make you feel that way again. A
Some upcoming Victory releases to look forward to

are: on Oct. 21 Warzone's Fight For Justice and on

November 1 1 Hatebreed's Satisfaction Is The Death of

Desire and the Bad Brains Omega Sessions.

Adam Dlugacz is a Collegian columnist.
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"It's very disappointing that

the administration doesn't take

the ALANA students' voice into

account."

"It's more on the students to

make the administration fulfill

the commitments. As for the

administration, there have been

changes in personnel, i.e. the

new Provost, which is a huge
opportunity for students to install

new policies on campus."

"It shows the administration

doesn't take students seriously

and in their eyes, the Coodell

takeover was a joke. If the

administration doesn't start to

take ALANA students' demands
seriously then they'll have a

major problem on their hands."

"It seems like the Whitmore
administration hasn't gotten the

message. It's disturbing to see

that nothing is being done and I

wonder why."

"I realty haven't seen many of

the promises being fulfilled on
campus. Everything seems to be

pretty much like prior to the

take-over. Personally, I think

they should work on ALANA
retention more than anything

else."

"I don't believe that Goodell

should have happened because if

you know UMass history, you
would know that we took over

Whitmore in 1992 and the
University did not keep their

promises. |ust because the

Administration says that they are

going to do something doesn't

mean that they'll do it."

"It's obvious that it is not a pri-

ority to them (admistration).

They put it off five years ago,

they should know they can't put

it off for another five years."

Afro-American graduate enrollment plummets
Editors note: This article appeared

in the September 1997 issue of The

Graduate Voice.

Despite claims by administrators

at Whitmore that they are working

to diversify its student populations,

our view of the statistics found in

the UMass Factbooks, show that the

African American graduate popula-

tion has declined 49 percent in the

past 23 years. While

the general graduate

student population „,_
has risen by 1 5 per-

cent between 1974 and 1995,

according to UMass' Office of

Institutional Research (OIR), the

African American graduate student

population has declined to 53 per-

cent of 1974 levels. In 1996. the

percentage continued to decline to

51 percent. Thirty departments or

programs (with 15 or more stu-

dents) at UMass had no African

American representation on the

graduate level. African Americans

on the graduate level accounted for

1 percent or less at three schools on

campus (the Schools of

Management, Engineering and Math

and Natural Science). Across the

campus, only 2.6 percent of the

graduate population is African

American.

From a University high of 307

African Americans enrolled on a

graduate level in 1974, that number

had plummeted to an all time low of

1 34 in 1 993 or a scant 44 percent of

previous levels. After GEO
(Graduate Employment
Organization) contract-mandated

increases in funding to the Office of

Graduate Minority Recruitment

(OMGSR) and the work of activists

in GSS led to slight increases in

African American enrollment, those

numbers have ranged between 151

(1994), 156 (1996), and 162(1995).

Thomas Taaffu

While African Americans. Latino

Americans and Asian Americans are

the fastest growing ethnic groups in

Massachusetts, only Asian Americans

have shown consistent and sustained

growth on the graduate level, rising

from 1 12 in 1974 to an all time high

of 181 in 1995 (178 in 1996).

MISER (Massachusetts Institute

for Social & Economic Researcch).

in its ongoing study of US Census

^^^^^^^^^^^^ data has pro-
"""""""""""""^^^

jected that

_ ALANA com-
munities will

account for 30 percent of the total

Massachusetts populations by

2010. Native American graduate

enrollment has remained statistical-

ly insignificant throughout the

years in question, ranging from a

low of 8 in 1992 to an all time high

of 20 in 1996. While Latino gradu-

ate populations grew significantly

for some years, rising from 59 in

1974 to a high of 217 in 1988,

their numbers have dwindled since

then. Latino enrollment in 1996
was 166, or 78 percent of 1988
totals. Total ALANA graduate rep-

resentation on campus last year

amounted to 8.8 percent of the

total graduate population. Those

students considered as ALANA
include all American born citizens,

foreign born citizens and resident

aliens. Only non-resident aliens are

calculated as international students

(non-ALANA).
Administrators at UMass continue

to tout statistics that claim a graduate

ALANA enrollment of 15.6 percent.

The University arrives at these num-

bers by deducting the 24 percent of

the graduate student body that does

not report ethnicity and the 19 per-

cent international graduate student

body from the whole and then calcu-

lates the percentages. By removing

2.610 (43 percent) people from a

grand total of 5.955, UMass adminis-

trators can boost the percentage of

graduate ALANA students from 8.8

percent to 15.8 percent.

Changes in the way UMass admin-

istrators calculate ALANA represen-

tation happened in two stages.

Following the 1992 ALANA accords,

the next UMass Fact Book (1994)

removed international students from

the count of the whole. In the subse-

quent Fact Book (1996), Whitmore

removed non-reporting students

from the count of the whole. It would

seem that, when faced with the

responsibility of increasing the num-

ber of ALANA students on the cam-

pus, the administration simply

manipulated the numbers instead.

It was this kind of statistical prac-

tice that led. in part to the Goodell

takeover a few months ago. While

Administrators admitted that they

had not succeeded in reaching the 20

percent undergraduate ALANA
enrollment that their Fact Books

claimed, they have, thus far, not

made the same admission on the

graduate level.

Despite this alarming decline, most

administrators in Whitmore remain

unconcerned, although Charlene

Seymour, the Dean of the Graduate

School, has embarked on a number

of programs to address the paucity of

ALANA students. Claiming that the

University ranks seventh in awarding

advanced degrees to African

Americans (a figure that may have

more to do with history than present

practice), the University ignores the

fact that it has been shutting down
programs that have the greatest

ALANA enrollment. This has been

particularly significant in the School

of Education, where a number of pro-

grams with high ALANA enrollment

have been disbanded in the past ten

years.

A department by department

"New and Improved" code

The letter, "University of Massachusetts

Guidelines for Responses to

Demonstrations on University Property"

from President William M. Bulger and

Chancellor David K. Scott to all students

and staff at the University of Massachusetts

Ls a clear attempt to intimidate workers and

students from exercising their legitimate

right to protest. The "new and improved"

picketing code is now expanded to include

University employees as well as students. It

also expands the ^^^^^^^^^^

community whose rights are undennined

by protest. This is a fallacy and an attempt

to divide communities whose rights are

intertwined. No one benefits from the

attempt to curtain freedom of speech and

assembly. Freedom of speech, freedom to

dissent, freedom to assemble and protest,

are the foundations of democratic practice,

without which we are left with autocratic

rule and intimidation.

In addition to creating fear and intimi-

dation. the contro-

Mahmootl Ketahchi

Jrnnifer FaMilo

terms of what is con-

sidered a violation

under the old picket-

ing code. These

changes have been

made from on high

and unilaterally imposed without consulta-

tion with the campus unions or student

governing bodies. Both the guidelines and

their implantation, are an infringement of

worker and student rights.

All protests last year were nonviolent and

caused no damage to University property.

Yet protests such as the worker and student

rally against parking increases, the GEO
(Graduate Employment Organization) ral-

lies for a fair contract and the Goodell

Occupation, would all be considered in vio-

lation of the new picketing "guidelines."

Any workers or students participating in

such protests under the new guidelines

would be subject to expulsion and/or firing.

The picketing "guidelines" are so broad and

ambiguous that the administration can vir-

tually declare any kind of protest illegal and

take disciplinary action at its whims and dis-

cretions. Such absolute power is dangerous

and reactionary and should be categorically

rejected.

After handing down this gauntlet, the

Chancellor assures us that the University

still adheres to the principles of freedom of

speech. But freedom of speech is meaning-

less if it does not include freedom to assem-

ble and protest. He claims that he must

draw a dear line between dissent and dis-

ruption. But the line between the two is

merely a matter of interpretation. It is an

arbitrary line, that no one serious about

challenging injustice can draw. The whole

history of the Civil Rights Movement shows

that dissent and disruption cannot be sepa-

rated. He also claims that the "guidelines"

are meant to protect those members of the

Write for Diversity!

review of "minority" enrollment

reveals the paucity of ALANA repre-

sentation in a wide variety of pro-

grams. The absence or near absence

of any ALANA representation in

these programs reveals much about

institutional racism on this campus.

On the level of a college or school,

the School of Nursing stands out as

the worst on campus in its recruit-

ment of ALANA students on the

graduate level. Out of 149 graduate

students, the School of Nursing has

only seven ALANA graduate students

in this programs, or 4.7 percent of its

population. Only 5.8 percent of both

Food and Natural Resources (29 out

of 498) and Natural Science and

Math (39 out of 670) are ALANA.

ALANA representation among

non-degree graduate students stands

at 5.9 percent (62 out of 1056).

Only 6.2 percent of the School of

Management's graduate enrollment is

ALANA. The College of Engineering

has only 6.6 percent of its population

identified as ALANA.
While chronic under-enrollment of

undergraduate ALANA students con-

tinues to violate both the 1992

ALANA agreements and the 1997

Goodell agreements, the number of

ALANA graduate students falls far

below even the undergraduate levels

for significant reasons. While to a

certain point, undergraduates may

choose their college, on the graduate

level, the faculty chooses grad stu-

dents.

Therefore the failure of the univer-

sity to recruit grad students belongs

not only to the administrators, but to

the faculty as well. That entire

departments have not enrolled any

ALANA students into their graduate

programs speaks about the depth and

nature of institutionalized racism at

UMass.
Thomas Taaffe is a UMass

Graduate Student.

versy regarding the

picketing code

"guidelines," serves

as a distraction from

__________ the real issues which

lead worker and stu-

dent protests. For yean the University has

systematically engaged in practices which

have excluded or discouraged students of

color and poor and working people from

attending or remaining at the University.

Such practices include but are not limited

to administratively withdrawing students

for debts as little as $20, failure to provide

due process rights for students subjected

to the above discrimination, failure to pro-

vide affordable child care for thousands of

student and worker families, failure to

recruit and retain students of color, partic-

ularly graduate students of color and fail-

ure to pay graduate employees a living

wage.

The new semester has begun and we

see the same patterns of institutional

injustice before us — students are still

being unjustly administratively with-

drawn, due process is still absent, pro-

grams that were promised protection

have been threatened once again, child

care is still unaffordable. enrollment of

students of color is down and graduate

employees are in their 19th month with-

out a new contract.

If the University Administration were

truly interested in avoiding a large-scale

protest, they would work at eliminating

these on-going and systematic problems,

honor their agreements with students and

settle the GEO contract, rather than

attempting to curtail our bask and constitu-

tional freedoms.

Jennifer Fasulo is the GEO Vice

President and Mahmood Ketabchi is the

GEO President.

Students of color comprise less than 17 per-

cent of the total 1 Mass population. Even if \<u

grew up in a divom environment, at UM.i s,

people of vftli'i >re still in the minority, and

unfortunately we are still treated that wa\ It

you've ever hud a thought that you've wanted to

write down, i! vou've ever been angn ai some

thing that you've witnessed as a person of color.

if you've always wanted to cover the events hap-

pening in your community, if you've aver written

a aong lyric or poem, We need you.

\t the Colltgiim $«tc are six diversity desks.

Kl.nk Affairs. Developing Nations, GLBT

Humphrey brown III. Black Affairs editor

Christine foh. Multicultural Affairs editor

This political cartoon contains an image that first

appeared in the April 24, 1996 edition of the

Collegian Multicultural Affairs Page.
Affectionately referred to as "the graph," it con-
tained the graphic image of a middle finger used
to express the acute dissatisfaction of ALANA
students in regard to statistics for students of color.

The bar graph that displayed the undergraduate
student population highly resemebled a hand ges-

ture whose offensive nature was balanced by trie

addition of the actual figures.

It subsequently created a stir throughout the

entire University. Its particular focus was to

answer the questions, "What happened to the 1992
ALANA Agreements?" and, "What needs to be
done for 1996?"
To answer these questions, the editor printed a

series of articles that effectively put the '92

ALANA Agreements back into campus discourse.
"The graph, ' was most controversial at this time,
not only for its crude character but also for what it

symbolized: the gross under-representation of
ALANA students on campus, and the University's
neglect to honor the ALANA Agreements.
Clearly the message behind "the graph" is still

highly relevant given the new picketing code and
the troubled negotiations.

-Christine Soh

Affairs, lewish Affairs,

jtfulticultural Affairs, and Women's Issues. Two
desk-. Black Affairs and Multicultural Affairs

have weekly p»$cs, which appear in the

Collegian every Monday and Tuesday, respec-

tively. In addition, the diversity desks regularly

run stories in news, arts and living,

editorial/opinion and sports. ^ ,

The Diversity Desks came otrt of organized

student protest for fair and accurate reporting

about issues which Occur In communities of

color ami in the Third World. Anyone from, the

LiMaw community is invited to take part in these

Jeffrey R. Yiiseh. Multicultural Affairs associ-

ate editor

Sunanda Ghosh, Developing Nations editor

desks.

The Diversity desks are seeking interested
writers to take part in the struggle for social jus-

tice. We need people who want to learn how to

report, write editorials, edit stories, take pic-

tures, or draw. Please help us in continuing the

struggle to fight oppression in a£ fojms_N^
experience is necessary Come down to the
Collegian, located in the basement of the
( ampus Center or call us at J545-lSB. ^a^aW

In Urinv.

nor'

V

Raphael Papa, GI.BToh

l-aura Bared*, Women's (puet editor

Bryan SdMrjhUrnan. lewish Affahfwitor

Post Goodell:
How far have we come?

Goodell: Making it Personal
OIThis is the first ofa three pan scries

continuing the discussion of Goodell. In

the next two editorials the author will

examine tlie role ofAsian American stu-

dents in protests, and will then discuss

why the Honors College needs to be

protested.

As the saga of last spring's week-long

occupation of Goodell continues with

negotiations to hammer out the details of

the alleged "commitments," most of us

who were inside the building, and those

who were on the outside making sure

the world was watching, are probably

trying hard to make sense of it all.

With the attempt to rationalize any

experience comes the inevitability of

placing the struggle into a personal con-

text. If you asked participants of the

takeover, "Why did you do it?" you
would surely hear very different answers

from the undercover student security

team sent in to eavesdrop, or from Chief

Luippold's omnipresent police cadre, or

from some elusive administrators who
floated like ghosts and masqueraded as

allies. No doubt, folks were coming from

all different levels— it was by no means

strictly support. There were infiltrators.

But just as there were forces to under-

mine negotiations, steadfast students in

the struggle responded in kind by reach-

ing into their own resources. This sup-

port amounted to live radio shows from

inside the building, thanks to D|s from

WMUA: live telecasts for people watch-

ing at home, thanks to the crew from

UVC; and outstanding, comprehensive

reports from the Collegian.

UMass media made the difference.

The Goodell Web page received over a

thousand hits mid-way into the

takeover, from Los Angeles to

Singapore. The New York Times, NPR,

and CNN despite their coverage, could

not possibly touch this.

The Goodell occu- ^^B^^^^^H
pation attracted a

union of people

unprecedented in my
college career. I heard of the 1992

takeover of Memorial Hall. I even partic-

ipated in the 1994 Admissions building

takeover. But 1997 rocked the house —
and almost tore it down. I knew from my
first year at UMass— I knew while still a

senior in high school at Boston Latin

Academy — that UMass •Amherst,was a

hotbed for activism. As I can_ td leam

about UMass and know it for myself. I

began to see why; Mass is also full of

reactionaries.

In (anuary 1993. Liz Walker from

WBZ. now an affiliate station of CBS. accused of setting a series of fires across

did a program focusing on the tragedies campus. Before the real culprit was

and turmoils of UMass. She interviewed arrested. Henry was detained and ques-

activists from various communities of tioned in Dickinson for hours before she

color who had been protesting the had any legal counsel. The FBI had

administration's neglect and irresponsi- stepped into the picture. They were

money. It has been speculated,

however, that the amount was

in the millions.

Immediately, the Trustees of

UMass voted to abolish the

rights of Legal Services to liti-

A note from the editor. .

.

ALANA Agreements
You will notice that within these two pages there are several references to the 1992

ALANA Agreements. The background for these agreements, however, is missing and it

is crucial to know.

The 1992 ALANA Agreements were the culmination to a series of racially motivated

crimes that took place that year (see "Making it Personal" by V. Douangmany).

The justice Department had to be called in to quell the situation and to mediate

between the administration and the irate students. What resulted were the

ALANA Agreements: a set of 1 demands which were to be met within five years

of their conception. Among the list of demands were an increase in ALANA stu-

dent admissions (minimum 20 percent) and faculty, a call for more student schol-

arships, and a call to re- name the Columbus Day holiday, among others.

Five years later, when the administration published a report charting the

progress of these agreements, they made it seem like most, if not all. of the agree-

ments had been met, when in fact, they had not. In the case of student enroll-

ment, the administration played with the numbers (as they have in T. Taaffe's

article) to get the 20 percent minimum. In the case of re-naming Columbus day.

administrators blamed the students' lack of participation in carrying out these

changes.

In early March 1997. ALANA students demanded that these ten agreements be

fulfilled. The six day takeover of Goodell was the result sending a diverse group of

students, into another round of negotiations with stalling administrators. To no

one's surprise, these negotiations have been static and are coupled with a new

picketing code to prohibit any further "disruption."

Fortunately, students cannot be quelled that easily.

In Unity,

Christine Soh

THANG VO / COLLEGIAN

Outside of the Goodell Takeover in early March, 1997. This photo depicts one of the several rallies held during

the six day occupation.

bility in handling issues of racial violence

on campus, and other examples of disre-

gard for students' civil rights and

well-being. One student was able to cap-

ture the essence

___—_—_______———————————i of any progres

Viraphanh Douangmany sive struggle on
_——— I__———-___—————— campus with this

statement: "UMass is a land- grant insti-

tution whose mission is to sen'e the

working class of the Commonwealth. It

must remain accessible.

"

Within the past decade...

Chronicling the litany of events that

have helped shape the landscape for

UMass activism would be Car too great a

task. So much has happened on this

campus that people would just not

believe it. Take for example, just 10 years

ago. Yvette Henry, a black Resident

Assistant from Southwest, was falsely

called upon by a helpless UMass admin-

istration feeling the heat of parents com-

plaining that building fire alarm evacua-

tions were disrupting their childrens'

studies. Henry became an irresistible tar-

get. Because she was black, and a chem-

istry major holding a position of some

authority. Henry fit the FBI profile of the

individual who was setting fires to trash

cans and bulletin boards in dormitories

and other buildings across campus. She

was withdrawn from school and pending

her trial, was only able to attend classes

if her mother accompanied her.

She was later found not guilty. The

person responsible for setting the fires

was a maintenance woman on medica-

tion for a mental illness. Henry then

employed lawyers from the UMass Legal

Service Center (supported by student

fees) to sue the University. She won and

was awarded an undisclosed amount of

gate on any cases against the University.

In 1994, SCERA (the Student Center for

Educational Research and Advocacy)

launched a campaign to reinstate litiga-

tion rights and had limited success.

A couple of years after the Henry

event, another black RA was subjected

to racial epithets and vandalism to his

property, including feces smeared on his

door. Frequent reports did little to stop

the harassment which escalated to a

physical attack. Students who were

angered at the lack of initiative and less

than illustrious response from the police

stormed the high rise where the attack

took place and demanded that campus

police, and the University take action to

ensure safety and protection for students

of color on campus facing the brunt of

rising racial hostility.

In a separate incident in February

1994, an Asian student finishing up his

senior year, was kicked in the head,

called a "chink" and got his jacket stolen

by a white man who had mistaken him

for another Asian man. He was attacked

between the Fine Arts Center and

Memorial Hall at around 5 p.m. His

attacker was finally charged with civil

rights violations a year later.

In December 1995, two Asian

American students who were wanted by

campus police, made a call into

Dickinson expressing a willingness to

comply. The students were told to come-

down into the station. When they

arrived, police greeted them with guns

aimed at their heads.

Putting it into perspective

For me. the reasons why I was in

Goodell were crystal clear. Also, I was

impressed by the caliber of leadership

that set off the protest. I did not expect

such a level of faith and unity, and was

overwhelmed by the spirit of compas-

sion. 1 learned a lot about negotiations

and people. 1 witnessed how perspective-

can be shaped and tainted according to

prior contacts and relationships, proles

sional and/or personal. Trust was critical

but it came surprisingly easy tor people

who hardly knew each other, if at all.

Once again, the reason for being

there fell along similar lines spoken by

students in 199>. access. It always

was and it always will be. The struggle

in Goodell called for but was not lim-

ited to increased need-based financial

aid, affordable childcare. and an

assurance that academic support pro-

grams for students of color would not

be eradicated. Furthermore, the strug-

gle called for the creation of a Native

American Academic Support Program

to be created along with ethnic stud-

ies.

I hope that new students will take

on the challenge to keep open the

doors of higher education and t he-

promise that comes with it to our

younger brothers and sisters, I remem-

ber a conversation three year- ago

with a sister that was inside Memorial

Hall reminding me that it [the strug-

gle] was about making sure t-hat

Cambodians and Laotians made it in

here and graduated. She went on to

say that programs like Upward Bound

which help students from the city pre-

pare for college, needed to be reinstat-

ed at UMass. She went on to say how

important it was to decolonize our

minds. 1 was thinking. I'm front Loot,

I went through ( pwanl Hound What

does this Korean woman know about

Laotians and Cambodian* and

Upward Bound.' It didn't take me too

long to find out she was absolutely

right.

Viraphanh Douangmany is a UMass

Student

La Purification de Chacon Quiros de Quetzalcoatl

jEh! camalito' , how are you?

Me quede viendo anodadado a

este hombre alto e imponente. Debia

cubrir el mareo de la puerta con unas

espaldas dignas de todas las insignias

de un general, y bueno, la verdad es

que tenia un aire militar. Unable to

react I examined him slowly, de arri-

ba a abajo.

-En todo caso deberia responderle

algo pronto porque hace ya un rato

que me mira muy serio, aunque

ahora fijandome bien tiene un

bigote2 de esos que no se ven desde

aquellos viejos tiempos de la revolu-

cion, grueso y

alargado. medio ^———
Pancho _ medio Juan J ose' Chacon
Emiliano .

^^^^^^^^
Si. si. ademas esa camisa de Calav-

eras'*...pero, iqae le pasa? falta mas

de medjp ano para el Dia de los

Muertos , y. si. encima con botas de

cuero de culebra y para peor de col-

mos con punta metalica, si. como la

rima" que cantaba yo cuando estaba

chiquillo: una vie ja-ja, mato un ga

to-to con la pun ta-ta del zapa to-

to...De fijo que este carajo no es de

poraca.

Yes que no puede ser, esa faja con

hebilla metalica en forma de culebras

no es muy british que digamos.

Talvez, deberia responderle, eh. si.

pero. t,que le digo?: ar llu Mexican?

No, jque va!. £si por casualidad no

es y me revienta la cara? No, mas

rapido. pensa, eh...pobre vieja, pobre

gato. pobre punta del zapa...ino! no

eso. pensa |uan. pensa. {.que le digo?.

ah si. eh, eh...aryu a Gringo'? No.

jimbecil!, peor todavia, despues de

verdad es Gringo y me acusan de esa

pendejada, si, esa mierda que yo ni

entiendo. como es que le dicen.si.

si, aeordate de la maldita palabra. se

parece al bigote de este carajo... big-

ote, bigoton, bigotillo, eh. siii, siii...

bigotriii!

"Is this 77 North Prospect Street?

I'm suppose to stay here for the next

two weeks...My name is Guillcrmo

but in this country they call me
Gwermo. I'm a performance artist

from Mexico, you know... the landla-

dy told me that she would have two

rooms ready for me and my partner.

Roberto."

"Ah yes. now I remember, claro.

claro. come in... they're ready. I'll

show you around.

Of course! the Gringa from New
Zealand, la Momia de Guanajuato**,

la landlady from Hell, told me to wait

for two guys but she never mentioned

anything about the reincarnation of

Pancho Villa, the biggest Mexican

since El Santoy and his compan-

ion... jah! ya lo veo. ahi viene. pero

que es esto. un desfile de estereoti-

. pos, porque

este tarn bien

l
esta bien

ex t r a n o

,

mucho mas ioven aunque menos
grandulon , pero todo tatuado.

pelo largo a media espalda. argollas.

camisa sin mangas; en fin, todo un

rcbelde. un verdadero disidente

urbano.

Debe ser un Chicano pero de los

de verdad, ^,se enojara si le pregunto

si es de Istelei
'

' ? <Estara en un gan?

De fijo que si, hasta tiene las barbas

de chivo. gouti que le Hainan aca. Al

rato estuvo en esa pelicula que me
cont6 Manuel, los Vatos

Locos. ..tseyi amigo ctel

Mero-Mero

'

2 o un simple giiero *7

And so I began to live with the

Vato™ jnd the Aztec, two
pendejos ' * with a mission to recon-

quer Aztlan'° from the Gringos

through performance art. Like Don

Quijote y Sancho Panza, they would

become more like the other and less

like themselves, trading personalities

throughout the journey, just like my
teacher de Literature Espanola taught

me: from la Mequijotizacion del

Chicano to la Sanchicanizacion del

Mexicano.

Y yo estaba parado ahi en medio

de todo esto, en un momento en que

mi alma hacia las de Sor luana y se

paina en dos y no precisamente MM
l.i razon y la pasion. La mia era y es

una rupture que va a la raiz: recently

self-exiled for lack of political partici-

pation en mi tierra. 1 opened the

gates of the Yankee prison hoping to

find a cell-mate, alguien que me abra

el pecho y me saque ese espiritu

maligno y adormecedor. ;Que vida

esta que me da por hacerme el impor-

tante!

When the night of their perfor-

mance came. I was wearing mi mejor

mudada. a black three piece suit con

todo y guayabera 1 ' blanca

encajada . zapatos de charol. pen-

diente de oro antropomorfo y bien,

bien, bien parfumee. En fin me creia

el muy galan, but more importantly I

was there to assess mi so-called iden-

tity, in constant flux, always frail

cuando creo estar fuerte.

Y como Don Quijote y Sancho

Panza, Gwermo High-tech Aztec and

Roberto Cyber-Vato, left me tainted

with their powerful non apologetic

performance that included the

pounding of a real chicken on stage

asi como los de la Eleipidi

'

y
le hacen

a los Chicanos en la verdadera reali-

dad. When I went to the train station

para el ultimo abrazo. I was allowed

to keep their magical performance

charro™ and a kilo of Brazil nuts.

Days passed without interpreta-

tion. I would spend hours trying to go

to sleep, chewing the Brazil nuts,

mirando fijamente al charro. but I

knew something was wrong, real-

mente bien... the night que comenee

a sonar que despertaba de madruga-

da. only to find the High-Tech Aztec

screaming at me with Cyber-Vato at

his side holding the ceremonial

baton.

-jAh! cabroncito finalmente te

tcngo aqui, solo tti y yo,

culero...iWhat! jYou taught you

would get away with that pinche

identity of yours! No, no lo creo.

Vengo a repasar tus cuentas. and

don't forget: jyou might just end up

in la fucking Chingada! 1 know
exactly lo que estas pensando:

"I mean, what to make of all these

loqueras? I feel a bit confucio & lone-

some tonight... Are you vatos still

alive? Yo estoy aqui muriendome en

America, ca, ca. ca-put...la gran

soledad de los United pero bien unit-

ed...de los cojones. I mean...estamos

united. i,q\ie no?, unidos por el temor

y la soledad...Que issue, man? Que
tiempos nos han tocado vivir. Que
western Utopia ni que la

chingada...dans la grand topographie

de fin de siecle, ;ay giiey!"^
1

-You have to fight!, come on get

your stupid degree and get out oi

this country. Can't you see we re-

doing fine without you! Look you

Taco-Tico-Culero, realize that we

are the ones doing the re-conquer-

ing now, if you want do some of

your own go back to San |uan or

San lose or wherever that place-

is...

-jCallate Roberto!. ..Mira. |uan,

sal de aqui apenas puedas...l saw tus

ojos en la performance, como chis-

peaban con cada golpe que Roberto

le daba al fresh polio, como tus

manos se encrispaban en busca del

baton, the chicken's blood flowing

through the stage and yours ,,|

corazon.

Yes, I saw you and tu sonrisa

cuando los Gringos miraban perple-

jos, remembering aquel Dia de los

Muertos, when you burned them all

in effigy: Clinton. Bush. North.

Helms. Lake, todos tus ghosts. ;los

quemaste a todos!; when you came

out of el sotano como un ser politico,

con pasion y razon, that day when

you spilled la sangre de los muertos

encima de ellos. nuestros enemigos

en honor a los nuestros.

What do you think, ique yo no te

vi cabron? Of course. I was there

with you en todo momento. cuando

les pusiste la came de los cora/ones

encima and later prayed for their

souls, yes. las de los Gringos, jhasta

los pertlonaste!

Te vi como sonabas cuando

Roberto recogia las plumas del chick-

en, si, you were dreaming of your

own dress, all leathers like your

angel, the feathered serpent, el

Quetzalcoatl
22 tuyo. con tu pecho en

sangre y tus alas esmeraldas. buscan-

do el penon abandonado for the last

dance with all your avatars: the pas-

sage to the underworld, yes. ..back

home. ;No me olvides!. in this land

they call me Gwermo Go-Ma Plfia J

por siempre te acompanare en tu

eamino. .

.

Un vago recuerdo de ]uan lose

C haeon Uuiros de Otietzalcoutl

COU«m> GOMI/ PtNA

Pensa, Juan, Pensa ...

)uan )ose Chacon Quiros de Quetzalcoatl, Roberto Sifuentes and

Guillermo Gomez Pefta, gaze pensively at Gringolandia.

The follwing is a series of notes corresponding with the above

editorial:

1. From "carnal," friend.

2. Moustache.

J. Pancho Villa and Emiliano Zapata, heroes of the Mexican

Revolution.

4. Skulls, a common item during the Day of the Dead

Celebrations.

5. November 2nd, Day of the Dead. Christian and Syncretist

celebration of the dead.

b. Children's rhyme This one in particular is from Central

America.

7. Stranger, also green-go.

8. The cemetery in the city ol Guanajuato has a museum with

1 1 1 mummies dating back as far as 100 years. The chemical

composition of the soil mummifies the bodies in less than five

years.

9. Mexican wrestling hero. In one of his movies he fought "las

Momias de Guanajuato

10. Muy grande.

11. East LA.

1 2 Head of the latino Gang in the movie los Vatos Iaxos.

15. Used to qualify people with some Camln KmMMI

14. Kid, muchacho.

15. Literally homosexuals but m this context it means cowards

16. Mythical homeland of the Asteci Taught lo he the

south-eastern United States by some Chicanos

17. Cotton button-down shin thai is verv common in the

Caribbean

18 1 'mhroidered

19. i a r n
20. Maden 'WfcOy* hat. A permanent leaiure ol any decent

Mariaehi.

21 i x^crpi man tht v-« VMA RwaV, pap 141

22. Feathered Serpent God still revered throvgfcowi

Mcsmtmerica and even parts of California.
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Minutewomen take Burlington by storm
By Jim Elrringrtam

Collegian Correspondent

\ cold, rain) afternoon did not stop the

Manachuwttl women's cross-country team from
capturing first place honors at last Saturday after-

noon's Vermont Invitational in Burlington.

Vt.

The Minute-women's 31 points were
good enough to beat out Boston University

(5 1) points). Vermont (60) and Central

Connecticut State (112).

BL wu impressive, placing three runners in the

top live, but the Minutewomen countered the

Terriers' thunder squall with a steady rain of their

own. capturing five places in the top ten. For the

second consecutive week, senior Christy Martin

was the top finisher for UMass. leading the charge

with a third place finish, and a time of 18:38.

lust five lecondi behind her was fellow senior

UMass 31

Rebecca Donaghue, good for fourth place at a

time of 18:43. Although senior Katie Greenia fin-

ished seventh at 18:53, coach Julie LaFreniere was

quick to add that up until "the last 800 yards or

so," she was challenging the top five.

Junior Tracy Meagher's time of 19:11 was
eighth, and freshman Melissa

Henderson's time of 19:15 garnered

ninth place, and rounded out an impres-

sive display of teamwork.

LaFreniere cited depth as a key factor

in the success this year's squad has achieved.

"Tracy Meagher and Melissa Henderson are

holding us together. ..they make us a tighter and

better team," LaFreniere said.

"This proves that cross country is a team sport.

BU has a great top three, but they don't have

fourth and fifth runners like we do."

Furthermore, LaFreniere emphasized the impor-

tance of finishing in close clusters, with Greenia,

Meagher, and Henderson finishing in seventh,

eighth, and ninth place, respectively.

"By the end of the season, we hope to have
seven women finishing in a pack," LaFreniere said.

UMass will need to continue working as a team,

because some questions still linger regarding the

health of Donaghue. Despite her strong showing
on Saturday, the chronic heel problems which
have bothered her since spring remain a concern.

"We're taking our time with her." LaFreniere

said.

The Minutewomen now turn their attention to

training for October 4th. when they will compete
in the Paul Short Invitational in Bethlehem. Pa.

Approximately 30 teams will be joining UMass.
and some of them are nationally ranked.

LaFreniere plans to continue training despite the

off week, promising that the upcoming meet
"should be a good test of what kind of team we
have."

Minutemen tennis travels to

URI; face uphill A-10 battle

By Aaron M. Saykin
Collegian Correspondent

Minutemen's Maine competition in Vt.
By Setfi Koenig
Collegian Correspondent

Led by senior Ryan Carrara's second place over-

all finish, the University of Massachusetts men's

cross country team placed fourth at

Saturday's meet in Vermont with 76
points. The University of Maine won the

overall competition, followed by Boston

University, Vermont, UMass, and Central

Connecticut State.

Maine and BU battled neck and neck for the

meet victory, both placing two runners in the top

five. The Black Bears, who scored 45 points to the

Terriers' 47. had their top three runners returning

from last year, unlike the Minutemen squad, who
still seem to be working through the growing pains

of a young team.

"The two weeks of hard practice might have

Maine 45

UMass 76

caught up with us as a younger team, where it

wouldn't so much with an older team who is more

used to the work," coach Ken O'Brien said. "I

didn't anticipate winning, but I thought we'd be

closer than we were."

Carrara dropped 1 7 seconds off of the

first meet of the season, cruising to his

impressive 25:20 finish. The senior came
in fifth with a time of 5:37 on September

20th in Boston. His strong leadership

has continued on since early in the season, consis-

tently placing first among Massachusetts runners.

"Ryan's a kid who, for the most part, we have

basically made our living with," O'Brien said. "I

was always impressed with his competitiveness. He
puts his nose to the grindstone, and he knows what
kind of a runner he wants to be. and he knows how
to become that runner."

Freshman teammate Brendan Sullivan has also

noticed the positive effect Carrara has on the team.

"He's definitely the leader." Sullivan said.

Sullivan, who surprised the opposition with a

ninth place finish last week, fell to the 21st posi-

tion this weekend. That, with the temporary loss of

sophomore Peter Gleason, who was attending a

wedding, hurt the Minutemen in Vermont.

"I didn't run well at all," Sullivan said. "I had

some shin problems, but that's not an excuse."

Like last week, the young team left the meet

optimistic, despite a less than impressive perfor-

mance. Solid outings by sophomore Kevin Somers
(11th place), senior Brian Chabot (16th), and
freshman Thomas Stuart (28th), gave the team sev-

eral points from which to build as the year goes on.

"I think everybody's going to get a lot better as

the season goes on," Sullivan said. "Once we all

run like we can, we'll do better than we did this

weekend. We'll be a whole different team."

Coming off a 16-2 season in

1996. and with the return of the

entire squad this fall, the
Massachusetts men's tennis team
was confronted by great expecta-

tions at the start of its 1997 cam-
paign.

But, only one game into the
n, they find themselves as

the underdog in their match today
at the University of Rhode Island.

Already without the services of

No. 5 singles player Bo Navarro,
who will concentrate on acade-
mics this fall, and No. 4 player

Alex Aller, who needs more
preparation time, the Minutemen
will open Atlantic 10 Conference
play at a considerable disadvan-

tage.

"Given that we're missing two
of our regular singles players,"

coach |udy Dixon said.

"I consider us the underdog.
That's how I'm priming my
team."

With Aller out of the line up
against the Rams, freshman
walk-on |ason Lin will fill the

extra slot, in what coach Dixon
feels will be a true test of her

team's ability.

"URI always feels that we're
the team to beat." Dixon said.

"We need to start well, if we
don't want them to think that

they can beat us."

Much attention will be given to

the No. 1 singles competition,

where Minuteman Todd Cheney

will try to avenge his 1996 loss to

fellow Atlantic 10 All-Conference

star Chris Bender.

Despite coming off an impres

sive 6-1 victory over Wesleyan in

their opening match, Dixon

believes that there is significant

room for improvement as her

team prepares to face an oppo-

nent eager for an opportunity to

capitalize on any UMass misfor-

tunes.

"The more hardships we've had

to face, the better we've done,"

Dixon said. "Tuesday's match will

be a real test."

Last week's opponent,
Wesleyan College, will hope-

fully prove to be a solid

tune-up for the Minutemen,
who are looking to begin their

march toward the top of the

Atlantic 10 with a win today.
"1 like to start our season out

of the division so we can work
our way into it," Dixon said.

"We have never lost to

Wesleyan, but their program
has been getting better and bet-

ter."

With an upgraded schedule

from that of a year ago, the Rams
mark the first of many tests for

the Minutemen in their

season-long quest to match their

female counterparts with a

regional ranking.

Visit us on the World Wide Web at:

http://www.umass.edu/rso/colegian

* * * **

Don't Forget about

the Collegian's

open house.

Wednesday
September 24,

down stairs in the

campus center.

Come meet the

staff and other

members of the

community. Come
down any time

between 7:00-

9:00pm.

See you on

Wednesday.

Be There!

Club 256-6446
90 Gateway Road

"Off Rt. 9 2mile East of town Center"

On PVTA Bus Route to Rolling Green, Pool

• Aerobics • Aqua-Aerobics • Steps • Nautilus

• Racquetball • Free Weights •Jacuzzi

•Sauna •Bike*

•Indoor Tennis &. Basketball

•Rowers •Treadmills

Join Now
for Our 15 ^

Week Semester 44

'

Special ($169) *

& Get A Free

HFC T-Shirt!

t&Mm&fi

*»fgf

ROUTE 9

HADLEY, MA

YEAR 'ROUND
http :/A«ww.jiv»n«t/-mrburgtr/

Rt. SSIO Whatley. MA (413) 665-8733
Call 11am - 1am

Welcome Back Students!
n -* ^ammmWkm

Ho« Amateur Female Might
Apply in Person

Priie $$$

Male Show
Mow. Oct. 20"
7pm - 11:30pm

Shirts

Petnts

Shoes

Jewelry

Boards

H^ts

Wallets

etnef tons nove

R£p<§ wanted, enojl

reps@goppy22.c0n

mj

www.GUFPy22.c0n

Mental Health Groups Fall '97

MONDAY

To Your Health
This groups is for students

who realize that they

cannot consistently control

their use of alcohol and /or

other drugs and who wish

to establish a healthier

lifestyle. This group will

remain open to new

members throughout most

of the semester

Monday. }:4S - S p.m.

TUESDAY
Succeeding at UMHSS as a

Latino/a Student
This group will be a safe place for Latino/a

students to explore their experiences as UMASS

students. Participants will help each other learn

techniques for succeeding in a multicultural world.

This group wil be conducted (mainly) in Spanish.

Tuesday. 2:i0 - 3:45pm.

Stress & HnHiety

Reduction Workshop
Stress impacts aX of us physically and

psychologically creating a range of anxiety related

physical and emotional symptoms. This 4 week

long workshop is designed to show you effective

ways to deal with stress. Tuesday, 4:00 - S p.m.

Making Connections
This 8 week group will help members gain

awareness of their relationship styles It will also

be possible io learn skills for forming more

positive and lasting relationships

Tuesday, S:30 • 7 p.m.

MORE Groups

Beginning

IN LHTE
FULL

The Rrt & Science
of Relaxation

In this workshop members will learn several

valuable strategies for recognizing and managing

stress Tuesday, 4:00 - Spm.

UJEDNESDRV

UJhen Families
Aren't Perfect

This 8 week group is for

individuals wanting to explore the

impact of family relationships on

their lives as UMASS students.

Wednesday, 3:30 - Spm.

Groups are FREE OF

CHARGE for UMASS
student Health Plan

members, Kaiser UHS

Plan Members, and

Five College students.

Most groups begin in

early Fall and require a

pre-group interview.

For further information

please call the Mental

Health Division of

University Health

Services at 545-2337,

Mon - Fri,

8:00am - 5pm.

THURSDAY

LUomen's Therapy Group
This group is open to OLDER women students and

UHS Kaiser Plan Members who would like to

address various women's concerns including: self

esteem, relationship issues, academic isolation and

uncertainty about long-range career goals.

Thursday. 9:00 - 10:30am.

Stress & the New UMASS
Student

A 4 week group, to help new and incoming transfer

students team strategies for coping with college

stress. Thursday, 1:00 - 2: 1 Spm.

On The Road to Self
Confidence

In this 8 week group members will learn about

effects a lack of self esteem has on their lives. It will

also be possible to discover new ways of feeling

good about yourself Thursday, 2:30 - 4:00p.m.

Coed Therapy Group for
Older Students

This group provides an opportunity to work on those

problems which interfere with personal and

academic life, such as lack of intimacy, loneliness.

lowered self esteem and concerns of professional

identity. Thursday, 3:30 - Spm.

(UJhich) Home For The
Holidays

A 5 week group to help students from

separated/divorced families cope with their particular

holiday stressors Thursday, 1:00 - 2:1 Spm.
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baseball
continued from page 1
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three ui bats — he had two hits.

He was serenaded by the sweet
sounds from Harry Caray's raspy
pipes He was honored for being
yet another Cubs legend that didn't
get the chance to win a World
Series.

Ryne brought power-hitting sec-
ond Mcfcm CM vogue, and personi-
fied the term "consummate profes-
sional" during his hay-day as the
All-Star second baseman in the
senior circuit.

Sandberg most definitely
deserved better fate than spend-
ing his career with the Cubs.

• Hey all you Sox freaks out
there. ..you know who you are.
Break out the address book and the
birthday cards 'cause Tony Fossas
just turned 40 today. Yup. he's still

alive! And. he still can't get righties

out.

• Speaking of players, the Red
Sox let go (today's column is all

about leeways), Jeff Bagwell has
become the newest member of the
30-30 club.

1 know what you're thinking,
"We didn't let him go, we got Larry
Anderson."

In swiping third base during a

game this past weekend, Bagwell
became the first full-time first

baseman in major league history to

hit 30 homers — he actually has an
Astros' record 42 dingers — and
steal 30 bases in a single season.

Joe Carter joined the club while
with the Indians, but split time
between first base and left field.

How could the Sox have ever let

Bagwell go?
I'll tell ya how.
He WBI drafted as a third base-

man, and when he was traded in

1990. he was third on the depth
chart in the organization behind
some Wade Boggs guy. and
two-time All Star (and honorary
llulcki Irabu Award winner) Scott

Cooper, who was supposed to be a

legitimate All-Star.

At the time. Lou Gorman had no
good reason to switch Bagwell (a

legitimate All-Star) to first base
because he had Mo (Money, Mo'
Problems) Vaughn waiting in the

wings.

The Sox. as always, needed
bullpen help, and Anderson did a

fantastic job. but the Beantown
boys got bumped from the playoffs

by Oakland. The trade made sense
— amazingly enough — because
everybody thought Mo (a legit

All-Star. too) would be a lifetime

Red Sox...

Fred Hurlbrink. jr. is a Collegian

columnist.

)ORMA KANSANEN/COUEGIAN

Joseph ). Morrone Stadium (background) has been home for No. 7 UConn's Jennifer (left) and Margaret Tietjen, but they

will travel to Amherst today at 3:30 pm for a important regional match against No. 10 UMass.

women s soccer
continued from page 1

2

"We've grown up together, so we
know each other, how we're going

to feel, and the honesty comes in. I

know when to say something, and
when not to say something.

"A lot of people come on their

own to college, and I came with my
sister. So, it's added another
dimension to the field, and I know
her style of play."

A similarity UConn would
not like to share with UMass is

the fact they need to replace
some big holes in their lineup
themselves. The Minutewomen
lost six seniors to graduation,
with the experience of many
games such as this one under
their belt, but the Huskies have
lost vital leadership as well.

With the graduation of their

No. 2 and 3 all-time leading
scorers, Kerry Connors and
Ginny Woodward respectively,

and the early retirement of
offensive sparkplug |ana
Carabino. the Huskies — like

UMass — have had to reassem-
ble their lineup with young tal-

ent. In fact, Tsantiris has
already done that, with their
top two scorers in freshman for-

ward |en Carlson (7 goals, 2
assists, 16 points) and junior
transfer Carmie Landeen
(6-3-15).

It is like looking in the mirror, as

the Minutewomen have freshman
forward Kara Green (4-7-15), and
junior transfer Sophie Lecot
(6-0-12) as their top two scorers.

"A little has changed with their

team, and a lot has changed with
our team," Rudy said. "So, you
basically can throw the past out the

window. The players are always the

factors in our games, but it might
be different this time.

Potential-wise, this might be their

best team."

The trend is scary, and so would
another loss be to the Tietjens

After a mistake against Hartford,

they do not want to make another

one like that for the rest of the sea-

son.

"I think we have a positive out-

look for the rest of the season, and
everybody knows what we need to

do now." Margaret said. "We
already lost to Hartford, so that's a

good thing to fight for now, instead

of having it handed to us.

"I think that this gives us an
extra edge in fighting for the ball.

We have to win every game, and
come on strong."

For Jennifer, the road to
NCAA success leads through
UMass, and vice versa, and
that road will begin today.

"In the last two years, we always

seem to meet UMass in the final

16," lennifer said. "So. when we
play them in regional matches,
we're like. Let's beat them now.'

so we can have an extra edge on
them in the tournament. It should

be a closer match, because we have
a lot of new players.

"It's going to be interesting."

No. 1 1 UM flying high;

Hartford Hawks next stop

By Matthew J. Perrault

Collegian Staff

Tough schedules can make a sea-

son seem very long in defeat, or put

the spotlight on you — if you are

victorious,

The Massachusetts men's soccer

team (4-0-1) has played four
straight overtime games against the

strongest opponents in the Eastern
region, with two coming against
nationally ranked squads (then-No.
9 Boston
University and
then-No. 22 New
Hampshire).

In the end.
their record in

those games is an

impressive 3-

0-1. with a 2-1

upset over BU
happening just

last Saturday at

Totman Field.

Next up for UMass, the NCAA
semifinalist of a year ago, the
Hartford Hawks in Hartford at 7.30
p.m. tonight.

The only blemish on the
Minutemen's record this year is a

1-1 tie against Siena College. But
since that game, UMass has reeled

off three straight victories, while
looking for four before the start of

their Atlantic 10 schedule next
week.

Senior forward Mike Butler sent

both Maine and BU home with a

loss with his overtime heroics, and
senior forward loenal Castma net-

ted the game winner against UNH.
Lately, UMass has been playing
extremely well as a team, and is

coming through at the most impor-

tant time — crunch time.

UMass will try not to look at the

polls, and therefore, get overconfi-

dent. Still, coach Sam Koch realizes

there could be a letdown after the

big win over BU.
"We have not played very well

No. 11 Massachusetts

vs.

Hartford

against Hartford, and we lost to

them 1-0 last year," Koch said.

"We have played some very tough
games (this year], and mentally.
this game is going to be very tough.

We start the A-10 schedule right

after this."

Hartford last year went all

the way to the NCAA semi-
finals, but will throw a different
unit at the Minutemen this year.
For Koch, if the Minutemen
play to their ability, they should

be successful.

Pjjjjjjbjj^bjjjjjj "Hartford is

a completely
different
team." Koch
said. "I am
more worried
about how we
)lay than how

Men's Soccer

@ Hartford
P."^™ Hartford will.

m^^m Its hard to
come off such

an emotional win against BU,
and be ready for this game."

After the Hartford game, the
A-10 schedule for UMass begins at

St. Bonaventure this Friday, and at

Duquesne this Sunday. Koch knows
that winning your league is the first

step towards anything bigger.

"You take care of your own busi-

ness in the league and you have
control over what happens." Koch
said. "That is why the conference is

so important and fair."

The Minutemen are playing big

time teams and winning. At press

time, the rankings had UMasi
cracking the Top 25 at No. 1 1 . This
is the first national ranking for the

Minutemen since the beginning of

last season, helped by their two
straight wins over ranked oppo-
nents.

"We can't rely on what some poll

says about how we play," Koch
said. But the Minutemen arc
focused on making people the coun-
try take notice, and the spotlight is

starting to warm up.

Write for Collegian Sports!

Call Sports Editor Luke Meredith

at 545-1851 to find out how you

can get involved or visit us at

113 Campus Center.
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Collegian Classifieds
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Homecoming Concert-
Saturday, September 27!

Featuring Stephen Kellogg

and the Root Cellar Band in

the Student Union Ballroom

at 9 00 pm. All are welcome.

Tickets are $4 and can be

purchased at the door or at

Memorial Hall Sponsored by

STARS and the Class of

2000

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Sugarloaf Estates Luxury 2

bedroom apartment homes.

FREE HEAT AND HOT
WATER State of the art

kitchens, designer baths,

w/w carpeting, washer and

dryer. On PVTA Call Today

665-3858

AUTO FOR SALE

1992 Ford Escort LX XCLT
cond. 5 speed, 54k $3600
538-9857

Auto For Sale 83 Chevy
Caprice Classic Great shape,

low mileage $1200 Call

Robin 253-6348

'84 Jeep CJ7 4x4. hardtop,

new battery, needs some
work. Asking $1100 or B/0

Call 549-1609 (Tony) or 549-

9267 (Patri)

1389 VW Golf excellent con-

dition. 1 owner, new clutch

43 mpg highway $3900/B0
Sunderland 665-8358

1991 Dodge Colt white, 4

cyl , hatchback, alarm, excel-

lent condition, $1700. Call

546-3640

EMPLOYMENT
Part-Time Evening
Warehouse Position
Available Mon-Thurs. approx-

imately 20 hours per week
Apply in person at E+J
Distributors, 99 Industrial

Drive, MA 01060

WANTED Person to clean 4

room condo on weekly basis.

Less than 1 mile from cam-

pus. Please call Ken 523-

8809

Jobs For The Environment

Campaign with MassPirg to

reduce pesticide use.

Flexible schedule.

$50-75/day

Call Terry @ 256-6434

Ski Lodge Positions Open
Nov-April. Salary, room and

board Bonuses and ski pass.

For applications, call, write,

or fax. Alta Peruvian Lodge,

P.O. Box 8017, Alta, Utah
84092 (801)742-3000 Fax

(801)742-3007

EMPLOYMENT
JOB OPPORTUNITIES IN

THE UMASS ATHLETIC
DEPARTMENT!

The UMass Athletic Ticket

Office is looking for students

to help with game operations

at home football games
There will be a meeting on

Thursday, September 25 at

5 00 pm in Curry Hicks Cage
for all those interested in

working. The next home
game is on Saturday,

September 27 at 1:00 pm.

Please contact John Dippel in

the Ticket Office at 545-0810

for more information.

Tutors

Bilingual Tutors for part-time

paid

assistance to students speak-

ing

Arabic, Czech, Hindi,

Japanese, Khmer, or

Korean
Contact ESL/Bilingual Office

at 413-549-9857

Amherst Public Schools

An Equal Opportunity

Affirmative Action Employer

Drivers and Kitchen Help
Wanted. Apply at DP.
Dough

Maintenance Person
Wanted at Hampshire
Fitness. $7/hour. 8am-noon

Minimum of 3 mornings. 256-

6446

The Amherst Boys & Girls

Club needs work-study
assistants for recreation pro-

gram Must be able to work

evenings 7-9pm and 1-5pm

on Saturday. $5 50 per hour

UMass bus stops in front of

Club at 390 Main St Please

call Richard Britt 253-3261

EMPLOYMENT
Needed Immediately Part

Time Veterinary Assistant.

Weekday afternoons Apply

in person to: The Cat

Hospital, 139C Damon Rd
,

Northampton^ MA

NOW HIRING!!! Alumni
Relations is looking for stu-

dent help for Homecoming
'97. Must be available on

Friday, September 26 and

Saturday, September 27.

$5 50/hour Stop by

Memorial Hall to fill out an

application Questions? Call

Ann Thompson at 545-231 7.

Pinocchio's Now Hiring

Delivery drivers. $15 an hour.

Car and positive attitude a

must Apply in person. 30

Boltwood Walk

Fitness Instructor for

Women's Only Club in

Belchertown Must be certi-

fied. Call Jenn 323-0125

Drivers Wanted Pays $70 to

$120 per shift. Car needed.

Dominos 256-891 11

EOR RENT
1 Bedroom Apt in Puffton

Available Oct 1st

$535/month + elec. Call 549-

0455 to take over lease.

Fridge Rentals 253 9742
Free Delivery

FOR SALE

Brother 2200 w/spread-
sheet $150 or B/0 532-5917

Leave message

Buy/Sell/Trade Home
stereo components Used,

reconditioned 253-5312

FOR SALE

Computers! Computers!
Computers! THE VERY BEST
PRICES AROUNDI IBM
Thinkpads Compac as well

as printers, scanners, and

supplies. Call File

Management Solutions and

ask for Jason 549-4850

Rolling Stones Foxboro
Oct 20 and 21 Floor seats!

665-0241 Leave message.

Computer 486/66mhz, CD
ROM, monitor, software.

Must sell $400/B0 587-

0854

Macintosh Plus with 20mg
external hard drive, Mac
Image Writer II Asking $350

or B/0. Call 665-7794

Himalayan Kittens

C FA. Registered

$175 00

(413)634-5789

Refurbished 486 Computer
for sale. 16MB RAM, 850 MB
HD, 15" monitor, WIN 95.

$499 Call ACI at (413)256-

1147.

Big Fish Tank All equip-

ment included $40 or B/0.

549-6926

Laptop Notebook Works
good $150. Good for school

Call Steve (413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for

computer Works great Call

CPC (413)584-8857

Watch batteries, ear
piercing, eyeglass repairs,

jewelry restoration, diamond

engagements, wedding rings.

Silverscape Designs, 264 N
Pleasant St, Amherst 253-

3324 Open Daily.

FOUND
Sum of Money Found in

Campus Center Post Office

on Friday morning. Call

Maureen at 545-350

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HEY Angel #1!

Happy 21st Birthday!

Get ready for a night you

won't

remember

From your Loving Lexington

Boy

and Cole

INSTRUCTION

Guitar Lessons
Beginner-Advanced

1-888-908-8898

Call Peter (Toil-Free)

Lost Watch- Ladies

Hamilton Watch Lost on Mt

Toby Fireroad/Trails in mid-

July Roman numerals, black

strap Reward Sue (41 3)367-

2755

Lost Notebook Black five

star notebook lost on Friday

in Morrill 203 Reward.

Contact Collegian at 545-

3500

MISCELLANEOUS
FREE T-SHIRT + $1000

Credit Card fundraisers for

fraternities, sororities &
groups.

Any campus organization can

raise up to $1000 by earning

a

whopping $5 O0/VISA appli-

cation

Call 1 -800-932-0528 ext 65

Qualified callers receive

FREE T-SHIRT

MISCELLANEOUS

www.movieposter.com
Vintage-Current

(416)391-0133

ROOM FOR RENT

Room for rent in private

home 1 mile to UMass.

Furnished fciiuhen privileges

Laundry, parking, quiet,

friendly. $335/month

Barbara 549-4853

ROOMMATE WANTED

Need student to share

room on Hobart Lane.

$150/month. Sarah 586-9815

ROOM OPEN in big house

Great Location $280/month

plus. Call 253-2268 Ask for

Chris

Seeking Grad Student or

Professional to share a

large modern Northampton

apt Great location Two bed-

room, two bath $560+. 584-

2247

Female and Male Grad
Students seek female Grad

Student for share in large,

sunny, modern post and

beam house in Wendel, with

hot tub and deck on wooded
acreage. $200 per month
inclusive, but worth much
more. Must see About 20

minutes from UMass with no

stoplights (508)544-2688

SERVICES

Know Your Rights Do you

have questions about your

rights? Do you think your civil

rights have been violated?

Find Out! Contact The

Student Legal Services

Office, 922 Campus Center,

545-1995

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for

free testing and assistance

549-1906

TRAVEL

Spring Break "Take 2" hir-

ing reps Sell 15. Take 2 free

Hottest destinations! Free

parties, eats, drinks

Sunsplash 1-800-426-7710

www.sunsplashtours.com

WANTED

$20 Reward for any informa-

tion pertaining to the incident

at The Pub the night of Sat

,

9/13/97, whereby a 30 year

old male was thrown into a

plate glass door causing it to

shatter Call (508)653-1761

Looking for Tl 85 Graphing

Calculator Call Kelsey @
549-9462, anytime

place your

classfied

here.

You can place a

classfied on the

concourse or call

The Collegian @
545-3500.
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TUESDAY, SEPT. 23

Film — Johnny Guitar, an
off beat western with
women in the two leads
starring Joan Crawford.
Sponsored by the Women's
Studies and Lounge Staff
and part of the Women In
Film Noir series. 5:30 p.m.
in Bartlett 208A.
Meeting— The

Distinguished Visitor's

Program is having a General
Interest Meeting at 7 p.m. in

the Student Union, Dukes
Room. If you are interested
in bringing your favorite
speakers to the UMass cam-

Pus then DVP is for you.
izza and soda will be

served. For more informa-
tion call 545-0046 or stop
by Student Union, room
404.
Meeting— The Index

(UMass Yearbook) will hold
a general meeting at 6:30
p.m. in the Student Union,
room 304. All are invited.

Contact Jill Aordkian at

545-0848 for more infor-

mation.
Meeting— Amnesty

International will hold a
meeting at 7 p.m. in the
Student Union.
Commonwealth Room.
Spiritual— All students

invited to a Spiritual and
Religious Opportunity
Summit for speakers "and
leaders at UMass. to plan
and launch student-run
spiritual activities. 7- 9 p.m.
in the Campus Center, room
805-809. For more informa-
tion, call Merle Ryan at

545-2684 or Kent Higgins
at 256-0109.

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 24

Dance— Israeli Folk
Dancing. 8:30-9: 1 5 p.m.
teaching session, 9: 1 5-10
&m. review.
rayson/Orchard Hill. All are

welcome. Experience is not
necessary.

Meeting— Winter Session
Israel Trip information meet-
ing at 7 p.m. at the Hillel

House. Come and find out
about a great opportunity to
travel tolsrael with other
UMass students.
Meeting— The UMass

Poetry Society will be holding
a meeting at 7 p.m. in the
Campus Center, room 162.

All are welcome. Bring your,
own poetry or someone else's

orjust come and listen.

Meetine— The Student
Alumni Relations Society
(STARS) will hold an onenta-
tion meeting at 5 p.m. in

Memorial Hall for anyone

interested in providing pro-
gramming for students and
alumni. Contact Wes at 545-
23 1 7 for more information.
Speaker— Arne Holte, pro-

fessor off Behavioral Sciences
in Medicine, University of
Oslo, and Professor ofClinical
Psychology, University of
Tronso, Norway will be guest
speaker at the UMass School
of Education at the Early
Childhood Education and
Development Program's
Fortnightly Breakfast series

from 8:30-9:45 a.m., Furcolo
225.

THURSDAY, SEPT. 25

Entertainment— TV Night
at 7:45 am. at the Hillel

House. Come and get to

know others in thelewish
community. Free food.
Lecture— Monica

Palacios presents "Queer of
Color in American Theater"
at 8 p.m. in Campus Center,
room 803. This is part of the
GLBT Studies Lecture Series
and is co- sponsored by The
Stonewall Center, GLEf,
GSO. Women's Studies and
the Chancellor's Task Force
on GLBT Matters. For more
information contact the
UMass Stonewall Center at

545^1824.

NOTICES

Course— The
Interdepartmental Program
in Film Studies is offenng a
Certificate in Film Studies to
all majors (equivalent to a
minor). Includes six courses
in film/video studies. For
more infomiation and to fill

out an application, stop by
the office in 101 South

FYls are public service announcements printed

daily. To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the
Managing Editor by noon the previous day.

College or call 545-3659.
Office hours MW 8 a.m.-5

P.m..
TuTh 10 a.m.-5 p.m..

8 a.m.-2 p.m. Or visit the
webpage:
www.umass.edu/film.
Internships—

Environmental internships
offered. Campaigns this

semester include Hunger
and Homelessness,
Pesticides, Endangered
Species, Updated Bottle Bill

and Campaign Finance
Reform. Looking for moti-
vated students to take lead-
ershippositions. Call
MassTTRG at 545-0199 or
stop by 42 3A Student
Union.
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Every Wednesday:
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The New Horizon Band 253-4040
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Board

Hartford

Boston

Boston

Springfield

Movie Ch.

Hartford

IO

11
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13
14
14
1*7
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CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN
UPN/20
Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
International

UMass Academic TV
HSCN Programming
TV-19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

CNN
CNN SI

Headline News
UCTV

V7 TBS

!8 BET

!B TV Land

Univision

31 Comedy Central

38 Cartoon

Much Music

!» W Al K • AMMt-M** 1

This week's
$1 drink:

Vodka & Tonic
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C 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30

WEDH O 9 Wishbon* X Buiiness Rpt. Newthour With Jim Lehrer X Nova (R) (In Stereo) X American Experience "TR, the Story of Theodore Roosevelt" Living Edens (In Stereo) 3

WFSB O 1.3; NwrtX CBS News Intide Edition Real TV X JAG "Ghost Ship" X Michael Hayea "Pilot" X Dellaventura "Above Reproach" NewsX Lata Show X
WBZ 2 4 News CBS Newt Extra X Enl Tonight JAG "Ghosl Ship" X Michael Hayet "Pilot" X Dellaventura "Above Reproach" News Late Show X
WCVB '*) RmH ABC Newt Intide Edition Chronicle X Drew Carey I | Home Imp. Horn* Imp. |Hiller-Diller Practice "Betrayal" (In Stereo) N*w»X Nightline X
WLVI Full House S Freth Prince BoyWorid Freth Prince Nightman (Series Premiere) News Star Trek: Deep Spec* Nin* X
WHDH News NBC Newt Wheel-Fortune Jeopardy!

X

Mad Abo. You Newtradio X Trasit. 1 Just Shoot Me Dateline (in Stereo) X Newt [Toniqhl Show

WTXX <l>
Married... With CheertS Judge Judy X Grace Under Clueless X MoeshaX Hitt (In Stereo) Head-Heels Newt JLAPD Vibe

WVIT ;w News NBC Newt Ent Tonight Hard Copy X Mad Abo. You Newsradio X Fratier X Just Shoot Me Dateline (In Stereo) X Newt Tonight Show
WTIC " Home Imp. Simptont X Seinfeld X Fratier X "Steel Chariots"

(

1997, Drama) Ben Browder, Scott Gumey. X News Simptont X Deep Spec* 9

WWLP 22 Newt NBC Newt Wheel-Fortune Jeopardy!

X

Mad Abo. You ]Newtradio X Fratier X {Just Shoot Me Dateline (In Stereo) X Newt Tonight Show
WGBY © 1 Creaturei Business Rpt. Newthour With Jim Lehrer X Nova (R) (In Stereo) X American Experience "TR, the Story of Theodore Roosevelt" Charli* Rot* (In Stereo)

WGQB © 20 News !! ABC Newt Seinfeld X Fratier X Draw Carey X Horn* Imp. Horn* Imp. Hiller-Diller Practice "Betrayal" (In Slereo) NewtX Nlghtlin* X
WSBK <p Real TV I Mad Abo. You Seinfeld X Fratier X Cluelett X MoetbtX Hiu (In Stereo) Head-Heel* Newt |M'A'S'H X M'A'S'H X Cheer* X
WTBS & Family Matters Family Matters Major League E aseball Atlanta Braves at Philadelphia Phillies i * * "Messenger of Death" ( 1 988, Drama) C Bronson,

A&E Ouincy "The Hero Syndrome" Law a Order "Mart Biography: J. Edgar Hoover Silent Witness "Buried Lies" (R) Law ft Order "Consults

CNN © 21 WorldView I Moneyline X Crottfire X Prime Newt X Burden-Proof Larry King Live X World Today X Sportt lllut. Moncylin* X
COM <B 30 Allen Rewires Make-Laugh Oeily Show (R) Stain* Monty Foxworthy Howie Mandtl Allen Rewires |Com*dy Net 2 Viva Variety

|
Make-Laugh Daily Show Stein'* Money

DISC ® Movie Magic Beyond 2000 Strange Planes (R) Wild Dltcovt7: Elephant: Lord New Detective* (R) Would You Believe II? Wild Ditcovtry: Elephant: Lord

ESPN ai Up Close Sportscenter NFL't Greatett Gam* Sportscenter X
LIFE 9 Supermarket Debt Intimate Portrait Untolved Mysteries (In Stereo) ** "Kaleidoscope (1990, Drama) Jach/n Smith, Perry King. Homicide: Life on the Sire* X
MTV MTV Live Viewert Unplugged (R) (In Stereo) Beevit-ButL IBeavis-Butt Countdown to th* 10 Spot Jenny M. Apt. 2F Oddville, MTV Lov»line (R)

NICK m Figure It Out Tiny Toon DougX Rugrats X Secret of Alex (Happy Days Happy Day* |Bewitched I Lov* Lucy X Odd Couple X TaxlX Newharl X
SCIFI ffl Twilight Zone Crath ol 2000 Amai. Storlet Sci-FI Buzz SeaquMt DSV (in Stereo) X Foraver Knight "i Will Repay" Friday th* 13th: Th* S*rl*t X Amai. Stories Sci-Fi Bun (R)

TLC Hi " Furniture Renovation Hometime (R) Hometime (R) Medical Detect ]Trauma-ER Hittory of Rock 'n' Roll (R) Hittory ol Rock 'n' Roll (R) Medictl Detect Traum*-ER

TNT
USA

6D Kung Fu: Legend Loit a Clark-Superman tt* "Mr. Hom"(l979, Western) David Carradtne, Richatd Widmark.

Baywatch "Rookie ol the Year" Highlander: The Series (R) X Walker, Texaa Ranger X Boxing Wayne McCullough vs Rudy Zavala (In Slereo Lrve)I bitK stalklngt "Wild Card"!

HBO ffl ** "6y« or (ft* rVo/r"'(1995) Jell ^ahey.'PQ-l? |MakinqGreat • . -irtG/immerM.an"(1996) Steven Seagal. X|RealSportt (In SteteoJX |ChritRockX Oi "Capital P" (R) (in Slereo) X
MAX 3) (4:45) |***

,-

Di>nslonC/)»c*s/n"(l996,Comedv)'PQ' *** Xopycal" (1 995, Suspense) Sigourney Weaver, fl' IB «**S "Hear (1995, Drama) AJ Pacino. (In Stereo) 'R' X
SHOW CD "The Westing Game" (1997, Mystery) Rav Walston. (In Stereo) Pick-A-Flick **Vi "The Spitfire GriF(t996, Drama) Alison Elliott. 'PG-13' U
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Bruno By C. Baldw Robotman By Jim Meddick
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Mallard Fillmore By Bruce Tinsley
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8 Years in Braces By Eric Petersen

I AFTER r-W r-M/n-ie* .

Horoscopes
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) —

The earlier you start today, the

more likely you are to finish assign-

ments ahead ol schedule, leaving

more time for your pet projects.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) —
You may have to retrace your steps

at some point today. Do not think

that you're moving backwards; you

are making progress of some sort.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — It may take you longer than

usual to get started this morning. It

is not a question of motivation, but

of energy and physical dri\e.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— In telling someone else about

yourself today, you'll uncover the

BtltWW to a mystery that has trou-

bled you for sometime.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)

— Spend quiet time with someone

who knows how to provide you

with the few things you really need.

Keep things private and personal

today.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) —
Keep track of all expenditures

today. Focus on those things that

seem troubling, but which provide

you with special pleasure.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) -

You may yearn to spend more time

with that special someone, and
today you can work out an

arrangement that provides utUfa
tion.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) -

You can recapture some of the

excitement you felt when a new
project was getting underway. You
will feel inspired, energized, ready

to move.
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Dilbert By Scott Adams
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Kampus Kids By Adam Souliere
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GEMINI (May 21-|une 20) —
Avoid quarrels today. Seek arrange-

ment^ that will allow you to coop-

erate more freely with everyone.

Tiust increasei this evening.

CANCER (|une 21-|uly 22) — It

ni.i\ take a little more time than

usual to get your plans for the day

in order, but once you do, you can

expect rewards to come your way.

LEO (|uly 23-Aug. 22) - You
can be Hire to make real progress

even with your Firit •-top today.

Things are looking up. and poten-

tial is very much on the rise

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) —
You may be surprised at what you

uncover today when you search

within yourself For ihe answers to

the more tricky questions.

Close to Home By John McPherson

Quote of tJHe Day
4i 4> Every calendar doth lie.

-Alexander Criboedov

^^^"4£2Tt$y, rv2&

'

Thanks to th« Innovative labs of teacher Herb

Krenley. f>hyslcs quickly became Westvale

Hlah's most popular courso.

ACROSS
1 Flying formation

4 Bastes
8 For men only

12 " — Free"

13 Layer of paint

14 Fable writer

16 Settled

17 Below the sea
19 Cease
21 — Paulo. Brazil

22 Stand
23 Panther and

lynx

25 Aristocrat

27 Warded oft

31 Woodchuck's
cousin

35 Roe
36 Creepy
38 Cash slang

39 Fishhook part

41 Wild shrub
43 Logger's

commodity
44 Dialect

46 Jotry

48 Stalemate
49 Acted like a bird

51 Shed (skin)

53 Winter vehicle

55 Glance over

56 Spring —
(warm spell)

59 Before, to a hard

61 Difficult

65 Syrup-yielding

tree

68 Deep mud
69 Dried fruit

70 Great
achievement

71 Bascballor
Slaughter

72 Go first

73 Schoolbook
74 Hog's home

DOWN
1 Field mouse
2 Goddess of

discord

3 Lure
4 Coal buckets
5 Very long time

6 Crumples up
7 Act like a thief

8 Noticed
9 Pendant shape
10 — spumante
11 Loaves
1

2

Not good
1 5 Beginning for

"amble
18 Space
20 Garage —
24 Antlloxln

26 Zodiac sign

27 Batman's pal

28 Avoid adroitly

29 Louvre site

30 Coins

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

rfLlAlMHPlL A f EG LASS
MMWMM aHH SHJiaDH

uni=fwoa an@ snam
Mttwisi iuhu Hraranns

ICIOIMI I ICIBIOIO KISH I DIOIL

F.1RHEI QHlSlHIi H@gg
lilQGlH OQBCID BlflBB
9-23-97 © 1 997. United FPBluro Synclinal

32 Say silently

33 Kukla's triend

34 Recorded
37 Noblemen
40 Gaborone

locale

42 Frontiersman
Davy—

45 Hall-of Famer
Ott

47 Chinese money
unit

50 Judge

52 Fairy-tale

creatures

54 Rough sketch

56 Recipe qty.

57 Pitch

58 Flu symptom
60 Fencer's

weapon
62 Color

63 Helen ol —
64 Certainlyr

66 Ruddy
67 Not strict

Today's P.C. Menu
Calf 343-2626 tor mor» Information.

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

BBQ Pork on a Bun
Vegan Falafel Sandwich

Falafel Sauce

DINNER
Chinise Beef and Peppers

with Snow Peas

Italian Tortellini Stir Fry

Sausage Grinder

Worcester
LUNCH

Grilled Chicken Sandwich

Spaghetti with Tomato Sauce

or Meat Sauce

"Lemon Grill" Burger

DINNER
Chinise Beef and Peppers with Snow Peas

Santa Fe Fish

Curried Chick Peas

Veal Parmesan

Hampshire
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

BBQ Pork on a Bun
Grilled Chicken Sandwich

DINNER
Chinise Beef and Peppers

with Snow Peas

Chicken Stew

Berkshire

LUNCH
Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Hot Pastrami on Rye

Ziti/ Tomato Sauce

Pad Thai

DINNER
Chinise Beef and Peppers with Snow Peas

Greek Style Lemon Chicken

Curried Chick Peas

Stuffed Shells
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UMass-UConn rivalry returns to Pioneer Valley

The No. 7 Huskies will be led by their midfield one-two combination; the Tietjen sisters

By )orma Kansanen

Collegian Stall

STORRS, Conn. — A somewhat

wise man once said that if you hate

dark blue, you will never own a

Husky, and you will never, ever

send your kids to a farm school in

the sticks — while attending the

University of Massachusetts — then

you possess the essence of the rival-

ry with Connecticut.

Disregarding the fact that UMass
i> also a farm school in the sticks,

one of the most heated editions of

this rivalry resumes this afternoon

at 5:30 p.m. at

Womens Soccer

No. 10 UMass
vs.

No. 7 UConn
@ Totman Field

Totman Field.

The No. 7

Connecticut
women's soccer

team will travel

the hour and a

half north for

an important
regional match
against the No.

1

Minutewomen (6-0).

Being the pseudo-farm school,

the campus of UConn is similar, if

not better in some respects, com-
pared to UMass. However, the area

around Storrs itself does not help,

as the low drone of moo-ing mixes

with the slow, unerring swish of

time falling into oblivion (i.e. north-

eastern Connecticut).

At least. Amherst has

Northampton as an escape zone.

On the surface, nothing is out-

standing, but au contraire. mon
frere.

UConn (4-1 ) will be led by a duo

outstanding in their own right.

Junior midfielders (ennifer and
Margaret Tietjen are not just a duo.

and not only sisters — but twins.

The sisters Tietjen have helped pro-

pel the UConn program to the top

of the nation, but now face another

test in a season already complete

with a number of tests.

After an early season 3-2 home
loss to Hartford at loseph |.

Morrone Stadium, the Huskies have

had to deal with a drop in the rank-

ings. Now. the test continues, with

UMass providing a young, speedy

counterattack to UConn's recent

-iK cess in this rivalry (5-0 since

1944).

"I think over the past few years

we've had the upper hand in the

rivalry, but since my freshman year,

its always been about UMass,"
Margaret said, who was a 1996
All-Big East and All-Northeast

Region second team selection.

"We're expecting more of a running

game, because young players are not

always up on the physical side yet.

"That's what our freshman year

_^^^_^^^_ was like, and we

they are big ones. Credit is given to

what they supply to UConn. but

they still play for UConn, and Rudy
would love nothing more than a

win.

"They're big kids, who are speedy

and have a attacking mentality,"

Rudy said. "They're great at their

shooting, servicing and heading,

and all those factors make them
very dangerous. 1 hate what they do

to us, but 1 love to watch them play

as well.

"I always love to face my friend

Lenny (UConn coach Len
Tsantiris], and go head to head. 1

really respect UConn. and their soc-

cer tradition, but believe me, 1 like

got used to the
quickness of the

game first. They
lost a lot of play-

ers, so it'll be
interesting,
because they're

always a tough
team."^lm^1—

In recent years,

the matches between the two rivals

have almost been divinely inter-

vened. From cold winds to rain that

would make Noah squirm, each

match between UMass and UConn
invokes the wrath of some higher

power.

For Jennifer, the weather mirrors

the spirit of the rivalry.

"It's always a battle, and there is

one thing I've always said. "When
we play UMass. there's always
weather problems." Jennifer said,

who also is a member of the 1996

Big East and Northeast region sec-

ond team. "I remember going up to

UMass our freshman year and it

WM a torrential downpour, and
when we play them here, it's either

rainy or muddy. We know what
we're going to face. UMass is going

to get up for us, and we're going to

get up for them."

The Tietjens are just two of the

factors the UMass coaching staff,

coach |im Rudy and assistant and
former Minutewoman Rachel
LeDuc. have to deal with in their

preparation for the Huskies, but

COURTtSY CONNECTICUT ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS

UMass senior defender Erica Iverson battles for the ball with UConn
junior midfielder Margaret Tietjen in the 1995 Sweet Sixteen match in

Storrs, Conn.

to beat them much more.'

"UConn-UMass is always a good

fight, no matter where it is played."

LeDuc said, who scored the

ganic-winning goal in UMass' 1-0

win over UConn in 1993. "Talent

goes a long way. but against UConn.

heart has a lot to do with it, and our

players need to play with a lot of

heart.

"You can't look at them as a bet-

ter team or else you're going to feel

less than them, and you can't do

that going into any match."

Even though Jennifer and
Margaret are exactly what they are

— identical twins — the two still

have their own personalities. In

talking to them for the briefest of

times the differences are sublime,

but recognizable.

The competitive spirit of Jennifer

shines through, with her voice rising

when the mere mention of "the

game" itself is uttered; while

Margaret speaks in softer tones.

making the impression what she

says is more important than how
she says it. Yet. with any "soul-

mate." the connection of having

someone in your life almost exactly

like you is evident, and for

Margaret, it is hard to put into

words.

"We're best friends, and we live

together, and we're always togeth-

er," Margaret said. "Playing soccer

with each other, and having some-

one out there knowing you've been

with them your whole life, and
knowing what they're going to do is

just...

"I mean, we're competitive, but

on the other hand, we help each

other because we can be honest

with each other. Sometimes, you say

the same thing, or 1 know what
she's thinking, because I know her."

Since they were born on July 14.

1977. they have not known any

other way but their way. and
Jennifer could not see their situation

in any other way. shape or fashion.

"I don't know how it is not to

have a soulmate," Jennifer said.

Turn to women's soccer, page 9

McGwire
is the Eve of

Foundation
The imposing, finely-chiseled,

statue-figure of Mark McGwire
leveling his weapon in the batter's

box strikes feat in the heart of any

man who dates climb the hill which

lies a mere 60 feet, six inches away.

A man with such prodigious
strength, he need not even make
contact with the tightly wound
object hurled in his direction to

make an impact on the outcome —
he intimidates with his glare, and

threatens with his power.

He wrecks baseballs, shatters

prides and shortens careers, yet he

is as genuine and caring a soul as

has ever swung a Louisville Slugger.

In the age of inflated wages and

egos. McGwire has truly proven to

be a man among men in a sport

meant for boys.

Not only did he sign a contract

during the season — a tactic consid-

Minutemen need a minute to breathe after loss to Brown
By Fred Hurlbrink, Jr.

Collegian Staff

It usually doesn't happen like

this.

For the Massachusetts men's
water polo team, the first few
matches of the season are often

the most difficult — tired legs,

stupid penalties and sloppy team
play.

Not this season.

The Minutemen had a spectacu-

lar -tart, winning their first seven

matches of the season. They beat

four ranked teams in the first

weekend of the season, including

regional nemesis Navy for the first

time ever in the regular season.

Brown

UMass

But now. three weeks into the

season. UMass coach Russ
Yarworth and his charges have a

losing streak on their hands.

After dropping a

tightly-contested home
game to budding rival

Queens College last

Saturday. 8-5. UMass
lost its second consecu-

tive game to a non-Californian
opponent for the first time since

1992, when they were beaten by

Navy and Slippery Rock in the

Eastern Championships.

Brown University was the bene-

factor of a shaky and sluggish

Minuteman squad this weekend as

they beat UMass, 10-6 in

Providence.

"It's a case of us being the

biggest game on everyone's sched-

ule," Yarworth. whose team fell to

7-2 said. "The
Brown kids were
throwing each
other in the pool

after the game.
The fans were

jumping in the pool."

The Bears took a commanding
3-0 lead after the first period and

held junior star Brian Stahl to just

two goals in the game.
"Brian's working hard to

become the best player he can be."

Yarworth said of his star, who has

scored only two goals in the last

two games. He was ejected in the

second half of the Queens loss for

arguing with a referee.

Aldo Roman, who continues to

shine at both ends of the pool also

tallied a pair of scores in the

match. The Bears defense allowed

only four Minutemen to find the

back of the net, holding UMass to

their second consecutive
single-digit goal total.

Co-captain J.C. Limardo and
freshman Pedro Perez scored the

other goals for UMass.
Sophomore Richard Huntley

was peppered by the Brown
offense with 22 shots on net.

Yarworth said that he was pleased

with his young goalkeeper's per-

formance, but the team defense

left something to be desired.

Also lacking in the loss was
a consistent counterattack,
and the Minutemen weren't
able to get much going in the

fast break offense — teams are

finding ways of keeping the
ball away from Stahl when he

sets up down low.

A good amount of responsibility

in the counterattack offense i- on

the goalie, who generally start-

the fast break with a long pass

Huntley has the ability and the

capacity to improve on this aspect

of his game, and he will need to in

order to get the UMass offense

back in gear.

ered taboo by the too-powerful
Player's Union — but he signed it

alter being traded mid-season, and

for far less ca-h than he would have

seen in the frenzy of off- season

free agency.

McGwire will make $28.5 million

over the next three seasons in St.

Louis — not chump change, but not

exactly market value these days. He
probably would have attracted a

free-agent contract in the vicinity

of lour years. $50 million.

All these act- ate especially rare

in baseball where contract negotia-

tions are normally as ugly and
drawn out a- a UMass football

game.
But mo-t tare of all the aspect- ol

the slugger's contract is a stipula-

tion that accords a million dollars a

year to the newly founded Mark
McGwire Foundation.

The superstar first baseman start-

ed this organization to help chil-

dren who have experienced the hor-

rifying pain of physical and sexual

abuse.

"Big Red." one of the most daunt-

ing presences in the game, could

not contain his emotions when he

announced that particular element

of his contract. The most feared

power hitter in the league broke

down and wept.

McGwire's ability to send a base-

ball into the stratosphere is remark-

able in its own right, but his ability

to remain human in an industry that

creates so many monsters is what
inevitably in history will set him
apart from the other stars of hi-

baseball generation.

• Speaking of -tat- of this base-

ball generation. Ryne Sandberg has

played his final major league game
in Wrigley Field. ..we think.

He bowed out (for a pinch run-

ner) in the fifth inning after a

standing ovation in each of his

Turn to baseball, page 9

Take two for the Minutewomen;

Drennan helps set two A-JO wins
By Brett Mauser
Collegian Correspondent

UMass

Xavier

After a tough road trip that pitted

the Massachusetts volleyball team
against three top 20 teams, including

top- ranked Penn State, coming back

to Amherst had to be a relief.

However, with the Atlantic 10

Conference season starting on Friday

night, there was no time to slack off.

This weekend, in front of a sub-

stantial crowd at the Curry Hicks

Cage, the Minutewomen upped their

record to 6-5 with a 3-1 victory over

the Xavier Musketeers on Saturday,

and an exhilarating 3-2

win over Dayton on
Friday.

Saturday's match
didn't go quite as well

as coach Bonnie Kenny had hoped
for. UMass upended Xavier in four

games. 15-3. 13-15. 15-7. 15-6. but

Kenny wa-n't satisfied with the way
her team attacked the net

"The offensive part of our game
bothered me. but a win's a win,"

Kenny said. "I'll take it any way we
can get it. Kari IHogancamp) played

great for us, both offensively and
defensively."

Hoganeamp. who coming into the

weekend ranked third in the country

in digs, led the way with a 19 kill- 14

dig performance, and senior Lesley

Nolan chipped in with 12 kills and

21 digs. Hogancamp's 19 kills was a

career-high.

UMass struggled early on in the

lir-t game, but then ran off 12 unan-

swered points to take it handily.

After dropping game two. the

Minutewomen had their way with the

Musketeers. Every time Xavier had

crawled back to striking distance in

the last two games. UMass had a

streak of their own to put it out of

reach.

In the Atlantic 10 opener Friday

against Dayton, sophomore Jill

Meyers was the highlight of the

match, collecting a career-high 34

kills, leading the team on their way to

an all time single match record of 98

kills. But. it was barely enough as

Dayton hung tough, extending the

match to five games. With a strong

performance in the fifth set by Nolan,

the Minutewomen added one into the

win column with a

15-5. 13-15. 15-13.

13-15. 15-10 victo-

ry-

"This is the best

offensive performance we've had in a

long time," Kenny said. "|ill Meyers

had a great night on the attack. We
should have capitalized on more
opportunities, but I'm still es'remely

happy with the win."

It was a record-setting ni; for

another Minutewoman on F. «y.

Freshman setter lennifer Drennan set

a UMass single-match record with

83 assi-t-. breaking the old mark of

78 set by Katie Pearce in 1995

Nolan had a season-high 26 kill-

while sophomores Sarah Walter and

Hoganeamp had 17 and II kills,

respectively.

"Our passing was excellent. Jenny

did a great job." Kenny said. "Our

ball control and defense won the

match lor u-
."

The Minutewomen are back in

action on Friday, when they go on

the road to take on St. Bonaventure.

Northeastern takes '96 NCAA field hockey rematch
By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

Northeastern

UMass

BROOKLINE — It was a hard

fought contest. Steely defenses

shutting down offensive attacks,

sweat-soaked opponents battling

for every loose ball.

It was the type of match-up the

fans wanted to see.

Unfortunately for the

Massachusetts field hockey team, it

was only the second half of

Saturday's 3-0 loss to Northeastern

(3-2) that played out this way.

"Had we competed the way we
did in the sec-

ond half, it

would' ^e been a

totally different

game," UMass
coach Patty Shea said.

UMass (3-4) though, had trouble

getting settled in the first half, and

went into the break down. 3-0.

"They were a little hesitant in the

beginning, and it came back to hurt

them." Shea said. "You can't dig

yourself a hole like that against a

team like this."

So at halftime. Shea decided to

mix things up. Michelle Crooks got

the nod in goal, replacing starter

Zowie Tucker. The team also

switched its field positioning about

five minutes into the period.

"We needed to be more disci

plined and stay within the game-

plan. " Shea said. "So after five min-

utes we decided to change our

Hat up a little. We pushed some
people up and did some other

things."

Shea also called on her team to

put together a cohesive effort.

"I told them I didn't care what

the score was. but I needed to see

this team compete together." she

said.

In the second half, the

Minutewomen did just that — the

teams locked horns in a scoreless

battle, in which serious advances

on opposing goalies were limited.

"If you arrived at halftime and
there wasn't a scoreboard, you
never would have guessed what the

final score was." Shea said.

Northeastern's win was the

reward for Jen White's

efforts. The senior for-

ward, who scored twice,

was NU's clear-cut offen-

sive force on the after-

noon. White put the first tally on
the board with 26:03 left in the

period by taking the ball up the left

sideline, cutting in to the middle of

the field and firing a shot from
seven yards out past Tucker.

She upped the Husky advantage

to 2-0 with just under 17 minutes

remaining before halftime. White
collected the ball in the circle after

a NU free hit, and redirected the

ball into the UMass cage. NU pock-

eted its final goal of the afternoon

with under a minute on the clock

before intermission on a penalty

comer play.

"[White] and Kerri Bettenhauser

are probably their two most dan
gerous players," Shea said. "We
knew that going in. And we had a

freshman on her, but that's what
we had to do. It was baptism by

fire."

Now. the Minutewomen have to

put this loss behind them, as the

conference schedule looms in the

very near future. Rhode Island vis-

its Richard F. Garber Field tomor-

row for UMass' Atlantic 10 opener.

"They have to forget about this

one." Shea said. "URI is a confer-

ence game and your conference is

always very important. It's always

take- a lot of your focus. You play

your other opponents for your
strength of schedule.''

HNNITHWP COUEGIAN

Senior defender Amy Ott and the Massachusetts field hockey team
need to bounce back after two consecutive defeats to Yale and
Northeastern.
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"Do You Know
What I Mean?"

Oasis, the leader

of the new wave of

the British Invasion,

return with their

third studio release.

Check out what the

Arts staff has to say

about (see Arts fit

Living, page 6).

Huskies chomp
Minutewomen

Erica Iverson and
the Massachusetts

women's soccer
team lost their first

game of the year

to UConn 2-1 yes-

terday at Totman
Field (see Sports,

page 1 0).

WORLD

Officials continue evac-

uation of Montserrat

SALEM, Montserrat (AP) — Trying

to force scores of residents to evacu-

ate from volcano-threatened areas,

officials said Monday they are pre-

pared to shut off water and power to

several villages on this Caribbean
island.

Disaster workers in this British

colony evacuated 80 people late

Sunday from the villages of Old
Towne, Frith's and Olveston after an

eruption of searing gas and rock

ignited the abandoned airport 3 1/2

miles northeast of the volcano. The
towns lie the same distance north-

west of the smoldering Soufriere Hills

volcano.

On Monday, another eruption sent

volcanic material to within half a mile

of the evacuated towns, and scien-

tists warned future avalanches could

decimate the area before plunging

into the sea..

The government hoped to evacu-

ate the remaining 50 people from the

villages and about 100 people in the

larger town of Salem by Saturday,

said Richard Aspin of Montserrat's

Emergency Operations Center. Then

the government plans to cut water,

power and telephone service to the

area and set up locking barriers

across the only access road, he said,

month," said Aspin.

NATION

50 volunteers to be
injected with live HIV

CHICAGO (AP) — A group of doc-

tors and public health advocates say

AIDS research is so important that

they are willing to risk their lives by

being the first humans to be inject-

ed with a vaccine consisting of a

live, though weakened, strain of

HIV.

The International Association of

Physicians in AIDS Care, based in

Chicago, wants to conduct the test

involving about 50 volunteers.

Cordon Nary, executive director of

the Chicago group and one of the

trial's volunteers, said the risks of

being in the study are diminished by

what can be learned from it.

AIDS vaccine development is a

slow process because of the safety

measures and rigorous animal test-

ing needed before injecting humans
with a trial vaccine.

"Vaccine development has really

dragged on because there is an

assumption by conservative scien-

tists that people won't step up and

do this," Nary said.

AIDS research efforts have focused

on vaccines that do not involve a

live virus because of fear that even a

weakened, live human immunodi-
ciency virus strain might be capable

of causing AIDS or other problems.

Dr. Mark Crabowsky of the

National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases is skeptical of the

proposed study and says it's prema-

ture to talk about injecting healthy

people with a live vaccine.
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Students protest the Red Cross; SGA elections to be held;

claim homophobic discrimination Today's ballots include six

new referendum questions

By Victoria Groves
Collegian Staff

THANC VO/COLLECIAN

Protesters discuss their views with a Red Cross representative in the Campus Center Yesterday.

By Rochoel Pepe

and Laura Stock

Collegian Staff

Approximately 75 to 100 students gathered at the

American Red Cross blood drive in the University of

Massachusetts Campus Center yesterday afternoon to

protest what they claim is homophobic discrimination in

donor screening.

The demonstration was in response to the Red Cross not

accepting the blood of men who have slept with other men

since 1977. said protest organizer lesse Birchfield, a 24-

year-old legal studies major.

"People already have the myth that we [gay or bisexual

men) all have AIDS," Birchfield said, "and we will end that

myth today."

The protest took place at noon, with students marching

from the Lesbian. Bisexual, Gay Alliance (LBGA) office in

the Student Union to Campus Center Concourse, and the

room where blood was being taken by the Red Cross.

Chanting, "Two, four, six, eight — gay blood is as good as

straight," and "Hey hey, ho ho. homophobia has got to go."

protestors followed Red Cross representatives to their table

in the concourse.

Students then split up and went to both entrances of the

Campus Center to continue to hand out flyers and let others

know what was going on
"We want to stop the American Red Cross from discrimi-

nating against us," Birchfield said. "I-.ver>time they show up

here, we'll be here."

The questions on the Blood Donation Record (BDR) — a

health history questionnaire administered to potential donors

— that prompted the protest read. "For males: have you had

sex, even once, with another male since 1977." and "For

females: in the last 12 months, have you had sex. even once,

with a male who has had sex with another male since 1977?"

While the Red Cross administers this questionnaire, they

The Student Government
Association (SGA) will be running

elections today to elect senators for

the 1997-1998 academic year.

There are 75 senate seats available

and each senator represents 250 stu-

dents as their constituents. Those res-

idential buildings that house over 250

students have their own senator,

while residential buildings with less

are represented by "at large" sena-

tors. Voters may vote for one candi-

date running to represent their build-

ing if one exists, and one "at large"

candidate.

Flections Chancellor |odi Bailey

has worked with the candidates

through the nomination process and

is in charge of the elections.

"Senators are a liaison between the

student government and the student

body. They represent their con-

stituents' feelings and bring their

thoughts and problems to the SGA so

they can be dealt with." Bailey said.

The ballot will also contain six ref-

erendum questions submitted by stu-

dent trustee Brian Tirrell and SGA
president Lia Wong.
"When I wrote my questions. I

used whatever issue I thought stu-

dents need to have a strong voice

about. 1 feel students need to be dis-

cussing and thinking about these

issues." Tirrell said.

Tirrell has submitted two ques-

tions:

1

.

Do you want video cameras in

the lobbies of residence halls?

2. Do you support students being

able to have legal council (lawyers) to

defend them in university judicial

hearings that my result in eviction,

suspension or expulsion?

Wong, with the assistance of

Ballot questions

to affect students

By Victoria Groves
Collegian Staff

Today's Student Government
Association (SGA) elections

offer students the chance to

make their voices heard not

only concerning who will repre-

sent their interests within the

student senate, but also by vot-

ing on six referendum ques-

tions.

Referendum questions are a

Turn to DISCRIMINATION page 3 Turn to SGA. page 2

prime opportunity for our stu-

dent leaders to find out how
their constituency feels on
issues affecting everyone on
campus.

An example of this would be

the questions submitted by
Brian Tirrell, student trustee,

whose two questions concern

students rights and representa-

tion.

Tirrell's first question
involves the addition of video

cameras in residence halls,

which will directly affect stu-

dent dorm life. His second
question, which would allow

students to have legal council

in university judicial hearings

may permit students to be bet-

ter represented when faced

with the possibility of eviction,

suspension or expulsion.

Turn to QUESTIONS page 2

University of Massachusetts

celebrates women's activism

King and Schroder

to speak at Mullins

COUEGIAN FILt PHOTO

Coretta Scott King

By Becca Fried and

Kimberry Scammell

Collegian Correspondents

Coretta Scott King and
Patricia Schroeder will be speak-

ing at the University of

Massachusetts on Thursday.
Sept. 25 at 7:30 p.m. at the

Mullins Center. They will be

participating in "Crossworlds

1997: A Conversation:
Persuasive Voices of

Constructive Change."

King, the widow of Dr.

Martin Luther King, |r. and
leading human rights activist, is

the CEO of the Martin Luther

King. |r. Center for Nonviolent

Social Change, located in

Atlanta. The center was
designed as a living memorial to

Dr. King in 1969.

She carries on her husband's

beliefs by working to achieve

justice and peace, without vio-

lence King was an organizer of

the 20th Anniversary March on

Washington in 1985 and 1984.

Turn to SPEAKERS page 2

By Kimberly Scammell

and Becca Fried

Collegian Correspondents

COUKMN Hit fMOTO

Patricia Schroeder

In celebration of 25 years of

women's activism at the University

of Massachusetts, the Women's
Studies Program, the Everywoman's

Center, and the Faculty Senate
Council on the Status of Women
have planned the Women's Activism

Reunion, which will take place from

Sept. 25 to 28.

During the past quarter century.

the Everywoman's Center, Women's
Studies Program and the Faculty

Senate Council on the Status of

Women have joined forces to create

opportunities for women, preserve

the environment and address a wide

range of social problems on and off

campus. These three sister organiza-

tions have been working for the past

year and a half to incorporate a

reunion consisting of faculty, alum-

ni, staff and students.

The women activists have not had

a reunion such as this for 15 years.

They had a tenth year reunion but.

since then, the department has

grown considerably. This reunion

will give the Women's Studies

Department a chance to spread their

knowledge, interests and new
opportunities to students and the

community.
Arlene Avakian, a professeur,

author and one of the founders of

the Everywoman's Center, has been

with this department since the early

'70s. At that time she was a gradu-

ate student here at UMass. She has

been with the department through

its growth from the hallway in

Goodell to the widespread women's
activists centers on campus.

"This is exciting because since the

tenth reunion, all the woman's
activists have joined together as one

to create this reunion," said Karen

Lederer, a member of the UMass
Women's Studies Department. "I

am excited to see alumnus of the

program, old college friends and fel-

low activists."

Lederer is an alum and has been

with the department for almost 1

1

years. She continues her health and

safety activities with her Union.

SEIU Local 509 and her service as a

Chapter Board member.
Ann Ferguson. Director of the

Women's Studies Department and a

member of the Faculty Senate on

the Council of Women, said that she

is also excited about the upcoming
reunion events.

"There are many great speakers,

including Coretta Scott King, that

are coming," Ferguson said. "Not

Duck, duck, goose!
Birds of a feather don't always flock together as a swan, a duck and an egret spend a crisp afternoon on

the Campus Pond.

Identities of suicide bombers revealed
By Somor Assad

Associated Press

Tum to ACTIVISM, page 2

ASSIRA. West Bank — At least three of live suicide

bombers who carried out recent attacks in lerusalcm were

on a list of islamic militants Israel had pressed Yasser

Arafat's government to arrest. Israel announced yesterday.

The three bombers were among 88 Hamas and Islamic

lihad activists that Israeli authorities demanded the

Palestinian Authority arrest to try to prevent more suicide

bombings. All three lived in the West Bank village of

Assira. a Hamas stronghold. A Palestinian security official

said the three, along with a fourth Hamas activist from

Assira. WWt cell mates in a Palestinian jail in the West

Bank town ol Nahlu- lor -i\ month- in 1 99b. They were

allowed daft) lurloughs and disappeared after failing to

return from one in September 1996.

The disclosure was likely to embarrass Arafat, who has

insisted that the suicide bombers responsible for the |ulv

SO and Sept 4 attacks in Icrusalem came from abroad.

NxnHlnkni, Palestinian official- -aid today that Arafat's

government could not be blamed for failing to prevent the

bombings because Israel was in charge of -canity in Antra

and all other West Bank ullages. The Palestinian Authority

control- neurit) onlv in the se\en West Bank towns.

"They (the bombers) acted and worked under the ROM ol

Benjamin Netanyahu." Arat.it ad\i-ei Ahmed Tihi said of the

suspect-' activities in \-ira Security there "was his respon-

sibility." However, l-racl's military intelligence chut -aid the

suicide bombers received their instructions from Hama-

ringleaders operating from areas under full Palestinian con-

trol and out of reach for Israeli security bices.

Israel identified the suicide bombers from Assira as

Moawiya larara. 22, Bashar Salawah. 25: and Tawfiq Yassin,

25. A possible fourth suspect was still under investigation.

Relatives said the four boyhood friends had surrendered

to Palestinian police in Nablus in March 1996. when
Arafat was rounding up hundreds of Hamas activists in

rc-ponse to four earlier Hamas suicide bombings in Israel.

Hie four knew they were wanted by Israel and believed

they would be safer in Palestinian custody. They ended up

in a cell together in a Nablus jail, where, according to a

Palestinian security official, security was lax and inmates

were allowed frequent visits out-ide prison. In September

194b, the four did not return from one such outing and

had been on the run from Palestinian and Israeli security

forces since then.

The official, who spoke on condition of anonymity, said

the wardens at the Nablus jail were later reprimanded by

their superiors for letting the four get away.

The Israeli statement said the four Hamas activists from

\--ira had been on Israel's wanted list for a December

1995 shooting near Nablus in which an army doctor and a

soldier were injured. After the four walked out of the

Nablus jail. Israel demanded that the Palestinian Authority

rearrest them amid concerns they would carry out more

attacks. The four were also on the list of 88 names of

Hamas and Islamic lihad activists Israel wanted the

Palestinian Authority to arrest after the two Jerusalem

bombings, the statement said.
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Has your vehicle or
bicycle been stolen or
damaged on campus?

Has your car been
broken into while
parked in a UMass

parking lot?

We want to hear your story.

Call Leigh, public safety
reporter, at 545-1762.

SGA

GA

continued from page 1

Attorney General Tom Sadlowski,

has submitted the remaining four

questions:

3. Would you agree that Article

VII, Section 5 of the SGA
Constitution, which presently states:

"...within ninety (90) days of said

action..." be amended to read:

"...within ninety (90) calendar days

of said action..."

4. Would you agree that Article IX,

Section 5 of the SGA Constitution,

which presently states: "No person

shall formally introduce an amend-

ment to this Constitution, who shall

not have first consulted the Chief

lustice and the Directing Attorney of

Student Legal Services Office, or

her/his designee" be amended to

read: "No person shall formally intro-

duce an amendment to this

Constitution, who shall not have first

consulted the Student Attorney

General and the Directing Attorney

of Student Legal Services Office, or

her/his designee."

5. Would you agree that Article

VII, Section 5 of the SGA
Constitution, which presently states:

"Election — The President shall be

popularly elected by a majority or

plurality of the SGA membership vot-

ing, on or before March 25 of each

calendar year and shall serve for a

term of one ( 1 ) calendar year*, here

defined as April 1 to March 31, and

said election shall be held in a man-

ner prescribed by the By-laws of the

SGA." be amended to read "Election

— The President shall be popularly

elected by a majority or plurality of

the SGA membership voting in a gen-

eral election during the spring acade-

mic term. Procedures for said elec-

tions, ratification of results, and
terms of office shall be defined in the

SGA By-laws."

6. Would you agree that Title VI,

Chapter 8, Section 3, Subsection 1 of

the SGA By-laws, which presently

states:

1. UMass Transit Authority
(UMTA)— $15
And Title VI, Chapter 8, Section 4

of the SGA By-laws, which presently

states:

Section 4 The formula for calcu-

lating the UMTA enrollment based

line item shall be prescribed herein:

1. The UMTA enrollment based

line item multiplied by the number of

SGA members, as determined by the

University on the 10th day of May of

the current calendar year.

Be amended to be struck.

All of the referendum questions

require a yes or no vote.

Polls will be open today from 1

1

a.m.-2 p.m. and from 4- 7 p.m.

Polling stations for Orchard Hill

and Central Residential Areas will be

Franklin Dining Hall.

Students living in Sylvan and
Northeast Residential Areas will be

required to vote in Worcester Dining

Hall.

Residents of Southwest Residential

Areas can vote in Hampshire and
Berkshire Dining Halls and com-
muter students can vote in either the

Newman Center or the Campus
Concourse.

This election will mark the first

time commuter students will be able

to vote in the concourse.

"We wanted to make sure it [vot-

ing] was handicapped accessible,"

Bailey said.

L
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speakers
continued from page 1

She formalized plans for the first

legal holiday in honor of her hus-

band in 1986.

Schroeder is a former long-time

Democratic Congresswoman from

Colorado. She was elected to

Congress in 1972 and was
re-elected 1 1 times. Schroeder

took leadership on critical issues of

arms control and disarmament,

foreign and military policy,

women's economic equity, educa-

tional opportunity and civil and

constitutional rights.

Schroder was the first woman to

serve on the House Armed
Services Committee and was
co-chair of the Congressional

Caucus for Women's Issue, which

is a group of representatives devot-

ed to advancing women's legisla-

tion in Congress. Schroeder made
a bid for the presidency in and she

has been rated one of the six most

respected women in the United

States.

King and Schroeder's discussion

is presented by the UMass
Chancellor's Office. The program

is informal and will allow King and

Schroeder to speak freely about

topics of interest. Cora Bagley

Marrett. University provost, and

Rep. Ellen Story, (D-Amherst),

will introduce the speakers.

For tickets call Mullins Center

Box Office at (411)545- 0505 or

TkketMaster at (413)733-2500 or

may be purchased in person at the

Mullins Center.

YOU DEMAND POWER,
SPEED, AND MOBILITY.

$300
cash back*

Power Macintosh" 6500/2 50
32/3GB/i2XCD/Multiple Scan 15AV/L2

Zip Drive/Ethernet/video In/NTSC Out/Kbd

Now $2,199 (<>r $4i/month)** befoue rebate

WANT SOME
TO GO WITH

CASH
THAT?

M questions
continued from page 1

The final four questions were

submitted by Lie Wong, SGA
president. These questions

involve the wording of the SGA
Constitution which may eventu-

ally affect students, but the ques-

tions seem to be mostly made up

of technicalities. Students will

not be directly affected by

whether Title VII of the

Constitution states "ninety (90)

days" or "ninety (90) calendar

days," which is the premise of

one of Wong's questions.

With the numerous protests

that have taken place at UMass

within the past year, it can be

said that many students have

strong opinions on issues of

rights and representation. This is

not an apathetic campus. Why
then, aren't all the referendum

questions concerning student

issues? Being a student run orga-

nization that considers itself rep-

resentative of the students, the

SGA leader should jump at the

rare opportunity to get an opin-

ion straight from the students

themselves.

Last year the SGA was known

for its bi-partisan bickering and

inability to focus on the big pic-

ture — their constituents. With

new leadership and a brand new

year ahead, the SGA should try

to change their image and really

affect the lives of students.

Tirrell seems to be making posi-

tive steps towards this goal,

while from the looks of the bal-

lot, Wong is not.

By using this election to clean

up wording in the Constitution,

the SGA is conveying the notion

that the issues that affect stu-

dents are not the same ones the

SGA are working on.

activism
continued from page 1

only are they educational but there

are also a lot of entertainers coming

too."

The reunion's atmosphere is an

informal event geared towards not

only the department but the com-

munity as well. There are educa-

tional, entertaining, and children's

programs throughout the four days.

The program could not have come

about without the volunteer efforts

of alumni, staff, faculty and the

community who were part of the

reunion planning committee,

according to Feruson.

Also, the following organizations

helped to contribute to this histori-

cal weekend: UMass Graduate

School; UMass Women's Studies

Department: Lois E. Toko & the

Class of 1956 Lecture Series;

Chancellor's Office; Dean, College

of Humanities and Fine Arts; Mount

Holyoke Women's Studies; Amherst

College Woman and Gender
Studies; Hampshire College

Feminist Studies; Smith College;

Five Colleges, Inc.; American
Express.

The reunion is being held Sept.

25-28. There is a registration fee

for the entire reunion and charges

for some of the events. Call Michele

in the Alumni Office at

(413)545-2317 or (800)

456-UMASS for more information.

Also, the complete schedule of

events will appear on the Women's

Issues page of the Collegian tomor-

row.

Do you want to get the

news first?

Check out our Web Site

at:

www.umass.edu/rso/colegian
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Clinton warns Congress he will call a

special session to pass campaign rules
By Carolyn Skorneck
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — President Clinton threatened yes-

terday to call the Senate into a special session to consider
a proposed overhaul of campaign finance rules if

Republican leaders try to go home for the year without
making time for debate and a vote.

"This measure is of the utmost importance, and it

deserves full consideration on the Senate floor," Clinton
wrote to Senate Majority Leader Trent Lott of Mississippi.

The president, whose own fund-raising activities are

under investigation, warned, "If any attempt is made to

bring this bill up in a manner that would preclude suffi-

cient time for debate, I will call on Congress to stay in ses-

sion until all of the critical elements are fully considered."

With the Clinton threat in hand. Senate Minority
Leader Tom Daschle of South Dakota agreed to support

the same Lott resolution he angrily rejected Friday. It calls

for the Senate to debate a bill co-sponsored by Sen. |ohn

McCain, R-Ariz., and Russ Feingold, D-Wis., before the

Senate adjourns for the year and blocks any attempt to

bring up campaign finance overhaul legislation before that

bill is considered.

"The concern we had (Friday' was that the bill would
be offered at the very last day or in the last week, leaving

us virtually no opportunity to debate campaign finance

reform in a meaningful way," Daschle told reporters.

"With the assurance that we now have in this letter, that

the president is willing to invoke his authority under

Article 2. Section 3 of the Constitution, that fear is no

longer a real one."

If the bill is brought up the day the Senate wants to

recess, Clinton can simply extend the session, he said.

Lott said on the Senate floor that he never intended to

wait until the end of the session to bring up the bill. And

after listing a number of presidential initiatives pending

before Congress, he issued a warning of his own.

"The president has a lot of issues that he would like for

us to work with him on," Lott said. "We intend to do that.

We do not intend to be threatened or intimidated on this

or any other issue."

)ust getting the Senate to stay in town is not the answer,

McCain said.

"We all know the president can call Congress into ses-

sion all he wants to. He can't make them act," he told the

Senate. Praising Lott's prior commitment to bring up the

legislation, McCain said, "We don't need letters from the

president of the United States," but serious bipartisan

negotiation.

"The president is, in my view, playing this for political

advantage," McCain said in an interview. "It could be

harmful to the bipartisanship that has to be found on this

issue."

The bill would, among other things, ban unlimited "soft

money" donations to political parties. Such gifts, some

worth hundreds of thousands of dollars, have generated

screaming headlines this year and have led to a Justice

Department investigation of fund raising by Clinton and

Vice President Al Gore.

Talks begin for Northern Ireland's future
Session marks milestone in British and Irish relationship

BELFAST (AP) — Northern
Ireland's main pro-British party faced

the IRA's political allies for the first

time in negotiations yesterday — but

only long enough to demand that the

Sinn Fein party be kicked out of the

process.

Apparently harboring little hope of

lUCOtl. Ulster Unionist leader David

Trimble was already talking about

how his party would deal with Sinn

Fein in the weeks ahead.

"We are not there to negotiate with

Sinn Fein and there is no obligation for

uv to be present the whole time. We
will negotiate with the government and

other parties. We can pick and choose

bilaterals." Trimble told reporters.

Nonetheless, the session marked a

milestone in the long effort by the

British and Irish governments to get

all of Northern Ireland's parties to

the table to negotiate a settlement

acceptable to both Protestants and

the Roman Catholic minority.

Northern Ireland Secretary Mo
Mowlam, the senior British official in

the province, must decide whether to

accept or reject the unionist chal-

lenge. But the government has gone

to great lengths to draw Sinn Fein

into the process while also keeping

the Ulster Unionists involved, and

was delighted to get both parties in

the same room yesterday.

"This afternoon we will have
around the table loyalists, republi-

cans, nationalists and unionists,"

Mowlam said before the rancorous

meeting. "We aim to move forward

towards substantive negotiations as

soon as possible, and today is another

step in that direction."

Sinn Fein was admitted to the talks

this month after the Irish Republican

Army called a cease-fire in |uly and

later affirmed its commitment to non-

violence.

The Ulster Unionists contend the

cease-fire was merely a tactical move,

like a previous IRA cease-fire that

lasted 1 7 months. The party's securi-

ty spokesman. Ken Maginnis.

accused Sinn Fein leaders of direct-

ing the IRA as well.

"We know that Gerry Adams and

(his deputy) Martin McGuinness have

been actively involved in the IRA's

terrorist campaign since the begin-

ning... as activists, as commanders
and now as godfathers," Maginnis told

reporters. "Let them deny what every-

one knows and make greater liars of

themselves than they already are."

Adams called the Ulster Unionist

protest "a sham."

"This was hailed as the great show-

down, the great challenge to Sinn

Fein. But the leaders simply made
their statement then scampered out of

the room" during yesterday's meeting,

Adams said. Trimble "didn't say any-

thing and had he listened to what 1

had to say. I made the point that every

section of our people have suffered

and that none of us have a monopoly

on suffering," Adams added.

McGuinness dismissed the Ulster

Unionists' claim that Sinn Fein didn't

have to be at the table.

"I think everybody acknowledges

that if we are not in the talks then

there is no prospect whatsoever of a

settlement in this conflict," he said.

|ohn Hume, leader of the Social

Democratic and Labor Party, Sinn

Fein's moderate rival for Catholic

votes, said he believed Sinn Fein was

genuinely committed to peace.

"We have got to the stage now
where all the major parties are here.

No one could have forecast that a

few years ago," he said. "Now let's

get down to sorting out our differ-

ences."

Although Adams and Trimble have

never spoken, Ulster Unionist Party

colleagues have sat down with

Adams and other Sinn Fein leaders.
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do not determine what questions

appear on the document, according to

Melissa Croteau. director of corporate

communications for the V-\s I ngland

Region of the American Red Cross.

"All questions on that form are

asked because the FDA IFood and

Drug Administration) demands it."

Croteau said.

The Red Cross is licensed by the

FDA to collect and maintain blood

products, and must follow their regula-

tions, Croteau said.

"I think if someone has a concern

about questions, they should direct

them to the FDA." Croteau said.

Protesting the questionnaire: Not a

new issue

The controversy over whether ques-

tions regarding homosexual behavior

should appear on the BDR is not a

new issue, according to Croteau.

Not only did Amherst College stu-

dents address the issue a year ago in a

meeting with representatives from the

Red Cross, the Red Cross itself has

taken steps to inform the FDA of senti-

ments surrounding the questions.

Representatives from the entire

North Atlantic Region, which includes

the New England Region, brought

their concerns to the American
Association of Blood Banks (AABB) at

a meeting last year. Because the FDA
filed a consent-decree against the Red

Cross regarding an unrelated issue, the

Red Cross cannot approach the FDA
directly to argue policy, Croteau said.

"We agree with students that it

might be time for the FDA to review

the questions," Croteau said.

According to Croteau, the FDA
chose 1977 because that was the date

H.l.V. was first found in the U.S. pop-

ulation, (in blood samples of men who
practiced homosexual behavior),

according to a study performed in the

1980s.

Croteau recommended students dis-

cuss their concerns with their legisla-

tures, local representatives and sena-

tors, or contact the FDA directly.

A peaceful protest

Yesterday's demonstration was
peaceful, and protesters did not

attempt to impede any blood dona-

tions.

"I think | students | were very cog-

nizant of the need for blood to be col-

lected today, and didn't disrupt dona-

tions" Croteau said.

In fact. Croteau said the number of

donations \ ester-day morning was high-

er than normal, and they had received

27 by 1 p.m. Their daily goal for

UMass is 50 donations.

"We know that the Red Cross is in

desperate need of blood," Donnie

Roberts. ,i eniot psychology major,

said. "But by not accepting our blood.

they are biting off their own anus."

The Red Cross has solicited blood

donations at UMass for the p;M 10

pean, thi> location being the largest in

the region. According to Croteau. 25

percent of blood donors are college

and high school students.

In addition to the health history

questionnaire, the Red Cross screens

all blood donations for AIDS, hepatitis

and syphilis.

Following yesterday's protest, stu-

dents broke up into groups and began

to distribute flyers and stickers around

various parts of campus.
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Racism: a quest for the unearned
Despite its apparent widespread rejection, racism is

rampant today. It is manifest in mulliculturalism,

hiring quotas, the diversity movement, and

"apologies" for slavery. While these forms of racism are

fed visible and less shocking than the blatantly irrational

Klan-style racism which has lost fashion, they are racism

nonetheless. It makes no fundamental difference whether

one condemns people for their race, or praises them for it

— racism teaches that one's racial group is the primary

source of one's identity, of one's thinking, of one's value.

In the racist's view, an individual is

unimportant. What is important is

the group, the tribe, the race — to ^^^^
which the individual is to become
subordinate.

In this way. racism is merely another variant of collec-

tivism — the idea that an individual is nothing more than

an interchangeable, and dispensable, unit of a larger

whole. The whole in this case is not one's nation or eco-

nomic class, but one's ancestors and ethnic group. The

racial whoje is deemed to be superior to — and of more

value than any particular member. A black man. even

though he may not even be able to afford tomorrow's din-

ner, is supposed to "feel a sense of justice" if some other

black man. whom he doesn't even know, is given a job by

a racial hiring quota. President Clinton's recent "apology"

for slavery was directed not toward any particular people

who were shafted by slavery, rather it was directed to the

collective as such, to a disembodied aggregate, held in

Clinton's mind as "the race." When the race is everything,

the individual becomes nothing.

Racism, by granting that an individual's identity is

defined by his color-group, assumes that an individual's

ideas (and actions) are not the result of his choice, but

rather the determined by-product of his racial make-up.

Thus, we can't have truth, language or logic, but "Bosnian

truth" vs. "Croatian truth:" or "black language" vs. "white

language;" or "Jewish logic" vs. "Aryan logic." Racism

holds that a person is not in control of his ideas or his

actions, that he is an automation pushed and pulled by

"black rage." "white guilt" or "lewish greed." that he is

impotent in regard to action, helpless in regard to

thought.

Because it maintains that a person's conclusions are

muddied by one's race, ("you don't understand — you're

white"), racism holds that thought, as such, is useless. It

is useless because we can only see, in effect, through

race- colored glasses. We can never grasp facts as they

really are, only facts filtered through ethnicity. Reason.

the tool by which humans grasp the world, becomes a

useless by- product. A person who chooses to submerge

himself in his race, says in effect, "my mind by itself is

futile, 1 need a group who will do my thinking for me." A
person who seeks to denounce those of

aaaaaaaaaaaaaTaaBBBBTaTaBBBBBaTaTaa other races, says in effect "my mind by

Keith Didion itself is futile, I must find an easy,^l"^^—* non-rational way to judge others."

Racism is a substitute — a faulty one — for a person's

exercising his own independent, rational judgement. It

makes judging others not a scrupulously deliberative

process of recalling facts and weighing relevant factors,

but a kindergarten -level activity of distinguishing shades

and hues. All racists, whether the old-fashioned bigot or

the modern multiculturalist. seek to gain knowledge,

without using the means of getting it. They seek cogni-

tion and evaluation — the effect, without reason — the

cause.

lust as the racist seeks unearned knowledge, so he seeks

unearned self-esteem. He wants to "feel good about him-

self," without doing anything to feel good about. He wants

the pride of saying, "My race has accomplished a lot,"

without his having accomplished anything. He wants a

feeling of superiority over others, not on the basis of actu-

ally being superior, but by arbitrarily asserting the inher-

ent superiority of his group. By submerging his self into

his race, by becoming merely an interchangeable member
of a group, by denying the power of the human mind to

know facts, by doing everything he can to lose his sell, he

seeks self-esteem. Such a person, however, has lost any

self to be esteemed.

When one rejects reason, all one is left with is the irra-

tional. The choice is either reason, along with independent

judgement, individual achievement and true self-esteem

— or racism, hatred, barbed wire and slave labor camps.

There is no other alternative.

Keith Didion is a UMass student.

Lost and found

I
have just spent the last 20 min-

utes searching for my keys. I

know they are somewhere... just

not anywhere I'm looking. There are

only about three places my keys could

be and right now, my keys aren't in

any of those places.

Knter kindly friend who asks. "Are

you sure you checked everywhere?"

Of course 1 checked everywhere.

But friend persists, saying, "Well,

look again."

lust in case I missed it the first 38

million times. 1 suppose. At this

point. I'm thinking about investing

the SI 9.95 which will buy me one of

those clap on/clap off deals which

will point me in the direction of my
keys.

Anyway, my keys did turn up — in

my pocket. Silly me. But you all know
the frustration which builds when
you've lost something.

There is something inherently

mind-numbing and hysterical about

looking for something you lost. For

instance, suppose it's something as

mundane as a sock. There is an irra-

tional reason why you need that sock

and only that sock and. until you find

that sock, you know no rest.

Of course your friends pop by with

the helpful hints.

"Did you check under the bed?"

one will ask.

At this point, a withering glare can

be thrown at the good Samaritan.

"How about in your dresser?"

At this point, you roll your eyes. Of
course you checked in your dresser.

"Are you wearing the socks?"

Don't laugh, it has happened. Many
people looking for their glasses dis-

cover them right on their face.

But the actual frustration level

involved in a hunt for a lost object

Secma (iangatirkar

depends on how important the object

is and how soon you need it to get on

with your life.

There is a law out there — mathe-

matically proven — that says the

more important something is, the

more likely it is you will lose it.

That's right. If it's that 80-page

paper on the workings of the govern-

ment in Micronesia that's due today

in 1 3 minutes and is worth 75 percent

of your semester grade, you can bet

that the paper has mysteriously van-

ished. Or maybe it's that application

to your dream job and it has to go in

the mail, but now... you guessed it,

it's lost.

There are things that get lost on

their own without any help from you.

For example, take socks. When
things get lost, socks are among the

biggest culprits. Most people lose

their socks during the spin rinse of

the wash cycle. Others have their

socks eaten by the monster lurking in

the dryer. So then you have only one

sock instead of two. And the next

time you lose a sock, it's never the

mate to the one you've already lost.

There are other things that get lost

easily. IDs can never be found and

wallets seem to disappear on a regular

basis. Remote controls slip behind

sofa cushions and mittens end up

somewhere other than on your hands.

Now some of you can laugh and say

you've never lost a thing in your life.

Most of us who lose things on a

hourly basis would laugh right back at

you. for different reasons, of course,

lust think about the valuable life skills

you aren't learning right now. What if

you lose something in the future? Will

you ever be able to find it without the

practice the rest of us have had?

The best part of losing something is

finding the object again. The exhilara-

tion of finding something once feared

to be lost forever cannot be com-
pared.

This is the time when you brandish

the treasured object, and run around

to show everyone who matters and

even those who don't.

And during the little show-and-tell

routine, this would be a good time to

say you knew where it had been all

the time — it was never really lost.

Yeah, right.

Seema Gangatirkar is a Collegian

columnist.

We encourage our readers to respond to the contents of the

Collegian through letters to the editor.

Letters must be typed, no more than 400 words, and
include name, address and phone number for confirmation

purposes. They can be submitted to Editorial/Opinion

Editor, Daily Collegian, 113 Campus Center Basement,

UMass, Amherst, MA 01003, or by email to:

letters@oitvms.oit. umass.edu

Letters may be edited for length, clarity and style.
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Letters to the Editor

Facts needed
in Cassini debate

To the Editor:

1 fully encourage debate concerning the Cassini probe.

However, debate should be informed. Much debate has

consisted of people reacting to buzzwords without bother-

ing to research the subject. Doctress Neutopia's letter to

the editor is an example, and I will address some of her

remarks.

Doctress: "72.3 pounds of plutonium. the deadliest sub-

stance known to humans."

Pu-238, the type of plutonium on board Cassini, is

extremely deadly. If you inhaled a small amount in pow-

dered form, you would die. However, you could hold a

chunk of Pu-238 with an oven mitt and not suffer from

the radiation. In fact, the oven mitt is to protect you from

heat, not from radioactivity.

Doctress: "If the spacecraft was to blow up... much of

the southeast coast would be polluted with radioactive

fallout. Millions of people would die... and the land would

be contaminated for thousands of generations..."

The canisters containing the Pu-238 are designed to

withstand re-entry and extreme impacts. The containment

system has undergone rigorous testing, and satisfies

NASA and other agencies. Check out NASA's web page at

www.nasa.gov, plus the web page for Florida Today
(www.flatoday.com/space/explore/special/cassini.htm).

Also, the plutonium is in ceramic form. This means

that, under stress, the material is designed to break into

chunks. This greatly reduces the chance that powder will

be released (remember, plutonium must be inhaled to

pose a real health hazard). Also, chunks are easier to

clean up. and more likely to fall near the site of any acci-

dent.

Doctress: "NASA has sold its soul to the militarization

and nuclearization of space."

NASA's mission is the exploration of space, and the

development of technologies to that end. The only "milita-

rization" I've seen NASA consider has been the ill-fated

Strategic Defense Initiative during the Reagan years. As

for "nuclearization". NASA has a strong tradition of using

solar power. Witness the Mars Observer, the Viking

Orbiters, and the Mariner missions. NASA turns to

nuclear power only when solar power would be too ineffi-

cient, cumbersome, or fragile. Also, Cassini's power sys-

tem operates neither by fission or fusion. The radioactive

material acts as a heat source for a thermoelectric genera-

tor, and does not undergo any explosion or reaction.

Cassini is not a potential nuclear bomb.

Doctress (quoting www.lovearth.com): "Military con-

trol of space... would depend upon the ability to use

nuclear reactors... as a power source for [a variety of

weapons]..."

If you wanted to take military control of space,

wouldn't it make sense to launch actual weapons, instead

of sending probes off to explore distant planets? First,

you'd have faster feedback about whether the system

works: second, you'd have the weapons in place.

Doctress: "Space... a new military high ground, not as a

way of working to solve our pressing problems on earth,

such as soil erosion, deforestation and world hunger."

Again, I recommend taking a look at www.nasa.gov.

Check out NASA's "Mission to Planet Farth." which is

concerned with these problems, plus pollution, ozone

depletion, tracking forest fires, predicting floods, etc.

Finally. I urge all who are interested in the debate to

research it. Ask professors, physics students, engineers,

astronomers; surf the web: check out the Physical

Sciences Library; read newspapers... in short, be

informed! Whichever side of the issue you take, you will

stand on firmer ground.

Ted Hudgens
Amherst

Civil rights violations

To the editor:

The Concerned Students for Civil Rights has organized

the protest of The American Red Cross on campus due to

the active discriminatory practices that they use on our

campus. Although in desperate need of blood. The
American Red Cross does not accept the blood of any

man who has had sexual relations with another man or

any woman who has had sex with a man who has had sex

with a man since 1977. This outright rejection of blood is

uncalled for. All blood donations have been screened for

HIV since 1985.

This practice by the American Red Cross assumes and

perpetuates the stereotype that all gay and bisexual men
have AIDS. This assumption is incorrect. We should all

know by now that AIDS is not a gay disease

We understand that the policy of discrimination is one

that is set by the U.S. Food and Drug administration.

People have asked "why protest the Red Cross for a policj

that it did not create?"" The answer is two-fold. First, stu-

dents at UMass do not have physical access to the FDA;

We do. however, have access to The American Red Cross.

Secondly, the FDA is not on our campus turning away gay

and bisexual men; The American Red Cross is. We ulti-

mately believe that if The American Red Cross stood up to

the FDA. the policy would be changed.

We are asking all RSOs, fraternities, sororities and

other campus groups to join us in standing up to the dis-

criminatory practices of The American Red Cross by not

sponsoring blood drives. We are also asking members of

the campus community to support us by refraining from

donating blood until The American Red Cross changes its

discriminatory practices.

Donnie Roberts

Concerned Students for Civil Rights

SGA reacts

To the editor:

Let us reflect on our actions on this day and of those

before. Who of us came out to defend what we believe or

support those who made the initiative to do so? Who of

us stood on the side lines and watched? Who of us could

stand by and let the wave wash over? Let us remember

that issues we do not address now do have the tendencv

to bite us at a later date. Let's stop this cycle and act

now.

I am in full support of the Concerned Students for Civil

Rights in their strive to end the discrimination against gay

and bisexual men of our society on the part by The

American Red Cross. There are at least two basic civil

rights being violated: discrimination on the basis of gen-

der and discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation.

This is illegal. This is intolerable and unacceptable under

any circumstances and from anyone, from any organiza-

tion

I ask that we put our biases aside to end this together.

Let all our voices be heard. 1 am in favor of open dialogue

among all parties involved to come up with a solution to

this impeding issue. The American Red Cross, the Food

and Drug Administration, the students of this campus and

people across the country, let us address this issue now!

Let us not allow stereotypes and misconceptions set us

back!

I am and always will support any who deems it neces-

sary to uphold and advocate for our basic civil rights.

Lia Wong
SGA President

Racial domination?

How amusing for Daniel Bodah to regale impression

able students with his tale of "millions of racist whites

that dominate the power structures and the terms of

democracy in the world at large" including the enlight-

ened liberal environs off Amherst, no less!

Does Bodah suppose that the Clinton cabinet is filled

with vicious racist Klansmen — smuggled in from the

Ozarks. perhaps?

Does Bodah imagine that the boardrooms of American

corporations are filled with neo-Nazi skinheads, sitting

around plotting new strategies to oppress and exploit

"darkies." "wetbacks," "slopes" and "kikes"?

Despite their many "millions," it is yet amazing to learn

from Bodah that these powerful racist whites are able to

dominate the entire "world at large." especially when one

considers that white people constitute only 8 percent of

the world, would almost be tempted to suppose that such

a powerful, dominating race must somehow be — one
hesitates to use the word — "superior" to other races

If Bodah was attempting to make an argument for white

superiority, no doubt he will have the hearty support of

those legions of white racists he claims are running the

show in Amherst.

On the other hand. Bodah's theory of white racist domi-

nation fails to explain why the Japanese. Koreans and
Chinese are now kicking butt in international trade. Is

that a fiendishly deceptive part of the white racist plot, or

did somebody decide that Asians were actually white and
forget to tell us about it? Dang, and here I was thinking

we were still in the business of oppressing Asians, too.

Looks like someone at White Domination Inc.'s world
headquarters slipped up on their paperwork. At any rate. I

just thought I'd take a minute to share these thoughts
with many white racist comrades in Amherst. Right now
I've got to get back to my day job, dominating "the world
at large." Funny thing, but you'd think such an important
job would pay more than $10 an hour, huh?

Robert Stacy McCain
rsmccain@juno.com
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Developing Nations
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El "Bonchinche" de Rikki Lake
Emergency: Dialing 911!

I'm standing

on the corner of Main + Harriet

suffering from a Cultural Breakdown
as—
my next door neighbor

dresses her 9 yr. Old
HALF-NAKED
to look 25
and—
actually believes

her nina will be the next "SELENA"
while — '

PEPE, the kid down the Street

sells mary-juana

but—
only to bis friends

because—
he "honestly" thinks •

that HE will NEVER
get caught

only—
to find himself imprisoned

Upstate for 10 yrs.

SHARING —
a "Dorm" with a guy

named TATA
who— '

only wants PEPE'S
CULITO L1NDO
and —
knows that 120 pounds

of solid "TiTere" Muscle

and—
as TATA makes PEPE
his girlfriend.

he contemplates on his little sister

CARMEN
who is 15 yrs. Old
and—
pregnant with RAMON'S BABY
only —
she doesn't know
that at Night, RAMON

,

transforms into "FANTASIA"
the fierce Disco QUEEN
who really prefers a GRINGO
named Barry

over any girl named CARMEN
which —
he only got pregnant

to steal her Welfare check

and—
Buy Christian Dior dresses

for the monthly GAYBALL
as —
BARRY, RAMON'S real "girlfriend*

believes he is culturally Diverse

because —
he can curse in Spanish

and Nr

can say "ARROCE CON GANDULIES"
but—
behind closed doors

he really wants US to go back

to "PORTO R1K0"
Only —
he could understand

Why —
RAMON never had a GREEN CARD
as—
I laugh

because the gang across the Street

kills—
]OSE since he looked at their "leader"

the wrong way
Only —
"they" didn't know
that IOSE was looking at their "leader"

to See—
if HE was the owner

of the TOYOTA COROLLA on Sale

for $500 dollars

and —
lOSE'S mother mourns for only 3 weeks

only—
to join a religious Cult

which knocked on her Door

and —
told her

for $19.95

She could go to Heaven

As —
her husband
continues to mistake "MACHISMO"
for Spousal Abuse

only—
to wake up and find

that —
his "CHALCHICHA" has been

Castrated

and —
HeSCREAMS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

As his wife dances

.in her DONNA KARAN underwear

offering the Phallic Symbol

to the All Powerful

WOMAN GODS!

EMERGENCY: DIALING 91 1 ! 91 1

!

HELLO!
YES? I'M A VICTIM OF THE TALK SHOW
STEREOTYPE!
CAN U HELP ME! PLEASE! PLEASE!

TELL ME YOU CAN HELP ME?

THE NUMBER YOU HAVE REACHED. 9-1-1

HAS BEEN INDEFINITELY DISCONNECTED TO ALL
MINORITIES!
ONCE AGAIN
THE NUMBER YOU HAVE REACHED: 9-1-1

HAS BEEN INDEFINITELY DISCONNECTED TO ALL
MINORITIES!
NO FURTHER INFO IS PROVIDED.
HAVE A NICE DAY! ,. „..,. „ ...— fame ShAggy Hores

COUKTESV NflL CASSIDY

A Palestinian woman encourages her shy son to welcome visitors at the Khan Yunas refugee camp.

Islam and western values

AIi A.Maxrui

Note From the Editor

Welcome to the first Developing Nations Page of this semester. With the

extreme imbalance of news flow coming in and out of the developing nations, it

is our mission to use this page to make this University aware of the true issue*

concerning these developing countries. It is evident that the U.S. media is well

known for distorting issues concerning the Third World. Therefore, it is our

dutv to demand changes in American attitudes towards the countries and peo-

ples of the developing world.

As editor, I would like to invite you to our alternative outlet.

Swanda Ghosh. Developa* Nations Editor

Courtesy of Foreign Affairs Magazine

Editor's Note: This is the first pan

of a three part series.

Westerners tend to think of Islamic

societies as backward- looking,

oppressed by religion, and inhumane-

ly governed, comparing them to their

own enlighted. secular democracies.

But measurement of the cultural dis-

tance between the West and Islam is

a complex undertaking, and that dis-

tance is narrower than they assume.

Islam is not just a religion and cer-

tainly not just a fundamentalist politi-

cal movement. It is a civilization and

a way of life that varies from one

Muslim country to another, but is

animated by a common spirit far

more humane than

most Westerners real-

ize. Nor do those in

the West always rec-

ognize how their own
societies failed to live up to their lib-

eral mythology. Moreover, aspects of

culture that Westerners regard as

medieval may have prevailed in their

own culture until fairly recently; in

many cases. Islamic societies may be

only a few decades behind socially

and technologically advanced
Western ones. In the end, the ques-

tion is what path leads to the highest

quality of life for the average citizen,

while avoiding the worst abuses. The

path of the West does not provide all

the answers; Islamic values deserve

serious consideration.

Morals and values have changed

rapidly in the West in the last several

decades as revolutions in technology

and society progressed. Islamic coun-

tries, which are now experiencing

many of the same changes, may well

follow suit. Premarital sex. for exam-

ple, was strongly disapproved of in

the west until alter World War II.

There were laws against sex outside

marriage, some of which are still on

the books, if rarely enforced. Today

sex before marriage, with parental

consent, is common.
Homosexual acts between males

were a crime in Great Britain until

the 1960's (although lesbianism was

not outlawed). Now such acts

between consenting adults, male or

female, are legal in much of the

West, although they remain illegal in

most other countries. Half of the

Western world, in fact, would say

that laws against homosexual sex are

a violation of gay's and lesbians'

human rights.

Even within the West, one sees cul-

tural lag. Although capital punish-

ment has been abolished almost

everywhere in the Western world, the

United States is currently increasing

the number of capital offenses and

executing more death row inmates

than it has in years. But death penalty

opponents, including Human Rights

Watch and the Roman Catholic

Church, continue to protest the prac-

tice in the United States, and one day

capital punishment will almost cer-

tainly be regarded in America as a

violation of human rights.

Westerners regard Muslim soci-

eties as unenlightened when it

comes to the status of women, and it

is true that the gender question is

still troublesome in Muslim coun-

tries. Islamic rules on sexual mod-

esty have often resulted in excessive

segregation of the sexes in public-

places, sometimes bringing about

the marginalization of women in

public affairs more generally. British

women, however, were granted the

right to own property independent

of their husbands only in 1870,

while Muslim women have always

had that right. Indeed, Islam is the

only world religion founded by a

businessman in commercial partner-

ship with his wife. While in many
Western cultures daughters could

not inherit anything if there were

sons in the family. Islamic law has

always allocated shares from every

inheritance to both daughters and

sons. Primogeniture has been illegal

under the sharia for 14 centuries.

The historical distance between the

West and Islam in the treatment of

women may be a matter of decades

rather than centuries. Recall that in

almost all Western countries except

for New Zealand, women did not

gain the right to vote until the twenti-

eth century. Great Britain extended

the vole to women in

two stages, in 1918

and 1928. and the

United States enfran-

chised them by consti-

tutional amendment in 1920. France

followed as recently as 1944.

Switzerland did not permit women to

vote in national elections until 1971

— decades after Muslim women in

Afghanistan. Iran. Iraq and Pakistan

had been casting ballots.

Furthermore, the United States,

the largest and most influential

Western nation, has never had a

female president. In contrast, two of

the most populous Muslim countries.

Pakistan and Bangladesh, have had

women prime ministers: Benazir

Bhutto headed two governments in

Pakistan, and Khaleda Zia and

Hasina Wajed served consecutively in

Bangladesh. Turkey has had Prime

Minister Tansu Ciller. Muslim coun-

tries are ahead in female empower-

ment, though still behind in female

liberation.

Concepts of the Sacred

Censorship is one issue on which

the cultural divide between the West

and Islam turns out to be less wide

than Westerners ordinarily assume.

The most celebrated case of the last

decade — that of Salman Rushdie's

novel The Satanic \erses. published

in Britain in 1988 but banned in most

Muslim countries — brought the

Western world and the Muslim world

in conflict, but also uncovered some

surprising similarities and large help-

ings of Western hypocrisy. Further

scrutiny reveals widespread censor-

ship in the West, if imposad by differ-

ent lor.es than in Muslim societies.

As their civilization has become

more secular. Westerners have looked

for new abodes of the sacred. By the

late twentieth century the freedom of

the artist — in this case. Salman

Rushdie — was more sacred to them

than religion. But many Muslims saw

Rushdie's novel as holding Islam up

to ridicule. The novel suggests that

Islam's holy scripture, the Koran, is

filled with inventions of the Prophet

Muhammad or is. in fact, the work of

the devil rather than communications

from Allah, and implies, moreover,

that the religion's founder was not

very intelligent. Rushdie also puts

women characters bearing the names

of the Prophet's wives in I whore-

house, where the clients find the blas-

phemy arousing.

Many devout Muslims felt that

Rushdie had no right to poke at and

twist into obscenity some of the most

sacred symbols of Islam. Motl

Muslim count ties banned the novel

because officials there considered it

morally repugnant. Western intellec-

tuals argued that as an artist. Rushdie-

had the sacred right an even duty to

go wherever his imagination led him

in his writing. Yet until the I960*

Lady Chatterley's Lover was regarded

as morally repugnant under British

law for daring to depict an affair

between a married member of the

gentry and a worker on the estate.

For a long time after Oscar Wilde's

conviction for homosexual acts, The

Picture of Dorian Gray was regarded

as morally repugnant. Today other

gay writers are up against a wall of

prejudice.

The Satanic Verses was banned in

some places because of fears that it

would cause riots. Indian officials

explained that they were banning the

novel because it would inflame reli-

gious passions int he country, already

aroused by Kashmiri separatism. The

AJnUeaLSuies. has a .legal standard for

preventive action when negative con-

sequences are feared — "clear and

present danger." But the West was

less than sympathetic to India's warn-

ings that the book was inflammatory.

Rushdie's London publisher,

lonathan Cape, when ahead, and the

book's publication even in far-off

Britain resulted in civil disturbances

in Bombay. Islamabad, and Karachi

in which some 1 5 people were killed

and dozens more injured.

Distinguished Western publishers,

however, have been known to reject

an manuscript because of fears for

the safety of their won. Last year

Cambridge University Press turned

down Fields of Wheat, Rivers of

Blood by Anastasisa Karakasidou. a

sociological study on ethnicity in the

Greek province of Macedonia, pub-

licly acknowledging that it did so

because of worries about the safety of

its employees in Greece. If lonathan

Cape had cared as much about South

Asian lives as it said it cared about

freedom of expression, or as

Cambridge University Press cared

about its staff members in Greece,

less blood would have been spilled.

Targets, sources, and methods of

censorship differ, but censorship is

just as much a fact of life in Western

societies as in the Muslim world.

Censorship in the latter is often

crude, imposed by governments, mul-

lahs and imams, and. more recently,

militant Islamic movements.
Censorship in the West, on the other

hand, is more polished and decentral-

ized. Its practitioners are financial

backers of cultural activity and enter-

tainment, advertisers who buy time

on commercial television, subscribers

of the Pubic Broadcasting System

(PBS), influential interest groups

including ethnic pressure groups, and

editors, publishers, and other con-

trollers of the means of communica-

tion. In Furope, governments, too,

sometimes get into the business of

censorship.

Censoring America

The threat to free speech in the

United States comes not from the law

and the Constitution but from out-

side the government. PBS. legally

invulnerable on the issue of free

speech, capitulated to other forces

when faced with the metaphorical

description in my 1986 television

scries "The Africans" or Karl Marx as

"the last of the great Jewish

prophets." The British version had

included the phrase, but the

American producing station. WETA.
a PBS Affiliate in Washington, delet-

ed it without authorial permission so

as not to risk offending lewish

Americans.

On one issue oi censorship WETA
did consult me. Station officials were

unhappy I had not injected more neg-

ativity into the series' three minute

segment on Libya's leader. Muammar

Qaddafi. First they asked lot extra

commentary on allegations thai Libya

sponsored terrorism. When 1 refused,

they suggested changing the pictures

instead — deleting one sequence that

humanized Gaddafi bv showing him

visiting a hospital and substituting a

shot of the Rome airport alter a ter-

rorist bombing. After much debate I

managed to save the hospital scene

but surrendered on the Rome airport

addition, on condition that neither I

nor the written caption implied that

Libya was responsible for the bomb-

ing. But ideally. WETA would have

preferred to cut the whole segment

WETA in those days had more in

common with the censors in l.ihv.i

than either side realized Although

the Libyans broadcast an Arabic ver-

sion and seemed pleased with the

series as a whole, the) cut the

Qaddafi sequence. The segment also

offended Lvnnc Cheney, chair of the

National Endowment for the

Humanities, who demanded that the

endowment's name be removed form

the series credits. After she stepped

down from her post, she called lor

the NEH to be abolished, citing "The

Africans" as an example of the objev

tionable liberal projects that, she

said, the endowment had tended to

fund.

In another case of decentralized

censorship that affected by own
work. Westview Press in Boulder

Colorado, was about to go to pre~

with my book. Cultural Forces in

World Politics, when editors there

announced they wanted to delete

three chapters: one discussing The

Satanic Verses as a case of cultural

treason, another comparing the

Palestinians intifada with Chinese-

students' 1989 rebellion in

Tiananmen Square, and a third com-

paring the South African apartheid

doctrine of separate homelands for

blacks and whites with the Zionist

doctrine of separate states for lew-,

and Arabs. Suspecting that I would

have similar problems with most

other U.S. publishers. I decided that

the book would be published exclu-

sively by lames Currev. my British

publisher, and Heinemenn
Educational Books, the American off-

shoot of another British house, which

brought it out in 1990 Not even

Universities in the United States, sup-

posed bastions of intellectual free-

dom, have been free from censorship

Until recently the greatest danger to

one's chances of getting tenure lav in

espousing Marxism or criticizing

Israel or Zionism.

The positive aspeci of decentralized

censorship in the West, at least with

regard to books, is that what is una..

ceptable to one publisher mav be

acceptable to another, what is almost

unpublishable in the United State-

may be easily publishahle in Britain or

the Netherlands. With national televi

sion. the choices are mote restricted

Many points of view are banned from

the screen, with the possibility of a

hearing only on the public access Ita

tions with the weakest signal-

In Western societies a- in Muslim

ones, only a few point-- oj view hau-

access to the national broadca-t

media and publishing industry bi

even to university faculties. In both

civilizations, certain points of view

are excluded from the center and

marginalized. The source of the pen

sorship mav be different, but CaTaWl

ship is the result in the West just u
surely as in the Islamic world.

Pan II of this three part series will

he in the next Developing Nations
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New Lost Boyz release lacks spark

COUBTISY UNIVERSAL RfCORDS

Lost Boyz second album is a more

mellow sound for the Hip Hop
band.

LOST BOYZ
Love, Peace & Nappiness

Universal

Coming out of lamaita Estates,

the Lost Bo\z blew up List summer
with their debut album No matter

how "real" you were claiming to

keep it when "Renee" CUM on, you

rolled your windows down and
turned the volume up. While there

was no doubt that the Lost Boyz

knew how to keep peo-

ple off the walls. the\

reeked of

one-hit-wonder sta-

tus.

On Lore. Peace
& Nappintii
(Universal), the

Lost Boyz have mel

lowed out in an attempt

to grab a more serious audience.

Unfortunately, thej can't even -it

at the same table as more
high-browed rappers like De La

Soul. A Tribe Called Quest, and
KRS-One. The Lost Boyz are-

a

party group at heart, and I. arc.

Peace & Nappinest won't even get

your feet moving.

The first single "Me and \1\

Crazy World" conies off as a weak

ettffQ.pt to recapture the love

e~c.ip.Kles of "Renee" and the final

track "From My Family To YoutV
is a ballad about the death of

Tupac and Biggie but lacks the

emotional power of Puff Daddy's
earlier tribute. While the Lost Boyz
eschew violence and the gangster

mentality — which is refreshing —
they don s

t give you anything to

think about.

The other problem, something

Guru covered but few MC's have

paid attention to. is that rappers

Mr. Cheeks and Freaky Tah don't

have the voices to demand your
attention. Too often the rhymes of

the two MC's get lost in the music,

blending together and making it

hard for you to say "Damn."
However. Mr. Cheeks and Freaky

do have skills. Lines like "It's over

when I'm sober, so imagine if I'm

drinking" prove that. They just

need to learn to project better.

The biggest bright spot on this

album is the debut of rapper

Canibus. Canibus blesses the tracks

"Beasts From The East" and "My
Crew," showing off his verbal aero-

'

batics. In fact, on "Beasts From
The East" (a posse cut) he manages

to outshine Redman, which is no

easy feat. However. Canibus does

not appear nearly enough to save

this album. Old school-heads
might want to take note that Luv

Bug Starski appears on "Games.

"

Lav», Peace Sl Sappiness does

have a few good cuts, but not

enough to save them from
going the way of Black

Sheep. Skee-Lo, and other

one-hit wonders. Then
again if House of Pain

released a third

album, whose to say

these guys can't? C
(Adam Dlugacz)

ED HALEY
Forked Deer

Rounder Records

Recently released on the

Cambridge label Rounder is a

long-lost collection of old-time fid-

dle music by the late Ed Haley. The
recordings on the 2-disc set Forked

Deer are from discs that he made
at his home in Ashland. Ky.. in the

late '40s, only a few years before

his death.

• Haley had one of the quickest

bows to be heard in his time. He
held the violin to his chest instead

of under his chin to be able to

attain certain effects, and he also

stretched tunes to ten and twelve

minutes, improvising his perfor-

mances in the West
Virginia/kentuckv/Ohio area in the

20s and 'SOi.

Most of the songs here are dri-

ving foot -stompers. H.ilev's fiddle

attacks notes on all edges of a

song, while family members play

fast, rocking strums on guitar and

mandolin providing a fine harmon-

ic structure. Some Celtic strains

leap out. such as "Lost Indian" and

"Love Somebody." Haley's violin

work is truly uplifting and wonder-

ful on the 1896 piece. "Darn Dean"
and the fine ensemble mix of

"Cripple Creek."

Some of the tracks on this set

could have been left off because

they have so much noise from the

original recordings, they are hard

to listen to. Otherwise, it is a fine

historical document. B (loshua

Boyd).

BOB FRANKE
Long Roads, Short Visits

Daring/Rounder Records

Recorded in Marblehead, Mass.,

folk singer-songwriter Bob
Franke's latest Long Roads, Short

\ isits [Daring/Rounder) has an

almost eerie, nocturnal quality to

it. Acoustic and steel guitars, mur-

muring acoustic bass and bright

harmony vocals seem to seep out of

your stereo speakers and give a

room ambience. Good job to

Franke on his production.

Franke's lyrics conjure up images

of loss of loved ones ("For Real"),

foolish love ("Inland Sea") and
guilt about our ecology ("In The
Place Of Trust"). His singing has

an almost annoyingly wispy — but

stately tone — that of a Donovan
or a Gordon Lightfoot. lames
Taylor also purveys a certain influ-

ence on the music, especially in the

easy white-boy blues. "There's A
Last Time For Everything." Smooth
folk playing, and strong harmonies

between Franke and lennifer

Kimbali especially hold this album
a> a nice effort. B- (loshua Boyd)

New Oasis release "Definitely" mediocre;

the fab five return with their third release

The brothers Gallagher and company return for

Morning Clory

By Marty Keone
Collegian Staff

OASIS
Be Here Now

Epic

Asked what the message of rock 11 roll was. |ohn

l.ennon once said. "To be here now " Fittingly enough,

the unabashed Beatlemaniacs in Ouil have appropriat-

ed most of the above quote as the title of their

much-anticipated third album. He Here Now (Fpic).

The 11-song album is a 72-minute monster

designed to be blasted over massive Kiund systems at

maximum volume, from Wembley to Foxboro. Arena

rock? Be Here How can onlv be tullv appreciated in a

football stadium with tens of thousands of inebriated

worshipers singing along, fists-a- pumpin .

Living room listening is another story, however,

For the first 90 seconds of the opening track.

"D'You Know Know What I Mean?." the listener is

intrigued hv the sonic audacity: the sound of a heli-

copter, a heavy drum beat (sampled from Y\\ V
'-

"Straight Outta Compton"). the mass of guitars and

the unmistakable Mancunian drawl of l.iam Gallagher,

oozing Cockney swagger — "Step oil the train, all

alone at dawn." he brays, "Back into the hole where I

was born." It all builds impressively to a chorus that

begs to be shouted from a rooftop.

COURTESY |H L (URMANOVSKY

their anticipated follow up to (What's the Story?)

But as "D'You Know What I Mean" slogs to I close

6 minutes later — clocking in at a prodigious 7 min

utes 42 seconds — a disheartening limitation becomes

clear: l.iam's older brother Noel writes songs that are

little more than glorified excuses for catchy, antliemu

choruses. To their credit. Oasis have never claimed to

anything more than a bunch of working-class blokes

from Manchester who traverse in pleasant, if ultimatelv

shallow, pop pleasures.

With an armada of layered guitars, walloping

mid-tempo drums that suggest the influences ol

hip-hop. hard-dance, and Led Zeppelin's |ohn

Bonham, and lush orchestrations rife with strings and

baroque horns, the elder Gallagher has made a record

designed to overwhelm the listener. And overwhelm it

Joes

By the time the snoozy nine minute "All Around the

W orld" returns for a meaningless two minute reprise at

album's end. the listener will no doubt be screaming

for relief from this bludgeoning repetition. There is

simply no discernable reason why Noel Gallagher —
who put himself on the rock map by deftly emulating

the immediately accessible pop melodies ol the Fab

Pour — should be driven to such unwarranted excess

Onlv the pretty "Don't Go Away" totally avoids this

pratfall, and assumes the throne as the rightful heir to

1995s soaring power ballad. "Wonderwall."

Hie sheer density and prostrating nature of this rock

Turn to OASIS page 7

Ciljus cTnJ e r . room 168 c
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Oasis
continued from page 6

landslide, while occasionally intoxi-

cating, is too often little more than

an elaborate mask I'm some of their

slightest material to date, songs
that borrow heavily from the
Beatles, both lyrically ("Fool On
the Hill" and "I Feel Fine" are
name-dropped in the same line on
"D'You Know What 1 Mean?") and
conceptually, with a bevy of
long-winded "Hey |ude"-style
facleouts.

While Noel Gallagher's love of

Liverpool's finest export is unques-

tioned, the shtick is wearing per-

ilously thin. Seriously, they should

have known better than to cover
one of your own songs. It's usually

a pretty good indication that it's

time to move on when the "new"
songs begin to sound eerily similar

to earlier B-sides.

"I Hope, I Think, 1 Know" is

merely different lyrics over the

same chord progression as "Step

Out" (a song left off iheii lasi

album because it sounded too
much like a Stevie Wonder's
"Uptight") — featured as a bonus

track to the 1995 U.K. single of

"Don't Look Back In Anger."

Still, for all their faults. Oasis

have one fundamental trait sorely

lacking in virtually all their rivals:

the rock n roll attitude.

"Into my big mouth, you could

fly a plane," Liam arrogantly sneers

on the brisk, bashing "My Big

Mouth" — easily the album's
strongest track and a true gem. He-

later ponders, "Who'll put on my
shoes when I'm walking, slowly

down the Hall of Fame?"
The grinding guitars of Noel and

Paul Arthurs are turned up to lev-

els that would make even Spinal

Tap cringe, and the song's

rock-solid rhythm is deftly accen-

tuated by drummer Alan White's

insistent pummelling of his hi hats.

Thanks to Liam's snide vocal

delivery, the result is an uncanny

approximation of the Sex Pistols

punkish bravado circa '77 with a

degree of arrogant haughtiness that

would surely do Uncle Johnny
proud. No one in rock today can

turn a word as simple as "realize"

into a three-syllable threat like this

brat does.

Even if Be Here Now traffics in

big-budget mediocrity and fails to

live up to their two past releases,

the comedic and self-effacing bom-

bast suggest that the Gallaghers and

their anonymous playmates enjoy

the put-on, the hoax that rock 'n

roll sometimes is — and that's

refreshing enough. Sometimes. C+

"South Park" humors the non-P.C.
Comedy Central's new show takes the 1st amendment in stride

SOUTH PARK
Comedy Central

Wednesday, 10 p.m.

One can sum it up as the rags to

riches story of the animation world
— the adult animation world. What
actually started as a sarcastic favor

between friends, has recently

exploded onto the cartoon scene as

the most hilarious and jaw-drop-

ping show on T.V. Through the

combined efforts of creators Matt

Stone and Trey Parker, "South
Park" is the next revolutionary step

in the new wave of adult animation.

This new era of cartoons for

grown-ups has to be credited to the

creators of "The Simpsons." Some
of "South Park's" predecessor
shows like "Dr. Katz." "Oddities"

and 'Beavis and Butt-head" have

mainstreamed the night-time net-

works. Now, the adorable,

foul-mouthed children of "South

Park" have stolen the show.

All the way from the fictional

wintery town of South Park, Colo.

— which bears resemblance to

Parker's hometown — the dynamic-

posse of Stan. (Eric) Cartman, Kyle

and Kenny (who mysteriously dies

in every episode), have a habit of

leaving its audience miffed.

A few years back, college film stu-

dents Parker and Stone jokingly cre-

ated what is now the underground

version of "South Park — The Spirit

of Christmas." Its sickly twisted plot

involving a bout between Santa

Claus and |esus Christ — not to

mention an appearance by Brian

Boitano — made "Beavis and
Butt-head" seem suitable for a

Saturday morning line-up.

Its primary intention was simply

to be a Christmas gift for produc-

er/friend Brian Graden, not an

attempt at stardom. It wasn't long

after that the cuss-rich cartoon had

created an underground buzz.

Somehow it eventually found its

way into the hands of the Smashing

Pumpkins, who played the tape as

pre-show entertainment. Since

then, the primitive production of

"The Spirit of Christmas" has mor-

phed into the newest comedy sensa-

tion on television — "South Park."

Under a recently signed contract

with the cable network Comedy
Central, the creators of "South

Park" have released six new
episodes. Even with censorship

restrictions placed on the show by

the network. the Federal

Communications Commission
(FCC) continues to be an obstacle

for Comedy Central. So far "South

Park" hasn't crossed any "fine"

lines, but that's not to say the show

isn't skating on thin ice.

"Comedy Central lets us get away

with so much." Parker said recently

in a interview with Detour maga-

zine.

It's hard to put a finger on what

exactly attracts the public to watch-

ing these cute and disrespectful

children of "South Park."

Considering the targeted audience

ranges in age from 14 to 35 — it

could just be "South Park" brings

about the re-birth of a comedy long

gone. It resembles that irreverent

80s humor, popping out loads of

religious blasphemy and sexual

innuendos without any refrain. Kyle

is the "stupid |ew." Cuitman is the

"fat ass bastard" who loves Cheesy

Poofs and his cat is a "dildo." The

question is will this radical show

survive in the mainstream politically

correct market?

As to the future of "South Park"

fever — so far it's a wide open road.

Fresh new episodes will continue to

run for the remainder of the season,

including a

"South Park
Christmas ^^^
Special" on
Dec. 17. "South Park's" concrete

base with Comedy Central should

keep them in the game for a while.

Should it flop however, the "Three

Amigos" production crew of "South

Park" have already completed their

newest project,"^—^"^ Orgazmo — a comic-

feature film about
the pornographic^
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They wanted the Schwag.

Persistence and dedication are

traits that got ND to the top. and it's

what got them the Schwag.

Good job. Bob Davie.

(P.S. The Irish will mount an

admirable effort this weekend.
because if they don't, their fans just

might kill them.)

Friends of the Program "Inside

I'ip" pick of the week... (1-1)

Ohio State is feeling the pressure

from a Big- 10 that hasn't been this

good in years. Saturday, they go to

Mhauuri to battle a program that has

never been good. OSU knows it's

going to have to be on every week if it

wants to go back to the Rose Bowl.

Look for the Buckeyes, a 1 5-point

favorite, to crush Mizzou and cover

the spread by a few touchdowns. (Not

that 1 condone gambling, kids. I'd

never do that to you, right?)

Luke Meredith is a Collegian

columnist.

Collegian Classefieds... Try one!

film industry.

Alex Iglesias is a Collegian staff

member.

COURTESY COMEDY CENTRAL

Comedy Central's new animated program, "South Park," crudely fol-

lows the times of four adolescent boys from Colorado

vie Game, and Syltem Renlalt'Salaft
• II Movi.i tt«/0i»"

Th« Bast of Ihe New Raleataa'
9 Fait PUllW Naai -Th. Put)*

Call u> al (49 4505
Hts Sun.Mon.Wed Tnu.Fri 2-7 30

Sal 127 30
(Cloaad Tuaidayl

R.c.nl Arrival.: The Saint Devil's Own. Dante s Peak

Fathers Day, Road Racers. Silent Trigger, Day
Trippers.

Murder al 1800. First Strike. Inventing the Abbots. The
English Patient. Selena. Commandment. Ullysses Qaze.

Warriors of Virtue

Asteroid. Fierce Creatures. The Relic, Love and War
Fools Rush In Plus Many More 1

Neil Week: Liar Liar. Volcano

Save the
world...

Exchange your
paper version

of the Collegian

for the elec-

tronic version.

Visit the
Collegian web-

site at

www.umass.
edu/rso/

colegian

Rt. 5&10 Whatley. MA (413) 665-8733
Call Ham - 1am

Welcome Back Students!

Amateur Female Might
Apply in Person

Prize $$$

Male Show
Mon. Oct. 20,k

7pm - 11:30pm

Goo me Deli" ijJj

>up, Sandwiches, Gate

Frozen Yogurt

Daily OCMP Specials * *

rour OCMP $ goes further here"

Ccnvicniciitly located

between Antonio s and
Bueeis.

Open 11-7:30 Monday-Friday 253-2774
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Anyone interested

performing in the UMass Hoop

Band please contact

Thorn Hannum @

5-6060
UMASS HOOP BAND!! i ..__.

Tonight lj<0lC

Feati

Mi" Rl tot

JUST * :

**&? M

vZssst'**!^

1 5 East Pleasant Street

WEEKLY DRINK SPECIALS
Vodka & Tonic 1 6 oz $2 00

2 oz Miller Lite $1 99

1/2 Price Appetizers & Nachos|

3-5 & 7-9 in the Bar & Lounge

9 00 ! 30 in the B.ir, Lounge, &
Restauant

'Per person, dine in only at Hodley Chili's

426 Russell Street (Rt. 9) • 41 3-253-4008

I
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Collegian Classifieds
113 Campus Center
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Homecoming Concert-

Saturday. September 27!

Featuring Stephen Kellogg

and the Root Cellar Band in

the Student Union Ballroom

at 9:00 pm. All are welcome.

Tickets are $4 and can be

purchased at the door or at

Memorial Hall. Sponsored by

STARS and the Class of

2000.

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Sugarloaf Estates Luxury 2

bedroom apartment homes.

FREE HEAT AND HOT
WATER. State of the art

kitchens, designer baths,

w/w carpeting, washer and

dryer On PVTA Call Today

665-3858

1985 Dodge Charger auto

matic, good condition, reli-

able, new parts $600/B0

323-9808

Purchasing a used car?

Having your car repaired? Do

you know your legal rights?

Call The Student Legal

Services Office. 922 Campus

Center, 545-1995.

1992 Ford Escort LX XCLT

cond. 5 speed, 54k. $3600

538-9857

Auto For Sale '83 Chevy

Caprice Classic Great shape,

low mileage. $1200 Call

Robin 253-6348

'84 Jeep CJ7 4x4. hardtop,

new battery, needs some

work. Asking $1100 or B/0.

Call 549-1609 (Tony) or 549-

9267 (Patri)

1991 Dodge Colt white. 4

cyl.. hatchback, alarm, excel-

lent condition. $1700 Call

546-3640

EMPLOYMENT
Spring Break "Take 2" hir-

ing reps! Sell 15 Take 2 free.

Hottest destinations! Free

parties, eats, and drinks.

Sunsplash 1-800-426-7710 or

www.sunsplashtours.com

Attention Health Science

Students

Health and Wellness

Facilitator needed in South

Deerfield. Incredible opportu-

nity in the Corporate

Wellness Field. Competitive

hourly pay. Contact Robert

Martin at Hardigg Industries

(413)665-2163 ext. 2151

Part-Time Evening
Warehouse Position

Available Mon-Thurs, approx-

imately 20 hours per week
Apply in person at E+J

Distributors, 99 Industrial

Drive, MA 01 060

WANTED Person to clean 4

room condo on weekly basis.

Less than 1 mile from cam-

pus. Please call Ken 523-

8809

Jobs For The Environment

Campaign with MassPirg to

reduce pesticide use.

Flexible schedule.

$50-75/day

Call Terry @ 256-6434

Ski Lodge Positions Open

Nov-April. Salary, room and

board. Bonuses and ski pass

For applications, call, write,

or fax. Alta Peruvian Lodge.

PO Box 8017, Alta, Utah

84092. (801)742-3000 Fax

(801)742-3007

JOB OPPORTUNITIES IN

THE UMASS ATHLETIC
DEPARTMENT!

The UMass Athletic Ticket

Office is looking for students

to help with game operations

at home football games.

There will be a meeting on

Thursday, September 25 at

5:00 pm. in Curry Hicks Cage

for all those interested in

working. The next home
game is on Saturday,

September 27 at 1:00 pm.

Please contact John Dippel in

the Ticket Office at 545-0810

for more information

Drivers and Kitchen Help

Wanted. Apply at D.P.

Dough

Maintenance Person
Wanted at Hampshire

Fitness $7/hour. 8am-noon

Minimum of 3 mornings. 256-

6446

Needed Immediately Part-

Time Veterinary Assistant

Weekday afternoons. Apply

in person to: The Cat

Hospital, 139C Damon Rd.,

Northampton, MA

NOW HIRING!!! Alumni

Relations is looking for stu-

dent help for Homecoming
'97. Must be available on

Friday, September 26 and

Saturday, September 27.

$5.50/hour Stop by

Memorial Hall to fill out an

application. Questions? Call

Ann Thompson at 545-2317

Pinocchio's Now Hiring

Delivery drivers. $15 an hour

Car and positive attitude a

must. Apply in person. 30

Boltwood Walk.

Fitness Instructor for

Women's Only Club in

Belchertown Must be certi-

fied. Call Jenn 323-0125

Drivers Wanted Pays $70 to

$120 per shift. Car needed

Dominos 256-891

1

FOR SALE

Brother 2200 w/spread-
sheet $150 or B/O 532-5917

Leave message

FOR RENT

1 Bedroom Apt in Puffton

Available Oct 1st.

$535/month + elec. Call 549-

0455 to take over lease

Fridge Rentals 253-9742

Free Delivery

_ Stereo
Equiptment

Buy/Sell/Trade Home
stereo components. Used,

reconditioned 253-5312

Computers! Computers!
Computers! THE VERY BEST

PRICES AROUND! IBM
Thinkpads Compac as well

as printers, scanners, and

supplies. Call File

Management Solutions and

ask for Jason 549-4850

Rolling Stones Foxboro
Oct 20 and 21. Floor seats!

665-0241 Leave message

Macintosh Plus with 20mg
external hard drive, Mac
Image Writer II Asking $350

or B/0. Call 665-7794

Himalayan Kittens

C.F.A. Registered

$175 00

(413)634-5789

Refurbished 486 Computer

for sale 16MB RAM, 850 MB
HD, 15" monitor, WIN 95

$499 Call ACI at (413)256-

1147.

Big Fish Tank All equip-

ment included. $40 or B/0

549-6926

Laptop Notebook Works
good $150. Good for school.

Call Steve (413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for

computer. Works great. Call

CPC (413)584-8857

FOR SALE

Watch batteries, ear

piercing, eyeglass repairs,

jewelry restoration, diamond

engagements, wedding rings.

Silverscape Designs, 264 N.

Pleasant St, Amherst. 253-

3324 Open Daily.

FOUND

FOUND- Bag full of

clothes at Haigis Probably a

band member Call 253-6566

Marcie

Sum of Money Found in

Campus r-pntpr Post Office

on Friday morning. Call

Maureen at 545-3502

HOUSE FOR RENT

2 bedroom mobile home
Wendall Forest, 1/2 hour

from Amherst. Graduate stu-

dent-similar $550 monthly.

(508)544-6072

Guitar Lessons

Beginner-Advanced

1-888-908-8898

Call Peter (Toil-Free)

Black five star notebook

lost on Friday in Morrill 203.

Reward. Contact Collegian at

545-3500.

Missing "The Artist": Last

seen hitching to Hobart.

Please frequent your usual

places! We'll be there.

Lost Watch- Ladies

Hamilton Watch. Lost on Mt.

Toby Fireroad/Trails in mid-

July. Roman numerals, black

strap. Reward Sue (41 3)367-

2755

MISCELLANEOUS

#1 Campus Fundraiser

Raise all the money your

group

needs by sponsoring a VISA

Fundraiser on your campus.

No investment and very little

time

needed. There's no obliga-

tion, so

why not call for information

today.

Call 1-800-323-8454x95.

www.movieposter.com
Vintage-Current

(416)391-0133

MOTORCYCLE

650 Yamaha Runs great

Road ready. Drive away

today. $800. Call Jon 549-

5873

ROOM FOR RENT

Room for rent in private

home. 1 mile to UMass.

Furnished kitchen privileges

Laundry, parking, quiet,

friendly. $335/month

Barbara 549-4853

Need student to share

room on Hobart Lane

$150/month Sarah 586-9815

ROOM OPEN in big house

Great Location $280/month

plus. Call 253-2268. Ask for

Chris.

Seeking Grad Student or

Professional to share a

large modern Northampton

apt. Great location Two bed-

room, two bath. $560+ 584-

2247

ROOM FOR RENT

Female and Male Grad

Students seek female Grad

Student for share in large,

sunny, modern post and

beam house in Wendel, with

hot tub and deck on wooded

acreage. $200 per month

inclusive, but worth much

more Must see About 20

minutes from UMass with no

stoplights. (508)544-2688

SERVICES

Maximize Your PC On-site

training, installation,

upgrades, troubleshooting

PC Consult 253-1946

Experienced Seamstress

Mending, tailoring, alter-

ations, dressmaking, clothing

design. Call Chrysal 253-7573

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for

free testing and assistance

549-1906

COLLEGIAN
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Personals Policy Rates Standard Headings
All pefwnals MUST be proofread by Collegian clas-

uulovees before payment and acceptance of

the c Unified

Last fiamei MAY NOT be used in personals ONLY
-lies and initials are allowed. The only e»cep-

,11- tor birthday or congratulations personals, in

M the toll name may be used.

umbers are not allowed in personals NO

owed in personals, this means

»«ti rwmbeoa-
Personam of a threatening or derogatory nature are

• Personals of a vindictive or libelous

nJ iu „. uls may not be

the purpose or harassment.

6 Profanity may not be used in personals

7 The personals section is (or personals only The per-

sonals section may NOT he- used 10 *•" items, seek

roommates, advertise meetings ett

8. All personals must have the name signature, and

UMass ID number ol the student placing the .is

filled in on the insertion order Not

pros Idea valid limers li, enve ,mct the liCWI

ber muM be recorded on the insert,

(

icIelllVication or misrepresentation is subiect to

penalties under the law

1 The Collegian reserves tin. right l" 'etuv

any personal that does not meet the CoMaj

dards in accordant* with the lUIUIM "' 'he

Commonwealth of Massac husetts

Students

20tf per word/day

All others

40tf per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
I'lc.lsi- wrilr < li'.irlv .mil

legibly We are not ISjafSDnasWa tut mors nMUt

in>; bom Msajfela h.iniK\iitmn Off, type

ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT
ENTERTAINMENT

FOR SALE

FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES

SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

WEDNESDAY. SEPT. 24

Dunce — Israeli Folk Dancing.

8:30-9:13 p.m. teaching session.

9:15-10 pm. review.

Orayson/Orchard Hill. All are wel-

come. Kxperience is not necessary.

I lections — The Student

Government Association is holding

the Undergraduate Student Senate

elections from 1 1 a.m. -2 p.m. and

from 4-7 p.m. Locations: Orchard

Hill and Central- Franklin D.C..

South West- Berkshire and

Hampshire D.C., Sylvan and North

Worcester D.C.. Commuters-
Campus Center concourse and

Newman Center.

Meeting — Winter Session Israel

Trip information meeting at 7 p.m. at

the Hillel House. Come and find out

about a great opportunity to travel to

fa-ad with other UMass students.

Meeting — The UMass Poetry

Society will be holding a meeting at 7

p.m. in the Campus Center, room

162. All are welcomed. Bring your

own poetry or someone else's or just

come and listen.

Meeting — The Student Alumni

Relations Society (STARS) will hold

an orientation meeting at 5 p.m. in

Memorial Hall for anyone interested

in providing programming for stu-

dents and alumni. Contact Wes at

545- 2517 for more information.

Meeting — The UMass Theatre

Guild is holding a meeting at 7 p.m.

in the Campus Center, room 163C.

All are welcome.

Meeting — The UMass Sailing

Club will hold a general interest

meeting at 7 p.m. in the Cape Cod

Lounge.

Speaker — Arne Holte, professor

off Behavioral Sciences in Medicine,

University of Oslo, and Professor of

Clinical Psychology, University of

Tronso. Norway will be guest speaker

at the UMass School of Education at

the Early Childhood Education and

Development Program's Fortnightly

Breakfast series from 8:30-9:45 a.m..

Furculo 225.

THURSDAY. SEPT. 25

Entertainment — TV Night at 7:45

p.m. at the Hillel House. Come and

get to know others in the lewish com-

munity. Free food.

lecture Monica Palacios pre-

sents "Queer of Color in American

Theater" at 8 p.m. in Campus Center,

room 805. This is part of the GLBT
Studies Lecture Series and is co-

sponsored by The Stonewall Center.

Gl.B GSO. Women's Studies and the

Chancellor's Task Force on GLBT
Matters. For more information con-

tact the UMass Stonewall Center at

545-4824.

FRIDAY, SEPT. 26

Open House — The Hillel Open
House for Home Coming, 10

a.m.-noon.

Senicc — Multicultural lewish

Service at 6 p.m. at the Hillel Hou-e

Come celebrate the customs and

practices of all lews.

NOTICES

Auditions — The UMass Theatre

Guild is holding open auditions for

The Passion of Druculu on Friday.

Sept. 26 at 6:30 p.m. and Saturday.

Sept 27 at 10 a.m. and 3 p.m. in

Campus Center, room 904. Call

backs are on Sunday, Sept. 28 at 10

a.m.

Course — The Interdepartmental

Program in Film Studies is offering a

Certificate in Film Studies to all

majors (equivalent to a minor).

Includes six courses in film/video

studies. For more information and to

fill out an application, stop by the

office in 101 South College or call

545-3659. Office hours MW 8

a.m.-5 p.m.. TuTh 10 a.m.-5 p.m.. F

8 a.m.-2 p.m. Or visit the webpage:

www.umass.edu/Film.

Internships — Environmental

internships offered. Campaigns this

-cmesiet include: Hunger and

lloinelessness, Pesticides.

Endangered Species, Updated Bottle

Bill and Campaign Finance Reform.

I ooking for motivated students to

take leadership positions. Call

MassPIRG at 545-0199 or stop by

423A Student Union.

Auditions — The UMass Theatre

Guild is holding open auditions for

The Passion of Dracula on Friday.

Sept. 26 at 6:30 p.m. and Saturday.

Sept 27 at 10 a.m. and 3 p.m. in

Campus Center, room 904. Call backs

an on Sunday. Sept. 28 at 10 a.m.

Course — The Interdepartmental

Program in Film Studies is offering a

Certificate in Film Studies to all

majors (equivalent to a minor).

Includes six courses in film/video

studies. For more information and to

fill out an application, stop by the

office in 101 South College or call

545-3659. Office hours MW 8

FYls are public service announcements printed

daily To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the

Managing Editor by noon the previous day.

a.m.-5 p.m., TuTh 10 a.m.-5 p.m.. F

8 a.m.-2 p.m. Or visit the webpage:

www.umass.edu/film.

Internships — Environmental

internships offered. Campaigns this

semester include: Hunger and
Homelessness. Pesticides.

Endangered Species, Updated Bottle

Bill and Campaign Finance Reform.

Looking for motivated students to

take leadership positions. Call

MmsPIRG al 545-0199 or stop by

423A Student Union.

Auditions — The UMass Theatre

Guild is holding open auditions for

71m Tussion t»f Dracula on Friday.

Sept. 26 at b:30 p.m. and Saturday.

Sept 27 at 10 a.m. and 3 p.m. in

Campus Center, room 404 C all backs

are on Sunday. Sept. 28 at 10 am
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NICK
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6:00
Business Rpt.

CBS News

Naws

NawsX
CBSNewi
ABC News

Full Houm X
Ntws

Married... With

News

Home Imp.

Creeturet

NawsX
Reel TV I
Family Mitten

6:30

Fresh Prince

7:00 7:30
Newshour With Jim Lehrer X Pertormance at White House

Inside Edition Real TV X
ExtraX
Inside Edition

NBC News

BoyWorld

Wheel-Fortune

Cheers X
NBC News

Simpsons X
NBC New*

Business RpT

ABC News

Mad Abo. You

Family Matters

Qulncy "Touch ot Death

WoridView X
Comic Reliet

Movie Magic

Malte-Laugh

Up"cT

Supermarket

MTV Live

Figure It Out

Twilight Zone

Furniture

Beyond 2000

Judge Judy X
Ent. Tonight

Seinteld IT

Wheel-Fortune

Ent Tonight

Chronicle X

Country Music Association Awards (In Slereo Live) X
Country Music Association Awards (In Stereo Live) X

Fresh Prince

Spin City X
Sister, Sister

Jeopardy! X
Grace Under

Tony Danza I

Hard Copy X
FrasierX

Jeopardy! X
Newshour With Jim Lehrer X
Seinteld X
Seinfeld X
Who's Boss?

Frasier X
FrasierX

Who's Boss?

Law It Order "Jurisdiction" X
Moneyline

X

ICrossflreX"

Dally Show (R)

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 I 10:00 I 10:30

SEPTEMBER 24, 1997

American Experience "FDR" (R) (In Steteo) (Part 1 ol 2) X AHIuenta (In Stereo) X
News I

Dharma-Greg Drew Carey X
Smart Guy X Wayans Bros.

Built to Last X 3rd Rock From the SunS

Sentinel "The Girl Next Door" X
Tony Penza X

j
Built to Last X

Star Trek: Voyager "Nemesis

Beverly Hills, 90210 (In Slereo)

Tony Oania X IBullt lo Last x
Pertormance at White House

SptnCHyX |Dharma-Orea

Ellen X
Steve Harvey

Primetime Live X
News

Law I Order "Thrill" X
News

3rd Rock From the Sun X
Party ol Five "Past Imperlecl"

3rd Rock From the Sun X
American Experience "FDR

11

(R

Drew Carey X I
Ellen I

Sentinel "The Girl Next Door" XlStw Trek: Voyager "Nemesis"

tHtV, "Above the Uiv"(19B8, Drama) Steven Seagal, Henry Sirva.

Biography: Frank Coslello

Prime News X I Burden-Proof

American Juatice "Mob Rats"

Larry King Live X

Stein's Money

Sportecenter

Debt

Wings of the Red Star (R)

*i* "Throw Momma From the rwi'11987) Danny PeVE

Wild Discovery: Pandas IDiscover Magazine "Poison'

|LAPD

Law a Order "Thrill" X
News

Law i Order "Thnll" X
In Slereo) (Part t ot 2) X
Primetime Live X

11:00 I 11:30

Newt

Nowt JC

Late Show X
Late Show X
Nlghtllne X

Star Trek: Deep Space Nina X

Vibe

ITonlght Show

Simpsons X
Tonight Show

Deep Space 9

Tonight Show

Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

News X
News M'A'S'H X Seinfeld X Cheers X
t« "KungFu: The Movie" (1966'

20th Century (R)

World Today X
South Park (R) |Make-Laugh

Would You Believe It?

Nightline X

)rama) David Carradine.

Law a Order "Mayhem" X
Sports l llus.

Dally Show
Moneyline X
Steln'a Money

Wild Discovery: Pandas

Viewers

Tiny Toon

Twilight Zone

Renovation

Kung Fu: Legend

Baywatchl

4:45 "Power"

Intimate Portrait

Jimmy Page Robert Plant

Malor Leaoue Baseball TeamsJu Be Announced (Live]fl i
M
«l°/J

L'«9"

I

^
I i minLd Mysteries (In StereoHforopW ol EVfr. The inril leBaron Stor/l

.
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" *

—

' - "i

—
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[Major Leegue Baseball: Teams TBA

DougX
Amaz. Stories

Hometime (R)

Rugrats X
Inaide Space

Hometime (R)

Lota a Clark-Superman

500 *sWW
t*^"Ch»ncet

Highlander. The Series (Rj

tuVtl olAu^^ King"[\m)mi
*»

h "The Journey ol Auguti Ainfl'(1995) X
"Bushwhackeirym) Daniel Stem. 'PG'B

Art" (1969, Comedy) CybW Shepherd. ftO'

Beavis-Butt.

Hey Arnold! X
Beavis-Butt.

Happy Days

Seaquest DSV "Dream Weaver'

SeaTek(R) I
Pop Science

. . . ... '
I. —i *.- ri.- -a*

Countdown to the 10 Spot

Happy Days | Bewitched

Forever Knight "Dead Air" X
History of Rock n' Roll (R)

Real World X
I Love Lucy X

Austin Stories

Odd Couple X
Friday the 1 3th: The Series X
History of Rock 'n' Roll (R)

Homicide: Life on the Street X
Oddvllle, MTV

Taxi X
Amaz. Stories

Sea Tek (R

i * "Smokey and the Bandit «" (i960, Com

Loveline (R)

Newhart X
Inside Space

:er Texas Ranger X \ ine renea t/atrywi t '**>. f-"°"i»< i '°^i ^v~- "»- »i — -

^MJam^1996)Mtchael Jordan. 'PG'ltt !* "WhneMa>T5flurtfcn'(1995) John Travolta. |e

•^..rO^/icwn rv.ma) John Travolta 'PG'tX !**» "She's the OM"(1998,Conw*« "tfrtwi Ccwix>y"(1980, btamaT
. . . hti... o..^«~**l<aM rrvnartui

Pop Science

Burl ReynoklsT
"

«»« ^mriwarxJl^BanJJf" 11977, Comedy) Butt I .

w.i*., T„2.R.noarX \
"fhePerleaDame?h^.btmaU<Bcm^.tin^eom ISilkSt.lkings 'B;

1996, Comedy) Robin Williams ffX

teft "Juice" (1 992) 'R'M

<)y)JenniterAnis1on. R'B)

Dead Man'a Gun "Burytn' Sam" |Fatt Track X \"Cobr-Just"
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Bruno By C. Baldw
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Robotman By Jim Meddick

Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dilbert By Scott Adams
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YOU IN CHARGE
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BETWEEN THAT AND
ISO 3000?

J

OH, ABOUT
6000. HA HA
HA HA!!

HEY, I THINK
I'LL USE THAT
ONE AT THE
STOCKHOLDER
(AEETING?

YEAH,
THAT'LL
COAKE
THEfA UP.

Thatch By Jeff Shesol 8 Years in Braces Eric Petersen
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Horoscopes
LIBRA (Sepl. 23-Oct. 22) — No

one is likely to stand in your way
today, so if you feel yourself slowing

down or fighting against the current,

you have onlv yourself to blame.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) —
You will get a quick start off the

block today, but the hurdles that lie

in your path may require you to slow

your pace along the way.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — A special memory can serve

you well today, but you must take

care that you don't allow it to control

your thoughts or actions.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— You may be separated from the

one you love today, but with patience

and creativity you can avoid any

long-lasting regret or disappoint-

ment.

AQUARIUS (Ian. 20-Feb. 18) —
You will have to work harder than

usual to communicate with those

around you today. Keep things sim-

ple, straightforward and light-heart-

ed.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) —
You should be able to recapture a

past glory before the day is out - and

this time you're going to want to

hang on to it!

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
Let someone else take part in your

endeavors today: the new unusual

perspective will only prove beneficial

to all involved.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
Take care not to fritter away the time

with activities that do not add up to

anything concrete. Fovus on the big

things today!

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20) —

You may have to face a certain chal-

lenge today that you have been fear-

ing for some time. In the end, you'll

wonder what all the fuss was about!

CANCER (June 21-Iuly 22) -
Make no mistake: you're ready for

something big to come your way, and

it's only a matter of time before

you're involved body and soul.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) — You are

becoming more and more concerned

with your standing as compared to

those around you, when your focus

should be turning inward instead.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) —
Think ahead and begin making
plans that you can put into motion

when current endeavors start to

wind down. You will want to be

prepared.

Close to Home By John McPherson

'S «r t Ho r>iiy

44 Education is learning a lot

about how little you know

ACROSS
1 Hurry
5 Snooty person
9 Game of chance

1 4 Hawks' arena
1 5 Cook book
16 Loathe
1 7 Web master?
19 Dunk
20 Seasonal worker
21 Within sight

22 Servants
23 Gave the

meaning ol

25 Dachshunds
26 Pleasure
27 Set of five

30 Bookstore
section

33 OH city

34 Modern
36 Sailor's call

37 Began a card
game

38 Disgusting
39 Crow's voice

40 Tries to find

41 Move stealthily

42 Sunup to sunset

44 Apple—
45 Big League

events
46 Part of a ship

50 Useful
52 "Dracula" girl

53 Green

vegetable
54 Tourists' escort

55 New Orleans
celebration

57 Elizabeth — of

cosmetics
58 "— Do Is

Dream of You"
59 French river

60 Hit the trail

61 Joke
62 Reacted to a

cut

DOWN
1 Gave medicine
2 Plenty
3 Take a whiff

4 Concealed
5 Silver—:

movies
6 Wanderer
7 Actor Sharif

8 Forbid
9 Pasta dish

10 Double-reed
player

11 Thump
12 Pitch

13 Bauxite, e.g.

18 Boredom
22 Clammy
24 Up in the air

25 Blunts
27 Earth upheaval
28 Oklahoma town

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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|
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N
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IS TED
R

uTgTh EID
Hnara shhkj

DQEMZi sum QlflKUOa

QHLUGJa BSQO UuTJHW
nigral*] HBE3U eaa

9?4 3/ O 1997. Urtted Feolure Syndicate

?9 Blab
30 Pouch
31 African country
32 Des Moines

place
33 Pours
35 Tiny
37 God or

goddess
38 Watch
40 Pupil

41 Red Sea
peninsula

43 Thataway
44 Expert
46 Daughters
47 Spring month
48 Rent
49 Relieved
50 Damage
51 Verdi opera
52 Gander or

drake
54 Fuel
55 Mil. rank

56 Sailor

Today#s P.C. Menu
Call 543-2676 tor more Information.

Franki'in
LUNCH

Wheatball Grinder

Meatball Grinder

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Turkey Bacon Swiss Folded Pita

DINNER
Turkey Tenderloin/ Citrus Glaze

Roast Beef w/ Black Pepper Crust

Beans and Rice

Grilled Chicken Sandwich

Worcester
LUNCH
Taco

Vegetable Taco

Hungarian Noodle Bake

Ziti

DINNER
Turkey Tenderloin/Pesto

Stuffed Shells

Roman Rice and Beans

Pastabilities

Hampshire
LUNCH
Taco

Grilled Sneeze

Hamburger
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

DINNER
Roast Beef w/ Black Pepper Crust

Turkey Tenderloin Fillet

Berkshire

LUNCH
Taco

Grilled Chicken Sandwich
Vegetable Taco

DINNER
Turkey Tenderloin/Sundried Tomato

Roast Top Round of Beef

Rotini w/ Garden Vegetables

Pastabilities
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UConn ends Minutewomen's unbeaten streak, 2-1
By iorma Konsonen

Collegian Staff

If you had not done a certain some

thing in almost three years, would you

not be a little pent up and frustrated?

That must have been the feeling the

No. 10 University of Massachusetts

women's soccer team must have hud

coming into their match with No. 7

Connecticut yesterday afternoon, since

the Minutewomen have not scored a

goal in the last four matches against

their main rivals, the Huskies. For the

first time since the 1 994 season. UMass

was able to break UConn s scoring

stranglehold on freshman midfielder

Brooke Bartlett's goal at the 21:28

mark.

Bartlett collected her blocked cross-

ing pass 15 yards out from the goal,

and hammered a low. left-footed blast

inside the post to the left of the

Huskies' sophomore
goalkeeper lennifer

Traw. But goals by U.S.

National Team member
Sara Whalen and senior

forward Naomi Stone halted the

Minutewomen's upset bid. and UConn
t7-l ) took a 2-1 win yesterday at Ruth

|. Totman Field. It was UMass' first loss

of the season, dropping them to 6-1

.

For UMass coach )im Rudy, the dif-

ference between the skillful, yet not

quick Minutewomen squads of past

years to the current edition that is more

speedy, but less experienced, was evi-

dent — that fact gave his team more of

a chance to compete against the speed

of UConn, and they did.

"We engaged and battled well today,

and last year we had to absorb, absorb,

absorb and hope." Rudy said. "This

year, we could come out and get at

them a little bit, and in the first half, 1

thought we played well. The second

half, they had more of the game, and

we had surges here and there.

"This is all good information for us.

and we needed to be challenged by a

superior team, who would make you

pay for errors, and they did."

Bartlett is just one of those freshman

that have come into the UMass lineup

this season to make an impact. After a

series of Atlantic 1 conference games

that saw the Minutewomen get minute-

ly challenged, this game against No. 7

UConn was what it is all about.

"It was a good experience for me,

and I've been looking forward to this

game for a long time." Bartlett said. "I

looked up to the UConn program in

high school, and I was glad I came here

so I could give them a challenge.

Connecticut

Massachusetts 1

Getting a goal is just the added excite-

ment.

"We just have to come out harder

next time, and this is just an experience

to leam from. We've gone from having

a lot of injuries to playing UConn 2-1,

and that's great."

Whalen paced the Huskies attack by

being the offensive catalyst for each

UConn goal, assisting on Stone's goal.

Connecticut coach Len Tsantiris must

hu\e seen his senior veteran admirably

run the left flank for the U.S. team this

summer, because Whalen played cen-

tral midfield to start the match — com-

pared to her old position at sweeper.

'Whalen was a big factor, and her

international and national level showed

today," Rudy said. "It was obvious that

she was playing at a speed higher than

anyone else, and she certainly factored

in on those two goals. 1 could see the

second goal coming a mile away, and

that's just a mental

error by our people.

"But. she's a poacher,

and her speed is awe-

some. I think Tsantiris

is still trying to figure out how this is all

supposed to fit together. But. that team

has the potential of being better than

last year's team."

The rock of the backline of the

UMass defense, junior defender

Amanda Thompson, witnessed first-

hand the game Whalen can bring to an

opponent. In past years, the UMass
defense has been able to control her

game, but for just a few moments in

yesterday's match. Whalen was able to

break on through to the other side.

"The UConn coach played her on the

outside in the second half, and I think

that is where she belongs," said

Thompson, about Whalen's switch

from center-mid to the flank. "She's a

really fast player, and she has a game

where she can exploit the outside

because she is faster than a lot of peo-

ple.

"She really did well in the second

half, and unfortunately, we didn't cover

her as well as we did in the first half."

The beginning of the match saw the

Minutewomen come out with some
opening jitters. An early scoring oppor-

tunity by freshman forward |en Carlson

just bounced off the crossbar in the 3rd

minute, but afterwards, UMass started

to get on a roll. In the 11th minute,

senior defender Erica Iverson served a

cross from the right flank, with sopho-

more forward Emma Kurowski sending

her header just over the crossbar herself.

However, it was Bartlett who scored

the first goal of the game, and the

UF, Huskers shake up

national champ, picture
Oh. Peyton. How art thou for-

saken thee.

In a three-hour span on
Saturday, (hereby declared "Black

Saturday"), all my predictions, all

my bold declarations, basically

everything, crumbled like a cookie

on Orlando Pace's plate.

Down goes Brock Huard with a

sprained ankle. Down goes

Washington.

Down goes Peyton Manning
into the arms of a swarming
Gator

ing how Michigan and Michigan

St. have looked). Florida looks

like they might not lose until

Steve Spurrier leaves, (which

won't be too, too long), and FSU
hasn't done anything to make peo-

ple think they'll lose, besides the

fact that Thad Busby's their quar-

terback.

Oh. it's maddening. But then,

that's why we love it. And it's also

why college football makes the

NFL look like an 18-week PBS
telethon.

College Football

Luke Meredith

defense.
Down go the

Vols.

But wait, I

knew the

Gators were ^^^^,"

gonna win. and I knew Nebraska

would upset the Huskies, I swear.

I changed my mind on Saturday at

about 3:20 p.m. Swear to God.

Okay. I'm lying like a cheap rug

in the lobby of Mackimmie. (Or

any dorm really. I'm not picky.)

I should have known it was

coming. Plenty of people informed

me on Friday night that my picks

would be. in fact, incorrect,

including a certain Minuteman
hurler who was so adamant about

the Gators that I bet him if

Tennessee lost, I'd put his name
in the paper, (well, an alias, real-

ly) along with his glorious pick.

Congrats, Billy Hopps, you

were right. Peyton choked.

But let's discuss the aftermath.

Both Nebraska and Florida are

now <-crious National

Championship contenders, and

UT and Washington can kiss the

Orange Bowl goodbye.

Peyton has seriously damaged
his Heisman chances, though if he

does put up sick numbers for the

rest of the year he'll still win

because Randy Moss plays at

Marshall and is a wide-out, which

thereby excludes his sick num-
bers.

The Big Ten will now probably

have its champ be one of the two

loola in the National

Championship picture come
lanuary. provided one of them can

come out of there unscathed,

(which might be tough consider-

(17.000 for the

Oilers game?
Come on. kids.

Come on.

)

Hey Dad.
can I rake the

leaves instead?

There are some games on this

weekend that flat out suck. So, I

thought we'd talk about them. My
picks for this week's clunkers.

Maryland at Temple. Temple
6-3.

Texas A&M at North Texas.

North Texas 27-0. (You know I

still keep it real with the Eagles.)

Akron at LSU. LSU 384-6.

(J
t

'11 look like a Pats game.)

Navy at Duke. Navy 38-7.

(Duke is, in Massachusetts terms,

"wicked bad")
Booty Schwag of the Week

Award...

Notre Dame has their own TV
contract with NBC, have won like

a bazillion national titles (not an

exact figure) and have a movie
about them.

But it wasn't until Saturday that

they finally reached the pinnacle

of college football.

That's right, fans. Crown the

Irish. They've won the Schwag.

How, do you ask, did they pull

it off? It was a lot of things. Lack

of a quarterback I ack of talent at

wide-out. Bad play-calling.

In other words, they've worked

hard to get the Schwag. For that. I

salute them.

See, most teams would see Ron
Powlus and go, "Wait. Let's try to

get a quarterback who's good."

But the Irish liau higher goJs.

Turn to FOOTBAU pofj* 7

Minutewomen had their first lead over

UConn in three years. The UMass
frontline continued to successfully pres-

sure the Husky defenders through the

majority of the half, but UConn began

to find space in the final third of the

pitch in the last fifteen minutes of the

half.

That culminated at the 37:00 mark,

with Whalen sliding away from four

UMass players to score from 10 yards

out, beating senior keeper Danielle

Dion low to her left. Both teams went

into the half at 1-1, and the

Minutewomen came out fast, with

freshman forward Kara Green teaming

up with sophomore forward Kate

Webb to pressure the Husky goal in the

47th minute.

But. after the 55th minute, UConn
began to step up. and Dion made a div-

ing save to her right in the 68th minute

off of a bending shot from 1 5 yards out

by freshman midfielder Lauren

Molinaro.

Six minutes later, the Husky offense

managed to reel off five consecutive

corner kicks in the span of two min-

utes, but UMass held back any distinct

scoring chance until Thompson's back

save at the far post on the fifth comer.

After a failed clear, though. Whalen

was able to beat senior defender Amy
Burrill to the ball, running down the

right flank to serve a perfect cross to

the boot of Stone to put UConn up for

good at 2-1. A late opportunity by

Green, blasting a shot from the

right-hand side of the goal that Traw

just got a hand on, but the ensuing cor-

ner was to no avail, and so was the

Minutewomen's late offensive surge.

"That would have been great if Kara

scored, and she's been pulling off

gamewinners left and right." Bartlett

said. "It would have been awesome if

she could have pulled it off. and have us

go into overtime, but what can you do?"

For Thompson, the team has to focus

on the rest of the season, and take the

lessons learned in another loss to UConn
to heart. Nothing is guaranteed, but the

heart of the UConn-UMass rivalry is the

NCAA Tournament, and she hopes they

can face them one more time.

"The team can get out of this that we
were ahead at one point, but we ended

up losing it. so we have to focus on the

entire game," Thompson said. "We
have to look forward to the future, and

just win the rest of our games. If we get

to the Tournament, we'll be ready for

them.

"They'll be thinking now. and they

might have to be back on their heels,

because we're UMass."
Sophomore midfielder Cindy Garceau (No. 1 8) and UConn star Jennifer Tietjen (No. 1 3) go

the first half of yesterday's 2-1 Husky win.
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for the ball in

Minutewomen open A-10 play vs. Rhody
By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

It is understandable that today's

game against Rhode Island (3:30

p.m.) may take on a different level of

importance for the members of the

University of Massachusetts field

hockey team.

It is, after all. the start to their con-

ference season.

"Your conference is always very,

very important," UMass coach Patty

Shea said. "That really is a lot of your

focus — within your conference."

Focusing on conference games now
results in a bigger pay-off for mem-
ber schools of the Atlantic 10. In a

policy that went into effect last year,

the winner of the league tournament

receives an automatic bid to an

the back of their opponents' cage —
both in a 5- 2 loss to Georgetown on

Sunday.

The Minutewomen. on the other

hand, boast the top two Koran on

the A- 10 overall scoring chart. Erica

lohnston (7 goals, 1 assist. 15 points)

and Vicky Browne (3g. 4a. lOpts) top

a list that also includes Chris

Millbauer (>g. 2a. 8pt«), Courtney

MacLean (2g. la. SpU), kristcn

Schmidt (Ig. la. 3pts) and Amy Ott

i2a. 2ptsi in its top 25.

UMass also has a hold on two of

the conference'-, top five overall goal-

keeping spots, as Michelle Crooks.

who played the entire second half of

Saturday's game at Northeastern, and

Zowic Tucker check in at No. 1 and

No y respectively.

Tucker has compiled .711 save

percentage in 467 minutes of work.

while Crook- has a perfect 1.000 per-

centage for her time in goal.

Field Hockey

Massachusetts

v. Rhode Island

Garber Field i
_j_jvjrK__

NCAA tournament play-in game.

"As far as the NCAAs, you have

other alternatives than the poll."

Shea said. "You use your conference.

so that really is the nuts and bolts of

your season right there."

The Minutewomen were the first

beneficiaries of this new process, as

they claimed an automatic play-in

against Ball State by virtue of win-

ning the A- 10 Tournament.

This year. UMass (3-4) starts its

march toward the postseason against

the Rams. UR1 has suffered a rough

start to its season, dropping six

straight contests that have seen the

Rams score only two goals.

Included on Rhode Island's early

season slate was Connecticut, which

drubbed the Rams, 11-0, and
California, a team UMass has already

faced as well.

The season-opening opponent for

both teams, Cal beat URI. 3-0.

before falling to UMass, 8-1

.

lust as the scores against the

teams' common foe indicates two

completely different games, the

goals-scored lists for UMass and URI

also contrast each other.

For Rhode Island, only Angela

Bashore and Lynn Turner have found

>ATLY COLLEGIAN
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Minutewomen
blank Rams

Kate Putnam and
the Massachusetts
field hockey team
beat the Rams of

Rhode Island 5-0.

Get the scoop (See

Sports page 14).

Where everyone
knows your name

Beer Is the bever-

age of choice
among many stu-

dents. Find out
why this refreshing

brew is such a uni-

fying drink (see

Arts & Living, page

5).
• -

WORLD

Israeli guards trade

gunfire in Jordan

AMMAN, Jordan — (AP) Two Israeli

Embassy security guards traded gun-

fire with assailants in a car in )ordan's

capital on Monday. The Israelis were

slightly wounded and one man in the

fleeing vehicle was hit.

Jordan's King Hussein condemned
the attack as "disgraceful" and visited

the two Israelis in the hospital. The

attackers would be severely punished,

the king promised, and he presented

the Israelis with watches.

Hussein telephoned Israeli Prime

Minister Benjamin Netanyahu to

express his regrets for the attack. In a

television broadcast, lordanian officials

also offered a "substantial reward" for

help in finding the attackers.

The Israelis, Yaakov Levine and
Amikam Hadar, were attacked as they

drove to work, Israeli Embassy
spokesman Roey Cilad said, adding

they were "in a good condition and

recovering... from slight gunshot
wounds." Israel's ambassador Oded
Eran told a news conference that one

Israeli was hit above the knee and the

other in the pelvis.

lordanian officials said the attackers

— presumably |ordanians — chased

the Israelis in Amman's upscale neigh-

borhood of Deir Chbar, where the

U.S. Embassy and ihe homes of sever-

al Israeli diplomats are located.

NATION

Ole Miss dorm sleep-

over idea falls flat

IACKSON, Miss. — (AP) The right

to have overnight visitors of the

opposite sex is but a dream to stu-

dents in the dormitories at the

University of Mississippi.

A new policy allowing "sleep-

overs" on weekends was scheduled

to take effect last weekend but was

scrapped by university officials amid

complaints from parents, state law-

makers and religious leaders.

"They caught somebody sleeping

on that one. That's bad, bad, bad

policy," said state Sen. Hillman

Frazier. "We're still the Bible Belt.

Some things are a no-no in our state,

especially when it deals with state

tax dollars."

No college in Mississippi allows

men and women to share dorm
rooms overnight. Public colleges in

neighboring Alabama and Louisiana

have similar bans, though it is com-

mon for universities across the coun-

try to allow overnight visitors of the

opposite sex, especially on week-

ends.

Ole Miss dorm residents voted

overwhelmingly Sept. 2 to allow

1 ,200 upperclassmen to have guests

of the opposite sex in their rooms

from noon Friday to midnight

Sunday. The idea came from a stu-

dent survey last fall.

In vetoing the change, College

Board members said that it violates a

state policy against coed dorms and

that proper channels had not been

followed.

EXTENDED FORECAST

Today Friday Saturday

$ Sr 9
HIGH: 66 HIGH: 66 HIGH: 68

LOW: 50 LOW: 53 LOW: 48

Erica Johnston (No. 7) and the Minutewomen open A-1 play this afternoon with a home date

Island. Came time is scheduled for 3:30 p.m. at Garber Field.

m loiucun

against Rhode
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Campus-wide bike registration continues
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Ben Chappell, a junior art major, locks up his bike with the help of Jon

Chappell, a Senior art major, by the Student Union.

Bicyclists at the University of Massachusetts have the

opportunity of registering their bicycles for free with the

Public Safety Department. By doing so, students mini-

mize the chances of having their bikes stolen.

"My main objective is to reach out to freshman and

first year students. Commuters and upperclassmen who
have been around for a while know the routine, they

know what locks are the best and which ones are not,"

said Public Safety officer Neil ^^__^^^__
Lunney, who has been working with

the bike registration program for

eight years.

However. Lunney said, many
upperclassmen have still not regis-

tered their bikes.

Last week, Public Safety held a

bike registration program at the

Student Union, at which a total of

128 bikes were registered.

Even though bike registration

week is over, students can go to the

UMass Police Department Monday
through Friday until 3 p.m. to regis-

ter their bikes.

Once a bike is registered, a stick-

er with a registration number is

attached to the frame of the bicycle

and the bicycle's serial number along with a description

is entered into the police system.

Students also have the option of getting their social

security number or birthdate engraved on the bike for

description purposes if the bicycle is stolen.

Once a bicycle is registered, the information will

remain in the police system for five years. In addition,

students will receive information regarding the best way

to secure a bike.

Lunney said the best lock for students to secure their

bike with is the U-lock.

"Students should only use cable locks as a secondary

lock. In all my years of registering bikes I have only

found one bike that was stolen where the bike owner

used a U- lock, the rest have always been cable locks."

he said.

Bicycle Co-Op employee Pat Hackleman agrees.

"No matter what kind of bike a person has when they

come in to buy a lock, I always tell them to get a kryp-

tonite U-lock," said Hackleman.

The Bicycle Co-Op sells U-locks for $25.

Hackleman said that although cable locks cost about

"/ like to make students

aware, give them a fair

chance to take care of their

bikes before something bad

occurs. It is their bike, their

responsibility and they need

to take precautions to keep

it secure,

"

Public Safety officer Neil

Lunney.

$15, "it is worth it to spend an extra $10 for a lock that

is going to keep your bike safer."

"I like to make students aware, give them a fair

chance to take care of their bikes before something bad

occurs. It is their bike, their responsibility and they need

to take precautions to keep it secure," Lunney said.

According to Hackleman and Lunney, the bicycles

that are stolen more often on campus are Treks,

Diamond Backs. Cannon Dales and Mongooses. Each

bike has a value of $200- $500 or more.

"A lot of bikes are stolen, but many bike parts are

stolen as well," Lunney said.

According to police reports. 65

bikes and four bike parts were
reported stolen during the last six

months of 1994, 124 bikes and 12

parts were stolen during 1995, 79

bikes and 1 5 parts were reported

stolen in 1996.

As for 1997, 24 bikes and four

parts were reported stolen from

lanuary to May. Data has not been

released for the rest of the year,

but since classes have begun bikes

have been reported stolen accord-

ing to the police log.

Lunney said that to protect parts

being stolen, students with quick

release seats should always bring

their seats with them and whenev-

er possible, bike owners should take off the front tire

and secure it with the back tire.

Although bicycle thefts occur in all the residential

areas. Lunney said the majority of the thefts occur in

Southwest Residential Area.

After surveying some bike racks around Southwest

residential halls and academic halls it is apparent why so

many bikes are easily stolen — many bicycles are not

properly secured.

Lunney wants to stress the importance of students

knowing vital information about their bikes.

"Regardless if their bicycle is registered students

should always know their serial number, make and

model and any engravings and other descriptions," he

said.

Lunney said that most bikes that are stolen on campus

are not registered with the UMPD, because he says the

bike "registration sticker acts as a deterrent."

In addition to proper bike locks, bike racks are also a

major concern to Lunney.

Many bike racks are not in good locations. They are

Turn to BIKE, page 2

College students use , abuse credit
Beth McCarthy
Collegian Staff

How's Your Credit?

Like most college students, Paul Brescia, a junior

Wildlife and Fisheries major, couldn't resist a 20 percent

discount off his purchase if he would only fill out the cred-

it card application.

With credit card companies hounding students with

offers for free t-shirts, Frisbees and other fun prizes all

over college campuses, it is not so surprising that students

like Brescia apply for several cards.

Between department store cards, phone cards and the

number of Visa and MasterCards that are offered, it may

not be surprising to hear that, according to the American

Banker Consumer Survey, 20 percent of college students

have four or more credit cards.

What may come as a bit of a surprise is that Brescia said

they are responsible about the cards that they do have.

They pay well over the balance due every month, they

don't use their cards very often and they don't keep every

card they are mailed.

In fact, according to the Visa Scholars and Cents study,

90 percent of students think of themselves as responsible

card owners.

This study was done between 1996-1997 and was

based on phone interview-, of 251 college students who
had a major credit card in their name.

"Based on their track records with the college, Visa and

its member banks have long regarded students as responsi-

ble users of credit." said Bob Couch. Sr. Vice President of

Visa USA. "This new study confirms that the vast majority

of college students keep their spending in line with their

income and pay their bills on time."

Mel Stiller, Executive Director of the Consumer Credit

Counselling Service of Massachusetts (CCCS), sees a

much different crowd than those "responsible users of

credit."

The CCCS is a non-profit organization whose only

responsibility is to provide counselling for people with

financial problems.

"What we see hcte are people having problems." said

Stiller, referring to those who have found themselves in

serious credit debt. "We are seeing more and more young

people with these kinds of problems."

A very typical situation is that a student will accumulate

a significant debt in school, between student loans and

credit cards, and then they graduate without getting that

high paying job they were anticipating. Stiller said.

Then they are faced with having to buy a car. pay rent,

utilities and have enough for basic living.

So what about this Visa study that paints such a rosy

picture of credit?

"Would you expect any other answer from Visa?" asked

John Reske, V.P. and Director of Marketing for the

UMass/Five College Credit Union.

Faculty Senate ready

to tackle tough issues

By Tamar Carroll

Collegian Staff

The Honors College, the creation of

a College of Life Sciences, Chancellor

David K. Scott's Strategic Action

Plan, the aftermath of the Goodell

Takeover — these are the major issues

on campus this semester, and they will

all be tackled by the Faculty Senate.

Although many students are

unaware of the Senate or confused

about its function, it is one of the most

important forums on campus, serving

as a watchdog for the administration

and a source of information for the

entire campus body.

Composed of 120 faculty members

from every department, the Faculty

Senate reviews all aspects of the

University, from academics to the

quality of life, and advises the admin-

istration on policy decisions and

courses of action.

In an interview with The

Massachusetts Daily Collegian this

week. Senate President |ohn Bracey

discussed the role and significance of

the Faculty Senate in the campus com-

munity.

"The Senate is a body established

under the authority of the Board of

Trustees to give advice to the adminis-

tration and to help with the academic-

side of the things." Bracey said. "It is

the one forum where all parts of the

campus come together; where stu-

dents, faculty and administration all

sit down together."

In its bimonthly meetings, the

Senate provides an opportunity for

students and faculty to gather infor-

mation from campus leaders and to

raise topics for consideration by both

the Senate and the administration.

The meetings begin with an address

from a prominent government, com-

munity, or campus leader, designed to

Turn to FACULTY page 2

Clinton urges

U.N. to end
nuclear testing

Library lecture discusses

change in Latin America

By Ron Fournier

Associated Press

By Anna Glozman
Collegian Correspondent

UNITED NATIONS — President

Clinton sent the Senate the long-

delayed global test-ban treaty Monday

and urged members to "end all

nuclear tests for all time" by approv-

ing the pact over the objections of

some Republicans.

Announcing his action in an

address to the United Nations' 52nd

General Assembly. Clinton called the

treaty "the longest sought, hardest

fought prize in the history of arms

control." He signed the accord a year

ago but pocketed it while White
House lobbyists tried to build sup-

port.

In a 19-minute speech to U.N. dele-

gates, the president also called for a

permanent international court to pun-

ish human rights violators.

And he pledged that the United

States would pay nearly $1 billion in

past-due U.N. fees to "put the ques-

tion of debts and dues behind us once

and for all."

Returning to the theme of his U.N.

address last year. Clinton said the

nations of the world must unite

against "21st century predators." He
warned. "We're all vulnerable to the

reckless acts of rogue states and to an

unholy axis of terrorists, drug traffick-

Turn to TtST &AN, page 2

The changing realities of Latin

America were discussed in a lecture

given by Howard |. Wiarda and

Leonard j. Horwitz. a professor of Latin

American Studies at the University of

Massachusetts, from the top of the

W.E.B. Dubois Library on Monday.

The audience, which consisted of

about 20 students and community
members of different backgrounds, lis-

tened intently to Wiarda's talk on

"The Democratic Revolution in Latin

America," which was part of the activ-

ities planned this week to celebrate

I atino Heritage.

One of Wiarda's main points was

that the social structure of Latin

America does not match contempo-

rary North American images. He cited

"old movies starring Bing Crosby and

Carmen Maranda" and New Yorker

magazine cartoons as sources for the

skewed stereotypes.

"Men on horseback gallop in and

out of the presidential palace with fre-

quent regularity is often the North

American understanding of Latin

American politics." Wiarda said.

Wiarda differentiated between the

revolutionary images of Che Guevara

and Fidel Castro, and that of the fun-

damental transformation of society

that countries such as Great Britian,

Germany, and the United States

underwent in earlier decades.

"I use the term 'revolution'

advisidely." Wiarda said. "What is

occurring in the region is a profounder

and... deeper revolution."

The society Wiarda described as

"feudal and quasi- medieval" is trans-

forming into a "modem, dynamic, par-

ticipatory more democratic, more plu-

ralist kind of society."

He compared figures from three

decades ago that show a 70 percent

rural society becoming 70 percent

urban, and a population that was 70

percent illiterate improving to 70 per-

cent literate. Besides literacy, the per

capita has also improved from $540

per person in 1960 to $800 per person

last year, even holding constant for

inflation.

According to Wiarda. this is a

"remarkable transformation in a 57

year period."

"Public opinion polls in the region

show overwhelming support for repre-

sentative democratic government,"

Wiarda said.

Support for Marxist-type parties

has been down since the collapse of

the Soviet Union and due to the lack

of success both in Cuba and

Nicaragua, according to Wiarda.

The Latin Amercian embassies in

the United States are mobilizing com-

munities in order to get the U.S. gov-

ernment more interested in Latin

American affairs, according to

Wairda.
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Recyclable Art
A mobile made of a soda can and wire suspended from the ceiling

in the Foundations 1997 Exhibition: The Class of 2000 at the Herter

Gallery.
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bike
continued from page 1

located in unlit and secluded areas around the dormi-

tories.

One example he said is the bike rack located on the

south side of )ohn Adams Residential Hall.

"The bike rack is located on the opposite side of the

main entrance and it's VflfJ dark at night. No one u<o
the rack because students know it's not a safe place to

leave your bike at night." he said.

Lunney suspects that most of the bikes are stolen

during the night or early morning hours.

"We get reports all the time that a student locked

their bike at 5 p.m. then went out to get it at nine the

next morning and it's gone." he said.

Other areas that concern him are the low-rises in

Southwest. All the bike racks are located under the

overhangs, where there is limited light and student

security can not see if anyone is lurking around the

bikes.

"Anyone could be waiting out here at 2 a.m. wait-

ing to steal a bike," he said.

Bike racks need to be installed in well-lit areas

around the residence halls, so students will feel

safe while locking their bikes up and they also need

to be in a visible place so if student security sees or

hears anything suspicious they can report it.

Lunney also mentioned that students should not

lock their bikes up next to wooden fences, such as the

fences in front of Kennedy Residence Hall and
Bartlett hall.

Fences explained Lunney are easy to break and

regardless of the kind of lock a student has, the bikes

can be stolen.

Lunney said he would like to see more bike racks

installed and some present ones moved to better

places.

Recently UMass received a donation of 100 new
bike racks from Rack and Roll, a group of the Pioneer

Valley Committee.

These new green upside-down U shaped bike racks

are being installed around the Fine Arts Center and

the School of Management Hall.

"The Rack and Roll program is responsible for

getting some bike racks on the front of the PVTA
buses, and, as a part of that progTam, they also man-

aged to get some bike racks donated to the town of

Amherst and UMass," said Cindy Haveman, Facilities

Planner.

However there are no immediate plans for

installing any of these new bike racks in residential

areas."We have quickly found out that 100 racks

don't spread out far on this campus. We are primarily

installing them around the academic part of campus,"

she said.

Haveman said she hopes to receive more money
soon or another donation of bike racks because she is

aware of the need for more around the residential

areas.

"In the future we are hoping to work closer with

safety officials to decide where the best place to

install the new bike racks around the residential areas

would be," she added.

Anyone interested in registering their bicycle can go

to the Public Safety Department in Dickinson Hall or

call 545-2121.

Correction

On the RSO page of Monday's issue, the UMass Sailing Club

was not mentioned as an RSO. The Collegian regrets the error.
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test ban
continued from page 1

ers and international criminals."

The president had meetings sched-

uled with foreign leaders, including

Russian Foreign Minister Yevgeny
Primakov, before heading to the

Metropolitan Opera's season-opening

performance of "Carmen." He was
returning to Washington Monday
night.

His submission of the test-ban

treaty is expected to stir opposition

from GOP senators who don't trust

arms control agreements or who
insist that testing is needed to main-

tain America's nuclear stockpile.

The debate probably will restore

battle lines from the vote on the

Clinton-backed chemical weapons
treaty, ratified in April after many
lawmakers remained undecided until

the last minute. The president needs

about 22 Republican senators to join

Democrats in support of the treaty.

"We intend to win this vote and
failure is not an option," said Robert

Bell, a senior White House arms con-

trol adviser. During a U.N. visit a

year ago, Clinton became the first

world leader to approve the historic

Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty,

which prohibits all nuclear test explo-

sions.

The United States has not conducted

a nuclear test since 1992. The treaty

would take effect next September. A
Senate vote is expected in the spring.

The accord is signed by 146 countries,

including Russia and China.

India, which has campaigned for

total disarmament, lobbied against

the treaty. Longtime adversary

Pakistan won't endorse it unless India

does. After his speech, Clinton was
meeting with the prime ministers of

both nations.

Still, the president said the treaty

"will help prevent the nuclear powers

from developing more advanced and

more dangerous weapons. It will limit

the possibilities for other states to

acquire such devices."

On the sensitive issue of America's

indebtedness to the U.N., Clinton

promised to work with Congress to

pay most of the money. Congress is

expected to authorize about $900
million for the United Nations, pro-

vided the organization does not

expand beyond current levels and
agrees to put in a separate fund an

additional $400 million that the

United Nations claims it is owed but

the United States has contested.

The president also backed changes

to the U.N. Security Council.

Secretary of State Madeleine Albright

has already expressed support for giv-

ing permanent seats to Germany and

lapan. The administration also sup-

ports adding three other seats for

Latin America, Africa and Asia, with

countries in those regions rotating as

the council expands to 20 or 2 1

.

UMass celebrates diversity

with multicultural festival

By Tom MocLaughlan

Collegian Correspondent

In a celebration of campus diver-

sity, the Office of ALANA Affairs,

in conjunction with the Milestone

Homecoming/Alumni Conference,

will sponsor the Multi- Cultural

Food Festival on

Friday. Sept. 26

from noon to 6 p.m.

on the Campus
Center lawn
(between the library

and Campus Pond).

Local restaurants

and a variety of cam-

pus organizations

will be participating

in an afternoon of

drumming, dancing

and musical enter-

tainment.

The event has been

a long time in plan-

ning and admission wi

Multi-Cultura

The Food

Festival does not

stop at just food.

A variety of cul-

turally different

dance, singing,

and drumming

groups will enter-

tain

be free. The

Food Festival will

feature a variety of differnt ethnic

foods and entertainment.

"The Multi-Cultural Food

Festival is a celabration of the eth-

nic diversity at the Universits ol

Massachusetts. ' said event organiz-

er, Rachel lean-Marie. "We've tried

to plan this in the past but this is

the first vear we've been able to put

it all together. We hope that it will

become an annual event
."

Among the local restaurants par-

ticipating will be Peking Garden,

Pruddy's, Paradise of India.

Amherst Chinese Food, Indian

Palace CJarden and Amber Waves.

Hillel House and F.arthfoods have

also planned to

have a table set.

Drinks and
desert will be free

of charge, but the

food will not.

The Food
Festival does not

stop at just food. A
variety of culturally

different dance,
singing the crowd,

including NYC+ I

and the Black
Rebels.

The Pakistan
Student
Haitian-American

South Asian

Association,

Student Association

Club, Hillel Acapclla and a number

of other acts will also preform.

For students interested in arts and

crafts, the Crafts Center will be set-

ting up a table from 1 2 to 5:30 p.m.

Anyone interested in volunteer-

ing is urged to contact the ALANA
Afairs office in room 302 of the

Student Union.

faculty
continued from page 1

inform the Senate on a specific issue

After the speaker is finished, there is

an announcement period, where cam-

pus administrators, the faculty dele-

gates to the Board of Trustees, the

Student Government President and

the Graduate Student Government

President make short presentations to

the Senate.

When the announcements are com-

pleted, tnere is a 10 minute question

period during which Senate members

can ask administrators questions on

any topic related to the University.

"The question period is probably

the most effective way to bring an

issue to the administration and get a

quick response." Bracey said. "In that

sense, we are a microphone for the

campus."

Following the question period, the

Senate's various councils and commit-

tees present reports on a variety of

subjects, ranging from new academic

programs to concerns such as moving

the football team into the 1-A
Division.

The Senate floor is then opened foi

discussion.

ITie 25 councils and committees of

the Senate are made up of faculty, stu

dent, administration and staff repre-

sentatives. Approximately 20 percent

of the faculty is actively involved on

councils, more permanent groups that

deal with policy matters, and commit-

tees, more temporary groups which

serve watchdog functions.

Bracey said that several student

positions on councils and committees

are vacant.

"A number of committees have

called for student representation, but

students tend not to get involved

unless there is a crisis," Bracey said.

Student representatives are appoint-

ed by the Student Government
Association.

The Faculty Senate meets every

other Thursday at 3:30 p.m. in Herter

Hall 227.

The agenda for its next meeting.

this afternoon, includes an address

from Scott and a report from the

University Computer and Electronic

Communications Committee.

We'll Be On Campus Sept. 30.
Please check with the Career Center for more details or visit us on our website:

www.gecareers.com

44 The i

flashes daily at GE % %
Jack Welch. Chairman «.- CEO

Thomas Edison's innovative spark led to the creation of General Electric more than

100 years ago. The same spark is alive and thriving today. Our people and our team

environment arc the primary reasons. Wc have an open forum - a learning culture -

without boundaries or barriers. A place where ideas are born, beard, and allowed to

flourish. A place where people are continually exposed to new experiences and

world-class training programs

The results are astounding. GE holds more patents than any other US company and is

a global leader in each of its twelve businesses. Operating in more than 100 countries,

we're the first corporation in the world to exceed S200 billion in market value.

If you are a bachelor's or master's degree candidate and have a thirst for new ideas,

solid academic performance and demonstrated leadership potential, come create

your own sparks at Gt! An Equal Opportunity Employer.

We bring good things to life.
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Marv Albert pleads innocent;

Jurors chosen to hear sex trial
By Michelle Boorstien

Associated Press

ARLINGTON. Va. — A jury of seven women and
five men was seated to hear sportscaster Marv Albert's

sex trial yesterday after assuring a judge and attorneys

they could handle graphic testimony about violent MX.
Perhaps opening a window into the defense strategy.

Albert's lawyer Roy Black this morning asked about 20
potential jurors if any had ever seen the movie "Fatal

Attraction." The film is about an obsessed woman who
refused to let go of a failed love affair and stalked her

ex-lover.

Opening arguments were expected yesterday after-

noon, after a closed hearing on how much of the

accuser's sexual past would be admitted into evidence.

The state has a rape shield law that requires defense
lawyers to show how an accuser's sexual history is rele-

vant.

Albert is accused of severely biting a longtime lover

and forcing her to perform oral sex. He pleaded inno-

cent yesterday, just before jury selection began, to

charges of forcible sodomy and assault and better)

that, if he is convicted, could bring him a life sentence.

Defense attorneys plan to argue that Albert had con-

sensual sex with his 42-year-old accuser. Black also

asked the panel members if they would be uncomfort-

able with testimony about sex.

"Would there be anyone uncomfortable to sit on a

case involving a sexual activity, something you hadn't

done before, involving biting or something like that?"

Black asked the panel in Arlington County Circuit

Court.

No potential jurors said they would be uncomfort-

able Nor did they say they would be disturbed by hear-

ing about sex acts they themselves would not do.

One woman, who had a book titled "History of

(. Iiristianity" with her in the courtroom, split with the

other potential jurors on the question of whether they

would think less of a person who watched adult

movies. She indicated she would; she was not selected.

Prosecutor Richard Trodden asked jurors whether

they had opinions on "a person's right to say what's

going to happen to their body" and whether "just

because there has been a relationship between two peo-

ple that a member has automatically given the choice of

what they're to do."

Arlington County Circuit ludge Benjamin Kendrick

had warned the jury candidates: "There's going to be

testimony about oral sex and it may be graphic."

Albert had little to say as he passed photographers

and nearly 100 reporters when he walked into the

Arlington County Courthouse. "Sorry I can't talk," he

said as he gripped the hand of his fiancee, ESPN pro-

ducer Heather Faulkiner.

Albert and his team of about 10 lawyers and
researchers took their places in the courtroom about an

hour before jury selection began. Also in court were

Albert's father. Max Albert; his son. New York
Rangers announcer Kenny Albert; and his daughter,

Denise. Legal experts say defense lawyers probably will

try to turn the tables on the 42-year-old accuser, argu-

ing that she is a liar or that she had some reason to

seek revenge on Albert after their encounter in a hotel

room Feb. 12.

"A defense lawyer's job. regardless of the nature of

the crime, is to a certain extent to put the victim on

trial," said |ohn Fletcher, a Norfolk defense attorney.

Israelis seal West Bank villages
By Mohammed Daraghmeh
Associated Press

NABLUS, West Bank — Israeli

soldiers sealed several West Bank
villages yesterday in their hunt for

Islamic militants involved in two
suicide bombings in lerusalem.

In one village, Palestinians burned

tires and threw stones at soldiers

manning roadblocks. One Israeli sol-

dier, kneeling on the ground, aimed

his assault rifle toward a village to

deter residents from trying to leave.

The main road was closed off with a

string of metal spikes.

Israel TV's Channel Two said the

closure of the villages was intended

to prevent a bomb ready for use

from reaching Israel. Five such

explosives already have been deto-

nated in two suicide bomb attacks.

Hamas claimed responsibility for

the bombings |uly 30 and Sept. 4, in

which 25 people died, including the

five assailants. Israel has detained

hundreds of suspected Hamas
activists in response to the bomb-
ings. The campaign intensified early

Sunday when Israel troops raided

several West Bank villages.

In the West Bank village of Dura,

south of Hebron, troops closed

down the central mosque, whose

prayer leader is Nayef Rajoub, a

brother of the Palestinians' West
Bank security chief, fibril Rajoub.

Nayef Rajoub said soldiers seized

about 100 books on geography, poli-

tics and other issues. Copies of the

Muslim holy book, the Koran, were

left untouched, he said.

He said the raid underscored how
little the Palestinians have gained

from the peace accords. Dura is run

by the Palestinian Authority, but

Israel retains overall control over

security as it does in all the other

West Bank villages.

"Our own security officers can't

do anything to help. It just shows

that (the peace agreement) can only

bring disaster to our people."

Rajoub said, adding that he has

complained to his brother.

The mosque was to remain closed

for two months, according to a mili-

tary order pasted on the door.

However, Dura residents ignored

the order and entered the building

for prayers.

Troops also ordered the closure ot

a youth club affiliated with Hamas
in the nearby village of Samoa.
Palestinian residents said. Also yes-

terday, Israel army radio said

Netanyahu has ordered police to

prevent more Jewish settlers from

moving into Arab neighborhoods of

lerusalem. Such an order, if con-

tinued, would be a policy shift for

Netanyahu, who has staunchly sup-

ported lewish settler groups buying

Arab homes in disputed areas of the

city

.

Last week, Jewish settlers moved
into two homes in the Arab neigh-

borhood of Ras al-Amud, located in

a part of east lerusalem claimed by

the Palestinians as a future capital.

Netanyahu opposed the move, cit-

ing warnings by security officials

that establishing a new Jewish

enclave could cause Palestinian

riots.

The government negotiated a deal

under which the three settler fami-

lies were replaced by 10 Jewish sem-

inary students who are to serve as

watchmen. Netanyahu assured the

Palestinians the two homes, owned
by Miami millionaire Irving

Moskowitz, would not serve as a

bridgehead for a new lewish neigh-

borhood.

Netanyahu put additional distance

yesterday between his government

and the Ras al-Amud, enclave, telling

reporters during a visit to Vienna,

Austria; "We will not allow a Jewish

neighborhood to be built in Ras al-

Amud."

PLANNING TO OBSERVE

ROSH HASHANAH AND YOM KIPPUR?

Students planning to be absent from class due to religious

observance must notify their instructors at least one week in advance.

In the event of a dispute between a student and faculty member,

either party should contact the

Department Head or the Ombuds Office at 545-0867.*

• Taken from the Major Day. of Religious Observance 1W/S8 Calendar

Flipping Out!
LAUREN KOSKY > COLLEGIAN

Micha Hey, a Sophomore NAREST major, does flips outside the Campus Center, while friend Steve

Campbell, a junior forestry major, watches.
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PANDA EAST
CHINESE RESTAURANT & SUSHI BAR

"We bring Chinatown to you"

&BEST CHINESE RESTAURANT IN THE VALLEVty

SINCE 1987

mix KEUU
For Sushi,

Sashimi andSPEGIAia
Starting At $3.95

7 Days A Week

Teriyaki Is

Available
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Telephone: (413)256-8923/256-8924 Fax:253-1173

103 North Pleasant St. Amherst. MA 01002

Delivery Express: 549-0077
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Confessions of an '80s junkie

I
love cheesy music.

Don't get me wrong. I like

to think of myself as a bit of

music buff, a sort of sports writer

who is, deep down, a wanna-be
Rolling Stone correspondent. I

love to talk music. So-called

"good music." (You know, col-

lege radio icons like Liz Phair,

the Pixies, R.E.M. etc.)

But I'm sick of having to deal

with the chuckles and patroniza-

tion from those kids that own
214 Dead bootlegs, every Phish

show from 1987-on
(don't get me
wrong, 1 like Phish)

and the complete
works of Bob Dylan
— and thus are too

cool to like the

scattered Frankie
Goes to Hollywood
song. (Well, the

only Frankie Goes
to Hollywood song,

I guess.)

But that is not

me. I am, at heart.

a big cheeseball.

So, in accordance with my
desire to come clean, diss any
music critic aspirations, and align

myself with my hopelessly nostal-

gic brothers and sisters, I present

to you my 10 favorite songs from

the 1980s. Why? Because I know
you love them too.

May Wang Chung save our
souls.

10. "Cruel Summer"

—

Bananarama
Set in the hot, lurid summer of

1984. as the second- biggest hit

from The Karate Kid. Its pulsing

rhythm and introspective tone

told the world that hey, it might

be tough, but a transplanted

lersey boy from Receda and a girl

from the Valley can make it in

this cruel world.

Great stuff.

9. "Don't Dream It's Over"—
Crowded House

If 1 hadn't grown up in

Luke Meredith

Methuen. I might have heard of

this song before college. But. alas.

I grew up in a town where the

CVS was always out of Aqua Net,

and Bon |ovi ruled the airwaves.

8. "Living on a Prayer"— Bon
|ovi

But hey, I love Bon |ovi.

My sister claims that Ion Bon
|ovi wrapped one of her bandan-

nas around his head during a

1984 concert, in which they open-

ing up for Ratt. (In her adolescent

panting, she chucked it on stage.)

It was like rock

n' roll had come to

my living room. An
infatuation was
born.

P.S. I had a

dream a few nights

ago that I bought a

videotape with

obscure Bon |ovi

videos on it. Does

this mean 1 have a

problem? (I was
also driving

through
Providence. R.I. on the way to the

beach with P.].. my dad. inciden-

tally enough, while being chased

by somebody we couldn't see, but

that's another story.)

7. "Up Where We Belong"—
Joe Cocker and Jennifer Warnes
The first song I ever loved. I

was six. (Sentimental even in

kindergarten, baby.)

6. "Don't You Want Me"—
Human League

This is the interactive portion

of the column. "Don't You Want
Me," although a classic, can easi-

ly be replaced here with your

sixth favorite '80s song. (Hey.

even "Mickey" would work here.)

5. "Get into the Groove"—
Madonna
Okay, you can pick on me

here. (Well, not really. I'm frag-

ile.) I don't even like Madonna,
but 1 love this song. It made me
always want to see Desperately

Seeking Susan. But 1 never have.

(That and Bright Lights, Big City.

Something about a coked-up
Alex P. Keaton always seemed
racy to me when 1 was 12.)

4. "Tempted"— Squeeze
Because, hey, we've all been

tempted by "the fruit of another"

at one point in our lives. 1 think

this came in second for Frank
and Kathie l.ee's wedding song.

(Who said 1 can't be topical?)

3. "I Will Survive"— Gloria

Gaynor
Girl power, baby. Despite the

fact that I always get scared
when I'm in a roomful of girls

and this song comes on, and the

fact that it came out in 1979
(shh, they'll never know), I still

think of this as a great '80s song.

You go, girl.

2. "Total Eclipse of the

Heart"— Bonnie Tyler

The cheesiest love song of

all-time, but also one of the best.

Words escape me, but this song
speaks to me.

All I wanna do when 1 hear
this is get Bonnie a bowl of

chicken soup and a blanket and
tell her, "Hey, it'll be okay. There

are plenty of fish in the sea."

And dream of being that fish.

1. "Come on Eileen"— Dexy's

Midnight Runners
You know, I'll never know

who Dexy is, and I'll never know
who Eileen is, but if you've ever

been young, drunk and anxious

on a hot August night, with sum-

mer almost over, and the girl

you're trying to hook up with

almost ready to bite, this is the

song.

And since being young, drunk
and anxious on a hot August
night with a girl almost ready to

bite epitomizes what life is all

about. I'll take "Come On
Eileen" any day.

In my book, Dexy's a pretty

lucky guy, even if he did spend

his days in a perm and overalls.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian

columnist.

The weirdest thing. ,

It
is the weirdest thing. It happens quite regularly, too.

What am I talking about ? The way that some ofus UMass
women lose ourminds on the weekends.

Ladies, don't deny it. You know you've done it, or had it

done to you at least once. Now before all of your minds jump

to some other conclusion, let me explain.

Here's the scenario.

A bunch of girls, walking down the street on a Tuesday

afternoon. Some guy drives by and the car full of fine young

men decide the best thing to do at that particularmoment is to

lean out the windows and yell some- j^bassssssssssssssss;

thingunintelligibleandhonk. Mary B
Ot course, we women are all^r

extremely impressed. Infact.weusually

have to physically restrain each other from running after your

beautiful 1 984 Chevy Nova and jumping in.

OK, well maybe not. In this situation, we usually

make some snotty comment about you guys, roll our eyes or

make some other facial expression, laugh, ignore you com-

pletely, or, well... you get the point. This kind of response is

somewhat expected, what with this whole "girl power" craze

happening. Now, though, if you were to change a Tuesday

Write for Ed/Op!
The Collegian Editorial page needs new writers.

We want you to write humor, politics, satire,

lifestyle, or any of a thousand other styles - let

us be as broad as the student body is.

Anyone who is Interested should contact Dan
Bodah at the Collegian offices, 113 Campus
Center. For more Information, call 545-1491.
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Letters to the Editor

A thank you
to Amherst

To the Editor:

Thank you to the citizens of Amherst for your gener-

ous support, donations, contributions and purchases at

the bake sale to benefit Robert Green's Amherst
Typewriter Service.

The bake sale was a huge success because of the

cooperative efforts and generous support of the Amherst

business community and its caring citizens.

It was a joy to share in the community spirit in help-

ing Robert Green, a long-time fellow businessman.

Ann Zuminski

Treb Patane

Amherst

Prozac not bad

afternoon to a Friday or Saturday night, we would be com-

pletely different people.

Instead of showing we wouldn't be a part of that display of,

um. affection, we actually encourage it . After the honking and

the whooping, we'll laugh or giggle (which is almost worse),

waveand be altogether really silly.

Why? Do we really need unsolicited comments from

strangers tomake us feel more attractive?

A couple of weeks ago, 1 went to a frat party with seven

other girls. As we walked up the sidewalk to the

a»a>*a3s3s3B3BBBBBi
house, there were actually guys on either

side appraising usaswe went in.

ajjaajjBjjjjB}saBsa«a«a«j Did we mind'.' No. not really. When
they made a comment on how we were

dressed like a rainbow, (all of our shirts were different col-

ors), we all giggled and smiled, which had them go on for a

while longer. If anyone had used those cheesy lines on us at

any other time, we would have laughed and walked away. Not

then. Then we thought (or made them believe) that they were

really clever.

Maybeit'sthebeer...

Mar\ Barrett is a UMass student.

To the Editor:

Jonathan Swartz's opinion piece regarding Prozac had

me seeing red. Yes, advertising — any advertising — is

insidious. Yes, it's one-sided. However, simply because

Prozac is a prescription antidepressant doesn't mean it's

any more morally questionable than advertising for, say,

Coke. Eli Lily, the makers of Prozac, are trying to sell a

produa.*A-<nruj(toM tfwt is by. mid large qseful and safe.

And above SWiceessary.

Depression is a serious illness brought about by chem-

ical imbalances in the brain. These imbalances are gen-

erally caused by genetic and environmental factors. In

research cited by Peter Kramer, author of Listening To

Prozac, Rhesus Monkeys that were denied nurturing

contact with their mothers tended to have much lower

levels of Serotonin, a vital neurotransmitter that is

responsible for regulating sleep and mood.
Depressed people have lower than normal levels of

Serotonin as well. Depressed people have severe mood
swings, are often anxious, and have difficulty sleeping.

Depressed people are often exposed to traumatic experi-

ences in early childhood as well as continuous trauma

as they grow older. Thus, the research strongly indi-

cates that depression is a chemical imbalance brought

about by years of neglect and/or trauma. Prozac and

other drugs in the same family allow the brain to main-

tain the normal level of serotonin. The use of drugs to

treat depression is nothing new. Before Prozac there

were tricyclics. Before tricyclics amphetamines were

used. Which brings me to a ridiculous analogy made by

Jonathan Swartz between Ritalin and Prozac. Apples

and oranges. Prozac's not an upper. Anyone can take a

pill, and nothing will happen. Nothing even begins to

happen until approximately 3 days of sustained use.

Full effect takes up to two weeks. The drug provides no

immediate gratification, and is thus not addictive.

So, Mr. Swartz, it's not as simple as "You got a prob-

lem? We've got an easy solution." This statement is

indicative of a slew of common misconceptions regard-

ing the illness. Depression is not a bad day. People may
say they're depressed if their favorite sweater has been

ruined in the laundry. They're not. They're probably sad

or angry or frustrated, but not depressed. The impor-

tant distinction is that they will eventually (probably

pretty quickly, in fact) accept the loss and get on with

life. A depressed person will often feel sad, hopeless or

anxious— all normal emotions. But if asked, the

depressed person probably won't be able to tie them to

any specific event in his or her life. Ask a depressed

person why he or she is depressed and the typical

response is a shrug of the shoulders. A defeated and

sad shrug of the shoulders. A depressed person won't

"get over" depression. He or she may be able to tem-

porarily dispose of the associated feelings, but almost

always they will return with greater intensity.

Depression isn't "part of everyone's troublesome internal

dialogue: how do I stay happy?", as you assert. Exactly

the opposite; the depressed ask. a far more troubling

question: "How do 1 stop being so miserable?" A big.

big difference.

How do 1 know? Because I have been — and occa-

sionally still am — visited by depression. I tried for

years to overcome the misery. I tried all sorts of things:

dietary changes, exercise, extended periods of therapy,

even religion. They all helped, and they're all still a part

of my life. However, none of them cured. What did the

most good was taking Prozac for a year. Prozac allowed

me to focus on the causes, rather than the overwhelming

symptoms. It's not at all that I was trying find a shortcut

to happiness. 1 simply wanted to treat my illness so 1

could begin the journey. And as anyone alive knows, liv-

ing ain't easy. No matter what drug you take.

Frankly. Mr. Swartz, I don't appreciate you telling me
that somehow I took the easy way out. You're no

expert; you obviously haven't experienced it. As an edi-

torial columnist. You're in the privileged position of

offering your viewpoint to the general public. The least

you can do is make sure that it's based on facts. It's

obvious you haven't. Unfounded opinions like yours

contribute to the attitude that the depressed can get bet-

ter by simply being tougher. Actually, they'll get worse.

They avoid seeking treatment. Their misery continues

Their family life deteriorates. Their misery Intensifies.

Their work performance suffers. Seeing no way out, they

may (and tragically often, do) commit suicide. Prozac,

therapy and a myriad of other treatments can arrest this

cycle.

I beg anyone who suspects that he or she may be

depressed to talk to a doctor or psychologist. This horri-

ble disease is 95°*> treatable. Don't let lonathan Swartz

convince you otherwise: you deserve all the treatments

available. They're not cop-outs. They don't make the

pursuit of happiness any easier. They simply make it

possible to begin.

Gerrit DeYoung
Grayson

CRC doing no favors

To the Editor:

Wow! How in the world can the Cannabis Reform

Coalition think in any way, shape or form that they are

doing me any favors. Yeah, I live in the dorms, and have

yet to see a true advocate of student rights, while tak-

ing a hit from a bong.

If they really cared about student rights they wouldn't

be smelling up the hallways that I've lived in with that

burning garbage, or selling drugs right outside my door.

I honestly believe that there are people truly fighting

for cannabis reform. But the fact is most of these jokers

come to UMass, exercise their "freedom" for a few
years, grow up get married, then tell their kids they

should "just say No!"

So the Cannabis Reform Coalition can watch ail they

want — smoking pot and burning incense is illegal, and

since we live in a community, why don't they respect the

rights of those who choose not to follow their crusade?

Inn Belisle. RA
Greenough

We encourage our readers to respond to the contents of the

Collegian through letters to the editor.

Letters must be typed, no more than 400 words and include

name, address and phone number for confirmation purposes.

They can be submitted to Editorial/Opinion Editor,

Massachusetts Daily Collegian, 113 Campus Center Basement,

UMass, Amherst, MA, 01003, or by e-mail to:

letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu.

Letters may be edited for length, clarity and style.
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Confessions of a ru home orewer
AI drat heard about humebrewing in

ke late 19*0.. a law year, before the bitf

MMNawieaJ boom tliat'a put quality

ie»r back on thia country, atora ahalvoa.

n many waya. tha homebresvinif move-

nant laid iba path for the phenomenon of

lark, floppy Iruited and wheat beers

Homebrewintf 1a .imply brewing your

•wn bear. In lha daya before Sam Adama

nu PefeBMi the only domoetic braw

worth calling bear waa made by the

Anchor Brewing Company in Calil.oiu..

and their bear haa

alwaya baan quite

eapenaive.

Thoae who war*

bored with tha meager

domeetic aelection coold

alwaya lurn lo making beer in different

atylaa for thvmaelvee. In fact, the uraaiivi-

Daniel
Bodah

ly that homebrewiny prompt* »• probably Ins hi nil a lot .».

the wilder mtcrobrewa out there today.

A lot of people think brewing th*-.

beer would be difficult or eapensiv*,. but

neither is true In fact, tt a not that different

from making bread

Making beer la haaically the proeeaa of

giowiny .. ho oi yeaat in sugary water The

sugar cornea from i.-.-lie.i grain, uaually barley — it a tha

aame yolk of auyar that the aeeda wouM taM to yrow

bafure th*ay were able la pK-'t.i*yntheai»a.

lloinebrewera kavc the Ji.'uc pt\ either M»j|lm| barley

train ihemaalvaw, or buying a malt extract ayrup and hod-

intf that in water Hops (which are the flowera of a vine

ralated to Cannmbim aaft-Va) are addad to the boilmy autfar

water {called wort) to ad. I lUv.n and balp preserve the lin-

laked bear After the wort ia cooked and ha» cos-led down

to room temperature, the yeaat ia addad

Yeaat ia actuality a lirmfl baintf Tiny little yeaat beaete

aat auyar When the yeaat had it* fit! and need* to u*e

the little tfirla room, it amerataw alcohol and carbon dioxide.

So that a where the ftleokol onm trom And. it the bear

ia unpaateurised (like homebrew) that a alao where the car-

bonaiion cornea Irom

Of courae- thia ia the aimple vereuMi of tha Mary There

are lota of waya to- vary tka taate of tha final beer

For instance, you can add aome barley that a bean

roaatcd until ita dark brown and nutty-taatintf - thia >a

what* uaed to yive the dark taate and color lo itnm or

porter. There are a number of ' apevialty yraina lor effaeta

like thia.

yowl beer and ace hit* thai *ork<* <>ui

For anyone intcreetad in learning mora, there ia a whole

network of homebrewcra out there A tfood place to atari ia

't kj can alao uae maple ayrup or fruit to flavor and add the Internet newatfroup rec-eref te.homebrewm.*. You can

autfar to your bacr Many homebrewcra go wild with inno- alao atop by one of the retfuin a many microbrewiny (*»ti*

vationa like thia — why not add aome p*>mi*y ranatc lo vaU. where homebrewiny ahope often act up table*. Finally

there ia a homebrawing artop (Bear and Winamakiny

Supplice. Inc.) in Northampton that atocke all tha auppliee

one needa to yet atari ad. aa wall aa a variety of booka

Brewing your own beer will increase your appreciation of

tha boar you buy aa wall aa aaving you a faw hucka-

DmrucI BuJmh is a G>llayian co/umnjar

mmmmmmmm BEER!
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There ara many thtnga holding

the diverae atudent body of the

Five College Area together We-

al! have our varying baekgrounda

and e u It urea, but among the

numerous thinga wo do aharc one

thing truly binda ua together

Yaah. v»ork with me hara —
we re all unitad — united aa one

collective teeming maaa ol blood

and apirit with a common atudent

culture to hold aa one.

You curiously

ask. in a tone that

doeen't mask your

utter embafflcment

"What the hall are

you talking about'

I'm talking about a spiritual

culture alcohol, and mora

apacifically in thia caaa. bear.

If there a one thing that not

,uat holds the atudent body of the

Five College Area together but

tha atudent body of the entire

world its the pursuit of tha apiri-

tual drink

Truthfully, beer suits the

Pioneer Valley to the figurative T.

because with tha beautiful natural

aur.oundinga. and tha atrong

undercurrent of environmentaliam

indigcnoua lo our area, a drink

brewed with the ma It ay and hopey

Iruita of Mother Natures basket

ahould be our cup of taa. so to aay.

Yaah. and dont you ever forget

Yet. even within tha spiritual

culture o( bear that binds ua all

together, there ara divisions Not

harsh (unlaaa we're talking about

tha effect on your body tha naxt

morning) or threatening divisions.

but subdivisions of flavor and

quality

Thoaa subdivisions ara easily

eneapsulatad in a 50-yard stretch

in uptown Amherat — tnc Time

Out crowd (.tops thay ve been

ahut down due to youth af clien-

tele), or tha Delanoa crowd vs tha

Amherat Brewing Company

crowd

I myaalt enjoy any opportunity

JORMA
KANSANEN

lo imbibe tha drink that makaa

you auparaiar of the day one

minute, and tha achmuck oi the

century tha neat, but people J"

have their preferences between

maee-producad (i.e Delanoa) and

micro-brewed (lal ABO baer.

Evan though eatabliebmenta

Ilka Delanoa do have microbrewe

on tap. tha average pereon who

frequent* euch a place ia more apt

to pick up the $4-5.00 Miller Lite

pitcher apaeial — nay. 1 do it

Evan though an eetabliehment

like ABC would never in Ha

wildcat imagination have Miller

Lite on special, ita consumer

wanta aome flavor in their purauit

lot tha eternal buai — bay. I do

it

Tha moat obvioua difference

batwaan maee-produced and

micro-brewed bear ia tba lias or

Flat out. or regarding the faet

"flat" ia not tba beat word to uae

when diecueeing bear. 1 ahould

aay no douht From Budweteer

in kolling Rock- the fluctuation in

taate between the more popular

maee-produced beere ia minimal

in companion to the multitude of

taataa that microbrewe provide.

That ia becauee maee-produced

beer ia entrenched in the pilener-

lagar atyle of brewing, and tha

raaaon why you feel abeolutel)

bloated after doing e funnel (that

a. if you do that eon of thing) ia

besrauee of ita heavy carbonation

Tba flavor of this realm ia almoet

ca.t in atone, unlaaa you ara a

microbrewer. and than you can

flirt'* in a curve, such aa a konay*

pilsner, etc

From pale alaa {tnorm hope) to

bocks (mora malt) to aaaaonal

bears (fall bringa in tributea to

Octobarfeet." and hints of

caramel), microbrewe provide a

potpourri of flavor that lasts

throughout the year.

Not that it is superior to maee-

producad baer, because averyonas

taataa ara different, but there ara

mora options

Tha other major difference

batwaan tba two atylaa of bear ia

tha ehaar truth of quality Flavor

i« one thing, but i. a bear makes

you faal like you ra going to

wretch, than quality ie tha prob-

lem. The two factora are inter-

related, because 1 have drank

cxamalee of both that have made

me want to wretch, so flavor can

--nl> fSjj M , t«r

Sorry, paopla. lha faet of the

matter is maaaLJproducad baer t*

like cafatana cooking — you navar

know what is going to be thrown into

your chicken pot pie Juet take a look

•t a major brewery, and the vaia ol

bear look mora like miasilc launching

lubes {which een be true, especially

alter a night ot Natty Light, correct'}.

It seams like there ara aa many

chemicals in a can oi Budweiaar than

there are in a cigarette, which is mu

gooj But. 1 atili drink it... why aak

why you know'

With a traditional microbraw. you

can count the amount oi ingredients

with two hatuis. No lie. Its like a gal-

lon oi Saaltaat ice craam. you can

recite off ita recipe in a single breath

I'll tell you una thing. 1 faal a hall oi a

lot different after a night oi drinking

Bud Ice than 1 do after a night oi

Berkshire Brewing Cos Octobarfeet.

But anyway, bear ia all about the

act of getting together with your

inenda and either having a couple or

getting ane-doubic -ahatterad. ahat-

tered Co ahead, bita tha Big Apple.

but don't mind the fact you re not a

maggot for choosing ons style oi bear

over another.

Ita your choice whether you re a

Delano-ite or you gat down with tha

ABC a of life, and just go out and

reeponeibly enjoy our spiritual culture.

Thank you for your time-

Jormm Kmnunin /« a Collegian

%:olumm0t.

Upcoming Beer Fests u

Oct. 2-5: Nov. 7: Nov. 8: Nov. 16: Dec. 5-6

Boston. Massachusetts

Mass Bay Brewing Co.

8th Annual OctobeifeM

Call (617) 574-9551

c\l ~i\ for more information.

Stamford, Conn.

Harvest Festival

lomebrew Competition

Call (203) 323-0124

for more information.

Providence, R.I.

| Fourth Annual Rhode Island

International Beer Exposition

| Call 40 1-62 1-8885 or email

klcltd 19@idt.net for more info.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Best of Philly

Homebrew Competition

Call (215) 822-2187

for more information.

Boston, Mass.

Man Bay Brewing

Co. Holiday Party

Call (617) 574-9551 ext. 31

for more information.
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Ruth Brown releases new album
"Pray for me, o mama. pra> for

me, pray for me, / Lord I got a long

holdover, and I can't go free.

Desolate, lonely words like these

often found themselves echoing out

of huge Southern state penitential ic>

in the pre-Segregation days. Back

then, an African-American man
could find himself with up to 10

years of hard labor in the

"pen" for crimes as small

as loitering or not surren-

dering a sidewalk to a

white person.

These "pens," like the

infamously brutal Parchman Farm,

90 miles south of Memphis, right

in the heart of "The Delta." weren't

so much correctional facilities as

they were businesses. "Convicts*

provided strong, unpaid labor,

watched over by Southern white,

uneducated guards with shotguns.

To pass the time during the

dawn-to-night workday, the men
sang, with their work of timbering,

or railroad work, or other jobs pro-

viding a basic pulse.

Enter folklorist Alan Lomax.
Lomax, and his father |ohn, travelled

all over the U.S. compiling the coun-

try's musical history, most of which

lies in the South. Part of Rounder
Records' "Alan Lomax Collection"

series is the Prison Songs sub-series,

a 2-volume, separately sold set of

recordings from Parchman in the

years 1947-48.

Volume 1: Murderous Home has

such dramatic tracks, also beautiful

in their rising/falling dynamics, har-

mony and syncopation, as "Old
Alabama." and "Prettiest Train," led

by the young convict nicknamed
"22" tall prisoners named in these

volummes were nicknamed once
they got into the "pen" and carried

those names on when they got out.

or. more commonly, if they made it

out), whose high voice leads the cho-

res. "22" also leads the greatest of

the songs. "Early In The Mornin,"

with overlapping vocals and the

greatest svneopation via axes chop-

ping at a tree.

Many of the melodies an \ olume 2:

Lp]lB»r5e5 BtHj

^h

e>y jo6Uua eovp

>

Don't You Hear Poor Mother
Culling.' echo those on Vol. I. but

have different lyrics. There are some

that are truly original to Vol. 2. how-

ever, such as the subversively

anti-white song. "Going Home," and

the large a cappella sounds of "I'm

Going To Memphis" and "Stewball."

Both discs have portions of inter-

views Alan Lomax had with the con-

victs, mostly "Bama." the singer of

"Going Home." Fifty years later,

these songs paint a haunting portrait

of what was basically slavery in the

20th century, as well as an important

fraction of the blues

Here in the '90s, we have a

woman who has been around for 50

yean on the blues and R&B circuit.

Yes, the proclaimed "Queen Of
Rhythm And Blues." Ruth Brown.

has released a new album of songs

she has performed over the course of

her five-decade career, R+B=Ruth
Brown (Bullseye/Rounder). With a

large band featuring, among others,

guitarist Duke Robillard and trom-

bonist Delleavo Marsalis. she e\ci

cises her still strong, yet BSSS) voice

with Bonnie Raitt on "I'm Gonna
Move To The Outskirts Of Town,"

and on her own on the '50s Doc

Pomus-written sad tune.

"Destination Heartbreak," and the

urban blues duet with lohnny Adams
"1 Don't Know." Yeah, she's

still got it.

Recently, in the jazz

stacks, a fairly new name
that probably wouldn't

ring too many bells, but

will, is saxophonist/bandleader

Greg Osby. His new album,
Further Ado. on Blue Note, is a fine

little disc full of be-bop oriented

mid-size ensemble music. Many
men play on this album, but

besides Osby, Mark Moran, is

another who truly sticks out on his

piano. He keeps many songs alive

with his jabbing chords and leads.

Osby leads his band through the

exotic, the fast-paced, and the

serene. The building-up of the

melody in "Transparency," and the

polyrhythmic vamping of "The
Mental" stick up above other tunes.

especially.

The question of the week: Does all

contemporary jazz have to sound

like Kenny G? It all seems to sound

like elevator music. I took a chance

on the Italian saxophonist Amedeo
Bianchi's latest The Rhythm Of Life

(Pelago/Blue Note Contemporary).

Bad move. G-city. The sax is way
over-effected, synth strings carry the

harmonic structure over even more

heavily-effected drums. Sure, some

modern electric jazz, like Medeski,

Martin and Wood, and even Lenny

White's Renderers Of Spirit from last

year can actually be chill, funky. sin-

cere. Amedeo, buddy, you might as

well perm your hair now.

Joshua Boyd is a Collegian colum-

nist

Clinton wows Greene Hall

By Tricia Van Winkle

Collegian Staff

GEORGE CLINTON
lohn \l GseerM Hall

Sept. 21

NORTHAMPTON — Waving his

amis in his classic funk way. George

Clinton and the I' I link All-Stars put

on a good show v\ith plenty oi dancing.

Clinton and The P-Funk All Stan
played Monday nighi in Notthampton'l

|ohn M Greene Hall. Clinton entered

the auditorium through the back door,

walking through the crowd to get to the

stage, Immediate!) Immersing the

crowd into Ml rhythm.

Clinton strolled in wearing a sheet

with the characters form the Disney

movie 101 Dalmatian' His signature

colorful deadlocks where as "funky" as

ever. Garry "Starchild" Snider, the

other vocalist, and rhythm guitarist

woic | bah) diaper and a baSsMH cap

with his name written on it in gutter.

The band's aura of liveliness and excite-

ment gushed over the audience. From

the vetj beginning. Clinton Involved

everyone in the audience b) addressing

individual people and SjBStlsf evenonc

to sing along.

Clinton told the audience. 1 am not

ol this world... I am here to help .you...

I ree your minds and the dance will fol-

low." .

Opening with 'Let's Take It to the

Stage." Clinton and the company led a

packed house in a jovial chart OJ
"We

want the funk, goi to have the lunk.

There was not a loot in the hall that

didn't pound to the heat as Clinton and

hi> gang jammed and danced on stage.

Mans of the songs that Clinton and

The P-Funks played were from the

album /t/'() I/O A/, and the limit-

Turn to CLINTON, page 9

:ffSV Paisley park

George Clinton put on a funky show last Monday.
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Howard Hughes Medical Institute

Predoctoral Fellowships in

Biological Sciences

1998 Competition

80 fellowships will be awarded for full-time study toward the

Ph.D or Se.D. degree in cell biology, genetics, immunology,

neuroseience. Structural biology, epidemiology, or mathematical

biology.

dou>n"\ou»t*
-A \m U c*. r i-4

Fellow sh ip terms

Three-year initial awards,

with two-year extension

possible

Eligibility

Less than one year of post-

baccalaureate graduate

study in biology:

college seniors;

first vear graduate students;

M.i)!,D.0.,D.D.S.,D.V.M..

students or professionals

Schedule

Application deadline

November 12, 1997

Awards announced:

early April 1998

$15,000 annual stipend

$15,000 annual cost of

education allowance

IfanM.D./l'h.U. student:

not in a funded program

No citizenship requirements:

U.S. citizens may study

abroad;

others must study

in the United States

Fellowships start

June 1998-January 1999

For Program Announcements, Eligibility

Guidelines, and Applications

Hughes Predoctoral Fellowships

National Research Council Fellowship Office

2101 Constitution Avenue
Washington. DC 20418

Telephone (202)3:14-2872

Fax (202)834-3419

K mail <infofell@nas.edu>

http://fellowships.nas.edu

The Howard Hughes Medical Instilule pahetjM applications from all qualified

candidates and encourages women and members or minority groups to apply
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MUSIC HALL

20 Center St Northampton

ALL AGES
ALL THE TIME

thursday, September 25, 7 pm

Dan Bern
plus Menie Armtetburg, S6 odv

friday, September 26, 10 pm

Viperhoose
Boogicmnn opens S5 adv

Saturday, September 27, 7 pm

Tony Trlschka, Bill

Keith & Ron Cody
Ban|o pile-up, $10 adv

Saturday, September 27, 10 pm

Hippopotamus
PLUS ZUBA

funky groovy tock S.5 adv

sunday, September 28, 7 pm

Joy Lynn White
twnng s most gorgeous vocals $10 adv

tueday, September 30, 8:30 pm

The Scrappy Bitch Tour

Kinnie Starr. Oh
Susanna & Veda Hille

powerful women/powerful songs, $5 odv

Wednesday, October 1, 7 pm

Wntersen:Carttiy
the royal family ol British folk, SI 2 50 odv

Wednesday, October 1, 10 pm

Culture featuring

Joseph Hill

qienl reqqoe votnls SI? ndv

thursday, October 2, 7 pm

Greg Osby
oltn sflxman, |aiz ndvenluiet S8 ndv

OCTOBER 3 PERCY HILL

TICKETS: For the Record ot the

Northampton Box Office or call 586t8686.
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4 13 5 8 4 6 10
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Bern to play Iron Horse tonight
Merrie Amsterburg will open show for the new "Dylan"
By Justin Beland
Collegian Staff

Dan Bern is his own man. Since he arrived on the
folk scene, he has not been able to shake that pesk}
"new Dylan" moniker that frustrates so many new
artists. However, the comparison doesn't do him jus
tice, and many critics have given a more suitable nick
name: The Real Deal.

Bern writes beautiful songs, both topical and other-
wise, but in a more down-to-earth and more easily
approachable style than Dylan used in the 60s. No sub-
ject is unapproachable, from spirituality to alien abduc-
tions to a fan's assault on tennis star Monica Seles —
and everything in between. All his songs, no matter
what the subject, are done with an astounding poetic
power and subtle grace unseen in the folk world for

quite some time. Bern's lyrics can raise your eyebrows
and drop your jaw, often repeatedly in the same song.
Though he is just one man with a guitar, his range of

style and sound is astonishingly diverse, making any
sort of "style" hard to pigeonhole (another reason why
the "new Dylan" title is inappropriate.) As Bern himself
sings in his song "Jerusalem:" "Don't ask what kind of

music I'm going to play tonight / just stay a while / hear
for yourself awhile / and if you must put me in a box /

make sure it's a big box."

This is Bern's third stop at the Iron Horse, and his

first as a headliner. Many in the Valley will remember
his show- stopping opening set for Ani Difranco at

Smith College last year, in which a crowd of strangers

to his music bought out all 600 five-song EPs he had

with him shortly after his set. That's the kind of effect

Bern has on a crowd— he rivets them in their seats and,

though his perspective on things, presents extraordinar-

ily memorable words and ideas. One minute you're

laughing, the next you're in tears (he got a standing

ovation from a crowd of 5,000 in Vancouver for his

touching ballad about the Oklahoma City bombing,

then proceeded to play a song about evolution called

"Aliens Came and F***ed the Monkey").

Bern's self-titled debut album on Sony/Work records

mimics his brilliant stage performance, with the accom-

paniment of a full band behind him. Songs like

"Marilyn," (which asks what would have happened had

Marilyn Monroe married Henry instead of Arthur

Miller) and "I'm Not the Guy" come off just as unique

and catchy when Bern b OH a stage. However, he is any-

thing but limited to the material on his first (and only)

album. Bern prides himself on writing one song a day,

often performing in concert songs written just hours

before.

No matter the size of the stage he graces, Bern always

delivers.

Opening for Bern will be Merrie Amsterburg. who
some may remember as the lead singer of the

Huston based band the Natives. Now gone solo and

acoustic. Amsterburg plays touching acoustic rock in

the Richard-Thompson-meets- Kate-Bush vein.

All told, it should be a terrific evening of music with

one of today's unsung acoustic heroes.

Dan Bern will be playing Thursday night at 7 p.m. at

the Iron Horse in Northampton. Merrie Amsterburg will

be opening. Call the club at 584-0610 for more details.

Flipping flapjacks— Asian-style
I hope you all checked out and feasted on my pre-

vious recipe for Coca-Cola Steak! If you missed it

and would like a copy, contact me and I'll gladly

e-mail it to you.

As promised in my first installment, this week's

recipe is for Coconut-Ginger Rice Pancake. This is |

great Asian- influenced dish that I created on one of

tiiose days when 1 swore that there was "nothing to

eat" in the house.

This dish can be served either

as an accompaniment to a main

course or as a great appetizer

with a simple dipping sauce that

I'll also tell you how to make.

Remember, as I always ity,

whenever and wherever you're

cooking, think safety (and fla-

vor) first. Always have a fire

extinguisher close by and be

sure to provide for proper venti-

lation. Rock and boil!

Room Gourmet

Louis Davis

Coconut-Ginger Rice Pancakes

This dish can be prepared and served in a number

of ways. The technique below involves a couple steps

but is by far the most simple. It yields pancakes with

a browned, crispy exterior and a moist and flavorful

center.

Ingredients:

• 1 1/4 cups short or medium grain rice

• 2 tsp. salt

• 2 tsp. sugar
• 2 Tbs. cider or distilled white vinegar

• 2 cups water
• 1 can unsweetened coconut milk (shaken very

well before opening). Do not use the Pepe Lopez Pina

Colada mix stuff!

• 5 large eggs, beaten
• 1/4 cup unsweetened (preferably), dried and

grated or sweetened coconut
• 2 stalks green onion (scallion). finely chopped
• 2 tsp. powdered ginger

• 1 tsp. white pepper

• salt to taste

• Butter (or olive oil) as needed for sauteing.

For dipping sauce:

• 1 garlic clove, peeled, crushed and minced
• 4 Tbs. soy sauce

• 2 Tbs. Worcestershire sauce

• 2 Tbs. white vinegar

• 4 Tbs. lime juice

• 2 Tbs. sugar
• 1 scallion. green part only, sliced thinly into

rounds

• 1/2 tsp. red pepper flakes (more or less to taste).

Add rice, salt, sugar, vinegar and water to sauce

pan and bring to a boil over high heat on a burner.

Stir this mixture once, turn the burner to low and

allow the rice to come to a simmer (just bubbling).

Cover the pan and leu>e it alone to cook for exactly

17 minutev
Remove pan from heat.

Remove cover and fluff the rice

gently, preferably with a wood-
en spoon, but whatever utensil

you have available. Allow the

rice to cool completely before

proceeding with the rest of the

recipe.

In a mixing bowl (or in the

now cold rice pan), combine the

cooked rice and the rest of the

ingredients (except the

butter/oil) and mix well to form

a batter.

Pre-heat a frying pan or griddle (non-stick works

great) over a medium to medium-high heat.

Add enough butter to coat the bottom of the pan.

When it starts to bubble, add the batter with a spoon

or a ladle and form into rounds as large or small as

you like.

After about 1 1/2 to two minutes, with a spatula

check to see if the bottom of the pancake has

browned to your liking. If so, gently flip it over and

brown the second side.

These pancakes can be kept warm in a toaster oven

set on low or they can be served at room tempera-

ture.

To make the dipping sauce, combine all the ingre-

dients together and blend well until sugar has com-

pletely dissolved.

Serving Suggestion

If using as an accompaniment to a main dish, serve

these warm with the entree and its sauce presented

on top of them. As an appetizer, make the pancakes

large and thin and slice them into wedges arranged

around the bowl of dipping sauce. The number of

servings depends upon the size of the pancakes you

create, but this will feed a lot of people. The
uncooked batter will keep refrigerated for three to

four days (although it might get a bit dense in which

case you can just add some milk to adjust the consis-

tency).

Lomi's Davis is a VMass student. You may e-mail

him with any culinary questions or comments about

this column at LouieXO@aol.com.

Dan Bern will bring his innovative style to the Iron Horse tonight.

Massachusetts Amherst
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Women's Issues
Thursday, September 25, 1997

Women activists celebrate 25 years
Today marks the start of the UMass Women

Activists Reunion. From today until Sunday, there

will be various workshops, lectures and music to cel-

ebrate nearly 30 years of women activists in

Amherst. Developed by the Everywoman's Center,

the Women's Studies Program, and the Faculty State

Council on the Status of Women, the weekend will

be a celebration of "25 years of women of vision in

action." These three programs have been working

together since the 1970s to further the resources

available to women in the five-college area.

The Women Activists Reunion is designed to

bring together UMass activists past and present, as

well as family members, friends, and interested stu-

dents. It promises to be a.weekend of good compa-

ny, intelligent fun and knowledge. The workshops

and lectures will be open to interested students, so

be sure to stop in and check out the impressive array

of speakers and guests.

Program for Women Activists Reunion Conference:

Thursday, Sept. 25

Award presentation — Eleanor Bateman Alumni
Scholar Residence Award. "Where is the Sex in

Sexual and Reproductive Health?" by Susan F.

Crane, class of '88, Executive Director of

International Family Health (IFH), London. IFH
provides support to partner organizations to imple-

ment innovative projects which integrate sexual and

reproductive health care, through technical assis-

tance, fund- raising, consultancy and contract man-

agement. Following the lecture, Ms. Crane will

answer audience questions and be presented with

the Bateman Award. Open to campus community, 2

p.m., Memorial Hall.

Lecture — Lois E. Toko and the Class of 1956

Lecture Series. "The Women of the House:
Massachusetts Women Lawmakers' Perspective on

the Oldest Legislature in the Country."
Representatives Ellen Story (D-Amherst/Pelham);

Anne Paulsen (D-Belmont); Patricia Jehlen (D-
Sommerville); Suleyken Walker, Executive Director

of MA Caucus of Women Legislatures. Come and

hear this panel discussion by leading women in the

Massachusetts State House. Open to the campus
community, 4 p.m. Memorial Hall.

Reception — to honor speakers from the two pre-

vious presentations. An opportunity to speak infor-

mally with the guest speakers, and others who have

come back to celebrate the Reunion. Sponsored by

the Eleanor Bateman Alumni Scholar in Residence

Program. Open to those in attendance at previous

lectures, 6-7 p.m. Memorial Hall.

Lecture — Crossworlds — a Conversation.

"Persuasive Voices of Constructive Change." Coretta

Scott King, widow of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.,

and Patricia Schroeder, former Congresswoman of

Colorado. See and hear these two influential women
discuss questions involving their activism and
visions of social justice. Large screens will be pro-

vided for clear visibility, as well as services for the

hearing impaired. 7:30 p.m.. Mullins Center. Tickets

available at the Mullins Center box office.

Friday, September 26

Registration — Reunion registration. Reunion
"headquarters." Come here for registration materi-

als, to connect with others, check the message board

and enjoy refreshments. This is also the site for Lost

and Found and sign-up sheets for various work-

shops and tours. Noon-8 p.m. Memorial Hall.

Discussion — Conversations with Foremothers.

Arlene Avakian, Lisa Baskin. Lee Edwards, Britt

Ellis. Lorna Peterson. Lois Phillips, Kaymarion
Raymond and Sara Wolff, Joyce Berkman, Arlyn

Diane. Listen in on reminiscences of the founding

mothers of the Everywoman's Center. Faculty Senate

Council on the Status of Women and Women's
Studies Program as they recall the early stages of

these critical University and community based cen-

ters and discuss ongoing political issues for feminists

advocating for and serving women in these sites.

3:30-5:30 p.m.. Memorial Hall.

Film — Friday night at the movies (with pop-

corn!): "Silkwood." 7 p.m. Thompson 106.

Theater — "Greetings from a Queer Senorita."

Monica Palacios — one woman show. Based on
availability, you may purchase tickets at the door. 8

p.m.. Bowker.
Concert — Piano Bar. Michele Feldheim, class of

1991. Come and relax in this warm cocktail bar

while listening to Michele serenading you on the

piano. There will be a cash bar, coffee, tea and
desserts. 8-11 p.m. Cape Cod Lounge, Student

Union.

Film — Friday night at the movies (with pop-

corn!): "The Joy Luck Club." 10 p.m., Thompson
106.

Saturday, September 27
Registration — Reunion registration. 8

a.m.-8p.m. Memorial Hall.

Address— Keynote Address: "Feminist Activism

and the Academy." Beverly Guy-Sheftall. Professor

of Women's Studies at Spelman College and Emory
University. 9:30-1 1 a.m. Memorial Hall.

Book display — Alumni and faculty book display.

Visit this display of some of our alumni and faculty's

recent publications. This will be an opportunity to

chat with some of the authors, and if you purchase a

copy of their book, be sure to have it signed! 10

a.m.-3 p.m. Campus Center Concourse.

Tour — Gather at Memorial Hall to be escorted by

one of the student staff assistants for Mullins Center

and Durfee Tours. Also a Hadley Farms tour. Once
you get to the Farm, there will be a horse drawn hay

wagon waiting for you. 1 1 a.m.

Workshop — Surfing the Web: A Hands-On Intro

to the Internet." Emily Silverman, Women's Studies

Reference Librarian at the W.E.B. DuBois Library.

Find out what the Internet is all about, and where to

find information on women's issues on the web.

11:15 a.m.- 12:30 p.m. W.E.B. DuBois Library,

Calipari Room.
Workshop — Women in the Trenches of Higher

Education: Developing an Agenda for Women."
Carol Wallace. Director of Everywoman's Center;

Nancy Patteson, Women's Studies. Interactive work-

shop on the current status of women in higher edu-

cation, and the process that women's organizations

from the six New England Land Grant Universities

engaged in to develop and implement a new vision

for women in higher education. 11:15 a.m.-l2:30

p.m. Herter 212.

Lecture — "Feminist Theory and Its Connection to

Feminist Practice: Academics and Activism." Ann
Ferguson, Director of Women's Studies; Roberta

Uno, Director of New World Theater; lean

Grossholt, Professor of Women's Studies at Mt.

Holyoke; Felice Yeskel, Director of the Stonewall

Center. A discussion of how feminist theory and

ways of thinking about women's oppression should

connect to feminist activist practice and a sharing of

the ways the panelists have made that connection in

their work inside and outside the University. 11:15

a.m.-12:30p.m. Herter 231.

Workshop — "Faces of Feminism: Feminist

Women in Non-Feminist Workplaces." Christina

Piatt, class of 1976. portfolio manager for

Smith-Barney. Bring your 'war stories' to share in

this participatory workshop in which women will

talk about their work and struggles in non- feminist

work environments. 11:15 a.m.-12:30 p.m. Herter

227.

Choir — Women Activists 25th Reunion Choir.

Eveline MacDougall, Founder and Director of the

Amandla Community Choir. If you would like to be

part of an instant choir in celebration of this

reunion, come by and have Eveline transform you

and others into a collective musical group who will

perform during the Farewell Brunch on Sunday.

11:15 a.m.-12:30 p.m. Herter 209.

Slide Show — "Creating a Lesbian Community in

the Valley 1970-1984: A Personal Journey."

Kaymarion Richmond. 1-2:30 p.m. Herter 211.

Lecture — "Women and Money: Taking Control of

Your Financial Future." Linda Adams, American
Express. 1-3 p.m. Herter 210.

Open House — Women's Studies Open House.

Wander through the halls of Bartlett once again. See

what's new with the program. 1-5 p.m. Bartlett

Hall.

Open House — Everywoman's Center Open
House. Meet current EWC staff and learn about

EWC's renovation plans. 1-5 p.m. Wilder Hall.

Kids' Films — Movie room: kids' films. 1-5 p.m.

Herter 209.

Discussion — Amherst Writers and Artists Press;

Amherst Writers and Artists Institute. Enid Santiago

Welch, Rebekah Boyd. Dianne Bilyak. AWAI was

established in 1993 to broaden the horizons of

low-income women and their families through cre-

ative writing workshops based on methods pio-

neered by Pat Schneider. Meet a few of the women
and hear some of the stories coming out of this

important program. 1:30-2:30 p.m. Memorial Hall.

Films — Movie room: "Norma Ray," "Waiting to

Exhale," "The Color Purple." 2:30-5 p.m. Herter 211.

Lectilre — "Inside and Outside the Halls of

Power." Northampton Mayor Mary Ford;

Representative Ellen Story (D-Amherst/Pelham),

Mary Sutherland, Common Ground: ARISE for

Social Justice/Working Massachusetts: Michele

Gallagher, Massachusetts Teachers Association:

Jennifer Fasulo, class of 1996, Hampshire
Community Action Commission, Graduate
Employee Organization; Andrea Fox, class of

1982, Massachusetts Nurses Association.

Discussion of the relationship between the people

"wearing suits inside" and the people "waving ban-

ners outside."

Lecture — "The Amherst Feminist Counseling

Collective; 25 Years of Integrating Theory and
Practice." Sara Wolff, Class of 1981; Lois Bass, '74;

Barbara Bosma: Julia Demmin; Connie Gillen; Janet

Levine, '71; Alice Maxfield; Sara Klolff; loan

Featherman. One outgrowth of Everywoman's
Center was the Amherst Area Feminist Counseling

Collective. The Collective, a diverse group of

women, most of whom were or would become thera-

pists, met weekly at Everywoman's Center for a peri-

od of five years to explore how feminism affected

their work. They presented papers at local and
national conferences, and in various ways they still

maintain professional contact with each other.

2:30-3:45 p.m. Herter 231.

Workshop — "Developing Anti-Racist Feminist

Organizations." Carol Wallace. Director of

Everywoman's Center and Ann Ferguson. Director

of Women's Studies will facilitate this participatory

workshop in which all are invited to share experi-

ences of working to create feminist anti-racist orga-

nizations. Alex Deschamps & Lisa Scott-Crump of

Women's Studies and Everywoman's Center, and

Gail Keilson of Necessities/Necesidados will also

participate in this workshop. 2:30-3:45 p.m., Herter

227.

Storytelling — Story teller: Motoko. A mime-sto-

ryteller will enchant young and old — and those in

the middle — with her original mime stories that

stem from her own experiences and those of other

Asian women. 2:30-3:45 p.m. Memorial Hall.

Workshop — "Women Surfing the Web: A
Hands-On Intro to the Internet." Emily Silverman.

Women's Studies Reference Librarian at the W.E.B.

Du Bois Library. Find out what the Internet is all

about — and where to find information on women's

issues on the Web. 4-5:30 p.m. W.E.B. Du Bois

Library, Calipari Room.
Workshop — "Women in Transition: Career

Services for Alumnae." Dianna Dunn, University

Career Services. Find out what help is available

through this vital component of the University. If

you are. or will be looking for work or assistance on

preparing your resume, this workshop is for you.

4-5:30 p.m. Herter 231.

Discussion — "From Hairy Legs to Tattooed

Ankles: Feminism from the '60s to the 90s." Kathy

Peiss and others will lead this lighthearted discus-

sion of the many changes which have taken place in

feminist circles over the past 25 years or so. Come
and add your own observations! 4-5:30 p.m. Herter

227.

Cocktails and Dinner — After mingling with oth-

ers for a half hour, sit down with friends to a deli-

cious dinner and conversation. In between the din-

ner and dessert, all in attendance will have the plea-

sure of listening to a talented University female a

cappella group, "Meanwhile " Registration required.

6 p.m. Top of the Campus.
Concert — After dessert, stay put to be enter-

tained by Pat Humphries, who will perform a short

set for your enjoyment. Concert is open to the public

with a $5 suggested donation, and free to those reg-

istered for dinner. 8 p.m. Top of the Campus.
Dance — Come and kick up your heels to the

music of DJ Mary V. What a great way to round out

the day! 9 p.m.- midnight, Bluewall, Student
Union.

The great "bratty chatter" debate
1 have always liked to expose my

friends to music that's important to

me. Not shocking, since most people

pick up on bands through their

friends. Although this is usually a

noble way of expressing my tastes, 1

admit to taking slight gratification in

knowing it annoys the heck out of

certain others.

My favorite target for music-push-

ing is a dear "acquaintance" whom
we will call Id (short for "Idiot"). Id

is a boy from Long
Island who has an
affinity for New York
hardcore and British

pop music. Although
he has a decent range

of musical tastes, he

claims to find my female-based
music collection to be redundant and
slight. Or, as he often calls it, in a

voice dripping with self-satisfaction,

"bratty chatter."

We debate often about the artistic

merit behind many such girl groups,

particularly ones in the Olympia,
Wash, punk scene such as

Bratmobile, Sleater-Kinney, and
Bikini Kill. Such arguments often get

pretty heated.

A recent argument was sparked

after Id agreed with a heinous com-

ment made by Juliana Hatfield

(Alt-pop-lite extraordinaire, of Blake

Babies and "My Sister" fame) in

Rolling Stone's Book of Women in

Rock. Hatfield said, "1 can't think of

one woman in rock doing anything

really great, but I don't think it's

because people don't let them. Men
just play better than women. I think

maybe it's genetic. We have one hor-

mone missing."

What follows is the debate
between Id and me after reading

Hatfield's comment.
Id: I'm not saying girls have no

place in music. It's just that girls are

better at some things than others.

L: So you're saying that one of the

things girls aren't better at is playing

music.

Id: It's no coincidence they tend to

stick to vocals and keyboards. Oh.

Laura

Barcella

and now and again they're allowed to

play the bass guita.\ because it's not

very complicated.

L: The only reason there are so

many women vocalists is that we've

been told it's all we can excel at in

rock. It takes more guts for a woman
to decide she's going to be a guitar

player. It's a cause for celebration

when a girl decides she's going to

play the guitar or the drums. Those

are male- oriented fields. Punk music

in general is a

male-orienied field.

Id: These bands

that you assault me
with are only doing

what male bands did

20 years ago—the

Kinks, the Ramones. the Buzzcocks.

There's no "celebration." They're

merely repeating an old scene, and

not very well.

L: Back then there was even less

acceptance for women in general,

much less in music. The primary

genres women have been praised

for exploring are folk and mindless

dance- pop. Folk music is soft and

pretty— it might be lyrically strong

but there's not much physical

aggression involved. People want

to hear women being quiet, strum-

ming softly and singing pretty. It's

great that it's all changing now.

Just the act of a girl deciding she's

going to play drums, then actually

playing them, is an act of indepen-

dence and rebellion. It proves not

only that we can do it, but that we
want to do it.

Id: Look, I'll be the first to appreci-

ate women who are forging new
ground, but this scene is doing noth-

ing new. Plus, as far as I've seen,

many women can't handle drums or

guitar competently.

L: At this point the music world

has heard most everything, and not

much is fresh or shocking anymore.

Still, there is an undoubtedly "new"

element to women doing punk music,

because it hasn't been fully explored

or appreciated in the past.

Id: The drums and guitar in many

Juliana Hatfield

of the female punk bands tend to be

sloppy and uncoordinated. It's not

that 1 want to believe this, it's just

what I've observed.

L: I'd rather hear music with real

meaning and passion behind it than

some formulaic, testosterone-fueled

mindless ranting. Besides, at least we

have reason to rant. (Chuckle.) We
haven't really been able to in the

past

Id Maybe... but when breaking

new ground, do it right or don't do it

at all. Women who sound like sec-

ond-rate high school bands aren't

doing much for the women's move-

ment as a whole. But for your argu-

ment, the New York hardcore band

Shift was in Worcester a couple

weeks ago. and the female drummer

was amazing. She was one of the best

drummers I've seen

L: So you concede. Women rock

the house.

Laura Barcella is'\Collegian staff

member.

'\Collegia

Who's afraid of the F word?
Feminism: what is it, and why are people afraid of it?

The Webster's New World Dictionary defines feminism

as "the principle that women should have political, eco-

nomic, and social rights equal to those of men."

Most intelligent people have an idea what the fuss is

about—why women have a right to be angry, why it is

time for women to demand standards of living as high

as a man's. Most people can understand, to some
degree, the value of feminist thought and

action. It makes sense that after count-

less years of oppression, alienation, and

de- valuing, many women want to use

their long-stifled voices to begin to set

change in motion at this very moment.
Feminism makes sense. Women of all

ages, shapes, colors and backgrounds have been nega-

tively affected by the misogynistic society we inhabit—

a

society which won't let a woman walk down the street

in peace. A society which expects a woman to look 16

until she's in her grave. A society which thrives on a

woman's insecurities and scoffs at her unhappiness. A
society which labels a woman who (gasp!) enjoys sex, a

"slut," and a woman who prefers other pursuits as

"frigid" or "prudish." A society which thinks it's always

her fault, the woman is always lying.

Despite the contempt expressed towards women in

our society, feminism is still considered a bad word.

The amount of women willing to use the word "femi-

nist" to describe themselves is alarmingly low.

It's a well-known theory that men resent feminism

because they feel threatened by the possibility of female

Laura

Barcella

dominance. Yet why are women afraid to classify them-

selves as feminists? Why do so many women fear a

word which represents a movement designed to protect

their integrity, security, health and well-being?

It seems that male-dominated society's perception of

feminism has affected many women's consciousness.

Thus, many women are reluctant to describe them-

selves in what others see as an unpleasant light. The
stereotypical feminist is not a pretty girl.

She has most of the traits women are

taught to repress in themselves from an

early age. The stereotypical feminist is

physically unattractive, "masculine" in

appearance and manner (with the requi-

site hairy armpits and unshaven legs),

man-hating, angry, forceful and defensive. She is

aggressive yet paranoid, and she is never satisfied. She

is everything deemed "unfeminine," therefore unaccept-

able to society (and sexually unattractive to men).

The fear of rejection for not living up to societal

standards is. I believe, what makes many women hesi-

tant to associate themselves with feminism. What we
(women) should remember is why acceptance is unim-

portant in the first place. Why bother trying to

impress a society which won't be satisfied with your

behavior or appearance unless it fits into a rigid |Tefin-

ition of "the feminine"—the feminine always meaning
small, irrelevant, and controllable. There's simply not

enough space in that tiny box for me. or you. to fit

into.

Laura Barcella is a Collegian staff member.

The devil finds work for idle hands to do

Sissy

Andrews

What could 1 mean when I say

that modern American society is

killing me? How dare I bite at the

hand that has fed me, from
state-of-the-art refrigerators to

microwaves and Nintendo? Such
"necessities" have coaxed me into

blindly forfeiting the simple, peace-

ful balance I should

be experiencing in

my life.

Granted, there is

an argument that

modern life is nat-

ural because
humans created it, and humankind
is natural. However, I have
observed that as our great benefac-

tors overseas ship us the latest gad-

gets to make our lives easier and
more entertaining, my life actually

grows emptier, leading me to sub-

consciously react.

I am reminded of the Dead
Kennedys' song "I Kill Children."

which refers to the fact that

America has a higher rate of psy-

chopaths and serial killers per capi-

ta than any other country. Could
this, coincidentally, be related to the

ugly truth that America is a con-

sumer nation through and through,

with our luxury cars, cellular tele-

phones, and huge indoor shopping

malls? Heaven forbid we ever grow
our own food or walk
a couple of miles,

much less use a rotary

phone!

As Morrissey once
sang, "The devil will

find work for idle

hands to do." People resort to vio-

lence, drug abuse and other forms

of social deviance because there is

no sense of importance or worth in

their lives. Now and again we get a

war or other disaster which briefly

unites the general populous, getting

people to work for a cause, yet most

of the time we are a lazy, robotic

nation, and we would rather watch

the disaster on television that go out

to help fix it.

I have noticed that in a hometown
high school where all the rich

snooty kids go. where Beemers and
Hummers populate the student
parking lot, the level of heroin
abuse is suspiciously high. What?

It is logical, really. Pamper a kid

his or her entire life, shelter them
from the unsightly, unpleasant ele-

ments of the world (hard work,
sweat) and watch their collision

course with disaster—depression,
drugs, alcohol, violence, you name
it.

1 am certainly not saying that run-

ning around the block a couple times
will help. Still, the greatest pleasures

in life must be earned... or so I've

heard. Sweat never killed anyone,
though I suspect being completely
removed from nature has. I too am
secure in my lazy existence. Change
and effort threaten me. Yet there has
to be a breaking point, and I sense
it's not far off... at least for me.

Sissy Andrews is a UMass stu-

dent.
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De La Soul'&KRS-One
team up for NoHo concert
By Adam Dlugacz
Collegian Staff

^T^ Y*00 Th,t
'

8 Tlu' su"tid
Of The Police." "Me, Myself And
I." "One, Two. Three. The ClW ll
Called BDP." or maybe "Ego Trip,
Ego Trip." The question shouldn't
be whethei 01 not you are going to
see KRS-One and De I a Soul al
Smith College on Saturday night,
the question is who it going to out-
shine who.

In every genre ol music there an-
good artisis. great artists, and
anisic that define a genre,
KRS-One is the God ol hip- hop
and De La Soul has redefined
hip-hop on ever) album, In other
words they're guaranteed to give
you whiplash

When Boogie Down Productions
first emerged on the scene in the
early '80s they managed to merge
the politics of Public Enemj with
the fun party mood that groups like

the Sugar Hill Gang made famous.
While BDP was ,i crew there was
no doubt that KRS-One was the
ringleader. Not onlj did BDP
enlighten you. they also made you
want to dance

After BDP ended and kkS One
began his solo career, he quickly

rose to the top of the scene, Whether
he was creating anthems about the

police or slaying fellow MCs he was
always banging. As soon as you
heard KRS-One's mighty baritone

you knew to pick your head up and

start listening, lie educated you

about the suite of hip-hop and the

State Of polities at the MUM time. His
last alhum / Got Next'* single "Step
Into The World" put a strangle hold
on the number one spot on the bill-

board charts, While other MCs were
ecupied with smoking blunts,

being playaz or pimps, or killing

each other. KRS-One limpl)
dropped knowledge. So go and learn

from the teacher.

Front the beginning, De 1 l Soul

were on then own tip. Their first

album had pictures off (lowers on it

and they were called the hippies of

the hip hop movement — not that

everyone didn't sweat that album
anywa

While De la Soul has come far

and in some sense returned to

straight up hip hop with their last

alhum Stakes li High, they were
always on their own tip. They
eschewed what was popular for

what was good, simple and plain.

The) dissed R and B. phony MCs,
but always kept it on the positive

tide of things.

So when you're partying at

Smith College on Saturday night

remember you are watching two of

the innovators and leaders of hip

hop. KRS-One and De l.a Soul
aren't keepin it real, they're keepin

it tight.

KRS-OlU iiml Oc La Soul will

/>c performing in lohn W. Green
Hall at Smith College in

Northampton on Saturday Sept
27. Tickets are $12 in advance.
Doors open at 8 p.m..

Audience gives Bela Fleck standing ovation
By Joshua Boyd
Collegian Staff

BELA FLECK & THE FLECK-
TONES
Academy Of Music
Sept. 21

NORTHAMPTON — One of the

most innovative groups of the 1990s

showed up at Northampton's own
Academy Of Music on Sunday night in

a sold-out performance. Bela Fleck,

the man from New York City who has

singlehandedly redefined the role of

the banjo (generally a hillbilly instru-

ment), led his band, comprised of vir-

tuousic and inventive musicians, to

many musical crescendos. Both young

and old in the crowd bade Fleck &
The Flecktones "adieu" with a stand-

ing ovation after it was all over.

In the breadth of the show, Fleck

switched between acoustic and electric

banjos, with some fancy MIDI effects

applied to the latter, which Fleck was
quite happy to show off throughout

the night with a smirk on his face.

Victor Woolen's bass playing dropped

so many chins on the Door, the micro-

phone trees that were taping the show

could pick up the thud.

Roy "Future Man" Wooten's
"Synth-axe drumitar" and his other

electronic percussion inventions kept

interest level music high. Special guest

saxophonist and flautist kit Coffin

joined the band for most numbers,
switching between smooth and funky

styles on both instruments.

The first set highlights included a

brand new piece, "Oddity," which was

seasoned with an almost Spanish fla-

vor in lhe tones. The flute helped that

along. Victor Wooten's bass solo fea-

tured his bass-only version of The
Beatles' "Norwegian Wood" with also

a "Nutcracker Suite" quote. His mas-

tery of the harmonics and overtones >>t

the electric bass have qualified him as

one of the greatest bassists in the

world. He has been chosen as IV'st

Bassist by Bass Player magazine
( 1993), and received top honors at the

Nashville Music Awards last year.

The second set began with only the

Future Man playing some acoustic and

sampled sounds. He was silting on.

and beating with his hands and feet, a

square drum, that looked almost like a

storage chest, made by a member of

the audience for him The whole band

came out and performed a few num-
bers, one of which was "Huckleberry

Row." which they described as

"12-tone music." giving the crowd a

bit of a music lesson, especially when
they actually counted the tones of the

melody t by left' Coffin) for the audi-

ence. Future Man lent his light, soulful

vocals to the tune "Trouble In Strife."

Continuing with the solo distribu-

tion. I leek performed alone, aeousti-

callv tor a little while before the whole-

band joined him for a very nice

acoustic mini-set. Woolen pla\ed

cello. Coffin played flute, and Future

Man played acoustic hand-drums.
They left the stage after a couple of

Middle Fastern/Brazilian-sounding

tunes tor only a moment before

returning for the encore.

"The Sinister Minister" was funky,

and a crowd favorite. It also won a

Grammy award recently for Best

Bluegrass Performance. Coffin's sopra-

no sax wailed through an energetic

solo, and Woolen took another
hard-slapping solo, spinning his bass

all around, and then playing some
deep- down beats with his brother,

the future Man. The band closed the

show out to another loud applause.

Northampton let some of their favorite

visitors vanish into the night, hoping

for a return in the near future.

Clinton
continued from page 6

ed release album Dupe Dugs. However,

they did play from a few of their other

albums. "Flashlight," "Booty,"

"Mothership Connection," "Hard as

Steel" and "Free Your Mind (and Your

Ass Will Follow)" were just a few of

the songs played.

"Booty" was one of the evening's

many highlights. Everyone in the

crowd sang along and. if the words
weren't known, participated by danc-

ing. Tracey "Trey Lewd" Lewis, the

group's rapper, had the crowd in stitch-

es with lines like "When I go to Med
School I want to be a booty doctor."

The song's beat was one that even the

most unrhythmic person could dance

to.

Another of the evening's focal points

was the incredible solo by Greg
Thomas, on the saxophone. Bonnie

Cowan, on the trumpet, Randy
Skinner, on the trumpet and Scott

Taylor, on the saxophone during
"Flashlight." The electrifying jazz style

these lour men put fourth was of great

satisfaction to the audience who were

left screaming for more.

When Clinton left the stage to

change, DeWayne "Blackbyrd"
McKnight on lead guitar and Michael

"Kid Funkadelic" Hampton, also on

lead guitar, took center stage. With

their ripping chords and unspeakable

talent they brought the house down.

All in all. the night was one that will

not be forgotten by anyone in atten-

dance in the near future.

Good Thyme Deli U
oup, Sanduilc

srlncL Frozen

5 Daily OCIYIP Specials $

your OCMP $ goes further here

'

Conveniently located between
Antonio's & Buccl's.

Venice hosts exhibition

of German Expressionists
By Daniel J. Wakin
Associated Press

ndayfrid 253-2774

VENICE, Italy —The 18th-cen-

tury Palazzo Grassi has become a

dark corner of angst amid the

shimmering canals and airy facades

of Venice.

A major show of German
I Kpressionisl painters opened this

month at the exhibition space, one

of the most comprehensive surveys

of the period ever presented in

Italy.

Not since the 1960s has such an

exhibition been seen in this coun-

try, where not a single significant

German Expressionist painting

hangs in a museum, according to

co-curator Stephanie Barron.

"I think it is a reflection of histo-

ry," she said, pointing to the "his-

torical residue" of anti-German
feeling dating to World War II.

The paintings are survivors of

what the Nazis called degenerate

art. Hitler's regime in the 1930s

removed Fxpressionist works from

museums and forbade their sale or

critical discussion of them
"German Impressionism: Art and

Society" features works by Max
Beckmann. Otto Dix. George
Grosz, Ernst l.udwig Kirchner.

Oskar Kokoschka and 19 other

artists who flourished in the first

quarter of the 20th century.

The show is divided into

themes — paintings reflecting

melancholy, life in the alienating

city, the horrors of World War I,

optimism that the leftist uprisings

after the war would change
things, resignation that the same
old hypocrisy of bourgeois values

would remain.

The German Expressionists, spir-

itual heirs of Munch, van Gogh.
Ensor and Gauguin, invested their

works with dramatic colors,

grotesque figures, biting sarcasm

and gloom in a transformation of

reality to convey individual psy-

chology.

"German Expressionism would
be unthinkable without Freud,"

Ms. Barron, senior curator of 20th-

century art at the Los Angeles
County Museum, said in an inter-

view.

"There's a fierceness, an intensi-

ty, a cynicism which is certainly in

contrast to a kind of Italian sensi-

bility as we know it through Italian

art."

The exhibition seeks to place the

250 paintings, sculptures and
graphic works in the context of

society. In one display, period pho-

tographs and film footage is juxta-

posed with slides of the paintings.

The paintings span the period
1905-1923. and come from 50
museums and collections.

Rt. 5&IO Whatley. MA (413) 665-8733
Call 11am - 1am

Welcome Back Students!
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Movie, Game, and, System Rentals

The best of ttie new releases!
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Male Show
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7pm - 11:30pm

Mti'sic&
MULTIBAND POPS

With Five Hundred Musicians & Dancers in Concert

Friday. September 26

8pm Fine Arts Center Concert Hall
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Tickets: $15 general admission

$10 UMass students, elders Be Children under IS

Order tickets early!

Tickets available at toe Fine Arts Center Box Office
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The art of the romantic tango
Television ~

By Mary Campbell

Associated Press

NEW YORK — At 5=>. no* pro

rial dancers arc long retired.

But Carlos Gavito. the oldot ot

the 16 dancers appearing on

Broadway in forever lango. is not

only still dancing at 55. but he iho
gets the baH reviews of anyone else

in the company.
When that is mentioned, Gavito

says modestly. "1 have more pa>t to

look back on."

He adds that his dancing is -low-

er than it used to be. "Maybe when

you grow up, you have not the abil-

ity to move that fast. You have

another kind of RMTgJ — experi-

ence, maturity. You produce inten-

sity from the inside."

Still. Gavito rather longingly

recalls the past. "1 was fast like a

cheetah when 1 was \oung." he

Forwcr Tango, a iho« >->' sensual

dance, instrumciiial music and no

plot, opened at the Walter Kerr

I heater on )une lb for two months

and has proved so popular it's

being extended into lanuary. The

main idea behind Forever lungo.

says 1 uis Bravo, who had the idea

and directed it. was to show the

real Argentine tango.

Tango originally was music only.

Then dance steps began to add

their own unique expression of the

music. So there are some non-

dance numbers in the show, which

features an 11 -piece orchestra on

stage, a singer and players of the

bandoneon. which looks like a

small accordion.

"The tango is difficult to describe

— like love," Gavito says. "The

dancer* trj to paint on the floor

what the music describes for them.

It's mora than a dance. The tango is

a feeling which we dance

"The music is n heavy, so deep. 1

can close my eyes and I can dance

without thinking what I have to do,

just leel it. Tango has been my life

in a way. I've been very much
always living tango."

The dance. Bravo says, is impro-

vised, not choreographed. Its style

changed as it went from Argentine

brothels, to Paris where vacation-

ing Argentinians took it, to its

socially accepted return to

Argentina. Bravo wants to show all

the styles of this living, still-chang-

ing art.

"Innovations come from the

younger dancers." Gavito says.

"The older dancers dance the past

and they dance the future."

"Ellen" finally find its way entering a fifth season
> .11 !,...,' 1 t.i

By Frazier Moore
Associated Press
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How to Succeed in Business Without

Really Trying
Big business meets show business in

this classic musical full of great songs,

lively dances and delicious deals

Climbing the cotporate Udder has

never been so much fun!

M
. . . a non-stop delight."

-The Nsw York Times

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 7PM
CONCERT HALL
PttSBtfTfO WtfH THl GCNCROU* tuPKMT Of

FUET BAN. AND TMI 0*'l* H*».<i>vir« CAflTTt

rHtrcr r w f f khik

WEEKLY
DRINK

SPECIALS

Vodka & Tonic

16 oz

$2.00

Un

The Bachmann Klibonoff Fridman Trio
Hailed by The Boston Globe as

"masters of their respective instruments"

this celebrated piano trio has established

itself as a premier force on the

American concert scene in i program

which showcases works by Schumann,

Shostakovich and Schubert.

perfection and sensitivity of

the greatest piano trios."

-The Baltimore Sun

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 9, 8PM
BOVVKER AUDITORIUM

nit,-

Thurs-Fri-Sat

Poncing

Beat theCover

No Cover Before 10pm

1/2 Price

Appetizers &

Nachos

3-5 and 79
Bar & Lounge

9-10:30

Bar-lounge-Kestaurant

the estonian philharmonic chamber choir

& Tallinn Chamber Orchestra

dmu Kujusn. musk mncrw

The internationally acclaimed Arvo Pan Liuny sung

and played by an ensemble of 6 s musicians is one of

the premiere musical events in the Valley. The pro-

gram also includes Avt cerum corpui and Lilanie

Liuretanae in D major by Morart, and Part's

Tmapon.

"... a musical experience beyond compare " -THl Michigan Daily

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 15, 8PM, CONCERT HALL

Smoking Section

10 HI 1

Col 545-2511 or 1-800-999-UMAS for tkkels

Visit oor Wttsiu oi wwwjNMts.««h/fK/fKjrltti

(OWK I Willi lOlHdMIK!

Tut I

FlNfART
Center

AMUKT

AMHERST
1 5 East Pleasant St.

RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS

18 Main St . Downtown Amherst 2S3-5441 **t

Featuring "Genuine Draft & Light" 30-pk $ 10.
Michael Shea's/Amber" & "

Bile. & Tqn"

12-pk bots.

Dundee "Honey Brown"

12 pk bots.

ntastic Pricinq!"

"MICRO MADNESS Continues"!

49

AU FIAVOKS!

Pete's

Soromoc -

fast Rood —

»

Mix & Match "TWO" 6-pks . .

.

Catamount

Brewry Hill

Middlesex

Now!

• Delivery Available • OPEN *00am to 1I:»0pm ' VTta/Mastercard Afl Been Plus Deporit

»

NKW YORK — "Ellen" is neither a cure lor cancer

nor. as its fiercest critics have charged, a cancer good

people need protection from.

Instead, with its fifth-season opener. "Ellen" has

earned the right to be judged as neither more nor less

than a TV series. Not a righteous crusade, not a video

Gomorrah, "Kllen" emerge! as a sitcom that, after yews

of trial-and-error. may finally have found its way — a

way that happens to distinguish it as the first TV letiM

in history with a gay lead.

"You sure look happy," a past boyfriend tells Ellen

Morgan after learning she's come out as a lesbian.

"Yes," she quips in her goofy-deadpan fashion, "and

the best part about it is. it's taken five strokes off my

golf game."

But she really does look happy in the season pre-

miere, titled "Guys or Dolls." Moreover, star Kllen

DeGeneres finally looks happy in the role she's been

grappling with, unsuccessfully until now. ever since

"Ellen" premiered in March 1994.

In sum, "Ellen" has not so much "come out" as come

in — come into its own. at long last, as a funny, newly

grounded sitcom.

Of course, it ended last season not so much a TV

series as a lightning rod in a storm of public outbursts

over homosexuality.

For months before, the show and its star had been

building toward that truly must-see-TV moment when

Ellen Morgan blurted "I'm gay" over an airport public-

address system. Thunderous media coverage leading to

that season finale included a Time cover story where

DeGeneres confirmed that she, too. was gay.

Thus had "Ellen" ridden a wave of controversy that.

in turn, drove a wider debate about being gay, culminat-

ing in publicity overkill at a feverish pitch: By "Ellen's"

air-time April 30. many viewers were as wear) of the

whole thing as they were incapable of talking about any-

thing else.

But even carrying all that freight, the so-called

"Puppy Episode" was generally recognized as being gen-

uinely funny (and would win the Emmy for best-written

comedy script).

Then, rather quickly, it was over. The world turned to

tSr "E.len-7 Come fall sgUt pick up

where it left off so spectacularly tn the spring

DeGeneres. for one, didn't seem to know, and apparent

ly wasn't sure she even wanted to find out

She was quoted as saying she hoped her series

W
Tten

,

,

b

o nfone's surprise (surely leas, of all her

own) it' was renewed. And now available evidence sUgg

gests that, rather than reaching an end. El en
_

has

scored a rebirth. "Guys or Dolls" positions EHen for

the first time as I sees for us to watch faithfully, or, at

least, to keep our eye on.

In this episode, Ellen has run into her old

boyfriend Dan, who, learning that she's gay naturally

frets that he is somehow accountable for her sexual

"''•Well.To," she saucily assures him, "not unless you

played Catwoman on Batman.'
"

Finding thev still enjoy each other's company Dan

and Ellen pal "around. Then a friendly good-night kiss

turns into something more than friendly.

Ellen, alarmed that her hard-won self-realization is

coming undone, confides to her gay friend Peter her

unexpected pull in Dan's direction.

"You have to follow your heart, and it will lead you to

the truth of the matter." Peter counsels, before tripping

into his own disclosure: He once had a liaison with a

woman.
"You didn't!"

"Oh. Ellen," he hastens to explain, "I was in college!

It was a crazy time! Devo was hot!"

The episode concludes in an amusing encounter with

Dan. as Ellen satisfies herself that she feels affection,

but no sexual spark, for this man — or any other.

"I'm gay. I'm a gay woman," she tells him, "and

kissing boys kind of violates the whole spirit of the

Be true to yourself and be honest with others. There,

we have the episode's message. Daring?

Groundbreaking? Shocking? Scandalous? On the con-

This "Ellen" vouches for some pretty old-fashioned

values. It's funny how that works.

A peek at upcoming television attractions

"DHARMA & GREG:" With

her rabbity grin and peekaboo

midriff, lenna Elfman has a cer-

tain sexuality. But even if her new

sitcom launches her as a star, you

might still more accurately call it

"Dharma & Dregs." yet another

romantic comedy about a mixed

marriage and a culture clash.

In this case, she's a hippie-dip-

pie free spirit, whereas her soul

mate Greg (Thomas Gibson) is a

conservative assistant U.S. attor-

ney, and a wealthy blue-blood to

boot. What, besides sheer randi-

ness, would possess such an

apparent stick-in-the-mud as Greg

to fall for such an airhead as

Dharma?
Meanwhile, what does Dharma

see in this young fuddy-duddy?

"Dharma & Greg" premieres

Wednesday on ABC at 8:30 p.m.

Unless we can get it annulled first.

Barbara Mandrell always fit

best on television. And now she's

giving up the concert stage to pur-

sue an acting career.

Mandrell. who pulled the plug

on her hit NBC variety series 15

years ago, makes a cameo appear-

ance Sept. 28 in the CBS made for

television movie "Get to the

Heart: The Barbara Mandrell

Story," based on her 1990 autobi-

ography. Maureen McCormick
("The Brady Bunch") stars as

Mandrell. In the past few years,

Mandrell has acted on television

when not on the road performing

80-100 shows a year. She's

appeared in "Dr. Quinn Medicine

Woman." "Touched by an Angel,"

"Baywatch" and has a recurring

role on "Sunset Beach."

t

FOOD
COURT

T-MKX
Totally Mexican

Sovot k great!

the Hatch Food Court is making YQy

the World's Best Lunch!

Asian Delights, Mexican Fare, American Grill,

New York Deli, and Continental Soup & Bread

rung on Friday

located in the Student Union Basement

NFL

Cold enough for ya, eh?
Steve MacKinnon hopes to lead the Minutemen in their upcoming season starting in 24 days.

continued from page 14

neither one was allowed to get anything going, even

though at the end of the game their numbers looked

respectable.

The Pats have this whole weekend off to work out

the kinks before heading to Mile High Stadium.

They'll need it

In other NFL news:

When 1 looked at New England's schedule this year

a few games popped out at me — the lets games,

obviously. Also, Monday night at Denver. Monday
night versus Green Bay, an AFC Championship
rematch against Jacksonville in week No. 15. and the

last regular season game of the year — Monday night

at Miami.
However, after four weeks have been completed,

one game is blinking like a neon sign on 42nd street.

Week No. 12 — Nov. 16. New England at Tampa
Bay.

The Buccaneers (4-0) are on a hot streak cooked

up by my fantasy football sleeper, Warrick Dunn,

who's carrying the team with 416 total yards. Trent

Dilfer is the highest rated quarterback in the NFC. I

don't believe it, but that's what the slats say.

Come week No. 12, this could be a sneak preview

of the Super Bowl. But, I don't want to get ahead of

myself. The Bucs haven't done well since... forever If

they suddenly started to suck, no one would care or

be surprised.

Except for all those bandwagon hoppers who have

dumped tons of money on Tampa's new apparel. It's

too much like San Francisco's.

This Sunday, Tampa Bay invites the 1-2 Arizona

Cardinals to Florida for an early afternoon supper. If

the Bucs want to head into Green Bay next week on

the right track, this game against the Cards better

look like a Nebraska-Bowling Green match-up.

Tampa Bay 77, Cardinals -10.

•Marc Brunell has proven to be one of the few ath-

letes that actually earns every penny he makes. This

guy took a shot to the knee during the preseason and

should probably have been out of action for a couple

ot more weeks. Instead, he chooses to get into the

game on Monday night, rough it out and help try and

lead his laguars back to the AFC Championship
game. Even with Rob lohnson and Steve Matthews

getting the job done in the QB position, Brunell

throws himself back into the lineup and wins a big

Monday night divisional match-up over Pittsburgh,

30-21.

Against the Steelers. Brunell went 24 for 42 with

no interceptions and 306 total yards. No matter how
you look at it, he's back and the lags are still unde-

feated.

This Sunday, lacksonville travels up to Washington

D.C. to take on the Redskins. I'm sorry, Marc, after a

week of rest and a big win over Arizona the week
before. I'm going with the Skins in a close defensive

game. Washington 17, lacksonville 10.

•Baltimore is at San Diego this weekend...

I figure somebody has got to care about this game.

I'll take the Ravens, 31-23.
• I wonder how long it will take |oe Bugel to realize

that having Jeff George throw every pass to Tim
Brown isn't winning football games. Brown leads the

league with 33 receptions, 535 receiving yards and

four touchdowns. However, the fabulous Raiders

defense has given up just as many points as its offense

has put up on the board (106). No matter which way

uiu slice it. Oakland is just 1-3. They should pick up

their second win of the season over St. Louis this

weekend. However, the Rams are 2-2, with wins over

New Orleans and the New York Giants. This

match-up between the Rams and Raiders could be one

of the best games of the weekend. Not.

I'll take Oakland, 38-31.

Jonathan M. Place is a Collegian columnist.

Finally, the AFC may look A-OK
By Dave Goldberg

Associated Press

Is this tinullv the year the AFC ends

its I 3-year drought at the Super Bowl?

It's much too early to make an

assessment after four weeks of a 17-

week regular season. Who knows what

woes might befall the teams that look

so good now?
Bui so far the AFC is stronger at the

top than it has been in yean, perhaps

since the Raiders gave the conference

its last NF1. title after the 1983 season.

Stan with New England and Denver

— the AFC champion and the team

that should have been. Both are 4-0

and neither has realh been challenged.

The Bronco*-' 38 20 win over the

Bengals on Sunday was close tot three

quarters, the tightest game Denver has

played this year.

Add lacksonville, which made it to

the title game last year as the third

team at the top. And look at some

upstarts, notably Kansas Cits, which

TRAVEL"
1

SMART!
FROM BOSTON

One Way Roundtnp

LONDON
$154 $287

PARIS
$209 $390

ROME
$266 $497

MADRID
$218 $407

Scheduled (lights

Farts to worldwide destinations

turailpasses available

Weekend surcharges may apply

Customs-Immigration taxes apply

Fares subject to change without

notice Int'l. student I D cards

may be required

RISM TRAVEL
545 Fillh Ave . NY. NY 10017

212-986-8420*

800-272-9676

went to Charlotte on Sunday and

trounced Carolina, an NIC finalist last

year, 35-14. One measure of the

Chiefs: their only loss was 19-3 on

opening day in Denver. Other than

Tampa Bay (4-0). the teams at the top

of the NFC are flawed. Green Bay is a

shak> VI and could be 1-3. Dallas and

San Francisco, the aging dinosaurs, are

dangerous but not invincible. "It was a

lesson." Packers eoac'u Mike Holmgren

said alter Green Bag squandered a 31-7

halftime lead and held on to beat the

Vikings 38-32.

But how many lessons can a team

learn? Holmgren insists the year after

winning a championship is always the

haidest — the offseason is shorter, the

team is a target and good luck can turn

to bad. So even while the Packer- have

more depth than most teams in the

salary cap era. the injuries are show ing

(good luck turning to bad).

Dorsev I evens is carrying the run-

ning back load without Edgar Bennett.

and even this early complains about

wearing down. Craig Newsome. like-

Bennett gone lot the season, is missed

at comerback — the Vikings picked on

Tyrone Williams and Roderick Mullen

at will in the second half on Sunday

.

It looks as if the Buccaneers are seri-

ous challengers to the Packers in the

NFC Central. We'll know more after

they visit Green Bay in two weeks.

When Warrick Dunn can't beat you

running (11 carries for 17 yards

Sunday night in the 31-21 win over

Miami), he'll beat you catching (six for

10b yards) and Mike Alston will run

(18 carries for 95 yards).

And the defense, even without

Warren Sapp. is solid.

We're not as bad as we were

tonight." Tony Dungy said by way of

apology, even though two of Miami's

three touchdowns came after the

Dolphins trailed 24-7 in the third quar-

ter.

Beyond the Packers and Bucs?

The Cowboys are an enigma — great

against Pittsburgh, awful the next two
— and rumors that lerry lones wants to

coach only add to the continuing chaos.

San Francisco is 3- 1 because it plays

in a division with New Orleans and

Atlanta, two of the NFL's worst, plus

St. Louis, a voung team not ready to

challenge. Without lerry Rice in the

playoffs, trouble looms. Then again.

Rice says he'll be back in time.

Right now. the Broncos and the

Patriots, who meet in two weeks on a

Monday night in Mile High Stadium,

are the class of the league. Thev are

averaging more than 30 points a game

and allowing precious few (13a game

b) Denver. 10 a game by New
England). Yes. the schedule^gets hard-

er, particularly for the Patriots follow-

ing their week off. But look at it anoth-

er way. If the winners of the Green

Bay-Tampa Bay and New England-

Denver games were fast-forwarded to

the Super Bowl, the AFC team proba

blv would be favored.

]aguars hit hard

IACKSONV1LLE, Fla. (AP)

— Look at the Jacksonville

laguars in their teal uniforms:

a smashmouth team in the Sun

Belt.

"We want our team to be-

strong on the offensive and

defensive lines and we've done

a pretty good job of assem-

bling the kind of people that

we think put us in that catego-

ry." coach Tom Coughlin said

as the Jaguars got ready for

Monday night's game with the

Pittsburgh Steelers. "We think

they're the strong points of our

team."

That northern approach to

football has made the

lacksonville-Pittsburgh rival-

ry, just 2 years old, into one

that could become one of the

NFL's most intense. For if the

Pittsburgh team assembled by

Bill Cowher resembles the old

"Steel Curtain" Super Bowl

winners of two decades ago.

the laguars reflect Coughlin's

background.

01DSM0BILI

iH t ti u 1 1 m a m
VOLKSWAGEN

Patricia Dolan
SALES REPRESENTATIVE

<®
TEL 6172758000
FAX 617 271 1325

39 NORTH ROAD
BEDFORD, MASS 01730

|Cahillane
Rt 9 @ Howard Johnson's in Amherst

48 Damon Rd, Northampton

Auto Rentals

I

Northampton I

584.8099
P

Amherst I Northampton

549.80991 584.8099

"$ Biuupcs 9

IO^Hfmhf.htown RoaiTamherst, MA 01002 256-8284

BIGGE

on the Web @ http://www.cahillane.com

Now Featuring

the ultimate 4-WD
Jeep Grand Cherokee

8c Dodge Caravan

LEASING

RENTALS

bWiXNQtmu, Rwumm &®®m©wmA

BETTER!

• 14 9ft Tables

•60" Big

Screen T.V.

• All Sporting

Events

I nlimitec. Players!

• Kver) Thursday

S5 Cash 8-Ball

Tournament @
7:30|>iii

• LIVE Ml SIC

Kverv Fri. & Sal

The UMass Athletic Department

will conduct auditions for

persons interested in

performing the

National Anthem

at winter sporting

events on

UbOBBtfSr

gBummmR &©a OS

The auditions will be hel^

in the Curry Hkks

Cage beginning @

Anyone interested

Yin performing in the UMass

Hoop Band please contact

Thom Hannum @

5-6060
Auditions will be held

October 21,22, A 23

UMASS HOOP BAND!!

___^__ $hop Scoffs &
LIQUORS Ii<JSS& $aveLot$!

you* 1

BlIDWEISER 1 6oz. suitcases
$
1
4*" d«p.

Miller Genuine Draft 24-12oz.Bonus $9" <»«*>.

Blue Moon 6 packs
$4" + dop

Always Tons off UnadverOscd Specials!!!

15% Off Any 6 Bottles of Wine

- Sale Items Excluded

Absolut Vodka
Jagermeister

Pucker Sour Apple

Hornsby's Cider

»1249/750mL

»1247750mL

»7W/Llt«

$4W/6 Pock

Marshall
Steinbeck

Complete Auto Collision & Painting

Service

Your Toilgoting Headquarters!!

Tele-Check for

We want to be your favorite

Uquor store

6 University Drive
at Newmarket Center. Amherst

- AiwMir

U»l»»r»lty DrW»

(413) 256-8157
53 So. Prospect St. Amherst, Mass. 01002

STATE REG. RS #1212 MA LIC. #1398

WEDNESDAY NIGHT

WET WEDNEDAY
special guest DJ's

THURSDAY NIGHT

Flava Productions
Presents

Butta Milk Grooves

FRIDAY NIGHT

H&H
DJbyEDoogie&OJYUI

SATURDAY NIGHT

Mr. Smith's Saturday

Night Jam
SUNDAY NIGHT

Live Band
New Horizons

DRINK SPECIALS
MELON SOUK $2.00

MOD BOTTLES $1.50

KAHIKMtt SH00TFKS
$1.50

MILLEK UTS 20w $2.00

MILLER Lm PtTCHEHS

$5.00

FOOD SPECIALS
Fjwe_Sfcv#ffo ride

every 1 /2 hour:

Wed-Fri9pm-12:15am

& Sat night 3pm-lam

For more info call 586-

2774 from 12pm - lam

STOPS AT THE HORSESHOE,

Haigis Mall, uptown by Barts

oness ro imphess propi* attir* t

POSITIVt id atQumio >$U
FRIENDLY CLIAN • PLIHTY Of

fflff PARKING

MY (?AK!48 MAft.fi. •

IXIAKILSV • •••*S7?«
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Collegian Classifieds
113 Campus Center

ANNOUNCEMENTS II ANNOUNCEMENTS |
AUTO FOR SALE

EnterprlM Rent-A-Car

Wants To Congratulate

Kevin Lemieux

Marc Menschel

EaalMakltiiAna

|fcWfcwono. and Hw lnlaaalH I

Thar* You ***«• and Mare

tar taw Hard Work
and Groat Annuo*
oMatuotmar

Wa Hop* Vow Novo a

FantaaVC Vaarl

Your Friends At

I

Enterprise Rent-A-Car

Want* To congretulata

Erika Martineau

Justin Hurlburt

Thank* You

for Your Hard Work
this summer!

You Did a super

Job As

Management
Intern.

Have A Great Year

We Miss You

Already!

Your Friends At

r-]«f..UJllJLTS

Nature Photography
Weekend Workshop in the

White Mountains Learn how to

use your camera while hiking

the White Mountains October

24-26 Sign-up in the Craft

Center All levels of photo expe-

rience welcome.

iit.ii.i.

Uainrtitf?

ftrt »r tatll eaaatti

•f-

Tri Jl|im iatitn

•II nmmty» tt

|tt tt loot) oitt n'ti

til ttMt...

Sitterkeed

Ustitnki*

Oeeertaaitiei

•Pile, t* Belea)

far atrt i.ft iia liavji

tin «K4a-MM

Homecoming Concert-

Saturday, September 27!

Featuring Stephen Kellogg and

the Root Cellar Band in the

Student Union Ballroom at 9:00

pm. All are welcome Tickets are

$4 and can be purchased at the

door or at Memorial Hall.

Sponsored by STARS and the

Class of 2000

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Sugarloaf Estates Luxury 2

bedroom apartment homes
FREE HEAT AND HOT WATER
State of the art kitchens, design-

er baths, w/w carpeting, washer

and dryer On FVTA Call Today

665-3856

AUTO FOR SALE

1988 Ford Festive 5.000 miles

Always starts, runs great

$1300 Call Tom at 253-9946

1985 Dodge Charger automat-

ic good condition, reliable, new
parts S600/BO 323-980,?

1992 Ford Escort LX XCLT

cond 5 speed. 54k $3600 538-

9857

Auto For Sale 83 Chevy

Caprice Classic Great shape,

low mileage $1200 Call Robin

253-6348

'84 Jeep CJ7 4x4, hardtop, new

battery, needs some work

Asking $1 1 00 or B/0 Call 549-

1609 (Tony) or 549-9267 (Patri)

1991 Dodge Colt white, 4 cyl

.

hatchback, alarm, excellent con-

dition, $1700 Call 546-3640

EMPLOYMENT

Spring Break "Take 2" hiring

reps! Sell 15 Take 2 free.

Hottest destinations! Free par-

ties, eats, and drinks Sunsplash

1-800-426-7710 or www.sun-
splashtours com

Attention Health Science

Students

Health and Wellness Facilitator

needed in South Deerfield

Incredible opportunity in the

Corporate Wellness Field.

Competitive hourly pay. Contact

Robert Martin at Hardigg

Industries (413)665-2163 ext.

2151

Part-Time Evening
Warehouse Position Available

Mon-Thurs, approximately 20

hours per week Apply in person

at E+J Distributors. 99 Industrial

Drive. MA 01060

WANTED Person to clean 4

room condo on weekly basis.

Less than 1 mile from campus

Please call Ken 523-8809

Jobs For The Environment

Campaign with MassPirg to

reduce pesticide use.

Flexible schedule

$50-75/day

Call Terry ©256-6434

EMPLOYMENT
Ski Lodge Positions Open
Nov-ApriT. Salary, room and

board Bonuses and ski pass For

applications, call, write, or fax

Alta Peruvian Lodge. P.O Box

8017. Alta, Utah 84092

(801)742-3000 Fax (801)742

3007

JOB OPPORTUNITIES IN THE
UMASS ATHLETIC DEPART-

MENT!
The UMass Athletic Ticket

Office is looking for students to

help with game operations at

home football games There will

be a meeting on Thursday,

September 25 at 5:00 pm in

Curry Hicks Cage for all those

interested in working The next

home game is on Saturday,

September 27 at 1:00 pm
Please contact John Dippel in

the Ticket Office at 545-0810 for

more information.

Drivers and Kitchen Help

Wanted. Apply at D.P. Dough

Maintenance Person Wanted
at Hampshire Fitness $7/hour.

8am-noon. Minimum of 3 morn-

ings 256-6446

Needed Immediately Part-

Time Veterinary Assistant

Weekday afternoons Apply in

person to: The Cat Hospital,

139C Damon Rd., Northampton,

MA

Drivers Wanted Pays $70 to

$120 per shift Car needed

Dominos 256-8911

FOR RENT

Fridge Rentals 253-9742 Free

Delivery

FOR SALE

Party Time- Need More?
Learn excellent management
skills- Shortread Booklet $8 95

Call 527-2506

FOR SALE
Brother 2200 w/spreadsheet
$150 or B/0 532-5917 Leave

message

Stereo Equipment
Buy/Sell/Trade Home stereo

components. Used, recondi-

tioned. 253-5312

Computersl Computers!
Computers! THE VERY BEST
PRICES AROUND! IBM
Thmkpads. Compac as well as

printers, scanners, and supplies

Call File Management Solutions

and ask for Jason. 549-4850

Rolling Stones Foxboro Oct

20 and 21 Floor seats! 665-0241

Leave message

Macintosh Plus with 20mg
external hard drive. Mac Image

Writer II Asking $350 or B/0

Call 665-7794

Himalayan Kittens

C.F.A. Registered

$17500
(413)634-5789

Big Fish Tank All equipment

included $40 or B/0. 549-6926

Laptop Notebook Works good

$150 Good for school Call

Steve (413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for com-

puter Works great Call CPC

(413)584-8857

Watch batteries, ear pierc-

ing, eyeglass repairs, jewelry

restoration, diamond engage-

ments, wedding rings

Silverscape Designs, 264 N
Pleasant St, Amherst 253-3324

Open Daily

FOUND

FOUND- Bag full of clothes at

Haigis. Probably a band member

Call 253-6566 Marcie

FOUND
Sum of Money Found in

Campus Center Post Office on

Friday morning. Call Maureen at

5453502

HOUSE FOR RENT

2 bedroom mobile home
Wendall Forest, 1/2 hour from

Amherst. Graduate student-simi-

lar $550 monthly (508)544-6072

INSTRUCTION

BARTEND WITH UNIVERSITY
BARTENDING 50% student

discount. On-campus classes

starting soon! Call 1-800-U-Can-

Mix for info

Guitar Lessons
Beginner-Advanced

1-888-908-8898

Call Peter (Toll-Free)

Black five star notebook lost

on Friday in Morrill 203 Reward

Contact Collegian at 545-3500

Missing "The Artist": Last

seen hitching to Hobart Please

frequent your usual places!

We'll be there.

Lost Watch- Ladies Hamilton

Watch. Lost on Mt. Toby

Fireroad/Trails in mid-July

Roman numerals, black strap.

Reward Sue (413)367-2755

MISCELLANEOUS

ROOM FOR RENT

Looking for one person to

share 1 large room in two bed-

room apt in Amherst On bus

route, behind campus. For info,

please call Brad at (603)889

0686

Room for rent in private home

1 mile to UMass Furnished

kitchen privileges Laundry, park-

ing quiet, friendly $335/month

Barbara 549-4853

ROOMMATE WANTED

Need student to shore room

on Hobart Lane $150/month

Sarah 586-9815

ROOM OPEN in big house

Great Location $280/month

plus Call 253-2268 Ask for

Chris.

Seeking Grad Student or

Professional to share a large

modern Northampton apt Great

location Two bedroom, two

bath $560+ 584-2247

Female and Male Grad
Students seek female Grad

Student for share in large,

sunny, modern post and beam

house in Wendel, with hot tub

and deck on wooded acreage

$200 per month inclusive, but

worth much more. Must see.

About 20 minutes from UMass

with no stoplights (508)544-

2688

SERVICES

www.movieposter.com
Vintage-Current

(416)391-0133

Transcription, Editing, Typing

for students, professors & busi-

nesses Domenichelli

Transcription Services (413)783-

8607 domenbus@javanet.com

MOTORCYCLE

650 Yamaha Runs great Road

ready Drive away today $800

Call Jon 549-5873

SERVICES

Rental Problems? Questions

about your lease/security

deposit deductions? Questions

about subletting/assigning leas-

es? Questions about the condi-

tion of your new house or apart-

ment? Contact The Student

Legal Services Office, 922

Campus Center, 545 1995

Experienced Seamstress
Mending, tailoring, alterations,

dressmaking, clothing design

Call Chrysal 253-7573

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for

free testing and assistance 549-

1906

WANTED

Looking for rock climbing

shoos- Women's size 7 or

thereabouts. Aly 549-9462

COLLEGIAN
CLASSFIEDS

available

on

the

concourse

or

visit

our

friendly

office

in

the

campus

center

basement

Personals Policy Rates
I, All personals MUST be ptootrejd by CoHegian claj-

uftrd employe« before payment and acceptance of

the csm
2 laM names MA> NOT he used in personals ONLY

first names and initials are allowed. The only excep-

ttom are fa birthday or congratulations personals, in

whit h rase the full name may be used

J Phone numbers are not allowed in personals NO
IXtEPTIONS

4 Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means

dorm room numbers as well.

5. Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are

not acceptable Personals of a vindictive or libelous

nature are not acceptable Personals may not be

used for the purpote <if harasamerrt.

b. Profanity may not be used in personals
T The personals section is for personals only. The ner-

>onak section may NOT be used la sell items, seek

roommates, advertise meetings M
B. All personals must have the name, signature, and

UMass ID number of the student placing the as

filled in on the insertion order Non sludents must

provide a valid driver's license and the license num-

ber must be recorded on the insertion order. Use of

l.-nMu ation or misrepresentation is sub|ect to

penalties under the law.

S. The Coilegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit

any personal that does not meet the Catlegun s stan

dards in accordance wilh the statutes ol the

I ommonwearoS of Massachusetts

Students

20vt per word/day

All others

40 <t per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and

legibly We 41%not responsible for errors result

int? from illegible handwriting or type.

Standard Headings
ACTIVITIES

ANrVXXJNCEMEfsJTS

APARTMENT FOR RENT
AUTO FOR SALE

COMMUNITY EVENTS
EMPLOYMENT

ENTERTAINMENT
FOR SALE

FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

THURSDAY, SEPT. 25

Entertainment — TV Night

at 7:45 p.m. at the Hillel

House. Come and get to know

others in the Jewish communi-

ty. Free food.

Lecture— Monica Palacios

presents "Queer of Color in

American Theater" at 8 p.m.

in Campus Center, room 803.

This is part of the GLBT
Studies Lecture Series and is

co- sponsored by The
Stonewall Center. GLB GSO,
Women's Studies and the

Chancellor's Task Force on

GLBT Matters. For more
information contact the

UMass Stonewall Center at

545-4824.

Meeting — Spectrum
Magazine will be holding a

general meeting at 6 p.m. in

the Campus Center. All new
members welcome. If you

have any question or can't

make the meeting and would

still like to be involved please

call the office at 545-2240 or

come by the office at Student

Union 406E.

Poetry/Dance — Poetry

reading by Rachel Jenkins

Ferris and a dance improvisa-

tion by Linda Batchelor and

Lisa Leizman from 7-9 p.m.

in the Student Union Gallery.

Any questions call Amanda at

545-0792.

FRIDAY, SEPT. 26

Open Forum — The
Canidates for the Assistant

Director Position in Disability

Services are available in an

open forum from 2-5 p.m. in

the Campus Center, room
802. For more information

please call Disability Services

at 545- 0892.

Open House — The Hillel

Open House for Home
Coming, 10 a.m. - noon.

Service — Multiculturally

Jewish Service at 6 p.m. at the

Hillel House. Come celebrate

the customs and practices of

all Jews.

SATURDAY, SEPT. 27

Comedy — MISSION
IMPROVable will be perform-

ing their free weekly comedy

improv show at 8 p.m. in the

Campus Center, room 163.

Concert — Stephen Kellogg

& The Root Cellar Band will

be playing their only show of

the year at 9 p.m. in the

Student Union Ballroom. The

show is part of "Homecoming
97" and is sponsored by The

Class of 2000 Council and the

STudent Alumni Relations

Society. For more information,

contact Ann at 545-2317.

NOTICES

Auditions — The UMass
Theatre Guild is holding open

auditions for The Passion of

Dracula on Friday, Sept. 26 at

6:30 p.m. and Saturday, Sept

27 at 10 a.m. and 3 p.m. in

Campus Center, room 904.

Call backs are on Sunday.

Sept. 28 at 10 a.m.

Course — The
Interdepartmental Program in

Film Studies is offering a

Certificate in Film Studies to

all majors (equivalent to a

minor). Includes six courses

in film/video studies. For

more information and to fill

out an application, stop by the

office in 101 South College or

call 545-3659. Office hours

MW 8 a.m.-5 p.m., TuTh 10

a.m.-5 p.m.. F 8 a.m.-2 p.m.

FYls are public service announcements

printed dairy. To submit an FYI, please

send a press release containing all perti-

nent information, including the name
and phone number of the contact person

to the Collegian, c/o the Managing Editor

by noon the previous day.

Or visit the webpage:
www.umass.edu/film.

Internships —
Environmental internships

offered. Campaigns this

semester include: Hunger and

Homelessness, Pesticides,

Endangered Species, Updated

Bottle Bill and Campaign
Finance Reform. Looking for

motivated students to take

leadership positions. Call

MassPIRG at 545-0199 or

stop by 42 3A Student Union.

Daily Listings sponsored by: Your Ad HERE! 545-3500
a HSCN Bulletin 33 CNN

Board 34 CNN SI

3 CBS/3 Hartford 33 Headline News

4 CBS/4 Boston B3UCTV
M ABC/5 Boston 37 TBS

m PBS/57 Springfield 38 BET

•7 HSCN Movie Ch. 83 TV Land

m UPN/20 Hartford SO Univision

Weather Channel 31 Comedy Central

lO NBC/30 New 38 Cartoon

Britain 33 Much Music

11 Fox/61 Hartford

IB PBS/24 Hartford

13 WOCH&HSCN
14 International

14 UMass Academic TV And
V7 HSCN Programming

%m TV-19
»0 ABC/40 Springfield HERE!

NBC/22 Springfield

THURSDAY EVENING
6:30

Buelneae Rpt.

CBS New.

CBS
ABCNmrt
Freeh Princt

NBCNewe
CheeraB
NBC News

Slmpsona I!

NBC New*

Builnesi Rpt

ABC New.

7;00 7:30
Newthour With Jim Lehrer I
Inside Edition IRttlTVn

EitnX
Inside Edition Chroniclt X
BoyWorid

Wheat-Fortune

Judge Judy X
Ent. Tonlght

Seinfeld i
Wheel-Fortune

Ent Tonight

Frath Prince

Jtopardyl X
Grace Under

herd Copy!
frailer I
Jeopardy! I

Newshour With Jim Lehrer X
Seinfeld X

Mad Abo. You

Family Matter.

Make-laugh

Figure It Out

Twilight Zona

Beyond 2000

Sportteenier

Seinfeld X
FratlerX

Fraeler X
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8-OCT 8:30 9:00 I 9:30 I 10.0CM 10:30 111:00
Arrtiouet Roadshow (In Stereo) [

American Experience "FDR" "The Grandest Job in the World/The Juggler" (R) X
V PI T= rvl 1. tl....!.. /I~ CIa.m\ I im U»m /In Ct*ra*\ Wl IktwirB TF

Promised Land X IDiagnoala Murder (In Stereo)

Promised Land X
Nothing Sacred (In Stereo) Xting Si

> Murder (In Stereo)

Icrictor "Part 2" X

48 Houra (In Stereo) X
48 Hours (In Stereo) X

« Tafc Rioy.198S, Waste I Eastwood.

Friends I lUnlon Square Seinletd X |Veronlca

Honey, I Shrunk the Klda X
Friends X
Living Single"

Friends X
ThlsOWHse.

Union Square

Between Bros.

Union Square

Drs. on Celt

Nothing Sacred (In Stereo) X
t»tt^ocrt>o»"i19rH Drama)

Pti Factor. Chronicles

Seinleld X [Veronica

413 Hope St "A Better Place"

20/20 X
Newt

ER "Ambush" X
Newt Tlapd

ER "Ambush" X

NewaX
Newt

Newt

11:30
This Old Hse.

Late Show X
Lets Show X
Nightline X

Star Trek: Deep Space Nine X

Vibe

rfonightShow

Simpsons X~
Tonight Show

SeirrleldX [Veronica JER "Ambush" X
American E»parience "FDR" "The Grandest Job in the World/The Juggler" (R) X

Major League Baseball Atlanta Braves at Philadelphia Phillies. (live) X

Cracker "Part 2" X
(evin Bacon, tori Singer,

20/20 x

Law > Order "Profile" X
MontytlneX

I
Crossfire l"

Dally Show (R) Stein's Money

Debt

Strange Planes "Parasites" (R)

[Wkend Klckoff

Viewers

Tiny Toon

Twilight Zona

Renovation

Kung Fu: Legend

Saywatch "Princess of Tides"
[

Highlander: The Series (R) X
(5:00) "D»YS Ol Blunder" (1990) |Real Sports (R) (In Stereo) I
»V. "If T»k»S T»w"(l99o, Comady) KJrstie Alley. 'PQ' IB

Breaking Through (In Stereo]"

Fleetwood Mac: The Dance (R)

Doug I IRugrattl
"

Sightings (R) (In Stereo) X
Hometime (R) |Hometlme (R)

Lota a Clark-Superman

Biography: Pretty Boy Floyd I
Sea Talea (R)

Prima News X IBurden-Proof ILarry King Live X

(Uve)l

[

Sea

>l |Larr

«»/CiWtl983, LVimt) Rob Lowe, Jacqiwmw Bbset

JderTRrvef IMystefY Univ. | Movie Magic

Collage Football North Carolina Slate at Wake Foiest (Live) X
—^ fVam

News M'A'S'H I
I

Frasier X

Nightman

Tonight Show

Charlie Rose

NightlineX
Cheers X

«» "Big Trouble in Little Ch<na"(i986, Adventure) Kurt Russef

Unexplained "Noah's Flood" (R)

World Today X
Bookkeeper [Make-Laugh

Wings (R)

Unsolved Mysteries (In Stereo

Beavis-Butt

Secret of Alex

BeavisButt

h«ppyD«t»

SeaquestDSV "Alone "X

"Keeping Sacrals (1991, Drama)

Countdown to the 10 Spot

Happy Days I
Bewitched

Tra—urea I
America

ii*-%underbo»tndUg^L

Foravar Knight "Hunters

Hittory of Rock n' Roll IR)

Suzanne Somers, David Birnay"

Vol (In Stereo)

I Love Lucy X |Odd Couple X
Friday the 13th: The Series X
Hittory ol Rock n' Roll (R)

1974, Adventure) Cant Eastwood. Jetl Budges. | Rough Cut

Walker, Texaa Ranger X \"Not In This rown"(1997, Drama) Kathy Baker. (In Stereo) X

Law 4 Order "Pride ' X
Sporta lllut.

Daily Show

Wild Dlscovei

Moneyllne X
Stein'a Money

I
Golden River

Sportscenter

Homicide: Life on the Street"!

Oddvllfe, MTV
Ta«"i I

LoveHne (R)

X
Sighting! (R) (In Stereo) X
Treasures America

»» "Convoy"(197B)

Silk Stalkingt "Scorpio Lover"

Inside the NFL tin Stereo) X

<4:20)
k
Sepl»mb0f" ( 1 996) Jacquelino Bisset. | « * "Weekend si BemWs 11" ( 1 993) 'PU'I7

«+U«fir»,KTionni995, Adventure) Sean Connery.(inSleteo)'PG-13'X |Mr.Show(R)
,

"« *(»fl*m^*(lW. Biography)
Lou Diamond Phillips. 'PG-13' |*»V» "Maximum ffis»"( 1996, Adventure) 'R'X | "rVowfiere-f

I
«> "Blood In.., Blood Out: Bound by Honor" (1993. Drama) Damlan Chapa. (In Stereo) 'R' HO
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Bruno By C. Baldwin Robotman By Jim Meddick

LOCO NEVtG ItMES fWONTrS SIDE

MM NvX)Nto6'S THRtATE+atHS TD

lEWE MO 60 SOLO.
d

WW, T VCNCAfJ WWKT IT'S IAK£,WT
IWEKfc'S NOTU*K> TOO <*HW A«WT
IT. IT 'S F0NBW IH * &RO0P Of
IM>S rtORSlN' MWON' WW SCR
rAkTEV 0>T EVEHTUAUt WOO'Vt

GOttA 6RWN UP.

I SLfeSS AUtt-0W.€fcTTA SPUT..60TTrV GO

VOO'Rt J 0E IV tolMIMoRE , H\A6\Cr\l

R«KT-I S[t«N*. CPUDOCTOR ON >
<SUE^ irs \t "N WOW -j

TIME VNt Ml ) >-—^r—t^rvj.

Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dilbert By Scott Adams

fUAfie,OAD?^ouWtJe
"OBt»dV-6,T RALJ?Wl£! I
CAaTTAK&WMIO

6CVKXX,AND
MDnAUJOKl'T

8fcr40*At'

*XX&M. /WECANGO
LWMJt UllTW^OO'll-
TD I I LeNUE WM
***&' y, ALOUfc,

rXTRCK.rr^ JOSI AIDi
TrAtRt'6 A 61G Ptt W&XWL
geTUE£M A tWlMfc
CK£AT0££ AMD AN r~fj>

INANIMATE'
oejecT

I UNDERSTAND IT'S tOUR

JOB TO IAAKE SURE VOUR

COIAPANV CAN PASS AN

ISO 1HOOO INSPECTION.

AND 1 UNDERSTAND

THAT "*0UR COMPANY
P,VfS THE INSPECTOR

FOR EACH INSPECTION

DOGBERT: ISO lHOOO INSPECTOR

^A

tOU fail next tiiae.

AGAIN.

THAT'S

*10,000

PLEASE.

COULD tX>U

ACTUALLY

GOAL* AROUND

AND LOOK

AT STUfF?

Mallard Fillmore By Bruce Tinsley

X .J0P +He VQP/T/tyte*

Thatch By Jeff Shesol

weu, rumivou.
FIR&T, Hfc9 SHOWING

"COLORS." TO A GANG
MltMefcR .THAT'S Utce

ARtPFlAQTDABULUf

S6C0NP, STANU.VS U)OK-

IN6 UKC A FRUMPY C0W-
POKt. NATHAN, SHOW HIM

HOW C4TV SCOUTS Wt-AR

IHtlR BANDANAS...

YO,

Y0Y0.'
GOOD? MOtV,

SHOW HIM HOW
ClW SCOUTS CON

OEAL "IHtlR SWISS
ARMN KNWtS?

Non Sequitor By Wiley Kampus Kids By Adam Souliere

J ve fIGUfi£b OUT
THE FASTEST UflVTo

GtET To CLASS..

X 6v€N SGftT Tw£
&Xfc?R£, fcuSSEKS
aiW &lito&RS

Kampus Kids By Adam Souliere
8 Years in Braces By Eric Petersen

CoftlNG Soon;

©MSI?

HufS€|ty SC«ooL
v KwcftWE * V <j

H©r©S
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Ocl. 22) —

You may have an unusual opportu-

nity to accomplish something today

that may have eluded you when you

were very young. Do not miss out!

SCORPIO (Oct. 25-Nov. 21) —
You can expect to enjoy added

excitement today, thanks to some-

one who isn't exactly following the

rules. Play along.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — Your stubbornness may

prove to be your downfall - eventu-

ally. Today, however, you can stick

to our guns with some success and

notorien

.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— You are going to have to keep

watch over the technical aspects of

your affairs today. Be diligent and

detailed in your work at all times.

AQUARIUS (Ian. 20-Feb. 18) —
You are likely to have a great deal

oil your mind today, but this is no

excuse to ignore a family member

who has been counting on you.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) —
Do what you can to remain

light-hearted today, even in the lace

of an obstacle that would have oth-

ers concerned about their

well-being.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
Take care today that you aren't so

busy talking that you are unable to

listen. A sincere and timely warning

is likely to come vour way.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
You are going to enjoy being in

and around your home today, pro-

vided you have done everything

you can to avoid any unpleasant

surprises.

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20) —
You must be careful in situations

that arise suddenly today. Risks are

few if you have had an opportunity

to anticipate and prepare.

CANCER (|une 21-|uly 22) -

Now is no time to be lurking in the

shadows; get in the spotlight and

show others what you're made of

today! Rewards will come your way.

LEO (|uly 23-Aug. 22) — You

may find yourself caught between

two individuals who insist on taking

things to extremes today. Play refer-

ee if you must, but use caution.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) — It

is going to take more than friendly

persuasion today to get someone

else to accept that what you are

doing is valid and valuable.

Close to Home By John McPherson
Today's P.C. Menu

Call 545-2626 tor wore informatlc

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a roll

Broccoli & Cheese Boboli

Fiesta Rice and Cheese

DINNER
Breaded Chicken Tenders

Lemon Pepper Cod
Lemon Grill Pepper

Scrod

Worcester

-» of the JD>.»y

££ Love is a slippery eel that

bites like hell.

-Bertram] Russel

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Veg. Egg Roll, Fried Rice

Macaroni/Tomato or Afredo So.

Black bean or Vegan BlackBean Quesadilla

DINNER
Breaded Chicken Tenders

Roast Beef/Black Pepper Crust

Lentil Chili

Pastabilities

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Grilled Chicken Sandwich

Macaroni and Cheese

ACROSS
1 Ballad

S Tease
9 Gold weight

14 Russian nver

1 5 Workers'
protection aqcy

16 Combine
1

7

Pantyhose color

18 Finishes Ihe

cake
19 ThincooKie
20 — 500 auto race

22 Cheer
24 Insignificant one

26 Singer Oamone
27 Type ot hand

30 Gemstone
35 Wading bird

36 " of the Cave
Bear

37 Big Fool's

cousin
38 Split

39 True-to-lrte

qualrly

Throng42
43 Some pilots

45 Brownish -gray

bird

46 Peace goddess

48 Talkative pel

50 Sharper

51 Evergreen

52 Bridges

54 Balhe

58 Last word in

"Citizen Kane"

62 Stockpile

63 Muddy the

65 "Nothin' doinT

66 Up to

67 Wise Men
68 Ocean

movement
69 Untidy

70 Org or soc

71 Feed the hogs

DOWN
1 Took to court

2 Killer whale
3 — a not any

4 Sinner, of a sort

5 Enrolled

6 Famed
statuette

7 The lady

8 Leftovers dish

9 Persian Gulf

nation

10 Stale of

mayhem
1

1

Crack m the

earth

1

2

Suil to —
13 Small gull

21 Proprietor

23 Odds and —
25 Cots
27 Junk

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

;Ih.B<;InIoIb.BlIoI Thiol

H1Z3CJD HBIDO tDQSUJ

BUB mania 00000
Dd G s
qu 1 N T

T UL s A
E a|l 1 ly

Ham 0@ata@ 0I10BB

p

A
P
M

L E

E A
AS

1° 1 S F

R L E

8-25-97

28 Novelist Jong
29 Prank
31 Primary

32 Middle Eastern
country

33 Rock
34 Home's river

36 Give a hoot

40 Jugs
41 Demeanors
44 Big-game

expeditions

47 Takes

© 1997 Unitad Faaluio Syndicate

umbrage at

49 Gently

50 White day
53 Smug ones
54 Budd'y

55 — Ranger
56 Has supper
57 Columnist

Bombeck
59 Seethe
60 Hairstyle

61 Far down
64 NATO relative

DINNER
Breaded Chicken Tenders

Baked Fish w/Herb Stuffing
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Corporate sponsorship

invades Buffalo territory

We aren't entirely sure down here in Collegian land,

but my housemate who's actually old enough to

remember hearing the phrase "new from Lynyrd

Skynyrd... this is Free Bird" thinks that it was Black

Sabbath who coined the phrase "sold our soul to Rock

n' Roll-

Homer Simpson might sell his soul for a doughnut.

Monday Night Football producers for any team that

can actually kick a fourth quarter field goal; Milli

Vanilli for a job; Republicans for a clue; a horny, pim-

ply-faced freshmen for a 24-hour |enny McCarthy net-

work on HSCN; or the lovely Miss Ralls of Collegian

fame for a night with the Big E. Not the fair, Eric

Lindros you dingbat.

Regardless, the University of Colorado has sold its

soul to the All-Mighty swoosh. The folks in Boulder

might be raking it in hand over fist, but they're not free

as a bird now, and this bird you can change.

Nike holds the right to, amongst other things, change

the school's popular Buffalo logo or black and gold colors.

This is hardly a load of Boulder-dash or Buffalo chips.

One person from CU recently joked to me (I hope)

that they might someday even become the University of

Nike at Boulder, just one of about 20 branches across

the country- ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^—
Apparently the Leigh TorbJn
school could keep _^_^B^|^^a^BHHH
the "Boulder"
just so it isn't confused with sattelite campuses like

UN-Chapel Hill, UN-Gainesville or UN-Tallahassee.

When students want an identifying mark, they might

do something silly like piercing their tongue or getting

a new tattoo. Athletic Directors put three stripes, a

swoosh, that Reebok thing, or what ever other logo

they can put on their football jerseys.

For the companies, there's a certain prestige in being

an official sponsor. Some shoe company named adidas

— a German company that feels no need to adhere to

conventional English by capitalizing its name (oooh,

they're soooo cool!), recently paid $95 million over 10

years to be the offical shoe of Yankee Stadium.

I think it's a size 17.281EEEE.

Of course there is one good thing. This makes it the

official shoe of Steinbrenner. so when he makes his

monthly manager firing, he'll have an "adidas" tatooed

on his ass when the Boss boots him coldly out onto

163rd Street to die like John McClain in Die Hard 3.

Last Saturday of course was a fair day for the UN
system on the gridiron when going head to head

against various branches of the Ua (University of adi-

das) system. In two of the most heavily anticipated

games of the year UN- Gainesville welcomed the

Ua-Knoxville to The Swamp, while UN-Seattle hosted

Ua-Lincoln.

UN pulled off a big win in Florida, but Ua evened

the score with a solid win in the Pacific Northwest.

Now the two showcase schools of each University sys-

tem square off Saturday on national TV.

When UN-Ann Arbor and Ua-South Bend do battle,

Keith lackson will be calling the Wolverines and

Catholics from The Big House, but by the game's end. it

might get mistaken for Lions and Christians from the

Roman Coliseum with Bo Schembechler as Julius Caeser.

In recent weeks, the Reebok schools haven't been as

wise in their non-intra-University system scheduling.

While UN and Ua each gained. UR found itself in a

lose-lose situation with its scheduling. Anything

Reebok's Los Angeles campus gained two weeks ago

UR simultaneously lost, and then some, as one of its

most prominent satellite schools, UR- Austin, was

embarrassed at home 66-3 by URLA.
UMass women's soccer and softball are proudly rep-

resentives of UR-Amherst. So much so that at

women's soccer games, senior Ben Thaler goes existen-

tial, lust as Clark Kent becomes Superman and Bruce

Wayne becomes Batman, Thaler transformes into the

newest super hero...Reebokman! Coach |im Rudy has a

sweet deal with the swoosh's idea of a villian, and he

isn't bashful in his rumbling promotions.

Some might say that it's only a logo so why the big

fuss? Journalism professors tell it differently. The

swoosh and Reebok thingie are symbolic speech and

mean everything. But. of course, the shoes themselves

will occasionally count more than the dollars.

I knew this lovely red-headed lady who always wore

these navy blue Nikes. Then the man tried to put

Reeboks on a laid-back country music lovin' type. Last

I heard she had moved to Boulder. Where she's now I

don't know.
Must've been the shoes.

Leigh Torbin is a Collegian columnist.

Minutewomen stick Rhode Island with 5-0 loss

Jonathan M. Place

Bucaneers, Ravens
top list in Week 4

79 yards.

That's it.

That's all Curtis Martin was able to rush for

against the "Bad News" Chicago Bears (0-4) — on

14 carries, to top it off. Take away his late 70 yard

run and you have nine yards on 13 carries.

Doesn't anyone know that just like Barry Sanders.

it usually takes Martin about 10 to 15 carries just

to get into a groove? And the Pats (4-0) just let

him touch it 14 times. Sure, he leads the NFL with

567 total yards, but just think how many he would

have if New England would just give him the ball.

I know it's

tough to give

it to the run-

ning back all

the time
when you
have a quar-

terback like Drew Bledsoe and amazing receivers,

but Martin's one of the top rushers in the league.

Use him.

Denver (4-0) has |ohn Elwey throwing the ball

and Terrell Davis still picked up 215 yards this

past weekend against Cincinnati.

I don't blame Pete Carroll. He doesn't control

the offense, but if things don't change. I may turn

against him.

If it wasn't for the defense, I don't know where

the Patriots would be right now. The offensive

play selection for the Pats sucked on Sunday, and

if they don't watch out, Denver will walk all over

them on October 6. They have to allow either

Bledsoe or Martin to get into a groove. Either one

can carry the team to a victory. Against the Bears,

Turn to NH. page 1
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UMass junior Kate Putnam leads the charge past the Rams yesterday.

Erica Johnston leads the

Atlantic 10 in goals and points.

Not surprisingly, she also leads

her team — the Massachusetts

field hockey team — in the

same categories. She has been

named conference player of the

week already, and the season

isn't even three weeks old.

Yesterday at Richard F.

Garber Field, lohnston demon-

strated the skills that have

earned her those accolades, as

the Minutewomen (4-4, 1-0

Atlantic 10) defeated winless

Rhode Island, 5-0.

In the first half alone, the

junior forward would not give

URI goalie lackie Pizzi a break.

In a 15-minute
span in the first

half. lohnston
racked up a pair of

goals on shots

close to Pizzi.

With 19:37 remaining in the

half, Johnston retrieved the ball

on a scramble in front of the

Ram net. Fellow junior Kate

Putnam crossed the ball in front

of the goal mouth, connecting

lohnston for the score.

With 7:56 left on the clock

before the intermission, Putnam

again set up a lohnston goal —
another close range shot that

Pizzi could not handle.

Though she had two goals in

her pocket at halftime,

Johnston was still not finished,

just over seven minutes into the

second half, she deflected a ball

from Vicky Browne, after

Browne fired a shot from
8-yards out.

"We opened up some spaces

on the field," UMass coach

Patty Shea said. "Erica seems to

move better with more space,

and it helps Vicky out as well.

Lucy Koch, too."

Browne did not finish the

afternoon with a lone assist.

She added some offensive

punch of her own in the form of

two goals.

The junior transfer got the

afternoon's scoring underway

with a rifle of a shot from just

inside the circle. Six minutes

into the game, Browne powered

a drive from the top left side of

the circle that Pizzi could not

cover.

She collected her second of

the day just before halftime

After taking a pass from Koch.

Browne beat her defender and

assumed a one-on-one relation-

ship with Pizzi. When the Rani

goalie came out to challenge the

midfielder, Browne unleashed a

ball that cruised to the back of

the Rhode Island cage.

"They came out fired up

today," Shea said. "We had a

good practice yesterday and

they were ready to play today.

And it showed."
The win is

doubly important

for the

Minutewomen.
Not only does it

stop a three-game losing skid,

but it means UMass opens con-

ference play on solid footing.

"Every game's a big game,"

Shea said. "But conference

games are always really big.

And it's great to get a win to

start the conference.

"We grew a lot from the

Northeastern game (a 3-0 loss

Saturday)," she continued. "As

a coach, all that you can ask of

your players is that they con-

tinue to grow with every

game."
Part of UMass' growth has

come with the on-field experi-

ence the Minutewomen fresh-

men have gained. Koch, Sally

Russo, Patty Robinson, Kristen

Schmidt and UMass goalie

Zowie Tucker (who is a fresh-

man by NCAA eligibility stan-

dards) have all contributed

solid minutes and serious

efforts.

"There is a lot of talent in

that group of freshmen," Shea

said. "They are steady and they

are ready to compete."

The Minutewomen continue

their conference slate Sunday
when Temple visits UMass.

UMass men's soccer stumbles; yet gains ranking
By Jackie Leroux

Collegian Staff

Hartford

There's good news and

bad news from the

Massachusetts men's soc-

cer team this week. The
good news is that after

rolling off three straight

wins, including an upset of

No. 9 Boston University,

and a win over No. 22

New Hampshire, the team

has cracked the national

rankings. UMass men's
soccer is now the eleventh

best team in the nation.

The bad news is that

their new
status could

not help

them over-

come the

Hartford Hawks on
Tuesday night. Hartford,

who was an NCAA
semi-finalist last year,

stole a win from the

Minutemen in a game that

was tightly contested.

After the regulation 90

minutes of play, the score

still stood at 0-0. It wasn't

until the second sudden

death overtime that

Hartford's Dominic
Willock scored on a

rebound shot that ricochet

off the cross bar to give

Hartford the 1-0 win. The
loss was UMass' first of

the season, and its first

overtime loss in its past 17

overtime games. The last

one was a 1-0 loss to

George Washing. on on
October 13. 1991

"They were a good
team," said head coach
Sam Koch. "They were
fast and they were big."

Koch attributed the loss

to missed chances by the

Minutemen.
"We had our chances,

we created a lot of

chances, but we just

couldn't put them away
yesterday," Koch said.

"We missed a lot of easy

chances that we had been

making up until then...

We could have easily won
the game 2-0 in regula-

tion."

The Hawks tough
defense also played a role

in the loss, namely shut-

ting down UMass' lop

ICOrer, Mike Butler.

Hartford has some of t he-

top fullbacks in New

England, and they put out

some solid play, and were

able to contain the

Minutemen's offense.

Another top factor was

Hawk goalie Christian

DiGenova. who had five

saves.

"He made a couple of

outstanding saves, Todd
Fowler also had some
great saves," Koch said.

Fowler, UMass' hot

goalie of the moment, had

five saves. Hartford out-

shot UMass 21-16. but

UMass held an 8-7 edge in

corner kicks. The game
was one in

| which
things
could have

gone either

way, but Hartford got

their break first.

"They were the better

team, "Koch said, "but

only on the day."

There is still concern

about the number of over-

time games the team has

played in. This was their

fifth overtime game in a

row. in which they have

won three, tied one, and,

now, lost one. Fatigue is

very much a factor for

their team, but the train-

ing and conditioning Koch

puts them through has

prepared them for it.

"We do a lot of our fit-

ness in our training ses-

sion, and we try to make
sure that our training ses-

sions are as intense as they

can be," Koch said. "Our

goal is to make our train-

ing tougher than our

games."

On a happier note,

senior forward Mike
Butler was named to the

"Soccer America" colle-

giate team of the week,

thanks to his recent play.

Butler has been outstand-

ing as of late, with

game-winning goals

against B.U. and Maine,

and an assist in the winner

against New Hampshire.

Things are not going to

get any easier for the

men's soccer team this

weekend. Their fitness and

scoring will be put to the

test when they begin their

A- 10 schedule, taking it to

the road against St.

Bonaventure on Friday,

and Duquesne on Sunday.
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Succeeding without

really frying?

The much
acclaimed How to

Succeed in Buiinea
Without Really Trying

hits the Fine Arts

Center this Sunday.

Check out our pre-

view (see Arts &
Living, page 5).

Kiclcin' it into

high gear

Andy MacClay has

been punting so

well that he's taken

over all kicking

duties for UMass
football, but the

offense will want to

keep him off the

field Saturday when
they host Rhode

Island (see Sports, page 1 2)

WORLD

Corrupt communists

expelled in China

BEIJING (AP) — China's

Communist Party said yesterday it

has expelled 121,500 members in a

five-year anti-corruption effort that

saw hundreds of thousands of offi-

cials investigated for problems rang-

ing from bribery to feasting at public

expense.

Those caught included Chen
Xitong, a former mayor and party

boss of Beijing expelled from the

party Sept. 9 and handed over to

prosecutors for involvement in a mul-

timillion-dollar corruption scandal.

In a report detailing its anti-corrup-

tion efforts, the party watchdog
Central Commission for Discipline

Inspection said there had been
progress in several areas in the past

five years. But statistics contained in

the report, which was published by

the official Xinhua News Agency,

showed that corruption remains a

major problem, reaching up to the

high echelons of the 58 million-

member party.

More than 669,300 officials were

disciplined between October 1992

and |une this year, including more

than 121,500 who were expelled

from the party, the commission said.

It said 37,492 of those who were

expelled also received criminal pun-

ishment.

NATION

Michigan student dies

in campus stabbing

ANN ARBOR, Mich. (AP) — A man
who was stabbing his student girl-

friend on the University of Michigan

campus yesterday was shot by a

school police officer, and both died

in surgery, authorities said. The offi-

cer, responding to 91 1 calls, drove

into a campus parking lot shortly

after midnight and fired when the

man refused to obey his order to stop

his attack on the woman, campus

public safety director Leo Heatley

said.

The woman was identified as

Tamara Williams, a 20-year-old

senior. Her killer was identified as

Kevin Nelson, 26, who lived with

Williams but was not affiliated with

the university.

Nelson was convicted of a domes-

tic assault on Williams in 1995, uni-

versity spokeswoman Julie Peterson

said.

Williams' 2 1 /2-year-old daughter

was asleep in the apartment and

was placed in protective custody,

Heatley said. He did not give her

name.
Williams and Nelson both died in

surgery at the University of Michigan

Medical center.

Campus police got several calls of

an attack in progress at 12:17 a.m.,

Heatley said.

Nelson started stabbing Williams

in their apartment, Heatley said. "She

was able to get to a neighbor's home

and knock on the window," Heatley

said.
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Scott King, Schroeder headline Students discuss picketing,

Crossworlds 1997 talk at Mullins Goodell, at Faculty Senate

By Victoria Groves

Collegian Staff

INSIDE
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Non violent social change, feminism and youth

CthriMB were among the topics discussed last

night at Crossworlds 1947. a discussion between

Coretta Scott King, widow of Dr. Martin Luther

King |r.. and Patricia Schroeder. former congress-

woman of Colorado.

Introduced by Cora Baglcy Marrett. University

of Massachusetts provost and vice chancellor for

Academic Affairs, and Massachusetts state repre-

sentative Ellen Story, Scott King and Schroeder

shared their similarities in personal histories and

views with the audience in the Mullins Center.

Both women sensed in themselves early in life a

need to affect others in a positive way.

"I always believed there was a role I was to

play, and that was why I had to get out of the

South. We have to discover our role in life." Scott

King said.

Schroeder echoed this sentiment, and noted

that both of their husbands had been supportive

By Michael Elliott

and Sunanda Ghosh
Collegian Staff

Students packed the Faculty Senate-

meeting yesterday afternoon in

Herter Hall looking for the answers

to questions that have lingered since

the March takeover of the Goodell

Administration Building.

Only one answer materialized as

the meeting adjourned — students

have few allies within the inner cir-

cles of the University of

Massachusetts administration and

faculty.

Turn to CROSS, page 2
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Coretta Scott King talks about her life as a mother, a wife, and

a crusader last night at the Mullins Center.

UEO discusses campus, local

labor issues at its first meeting
By Julie Sieqal

Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Employee Organization (UEO), a

registered student organization that focuses on local.

national and on -campus labor issues, held its first general

meeting Wednesday night in the Cape Cod lounge to dis-

cuss future plans lor the semester.

Although the UEO has some ideas, nothing is etched in

stone until members develop a sense of what they want to

accomplish this remoter, said Nikki Morse, senior Social

Thought and Political Economy Program (STPEC) major.

"A lot depends on if we're able to bring in new mem-

bers," Morse said. "I'm not dictating what the group is

going to do throughout the year. It depends on the group."

The UEO's current projects include circulating petitions

in support of Hampshire College's staff unionization

drive. The school's clerical workers, who want to form a

union, are being held back and threatened with their jobs

by the administration. Morse said.

"We want the | Hampshire College] administration to know

there's support from the Five College system." Morse said.

A teach in is being planned in November in combina-

tion with the Graduate Employee Organization (GEO) to

organize workshops and movies on workers' rights.

Prom 12-2 p.m. on Saturday. Oct. 4 at the Holyoke

Mall, the UEO is participating in a day of action focusing

on the effort to end sweatshop abuse.

The group is in the process of organizing an informal

theatrical production at the mall in opposition of sweat-

shops, instead of just handing out livers or written infor-

mation.

"People at the mall are not interested with flyers." said

Mike Gearin. senior STPEC and history major. "1 think it's

cool to do some form of entertainment."

The UEO is also dealing with issues concerning the

picket code changes made this summer, as members of the

group oppose those changes.

lastly, the organization plans on bringing in more social

events, like debates, panel discussions and movies, in

addition to its political rhetoric.

The UEO encourages other ideas, such as matters con-

cerning on-campus and administration policies. Gearin

said.

"I'm interested in corporate influence at universities like

ours _ like how money is given to the University and how

it's spent." Gearin said. "Math and sciences and the more

marketable majors get top priority because more corpora-

tions have that in their best interest The humanities and

social sciences are getting left out."

Although the UEO just came together last fall, the stu-

dents involved have no complaints thus far.

"1 feel it's a great way to eventually gain a voice for the

undergraduate student population." said Adam Feldman. a

senior philosophy and economics major.

All students interested in the UEO are encouraged to

attend the weekly meetings at 7 p.m.. Wednesday in the

Cape Cod Lounge.

Approximately ^^^^^^
65 students, sit-

^^^^^^
ting amongst fac-

ulty members [^^Lg«J
and on the door ^b^^^^_
wherever space

provided, were clearly using their

numbers as a form of silent protest

towards what they perceive to be

another hostile, bureaucratic institu-

tion at the University.

Recent events seem to support this

claim, which graduate and under-

graduate students addressed at the

meeting.

Controversy surrounded two
University decisions made over the

course of the summer. First is the

reimposition of a picketing code that

is questionably legal, and secondly.

the elimination of a popular program

within the School of Education which

houses roughly half of the Native

American graduate students on cam-

pus.

Students decried these moves as

gestures of bad faith on the part of

the University and demanded the

attention of the Faculty Senate.

Students were made aware of the

School of Education's plan to elimi-

nate the curriculum and learning pro-

gram on March 3, as the Goodell

occupation got underway.

Student leaders claim that several

top-level administrators assured stu-

dents during

Analysis
the Goodell
negotiations
that the pro-

gram would
remain intact.

Both Deepika Mayra, president of

the Graduate Student Senate and

Rodina Cave, who was enrolled in

the program, said that the adminis-

trators not only "promised" that

planned restructuring within the

School of Education would not neg-

atively impact the curriculum and

learning program, but insisted that

programs of this nature were of

great importance to the University

because of its emphasis on indige-

Turn to PICKETING page 2
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Marv Albert pleads guilty ; NBC fires him
Students gather in silent protest yesterday during the Faculty Senate

meeting.

By Michelle Boorstein

Associated Press

ARLINGTON. Va. — After three-

days that put the details of his kinky

sex life on trial. Marv Albert pleaded

guilty yesterday to assault and battery

charges that could bring him a year

behind bars and perhaps a lifetime of

humiliation

Within hours. NBC Fired him.

"From my point of view. I just fell

like 1 had to end this ordeal." Albeit

said outside court in a weary voice

after agreeing to a deal in which pros-

ecutors dropped the more serious

charge of forcible sodomy, which car

ried from five years to life in prison.

Albert. 56. was accused by a longtime

lover of flinging her onto a bed.

viciously biting her back and forcing

her to perform oral sex in an

Arlington hotel room Feb. 12 because

she failed to bring another man into

their bed.

His plea came a day after a surprise

witness came forward with similar

accusations: that Albert — wearing

white panties and a garter belt — bit

her on the neck and tried to force her

to perform oral sex on him during a

1994 struggle in a Dallas hotel room

that left her holding the sportscastet •'!

toupee.

"The significance of that testimony

is profound." said Arlington County

Commonwealth's Attorney Richard

Trodden, adding that the plea bargain

was endorsed by Albert's 42-year-old

accuser. As he left court. Albert

thanked NBC for standing by him.

But less than four hours later, the

network issued a statement saying it

only stood by Albert because he gave

assurances the charges were untrue.

"Today, given Mr. Albert's plea...

NBC terminates its relationship with

Marv Albert."

Albert, who for three decades has

been one of America's most distinc-

tive play-by-play voices — with his

exuberant "Yesss!"' call — later

issued a statement of his own. resign-

ing from the regional MSG cable net

work as the voice of basketball's New
YorkKnicks

"I fully understand the position in

which the networks found themselves

due to my very painful situation."

Albert said. "In the interest of my
family, my friends and my many sup-

porters. 1 step aside with deep humili-

ty and will seek to reconstruct my
personal and professional life."

Albert's lawyer. Roy Black, said his

client accepted the deal because the

judge had gutted his case.

"It all our evidence had been

allowed, we wouldn't be in this posi-

tion," said Black, who successfully

defended William Kennedy Smith

against a rape charge in 1991. "I

thought it was the best way for Marv

to end this matter"

Under Virginia's rape shield law.

the judge is allowed to bar evidence

i.l a MS assault victim's past. The

defense intended to introduce evi-

dence that Albert's accuser had a pat-

Chancellor Scott tackles

grave facility conditions
By Tamar Carroll

Collegian Stuff

IfHIMA KANSANEN/COUEGIAN

Sophomore midfielder Todd Baron and the Massachusetts men's soccer team lost to Hartford 1-0 on Tuesday.
ON THE INTERNET

www.umas*.edu/rso/col«gian

Chancellor David K. Scott high-

lighted the grave condition of the

University of Massachusetts' facili-

ties at yesterday's Faculty Senate

meeting.

During his update on the

Strategic Action Plan. Scott

stressed the pressing necessity of

reparative maintenance on the

University's facilities, which are in

a state of deterioration.

"There is a huge ticking time

bomb sitting out there." Scott said.

"We have to get the attention of

the state; this has to be our focus."

According to figures produced

by the administration, the

University would have to spend

$40,000,000 a year for the next 20

years just to maintain the current

condition of the campus buildings,

which are already in disrepair.

"Clearly we can not afford to

carve that out of our operating

budget," Scott said. "This has to

get onto the radar screen of the

president and the Board of

Trustees."

On a more positive note, Scott

also tracked the progress of the

University in other areas during the

past 16 years, noting the financial

and institutional distress experi-

enced by the University during the

years of 1988 to 1994. and said

Turn to SENATE, page 2

V.P. Gore inks deal with Russia;

weapons plants to be converted

By Lynn Berry

Associated Press

Candybar nightmare
A chocolate bar wrapper gets stuck to a vent found on campus.

MOSCOW — Vice President A!

Gore clinched a long-sought deal jree-

terday with Russian officials to con

vert three of Russia's nuclear

weapons plants to civilian uses, part

of U.S. efforts to ensure that Moscow

safeguards and reduces its vast

nuclear stockpile.

"It's so historic. It's so important

for world peace," said U.S. Energy

Secretary Federico Pena, who took

part in the discussions.

Gore also had a lengthy meeting

with Russian President Boris Yeltsin

to try to smooth tensions over Iran.

Russia is helping Iran build a nuclear

power plant, and the United States

tears the technology could be' used 10

develop a nuclear bomb.

"There's no doubt in my mind that

the goals of Russia and the United

States are the same." Gore said alter

the meeting. "We share the same eon

cern over weapons of mass destruc-

tion."

Gore spent two days working with

Russian Premier Viktor

Chernomyrdin on a range of issues;

preventing the spread of nuclear

weapons technology topped the list.

Announcing a deal that has been in

the works (or several years, the two

sides said three Russian plants that

produced weapons grade plutonium

will be converted to production of

uranium for civilian power plants.

The conversions, to begin in 2000,

are expected to cost $150 million, of

which the United States expects to

pay about $80 million and Russia

about $70 million. Discussions in the

past also have dealt with jointly mon-

itoring the civilian-grade uranium

and creating an international market

lor the product.

With Russia's economy ailing.

Moscow is eager to export the few

items it can market internationally,

including weapons and nuclear tech-

nology. But Moscow insists it is not

providing any technology or parts

that would heip Iran or other nations

acquire long-range missiles or nuclear

weapons

It was Cote s tiist meeting with

Yeltsin since the Russian president

underwent heart surgery last fall.
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Chancellor David K. Scott yesterday at the Faculty Senate meeting.

senate
continued from pagel

that since then, the University has

experienced recovery in many sig-

nificant areas.

"During the period I call insta-

bility, everything went the wrong
way for those six years," Scott

said. "Applications dropped, stu-

dent costs rose, the research bud-

get fell. Since fiscal year 1994, the

period since I arrived, everything

is again going in the right direc-

tion."

Scott noted that total applica-

tions to the University increased

from 16,052 in 1994 to 18.009

this year, while the average
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT)
scores of incoming freshmen rose

from 1 090 on the re-centered scale

in 1994 to 1125 this fall.

Twenty-one percent of this year's

freshmen class consists of students

of color, and student costs have

been lowered.

Scott also outlined the fiscal

year 1998 budget, indicating

where the $13.2 million increase

from the state legislature would be

spent.

The majority of the funds,

approximately $4.5 million, will go

to unanticipated costs, including

.$1.6 million to need-based finan-

cial aid, $1.2 million to replace-

ment of lost tuition waivers for stu-

dent athletes and musicians, who,

per order of the state Board of

Higher Education, can no longer

receive tuition waivers, and
$800,000 for restoration of the

Old Chapel.

Forty-three million dollars will

go to salary increases, and another

$4 million to major initiatives out-

lined in the Strategic Action Plan,

including strengthening the library.

improving campus information

technology, renovating classrooms,

and student advising and retention.

Scott said that the funds from

the state legislature will definitely

not be used to rehire faculty and

staff lost in the early retirement

plan.

"No way," Scott said. "We are

not going to rehire at this point."

After Scott finished his address,

Rodina Cave, a graduate student in

the School of Education, spoke to

the Senate about the recent elimi-

nation of the Curriculum and

Learning Program in the School of

Education.

Cave said the program, which

included a concentration in

indigenous education, held 50

percent of all Native American
graduate students enrolled at the

University, and was unfairly elimi-

nated.

"I request that the Faculty

Senate investigate the School of

Education in respect to this," said

Cave to the loud applause of the

65 students who accompanied her

to the meeting.

Lia Wong, president of the

Student Government Association,

also addressed the Senate,

demanding more student input on

several issues.

"First of all. 1 am really disap-

pointed in the School of

Education." Wong said. "I want

these questions answered in six

weeks. What happened to the

honors college? Where was stu-

dent input? When will students

be allotted a time to serve on
committees? Where was student

input on these budget alloca-

tions?"

continued from page 1

tern of threatening past boyfriends

and that she was mentally unstable.

In their biggest coup, they played a

tape for jurors Tuesday in which she

appeared to coach and bribe a poten-

tial witness, a cab driver, into back-

ing her claim that Albert was trying

to procure another man for three-

way sex.

Outside court, cabbie Walter
"Biggie" Brodie confirmed that the

woman wanted him to go prosecu-

tors with a fabricated story and she

would give him a share of her award

from a planned $3 million lawsuit

against Albert.

"She said, 'You broke and I'm

broke and you got to do something

for me,'" Brodie said. "'You got to

call this [prosecutorl and tell her that

one of the times you took Marv
Albert back to the Washington
Hilton he asked you to get a boy.' I

said OK."
As Albert made his plea before

Circuit Judge Benjamin N.A.

Kendrick, his family and other sup-

porters sat stoically in three rows of

the courtroom, showing no visible

reaction. His fiancee, ESPN producer

Heather Faulkiner, sat with her

hands clasped in her lap.

Sentencing was set for Oct. 24; he

could receive up to a year in jail and

a $2,500 fine for the single misde-

meanor count. The judge ordered a

presentencing investigation. Albert

has no prior convictions.

"Judge Kendrick is a tough sen-

tencing judge in cases of this type,"

said Henry Hudson, a former
Arlington County prosecutor and for-

mer U.S. attorney in Alexandria. "On
the other hand, this is a first offender

with a good record, except for some
of the testimony that came out at

trial,"

The plea came after a morning of

closed-door meetings between
Albert's lawyers and prosecutors.

Troddep said the deal Albert accept-

ed was the same one he had offered

him before the trial, juror Kerri

Nelson told Fox News Channel that

she "did not feel there was enough

evidence to convict Albert."

picketing
continued from page 1

nous education.

"We were told it would not be

cut," said Cave, a Native American,

as she addressed the body, flanked by

other displaced students from her

program. "We were told it was val-

ued for the diversity it brings to cam-

pus."

She implicated Bailey Jackson, dean

of the School of Education in what she

characterized as a "personal vendet-

ta. .. to get ride of the program."

Jackson, who attended the meet-

ing, was unavailable for comment.

While it becomes increasingly

clear to students that the University

may renege on many promises made
during and after the Goodell
takeover, the re-appearance of the

Picketing Code suggests that

University officials are positioning

themselves to prevent further student

uprisings.

Several undergraduate students

voiced a strong dissatisfaction with
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of this need to make a difference.

"We weren't waiting for a prince to

come pick us up, we knew we had to

get out there and make a contribu-

tion. When we did meet our hus-

bands, they saw us as full partners,"

Schroeder said.

As a black woman growing up in the

South, Scott King said she felt as if she

already had two strikes against her, but

credited her parents with instilling a

sense of equality and value in her as a

child.

"I was involved in causes to bring

about liberation. I knew I would
always have a lifetime struggle... we
had to work to break down those bar-

riers. I realized that it was part of my
calling and it was like a moment of

truth when it hit me." Scott King

said.

Scott King also discussed the diffi-

culties in raising her children when her

husband was spending so much time in

jail in the 1960s.

"I had to make them understand

that going to jail was a badge of honor.

not a disgrace." Scott King said.

Schroeder was quick to show her

admiration of Scott King and her

actions during that time in history.

"1 think I'm pretty tough, but I don't

know what I'd do if my husband was

in jail for a cause I cared about,"

Schroeder said.

The conversation then turned to

"Generation X" and the contributions

young people today are making to

humanity.

"Rather than wringing our hands and

saying 'oh it's not perfect yet', what we
need to be saying is 'there's so much
change yet to make'." Schroeder said.

Both women urged audience mem-
bers to vote in all elections and run for

public office.

"We have to find a way to motivate

young people to be a solution to the

problem, not the problem itself," Scott

King said.

"It takes one individual with courage

to stand up for what you believe in.

We need to help our young people

understand the methods of non-violent

change." Scott King said.

Schroeder said that she would like

to see more people of conscience in

public office instead of those who can

raise the most money. She then asked

Scott King if she would ever consider

running for president of the United

States.

"I have no desire to hold an elected

office... too many politicians get

caught up and bought off. The good

people, unfortunately don't always get

elected," Scott King said.

•

1 hope there are people out here

who will someday be elected leader--."

Schroeder said, gesturing to the audi-

ence.

While discussing the civil rights

struggle of the 1960s. Scott King and

Schroeder spoke of its effects on white

women as well as black.

"More women need to be in the

forefront of policy making... we'd

eventually have a more humane soci-

ety." Schroeder said. "Women don't

want to walk in front of men or behind

men, but along side men."

Scott King and Schroeder asked

each other if there was anything they

would have done differently with

their lives if they could live them
over. Both women agreed that every

sacrifice they made had been worth

the struggle.

"It's been very challenging and

painful at times, lonely even. But I've

had a sense of fulfillment 1 couldn't

have had otherwise. Its a great feeling

to know you're fulfilling your pur-

pose," Scott King said.

"I think we're both very rich

women. Not in the bank sense, but in

other ways, and 1 wouldn't change that

for the world." Schroeder said.

the Universities mass-mailing of the

picketing code over the summer, call-

ing it a intimidation tactic.

Salwa Shamapande, vice-president

of the Black Student Union and
Student Government Association

(SGA) secretary of University policy

said the picketing code "is an attempt

to stifle future protest."

He emphasized that the decision

was dictated down to Chancellor

David K. Scott by UMass President

William M. Bulger, who has long

voiced a strong resistance towards

student activists

The code stipulates that University

officials can not negotiate with stu-

dents "who occupy any University

facility, or with associated demon-
strators, while any such occupation

continues." In other words, the code

leaves the University with only one

option when dealing with student

sit-ins and building occupations;

mass arrests.
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Students expressed to the faculty

senate that they reacted to the picket-

ing code, which has existed for years

but never been enforced, as a threat

against further action.

The only people who seemed inti-

mated at the Faculty Senate meeting,

however, was the faculty themselves.

Nearly all faculty members sat in

silence as they listened to often emo-

tional pleas from students, refusing

to join their supporters in the crowd

with applause.

SGA President Lia Wong, for

example, demanded proof from the

University that funds have been made
available for students who cannot pay

their bills in full by the Bursars

Office withdrawal deadline. This was

a key issue for students during the

Goodell negotiations but has received

little attention within the Faculty

Senate.

When Shamapande. the last stu-

dent speaker, finished his brief state-

ment, faculty members immediately

turned the discussion to another

issue.

The faculty members and adminis-

trators who had not already left dur-

ing the student speeches exited

quickly as the meeting adjourned.

Many questions have been left

unresolved. Is the University uphold-

ing the agreements made after the

Goodell takeover or are they seeking

to undermine the progress made by

students activists?

If the latter proves correct, as

many students at the meeting feared,

who or what body should students

target — the Chancellor, the

President, the Board of Higher
Education, the Board of Trustees or

the Faculty Senate itself?

After yesterday, it is evident that

students are casting aside presump-

tions of UMass' so-called liberal fac-

ulty and turning a skeptical eye on

the Faculty Senate.

THANC VOI COLLEGIAN

Patricia Schroeder, speaks on the challenges of being a politically active

woman last night at the Mullins Center.
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President commemorates Senate campaign reform committee clashes

brave Little Rock nine
By Terence Hunt
Associated Press

LITTLE ROCK. Ark— In a pow-
erful gesture of racial healing.

President Clinton pulled open the

front door of Central High School
yesterday and stood back to welcome
nine blacks who had braved hate-

filled mobs 40 years ago to break an

all-white color barrier.

"What happened here changed the

course of our country forever,"

Clinton said, recalling a racial drama
that wrenched America and was
seared in history on television screens

around the world.

"Forty years ago today, they

climbed these steps, passed through

this door and moved our nation. And
for that we must all thank them," said

Clinton. The audience — blacks and

white together — roared approval.

But even as he commemorated an

important, early victory of the civil

rights movement, Clinton warned that

American schools are resegregating,

opportunities for jobs and education

remain unequal and affirmative action

programs are being rolled back,

"slamming shut the doors of higher

education on a new generation."

"Segregation is no longer the law,"

Clinton said, "but too often separation

is siill the rule. And we cannot forget

one stubborn fact that has not yet

been said as clearly as it should: There

is still discrimination in America.

"We have to keep working on it
—

not just with our voices but with our

laws," the president said. "And we
have to engage each other in it."

Arkansas Gov. Mike Huckabee, a

Republican, also stirred the crowd,

saying, "What happened here 40

years ago was simply wrong. It was

evil. And we renounce it."

Huckabee. a Baptist minister, said

that in many parts of the South, "It

was the white churches that helped

not only ignore the problems of

racism but in many cases actually fos-

tered those feelings and those senti-

ments." He called on all religious

leaders "to say never, never, never,

never again will we be silent."

Clinton was 1 1 years old during the

Little Rock crisis, attending segregat-

ed schools 50 miles away in Hot

Springs. "It was Little Rock that

made racial equality a driving obses-

sion in my life." he said.

After a morning drizzle, skies

turned blue and a warm sun beat

down on Central students and hun-

dreds of guests, including the family

of the late Supreme Court justice

Thurgood Marshall, a civil rights pio-

neer.

Now middle-aged, the so-called

Little Rock Nine — six women and

three men — basked in cheers and

applause, a sharp contrast to the

taunts and jeers they braved as teen-

agers. The president led them up

Central's steps and he held open the

school's heavy glass-paneled doors,

greeting each of the nine with a

handshake or a pat. Clinton was

assisted by Huckabee and Little Rock

Mayor Jim Dailey.

The dramatic gesture had been

suggested by students and by the nine

who had been turned back, presiden-

tial spokesman Mike McCurry said.

One of the nine, Minnijean Brown

Trickey, a social worker in Ontario,

became overwhelmed and reached

out emotionally to Clinton and

Huckabee for comfort. "It was pretty

strong symbolism," she said of the

president's gesture.

Another member of the nine,

Terrence Roberts, said, "The whole

affair was a hopeful sign for this

country's future."

Forty years ago. President

Eisenhower ordered the Army's

101st Airborne Division to Little

Rock to escort blacks into classes

after then-Gov. Orval Faubus mobi-

lized the Arkansas National Guard to

block integration. It was the first real

test of the government's willingness

to use force to implement the 1954

Supreme Court's Brown vs. Board of

Education decision outlawing school

segregation.

By Larry Margasak
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — After weeks of testimony

about campaign fund-raising abuses, a Senate

investigating panel clashed yesterday over who is

responsible and how to fix the problems, foreshad-

owing a Senate debate on the subject next month.

The current system, asserted Sen. John Glenn,

(D-Ohio), has led to a "government of the rich, by

the rich and for the rich." But Sen. Robert

Bennett, (R Utah), said proposed solutions may be

worse than the old system they are designed to

replace, and unconstitutional as well. "The history

books say that the 'bad old system'... may have

been more refreshing and more open and more

American," he said.

Among issues debated by the Senate

Governmental Affairs Committee were the use of

soaring, unlimited party-building donations.

Eliminating the so-called "soft money" loophole

would "remove the primary incentive behind most

of the offensive behavior" documented by the

panel's summer-long hearings, said Thomas Mann,

a congressional scholar at the non-profit Brookings

Institution.

Government figures released Monday shined

new light on the problem, showing that

Republicans and Democrats raised more unregulat-

ed donations — known as "soft money" — in the

first half of 1997 than they did during the kickoff

of the last presidential election cycle.

The sudden change of direction in the Senate

Governmental Affairs Committee hearings will give

its chairman, Sen. Fred Thompson, (R-Tenn.). a

potential presidential candidate, and members of

his committee a larger role if a campaign finance

reform bill reaches the Senate floor this year.

To get expert testimony on the fund-raising sys-

tem, the committee will give up for now — perhaps

for good — stories of large donors buying access to

the White House and foreign money finding its way

into party coffers.

On a separate track, the lustice Department is

conducting a 30-day review of the fund-raising

activities of President Clinton and Vice President

Al Gore — the first step in determining whether to

seek an independent counsel.

Gore has acknowledged making fund-raising

calls from the White House, and Clinton said he

may have done so but can't remember. A 1 14-year-

old federal law prohibits political solicitations on

U.S. property, but aspects of the statute are vague

and it is not clear whether it applies to the presi-

dent and vice president.

A White House memo dated Oct. 18, 1994, sug-

gests Clinton made a fund-raising call to a wealthy

California businessman who then contributed

$50,000, The New York Times reported yesterday.

The newspaper said San Diego investment banker

John Torkelsen sent two checks, each for $25,000.

to the Democratic National Committee within two

weeks of what the memo referred to as a Clinton

phone call from the White House.

Clinton told reporters Monday in New York

City, "I am absolutely positive that we intended to

be firmly within the letter of the law when we were

out there campaigning and raising funds, as we
should have been doing. We had to do that."

Meanwhile, former presidential aide Harold

Ickes told Senate investigators he did not know

whether Clinton actually made fund-raising calls

from the White House, according to Senate offi-

cials familiar with a closed-door deposition.

Ickes, who was the main White House political

staffer during the last campaign, was recalled by inves-

tigators. He has not been called to testify in public.

The ex-aide told Governmental Affairs

Committee attorneys he did not coordinate with

special interest groups on advertising campaigns

and other expenditures. When these organizations

make so-called independent expenditures, they are

not permitted to coordinate with candidates or par-

ties meant to benefit from the effort.

Algerian terrorist attack leaves 200 dead
By Rachid Khiori

Associated Press Writer

ALGIERS, Algeria — Attackers

shot or stabbed to death at least

200 people early yesterday and

wounded 100 more, hospital

sources said, making the raid one of

the deadliest since Algeria's Islamic

insurgency began in 1992.

Survivors said the assailants took

their time plundering homes before

retreating.

The attack took place in the

Bentalha neighborhood of Baraki,

an eastern suburb of the Algerian

capital, the sources said, speaking

on condition of anonymity.

The official government news

agency said 85 people died and 67

were wounded — far fewer than fig-

ures provided by hospitals receiving

casualties. It condemned the mas-

sacre as an "act of barbary" carried

out by "terrorists."

"We kept watch every night since

August, but the attack surprised

us," said one mother who was
searching for her child at the

Zemirli d'El Harrach hospital. She

spoke on condition of anonymity.

A bomb attack this morning in

Reghaia, a town 19 miles east of

Algiers, also killed two people and

wounded 25, the hospital sources

said.

Nobody claimed responsibility for

either of today's attacks. The
Bentalha neighborhood is consid-

ered a stronghold for Islamic mili-

tants close to the Armed Islamic

Group, a group often blamed for

massacres and one of the most vio-

lent Muslim organizations trying to

overthrow Algeria's military-backed

government.

The banned Islamic Salvation

Front condemned the attack.

Massacres have been increasingly

frequent in Algeria, despite stepped-

up government attempts to curb

them in the run-up to Oct. 25 local

and regional elections.

On Aug. 29, about 300 people

were slaughtered in Rais, a village

15 miles south of the capital, in

what appears to have been the

worst carnage since the Islamic

insurgency began. Survivors and

hospital sources said 200 people

were wounded in that attack.

According to survivors of today's

pre-dawn raid, two groups of about

40 attackers took their time killing

people and robbing their homes
before fleeing.

After the massacre, panicked resi-

dents began fleeing toward down-

town Algiers, about 12 miles away.

Soldiers surrounded the area, allow-

ing only ambulances and official

vehicles to go in. A bomb explosion

in |uly in Baraki killed about 20

people and injured 40 more.

Armed villagers backed by the

army said they fought off an early

morning assault by a group of sus-

pected Islamic militants in a village

south of the capital.

The villagers repulsed about 200

armed attackers near Tipasa. 60
miles west of Algiers, the residents

said today on condition of anonymi-

ty. The attackers, they said, set off a

bomb late Monday in a village park

and stole three trucks full of food,

including flour from a baker they

had just robbed.

Milosevic, Radicals to share power

By Mishio Savic

Associated Press

BELGRADE, Yugoslavia — The

party of Yugoslavia's most power-

ful politician will be forced to share

power for the first time in 10 years,

according to Serbian election

results announced yesterday.

Serbia's new government will

likely be a coalition between

Yugoslav President Slododan

Milosevic's Socialists, who have

ruled in the decade since Milosevic

took control, and the ultranational-

ist Radical Party.

With 236 of 250 parliamentary

seats counted following Sunday's

vote, Milosevic's Socialist bloc had

98 seats and the ultranationalist

Radical Party had 80.

The opposition Serbian Renewal

Movement had 45 seats and the

remaining 13 were distributed

among five smaller parties, accord-

ing to the Serbian electoral commit-

tee.

That gives the Socialists a choice

between forming a coalition with

the nationalistic Radicals or the

Renewal Movement, whose moder-

ate, democratically minded leader is

a Milosevic critic. Radical leader

Vojislav Seselj preaches a "Serbia

for Serbs" ideology that eclipses

even the extreme views of the

Socialists during the bloody

breakup of the former, larger

Yugoslavia.

Although Milosevic has since

moved away from nationalism to

placate the outside world and stay

in power, both his party and the

Radicals have worked together in

the past when both thought it polit-

ically convenient.

But at a news conference yester-

day, Seselj said he had not yet

decided whether his party would

join with the Socialists and that any

combination of the three main par

ties was possible — including a

coalition of them all.

"We are open for negotiations,"

Seselj said.

He repeated his plan for expand-

ing Serbia to the west to include

"traditionally Serb-populated

areas" in Bosnia-Herzegovina and

Croatia, adding that his party's

extreme views mean the Socialists

might opt to join with the more

moderate Renewal Movement. The

Renewal Movement leader, third-

place presidential candidate Vuk
Draskovic, did not say whether his

party would enter a coalition with

the Socialists.

But Draskovic is almost certain

to rule out a union with Seselj.

While once preaching pro-Serb

nationalism, he has since refash-

ioned himself as a moderate who
advocates democracy.

The final district still to be count-

ed represents about 14 seats in

Serbia's parliament, all of them cer-

tain to come from the Socialists or

the Radicals.

The district is in Kosovo, the

southern region where ethnic

Albanians, who make up 90 percent

of the population, boycotted the

vote because they want indepen-

dence. As a result, the vote will be

decided by the small number of

Serbs living there.

In the presidential race.

Milosevic' protege. Zoran Lilic.

faces a runoff against Seselj. Lilic

failed to win the necessary 5 1 per-

cent of the vote for a first-round

victory, but he is likely to win in

the second round, scheduled for

Oct. 5.

The Socialists have wider support

than the Radicals, and opposition

parties may throw their support

behind Lilic, seeing him as the less-

er of two evils.

Lilic is the former Yugoslav pres-

ident — a post now held by

Milosevic. Because the Serbian con-

stitution barred Milosevic from a

third term as Serbia's president, he

engineered his appointment as

Yugoslav president through the

Socialist-dominated parliament.

Seselj, a federal lawmaker and

mayor of a town on the outskirts of

Belgrade, appeals to people dis-

gruntled with Milosevic for drag-

ging Yugoslavia into war and then

signing the 1995 U.S. -brokered

peace accord.

Draskovic has said his party

plans to boycott the presidential

runoff— another factor that should

guarantee victory for Lilic. Voter

turnout was 62 percent in Sunday's

vote, despite a boycott by a large

section of the pro-democracy oppo-

sition. The opposition had hoped at

least 51 percent of the electorate

would boycott the vote to render it

invalid.

Senate Finance Committee Chairman Roth

blasts IRS, says bureau pushing guidelines

By Bob Wells

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Opening a three-day review of the

IRS. a Senate committee chairman said yesterday tax col-

lectors use false identification and pursue taxpayers "who

can't afford to fight back" to meet collection quotas.

The IRS said the attacks are misleading or unfounded.

"We are holding these hearings because one thing is

certain. We can't fix the IRS without knowing what ails

the IRS," said Senate Finance Committee Chairman

William V. Roth Jr.. (R-Del).

Amid criticism the hearings were being propelled by the

GOP's anti-tax agenda, Roth said he seeks "constructive

criticism — criticism with the intent to improve not

destroy. This is not IRS bashing; it is oversight."

Senators, authors and tax-related trade groups were

among the first witnesses called to describe the agency's

troubles.

But the hearings are generating quite a buzz over

expected whistleblower testimony from current and for-

mer agents later in the week, some of whom will have

their identities concealed. They are expected to say the

agency unfairly singles out small taxpayers least likely to

defend themselves for collections, an accusation the IRS

says is against its procedures.

Advance media reports about such allegations prompt-

ed taxpayers on Monday to jam the telephone switchboard

of Roth's office. Roth outlined findings in his committee's

six-month investigation:

• Many revenue officers were issued false identification,

Roth said, purpoiledly to protect officers from assault.

"I'm concerned that it makes them unaccountable." he

said. Roth said using false IDs is forbidden by IRS rules,

except in criminal investigations.

• Tax assessments "that have no basis on fact or tax

law" were levied to "simply raise the individual statistics

of an IRS employee."
• The "commonplace" use of tax collection quotas to

rate the success of agents or officers. "And this. I believe,

is outrageous, a major problem that has become part of

the agency's culture." Roth said. The IRS denied this prac-

tice exists and noted it was prohibited in a 1988 law.

• A preference to audit middle- and lower-income tax-

payers. IRS spokesman Frank Keith denied the quota alle-

gation, saying there has been "a longstanding policy made

into law in the 1980s that prohibits use of enforcement

statistics to promote or reward employees or their supervi-

sors."

Keith said tax collectors can use registered pseudonyms

if they can show they face threats. "Assaults on IRS

employees, sad to say. are a reality." he said. Citing audits

of the IRS. he also denied the agency disproportionately

targets lower-income taxpayers.

Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin sought Monday to

minimize fallout from the hearings by apologizing in

advance for any misconduct uncovered by Roth's panel.

"I deeply regret any mistreatment of taxpayers." Rubin

said in a letter to Roth. Rubin has asked the IRS to

describe discipline and corrective actions it took in

response to abuses.

Rubin strongly emphasized the hearings should place

any abuses in context of the agency's enormous task, col-

lecting $1.5 trillion annually from 209 million tax returns.

About 83 percent of taxpayers pay their taxes voluntarily.

"We are working hard to reform the IRS. and it would

be counterproductive at best, and very harmful at worst, if

these hearings undermined morale and damaged our

efforts." Rubin wrote. He also warned that "we have seen

widespread threats and incidents of violence against these

public servants and bomb threats against IRS facilities."

In the last five years, there were 3,200 reported threats

and assaults on IRS workers, he said. Collecting taxes

never has been a popular job. and it's become less so due

to widely documented problems at the IRS that include a

failed computer modernization that's hampered the

agency's ability to efficiently track and resolve taxpayer

C3SCS

One of today's scheduled witnesses was Sen. Bob

Kerrey. (D-Neb.). who acknowledges Congress has a role

in the IRS' lack of direction. "We found that we in

Congress often send conflicting signals to the agency."

Kerrey told the House Ways and Means Committee last

week. Kerrey referred to findings by the National

Commission on Restructuring the IRS. which he and Rep.

Rob Portman. (R-Ohio). headed earlier this year.

- :

La CazuelaRESTAURANT
Cuisines of MEXICO and the AMERICAN SOUTHWEST

"Mexican food, like Memphis barbeque and Chicago

style pizza, doesn't travel well. Generally speaking,

the farther away you get from the source, the worse

it is; and in the Northeast, good Mexican food is as

rare as fresh lobster in El Paso. La Cazuela is one

wonderful exception."

jane and Michael Stern

Eat Your Way Across the U.S.A.

. • Dinner Every Night

Downtown Northampton
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The UMass Athletic Department

will conduct auditions for

persons interested in

performing the

National Anthem

at winter sporting

events on
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V>® 000^

The auditions will be ht

in the Curry Hicks

Cage beginning @

Anyone interested

*rforming in the UMass Hoop

Band please contact
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Letters to the Editor

Who is the victim?

To theEditoi

The victimization of the black spir-

it i^ still mnning rampant in our soci-

ety. It only takes the coat of sun

baked skin to decipher this reality.

The carving up of the world is the

tool that is use to further confine us

to poverty stricken shanty camps.

The barbarians that feed upon the

black spirit have not have their fill

and so we Africans are left to walk

around with half eaten souls.

Many takers might say. "What
about the white Africans and isn't

capitalism the great equalizer?"

First of all. capitalism is the source

of Africana demise since the onset of

the triangular trade. The triangular

trade promotes death among the

involuntary tenants of the middle

passage. In an equally vile gesture.

African spirit and vibe continues to

suffer through the unsafe territory of

one-sided and back-sided laws and

regulations. Nevertheless, there is a

continuance to the middle passage

today.

Lobengula signed a contract that

was to protect him from all the

indunas who seek to invade his land,

but in actuality he gave his land up
without a fight. Well that's not the

way it went, he was tricked... |ohn

Moffat was the son of Robert Moffat

who was the friend of Mzilikazi (the

great bull elephant). Lobengula (the

great Lion) was the son of Mzilikazi

and so the title of brother was given

|ohn Moffat by Lobengula. To make
a long story short, this association of

Lobengula and Robert Moffat ended
with said contract.

However there are many instances

in the archives of history that such

associations have lead to the down-
fall of Africana.

Let me just clear up one thing

before I continue... The word
Africana is used very loosely not out

of lack of respect but rather for my
purposes serves as a principal.

Nevertheless, ask yourself "What is

a contract?" and keep the meaning in

your conscious memory. Maybe if

one replaces "Contract" with
"Ordinance" they may understand

the argument. At the beginning of

every year we all. maybe not every-

one, make an ordinance with our-

selves or with other people. As usual,

being human sometimes one fails to

hold up said contract of ordinance.

Now think for a second that you were

the one who broke that contract.

Now think about said contract being

one who was made with another per-

son. However the contract that was
made by me (Omar), was one that

entailed three entities, myself,

(People's Market?), and the cus-

tomers of said market.

Furthermore, think about the con-

tract in question as a contract that

was made by you with another per-

son and that contract [is] broken
everyday blatantly. As for account-

ability the person has none, and you

are left wondering. To really make
one understand the depth of this situ-

ation we will have to take a walk a

little ways back.

Beside the fact that the market was

financially inept and the semester has

just started, someone in the market

found it safe to betray one such con-

tract. This said contract was made
not only with the market but as far as

know was also made with God.
"Thou shalt not steal." To say the

least the contract was broken. To my
understanding this was being investi

gated. Fall semester '96 rolled

around, and said contract was broken

twice to the sum of about $1000.

Yes. that's what I said too. Now
there is a total sum of $ I 500 stolen.

That's not the bad part, the bad part

is that there was an investigation into

this matter, and guess what, there

has not been a report about this mat-

ter presented to us (employees of

Peoples' Market). Everybody that

was involved in. or that was a poten-

tial witness was questioned. Being

one of the last to come out the oven

and one of the first to figure out that

black skin and wool hair equals chief

suspect. I knew my turn would even-

tually come... I got the phone call.

Due to the mercy of God my M.I. A.

behind was nowhere to be found
when the contract was being broken.

To say the least (People's Market?)

tned to have forgiven and forgot.

There as not being a report to my
knowledge (and I've checked) about

this incident. You do the math.

I can go back recanting incidents

upon incidents that these people have

betrayed each other and myself, but

that will only prove to be vindictive.

Now though, let's take a look at the

contract that was made by us to the

customers of said market in like man-

ner said contract was and is broken

time and time again. The argument

between myself and the other person

involved, started two weeks previous.

One evening 1 was in the market and

1 saw that person pick up the mop
bucket, of all the things in the world,

and dumped it into the sink. This

same sink is used to wash the uten-

sils, and at the time there were uten-

sils in said sink: think of it as your

kitchen sink. How many people
dumped their mop bucket in their

kitchen? I observed this and com-
mented to this person that it was not

sanitary and that it should not be

done. This person interned snapped

at me and so I bit my lip, so to speak,

and walked away. I was going to

bring up this incident at our all-staff

meeting but I let it slide.

The day of the incident said person

involved came in ten minutes late.

The frustration of being in the mar-

ket all morning long and seeing peo-

ple doing things such as leaving the

cheese that they were cutting open to

flies and to add insult to injury, get-

ting off register and without washing

their hands return to cutting the

cheese. Finding the cheese room
most unsanitary, and then speaking

to these people about said unsanitary

situation and them not seeming to

care; at this point was ridding short

on my nerves. Imagine seeing these

same people in the all-staff meeting

getting emotional about recommit-

ting to the market and yet they go

and pull some of the most outrageous

s—t. I sat back sometimes in disbelief

that these are the same people who
can't even commit to keeping the

market sanitary.

Moreover I said that I will do my
part to hold my end of the bargain,

and I did. The person that was
involved in said incident at the time

had three hours of lateness and didn't

seem to give a damn. The point I'm

trying to make here is that if the cul-

prit was myself, it would have been a

whole other story, but it wasn't and

so it was O.K.
Furthermore, for two years I've

been telling and giving advice on how
business should be run and they

didn't listen. Not surprisingly at the

beginning of the semester I heard

that (People's Market?) had lost over

$23,000. Stop and think for a sec-

ond; these people would rather lose

$23,000 before they take my advice.

The lack of principle and sincerity

that this business (People's Market?)

is running on is almost sickening.

Nevertheless lets re-examine the

incident for which 1 was taken out of

my class, and taken to the police sta-

tion where I spent the next couple of

hours. If anybody reading this knows
what trie basement of the Amherst
police station is like they wouldn't

wish it on anyone. However I (Omar)

am a business man and it does not

make sense to make $6.25 per hour

and then pay 90 cents per hour to

park... I can't do that, it would nar-

row down my total earnings to $5
and 35 cents and plus it goes against

my religion (miserism). So as usual I

took my parking from the change
cup. This person, after coming in late

and being told by me to clean up
after himself, found it appropriate to

start an argument with me;
Remember that I've been there for

about four semesters and have sat in

the all-staff meetings knowing all the

thieves, all the liars and all the big-

ots... and have watch them lied to

each other and I have not said a thing

up to this point...

Why you ask? Because I did not

care. But oh no, I could not leave

good enough alone, this semester I

had to go and give a damn and get all

worked up over their nastiness. To
make a long story short, this person

accused me of stealing from the

group. Yes. this made me mad and so

I pushed him and recanted, "What?!"

I proceeded to recount to this indi-

vidual that I've been here cleaning up
after them all morning and for him to

leave me the hell alone. As for the

knife situation, I am right handed
and for all intents and purposes said

hand was occupied with the change I

had just taken. In the report that was
sent to me it stated... "You (meaning

myself) then grabbed a knife in your

hand, grabbed (said person) by the

neck and backed him into a corner in

a very threatening manner."

When I read said report I said to

myself, "Who the hell is this Omar

Parking games
Amherst appears to be a peace-

ful New England town. Don't

let appearances fool you. A
political struggle of consider-

able local importance is currently

being waged in meeting rooms and
living rooms throughout the town.

The issue: does Amherst need a park-

ing garage, and, if so, what kind of a

parking garage?

This debate comes to a head on

Oct. 27, when town meeting repre-

sentatives will vote on two competing

garage proposals as well as on other

parking-related issues. Citizens

groups, business groups, and town
boards and officials have lined up
behind the competing garage propos-

als. Others have organized to resist

building any garage in downtown
Amherst. Leading town officials,

including the Select Board and the

Town Manager, are pushing for the

larger of the two garage proposals.

Reports produced by the town
Planning Office ^^^^^^^^^_

understate parking supply for the six

crucial southern downtown blocks

remains a mystery.

The report's claims concerning
parking demand are no less problem-

atic than its claims concerning park-

ing supply. Parking planners esti-

mate parking demand for a given

property by determining the useable

floor area or seating capacity devoted

to a particular activity and multiply-

ing that area or capacity by a profes-

sionally accepted parking demand
factor to derive the number of park-

ing spaces theoretically needed for

that use.

The National Parking Association,

the Institute for Transportation
Engineers, and similar authorities all

urge use of parking demand factors

that reflect the fact that people who
drive to downtowns frequently use

one parking space for multiple

errands. Contrary to this professional

consensus, the town used zoning
bylaw parking

seem to support Leo Malcy
these calls for ajjajjajjjjjjjjajajjjj^ajjjjjajjjjjjjfcsj

building a large

parking garage in Amherst's
Boltwood Walk area.

The Coalition for a Comprehensive

Downtown Parking Action Plan, of

which I am a member, recently

undertook an analysis of parking data

that is routinely and casually thrown

around by town officials in their

effort to garner public support for

building a large parking garage.

The most important recent town
parking report, an impressive-looking

13-page study mailed by the Select

Board to all 240 town meeting mem-
bers in mid-July, concludes that over

the last 20 years a growing parking

deficit has emerged in Amherst's 10

downtown blocks. The report further

states that the problem is most acute

in the six southern downtown blocks

— the blocks roughly between the

Carriage Shops and the Town
Common. These blocks, we are told,

have 1,058 parking spaces and an

adjusted parking deficit of 547
spaces. These findings "indicate that

there is a large problem," and that

"without a garage, the downtown's...

parking problems cannot begin to be

addressed."

The problem, however, « that the

town's numbers just don't add up.

Coalition members have carefully

counted — and documented — actu-

al existing parking in these six central

downtown blocks. We discovered

that there are 382 more parking

spaces in this area than are reported

by the town — 1,440 spaces instead

of 1,058. In an effort to understand

why our parking space counts dif-

fered so dramatically from the

towns', we requested parcel-by-parcel

counts from the town Planning
Department. They informed us that

they were unable to retrieve these

counts. How the town managed to

standards for their

BB 1997 parking
demand study

that: 1) produce larger peak parking

demand results than standards rec-

ommended by professional parking

organizations, 2) were not designed

for and do not apply to Amherst
Center, and 3) differ from those used

in past town studies.

Our analysis of the town's estimat-

ed parking demand indicates that

almost all of the town's claimed
increase in parking demand results

from the use of parking demand fac-

tors different from the town's 1977

and 1984 parking studies. Upon close

scrutiny, the dramatic increase in

parking demand — the cause of

Amherst's supposed parking crisis —
largely evaporates.

You might be asking yourself, why
should I care about this? Most direct-

ly, decisions made at the October
town meeting will effect you every

time you park in or drive through
downtown Amherst. Parking meter

rates may increase and meters may
crop up on currently unmetered
streets. Traffic congestion may wors-

en. A large parking garage would also

certainly have an impact on the char-

acter of the downtown.
There is an additional reason to

care. Some Amherst residents are

beginning to wonder whether they

can trust the town to produce unbi-

ased information when it touches on

controversial political issues. Without

assurances of unbiased information,

distrust of government grows and the

entire democratic process suffers.

Whatever the outcome of the October

town meeting. Amherst residents,

including UMass students, will be liv-

ing with the results of the current

parking debate for years to come.

Leo Matey III is a graduate stu-

dent at UMass and an elected town

meeting member.
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character, he needs Jesus".

If this were true why didn't they

call the police? Said person went on
working and then went to class.

Basically the individuals who took it

upon themselves to call the police, an

hour after said incident; for the most

part didn't witness any such behavior

by myself.

Consequently this goes to show
that prejudices about Africans run so

deep, even among those who claim to

be free of any such evils; that it cre-

ates in their subconscious a nefarious

fantasy. The point is there are no wit-

nesses, but everyone knew what hap-

pened. This is a perfect example of

white people walking around think-

ing that they are free of prejudices

because they have Bob, Mumia and
Peltier on their walls.

As for my name being all over the

front page of the Collegian. I will say,

be very careful when writing such
statements when the person has not

yet been convicted of any such
crimes... They might sue you and
then use the money (some of it any-

way) and send you to law school.

"The victim's name has not been

released."

Doonesbury

Omar Gayle

Crampton

Ombudsperson
not fulfilling role

"Although he had
the right to be pre-

sent, by speaking

there Ackermann
violated a number of
principles and prac-

tices of the UMass
Ombuds Office and
the Ombuds profes-

sion, as well as vio-

lating the trust of
many students.

"

Khyati Joski

On April 25, 1997. there was

a gathering in

Northampton of students

and citizens of the area.

This was a civil rights hearing by

the Massachusetts State Advisory

Committee for the U.S.

Commission on
Civil Rights.

One of the

items to be dis-

cussed was
related to the

G o o d e 1 1

Building
Takeover in

March 1997 on
the UMass cam-

pus. Two stu-

dents andUMass
Ombudsperson
Bob Ackermann
spoke on this

topic.

Although he

had the right to

be present, by
speaking there

Ackermann vio-

lated a number
of principles

and practices of the UMass
Ombuds Office and the Ombuds
profession, as well as violating the

trust of many students.

As the Ombudsperson, it is fun-

damental to his role to assist in the

resolution of disputes and griev-

ances at the University in a way
that maintains confidentiality, neu-

trality and that makes every effort

to maintain the trust of the people

in the conflict. Ombudsperson
Ackermann had acted as an inter-

mediary, during and after the

Goodell Takeover, between stu-

dents and administration negotia-

tors. He violated the trust of these

students by speaking despite their

repeated requests that he refrain

from doing so.

The written commentary to the

Massachusetts State Advisory
Committee for the U.S.

Commission on Civil Rights shows

the Ombudsperson repeatedly gave

his personal opinion on the behav-

ior of the student negotiators, the

UMass administration negotiators,

and ALANA students at UMass.
This violates his responsibility to

remain neutral and impartial. He
commented on views he believed

the students had and misrepresent-

ed them. His commentary violated

the confidentiality of both the

administration and the students on

a number of occasions.

The following are several

excerpts from the statement he

read and handed out at the hear-

ing:

"On the Monday of the week of

the Goodell events, I received a

telephone call from Deputy
Chancellor Williams informing me
that a group of ALANA students

and their supporters had taken over

an area of the Goodell Building,

and that the students were request-

ing my presence at the negotiation

sessions." [This violates the confi-

dentiality of Dr. Williams and the

students.]

"I would note that the adminis-

tration's willingness to accept the

mediator proposed by the students

is a very significant gesture of

goodwill. I would also note that

current student accusations of

administration backsliding in the

Collegian are unfortunate..." (This

violates the confidentiality of the

administration and offers an opin-

ion favoring one side.]

"I believe, for example, that

administrators do not fully grasp

the way in which students using

ALANA support services experi-

ence there [sic] personal counsel-

ing and emotional support... In the

other direction. I believe that stu-

dents do not really grasp the

importance of the budget process

that the University has put into

operation in

order to do
some coherent
rational finan-

cial planning..."

[Here, again,

we see judge-

ments from the

Ombudsperson
about his opin-

ion of the two
sides.]

These and
other comments
by Ackermann
reflect a viola-

tion of the trust

placed in an
esteemed office

which is needed

on this campus.

In my role as

a student medi-

ator at UMass,
I am aware of

the importance of neutrality in

conflict resolution. This, as well as

confidentiality, are crucial to be

able to count on when one seeks

problem-solving assistance as a

student, faculty member, adminis-

trator and employee at this

University.

No matter how important the

proceedings are. the

Ombudsperson is required by the

ethics of the office and profession

to not violate these practices. In

fact, there is a code which states

that an Ombudsperson is not to

participate in any formal public

proceeding. If he did it to these par-

ticular students and administrators,

couldn't it happen to you?

By stating that students saw
lack of child care as a civil rights

violation Ombudsperson
Ackermann did several things He:

1) misrepresented the student

negotiators' views since they had

not made that claim; 2) framed
their claims about civil rights as

frivolous and inaccurate; and 3)

sided with the administration just

when critical issues were about to

be mediated. The presentation of

the students as uninformed, lack-

ing credible views and not accept-

ing of the administration's efforts

are all examples of an opinionated

statement.

Neutrality does not allow room
for the Ombudsperson's opinion,

least of all in the sharing of confi-

dential information at a public set-

ting.

Student negotiators were under-

mined, but any one who knows
about this ought to be concerned

about trusting this Ombudsperson.

Some may have continued to go to

the Ombuds Office since no other

office fulfills the same needs, but it

has lost its credibility and can't be

trusted to be confidential and
impartial.

There is a code of ethics for the

Ombuds field, and it states the

accepted practices and responsibili-

ties of Ombudspeople — yet

Ombudsperson Ackermann blatant-

ly violated it.

For all who are interested, copies

of Ombudsperson Ackermann's
commentary and The Ombuds
Association Code of Ethics are

available at GSS. SGA. and GEO
offices.

Khyati foshi is a Campus
Mediation and Negotiation Team
member and a graduate student at

UMass.
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FAC opens 1997-1998 season
Broadway comedy How to Succeed hits Concert Hall Sunday

COURTESY FINE ARTS CENTER

How to Succeed In Business Without Really Trying opens up the Fall '97 Season at the Fine Arts Center this

Sunday.

By Seema Gangatirkar

Collegian Staff

Looking for the easy way to get ahead in life? The hit

Broadway comedy How to Succeed in Business Without

Really Trying may have some answers for you.

This Sunday, the Fine Arts Center opens its 1997-98

seaon with the musical at 8 p.m. in the Concert Hall.

Originally opening in October of 1961 at the 46th

Street Theatre, How to Succeed enjoyed a revival two

yean ago at the Richard Rodgers Theatre, with Matthew

Broderick as its star. The revival picked up two Tony

Awards in 1995 for Best Rival of a Musical, Best Director

and Best Choreography.

flow lu Succeed is based on the noyel by £hc-

P ariJ

Mead.
I tank Loesser and Abe Burrows collaborated on the

musical, with l.oesser writing the music and lyrics and

Burrows writing the book. The two writers had originally

collaborated on another Broadway hit — Guys and Dolls.

However, How to Succeed remains Loesser and Burrows'

longest running Broadway production — with 1.417 per-

formances to date.

How to Succeed is a rousing comedy describing how a

window-washer named Finch, equipped only with his

ambition and a book [How to Succeed...), makes it to the

top of the corporate ladder.

Starting with an entrv level job at World Wide Wicket,

Finch catches the eye of Rosemarj Pilkington, who has

marriage on the mind.

However, in shows Mich a- these, there is always com-

petition for the hero. Such a character is born in the per-

son of Bud Frump, the boss's nephew.

While Roseman tries to catch Finch's attention. Bud

works hard at maintaining his connections with his uncle.

IB. Biggley.

Suspense enters the light hearted eomedv when Finch

realizes his love for Rosemary. Unfortunately, she turns

him down when he proposes — realizing he cares more

for the office than he does lot her.

The V,.ir York, Tutus describes How to Succeed in

Business Without Really Trying as "a triumph of con-

temporary Broadway know bpw.l From its rousing over-

ture until the fool Mumping finale, it's a non-stop

delight."

Tickets are $40. and $20. Tickets for live College stu-

dents are $5 and for persons ape 17 and under. $10. To

order tickets for this performance or for more information,

please call the Box Office at 545-2511 or (800)

999-UMAS. This performance is presented, in part, with

the generous support of licet Bank and the Daily

Hampshire Gazette.

AMHERST
BALLET
CENTRE

celebrating 26 years of
professional ballet

training.

Therese Brady Donohue,
Director

29 Strong Street.
Amherst. BIA 01002

OFFERING 10-Hk.
ADULT COURSES:
(Starting October 1st)

Beginner Ballet

Wed. 5:30-6:30

Intermediate Ballet

Tues. &/or Thurs.

6:30 - 8:00

CALL 549-1555

Still waiting for the mothership to

r,^3i arrive?

Why not write for Arts in the meantime!

+ * % *n

Movie and trivia round-up
The recent wave of the British

Invasion has not limited itself

merely to pop music, but rather

has taken its toll in the world of

independent cinema as well. Fans

of British comedy can get a hearty

dose of sophisticated humor this

weekend, as both of

Northampton's art-house theaters,

the Academy of Music and the

Pleasant St. Theater, are currently

playing two films produced from
across the great pond. Both are not

exactly Monty Python style, but do

however use comedy as a means of

exploring contemporary and per-

sonal issues and should be decent

examples of -.ijbjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj

intriguing drama
containing a comic aiaaal

twist.

order to make some cash.

Shouldn't be quite as absurd as it

may sound, but rather an interest-

ing commentary on Britain's cur-

rent recession, with a lot of well

deserved laughs as well. Also
playing in the area this weekend is

Frank Oz' new film In & Out.

which stars Kevin Kline as an "in

the closet" high school teacher.

Also, for fans of police dramas,

check out LA. Confidential, direc-

tor Curtis Hanson's take on the

new school noire genre. Guy Pearce

and Russel Crowe play detectives in

'50s Los Angeles along with Kevin

Spacey and Kim Basinger in this

aj^ajjjjjjjjjjjjj^ajjm suspense film

le
about corrupt

ajjjBJJjjajjjjjjjjjJjajajjajjjjjjajjjjjjj police offi-

cers. Check
Playing at Pleasant St. Theater is

Mike Leigh's highly anticipated fol-

low up to his multi-Oscar nominat-

ed hit. Secrets & Lies. His current

film. Career Girls, is in typical Leigh

fashion, which means its a story

about average working people and

the day-to-day obstacles they must

overcome.

Career Girls is a film about two

college friends, played by Katrin

Cartlidge and Lynda Steadman, who
after 10 years apart reunite to share

the experiences of their 20s with

each other and reminisce about their

pasts. Like all of Leigh's movies.

Career Girls was filmed strictly in an

improvisational format with no
script being used. This allows his

actors the ability to speak their own
lines for their characters and has

become a trademark style of Leigh's

work.

The Academy of Music is host-

ing The Full Monty, the highly

praised new film from director

Peter Catteneo which stars Robert

Carlyle. best known as Begbie from

Trainspotting). The Full Monty is

the bizzare story of a group of

recently laid off steel workers who
decide to strip at a night club in

out full length reviews of each of

these films later next week.

Well, enough with what's going

on this weekend. Let's instead shift

gears to some fun with film trivia.

Alright all you amateur film buffs

(I'm just trying to get you excited,

don't take me seriously, no one else

ever does), let's see if you can guess

these quotes:

1 "limbo, 1 promise you son, I'll

be the kind of father you want me to

be."

2. Man- "A strange man defecat-

ed on my sister"

Woman- "Why?"
Man- "Is there any possible expla-

nation I could give you to satisfy

that, human sexuality is such a

strange thing, which I guess is kind

of good in a way."

3. "I'm going to Mexico to have

the operation, so soon it will be

goodbye penis!"

Those who think they know the

answers, contact Adam Levine at

545-1491.

Adam Levine is a Collegian

columnist.

COURTESY MERRICK MORTON

Kevin Spacey stars in the new
film LA. Confidential, now playing

in theaters.

COURTESY THE MNE ARTS CENTER

The annual Multiband Pops Concert, featuring 500 musicians and dancers, comes to the Fine Arts Center

Concert Hall tonight at 8 p.m.

Come On In Out Of The Plain!

3 floors • stores galore • food & more

dictionary / six bucks • cup o'joe / a buck • "For Dummies" guides / nineteen bucks

beaded curtain / nine bucks • book bags / from eighteen bucks

Genko (for mental sharpness) / fifteen bucks • magic stone / twelve bucks

Armani hoseiry / nine bucks • Lucky jeans / sixty eight bucks

shower caddy / eleven bucks • CK boxer shorts / eighteen bucks

Hard Candy lipsticks / sixteen bucks

M A R K t T PI ACE

"under the big Q r e m n awning"

On the bus route • Open Mon -Tuc - Wed 10-6; Thur - Frl - Sat 10 -i; Sun 12-5 •

150 Main Street. Northampton
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U)th JUS* (i^^ofllliW

For mote then three -quarter* ot a century. Motorola has found itsett in

the technological nmeligrit. responsible lor many ot the engineering

achievements seen as commonptaoe today

As we power up tor the next millennium, wo seek those professionals

who withm our four walls. wiH strive with tireless determination to create

technological wonders and set timeless standards Today, we would Uke

you to consider letting Motorola Ughl your way to an intriguing and

rewarding future. There's an amazing technical world out there, let us

introduce you to It!

t^M***M*j Poanotii i*S

Hardware

Software

Information System*

Applications Development

Product Support

Product Marketing

Opportunities exist tor Ml time employ-

ment, wren co-op and internship positions

also available

For details on these and other rewarding

positions, visit our web site at:

www.mot.com/ISOMEmployment. For

immediate consideration, man fax or a -

maH your resume

to Motorola

ISO, Starting

Dept. COLUM,
20 Cabot Blvd.,

Mansfield, MA
0204«. Fax. ($08)

!

Minutemen
look for

first win at

Homecoming

leratlon. mal lax or

%
I)UMrIT

®
CaMe/Fr Relay/Hybrid WAN SokrttMis/Streamin* VMew/HIa* Speeel

Cflmg » <*v#js» a«M»n IhrougK equal onportunny M/ftO/V

E-mail: L22OOOl0email.mot.com.

Modem Technology

Homecoming 1997

*

Hcmecominu Weekend
heme tc

' -;-. /' /
A

QJLDLDy
Deck ©pens at 5:C€

Feed Sk Drink Specials!!

Where nebedy's a stranfier,

enly friend§ we haven't met yet

•^ClVrVlK
FOOD
COURT

Tin Union Griu 1 erri Yalci

;

By Corey Peter Goodman
Collegipn Stan

Humps ilif single best word to

describe the University of

Massachusetts football team's start to

its l>W season.

The Richmond Spiders were the

first bump along the road. Despite

edging the Spiders by a touchdown at

the hall of the season opener, the

Minutemen were outscored 21-0 in

the second frame before surrendering.

21-6. .

Disappointed with their lack ol

•' '-, offensive firepower. UMass took the

parly to Orono. Maine for a week No.

2 clash with the Maine Black Bears.

But the Minutemen saw just a clash of

lightning, as they were crushed 49-6

by Maine in the middle of a driving

thunder storm that halted the game

for 39 minutes in the third quarter.

In week three. UMass found itself

pitted against a strong lames Madison

team. The Minutemen were looking to

/ i -hock the Dukes, who were coming

£ 'J /: y / •
'A off an upset victory over then- No. 6

''< /,s/i/.//>''Jy Last Tennessee State. UMass neajly

' ? „ achiex ed their goal.

gGj With their best defensive effort in

sonic time, the Minutemen held a

powerful Dukes offense to just 13

points and 20) total yards. But the

Minutenian offense never got on Hack

as they fell. 13-10. dropping their

record to 0-3.

Though the Minutemen haven't

been able to notch a victory in the win

column, the leant has been centered

-"TirtttfiftT se\ eTal individual success sto-

True freshman Marcel Shipp. a tal-

ented product from Passaic Tech High

School in Paterson, N.|., has won the

starting tailback slot from junior |im

v% Pizano. The two were platooning

[>3 while junior Matt lordan was recover-

' r/. ing from a hamstring injury.

Shipp. who was recruited by

/fMJfy, Clcmson and Memphis State before

#>// deciding on UMass. is the
, . '.>>/* «,: '. I I..,. .l,»r <<hir.r.

''H"\ *fy'K

// 4 /., |

7 /'
. //SA

fjV/YZ

TWVfiA
Totally Mexican

//;
Minutemen's leading rusher. Shipp

/ * 'i
tlils tarried the ball 27 times for 175

/4'/'/ yards and a touchdown. 174 of which

came in the last two games.

^ \ll American candidate Khari

Samuel is off to an outstanding start

/
,n inside linebacker for the

' ' /*' Minutemen. Through three games, the

/ - junior has posted 45 tackles and one

sack. Currently he is ranked seventh

on the UMass top 10 list for solo stops

'. ' , with 163. He is on track to shatter the

< '/ record, held by Vito Pcrrone with 261

/'' ' tackles. b\ the end of this season.

Sophomore outside linebacker
', '/',. Chris Price has been a huge addition

%-..', ' to the middle of the Mtnuteman

jdffih L . defense. Price recorded 1 I tackles in

*?$$/ty the loss against |MU. the third consec-

utive week he achieved double-digits.

For the season. Price's 40 tackles

ranks him third on the Minuteman

roster.

Senior free safety Bryan Mooney is

• making the best of his fifth-year of eli-

gibility after being medically redshirt-

ed in 199b. Mooney is second on the

team in tackles with 42. highlighted

In a I
5- tackle effort last week at

IMl

Too often UMass has requested the

services of junior punter/kicker Andy

Maclay this season, last week at |MU.

Mai-lay punted nine times, placing

three balls inside the 20- yard line and

two inside the 5 -yard line. Two weeks

—bgo in Maine. Maclay became just the

fourth punter in UMass history to

eclipse the 6.000 yard mark.

While the ball hasn't bounced their

way so far this season, UMass can

head into tomorrow's homecoming
' game matchup with Rhode Island con-

fident that history is on its side. Under

head coach Mike Hodges, the

Minutemen are 5- in homecoming

games. This includes upsets of No. 7

Delaware. 43 29. in 1993 and No. 12

William and Man. 20-9. in 1995.

1997 Schedule William Bulger begins annual Homecoming Weekend events

Sovot Si SruuL

the Hatch Food Court is making YQU
the World's Best Lunch!

Asian Delights, Mexican Fare, American Grill

New York Deli, and Continental Soup & Bread

Aug. 30

Sept. 13

Sept. 20

Sept. 27

Celebrate our Grand Opening on Friday. September 26

- If this date is your Birthday too, nave lun.l

Valid only with ID

located in the Student Union Basement

RICHMOND
at Maine*

at James Madison*...

RHODE ISLAND
(Homecoming)

NEW HAMPSHIRE*
(Band Day)

at Villanova*

at Buffalo

DELAWARE
(Family Day)

HOFSTRA
at Boston University.

CONNECTICUT*

'Atlantic 10 Conference game

Home games in bold caps

Oct. 11

Oct. 18

Oct. 25

Nov. 1

Nov 8

Nov. 15

..1:00 p.m.

..1:00 p.m.

...6:00 p.m.

...1:00 p.m.

.12:00 p.m.

...1:00 p.m.

...1:30 p.m.

...1:00 p.m.

.12:30 p.m.

...1:00 p.m.

..12:30p.m.

By Samantha Poulten

Collegian Correspondent

I ho I nivcrsit) of Massachusetts will celobrato'thi

inauguration of President William P. Bulget. and con '

tot the Chancellor's Medal on eight distingui-Vd alu>i,

ni. in a special cvremorn in the Campus Centci audit!

d to attend the event. »hu

ol the annual Homecomin
puhlic i^

the begit

|ohn I'uedy, the executive director of the alumni

association, said that Homecoming Weekend is -."

tial to the celebration ol the past and present aci'oni

plishmenls of the Universil\

"I he ceremonies give the Anihcist campus the

opportunin to celebrate 0111 own successes, a' veil ,.

President Bulger's inauguration." I uedo said.

The opening ceremony will begin with a prot

frimi the line Arts Center to the Canipn- C'cniet

Auditorium beginning at 2:>0 p.m. I'haneclloi David

K Seott will welcome the crowd aid gnc op» »mj

remark-, while Bulger will deliver the pfi»«

the owner of Rite Now Container Co.. leroine Mileur,

professor of political science and co founder ol the

I ni\ M-s'rtv's lackic Robinson Initiative: I
.
Vnn

Sheridan assistant dean of the School ol Nursing*

David lirrell. Barret Professor ol Polymer Science and

I ngineering: and Robert C. Wiesel. chairman and chicl

executive officer of Stone & Webster I ngineering

Corp.
, .

The honoring of Bulger and the recipient- ol the

Chancellor's Medal is one of the highlights ol the

I Mass K-sjival. a -lav Ion* series of events spotlighting

campus programs and departments.

I hi- >ear also marks the 50th anniversary ol the

College of I'.ngineering and the School of Management.

and the 25lh anniversary of the Women s Studies

Program, the Kveiywonians Center, and the I acuity

s,<n <ii,. c.uini-il mi the Slalns ol Women.

with .1 wide variety of exhibits, workshops and special

presentations located at the numerous art galleries and

• I he Chancellors Medal i- the highest aw ini ptv n

bv the campus in recognition, ol service to
!

i

University, Recipients ol the award ire: I '

l h
'

Chang, owner ol Vinheisi Chinese I tods and Ch.'i g

latins Inc.; Kathleen A. Cote, presidert and chicl

ut ive officer ol Computervision: I win s. IVbcllc prc-i

dent ol Irinity College: I rniicis |. Cniliano. curt >th

\ dinner honoring the former chancellors and pre#t

dent- ol the I niversity will highlight the second dav ol

activities. I he dinner is to. he held tomorrow Iron)

i:"Hl 8 p.m. at the MP Room at the Mullin- (enter

Pivs,ni.,tions bv both Scott and Bulger will he made

chancellors and presidents encompass

vears ol the I niversity's history, begin

ident lean Paul Mather, who served in

ruin l
l>il |s)fcO. and President lohn

lederle. who served from 1 960-1 970. Others tobe

honored include chancellors Oswald Tippo,

l<-)70 1^71. Randolph W, Bromerv. 1971- 1979.

Henrv Kofller. 1979 1982. I.oren Baritz. 1982. loseph

Oiillev. M82 1991. and Richard O'Brian. 1991 1993.

All but lippo plan to attend.

I he accomplishments of these individuals are var-

ied and unique to their times." Scott said in a press

release, Kach of the chancellors and presidents were

vital to the I niversity in his own way."

The eight former chancellors and presidents consti-

tute a living history of the I niversity in the latter ball

ol the century and. as such, are a resource to be hon-

ored and cherished.''

When I look around at the buildings, the faculty,

staff, and the students who make up the University. I

see living embodiments of the accomplishments of

these individual accomplishments that they began,

but that live on." Scott said in a press release.

I he dinnvr will begin with a toast to the past and

future ol the University by Scott, and will continue

with a presentation ol the overall accomplishments of

the administrators, The group will then be invited onto

the stage to receive gilts and have their photographs

taken. These portraits, together with a sel ol essays bv

each will constitute an important documentation ol

the I niversity's history.

V we celebrate our past history and accomplish-

ments, it is also the happy occasion to celebrate our

new president ol the I niversity ol Massachusetts -v-

lein. President William Bulger.' Scott said.

Hatch
FOOD
COURT

Tm Union Grii
lerri Yajcis"

Sovol k Snad

I /At

A

Totally Mexican

the Hatch Food Court is making YOU
the World's Best Lunch!

Asian Delights, Mexican Fare, American Grill,

New York Deli, and Continental Soup & Bread

/Ss

Celebrate our Grand Opening on Friday. Septembers.

If this date is your Birthday too, have lunch o^

Valid only with ID
•

VI

located in the Student Union Basement
J

WIR SPRECHEN VOLKSWAGEN
The Valley's largest VW inventory!

-*v-x Whether it's a simple tune-up of a full blown restoration project;

™^k from engine valves and bearings to door handles or gas caps,

a we have the parts for just about any model VW ever made!

|V Plus a full inventory for Japanese and Korean cars and trucks.

WE SPEAK VOLKSWAGEN!

It All Starts With Parts...

Mm

ef\-
_B=CK/>KNIEY

AUTO PARTS

ROUTE 9

AMHERST/BELCHERTOWN LINE

256-0457

Hrs:

M-F: 8 - 5:30

Sat: 9 - 2:00

**<

USED CDs! WE BUY'EM! WE SELL
1

EM! WE LOVE'EM!

|5 pleasant st. northampton 582.1885

891/2 main st keene nh 603.358.6837

on the "internet": http://javanet.com/~turnitup
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Carroll settling in with Patriots

By Howard Ulman
Associated Press

l-'OXBORO. Mass. — The name of

Bill Parcells isn't heard so much
around the New England Patriots

these days

That's what one win over their

former coach and a 4-0 start will

do. Pete Carroll has put his own
mark on the team Parcells took to

lasl HMOo'l Super Bowl, and it "s

been impressive. The Patriots lead

the NFL in scoring and have

allowed the second fewest points

per game
Yet Carroll knows the team has

plenty of mistakes it can eliminate

once it gets more experience with the

system> he'l installed. And he admits

that he can improve as a coach when

the team resumes play after this

week's bye

'I've been in the middle some-

where." Carroll said. "I've been

watching it. I've done some good

things and I've done some poor

things.

"Fortunately, we have a bunch of

guys to make plays and bail me out.

Our staff has done a nice job working

with my craziness
"

That self-deprecating, not entirely

accurate assessment is typical of the

relaxed Carroll. He really would have

needed a supportive staff if the

Patriots hadn't beaten Parcells' New
York lets 27-24 in overtime in the

third game of the season.

He knows that would have revived

talk he couldn't lead the team as well

as the volatile Parcells did.

The victory was "obviously a

major impact for the perception of

our fans on our regime." Carroll

s.lld

The Patriots get another chance to

make that impact in their next game,

a Monday night showdown with the

Denver Broncos that could be a pre-

\icu of the AFC Championship
game.

The Broncos, who play Atlanta on

Sunday, should be 5-0 by the time

the Patriots come to town. The
combined record of New England's

first four opponents is 3-13 and

three of those four games were at

home. Five of the next seven are on

the road.

The Patriots have lost nine consec-

utive games in Denver since their last

win in 1969. They faced each other

the past two seasons in Foxboro. and

Denver dominated both games. 37-3

and 34-8.

A similar result would be especial-

ly shocking since Carroll is a defense-

minded coach who coordinated San

Francisco's outstanding units the past

two years.

"When we implemented our

defense in minicamps, I knew we

were going to be an aggressive-style

defense." cornerback limmy
Hitchcock said. "I knew that we
would get off to a great start,

because we're a year older on

defense
."

That defense is getting noticed

even though the offense has been

brilliant behind Drew Bledsoe (12

touchdown passes, three intercep-

tions and three sacks) and Curtis

Martin (118.5 yards rushing per

game).

"That's nice," said linebacker Ted

lohnson, who has two of the team's

Ml -high 21 sacks, "because we've

always been in the shadow of the

offense."

The defense has done that without

end Willie McGinest, who led the

team in sacks the past two seasons

He played sparingly in just one game

before sustaining a knee injury.

although he could return against

Denver.

The Patriots also have played most

of the season without their best

receiver, Terry Glenn, who suffered

an ankle injury in the opener. Carroll

expects him to be at full strength for

the Broru

The coach is surprised the team

has done so well without them.

"We're looking forward to the time

when we get these guys back.

Carroll said. "They'll make a dil'lci

ence. ... It's a difference when we
game-plan with Terry. It's a differ-

ence when we game-plan with Willie

and it'll be great to have them
healthy."

Carroll's offense is more diverse

than the one Parcells used.

Martin no longer comes off the

field on passing downs and has more

options to pick his spots on running

plays. And Bledsoe has quickly

become comfortable in a system that

allows him to scan all his receivers

rather than concentrating on one,

then looking elsewhere if the first one

is covered.

"We have a team with a lot of

confidence and an ability to handle a

lot of different situations," Carroll

said. "It would be great to go to

Denver and to win that game, but

we won't hold that as the ultimate

challenge.

"We'll continue to shoot for that

perfect game and maybe someday

we'll get one."

Men's XC takes on Champions
By Serb Koenig

Collegian Correspondent

Massachusetts men's cross coun-

try team will head to New York

tomorrow for the 1997 Meet of

Champions. This meet figures to be

the biggest meet

of the season so

far for the young

UMass runners,

who have used

the previous two

meets as learn-

ing experiences.

On Sept. 13.

the Minutemen
split a meet

Men^^ros^Counti

Meet of

Champions

Saturda

between lona and Northeastern.

During the meet, held at Franklin

Park in lioston. UMass showed that

it could compete at a high level

despite the team's lack of experi-

ence. Freshman Brendan Sullivan

placed ninth and sophomore Peter

Gleason placed sixth to lead the

Minuteman pack.

Last weekend in Vermont, the

team revealed a more unstable side.

Sullivan dropped to 21st place, and

only one runner managed to place in

the top 10 — senior Ryan Carrara,

who has been the most consistent

runner of the season for the UMass
squad. The Minutemen placed

Ĥ HBBBBBBH fourth out of five

teams overall,

and seemed
much more
exhausted
towards the end

of the race than

the week before.

"In any athlet-

ic team, a young

group can have a-
good meet, and others where they

fracture." coach Ken O'Brien said.

"1 felt we'd do the same as we did in

the first meet, but we didn't do as

well (in the second meet). I'm

unsure as to how we'll do this week,

we bounce around a lot."

At the upcoming Meet of

Champions, the Minutemen will

prove for certain which team they

will consistently be.

The meet will be a challenge, lea

turing Connecticut. Miami. CoMUl

Carolina. Life. Yale. Dartmouth,

Georgetown. Harvard. Wak*
Forest, Army and lonu — the lattei

six all nationally ranked. I he

course, at Van Cortland Park, **"!

also test the runners, because It I

one of the oldest and most difficult

in the nation.

"Twelve quality teams, competing

hard, on a difficult course We'll K€

how we can handle ourselves, Mag
the third meet, with many above-

average schools." O'Brien said

"It's a \er\ tough course

Sullivan said. "I've run there in high

school. A lot of the guys on the team

know it's a tough course. The laM

couple of meets were pretty flat."

The Minutemen look forward to

the challenge that awaits, and seem

anxious for the big meet.

"It's a great course to run on. As

you cross the finish line VOU can

turn back at times over the past ecu

tury." O'Brien said.

Garciaparra smoothly joining elite

By Howard Ulman
Associated Press

Kemp dealt to Cleveland to quicken pace
In a stunning three-team deal. Shawn Kemp was faded

last night to the Cleveland Cavaliers.

Cleveland and coach Mike Fratello will now have an

almost entire new starting five. Gone from the slow-

down crew that averaged just 87.5 points per game —
one-tenth of a point shy of the NBA record held by the

1954-55 Milwaukee Hawks — are Terrell Brandon.

Tyrone Hill. Chris Mills and Bobby Phills.

In Kemp, the Cavs get a marquee attraction who will be

expected to inject some excitement into the league's

dullest team. The five-time All-Star had his best year in

1995-96. when the Sonics went to the NBA Finals, as he

averaged 19.6 points and 1 1.4 rebounds for a team that

won 64 regular-season games.

Kemp slumped to averages of 18.7 and 10.0 last sea-

son, and his constant sullen behavior and habitual late-

ness became a problem while the Sonics were on the

way to being eliminated by the Houston Rockets in the

second round of the playoffs.

Walker stated that he wouldn't trade Kemp unless he

got an All-Star in return, and he got his wish by acquiring

Vin Baker along with Sherman Douglas from Milwaukee.

Cleveland completed the trade by sending Brandon and

Hill to the Bucks.

Baker, the four-year veteran and three-time All-Star, is

one of the league's best low post players — a 6-foot- 1

1

power forward whose averages of 21.0 points and 10.3

rebounds were an almost identical match to his numbers

from the previous season. Last week, the 25-year-old

Baker was selected along with Brandon — for the 1998

U.S. World Championship Team.

Douglas, an eight-year veteran point guard, will be join-

ing his fourth NBA team.

Brandon, who will make $1.8 million this season before

receiving a $7 million balloon payment next season, is one

of the best point guards in the league. A steady shooter

with quickness, smarts and poise, he averaged 19.5 points

and 6.3 assists last season and received his second All-

Star selection. — Associated Press wire report

BOSTON — In spring training,

Nomar Garciaparra handled contro-

versy as smoothly as he handles a bat

and glove.

Boston already had an outstanding

shortstop, |ohn Valentin, and he

didn't want to move to second base

to make room for the rookie.

Valentin had his own goal, "to be

one of the best shortstops the Red

Sox ever had."

There was little doubt Garciaparra

would get that chance instead, but he

didn't aggravate a touchy situation.

Under the glare of the spotlight and

the Florida sun, he simply said the

right things and made the right

plays.

"My job is to go out there and play

wherever they put me and do the best

1 can," he said before the season

began.

On Sunday, his season ends, a

season in which Red Sox fans had

little to cheer but Garciaparra. He
dazzled them with his fielding, set

records with his hitting and appears

to be a shoo-in for AL rookie of the

year.

"If Nomar had come along 1 5, 20

years ago, I'm sure Cal Ripken would

have been glad to move over to third

base," says Johnny Pesky, whose 55-

year-old record of 205 hits by a Red

Sox rookie was threatened by

Garciaparra. "When you get a talent

like that, he has to play."

He has played so well that he even

broke Ted Williams team rookie

record of 344 total bases with two

doubles on Sept. 19. But the Red Sox

lost the game.

"What he has done this year,"

Pesky says, "you'd have to say he is a

perfect player."

As teammates continue to collect

souvenir balls for him to mark each

milestone, he still lacks one charac-

teristic of stardom, an inflated ego.

Breaking Williams' record "means

a lot," Garciaparra said. "Right now.

I'm more upset that we lost."

That's more than a stock answer

from the 24-year-old shortstop with

exceptional maturity for a rookie.

Spending three years at Georgia Tech

before turning pro helped.

Good Thyme Deli
Soup. Sandwiches. /*

Caterlnq, Frozen Yoqurt

Garciaparra is devoted to the spun

he loves and consumed by a desire

for consistency. In the batter's box,

he goes through the same routine on

every at-bat — tugging his gloves,

tapping his toes

It is more than just superstition.

"I just like things tight before I

exert energy." he said, "my toes at the

end of my shoes and then, when I

have gloves on my hands, the same

thing. I'm just pushing and pulling

them down and then I'm just getting

ready to hit."

Garciaparra broke the major

league record for RBIs by S leadoff

hitter and set the AL mark for

longest hitting streak by I rookie, 30

games. He has the most hits in the

league and also could lead in runs

and triples.

Power and speed? He had 29

homers and 22 stolen bases going

into the regular season 'i final week-

end.

In the field, he has exceptional

quickness, sure hand- and a powerful

arm.

Is there anything he needs to Work

on?
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Conveniently located between
Antonio* & Bucci't

Monday-Friday

Special Benefit Package
Developed especially for UMass Employees!

Preferred Checking
A No Fee Checking Account For All University of Massachusetts Employees.

flfe $10. minimum opening balance ^
fft No per check charge, unlimited check writing — »VC/

(p No monthly service charges &O JkJj
Si,ign

ffi Free first order of checks py of our selected checks)

ffi Free ATM card

Jft Free ATM transactions at GSB ATMS (25« per POS/75C per ATM withdrawal elsewhere)

&) Automatic Overdraft protection (our Grswiline Account, to qualified applicants)

Q£) Free MasterMoney debit Card (with Greenlins, io qualified applicants)

rtjr) Free MasterMoney transactions anywhere

M No annual fee Visa/ MasterCard no

CALL US FOR 1-STOP SERVICE...We handle all required paperwork,

no need to visit the UMass Human Resources Office!

In addition to the UMass Preferred Checking Account, we have many others which may better fit your needs including,

Green Action Account—

|

This is a combined checking and savings

account. It includes all of the above

features, plus it pays high tiered money

market interest and has no ATM or POS

charges anywhere, provided the minimum

opening balance of $1,000. is maintained.

N.O.W. Account
This interest bearing checking account

has a minimum $200. opening balance.

It includes all of the above features, plus

it pays interest and has no ATM or POS
charges anywhere, provided a minimum
balance of $500. is maintained.

©GREENFIELD SAVINGS BANK
m* ftj at u-ln Cl C/->, ,»h ricrfiolH Aft^.dm 1 a61 North Main St., South De-rfield 665-401

1

Corner of Federal & Main St., Greenfield 774-3191

196 Avenue A, Turnera Falla 863-4316

Corner of Main & Bridge St., Sherburne Falla 625-9827

GSB will deposit $10 00 in your GSB checking account with the first UMass Payroll direct deposit, offer expires 10/31/"97

pwc/o»

ntoeyrmrtlsMiiwigs com

www grwnfwkkiwigj com
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water polo
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Always a physical match, the
Brown defense held junior Brian
Stahl to just two goals I;im week-
end. Despite the slowed
goal-scoring place from the
All-American, he slill Lads the

Minutemen with >6 points, dou-
ble that of Rich Slinglufi. nexl on
the list

Unlike the all time scries with
the Bears, the Minutemen have
been rather successful against
the Eagles and Engineers,
UMass holds a combined 41-3
advantage over the two squads,
both series dating back to the

inception of the Minuteman pro-

gram.

From Poohide... Aldo
Roman, known for his defensive
prowess, is second on the team
in goals with 16, picking up
some slack for a UMass offense

that has a below average .444

shooting percentage... the
Minutemen had a players onl>

practice the other day... Mare
Staudenbauer is back on track

after last season's nagging
thumb injury. He is in good
position to surpass the late Greg
Menton on the all-time percent

age list. Menton's record stands

at .559 while Staudenbauei is

second currently at .556 — so

far this season he's 7-for-12
(.585).

Volleyball digs into A—10 slate this weekend
By Jamie Jee

Collegian Correspondent

The Massachusetts volleyball

team begins its Atlantic 10

Conference road play this weekend
at St. Bona venture and Duquesne.
The team will take on the Bonnies
at the Rcillv Center tonight and
Duquesne tomorrow night.

The Minutewomen will look to

c o n I i i hi e their ^^^^^^^^^^
success over both

teams holding
records of 1 2-1

versus the

Bonnies and 7-4

against the Lad)
Dukes.

"We arc usually

stronger against

St. Bonavenlure

UMass set a new team record as

well with 92.

Senior middle blocker Michelle

Paciorek will be closing in on the

all-time marks this weekend for

both assisted and solo blocks. She
needs nine to surpass graduate
Dionne Nash's block assist record

of 263 and just two solo blocks to

surpass Rachel Sky's mark of 7 1

.

Senior outside-hitter Lesley

dddddddddd). Nolan, certainly

Volleyball

Massachusetts
@

St, Bonaventure

I'odav
BBBBH

but the) are a scrappy team," UMass
coach Bonnie Kenny said. The
Bonnies' Ice) player is senior Nikki

Renninger who is coming off an eight

kill performance against Buffalo.

"Duquesne is just as strong as us

in B lot of aspects and the match
should be a battle. They have some
very good players and have alreadv

laced some good teams in the pre-

season. Their team is as young as

ours, but they are still big and play

very physical." Kenny said.

UMass won their first games in

the A- 10 last weekend knocking off

a strong Dayton team in the

process. In the victor) over Dayton,

freshman setter lennifer Drennan
set the all-time UMass single-match

record in assists with 83 and is now
the No. 1 freshman in assists.

among the elite

in UMass volley-

ball history,

became just the

second UMass
player to record

1.000 kills and
1,000 digs in a

career. She is sec-

ond only to Nash
in career kills and digs.

Sophomore middle blocker (ill

Meyers was named UMass/WHMP
Athlete of the Week and currently

leads the team in kills, blocks, and
hitting percentage. Sophomore set-

ter Kari Hogancamp has been play-

ing well and leads the nation in digs

with Nolan currently sixth.

Freshmen Rebecca Hassen and
Fmilie Erbe look to contribute this

weekend after being released to

play. Both have been limited this

season with injuries.

"We will have to work hard as we
get into mid-conference play. We
are getting stronger but we cannot

be complacent. Discipline on
defense and team chemistry will be

important this week and down the

road," Kenny said.

football

Owls swoop

into Amherst

for A-10 tilt

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

In just their second conference
game of the season, the

Minutewomen will have to focus on

one of their toughest league oppo-
nents as Temple visits Richard F.

Garber Field Sundav at noon.

"Conference games are alwayi
important," Massachusetts field hock

ev coach Patty Shea said, ""iou

always have to put your focus on the

games against teams in your league."

Temple could prove to be a

tougher challenge than its 3-4 record

indicates. The Owls return all 1 1

starters from last year's squad includ-

ing a talented forward line and a

game- tested goalie.

"Temple has some kev players we

Field Hockt %

COURTISY MEDIA RELATIONS

continued from page 1

2

Jill Meyers leads the young Minutewomen into A-10 play this weekend
on the road.

Daryl Thomas, shown signalling

downs to help lead the Minutemen

— COUBTf SV MEDIA RELATIONS

a first down, will need a bunch of first

to victory over the Rams.

passing game," Hodges said. "We
aren't getting anything out of that."

On the other hand, the Rams are

known for their passing assault. Led

by quarterback Billy lack Haskins,

the Rams will attempt to spread out

the Minutemen secondary and throw
against its weak spots. Haskins has

thrown for 615 yards in three

games. What is most impressive is

that he has spread out 50 comple-

tions with nine different receivers.

"They love to throw the football,"

Hodges said. "They have a very tal-

ented quarterback. We've got to make
the plays when they do throw it."

If the Minutemen can slow down
URI's passing game, it will unravel

the Rams entire offensive scheme.

The Rams rushing game leaves much
to be desired, lames lenkins is their

only running back who hsflktaensis-

tently carried the ball for significant

yardage. In three games he has

rushed for 232 yards, averaging 4.0

yards per gain. However, apart from

lenkins the Rams have no depth at

the running positions.

On UMass' defense, a few players

have proven to be indispensable.

Khari Samuel, who seems to be in on

every play, has averaged 1 5 tackles

per game. Chris Price, the sopho-

more linebacker playing next to

Samuel is third on the team with 40
tackles, 16 of which are unassisted.

Bryan Mooney has been a big sur-

prise. The safety is second on the

team with 42 tackles. These three

players count for over 33 percent of

the teams tackles.

"We've got to shut other teams
running game down." Hodges said.

"You're not going to win games if the

other teams run up and down the

field on you."

No matter how UMass' defense

fares, the whole game will come
down to whether or not its offense

can sustain a drive, establish a run-

ning game and spread out the Rams
defense with a passing game. So far,

neither of these things have been
consistently accomplished.

"These kids need a win and want a

win very badly," Hodges said.

Hodges
continued from page 12

"Play like a Champion — Today."
Below that credo is a list ol each year

the team won a YanCon title — obvi-

ously representing the tradition and
excellence for which the Minutemen
strive.

It has a steady stream of dates

starting in 1%0 and ending abruptly

in 1990.

In 1991. Reid had a 4-7 campaign,

then left for the University of

Richmond. Hodges was promoted to

head coach and began his string of

mediocrity in 1992.

It's now 1997.

Still laughing?

The UMass \thletic Department
boasts the Minutemen being the most

successful football program in

YanCon history. In fact, they've won
17 titles, more than any other pro-

gram in the 50-year history of the

now defunct conference, which gave

way to the growing A-10 just this

year.

In addition, they have the most

wins in YanCon history (159) — a

history of which Hodges is small

part.

He has won 21 of those league

games during his stay in the Valley,

yet not one of those victories has

yielded a conference title.

No UMass football coach since

Charlie O'Rourke (1952- 59) has

had more than two seasons between

championship seasons with the

exception of Hodges.

I le's a great guy — as well liked j-

his predecessor Reid was — but the

results aren't there. No champi-
onships and consistent BverageneM
are not earmarks of a football pro-

gram building towards making the

jump to Division l-A.

Hodges' contract is up after this

season, and it shouldn't be renewed.

After starting his head coaching

career at UMass with a combined
two-year record of 15-6 (a record

attained with mostly Reid-recruited

players) he has gone 5-6. 6 5 and

6-5 respectively, and is well on his

waj to one Lit the worst campaigns in

I Mass football history.

He is already 0-3 this fall, with

games against nationally ranked
Villanovs and Delaware ahead, not to

mention tough regional opponents
New Hampshire and UConn

Athletic Director Bob Marcum was

hired in 1995 because the adminis-

tration believed his experience
(tenures at Kansas and South
Carolina as an AD.) could help build

the athletic department into one of

the nation's best. It's hard to compre-

hend wh\ be has let the football team

continue to slide awav from its past

rjory for sU long.

, It has become increasingly appar-

ent, though, that at least somebod) is

fed up with the second-rate perfor-

mance of Hodges' squad over the last

six seasons — the fans.

McGuirk Stadium is never full.

Not even close.

And most of the people that the

football games actually do draw
scatter to their seats throughout the

first hall and settle in only minutes

before halftime. That's when the

inarching band takes the field, and

the football team is nowhere In

sight.

The) know quality when thev see

it.

The fans apparent!) come to see

a group that performs well together

and is led In someone who is clear-

Iv at the top of his field. And then.

I lot of them flee towards the hot

dog stands before the second half

starts.

Hodges, without a doubt, is a nice

guy. Anybody who has met him
knows he cares about this school,

and the kids on his football team.

But Leo Durocher told the world that

"Nice guvs finish last." The
Minutemen are on their way.

Will you still be laughing?

I red llurlbrink. fr. It u Collegian

columnist.

Massachusetts
vs

Temple

SunJax

really have to look at," Shea said.

"There is speed on their forward line

and they have a strong midfield. Thev

have gotten good production from
their forwards."

Two key players UMass will have-

to mark closely are Cherifa Nouri and

Claudia Ovchinnikoff. Both earned

spots in the Atlantic- 10 overall scor-

ing top five this week with their

efforts over non-conference oppo-
nents. Nouri ranks fourth with four

goals and an assist, while

Ovchinnikoff claims the No. 5 spot

with the same total.

Along with the two top-scoring

Owls, Katrina Wolfe has consistent!)

helped on offense, offering up five-

assists on the season.

The Minutewomen however arc-

not lacking a scoring punch of their

own. lunior Erica lohnston. who
had three goals in UMass' 5-0 win

over Rhode Island, sits atop the

overall scoring list with 10 goals

and one assist. Fellow junior Vickv

Browne follows in the No. 2 spot as

she has tallied five goals — includ-

ing two against URI — and five

assists.

But where Temple's scoring depth

chart abruptly falls off after Wolfe.

UMass has a balanced attack that fea-

tures five other players on the same-

list.

The Owls, though, do have the

advantage of having an experienced

goalie in their cage. Deb Brown has

recorded three shutouts and made 54

saves in seven games while allowing

just nine goals.

"Their goalie is very tough." Shea

said. "Brown has done a great job for

them, and if you look at their loses.

they are all to quality teams.

"

Two of those losses — a 2-1 loss at

Duke and a 1-0 defeat at lames
Madison — have come in the Owls
last two games. But Temple does
have a chance to even their record

before visiting UMass when thev lace

URI Saturdav.
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MULTIBAND POPS
With Five Hundred Musicians & Dancers in Concert

Friday. September 26

8pm Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

jail v/h\L> t pmzm&ktM h

C/JlC^Ji^/KA, VOCAL iJ^l'l A J \v

;v\aj^>jjjI4 &&*ijy

Tickets: $15 general admission

S10 UMass students, elders fc Children under 18

Order tickets early!

Tickets available at the Fine Arts Center Box Office

413-545*2511

Co-sponsored by:

AtivtHYilc

W£££
QttW
S<* «»iiiii

^

• Free People

• Betsey Johnson

Bulldog

• Esprit

• Dollhouse

• Danskin

• Soda Blu

• Calvin Klein

Lingerie

• XOXO
• Co-operative

Tripp NYC
• Buffalo Jeans

• Candies

Chinese Laundry

Shoes

And Lots More!

4^
MMIR8y5fflA«
UZZZl

4%
Don't luaste time in line at some stale old Pub

or chain restaurant. NMUCHt'S Serves a full

bar & menu of steaks, burgers, fish, and

pasta til 1 :00a.m. every night.

fIB«lTW00§¥4LK • DOVVrnVX AMIIFHST • HKIIIXD AXT0M0S

W VISA \ AHEX • iM'SU* AM'IFTID
..iV...l^.f.

Lose Weight... Feel Great!

25 CENTRAL

100% Natural • Safe • Effective • Affordable • Doctor approved

"I lost 68 lbs. and I couldn't

be more enrgetic or happier!"

Do you study and play hard?

Are you struggling with weight?

It's no effort to call for more

energy - memory enhancement
- stress relief - All Natural !!

$5 off with AD
Before

150 Main Street •Northampton, Mass.

Located Downstairs at Thornes • 413-586-8017
CalL Today!

"[he Herbal (413)584-5120
* Emporium
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Collepiari Classifieds
113 Campus Center

ANNOUNCEMENTS | AUTO FOR SALE EMPLOYMENT

Nature Photography
Weekend Workshop in

the White Mountains

Learn how to use your

camera while hiking the

White Mountains. October

24-26 Sign-up in the Craft

Center All levels of photo

experience welcome.

Homecoming Concert-

Saturday. September
27! Featuring Stephen

Kellogg and the Root

Cellar Band in the Student

Union Ballroom at 9:00

pm All are welcome
Tickets are $4 and can be

purchased at the door or

at Memorial Hall

Sponsored by STARS and

the Class of 2000

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Sugarloaf Estates Luxury

2 bedroom apartment

homes. FREE HEAT AND
HOT WATER State of the

art kitchens, designer

baths, w/w carpeting,

washer and dryer. On

PVTA Call Today 665-

3856

AUTO FOR SALE

1989 VW Golf Excellent

condition 1 owner New
clutch. 43mpg highway

S3900/BO Sunderland

665-8356

1988 Ford Festiva 85,000

miles. Always starts, runs

great $1300 Call Tom at

253-9946

1985 Dodge Charger
automatic, good condition,

reliable, new parts.

$600/B0 323-9802

1992 Ford Escort LX XCLT

cond 5 speed, 54k $3600

538-9857

84 Jeep CJ7 4x4, hard

top, new battery, needs

some work. Asking $1100

or B/0. Call 549-1609

(Tony) or 549-9267 (Patri)

1991 Dodge Colt white, 4

cyl., hatchback, alarm,

excellent condition, $1700.

Call 546-3640

EMPLOYMENT

HIRING- EMTS for week

end night shifts at

University Health Services.

Apply Room 365 UHS.

Research Interviewers

Abt Associates is look-

ing for a few reliable peo-

ple with good communica-

tions and computer skills

who are available to work

a minimum of 20 hours per

week Evening and week-

end assignments are cur-

rently available. We offer

flexible scheduling

options, access to health

and dental plans and paid

training. The starting

wage is $5 75 per hour

with regular merit increas-

es. Free transportation

from PVTA Bus Line is pro-

vided. For more informa-

tion or to arrange a per-

sonal interview call

(413)587-1607. An Equal

Opportunity Employer.

Spring Break Take 2"

hiring reps! Sell 15. Take 2

free. Hottest destinations!

Free parties, eats, and

drinks. Sunsplash 1-800-

426-7710 or www.sun-
splashtours.com

Part-Time Evening
Warehouse Position

Available Mon-Thurs,

approximately 20 hours

per week. Apply in person

at E+J Distributors, 99

Industrial Drive, MA 01060

WANTED Person to clean

4 room condo on weekly

basis. Less than 1 mile

from campus Please call

Ken 523-8809

Jobs For The
Environment

Campaign with MassPirg

to reduce pesticide use.

Flexible schedule.

$50-75/day

Call Terry @ 256-6434

Ski Lodge Positions

Open Nov-April. Salary,

room and board. Bonuses

and ski pass. For applica-

tions, call, write, or fax

Alta Peruvian Lodge, P.O.

Box 8017, Alta, Utah

84092. (801)742-3000. Fax

(801)742-3007

EMPLOYMENT
Drivers and Kitchen
Help Wanted. Apply at

D.P. Dough

Needed Immediately
Part-Time Veterinary

Assistant. Weekday after-

noons. Apply in person to.

The Cat Hospital, 139C

Damon Rd , Northampton,

MA.

Drivers Wanted Pays $70

to $120 per shift Car

needed. Dominos 256-

8911

FOR RENT

Fridge Rentals 253-9742

Free Delivery

FOR SALE

Brother 2200 w/spread-

sheet$150or B/0. 532-

5917 Leave message.

Stereo Equipment
Buy/Seli/Trade Home
stereo components. Used,

reconditioned. 253-5312

Computers! Computers!

Computers! THE VERY
BEST PRICES AROUND!
IBM Thinkpads. Compac
as well as printers, scan-

ners, and supplies. Call

File Management
Solutions and ask for

Jason 549-4850

Rolling Stones Foxboro

Oct 20 and 21 . Floor seats'

665-0241 Leave message.

FOR SALE

Himalayan Kittens

C.F.A. Registered

$175.00

(413)634-5789

Big Fish Tank All equip-

ment included. $40 or B/0.

549-6926

Laptop Notebook Works

good $150. Good for

school Call Steve

(413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for

computer. Works great.

Call CPC (41 3)584-8857

Watch batteries, ear

piercing. eyeglass

repairs, jewelry restora-

tion, diamond engage-

ments, wedding rings.

Silverscape Designs, 264

N. Pleasant St, Amherst.

HOUSE FOR RENT ROOM FOR ENT

FOUND

253-3324 Open Daily.

Found pair of glasses on

steps of Ledderly Lowrise

Building. Call Jay 546-

5689

Sum of Money Found in

Campus Center Post Office

on Friday morning. Call

Maureen at 545-3502

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Happy 22nd Birthday

Jules! Love Always- Tara

& Erica & Russ

2 bedroom mobile home
Wendall Forest, 1/2 hour

from Amherst. Graduate

student-similar $550
monthly (508)544-6072

INSTRUCTION

BARTEND WITH UNI-
VERSITY BARTENDING
50% student discount. On-

campus classes starting

soon! Call 1-800-U-Can-

Mix for info.

Black five star note-

book lost on Friday in

Morrill 203. Reward.

Contact Collegian at 545-

3500.

Missing "The Artist":

Last seen hitching to

Hobart. Please frequent

your usual places! We'll

be there.

Lost Watch- Ladies

Hamilton Watch Lost on

Mt Toby Fireroad/Trails in

mid-July. Roman numer-

als, black strap. Reward.

Sue (413)367-2755

Looking for one person

to share 1 large room in

two bedroom apt in

Amherst. On bus route,

behind campus For info,

please call Brad at 549-

3992

Room for rent in private

home 1 mile to UMass.

Furnished kitchen privi-

leges. Laundry, parking,

quiet, friendly

$335/month Barbara 549-

4853

ROOMMATE WANTED

ROOM OPEN in big

house. Great Location

$280/month plus Call

253-2268. Ask for Chris.

SERVICES

MISCELLANEOUS

www.movieposter.com
Vintage-Current

(416)391-0133

ROOM FOR RENT

Furnished Room- w/full

bath and separate

entrance. $325/month

includes utilities. 665-

0946

Rental Problems?
Questions about your

lease/security deposit

deductions? Questions

about subletting/assigning

leases? Questions about

the condition of your new

house or apartment?

Contact The Student Legal

Services Office, 922

Campus Center, 545-1995

Legal Questions? The

Student Legal Services

Office offers free legal

assistance to fee-paying

students Contact us at

922 Campus Center, 545-

1995

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need help?

Call Birthright of Amherst

area for free testing and

assistance 549-1906

WANTED

Looking for rock climb-

ing shoes- Women's size

7 or thereabouts Aly 549-

9462

COLLEGIAN

CLASSFIEDS

available

on

the

concourse

or

visit

our

friendly

office

in

the

campus

center

basement
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ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE

COMMUNITY EVENTS
EMPLOYMENT

ENTERTAINMENT.
FOR SALE

FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES .

PERSONALS
ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES

SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION^.
WANTED TO RENT

j

WANTED

FRIDAY, SEPT. 26

Forum -- The Candidates for

the Assistant Director Position in

Disability Services are available

in an open forum from 2-5 p.m.

in the Campus Center, room 802.

For more information please call

Disability Services at 545-0892.

Open House — The Hillel Open
Mouse for Home Coming, 10

a.m. - noon.

Service — Multiculturally

fewish Service at 6 p.m. at the

Hillel House. Come celebrate the

customs and practices of all lews.

SATURDAY, SEPT. 27

Comedy MISSION
IMPROVabk will be performing

their free weekly comedy improv

show at 8 p.m. in the Campus
Center, room 163.

Community Service — United

Christian Foundation campus
ministry invites students to help

rebuild the Leverett Peace

Pagoda Temple (destroyed by

arson several years ago). Crews

will leave Amherst at 8 a.m. and

2 p.m. and return by 6 p.m.

Hammers and cars, but no expe-

rience needed. Please contact

Kent Higgins at 256-0109 by

Saturday at 7 a.m.

SUNDAY, SEPT. 28

Auditions — Auditions for This

Side Up. a comedy
improv -troupe, are being held at

7 p.m. in the Campus Center,

room 1 68. Call Bernie Kravitz at

546-4 1 89 for more information.

Trip — Freshman apple picking

trip sponsored by the Hillel

House. Meet at 1 p.m. at the

Haigis Mall bus stop to go to

Pioneer Valley with other |ewish

freshman.

Workshop — Parent workshop

"RX for Reading — Prescription

for K-6 Success" by Dr. Anne
Nugent, M.D. at 12:50 p.m. at

the Bang's Community Center in

Amherst. Brunch and supervised

childcare will be provided. Free

and open to the public. To
pre-register, call 545-2309.

MONDAY, SEPT. 29

Workshop — Parent workshop

"Great Expectations: What's

"Normal" in Child

Development?" by Dr. Kevin

Nugent, Ph.D. for parents of chil-

dren ages up to 4 at 6 p.m. at the

Amherst Family Center. Dinner

and supervised childcare will be

provided. Free and open to the

public. To pre- register, call

545-2309.

NOTICES

Auditions — The UMass
Theatre Guild is holding open

auditions for The Passion of

Draculu on Friday, Sept. 26 at

6:30 p.m. and Saturday. Sept 27

at 10 a.m. and 5 p.m. in Campus

Center, room 904. Call backs are

on Sunday. Sept. 28 at 10 a.m.

Course — The
Interdepartmental Program in

Film Studies is offering I

Certificate in Film Studies to all

majors (equivalent to a minor).

Includes six courses in film/video

studies. For more information

ana to fill out an application,

stop by the office in 101 South

College or call 545-3659. Office

hours MW 8 a.m.-5 p.m.. TuTh

10 a.m.-5 p.m.. F 8 a.m.-2 p.m.

Or visit the webpage:
www.umass.edu/film.

Internships — Environmental

internships offered. Campaigns

this semester include: Hunger

and Homelessness, Pesticides.

Endangered Species. Updated

Bottle Bill and Campaign Finance

Reform. Looking for motivated

students to take leadership posi-

tions. Call MassPIRG at

545-0199 or stop by 423A
Student Union.

Workshop — The Craft Center

is offering a nature photography

expedition to the White
Mountains on Friday October

24-26. Space is limited to 12 and

sign-ups are now available in the

Craft Center. Any questions, call

545-2096 or stop by the Craft

Center, which is located across

FYls .iro public service announcements

printed d.ulv. To Mbtnfa m FYI, ptenc

send I press release containing .ill perti-

nent Information, Including the name

,ind phone number ot the Contact per-

son to the Golajan, cfa the Manajirn

Editor by nix in the previous d.iv

from the Hatch in the Student

Union.

Classifieds: place

one today - no
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Robotman By Jim Meddick
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Horoscope;
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) — It

will be up to you to do what is right

today; no one else is likely to jump on

the bandwagon, at least until you've

shown what is possible.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) —
You and a partner have something

really special going right now, and

you'll want to maintain it as long as

possible. Avoid being stubborn!

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — Your paffiotU may be quite

near the surface today, but you can

control yourself quite well when nec-

essary, with the help of a friend.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— You may have to go without the

advice of I special friend on whom
you've come to depend. ObviousK.

vou've learned a lot!

AQUARIUS (|an. 20-Feb. 18) -

You will be attracted to something

that others have warned you against

today, but real dangers are few at this

time.

PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20) -

keep your eyes and ears open today

for any signs that things are not going

precisely ;iccording to plan. Quick

fixes can work!

ARIES (March 21 -April 19) —
As determined as you are. you may

find that it is impossible to succeed

in a certain venture without making

one or two compromises.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
You are yearning for something that

is still out of reach. Perhaps it's time

to ask yourself why you cannot get

any closer.

GEMINI (May 21-|iine 20)

You may not be in the mood to cater

to another's every whim today, but

by giving in here or there you can

benefit verv nicelv indeed.

CANCER (June 21-fuly 22)
— You may have to start slowly

today, particularly if a loved one is

involved, but very soon you can pick

up the pace to suit your needs.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) — You

may be more interested in protecting

your image today than in doing what

is in the best interest of the greatest

number of people.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) —
You will realize, with the help of a

loved one. that what you've most

feared in the past is really nothing to

be worried about at all.

Close to Home By John McPherson

-5 of the JT>^y

£{l would give all my fame

for a pot of ale, and safety

-William Shakespea

Today's P.C. Menu
Caff 545-2626 for mor* Information.

Franklin

LUNCH
Vegetable Taco

Fried Clam Strips on Roll

Reuben Sandwich on Rye

Water

DINNER
Savory Baked Chicken

Tempeh/Pork Ginger Stir Fry

Ravioli Alfredo

More Water

Worcester

Todd's relationship with management Improved

dramatically once he started bringing his

new pet to work.

LUNCH
Captain's Catch on Roll

Grilled Cheese on Bread

Fettucini/Tomato sauce

Black Eyed Peas

DINNER
Savory Baked Chicken

Pineapple Ham Steak

Korean BBQ Tofu

Ravioli Alfredo

Hampshire

ACROSS
1 Verve
5 Bear Lat.

9 Fall flower

14 I asso
15 Laborer
16 Disgrace
1

7

Horse's gait

18 Plant disease

19 Brazilian dance
20 — out barely

get by
21 Hot condiment
23 Fortuneteller's

deck
25 Mountain nymph
26 Hedge
28 Skirt features

30 Seeped
31 Most importanl

32 Reserved
35 Cheer lor a

toreador

36 Fgg dishes

39 "Annabel Lee
poet

40 The lady's

41 Osinchs
relatives

42 Fine dmnerware
44 Wading bird

46 Earlier

47 Cher's partner,

once
49 Chopped
50 Wild West

Show" siar

53 Cheerleader's

cry

56 "The Maltese
Falcon adress

57 Jab
58 Ad like a clerk

59 Pie crust

60 Sir — Guinness
61 In the distance

6? Female deer

63 For fear that

64 Recipe
instruction

DOWN
1

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

2

I

5
I

Stanley
Gardner
Peek
Celery stick,

eg
Society-column
word
Outcome
Send as
payment

/ Spirit

8 Con
9 Say positively

10 Outlines

1

1

Florida city

12 Fix in one's
memory

13 Hrtchcocks
"— Window

21 Belief

until Muniflbi
c [ E A N

i

H O A R w
u N T l I

M 1 5 § ?
• ^6 B7 6 1967 UmkJ Feature Synflcste

22 Needle end
24 Wide st

26 WinniaMhe

—

27 - mod#l
28 Port —

cheese
29 Fibs

31 Same, in Paris

32 Sea spray

33 Sharpen
34 Time period

37 Actress Streep

38 Frown

43 Work a row
44 Hug
45 Tree knots

46 Pick

47 Raw fish dish

48 Frequently

49 Nature walks

50 Clobber

51 Milky gem
5? Tree trunk

54 Jai —
55 Frau s husband
58 Musical notes

LUNCH
Hamburger in a Roll

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Captain's Catch in a Sesame Roll

Grilled Cheese on Bread

DINNER
Savory Baked Chicken

Glazed Harvest Ham
Water
Cereal

Berkshire

LUNCH
Captain's catch in a sesame Roll

Fettucini/Tomato Sauce

Grilled Cheese on Bread

Wheatball Grinder

DINNER
Savory Baked Chicken

Tempeh/Pork Ginger Stir Fry

Ravioli Alfredo

Water
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UMass puts Homecoming streak on line

Albert
There- I time in everybody- life

when people do things that thev wish

the\'d never done.

In sixth grade. I threw a pieee ot

metal out of the hoy's room without

knowing thai the janitor's car was

below. In eighth grade. I threw a ball

bearing again-t a wall, neglecting to

realize thai it would bounce back and

shatter the window behind me.

Marv Albert is probably feeling

like 1 did.

Man has done some naughty

things

But has he been naughty before?

I'll bet he has. Ill bet Marv is into

puppv training and cross dressing.

Not onlj that, that girl had been with

him before. Look. Man's not that

slick, and anyone can see past that

rug on top of his head.

And the foul!

He's now been fired from NBC.

and may serve time for a tittle late

night snack.

) I V. Marv is every sports

broadcasters hero.

And ht'i hearing it from the

crowd!

Around the Horn

By Jonathan M. Place

Collegian Staff

Tomorrow, the Massachusetts

football team (0-3) hosts Rhode

Island (1-2) in the annual

Homecoming game. Kickofl is

scheduled for I p.m. at Warren

I lomecontiit" *>!
MeOiirkAlumni
Stadium.

If history is on

I Mess' side,

there should be

no problem
against the

Rams. Under
coach Mike
Hodges. the

Minutemen are a perfect 5-0 in

Homecoming games. However, like

an\ intelligent football fan. one

knows that winning i- never that

simple, and winning is something

that I Mass hasn't done all SCtMOSV

"We haven't had that much sue

cess against Rhode Island in the last

couple of year-.'' coach Mike Hodges

said "We've got to go out there and

get it done This i- the game that

most of the alumni come hack to

^^^^^^^__ see. We've got to

Massachusetts
vs

Rhode Island

Saturday j_J2-"t-

perform better

than we have
been in order to

DC successful."

Last year, the

Minutemen fell

hard to the Rams.

41-21. Turnovers

were the killer.

Seventeen of

I RJ's points came oil of turnover-.

It's that sort of football thai I Mass

is living to eliminate.

Alter dropping ihe tir-1 three

Hodges' Homecomings
Since Mike Hodges became head coach of the

Minutem*Hin 1992, U\|§ss has gone 5-0 in

Homecojmng games.

Score

• NomarGarciaparra. . MVP?
I don't think so

However, he better get some votes.

By far. the rookie in the red socks

has been one of the top 10 baseball

plasers ol the year. He's got 29

homers. 96 RBI 22 stolen bases, bat-

ting .303. leads the AL in hits and

runs and on top of that has made 20

errors at the shortstop position where

hi- range is phenomenal.

Ha- anyone forgotten that he's still

a rookie?

It almost seems like winning the

AL Rookie of the Year is just

assumed. We Wart More!

• Two weeks from now there could

be a preview for the AFC and NK
Championships. Tampa Bay heads up

to the frozen tundra of Lambeau

Field to play Green Bay while Denver

plays host to New England on

Monday night.

We'll talk more about this on

Thursday, but let's just say that the

two teams that met last year in the

Super Bow! look like they're in pretty

good shape to do it again. I don't

care how talented Denver is, they

don't have what it takes to win the

whole thing. And Tampa will run out

of steam sooner or later.

• The Ryder Cup is this weekend.

For all of sou who only pay atten-

tion to the baseball, basketball and

football scene, this is golf.

I know. I know, you don't want to

hear about golf.

\\ ell. this isn't your column, is it.

I'm not going to bore you with

mindles- talk on how Bernard

Langer is going to putt really well

this weekend. What I am going to say

i- thai Tiger Woods. Phil Mickelson

and |ustin Leonard had better kick

some major ass.

Two of these guys have won
majors this year (Woods. Leonard),

and the lefts (Mickelson) has been

the most successful twenty-some-

thing golfer over the last five years.

If these three bring the Ryder tro-

phv back to the U.S.. then they will

truls have proven that they are legiti-

mate golfer-.

Even the Masters isn't as pressure-

packed as defending your country

against another continent.

• Ihe I Mass football team is try-

ing really hard.

I -wear.

I know most of you just think

the\ suck and will never walk down

Hi the stadium to watch a game, but

if you got off your lazy tush and

went down there you might find

out that there are some really tal-

ented plavers in the maroon and

white.

Did you know that NFL scouts

come to watch junior linebacker

Khari Samuel practice everv week.

He may be one of those tare Division

I-AA draftees

Go to Homecoming tomorrow and

Support your team!

• Another question that was po-ed

to me \e-terday MM, Do \ou think

il Drew Bled-oe continues to play

the way he has for the rest of his

career, will he be revered like Bobby

Orr. I am Bird, and Ted Williams

are?"

My answer right now is no. Don't

get SM wrong. Drew is an amazing

quarterback and still hasn't been

given the respect he should have. but.

and it's a realls big but. he plays foot-

ball football" players wear helmets

and arc never personalized like other

athletes llc'< great and will be

remembered, but 20 years tmni now

he won't be held up as high a- tho-e

other gii\s that changed their respec-

tive sports.

Jonathan H. I'laie (i o Collegian

cohimnin.

games to Richmond, Maine and

lames Madison, the Minutemen are

looking for anything that can bring

this losing streak to a halt. One
move that UMass has made to try

and improve a stale offense is the

switch of offensive coordinators.

Doug Berry, who has been offensive

coordinator for the past seven sea-

sons, was demoted to running backs

coach.

Bob Colbert will replace Berry in

tomorrow's game against the Rams.

On top of controlling the offense.

Colbert retains his position as quar-

terbacks coach.

"1 made the change because we're

looking for a little jumpstart — the

kids needed that and our football

team needed that," Hodges said.

"Bob is working with |eff Smith on a

daily basis. He knows what he likes

to do and what he's good at doing

and I thought it might make us bet-

ter at the passing game."

Marcel Shipp has been the story

thus far for the Minutemen's quiet

offensive season. Shipp has 180 all-

purpose yards over the last three

games, 179 of which came in the last

two.

Smith has passed for 268 yards

this year, with one touchdown and

eight interceptions. So far, Smith's

favorite receiver has been Kerry

Taylor, who leads the team wit!

eight completions for 103 yards and

the team's only receiving touch-

down, which came in week No. 1

against Richmond. It will be Smith,

Shipp and Taylor who will need to

lead UMass if it intends to win.

"What we've got to work on is our

Turn to FOOTBALL, page 9
Wide receiver Doug Clark looks to turn the offense up a

URI at Homecoming.

ATIONS

against

Hodges 0-3 Minutemen are no joke anymore
^-J _ „ -. i u. „ „.,„< I^ih Ysinl'nn title

It- just not lunns anymore.

The ever-increasing plight ol our oh-so-beloved

Massachusetts football team has been a running

joke on campus lor a couple -ea-ons now, but

there comes a time when \ou hear a ^^^^^^
punch line so mans limes that you just aSSStSaSSSSSM

stop laughing at il. ^^*J"£~
Since a 4 I 20 drubbing of Buffalo '

lous. come-from-behind win over Connecticut

(39-38) to end last season.

In some circles, the talk was that svin saved

head coach Mike Hodges' job.

Should it have?

^MHBMaaa Since Hodges took

HtlHhrin k, Jr. over for the very popu-

lar |im Reid in 1992.

Mike Hodges

on Oct. 19. 1996. the Minutemen have lost six ot

their last seven game-, and they've only actually

been competitive in one of those half- dozen.

Not funny.

In the six losses the) have scored 49 points to

the opposition's 175. the one victors in that for-

gettable span sva- the unforgettable, and miracu-

the Minutemen have posted a winning 32-25

record overall and a 21-22 Yankee Conference

(now Atlantic 10) mark.

Not bad. But since Hodges came aboard, certain

things have changed for the once storied U Ma-

football program.

In Reid's first season — 1986 — UMass went

8-5 and won the program's I 5th YanCon title,

picking up right where the like- ol Bob Pickett (4

YC title-). Dick MacPherson 14 YC titles) and \ ic

lu-ia (5 YC titles) left off.

Reid would go on to lead his charges to two

more conference banners in his six year tenure

with the Minutemen. and in his next two champi-

onship -easons. Reid brought his Minutemen to

the Division l-AA plasolt- lor the third and fourth

lime- in I Ma- football history.

Above the gate at the back of Wanen McGuirk

Alumni Stadium where the football team enters

before each game is hung a plaque that reads:

Turn to HODGES, page 9

Big adventure awaits

UM soccer in Texas

By Kathleen Ralls

Collegian Staff

Pee Wee Herman and his big

adventure took him on a whirlwind

visit through Vanilla Ice's home state

(Texas, as if you didn't know) where

he danced in clogs on a bar to

Tequila and discovered the Alamo

didn't have a basement. This was all

a search in vain

for his beloved

bike.The
Massachusetts's

women's soccer

team has slightly

less spastic expec-

tations when they

travel south for the

Southern

Women's Soccer__

SMU
Tournament

Saturday and Sunday

evening affair at 8:50 p.m. The I ads

Mustangs are a well balanced mix of

freshmen youth and senior experience

all contributing. Coach Greg Rsan. an

alum of SMU, is in hi- -econd season

with an overall record ot 17 8 4. The

Lady Mustangs stand at 6-2 ssith win-

over No. 4 William & Mary, 2-1. an

impressive 1-0 victory over the No, 16

Stanford Cardinal and another 1-0 win

^^^^ M̂^ m̂mmm against No.

Water polo

set for hunt

in CWPA
By Fred Hurlbrink, Jr.

Collegian Staff

Yandcrbill. SMI
has pros en early

that l lies are pre-

pared for

high-caliber teams

— including a 5

lo-- to nationally;

ranked North
Carolina lor their

Until Queens College beat up the

Massachusetts men- walei polo team

on Sept. 15. the Minutemen had

never lost a regular season league

tournament game.

The Eastern Water Polo

Association had been holding league

tournament- since 1993 in order lo

determine positioning for the playoffs

according lo svin loss records.

All of a sudden the name changes

lo the Collegiate Water Polo

.V MIIHARHATIONS

Robin Smith and the Minutewomen travel into the Lone Star State to

take part in the SMU Tournament.

Methodist University Tournament at

Dallas this weekend. UMass' goal is to

return 2-0 off the weekend in prepara-

tion for upcoming league games

Preceding a tough, but not debili-

tating 2-1 loss to Connecticut on

Tuesday, the Minutewomen still

dream of sugar plums, Atlantic 10

and national championships as well

with a 6-1 record.

UMass offers a buffet-style offense,

where forwards and defenders share

the duties. The Minutewomen's

defense has been as steads as ever,

only allowing three goals this year

with the impressive play of goaltender

Danielle Dion. This will also be a

homecoming for the Houston native,

junior Amanda Thompson.

Tonight serves the first game as

UMass challenges the host. SMU, in an

^^^^^^^^^—
season opener.

Southern Methodist's leading scorer

is senior midfielder Matci Miller, with

five goals and two a-si-l- tor 12

points. Trailing her closely is freshman

defendei Mars Ann Means with five

goals and senior Kim Brown and

senior captain I. mils Rogers, both

with seven points a piece. SMU has

five others who provide -coring versa

tilits thus posing a possible threat to

UMass. lunior goalkeeper It in Poole

has been the mainsias for the defense.

On Sunday afternoon the

Minutewomen return to action when

they attack the Golden Bean at l

p.m. This is coach Kevin Boyd's first

year at the helm ol Cal who was
13-3-2 in the '96 campaign
California has a 3-3 I record with a

recent 2 1 defeat to No. 4 Santa

Clara this past Suml.n

Men'?. Walt r I'ojo

CWPA
League Tournament

Saturdaay

"Sportsjournalism has a

well-deserved reputation as a play-

round ofpimps and prostitutes.
"

- Howard Ziff, UMassjournalism professor

Also Today

• Field Hockey hosts Owls on Sunday... page 7

• Volleyball digs into A-10... page 7

• Men's XC meets champions in NY... page 7

• Shawn Kemp traded to Cleveland... page 6

Association, and the Minutemen
(7-2) are vulnerable.

The loss to Queans which has

become a serious I Mass rival — was

the first loss ot the season for the

Minutemen who also suffered a set

back last weekend when Brown

bounced them, 10-6 in Providence.

In addition, the Oueens loss wa- onlv

the fourth home lost in the history ol

the Minuteman program. Ironically,

two ot tho-c other home defeat- were

at the hand- ot Brown.

UMass looks to at least get back to

its accustomed Streak of league domi-

nance this weekend in a CWPA
NMgltt lilt in Cambridge.

In a convenient rwiat of late, the

Bean ot Brown will be oh the docket

u.r the Minutemen, along with

Boston College and M.I.T.

ihe UMass Brawn -eric- has been

hotly, and very evenly, contested for

mans sear- In S0 matches between

the two Eastern water polo stalwarts,

the Minutemen have managed 16 vic-

toric- 10 Ihe hears' 14. but have won

nine ot the last 10.
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A job

well done

The 23rd Annual
Multiband Pops
performed at the
Fine Arts Center on
Friday. Check out
our review (see Arts

& Living, page 6).

Homecoming
treat

Led by senior free

safety Bryan
Mooney, the UMass
football team beat

URI 18-14 on
Saturday (see Sports,

page 10).

WORLD

New voting rules

approved in Hong Kong

HONG KONG (AP) — Hong
Kong's lawmakers approved an elec-

tion law yesterday that reduces the

number of people who can vote, a

change certain to weaken the

democracy movement.
The Beijing-installed legislators

voted 29-9 with 11 abstentions in

favor of the new voting rules after an

18-hour marathon debate. The
Legislative Council Bill establishes the

rules for May elections, the first to be

held in Hong Kong since Britain

returned it to Chinese rule July 1

.

Democracy activists in Hong Kong
sharply criticized the bill for narrow-

ing the franchise, while the United

States and Britain have pressed for

fair elections as early as possible.

Debate over elections and the

pace at which democracy should be

introduced to Hong Kong marred
Chinese-British relations during the

last years of British rule and dashed

hopes for a entirely smooth han-

dover.

British Governor Christopher

Patten expanded the electorate for

the last elections in 1995, but an

infuriated Beijing disbanded the legis-

lature when it resumed control of

Hong Kong. It installed an unelected,

provisional body, which is stacked

with China supporters.

NATION

Dream of own home
more attainable

CAMBRIDGE (AP) — More and
more of the nation's minority resi-

dents and immigrants are sharing the

thrills and headaches of homeowner-

ship.

Housing researchers and politicians

say the trend is a bright spot in an

overall encouraging assessment of

the nation's housing industry in a

report released today by Harvard

University's |oint Center for Housing

Studies.

Minority households have grown
to account for nearly 30 percent of

the county's new homeowners,
according to the center's annual

"State of the Nation's Housing"

study. In many areas, they are

anchoring the first-time home-buyer

market.

"What many forecasters have

failed to recognize is the emergence

of this important minority home-buy-

ing market," said William Apgar, the

center's executive director.

In Washington, Housing Secretary

Andrew Cuomo called the findings

"very good news for America and

great news for American families."

"But, as we continue to open the

doors of opportunity for more
Americans, we recognize that barriers

of discrimination remain and they

must be knocked down," he said.

However the report said as govern-

ment restructures welfare and hous-

ing assistance programs, conditions

are worsening for low-income fami-

lies unable to buy into the market.
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Accident at greenhouse on campus

results in death of UMass student
By Leigh Faulkner

CoMegian Staff

lunior Adam G. Prentice, 21, of Hyannis, died early

Saturday morning as a result of injuries sustained when he fell

through the glass of a greenhouse roof near the Morrill

Science Center.

According to Associate Vice Chancellor and Dean of

Students |o-Anne Vanin, police were called to the greenhouse

at approximately 1 :30 a.m. when a door alarm in Morrill was

activated.

Prentice was discovered alone and with no witnesses.

He was immediately transported to Cooley Dickinson

Hospital in Northampton, then to Baystate Medical Center in

Springfield, where he was pronounced dead.

"This is a very tragic death. We are very concerned about

the UMass community and especially close friends of

Adam's," Vanin said at a press conference Saturday after-

noon.

Prentice, who lived in Field Residence Hall, was a comput-

er science and engineering major.

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs, Tom Robinson,

informed the campus community of Prentice's death via e-

mail.

"This is a time for us to reach out to each other as we

reflect on this very sad accident," he wrote.

Prentice's autopsy was scheduled for Saturday at

Providence Hospital in Holyoke.

According to a spokesman from the medical examiner's

office, "the cause of death was determined to be massive

bleeding."

The office is awaiting toxicology results to determine if

alcohol or drugs were a factor in the accident.

In an effort to help students deal with Prentice's death,

meetings are being held for all floors in Field. Prentice lived on

the third floor.

"It is very difficult to make sense of a loss of someone with

such promise," Vanin said.

Vanin and Robinson want all students to be aware of other

resources available on campus to help deal with this tragedy.

Mental health services can be reached at 545-2337, Dean

of Students at 545-2684. and Public Safety at 545-2 1 2 1

.

Police officials were not available for comment.

According to Vanin, police are investigating and are work-

ing to reconstruct the accident. They are looking for informa-

tion from anyone that was with Prentice or talked to him

throughout the day.

Anyone who has information should call Public Safety at

545-2121.

Funeral arrangements have not been released.

Small voter turnout

nullifies elections,

reopens nominations

Bulger honored on campus Friday
Convocation for new president kicks off "Milestone Weekend"

By Tamar Carroll

Collegian Staff

In a kickoff to Homecoming
Weekend. President William M. Bulger

was honored at the University of

Massachusetts Amherst campus this

past Friday afternoon.

Following a formal academic proces-

sion through campus, Bulger's inaugu-

ration as president of UMass on Sept.

18 in Boston was recognized at a spe-

cial UMass Festival Convocation held

in the Campus Center Auditorium.

Chancellor David K. Scott offered

opening remarks at the convocation,

which was attended by several hundred

faculty and community members, as

well as State Senator Stanley

Rosenberg (D-Amherst) and Board of

Trustee vice chair Michael Foley.

"This weekend we celebrate the voic-

es of our past in our Milestone

Weekend. It is our golden anniversary

as a University, the 50th anniversary of

the College of Engineering and the

School of Management and the 25th

anniversary of the Women's Studies

Program and the Everywoman's
Center." Scott said. "President Bulger

has been chosen to unify the voices of

our past and sculpt them into a model

public institution for the future."

Scott went on to highlight the recent

high rankings of UMass in national pub-

lications such as Money Magazine and

U.S. News and World Reports, and said

he is confident the University will be

admitted into the Association of

American Universities (AAU). a group

of the 60 most prestigious research uni-

versities in the U.S. and Canada in the

next five years.

In introducing Bulger, Scott credited

him for instilling a new sense of opti-

mism in the University community.

"President Bulger has stepped into a

difficult role and performed with all the

daring and skills necessary." Scott said.

"He has already brought a new sense of

financial stability and intellectual

renewal to the University, he has estab-

lished a new scholarship fund and visit-

ed high schools across the state to

encourage students to attend UMass. he

has raised the admissions standards and

he has helped to secure both matching

funds from the State Legislature and a

five year, $343 million capital program

Turn to BULGER, page 2
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Kirk Pitta, a sophomore engineering major, voted for student senators,

while Sage Brousseau, a sophomore art major, passed out ballots.

By Victoria Groves
Collegian Staff

Last week's Student Government
Association (SGA) elections have

been nullified due to a lack of stu-

dent voting.

The SGA constitution states that

five percent of the student body
must vote in order to have the elec-

tion be valid. Nine hundred five

s c>tes were needed for the election

to be official. Only 877 students

voted.

"Due to the fact that we didn't

get five percent of the student body-

to vote we had to annul these elec-

tions." Election Chancellor |odi

Bailey said.

This has never happened before

and is blamed on the fact that there

wasn't enough advertising publiciz-

ing the elections.

"We were restructuring for the

new semester and our minds
weren't totally focused on the elec-

tion. That's our fault." Bailey said.

Nominations have been reopened

today and will close at 5 p.m. on
Wednesday, Oct. 15. Candidates

who have already passed in nomina-

tion papers do not need to re-nomi-

nate themselves.

Six referendum questions will be

reworked and the student body will

be given more information about

each question and what a yes or no

vote means.

"The referendum questions will

be revised and put back on the bal-

lot with more information going out

to the student body about what
they're about," Bailey said.

As one way to promote more
campus wide voting, the SGA will

be funding part of the supplies for

this election. Each candidate will be

receiving one ream of paper, which

can make approximately 500
posters.

"We're redoing them | the elec-

tions! because we think it would be

unfair to represent only a small por-

tion of the campus. We want all the

students voices to be heard." Bailey

said.

WONNI VANG COLLEGIAN

William M. Bulger (center), decorated with medals, was honored in a

procession Saturday afternoon around the Campus Pond.

Minuteman Battalion

rappels Knightville Dam
By Jason Eiseman

Collegian Corespondent

The Minuteman Battalion, comprised

of Army ROTC students, held its annual

rappel exercises at the Knightville Dam
on Saturday.

Students were brought to the dam by

a Chinook helicopter, a transport heli-

copter provided by the Connecticut

National Guard. The helicopter picked

up UMass stu-

"One, it's confidence

building; two, it's an adven-

ture training type thing.

They see some aviation

and some infantry skills.

"

Captain Sean Higgins

Turn to WATER POLO, page 9 www.umaM.edu/rso/colegion

dents near the

baseball field

behind the

Mullins Center,

and after a 1

5

minute flight,

maneuvering
through the hills,

landed in the val-

ley next to the

dam.

The heli-

copters first

transported the m^_____
students from
Western New England College

(WNEC). called Charlie Company. At 9

a.m. they picked up first-year ROTC
students from UMass. known as Alpha

Company. Second and third year stu-

dents. Bravo Company, arrived at 1

2

p.m.

At the dam students received instnic-

tions for the rappel. They also saw a

safety demonstration including a pump-

kin- headed dummy dropped from nine-

ty feet.

The students were required to rappel

twice from a height of 30 feet, once from

a height of 60 feet, and had the option lo

rappel from <X) feet. The students were

supervised by Cadre, Army non-com-

missioned officers.

This field training exercise is one of

the few times during the year that the

battalion is gathered together in its

entirety. The battalion is made up of

three companies, one based at WNEC
and the other two based at UMass,

although there are students from all over

western Massachusetts in the battalion.

"We have 1 50 cadets from 1

1

schools," said Lieutenant Colonel Kevin

W. Kelly, battalion commander. Kelly

called the event "adventure training," for

"recruiting and retaining cadets... To
show the more fun things that we do."

According to

Kelly, the pro-

gram recog-

nizes the

importance of

education.

"They're stu-

dents first and

not soldiers,

academics
come first,"

Kelly said.

The purpose

of the exercise

____________ was to build

confidence and

have fun.

"We let them know what their own
abilities and limitations are," Kelly said.

"One. it's confidence building: two.

it's an adventure training type thing.

They see some aviation and some
infantry skills." said Captain Sean
Higgins. who supervises the ROTC pro-

gram at UMass.

"This year and most of next year is to

get involved and have some fun." said

cadet Matthew Goncalves, a freshman

political science major.

Seniors in the ROTC program did not

get to rappel. they were responsible for

planning and operating the day's events.

"A lot of planning goes into some
thing like this...You're really planning

for 200 people." said Cadet Captain

Matthew Bernard, a senior sociology

Turn to ROTC. page 2
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Tanisha Goute (center), a sophomore apparel marketing major, instructed young women for the Soul TV

auditions on Sunday afternoon at the Student Union Ballroom. She is flanked by one of the judges, )oslin

Green (left), a sophomore pre-communications major and host of "Music Mania," and dancer Tawana

Debraux (right), a junior accounting major.

Israelis, Palestinians expected to resume talks soon

By Hilary Appelman
Associated Press

IERUSALEM — After six months

of violence and recriminations, [trad

and the Palestinians said yesterday

they expect peace talks to resume

soon following new signs of flexibility

from both side-

Prime Minister Benjamin

Netanyahu said the Palestinians had

made "first, preliminary steps" toward

fighting terrorism. He also ordered

that $17 million in frozen tax rev-

IM — about half what Israel owes

the Palestinian Authority — be

released. Israel cut off tax payments to

the Palestinians after two suicide

bombings in lerusalem.

In another conciliatory gesture,

Israel announced late yesterday that

more workers from the West Bank

and Gaza who had been barred from

Israel would be permitted to enter

brad beginning Monday.

"The main thing is to make it cleat

to the other side that we want to go

tin ward with the process but that

ihey must fight terror." Netanyahu

told Israel Television. "There is a

change in the past few days. I think

that finally something has sunk in."

Netanyahu said he expo, ted an agree-

ment HI resuming talks to be reached

today at a meeting in New York
between Secretins ot State Madeleine

Albright. l-raeli Foreign Minister

David Levy, and Palestinian negoiu

Turn to PEACE . page 3

Benjamin Netanyahu
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ROTC
continued from page

majc He said that they have been planning this operation for

"about a month."

"The seniors run this whole show." Higgins said. Kelly per-

sonalty teaches a class to help seniors make the transition from

cadet to lieutenant.

The cadets went through rigorous safety precautions, having

their harnesses and equipment checked at several points

throughout the exercise. "Safety is paramount." said Cadet

Captain Raul Rovira. a senior Spanish and education major.

Most students enter the ROTC for the scholarships, and

most of the students who apply for scholarships get them. Tim

Lozeau is a freshman business management major, whose

father is a colonel in the Army Reserves. He says that his fattier

pushed him into joining the ROTC program. "1 didn't really

want to do it. but it turned out to be good." lozeau said.

The students at Saturday's exercise enjoyed the experience

"It's a pretty good program, they do a good job here," said

freshman cadet Brian Resnick

"Once 1 joined it, I'm really happy thai I did, I'm learning a

lot," said cadet Kimberiy Caron, a freshman apparel marketing

major.

Cadet Tammy Sullivan is a sophomore environmental

design major. "I've always been interested, and finally did it

this >car." she said. "It's an experience to be able to say you did

it."

"You've got the mountains all around you, it's really beauti

ful. . . The ultimate foliage tour," Higgins said.

UMass celebrates its diversity

at Multicultural Food Festival

Bulger
continued trom page 1

for new construction and renovations

across the system."

In his principal address, Bulger reit-

erated his belief in the necessity of the

study of the Humanities for achieving

meaningful human life.

"Indeed, to all humans come quiet

moments of agonizing introspection —
they come to those searching for inner

strength as well as those coping with

the more obvious problems such as

hunger or want," Bulger said. "The

Humanities provide the ennobling

graee essential to our lives... it is our

education in the Humanities — the

introspective study of ourselves, and

that alone, that releases the serenity

that sustains us."

The convocation concluded with the

presentation of the Chancellor's Medal,

the highest honor bestowed by UMass.

to eight alumni, one from each college

and school in the University.

Evan S. Dobelle, the president of

Trinity College in Hartford, Conn, and

a 1987 graduate, was honored for the

:

School of Education.

Robert C. Wiesel, the chairman and

chief executive officer of Stone &
Webster Engineering Corp., Boston

and a 1972 graduate, was honored for

the School of Engineering.

Tso-Cheng Chang, owner of

Amherst Chinese Foods and Chang
Farms, Inc. and a 1973 graduate, was

honored for the College of Food and

Natural Resources.

Kathleen A. Cote, president and

chief executive officer of

Computervision and a 1971 graduate,

was honored for the College of

Humanities and Fine Arts.

Francis Guiliano, owner of

Rite-Now Container Co. and a 1959

graduate, was honored for the School

of Management.

David A. Tirrell. Barret Professor of

Polymer Science and Engineering at

UMass and a 1978 graduate, was hon-

ored for the College of Natural

Sciences and Mathematics.

E. Ann Sheridan, assistant dean of

UNIVERSITY
BARTENDING COURSE
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the School of Nursing and a 1983

graduate, was honored by the School

of Nursing.

lerome E. Mileur, professor of politi-

cal science and co- founder of the

University's lackie Robinson Initiative,

was honored for the College of Social

and Behavioral Sciences.

A reception in the Cape Cod Lounge

followed the convocation.

Bulger speaks about his agenda

In a press conference held earlier in

the day, Bulger said that one of his pri-

orities was increasing the prestige of

the University.

"I think this campus needs to be rec-

ognized more in its home state," Bulger

said. "The substance is here. Beyond

the borders, there is a greater apprecia-

tion of what we have. I think that mes-

sage is getting out there."

Bulger said that the University

should be competitive with the many-

private institutions in the state.

"It should be a first choice for people

who have several choices," Bulger said.

"1 want people to know about it as a

top flight institution."

He also spoke about the creation of

a Commonwealth (honors) College on

campus.

Bulger said that he is confident the

State Legislature will financially sup-

port the construction of a

Commonwealth College.

"Yes, they will. They have already

indicated it," Bulger said. "It is just a

question of what resources are avail-

able and what competitions there are

for those resources."

In a final comment, Bulger addressed

the new Guidelines for Student Protests

on campus and said that the picket code

was intended to ensure that students'

studies would not be interrupted.

Bulger said that the code was not

intended to suppress student expres-

sion, just to prevent disruption of

University activities.

"We have a real respect for the right

of people to express their opinions. The

First Amendment is for everyone."

Bulger said. "|But| there has to be a

mature recognition that people who
come here to study can do so."
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Selah Gabrielli, 15 months, from Amherst, sang to his soul's delight to the beat of Black Rebel band members

during Saturday's Multicultural Festival on the Student Union Lawn.

By Beth McCarthy
Collegian Staff

A diversity of cultures came together for a celebra-

tion at the University of Massachusetts' Multicultural

Food Festival on Friday.

"There's a lot of diverse groups coming together for

one purpose," said William Sharpless in praise of the

festival. "I'll walk away knowing that different cultures

are still putting in an effort to come together as one

and they still aren't giving up."

With booths presenting foods from the Pacific East,

free ice cream from the University, poetry readings,

music, dances and a slew of other events, there was a

lot for the relatively small crowd to soak in.

However, according to )ohn Feudo, Executive

Director of Alumni Relations, the event was a definite

success.

"The purpose of the day is to celebrate all of the

great things about this campus, focusing on its diversi-

ty," Feudo said. "I think we need to see as many differ-

ent things as we can to build community and this is one

way of bringing people together."

Elijah Ruff, a freshman engineering major, said that

this festival was a good way of bringing people togeth-

er.

"As you can see, we have a lot of people talking and

getting together to have a good time and communi-

cate." Ruff said. "This is just the introduction."

"It will interest (students! to go on their own to

research and learn about these cultures that are being

presented here." said ludith Aquino, a senior legal

studies and Spanish major.

This is the first year UMass has held this event, and

while students believed it was generally a good idea,

several said that there is definite room for improve-

ment.

"It's a good idea, but it could be better," said Adam

Popiel, a junior European studies major.

"I think that it's hard to promote cultural awareness

by just focusing on the food and dance of other cul-

tures," said Ali Anastasio, a former UMass student who

attended the event. "While it's great to share the sur-

face qualities of our heritage, there has to be a time

when we sit down and really talk with each other to

establish unity."

While it may have left some feeling that there should

have been more, many agreed that this was definitely a

good start.

"Something done tastefully is better than nothing at

all," said Nica Chieri, a freshman, undeclared.
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Multiculturalism, activism discussed during weekend
By Laura Barcella

Collegian Staff

On Saturday morning, as part of

the Women Activists Reunion
Conference, Beverly Guy-Sheftall
gave a keynote address at Memorial
Hall. A nationally known scholar

and professor at Spellman and
Emory Universities, Guy-Sheftall
spoke about reinforcing the neglect-

ed connection between
African-American and feminist
studies.

Ik-lore an audience of about 75

people, Guy-Sheftall discussed and

named many important black femi-

nist achievers, both her contempo-

raries and predecessors.

"My mother was the first feminist

I ever knew," Guy-Sheftall said. She

said she admired her mother's acts

of defiance, and in her mother's

Memphis home "learning to be a

homemaker was relatively unimpor-

tant... One could resist authority."

Guy-Sheftall led her audience

through a history of black women in

higher education, beginning with the

first black woman admitted to col-

lege (Oberlin College). However,
Guy-Sheftall wanted to "take us

back hundreds of years, when
enslaved African-American women
taught themselves to read," and then

held secret classes to teach one
another.

"Courageous visionary women
have never received the praise they

deserved... [Their] work took place

in the racial apartheid of the

American South." she said. "These

activists received ostracisation trom

their peers in Atlanta."

A major concern Guy-Sheftall

expressed in her speech was the

state of higher education today.

"The 'normal' human experience

is Western, white, middle-class, het-

erosexual... It is no surprise that

WONNt YANG / COLLfCIAN

Beverly Guy-Sheftall spoke of life struggles for her belief in women's rights at one of the Women Activist lec-

tures on Saturday morning in Memorial Hall.

[students] feel unattached to the

world of real human conditions,"

Guy- Sheftall said.

She said that students' apathy was

a result of alienation because of

institutionalized racism, sexism and

classism.

Guy-Sheftall explored the many
responsibilities of a modern profes-

sor. She asked, "Can we undo our

own miseducation?" According to

Guy-Sheftall, she tries to teach in

ways that let students know who the

real "thieves and villains" are. She

said she always lets her students,

who are mainly black women, know

that her personal beliefs are not in

accordance with society, and that

one of her primary objectives is "to

de-center Eurocentric male mod-
els... to disprove that whiteness and

maleness are the most valuable com-

modities a human can possess."

Addressing the many activists and

women's studies professors in the

audience, Guy-Sheftall asked some

questions about the state of

women's studies today, "Has
women's studies created a new can-

non... excluding other women?
What should the relationship be

between women's studies and multi-

cultural studies?" Pointing out that

there were no men in the audience,

Guy Sheftall asked, "How do we
attract more women of color and

males to women's studies?"

Guy-Sheftall concluded her

address with some final comments
on what women activists and profes-

sors should strive to do.

She said, "We need to be as vigi-

lant in opposition to racism and

classism as we are to sexism... Don't

let student activism die on the vine.

"Engage in the creation of a new

world order, heed the words of Bell

Hooks: we must First transform our-

selves, armed with feminist and sub-

versive strategies. We must take

risks, be fast, be wild."

Panel discussion encourages, heralds activism
By Sarah J. Kimmel
Collegian Staff

YVONNE YANG / COLLEGIAN

Northampton Mayor Mary Ford explained issues arising in today's soci-

ety, such as tenant rights, on Saturday afternoon at Herter Hall.

In conjunction with the celebra-

tion of 25 years of women's
activism at the University of

Massachusetts, Northampton mayor

Mary Ford spoke on Saturday at a

panel discussion entitled "Inside

and Outside the Halls of Power".

Also speaking on the panel was

State Representative Ellen Story,

Graduate Employee -Organization

(GEO) Vice President Jennifer

Fasulo, Andrea Fox from the

Massachusetts Nurses Association,

Michelle Gallagher from the

Massachusetts Teachers

Association, and Mary Sutherland

who is a member of the Welfare

Education Training Access

Coalition.

The discussion was based upon

the difference in the roles that are

played between the legislators and

bureaucrats and the activists. The

panel briefly touched upon their

own personal backgrounds and

then moved onto a discussion of

several issues such as housing,

childcare and education.

Another common topic for

debate was the proper way to be an

activist. Debate persued on whether

militancy was the correct course of

action.

Story told about an incident

where a militant group threw paper

down onto the House of

Representatives in order to make
their point. "There is a difference

between persistance and in your

face," she said.

"I see myself more outside... as

an activist," said Fasulo, a graduate

student and protestor in the

Goodell takeover last March.

"Don't dismiss radical action all

together. In-your- face tactics may

piss people off but they work. This

[rallying] isn't just an issue, we're

dealing with people's lives."

Ford talked about her position as

mayor in relation to activism.

"Being in elective power is chal-

lenging to me. The reality is... I'm

not a sell out. I pledged that I

would encourage people to act on

their own issues," said Ford.

The women on the panel encour-

aged their audience to educate and

act on their issues regardless of

their position either inside or out-

side the bureaucratic walls.

"I don't see this as an either-or, I

see this as a team effort and I'm

glad to be part of that team." said

Gallagher.
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Women's activism marks

25 years with gathering

of programs
' foremothers

By Dawn Pavao

& Sarah Norris

Collegian Correspondents

In recognition of the 25th

anniversary of Women's Activism

at the University of Massachusetts,

a panel of foremothers who were

vital to the establishment of the

three organizations for women on

campus, met together on Friday at

Memorial Hall.

This event gave alumni and stu-

dents alike an opportunity to remi-

nisce and discuss ideas with the

women directly involved in making

women's activism what it is today

at the University.

The three vital organizations on

campus — the Everywomen's
Center, Women's Studies Program,

and the Faculty Senate Council on

the Status of Women — began with

support groups created by these

foremothers. These support groups

in turn, led to the formation of the

Amherst Women's Liberation, the

Valley Women's Center and several

other key organizations in women's

activism in the valley.

With the theme being "Women
of Vision in Action," the panel was

asked to share some of their experi-
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ences with women's activism. They

recalled times when their actions

were not always considered legal,

but they felt were important to the

cause.

When the panelists were asked

where they wanted to see the

women's movement head in the

future, they responded by remind-

ing everyone there is still so much
work to be done. One panelist,

Lisa Baskin, said, "times are

tougher now for women."

One of the foremothers. Louise

Phillips, spoke about getting

younger women involved in

women's activism. She said that

more universities should include

women's studies classes in their

curriculum. But before that hap-

pens, she said she would like to see

women's issues taught in the high

schools. Phillips said that she

believes the Internet would be a

viable means of communication for

women's activism.

"The power is in the ideas," said

panel member Kaymarion
Raymond. "And it is with these

ideas that such organizations like

the one's being celebrated come
into existence."

^^^^^^WONNt YANG COtlEQAf

Distinguished women activist figures spoke on a panel on Friday

afternoon at Memorial Hall. }!,

peace
continued from page 1

tor Mahmoud Abbas.

In New York, State Department

spokesman lames P. Rubin said

Albright had been working hard in

recent days to get Mideast peacemak-

ing back on track.

"She hopes that as a result of recent

contact between the United States and

the parties, and discussions planned

for tomorrow, we will be able to

reestablish direct talks between the

participants very soon." Rubin said in

a statement yesterday. In Algiers.

Algeria. Palestinian leader Yasser

Arafat did not directly comment on

Netanyahu's announcement, but called

for an emergency Arab summit to dis-

cuss the latest developments.

But Arafat adviser Ahmed Tibi said

he also expected the meeting to lead

to a resumption of negotiations.

In recent days, the Palestinians

have stepped up their crackdown on

the militant Islamic group Hamas,

which claimed responsibility for the

bombings in July and September.

Arafat's forces have rounded up
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dozens of suspected members and

closed 16 Hamas institutions, includ-

ing a kindergarten and a TV station.

A Palestinian Cabinet statement

said Hamas had failed to respect

agreements "to stop all acts of vio-

lence and terror."

Hamas, meanwhile, threatened new

attacks against Israeli targets and

said for the first time that it was con-

sidering strikes outside Israel and the

Palestinian territories.

Talks have been deadlocked since

March, when the Palestinians broke

off contacts to protest construcjion of

a new lewish neighborhood on disput-

ed land in east lerusalem. Israel put

the talks on hold indefinitely after the

first of the two suicide bombings.

Albright visited the region this

month and urged both sides to get

the talks started again. She asked

Arafat to do more to rein in Islamic

militants and Netanyahu to lift puni-

tive sanctions on the Palestinians —
including the withholding of badly

needed tax money — and to tem-

porarily halt expansion of lewish set-

tlements. She left without success,

but did arrange a series of meetings

in Washington that led to the

announcement expected today.

Palestinians were furious and

Albright sharply critical last week

when Netanyahu announced he would

continue building in the settlements,

which the Palestinians see as preclud-

ing their hopes of establishing a state

in the West Bank and Gaza Strip. But

while the move did nothing to

improve the atmosphere of distrust

between the two sides, Palestinian
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Gas guzzling giants
They are everywhere. Walk

into the center of Amherst on

a Friday afternoon and you
will see what I mean. Remember to

scum across Pleasant Street quick-

ly, and only during the brief, braying

interval which marks the "walk"
period, or you will risk angering
those who sit anxiously in their

hulking metal machines. II you bike

(not on the sidewalks, of course) try

to remain calm as you are repeatedly

cut off by those asj^ijjjjjjjjjjjBijjjjjjj^ijjjj)]

who think only Jason Davis
of moving. ^^mmm^^^ m̂mmmmmm
last as possible,

to' the red traffic light ahead. Better

?etj head down to Route 9 on foot.

here you will encounter vast acres

of asphalt, laid down in expansive

Middle America-style, all of it a tes-

tament and devotional to this mar-

5 creation,

ak. of course, of the automo-

Many people casually refer to

resent era as the "information

a time when we have little

^ <o physically go places. With
aTr%«5r sophisticated computer tech-

nology, we can conduct business,

go shopping and socialize without

ever leaving our homes, right?

Well. I've got news for you. We are

still in the thick of the unleaded
age. with only marginal interest in

embarking upon a transportation

renaissance.

. The popularity of the car has

Increased to the point that there are

,ndw About 1 5 new cars for every 20
people in the United States. The
iiub'urb and the mall, direct prod-

of the automobile, have fed

'BaVik' upon themselves, creating a

fragmented culture in which people

h;(U' elevated the car to near reli-

gious' importance.
' 'A\ t"he same time, we seem to be

^iTiarJobly unconcerned about the

pollution that comes from our
Tailpipes. Nationwide, automobile

eitifs'sions of carbon dioxide
account for about 50 percent of all

released greenhouse gases. In many

cities, cars and trucks are the sole

producers of ground-level ozone

levels that can kill scores of people

on a hot summer day.

Americans continue to produce

ever greater numbers of large,

gas-guzzling vehicles such as mini-

vans and pickup trucks, a trend

that helps to explain the roughly

150 billion gallons of gasoline we
used in 1996. In fact, the No. I

selling new vehicle in 1996 was the

^m^^^^^^m Ford F Series

pickup, a behe-

^^hhhhhim moth that gets a

miserable 17

miles to the gallon. And please

don't let those slick ads where
Pathfinders and Cherokees manful-

ly conquer rugged mountain terrain

and Amazon quicksand fool you.

Everyone, from the CEO to the

small-time car dealer, knows that

the only people who buy these over-

priced monstrosities are coddled
executives and that the only terrain

they ever see is the morning com-
mute.

Speaking of commutes, take a

look at those poor people who
struggle every workday amongst
their fellow brethren to drive from
Amherst to Northampton, a dis-

tance of nine miles, in 45 minutes.

Most of them sit uncomfortably
alone with a mildly constipated
expression on their faces, sealed off

from the world around them by air-

tight plate glass. I guess I can't

really blame them though. A line of

unmoving cars 10 miles long, all of

which are belching out noxious
fumes is pretty depressing.

The fact is that we should all

have done away with those noxious

fumes years ago. Engineers have

developed cars that perform extra-

ordinarily well and create almost no

pollution by using super-efficient

combustion and alternative fuel

sources. There are today, automo-

biles that can get 75 miles to the

gallon, cars that run on solar ener-

gy and buses that are powered by

hydrogen derived from water. The
list goes on.

Why can't we average car buyers

find these vehicles? Contrary to

popular belief, alternative-fuel

automobiles are not "outper
formed" by standard gas-powered
cars. Instead, they are effectively

kept off the market by the lobbying

power of huge petroleum compa
nies who are making a killing

because most of us are forced to

buy their product in mass quanti-

ties. The price of gasoline is also

kept artificially low because of

wasteful government subsidies and
an archaic economic system, which
claims that pollution is an "exter-

nality." All of this has led the aver-

age American to be blissfully

addicted to their gas-guzzler.

To those of you who find your-

self caught in this predicament,

some advice. First off, you don't

need your car as badly as you think

you do. I know many students who
actually drive from their dorm to

the D.C. This is just silly. Most of

us have legs, and most of us will

not suffer unduly from walking up
and down that big hill. Also, bicy

cles are a wonderful way to get

around, in addition to giving you a

free workout, they create no pollu-

tion and you don't have to park
two miles from campus. If it is cold

out. put on some warm clothes and

you are set.

A word on buses. 1 dislike being

pressed into a mass of drunken
freshmen on Friday night as much
as the rest of you. Hopefully, the

PVTA will take a hint and have the

express buses run more. Maybe we
can even get them to stop using

diesel fuel.

If we all just use our creativity

and think about the future some,

we do not have to give in to the

tyranny of the automobile. There
are solutions out there, but we
have to stand up and take hold of

them.

lason Davis is a L'Mass student
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The Collegian Editorial page needs

new writers. We want you to write

humor, politics, satire, lifestyle, or

any of a thousand other styles— let

us be as broad as the student body is.

Anyone who is interested should

contact Dan Bodah at the Collegian

offices, 1 1 3 Campus Center. For more

information, call 545-1491.

Red Cross just

doing its job

To the Editor:

I was quite disturbed to see fliers posted on the campus

telling students to protest against the Red Cross because

they "discriminate against gay/bisexual men." The truth

about the Red Cross is that they do not accept blood dona-

tions from any people in groups at high-risk of contracting

the HIV virus. This group includes but is not exclusive to

I.V. drug users, anyone who has received a blood transfu-

sion, anyone who has accepted money for sex, people who
live in or have had medical procedures in certain African

countries with high populations of people infected with

HIV, and any man who has had sex with a man or any

woman who has sex with a man who has had sex with a

man since 1975. But no one would say the Red Cross dis-

criminates against drug users, prostitutes, women who
sleep with bisexual men, or men who were raped.

The local chapters of the Red Cross must follow their
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own national set of guidelines when collecting blood

donations which have nothing to do with discrimination.

The Red Cross would surely like to collect blood dona-

tions front anyone willing to give. Unfortunately, their

blood tests we not 100 percent accurate and they have a

duty to supply the public with an uncontaminated supply

of blood. In some cases HIV antibodies may be present in

the blood but at levels so low even the most advanced

tests would produce a negative test result. However, this

blood would still be able to infect a recipient. What would

you think if you, a relative, or a close friend were to con-

tract AIDS from a tainted blood transfusion? You would

probably be angry that the blood was not properly tested

or the candidates not properly screened.

The only way The Red Cross can come close to ensur-

ing an uncontaminated blood supply is not to accept

donations from people in high-risk categories. Someone
who has engaged in anal intercourse is considered to be at

a high risk because the chance of blood to blood or semen

to blood contact is much greater here than in vaginal

intercourse, and condoms are not designed to withstand

this activity. This means that if you are gay but have never

had anal intercourse, you can still give blood. But by this

token, women who have engaged in anal sex should also

be placed in the high-risk category, not just gay men. Until

the medical community decides that this is no longer con-

sidered to be high-risk behavior or until AIDS is cured,

the Red Cross and all of its local chapters have no choice

but to continue to not accept these donations.

Without a doubt, discrimination of any kind is intolera-

ble. However, what we have here is not a case of discrimi-

nation. Even if it were, the answer would not be to boy-

cott Red Cross blood drives. A good portion of blood

donations collected in this country are from college blood

drives, and a boycott would simply be keeping blood away

from the hemophiliacs and accident victims whose lives

depend on these donations. It is commendable that there

are so many people in the gay community who would like

to help the community by donating their blood, but it is

deplorable to turn a medical issue of patient safety into an

excuse to cry discrimination.

Catherine Fiorilla

Brown

Explanations needed

for ballot questions

To the Editor:

Could someone please tell me what SGA President Lia

Wong's referendum questions meant and how are they

helping the student body as a whole? I am extremely

upset with the lack of information that the SGA gave out

explaining their referendum questions. I believe that once

again the SGA is trying to become the federal govern-

ment and pass something through on behalf of the stu-

dents, when the students are not fully aware what it i-

they are voting for.

I believe that both SGA President Wong and the

Collegian are at fault for not being responsible in educat-

ing the student body about the referendum questions.

There has been plenty of time since nominations for both

Ms. Wong and the Collegian to take the time and give an

unbiased explanation of the questions. What little cover-

age of the referendum questions the Collegian did have,

did not explain what the referendum questions meant,

only what they were.

It is my view that these questions should be discounted

when the final numbers are in, how the students vote

may not be how they wanted to. The SGA needs to

understand that they are not career politicians and we
should not be trying to push an issue on behalf of the stu-

dents without the students being fully aware of the issues

they are voting on. I say throw these questions away and

put them on the spring election ballot, and in the interim

take the time to educate the student body on what it is

they are voting on.

Rob McDonald
Former SGA Secretary of Administrative Affairs

Inauguration coverage

inadequate

To the Editor:

"New England's Largest College Daily" did not satisfac-

torily cover our President's Inauguration. The report did

an excellent job of covering the speeches and who was

there from the political scene, but failed to mention the

students who were present. Musicians from UMass'
Amherst campus were specifically selected to attend and

perform on behalf of all the UMass campuses. There was
no mention of our presence nor our performances. Each

of the speakers thanked us (some more than once!) for

sharing our talents, yet our own school paper did not even

bother to do the same.

The 1970 President of the UMass Amherst Alumni
Association wrote in to mention the musical talents

shared — yet not a word from the Collegian. Even the

photo essay was insulting. There was no picture of the stu-

dents, of the guest speaker, the mayor of Boston, the

Senate or House Representatives, nor a picture of the

President's family. Instead there was a picture of the bas-

ketball coach. How ironic that President Bulger's entire

campaign revolved around the Arts and Humanities which
were not mentioned in the entire article/photo essay on
the Inauguration.

What is the Collegian trying to say? That the Arts and
Humanities are not important to the college student? That

basketball is a higher priority than the students, musicians

or David McCullogh? It is not for publicity that I am writ-

ing, but for representation! I do not feel that the Collegian

represented itself well and I am greatly dissatisfied with

my own college paper.

Icnnifcr St. Sauveur

lohnson
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Uncovering the persona of Sid
By Wendy Hernandez
Collegian Correspondent

Much of the University of
MaSMchuNttl community, especially

the African, Latino, Asian and Native

American (ALANA) body, knows him,
has laughed, shared social time and
even cried with him. Sidonio Ferreira,

heller known as "Sid," has been at the

University for nine years and has not

only gained work and academic experi-

ence, but also the love of faculty mem-
bers as well as students.

An ALANA UMass alumnus,
Ferreira is now the first person of
color to hold the Operations Manager
position at the University Store, which
he once visited as a struggling college

student.

Ferreira was born in the island of

Cape Verde and raised in

Ciuine -Bissau until his family immi-
grated to New Bedford, where he grad-

uated from high school. From there,

he attended UMass, where he received

his bachelor's degree in

African-American Studies and stayed

in the community in order to achieve

one ol his dreams. With his head tilted

to the side and his eyes looking up at

the oeffingi Ferreira reflected on why
he decided to stay at the University.

"I stayed |here| because 1 always

said I would give something back to

my community. My community is

UMass. My community is the

Collegiate Committee for the

Fducation of Blacks and other
Minority Students (CCEBMS) Mv
community is people o'" colo". My
community is Cape Verdeans,"
I el iviiit said, and that ii exactly what

he did.

\- a young college graduate.
Ferreira immediately began giving

back to his community when he took a

temporal) position at CCEBMS as an

academic advisor. He then took an
oiler as a Case Worker/Counselor for

the UMass- Amherst Upward Bound
Program, in which he assisted high

school students preparing for college

by helping them develop study and

time management skills, and walking

them through the college application

process. Ferreira found his work
rewarding.

"Anytime you work with students is

great To see about over 90 percent ol

then) going lo college shows that the

type of work you were doing was sue-

cegsfuL" Ferreira said.

Although Ferreira enjoyed doing

this, he went back to his previous

place of employment on a permanent

basis when Floyd Martin, who had just

become the director of CCEBMS and

seen how he connected with students,

invited him to apply for the position.

After working for eight years with stu-

dents at an academic level, five months

ago Ferreira shifted to a managerial

position at the University Store five

months ago.

Did he also shift from his dream, his

goal, his community?
As the Operations Manager for the

University Store corporation, yvhich

includes the Textbook Annex, Print

Shop. Games Room and Mini Store,

some of Ferreira's many responsibili-

ties are to make sure that the

University Store opens, closes and has

customers coming in, as well as over-

seeing the entire corporation.

"It's a great job because I'm still at

the University campus. I still see a lot

of you guys. I get to hire a lot of stu-

dents, being of color or not," Ferreira

said about his new position.

Managing the University Store,

itself, is a contribution to the UMass
community because it is a recyclable

process. All the profit made from the

University Store goes back to the

Campus Activities Office to maintain

the Campus Center. The opportunity

was professionally beneficial and
Ferreira took the chance because he

was able to stay in the same institution

and continue giving back to his com-

munity.

"I'm not leaving UMass because I

love working with my students," he

said.

Needless to say, the students surely

love working with him. When Alain

Montes, a Latino UMass psychology

student, was asked if he knows
Ferreira, his comical expression was,

"Come on man. everybody knows Sid.

Que pasa?"

Although Ferreira was not Montes'

assigned CCEBMS advisor, he said

that Ferreira took an interest in him

and his academics. Ferreira helped him

in choosing classes and even deciding

on a major.

Montes described Ferreira as. "More

than just my counselor. He has that

familia touch. It's like you feel like you

can tell him anything and he will help

you out. That's the way 1 feel when I

talk to him," said Montes.

Montes is all for Ferreira's manager-

ial position and does not believe that it

has not changed his concern towards

his community.

"Although right now he's not a

counselor, I still go to him and ask him

questions about classes. He sees me
around and he's always concerned

about how I'm doing in school,"

explained Montes about Ferreira's

character, with enthusiasm in his

voice. "1 would like to be like him

i because] he has a special touch."

What is Sid's "special touch?"
Ferreira has many philosophies that he

lives by. "If you're positive, positive

things will happen to you," and "To
every problem there's a solution. It

might take a long time to find the solu-

tion, but there is a solution. It's all

about how you go about finding the

solution. It's a very mathematical way
of thinking," Ferreira said.

He is not invincible and has had to

deal with many obstacles like many of

the students he advises. He has been

confronted with racism, has seen fami-

ly members confronted with racism,

but he refuses to let someone else's

unhappiness destroy his joy.

"Not to say that I don't get upset at

times. Yeah, those things happen but 1

try to be as positive as 1 can for myself,

for my peers, for my students and for

my co-workers because eventually that

will influence to be positive," Ferreira

explained.

Tenina Ramos, a Cape Verdean
sophomore who was one of Ferreira's

advisees and is now his employee, said

that even though Ferreira is the boss

now, he is still the same
down-to-earth person she met a year

ago.

"He is a role model. He is very into

his nationality. He's everything. He's

on top of things. He knows everything.

He doesn't let anything go by him.

Even though people throw obstacles in

his way, he always finds a way to go

BRMM them," she said.

Montes and Ramos are just two of

the students whose lives have been

impacted by Ferreira. However,
Ferreira was once in their shoes and
followed someone's advice. He remi-

nisced about a few words of wisdom
said to him by Paul Barros, the former

director of CCEBMS.
"You walk on this university like

you own it," he said. 'These same
words he gives to the students' strug-

gling on this campus todaV'.

Sid — Sidonio Ferreria

impact at UMass.

BRIAN MCDERMOTT I COUEGIAN

making moves and an

Maya's

heartbeat
By Millicent Jackson

Collegian Staff

In honor of our queen, Betty

Kenny

Lacoste

In the course of the last three

months, we as members of the Black

diaspora, have been poisoned by the

media to accept Princess Diana's death

at the greatest loss or tragedy in recent

memory; that the paparazzi and other

media were
cold-blooded in their

analysis of her charac-

ter, that she deserved

the praise and respect

that should be given

to "royalty" and that

her humanitarian efforts should be well

recognized and appreciated.

II there is ever to be a conversation

of a queen, or member of royalty, why
not consider Dr. Betty Shabazz. who
unfortunately was taken from us in

early July? I cannot even begin to

explain what this Black Oueen. mod-

em day Isis, meant to this community,

a proud people of African heritage.

The widow of powerful orator and

activist Malcolm X. Sister Shabazz

continued his aspirations for empower-

ment and civil rights that were loudly

ad Bed in the decades of the 1 950s and

I9b0s until her untimely passing.

She was a woman whom Malcolm X
(El-Hajj Malik Shabazz) told author

\le\ Haley, prior to his autobiography.

was "a good Muslim woman and wife."

He continued by saying. "I don't imag-

ine many other Black women might

put up with the way I am. Awakening

this brainwashed Black man and telling

this arrogant, devilish white man the

truth about himself, Betty

understands, is a full time

job."

But do we understand
this job?

A job we must continue

to perform, as people who
arc economically, socially, intellectually

and politically oppressed, because of

the endless ravines and weeds that are

planted in our neighborhoods, commu-
nities, and ghettos.

Betty was the epitome of the strong

black woman. A mother of six daugh-

ters (Attallah. Ouibilah. Ilyasah,

Gamila. Malikah and Malaak). as well

as a graduate of Tuskegee, lersey City

State College and the University of

Massachusetts School of Education

(Mrs. Shabazz attended this "presti-

gious" University for grad school).

A member of the Nation of Islam's

Mosque No. 7 in Harlem, she met and

later married Malcolm X in 1958.

Betty was one of a number of influen-

tial black women during the Civil

Rights Movement. Along with Coretta

Scott King and Myrlie Evers, she

helped to personify the large impact

and leadership of black queens in the

struggle for black independence.

Upon hearing of her death, I was in

deep stress. I witnessed the poor media

coverage, lack of respect and dishonest

actions this country continually makes

a custom of doing.

How can we just sit by and watch as

the struggles of our ancestors go unap-

preciated, and bear witness to the leg-

islative and social bull that continues to

pour from the steps of the capitol

building? When will we rightfully grab

the torch and lead the masses into the

21st century1 and proceed with the rev-

olution that has transpired over the last

400 years?

1 am reminded of a quote, popular-

ized during the Movement, said by an

elderly lady who was involved in the

Montgomery Bus Boycott.

"My feets is tired, but my soul is

rested."

Indeed. Betty Shabazz is rested,

for her feet were tired, but she

never gave up the struggle. And if

this is any indication, we shouldn't

either.

Kenny Lacoste is a UMass student.

THE HEART OF A WOMAN
Mayo Angelou
Random House

Maya Angelou, author of the best selling / Know
Why The Caged Bird Sings. Gather Together in My
Same and Singin' and Swingin' and Cettin' Merry Like

Christmas, enlightens readers once again in the fifth

continuing autobiography of her life, encompassing her

career as a singer, dancer, mother and author.

As The Heart of A Woman begins, we find a passion-

ate Angelou about to embark upon the opportunity of

a lifetime, the invitation to become a member of the

Harlem Writers Guild. More than ready to leave her

home in Los Angeles. Angelou packs her belongings as

she and her teenage son, Guy. head for the Big Apple.

Becoming a member of the Harlem Writers Guild was

not as easy a task as headstrong Angelou had envi-

sioned. She was quickly reminded by fellow guild

members that her talent was not enough to carry her.

She had to work. In the words of one of the members,

"You must write every sentence over and over again,

until it seems that you have used every combination

possible and even then write it again."

While adjusting to the rigorous demands of the

Writers Guild, Angelou worked the clubs, singing to

support herself and her son, something she described

as being a miserable experience. Singing was an experi-

ence she was ready to give up. when out of nowhere
she received an offer to appear at the famous Apollo

Theatre. This offer lead to many more singing engage-

ments, which after months of burn-out she resolved

never to return to again. Deciding to devote more time

to her writing, she took on temporary, miscellaneous

jobs to supplement her income.

Angelou's involvement with the Harlem Writers

Guild lead to her involvement in the organization of a

cabaret featuring the best musical and theatrical talent

the city had ever seen. In addition to the cabaret, the

Guild gave her the opportunity to make new friends,

such as the divine Rosa Guy, whom Angelou described

as being alike in boldness.

Through this friendship, Angelou and Rosa joined

forces with others and became involved with Dr.

Martin Luther King's history making quest. It was on

this quest that Angelou promised her heart to one man.

only to have it stolen, virtually on her wedding day. by

Vus, a fiery African freedom fighter.

Vus was a man whom Angelou describes as seeing

her as the flesh of his youthful dream: a man whom
Angelou and her reluctant son follow to London, Cairo

Beats, Lyrics &
Conscious

Let me tell you about someone I'm in love with. Bom in

the "black is beautiful seventies" he was raised in the heart

of the ghettos across America.

His father was the drum of Africa and his mother was

the soul of America. He was a carefree child always wanti-

ng to have fun, hang out on the street corners and dance to

this beat he had conceptualized. He was noticed and he

began to take notice of that. He began to develop his style

of dancing that he called "breaking." He underestimated

his talent but always did what he loved, it came all too nat-

urally for him.

It didn't matter that he came from the harsh realities of

the ghetto, he was proud. He began to educate himself

about his roots, his culture and his history. He was aware,

conscious and his disposition was fly, his prose was intel-

lectual and his game was on point. He set

trends for fashion, the norms for what

was cool and the roots for what was
becoming a culture all on its own.

As he grew, he developed, reacting to

everything that was going on around

him. As a black man, he began to

notice the closed doors, the nature of

the bigoted institutions and hopelessness,

held on to his pride and Afro-centricity and ^^
began to form a posse. His crew now tried to ^B
raise awareness by educating others about the ^^
vices of America. He was strong and told me ^aP
that "It took a nation of millions to hold them ^^
back." He told the sisters who sold themselves

on the comer to "slow down."

He became the "black prophet," returning to his "Jungle

music," and used his verbal gymnastics as weapons to fight

ignorance. He spoke about the queens and the kings ot

Africa and his support for the movements of Malcolm a.

the Black Panthers and the Five Percent Nation. But as the

harsh reality set in, he lost some of his crew to violencej,

and now he was angry.

He began to assume the position of vengeance and retali-

ation, not realizing the bigger picture. The game' of the

white man. He said he was "ready to die," that his was a

"thug life." His greed and need to make money overshad-

owed his responsibility of conscious knowledge. He sold

his soul to have mass appeal and in time he got it, Bu^

now, he was lonely. He felt a void in his life and searched

for something to complete him.

He found me.
c

'

I brought to him consciousness, the intellectual stimuia

tion and the poetic prose that he had lost. I opened his eyes

to the lost art of freestyling. His breaking skills were
revived. He began thinking globally and acting locally.

This man 1 love; he is still evolving and growingjslje

finds himself faced with many parallels and queSfeOas

about his art, his politics, his integrity and his identity, but

I am there right behind him. supporting, loving, nurturing

and molding him to what he is.

The voice of black America — hip hop.

Sukj Seetliaruman is the Rap Music Director for the Black Mass

Communications Project

The Revolution needs you.

Write for Black Affairs

and be a part.

There're only three

years left.

Call Humphrey brown III

at 546-6771.

and Africa, while struggling to maintain their close

mother and son relationship. It is in these lands that

Angelou must constantly maintain her sense of self

with the grace and dignity that she is so well known
for.

The Heart of A Woman imparts lessons of a lifetime

in courage, faith and love. In her unique, spell-binding

way. Angelou re-creates intimate personal experiences,

her fondest dreams and deepest disappointments. She

shares her wisdom with us in the sincere, heartfelt way
of a dear friend. The only problem with this book is

that there wasn't nearly enough, as you want Angelou's

story to never end.

Vulnerable, humorous, tough, Maya Angelou speaks

with an intimate awareness of the heart within us all.

Plight of a People: Contributions to our current problems
l,ast week we analyzed some of the

factors which have contributed to the

lack of economic prosperity among the

African nations. This week we will

cross the Atlantic, and discuss some of

the factors which continue to economi-

cally hold black people down here in

America.

I do realize that most of the people

reading this article are not suffering.

and may never suffer from economic

depression. My attitude is that we
should not forget about our brothers

and sisters around the world who are.

The stereotypes that were mentioned

last week arc not only used to describe

black people in Africa, they are used to

describe blacks in America as well.

I Ik- social and cultural rape that was

perforated upon the Africans during

the slave trade, has had an indirect but

significant affect on the economic con-

dition of Afro-Americans today.

Blacks were torn apart from their fami-

lai -tripped of their name, stripped of

their dignity, stripped of their history

and religion, as well as their humanity.

When you trace everything back, this is

c—entially where the problem began.

Blacks were branded like cattle, the

females (young and old) were raped in

front of their husbands and/or parents,

and many were used as sex slaves.

Blacks were hung upside down and

beaten. Families were broken up. The
reason? It was a process of "domesti-

cation."

What does this

have to do with today

— 1997?

I'll tell you. The
children of slaves

were bom into slavery and taught by

their owners to hate themselves, their

families, their past and their future.

Their goal in life was to be an obedient

slave who could escape the whip of

his/her master. Today, in modem soci-

ety, many blacks still grow up with a

sense of failure. When blacks were
freed, they were not given much to live

on. They were promised 40 acre* and a

mule, but received 40 lynchings and a

mallet upside their head. Therefore,

generation after generation of African-

Americans grew up with this feeling of

presumed failure. This negative feeling

seriously hampers the prospect of a

bright future, whether it be economi-

cally or socially.

Many black children in America do
not know their own history, except the

fact that they were slaves, and that

Martin Luther King, |r was hosed
down by fire fighters so we can drink

out of the same fountains as white peo-

ple. Today, the rape that black people

suffer is less explicit, but nonetheless

real. Instead of the whip, the branding

iron, or the shackles, the primary tool

being used is education. I'll skip over

the fact that many inner city schools,

where the majority of the students

are students of color, are grossly

under-funded. I won't mention that.

What 1 will mention though, is the

lack of black history in the school's

curriculum. Black children, including

myself, are taught a great deal about

the great discovery of Christopher

Columbus (one of the most notorious

criminals in history), and are encour-

aged to feei the pride and happine--

associated with Columbus. We are

taught to immortalize such individuals

such as George Washington. Thomas
lefferson, Alexander Hamilton and var-

ious other "forefathers."

Don't you think black students

should know that the discovery of

America was actually the discovery of

hell on earth for millions of Africans

and Native Americans? America needs

more black history in its school cur-

riculum. Shouldn't black students

know about the great empires in

ancient Africa, such as Mali, Benin and

Zimbabwe? Shouldn't black students

be taught that many of the Egyptian

pharaohs were black men? Shouldn't

black students know that the great

authors of the Constitution and

Declaration of Independence were also

wealthy slave owners? Shouldn't black

students know that the Constitution

was not written with them in mind?

Shouldn't black students know who
"rewrote" the Constitution so that

today (for the most part) it may be

applied to all people. NprdaM of the

color or ethnic background? You
should have answered "yes" to every

one of the above questions.

People such as Dr. Martin Luther

King. |r.. Malcolm X. Marcus Garvey.

the Black Panthers, the Blood

Brothers. Kwame Ture (Stokely

Carmichael). Harriet Tubman. |ohn

Parker, Medgar Evers. Frederick

Douglas and many others whom I

can't name due to my lack of educa-

tion, are people who should be more

involved in our school's curriculum.

Barbara lordan eloquently stated. "I

felt somehow for many years that

George Washington and Alexander

Hamilton just left me out by mistake.

But through the process of amend-

ment, interpretation, and court deci-

sions. I have finally been included in

'We the people." So. as black children

go through school they develop the

sort of feeling that they don't belong, a

MM that they are not represented in

the glories of history. Believing that

their people have never succeeded in

anything besides running around
Africa buck naked, many black stu-

dents grow a sense of failure and alien-

ation. In many cases, this may translate

into lack of pHHe. There is a famous

quotation that says, "You have to

know where you came from in order

for you to know where you are today,

and you must know where you are

toady in order to know where you are

going tomorrow." Grade schools, mid-

dle schools, and high schools in

America have to start telling black stu-

dents where they came from so that

black people may stop hobbling

around and start running towards
tomorrow. America has to stop cheat-

ing our people. Malcolm X once said,

"Education is our passport to the

future." Well damn it. they're denying

us our passport!

1 low does all this tie into the eco-

nomic condition of blacks in America?

When you have a people who lack the

education and positive sense of oneselt

needed to succeed in this society, many

will have little choice but to resort to

another way of life. What do I mean by

"little choice?" When you live in a place

where a lot of economically challenged

people from different walks of life are

thrown on top of each other in housing

projects, life can be tough. When you

live in a place where the best jobs avail-

able pay minimum wage, you mi^ht

have to resort to another source of

income. When your school textbooks

are from the early eighties, you have a

liquor store at every other comer,,' the

police harass you everyday for the same

lame excuses, and marijuana, cocaine,

heroin, crack, etc.. are pumped uilo

your neighborhood daily by the govern-

ment, life can leave you little choices. In

other words, many black children in

America are bom into poverty and are

not offered many ways out.

All of these factors, plus the preju-

dices and discrimination that blacks

put up with everyday, all contribute-to i

the current economic plight of

African-Americans. Therefore, let us

not be fooled. Not all Americans are

given an equal chance to succeed.

Everyone does not have equal access to
.

good jobs and education. The institu-

tion of physical slavery lasted for about

500 years, the damaging effects cannot

be completely remedied in 1 35 years

(1862-1997). The government has to

recognize that the system, not black

people, is the main problem. Despite

all the stereotypes and beliefs, black

people as a whole, did not put them-

selves into the situation they are cur-

rently in. We received a lot of herp

from outside forces (to put it lightly).

Edgar Barros is a L'Mass student.
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UM students put on great show
Multiband Pops a wonderful night of music

I RI|--,\ [HI \KI\II\I III Ml Ml XSDIJAM I

The Minuteman Marching Band performed selections from their 1997 Field Show at the Fine Arts Center Friday night.

By Seema Gangatirkar

Collegian Staff

MULTIBAND POPS
Fine Arts Center Concert Hull

Sept. 26

The twenty-third annual

Multiband Pops concert took the

stage at the Fine Arts Center Conceit

Hall Frida> night to a packed house

and thunderous applause.

The Multiband Pops is a produc-

tion of the University of

Massachusetts Department of Music

and Dance. Even year, the concert

showcases the talents of students in

the department in music, dance and

vocal jazz.

-The concert opened with a fanfare

ffotn Walter M. Chesnut. the

University Herald Trumpeter.

The Universitv Orchestra, conduct-

ed by Mark Russell Smith, played

"Chester" from Sew England
Triptych, composed by William

Schuman. The Schuman piece flowed

soothingly, as the chirping sounds of

the piccolo floated above the music.

In direct contrast to the gentle

melody of the Schuman piece, the

Chapel Jazz Ensemble followed up
with Cole Porter's "Love for Sale," an

energetic piece highlighted by solos

b> Matt Sexauer and Brian Kearsley.

The Wind Ensemble, under the

baton of Malcolm W. Rowell. |r.. per-

formed "I'm Seventeen Come
Sunday." Following the Wind
Ensemble, the UMass Marimbas per-

formed the "Intermezzo" from

Cavalleria Rusticana, a piece by

Pietro Mascagni. Under the direction

of Peter H. Tanner, the music sound-

ed sweet, yet haunting.

The Vocal lazz and
African-American Music Ensemble

performed two pieces. The first piece.

"Leaning on the Everlasting Anns."

was arranged by ensemble director,

Horace Clarence Boyer. "Crystal

Silence" was the second selection.

The rich fullness of the Brass Choir

on "Chorale for Brass and
Percussion" by Vaclav Nelhybel, was

followed by the delightful cacophony

of the Percussion Ensemble on
"Ogoun Badagris" — a piece by

Christopher Rouse.

In a burst of red, the University

Dancers took the stage with "No
Time Like the Present." With music

by Pat Metheny and choreography by

Billbob Brown, the dancers' energy

flowed neatly from movement to

movement.
The first part of the show tied up

with the lazz Ensemble 1 on "Esprit"

and the Symphony Band on (ohn

Barnes Chance's "Blue Lake
Overture."

After the intermission, Minuteman

Marching Band director George
Parks was presented with an award

for his 20 years with the band.

President William Bulger then

spoke to the audience, first, he

thanked members of several perform-

ing groups who played at Fanueil

Hall and Symphony Hall on Sept. 18.

He also praised the Multibands'

musicians, saying '[Multibands! was

a professional performance.''

The Minuteman Marching band

then came on to show whj they are

considered "The Power and Class of

New England." with rousing selec-

tions from Tommy.
This year's Multibands was excep-

tionally well-done. The transitions

were smooth, noiseless and orga-

nized. It was a wonderful night of

music.

c'OI RTISV IHI'VRIMIM "I Ml M< VND DANCE

Mark Russell Smith conducted the University Orchestra.

Basinger makes stir in L.A. Confidential

By Douglas J. Rowe
Associated Press

NEW YORK — Kim Basinger says it all escalated into a

"fire ball" — her refusal of a role, the resulting lawsuit,

the subsequent settlement, her bankruptcy, even the

dashed plans of developing a small Georgia town she

bought.

"None of it made any sense and it was all so misrepre-

sented," she savs "And the sad part about it is that noth-

ing good became of it."

Now she likes to think it's all behind her. 'Old noise."

she calls it. Drowning that out is a new buzz — about her

new move ' ' Confidential and about her performance

as a Veronica Lake look-alike hooker (high-priced and

with a heart of gold, of course) Both have gotten raves.

Curtis Hanson, director and co screenwriter of the film set

in 1950s Los Angeles. savs one reason the 45-year-old

actress got cast in the role was "She'- <>m ol ilie tew con-

temporar) actresses that you imagine in a George Hurrell

photograph — as glamorous as anv star in the old studio

system."

Basinger said she was drawn to the physical challenge

of becoming Veronica Lake, "who was unfortunately more

well-known for her hairdo (the long blond hair coming

down over one eye) than for her ability"

"I really wanted to capture her." Ba-inger said.

Yet. what -he MM trying to captured remains elusive in

Basinger's mind. "It's something main actresses had back

then.. When the> had it. they had it. This kind o! glint. It

was something in their eyes, something in their intona-

tion... They always caught you off guard."

But what is i

"It's kind of a just a comfortable-with-vour-cHness on

the screen. You know what I'm saving? Rather than

alwav- having to be a character. I think she was a charac-

ter And I think she brought Veronica Lake to everything

she pkyed, And I think she's more interesting than every

charactci -he e\er plaved
"

Which begs the question: Does this apply to herself?

Say, is there a Kim Basinger-ness that she brings to her

latest role? Initially stumped, she settles on compassion

and humor.

"To me. humor is intelligence. Humor is N important

in your life. It's so important. And it's so important to

know that you can always fall back on it. even when
things are iusi going in the most spiraling downhill." she

-,i\s. laughing and moving her arm in a downward spiral

In that case, life must have been hysterical lor a while,

starting in May 1991. That's when she decided to pass on

the title role in Boxing Helena, a lennifer Lynch film

about a woman whose arms and legs are evil off by a doc-

tor POMInd b) her. The film's producer- -ued her for

breach of oral contract, and she lost. The $8. 1 million jury

award forced the Mltrill into bankruptcy anil -he -uh-e

qucntly settled with the producers ol losnsg Helena for

$3.8 million

Amid the legal wrangle and uncertain finances, her

grand plans for the town she bought with a group of

investors in 1989 also got -cut lied

Braselton, Ga. — about 10 miles from Basinger's home-

town Athens — was put on the map by the purchase and

the talk ol renovating the turn-ol-the-centurv stores and

houses, building a movie studio and luring other industry

to the' town. But by 1995. Basinger and her investment

partners were selling off parts ol the town.

Bern brings down Iron Horse
By Justin Beland

Collegian Staff

DAN BERN
Iron Horse
Sept. 25

NORTHAMPTON — Dan Bern cruised into the

Iron Horse Thursday night and electrified the

crowd with his brand of folk/blues/punk/rock.

Touring with a band for the first time, the usually

solo and acoustic Bern made good songs even bet-

ter with the addition of the fine musicians backing

him up.

Bern started with "Tiger Woods," one of many

crowd favorites that do not appear on his debut

album. Bern toys with the idea of male Sexuality,

and the need to always be "bigger" than those

around you, building a chorus from Muhammad
Ali's famous phrase "It ain't braggin' if it's true."

The song ended in thunderous applause which

seemed to genuinely catch Bern offguard. "I don't

know where you guys came from," he told the

crowd, "but I hope you stick around."

Bern then played a newer song, "Charles

Manson's Real Name," in which Bern makes the

observation that maybe Manson wouldn't have

been able to convince young ladies to do his bid-

ding if they knew his real last name was in fact

Krautmeier. The song says that maybe if he had

kept the name Krautmeier, current artist Marilyn

Manson might not have adopted the name for him-

self and conversely would be able to play more con-

certs. "You think they'd try to ban a Marilyn

Krautmeier? I kind of doubt it," sang Bern.

One of the amazing things about Bern is every

song he plays, whether it's been heard a hundred

times (such as the crowd favorite "Jerusalem") or

almost never (he writes a song a day, thus giving

him a large arsenal of songs to choose from), every

song is good, and ignites a crowd.

"True Revolutionaries." another more recent

song, kept the crowd bobbing their heads and tap-

ping their feet despite it's 10-minutes-plus length.

In the song, Bern condemns those who try to

change the world through violence ("True revolu-

tionaries don't bomb buildings / it attracts too

much attention," he sings), and also those who
claim to be revolutionary when in fact they just

"Get coffee to go from Starbucks / and read Steal

This Book.'"

Though it could be said the whole show was a

highlight, standout moments included Bern's

singing of "Marilyn," arguably his most popular

song, which asks what would have happened if

Marilyn Monroe had married Tropic of Cancer

author Henry Miller (known for a lifestyle that

makes Marv Albert look like Mr. Rogers) instead of

Death of a Salesman author Arthur Miller. Bern

sings. "If she did, she'd have dyed her hair blue / if

she did, she'd have felt like a woman / not like a

photograph in a magazine."

After a regular set with his band, Bern returned

to the stage by himself to perform two more songs,

both in the "talkin' blues" style invented early in

the century, but made popular by Bob Dylan in the

60s. The first was a tribute to friend and colleague

Ani Difranco (whose guitar Bern played through-

out the show). Bern tells the story of how he made

a journey to Buffalo to meet DiFranco, and. finding

(Ol Rll 5V M'lM I K I .

Merrie Amsterburg opened for Dan Bern at the Iron

Horse on Thursday.

her not home, stayed with her mom for nine months.

The second paid tribute (and poked fun at) the arti-i-

Bern is most often compared to. In "Talkin' Bob ami

Woody and Bruce and Dan Blues," Bern tells the storv

of how Bob Dylan went to see Woody Guthrie on his

death bed, and Woody handed the job of "moving the

masses" to Dylan (a true story). Bern then tells the,

story of how he broke into Bruce Springsteen's hou-e

and tried to convince Bruce he was dying, so the Bon
would do the same for him (probably not a true storv

but with Bern, it's hard to tell). It wa- a \er\ amusing

way for Bern to tell the crowd that, though he appreci-

ates the comparisons, he'd rather be the first Dan Bern

instead of the "next Dylan or Springsteen."

Opener Merrie Amsterburg, known to Boston-area

music fans as the lead singer of the '80s band the

Natives, provided a solid opening set. utilizing a man-

dolin and three different guitars for her Aimee
Mann-esque set, but she couldn't hold a candle to

Bern's performance. For that matter, there aren't main

emerging artists around who can.

Who's out, who's in on the soap operas
"All My Children"

The head honchos at ABC Daytime

have once again left me in a state of

bewilderment. Late last week the net-

work announced that "All My
Children" is letting go of Carrie Gcnzei.

who has been nothing short of excep-

tional in her portrayal of the complicat-

ed Skye Chandler. Of all the people to

get the boot from "AMC," why was

Skye the first to go? I can think of a

dozen or so charac- bbbbbbbbbbbbbi

ters who are more
worthy of such a

departure, characters

who have been on m

the backburner so long they have

become about as interesting as wallpa-

per. I thought her character, as

despised as she may be by some fac-

tions, had become quite the intriguing

enigma.

It's complicated characters like her,

)anet, Kelsey and Erica who have kept

my interest throughout the years, char-

acters who can commit the most

heinous of sins and yet still garner

some sympathy from the fans (which is

no easy task, I assure you). If the writ-

ers find themselves unable to write a

storyline for someone with as much
potential as Skye, than perhaps the

problem lies with the writers' lack of

imagination and not with the actors

and characters themselves. I've always

felt this way when it comes to the need-

less firing of popular actors. It's hard

enough to hold on to the few we have

left in the industry; let's not add to the

problem by giving potential stars the

boot before they've even had the

chance to shine. What a waste!

"Another World"

Lila got an earful from Shane last

week after her lies were exposed (the

"Dear lane" letter to Vicky that she

forged). The scene was hard for me to

swallow because I've been pulling for a

Lila/Shane reconciliation. The idea of

him with Vicky doesn't appeal to me at

all. Lila and Shane, however, sizzle

every time they're in a scene together.

As much as I would like to be terror-

ized by the whole Raybum situation (in

case you don't know, Raybum has Toni

and |osic trapped in the cabin), it's not

working. I liked the idea of Toni and

|osie teaming up to give Raybum a

taste of justice — Thelma and Ijouise

Soap Chat
with Jacob Fanning

style — but Raybum 's character has

proven to be little more than a joke. As

I watched last Thursday's scenes, my
friend Bridget and I couldn't help but

laugh at the campy absurdity of it all.

Speaking of campy. .

.

"Days of Our Lives"

Anyone who wasn't watching "Days"

last Wednesday and Thursday, during

Ivan, Vivian and Susan's seance missed

^^^g^B̂ ^^^H out on a hilarious

few episodes. I

can't tell you what

a treat it was to
B^a^BBSBjjjjjBBj laugh like that

after the tragedy of Sonny and Brenda

on "General Hospital" (which 1 will get

into a bit later). Watching them make
contact with the supposed spirit of

Elvis (Vivian in drag) was a sight to be

seen. If "Days" is never good for any-

thing else, at least it's always good for a

laugh.

I enjoyed the little confrontation

between Kate and Laura. Meow, those

two were vicious. I'd love to see Kate

wipe the floor with that annoying twit,

Laura.

One more thing, please stop with the

Sami ordeal. Enough is enough! I'd

rather be locked away in one of

Stefano's cages than to have to -it

through another day of the never end-

ing quest for Austin. Find the witch

another obsession to toy with.

In a bit of news, Mark Valley's last

airdate as lack was Sept. 26.

"Sunset Beach"

There's good news on the "Sunset

Beach" front. Fir.ola Hughes (ex Anna
Scorpio on "GH") has joined the show.

That's quite a coup for a show whose

cast has been lacking as of late. I chal-

lenge you to find more than three

actors on that show who have some
real depth (I'm talking Maurice Benard,

Sonny on "GH" depth). That's one of

the reason's why I stopped watching

the show shortly after its premiere. The

cast just seemed like a bunch of beauti-

ful cardboard cutouts who were in real

need of an acting coach. Ouch, that

was a bit harsh.

In the show's defense though,

there're a few actors who have really

shown some growth over the past year

and the show itself has made some
great strides. I've actually found myself

interested in the show on a few occa-

sions. The fact that linola is joining the

cast may only serve to sweeten the deal

Word is the show has put out a east-

ing call for Ben's presumed dead wife.

Maria. Rumors have it that Lily Melgar

(ex-Lily on "GH") and Crystal

Chappell (Maggie on "One Life To
live") are being considered For the

role.

"One Life To Live
"

Is anyone else enjoying the rivalr)

between Kellv and Blaii over the affec-

tions of Uanview'l British stud. Ian

Amiitage? I'm so glad to see Blair in

the swing of things again. 1 or a while

there I was afraid she might have lost

her catty and vindictive edge (a must

for the quintessential soap opera diva),

Gabrielle's name ha- been thrown

around an awful lot latch which bads

me to wonder whether or not she-

might make a return visit to I lanvievv

in the coming year Rumor- have been

circulating about a hush hush catting

call for the role since the actren who
originated the part. Fiona Hutchinson.

is contractually bound to another -oap.

"Guiding Light."

"General Hospital"

In what was h> far the traged) ol

last week. Sonnv lei I Brenda standing

at the altar. It almost seemed like an

injustice to those of IN who have lol-

lowed the couple's torrid affair

throughout the years, Mthough the see

nario wasn't as preposterous as that ol

Lois leaving Ned, it was slightlv dj

pointing nonetheless

Watching her fall to pieces with no

one but the -urpri-inglv insensitive

lason to console her almost broke mv

heart. Maurice Benard's (Sonny) last

-eene with lason wa- touching
although his last words to Brenda —
"It was a great ride" — left I lot to be

desired and was completely out ol char

acter. Don't worn though, Brenda isn't

taking this lying down. She's spitting

fite.

Some quick side note-: Catherine

nice right hook! It might he wise to

save one for your pal. Alexis, too.

Things to COBJM this week; Look foi

Monica to come after Carl) like I bat

out of hell when she discover- hei

involvement in A.l.'s "slip."

lacob Fanning is a I Man SfiaWTtf

UMass survives late charge, hold off 'Stangs
field hockey

By Jorma Kansonen
Collegian Staff

UMass

FARMERS BRANCH, Texas —
Everyone is concerned with the price
of living. From an elderly person to a
normal college student, one of the
main concerns in life is how you are
going to get through the day, week,
month and year with your head above
water.

Friday night at Cox Field, 50 min-
utes north of Dallas, the No. 10
Massachusetts women's soccer team

had to

worry
about
t h e

price of

surviv-

ing against No. 13 Southern
Methodist. The Minutewomen (7-1)

did pick up a 2-1 win over the
Mustangs (6-3), but not without pay-

ing a heavy price.

SMU is known for its tough physical

presence, and that is what UMass pre-

pared for and expected coming into

the match. But dealing with nicks and
dents before and during the match,
ranging from sore knees and ankles

(sophomore midfielder Cindy Garceau

and junior midfielder Robin Smith
respectively) to calf injuries (junior

forward Sophie Lecot and freshman

midfielder Brooke Bartlett) to shin

splints (freshman midfielder Molly
McGrew), the Minutewomen had to

come out more than tough.

With an incredible comeback in the

second half, when the Mustangs mus-

tered up eight corner kicks and 13

shots on the UMass net, SMU was still

not able to even the 2-0
Massachusetts lead.

So in the end the Minutewomen
held on for the win, and UMass coach

|im Rudy had to thank one-quarter of

his senior leadership, tri-captain Erica

Iverson, for bringing the road win

home.
lverson's goal in the 53rd minute

iced the win for the sore UMass squad,

set up by the hard run by freshman

forward Kara Green on the right half

of the penalty area. On the ensuing

indirect kick sophomore midfielder

Tarah Tokarchik nicely placed the kick

on the far post, and Iverson headed in

the eventual game-winner for UMass.

"We played really well in the first

55-60 minutes, and we took care of

the SMU forwards," Rudy said. "But

after that they really got dangerous,

and we lost a few players so we had to

rearrange our lineup. But it was great

to see Erica come through for us once

again, she has a real knack for getting

that kind of goal for us."

At one point. Rudy had to put his

sophomore front runner Kate Webb
on the back line, after he had to substi-

tute Garceau out after she turned her

knee. Due to SMU senior midfielder

Marci Miller's knack for winning head-

ers, Rudy had to put his leading scor-

er, Lecot, in the midfield to help Smith

neutralize Miller.

The scoring started in the 21st

minute of the match for UMass, as the

continued from page 10

creates a kind of roundhouse swing."

Shea said. "So we moved her palm

to the top and had the other fingers

form a V down the shaft, creating a

pendulum motion that isn't as incon-i-,.

tent."

lohnston's goal forced overtime, a

six-on-six sudden death period, and

set the stage for Lyons' heroics.

"This game gives |UMass| a lot of

confidence," Shea said. "They've

played in an overtime game before

and lost, and they didn't want to feel

that again."

The confidence from this game
came at an opportune time. On
Saturday, the Minutewomen will

face defending national champion

North Carolina on the Tar Heels'

home field.

"This game gets us back in our

groove," Lyons said. "Now we are

moving full-force."

"This is a great game to have

before going to UNC," lohnston

said. "We can only rise from here."

Kerry Lyons

Glass slipper fits Lyons;

former walk-on is the hero
By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

THANC VO / COLLtClAN
COURTESY MEDIA RELATIONS

Sophomore Emma Kurowski and the No. 10 Massachusetts women's soccer

weekend and beat No. 1 3 Southern Methodist 2-1

.

duo of lecot and sophomore forward

Emma Kurowski combined to make

the hardest of efforts look easy,

Kurowski battled down the right Hank

with a defender draped all over her

while getting a low shot off on junior

goalkeeper Erin Poole. Poole made the

initial save, but the ball trickled out in

front of the open net, and Lecot

tapped in the first goal of the game and

her seventh of the season.

SMU took over the game in the sec-

ond half, but not before Iverson head-

ed her teammates in the winning direc-

tion.

The difference for the

Minutewornen was they took care of

their scoring opportunity, while the

Mustangs had keeper Danielle Dion to

deal with. Dion made nine saves in the

second frame, with the only blemish

coming against Miller in the 76th

minute.

Miller blasted a shot from 20-yards

team travelled to Texas this

out. and the ball hooked past Dion's

outstretched right glove into the top

corner of the net. After continuing

pressure on the UMass net. the

Mustangs were not able to score the

equalizer, and the Minutewomen came

out with a win over nationally ranked

opponent.

Look in Tuesday's Collegian for

the game wrap-up of yesterday's

match against California, also held

in Texas.

In one moment. Kerry Lyons went

from a role player to a hero.

Less than seven minutes into sud-

den death overtime, Lyons pushed

home the game-winning goal as the

Massachusetts field hockey team

defeated Temple. 2-1, at Richard F.

Garber Field.

After Laura Phelan advanced the

ball to within close range of the Owl

cage, Lyons controlled the ball and

went straight for the net. Temple
goalie Deb Brown was able to get her

foot on the ball, but not enough to

redirect the shot.

"I saw the ball coming and I went

for everything." Lyons said. "Laura

passed it in. 1 think someone else mav

have touched it. and 1 wanted to put

it on net.

"1 just spun around and hit it."

In her moment of glory she

thought of her team.

"All I wanted was to hit it in for

the team." she said. "I didn't care-

about getting a goal for myself

And her teammates thanked her

appropriately.

"After I scored they all kissed me.

hugged me and congratulated me
They were saying 'I love you, I love

you.'"

Not just a game winner, but the

goal was also the first of Lyons' colle-

giate career.

"I needed that one to prove to

myself that I belong here." she said.

It's a good thing for Massachusetts

she was there. Overtime in field

hockey follows a six-on-six format in

order to spread out the field and

allow for more ball movement. If fans

in the crowd were a bit surprised to

see Lyons on the field instead of a

more battle-tested veteran, her team-

mates provided the balance.

"She deserved to be out there and

she proved it." junior forward Erica

lohnston said. "She's been playing

really well lately and I have complete

confidence in her as a player. I wasn't

surprised that she was out there at

all."

UMass coach Patty Shea, who
made the decision knew Lyons com-

bination of her skills and speed

would benefit the Minutewomen.

"Kerry is real dangerous up around

the goal." Shea said. "She's persis-

tent, -he- got good speed, she

doesn't give up and that's important

in overtime.

The journey from bench warmer to

game winner has been a long one for_

Lyons, who made the Minutewomaa,

squad as a walk-on her freshman

year. The Norwood native decided on

UMass, instead of any of the several

schools that recruited her, but a

scholarship was not available. She

wanted to piay anyway.

"She's a great story." Shea sold.

"She's playing for the love of the

game. That says a lot about her char-

acter and the character of all thti

walk-ons."

After joining the team. Lyons
didn't have the smoothest start to her,

collegiate field hockey career. JU

wasn't until the 14th game of her

freshman year that she even had \
uniform, much less playing time.'

That year her on-field minutes, were.

sporadic, and she never had the

chance to showcase the skills that

earned her league all-star recognition.

in high school.

In her sophomore campaign. Lyons

was given more opportunity. She saw

time in 14 games — starting one —
and she responded with one assist.

Still, she could not demonstrate her

true abilities.

This year, she has been given that

chance. A regular substitute atid

sometime starter. Lyons has finally

silenced any of her critics.

She could not have found a better

time to do it.

football Place
continued from page 10

through huge holes created by the

Massachusetts line. Pizano got the

call 10 times for 49 yards.

Coincidentally. Pizano enjoyed a

96-yard touchdown run last year at

Rhode Island, the longest gallop in

UMass history.

The highlight of the ground attack

perhaps came from sophomore full-

back Dan Healey. Getting the ball

most often in short-yardage situa-

tions, Healey made the most of his

opportunity, bulling his way for 51

yards on 15 carries.

But it was UMa.ss' passing attack

that put two scores on the board.

The second drive of the game for

the Minutemen culminated in a

five-yard touchdown toss from

sophomore quarterback |eff Smith to

junior tight end Kerry Taylor. The

drive was lengthened on a critical

third-down and long conversion to

junior wide receiver Doug Clark.

Clark made an acrobatic grab

27-yards up the field after Smith was

flushed out of the pocket and heaved

an awkward-looking ball.

Two minutes into the fourth quar-

ter. Smith found Taylor again in the

back of the end zone. The four-yard

touchdown pass put UMass up for

good, 18-14. The drive was high-

lighted by a 16-yard slant and a

I 5-yard reverse to Clark.

Smith completed ll-of-24 passes

for 105 yards and two touchdowns

for the day.

The Massachusetts defense applied

pressure on the Rams offense all

afternoon. Much-heralded

Kentucky-transfer quarterback Billy

lack Haskins was knocked out of the

game with a dislocated right shoulder

late in the first quarter.

The backup quarterback, sopho-

more Rudy Bulgar. exited the game

soon after with a sprained ankle. This

put the pressure on junior quarter-

back |eff Weaver who didn't fare well

under the Minutemen pass rush.

Weaver was dropped twice by senior

defensive lineman Mike Batelli and

sophomore strong safety lerard

White.

"We made some big plays.

Defensivelv. we felt we had things

under control." Hodges said.

Once the passing game was shut

down. Rhode Island turned to their

leader, junior running back lames

lenkins. lenkins kept the Rams in the

game, rushing for 128 yards on 29

carries and a touchdown.

The Minuteman offense responded

to the lenkins threat, keeping him oil

the field as long as they could while

dominating the time of possession

with long drives.

Still, in the waning seconds of the

game. Rhode Island had the ball with

a chance to win the game. But when

junior tri- captain Khari Samuel

deflected a Weaver pass into the air.

Batelli jumped to secure the ball and

the victory with the interception.

"I was able to release from my guy.

I followed him (Weaver), jumped

and got lucky." Samuel said.

But when the outcome had been

decided, UMass credited the turnover

ratio for the win. The Minutemen

took away the ball four times — two

fumble recoveries and two intercep-

tions — to the Rams' none.

"These were the things we had to

work on, and we did," Hodges said.

"We had opportunities and we took

advantage of them."

"We tried to raise the tempo and it

worked for us," Samuel said. "I'm

really proud of how everyone react-

ed."

The Minutemen pulled off their

sixth consecutive Homecoming game

victory in as many years, while

Hodges found some humor in the

streak.

"I've declared next week
Homecoming game No. 2." he said.

Next week UMass hopes for a

repeat performance when it host- the

New Hampshire Wildcats in Atlantic

10 conference action. Game time is

scheduled for noon at McGuirk
Alumni Stadium.

continued from page 10

time to learn a lot of things."

Mooney attributes much of his success to the

new defensive set instilled by defensive coordi-

nator lerry Azzinaro. Under Azzinaro's leader-

ship, the team's weekly practice schedule con-

-i-t- of watching films on Sundays. Mondays

off. followed by two days of intense practices on

Tuesday and Wednesday. By Thursday, the game-

plan is set

"He's a great motivator." Mooney said. "He's

made our practice tempo faster than the actual

game, so once Saturday comes around, it's

almost like its slow motion."

Minutemen Notes: UMass coach Mike Hodges

improves his Homecoming record to a perfect

6-0... Marcel Shipp led UMass with 82 yards

rushing on 22 carries. He's averaging 5.3 yards

per carry over the last three games... Dan
Healey. who replaced the injured lamie Holston

at fullback, ran for 51 yards on 15 carries,

including one 14-yard pick-up through the mid-

dle of the Rams defense... Khari Samuel led the

defense with 10 tackles. His biggest play of the

game came when UMass was leading 18-14 with

under a minute to go in the game. He broke in

through the offensive line and swatted a pass

from Weaver which Mike Batelli intercepted.

That play iced the victory for the Minutemen ...

Doug Clark had the catch of the day. Uagsjr

pressure. |eff Smith sent the ball deep into

URI's territory. Clark blew past his coverman

and dove after the ball. It was a 27-yard recep-

tion, the longest of the day. Clark caught 4 pass-

TMAN(, VO < CXIEGIAN

Freshman tailback Marcel Shipp crosses the goal line, giving UMass a 12-7 lead late in the first half. The Minutemen went on to beat URI 18-14 for

their first win of the year.

Write for colleglan^ports
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Collegian Classifieds
11 i Campus (enter

ANNOUNCEMENTS | AUTO FOR SALE EMPLOYMENT

Nature Photography

Weekend Workshop in

the White Mountains.

Learn how to use your

camera while hiking the

White Mountains. October

24-26. Sign-up in the Craft

Center. All leveis of photo

experience welcome.

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Sunny, spacious 2 bed-

room apartment in

owner occupied 2-family.

Quiet area near High

Street in Greenfield. Walk

to downtown. $550 per

month plus utilities.

Security deposit and refer-

enjgHequired. No smok-

ingj^flyailable October 1st.

CaH 774-5182

Sugarloaf Estates Luxury

2 bedroom apartment

homes. FREE HEAT AND
HOT WATER. State of the

art. kitchens, designer

bafhts. w/w carpeting,

washer and dryer. On

PVTA. Call Today. 665-

3856

AUTO FOR SALE

1986 Chevy Celebrity

Station Wagon V-6

$1400/60. Call 253-5482

1988 Ford Festiva 85.000

miles.' Always starts, runs

greau $1300. Call Tom at

253J9946

1985 Dodge Charger

automatic, good condition,

reliable, new parts

$600/B0. 323-9802

'84 Jeep CJ7 4x4, hard

top, new battery, needs

some work. Asking $1100

or B/0. Call 549-1609

(Tony) or 549-9267 (Patri)

EMPLOYMENT

Jobs For The

Environment

Campaign with MassPirg

to reduce pesticide use.

Flexible schedule.

$50-75/day

Ca ll Terry @ 256-6434 _

PAINTER'S HELPER
WANTED Part-time, tem-

porary. $7/hour. 253-9457

Part-Time Wine
Assistant Nights and

Saturdays. Yankee Spirits,

Sturbridge. (508)347-2231

HIRING- EMTS for week

end night shifts at

University Health Services.

Apply Room 365 UHS.

Research Interviewers

Abt Associates is look-

ing for a few reliable peo-

ple with good communica-

tions and computer skills

who are available to work

a minimum of 20 hours per

week. Evening and week-

end assignments are cur-

rently available. We offer

flexible scheduling

options, access to health

and dental plans and paid

training. The starting

wage is $5.75 per hour

with regular merit increas-

es. Free transportation

from PVTA Bus Line is pro-

vided. For more informa-

tion or to arrange a per-

sonal interview call

(413)587-1607. An Equal

Opportunity Employer.

Spring Break "Take 2"

hiring reps! Sell 15. Take 2

free. Hottest destinations!

Free parties, eats, and

drinks. Sunsplash 1-800-

426-7710 or www.sun-

splashtours.com

Part-Time Evening

Warehouse Position

Available Mon-Thurs,

approximately 20 hours

per week. Apply in person

at E+J Distributors, 99

Industrial Drive, MA 01060

Ski Lodge Positions

Open Nov;April. Salary,

room and board. Bonuses

and ski pass. For applica-

tions, call, write, or fax.

Alta Peruvian Lodge, P.O.

Box 8017, Alta, Utah

84092. (801)742-3000. Fax

(801)742-3007

EMPLOYMENT

Drivers Wanted Pays $70

to $120 per shift. Car

needed. Dominos 256-

8911

FOR RENT

Fridge Rentals 253-9742

Free Delivery

HOUSE FOR RENT

2 bedroom mobile home

Wendall Forest, 1/2 hour

from Amherst. Graduate

student-similar. $550

monthly. (508)544-6072

INSTRUCTION

Lost Watch- Ladies

Hamilton Watch. Lost on

Mt. Toby Fireroad/Trails in

mid-July. Roman numer-

als, black strap. Reward.

Sue (41 3)367-2755

MISCELLANEOUS

FOR SALE

Rolling Stones Foxboro

October 20 and 21. Floor

seats still available. 665-

0241. Leave Message.

Big Fish Tank All equip-

ment included. $40 or B/0.

549-6926

Laptop Notebook Works

good. $150. Good for

school. Call Steve

(413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for

computer. Works great.

Call CPC (413)584-8857

Watch batteries, ear

piercing, eyeglass

repairs, jewelry restora-

tion, diamond engage-

ments, wedding rings.

Silverscape Designs, 264

N. Pleasant St, Amherst.

253-3324 Open Daily.

FOUND

Kung-Fu Spirit of the

Heart offers new student

introduction: 3 lessons and

a T-shirt- $19.95!

Convenient Northampton

location. 585-1661

Get valuable teaching

experience and enhance

your resume! Volunteer to

teach contraception work-

shops at the University

Health Services. Call for

more information. 577-

5181

BARTEND WITH UNI-

VERSITY BARTENDING
50% student discount. On-

campus classes starting

soon! Call 1-800-U-Can-

Mix for info.

LOST- Silver XMAS Tree

Charm Belonged to mom.

Very sentimental. Please

call 253-7733 Steph.

Reward. Please! Please!

www.movieposter.com
Vintage-Current

(416)391-0133

Tan Kitty Found near

MacNamara 9/21. Please

call 665-0397 to claim.

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOMS Beautifully fur-

nished, available week-

ends for parents or visiting

professors for $50 a night.

Call 259-1 938 evenings.

Big Room In House

5 min walk to UMass.

Woodstove. Perfect for 2.

$220 shared, $440 single.

Call 253-4648

Hadley 17ft x 12ft room

on Route 9. Washer, dryer,

dishwasher, Primestar. 5

min to UMass. On bike

path/bus route.

$400(inclusive). 585-8259

Looking for one person

to share 1 large room in

two bedroom apt in

Amherst. On bus route,

behind campus. For info,

please call Brad at 549-

3992.

ROOM FOR RENT

Room for rent in private

home. 1 mile to UMass.

Furnished kitchen privi-

leges. Laundry, parking,

quiet, friendly.

$335/month. Barbara 549-

4853

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need help?

Call Birthright of Amherst

area for free testing and

assistance. 549-1906

TRAVEL

EARN FREE TRIPS &
CASH!

CLASS TRAVEL needs stu-

dents to promote Spring

Break 1998! Sell 15 trips

and travel free! Highly

motivated students can

earn a free trip & over

$10,000! Choose Cancun,

Bahamas, Mazatlan,

Jamaica, or Florida! North

America's largest student

tour operator! Call Now!

1-800-838-6411
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EVERY
THURSDAY!

Place a

classified on

Thursdays and

recieve the half

price.

students:

10V /word

nmi'Students:

This space

for RENT.

Classifieds

545-3500

i

L,

I

I

I

I

J

20$ I word

Wish someone a

Happy Birthday

and pay

halfpricell

Call 545-3500.

Visit us in the

Campus Center

basement or on

the concourse.

»

.

Personals Policy Rates Standard Headings
l H^nbmU MUST be prodrMd by Collegian clis-

J MN impk>y*M before pjymenl and acceptance ol

I t» *K« MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY
I first names and initials are allowed The only excep-

I tions are for birthday or congratulations personals, in

^^^ fifth case the full name may be used

Phatle. numbers are not allowed in personals NO
, t\te*TIONS
I Addresses are not allowed in personals this means

iflnkraom numbers as well.

KywSnals of a threatening or derogatory nature are

3notS«epUble Personals of a vindictive or libelous

natuYe; are not acceptable Personals may not he

used ff>r the purpose or*»WBMment.

6 Profanity may not be used in personals

7 The personals section is tor personals only The per-

sonals section may NOT be used to sell items Mat
roommates, advertise meetings etc

8 All personals must have the name, signature, and

UMass ID. number of the student placing the as

filled in on the insertion order Non-students must

provide a valid driver s license and the license num
ber must be recorded on the insertion order live nt

false identification or misrepresentation is subiecl to

penalties under the law

9 The Co//egian reserves the right to refuse or to edit

any personal that does not meet the ColltgWs stan

dards in accordance with the statutes of the

Commonwealth of Massadvusetts

Students

20£ per word/day

All others

40<£ per word/day

$2.00
min./day

NO REFUNDS
Q'-ini prtte clearly and

legibly We are not retpumible lor errors result-

inn from infpMe handwriting or type.

ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT
ENTERTAINMENT

FOR SALE
FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES

SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

MONDAY. SEPT. 29

Meeting — Anyone interest-

ed in studying abroad in Israel

is welcome to talk with Josh

Kaplan. Director of Ben
Gurion University Overseas

Student Program at 5:30 p.m.

at the Bluewall Cafe. Questions

or more information call Lissa,

Jewish Campus Services Corps

fellow at 549-1710.

Meeting — Al-Anon is for

those who feel their lives have

been affected by another's

drinking, from noon-1 p.m. in

the Campus Center, room 801

.

Workshop - Parent work-

shop "Great Expectations:

What's Normal' in Child

Development?" by Dr. Kevin

Nugent. Ph.D., for parents of

children ages birth-4 at 6 pjn.

at the Amherst Family Center.

Dinner and supervised child-

care will be provided. Free and

open to the public. To pre- reg

ister, call 545-2309.

TUESDAY. SEPT. 30

Film — Kiss Me Deadly.

After a detective gives a

woman a ride, she is found

murdered, he follows the crime

straight into a nuclear conspira-

cy. Sponsored by the Women's

Studies and Lounge Staff at

5:30 p.m. in Bartlett 208A, part

of the Women In Film Noir

series.

Meeting — Amnesty
International is holding a meet-

ing at 7 p.m. in the Campus

Center, room 1 74- 1 76. For

more information call the

office at 545-1975 or stop by,

Student Union, room 306.

Meeting — The
Inter-Religious Summit meets

from 7-9 p.m. in the Campus
Center, room 805 to plan and

launch student-run spiritual

and religious activities not

already available at UMass. All

seekers and leaders at UMass
are invited.

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 1

Fair — Health Fair from 10

a.m.-3 p.m. in the Campus
Center Auditorium, sponsored

by the Student Nurses'

Association. Includes men's

and women's health issues.

massage therapy, acupuncture,

STD/AIDS info, blood pres-

sure screenings, free condoms

and lots more.

Meeting - The UMass chap-

ter of Circle K International, a

campus and community service

organization, has a meeting at

6:30 p.m. in Stockbridge 1 14.

If you were a past Key
Clubber, or simply enjoy vol-

unteering and making new

friends, come see what we're

about. All are welcome. For

more information call Suzanne

at 259-1860.

Meeting — Anyone interest-

ed in studying in Cuernavaca,

Mexico in January should

attend an informational meet-

ing from 4-5 pan. in Herter

Hall, room 301.

Service — Rosh Hashanah

Eve services followed by

Kiddush at 7 p.m. in the

Student Union Ballroom (liber-

al/egalitarian) or at the Hillel

House (traditional).

NOTICES

Course — The
Interdepartmental Program in

Film Studies is offering a

Certificate in Film Studies to

all majors (equivalent to a

minor). Includes six courses in

film/video studies. For more

information and to fill out an

application, stop by the office

in 101 South College or call

545-3659. Office hours MW 8

a.m.-5 p.m..TuTh 10 a.m.-5

p.m., F 8 a.m.-2 p.m. Or visit

the webpage:

FYls are public service announcements printed

daily. To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the

Managing Editor by noon the previous day.

www.umass.edu/film.

Final Exam Schedule — The

Fall '97 Final Examination

Schedule will be available

beginning Friday, October 17.

Copies will be delivered to stu-

dents in the residence halls, and

will be available to off-campus

students in the Registrar's

office (2 1 3 Whitmore). It will

also be available on the World

Wide Web beginning

Wednesday, October 1 at

http://www-ureg .admin .umass

.

edu.
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Daily Listings sponsored by: YOUR AD COULD BE HERE!!! 545-3500

HSCN Bulletin

Board

CBS/3 Hartford

CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

HSCN Movie Ch.

UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
International

UMass Academic TV

HSCN Programming

TV-19
I ABC/40 Springfield

I NBC/22 Springfield

13 CNN
14 CNN SI

IB Headline News
KB UCTV
l"7 TBS

IB BET

IB TV Land

Univision

31 Comedy Central

3B Cartoon

Much Music

American Expwrtnc* Ike" (R) (In Stereo) 3E

Butty trie Vampire Slayer 3C

"Naked Truth

sparfcaa:

Natal Truth

Naked Truth

American Experience "Ike" (R) (In Stereo) S

And
HERE!!

SEPTEMBER 29, 1997

30 I 10:00 I 10:30 I 11:00

George* Leo Brooklyn South (In Stereo) X
George t Leo~ Brooklyn South (In Stereo) X

Newe X

NFL Football: San Francisco 49ers at Carolina Panthers (In Stereo LiveTa

11:30
Peopte-Here

Lata Show 1
Lata Show r

Dateline (In Stereo) X~
~pPD~

Stat Trek: Dtp Space Nina X
ITonlght Show

Dateline (In Stereo) 1!

Dateline (In Stereo) X

Vibe

Simpaont X

NFL Football San Francisco 49ers at Carolina Panthers (In Stereo Live) X
"kVA'S'H X

Tonight Show

,on5.8

Tonight Show

Charlie Roee

Murray, Dan Aykroyd.

[Mad Abo. You ICh-ca X
** sum Bullet" (1985, Horror) Gary Buaay, Corty HST
Mlaa Marpki (Part 2 of 2)

World Today X Sporta lllua.

jMatalaugh

IAaaaaalnatton: E rttemists

Figure Skating Professional Legends Championships

•/siranoa Afl»V(199B, brarwfJudith Light, Jay ThomaT

Forever Knight "Dead Issue" X

RoadRulM

I Love Lucy X
Mlaa. Ganeeie

KilkwB—a(R)

Parte (R)

Odd Couple X
Amai. Stories

WWF Raw (in Stereo) I
WCWNttro(R) (In Stereo) X

Law a Order "Pride and Joy" X

Dally Show

Moneyilnel

Stetn'e Monty

Justice Files On the Inside"

Cheerleadin

Homicide:z iSportacenter

Oddvilie, MTV

Taxi X

on the Street X
Lovatna(R)

Time Trax "Revenge" (R)X
Extreme Macninea(R)

Silk Stalking:a "Love 15"(R)X

5nnm ,Q> (l««a.Hin),X a»»TVl*rW»&rftaW-( w^i^amai wnttneynouston. ni |»stt-Qiri 611998) 'RIBo-£
at. SO-1 "trie's Hamme."V* "Syedu" (1995. Science Fiction) Ben KJngetey R' 11 1

ranger, WtM, <um

Bruno By C. Baldwin
Robotman By Jim Meddick

UNA VvHATOO \ IV NOT ^N6ff/,

NOOTMWKTMtVl W MM LOVE/

UXElNWtSE ,' BON0IH6 EMC*&V

FISH STICKS'7 1 IS BECOMING
NKAJWEW
CwVWSfcP

Drabble By Kevin Fagan
Dilbert By Scott Adams

PATRICK'S VJIRTUAL PET
whs e>m?e eetM cxh&t

y^-jy^ri TIME-

OW,TM» EXPLAINS IT.

ne.'e> oe&D.

l HML A QUESTION
A.B0UT THIS DOCUIAENT

JAAAKXD "'PROPMETArVf.

IF I SPENT rAV ENTIRE

LIFE SEARCHING, DO
YOU THINK I COULD

FIND ANYONE LOHO

WOULD CARE ABOUT

THIS?

AS YOU GAIN
EXPERIENCE, YOU'LL

REALIZE THAT ALL

LOGICAL QUESTIONS
ARE CONSIDERED
INSUBORDINATION.

8 Years In Braces By Eric Petersen Mallard Fillmore By Bruce Tinsley

rot THE cjccfe

f \ AHOWCP HIH TMii 30V MILK, THIS I

I *tt> Mt*S arTU-L THVieJ6 TJ> Ft**** i

^g^^THay bCT THE MILK Ctrrlj

£MhJt3> HIH -TMii 30V MIUS, THIS MORWK6,
\

~at OLTT HOW J

iiiii i inl»iiiiiinimiiiiiuiiiiii»miiiummiiiiii

Children for Sale By Jon + Luke Non Sequitur By Wiley

I was thinking of getting

a cool alternative

, euro-haircut.

I was thinking of

starting a crack habit.

Monkey Socials By Constant Jones

fWell."

VB=/9

Thatch By Jeff Shesol

H«R

So tt\t -Hn«* »V» ^e**

Scavs +• tt LW«r C-vvW-

FtSro

T«e ciTY.GewTUMeN,
15 H DettCATt eCOWSTCM
ANP YOU KNOW
WHAT THAT MEANS...

NO LIT-

TERING?
EXACTLY. ANY
PtSRUPTION—

HoweveR 5UGHT-
CM4 THROW TH€
INHOUi SYSTEM
OUT OF WHACK t

VORLP HEAv/WL
. — I HI rt—T- 9 JJ?7i/l ZBBOCXXBt

r|oro$c©p«s
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) — Take

care to prepare fully today. You cannot

afford to fall short of your expectations

at this time. Success depends on cau-

tion.

SCORPIO (Oct. 25-Nov. 21) —
One thing at a time will present itself

to you today and demand your full

attention. Fortunately, you can follow a

linear path all dav long.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)

— Rhythm is everything today; you

will want to be sure that you're proper-

Is m sync with yourself and with others

all at the same time.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19) —
You may not be able to treat yourself

to something special today as others

are doing, but in the end you're likely

to be most satisfied.

AQUARIUS (|an. 20-Feb. 18) —
You are going to have to gel down to

business as quickly as possible today,

without hesitation or delay. Timing is

of the utmost importance.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) —
You will have the chance to put your-

self front and center today, but you

must be prepared to weather any criti-

cism that comes as a result.

ARIES (March 21 -April 19) —
Someone may be waiting for you to

come around today, and you're on the

brink of a change of heart that will

make a big difference

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
following in another's footsteps

needn't be frowned upon at this time.

It is one way you can learn what you

need to know in the future.

GEMINI (May 21 -June 20) — You

may be harboring feelings that threaten

your way of life in a subtle but danger-

ous way. Get to the bottom of this

problem today!

CANCER (|une 2 1 -July 22) — You

are going to have to remain focused

today: certain risks will demand that

you bring all your energy and talents to

bear on a problem.

LEO (|uly 23-Aug. 22) — You may

need a good talking- to today — from

yourself! Sit down and be honest with

yourself about an issue you have tried

to avoid.

VIRGO (Aug. 2J-Sept. 22) — You

may have a reason to put yoursell

through something more difficult than

expected today. Considering possible

rewards, it may be worth it!

Close to Home By John McPherson

Quote of the r>s*y

" Vegas Baby,

VEGAS! »
"Swingers"

Today's P.C. Menu
Call 345-2626 for mor» Information.

Franklin

I.UNCH
Mesquite Chicken Sandwich

Italian Sausage

Pizza

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

Beef Stroganoff

Tofu Fajita

Chicken Hoagie on Grinder Roll

K I'll. n.nrii»n.lK l,l(»il|l'w!»il'.* »'»«' IQKStCCT

Worcester

We're going to try to disintegrate the kidney stone

with a three-hour barrage of music by the rock

band Pearl Jam."

ACROSS
1 Schoolbook

b Rati
10 Shoppmfl center

14 — mater
15 Bride's, walkway
16 Tomnwe ot the

diamond
1

7

Claim on
properly

18 One© more
19 Th«y have

habus
20 Huge Uower
22 Ditfa randscapa
24 Types
27 Baby's first

wend''
?8 Profess tonal

business
32 Spacious
as Not rheir

36 Molnctilo urois

3« Cold weight

40 Team
42 Once bitten, —

shy
41 Abominable

Snowman
45 For.

4/ Toil

4P Decade number

50 Villain's

expression

S2 Zoo denizen

54 Cloudburst

56 Part of HOMES
57 Travelers

concern

00 Emulated a

ciow
64 Skirt iBiioth

65 Vuitiqc

66 Peel

60 Portent

70 Chomical
compound

71 Ms Fitzgerald

72 Hinging sound
'/3 Discourage
74 Venison

DOWN
1

2

3

4
I

Powder
ingredtent

Director Kn/an
Mutanl heroes

Ol comics
Acid in tea

Call of the

tame"?

6 Horse and
carriage

/ Memo initials

6 -Trojan War"
talc

9 Refus-al

10 Devilfish

11 Chilte and fever

1

2

Be a bunker
1

3

Bandleader
Brown

21 Can province

?3 Bismarck's st

25 Singer Eariha
26 Barges

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

nnoGi uu)L4Ui4 mora
umtDB natiua lumra
ysiiR Bouuy wmno
hhhq rcnBaiiHumiauui

QI4H HE.BE3
Banjul!] i7.inn iraae

lul i K»7lA| I IRlLV TlAJUlT

araran yum wtnnmn

iii'jFjwRrasffloa mk™
aiiuww mnraota s^uy*

E W

LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Seafood Salad in Sundried Tomato wrap

Ziti/ltalian Sausage Sauce

Szechuan Tofu and Broccoli

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

N.E. Lite Style Cod
Tofu Fajita; Squash Bake

Stuffed Shells

Hampshire

•J ttl-i1T

UUUIUW
O 1W7, Uiiii«'>dr<!.iiur;'8yr*CE»e

28 Work flfs i\

model
23 Destroys
30 Comedienne

Eve
31 Writer Zola

33 Acimiw (iarbo

34 Consumed
37 Snakes kin part

39 Color

41 Coming out

43 Fternally

46 Foui seasons
46 Heroic
61 Kicked up a

row
53 ruled to over-

flowing

55 Bcaridinavian

57 VlP's tianeport

58 Shangii la

59 Mar&hal Dillon

61 Corduioyrl)
62 - Stanly

Gatdnci

63 Beloved
64 Crowd
66 Satisfactory

grade
67 Goof

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Italian Sausage Grinder

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

Beef Stroganoff

Berkshire

LUNCH
Pizza

Hamburger not on a roll this time

Ziti/Tomato Sauce

Macaroni, Lentil and Tomatos

DINNER
Beef Stroganoff

Chicken Fajita

Tofu Fajita

Stuffed Shells in Sauce
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UMass ends losing streak, squeaks by URI 18-14

UMASS

Rhode Island 14

By Corey Peter Goodmon
Collegian Staff

Sitting in the post-game press con-

ference in front of the local media —
the same people who have bashed his

team and its effort over the first three

weeks of the season — Massachusetts

football coach Mike Hodges finally

had something to smile about.

"The effort was just fantastic."

Hodges said.

Minutes before, his Minutemen
earned
their
first
victory

of the

season

with a Homecoming day drumming

of the Rhode Island Rams, 18-14.

before 8.218 faithful fans at Warren

P. McGuirk Alumni Stadium

Saturday. When the dust had settled.

Hodges felt a huge load lifted off his

team's back.

"There have been some hard com-

ments made here the last few weeks,

and it's been hard for them to focus."

he said. "I'm just relieved and happy

for our kids."

While rowdy alumni and students

alike were coming together in the sta-

dium parking lot yesterday afternoon

to celebrate with hot dogs and beer.

UMass was patiently working on its

most complete effort of the season.

This was anchored, ironically, by

the Minuteman offensive line that

appears to be coming into their own.

The front five gave up just one sack

and paved the way for a UMass rush-

ing attack that tore up the Rams
defense for 189 yards.

With his second starting nod in a

row. freshman tailback Marcel Shipp

carried the ball 22 times for 82 yards

and a touchdown. Shipp saw extend-

ed action at fullback while sopho-

more lamie Holston was out with a

bruised left shoulder he suffered last

week at lames Madison.

lunior tailback jim Pizano had his

best game of the season, weaving

Mooney
J

s

play benefits

UMs cause
By Jonathan M. Place

Collegian Staff

Football teams watch game
tapes. They watch them to find

repetition, mistakes or that cer-

tain something that may give

them an edge against opponents.

The Massachusetts football

team is no exception.

On Sundays, the team gets

together to review the previous

game. During the week, players

go down to the football office to

T>«NC VO / COLLEGIAN

UMass sophomore quarterback |eff Smith eludes a Rhode Island defender in the first quarter of Saturday's 1 8-1 4 win over the Rams

Turn to FOOTBALL, page 7

OT goal lifts UMass over Owls
UM's "Kids" cruise

past Dukes, Bonnies

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

Kerry Lyons was in the right place

at the right time, and it paid off for

the Massachusetts field hockey team,

as the Minutewomen held off

Temple. 2-1 . in overtime.

Lyons pocketed the game winner

6:43 into sudden death overtime to

give UMass the win at Richard F.

Garber Field.

"I went for everything when I saw

the ball." Lyons said. "I knew it

would be huge win. especially

because it's a conference game."

Not just a conference game, but a

big one at that.

"This was a huge conference

game." Shea said. "If you can take a

conference game at home like this, it

will help you down the road. At the

end of the season, one of our last

games in on grass. That's such an

unpredictable surface, you want to

have wins already under your belt."

For a good part of the game, it

didn't appear that the Minutewomen

would be able to claim the win.

Temple's speed frustrated UMass'

transition game, which only added to

the pressures of playing a

come-from-behind contest.

Temple scored first — and early —
to put UMass at an immediate disad-

vantage, lust over seven minutes into

regulation, the Owls were awarded a

penalty stroke because of a danger-

ous situation in front of the UMass

cage.

Renita Bergey answered the call

for Temple and sent a hip-level shot

past UM goalie Zowie Tucker on her

right side.

"I thought the call was a bit dubi-

ous." Tucker said. "The girl shoved

[UMass midfielder) Vicky [ Browne 1

onto me. It was dangerous and I cer-

tainly didn't like seeing my teammate

bulldozed by three girls."

Once Temple scored, UMass had

trouble making an offensive strike.

But the Minutewomen stymied the

Owls' efforts as well.

Therefore, the game turned into a

battle at the midfield, and Sharon

Hughes and Laura Phelan consistent-

ly gathered the ball for the

Minutewomen.
"There were a lot of heroes in this

game," Shea said. "Laura hasn't

played in three weeks because she

was injured and she had a great

game."

PhHan did not start the game,

instead she came off the bench to

replace Lucy Koch, who was forced

out of

t h e

By Brett Mauser
Collegian Correspondent

game
after

KtNNtTH W P SCOn / COUICIAN

Erica Johnston scored the tying goal in UMass' 2-1 field hockey win over

Temple yesterday.

UMASS

Temple
getting

injured. Koch did not return.

Koch was not the only player

caught in the fray of a physical game.

Two Temple players received green

cards, and several Owls ended up on

the ground on different plays.

UMass had its share of physical

contact as well. Late in the second

half, junior Erica |ohnston was

forced to switch uniform jersies with

Chris Millbauer, after lohnston's jer-

sey was bloodied.

"It was an aggressive game," Shea

said. "People think that this game is

not a contact sport just because there

are women in skirts out there. But it

is a contact sport, it's very physical."

With 16:45 left in regulation,

Temple attacked on a penalty comer.

When the ball got past Tucker, senior

sweeper Amy Ott dove and cleared

the ball.

"It was just a reaction, to be hon-

est." Ott said. "That's my job. If the

ball gets past the goalie, I have to go

for it."

After Ott's defensive save, any

momentum to be had shifted UMass'

way, but the Minutewomen still had

trouble in Temple's circle.

With 15:51 remaining in regula-

tion, Johnston faced Temple goalie

Deb Brown alone, but missed the ball

on her swing.

Still, the flow of the game favored

UMass. In the first half, the

Minutewomen had just one corner to

Temple's four. In the second frame,

the margin was six-two in UMass'

favor.

But the Temple was able to

counter the comer and keep UMass

at bay. Until lohnston found the right

grip and her characteristic drive.

With 1:35 on the clock, lohnston

unleashed a powerful drive off a

penalty comer that Brown had little

chance of stopping.

"We videotaped her drives at prac-

tice and found that she put her palm

cm the back side of the stick. That

Turn to FIELD HOCXEY, page 7

The New Kids on the Block.

That's the nickname people

have given the 1997

Massachusetts volleyball team.

It certainly seems justifiable.

With only two players graduating

before the turn of the century

(Lesley Nolan and Michelle

Paciorek graduate this spring), it

isn't such a bad name. In fact, it

kind of has a nice ring to it.

But it doesn't look as though

these women will be going away

any time soon, unlike their musi-

cally gifted counterparts.

This weekend. UMass improved

its record to 8-5 and a perfect 4-0

in the conference with two wins

on the road, against Atlantic 10

rivals St. Bonaventure and

Duquesne.
It was the first conference road

trip for the Minutewomen, after

opening up at home last weekend

with wins over Dayton and

Xavier.

On Saturday, the squad trav-

elled to Pittsburgh to grapple with

the Dukes, and came out with a

3-15, 15-4. 15-11, 16- 14 victo-

ry-

Sophomore outside hitter Kari

Hogancamp registered 12 kills on

the night, while Nolan and sopho-

more Sarah Watters chipped in

with 10 apiece.

Freshman setter lennifer

Drennan distributed the ball well

dishing out 39 assists for the

Minutewomen.
Friday night's match saw sopho

more Jill Meyers take control

knocking down a team-high 15

kills, leading UMass to a 15-6

15-4. 13-15, 15-5 win over the

Bonnies in Olean, N.Y.

Meyers, who connected on 50

percent of her attacks, also con

tributed seven digs and six blocks.

Nolan collected 10 kills and 14

digs, while Watters and Paciorek

added 13 and 10 kills, respective

ly-

Drennan handed out 54 assists

helping the Minutewomen get five

players in double digits in kills for

the second consecutive match.

After she set her way to a single

match record of 83 assists last

weekend against Dayton, Drennan

is on pace to break the single sea

son record set by Katie Pearce last

season.

The Minutewomen will begin a

five-match homestand at the

Curry Hicks Cage starting on

Wednesday when the Rhode
Island Rams come to Amherst

Match time is set for 7 p.m.

THAN*. VO/. (Mill.IAS

J'll Meyers led the Minutewomen past St. Bonaventure and Duquesne

this weekend on the road.

Massachusetts

Football

Jonathan M. Pjact^^

study next week's opponent.

Bryan Mooney, UMass' senior

free safety, is no exception.

And because of that extra effort

watching film during the week,

Mooney had one of the most

memorable football games of his

career against Rhode Island on

Saturday, an 18-14 UMass victory

that gave the embattled

Minutemen (1- 3) their first win

of the season.

It was first down for Rhode
Island on its own 44-yard line,

lames Jenkins, the Rams starting

tailback, took the hand off from

quarterback Billy Jack Haskins

and ran to the the right behind his

tackle. Mooney. who had come in

too far on the play, found himself

behind lenkins and sprinted after

him. lenkins was just a few yards

past the line of scrimmage when

he motioned to cut to the left side

of the field for extra yardage.

That's when Mooney came up

from behind lenkins and stripped

the ball clean out of his hands.

"I over ran the play." Mooney
explained. "He cut, and when he

does that his right arm comes out.

I went right for the ball and it

came out."

The ball went spinning end over

end in the air. Strong safety

lerard White recovered the foot-

ball for the Minutemen on URI's

48 yard-line. UMass went on to

score its first touchdown of the

afternoon.

"It always helps when you get

turnovers," Mooney said.

Mooney had discovered lenkins'

weakness last week when watch-

ing footage of him against other

teams. Every time Jenkins went to

cut left, he would leave his arm

unprotected. It was the one flaw

that Mooney took advantage of,

and his forced fumble propelled

the Minutemen to their first victo-

ry of the season.

But that turnover was not the

only one Mooney was involved

with during the game. With 36

seconds left to go in the first half.

Mooney found himself in the right

spot at the right time.

Starting at their own 18, the

Rams were pushing the ball down
field, looking to erase a 12-7

UMass lead. Thirty-one yards and

three minutes later, the Rams
faced a critical third down and six

when |eff Weaver, the third quar-

terback of the day for URI,
stepped back in the pocket. But

Weaver's throw sailed high, and

Mooney stepped right into its

path.

"It went right to me," said

Mooney of his first career inter-

ception.

Mooney was instrumental
throughout the entire game on

Saturday. During the first half, he

was all over the field, making
stops and shadowing where the

ball was being carried.

He ended the game with seven

tackles, four unassisted, including

one in which he tackled lenkins

for a nine-yard loss.

After four games, Mooney is

well on his way to shattering his

career record of 74 tackles in one

season. He already has 49 tackles,

with seven games to go. Overall,

Mooney has 222 tackles over his

career.

Mooney is a fifth-year senior

who returned this season after

being granted a medical redshirt

last season. Taking over the role

as free safety, he has assumed the

role as the leader of the sec-

ondary — calling the defensive

sets during the course of the

game.
"I'm glad 1 had the year off,"

Mooney said. "It gave me some

M.\^°° >AHY COLLEGIAN
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A taste of

Hollywood

Tuesday, September 36, 1997

L.A. Confidential,

the new thriller

starring Kevin
Spacey and Kim
Basinqer, mimics a

classic noir mystery

(see Arts St Living,

page 6).

Students cope with death of peer;
IUM honors student dead;

Mental Health, REFLECT reach out funeral plans announced

By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

Minutemen split

weekend matches

Senior Mike
Butler and the

Massachusetts
men's soccer team
beat Duquesne but

fell to St.

Bonaventure over

the weekend (see

Sports, page 10).

WORLD

Brit votes swing

left in elections

BRIGHTON, England (AP) — A
prominent insider in Britain's ruling

Labor government was defeated

Monday in elections for the party's

executive committee.

Peter Mandelson, widely credited

as a key architect of Labor's land-

slide victory in May elections, was

defeated for a vacant seat on the

committee by Ken Livingstone, a

left-wing member of the party.

"It is a very respectable vote and I

will build on it for the future," said

Mandelson, who finished eighth in

the race for seven seats.

Livingstone, known as "Red Ken"

during his days as leader of the

Greater London Council, said:

"People in the Labor Party tend

either to hate me or to love me."

Diane Abbott, another member
of the party's left-wing who won re-

election to the committee, rejoiced

in Mandelson's defeat. "A great

operator, a great fixer, could not

get himself operated and fixed onto

the National Executive," she said.

"This ballot showed a major shift

to the Left, without any doubt at

all. All the candidates from the

socialist group had increased

votes," said Dennis Skinner, another

veteran of the left who won re-elec-

tion.

NATION

Carey controversy

spurs election rerun

WASHINGTON (AP) — A federal

judge appointed a new overseer

yesterday to decide whether
Teamsters President Ron Carey

should be disqualified from a rerun

election against challenger |ames P.

Hoffa.

And without awaiting a decision

on Carey's fate, U.S. District Court

|udge David Edelstein also said bal-

lots will be mailed to the union's

1 .4 million members on )an. 9. The

vote count will begin feb. 6.

"It is impossible to exaggerate the

importance of maintaining free and

democratic [Teamsters] elections,"

wrote Edelstein, who has presided

since 1989 over a consent decree

the union signed with the |ustice

Department to avoid federal racke-

teering charges. Edelstein appointed

former U.S. District Court |udge

Kenneth Conboy to decide the

whether Carey can be held responsi-

ble for the fund-raising scheme that

led Conboy's predecessor to set

aside Carey's December 1 996 victo-

ry.

Conboy is already familiar with

the issues in the case. He has served

as the "special master," ruling on

appeals under the consent decree

before they advance to Edelstein's

courtroom. Barbara Zack Quindel,

the previous election officer, recused

herself after new testimony implicat-

ed an associate of one of her investi-

gators and the New Party, a small

political party to which she belongs.

EXTENDED FORECAST

Toes. Wed. Thurs.

$? <r
HKJH: 66 HIGH: 68 HldH": 68

LOW: 50 LOW: 50 LOW: 44

As young adults, most students at

the University of Massachusetts have

never experienced the death of a

loved one or friend.

When the death of a friend occurs

suddenly and unexpectedly, many

people are left grieving and confused.

Many find themselves experiencing

emotions never felt before and, above

all, ask themselves "Why?"

For many UMass students this situ-

ation became a reality this past week-

end when junior Adam Prentice died

as a result of injuries sustained when

he fell through the glass roof of a

greenhouse at the Morill Science

Center.

Campus officials and health care

providers want students to know that

feelings of grief is a natural response

to death.

There are people and places on

campus to go to for help while trying

to comprehend the mixed feelings

they are experiencing.

Associate Director of Mental

Health Services, Lynette Bloise said.

"People who are dealing with the loss

of a friend or someone they care

about are going through a process of

revealing memories and adjusting to

life without that person."

Residents of Field Residence Hall,

where Prentice lived, have been

attending meetings with their

Resident Director (RD), Resident

Assistants (RA) and mental health

professionals since Saturday morning

when they were informed of his

death.

Director of Housing Services,

Michael Gilbert, said all RD's and

RA's "go through extensive periods

of training in crisis intervention and

emergency response."

RA's are informed of resources

available on campus to students who

are grieving.

According to Bloise, the grieving

process takes place in many forms

and for various lengths of time. Some

students feel upset while others

become very angry at the deceased.

Some people talk of emptiness, of

feeling no emotions at all. Bloise

explained that all of these responses

are normal.

"Students who have never experienced

a loss before are very confused about

their feelings." she said. "They don't

know how to explain what they are feel-

ing. People who have experienced a loss

before sometimes feel as if their emo-

tions of grief from the past are coming

back."

In addition to the emotions, Bloise said

it is important to recognize physical ail-

ments as signs of grief as well.

Physical symptoms such as insomnia.

stomach cramps, body aches and pain:

recurring headaches and many Others can

all be attributed to grief, explained Bloise

"The body is worn, it isn't sure

how to respond. People feel things in

their bodies that are not associated

with their feelings. It's all part of the

grieving process," she said.

According to Bloise, it is important

to seek help when grief begins to

interfere with daily life.

To receive help and counseling,

students can go to Mental Health

Services, REFLECT, a 5-college

bereavement support program, the

Dean of Students or Public Safety.

In addition to these organizations,

Bloise said it is also important for

students to reach out to their "per-

sonal support systems."

"Reach out to people important in

your life. Go to a spiritual leader, a

close friend. Friends are there to be

supportive and are a good source of

comfort," she said.

Bloise added that many people try

to deny that they are going through

the grieving process.

"It is a natural process to go

through. It is a part of healing and

people must except that."

For grieving counseling, students

can call REFLECT at 577-5316.

Mental Health at 545-2337, Dean of

Students Office at 545-2684. and

Public Safety at 545-2121

Adam G. Prentice. 21, of Hyannis

died unexpectedly on Saturday

Sept. 27 as a result of injuries sus

tained when he fell through the

glass roof of a greenhouse at the

University of Massachusetts.

He is survived by his mother

Barbara Prentice, step-father

Dennis Ristino, brother Aaron
Ristino and sister Abbi Ristino, all

of Centerville. He is also survived

by his step- grandmother Anna
Dunn of Medford and several aunts,

uncles and cousins.

Prentice, an honors student and

junior computer engineering major,

was born in Plymouth on Aug. 17,

1976. He coached soccer and was

an umpire for the Barnstable

Recreation Department. He was

also a head lifeguard for the Town

of Barnstable.

The wake will be held on Oct. 2

from 2-4 p.m. and 7-9 p.m. at the

John-Lawrence Funeral Home in

Marston Mills

Funeral services will be held on

Friday. Oct. 3 at 11 a.m. at the

United Methodist Church on Pond

Street in Osterville.

Donations in his memory may be

made to the Adam G. Prentice

Memorial Scholarship Fund, c/o

Cape Cod Five. 1620 Falmouth Rd..

Centerville, MA 02362.

UMass officials are planning a

memorial service to honor prentice

in early October.

University Police are investigating

the accident and are awaiting toxi-

cology reports to determine if alco-

hol or drugs were a factor in the

accident.

Prentice's cause of death was

determined to be "massive bleed-

ing." according tc a spokesman for

the Medical Examiner's office in

Holyoke.
Leigh Faulkner

Course lectures look into

groups of organized hatred

BRIAN MCDERMOTT COllfGIAN

I Can't Stand the Rain...

|udi LaBranche, a Northampton resident who works for Housing Services, stays under her enormous

umbrella to beat the dreary Monday weather.

African amnesty commission petitioned

By Pat Reber

Associated Press

IOHANNESBURG. South Africa — After today, the big

question in South Africa won't be who wants forgiveness

for atrocities committed during the struggle over

apartheid — but who gets it.

From army generals to ragged guerrillas, more than

7,000 South Africans have petitioned the Truth and

Reconciliation Commission for amnesty since its creation

two years ago.

Their testimony on killings, torture and other atrocities

has shed light on some of the horrors wrought by more

than three decades of white minority rule — although oth-

ers remain veiled and after Tuesday, may never be known.

Once the deadline for amnesty applications pusses, peo-

ple who may have committed atrocities will be subject to

prosecution and may be reluctant to divulge their secrets.

So far, some notable figures, including Winnie

Madikizela-Mandela, the former wife of South African

President Nelson Mandela, have refused to apply for

amnesty for past political crimes

Still, almost two years after being appointed by

President Mandela, the commission led by retired

Anglican Archbishop Desmond Tutu appears to have

more successes than failures in trying to help heal the divi

sions and bitterness that linger from the apartheid era.

For a nation still struggling to understand what hap-

pened during apartheid, the process has exposed the

extent of the suffering, hatred and malevolence that per-

meated the struggle between -t minority clinging to power

and a majority trying to take it. It is I painful process

(which has revealed) the conflict was much wider than

black and white." said Fazel Undent, one of the 17 com-

mission members.

While some aspects remain hidden, such as who held

ultimate responsibility for atrocities committed by govern-

ment forces and anti-apartheid guerrillas, the panel's work

has brought some mending.

Bodies of missing activists have been located with the

help of testimony, enabling _____ .

families who had still har- Turn to SOOTH AFRICA, page 2

By Bryan Schwartzman
Collegian Staff

One of the common links between

groups such as the Ku Klux Klan,

Neo-Nazi Skinheads, militia groups

and the Nation of Islam, is their

organized expression of anti-

Semitism, said Lauren Levin in her

bi-monthly course and lecture series.

Levin, the Eastern States Civil

Rights Director for the ADL
(Anti-Defamation League), is teach-

ing a one credit class which is open

to the pubic entitled. "Anti-Semitism

Today: From The Subtle To The
Extreme." The course is offered

through the ludaic Studies

Department and is held at Hillel

House.

Last Thursday the topic of discus-

sion was. "Extremist Groups and

other Organized Expressions of

Anti-Semitism."

"The Northeast has more incidents

of hard-core violence, but the south

has more organized groups." Levin

said.

Beginning with the Klan. Levin

gave a brief history of each move-

ment and the different factions with-

in them. According to Levin, the

Klan which was founded in 1886,

currently has fewer members than

ever following a resurgent boom in

the 1970'sand80's.

The Knights of the Ku Klux Klan.

a subgroup of the Ku Klux Clan

founded by David Duke, tried to

mainstream themselves in the 70's.

This particular branch of the Klan

traded their white robes for suits and

ties, and allowed Catholics and

women to join, strengthening the

Klan's support.

Levin said in 1981 there were

1 1.000.500 registered Klan mem-
bers, as opposed to 2.500 today.

Lawsuits from the Southern Poverty

Law Center, headed by Morris Dees,

over various wrongful death suits,

have depleted the Klan's funds.

Levin then spoke about Neo-Nazi

Skinheads and militia groups which

seem to be on the rise. She said that

these groups are more likely to com-

mit acts of violence than the Klan.

"Really bad combination, hate and

drugs [Skinheads], hate and weapons

[militia groups]," she said.

She pointed out that not all

Skinheads practice hate and not all

militia groups expose anti-Semitism.

She said some Skinheads simply

adopt the values of the English work-

ing class without embracing hate and

drugs, and some militia groups only

focus on a dislike of the government

without targeting minority groups.

Theer are approximately 4000
Skinheads in 40 states. Since 1988

there have been 42 murders attrib-

uted to skinheads she said. There

were none in Massachusetts until

Skinheads were accused of beating a

teenager to death in his home last

Halloween.

Several months prior to the

Oklahoma City Federal Building

Bombing, the ADL published a study

warning of the rising trends militia

groups. The study received little

attention until the bombing when it

became a widely requested docu-

ment.

"The bombing showed the public

that hate and terrorism had reached

the US. but those of us who work in

the field already knew that," she

said.

Levin briefly discussed the Nation

of Islam, saying that the rhetoric of

leader Louis Farrakhan often fluctu-

ates. Even though he has toned down

his anti-Semitism to accommodate

upcoming World Atonement Day, he

mentioned the word "lew." 43 times

at a recent speech in Springfield, she

Turn to COURSE, page 3
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U.S.4ndia relations: less wariness, more warmth
By George Gedda
Associated Press

Turn to PLACE, page 7
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WASHINGTON — As the worlds

largest democracies, the United

States and India seem to have reason

enough for close ties, but that always

has proved to be an elusive goal.

Now, things may be changing.

Over the years, presidents and sec-

retaries of state have logged millions

of miles on foreign travels, rarely

touching down in India. It has been

19 years since the last presidential

visit and 14 years since the last visit

by a secretary of state.

Suddenly. India is becoming an

"in" place for America's political

elite. Secretary of State Madeleine

Albright will visit before the end of

the year and President Clinton will

travel there in early 1998. Pakistan,

and perhaps Bangladesh, also will be

on Clinton's itinerary.

Until recently, political ties with

India had not kept pace with econom-

ic gains. U.S. trade with and invest-

ment in India have risen dramatically

since India embraced market reforms

seven years ago. The United States is

India's leading trading partner, and

American investment in India leads

all others.

U.S. exports to India reached

$37.3 billion last year, up 60 per cent

in three years. India's exports to the

United States jumped from $21.5 bil-

lion in 1993 to $33 billion last year.

The potential for more trade is sub

stantial. India has been officially

identified by Washington as one of

10 "big emerging markets" around

the world for U.S. exports.

At the political level, the Cold War
was an obvious deterrent to friendly

ties. The United States resented the

friendship between India and the

Soviet Union India, in turn, was put

off by the close U.S. ties with

Pakistan, often an enthusiastic anti-

communist U.S. ally.

Despite differences with New
Delhi, there is strong admiration in

the United States for India's ability

maintain its democracy, notwith-

standing its ethnic, religious, linguis-

tic and class differences.

"India may be the greatest single

triumph of democracy during this

century of change and transforma-

tion," says Sen. Dick Lugar. R-lnd..

one of the Senate's leading foreign

policy experts. The Clinton admini^

tration seems intent on using 50th

anniversary independence celebra-

tions in India and Pakistan to

enhance U.S. ties with both. Until

recently, a US gesture toward one of

the two was invariably viewed with

suspicion by the other. A recent

improvement in the mood between

Turn to INDIA RELATIONS, page 3
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Look but don't touch!
lackie Barnide of Greenfield gets a closer look at what her father,

Bob Barnide, does for Grounds Construction Services.
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bored hopes of finding their loved

ones alive to come to terms with the

I, "We should never undere>ti

mate the healing that has come," said

Wynand Malan. another Truth
Commission member. "Healing itM.il

is not reconciliation, but it (helps)

people manage their future."

But others say some secrets remain

hidden.

"There are a lot of unanswered
questions," said commission member
Richard Lyster. "There are ANC peo-

ple who should have come forward

but who haven't ... and military peo-

ple."

After the amnesty deadline passes,

the panel will concentrate on evaluat-

ing amnesty applications, deciding

who is telling all they know and
determining what reparations should

be offered victims of apartheid abus-

es.

Under the mandate that estab-
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lished the commission, applicants

judged to have fully revealed their

involvement in abuses and able to

prove they were politically motivated

can be spared prosecution. On the

other hand, people implicated in

apartheid-era crimes who fail to

apply for amnesty could face- criminal

charges based on information provid-

ed by people who have. For example,

Mandela's ex-wife has been accused

in the amnesty applications of at least

three former associates of ordering

killings.

Originally set for December 199b.

the deadline for seeking amnesty was

postponed until May 10, 1997. A
MCOnd extension, until midnight

Sept. 30. became necessary due to a

bureaucratic glitch. About 7.000

people have applied for amnesty, but

more than 2,500 were rejected with-

out hearings because applicants

denied guilt or offered no proof their

actions were politically inspired, said

panel spokesman |ohn Allen.

The commission has granted
amnesty to about 50 of the 1 50 appli-

cations it has assessed. It will hear

another 1 ,600 cases before April, the

scheduled conclusion of its amnesty

hearings. Only a few of the amnesty

cases so far have been sensational,

such as the amnesty granted former

police Sgt. Brian Mitchell last year

for 1 1 murders in an attack on a

black homestead in KwaZulu-Natal

province.

Mitchells amnesty showed others

the commission was sincere in its

mission, and top officials such as for-

mer Law and Order Minister Adriaan

Vlok and retired police Gen. Nic van

Rensburg eventually submitted appli-

cations.

The process of gathering thou-

sands of statements from victims and

hearing confessions from their tortur-

ers and killers has been grueling,

with people crying and fainting, or

sometimes shouting in anger at those

admitting they pulled the trigger or

applied the cattle prod.
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Campus Police Log
Accident — Personal Injury

Sept. 24
A vehicle collided with a bicy-

cHal near the Sunset Avenue does

ing. The victim refused medical

treatment at the scene.

Sept. 27
UMPD assisted Amherst Police

at the scene of a two vehicle acci-

dent on North Pleasant Street.

Accident— Property Damage
Sept. 25
A minor two vehicle accident

occurred in parking lot 49 on Clark

Hill Road.

Sept. 26
A truck hit a parked vehicle in a

loading dock area on South College

Road.
a>

Animal Complaint

Sept. 24
A dog tied to a fence on Hkki

Way for a prolonged period of time

was removed and brought to the

pound.

Annoying Behavior

Sept. 25
An individual was reported

yelling near Totman Fields.

Sept. 2b
individuals were reported on the

roof of Butterfield Residence Hall.

Sept. 27
A large unruly group was report-

ed outside of Coolidge Residence

Hall.

An individual reported a peep-

ing torn in a women's bathroom in

Patterson Residence Hall.

An individual was reported

entering residents rooms in

Washington Residents Hall.

Sept. 28
Residential staff requested assis-

tance in shutting down a large

party in Brett Residence Hall.

An unruly individual was causing

disturbance on the 3rd floor of

Catioe Residence Hall.

An individual was harassing

another individual in McNamara
Residence Hall.

Burglary/Breaking and Entering

Sept. 24

An individual from Thatcher
Residence Hall reported that

money was stolen from his wallet.

Sept. 28
A vehicle in parking lot 32 on

Mauachusettl Avenue was broken

into.

Twc vehicles in parking lot 44

on Sylvan Drive were broken into.

Vehicles in parking lots 32 on
Massachusetts Avenue were report-

ed damaged.

Disturbance

Sept. 24

A verbal dispute between resi-

dents in (antes Residence Hall was

resolved.

Drug Law Offenses

Sept 25
Michael G. Dandrea, 18, 2219

North Ave. unit 3, Scotch Plains,

NJ. was arrested in Brown
Residence Hall for possession and

transport of alcohol and for pos-

session of a class D drug.

Sept. 2b
Karri L. Pogue, 19, 83

Wiltshire St.. Southampton. NY.
was arrested in Leach Residence

Hall for possession of a class D
drug.

Health/Safety Hazard
Sept. 22

Environmental Health and Safety

was called to check an odor in the

air duct system in Lederle Research

building.

Sept. 25
Environmental Health and Safety

was called to check on a report of a

MturaJ gas smell in Van Meter

Residence Hall.

Sept. 24
Environmental Health and Safety

uimned an injured and sick squir-

rel from Cance Residence Hall.

Sept. 28
A fire alarm panel in Coolidge

Residence Hall was malfunction-

ing.

Intoxicated Person

Sept. 27
Christine ). Fleming. 20, 38 Pond

St., Stoneham. and David W.
Hughes, 21, 51 Thayer St.,

Greenfield were arrested for inde-

cent exposure.

Larceny

Sept. 22
A tire was stolen from a bicycle

at Holdsworth Hall.

Sept. 25

A bicycle was reported stolen

from Kennedy Residence Hall.

Sept. 24
A computer reported stolen from

Thatcher Residence Hall was
recovered.

Sept. 2b
A license plate was reported

stolen from a vehicle in parking lot

52.

A cell phone was reported stolen

from a vehicle in parking lot 49 on

Van Meter Road.

Sept. 27
Individuals were reported steal-

ing a street sign on Presidents

Drive.

Liquor Law Violations

Sept. 2b
Kirk P. Pitta. 19. 554 Mass Ave..

Acton, was arrested on Windmill

Lane for possession of liquor.

Roy R. Bonilla. 18, 22-3 Lowell

St., Waltham, and Thomas |.

Spaventa. 18, 551 Crestview Dr.,

West Chestei , PA were arrested on

)ohn Adams Rd., for possession

and transport of liquor.

Suspicious Person/Activity

Sept. 25

A juvenile, 16, and |ohn D.

Buentello, 20. 73 Barrett St.,

Northampton, were arrested in

parking lot 44 on Sylvan Drive for

night time breaking and entering

and malicious destruction of prop-

erty greatet than $250.

Ronny Sinn, 17, 24 W. Pleasant

St.. Easthampton, was arrested in

parking lot 44 on Sylvan Drive for

receiving stolen property greater

than $250.

Stolen Motor Vehicle

Sept. 25

A vehicle reported stolen from a

UMass parking lot was recovered

by East Longmeadow Police

Department.

Traffic Stop

Sept. 27
Troy Leatherman. 25, 5701

Empress Ln.. Columbus OH, was

attested on Commonwealth Ave.

for operating a motor vehicle with

a suspended license and operating

a motor vehicle under the influence

of liquor.

Vandalism

Sept. 25
Residential staff from Van Meter

Residence Hall reported several

door alarm systems damaged.

Sept. 27
Liquid was poured on a State

vehicle in parking lot 52 on
Butterfield Terrace.

Sept. 28
The 1 3th floor lounge was dam-

aged in )ohn Quincy Adams
Residence Hall.
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On Monday, Sept. 22, the Collegian printed a two-page section devot-

ed to University of Massachusetts Registered Student Organizations

(RSOs). However, several RSOs were not listed. To these organizations,

and the campus community, the Collegian regrets the error.
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Children s home fire, 30
By Federico Quilodran

Associated Press

BRIAN MCDtRMOTT / COIUCIAN

Come sail away
UMass Sailing Club memBers Emily Drowne, a senior psychology major, and Jeff Earl, a senior communications ma|or, operate their radio con-

trolled sailboat in the campus pond last Sunday.

COLINA, Chile — A fire swept

through a home for retarded children

in this northern Santiago suburb early

yesterday, killing 30 residents, includ-

ing several who didn*t recognize the

danger and walked back into the

burning building after being rescued.

Three children and one firefighter

were injured. Authorities took 154

survivors to a nearby school.

An electrical short circuit caused

the fire, according to a preliminary

report by the fire department.

Residents' relatives complained that

the facility was in disrepair and
understaffed. Some youngsters suffo-

cated when they walked back into the

building.

"Apparently, some children thought

it was some kind of a game, I don't

know, but firemen said it happened

several times," said Guillermo Vidal,

vice president of Coanil, the private

foundation that administered the

home.
Isabel Patino, another Coanil offi-

cial, said the children appeared to be

attracted by the fire and "totally

lacked the notion of danger." It was

not clear why the adults on hand were

unable to keep the children away
from the fire.

Ms. Patino said all the victims were

retarded people, aged six to 40,

though most were children. While the

home was established for retarded

children, it also housed some adults.

Ms. Patino described the degree of

retardation of the victims as ranging

"from severe to extreme... That was

one reason for the high number of

victims."

Nichols begins trial with "clear page"
By Steven K. Paulson

Associated Press

DENVER, Colo. — With a

promise from the judge that he is

starting with a "clear page,"

Oklahoma City bombing defendant

Terry Nichols went on trial Monday
in the same courtroom where
Timothy McVeigh was convicted and

sentenced to die.

Nichols, 42, smiled and waved to

his mother in the front row as he was

escorted into the courtroom where

the process began to select 12 jurors

and six alternates.

Prosecutors say Nichols was a sup-

porting player in the deadliest act of

terrorism on U.S. soil, acquiring fer-

tilizer and other components, robbing

a firearms dealer to finance the attack

and helping McVeigh build the bomb.

They also say Nichols helped

McVeigh stash the getaway car in

Oklahoma City three days before the

blast.

U.S. District ludge Richard Matsch

noted there were many similarities to

McVeigh's trial, including identical

charges that could bring the death

penalty. But he added: "This a differ-

ent case. ... It begins with a clear

page."

Nichols appared for the first day of

trial in an an open-collar shirt, blue

blazer and khaki pants.

In the courtroom and throughout

the federal building, security was

tight, with police making periodic-

patrols. Outside, the crowd was sig-

nificantly smaller than the one at

the opening of McVeigh's trial. An
hour before court began, there were

four spectators in line, compared
with about 50 for opening day of

McVeigh's trial. There was a small-

er media contingent too. with many
organizations sending smaller

staffs.

The courtroom was only three-

fourths full for the first day of jury

selection; it was full when McVeigh's

trial opened.

For Charles Tomlin, who lost his

grown son. Rick, in the bombing, the

turnout was predictable. But he said

the trial is no less significant.
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course
continued from page 1

said.

The course meets every two weeks throughout

the semester, its next meeting is on Oct. 9tn and

focuses on Holocaust denial. The grade for the

course involves a semester project which will func-

tion as an educational tool revolving around toler-

ance. The projects can range from articles and pam-

phlets to web page design.

"Hate groups are so adept at using the internet, it

would be nice to have some people exposing tolerance on

the web," Levin said.

Not everyone in attendance was taking the course for

credit. )ustin T. Turrley. a junior psychology major from

Amherst College said, "it is just insane. I can't under-

stand how any rational person would join one of these

groups."
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She said virtually all the residents

took medication "under medical

supervision" but added "that doesn't

mean they were drugged."

The 10-year-old brick building is in

the countryside outside Colina, a sub-

urb just north of Santiago.

Luis Paredes, whose ton survived

the fire, complained that the home
was badly in need of repair and
lacked the most basic fire safety fea-

tures. It was not immediately clear if

the home had sprinklers.

Other relatives complained that the

home was understaffed during the

night. They said only seven people

were in charge when the fire broke

out.

Vidal said since some patients suf-

fered from both mental and physical

disabilities, it would have required

"one person per patient" for a com-
plete evacuation.

"It was impossible to rescue more
children, especially those who were

immobile," said one of the home offi-

cials, who identified himself only as

Nacho.

He said the firefighters arrived at

the scene within minutes but "there

wasn't much they could do as the fire

spread quickly." Justice Minister

Soledad Alvear, visiting the site,

acknowledged that lack of money is a

serious problem for Coanil but insist-

ed that all of its children were cared

for properly. Guillermo Moris, whose
11 -year-old son was hospitalized in

serious but stable condition, said he

was satisfied with the care his son

received at the home.
President Eduardo Frei said the

government will help Coanil rebuild

the home and aid the victims' fami-

lies, most of whom are poor.

India relations
continued from page 1

India and Pakistan, U.S. officials say.

has enabled the United States to be

more engaged with both.

The prime ministers of both coun-

tries showed up for this year's U.N.

General Assembly, and Clinton met

separately with them during his brief

visit to New York last week. Only

one other foreign leader had a sepa-

rate meeting with Clinton: Russian

Foreign Minister Yevgeny Primakov.

The most divisive Indo-American

issue involves India's refusal last year

to sign a U.S. -backed global treaty to

ban nuclear testing. India says the

treaty is flawed because it does not

require the declared nuclear powers

to destroy their arsenals. Albright has

a connection to the subcontinent

through her father, loseph Korbel.

She was a youngster when Korbel

served as chairman" of the U.N.
Commission for India and Pakistan.

Korbel was well regarded in Pakistan
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New world order comes to UMass
Those building-occupying radicals at UMass really

did it this time. Not only did you get the state leg-

islators' attention at the State House, you really

got them incensed. Did you forget they were elected to

decide how this state — and its flagship university —
are to be run? Mere college students should have no
say and besides, if these takeovers keep up. real democ-
racy could break out. Egadsl

A campus where the CIA is banned, military research

is strictly monitored and then ^^^^^^^^^^
phased out and where students of ^^^^^i^^^^
color are afforded the services ^^^^^*^JlL^
required to excel while actually

encountering more than a smattering of faculty mem-
bers who look at them. And then it's little surprise the

legislators are worried.

So, let us examine recent world changes for some
perspective here. Those of us reared in the heyday of

the Cold War can recall the repeated warnings (I must
desist from employing the word 'brainwashing') about

the grim, totalitarian nature of the Soviet system of

government. The Communist party there seemed to be

externally run by portly white males bedecked in rac-

coon coats (or some more expensive material) who
would stand outside in freezing temperatures and gaze

at long columns of troops and mobile missiles for

hours. By implication. U.S. politicians were all warm,
cuddly types "Regular guys," who always had the peo-

ple's best interests at heart. Boy. were we duped.

Yet brainwashing, er. conditioning is tenacious.

Layers of ideological spin do not yield overnight. But

for me. the first powerful realization that power is

power — whether garbed in Communist or so-called

democratic trappings — came reading a fascinating let-

ter Vaclav Havel wrote in 1975 to Dr. Gustav Husak,
then the head of the ruling (Communist) party in

Czechoslovakia.

Havel, later to become president of a "free"
Czechoslovakia, scolded Husak about the endless polit-

ical propaganda the Party churned out and summarized
it: "[T]here emerges one specific and meaningful mes-
sage, one realistic piece of advice: 'Avoid politics if you
can; leave it to us! lust do what we tell you, don't try to

Altai

have deep thoughts and don't poke your nose in things

that don't concern you! Shut up, do your work, look
after yourself— and you'll be alright."

And basically, if one includes the line, "And be sure
to vote," how much different is the message we get

here as U.S. citizens form our government? Hardly any
different.

But now. and here's the key difference, the message
doesn't just emanate from Washington, D.C. — it

_^_^_^^^ shouts out from Beacon Hill, too, and
is now personalized specifically for

,_^^^^_ student activists at UMass: "Take
over our buildings and our gloves are

coming off. We won't stand for it anymore."
Oh no? Well, you think people in ghettos and in

Third World countries like to put up with roaches and
rats and high infant mortality rates? Can they just

unionize and say "Get the multinational corporations
and U.S.-trained military advisers out now. We've had
it. We want good schools and clean drinking water and
adequate health care?" No. they can't.

But state legislators like Dennis Murphy
(D-Springfield) and Boston Globe columnist Jeff

lacoby have had enough. The former has publicly
referred to student activists as "derelicts" and )acoby
wrote of the "illegal violence" of takeovers.

And when they tell UMass to crackdown, crackdown
they must! After all, if citizens made the decisions
based on their consciences and were more willing to

take risky stands for their beliefs, what kind of world
would this be? We certainly can't have students learn-

ing this message during their formative years.

Overall, it's not clear what impact the new ban on
takeovers will have. For one who has been involved in

such subversion in the past — and has faced abstinent

administrators and unruly police behavior directly — I

hardly think UMass officialdom's track record is one of
"coddling." But in today's climate of "button-downed
minds" and the frantic rush for position in the rat race,

UMass' tradition of grassroots' occupations is too dan-
gerous. Go back to your classes and leave policy deci-

sions up to the ruling elite.

R. lay Allain is a UMass alumnus.
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Letters to the Editor

Time to fix

Ombuds situation

To the Editor:

To paraphrase the old saying. "If

it is broken, fix it." Obviously, not

only has the current Ombudsperson
broken his ability to function effec-

tively, but also the criteria used to

hire for this position is broken.
Although many former
Ombudspersons at UMass have
functioned in an exemplary manner,
there remain larger systematic flaws

which must be addressed.

Namely, the fact that the overrid-

ing criterion for the position is that

the Ombudsperson must be a faculty

member (this is not the case at many
other colleges and universities). This

potentially compromises that per-

son's ability to maintain the neutral-

ity essential to their job. A fairer cri-

terion would be hiring someone who
does not hold another position at

this University.

Though a well-meaning person
might apply for the position, the job

description as presently constituted

does not require that an applicant

have academic or skill-based experi-

ence in resolving conflicts and griev-

ances. Without extensive training

and a strong background in media-
tion and conflict resolution, this is a

recipe for failure. This seems clearly

to be the case with the current
Ombudsperson. Robert Ackermann.
It is not surprising (although it is

unfortunate) that we find ourselves

with an Ombudsperson who seems
unqualified to effectively perform
the required duties of his office. In

addition, it is not surprising that we
find ourselves with an
Ombudsperson who clearly lacks the

sensitivity and experience to put into

practice the long- established princi-

ples of confidentiality, neutrality and
maintaining trust.

Without trust there is no reason

to seek the services of the

Ombudsperson. Just imagine that

you are a student and have a dispute

about your grade, just imagine that

you are an employee and have a

complaint about your supervisor.

just imagine that you are an academ-
ic department chair and have diffi-

culty with another faculty member,
wouldn't you expect a fully qualified

Ombudsperson with extensive to

assist you in handling your case with

fairness, neutrality and confidentiali-

ty?

Well, that does not seem to be
what we currently have here. I, per-

sonally, would not seek the services

of Robert Ackermann as

Ombudsperson nor would I recom-
mend him to others. Since it is

apparent that he has compromised
his position I would hope he would
step down and that the criteria to

hire his successor would be changed
so that we never find ourselves in

this position again.

Warren Blumenfeld
Northampton

Didion s views
seem racist

To the Editor:

It is a fine line that Keith Didion

(Sept. 24, 1997) walks in attacking

all forms of ethnic discussion or
acknowledgement as racism. His
blatantly American, individualistic

approach to the problem proves him
to be more of a racist than he
thinks. In the racist's view, he says.

an individual is unimportant. And in

Mr. Didion's view, a group con-

sciousness means nothing.

Often times, to separate oneself

from one's culture, or to view every

individual a« separate in his or her

culture, is to deny a basic psycholog-

ical idea — child development. If an
individual is directly influenced by
their race and upbringing, why must
they be constantly separated from
this heritage? It is a disservice!
Every individual's accomplishments
cannot be measured, so why the

attempt? Would Mr. Didion rather

we not acknowledge race at all?

Perhaps.

I'll be the first to admit that

group-think strongly influences tra-

ditional racism. And, indeed, racism

comes in many forms. But to praise

a group, to acknowledge the exis-

tence of certain learned and inherit-

ed traits and their positive effects, or

to apologize on behalf of one group
toward another, should not be per-

secuted. We cannot, no matter how
much some people hope, all be the

same.

The choice is either reason, along

with independent judgement, indi-

vidual achievement and true self-

esteem, or racism, hatred, barbed
wire and slave labor camps. Not so!

The choice is either ethnic acknowl-

edgement and appreciation — like

that practiced in diverse areas such
as Hawaii — or a lonely, confused
fragmentation of the people. We
must revel in our differences, and
accept each other's differences.

After doing so — only after doing
so. can we possibly achieve racial

harmony.

|acob Buckley-Tortin

Brown

Red Cross' rules

To the Editor:

I am shocked at the people who
protested the American Red Cross
Blood Drive. People shouldn't act so

rashly. Those protesting were appar-

ently not aware that the Red Cross

did not make the decision about
homosexual blood donors, but the

FDA. They were protesting to the

wrong people. I am not saying I

agree with the FDA ruling, but I

think that they should have been
aware that it was not for the Red
Cross to decide. Therefore protest-

ing the Red Cross accomplishes
nothing but to hinder other potential

blood donors. If they have issues,

then they should go to the source. It

seems to me that they were preach-

ing to the choir and next time maybe
someone should check their facts.

Jennifer St. Sauveur
Johnson

Write for Ed/Op!
The Collegian Editorial page needs new writers. We
want you to write humor, politics, satire, lifestyle or
any of a thousand other styles — let us be as broad as

the student body is.

Anyone who is interested should contact Dan Bodah
at the Collegian offices, 1 1 3 Campus Center. For

more information, call 545-1491.

We encourage our readers to respond to the contents of the

Collegian through letters to the editor.

Letters must be typed, no more than 400 words, and include
name, address and phone number for confirmation purposes.
They can be submitted to Editorial/Opinion Editor. Daily

Collegian, 1 13 Campus Center Basement. UMass Amherst MA
01003, or by e-mail to: letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu

Letters may be edited for length, clarity and style.

FDA makes

Doonesbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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From all of us.

for Adam...

Oh great friend

we will miss you so

in the space you left,

in heads hung low

In pain and grief

and stories told

in our hearts your name

we'll always hold

We will not forget

nor will we let pain

erase what you were,

makedeathcomelnvain

For never it was

and never shall be

an angel be lost

to mortality

In each of our minds

your face will not fade

the memories past

we swear we'll not trade

Your life will still be

andyoursoulwlllstillshine

in each of our hearts

for all of our time

This is our creed

andwepromisethistrue:

that we will live on

and in each of us you.

-Cliff Hirtle
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Multicultural Affairs
Tuesday, September 30, 1997

What it means to be , but

how not to become multicultural

Christine

Soh

The struggle that began in

Goodell continues. The School
of Education recently eliminat-

ed a program that houses 50
percent of the Native American stu-

dent population on campus. While the

administration still totes a multicultur-

al bag of intentions in terms of recruit-

ment and retention of ALANA stu-

dents, they continually drop this bag

when they stumble over strategic

action and restructuring

plans.

Last Thursday in a

Faculty Senate meeting,
graduate student Rodina
Cole-Cave brought to the

table the recent eradication

of the Curriculum and Learning pro-

gram out of the School of Education.

Monique Fordham, also a student in

the Curriculum and Learning Program,

directly implicated the college's dean,

Bailey lackson. as the party responsible

Ebr this decision. Fordham, who spoke

following Cole-Cave characterized

lackson a decision as a "personal

vendetta... to get rid of the program."

In discussions with the Curriculum

and Learning faculty and university

administration, Jackson has cited

"budgetary constraints" as the reason

to slate this program. Cole-Cave, in an

article co-written with Jennifer Fasulo.

also a graduate student from the

School of Education, states several

facts about the funding of this pro-

gram.

In the September 1 997 issue of The

Graduate Voice. Cole- Cave and
Fasulo wrote, "the Curriculum and

Learning program receives little to no

funding from the School of Education.

Unlike other programs in the School of

Education, Curriculum and Learning

receives no money for student assist-

untships from the School of Education.

It receives a paltry amount of funding

for supplies. Faculty salaries are not

paid from the School of Education's

operating budget and will be paid

regardless of the faculty's program
affiliation." As the above argument is

completely factual, the obvious dis-

crepancy places Jackson in a highly

suspect position, especially considering

the university's so- called effort to

retain ALANA students.

On issues of multiculrurarism. Dean
lackson wrote an article in The
Campus Chronicle's February 26,

1 993 edition. It was entitled "What it

Means to Be, and How to Become
Multicultural" and most likely was
written as an administrative response

to the outcry of ALANA students and

the 1992 ALANA Agreements as it

was also included in a report of the

Task Force on Multiculturalism and

Diversity in July. 1994. It included sev-

eral important suggestions concerning

the attainment of a multicultural cam-

pus.

In a section entitled. "Importance of

Vision," Jackson wrote: "What is our

vision' of a multicultural campus?
What is goodness? For some,

the vision or goal has been to

make the campus and its

organizational units less

oppressive, on the assump-

tion that if we get rid of the

disease (social oppression)

we will have health (a multicultural

campus). For others, the goal has been

to make the campus more numerically

inclusive (proportionally representa-

tive of various social and cultural

groups) and civil, on the assumption

that if we work toward becoming
more civil and numerically inclusive

that the system of social oppression

will work itself out in the process or at

least diminish as a result. 1 find myself

taking the position that the goal must

include both being less socially oppres-

sive as well as more inclusive of social

diversity. While it seems the goal that

brings together attention to social

oppression and social inclusion is the

one we should be pursuing, I would

emphasize the importance of attending

to the manifestations of social oppres-

sion first if we are to have any chance

of achieving and benefiting from social

inclusion... the more social oppression

we are able to eliminate the more we
allow for energy, interest and success

at achieving social inclusion

becoming a multicultural campus."

Jackson stresses eliminating oppres-

sion on the level of organizational

units. In the context of this university,

this would equate to having programs

and departments on the institutional

level to engage diverse social groups in

the multicultural ideal. He also

expresses that through inclusion, the

recruitment and retention of socially

oppressed groups is a necessity. So

then, why would he say one thing and

act out another?

We must assume that Dean Bailey

[ackscm agrees in making UMass a

multicultural campus since it is the

goal of the administration to make
this a campus one that "has achieved

social justice for all, the full inclusion

of the interests and contributions of

all social and cultural identity groups.

is widely known as an advocate for

social justice and diversity and has

been successful at using these attribut-

es to enhance the learning environ-

ment for all," as stated in Jackson's

article. Perhaps the only remedy to

this suspicious, unilateral decision

made by lackson, is a complete inves-

tigation of why the Curriculum and

Learning program was done away
with.

He may suggest inclusiveness and

civility, but Jackson has cut a program

that will eliminate more than half of

the Native American student popula-

tion from this university. There is

nothing civil about this. Not only will

this cut affect the already small Native

American community on campus, but

it will also have much larger repercus-

sions. This is best stated in the article

written by Fasulo and Cole- Cave,

"For many Indigenous nations, the

study of Indigenous Education is

directly linked to the survival of

Indigenous languages and knowledge

systems in the face of continued colo-

nization ... curriculum is an integral

part of the study of Indigenous

Education."

So, while administrators rolled their

eyes to the moving speech given by

Cole-Cave last Thursday, the entire

campus was once again to enter into a

quandary. Are we, or are we not a

multicultural campus? Jackson

addressed this in the 1993 article.

"We must remember it is not helpful

to continue our legacy of dualistic

thinking on this issue, which frames

the issue — we are either a multicul-

tural campus or we are not." In keep-

ing with the '92 ALANA Agreements

and in the partially resolved negotia-

tions in Goodell, let's assume that we
are.

It is therefore imperative that Dr.

Deirdre Almeida's concentration on

Indigenous Education remain within

the Curriculum and Learning Program

as part of the School of Education.

Nothing could be more civil and

numerically inclusive.

On a side note, immediately after

the Faculty Senate meeting, two
Collegian reporters tried to speak to

Jackson about the elimination of this

program but found that the dean had

left as soon 'as the meeting adjourned.

The last glimpse they caught of Dean

Jackson was as he drove off in a black

car, into the sunset, toward Furcolo

Hall.

Christine Soh is a Collegian colum-

nist.

Dean Jackson closes the door on Indigenous Education in the Curriculum and Learning Program

The honors college:

Pulling a PROP 209 East Coast Style

GSS Motion to investigate SOE's decisions
Editor's note: The following motion was unanimously

approved at the Graduate Student Senate meeting on

September lb. 1997. The motion is reliant to the theme of

this page because it calls for a formal investigation into the

School of Education's decision to eliminate the Curriculum

and Learning Program and the subsequent effect this elimi-

nation will have on the ALANA community.

Motion to call for a campus wide investigative committee

comprised of students and faculty with equal representa-

tion of people of color and whites and equal representation

of women and men to undertake a full investigation of the

School of Education's distribution of funds, resources, fac-

ulty and assistantships and to investigate the reasons

behind the targeting and elimination of programs with a

majority of students of color in them. In particular, a probe

should be made into reasons for the repeated and ongoing

attempts to eliminate the Curriculum and Learning

Program in the Teacher Education and Curriculum Studies

Department. Other inquiries should be made as to the tar-

geting of the Center for International Education,

Instructional Technology and the past elimination of

Organizational Development.

Rationale: Funds and resources are distributed in vastly

unequal ways within the School of Education. Certain pro-

grams such as the Social Justice Education program receive

funding for eight to 10 TA/TO's while programs such as

Curriculum and Learning receive none. The Curriculum

and Learning Program has been slated for elimination on

the grounds that there is no funding from the School of

Education. As mentioned, it receives no money for gradu-

ate assistantships. The only significant cost of the program

is faculty salaries which do not come out of the School of

Education budget. Furthermore, when it came to the atten-

tion of the Goodell negotiators that this program was slated

for elimination, the issue was brought to the negotiation

table. This one program houses more of the native

American graduate students on campus than any other. To
eliminate this program would in effect eliminate the majori-

ty of Native American graduate students on this campus.

Assurances were made by administrator's in Goodell

(which is on tape) that no such elimination would take

place. At the end of the spring semester 1997, Curriculum

and Learning passed through two Academic Matters com-

mittees, which is the process for approval of programs in

the School of Education, yet over the summer. Dean Bailey

Jackson made the unilateral decision to eliminate the pro-

gram anyway. Although the attacks of this program, its fac-

ulty and students, are particularly heavy- handed and con-

founding, this situation is not an isolated event. Other pro-

grams such as the Center for International Education, and

in previous years. Organizational Development, have been

subjected to similar threats of and actual elimination.

Editor's note: This part two of a

three part series.

I met the man who proposed the

idea of the Honors College to the

Massachusetts Board of Higher
Education (BHE). I met the staunch

advocate from our Provost's office I

met the man who
signed off as the

author of the propos-

al from our campus.

I know of the man in

the Anthropology
Department who
actually wrote the proposal. What do

these men have in common besides

being white and middle-aged with a

miserable perception of UMass? They

have never graduated from a public

institution of higher learning and they

all think they can run one— with the

exception of the board member who
i laims to be no expert at all.

Last semester, the Collegian, pub-

lished an article entitled. "A
Warmabe Amherst College. " by Lisa

Chiu, highlighting efforts from the

UMass Amherst administration to

make this campus look whiter, richer,

smaller, and more ehtist. It was talk-

ing about the Honor* College and

as the first news analysis written on

it. It basically said these goals will

soon be underway starting in the Fail

ot 1998 if the Honors College is

funded by the Massachusetts legisla-

ture. The following is a critique of the

proposal and a call for all those who
support multiculruralisrn and diversi-

ty to stand up and say no to the hon-

ors college.

i Background of the Honor* College

The Idea of establishing an elite

honors college in Massachusetts

dates back to well over a year ago.

Aaron Spencer, a member of the

BHE thought ihis would be a great

marketing scheme to improve the

image" ol public higher education.

Using his position, he requested that

all interested institutions come up
with a concept paper for an honors

college.

On the morning of March 3. 1997,

a proposal for an elite honors college

of 3,200 students signed by

Chancellor Scott landed on the desk

of Mr. Spencer. Ironically, this' was

the same morning students took over

Goodell to remind UMass of its

promises for diversity and to pay
attention to the recruitment and
retention of its students of color.

Admissions Criteria of Chancellor

Scott's Honors College Proposal

Admissions stan-

dards for the Honors

College would
require that students

score a minimum of

1 300 on their SATs
and be rated m the

top 10 percent of their high school

graduating class.

As a reward for being so academi-

cally gifted, students of the honors

college will enjoy state of the an com-

puter facilities, new classrooms, and

laboratories set apart from the larger

campus. Vii inly will students of the

honors college have separate donni-

torfes. they will have their own facul-

ty, dean, advisors, and a post gradu-

ate fellowship office. To finish off this

attempt of creating a small. Ivy

League feeling the honors college-

will be neatly tucked awa\ in

Orchard Hill overlooking Mt. Toby.

Mr Spencer summed up his moti-

vations for an honors college quite

succinctly: "It would be hoped that

graduates of the honors college after

striking it rich in a successful career

(due to their esteemed degree form

the honors college), contribute in

alumni funding, thus making UMass
a much better place." However, the

repercussions are not as simple as

this.

Reasons to Protest the Honors
College

When students learned of the pro-

posal a month alter its submission,

members of the Student Government

Association organized a trip for all

concerned students to meet Spencer

in Boston. The following were some
challenges to the honors college:

1

.

The honors college will institu-

tionalize inequality through tracking

or ability grouping.

2. Admission; standards of the

honors college are based on SAT
scores that have been widely docu-

mented to be biased against women,

the poor and people of color

3. The honors college will segre-

gate the campus according to racial,

class and gender stratification.

4. The honors college will take

resources away from non- honors

students, i.e. funding, faculty, library

and residential space.

5. The honors college will create

two separate and unequal living,

learning and educational opportuni-

ties and potentially goes against the

1954 ruling of Brown vs. Board of

Education.

6. The honors college goes against

the mission of public higher educa-

tion which was founded on the prin-

ciple of making education accessible

fee the average working class person.

7. $ 1 7 million could be better used

to serve other pressing needs that

require funding and advocacy rather

than renovating an already renovated

honors program office space.

Response from Officials

When confronted with these chal-

lenges, Spencer kept insisting he

knew nothing about education, that

he was a business man. He believed,

however, tliat not everyone was acad-

emically gifted and felt that those -tu

dents who would not get into ( Mass

because of the honors coflege could

attend two year colleges instead.

Chancellor Scott said he knew very

well that the SATs measured
socio-economic status rather than

ability but insisted that the use ot

SAT scores were necessary to sort

applicants.

Because the SATs are given such

heavyemphasis in the admissions cri-

teria of the honors college. I think it

is important to visit this topic in u

more elaborate manner I see side bar

contacting the SCERA Report

Oct.'W].

Over the summer, you might have

heard that Chanceltor Scott's prorn -

al for the honors college was sek\ ted

by the Board of Higher Educatic »n By

December, the BHE will review the

budget reports to Ix- submitted by the

University detailing 'he cost of run

ning the honors college. The BHE
will then appeal to the legislature for

funding. If the legislature approves it.

the opening of the honors college will

begin September 1998

Viraphanh Douangmany is a

UMass student.

Making the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) Optional at the University of Massachusetts

77«'s report was prepared by SCERA,

the Student Center for Educational

Research and Advocacy, for the

Undergraduate Student Senate,

October 4, 1995.

The Standardized Acheivement

Test (SAT) does not help colleges

predict student success.

It is our goal in making this pro-

posal to increase the standards used

by the university for admissions, not

to decrease them. In making this

proposal, we have given careful con-

sideration to the primary rationale

for using SATs in the admissions

process: to help colleges make better

selection decisions in choosing

applicants for admissions to their

schools. The position articulated by

many schools and colleges, and that

is most prominently made by the

College Board and the Educational

Testing Service, is that the tests help

predict success (or failure) of a par-

ticular applicant at the school in

question. However research shows

that the SAT is not a particularly

good method and adds very little to

predicting success of an applicant

beyond what high school grades and

class rank may already provide.

In their landmark 1988 study. The

Case Against the SAT, James Crouse

and Dale Trusheim argued persua-

sively that the SATs do not help col-

leges make better academic selection

decisions. They argue that on a great

majority of their applicants, colleges

make identical admissions decisions,

either to admit or reject, whether

they use the SAT along with the

high school record, or the high

school record alone. Stack and
Porter also found that the SAT adds

little to the prediction of college per-

formance Over the high school

record alone [Harvard Educational

Review, V. 50. N.2. May 1980].

And a 1989 New York study found

SATs nearly useless in the college

admissions process. For three out of

four New York colleges. SAT scores

failed to yield a prediction of college

performance greater than 12 percent

better than chance. At half the

schools, the SATs predictive power

was no better than 4 percent above

chance. High school performance
(grades and/or class rank) was
found to be three times more helpful

in predicting college performance

than the SAT.

The issue of commercial coaching

also brings into question the value

of SATs in predicting success. A
1981 study by the Boston Regional

Office of the Federal Trade
Commission found that there was an

approximate 50 point overall

increase in the SAT scores for stu-

dents who were coached, and sub-

stantial evidence of a socio-econom-

ic difference between those who
were coached and those who were
not. This study begs the question

asked by many educators: "if the

SAT truly measure aptitude, how
can people be coached so effective-

ly?"

The SAT has been found to be
biased against students of color

Crouse and Trusheim found that

whites and blacks in the United
States have dramatically different

SAT scores. The differences, which
favor whites, create a very large cre-

dential gap. They argue that if selec-

tive colleges require blacks to have

SAT scores at least equal to those of

the whites they admit — no matter

what else they look at — all but the

least selective colleges in the country

will have trouble enrolling even one

qualified black for every ten quali-

fied whites.

The SAT has been found to be

biased against low-income students

The SAT reduces selective col-

leges' acceptances of low- income

applicants, just as it does with

blacks. Studies show that the addi

tion of the SAT to high school rank

rejects additional lower- income
applicants so that fewer have fore-

casted grades that exceed the selec-

tion cutoff.

The SAT has been found to be

biased against women
In a study of over 100,000 test

takers. Rosser found that the vast

majority of SAT questions which

exhibit large gender differences in

correct answer rates are biased in

favor of males, despite females'

superior academic work [Center for

Women Policy Studies, Washington.

D.C1- Striker. Rock and Burton also

found gender bias in SATs in their

1991 study [College Board Report

91-2. New York: College Entrance

Examination Board]. They found

that SATs consistently under predict

grades for women across all levels of

grades, colleges and ethnicity. In

addition, a 1989 U.S. District Court.

Southern District of New York,
decided that the use of the SATs
alone in awarding New York State

scholarships to be biased against

women. The court ruled that the use

of the SAT had resulted in 72 per-

cent of the top scholarships going to

males. After a careful review of the

evidence, the court fotmd that "SAT
scores capture a student's academic

achievement no more than a stu-

dent's yearbook photograph cap-

tures the full range of their experi-

ences in high school."

The SAT has substantial financial

costs

The SATs have financial cost as

well. Most students pay over $50 for

SAT. Many students also pay

between $t>00- $1000 for commer-

cial coaching classes. In addition,

many high schools spend valuable

class time on SAT prep courses

where students memorize long lists

of SAT words and practice taking

SAT type tests. This time and money

would certainly be better spent on

academic subjects

Who else has made SATs optional?

There are presently approximately

236 schools that have adopted some

kind of SAT optional program
including such public universities as

California State University, Indiana

University. University of Arkansas

and the University of Oregon.

These state universities, with

many similarities in size and mission

to the University of Massachusetts

all use various forms of high school

performance as their admissions cri

teria. Grade point average for core

high school curriculum is the prima-

ry criteria.. A report from Bates

College which made SAT score sub-

mittal optional in 1985, concludes

that 'the optional SAT policy has

had no negative, and quite possibly

a positive, impact on the quality of

students admitted." Student quality

has increased since Bates adopted

the policy; academic performance of

the SAT submitter and non submit

ters is nearly the same: non submit

ters' GPAs are higher than their

SAT's would predict.

1
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L.A. Confidential scores as noir mystery

Guy Pearce plays Detective Ed Exley In L.A. Confidential.

By Adam Levine

Collegian Staff

L.A. Confidential

Directed by Curtis Hanson
with Ru>m.-I Crowe. Guy Pearce,

Kf\in Spacey

Playing atMt. Farms Theater

Despite h^ deserving reputation as

a mind-numbing corporate monster,

the movie industry, or more suitably

referred to as Hollywood, is often

relentless in its self critiques. From
almost as far back as its creation.

Hollywood has allowed directors,

bom Billy Wilder up through Robert

Altman and Tim Burton, to mock the

concept of the Hollywood dream.
Whether it be satire or drama,
Hollywood adequately protects itself

within all its conventions and genres

with its keen sense of humor. L.A.

Confidential can now be added to

this long li--t. i film whose purpose is

to disrupt Hollywood's sensational-

ism and prepare distinctive lines sep-

arating L.A."s glamour from its actual

violence.

Based on the best selling novel by

neo-noir author lames Ellroy, L.A.

Confidential is a literary masterpiece

captured on film. Although it is not

flawless in its adaptation, L.A.

Confidential contains all it needs to

exist as a separate entity, rather than

an extension of the novel. In fact.

L.A. may just be one of the most
refreshing interpretations of the

1950s hardboiled detective mystery

to grace the silver screen in years.

As a result of its clever charm and

insatiable wit, L.A. Confidential is

one extremely serious film which is

very careful to not take itself to seri-

ously. Yet. within its slick noirish

temperaments, which are set to a

plastic coated concept of Hollywood
style fame and fortune, L.A.

Confidential still manages to fuel an
intriguing suspense driven narrative.

The film's representations of violence

and sexuality are surprisingly both
shocking and disturbing and the

character's complexities contribute to

the film's darker, more cynical side.

Directed by Curtis Hanson. L.A.

Confidential is a story about two
young police officers whose personal-

ities contradict one another until they

are forced to work towards a com-
mon goal. Russel Crowe (The Quick
and the Dead) is the tough-end thug,

a bitter man who's perceived by his

peers as an ignorant bully. He fights

his way out of his hardened shell in

order to vie for the affection of a

beautiful hooker, played by Kim
Basinger. who has been altered to

look like actress Veronica Lake by
her philanthropist pimp. Guy Pearce

(Priscilla Queen of the Desert) repre-

sents the other side of the spectrum,

a pretty boy cop concerned with how
proper justice and doing the right

thing can help him climb the career

ladder.

When a mysterious slaughtering

occurs at a coffee shop, both men
become obsessed with finding the

truth in the hope of killing very dif-

ferent personal demons. Pearce
believes he is defending justice for

the right reasons, while Crowe hopes

he can finally make some good out of

his life if he can only find the truth.

Entangled in this web along with
them is Kevin Spacey's marvelous
portrayal of the veteran detective

who, for a part time gig. serves as

technical advisor to a top rated cop
show properly entitled "Badge of

Honor" as well as selling information

to a tabloid magazine called Hush
Hush. Spacey's character is where
the film's true parody stems from, he

won't even make an arrest unless the

news photographers can get the

Hollywood skyline in the back-
ground.

L.A. Confidential has all the con-

ventions of a classic noir mystery.

There's plenty of drugs, prostitution,

violence and corruption all working
together towards a rushed, yet explo-

sive finale. Hanson makes his charac-

ters so pitiful that their inevitable

enlightenment at the end of the film

is one of the most satisfying conclu-

sions seen in a film in a long time. It

is all summed up best when a line is

delivered to Spacey from Pearce,

"Why did you become a cop?" So
caught up in the glitz and glamour of

a pathetic existence Spacey is forced

to reply, "I don't remember."

As if this isn't enough, the police

captain (lames Cromwell from Babe)

can't help but say to his criminal vic-

tims, "This here is tl\e city of Angels

and you d. my V/trigs." Ft is'

lines like these which fuel the passion

of L.A. Confidential creating a bril-

liant look at not only formula conven-

tions but the ideal of Hollywood as

well. A

KRS-One, De La rock Smith College

De La Soul teamed up with KRS-One for a concert at Smith College's |ohn M. Greene Hall Saturday.

By Adam Dlugacz

Collegian Staff

KRSONE AND DE LA SOUL
Smith College

Sept 28

NORTHAMPTON — There is no

on why any human being
-•riould ever put on a performance
like KRS-One did on Saturday
night at Smith College; it's simply

not fair to other MC's. KRS-One is

the God of hip-hop and some of us

were lucky enough to hear his ser-

mon.
Hip hop. when performed live, is

unique from all other genres of
music. When you normally go to a

show you have intricate back
drops, light ihowf and a whole
band to look at However when you
ate at a hip hop show, it's simply

you and the MC. Sure, there's a D|.

but unlesi vou are positioned on
the ••tage the chance of you seeing

what he il doing is null. Therefore

the MC has to keep you entertained

for the duration of the set. no easy

task

KRS One not only kept the

crowd entertained, he kept them
trapped in a trance like state. When

he stepped off the stage the crowd
cheered for more because they did

not want to have to return to their

world without KRS-One.
KRS-One and D.J. Kenny Parker

ripped through all the classics going

as far back as Criminal Minded to

give the crowd what they needed.

However, while hits like "Rapture"

had the chicken heads bobbing it

was when KRS-One kicked the

knowledge that he really set himself

apart. KRS- One delivered a

freestyle on eating meat that would
make even the staunchest meat
eater reconsider their dietary habits.

Not only did he talk to us about the

importance of hip-hop and how
meaningful it is in our lives, he-

went on to talk about everything

including the audience members jn

the front rows. Every time you
thought he might run out of steam.

he came back out you rawer and
harder so you hung on his every

word.

In everything there is always the

one individual who rises to the top

and simply dominates that field like

no one else ever has; Michael
Jordan has done it in basketball, the

Beatles did it in Rock and RoH and
KRS One has done it in hip hop.

Straight out the 516, De La Soul

opened this show and had the

crowd moving with no delay.

Trugoy. Posdenus and Maseo had
the crowd live and consistently
slammed them with hits to the cra-

nium.

De La Soul offered a variety of

songs running through their history

to bringing such hits as "Me,
Myself, and I" and "Saturday" from
back in the day. They played off the

crowd well, something very difficult

for an opening act to do, and had
the place sweating like a sauna.
What set De La Soul apart from
most performers is that they
thanked the audience for being
there for them and putting food on
their children's tables. It was nice to

see a band who didn't act like they

were doing you a favor.

In the middle of KRS-One's set.

he stopped and asked the crowd to

think about how special an occasion

it was to have KRS One and De La
Soul performing in the same place.

He also asked the crowd to thank
the people ofSmith College for
putting on a such a spectacular
event. There was no doubt that

everyone was able to fulfill both
reqiii

Dylan breaks silence with new album
By Joshua Boyd
Collegian Staff

BOB DYLAN
Time Out Of Mind
Columbia Records

"Sometimes / The silence can be like thunder." So
Bob Dylan wrote in the opening track to his new
album, Time Out Of Mind. That thunder he mentions
has been rumbling for seven years now. In 1990, Bob
Dylan released his last collection of originals. Under
The Red Sky, produced by Daniel Lanois. What fol-

lowed was seven years of cleaning up from his latent

alcoholism, releasing two of his first mostly-acoustic

albums in almost 30 years (the covers albums Good
As I Been To You and World Gone Wrong), and
recording a classic MTV Unplugged show, a perfor-

mance that re-affirmed his power as a performer.

With this newly reinforced power, Dylan hit the

road many years ago to begin the aptly-titled
"Never-Ending Tour." He was writing new songs over

a year ago, but stuck with his oldies in a formatted

live show night after night. In lanuary of this year, the

rumors on the World Wide Web page "Expecting
Rain" (http://bob.nbr.no) told of recording dates with

Lanois as producer again, and a whole album's worth
of new songs.

Seven months later, Time Out Of Mind is now in

stores around the wqrld. Embracing a mostly noctur-

nal, moody quality, that of a P.J. Harvey To Bring You
My Love sort of flavor. Lanois produced to the moods
of the music. On some songs, the tones and sounds
become dark and subversively bluesy, as on the open-

er. "Love Sick," the simple but original blues riffing of

"Million Miles" and "Cold Irons Bound," with its lay-

ered guitars eliciting a feel of distance and frigidness.

Thus Lanois' production echoes Dylan's noticeably lis-

tenable voice to make the bard sound like he's inside

the dreams of the woman he is speaking to, furthering

these irresistible songs' dark qualities

Not all songs have this noir quality to t hem

"Standing In The Doorway" comes off as a tender bal

lad, with warm organs, romantically thick guiiais ami

Dylan's deep voice bringing to mind one of his inusi

cal godfathers' ballad vocal styles, that of 'The king,'

Elvis Presley. "Make You Feel My Love" is the most

minimal track, embracing just piano, organ and con

tinuing with endearing lyrics: "When the tain is blow

ing in your face/ and the whole world is on your case/

I could offer a warm embrace/ to make you feel raj

love."

Along with these tracks we have songs that stand

completely aside from anything else. "Dirt Road Blues'

takes on an old-time blues form, with the production

styles of Dylan's first electric albums. Briuning It All

Back Home, Highway 61 Revisited, and Blonde On
Blonde fully encased in this juke-joint style romp. The

most up-close and intimate (not to mention normal

mid-tempo) music and lyrics is elicited in "Trying To

Get To Heaven:" "When you think you've lost even

thing/ you find out you can always lose a little more/

I'm just going down the road feelin' bad/ trying to get

to heaven before they close the door."

The final track. "Highlands" is 16 minutes of a min-

imal blues with a narrative tale of meeting a woman
who wants him to sketch a portrait of her. but with

an undercurrent of people expecting too much of him.

He explains how out of touch with popular culture he

has become, despite being at the top of the pop cul-

ture of the '60s: "I don't want nothin* from anyone,

ain't that much to take / I wouldn't know the differ

ence between a real blonde and a fake / feel like a

prisoner in a world of mystery / I wish someone'd

come and push back the clock for me." The song's

length is not so bothering as these are the best lyrics

on the album.

So, here we are. Seven years of waiting have come
to a halt for Dylan fans. All we've got to hope for now
is that he'll actually start playing this stuff live. A

The Arts & Living Desk is currently hiring an
associate editor to cover Five College Fine Arts.

The beat includes covering theater, music, dance
and art. Other responsibilities include editing and
layout. This is a paid position for five hours a week
at the regular student rate. Interested applicants

should till out an application at the Collegian.

Sports

baseball
continued from page 10

Yanks need to make a statement
— despite the fact they won 96
games — that they aren't just a

one-year wonder like the 1993
Phillies who got homered from
the series by Joe Carter, and have

yet to resurface.

The Indians need to prove that

their lackluster regular season
was a fluke, and that they can
compete with the big dogs in big

games without Kenny Lofton and
Albert Belle.

I hate to say it. but the Yanks
should take this one thanks to far

superior pitching — if Hideki is

left off the post season roster.

• Superior pitching... that'd be

nice.

Roger Clemens had perhaps
the best season of his car?er —
though he tired near the end of

the campaign — with the Toronto

Blue lays, not the Red Sox.

He won 21 games, struck out a

career-best 292 batters (Mike
Benjamin was caught looking for

No. 292. Should that really

count?) and had a minuscule 2.05

E.R.A. to end the season. All

those numbers were tops in the

American League, making the

Canadian Rocket the first

American League pitcher since

1945 to win the pitching triple

crown.

Detroit's Hal Newhouser
(yeah, the Tigers have had good

pitchers before) went 25-9 that

season with 212 strikeouts and a

1.81 ERA.
There's really nothing more to

say except that the Blue Jays, who
were dubbed contenders by

Clemens, finished dead last in the

AL East.

All that aside, Clemens was
absolutely masterful this year.

Well worth a little extra effort

and cash, don't you think?

• My unbelievably coherent

and upright colleague, Luke
Meredith, predicted the Seattle

Mariners to finish this season

with a 90-72 record in his season

preview column last spring. They

did. But, he didn't know that

Heathcliff Slocumb was going to

become a Mariner. Slocumb gave

the M's at least five extra losses.

Nice try Pimp Daddy, but I'm

the expert.

Fred Hurlbrink, ]r. is a

Collegian columnist

1997 Baseball Playoffs— First Round
American League

Baltimore vs. Seattle National League
Wednesday. Oct. 1 Atlanta vs. Houston

Baltimore (Mussina 15-8) at Tuesday, Sept. 30
Seattle (Johnson 20-4), 8:07 p.m. Houston (Kile 19-7) at

(NBC) Atlanta (Maddux 19-4). 1:07
Thursday, Oct. 2 p.m. (ESPN) Wednesday. Oct.

Baltimore (Erickson 16-7) at 1

Seattle (Moyer 17-5), 4:07 p.m. Houston (Hampton 15-10) at

(ESPN) Atlanta (Glavine 14-7). 1:07 p.m.

Saturday, Oct. 4 (ESPN)
Seattle (Fassero 16-9) at Friday. Oct. 3

Baltimore (Key 16-10). TBA Atlanta (Smoltz 15 12) at

Sunday, Oct. 5 Houston (Reynolds 9-10). TBA
Seattle at Baltimore, TBA, if Saturday, Oct. 4

necessary Atlanta at Houston. TBA, if

Monday, Oct. 6 necessary

Seattle at Baltimore. TBA, if Sunday, Oct. 5

necessary Atlanta at Houston. TBA, if— necessary

Cleveland vs. New York —
Tuesday. Sept. 30 San Francisco vs. Florida

Cleveland (Hershiser 14-6) at Tuesday. Sept. 30
New York (Cone 12-6), 8:13 p.m. San Francisco (Reuter 13-6)

(Fox) at Florida (Brown 16-8). 4:07 p.m.

Thursday. Oct. 2 (ESPN)
Cleveland (Wright 8-3) at Wednesday. Oct. 1

New York (Pettitte 18-7), 8:13 San Francisco (Estes 19-5) at

p.m. (Fox) Florida (Leiter 11-9). 4:07 p.m.

Saturdav. Oct. 4 (ESPN)
New York (Wells 16-10 or Friday, Oct. 3

Gooden 9-5) at Cleveland (Nagy Florida (Fernandez 17-12) at

15-10), TBA San Francisco (Alvp-ez 4-3). TBA
Sunday, Oct. 5 Saturday, Oct. 4
New York at Cleveland. TBA, Florida (Saunders 4-6) at San

if necessary Francisco, TBA, if neces-
Monday, Oct. 6 sary Sunday, Oct. 5

New York at Cleveland. TBA, Florida at San Francisco.
if necessary TBA. if necessary

soccer
continued from page 10

were never totally out of it. I really

thought we could tie it up."

The discombobulation continued

with the Golden Bears' second goal,

with a breakdown in communication
between senior goalkeeper Danielle

Dion and her defense in the 29th
minute. Cal's forward Sarah Kaminsky
battled with junior defender Amanda
Thompson through the middle of the

field, with Kaminsky getting the slight

physical edge.

Possibly waiting for the phantom
offside call. Dion hesitated to come
out of the goal, and Kaminsky out-

scrapped her for the ball, knocking
in the goal for the 2-0 lead. Yet,

UMass knocked the lead down to

2-1. with senior defender Erica

Iverson scoring her second goal of

the weekend on a header off an

Emma Kurowski corner kick at the

34:29 mark of the match.
However, in the second half, the

Minutewomen were not able to get

more than three consecutive touches

on the ball for a long period of time.

Once again, an opportunity was
afforded to UMass. as Carroll dubbed
a questionable penalty shot call live

feet past the post left of Dion, but a

late rush on the Golden Bears' goal

was unsuccessful.

For sophomore midfielder Cindy
Garceau. nobody wants to face dayi
like these, and the sting of this loss wai
especially hard.

"You know, when your team plays

I
badly

|
and you win. it's not so bad."

Garceau said. "But. when your team
plays (badly) and you lose. ..that

sucks
'

Finally,

youwont mind
being
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OdWW O IU purchase of $50 or more
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colorful accessories. For adultv kids, and baby— that's Old Navy Present this certificate,

pay with your Vim card, and receive $10 off your next Old Navy purchase of 150 or

more (regularly priced merchandise) For store locations, call I 80001DNAVY

( 1 800 6S3 6289) To redeem this special offer, present mrs certificate at the time of pur

chase Offer valid 9/1/97- 2/28/98 *»a*on Code: 679

Terms and Conditions Certificate redemption is solely the responsibility of Old Navy

Present this certificate at participating locations at time of purchase Offer valid
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State

Save$5on an oil change
or $30 on a maintenance special

Pay with your Visa' card and save $5 on an oil change (regular price starting at

$24) or $30 on a fall or winter maintenance special (regular price starting at

$1 39 for most 4 cylinder vehicles) at any participating Precision Tune Auto Care
location To redeem this special offer, present this certificate when requesting

service Offer valid 9/V97- 2/28/98

Terms and Conditions: Certificate redemption is solely the responsibility ol

participating Precision Tune Auto Care Centers Offer valid September 1, 1997,
through February 28, 1998 Oil change service includes up to S quarts maior
brand motor oil. new oil filter, and chassis lubrication Maintenance special

includes a tune up, oil change, radiator flush and fill, and maintenance inspec

lion Discounts are applied toward regular prices for most vehicles Prices may
be higher for 6 and 8 cylinder vehicles See manager for warranty details Void
where prohibited, taxed, or restricted by law Valid only when you use your Visa

card and present this certificate Applicable taxes must be paid by bearer Only
redeemable in the U S Cash value 1/100

cent Visa Rewards is a service mark of Visa

International Service Association

C1997VisaUSA Inc

Save25%
on any purchase
Pay with your Visa* card and save 2S% on your next purchase at Trade Secret

With over 1 ,000 professional salon products, including Back to Basics.

Sebastian, loico, Nexxus, 0PI, and more. Trade Secret is more than gust a

salon Get the very best products at the best prices— for simply great hair

Call 1 800 888 1 1 1 7 (24 hours a day. 7 days a week) for the location nearest

you Offer valid 9/1/97 2/28/98 Authorization Code B3S1

Terms and Conditions: Certificate redemption is solely the responsibility of pat

ticipatmg Trade Secret locations Offer valid Septernbet 1, 1997, through February

28, 1998 Discount cannot be used in combination with any other offer Not valid

on salon sen/ices Any other use consbtutes fraud Void where prohibited, taxed,

ot restricted by law Valid only when you use your Visa card Applicable taxes must

be paid by bearer Only redeemable in the U S Cash value 1 /1 00 cent Visa

^^^^^^^^^^^^_ Rewards is a service mark

I of Visa International

*^LlHHi^rHr)1HHHp| Service Association

MORI rHANASAlON C 1997 Visa U.S.A. Inc.
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Collegian Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS I AUTO FOR SALE

University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

Nature Photography
Weekend Workshop
in the White Mountains.

Learn how to use your

camera while hiking the

White Mountains.

October 24-26 Sign-up

in the Craft Center. All

levels of photo experi-

ence welcome.

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Sunny, spacious 2

bedroom apartment in

ownei occupied 2-fami-

ly. Quiet area near High

Street in Greenfield.

Walk to downtown.
$550 per month plus

utilities. Security

deposit and references

required. No smoking.

Available October 1st.

Call 774-5182

Sugarloaf Estates

Luxury 2 bedroom apart-

ment homes. FREE HEAT

AND HOT WATER. State

of the art kitchens,

designer baths, w/w
carpeting, washer and

dryer. On PVTA. Call

Today. 665-3856

AUTO FOR SALE

68 Dodge Van
"Mystery Machine"
runs, drives, needs
work. $500. 586-3463

1986 Chevy Celebrity

Station Wagon V-6

$1400/B0 Call 253-

5482

1988 Ford Festiva

85,000 miles. Always

starts, runs great.

$1300. Call Tom at 253-

9946

1985 Dodge Charger
automatic, good condi-

tion, reliable, new parts.

$600/BO. 323-9802

84 Jeep CJ7 4x4,

hardtop, new battery,

needs some work.

Asking $1100 or B/0.

Call 549-1609 (Tony) or

549-9267 (Patri)

EMPLOYMENT

Jobs For The
Environment
Campaign with

MassPirg to reduce pes-

ticide use.

Flexible schedule.

$50-75/day

Call Terry @ 256-6434

PAINTER'S HELPER
WANTED Part-time,

temporary. $7/hour. 253-

9457

Part-Time "Wine
Assistant Nights and

Saturdays. Yankee
Spirits, Sturbridge.

(508)347-2231

EMPLOYMENT
Spring Break "Take
2 hiring reps! Sell 15.

Take 2 free. Hottest des-

tinations! Free parties,

eats, and drinks.

Sunsplash 1-800-426-

7710 or www.sun-
splashtours.com

Ski Lodge Positions

Open Nov-April. Salary,

room and board.

Bonuses and ski pass.

For applications, call,

write, or fax. Alta

Peruvian Lodge, P.O. Box

8017. Alta, Utah 84092.

(801)742-3000. Fax

(801)742-3007

Drivers Wanted Pays

$70 to $120 per shift.

Car needed. Dominos
256-8911

FOR RENT

Fridge Rentals 253-

9742 Free Delivery

FOR SALE

Computers!
Computers!
Computers!

The very best prices

around! IBM Thinkpads

Compac as well as print-

ers, scanners, and sup-

plies. Call File

Management Solutions

and ask for Jason 549-

4850

FOR SALE

Rolling Stones Foxboro

October 20 and 21. Floor

seats still available.

665-0241. Leave
Message.

Big Fish Tank All

equipment included. $40

or B/0. 549-6926

Laptop Notebook
Works good. $150. Good

for school. Call Steve

(413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for

computer. Works great.

Call CPC (413)584-8857

Watch batteries, ear

piercing, eyeglass

repairs, jewelry restora-

tion, diamond engage-

ments, wedding rings.

Silverscape Designs,

264 N. Pleasant St,

Amherst. 253-3324

Open Daily.

FOUND

Tan Kitty Found near

MacNamara 9/21.

Please call 665-0397 to

claim.

HOUSE FOR RENT

2 bedroom mobile
home Wendall Forest,

1/2 hour from Amherst.

Graduate student-simi-

lar. $550 monthly.

(508)544-6072

INSTRUCTION

Get valuable teaching

experience and
enhance your resume!

Volunteer to teach con-

traception workshops at

the University Health

Services. Call for more

information. 577-5181.

BARTEND WITH UNI-

VERSITY BARTENDING
50% student discount.

On-campus classes

starting soon! Call 1-

800-U-Can-Mix for info.

Swiss Army Engraved

Watch near or inside

Morrill on 9/25.

Sentimental value. Call

Kristen® 256-1664

Sunglasses with pre-

scription lenses were
lost on Wednesday the

24th near the pond or

Haigis Mall. If found

please call 582-9822.

LOST- Silver XMAS
Tree Charm Belonged to

mom. Very sentimental.

Please call 253-7733

Steph. Reward. Please!

Please!

Lost Watch- Ladies

Hamilton Watch. Lost on

Mt. Toby Fireroad/Trails

in mid-July. Roman
numerals, black strap.

Reward. Sue (413)367-

2755

MISCELLANEOUS

www.movieposter.com

Vintage-Current

(416)391-0133

PERSONALS

Single lonely clue

awaits your arrival. Pick

me up in a place where

the food delivery is free

and the service is for

Sylvan Residents Only.

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOMS Beautifully fur-

nished, available week-

ends for parents or visit-

ing professors for $50 a

night. Call 259-1938
evenings.

Big Room In House

5min walk to UMass.

Woodstove. Perfect for

2 $220 shared,

$440 single.

Call 253-4648

Hadley 17ft x 12ft room

on Route 9. Washer,
dryer, dishwasher,

Primestar. 5 min to

UMass. On bike

path/bus route.

$400(inclusive). 585-

8259

ROOM FOR RENT

Looking for one per-

son to share 1 large

room in two bedroom

apt in Amherst. On bus

route, behind campus.

For info, please call Brad

at 549-3992.

Room for rent in pri-

vate home. 1 mile to

UMass. Furnished

kitchen privileges.

Laundry, parking, quiet,

friendly. $335/month.

Barbara 549-4853

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need help?

Call Birthright of

Amherst area for free

testing and assistance.

549-1906

1/2

PRICE
SPECIAL

..**/»

EVERY
-HURSDAY,

IMAGINE

WHAT
A

CLASSIFIED

COULD

DO
FOR

you.

imp/

20C / wore

Wish someone a
Happy Birthday

and pay
iaif price!!!

Call 545-3500.

Visit us in the

Campus Center

basement or on

the concourse.

Personals Policy Rates
All t*-r«>ndls MUST be proofread bv CoHcgisn clas-

T>plovee* before payment ind acceptance of

Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY
rirst names and initials jre allowed. The only excep-

tions are tor birthdav <>r congratulations personals in

whuh iase the full name may be used.

Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO
EXCEPTIONS
Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means
dorm room numbers as well

Personals or a threatening or derogatory nature are

not acceptable Personals of a vindictive or libelous

nature are not acceptable Personals may not be
used for the purpose of harassment

6 Profantty may not be used in personals

7. The personals section is for personals only. The per-

sonals section may NOT be used to sell itemv seek

roommates, advertise meetings, etc

6 All personals must have the name, signature, and

UMass I.L> number of the student placing the as

filled in on the insertion order Non-students must

provide a valid driver s license and the license num-
ber must be recorded on the insertion order Use of

falfce identification or misrepresentation ts subject to

penalties under the law

9. The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit

any personal that does not meet the Collegia s stan-

dards in accordance with the statutes of the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts

Students

20 tf per word/day

All others

40y! per word/day

$2.00
min./day

NO REFUNDS
Plejse write clearly and

legibly. We are not responsible for errors result-

ing from illegible handwriting or type.

Standard Headings
ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT
ENTERTAINMENT

FOR SALE
FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

TUESDAY, SEPT. 30

Film — Kiss Me Deadly. After a

detective gives a woman a ride she is

found murdered, he follows the crime
Mraight into a nuclear conspiracy.

Sponsered by the Women's Studies

and Lounge Staff at 5:30 p.m. in

Battle tt 208A. part of the Women In

Film Noir series.

Meeting— The Index (UMass
Yearbook) is holding a general meet-

ing at 6:30 p.m. in the Studen Union,
room 304. For more information con-

tact Till Aordkian at 545- 0848.
Meeting— Amnesty International is

holding a meeting at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center, room 174-176. For

more information call the office at

545-1975 or stop by. Student Union,
room 306.

Meeting— The Inter-Religious

Summit meets from 7-9 p.m. in the

Campus Center, room 805 to plan and
launch student-run spiritual and reli-

gious activities not already available at

UMass. All seekers and leaders at

UMass are invited.

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 1

Fair— Health Fair from 10 a.m. to

3 p.m. in the Campus Center
Auditorium, sponsered by the Student

Nurses' Association. Includes men's

and women's health issues, message

therapy, acupuncture, STD/AIDS info,

blooa pressure screenings, free con-

doms and lots more.
Meeting— The UMass chapter of

Circle K international, a campus and
community service organization, has a

meeting at 6:30 p.m. in Stockbridge

1 14. Ifyou were a past Key Clubber,

or simply enjoy volunteering and mak-
ing new friends, come see what we're

about. All are welcome. For more
informaiton call Suzanne at 259-1860.

Meeting— Anyone interested in

studying in Cuemavaca, Mexico in

lanuary should attend an informational

meeting from 4-5 p.m. in Herter Hall,

room 301.

Service— Rosh Hashanah Eve ser-

vices followed by Kiddush at 7 p.m. in

the Student Union Ballroom
(liberal/egalitarian) or at the Hillel

House (traditional).

THURSDAY, OCT. 2

Meeting— Al-Anon is for those

who feel their lives have been affected

by another's drinking, from noon - 1

p.m. in the Campus Center, room 801

.

Service — Rosh Hashanah morning
services (followed by Tashlich at the

Campus Pond) at 9 a.m. at the Hillel

House (traditional), or 10 a.m. in the

Student Union Ballroom (liberal/egali-

tarian). Evening services at 7 p.m. at

the Hillel House (traditional) or the

Student Union Ballroom (liberal/egali-

tarian).

Speaker— fulie Netherland,

Education Director for the Gav and
Lesbian Advocates and Defenders

(GLAD) will present a talk on
"Contemporary Witch Hunts: Gay
Discrimination and Archaic Sex Laws"
at 12:30p.m. in the Campus Center,

room 803. This is free and part of the

GLBT Studies Lecture Series and is

co-sponsored by The Stonewall

Center, GLB GSO, Women's Studies

and the Chancellor's Task Force on
GLBT Matters. For more information

contact The Stonewall Center at

545^824.
Workshop — The first workshop

concerning the new Student Union
building will take place from 5-7 p.m.

in the Campus Center, room 803. All

students are invited.

NOTICES

Course— The Interdepartmental

Program in Film Studies is offering a

Certificate in Film Studies to all majors

(equivalent to a minor). Includes six

courses in film/video studies. For more
information and to fill out an applica-

tion, stop by the office in 101 South
College or call 545-3659. Office hours

MW 8 a.m.-5 p.m.. TuTh 10 a.m.-5

p.m., F 8 a.m.-2 p.m. Or visit the web-
page: www.umass.edu/film.

Final Exam Schedule— The Fall '97

Final Examination Schedule will be

available beginning Friday, October
17. Copies will be delivered to stu-

dents in the residence halls, and will

be available to off-campus students in

the Registrar's office (213 Whitmore).

It will also be available on the World
Wide Web beginning Wednesday,
October 1 at

http://www-ureg.admin.umass.edu.
Internships — Environmental

internships offered. Campaigns this

lerowtet include: Hunger and
Homelessness, Pesticides, Endangered
Species, Updated Bottle Bill and

Campaign Finance Reform. Looking

for motivated students to take leader-

ship positions. Call MassPIRG at

545-0199 or stop by 423A Student

Union.
Notice— The women's basketball

team is looking for managers for the

upcoming season. Reliability and a sig-

nificant time commitment are

required. If interested, please call

Scott Foulis at 545-2726.
Reminder— The deadline for all fed-

eral work study student recipients to get

on the payroll is Wednesday, October 1

at 5 p.m. No exceptions. Students can

defer their federa 1 work study until the

spring semester by coming to the stu-

dent employment office, 243 Whitmore
to file a deferral. Anyone that does not

do so by this time will have thier full

year federal work study award canceled.

Support Group — REFLECT, the 5

College bereavement support program
offers free bereavement support

groups to students of the 5 College

area. All services are confidential!

Enrollment for fall groups is happen-

ing now. Call 577-5316 for more
information.

Woman 'l Support Groups —
Everywoman's Center is offering the fol-

FYls are public service announcements printed

daily To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the

Managing Editor by noon the previous day.

lowing support groups: Building

Healthy Relationships: Self-Esteem anc

Intimacy for Undergraduate Women,
Lesbian in Relationship; For Singles am
Couples, Past Abortion Support Group
Self-Esteem; Exploration Through
Expressive Arts. Up From Under:

Women, Anger, and Depression, and
Women's Empowerment: the Tools to

Get There and Stay There. All groups

are free, meet on the UMass campus,

and provide a safe and confidential

space. For informationa nd registration

for a screening interview, call 545-088
by October 8.

Workshop — The Craft Center is

offering a nature photography expedi-

tion to the White Mountains, NH on
Friday October 24-26. Space is Halite

to 1 2 and sign up is now available in

the Craft Center. Any questions, call

545- 2096 or stop by the craft center

which is located across from the Hatcl

in the Student Union.

Daily Listings sponsored by: ADVERTISE HERE 545-3500
HSCN Bulletin

Board

Hartford

Boston

Boston

Springfield

Movie Ch.

Hartford

CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN
UPN/20
Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
International

UMass Academic TV
HSCN Programming

TV-19
i ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

3 CNN
4 CNN SI

Headline News
UCTV

7 TBS

BET

TV Land

Univision

Comedy Central

Cartoon

Much Music

and
HERE!

TUESDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI

o

WHDH
WTXX
WVIT

WTIC
WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
A&E
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK
SCIFI

TLC
TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

J! Wishbone V
NtwsS
Npws

i
ff>

®
©

©

Ntws X
Full House B

Married With

Jl
Home Imp.

To"

CrtttufM

News X.

»
30

6:00

RmI TV IT.

Family Welters

Qulncy

6:30
Business Rpt. Newihour With Jim Lehrer M

CBS News Inside Edition

CBS Ntws Extra 'M.

ABC News Inside Edition

Fre»h Prince

NBC News Wheel-Fortune

Cheers T
NBC

Judge Judy T

Simpsons I
NBC News

Business Rpt.

ABC News

Mad Abo You

Family Matters

WorldView X
1 Night Stand IMrtt-Uujh

Strange Plant (R)

Major League Baseball

Supermarket Debt

MTVLrve

Figure It Out

Twilight Zone

Hometlme (Rf

Viewers

7:00 7:30

BoyWotld

Ent. Tonight

Seinfeld <t

Wheat-Fortune |Jeopardy! X

Nova "Cracking the Ice Age" X
Real TV X
EnjJ'oniaht_

Chronicle X

JAG (In Stereo) X
JAG (In Stereo) X

Fresh Prince

Jeopardy' X
Grace Under

Hard Copy X
Frasier K

Ntwahour With Jim Lehrer X
Seinfeld a

Seinfeld U

Frasier X

Who's Boss?

Frasier X
Who's Boss?

Law A Order X
MoneyllneX [Crossfire X
Dally Show (R)

Gimme Shelter (R)

Sportscenter

Stein's Money

Intimate Portrait

Tiny Toon

Mattrodi (R) (In Stereo)

iny

'WillTwilight Zone

Kung Fu: Legend

Hometlme (R)

Baywitch Island of Romance
-

Highlander: The Series

H59L
(5:00) | "flaying Pi

«*lC»n»di*iB«a)ri"(i995

Doug X [Rugrats X
Time Tra« (R) (In Slereo) X
Home Again |Home Agin

Lots A Clark-Superman

«»"Jp«c»J«/n"('996)Mlchael Jordan 'PG'X

rot/s"(1996) David Keith Milter

Alan AWa. 'PG' X
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8:00 8:30

Home Imp.

9:00 9:30
Naked to the Bone (In Slereo)

Michael Hayes "True Blue" X
Michael Hayes 'True Blue" X

Soul ManX Home Imp. |Hiller-Oiller

*** •Arachnophobia'lWX, Horror) Jeff Daniels

Mad Abo. You

Clueless I

Mad Abo. You

Newsradio X
Moesha «

Newsradio X

Frasier X
Hiti (In Stereo)

FrasierX

Just snoot Me

Head-Heels

10:00 10:30
Hating Pot (In Stereo) Connecticut Journal

Dellaventura "Pilot" (In Stereo)

Dellaventurs "Pilot" (In Stereo)

NewsX
News

NYPDBhMX News t:

Dateline (In Stereo) X
TLAPD

Just Shoot Me
|
Dateline (In Stereo) X

Major League Baseball Playoffs Divisional Round Game 1 - Teams lo Be Announced. X
Mad Abo You Newsradio X
Nova Cracking the Ice Age

Home imp.

Clueless X
Soul Man X

• •

issX Moesha T( Hit; fr Stereo) |Hea

"Malta* The War (1991, Mystery) Andy Griffith"

Biography: Joan Rivers

Prime Newt X |Burden-Proo( |Larry King Uvt X

Frasier X [Just Shoot Me
[
Dateline (In Stereo) X

Naked to the Bone (In Stereo)

Home Imp. Hiller-Diller

Head-Heels

Devil Never Steeps (In Stereo)

NYPDBIueX
M'A'S'H X

11:00 11:30

Late Show X
Late Show X
Nightline X

Slat Trek: Deep Space Nine X

Vibe

I
tonight Show

News

Tonight Show

Simpsons X

Charlie Rose (In Stereo

Tonight Show

News «

M'AVH X
Nightline X
Cheers X

Touch of Frost 'Widows and Orphan jMi

ttV) "Matlock: The PnsorW
,
'(1989, Mystery) Andy Griffith

« Throw Momma From the Tmri"(Wr) Danny DaVlto

Wild Discovery: Grmltes

Billiards

Unsolved Mysteries (In Slereo)

Beavls-Butt. IBeavis-Butt.

Secret of Alex |Happy0tys

Seaquest DSV (In Stereo) X
Trauma II - Life in the ER

Before They Were Proe

New Detectives (R)

World Today X
Law > Order "Poison Ivy" X

Viva Variety [Make-Laugh

Sports lllus. iMoneyllne X

Assassination "Lone Gunman"

Golf Wonderful World of Golf | Bloopers

Justice Files (R)

**V> "Ufrrof tova. The ArletttSchwtltnr Story" (\9&, Drama)

Countdown to the 10 Spot

Happy Days | Bewitched

Jenny M.

Forever Knight Father Figure"

Apt.2F

I Love Lucy X |0dd Couple X
Tekwar "Unknown Soldier" X

Tamtthed Shield |Psi-Rles. The Real X-Rles (R)

Before They Were Proa (R)

WalM" Tms Runger : ;Bo»ing Hi. r HiT-.',.i < A-'» ,' I
••. h'.:» I .. . It

«« "Thar Thino You Dpi" (1996) Tom Everett Scon. 'PG'B [Execution Machln~

BrtvehearT (1995, Drama) Mel Gbson, Sophie Maroeau (In Slereo) 'R' UP

Dally Show |SWn'a Money

Sporlscenter X
Breaking Through (In Slereo)

Odriville, MTV
TaiiX

Lovollne (R)

Newhart X.

Time Trax (R) (In Slereo) X
Trauma II -Life In the ER(R)

Before They Were Pros (R)

Silk Stalklngs (R) (In Slereo) X
Ot Straight Life" (In Stereo) X
** 'Broken Arrow" (1996) 'FT II

«e'<6 'Groundhog Day"(1993) BiH Murray. 'PQ' |t "Marshal Law" (1996, Drama) Jimmy Smits (In Stereo) 'R' [Women
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Bruno By C. Baldw-in
Robotman By Jim Meddick

(ufi
»*u»*o, i nothio low nrriNfc

Uf HWl IN TMl HALL. THOUWO 1DU
MIOMT WANT A OC.INK WHAT& >*?

,

liV MOM'S AEAOINfc TO JAY
like HE* A MID. comFoaTinC
M'.M. AS HC COMES IN AMD OUT
OF CC*l*tlOOSNESJ.

I low AHIN'T... tov
' Mi towAt JEALOUS. OH
i MUMO, TrtATS M CUTE.

Of COURSE l*t NOT. I'M

A MAOMfc LIUMTED WOMAN
MNME- ONE Of DIM BtEHS

i^r^raE^

WOULD YOU LIKE

A PINCH OF CHEEK
WI1M THAT MA'AM?

Uivmvwiv
TVUS NEvV

CONVC

CRACKS Wfc

1 SU«klTSCA< IFVOU

LIKE "WW SORT OT- THINS,

ttP 1 FIND TWc
*R0&OTN\AM"CUARFveTER
ROWS VTfORrAC

pkenciuk^pw46'
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Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dilbert By Scott Adams

WO)uMlGar4GTO
DCPLAIKTORMRICK
•that i vciixeo wr>

vMCTljALPeT 73

Wl (60*1,1 WA\fc50M£
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RALPUlE

u)eLL.UM...Housee
UNA.

RAUPMie-SetMEPA
UTTL^OKifDT^eiNlT
TW5 MOENlMG •

I WiXVE A NEW
PERSONAL CRUSADE

1'IA GOING TO HUNT
\

DOCON THE PEOPLE COHO

HAVE STRONG OPINIONS I

ON SUBJECTS THEY 00N'T
UNDERSTAND. THEN I'LL

BOP THErA UJITH THIS
CARDBOARD TUBE.

THAT tOOULD INCLUDE
EVERYONE ON EARTH
EXCEPT YOu AND rAE.

LEAN
OVER
HERE.

r-hz -\

Mallard Fillmore By Bruce Tinsley Thatch By Jeff Shesol

HUNGRY? THe TRULY
peweRATE onn suRVive

BY CATIN6 PUCKETO OF
MtPONftLPe HOMfcY MUSTRRP.

WHAT ABOUT 0H.N0.

THE "ARCH C«MPUTtLV
PtLUXfc*? iNecx&i*.

Non Sequitor By Wiley Kampus Kids By Adam Souliere

l^MKiWSti OrC
)
CLftS5(JE

/
R.€.|

out of Time....

next week- - classi

VlsJ/

8 Years in Braces By Eric Petersen

9-30 Si

Leedee By Mike Rybicki

Its imPoSViBLE TO 'GNORE

7HE PVthLL'.C Imp Li CATIONS

Of THE 'iMCPstb'.RLE

H\Jlk.

BrYsmiy, LaJHem tuS

&uy Gets looked up

HiS &Nr.f\E Bot>y GETS

ftrO Erection. :i.^—

v
5i

q A

AMTi U)H«'LE iM-flfiS AROUSED

5TATE, \\fri REAM STvJ p;b

ft Alb Out of Covjtr.ol.

Pass Or

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) —
You are about to be introduced

to something that may indeed

change your life, provided you

are open-minded and receptive to

it.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)—
Collective efforts can pay off

mightily today. You needn't give

yourself entirely to the group; be

wise in your choices.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — There is no use trying to

hide who you really are at this time.

There are' those who will criticize,

but most will find you endearing.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— Quality is far more important

than quantity today, but you may
find it difficult to adjust your atti-

tudes and behavior accordingly.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)

— You are soon to receive a call-

ing, but you will have to use great

care as you make all related deci-

sions. Trust your instincts now.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) —
You have been trying to attract far

too much attention to yourself of

late, without focusing your energies

appropriately on your tasks.

ARIES (March 21-ApriI 19) —
What seems fair to you isn't likely

to sit well with those around you.

Coworkers and others will have

good reason to challenge you.

TAURUS (April 20-lviay 20) —
You will receive a promise from

someone who has been unreliable

in the past, but today, you'll have a

good reason to believe him or her.

GEMINI (May 21 -June 20) —

Trust the recommendations of oth-

ers today and you'll delve into

things that you hadn't embraced in

the past. Novelty is engaging.

CANCER (June 21 -July 22) —
Speak softly, make your requests

in an engaging and polite fashion,

and you can have others providing

you with what you most need.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) — Take

time out today to discover just

what it is that has been upsettig

you lately. The answer to this ques-

tion can prove liberating to you.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) —
You may be unusually demanding

today, and in a manner that rubs

others the wrong way. Take time to

pause, consider and relax!

Close to Home By John McPherson

Quote of tJHe Day
££ The three preoccupations of the

human mind are: sex, death and

the anguish of time-space

-Salvador Dali

Today's P.C. Menu
Call 345-2626 for mor* Information.

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Hot & Spicy Chicken Wings

Soylent Green

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Southern Fried Steak

Caponata with Pocket Bread

Jason proves that he wasn't lying about

the fata of his homework.

Worcester

ACROSS
t Very long time

4 Wide open
9 Gush
13 Yves' girlfriend

14 Unwind
15 Ocean

movement
16 Cheerful song
17 Lofty

1 8 Fit of temper
19 Carpenter's buy
21 Valuable furs

23 Eyed amorously
25 Frolic

26 Stocked (up)

29 Superior
31 Not sleeping

32 Son of Aphrodite

33 Mortgage, e g
37 Fleur-de

—

38 Secretaries of

ancient times

4

1

Postal creed
word

42 Singer James
44 Conceal
45 Passport need
47 Bass or alto

49 Rough and
bristly

50 Fall bloomers
53 Sandwich shops
55 Frozen dessert

57 Barge pusher

61 Need

62 Shop machine
64 Puts 2 and

2 together

65 Lotion
ingredient

66 Swords
67 Type of

15-Across
68 Social misfit

69 Started a card

game
70 Like a desert

f

DOWN
1 Runner
Zatopek

2 Greasy
3 1 976 Holden/

Dunaway movie

4 Actor Tom —
5 Hollow stone

6 Priest's

garment
7 Bleached-out

8 Jog or bike

9 Tried hard

10 Player —
1

1

Garden tool

12 Tiniest

13 Matterhorn, e.g.

20 S-shaped
moldings

22 Wrestler's pad
24 Made fun of

26 Markdown
27 Taunt

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

I I If IxlTaBolnlAl I IDLflMlAlMl

nnmn dsbs nsaa
HDBun rawniiuTi cimmH

nnaw ranraa

HmH cidhkih ranranu

HCIHffla BHOQB OHEl

IMI lln I 1 HACEBPAHL

raBHB H@D@H B@@H
9-30-97 © 1997. United Faature Syndicate

28 Kiln for hops
30 Ear part

32 Writer Ambler
34 Slaughter of

the diamond
35 One and the

other
36 Helen of —
39 Worked with

stone
40 Parsley unit

43 Prevented
46 Spouse

48 Sphere
49 Saddest
50 Nile dam
51 Oil-bearing

rock

52 Choir voice

54 Singer
Merman

56 Adhesive —
58 German river

59 "An apple
—

"

60 Recipe qty.

63 Iced drink

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Spaghetti

Hot & Spicy Chicken Wings
Harvest Burger

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Sicilian Spaghetti

Pastabilities

Hampshire
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken a la King

Chicken Sandwich

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Southern Fried Steak

Conspiracy Burger

Berkshire

LUNCH
Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Chef's Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Hot & Spicy Chicken Wings
Harvest Burger

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Pineapple Ham Steak

Sicilian Spaghetti

Pastabilities
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Duquette

looks to '98

expansion
So. I |um the Red Sox won*t be

protecting Wilfredo Cordero in the

upcoming expansion draft.

The embattled left fielder was
released by Boston minutes after the

Sox blew a ninth inning lead and lost

the season finale in Toronto.

This abrupt axing by the Sox front

office brings one of the Boston sports

scone's most peculiar stories in recent

memory to an end.

After allegations surfaced that he

struck his wife Ana with a telephone,

Cordero apologized for his actions

and practically begged for support

Fred Hurlbrink Jr.

from the Red Sox and their fans.

Then he was unofficially suspended

from the team after he tried playing in

a couple road games. Then seemingly

all his past girlfriends and wives came
forward with accusations of their

own. But. before that in an ESPN
interview he vehemently denied ever

having an abuse problem.

So. the Red Sox organization had
its hands tied as to how to handle the

situation because they came out in

support of their employee when the

stuff first hit the fan, then the story

got so wild there was nothing for

them to do.

To make a long story short, the

release of Cordero does nobody any

good — the Sox lose a potential

All-Star, Cordero loses his job for

now and nobody will ever forget this

escapade.

All serious controversy aside, this

most recent personnel move by Dan
Duquette begs the question: "who's

stay-in' and who's goin?'"

Good question.

The Duke warned Sox fans that

they are going to be one of only a few

teams that could lose three top-quali-

ty players in the upcoming Nov. 18

expansion draft.

Buh-bye Troy O'Leary.

They'll probably think about pro-

tecting that kid at shortstop...what's

his name. Nomar something-or-othcr.

Mo Vaughn's staying (until he gets

traded). That's two.

Here's the rest: 3. John Valentin: 4.

Jeff Frye (he's fast, can play any posi-

tion, and hits .285 all the time); 5.

Michael Coleman: 6. Reggie
Jefferson: 7. Tom Gordon: 8. Brian

Rose: 9. Carl Pavano: 10. Bret

Saberhagen (experience, experience,

and he's not that old): 11. Butch
Henry: 12. Jeff Suppan: 13. Ron
Mahay (good lefty in the 'pen); 14.

Robinson Checo: 15. Donnie Sadler

(will get his chance in spring train-

ing).

Who does that leave swingin' in the

wind?
Tim Naehring. who has never been

a healthy major leaguer. There's a

chance his injury problems could
keep him in a Red Sox uniform, or at

least a Boston hospital.

Steve Avery — who cares he's

gone. Poor kid peaked at 21.

A whole slew of worthless pitchers:

Aaron Sele has proven that potential

doesn't count for much. Chris
Hammond is just a lefty with an atti-

tude. Mark Brandenburg just can't

get batters out. Joe Hudson has

always had good numbers, but has

never been trusted in a tough spot.

And some pretty decent pitchers:

Jim Corsi was phenomenal after the

first month of the season. Tim
Wakefield eats up innings (and is

talking contract with the Duke). John

Wasdin at times had the stuff.

Scott Hatteberg is solid but
expendable As is Bill Hasclman. but

aing prospect backstop Jason
Varitek out there is a gamble.

I know what you're thinkin', "What

•bout Walt McKeel?"
Well, he might be safe, but Trot

Nixon, who has apparently developed

|eff McNeely disease, won't be pro-

tected and might just go late in the

draft. The development of Coleman
makes Nixon a fallen commodity, and
largely a forgotten man.

• Hey Spankee kins, sick of all this

Red Sox talk? Still mad about the

Derek (Pretty Boy) Jeter over -rated

column? Well tough, but here's some
food stuff for ya' anyway.

Hideki Irabu pitched five innings

and got the win against Detroit

Sunday afternoon. He had six strike-

out- ,mhI lowered his L.R.A. to a scin-

tillating 7.09. What's the Yen-Dollar

conversion rate?

Hey Kenny Rogers. ..how's your
ego doin'?

By the way leter finished'the season

at .291, Nomar finished at .306. You
don't even want to see the rest of the

Mats

But I digress. The Bronx Bombers
in the playoffs and set to lace the

Indians, while the actual contenders

try to knock each other off in the

other junior circuit series.

Both the Tribe and New York have

a lot to prove in this series. The

Turn to BASEBALL page 6

Massachusetts falls to St. Bonaventure, tops Duquesne
By Jackie Leroux

Collegian Staff

UMass

Duquesne

St Bonaventure

UMass

Life on the road has not been

too kind to the Massachusetts
men's soccer team. The
Minutemen could only pull out one

win after three away games, bring-

ing their record to 5-2-1 overall,

and 1-1 in Atlantic 10 conference

Play-

After losing to

Hartford 1-0 in

double overtime on
September 23.

UMass hit the road again this

weekend to begin their conference

schedule. They trav-

eled to Olean, N.Y.

to take on St.

Bonaventure on
Friday, and then
made their way to Pittsburgh to

play Duquesne on Sunday.

The Minutemen fell to the

Bonnies, a game they were
expected to win rather easily, by a

score of 2-1. The Bonnies struck

first, with one of two goals from
Trevor Carlson, 8:59 into the con-

test. After going one full season

and six games without a goal,

lames Redmond, a midfielder/for-

ward out of Springfield, scored his

first ever collegiate goal, at the

25:36 mark. But that was all

UMass could produce, with
Carlson scoring again at 39:48 to

put it away for St. Bonaventure.

UMass was severely outshot by

the Bonnies, 17-9, but both teams

were even with corner kicks, each

putting in seven. Massachusetts'

sophomore keeper Todd Fowler
played very well, grabbing nine

saves. St. Bonaventure's goalie

Chris Salinas put in seven.

Things picked up in Pittsburgh,

however, where UMass downed
Duquesne 2-1. With (oenal

Castma out of the game after

receiving a red card, freshman Seth

Lilburn scored the game-winning

goal. Lilburn now has three goals

on the season, tying him with
senior Mike Butler for the most
goals on the team.

Redmond scored his second
career goal, just 3:06 into the con-

test to put UMass up 1-0. The
Dukes tied it up at the 53:31 mark,

with a goal from Charlie Roberts.

Lilburn scored his goal with a

rebound off his own
shot in the 78th
minute, sealing the

game for the

Minutemen.

Fowler had another good game
for UMass, with eight saves, to

Duquesne keeper
Fabrizio Macatiello's

two. The Dukes had

a 12-5 edge in shots

and a 4-1 advantage

in corner kicks

Despite the two losses, The
Minutemen are ranked No. 1 1 in

the nation by the NSCAA/Umbro
Coaches Poll, and first in New
England. They are also ranked No.

16 by Soccer America. Last week
Butler was honored as player of

the week by the A- 10, and Lilburn

was named Rookie of ihe Week.
The two were honored for their

play in upset wins over No. 22 New
Hampshire and No. 9 Boston
University.

Butler is one of the most prolific

scorers in school history, and has a

knack for scoring game-winning
goals. He stands at fifth all-time in

career points, with 74. is tied at

seventh for goals with 27, and tied

for fourth in assists with 20.

Lilburn has been a pleasant sur-

prise for coach Sam Koch, a fresh-

man from Booton. New Jersey, he

leads the team in scoring with 1

1

points and three goals.

Another bright spot for the

Minutemen. they were able to pull

out Sunday's win without going

into overtime. The Minutemen had

a streak of five consecutive over-

time games, including the loss to in those games. things home with a game against

Hartford. They took them well. Later this week UMass will con- St. Joseph's on Friday and a game

however, putting up a 3-1-1 mark tinue their A-10 play, bringing against Temple on Sunday.

IORMA KANSANEN'-COUFGIAN

The No. 1 1 Massachusetts men's soccer team split on its weekend road trip.

UMass ends Texas matches with 2-1 loss to California
By Jorma Kansanen
Collegian Staff

UMass

FARMERS BRANCH, TX. —
Nobody told the No. 1 Massachusetts

women's soccer team that there would

be days like these. ..strange days,

indeed.

Last Sunday afternoon at Cox Field,

the Minutewomen (7- 2) lost to

California-Berkeley (4-4) by a 2-1

score in the second

match of their

weekend trip. An
exciting 2-1 win
over No. 13

Southern Methodist on Friday night

started the weekend nicely, but the

dreaded letdown was in the northern

Texas air; especially with a ration of

injuries.

UMass coach |im Rudy had to

rearrange his lineup all weekend long,

and combined with the rigors of travel

on a young squad, it was just one of

those days.

Consequently, the ration of injuries

became a buffet as junior midfielder

Robin Smith went down in the first

minute of the match with a wrenched

knee. A goal by Courtney Carroll on a

header off the ensuing free kick jolted

UMass, and the Minutewomen never

fully got back into the match.

Cal-Berkeley was able to keep
UMass off-balance with a tight posses-

sion game, and the Minutewomen only

showed brief glimpses of their offen-

sive continuity.

Rudy was disappointed after the

match, with aspects of the game that

he could and not control. Losing Smith

early left his squad discombobulated.

the refereeing was marginal, with the

team ailing from various debilitations

and the loss of senior defender Amy
Burrill to a prior commitment com-

bined with the heat of a Texas fall to

sap the energy out of his team.

"With this loss, one of the factors

against was losing Smitty early, and we
seemed to lose it right after it hap-

pened," Rudy said. "We didn't pick up

anyone after the injury, and next thing

you know, the ball is in the net.

"It was not a pretty game, but we

Turn to SOCCER, page 6 Freshman forward Kara Green tries to weave her way through the Cal defense during Sunday's 2-1 loss to the Golden Bears.

Women's tennis drop two, fall to Columbia and Rutgers
By Michael Kobyianski

Collegian Correspondent

An ideal weekend for the

Massachusetts womens' tennis team

would have been to hit the road and

sweep its four matches

However, things didn't turn out

according to plan. After disposing of

the University of Vermont on Friday

afternoon at the Upper Boyden
Tennis Courts, the Minutewomen
could only muster a 1-2 performance

on its trip to Piscatawav. New Jersey

and New York City. With the 2-2

weekend, the Minutewomen now
have a 3-2 overall mark on the sea-

son

On Saturday afternoon the
Minutewomen squared off against

Rutgers. The Scarlet Knights, howev
er, were up to the challenge, handing
UMass a 6-3 defeat.

Ola Gerasimova and freshman
Robyn Lebovta were both winners in

singles action, while Gerasimova
teamed up with Marie-Christine
Caron to pick up a victory in doubles

play.

Next up on the slate was a Sunday

morning tilt with Georgetown, a

match that was added to the schedule

early in the season. UMass bounced

back from Saturday's loss with a con-

vincing 5-2 win over the Hoyas.

Caron. Lebovit/. Inckie Braunstein

and Emily Wegner were all singles

winners, while the duos of

Gerasimova- Caron and
Lebovitz-Caroline Steele each pulled

out victories to give the

Minutewomen ihe point in doubles

play.

Were two matches on Sunday too

much for Manet husetts? The answer

may have been found in the second
match of the day against Columbia,
as UMass dropped a heartbreaking
4 3 decision to the Lions.

Gerasimova. Steele and Lana
lioiodetskaya were all victorious in

ili. -ingles competition, while the
combo of Braunstein and
Qorodettkaya was a winner in dou-
bles action.

Minutewomen notes...

UMass traveled to Princeton, N.J.

last weekend to participate in the
I astern Championships. Lebovit/
and Goioiietskayii both advanced to

the second round in singles play,

while Gerasimova made it to the

quarterfinals before falling to

Pennsylvania's Anastsia Pozdniakova,

who eventually reached the finals. In

doubles play. Caron and Steele

reached the second round before los-

ing to Michelle Tyson and Lacey Lee

of Old Dominion.
The Minutewomen had their match

against Colgate canceled yesterday,

and will hit the courts next on Oct. 6

when they will travel to lamaica, New
York to face the Red Storm of St.

lohn's.
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Spirit of

music

This week's Trax

features reviews of

solid new releases

from Spiritualized

(pictured),
V e r b o w , | e r e m y
Toback and more
(see Arts & Living,

page 6).

The nation really

"digs" her, man
Sophomore Kari

Hogancamp,will
help lead the

UMass volleyball

team at 7 p.m.
tonight against

Rhode Island in the

Cage (see Sports,

p- 10).

WORLD

Agenda set for peace

talks in North Ireland

BELFAST, Northern Ireland (AP) —
The eight parties in Northern
Ireland's peace talks agreed yesterday

to discuss the province's most divisive

issues during full-scale negotiations,

set to begin next week.

In a three-hour meeting that went

surprisingly smoothly, representatives

of the various parties agreed on an

agenda that focuses on relations

between the British-ruled north and

the Irish Republic, the internal gov-

ernment of Northern Ireland, and on

Anglo-Irish relations.

Yesterday's deliberations marked

the first time pro-British unionists and

supporters of the Irish Republican

Army met face to face to actually

make agreements.

However, both sides continued

their refusal to speak to each other

directly and addressed all their

remarks to the chairman, Canadian

Cen. |ohn de Chastelain.

The British and Irish governments,

the co-sponsors of the negotiations,

scheduled to start Oct. 7, have set a

May deadline for concluding a new
political settlement on the future of

Northern Ireland.

The Irish Republican Army has

been observing a cease-fire since |uly

20, clearing the way for Sinn Fein, its

allied political party, to join the talks.

NATION

M.I.T student dies after

alcohol induced coma
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) — A

freshman found unconscious amid

vomit and empty liquor bottles at

a Massachusetts Institute of

Technology fraternity has died of

an alcohol overdose.

Scott Krueger, 18, of Orchard

Park, N.Y., died late Monday, three

days after the fraternity pledge was

discovered in his basement room at

the Phi Gamma Delta house.

His parents said his blood-alco-

hol level had reached .4)0 percent

— five times the legal limit for dri-

vers in Massachusetts. Authorities

say that means he consumed
about 16 drinks. The medical

examiner said yesterday that

Krueger died of an alcohol over-

dose.

"You'd think people here would

be smarter than that. But in some

cases, tragic things just happen,"

said |ohn Fries, 18, an MIT fresh-

man.
It was at least the second such

death at at an American university

this semester. In August, a

Louisiana State University fraternity

pledge died at a hospital after a

night of drinking. A clean-cut

three-letter athlete who graduated

in the top 10 of the 325 students

in his high school class, Krueger

had attended a party at the frater-

nity earlier that night where he was

paired off with a "big brother,"

and where alcohol was served,

school officials said.
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Proposal to ban smoking in bars;

Local owners opposed to measure

Double vision...

By Paul Hayes
Collegian Correspondent

AMHERST — The Amherst Board

of Health is continuing efforts to

impose a smoking ban on all town

bars, despite the protests of bat-

owners and customers.

The Board of Health has a moral

and legal obligation to protect peo-

ple from public health hazards, but

some people feel that this ban would

be an abuse of the board's power.

"To me it simply looks like a

group who seems to know what's

best for others." said Professor Hans

Fisches, a smoker who reeentlv

retired from the University of

Massachusetts' math department.

Bars were the only exception to

Amherst's 1994 ban on smoking in

public places. Two years ago. the

Amherst Board of Health tabled the

issue of preventing smoking in bars

to be considered at a later date. Now
they are once again considering the

ban.

Massachusetts state smoking regu-

lations currently require any location

with 7 5 seats or more to have 20U

square feet of non-smoking space,

said Bruce Potter, the Massachusetts

Restaurant Association's Director of

Member Services.

Towns are then able to create

their own separate smoking regula-

tions.

According to Potter. Amherst is

one of the first towns in the country

to attempt to censure smoking from

all public places.

Originally, the Amherst Board of

Health was one of a number of local

community boards, including those

of Northampton, Lasthampton and

Holyoke, which considered imposing

such a ban.

None of the other towns are still

KEN MC DONALD' COLLEGIAN

Chris |ohnston, a senior Communications major, is one of the many

smokers who would be affected by a smoking ban in Amherst.

considering the issue, and many
question the Amherst Board of

Health's continued push for the

ban.

"I've never had any complaints in

the two years since the issue was

tabled," owner of Delano's Chick

Delano said. "Why they're doing this

now, I don't know."

Business Concerns

Potter questioned why the

Amherst Board of Health is now
pushing for the bar ban.

"When all the surrounding com-

munities said no. they kept going."

he said. "I don't know why they put

their bars in jeopardy."

According to Potter, three other

Massachusetts communities, Sharon,

Reading and Wakefield, have insti-

tuted such a ban. and all are facing

problems.

"Three or four bars have gone out

of business, and others are having

severe problems." he said.

Yet Marlene Leach, the Tobacco

Control Coordinator for the

Amherst Board of Health, said that

the stereotypes of who goes to bars

are incorrect.

According to a 1995
Massachusetts Adult Tobacco
Survey, about 25 percent of all peo-

ple ages 18 to 44 smoke.

Leach said that another survey

found 75 to 80 percent of people

| who go to bars] don't smoke.

Yet many local bar owners dis-

agree with this statistic in regards to

their bars.

"Seventy-five percent of my busi-

ness smokes." said Trudy DiNatale.

the owner of Mike's Westview Cafe.

Dave Rohde. manager and bar-

tender of The Spoke, puts the figure

closer to 90 percent at the Spoke.

"How many people on the Board

of Health go to bars?" he asked. "I

think they're out of touch with the

scene."

Old Amherst Ale House owner
Eugene O'Neil said that many of his

customers would either go to

Northampton or Hadley or stav

home.
Northampton allows smoking in

bars, and Hadley currently has no
smoking regulations.

"We fear a loss of business

because the surrounding towns
haven't enacted a no-smoking poli-

cv." suid Douglas LeBlanc. trie-

owner of The Spoke. "[The haul

would be economically devastating

to me."

Turn to PROPOSAL page 2
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This image of the swan and the library was produced by double

exposing a negative.

Increase in library's budget;

resources will be expanded
By Tomor Carroll

Collegian Staff

Netanyahu to continue construction

By Karin Laub

Associated Press

IERUSAI.1 M Onlv a day after Israel agreed to consid-

er a "timeout" in lewish settlement construction. Prime

Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said yesterday that construc-

tion would continue to accommodate natural population

growth.

The Palestinians, meanwhile, said peace negotiations can

not resume unless Israel stops all building in the settle-

ments

"This is the bottom line as far as all Palestinians are con-

cerned," said Palestinian Cabinet minister Hanan Ashrawi.

The tough words catf doubt on whether Israel and the

Palestinians can emerge from their deep crisis. A U.S. -bro-

kered agreement reached Monday on the resumption of

talks simply deferred sticky issues, such as settlement con-

struction, and fundamental disagreements between the two

sides remain.

Asked whether Israel was read) to suspend construction

during the negotiations with the Palestinians, as requeued

by the United States. Netanyahu said: "There is an agree-

ment to discuss the concept of the timeout, and each side

will submit its ideas., and you know we are building in the

settlements, and making natural growth of the settlements

possible, and I don't intend to change our policy
."

Netanyahu said he was willing to press ahead with the

peace negotiations, but that the Palestinians must first

prove that they are committed to crushing Islamic militant

groups responsible for more than a dozen suicide-bombings

in Israel since 1994.

"This entire process is linked to their fighting terrorism.'

Netanyahu told reporters. "If they fight terrorism, there will

be progress. If they don't fight terrorism, there will not he

progress
."

Yasser Arafat's security forces have arrested dozens of

suspected activists in the llamas and Islamic militant

groups in the past week alter Israel delivered proof that two

lerusalem suicide bombings on |ul> 50 and Sept. 4 were

Turn to CONSTRUCTION page 3

The University of Massachusetts

W.E.B. DuBois Library will be

expanding its resources and staff as

a result of Chancellor David K.

Scott's budget allocation for fiscal

year 1998.

The library received a $300,000

increase in its base funding, as well

as S250.000 one-time allocation,

as part of Scott's Strategic

Initiatives for fiscal year 98.

library Director Margo Crist

said the additional monies from the

budget allocation will be spent in

wayl directl) beneficial to library

uteri,

"Our intention is to focus our

expenditure! in »,n- that really

advance our resources." Crist said.

The funds will be spent in a man-

ner so users can reallv feel the ben-

efit."

The increase in the library's base

funding. Crist said, will enable new

siall to he hired.

"This will let us add sonic

Staffing positions." Crist said "We
will fill new positions where the

need is."

Crist said stall DM) he added to

help faculty and students learn how

to use the library's retOUrcei

"People need some amount of

assistance using this array of

resources." Crist said. "We would

like to get the staff out to work
with people in classrooms, too.

Faculty are recognizing the need to

do that."

The increase in the library's base

funding will permit the library to

maintain its current subscriptions

to paper serials, which have
increased in price

Several full text electronic jour-

nals will also be supported through

this budget increase. ISTOR (focus-

ing on the Social Sciences). Project

News (focusing on the Humanities)

and Ideal (focusing on the sciences)

are three lull text journal services

now available on-line through the

library.

Both students and faculty really

benefit from having this much
information available on-line in full

text," Crist said. "We want to con-

tinue to provide a mix of what is

available electronically and
on line."

The $2 50,000 one time alloca-

tion will be used to improve the

physical resources of the library,

mainlv in terms of increasing the

number of computer work stations

Turn to BUDGET, page 2

Sylvan scavenger hunt benefits Amherst community
By Sarah J. Kimmel
Collegian Staff

ON THE INTERNET

www.umast.edu/rso/colegian

If you saw groups of crazed stu-

dents running around campus last

night and wondered who they

were, they were residents ol

Sylvan participating in a cam-
pus wide scavenger hunt.

The hunt, organised b) Sylvan

Resident Assistants Nicole

Ciarhati. Gregg Berlandi, Clinton

Stoller and Renee Wurt/el. was a

effort to unify the Sylvan area,

help the students to learn the

campus and to help their commu-
nity. F.aeh participant paid an

entry fee of one canned food item

that will he donated to the

Amherst Survival Center. A local

supermarket which wishes to

remain anonymous has promised

to match that donation.

"We heard it would be foi a

good cause. Mid Nicci Ledoux. a

hunt participant. "We wanted to

help out and this is going to be-

fit n."

Participants ran to the

Whitmore Administration
Building where they were greeted

DJ a clown, former Cashin real-

dent Brian Colby, who gave them
a clue.. They traveled to the

Bluevvall where they were forced

to eat chicken legs and do the

Macarena" in order to receive a

clue. From Antonio's in

Southwest to the Green-O Snack
Bar. these hunters were on a mis-

sion to he the first team to the

finish line.

Not only did the clues reveal

the next destination the team
would travel to. but they also

sported different informational
blurbs about homelessness and
hunger.

"I think that this program is

helping the students to learn the

campus. It is my hope that every-

one will come out of this event

having learned something."
Wurt/el said.

Gilt certificates and coupons
were donated or purchased from
Media Play, Newbury Comics and

Turn to HUNT page 2

KEN MC nONALD^OLLECIAN

Sylvan residents prepare to scour the campus in a scavenger hunt to benefit the Amherst Survival Center
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According to |ohn Korpita, owner

of the Amherst Brewery, a

non-smoking establishment. 90 per-

cent of the people in the bar busi-

ness probably smoke.

Yet he said that a number of cus-

tomers thanked him for having a

non-smoking establishment.

Potter questioned the demand for

non-smoking bars.

"If there was a strong demand for

smoke-free bars, then where are

they?" he asked. "Owners are with

their CUItomCfl *We*J night, if the>

M« this us strong trend, they

[would] change."

Some bar owners did not disagree

with the aim of the ban. as much as

they did with its exclusivity to the

area.

"What the bars in town would like

is lor the Board of Health to wait for

the suite to enact a policy." LeBlanc

said, "so that everyone can play on

ihe same field."

Korpita also agreed that the suite

should give everyone the same rules

to live bv

While many bar owners are con-

cerned about a loss of business,

I each said continued allowance of

smoking, could have even more of a

negative impact on business.

She said that smoking creates lia-

bility issue) for business owners,

and that successful workers' com-

pensation -uits in California and

Maryland should be a concern to

local bar ownct-

Enforcement

The question of who will enforce

such^ ban is unclear.

Amherst police chief Donald

Maia said the ban is a health

requirement, and health officials

must enforce it.

Many bar employees are con-

cerned that they will be left enforc-

ing a ban they don*t want.

"It some 2~>0 pound guy sits down
and motel a cigarette, who's gonna

stop him?" asked DiNatale.

Other bar employees said that

they are busy enough preventing the

entrance of minors with fake l.D.'s.

monitoring the drinking of patrons,

making sure drinks are mixed right,

preventing drunk patrons from dri-

ving, dealing with fights, and keep-

ing the bar clean and up to code,

without also having to worry about

smoking.

Another concern of owners is that

this ban will make students drive to

further destinations, resulting in an

increase of drunk driving.

Others have questioned whether

the Board of Health can create and

enforce such a ban, which Leach

assures they have the authority to

do.

Protecting public health

The ban is intended to protect

customers, bartenders and other bar

personnel from inhaling environ-

mental tobacco smoke. Leach said.

Yet most bartenders, who were

asked about the issue, said they

didn't mind cigarette smoke.

"I knew what I was getting into

when I took the job." said Rob
Dullea, a non-smoker and bartender

at Barsellotti's.

Scott Brascoe, a non-smoker and

bartender at the Spoke, said the

smoke didn't bother him. and won-

dered why the Board of Health

didn't contact the bar employees to

see how they felt.

"I'm an intelligent person. I have

the ability to make these decisions

for myself." said Rohde. "No one

forces someone to work a job."

Leach said that a bartender

inhales about one and a half to two

packs of cigarettes in one shift. She

agrees that people have a choice of

workplace, but said that bar employ-

ees are an unprotected class of

workers.

"Public policy is supposed to be

consistent." she said.

According to DiNatale. most bar-

tenders are not exposed to cigarette

smoke long enough for it to have a

harmful effect on them.

"Bartenders arc usually here for

two to three years before they move

on to their careers." she said.

Leach said that people are casual

about smoking cigarettes because

they've grown up with it, and that

they aren't aware of the threats it

poses.

Smokers' rights

Leach said that the ban doesn't

mean that people can't smoke — it's

just the question of where they can

smoke.
"People can still have chewing

tobacco at a bar, because you won't

expose others to its affects," Valerie

Gintis, the coordinator of the

Tobacco Free Hampshire County

Coalition.

Rohde. a smoker, said that he

thinks smokers have been slighted

by the Board of Health.

According to Rohde. he has had

people close to him die of smoking

related reasons, and still believes in

the rights of people to smoke.

"The Board of Health doesn't care

about the bars or smokers," he said.

Gintis said that if smokers want

to harm themselves in their own
homes, that was their choice, but

when they smoke in bars, it becomes

a public concern.

According to one study, more
people die from smoking related

causes each year than those that die

from alcohol, car crashes, AIDS,

suicides, homicides, fires and drugs

combined. Gintis said.

O'Neil claims that the health

effects of cigarette smoke in bars are

based on statistics which cannot be

proven.

Another concern of the Board of

Health is the exposure of children to

cigarette smoke.

"Children go into places which

call themselves bars, but cater to

families." she said.

As a result, families could bring

children into what the Board of

Health calls a hazardous environ-

ment.

Bars that do not allow children

are angered that this consideration

is being brought up.

"We're an older crowd, we don't

allow children, we don't serve

food," Rohde said.

budget
continued from page 1

available, both on the main floor of

the library and through out the

tower.

"We would like to expand the

number of work stations," Crist

-aid. "We're still working on the

i--ue of getting work stations in the

tower. What 1 am hoping is to have

enough terminals so that you would

only have to walk up or down one

floor."

Currently, computer worksta-

tions are available only on the main

and seventh floors of the library, so

that users on other floors have to

take the elevators down or up to

get on the library system.

Crist said that she also hopes to

increase the number of Netscape

workstations available on the main

floor.

As that stupid owl used to say.. .save a tree today!!!

Read the collegian on the Web at: www.umass.edu/rso/colegian
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111 take drugs for $200...

Lisa Keppler, a sociology major, serves as a "game show hostess" for the Drug Jeopardy program on cam-

pus, which is designed to promote awareness of the risks of drug use.

hunt
continued from page 1

Bart's Ice Cream. Other prize-

include credits toward the UCard

and movie passes.

Another twist to this scavenger

hunt is that it was not necessary to

be first to be a winner. Each per-

son was assigned a personal num-

ber and prizes were hidden inside

clues which designated a specific

number.
No cars were allowed to be used

for this hunt so the teams run in

the rain. Even though the bus kit

from Sylvan five minutes before

the hunt began, the students were

ready.

"We have walkie talkies, we

have bike-... we're psyched,* laid

participant Mutt Ye/.vkeich.

Fellow participant Tyler Gibbs

said he was not discouraged by the

rain.

"It's just a pussing shower."

Gibbs suid. "It's just II Nino... we

came prepared
."

The hunt was the brainchild of

Garbati who has held events like

this before.

"I've done this in the past with

friends at home. We did it as a

tloor war tin Cashin) lust year and

it was really successful."

Cory Einhorn. Cashin House
Council Treasurer was not so

enthusiastic about last year's hunt.

"We're not looking forward to

doing laps around the TOC."
Einhorn said. "That's what they

made us do last year."

The Assistant Resident Director

of Sylvan. Yloise Tirado. is trying

to give Sylvan a more positive

image. "This is a new identity for

the Sylvan Area. We are the city on

the hill." Tirado said.
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New cold medicine tested,

symptoms are less severe

By Daniel Q. Haney
Associated Press

Free advertising...

Henry Lukasik, a student in the School of Management, sits by the pond with a copy of the Daily Collegian... thanks Henry.

TORONTO — A cure for the com

mon cold? Not quite. But perhaps the

next best thing is on the way: A medi-

cine that helps you feel only halt it-

rotten as you ordinarily would when

the sniffles do strike.

Researchers yesterday described

the successful human testing of the

first medicine that eases cold symp-

toms by attacking the cold virus

itself.

It's still years away from the drug-

store, cautioned Dr. Ronald B.

Turner.

"We've got a ways to go before

we're willing to say the word cure.
"

What Turner is willing to lay,

though, is that a genetically engi-

neered medicine called ICAM-1 clear-

ly seems to make colds less severe if

sprayed into the nose around the time

of infection. And that's nothing to

sneeze at.

Standard cold remedies try to tone

down the body's reaction to the cold

virus rather than thwart the germ

itself. Antiviral approaches have been

tried, but they typically do nothing at

all or their side effects are worse than

the cold.

One obstacle to finding an effective

medicine is that so many different

bugs cause colds. The most common
by far is the rhinovirus. which

accounts for about 40 percent ol

them. But there are more than 100

different strains of rhinovirus.

A few years ago. scientists learned

how almost all the rhinoviruses get

into the body. They attach themselves

to a particular protein on the cells of

the nasal lining. Scientists call this

protein "intracellular adhesion mole

cute- 1

." or ICAM- 1 .
Lsing gene iplk

ing. scientists can produce ICAM-1 in

volume. The idea behind the new

treatment is to spray it into the nose.

where it serve- a- I sort of decoy, lur

ing cold viruses away from their i

target

"Molecular bait." some call it.

Two pharmaceutical companies -

Bayer Corp. and Boehringer

Ingelheim Pharmaceuticals — ire

developing this approach.

Turner, an expert on colds at the

Medical University of South Carolina

in Charleston, said Boehringer's med

kine is the first to make it into

human testing. He presented the

results of that experiment, financed

by Boehringer, at a meeting of the

American Society lor Microbiology.

The researchers -prayed ICAM-1

or dummy medicines into the HOI

of 177 volunteer- either -even hours

before or 12 hours after exposing

them to rhino', irus.

The spray did not keep them from

getting infected. But it reduced the

severity of their cold symptoms by

about 50 percent. By comparison,

antihistamines — the mainstay ol

over-the-counter remedies — reduce

symptoms by about a third.

The researchers asked people to

rate their misery, going down a check

list of stuffiness, cough, headache

and sore throat, among others. On
every item, the people getting ICAM-

1 felt better. They also compared

"nasal mucous weight." as they deli-

cately put it. and found a 55 percent

reduction.

"It looks very promising, but

whether it will prove to be cost effec-

tive and feasible is another matter."

commented Dr. W. Michael Scheld of

the University of Virginia.
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Clinton promises IRS improvements; Gingrich vocalizes criticism
£- ,.,..,

I ,.,.., „,ino . unnonular u.encv and nromistng to Rubin said the Clinton ad .-.ration had moved to boost McCuha: "I'd be a little poudryWoin^lod^apr
By Terence Hunt

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Shaken by -torie-

Clinton administration scrambled u-

terday to relieve taxpayer anxieties and

prevent Republicans from capitalizing

on an easy target. President Clinton

promised improvements but said. "We

should not politicize it."

House Speaker Newt Gingrich

responded with a verbal shot at

Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin, say-

ing Rubin's attendance at financial

meetings over-cu- last week during the

Senate's tax hearing- showed he was

"too busy to administer the IRS."

From CongreM to the White House

to the Treasury Department, the

charges and countercharges grew hot-

ter. Clinton was left in the difficult

I IKS abuse, the

position of defending an unpopular agency and promising to

make it better — while rejecting a bipartisan proposal for a

.itizen oversight board.

Ouestioning Clinton's priorities, Gingrich said the IRS —
"so bad!) managed" — hud 10 time-

more stall than governmetM agencies

buttling illegal drugs or immigration

problems.

But Clinton -aid. "I believe the IRS is

functioning better today than it was five

years ago. I think it has to improve

more. And I think we should not tix to

sweep any of these problems under the

rugs."

Rubin, in a news conference follow-

ing Gingrich's attack, defended his over-

sight ol the tax-collection agency. He

al-o announced the rRS» wouM-viart

conducting "problem solving days* Bt

offices across the counm to help tax-

pavers.
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President Bill Clinton

GOP attempts to influence summit
By Slobodan Lekic

Associated Press

WASHING I ON - A House

panel voted yesterday to but Chinese

officials who commit human right-

violations from visiting the United

States.

"We don't want the ghouls ol the

world to come here." said Rep. Dana

Rohrabacher. iR-Calif.i. one of the

co-sponsors

Farlier yesterday , the House urged

the Clinton administialion to Nippf)

Taiwan with the latest theater anti-

ballistic missile sv-tem. if the govern-

ment in Taiwan requests it.

"The only point we want to send to

Beijing is: Sou mess around and we'll

put some missiles in your back yard,

said Rep. Donald Vlanzullo (R-llfi.

Combined with measures passed

Monde] and Friday, the legislation i-

pafl ol an attempt by GOP COM
live- to influence the agenda ol the

upcoming summit between President

Clinton and Chinese President Hung

Zemin,

"The cumulative effect ol these

bills does a number ol thing-: It

points us in the direction ol cutting

of) dialogue with China, in the direc-

tion oi disengagement from China, in

the direction ol making China the

enemy," -aid Rep. Lee Hamilton of

Indiana, the ranking Democrat on the

International Relation- Committee.

The visa bill al-o would exclude from

admi-sion into the I nited Slates lead-

ers of China*! government sanctioned

religious organizations. These include

Buddhist, laoi-t. Catholic, Protestant

and Islamic groups.

It is -trough opposed bv the admin-

i-tt.nion. which has -aid China could

retaliate by denying visas to many

Americans, including missionaries.

We will end up with the Chinese

government banning evangelists and

others who now have visas to go and

operate within China." said Rep. Sam

Geidenson. (D-Conni.

State Department representatives

opposed the nonbinding resolution to

supply, ami -missile systems to Taiwan.

arguing thai il was premature. The

United State- alreadv has -old laipci

the latest version of the Patriot mis-

siles used in the Gulf War. l'uiwan

requested that weapon alter China

test-fired missiles into waters near the

island in 1^)95 and 1^9b. China

claims Taiwan as I renegade province.

But Taipei has not asked for an

upgraded version of the missile, which

is still on the drawing Kurds.

Rubin suid the Clinton administration had moved to boost

customer service vvith an improved system to file taxes by

touch-tone telephone and better rcspon-es on the agency's

toll-free tax help line.

He also sought to put stones of IRS misconduct in context

ol mistake- made within an organization of 102.000 worker-

who collect SI. 5 trillion annually.

"No matter how well it's run and how careful everything is

done, inevitably, every year, there will be some number ol

instances that are not handled properly." Rubin said. "The

kev is to minimize it."

At the White House, presidential spokesman Mike

McCurrv criticized Gingrich in unusually harsh terms.

McCurty said the speaker "is probably one institution in

American political lite less popular than the IRS." McCurrv

added. "In tact, the more he's out there, the better it is in the

long run for us."

He suid Gingrich's call to "abolish the IRS as we know if

W« nothing more than a slogan, far from "the hard work of

changing that agency* and improving its performance.

Gingrich's spokeswoman. Christina Martin, fired back at

construction

McCurrv: "I'd he a little grouchy too if I had to defend a pri

vacy -invading, dtizen-terrorizing. property-seizing bureau-

cratic monster like the IRS."

A week after the Senate hearings on IRS misconduct, all

-idc- agree that the agency needs reforms but there i- a -haip

disagreement over who should oversee it.

A bipartisan group headed by Sen. Bob Kerrey. (D-Vb.t.

and Rep. Rob Portman. tR-Ohio). has called for a nine-mem

ber oversight board of private citizens to develop the IRS

budget and long-term planning. This bill enjoys bipartisan

support in the House and Senate and is being championed b\

House Republicans as the main IRS restructuring proposal.

The Treasurv Department, in contrast, wants an oversight

board of executive branch officials. Republicans oppose the

administration plan as putting potential political influence

over the agency

.

"1 think that the president is protecting Treasury's turl

here at a time when the turf battle is inappropriate." Portman

-aid in an interview. "Rather we should be focused on root

causes with the IRS — poor oversight and lack of manage-

ment."

continued from page 1

carried out by assailants from the

West Bank

Yesterday, Palestinian police arrest-

ed eight lluma- activists in the West

Bank town of Ramallah. including

members of the group's military wing.

Izzedinc ul Oussum. a Palestinian

security official said, speaking on con-

dition of anonymity

t nder the agreement reached in

New York on Monday. Israeli and

Palestinian negotiators will meet in

the Middle East in a week to discuss

the implementation of outstanding

issue- in the interim peace accords.

-ueh as the opening of a Palestinian

airport and of a safe passage between

the West Bank and Gaza Strip.

In a meeting in mid-October in the

United State-, the two side- are to dis-

cuss the proposed timeout in settle-

ment construction and Israel's long-

overdue troop pull hack born large

ureas of the West Bank. Also on the

agenda is a starting date for talks on a

permanent peace agreement.

In another development today, the

l-raeli daily Ihnm-tz said Israeli neu-

rit) knees have identified the master-

mind of two bombings by the Islamic

militant group Hamas in lerusalem on

My 50 and Sept. 4.

The bombmaker was identified as

Add Awadallah, a resident of the

W e-t Bank town of Ramallah and now

a fugitive. But an Israeli official said

the go-ahead for the attack- came

from Islamic militant leaders in Syria.

The assessment marked the first

time Israel mentioned a foreign

involvement in the bombings. But

Israeli government spokesman Moshe

Kogel said the new disclosures did not

diminish PLO leader Yasser Araiut '-

responsibility.
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The easy way out? I|Wb&&

Hey,
have you all heard? Ted

Turner (almost as rich as Bill

Gates) has just made a com-

mitment to fork over $1 billion to

causes supported by the United

Nations.

Now. take a deep breath and just

think about that. One billion dollars.

Some of us could work till the year

5724 and not make that much
money. ——^—

—

But here he is.

Ted Turner, giving

the U.N. the largest

private donation

from an individual.

Best of all. Turner

gets very little say

in how the money
will be spent. So all

of you concerned
about Turner run-

ning the U.N. can

relax.
^^^^^^^^^

Of course the U.N. wont get all

the money in a lump sum. No earthly

bank would be able to process a

check that big. The gift will be bro-

ken up into $100 million over 10

years and will go towards programs

in developing countries.

I guess $1 billion is pocket change

to Turner — this is a guy who makes

somewhere in the neighborhood of

$3.2 billion a year.

But it's not just a case of getting

rid of loose change for Turner. This

guy really wants to make a difference.

He says he was inspired by the work

of Mother Teresa and Princess Diana

and that he would like to help in

some way.

Well, don't say Turner has no
gumption. He really knows how to

get everyone's attention.

For example. Turner even got on

"Larry King Live" — which, you

guessed it. runs on his CNN network

— to tell us how the money is going

to be spent and how his wife )ane

Fonda wept over the news.

It's hard to imagine Fonda weeping

with joy over the donation — this is a

woman with a 300-square-foot clos-

et.

But back to Turner and his pal.

Larry King. It must be really nice to

have your own television network so

you can tell the rest of the world

what a nice guy you are. If that isn't

self-promotion, then I don't know
what is.

But whatever personal feelings

about Turner may be. his gift was

given generously and will go to help a

lot of people. But recall his motiva-

tion for shelling out the big bucks —
Mother Teresa and Princess Diana.

'It must be really nice

to have your own televi-

sion network so you can

tell the rest of the world

what a nice guy you

are.

Seema (Gangatirkar

If you take a second to think about

these two remarkable women, you

realize that they were completely dif-

ferent. Mother Teresa came from a

small village in Albania, while Diana

hailed from the upper-crust of

English society.

Diana owned hundreds of pieces

of clothing and was wealthy. Mother

Teresa owned three saris and had lit-

______^^_^_ tie personal
wealth. Diana
was young,
Mother Teresa

was old — the

differences are

endless.

But one
thing Mother
Teresa and
Diana shared
was a concern

for those less

fortunate.

Back in the '80s, when everyone

was afraid of AIDS, Diana went and

touched and hugged people with

AIDS. |ust last year, Diana walked

through a mine-field in Angola to

strengthen her point that land mines

ought to be banned.

Mother Teresa lived in Calcutta,

with the poorest of the poor. She

took care of the sick and the hungry,

and comforted the dying.

Princess Diana had plenty of

money and she could have taken the

easy way out by just giving money to

charity. Instead, she went out and

physically hugged and touched peo-

ple. Her actions spoke louder than

her purse ever could.

For Mother Teresa, a different

standard applies. Yet for 50 years,

even in failing health, she never gave

up. She continued to work and trav-

el, even when it might have been so

easy to retire.

Their example will be hard to fol-

low and in no way should we belittle

Turner's gift. His contribution will

help build schools, pave roads,

improve hospitals and provide food

for people all over the world. In fact,

Turner's actions should be a catalyst

for more people to take a moment to

help others.

However, the lesson left behind by

two exceptional women should not

be forgotten.

Money, as the adage says so elo-

quently, does not buy love. Nothing

heals more than a touch, and some-

times all the money in the world can-

not equal the comfort that comes

from a hug.

Seema Gangatirkar is a Collegian

columnist.

Write for Ed/Op!
The Collegian Editorial page needs rtew writ-

ers. We want you to write humor, politics,

satire, lifestyle or any of a thousand other

styles — let us be as broad as the student body

is. Anyone who is interested should contact

Dan Bodah at the Collegian offices, 113

Campus Center. For more information, call

545-1491.

We encourage our readers to respond to the con-

tents of the Collegian through letters to the editor.

Letters must be typed, no more than 400 words,

and include name, address and phone number for

confirmation purposes. They can be submitted to

Editorial/Opinion Editor, Daily Collegian, 113

Campus Center Basement, UMass Amherst MA
01003, or by email to:

letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu

Letters may be edited for length, clarity and
style.

Doonesbury

Fubar looks for a parking space in downtown
Amherst . .
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As you may know, parking is a hot topic in
Amherst right now. The debate over whether
or not to build a garage has split the town
into several factions, one of which is
pushing for a huge, ugly, concrete garage.
The town's Amherst Parking Report #1 seems
to support their position, saying that
"Without a garage, the downtown's...
parking problems cannot begin to be
addressed .

"
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But IS there really a parking problem to

begin with? A detailed analysis of Parking

Report #1 by the garage-neutral Coalition

for a ComprehensiveParking Action Plan reveals

that the authors of the report changed the

computational factors used to determine parking

demand from the ones used in 1977 and 1984,

without justifying the reasons for these

changes. \or example, in 1977 and 1984 the town

needed 1 parking space for every 6 seats in a

resturaunt. According to Report #1, now it need

X space for every A seats. In 1977 and 984 th

town needed 1 space per 8 seats in the lib«y.
Now it needs 1 space per 4 seats. And so on.

Then there is the matter of counting. The

Joalition for a Comprehensive Parking Plan found

385 more parking spaces in downtown A^r t than

are reported to exist in Parking Report #1. In the

six southern downtown blocks, they f°^382 mo re

soaces than reported by the town. Now it seems to

me t"t CountiL is * basic skill wh ch the people

who wrote this report should strive to attain...
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So do we really need to

spend all this money to

build a big, ugly garge'
Beats me - I live in

Northampton, where we
don't have any parking
problems a_t all !

If you believe in a cause, then your will must

motivate your actions to help and benefit that

cause. If you disagree with domestic violence,

then you must be willing to stop it; you must be

willing to unselfishly devote yourself to the light

against it. If you are audacious enough to say

domestic violence should end. then your volition

and voice should be as audacious to end it.

When witnessing domestic violence, many peo-

ple get nervous, physically freeze and become
silent. In many of these cases,

silence and lack of action allow l^^m^^m^m
the situation to escalate and Dahlia
become more injurious or harm- ^^^^^™^^"
ful.

At a bus station in Roma. Italy. I witnessed a

young woman being beaten by her young
boyfriend. The streets were desolate, causing the

dust that usually follows feet in their daily hustle-

through town to settle on a still and calm concrete

ground. There was less noise being produced

there, that night, than here in Amherst on a

Tuesday evening. Although there were about 15

people in a 20-foot radius surrounding the scene,

not one person besides myself responded to the

situation.

As this young man punched, kicked and pulled

the hair of his girlfriend, my instincts lead me to

stand and scream. A group of on-duty bus drivers

who looked like "mature." "moral" professionals

(smoking their cigarettes) were asked to call the

Willing to fight
police. After hearing this request, they turned and

failed to fulfill it. Most people seem to not care or

not deal with situation-, outside of their own. The

bus drivers exemplified this apathy by saying and

doing nothing. Although the man eventually

stopped beating his girlfriend, the lack of concern

by the bus drivers baffled me. Because they were

the oldest people there, they could have stopped

the violence faster than one girl screaming.

Amongst 15 people. I was the only one who
opened my mouth to stop

illMHimHa what was happening and say it

DeSimone was wrong. Can you believe

i*****"™**""***** that? Imagine someone
attacking you. beating your head, screaming at

you, pulling your hair, and not one person around

otters their help because they might not know you.

or even, they might not care. If this is true, then

we live in a very scary world.

If you are unsure of how to react to domestic

violence, here are some helpful tips on 'safe,'

pacific,' and 'standard' responses you can have:

Consult both the abuser <md the abused. Help

them to a counselor, group (Battery Intervention)

or hot line. Explain to the abuser that he/she can

not behave in such a manner, and support the

abused ..> >he/he frees her/himself from the situa-

tion at hand. Call the police, or ask someone near-

by to do so. Be sure to present options that the vic-

tim of domestic violence can consider. Many vic-

tims are afraid to leave, confront, recognize or

Letters to the Editor

protect themselves from their perpetrator. With

support and a variety of options, you can help a

victim deal with or get out of a violent and hurtful

situation.

It is also important to challenge people who
have been misguided to believe certain myths sur-

rounding domestic violence: victims ask for it. il

happens to certain people, etc. By providing infor-

mation on domestic violence, ignorance will

diminish, and soon after, domestic violence should

too. Community education can be obtained at any

resource or help center, including The
Everywoman's Center, found here at UMass,
towards the central area'of campus.

We must protect ourselves from the abuse we
may receive, as well as protecting those around us-.

We can not say we hate domestic violence and

then ignore it when it is in front of our faces. You
too may witness what I did this summer, and it

will be your voice, your actions and your intelli-

gence that show the world exactly how you feel,

and exactly what you believe.

If you are strong enough to hold a belief, strong

enough to disagree with a certain behavior, then

you must be able to back that up with a voice, a

volition and an endurance that will not fail or

freeze over when your eyes are in shock with what

you see. I would smile more often, but 1 can't

smile at violence, nor the permanent pain and mis-

ery it produces.

Dahlia DeSimone is a UMass student.

Ombudsperson
didn't breach ethics

To the Editor:

I have recently been subjected to

a series of criticisms regarding my
performance as University

Ombudsperson. referenced for

example in two recent Collegian

articles. To this point, I have not

been consulted by any of my critics

(or the Collegian) as to my opinions

on a specific matter under discus-

sion — my statement to the

Massachusetts Advisory Committee

to the United States Civil Rights

Commissions last April 25. Perhaps

the Collegian will allow me a few
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words in response.

The ombuds role is extremely

complex, to the point where it is

probably (appropriately) inconsis-

tent when all of its features are laid

out at once. Among ombudsper-
sons. there is a healthy variety of

opinions about how ombudsper-
sons should conduct themselves

and a variety of ombudspersons
organizations, codes of ethics, etc.

My critics have chosen one code of

ethics and offered an elaborate

interpretation of its meaning. The

simple fact is that some
ombudspersons would have done
what I did and considered it within

the parameters of the profession,

and others would have not. I did it.

right out there in public, and there

was ample opportunity for student

rebuttal when students spoke after

my itatement.

One thread of the criticism is

that I violated confidences in my
statement. For example, it has been

said that I violated administration

confidentiality in stating that the

administration had accepted the

negotiator proposed by the stu-

dents. This was very public knowl-

edge at the time, and was
announced, for example, at a public

meeting before I read my statement.

The intent of the code of ethics is

to shield privute and confidential

conversations between an

ombudsperson and a client from

public view. Not every conversation

with an ombudsperson is such, and

I did not participate in any relevant

private ombuds conversations with

any of the Goodell participants. I

also made no reference to any of

the discussions inside Goodell
whose content was agreed to be

confidential by the participants (as

witnessed by this observer). The
provisions of the code of ethics

cites simply do not connect with my
April 25 statement.

I am slightly mystified by the

accusation that I offered my own
opinions in my statement. That is

precisely right. That is what I had

agreed to do with the Commission.

Of course it would be the case that

other Goodell participants would
have other opinions, many of them

conflicting with mine. I am even

more mystified by the suggestion

that an ombudsperson shouldn't

have opinions and should never

make judgements. This is where my
critics have, in my opinion, a rather

one-dimensional view of ombuds
work. It would also be impossible

to struggle for fairness and justice

(with which ombuds are also

charged) without any opinions or

judgements, the mere perception of

an unfairness to be addressed

requiring that some judgement have

already been made.

1 can't remember being repeated-

ly asked by students in advance of

seeing my statement not to partici-

pate on April 25. The point is

moot. I would have read my state-

ment (having agreed to do so) if 1

had been repeatedly asked not to. I

have tried on occasion to explain

that if it got around that students

(or anyone else) could determine

what I did. that my effectiveness as

an ombudsperson would no longer

exist. Independence is also required

of ombudspersons.

I admit to being distressed by

these repetitive attacks. I can't

really defend myself against them

in detail. This is one incident in a

year and a half of hard work as

University Ombudsperson. I am
sure vanity led me astray when I

thought that I had built up a reser-

voir of good will in certain quarters

against displeasure over a single

assessment of my tenure in the

University Ombudspersons role

would depend on the hundreds of

specific situations that are the cen-

tral thread in my work. Here I

think 1 have done a good job. but

my critics are no doubt aware that

I can't discuss that without really

violating confidentiality, which I

will not do.

Bob Ackermann
University Ombudsperson
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Mount Holyoke exhibit analyzes architecture

By Jeff Hnaho
Collegian Correspondent

The importance of architec-

ture and design in a museum is

often overlooked, and a new
exhibit at Mount Holyoke
College Art Museum examines
this subject.

The exhibition entitled, How
To Remember? Designing The
United States Holocaust
Museum, displays photos, archi-

tectural drawings, site plans and
sketches of the museum by
architect lames Ingo Freed.

Freed had a number of impor-

tant goals for the museum
design. The museum had to be

similar in style to other official

buildings in Washington D.C.,

yet transport the visitor out of

the city and into a unique place,

said Marianne Doezema, the

museum's director.

A large scale model of the

museum and its surroundings is

located in the center of the

exhibit. Most of the exterior of

the Holocaust Memorial is white

limestone, which is a common
style in Washington. However,

the exhibit shows that much of

the interior design of the build-

ing includes brick and metal.

The museum was designed to

become "a resonator of memo-
ry," Freed said.

A number of sketches from

the exhibit reveal how the archi-

tecture of concentration camps

was incorporated into the

Museum's design. One sketch

includes a drawing of a concen-

tration camp watchtower next to

a very similar drawing of a tower

from the museum.
Other sketches contain draw-

ings of the brick walls and

metal trusses from the interior

of the museum. "The brick

walls, exposed beams, boarded

windows and metal fences...

will let visitors know that they

are in a different place — the

Holocaust is an event that

should disturb and be felt, in a

visceral way, as well as per-

ceived," Freed said.

"I think it is a very powerful

exhibit in demonstrating how
much planning and detail went

into constructing a memorial

that would truly ensure that the

Holocaust is never forgotten,"

said Katherine Dorsey, a sopho-

more history major at Mount
Holyoke College.

The exhibition is open
Tues-Fri 11 a.m. -5 p.m. and
Sat- Sun 1 p.m. -5 p.m. and runs

through Dec. 14.

Catholic Church apologizes

for silence during Holocaust

The meaning of

Rosh Hashanah

OUt.TESY MOUNT HOI YOKE COIUGE ART MUSEUM

A sketch by lames Ingo Freed for the United States' Holocaust Memorial

Museum, now on exhibit.

Celebrating the New Year

What is Rosh Hashanah?
Rosh Hashanah, along with

Yom Kippur, are the High
Holidays, the most contem-
plative and important days on

the |ewish calendar. Rosh
Hashanah signifies the begin-

ning of the 10 day period

when lews are to carefully

examine their

deeds and their

misdeeds of the

past year.

This year.

Rosh Hashanah
begins on the

night of Oct. 1 and is tradi-

tionally celebrated over two

days and two nights. Rosh
Hashanah is a time filled with

great tradition and symbols.

The Shofar, apples and honey

are the three quintessential

symbols of the holiday.

The Shofar is a ram's horn

that is used as an instrument

during prayer services. It is

blown several times on each

of the two days of Rosh
Hashanah. It is suggested that

the blowing of the Shofar is

to awaken our thoughts to

remind us of our conduct over

the past year.

Rosh Hashanah is a holy

time for the Jewish people.

practice what they call

Tashikh. This the practice of

going to a flowing body of

water (at the University of

Massachusetts, it is the cam-

pus pond) acts as a way to

cast out sins by throwing
bread crumbs into the water.

This is usually done on the

first full after-

noon of Rosh
Hashanah.

The time
when Rosh
Hashanah ends

to the time

when Yom Kippur begins is

called the "Ten Days of

Atonement." During this

time, what lews call "The
Book of Life" is open. G-d is

taking the time to write down
every lews' year to come. The

Jews are then "inscribed" into

the book of life on Yom
Kippur. on which the book is

closed.

Have a sweet and Happy
New Year! L'Shanah Tova to

one and all!

Rachel Kristol is a UMass
student and Vice President of

Administrative Affairs at

Hillel. Jaclyn Sobel is a

UMass student and Vice

President of Religious and

Most Jews on this holiday Cultural Branch at Hillel

Tonight, as the sun sets, the world's

Jewish community will sound their

shofars to celebrate the coming of a

new year. The holiday of Rosh
Hashannah. the (ewish New Year, is a

time of new beginnings and the

chance for a fresh start. According to

the Jewish Lunar calendar, tonight

will begin the year 5758, and with it

comes a past of rich tradition and a

future of resolutions.

Rosh Hashannah is the first of a

group of holidays known collectively

as the High Holy Days.

These holidays include

the lewish New Year.

Yom Kippur (the day of

atonement), and Sukkot

(a celebration oi the harvest and
growing things). Rosh Hashannah.

like all Jewish holidays based on the

lunar calendar, begins in the evening,

following sunset.

In addition to religious services held

in synagogues worldwide, the holiday

is celebrated with rituals full of sym-

bolism and meaning. Apples dipped in

honey, and round, raisin-filled chal-

lahs are eaten in order to make the

new year sweet. The ceremony of

tashlich. the casting of bread upon the

water, allows an individual to use

crumbs as symbols of past sin. and

then throw them into a moving body

of water, thereby ridding themselves

of regrets from the passing year and

starting again with a clean slate. The

blowing of the shofar. an instrument

made from a ram's horn, calls the

Dehra Liebsoit

community to prayer and sounds their

celebration. Grand meals are eaten,

families and friends come together,

and resolutions for the coming year

are made.
One of the questions that surrounds

Rosh Hashannah lies in whether the

holiday is supposed to be celebrated

for one or two days. The confusion

comes from the days of the Diaspora,

when the Jews left Israel and made
their homes all over the world.

At that time, the holiday was only

observed for a

single day, but

those who
lived far from
Israel couldn't

be sure that the setting and rising of

the sun they saw corresponded to that

in Israel. So the tradition of lengthen-

ing the observance to two days began,

with people believing that within the

two days they could be sure they were

celebrating within the correct

time-frame. Today, the tradition of

celebrating two days continues,

although many congregations have

decided to return to the single day of

observance.

As we sound the shofar tonight, the

year 5758 holds a special significance,

as the 50th anniversary of the State of

Israel takes place this year. It promises

to be a year of celebration and joy for

the Jewish community around the

world. L'shanah Tova. have a happy

new year, and may it be a sweet one.

Debra Liebson is a UMass student.

Come on down... Write for Jewish Affairs

DRANCY, France — (AP) In an

unprecedented act of repentance,

France's Roman Catholic Church
apologized yesterday for its silence

during the systematic persecution

and deportation of Jews by the pro-

Nazi Vichy regime.

More than 1,000 Jews and

Christians gathered for the emotion-

al ceremony on the grounds of

Drancy, the transit camp outside

Paris where Jews languished in

squalid conditions before being

shipped to Auschwitz.

Standing in front of a sealed cattle

car like the ones used to transport

Jews to their deaths. Bishop Olivier

de Berranger read from a statement

atoning for the silence of the church

and its clergy from 1940-1942.

"We beg God's forgiveness and

ask the Jewish people to hear our

words of repentance," said

Berranger, the bishop of Saint-

Denis, which includes the town of

Drancy.

"We recognize that the church of

Fiance failed in its mission to edu-

cate consciences and thus bears the

responsibility of not having offered

help immediately, when protest and

protection were possible and neces-

sary, even if there were countless

acts of courage later on," Ben-anger

said. "We confess this mistake." The

timing of the apology was significant

— it came one week before the trial

of Maurice Papon, the highest-rank-

ing Vichy official ever tried on

charges of complicity in crimes

against humanity.

A former police supervisor in

Bordeaux, Papon is charged with

signing arrest orders that led to the

deportation of 1 ,690 Jews, including

223 children. His trial is expected to

shed light on the role of the French

administration in the Holocaust.

Jewish leaders at the ceremony
were visibly moved.

"Your words of repentance consti-

tute a major turning point." said

Henri Hajdenberg. president of the

Representative Council of Jewish

Institutions. "Your request for for-

giveness is so intense, so powerful.

M poignant, that it can't but be

heard by the surviving victims and

their children."

Also at the ceremony was Cardinal

Jean-Marie Lustiger, the Jewish-bom

archbishop of Paris, whose mother

was deported through Drancy and

died at Auschwitz.

The apology came 57 years after

the so-called anti-Jewish laws were

passed in October 1940 — four

months after Vichy leader Marshal

Philippe Petain took power and dis-

solved the parliament. The discrimi-

natory measures were stricter than

those already in effect in Germany,

and banned lews from the major

professions, such as law, medicine,

teaching and civil service.

They also prohibited lews from

owning property, kept their children

out of public parks, required them

to ride in the last subway car and

later forced them to wear a yellow

star of David. And they allowed

Vichy officials to carry out detailed

censuses of the Jewish population

and its assets, making it easier for

police to track them down for depor-

tation.

About 76,000 Jews, including

12,000 children, were deported

from France between 1941-44. Only

about 2,500 survived.

Tuesday's apology followed Pope

John Paul II's call in November 1994

for the church to own up to the sins

of Roman Catholics as it approaches

the third millennium. The pope said

nothing specific about World War II

or the Holocaust, but he has often

spoken of the suffering of Jews

under the Nazis.

Both the Vatican and John Paul

have defended Pope Pius XII. the

pope from 1939-1958, against

charges he remained silent or did

not do enough to prevent the

Holocaust.

Historians have repeatedly assert-

ed that the French Catholic Church's

indifference to the anti-Iewish laws

allowed existing anti-Semitic senti-

ment to flourish.

The relationship between the

church and the Vichy regime was
complex. In the war's early days, all

but five or six of the nation's 76

bishops embraced Petain's National

Revolution, which promised a

return to the family, spiritual and

moral values espoused by the

church.

Under Vichy, religious instruction

— outlawed since the separation of

church and state in 1905 — was
revived in public schools.

But the mass deportations of 1942

brought a change of heart among the

French Catholic clergy.

In August 1942. the Most Rev.

Jules Geraud Saliege. archbishop of

Toulouse, delivered a blunt sermon

condemning the inhumane treatment

of Jews.

"Jews are men, Jews are women...

They must be treated with decency,

these fathers and mothers." Saliege

said in a statement read from pulpits

across France. "They are part of the

human race. They are our brothers,

like so many others. A Christian can-

not forget it."

Fearful of a popular backlash, the

Vichy regime slowed the pace of

raids and deportations.

The Drancy camp — known as "the

antechamber of death" — was opened

in 1939, initially to house communists

and prisoners of war. Thousands oi

lewish children, elderly and the siek

died there, victims of scarce food and

virtually nonexistent hygiene.

Today, the former prison build-

ings are painted pink and beige, and

used as low-income housing, mainly

for immigrants. Many residents

leaned out windows yesterday, lis-

tening to the ceremony. The cattle

car. placed as a memorial in the

middle of a park, bears a plaque say-

ing 100,000 Jews passed through

Drancy, but only a few hundred

returned.

Hillel, Chabad House
organize services

Services For Rosh
Mashan a

Wednesday. Oct. 1.

7 p.m. — Hillel House

(traditional)

7 p.m. — Student Union

Ballroom (liberal/ egalitari-

an)

7 a.m. — Chabad house

(morning service with

annulment of vows to fol-

low.)

7 p.m. — Chabad House

Rosh Hashanah service.

Holiday dinner follows, all

are welcome. English High

Holiday prayer books are

available.

Thursday. Oct. 2
9 a.m. — Hillel House

(traditional)

10 a.m. — Student

union Ballroom
(liberal/egalitarian)

(Taschiich will follow at

Campus pond.)

1 p.m. — Hillel House
(traditional)

7 p.m. — Student Union

Ballroom (liberal/egalitari-

an)

10 a.m. — Chabad
House Rosh Hashanah
morning service. Shofar

blowing approximately 1

2

p.m. Holiday meal will fol-

low services, all are wel-

come.
5:30 p.m. — Chabad

House. Afternoon service,

with Tashlich service to

follow at Campus Pond.

7 p.m. — Chabad
House, High Holiday ser-

vice. Holiday dinner to fol-

low, all are welcome.

Friday. Oct. 5

9 a.m. — Hillel House
(traditional)

10 a.m. — Student

Union Ballroom
(liberal/egalitarian)

10 a.m. — Chabad
House. Rosh Hashanah
morning service, meal to

follow.

6 p.m. — Chabad
House, afternoon services.

7 p.m. — Evening ser-

vice. Shabbat Tshuva, the

Sabbath of Return.
Shabbat dinner to follow.

Friday, Oct. 10

5 p.m. — Pre-Yom
Kippur meal at Hillel House

7 p.m. — Service at

Student Union Ballroom

6 p.m. — Chabad
House. Kol Nidrei, eve of

Yom Kippur. Yom Kippur

evening service follows.

Fast begins on Friday at

6:15 p.m. and ends
Saturday at 6:59 p.m.

Saturday. Oct. 1

1

10 a.m. — Student
Union Ballroom

3 p.m. — Book of

Jonah, Student Union
Ballroom

4 p.m. — T'shubah
Exercises, Student Union
Ballroom

5:30 p.m. — Micha and
Ne'lihah/Closing Services

Student Union Ballroom

7:15 p.m. — Break the

Fast Meal-Student Union
Ballroom, sign up by Oct. 3

7:45 p.m. — UMass
Grad Croup Pot Luck
Break the Fast (call

665-5 1 1 8 for directions )

10 a.m. — Chabad
House Yom Kippur
Morning Service

5 p.m. — Yom Kippur
afternoon service. Final

Neilah service follows

immediately, loin us for a

joyous conclusion to the

fast, and a break the fast

sponsored by Chabad
House, all arc welcome!

Saturday. Oct. 1

1

Sukkah building party!

Help build the largest

sukkah in Amherst. Call

Eliana for details.

549-4094

Israel will not extradite teen suspect for Maryland murder
. „ . . . i n—I *„ i. 1 nr*A ,...,.. i,,-..^t,,,i hv noliri* here I

By Dofna Linzer

Associated Press

TEL AVIV, Israel — Turning down an extradition

request by the United States. Israel said yesterday it will

try a Maryland teen-ager charged in the death of an

acquaintance whose body was burned and dismem-

bered.

The suspect. Samuel Sheinbein. 17. from Wheaton.

Md.. fled to Israel last week. His father, Shlomo. a lawyer

and former Pentagon employee, has been charged in

Israel with tampering with a police investigation by help-

ing his son flee the United States.

A brother. Robert, checked Sheinbein into a psychi-

atric hospital in Israel last week after finding he had suf-

fered a drug overdose. Sheinbein's father and brother

were detained by Israeli police on Monday, but were

released yesterday on condition they remain in Israel,

said police spokeswoman Linda Menuhin.

Sheinbein and an alleged accomplice. Aaron Benjamin

Needle, have been charged in Maryland's Montgomery

County Court with murdering 19-year-old Alfredo

Enrique Tello. |r. A real estate agent found Tello s

charred remains Sept. 18 inside a home she was going to

show.

Israeli lustice Ministry spokeswoman Orit Shemesh

said Israeli police would handle the case and that

Sheinbein would not be sent back to the United States.

"An investigation has been opened to put him on trial

here. He cannot be extradited He was an Israeli citizen

when the crime was aunniitted." she said.

Sheinbein has never lived in Israel. His father, howev-

er, is an Israeli citizen so Sheinbein is automatically con-

sidered a citizen. U.S. authorities requested Sheinbein's

arrest and extradition after he surfaced in Israel last

week.

Maryland has the death penalty, but Sheinbein would

not have faced execution if tried in the United States

because he is a minor.

Israel has rejected a U.S. extradition request before in

a similar case, the 1987 murder of California couple, lack

and Carmen Haliby. Two Israeli youths charged in the

murder fled to Israel and were arrested by police here. In

1991. an Israeli court sentenced each of them to lite in

prison for the killings.

On Monday. Sheinbein appeared before a magistrate

who ordered him held for 10 more days so police can

question him. Sheinbein later refused to speak to

reporters.

Sheinbein's attorney, Nitzana Lietner, told the judge

that Sheinbein "committed a criminal offense in self

defense." Lietner said her client had come to Israel

because he wanted to be tried here rather that in the

United States.

Note from the Editor:
I'm happy to say this is the second page of the

semester, but there is so much left to do. I need

new writers to adequately cover the events

through out the Five College community, as well

as to help create a discourse on various issues sut

rounding lewish identity. Another one of the aims

of this desk is to examine the constant events in

the Middle East and Israel and how they relate to

American Jews.

This desk does not wish to make choices fur

individuals, but seeks to provide information

which will help people make choices.

To get involved, contact Bryan Schwartzman at

545-1851 or come down to the Collegian office

in the Campus Center Basement.

THANC VO !( OUEC.IAN

Moving about Israeli-style

Students participate in Israeli dancing in the Gray

8:30 p.m.

son Classroom. The next session will be on Oct. 8 at
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Spiritualized releases new CD Clocmey, Kidman make cinematic match

Spiritulized releases excellent new album.

SPIRITUALIZED

Ladies And Gentlemen We Are

Floating In Space

Dedicated/Arista

On their latest, England's

Spiritualized truly are floating in

space — as the title suggests.

Unquestionably, songwriter lason

Pierce's musical vision is more than a

little out in the stratosphere.

Thankfully however, it makes for

some ambitious sonic excursions that

are both poignant and startling.

What Pierce lacks in saneness and

common sensibility, he more than

makes up for in his songs, which

reflect his avant-garde persona

Ladies And Gentlemen...

(Dedicated/Arista) works

mostly as a vehicle for his

profound musical aware

ness utilizing a full

gospel choir. '70s

Elvis-style Memphis
hom arrangements and

a string quartet at vari

ous points. Call it '90s

soul, British style.

A daring (not to mention daunt-

ing) proposition to say the least, but

somehow it all comes together quite

magically. A (Marty Keane)

VERBOW
Chronicles

550 Music/Epic

What do you get when you pair a

singer/songwriter and guitarist

(Jason Narducy) with a

university-trained cellist (Alison

Chesly)? The answer can be found

on Chronicles (550 Music/Epic), the

stellar debut album from the eclectic

Chicago quartet Verbow.

Chronicles deftly mixes a blend of

Sugar-y guitar rock and acoustic

melodicism. While Narducy's emo-

tional introspection dominates much

of the lyrical content. Chronicle*

never crosses over into self-pity.

Thanks in no small part to Bob
Mould's trademark clean, crisp pro-

duction, Verbow execute their aural

feast with an almost alarming sense

of purpose.

One of the more promising debuts

to come across the Collegian desk in

a long while. B+ (M.K.)

VARIOUS ARTISTS

Pure Dance 1998

Polygram Records

Whether it's a heavy-metal thrush

or country-ish twang, an album is

successful only if a combination of

many things come together over its

course. When one particular song

runs against the grain of the rest of

an album, the entire work suffers.

It's this inconsistency between songs

that plagues Pure Dance 1998

(Polygram).

Pure Dance 1998 tries to sell itself

as a collection of top dance

hits, mixed together flaw-

lessly to blend into one

incredible (and continu-

ous) dance experience.

While the songs do
blend into one
another well, some
clearly do not fit the

general mood of the

album. Pure Dance
998 is trying to combine

two albums in one, a concept that

doesn't quite work.

While most of the songs are excel-

lent in their own right (regardless of

whether they fit on the album), some

formerly respectable songs have been

mangled by ridiculous mixing. U2's

"Discotheque" survives relatively

unscathed, although it's a bit tame

compared with the rest of Pure

Dance 1998. "Mofo." an angrier

number off their Pop album, would

have been a better choice. The same

cannot be said of "How Bizarre" —
an original and refreshing tune from

the New Zealand group OMC —
which has been stretched out into

absurdity, becoming painfully

monotonous after a few minutev

The bottom line is that for a

17-track album. Pure Dance 1998 is

about 7 tracks too long. It's not that

the album lacks strengths, it simply

has too many distracting, poorly

mixed or just plain boring songs. B-

( Brian Surette)

JEREMY TOBACK
Perfect Flux Thing

RCA

By Bryan McAllister

Collegian Correspondent

THE PEACEMAKER
Directed by Mimi Leder

with George Clooney, Nicole Kidman, Armin Mueller-

Stahl

Playing at Hampshire Six Theaters

Three years ago, it was hard to imagine that direc-

tor Steven Spielberg could top himself. His film

lurassic Park had quickly become the biggest of all

blockbusters, and Schindler's List brought a slew of

Oscars to Spielberg's mantlepiece. However, the leg-

endary filmmaker was hardly ready to slow down.

Instead, he went full speed ahead with his most ambi-

tious project to date — the creation of a new studio.

Along with former Disney executive leffrey

Katzenberg and music mogul David Geffen, Spielberg

founded DreamWorks SKG, an independent company

focusing on cost-efficient entertainment, if that's pos-

sible in Hollywood.

Now, after mixed results in music and television,

DreamWorks Pictures is finally ready to be revealed.

Its first release is nothing too original or special,

rather an efficient action thriller starring two of

today's best looking actors. George Clooney,

attempting a shot at redemption after the dreadful

Batman and Robin, along with Nicole Kidman, pro-

vide the necessary glamour and charisma to keep The

Peacemaker from losing itself in its complicated,

often gloomy plot.

A number of clever genre twists help as well. Half

way through the film, a car chase takes place through

the streets of Vienna, and although the car chase may

be the biggest cliche of action movies, director Mimi

Leder knows how to make things interesting. Let's

just say that it involves a demolition derby and a real-

ly tough Mercedes.

Beginning in Russia with a devastating nuclear

blast killing 1,500 people, the film then tracks an

attempt to steal ten nuclear weapons, which were

originally destined to be disarmed. "I'm not afraid of

the man who wants ten nuclear weapons." Kidman

says to Clooney early in the film. "I'm terrified of the

man who only wants one."

The movie smartly plays upon this paranoia, and

thiough various locations including Vienna. Bosnia

and France. Special Forces agent Clooney and White

House Smuggling Group head Kidman, team together

to stop the truck carrying the bombs. The two are a

perfect cinematic match - Clooney is perfectly ca*

as the reckless warrior, and Kidman holds her own U
the icy. serious scholar-type. While their relationship

could have been played out to a better effect
.

it

nonetheless provides the film with necessary comic

relief, all the while both stars manage to always look

their best throughout the picture. .

It's three set pieces, though, that really hold I H>

Peacemaker together — the slick Vienna car chase,

a helicopter siege on the bomb-bearing truck, and a

lavish Manhattan shoot-out that's worth the price Ol

admission (well, Amheist admission, that is) alone.

The film is at its best when the director relies on her

strong visual sense. In fact, the first 20 minutes ot

the movie contain no English- spoken dialogue at

all. and much of Michael Schiffers script is filled

with military jargon and shouted commands.

Luckily, Spielberg has found quite a talent in Leder.

The winner of two Emmys for directing "ER..

Leder possesses an uncanny knack for logistics and

crowd control, most evident in the riveting

Manhattan climax.

The Peacemaker can best be compared to a lorn

Clancy vehicle, such as Clear and Present Danger, as

it relies on complicated, striking set pieces and big

ideas to draw in the audience. The picture also fea-

tures a few more welcome hooks — dazzling sec-

ond-unit direction, rich photography, and a pumped

up music score from action veteran Hans Zimmer

(Crimson Tide). Also look for a few inside jokes

including a reference to a certain "Baywatch" star.

If the desire to make the film a realistic niilit.us

adventure has its advantages, there are also some

inherent disadvantages. The movie's breathtaking

speed leaves little room for character development, a

Clooney-Kidman romance or much viewer thought.

It's a by-the-numbers Ithe book?] action adventure,

and taken in that context, it's always entertaining.

Perhaps DreamWorks' next feature will stretch the

mind a bit more. The Spielberg-directed Amistad,

about a slave mutiny in the 1800s. is set to be

released just in time for Oscar consideration. In the

meantime, however. The Peacemaker is a solid. vile

debut from three of the richest guys in America. So

you might as well just add your $3.50. B-

A commentary on "ER" live

COURTESY KEVIN WESTENBURC

leremy Toback began by playing

small venues like LA. coffeehouses.

and eventually moved on to play bass

for Brad — the side project of Pearl

Jam's Stone Cossard. Now. after a

stint playing at this summer's

Lollapalooza, leremy Toback is writ

ing. singing and performing his own

songs of his lyrically beautiful and

artistically competent album. Perfect

Flux Thing (RCA).

Toback's music has a mellow,

soothing sound. His most memorable

songs include "Blood White Gold."

"Eden Trampoline" and "The Word

Behind Words." These songs each

reveal Toback's truly sophisticated

and poetic writing style. At times.

the subtle quiver in his voice is remi-

niscent of Neil Young and even

Eddie Vedder.

Perfect Flux Thing combines such

musical styles as folk, pop. rock and

jazz into one very strong album.

One thing for sure, leremy Toback is

a welcome talent who has a lot of

musical energy and inventiveness to

offer. B+ (Christina Morais)

SHIFT

Get In

Columbia

Like their New York City neigh-

bors in Helmet, Shift take ;. simplis-

tic approach to rock n roll. On Get

In (Columbia), the result is a

no ft ilU. hard hitting attack, but

with a twist. Songwriter |oshua

Loucka has a knack for catchy song-

writing that allows his pop-con-

scious melodies to linger in the lis-

tener just long enough to make them

memorable. Not easy for a guy who

emerged from the burgeoning NYC
punk/hardcore icene where the

above traits arc about as common as

the Red Sox winning the World

Series

While the rhythm section of drum-

mer Samantha Moloney and bassist

Brandon Simpson could use a little

tightening and Loucka's lyrics often

seem to trail off into pointless

proclamations — "I think I like the

sound of fame." off "I Want To Be

Rich" being one example — Get In is

nonetheless a solid effort. B-

(M.K.)

NBC
Thursdays, 10 p.m.

Ladies and gentlemen... LIVE,

from NBC studios in Burbahk. CA.

it's "ER." Huh? The question arose a

few times throughout last Thursday

night on whether the show was actu

ally being filmed live or not. If you

would happen to look up the defini-

tion of chaos in the __
dictionary

\1ex
you ™"

might just find: ^^^^
chaos — see "ER"

(live on Sept. 25, 1997).

The truth is "ER"'s live debut

wasn't the chaotic destruction you

would expect if let us say "Chicago

Hope" attempted to strive into the

live format. There was a certain ele-

gance and a fresh new tone which

overcame the revered show — its

mastery of the stage proved it to be

ahead of the class.

Yet I still find bewildering the

whole idea of filming a TV drama

series "LIVE." A few years ago when

CBS' "Rescue 911" fascinated the

mind with their unrealistic re-enact-

ments — back then considered gory

— the show remained an edit-

copy-paste series. It wasn't exactly

feasible to present a theatrical

approach to medicine.. while engag-

ing in triple- bypass surgery and fac-

ing life or death moral dilemmas.

Somehow through months of plan-

ning and weeks of intense rehearsals.

the cast and crew of NBC's "ER"

pulled it off — with only a couple of

errors.

Still. ER's raw production wasn't

exactly a walk in the park. The live

performance actually established

itself entirely inside the studio,

encompassing an area with the aver-

age dimensions of your typical hospi-

tal emergency room, including all

hospital accessories (even the break

room).
aWaMa^a^a^aM Remember this

lelesias was live. There-

were no ifs ands.

lelesias

or buts — no time to cut scenes and

move camera equipment at the direc-

tor's discretion. What had actually

happened here was a clash of inter-

est. The clash occurred between

actors, viewers and that irritating

camera crew, which somehow gave

off an odor of weasle-like insensitive

reporters.

Even with the tiresome start that

had me thinking whether this was a

feeble attempt at boosting the show's

ratings through the roof — the

mid-show brawl became its savior.

It seemed that for the first 50 min-

utes of "ER." NBC had been running

a documentary on the life history of

Dr. Mark Greene (Anthony

Edwards). Dr. Ross (George

Clooney) and the rest of their

entourage. After the classic adrena-

line rush, the pumped-up version of

"ER" that everyone loves made its

entrance — after a sleepy introduc-

tion.

What really drove me up the wall

was the ambivalence I had towards

this episode. Its bizarre combination

documentary and drama formulated a'

somewhat queasy seesaw effect. Wai

there a necessity to have the constant

interview with the staff of "ER?"

It was more like the obnoxious.

showy cast of "ER." There was a

pleasing atmosphere in seeing

well-educated actors demonstrate

their skills by rambling off medical

jargon — which they most admirably

performed. Yet what was the con-

stant need for the flippant attitudes?

Let us not forget Dr. Greene who
happened to be psychologically wired

and at times almost out of line —
with the exception of his heartbreak

ing interview. Aren't doctors sup-

posed to be the level-headed, logical

good guys?

By far this live episode of "ER" has

to be one of the most i iskv endeavors

taken in TV drama series history. I

wouldn't be the first to recommend a

retake, but one never knows what the

prime-time kings have in mind. In a

few words of advice: Stick to the

script and keep away from the live

footage. This isn't CNN on assign

ment. "ER" has become one of

America's favorites and soon to he

legendary shows. The reason? We
like our fantasy-land nighttime dra-

mas — not reality, shot live.

Alex Iglesias is a Collegian ttafl

writer.

Visit our Website at ...

HT///^\ M IT u u P n gggsnzazz

!he Collegian Is taking applications for:

DYERUSING
REPRESENTATIVES

.„ & Living Desk is currently hiring an

associate editor to cover Five College Fine

Arts. The beat includes covering theater,

music, dance and art. Other responsibilities

include editing and layout. This is a paid posi-

tion for five hours a week at the regular stu-

dent rate. Interested applicants should fill out

an application at the Collegian.

We are looking for Enthusiastic, Energetic, Organized and

Self-motivated Freshmen, Sophomores and Juniors from any major.

If you are guilty of any of these traits, contact Luis at the

Collegian Advertising Office at 545-3500 or stop in and fill

out an application at

113 Campus Center Basement
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Machamer
continued from page 1

to three straight Centennial League
Championships, including two
undefeated seasons in league play,

and two state finals. From her mid-
field position, Machamer scored an
astounding 145 points on 53 goals

and 39 assists in her four-year
Bruin career.

For a completely asinine compar-
ison on my part, UMass' all-time

leading scorer, midfielder Rebecca
Myers, set her four-year mark last

season with 101 points on 38 goals

and 25 assists — but she missed

the second half of '96 season.

Like I said, an asinine compari-

son... but with that, 1 think we can

officially say that both players are

good.

Rudy had Machamer penciled in

on the left flank for his squad, and

truthfully, every once in a while

he'll slip on his lineup card, acci-

dentally circling her name and
number. That is the kind of effect

she has had on her coach — from

the bench — and that has been

from the viewpoint of someone
who has only seen her play for

other teams.

"She's a left-sided presence, and

combined with [senior defender]

Amy Burrill, it would have been

great to have two lefty's up one

side," Rudy said. "Sometimes we
get too righty. taking away a lot of

options for us. She has the ability

to slow down a game with her pass-

ing, and play combos quickly and

effectively."

Simply said, her high school

years were a Rocky Mountain high,

and although her UMass career has

been a Pioneer Valley low, she is

not making any judgements. The
only thing she can control is her

rehabilitation.

"It's starting to pick up a little bit

since I've been out of the brace, but

I'm kind of impatient," Machamer
said. "1 know it is going to take

awhile, but I'm the kind of person

who likes to see progress.''

With that kind of attitude, the

future for the current edition of a

young and injured squad will be a

progressive one — as in. Final

Fours and a NCAA Championship.

forma Kunsancn is a Collegian

columnist.

tennis
continued from page 10

stepped up to represent UMass in

singles action.

The tournament is structured so

that No. 1 and 2 players compete in

A-Flights, No. 3 and 4 players com-

pete in B- Flights and so on.

Sophomore Rob Manchestei
made the most of his appearance in

the B-Flight division. He finished

3-1 for the event, and made a great

impression on head coach |udy

Dixon.
"1 was thrilled with the way the

tournament came out for some of

our guys, especially Rob and Pat

Slyman," Dixon said. "Hopefully

we'll continue to get these types of

performances out of them."

Sophomore Pat Slyman. the lone

A-Flight representative for UMass.

finished 2-2, defeating a possible

future opponent in Chris Wilson

from Vermont, 6-3, 6-1. He al to

won a tough three set match against

Rutger's No. I seed. Tom McOrath

6-1, 3-6,6-2.

After Cheney. Manchester and

Slyman. the lineup is slightly

unsteady right now, and as of now.

Cheney's status for this week itself

is undecided.

The lower portion of the lineup

should receive a big boost when
senior Alex Aller returns to his old

No. 4 position. He had been kept

out of his old slot because Dixon

felt he needed to get back into top

physical condition

He has met her demands, and she

is very excited to have her senior

veteran back and in the right com-

petitive mindset. Dixon's goal is to

pel the most she can out of her No.

5 man in sophomore Parsa Samii,

and her No. 6 player in fellow soph

Kevin Curley.

Samii struggled over the weekend

at West Point, and Curies is new to

the lineup, and especially to doubles

play.

In singles competition, we can

play with anyone." Dixon said. "In

doubles, we are a little short-hand-

ed right now. We are working with

Kevin ICurley] to get him better

acclimated with doubles play."

Manchester, who plays No. I dou-

ble- alongside Todd Cheney, could

be the key to the Minutemen at this

critical stage of the season.

"We need to get together as a

team and stay focused".

Manchester said. "We've gone
thiough some big changes, but we
are just as tough mentally as we
were last year. Hopefully, we'll

come out alright.'

"The wa) these guys have played

in the past, I am confident about

playing M.I.T.. and Vermont,"
Dixon said. "Talent-wise we are

right there with them."

Patriots, Broncos face off

IORMA KANSANENVCOUEGIAN

Freshman Kathleen Machamer has been on the outside looking

in this season for the No. 1 5 Minutewomen, recovering from a knee

injury suffered this summer.

FOXBORO. Mass (AP) — Don't

show up late when the New Lngland

Patriots or Denver Broncos play.

Scoring early is a trademark of the

AFC's only two unbeaten teams.

On his first series of the season.

Drew Bledsoe threw a touchdown
pass. On his first two possessions.

John Elway directed his team to field

goals.

And next Monday night, the

NFL's highest scoring teami plaj

each other. The Patriots haven't for-

gotten that the last time that hap

pened the Broncos led 14-0 just 7:1 3

into the game and won 34-8 last

Nov. 17.

"You've got to stop them early

because once they gel up. then it

changes the whole game plan. V w

England free lafet) Willie Clay said.

The Broncos may feel the same
way about the Patriots, who are 10-2

since that rout, including playofl

games. New England's offense,

defense and confidence are better

than they were last season, when
they went to the Super Bowl.

"What we're developing here is a

confidence that, at some point, we're

going to get you." offensive tackle

Bruce Armstrong said. "Even if we
start out kind of sluggish, (the

defense) gives us the opportunity to

- Sama Day SanrieaO

• BUM Dtractty To

Inaumnca Company"
WlndahlaMaO

North Amherst
Motors

A Collision Repair Center

78 Sunderland Rd . North Amherst. MA

*** 549-2880
(On bus route - one

mile from UMass)

Computer
Electrolisis

Movie, Game, and. System Rentals

MMovteaS-W/dayfl
The best of the new releases!

PSX / Saturn / NM / Genes* / SNES

Buy-Sell-Trade Camas * Systems

9 East Pleasant Call us at

(Near "The Pub") 549-4505

Mrs: Son, Men, Wad, Trior, Prf 2*0-730

Sat 12*0-7:30

get everything in shape and not have

to worn, about having to come from

14 or 21 or 28 points down,"

That's what Patriots opponents

have faced this season as three of

New England's victories were 41-7.

31-6 and 31-3. The Patriots scored

touchdowns mi their first posses-

sions in three of their games and on

the firsl or second in all four.

The Broncos have won four of

their five games by at least 16

points. They've scored on each of

their first two possessions in three

games and on the first or second in

four.

It may be more important for the

Patriots to score early Monday night,

considering the raucous fans they'd

like to silence at Mile High Stadium,

where they've lost nine straight

games since their last win in 1968.

"The greatest equalizer we can

have is to go out there and have suc-

cesi early," New England fullback

Keith Byars said. "Then you can just

get into the flow of your game."

The Patriots lead the NFL in scor-

ing with 32.5 points per game, while

Denver is second with 31.2. There's

no guarantee, though, that scoring

early leads to an easy win.

SEAN PEN

fKl

ikik CELEBRATE ikik
\

Sett's Pizza - 30th Anniversary
\

October US, 1997

1967 PruesU! \

Small Cheese Pizza for $1.00!! !

With Any $5.00 Food Purchase
j

One per customer - With this coupon - Valid 1 0/1/97 - 1 0/5/97 Only !

' Hot Sett's Pizza for a Suck!!! •

wmwm

USA... I mean, UMass, UMass!
Senior Jennifer Bowen and the UMass women's lacrosse team will

face the U.S. squad this Saturday at 4 p.m. at Richard F. Carber Field

in the 1997 Teapot Tournament (look for story in Thursday's

Collegian).

Attention
Collegian Sports

writers:
Next Wednesday night, Oct. 8, there will be a

mandatory meeting for all Collegian Sports

writers at 7 p.m. in the news office.

Try a Collegian

classefied advertisement..
They really work!

LOPEZ NICKN0LTE

'4fc

'"Ml

Lot Angele« $355

Orlando $156

Chicago $217

London $393

Travel
(Iff. ( Macil m littrmilMnl

Urn, itto.il I «r»«»t'

44 Main Street

Amherst

(413) 256-1261

if* a 1 J

UNIVERSITY
BARTENDING COURSE

50%
Off!!

Of Basic Program with valid college

Student I.I).

A •

Frpp Infft Session

Wednesday. Oct. 8th

7:00pm
Lord Jeffrey Inn, Amherst

POWERS CLAIRE JOAQUIN BILLY BOB JON

BOOTHE DANES PHOEtlR THORNTON and VOIGHT

Visa. M/C. AMEX & Discover

Shop Around >V Compare!

1-800-U-CAN-MIX
\il Now! Space •>> Limited?!

mild

v AT THEATRES OCTOBER 3 o
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Collegian Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS I AUTO FOR SALE

University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

Sigma Delta Tau would
like to congratulate our

newest new members:

Amy, Emily, Kim, Karen,

Lesley, Sam, and Zihla.

Nature Photography
Weekend Workshop in

the White Mountains.

Learn how to use your

camera while hiking the

White Mountains. October

24-26. Sign-up in the Craft

Center All levels of photo

experience welcome.

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Sunny, spacious 2 bed-

room apartment in

owner occupied 2-family.

Quiet area near High

Street in Greenfield. Walk

to downtown. $550 per

month plus utilities.

Security deposit and refer-

ences required. No smok-

ing. Available October 1st.

Call 774-5182

AUTO FOR SALE

1985 Ford Tempo $500 or

B/0 Good engine, needs

work, runs. Ann 253-4703

68 Dodge Van "Mystery

Machine" runs, drives,

needs work. $500. 586-

3463

1986 Chevy Celebrity

Station Wagon V-6
S1400/BO. Call 253-5482

1988 Ford Festiva 85,000

miles Always starts, runs

great. $1300 Call Tom at

253-9946

'84 Jeep CJ7 4x4, hard-

top, new battery, needs

some work Asking $1100

or B/0. Call 549-1609

(Tony) or 549-9267 (Patri)

EMPLOYMENT

Part-Time Position dis-

tributing advertising mate-

rials. No selling involved.

All materials provided at

no charge 1 -800-Your-Job.

www.acmnet.com/poster-

ing/yourjob.htm

Cantone's Pizza now hir-

ing part-time drivers. Must

have own car. 256-6100.

481 West St. (Route 116)

South Amherst

COOKS: Saute and line

with soup and sauce expe-

rience. Sandwich-Salad

preps: Full/Part-Time.

Must do weekends Apply

at Judie's 253-3491

Jobs For The
Environment

Campaign with MassPirg

to reduce pesticide use.

Flexible schedule.

$50-75/day

Call Terry @ 256-6434

PAINTER'S HELPER
WANTED Part-tima, tem-

porary. $7/hour. 253-9457

EMPLOYMENT
Part-Time Wine
Assistant Nights and

Saturdays Yankee Spirits,

Sturbridge (508)347-2231

Ski Lodge Positions

Open Nov-April. Salary,

room and board. Bonuses

and ski pass For applica-

tions, call, write, or fax.

Alta Peruvian Lodge, P.O

Box 8017, Alta, Utah

84092. (801)742-3000 Fax

(801)742-3007

Drivers Wanted Pays $70

to $120 per shift. Car

needed Dominos 256-

8911

FOR RENT

Fridge Rentals 253-9742

Free Delivery

FOR SALE

Two Gemini XL-BD40
Turntables and a PMX-7
Mixer. Call Tyler for price.

549-7058

Computers! Computers!

Computers!

The very best prices

around! IBM Thinkpads

Compac as well as print-

ers, scanners, and sup-

plies. Call File

Management Solutions

and ask for Jason 549-

4850

Beautiful iguana for

sale All included $80. Call

Matt 546-2608

FOR SALE

Big Fish Tank All equip-

ment included $40 or B/0.

549-6926

Laptop Notebook Works

good. $150. Good for

school. Call Steve

(413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for

computer Works great

Call CPC (41 3)584-8857

Watch batteries, ear
piercing, eyeglass

repairs, jewelry restora-

tion, diamond engage-
ments, wedding rings.

Silverscape Designs, 264

N. Pleasant St, Amherst.

253-3324 Open Daily

INSTRUCTION

Get valuable teaching
experience and enhance

your resume! Volunteer to

teach contraception work-

shops at the University

Health Services Call for

more information. 577-

5181.

BARTEND WITH UNI-
VERSITY BARTENDING
50% student discount. On-

campus classes starting

soon! Call 1-800-U-Can-

Mix for info.

Swiss Army Engraved
Watch near or inside

Morrill on 9/25.

Sentimental value. Call

Kristen® 256-1 664

Sunglasses with pre-

scription lenses were
lost on Wednesday the

24th near the pond or

Haigis Mall. If found

please call 582-9822

LOST- Silver XMAS Tree

Charm Belonged to mom
Very sentimental Please

call 253-7733 Steph.

Reward. Please! Please!

Lost Watch- Ladies

Hamilton Watch Lost on

Mt. Toby Fireroad/Trails in

mid-July. Roman numer-

als, black strap. Reward.

Sue (413)367-2755

MISCELLANEOUS

www.movieposter.com
Vintage-Current

(416)391-0133

MOTORCYCLE

650 Yamaha Good condi-

tion. Road ready. Drive

away today $800. Call Jon

549-5873

PERSONALS

To My Pancake Baking
Mean Bug

I Love You Always

Your Foul Temptress

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOMS Beautifully fur-

nished, available week-
ends for parents or visiting

professors for $50 a night

Call 259-1938 evenings

ROOM FOR RENT

Big Room In House
5min walktoUMass.

Woodstove Perfect for 2.

$220 shared, $440 single.

Call 253-4648

Hadley 17ft x 12ft room
on Route 9 Washer, dryer,

dishwasher, Primestar 5

min to UMass On bike

path/bus route.

$400(inclusive). 585-8259

Looking for one person

to share 1 large room in

two bedroom apt in

Amherst. On bus route,

behind campus. For info,

please call Brad at 549-

3992.

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need help?

Call Birthright of Amherst

area for free testing and

assistance. 549-1906

TRAVEL

EARN FREE TRIPS AND
CASH!

CLASS TRAVEL needs

students to promote

Spring Break 1998! Sell 15

trips & travel free! Highly

motivated students can

earn a free trip & over

$10,000! Choose Cancun,

Bahamas, Mazatlan,

Jamaica or Florida! North

America's largest student

tour operator! Call Now!
1-800-838-6411

TRAVEL

Spring Break "Take 2"

hiring Reps! Sell 15. Take

2 free. Hottest destina-

tions! Free parties, eats,

and drinks! Sunsplash 1-

800-426-7710 or

www.sunsplashtours.com

TRAVEL

Sell/Trade your preowned

games and systems. Call

Let's Play at 549-4505

I want a lap-top 486 or

higher Call Jon 549-5873

It once

was

LOST,
but now

it's

FOUND.

Thanks

to

the

Classifieds.

1/2

PRICE
SPECIALS

EVERY
THURSDAY!

Place an add on

Thursdays and
pay

HALF PRICE

Students :

1 0C / word

Non-Students:

200 / word

Wish someone a

Happy Birthday

and pay half

price

Call 545-3500.

Visit us in the

Campus Center

basement

or on the

concourse.

Personals Policy Rates
t All personal* MUST be proofread by Collegian clas-

sified employees before payment and acceptance of

thetUsMTn-d
2 Last names MAY NOT be used in personals ONLY

HfMS and initials are allowed. The only excep-

tions are for birthday or congratulations personals in

which case the full name may be MMl
i Phone numbers are not allowed in personals NO

EXCEPTIONS
4 Addresses are not allowed in personals this means

dorm room numbers as well.

V Personals of a threatening or deroKJtorv nature are

not acceptable Personals of a vindictive O
nature are not acceptable Personals m.<

used lor the purpose of harassment.

6 Profanity may not be used in personals.

7, The personals section is for personals only- The per-

sonals section may NOT be used lo sell items, seek

roommates, advertise meeting, eu

8 All personals must have the name ftignetWV, and

UMass I.D. number of the student puctng HM If

filled in on the insertion order Non student'- must

provide j v<ilid (Iriv-! rh»- In ense num-
ber must be recorded on the insertion order Live <>1

lentititahon or misrepresent .ition is subject to

penalties under the law.

9 The Collegian reserves the right i>

any personal th.it dm not meet the < t.'</«v
I

dards in accordance with the Mttutei of the

( ommonwealth ot Massachusetts.

Students

20yt per word/day

All others

40<£ per word/day

$2.00
min./day

NO REFUNDS
Please write I tarty and

legibly. We arc net responsible fiol errors result-

ing, from illegible handwriting or type.

Standard Headings
ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT
ENTERTAINMENT

FOR SALE
FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

WEDNESDAY. OCT. 1

Fair — Health Fair from 10 a.m. to

3 p.m. in the Campus Center

Auditorium, sponsored by the Student

Nurses' Association. Includes men's

and women's health issues, message

therapy, acupuncture. STD/AIDS info,

blood pressure screenings, free con-

doms and lots more.

Meeting — The UMass chapter of

Circle K International, a campus and

community service organization, has a

meeting at 6:30 p.m. in Stockbridge

1 1 4. If you were a past Key Clubber, or

simply enjoy volunteering and making

new friends, come see what we're

about. All are welcome. For more
information call Suzanne at 259-1860.

Meeting — Anyone interested in

studying in Cuernavaca. Mexico in

lanuary should attend an informational

meeting from 4-5 p.m. in Herter Hall,

room 301.

Service — Rosh Hashanah Eve ser-

vices followed by Kiddush at 7 p.m. in

the Student Union Ballroom

(liberal/egalitarian) or at the Hillel

House (traditional).

THURSDAY. OCT. 2

Meeting — Al-Anon is for those

who feel their lives have been affected

by another's drinking, from noon-1

p.m. in the Campus Center, room 801

.

Senice — Rosh Hashanah morning

services (followed by Tashlich at the

Campus Pond) at 9 a.m. at the Hillel

House (traditional), or 10 a.m. in the

Student Union Ballroom (liberal/egali-

tarian). Evening services at 7 p.m. at

the Hillel House (traditional) or the

Student Union Ballroom (liberal/egali-

tarian).

Speaker — |ulie Netherland,

Education Director for the Gay and

Lesbian Advocates and Defenders

(GLAD) will present a talk on

"Contemporary Witch Hunts: Gay
Discrimination and Archaic Sex Laws"

at 12:30 p.m. in the Campus Center,

room 803. This is free and part of the

GLBT Studies Lecture Series and is

co-sponsored by The Stonewall

Center. GLB GSO. Wobmb'i Studies

and the Chancellor's Task Force on

GLBT Matters. For more information

contact The Stonewall Center at

545-4824.

Workshop — The first workshop

concerning the new Student Union

building will take place from 5-7 p.m.

in the Campus Center, room 803. All

s'udents are invited.

THURSDAY, OCT. 3

Symposium — A symposjum to

honor the life work of Eqbal Ahmad,

retiring Hampshire College Professor

of Politics and Middle East Studies,

entitled. Border Crossings: The
Commitments of a Political

Intellectual, will take place at

Hampshire. Noam Chomsky, professor

Ct( linguistics at the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, will have give

the keynote address. "The Prospects

for the Third World at Home and

Abroad," at 8 p.m. in the Robert

Crown Center.

NOTICES

Course — The Interdepartmental

Program in Film Studies is offering a

Certificate in Film Studies to all majors

(equivalent to a minor). Includes six

courses in film/video studies. For more

information and to fill out an applica-

tion, stop by the office in 101 South

College or call 545-3659. Office hours

MW 8 a.m. -5 p.m.. TuTh 10 a.m.-5

p.m.. F 8 a.m.-2 p.m. Or visit the web

page: www.umass.edu/film.

Final Exam Schedule — The Fall '97

Final Examination Schedule will be

available beginning Friday. Oct. 17.

Copies will be delivered to students in

the residence halls, and will be available

to off-campus students in the

Registrar's office (213 Whitmore). It

will also be available on the World
Wide Web beginning Wednesday. Oct.

] at http://www-
ureg.admin.umass.edu.

Internships — Environmental intern-

ships offered. Campaigns this semester

include: Hunger and Homelessness,

Pesticides. Endangered Species.

Updated Bottle Bill and Campaign
Finance Reform. Looking for motivated

students to take leadership positions.

Call MussPIRC. at 545-0199 or stop by

423A Student Union.

Notice — The women's basketball

team is looking for managers for the

upcoming season. Reliability and a sig-

nificant time commitment are required.

If interested, please call Scott Foulis at

545-2726.

Reminder — The deadline for all fed-

eral work study student recipients to get

on the payroll is Wednesday. Oct. 1 at 5

p.m. No exceptions. Students can defer

their federal work study until the spring

semester by coming to the student

employment office. 243 Whitmore to

file a deferral. Anyone that does not do

so by this time will have their full year

federal work study award canceled.

Support Group — REFLECT, the

Five College bereavement support pro-

gram offers free bereavement support

FYls are public service announcements printed

daily. To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the

Managing Editor by noon the previous day

groups to students of the Five College

area. All services are confidential.

Enrollment for fall groups is happening

now. Call 577-5316 for more informa-

tion.

Woman's Support Groups —
Everywoman's Center is offering the fol-

lowing support groups: Building

Healthy Relationships: Self-Esteem and

Intimacy for Undergraduate Women.
Lesbian in Relationship; For Singles and

Couples. Past Abortion Support Group,

Self-Esteem; Exploration Through
Expressive Arts, Up From Under:
Women. Anger, and Depression, and

Women's Empowerment: the Tools to

Get There and Stay There. All groups

are free, meet on the UMass campus,

and provide a safe and confidential

space. For information and registration

For a screening interview, call 545-0883

by Oct. &
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Daily Listings sponsored by:

GET THE MO$T OUT OF

YOU ADVERTISING DOLLAR
ADVERTISE

ERE 545-3500
HSCN Bulletin

Board

Hartford

Boston

Boston

Springfield

Movie Ch.

Hartford

IO

11

ia
13
14
14
IT
IB

CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN
UPN/20
Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
International

UMass Academic TV

HSCN Programming

TV-19
i ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

83 CNN
34 CNN SI

3B Headline News
33 UCTV
37 TBS

38 BET

38 TV Land

SO Univision

31 Comedy Central

38 Cartoon

Much Music

WEDNESDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
WVIT
WTIC
WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
A&E

and
here
too!!

CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

O

o

ff>

&
CD

Wishbone X
News

News

News «

22

20

€0

<D
CD

MTV
NICK

SCIFI

TLC
TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

G>

6:00

Full Mouse t:

News

Married With

News

11 Home Imp.

News

Creatures

News it.

Real TV X
Family Matters

6:30
Business Rpt Newshour With Jim Lehrer «

CBS News Inside Edition

CBS News Extra X
ABC News Inside Edition

Fresh Prince

NBC News

Cheers l!

Wheel-Fortune

NBC News

Simpsons X
NBC News

Business Rpt

ABC News

Mad Abo. You

Family Matters

Quincy Passing

WorldView X.

A-Utt(R) jMaJke-jjujh^

Winy "The Bear Trap" (R)

Major League Baseball

Sujwrrnarket

MTV Live

2»

Figure It Out

Debt

Viewers

Tiny Toon

Twilight Zone In His Image" :IT.

Hometimt(R) |Hometime |R)

7:00 7:30
World of National Geographic

BoyWorld

Judge Judy X
Ent Tonight

Seinleld X
Wheel-Fortune

Real TV I
Ent. Tonight

Nanny «

Chronicle E

Nanny T

Fresh Prince

Spin City "

Jeopardyrtt_

Grace Under

Hard Copy X
FrasierJE__

Jeopardy 1 «

Newshour With Jim Lehrer «

Seinleld «

Seinfeld it

Who's Boss'

Frasier I

Fraaier 1
Who's Boss?

Law a Order X
Moneyline It

Daily Show (R)

Crossfire I

Gimme Shelte r iR)

Stein^sMoney

C - Campus

8:00 8:30

:t

Sister, Sister

Murphy Brown

Murphy Brown

Dharma-Greg^

Smart Guy It

9:00
Mark Russell

Public Eye X.

9:30
Long Season

Public Eye X
Drew Carey «

Wayans Bros.

Ellen tt

Steve Harvey

OCTOBER 1,1997
10:00 10:30 11:00

Rod Serling: Submitted for Your Approval

Chicago Hope "Guns 'N Roses'

Chicago Hope "Guns N Roses

"

Primetime Live X
News

Major league Baseball Playoffs Divisional Round Game 1 - Teams lo Be Announced. (Live) X
Sentinel "Poachers" (In Stereo) [Star Trefc: Voyager

"
Revulsion" [News |LAP0

Major League Baseball Playoffs Divisional Round Game 1 - Teams lo Be Announced (Live) X.

Beverly Hills. 90210 (In Stereo) TParty o> Five "Handicaps

Maioi l pague Baseball Playoffs Divisional Round Game 1 - teams lo Be Announced (Live) X
Mark Russell

SjJtnjCityJt

Long Season

pharme-Greg^

Sentinel "Poachers" (In Slereo)

Rod Serling: Submitted lor Your Approval |Foto-Noveias

Drew Carey £ [Ellen X
Star Trek Voyage^ Revulsion'

Support Your Local Gunlighter" (1971 ) James Garner

Biography: Ba

Prima News g|Burden-Proof

American Justice (R)

Larry King Live X
«e"i radoysnac*" (1980, Comedy) Chevy Chase, Bill Murray

Wild Discovery: Red Kangaroo |
Discover Magazine

Primetime Live K

News IM'A'S'HJ."

News tr

News

rWWS A.

11:30
People-Here

Late Show X
Late Show X
Nightline X

Star Trek: Deep Space NinaX

Vibe

ITonlght Show

Simpsons X
Tonight Show

Deep Space 9

Tonight Show

Charlie Rosa (In Stereo)

News X Nightline X
Seinfeld 1 Cheers X.

* « "Support Your Local Sheriff!" ( 1 969, Comedy) James Gamer

20th Century (R)

World Today X
South Park (R) |Make-laugh

Assassination "Betrayal'' (R)

Sportscenter [NHL Hockey Florida Panthers al Philadelphia Flyers (Live) it [Stanley Cup

in.,m... pnrtr.i r,r3rB Kelt" I Unsolved Mysteries (In Stereo) t*Vi "In Defense ot a Married Man"(1990, Drama JudKh LwM.Intimate Portrait "Grace Kelly"

Best of MTV (In Stereo)

Doug X, |Rugrat» X.

time tra« (In Stereo) 31 Seaqueat DSV "Dagger Redux

Kung Fu : Legend

Baywatch "The Tower" X
(5.00) "Used People" (1992) X

Lois * Clark-Superman

«3L

Walker, Texas Ranger X.

Rachels Daughter*: Searching for the Causes of Breast Ca

Highlander: The Series (R) X

Unsolved Mysteries (In Stereo)

Beavis-Burt

Hey Arnold! X
Beavis-Butt

Happy Days

WondrWeathr [Sea Tek (R)

Countdown to lhe 1 Spot

Happy Days [Bewitched
-

Forever Knight "Spin Doctor"

Grudge Match

I Love Lucy X
Austin Stories

Odd Couple X
Sightings (R) (In Stereo) 31

Animal ThoughtsWaco: The Untold Story

»,«', "
The vender 1 1 982, Drama) Paul Newman, Charlotte Ramplino,,

' «« '/i "Breaking the Surface: The Greg iouoanis Story"[ 1 997) 3E

« 'Twisfef"(1996, Drama) Helen Hunt. (In Stereo) 'PG-13' 3D

« "Down Periscope" (1996) Kelsey Grammer

"Tap"(t989, Drama) Gregory Hmes (In Slereo) PG-13'

«* Xham flg«cMn"(l996, Adventure) Keanu Reeves PGt3' X
eeS "Father ot the Bnde Part II"

{
1995) Sieve Martin 'PG' X

Law a Order X
Sports lllus

Daily Show

Moneyline 31

Stain's Money

Justice Files "Car Crime" (R)

Sportscenter X.

Homicide: Life on the Street I
Oddville, MTV

Till*

Lovellne (R)

Newhart R

Time Tra» (R) (In Slereo) iK

Wondr-Weathr lSeeTek(R)

The Drowning 1975)

Silk Stalklnga "Pulp Addiction"

'Judge and Jury" (1997, Horror) David Keith . W
*Vi "The Glimmer Man" (1996)

Dead Man's Gun "Nexl ol Km"
I Faat Track X

Mortal Thts"

"Fast Money"
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LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22} —

Cooperation depends upon arriving

at the right pace and rhythm today.

You cannot succeed if you are out

of sync with those around you.

SCORPIO (Oct. 25-Nov. 21) —
A question of meaning is sure to

arise before the day is out. Keep

striving for answers that do not

come easily; you'll find the way.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — Take care that your behavior

is in line with your intentions

today. You don't want to be

accused of having any ulterior

motives.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|«n. 19)

— Trust your instincts today, espe-

cially where language is concerned.

You know how to express yourself

well, and turn a phrase with skill.

AQUARIUS (|an. 20-Feb. 18) —
It may be difficult for you to gauge

your behavior at this time. Trust a

good friend to tell you when things

are or are not acceptable.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) —
You may find it difficult to work

with others watching over your

shoulder, but consider it a form of

flattery that they are interested.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
Inspiration is the key to success

today. Others may put you down,

but the fact that you can come up

with the goods in an instant is

impressive.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) -

You are going to have to answer

some questions today that leave you

uncertain about your future. Do not

let insecurity hand on long.

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20) -

The more natural and at case \ou

are, the more others are likely to

believe what you have to tell them,

no matter how far-fetched it may

be.

CANCER (June 21-July 22) — A
lighthearted approach to what oth-

ers take too seriously will serve you

well throughout the day. Pay no

mind to criticism.

LEO (|uly 23-Aug. 22) — Recent

journeys of discovery will serve you

well today, as you may be in a mar-

ket where your skills can pay off

handsomely. It is a good day!

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sepl. 22)

Take care that you don't conic oil

too strong today, especially when

dealing with a loved one who is

stubborn. Be relaxed and gentle.

Close to Home By John McPherson

1
1 m anwoop wpnroiaw

Quote of tJHe Day
44 When a man steals your wife,

there is no better revenge

then to let him keep her. D
-Sacha Guitry

Today's P.C. Menu
Call 545-S6S6 for user* Mormmtie

Franklin

LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Spicy Black Bean Burger

Macaroni and Cheese

DINNER
Roast Top Round of Beef

Cheese Lasagna

Chicken Breast Sandwich

Worcester

Tiger Woods: the early months.

ACROSS
1 Compass
heading

5 Stage
10 "Moonstruck"

actress
14 Wine-growing

valley

1

5

Happen again

1

6

Harvard rival

17 Fantasy weaver
19 Highlands group
20 Kindergarten

staple

21 Actress Francis

23 Tea cakes
25 Part of AD
26 King Arthur's

seer
27 Soft drink

30 Out of the wind

31 Splits

33 Pause
35 Wedding

promise
36 Yellowknife's

terr.

37 "Yes, Pierre"

38 Allot

40 Lieu
42 Type of chop
43 Threatened
45 Bright-flowered

shrub
47 Seaweed

product

48 Called
49 Logger's shout

52 Jet jockey

53 Type of exam
54 Doing a wood-

working chore

59 Act like a clerk

60 Novelist Jong
61 Entertainer

Sedgwick
62 Pre-owned
63 Sounds of relief

64 Engrossed

DOWN

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

rwci nranHM hqre

LUNCH
Macaroni and Cheese

Meatball Grinder

Rotini/Tomato Sauce

Red Beans

DINNER
Roast Top Round of Beef

Baked Ziti

Caponata with Pocket Bread

Baked Ziti

Hampshire

Goal
Motorist's org.

Mata Hari. e.g.

Pond denizen
Gift

1

2
3
4

5
6 Warms
7 Highest point

8 "A Boy
Named —

"

9 Gofers' jobs

10 One-eyed giant

1

1

— and hearty

12 Dash
1

3

Director Clair

1 8 Hindu princess

22 Genetic
material

23 Almost never
24 Spicy cuisine

25 Major artery

26 Meter—

r>l@IJ@H aODHHU

nos HHcanraaH rasa
(JDDD mania H££H§ansa asmaraa
HHIJaHH HBHDH

iTlUlGIBlQIAlT

ffiQBlD HDQG1B n\;M&
QOHB BQBBH nBQB
|
NlElRlDi n|E:IAlLniU|H|Y
•0 t 97 © t997 United Feature Syndicate

27 Cut
28 "King Ralph"

actor

29 Rained hard

32 Computer key

34 Rocky
Mountain
animal

39 Made possible

40 Mufflers

41 Shaggy
blossoms

42 Big cat

44 Vital statistic

46 Where to find

tigers

48 Tweak
49 Soy product

50 Eye part

51 Ram or rooster

52 Goody-goody
55 Uris hero
56 Lupino or

Tarbell

57 — in the bud
58 Acquire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Grilled Sneeze Sandwich

DINNER
Roast Top Round of Beef

Baked Ziti

Berkshire

LUNCH
Macaroni and Cheese

Charbroiled Chicken Sandwich

Tri Bean Casserole

DINNER
Roast Top Round of Beef

Smoked Turkey Tostado

Caponata with Pocket Bread

Raviolo with Tomato Sauce
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The Massachusetts

SPORTS
A-10 Tournament rematch tonight in Cage
The nation watches as sophomore setter Kari Hogancamp leads the Minutewomen
I flC HUUUII.WU. f ^ |hc ^ of w„k ,„ k digs . following U(,,ha, 5;

,w,n

By Jamie Jee

Collegian Correspondent

The Massachusetts volleyball

team will look to continue their

winning ways tonight at the Curry

Hicks Cage, taking on Atlantic 10

rival Rhode Island at 7 p.m.

Among the many players will be

looking to serve, set, spike and

dig their way to yet another con-

ference win is sophomore setter

and outside hitter Kari

Hogancamp.
Her mere name strikes fear into

the hearts of
„

opponent I.

Why?
Well,

because her
presence on
the court wins

games.
Hogancamp

will be enter-

ing tonight's

match as the

nation's leader in digs

honor for a athlete only

Massachusetts

vs. Rhode Island

Curry Hicks Cage, 7 prri^

a big

in her

second year of Division I play,

and you can bet the Rams know

it.

"We've improved a lot since the

beginning of the season, and our

team unity has been carrying us

along," Hogancamp said. "This

year I've been able to feel more

relaxed because of the difference

in pressure between playing as a

freshman and now as an

upper-classman."

Minutewomen coach Bonnie

Kenny is direct in her praise of

Hogancamp's effect on this year's

8-5 squad.

"If anyone has carried this team

so far this season, it has been Kari

Hogancamp." Kenny said.

Hogancamp hails from

Huntington Beach. Calif., where

she trained with fellow sopho-

more standout fill Meyers this

past summer. That training has

helped to continue her excellent

play of last season, setting and

playing outside effectively.

Yet. all of this started when
Hogancamp began playing volley

ball in the sixth grade, while

developing a true love for the

game early in high school.

She was voted an

Orange-County Register

Scholar-Athlete choice as a

junior, and a Fab 50 prospect her

senior year by Volleyball Monthly,

playing in the California

North-South All-Star Game,
while earning a silver medal at the

1994 Junior
Olympics.
Hogancamp has

excelled off the

court as well,

being named to

the UMass
Athletic
Director's honor

roll for both
semesters in her

freshman year.

Amidst all these honors, her

love of the game has never abat-

ed.

"I knew 1 wanted to continue

playing after high school, where I

built my love for the game,"

Hogancamp said. "1 had a lot of

fun. and I've been able to carry it

over to the collegiate level."

Last year. Hogancamp proved

that she is one of the top young

players in the A-10 Conference,

and the Northeast Region, by set-

ting a new UMass single-season

record with 529 digs That mark

surpassed senior Lesley Nolan's

mark of 463 set in 1995. while

also being just seven shy of the A-

10 record. She also led the confer-

ence with 4.1 digs a game, posting

20 or more on nine different occa-

sions.

"1 think we've all been strong

defensively this year." Hogancamp

said. "If 1 can help turn a bad

game around with a couple of

good digs, it just helps the team

morale. That way we can play the

rest of the match that much bet-

ter."

Hogancamp was named A-

1

Rookie of the Week for the week

of Nov. 24, posting her

then-career high dig mark at

Virginia Tech that week with 28

COURTtSY MEDIA RELATIONS

Sophomore Kari Hogancamp and the Minutewomen look to revenge last

season's A-1 Tournament loss to Rhode Island tonight in the Cage at 7 p.m.

digs, following up that 3-1 win

over the Hokies with a 23-dig

effort in their 3-2 win over

George Washington just two days

later.

Simply said, she has continued

to display her versatility thus far

in the season. Hogancamp has

showed creativity at the net and

used her steely shot selection as a

key weapon throughout the sea-

son.

"When 1 make a mistake I know

1 just have to forget it and go out

and play." Hogancamp said. "1

never forget that 1 love defense.

We can always improve as a team

a little bit everywhere. When our

hitting is consistent, and we have

a better percentage, we're tough

to beat.

"On the court we have to talk a

lot to get the team together. We
all have to do our own part."

Although only a sophomore.

Hogancamp has been a role model

for her teammates th.ough her

hard work, prevailing despite

being smaller than many oppo-

nents. However, she deflects any

praise for the sake of the team.

"Chemistry has been key for us

this year, although we still haven't

played a perfect match.
"

Hogancamp said. "1 think well

have to be close to one against

Rhode Island. Hopefully. 1 can

continue to see the ball well."

According to Hogancamp,
Rhode Island should be a big

game, with the Minutewomen
looking to avenge last year's A-10

Conference Tournament loss to

the Rams.

"If we can stay on track I think

the end of the season looks very

positive," Hogancamp said, who
said that the return of freshman

Rebecca Hasson should boost the

squad's success.

"We played a lot of strong

teams in the preseason and that's

strengthened our conference play.

Everyone's stepped up."

Hard road for Minutemen in Meet of Champions

Miami's loss

earns them

the Schwag
It's an interesting time to be an Iowa

Hawkeye fan.

They've been on the cusp of Big Ten

superiority for years, but they always

seem to blow it when they face the

Ohio State's and Michigan's of the

world. (But hey, don't be sad Hayden

Frye. So does everyone else). They were

supposed to have a Heisman candidate

this year, a wide-out by the name of

Tim Dwight.

Well, they were supposed to do what

they always do, choke somewhere

important in the season, and end up

booking a trip to the Copper Bowl. (If

the Bluebonnet Bowl was still around,

Iowa would go every year, and squeak

Luke Mirvdilh

out wins over teams like Arkansas and

Cal).

But what's happened in Iowa City

has been rather remarkable. They've

blown out four straight teams in such a

manner that they've forced everyone to

notice. They have a Heisman candidate

all right, but it ain't Dwight.

Tavian Banks, who you, me and the

rest of the unwashed masses had never

heard of a month ago, (well, maybe you

wash, but you still had never heard of

him), has rushed for 835 yards and 12

touchdowns in four games.

835 yards, four games.

Okay, you're pretty good.

But here comes the test. After

thumping the likes of Iowa State, Tulsa,

Northern Iowa and Illinois, the

Hawkeyes have to face Ohio St. and

Michigan on the road the next two

weekends. Given their history, it'll be

hard for a Iowa booster to get excited

about that.

But they should get excited about

this. Should they pull off one of the

most successful road trips in recent

memory, and bring home the fallen

heads of the Buckeyes and Wolverines

back to Iowa City, (which would make

the 6 o'clock news because hey, let's

face it, there ain't much else going on in

By Scott Hamill

Collegian Correspondent

The Massachusetts men's cross

country coach. Ken O'Brien, knew

he had his work cut out for him

when the season started.

The coach for the Minutemen
started with a young team that

included just one returning varsity

runner. Through three meets this

season, his group is slowly gaining

experience, while facing some of

the top competition in the country.

This past weekend, UMass trav-

eled to Van Cortlandt Park in the

borough of the Bronx, N.Y. for the

Meet of Champions. Of the

12-team field, the Minutemen fin-

ished 11th, the same position as

last year. Six of the teams this year

are nationally ranked, so UMass
knew they were in for a tough meet.

"I'm sort of disappointed over-

all," O'Brien said. "We finished the

same as last year, but the kids were

about 15-30 seconds slower than

last years' pace. It's a reach in com-

parison, with first year runners ver-

sus third year runners."

Last year, UMass scored 3 10

points, while this year they

improved to 289. lona was the

overall champion of this year's

Meet of Champions with 41 points.

followed by Life College at 47

points.

For the Minutemen. captain Ryan

Carrara was again the top finisher

at 33rd overall, covering the five

mile course in 25:56.

"Ryan's strong, he's got good

focus and concentration." O'Brien

said. "He responded positively to

the competition."

Peter Gleason finished 58th over-

all in a time of 26:44, followed by

Kevin Somers' finish in 71st place

at 27:18. Rounding out the top five

for UMass were Brendan Sullivan

in 78th place at a time of 27:36.

and Sean Murphy in 83rd place at a

time of 28:18.

Despite the disappointing perfor-

mance. O'Brien isn't too pessimistic

for the rest of the season. O'Brien

said that the large meets are "good

preparation for later on. and we get

to say here's what we did wrong

and here's how we can improve.'"

Next week. UMass travels to

Lehigh University in Bethlehem. Pa.

for the Paul Short Invitational. This

meet will include teams from all

over the country, as opposed to last

week's Meet of Champions, which

mostly included teams from the

East Coast.

"It's another larger meet, larger

than the Meet of Champions, and

just as competitive," O'Brien said.

"It's part of our growth, for both

rookies and veterans, running in

large meets.

"We compete with new. but as

highly regarded, athletes, and we're

not running against the same peo-

ple. Different people, different

schools and different uniforms pose

new challenges."

Is this the year of the Kat?

Machamer looking to 1 998
UMass tennis a team once again

Were you always the one that was

picked last for a team in high school

gym class, and then had to sit on the

bench, watching everybody else have

all the fun?

Come on, you can admit it to us...

really, it didn't make you a loser, it just

meant you weren't good. That's all.

There's one player for the No. 15

Massachusetts women's soccer team

who never had a problem being picked

for a team, because she is good.

Unfortunately, that player has spent

this entire season on the bench, watch-

ing her teammates

have all the fun. ii™
This past sum- ^^J™"™*^^

mer. freshman i""""^^^^"
midfielder Kathleen Machamer had the

whole world in her hands. A star recruit

for the perennial Top 20 Minutewomen

squad, she was projected as a starter.

Coach )im Rudy lost his entire midfield

to graduation, and The Player Officially

Known As "Kat" was an early X-mas

stinking stutter fur his team.

Until this past summer, and more

specifically. July 15th... Machamer

was practicing with her club team, the

Lakewood Fury of Colorado, for the

national championships. Making a cut

in the midfield, Kat planted her foot,

and her freshman season for UMass

was lost in the earth shattering pop of

her anterior cruciate ligament in her

knee.

Now. the resident of Englewood Co.

has to watch from one of the most

unfamiliar places she s known on the

soccer pitch — the bench. It's been

hard, but like the conclusion of Monty

Python's The Life of Brian propounds,

Machamer is looking "on the bright

le of life."

"It's been hard because I'm used to

playing, but in the long run. I think

this whole experience might be good

me." Machamer said. "Being able

to see what is going on from the

bench, and having no pressure on me

to learn everything right away, I've

learned a lot more from the coach.

"I've seen a lot more stuff going on

the field, which will help me when I

come back next season."

After a hard weekend in northern

Texas, where UMass suffered a string

of injuries against No. 18 Southern

Methodist and California-Berkeley.

Machamer unfortunately epitomizes

the fortunes of the Minutewomen — a

young team injured from the start of

the season.

For coach |im Rudy, the health

problems for his

team are in the

present tense, but

concerning

Men's

By Sonford Appell

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts men's tennis team is gearing up

for their first real challenges of

the fall season. Awaiting them

today is a matchup at

Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, which promises to

be tough conquest for the

young squad. After this match,

the team will travel to Vermont

on Friday.

As of this point in the sea-

son, the team has only played

together in team competition

twice this month. They handled a lesser opponent in

Wesleyan, while having portions of their match with

Rhode Island being postponed due to weather

lenn is

Massachusetts

vs. M.I.T.

at Ml. I

This fact has left the coaching staff with an unclear

picture of where the team is headed this season.

"I'm not quite sure what to expect right now with

guys getting injured and everything else." assistant

coach Jason Bedford said. "We're

-^—— hoping to have everyone ready and

healthy for these next couple of

matches.

"Hopefully, we'll come out with

some wins, and then move on with a

clearer picture."

There are some positive notes for

the team coming off last weekend's

successful West Point Invitational

tournament.^^^^^^™ While No. 1 seed Todd Cheney

missed the tournament due to injury, several others

Turn to TENNIS, page 7

Machamer, her recovery is in the

future tense.

"Kat's doing really well with this,

and she's been keeping positive about

it." Rudy said. "Even with the injury,

she's made herself a part of this team

by standing by us, no doubt about it. I

can't wait for her to join us, but I have

to wait.

"She will bounce back from this, I'm

sure of that, and there's no pressure on

her to return early for the postseason.

We're looking at her return in the long

term."

Machamer is as close to a can't miss

prospect as a team can get, and her list

of accomplishments for an

18-year-old is amazing — to say the

least

With her two club teams in

Colorado, the Cherry Creek Lightning

and the Lakewood Fury, won a total of

five State Cup Championships,

advancing to three Far West Regional

Finals, while winning the 1997 Far

W.ft Regional crown.

A 'irst Team Olytnpi. I
J' I lopment

Program star from 1989-1996.

Machamer also had time for Cherry

Creek High School, helping lead them

Turn to MACHAMER png« 7

Sophomore Kevin Curley and the Minutemen look for wins this week, travelling to MIT and Vermont.

Iowa City), they should be No. 1.

The Big Ten is, without a doubt, the

toughest conference in America this

year, and beating two of the top six

teams in America on the road is

grounds for a No. 1 ranking.

Can they do it? If history is any indi-

cation, no. But history can change. (I

know. I once got a B in "U.S. History

since Pearl Harbor").

Booty Schwag of the Week
Award...

U2 has sung a lot of songs in its day.

I swear. But one of my favorites is

"Miami," one of the new ones. (You

know, it's real techno wackiness).

There's a line in it that made me think

of the Miami-West Virginia game
Saturday.

It goes. "We could make something

beautiful, something that wouldn't be a

problem, at least not in Miami."

I don't know if Bono had checked

out a Miami game recently, because

that line sounds a lot like what oppo-

nents have been doing to the

Hurricanes lately.

Yes, after blowing the Arizona St.

game in the Orange bowl, Miami did it

again on Saturday, losing to the

Mountaineers. Before a home crowd

that filled about half of the Orange

Bowl, the Canes went out and proudly

declared their fall from grace. After

winning over 50 games in a row in

Orange Bowl, Miami loses at home
more than it wins.

And nobody even goes to the games

any more.

Teams have been going to the

Orange Bowl and making something

beautiful — it sure hasn't been a prob-

lem lately.

But I'll tell you the straw that broke

the back of the Booty Schwag voters

(which are me, me and me).

During the Michigan-Notre Dame
game. Keith |ackson had to do promos

for this weekend, including the Miami-

Florida St. game. Not once did he say,

"Whoa Nellie, it'll be a bahhn-bumah-

hh down in Tallahassee on Saturday."

In fact, he didn't say anything at all.

That, my friends, is truly an implied

Schwag vote from Keith.

The "Why I love ESPN's College

Gameday" reason of the week...

Because it's wicked awesome.

Friends of the Program "Inside

Tip" Pick of the Week... (2-1

)

Oh yeah, Ohio St. covered.

But this week might be a little "iffy."

if you will.

This week, Tennessee is a 25 1/2

point favorite at home versus Ole

Miss.

They could win by 50 1/2. The Vols

are smarting after choking against

Florida, and should be desperate to

prove they're still in the national

championship hunt.

How do you do that? Why. you run

up score.

I'm sure Peyton Manning won't have

a problem with a few more TD passes

in a now wide-open Heisman race.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian colum-

nist.
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Meat or

veggies?

October is cele-

brated around the

world as "Reverence

for Life" month. The

Collegian debates
the issue (see Arts f»

Living, page 5).
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Chancellor Scott, Vanin address

excessive Homecoming drinking
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Clean dorm door policy

being tested in Southwest

By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

It's tea time!

Senior Jennifer Bov\*n

and the Massachusetts

women's lacrosse team

seek to take the Teacup

Tournament this week-

end at Garber field (see

Sports, page 14).

WORLD

English bullies arrested

alter suicide of teen

LONDON (AP) — For three

years, Kelly Yeomans endured

taunts of "fatty." Her teen-age

tormentors threw salt in her

school lunch and dumped her

clothes in the garbage. Last week,

they pelted her house, first with

stones and finally with butter and

eggs, the ingredients for cake.

The chubby, sweet-faced 1 3-

year-old told her parents she

couldn't stand the abuse any-

more. While they slept on Sunday

night, she took a fatal overdose

of painkillers.

Police have arrested four

neighborhood boys and one girl,

ranging in age from 13 to 17,

and say more arrests are possi-

ble. However, the arrested

youths were not charged with

any crime and were released

without bail. It was not clear

what would happen to them
since all are juveniles, authorities

said.

Even in a country where bully-

ing is commonplace, Kelly's

death came as a shock and the

media have given wide coverage

to the tragedy.

NATION

Sixth grade student

killed selling candy

TOMS RIVER, N.|. (AP) —
Before he was found strangled

near his home, 1 1 -year-old Eddie

Werner was eagerly pursuing a

set of walkie-talkies, the top prize

for selling the most candy and

wrapping paper for his school's

PTA.

He was going door to door

alone — a practice discouraged

by most fund-raising groups —
and sales were going so well he

was flashing a J200 wad of bills

to friends.

Yesterday, prosecutors said,

Eddie was a victim of his own
success, killed for his money by a

1 5-year-old boy who answered

the sixth-grader's knock on the

door.

The 15-year-old boy, whose

name was not released, was

charged with murder and aggra-

vated sexual assault in a case that

has focused new attention on the

widespread practice of using chil-

dren to raise money for schools

and other nonprofit organiza-

tions. Door-to-door selling is dis-

couraged by the national PTA,

the child's school district, youth

organizations, as well as the

multibillion-dollar industry that

puts products into the hands of a

juvenile sales force.
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Concerned about how much stu-

dents are abusing alcohol on cam-

pus. University of Massachusetts

Chancellor David K. Scott issued a

statement yesterday stating the

"school will begin a re-examination

of its alcohol policy."

This announcement is a direct

result of complaints concerning

inappropriate alcohol-related

behavior and disturbances during

last weekend's tailgating at the

Homecoming football game.

In addition, Scott is also con-

cerned about the recent

alcohol-related deaths at Louisiana

State University and the

Massachusetts Institute of

Technology.

There were over a thousand

"young people, not all UMass stu-

dents, who stayed in the parking

lot to drink while the football

game was being played," said

University spokesperson Kay
Scanlon.

"A number of students were

climbing up onto trucks and vans. It

was not a safe environment." she

said.

"In an effort to have a good time.

ON THE INTERNET
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students were putting themselves in

danger." said Dean of Students

lo-Anne Vanin.

According to Scanlon, Scott

referred to the tailgating events as a

"disaster waiting to happen."

University Chancellor Scott said

that although our alcohol polices

are strict, "we can do more."

"Drinking is a big problem on

campus and across the nation and it

just seems to be getting worse and

worse," Scanlon said.

She may be right.

Since the end of August, two col-

lege students have died from binge

drinking.

In August, a LSU fraternity stu-

dent died and MIT freshman Scott

Krueger died on Monday, after

spending three days in an

alcohol-induced coma.

"The re-examination of the alco-

hol policy is definitely justifiable.

UMass needs to take the pre-cau-

tionary steps to ensure similar

events to MIT and LSU don't hap-

pen here." said Student

Government Association President

Lia Wong.
However, questions were also

raised as to whether Scott's deci-

sion to review the current alcohol

policy was affected by the weekend

death of Adam Prentice on cam

pus.

According to Scanlon. "rumors

surrounding the death of Prentice"

indicate the accident may have

involved alcohol.

But according to Vanin, the

Chancellor's decision "was not in

direct response to Adam's death.

It was in response to what he saw

while attending the football

game."
University officials are still await-

ing Prentice's toxicology results to

determine if alcohol did play a role

in his death.

"Out of concern for the safety of

our students on this campus, 1

think it is a good time to start

reviewing our present policies,"

said Vanin.

"This is a caring community and

we all must intensify our efforts to

ensure the safety and well-being of

our students, faculty and staff."

Scott said.

"We are a community of adults

who live and work and study togeth-

er, and we should take on the

responsibility of caring for each

other in a meaningful way." he

added.

By Victoria Groves

Collegian Staff

In an effort to improve the

appearance residence halls,

Housing Services has implemented

a "room door policy" in both

Southwest/South and

Southwest/North Residential

Areas for the current semester.

In a memo from |eff Ederer,

Area Director of Southwest South.

to residence

directors,
assistant res-

idence direc-

tors and res-

ident assis-

tants, door
monitoring
started Sept.

24 by

"The goal of this pol

icy is to give the resi-

dence halls a better

overall appearance.

"

Turn to DRINKING page 2
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Speakers at Hampshire College

Prema Shanths Kumari Lie Marta |ohnson, Khoshi KaMauuso Mbath, Dr. Andree Nicola McLaughlin, and

Helga Emde weVsp™al guests at 'the Women in International, Cross Cultural Perspectives at Hampshire

College Tuesday evening

Maintenance and Operations staff.

"If a student's door is noted for

graffiti, the room will be sent a

notice indicating that the residents

have one week in which to clean

their door. If the door is not

cleaned by the next Wednesday, it

will cost $50 for repainting and/or

$25.50 for extra cleaning." Ederer

wrote.

The goal of this policy is to give

the residence halls a better overall

appearance. Housing Services, as

well as Maintenance Operations

staff, hope that if the hallways

look more presentable, students

will have more respect for where

they live.

This policy was implemented as

a pilot program in

Southwest/North last year and

gained positive feedback.

Only 53 out of the 337 doors

cited needed work orders generat-

ed to have doors cleaned or fixed.

Of them, five students appealed

the citations.

"Last year [in

Southwest/North], rooms were in

far better shape when students

checked out. It kind of spilled over

into the way residents treated their

rooms," said Gaye Reinhold,

Operations Manager of

Southwest/North.

According to Michael Burchell.

Area Director of

Southwest/North, by citing doors

and having them cleaned or paint-

ed on a need basis throughout the

year, time is freed up during the

summer for other projects

"Maintenance and Operations,

who would normally spend a lot of

the summer painting doors, can

use that time to improve our facili-

ties in other ways." Burchell said.

"Last summer. Kennedy and

Coolidge [residence halls] bath-

rooms were painted top to bottom

because we didn't need to do

doors." Reinhold said.

If the program goes smoothly,

results will be taken to the area

government and the policy may be

implemented elsewhere.

"This is a pilot program in

Southwest, it's not a housing poli-

cy per se. We will assess the out-

come, and go to residential com-

mittees if there is a positive

result," Burchell said.

There have been some questions

about this program, specifically in

Southwest/South.

Information given

to residents was

not as detailed as

that given to resi-

dents of

Southwest/North.

"We might

have done better

giving people

more notice in Southwest/South,

there wasn't as much detail. Some

of the student leaders live in

Southwest/South and their anten-

nas went up when they heard

about it [the policy!. It may have

seemed unfair, but that was not

our intention," said Michael

Gilbert, Director of Housing

Services.

Brian Tirrell, Student Trustee,

has expressed disapproval with the

policy.

"Students pay for their rooms

and should be allowed to put

things, within reason, on their

door. Housing shouldn't have a

say. My take is that it's unneces-

sary," Tirrell said.

Before the policy was instated.

Reinhold said that a majority of

the doors had writing on them,

because people were using them to

leave messages instead of using

dry erase boards.

"When I walked through the

buildings, a good 75 to 80 percent

of doors were written on; they

were used as large message

boards. The outside of the door is

public space," Reinhold said.

Tirrell disagrees with the belief

that the door is public space and

feels that any offensive graffiti

should be dealt with on a case by

case basis.

"Students don't feel some per-

son should arbitrarily be deciding

what's appropriate on their door,"

Tirrell said.

There is flexibility in the

process, and collecting fines isn't

the main objective, according to

Reinhold.

"If we report tc paint a room

that has been cleaned off in inter-

im, we let it go, and don't charge

the student. So there is some flexi-

bility here." Reinhold said.

This policy will be evaluated at

the end of the 1997-1998 academ-

ic year.

Health Board moves forward

with plans for smoking ban

Bosnian Serb TV taken off the air

By Srecko Ldtol

Associated Press

By Paul Hayes

Collegian Staff

AMHERST — Smoking and drinking

were the controversial topics at the Amherst

Board of Health meeting on Tuesday.

Smoking ban regulations will proceed to

be written, the Board decided, despite a pre-

sentation against the smoking ban by Pub

and Rafters owner lerry lolly.

The proposed ban will force bars to be

smoke-free, an addition to a 1994 public

buildings smoking ban. from which they

were originally exempted.

In his presentation, lolly noted that

Amherst has 15 bars, which employ 295

employees and pay $3.5 million in wages.

According to lolly, in 1994, the Pub vol-

untarily chose to go smoke-free for a

four-month period, during which time his

sales went down 20 percent.

If all 15 Amherst bars were to suffer a

similar 20 percent loss in profits. 100 jobs

would be lost, lolly said.

lolly also said that none of the surround-

ing towns has a smoking ban in bars on their

immediate agendas, or are even considering

such a ban.

lolly and other bar owners are concerned

customers will travel to bars in Hadley and

Northampton that allow smoking.

Hermia Salisbury of the Board of Health

.;aid that while the Board appreciated lolly's

presentation, they will continue to develop

the smoking ban.

She cautions that the ban is far from being

completed, and that the public will have fur-

ther opportunities to give the Board their

input.

lolly said that the Board is not considering

the exception of businesses which install

expensive air filtration systems, which he

installed at the Pub at a great cost.

He also said that the Board feels justified

in pushing lor the smoking ban now. despite

the lack of support by surrounding commu-

nities, who decided not to get involved in a

regional smoking ban in bars.

"[The Board | thinks that more people are

against second hand smoke now than there

were in 1994." lolly said.

Health department officials also expressed

concern over drinking problems in Amherst,

but have not decided to take any action on

the issue.

'We'll look into it." Salisbury said, "but

that's way in the future."

lolly said that if the Board of Health keeps

trying to legislate behavior in bars, people

will be driven to neighborhood parties,

which could cause more problems than are

solved.

"It will be like speakeasies during prohibi-

tion." lolly said.

SARAIEVO, Bosnia-

Herzegovina — NATO-led
troops seized transmitters and

yanked Bosnian Serb TV off the

air yesterday for broadcasts

deemed inflammatory and

destructive of Western peace

efforts.

The predawn action — one

of the boldest yet by the

Western alliance — seemed

intended to signal its new

resolve to silence Bosnian Serb

hardliners, in particular wartime

leader Radovan Karadzic.

"It shows we are willing to

take tough, hard measures to

make sure there is no mucking

around with the Dayton peace

process." said British Defense

Secretary George Robertson.

"This is part of a calibrated and

progressive tightening of the

screw."

Praising the hundreds of

American. French. Italian.

Scandinavian. Polish and

Russian troops involved in the

raids. NATO Secretary General

lavier Solana warned: "We will

d swiftly against those who do

not support" the U.S.-brokered

peace accords. The Bosnian

Serb government loyal to

Karadzic went into emergency

session and issued a terse state-

ment threatening what it termed

"a tough reaction" to the NATO
move.

Yesterday's raids silenced

Serb radio and television for

hours. When programming even-

tually resumed in mid-afternoon,

it came from Banja l.uka. the

base of Bosnian Serb President

Biljana Plavsic, who is currently

locked in a power struggle with

Karadzic. Until yesterday, pro-

gramming had alternated each

day between Pale TV, loyal to

Karadzic, and Banja l.uka TV.

which had not distorted foreign

officials' comments or attacked

the peace accords. The NATO
force took over four transmitters

in the north, northeast, southeast

and near Sarajevo. There was no

violence, but the potential was

there — smaller-scale takeovers

of transmitters by NATO-led

troops earlier this month drew

violent protests by Serbs, egged

on by pro-Karadzic radio and

television.

NATO helicopters hovered

over one transmitter site, on

Mount Trebevic near Sarajevo,

while armored vehicles blocked

all roads linking it to Pale,

Karadzic's headquarters. In the

northeast, at Udrigovo, peace

force soldiers patrolled the area

around the transmitter, sec-

tioned off by razor wire. A
Bradley fighting vehicle stood

nearby.

Next to the transmitter stood

a 6-foot wooden cross erected

after NATO bombings in late

summer 1995 that helped end

the Bosnian war. It bore an

inscription to Serb soldiers:

"Victims of NATO bombings."

A clearly anxious Plavsic

appealed last night to foreign

officials to restore Pale's pro-

gramming. Even though the

NATO action was "justified."

she said, it was clear she was

anxious not to rile the Karadzic

camp and appear to benefit

from foreign intervention.

The immediate cause for yes-

terday's raids was a Sunday

night broadcast on Pale televi-

sion of a news conference by

Louise Arbour, chief prosecutor

of the U.N. war crimes tribunal

in The Hague. Netherlands. The

Pale broadcast removed

Arbour's call for Karadzic to be

arrested to face war crimes

charges and included commen-

tary suggesting the tribunal was

anti-Serb.

Hermia Salisbury of the Board ot HCaitn tion. io..j >«.u. r—
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/ n „^ ;„„ ,«,Pft ei*ht that both officers recommended the against McKinney were not threaten.

By Donald M. Romberg

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The sexual mfc>

conduct case against Sgt. Maj. of the

Army Gene McKinney moved within a

step of trial yesterday when a reviewing

officer concurred with a recommenda-

tion that McKinney be court-martialed

Col. Owen Powell sent his report to

Maj. Gen. Robert Foley, who will make

the final decision on whether

McKinney should stand trial.

Six women have alleged that

McKinney made improper sexual

advances toward them.

All six testified at a Fort McNair

hearing to determine if there was -ulli

cient evidence to order a court-martial.

McKinney. the Army's top enlisted

soldier, has denied all the allegations.

Powell, commander of the Fort Myer

Military Community, ordered the hear-

ing and appointed Col. Robert |arvis to

preside. The proceeding lasted eight

weeks, one of the longest such hearings

in Annv history

larvis recommended that McKinney

be court-martialed on 22 counts,

including indecent assault, adultery and

obstruction of justice, and sent his

report to Powell for review.

The Army has refused to say what

either |ar\is or Powell recommended.

But sources close to the case, speaking

on condition of anonymity, confirmed

that both officers recommended the

matter go to trial.

The brief Army announcement said

that Foley could dismiss the charges,

order nonjudicial action, return the

case to Powell for disposition or order a

general court-martial.

Charles Gittins. McKinnev's civilian

lawyer, has said that if a court-martial

is ordered he will file a motion detail-

ing cases in which general officers

accused of the same activity alleged

against McKinney were not threatened

with prosecution. He said the officers

were allowed to retire with full bene-

fits.

Earlier this week, Gittins filed a

motion denouncing the larvis report as

"flimsy and superficial."

He said that larvis' 2 1/2-page report

had "no critical analysis of the evidence

or explanation of what circumstances

required the testimony of 56 witness-

es."

H
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Working out the kinks

Lee Kane, a chiropractor at the new Amherst Family Chiropractic, demonstrates his chiropractic

techniques on Nancy Fletcher,
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EXPERIENCE

Come to &
"Welcome to ffefe Experience" Session

WHEN: Every Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday

WHERE: Campus Center

Check the schedule for room number

WHY: There are hundreds of internships

and co-ops to take advantage of!

UPCOMIN ON-CAMPUS TERV1EWS

Wait Disney

Data General

IBM
Proctor & Gamb
(Summer)

GE (Summer)

October 10

October 24
November 5

November 12, 13

November 14

Bill to allow student loan refinancing

By Robert Greene

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — An emergency measure to help col-

lege students and graduates refinance their student loans

received overwhelming approval yesterday from a House

committee.

The measure, approved 4 3-0 by the House Education

and Workforce Committee, would enable students to refi-

nance their direct loans through private lenders instead of

the Education Department. The bill comes in response 10

severe problems the department and its contractor,

Electronic Data Systems Corp., of Piano, Texas, have had in

coping with a flood of applications

The full House is expected to take up the measure later

this month. The Senate would then consider it.

The problems have to do with the newer direct loans

offered by the Education Department, not the loans made

by private lenders but backed by the government.

The bill would let borrowers get the same favorable inter-

est rates offered in the direct program.

The department in late August had to quit taking

requests to refinance its direct loans due to a backlog of

tens of thousands ol applications

Refinancing allows people to repay student loans on

more favorable MOM. Borrowers can save $100 or more a

m
Refinancing is often essential for people wanting to bor-

row money to buy a house.

-Mv legislation provides an immediate solution for stu-

dents "now. in the short term, rather than making them wait

months for the department and its contractor to straighten

things out." said Rep. Howard P. "Buck McKeon (R-

Calif ) chairman of the subcommittee on post-secondary

education. . .

Republicans favor the older, guaranteed-loan program,

which benefits private lenders with an interest-rate subsidy.

They argue that the problems with refinancing show the

department cannot manage the direct lending program.

Democrats on the committee supported the bill as a tem-

porary relief measure but said they were worried that the

private lenders would not accept as many applications.

Dallas firm accepts Paula Jones case

By Dara Alciko Torn

Associated Press

SAN MARINO. Calif. — Paula

lones announced yesterday she will

fight her sex harassment lawsuit

against President Clinton with

lawyers from Dallas and money
raised by a conservative organization

in Virginia. And the lawyers said they

are not interested in settling out of

court.

Mrs. Jones stood with her spokes-

woman, Susan Carpenter-McMillan,

for the announcement and made only

brief comments.

"I'm excited about the future. Why
should I be scared?" Mrs. lones said.

She will be represented by the

Dallas firm of Rader, Campbell.

Eisher & Pyke. Her previous lawyers,

|oe Cammarata and Gilbert Davis,

recently withdrew from the case after

years of work. In a statement, the

new lawyers said they were "retained

as litigation counsel, not as special

settlement counsel... We intend to

vigorously prepare it for trial."

"In a court of law, there are no

presidents and no plebeians — all

parties are equal in the eyes of jus-

tice," the statement said. The spokes-

woman said the new lawyers chose

the conservative Rutherford Institute

of Charlottesville, Va., for fund-rais-

ing after Mrs. lones made it clear she

could not afford to pay. "This law

firm is willing to go to trial... That's

what Paula has always wanted,"

Carpenter-McMillan said.

The Rutherford Institute describes

itself as I nonprofit legal and educa-

tional organization that specializes

"in the defense of religious liberty

and human rights."

It has taken the cases of a Virginia

schoolboy whose teachers barred him

from bringing Rush Eimbaugh books

to class and a woman who was not

allowed to place a nativity scene out-

side a Fairfax County, Va., govern-

ment building.

Asked about Mrs. lones' new
lawyers and the conservative financ-

ing for her case. White House press

secretary Mike McCurry said, "1 don't

think that's particularly surprising.

But as to who she selects as her legal

representation, that's a matter for her

to decide."

drinking
continued from page 1

UMass Police Chief lohn

Luippold said he supports the

Chancellor's decision to review the

alcohol policies.

"1 feel that many incidents that

we |
public safety] become involved

in, especially in Residence Halls,

find that alcohol is a contributing

factor," said Luippold.

Luippold said he is concerned a

majority of those problems concern

underage students as well.

"Anyone who works in student

life knows that alcohol has been a

big concern for many years." said

Vanin. "Generally we are concerned

about the role that alcohol plays in

social scenes."

A committee to address the

nt policy is expected to be

assigned within the next few

days.

According to the Undergraduate

Rights and Responsibilities hand-

book, the current policy states, "no

one under 21 years of age shall

transport, purchase, sell, possess, or

receive alcoholic beverages."

According to a press release.

Scott wants a "campus-wide discus-

sion about risks and consequences

of alcohol abuse and look for imme-

diate action that the University

might consider."

Wong agrees that student involve-

ment is very important.

"I would like to be involved with

the review committee. Student

input is vital to this issue." she-

said.

Some of these recommendations

could include encouraging students

to s,-t up ,i voluntary escort plan for

people walking home from parties,

encouraging peers to discourage

inappropriate behavior, such as

binge drinking, and continuing to

examine policies that affect the fra-

ternity and sorority system, includ-

ing alcohol policies.

In addition to these ideas, Wong
feels that educating freshmen is

vital.

"We are trying to create a new
gen-ed called UMass 1000 which all

frosh would have to take. We could

incorporate alcohol education in to

the curriculum and that way we
could reach all the freshmen."

Wong said. $£.
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Slava Ukrainian Vodka J 7."/7somi

Glenlivet

12-Year Single Malt >21. 4'™>mi

Sauza Gold Tequila s 14.49n

Flying Dog Ales s4.
w
/six

Sam Adams Octoberfest $9."

Harpoon I. P.A + Ale
s9-"

Pilgrim Ales %S.""/ax
iNul Brown, I P K )

Old Saddleback 64oz. Bottle
$4."

ride Ale

BEER SPECIALS

Warsteiner
12 pack bottle*

Bad Frog
(Lager tt Lemon Biwl

Miller Genuine Draft & '10."
Miller High Life
30-pockcatu

|.W. Dundee Honey Brown
12-PackboaJej

1/2 Keg Special:

Rolling Rock

Micro Kegs
In Stock

DISCOVER. VISA. MASTERCARD ACCEPTED OPEN 9am to Itpm I

Full Redemption

RT 9 EAST/338 COLLEGE ST (413)253 5384 /TAKE I 91 TO EXIT 19 / RT 9 east | Center

Full-time Students,
Ski or Ride both
Ohemo O Stratton!
Purchase an Okemo/Stratton

season pass and ski or ride Ihe

entire season at. two great «
mountains—for one great price. 9f^n2mi

Holiday periods of 12/25/97 - 1/2/98 and 2/14 - 2/16/98 are excluded.

College students must provide full-time status with documentation from the

Registrar's office—college I.D.'s will not be accepted alone as proof of full-

time status. Pass can be purchased at either Okemo or Stratton mountains.

rMMOttiKllMrUIlim

VISIT OUR WEBSITES
www.okemo.com or www.stralton.com

OR CALL
1-800-78-OKEMO OR I-80G-STRATTON

strAtton OKEMO
M O U N T A I !

Vermont's Mountain Resort

Belt's Pizza - 30th Anniversary

October 7-5, 1997

1967 PrUesU!
Small Cheese Pizza for $1.00!!

With Any $5.00 Food Purchase

One per customer - With this coupon - Valid 10/1/97 - 10/5/97 Only

. Hot Sett's Pizza for a Buck!!! '
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PANDA EAST
CHINESE RESTAURANT & SUSHI BAR

"We bring Chinatown to you"

&BEST CHINESE RESTAURANT IN THE VALLE]/^

SINCE 1987

STARTING AT $3.95

7 DAYS A WEEK

for sushi ,

Sashimi amp
Teriyaki is

Available

telephone: (413)256-8923/256-8924 fax

103 North Pleasant St. Amherst, MA 01002

Delivery Express: 549-0077
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Confronting campus binge drinking

Do you think it was the

freshman pledge's designat-

ed "big brother" who hand-

ed Krueger drink number
15 out of the approximated

16 drinks he consumed to

reach a blood alcohol level

of 0.4 10 percent?

I
wonder how many people stepped over the body

of 18- year-old Scott Krueger Friday night as he

lay on the basement floor of an M.I.T fraternity

house in a pile of his own vomit and empty liquor

bottles?

Do you think it was the freshman pledge's desig-

nated "big brother" who handed Krueger drink num-

ber 15 out of the approximated 16 drinks he con-

sumed to reach a blood alcohol level of 0.410 percent

— five times the legal driving limit in Massachusetts?

As Krueger lay in an alcohol-induced coma all week-

end, thousands of students right on this campus
engaged in the same type of behav-

ior that eventually killed the M.I.T.

freshman Monday night— binge

drinking.

The fact that more people spent

Homecoming Game Day in the

parking lot than in the stadium is

indicative of a greater problem
than UMass having a lousy football

team.

And. although toxicology

reports have yet to be completed,

rumors surrounding the death of

UMass junior Adam Prentice on
Saturday suggest that he may have

been drinking before his fatal fall.

The University took the first

step toward addressing the problem of alcohol abuse

on campus yesterday, as Chancellor Scott issued a

statement saying that the school is going to re-exam-

ine its alcohol policies.

"We are beginning a comprehensive review of our

alcohol beverage policies." Scott said. "These policies

are strict, but we can do more."

Damn right we can do more. We. though, not them.

The University's current policy on alcohol is fairly

strict already, and is basically in keeping with state

and federal laws that you must be 21 years old to

consume or posses liquor. In fact, at UMass even
21 -year-olds are limited as to how much booze they

can bring into their dorm rooms — a 24-pack case of

beer or 64 ounces of wine or alcohol.

If they are so concerned, what the University

should address is the enforcement of such policies.

How did an estimated one to two thousand students

get away with tailgating if public consumption of

alcohol is prohibited in the Code of Student Conduct'?

Honestly, the R.A.s and police can't catch, or

arrest, everyone. Anyone who's hidden a beerball in a

Laura Stock

gym bag to get past dorm security knows that.

It's up to us students to prevent tragedies like

Krueger's from happening here at UMass.

Go out. Party. Get drunk. I'd be a hypocrite if I

said not to drink. It's part of the big ol' college expe-

rience we are supposed to be having here. The thing

is. we have to protect each other. The friend who
passes out at the party. The girl who's throwing up on

the lawn. The guy who drank 18 beers and is just

going out for a walk...

When the news of last weekend's tragedies broke, I

was nursing a hangover from a night of celebrating my
21st birthday. A death on campus.

.^___—— Alcohol poisoning at M.I.T. Even a

high school student from North
Andover. drinking, who fell down
stairs and cracked her skull in two

places. She lay there six hours
before someone realized she was
dead.

I couldn't help wishing that

those students had friends like

mine. Friends who made sure I

didn't drink myself into a coma,
who made sure I got home safely

and helped me when I got sick.

As authorities conduct a crimi-

nal investigation into whether Phi

Gamma Delta is responsible for

causing Krueger's death, UMass fraternities and their

pledges should also listen up.

Last September, in response to a $200,000 settle-

ment of a civil case in which a woman was allegedly

raped at Sigma Phi Epsilon in April, 1996, the UMass
Interfraternity Council and Panhellenic Association

formed the GAMMA (Greeks Advocating the Mature

Management of Alcohol) Committee. They published

social policy regulations for the Greek Area, which

included prohibiting underage drinking, bringing

alcohol into parties, and having TIPS-certified bounc-

ers checking I.D.s at the door.

Reportedly, the GAMMA Committee no longer

exists, nor does its policy.

The young pledge died from, perhaps forced, alco-

hol poisoning. His blood turned sticky, like molasses.

His blood vessels clotted and his arteries clogged.

Flow of blood and oxygen were cut off to his brain,

and his brain cells died.

And where were the guys Krueger hoped to call

"brothers?"

Laura Stock is a Collegian columnist.

Last call for Time-out?
In

the summer of 1995, 1 found my
first bar.

1 had been to bars before, but

never one I could call home. Then 1

found Woody 's Roadhouse. The place

was a dump.
Dusty old walls.

bathroom stalls without

doors. You could get a

hot dog with sauerkraut

from this scary' machine

behind the bar for

$1.50, and if you
bought a pass for the

summer, pitchers of

Milwaukee's Best for

$5.00. If you weren't 21

(like my underage ass),

they really didn't care.

Which is why
Woody 's is no longer with us.

In 1996. I fell in love with a place

called the Dalton Depot. It was an old

train station that had a patio to drink

on and a D.|. that usually spun bad

Top 40 hits. The laegermeister was
always cold and you could flirt all

night if you wanted. If you weren't 21,

they really didn't care.

Which is why the Dalton Depot is

no longer with us.

In my short time on this earth as bar

trash, I've seen my two favorite bars

taken away by the cruel hands of "Da
Man." So I hoped that, since my time

as bar trash is quickly becoming
replaced by the inevitable call of

responsibility, sensibility and sobriety,

I could finish out my college days in

bars that I like to call home.
Time-Out. as much as any bar

uptown, was one of those places

But then they did it again.

If you're uptown this semester, you

might have noticed they've turned out

the lights at Time-Out. The chairs are

Luke Meredith

up. the door is locked, and nobody

really knows when they're coming
back on. We hope it'll.open before the

end of the year. The "T-O" crowd has

had to scatter to other locales like lost

sheep.

And Amherst has

lost a good friend.

On the surface,

there was nothing great

about the old girl.

Time-Out was a

quirky little place. It

was a sports bar, but

there were only two
TVs and no wings.

(Well, they had wings,

but you wouldn't want

^_ them. Trust me.)
" -

"
jne entertainment

was a jukebox in the corner that played

Dave Matthews if you were lucky and

Shania Twain if you weren't. It had an

autographed picture of 0.|. Simpson on

the wall. The menu was as varied as the

popcorn machine in the back. They had

a video golf game nobody ever played.

If you got a seat, you were lucky. But

they never ran out of beer. Ever.

We all had different reasons why we
liked the place. My buddy Garv liked

Time-Out because he wasn't 21. And
they had beer. And it was easy to carry

Housemate A out of (which happened

more than once).

Housemate A liked Time-Out
because he wasn't 21. And they had

beer. And it was easy for him to be

carried out of. (Which happened more

than once... we have the pictures.)

Housemate B liked it because he

knew everyone there. I liked it because

while you could still bark at the moon
(that's what witty people like me call

drinking too much and acting like

"that guy"), you could just chill too. It

Doonesbury

was your call. Housemate C liked it

because he could always knpw where

we were while he stayed in with his

girlfriend. (Yeah, he didn't live with us

yet, but that's no excuse.)

But it wasn't the booze that kept

bringing us back. It was the people.

The college experience is built on

the social life. We, in turn, build our

social life on certain places where we
can see our friends, share embarrass-

ing moments with care-free wonder

and live out the best days of our life in

a place we'd never be ashamed to call

home.

A lot of my memories of UMass will

have Time-Out as the backdrop. Even

if you never walked up "the ramp," I'm

sure you all have places that make you

feel the same way. Yeah, you'll joke

about being hammered and acting like

"that guy," but deep down there's

something else going on.

It's more about a recurring journey,

a never-ending story about college kids

finding out who they are and what they

want out of life. And most of the time,

you don't find out any of that in a class-

room or a computer lab. You find it in

those places that you tell stories about.

For me, Time-Out was one of those

places. Those crappy walls, with that

0.|. Simpson picture and faded old

UMass lacrosse shots from the early

80s, contain the stories of kids just like

us from years before, engaging in the

eternal college struggle to find them-

selves. And having the time of their

lives searching. Because when it's all

said and done, it ain't about that last

pitcher. It's about the friends you're

sharing it with.

We'll miss you, Time-Out. Let's just

hope we haven't seen your last call.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian colum-

nist.
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Letters to the Editor

Who is responsible?

To the Editor:

"I'm talking about a spiritual cul-

ture — alcohol, and more specifically

in this case, beer." — |orma
Kansanen

This quote appeared in this very

newspaper a scant two days before

the "tragic" death of Adam Prentice.

Kansanen goes on to make the

appalling though insightful statement

that "If there is only one thing that

not just holds the student body of the

Five College Area together, but the

student body of the entire world, it's

the pursuit of the spiritual drink."

This is the underlying social

tragedy that makes events such as

those on Saturday morning
inevitable. When alcohol consump-

tion is so socially normalized that

people believe it to be the one thing

that ties all students (regardless of

age) together! something has crCkeft

down within the very fabric of our

society.

While the majority of the responsi-

bility for this incident rests squarely

on Adam Prentice's shoulders, he is

not alone in his burden. Anyone that

patted Adam's back and shared a

smile with him that evening, as he

drank number who- knows-what
beer, is responsible. Anyone that read

the article "mmmmmmm...BEER!"
on Thursday and took any part of it

seriously is responsible. Anyone that

becomes severely intoxicated on a

regular basis is responsible. Anyone
who regularly pumps money into the

thriving alcohol industry is responsi-

ble.

In short, we are all responsible,

and crying and moaning about the

"tragedy" will not do any good.
Instead, perhaps society should real-

ize the elements of its structure that

lead to these all-too-common events,

specifically involving the media's rep-

resentation of alcohol use.

Romanticizing the concept of the

"spiritual" drink only brings about

the irresponsible behavior, which is

completely preventible.

Maybe it's time for the Collegian

and |orma Kansanen to consider their

place in the social structure that

directly caused the death of Adam
Prentice

Bron Tamulis

Field

/Editor's note: Toxicology tests,

which will determine whether Mr.

Prentice was intoxicated at the time

of his death, have not been complet-

ed as of press time. At present the

Collegian does not have any informa-

tion that confirms rumors suggesting

Mr. Prentice's death was drug or

alcohol related./

Red Cross responds

to recent protest

To the Editor:

The American Red Cross held a

campus blood drive on Tuesday,

Sept. 25 where a number of students

questioned whether or not the

American Red Cross practices dis-

crimination in deferring individuals

from giving blood.

The American Red Cross is part of

the International Movement of Red

Cross and Red Crescent Societies. All

Red Cross national societies are com-

mitted to the principles of impartiali-

n and neutrality, without discrimi-

nating as to nationality, race, reli-

gious' beliefs, class, or political opin-

ions.

The mission of the Red Cross

blood program is to provide an ade-

quate blood supply that is as safe as

possible. This activity is conducted

under a license granted by the

Federal Food and Drug
Administration, which defines med-
ical history issues and behavioral

practices that would make someone
ineligible as a donor. The questions

the American Red Cross asks of

everyone who is present to give blood

are mandated by the FDA. These
same questions are asked by other

organizations that collect blood
donations.

The Red Cross does not discrimi-

nate against individuals in deferring

them from giving blood — the orga-

nization distinguishes behavior which

the FDA defines as reason for defer-

ral. Red Cross officials do not have

the authority to change questions

asked of potential donors. Any
change would be initiated by the

FDA.
For many years the American Red

Cross has worked in partnership with

the University of Massachusetts com-
munity to provide blood to patients

in area hospitals. We thank all who
give blood for their support, and
hope this clarifies blood donation
procedures.

E. Mary O'Neill, M.D.
American Red Cross

Says the Honors
College is good

To the Editor:

I found it very frustrating to see an

article (Tuesday. Sept. 50. "The
Honors College: Pulling a PROP 209

East Coast- style") that was almost a

complete misrepresentation of the

facts. Every item in the list of

"Reasons to protest the Honors
College" is disputable, and the author

should have taken the time to

research before writing such a dam-

aging article.

To state that admission standards

to the Honors College are based on

SAT scores is totally false. To get

into the Honors College, all one
needs is a 5.2 GPA. No matter if one

is African-American, white, female,

male, Asian- American, rich, poor, or

anything else, all one needs is a

strong work ethic, a 5.2. and the ini-

tiative to gd to the Honors office and

fill out an application to benefit from

the program.

The money for the Honors College-

has been earmarked specifically for

that purpose and will not be taken

away from any other resource on

campus. If the Amherst campus
didn't get the Honors College, anoth-

er campus would have gotten the

money.

Our campus is the one that needs

the Honors College the most. The

Honors Program has not been reno-

vated, and it is bursting at the seams.

The only space the Honors Program

has is office space, and with over

1500 students, we need more than

that.

Maybe the Honors College is a

business venture, but it is one that

will benefit all students on campus if

we allow it to. It will give the

University more classrooms, and will

allow us to have more Honors class-

es, which anyone on campus can

take. With the College, more
non-honors students will have

opportunities to take smaller, more

in- depth courses.

Putting an article calling the

Honors College racist and classist in

the Multicultural Affairs section only

accomplishes the opposite of what it

wants to do. It pulls minority stu-

dents away from the Honors
Program, causing it to be predomi-

nantly white.

If we take full advantage of what

the Honors College has to offer and

make it as diverse as we can. it will

cease to be just a business venture

and will instead be an increasingly

rich asset for the University as a

whole.

Heather Carrier

Grayson

We encourage our readers to respond to the contents of the"
Collegian through letters to the editor.

Letters must be typed, no more than 400 words, and include name,
address, and phone number for confirmation purposes. They can be
submitted to Editorial/Opinion Editor, Daily Collegian, 113 Campus
Center Basement, UMass, Amherst, MA, 01003, or by e-mail to: let-

ters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu

Letters may be edited for length, clarity, and style.
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For the love of vegetables
I lo\i vegetable*,

I know it's not everyday someone comes out, without any shame

nd admits her love of vegetables.

Most people cringe when they hear that dirty word. Vegetables

There'l a smirk inherent in the word, I suppose, kind of like a shud

der.

Kind of lika .i shivery "You eat those things?"

In all fairness, there are different categories of vegeta-

bles _ eai;h with a different coolness quotient.

On the low end of the spectrum, you've got vegetables

like squash, pumpkin, broccoli or spinach. Then there

are the stringy vegetables like celery or sprouts — which

people either love or hate with a passion. Finally, there's this other

group of vegetables made up of corn and peas and other small.

round edible types, which you can swallow without really tasting

But hack to the main point. I don't care much what vegetables

look like or taste like. For the most part (with the exception of

pumpkin and squash). I love 'em all. I like looking at them, touching

them, smelling them. Most of all. I like to eat them. And there you

have tnj motivation and inspiration in life for being vegetarian.

I suppose it's wrong not to a have a "real" reason to be a vegetari-

an. Some vegetarians cite animal cruelty as a reason to denounce

meat. Otheis tome up with health reasons or how workers — espe-

cially in the poultry industry — are treated poorly. For a good mea-

sure or two, some people point out the various diseases (Mad Cow
disease has made a bunch of converts on this point) that can be con-

tracted by eating an infected animal of your

choice.

These are all really good and valid reasons. Mine

is simply that I grew up in a household with no

meat in it and I prefer vegetables to anything else.

Most people give me a side-long look when I

announce I'm a vegetarian.

"Like, what does that mean?" they ask.

"Well, you know, no meat or anything."

"You mean you don't eat fish?"

I don't understand where this conception of fish, turkey and chick-

en not being meat comes from.

It seems like there is the whole category of animals which aren't

really animals once they are dead. In fact, it seems in some people's

Seema Gangatirkar

minds, once a chicken lands on your plate, it turns into a vegetable.

Co figure.

After I explain that 1 don't eat fish or turkey (and try to stay away

from chicken), the next question is practically a no-brainet

"So, you eat tofu?"

There's something about tofu that's got people running scared

the other way from this whole idea of being a vegetarian For some

reason, tofu has taken on mythical proportions as being the staple

of a vegetarian's diet. I suppose tofu is squishy and made out of

soybeans and that's the reason everyone is scared out of their

minds
Actually vegetarian food is very nutritious, filling and tasty. And

there's definitely more to it than rabbit food and tofu. There are lets

of different options, if you look hard enough for them. There i-

pasta, rice, couscous and of course, everyone s favorite — the garden

burger.

But the whole point of trying something vegetarian is to be daring

Be ita/v. walk on the wild side. Try something new and you ma\ be

pleasantly surprised.

Seema Gangatirkar is a Collegian columnist.
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Art Galleries ~

MONDAY NIGHT

MONDAY NIGHT
FOOTBALL

$2.00 HALF TIME
BUFFET

52" TELEVISION

WEDNESDAY NIGHT

WET WEDNEDAY
special guest OJ's

THURSDAY NIGHT

BANGIN'
UNDERGROUND

BEATS
SPONSORED BY RAINA AND

THE GROW ROOM
FRIDAY NIGHT

H&H
DJ BY E. GOOGIE & DJ Y.U.

SATURDAY NIGHT

COLLEGE
HOUSE PARTY

wtthDJPHIL

DRINK SPECIALS
MUON SOUK $2.00

M.G.D. BOTTLES 91.50

KAMIKAZE* SH00TEXS

$150]

MILIEU LITE 20oz $2.00

MILLS* LITE PITCHEKS

$5.00]

FOOD SPECIALS
DRESS TO IMPRESS • PROPER ATTIRE *

POSITIVE I.O. REQUIRED • 21*

FRIENDLY ' CLEAN • PLENTY OF
FREE PARKING

•

Amherst College — Mead Art

Museum. Current)) on display: The

Fold Art of Twentieth-Ventury Japan

(through 7/98), American An,
l700-l900:Bosiun. Vi. York,

Philadelphia (through 10/19) and
Pieasso's Women il!/2). Hours:

Mon-Fri 10 a m.-4:30 p.m.: Sat-Sun

1-5 p.m. Call the Museum at

545-2335.

Hampshire College — Main
Gallery, Harold F. (ohnson Library.

Hours: Mon-Fri 8:30 a.m -4:30

p.m.; weekend" 3 -' 4:30 p.m.

Mount Holyoke College — Art

Museum. CurrentK on display: How
lo Remember' Designing the United

Slates Holocaust Memorial Museum
(through 12/14). Italian Paintings

and Modem Sculpture form the

Collections (through 10/28),

Looking Inward: Contemporary
Haitian Painting (through 10/26).

Hours: Tue-Fri 11 a.m.-5 p.m.;

Sat-Sun 1-5 p.m. Call 538-2245 for

more information.

Smith College — Print Room,
Museum of Art. Currently on display:

Prints by Abraham tiosse (through

11/1). Hours Tut. Fri & Sat, 9:30

a.m.- 4 p.m.; Wed & Sun, noon-4
p.m.; Thu noon-8 p.m. Call

585-2770 for more information.

University of Massachusetts —
Augusta Savage Gallery, New Africa

House. Currently on display: CHICA-
GO: Memories ami I untusies. I he

Malcolm X Scrim (through Nov. 21).

Hours: Mon-Tues 1-7 p.m.: Wed-Fri

1-5 p.m. Call 545-5177 for more
information.

University of Massachusetts —
Hampden Gallery, Southwest
Residential Area. Upcoming exhibi-

tions: Pat Luck, Suney of 25 years

(Oct.l6-Nov. 7). Hours: Mon-Fri
3-7 p.m., Sunday. 2-5 p.m. Call

545-0680 for more information.

University of Massachusetts —
Herter Art Gallery, Herter Annex.

Hours: Mon-Fri 1 1 a.m.- 4 p.m. Call

545- 0976 for more information.

University of Massachusetts —
Student Union Visual and
Performing Arts Space, Student
Union Building. Over the Edge.

Upcoming exhibitions: Paintings and
Objects (Oct. 9- Oct. 30) Opening
reception with live music on Oct. 9

from 4:50-7:30 p.m. Hours:
Mon-Thurs 10 a.m.-5 p.m., Friday

10 a.m.- 3 p.m. For more informa-

tion, call 545-0792
University of Massachusetts —

University Gallery, Fine Arts Center.

Currently on display: The Louis

Beurman Torf Print Collection

(through Oct. 17), Seven by Six

(through Oct. 17). Hours: Tues-Fri

11 a.m.-4:30 p.m.; Sat-Sun 2-5

p.m. Call 545-3670 for more infor-

mation.

The University of Massachusetts
— Wheeler Gallery, Central

Residential Area. Hours: Mon-Thurs
4-8 p.m.; Sun 2-5 p.m. Call

545-0680 for more information.

— Compiled by Seema
Gangatirkar "White Bird" — a mixed media sculpture by Pat Lasch.

MUSIC EVENTS-

COURTESY STUDENT UNION VISUAL S PERFORMING ARTS SPACE

An untitled detail from the upcoming Paintings and Objects exhibition at

the Student Union Visual & Performing Arts Space.

Tonight, music lovers have the opportunity

to see and hear the juxtaposition of classical

music and jazz.

David Sporny and Nadine Shank, both pro-

fessors in the Department of Music and
Dance, will perform tonight at Bezanson Hall

at 8 p.m. Bezanson Hall is located in the Fine

Arts Center at the University of

Massachusetts.

Sporny will perform on the trombone, while

Shank will accompany him on the piano.

Tonight's program includes "Sonata in B

Flat Major" by Alessandro Besozzi, "Choral,

Cadence et Fugato" by Henri Dutilleux and

"Sonata for Trombone and Piano" by Eric

Ewazen. The rest of the program will include

performances in the jazz genre.

Also on Saturday, the 13th Annual Band

Day will take place at the McGuirk Stadium

at 1 p.m. Call 54- 6060 for ticket informa-

tion.

Also, Nigel Coxe will perform at Bezanson

on Saturday to benefit the Renovation Fund

(see photo on page 7 for more information).

Tickets to the Classics & Jazz concert are

$3 for UMass students. Five College students,

seniors and children. TICKETS for the general

public are 56. Tickets are available at the Fine

Arts Center Box Office or at Bezanson Recital

Hall on the evening of the concert. Call

545-0018 for more information.
— Seema Gangatirkar

COURTESY DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC * DANCE

David Sporny will perform tonight at Bezanson Recital Hall.

Lets Play
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!
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A glimpse at Gurtu's new album North Carolina trio

puts out gutsy rock
HI. . from the Collegian staff

SOUTHERN CULTURE ON THE SKIDS
Plastic Seat Sweat

DGC

Many years ago. in the mid-80s,

this trio from North Carolina, who
have always combined punk, rock

surf and rockabilly to create

a truly original "white trash"

sound and image that they

thrive on, started out on
the road. Since then
they've won fans all

over the country who
love to shimmy their

hips to this unique party

music.

The new album. Plastic Seat

In last week's column, I introduced

the "Alan Lomax Collection," a series

of more than 1 5 discs being issued

separately by Rounder Records,
chronicling the works of

the music collector

and writer Alan
l.omax, from
the years

Bob lames

sounding "comb." he moves through

boogie stuff like the opener "I'm

Going Down The River," "Shake em
On Down" and the blues standard

"Good Morning Little

Schoolgirl. "

There's
I s o

qui-
eter

lJBBS® B6?i

1947-1960. 1 also

talked about the

Prison Songs
2-volume series

last week, from
1947-48. This
week, we move to

September 1959.

when Lomax wandered onto a small

farm in Como, Miss, and met one of

the pioneers of the 1960s blues

revival. Mississippi Fred McDowell.

McDowell, in his 50s then, had a

very large repertoire in his head of

old southern blues and folk ballads

for Lomax. He also had a booming,

powerful tenor and a polyrhythmic

and dramatic guitar style. Part of this

Lomax collection is Fred McDowell:

The lirsi Recordings (Rounder).
With the help of his neighbor Miles

Pratchcr on churning rhythm guitar

and his wife Annie Mae on the karoo

"%

e>y jo6^ua eoYD

Delta blues

like the duel

between
Fred and
Annie Mae
on "Keep
Your Lamps
TrimmedAnd

Burning" and the daughters of blues-

man Sid Hemphill singing "When
The Train Comes Along" in a real

straight, cold tone.

Recently, we here at UMass were

graced by the presence of Indian

musician, Trilok Gurtu, the

multi-instrumentalist/ composer of

what can be known as World |azz.

which embraces American principles

from the manifestations of jazz here,

and rhythms, modes and styles of

other music all around the world.

Gurtu's latest album Tlie Glimpse

(SHva Screen) contlnuer'tnV-explo-

COURTtSY DANIILA STALUNGER

rations of combining all the world's

music into one genius sound. Here

you have the upbeat, percussion-cen-

tered "1-2 Beaucoup." the minimal

"A Ilho Do Caju," with its exotic

acoustic guitar and minimal percus-

sion by Gurtu, and "Future Heat,"

with its funky breakdowns and phras-

es stated on the ancient European
wind instrument, the kaval. Also, on

The Glimpse, which is dedicated to

Gurtu's first Western Hemisphere
employer Don Cherry, are beautiful

resounding vocals by lava Deva. who
also used to play with Cherry.

This week also continues my explo-

ration into one of jazz's most press-

ing questions: Does contemporary

jazz (a la Kenny G) have any place

amongst other acoustic (be-bop and

otherwise) or electric (categorized by

funk-jazz groups like Medeski.
Martin and Wood and Don Byron)

jazz? This reporter thinks not.

Those acoustic and electric jazz

ensembles that I talk about are usual-

ly music that is made for integrity,

musical exploration or even just for

fun. They hold up well and are sin-

cere. Sting's lead guitarist and
co-writer Dominic Miller decided he

would make one of these contempo-

rary jazz albums, namely First Touch

(Earthbeat! ). and one wishes he

hadn't. —————— —

—

Turn to JAZZ, page 8

.-

Film documents struggles of a people
By Seema Gangatirkar

Collegian Staff

The displacement of tribal workers due to a dam pro-

ject in India is the subject of a film to be screened tomor-

row evening. The Forum of Progressive Artists (FOPA)

will present Kaise Jeebo Re\ [How do I sun'ivel) at 7 p.m.

in Thompson 102 at the University of Massachusetts.

In the past. FOPA has presented informative programs

about Third World issues. Last year, FOPA showed a

screening of the film, When Women Unite, a feature

about the prohibition movement in India.

The Kate Jeebo Re! is an 80 minute documentary in

English about the effects of the Bargi Dam Project. The

documentary was filmed by Anurag Singh and lharna

lhaveri. Both directors will be on hand at tomorrow

night s screening to discuss the project.

The film describes theuncertainty and destruction

unleashed upon tribal people since the beginning of the

dam projects. For example, the Bargi Dam completed in

1990. drowned 162 villages in the labalpur. Seoni and

Mandala districts of Madhya Pradesh — a state in central

India. The flooding effectively displaced the million peo-

ple in the area, who depended on the land to make their

living.

"When vou dam a river, it submerges hectares of land,"

said Satish Kolluri, a graduate student in the communica-

tion department and a member of the FOPA. According to

Kolluri. tribal people are "wedded to the land. They have

www.umass.edu/rso/colegian

RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

featuring "Coots Extra Gold" 30-pk 10.
Celebrate OKtoberfest"!

Harpoon OKtoberfest

I
Petes OKtoberfest ]

Catamount OKtoberfest ;

Sams OKtoberfest

"Fantastic Pricing!"

"MICRO MADNESS Continues"

I

Catamount

North Country

your choice!

Harpoon

Pets

ALL FLAVORS!

Mix & Match "TWO" 6-pks . . .

S
9J

• Delivery Available • OPEN *0OAM to li:00PM • Viia/Mastercard • All Beers Plus Deposit

Sweat, features gutsy rock
("Earthmover"), odd calypso ("The

House Of Bamboo") and funky lit-

tle ditties about "day old banana
pudding," and carving up possums
for dinner, as well as instrumentals

p,^ and the prime track of

3?\ the album. "40 Miles

S* To Vegas" another
relentless rocker.
Some repetition

imongst some of

the few weaker
songs hamper it,

but it's a small

rice to pay for

the great ones. B+
— Joshua Boyd

a very different relationship" to the land.

The second part of the film focuses on how the people

are struggling to participate in the economic develop-

ments caused by the dam.

The dam project has been the locus for development

planners for the last 50 years, who have been searching

for ways to harness the water. In 1979. the Narmada
Water Disputes Tribunal awarded the clearance to build

two major dams — the Narmada Sagar and the Sardar

Sarovar.

Controversy and opposition hounded the project, as

concerns grew and issues arose. Pressure began to build

on iitiei national donors and finally japan suspended its

aid for generation equipment and the World Bank asked

for a review of the project.

Currently, the dam project involves 29 major dams in

Madhya Pradesh and one in the state of Gujarat. There are

135 medium dams and more than 5000 minor dams in

MP also.

The directors used 200 hours of footage, shot over six

years, to put the film together. The footage records the

troubles of the people, but also their joys.

Currently, the directors are touring the country and are

scheduled to show Kate leebo Ro! at Harvard, Princeton.

Yale and the Massachusetts Institute ol Technology.

The film is an effective way to present the plight of peo-

ple displaced in the name of modernization.

"|The film | will be an eye opener for people." Kolluri

said.

WEEKLY
DRINK

SPECIALS

Rum & Coke
16oz. 2.00

im
Miller

Lite

Draft

«t The

Big One
oz

1.99

Sam Adams
Lager-Octoberfest

Honey
Porter
3.00/Pint

Thurs-Fri-Sat

Dancing
Beat the Cover
No Cover

Before 10pm

COURTESY DEPARTMENT OE MUSIC Si DANCE

A night of fantasy
Nigel Coxe will perform a program of fantasias on Saturday, includ-

ing Beethoven's breathtaking "Moonlight Sonata" at Bezanson Recital

Hall at 8 p.m. Tickets are $6 for UMass students and $8 general public.

AMHERST
1 5 East Pleasant St.

October '97

ARTS ON CAMPUS
fl HI &i «' -**^- - A monthly calendar of art events atA monthly calendar of art events at UMass

brought to you by the UMass Arts Council.

Events
Thursday, October 2

CONCfRT Cltssict and l»tt

D.Sporny, Irombone & N. Shank, pi-

ano. 8 p.m. in Bezanson Recital Hall

S 545-251 1 or 1-800-999-UMAS

Saturday, October 4

CONCERT Celebrate Ihe Piano: "A

Program of Fantasias" N. Cox, piano.

8 p.m. in Bezanson Recilal Hall $ 545-

2511 or t-800-999-UMAS

CONCERT 13TH Annual Band Oay C.

Parks, director A T Hannum, associate

director lp.m McCuire Stadium. $

545-6060, 545-6061.

Monday, October 6

ART Monoprint Workshop Fine Arts

Center 4.16, 10:00-12:30, 545-0976.

Wednesday, October 8

THEATER Celebrating Roots One-Acts

by Early African American Women
Playwrights 8 p.m. Rand Theater $545-

2511 or 1-800-999-UMAS. ThrulO/11.

Thursday, October 9

si MUSIC Bachman-Klibonol-fridman

Trio 8 p.m in Bowker Aud. $ 545-251

1

or 1-800-999-UMAS

POETRY Mark Strand B p m in Me-

morial Hall. 545-0643

CONCERT UMass Orchestra With

Horn Soloist University Orchestra M.

Smith, director & L Klock, horn soloisl

8 p.m ,
Fine Arts Concert Hall $ 545-

2511 or 1-800-999-UMAS.

oS DANCE Moving Pictures choreo-

graphed by A Rudolph 8 p.m. in

Hampden Theater S 545-2511 or 1-

800-999-UMAS

Friday, October 10

THEATER Symposium 7.30pm., Rand

Theater $ 545-2511 or 1-800-999-

UMAS. See 10/8 listing

Tuesday, October 14

CONCERT Viola A Piano M
LaCourse, viola & N Shank, piano. 8

p m in Bezanson Recital Hall $ 545-

2511 or 1-800-999-UMAS.

Wednesday, October 15

4 MUSIC B Ionian Philharmonic Cham-
ber Choir A Tallinn Chamber Orches-

tra 8 p.m in Ihe Fine Arts Center Con-

cert Hall. $ 545-2511 or 1-800-999-

UMAS.

Thursday, October 16

4 THEATER Flip/oids 8 p m. in Hamp-
den Theater. $ 545-251 1 or 1-800-999-

UMAS. Thru Oct. 18. 2 p.m matinee on

10/18 only

Saturday, October 18

dk DANCE festival of lights 2 p.m. in

Fiowker Aud. $ 545-251 1 or 1-800-999-

UMAS.

Monday, October 20

CONCERT /«/ It Up University |a*z

and Chapel lazz Ensembles; |. Holmes

& D. Sporny, directors. 8 p.m. in Bowker

Aud $ 545-251 1 or 1-800-999-UMAS.

Tuesday, October 21

CONCERT The Beethoven Sonata Cycle

C Treger, violin & N Shank, piano. 8

p m in Bezanson Recilal Hall $ 545-

2511 or 1-800-999-UMAS.

Wednesday, October 22

DANCE Rachna Ramya Agrawal , clas-

sical Indian dance 7pm Augusta Sav-

age Gallery 545-5177

Thursday, October 23

<* MUSIC tot Angeles Cuitar Quartet

8 p.m. in Bowker Aud $ 545-251 1 or 1-

800-999-UMAS

Saturday, October 25

MUSIC Minuteman Marching Band G
Parks, director & T Hannum, associate

director I p.m at McCuire Staduim $

545-6061.

Sunday, October 26

si DANCE Maria Benitei Teatro Fla-

menco 7pm in Bowker Aud $ 545-

2511 or 1-800-999-UMAS.

Tuesday, October 28

CONCERT rVewam/OWMiitrCrbrCon-

Irabass S. Macrhia. COMHssM 8 p.m.

in Bezanson Recital Hall. $ 545-251 1 or

1-800-999-UMAS.

Thursday, October JO

CONCERT Brass In Concert University

8rass Choir and Trombone Choir; W Chest-

nut 4 D Spomv, directors 8 p.m. in Bowker

Aud. $ 545 25 11 or 1 -ti00-999-UMAS

THEATER The Tempest 8 p.m. in the

Curtain Theater. $ 545-251 1 or 1-800-999-

UMAS. Oct. 30- Nov. 1& Nov.4-8.

POETRY lames Salter will read at 8 p.m

in Memorial Hall. 545-0643.

Exhibits
AUGUSTA SAVAGE GALLERY

CHICAGO. MtMORIFS AND
FANTASIES, The Malcolm X Series

by Robert Henry Graham Through Oct. 21

Conditioned Responsibility by Nitin Mukul

Oct. 28 - Nov 25

Opening Reception: Oct. 28. 5 -7

HAMPDEN GALLERY
Survey of 25 Years by Pat Lasch

Oct. 16 -Nov. 7

Opening Reception: Oct lb. 4-6 pm

HERTER GALLERY
1.000 Drawings by Dean Nimmer, an in-

stallation

Matamorphosis: small sculptures and draw-

ings by Yuriko Yamaguchi

Oct 6-31
Opening Reception: Oct. 6, 5-6pm

STUDENT UNION GALLERY
Paintings and Objects by Paul Inglis and lohn

Donovan Oct 9 - 30
Opening Reception. Oct. 9 at 4.30

UNIVERSITY GALLERY
The Lois Beurman Tori Print Collection A
Seven By Five: 7 Works x S Artists

Through Oct. 17

WHEELER GALLERY
Student Drawings: The Figure

Drawings by Pat lasch's UMass students

Oct. 15 -Nov. 6.

4 5-College students can attend any.

Fine Arts Center event for only $5!

ARTS COUNCIL INFORMATION:
Apply Todav for a Grant!

Now is the time to apply for a grant Irom the UMass Arts Council!

The Arts Council awards grants to UMass organizations (such as

RSO's) to sponsor art events on campus Call the Council today at

545-0202 for more information and a free application packet. This

year's grant application deadlines are:

October 22, November 19, February 4 and March 11. 10/97
UMass Arts Council, 101 Hasbrouck Lab, 545-0202
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Easy recipe for Indian chicken

The Dorm Room Gourmet

I love ethnic food. 1 love to eat it and I love to cook

it. When I go to an ethnic restaurant, I'm always trying

to figure out how they made the things that 1 just can't

seem to stop chowing.

At first I thought that they were using a lot of secret

ingredients to which only they had access. 1 was also

sure that they were using some tricky exotic cooking

techniques or some kind of special equipment. Well,

m\ Icllow foodies, thank lulia. 1 was (for the most

part) quite wrong.

1 can't think of a better way to illustrate this to you

than through the recipe for my Dorm room interpreta-

tion of a classic (and my favorite) Indian dish: Chicken

Tika Masala.

For this recipe. I'm going to go right to the shell of

the convenience store and reach for a tin of

Campbell's Tomato Soup (to use as the base for the

sauce), some canned or frozen peas and a couple of

those Half & Half or cream containers which are

always sitting in a bowl next to the coffee station.

This is an extremely simple recipe; it's cheap, filling

and best of all. it tastes

great. Try it — you'll

like it!

Once again, whenev-

er and whatever you're

cooking, think safety

(and flavor) first.

Always have a fire

extinguisher close by

and be sure to provide

for proper ventilation. Rock and boil!

Chicken Tika Masala

Ingredients
• 1 lb boneless, skinless chicken thighs (or breasts),

cut into 1 1/2 inches cubes

• 1 onion, finely diced

• 1 Tbs minced garlic (fresh or prepared)

• 1 Tbs. minced ginger root (fresh or prepared)

• 3 Tbs. lemon juice

• 1 can Campbell's Tomato Soup
• 1/3 cup Half & Half or cream (feel free tb substi-

tute with 2/3 cup rice or soy milk if you are kosher or

don't eat dairy — just skip the addition of the water)

• 1/3 cup water
• 1/2 cup frozen or canned peas

• 1 Tbs. olive oil

• 1 Tbs. butter (olive oil could be substituted for the

butter)

• 2 tsp. curry powder
• 1 tsp. chili powder (or to taste)

• 1 tsp. paprika
• 1 tsp. cayenne (optional)

• 2 tsp. sugar or honey
• salt and pepper to taste

• Place cut up chicken in a bowl and combine with 1

tsp. curry powder. 1/2 tsp. chili powder, 1/2 tsp.

paprika, a pinch of cayenne — if you like — and salt

and pepper to taste. Mix well and let stand a few min-

utes.

• Preheat a large skillet over medium high heat.

When it's hot. add first the olive oil and then butter

(this keeps the butteT from getting too brown).
• Add chicken to the skillet in a single layer, making

sure not to crowd the pan. After the pieces have
browned on one side, flip them over with tongs or a

fork to brown on the other side. Don't fiddle with the

pan while the chicken is browning. This is no time for

stirring or tossing; that will prevent the formation of a

nice crisp exterior.

• When browned evenly on both sides, remove the

chicken from the pan and set aside, leaving the oil in

the bottom of the pan to cook the rest of the ingredi-

ents.

• Add the onions to the skillet and cook until soft

(about 5 minutes). Next add the ginger, garlic and the

rest of the spices plus a little salt and pepper (this

allows the spices to

toast in the oil and
releases their full fla-

vor). Cook this mix-

ture for 2 to 3 min-

utes, constantly stir-

ring to prevent burn-

ing. Turn the heat
down a little if it is

too hot.

• Add the lemon juice and stir well, scraping the bot-

tom of the pan to remove the brown stuff that has

formed. This is called deglazing the pan and is used to get

all the flavor possible out of the pan and into the dish.

• Add the soup straight from the can and add about

1/4 of a can full of water and stir to incorporate. Put

the Half & Half in a cup and microwave it for one

minute. Then add it to the pan with the sugar. Stir

gently to incorporate and bring the sauce to a slow

simmer.
• Add the peas to the sauce, then add the precooked

chicken. Mix it all together and allow to just simmer

until it is a smooth sauce. If it's too thick, adjust with a

little water or Half & Half. Pour into a serving bowl and

enjoy!

Serving suggestion

This dish is best presented over rice — white

Basmati rice is the best and you can find it in most

major supermarkets! And, just add (for Basmati or

even plain rice) 1/2 tsp. of ground cardamom and a

tablespoon of butter to the salted rice water before

cooking and you will have a very Indian tasting grain,

which goes great with the flavors in this dish.

Louis Davis is a UMass student. You can e-mail

him any culinary questions or any comments at

LouisXO@aol. com.

jazz
continued from page 7

Not that he hadn't made an album

at all — he's not a bad guitarist, he

definitely knows what he is doing —
but that he let his art be sold to the

elevator music crowd. There is even a

note on the back cover of the CD
case saying how this is the perfect

music for that tender candlelight din-

ner. So. despite the promising percus-

sive strumming on "Rush Hour."
First Touch's other songs are too

echoey. too New Agey to stand up
with more sincere jazz. You'll be

hearing tunes from First Touch in ele-

vators in not too long.

Also, another musician who's
taken the "contemporary jazz

sell-out," who's been around for

quite a while now, (since the 60s) is

pianist Bob lames, who has recently

put out his new album Play'rn'

Hooky (Columbia). His well- spaced

phrasing and soft piano echoes that

of an early Herbie Hancock or Bill

Evans, but the setting he places that

piano in is the same you might hear

in the back of a Michael Bolton

song.

Programmed drums and synthesiz-

ers pollute this album, not to men-

tion the over-effected saxophones by

a guy named Boney lames pollute

this otherwise good effort by lames.

Also, Blue Note artist Fareed Haque
lends some strong nylon strirjg guitar

to the album. 1 Svould definitely

think that a duo album, with no gim-

micks (throw away the synthesizers

and turn down that reverb) would be

great to hear between lames and
Haque.

Joshua Boyd is a Collegian colum

Whitney Houston prepares for concert

By David Bauder

Associated Press

NEW YORK — Sleekly dressed in a

white evening gown, it's an elegant

Whitney Houston pictured in HBO
promotional materials for her live tele-

vised concert this Sunday.

Backstage, life is a little less glam-

orous: She's fighting off a cold, her

daughter demands attention, days of

rehearsals beckon and there's an inter-

view to be done, never one of her

favorite activities anyway.

Her mind flashes back to youthful

summer days spent traveling on con-

cert tours with her cousin. Dionne
Warwick, one of the singers Houston
will pay tribute to on Sunday.

"You see the glamour and the glitz

in the front, but in the background,

you know what it takes to put on all

the glamour and the glitz." she said.

Houston's dusting off several of her

own hits to go along with tributes to

Warwick, Aretha Franklin and Diana

Ross for the 90-minute special, broad-

cast live from Washington, D.C.'s

Constitution Hall on the East Coast at

9 p.m. It will be on tape delay in other

time zones at 9 p.m.

The concert promises to be a scaled-

down, more musical experience than

her two previous HBO specials, wel-

coming Desert Storm troops home in

March 1991 and paying tribute to

South Africa and Nelson Mandela in

November 1994.

Houston hasn't toured in the main-

land United States for the past three

years, so it will be the first time many
of her fans have seen her in a while.

"1 like the intimacy of it," she said.

"I wanted it to be more intimate,

rather than large, which I'm used to

playing. I just thought it would be a

great atmosphere."

Besides, she said, "they're paying me
a lot of money." The concert will also

benefit the Children's Defense Fund.

Plans are to perform Warwick's

"Walk on By," Diana Ross' "Ain't No
Mountain High Enough" and "Ain't

No Way" as a tribute to Aretha

Franklin. Houston also plans to sing

"Summertime" from Porgy and Bess

and some gospel material.

"It will be a setting of just basic,

classic songs with voice." she said.

Warwick "has known me before 1

knew myself," she said. "It's difficult to

talk about someone who is your family

and also talk about them in the realm

of a popular songstress. Dionne just

taught me so much about grace and

style."

Bowie reinvents some old songs
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David Bowie performed at the Orpheum Tuesday n

By Marty Keane
Collegian Staff

DAVID BOWIE
Orpheum Theatre

Sept. 30

BOSTON — After 1989's Sound+Vision extrava-

ganza. David Bowie swore to never again play his

older tunes in concert. Thankfully, he lied.

In a flawless performance to a

packed-and-then-some house at the Orpheum
Theatre, the Thin White Duke masterful]) integrated

both the past and present in concert that can only

be described as breathtaking.

Alternating newer material from nil last two
releases with timeless gems from the '60s and '70s.

Bowie lived up to his reputation as rock's ultimate

chameleon. He has managed to stay artistically rele-

vant by consistently confounding the expectations

placed on him and on Tuesday he showed why.

Playfully prancing about the stage like a giddy

schoolboy. Bowie showed no signs of his age. While

his physical appearance, youthful enthusiasm and

renewed vigor suggest the traits of a man hall his

age. Bowie (now 50) pulls no punches, and enjoys

doing it. Barely holding in this exuberance, he proud-

ly wore a beaming smile stretched clear acrOH nil

chiseled lace as he traded laughs with the t

Strolling oiv-*tege in a simple outfit losAKting 51 a

button - down shirt and tailored pants with only aft

acoustic guitar. Bowie opened the evening h\ warmly

reminiscing his drug- fueled glory days of the late

'60s and early '70s.

"Quicksand." a woefully forgotten gem oil 1971's

Hunky Dor,' was played with a refreshing degree ol

restraint, as was 1968s "The Supermen." from The

Man Who Sold The World. Clearly, both these

obscure tunes have withstood the test of time and

still sound fresh — even two decades later.

When he did play the "hits." he reworked them with

brilliant and inventive new arrangements that added

ingenious sonic textures and made ample use ol his

crack backing band: bassist Gail Ann Dorses, drum-

mer Zacharv Alford, keyboardist Mike Carson and

guitarist Reeves Gabrels. So much for lazily riding

oil into the sunset

"Fashion" had a jazzy swing missing from the ItU

dio version. "Scary Monsters (And Super Creeps)"

was deftly augmented by Carson's pulsating key-

board* and Alford's propulsive kit work, and the

timeless "The lean Genie" began in a bluesy riff-trad

ing jam and ended with a joyous foot-stomping trip

down memory lane.

Announcing a song "Written in 1966, but not b)

me." Bowie and Gabrels played the instantly recog-

nizable first chords of the Velvet Underground's

"Waiting For The Man" — one of rock's defining

songs. He would again cover VU on a transcendent

version of "White Light. White Heat."

The new songs — among them "Seven Years In

Tibet." "I'm Afraid of Americans" and "Hallo

Spacehov" (featuring a screen flashing images of ps)

jsed against a claustrophobic suund-

scape) — merely ivinfusceti Bowie's hallmark trails

— pi i and experimental arliMic vision.

Closing with "All The Young Dudes" (a song he-

wrote lot Mott The Hoople). the song's title uld it

all. David Bowie — at least for these two hours

was a young dude once again.

The Arts & Living Desk is currently hiring an associate

editor to cover Five College Fine Arts. The beat
includes covering theater, music, dance and art. Other
responsibilities include editing and layout. This is a

paid position for five hours a week at the regular stu-

dent rate. Interested applicants should fill out an appli-

cation at the Collegian.
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Showtime movie gives

Holocaust heros tribute
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Associated Press
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LOS ANGELES — History,

when examined closely enough, has

an unnerving way of reminding us

how much we belong to the past.

That was the case for director Peter

Bogdanovich when he took on a

television film about two Holocaust

heroes who risked their lives to

save the few they could from Nazi

extermination.

He was initially drawn to

"Rescuers: Stories of Courage —
Two Women" because the true

accounts of a Polish Catholic

housekeeper who shielded a Jewish

boy and of a French Resistance

member glorified women.
The film, the first of three dra-

mas from Barbra Streisand's pro-

duction company about non-)ews

who aided Nazi Germany's victims,

debuts 8 p.m. on Sunday on cable's

Showtime.
"1 really loved the material,"

Bogdanovich said of the scripts

drawn from the book Rescuers:

Portraits of Moral Courage in the

Holocaust by Gay Block and Malka

Drucker.

"They sent me five or six differ-

ent stories, and 1 read them all and

got to pick. I said 'Let me do the

ones about the women, because

that interests me most the most.'

"I tend to gravitate toward those

kind of stories," said the director of

The Last Picture Show and Mask,

adding: "Maybe it's perversity,

because most movies are about
guys. I'm tired of that."

During filming in Canada.
Bogdanovich's professional interest

turned personal.

"1 never thought about it until I

was doing these two stories, but it

turns out I'm one of the rescued,"

he said. In 1939, Bogdanovich's

Jewish Austrian mother was preg-

nant with him and living in

Yugoslavia.

Bogdanovich's father, who was
Greek Orthodox, recognized the

German threat and managed to

arrange visas for the family and for

his wife's closest relatives. They
fled to New York on the pretext of

a World's Fair visit.

Shortly after their arrival, in |uly

1939, Bogdanovich was born. His

mother's relatives who didn't

escape Europe were killed.

"It did give (the film) special res-

onance," Bogdanovich said.

"When we were making it, I felt

a kind of intensity about the story.

Those Nazi uniforms walking
around — I'd kind of have to hold

myself back from wanting to throw

a stone at them."

Like Schindler's List. Steven
Spielberg's acclaimed film about

unlikely savior Oskar Schindler.

"Rescuers" illuminates small chap-

ters of a vast tragedy.

These are unlikely heroes who
helped when reason or fear should

have prevented it.

In the first of the dramas paired

under the "Rescuers" umbrella.

Elizabeth Perkins (Big) plays the

housekeeper, Gertruda Babilinska,

who agrees to protect and raise a

lewish child as her own in occupied

Poland.

Babilinska rises to the task,

shielding young Mickey from the

Nazis as well from himself as he

becomes increasingly disconnected

from his lewish roots.

"Woman on a Bicycle" stars Sela

Ward ("Sisters") as Marie-Rose
Gineste, an unmarried, unsophisti-

cated woman who lives a quiet life

working for a Catholic priest in the

small town of Montauban, France.

But when called on by the priest

to help Jewish refugees, she
responds and becomes an unwaver-

ing supporter of the French
Resistance. Gineste takes on a

greater risk by hiding a lewish fami-

ly she sees flee a death camp-bound
boxcar.

Although a few dramatic liberties

were taken, such as combining
minor characters. Bogdanovich says

the stories are consistent with real

events.

"I was told just yesterday that the

boy in the Polish story,

the real person named
Michael, saw the show and was
very, very moved, and thought it

was very accurate," Bogdanovich
said.
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"ER" restores faith in the live concept
By Frazier Moore
Associated Press

NEW YORK — Coming up
tonight, a television event! Every

second... every breath ... every

moment: "ER" on film!

Forget "ER's" fling last week with

live TV. This time, film will banish

all risk. Remove all doubt. Cut out

any dead time. Weed out every

glitch.

Best of all, this "ER" episode (on

film!) will be televised to viewers in

the Eastern time zone, then, three

hours later, be seen by the West
Coast audience... and both perfor-

mances will be exactly the same!

If we're honest with ourselves,

this is what we wanted from "ER"
all along, and what we prefer from

almost any TV show: comfort. We
viewers are roughing it when we
watch live TV, and we prefer our
creature comforts.

For instance, the comfort of

knowing a show is in the can, all

the wrinkles ironed out, a done
deal before we ever get a glimpse.

This brings up an exception that

proves the rule: "Saturday Night

Live." which, live from New York,

began its 23rd season last week-
end. The live-ness of "Saturday
Night Live" has long since ceased

to be an argument for live TV, and

the season opener — predictable

and plodding — didn't argue for it

once again.

Rather than challenging itself (and

the viewer), "SNL's" live-ness con-

tinues to serve as its excuse for not

being better, to justif> the self-indul-

gence of a series whose weekly
unpreparedness ensures that it not

only isn't ready for prime time each

Saturday, but usually seems a day or

two short of being ready for airing

in any network daypart.

At some point years and years

ago, "SNL," irrespective of its live-

ness, became a done deal. Ever
since, it's coasted as a comfortable,

if seldom funny, encore of its long-

ago self.

But this is not to say that there is

no room on TV for breaks from pre-

recorded programming.
One reason for live TV is to plug

the viewer into an emerging situa-

tion, like a major-league game or a

Bronco chase or an Oscar telecast.
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To watch something important
broadcast live is to be in synch with

its meaning as it unfolds.

The other justification is live TV's

potential for defying the sense of

order most TV has become, lust as

wc might have once watched "SNL"
with the unexpressed longing that

something might go terribly awry (of

course, the only thing that does with

any frequency is the comedy), we
watched "ER's" live episode part-

hoping for a major goof we could

chortle over forever.

But there weren't any goofs worth

mentioning. Last week's pair of live

"ER" performances (for the F^ast and

West coasts) were both remarkably

glitch-free. This may have con-

tributed to viewer unrest.

Oh. sure, the audience was huge

for Live "ER" (as NBC branded it).

In fact, it edged out "Dallas"' 1980

"Who shot |.R.?" episode as the

most-watched season premiere of

any drama in TV history. In what

became a self-fulfilling prophesy for

the NBC hype machine, Live "ER"
was vaulted to the level of an event:

An event-size audience tuned in.

But ever since, viewers and critics

alike have been grousing about what

they saw. Not unlike complaining

that a zebra isn't a horse, detractors

grumbled that Live "ER" was ...

well, different from the filmed "ER"

they love every week. Not so pol-

ished. Not so fast-paced. Not so free

to careen through space and time.

Somehow lost in the fault-finding

was recognition of the show's heroic

cheekiness just in mounting a live

effort: No series is more dependent

on sophisticated post-production

techniques (which can include com-

puter-generated effects, rapidfire

editing, and almost anything else the

mind can imagine and the eye see).

The very essence of "ER" depends
on the bag of tricks it set aside to go

live.

And going live, "ER" also recog-

nized the restrictions of time and
space — even as it stretched those

constraints to ambitious new
lengths.

But when all is said and done, it

wasn't film. It wasn't tape. Live

"ER" was live. And live can seldom

satisfy us hyper-stimulated viewers,

our nerve endings conditioned as

they are to the hopped-up tempo of

rock videos, cola commercials or —
come to think of it — a typical

filmed episode of "ER."

For a TV audience hooked on the

ever-more-concentrated, ever-more-

eye-popping visual experience, how
can live TV compete? It can

-

', any

more than life can. Besides, isn't TV
meant to improve on ordinary real

life?

It better. Or we might get bored

with the show we're watching.
Behold our itchy trigger fingers

poised to resume our channel-surf-

ing at any time.

We're mighty restless these days.

TV helped make us that way.

Elsewhere in television ...

"48 HOURS:" Ten years ago at

Christmastime, an intruder entered

SueZann Bosler's house, murdered
her father and then almost killed

her. She has since waged a crusade

for justice, but. incredibly, for her

that has meant saving the life of the

convicted killer, lames Bernard
Campbell. For more than a year,

CBS News' "48 Hours" has followed

this woman's crusade to save her

father's killer. The report airs

tonight at 10 p.m. EDT, as corre-

spondent Susan Spencer joins Bosler

in her former home north of Miami,

where she relives how she watched
Campbell stab her father and then

turn on her. Saving Campbell's life,

says Bosler, is the best way to

memorialize her father, a minister

who did not believe in the death
penalty. Nor does Bosler, who says

that today she has forgiven
Campbell for what he did. "48

Hours" is anchored by Dan Rather.

MOVIE BUFFS ALERT: Turner
Classic Movies gives us a new
approach to film-watching on TV
with "The Inside Track Weekend"
this Friday through Sunday. A dozen
movies with voice-over comment
added by actors, historians and
other participants — taken from
special edition laser discs — will be

shown. Among the choice offerings:

eActor lack l.emmon discussing

Marilyn Monroe and Some Like it

Hot (8 p.m. EDT tomorrow) and
Marcel Moussy, co-screenwriter of

The 400 Blows, on the Francois

Truffaut classic (12 a.m. EDT
tomorrow). The SAP button on your

VCR provides access to the com-
mentary.

Metropolitan tries to broaden repertory
Manager Volpe tries a bit of new and old in coming seasons

By Ronald Blum
Associated Press
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NEW YORK — The
Metropolitan Opera, always faced

with criticism that it's too conserva-

tive, says it's trying to respond.

Much of the audience wants to

see the central Verdi-Puccini-

Wagner repertoire repeated night

after night after night in sets that

are as realistic and opulent as possi-

ble. A smaller segment wants to see

other works and avant-garde pro-

ductions, a regular feature of

European houses.

"We're now at a turning point."

Met general manager loseph Volpe

says. "This is an interesting year,

and somewhat of an experimental

year. We have 25 operas, more than

we normally would present. We do

not have performances of Aida,

Boheme, Figaro. Rigoletto. Tosca or

Traviata, which for the Met is prob-

ably a first."

This season, which opened Sept.

22 with Carmen, includes the Met

premieres of Rossini's La
Cenerentola and Strauss' Capriccio.

and the first Met performances of

Stravinsky's The Rake's Progress

since the 1953-54 season.

Next season will have the Met

debuts of Floyd's Susannah, and

Schoenberg's Moses und Aron. The

1999-2000 season has the first Met

performances of Lehar's The Merry

VVidou' and the world premiere of

lohn Harbison's The Great Gatsby.

Busoni's Dr. Faust and

Prokofiev's The Gambler are per-

formed by the Met for the first time

in 2000-01, und Prokofiev's War
and Peace is added the following
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season. New operas commissioned

from Tobias Picker and Tarn Dun
are scheduled to have their pre-

mieres by 2005.

"It takes 10 years in an institution

such as the Met to accomplish any-

thing, or to tum things around or to

start in a direction," Volpe said,

quoting something conductor
Herbert von Karajan once said to

him.

Volpe. starting his eighth season,

knows what his mission is: broaden

the repertory without affecting

income. Berg's Wozzeck, one of the

artistic highlights of last season, was

a box-office bath. There were empty

seats on opening night, and audi-

ence members continually were
walking out during performances.

Robert Carson's production of

Eugene Onegin. set on a white stage

instead of opulent Romanov Russia,

was booed at its opening last sea-

son, loved by some, hated by others.

Robert Wilson, known for

provocative, modernistic designs,

makes his debut this March in

Wagner's Lohengrin. ludging from a

photo taken during a technical

rehearsal, it's sure to be controver-

sial, the opposite of the Met's super-

realistic Ring, Tannhauser and

Parsifal, which follow nearly all of

Wagner's design directions.

Last season, the Met sold 92 per-

cent of its tickets and has a

$1 17,000 surplus. It forecasts a $1

million loss as part of a $160 mil-

lion budget this season based on a

projection of 91 percent tickets

sold. Each 1 percent means
$700,000.

"The money won't keep up with

our plans and ideas." Volpe said.

The Dr. Faust will be a co-pro-

duction with the Salzburg Festival,

where Met artistic director lames

1 ovine will conduct it in |uly 1999.

and the Susamuili is borrowed from

the Chicago Lyric Opera and the

Houston Grand Opera. Volpe hopes

to borrow costumes from the Kirov

Opera in Russia, the home company

of Valery Gergiev. the Met's new
principal guest conductor.

"For years, the Met would never

co-produce anything only because

we felt we wanted it to be our own

production," Volpe said. "Now that

we're really expanding the reperto-

ry, we don't have that option. I

think we have to co-produce. We
have to find ways to do more things

and spend more money."

A constant complaint of sub-

scribers is the lack of great outside

conductors, a move the Met tried to

address with the hiring of Valery

Gergiev as principal guest conduc-

tor. Kurt Masur. Zubin Mehta.
Giuseppe Sinopoli and Seiji Ozawa
are among the conductors Volpe

would like to come to the Met. But

Sinopoli has stayed away littCC

1988. Ozawa since 1992. Sir Georg
Solti had been scheduled to lead the

Met for the first time in 30 years

with a concert next spring, but he

died of a heart attack on Sept. 3 at

age 84.

Carlos Kleiber. last at the Met in

1990 and now semiretired, is being

wooed to take over Solti's Met per-

formances. But it's hard to get many
conductors to leave Europe, where

they can get from one opera house

to another in less than two hours.

So the Met is concentrating on
singers, cultivating a group of young

Americans whom Volpe and Levine

hope can fill the seats in the next

decade, when star tenors Luciano

Pavarotti and Placido Domingo
probably will retire.

Volpe outlined much of the major

casting for the next few years, lerry

Hadley will join Renee Fleming and

Samuel Ramey in Susannah, and
Vladimir Chernov will join Angela

Gheorghiu and Roberto Alagna in a

new production of Verdi's La
Traviata during the 1998-99 season.

Hadley. Dawn Upshaw and
Dwayne Croft have been cast in the

world premiere of The Great
Gatsbw which levine will conduct

in December 1999.

Domingo and Frederica von
Stade will headline The Merry-

Widow, which Andrew Davis will

conduct and will be sung in

English. The new production of

Tristan und Isolde that season,

which features lane Eaglen, Ben
Heppner and Levine. will be

designed by lurgen Rose and direct-

ed by Dieter Dorn.

I-XOO-U-CAN-MIX
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Hey Writers
All departments are looking for writers. If you are

Collegian material come on down to the Campus
Center 114

It's the place to be!!!
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Braves defeats Astros in division opener
ATLANTA <AP) — This time, it

wasn't ckx

In the first blowout between the

teams this vear, the Atlanta Brave-

took advantage of eight walks b>

Mike Hampton and again shut down
"The Killer Bs." routing the Houston

Astros IS-3 yeeteidaj to mav* with-

in a victory ot their sixth straight NL
championship -cries.

In 11 regular-season games
between the Braves and Astros, the

margin of victory was never more

than two runs— a trend that contin-

ued in Game I of the division series

when Atlanta won 2-1 behind Greg

Maddux.
"This was a little bit fluky WCOOd

baseman Tony Graffanino said. "It

will probablv be close next time we

play."

It better be for the Astros sake.

The Braves, who got a three-run

homer from leff Blauser, lead the

best-of-5 series 2-0 and can finish

off Houston with a victory tomor-

row at the Astrodome. "It's nice to

be two-up, but it's like investing."

Blauser said. "You're not guaran-

teed results tomorrow because of

what happened yesterday and today.

WNBA
NEW YORK (AP) — Detroit and

Washington are joining the WNBA.
The two cities were awarded expan-

sion franchises today, increasing the

size of the league to 10 teams, with

plans calling for two new teams per

season for the next several years.

"Because the interest in the

WNBA's inaugural season exceeded

our expectations at every level, the

operating committee felt a two-year

phased expansion plan was appropri-

ate," WNBA president Val Ackerman

said. "Detroit and Washington will

bring top management experience

and state-of-the-art facilities to

women's professional basketball."

Nicknames and logos have not yet

been chosen for the Detroit and
Washington franchises, which beat

out Orlando, Fla., in the selection

process. The teams will be operated

We have to push on and punch
them out

."

Hampton, who had only two
walks in 17 innings during his tm.il

two starts of the regular season.

walked four in the first four innings

and got worse alter getting two out-

in the fifth. With the scute Vail, he

threw lb balls in an 18-piteh span.

resulting in consecutive walks to

Chipper tones, lied McGriff, |avy

Lopez and Andruw |oncs. forcing

home the go-ahead run. Hampton,
who thtew only 38 strikes in 87

pitches, was replaced by Mike
Magnante. who gave up a two-run

single to pinch-hitter Greg Colbrunn

that made it 6-3.

Colbrunn's hit ended an 0-t

postseason slump by Atlanta pinch-

hitters, dating back to the ,J)5 World
Serii

"I was just living to be a little too

perfect and it wound up costing me."

Hampton said. "I probably just tried

to nibble too much."

Atlanta added five runs in the

sixth — four unearned — once again

striking with two outs. Fred McGriff

had an RBI single and two more
scored when first baseman left

by the NBA's Detroit Pistons and

Washington Wizards.

The franchises were granted on the

condition that they each secure

pledges for at least 3.000 season tick

ets before Nov. 10. If the NBA Board

of Governors approves the expan-

sion, the WNBA champion Houston

Comets would switch to the five-

team Western Conference, joining

Los Angeles. Phoenix. Sacramento
and Utah. The new teams would join

the Eastern Conference with New
York, Charlotte and Cleveland.

Still to determined is which team

will acquire the services of Nikki

McCray, a 199b Olympian who was

the MVP of the ABL last season

while averaging 19.9 points for the

Columbus Quest, who won the

championship. McCray agreed to join

the WNBA last month. Detroit was

Bagwell let a high throw deflect off

his glove for an error. Danny
Bautiita Wowed with a two-run

single, though the inning mercifully

ended for the Astro- when he was

thrown out using to stretch it to a

double.

It has been a miserable series for

Bagwell, who had 43 homers. 135

RBIs and 31 stolen bases during the

tegular season. He is 0-for-8 with

five strikeouts, including three yes-

terday. "Obviously, it's a little dis-

appointing." he said. "But you've

got to shrug it off and go get "em

Friday."

Craig Biggio, Derek Bell and
Bagwell, the top three hitters in the

Astro* order, have become The Killer

Zs, snoozing through the series at a

combined l-for-25 with no RBIs.

They've even been outhit by the

Houston pitchers, who are 3-for-4.

'

It just happens to be part of base-

ball." said Biggio, who has the trio's

only hit. a meaningless infield single

in the ninth yesterday. "Guys go into

funks."

"That could change in a day, in an

at-bat," Bagwell added. "It could

happen Friday."

one of the original markets targeted

by the WNBA before its inaugural

season, but officials with the Palace

of Auburn Hills decided to wait and

see how the league fared.

Washington also wanted to have one

of the eight original franchises, but

the league wanted to wait until the

new arena in downtown Washington
— to open in early December — was

ready. Similar arena questions have

kept the WNBA from placing fran-

chises in Atlanta and Toronto.

With other teams in New York,

Cleveland, Salt Lake City, Phoenix,

Sacramento and Charlotte, the

WNBA drew more than 1 million

fans over the summer as the eight

teams averaged 9,669 spectators a

game.

The rival ABL begins its second

season Oct. 12.

COURTESY MEDIA RELATIONS

...And stay there!
The Massachusetts hockey team looks to get a leg up on competition in Hockey East polling as Media

Day closes in on Tuesday.
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A step above the rest

Senior defender Erica Iverson, who scored against Southern Methodist this past weekend, was selected to

Soccer America magazine's Team of the Week.

Garden
continued from page 14

For years upon years, lohn

Chaney's Temple basketball teams

have played in McGonigle Hall. The

venerable old barn holds 5,900
rowdy, screaming, faithful tans.

Make that held. This year, the Owls
— who deserve a beautiful, new
arena — move into the Apollo at

Temple. The new building will seat

thousands, bring in millions and
hopefully have rest rooms that tans

can get to and back before half-time

ends (a feature sorely lacking at

"MtOttiti'gfti).'" '

But there won't be the same aura.

There won't be the closeness people

felt cramped next to each other, the

pride alumni who played there radi-

ated.

McGonigle was like I \la-~- Cum
Hicks Cage. It was home, an unfor-

gettable home. But the team, and

the athletic department, outgrew it.

Don't get me wrong, most ol

these new Stadiums and buildings

are the technological wonders they

claim to be. More comtortahlc, seat:

ing. better locker rooms and lielj

funWy new stadium
ens

But that history is missing. And
not being able to experience it is like

going to Yellowstone National Park

alter its horrible fires. "Sou know
you missed something, something

beautiful and important. But you'll

never know its true extent.

This week, they took a wrecking

ball to Boston Garden.

I've never been to the Garden,

and now I never will. I can sadly say

that I've missed something wonder-

lul.

Catey Kane is a Collegian cojurn-

nist.
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UMass GLBT community alive
Congratulations GLBT! After several years of sleeping

at the wheel it seems as il we are finally onto something.
In fact, it seems as il the GLBT community is active for
the first time since I came here.

1 eagerly arrived as a transfer student at UMass two
years ago. Having come from a very conservative area in
Arizona. I was thrilled to come to a university which
seemed to have so much to offer. The
LBGA at Northern Arizona University
received no university funding, had little

support and faced homophobia at every
turn. The community there was small,
but close-knit. Our entire budget came
from dues that were paid by the GLBT
students at the beginning of each semes-
ter.

UMass was made out to be a center
of sorts for gay folks. With the
Stonewall Center. LBGA (which carries

quite a hefty budget) and the 2 and 20
Special Interest Residential Program,
what could go wrong?

Everything.

My roommate brought me to my first

LBGA meeting and there was nothing.

People left as soon as they could. The
LBGA consisted of mostly white males and no one seemed
to notice that it was problematic. There were no activities.

No political action. Nothing. I went to an LBGA dance a

couple of times only to watch four people on the dance
floor. The queer community often seemed catty and
unwelcoming, to say the least. Last semester, there was no
Queer Fest. I was left to ask myself, with so many
resources, why has the GLBT community been so dis-

joined and apathetic for the past couple of years?

Well, a lot of folks must have been scratching their

heads at the same time because this year, something good
is happening. After being here for only one month this

academic year, the GLBT community has accomplished
more than I have seen in my past two years put together.

Already, many people have been coming to Pride
Alliance meetings (formerly known as the LBGA) and
coming back (a new tradition for many of us). The
Concerned Students for Civil Rights have organized and

After being here for

only one month this

academic year, the

GLBT community
has accomplished

more than I have
seen in my past two
years put together.

Katie Thoennes

Stonewall exposed
Hey! You know that place over in Southwest? You

know... Crampton? Well, there is this really great

place located in Crampton called the Stonewall
Center. You are probably thinking, "What the hell

does that place have to offer little old me?" Well
guess what? I'm going to tell you!

The Stonewall Center was established in the fall of

1985 to "serve the diversity of the lesbian, bisexual,

gay and transgender community of students, faculty,

staff and local residents." according to the Stonewall

Center Brochure.

So, I'll cut to the chase and get down to some of

the great things this place does! First, there is the

Speaker's Bureau, which is a group of speakers

trained to talk to various groups on and off campus
about GLBT issues.

Second, there is a _, .. . .

Elana Mendelson
there is a

GLBT Study
Lecture Series that

features weekly seminars on many different relevant

topics.

There are also workshops and programs, such as a

monthly GLBT Cafe Series, concerts, poetry readings,

theater and much more! Another wonderful aspect of

the center is the resources like the lending library of

literature and videos, computer database of GLBT
resources in the Pioneer Valley, the Stonewall Center

Web Site and the monthly newsletter, the "Blatant."

Okay. Now we know the general stuff about the

Stonewall Center, so we can move onto things that

are going on in the upcoming months...

Jason Heffner will be presenting: Practicing Queer

Social- Change: Reclaiming focus on how we want to

go as a movement on Oct. 16 in Campus Center

Room 803 at 12:50 p.m.. On October 23. Cindy Beal.

Master of Divinity, will be discussing The Keepers of

Right and Wrong: Homophobia and the Christian

Right in Room 805-9 in the Campus Center. At the

end of October. Alison Bechdel, the creator of the

comic strip. Dykes To Watch Out For. will speak on

Assimilation and its Discontents: Chronicling Fin-

de-Siecte Queer Culture.

In November and December, keep an eye out for

lectures featuring Deb Carling, Betsey Reed, Amy
Hoffman. Christian Ewen and other speakers to be

announced at a later date.

To make a long story short, there are tons of things

going on in the Stonewall Center this semester, so

keep your eyes peeled! Please call the center to get the

whole scoop. They are really friendly and would love

to talk with you!

So... give them a call at (415) 545-4824, or drop

in anytime Monday through Friday, from 9 a.m. to 5

p.m.

Elana Mendelson is a UMass student.

rallied support for a successful protest. National Coming
Out Day has been expanded to a week of activities. A
Coming Out Group is up and running. Three months ago,

I couldn't imagine the queer community so active. To all

those who have been active, pat yourself on the back!

What happened to change all that apathy from years

past? Foremost, I think there is far more of a community
than there ever has been. Lines of

communication are open between
resources. Queer-peer educators,
Pride and Heritage, the Pride
Alliance, the Stonewall Center, the

Concerned Students for Civil Rights

and the Two and Twenty floor seem
to be communicating and there are

things to do! Most importantly, there

have been active, involved, and vocal

students (hats off to the freshman
class, especially).

What next? The whole community
has a lot of work yet to do. We need

to reach out to more people. Not only

on campus, but in the whole area,

including the high schools. Coalitions

need to be built to other organiza-

tions, especially to ALANA communi-
ties. Activities have yet to be planned (World AIDS Day
and preparations for Queer Fest). Articles have yet to be

written for the Collegian. There is no excuse for compla-

cency.

Though many students feel that this area is very gay

friendly, I would argue that homophobia is still alive and
kicking. It was only a week ago that 1 was insultingly

called a "dyke" for the first time. I was trying to help a

woman who had just received a death threat because she

was a lesbian, it happened on her first day of work. It

happened in the Campus Center. It happens all the time.

We have the power to change it.

So, we're off to a good start, UMass. For more informa-

tion, the Pride Alliance Meetings are at 7 p.m. on
Tuesdays in the Campus Center. Feel free to come or stop

by the Pride Alliance office in the Student Union. You
don't even have to pay dues.

Katie Thoennes is a UMass student.

Support Red Cross?
In the last two weeks, there has been a lot of discussion

and debate in the college community over the exclusion of

gay and bisexual men, or anyone who has had intercourse

with a gay or bisexual man, from donating blood. This rule

was put into place by the FDA in 1983. two years before the

introduction of testing for HIV. The rule excludes anyone

who has had sex with a gay or bisexual man since 1977 from

donating blood. That was before the vast majority of people

attending this college were sexually active and before some
were even born.

There are many different reasons given by the American

Red Cross for this exclusion. There is the fact that the high-

est reported rate of AIDS in this country is still among gay

and bisexual men. However, they neglect to say that the

highest reported rate of increase is among heterosexual men.

They neglect to say that all blood donated must be tested for

HIV. They neglect to say that this

Saul Accettarule was made by the FDA before

there was even a test for HIV.

There are many in the Gay,
Lesbian, Bisexual. Transgender Ally (GLBTA) community
who believe that if they protest the gathering of blood on

campus by the American Red Cross, they will force the Red

Cross to lodge an official protest against the FDA and the

outdated rule regarding gay and bisexual men. The belief of

the GLBTA community is that the Red Cross has a lot more
political clout than a smai! group of students within the Five

College Consortium and that it would be much more pro-

ductive to demonstrate against the Red Cross than to try to

protest the regulation directly to the FDA.
The new group. Concerned Students for Civil Rights

(CSCR). has known about this rule lor a while and student

gToups at other universities in the Five College Consortium

have also tried to change this policy through a dialogue with

the Red Cross and have been unable to affect any outward

signs of movement.

The Pride Alliance (formerly the LBGA) has voted to sup-

port the CSCR in their fight for change in the FDA regula-

tions regarding the collection of blood for hospital use.

Whether or not members of the Pride Alliance support the

way in which the CSCR are going about this protest, the

majority do support getting this outdated rule struck from

the FDA regulations.

Whether or not you. as an individual on this campus, sup-

port the fight against the FDA's regulation, the fact is that

the regulation is affecting the Red Cross's ability to collect

blood for use in hospitals.

America has a severe need for blood. Hospitals around

the nation are running on only a two-day supply. Should

there be a large catastrophe, there is a possibility that hospi-

tals in need could run out of blood and people could die as a

result.

I am not saying that lifting the blood donation ban regard-

ing anyone who has had intercourse with a gay or bisexual

man will solve this problem. However, it should help!

Saul Accetta is a UMass student.

POEM SPEAKS
Reader,
can you think like

we outside of the
dimensional world do?

Yesterday
I slept all day. The
day before I stared

at the wall. Friday 1

drank alone in the

fraveyard. However,
am your testimony

wed with everything

you imagine.
I lay round for specific

reasons which could
save the life of a

secretary suffocating

in a cubical on
Wall Street. I might
seem like a waste of space
to you. then your mind is

in its cage of skull right

where it should be to

suffer this century.

I come from a boundless

place, so reader please
recognize the limits of
all well made opinions. I

have the audacity to ask
that you think through
those bone bars. Come
over to my side. I have no
money food company job
music drink or drugs. Here
there is no TV
car accidents
noise rules

deadlines
lunch lines

regulations politicians

dry cleaners banks or
boundaries. Only light,

paper, symbols and
the universe which is

twisting in the center of

my throat.

— Sarah Crozier

Sarah Crozier is a senior English major
and a poet.

In and Out closes in on GLBT issues

By Jesse Burchfield

Collegian Correspondent

IN AND OUT
Directed by Frank Oz

with Kevin Klein, Tom Selleck, Matt

Dillon

Playing at Hampshire Six Theaters

In the recently released In and
Out. the film industry takes a sharp

turn from the gay characters which
have plagued our big screens in the

last few years. Instead of a flamboy-

ant gay neighbor or a gay character

completely drawn from gay stereo-

types, this film sets a foundation for

comically looking at events in the

life of gay characters without insult-

ing the community which serves as

the source of the material.

In and Out was inspired by the

acceptance speech for best actor

that Oscar winner Tom Hanks
received for the film Philadelphia.

During the speech. Hanks revealed

that his high school drama teacher

was gay, in a heartfelt appeal for

tolerance. During the speech, a gay

screenwriter in the audience. Paul

Rudnick, began to brainstorm.

The product of Rudnick's brain-

storming is the lighthearted roman-

tic comedy In and Out. In the film,

Kevin Klein plays a rather reserved

and somewhat anal retentive litera-

ture teacher in a small Midwestern

high school. The opening pan of the

town reveals a slice of the imaginary

"Leave it to Beaver Americana."
which is soon to be challenged by

the outing of one of its own.
Thrilled with the possibility of a

former citizen winning an Oscar, the

townspeople rally around their tele-

vision sets as a former Klein student

(Matt Dillon) wins an award for his

performance as a melodramatic gay

war hero. During his speech, Dillon

thanks his former literature teacher

while not forgetting to add, "...and

he's gay." Subsequently, the entire

town becomes engulfed in sexual

speculation.

While this part of the film opens

itself to the opportunity for dreary

repetitive dialogue, snaps must be

given to the editor for saving us

from the chore. Instead, what fol-

lows are original and funny
moments of a town trying to deal

with a reshuffling of their normally

sleepy lives.

loan Cusack, playing the role as

Klein's love interest and soon to be

wife, takes us on an enjoyable romp
through her chemically unbalanced

little world. Artfully overdone,
Cusack's character displays an
aspect of the coming-out process

which is often painful. The distress

of being sucked into a relationship

based on lies not only allows the

movie watcher to understand the

pain caused by one coming out, as

well as the pain caused when one
doesn't come out fast enough.

Fortunately, not even prozac and
twinkies can help her win her man;
especially when her sexual competi-

tion is played by Tom Selleck.

Entering the story as a "Geraldo-
like" character after a hyped-up
news piece about Klein, Selleck
soon reveals his own homosexuality.

Fresh off the "Friends" bandwagon,

Sellack gives a surprisingly subtle

performance, which serves the film

well.

The combination of a good cast,

which includes great performances
by Debbie Reynolds (Mother),
Wilfred Brimley (Father) and Bob
Newhart (Principal), and well writ-

ten dialogue creates a light and
tastefully done comedy.
To all students who have not

graced South Hadley's answer to

the cineplex to see this film, In and
Out is well worth the trip.

Before I take my leave, I would
like to slip off the shoes of Ebert
and mount my soapbox. For once
in my life. I would like to see
someone make a film in which the

plot is not merely "being gay." As a

gay man, there happens to be a

variety of facets to my life. I'm a

student, an activist, a Buddhist
nun. Neil Diamond impersonator,

and a bad movie reviewer. The film

I would like to propose is about a

gay president who is held hostage
on a gay parade float by a scraggly

group of well-armed Ralph Reed
separatists who demand the impos-
sible. Their demand list would
include having television producers

use movie magic to eradicate Pat

Robertson's third chin; condoms to

be sold only with wedding bands;

limmy Swaggart be allowed to

explain that, like Eddie Murphy, he
was only trying to advise prosti-

tutes as to the error of their ways
and that "Touched by an Angel"
and reruns of "Hee-Haw" be
played on every major network five

nights a week.

We want to give blood, too!

UMass students protest the American Red Cross donor table.
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Riverside "Gay Day" Two in 20 day trip

Robert Dovis

The first annual "Out in the Park" day was held on

Sept. 27 at Riverside Amusement Park in Agawam.
Residents of the 2 in 20 Special Interest Program, as

well as members of the GLBTA/Pride Alliance and
Stonewall Center, visited the park.

One visitor to the park was overheard to say, "I've

never seen so many gay people before!" And I had to

agree. I've never seen so many Dragqueens and "out"

people mixing with the general public before. The best

part (O.K., other than the rides) was the total lack of

homophobia we encountered. Yes. some people gawked

and pointed; but they got over it!

To my knowledge, nobody was abused or accosted at

all. There were also families with

small children, and unless the par-

ents mentioned it. none of the

kids even seemed to notice.

Being able to scream your head

off while clutching your boyfriend for dear life on the

"Cyclone" roller-coaster, and then not having to worry

about snide comments was a bigger thrill than the ride

itself!

The only disappointment of my day was finding both

merry-go-rounds closed for the day. Watching tbe sun

set from the top of the Ferris Wheel with the man I love

was certainly the best part!

As for rides, I strongly recommend the "Mind-Eraser"

roller-coaster: upside-down six times in 60 seconds with

no fear of falling! What a rush'

Also, if you have $15 to spare and two willing friends,

you can bungee-jump on the "Sky-Coaster."

Actually, there is no "coaster." only three people in a

sling swinging from two bungee cords 120 feet off the

ground!

I wasn't that brave. How about you?

Robert Davis is a UMass student

By Robert Davis

Collegian Correspondent

On Sept. 20, 1 1 members of the Two in 20 Special

Interest Residential Program visited Provincetown for the

day.

P-town is well known as a gay. lesbian and bisexual

resort during the summer months. Since many who went

on the day trip had never visited P-Town before, going

off-season eased them into the experience without the

stress nl traffic and crowds.

The group left at 8 a.m. and arrived just after noon.

With a 30-minute stop for breakfast, there were about

three-and-a- half hours road time.

The Two in 20 floor group spent most of the day

browsing the shops along Commercial Street, a tourist

hot spot. There were mans guest houses displaying rain-

bow flags throughout the former Portuguese fishing

town.

The pilgrim tower that dominates the view was the

most interesting building, according to floor residents

who enjoyed the day trip, though the view was somewhat

obscured by the hazy weather.

The group paused for a brief moment to listen to the

gay man's chorus, which was practicing in the town hall.

A few members of the group stopped and sat on the

beach to watch a man flying linked rainbow kites.

The overall consensus was that it was a fun and infor-

mative trip, according to Two in 20 residents, and the

majority will probably return for another day's adven-

ture.

Notice
There will be a meeting for

all GLBT writers and those

interested on Wednesday, Oct.

8 at 4 p.m. in the Collegian

newsroom. Please contact me
if you cannot attend.

As the new GLBT Editor, I would like to

encourage anyone interested in writing to

come down and write for GLBT Issues. The
page will be coming out every other

Thursday and if you want to cover relevant

issues in our community or you simply

demand that your voice be heard, please feel

free to contact me at any time or stop by the

Collegian to chat. Remember, this page is

designed to inform the reader, and you are

the people that make it happen! Thank you

and 1 hope to hear from you all! Ask for

Rachael at 545-1851.

Rachael Pepe, GLBT Issues

J
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Collegian Classifieds
University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-354)0 Fjx: (413)345-1592

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Nature Photography
Weekend Workshop in the

White Mountains. Learn how
to use your camera while hik-

ing the White Mountains

October 24-26. Sign-up in the

Craft Center All levels of

photo experience welcome

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Sunny, spacious 2 bed-
room apartment in owner
occupied 2-family. Quiet area

near High Street in

Greenfield Walk to down-
town $550 per month plus

utilities. Security deposit and

references required No
smoking. Available October

1st. Call 774-5182

AUTO FOR SALE

Purchasing a used car?
Having your car repaired? Do
you know your legal rights 7

Call The Student Legal

Services Office, 922 Campus
Center, 545-1995

1985 Ford Tempo S500 or

670 Good engine, needs
work, runs Ann 253-4703

1986 Chevy Celebrity
Station Wagon V-6
S1400/BO Call 253-5482

'84 Jeep CJ7 4x4, hardtop,

new battery, needs some
work Asking $1100 or B/0.

Call 549-1609 (Tony) or 549-

9267 (Patri)

EMPLOYMENT
ATTENTION WORK STUDY

STUDENTS!!
The Student Center for

Educational Research and
Advocacy (SCERA) is now hir-

ing WORKSTUOY students
for a 3 week advertising cam-
paign 15 hours per week @
$8 per hour To apply: Stop
by SCERA @ 420 SU or call

5-0355

Part-Time Position distrib-

uting advertising materials.

No selling involved All mate-
rials provided at no charge.

1-800- Your- Job. www.acm-
net.com/postering/
yourjob.htm

Cantone's Pizza now hiring

part-time drivers Must have
own car. 256-6100 481 West
St. (Route 116) South
Amherst

COOKS: Saute and line
with soup and sauce experi-

ence. Sandwich-Salad preps:

Full/Part-Time. Must do
weekends Apply at Judie's
253-3491

Jobs For The Environment
Campaign with MassPirg to

reduce pesticide use.

Flexible schedule.

$50-75/day

Call Terry @ 256-6434

PAINTER'S HELPER
WANTED Part-time, tempo-
rary. $7/hour. 253-9457

Part-Time Wine Assistant

Nights and Saturdays
Yankee Spirits, Sturbridge.

(508)347-2231

EMPLOYMENT
Ski Lodge Positions Open
Nov-ApriT. Salary, room and
board Bonuses and ski pass.

For applications, call, write,

or fax Alta Peruvian Lodge,

P.O Box 8017, Alta, Utah
84092. (801)742-3000 Fax

(801)742-3007

Drivers Wanted Pays $70 to

$120 per shift. Car needed
Dominos 256-8911

FOR SALE
We sell regular new
movies including Liar Liar:

$8 99, Disney movies like

Snow White: $13.99, Star

Wars Trilogy Special Edition:

$23 99 Call Let's Play: 549-

4505

Party Time- Need More?
Learn excellent time manage-
ment skills- Shortread
Booklet $8 95 Call 527-2506

Two Gemini XL-BD40
Turntables and a PMX-7
Mixer. Call Tyler for price.

549-7058

Computers! Computers!
Computers!

The very best prices around!

IBM Thinkpads Compac as
well as printers, scanners,

and supplies Call File

Management Solutions and
ask for Jason 549-4850

Beautiful iguana for sale
All included $80 Call Matt
546-2608

Big Fish Tank All equip-
ment included. $40 or B/0.

549-6926

FOR SALE

Laptop Notebook Works
good $150. Good for school

Call Sieve (413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for

computer Works great. Call

CPC (413)584-8857

Watch batteries, ear
piercing, eyeglass repairs,

jewelry restoration, diamond

engagements, wedding rings.

Silverscape Designs, 264 N
Pleasant St, Amherst. 253-

3324 Open Daily.

INSTRUCTION

Get valuable teaching
experience and enhance
your resume! Volunteer to

teach contraception work-

shops at the University

Health Services. Call for

more information 577-5181.

BARTEND WITH UNIVER-
SITY BARTENDING 50%
student discount On-campus

classes starting soon! Call 1-

800-U-Can-Mix for info.

Swiss Army Engraved
Watch near or inside Morrill

on 9/25. Sentimental value.

Call Kristen @ 256-1664

Sunglasses with prescrip-

tion lenses were lost on

Wednesday the 24th near the

pond or Haigis Mall. If found

please call 582-9822.

Lost Watch- Ladies

Hamilton Watch. Lost on Mt
Toby Fireroad/Trails in mid-

July. Roman numerals, black

strap Reward Sue (41 3)367-

2755

MISCELLANEOUS
EARN $750-$1500/WEEK

Raise all the money your
group needs by sponsoring a

VISA fundraiser on your cam-

pus No investment & very

little time needed. There's no

obligation, so why not call for

information today. Call 1-

800-323-8454 x 95.

www.movieposter.com
Vintage-Current

(416)391-0133

MOTORCYCLE

650 Yamaha Good condition.

Road ready. Drive away
today $800 Call Jon 549-

5873

ROOMMATE WANTED

Share room directly off-

campus behind Visitor's

Center from 10/1. Rob 549-

3744

Looking for 1 or 2 non-
smokers to share a 2 bed-

room apartment in The
Boulders. On bus route, 1

mile from Amherst Center.

Call Todd 253-1733

ROOM FOR RENT

Big Room in great house.

Washer/Dryer. Walking dis-

tance to bar, ATM, packy
$275/month Call 583-2944.

Ask for Jeff

ROOMS Beautifully fur-

nished, available weekends
for parents or visiting profes-

sors for $50 a night. Call 259-

1938 evenings.

ROOM FOR RENT
Big Room In House
5min walktoUMass.

Woodstove. Perfect for 2.

$220 shared, $440 single.

Call 253-4648

Hadley 17ft x 12ft room on
Route 9. Washer, dryer, dish-

washer, Primestar. 5 min to

UMass. On bike path/bus
route. $400(inclusive). 585-

8259

SERVICES

Legal Questions? The
Student Legal Services Office

offers free legal assistance

to fee-paying students.

Contact us at 922 Campus
Center, 545-1995

Transcription, Editing,
Typing for students, profes-

sors & businesses.
Domenichelli Transcription

Services (413)783-8607.
domenbus@javanet.com

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for

free testing and assistance

549-1906

TRAVEL

EAr.N ."RLE TRIFS AND
CASH!

CLASS TRAVEL needs stu

dents to promote Spring
Break 1998! Sell 15 trips &
travel free' Highly motivat-

ed students can earn a

free trip & over $10,000!

Choose Cancun, Bahamas,
Mazatlan, Jamaica or

Florida! North America's
largest student tour operator!

Call Now! 1-800-838-6411

TRAVEL

Spring Break "Take 2" hir-

ing Reps! Sell 15. Take 2

free. Hottest destinations!

Free parties, eats, and

drinks! Sunsplash 1-800-426-

7710 or www.sunsplash-
tours.com

WANTED

Sell/Trade your preowned

games and systems. Call

Let's Play at 549-4505

I want a lap-top 486 or

higher. Call Jon 549-58730

a
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Personals Policy
All perMjn.tl, ML SI b*' pr(»otri\((i b\ t oHm\f
siittd • in payment and jeepf! -

thtdanMM
LaMt name* MAS NOT be used in penunak I >\\Li
tirtf name* Jnd initials jip .lllowed. The only excep-

hdav or congratulations per-..

in tfw tull name may be u*ed
Phone number* are not allowed in pwwn..'

«*« art not jfWtwed in pertonak thi> n*-an>

.l**n»)(.t!or> naltK* UV
IHarfom

nature are not acceptable Perianal* may not be
used tor the purpose ot harassment

.VH,.
1
tlu.fi,

Perwr
not at

6 Prniamtv may noi be used in petvxtats.

7 The pa paoondt oriK The per-
sonal* >ecti.Mi may NOT be used to sell items, seek
roommates, advertise meetHaj

8 All personals must have the name, signature, and
- I D number ot in*' student placing 'he as

tilted in on the insertion order. Non-student musi
provid- rtveVi license and the i« ee
ber must be recorded on the insertion order. Use ot

pn sentation is sobjei I to

penalties under the law.
** The Coflegwi reserves the nuhr to refuse, or to edit

any penonaj rti.it rJosa not meet the <" ottegun
dards m accordance with the statutes ot the
Commoinvf i lusefls

Rates
Students

20<t per word/day

All others

40? per word/day

$2.00
min./day

NQR£fUNDS

Standard Headings

Pfeast write tit-. (fly and
legibly. We are mil rcaponsible lot errc>r\ result-

ing trom illegible handwriting or type.

ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT ..^

ENTERTAINMENT
FOR SALE

FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
HOUSES FOR RENT

INSTRUCTION
LOST

MUSICIANS
MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATF WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

THURSDAY. OCT. 2

Meeting — Al-Anon is for those

who feel their lives have been
affected by another's drinking. The
group will be meeting from noon-

1

p.m. in Campus Center. Room 801.
Meeting — Peer Mentor's

Network will be holding a meeting
to discuss and support issues con-
cerning disabilities from 6:30-8
p.m. in the Campus Center. Go to

the information booth and ask. the\

will direct you to the room. All are

welcome. For more information call

Peter at 545- 4602.
Service — Rosh Hashanah morn-

ing services (followed by Tashlich
at the Campus Pond) at 9 a.m. at

the llillel House I traditional ). or 10
a.m. in the Student Union Ballroom
(liberal/egalitarian). Evening ser-

vices at 7 p.m. at the Hillel House
(traditional) or the Student Union
Ballroom ( liberal/egalitarian).

Speaker — Julie Netherland.
Education Director for the Gay and

Lesbian Advocates and Defenders
(GLAD) will present a talk on
"Contemporary Witch Hunts: Gay
Discrimination and Archaic Sex
Laws" at 12:50 p.m. in the Campus
Center. Room 805. This is free and
part of the GLBT Studies Lecture
Series and is co-sponsored by The
Stonewall Center, GLB GSO.
Women's Studies and the
Chancellor's Task Force on GLBT
Matters. For more information con-
tact The Stonewall Center at

545-4824.
Workshop — The first workshop

concerning the new Student Union
building will take place from 5-7
p.m. in the Campus Center. Room
803. All students are invited.

FRIDAY, OCT. 3

Speaker — Edward Said from the

Department of English and
Comparative Literature of

Columbia University will present a

talk entitled "Clash of
Civilizations" or "Clash of
Definitions" at 4 p.m. in Bowker
Auditorium. This event is free and
open to the public. For more infor-

mation, call 582- 5548 or
582-5367.
Symposium — A symposium to

honor the life work of Eqbal
Ahmad, retiring Hampshire College

Professor of Politics and Middle
East Studies, entitled. Border
Crossings: The Commitments of a
Political Intellectual, will take
place at Hampshire College. Noam
Chomsky, professor of linguistics at

the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, will give the keynote
address. "The Prospects for the
Third World at Home and Abroad,"
at 8 p.m. in the Robert Crown
Center.

SATURDAY, OCT. 4

Book Signing/Speaker —

Historian Howard Zinn, Professor
Emeritus of Political Science at

Boston University, will be appear-
ing at 6 p.m. in the Campus
Center. Room I68C. He will be
discussing his new book. The Zinn
Reader. Sponsored by Food for
Thought Books and the
Undergraduate Employment
Organization. Free and open to the

public. For more information, con-
tact Food for Thought Books at

253-5432.

Entertainment — Nth Annual
Apple Harvest and Crafts Festival

on the Amherst Common to benefit

the Amherst Family Center. I

drop-in center for families with
children birth through age 5. luried

craftspeople, food, raffle, children's

midway, and live entertainment
from 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Symposium — The symposium to

honor the life and work Eqbal
Ahmad will continue (see Friday's

entry) with speakers including

Adele Simmons, president of the
MacArthur Foundation and former
president of Hampshire College,
Howard Zinn of Boston University

and Edward Said of Columbia
University. This event is free and
open to the public and will be held

from 9 a.m.-6 p.m. in the Main
Lecture Hall of Franklin Patterson

Hall (Hampshire College)

NOTICES

Contest — Spectrum Fine Art and
Literary Magazine is now holding a

cover contest. The winner will have
their artwork printed on the 97/98
issue. The tinal deadline is

December 2 at 5 p.m. Pick up an
entry form in the Student Union.
Room 406E or just bring the art-

work by.

Course — The Interdepartmental

Program in Film Studies is offering

a Certificate in Film Studies to all

majors (equivalent to a minor).

FYls are public service announcements pnnted
daily To submit an FYI, please send a press
release containing all pertinent information,
including the name and phone number of the
contact person to the Collegian, c/o the
Managing Editor by noon the previous day.

Includes six courses in film/video
studies. For more information and
to fill out an application, stop by
the office in 101 South College or
call 545-3659. Office hours M\Y 8

a.m.-5 p.m.. TuTh 10 a.m.-5 p.m..

F 8 a.m.-2 p.m. Or visit the web-
page: www.umass.edu/film.

Final Exam Schedule — The Fall

'97 Final Examination Schedule
will be available beginning Friday.

October 17. Copies will be deliv-

ered to students in the residence
halls, and will be available to

off-campus students in the
Registrar's office (213 Whitmore).
It will also be available on the
World Wide Web beginning
Wednesday, Oct. 1 at

http://www-ureg.admin.umass.edu.
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6:00 6:30
Withbon* 1
News X

Ntwi X.

Fun Houm X

Married. . With

Horn* Imp.

Creeturea

News X.

Real TV X
Family Matters Family Matters

Business Rpt.

CBS Newt

CBS News
ABC News

Fresh Prince

NBC Newt

Cheers «

NBC News

Simpsons X
NBC Newt

Business apt.

ABC News

Mad Abo. You

Qulncy "Accomplice to Murder"

WoridViewI

Comedy Net 3 | Make-Laugh

Wings (R)

Major League Baseball

Supermarket [Debt

MTV Live

Figure It Out Tiny Toon

Viewers

Twilight Zone X
Hometime (R) |Horoetlmt (R|

Kurtg Fu: Legend

Baywttch (In Stereo) X

'

(5:30) »*W "Mr Mom"(1983)

7:00 7:30
Ntwthour With Jim Lehrer X
Inside Edition

Extra X
Inside Edition

BoyWorld

Wheel-Fortune

Judge Judy X
Enl. Tonight

Seinleld a

Wheel-Fortune

Real TV I

Enl Tonight

Chronicle X
Fresh Prince

Jeopardy! X
Grace Under

Htrd Copy X
Frailer X
Jeopardy!

X

Ntwthour With Jim Lehrer X
Seinleld X
Seinfeld «

Who's Boss?

Frssier B

C- Campus

8:00 8:30
Antiques Roadshow (In Stereo)

Promised Land "The Promise"

Promised Land "The Promise

"

Nothing Sacred (In Stereo) X

9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30
OCTOBER 2, 1997

Mystery! "Into the Blue' (Season Premiere) (In Stereo) X
Diagnosis Murder "Malibu Fire" 48 Houra (In Stereo) X

Murder-Horrid

Diagnosis Murder "Mahbu Fire"

Cracker "Madwoman" X
*«« "Best Seller" (1987. Drama) James Woods, Brian Dermehy.

Friends X {Union Square

Honey, I Shrunk the Kids X
Friends X |

Union Square

Seinleld « Veronica

Fame LA. "Premiere" X
Seinleld X I Veronica

4t Houra (In Stereo) X
20/20 X
Newt

ER "Something New" (In Stereo)

LAPD
ER "Something New" (In Stereo)

Major League Baseball Playoffs Divisional Round Game 2 - Teams to Be Announced X
Friends «

This Old Hse.

Union Square

DoctorCall

Nothing Sacred (In Stereo) X

Seinleld X |Veronica
~

|ER "Something New" (In Stereo)

Mytteryl "Into the Blue" (Season Prermare) (In Stereo) X
Cracker "Madwoman" X 20/20 X

Law A Order "Sell Oefense 5

NHL Hockey Los Angeles Kings at Boston Bruins (live)

'** "Mated lor Death" (1990, Drama) Steven SeagaTWho's Boss?

Moneyllnel

Daily Show (R)

Crossfire X
Stein's Money

Gimme Shelter (R)

Sportscenter IWkend Kickoff

Intimate Portrait

8wt ot MTV (In Stereo)

OwgX |RugratsX
Vwie Tra« "Little Boy Lost" X"
noma Again |Home Again
Lota A Park-Superman

Highlander: The Series (R) X
**"i "The \W"(1995, Suspense

(4:45;^ l*«"Q^PMrt»"(1986)Rc»inWiliiamrx
« "Daminick end Eugene" 11988, Drama

Biography: Bonnie 4 Clyde

Prime News X IBurden-Proof

Sea Tales

Larry King Live X
*** "Silver Streak" (1976, Comedy) Gene Wilder Jill Clayburgh.

Wild Discovery "Gorilla' (P.) |lnto Unknown | Movie Magic

IM'A'S'H X

11:00
This Old Haa.

Ntws X

11:30

Lata Show «

Late Show «

NjghtlineJ

Star Trek: Deep Space Nine I
ITwilght Show"

Vibe

Tonight Show

Simpsons X
Tonight Show

Charlie Roae (In Stereo)

H

Freeksrl

Nightline X
Cheers t?

«»'t "Above the Law*(19B8, Drama) Steven Seagal, Henry Silva

Unexplained

World Today I
Comedy Nat 3 |Make-Laugh

Collage Football. Utah at Fresno Slate (Live) X
Unaoh/td Mytterles (In Stereo)

Baavia-Butt.

Secret of Alai

iBeavit-Butt.

Seaqueet DSV (In Stereo) X Forever Knight (In

Medical Dated Without Warn. Truth About Waco
itaai I I I

"

I

Winga "Eagles ol the Crown"

'/I Ki^toOw For (1993, Mystery) Tim Mattwsc^.MimiRooert

Countdown to the to Spot

Happy Pays |Bewitched

Forever Knight (In Stereo) X~

Yol (R) (In Stereo)

I Love Lucy X |Odd Couple X
VR.8 "Control Freak" (In Stereo]

Baal Blonlc Men (R)

*«« "The Hu&u<*$f Proxy" [\99*,Cor^)T™Piobbm.J«y\itr.la<ml»\Q)\ IRoughCul

Walker, Texas Ranger X !
»«') "K-S> (1989, Comedy-Drama) James Belusni. (In Stereo) OB

lough (

'InSter

Sandra Bullock. 'PG-13
T
aC |»fr "BekmUti

*« "Stir Cra7y"(1980, Comedy) Gone Wilder.

Xiok) Coas>"( 1997, Drama) Marg Helgenoerger. (In Stereo)

opa"(1997) Justin Theroux. KB! [Comedy Jam"

'Frili I "Pay o/ the IVamor"(1997) Kiv

Law A Order Conspiracy B
Sports lllus. IMoneytine X
Daily Show [Stein's Money
Justice Files (R)

Sportscenter X
Homicide: Ufa on the Streatx"

Oddville. MTV
TaxiX

LovHIne (R)

Newhart c

Time Trax "Little Boy Lost" X
Medical Delect

I Without Warn.

The Hudtucker Proxy" (

1

994)~

Silk Stalklngs "Lonely Hunter

IVambr"(1997)Kavln Light. "Ft"

***'i "(^IShorry-ilogsijohnTiavolta R X

Inside the NFL (In Stereo) X
*'i "Warhead"

"Moving"

Bruno By C. Baldwin Robotman By Jim Meddiclc

TRACK WWW
RoeoTkAAM ANv
COMlNCfc UltoTO

CONOACXTC
WORK WOW »AE

VrUTS'TAiisOOeSN'T'

Mfc N LISTING
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rVNRESS.^
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iuwww
WAD PITT'S

HOUSfcAND
set if we
CAN HELP .

WAP PITT
7 Noft BUT) Wfc tAUSTNE WCA/Cp. W BEST

1 KNOW fc FELLCR , JHOPE MOW IS TO PROCEED TO
i UfcSTep PITT • /3H TRRtR CIRClE OT&WStfW
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Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dilbert By Scott Adams

eeueoewev, patkick,
>fOUK VIRTUALPET Dl6D
of NATURAL *^,

1 OlDM'T N6GL6CT
UlrV\.'lNr\ADe^UR£
L*£00A5l0etL-F£D.'

IN VACT, I CEO UJ&U,
LUf\AU)W&NEAJ6R THAT
t-r TATE.' . fj*PLAlH6

f IT.'SOO

WlnATO
DEATH!!

M£ CAN't/i cnOMT feeu

eATA"5 |50GOOPArWSeL
UH-OH. ALL OF THE STUPID

PEOPLE YOU'VE INSULTED

HAA/E FORKED A rAOB AND
SURROUNDED OUR HOUSE.

CUE DONT HAVE TO TAKE
THIS ABUSE. LET'S SEE

HO(aJ LONG HE CAN
SURVIVE LOITHOUT WATER.'

ft
THEY'RE TAKING TURNS
PUTTING OUR HOSE IN
THEIR rAOUTHS. I THINK

^THEY'RE TRYING TO DRINI

ALL OF

OUR (OATE

8 Years in Braces By Eric Petersen Thatch By Jeff Shesol

Non Sequitor By Wiley Mallard Fillmore By Bruce Tinsley

/AMt-touat owe
^cptpt I'm ux*\)kr

AT R*£
iNCkJBE A
Stfttetz eras*

Lectwze OH

VR=K

Kampus Kids By Adam Souliere
Leedee By Mike Rybicki

{

Hey C4ACH-

Von NEB) me
7

WHEN X fc6CRun£t>

iou^qu toefte

6V;3cc Pounds'.

UWrYT Wtfreittfr Ifif

j

Two WoRDS, toACH:

b\N\M& Commons !

Ivi Carr\p-,ut> p\ Complete
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LIBRA (Sept. 23-Ocl. 22) — Do

not sell yourself short today; what

you do has value, and others will

provide you with the feedback \ou

desire if you give them time

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) —
Someone may insist that you hold

your tongue today, but you will

speak your piece, regardless. Be pre

pared for a fight.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — You must beware of any thing

that seems too simple. You are likeh

to encounter unexpected complica-

tions when everything seems ok.i\

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— Use the time you have at your dis-

posal today to its full advantage and

you'll find that you can increase etli

ciency and profits.

AQUARIUS (|an. 20-Feb. 18) -
You may consider yoursell one ol

the experts in your field, but today

you may encounter I problem that

even yon cannot solve alone.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)

Put your best foot forward today.

Someone is watching — and this

is a person who has the power to

make or break a favorite project

of yours.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
You mustn't take criticism too much
to heart today. It is very likely that

the most vocal critics don't under-

stand what you're up to.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
Process is actually more important

than results today, particularly

when you consider that immediate

results are only part of the whole.

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20) —
A new attempt at something that

has proven a failure again and
again has the greatest chance for

success today. Give it another try!

CANCER (|une 21-|uly 22) —
Money matters take up much of your

time today. See if you can't come up

with a new way to achieve an old

goal. Trust friends to provide a clue.

LEO duly 23-Aug. 22) —
Your attention span may not be

what it has been today, so you
must pay close attention to every

piece of information that comes
your way.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) —

What are you doing wasting your

time on something that can yield

only limited results — if any?
You have much greater potential

than you know!

Close to Home By John McPherson

Quot«e of the Jt>iaiy

In the begining the universe was

created. This has made a lot of peo-

ple very angry and has been widely ^ ^
regarded as a bad move.

-Douglas Adams
Trish realizes she has just entered into a lifetime

with a chronic do-it-yourselfer.

Today#s P.C. Menu
Cmll 343-2626 for user* Information.

Franklin

LUNCH
Texas chili

Quiche Lorraine

Meatball Grinder

Wheatball Grinder

ACROSS
1 Not together
6 Soft drink

10 Urban cars
14 Bronco-riding

event
15 Hawaiian guitars

IK Astronaut
Shepard

17 "Looking Glass"
girl

18 Applaud
19 Mongolian

desert
20 Kind of garden
22 Like yellow pads
23 Part of a window
24 Sequin
26 Cheerleader's

cry
?9 Article

31 Blvd
32 Grand — Opry
33 Ore deposit

34 Struck

38 Norwegian city

40 Dip in gravy
42 Captain Kirk's

navigator
43 Food for animals
46 Decorate a gift

49 — oul: barely

Pet by

51 By oneself

52 Still

53 Authorizes
57 Greek cheese

59 Spirit in "The

Tempest"
60 " Dundee'
65 Type of fuel

66 Honolulu's
island

67 Chrislie

Brinkley. e.g.

68 Pierre's deed
69 Songbird
70 Assists in crime
71 Headhner
72 Type of pencil

or pipe

73 Stop

DOWN
1 Fine horse

2 Traveler
Marco —

3 Mine entrance
4 Summarize
5 Pedicure

target

6 Prospers
7 Tex neighbor
R Bargains
9 Viper

10 Cleverness
1 1 "— Came

Jones"
1 2 Scene ol

confusion

1 3 Like some
remarks

21 Vanished
thin air

22 Volcanic flow

PREVIOUS PJZZLE SOLVED

Worcester

LUNCH
Turkey Burger

Texas Chili

Elbow Macaroni/Toamto sauce or salsa con

Verdu

Sesame Noodles and Peapods

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Charbroiled Chicken Sandwich

Turkey Bacon Swiss Folded pita

Berkshire
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25 Sidekick
26 Housetop
27 Too
28 Retained
30 Feline noises
35 Donald Duck's

nephew
36 Actress

Sommer
37 Music for two
39 Hiker s gadget
41 Deep
44 Malevolent
45 Rodent
47 Actor Baldwin

48 Washington's
nver

53 Daddies
54 Construct

55 Cowhand's
rope

56 Alarm
58 Sun dried brick

61 Actress
Perlman

6? Notion

63 Allows
64 If not

66 Great
horned

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Grill

Reuben on Rye

Fettuccini/ Tomato Sauce

Farewell to Summer
Tortila Chips/ Salsa

Steamers with Drawn Butter

Sirloin Steak/ A-1 Sauce

Barbecued Chicken

Barbecued Ribs

Vegan Entrees

Curly Fries

Corn on the Cob
Lemony Green Beans

Blueberry and Peach Cobbler

Vanilla Ice Cream

Watermelon, Grapes and Lemonade
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Loss OK in Chi.;

medieval Engfish

style could work
The hype around Sunday night's

Bears-Saints game is sort of like cutting

classes to partake in the great American

tradition of watching matinee baseball

playoff games — but then rooting for

the Yankees.

The hype placed on the game, or the

playoffs, is certainly warranted, but the

point of view's skewed worse than Rush

Limbaugh's political views.

All everyone can talk about in this

battle of a 1-4 (the 'aims) and an 0-5

(da Bears! is how it's the Peyton

Manning Bowl — the loser (change that,

the team which scores fewer points) will

have the inside track on drafting one of

only 1 1 quarterbacks to lose to the

Florida Gators in 1996. Don't knock

Peyton for losing in The Swamp. He's

damn good for one and this company's

about as selective as the academic stan-

dards at _TK from Animal House.

Oh. by the way. some Ditka guy's

making his return to Lake Shore Drive

on Sunday. The man who Al

Schwarsky's Super Fans said could win

Leigh Torbin

Women's lacrosse to host Tea time this weekend
By Jorma Kansanen

Collegian Staff

the Indy 500 driving a big bus or beat

God in a round of golf, takes second fid-

dle this week to a college kid who's

going to light Ole Miss up for about

5.000 passing yards on Saturday accord-

ing to yesterday's Gospel of Luke.

This is wrong. David Letterman

leaves NBC and he's a hero. Mike Ditka.

the man who brought Chi-town its only

Super Bowl win and one of the world's

greatest parties to Rush Street, leaves

NBC and he has to fight the White Sox

and high school badminton for space on

Page 1 5 of the Tribune Sports section.

Chicago's interests these days are bet-

ter served by suiting up Al Bundy's Polk

High squad and seeing if the balding

behemoth with the stinky feet and

deprived children can run for four

touchdowns in a game once again.

A loss gives the Bears the inside track

for the quarterback they have sorely

needed for years of suffering through

ones like |im Harbaugh "ful" before his

1 995 Captain Comeback Salad Days in

Indy. The Bears have more incentive to

just roll over and play dead for their old

boss, keeping pace with the 0-5 Falcons

for the Peyton Bowl. These two teams

have little will to win. and actually are

better off losing.

But. what if losing meant that instead

of facing San Diego and Washington

next year, the Bears have to go up

against Saskatchewan and Winnipeg.

Suppose if the Bears finished dead last,

they would be punished by being

shipped to the CFL next year. Think

there might be a different attitude in

Chicago — a team now looking at 1-4

New Orleans as the Second City's way

out of the second division?

Come on. how many out there actual-

ly enjoyed watching the last months of

the last Celtics season. This was some of

the worst basketball played this side of

Bali Bali, all in the honorable, and heavi-

ly media backed, quest for more blessed

pingpong balls and with it — presum-

ably — Tim Duncan.

If you saw In the Name of the Father

you know how unjust the English sys-

tem of government can be, but the EFA

has one thing right. Relegation.

Here the lower classes suffer soccer's

version of being tarred and feathered in

the town square. Their dignity is torn

asunder. It's a system that dates back to

when the old stuff was new and beyond.

In England, there is no reward for fin-

ishing last like in the States, only agony.

The association is set up in a hierar-

chical system of four divisions from the

Carling FA Premiership to the lowly

Third Division. Each year the three

worst teams in each division move

down, while the top three move up a

division.

What if the Red Sox welcomed the

Syracuse SkyChiefs, Toledo Mud Hens

and Columbus Clippers to Fenway next

year instead of Toronto, Detroit or the

Yankees, while the PawSox travelled off

to Dixieland for their big interleague

series with the Atlanta Braves, not

Richmond'1 Think Steve Avery might

have made just more than one start in

the final month of the season?

It could even work in college. LIMass

wants to go to Division l-A in football,

and wouldn't it be great if the Big East

banished Temple to promote the A- 10

champ?
Ditka s back in Chicago this week-

end Maybe he'll go shopping on

Michigan Avenue or grab a bite to eat in

the original Pizzeria Uno's, in a base-

ment on the comer of Ohio and Wabash

just across the street from Pizzeria Due.

But you know what, all the papparazzi

couldn't care less... they'll be watching

what happens in Oxford. Mississippi of

all places Saturday.

Real Bear fans are wearing orange

No. 16 jerseys these days and are book-

ing flights to Orlando for the Citrus

Bowl, whkh you can't spell without UT
of course.

Ditka will be cheered when the

Saints' coach comes to Chicago Sunday.

Bear fans would love to see the Saints

win this one. but for all the wrong rea-

MB,
Leigh Torbin is a Collegian colum-

nist.

The new and improved Richard F.

Garber Field will be christened by the

game that made it legendary this

Saturday at 4 p.m., but don't look for

the male persuasion on the new

AstroTurf surface.

The Massachusetts women's

lacrosse team (6-7 last season) will

face the U.S. squad in the opener of

the 1997 Teapot Tournament, with

the exhibition tournament continuing

on Sunday at the Lower Boyden

Fields. Sixteen teams are planning the

trip to UMass this weekend.

The Minutewomen are coming off

their most successful season since

reinstatement, and hosting a tourna-

ment of this caliber is a step toward

national recognition. The field

includes teams that are standard

regional opponents for UMass like

New Hampshire. Boston College and

Harvard, but also national powers like

Loyola University and club teams in

the representative from Brine.

Admission to the U.S.-UMass game

will be $2. with Sunday's games free

to the viewing public.

UMass coach Francesca McClellan

is ecstatic over the first fall exhibition

tournament her team has had since

the program's reinstatement in 1992.

The size of the field of teams will

bring in a level of competition

unheard of in women's lacrosse at this

University

"We're so excited about this oppor-

tunity, and the strength of the teams.

and the sheer number of teams, will

lend a lot of credence to the tourna-

ment," McClellan said. "There's a

great balance of teams, and a great

balance in competition.

"There are a lot of teams we don't

typically play, and vice versa."

One of those teams will be the

Minutewomen's first opponent at 10

a.m. on Sunday, and one of the

nation's best will face off with UMass

on Field Three.

Last season's NCAA finalist. Loyola

University, will take the field, and they

will be just as tough an opponent as

the U.S. squad. Maryland defeated

Loyola in a hard-fought NCAA

Championship final by a close 8-7

score at Lehigh University last May,

and are a perennial top ten team.

Along with their men's lacrosse team,

who beat the Minutemen by an 1 1-8

KCfC List spring here in Amherst, the

team shows bow lacrosse is a way of

life in Baltimore. Md.

Other games for UMass on Sunday

arc two rematches from last season in

Brown University at 1 1:20 a.m., and

1 lotstra University at 12:00 p.m.. also

held on Field Three.

On April 16th. the Minutewomen

blitzed the Hofstra net in the first half,

but were unable to solve goalkeeper

Stephanie Clark, who made 20 saves

in the match, losing 12-5. After a 1-1

tie to open the game, the Flying

Dutchwomen ran off with eight of the

next nine goals for the victory.

Sophomore Rebecca Minaker put a

stamp on her stellar freshman cam-

paign for UMass with four goals in the

loss, a career-best mark.

In their last game of the season,

UMass faced off with then-No. 1

1

Brown in Providence. R.I.. looking to

cap off their season over the .500

mark with an upset over the Bears. It

was not to be. and Brown ran out to

an 11-2 lead at the half for a final of

16-5.

lunior Laura Korutz ("97: 26 goals.

15 assists) became only the third

Minutewoman in the past five years to

eclipse the 40-point barrier with her

two goals in the contest — joining

then-fellow teammate Stephanie

Walsh and Rachel Splaine for that

honor.

Sunday's games for the

Minutewomen will conclude with

another new opponent in Colgate,

which will be held on Field Two at

1:20 p.m.

"This is our first fall we've had here

with real game opportunities."

McClellan said. "Our objective is to

begin and acclimate our freshmen for

next spring, both studying and play-

ing.

"We'll also get a chance for some

quality playing time for our starters

and our bench. So. this will be both

an experience, and it'll be fun, and we

can start to get our 9 freshmen on our

team into the flow."

IORMA KANSENAN/COUEGIAN STAFE

Senior midfielder Jen Herker and the Minutewomen are hosting the national Teapot Tournament this

weekend at Garber.

Patriots take Denver in AFC showdown
I've been thinking a whole lot about

Monday night's match-up between the 5-0

Denver Broncos and the 4-0 New England

Patriots.

I've been thinking about how much I

would love to see the Pats destroy the

Broncos.

I've been thinking about how scared I am

that Denver will just give us the usual spank-

ing they've aone since I was an embryo.

Jonathan M. Place

n
I've been thinking about how much it hurt

last year when after the 54-8 beating New

England took. Shannon Sharpe. Denver*

tight end, taunted the fans and basically

acted as if playing the Pats was a joke.

I've been thinking how much I would of

liked it if it was Ben Coates. New England's

tight end, doing the fun making.

But now I've been thinking differently. I've

been thinking about the AFC and how boring

it has been for so many years. When was the

last time that the AFC had more than one-

team that people were sure could go into the

Super Bowl and win? I can't think of a year.

Buffalo should of won it all in 1990. but

Scott Norwood made sure that wasn't going

to happen. And still, they were the only team

that anyone thought might actually win.

So now we have two football teams, 9-0

combined. With wins over not so great

teams, but that's only because no other team

can match up against either team. Both

teams have young premier running backs in

Curtis Martin and Terrell Davis. Both have

quarterbacks with cannons for arms in Drew

Bledsoe and |ohn Elway, who by the way

have both been deemed QBs who will never

win the big game.

So. why is this game so damned impor-

tant'.'

This game is the AFC's only chance to

prove to the football watching world that

there are a couple of teams that will have a

definite My in this year's Super Bowl.

I'll admit it. Last year, the Pats wen too

young and were lucky to be in there to begin

with. Even though they were a great football

team.

This year they are legitimate.

The Broncos are legitimate.

So even though I would love to see the

Pats kick some Bronco tail. I just don't think

it would be good for the AFC. Let's think

about it. If one of the two titans crushes the

other on Monday night, then there will only

he one powerhouse left. If Denver destroys

New England, every analyst in the country

will sav that the Patriots were never that

great, and without Bill Parcells as head

coach they're nothing.

If it's the other way around, I'm not sure

the same things would be said, but Denver

would be knocked down a level.

In order for these two teams to both get

respect, this game must be a battle. A close,

nail-biting, edge-of-your-seat thriller that

goes down to the fourth quarter. With one of

the quarterbacks as the hero. This is not I

game for either Martin or Devil. It - battle

between the No. 1 draft pick in 1985

(Elway) and the No. I draft pick in 1993

(Bledsoe). It's a time for one of them to

prove to the world that they can win the big

game.

just by reading the newspapers, anyone

can see that the football world is tired of

NFC dominance. It maket for boring football

when onh one half of the league wins for 15

years in a row. How much do we really need

to sec Dallas and San Francisco win again'.'

And don't even get me ttartad on Green Bay.

because the way they are playing right now

I'm starting to think they are one hit won-

ders.

It is imperative that the NFL proves that

they have great teams in both conferences.

The Broncos are favored by four and a hall

points over the Patriots. My heart tayt

Patriots, but my brain is screaming Broncos.

Oh well, if I ever listened to my brain I

might have a 4.0 GPA and not be down here

writing all day.

I'll take New England in the best football

game of the season Patriots 5 1 . Denver 20.

In other NFL news:

Ouickly reviewing the rest of this weekend

a few games have jumped out at me.

Obviously the Battle of the Bays hai

caught everybody's attention. Tampa Bay

(5-0) will attempt to punish Green Bay

(5-2) like they have five other teams. At

Regrets stay as the

Boston Garden falls
I never visited Boston Garden.

I never got to feel the magic of the place. 1

never sat in the broken yellow seats or had my

view blocked by one of the omnipresent poles. I

never saw the rats. I never witnessed Larry Bird

shooting an off-balance shot, nor did I see Cam
Neely deliver a crushing body check there.

I never saw a concert, wrestling or even

"Sesame Street Live there."

I never visited the Boston Garden and now,

sadly. I never will.

There was a long time before I decided on

sportswriting for a career. Over that time, 1 saw

my fair share of sporting events, and as an athlete

myself. 1 always had a personal interest in the

games.

But either because I was younger, or because it

really didn't matter at the time, I paid no atten-

tion to what it meant to be in a historic stadium

or arena (not that some of the places I've been

are all that historic — the Kingdome?).

There is a certain mystique to old barns. Even

if stadiums _^_.^_
have been
recondi-
tioned or

remodeled, a

CaseyKane

Can't catch me this time!

The UMass football team looks to elude New Hampshire this Saturday at McGuirk Stadium.

_ number of them keep a certain air

about them. And visiting them, witnessing and

experiencing the palpable aura of the legends who

called those buildings home, is an incredible feel-

ing-
.

It is similar, in a way, to travelling to a national

historic monument. The same amazement some

people experience visiting the Lincoln Memorial

(or any historic edifice in Washington, D.C.) can

compare to the feeling some sports fans get at

Fenway Park, Soldier Field or Madison Square

Garden. The same holds true for Green Bay's

LambeauTicld and Chicago's Wrigley.

|ust the mere presence of these stadiums, are-

nas and parks speaks volumes about the history

they have seen. MSG has been the home to bas-

ketball's NIT for ages. Clair Bee's Long Island

University teams played there. Aldoph Rupp's

Kentucky teams reigned there in an era when the

NIT was king. Madison Square Garden has also

hosted thousands of professional basketball

games. The pro's best have pounded the hard-

wood in New York.

Unfortunately, historical athletic venues are

quickly becoming a thing of the past. Corporate

sponsorships and multi-million dollar deals have

given business giants their biggest billboards

ever. The space-age. fully-stocked, push-a- but-

ton-and-e very thing-is-at-your-finger tips,

Starbucks and schezuan next to the program guy,

technological wonders — new stadiums.

What better way to promote the Ericsson cellu-

lar phone than Charlotte's Ericsson Stadium?
What about Houlihan Stadium? Cynergy Field?

Boston's own FleetCenter?

If it matters, 3Com will always be Candlestick

to me

.

At least these stadiums have seen name
changes. Others have died completely. The home
of Hank Aaron's record 715th home run is no

longer. Now. the Braves call Turner Field their

home.

Turn to GARDEN, page 10
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An eclectic

Sampling

The Samples hit

Pearl Street on
Wednesday with a

new line-up. Check

out our review (see

Arts 6t Living, page

6).

UM looks to Tar

and feather 'Heels

Senior forward
Courtney MacLean
and the

Minutewomen will

take on defending

National Champion
and current No. 3

UNC this weekend
at Chapel Hill (see

Sports, page 1 0).

WORLD

Canada denies

assassination charge

UNITED NATIONS (AP) — Canada

angrily denied involvement in an

apparent assassination attempt by two

suspected Israeli spies and said yester-

day it was recalling its ambassador to

Israel to protest the use of forged

Canadian passports in the affair.

Foreign Minister Lloyd Axworthy

said Canada had determined the

passports were forged and that nei-

ther of the men were Canadian
nationals. They were arrested last

week in Amman, Jordan, after an

apparent attempt on the life of a top

official of the militant Palestinian

group Hamas.
"There is no record whatsoever of

any Canadian complicity in this mat-

ter," Axworthy said. "Canada had

nothing to do with it."

Axworthy, who was in New York

to attend the U.N. General Assembly

debate, spoke to Israel's deputy for-

eign minister to relay word of the

Canadian protest. He was to meet

later with the lordanian foreign min-

ister.

Axworthy said that when Israeli

agents use forged Canadian pass-

ports, it puts Canadian travelers at

risk in the Middle East. He said

Canada takes "great exception to

the use of the reputation of

Canadian passports for those kinds

of purposes."

NATION

Navy Tomcat fighter

crashes off Va. coast

VIRGINIA BEACH, Va. (AP) — A

Navy F-l 4 Tomcat fighter jet on a

routine training flight crashed yester-

day in the Atlantic Ocean off the East

Coast. The Navy said one crew mem-
ber was rescued and a search was

under way for another.

It was the seventh military

plane crash since Sept. I 3. The six

earlier crashes happened within a

week and led to a one-day break

in training flights for a safety

review by all the services.

The Navy jet went down about

4 p.m. about 65 miles east of

Elizabeth City. N.C.. said Coast

Guard Petty Officer Harry Craft.

Craft said a Coast Guard heli-

copter rescued the plane's radar

intercept officer.

"We have recovered the back-

seater and he supposedly was in

good shape, and we're still on scene

now looking for the pilot," Craft said.

The plane was training with

another aircraft when it went
down, said Mike Maus, a Navy
spokesman.
Both crew members ejected

from the plane. Maus said.

The fighter was assigned to the

Oceana Naval Air Station at

Virginia Beach. The Navy said

three of its ships were within 40

miles of the crash site and. along

with aircraft from the Navy and

Coast Guard, were participating in

the search.
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Pres. Wong impeachment rumors

addressed at SGA exec, meeting
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New University Center

plans debated at meeting
By Julie Siegal

Collegian Staff

THANC VO COUECIAN

Lia Wong and Peter Kilbourne address rumors of Wong's impeachment during last night's SGA meeting.

Ideas were thrown on the table

last night at the first meeting for the

University Center 2000 Committee

(UC 2000), a group consisting of

students and faculty who are plan-

ning the building of a new
University Center.

The meeting, led by members of

the Student Center for Educational

Research and Advocacy (SCERA).

focused on plans for various stu-

dent services to be built inside the

new University Center.

Highlighted at the meeting was

the concept of having computer

commons, or large, open rooms

with comfortable sealing where stu-

dents can go to surf the net, write

papers and possibly lounge around

\s ith coffee and muffins.

Slides of computer commons
from other large universities around

the country were shown, as a basis

for proposing ideas among the com-

mittee members.

As part of the computer com-
mons, laptop wiring throughout the

University Center was suggested,

but the idea was immediately com-

batted by both students and faculty.

"I sec such few students at

UMass with laptops," said Marc

Kenen, SCERA director. "Do we
just need a place where we can plug

in or do we need to supply the lap-

Turn to UC 2000, page 2

By Victoria Groves

Collegian Staff

A meeting of the University of Massachusetts Student

Government Association (SGA) executive cabinet and

other officials was interrupted last night when approxi-

mately 200 ALANA (Asian. Latino, African, Native

American) students sat in to discuss rumors of impeach-

ing SGA President Lia Wong.
Members of Wong's executive cabinet were present.

along with Speaker of the Senate Peter Kilbourne.

Associate Speaker Lisa Cook, Trustee Brian Tirrell,

Elections Chancellor |odi Bailey, Representative to the

Board of Higher Education Elly Court, and lason Vecchio.

Student Center for Educational Research and Advocacy

(SCERA) student coordinator.

The meeting was conducted as usual while onlookers

sat on the floor and at nearby desks. Malwin Davila.

chairperson for the ALANA caucus, interrupted and

addressed the group.

"The reason we are here is that rumors are going

around that there is a group trying to impeach Lia Wong.

We want to either confirm the rumor or lay it to rest right

now." Davila said.

Kilbourne gave his full support to Wong as did all other

officials and cabinet members present at the meeting.

"There are rumors... at this point I do not support

impeachment. I will actively go against any group that

wants to impeach her." Kilbourne said.

"Lia Wong is our president, she will remain our presi-

dent. She is not going anywhere," Bailey said.

Onlookers pressured Kilbourne and Wong to air their dif-

ferences in front of the audience, but both of them declined.

"We are setting up a mediation. This is not the proper

time or place to get into an argument," Kilbourne said. "I

don't want to slander the SGA president in a room full of

200 people/"

Wong promised the group that the personal and profes-

sional problems between herself and Kilbourne would not

affect the workings of the senate.

"We will work as a group and work on issues to

address your concerns. Our problems will not stop us

from advocating on your behalf." Wong said.

Some of the rumors to impeach Wong stemmed from a

letter she sent to |ohn Bracey. secretary of the Faculty

Senate, dated Sept. 26. In the letter. Wong made
demands regarding issues such as the honors college,

tuition and fees, among others

Turn to SGA, page 2

O'Briens father blasts district attorney

ByDaveHowland
Associated Press

CAMBRIDGE — For the second

day in a row, Edward O'Brien lashed

out publicly at Middlesex District

Attorney Thomas Reilly, the man he

blamed for sending his son to prison

for life. Talking with reporters on his

front lawn yesterday, the elder O' Brien

said he was convinced his son Eddie

had been framed for the first-degree

murder of neighbor lanet Downing,

found stabbed 98 times in her dining

room.

"Our son hasn't had a chance from

day one." O'Brien said outside his

Somerville home. He said Reilly pur-

sued the case against his son without

considering other possibilities because

he wanted to further his political

career.

"We hope that someone out there in

this system has the intestinal fortitude

to go against Mr. Reilly and do what's

right." O'Brien said, placing his hopes

in the appeals process. Observers

agreed the nationally-televised trial

Turn to O'BRIEN page 3
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Students and faculty discuss plans for the new University Center.

Media banned from trial of

alleged American terrorist

By Anita Snow
Associated Press

ON THE INTERNET

www.umaii.edu/rto/coUgian

HAVANA — Reporters are barred

from the trial of an American who
faces the death penalty if convicted

of crimes against state security, the

Cuban government said yesterday,

one day before the trial begins.

"This will be a closed-door pro-

ceeding." Foreign Ministry

spokesman Alejandro Gonzalez said

of the trial of Walter Van der Veer.

It was not immediately clear why

the government decided to close

Friday's trial to both the foreign and

the government-controlled national

media. Virtually all court proceed-

ings in Cuba are open, and early

indications had been that reporters

would have access. The case has

attracted much attention in the

United States, especially in the

Miami area, where Van der Veer

once lived and which is home to

most Cuban exiles.

Van der Veer. 52, was arrested in

August 1 996 and charged with gath-

ering materials for Molotov cocktails

and plotting attacks against police

and tourists.

The trial comes during a difficult

time in U.S.-Cuba relations, punc-

tuated by a string of hotel bomb-

ings that the Cuban government

has blamed on U.S. -based exile

groups.

Cuban authorities earlier this

month arrested a Salvadoran who

reportedly confessed to the bomb-

ings, including one that killed an

Italian businessman.
In the Van der Veer case, the

Cuban government has grown defen-

sive after U.S. officials expressed

doubts about the reliability of

Cuba's legal system. Cuban prosecu-

tors said earlier this month that the>

would seek the death penalty against

Van der Veer, but government offi-

cials here say privately that they

don't believe the American will be

sentenced to death.

U.S. officials say they do not

know of any U.S. citizen who was

ever put to death in a Cuban legal

GEO hands petition to Scott
Coalition pleads case for ALANA grad recruitment, health-care

pn >cceding.

Cuba's official Granma newspaper

said the United States has no "moral

authority" to criticize the trial. "Van

der Veer has been given all legal

guarantees and has received several

visits from officials of the U.S.

Interest Section in Havana." Granma

reported.

"This is simple insolence,

because... actions here have shown

an absolute respect for legal proce-

dure, and secondly because the

United States does not have an ounce

of moral authority to address this

subject." the article said.

The United States "should elimi-

nate the defects in its own (legal)

lyitem, including its complicity over

the last 38 years with terrorists of

Cuba extraction." it added.

That appeared to be a reference

to several cases in which Cubans

accused of hijacking or other crimes

involved in attempts to flee the

island were acquitted in U.S.

courts.

The U.S. State Department
learned in August of Cuba's intent

to seek the death penalty, but only

confirmed the decision in

September.

In a letter to his lawyer, Van der

Veer said he is prepared to die and

will ask to be executed when he

stands trial.

"I am no coward and I have asked

this government 1 59 times to please

shoot me so that I can die with

honor, not waste away at 100
pounds or less," Van der Veer wrote

his attorney. Ellis Rubin, earlier this

month.

Rubin has acknowledged that the

Miami man has links to Comandos

I., a Miami-based group that seeks to

infiltrate Cuban society and. using

violence and other means, incite the

people to overthrow the communist

regime of I idcl Castro.

Rubin says Van der Veer was
working as a missionary in Cuba,

associated with the Church of the

Little Mower in Coral Gables. Fla.

The church, however, says Van der

Veer was only a volunteer usher.

By India Joy Rose

Collegian Correspondent

A coalition of women activists

including University of

Massachusetts graduate and under-

graduate students. Women's Studies

faculty and staff. Graduate Employee

Organization (GEO) members and

the Director of the Everywoman's

Center gathered in Battlett Hall yes-

terday to march to Chancellor David

K. Soott'l office to present signatures

on petition supporting GEO's con-

tract demands.

The signatures, which included

Northampton Mayor Mary Ford, were

collected over the weekend at the

Women's Activists Alumni

Conference.

GEO proposed to the Chancellor

a contract that addressed issues

regarding funding for the Office of

Asian, Latino. African, and Native

American (ALANA) Graduate
Student Recruitment, health care,

higher wages, and child care.

The main emphasis in the discus-

sion between the organization and

Scott was child care. Anne Ferguson.

Director of the Women" I Studies

Department, lead the march to

Whitmore. The women wore buttons

and pinned signs that read "Child

Care Now!"
The women marched through

Whitmore singing for the need for

child care. As they made their presence-

felt on the second floor of Whitmore,

the office doors slammed as they pro-

ceeded down the hall. The organiza-

tion presented a petition signed by 1 18

people in support of the contract, and

discussed the child care issue.

"We're interested in child care, it's

an important issue and we'll take it

right to the bargaining table," Scott

said, when asked what steps he was

going to take on the issue.

When presented the statistics

involved with child care. Scott said.

I am not aware of the numbers

Involved".

Turn to WOMEN, page 3
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Chancellor Scott is given a petition yesterday demanding child care.
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CVSA to hold dream date

auction at Bluewall Cafe
The "Dream Date Social,"

which is being sponsored by

Cape Verdean Student Alliance

(CVSA). will be held tomorrow
at 8 p.m. at the Bluewall Cafe,

located inside the University of

Massachusetts Campus Center.

The highlight of the evening

will feature an auction of various

students from the Asian, Latino.

African and Native American
(ALANA) community Members
of the audience will be able to

buy a dream date with the per-

son of their choice. Only cash

will be accepted for payment.

The auction will end at approxi-

mately 10 p.m. An after party, fea-

turing Cape Verdean music, is

scheduled from 10 p.m. - 1 a.m. at

the Bluewall. Anyone who enjoys

dancing to Cape Verdean music, or

would like to learn, is encouraged

to stay for the after party.

CVSA is reaching out and inviting

L'Mass and Five College students,

especially from the ALANA commu-
nity, to attend and participate.

The names of people being
auction off are not being dis-

closed to the general public at

this time, but we do know that

most members of the ALANA
community will be represented.

Participants will be featured on

center stage with their own per-

sonal song, during which thc>

will try to convince the audience

that they are worth the money.

Bidding will open at a certain

amount and will operate similar

to any other auction.

All proceeds will benefit the

CVSA "Funds for Future

Programs." For further informa-

tion, please contact the President of

CVSA, Paulo Barros aj 546-1558.

or Secretary of Public Relations,

Marlene Gomes at 546-5720.
— Jonathan Liberty

uc 2000
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"I did request a deadline of six

weeks during yesterday's senate

meeting, but I had intended that the

answers to these questions be given

within two weeks," Wong wrote.

In a memo addressed to Wong and

dated Sept. 50, Bracey reacted to the

demands made and the way they

were presented.

"The Faculty Senate is not in the

habit of accepting rude, disrespectful

and incoherent demands from any-

one. We find it particularly distasteful

that the SGA leadership feels it has

the right to set deadlines for Faculty

Senate business." Bracey wrote.

Copies of both letters were passed

out at the meeting.

Former ALANA caucus member
Megan Demuriano spoke to the

group after all SGA members assured

the visitors that there would be no
impeachment coming out of the SGA
office, clarifying the reason that they

were at the meeting.

"We're here because we are con-

cerned... we have just been guaran-

teed that they will not impeach her.

We're here and we're not going

away," Demuriano said.

In order to impeach the SGA presi-

dent, a two-thirds vote is needed in

the Senate. Currently, there is no
elected Senate.

After the meeting, Kilboume stat-

ed that he looked forward to clearing

up these internal conflicts and was

glad to know that students support

their student leaders.

"I'm proud that Lia and I are able

to work on these issues privately

because they do not concern the

whole student body... it's nice to

know students show up to support

their leaders in a time of crisis."

Kilboume said.

Earlier yesterday. Wong fired Tom
Sadlowski, student Attorney General

from her cabinet, and announced at

the meeting last night that she was
accepting applications for the posi-

tion, but would not give details as to

why Sadlowski was fired.

"1 will not disclose details at this

time... I fired him on insubordina-

tion," Wong said.

Sadlowski could offer no reasons

for his termination, but feels he will

still be able to continue with his work

even without the title of Attorney

General.

"I don't know why 1 was fired. But

1 don't need to be student Attorney

General to keep doing what I'm

doing," Sadlowski said.

The students present at the meet-

ing were encouraged to run for stu-

dent government, and nomination
forms for the senate as well as the

ALANA caucus were passed out at

the end of the meeting.

Nominations for senate close on
October 15 and the election will be

held on October 22. Additional nom-
ination forms may be picked up at

the SGA office.

continued from page )

tops, also?"

Most students own desktops, rather

than laptops, said student Chris Bell,

member of the Game Hobbyists
League.

"It's not feasible to expect students to

have both a desktop and laptop," he

said. "Someone like me would need PCs

down there [computer commons]."

The main concern about installing

computer commons on campus,
though, asked the question of what

UMuss students really need.

The new commons must support

students' technological needs for the

future, said student Robert Fleming

who represents four different regis-

tered student organizations (RSOs).

"We can use laptops now, but

what are our needs for the next

20-50 years," Fleming said. "We
might have an outdated facility in

five years, never mind 20."

A cyber cafe was also suggested as

a place for students to go where they

can surf the net, e-mail their friends,

write term papers, all with coffee and

bagel in hand.

This idea was also tossed aside by

committee members.

"A regular cyber cafe is small with

only about 10 computers." Fleming

said. "If computers are put in the

Bluewall, there'd be at least 20-50
computers, too many to maintain."

In other business, a discussion was
led on counselling and advising services

and which ones need to be centralized

and brought into the campus center.

The members agreed the coun-
selling and advising centers on cam-

pus are too unevenly distributed,

which inconveniences students.

"Counselling and Advising needs

to be centralized," said Sarah
Madison, transfer credit evaluator

for undergraduates. "Whether or not

it should be in the campus center is

another question.

The notion of creating a satellite

office for University Health Services

(UHS) was also suggested.

Committee members recommend-
ed the satellite office treat patients

for sore throats, injuries and other

minor symptoms that do not need to

be treated by the main UHS office.

The final issue of conference and

meeting space for RSOs leaned in the

direction of building a theater

designed for production and comfort-

able seating, assembly space for large

meetings and smaller furnished

lounges for more informal meetings.

The UC 2000 Committee's goal is

to have the new University Center

plan fully developed by the end of

the 1 997-98 academic year.

Their next meeting, which will

focus on Cultural Centers, will take

place from 5-7 p.m. on Thurs.. Oct.

16 in Campus Center 805.

Campus Police Log
Accident — Leaving the Scene
Sept. 30

A vehicle in parking lot 26 on
Sylvan Drive was struck by an
unknown vehicle.

Accident— Personal Injury

Sept. 30
An individual who had been

involved in a past accident on
Massachusetts Avenue reported

injuries.

Accident — Property Damage
Sept. 29

A minor three-car accident

occurred on Massachusetts
Avenue.

A two-vehicle accident occurred

on Clark Hill Road.

Oct. 1

A bicycle accident occurred on
University Drive. No injuries were

reported.

A minor two-vehicle accident

occurred on Massachusetts
Avenue.

UMuss Police assisted Amherst

Police with a three-vehicle acci-

dent on Massachusetts Avenue.

A two-vehicle accident occurred

on Infirmary Way. No injuries

were reported.

A vehicle and bicycle accident

occurred on Massachusetts
Avenue. No injuries were reported.

Alarm — Elevator Telephone
Oct. 2

An individual was extricated

from an elevator in )ohn Adams
Residence Hall.

Annoying Behavior

Sept. 29
Posters were torn from wall at

the Resource Center in Crampton
Residence Hall.

Sept. 30
An individual from Leach

Residence Hall reported being
harassed by individuals.

Oct. 1

Annoying behavior was reported in

a bathroom in the Campus Center.

An individual was reported con-

suming alcohol in the lounge of

|ohn Adams Residence Hall.

Assault & Battery

Sept. 29
An individual entering the main

door of McNamara Residence Hall

was struck by an object thrown
from the building.

Assist Agency
Sept. 30

Environmental Health and
Safety was notified of a vehicle

leaking radiator fluid.

Oct. 1

UMass Police assisted Amherst

Police at the scene of an accident

on North Pleasant Street.

Burglary/Breaking and Entering

Sept. 29
A vehicle in parking lot 22 on

University Drive was broken into.

Larceny

Sept. 29
An individual who stole a phone

from an office in Whitmore
Administration Building was

chased by an employee. The
employee retrieved the phone.

A backpack was reported stolen

from Whitmore Administration

building.

An individual in Lincoln

Apartments reported a mail ship-

ment was delivered to the wrong

party.

Sept. 30
An individual reported a case of

100 CD's were stolen from the

back of her vehicle. Estimated

value: $2000.

Motor Vehicle Theft

Sept. 30

A vehicle was reported stolen from

parking lot 1 1 on Stadium Drive.

Oct. i

A vehicle reported stolen was

recovered in parking lot 1 I on
Stadium Drive

Vandalism
Sept. 29

Four crash bar circuit boards

destroyed. Each board costs $240
to repair.

A construction fence on Hicks

Way was blown by high winds in

to a parked vehicle.

Oct. I

A vehicle was damaged in park-

ing lot 22 on University Drive.

)oshua D. Ashton, 21, of 188 East

Hadley, Amherst, was arrested at

Morrill Science Center for wanton

destruction of property greater

than $250.
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Benefit for N0H0 shelter Sat.
Robert Fisher Productions and Promotions to host concert

By Laura Barcella

Collegian Staff

On Saturday, Oct. 4. Robert Fisher Productions and
Promotions will be holding the third annual benefit

concert lor Necessities/Necesidades, a women's shelter

in Northampton.
F.ntitled "A Celebration of Women's Voices," the con-

cert will feature six folk artists: Annie Wen/., lustina and

loyce. Lindsay Armore (an 11 -year-old singer/song-

writer), Brenda Kvans, and the rock/folk band Free at

Last, plus blues artists Susan Gulielmetti and Peter Kim.

In addition to performing, Susan Gulielmetti is

working with Robert Fisher to promote and organize

the concert. She said that she "hopes for |a turnout of]

100 people," although the church has the capacity to

hold about 600 people.

To promote the event, Gulielmetti and Fisher dis-

tributed fliers and have had the concert announced on

various local radio stations.

Necessities/Necesidades is a shelter which has been

central to the Hampshire County women's community

for 20 years. Though it will serve women from any-

where, the Northampton organization primarily assists

local women and their children.

The shelter provides a vast array of services. Roz

Cuomo, the head of the shelter, listed the services offered

"We have an emergency shelter, a 24-hour hotline,

counseling, court-based legal advocates, and support

groups for abused mothers and lesbians," Cuomo said.

"Last year, over 1,000 women came for court advo-

cacy and counseling," Cuomo said.

The third annual Celebration of Women's Voices

Benefit Concert will be held at The First Church on

Main and Center Streets in Northampton (across from

The Iron Horse Music Hall). The concert will begin at 7

and last until about 9:30 p.m. Tickets are $5 for six

musical groups, and they may be purchased at the door.

For tickets and more information, call (413)

582-7961.

O'Brien

CHRISTOPHER A CESNEK* COLLEGIAN

Registered with something to say...

). Hawkins presents |ulee Galitsky a senior psych major a petition to

sign, asking the state to lower a tax on financial interests.
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had political implications for Reilly,

who chose to prosecute the case him-

self. Had he lost, Reilly, considered a

future candidate for state attorney

general, would have been open to

charges of political opportunism or

incompetence.

In a press conference after the ver-

dict, the district attorney said he could

understand the frustration of the

O'Brien family, who lost their only

son to prison for the rest of his life . But

Reilly said he was simply doing his job.

"This has nothing to do with poli-

tics," he said.

Reilly said that his decision to pros-

ecute the case was more personal than

political. He said Eddie O'Brien, who
was 1 5 at the time of the killing, was

uncommonly violent and would kill

again.

"I made a personal commitment to

myself the night that he was arrested

that 1 would Finish this job, 1 would get

this case to the Superior Court and

that he would answer for what he had

done," he said. "I would get justice for

this family."

Dan Payne, a Democratic media

consultant, said Reilly probably had

more to lose than gain by choosing to

prosecute the case himself. A loss

might have encouraged a Republican

candidate to seek his position, using a

botched murder case as the basis of a

campaign, he said.

At the same time, Payne said

Wednesday's conviction will not

likely be a political boon for Reilly. in

part because it would be unseemly to

capitalize on the tragedy of two
Somerville families.

"By the time he has to face the vot-

ers, my guess is this case will have

be^en forgotten and,it w|jtbe up to the

k nVsjUv campaign Jo tjetSde whether

"*"it*spolitically useful torSm." he said.

JTMy guess is it is not."

CHRISTOPHER A CESNEPO COLLEGIAN

Chillin. Just chillin.

Senior political science major Aaron Carpenter enjoys the warm afternoon sun on campus yesterday.

women
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With a university of 24.000 stu-

dents and 6,000 workers, there are

only 78 slots available in the child

care facility. Only 19 are subsidized

for low income students. These fig-

ures have remained constant for

more than the past twenty years.

"Student activities did not tell me
child care was a priority." said

Scott.

Scott was reluctant to answer any

questions that pertained to the

issues being discussed at the bar-

gaining table. "Under the law I am
not allowed to discuss anything that

has to do with bargaining," Scott

said. "You will see investments in

child care, just not today."

Allegations raised in Soweto murder
By Tom Cohen
Associated Press

IOHANNESBURG. South Africa

— Winnie Madikizela-Mandela
raised new allegations yesterday on

the kidnapping, beatings and mur-

der that have haunted her for more

than eight years.

At an unorthodox news confer-

ence where no questions were per-

mitted, the former wife of

President Nelson Mandela said

former ally turned enemy was
behind the beatings of four young

men in 1988. one of whom later

was found dead.

Ms. Madikizela-Mandela. flanked

by two lawyers and five alleged

witnesses who refused to answer

questions, read a statement to jour-

nalists that admitted 14-year-old

Stompie Seipei wai beaten with

three others at her Soweto home in

December 1988. The statement left

many questions unanswered.

Members of the Mandela United

football club, her bodyguards at the

time, beat Seipei and the others

because they were told the four

allowed themaelvea to be sexually

abused at ;i Methodist church
home, she said.

Xoliawa Falati, a former support-

er of Ms. Madikizela-Mandela.
brought the four to Ms.
Madiki/elu Mandela's home and

told the bodyguards about the sex-

ual abuse. Ms Mudiki/ela-Mandela

said. Seipei wai found dead days

later, and one oi Ma. Madikizela-

Mandela's bodyguards was convict-

ed of murdering him and is serving

a life prison sentence.

Ms. Madikizela-Mandela was con-

victed in 1991 of kidnapping the four

young men and being an accessory to

their assault. At her trial, she said the

four left the church home with her

bodyguards to escape sexual abuse.

Falati testified at the trial that Ms.

Madikizela-Mandela was away from

Soweto at the time, but later said she

lied during the trial to protect Ms.

Madikizela-Mandela.

Ms. Madikizela-Mandela spent

more than three hours last week
answering questions by investiga-

tors from South Africa's Truth and

Reconciliation Commission at a

closed hearing. A public hearing on

allegations against her has been
scheduled for Nov. 24.

UrlHSS Campus flctiuities Presents

Come On In Out Of The Plain!

3 floors • stores galore • food & more

dictionary / six bucks • cup o'joe / a buck • "For Dummies" guides / nineteen bucks

beaded curtain / nine bucks • book bags / from eighteen bucks

Genko (for mental sharpness) / fifteen bucks • magic stone /twelve bucks

Armani hoseiry / nine bucks • Lucky jeans / sixty eight bucks

shower caddy / eleven bucks • CK boxer shorts / eighteen bucks

Hard Candy lipsticks / sixteen bucks

MARKI T PLACE

"undir tht bi« grmmn awning"
On the bus route • Open Mon -Tue - Wed 10-6; Thur - Frl - Sat 10-9: Sun 12-5 •

150 Main Street, Northampton

Ali Simon
Joey Bags
Tom P o p p

Friday Oct 3rd
Bluewall Cafe

Followed by fV\€ Movie:

"Murder at 1600"
9 30 appro*.

for More Info Call

545 3600
tiltp //mium umass edu/campact/euents/sef htm

This series is made possible by a grant from Auxiiary Services and the Vice-Chancellor tor Student Attairs
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Let's talk about sex!

I
would hazard a guess that sex is on the minds of

must UMass students. Notes for an organic chem-

istry class might read something like this: "The for-

mula for tert-butanol is sex and when it reacts with sex

it produces..."

But just because we think about it doesn't mean we

really know that much about it. Believe it or not. there

is a place for sex education in college, and Dr. Abel is

the place to go on campus. His views on sex education

are applicable not only to UMass. but to sex education

in general in this country. ^^^^^^_____
One of the joys of hitting puberty Alexis

is that schools start scrambling to sjmsmbMBB
educate students about the evils of

promiscuity. Unlike Europeans. Americans tend to be

prudish about sex. perhaps due to our Puritan heritage.

The Puritans forbade dancing, among other things, and

I would bet my life savings that their schools didn't

educate their children about sex. Though sex is plas-

tered all over our media, parents and teachers aren't

always crazy about discussing it with students. When
they do, they often try to keep it "tasteful" by using sci-

entific terminology. But adults who try to sidestep

thorny issues or use sterile scientific terms or send con-

flicting messages like: "abstain and use a condom" are

doing more harm than good, however noble their inten-

tions are.

Recently 1 heard Dr. Jim Abel give a candid talk

about sex to UMass honors students. A doctor at

University Health Services. Dr. Abel is that rare adult

who will tell it like it is, in graphic detail without blush-

ing and without shame.

In my opinion, we need more of this where sex is

concerned. Most adults' views on sex were shaped in a

more religious era than the present, and the major reli-

gions tend to have fairly idealistic views of the way sex

should be in society.

For example, I am sure that fundamentalist Christian

organizations would not approve of Dr. Abels's list of

topics from his recent talk. They included such issues as

female masturbation, bisexuality and foreplay. He
tossed out goody bags of condoms for correct answers

to his questions, and offered advice on ways guys could

use condoms to masturbate. But the bottom line is that

he was direct and honest, would answer any question,

and offered raunchy advice on alternatives to sex and

explained the bewildering world of contraceptives in

funny terms.

In the )anuary/February 1997 edition of the NH
Christian Coalition Newsletter, Betty Breuder is fea-

tured as a heroine for her help in dismissing a sev-

enth-grade education teacher, Wayne Goldner,
because he had a "questionable commitment to absti-

nence education in past years," and he used "explicit

materials." There is a difference between what is

Pushkar

appropriate for seventh-graders and what is appropri-

ate for older kids, say high school or college. But

Breuder and her supporters advocate teaching about

sex in a traditional manner rather than exposing kids

to information which may ultimately help them make
better decisions.

It is my belief that the only way kids can understand

is to be told in terms that they can understand, which

may mean slang and may mean the advocation of taboo

topics like masturbation. Dr. Abel has a point when he

c^^^^^^^^^ says that, "sex education in this

country sucks."

H The only thing I heard after I was
told that I would be "going through

some changes" was that if I couldn't control myself and

abstain, I should use a condom. Which condom?
Which brand? What if he says he doesn't wear them?
What are they made of? How do they work? What is

lubrication? Where can I get them?
I was never presented with the knowledge to ask

what a spermicide was. I was never told how to use a

condom. I had no idea what a diaphragm was. If kids

are not given the basic knowledge in order to ask ques-

tions, how will they ever learn. Nobody would intuitive-

ly know about the French Revolution if somebody had

not told them.

I am not sure that 10-year-olds should be taught

about "finger-f**king," which is something that Dr.

Abel mentions, but it is doubtful that many do not

know about it.

What is appropriate for middle school kids and early

high school kids differs significantly from what can and

should be discussed with late high school and college

students. 1 think that as students move through high

school and college, the information can be a lot more
explicit. Issues that are more complex such as homosex-

uality, and issues that are more graphic like foreplay

can be discussed with older kids. However, openness is

the key.

The street language of sex is graphic, but it is what

kids hear. Dr. Abel's bags of condoms bear stickers say-

ing. "Friends don't let friends f**k drunk." Kids under-

stand. They think it's funny, and maybe they remember
as well.

I wish that more people on this campus could hear

him speak, and I don't think that his materia! is too far

off base for older high school students. Adults may
cringe when he says, "Your vagina, your fingers, go for

it." But his information is correct and clear and he

understands how to reach kids. When the consequences

of ignorance could destroy a life through disease or cre-

ate a life at the wrong time, education is of the utmost

importance. Sometimes ideology should take a back

seat to practicality.

Alexis Pushkar is a UMass student.

Don't get hurt here
Getting hurt in America can be

an expensive thing. Fall off

your roof, crash your car. get

attacked by a rabid opossum and not

only are you looking at the financial

burden of having to pay for medical

attention — you're likely to pay an

emotional toll as well.

The business of medicine doesn't

seem to care about how your injury

(and treatment) will affect your qual-

ity of life, only how quickly you will

either recover or die and thereby

cease to cost them money.
Which is not to say that there still

aren't physicians and nurses who
care. But the fact is that they are

under increasing pressure to operate

within a system whose principle drive

is the lowly dollar.

Health insurance companies have

elevated themselves to a dangerous

position in the medical world, where

they can, by virtue of controlling the

cash flow, alter the course of treat-

ment for an individual, and in some
cases affect whether that person lives

or dies.

They do this by telling patients and

physicians that they will or will not

pay for what are, in some cases,

life-saving therapies.

A central issue in the health care

debate is patient autonomy, or the

right of the patient to control their

own care and assert their opinions

and ideas on their condition and
treatment.

Traditionally there has been a

power struggle between patients and

Doonesbury

physicians. For example, should doc-

tors be able to force a person to

undergo treatment that they may not

want to have, even if it is to save

their life?

Now there is a third party in the

picture — mega corporations who
only have a financial interest in the

patient-doctor relationship.

The majority doesn't give a rat's

ass if little Suzy can walk again. They

only care about the cost of a wheel-

chair versus the cost of surgery.

Daniel Levenson

Whichever is cheaper wins. Many
businesses weigh the long term con-

sequences of an action against possi-

ble short-term gain, but in an enter-

prise where human lives are at stake,

it looks like short-term gains out-

weigh long term benefits.

Not only does a patient's right to

therapy get sidelined by the insurance

companies, they also alienate health

care providers from recipients. It's

not a health insurance executive

standing in a hospital room telling

someone they can't have anymore
tests run on them, it's a doctor. The
patient views the situation as not only

the insurance company denying them

help, but also the doctors themselves

telling them that they won't help

them.

Perhaps one of the biggest prob-

lems here is the way that health care

providing corporations are run. An

insurance company is fine for house

fires or stolen cars. These things hap-

pen relatively infrequently when com-
pared to the number of people who
use health insurance.

Think about it this way: compare
the number of times you've gotten

sick in the past five years compared
to the number of times you're car has

been stolen or your home destroyed

by a fire.

Insurance companies are designed

in such a way that they make their

money from customers rarely having

to file claims. With a growing popu-

lation and more and more Americans

needing health care, it make
absolutely no sense to have a mostly

private healthcare system that relies

on people never needing treatment.

Maybe in a perfect world we would
all live to 120, never break bones, get

into accidents, or need immuniza-
tions, but we don't. And it's time the

insurance companies realized that.

I don't know if more or less gov-

ernment intervention is needed.
Ideally, perhaps, we should somehow
devise a system that combines the

public and private sector in a way
that allows physicians to provide

quality health care, and insures

patient's rights.

Ultimately the power over how
people are treated should be removed

from the corporate world and
returned to the arena of medicine,

where it belongs.

Daniel Levenson is a Collegian

staff member.
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Letters to the Editor

SGA ballot

too wordy

To the editor:

In last Wednesday's paper, the article about the SGA
referendum questions and Lia Wong's letter to the editor

demonstrated, yet again, the poor leadership qualities of

our SGA president. Questions 3 through 6, submitted by

Tom Sadlowski and Lia Wong, addressed issues of little

or no concern to the general student body. The wording of

the SGA constitution is a technicality, not a pertinent

issue on campus. Students are far more concerned with

the food in the dining commons, the availability of classes

and the future of the Student Union, than whether Article

VII, section 5 says "days" or "calendar days." The wording

of the questions was too complex and filled with legal jar-

gon. Are Massachusetts residents asked about the lan-

guage of the state constitution during the November elec-

tions? No, there are more important issues to collect opin-

ions on. If the SGA is obligated to bring these details to

referendum, then they should amend their by-laws. What
message does this convey to the students when these

semantics are the major issues in SGA? Less than 1 per-

cent of all commuter students and less than 5 percent of

on-campus students voted in Wednesday's election. Wong
and Sadlowski are damaging the image of the SGA by

wasting the opportunity to hear student opinions on real

issues.

The letter to the editor displayed Wong's lack of con-

nection with the diverse interests of the students. The let-

ter was an impulsive statement not considering all sides of

the issue. It was not a collective voice of the students. A
student leader does not jump on the current political

band- wagon. There are major repercussions to boy-

cotting an important organization such as the Red Cross.

A good student leader should evaluate these before mak-

ing a public statement.

How long will the student body put up with an unrepre-

sentative and unqualified SGA president?

Arik Colbath

Mill Valley

"Last Call"

immature.

To the editor:

In the newspaper's attempt to be unbiased in its view. I

feel that the column "Last Call" by Luke Meredith is out

of place and immature in the light of alleged alcohol-relat-

ed death on campus. My main objection is its immaturity

in that the author calls "good friends of Amherst" bars

where underage drinkers can "fubar" themselves aside the

law at ease. This camaraderie with a bar that doesn't care

about the age of its patrons is an illusion to fact that

because alcohol is being consumed on the premises, the

establishment is responsible for its patrons. Even if this

column has been written in satire, the nature of an argu-

ment of "Yea. I get drunk, yea, I'm underage, and. yea. I

don't care." should all stop to think about its feasibility.

she has asserted. It disgusts me that practically since the

beginning of time, women have been basically sub-

servient to the male sex. oppressed in every issue and in

any way possible. Throughout the existence of human
kind, women have achieved as much as men, but rarely

have their efforts and successes been recorded by a male

dominated society. There is no logical reason for the

belief that one sex is greater or better than the other.

Barcella's examples of society's expectations for women,
including the sickly but strictly enforced belief that

women should "look 16 until she's in her grave," demon-

strate that it is time for society to open its eyes and drop

these unfair expectations. And concerning sexual activi-

ty, why aren't the same names (i.e. "slut" and "prude")

imposed on the male gender as they are unfairly on the

female gender? Why is it that a male who has slept with

numerous women is considered a hero, yet a woman of

the same nature is shunned and looked down upon:
treated like an unfeeling beast who's only concern is

pleasure?

It is a sad thing that, as expertly stated by Barcella.

women have a fear of claiming the title of being a "femi-

nist." After all, what woman wants to be associated with

the militant, masculine stereotype eloquently described by

Barcella? To avoid being chided and attacked, many
women voluntarily slip into the mindless, Barbie-doll

stale demanded by society. It is an outrage that feminist

activists are constantly cut down for their so-called "radi-

cal" ideas. Feminism is the promotion of equal rights for

women. And what is more civil and advanced than equal

rights for all? Those who fervently obey the feudal,

medieval system of male dominance should grow up.

wake up. and enter the 20th century. It is time for a

change, time for equality and time for action.

Gordon Bedford

|ohn Adams

Thanks from
campus skinheads

Proud to

be feminist

Gregory Walek
gmwalek@student .umass.edu

To the editor:

In response to Laura Barcella's brave article on

Feminism in Thursday's "Women's Issues" section of the

Collegian. I would have to agree with every statement

To the editor:

This letter is in regards to the article on "Anti-Semitism

Today: from the Tuesday. Sept. 30 issue of the Collegian.

I would like to thank Lauren Levin for mentioning in her

lecture series that not all skinheads practice anti-Semitism

or racism, and that some skinheads adopt the values of

the English working class. In fact, the majority of the skin-

heads in the United States today are not racist, and do not

hale. etc.

As some people (but not enough) know, skinheads got

their origin in the '60s when famaican workers came to

England. It was not until the early '80s that skinhead

became associated with white power organizations. This

was due to the growing popularity of the NF (British

National Front.) The NF would recruit people at concerts

that skinheads would frequently attend, and since have
slagged the subculture down by creating a horrid
sterotype. The Nazi skinheads of today hide out, and try

to show their faces as little as possible. The only time they

usually come out is around April 19 (Hitler's birthday),

and this year their annual concert was cancelled due to

the enormous protesting that was done in Buffalo (the site

of the concert) by the organization ARA (Anti-Racist

Action). This group along with the ADL. works to moni-
tor the amount of Nazi skinhead activity across the coun-
try.

I would just like to thank, on behalf of all the UMass
skinheads, the columnist and Lauren Levin again, for

helping to straighten out something long over due. If any-

one else is interested a web page with more information is

available at http://www.vt.edu: 10021/J/jadare/skinhead/

Mikey Melillo

melillo@student.umass.edu

We encourage our readers to respond to the contents d
through letters to the editor.
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New look Samples delight at Pearl Street Augusta Gallery's artistry dazzles
By Alex Iglesias

Collegian Staff

CHICAGO: MEMORIES AND FAN-
TASIES, THE MALCOLM X SERIES

Augusta Savage Gallery

Through Oct. 22

The Augusta Savage Gallery

opened its 1997-98 season recently,

and this year the gallery is unticipat-
.

ing what will hopefully become yet

another elegant display of vivid

imagery.

It -eems their wishes have already

been answered.

Straight from the southern com-

forts of Virginia. Robert Henry
Graham has ventured up north in

hopes of exhibiting his works from

the "Chicago: Memories and
Fantasies" project. His 'Malcolm X
Series." which is currently being dis-

played at the Augusta Savage Gallery,

is what Graham refers to U ;i smaller

body of work from his main
"Chicago" project.

Graham actually began this mas-

sive creation way back in the sum-

mer of 1992. Without any foresight

into what his project was eventually

going to erupt into, his complacent

persona humbly painted one step at a

time. Within the walls of his Virginia

Tech studio — where he's also a pro-

Ussor of Art and Art History —
Graham made an unprecedented dis-

covery in his paintings. It was what

some might call a divine interven-

tion, meshed with unique and cre-

ative inspiration.

"Oh. no. Not planned... everything

just came to me as I went along,"

Graham said in a recent interview.

Painted on canvas and gessoed

materials. Graham has created a fas-

cinating and very distinctive style —
one in a million. His works take the

art of painting into the next echelon,

consisting of a multitude of layers

ranging from at least 70-80 layers of

color — with some even exceeding

the 100-layer marker. This cumber-

some painting process takes months

on end to complete, leaving many
net ve racked and distraught after a

few short weeks. Yet, Graham's
determination has enabled him to

complete these exemplary works of

art.

"When I hit 20 layers I liked the

effect... Then I put more layers

down." Graham said.

Robert Graham's paintings touch a

variety of genres including silhou-

ettes, symbols, forms, abstracts and

the city of Chicago, his highly con-

centrated theme. Through his count-

less layers, city scenes begin to speak.

Not only can you see depth and clari-

ty within the paintings, but it as if the

painting is actually screaming out —
a euphoric feeling from its car horns

and the gritty. The Chicago scapes

speak a pure feeling of homesickness
— the heart really does lie within the

home.
"1 just wanted something for

myself... " said Robert Henry
Graham.

Gallery Hours: Monday & Tuesday
1-7 pm: Wednesday- Friday, 1-5

pm. Free Admission to all events. For

more info, please call (413)
545-5177. Located in the New Africa

House at the University of
Massachusetts.

By Joshua Boyd
Collegian Staff

COUHTf SV WHAT Mil RfCOItDS>

Longtime Samples Sean Kelly (left) and Andy Sheldon (right) welcomed two new members to the band recent-

ly. The new line-up hit Pearl Street on Wednesday night.

of which can be found on their new live/studio 2-disc set

Transmissions From The Sea Of Tranquility, which also

has the first recordings of the new lineup. However, they

also broke out with the crowd favorites "Did You Ever

Look So Nice?" and "Feel Us Shaking," which almost all

of the crowd sang along with one of the Samples most

classic verses: "Beneath the sea, another world exists / It's

tugging me by the ankles and my wrists / The morning

wind come and pull me away / Out to where the dolphins

play."

Other highlights of the show, besides the ongoing film

footage of western U.S. deserts and canyons, dolphins (for

"Feel Us Shaking") and random cultural images, were

Andy Sheldon's acoustic guitar and vocals on "Prophet Of
Doom." from their inimitable 1993 album. The Last Drag;

Kenny James' romping drum solo: and the encore songs

"My Town" (which, like "Feel Us Shaking." is from the

original band's 1989 self-titled debut), and an acoustic

version of "Summertime." from 1992's No Room.
Samples fans last night got a great introduction to their

remodeled band, now with a slightly more aggressive

drummer, but otherwise no different. Alex Matson helped

support the band's ethereal qualities with his keyboard

setup, but his sound seemed to lack personality (Al

Laughlin's phrases and effects sometimes made Samples

songs Samples songs) and also, it wasn't very prominent

in the overall mix. Also not so evident in the mix was Rob
Somers acoustic guitar (1997 marks the first time in b

years The Samples are a quintet I.

Overall, it was a good time, and it is probably one of

the best shows dedicated fans can think of. and it was also

a great first-time experience for many.

THE SAMPLES
Pearl Street

Oct. 1

Despite band troubles early this year which resulted in

the departing of two founding members. The Samples are

still out there touring, and playing their atmospheric

brand of rock-and-roll as hard, sweet and as sincere as

ever. The show they put on at Pearl Street in

Northampton on Wednesday night proved that this is one

of America's most hard-working, fan-loving and
under-appreciated bands.

The band chose an interesting way to introduce them-

selves to the audience via a short film shown at the begin-

ning. Then, in the flesh, they opened with the straight-up

rocker — in that elevated Samples fashion, of course —
"On The Losing End Of Distance" (from guitarist/singer

Sean Kelly's solo album Light House Rocket). The band

had everyone swaying and singing along to the band's soul

and world- weary lyrics of each of their songs.

The Samples founders Kelly and bassist/singer Andy
Sheldon seemed to really enjoy the new company they had

on stage in drummer Kenny James, keyboardist Alex

Matron and acoustic guitarist Rob Somers. In late

srrring/early summer ex-drummer |eep MacNichol and

'ex-keyboardist Al Laiighlin had parted on good terms to

pursue their own different musical interests.

' The band's extensive set included a couple of new
songs, such as "Prehistoric Bird" and "Flying." the latter

couRTf sy iAy siakesberc

Bathroom humor
Helmet, one of rock's finest live bands, hits Pearl Street tomorrow night with The Melvins. Tickets are

$1 2.50 in advance, $1 5 at the door. The show starts at 7:30 p.m. and is all ages.
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COURTISY THE MIU RIVER 1

UMass originals
The Mill River Band, an all original local quartemnade up of UMass students, opens for Fat Bag tonight at Pearl

Street. Tickets are $8 and available at the door. The shows begins at 8 p.m. and is 18+.

UMass takes on UVM at home
By Aaron M. Saykin

Collegian Correspondent

Garafolo & new movie: A perfect match

By Amy SeKvyn
Associated Press

NEW YORK — It's all in the shoes.

Beneath a white terry cloth robe bor-

rowed from a New York hotel, laneane

Garofalo sports a T-shirt and a pair of

brown pants with uneven, slightly

frayed hems. At 5-foot- 1. Garofalo

admits length can be a problem. But

she's got a solution and. like the iictress

herself, it's eminently practical, if not a

little offbeat. Really big shoes.

"I bought these for the Emmys,"
said Garofalo, holding up a black

suede platform of considerable dimen-

sion. "1 needed tall shoes because my
pants were too long and I knew I was

never going to get them hemmed. 1

just know me." She pauses, carefully

examining the shoe. "Now I'm getting

my money's worth out of 'em."

The shoes give Garofalo an addi-

tional four inches. But the former 33-

year-old star of "Saturday Night
Live." and scene-stealer from films

including "Romv and Michele's High

School Reunion" and "The Truth

About Cats and Dog-," doesn't really

need the extra Mature.

Confident and quirky. Garofalo is

now a bona tide star, appearing in the

romantic comedy. "The Matchmaker."

But it's all relative for Garofalo.

This half-Italian. half-Irish. New
lersey transplant says she may have

the leading role but. hey. "The
Matchmaker" is still a small film by

Hollywood standards.

"It's my favorite one I've done so

far." she said. "I even think I like my
work in it. And being in Ireland was

the one of the best experiences I've

ever had. But I don't know what the

expectations are for this film. I mean.

I don't think it's going to be a big

blockbuster."

Stardom produces mixed feelings

in the one-time stand-up comedian.

"It was nice to be in every scene."

Garofalo said. "But, there's also

something fun about being the sup-

porting role. The reviews don't hinge

on you. You can steal the show.
That's every character actor's dream
— stealing the show

."

The film's promotional poster is

strategically placed in front of

Garofalo.

"Ugh." the actress groans. "All day

I've been looking at that thing, say-

ing. 'Hi, Fatty'" Garofalo grimaces.

"Oh yeah. Hullo Fatty.' That's

exactly what I see." Then she giggles.

"But my eyebrows look fabulous,

don't they?"

Make-up is definitely not high on

Garofalo* to-do list.

"I can't deny that when I see pictures

of myself I go, 'Oh. God!' But make-up

and the gym and stuff take time, and

that's not how I choose to spend my
time. That's not really what I'm about."

Garofalo has a pretty strict code

about staying true to herself. That

means very few hems, no make-up,

no stomach crunches at the gym.

What about playing "the babe" —
acting like a bimbo and bearing her

all?

Considering the question for a

moment and pausing to light one in

an endless stream of cigarettes,

Garofalo twirls her dark brown hair

and exhales slowly. Well, she says,

certain lines must be drawn.

"I'll do a bimbo. Yeah. But, I will

not show my... Believe me. nobody
would want to see me without my
clothes on. If they think they do, it's

because they haven't seen me naked."

she said.

There are also practical implica-

tions. "I mean, if I show everything, I

can't just go into Starbucks. I can't

go to my family reunion." Garofalo

leans forward. "And my father! My
father would absolutely die!" Then
she smiles broadly. "It's easy for a

guy to take off his shirt. But I will

always have my shirt on. It's just per-

sonal.

"But the personal is also political."

she adds. "Let's be honest. For a lot of

actresses it's about wanting to show
off. They may not have the chutzpa to

carry a film without showing what
they look like with their clothes off.

For some, it's not thejr fault. I mean,

they want to work. But there are other

actresses who take their clothes off in

every film they do. Why?"
Garofalo says the whole issue of

who has and who hasn't got their

shirt off can be boiled down to one

word: power. "The male patriarchy in

movie making doesn't require frontal

nudity for men. And. until all the

women get together, it's not going to

change. Why should it?"

www.umass.edu/rso/colegian

RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS

IS Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Featuring "Coors Extra Gold" 30-pk
$ 1 .

Celebrate OKtoberfest"!

Harpoon OKtoberfest

Petes OKtoberfest

$ ^Catamount OKtoberfest

Sams OKtoberfest

"
Fantastic Pricing!

"

"MICRO MADNESS Continues"!

4_2

your choice!

Hamoon
ALL FLAVORS!

Mix & Match "TWO" 6-pks . . .

$
9.

Catamount

North Country

$0 95
New!

• Delivery Available • OPEN 9:ooam to ll:0OPM • Visa/Mastercard • All Beers Plot Deposit •

Although only a sophomore walk-on,
Massachusetts men's tennis player Kevin Curley

responded like a veteran on Wednesday, when he ral-

lied from a one-set deficit to win the deciding match

in a 4-3 nail-biting Minuteman victory over host

Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

As players and coaches gathered around Curley,

whose outcome would determine the victor of the

match, they witnessed what UMass assistant lason

Bedford believes will be "big momentum gainer" for

his team while they await their match against rival

Vermont today.

"He [Curley] was a walk-on last year." Bedford

said of his new anchor in the No. 6 singles position.

"He handled the pressure really well, and grew from

that."

Although his players may have taken the Engineers

"a bit lightly," Bedford believes that a close contest

may have given the Minutemen the much-needed

proverbial kick in the behind.

"It's good to have one of those matches early on,"

Bedford said. "It will help us if we are in a similar

position against Vermont."

As a result of their close contests in the recent past.

Vermont and UMass have developed somewhat of a

rivalry, making this afternoon's battle with the

Catamounts an extremely important one for the

Minutemen.
"Against Vermont, we really don't know what to

expect," Bedford said of today's highly anticipated

away match. "Our programs are similar in nature, and

because of that, we are always jockeying for position."

Also posting huge victories for UMass against Ml I

were No. 1 singles player Todd Cheney, who also

fought off a one-set deficit, topping Engineer |im

Matysczak 2-6, 6-3. and 6-1; Rob Manchester ;it No.

2 singles; and Patrick Slyman at No. 3 singles und ut

No. 2 doubles with senior Alex Alter.

Aller's recent return to the line-up at the No. 4 sin

gles spot is expected to give' the Minutcnicn | big

boost today against Vermont.

UMass tries to stand tall at Short

Mens XC looks to grow Women in for tough run
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By Scott Hamill

Collegian Correspondent

By Jim Elrringham

Collegian Correspondent

After a disappointing performance last weekend in New
York, the Massachusetts cross-country team travels to

1-ehigh University tomorrow for the Paul Short Invitational.

UMass finished 1 1th out of 12 last week in the invita-

tional division of the Meet of Champions run in the Bronx.

This invitational field is made up of 32 teams, by far the

biggest field the Minutemen have been in this season.

Among those teams are eight nationally ranked schools.

UMass coach Ken O'Brien sees No. 7 North Carolina

State and No. 9 Georgetown as the two favorites.

Last year, the Minutemen placed seventh in the Paul Short

Invitational, but this is a much-changed UMass squad.

"We had an experienced team last year, a very good

group. It's difficult to duplicate that performance, espe-

cially with this field." O'Brien said.

"The meet gives us more experience, in terms of shear

numbers." O'Brien said. "We've also got four A-10 teams

in the meet."

LaSalle, St. loseph's, Rhode Island and Duquesne are

among the field.

Although he has a young team, he is still optimistic with

his group going into the meet. According to the coach,

they've had a good week of practice again, but O'Brien

has yet to see the Minutemen translate that into a good

showing at a meet.

"Each place they go. with the exception of one or two

guys, is a new course, a new meet, and a new field."

O'Brien said. "More experience will get us closer to con-

sistency, but a new venue every week makes that tough."

The Massachusetts women's cross-country team will

return to action this Saturday at the Paul Short

Invitational in Bethlehem, Pa. — a race that promises to

be the squad's toughest of the season thus far.

UMass coach Julie LaFreniere is treating this race M ;i

barometer for the Minutewomen saying, "it should be a

good indication of where we stand." The 28-team event

includes some hefty competition, including nationally

ranked teams and Atlantic 10 opponents.

"There are some very strong teams," LaFreniere said.

Despite the multitude of teams, LaFreniere plans to

focus on how her team's scores compare to those of cer-

tain other schools, such as Army, Brown, and North

Carolina State.

"Our runners have to step up a notch and run with

them... I want them to try to squeeze more out of them

selves," LaFreniere said.

Also of interest will be the performance of Nicole \\ ,i\

According to LaFreniere, Way "looked good in practice

and... should finish closer to our top five." Lai ivnierc

hopes the runners will cross the finish line "in tighter

packs."

UMass' last meet was two weeks ago. when they WOO
the Vermont Invitational with five runners finishing in the

top ten. Despite the solid team effort. LaFreniere contin-

ues to emphasize the importance of this Satmda> 'l compe-

tition. For example, the Minutewomen will wake up at 6

a.m. for a traditional two mile run in preparation for the

10: 30 a.m. race.

Guess what?

write for sports > horn
continued from page 10

You better believe it.

When you bring me a 21 ^year

.old MtV'Wto has found irW'tfcre

for cancer or a remedy for the

AIDS virus, then all the coipo;

big-wigs and money grubbing
agents in the world can feel free

to toss around all that cash that

somehow, they just can't put to

good use.

Toss it to the people who have

earned it.

Garnett has only been to one

All Star game, has yet to average

20 points a game in a season 01

win a championship.

On the other hand, he could

lead a once lowly joke of an

expansion team to glory, and
build a new dynasty in the NBA.
He could become a lordan-esque

presence and boost the

hyper-marketed league to an eva i

more absurd level. He could

change the game of basketball for

future generations.

He could go down as one of the

greatest players in the histoid ol

the NBA.
He might, though, just £o

down. Fall to the floor with a

freak knee injury in a meaningless

exhibition game and find out that

his blossoming career is over.

Can you imagine all that

money going to a 20-year-old
kid sitting in the game room of

his palatial mansion in the hills

with a fluffy pillow propping up

his bum knee, watching a basket

ball game?
Can you imagine Garnett earn-

ing more money while vacation

ing in the Bahamas than I will in

a coup+e decades of writing about

high-paid athletes?

I wish ! couldn't imagine that.

But I can.

Fred Hurlbrink, /r. is a

Collegian columnist.

TheMercantile
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football
continued from page 10

game plan. However, with the new
leadership under offensive coordi-
nator Bob Colbert, UMass is
attempting to establish a legitimate
passing game, led by tight end
Kerry Taylor.

"We need to keep people guess-
ing," Hodges said. "We have to
have UNH thinking that we can
throw the ball. Taylor is a big part
of that."

For the most part, the
Minutemen's passing was successful
on Saturday. Jeff Smith passed for

two touchdown passes in the red
zone. Both of those passes went to

Taylor, who despite the two scores
had only nine yards receiving.

Last year, when these two teams
met UNH stomped on the
Minutemen 40-7. The Wildcats star

running back Jerry Azumah ran for

210 yards and one touchdown on 25

carries. He also picked up 82 yards

in the air. For the second year in a

row, Azumah was awarded the Bill

Knight trophy, which goes to the

most valuable player in the

UNH-UMass game. The Minutemen
were held to a season-low 193 yards

of offense.

"We didn't do anything right," said

Hodges of last year's contest. "They

had a great day."

Tomorrow, the Minutemen will

attempt to answer back the thump-
ing they received last year. The
problem is still Azumah. He is one
of the top natural running backs in

Division l-AA football and can
control any game that he's in. At

5-foot 10-inch, 188 pounds,
Azumah powers his way up the

field. He's averaging 95.3 yards per

game this season along with nine

catches.

A- J slate starts for UMass
Massachusetts to host St. Joe's, Temple

By Michael Kobylanski

Collegian Correspondent

field hockey
continued from page 10

Wednesday. UNC defeated Wake
Forest, 3-1.

"Wake will be tough." Shea said.

"They play against ACC opponents
all the time, and they are another

ranked opponent for us. Plus, the

ACC is one of the strongest confer-

ences in the country."

Wake Forest's major strength

comes in the form of Jenny
Everett, who has 13 goals and 28
points to lead the Deacons. And
an added strength comes from the

schedule.

"They definitely have the advan-

tage of rest, because they aren't

playing two games in a row like we
are." Shea said.

Regardless of the opponents.
Shea said, the emphasis this week-

end is on UMass.
"If we concentrate on what we

need to do, the end result will

take care of itself," Shea said.

"This weekend gives us the

opportunity to see what we can
do and what we need to do as a

team.

"They're ready," she said. "It's

easy to get up for Carolina."

Although the hope for an Atlantic

10 division crown will ride on an
upcoming five-game homestand, the

path to the head of the class will

begin this weekend, as the

Massachusetts men's soccer ream will

square off against St. Joseph's and
Temple in crucial conference
matchups.

"We have two tough games this

weekend. We have to be ready to

play," UMass coach Sam Koch said.

"We decide who wins or loses the

game, not the other team."

The Hawks of St. loseph's will be

the first opponent of the weekend to

visit Totman Field. UMass will battle

St. Joe's this afternoon at 3:30 p.m.

The Hawks will be looking to avenge

last year's heartbreaking 1-0 loss to

the Minutemen in Philadelphia.

"They are a pesky team. They will

come at you," Koch said. "They are a

physical, hard-running team. We
have to move the ball around quickly

on the ground and make sure that all

of our passing options are open,
because our time with the ball will be

limited."

Next up to visit Totman will be

Temple, which makes its appearance

Sunday afternoon at 1 p.m. The Owls
were the doormats of the A- 10 last

season, and the Minutemen easily dis-

posed of them by a 4-0 score in

Philly.

This year, however, is a different

story. Temple has regained its win-

ning ways, and is now ranked 19th in

the country. Sunday's game will be

no cakewalk, and Koch is well aware

of that.

"They have a few goal scorers who
can put the ball in the back of the

net." Koch said. "We have to control

their two front runners, and we have

to try to have our midfielders control

the midfield."

Minutemen Notes: No matter how
well UMass plays this weekend, or

how well they do the rest of the sea-

son, it seems the Minutemen have a

bright future ahead of them. With
their 26-member lineup, only four of

them are seniors, and out of the 47

total points (15 goals, 17 assists) that

UMass has scored this season, 74 per-

cent has come from their underclass-

men... freshman forward Seth
Lilburn leads the team in scoring

with 1 1 points on three goals and five

assists, scoring the gamewinner at

Duquesne last Sunday in the

Minutemen's 2-1 victory... senior

forward Mike Butler is second in

team scoring with nine points on
three goals and three assists... com-
bined with Lilburn, juniors Jake

Brodsky and Paul Corcoran, sopho-

mores Gavin Hewitt and lames
Redmond and fellow frosh Matt
Christy and Mike Purcell have scored

35 out of the team's 47 points.

"We'll accept the physical challenge, Mark,

we'll write for SPORTS"

volleyball
continued from page 10

butions. They have grown togeth-

er as a team and will continue

doing so as they lose only two
players to graduation this year

and none the next. Although
those players are outside hitter

Lesley Nolan and middle blocker

Michelle Paciorek, the younger
players have already had plentv of

experiences in which they've had

to step up their game.

The countdown continues for

Paciorek. She now needs just six

block assists to surpass Dionne
Nash's school record of 263.
Paciorek broke graduate Rachel

Sky's record of 72 block solos last

weekend, getting her 73rd in a

win over Duquesne.

Freshman setter Jennifer

Drennan is on the way to another

record of her own. Drennan
broke the UMass single-match

assist record in a win over Dayton

and is currently on pace to break

the UMass freshman record for

assists in a season. Drennan leads

the nation's freshmen in assists

and is 10th overall.

Sophomore outside hitter Kari

Hogancamp collected 17 more
digs Wednesday to raise her

nation leading total to 198.

Senior outside hitter Lesley Nolan

has also dug her way to becoming

one of the top hitters in the

nation and currently ranks sixth.

Sophomore middle blocker Jill

Meyers was named A-10 Player

of the Week collecting a

career-high 34 kills against

Dayton. Meyers is currently sixth

on the UMass career kill list.

WEEKLY
DRINK

SPECIALS

Rum & Coke
16oz. 2.00

m
Jit

women s soccer
continued from page 10

either sophomore forward Emma
Kurowski, junior forward Sophie
Lecot or senior defender F.rica

Iverson.

But for now, UMass has to con-

centrate on re-tuning their game.
The Minutewomen have slacked off

from their traditional possession

game and have been playing a less

effective long-ball strategy.

"We've just got to clean it up and

get the game on the ground," said

Rudy. "Our game has become too

counter- oriented."

On Saturday, UMass faces St.

loseph's, and despite last year's

record of 6-1 1-1, the Hawks — in

only their second season as a varsi-

ty sport — have equalled last sea-

son's total win record with a 6-1-1

start.

In preparation for St. Joe's

Finnesey Field, which has an artifi-

cial turf surface, the Minutewomen
have been practicing on Richard F.

Garber Field to adjust to the speedier

conditions.

"The Hawks are very physical,"

Rudy said. "They're heavy hitters,

heavy on attack and they are very

good in the air. They've earned six

yellow cards in the past two
games."

On Sunday, UMass looks to take

on Temple, who is suffering through

a 3-7 start with only nine goals in 1

games. Their two freshmen forwards,

sisters Julie and Emily Marx, are out

for the game. The Owl's leading scor-

ers are junior forward Jessica Stahlin,

freshman midfielder Julie Marx, and

sophomore forward Lori Brennan, all

tied at four points a piece.

Collegian staff member forma
Kansanen contributed to this article.
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Movie, Qmw, and, System Rentals

The best of the new releases!

8 East Pleasant Celt us at

(NWThtPub") 549-4506

H* •», !••, W»4 Ttaw,M JW0-7J©

ty qjhfs sraiis @cf mi (FORT an®mmm
Presented by: W. MA Qirl Scout Council

Free Gyrosphere Rides

October 4, 1997

I 10 am - 3pm
at the Mullins Center

$2 / person

$5 / family

open to the public

MULLINS CENTER

Or*.'
000'

Pr>*«*

Moonbounce from Kidsports

• 3 net Volleyball

Martial Arts Demonstration
• Cookie Tasting

• and much more!
Unrvsrtrty o* M««fchu»tf Amherst

Tickets purchased m the door. More in/b.' (413) 584-2602 or (800) 462-9100

BAND DAY!
More Than

50 Bands
Performing

at Halftime

UMass
vs.

U.N.H.

Saturday

Oct. 4th. 12:00 PM
Warren McGuirk

Stadium

ADMISSION IS FREE FOR UMASS STUDENTS
WITH ID CARD

Sam Adams
Lager-Octoberfest

Honey
Porter
3.00/Pint

Fri-Sat

Dancing
Beat the Cover
No Cover

Before 10pm

PToqi''!^

AMHERST
1 5 East Pleasant St.

LOWEST FARES
• GUARANTEED •
FULL SERVICE TRAVEL

^- CONTINENTAL USA j£
MAXIMUM $ 1 37 O/W _.

CALL FOR DETAILS

256-82«

THl TRAV'L eXnRTS

321 MAIN ST. (Cor of Dickinson)

AMHERST

WITH AWHOLE CAREER AHEAD OF YOU, IT PAYS TO HAVE A GREAT NAME BEHIND YOU.

With a name like Walt Disney World on your resume, your future is

definitely bright. Not only will you earn college recognition or credit.

you'll also be working with one of the most dynamic companies

in the world. And that's experience any college graduate could use

Representatives will be on campus to answer all your questions about

the Walt Disney World* College Program, where you'll work earn

and learn from some of the top management minds in the industry.

We will be interviewing all majors for positions available throughout

our Theme Parks and Resorts, including Attractions. Food & Beverage.

Merchandise, Lifegu«»rding and more Plus, this summer, those fluent in

Portuguese, should be sure to ask about special opportunities So plan

ahead for our visit Discover a World of Opportunities at Disney.

101 • Drtwmi Crtt'tvliy from Divf

^ISrtE^

PRESENTATION DATE: 10/9/97 TIME: 7:00 PM LOCATION: B*rttett Room «j FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT: leffrev Silver - 413-545-6265

H^mr>t>cvi Convenience Store

New Hours

Starting October 4, 1997

Monday - Friday

6:30 am - 12 midnight

Saturday 12 noon - 6:00 pm

Sunday & Holidays

3 -9 pm

Buy 6 Cups o

your next

And now you can join

the new C~Store

Coffee Club

Starting October 6, 1997

Collegian Classifieds - a Qood Thing.

and

with your C-Store G>P( Card!

Available in all C-Stores!

Serving gourmet Omar coffees

HHHHaHHHW - HHBMHMwl '

i Belt's Pizza - 30th Anniversary
! October 1- 5, 1997

|
1967 PrUesH!

i
Small Cheese Pizza for $1.00!!

I With Any $5.00 Food Purchase

I One per customer - With this coupon - Valid 10/1/97 - 10/5/97 Only

! Hot Belt's Pizza for a Buck!!!
j

I
'

1
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Collegian Classifieds
Announcements .employment

University of Massachusetts • Phono: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

$"nny, spacious 2 bed-

room apartment in owner

occupied 2-family. Quiet area

near High Street in

Greenfield. Walk to down-

town $550 per month plus

utilities Security deposit and

references required No
smoking Available October

1st. Call 774-5182

AUTO FOR SALE

1990 Jeep Wrangler 5

speed. 85k. hard top/soft top.

$6000 256-0501

1985 Ford Tempo $500 or

B/0 Good engine, needs
work, runs Ann 253-4703

1986 Chevy Celebrity

Station Wagon V-6
S1400/B0 Call 253-5482 .

'84 Jeep CJ7 4x4. hardtop,

new battery, needs some
work Asking $1100 or B/0.

Call Tony ©549-1609

EMPLOYMENT

Exercise Science Major
Senior or Graduate for

weight room. Hampshire
Fitness 256-6446

Part Time BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY: Distribute

new type of inexpensive

BAGEL SLICER Exclusive

patent-pending design Call

K&S Sales Inc. for details

(914)429-7131

ATTENTION WORK STUDY
STUDENTS!!

The Student Center for

Educational Research and
Advocacy (SCERA) is now hir-

ing W0RKSTU0Y students

for a 3 week advertising cam-

paign 15 hours per week @
$8 per hour. To apply: Stop

by SCERA @ 420 SU or call

5-0355

Part-Time Position distrib-

uting advertising materials.

No selling involved. All mate-

rials provided at no charge.

1-800-Your-Job. www.acm-
net.com/postering/yourjob.ht

m

Cantone's Pizza now hiring

part-time drivers. Must have

own car 256-6100 481 West
St. (Route 116) South
Amherst

COOKS: Saute and line

with soup and sauce experi-

ence. Sandwich-Salad preps:

Full/Part-Time. Must do

weekends. Apply at Judie's

253-3491

Jobs For The Environment
Campaign with MassPirg to

reduce pesticide use.

Flexible schedule.

$50-75/day

Call Terry @ 256-6434.

PAINTER'S HELPER
WANTED Part-time, tempo-

rary. $7/hour 253-9457.

Part-Time Wine Assistant

Nights and Saturdays.

Yankee Spirits, Sturbridge

(508)347-2231.

EMPLOYMENT
Ski Lodge Positions Open
Nov-ApriT Salary, room and
board Bonuses and ski pass

For applications, call, write,

or fax. Alta Peruvian Lodge,

P.O. Box 8017, Alta. Utah
84092. (801)742-3000. Fax

(801)742-3007.

Drivers Wanted Pays $70 to

$120 per shift. Car needed.

Dominos 256-8911.

FOR SALE

We sell regular new
movies including Liar Liar:

$8.99, Disney movies like

Snow White: $13 99, Star

Wars Trilogy Special Edition:

$23.99. Call Let's Play: 549-

4505.

Two Gemini XL-BD40
Turntables and a PMX-7
Mixer. Call Tyler for price

549-7058.

Computers! Computers!
Computers!

The very best prices around!

IBM Thinkpads Compac as

well as printers, scanners,

and supplies. Call File

Management Solutions and
ask for Jason 549-4850.

Beautiful iguana for sale
All included $80. Call Matt
546-2608

Big Fish Tank All equip-

ment included $40 or B/0.

549-6926

Laptop Notebook Works
good. $150. Good for school

Call Steve (41 3)295-2027

FOR SALE

Color VGA Monitor for

computer Works great. Call

CPC (41 3)584-8857

Watch batteries, ear
piercing, eyeglass repairs,

jewelry restoration, diamond

engagements, wedding rings

Silverscape Designs, 264 N
Pleasant St, Amherst. 253-

3324 Open Daily

HOUSES FOR RENT

Northampton- 4 bed, quiet

location. Now available.

$900 plus No pets. Skibiski

Realtors 584-3428

INSTRUCTION

BARTEND WITH UNIVER-
SITY BARTENDING 50%
student discount. On-campus

classes starting soon! Call 1-

800-U-Can-Mix for info.

1 Key with Sam Adams
Bottle Opener Key Chain. Call

Eags at 549-4882.

Lost Lunch Bag- Purple
Call Heidi 253-4826

Swiss Army Engraved
Watch near or inside Morrill

on 9/25 Sentimental value

Call Kristen ©256-1 664

Sunglasses with prescrip-

tion lenses were lost on

Wednesday the 24th near the

pond or Haigis Mall. If found

please call 582-9822

Lost Watch- Ladies

Hamilton Watch. Lost on Mt
Toby Fireroad/Trails in mid-

July. Roman numerals, black

strap Reward. Sue (413)367-

2755

MISCELLANEOUS
EARN $750 S1500/WEEK

Raise all the money your

group needs by sponsoring a

VISA fundraiser on your cam-

pus No investment & very

little time needed. There's no

obligation, so why not call for

information today Call 1-

800-323-8454 x 95

ROOM FOR RENT
Big Room in great house.

Washer/Dryer Walking dis-

tance to bar, ATM, packy

$275/month. Call 583-2944

Ask for Jeff

www.movieposter.com
Vintage-Current

(416)391-0133

Big Room In House
5 min walk to UMass.

Woodstove Perfect for 2

$220 shared. $440 single

Call 253-4648

PERSONALS

PLF
Big Brother and cohort on

staff

Few can top your dedication

or

goofy laugh

Don't worry about time we'll

find

it in stride

Glad to be your little with you

as my guide.

KLR

ROOMMATE WANTED
Share room directly off-

campus behind Visitor's

Center from 10/1 Rob 549-

3744

Looking for 1 or 2 non-
smokers to share a 2 bed-

room apartment in The
Boulders On bus route, 1

mile from Amherst Center

Call Todd 253- 1733

ROOM FOR RENT
Room for rent in refurbished

farm house situated on 20

acres with stream and large

fields. Ten miles from
Springfield. Twenty minutes

to UMass. Available Oct 1st.

$350 all inclusive. Christian

©785-1845.

Hadley 17ft x 12ft room
Route 9 Washer, dryer, dish-

washer, Primestar. 5 min to

UMass On bike path/bus
route $400(inclusive). 585-

8259

SERVICES

Know Your Rights Do you

have questions about your

rights? Do you think your civil

rights have been violated?

Find Out! Contact The
Student Legal Services

Office, 922 Campus Center,

545-1995

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for

free testing and assistance

549-1906

TRAVEL

Port Antonio Jamaica
Seaside Cottages

Real Jamaican Neighborhood

$150/Week
367-9350

SPRING BREAK
Largest selection of Spring

Break destinations including

cruises! Group discounts and

free trips available

Epicurean Tours 1-800

231-4FUN

TRAVEL

Spring Break Take 2" hir-

ing Reps! Sell 15 Take 2

free. Hottest destinations!

Free parties, eats, and

drinks! Sunsplash 1 800-426-

7710 or www sunsplash-

tours.com

WANTED

Sell/Trade your preowned

games and systems. Call

Let's Play at 549-4505

1/2

PRICE
SPECIALS

EVERY
THURDSAY!

Place a

classified on

Thursday and

receive the

half price.

students:

10C /word

non-students:

200 / word

Wish someone a

Happy Birthday

and pay

half price!!

Call 545-3500.

Visit us in the

Campus Center

basement or on

the concourse.

Personals Policy Rates
I, All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian clas-

sified employees before payment arid acceptance of

the clasrinea

1. Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY
first names and initials are allowed. The only excep-

tions are for birthday or congratulations personals, in

whith case the full name may be used.

J. Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO
EX( FPTIONS

4 Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means
dorm room numbers as well.

S. Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are

not acceptable. Personals or a vindictive or libelous

nature are not acceptable Personals mav not be
used tor the purpose of harassment.

6- Profanity may not be used in personals
7 The personals section is for personals only The per-

sonals section may NOT be used to sell items, seek

roommates, advertise meetings, etc

8. All personals must have the name, signature, and
UMass ID. number of the student placing the as
filled in on the insertion order. Non-students must

Covide a valid driver's license and the license num-
r must be recorded on the insertion order. Use of

false identification or misrepresentation is sub|*Ht to

penalties under the law.

9 The To/fegia/i reserves the right lo refuse or to edit

any personal that does not meet the Collegun i
st.in

dards in accordance with the statutes of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

Students

20>t per word/day

All others

40£ per word/day

$2.00
min./day

Standard Headings

NO REFUNDS
Please write c learly and j. «

legibly. We are not responsible tor errors result-

ing trom illegible handwriting or type.

ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT
ENTERTAINMENT

FOR SALE
FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION ,

WANTED TO RENT '

WANTED

FRIDAY, OCT. 3

Speaker — Edward Said from the

Depanment of English and Comparative

Literature of Columbia University will

present a talk entitled "Clash of
Civilizations" or "Clash of Definitions" at

4 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium. This event

is free and open to the public. For more
information, call 582- 5548 or 582-5367.

Symposium — A symposium to honor
the life work of Eqbal Ahmad, retiring

Hurnpshire College Professor of Politics

and Middle East Studies, entitled. Border

Croiting$: The Commitments of a
Political Intellectual, will take place at

Hampshire. Noam Chomsky, professor of

linguistics at the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology, will have give the keynote

address. "The Prospects for the Third
World at Home and Abroad." at 8 p.m. in

the Robert Crown Center.

SATURDAY, OCT. 4

Book Signing/Speaker — Historian

Howard Zinn. Professor Emeritus of
Political Science at Boston University,

will be appearing at 6 p.m. in the Campus

Center, room 168c. He will be discussing

his new book. The Zinn Reader.
Sponsored by Food for Thought Books
and the Undergraduate Employment
Organization. Free and open to the pub-

lic. For more information, contact Food
for Thought Books at 253-5432.

Comedy — MISSION IMPROVable
will be performing their free weekl) com
edy improv show at 8 p.m. in the Campus
Center, room 163.

Entertainment — 1 1 th Annual Apple
Harvest and Crafts Festival on the

Amherst Common to benefit the Amherst
Family Center, a drop-in center for fami-

lies with children birth through age 5.

juried craftspeople, food, raffle, chil-

dren's midway, and live entertainment

from 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Symposium — The symposium to

honor the life and work Eqbal Ahmad
will continue (see Friday's entry) with

speakers including Adele Simmons, presi-

dent of the MacArthur Foundation and
former president of Hampshire College.

Howard Zinn of Boston University, and
Edward Said of Columbia University.

This event is free and open to the public

and will be held from 9 a.m. - 6 p.m in

the Main Lecture Hall of Franklin
Patterson Hall (Hampshire College).

SUNDAY, OCT. 9

Hike — Hillel is sponsoring a hike to

the Ouabbin. Meet at 1:30 p.m. at the

Hillel House and bring your own lunch,

snacks and drinks.

Meeting — There will be a meeting for

the National Young Women's Day of

Action at 8 p.m. in the Amherst College

Campus Center. For more information,

contact Ellen Donoghue at 546-4773 or

ecd@student.umass.edu.

Open House — The 2 in 20 Program, a

Special Interest Residential Program
ISIRP) for Gay, Lesbian. Bisexual.

Transgendered and Heterosexual Ally

Students, is holding an open house at 7

p.m. in the Mary Lyon Basement. For

more information, call 545-0310.

Talk — Helen Lefkowitz Horowitz, a

professor of American Studies at Smith

College, will give a Works-in- Progress

talk entitled Culture War: The Battle

Oyer Sex in Nineteenth-Century America.

at 4:30 p.m. in the Dickinson House
Living Room of the Five College

Women's Studies Research Center on the

Mount Holyoke College Campus.

NOTICES

Contest — Spectrum Fine Art and
Literary Magazine is now holding a cover

contest. The winner will have their art-

work printed on the '97-'98 issue. The
final deadline is December 2 at 5 p.m.

Pick up an entry form in the Student
Union, room 406E or just bring the art-

work by.

Course — The Interdepaumentai
Program in Film Studies is offering a

Certificate in Film Studies io all majors

(equivalent to a minor). Includes six

courses in film/video studies. For more
information and to fill out an application,

stop by the office in 101 South College or

call 545-3659. Office hours MW 8

a.m. -5 p.m., TuTh 10 a.m.-5 p.m., F 8

a.m. -2 p.m. Or visit the webpage:
www.umass.edu/film.

Final Exam Schedule — The Fall '97

Final Examination Schedule will be avail-

able beginning Friday. October 17.

Copies will be delivered to students in the

residence halls, and will be available to

off-campus students in the Registrar's

office (213 Whitmore). It will also be

available on the World Wide Web begin-

ning Wednesday. October 1 at

http://www-ureg.admin.umass.edu.

Internships — Environmental intern-

ships offered. Campaigns this semester

include: Hunger and Homelessness.
Pesticides. Endangered Species. Updated
Bottle Bill and Campaign Finance
Reform. Looking for motivated students

to take leadership positions. Call

MassPIRC at 545-0199 or stop by 423A
Student Union.

Notice — The women's basketball

team is looking for managers for the

upcoming season Reliability and a signif-

icant time commitment are required. If

interested, please call Scott Foulis at

545-2726.

Support Group — REFLECT, the Five

College bereavement support program
offers free bereavement support groups to

students of the Five College area. All ser-

vices are confidential. Enrollment for fall

groups is happening now. Call 577-5316
for more information.

Woman's Support Groups —
F.verywoman's Center is offering the fol-

FYls are public service announcements pnnted
daily To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phone number of the

contact p»rson to the Collegian, c/o the
Managing Editor by noon the previous day.

lowing support groups: Building Health)

Relationships: "ilf fulfill and Intimac)

for Undergraduate Women, Lesbian in

Relationship: For Singles and Couples.

Past Abortion Support Croup.
Self-Esteem; Exploration Through
Expressive Arts. Up From Under: Women.
Anger, and Depression, and Women's
Empowerment: the Tools to Get There
and Stay There. All groups are free, meet

on the UMass campus, and provide a safe

and confidential space. For informational

and registration for a screening interview,

call 545-0883 by October 8.

Workshop — The Craft Center is offer-

ing a nature photography expedition to

the White Mountains, NH on Friday
October 24-26. Space is limited to 12

and sign up is now available in the Craft

Center. Any questions, call 545- 2096 or

stop by the craft center which is located

across from the Hatch in the Student
Union.

Daily Listings sponsored by:
YOUR COMPANY LOGO HERE 545-3500
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Robotman By Jim Meddick

Mallard Fillmore By Bruce Tinsley Dilbort By Scott Adams
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ATTACK OOG&ERT'S HOUSE

OUR PLAN TO DRINK A.LL OF

WS HOSE COATER ISN'T

WORKING

HET , CAREFUL.' VOU'RE

GETTING WATER ALL OVER

HOW'S
THE

ATTACK

GOING?

THEY TRIF.0 TO

RUIN OUR LAWN
[Jf SPRAYING
WATER ON IT.

BUT NOW IT'S

TURNED INTO

A HOSE FIGHT.

J

Drabble By Kevin Fagan Thatch By Jeff Shesol
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CAN ROAM FREEIN.,.
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VISIT
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Monkey Socials By Constant Jones
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8 Years In Braces By Eric Petersen By Mike Rybicki
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Horoscopes
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) — You

may be resistant to any new ideas

that come your way today, but what

travels, a long distance 10 get to you

is certainly worth consideration.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) —
Now is the time for you to take

advantage of an unusual offer made
to you by someone who has a hidden

agenda. You should remain safe.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — You are far too critical of

those who are only out to help

you. Be more generous with your

praise and more willing to say

thank you.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— You may find yourself succumb
ing to a temptation that is extremely

dangerous. Take care that you don't

make a life-changing error today.

AQUARIUS (|an. 20-Feb. 18) -
Your attraction to someone other

than that special someone is nothing

to be ashamed of, but you'll want to

think twice before acting on it.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) —
This is a good day for you to take a

more aggressive approach to

requests for money and other forms

of support. Many are likely to oblige

you.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
You may be seeking a place for

something special today. By day's

end. you'll realize that you needn't

be quite so protective.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
You don't want to fall into any nor-

mal categories today, so you must

take a chance on behavior that is far

from expected. Can you do it?

GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20) —
Getting your job done today is as

easy as one-two-three, provided you

have defined it with some degree of

care and specificity.

CANCER (June 2l-|uly 22) — A
creative outlet will allow you to tap

into unexplored energy and instincts.

With care, you can develop a whole

new skill.

LEO (July 25-Aug. 22) — This is

a good day to put plans in motion —
but have you made any? If not. take

the time to prepare with great care:

tend to all details.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sepl. 22) —
You may be asking questions today

that put others on the defensive. You
may be onto something; use care

while solving this mystery.

Close to Home By John McPherson

r /»»./. c •csc<ohame*TsnfK&rve.<x*rt

Quote of tJHe T^siyr

^^ Where is Jimmie's

Chicken ShackV,
Overheard

Mm***

C 199/ Joh 1 MePUf'loaUal IftfMNBIPiaMliaKMi J

"Serenity Noelle! The name we want on the birth

certificate is Serenity Noelle Wagner! Write it

down! Write it down, I saidi"

Today's P.C. Menu
Calf 543-2626 for m»rm Information.

Franklin

LUNCH
Hot Turkey Sandwich

Grilled Cheese
Fish Munchies
Munchy Fish

DINNER
Creek Style Lemon Chicken

Baked Ziti

Charbroiled Chicken Breast Sandwich

Franklin's Fabulous Friday Dinner Surprize

Worcester

ACROSS
1 Flee
5 Vise
10 Competed
14 Locale
15 Upsets
16 Teen bane
1 7 Actual
18 Muscat citizen

19 Explorer Ericson
20 Type of cabbage
22 Lingene item
23 Gabs
24 Cheer
26 Restless
29 Certain golf

match
33 Nevada laKe

34 Windy
35 Aunts and

others
36 Loose robes
37 Secret

languages
38 Quick
39 Fortune
40 Thick carpets
41 Actress Laune
42 California park

44 Drfficult

45 Trims
(branches)

46 Bakery
purchases

48 "I don't care"

gesture
51 Feature

55 Hurried

56 Ghost
58 Skip

59 Nastase of the

courts

60 Wash away
61 Deserve
62 Body of water

63 — up:
exercised

64 Mets' stadium

DOWN

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

Dachshund's
comment
Popular cookie
Jacob's wife

Hunters' shouts
Pond noise

Arms and legs

Jai

8 Guys
9 Tire pressure:

abbr
10 Parking

attendants

11 Frosted

1 2 Oklahoma city

13 Resist

?1 Comedienne
Martha ~

22 Whig's
opponent

24 Fragrant
flowers

25 Umpire's calls

26 Boot -shaped

A P A R s O D A c A B s
H O D E o y

K E S A L A N
A L I C B c I A P G O B 1

B O T A N 1 c A L L 1 N E D
P A N F SIP A N G L E

R A H I T E M A V E
O L F- L O D E L A SH E D

S L O HMH H U L U
F o D D E R H A P E K E

O V A O L O Y E T

P E R M I T SB F E T A
A R I E L C R O C O D 1 L E

P E A T O A H
y M O D E L

A C T E R E N A n E T S
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peninsula
27 Forbidden
28 Gabs
29 Chocolate

candy
30 Giraffes cousin
31 Skinflint

32 Admission
34 Farm bleaters

37 Nick
38 Debacles
40 Air pollution

41 Sign of relief

43 Dodged

adroitly

46 — Island

47 Like oxen
48 Tanker, eg
49 City in Hawaii
50 Harness

part

51 in a short time

52 Nursemaid
53 King's address
54 Famous

volcano
56 Matched pair

57 In favor of

LUNCH
Fish Munchies

Mesquite Chicken Sandwich

Bow Ties w/ Tomato or Basil Pesto Sauce

Tri-Bean Casserole

DINNER
Greek Style Lemon Chicken

Fried Shrimp Dinner

Stir Fry Vegies & Tofu

Eggplant Parmesan (Pastabilities)

Hampshire
LUNCH

Hamburger
Chicken Cutlet Sandv rh

Grilled Cheese
Fish Munchies

DINNER
Greek Style Lemon Chicken

Greek Style Chicken with Lemon
Tilapia Santa Fe (fish)

Chicken Style Greek Lemon

Berkshire
LUNCH

Fish Munchies

Buffalo Chicken/Honey Wheat Wrap
Grilled Cheese
Vegan Ravioli

DINNER
Boneless Pesto Chicken

Baked Ziti

Stir Fry Vegies & Tofu

Slim |ims (can you dig it?)
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Garnett's contract

puts athlete salaries

in prospective
If I get a good, solid job in my field, it's going to take

me about 2 1 years to make a million bucks.

Twenty Years.

That's $50,000 a year for all you math majors — and

all you journalism majors out there know how opiimistic

I'm being.

But I'll be okay, ya' know... money isn't everything.

Right?

Well, if that's truly the case, then Kevin Garneit s

gonna have to rent a U-Haul to carry his big bag of noth-

ing around.

Gamett — a budding, but not-yet proven superstar in

the NBA — this week signed a contract with the

Minnesota Timberwolves according $125 million to the

6-foot. 10-inch swingman over the next six years. He

should be able to afford that U-Haul.

Did 1 mention he's only 21 years old?

Did 1 mention he turned down a contract for $105 mil-

lion?

The kid's 21!

How old

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Minutemen look for two in row against UNH

are

Well I'm 20,

and hoping that it

only takes me two

decades to make my first million. Ya' wanna know how

long it's going to take everyone's new best friend, Kev, to

make his first million from the new contract he has safely

tucked away in the back pocket of his jeans'.'

You really don't, but I'm gonna tell ya' anyway.

It'll take Gamett, 17 days, 9 hours and 7 minutes to

make his first mill... for playing basketball.

By now, we all have gotten used to seeing oodles of

zeros lining up behind the dollar signs that define profes-

sional sports these days. So, we're not really surprised

anymore. It's not shocking to see superstars surrender

their integrity to the power of the almighty green back.

Passing the buck (literally and figuratively) and signing

a shoe contract have taken the place of a good bounce

pass and lacing up the sneaks loyally for one team over a

career.

Sports have become a business, and athletes have

become businessmen.

So, we're definitely not taken aback any longer, but it

seems we're disgusted, or at least we ought to be.

I mean the kid. and he is only a kid, is about to "earn"

almost $2 1 million for the next six years; and when those

six years are up his contract will inevitably get exponen-

tially bigger.

Yeah, you heard me. Bigger!

That's how it happens. Once you're up there, getting

paid kajillions of dollars, you don't have to come back

down. It's not based on performance anymore — it's all

about your reputation and how good your agent is.

Gamett, mind you, is a tremendous athletic talent with

unlimited potential in the game of basketball. In addition,

he is adequately articulate and for the most part speaks

intelligently, obviously well-schooled by his agent and his

P.R. staff in the ways of self-promotion.

But, does a 21-year old kid ever deserve to make $125

million in one lump sum?

Turn to HORN, page 6

UM looks for revenge of 40-7 loss

By Jonathan M. Place

Collegian Staff

TMANC VO / COLLEGIAN

Standout freshman tailback Marcel Shipp (No. 40) goes head-to-head with one of the

best runners in the country, |erry Azumah, when UM takes on UNH tomorrow.

Sequels are always popular.

People love to see whether or not

the sequel is as good as the original.

Look at Holyfield/Tyson II or A
Very Brady Sequel — both quality

remakes.

So tomorrow, the Massachusetts

football team (1-5, 1-3 Atlantic 10)

kicks off against New Hampshire

(1-5, 1-2) in what UMass coach

Mike Hodges hopes to be

"Homecoming 11" — considering

Hodges' success —_—_^mm_iduring
Homecoming
weekend.

After defeating

Rhode Island, last

week, the

Minutemen's
Homecoming
record increased

to 6-0 under """^™

™

—™"
Hodges.

"It's a good time for alumni to

come back and see the team. The

guys know it's an important week-

end. We did the best we could to

show them what we have," Hodges

said.

With the Minutemen coming off

of their first win of the season, and

the Wildcats suffering a loss to No.

16 Stephen F. Austin 17-14 last

weekend, UMass will attempt to get

this season back on track with its

second win in a row.

"We'd like to get to 2-3 and get a

streak going," Hodges said. "We

have plenty of reasons to play well."

Led by freshman tailback Marcel

Shipp, the Minutemen came off

their most successful running game

of the season with 189 yards. Shipp

led the team with 82 yards rushing

on 22 carries. He now has 257 yards

on the season, averaging 5.2 yards

per carry with two touchdowns.

"(Shipp) is playing well," Hodges

said. "He's going to continue to

improve. He's strong and aggres-

sive. The more he plays the more

^^^^^_^_^^_ he'll improve.'

Football

Massachusetts
vs

New Hampshire

Saturday Noon
_.

Dan Healey,

who stepped

into the full-

back role in

place of the

injured |amie

Holston, drove

in a powerful

49 yards on 1

5

carries. Healey

as tomorrow'sis still scheduled

starter. Shipp, who also ran a few

plays at fullback will start at the tail-

back spot and take most of the car-

ries throughout the game. )im

Pizano, who ran for 49 yards on

Saturday will back up Shipp.

The Minutemen, slowly but sure-

ly, are improving on their 144.8

yards rushing per game. As history

shows, this team plays better when

rushing closer to 200 yards per

game. That's always been their

Turn to FOOTBALL, page 7

Massachusetts V-Ball to host Virginia Tech in Cage
By Jamie Jee

Collegian Correspondent

The Massachusetts volleyball team is

at home tonight, taking on Virginia

Tech at the Curry Hicks Cage at 7 p.m.

The Minutewomen hope to bounce

back with a win after their first confer-

ence defeat came Wednesday against

defending Atlantic 10 Conference

champion Rhode Island.

The Minutewomen will play the sec

ond game of its season-high five-match

homestand. which began Wednesday _§___
Virginia Tech enters tonight's match

with a 7-7 record. 2-2 in conference play. UMass is 3-1

all time versus the Hokies and won both games last year

lk-vball

coach Bonnie Kenny said. "Better passing will also be key

for us
."

The Hokies are led by junior middle blocker Corrie

Bundy and sophomore setter Britton

lulian. Bundy leads the team in both

kills and hitting percentage, while

Britton has collected nearly all the

team's assists.

Virginia Tech is coming off a loss

to A- 10 rival Dayton, a team UMass

beat earlier in the season.

UMass dropped to 4-1 in the

A- 10. 8-* overall with their 1-3 loss

to URL The Rams wasted no time in

utilizing their speed and quick hitting

attacks as they took the first game 1 5-9. UMass battled

back, however, and grabbed the second game. 17-15.

Massachusetts
vs

Virginia Tech

ImiightTprn

time versus tne noKies anu won uuiu gam>.o las. jv«... ^uv~, ,.~ ,_..._

"We need to keep the ball in play more." Massachusetts Rhode Island then showed why they re the defending con-

ference champs and won the next two games 1 5-7 and

15-11.

"At times I think we made some poor decisions as when

we tried to force something that wasn't there," Kenny

said. "We usually play better than that but we knew we

wouldn't see that on Rhode Island's side."

Sophomore middle blocker fill Meyers never fully got

into the game and the team had trouble going to the mid-

dle with her as much as they wanted to.

"Rhode Island played well and they were simply better

than us for this game." Kenny said. "Hopefully, though,

we'll be playing them two more times."

[f the Minutewomen play up to their potential and win

the necessary games in the A- 10 Tournament, coach

Kenny will indeed get her wish.

Although this team is young, several of these youngsters

have been posting serious stats and making crucial contri-

Turn to VOLLEYBALL, page 7

Minutewomen battle Tar Heels
By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

In collegiate athletics, most teams

would be happy with two
Ail-Americans on their roster at any

one time.

But most teams aren't the North

Carolina field hockey squad.

"They have five All-Americans.

an Olympic team member, an

Olympic alternate and a number of

veteran squad members all return-

ing." said Massachusetts coach

Patty Shea, whose team faces the

No. 3 Tar Heels (6-2) and Wake
Forest (6-6) this

weekend in

Chapel Hill. N.C.

"They are the

two-time defend-

ing national

champions. That

explains it all."

The names
speak for them-
selves. Cindy
Werley was a

member of the

in and not lose anything out on the

field." Shea said. "They have so

many weapons. We will have to play

a perfect game to beat them.

"But. at the same time, we have

nothing to lose," she said. "There is

no pressure on us. They have all the

pressure, because as defending

champ they have a bulls-eye on

their back — everyone tries to beat

them."

So far this season only two teams

have been successful in that quest

— No. 1 Old Dominion, a team that

constantly battles the Tar Heels for

field hockey supremacy, and No. 2

Virginia,

respect. The Tar Heel senior leads

the nation in points with 47. Shea

played with Werley in the Summer
Games in Atlanta last year, but that

doesn't necessarily translate into a

scouting advantage.

"I know her style and some of her

moves." Shea said. "But she

improves every time she steps on

the field, so she'll probably be that

much better when we play her."

Sunday the Minutewomen meet

another Atlantic Coast Conference

opponent in the Demon Deacons.

Turn to FIELD HOCKEY, page 7

Also Today

Field Hockcy.

Massachusetts
@

No.3 N. Carolina

Saturday 1 p.m.

1996 Olympic
squad. |ana Withrow is one of the

nation's stingiest goaltenders, |o\

Driscoll was a 1996 Olympic alter-

nate and Nancy Pelligreen is a mem-
ber of the U.S. National team.

But neither Shea nor the

Minutewomen (5-4), see the chal-

lenge as an intimidating one. "We
match up well with them." she said.

"They play a possession game and

they have a lot of speed. But we
have played some great games in

practice and we are very ready."

Still, the coach is realistic.

"Of course, they can sub players

UNC's toughest

in-conference

competition.

"Yeah.
they've lost."

Shea said. "But

losses aren't

necessarily a

bad thing. You
can learn a lot

from a loss and

possibly be much better in the next

game."

The Minutewomen. have gained

much from their losses (their last

two came two weeks ago) and have

put themselves in good position in

the Atlantic 10 conference as a

result.

"We still need to work on some
small things." Shea said. "Our tim-

ing has improved and we are using

space well. We have to concentrate

on our game. We can't put all of

our focus on them, though we still

have to respect them."

Werley commands the most

• Men's Soccer, hosts A-10 foes...

• Men's Tennis, volley with 'Cats... page

* Men's XC, gaining experience... page

» Women's XC, invited to another race... page

Gibson to help improve

prestige of Hall of Fame
By Sanford Appell

Collegian Staff

LMJ«tN KOSKY / COLLEGIAN

junior Kate Putnam takes the Minutewomen up against the defending

National Champion Tar Heels this weekend.

UMass takes fowl intentions to Philly
By Kathleen Ralls

Collegian Staff

Think Globally — Act Locally.

A sticker often stuck to the rear

bumper on cars all over the coun-

try, it signifies the driver's efforts,

despite the fact they are driving a

carbon dioxide breathing machine,

to save the planet and its inhabi-M by way of recycling and con

serving.

I don't think these activists

Wonuns Soccer

would be happy to hear of the No. 15

Massachusetts women's soccer team's intended

clash with a few endan-

gered species — more
specifically, the Hawks and

Owls of St. Joseph's and

Temple Univei-ru. respec-

tively — especially in

Philadelphia, the city of

Brotherly love.

UMass. after starling the

season on a torrid 7-0

pace, has suffered two

Massachusetts
@

St* Josephs

Saturday I p.m.

losses in the past 10 days, one in Texas last week-

end against Cal-Berkeley, and the other in

Amherst last Sept. 25 against then-No. 7

Connecticut.

So UMass is thinking revenge this weekend

when they head to Philadelphia for two Atlantic 10

matches, and Massachusetts is a perfect 5-0 in

conference play thus far.

The Minutewomen are minus a key midfielder in

junior Robin Smith, who is injured, and UMass

coach |im Rud> is looking to fill her spot with

Turn to WOMEN'S SOCCER, page 7

Don Gibson, the newly anointed

head of operations at the Basketball

Hall of Fame, spoke to a group of

enthused students at the Campus
Center yesterday. He was hired this

past lanuary, and has been working

to build a name for the Hall ever

since.

"We want to get out to the peo-

ple, and present them with an enter-

taining and educational experience

that they will remember," Gibson
said.

In the year 2000. Springfield will

be the home of a brand new complex

which will hold an improved Hall of

Fame museum and various other

attractions, such as restaurants and a

theatre.

"This project is not only meaning-

ful to basketball, but to the entire

community of Springfield. This build-

ing will help in revitalizing the city,"

Gibson said

To create a site of this magnitude,

the Hall received $25 million from

the state of Massachusetts, and raised

an additional $10.7 million of their

own.

Gibson could be the key to the suc-

cess of the Hall when this building

comes around. He has taken a

hands-on approach to all aspects of

operation.

"We need consistency in our
marketing approach. We want to

be more appealing to all age
groups," Gibson said. "We want

people to realize Springfield is

actually a very convenient and

appealing location for a museum of

this magnitude."

In addition to the vast amount of

basketball concentration. Gibson

hopes to add an element of arts and

entertainment when the new building

opens.

He described plans of incorporat-

ing musicians and cinematic aspects

to the environment of the Hall.

This all relates back to Gibson's

master plan of making a name for the

Basketball Hall of Fame and the city

of Springfield.

"Right now. we are still trying to

figure out who to appeal to. We have

basketball fans in the area that do

not even know we are here," Gibson

said. "1 have to change that immedi-

ately, so we will have a strong fol-

lowing when the new facility opens

up."

One of Gibson's approaches has

been to bring the Hall of Fame to

the people, so to speak. Last week,

the Hall put together an interactive

booth at the Big E. Bringing the Hall

out in the open — to the people —
has helped conquer lack of expo-

sure.

The presentation Gibson gave to

UMass students left them with a

great impression of what he was try-

ing to accomplish.

"I realized this was an opportunity

of a lifetime. 1 have a chance to build

(his thing from the ground up. This is

the most exciting project I have ever

been involved with." Gibson said.
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Minutemen mumped
by Wildcats

Mike Hodges
and the UMass
football team
dropped a 28-1
game to UNH at

McCuirk Stadium
Saturday (see

Sports, page 1 0).

Coming
up suds

Love 'em or hate

'em, today's Soap
Chat gives you the

chance to respond

about your favorite

character and more

(see Arts & Living,

page 6).

WORLD

Harrods withdraws

controversial book
LONDON (AP) — The controver-

sial Andrew Morton biography of

Princess Diana was withdrawn from

sale at Harrods department store

on orders from its owner,
Mohamed Al Fayed, whose son

died with the princess five weeks

ago.

The book, in which Morton says

Diana was the main source for the

painful details of her early life and

marriage to Prince Charles, is due

for widespread publication today.

A few London stores put several

hundred copies of Diana, Her True

Story — In Her Own Words on sale

Saturday. Dillons said it sold all

4,000 of the books it made avail-

able at five central outlets.

Waterstone's book stores, which

has a branch at Harrods, also

began selling the book, a revised

edition of Morton's 1992 bestseller

Diana: Her True Story.

"It was withdrawn on Saturday,"

Al Fayed spokesman Michael Cole

said yesterday. "Mr. Al Fayed gave

the order as soon as he found out

the book was on sale.

"He didn't want the book in his

shop because he saw it as a blatant

attempt to gain money out of an

awful tragedy tor which he is still in

grieving."

NATION

Weather delays

astronaut's return

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) —
After 1 44 days away from his family

and planet, astronaut Michael Foale

had to wait a little longer yesterday

to return from Mir aboard space

shuttle Atlantis.

Although the weather was good

enough for an unmanned rocket to

blast off with a communication
satellite, the wind was too gusty and

the clouds were too thick for Atlantis

to land safely. NASA ordered th»

seven-member shuttle crew to stay

up an extra orbit and try for a

touchdown later in the evening.

Foale couldn't wait »o see his wife

and two young children and to dig

into some pizza and pasta. Also on

his wish list: beer and "a lot of

chocolate."

Foale's 4 1/2 months aboard

Russia's aging space station were

often trying and sometimes down-

right scary.

A cargo ship similar to the one

launched to Mir from Kazakstan yes-

terday plowed into the station in

June, one month after Foale arrived.

The 40-year-old astrophysicist —
whose mission is exceeded on the

U.S. side only by Shannon Lucid's

1 88-day Mir tour in 1 996 — lost half

his science experiments and almost

all his personal belongings in the

crash. As a result, he's coming home
pretty much empty-handed; the

charms he took up for his wife and

friends are sealed in the ruptured

lab.
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Escort Service starts new route

in response to safety concerns
By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

Amherst fire fighter David Patteson waves to people below during a

day when children and adults got a chance to see how the Fire

Department in Amherst was run.

Beginning this semester students

using the Escort Service no longer need

to call the University of Massachusetts

Public Safety Department. Instead they

can wait at one of the 10 designated

stops in the new fixed route.

Last semester, members from Public

Safety. Student Government
Association (SGA) and the Pioneer

Valley Transit Authority (PVTA)

formed the Escort Summit Committee

after student complaints over the effec-

tiveness of the Escort Service program.

"A big problem was the Escort

Service was becoming so popular that

is was becoming hard to meet the stu-

dent's demands," said UMass Police

Chief |ohn Luippold. "We were provid-

ing over 10,000 rides per academic

year."

Through surveys, students were

asked to comment on the strengths and

weaknesses of Escort Service.

"We were looking for common
themes about why student didn't like

the Escort Service. Once we gathered

those themes, we came up with recom-

mendations on how to improve those

problems and began to implement

those changes." Luippold said.

One major issue that was repeated

often was the importance of "knowing

when a van was going to be at a certain

point. That had a lot to do with why we

went with a fixed schedule this year."

said Al Byam Transit Manager for

PVTA.
Many other complaints consisted of

students not being able to get through

when they called for an escort, and

once they did students found them-

selves waiting for a long period of time

for a van to show up, Byam explained.

The fixed route begins in the

Southwest Residential Area Horseshoe

and makes nine other stops: the comer

of Massachusetts Avenue and Sunset

Avenue; Blue Wall; parking lot 43;

Eastman Lane; Cashin Residence Hall;

Grayson Residence Hall; Chadboume
Residence Hall; Wheeler Residence

Hall: Hampshire House then back to

Southwest.

Each route is estimated to take

20-25 minutes.

"With this fixed route we are able

move more individuals around campus

in a shorter amount of time," Luippold

said.

Another advantage of the fixed route

is the decrease of in- coming phone

calls to the public safety department.

"The fixed route cuts down drastical-

ly on the number of calls coming in to

the police station. This allows student

dispatchers to focus more of their

attention on their other jobs as well,"

said Public Safety Officer Michael

Rucks. "Students seem to be liking the

service better this year because they

know where and when the van is going

to be there."

Freshman Alyssa Manzi said she

likes the convenience of the Escort

Service but "the only thing that I don't

like so far about Escort Service is that I

have to walk from Furcolo Hall to

Northeast by myself." she said.

Manzi attends a night class until 9

p.m. on Tuesday nights.

Another student, freshman political

science major Elizabeth Sullivan said

she takes the Escort Service because

she refuses to walk on the "rape trail"

that connects Sylvan Residential Area

to Orchard Hill Residential Area.

"1 have walked there before and it is

very creepy. There needs to be a lot

more light before I'll use it again," she

said.

"So far this semester the number of

complaints from students about waiting

long periods of time have gone down
significantly,"said Luippold.

The Public Safety department wants

to stress the Escort Service is specifical-

ly designed for students who feel their

safety may be endangered, not for

groups.

"Some students think of us as a taxi

and that our job is just to drive students

around. We are not a taxi, we are here

for safety reasons," said lustin

Ononibaku, an escort driver.

Although the number of complaints

have decreased, public safety officials

have no way of determining if the num-

bers of students using the service have

increased.

Rucks said "because of it being a

fixed route we don't take names any-

more because students do not have to

call for a ride.

"Drivers may get counters soon so

they can keep track of the number of

students they are transporting,'' he said.

Ononibaku. who said he has seen an

increase in students using the service,

thinks there needs to be a second van

on the fixed route.

"Currently there is only one van and

often the van is filled and students are

forced to wait until the next round." he

said.

"This semester the changes that have

been made are being tested and we will

modify those changes when we talk

about what worked well and what

didn't work well." said Luippold.

In addition to the fixed route service

there are three other escort programs

available; walking escorts, support

escorts and library escorts.

Turn to ESCORT, page 3

Eqbal Ahmad honored by Chomsky in keynote address
• ., „ • ..l j i . „«• »u„ M...-.U anA <. ,iitl-. deliii nf Hpvelnnment in the South,

By Jonathan Liberty

Collegian Staff

AMHERST — Economic growth,

protectionism, and the prospects of the

Third World were the main subjects of

Noam Chomsky's keynote address

Friday night at Hampshire College's

Robert Crown Center.

Chomsky, a social critic, political

analyst and professor of linguistics at

the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, began the symposium

titled. "Border Crossings: the commit-

ments of a political intellectual; a cele-

bration of the life of Eqbal Ahmad."

The symposium, which took place on

Oct. 5-4. honored Ahmad, who is retir-

ing from Hampshire after teaching for

1 5 years as professor of politics and

Middle East studies.

After being introduced by

Hampshire President Gregory S. Prince

and co-Dean of the School of Social

Science Margaret Cerullo. Chomsky
gave a 75 minute lecture to a stand-

ing-room-only-crowd of over 2,000

persons.

Chomsky began by citing a recent

article in the New York Times, titled.

"Making Sure War Crimes Aren't

Forgotten." Both the Clinton adminis-

tration and Madeleine Albright have

created policy to "see that the atrocities

of war do not fade into history." as

reported in the Times.

But Chomsky pointed out that

Clinton and Albright forgot to give

credit to a previous suggestion made in

the journal of International Affairs in

1971 by Ahmad. According to

Chomsky. Ahmad is the brain child of

this war crime policy.

"Eqbal was bitterly condemned,

while Clinton has been highly praised."

Chomsky said. "Their policies differed

in fundamentals."

Chomsky said Eqbal wanted crimi-

nals to be brought to justice, while

Clinton's policy was restricted to a

carefully selected category of crimes

charged to someone else's account.

"I'm not surprised that Clinton went

unchallenged." Chomsky said. "And

there is remarkable danger in this

unchallenged power."

After a brief round of applause.

Chomsky discussed the radical shift of

economic power, which is deepening

the divide between rich and poor both

nationally and internationally.

"In any third world country, there is

obscene wealth and privilege, modest

survival and real misery," Chomsky
said. "There must be a willingness to

consider questions which can prevent

renewal."

According to Chomsky, due to the

divide of rich and poor, while he was

speaking. 1.000 children will die from

disease, while 2.000 will die from child-

birth in India.

Also in India, due to the lack of gen-

der equality, 30-40 million women
would be alive. Chomsky said.

But Chomsky pointed out that these

cultural maladies do not evade the

United States. In terms of hunger and

child poverty, the U.S. ranks with

Cuba.

"The technical term for countries

with a high rank in economic growth

and low human development is an eco-

nomic mirror," Chomsky said.

Chomsky continued his analysis of

the Americas, comparing the differing

development of the North and South,

while discussing the cause for these dif-

ferences. ••*

"Europe developed, and those coun-

tries who escaped Europe, only the

United States, japan and its colonies

truly developed." he said.

"Compulsory liberalization led to the

delay of development in the South."

Chomsky said. "Every developing coun-

try radically violated neo-liberal princi-

ples.''

Chomsky used the example of India

and England to illustrate the lack of
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Noam Chomsky (left), a professor of linguistics at MIT enjoys a moment with a friend, Eqbal Ahmad (right), a

retiring Hampshire College professor, on Friday night at the Robert Crown Center at Hampshire College.

Anita Hill speaks at Mt. Holyoke
By Julliette Doro
Collegian Staff

ON THE INTERNET

www.umats.edu/rso/colegian

Six years after testifying in

front of the Senate Judiciary

Committee that lustice

Clarence Thomas sexually

harassed her, Anita Hill said

she is ready to tell her story.

Hill was welcomed to

Chapin Auditorium at Mount

Holyoke College on Thursday

by a standing ovation from

the audience. The lecture was

in honor of the sixth anniver-

sary of the Five College

Women's Studies Research

Center.

"I always feel good in a uni-

versity community because of

the hope it symbolizes." she

said, greeting the audience of

1,500 people.

As Hill began the lecture,

she said her life before the

trial was boring. She had a

happy childhood on an isolat-

ed farm in Oklahoma.
Although it was a hard life,

she said it was rich in experi-

ence. She read passages from

her book. Speaking Truth to

Power.

She said she went on to col-

lege at Oklahoma State

University and then Yale Law
School. After working in

Washington D.C.. she began

teaching at the University of

Oklahoma, where, she said,

her life was back on track.

"Then 1991 happened and

overnight my life was
changed." Hill said.

Hill spoke about the

dichotomy of her life since the

trial, reading letters out loud

to illustrate the split between

those who support her and
those who continue to accuse

her of lying.

She read a letter from a

woman who wrote to tell her

she hoped to raise her son to

respect Hill.

"! needed to hear from peo-

ple like this. I needed to know
there were people who cared

about me and this issue." Hill

said. "Many of the otlui

ments differ dramatically
."

Hill lightheartedly read a

letter from an author who
criticized her. Some ol the

writer's comments were, "you

rely on the politics of race and

sex to perpetuate your leftist

agenda. You know you per-

petuate racism and sexism in

this way."

Amid the audience's laugh-

ter, she read several other let-

ters, one said that Hill was

"dead set against traditional

family values and work
ethics."

Hill said that the author of

those letters was afraid of the

social change needed to end

sexism and racism.

"Social change is necessary

if the law's promises are to be

fulfilled," she said.

Hill said it wouldn't be

easy, and she hopes that her

life is an example of the diffi-

culty in speaking out against

sexism. She told the audience

that she would do it all over

again.

"I recommend to you a life

of challenge over a life of

complacency; rather than sim-

ply talking you can do some-

thing about it."

After the lecture. Hill

signed her book. The lecture

was co-sponsored by the Five

College Women's Studies

Research Center and the

Odyssey Bookshop in South

Hadley.

Said discusses world cultures,

pays tribute to Eqbal Ahmad
*- § „ .. i_ i • I I :_ 111m :„ •

By Tamor Carroll

Collegian Staff

Noted author and intellect Edward Said

spoke about alternative visions of the U.S. role

in world politics Friday afternoon at Bowker

Auditorium.

Lee Edwards. Dean of the College of Arts

and Sciences, introduced Said to the packed

crowd of 750-plus students, faculty and com-

munity members

"I am unbelievably delighted and terribly

honored to be introducing Edward Said to

you," Edwards said.

"He is one of the outstanding intellectuals of

the 20th century and he is someone who has

changed the way we think about the formation

of cultures and folkloric relations." Edwards

said. "His work has featured prominently in

our heated debates over the canon, the curricu-

lum and the character of liberal education in a

multicultural, capitalist society."

Said, a professor of English and compara-

tive literature at Columbia University, is the

author of several books on the

Israeli/Palestinian conflict, including After the

Last Sky: Palestinian Lives. He has also writ-

ten extensively on the role of cultures and

ways of looking at the world, the topic of his

1993 book. Culture and Imperialism.

In his lecture, entitled "Clash of

Civilizations or Clash of Definitions?" Said

criticized Samuel Huntington's view of world

politics as outlined in his essay "The Clash of

Civilizations," published in 1993 in The

Journal of Foreign Affairs, and in his recent

book, The Clash of Civilizations and the

Remaking of World Order.

Said argued that Huntington's view of

world politics in the post-Cold War era as a

battle between Western and non- Western

civilizations was nothing short of a "prescrip-

tion for war." which ignores the complex

interrelations of cultures in today's world.

"What Huntington means by this new style

of politics is the principle clash between

Western and non-Western cultures." Said

said. The core of Huntington's vision is an

unceasing clash of cultures that slides into the

space of political ideologies during the Cold

War. so that, in fact, the Cold War continues."

Said attacked Huntington's formula for the

engineered spread of Western culture as the

base of U.S. foreign policy

"His survey of what the West must do is a

very aggressive prescription, a very interven-

tionalist attitude to get these groups to

become Western." Said said. "It is a resolutely

chauvinistic stance... a manual in the art of

maintaining the war frame mind-set of

Americans."

Huntington's thinking. Said argued, ignores

progress in cross-cultural relations and under-

standing and is fundamentally biased.

"Huntington is quite misleading," Said nM.

"He scants enormous advances in our under-

standing

of how Turn to SAID page 2
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Netanyahu defends Israels

right to counter terrorism

By Hilary Appelmon
Assoc iated Press

IERUSALEM — Prime Minister

Benjamin Netanyahu's government

broke its silence yesterday on the

botched assassination attempt

against a Hamas leader, defending

Israel's right to fight terrorism "with-

out compromise."

The bungled Sept. 25 attack on

Khalid Mashaal in Ionian has dam-

aged peacemaking and thrown rela-

tions with Israel's friendliest Arab

ally, Jordan, into crisis. In Israel on

Sunday, there were calls for an offi-

cial inquiry, and an opposition law-

maker demanded Netanyahu's resig-

nation.

In the attack, two men carrying

Canadian passports injected poison

into the Hamas leader's ear as he

entered his office in Amman.
Mashaal was hospitalized with

breathing problems but ref-overed.

In its first public comment on the

attempt, Netanyahu's government
stopped short of confirming that

Israeli agents were responsible.

But in a Cabinet statement.

Netanyahu called Mashaal "the No. 1

figure in Hamas, responsible for the

murder of innocent Israeli citizens,"

and said "the government's obliga-

tion is to protect the lives of its citi-

zens and to fight terror without com-

promise."

Netanyahu adviser David Bar-Ulan

indicated that negotiations were
under way with lordan over the

return of the two attackers, now in

Jordanian custody.

"We'd rather not refer to the spe-

cific case as long as the negotiations

are going on," he told reporters.

"We're not discussing the case as

long as there are Israelis in custody

in Jordan."

Bar-Ulan said Mashaal was respon-

sible for activating the Hamas cells

that carried out two deadly suicide

bombings in lerusalem this summer.

In protest of the use of Canadian

passports in the attack, Canada
recalled its ambassador from Israel,

lordan's King Hussein, in an inter-

view published Sunday in the

London-based Al-Hayat newspaper,

called the attack "a reckless act car-

ried out by a party that has no faith

in peace."

Hussein did not specifically tie

Israel to the assassination attempt,

but insisted that Israel respect the

1994 peace treaty between the two

countries. "1 personally can't figure

out what the Israeli prime minister is

thinking of. and this worries me a

lot." he said.

Despite his harsh words, the king

accepted the credentials yesterday of

Israel's new ambassador to Jordan.

Oded Eran. in a ceremony scheduled

before last week's attack.

According to Israel news media,

Israel sent a doctor to lordan after

the attack with a drug that neutral-

ized the poison. If lordan had not

received the antidote, Hussein said,

"We would have taken plenty of

measures."

Israeli reports described Israel's

release last week of Sheikh Ahmed
Yassin. Hamas' ailing spiritual

leader, as part of a swap for the two

men held by lordan. The king denied

such a deal.

Jordanian and Hamas officials said

Yassin would be flown to his home
in the Gaza Strip today, but Israeli

officials refused to confirm this.

There were reports out of Jordan

that Israel would also release dozens

of Palestinian prisoners, including

several Hamas leaders, as part of a

deal to get back the alleged Israeli

agents. Hamas was reportedly

demanding the release of 22 Hamas
prisoners, including some involved

in planning suicide bombings in

Israel.

The assassination attempt

appeared likely to set back Israel's

effort to get Yasser Arafat to crack

down on Hamas. Arafat told

Associated Press Television that he

would talk with Yassin and other

leaders "to strengthen more and
more the Palestinian unity and the

Palestinian coordination and cooper-

ation in facing all these challenges."

CNN, quoting unidentified

sources, said yesterday that Hamas
had offered Israel a 10-year halt in

attacks before the assassination

attempt. But Abdel Aziz Rantisi, a

senior Hamas official in Gaza,
denied the report.

A special session of Israel's

Parliament was called for next week

to discuss the assassination attempt.

Labor lawmaker Haim Ramon
demanded an official inquiry and
Meretz Party lawmaker Ran Cohen
said Netanyahu should resign.

The Sunday Times of London said

Netanyahu, furious over the Hamas
attacks in lerusalem. had overruled

his own Mossad intelligence agency

to order Mashaals assassination.

Opponents reportedly argued that

the action would jeopardize Israel's

relations with Jordan and Mossad's

operations there.
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"Wowzers?! Jazz in my dining hall!"
u . n

Drummer George Arsonault, a sophmore music major, electric guitarist Aram Bajakian, a sophmore music major, bassist Brian Cobb, a junior

composition major, saxophonist Brian Sacawa, a junior music major, and trumpeter Brian Koning, a junior music major, are the melodious flavor-

ings that spiced up Sunday's Jazz Brunch in Berkshire Dining Hall.

Chomsky
continued from page
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Noam Chomsky gave the

keynote address, "The Prospects for

the Third World at Home and
Abroad," during a symposium to

honor the life work of Eqbal

Ahmad.

development in the south.

"In the 18th century, India was the

top commercial manufacturer in the

world, but India was subjected to com-

pulsory liberalization," Chomsky said.

"But in England, there was protection

throughout the 17th and 18th cen-

turies''

Chomsky's clearest example of the

situation was the textile industry. In

order to stop the import of Indian tex-

tiles. England imposed a 75 percent

tariff and then barred Indian textiles

completely. English textile then flooded

India. Eventually. India had no cotton

exports at all. According to Chomsky,

this textiles pattern used by England is

still used today, as the U.S. undertook

the same policies.

"The U.S. has been a leader in pro-

tectionism in textiles, steel and energy,"

Chomsky said.

"The Reaganites lead the sustained

assault on free trade principles," he

said. "The restrictive efforts of the

Reaganites are three times those of

other countries.

"But there is nothing hidden, the

problem remains that nobody studies

what's going on," he continued.

In an abrupt conclusion, Chomsky

said, "Today's struggles are very similar

to the past but on a higher plain. We
must continue the cause of freedom

and justice, which Eqbal has been such

an advocate, in his words and action."

Chomsky then embraced Ahmad
while he received a standing ovation.
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cultures work. Far from being an arbi-

trator, he is a partisan advocate lor one

civilization over all others."

Said went on to say that

Huntington's thinking results from the

colonial heritage of the 20th century

and the notion that each race has its

own destiny, and asked, "Is this the

best way to understand the world we
live in? Is this a wise way to look at it?"

Said further criticized Huntington's

thesis by arguing that it is impossible

to define cultures narrowly, as they are

constantly changing and redefining

themselves.

"Statements about our culture

require definitions." Said said. "Our
time is a clash of definitions. There is

no good definition of what Western

civilization is. Defining the culture is

always a major and ongoing contest."

Said claimed that it is just as impor-

tant to study the dissenting groups in

any culture, those that are lighting for

a, different definition than tf^ main-

stream.

"\o culture is understandable with

out this counter- culture." Said said.

"To disregard this sense of relentless

change is to miss what is vital and fer-

tile in culture."

Furthermore, Said argued.

Huntington's narrow interpretation of

history and of current relations

between cultures misses the interde-

pendency of cultures.

"He obliterates the great and often

silent dialogue between cultures and

ignores the lifelong dedication of schol-

ars, artists and others to try to come to

terms with the other which seems so

different." Said said. "The true weakest

part of the thesis is the rigid separation

imposed on cultures."

Rather than attempting to maintain

U.S. hegemony, the goal of U.S. for-

eign policy should be to look at dan-

gers from a "human" point of view.

Said said.

"It does seem to me ostrich-like for

the West to hold everyone else in bay

in order to prolong our dominance."

Said said. "It would be much more
productive to adopt a new global men-

tality that sees dangers from a human
point of view."

Said pointed towards the environ-

mental and women's movements as

examples of success in international

efforts, which contribute to dissolution

of cultural barriers and pride.

In conclusion, Said said

Huntington's view of world politics a*

a "primitive stage of narcissistic strug-

gle" is "exactly what we don't need

now."

Question period

After his lecture. Said answered so\

eral questions from the audience which

addressed methods for achieving a

global viewpoint and resolution ol the

Israeli/Palestinian conflict.

The first step in reaching a^global

viewpoint. Said said, is to recognize

human commonalities and to deflation

alize education.

"In the wake of the Cold War there-

is seen a need for new enemies." Said

said. "The way to combat this view is to

reveal it for what it is and to debate it.

Through education, we can understand

how powerful the effect of U.S. inter

vention is on the rest of the world."

In response to I question on the

Israeli/Palestinian conflict. Said said

that the U.S. citizenry plays a Crucial

role in the conflict, and argued that

peace will not be achieved unless Israel

recognizes the loss of the Palestinian-

in the creation of the Israeli state.

"The crises is | crises of conscious."

Said said. "Until Israelis acknowledge
what Israel cost the Palestinians, there

will never be peace."

Said's two hour lecture was part of a

weekend of speeches, entitled "Border

Crossings", in honor of Kqbal Ahmad,
who is retiring from Hampshire
College after 1 5 years as a professor of

politics and Middle East studies

Raising awareness focus of Race Talks

By Justin Rosen

Collegian Correspondent

Race Talks, a collective of students interested in rais-

ing awareness of issues of racism and opening discussion

in the University of Massachusetts community, is prepar-

ing another semester of activities and discussion on cam-

pus.

Race Talks was formed three years ago by a group of

interested undergraduates with the assistance of Grant

Ingle, Director of the Office of Human Relations, Sara

Lennox, Director of the Social Thought and Political

Economy Program and Ricardo Townes, Vice Chancellor

of Campus Activities.

Race Talks has organized community forums around

issues such as the Million Man March, Black Women and

Feminism, and African-American and lewish Relations.

Professors and other speakers from this campus and else-

where participated in these panel discussions which were

presented for the UMass community.

Race Talks has also been responsible for presenting

films about racism and facilitating discussions afterward.

Last spring Race Talks and the B'Hai community present

ed the film Skin Deep and facilitated the discussion after-

ward. Over 50 people attended the film and discussion

which was held on a Friday night.

Race Talks has also worked in coalition with other

campus groups and organizations to call attention to

racially discriminatory practices.

This semester Race Talks plans to continue raising

awareness, educating and allowing a unrestrictive envi-

ronment for discission. Additionally Race Talks will

place education and issues of racism into political action.

Race Talks' immediate plans include presenting a film

and holding a discussion next Monday with Boricous

Unidos, a UMass resident student organization, with the

time and place to be announced.

Race Talks which boasted 12 active members last

semester is looking to recruit and involve more members

of the UMass community this semester. Race Talks needs

new people to help in all levels of organizing. There is a

general planning meeting tonight in the Cape Cod

Lounge at 6:30 p.m.

Linda Vannoni, a Race Talks member, said, "If you are

interested in working with energetic and committed peo-

ple come on down, your ideas and talents are important

to us."

For more information about Race Talks, students can

contact Linda Vannoni at 527-0247 or Nikki Morse at

587- 9759.

Sixteen children killed in schoolbus ambush
By Rachid Khiari

Associated Press

ALGIERS, Algeria — Armed men
attacked a school bus yesterday in a

region hard-hit by Algeria's Islamic-

insurgents, killing 16 schoolchildren

and their driver, hospital sources

said.

The bus crashed, rolling onto its

side, when the driver apparently

tried to run a roadblock set up by

the attackers, according to the hospi-

tal sources, who spoke on condition

of anonymity.

Some of the children died from

gunshots to the head, the sources

said.

The attack took place in Bouinan,

near Blida, about 30 miles south of

Algiers. The garrison town is in the

heart of a region targeted by the

Armed Islamic Group, a militant

organization suspected in repeated,

ruthless guerrilla massacres of civil-

ians. On Friday, a rocket barrage on

Blida killed 10 people and injured

20, the latest bloodshed in a nearly

6-year-old conflict between Islamic

insurgents and Algerian security

forces, which has killed an estimated

75,000 people.

The rockets were reportedly fired

from the nearby Chrea mountains,

used as a base for attacks on the iso-

lated villages of the Mitidja Plain.

An army offensive on a stronghold

of the Armed Islamic Group moved

into its I lth day yesterday, with

tanks and bulldozers advancing and

helicopters circling a village that a

general said guerrillas had mined

and webbed with escape tunnels.

Several Algerian journalists

allowed access to Oued Allel, 12

miles south of the capital, said secu-

rity forces were closing in and

appeared to be readying for an

assault.

The Armed Islamic Group report-

edly took over Oued Allel in 1994

after most of the village's 12,000

inhabitants fled.

"You de-mine a villa, you take

risks and as soon as you get there,

they have already moved on to

another place." the commander in

charge of the operation, identified

only as Gen. Fodhil, said in an

unprecedented briefing for reporters

on the scene.

The account was carried by the

pro-government paper El-Mudjahid

and the independent daily El Watan.

It was the first time since the start of

the conflict that a top military offi-

cial has spoken with the press.

"The terrorists have enough food

and munitions to last a long time,"

the general was quoted as saying.

Across Algeria on Thursday and

Friday, militants killed at least 105

people, including dozens of children,

in a spree of massacres and bomb-

ings, targeting even a wedding.

U.N. building in Baghdad attacked
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By Woiel Foleh

Associated Press

BAGHDAD. Iraq — Gunmen
hurled grenades and fired bullets at

a United Nations building in

Baghdad, destroying one vehicle

and damaging two others, officials

said yesterday. One attacker was

injured.

The wounded gunman was over-

powered and taken into custody by

the Iraqi army, said U.N.

spokesman Eric Fait. The remaining

three gunmen fled, he said.

The Saturday night assault tar-

geted the World Health

Organization's headquarters, which

houses an office for U.N. officials

monitoring the oil-for-food pro-

gram.

No one claimed responsibility,

but Iraq blamed it on Iran. The two

neighbors fought a war from 1980

to 1988 and still are bitter enemies.

The official Iraqi News Agency

said interrogation of the arrested

person revealed that he and the oth-

ers were sent b\ Iran's intelligence

service. It did not provide a possi-

ble motive for the attack.

The news agency said the arrest-

ed attacker was an Iraqi of Iranian

origin who was deported in 1983. It

said he later "entered the Iraqi terri-

4*r> to serve-ttoe IraniamioteUi-

gence's purposes." Details of the

gunman's injuries were not known.

Since 1970. Iraq has deported

tens of thousands of Iraqis of

Iranian origin to Iran. Iraq said

their loyalty to the country was sus-

pect.

According to preliminary reports,

the four men lobbed grenades and

opened fire at the WHO building.

the U.N. statement said. U.N.

spokesman Fait told The Associated

Press the attack took place after the

office had closed and when only

guards were at the building.

The carport roof was partially

burned, Fait said. One four-wheel

drive vehicle was destroyed and

two others were severely damaged,

he said.

U.N. humanitarian coordinator in

Baghdad, Denis Halliday. con-

demned the attack, the first ever at

a'TJ.Nr building in Iraq, the state-

ment said.

"It is the Iraqi government's

responsibility to protect U.N. per-

sonnel and property against any

harm and Mr. Halliday has asked

for an urgent meeting at the highest

levels with the Iraqi leaders in order

to express his concern." said the

statement.
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Milk does a body qood
"Feminist" Nina Martin Anzuoni, ofColrain, listens to a discussion during Women's Activism Weekend, while

breast-feeding 5 month old, Nicolai Anzuoni.

escort
continued from page 1

Students can call Public Safety and

request a walking escort with trained

student security from any point on

campus.

"If you just missed the escort van

while you are at the Blue Wall and do

not feel like waiting for the next one, a

student can call for a walking escort."

said Rucks.

The support escort consists of anoth-

er van traveling from outer campus

parking lots and North Village and

Lincoln Apartments and bringing stu-

dent to their destination. Beginning

at 8:15 p.m.. the library escort trans-

ports students, every half hour, back to

their dorms.

The escort service runs from 5 p.m.

to 3 a.m.. seven days a week. Students

should call 545-2123 for more infor-

mation.
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Shopping for clothes

Alberlina Fernandas

Well. I'm pretty sure that

you've probably read mil-

lions of unfortunate inci-

dencei concerning minorities, but

rathet than sit here to whine and moan
about unfair practice! in the town ol

Amherst. I'd rather you think about it

as a comedy piece that is funny

because \ou have no choice but to

laugh hysterically. Phil things first.

I have been contemplating whether

or not to write about that particular

unfortunate incident that occurred to a

poor little island girl, the treatment

that us tanned ^^^^^^^^^^^
skinned or some-

times dark indi- ,

viduals receive

from those street vendors of Amherst

center. I call them street vendor!
because they act as if though they have

no manners.

The scenario begins with the poor

little island girl not being too happy

with this particular women's clothing

store in Amherst. The only one that

sells up-to-date fashions. The only one

with snotty salespersons. Oh yeah, that

one. How could I forget?

We all can relate to walking into a

store and feeling as if the music has

stopped or all of a sudden everyone i>

going on break — or, this is ni\

favorite one. the salespeople sa\ "We
don't carry those items here." Well. I

finally got my day in court so to speak.

I ,im April, my friend, boyfriend and

I were frantically shopping for a last

minute dress for a function later on
ih.it night. I guess we just didn't look

like we could possibly carry any money
because no Salesperson or shoeperson

tor whatever the hell they call those

people) was available. They probably

were incognito. I kept looking around

hoping to see something that was me.

but still no "May I help you?"

Still, it didn't dawn on me that I

was being ignored by these archaic

vultures. Usually they surround their

prey before pounc-

ing on them, but I

guess I didn't have

enough flesh to

look appealing. One thing 1 did keep

getting was these piercing stares as if I

had disturbed their sleep or some-
thing. Well anyway. I finally saw some-

thing that caught the gleam in my eyes.

1 walked over and took the dress off

the rack and asked a salesperson to let

me into the fitting rooms. Like a

robot, she opened the doors and disap-

peared again like dust on a windy day.

Meanwhile my friend and the guy

whose last part of his name begins

with friend, were browsing the store

looking for an alternate dress in case I

didn't like the way that one lit I decid-

ed that the dress that I had chosen was

perfect for the occasion. The dress was
only say S135. I walked over to the

Embarrassed

cash register to purchase the dress,

took out money from my decrepit

purse.

What do you know? I had two
one-hundred dollar bills in there.

Wow. How did those get in there?

Silly me, my father gave that to me
as a coming-home gift. The instant

those salespeople got a load of the

Benjamins, all of a sudden the lights

came on — it was like a disco.

They surrounded me as if I were

lohn Travolta. They were suggesting

matching earrings, they even fetched

me matching shoes. The whole nine

yards. It was lovely. 1 was basking in

the attention. 1 stood there wondering

if they knew how ridiculously foolish

they looked.

I knew that if this had not been a

last minute decision, I would have

received better service from RAVE in

the Holyoke Mall (and they're not

even on commission.)

Well, suffice to say they will not be

receiving my patronage ever again. It

will be difficult since they are the clos-

est thing if you don't own a car. I will

hold my ground firmly. I will dissuade

my friends, even foes from the treat-

ment that I had to endure. As Voy
Kernandes says. "To have or not to

have" is the question here. In that case

I can do without.

Albertina Fernandes is a UMass stu-

dent

I
was fortunate enough to witness the round table discus-

sion entitled "In Pursuit of lustice: Women's Hquality

and the Public Good" on Sept. 13 in Sage Hall. Smith

College. The event was in honor of Ruth Bader Ginsburg,

the Associate lustice of the Supreme Court who had just

received the first Sophia Smith Award the day before.

The standing-room only crowd indicated in itself the

importance of the event. The participants included

Representative lane Lakes Harmon iD-Calilomiai. attorney

Catharine MacKinnon, author and editor Gloria Sleinem.

and Nina Totenberg. a correspondent for National Public-

Radio and ABC.
The group told of the barriers women confront in their

quests for accomplishment in this country. They spoke of the

frustrations they all had experienced — ^^^^^^^^^^
incidents where because of their gender

Jamie Haslam
alone, opportunities were taken front Bjjaa_
them.

Stephanie Kulp Seymor. a chief judge of the U.S. Circuit

Court of Appeals, reported that when she was nominated for

her position the main objection was whether she could handle

her work duties while being a mother of four. However, the

other top candidate was a lather ol live.

The women spoke quite frankly about overcoming these

obstacles in reaching their peaks of success. They gave

tremendous motivation and encouragement to the numerous

Smith students intently watching. The theme they presented.

"Get out there and do it!" had impact because these women
are doing it. They have fought for ideas they truly believe in,

and are continuing the battle.

They spoke of the need for women to unify and help each

other up the ladder. They spoke of reuniting the fight for

women's rights with the fight for racial rights, as in the past

I was proud for all Smith students, proud of women. I was

proud, most of all, of those women speaking who had led

lives ol such profound significance.

The trouble is that I am a white man. As a white man, I

took the role of sympathizer. I was graciously labeled as an

"enlightened man" by Rep. Harmon, who recognized the

males in attendance amongst her "sisters."

\- I heard the advice from these wise women to their

younger 'sisters." I felt rightfully left out. 1 watched. But

what was I to act on? I cannot fight for my own equality and

lair treatment, because I have already been treated over-fair-

ly-

Being a white male for me is not full of pride. How could

it be? In light of the injustices white men have stricken this

and many other countries with, it is almost embarrassing.

Walking home from this event. I reflected on a time when I

was quite full of self-satisfaction for being an American
male.

In my early school years I was quickly taught that I

belonged to the "Land of the Free." I was told stories of

wonderful beginnings of a nation, this great fellow

Christopher Columbus, how we thanked Native Americans

^^^^^^^^^ upon our arrival for their gifts of food

and hospitality.

_^^ Since those early years. I have learned

about the cruelties our nation has com-

mitted during its young life. I discovered that we thanked the

Native Americans by slaughtering them and driving them

away. I discovered that in my country, a country that has

promoted its beginnings as based on the equality of all. only

w Kite male landowners could vote.

I learned that the "Land of the Free" really means "The

Land where White Men are Free."

How can 1 fight for equality when I myself stand on the

high end of an unequal balance? My role can only be of a

sympathizer. That is what it must be, for all I can do is sym-

pathize lor people oppressed by white men.

I sympathize for these people because I. like them, cannot

understand how gender and race can effectively determine

one's opportunities (and thus happiness and life.) I can only

hope that by treating women as equal and not determining

their worth on physical criteria, I can help their caused re-

cced.

I also stand embarrassed. Embarrassed to belong to an

educated "First World" country that has been run by selfish

and ridiculous white supremacy — which should not take a

minute of education to appear as conceited cruelty and

absolute idiocy.

Jamil Haslam is a UMass alumnus.

Write for Ed/Op!

The Collegian Editorial page needs new writers.

We want you to write

humor, politics, satire,

lifestyle, or any of a

thousand other styles

— let us be as broad

as the student body is.

We especially encourage material that relates to

current issues at UMass.
Anyone who is interested should submit materi-

al by e-mail (letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu), fax

(545-1592), or by dropping it off at the

Collegian offices for Dan Bodah.

Editorials should be 500-700 words long and
should include a phone number so we can call

you back.
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Letters to the Editor

Supports Honors

College

To the Editor:

I was appalled to see "Honors
College" and "Proposition 209" in the

same sentence (Sept. 30). Saying that

an Honors College "goes against the

mission of public higher learning and

institutes inequality" is blatantly

incorrect.

First of all, the Honors Program
exists already, with separate living

and educational facilities, as well as

elated open only to Honors students.

Calling it the Honors College changes

nothing except that it will be more
widely recognized, as it should be.

Secondly, as a female Honors stu-

dent . I have long understood that to

be competitive in a major university

such as this, I would have to put a lot

of extra time and effort into my stud-

ies. I have done this, as could any per-

son with the proper dedication, and

my efforts have paid off. The program

is not just open to rich, white males,

as Mr. Douangmany claims. It is both

a privilege and a prize to be chosen to

be in the Honors Program, but one is

not just picked to be a member, as

Mr. Douangmany seems to suggest.

We have worked and will continue-

to work hard for this distinction

throughout college, whether it be in

the Fionors Program or Honors
College. In my opinion, the Honors

College is an institution we fully

deserve because we have proven our-

selves to be motivated and academi-

cally concerned enough to reap its

benefits to the fullest. Maybe those

opposed to the Honors College should

spend more time examining the real

issues involved instead of trying to

place blame on outside issues — i.e.

race, gender and economic status.

Carrie Sticco

clsticco@student.umass.edu

Congratulations!

To the Editor:

I was a student at UMass when the

Collegian became The Massachusetts

Daily Collegian. Although I was
never a Collegian staffer. I loved the

paper and have spent much of my

lilc-alter-UMass working and writing

for newspapers and magazines. Now
I'm one of the advisers of The
Current, the newspaper of ConVal
High School in Peterborough, N.H.

I want to congratulate you on your

very fine online production
(http://www.umass.edu/rso/cole-

gian) It is beyond the wildest dreams

of those of us from the sixties. It's

also a goal that high schoolers can

aspire to. Best wishes to all con-

cerned!

Nan Fomal, '69

nfornal@mail.conval.edu

Resist more than

just Cassini

To the Editor:

Ted Hudgens' letter to the editor

(Sept. 24) stated that I was misin-

formed about the possible serious

consequences of the launch of the

Cassini space probe. Hudgens thinks

that even if the spacecraft was to

blow up on the

launch pad or if

there was a fly-by

accident. "The
canisters contain-

ing the Pu-258
are designed to

withstand re-

entry and extreme

impacts."
journalist Karl
Grossman will be

speaking at

UMass on the

topic of Cassini

Oct. 7 at the

Student Union
Ballroom at 7

p.m. He will be

able to explain
why Cassini is unsafe to launch.

As for the nuclearization of space

by NASA, I guess that Mr. Hudgens
is unaware of NASA's secret military

missions. The Clinton
Administration never put an end to

the Strategic Defense Initiative of

the Reagan/Bush era. Instead, they

changed the name to the Ballistic

Missile Defense and continue to give

it an annual budget of billions of dol-

lars.

3JL

The future of the heavens is a

nuclear nightmare. An aerospace

industry alliance of seven companies

has come up with a plan to build

nuclear- powered communications
satellites. NASA is also moving
ahead with plans to build a nuclear-

powered space colony on the moon.

And, of course, they want to con-

struct nuclear-power battle stations

to be able to shoot laser weapons to

wipe out any "terrorist" on Earth

who might threaten the power base

of the global corporations who rule

the world.

Using outer space spy satellites

which can peer into one's bedroom,

they will be able to locate any dis-

senting voice and eliminate it from

their universe. We are on the verge

of a global totalitarianism like the

world has never seen before. We
must find a way to stop the nuclear

regime before the few crazy people

who control politics, military and the

media use 21st century technology to

make us all into their slaves.

The way deadly plutonium is being

put into our world, it makes me won-

der if the people

who are in charge

are some kind of

monstrous aliens

masquerading as

humans who really

live and breathe

plutonium.
Perhaps (heir plan

is to make Earth

habitable for their

plutonium breath-

ing species

because these

nuclear-power pro-

jects arc definitely

not in the interest-

ed of the future of

humanity!

The enforce-

ment of the UMass
Picketing Code is part of this nuclear

power regime. We must find a way to

gather the masses together and start a

student uprising for the goals to reju-

venating the Earth, using solar power
and ihe ethics of people over profits

to fuel our vision of a planet of ecovil-

lages and ecocities living together in

cosmic peace.

Doctress Neutopia

neutopia@javanet.com

We encourage our readers to respond to the

contents of the Collegian through letters to

the editor.

Letters must be typed, no more than 400 words, and include name,

address, and phone number for confirmation purposes.

They can be submitted to Editorial/Opinion Editor,

Daily Collegian, 1 I > Campus Center Basemen).

UMass Amherst MA 01003. or by e-mail to:

let ters(" oitvnis.oit.umass.edu

I otters may be edited for length, clarity, and style.
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Terry: the first, unfamiliar poetess

By Louis Phillippe S. Sterlin

Collegian Correspondent

Canon formation: The creation of

oral or written chronicles.

The development of

African-American canon literary

began early in colonial America. Men
from ihe New World abducted thou-

sands ol Africans from their home-
land, and brought them on ships to

function as slaves

The slaves were coerced into dis-

missing their own languages and cul-

tures, and smote to accept the cul-

ture ol the New World. The language

they unwillingly learned was English,

and with it they learned to communi-
cate their regular affairs, but also to

manifest a spacious array of feelings

and remembrances in tales and songs

recognized today as American folk-

lore.

The folklore created by plantation

slave- was first retained in the oral

tradition and later became a power-

ful source of works, both respectable

and original, for literary material.

Being a slave meant that the free-

dom to live as you pleased was
denied forcibly. The 360-degree
transition from Africa to America
was difficult, because the education

which the matter! were demanding

yvai Licking. The majority were
against slaves receiving an education,

because the masters feared that the

educated would lead to a revolt.

Receiving education was hard. In the

South, ihe law denied blacks (free or

enslaved) to receive an education.

And in the North, the availability of

schooling for African Americans was

limited, even alter 1810, when most

slaves had been freed.

Though the majority was against

them, some blacks challenged the

odds in order to express their stories,

a fact attested to by a large body of

slave narratives, or autobiographical

accounts of hardships and tortures of

slavery. The writings of Briton

Hammon, lupiter Hammon. who was

the first black to have a literary piece

published, displayed great persever-

ance and resolution of antebellum

blacks who demonstrated their

humanity and intelligence toa main-

stream Caucasian society that, by and

large, denied to acknowledge either.

If literate slaves didn't write their

narratives, which created the canon

for African American literature, then

the grace and beauty they embodied

would never have added such diversi-

ty and strength to American folklore.

The woman who started the liter-

ary revolution was Lucy Terry Prince.

Born in West Africa in 1730, Terry

was kidnapped as an infant, and

brought to the New World as a slave

in waiting. In 1746. Terry wrote

"Bars Fight" at the age of 16. The
poem concentrates and reflects upon

King Georges War which happened

in Deerfield. Her poem is comedic

because of the technique she chose,

the ancient language, the clumsy

alliterations and its unsophisticated

proximity of ideas.

BARS FIGHT

August, 'twas the twenty-fifth.

Sei'enteen hundred forty-six.

The Indian did ambush lay.

Some very valient men to slay.

Samuel Allen like a hero fought.

And though he was so brave and

bold.

His face no more shall we behold.

Eleazer Hawks was killed outright,

Before he had time to fight.

Before he did the Indians see,

Was shot and killed immediately.

Oliver Amsden he was slain.

Which caused his friends much
griefand pain

Simeon Amsden they found dead

Not many rods distant from his

head.

Adonijah Gillet, we do here.

Did loose his life which was so

dear.

lohn Sadler fled across the water,

And thus caped the dreadful

slaughter.

Eunice Allen see Isicl the Indians

coming,

And hoes to save herself by run-

ning;

And not her petticoats stopped her,

The awful creatures had catched

Isicf her.

Nor tommy hawked her on the

head.

Young Samuel Allen, Oh
lack-a-day\

Was takne and carried to Canada.

The reason I chose Ms. Terry to

commemorate African American
writers, was because her poem
wasn't published until the late 1800s.

Lucy Terry was the first African to

contribute to American literature.

She strived to enrich undeveloped

minds and plant fresh ideas, but

never got the chance to see her works

published.

Those who know
Knowledge is a many splendid

thing. It never ceases to amaze me
how much one can do when they put

their mind to it. Lately, there's been a

huge swing of brothas and sistas

picking up the mantle of intellectual-

isin and claiming knowledge, wisdom

and understanding as their key to life.

Not surprisingly, those who really

know are making incredible strides

for themselves and their people.

I hese are the folks who have taken it

upon themselves to get involved in

the various resident student organiza-

tions (RSOs) and clubs on campus.

These are the cats who are putting in

mad hours down at WMUA Radio

and your University of Massachusetts

Daily Collegian (shameless plug. I

know ).

Those who know are claiming

knowledge, wisdom, understanding

and are actually applying it in their

daily walk, but there are a significant

number of those who aren't. For one

reason of another, some brothas and

mskis (eel the need to claim knowl-

edge, but when it comes to getting

things done and puttin' down for the

community, all they seem to do is

blow smoke These are the people

that are in need of a self-check.

h doesn't take much to be able to

recycle dates and names. There was a

time when 1 use to think that because

1 could recite the Black Panther's Ten

Point Program. I was someone who
waj "in there." I read all the usuals

(Roots. Black Power Ideologies,

llrothcrmaii and other various Civil

Rights and black power books) and

no one could tell me anything about

bl.ic k issues. I listened to the speech-

es, the lectures and bought the Final

( all every time I saw a brother in suit

and bow lie.

II you spoke to me. be ready to get

a sermon, because I was a steaming

hot bed of aggression, knowledge

and intellectual piss and vinegar, but

I wasn't involved in jack- squat. I

was the kind of person that could

Humphrey

brown III

give you 10.001 reasons why black

people are in the political, economic

and mental hell that we reside, but

wouldn't give one reason how to get

out. Sound like anyone you know?

Let it be clear that I'm not saying

you shouldn't get all the knowledge

you can.

That's
ridiculous

(if you
haven't
read any

of the

books I

men-
tioned
above, I

highly rec-

ommend
them),
but what I

am trying to say is that just reading

the book doesn't make you a revolu-

tionary.

There are way too many truly intel-

lectual brothas and sistas out there

who know plenty, but don't use their

mental powers for good. Instead,

they fall prey to the evil, maniacal Dr.

Gripe-a-lot and his evil minions,

bitch-and-moan.

What good is knowledge if all you

do is complain and give off the

impression that you're down and

black, when in reality, the limits of

your pro-activitv don't go bevond a

call-in to BET Talk Live?

True knowledge and wisdom lies

not only in the reading of the books,

but in practice outside of your com-

fort zone.

There were crazy cats back in the

day. who wrote the very books we
receive our information from, that

knew their stuff. The difference

between them and many of us. is that

they applied what they knew to help

bring the mental levels of their com-

munities to a new plateau. They

didn't sit around and complain about

the struggle. They were a part of the

struggle.

No one is saying you have to start

laying down in front of moving police

cars or take over administration

buildings (if you really feel the need

to hit Whitmore. I'd understand). All

I'm asking, all your black community

is asking, is that if you have the

knowledge, spread the power. It's

that simple.

Those who know realize that

they're playing themselves if they set-

tle for just knowin' names and dates.

These days, particularly as UMass-ter

is taking all our money, it's impera-

tive that you put some of that sweet

information to good use. Otherwise,

you might as well not know anything

at all.

One person who knows nothing,

but is willing to put it down for his

black community, is more valuable

than 20 heads who know the history

of the Civil Rights Movement, but

don't do anything.

Everyone is needed in the battle

for equality, but if all our leaders are

too busy feeding their egos, when are

we ever going to win? I can count on

my fingers and toes, the number of

brothas and sistas who are making

the kind of moves needed on this

campus. They're the heads of our

Al.ANA RSOs and the ones you call

when you want to know what's hap-

pening with the Goodell student-

administrator meetings or any other

issues pertaining to this community.

They're going round for round with

the SGA and making sure you're

rights don't get stripped away right

up from under your nose. To those

warriors, I give my utmost respect

and admiration.

Students, administrators and pro-

fessors who really know, are doing

what they can for the advancement of

this black nation. What do you know
about it?

Humphrey brown III is a Collegian

columnist.

Beats, Lyrics

and Conscious Knowledge
Commercial hip hop. Hie first name I associate with this

phrase is Sean "Puffy" Combs a.lui. Puff Daddy. Before I

start breaking the science of his steadv relationship with

commercialization, let me define lor you ___^^______
what my man Mr. Webster defines .i^

commercial. Commercial is: ol relating

to, or engaged in commerce, designed for

profit.

Marketed to club scenes and commer-

cial media. Puffy has monopolized con-

trol over a large part of the voice ot hip

hop. rap and R&B. By packaging music

to cater to certain audiences, he has

designed his music for profit and is

thereby becoming a commercial entity.

Don't get me wrong. I am not one of

those so called "playa hatas" that Puffy

constantly reminds us of in his music. I

give much respect where respect is due. but I give respect to

Puffy as a businessman and an enlerlainet. not as an artist.

You may ask what an artist is. Hip hop is a culture

in which rap. R&B and reggae, among other

forms of music, is the voice that expresses the

art. The definition of art and artists is highly

subjective, being that taste is highly subjec-

tive, but an artist to me understands their art

and assumes the responsibility of the art they

create; someone who uses their imagination to

express themselves creatively. An artist is original

with intellect of innovation. An artist is usual-

ly selfless and lives to create their art as an

expression of self. Puffy is none of the above.

His lyrical prose and content is monoto-

nous. He lacks originality, conscious knowledge and

innovation. His objective is not to express himself in a

creative manner, but to design and package a product

for capital gain. His love of banking on this capitalistic

success influence! his stvle and his expression more

than his love for the art form, This is reflected in his

music, through the innumerable number of songs that

speak of the amount of money he makes, the kinds of

pricey cars he drives and the so called "chicken heads"

that surround him.

Puffy is a capitalist in the tnic essence of the word. The

nature of his expression and his music is very capitalist.

Seems like the only goal in his life is to get paid, and get paid

"I don't know what

they want from me,

seems like the more

money we come across,

the more problems we
see.

"

— Puffy/Mace "Mo
money, Mo problems"

Sulci Seetharaman

by any means necessary. That means doing whatever I have

to do to get where I'm going, stabbing whomever in the back

to get mines. Amidst all of this. Puffy has forgotten one of

___^______ the most important characteristics of

an artist and has failed to assume the

responsibility of the power that he

holds: the power of voice. Ihe voice

of hip hop holds power over millions

of young black men and women who
strive to be like those who hold the

controls; the artists, the entertainers,

the producers, the promoters.

The influence of this voice is evi-

dent and the influence of Puffy is only

too visible. I peep the Lil Kim, Mary |.

Blije lookalikes, with their Chanel and

Moschino attire, the Biggie wannabes

with their cutthroat "I don't care, I'm

a get mine" attitudes, and of course the "Big Willie"

wannabes who use their clothes, gold, cars and money to

attract their "chickens." This is all the reflection of

the influence that Puffy seems to forget about.

The capitalism that has Puffy living large (as

some may see it), is the same capitalism

that, due to its cutthroat competitive

nature, has taken the lives of two of its

most renowned artists, Tupac Shakur and

Biggie Smalls. It is the same capitalism that has

us, as a black people, digressing from social and

political awareness into its clutches of cut-

throat competition, individualism and

lethargy of revolution.

This capitalistic attitude that Puffy advo-

cates (money is everything) is very influential in divid-

ing us as a black people to do whatever it takes and

stab whomever in the back to make it. We have been

striving to get away from falling into the game ol

divide and conquer to progress. Using art as an

expression and a voice is one of the most prominent

ways of achieving this success. The authority of this

voice, in the art form, can be used to express a variety

of different ways of life. Money is definitely one of those

things, but as Puffy doesn't realize, it isn't everything.

Suki Seetharaman is the Rap Director for The Black

Mass Communications Project {BMCP).

Black like me: Cape Verdean
First of all. for those who do not

know. Cape Verde is an archipelago

off the west coast of Africa. The coun-

try is only 22 years old and is a former

Portuguese colony.

My quest for the answer "Ate Cape

Verdeans black?" actually began when

I went back home to Brockton last

weekend. Something funny happened.

As I was at a gas station gassing up my
Lexus 1.S 450 (I wish). I was confront-

ed by an old playground buddy. He
asked me what I was up to and we
spoke for a while. When I was about to

leave though, he asked me a funny

question. He asked me if I was black.

He knew that I was Cape Verdean. but

he was wondering whether or not

Cape Verdeans are black.

I said to him that I was black, but

kept thinking about the question the

whole ride back to Amherst. Had I

misrepresented my Capo Verdean

brothers and sisters? Did they consider

themselves black? So. I went on and

devised a quick, four-question poll in

order to get the opinion of Cape
Verdeans on this campus. I can't say

that I was really shocked by the results.

because I did not know exactly what to

expect.

The poll was conducted at a general

body meeting of the Cape Verdean

Student Alliance (CVSA). I -uiveved

32 Cape Verdeans. What 1 found was

that 84 percent of those polled consid-

ered themselves black. 9 percent did

not consider themselves black, and 7

percent did not know. After reading

these results. I went on to see it there

were any correlations between the

answer of. "No, I am not black." and

Cape Verdeans of a lighter complex-

ion. Eighty-six percent of the Cape

Verdeans of a light skin complexion

considered themselves black.

Ironically, this percentage was higher

than the percentage of brown-skinned

Cape Verdeans who considered them-

selves black, which was 81 percent. All

100 poTCenl of the dark-skinned Cape

\ etdeans considered themselves black.

I hese results help show us that

being black is not dependant on the

color of your skin, the width of your

nose, the texture of your hair, having

family or friends in jail, or any of the

other predisposed ideas of what it

means to be biack.

When asked if they considered

themselves African. 97 percent of the

Cape Verdean said, "yes.''

The poll results showed that the

majority of Cape Verdeans on this

"In the same way
thai African-American

is an ethnic group,

Haitian is an ethnic

group. Italian is an eth-

nic group. Cape

Verdean is an ethnic

group.

"

Edgar Barros

campus do consider themselves black,

and that the majority of them also con-

sider themselves African. Also, there

does not seem to be any correlation

Ixiween Cape Verdeans having a light

complexion and not considering them

selves black.

This poll satisfied my curiosity of

where my fellow Cape Verdeans stood

01) the issue, but the results exposed

some uncertainties about the poll itself.

Are these results related to the fact that

the Cape Verdeans who were polled

are college students? If 1 conducted

this same poll in a regular community

setting, would the results turn out simi-

lar? Furthermore, were these results

the affect of not polling a big enough

sample of Cape Verdeans? Any one of

these unknowns could have played a

key factor in the results. Therefore. I

realize that the results of my poll can-

not be officially stamped as the global

view amongst Cape Verdeans. but it

does give us some insight on where the

Cape Verdeans stand on the issue.

In my opinion, there is no doubt in

my mind that Cape Verdeans arc-

black. Of course. I realize that iust

stating my opinion does not mean
much to you. You probably want to

know why.

What I like to do is point out the dif-

ference between the two identities in

question — Cape Verdean and black.

The fact is that they are not two sepa-

rate ideas, rather one is a more specific

description of the other. Cape Verclean

is an ethnic group and black is a race.

not the other way around. There is a

black race, but there is no Cape
Verdean race. In the same way that

African-American is an ethnic group.

Haitian is an ethnic group. Italian is an

ethnic group. Cape Verdean is an eth-

nic group. I looked up the two terms,

"ethnic group" and "race" in Big Blue

(Big Blue is the nickname for my
Webster's New Universal Unabridged

Dictionary. This is what it said: ethnic

group — a group ofpeople of the same

race or nationality who share a com-

mon and distinctive culture: race — a

group a persons related by common
descent, blood, or heredity

This is interesting because it lets us

realize that Cape Verdeans are a

sub-group of the black race. All black

people are "related by common
descent, blood, or heredity." All black

people, all over the world, are ol

African origin. We cannot allow differ-

ences in language, culture and skin

complexion divide our race. That is

how we got beat in the first place. Do
you know anything about the strategy

of divide and conquer? When we
divide our race, we make ourselves an

easy target to conquer and control. Be

safe.

Edgar Barros is a Collegian colum-

nist.

Sister Souljah tells her own story in No Disrespect

By Millkent Jackson

Collegian Staff

No Disrespect

Sister Souljah

Vintage Books

"I never said I was an angel. Nor am I innocent or

holy like the Virgin Mary. What I am is natural and

serious and as sensitive as an open nerve on an ice

cube. I'm a young black sister with an unselfish

heart who overdosed on love long ago. My closest

Iriends consider me soft-spoken. Others say I have a

deadlv tongue. And while it's true that I have a spicy

attitude like most of the ghetto girls I know. I back it

up with a quick, precise and knowledgeable mind.

My memory runs way back and I'm inclined to

remind people of the things they'd most like to for-

get."

Rapper, activist, and hip-hop rebel. Sister Souljah

possesses a passionate voice to deliver a survival

manual lot any African-American woman who
wauls to keep her heart open and integrity intact. In

this stunning autobiography she sets the record

ht on where she stands in life, love, spirituality

and race

I n h chapter of No Disrespect is devoted to

someone who made a difference in Sister Souljah's

life; from the mother who raised her to the men

who educated and (mis-educated) her about love.

Each experience Sister Souljah shares bares a con-

troversial truth about the black condition in

America: the disintegration of families, as well as

the various ways in which racism continues to cir-

cumscribe the wt • African- American people treat

one another.

At the conclusion of the book. Sister Souljah

imparts her final words of wisdom in a chapter enti-

tled Listen Up (Straighten it out) in which she

addresses the root problems of racism and of the

problems between African-American men and

women. The question of problems between men

and women and the quest for answers is the central

issue of the book.

Sister Souljah says. "The question is easy to ask.

The answer is hard to find. But the search is essen-

tial. Too many of us are in pain: too many of us are

lonely. Sex is everywhere, while true love falls victim

to the turmoil of our fight merely to survive."

Preceding the issues of race and relationships.

Sister Souljah provides her readers with some rules

to live by.

"It is important for all children to have two par-

ents, a father and a mother. The absence of either

will affect the child. The consequences may not be

apparent for many years. Perhaps not until that child

attempts to have a relationship of his or her own.

"It's important for women to have a healthy defin-

ition of themselves. You should not look to the men

you meet, or to your girlfriends for your sense ol

self, your self-esteem, your role as women. You

should cultivate your mind, spirit, body, heart and

soul. Doing so will make you more attractive and

increase your intelligence. Hard work will be

rewarded, often times in ways that can't he foreseen

early on. Be compassionate and loving. Keep vout

mind balanced. A man may love your MX, but he

will probably not love you. respect your mind or

your spirit, heart and soul.

"Believe in God. Many people blame God for the

conditions we find ourselves in. Or we blame the

racist system which we live under, and we are not

entirely wrong to do so. God gave us our minds

with which to think. Remember; no one w ill save us

but ourselves. Neither God nor white people will do

so.

"First we must leam to respect ourselves. Ih.it is

the test we must pass, the promise we must make to

each other, the challenge of all of our lives."

Eloquent . articulate and forthright. Sister Souljah

is a solid thinker. The result is an outspoken and

outrageous rejoinder to the pieties of race, clas^ and

gender by a writer who can be wise, brutally funny

and as sensitive as a lightning rod in a thunderstorm.

THANG VO COUtl.lAN

Gregory Casimir and Cassandra )ean-Dennise, of the Hatian Student

Alliance, performing at the Multicultural Food Festival.
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The good & the bad about soaps
Well, M usual. I have some bad

BWI md sonic pood news regarding

the daytime tachistry. Let's start with

the bad!

In what i- clear l\ .mother ease of

an Ktor'l ego getting lite best of him,

Robert Kelker-Kelly tShane on

"Another World") wants out of his

contract. Source- behind the KCflM

M) that he ha* been unhapp) with the

direction that head writer Michael

\lalone ha- taken the character since

lu- arrival. I retnetri-
,

ber hearing this gu>

whine about how
unhappy he waa .11

"Days oa c >u i l i\e-"

during hi- -tint a- Bo. BBBBBBaaaBBBaaBBa'

In ins opinion, he

should be btipp) he even has a job!

There**: been conflicting news as to

whether "AW" has released him from

the contract, so I'll keep \ou posted. I

nia> have a lot more to say about this

disturbing news in the next few

weeks. A- for the good news...

\Hl has confirmed that Kimberly

McCullogh (Robin on "General

Hospital") is returning to the soap full

time. I know you're thinking. "What

about her enrollment at New York
Lniversitv where she had been taking

classes which was the reason for leav-

ing the show in the first place?" Word
i- she ha- withdrawn from the univer-

-it\ Indefinite!) and is moving back to

California, fho-e ol you who saw her

performance during Robin and

laaon's break up know what an as>ct

she i- to the show. She was absolutely

riveting. What will this mean for

Robin's future with lason? Stay

tuned. Welcome back. Kimberly.

we've missed you.

On the "Days" front, looks like-

Eileen Davidson (Kristin. Susan and

Sister Moria) has signed for three

more months. Can't wait to see her

raise some more hell (not to mention

rip out Marietta's hair). Look for her

to add a fourth character to the mix.

Rumor has it. it mav be a man! Ah.

Soap Chat

with Jacob fanning

never a dull moment on "Days." If

only they could bring back the devil.

Now, to the matter at hand. I was

reading Soap Opera Update last week

and already they're buzzing about

next year's daytime Emmy nomina-

tions (the telecast airs in late May).

The mere mention of the event got my
adrenaline pumping and I thought to

myself, "Why not have our own little

award shindig. University of

Massachusetts style?" I mean, who
better than us,""* the fans, to

decide on who
is the most
deserving of

, • -_ ;. - *
.

.-. ., ... such praise.

The outcome
of la-t year - daytime Emmy award

show Was so disappointing that 1

thought we'd fill in for this year's

event. With this said. I'm asking you.

the fans, to cast your votes (via

e-mail) on Best Actor, etc. I'd really

appreciate the feedback! 1, along with

three of my friends (fans of various

soaps) — Dave Giampa, Gina

DeFelice and leremy Sala, have come

up with the following categories and

nominations:

• Best Actor: Maurice Bernard

(Sonnv. "GH"), Roger Howarth
(Todd," "One Life To Live"). |ohn

Callahan (Edmund. "All My
Children"). Steve Burton (|ason,

"GH"). Ian Buchanan (lames, "Bold

and the Beautiful").

• Best Actress: Eileen Davidson

(Kristin/Susan/Sister Moria. "Days"),

Cynthia Waltros (Annie, "Guiding

Light"), Susan Lucci (Erica, "AMC").

Nancy Lee Grahn (Alexis, "GH").
Gina Tognoni (Kelly, "OLTL").

• Best Vixen: Sarah Buxton (Annie,

"Sunset Beach"), Sarah Brown (Carly.

"GH"). Eileen Davidson (Kristin.

"Days"), Cynthia Waltros (Annie.

"GL"). Sandra Nelson (Phyllis,

"Young and the Restless").

• Best Newcomer: Eddie Cibrian

(Cole, "Sunset Beach"). Lisa Peluso

(Lila. "AW"). Rhonda Ross (Toni,

"AW"), Becky Hearst (Lizzie. "GH").

and Florenzo (Tea, "OLTL").
• Hottest Male: Tyler Christopher

(Nikolas. "GH"), Eddie Cibrian (Cole,

"SB"), Steve Burton ()ason, "GH"),

Drake Hogestyn (|ohn, "Days"), Mark
Consuelos (Mateo, "AMC").

• Hottest Female: Vanessa Marcil

(Brenda, "GH"), Kristin Alfonso

(Hope, "Days"). Lynn Herring (Lucy.

"Port Chester"), Eva LaRue Callahan

(Maria, "AMC"), Lisa Peluso (Lila,

"AW").
• Greatest couple that never was

(this year): lohn and Hope ("Days").

Mike and Carrie ("Days"), Lily and

Damien ("As the World Turns"). A.),

and Carly ("GH") and Lila and Shane

("AW").
• Drama Oueen: Deirdre Hall

(Marlena, "Days"), lacklyn Zeeman
(Bobbie, "GH"), Robin Strasser

("OLTL"). lennifer Bassey (Marian,

"AMC") and Lynn Herring (Lucy,

"PC").
• Hottest Couple: Brenda and

Sonny ("GH"), Annie and Alan

("GL"), Karen and |oe ("PC"). Liza

and Adam ("AMC"). John and

Marlena ("Days").

• Best Storyline: Carly's deception

("GH"), Reva vs. Annie ("GL"),

Kelly's car accident ("OLTL"). Erica

stealing baby ("AMC"), Kristin and

Marlena locked in cellar ("Days").

• Most Annoying Character
(co-ed): Lucky ("GH"), Laura
("Days"), Tim ("AMC"), Ridge

("B&B"), Dmitri ("AMC")
• Best Show: "Another World,"

"Young and the Restless." "General

Hospital," "All My Children," "Days

of Our Lives"

We tried our best to be fair, but if

we left someone out who you thought

was just as, if not more, deserving, we
apologize. Please e-mail your opinion

to jfanning@student.umass.edu. I'll

post the results in next week's col-

umn.

lacub Fanning is a UMass student.

Benefit an evening of honest music
By Alexandria Lipka

Collegian Correspondent

A CELEBRATION OF WOMEN'S VOICES BENEFIT

CONCERT
First Church of Northampton

Oct. 4

NORTHAMPTON — As 1 sat in the First Church of

Northampton, not really knowing what to expect, 1

scanned the small but substantial audience sitting in

the rich wooden pews and I thought about why these

people were here. A Celebration of Woman's Voices

was a concert whose goal was to not only exhibit some

of the purest voices in the area but also to benefit

Necessities/Necesidades — an organization which aids

emotionally, economically and physically battered

women. The dimly lit church, with its high ceiling,

stained glass windows, majestic pipe organ and awe-

some acoustics, set the scene for a showcase of artists

supporting an excellent cause.

Lindsay Amore started the evening off.

Accompanied by just her guitar, this mature
1

1 -year-old captivated and amazed the audience with

her talented and genuine voice. Amore. who has been

playing for a little over two years, appeared relaxed in

front of so many people and showed promise for a

long career.

Blues artist Susan Gulielmetti followed, with the

help of |oe Roderick on piano and sax and Peter Kim

on bass. Although a little out of sync for then first

song, they eventually smoothed out the creases and tri-

umphantly created a bluesy, sometimes twangy,

groove that could have been deemed appropriate tor

either a benefit in a church or the main lounge act at a

bar.

Next up was Brenda Evans, whose strong voice and

powerful lyrics skillfully achieved songs that run

straight to your heart, told you stories, and really

made you think. And her mellow but confident atti-

tude was a welcome addition to the night's activities.

Annie Wenz added a distinct flavor to the evening

using not only her guitar but several traditional Native

American instruments as well, such as a love flute to

produce an intricate but well-balanced sound.

Continuing and adding to the diverse bill, hutina &
Joyce used their contrasting but complementary voic-

es, along with their guitars and a dulcimer, to achieve

distinguishable and pleasant melodies. Finally, the

benefit was capped off with Free at Last, a 6-piece

band whose upbeat rhythms and tempos were an

appropriate end to a fulfilling evening.

A Celebration of Women's Voices displayed individ-

ual artists and talents with unique sounds that all had

one thing in common, people doing what they loved to

do. There were no fancy amps or microphones

involved, there were no major contracts or hefty pay

checks to look forward to. It was simply musicians

and volunteers offering their time to support a serious

and well-deserved cause.

Dior created incredible fashion revolution
By Suzy Patterson

Associated Press

The Arts & Living Desk is currently hiring an associate editor to

cover Five College Fine Arts. The beat includes covering theater,

music, dance and art. Other responsibilities include editing and lay-

out. This is a paid position for five hours a week at the regular stu-

dent rate, Interested applicants should fill out an application at the

Collegian.

PARIS — On Feb. 12, 1947, an unknown couturier

launched a fashion bombshell that turned into a revolu-

tion. The designer was Christian Dior, whose New Look

was met with popular and professional postwar reactions

of shock, thrill, horror, scandal, depending on the point of

view.

The new dropped shoulders, wasp waists, padded hips

and long, full skirts were feminine and opulent eye-open-

ers. They put the international media to scribbling and

American women on the march, incensed at the change

exaggerated by the austerity of the war years.

But Dior prevailed. Other designers took up the longer

lengths, and American teen-agers started looking like

Gibson girls in skirts that brushed the tops of their bobby

socks.

Amid the early public disdain were cheers from fashion

insiders. Carmel Snow, editor of Harper's Bazaar, was

thrilled and gave the style its name by declaring:

"Christian, your dresses have such a new look."

The war years hadn't been easy for Americans, but they

were particularly hard on European women. Silhouettes

were masculine and skirts were short, due to a shortage of

fabric.

"Clothes actually became quite hideous during the

war," according to Simone Baron, a top fashion editor

now retired.

"Almost a caricature of what they had been in the '30s

when Schiaparelli and Chanel were tops."

Elsa Schiaparelli moved to New York during the war,

but a staff stayed on for a while in her house on the Place

Vendome. Many other couture houses continued with

skeleton crews, lacques Heim, Gres. Balenciaga and Nina

Ricci among them.

At one point, the Germans tried to coerce Paris design-

ers into moving their workshops to Germany. Lucien

LeLong. head of the fashion guild, the Chambre
Syndicale, would have none of it.

"No nation in the world has the power to expatriate the

creative genius of Paris," he said. "Haute couture is in

Paris or not at all."

As Paris emerged from war deprivation, the fashion

world was ready for a radical change. The femininity, the

sheer extravagance and novel silhouette offered by Dior

was it.

Born in 1905 to a wealthy family in Normandy, Dior

had always loved costumes, and as a young man he went

to Paris, meeting artists, writers and musicians. He
opened an art gallery that failed along with the family for-

tune, served in World War II and finally turned to dress-

making.

Dior worked first for Robert Piguet. then lor LeLong.

Ultimately he opened his own salon with financial baclyn^

from Marcel Boussac, a fabric magnate known as the

"king of cotton."

The protege-couturier aimed for the highest quality. He

chose his staff of 60 and the mansion that is still Dior's 40

years after his death.
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By Corey Peter Goodman
Collegian Staff

Band highlights UNH-UMass game Hokies blow past Minutewomen 3-1

It's Saturday morning. 7 a.m.

While the University of

Massachusetts campus lay sound
asleep in the shadows of Friday night,

dozens of yellow busses packed with

nearly 4.000 high school students,

march into the dust-covered parking

lot of Warren P. McGuirk Stadium.

They've come from 60 high schools

all across New England, New York and

Pennsylvania. Many of them have trav-

eled throughout the night for the

opportunity to perform with the top

marching band in New England on

Band Day.

"It's unbelievable, the effort on their

part," said George Parks, director of

the Minuteman marching band. "The

whole day was spectacular."

Unfortunately for the more than

14,000 fans who came out Saturday to

see both the Minuteman marching

band and the UMass football team at

their best, UMass came up on the short

end against the New Hampshire-

Wildcats, 28-10.

Led by Parks, the Minuteman
marching band helped the near-capaci-

ty crowd forget about the game with a

scintillating sequence of performances

at halftime and after the game.

Four thousand people took to the

field during the halftime show includ-

ing the color guard, baton twirlers.

dancatl, tillc team, sabre team and the

extended bund. Coordinated by a rain-

bow of uniform and Hag colors, the

band flowed and erupted in a final

blast of drums and horns.

The 20-minute performance went

without hitch, a minor miracle

according to Parks.

"It took lot ol faith," he said.

"When you think __^_______
it's an impossi-

ble task, you just

have to keep
plowing ahead.

The marching

band was more
than successful,

as was evident

by the thousands

of fans who
remained stand-

ing and cheering

after the game
while the band concluded the after-

noon with a final performance.

"It was overwhelming," Parks said.

"The crowd went crazy and everyone

responded so well."

"It's an unbelievable feeling," said

Anthony Fors, a junior drum major.

"The high school kids are pumped to

the max. And we feed off of it, and the

crowd does too."

Parks said the first Band D.iv w.is m
148=) and included just three schools

"We've come a long way." he said. "It'«

a rather big event."

According to Parks. Band Day's sue

cess over the years can be attributed tc

the improvement of the Minuteman
marching band during the same time

"We have a lot of great teams on this

campus," he said. "The band is one of

them. They really believe in who they

• are," he said

"We have a lot of great teams

on this campus, " he said. "The

bund is one of them. They really

believe in who they are, " he said.

"They'll make any sacrifice they

need to.

"

George Parks

By Brett Mauser

Collegian Correspondent

"They'll make any

sacrifice thev neec

to."

Band members
set aside an hout

and twenty minutes

each day in ordet

to practice and

keep the program

in a class of it!

own, Parks said.

He added that

the band needs tc

bring in more than 1 00 new faces each

year to keep the program rolling. He

said one-third of the current band

members were once high school panic

ipants in Band Day.

"Of course what we do during Band

Day is also recruiting," he added. "So

many great kids get to come to out

campus. And we can bring the audi

ence to us."

raiv, yo 1 CILLEOIAN

Saturday's Band Day at Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium brought more than 4,000 high school band members to

I Amherst. ___^_

Through the trials and tribulations

of life as a volleyball player or coach,

one realizes that each day has its

own identity. Some days the team

gels and has what it takes to win. On
other duvs. things just don't click.

On Friday night, the

Massachusetts volleyball team had to

deal with the latter

The \irginia Tech Hokies came
into the Cage this weekend and rout-

ed the Minutewomen to the tune of a

15- 12. 15-2, 12-15. 1 5-6 victory.

"It iiist came down to unforced

errors Normally, when you're neck

and neck in kills, it's a tight match.

But we had 1 5 more errors and that

was the difference," UMass coach

Bonnie Kenny said.

That was indeed the case as the

Minuiewomen (8-7, 4-2 in the con-

ference) struggled to put together a

consistent attack scheme, [ill Meyers

led UMass with 19 kills, but as a

team, the Minutewomen hit .14b and

no individual was able to muster up

a hitting percentage of .200.

The first game was tightly contest-

ed, as neither team's lead was ever

more than five points. Virginia Tech

took it. despite having six match
points brushed off by the

Minutewomen.
The Hokies rolled in game two as

the errors started to pile up. With

the score 2-1 earfy on, Tech ran off

nine straight points, eventually tak-

ing a two-set lead.

Things got interesting in game
three. UMass stormed out to a 9-0

lead, with Meyers picking up three of

her team-high eight blocks in the

sequence. The Hokies refused to go

down easily, cutting the deficit to

two at 14-12, but Sarah Watters

swatted down one of 55 lennifer

Drennan assists to give game three to

UMass.
The emotional high was very

short-lasting as Tech had a little run

of its own. Ten unanswered points to

open the fourth game was all but the

nail in the coffin for UMass.

The loss dropped the

Minutewomen into fourth place in

the Atlantic 10 at 4-2.

Hogancamp was the one bright

spot on the night, recording 15 kills

and 27 digs. She continues to lead

the nation in digs, with an average of

just under four a game. Watters fin-

ished with 12 kills.

UMass continues its season-long

five-match homestand when it faces

intrastate rival Harvard tomorrow.

A- 10 action resumes on Friday when

the George Washington Colonials

yisit the Cage. Both matches are

scheduled for 7 p.m. Ill]

"We sunt overlook Harvard. We
have to improve in a let of areas,

they're the Ivy League champions

and they're going to want to come in

to our home and beat us. We have

GW Friday, but we have to go

day-by-day, match-by-match, and

can't take non-conference opponents

lightly."

c 111 RTESV MEDK RF.l MI' US

The Massachusetts volleyball squad lost to Virginia Tech 3-1 on Friday.

Attention Sports

OtatI J There will be a

meeting for all sports writ-

ers and staff on

W<&$ms(MY}rj ®oQa % V [ptflD.

This meeting
is mandatory. If you
can't make it or if you have

any questions, call Luke
Meredith at 545-1851.

$0&
At Ofco Drug we allow you to take charge of your career

path. For over 50 years we've set the standards (or quality

and service in the retail industry. Through our extensive

management program you can empower yourself to ad-

vance qulckty through your own motivation and desire to

succeed Join us as:

MANAGEMENT TRAINEES
In this position you will play a vital role in the operation of

your store.As a true team motivator, you must possess the

leadership and communication abilities necessary to meet

a diverse array of retail challenges These entry-level op-

portunities are the first level of our extensive 4-step man-

agement program.

At Osco Drug, you will enjoy an excellent compensation

package including health/life insurance. 40 1 (k) . merchandise

discounts and a stock purchase plan. To learn more about

these outstanding opportunities we have available, stop

by your Career Service! Office to sign up for

on-campus interviews, or forward your resume to:

OscoDruq
Liz Abrantes, ISIS Swift Drive

Oak Brook, IL 4052 I

Fax: 430-57 I 7963
OurVcsion for the Future Includes

a Commitment to Equal Opportunities

and a Drug-Free Environment

(413) 787-6600 or 1(800) 639-8602

TldritMtsttr (413) 733-2500 01 (617

Group SMS: Cttl(413) 767-6610. at. 241
^W/X*«~*&«-'*~ TIckelMasltr (413) 733-2500 or (617) 931-2000

UNIVERSITY
BARTENDING COURSE

50%c
Off!!

Of Basic Program with valid college

Student I.D.

Free Info Session

Wednesday, Oct. 8th

7:00pm
Lord Jeffrey Inn, Amherst

>*<-

"<^
\

.•~
^

Now Accepting Visa, M/C, AMEX & Discover

Shop Around & Compare!

1-800-U-CAN-MIX
Act Now! Space is Limited!!
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Collegian Classifieds
AUTO FOR SALE

1990 Jeep Wrangler 5

speed, 85k. hard

top/soft top. $6000.

256-0501

1985 Ford Tempo $500

or B/0. Good engine,

needs work, runs. Ann
253-4703 _.

'84 Jeep CJ7 4x4, hard

top, new battery, needs

some work. Asking

$1100 or B/0. Call Tony

©549-1609.

EMPLOYMENT

Exercise Science
Major Senior or

Graduate for weight

room. Hampshire

Fitness 256-6446

Part-Time BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY:
Distribute new type of

inexpensive BAGEL
SLICER. Exclusive

patent-pending design.

Call K&S Sales Inc. for

details (914)429-7134.

Cantone's Pizza now
hiring part-time drivers.

Must have own car.

256-6100. 481 West St.

(Route 116) South
Amherst

EMPLOYMENT

COOKS: Saute and
line with soup and

sauce experience.

Sandwich-Salad preps:

Full/Part-Time. Must do

weekends. Apply at

Judie's 253-3491

Part-Time Wine
Assistant Nights and

Saturdays. Yankee

Spirits, Sturbridge.

(508)347-2231

Ski Lodge Positions

Open Nov-April. Salary,

room and board.

Bonuses and ski pass.

For applications, call,

write, or fax. Alta

Peruvian Lodge, P.O. Box

8017, Alta, Utah 84092.

(801)742-3000. Fax

(801)742-3007

Drivers Wanted Pays

$70 to $120 per shift.

Car needed. Dominos
256-8911

FOR SALE

Laptop Computer
Canon 486/33 8MG

RAM
260MB Hard drive

Call 538-7277

Ask for Kevin

EMPLOYMENT
Self Amplified
Bazooka Base Tube 6

inches, great shape. Call

259-1984

AB Roller- Brand new,

never used. Video

included. Bought for

$75, sell for $50. 546-

1947

We sell regular new
movies including Liar

Liar: $8.99, Disney

movies like Snow
White: $13.99, Star

Wars Trilogy Special

Edition: $23.99. Call

Lets Play: 549-4505

Computers!
Computers!
Computers!

The very best prices

around! IBM Thinkpads

Compac as well as print-

ers, scanners, and sup-

plies. Call File

Management Solutions

and ask for Jason 549-

4850

Beautiful iguana for

sale All included $80.

Call Matt 546-2608

Big Fish Tank All

equipment included. $40

or B/0. 549-6926

FOR SALE

Laptop Notebook
Works good. $150. Good

for school. Call Steve

(413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for

computer. Works great.

Call CPC (413)584-8857

Watch batteries, ear

piercing, eyeglass

repairs, jewelry restora-

tion, diamond engage-

ments, wedding rings.

Silverscape Designs,

264 N. Pleasant St,

Amherst. 253-3324

Open Daily.

HOUSES FOR RENT

Northampton- 4 bed,

quiet location. Now
available. $900 plus. No

pets. Skibiski Realtors

584-3428

INSTRUCTION

BARTEND WITH UNI-

VERSITY BARTEND
ING 50% student dis-

count. On-campus class-

es starting soon! Call 1-

800-U-Can-Mix for info.

1 Key with Sam Adams
Bottle Opener Key

Chain. Call Eags at 549-

4882.

University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

COLLEGIAN
CLASSFIEDSLost Lunch Bag-

Purple Call Heidi 253-

4826

MISCELLANEOUS

EARN $750-

$1500/WEEK

Raise all the money your

group needs by sponsor-

ing a VISA fundraiser on

your campus. No invest-

ment & very little time

needed. There's no

obligation, so why not

call for information

today. Call 1-800-323-

8454 x 95.

www.movieposter.com
Vintage-Current

(416)391-0133

ROOMMATE WANTED

Student wanted to

share four bedroom
with three females at

Alpine Commons.
$300/monthly, utilities

included. 253-1824

ROOM FOR RENT

1 room available on

Main St. Very close to

town. On bus route. 21+

please. Call 259-9282

Roommates needed
for house on Hobart

Lane. $270/month. Call

Rich/Adam 548-7972.

ROOM FOR RENT

Room for rent in refur-

bished farm house situ-

ated on 20 acres with

stream and large fields.

Ten miles from

Springfield. Twenty min-

utes to UMass.
Available Oct 1st. $350

all inclusive. Christian

©785-1845

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need help?

Call Birthright of

Amherst area for free

testing and assistance.

549-1906

TRAVEL

Spring Break 98

Earn lots of cash and

travel free! Student

Reps wanted. Call now
to get an early start and

earn a fat check before

Christmas. Island Tours

(800)657-4048

Port Antonio Jamaica
Seaside Cottages

Real Jamaican

Neighborhood

$150/Week
367-9350

SPRING BREAK
Largest selection of

Spring Break destina-

tions including cruises!

Group discounts and

free trips available.

TRAVEL

Epicurean Tours 1

800-231 -4FUN

Spring Break Take 2

hiring Reps! Sell 15.

Take 2 free. Hottest des-

tinations! Free parties,

eats, and drinks!

Sunsplash 1-800-426-

7710 or www.sun-
splashtours.com

WANTED

Sell/Trade your pre-

owned games and sys-

tems. Call Let's Play at

549-4505

It once was
lost,

but now it's

found.

Thanks

to the

Collegian

Classifieds.

available

on

the

concourse

or

visit

our

friendly

office

in

the

campus

center

basement

Personals Policy Rates Standard Headings
1 All personal* MUST be proofread by Collegian clas-

sified employee* before payment and acceptance »i

thectavtit'ked

1 Las! names MAY NOT be used in personals I >M\
MM and initials are allowed The only excep-

tions are toi birthdav or congratulations personals, in

whwh case the full name may be used

1 Phone numbers are not allowed in personals MO
EXCEPTIONS

4 Addresses are not allowed in personals this means
dorm room numbers as well

J. Personals ol a threatenir»g or derogatory nature are

not acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous

nature a*e not acceptable. Personals may nut be

used for the purpose of harassment

Profanity mm not be wed <n penofttll

The personals section is for penonatf only Ihe per-

gonals KCtien may NOI tw used lo sell ttofl

roommates advertise meitinjjl

All personals musl have the narm
L Mass I l) numbcf ot the student plat my th. m
(tiled in on the insertion ordei Mull iilmhiito niust

provide a valid driver s license and Ihe license num-
ber mu ;> ' Use of

talse identifM tUton m I itkm is subject lo

pcnattjN under the lw
. The Collegt*n reserves the right to rafuM or to edit

any personal that does not meet the Co/teg tan's stan-

dards in accordance with the statutes of the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts

Students

20£ per word/day

All others

40<t per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly And

legijfrnjyq are not responsible tor errors result

inn from illegible handwriting or type

ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT
ENTERTAINMENT

FOR SALE
FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES

SUMMER SUBLET
TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

MONDAY. OCT. 6

Talk — Helen Lefkowitz Horowitz,

a professor of American Studies at

Smith College, will give a Works-in-

Progress talk entitled "Culture War:

The Battle Over Sex in

Nineteenth-Century America," at

4:30 p.m. in the Dickinson House
Living Room of the Five College

Women's Studies Center on the

Mount Holyoke College campus. Free

and open to the public.

TUESDAY, OCT. 7

Entertainment — Pizza party and

Jewish-Environmental video at 5 p.m.

at the Hillel House. Eat vegetarian

kosher pizza and learn what the

lewish Environmental Group is all

about. Sponsored by Hillel.

Meeting — The Index (UMass
Yearbook) will hold a general meeting

at 6:30 p.m. in the Student Union,

room 304. All are invited. Contact lil

Aordkian at 545-0848 for more infor

mation.

Meeting— Amnesty International is

having a meeting at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center, room 905-909. I or

more information, call 545-1925 or

stop by the office in the Student

Union, room 306.

Meeting — Habitat for Humanits is

holding a general meeting for all peo-

ple interested in building homes for

people in need. 6 p.m. outside Durfee

Conservatory. Trips every weekend.

Speaker — Longtime activist

Reverend William Sloane Coffin to

speak on "Homophobia: the Last

Respectable' Prejudice" as part of the

Mount Holyoke College Inclusiveness

Program at 8 p.m. in Gamble
Auditorium in the College's art muse-

um. Free and open to the public. For

more information, call 538-241 3.

WEDNESDAY. OCT. 8

Dance — Israeli folk dancing in

Grayson/Orchard Hill from

8:30-9:15 p.m.. teaching session,

9:15-10:00 p.m. review. Come learn

how, no experience necessary.

Sponsored by Hillel.

Lecture — AnnaMaria Petrioli

Tofani. noted museum administrator,

curator, art historian, teacher and vis-

iting professor at Smith College this

fall, will talk about artwork conserva-

tion projects ;it the museum she

directs in Italy, at a public lecture at

7:30 p.m. in the Wright Hall

Auditorium. Smith College.

NOTICES

Contest — Spectrum Fine Art and

Literary Magazine is now holding a

cover contest. The winner will have

their artwork printed on the 97/98

issue. The final deadline is December

2 at 5 p.m. Pick up an entry form in

the Student Union, room 406e or just

bring the artwork by.

Course — The Interdepartmental

Program in Film Studies is offering a

Certificate in Film Studies to all

majors (equivalent to a minor).

Includes six courses in film/video

studies. For more information and to

fill out an application, stop by the

office in 101 South College or call

545-3659. Office hours MW 8

a.m.-5 p.m.. TuTh 10 a.m.-5 p.m., F

8 a.m.-2 p.m. Or visit the webpage:

www.umass.edu/film.

Final Exam Schedule — The Fall

"97 Final Examination Schedule will

be available beginning Friday.

October 1 7. Copies will be delivered

to students in the residence halls, and

will be available to off-campus stu-

dents in the Registrar's office (213

Whitmore). It will also be available

on the World Wide Web beginning

Wednesday, October I at

http://www-ureg.admin.umass.edu.

Internships — Environmental
internships offered. Campaigns this

semester include: Hunger and
Homelessness, Pesticides, Endangered

Species, Updated Bottle Bill and

Campaign Finance Reform. Looking

for motivated students to take leader-

ship positions. Call MassPIRG at

545-0199 or stop by 42 3A Student

Union.

Notice — The women's basketball

team is looking for managers for the

upcoming season. Reliability and a

significant time commitment are

required. If interested, please call

Scott Foulis at 545-2726.

Support Croup — REFLECT, the

Five College bereavement support

program offers free bereavement sup-

port groups to students of the Five

College area. All services are confi-

dential. Enrollment for fall groups is

happening now. Call 577-5316 for

more information.

Woman's Support Groups —
Everywoman's Center is offering the

following support groups: Building

Healthy Relationships: Self-Esiecm

and Intimacy for Undergraduate

Women, Lesbian in Relationship; For

Singles and Couples, Past Abortion

FYls are public service announcements printed

daily To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phone number ot th*

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the

Managing Editor by noon the previous day

Support Group. Self-Esteem:

Exploration Through Expressive Arts,

Up From Under: Women. Anger, and

Depression, and Women's
Empowerment: the Tools to Get

There and Stay There. All groups are

free, meet on the UMass campus, and

provide a safe and confidential space.

For information and registration for a

screening interview, call 545-0883 by

October 8.

Workshop — The Craft Center is

offering a nature photography expedi-

tion to the White Mountains, N.H. on

Friday October 24-26. Space is limit-

ed to 12 and sign up is now available

in the Craft Center. Any questions,

call 545- 2096 or stop by the craft

center which is located across from

the Hatch in the Student Union.

Daily Listings sponsored by: IMEI'S fMl
41 ROI rVOODWALK • AMIII Rs|

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY

ii tv>i rwoon walk - amhervi

253-4040

HSCN Bulletin

Board

Hartford

Boston

Boston

Springfield

Movie Ch.

Hartford

CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN
UPN/20
Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
International

UMass Academic TV
HSCN Programming

TV-19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

CNN
CNN SI

Headline News
UCTV
TBS

BET

TV Land

Univision

31 Comedy Central

Cartoon

Much Music

41 |\« >1 r WOOI » W Al K * \MllrRS1

This week's
$1 drink:

Tom Collins

MONDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
wvrr
WTIC
WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
A&E
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK
SCIFI

"TLC-
TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

O
o

I

12 Wishbone «

News I!

4

_L.

10

»
10

6:00

NawsX
Full House X

Marriad... With

Homt Imp.

Craaturas

Real TV T?

Family Matters

C - Campus

6:30
Buainess Rpt Nawahour With Jim Lehrer it

CBS News

CBS News

ABC News

BoyWorld

NBC News

Cheers It

NBC News

7:00 7:30

Inside Edition

Extra X
Inside Edition Chronicle X
Fresh Prince

Wheel-Fortune

Judge Judy I

Simpsons I
Ent. Tonight

Seinfeld X
NBC News Wheel-Fortune

Business Rpt. Newshour With Jim Lehrer I.

ABC News

Mad Abo. You

Family Matters

Northern E»posure "Pilot" X
WorldViewX

Comedy Nat 3 [Make-Laugh

Wings "Strange Planes" (R)

Major League Baseball

Supermarket

MTV Live

Figure It Out

Twilight Zone "He s Alive" X

Debt

Tiny Toon

American Experience "Truman" (In Stereo) (Part 2 ot 2) X

Real TV X
Ent. Tonight

Cosby a
CoabyX

Fresh Prince

Jeopardyl X~
Once Under

Hard Copy X
Fraslerl

Jeopardy! S.

Seinfeld R

Seinfeld (I

Coach (f

Frasier X
FrasierX

Coach X
Law 4 Order Switch" X
Moneyllnal

Pally Show (Pp

Crossfire X

Gimme Shelter

Stain's Money

frOf) ~8?30
I 9:00 I 9:30

Raymond

Patriots Pregame

Raymond

7th Heaven "Who Knew?" X
Sudden-Susan

In the House

Sudden-Susan

Fired Up X
Good News X
Fired Up X

Cybill X
Cybill X

George a Lao

George > Leo

OCTOBER 6, 1997
10:00 10:30

Bill Moyers-Sister Wendy

Brooklyn South (In Stereo) X
Brooklyn South (In Stereo) X

11:00 11:30
Connecticut Journal

News K Lata ShowX
LateShowX

NFL Football New England Patriots at Denver Broncos (In Stereo I've) X
Buffy the Vampire Slayer X
Caroline

Malcolm-Eddie

Caroline

Major League Baaebell Playoffs

Naked Truth

Sparks (R) X
Naked Truth

Dateline (In Stereo) I
|LAP"5~

Dateline (in Stereo) X
Divisional Round Game 5 - Teams tu Be Announced. X

JuddTi-SuaanlFlredUpX |Carotlne |Naked Truth

American Experience "Truman" (In Stereo) (Pari 2 ol 2) X
Dateline (In Stereo) X

TBA

In the House

N.E. Patriots

Good News X

Bill Moyers-Stster Wendy

Star Trek: Next Gener.

News ITonlghtShow

VibT
Tonight Show

ShnpsoneX

Tonight Show

« "OecervxT [1991 , Suspense) GokJie Hawn, John Heard

NFL Football; New England Patriots at Denver Broncos. (In Stereo Live) X
Malcolm-Eddie ISperks (R) X

Charlie Roae (In Stereo)

Biography: Hail-Augustus

Prime News X IBurdan-Proo'

Mlsa Marple "At Bertrams Hotel

M'A'S'H I IMedAbo. You ICheersI

**'> Dying lo Remember (1993. Suspense) Melissa Gdbeiv

Larry King Live X
»' "Blartifl flddawNlW, Comedy) Cleavon Utile

Sportscenter |NFL Prime Monday

Wild Discovfy: African Supertralna

Intimate Portrait

TBA

PougX
Indie Outing

Unsolved Mystaries (In Stereo)

Beavis-Butt

RugrataX

Hometlme(R) |Hometlme(R)

Kung Fu: Legend

Baywatch "Shattered" X
5, Orama) Patrick Swayte. 'PO'IT

Time Trax "Framed" (In Stereo)

Home Again [Home Again

Seaquest DSV ' Blmdsided" X
Extreme Machines (R)

Lois* Clark-Superman

Highlander The Series (R) X

(5:00) "Deliver* 1«« '4 "Permanent Record" (1968) Alan Boyce X
(5:55) «* "Eight Men OuT (198B, Drama) John Cusack. PG' X

Hay Amotdl X
Beevis-Butt

Happy Days

World Today X
Comedy Net 3 |Make-Laugh

Who s Afraid of... Wolves (R)

Figure Skating: Professional Legends Championships

**Vt "ftw KarVi Carpenter Story" (1989) Cynthia Gfcb"

Countdown to the 10 Spot

Happy Diys [Bewitched

Road Rules

I Love Lucy X
Darla(R)

Odd Couple X
««'4 "Oracula (1931, Horror) Bala Lugosi, Helen Chandler. H
Atlantis: The Lost Continent

WCW NKro (In Stereo Live) X
Walker, Texas Ranoer X [WWF Raw (In Stereo) X

Allan Encounter (R)

WCW NHro(R) (In Stereo) X

Law & Order

Sports lllus

Patty Show

Mushrooms" X
MoneyHnel

Justice Files

Stain a Money

Baaebell

Agaiinst Her Will"

Sportacenter

Homicide: Life on the Street X
Oddville, MTV

TaxlX NewhattX

Time Trax "Framed" (In Stereo)

Extreme Machines (R)

**</}

t* "I Love You

Stargate SQ-1 (R)

v" ( 1 996, Comedy) Michael

to Dttth" (1990, Comedy) H

Ri l**'^"Se:

"Mu<fpfc«y"(j996, Comedy) Michael Kaaton. 'PG^I? X
Kevin Kline. ffD
ix and the Other Man" (1995.

Silk Stalklngs (R) (In Stereo) X
"Sometimes They Come Back. . Agam' (1996) 'R' |Mr. Show X
«« "Assvnsins"(i9S5, Drama) Sytvesler SlaJ wr

I* "Bu»r(1997, Drarr*) Mickey Rourte'rTBl

'
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Bruno By C. Baldwin

IKiO LA*T (*fcHT THE
T0AVTM K*AM MCTlMfr
foC* THE ft/NOTTa WJUT '

Robotman By Jim Meddick

Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dilbert By Scott Adams

BLACK.UMR, BROjjM
£S£9 U)tVARlNt3 A
poRPixeuieATeR

l'lAPKACTOM6N«Pero
CRtPTiOO SOO NE\)tR
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I LIKE- rAtN

U)H0 KNOW
HOLO TO
COrArvyjNKATE.

BUT NOT A HAM OJHO

ONLY TALKS ABOUT
SPORTS, 0* COMPUTERS,

OR MIS 305, OR TV,

OR SEX, OR TOKES, OR
HIS ACCOMPLISHMENTS...

THAT WOULD LEAVE
GREEK WTHOLOGY..
AND . .. YOU

NO GREEK
STUFF

.

Thatch By Jeff Shesol Mallard Filmore By Bruce Tinsley

NO, NO... I MEAN
Mi OPERATING
SYSTEM. UP HERE
THE WAV I

M

WIREP.

/

MS COMPUTER IS MV
ROte MODEL. WITH EACH

UPGRADE, IT GET© MORE
EFFICIENT... MORE
PRODUCT ive...

Nan Sequitor By Wiley Monkey Socials By Constant Jones

FliteT of MX,
LET'4 TRY To

FIGURE our UoW
TUE CorAPCTVTIoN

GoT TIPPED Off
BoUT oUR PLAN6

FoR K U04TILE
TAKEOVER...

That wA*>-n* wt* «* f**n wj.
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•^,UT Yt>yyt *W*vi w**^
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Children for sale By Jon B. + Luke D

I'm a Vegan I believe that

all creatures who walk the

Earth deserve to be free

There's a bee on your

head

Leedee By Mike Rybicki

toy WSHt!
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I THINK
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LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)

There are many different ways to tell

the same story, and today you're

sure to diseover one that is uniquels

your own.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) —

Though your meanings may be hid-

den from some, those closest to you

will easily glean what you are

intending right from the start.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — Take time out from your pri-

mary endeavor today to explore

options along a parallel eourse. You

needn't fear any long-term delays.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— What you think and what you feel

may not be in alignment during

much of the day. resulting in what

feels like inner chaos. You can shake

it!

AQUARIUS (|an. 20-Feb. 18) —
Do not overdo it today. The bttt

way to gel your point across is to he

subtle, secure and straightforward,

but gentK (O.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)

You may have I tough time showing

others what vou can do. but you can

be sure that you will have an effect

if you strive for honest\ and sinceri

t>

ARIES (March 21-April 19) — It

is important to give others the floor

as often as possible today. You
needn't try to force anyone to sup-

port vou; it will happen.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)

Quiet time is the best time for you

today. You will be able to solve a

few problems and plan for some-

thing exciting in the near future.

GEMINI (May 2l-)une 20) — Be

careful what you tell those who arc-

younger and more impressionable

than you. It is essential that you

teach bv example as much as possi-

ble.

CANCER (|une 21 -July 22) —
Seeking favors from others may lead

you down a dark and forbidding

path today. Do what you can to help

yourself as often as possible.

LEO (|uly 23-Aug. 22) — Let

others help you out today whenever

you feel your back is against the

wall. Do not let pride keep you from

accepting a valuable piece of advice.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) —
Cross the boss today and you're sure

to wind up with more trouble than

you had expected. This is a time to

do what you are told.

Close to Home By John McPherson

"t of the Day
QQ Homey, homey,

don't cha know me.

-Digable Planets.

Today's P.C. Menu
Call 545-2626 for mar* Information.

Evolving through centuries of picking up table scraps, the

Hoover Hound has come to play an important role in many

households

ACROSS
1 Fountain treat

5 Bare
1 One of the

throe 8's

1

4

On the Adriatic

15 Spry
16 Melville novel

1 7 Roman road

1 8 Open to bribes

19 Alaskan city

20 Alarm
22 Showed

appreciation to

24 Church
vestment

25 Harness part

?6 Guinevere's
love

30 Golden stone

35 "Who — to

say7
"

36 Luau instrument

37 Teed off

3fl Ice-cream
concoctions

41 Con fronl s

aggressively

43 Chemical
compound

44 Calendar abbr

4h Used a chatr

46 Change a
skirt length

47 Tough
50 Musical

composition

53 Bill's parlr-er^

54 Word that

follows self

or rent

58 Bow down
62 Eternally

63 Gaze
66 Type of ranch
67 Fxlreme
68 Mstake
69 Suit to —
70 Vortex
71 Burglars'

targets

72 Corn shuck

DOWN
1 Meter —
2 Italian wine city

3 Spike and
Peggy

4 Runway
5 Admiral's color''

6 Vital statistic

T Relatives
8 Tickle pink

9 Indian city

10 Rhine port

1

1

One way to

run?
12 '— and get it!"

13 Tended Ihe

garden
21 Ginger—
23 Prank
25 Hwy
26 Light beam
27 Make laugh
28 Beethoven's

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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last symphony
29 Approves
31 Spanish gold

32 Old fashioned

33 Rose oil

34 Tangy
39 River ot

Scottanfl

40 Knight's suit

41 Mimic
42 Snack foods
44 Yankovic and

Molinaro
48 As well

49 Elephant

saddle
51 Emulates Iman
5? Fxlremely
54 Yield

bb Roman poet

56 Social misfit

57 Low card

59 "Swan I ake'

costume
60 Some poems
61 Time unit

64 Canine
comment

65 Shad's
eggs

Franklin

LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet

Turky Tetrzzini

Grilled Steak Sandwich

DINNER
Chicken Breast with Rice Stuffing

Spaghetti/Italian Sweet Sausage

A Sweet tasting Gimp
Burger

Worcester
LUNCH

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

American Chop Suey

Macaroni, Lentil 6t Tomatoes

Grilled Cheese on Branola

DINNER
Chicken Breast with Rice Stuffing

Black-Eyed Peas

Pastabilities

Ravioli Alfredo

Hampshire
LUNCH

Hamburger
Chicken Cutlet

Grilled cheese

Turkey Tetrazzini

DINNER
Chicken Breast with Rice Stuffing

Spaghetti/Italian Sweet Sausage,

Tomato Sauce

Berkshire

LUNCH
Turkey Tetrazzini

Hamburger
Sweet Potato Quesadilla

Lentil Chili

DINNER
Chicken Breast with Rice Stuffing

Shrimp & Sausage |ambalaya

Penne with Tomatoes & Spinach

pasta bilities
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Wildcat tailback Azumah earns his 3rd straight UNH-UM game MVP
. .i_ . .i,:ij..... .._ ,™A anH 7S ht'LSIUSL' ol U Hve-VJ

By Jonathan M. Place

Collegian Staff

The Bill Knight Trophy is awarded

to the most valuable player in the

annual New
1 lampshire-Massaehusetts football

game — in memory of UNH's long-

time Sports Information Director and

Yankee Conference Publicity

Director.

For the fourth year in a row. the

trophy will be engraved

with the name of a

Wildcat. For the third year

in a row. junior tailback

|em Azumah will be that

Wildcat.

And for the third straight year, the

Worcester native rubbed his nose into

his state school. This time he rubbed

it in for 1 56 yards and two touch-

downs, enough to carry UNH (2-3.

2-2 Atlantic 10) to a 28-10 victory on

Saturday.

"It makes me feel good to beat my

state school." Azumah said. "1 didn't

even get recruited here."

Since Azumah was a freshman, he

has dominated the line of scrimmage

against the Minutemen. In 1995. he

rushed for 127 yards on 14 carries

with two touchdowns; while last year

he recorded 210 yards rushing and 82

yards receiving. Overall, Azumah has

rushed for 495 yards and five touch-

downs, averaging 7.5 yards per carry

in his three games against UMass.

On Saturday. Azumah took a while

getting started, but by the second

quarter was showing signs of having

another career day. UMass (1^4, 1-4

A- 10) was leading 5-0 with 9:04 left

in the first half when sophomore

quarterback Matt Cassano found tight

end |eff Tripp in the endzone for a

21- yard touchdown reception.

The drive took three plays and cov-

ered 46 yards of the field, but it was

what led up to that drive which

turned the game around for the

Wildcat-.

New Hampshire had the ball on

UMass' 25 yard line on a second and

New Hampshire 28

Massachusetts 10

nine play. Cassano dropped back to

pass, checking off receivers to his left

when Chris Price came barreling

around UNH's right tackle, danger-

ously unprotected. Without any inter-

ference. Price smashed into Cassano

head-on. leaving the quarterback on

the ground in agony. The ball popped

out. loe Abasciamo recovered it. and

UMass was on its way to controlling

the game.

But on the next play it all went

wrong. UMass
fullback, lamie

Holston, who
returned to

Saturday's game

alter missing last week due to injury,

slammed up the middle for a few

yards before fumbling the ball and

turning the possession back over to

New Hampshire. It was then that the

momentum completely switched over

to the Wildcats' bench.

They went on to score their first

touchdown of the day and sustained

the lead for the duration of the game.

The Minutemen only recorded 184

total yards on the day, while UNH
racked up 540— 200 on the ground.

"We couldn't control the line of

scrimmage today," coach Mike

Hodges said. "Offensively, we didn't

get anything done."

The Minutemen defense was solid

during the first 20 minutes of play,

forcing the Wildcats to four straight

punts. It wasn't until UNH's fourth

possession that it picked up a first

down. But it was the second half,

when UNH's offense spent over 1

7

minutes on the field, that UMass'

defense began to show signs of

fatigue.

"I thought they |UNH| were very

balanced." UMass' Khuri Samuel said.

"Azumah is a big part of that. He's a

shake and bake runner and he adds a

nice punch at the end of every run."

The Wildcats were trying a bunch

of different looks at UMass. but when

nothing was working, they went back

to their conventional style of football

— what has worked in the past, and

what worked on Saturday.

"We put in a two tight end set and

that opened things up a little bit," UNH
coach Bill Bowes said. "We were unset-

tled at the beginning. We didn't make

the checks we should have made. That

hurt us."

Coming out of the locker room at

halttime, UMass was down 14-3, with

50 minutes left to turn things around.

To give UNH a different look, Hodges

benched |eff Smith and replaced him

with senior quarterback Anthony

Catterton.

On his first pass of the season,

Catterton found Kerry Taylor open 2

1

yards up the middle of the field. It

would have spotted the Minutemen on

their own 40 yard line. Unfortunately, a

UMass holding penalty brought the ball

all the way back to the eight yard line

and doused any hope of a successful

drive. The Minutemen had 1 1 penalties

called against them Saturday for 86

yards. When UNH got the ball back.

Azumah took control of the tempo and

rushed for 44 yards on 4 carries —
including a 1 2-yard touchdown run up

the middle to put the Wildcats up

21-5.

The biggest play of the game for

UMass went to the receiver known for

making big plays — Doug Clark. On a

third and six. Catterton stepped back in

the pocket until he saw Clark breaking

for the endzone up the left side of the

field. Catterton gunned a 25-yard bul

let to his receiver for his first touch-

down pass of the season.

The drive was kept alive primarily

due to a 25-yard carry by Catterton

deep into Wildcat territory. It was sec-

ond and 25. because of I live-yard

penalty and a 10-yard sack, when

Catterton took it himself and made up

all bul two of the 25 yards. The first

down was made on the next play by

freshman tailback Marcel Shipp. Shipp.

who has bean I surprise so far for the

Minutemen. was kept virtually silent,

rushing for 50 yards on the day.

"I'm very concerned about this foot-

ball team, right now," Hodges said.

"Our offense, our defense, our special

teams, the 1 1 penalties. But we're in

this thing together."

UNH junior tailback Jerry Azumah (No. 25) eludes the UMass defense for a few of his 1 57 yards in Saturday's 28- 10 Wildcat win

UM soccer cleans up
By Jackie Leroux

Collegian Staff

Massachusetts

Temple

Massachusetts

St. Joe's

Senior midfielder |oenal Castma

had his day on Sunday.

In a game against the No. 19

Owls of Temple that saw the

Massachusetts men's soccer team

light up the score-

board. Castma was
the star of the day.

He scored two
goals for the

Minutemen. and played a key role

in a pumped up UMass offense

that spanked the Owls, 4-0.

Castma has been

quietly productive so

far this MMOD, but he

seemed to explode on

Sunday.

lie has been a strong contribu-

tor throughout," UMass coach

Sam Koch said. "Today he just

happened to put the ball in the

back of net."

In what was one of then best

games of the season, the

Minutemen came out strong

against Temple, and dominated

the field for the entire game. They

put together a complete team

effort, both offensively and defen-

sively.

The team defense has been

improving all season, and thes

pulled it out Sunday to compleich

shut out the Owls.

"The defense has been getting

better and better all year." said

sophomore keeper Todd Fowler.

who had his first career shutout

with the win.

"We worked the ball well and

were just able to dominate the

entire game."

Things were fairly quiet in the

first half, until the 36:32 mark.

when Castma hit his first goal He

was assisted by junior midfielder

lake Brodsk\

Immediately after the goal the

energy of the team rose dramati-

cally.

"When 1 came out, I was ready

to play today." said Castma.

"Everyone wanted to win.

Everyone really wanted it. every-

one came out pumped up and guys

came ready to play.

"We were ready to go. and we
worked together."

Senior forward

Mike Butler was

the other star of

the day. scoring

two goals as well.

His first came in the first half, at

the 40:59 mark. He was assisted

by junior Pie

Garcia.

The score

stood at 2-0 by

halftime. and

Temple coach

Hugh Mclnaw seemed at a loss for

what to do. as he made many sub-

stitutions throughout the game,

including changing goalies, all to

no avail.

In the second half UMass erased

any hopes the Owls may have had

of getting back into the game.

Castma scored his second goal at

60:22. assisted bv Butler and

Brodskv

Butler got his second goal at

68:20. with an assist from fowler

and freshman Seth l.ilburn.

The Minutemen got their week-

end underway with another win

on Friday.

They took on St. loseph's in the

pouring rain, and came up victori-

ous, 3-1.

After a quiet first half, UMass
scored three consecutive goals in

the second.

Senior Fabio Maniatty got

things rolling with a goal from six

yards out. followed by a penalty

conversion from Brodlky, and

another goal from Butler.

fowler had four saves on the

day, boosting his

goals-against- average to 1.05.

Minutewoman soccer squad

sweeps St. Joseph's, Temple

By Jormo Kansonen

Collegian Starr

Massachusetts

Temple

Massachusetts

St. Joe's

THANt, VII COUF.OIAN

A UMass player gets tangled up with a St. Joe's defender in the first half of

Friday's 3-1 Massachusetts victory.

\\ M there any doubt?

Was there any doubt that the No. I 5

Massachusetts women's soccer team

would bounce back after two losses in

one week?

After two matches last weekend in

Dallas, the Minutewomen (9-2, 5-0

Atlantic 10) look to the road again this

weekend, facing St. loseph's and Temple-

down in the metro-Philadelphia ana

The A- 10 conference is UMass' notori-

ous stomping grounds,

with that fact continu-

ing on and on to inc-

line rhythm of the swish

of the ball into the net.

Following up on a 3-0 start in the

conference. UMass tallied two more

wins this weekend in a 5-3 victory over

the Hawks on Saturday, and a 9-0

stomping of the Owls

yesterday afternoon.

The Minutewomen put

a brand new stamp on

their history of A- 10

dominance, with the nine goals scored

against Temple — a new A- 10 record

for most goals scored in a game.

After losses to Cal- Berkeley and No.

4 Connecticut the week before last.

UMass dropped in the rankings, but

stayed in the top 20 in all three national

polls. The Minutewomen capped a

30-3 difference in scoring against their

five A- 10 opponents this season with

two more stand-up-and-take- notice-

wins, but unfortunately, another one of

their corps might not be able to stand

up — period.

With only a few minutes remaining

in the 9-0 win over Temple, senior

defender Amy Burrill went down with a

knee injury, and the prospects do not

look promising for UMass. Alter losing

junior midfielder Robin Smith for this

weekend due to knee and ankle prob-

lems, the Minutewomen look more like

a M*A*S*ll unit then a team that has

been doing the mashing as of late

For UMass coach |im Rudy, the plea-

sure of a rout is counterbalanced with

the reality of a team on the opposite

side of healthy.

"Temple was a real good game for

us. but it's disappointing because Amy
might have | injured] her knee real

bad," Ruds said "We'll have to wait

until tomorrow to find out aboul it. so

we're somewhat banged up right now.

"It was a real good weekend, but we

just got Amy back on the team, so it 'l

sort of frustrating."

Sophomore midfielder Emma
Kurowski (6 goals. J assists. 17 points*

scored the eventual

game winner for UMass

in the 17th minute of

the match against

Temple, converting on a

feed by freshman forward Kara Given

(.'recti's assist on sophomore midfielder

Tarah Tokarchik's goal to make the

game 2-0 gave the freshman a

team-high 10 assists on

the season (6-10-22).

However, junior for-

ward Sophie I.ecot took

over the team lead in

points with her four goals and one

assist this weekend, with three of those

goals coining against the hapless Owls

(II 1 23). freshman midfielder

Brookt Battled boosted her point total

as well, racking up four assists in the

Temple win (2-5-9), and sophomore

goalkeeper Angie Napoli. who started

Sunday's match, has not been scored on

her first 10 appearances in the UMaM
net

I.ecot scored the eventual game win-

ner in Saturday's match against St.

loseph's at the 19:26 mark, with the

I lawks seining three in the last 25:40 to

no avail.

UMass had the match at 5-0. but

after Rudy made seven changes in the

lineup. St. loc's took advantage - mak-

ing senior keeper Danielle Dion's

goals against-advantage a tad bit high-

er than her 0.76 conference career

mark before the match. Green led the

team in scoring with two goals and an

ass-si in the win.

Carolina schools rough up Massachusetts field hockey over its weekend road swing
I I 1- .L- * —. 1— .11 .„•* il. . i.i..l,i,.m.i ..i-il

By Cosey Kane

Collegian Staff

A weekend getaway to North

Carolina turned into a trip the

Minutewomen would have probably

preferred to stay away from, as UMass

dropped I pair of contests in the Tar

1 led stale.

The No. 3 North Carolina Tar I Ink

showed why they command as much

respect as ihey do in the field hockey

world bv handing the Minutewomen

defeat b\ the difficult to swallow icon

ol 10 2 in Chapel Hill. N.C.

Wake forest wasn't as heavy on the

Hoal scoring, but still did not make

things easier lor UMass. as the IX-mon

Deacons CMK away with a 4-1 victory

The losses drop UMass overall record

to 5-6. The Minutewomen are 2-0 in

Atlantic 10 conference plav.

The potent combination ol |oj

Driscoll. Kristen McCann and Cindy

Werley was too much for the

Minutewomen. as all tha-e tatted twice

in the far Heel win

Two lime defending national cham-

pion UNC started the altcrnoon's scor

ing just under I 5 minutes into the game

on a Driscoll shot, with assists from

Werley and Kate Barber. Twelve min-

utes later it was Driscoll tallied again on

another assist from

Werley

Then Werley, who
was a member of the

1996 U.S. Olympic

tad along with

Minutewoman coach Patty Shea, made

hei own mark in the goal column, with

a shot ofl a McCann feed.

lunior Nancy Pelligrcen set up

Mit aim's first goal, a score that put the

lai Heels up 4-0 just 15 seconds into

North CArotina 10

Massachusetts 2

the second half and started a second

half offensive frenzy.

Werley and McCann traded goals

before UMass faced a

pair of penalty stroke-

situations. Barber and

Moira McFaddcn OOiad

within two minutes of

each other, both on

penalty strokes against UMass goalie

Zowie Tucker.

The Minutewomen received an albeit

small boost with a momM strike into

North Carolina's circle with just over 18

minutes remaining in the game, lunior

Erica lohnston, who leads the team in

fmh pocketed a tally off I penults COf

ner. lunior Vicky Browne and senior

Amy Ott were credited

with (he assists

freshman midfielder

Sally Russo claimed

UMass' second goal of

the afternoon, on a shot

with 7:30 remaining in the game

Tucker mad< I 5 saves in the UMass

cage.

Sophomore goalie Michelle Crooks

made her first start as a Minutewoman.

on Sunday but Wake Forest did not

Wake Forest <

Massachusetts

roll out the welcome mat.

|aimc> struck first, hut UMass' Chris

Millbaucr answered with a tally to even

the score at one.

Unfortunately for the

Minutewomen. howe\

er. that was all the fire-

power they could

muster and Wake was

not done.

Samantha Rush scored an unassisted

goal, while lenny Everett, the team's

leading scoter, connected on an assist

from Kelly Malinoski to put Wake
t up 3-1.
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Going the

wrong way
Oliver Stone's new
film, U-Turn, avoids

any messages but
manages to detour

itself into a cliche

(see Arts & Living,

page 6).

Men's Tennis keeps

rolling

Despite some
bad luck early on,

the Massachusetts
men's tennis team
has cruised to a 3-0

start, (see Sports,

page 10).

WORLD

Journalist slayings

investigated in Mexico
PARIS (AP) — An international

watchdog group for journalists is

calling on Mexico to boost efforts to

track down the killers of reporters

following an alarming series of

attacks in recent months. "With
three news professionals murdered

in 1997, Mexico is one of the coun-

tries with the highest number of

journalists killed this year," Reporters

Without Borders said Sept. 30.

Drug traffickers and members of

the Mexican police have been
accused of involvement in many of

the 125 slayings of journalists since

1995, the report said.

The study, which described

details of the beatings and murders

of several reporters, demanded "a

systematic investigation" when a

journalist is attacked and for law

enforcement officers to receive clear

orders to respect journalists' safety.

Of six journalists' murders since

1996, "five remain unpunished
today," the group said.

Reporters Without Borders linked

the latest violence to political

changes in Mexico. For the first time

since it came to power in 1929, the

Institutional Revolutionary Party lost

its absolute majority in the Chamber
of Deputies in |uly.

NATION

$62 mil. embezzled

by corporate exec.

LOS ANGELES (AP) — A former

meat-processing executive who stole

S62 million in what prosecutors

believe to be the largest act of corpo-

rate embezzlement in U.S. history

was sentenced yesterday to five years

in prison.

Yasuyoshi Kato, who was also

ordered to pay back $100 a year

while in custody, said nothing in

court. An interpreter whispered the

sentence to him.

The embezzled money was spent

on lavish homes, cars, a citrus ranch

and even a pair of $10,000 macaws
for his estranged wife. Kato and his

lawyer John Yzurdiaga declined to

comment outside the courtroom.

"The sentence was a fair sen-

tence," Assistant U.S. Attorney C.

Michael Zweiback said.

Kato, a |apanese citizen, probably

will be deported after serving his sen-

tence, the prosecutor said.

Kato, who earlier pleaded guilty to

six counts of wire, mail and tax fraud,

was accused of taking $62 million

while chief financial officer at Day-Lee

Foods, a meat processing company
in suburban Santa Fe Springs.

Prosecutors claimed that for six or

seven years, he wrote company
checks to himself and his wife, taking

out bank loans for the company to

cover the theft. He forged daily

accounting entries to cover up the

scheme. Kato cannot pay back the

money because his assets are gone,

Zweiback said.
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Textbook Annex defends position,

faculty to blame for inflated prices
By Jason Eiseman

Collegian Corespondent

Every semester students spend hun-

dreds of dollars on textbooks, and are

often left feeling short-changed dur-

ing the Textbook Annex's buyback

period. However, the manager of the

Annex says that it is the professors

who are at fault.

"It kills me every year," Darren

Brelesky, a senior mechanical engi-

neering major said.

Michael Murphy, a senior market-

ing major agrees, "1 think UMass can

come up with a better system."

Scott Cashman, manager of the

Textbook Annex, says that the Annex

is not to blame.

"Thirty-five percent of faculty book

orders came in before buyback,"

Cashman said about last semester.

This percentage was a "huge

increase" from previous semesters,

according to Cashman. He said that

most professors do not order their

books until after buyback ends.

Cashman explained that 60-80 per-

cent of faculty from schools of compa-

rable size to UMass order their books

before buyback.

According to Cashman, the

Textbook Annex buys back books

which have been ordered by profes-

sors at 50 percent of the publishers

list price, but since few professors

order their books early enough, many

students cannot take advantage of

buyback.

Cashman says that if professors do

not order a book before buyback, the

Textbook Annex buys the book back

at "wholesale," which is "at most

30-35 percent of the publishers list

price."

"Our goal is to put as many dollars

back in students' pockets as we can,"

he said. In addition, the Textbook

Annex discounts every new book over

$10 by 5 percent.

"A lot of faculty have no idea that

this is an issue," Political Science

Chairperson Eric Einhorn said.

Einhorm cited several reasons why

this might be a problem. "Most faculty

never do anything on time, they're like

students," Einhorn said.

Einhorn also pointed to the use of

alternative textbook sources, saying

that many faculty members feel that

they are keeping alive some of the

smaller bookstores in the area.

Einhorn also said that courses are con-

tinuously being redesigned, which may
prevent professors from ordering

books early.

According to Einhorn, weak man-

agement at the Textbook Annex just a

few years ago, deterred much of the

faculty from using the Annex, but he

says that the new management has

worked hard to gain the trust of the

faculty.

"It's going to take a while to get

back faculty goodwill. The new leader-

ship is doing a much better job," he

said.

Professor R. Dean Ware, of the his-

tory department used to order from

the Textbook Annex, but wu> unhappy

with the service.

"They were too big to do the job,"

Ware said of his previous experience

with the Textbook Annex, although he

admits that things may be different

now.

"They don't know, they don't care.''

Einhorn said about some of the faculty

at UMass. "They don't know how
much [booksl cost." he said.

Randall Stokes. Chairperson of the

sociology department, agrees that

many professors may not know how
this effects students.

"Most faculty haven't got a clue."

Stokes said. "I'll bet they don't know

about this deadline."

Stokes says that many professors in

Turn to ANNEX, page 2

Amherst police creates ticket

to enforce biking infractions

By Paul Hayes
Collegian Staff

BRIAN MCDERMOTTV COLLEGIAN

This is October?
junior pre-communications major llene Hoarly shields her eyes from the bright sunshine.

AMHERST — The next time

you ride your bike on the side-

walk it could be your last.

The Amherst police depart-

ment, in cooperation with the

bike transportation committee,

are creating a ticket to punish

cycling infractions.

The ticket, planned to be

issued next spring, is pending the

approval of Police Chief Donald

Maia, and is an effort to promote

safe cycling in Amherst.

"We won't allow cyclists to

just do what they want," Maia

said.

Some infractions could include

traffic and equipment violations,

and the tickets could carry fines

of $5 to $15.

According to Maia, a warning

card listing punishable violations

will be issued this fall, to educate

people about what biking rules

they have to follow.

While no record of complaints

in regard to cyclists are kept,

many Amherst residents said that

they constantly have to avoid

bikes which drive recklessly and

run intersections.

"There's a lot of idiots out

there, bikes can be dangerous if

you're not careful," junior

English major, an employee of

the University of Massachusetts

Bike Co-op, said.

During the past 14 months,

seven accidents and one death,

occurring on Route 202, involv-

ing cyclists were reported to the

Amherst Police Department.

Reactions to the ticket are

mixed.
"1 don't like it, 1 think we're

being policed a little too much,"

Brian McKinnon. a senior envi-

ronmental science major said.

Parker Ramspott. of Bicycle

World Too in Amherst, believes

that bike rules should be

enforced, adding that bikes are

motor vehicles that must follow

the rules-ol the road.

Yet, Ramspott said, cyclists

rights are not being defended

well enough.

Motorists are not cited when

they endanger cyclists as often as

they should be, and often ignore

the fact that lesser vehicles have

the right of way, he said.

"I was coming home, and some

guy pulled into Hobart [Lane),

he almost cut me off." McKinnon

said, "it happens a lot."

One problem for cyclists is

that they are often not given

enough room to ride.

"If they're going to ticket, I

want a lane to bike in,"

McKinnon said.

Some students claimed that

they would rather just drive

cars than put up with bike tick-

ets, while others dismissed the

tickets as a pointless regula-

tion.

Junior animal science major

Brandon Gillard, a UMass
Bicycle Co- op employee said.

"I think people will just blow

them off."

According to Noel Ryan,
Amherst Superintendent of

Public Works, plans for

addingbike lanes to town roads

are being considered.

Discussions with the bike

transport committee are

underway to create designated

bike lanes along North
Pleasant and South Pleasant

Streets, as well as Amity Place,

Ryan said.

These lanes are being consid-

ered in conjunction with plans

to renovate the intersection of

Routes 9 and 116, and the inter-

section of Main, Amity and

North Pleasant streets, he said.

The lanes may be forced to

end prior to the intersections,

due to the lack of space needed

in creating turn lanes.

"There are a lot of compet-

ing interests at the intersec-

tions, including cars, parking

and bikes." Ryan said.

While bike lanes on some
streets are feasible, many
Amherst roads are too narrow

to accommodate them.

While most roads are 20 to

22 feet wide, bike lanes are typ-

ically four to five feet wide. By

adding one to both lanes of

traffic, the automobile lanes

could be constricted to ten feet

wide, according to Ryan.

Typically, it is desirable for

roads to be a minimum twelve

feet wide.

While the creation of bike

lanes would appease area

cyclists, widening roads could

pose additional problems.

Adding bicycle lanes to

Amherst streets would impact

parking in town by narrowing

spaces in some areas or worse.

eliminating some parking

spaces completely.

Clinton employs line-item veto,

38 congressional projects nixed

Former Secretary of Labor Reich to speak at UM_-^ —^—^—^—— Ua ic iKo -iiithiir r\f afvpn hooks, including

Ken Tarro

Collegian Correspondent

By Terence Hunt

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — In a blow to

both Democrats and Republicans,

President Clinton used his line-item

veto yesterday to kill 38 military

construction projects that Congress

had added to a huge spending bill at

a cost of $287 million.

California — which Clinton car-

ried in the last presidential election

— lost four projects worth $28 mil-

lion. Texas — which voted for

Republican Bob Dole — lost three

valued at $22.5 million. Covering

24 states. Clinton's hit list eliminat-

ed projects such as $20 million for a

wharf at Virginia's Norfolk Naval

Shipyard. $17.9 million for dredg-

ing and pier improvements at the

Mayport Naval Station in Florida,

$16 million for new rail track at

Fort Carson. Colo., and $14 million

for a flight simulation training facil-

ity at Kirtland Air Force Base. N.M.

"These are tough calls involving

real money and hard choices." the

president said at an Oval Office cer-

emony announcing his decision.

Iii a politically sensitive gesture

to lawmakers whose votes he well

might need, Clinton avoided label-

ing any of the projects as "pork bar-

rel" programs or wasteful spending.

Instead, he said it was simply a case

of "fiscal discipline" and priorities.

Many of the projects have merit,

Clinton said, but "»bi< is simply the

wrong time." His gentle words

appeared aimed at easing the pain

among lawmakers whose votes he

wants in uphill battles on free trade

and other tough issues.

Sen. Ted Stevens. R-Alaska.

chairman of the Senate

Appropriations Committee, called

Clinton's veto "an arbitrary, politi-

cal decision to make the president

look good." He said he would begin

preparing a bill to override

Clinton's veto - though it might not

cover all the 38 projects Clinton

eliminated.

Congress has 30 days to try to

override any or all the vetoes. Sen.

Conrad Burns, R-Mont., chairman

of the Senate

Appropriations military construc-

tion subcommittee, said, "I'm disap-

pointed in the bill being chopped up

like this." Taking issue with the

White House, Burns said. "We're

entitled to a priority list, too."

But Sen. |ohn McCain. R-Ariz..

said he supported Clinton's veto

and wished he had eliminated more

projects.

Clinton is the first president in

history to wield the line-item veto,

which allows him to strike individ-

ual items from
appropriation bills. Using his

power for only the second time,

Clinton could have vetoed more.

In fact, Congress had added 145

projects to the Pentagon's military

construction proposal; Clinton

allowed 107 of the additions to

stand, adding more than $500 mil-

lion to the

construction price tag - bringing

it to a total of nearly $9 billion.

The president spared add-on

projects such as day-care centers, a

chapel, military barracks and dining

halls, deciding that they contributed

to the quality of life and well-being

of members of the military, said

budget director Franklin Raines.

More than anything else,

Clintons veto was intended as a sig-

nal that he is ready to slash spend-

ing bills swollen by Congress. "The

main savings from the line-item veto

come not from what you line-item,

but from the savings that you get by

encouraging fiscal discipline in

future bills," said Gene Sperling,

the president's top economic advis-

er.

The political pain appeared gen-

erally divided in a Congress domi-

nated by Republicans. The 24 states

affected are represented in the

Senate by 21 Democrats and 27

Republicans. Of the 58 deleted pro-

jects 26 are in House districts repre-

sented by Republicans, 12 by

Democrats.

Former Secretary of Labor, Professor Robert B.

Reich will be speaking at the University of

Massachusetts on Thursday

According to Professor lerry Epstein, chairman of

the economics department. Reich will be speaking

about the widening inequality between the "haves and

the have nots." and improving educational back-

grounds and skills so American workers can compete

in the global economy.

Epstein describes Reich Bl one of the foremost eco-

nomic policy philosophers in the country and says

that the Economic department is "extremely excited"

that Reich is speaking at UMass.

Reich, who served us Secretary of Labor during

President Clinton's first term, is currently a Universin

Professor and the Maurice B. Hexter Professor of

Social and Economic Policy at Brandeis University.

He is the author of seven books, including "The

Work of Nations" and the recently published "Locked

in the Cabinet."

In addition to these works Reich has published more

than 200 articles on the global economy, the changing

nature of work, and the centrality of human capital.

While serving as Secretary of Labor. Reich helped

pass and implement the Family and Medical Leave Act

and assisted in raising the minimum wage for the first

time since 1989.

Under Reich's leadership, the Department of Labor

passed several initiatives intended to build the skills

of American workers. One of these initiatives, the

School-to-Work Opportunities Act, which was signed

into law in 1994. is aimed at helping to ease the tran-

sition from secondary education to the work place for

the 75 percent of America's youth who do not gradu-

ate from college.

Turn to REICH, page 2
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A real survey course
During a limnology class, environmental studies majors Kara Tudman, Catherine McDonough, and Kristen

Andersen learn how to figure out the dimensions of the campus pond.
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the sociology department do not

teach the same course every yen
which may prevent them from order-

ing the same book> evftj MOMrter.

Stokes also said that many professors

design courses over the summei . and

may not know what books they will

use until August.

Stokes said that with only one
month during the winter to prepare

for the spring semester, the number
of professors who order their book--

before buyback should be higher.

Cashman says that this is not the

case, and that most professors will

order their spring books in (anuary

and February, after school has

already started.

Another factor is that publishers

do not like when classes make use of

used books. They combat used books

by constantly publishing new edi-

tiotu, and by selling packages of

books

Some package deals are good val-

ues, but not all," Cashman said.

Despite the opposition of publishers.

the Textbook Annex has increased

the stock of used books from 15 per-

cent. 10 years ago, to 35 percent,

KCOfdfalJ to Cashman.

Cllhmm said that at the middle of

each semester, the Textbook Annex
advertises directly to the faculty, to

get them to order books before buy-

back

"We've been working with the

Campus Center Commission to work

on that, to get the word out to facul-

ty, to get orders in." Cashman said.

The textbook Annex even offers

incentives to faculty who get their

orders in before buyback. "They are

trying to give bonuses to faculty, try-

ing to sweeten the deal for the facul

ty," Einhom says.

Some students will not sell their

books back, because they do not

think it is worth it. Colin Clark is a

senior neuropsychology major, who

spent $450 on books one semester,

and does not sell his books back. "1

feel cheated. I'd rather just keep the

book," Clark said.

Darren Brelesky spent $500 on

books this semester — the third

semester in a row he has spent over

$300 on books. "1 was not satisfied."

Brelesky said of last semester's buy

back, "That's why I usually don't

return them."

Michael Murphy spent $250 on

books this semester, and says he has

never been happy with buyback. "1

think they should have some sort of

better buyback system." Murphy said.

reich
continued from page 1

Goals 2000, which was also passed during Reich's

tenure as Labor Secretary, establishes a national sys-

tem of skill standards, insuring that workers have the

skills which employers requite.

The lecture is part of the Philip Gamble Memorial

Lecture series, which is presented once a year, and is

sponsored by the economics department. It is the

third of its' kind. The lecture, which begins at 4 p.m.

in Maher Auditorium, is free and open to the public,

and will be followed by a reception.

Disease causing protein identified
By Malcolm Ritter

Associated Press

MIAN MCDERMOm COLLEGIAN

Need help carrying that?
Ernesto Diaz, a cello player since he was six years old, expresses his adoration for music on his way to practice

for the UMass orchestra.

Correction:

Last week's photo essay on the science fiction convention. "Not Just Another Con," was incorrectly attributed to

the UMass Science Fiction Society. The convention was sponsored by the Science Fiction Conventioneers of UMass

(SCUM). The Collegian regrets the error.

RIAN BURRELL

LIVE By

THE CREEDS, MOTTOES,

AND PLEDGES THAT HAVE

SHAPED AMbKK.A

An American won the Nobel
Prize in medicine yesterday for dis

covering a startling new type of germ:

a lekyll-and-Hyde protein that causes

mad cow disease and other deadly

brain-destroying illnesses.

The prize, worth $1 million this

year, went to Dr. Stanley B. Prusinei

.

55, a biochemistry professor at the

University of California at San
Francisco. The announcement was

made by the Karolinska Institute in

Stockholm, which awards the prize.

Prusiner was cited for his 1982 dis-

covery of prions. These insidious pro-

teins are considered an entirely new
type of disease-causing agent, distinct

from bacteria, viruses, fungi or para-

sites.

The finding was controversial —
and still is — because prions, unlike

other germs, contain no genetic mate-

rial; they are simply proteins.

The human diseases caused by

prions are rare. But scientists said

Prusiner's work might help

researchers understand more com-

mon brain disorders like Alzheimer's

and Parkinson's diseases. Prions have

been in the news lately because they

are blamed for a variant of the brain-

wasting Creutzfeldt-lakob disease

that has killed at least 20 people,

mostly in Britain. The victims are

thought to have gotten the prions by

eating products made from cattle

with mad cow disease.

Prusiner began his work in 1972,

when as a medical resident he had a

patient with Creutzfeldt-|akob dis-

ease, or C|D. At the time, the cause

of C|D was a mystery.

Ten years later, Prusiner's

research led him to propose a scien-

tific heresy: that proteins he called

prions caused CJD and some other

infectiouf diseases that leave areas of

the brain looking like sponges.

Prusiner and others went on to

show that prions are

lekyll-and-Hyde proteins. People

and other animals have prions nor-

mally in their bodies, particularly on

brain cells. Nobody knows what they

do.

The difference between the lekyll-

and-Hyde forms is how they are fold-

ed. When shaped one way. they are

benign. But if folded differently, they

cause disease. And when these rogue

proteins encounter normal prions in

the brain, they convert the normal

fogftt* to ^.jjk*«*e**uwiig .shape.

In time, the buildup causes brain dis-

ease.

Prions cause not only infectious

diseases but also some very rare

inherited ones, including fatal

familial insomnia and Gertsmann
Straussler-Scheinker disease, a

form of dementia. The idea that

prions cause some infectious dis-

eases is popular, but not all scien-

tists accept it.

"There are still people one

respects very much who believe

that a virus might be involved."

said Zach Hall, director of the

National Institute of Neurological

Disorders and Stroke, which has

supported Prusiner's work since

1975. But he added, "I think it's

very clear this protein is, if not at

the heart of the action, very near to

it."

Lars Edstroem. a professor of

neurology at the Karolinska
Institute, declared after the prize

was announced: "There are still

people who don't believe that a

protein can cause these diseases,

but we believe it."

Prusiner. reached at a meeting in

Bethesda. Md., was asked if the

Nobel would stop criticism of his

ideas. **»» i
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WANTED: LEADERS/PILOTS
UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS OFFICER PROGRAMS

Meet with Capt. Peters

andSgt. Riquieratthe

Campus Center on

Wednesday, October 8th

10:00 AM -2:00 PM
orcallat:l-800-255-USMC

(iUARANTEED AVIATION
Marine Corps aviators fly everything from jets to

heliiopters. Qualified applicants, male and female,

areguaranteed aviation training before enrolling.

Once commissioned, you will receive flight training at

Pensacola, Flonda, with the world's most modem and

sophisticated aircraft.

NO OBLIGATION
This is an officer training program. If, after the summer

training, you decide the Marine Corps is not for you,

cancel your enrollment and you will not be obligated to

serve This program allows you the flexibility to change

your career path.

WE TEACH LEADERSHIP
Officer candidates learn how to lead peers and

subordinates with confidence. As an Officer of Marines,

you will have more responsibility at the start of your

career than most people have at the peak of theirs.

THIS IS NOT ROTC
All training is conducted during the summer. No

i lasses or uniforms are required at school For

freshmen and sophomores, the training consists of

two six-week sessions at Officer Candidate School in

Quantico. Virginia. For juniors and seniors it is one

10-week session. Candidates earn about 11.800 for a

six-week course and $3,000 for the 10-week count

I'AY AND SENIORITY
Time spent in the PLC program during your college

years (tenure) accumulates as time in service for pay

purposes and will earn you a higher salary upon being

commissioned Starting salaries can range from

$28,000 to $34,000, depending upon when you join

GUARANTEED LAW
The Marine Corps has a dedicated group of attorneys

who are also Marine Officers This field is open to

students who are seniors in college or currently enrolled

in law schix)l or have been accepted at an accredited law

si hool Manne Corps Judge Advocates (attorneys)

handle their own cases and have a great deal i
if trial time

They arc generously compensated for their law degree

and arc paid a salary which is competitive with that of

i ivilian firms
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Hamas leader returns to Gaza City
By Laura King

Associated Press

GAZA CITY, Gaza Strip —The
spiritual leader of Hamas returned

to a tumultuous homecoming in

the Gaza Strip today after being

freed by Israel in exchange for two
Mossad agents captured in a bun-

gled assassination attempt in

lordan.

The swap of Sheik Ahmed
Yassin and the Israeli agents was
worked out in nearly two weeks of

secret talks between Israel and
lordan. The exchange deeply
embarrassed Israeli Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
because it contradicts his credo of

being tough on terrorism.

Yassin, the founder of the rad-

ical Palestinian Hamas movement,
was released from Israel's Ayalon

prison five days ago and flown to

Jordan for medical treatment.
Yassin had served eight years of a

life sentence for ordering the

killing of Palestinians collaborat-

ing with Israel.

By agreeing to Yassin's release,

Netanyahu now has much less

leverage in demanding that

Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat

arrest large numbers of Hamas
activists to prevent terror attacks

in Israel. Hamas has carried out

more than a dozen suicide bomb-
ings in Israel since 1994.

Netanyahu, speaking to

reporters this evening, said the

government had decided to set up

a committee to investigate the

failed assassination attempt.

But. he said, "We have to con-

tinue to strike out at terror relent-

lessly. We expect that any peace

loving country will understand the

need to fight terror and cooperate

with us in the fight against ter-

ror."

Netanyahu said the committee

would be made up of Nahum
Admoni, a former head of Mossad;

Rafi Peled, a former police chief;

and Yossi Ciechanover, a former

legal adviser to the Defense
Ministry. As part of today's

exchange, Israel also freed at least

19 Palestinian and lordanian pris-

oners who returned to their homes

today. Eleven Palestinians, includ-

ing activists for two small, radical

PLO factions, were released in the

West Bank and met with Arafat.

Israel radio said an additional 40

to 50 detainees were to be freed in

the next two weeks.

A lordanian military helicopter

carrying Yassin, a 61 -year-old quad-

riplegic, touched down in Gaza City

this afternoon. Yassin was taken out

in a wheelchair, moved into an

ambulance and driven to a sports

stadium, where he called for

Palestinian unity in a speech to thou-

sands of supporters.
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In good company...
A BDIC major specializing in children's literature, Anna Capello

studies near the campus center yesterday afternoon.

UNIVERSITY
BARTENDING COURSE

50%
Off!

!

Of Basic Program with valid college

Student I.D.

*W fnfn Session

Wednesday, Oct. 8th

7:00pm
Lord Jeffrey Inn, Amherst

Now Accepting Visa, M/C, AMEX & Discover

Minn \ 1 1 11

1

mi i \ ( 'oinp.i

1 -800-U-CAN-MIX
Wl Now!

Understanding Eating Disorders:

Strategies for Frieids wj Families

Tuesday, October 14, 1997
Room 904-08

6:30 - 8 p.m. - Murray Lincoln Campus Center, UMass

I think my roommate has an eating disorder.

How can I be sure' What should I do?

I think my sister is anorexic and she isn't getting any help.

How can I convince her to see a professional?

Who should I suggest.. Where should she go?

I'm concerned about my friend who has bulimia.

She says it's under control, but I don't think it is.

I'm really afraid... What can I do to help?

"There must be no divisions

among the Palestinian people."

Yassin whispered to an aide who
repeated the words. The supporters,

many of whom had waited in the

sun for hours, cheered, whistled and

chanted "Allahu Akbar." or God is

great.

Arafat did not welcome Yassin

to Gaza, choosing instead to hold

routine meetings in the West Bank.

Yassin, the founder of Hamas,
which opposes the Israeli-Palestinian

peace accords, is Arafat's biggest

political rival, and Yassin's presence

in Gaza will strengthen Hamas fur-

ther.

The U.S. Mideast peace negotia-

tor, Dennis Ross, arrived in the

region today, and met with Arafat

ahead of the resumption of Israeli-

Palestinian peace talks later this

evening. Talks were suspended in

March after Israel started building

homes for Jews in a disputed area of

Jerusalem.

Before leaving Amman, Yassin

called on the world to help

Palestinians realize their dream of

statehood. He told a news confer-

ence that if peaceful means failed,

the Palestinians would continue to

resist Israeli occupation.

"The cease-fire cannot be

obtained until the occupation is

over," Yassin said, apparently dis-

missing recent reports that Hamas
had offered Israel a 10-year mora-

torium on terror attacks in

exchange for participating in talks

on the future of the region.

The Hamas offer was reportedly

made two days before Israeli agents

of the Mossad spy agency attempt-

ed to kill another Hamas leader,

Khalid Mashaal. in Amman on

Sept. 25, by injecting him with poi-

son outside his office. The two

agents were captured and others

involved in the bungled operation

took refuge in the Israeli Embassy

in Amman.

11 you are concerned about someone who you know or suspect is struggling

with an eating disorder, come to this informal workshop to explore how you

can help and cope with these issues.

For more information, please call University Health Services

Health Education at 577-5181 or General Medicine 2 at 577-5314

BRIAN MCD£RMOTT\ COLUGIAN

Umm... don't walk.
A bicyclist avoids the fallen crosswalk signals at the corner of Fearing Street and North Pleasant Street yes-

terday afternoon.

FBI looking for driver with $ 1 5 million

By Paul Nowell

Associated Press

KINGS MOUNTAIN, NC — FBI agents launched a

nationwide manhunt yesterday for an armored car dri-

ver accused of taking off in a company van with up to

$15 million in cash.

The same company — Loomis, Fargo & Co. — was

stung in March by an $18 million heist, the largest

armored car robbery in U.S. history. Nearly all of that

money was recovered.

David Scott Ghantt, 27, who disappeared Saturday

after he went to work at the Loomis Fargo warehouse

in Charlotte, was indicted on federal bank larceny

charges and is considered armed and dangerous. "He

is the only suspect at this point," said FBI spokes-

woman Joanne Morley, noting that no force was used

to break into the warehouse and Ghantt's unlocked

red pickup truck was found parked in the grass out-

side.

Company officials declined to be interviewed about

the latest heist.

At the gray double-wide mobile home Ghantt

shared with his wife in this community 30 miles west

of Charlotte, the shades were drawn and a tarp cov-

ered what appeared to be construction materials in

the front yard. A pile of new bricks, still strapped

together, sat a few yards away.

"Please don't bother me," said a woman who
answered the phone and quickly hung up. She did

not respond when a reporter knocked on the door.

Later, two FBI agents pulled up and questioned

the woman and neighbors in the quiet cul-de-sac.

Neighbor Walter Dabbs. described Ghantt as a

reclusive man who seemed to work long hours.

"He never threw his hand up when I'd wave

hello," said Dabbs. who also moved into the neigh-

borhood about a year ago. "Both of them worked all

day and they wouldn't usually come home until after

dark."
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Doomed bill would

slow abortion rate
Once again, the people who

say they are opposed to

abortion have been given

an opportunity to help
prevent it. And once again, they

are passing.

The opportunity comes in the

form of a bill introduced last

spring by Republican Sen.
Olympia Snowe of Maine. The
Equity in Prescription Medication

and Contraceptive Coverage Act
would require health insurers to

cover contraceptive

prescriptions and
services to the same
extent that they
cover comparable
health costs, such as

prescription drugs. It

is not hard to do the

math on this one. Women who do
not use contraception are 15

times more likely to become preg-

nant than women who do. Half of

the 3.6 million unintended preg-

nancies that occur each year in

this country end in abortion. So
increasing birth-control use
would also lower the rate of abor-

tion.

Indeed, to most Americans the

notion that birth control prevents

abortion is as simple as two-plus-

two-equals-four. It is only the pro-

life legislators and anti-abortion

zealots who can't quite grasp it.

They are also the only ones who
can't seem to tell the difference

between having an abortion and
taking a birth-control pill. Making
contraception more affordable for

American women will go a long

way toward lowering both the

rates of unwanted pregnancy and
abortion.

But that is not the only reason

to support the Contraceptive
Coverage Act. Because the bill

will also correct a brazen unfair-

ness that women in this country

have long endured. We hear a lot

about the wage gap — the fact

that women earn 75 cents for

every dollar than men earn — but

less discussed is the cost gap,

especially the medical-cost gap.

Currently, women of child-bear-

ing age pay 68 percent more in

out-of-pocket health care expens-

es than men do, and this has been

attributed in large part to contra-

ception costs. Because while 97
percent of traditional indemnity
policies cover prescription drugs

FOCUS ON WOMEN

in general, only one-third cover

birth-control pills, the most pop-

ular form of contraception. And
half of these plans do not cover

any form of elective birth control.

Oddly enough, the majority of

employment-related insurance

plans do cover sterilization and
abortion. So once again, you
would think the pro-life forces

would want health insurers to

cover contraception at least at the

same rate that they cover aboi-

tion. But thus far.

there have been
few takers.

Although pro-life

Sen. Harry Reid
(D-Nev.) has co-

sponsored the

Senate bill, only

two other pro-life senators — John

Warner (R-Va.) and Kay Bailey

Hutchison (R-Texas) — have
signed on. And in the House, pro-

life representatives have been
equally under-whelmed by the

companion bill. In addition, some
anti-abortion groups have been
downright hostile to the proposal.

"I would be shocked on both

the House and Senate side if any

pro-life congressman or woman
would support [this bill]." the

Rev. Pat Mahony of the Christian

Defense Coalition told the

Newhouse News Service.

In stating why her group
opposed the bill, |udie Brown of

the American Life League spoke
with remarkable candor: "(The
bill] ignores the tragic physical,

emotional and spiritual side

effects of all contraceptives," she

said in a statement. "The contra-

ceptive mentality rejects a child as

a gift from God." If Brown and
her cohorts believe that contracep-

tion is evil, they are certainly enti-

tled to that opinion. They are also

entitled to believe that it is a sin to

have sex for any reason other than

procreation. However, I have a

crazy hunch that the majority of

Americans don't quite see it that

way.

Unfortunately. I also have a bad

feeling that this utterly reasonable

bill will be squelched by those

who claim to speak for life.

Sara Eckel is a syndicated
columnist. Send comments to the

author in care of this newspaper
or send her e-mail at

saraeum@aol.com

.

Fubar 'More onparking. Joe Gabriel

Fubar ponders a recent Amherst
town report which says that the

lar#e parking area behind CVS is

filled to 85% of its capacity only
14- to 16 percent of the time.

Reading the report reminds him
that a boycott against CVS was
called a while ago by local drug-

reform activists because a valley

CV5 store turned some pictures of

marijuana plants it had developed

over to the police, resulting in

some poor guys arrest.
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The report also says that 'The

need for downtown parking has

been established. ..even if the

downtown parking need' being

met is principally one of

perception..."
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Letters to the Editor

Intelligence knows
no color

To the Editor:

Academic excellence is not a

race-linked characteristic.

Brilliance, like stupidity, comes in

all colors. Getting good grades is

not a white thing.

That's why I believe that colum-
nist Viraphanh Douangmany and
other critics are mistaken when they

view the proposed Honors College

as a bastion of white privilege

rather than a benefit to outstanding

students of all ethnic backgrounds.

I graduated from the University

this year, and I know from personal

experience that students in the'

Honors Program are all bright, but

they're certainly not all white. Fans

of The Bell Curve might want us to

believe that only affluent white stu-

dents can maintain a GPA of 3.2 or

higher (the requirement for Honors
Program eligibility), but anybody
who's smart enough to be an honors

student is smart enough to see

through that racist nonsense.

It's always a good idea to keep a

wary eye on the administration.
Chancellor Scott, in my opinion, is

not a racist, but he is a bonehead
and a mealy-mouthed weasel. He
might very well, in concert with the

rest of the generally uninspiring
UMass leadership, find a way to

screw up the Honors College.
However, if the current Honors
Program serves as a model for the

Honors College, there is no reason

to fear a white supremacist agenda,

and every reason to anticipate that a

commitment to multicultural inclu-

siveness will go hand in hand with a

commitment to excellence.

Charles C. Smith
Petham

Political comments
need more research

To the Editor:

G
Removing the blindfold of feminism

ive me back the old days of Playboy and strip

joints! It was easier to be a feminist when
that's all I thought
sexism was about. I

cheered for the obvi-

ous issues of equal pay as

men. reproductive rights and
Title IV.

1 would criticize my male

friends for chauvinist com-
ments and turn up my nose at

the billboard for the local

strip joint. Then I read a book

over the last winter break. It

was called Outrageous Acts

and Everyday Rebellions by

Gloria Steinem. As I read

the eloquent words of a true

feminist I became enlight-

ened and an internal struggle

began.

Suddenly I became aware of the depth and intricacy

of sexism around me. I stopped to notice things, like

-^^^^^^—^—— when you're in a

mixed sex group
which sex is doing
most of the talking

and interrupting. I

began to wish for

those strip joint bill-

boards and chauvinist

remarks.

They are at least

easily identified and
therefore able to be

fought against.

Now it seemed that

this, our very lan-

guage, was subversive

to women and
women's advance-
ment in the world.

/ was reveling in the enlight-

enment of seeing society from
such a different light. Then I

began to wonder, was this one
book having too much ofan

influence on my thinking.

After all, had I just become
some lemming blindly follow-

ing one author?

Jill Carroll

It was like opening a door to a new world. This is a frightening revelation. Now I was left in a

great deal of turmoil. I was reveling in the enlight-

enment of seeing society from such a different

light. Then I began to wonder, was this one book
having too much of an influence on my thinking.

After all. had I just become some lemming blindly

following one author? Or as in the book, is sexism

really that prevalent while society is telling me I

should doubt myself and accept it? Our ability to

fight sexism is hampered if not eliminated because

we cannot even identify it.

This inability to see sexism comes from the blind-

fold placed over our eyes by society.

A blindfold that doesn't let us see oppression but

rather "norms." It doesn't let us see sexism but "tra-

dition." Or is this all just brainwashing by some crazy

femi-nazi? It's a constant battle between trying to

throw off the invisible harness placed on women by

society but then wondering if the harness actually

exists at all. I don't know the answer, but harness or

not I have a feeling the battle itself could be just as

important as it's outcome.

fill Carroll is a UMass student.

On Thursday's edition of the
Daily Collegian Leigh Torbin wrote,

If you saw In the Name of the
Father, you know how unjust the

English system of government can
be, but the EFA has one thing right.

Relegation.'

This prompted me to wonder if

this was a political comment and if

so, why is it in the sports page?

If this was intended as a link in

the article it has to be said it was an

ill informed and poor choice.

The comment itself is inaccurate

in many respects. There is no orga-

nization called the EFA, instead I

believe the organization in question

is the Football Association (FA).

which invented the game. This orga-

nization is not a department of the

'unjust government' as hinted in the

article, but is independent of it.

There was also no mention of the

play-offs which occur for extra pro-

motion places.

What I believe was a political

comment is ridiculously ill

informed. The film itself did not
even deal with the system of govern-

ment in the United Kingdom, which
is a Democracy and not a Republic.

The United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland, which
contains Scotland. Wales. England
and Northern Ireland has one
Parliament in London. The whole
government changed last year after

a 'General Election' which occurs at

least every five years. There is no
such thing as an English govern-
ment.

I have seen the film mentioned in

the article and it is pure pro-IRA

propaganda, even the actors con-

cerned stated as much after the film

had been made. Listening to the dia-

logue in the film was like listening

to the arguments of Sinn Fein and
the IRA which I am pushed to find

relevant to a sports page. It may
interest the author of the article to

know that both Gerry Adams and
Martin McGuiness were elected in

the previously mentioned elections

but then refused to take their seats

in Parliament.

They are two MPs from Northern

Ireland with the majority being of

the opposite political viewpoint, yet

they air their views via the media
instead of in government. They have

their reasons for doing so, but again

these have nothing at all to do with

sport.

So 1 again ask what relevance to a

sports page is there in the comment
made by the author? The political

aspects and religious bigotry which
contribute to events in Northern
Ireland are extremely complex, giv-

ing rise to strong emotions which
could never be captured in a film.

To even suggest that the film in

question is in anyway accurate only

succeeds in displaying the author's

ignorance of events in Northern
Ireland.

Could you suggest, therefore, that

the author does his homework out-

side the cinema in future and leaves

his own politics outside the sports

page. Thanks.

David Scott

Crampton
scottd@chem.umass.edu

We encourage our readers to respond to the contents of the Collegian

through letters to the editor.
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Honors college debate continues: who leaves a sinking ship first?

In Defense Of The UMass Flagship
The proposal either has

destructive ideas that will hurt
nearly everybody, or promising
ideas that would have worked for

the entirety of the University of
Massachusetts yesterday, without
exacerbating educational
upartheid. Additionally, propo-
nents seem inordinately con-
cerned with the appearance of a
good education rather than the
fact of a good education. This
not only applies to having a
"pretty" campus for the honors
college, but to the constantly
repeated idea that UMass will

enhance its "image" if it is locat-

ed next to it. Let me quote from
one other purveyor of the
scheme, Aaron Spencer (from
the Collegian. April 28):

"By and large, what we are
proposing already exists. It just

hasn't been legitimized and given
a name." Spencer argued that by
"legitimizing" the honors pro-
gram, more prestige would be
brought to the entire UMass sys-

tem, and all graduates of UMass
would benefit from this

increased perception.

And for all of the
squeamish students
who came running to

the defense of Aaron
Spencer, I'm going to include
one more lengthy quote from the

April 28 Collegian:

"Spencer replied that the
board would be asking the
Massachusetts State Legislature

to fund the initial expense of
building a Commonwealth
College, and that the operating
costs of an honors college would
be similar to those of the already

existing Honors Program at

UMass Amherst. We will ask the

legislature for funding of a brand
new building," Spencer said.

"We have no intention of the

Commonwealth College coming
at the expense of the other col-

leges or students. On going fund-

ing really is not as critical as ini-

tial funding. The same 1,600 stu-

dents currently in the UMass
Honors Program would be in the

Commonwealth College. The
only additional expense comes in

creating the building.'''

Does anyone else notice the
logical inconsistencies in what
Mr. Spencer said here? First of

all, it is unlikely that most of the

students "currently" in the hon-
ors program will get the privilege

to receive a "Commonwealth
College" degree. I don't think (or

at least I hope) that the thing

isn't going to be built that fast.

Furthermore, if the new college

would "double" the number of

students enrolled in the current

honors program (as reportedly

said earlier by Norman Aitken,

Collegian. April 3) how could
the operating costs possibly be
"similar" to the existing program
the way Aaron Spencer says it

will be?

Yes, for all those who
self-righteously snorted about
the "disrespect" given to Mr.
Spencer: his own words display

cither seriously flawed argu-

ments, or simply outright decep-

tion. In either case, we can hard-

ly blame students for being justi-

fiably emotional in their

response.

In his draft proposal. Mr.
Koplik totally avoids the word
"elite," and very cleverly deploys

catchwords like "empowered."
Very slick, but somehow I think

supporters of this scheme must
continually work hard to resist

using one particular phrase made
popular by The Bell Curve: "the

cognitive elite."

To be sure, part of it comes
down to the questions about
what the origin of merit and
achievement are. Whatever you

think causes it . some people per-

form better and excel more than

others, and maybe this perfor-

mance should be rewarded in

order to facilitate future achieve-

ment The question is, why can't

the current honors program
achieve this and other goals? If

there was a problem, why was no
initiative made to remedy or

improve the honors program?
Maybe the authors of this pro-

gram feel that there's power in a

name, and that "graduating with

honors" doesn't sound good if in

the same breath you say "UMass
bachelors degree."

Obviously, the solution,

according to them, is to create a

whole new apparatus for stamp-

ing out truly elite students with-

out any of that old baggage: they

will be "Commonwealth College"

young men and women.
Right now. UMass Amherst is

considered the "flagship;" the

best in the state. True, this may
involve some degree of elitism.

E. Okwa
Fox Tree

but at least this elitism is

top-heavy with 25,000-or- so

undergraduates and graduates
comprising the largest campus in

Massachusetts. How will it be in

the self-interest of the majority

who are left behind to suddenly

become No. 2? You are out of

your mind if you think that a

physically segregated campus,
located on top of the rest of

UMass, will not eventually gener-

ate hostility and resentment,
especially when the facilities

down below continue to fall

apart.

Even if you didn't care about

wasting taxpayers' money, do
you really think this would be

some fiscal boon to UMass?
While things may be looking rosy

right now, eventually there will

be an economic contraction that

will have corresponding implica-

tions for state finances. Some
decision makers are going to say

to themselves "Hmmrn... we
have a fixed block of revenue for

public higher education, how are

we going to spend it

all? Look at that

Commonwealth
College. (Why, that's

where my kid goes!)."

So when the time
comes, it will likely make budget

cutbacks more severe than if the

honors college were not there.

And even if that day were never

to come, the honors college

would likely detract from the

potential growth in funding that

UMass would otherwise have
had.

Administrators, faculty, and
union representatives from dif-

ferent campuses have already

bickered with one another about

the location of the proposed
school. "It's going to be built

somewhere," they all say with
resignation, "so we might as well

try to get a piece of the action."

They've even considered
installing multiple versions of it

across the state. Don't worry,

they will try to build support for

this scheme by promising to

recruit people of color and main-

rain a diverse campus — but.

don't be fooled.

What can you do about it? 1

could give you the obligatory

advice about contacting your leg-

islator, but in reality, our democ-
racy often times doesn't work as

well as you might expect.
Nevertheless, this is the principle

thing that supporters of the hon-

ors college are already doing, so

you might as well counterbalance

what they say.

So, what else can you do that

won't work for supporters? (I

know that describing these things

will be a lot easier than actually

doing them...)

1. Litmus test every potential

hire that the administration trots

out in front of you!

2. Contact alumni to protest

this scheme. Ask potential

donors to voice their concerns
before they increase UMass'
endowment. (Mention the

decrease in status that their

degree from UMass will have).

3. Network with other state

college campuses so that the

scheme is not simply resurrected

elsewhere.

4. "Honors Students Against

the Honors College," anyone?

5. Draft an alternative appro-

priation of funds that would
potentially result in more
cost-effective benefits to this

state. Don't worry about having

the correct statistics though; pro-

ponents of the honors college

make up their own numbers, any-

way!
6a. Kindly ask your professors

what they think of the honors
college scheme.

6b. Depending on the answer

to the above question, tactfully

ask your professors if they want
to elect new faculty senate repre-

sentatives.

The principle reasons why we
should oppose the

"Commonwealth College."

besides the fact that it wouldn't

achieve even its poorly-striated

goals, are that we should repudi-

ate the ideology from which this

proposal springs forth, and we
should eliminate the precedent

that it would set. It has an under-

lying social agenda that will

increase socioeconomic dispari-

ties by stratifying a public-sector

institution whose principle intent

was to do the opposite. (Perhaps

some would consider this result

to be a "success," especially since

this honors college scheme will

not be the last like-minded
attempt at restructuring how tax

revenue is spent.)

E. Okwa Fox Tree is a UMass
alumnus.

The creation of state sanctioned elitism
Editor's note: the side bar to the

left is attached to this article

When the Titanic sank, 60 percent

of the First class passengers survived,

while 56 percent of the second class,

75 percent of the third class, and 76

percent of the crew drowned. With
similar results, soon, the

Massachusetts public university flag-

ship will have its parts

scavenged in order to con-

struct a lifeboat so that a

small "elite" can safely get

away.

A verdict has already
been handed down: instead of coop-

erating to repair the major leaks,

everyone at UMass can watch as their

former comrades bail out and sail

away. Of course, after their own ship

has been dismembered to save these

precious and deserving few, a large

and un- repairable hole will have
been made below the waterline,

where it may take a while before

many people notice it. (Some admin-

istrators abroad the UMass Amherst
will try to convince passengers that

the hole is not there). Despite assur-

ances of "independent funding," the

honors college will become a hideous

implementation of state-sanctioned,

institutional self-consumption.

It's difficult to obtain detailed and

concrete plans about the college and

the speed and stealth make it a little

more suspicious.

Here's what we do know: former

Governor Weld (a graduate of

"Corporatewealth College," class of

1966, summa cum laude) and other

legislative agencies have appointed

many administrators to oversee high-

er education in Massachusetts.
Interspersed among these appointees

and elected chairpersons are all sorts

of staff personnel. Don't get me
wrong, I think a bureaucracy can
sometimes be quite tolerable and nec-

essary, but it's another matter when
someone gets a job in the State

House because of nepotism.

Now, our one-time governor and
his ilk are fiscal conservatives, and
they have often opposed, slowed
down and cut appropriations for

state public higher education. Weld is

also a socially-moderate Republican,

but many of his more conservative

friends (both Republicans and
Democrats) are some pretty sick pup-

jries who make him look like a nice

guy. Furthermore, Weld is now gone,

and it is his depraved, much more
conservative colleagues who are in

E. Okwa

Fox Tree

the ascendent, in this state and
nation-wide. (Witness the outcome
of the ambassador-to-Mexico deba-

cle).

Go ahead, pick your favorite

administrators: it is quite possible

that they got their jobs because they

could be trusted to implement the

agendas of various state politicians.

Frequently, their first pri-

ority has been to oversee

the effective downsizing
of UMass and not increase

the quality of your educa-

tion. Oftentimes, situa-

tions are constructed where UMass is

forced to act like a trapped animal,

chewing off part of it own body in

order to survive. (Just look at the

School of Education, or the honors
college itself). It is interesting to pon-

der the following: If your education

gets worse because of downsizing,

well, that means the decrease in per-

formance justifies downsizing UMass
some more.

But make no mistake, there is a

very clear and insidious doctrine

behind the honors college plans. It is

fundamentally an ideology which
undervalues the role that social

forces play in determining the out-

come of our lives. Contrary to any
egalitarian proclamations, "some peo-

ple are simply born better than oth-

ers;" whether it is through some
superlative genetic endowment or

having been given a better soul.

Though the practitioners of these

beliefs would publicly deny that this

is what they think, they usually see

these inborn differences as being

associated with class and race.

At this point, I could tell you about

my own views regarding the origins

of motivation, aptitude and intellec-

tual achievement. However, I would
be whispering against the prevailing

wind. There are too many institutions

in our society for whom the replica-

tion and transmission of such beliefs

is the superfluous metabolic by prod-

uct of their natural activity. The same
corporations and institutions that run

our economy shape everyone's
beliefs, and help individuals with

similar beliefs get elected to office.

Suddenly, a proposal comes out of

the blue, under the guise of "improv-

ing" state public higher education,

and it's on the fast track to imple-

mentation. Did a paradigm shift

occur in the forces that control our

society? Did the assortment of down-
size- driven appointees become more

convinced of the utility of public

higher education?

No, the answer is that the

Commonwealth College is consistent

with the aforementioned ideological

agenda. If you can appoint a wealthi-

er hue of white, it will be funded.

Perhaps, if you look at early drafts

of this proposal you might gain useful

insights into the true goals and moti-

vations of this scheme, even if the

proposal is now different. The earli-

est such document I could find was a

"concept paper" (dated Nov. 27,

1996) written by Chancellor Stanley

Koplik and published in the

Massachusetts Teachers Association's

monthly newsletter The Leader (Jan.

1997). Witness the true ideological

underpinning of the whole
"Commonwealth College" scheme:

• Faculty are to have "renewable
term contracts... without assignment

to rank or tenure " — How many cur-

rent UMass professors would be
happy about that?

• "The Commonwealth College

Board of Trustees will be empowered
through additional governance
authority... it will be exempted from
restrictive state personnel and pur-

chasing regulations... Exemption
from customary state building
requirements and procedures will be

sought for the College. " This could

mean many things. After all, some
might consider the minimum wage to

be "restrictive personnel regulation."

Or. could it be about safeguards
against nepotism? Those pesky "pur-

chasing regulations" and "building

requirements and procedures" might

be laws concerning contract building.

(Some old-timers at UMass can tell

you stories about the questionable

awarding of contracts for the con-

struction of some of their buildings

on the Amherst campus during its

expansion in the late 1960's). Or,

could all of these "regulations,

requirements, and procedures" refers

to affirmative action? Might they

refer to the right to organize a union?
• "Each major will identify student

outcomes, assess student success in

achieving identified academic skills

and knowledge..." — Gee, haven't

current UMass students been plead-

ing for better advising for years?

• The college will "require a cap-

srone project for graduation. " — This

is already the current policy of the

UMass honors program.
• "The commitment to excellence

will be visually observed in physical

plant and grounds that are attractive,

well maintained, and inviting to cur-

rent and potential members of the

College community. " — Why aren't

all of the current UMass students

good enough to receive such consid-

eration?

• "The Commonwealth's capacity

to produce outstanding students far

exceeds the number of intended for

enrollment (sic) at Commonwealth
College." — What happens when the

number of qualified students eventu-

ally exceeds the 2,500 slots proposed

for the new college? Don't the

entrance requirements necessarily

become more restrictive? Or. do you
just make it cost more?

• ".special commitment to the col-

lege by designating full scholarships

for 200 students per year to include

tuition, fees, room, and board. " —
hen was the last time the state

offered a free education to 1 percent

(let alone 200) of the undergraduates

at UMass; even with all of its present

honors students?

• "...it is not intended that the col-

lege will draw resources from other

institutions, each of which has a par-

ticular mission and constituency. Any
additional resources, if required,

should come from separate appropri-

ations..." — Notice the qualifying

words "intended" and "should?" This

part is key to whether you think a

separate honors college will eventual-

ly siphon funds away from UMass.
Despite every assurance that the hon-

ors college funding will be indepen-

dent, reality doesn't work that way.

Reality involves the world view of

people who make decisions. The
social agenda described in the Bell

Curve is already being implemented
nation-wide. It goes like this: "Some
people are a simply lost cause.
Therefore, we must reallocate

resources so that only important . pro-

ductive, and worthy people benefit.

"

• The college will "promote social

justice and service learning by requir-

ing that every student be involved in

community service." — Aha! Here's

one that even the "UMass Objectivist

Club" would be opposed to.

Nevertheless, I doubt "social justice"

will play a significant role at an insti-

tution whose foundation is built on
injustice, and where supporters don't

understand the origins of injustice

because they can't see where injustice

even exists.

E. Okwa Fox Tree is a UMass
alumnus.

Debunking the myth of the militant hiuslim
We are the self-appointed police of

the world, the remaining titan from a

war of propaganda and the threat of

force. We vanquish tyranny and injus-

tice in our eternal struggle for liberty

and democracy, never looking in the

mirror at our own tyrannical,

capitalistic exploitations. We
are the righteous, uncon-
quered and unmatched.

Those who stand against us,

or rather do not subordinate,

become enemies of the American
Way. These enemies are known as

communists and terrorists. Their cul-

tures and people are so different as to

represent an evil force in the world, a

force that hinders the progress of our

people, and our dominance.

And so, with the deterioration of

the Soviet regime we turn our guns

and propaganda towards the Islamic

civilization, Mongol hordes in Arabic

cloaks.

An elaborate and enormous war
machine (i.e. defense spending) is

pointless without a target or enemy so

it becomes primary that these terror-

ists be addressed. And how do we
address them? Through various

media inputs the words "militant" and

"Muslim" are seen as one and the

same. Muslims are stereotyped as

people who wage holy wars in "their"

God's name, people who despise the

Multiculturalism is a term with
various definitions. For some, it

defines the social fiber of the United

States as a "melting pot," grouping

those of minority cultures

and the dominant culture

together. More so, it is the

supposed ideology of the

U.S. as a land that

embraces many cultures, a

land that combines these cultures

and heritages equally to form a new
multicultural society and people.

Instead, through Americanization

our histories are ignored. We learn

about the saving grace of the

European "discovery" of the

Americas. We learn how Christianity

would purge the savages of their

primitive and pagan existences. We
learn how white world supremacy
brought civilization to this Earth. We
learn how the lower class exists out

of its own laziness and not from the

enlightened Euro-Christian world. A
people whose culture, laws, and poli-

tics are so entirely different than ours

must be evil, they must be against us.

The truth of the matter is that

Islamic faith is a religion that preach-

es respect, peaceful coexis-

tence, and recognition of all

other religions. It holds the

Jewish and Christian people

as equals, as "People of the

Book" and of the same God.

It is not a religion that professes vio-

lence or superiority, rather like any

other culture war has been a means
for their economic and geographical

growth.

When viewed objectively one can

recognize the vast array of similarities

all three of these religions have in

common. To see Muslims in this light

and not for the fictional war mongers

that they have been turned into is

understand that the myth is simply

functional to our government. Take

into account the power that the

Middle East, Central Asia, and
Northern Africa possess there arises

the paranoia of the American govern-

ment and the need to dehumanize and

stereotype.

They are the foremost supplier of

the world's oil. Strategically, its geo-

graphic relation to Europe is "danger-

ously" close and its equidistance from

U.S. on both coasts is equally "fright-

ening." It is a civilization that does

not allow American industry and its

controlling and exploitive elements

into their midst. It remains strong and

true to its own history and does not

let a superpower dictate its future or

people. Rather than perceive the cul-

ture with a rational mind and respect,

their strength is viewed as resistance

to Western superiority. They become
our enemies because they do not

tremble when we flex. They are isolat-

ed, so they must have something to

hide. To fear the unknown has

always been preferred than trying to

understand it.

When an airplane crashes or a

bomb goes off almost anywhere in the

world who is suspected first? When
any conflict arises in

Israeli/Palestinian debate which side

is almost automatically sided with and

which side automatically ignored?

When civil war broke out in Bosnia,

and Muslim men, women, and chil-

dren were massacred where were the

World's Police then?

In this double standard of percep-

tion the ideals of the myth seem clear-

est. Muslims are the automatic scape-

goat, the apparent enemy. When a

Islamic nation is said to have in its

possession a nuclear armament it is

immediately suspected that it is for

Defining multiculturalism
lack institutional opportunity given

to them. We leam that the American

dream of material wealth is the cho-

sen path and that everyone may
achieve it.

We must then assimi-

late so that we do not

become their stereotypes.

We must forget the pain

of the past and ignore

the oppression and isolation today.

We must forget that in a capitalist

society there must be poverty, con-

stant unemployment, and subjugated

proletariats. And though they are our

brothers and sisters we close our eyes

to them and their plight. We become
Americans, successful capitalists, and

the envy of the world. But we are

minorities with second class repre-

sentation and status. To have the

vision to see past the racism, institu-

tionally and ideologically, your igno-

rance may convince you that the ideal

of America is the reality of America.

But my perception of the U.S. does

not allow me accept this propaganda.

Thankfully. 1 am not alone in my per-

ceptions.

There are a few people who refuse

to be ignorant, refuse to be unedu-

cated, and refuse to subsist amongst
the subsistence. They break their ide-

ological ties to the mainstream
American dogma. They leave their

Eurocentric educations in their wake
and strive to know more about their

people and their culture. They realize

the way they have been whitewashed
and find comfort in their true identi-

ties. They begin to spread the word
about what America is not and just

as important what it is. They begin

to see themselves as more than sim-

ply what this country manufactured

and sold. Through the power of the

word and through the wealth of edu-

cation they begin their struggle for

offensive purposes. At the same time,

the U.S. harbors the world's largest

supply of nuclear weapons, but they

are just for defensive purposes. When
our revolutionaries raised their arms
in rebellion they were called patriots.

When Muslim groups stand up to

similar governmental injustice they

are terrorists.

But let us not ignore the fact that

there are terrorists in the Middle East,

as their are in every country. (Would
it be fair to use the KKK or the

neo-Nazi skinheads as the representa-

tives of American culture?) These
radical groups, though much smaller

and more marginalized than one sus-

pects, do commit atrocities.

Comparatively, the Islamic civilization

and its nations are responsible for any

violence by a radical group. To blame

a religion for the actions of a small

sect of its people is unintelligent.

The essence of myth of the militant

Muslim is that it serves U.S. policy to

dislike Islamic civilization. Having a

nemesis justifies our duty as the

World's police. It justifies defense

spending. It justifies an enormously
destructive war machine. But more
than that it justifies stereotypes,

racism, anti-Semitism, and the

growth of ignorance.

leffery R. Yusah is a Collegian
columnist..

recognition, for equality. They wish

to finally bring the American
Revolution, the Emancipation
Proclamation and the Civil Rights

Movement to its conclusion, so that

we may finally live the ideals that we
preach. This fight is small, but every-

day it gains support. Everyday that

there is another abuse, the struggle

gets recognition and strengthens its

resistance. With this, we fortify and
unite.

As a goal of the Multicultural
Affairs Desk at the Collegian we wish

to bring these voices to the forefront.

To make sure that our stories are

told, so that we are represented fair-

ly. Adding fuel to the fire, we explain

how the U.S. is oppressive on local,

national and international levels.

This time around the revolution

will not be televised.

Jeffrey R. Yusah is a Collegian

columnist.
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Stone makes wrong turn in film
Flawless performance from Sean Penn cannot rescue U— turn

By Adam levine

Collegian Staff

U-TURN
Directed by Oliver Stone

with Sean Penn, Nick Nolte, Jennifer Lopez

Playing at Hampshire Six Theaters

For over a decade. Oliver Stone has used the medium of

film to further his elaborate causes. Whether it be

anti-war epics, disruptive satire, historical revisions or

political commentaries. Stone is relentless at having his

face right up in front of your eyes. He has boldly attempt-

ed, time after time, to change the way we perceive our cul-

ture and society and to give us a sharp dose of his defini-

tion of the truth.

U-Turn, as a term in itself, is in essence the direction

that Stone is taking for his own career. Perhaps tired of all

his well-deserved criticism. Stone is doing the 180 degree

shift, yet still staying true to short attention span editing

and Natural Born Killers campish cinematography.
However, this time around, Stone has nothing to say, no
flashy messages or blunt statements. Not that a film maker
shouldn't take a stand or attempt to prove a point by any

means, but Stone has built a career of hypocrisy by forc-

ing his opinions about not trusting anyone except, of

course, himself.

Following from one cliche to the next, U-Turn is a

story about all the bad things that could happen to one
urban drifter when he's left helpless in the middle of

nowhere. Sean Penn, still struggling for that big come-
back, is flawless though confined to an implausible and
often just ridiculous script. Penn is Bobby Cooper
(could they think of a more generic name?), an out of

luck gambler clinging to a "rebel without a cause" style

persona, as he cruises in his slick 64' red Mustang
through the Arizona desert en route to Los Angeles.

When his car breaks down conveniently in front of a

road sign with arrows pointing to different towns.

Stone gets to play with all the popular Western and

noir conventions. Cooper chooses to head for the town

of Superior and embarks through the sleepy, backwards

mining village as the quintessential man without a

name, or history or anything. Stone is forced to height-

en the intrigue with camera work that seems ripped off

from an MTV buzz clip, hoping to keep your attention

with quick cuts and grainy film stock.

Once in Superior, Stone introduces a bizarre array

of characters who serve no purpose other than to give

fuel to a strange film. Superior is the town that time

forgot; a rustic dirty place filled with inbreeds and

back stabbers and a whole lot of corruption and mur-

der, not to mention a stereotypical native American,

played by lohn Voight, who speaks like a fortune cook-

ie. The worst is a random over- sexed teenager (Claire

Danes) and her bullish over- protective ignorant

boyfriend (loaquin Phoenix). All these people includ-

ing the femme fatale (Jennifer Lopez), her wealthy

husband (Nick Nolte), and the creepy car mechanic

(Billy Bob Thorton) all try to make poor Bobby's life

miserable when all he wants is to get out of town and

pay off the loan sharks who removed two of his fin-

gers.

U-Turn may have been the rough draft for Orson
Wells' Touch of Evil, but there just wasn't enough to

work with. Stone has decided to work with it nonethe-

less, which essentially means working with nothing; a

story which appears more like a rejected script from the

more recent episodes of "The Twilight Zone."

Yet, the performances for the most part are decent

despite the fact that their purpose of existence is confus-

ing in itself. Stone has created nothing more than a mis-

matched collection of strange characters, combined with a

silly premise. Perhaps he should go back to his old self,

because after U-Turn he probably doesn't have a whole

lot to lose. D

Write For Arts OR ELSE !!!!!

Special Benefit Package
Developed especially for UMass Employees 1

.

Preferred Checking
A No Fee Checking Account For All University of Massachusetts Employees.

ffi $10. minimum opening balance _^

^ No per check charge, unlimited check writing — •VO
#* C*4SJ4*&) No monthly service charges "* — '

© Free first order of checks m g Mr ^ec* checks)

© Free ATM card

by io/3l
*
7

D
*Posit

Qg) Free ATM transactions at GSB ATMs (25e per POS/75* per ATM withdrawal elsewhere)

&> Automatic Overdraft protection (our Greenline Account, to qualified applicants)

© Free MasterMoney debit card (with Greemine, to qualified applicants)

© Free MasterMoney transactions anywhere

© No annual fee Visa / MasterCard (t0 qualified applicants)

CALL US FOR 1-StOP SERVICE...We handle all required paperwork,

no need to visit the UMass Human Resources Office!

In addition to the UMass Preferred Checking Account, roe have many others which may better fit your needs including;

— Green Action Account —

i

This is a combined checking and savings

account. It includes all of the above

features, plus it pays high tiered money
market interest and has no ATM or POS
charges anywhere, provided the minimum
opening balance of $1,000. is maintained.

N.O.W. Account
This interest bearing checking account

has a minimum $200. opening balance.

It includes all of the above features, plus

it pays interest and has no ATM or POS
charges anywhere, provided a minimum
balance of $500. is maintained.

© Greenfield Savings Bank
since ian

MwntorFDICW

61 North Main St., South Deerfield 665-401

1

Corner of Federal & Main St., Greenfield 774-3191
195 Avenue A, Turners Falls 863-4316
Corner of Main & Bridge St., Shelburne Falls 625-9827

*GSB will deposit $10 00 in your GSB checking account with the first UMass Payroll direct deposit, offer expires i0/3!/'97
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Grace McKenna (Jennifer Lopez) tries to convince Bobby Cooper (Sean Penn) to kill her husband in U-Turn.

The Arts & Living Desk is

currently hiring an associate

editor to cover Five College

Fine Arts. The beat includes

covering theater, music,

dance and art. Other respon-

sibilities include editing and
layout. This is a paid position

for five hours a week at the

regular student rate.

Interested applicants should

fill out an application at the

Collegian. Applications will

be accepted until 5 p.m.

Wednesday, Oct. 8.

STA Travel offers

student discounts

on domestic

travel, too

800-777-0112
www.sta-travel.com

STA Travel...

the world's largest

student travel

organization.

STA TRAVEL
We've been there.
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SPORTS CHANNEL, ESPN, ESPN2, NESN

^^% Under New Management

Seven
Sunderland Sports Bar for Uve Music

Wednesday Nights:

DJ. By A & R Music
Thursday Nights:

Open Mic
Band: Fri. & Sat. 10th

,
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Electric Carnival
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DRINK SPECIALS

CRO
BUSH, CORONA $2°°

BUSH DRAFT 1202. 75C

October 31
for Best Costumes

Never a Cover • SEVEN OS • 665-8788

Route 116 IN SUNDERLAND (5 miles N of UMass exit)

A look at the week's hardcore scene
I'm back from my one week hiatus

and I know you all milMd me so
hen's this week's column to rescue
you from your hardcore doldrums.
The new H20 album comes out

today. It's on Epitaph and it's called

Thicker Than Water. I saw their

record release party this weekend at

the Tramps and it was off the hook.
If you like fast, fun, melodic hard-
core I suggest you run to Newbury
Comics as soon as you finish this

article.

Super emo boys Promise Ring are

back with their second LP on |ade
Tree. If you wear a knapsack, iwaj
and clap your hands at shows, cry,

or think about the opposite sex all

the time, pick it up. The songs I

heard were straight up pop. sweeter

then a corn puff and sadder than
Muddy Waters singing the blues.

They're playing tonight with Piebald

in Worcester.

Day In The Life just released its

self-titled debut on Building
Records. The band features George
Reynolds on vocals and |osh
DeMarco on guitar, both of Mind
Over Matter fame. This album
merges the attack and aggressiveness

of modern hardcore with the intrica-

cies and complex tempo shifts ol

Drive Like |ehu. The dual vocals,

guitar work, and bass lines are phe-

nomenal. The lyrics deal with the

transitional period between ending

school and entering the real world, a

topic pertinent to all of us. They also

share Fugazi's apocalyptic vision of

the free-market economy, especially

on songs like "Spin Control," "Self

Serve" and "Sign of the Times."
"Tenth in a Series" offers an excel

Adam DlueaczgjU,

lent view on dating, with lyrics like

"Here is one plan I can devise / to

be right on top of it / tenth in a

series of breakdowns, delusions, and
stalls / here is one plan I can revise /

to get back on top of it / it just

needs to work one time / I look bet-

ter from a distance so do you /

everyone plans to look better then

they do." Drive Like |ehu has put

out a brilliant, mature album which

will make you ponder life while you

windmill.

For all you internet lovers, the new

lade Tree web page is almost done
and it's going to resemble a '50s

dinei menu, so check it out.

Shows are going on in Greenough
again, with the next one on
Halloween with Hallraker. )ust About
Done, the Amsace Engine, and a cou-

ple of others scheduled to play. The
lust About Done 7-inch is available

through members of the band.
Support the scene, own a great

7 inch, and be happy.

My top ten this week:

DDay In The Life-S/T

2 (Silent Majority-Li'/V? Of A
Spectator

3)Bluc Tip Dischord 101

4)Sons of

Abraham/Indecision-Split 7-inch

5)By The Grace Of
God Perspective

6)Farenheit 45l-77ie Thought Of
It

7)H20-Thicker Than Water (I

haven't heard it yet, but trust me it'll

make your head ring)

8)|immy Eat World-Stof/c Pwails
9)Lifetime-/cr»c*y's Best Dancers

10) The New York Yankees
Adam Dlugucz is a Collegian

columnist.

Church wants "Nothing Sacred" gone
By Frazier Moore
Associated Press

NEW YORK — Sometimes the Lord works in mysteri-

ous ways. For instance, it was by his hand (some might
contend) that ABC came to choose a splendid new drama,
then forsake it in one of prime-time's most god-awful
slots.

Thus has "Nothing Sacred." which airs Thursday at 8

p.m. EST, come to face a nothing-sacred powerhouse
called "Friends."

Such opposition would try the faith of the staunchest

believer, which, as it happens, is one of the issues

"Nothing Sacred" wrestles with — a priest's crisis of faith

— as Nielsen smites the series on a weekly basis.

The Catholic League for Religious and Civil Rights con

demns the series as "a political statement against the

Catholic Church."

According to William Donohue, president of the

350.000-member organization, "We will settle for noth-

ing less than the removal of this show from TV."
Although ABC continues to profess support for

"Nothing Sacred" and to insist that its commercial time

is sold out, several sponsors, apparently bowing to pres-

sure from the Catholic League, have dropped out.

So if "Nothing Sacred" leaves the air in the next few

months, as seems more likely than not, Donohue can be

expected to take credit. Never mind that a recent airing

of the series was the week's lowest-rated hour on the Big

Four networks, with only one-quarter the audience of

"Friends."

In short, even controversy has failed to draw viewers

away from "Promised Land." "Living Single." and
"Friends" with its sexy kaffeeklatsch. So far. "Nothing

Sacred" has suffered less from audience outrage than

from audience neglect

Too bad. "Nothing Sacred
-

is worth a try, c\en for

those who might tune in hoping for a taste of the

Catholic League's forbidden fruit.

What they will find, instead, is a series that was co-

created by a lesuit priest who remains a producer.

And they will find a hero with feet of clay in Father

Ray, the compassionate, sometimes hot-headed priest of

a troubled inner-city parish. An all-man man of the

cloth. Father Ray leads the needy flock of St. Thomas
while fighting his own personal demons — doubt, temp-

tation and world-weariness.

"Some people get scared when they see spiritual fig-

ures with flaws." concedes Kevin Anderson, who stars as

Father Ray. "They find it threatening." He should know.

At 37, he has a distinguished resume that includes co-

starring with |ulia Roberts in the film hit Sleeping With

the Enemy, and abundant stage performances, some as a

member of the celebrated Steppenwolf Theatre
Company.
Now cast in a theological skirmish along with his first

television series, Anderson gently notes. "I'm not a

Catholic priest, I just play one on TV."

On the other hand, he was raised a Catholic in his tiny

hometown of Gurnee, III.

"The Catholic League is certainly not representative of

the entire thinking of the Catholic Church," he observes,

"just as we (St. Thomas) aren't representative of every

Catholic church in America. This is about one parish."

Thursday's visit with that parish is the most affecting

yet. Rachel. St. Thomas' 18-year-old, unmarried recep-

tionist, will decide whether or not to get an abortion.

But when she seeks guidance from Father Ray, he

hands her this non-answer: "I told you what the church

teaches, in the confessional, right? But what you do. that

depends on your own conscience, and that's also what the

church teaches."

Foes of "Nothing Sacred" will likely pluck such dia-

logue out of context to further their argument that

"Nothing Sacred" aims "to put a positive spin on Catholic

priests who prefer Hollywood's libertine vision of sexuali-

ty to the moral teachings of the church."

But that is not the episode's last word on the matter,

either from Father Ray or from others who call him on

this wishy-washinc^s

Father Leo. an elder priest with a wry style and unshak-

able principles, represents the church's more traditional

approach that "Nothing Sacred's" critics say is missing.

And as played by the wonderful Brad Sullivan. Father Leo
steals ever) scene he's in.

"If you're not gonna do your job." he explodes at Father

Ray at a pivotal moment in Thursday's episode — "I will!"

Viewers who watch with an open mind may find not

heresy, but sober look at one of society's most indelible

dividing lines.

"Our show doesn't really offer any easy answers to the

complex questions," Anderson says. "Father Ray doesn't

perform miracles.

He's not an angel. But true faith is when you can deal

with fears and insecurities, and still move forward. That's

what we're trying to create with this guy."

COLLEGIAN FILE PHOTO

Whafs up, Mickey!
Lari Ketner, shown here dunking over BC's Mickey Curley in last

year's Commonwealth Classic, will be one of the stars at Midnight
Madness, which will be held Oct. 1 7 at the Mullins Center. Students

get in free with a valid student I.D.

visit us on the WWW @ http://www.umass.edu/rso/colegian

tennis
continued from page 10

tal toughness to compliment is ten-

nis skill. I am confident he will

come around."

Aller fell 2-6, 3-6, but refused

tO quit.

"The coaches, have put their

trust in me. so I'm going to play as

hard as I can. to earn my spot."

Aller said. "I'm much more com-
fortable playing at the no. 4 spot

again."

Now that the Minutemen have

proven they are still capable of

winning under the gun. they have

to turn it up another notch.

After scrimmaging at Amherst

College tomorrow, they open up
the home season against Boston

College on Thursday.

The lineup appears set. assum-

ing No.l singles player Todd
Chenev i- se; to go.

"I've been playing through pain,

but I feeljjke I'll be ready to plav

this weekfTCheney said. "I'll con-

tinue to play as. long as, J can hejp

the team.''

Aside from this, the only change

in -.ingles will be Manchester and

Slyman switching back to their

usual positions.

There is still one other point of

uncertainty. Dixon has announced

a challenge match for the No. 3

doubles spot.

Parsa Samii and Kevin Curley

had been holding that responsibili-

ty without winning over the confi-

dence of Dixon.

So this week, they will attempt

to hold their jobs by playing Keith

Scumann and |ason Lin.

The two challengers were walk-ons

thu season, and are eager to earn play-

ing time. Coach Dixon said that Samii

and Curley must win handily if they

want to continue playing No. 3 dou-

bles.

".After we settle this, we should be in

place for the test of the fall season."

Dixon said "Then we can back to con-

centrating on winning matches."

Cordero ordered

not to leave town
CAMBRIDGE. Mass — A judge

yesterday refused to allow former Red

Sox outfielder Wilfredo Cordero to

travel to Puerto Rico before his trial

begins Oct. 20 on charges of assaulting

and threatening to kill his wife.

Cambridge District fudge Arthur

Sherman denied Cordero's request

without comment.
Cordero was arrested on |une 1

1

after an early morning argument with

his wife. Ana. that left her with braan
on her amis and neck, and a bloody

nose. He was charged with assault and

battery, assault and battery with a dan-

gerous weapon, making a threat and
violating a restraining order.

The 25-year-old outfielder was
released after posting $200 bail and
agreeing to several conditions, among
them that he stay in town except for

Red Sox road games. On Thursday, he

asked that the conditions be amended
so he could go to Puerto Rico and
arrange to play for a winter league

team he has played for in the past.

Cordero's filing also said he needed to

make arrangements for Ana Cordero.

who is pregnant with the couple's sec-

ond child, to live in Puerto Rico over

the winter.

The Red Sox released Cordero
minutes after the Red Sox season

ended on Sept. 28. making him a free

agent.

Ana Cordero has said she will not

testify against her husband, but prose-

cutors say they have enough evidence

without her. Cambridge District fudge

Roanne Sragow is expected to rule this

week on whether statements made by

Wilfredo and Ana Cordero on the

night he was arrested can be used as

evidence.

LOWEST FARES
• GUARANTEED •
FULL SERVICE TRAVEL

^- CONTINENTAL USA -qg
MAXIMUM $137 Q/w ^

r—- CALL FOR DETAILS

Movie, Game, and, System Rentals

Al Movies $.99 / day!!

The best of the new releases!

PSX I Saturn /NM / OaoMie / SNES

Buy-SeH-Trade Ganws & Systems

9 East Pleasant Call us at

(Near The Pub") 549^4bC|5

Hrt: Sim, Men, Wed, Thur, Frt £00-730
Sat l£00»*M
Closed Tuesday

256-8228.

TRAVELMAKERS. INC
IHf TRAVH f)<FlRTi

32 1 MAIN ST (Cor of Dickinson)

AMHERST

Write for ED/OP \ \ / ., We're worker-owned. We do it all. we do it cheap.

— 7 days- a week.

CollectiveCopies

i
i

a£imc "\
£~>iff**rr*tic;*yf

S? SO (TwM.itei Show Daily

Silence Is Coldrn - No child under 6 i

arty PO-13 or R rated film ellrr 6pm.

MT. FARMS 4 • 584 9153
MT. FARMS MALL

A Thousand Acres (R)

Today at 5 40 ($2.50)

The Edge (R)

Today at 5:30 ($2.50) and 8:20

LA. Confidential (R)

Today at 5:20 ($2.50) and 8:10

The Game (R)

Today at 5 20 ($2.50) and 8:10

G.I. Jane (R)

Today at 8:20

HAMPSHIRE 6 • 584-7550

'

HAMPSHIRE MALL

Kiss the Girls (R)

Today a* 530 ($2.50) and 8 10

The Peacemaker (R)

Today at 5 30 ($2.50) and 8:10

U-Turn (R)

Today at 5 20 ($2.50) and 8:00

In and Out (PG- 13)

Today at 6:00 ($2.50) and 8:20

Soul Food (R)

Today at 5 40 ($2.50) and 8:20

Wishmaster (R)

Today a* 5:50 ($2.50) and 820

FRIDAYS
ALL NEW

SATURDAfS

10PM TO 1AM

pimzB

THE XTREME IN GLOWBOWLING

ENTIRE CENTER WILL GLOW!

NORTHAMPTON BOWL
584-4830

Students Want It.

Students Need It.

•
e

sn "okm n "wsdas ros* i h vr < *ri>

a
•

^"^ MM* m* tot t<-n TIM.**
, n. a»MfUMai M»l 1 «» « May MA •

A Mwa'rnt R«w«r4 Prosjramf

jpBaiastfi -•*•
e

Students Get It Every Tuesday.

Save 10%-25% at 25 Stores.

ton*t It Good To Be A Student?

Student Tuesday Discount Cards
Available at Customer Service

(VaUd Student I.D. Required, Restrictions Apply

• Free Estimates

• Lifetime Warranty

• Auto Glass Replacement

• Car & Truck Rental

[

North Amherst Motors
Collision Repair Center

78 Sunderland Road, North Amherst

(On bus route - one mile from UMass) I

iherst, MA 549-2880 J

HAMPSHIRE FITNESS

m9

Slicippiiii; Hours:

Moil S.il III.mi 'Ipiii

Slllldm I I Mill »i|iim

*'« ROUTE 9

HADLEY, MA

YEAR 'ROM
http://www )avan.l/-mrburg.r/

&^

YOU
Amherst 256-6446
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Animal Science Club

Meeting Meet your pro-

fessors and eat pizza!

Wednesday, Oct 8. 7pm,

Paige Rm. 202.

APARTMENT FOR RENT

1 bedroom apartment
Colonial Village $440 +

utilities 256-4594 Steve

AUTO FOR SALE

1984 Toyota Camry auto,

A/C, 81k, $1600 546-5211

1990 Jeep Wrangler 5

speed, 85k. hard top/soft

top $6000. 256-0501

1985 Ford Tempo $500 or

B/0. Good engine, needs

work, runs. Ann 253-4703

'84 Jeep CJ7 4x4, hard

top, new battery, needs

some work. Asking $1100

or B/0. Call Tony @ 549-

1609

EMPLOYMENT

Jobs For The
Environment

Campaign with MassPirg

to reduce pesticide use.

Flexible schedule. $50-

75/day. Call Terry @ 256-

6434

Spring 1998 Internships

With The Student Legal

Services Office Get

hands-on experience in

the legal field— work
directly with attorneys and

clients. Earn up to 15

undergraduate credits. No

EMPLOYMENT
experience in the legal

profession necessary

—

training provided. Contact

The Student Legal

Services Office today: 545-

1995, 922 Campus Center.

Hadley Office Has 15

P.T. Positions Available

• Flexible schedule

• Evenings and week-

ends available

• Only minutes from

campus
• On busline

• Fun atmosphere
• Start work this week
• $6/hr starting pay

Call 584-021 5 for inter-

view

Exercise Science
Major Senior or Graduate

for weight room.

Hampshire Fitness 256-

6446

Part-Time BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY:
Distribute new type of

inexpensive BAGEL
SLICER. Exclusive patent-

pending design. Call K&S
Sales Inc. for details

(914)429-7134.

Cantones Pizza now hir-

ing part-time drivers. Must

have own car. 256-6100.

481 West St. (Route 116)

South Amherst

COOKS: Saute and line

with soup and sauce expe-

rience. Sandwich-Salad

preps: Full/Part-Time.

Must do weekends. Apply

at Judie's 253-3491

EMPLOYMENT

SURVEY TAKERS NEEDED
The Pioneer Volley Pl.iniinuj

Commission is conducting

two PVTA route surveys one

in Northampton; Amhei st

(Oct 27-31) and the other in

Westfield/Spnngfield (Nov

1-7). Surveyors will he paid

S7 • to $8* an hour to dis-

tribute/collect survey forms,

answer questions, and collect

ndership infoi illation All

shirts are available Taking

applications until

Oct 16. Call 413/781 -6045

Oi apply m person at PVPC

26 Central Street. 3 floor

West Springfield MA 01089

An EOE/AA Employei

Part-Time Wine
Assistant Nights and
Saturdays. Yankee Spirits,

Sturbridge. (508)347-2231

Ski Lodge Positions
Open Nov-April. Salary,

room and board. Bonuses

and ski pass. For applica-

tions, call, write, or fax.

Alta Peruvian Lodge, P.O.

Box 8017, Alta, Utah
84092. (801)742-3000. Fax

(801)742-3007

Drivers Wanted Pays $70

to $120 per shift. Car

needed. Dominos 256-

8911

FOR SALE

Laptop Computer
Canon 486/33 8MG RAM

260MB Hard drive

Call 538-7277

Ask for Kevin

FOR SALE

Self Amplified Bazooka
Base Tube 6 inches, great

shape. Call 259-1984

AB Roller- Brand new,

never used. Video includ-

ed. Bought for $75, sell for

$50 546-1947

We sell regular new
movies including Liar Liar:

$8.99, Disney movies like

Snow White: $13 99, Star

Wars Trilogy Special

Edition: $23.99. Call Let's

Play: 549-4505

Computers! Computers!

Computers!

The very best prices

around! IBM Thinkpads

Compac as well as print-

ers, scanners, and sup-

plies. Call File

Management Solutions

and ask for Jason 549-

4850

Big Fish Tank All equip-

ment included. $40 or B/0.

549-6926

Laptop Notebook Works

good $150. Good for

school. Call Steve

(413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for

computer. Works great.

Call CPC (41 3)584-8857

FOR SALE

Watch batteries, ear
piercing, eyeglass

repairs, jewelry restora-

tion, diamond engage-

ments, wedding rings.

Silverscape Designs, 264

N. Pleasant St, Amherst.

253-3324 Open Daily

HOUSES FOR RENT

Northampton- 4 bed,

quiet location. Now avail-

able. $900 plus. No pets.

Skibiski Realtors 584-3428

INSTRUCTION

Boxing Lessons in

Amherst Tuesday and

Thursday. Call (413)732-

8817

BARTEND WITH UNI-
VERSITY BARTENDING
50% student discount. On-

campus classes starting

soon! Call 1-800-U-Can-

Mix for info.

Lost Lunch Bag- Purple

Call Heidi 253-4826

MISCELLANEOUS

Earn S75 S100

Exercise Science Study

Needs non-weight trained

males

Call Steve @ 253-4952 or

5-6072

MISCELLANEOUS

FREE T-SHIRT + $1000

Credit Card fundraisers for

fraternities, sororities &
groups. Any campus orga-

nization can raise up to

$1000 by earning a whop-

ping S5.00/VISA applica-

tion. Call 1-800-932-0528

ext 65. Qualified callers

receive

FREE T-SHIRT.

EARN $750 S1500/WEEK
Raise all the money your

group needs by sponsoring

a VISA fundraiser on your

campus. No investment &
very little time needed.

There's no obligation, so

why not call for informa-

tion today. Call 1 -800-323-

8454 x 95.

www.movieposter.com
Vintage-Current

(416)391-0133

ROOMMATE WANTED

Student wanted to

share four bedroom with

three females at Alpine

Commons. $300/monthly,

utilities included. 253-

1824

ROOM FOR RENT

1 room available on

Main St. Very close to

town. On bus route. 21 +

please. Call 259-9282

Roommates needed for

house on Hobart Lane.

$270/month. Call

Rich/Adam 548-7972.

ROOM FOR RENT

Room for rent in refur-

bished farm house situat-

ed on 20 acres with

stream and large fields.

Ten miles from Springfield

Twenty minutes to UMass

Available Oct 1st $350 all

inclusive. Christian @ 785-

1845

SERVICES

Legal Questions? The

Student Legal Services

Office offers free legal

assistance to fee-paying

students. Contact us at

922 Campus Center, 545-

1995.

Pregnant? Need help?

Call Birthright of Amherst

area for free testing and

assistance. 549-1906

TRAVEL

GUATEMALA: Learn

Spanish and help Mayan
children. Write: Rural

Education Project, P.O Box

9534, North Amherst, MA
01059

EARN FREE TRIPS &
CASH!

CLASS TRAVEL needs

students to promote

Spring Break 1998! Sell 15

trips and travel free!

Highly motivated stu-

dents can earn a free

trip & over $10,000!

Choose Cancun, Bahamas,

Mazatlan, Jamaica or

Florida! North America's

largest student tour opera-

tor! Call Now! 1-800-838-

6411

TRAVEL

Port Antonio Jamaica

Seaside Cottages

Real Jamaican

Neighborhood

$150/Week
367-9350

SPRING BREAK
Largest selection of Spring

Break destinations includ-

ing cruises! Group dis-

counts and free trips avail-

able Epicurean Tours 1

800-231 -4FUN

Spring Break Take 2"

hiring Reps! Sell 15. Take

2 free. Hottest destina-

tions! Free parties, eats,

and drinks! Sunsplash 1-

800-426-7710 or

www.sunsplashtours.com

WANTED

Needed: Two Elton

John Tickets Make me
an offer. 545-0179

Sell/Trade your preowned

games and systems. Call

Let's Play at 549-4505

Invest

in a

Classified.

Call 545-3500.

Or

Visit us in the

Campus Center.

Personals Policy Rates
Ml personal* MUST be proofread by Collegian clas-

sified employees before payment and acceptance of

the classified

Last names MAY NOT be used in personals ONLY
first names and initials are allowed. The only excep-

tions are for birthday or congratulations personals, in

wMdi case the full name may be used.

Phone numbers are not allowed in personals NO
EXCEPTIONS
^(idfe^ses are not allowed m personals this means
dorm room numbers as well.

. Personals tit a threatening or derogatory nature are

not acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous

nature are not acceptable. Personals may not be

used for the purpose of harassment

6. Profanity may not be used in personals

7. The personals section is for personals only The per-

sonals settion may NOT be used to sell items, seek

roommates, advertise meetings, etc.

8. All personals must have the name, signature, and

UMass ID number of the student placing the as

filled in on the insertion order. Non-students must

provide a valid driver s license and the license num-
ber must be recorded on the insertion order. Use of

false ide-ititK ,itnm • if misrepresentation is suhfect to

penalties under the law

9. The Cvllegtan reserves the n^ht to refuse or to edit

any personal that does not meet the Collegian s stan-

dards in accordance with the statutes of the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

Students

20c/ per word/day

All others

40£ per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
Pfc.l'.e whtetlculy J|*J *

legibly. We are not retpotjaible lor errors result

inn trom illegible handwNting or type.

Standard Headings
ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT
ENTERTAINMENT

FOR SALE

FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTPHCYC.LES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

TUESDAY. OCT. 7

\ ntenainment— Pizza party and lewish envi-

ronmental video at 5 p.m. at the Hillel House.

Eat vegetarian kosher pizza and leam what the

lewish Environmental Group is all about.

Sponsored by Hillel.

Meeting— The Index (UMass Yearbook) will

hold a general meeting at 6:50 p.m. in the

Student Union, room 304. All are invited.

Contact lil Aordkian at 545-0848 for more

information.

MaMbBj — Amnesr. International is having a

meeting at 7 p.m in the Campus Center, rooms

905-909. For more information, call 545-1925

or Mop by the office in the Student Union, room

506.

Meeting— Habitat for Humanity is holding a

general meeting for all people interested in build-

ing homes for people in need at 6 p.m outside

Durfee Conservatory Trips every weekend

1^ — The Pride Alliance (formerly the

LBGA) is having an info-social at 7 p.m in the

Campus Center, room 91 1. Come to socialize

and leam about upcoming plans. For more infor-

mation call 545-0154. e-mail at

Ibgafstuaf umass edu or by stop by the office in

the Student Union, room 41 5B.

Speaker — Longtime activist Reverend

William Sloane Coffin to speak on

"Homophobia: the Last Respectable' Prejudice"

as part of the Mount Holyoke College

Inclusiveness Program at 8 p.m. in Gamble

Auditorium in the College's art museum. Free

and open to the public. For more information,

call 558-2415.

WEDNESDAY. OCT. 8

Dance — Israeli folk dancing in

Grayson/Orchard Hill from 8:50-9:15 p.m.

teaching session. 9:15-10:00 p.m. review. Come

leam how. no experience necessary. Sponsored

by Hillel.

Discussion — "Tainted Blood?" a panel dis-

cussion on discrimination and FDA blood regu-

lations sponsored by the Pride Alliance (formerly

the l.BGA) will be held at 7:50 p.m. in the

Student Union Ballroom For more information

call 545-0154, e-mail at lbga*> stuaf.umass.edu

or stop by the Student Union, room 4 1 5B

lecture — AnnaMaria Petrioli Tofani. noted

museum administrator, curator, art historian,

teacher and visiting professor at Smith C ullegc

this fall, will talk about art work conservation

projects at the museum she directs in Italy, at a

public lecture at 7:50 p.m. in the Wright Hall

auditorium. Smith College.

Performance — The Not Ready For Bedtime

Players are having their first performance at 8

p.m. at the Southside room (upstairs from

Antonio's in Hampden Southwest.)

THURSDAY, OCT. 9

Coffee House — "Queer Coffee: a different

flavored bean" a coming out day coffee house

sponsored by the Pride Alliance will be held at 7

p.m. in the Campus Center Grad Lounge. For

more information call 545-0154. e-mail at

lbgaOstuaf.umass.edu. or stop by the Student

Union, room 4I5B

Meeting— Volunteers needed to plan a week

of events for World AIDS Day. The first plan-

ning meeting is at 7 p.m. in the Campus Center,

room 174.

Meeting — An informational meeting about

the Walt Disney World College Program will be

held at 7 p.m. in Bartlett 65. There will be repre

sentatives on campus interviewing for the spring

semester. For more information, call Tara at

546-1625 or 256-1554.

Poetry Reading — Mark Strand reads his

poetry at 8 p.m. at Memorial Hall.

Rally — National Coming Out Day rally at

noon on the Student Union steps For more

information, call 545-0154 or visit the Pride

Alliance in the Student Union, room 41 5B.

NOTICES
Contest — Spectrum Fine Art and Literary

Magazine is now holding a cover contest. The win-

ner will have their art work printed on the 97/98

issue. The final deadline is Dec 2 at 5 p.m. Pick up

an entry form in the Student Union, room 406E or

just bring the art work by.

Course — The Interdepartmental Program in

Film Studies is offering a Certificate in Film Studies

to all majors (equivalent to a minor). Includes sis.

QOMW m film/video studies. For more information

and to fill out an application, -top b\ the office in

101 South College or call 545-5659. Office hours

Man, st Wed. 8 a.m. -5 p.m.. Tues. Thurv 10

a.m.-S p.m., Fri 8 a.m. -2 p.m Or visit the web-

page: www.umass rdu/filnv

Couth — The Amherst Tobacco Control

Program is sponsoring a free four week class to quit

smoking by using hypnosis in combination with

. cssation techniques. It will be hold on

Momi.n night- Ironi 7 n pin starting Del. 20 at

downtown Amherst location Pre-register by Oct

I
°> by calling 256-4077 Limited to 55 participants.

Final Exam Schedule — The Fall '97 Final

Examination Schedule will be available beginning

Friday. Oct. 17 Copies will be delivered to students

in the residence halls, and will be available to

off-campus students in the Registrar's office (215

Whitmorel. It will also be available on the Woikl

Wide Web beginning Wed . Oct. 1 at http://www-

ureg.admin .
umass edu

Intcnnhips — Environmental internships

offered Campaigns this semester include: Hunger

and Momelessness. Pesticides. Endangered Species.

Updated Bottle Bill and Campaign Finance Reform

looking lor mom.iiei! -ludenis lo lake leadership

positions (all M.issPIKC. at 545 0199 or slop by

423A Student Union.

Sotkt — The women's basketball team is loot-

ing for managers for the upcoming sea-on

Rcliahilm and a significant lime commitment are

required If interested, please call Scott Foulis at

545 2726.

Supixirt Group REFLECT, the Five College

bereavement support program offers free bereave-

menl support groups lo students of the five College

area. All services are confidential Enrollment for

kill frailSI i- happening now. Call 577-5516 for

FYlj are public service announcements printed

daily. To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the
Managing Editor by noon the previous day

more information.

Woman's Support Groups — Eun.--iii.in

Center is offering the following support groups:

Building Healthy Relationships: Self-Esteem and

Intimacy for Undergraduate Women. Lesbian in

Relationship; For Singles and Couples. Past

Abortion Support Group. Self-Esteem; Exploration

Through Expressive Arts. Up From Under: Women,

Anger, and Depression, and Women's

Empowerment: the Tools to Get There and Slay

There. All groups are free, meet on the UMass cam-

pus, and provide a safe and confidential space. For

information and registration for a screening inter

view, call 545-0885 by CKIt I

Workshop — The Craft Center is offering a

nature photography expedition to the White

Mountains. NH on Friday Oct. 24-26 Space i- Inn

iled to 12 and sign up is now available in the i nfl

Center. Any questions, call 545 2096 oi -nip by the

crafl center which is located across from the Hatch

in the Student Union
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NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
International

UMass Academic TV
HSCN Programming

TV-19
I ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

13 CNN
14 CNN SI

IB Headline News
m uctv
IT TBS

IB BET

IB TV Land

Univision

31 Comedy Central

38 Cartoon

Much Music

11 ft< »l !"W< Xtll WAI K • AMHFHSI

This week's
$1 drink:

Tom Collins

TUESDAY EVENING C - Campus 7, 1997
c 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30

WEDH O u Wishbone TX Business Rpt Newshour With Jim Lehrer II Nova Coma" (in Stereoj (| World of National Geographic Frontline X Conn. Sports Dreams Go By

WFSB O 3 News K CBS News Inside Edition Real TV X JAG Good of the Service' X Michael Hayes (In Stereo) X Dellaventura (In Stereo) X News « Late Show X
WBZ O 4 News CBS News Extra 1 Ent Tonight JAG Good of the Service" I Michael Hayes [In Stereo) X Oellaventura (In Stereo) X News Late Show «

WCVB 5 News K ABC New* Inside Edition Chronicle X Home Imp. [Soul Man X Home Imp. JHiller-Diller NYPO Blue (In Stereo) (PA) X News 8 Nightline X
WLVI
WHDH

O Full House i! BoyWorld Fresh Prince Fresh Prince o* "franta:"(i988, Suspense) Harrison f-ord. News Star Trek Next Gener

News NBC News Wheel-Fortune Jeopardy'
"

Major League Baseball Playoffs: National League Championship Series Game 1 - Teams TBA News [Tonight Show

WTXX a Married With Cheers 1 Judge Judy K Grace Under Clueless X IMoesha (R) X |ln the House ]Hitz (In Stereo) |News |LAPD Vibe

wvrr 10 MM NBCNewi Em Tonight Hard Copy it Major League Baseball Playoffs National League Championship Series Game 1 Teams TBA News Tonight Show

WTIC 11 Home Imp Simpsons X Seinfeld X Frasier « *** "Bye Bye, (.ove"(1995. Comedy) Matthew Modine X |News Simpsons X Deep Space 9

Tonight ShowWWLP 21 N«w» NBC News Wheel-Fortune Jeopardy 1

11 Major League Baseball Playoffs: National League Championship Series Game t - Teams TBA News

WQBY o> ,8: Creatures Business Rpt. Newshour With Jim Lehrer X Nova "Coma' (In Stereo) X IFrontlineX Truth Business: William Huie Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

WGGB •P 10 RaiwsX ABC News Women-Health Fraaier X Home Imp. ]Soul Man a Home Imp JHiller-Diller NYPD Blue (In Stereo) (PA) I News X |Nightline X
WSBK CD Real TV Jt Mad Abo You Seinfeld X Frasier X Real TV Fall Special NHL Hockey: Boston Bruins at Colorado Avalanche (Live)

WTBS ffi Family Matters Family Matters Coach X Coach X ***''! "Coal Miner's Daughter" (191 !»*» Terms olEndearme-

A*E
CNN IT)

Northern Exposure X Law ft Order I Biography Hail. Caesar Nero" "Datoeit Pascoe A Clubbable Vtoman" 1996) Warren Clarke Law a Order (I

23 WorldView T Mone^line it [Crossfire 1 Prime News X |Burden-Proot Larry King Live X World!"oday X Sports lllus. IMoneyline X
COM CR 30 A-Utt (R) JT. |Makt-Laugh Daily Show (R) Stein's Money Paula Poundstone Aspen Comedy Festival II (R) Viva Variety |Make-Laugh Daily Show [Stein's Money

DISC fS Winps: Combat Aircraft Gimme Shelter (HI Wild Discovery: Deception New Detectives IR) Who's Afraid of... Cats (R) Justice Files (R)

ESPN

ID

Up Cloaa Sportsctnttr [Auto Racina: NASCAR Craftsman Truck Series iiimoeraenes NFL's Greatest Moments (R) Sportscenter X
LIFE Supermarket Debt Intimate Portrait Sally Field" Unsolved Mysteries (In Stereo) ** "Once in a Ueiime (1994. Drama) Lindsay Wagner. Homicide: Life on the Street X
MTV MTV Live Viewers Mattrock (R) (In Stereo) Beavis-Butt. Beavis-Butt

Happy Days

Countdown to the 10 Spot Jenny M Apt. 2F Oddville, MTV Loveline

NICK © Figure It Out Tiny Toon Doug '•' |RugratsX Ser.r«t of Alei Happy Days (Bewitched I Love Lucy X Odd Couple I TaxlX NewhartX

SCIFI m Twilight Zona "Mute" X Time Tra» Beautiful Songbird" Seequest DSV Splashdown X *** "Dracula'sDaufihler"(l936 Gloria HoWen. Amaz. Stories Time Trai Beautiful Songbird"

TLC
TNT

USA

fit 21 Homatima(H) |Hotnatima(R) Home Again [Home Again Trauma II - Life in the ER (R) Mystery of the Ghost Galleon UFO. [Rl Trauma II Life in the ER (R)

Kung Fu: Legend Lois 4 Clark-Superman *'> "Cortina, Cor7ma"(1994, Comedy-Orama) Whoopi Goldberg, Ray L*tta |t*Vi "Corrtna, (;cvrrta "( 1 994) Whoopi Goldberg.

Baywateh "Shattered" X Highlander The Series X Walker, Texas Ranger X IBoiing Shabala Flores vs Bronco k Silk Slalkings (R) (In Stereo) X
HBO <¥> **'> "Mission. Impossible' [1996, Adventure] Tom Crui »* "The First Wives C(uc"(1996, Comedy) Gok*e Hawn. 'PG' X Comedy Hour: R Danrgerfield Oi "To Your Health" (In Stereo)

MAX CD * Vi "Dite With an Anger (1 987, Fantasy) Michael E. Knighl 'PG' *** "Family Business" (1989, Comedy-Drama) Sean Connery 'R * "LiWe lrVifehes"(i996) Mimi Reichmeister.

'

SHOW q> **V4 "High Anxiety" (1977) Mel Brooks 'PG' |0n the Set (R) •*'>" The Shiiimfl" ( 1 980, Horror) Jack Nicholson. Shelley Duvali. 'R fw Lasl Road

'
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Bruno By C. Baldw- in

V WHAT DO 1»U nfAN THAT too
cawt tell A vruno ftR%ON until
rou NIALLY fcCT TO KNOW r^In |

CAN UMMlLf TILL JUST ex LOOKING
AT THIM. I MCAN, LlKt, JUST
tOOH OVER AT THAT ttUPt...

Drabble By Kevin Fagan

I 50R£ fai OTUPlD UME.N
^^ep^R^^Ae;D^c,5^DLO aa6

TUt ONLH RetfiON ivW UPS
uxRe purple ilW5 eecAU5E
IH(\DeATeMNGRAPe

POPSlCLt

OW.OjetL.TWANK^)
FORLl9T£r4lNG,

BOB'

IT'SNlCETOCOiMPlDe
in *DOKAeo»e lowo
JUST U9Tf>*5 WITHOUT
rV\AKtr4G PERGONAL

Sven By Stephan Higgens

I
/'^M'«3 5v«n, I w«J thi'nki'n' uil caulJ nn'ft)
(J»

Strip AM tht scn.al f-fr ——

'

"VA>tll,I ww l-h.ok,nq we coi/ld b-t* >' on f>««i— —-• •• •"] - -~ — -- --

m/Jadveftur* j » a drncf^ Cyoic«t
l

St*^*ll«
cuomin on on ,nfin.i» CearcA for meam

bi«i

meaning in tfit umrlA

Wow, f''P*'
t

jou >wa nnj some

l»J idea* but fk.'j

ont r*K*s tht c«.k>

Non Sequitor By Wiley

TWC offlCW.
l*WoUMCE»AEMT TWKT TWC
WorCYKAooN 14 oVCT aNO

REAL HFC UU. BEOJN

VR=K 10-7

Mallard Fillmore By Bruce Tinsley

Horoscopes
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) — It may
seem as though two interlocking

pieces of a puzzle do not quite fit

together today. You have to be cre-

ative with this one!

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) —
Someone who figured prominently

in the past may try to get in touch

with you at this lime. Today, make
an effort to meet half-way.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
— You will enjoy a surprise today

that is actually more in-line with

your expectations than anyone
might guess. Do not let on, howev-
er!

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-)an. 19) —
If what you believe is being threat-

ened by someone you do not know
well, make it clear that you are

ready to walk away from the situa-

tion.

AQUARIUS (Ian. 20-Feb. 18) —
Now is the time for you to consider

doing something drastic in order to

force to a conclusion a situation

thiit is getting out of hand.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) — Put

your primary motives first and fore-

most in your head today, and remain

true to them at all times. You can't

afford to be misunderstood.

ARIES (March 21 -April 19) —This
is a good day for you and anyone
else who is willing to experiment

and put something on the line that

may reap wild returns.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
You may be thinking of someone
who has not occupied your thoughts

in some time. This is a good day to

strive to make contact.

GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20) — Not

everyone is going to agree with your

assessment of a difficult situation

today, but in the end you'll be vindi-

cated. Do not gloat!

CANCER (]une 21-|uly 22) —
Enjoy something new at home
today. Share what you discover

about yourself with someone who is

interested in getting closer.

LEO duly 23-Aug. 22) — Do not

dwell on your bad habits today or

you may find that they are exagger-

ated. Concentrate on doing what
you know is right.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) — You
may be too concerned with what
only a few are thinking about you,

when in fact the majority has noth-

ing but admiration for what you are

doing.

Robotman By Jim Meddiclc

W Tift TVft "ttftUN NtCt <SUV " iiVHC

PBCVtPm CHIHUAHUA ,M> I MWT
"fo KNOW WHN I'kA VWT RETORTED AS
AME«20.

Mm, IF INSTEAD Of- A CWlWVAHUA.iT WtRE
A rUt$NA»4T T&&EN.../W rAAv8£ tF TWt
SSWfcR RUNOFF HADBEEM DEGPER

r

0*,S\Q, BRlktS IN TUt, FkNT$ So I CAM
UA\£ f> UOK f*AVB£ I CAW BUMP SOU
UP TO

,v

rreXN <500D SAM ARITAK) " .

Dilbort By Scott Adams

I HAD fON
TALKING TO
VOO TONIGHT,
GILBERT.

IT GOT A, LITTLE BORING
WHEN YOU TRIED TO
STEER THE CONVERSA-
TION AWAY FROrA rAE.

BUT I IAANAGED TO SHUT

-YOU DOWN &V LOOKING
<r~-~P UNINTERESTED.

ITS DILBERT,

NOT GILBERT

Kampus Kids By Adam Souliere

WJ&ty WTCHCcty,

Runej' ON LOQftTToM

Thatch By Jeff Shesol

W 6V6RY OPtRATING" SVSTeM BEC0M66
oeeoteTe, tripp...

tVEN OUR OWN.

SO IN WITH THe N6W
ITS TIME TO UP6RAPE t

THE MODERN WORK-
PLACe PEMANP6 IT.

A TOTAL OVERHAUL Of
MY INTERNAL OA. „.

FROMPeSKTOPTO
USER INTERT-ACe/

L*9ER
INTERFACE?

r was
THINKING

Of IN6TAL-

LIN6 A

CIEFT CHIN.

Leedoo By Mike Rybicki

SINCE THE *aiiM* CRrY2E

There HAS Been Pi 'lot Of

TP\tV; About LESR'.ftNS

\K fArY.NSTflEArvN

ENTER.Tft'.NiVtEMT. ,
'-*-

J2L 1

But ujW ABooT Porno
ri\ov,Es"? Most of 7*vese

films HftN/E OWN/; Even fill.

BliUO^ coLcriP.

;novst ry not

BE "r^NSTllflV?

THty jT\uST re Accepted!

^rrtONE iS Remt^C?
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PcRn H(YS Long

&EEN Pi IYVjRIM

7RENb- S En ER.

Closo to Home By John McPherson

Quote of tJHe LOay

64 Look for the ridiculous in

everything and you will find

it. ))
-Jules Renard

"ZjSrzr

»i*:Ptif 5J-/0-7

'Mr. Hopkins! We're having a bit of trouble with the

new laser printer."

ACROSS
1 A twist of —
5 Custom
10 Credit —
14 Wading bird

15 New
16 Hodgepodge
17 Camera part

1 8 Happy or Doc
19 Tearoom
?0 It could be real!

?? Whiter
?4 House area
26 Soon
27 Gridiron event
31 Plumbing

problems
35 Lemony drink

36 Fool part

37 Type oi poem
38 Disencumbers
40 Skate
43 Achy
44 More demure
46 Actress

Lollobrigida

48 Cal abbr
49 Manicurists

board
50 Type of radio

52 Boot part

54 Pro —
55 Conference
58 Turn
62 With, to Henri
63 Temple leader
66 Irankenstein

s

gofer
67 Quote
68 Huck Finn's

crealor
69 Break in the

action
70 — dog husky
71 Informal

language
72 Ivy League

school

DOWN
1 Do clerical work
2 Fortas and

Saperstein
3 Color
4 Tries

5 Surprise winner
6 Piglet's mom
7 Ms Gardner
8 Cologne native
9 Fairylike

10 Some
Londoners

11 Jai —
12 Abundant
13 Shaker and

mover
21 Makes lace
23 I ounge around
25 Barbie or Ken
27 Silly comedy
28 I anguage of a

region
29 Change color of

again

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

M A 1 1 N A K h D B A c H
A S E A A G l i E o M o O

1
T E n V E N A L N p M E

D 1 S M A Y
R

orf

T H AN K E D
A 1 B F 1 N

L A N C E L OBjBQB
A M ii mem ii iii A T E
S U Np AIEISHAICK |Q S T S
F S TE ei mam m A T

[ilHKlMR A T H LI R Y
P u C o O

C o N T R O t K o w T O W
E V F n s T A R E D U D E
1) 1 H L E n R o R A T E E
E D D Y S A r E S H U S K
10 7 97 © 1997 United Feature Syndicate

30 Use the scale
32 Fragrance
33 Russian bailff

34 Public outburst
39 Repaired
41 Famous

designer
4? Filling with fury

45 Pitcher
Nolan —

47 Ct worker
50 Spread out
51 Carefully
53 Shopping

areas
55 Pouches
56 Hornble
57 — out

distribute

59 — Fna Arizona
river

60 lype of call

61 Wnter —
Stanley
Gardner

64 Sound of the
tame?

65 Com crib

Today#s P.C. Menu
Call 5*3-7626 for mere Information.

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Native American Tacos

Hungarian Noodle Bake

Ziti

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Meatloaf

Ratatoulle

Fish on Roll

Worcester
LUNCH

Native American Tacos

Clam Roll

Ziti

Vegetarian Native American Tacos

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Meatball Grinder

Pastabilities

Jamaican Beef Patties

Hampshire
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Charbroiled Chicken Sandwich
Tacos

Milk Plus

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Meatloaf

Mandarin Chicken

Meatloaf

Berkshire

LUNCH
Tacos

Grilled Cheese

Extra Special Grilled Cheese Sandwich
Vegetable Taco

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Meatloaf

Pastabilities

Bean & Rice Provencal

loilnv's Staff

Night Editor

Photo Technition

Copy Editor

Production Supervisor

Production Staff

Chris Sromm I

Brian McDermottl

Pefra von Ziegesar I

Rob Snow I
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PORTS The Massachusetts

Volleyball hosts Harvard Crimson in Cage
By Jamie Jee

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts volleyball

team takes on Ivy League

Champion Harvard tonight at the

Curry Hicks Cage at 7 p.m.

The Minutewomen will play their

first non-Atlantic 10 Conference

match
Volleyball

Massachusetts
@

Harvard

since

playing the

number one
team in the

nation, Penn
State, on Sept.

13.

After starting

4-0 in confer-

ence play,

UMass has

dropped two in a row. Those losses

came against defending A-10
champ Rhode Island last Tuesday

and Virginia Tech Friday. UMass

hopes to use this break from con-

ference play to reorganize for a

double dip this weekend against

George Washington and Fordham,

closing out their five-game home

stand.

"We can't overlook Harvard,"

coach Bonnie Kenny said. "We still

have to improve in a lot of areas."

After tonight's game, one team

will have the all-time advantage as

the all-time series is currently knot-

ted at 3-5. The Minutewomen hope

to duplicate last season's match

versus Harvard, a 3-0 win.

UMass takes their 8-7 re.ord into

tonight's match along with a 4-2

conference record. They hope to

spark their team play tonight and

carry that into this weekend's

matches.

The Minutewomen will work to

decrease unforced errors and

increase their hitting percentage as

those factors plagued the team in

both conference defeats.

The team will look toward

sophomore outside hitter Kari

Hogancamp. who's play has served

as a refreshing constant.

Hogancamp continues to lead the

nation in digs, adding 46 in the last

two games.

UMass hopes to increase the

involvement of sophomore middle

blocker Jill Meyers who is coming

off a team- leading 19 kill effort

against Virginia Tech. The sopho-

more connection is further solidified

with outside hit-

ter Sarah
Watters. Walters

has averaged 14

kills over the last

two games.
Combined with

the fab freshman

rotation of

Courtney
Bowen, Jennifer

Drennan and Rebecca Hasson, the

Minutewomen look promising.

Playing throughout much of the

team's march to the 15-12 win in

game three against Virginia Tech, it

may be the youth movement who
gets UMass back on track.

Speaking of marches, senior mid-

dle blocker Michelle Paciorek has

nearly come to the end of hers, on

the way to unifying the all-time

UMass career block assist record

with her current career marks for

total blocks and block solos. She is

just one behind Dionne Nash
school-record of 263.

Freshman middle blocker

Rebecca Hasson hopes to continue

her extended play against Harvard

tonight as her first real action came

in the last game versus Virginia

Tech. Hasson has been sidelined

with a stress fracture but managed

to get three kills, seven digs and

two blocks Friday. Hasson brings

added size to the net, something

the Minutewomen will gladly wel-

come.
"Being the Ivy League Champs.

Harvard is going to want to come

in to our home and beat us." Kenny

said. "We have George Washington

Friday, but we can't take our non-

conference opponents lightly."

Let's talk about Yankees

and other relevant stuff

The Massachusetts volleyball teat

Match time is scheduled for 7 p.m.

nigr

UREN KOSKY* COlLfCIAN

against Harvard.

UMass takes three at Princeton Invitational
By Fred Hurlbrink, Jr.

Collegian Staff

The No. 14 Massachusetts men's

water polo team struggled all week-

end to score goals, but the

Minutemen still managed to win

three-of-four games at the

Princeton Invitational.

Brian Stahl. the Minutemen's top

scoring threat, stalled out on the

weekend, not scoring more than a

pair of goals in any of the four

games. More alarming than this

abrupt drop off in scoring from the

superstar junior was that he was

shut out in two of the four games

this past weekend.

Despite Stahl not being in his

usual high-scoring mode, the

Minutemen (13-4, 5-2 Collegiate

Water Polo Association) were able

to post a pair of one-goal victories

on Saturday, beating Bucknell. 7-6

and George Washington, 6-5.

On Sunday, the Midshipmen of

Navy got the better of UMass. 6-4,

in a typical UMass-Navy battle; the

Minutemen came right back and

beat the host Princeton Tigers 6-2

to round out the tournament.

Bucknell scored all of their

half-dozen points in the third peri-

od. UMass countered with a

four-spot in the frame to knot the

game .it lix going into the final

period where the Minuteman
defense put the game away with its

third shutout quarter of the game.

Sophomore goal keeper Richard

Huntley, who has shown marked

improvement every match, stopped

eight Bucknell shots to secure the

win for UMass. juniors Aldo

Roman and Gabriel Marrero each

had two goals in the match while

senior co-captain |.C. Limardo had

a goal and two assists.

The Minutemen's clash with the

Colonials ended effectively in the

third quarter — neither team found

the buck of the net in the final peri-

od. In that deciding frame. UMass

outscored GW 2-1 to break a 4-4

halftime tie.

Marrero and Roman again picked

up the slack for Stahl. netting two

COURTESY MEDIA RELATIONS

Sophomore Aldo Roman and the Massachusetts men's water polo team

competed in the Princeton Invitational over the weekend.

more goals each while the team's

second-leading scorer Timmy
Troupis (15 goals, one 2ptr.. 18

insists) hud three assists in the win.

Roman continues to be the

strongest two-way player in the

pool for the Minutemen. He is sec-

ond on the team in goals with 28 —
a distant second to Stahl's 40 goals

and five 2 pointers. And he is sec-

ond on the squad with 25 steals,

one behind Marrero who has

stepped up his defense remarkably

this season.

Even though Stahl finally

scored on Sunday, the day wasn't

all that successful for the

Minutemen. UMass took a 2-1

lead into halftime against Navy.

but was outscored. 5-2. in the

second half. The Midshipmen
were undoubtedly looking for

revenge after taking a 16-8

thumping from the Minutemen
earlier this season.

Huntley had another eight saves

for UMass, but his effort wasn't

matched by the offense that got

shut down by a vengefully physical

Navy defense.

The Princeton defense held the

Minutemen to two goals until the

fourth quarter when UMass erupted

for four goals to secure the

much needed victory over the

Tigers.

Huntlet stopped 12 of 14 shots in

the contest, capping a stellar week-

end in which he posted 37 saves on

56 shots for an outstanding .661

MVt percentage.

I got a call the other night from a

polite, intelligent young man calmly

suggesting that I discuss more preva-

lent topics than the Boston Red Sox,

who failed to make the playoffs.

Instead, this gentleman thought that

it might behoove me to talk about a

much more enjoyable topic like the

playoff teams — things people really

want to read.

Well, Spankee fans, here ya' go!

You want me to talk about the

yanks...! can do that. Let's talk about

Cecil Fielder. Boy,

he got a lot of

action in Games
One and Two of the

division series.

Cecil, just the seeds,

not the shells! The

plump pinch hitter is makin $7.2

million to put dents in the bench —
good deal

!

But, we all know George

Steinbrenner is all about good invest-

ments. For example. Hideki Irabu

was so impressive in his first two

major league stints that he and his

boat-load of yen are on the inactive

roster for the playoffs and heading

back to the mother land.

Hey Kenny Rogers, how's your ego

doin'?

Well. I guess that's not really fair,

since a lot of Georgey's investments

do pan out. 1 mean, they have to

since his minor league system hasn't.

Starting catcher, Joe Girardi (via

Colorado). Best player and starting

first baseman. Tino Martinez (via

Seattle). Starting second baseman,

Rey Sanchez (via Chicago). Third

baseman. Wade Boggs and Charlie

Hayes (via Boston and everywhere

else). Starting left fielder. Tim Raines

(via Chicago). Starting right fielder.

Paul O'Neill (via Cincinnati).

Starting designated hitter, Fielder

(via Denny's...! mean. Detroit).

Utility outfielder. Chad Curtis (via

Cleveland). Pitchers David Cone and

David Wells (see Hayes)

Yeuh. they got Andy Pettitte and

Bernie Williams and Derek (Pretty

Boy) Jeter and Mariano Rivera

through the Columbus express, but

that's pretty minimal production for a

team of the Yankees' supposed cali-

bre.

Have 1 discussed them enough?

Nah.

By the time you read this, the

Yanks will have at least tried to blow

the division series — just like Sunday

night. Hey, Nomar would have

stopped that ball before it reached

I red Hurlbrink Jr.
on

asebi

Men's Cross Country finishes 21st at Shorter
i_ . ...,.„^ omnns tlMnss mil. and he managed a 1(

COUHTESY MEDIA REIATIONS

UMass finished 21st out of 31

teams in the Paul Short

Invitational this weekend

Seth Koenig
Collegian Correspondent

The University of

Massachusetts men's cross coun

try team headed to Bethlehem.

Pennsylvania on Saturday to take

part in the Paul Short

Invitational, at Lehigh

University. The Minutemen came

in 21st places*** ©I 31 teams

overall, scoring 605 points. The

winning team. Michigan State,

scored 52 points, followed close-

ly by North Carolina, with 54.

Senior Ryan Carrara paced

UMass again this weekend, as he

had done in all of the previous

three meets. The consistent run-

ner came in 48th place with a

time of 25:33.5. a solid perfor-

mance with such a large field of

competitors. Carrara placed sec-

ond overall at the Vermont
Invitational on September 20th

with a time of 25:20, posing as

his highest placing run of the

season.

Sophomore Peter Gleason

came in second among UMass
competitors, but placed fur from

his senior teammate by running a

26:20.9 (111th place) Gleason.

when present, had been holding

the position of the number two

runner on the team all season

His absence at the Vermont
Invitational left a gap on the KM
ter. but he has provided steady

performances since.

Running third on the team was

sophomore Kevin Somen.
Somers' times and places had

been varying early in the season,

going from 18th to 11th in the

first two meet' With a I 23rd

placed. 26:33.2 run at the Paul

Short Invitational, he seems to

have established himself as the

No, 3 Massachusetts runner.

In the I 56th overall plat e

senior Brian Chabot proved he

could compete In a

season-opening tri-meet at

Franklin Park in Boston against

lona and Northeastern. Chabot

was nonexistent However, his

times fdl a^ the weeks eontin-

the outfield. . Pretty Boy tried!

Let's just hope that the defending

World Champs don't need Jeffrey

Maier to bail them out again.

Okay, that's enough.

• Let it be said that there is no

such thing anymore as "home field

advantage."

Moises Alou is a Dominican who

started his career in Montreal and

now plays in Miami at Pro Player

Stadium for Jim Leyland, who used

to manage in Pittsburgh where
Bobby Bonilla

played in the

Pirates heyday
before he

signed for the

big bucks with

the Mets and

was then traded to the Baltimore

Orioles and was a teammate of

David Wells who signed with the

Yankees, swapping places with

Jimmy Key who used to pitch in

Toronto just like David Cone who
pitched briefly in his home state for

the Royals who traded Michael

Tucker to the Braves where he plays

right field next to Kenny Lofton

who launched his career in

Cleveland with Albert Belle who
now plays for the White Sox who
spent so much money on |oey, they

had to let Alex Fernandez go to the

Marlins where Gary Sheffield plays

right field even though when he was

in Milwaukee with current Baltimore

left fielder B.|. Surhoff. he said he

would never move from his old

shortstop position that Mike
Bordick plays for the O's since com-

ing over from Oakland where

Harold Baines made a stop after

playing in Texas where Kevin

Brown spent the first few years of

his career before pitching in

Baltimore and now Florida which

next faces Atlanta who traded away

Marquis Grissom who used to play

for the Expos next to Alou.

Did you get all that?

What's the point? The point is

nobody stays with one team long

enough to get familiar and truly com-

fortable in a ball park like Cal

Ripken or establish a rapport with

the fans like Mike Greenwell (hah).

Players these days hardly ever get to

the point where they learn the wall

like Yaz or Greenwell or the nooks

and crannies of right field like

Dewey. Ted Williams played in

Boston for 20 years.

Enough said.

Fred Hurlbrink. jr. Collegian

UMass tennis undefeated
By Sanford Appell

Collegian Staff

In just one month, the

Massachusetts' men's tennis team has

encountered about as much adversity

as they did all last season.

Last year, the Minutemen cruised to

a 16-2 record without much controver-

sy or injury. This past month, while

undefeated at 3-0, the road has not

been nearly as smooth.

Coach )udy Dixon has been forced to

juggle her lineup, due to injury, loss of

a player and other tennis related issues.

Now after picking up two major vie

tories last week, Dixon is finally

becoming more comfortable with the

positioning of her lineup.

After waltzing by MIT on

Wednesday, the Minutemen crushed

Vermont on the road Friday afternoon.

The match score of 6-1 explains just

how decisive the outcome was. though

it did not look good from the outset.

Todd Cheney has been hurting as of

late. Compounding that, were the flu

symptoms No. 2 singles player Pat

Slyman was battling.

This forced coach Dixon to insert

Rob Manchester at No. 2, and pushed

Slyman to No. 3.

Her decision paid off. as both players

won their singles matches. In fact with

the exception of Alex Aller. every sin-

gles player won their match at UVM.
The fact that Aller recently reinstat-

ed at No. 4, did not seriously alarm

Dixon or Aller himself.

"Alex is continuing to play really

tough tennis for us," Dixon said. Right

now he just needs to work on his men-

Turn to TENNIS, page 7

ued. and he managed a 16th

pluce finish on Sept. 20. In the

fourth position on the team in

Pennsylvania this weekend, the

senior put himself in good com-

pany.

The season's great question

mark, freshman Brendon
Sullivan, pulled in fifth on the

Minutemen. placing 167th over-

"all with a time of 27:20.1. At

Franklin Park. Sullivan shocked

opposition by placing ninth. He
then dropped to 2 1st at

Vermont. Since his strong 26:16

time to start the year, the fresh-

man appears to have weakened,

struggling to reach the 27

minute mark in the subsequent

meets.

Coming up at the New England

Championships at the familiar

Franklin Park, the team hopes to

overcome their slow start. The

top five, along with freshman

Thomas Stuart and sophomore
Sean Murphy will try to step up

to bring home an upset victory at

the big upcoming meet.
COUICIAN HIE PHOTO

The men's tennis squad has steamrolled to a 3-0 start so far in 1 997.
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Helium rises

to the top

This week's Trax
reviews new
releases by
Helium, KMFDM,
Busta Rhymes and
a lot more (see

Arts & Living,

page 6)

Hev
Fabioi

Senior defender

Fabio Maniatty
and the No. 22
men's soccer team
face off against
URI at home today

(see Sports, page
12).

WORLD

Queen Elizabeth

visits Pakistan

ISLAMABAD, Pakistan (AP) — On
her first official visit to this former

British colony in 36 years, Queen
Elizabeth II praised Princess Diana's

efforts to fight cancer in Pakistan.

She also thanked Pakistanis for

their support after Diana's death.

"I pay tribute here to the work in

Pakistan during the life of Diana,

Princess of Wales," the queen said

yesterday at a dinner hosted by
Pakistan President Farooq Leghari. "It

has been a source of comfort and

strength to know that people around

the world, including here, have

shared our grief at Diana's tragic,

early death."

The royal visit marks the 50th

anniversary of Pakistan's indepen-

dence from Britain. Created as a

homeland for the Muslims of the

Asian subcontinent, Pakistan was
carved from a larger India when the

British left.

Diana twice traveled to Pakistan to

help raise money for a cancer hospi-

tal, founded by Pakistan's former

cricket captain Imran Khan as a

memorial to his mother, who died of

the disease. Diana spent hours com-
forting some of the youngest patients

at the hospital, which offers free

treatment to thousands of Pakistan's

poorest.

NATION

Gav Hispanics

meet in Puerto Rico

SAN |UAN, Puerto Rico (AP) — Cay

Hispanics are holding their first inter-

national congress in Puerto Rico,

where legislators want to ban same-

sex marriages and police are in court

for attacking homosexuals.

Anti-abortion and religious groups

gathered yesterday outside the

Capitol to support the bill against

homosexual matrimony — two days

before the five-day congress starts.

About 1,000 delegates are coming

from all over the Americas, but mostly

from the United States. Manuel
Ornelas Quintero, director of the

Latino-Latina Lesbian and Cay
Organization, said they chose the U.S.

Caribbean commonwealth because it

is "the door to the Americas."

"Violence against gays and lesbians

is not unique to Puerto Rico," Ornelas

said from the group's Washington
headquarters. But local homosexuals

argue that the island's religious bent

and Latin tradition of gender roles

make for a more hostile atmosphere.

There is a police regulation against

employing homosexuals and homo-
sexual sex is a felony, punishable by

10 years in jail. Police responded with

undisguised hostility to the last gay

convention in Puerto Rico, two years

ago.

At the time, the local homosexual

community already was nervous after

two transvestites were gunned down
— allegedly by police. About 10 offi-

cers were charged, but the case was

dropped for lack of evidence.
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Individual reports attack

in Thatcher area to police
University of Massachusetts

Police are investigating a report

of an individual who was
attacked early Sunday morning.

At approximately 4 a.m., an

individual reported to Police that

he was "walking in the area of

Thatcher Way when he had an

altercation with four individuals,"

said UMass Police Chief |ohn

Luippold.

The only description the victim

provided of the alleged offenders

said that they were "lour Asian

men." Luippold said.

According to police, the victim,

who is not a UMass student,

received a cut on his right ear, a

bloody nose and a cut lip. He was

treated at University Health

Services.

The incident is under investiga-

tion.

Any students who have infor-

mation should call the Public-

Safety Department at 545-2121.

On Monday night, police

arrested Michael R. Marchand,
22, of 31 Hitching Post Rd. in

Amherst, in Van Meter Residence

Hall after public safety was alert-

ed by student security that an

individual who had entered the

building was violating a trespass-

ing cider.

Marchand who was arrested on

trespassing charges was later

charged for being in violation of a

restraining order Luippold said.

—Leigh Faulkner

Hamas leader offers truce;

peace negotiations resume
By Ibrahim Barzak

Associated Press

GAZA CITY. Gaza Strip — The
newly released spiritual leader of

Hamas — the militant Islamic group

whose trademark is the suicide

bomb — made a tentative truce

offer yesterday, saying the group

would halt such bombings if Israel

stops "attacks against

our civilians."

Sheik Ahmed
Yassin's offer, cau-

tiously welcomed by

Israel, signaled a

potential shift in his

group's dedication to

the destruction of

Israel.

The blind, wheel-

chair-using cleric

made his comments
at his Gaza home,
where he received
Palestinian leader

Yasser Arafat, who
kissed the 6 1 -year-old Hamas leader

repeatedly.

Yassin's overture came as Israel

and the Palestinians resumed peace

negotiations yesterday after ;i seen
month hiatus. Lower-level commit-

tees met to discuss relatively minor

issues, but U.S. envoy Dennis Ross

said the new start meant both sides

wanted "to see a new page turned."

The renewed peace talks and
Yassin's triumphant return to Gaza

after eight years in an Israeli jail

have been all but overshadowed by

scandal: an Israeli official confirmed

yesterday that Israel received a

cease-fire proposal from Hamas two

days before Israel's botched assassi-

nation attempt on a Hamas leader in

lordan. That bungled hit two weeks

ago has damaged relations with

Ross held

lordan. Israel's staunchest ally in

the Arab world, and forced Israeli

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu

to make concessions — including

Yassin's release — that have under-

mined his get-tough stance toward

terrorism. Netanyahu has been
harshly criticized for approving the

operation

separate meetings yes-

terday with Netanyahu

and Arafat following

three-way talks

Monday night with

Israeli Foreign
Minister David Levy

and Arafat's deputy
Mahmoud Abbas.

Israel radio and
television reported

that the U.S. envoy
was trying to arrange

a meeting last night

between Netanyahu
and Arafat, but those

reports could not be

confirmed.

Yassin, who returned to a hero's

welcome in Gaza on Monday, said

any halt to attacks would be condi-

tioned on a full Israeli withdrawal

from occupied lands.

David Bar-Illan. a senior aide to

Netanyahu, called the terms unac-

ceptable — but he said the fact that

Yassin's overture was made at all

represented "a positive change."

Yassin and other Hamas leaders

are not endorsing the idea of a com-

prehensive peace settlement, saying

only a limited cease-fire was possi-

ble after which fighting would
resume.

In the past, Hamas leaders have

spoken of a "holy war" to establish

an Islamic state in all of what is now
Israel. The group has carried out

Turn to PEACE, page 3

A moment to reflect upon...
Students walking across the new bridge at the end of the Campus Pond are treated to their own reflec-

tion in the calm waters below.

California term limits struck down
Brown feels vindicated by ruling, but has no plans to return

By Bob Egelko

Associated Press

COLLEGIAN HLt PHOTO

Yasser Arafat

SAN FRANCISCO — A federal appeals court struck

down California's legislative term limits law yesterday

taking away a powerful broom that swept scores of long-

time lawmakers out of office.

Now, many incumbents who were faced with packing

up are instead thinking about re-election.

One of the most famous targets of the law — longtime

Democratic Assembly Speaker and current San Francisco

Mayor Willie Brown — said he feels vindicated even

though he has no plans to return to the Legislature.

"After all these years, I was able to have a court say I

was right: Term limits are unconstitutional," Brown said.

In a 2-1 ruling, the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of appeals

stopped short of deciding whether the 1990 term limits

law violated the rights of voters to support their chosen

candidate, or the rights of candidates to run for office.

The court instead said the initiative failed to tell the pub-

lic how severe the limitation was: a lifetime ban on seek-

ing the same office.

The fact that the measure permanently barred a legis-

lator from running for the office once that lawmaker

reached the limit was not stated in the text of the initia-

tive or in the official analysis sent to voters in the ballot

pamphlet, the court said. It became clear only in a 1991

California Supreme Court ruling upholding the measure.

"The Constitution requires us to invalidate an initia-

tive if it fails to provide adequate notice to the voters

that it would severely burden the people's fundamental

rights." said the majority opinion by ludge Stephen

Reinhardt.

"In matters this important, the state simply must tell

its citizens what they are voting on."

Deborah La Fetra. a lawyer for sponsors of the 1990

initiative, called the ruling "a slap in the face to

California voters."

"The people knew full well they were voting for a life-

time ban." La Fetra said. She said she would ask the

Supreme Court to block the ruling, which is scheduled to

take effect in three weeks. Proposition 140, approved by

52 percent of the voters, limits California Assembly

members to three two-year terms and state senators to

two four-year terms. It led to a complete turnover in the

leadership of both houses and drove many longtime leg-

islators to run for other officers or return to private life.

Twenty-six current legislators, including Assembly

Speaker Cruz Bustamante and Senate President Pro Tern

Bill Lockyer, both Democrats, will reach the end of their

term limits next year. Others have already been ousted,

including Brown, who was forced out in 1^95 after three

decades in the Legislature.

Joseph Remcho. a lawyer for two former legislators

and one current legislator who challenged the initiative,

said the ruling "sends a powerful message to those who

are writing initiatives that they have to be straight with

the voters."

A federal judge struck down the term limits earlier this

year, saying the lifetime ban violated the rights of voters

and candidates. But the effect of the ruling was held up

pending the appeal. The filing deadline for the 1998 elec-

tions is next February.

Of the 21 states with term limit laws, seven, including

California, have lifetime bans on future candidacies.

Reinhardt said it was possible that such a ban would be

justified by the state's right to control its own form of

government — an issue the court did not decide — but

in any event voters must be told what they are deciding.

Reinhardt was joined by ludge Betty Fletcher. In dis-

sent, ludge loseph Sneed said voters were adequately

notified of the lifetime ban by opponents' arguments in

the ballot pamphlet. He also said the measure was con-

stitutional.

Six arrested in connection with high school rampage
By Sheila Hardwell

Associated Press

PEARL. Miss. — Six teen-agers

were charged yesterday with murder

conspiracy in connection with a ram-

page last week in which a lb-year-

old allegedly stabbed his mother to

death and fatally shot two school-

mates.

Police Chief Bill Slade would not

say what role the students are alleged

to have played in the killing spree.

"We are still conducting an inves-

tigation." he said. "That's all I can

Sil>."

The arrests began Monday night.

The teen-agers — five of them stu-

dents at Pearl High School, where

the shooting rampage took place

Oct. 1 — pleaded innocent and were

jailed on $1 million bail each.

Among those arrested was 16-

year-old Justin Sledge, a close friend

of Luke Woodham. the teen-ager

accused in the rampage. Last week.

Sledge provided news organizations

with what he said was a document

written by Woodham, in which
Woodham claimed to have planned

the killings. Sledge said Woodham
gave him the papers on the morning

of the shooting.

Woodham had been picked on by

other students, who called him a

nerd and knocked his books out of

his hands. In the letter provided by

Sledge, he said: "I am not insane. I

am angry. I killed because people

like me are mistreated every day. I

did this to show society push us and

we will push back."

School Board attorney Skip

lemigan said the teen-agers "loosely

referred to by themselves as the

group.'"

Police say Woodham, distraught

over a breakup with his girlfriend,

walked into the crowded school

before class, pulled a rifle from
under his trench coat and opened

fire. His former girlfriend and anoth-

er girl were killed and seven students

were wounded. Woodham wps

arrested as he tried to drive off.
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U.S. to press China to stop

selling nuclear technology
By Laura Myers

Associated Press

KIN MC OONAID' COUfCIAN

Carpe diem!
A Latin prose class takes advantage of the beautiful fall weather yesterday.

WASHINGTON — The Clinton

administration should press China to

stop selling any weapons to Iran before

declaring the Chinese

are cooperating on pre-

venting the spread of

nuclear amis, the chair-

man of a House com
mittee said yesterday.

President Clinton

hopes to certify at his

Oct. 29 summit with

Chinese President liang

Zemin that China has

stopped helping other

nations, particularly

Iran and Pakistan,

develop nuclear

weapons. Such a declaration would

allow the U.S. nuclear industry to sell

multibillion-dollar reactors to China.

But many lawmakers want strict assur-

ances China is no longer exporting

nuclear technology that could be used

militarily and that the communist
nation isn't selling missiles or chemical

and biological weapons.

"Our members need to know that

China is engaging in responsible non-

proliferation behavior across the board.

including all weapons of mass destruc-

tion and conventional weapons," said

Rep. Benjamin Gilman,

(R-N.Y.K chairman of

the House International

Relations Committee.

Gilman suggested the

U.S. government use the

promise of certification

on the nuclear issue as

leverage to obtain

pledges from China to

stop exporting missile

components and other

weapons to Iran, which

the State Department
declares is a terrorist

state But Robert Gallucci. a former

U.S. diplomat who negotiated the

freeze of North Korea's nuclear

weapons program, told Oilman's com-

mittee it would be unfair to put extra

conditions on nuclear certification.

"You can't change the rules in the

Turn to TtCHNOlOGY page 2
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What a pane homework can be!

KEN MC DONAIO/COUEGIAN

Dan Burgess, a graduate student studying political science at UMass, tries to get his work done in the

Haymarket Cafe in Northampton last night.
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middle of the game," said Gallucci,

now dean of Georgetown University's

School of Foreign Service.

Instead, Gallucci suggested U.S. cer-

tification could be a step toward gain-

ing future agreements with China to

halt all its weapons sales to Iran and
other nations considered rogue states.

The United States also could deny
export licences for U.S. nuclear tech-

nology to China if evidence surfaces the

nation has violated its nonproliferation

pledge.

No current U.S. officials testified

before the committee. The Clinton

administration has said it has no evi-

dence China has broken a renewed
pledge of nuclear nonproliferation

made in May 1996 U.S. officials also

note the Chinese just issued export

rules to prevent the spread of nuclear

technology that could be diverted from

peaceful to military uses.

Still, U.S. officials preparing for the

Clinton- liang meeting insist no final

decision has been made about whether

to certify China. The administration is

seeking guarantees that China will halt

or suspend its nuclear cooperation with

Iran and refuse to help Pakistan.

"A decision of this magnitude should

not be driven by a desire of an adminis-

tration to have a successful summit."

Gilman cautioned.

Gilman warned that if the Clinton

administration certifies China and law-

makers aren't satisfied the time is right.

Congress would consider legislation to

delay or place restrictions on U.S.

nuclear sales.

Under a 1985 U.S.-China Nuclear

Cooperation Agreement, the United

States agreed to allow its nuclear indus-

try to do business in China if the coun-

try agreed not to help other nations

build the bomb. But Congress the next

year required the president to first cer-

tify China was indeed complying.
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Campus Police Log
Accident — Properly Damage
Oct »

A minor two vehicle accident

occurred on Massachusetts Avenue.

An accident that occurred on
Eastman Lane was referred to

Amherst Police.

Annoying Behavior

Oct. 3

An individual from lames
Residence Hall reported receiving

threatening voice mail messagcv

Oct. 4

A mirror smashed in the bath-

room and noise disturbances were

reported in Pierpont Residential

Hall.

Noise disturbances were reported

from Grayson Residence Hall.

Unruly individuals were in the

lobby of Greenough Residence Hall.

Offensive material was being
played over a loud speaker in

Kennedv Residence Hall.

Oct. 5

Residential staff from )ohn
Adams Residential Hall requested

assistance with unruly individuals.

Residential staff from Emerson
Residential Hall requested assis-

tance with noisy party.

Oct. 6

A state vehicle was vandalized on

Metal Crafts Building Road.

Assist Agency

Oct. 6

UMass police assisted Amherst
police on a malfunctioning traffic

light on North Pleasant Street.

Burglary/Breaking and Entering

Oct. fc

A vehicle was in parking lot 44

on Sylvan Drive was broken into.

Disturbance

Oct. 5

An intoxicated individual was
removed from a resident's room in

|ohn Quincy Adams Residential

Hall.

An individual reported being

assaulted outside a residence hall on

Thatcher Way. The individual was

treated at Health Services. The inci-

dent is under investigation.

Fraud

Oct. 5

An individual delivering pizza at

Baker Residence Hall was given

counterfeit money.

Health/Safety Hazard
Oct. 4

An individual was sitting on
building ledge of Brooks Residence

Hall.

Larceny

Oct. 5

An individual reported an experi-

mental model helicopter and con-

trols stolen from a storage area on

Tillson Farm.

An individual reported food

items stolen from his apartment in

North Village.
#

Oct. 6

An individual from Wheeler
Residence Hall reported his bicycle

was stripped.

A telephone was reported stolen

from Gorman Residence Hall.

A bicycle was reported stolen

from a bus stop on Stockbridge

Road.

An individual reported that her

pocketbook was stolen from an

office in Health Services.

A bicycle was reported stolen

from Thompson Hall.

Suspicious Person/Activity

Oct. 5

Michael R. Marchand, 22, 31

Hitching Post Rd., Amherst was

arrested in Van Meter Residence

Hall for trespassing and violating an

abuse prevention order.

Traffic Stop

Oct. 6

Henry Fernandez, 22, 171

Aubudon Ave. New York, NY, was

arrested on Sylvan Drive for failure

to yield to oncoming traffic and

operating a motor vehicle with a

suspended license.

Anne M. Frey, 33. 16

Chadboume Rd., Belchertown, was

arrested on Commonwealth Avenue

for operating a motor vehicle with a

suspended license and running a red

light.

Vandalism

Oct. 3

A bathroom in Leach Residence

Hall was damaged. Housing
Services was notified.

Oct. 5

A vehicle in parking lot 13 on

Authority Way was damaged.

Oct. 6

Racial graffiti was written on a

stairwell in the Campus Center.

Post office makes third billion-dollar profit

.By Randolphe E. Schmidt

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The final numbers aren't in yet,

but it looks like another billion-dollar profit for the post

office. "Preliminary figures show we achieved a third

straight year with billion-dollar net income." Postmaster

General Marvin Runyon told the agency's board of gover-

nors, meeting in Norman, Okla., yesterday.

Also yesterday, the post office said it delivered 92 per-

cent of local first-class mail on time between mid-May
and mid-September, a record-tying performance, despite

the added volume of the United Parcel Service strike.

The national 92-percent on-time performance is 1 per-

centage point better than the same period a year earlier

and tics the 92 percent on-time performance of the previ-

ous quarter.

"Clearly, this proves that we maintained quality first-

class service during the United Pafcel Service strike —
even while delivering 9 billion pieces of mail during that

time," Runyon said.

The new fiscal year began last week, and accountants

are still completing the final tally for last year, so exact

profit figures for the post office are not yet available,

postal officials said.

Surpluses in 1995 and 1996 totaled $3.4 billion, allow-

ing the Postal Service to reduce its outstanding debt from

$6 billion to $2.7 billion.

Anticipating rising costs, the agency has applied for a

1-cent increase in the current 32-cent first-class stamp

price, but that is not expected to take effect before next

summer.
The post office's continuing profitability breaks a

three-year cycle that had occurred in the past, with the

post office making money in the year after a rate increase,

breaking even the second year and then going into the red

as costs increased, leading to another rate increase.

The agency's on-time peformance is measured by Price

Waterhouse Co., which sends a half-million items each

quarter and records their date of mailing and delivery.
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Jackets and more
^H*'v,*v'

and Sprit items Some childrA'g lf|ms

Shop early for best selection J I

Campus Center

545-2619
MVHtSTV Of MASSACHUSETTS AMHHST

Monday -Friday

9am - 5pm
Saturday 11-4
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Brief;

Awards
Robert S. Porter, piulcssui emm

lus ui the University of

MllMi luwilll. has been named the

winner oi the IW Paul |. Flory

Polymer Education Award.

Porter received a plaque and
$2,000 from the Polymer Division

oi the American Chemical Society.

Porter retired in (anuary after

serving 30 years as a faculty mem-
ber, ten of which were spent head-

ing the Polymer Science and
Engineering department.

Marivin D. Rausch, professor of

chemistry at UMass, will receive a

$50,000 grunt as part of the

Corporate Pattern Incentive Award
from the Texas-Eastman division of

the Eastman Chemical Company.
The award, which is the second

the group has received in as many
yeara, has been awarded to

Rausch's research group for its

work concerning various types of

polyolefin catalysis

The lames Stewart Fellowship.

which is given on a basis of strong

academic achievement, has been
awarded to Elizabeth A. Leslie, a

graduate student in environmental

health scicivcs.

After completing two terms, earn-

ing the highest grade point average,

and demonstrating exemplary
school service, graduate students

Ian D. Trudman, environmental

health sciences, and Rachel E.

Williams, bioJtati sties/epidemiolo-

gy, have received the 1997
Academic Achievement Award.

Terry A. Tattar, professor of

microbiology at UMass. along with

members of the North Eastern

Regional Research Project #140.

has been awarded the U.S.

Secretary of Agriculture 1997

Group Achievement Honor Award
for Excellence.

The award, which was given for

establishing innovative and coopera-

tive approaches to lead the effort to

restore the American Chestnut to

Eastern Forests, was made last sum-

New Positions

|ohn P. Flavin, of Arlington,

Texas, has agreed to serve as

national chair for Campaign UMass.

As national chair of the cam-

paign, Falvin will head the

Campaign Cabinet, a volunteer

group of 42 alumni and friends of

the University charged with over-

seeing Campaign UMass and identi-

fying, cultivating and soliciting

major-gift prospects.

Flavin, who earned a bachelor's

degree from the UMass School of

Management in 1959, is currently

chairman of the board of Triangle

Supply Co.. Inc., of Dallas.

Polymer science and engineering

professor Thomas Russell has been

named director of the Materials

Research Science and Engineering

Center (MRSEC) at UMass.

The MRSEC, which is the only

center of this type in the nation,

received a $7 million grant in 1994

from the National Science

Foundation to support basic research

in polymer science and engineering.

Seminars
Professors from the UM.i^

School of Public Health and Health

Sciences will be giving a Mitel d
free presentations to coaches, ath-

letes and parents in the Amherst
community titled. "Food for Sport:

Achieving Peak Performance for

Young Athletes." The Event will

take place today from 7-9 p.m. in

the VIP room at the Mullins Center.

Stella I.. Volpe and Priscilla M.
Clarkson. exercise science, will be

joined by Robert E. Levine. nutri-

tion, and Tom Rowland of the

Baystate Medical Center.

"New Opportunities from
Chemistry for Process Systems
Engineering," was the focus ol a

seminar given by UMass professor

of chemical engineering Michael

Doherty at Imperial College,

London. England last month.

The talk keynoted Imperial

College's special series on "Future

Directions in Process Design and

Development."

Allocations

UMass has allocated S250.000
for two projects in its on- going

partnership with the city of

Springfield. Some $210,000 will

provide additional will provide

additional funding for the existing

biomedical research program
between UMass and the Baystate

Medical Center. The other $40,000

will be used by UMass' Center for

Economic Development to study

how to attract biotechnology firms

to Springfield.

— compiled by Jonathan Liberty
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Serving up smiles...

Megan Harford, a junior majoring in apparel marketing, makes a shake at the Bluewall yesterday.

peace

So, do you think you know something we don't?

Then tell us about it!

If you have any newsworthy information, please call the News tip-line

at 545-1762.
Ask for Jonathan Liberty. News Editor or any news associates. Thank

you.

continued from page 1

more than a dozen suicide bombings

in the lewish state since 1994.

"We would like to hope that it

means that he (Yassin) will preach

peace rather than violence." Bar-

lllan told The Associated Pren,
"There is no question he has a fol-

lowing and charisma." That follow-

ing — demonstrated b> a huge flag-

waving welcome Monday — has not

gone unnoticed by Arafat.

As Israel's prime partner in the

peace process. Arafat wants to dis-

tance himself from Hamas most

hard-line positions, but does nol

want to alienate the groups sup-

porters.

So the Palestinian leader has been

treading a delicate line: he skipped

the sheik's homecoming festivities

Monday, but yesterday traveled to

Gaza to meet him and give him
effusive greetings. Although the

Islamic group is calling on Arafat to

release Hamas prisoners who have

not been charged and to reopen
closed Hamas institutions. Yassin

said there was no competition

between his movement and the

Palestinian Authority.

"We are brothers — one peo-

ple with the same aim." Yassin

said. Arafat said Yassin's release-

would "strengthen our brotherly

relations and Palestinian unity."

AUTO 6 TRUCK REHTAL

Weekend Special

Noon Friday to Monday AM - Starting at $59.95

North Amherst
MOtOrS A Collision Repair Center

78 Sunderland Rd. ***
North Amherst, MA

549-RENT

• Cars • Mini Vans • We Rent to

• Trucks Qualified Drivers

• Cargo Vans

1S Passenger Vans

Low Dally/Weekly/

Weekend Rates

21 years or Older

• Direct Billing To

Insurance Co.

(On bus route - one mile from UMass)

Wednesday night from 9:00P.m 'till

1 1 :00P.m. is...

Come 8c get

sf

'

it youpTlmitimited Edition

«M4t*
16oz. of Bud or Bud Light $1.50

Do You Know a

Professor

Teaching Assistant / Associate

who is an Outstanding Teacher and Deserves

RECOGNITION?

Campus Activities Presents:

ometmjn a Every Friday

^October 10, 1997:
Fire-Breathing; Laying on a Bed of (ouch)

Nails; Escape Artist, "HARLEY" will present

an amazing and unique entertainment

experience. Leave reality at the door.

If so, then submit a sisned nomination telling us why you think

he or she should receive a

Distinguished Teaching Award!

Deadline: Friday, October 31, 1997

Alumni and Current Undergraduate or

Graduate Students may

Submit Nominations

Nomination forms can be picked up at the Provost's Office, 362 Whitmore

Send your nomination to:

Distinguished Teaching Award Committee

Office of the Provost, 362 Whitmore

545-2328 (fax)

Questions7

Contact Nancy Kahn at 545-2554 or nmkahn@provost.umass.edu

October 1

7

y 1 997:
The Comedy of Teddy Smith will be

presented on the Bluewall Cafe stage as

SEF continues. This is Teddy's second

appearance here at UMass and it will be

a great show. "Chaslnfl Amy" is the

third film (Clerks; Mallrats) by film-maker

"Kevin Smith"; shown at 9:30pm approx.

October 24, 1997:
The Comedy of Leighann Lord returns to

UMass for another show. Leighann is

young, smart, and very funny. Don't miss

her show. "Contact" starring Jodi

Foster and James Woods is a Sci-Fi

thriller about humankind's first extra-ter-

restrial contact. Shown at 9:30pm approx.

"October 31 , 1 997:
SEF presents the amazing "Psychic Fair"

in room 163 Campus Center at 7:00pm.

Tarot Card Reading; Palm Reading; and

Personal Numerology will all be present-

ed. "The Past. Present, and Future All

Under One Roof". Tentative stage show

at 8pm and the movie "Men In Black"
Showtime is 8pm in the

„ fae sh{)wn ^ g gnd ., approx .

Bluewall unless ,._. «
(^otherwise stated. All "MIB will also be shown on Sunday

shows are FREE. Info: night, November 2 at 8pm and 10pm, in

545-3600. the Student Union Ballroom.

nils urtei Is made possible by grant from auxiliary

VIce-Chancellor tor Student Affairs

nasa.edu/eventa/sef.htmhttp://www.il

it t K
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Deans of miseducation
As a recent graduate of the

School of Education, I

often reflect on Chancellor

David Scott's words, spoken at the

spring commencement. I was very

pleased to hear that the University

is moving forward and receiving

the respect it deserves. As much
pride as I have in these steps for-

ward. 1 also have an equal sense of

sadness about the current situation

in the School of Education (SOE).
In the 1997 US News and World
Report for gradu- ^^^__^_^_
ate schools, the

SOE dropped
from 36th place

to not ranked in

the top 50.

This is a stun-

ning drop in

prestige over a

single year which
obviously runs
contrary to the

overall positive

track of most SHBHiiiiiMaaaW

schools and departments at the

University of Massachusetts. I

strongly feel this drop can be
attributed solely to the failed lead-

ership of Dean Bailey lackson and
Associate Dean lay Carey.

For five years I have watched
these two consistently make choic-

es based on personal preference
with no regard to legitimate rea-

soning or a sense of equity.

Further, in contrast to their out-

ward expressions of social justice

and democracy, reality suggests

that their leadership is based on
hostility and intimidation. This
results in an climate of fear and a

school no longer able to compete
on a national level.

I have thought about writing this

editorial many times but have been
hesitant to do so for fear of
reprisals from the Deans. Only
now that I have completed my
degree do I feel comfortable pre-

senting my experiences and
expressing my thoughts

During the current restructuring

of the SOE, several student-initiat-

ed meetings were held with the

deans. One of these meetings
stands out clearly and I think the

actions of both Deans reflect their

attitudes towards students. At this

meeting, the Deans handed out

their Strategic Plan (which none of

us had seen before) and asked for

our immediate input. Interestingly.

,1...^^^ neither Dean
showed up
with paper or

pen to write
down any com-
ments we pro-

vided for fur-

ther considera-

tion.

In their plan,

the only two
programs to

focus on gradu-

i^i^i^BsVlMB ate education
at both the masters and doctoral

level were those most associated

with the Deans (Social lustice

Education and Counseling
Psychology). I commented on this

and Dean lackson yelled he is in no

way associated with the Social

lustice Program. Many students in

the room, including myself, were
stunned at the vehemence of his

retort.

I feel that his reaction was inap-

propriate for two reasons. First,

this outburst created an environ-

ment where students felt intimidat-

ed and at risk if they expressed
opposing views. Second, he did not

tell the truth. Dean lackson is

tenured in the Social lustice

Program and would return to that

program if he were no longer
Dean.

At a meeting with Associate
Dean Carey approximately one year

ago. 1 asked why the Dean's poli-

"/ have thought about

writing this editorial

many times but have

been hesitant to do so

for fear of reprisals from

the Deans.
"

David Raker

cies appear to create obstacles to

faculty and students progress. His

reply was that I was paranoid.
When I provided examples of these

obstacles, he jumped up from his

chair and told me in a very hostile

voice to get out of his office. When
I asked him why, he stated that my
student status would not save me
from outrageous comments. He
told me to leave and not come
back.

Those are the last words he has

spoken to me and I am still unclear

as to what he meant by that appar-

ent threat. I have seen Dean Carey

on a handful of occasions since this

episode. In each instance, he has

reacted as if I did not exist.

My point in detailing these expe-

riences is not to draw attention to

tns self or to elicit sympathy.
Rather, it is to provide some
insights into the type of leadership

in the SOE. It is to highlight the

facts that these two Deans often

treat students with disdain and thai

their explicit use of threats and
intimidation have created a climate

which suppresses freedom of

expression. It is to present to the

readers of this newspaper that the

vision for the future executed by

Dean lackson and Associate Dean
Carey has no basis in social justice.

Let me finish by stating that the

SOE has some extremely strong

faculty with a dtvetlH) ol ideas that

will help educators better prepare

students for the next century.
Under the current administration,

many of these ideas are stifled sole-

ly because Deans lackson and
Carey do not agree with them. I

only hope that the faculty and
administration will do something
about the leadership in the SOE so

that diversity can once again flour-

ish. Only then can the School of

Education join the rest of the

University in its move forward.

David Raker is a UMass alum.

MtebxfeMCh __ .

Write for Ed/Op!i

The Collegian Editorial page needs new writers. We want you to write humor, poli-

tics, satire, lifestyle or any of a thousand other styles — let us be as broad as the stu-

dent body is.

We especially encourage material that relates to current issues at UMass.
Anyone who is interested should submit material by email

(letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu), fax (545-1592), or by dropping it off at the
Collegian offices for Dan Bodah.
Editorials should be 500-700 words long and should include a phone number so

we can call you back.
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The sport of shopping

Seema (ia

Today I would like to discuss an intrinsic part of

our culture with you. I'm specifically referring to

the sport of shopping.

Now some of you may beg to differ with me, saying

that shopping is not a sport. In fact, some would argue

shopping is akin to materialistic satisfaction.

Quick fix or not, shopping is one of those things peo-

ple either love passionately or hate with equal ardor.

But rather than thinking of shopping as a quest to get

things to add to your already cluttered life, take a

moment and think of shopping as the sport it is.

I have compiled a list of a few events you might find

taking place in a shopping mall on a daily basis.

Let's start off with something less than strenuous.

The Hurdle
Every sporting event has some kind of hurdle that has

to be overcome in order to win. In ^^^^^^^^^_
hockey, you try to get past Patrick

Roy or try to get the ball past Shawn
|

Bradley in a basketball game.

In the mall, the main hurdle is the salespeople. Don't

get me wrong, salespeople are really nice and they are

only trying to do their job. Part of their job entails greet-

ing the customer eight seconds after the customer walks

into the store.

Chances are, you walk into a store and a salesperson

immediately jumps on you, asking if you need any help.

At this point, you probably haven't even figured out what
store you're in yet, never mind whether you need help.

The best move here is a polite "No thank you, I'm just

looking" and keep moving.

The 100 Meter Dash
This event is better known as a "quick peek." Most

people who participate in this particular form of shop-

ping are mall veterans. They don't saunter anywhere,
because they know what they want and they know that

the Gap only has two pairs of socks left in their size.

You've got to watch out for these people. They power-
walk their way through the mall and are absolutely ruth-

less when it comes to the last neon green sweater on the

rack. If you are in their way, they just may knock you
right over.

And since these seasoned athletes know exactly what
they want, they pretty much dash into the store and
emerge 30 seconds later either victorious or ready to try

ng<

their luck again, somewhere else.

The Meeting Place Marathon
Most everyone has taken part in this mall sport. It most

often occurs with large groups of people — say about six

or seven. None of you can agree where to go. Some want

to check out the electronics at Radio Shack, others want

to hit the toy store and some people just want to find the

food court. It's at this point, you group everyone together

according to similar interests and pick a place and a time

to meet.

A key element to this event is making sure everyone

knows where to meet, lust because you decide to meet at

the Disney Store doesn't mean everyone will be able to

find it. It's here where the run really begins.

Say you decided to meet at 8 p.m. At 7:59 p.m.. you're

still in the dressing room at Filene's, trying on 32 differ-

^^^^^^^_ ent pairs of pants. At 8:01, you and
your friends are dashing throughouts^ the mall looking for the Disney Store.

And since malls are growing to the size

of small cities these days, you may just find the Disney

Store by 8.:0b it you're lucky. But while you are dashing

all over the mall. 'you got fo admit you're getting a great

workout.

The Food Court Shuffle

The food court at a mall is one of those things that

sounds like a good idea at first and then you realize, after

that burrito, it probably wasn't.

But when you're out shopping, remember you're exer-

cising. So you get hungry, so you got |need?| to eat and.

at the mall, you go to the food court.

At a food court, you have varying amount of grease

products to choose from. However, indecision should not

plague you on this point. No matter what you eat. you're

most probably going to feel horrible afterwards.

The Victory Lap
You get your victory lap when you emerge from store

number 80. clutching a little plastic bag holding the per-

fect widget — or whatever you spent the last 10 hours

looking for.

This is when life in the mall slows to a blissful pace

and you are able to walk leisurely, with a silly little grin

on your face and nod knowingly at everyone else around
you who is just beginning the shopping mall decathlon.

Seema Gangatirkar is a Collegian columnist.
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Frat bashing
needs to stop

To the Editor:

I am writing in response to the

article in Thursday's Collegian, about

Chancellor Scott. You people can't

stop using fraternities in your arti-

cles. Since the first day of school this

semester you couldn't lay off fraterni-

ties. In your "Alphabet for Freshmen"
you bashed us for the couches we
have at our houses. These new fresh-

men already have stereotypes set on
them by ignorant people and you
(The Collegian) are adding to it. This

Letters to the Editor

makes it ever so harder to get new
members. The negative attitude of

fraternities must stop. A few bad and
unfortunate examples makes all fra-

ternities seem like they all do the

same things. Why don't you write

articles about the incidents in the

dorms, like the indecent exposures,

fights, etc. I'm talking about all the

things in the police logs, write about
that stuff. We are no longer about
drinking and drugs. This image por-

trayed must stop. We are scholars,

friends and renaissance men. yes I

said scholars. All over the U.S. the

fraternity GPA is constantly higher

than the all men's average on most

campuses. We do work for charities

all the time. Many people choose to

ignore the positive images now pro-

duced by fraternities and look upon
the few drinking accidents. I feel I

"Chapter of the Week" or "Fraternity

Spotlight" should be in the Collegian

to educate the campus about the pos-

itives of Greek Life. You owe it to us

for your ignorant bashing of our old

image. We are working hard to create

a new positive image.

lusiin Sabol
Delta Upsilon International

Fraternity

jsabol@student.umass.edu
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Fidel Castro discusses political reform in Cuba

Cuban President Fidel Castro explains

"Our problem was how to deal

with the catastrophe that the disap-

pearance of the Socialist Bloc and
later the disintegration of the USSR,
entailed for our economy.
"Our problem consisted of what to

do to survive and at the same time

save the major social gains the
Revolution had made for the people.

"We saw it as a major challenge in

which we first and foremost had to

save the fatherland. If the

Revolution were to be destroyed, the

fatherland would be lost; the revolu-

tion and the gain of socialism was
our primary concern when all those

events took place, and abruptly at

that.

"We had already been making
political changes to improve our
electoral system. It took a long time

to explain the procedure used to

elect the people's representatives. It

his policies,

is a new and revolutionary method.

"Originally, from 12.000 to

13.000 district delegates were elect-

ed nationwide. This is an approxi-

mate figure, since when I cite figures

there may be variations. The district

delegates made up the municipal
assemblies and later elected the rep-

resentatives to the National
Assembly.

"Later on, we amended the

Constitution and created the direct

vote for the representatives to the

National Assembly.

"This was implemented almost
two years ago in the latest elections.

Each of our deputies has to win one-

half plus one of the valid votes cast

in the elections.

"That was one of the first break-

throughs. We tried to make political

changes with the idea of not dividing

the people into factions. For us. the

COURTS SY CASTRO SPHCH DATABAS!

fundamenial problem within the

political concept was not to divide

the people.

"We started with the concept th;ii

people nominate and the people
elect. We established the assemblies

to nominate candidates from the

grass-roots level. Neighbors met and
held discussions in public assem-
blies, as in the times of Athens one
could say, to nominate the district

candidates to form the base from
which the other state branches were
elected.

"With the new constitutional
amendments, the district delegates

— who in turn comprise the munici-

pal assemblies — do not just elect

but also nominate the candidates to

the provincial assemblies and the

National Assembly.

"We modified the Constitution to

perfect our electoral system. In many

countries there are many parties..

society is divided, and the parties do
the nominating and. often, do the

electing because candidates are elect-

ed on the basis on how the candidate

lists are prepared: number one. num-
ber two, number three, etc. In our
country the multiparty system, as we
could call it. is such that any citizen

may nominate any person, and it is

the assembly of neighbors who
makes the decisions. This does not

exist in other places.

"That is. our party docs not nomi-

nate candidates. Our party seeks to

comply with the electoral process.

The people initiate the process and
the people nominate the candidates.

This should mean that the majority

supports the existence of a revolu-

tionary government.
"We. independent of other prob-

lems, have been thinking about all

this because one ol the characteris-

tics of our revolution is that it is

closely connected with all the people,

and this should be known so that it

may be understood.

"Our people are organized. Only
an organized and patriotic people

could resist ji years ol a U.S. block-

ade. Our children, women, neigh-

bors, peasants, students, and work-

ers are organized. These mass orga-

nizations represent 80 to 90 percent

of the country 's population.

"There has always been close con-

tact between revolutionary power,

the party, and ihe mass organiza-

tions. This explains our country's

strength and its capability to resist

the U.S. blockade, threats and
aggressions for so many years.

"Other changes, reforms, and eco-

nomic changes have enabled us to

withstand the situation under the

exceptional circumstances of a

unipolar world, to survive, and to

develop.

"The endeavor to e.o for it, alone.

speaks of our people's high morale.

"In making economic changes we
have considered what has happened
in the Soviet Union and other coun-

tries that were divided, dismembered
and destroyed."

77m speech was taken from the

Castro Speech Database.

Revolution vs. Keeping It Real
for grfx and bonafide

Everyone Mental Resurrection

wants to TALK not MASS
REVOLUTION DESTRUCTION!
but It can be Seen,

how can there be people can
a REVOLUTION if FEEL!!!

you don't have REVOLUTION is happening
Revolutionaries? It's something so REAL!
See, It is about being

HUEY NEWTON KINGS, GODS, QUEENS!
BOBBY SEALE POSITIVE SCENES!!!
THE BLACK PANTHERS Cleaning the Community.
BLA Living the Unity.

FALN Righteous body in

THE YOUNGLORDS PURITY.
ASSATA SHAKUR I cry for the days

ANGELA DAVIS of OLD
LOS MACHETEROS when the REVOLUTION
CHE GUEVARRA didn't need to be TOLD!
AND
DON PEDRO ALBIZU CAMPOS The REVOLUTION was never

THOSE were Revolutionaries! supposed to be about

The Revolution is Not TOMMY HILFIGER
BASKETBALL!!! BIGGIE SMALLS
Contrary to KRS, COCA COLA
the REVOLUTION CASH FLOW
can't be OR FOR THE MASS CON-
CAPITALIZED SUMERS!
MONOPOLIZED The REVOLUTION is for the

or CRITICIZED New Revolutionary Baby Boomers.
it can only be REALIZED, if

people stop the Our people

IGNORANCE like to TALK REVOLUTION
and open their EYES. But

SEIZE THE PRIZE!! they sure will SELL OUT
for a few Monetarv

The REVOLUTION CONTRIBUTIONS!
is about KNOWLEDGE
OF SELF! Jaime ^ShAGGy' Flores is a
Body and Health! UMass student.

Write for Developing Nations...

Contact Sunanda
Ghosh at 545-

1851 for more
information.

The "Iranian Missile Crisis" and the art of warmongering
The "Iranian Missile Crisis," a

manufactured travesty of internation-

al relations to which we have all been

treated over the past few days, pro-

vides a crystalline example of not

only how a well-oiled propaganda
machine springs into action on cue,

but also the way in which the govern-

ment of Israel and its supporters

attempt to control U.S. foreign policy

in the Middle East.

The Warmongers Choir in concert

The directive was issued on Sept.

27. when Israeli Defense Minister

Yitzhak Mordechai issued the first in

a series of statements claiming that

Iran was constructing medium-range
missiles with some technical assis-

tance from Russia. Maestro
Mordechai hinted that if Iran devel-

oped a missile with the a range
greater than an extremely modest
700 miles, Israel was considering an

unprovoked attack on Iran similar to

its 1981 attack on Iraq's Osirak
nuclear reactor to prevent Iran from

increasing its missile defenses.

Cough... tap, tap. tap ...

As the conductor flourished his

baton in Tel Aviv, strictly on cue and

in lime a well-orchestrated chorus of

hyenas in the American press began

baying for blood. Mordechai and his

top aides continue to provide direc-

tion with almost daily interviews and

statements repeating the threats.

With singular predictability, the

first soloist to howl for war was per-

haps the most bloodthirsty journalist

in the United States. William Safire.

On Sept. 28. in his regular New York

Times column. Safire described any

attempt by Iran to build a missile

with a range greater than 700 miles

as a clear sign of Iran's "aggressive

intentions." Safire was clear in pro-

moting unprovoked military attack,

by Israel and/or the United States

against Iran, calling Iran's missile

program "Iran's invitation to pre-

empt."

Not to be outdone, The
Washington Post, in an unsigned edi-

torial on Sept. 30. repeated all the

standard stereotypes and calumnies

against Iran, and warned of the great

danger in Iran acquiring any missiles

with a range greater than 700 miles.

The Post repeated Safire and
Mordechai's threats of attack against

Iran, again citing the Osirak prece-

dent.

The Post threatened Iran with

"dire crisis" if its military develop-

ment continues, cryptically warning

that "faced with Iranian chemical

warheads. Israel would have to con-

sider bringing its own nuclear deter-

rent into play." While this intention-

ally ambiguous but clearly threaten-

ing passage is obviously open to a

number of interpretations, it is cer-

tainly possible to read it as authoriz-

ing Israel to nuke Iran if Iran can be

shown to have merely developed

Hussein

chemically armed medium-range mis-

siles. Fortisimo. indeed.

On Oct. 1. the Times chimed in

with an unsigned editorial of its own.
again charging that Iran's weapons
programs, in general this time,

among other supposed offenses

including "disruptive diplomacy."
"pose grave dangers not only to

American interests but to the security

and prosperity of Europe as well."

Oddly enough. Europeans fail to

grasp this.

On Oct. 2, Times columnist
Thomas Friedman attempted a

calmer analysis "before we go to war
with Iran." While Friedman recog-

nized that the situation was, in fact,

more complicated than other mem-
bers of the Choir had thus far sug-

gested, nonetheless "the post-cold-

war cocktail of weapons prolifera-

tion, religious extremism, rogue
states and free markets is becoming
the biggest threat to U.S. interests."

In other words, the "Iranian Missile

Crisis" is the deadly threat the

Warmongers Choir has been claim-

ing.

On Oct. 3, the

Choir achieved
crescendo. In the

Post, Stephen
Rosenfeld. who purportedly authored

the Sept. 30 editorial, again

denounced Iran as a "miscreant
state." and even blamed Iran for the

1996 Khobar Towers bombing, a

thoroughly discredited charge cooked

up by the Saudis to deflect attention

from internal dissent and now repeat-

ed by the Warmonger's Choir to pro-

mote hatred of Iran.

The Times' Hyena-in-Chief. A.M.
Rosenthal, again asserted that Israel

is authorized by its displeasure to

attack Iran for developing some basic

missile defenses, asking why the

Israelis don't destroy the "Iranian

missile bases?" "They will, they will,

as soon as Iran moves all its missiles

into one neat base." he vows.

On Oct. 5. Choir Master Safire

was back in action, now claiming that

anyone doing business with Iran was

"helping terrorists build missiles."

and claiming that any population
within Iranian missile range was
being "held hostage."

The intensive warmongering cam-

paign in the most influential U.S.

newspapers by these Zionist ideo-

logues, transparently operating in

concert and at the direction of the

Israeli government, can be expected

to continue in the coming days.

Needless to say. neither Safire not

any of the other journalists in the

warmongers choir detect any signal

of "aggressive intentions" in Israel's

massive long and medium-range mis-

sile arsenals or vast nuclear and
chemical weapons stockpiles.

Nor do they locate any "aggressive-

ly" behind the permanent placement

by the United States of over 20.000
troops, thousands of missiles of all

ranges, the entire fifth fleet led by an

aircraft carrier and its complement of

over 20 supporting warship, hun-
dreds of fighter/bomber aircraft, and
almost certainly at least two nuclear

submarines, all introduced to the

Persian Gulf region following the

Gulf War.

Nor do they acknowledge the

scores, if not hundreds of billions of

dollars worth of high-tech weaponry
that U.S. arms merchants are fob-

bing-off on assorted American depen-

dencies in the Persian Gulf like Saudi

Arabia and Kuwait. Were these basic-

facts to be recognized, it would quite

simply be impossible to continue to

suggest that there is a military build-

up in the region driven by Iran,

rather than by the avowed enemies of

Iran, or that anyone, let alone Israel.

is seriously threatened by an entirely

modest Iranian missile defense pro-

gram.

The "Iran Missile Crisis" obviously

has no existence beyond the hystcn

cal media event that

i has been created and

IblSh staged in the major
I newspapers of this

nation by the Israeli

government and its prominent jour-

nalistic devotees. As such it is an
extraordinary case study in the

mechanics of one of the world's

greatest propaganda machines, and a

textbook in the an of warmongering.

Behind the scenes

The reason behind this symphony
of vitriol and hostility is the fear

among Israel and its supporters that

the long- standing U.S. policy of

"dual containment" against both Iraq

and Iran, which has been moribund,

was about to finally expire.

Recall that according to American
diplomatic jargon, ever since George
Kenan explained the post-World
War Two policy towards the Soviet

Union, "containment" is a

euphemism for cold war.

The "dual containment" policy in

the Persian Gulf was established after

the Gulf War by pro Israel lobbyist

and AIPAC ideologue Martyn Indyk.

an Australian who served as Clinton's

National Security Advisor on Near
East Affairs, then as U.S.
Ambassador to Israel, and is now
poised to become Assistant Secretary

of State for Near East and South
Asian Affairs.

Indyk's policy sought to advance
the interests of Israel by formalizing

and codifying openly hostile relations

between the U.S. and its regional

rivals, Iraq and Iran.

In Iraq, containment has been at

best a partial success, since it was
designed to create conditions which

Would lead to the overthrow of the

Saddam Hussein government by cre-

ating untenable amounts of misery

among the Iraqi people In spite of

the genocidal brutality of the sanc-

tions regime, numerous terrorist

actions against Iraq, and several

bizarre CIA plots against it, the

Saddam regime remains firmly in

place in Baghdad.

On the other hand, well over a mil-

lion Iraqis, most of them children,

have been killed as a direct result of

the genocidal American sanctions.

Apparently, such mass murder of

children is all in a day's work for the

United States Secretary of State

Madeline Albright blandly explained

when asked to defend the deaths of

over half a million Iraqi children, "we
think it's worth it." Perhaps, if noth-

ing else, ibis mountain of dead chil-

dren is counted as a "success" by the

Clintonitc's and certain]) Iraq remains

weak and Isolated.

In Iran, however, the failure of

containment to damage Iran or

change its independent attitude is

absolute

This fact has become increasingly

clear to main American policy mak-
ers and opinion leaders, resulting in a

serious questioning of the policy No
other nation has joined the U.S. in

applying economic sanctions against

Iran, which just announced a $7.5

billion trade surplus for the last fiscal

year.

Far from retreating into isolation

or developing a siege mentality in the

lace ol total I S hostility, Iran has

held one of the most hotly contested

and democratic elections in recent

Middle Eastern history, where there

was far more distance between the

candidates than could be found
between Clinton and Bush.
Mohammad Khatami, who openly

challenged the ruling authorise

elected with a broad mandate for

developing the Islamic revolution,

and has quickl) set to work reform-

ing the key Ministry of Culture and
appointed a number of women to

senior government posts for the first

time in many years

A fantastic series of diplomatic
successes, especially since the elec-

tion of the extremist Israeli Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, and
even more since Khatemi'l election,

has been enjoyed by Iran. Nol only

has Iran cemented its good relations

with Syria. Russia. China. India and
other important States, il has made
substantial progress in broadening
ties to Gulf nations such as Saudi

Arabia and old enemies like Iraq, as

well as the EU.

Moat import. intl\. a series of cru-

cial trade successes for Iran with
nations who art OthsrWJSS supposed

to obey US dictates have exposed

containment as a mere Washington
fantasy. One year ago, for example.

Turkey signed a $25 bilHon-phlS deal

to buy oil from Iran.

Another serious blow to cold war

against Iran has been the increasing

interest of U.S. oil companies in par-

ticipating in the coming exploitation

of the trillions of dollars worth of oil

reserves in the central Asia and
Caspian Sea regions. Both diplomati-

cally and. above all because pipelines

to transport this oil must flow
through Iran, this has encouraged the

oil companies to begin lobbying
against the containment sanctions.

In |uly. the Clinton administration

was forced to concede that it would
not prevent U.S. companies from
participating in the construction of a

major 2.000 mile pipeline from
Trukmenistan to Turkey, most of

which will run through Iran.

Clinton's argument that the pipeline

is not an Iranian investment as such

was widely recognized as a rational-

ization.

Throughout the summer, influen-

tial voices in the United States grew

increasingly loud, pointing out that

the sanctions and other cold war poli-

cies against Iran had failed miserably

in their stated aims and had only suc-

ceeded in isolating the United States

rather than Iran.

In recent weeks, however, the

potentially fatal blow to dual contain-

ment was struck by the $2 billion oil

contract signed by French multina-

tional Total and Iran.

Not only was this a triumph of

Iranian diplomacy and repudiation of

American anti-Iranian agitation, as

one Iranian diplomat called it, "a

moral victory against the United
States." This meant that France was
calling the American bluff.

The so-called D'Amato law. which

is utterly illegal under existing

treaties, the world trade organiza-

tion's rules, and the whole basis of

international law. seeks to empower
the United States to punish foreign

companies for doing business in Iran

and Libya. This and a similar law
against Cuba have never been applied

by the United States. The Total/Iran

deal is so large and important that if

the U.S. ignores it, it will be clear

that such "laws" are only rhetorical

and can be ignored with impunity.

On the other hand, the EU has
made it perfectly clear that it will not

accept that the United States can make
laws that apply to their own compa-
nies' activities around the world. If so,

as the French Prime Minister pointed

out, France could no longer be
described as an independent nation.

Thus the tattered remnants of the

self-defeating "containment" policy

against Iran gets pitted against a

potential U.S./EU trade war. which
nobody wants.

All signs indicate clearly that "dual

containment's" time has come and
that even the United States has come
to see how completely without merit

it has proved to be.

It is in this context that the

Warmonger's Choir, under Israeli

direction, began its hysterical scream,

because for Israel, dual containment

continues to be a necessary reality.

The Israelis are determined to

remain the sole effective military

power in the Middle East.

Technological development, especially

the development of military technolo-

gy, even Iran's modest missile pro-

gram, fills them with angst and hostil-

ity. The ideal Israeli solution to poten-

tial rivals such as Iran is the fate of

Iraq, bombed to smithereens and
smothered with sanctions. It is no
coincidence that many of the current

members of the Warmongers Choir

were calling for a U.S. and/or Israeli

attack on Iraq in the months before

Iraq's invasion of Kuwait provided

the pretext for the devastation of Iraq.

To prevent the development of

Iran, Israel seeks to do its best to pro-

mote U.S. hostility towards Iran, in

hopes of ultimately provoking a U.S.

attack on Iran, or at least ensuring

enthusiastic U.S. support for an
Israeli attack.

Therefore the motivation behind

the warmongering isn't the absurd
suggestion that anyone is seriously

threatened if Iran develops missiles

with a greater than 700 mile range.

Rather it is an attempt to ensure

that "dual containment" continues

because it provides Israel with what

it wants, and in spite of the increas-

ingly evidence that it is highly damag-
ing to American interests. This is

revealed, among other ways, by the

blatant timing of Mordechai's direc-

tive to his American minions to begin

to agitate just a few days after the

Total deal was announced, and the

obvious orchestration of a fictive

media event conjured out of thin air:

the "Iranian Missile Crisis."

Any normal government would
acknowledge the uselessness of such

a self-defeating policy, especially

under intense domestic and interna-

tional pressure to do so.

The Clinton Administration, how-

ever, continues to demonstrate that,

on matters of Middle East policy, it in

effect takes its instructions from Tel

Aviv. The promotion of the author of

dual containment. Martin Indyk. to

Assistant Secretary of State level, and

the domination by passionate sup-

porters of Israel of relevant U.S. poli-

cy making positions, suggests that

against every shred of reason
American policy on Iran will contin-

ue to promote the interests of Israel

over that of the United States. The
Warmongers Choir, AIPAC and the

others are in place to see that it does.

But clearly, it is high time that the

United States ends its self-defeating

cold-war madness, and deal responsi-

bly with Iran, if for no other reason

than its own. obvious best interest.

Hussein Ibish is a L Muss graduate

student.
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KMFDM releases solid effort; Busta Rhymes tones down style

COURTISY KAR£N MOSKOWIIZ

Germany's explosive export KMFDM reclaim their position as the gurus

of electronic noise with their latest release.

KMFDM
KMFDM (5 symbols}

Wax Traxl/TVT

KMFDM has never paid attention

to tradition. They are not a band, or

even a group in the traditional sense.

Instead, they are a diverse and
ever-changing collective of like-

minded musicians who, under the

guidance of Sascha Konietzko. have

done more for the advancement of

electronic music in the last decade

than anyone, save for Al lourgensen

or Moby perhaps.

KMFDM's ninth and latest album
(Wax Traxl/TVT) — with a title of

five untranslatable symbols — is a

determined move away from the gui-

tar-heavy soundscapes favored on
last year's excellent Xtort.

Once again, Konietzko has recruit-

ed top-notch talent to help fill out

the lineup Skinny Puppy's Ogre, ex-

Ministry/Revolting Cocks drummer
William Rieflin and Beck/Elastica

bassist Abby Travis have entered the

fray, and longtime collaborator's En
Esch and Raymond Watts (a.k.a. Pig)

return in expanded roles.

The opening "Megalomaniac" fea-

tures Konietzko and Esch's dueling

vocals (the former in English and the

latter in German) — a theme taken a

step further on "Leid Und Elend"

which is sung exclusively in German.

The standout track though is clearly

"Anarchy," a tune that encapsulates

all of KMFDM's signature traits (rag-

ing lyrics, anthemic choruses and
thick, heavy beats) in one brilliant

singular burst.

Not quite techno, not quite indus-

Get Lost
4n--iiroHHtgi

ir l«Bl

9.99 CO only

TARA MacLEAN
Silence

13.99 cd
9.99 Cass.

THE DANDY WARHOLS
The Dandy Warhols

Come Down

12.99 cd
9.99 Cass.

THE CRAMPS
Big Beat

from Badsville

9.99 cd
8.99 Cass

SNOT
Get Some

11.99 co
9.99 Cass

CAROLINE'S
SPINE

Monsoon

12.99 cd
9.99 Cass

SIZE 14

9.99 co
7.99 Cass

JIMMIES CHICKEN
SHACK

Pushing the

Salmanilla Envelope

MUSIC • SOFTWAR! MOVIES -BOOKS

MEDIA PLAY
Hampshire Mall, Hadley, (413) 582-0410

Newington Commons Plaza, Newington, (860) 594-7272

Stateline Plaxa, Enfield, (860) 253-4777

Crossroads Buckland Hills, Manchester, (860) 648-5870

trial, but always thought- provoking

in their never-ending campaign
against "the system." KMFDM (5

symbols) is another solid effort

chock- full of uncompromising and

political songs delivered with their

hilariously self-effacing sense of

humor that helps soften the corners

on Konietzko's sharp wit.

Does the new album explore any

unchartered territory? Not really.

Still, Konietzko hasn't thrown the

Mercedes- Benz of machine-gencr;ii-

ed music into neutral to coast down
the Gravity Kills highway of mindless

garbage. Proof positive of German
engineering at its finest. A- (Marty

Keane)

BUSTA RHYMES
When Disaster Strikes

Elektra

Poor Busta Rhymes.
No matter how hard he

tries, he will always be

remembered for his

voice and presence
rather then his mic skills

Busta is trying really hard and
while he does it pull it off most of the

time he really doesn't have the ability

to make it last over an entire album.

When Busta is just having fun like

on the single, "Put Your Hands
Where My Eyes Can See" he's off the

hook but when he tries to flex on "So

Hardcore" he sounds flatter then a

Wheat Thin. It's that dichotomy that

doesn't allow Busta to truly excel.

When Disaster Strikes (Elektra) is a

huge step up from The Coming but

it's too uneven to keep your attention

over 1 8 songs.

Busta has toned down his style a

little bit and it really works on tracks

like "The Whole World Lookin At

Me" where the beats are bumping
and he's not screaming down your

throat. When Busta can balance him-

self out, he has the production on this

album to excel.

The surprise gem is "One" which

features Erykah Badu. A song about

women and men having relationships

based on respect showcases Busta at

his best and if he knows whet's up it

should be the next single.

It's also guest appearances that

drag this album down. Rampage
couldn't deliver on his own album

and here you have to wonder if Busta

is carrying him only because their

cousins. Sadly enough Lord

Have Mercy and the rest

of the Flip Mode squad

are even worse then

Rampage and only

serve to make you

wonder why they

are rapping on an

album and you

aren't.

If Busta would get rid of

the Flip Mode Squad, balance himself

out a bit, and stick to keeping the

party hopping he'll have a great

career. If he doesn't, at least he'll

always be remembered as the crazy

MC in "Scenario." B- (Adam
Dlugacz)

VANESSA-MAE
Classical Album II— China Girl

EMI

Move over Mozart, Vanessa-Mae

is on the prowl. Hot on the success of

her debut album. Classical Album I

(which sold more than 500,000

copies in a mere two weeks), comes

Classical Album II — China Girl

(EMI).

The 1 7-year old is at her best here

as she strings her way to the top with

music that takes the listener on a

journey not easily forgotten. Not your

average elevator music, Vanessa-

Mae combines techno-acoustic violin

sounds with jazz and pop in a mix

that mesmerizes through her unbe-

lievable ability to cast her musical

spell.

Classical Album II — China Girl

includes three pieces of music, which

makes for a full hour of relaxation

and pure enjoyment — as well as an

excellent reading companion. Make it

part of your music collection, you

won't be disappointed. A (Lauryn Di

Benedetto)

HEUUM
The Magic City

Matador

Helium's new release is titled The

Magic City (Matador), and that's

pretty much what it is — magic. Lead

singer Mary Timony's wispy, yet

somewhat throaty voice, coupled

with dynamic lyrics and instrumenta-

tion, make the band's fourth effort a

strong and impressive one.

Not to be outdone by the acclaim

of their first full-length album, The

Dirt of Luck, Helium uses nearly

everything within reach to create a

sound unlike any other. Songs like

the instrumental "Medieval People"
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The Arts & living Desk is currently hiring an associ-

ate editor to cover Five College Fine Arts. The beat
includes covering theater, music, dance and art.

Other responsibilities include editing and layout.

This is a paid position for five hours a week at the
regular student rate. Interested applicants should

fill out an application at the Collegian. Applications
will be accepted today until 5 p.m.
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Creators Forum a monthly series.

Contact Matt Smith for further details

Costume Ball: Raffles, Prizes, Giveaways:

The wildest costume ball you'll ever attend!!

This is one stylin' fundraiser. Contact

Membership Coordinator Phil Straub for

details.

Gufst SPEAKFR-Lurene (Getting Into the

Business of Comics) Haines

Creators Forum: a monthly series. Contact

Matt Smith for further details
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November 7 Northampton Film Festival Opening Reception

6 - 8pm Call Northampton Film Associates at (413)

586-3471

November 8 Heavy Metal Exhibit Reception & Creator

Signing 1 - 4pm Signing Singings

Reception 6pm Confirmed appearances by: Stephen R.

Bissette, Mark Bode, Dave Dorman, Kevin

Eastman, Scott Hampton, Jeff Jones, Joe

Kubert, Jon. J. Muth, George Pratt, Bill

Sienkiewicz, Dave Sim, Rick Veitch and

Berni Wrightson.
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On the stage
COURTESY UMASS DEPARTMENT Of THEATER

The UMass Dept. of Theater and the New World Theater present An Evening of One-Acts by Early African

American Women Playwrights. It will be performed Wednesday- Saturday, Oct. 8-1 1 at the Rand Theater.

Contact Fine Arts Center Box Office at 545-251 1 for more info.
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S. iuntolOOOIW America's Travel Store... Since 1986*
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and the riveting "Revolution of
Hearts" take pianos, violins, key-

boards and bombs and somehow
mixes them together in a way that is

nothing less than amazing.

The Magic City contains some-
thing for everyone — its slow bal-

lads are equally represented by
hard-hitting melodies that leave

quite an impact. The edgy "Leon"
incorporates Shawn Devlin's power-

ful drumming and Ash Bowie's seri-

ous bass along with Timony's signa-

ture voice and grating guitar

rhythms to produce a unique and
soothing sound that rocks at the

same time.

From the very first notes of The
Magic City, you are entrapped and

transported to a world of unicorns,

rainbows and of course, magic. B+
(Alexandria Lipka)

SUGAR RAY
Floored

Lava/Ariantic

Even though Sugar Ray is a band
completely devoid any any merit

whatsoever, they have still managed
to accomplish one worthwhile thing

in their 14 minutes and 59 seconds

of fame. They have somehow
dethroned Third Eye Blind as the

alternaloser's of the moment on the

success of Floored (Lava/Atlantic),

featuring the generic hip-hop/rock

hybrid "Fly" — a song that has

dominated AOR radio for the last

two months.

Alas, glancing at this week's
Billboard, I see that Smash Mouth's
"Walkin' On the Sun" has overtak-

en our conquering heroes on the

AOR top spot. Time's up, I guess...

Let's see how many people remem-
ber them when they open for 311 at

the Mullins Center next month. F

(MX)

FOOL'S PROGRESS
Fool's Progress

Capricorn

On their self-titled debut, Fool's

Progress (formerly Acoustic
Junction) offer a refreshing selec-

tion of passionate and personal

songs. Running the gamut from
sorrowful tales of a recent breakup

to upbeat descriptions of life in

New York, Fool's Progress offer an

honest slice of day-to-day exis-

tence.

While employing the rock band
formula of guitar/bass/drums, they

also stray into folk territory by occa-

sionally bringing in an organ, violin

and harmonica into the mix.

However, while their instrumenta-

tion may sometimes be folksy,

Fool's Progress' compositions are

emotionally intense. On "Think
About It," singer Reed Foehl
recounts an especially painful

breakup — one in which neither

person is to blame, things have just

changed.

While Fool's Progress will proba-

bly never bust into the Top 40, it's

still an excellent piece of work.
Anyone who likes the soulful pop
sounds of The Dave Matthews Band
or Natalie Merchant will certainly

enjoy Fool's Progress' blend of

intense emotion and simple sense of

fun. B (Gerrit DeYoung)

DOMESTIC

Albuquerque, NM $329 .00

Atlanta, GA $1 49.00

Baltimore, MD $1 43.00

Colorado Sprgs., CO $uZ9.DD

Daytona Beach, FL $1 59.00

Ft. Lauderdale, FL $1 49.00

Ft. Myers, FL $ I %l«f .till

Jacksonville, FL $1 59.00

Los Angeles, CA «pwdL«J.UU

Miami, FL ^ ww.W
Newark, NJ $1 1 7.00

Norfolk, VA $1 43.00

Ontario, CA $329 .00

Orange County, CA ... e$Oe£9.UU

Orlando, FL $1 59.00

Phoenix, AZ $329 .00

Salt Lake City, UT $329.00

San Diego, a $329.00

San Francisco, CA................—..y0£ %J .UU

San Jose, CA....—....................yOl-»J.UU

Sarasota, FL $1 59.00

TICKET^}.

DOMESTIC

I**,* $329.00

Tampa, FL $1 59.00

Washington Dulles $1 43.00

Washington Natl DC $1 43.00

West Palm Beach, FL $1 49.00

HAWAII

Honolulu, HI %pD1 3.UU

umm $705.00

Lihue, HI $705.00

Land City, HI $705.00

Mow, HI........ *r * UwiUU

INTERNATIONAL

Frankfurt, GERMANY $455 .00

Paris, FRANCE $385 .00

Birmingham, UK $349 .00

London, UK $355.00

Manchester, UK $365 .00

Rome, ITALY .............................$4«f«f .UU

Milan, ITALY $489.00

Lisbon, Portugal $475.00

Madrid, SPAIN $405 .00

RESERVATIONS: 1-800-247-7587
All lares are sub|ecl to applicable tees anil departure taxes I ares does not include taxes

Introducing our NEW INTERACTIVE webr.itr- nJhttp 7/vaivw cho.iptickets.com

Nominations Are Invited by

The College of Food and Natural Resources

For the 1997-98 Awards

Outstanding Advisor OutstandingTeacher

Nomination Forms Are available in 113 Stockbridge Hall or Departmental Offices

Faculty in the following majors are eligible for nomination:

Animal Science • Apparel Marketing •Building Materials and Wood Technology •Entomology

Environmental Design • Environmental Sciences • Family and Consumer Sciences • Food Science

Forestry • Hotel, Restaurant and Travel Administration • Landscape Architecture

Microbiology • Natural Resource Studies • Plant and Soil Sciences

Resource Economics • Sport Management • Wildlife and Fisheries Conservation
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ATTENTION GRADUATING
SENIORS!

Learn more about our exciting Executive Training Program!

Discuss the pivital role that an Assistant Buyer

plays in our continued success!

Join recent University of Massachusetts Alums at our

OPEN HOUSE
TODAY, October 8th from 10am - 4 pm

SOM Faculty Lounge

Learn more about how you can pursue a dynamic and

challenging career with Filene's!

Fl LEN E'S
A Division of the May Department Stores Company

www.maycompany.com

IORMA KANSANEN/COllfGIAN

Head and shoulders above the rest

junior forward Sophie Lecot (at top) was named Co- Atlantic 1 Player of the Week for the second time of

the season this week.

HAMPSHIRE 6- 8

W

S U
HAMPSHIRE MALL

featuring the new single

Tui A JCul On 9f
along with the smash hit, "Hell"

%7 50 (Twt-llt»t Show D«lly

* Special Engagement. No Paa««» or Coupon*

Stlance I* Golden • No child under 6 »«»

any PC 1 3 or R rated film after f»d»m.

r MT. FARMS A • 584 9153
MT. FARMS MALL

A Thousand Acres (R)

Today at 5 40 ($2.50)

The Edge (R)

Today at 530 ($2.50) and 8:20

LA. Confidential (R)

Today at 5:20 ($2 50) ond 8. 10

The Game (R)

Today at 520 ($2 50) and 8.10

G.I. Jane (R)

Today at 8.20

Kiss the Girls (R)

Today at 5:30 ($2.50) and 8:

The Peacemaker (R)

Today at 5:30 ($2.50) and 8

UTurn (R)

Today at 5:20 ($2.50) and 8

In and Out (PG- 13)

Today at 6:00 ($2.50) and 8

Soul Food (R)

Today at 5:40 ($2.50) and 8

Wishmaster (R)

Today at 5:50 ($2.50) and 8

10

10

00

20

:20

20

Going O/1C6..

Going twice...

SOLD!
(Courtesy Collegian

Classifieds.)
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field hockey
continuea from page 1

2

end's outcome, i Man nu been
rtrang, SenkM Am) on hat pri>
vided ;i lolid defensive iinehor at
sweeper Alone, Oil is respunsible
for three o) the tcitin- live delen-
live v;ives on the year. Senior
Sharon Hughes, Millbauei and
Ireshman l.uey Koeh have also
contributed on defensive ttopf.

Mancchuietti'i goaltendtng
unit saw two different playeri
earn Itartt this past weekend in
"s*>nh Carolina. Sophomore
/owie Tucker played against the
vaunted Tar Heels, while sopho-
more Michelle Croolu received
the starting nod in the Wake
Forest game.

Tucker hat a .714 save percent-
age and a 2.56 goals against aver-

age in her 10 games, making 60
lavet, while allowing 24 goals

Cnoks'l save percentage stands

at .692. while earning a 2.20
GAA.
BU will noil likely start

Noreen Flanagan in the cage, with

the junior keeper holding on to a

.677 save percentage, with a 2.47

GAA.
For the Terriers, senior Kim

Kos has stepped out as the lead-

ing goal scorer, leading the team
in scoring with 17 points, on
seven goals and three Blftlt*.

Sharon Files follows Kos with
tour goals and an assist for nine-

points, and two Terriers are tied

at seven points apiece for third in

the team standings.

puck

tennis
continued from page 12

Olivia Streatil'ield. Lebovitz has fall-

en in both singles and doubles action
in a match onlv once this season.
Those defeats came in a tough and

tiring loss for the Minutewomen.
falling to Columbia by a 4- J score on
Sept. 28. The match was the second
hall of the team's first double-header

of the season.

Another standout for the
Minutewomen i- sophomore Ola
Geraaimova, making it to the quar-

terfinals of Flight A in the Eastern

Championships. In her past four
matches. Gerasimova has gone 3-1 in

both singles and doubles action.

ve a tree today. .

.

heck out the electronic versi<

the Collegian on our new and
improved Website.

Check tt out!

.UMASS.EDU/RSO/COLEGIAN
You won'tregret it!

continued from page 12

GM Bobby Clarke — dont make him a NHL cast-
away, or it'll 'Ming" me pretty bad.

Get it'.' Sling of the Police? You know, the song
"Message In A Bottle"? Ah, just forget about it...

The goalie duo of Ron and Garth might beat
you up in a dark alley, but had to escape through
a dark allev alter they helped blow a chance for
the Fryers' First Stanley Cup since the later 1970's.
A certain kitchen implement comes to mind...
hnini. a colander, no... urn. maybe a spaghetti
strainer.

No. that's not it, stupid. Oh. call them "sieves!"
• With the ntM of the conference, the Rangers

can official!) be called the Wayne-gei^ with
ex-captain Mark Messier's defection to the West
Coast, and the Vancouver Canucks. The pickup of
Pat l.ul oiitaine from Buffalo and Brian
Skrudland from Florida means one thing for New
York — GM Neil Smith has the managerial fore-

sight of fellow New York-er George
Steinbrenner.

Why don't you just sign Hideki Irabu as one of
your top forwards, and maybe trade for a

non-defensive entity like Mike Stanley? Yeah,
and give up a quality prospect in Tony Armas, |r.

for Stanley as well?

With their past NHL success in mind.
Skrudland and LaFontaine are old. and if the lat-

ter gets breathed on wrong, his career is over. The
ei Islander superstar for the Sabres was out a

majority ol last season due to his tendency
toward-- suffering concussions.

That's bad. not good, campers. Ask ex-New
York Football lets star Al Toon, former Islander

Brett Lindros or 1989 Hobey Baker Award win-
ner Lane MacDonald and they'll all say one thing
— retire.

• Pittsburgh will need a Mario Lemieux esque
year out of laromir |agr for them to pull ahead of
N.Y. in the second- best race, and giving
ex-Shawshank-er (i.e Hartford) Ron Francis the

"C" is a class maneuver, but Francis is not at the

head of the NHL class anymore. They'll get that

year out of |agr, and he'll be a MVP candidate —
no doubt.

But, watch out for the team from The Arena
Formerly Known As Brendan Byrne. The Devils

are always a team to contend with, and if Scott

Stevens. Martin Brodeur and Co. finish the sea-

son on a high note (not like last season). New
lersey can be an upset pick.

Conference Playoffs (in order of finish):

Philadelphia, Pitisburgh. N.Y. Rangers, New
lersey ('97 Hobe) winner Brendan Morrison will

add some Maize and Blue to the Devils' black and
blue playing style), Montreal lil Saku Koivu -t.iv-

healthv). Florida. Buffalo (two words, Dominik
Hasek). Boston (you know you want to say it...

you're a homer. Kansanen!).

Western Conference

Coming like an avalanche, rolling down... ah.

shut up!

That cliche has been ovei mutilated in this

space by a former, straight edge CO-NHL colum-
nist of mine, who thinks in shade- of implied psy-

chedelia than black and white more than he will

admit. Actually, let me herebv proclaim that I will

restrict rayeeH to one cheeS) music reference pel-

column this season, and not 10.

Can I gel a "vav" from the assembly? Hear ve!

Actually, lets go through some of those cheat)
lines when talking about Colorado, eh? Hey, I

have to admit it, you tan slice me up and serve me
with wine and crackers, too:

• Peter "the Iceberg" Forsberg. because he
maybe as cool as ice, but he- also smooth like

butter.

• |oe "don't call him a Sad" Sakic, because he
now makes more monev than you'll see in your
whole life, girlie-man!

• Patrick "ooh aah" Roy. because next to the

now-retired Eric Cantona. he i- / e Magnifiqu* —
and after all. you're mv wonder-Gaul... damn. I

just broke my own promise about rock cliches.

But hey. try and impeach me!
All extremely cheesy lines to the side, the

'Lanche is still the cream of the Western crop.

With Detroit losing the services of dot'ense-man

Vladimir Konstantinov to thai tragic car accident

over the summer ihe means more lo this team
than we'll ever know i. while sending only their

Stanley Cup MVP in goalie Mike Vernon to hock-

ey wasteland lie. San lose), and now that Sergei

Fedorov has shown himself to be more inclined to

chase underaged girls (i.e. Russia's 16-year old

tennis phenom Anna Kournikova) around the

world than to actuallv Jo his job, the Wings will

step back this season.

• While Anaheim's All World superstar Paul
Kariya might not be chasing underaged girls

around the world, like I edorov. he's also holding

out for a new contract — and that hurts. Bui as he-

showed last season, a little delay at the start of the

season doesn't keep him out of the MVP hunt.

• Dallas is as strong as ever, picking up goalie

Ed Belfour from hockey wasteland (you know.
San lose) to solidify their net profits, I hev
immensely surprised everyone last season (yeah,
even me) with their second-place finish in the

conference, and they'll do it again this yew
Along with Phoenix's Keith Tkachuk. Stars'

star Mike Modano swallowed the bittei -alary pill

to join up with his learn at the start of the season.

while stopping anv further controversy in the
media. Let's all sa) it together - cUtlS.

Phoenix will impress this year, taking third away
from Detroit by just | few wins grtd both
Tkachuk and Modano should be in the hunt for

MVP consideration as well. Edmonton showed
their youth movement under GM Glen Sather
worked in the playoffs, and if the) can pry
Niinimaa awav from Philly. they'll be even more-

solid.

Conference Playoffs: Colorado. Dallas. Phoenix
(by a hair), Detroit. Edmonton. Vancouver
i Messier can't hide the morale problem in

Canuckland, and can you sav "pi imadonna"
Alexander Mogilny and Pavel Bare?), \naheim.
Chicago (they always seem to make it in. even if

they don't deserve to, like the Bruin-

1

Stanley Cup Finals

Philadelphia is. Colorado: Oh. this will be a

good un. After dual disappointments in last

veai's playoffs, the two titans will bee oil in one
ol the best series in modern memory — maybe as

close a- we'll get to the mammoth \Y \| confer-

ence finals in 1994. eh.'

Ihe hockey gods will -hake I heir golden hockey
sticks in joy. crashing the boards in the Hoi) Ice

Arena of Antioch trying to capture the spirit of

the battle for the Holy Punch Bowl of Lord
Stanley. But enough of the English major in me...

it will be a 4-3 series win in favor of Phillv

Can I get a "yay" from the assembly?
forma Kansanen is a Collegian columnist

Collegian Sports...

Your source for

Hockey East action

this winter.

Jell, a

Ktm v rfiatheniaftcs £ thekmm of

nassHHrnn pas: la

for words into a spirited study of the ideals and pin

ciples recorded in America's key tent

signing copies

The LUofds LUe Liue By

iliiiuersity Store.

Campus Center

Ihe lilords life Liue By" tuiH be offered at 20T

Publishers List s? ;

Campus Center

.545.261?

Hosts. fl-H-5

Sat 114

'**&

MimStRMM
Full-time Students,
SHI or Ride both
Ohemo O Stratton!
Purchase an Okemo/Siratlon

season pass and ski or ride Ihe

entire season al two great

mountains—for one great price.

Holiday periods of 12/25/97 - 1/2/98 and 2/14 - 2/16/98 are excluded.

College students must provide full-time status with documentation from Ihe

Registrar's office—college I.D.'s will not be accepted alone as proof of full-

time status. Pass can be purchased at either Okemo or Stratton mountains.

FORMOKUfORMATION;

VISIT OUR WEBSITES
www.okemo.com or www.stratton.com

OR CALL
-800-78-OKEMO OR l-800-STRATTON

STRATTON
Vermont's Mountain Resort

OKEMO
M O U N T A

"$««£«"

jKT

Buy the Squirrel Nut Zippers

album or any Mammoth title

and receive a free Mammoth Cd sampler at:

(vrhfk luppliti last)

For The Record

Understanding Eating Disorders:

Strategics for Friends and Families

Tuesday, October 14, 1997
Room 904-08

6:30 - 8 p.m. - Murray Lincoln Campus Center, UMass

I think my roommate has an eating disorder.

How can I be sure? What should I do?

I think my sister is anorexic and she isn't getting any help.

How can I convince her to see a professional?

Who should I suggest.. Where should she go?

I'm concerned about my friend who has bulimia.

She says it's under control, but I don't think it is.

I'm really afraid... What can I do to help?

It you are concerned about someone who you know or suspect is struggling

with an eating disorder, come lo this informal workshop to explore how you

can help and cope with these issues.

For more information, please call University Health Services

Health Education at 577-5181 or General Medicine 2 at 577-5314

.."?

r
«

UNIVERSITY
BARTENDING COURSE

*?££» +i

nuMintotti.com

1 59 N. Pleasant St, Amherst
41 3-256-61 34

'Per person, dim in only at Hadley Chili's

426 RussoB Stroot (Rt. 9) • 413-253-4008

tll'lt* * I' I II T * « *

50%
Off!!

Of Basic Program with valid college

Student I.D.

Free Info Session

Wednesday, Oct. 8th

7:00pm
Lord Jeffrey Inn, Amherst

Now Accepting Visa. M/C. AMEX & Discover

l-800-U-CAN-MIX
Act Now! Sauce i> Limited!!

A Healthy Investment in Your Future
Health Care. Those two words have

been the source of much discussion

recently. Probably because we as a nation

know the importance of investing in a

healthy future.

So do millions of patients who choose

chiropractic as their preferred source of
health care. The chiropractic beliefs in

fitness, nutrition, prevention, and natural

maintenance make good sense.

Wellness, you see, is the normal
state of being.

New York State government agrees. They
have recently passed the Insurance

Equality bill that mandates insurance

coverage for

chiropractic care.

For over 75 years, New York Chiropractic

College has upheld a tradition of
excellence in chiropractic higher

education. Our combined traditions, old

and new, have built the base from which
the chiropractic doctors of the future arc

created.

Choose New York Chiropractic College

A healthy investment for today and
tomorrow.

Call us today at 800-234-NYCC (6922)

to schedule a visit of our beautiful

286-acre campus in central New York.

"~1T
<<4H»

f*o e

!>** to

K NEW YORK
Mk CHIROPRACTIC

COLLEGE

2360 Route 89 Seneca Falls,

NY 13148-0800

Phone: 315/568-3040 or

800/234-NYCC (6922)

Fax: 315/568-3087

E-mail: enrolnow<*nycc.edu

Live MUSIC

FR@M
B@ST@lf

JUST RAYED AT THE PARADISE AMD

ALL ORIGINAL-

1
0-1

All Sfltn Attorn*

Pint! *3.00

HotwyPortlt

*fcv,
iy

Miller Lite 20m.
1.99

Rum & Cote

te<* *2.-

j
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ACTIVITIES

Interested in theater,

fantasy, making friends,

or having fun? Experienced

storyteller forming BEGIN-

NER role-playing group.

Call 665-4158 before

eleven.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
to help plan a week of

events for World AIDS Day

1998. Bring innovative

ideas and energy to the

World AIDS Day

Committee Meeting on

Thursday, Oct 9th at 7pm

in the Campus Center, Rm.

174. ALL WELCOME!

Animal Science Club

Meeting Meet your pro-

fessors and eat pizza!

Wednesday, Oct 8, 7pm,

Paige Rm. 202.

APARTMENT FOR RENT

1 bedroom apartment
Colonial Village $440 +

utilities. 256-4594 Steve

AUTO FOR SALE

1984 Toyota Camry auto,

A/C, 81k, $1600. 546-5211

1990 Jeep Wrangler 5

speed, 85k, hard top/soft

top. $6000. 256-0501

1985 Ford Tempo $500 or

FJ/0. Good engine, needs

work, runs. Ann_253-4703

AUTO FOR SALE

'84 Jeep CJ7 4x4, hard-

top, new battery, needs

some work. Asking $1100

or B/0. Call Tony @ 549-

1609.

EMPLOYMENT

Work Study Student
Wanted National Yiddish

Book Center on Hampshire

College Campus.
Accounting Clerk, 15-20

hours/week, $7/hour. Call

Fran Goodwin at 256-4900

Abt Associates is look-

ing for a few reliable peo-

ple with good communica-

tions and computer skills

who are available to work

a minimum of 20 hours per

week. Evening and week-

end assignments are cur-

rently available. We offer

flexible scheduling

options, access to health

and dental plans and paid

training. The starting

wage is $5.75 per hour

with regular merit increas-

es. Free transportation

from PVTA Bus Line is pro-

vided. For more informa-

tion or to arrange a per-

sonal interview call

(413)587-1607. An Equal

Opportunity Employer.

Part-rime Position dis-

tributing advertising mate-

rial. No selling involved.

All materials provided at

no charge. 1-800-Your-Job

www.acmnet.com/poster-

ing/yourjob.htm

EMPLOYMENT

SURVEY TAKERS NEEDED
Iiir P onesr Valley Pl.innmg

Commission is conducting

two PVTA route suiveys. one

in Northampton/Amherst

(Oct 27-31) and the other in

Westfield/Springfield (Nov.

1-7). Surveyors will be paid

S7." to $8.*' an lioui to dis-

tribute/collect survey forms,

answer questions, and collect

ridership information. All

shifts are available. Taking

applications until

Oct. 16. Call 413/781-6045

or apply in person at PVPC.

26 Central Street. 3 " floor.

West Springfield. MA 01089

An EOE/AA Employer.

Jobs For The
Environment

Campaign with MassPirg

to reduce pesticide use.

Flexible schedule. $50-

75/day. Call Terry @ 256-

6434

LEGAL ASSISTANTS
WANTED Spring 1998
Internships With The
Student Legal Services

Office; get hands-on expe-

rience in the legal field

—

work directly with attor-

neys and clients. Earn up

to 15 undergraduate cred-

its. No experience in the

legal profession neces-

sary— training provided.

Contact The Student Legal

Services Office today: 545-

1995, 922 Campus Center.

EMPLOYMENT
Hadley Office Has 15

P.T. Positions Available

e Flexible schedule

• Evenings and week-

ends available

• Only minutes from

campus
• On busline

• Fun atmosphere

• Start work this week
• $6/hr starting pay

Call 584-0215 for inter-

view

Exercise Science
Major Senior or Graduate

for weight room.

Hampshire Fitness 256-

6446

Cantone's Pizza now hir-

ing part-time drivers. Must

have own car. 256-6100.

481 West St. (Route 116)

South Amherst

Drivers Wanted Pays $70

to $120 per shift. Car

needed. Dominos 256-

8911

FOR RENT

Fridge Rentals 253-9742

Free Delivery

FOR SALE

15 111 i 1 1 i o

n

-t- sendable
email addresses Contact

the world with the stroke

of a key! $99 per CD
Contact Pete @ Conrad

Enterprises (413)539-3599

FOR SALE

Kona Mountain Bike
Ridden off-road only 3

times. Shimano LX Shifter.

$450 or B/0. Call Dan at

628-3857 Leave message.

Self Amplified Bazooka
Base Tube 6 inches, great

shape. Call 259-1984

AB Roller- Brand new,

never used. Video includ-

ed. Bought for $75, sell for

$50,546-1947

We sell regular new
movies including Liar Liar:

$8.99, Disney movies like

Snow White: $13.99, Star

Wars Trilogy Special

Edition: $23.99. Call Let's

Play: 549-4505

Computers! Computers!

Computers!

The very best prices

around! IBM Thinkpads

Compac as well as print-

ers, scanners, and sup-

plies. Call File

Management Solutions

and ask for Jason 549-

4850

Big Fish Tank All equip-

ment included. $40 or B/0.

549-6926

Laptop Notebook Works

good. $150. Good for

school. Call Steve

(413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for

computer. Works great

Call CPC (413)584-8857

FOR SALE

Watch batteries, ear

piercing, eyeglass

repairs, jewelry restora-

tion, diamond engage-

ments, wedding rings.

Silverscape Designs, 264

N. Pleasant St, Amherst.

253-3324 Open Daily.

INSTRUCTION

Boxing Lessons in

Amherst Tuesday and

Thursday. Call (413)732-

8817

BARTEND WITH UNI-
VERSITY BARTENDING
50% student discount. On-

campus classes starting

soon! Call 1-800-U-Can-

Mix for info.

MISCELLANEOUS

Earn $75-5100

Exercise Science Study

Needs non-weight trained

mslfis

Call Steve @ 253-4952 or

5-6072

EARN $750-51 500/WEEK

Raise all the money your

group needs by sponsoring

a VISA fundraiser on your

campus. No investment &
very little time needed.

There's no obligation, so

why not call for informa-

tion today. Call 1-800-323-

8454 x 95.

www.movieposter.com
Vintage-Current

(416)391-0133

ROOMMATE WANTED

Student wanted to

share four bedroom with

three females at Alpine

Commons. $300/monthly,

utilities included. 253-

1824

ROOM FOR REMT

1 room available on

Main St. Very close to

town. On bus route. 21 +

please. Call 259-9282

Roommates needed for

house on Hobart Lane.

$270/month. Call

Rich/Adam 548-7972.

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need help?

Call Birthright of Amherst

area for free testing and

assistance. 549-1906

TRAVEL

GUATEMALA: Learn

Spanish and help Mayan
children. Write: Rural

Education Project, P.O. Box

9534, North Amherst, MA
1 059 _
EARN FREE TRIPS &

CASH!
CLASS TRAVEL needs

students to promote

Spring Break 1998! Sell 15

trips and travel free!

Highly motivated stu-

dents can earn a free

trip & over $10,000!

Choose Cancun, Bahamas,

Mazatlan, Jamaica or

Florida! North America's

largest student tour opera-

tor! Call Now! 1-800-838-

6411

TRAVEL

Port Antonio Jamaica

Seaside Cottages

Real Jamaican

Neighborhood

$150AA/eek

367-9350

SPRING BREAK
Largest selection of Spring

Break destinations includ-

ing cruises! Group dis-

counts and free trips avail-

able Epicurean Tours 1-

800-231 -4FUN

Spring Break Take 2"

hiring Reps! Sell 15. Take

2 free. Hottest destina-

tions! Free parties, eats,

and drinks! Sunsplash 1-

800-426-7710 or

www.sunsplashtours.com

WANTED
Calculus Tutor for 127

Will pay$. Please call

Laura 548-8890

Needed: Two Elton

John Tickets Make me
an offer. 545-0179

Sell/Trade your preowned

games and systems. Call

Let's Play at 549-4505
, 1

j
Place your
Classified

|
HERE.

Call 545-3500
Or

Visit us in the

• Campus Center.

Personals Policy Rates
1 All personal* MUST be proofread by Colh$un dftf>

siiied emplovee* before payment and acceptance of

me classified.

2 Last names MAY NOT be used in personals ONLY
first names and initials are allowed. The only excep-

tions are for birthday or congratulations personals, in

which case the full name may be used

\ Phone numbers are not allowed in personals NO
EXCEPTIONS

A Addresses are not allowed in personals, this meani
dorm room numbers as well

5 Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are

not acceptable Personals of a vindictive or libelous

nature are not acceptable Personals may not be

used tor the purpose of harassment.

6. Profanity may not he used in personal*.

7. The personals taction 's i»" personals only The per-

sonals section m<tv NOT rte used tu sell items, MVh
roommates, advertise meeting Ml

8. Ml personals mutt RAM thi- name Signature and

UMass I D number of the student
1 plating the as

filled in on the insertion ordei Nun students must

provide a valid driver's license and the license ntffV

* ber must be recorded on the insertion or fj

talse identification or mhrepresewiauon is subteC! to

penalties under the law

4 The Collegian reserves the right Id refuse Oi to edil

any personal that does not meet the Cotkftin I Main-

dards in accordance with the ilatuti

Commonwealth of MMMchtfMBl

Students

20<£ per word/day

All others

40tf per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
Ptaast] write tltMflv and

fasWy. We are not responsible for errors result-

inn from illegible handwriting or tvpe.

Standard Headings
ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT (PA.

ENTERTAINMENT
FOR SALE

FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

UU JNISjC$LLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET .
'

TRAVEL.., ,n|
TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

WEDNESDAY. OCT. 8

Clinic — Intramural Volleyball

Officials' Clinic at 6 p.m. in Boyden.

room 249.

Dunce — Israeli folk dancing in

Grayson/Orchard Hill from 8:30-9:15

p.m. teaching session, 9:15-10:00 p.m.

review. Come learn how, no experi-

ence necessary. Sponsored by Hillel.

Discussion — "Tainted Blood?" a

panel discussion on discrimination

and FDA blood regulations sponsored

by the Pride Alliance (formerly the

LBGA) will be held at 7:30 p.m. in

the Student Union Ballroom. For

more information call 545-0154,
e-mail at lbga@stuaf.umass.edu or

stop bv the Student Union, room
41 3B.

"

Lecture — AnnaMaria Petrioli

Tofani, noted museum administrator,

curator, art historian, teacher and visit-

ing professor at Smith College this fall,

will talk about artwork conservation

projects at the museum she directs in

Italy, at a public lecture at 7:30 p.m. in

the Wright Hall auditorium. Smith

College.

Meeting — The Student Health

Advisory Board is holding a general

meeting at 5:30 p.m. in 302 UHS. All

are welcome.

Performance — The Not Ready For

Bedtime Players are having their first

performance at 8 p.m. at the Southside

room (upstairs from Antonio's in

Hampden Southwest.)

THURSDAY, OCT. 9

Coffee House — "Queer Coffee: ;t

different flavored bean" a coming-out

day coffee house sponsored b\ the

Pride Alliance will be held at 7 p.m. in

the Campus Center Grad Lounge. For

more information call 545-0154.

e-mail at lbga@stuaf.umass.edu, or

stop by the Student Union, room
413B.

Meeting — Volunteers needed to

plan a week of events for World AIDQ
Day. The first planning meeting is at 7

p.m in the Campus Center, room 1 74.

Meeting — An informational meet-

ing about the Walt Disney World
College Program will be held at 7 p.m.

in Bartlett 65. There will be represen-

tatives on campus interviewing for the

spring semester. For more information,

call Tara at 546-1623 or 256-1 354.

Poetry Reading — Mark Strand

reads his poetrv at 8 p.m. at Memorial

Hall.

Race — Intramural cross-country

race at the tunnel on Boyden fields.

Sign-in from 3-5:45 p.m.. race begins

at 4 p.m. sharp.

Rally — National Coming Out Day

rally at noon on the Student Union

steps. For more Information, call

545-01 54 or visit the Pride Alliance in

the Student Union, room 41 5B.

FRIDAY, OCT. 10

Sen-ice — Kol Nidrei Yoni Kippur

evening services at 7 p.m. in the

Student Union Ballroom. Sponsored

by Hillel.

NOTICES
Computer Orientation — Students.

faculty, and staff interested in using

the computers at the Foreign

Language Resource Center are

encouraged to attend a computer ori-

entation of Friday, Oct. 10, 17 or 24.

The free one-hour sessions begin at 3

p.m. in Herter 19. Enrollment is lim-

ited. For more information and to

register, contact Irene at 545- 0950

or check out www.umass.edu/langc-

tr.

Contest — Spectrum Fine Art and

Literary Magazine is now holding a

cover contest. The winner will have

their artwork printed on the 97/98

issue The final deadline is Dec. 2 at 5

p.m. Pick up an entry form in the

Student Union, room 406E or just

bring the artwork by.

Course — The Interdepartmental

Program in film studies is offering a

Certificate in film studies to all

majors (equivalent to a minor).

Includes six courses in film/video

studies. For more information and to

fill out an application, stop by the

office in 101 South College or call

545-3659. Office hours Monday and

Wednesday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.. Tuesday

and Thursday 10 a.m.-5 p.m.. Friday

8 a.m.-2 p.m. Or visit the webpage:

www.umass.edu/film.

Course — The Amherst Tobacco

Control Program is sponsoring a free

four week class to quit smoking by

using hypnosis in combination with

proven cessation techniques. It will be

held on Monday nights from 7-9 p.m.

starting Oct. 20 at downtown
Amherst location. Preregister by Oct.

15 by calling 256-4077. Limited to

35 participants.

Final Exam Schedule — The Fall

'97 Final Examination Schedule will

be available beginning Friday. Oct.

17. Copies will be delivered to stu-

dents in the residence halls, and will

be available to off-campus students in

the Registrar's office (213

FYls are public service announcements
printed daily. To submit an FYI, please

send a press release containing alf perti-

nent information, including The name
and phone number of the contact person

to the Collegian, c/o the Managing Editor

by noon the previous day.

Whitniore). It will also be available

on the World Wide Web beginning

Wednesday. Oct. 1 at http://www-

ureg.admin.umass.edu.

Internships — Environmental
internships offered. Campaigns this

semester include: Hunger and
Homelessness, Pesticides, Endangered

Species, Updated Bottle Bill and
Campaign Finance Reform. Looking

for motivated students to take leader-

ship positions. Call MassPIRG at

545-0199 or stop by 423A Student

Union.

Notice — The women's basketball

team is looking for managers for the

upcoming season. Reliability and a

significant time commitment are

required. If interested, please call

Scott Fuuifeat 545-2726.
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Daily Ustings sponsored by: fM1K SUM* Full Menu 'till I am $ NRlULi

4 1 ROl TWOOP WALK • AMHIH'-I
253-4040

HSCN Bulletin

Board

Hartford

Boston

Boston

Springfield

Movie Ch.

Hartford

IO

II

ia
13
14
14
17
IB

CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57

HSCN
UPN/20
Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
International

UMass Academic TV
HSCN Programming

TV-19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

81 CNN
84 CNN SI

88 Headline News
SB UCTV
87 TBS

am bet

Bl TV Land

3D Univision

31 Comedy Central

3B Cartoon

Much Music

41 BOITWOOl) wAl) • -SMItr RS T

This week's
$1 drink:

Tom Collins

WEDNESDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
WVIT
WTIC

WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
A4E
CNN
COM
DISC
ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK
SCIFI

TLC
TNT

USA
HBO

o

e>

MAX
SHOW

12 Wishbone «

News «

4

S News «

Full House ¥
Major League Baseball

10

Married... With ICheers I
Major League Baseball

22

6

20

»

6:00 6:30
Business Rpt. Newshour With Jim Lehrer tr

CBS News

CBS News

Inside Edition

Extra 1
ABC News Inside Edition

BoyWor ld

Judge Judy .TT

Home Imp. | Simpsons T
Major League Baseball

Creatures

NewsE
Reel TV I
Family Matters

Business Rpt

ABC News

Mad Abo. You

Family Matters

Northern Exposure X
WoridView « ICuba-RevduT

TompfcinsSq [Mate-Laugh

Wlngt 'Wings Over the Gu ll

Up Close

Supermarket

MTV Live

Figure It Oul

Twilight Zone "Death Ship" f
Hometime[Rj

SportscsntsT

7:00 7:30

Fresh Prince

News

Ent. Tonight

Seinfeld «

Wheel-Fortune

Real TV X
Ent Tonight

Scientific American Frontiers

Nanny X |Murphy Brown

Chronicle K
Fresh Prince

Jeopardy! X.

Grace Under

Hard Copy %
FratierX

Jeopardy!!!

Newshour With Jim Lehrer J
Seinfeld X
Seinfeld <r

Coach K

Frasier X
Frasier I
Coach n

Law a Order X
Moneyline X
Dairy Show (Ft)

Gimme Shelter

Crossfire ft

Stein's Money

C - Campus

8:00

Nanny I
Spin City X
Sister, Sister

Tony DamsX

8:30

Murphy Brown

Dharma-Greg

Smart GuyX
Built to LastX

Sentinel 'Sleeping Beauty" X
Tony Dania X IBulitto Last

X

9:00 9:30
Dealing With the Demon

Public Eye (In Stereo) X
Public Eye (In Stereo) X
Drew Carey X
Wayans Bros.

3rd Rock-Sun

Ellen X
Steve Harvey

Working X
Star Trek: Voyager (In Stereo)

3rd Rock-Sun [Working X

10:00 10:30

OCTOBER 8, 1997

Dealing With the Demon

Chicago Hope (In Stereo) X
Dealing With the Demon
News."

Chicago Hope (In Stereo) X
Primetime Live X News «

News Star Trek: Next Gener

Lew I Order "Denial" X
News Tlapd Vibe

Law 4 Order Denial" X
Major League Baseball Playoffs: American League Championship Series Game 1

~ [3rd Rock-Sun

Teams TBA

Tony Dana 1 1 Built to Last X
Scientific American Frontiers

Spin City X IDtiarma-Greg

Sentinel "Sleeping Beauty" X
e«t* "Rati Man

1
11968, Drama) Dustm Hoffman, Tom Cruise

Biography Hadrian

Prime News X IBurden-Prool

lWorklngX

Van Clibum International Piano Competition

Drew Carey X |
Ellen X

Law It Order Denial" X
|Foto-Novetas

Star Trek: Voyager (In Stereo)

Primetime Live X
ITA'S'H X

American Justice (R)

Larry King Live X
*** "An American Werewoll in iondon"(1961) David Naughton

Debt

Viewers

Tiny Tomi

Kung Fu: Legend

Bavwatch "Sky Rider"

Hometime (R)

Sayjt, Fight It, Cure H (R)

Bestof MTV (In Stereo)

(RJ
[

Wild Discovery: bnow

IPBA Bowling Ebonite Challenge (Live)

Cure n !R\ IMyst*

Doug X
Time Tra» "Photo Finish'' (R) X
Home Again |Home Again

Ion & Clark Superman

Highlander: The Series (Rj X

(-D

** "Ace Ventura When Nature Calfs" (1995) Jim Carrey. 'PG- 13'

** "8oflus"(1996. Fantasy) Whoopi Goldberg (In Stereo) 'PG' X
'Shadow Zone The Untoad Exprvst" [ 1996) Chauncey LeopafoV

Discover Magazine "War" (R)

20th Century "Gambling Mania"

World Today X
South Park (R) [Make-Laugh

Golf: Wonderful World of Golf

Who's Alraid ol Beers (R)

"With Hamtut Intent" ( 1 993, Suspense) Joan Van Ant

Bloopers

Countdown to the 10 Spot

Happy Days IBewitched

Real World S

I Love Lucy X
Austin Stories

11:00 11:30

Late Show J

Late Show X
Nightline X

[Tonight Show

Tonight Show

Simpsons X
Tonight Show

Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

News X [NightHne X
Seinfeld X ICheers X
***'?

Law & Order

im ftg Man" (1970)

Sports IHua.

Daily Show

Wager'

Moneyline I

Justice Files (R)

Stain's Money

Sportscenter X
Homicide: Life on the Street X

«'A "Son or Pracula"(l943, Horror) Lon Chaney Jr..

Odd Couple X
Oddville, MTV
Taxi X
Time Trax

Lovekne

Newhartlt

Photo Finish"PHanging Cofflna (R) |Cloae Encountaw IWondr-Weathr |Saa Tek ("

,

iv rVtofil Fever" (1977, Drama) John Travolta, Karen Lynn Qomey. \*t "Staying AKve" (1983, Drama) John Travolia"

Walker. Texas Ranger I | "Buby Jean and Joe" [1996. Drama) Tom SeUeck. (In Stereo) X |Silk Stslkings Family Affairs'

1996,Comedy) Tom Arnold. PG' |t-t* That Thing rouOor (1996) Tom Everett Scott. 'PfTS"o "CbiyooT (1996, Comedy) Tom Arnold. PG' !«-»* ~Tm m
t« "To Die For"(l995, Satire) Ncole Kidman (In Stereo) 'P7¥

T* "Extreme Measures" (1996. Suspense) Hugh Grant. 'R' I
'An OccasionalHW (1996) Tom Berenger. 'Fnjj

~ |Fast Track XDead Man's Gun

Execution

Tflimiritfr."

'GoM Coast"
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Bruno By C. Baldwin
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Robotman By Jim Meddick
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Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dilbert By Scott Adams
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Thatch By Jeff Shesol Mallard Fillmore By Bruce Tinsley
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MULTI-
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Horoscopes
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) —

Take care that you characterize oth-

ers accurately today, or you may
find that you are portrayed rather

unromantically on the grapevine.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) —
This is a good day for you to prove

yourself in some way — though not

so much to others. It is time for you

to believe in yourself!

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — You must be sure to support

someone else freely today, without

being seen as a corrupting influ-

ence. Be sensitive, careful.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|«n. 19)

— Others may be surprised by the

depth you display today in a situa-

tion which others may take very

lightly. Not everything is a joke to

you!

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) —
Your moment in the spotlight is

likely to be brief today, but you can

take full advantage of it and maxi-

mize your rewards. Be creative!

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) —
You may be looking for the wrong

kind of outlet, which explains why

it is so difficult for you to find.

Trust that the right thing will come
along.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
So far, so good — or so the experts

are telling you, at any rate. You
have the feeling, however, that you

can do a little better.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
You may find yourself wishing you

were somewhere else today. Why
not stray a little from your current

path? Real risks are few.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20) —

You must make a quick decision at

some point today that is likely to

affect more people than you can

count. Trust your instincts!

CANCER (|une 21-July 22) —
On no account should you allow

yourself to get mixed up in someone

else's personal affairs today. Danger

certainly lurks there'

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) — No
one knows as well as you just where

you are headed, and yet you may-

feel a little bit lost today. Do not

panic; this is temporary!

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) —
Today, ease into something that will

grow in complexity and difficulty.

Pace yourself, and be sure to save

energy for the most critical

moments.

Close to Home By John McPherson

: Orv fim PAPER
roR DADDY

f

Mrs frj

~t of the JT>*iy

44 I'm not a vegetarian because

I love animals; I am a vege-

tarian because I hate plants. ^
-A. Whitney Brown

M&gf* C «' JoM UrPhtnoVOol Cy J"n*,MI Prat SyracM io-e

Bizarre though it was, the Merkles had stumbled

onto a system for picking stocks that netted them
$11,761 in just five months.

Today#s P.C. Menu
Call 343-2626 for mora Information.

Franklin

LUNCH
Grilled Chicken Sandwich

Hot Pastrami on Rye
Ravioli

Vegan Ravioli

DINNER
Roast Pork

Chili Cheese Puff

Quarter Pound Burger

Quarter Pound Swiss Burger

Worcester

ACROSS
1 Lump together
6 Srvne

1 1 Cover
1 4 Major artery
1 5 Crowd
16 Bauxite, eg
1 7 Scarier about
18 Keyboard

instrument
1 9 Wooden pin

20 A — for news
22 Stadium
24 Unconventional
28 Withdraws

formally
30 Team member
31 Shopping —
32 Items for

31 -Across
33 Certain social

situation
37 Nest-egg mits

36 Utah canyon
39 Type of

Buddhism
40 Large flower

43 Hurt
45 Black
46 Rough
47 The spice of

We -
*

50 Oil derived from
flax

51 Soaring
52 Pirate captain
53 School of

whales

54 Charactenstic
57 Fencing swords
62 Ballpark

official

63 Third rock from
the sun

64 Rosie's
fastener

65 Goddess of the
dawn

66 Thick
67 Like

marked-down
bread

DOWN
1 Vapor
2 Spoil

3 Bobby of Ihe
NHL

4 Shoshonean
5 Plains Indians
6 Oct. 31 figure

7 Folk knowledge
8 Work unit

9 Nabokov novel
10 Threatened
11 Walked with a

swinging gait

1 2 Castle or Cara
1 3 Painter of

ballerinas

21 Rower's need
23 Cattail, e.g.

24 Eye's nerve
25 Plant life

26 "— Attraction''

27 "So long!"

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

TILMU D

IlI^QTlf-i I4iYiEJ.il Id C4 EH:! 1=1

Haras EsrawEi
I IRISITIDTOIWINI

nraa staas
ldIlL4M MHD14W 3HHD
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1 0-8-97 © 1987 United f eMure Syndicate

28 Like Tabasco
sauce

29 Sea eagle
31 Craftily

33 Salty
34 Sky color
35 On edge
36 Finished
38 Soak up
41 Explorer

Ericson
42 Helped a felon
43 Is curious
44 NATO relative

46 Spanish hero

El —
47 Fuzzy
48 San Antonio

tourist site

49 Frolics

50 Supple
52 Young foxes
55 "Norma —

"

56 Prince Valiant's

son
58 Cherry seed
59 A Gabor sister

60 Sushi -bar
selection

61 Sault — Marie

LUNCH
Grilled Chicken

Fettucini 6t Tomato/Meat Sauce

Lentil Chili

DINNER
Roast Pork

Cheese Spinach Strudel

Savory Stuffed Peppers

Pastabilities

Hampshire
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Macaroni and Cheese

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

DINNER
Pineapple Ham Steak

Turkey Divan

Berkshire

LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Seafood Salad in Sundried Tomato Wrap
Grilled Portabella Mushrooms

Grilled Portabella Mushrooms w/ Cheese

DINNER
Roast Pork

Cheese Spinach Strudel

Hot & Spicy Vegetable Pasta

Pastabilities
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TV band hell;

Uncle Bill on

Capital Hill
Iowa went into Ohio St. this past

weekend and was like, "Oh, yeah.

\\ e'rt Iowa. We have to choke."

And so the) did.

So out of the cornfields of Iowa.

Stories of running backs with legs

of steel and flaxen hair, 50-point

blowouts and hopes of Orange
Bowl glory fall by the wayside at

the hands of the mighty Buckeyes,

lust like they always do.

So now the focus is in State

College, Pa. this weekend. That's

where the fired-up Buckeyes are on

Saturday to face Penn St. — every

poll-haters No. 1

.

Given my feelings on the Big

Ten (remember last week? I said

any team that beats two Top 10

teams and is undefeated and on top

of the Big Ten should be No. 1),

I uke Meredith
on

College Football

this game — to me — should be the

battle for the top spot in the polls.

Florida is a great team, but that's

how 1 feel.

Speaking of Florida, they'll romp
in Baton Rouge, where a jacked-up

LSU team will be no match for the

sheer talent of the Gators.

Booty Schwag of the Week
Award...

The fine gentlemen at ABC get

the honored Booty Schwag this

week.

Check this out. I'm in Methuen.

getting things ready for P.J.'s (my
dad) 50th birthday blowout sur-

prise party extravaganza. 1 have a

few hours in the afternoon to kill,

and I had made sure I could catch

at least the first half of the

lowa-OSU game. And what hap-

pens 7

Both ABC stations that you can

pick up in the Merrimack Valley (a

media hotbed, to be sure) are show-

ing the Notre Dame-Stanford
game.

Let's review. Okay. Notre Dame
sucks. Stanford, despite its status

as matriculation grounds for

Chelsea Clinton, is a lower-level

Top 25 squad, destined for a slot in

a bowl sponsored by a lawn care

company. Plus, college football is

best enjoyed when you can see a

game where they have 100,00
wackos screaming for their school.

The atmosphere at the Stanford

game was yawn-tastic.

Iowa is steamrolling. Ohio St. is.

well. Ohio St.

I would just like TV Land (that's

what bitter people like me call tele-

vision) to know people don't care

so much about Notre Dame that

you can put them on TV, over a

game with two Top 10 teams, and

get ratings.

I don't care about Notre Dame,
because they suck. If they didn't

suck. I'd watch them. But they do.

so I don't.

(PS. Dear Mr. Keith |ackson.

You're still wicked awesome).

Uncle Bill's line of the week...

Mv uncle Bill is 57 this week.
(Yeah. Uncle Bill). He lives in

Washington. D.C. and works at

Delta Airlines. He's also a huge
football fan. We were talking a lit-

tle football when the following

exchange enlightened us all.

Luke: "Ron Powlus is a poor
man's Heath Shuler."

Uncle Bill: "And Heath Shuler is

the worst quarterback I've ever

Men in my life."

He then told me a joke about a

dairy tanner and his secretary, but

we won't get into that just yet.

Friends of the Program "Inside

Tip" pick of the week (2-2)...

Okay, so Tennessee didn't cover.

Look I'm sorry.

And this week, I see no locks. So

I'm going to an old friend who has

won for me already. Clemson is a

lis point favorite at home against

Virginia this week.

\ irginia ain't too good. Give me
the Tigers, and a little luck so I

don'l end up 2-9 when my little

college football run ends for good
in November.
Then you'll be giving me the

"Booty Schwag."

Luke Meredith is a Collegian

columnist.

Sports Notice

Look for the

Collegian 's Hockey
East Preview issue.

Coming to you on
October 30.

UMass looking to bust up BU
By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

After a pair of tough road losses,

the Massachusetts field hockey
team will try to even out its record

tonight at Boston University. The
Minutewomen will face the Terriers

at 7 p.m. at Nickerson Field.

The game will give UMass (5-6,

2-0 Atlantic 10) the chance to put

its record on an even keel.

However, it will be a tough chal-

lenge, considering BU (5-4, 3-0

America East) is usually on similar

footing as UMass. In fact, the

all-time series record between the

two schools is a close 9-6-1 in the

Minutewomen's favor.

Another challenge for UMass

will be how thev bounce back off a

road trip to North Carolina that

saw the Minutewomen drop con-

tests to the Tar Heels. 10-2. and

Wake Forest.

lunior Vicky Browne, who was
credited with an assist on
lohnston's goal at North Carolina,

sits second on the team with five

goals and seven

lunior Erica

lohnston tallied

one goal against

UNC to

increase her

team-high goal

total to 12.

Freshman Sally

Russo connect-

ed on just her

first collegiate

UMas
Heels.

Field flSCev

Massachusetts v.

Boston University

goal to finish

scoring against the Tar

lohnston leads the team In

scoring as well, with 25 points.

assists for 17

points.
Sophomore
Chris Millbauer

scored UMass'
only goal
against theDemon
Deacons to up
her season total^^^^^^^^
to four, which

puts her third on the team in that

category.

Defensively, despite past week-

Turn to FIELD HOCKEY, page 9

UM face BC at AC;
young Eagles in town
By Jim Ertringhom

Collegian Correspondent

The Massachusetts water polo

team will put its 15-4 record on the

line tonight, taking on Boston College

at the Amherst College pool at 7 p.m.

This will be the Minutemen's last

home-away-from-home match of the

season, and there

are a few interest-

ing aspects to this

cross- state rivalry.

This match has

something of a stu-

dent vs. teacher

subplot; Eagles

coach G.T. Ladd is

an alumnus of the

UMass water polo

program, and
played under coach Russ Yarworth.

Also, along with a former

Minuteman, BC boasts some players

who were actually recruited by

"We're the four-time [Eastern
|

champs," Yarworth said. "So, teams

always get psyched up to play us."

Along with being aware of the

opponent's abilities and potential,

Yarworth continues to emphasize the

importance of constant self-improve-

ineiit. Despite his team's successful

record thus far, he continues to urge

his players to

Water Polo

Massachusetts

vs. Boston College

Amherst College, 7:00 p.m.

such as

recruit

freshman NoahUMass.
Lander.

The Eagles are fielding a young

squad this year, and that should bode

well for the UMass, but Yarworth is

taking nothing for granted.

"They have a lot of good freshmen,

they are much improved over last

year," Yarworth said. "And they are

still progressing."

Another possible problem for

UMass may be BC's adrenaline and

excitement. A confidence-building

victory over Harvard — a problemat-

ic opponent for the Eagles in recent

years — could have some spillover

effect, while the level of competition

may prompt BC to push themselves

harder than usual.

strive for further

progress.

For instance,

Yarworth stress-

es the impor-
tance of defense-

not only in

tonight's match,

but also in

upcoming match-

es.

"We want to play a tough defense."

Yarworth said. "Our offense has been

sputtering of late, but if we play good

defense, the offense will come
around... and we want to play a total

team defense.

"We'd like to be a little sharper

with our ball control and ball move-

ment. In our last two games we've

had 14 shots, but we've also had

fourteen turnovers."

Both contests were, incidentally.

Minuteman victories.

Yarworth has voiced another con-

cern, albeit a small one about home
pool advantage, but above all else, he

sings the praise of team unity.

"I'm always a little worried at home
games — the players get very excited

performing in front of their friends,"

Yarworth said. "1 want to emphasize

team play, because no single player

can win a championship alone."

Senior Sharon Hughes and the Massachusetts field

Boston University today.

leant loon lu
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get back to the .500 mark at

Attention all Collegian Sports writers!

There will be a mandatory meeting

tonight at 7 p.m. in the newsroom at

113 Campus Center basement. For

more information, call Luke Meredith

at 545-1851.

UMass looks for Ram-ming speed
By Jackie Leroux

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts men's soccer team is begin-

ning to fully come together. The Minutemen have

played beyond most people's expectations this

season, with upset wins over No. 22 New
Hampshire and No. 9 Boston

University. ^^^^^^^m^
With a record of 7-2-1.

UMass is ranked No. 22 in the

nation, and No. 1 in the New
England region. Senior forward

Mike Butler has already been

named a Atlantic 10 Player of

the Week and freshman for-

ward Seth Lilburn has been

named A-10 Rookie of the

Week.
aaaamssBBSiaBBBBB]

UMass will put their recent improvements to

the test today when they take on the Atlantic 10

rival Rhode Island today at 5:50 p.m. at Totman

Men's Soccer

No. 22 UMass
vs. Rhode Island

Field. Today's game is a must win situation for

the Rams, and with a record of 4-8-0 (2-2-0 in

the A-10). they need to get a win in order to stay

alive in the conference.

They are going to be coming at us," UMass
coach Sam Koch said. "It's going to be a battle...

it's always a battle with them, always a one point

game. It's definitely one of the bigger games of

our season."

^^^^^^^^m The Minutemen. however,

have a personal vendetta with

the Rams. Last year. URI put

an end to UMass' season, with

a 1-0 win on Nov. 2. The loss

dashed all hopes of the

Minutemen advancing to the

A-10 postseason tournament.

Rhode Island's attack will be

led by senior forwards Brian
^™'M^^^™ Tucker, and Troy Robinson.

fucker is leading the team with nine points on

two goals and one assist.

last Sunday, the Minutemen put forth their

best effort this year with a shutout of Temple

University. With spectacular offensive play and a

solid defense, UMass beat the then No. 19 Owls

by a 4-0 score.

Koch felt it was the team's best showing this

year.

"It was a 4-0 shellacking," Koch said. "Not

even worrying about the score, we moved the ball

well, we played very well as a team, and everyone

was involved."

Improvement has been the name of the game

for UMass. Their defense has gotten better

although they are still looking to tighten things up
— meanwhile, the offense of the Minutemen has

exceeded even the expectations of Koch.

"We've been really impressed with the overall

team play over the last couple of games." Koch

said. "Offensively. I didn't expect us to be scor-

ing, be creating as many chances, and having as

many dangerous weapons as we have been.

"Defensively, we are getting better, but we still

need to tighten things up, and cut down on the

scoring opportunities we are allowing our oppo-

nents."

Problem with authority;

UM looks to down Army
By Justin Rudd
Collegian Correspondent

The Massachusetts women's ten-

nis team will be looking for their

second consecutive win with a vic-

tory over Army today, with the

Minutewomen coming into today's

match-up with a rain-out at

Colgate and a win at St. lohn's.

The two teams will be battling it

out on the Upper Boyden Courts

this afternoon at 2:30 p.m.

UMass

record on the season.

UMass should be approaching the

Upper Boyden battlefield with the

utmost in confidence today when
they face Army. The Cadets are I

squad loaded with underclassmen,

and are led by captain Amanda
Scntelle. the lone senior on a squad

that features si\ sophomores.

luniors Elizabeth Scherer, Khanh

Diep and Melissa Kaiser round out

the list of upperclassmen. who have

stabilized this young Cadet team.

Armv is coached

defeated St.

lohn's on
Monday by a

6-1 score.

Suffering just

one defeat in

singles play, the

Minutewomen
dominated the

courts. When it

came to dou-

Women's Tennis.

Massachusetts

vs. Army
Upper Boyden, 2: SO p.m.

bv Illinois alum
Major Paul Peck,

who is in his

third season as

coach at West
Point.

Minutewomen
Notes: freshman
Robvn Lebovitz

of Marietta, Ga.
Ii.is made a sub-

bles play, losing just one match, the

women of UMass reiterated their

singles play action.

The doubles teams of lackie

Braunstein/Robyn Lebovitz and

Lana Gorodctskaya/Emily Wegncr
both defeated their opponents by a

8-6 score, and consequently, all

four were double winners on the

day for the Minutewomen. With the

win, UMass improves to a 4-2

stantial, and pleasantly surprising,

impact for the Minutewomen this

season. In the past five matches,

lebovitz has lost just one singles

match, and two doubles matches.

Recently at the Eastern

Championships in Princeton, N.|.,

the freshman advanced to the MP
ond round and. unfortunately, fell

to an experienced Princeton native,

Turn to TfNNIS. page 9
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Junior Marie Christine Caron and the Minutewomen will volley to

Army today on the Upper Boyden Courts at 2:30 p.m.

Guru oh guru;

NHL is back,

JK picks 'em
Hear ye, oh. hear ye! Court is in

session.

I. the undersigned puckhead and

hockey guru do hereby proclaim all

said in this NHL preview will be

half-truths, none of the frcakin"

truth and nothing but the blessed

truth... so. help us. Bobby Orr.

Can I get a "yay" from the assem-

bly? Hear ye!

On with the puck predictions for

the 1997-98 NHL season:

Eastern Conference

Some people might curse the day

when they had their share of Philly

cheese steak subs, but even after last

season's Stanley Cup collapse to

Detroit. I still have to go with the

Flyers for the conference champi-

Jorma Kanaanen

onship.

And hey, they have a ex-Bruin as

a coach now in Wayne Cashman —
so that can't hurt, eh?

I swallowed a big. fat, greasy steak

sub with all the works when the

Flyers nose-dived faster than the

career of Kevin Stevens in the

Finals, but the taste of victory will

beat out the agony of the cholesterol

in the long run.

As if Philadelphia needed any
more help (well, actually they did.

because they would have won the

Cup if they didn't need it, numb-
skull!), the additions of Tampa Bay's

Chris Gratton through the trade for

former Legion Of Doom-er Mikael

Renberg (it's sad to see him go), and

youngster Vaclav Prospal boosts the

lineup immensely.

And don't forget about "The Big

E," super-everything Eric Lindros.

and a center corps averaging over
6'2" in height, who can hurt you
with more than a right-hander in the

mush. A possible trade for

Edmonton's Curtis )oseph. who
saved the Oilers last year in the play-

offs against Dallas, or Toronto's
Felix "The Cat' Potvin will shore up
the goalie position after the
Hextall-Snow Finals implosion.

But, they might have to give up
my fellow countryman Janne
Niinimaa to get one of those goalies,

so I send a message in a bottle to

Turn to PUCK, page 9
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Autumn signals

the end ot re-runs

on television. The
Collegian has taken

the work out of

watching with a tall

preview guide (see

Arts & Living, page

5).

lunior lake

Brodsky and the
men's soccer team
defeated Rhode
Island 2-0 yester-

day (see Sports,

page 14).

WORLD

Final results confirm

no winner in Serbia

BELGRADE, Yugoslavia (AP) —
Serbia's recent presidential elections

produced no clear winner, forcing

election officials yesterday to call for

another vote.

An extreme nationalist edged
Slobodan Milosevic's neo-communist
candidate in the weekend race, but

turnout was so low a rerun must be

held, final results confirmed yester-

day.

Vojislav Seselj, whose paramilitary

troops fought in support of rebel

Serbs in Croatia and Bosnia, won
49.1 percent of the votes Sunday.

Zoran Lilic, backed by Milosevic, the

Yugoslav president, won 4 7.9 per-

cent. The rest were invalid votes.

New elections must be held within

two months because the 48.9 per-

cent of the electorate that turned out

was short of the minimum of just

over 50 percent needed to make the

results count.

Unlike Sunday's election, which
was a runoff between the two men
who did best in the first round Sept.

21, the rerun will be open to other

candidates as well If the winner does

not get more than 50 percent of the

vote, a runoff will be held.

It was the first major defeat suf-

fered by Milosevic's Socialist party,

which won the first multi-party vot-

ing in more than four decades in

1990 and all subsequent major elec-

tions.

NATION

Serial Killer executed;

tied to four slayings

HUNTSVILLE, Texas (AP) — A seri-

al killer tied to four mutilation slay-

ings in Texas was executed yester-

day after telling victims' relatives:

"This to me is another killing and
it's not going to solve nothing."

Ricky Lee Green, 36, was pro-

nounced dead seven minutes after a

dose of lethal drugs was released

into his right arm.

In his final statement, Green
thanked "the Lord above" and
noted that he had been in prison

for 8 1/2 years and caused no trou-

ble.

"I feel I'm not a threat to society

no more," he said, speaking quietly

and slowly. "I feel my punishment is

over and now my friends and family

are being punished."

Turning to four relatives of his

victims, who watched through a

window a few feet away. Green said

he was "really sorry, but this to me
is another killing and it's not going

to solve nothing." Green, a one-

eyed radiator repairman, was con-

demned for the Dec. 27, 1986
death of Steven Fefferman, an

advertising executive with Fort

Worth television station KXAS.

Fefferman, 28, was castrated and

repeatedly stabbed with a butcher

knife at his home after he and
Green had sex, according to testi-

mony at Green's trial
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UMass ' newly renovated auditoriums getting trashed
By Tamar Carroll

Collegian Staff

Faculty members arc dismayed by

the beverage buttles, candy wrap-

pers and newspaper! itrewn about

the newlv renovated auditoriums on

the University of Massachusetts

campus.

At the last Faculty Senate Meeting

on Sept. 25, a professor who teaches

in Mahar Auditorium complained

that the building, whose two-year,

multi-million dollar renovation was

completed at the Mint ol ibis seines

ter. is ahead) suffering from spills

and trash on the floor and profes-

sors who abuse the new. state of the

art audio-visual equipment

Similarly. Professor Walter

Denny, who teaches art history in

the newly renovated Thompson 104

auditorium, has complained that stu-

dents ait leaving their trash behind

and professors are neglecting to take

care of the new microphone system.

"One week into the semester, and

the brand new carpet in Thompson
104 was already filthy and sticky,"

Denny said. "It is really heartbreak-

ing to see
"

A trip to both Mahar and
Thompson 104 by the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian this

week found stains from beverage

spills on the floor of both auditori-

ums, as well as empty cans, wrap-

pers, papers and newspapers on the

ground.

Both the professors and the stu

dents in the buildings seemed dis-

pleased with the conditions.

although they offered different solu-

tions to the problem.

Professor Katharine Vorwerk of

the psychology department, said that

she enjoys leaching in the renovated

Mahar and hates to see trash on the

ground.

"It disappoints me," Vorwerk
s;iid. "I wish that students were
more responsible and felt some
pride in the beauty of the room."

Vorwerk said she has asked her

students not to leave their trash

behind, and feels that is the best way
to keep the building clean.

"I have spoken to my students

about it several times, and I hope
they are not responsible," Vorwerk
said. "I think that reminding people

periodically of the importance of

keeping the room neat, and having

larger receptacles lor trash, will

help."

Leslie Steitnan, u senior German
major who has two classes in Mahar.

said she, too. is disappointed in how
quick!) trash and stains have built

up in the auditorium, and thinks

more custodial work is needed to

maintain Mahar.

"It upsets me. I think there should

be more janitorial work." Steinman

said. "Some of it is just accidental,

and the spills do not get cleaned

up."

lenny Spencer, president of the

Faculty Union, also feels the main
problem in keeping the rooms clean

is the size of the custodial staff.

"The problems are rcallv clear."

Spencer said. "The people in the

physical plant staff were cut so dras-

Trash strew student's feet is a coomon sight in large lecture halls.

tically, there is not enough stall to

keep up the services."

Patrick Daly, an operations man-

ager in the physical plant, said it is

true that the custodial stall docs not

have time to do heavy -dun cleaning

on a regular basis.

"With the custodial staff, we have

to do academic buildings... things

like shampooing the carpets have to

be done at the end of ever) semes-

ter, because the janitors don't have

TAMAR CARROLL COLLEGIAN

time to do it every week," Daly said.

"Heavy duty cleaning can not be

done on a regular basis based on the

current staffing level."

Turn to TRASH pag6 2

Student's blood alcohol level

found to be above legal limit

By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

lunior Adam G. Prentice's blood

alcohol level was found to be above

the 0.08 legal limit for drunk driving

in Massachusetts, according to alco-

hol toxicology reports released yester-

day,

UMass officials are still awaiting

toxicology reports about whether

Prentice was using drugs at the time

of his death.

I.uippold. who received the infor-

mation from the state chief medical

examiner, said the medical examiner

would not release the exact amount
due to policy

.

Prentice. 21, of Hyannis, died of

massive bleeding after he fell through

the roof of a campus greenhouse dur-

ing homecoming weekend.

His death is the third

alcohol-related death on college cam-

puses since the end of August.

A fraternity student at Louisiana

State Universit) and Massachusetts

Institute of Technolog) freshman
Scott krueger both died from binge

drinking.

Kruegar died on Sept. 29 after

spending three days in an alcohol

induced coma.

In light of Prentice's toxicology

reports. I diversity Chancellor David

K. Scott has put an immediate ban

on the consumption of alcohol dur-

ing tailgating at football games,
according to a press release issued

vesterdav from the University News
Office.

An alcohol ban was in place from

1988 1992 for all tailgating events

but was lifted on a trial basis five

years ago.

Last Thursday, Scott said UMass
would begin re- examining its alcohol

policies alter receiving many com-

plaints about alcohol related behavior

during Homecoming tailgating, plus

the deaths of the MIT and LSU stu-

dents.

Scott has named Associate

Chancellor Susan Pearson to head a

task force examining policies and
solutions for alcohol use and abuse.

He asked Pearson's task force to

have recommendations about cam-
pus alcohol polices to him within six

weeks

"The use and abuse of alcohol is a

problem on campuses throughout the

country, and ours in no exception,"

Scott said. "With the new informa-

tion that alcohol could have played a

part in Adam Prentice's death, we
iiuist intensity our efforts to take all

actions possible to ensure the safety

and well-being of our students, facul-

t\ and staff."

Recent stock gains are

'unrealistic,' warns Fed
By Dove Skidmore

Associated Press

LAU«N KOSKV rOLLECIAN

Pastoral study session
Students study quietly in the sun in the gardens near Durfee Conservatory yesterday afternoon

Blackout in SW; House approves abortion ban

power goes out
By Dorlene Superville

Associated Press

t approximately 2:45 p.m. yes

terday. Southwest, Tohin.

Hampshire, Berkshire, Middlesex.

Goodell anil W hitmore lost power

According to Pat Callahan ol

the Universit) oi Massachusetts

News Office. I construction crew

interfered with a main electrical

feeder line causing the loss ol

power.

Physical Plant electricians were

immediately working on the dam-

aged line. Callahan said, as ol

3:30 p.m., the Boyden and
Southwest area would have
power within three hours, while

the rest ol the buildings would be

repaired within five to six hours.

— lonathan liberty

WASHINGTON Inviting another

veto from Piesidtnl Clinton. Congress

sent the White House I bill yesterday

that would make it a crime for doctors

to perform certain late-term abortions.

Clinton vetoed S similar bill last

year. "The president's position has not

changed." a spokesman for him saiil

vesterdav. The House pasted the hill

on 296- 1 32 vote, more than two-
thmJs majority needed to override the

anticipated vote Ihc Senate has

passed the bill twice, but on neither

occasion was there a two -thirds veto

prod majority among its 100 mem
hers

Senate Majority Leader Trent Lott

(R-Miss i said yesterday he believed

there was a "real opportunity* this

year to overturn the veto.

But Rep Charles Canady (R-Fla.),

the chief sponsor, sounded a less opti

Rustic note "We lace a battle in the

Senate." he said alter the vote.

House members repeated emotional

but familiar arguments during two

bonis of debate. In the end. 217

Republicans joined 79 Democrats to

approve the Senate-passed bill. Voting

against it were 123 Democrats, eight

Republicans and one Independent Six

members did not vote

Supporters of the ban said the pro-

cedure is "heinous," comparable to

Infanticide, and that there is no incd-

kallv jUStiflaMt reason to use it.

Democrats countered that the

Republican majontv was hunting fol S

campaign issue and was playing poli-

tics frith women's health Other! saul

the locus on one procedure wouldn't

do anything to reiluce abortions

nationwide,

WASHINGTON federal

Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan

said vesterdav the econom) has been

on an "unsustainable track," sending

shivers through Wall Street Stock

prices slumped alter his comments.

though the) regained some ground

later

In closely watched testimony

before Congress, Greenspan said it

would be "unrealistic" to expect

Stock market gains anv where near

mote of the past two years.

And hinting of possibl) higher

interest rates. Greenspan said grow-

ing demand for SCtrCC labor coukl

drive up wages, and eventual!) con

sumer prices, and that risks short-cir-

cuiting the economy's 7 l/2-year-oid

expansion

"A re-emergence ol inflation is.

without question, the greatest threat

to sustaining what has been I bal

need economic expansion virtually

without parallel in recent decades,"

he sold the House lsudgel Committee.

The stock market's most-watched

btiomelei slumped in response, even

though, as usual, the central bank

chairman left vague the timing of anv

interest rate increase timed at cool

ing Speculation on Wall Street anil

inflation pressures on Main Street

The Dow fonts average shed 115

points immediately after Greenspan

Spokt. It closed dOWH 83. 25 points at

8.095.06. Bond prices plunged, too.

The yield on the 30-yeai freasurj

bond, considered a benchmark for

mortgage rates, jumped from a 20-

month low of 6.23 percent on
Tuesday to 6.36 percent yesterday.

The yield moves in the opposite

direction from prices.

Though delivered in plainer lan-

guage. Greenspan's latest warning

provoked a somewhat milder

response than his now-famous mus-

ing in December over "irrational exu-

berance" in the markets. His latest

comment raises the specter of signifi-

cantlv smaller increases rather than a

steep plunge in prices

"It clearly would be unrealistic to

look for a continuation of stock mar-

ket gains oi anything like the magni-

tude of those recorded in the past

couple o[ years," he said.

The Dow average had soared 2b

percent in 1996 and. before yester-

dai's pullback. it had risen 27 per-

cent this N eai. just I percent short of

the record high established Aug. b.

"I'm sure he believes the market is

overvalued, that there are speculative

excesses developing." said economist

Mark Zandi of Regional Financial

Associates m West Chester. Pa. "He

-aid that point-blank almost a year

ago and got so much grief that now
he's being I little more circumspect."

In his remarks. Greenspan ana-

Iv/ed what he sees as the most likely

source of inflationaiv pressures: the

labor market. "To be sure, job

growth slowed significantly in August

and September, but it did not slow

Turn to GREENSPAN, page 3

<t
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I feel the need, the need for speed!
Chris McDonald a junior exercise science major, trains for the UMass mountain bike race here on campus this Saturday.

Marshall
Steinbeck

Complete Auto Collision & Painting

Service

continued from page 1

Daly said that the administration

has Increased the budget for auto-

dial services for fiscal year 1998.

and so there may be some Improve-

ment.

"Fiscal year 1<^K »« •"

increased custodial budget." Duly

said. "They are trying to Increase

their efforts, and you may see some-

what of an improvement."

However, Daly said, with more

and more classrooms scheduled for

renovation on campus, the burden

on the custodial staff will Increase

bevond their means.

"We are scheduled to spend

$500,000 a year restoring class-

rooms," Daly "said. "That works Mil

to 15-20 classrooms and two audi-

toriums a year. It will put more and

more of a burden of the custodial

staff."

Daly said students will need to

take move of S role in keeping the

classrooms clean.

"The population using the class-

rooms could be a little nicer to

them." Daly said. "We'd also like to

see some effort on their part, lust

pick up your trash — that will help."

Working toward a solution

Two professors on campus hat C

begun to tackle the problem.

Denny, who also sits on the cam-

pus Classroom Improvement

Society, has written a letter to all

the professors who use Thompson
104 asking them to take better care

of the audio visual equipment and

to talk to their students about keep-

ing food and drink out of the class-

room.

"I sent .i two page letter to all the

faculty users of this room expressing

disma) that there is crud all ovei

the floor and that microphones are

left on." Derm) said. "II a professoi

doesn't turn S microphone off, or

doesn't use the facilities with care,

all this expense and all this trouble-

has been lor nothing."

Denn) lias also personallj asked

students in his class not to bring any

food or drink into Thompson 104.

"The other part is the student

problem," Dennj said. "People

equate going to S lecture to watch

ing TV, Thej bring food into the

class and don't clean up their mess

He is confident that if Students

and faculty work together, the prob-

lem can be solved.

"It is our own responsibility.'

Denny said. We can have clean

classrooms. It can be fixed, but it

hai to come from the Students and

the facult) Who are the University.''

Sara Lennox, the vice president ol

the Faculty Union, is also working

toward solving the problem by facil-

itating visits to elates in those audi-

toriums by custodial staff.

"The janitors will do a presenta-

tion to the students and help explain

10 them what is at stake," Lennox

said. "It looks like it will definiteh

happen before the end of the semes

tor."

I ennox said she hopes this will

make a difference in student-

actions.

"If it is presented to them as an

(.Ifort we arc all together in. I think

it would make an impact." Lennox

said.

Collegian
continued from page yesterday and continued tomorow
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H<*mpt>cv» Convenience Store

ctoloer ^-^pedals

$2.29

Coffee Mug
Free Cap of Coffee

Donut

$1.99

Coffee Muq
Free Cap of Coffee

Offer Goad Until October St. 1997

And available at Hampden C-Store I

$1.00 off Film Developinq
with this Coupon
^Expires 10/31/97 I

I
I

KEN MCDONALD \ COUECIAN

Faculty members fear that the newly renovated Mahar Auditorium will

soon look like this auditorium in the School of Management building.
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When something is too extreme for words, it's to the Nth degree.

And that's the level of technology you'll experience at Raytheon.

Raytheon has formed a new technological superpower - together,

Raytheon Electronic Systems, Raytheon E-Systems and Raytheon

Tl Systems are driving technology to the limit. And we're looking

for engineers who want to push the envelope. Break new

ground. Make their mark.

At Raytheon you'll take technology - and your career - to

the highest possible level. You'll take it to the Nth. We'll be

visiting your campus soon. Contact your career placement office

now to schedule an interview, or check out our website at

www.rayjobs.com.

WE'LL BE ON YOUR CAMPUS ON OCTOBER 21, 1997.

CONTACT YOUR CAREER PLACEMENT OFFICE TODAY TO SCHEDULE AN INTERVIEW.

Internet: www.rayjobs.com • E-mail: resume@rayjobs.com

US citizenship may be required. We are an equal opportunity employer.

Raytheon
Expect great things
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New steps taken

against terrorism

By George Gedda
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Hoping to

dry up support for terrorism,
Secretary of State Madeleine
Albright took steps yesterday to

block fund raising, freeze assets

and punish U.S. -based backers of
$0 foreign organizations she desig-

nated as terrorist groups.

The list included 13 Islamic

organizations in the Middle East

along with two Israeli groups. Also

on the list were a number of Asian

and latin American groups.

Albright's action was in response

to a 1996 law designed to stop

fund raising in the United States

by and on behalf of organizations

that engage in or sponsor terrorist

acts.

As of yesterday, any money that

these organizations have in the

United States will be blocked.
Also, it will be a crime to provide

money, weapons or other types of

tangible support to any of the

groups.

In addition, members and repre-

sentatives of these organizations

will be ineligible for U.S. visas and

will be subject to exclusion from

the United States.

"Our goal is to make the United

States fully a 'no-support-for-terror-

itjn' zone." Albright said in a state-

ment. "By steadily reducing the

habitat in which terrorism thrives,

we can hope to make terrorist! first

an endangered species and ultimate-

ly an extinct one," she said.

In a statement issued during a

political trip in New lersey,

President Clinton said, "The
United States is committed to fight

against those who speak the lan-

guage of terror."

Two weeks ago. the House,
impatient with the slow pace of

designating terrorist groups, voted

396-6 to cut State Department
salaries and expenses by 2 per cent

until the list was completed. The

law mandating the identification of

terrorist groups took effect 17

months ago.

House and Senate conferees

were due to take up the amend-

ment in the coming days. Rep,

Benjamin Oilman (R-N.Y.). the

House International Relations

Committee chairman, and others

complained that the State

Department was dragging its feet.

Yesterday. Oilman welcomed
Albright's announcement.

"It's too bad that a certain

amount of heat apparently was
required to generate the necessary

light in the State Department on

this important matter of national

security," he said.

Protest tells consumers

of existing sweatshops
By Julie Siegal

Collegian Staff

A "Day of Action" was orga-

nized on Saturday at the

Ingleside Mall in Holyoke to

inform consumers and retailers ot

existing sweatshops located

across the country.

Approximately 30 members ol

the Graduate Employee
Organization (GEO),
Undergraduate Employee
Organization (UEO). Pioneer

Valley Central labor Council

and students from the five-col-

lege area gathered outside the

mall and on public roads leading

to the mall to distribute leaflets

and collect signatures for peti-

tions going to President Clinton

and Congress.

"We want to make sure

Clinton tells the industry to clean

up its act." said GEO member
)on Zerolnick.

A lot of people are familiar

with past news coverage attrib-

uted to talk show host Kathie Lee

Gilford for using sweatshops in

producing her clothing line, but

the existence of sweatshops in

the U.S. is not getting the cover-

age it deserves. Zerolnick said.

"No one is for sweatshops," he

said. "People just don't know they

still exist and to what extent."

The mall "protesters-

explained to consumers that cer-

tain products made by companies

like Nike, Guess and Disney are

being made in sweatshops, with

the majority of money consumers

spend on those products going to

the people designing the clothes,

not the people making them.

Zerolnick said.

"We were clearly successful on

that point,* he said. "We let con

sinners know and the) awre real

l\ receptive
."

Most people acted concerned

and inquired about what the)

could do to help out. but negative

feedback also accompanied the

positive.

"One woman crumpled up a

leaflet and threw it at my face

and said, 'At least |shopping|

gives the kids something to do.'"

Zerolnick said.

The students distributed

leaflets outside the mall from

12-1 p.m. before police officers

stepped in and asked them to

leave. They proceeded to the road

leading to the mall where they

received support from cars and

passers by, according to

Zerolnick.

Although some students were

banned from the mall for up to

one year, Zerolnick said Saturday

was the "epitome of a peaceful

demonstration with no chanting

or yelling."

Some students also entered

certain stores before noon and

hid leaflets inside pockets of

jeans and other products made b\

companies who use sweatshops.

Zerolnick and the other

"demonstrators" said they are

satisfied with the outcome of

Saturday's event.

"The onlj way to assess 1
1 he

results | is h\ people's responses

and they were outraged by what

we had to say," Zerolnick said.

GEO and UEO will pick up

where the) left off and continue

to circulate petitions around cam-

pus and set up tables in the

Campus Center to involve the

campus community in their battle

against sweatshops.

Greenspan
continued from page 1

enough." he said. "The performance

of labor markets this sear suggests

the economy has been on an unsus-

tainable track."

The unemployment rate, at 4.9

percent in September, is near a 24-

year low. And. though some earl)

retirees, hoinemakers and Students

presumably could be lured into the

labor market, that might require pa)

increases, he said.

He conceded there's little evi-

dence of wage acceleration so far,

but warned, "to believe, however,

that wage pressures will not iniensi-

t\ ...strains credibility."

"The law of supply and demand
has not been repealed." he said.

"The question is surely when, not

whether, labor costs will escalate

more rapidly."

The central bank hasn't changed

interest rates since March 25. when

it raised its benchmark rate for

overnight loans between banks a

quarter point to 5.5 percent It

again voted to hold rates steady last

week, but Greenspan left the cleat

impression the led was prepared to

act it necessary.

"The markets, which had just

shrugged off the possibility of any

further Fed tightening, now has to

look to the great probability of a

tightening either at the next meeting

on Nov. 12 or in December." said

economist David lones of Aubrey G.

I.anston & Co. in New York.

Greenspan delivered his cautions

about the possibility for economic

and financial upset to lawmakers

already debating plans for spending

expected budget surpluses predicat-

ed on the eeonomv and stock mar-

ket continuing its stellar perfor-

mance.

Mass Hysteria!
Mike Mediros, a senior history major, and Doug Clinton, a

pre-communications and anthropology major, ask questions to

lessica Lindblom, a freshman undeclared major, Jen Doughterty, a

freshman education major and Laura Caputo, a freshman undeclared

major, by the Campus Pond yesterday.

SCHOOL SUPPLIES
*

A terrific selection of magazines, binders,

notebooks, pens, pencils, paper clips, printer cartridges, T-

shirts, art supplies, calendars, candy, toys, stationary 8r £j

the best card shop in the Valley!

A-THastingsJnc.mk 9tf— Nnndraler and SutJontr -«—*— '

'Conveniently located in the center ofAmherst'

AS South Pleasant St • 2S3-2S40

OPEN: Weekdays 5 a.m. to 9 pjru

Sunday*. S a.m. to 9 pjn.

COME DINE WITH US AT:

NORTHAMPTON
301 KING ST.

586 7237

ICY OUT OR IF VOU RE IN A RUSH,

All YOU CAN EAT Nights! #&2SV2*
TUESDAY

is Pizza
(YOUR CHOICE OF CHEESE OR FEFfEROHl, JUST *B.M)

Wednesday
k^ is Pasta
[YOUR CHOICE Of EITHER SPAGHETTI OR ZITI, JUST *3.59)

2 Large
Choose or IVpporoni
I radifonal Thin Crust

Pizzas

Only
CH 7153

RONI 7154

CH/R0 7155
Plus Tax One Coupon accept-

ed per Hem/visit or delivery

Limited delivery area $7.50

mm tor delivery delivery

| charge may apply E*P 9'"98

MIMMMUM
COLLEGE PAG

Full-time Students,
Ski or Bide both
Ohemo O Gtratton!

Purchase an Okemo/Slratton

season pass and ski or ride the

entire season at two greal

mountains—for one greal price.

Holiday period* ui \ZIWS1 - I/2/98 and 2/14 - 2/16/98 are excluded.

College students must provide full-time status with documentation from the

Registrar's office—college I.D.'s will not be accepted alone as proof of full

time status. Pass can be purchased at either Okemo or Slratton mountains.

.(IBWlRlrtdWrUIIIrt

VISIT OUR WEBSITES
www.okemo.com or www.stratton.com

OW CALL
1-800-78-OKEMO OR l-800-STRATTON

strAtton
Vermont's Mountain Resort

OKEMO

Challenge yourself...

...to reach your potential.

Put your career on thefast track with Travelers. Our

professional leadership development programs, collectively referred to as

Travelers Tracks, emphasize challenging work assignments, comprehensive

training & development, and senior management mentoring Our objective

is to develop individuals highly skilled in Actuarial Science. Financial

Management <™d Information Technology who possess the ability to

become thefuture leaders of the insurance andfinancial services industry

We will be conducting On-Campus Interviews for our

Financial Management Development Program

Wednesday. November 5th.

Information Sessions will be held at the faculty Club

on Thursday. November 13th beginning at 5:00 p.m

Please plan to join us. refreshments will be served.*

To be considered, submit your resume to

the School of Management Placement Office

before Friday. October 17th .

Travelerslnsurance
a Member of Dawler* Group

hn> '.*»* tmctcn com

Trmrter* Hartford CT 0M1I» We Aft Aa Eaajat Qa*»maUt> Eraa*»«

Commiticd » Wwt force Phtwh; Travctsn activsb promotes a drag frre wortfj*at«
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"I'm coming out"
I or all of \ou who are excited because it is National

Coming Out week, 1 urge you to blast in your cars, dorm
rooms, houses and walkmans, the recent Biggie Smalls

joint called "More Money, More Problems." If you
notice, it samples Diana Ross. In the song, on top of

bumpin' beats she sings very enthusiastically "I'm...

coming... out." Listening to it, while your spirits join its

transcending sound, brings forth a very liberating feel-

ing.

It is important to come out (of the

closet, as they say) for many reasons.

1 n-t of all. it really is a drag to hook-

up (become sexually active) with peo-

ple who don't entice you as much as

others will. If you continue fooling

around with, let's say, the opposite

sex. you'll end up saying in the morn-
ing: "Great, that was fun, but not

really. It almost made me feel queer.'

In the end you will be disgusted and
dissatisfied because you are yearning

for something that you have not
allowed yourself to acquire. If you are

hungry for a different type of love and are not feeding

your body and spirit with what you most desire, you will

go on starving. I do not know why you would want to do
that when there is plenty of food "out" there.

Sexual activity is a very important function of every-

day life. If you are not sexually satisfied you may become
numb, bored, or even depressed. If you do not get your

daily dose of healthy, erotic and pleasurable sexual activ-

ity, vou might not be as content as you would be if you
did.

If you come out and say "hey, I'm gay," not only will

people think you are happy, but they will recognize your

placement in a certain community. With this, you will

have more people (who have similar desires as you do)

checking you out. The more checking out. the more
opportunity (or prop-portunity ) to hook-up. Why
wouldn't you want to be sexually active? By resisting

your sexual desires, how can you be sated?

Coming out is important because in this life, it is para-

mount to be yourself all the time. If you hide yourself

from the world, not only will you never hook-up, but

you will never be happy. If you are a Thespian, then
maybe you could play yourself as being straight, but oth-

erwise, your act is foolish and in turn you look like a

"Ifyou hide yourself

from the world, not

only will you never

hook-up, but you will

never be happy.

"

Dahlia DeSimone

fool. You will have too many mental fights with yourself,

and you will be miserable because, for one fear or the

other, you feel trapped in a identity that does not include

your necessities.

Look at Ellen for a role model if you need to. She's

popular. She is funny, and a pretty good dresser. Let her

be your role model to help you accept yourself and feel

more accepted in this world. If that does not help, buy a

Sarah McLachlan, Cheryl Crow or Indigo Girls CD.
Their music can help you hear your^^— own desires, ideas and inclinations,

and help you realize you are not the

only one who feels the way you do.

Respecting your sexuality is more
fun than Nintendo 64 or Sony Play

Station. Accepting your sexuality is

more fulfilling than Thanksgiving
dinner. Loving your sexuality is more
captivating than Ani Difranco on
stage. Sharing your sexuality is more
colorful than any of De Kooning's or

Picasso's paintings. Admitting your

sexuality is more exciting than a

roller-coaster ride. Exercising your sexuality is more
engulfing than the ocean, more vivid than a fall day. and
more educational than a class taken here at UMass.

Accepting your sexuality is the best thing for you to

do, because if you do not accept yourself, you will be

very unhappy. Why??? How can you be happy when you
do not possess what you want? How can you get all the

things you want from life when you don't ask for them?
How can you be satisfied watching hot fudge lusciously

drip down a sundae, and not eat it? How can you be

happy if what you love is not with you, in front of you,

or kissing your mouth?
Answer these questions if you will, but it always

comes down to the basics. It you deny yourself from
yourself, you will never be happy. |ust say these words
"out" loud if you need to: "Lesbian, Lesbian, Gay, Gay,

Bi-sexual, Bi-sexual." Meditate with these words until

you feel comfortable enough to use them more often

when referring to yourself, or if you're still nervous, to

your imaginary friend.

When you are ready, please call upon Biggie Smalls

and Diana Ross for some liberating music. "I'm coming
out, I'm coming." (And be sure to blast it!)

Dahlia DeSimone is a UMass student.

The f-word
Here's a little rule to all the

dumpers out there: once you
dump, depart. Immediately. And
here's an addendum to that: don't

come back. Ever. Circumstances
don't matter, lust leave.

That would be a nice notion, but

a little unrealistic, considering that

most of (he dumper-dumpee pairs

are both attendees of this institu

tion. And I don't care how many
people go to this school, you're

bound to run into your ex at least

once a day. In my case, he's not

my ex. We were "seeing each
other"— or _^^^^^^^_^^^^^^___
\v n 3 1 1 v t? r

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^b

considered PC Karen Sonnwald
today but for

all technical purposes. I still got

dumped. Someone better came
along (yeah, hardly), so I got
kicked to the curb. No harm done.

At least not now. But I've had four

years to get over it.

See. this was a case of high
school love gone bad. I hadn't seen

him since graduation. I was
strolling through Whitmore when I

ran into him. He was carrying cof-

fee. I was wearing it. Utter disbe-

lief is the only phrase that came to

mind. I hadn't seen him once at

home, and now? Now he was at

my school. I'm sure plenty of peo-

ple run into old friends at UMass.
but I'm from Ft. Lauderdale. What
are the chances? Slim to none.

And as I looked down at my cof-

fee-stained shirt. I'm embarrassed

to admit the next thing I thought

was: he probably did it on pur-

pose.

Of course he did.

We had the whole
"what-have-you-been-doing-sinc
e- graduation" chat. You know the

drill. Who do you still talk to?
Remember study hall senior year?

What's up with (insert his best

friend's name here)?

Our conversation was obligato-

ry, as it often is under such cir-

cumstances. But in some strange

way, it was comfortable too. Here
he was, a long
lost friend.

Uh-oh, the

f-word. Could 1

call him that?

Sure, we had our problems.
There was a lot of mud- slinging

going on in those days (come on. it

was high school). He stomped on
my heart, he rammed a knife into

my spine and twisted it around. 1

was no saint either. But that was
four years ago. I know how much
I'd changed since then. It was
quite conceivable that this

ego-wounder had changed too.

So we exchanged numbers and
swore we'd keep in touch and to

my astonishment we did. It was a

struggle at first. He was sickening-

ly polite and then he got chummy.
Now he wants to be pals. He slaps

me on the back, he talks to me
about other girls. It wasn't long

before we were throwing back

beers over Monday night football.

How wonderful... I'm one of the

guys.

Funny. After all that time, I still

wanted to hate him. And yet I

knew better. That was my immatu-
rity talking, the grudge-holder in

me shining through. It was the

part of me that remembered with

astonishing clarity, the hurt— not

of his rejection— but rejection

nonetheless.

But we get over these things.

We hurt for the moment and then

it passes. We're all too condi-
tioned to hold on to grievances

that really serve no purpose at all.

For what? Who cares if he always

wanted to hook up with my best

friend? What does that mean
now? Absolutely nothing. All 1

know is that moving on and grow-

ing up means letting go. And I

had.

That doesn't mean I want to

hear about all of his latest con-

quests. I haven't matured that

much. But it does mean that I

asked myself a simple, and maybe
selfish, question: am I better off

having him as part of my life? 1 can

answer that easily. I believe I am.

So the next time he calls to tell

me about the girl he met over the

weekend, that will be okay. I'll be

happy for him. And I'll listen.

Because, hey, that's what friends

do.

Karen Sonnwald is a UMass
student.

Write for Ed/Op!
The Collegian Editorial page needs new writers. We want you to write humor, politics,

satire, lifestyle or any of a thousand other styles — let us be as broad as the student body is.

We especially encourage material that relates to current issues at UMass.
Anyone who is interested sould submit material by email (letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu), fax

(545-1 592), or by dropping it off at the Collegian offices for Dan Bodah.
Editorials should be 500-700 words long and should include a phone number so we can call

you back.
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P.J. and the D.J.
There are many types of D.|.s in the

world. There's D.|. Kool, D.|. |azzy

Jeff. D.|. Feldman (my friend from
camp) and others.

All I needed was a D.|. this week-

end. Any D.J., preferably a cheap one.

What I got was Norm.
See, P.|. (my dad) just turned 50.

As such, the Merediths

decided to throw a

bash for the old guy.

My older brother and
sister came up with the

idea. They rented the

hall, got all the family

friends and relatives up
from places like

Washington, D.C..
Tulsa and Cincinnati,

took care of the food

and made sure my dad

didn't know about it.

I had one job. Take
care of the D.|. (P.|. was all set).

But it was even easier than that. All

I had to do was pay the D.|. My broth-

er Mike knew a guy that worked in the

music store in the old Methuen Mall.

(Isn't that always the way?)

Mike says he can get this guy Cot

half-price, and he'll work an extra

hour for free. Katie (my sister) tells

me in May to save $125 from my big

Camp Greylock check.

I save the cash. Mike's discount

D.J. will be paid.

Then came Norm.
We were setting up when Norm

appeared. Nothing fancy at first. Short

guy. long "hockey hair," glasses that

rode low and a tuxedo that looked like

the one you passed over at Mr. Tux
when you were picking what to wear
to the prom. I was chatting with uncle

Bill and cousin limmy about football

and what not. (You should hear uncle

Bill's joke about the farmer and the

Luke Meredith

deaf guy.), when Katie tells me to set

the ground rules for Norm.

But Norm was already struggling.

See, Norm had just gotten a new sys-

tem from the guy he used to know at

the mall. It was pretty big. He starts

off the night by cranking Enya.

Cranking Enya.

Complaints abound.

I have to deal. Norm
says, "Look, the vol-

ume's on one. If I go

any lower, I'm off. If

you wanted me to

bring this system, you

should have gotten a

bigger hall."

He's yelling at me.

and he isn't even ham-

mered yet.

The fun started early

for Norm. You see. we
come to find out later

that Norm was "on the wagon." Or he

was "off the wagon." (I always get

those two mixed up.) Point is. Norm's
a lush. But he hasn't had a drink in

nine months.

Katie doesn't know this. So Katie

asks Norm if he'd like something to

drink.

Norm says, "Got any O'Doul's?"

Katie says no. because, if my fami-

ly's anything, it's a bunch of drinkers

— Irish blood, you know. Thus.
O'Doul's ranks with Diet Shasta on
the list of party "must-haves."

Norm then gives his confessional.

"I haven't had a beer in nine
months. 1 was a mess. I used to work
at a biker bar, and you never leave

that place sober, if you know what I'm

saying."

We had now known Norm for five

minutes.

"What the hell. I'll have a beer. But
that's it. One and I'm done."
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What do you say? Katie grabs him a

Heineken.

Time passes, we hide, P.J. comes in

and we yell surprise and all that.

Things are going well.

But then I see Norm outside having

a cigarette. He's no longer drinking a

Heineken. He's switched to Bud Light,

and he's now hitting on my sister's

best friend Lisa.

Norm is married and has three kids.

Norm says to Lisa, "Kiss me."

Lisa says, "No." (Norm is not a

stud.)

Norm fs struggling. Norm is ham
mered. Norm breaks up a speech by

P.J., who is in the process of praising

his kids (me included, amazingly
enough), by breaking out his best

joke.

"Hey, I know what you mean. I

have three kids just like them. One of

each sex."

Norm had made a scene. Norm
was killing us. Norm was also making
me laugh so hard I almost peed my
pants.

Norm went home drunk, lonely and

struggling. But he made us all laugh.

Norm has now etched a unique and
special place in Meredith family lore.

By the time I'm 50. Norm will have

danced naked on the coffee table with

a lamp shade on his head, had sex

with Lisa in the middle of the dance

floor to "Everybody Plays the Fool" by

Paul Anka and drunk a case of beer

and a fifth of Jack Daniels.

Norm might have been the worst

D.|. ever, but he was funny. And since

being funny is being entertaining, and

since entertainment is the D.J.'s job. I

guess Norm did his job.

But next time we'll have some
O'Doul's in stock.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian
columnist.

Bikers should take

responsibility

To the Editor:

Two months ago. I arrived in Amherst, and having

more or less grown up on a bicycle in my native Holland,

it became quickly clear to me that Amherst is ideal for

getting around on a bike rather than a car. The place is

rather compact, the roads are generally suitable and the

undulating surface profile provides some real exercise.

Add to that the savings in gasoline, the contribution to

cleaner air and the relief from finding a parking space

and it is obvious that this is a place to abandon the car

for local mobility. Indeed, you see bikers around here,

but far less than one would expect in a college town.

And now these brave souls are to be ticketed for dis-

obeying traffic rules. It is getting time! If we ever want to

reach a situation where bikers will be accepted as an
inherent part of the traffic, they better start behaving as

true participants in the overall traffic pattern. The rule

should be, and probably is. that a bicyclist is a full, be it

relatively slow and unmotorized. participant in the gener-

al traffic with all the rights and duties of any motorized

vehicle.

Experience in countries with intensive bicycle use in

the cities, like the Netherlands, has shown that this is the

best and safest way to mix bicycles with motorized traf-

fic. If space permits, it is good to have a bike lane along

the roads, but it is not advisable to separate these from
the other traffic. This applies to the busy areas of town
with dense, slow moving car traffic.

Finally, there is a simple and effective rule to minimize
accidents involving cars and bicycles. The cyclist should

always be aware that he is by far the weakest in the mov-
ing traffic and behave accordingly — in particular obey-

ing traffic signs and indicating clearly with hand signs

what he intends to do.

With responsible, flexible and tolerant behavior by all.

traffic will flow best and tickets will hardly be necessary.

Jacob W.M. Baars

jbaars@phast.umass.edu

Social Justice Education not
so well funded
To the Editor:

In the Multicultural Affairs section of the Collegian
(Sept. 30), one of the articles contained the following
incorrect information concerning the allocation of
instructional resources within the School of Education:
"Certain programs, such as the Social Justice Education
program, receive funding for eight to 10 TA/TOs, while
such programs as the Curriculum and Learning receive
none."

Please note the following correction: Social Justice
Education is a program housed within the Department of
Student Development & Pupil Personnel Services
(SDPPS). For the academic year

, 97-'98. only 2.80
TA/TOs were assigned to the SJE program. This consti-
tuted a cut-back in the TA allotment given to S|E in the
previous academic year. In point of fact, our entire
department, which also houses programs in Special
Education, School Psychology and School Guidance
Counseling, received, on average, less than three TAships
prr program. Like most units throughout the School of
Education, we have experienced severe underfunding of
our TA needs, and any suggestion that we have been
overfunded at the expense of another unit or program is a
form of misinformation.

Bill Cross

Chair and Professor

School of Education
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SUDDENLY SUSAN
When: 8 p.m. (NBC)
Starring: Brooke Shields

What do you get when you put a
eggy former model into a sitcom?
MBC tried this experiment and the

result came up "Suddenly Susan."
n the past, poor writing and cliched

okes hurt the Brooke Shields' sit-

com. But amazingly, this show is

back and even more surprising—it's

in the family-oriented 8 p.m. slot.

The adult-humor in "Suddenly
Susan" is wittier than other shows,

like "Friends," but is still tired and
limp. But unlike other shows which

are posing as hits, "Susan" still

comes across at times sophisticated

and actually funny. B- (Seema
Gangatirkar)

MELROSE PLACE
When: 8 p.m. (Fox)

Starring: Heather Locklear,

Wagner
Jack

Please tell me that no one still

watches this crap. After "Models,

Inc.," I didn't think Aaron Spelling

could sink any lower

Does anyone care about who
Michael is fooling around with or if

Amanda and Peter are on or off? I'll

admit (though not easily) that I

watched "Melrose" a few years ago,

but when that loser from "Baywatch"

took up residence, I began to count

the minutes until "Monday Night

Football" came on. Still do as a mat-

ter of fact. F (Marty Keane)

COSBY
When: 8 p.m. (CBS)
Starring: Bill Cosby, Phylicia Rashad

Landing Bill Cosby was probably one
of CBS' big coups last season. And
while "Cosby" hasn't enjoyed the

solid number of its predecessor,
"The Cosby Show," it didn't grab the

dismal ratings of some other Monday
night sitcoms, like "Ink."

This season, CBS once again has
"Cosby" anchoring the Monday night

line-up and the big question is

whether Cosby can make America
laugh again. Admittedly, this second

time around for Cosby hasn't been
quite the hit CBS hoped for, but it's

still solid. While the laughs are few.

Cosby's quirkiness and goofy charm
remain the show's strength. B+
(8.0.)

FIRED UP
When: 8:30 p.m. (NBC)
Starring: Sharon Lawrence

When talking up "Fired Up," one has
to wonder why Sharon Lawrence
ever left "NYPD Blue" for this silly sit-

com.

SOUL MAN
When: 8 p.m., (ABC)
tarring: Dan Aykroyd,
McGraw

Melinda

"Soul Man" has returned this

season after a previous short run,

and thanks to the cynical charm of

the lovable Dan Aykroyd, his new
show is a refreshing dose of harm-

less sitcom fun. Aykroyd plays a

suburban minister trying to manage
his family after his wife passes on.

Aykroyd is, however, not your aver-

age clergyman. He rides a Harley

and digs classic rock, not to men-
tion, he's making the moves on a
journalist who has a crush on him.

Despite the fact that most of the

jokes are derived from the fact that

Aykroyd's a hip man of the cloth,

"Soul Man" is filled with clever wit

and some hilarious moments. B
(Adam Levine)

MAD ABOUT YOU

When: 8 p.m. (NBC)
Starring: Paul Reiser, Helen Hunt

Jamie and Paul Buchman have
finally had their baby after a sea-

son-long labor and a summer vaca-

tion without a name for the child.

Now, they have brought their

daughter Mabel (Mothers Always
Bring Extra Love, according to

Jamie's mom, played by Carol
Burnett) to their New York apart-

ment.

Having a baby in the house has
brought out the mushy side in the

new parents as the two adjust to

parenthood.

The usual quick comedy between
Paul Reiser's Paul and Helen Hunt's

Jamie are not lacking with the addi-

tion of a new family member.
"Mad About You" also takes on a

new twist this season by welcoming

an openly gay character, a la "Ellen."

Paul's sister Deb's character, who
realized her sexuality last season
("We never should have let her play

field hockey," Sylvia, Paul's mother,

said), is more in the spirit of Ross'

ex-wife on "Friends" than Ellen

DeGeneres' character.

But with Deb's budding storyline

Ms ThenouseHhil

Turn to MONDAY, page 8

and Mabel now in the house, the

reported last season of the show
(Hunt has said she won't return for

another year) should be a stylishly

funny one. B+ (Casey Kane)

NEWSRADIO
When: 8:30 p.m (NBC).

Starring: Phil Hartman,

The likeable cast at WRKX started

its new season by reaching new
heights as Jon Lovitz and Phil

Hartman almost crashed to all-time

lows.

Turn to TUESDAY, poge 8
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THE TONY DANZA SHOW
When: 8 p.m., (NBC)
tarring: Tony Danza,

Canals

^Ul,l IB '.U -It.'

Maria

He is one of the most eclectic

actors in the sitcom genre and now
he has returned for another shot at

the small screen. This time around.

Danza plays a New York City sports-

writer named Danny Thomas.
Amazingly enough, Danza's charac-

ter isn't a Tony this time, but he still

sticks to his cliched role of a humble
Italian pop, who is always on the

backs of his daughters to stay out of

trouble. Danza's complacent, yet

witty persona attracts not only a

more reserved older audience, but

easily lures a much more youthful

audience. The show contains rough

spots, though, which tend to emit

from the edgy supporting cast. Even

so, the new sitcom is an ingenuous

family show that was well overdue.

B+ (Alex Iglesias)

BEVERLY HILLS 90210
When: 8 p.m., (Fox)

Starring: Jason Priestley. Jennie
Garth

There comes a time in a show's

life when it must pack up and move
on.

Unfortunately, "Beverly Hills

90210" did not take a cue from
"Roseanne's" graceful exit and is

now limping into its seventh season.

With a couple new additions

rounding out the cast, there is an
opportunity here for "90210" to

breathe some new life into its ailing

script. Vincent Young joins up as

Noah, a love-interest for the perpet-

ually pouty and never interesting

Valerie (Tiffani-Amber Thiessen).

Steve (Ian Ziering) finds a new chal-

lenge in Carly, played by Hilary

Swank.
But whatever happens in the

most famous zip code on television,

you can be sure it will never live up

to its youth. C (Seema Gangatirkar)

PARTY OF FIVE

When: 9pm.. (Fox)

Starring: Scott Wolf, Neve Campbell

Three seasons ago, it did not look

as if "Party of Five" would make it.

But critical acclaim hailing the FOX
drama as one of the best on televi

sion saved the show from an early

demise and now the best looking

family on television is entering their

fourth season.

Dealing with tough issues has always

been "Party of Five's" strong suit and

this season promises to be no differ-

ent. From alcoholism to marriage to

Turn to WEDNESDAY page 10
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FRIENDS
When: 8 p.m, (NBC)
Starring: Jennifer Aniston, David

Schwimmer

Dropping to number 4 in the

Neilson ratings, few would deny
that the ever-popular sitcom
"Friends" has lost some of its

momentum this season. With the

Ross • . and Rachael
break-uft/geit-back-together subplot

completely exhausted, fans are like-

wise getting tired — although, it is a

bit more entertaining to watch the

couple bicker than kiss. Perhaps it's

time to try to bring in a new Friend,

to spice things up a bit. Unless
someone goes and gets some radi-

cal haircut, the "Friends" might be
looking for a new place to hang out

in the Thursday night line-up. B-
(Laura Stock)

UNION SQUARE
When: 8:30 p.m., (NBC)

Starring: Jim Pirri. Christine 8urke -

1

It's right off the streets of trendy

downtown Manhattan. The 20-ish

posse of seven random individuals

— each unique in their ways —
seeks out each other's warmth and
companionship at the local diner.

Somewhat resembling more of an
informal version of "Friends," this

group adds more of a working class

tonality to the typical New York sto-

ryline. A pure comical treat, this

show truthfully represents that sar-

castic New York humor which many
shows within the same setting lack.

How can you beat Jim Pirr as the

tough. Italian ex-con 'adies man
who displays machismo demeanor
in every dialogue? B (Alex Iglesias)

SEINFELD
When: 9 p.m. (NBC)
Starring: Jerry Seinfeld.

Richards

Michael

The king of comedy, Seinfeld is —
along with The Simpsons — the fun-

niest show on television and NBC's
crown jewel. What has made this

legendary show "about nothing" into

a television landmark (in addition to

teTevisTorTsDest^fTlm^tesim^are
the wickedly funny bit players;

Kenny Bania, Jerry and George's
parents, Uncle Leo and Jerry's

ever-present uberfoe, Newman. The
key to each of these delicious foils'

success is that they only appear in

short, potent doses. I mean, how
much of Uncle Leo's yelling into a

telephone could one take?

Thus far, the new season's two
episodes have both been riotously

funny laugh-out-loud fests. From
George's hilarious new job at Play

Now to the re-birth of Kramerica.

Turn to THURSDAY page 10
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SABRINA
When: 8 p.m., (ABC)
Starring: Melissa Joan Hart

On a dismal night of television,

only one thing saves Friday night

—

that would be Hart as Sabrina, the

teenaged witch.

In a season when ABC has lost

two out of its four Friday night

shows to CBS, the network ought to

be glad it held on to "Sabrina;"

Forget "Family Matters" and "Step

by Step," "Sabrina" is the best of the

bunch.

Couple Hart's innate good-humor
and matter-of-fact attitude with a

healthy dose of the strange and
original, and you've got "Sabrina."

Of course, a talking cat named
Salem doesn't hurt either or a pair of

wonderfully quirky aunts. My
advice? If you've got to watch televi-

sion on a Friday, check out

"Sabrina" and skip the rest. A
(Seema Gangatirkar)

MEEGO
When: 8:30 p.m. (CBS)

Starring: Bronson Pinchot, Jonathon

Lipnicki

Okay. Basic lessons to making a

hit— avoid the alien thing, it's been

done before And just because
you've got accent-crazy Pinchot

and a cute little bugger named
Lipnicki, success isn't guaranteed.

In fact, Pinchot as an alien named
Meego is about as funny as having

your wisdom teeth out. And sweet

and adorable as he might have

been in Jerry Maguire, Lipnicki

sounds canned and rehearsed in

this CBS comedy. F (S.G.)

THE GREGORY HINES SHOW
When: 9 p.m., (CBS)
Starring: Gregory Hines

CBS did several things very right

this season. Two of those things

were grabbing "Family Matters" and

"Step by Step" away from ABC. The
last thing was securing "The
Gregory Hines Show."

While he might not get the laughs

other comics garner, Hines has put

ShMorward^iormaitogether a straight-forward, norma
sitcom. In a night of aliens and
magic, it is refreshing to have a

show focused on the normal issues

facing a single father and his son.

And unlike other Friday night sit-

coms, Hines avoids the sugary fla-

vor. B (S.G.)

YOU WISH
When: 9 p.m.. (ABC)
Starring: Harley Jane Kozak

Networks like formulas Hence the

many "Friends" knock- offs. So now.

Turn to FRIDAY, page 10

DR. QUINN, MEDICINE WOMAN
When: 8 p.m. (CBS)
Starring: Jane Seymour, Joe Lando

There's something about the

wild west that excites writers into

coming up with things like "Dr.

Quinn." But to be honest, on a

Saturday night, people aren't sit-

ting home watching television. And

most wouldn't schedule their night

around the politically correct fodder

offered by Seymour's cute family

drama.

Unlike many shows out there,

there is chemistry between the char-

acters on this show and with the

exception of Chad Allen, most of

them look like they're having a great

time.

There's a certain amount of drama
and tension in this show — mixed in

with a healthy dose of idealism. This

is a program for the cynical at heart

and ought to be taken with a grain of

salt. B (Seema Gangatirkar)

PROFILER
When: 10p.m.. (NBC)
Starring: Ally Walker

If it's not funny or filled with magic,

you've got to try something else to

pull in viewers. Hence the reasoning

behind NBC's Saturday "Thrillogy."

For those familiar with this line-up,

it's evident that the thrills from "The

Pretender" and "Profiler" are few and
far between.

"Profiler" manages to pull itself out

of the abyss it has landed itself into

— but just barely. The writing is

awful, the story-lines convoluted

and disturbed — not to mention a

stalker who just won't go away. The
one saving grace on this show is

Walker as the profiler. There is

something eerie about Walker's

eyes, which fits in perfectly with the

creepy premise of this show. But for

real thrills, try "The X-Files." C
(S.G.)

SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE

When: 11:30 p.m. (NBC)
Starring: Darryl Hammond, Norm
MacDonald

A few years ago. many wrote this

sketch-based live comedy show off

after three decades on the air After

some major tinkering, "Saturday

Night Live" — while not totally

recapturing the glory days that

spawned the careers of such lumi-

naries as Dana Carvey, Chevy
Chase, Eddie Murphy and Bill

Murray — has regained a good
deal of credibility. Of the new cast,

Darryl Hammond is poised to be

the next breakout star. Taking over

for Phil Hartman as SNL's m-
house impersonario. his take on

Turn to SATURDAY, page 10
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THE SIMPSONS
When: 8 p.m., (Fox)

Starring: Yeardley Smith,

Shearer

Harry

"The Simpsons" is one of the

few remaining programs to have

survived from Fox's shaky begin-

ning and its popularity has continu-

ously escalated from cult status to

mainstream success. This season

secures "The Simpsons" position in

TV history as the longest running

prime time animated program ever.

Judging by this season's first two

episodes, Matt Groening's lovable

nuclear family (no pun intended on

the nuclear part) is still the greatest

satire America has ever known.

However, we have recently seen a

new side to "The Simpsons" comic

genius, a more serious side that is.

Namely the episode where we found

out that Principal Skinner is not the

man we believed him to be. What
other surprises does this season
have in store for us. maybe some-
body will get shot. But wait — didn't

they already do that once? A+
(Adam Levine)

MEN BEHAVING BADLY
When: 8 p.m., (NBC)
Starring: Rob Schneider and Ken
Marino

The nasty boys are back and
already up to their usual boyish, or

let us say manly antiques. Even with

the recasting, which replaced Justine

Bateman and Ron Eldard, the show
still strives on its caustic humor So
far it's off to a quick transitional start

with the marriage of Sarah
(Bateman) and Kevin (Eldard).

Jamie ( Rob Schneider) has already

acquired his new found roommate.

Steve (Ken Marino) who coinciden-

tally happens to break up with his

girlfriend — hence we are at the

beginning of last year Not to men-

tion the fact that Jamie has met his

new found girl, Katie (Jenica

Bergere), who lives next door A-
(Alex Iglesias)

TOUCHED BY AN ANGEL
When: 8pm. (CBS)

Starring: Roma Downey, Delia

Reese

CBS grabbed an image last year

as 'America's Network" and began

to "Welcome Home" viewers to its

family oriented programming.
Leading off the charge two seasons

ago was the cheesy but heartwarm-

ing "Touched By An Angel." Now
back for its third season on CBS,
"Touched By An Angel" is a solid

top 10 hit every week.

There's a good reason why this

show hits the Nielsens where it mat-

ters; it makes people feel good
about themselves and adds a note

of spirituality in times when life is

too hectic to think of praying. With

Downey's warm Irish brogue and
Reese's solid advice, this show is

indeed a welcome home. A
(fioema Gangatirkar)

KING OF THE HILL
When: 830p.m. (Fox)

Created by: Mike Judge

A meeting of the minds between

the creative forces behind "The
Simpsons." "Seinfeld" and MTV's
"Beavis & Butt- head." Fox's ani-

mated "King of the Hill" is a lazily

paced look at life in the Heartland

—

Arlen, Texas, to be exact.

Co-creator Mike Judge lends

his voice (eerily familiar to "B&B"s

clueless Tom Anderson) to the man
of the house. Hank Hill — a man
with the same out-of-touch views

as Homer Simpson, but a little more
laid back.

Compared with its lead-in — the

irreplaceable "Simpsons" — "King of

the Hill" is just a little too tame
While utilizing much of the oblique

blink-and-you-missed-it humor
techniques of Homer & company,
too much of "King of the Hill" gets

bogged down in meaningless
down-home drivel that is of no
amusement to us Northerners. This

being said, it still beats "Jenny." C
(Marty Keane)

THE X-FILES
When: 9 p.m. (Fox)

Starring: David Duchovney, Gillian

Anderson

Hands down, "The X-Files" is

both the most intriguing and inter-

esting program on TV since "Star

Trek: The Next Generation." With

12 Emmy nominations and two
Golden Globe wins for best dramat

ic program. Agents Fox Mulder and

Dana Scully continue their quest for

the truth into their fifth season. With

the premiere being pushed back to

Nov. 2, on account of production

delays on the feature film due out

hopefully this summer, The X-Files

follows creator Chris Carter's fasci-

nation with government bureaucra-

cy and unexplained phenomena.
This season should answer many
old questions, such as who the

smoking man really works for and is

he really Mulder's true father? So

Turn to SUNDAY page 10
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Sonny Rollins to play tonight at MHC

SY PAUt DINNOCENZO

Randy Brecker just released a new album titled Into the Sun.

wnv\ ok^cU^-rs.

M doui^Toui^
-A IVl U fe r s -T

mi i 1*1 arts center series

COivinc «lii'»pi t a I i on . JlCoratf an<? «.»at|

The Estonian Philharmonic Chamber Choir

& Tallinn Chamber Orchestra

To«u KiiLiusTE. Music Director

The internationally acclaimed Arvo Pitt Litany sung

and played by an ensemble of 63 musicians is one of

the premiere musical events in the Valley. The pro-

gram also includes Ave cerum corpus and Litanie Laur-

etanat m D ma/or by Mozart, and Pitt's Triiagion.

"
. a musical experience beyond compare."

-The Michigan Daily

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 15, 8PM, CONCERT HALL
Sionsoreo bv WFCR 88 SFM

LAQQ/ASAPI

The Los Angeles
Guitar Uuartet
One of the most engaging and versatile

quartets playing today, this foursome

from LA reinvents the classics, and

redefines the boundaries of classical

guitar music. The stirring Suite from

Carmen by Bizet caps a performance

of sheer string virtuosity. Tickets are

selling fast—call ASAP!
".

. . they'll blow you away."

-Guitar Player Magazine

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 23, 8PM, BOWKER AUDITORIUM
:> nv WRNX 100 9FM ano Yankee Candle Company

r 1 1 q v f i n m f n c o

>f\ Maria Benitez;

Teatro Flamenco
in Estampa Flamenco
The fluid passion of flamenco, presented by one

'. of the globe's most renowned artists and her

eight-member company of dancers and musi-

cians. Seats are selling quickly—reserve

yours now!

"The queen of Flamenco." - v'ogue

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 26, 7PM
BOWKER AUDITORIUM

Col 545-251 1 or 1 -800-999-UMAS for tickets

Visit out Website it www.umo»s.e(W/io(/<o<.litml

( OWI < I Willi VOIR CI Ml IV

r~ The la

Fineart
Center

UNIVERSITY Of
lusrrTs

AMHERST

Tonight, the Pioneer Valley (Mount

HoKoke College in particular) is host-

ing one of the greatest musicians of this

century. Sonny Rollins has been a fig-

ure in jazz for more than 50 years now.

yet still retains a fascinating reservoir

of energy and imagination. He plays

tonight at Chapin Auditorium at

MHC and will be a show the

Valley will long remember.

We should all feel very priv-

ileged.

However, on disc this

week, we find some St. Louis Blues —
yes, the Gateway city which has pro-

duced the artistic talents of a wide

range of innovators like Ike &. Tina

Turner, Miles Davis and the writer

William S. Burroughs. The disc in

question is Unwanted Child

(Hightone) from Ms. Clara McDaniel

and. despite sometimes boring repeti-

tion of modem blues style, the perfor-

mances ot McDaniel (with her low and

emotional growl) and the touches of a

wonderful horn section make this at

least a sincere effort.

Also, helping out McDaniel is a

wonderful rhythm section of lohnnie

lohnson (the piano behind most of

Chuck Berry's greatest hits), bassist

Gus Thornton and drummer Kenny

Rice, as well as a very small-room, but

not superficial mix.

|azz pianist Hank |ones has long

been a proponent for jazz education.

especially overseas Straight from the

legendary lones brothers of jazz (his

brother. Elvin, was part of |ohn
Coltrane's great 1961-65 quartet. His

brother Thad. a trumpeter, played in

Itttt Hi
%5

6V u\D5<4UA &OYD

>
In the

many famous big bands, including

Duke Ellington's), Hank lones has

been especially instrumental in jazz

education at Osaka School Of Music in

lapan. In fact, his latest release. Favors

(Verve), is from a 1996 live workshop

he performed, partly in a trio format

(with George Mraz on bass and Dennis

Mackrel on drums), and partly with a

big band consisting of Osaka students

added to the trio.

The production (by |unji Takahashi)

is amazing with its strong, booming,

melodic bass lines by Mraz and even

more demanding drum sound, with the

00MB pi pi.mi' HUnd ill the middle real-

ly bringing to life lones' trio's mastery ol

themes, and soloing (each of the three

musicians solo in each of the irio tunes).

Irie big band adds harmonic color and

comments to (he trio's playing, more

than the trio just being a rhythm

section for the horns. The stan

dard "On Green Dolphin St."

and Thad lones' "A Child Is

Born" are especially exciting

and moving tracks,

"for Pete's sake, let it go-

department. I'll continue with my
ongoing, ridiculous foray into the field

of "smooth jazz." Guess what? We
ma\ have found some of this basically

elevator-oriented music that does not

completely lack any musical signifi-

cance! Randy Brecker (half of thf con-

temporary jazz team The Brecker

Brothers; the other half is Michael

Brecker. who played at Northampton's

[ran Horse jusi last night) has released

his latest. Into I'hc Sun. on Concord

Vista Records.

Brecker keeps his compositions quite

Brazilian in foundation and the synthe-

sizers that are usually a commanding

quality to any "smooth jazz" is not

given full reign here. His relaxing trum-

pet md flugelhorn solos are, in produc-

tion terms, "wet as water," though,

drenched in reverb and echo effects.

While it is true that some songs are

kind of cheesy, there are some that

stand up to good contemporary electric-

jazz (Medeski, Martin and Wood, for

example), such as the upbeat bossa

nova tune "The Sleaze Factor" and

"Grey Area" with its quite heavy

crunching guitar at moments

Definitely not a loser — not totally.

In re-issue news, Verve Records

carry on their Talkin' Verve series,

based on the "roots of acid jazz," with

a new edition by guitarist George

Beaton. With vocalists as well as the

premier of the jazz high court (Herbie

Hancock. Ron Carter, Billy Cobham),

he moves through some guitar jazz

with a secretly lunky beat to it, as well

as singing a particularly Motown-ish

R&B tune, "That Lucky Old Sun (fust

Rolls Around Heaven All Day" and an

amazing organ trio tune 'Some Of My
Best friends Are Blues" written by

limmy Smith and performed by Smith

(who is hypnotic in his \irtuosity on

the Hammond organ), Benson and

drummer Donald Bailey.

This disc could do without his covers

of the songs "You Make Me Feel Like

A Natural Woman" and "People Get

Ready" that sound basically like he

took the Lady Soul album from Aretha

Franklin and substituted his guitar for

her voice — backing vocals and string

arrangements allowed to stay intact.

loshua Boyd is a Collegian colum-

nist

Sundays return with some "Static & Silence"
CHUMBAWAMBA

Tubthumper

Republic/Universal

A curious mix of atmospheric-

ambience and bottom-of- the-bar-

rell electro-pop, Chumbawamba's
debut. Tubthumper
(Republic/Universal) — while

earnest and fun — never quite lights

a fire.

Hailing from northern England,

this collective's influences reach out

far and wide — from jazz to hip-hop

to rock. It's too bad that

Chumbawamba's hit single, the

utterly infectious "Tubthumping," is

little more than a 1997 version of

Republica's "Ready To Go."

LOWEST FARES
• GUARANTEED

•

FULL SERVICE TRAVEL

Beyond song's call-and response chorus, there just

aren't enough memorable moments
here to make this a worthwhile
release. For those who are hooked by

the anthemic party sounds of

Tubthumping. wait until Shaun
Ryder's (Black Grape) second offing

Stupid. Stupid. Stupid which is

scheduled for release early next year.

C (M.K.)

Trauma/lnterscope

On listening to the first track of

the Austrailian band Eva Trout's

self-titled U.S. debut

(Trauma/lnterscope), one can only

wonder why they are not a bigger

international success story than they

already are.

The first single, "Beautiful South."

may not be able to reach a main-

Turn to TRAX, page 7

WOKKMRFFST
Journey to the Four Corners oF

China

Sample traditional dishes from
China's four premier culinary regions,

a different region each week, all

throughout October.

Mandarin (Woktober 6-10)

Special Chow Meln
Shanghai (Woktober 14-17)

Garden Treasures

Szechwan (Woktober 20-24)

Kung Pao Chicken
Cantonese (Woktober 27-31)

Beefand Broccoli

we accept your Ucard

UNIVERSITY
BARTENDING COURSE

50%
Off!

!

Of Basic Program wtth valid college

Student I.D.

Classes Start

Wed, Oct. 15th

7:00pm
Lord Jeffrey Inn, Amherst

Now Accepting Visa, M/C, AMEX & Discover

Shop \ichiiuI \ ( 'niiip.iic!

l-800-U-CAN-MIX
\tt Now! Space is limited!!

Understanding Eating Disorders:

Strategies for Friends and Families

Tuesday, October 14, 1997
Room 904-08

6:30 - 8 p.m. - Murray Lincoln Campus Center, UMass

I think my roommate has an eating disorder.

How can I be sure? What should I do?

I think my sister is anorexic and she isn't getting any help.

How can I convince her to see a professional?

Who should I suggest.. Wherr should she go?

I'm concerned about my friend who has bulimia.

She says it's under control, but I don't think it is.

I'm really afraid... What can I do to help?

If you are concerned about someone who you know or suspect is struggling

with an eating disorder, come to this informal workshop to explore how you

can help and cope with these issues.

For more information, plea.se call University Health Services

Health Kducation at 577-5181 or General Medicine 2 at 577-5314

h
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Quick and easy rice and beans
How many limes have you looked in your I ridge

and with that there VM something that you could
iust pull out, throw in a bowl and nuke lot a satisfy-

ing and healthy meal in minutes? And how many
times have you retorted instead to ordering a pizza
or a suh' Well, with just a little advanced prepara-
tion, you can have a week's worth of this magic meal
b) spending 30 minutes whipping up my dorm room
version of rice and beans.

I'm sure you've had many derivations of this clas

lie South American dish. Because rice and beans ate

usually served as an accompaniment fSMSMMMWsWsW
to an entree, they are often pretty
bland, serving as a backdrop to the
leatured meat or fish that's being
served with it.

This "main dish" version is any-
thing but bland. It has a savory sweet
and sour type of taste and packs quite
a kick - not hot. but intense. And because if* con-
tains all the essential amino acids, it needs only to be
paired with a green vegetable to complete a fully bal-

anced vegetarian meal These betflS will help to dis-

pel the myth that healthy food has to taste berth.

1 ike I always say, whenever and whatever you're

cooking, think safety (and flavorl first. Have a fire

extinguisher close by and be sure to provide for

proper ventilation. Rock and boil!

Optimal Ease Rice and Beans

Ingredients for beans
2 Tbs. olive oil

I onion, diced small

I jalapeno pepper, minced (optional)

I lbs. chopped garlic

1 tsp. oregano
1/2 small can tomato paste

5 I bt. vinegar (balsamic or red wine)
"> lbs booze (tequila is best, but beer will do)

luice of 1 lime

I can beans (black, pink or navy)
2/"> cup salsa (hot or mild, your choice)

I lbs. sugar

1/2 bunch chopped fresh cilantro (optional)

Salt and pepper to taste

Ingredients for rice

I 1/2 cups white rice

> cups water

DORMROOM
GOURMET

Louis Davis

2 tsp. salt

Procedure
• Over a burner set on medium high, preheat a

large skillet. Add the oil and then the onions and
cook, stirring even minute Of so, until they Start to

take on a brown carmelization (not burnt), this is

the time to add a little salt and pepper and the

oregano.
• Add the garlic, pepper (if including) and tomato

paste and stir to incorporate. This should cook for

about four to five minutes to bring out the natural

pjjjjjjjjjjjjj sweetness in the tomato la classical

technique called pincei

• Vers carefully, add the vinegar,

the booze and the lime juice When
the liquid comet up to a boil (cooking

off all the alcohol), stir well and
scrape the bottom of the pan to incor-

porate all the accumulation of

browned bits (called the fond). This will deglaze the

pan.

• Add the whole can of beans (with the liquid)

and the salsa. Mix in the sugar and bring up to a

boil. At this point, lower the heat so the mixture

simmers and cook for about 8 to 10 minutes Setton
to taste with salt and pepper, a little more lime juice

or some hot sauce. Serve over rice and add cilantro

just before eating.

For perfect rice

Making perfect rice is so simple, but yet it's so

exclusive. This is a fool-proof method I guarantee

will work every time.

• Add rice, salt and water to a sauce pan with a

tight fitting lid.

• Place over high heat and bring to a boil.

• Reduce heat to the lowest netting and let it sim-

mer for exactly 17 minutes. Do not remove lid.

• Turn off heat and allow to rest lor five minutes.

Remove lid. fluff with a fork and enjoy.

Serving suggestions

Although this dish is great all b\ itself, with the

addition of some lettuce, fresh tomato, cheese and a

tortilla, you have the makings for one awesome bur-

rito or taco. Also, try placing a fried egg and some
Bvacamole over a mound of this manna — it makes
for a great Sunday brunch!

Louis Davit it a I Mass student. You can e-mail

him with any culinary questions or comments about

this column at LouieX09aol.eom.

Third Eye Blind fast & explosive
By Alexandria Lipka

Collegian Correspondent

THIRD EYE BUND / THE
DAMBUILDERS
Pearl Street

Oct. 6

NORTHAMPTON - I started the

evening off knowing one thing about

Third Eye Blind; the) plaj one of

those catchy little lunc- that is con

Stand) on the radio I've never really

heard the song in its entirety because

I always end up switching the station

before it's over. However, by the time

the evening was over. I once again

realized that nothing beats a live per-

formance and you can't reallv trust

everything that you hear on the radio.

To get things going, The
Dambuilders. described as alternative

pop — whatever that meant treat-

ed and/or tormented the crowd to

some highly electric, and often whim-

sical, noise. Take an) indit

band, give them an extremely sharp

razor edge and you pretty much have

The Dambuilders. but to compare
them to a more well-known artist is

not only very difficult but alto

immensely unfair. Singer and bassist

Dave Derby's ute ot repetition on
song- like "break Up With Your
Boyfriend* worked so well with the

edgy guitar of Eric Matunaga, and

both were neatly packaged by the

stinging percussion of drummei
Kevin March. Violinist and backup
vocals by loan Wasser added set

mother -ound to your ahead) ringing

ears — and if you were anywhere
near the stage during their last lew

songl vou really regretted not bring-

ing eat plugv

Third Eye Blind began their set

powerfully with the last and explo*

sive "Losing a Whole Near." Singer

Stephen lenkint appeared on Stage,

only alter the rest of his bandmates

had begun playing, to demonstrate a

well rehearsed tambourine routine

and to prove to the audience that he

can indeed sing with his hands in his

pockets.

A little later on in the show, a well

planned repose on lop ol a speaker

made this production a bit too

orchestrated for mv tastes. But

despite then lack ol spontaneity, 1

found Third Eye Blind to be surpris-

ingly danceable thanks to the playful

bats of Arion Salazar and the rhyth-

mic heats of Brad llargreave^' drum-

ming.

Confirming that he can also play

guitar, lenkint donned that all too

familiar open mouthed, pensive vis-

age during "Motorcycle Drive By,"

while the ladies screamed for more.

And more they got. but in the form of

the last and sometimes heavy

"Horror Show" and my personal

lavorite of the night. "I Don't Want
To Go To London" — a

\\ ee/er-c'sque type piece thanks to

the whiny but enjoyable guitar of

Cadogen.

Third Lye Blind did end up playing

that catchy little tune that is always

on the radio entitled "Semi-Charmed
Lite and the crowd rightfully ate it

up. as well a- an all too short cover

of The Smiths Please. Please. Please.

Let Me Get \\ hat I Want" for part of

the encore. By the end of the show,

the entire band seemed grateful for

having such a devoted audience, but

then again, maybe they just thanked

us because they felt that they had to.

I would say that Third Lye Blind

ha- the potential to crank out many
more albums it they don't let all of

the recent Top 40 fame go to their

heads: but it might already be too late

for that.

Paying tribute to one of America's
truest forms of art: the comic book

Trax
continued from page 6

stream audience, but deserves to be

heard nonetheless. Thankfully, the

tetl ol the album achieves the same
gorgeous, melodic qualities of

'beautiful South." The individual

song- — written by vocalist/guitarist

Belt lean Stewart and bassist Grant

Shanahan — blend a poppy-rock
with a Celtic/folk sound, creating

one ol the most interesting musical

style- of any contemporary band.

On the whole, Eva Trout's first

American release is a rare gem lost

in the stream of alt-rock icons. It is

questionable whether or not Eva
I rout will ever achieve any main-

ftrcam .success. butwLjss) .OJje a band

to watch as they are quite likely to

develop a large "cult" following. A-
( Kevin Monahan)

THE SUNDAYS
Static & Silence

DGC

live vears ago, the Sundays
seemed to disappear and made their

fans blind (also the title of their last

album from 1992) to the English

quartet. Finally, joy has come to

those who love the ambient and light

sounds of guitars that seem in orbit

above the head of the tender voice ol

Harriett Wheeler, with ediom^

drums and deep bass supporting the

sound.

The new album. Static & Silence

(DGC). has the same ideas as the

mellow Blind and the more upbeat

pop of the 1990's Reading. Writing

& Arithmetic, but the band has been

able to finally mix those two sounds

into a splendid hybrid — with more
mature lyrics than those that

Wheeler had sung so ethereally five

and seven years ago.

String arrangements heighten the

majestic beauty of "Folk Song," and
"I Can't Wait" allows the listener to

imagine The .SunJav s at aawold.

« e1ot*)yn ikWAvHethua Bovd)aB j*

Hello everyone, and welcome to the Collegian —
new weekly column featuring information, reviews

and commentary about the world of comic books.
Sequential art, one of the only true American art

forms, has been with us now for

close to 100 yeart and has (ought tmssBMMSBSSMtttmsttm

long and hard to escape the label ji'tf C
of "trash" or "kids' stuff." ^^^B

Well. I hope to set things straight with this column
and prove that comics are a fun, interesting, viable

art form that won't rot your mind or turn you into a

pimply degenerate. Please feel free to e-mail me
comments and suggestions on what you'd like to see

in this column at Scribel974Caaol.com.

I think I'll inaugurate this column with some
thoughts on something every Marvel Comic- reader

has been screaming for since last September. I'm

speaking of Marvel's merciful decision to end their

God-awful year-long experiment Heroes Reborn, and

bring the bookv back into regular continuity. You'll

recall Heroes Reborn was the controversial move that

handed over creative control of Marvel stalwarts

Captain America. Iron Man. Fantastic lour, and The
Avengers, over to |im Lee. Rob

tMSisstttmstttmstm Liefeid, and other image Comics
arter creators for 12 issues. This deal also

allowed the Image creators to

change the origins of these beloved characters, since

they now lived in an "alternate reality" separate from
the core Marvel Universe (Oh, my kingdom for an
alternate reality where Rob Liefeid is just a communi-
ty college student servin' up fries at the local Burger

King). Now that the experiment is over, we can look

forward to these four classic comics return to glory

following the Heroes Reborn: Tlje Return miniseries

by Peter David and Sal Larocca. which wraps up later

this month. Captain America and The Fantastic Four

Turn to COMICS, page 8

What
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Being?!?

Write f$rArt&
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VOL COULD ALSO READ THIS ON-LINE AT WWW.tlMASS.EDlJ/RSO/COLEGIArSI

Anthony's
"VOTED #/ FOR ADULT ENTERTAINMENT

*""-"* TOGA PARTY!!
FRIDAY OCT. tOTH.... 7PM-??

PHIZES - SUPMSES - 6 MOKE!!!

SHOW UP WEARING A TOGA OR
WITH GREEK LETTERS ON AND

GET $2 OFF ADMISSION!!

SPECIAL SEATING FOR 1 8-2 1. „„,„,,.

CALL Otn H0TUMI T0K DETAILS 538~6969
3oYiicw\u5iowm~-~sdifrHHA'5in~s3}~3i2i

X0TICA
TERTAINMENT

EXCLUSIVE AGENT FOR Anthonys

IS NOW RECRUITING ATTRACTIVE
ENTERTAINERS OVER 18 TO
WORK IN THE MOST EXCITING

AND PROFITABLE ADULT CLUBS

IN THE NORTHEAST!

No Experience Necessary!!

V CALL 413-532-8888 TODAY ./

plus special guest

dog's eye view

./.si

on sale now!

DISCOUER A WORLD OF GREAT DEALS AT LIQUORS 44!
v f

Saturday ^
novemberl

Ml
:

LUNS " N
'.
LK

TICKETS ON SALE AT THE MUUINS CENUR BOX OFFICt THRU _ OUTLETS
|NRM MUSIC •RECORD TOWN •FIIENE Si & CHARGE BV PHONE (41 3) 733-2500 • (203) 525-4500.'

FOR MORE INFO CALL (413) 5450505. ran out > umi sueim in ckuki

Produced I METROPOLITAN ENTERTAINMENT <

and Drive

BUD,BUDLT.,BUDIC
ANS gsM^M

+ DER

KKYSTONF 1
SALE $9.99

iC^^ 1
- MAIL-IN REBATE -4.00

CASE OF 30-

12 01. CANS
FINAL

COST
9

+ DEP.

BECK'S & BECKS DARK
12 PK. BOTTLES

+ DEP.

SAM ADAMS ^THARPOON
12 PK BOTTLES § gwm

+ DER

KOCH'S GOLDEN $^29
ANNIVERSARY W+DEP.
KEG. l.ic.HT- ice CASE 2-12 PK. CANS

Vi KEGS £3 $
HIT), BUD LT., *3=^

.

BUD ICE, MICH, MICH LT.,

AMBER BUCK. ICEHOUSE, RED DOC, LITE

'+DEP.

WINE OF THE M0N1

Santa l^ita 120
CHARDOSNAY, MERLOT,
CABERNET SAUVIONON
750ML

sa
LIVINGSTON CELLARS
ALL FLAVORS
3.0LT

RENE JUNOT
RED A WHITE
1.5LT

MERIDIAN CHARDONNAYtt—aam
BERINGER WHITE
ZINFANDEL
750ML

JOLIESSE
MERLOT
750ML

sa

[^CANADIAN MIST sale $11.49

1.75L MAIL-IN REBATE -3.00

FINAL

COST

POPOV VODKA
1.75L sio
Clan MacGregor

$12SCOTCH
1.75L

CASTILLO RUM
LIGHT & DARK
1.75L

SALE $11.49
MAIL-IN REBATE -3.00

FINAL

COST

Seagrams
GIN
& LIME GIN
1.75L

We Accept

Cans and Bottles

for Redemption

HADLEY
253-9344

NORTHAMPTON
586-3007

HOLYOKE
534-4555

SALE PRICES
THURS. 10/9/97 THRU

WEDS. 10/15/97

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS

Celebrate
(Putoiiertest

tottf) ©rtober^est Values.!

SAMUEL ADAMS

Laqer • Octoberfest • Honey Porter

draft... only $3. pint (ref $3 75)

during October!

1 S H \^r l'i t \>; \vr Strekt
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return to shelves in November.
followed b\ I lie \iengers and
Iron Man in December.

Perhaps the only bad aspect of

this return is that all of the old

sequential numbering of these

book* || destroyed forever.

Captain America,fat instance, will

not resume with #455. All t lie

books will sum over again with

new#i Issue*. Hie creative teams

on the tour titles are .is follows

(writer first, then artist):

• Captain America: Mark Waid
and Ron Carney. This is an amaz-

ing team who vsere unjust l\

yanked oil of Captain America in

the middle of their amazing run.

Welcome back gu\s

•The \vengers: Kurt Busiek
and George Perez Damn, this

creative team has me more excited

than 12 year-old at his first

Marylin Manson concert. Busiek

may be the best super hero writer

today, and Perez is by far the

greatest Avenger* penciller of all

time. This is going to be good
•Iron Man: Kurl Busiek and Sean
Chen. Now this-is a duo ol" shell-

head can be proud of! Busiek s

accolades speak for themselves,

and Chen is perfect for this title

after illustrating the similar X-O

McHowar.
• Fantastic lour: Scoti Lobdcll

and Alan Davis. We'll just have to

wait and see about this one H> lat

the weakest creative team on an\

Of the returning books

Now. some ol \ou Thor tans

might be saving. "I lev. whet about

the God Of Ihundet "" Well, quit

your whining. In addition to Her-

ring In The \vengen, That has in

own title in the works. John
Romila |r.. artist of Peter Parker:

Spider Man. is in negotiations to

draw I new Thor title to be called

Thor. Cad i'l Thunder, However,
don't look for it until Spring 19^8.

Review time folks; Batman:
Legends of the Hark Knight #100
(DC, S3.95JIfl this b4 page
anniversary issue. I o n g t i m e

Batman scribe Dennis O' Neil and
artist Dave Taylor recount the ori-

gin of Hick Grayson, the original

Robin, fist off, the gorgeous Alex

Ross cover adorning this issue is

reason enough alone to shell out

the $i.95. Hell, this guy's artwork
is 50 incredible he could paint a

Bananas in Pajamas comic book
and make it cool enough to sell

half a million copies. The main
rtorj retelling the origin of Robin
(isn't this like the tenth time

they've done this? ) is a nice.

smooth reed, but does little to

introduce us to any story elements

about nick Grayson we didn't

alreadv know The reel storv here

is the new experimental art tech-

nique in which Dave Taylor's

beautilul pencils are scanned into

a computer and digitally colored

and rendered without being

hand inked This gives the storv a

faded, dreamlike quality thai

makes you feel as if you were
looking Into voung Dick Grayson's

head and experiencing his memo-
ries. The back up feature, by

writer fames Robinson and pen-

ciller Lee Weeks, tells the story of

lason Todd's (the second Robin)

first day as Robin and his last day

as he dies at the hands of the

Joker. This is I brief, but powerful

storv with solid artwork by the

underrated Weeks. Throw in an

excellent pin-up section by talent-

ed artists such as Frank Miller.

Mike Mignola and Gene Ha. and

sou have a very nice package for

$5.95. A-
Well, that's all for this week

everyone. Until next time, "live

fast, fight hard, and die with your

mask on!"

leff Carter is a UMass student.
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Monday
continued from page 5

After a three-year run on one of tele-

vision's best dramas. Lawrence
packed her bags and jumped ship to

NBC to headline her own comedy.
She should have stayed with "Blue."

The laughs in this show are mostly

canned— you get the feeling you've

seen it beloie. And Lawrence is woe-

fully prone to overacting. Her lack of

any personal charisma also hurts the

show and the weak supporting cast

doesn't help her either. It's no secret

that NBC declared this show a hit last

season— it followed "Seinfeld." Now
Lawrence faces the irksome burden of

buoying a miserable show before NBC
gets wise. D (S.G.)

ALLYMCBEAI.
When: 9 p.m. (Fox)

Starring: Calista Flockhart. Courtney

Thorne-Smith

David E. Kelley just can't stay out of

television. First it was "Picket Fences"

and then the fading "Chicago Hope."

Now Kelley returns to the quirkiness

of "Fences" with a decidedly innovate

hour of drama in "Ally McBeal."

Starring award-winning Broadway
actress Calista Flockhart, "Ally" is a

humorous and insightful show. B
(S.G.)

CYBILL
When: 9:50 p.m. (CBS)

Starring: Cybill Shepard. Christine

Baranski

There is something wonderfully charm-

ing, if not crass, about "Cybill." The
premise of this show involves two
women who are constantly belly-aching

about men and yet— it's still funny.

And who would have ever thought

Shepard, who played Maddy on
"Moonlighting," could ever have a

funny bone in her body? Given the

chance, Shepard has turned her image

around and made a hit comedy about

a middle-aged, fading actress. And
having a great supporting cast like

Christine Baranski, DeeDee Pfieffer

and Alan Rosenberg helps a rather

stiff Shepard keep the laughs coining.

B+ (S.G.) »

CAROLINE IN THE CITY
When: 9 p.m. (NBC)
Starring: Lea Thompson
When "Caroline" first hit the air two

years ago, the first thought was: this

is NBC's first bomb. But the "Single

Guy" made the exodus first and now
"Caroline" is a strong enough show to

move to NBC's rather weak Monday

night line-up.

"Caroline" is the type of comedy that

drives you absolutely insane. For

once, the writers are maintaining their

integrity and not giving the viewers

what they want. But at the same time,

how long can people possibly watch

Caroline not get together with

Richard? You can argue the Sam and

Diane scenario from "Cliecis." hut it's

only a matter of time before viewers

get tired of the leasing and switch the

channel. B-(S.G.)

BROOKLYN SOI III

When: 10 p.m. (CBS)

Starring: Klea Scott. Adam RihIi iguez

This new cop drama from the king of

cop dramas. Steven Bochco. is the

most explosive new show to debut

this season. Already given a TV-MA
rating as a result ol graphic content.

"Brooklyn South" is the story about

the officers of Brooklyn's 74th

precinct. Credit must be given lor this

show's attempt at some kind of

believable realism as it examines, not

only the glamour of being a cop as

most of these programs do, but also

the tough choices to be made and the

ongoing urban violence that plagues

our city streets. But. the one thing

about "Brooklyn South" that is just so

ridiculous is how good looking all the

characters are. Even though the cast

is rather talented, suspension of dis-

belief can only go so far, these people

should be on a runway and not get-

ting all dirty as they chase thugs

through back alleys. B+ (Adam
Levine)

Tuesday
continued from page 5

The season opener picked up where

last season left off, and the comic high

jinks of office offbeat Beth and the

physical zaniness of dimwitted
Matthew provide more than enough
straight-out comedy to balance the sar-

castic and underlying wit of Hartman
and company. A (C.K.)

FRAS1ER
When: 9 p.m. (NBC)
Starring: Kelsey Grammar. |ane Leeves

ICelsey Grammar has come a long

way from a mere "Cheers" spin-off,

and the success is definitely warranted.

Grammar's Freezer started its new sea-

son with an impromptu trip to Mexico

that resulted in a relationship with for-

mer "Sisters" star Sela Ward.

A zoology doctoral candidate and

model. Ward seems almost too good to

be true. And to Freezer's chagrin, his

father, brother Niles and housekeeper

Daphne, agree — and don't believe a

word of his story.

The season opener left something to

be desired after several years of biting

wit between the psycho-analyzing

brothers, but Freezer's comedic style

came on strong in the season's second

episode.

A rare display of brotherly love

resulted in an episode that both pulled

at the heart strings and tickled the

funny bone.

"Freezer" is a staple of NBC's
Tuesday night line-up, and despite a

slow start, that trend should only con-

tinue. A (C.K.)

JUST SHOOT ME
When: 9:30 p.m. (NBC)

Starring: David Spade. Laura San

Giacomo

Former "Saturday Night Live" come

dian David Spade makes his network

return in a show that was used as a

filler at the end of last season.

In "lust Shoot Me" Spade plays a

personal assistant to the editor of

Blush magazine. Laura San Giacomo
plays the editor's daughter and one of

the magazine's top writers.

Spade adds a caustic wit that has

been lacking since his departure from

the late night weekend sketch comedy.

And his friendship with photographer

Elliot only furthers the biting wit.

The story line is a bit predictable,

and San Giameomo's Mayra can be a

bit preachy and proverbing, but Spade

and his cohort make the show well

worth watching. B+ (C.K.)

NYPD BLUE
When: 10 pm (ABC)
Starring: Dennis Franz. limmy Smits

Easily the grittiest, most brutal show

to ever hit prime time network televi-

sion, "NYPD Blue" continues to be

ABC's sole saving grace. If not for

delightfully gruff Andy Sipowicz

(Dennis Franz) and the

too-suave-for-his-own-good Bobby

Simone (limmy Smits). lord only

knows the headaches new entertain-

ment president laime I arses would be-

having.

The current season started off strong

— clearing Sipowicz from the |oev

Salvo killing — and hasn't looked back

since. Tuesday's episode was especial!)

strong, ending in a spontaneous hug

between Andy and Bobby. In the

words of Homer Simpson. "I wish I

were more like Sipowicz." A- (Mart)

Keane)

OZ
When: 1 1 p.m. (HBO)
Starring: Ernie Hudsen

Last season introduced not only

HBO's first dramatic scries, but ih>0

perhaps the most provocative pro

gramming ever introduced to televi-

sion. Tom Fontana and Barn I evison.

the creative team behind "Homicide."

have developed a bitterly intense week-

ly series about Baltimore's high securi-

ty prison Oswald Penitentery. Yet. the

action all takes place within an experi-

mental ward, referred to by the choree

ters as Emerald City. This highly dis-

turbing program follows the cxpeii ,,

ences of the inmates, who include a

cannibal, a Nation of Islam minister a

white power redneck, a slick Irish con

man. and a slew of some of the most

captivating characters to have evei

graced the TV screen. A (A.L.)
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Women s Issues
Thursday, October 9, 1997

Girl Zines: Voices of a Revolution Hill sparks thought about harassment
By Laura Barcella

Collegian Start

A Girl's Guide to Taking Over the

World: Writings from the Girl Zine

Revolution

edited by Karen Green and Tristan

Taormino

St. Martin's Griffin

If any of you girls out there still don't

know what a zine is, please allow me to

explain. The term "zine" is short for

"fanzine," a self-published mini-maga-

zine of whatever the creator wishes to

print. The content, format and style of a

zine are in the hands of the creator

—

they can be one page or 50 pages,

handwritten, typed, scrawled, with

color, black and white, on glossy pages,

or plain old xeroxed pages.

A zine is whatever its creator wants

it to be. It can serve any purpose and

cover any multitude of topics. An
author can make a zine like a literary

magazine, full of creative writing and

poetry, or a zine can be full of essays,

rants, reviews, whatnot... But a zine is

almost always very personal, contain-

ing writing dear to the heart of the cre-

ator. Reading a zine is often like taking

a peek into the insides of a person.

A zine can do anything and be any-

thing. It is all up to you. There you have

the incredible appeal of zine-making:

the ultimate freedom of self-expression,

the thrill of creation, the joy of knowing

people will hear what you have to say.

Writing a zine is like playing God.

Printing your thoughts, feelings, fears

and desires. Putting yourself on paper.

Making yourself open and vulnerable

for all to see.

It's virtually impossible to do a zine

for profit, and hard enough just to

break even. This is because it can be

difficult to distribute a zine, and there

usually aren't many people willing to

shell out money for a little booklet full

of strange writing by someone they've

never heard of. Thus, it is common for

zine-makers to hand out their zines for

free, or to sell them for very cheap

prices (usually under or around two

dollars).

Zine-makers do it solely out of pas-

sion, for pleasure. It is fun, creative,

liberating, stress and anger-relieving

—

and a hell of a lot of work. (I did a zine

called Oblivion in high school.) Still,

it's worth it.

Now that I've preached the benefits

of doing a zine, let me get to my review

of this fine, recently published book

about the girl-world of zines. Writings

from the Girl Zine Revolution is a great

book. It's a compilation of excerpts

and artwork from zines by girls across

the country.

Divided into seven chapters, it pro-

vides voices of different girls writing

on a wide range of subjects. It spans

from universal issues like high school

trauma, sexual awakenings, self-image,

family relations, and idols; to the dark-

er aspects of young women's lives and

consciousness: rape, incest, depression,

self-hatred, mental illness and how it

feels to work as a stripper. As a whole,

these voices are strong, powerful and

sharp. Individually, each voice res-

onates with feeling, be it anger, sad-

ness, hate. rage, or love. Call these girls

anything you want (1 doubt they would

care), but you could never say they're

not taking care of themselves, being

super-creative and living on their own
terms.

The voices of the girls in this book

come from all over— there are girls of

all different backgrounds, ethnicities

and sexual orientations. The zines

excerpted are as unique and expansive

in title as they are in content. With sar-

castic titles like Bust, Easy, BratGirl.

Alien, SourPuss, Cupsize, FatGirl and

Princess Charming, the writers behind

the zines make you look—and laugh

—

twice. Honestly, how could you not

want to delve inside something called

Not Your Bitch?

The editors and writers of these

zines are not quiet girls. No, I don't

know them beyond their words on

paper, but that's enough for me to see

that they're not laying back doing noth-

ing while the world happens around

them. They are not "victims," "passive"

or "average." They may be hurt,

depressed, even abused, but by speak-

ing their own truths they let the world

know that we are not deaf, blind or

mute. They are taking ownership of

their own lives and feelings and putting

them out there for all to see, enjoy,

resent, or scoff at.

The girls within the book are brave

risk-takers. They are creators, and

their voices are loud and clear. I dare

you not to listen. I also dare you not to

walk away from this book changed in

some way.

Upon finishing the-book, I felt

stronger, more frustrated, and closer to

my fellow girls and women. I felt

proud to be a girl, and proud to be

associated with girls as strong as these.

It also made me ashamed of the way

I sometimes treat other girls. Ashamed

that I judge and envy other girls based

on appearances, ashamed that 1 have

insulted other girls because of the way

they look or the way they choose to

dress. Ashamed of the harm done by

such pettiness. Because not only does it

harm the woman I'm judging or insult-

ing, it harms all of us. It keeps us

where society wants and expects us to

be, in constant competition. It keeps us

tied down.

As expressed in the book, loving

your fellow women does not equal hat-

ing men. We can value and appreciate

one another's strength, wisdom, and

creativity without de- valuing men's. It

is possible. No, I haven't fully learned

how to do it, but I'm trying to begin. I

don't want to feel alienated from other

girls anymore. I want to stop acting out

of insecurity and jealousy. 1 want to

stop doing what's expected of me. as

so many girls in this fantastic book

have learned to do for themselves.

Kelly Parent

After Anita Hill spoke last Thursday evening at

Mount Holyoke College, I wondered, as I was standing

in the long line to get my book signed, why she didn't

address the issue of sexual harassment

more. After all. it was Anita Hill, the

woman whose name is nearly synony-

mous with speaking up against harass-

ment. With her courage she has set an example for

other women to speak out about this issue.

Ms. Hill was an eloquent speaker, and her presence

was warm. 1 was honored to shake her hand, but I

couldn't help being disappointed after her brief,

50-minute speech. She spoke mostly about her new

memoir, Speaking Truth to Power. I think the issue

that should have been discussed in greater detail is

sexual harassment, a problem still prevalent for

women in the workplace and the classroom.

Is college not the time when women should be edu-

cated about living and working in "the real world?"

Sexual harassment on its own is difficult to endure.

It becomes harder still with the repercussions a woman
must face when she speaks out against it. Wasn't it

enough that Hill had to listen to ludge Thomas tell sto-

ries about films involving rape scenes and women hav-

ing sex with animals? Wasn't it enough that she was

accused of lying during the trial, her credibility and

integrity constantly questioned? Of course that was

not enough. The threats kept coming, including an

attempt to burn down her house. Death threats to Hill

are still occurring today.

Are people not yet aware of the emotional conse-

quences sexual harassment can have on a woman (or a

man. for that matter)? Feelings of depression, anxiety,

shame, guilt, betrayal, insecurity and powerlessness

are some of the effects that touch the lives of 40 to 60

percent of the people. 99 percent of the victims are

female.

Hill was compelled to quit her job because of the

effects of speaking out against her own sexual harass-

ment. Ridiculously, women are often blamed for the

harassment they suffer. How many times have you

heard that a woman was "asking for it" because she

was wearing a short skirt? Or that a woman invented

her claims of harassment to get back at an employer

for turning her down, as was implied during Hill's

trial? People who say such things probably don't know

that according to statistics, only one percent of harass-

ment allegations are false.

1 know that there was a time when women were

taught to just accept the harassment, that it was an

"unavoidable" part of being a working woman
(remember the image of the male boss chasing his

female secretary around the desk?). In

1997, you would think people would be

more educated about the issue. Think

again!

We need to take the power back into our own
hands, as Anita Hill did six years ago by having zero

tolerance for harassment. There is no room for it in

the workplace, the classroom or anywhere. Those days

of quietly accepting it are over.

Kellv Parent is a UMass student.

Holyoke shelter to host October rally Can't we handle our own accidents?

by Laura Barcella

Collegian Staff

On Saturday, Oct. 18, the Holyoke

o r g a n i zat i
6" )a

'

Womanshelter/Companeras will 'be"

hosting a rally in recognition of

Domestic Violence Awareness
Month. Guest speakers will include a

representative from the Holyoke
mayor's office, the Hampden County

district attorney's office, and repre-

sentatives from area organizations

dealing with domestic violence.

There will be music, refreshments

and activities for children, along with

a reading of the names of victims of

domestic violence. Their loved ones

are encouraged to bring personal

belongings to be set at the table to

honor victims' memories and to

remind us of the fatalities of domestic

violence.

Each year, four million women and

children are victims of domestic vio-

lence. Their deaths create a void,

leaving an empty space at the table.

Edith lennings, from
Womanshelter/Companeras, says she

hopes for "a good crowd" of more

than 100 people to attend the rally.

To spread the word, she sent out

thousands of fliers with details about

the event, which will be the first of

its kind for the organization.

Womanshelter/Companeras has

been active in Holyoke for 17 years.

It offers a large variety of services for

the local women's community. The

organization offers a 24-hour emer-

gency hotline, an emergency shelter

for the abused, a community educa-

tion program, a legal advocacy pro-

gram, support groups, safety plan-

ning, referrals and bilingual/bicultur-

al services.

The shelter assists over 350

women a year on its own, and many

more use the other resources provid-

ed there.

In parting, lennings says. "We
hope that people will come."

The rally will be held on
Saturday. Oct. 18. from 2:30 to

4:30 p.m. at Holyoke Heritage State

Park. 221 Appleton St.. Holyoke,

Mass. For more information, call

Edie Jennings at (413) 538-9717 or

Heather Warner at (413)

534-2186.

School schmool
Another frat rant

Hello fellow sisteren. Welcome
back to UMass for another gruel-

ing semester of inane lecture and

speculation. These first few weeks

have produced academic fondness

hatequivalent to

of oral surgery, so

by Thanksgiving I

should be ready for

the reinforced leather restraints.

My one salvation is the neigh-

bor's cat, whom I kidnap for

approximately three hours daily

around prime time. His name is

now BuszheyBear. Today the poor

cat was accosted and violently

removed from his porch, but I

greatly needed comfort after a very

traumatic experience.

As I was walking toward the

Campus Center, I had a nasty

encounter with some school spirit.

I overheard two young men dis-

cussing their plan of action for the

upcoming weekend. One of them

shrieked to the other (they were

walking side by side). "Dude, let's

just chill at the house, get some

chicks over and get annihilated

with a kegger. What else is there to

do?"
Needless to say. this induced a

headache and that rising metallic

taste some of us know all too well.

1 am currently recovering from the

experience with cold Pop Tarts and

Smartees.

Today's incident elicited emo-

tion similar to that expressed in a

Ramones song: "Beat the frat, beat

the frat. beat the frat with a base-

ball bat." It should be obvious by

now what I am referring to. I don't

mean to be judgmental, but

would think the mentality of find-

Sissy Andrews

ing endless humor in flatulence

(that's another story altogether),

salvation in getting "annihilated"

and machismo in sex would have

disappeared come time for higher

academia... Not so.

I asked someone
recently for a legiti-

mate reason for the

persisting existence of fraternities.

Said individual became increasing-

ly hostile and flustered as he fum-

bled in vain for a response. I must

admit, I smiled.

A friend once told me that tradi-

tion was the reason behind the

lasting phenomenon. The tradition

of what? Relying on alcohol, sex

and "brotherhood" for a sense of

worth, power and a good time? If

any brothers (or sisters) out there

wish to enlighten me as to the ben-

efits of the Greek System, please

do so immediately, because at this

point I don't comprehend.

I do not feel sad because the

Greek System seems fundamentally

useless, but because 1 am not with-

in legal means to sterilize its par-

ticipants via the drinking water,

thereby preventing such evils from

future generations. Do 1 have a

chip on my shoulder? Perhaps.

Yet what can 1 do? It would be

unfair to both myself and

BuszheyBear's real owners for me
to barricade myself in my house

for the remainder of the semester.

I suppose I can do nothing except

distance myself from Frat Row.

and continue to vent my frustra-

tion in forums such as the

Women's Issues Page.

Sissy Andrews is a UMass stu-

dent.

CALL FOR
WRITERS!

As the Women's
Issues editor at the

Collegian, I want

to open up this

space for your con-

tributions :

thoughts, ques-

tions, ideas, edito-

rials, articles and

reviews. I want

this page to be

entertaining and

witty as well as

informative, so I

invite all types of

submissions. Drop

by the Collegian

office in the

Campus Center

basement, or send

'em to: Laura

Barcella, Women's

Issues Editor, The

Daily Collegian,

1 1 3 Campus
Center Basement.

Usually. "20/20" has little to offer

me. Hugh "Fishface" Downs and

Barbara Wa-Wa engaging in conserv-

ative banter about topics they clearly

do not care for is hardly my idea of

worthwhile prime time. However,

this Friday night's edition gave me
reason to endure this depressing

pre-mortem duo.

The focus of the segment was

insurance scams used

by lowlife scum on
the road. There is a

calculated method by

which an innocent driver is forced

into an accident where she is techni-

cally held liable. The plan is. Scum
#1 is in a car in front of you. usually

with a couple of other passengers.

Scum #2 approaches from the side

and cuts off Scum #1 . causing him or

her to slam on the brakes, thus forc-

ing you to hit from behind.

Like bad British comedy. Scum #1

and passengers pour out of the car

with great wailing and gnashing of the

teeth, holding their necks with insur-

ance dollars flashing in their eyes.

Now. our point of interest lays within

the specific targets of these heathens.

As Fishface and Wa-Wa eloquently

stated in the show, the selected tar-

gets of such money-grubbing malice

are usually women. Why? Because, of

course, women are less likely to put

up a fight. You know the hysterical,

whiny, endlessly clueless creatures

women are— in disastrous or nerve-

wracking situations, our minds just

fly out the window! Suddenly ren-

dered stupid and speechless, poor

fragile women are the victims of such

heartless ploys! Dear God, not our

dear little women\
Yes, 1 am full of sarcasm, as usual.

It just amuses me to some degree.

Mind you, I don't find it funny that

women are being targeted as the "vic-

tims" of some mean idiots' materialis-

tic scamming. I find

Laura Barcella
it amusing that

these scammers
think we're so inno-

cent, doe-eyed and stupid. Pardon,

when did I give you that idea?

Heaven knows, if someone tried to

convince me that hitting some moron

was my fault, I'd get out of the car

and set all hell breaking loose. I'd be

yelling and name-calling at the top of

my lungs. I'd certainly not be crying

in mute hysterics, but I would be

threatening and accusing in a

deserved fit of rage. It doesn't take a

genius to stand up for yourself,

defend yourself and to not let the

scum of the world grind their boots

all over you.

Some women. 1 have observed,

purposely adopt the meek. weak, hys-

terical stance in accident situations

(and other driving-related incidents,

like getting pulled over by a cop) to

avoid being held liable for their

actions. They think they can get away

with murder if they look utterly

sweet, scared and bewildered.

Unfortunately, in some cases this

works, and fine actresses may get off

the hook.

However, in the calculated acci-

dent scenario we are presently dis-

cussing: that type of behavior is

exactly'what is desired of-the woman,

and she will be let off no such hook.

In fact, she has walked right into

their trap, and the joke is on her. As

you see. it doesn't pay to behave in

this mindless manner, because you

never know when you could be get-

ting played.

Of course, I have been in a few

minor accidents in my time, and I

understand that getting in an acci-

dent— even a small one— can be

alarming and nerve-wracking.

Frankly, my first impulse in such a

situation is to put the pedal to the

medal and careen myself home at

high speeds to a hot waiting cup of

caffeinated tea.

Yet I know such escape would be

socially and morally unacceptable, so

I try to stick around after hitting or

being hit in an automobile. Sure,

sometimes I freeze up or get short of

breath momentarily, but within min-

utes I wrap my wits back around me
and handle what needs to be handled.

No whining, doe eyes, or hysterics in

sight. So though I may, doubtfully, be

a target for one of those scammers

one day. I will never be a victim.

They won't get what they're looking

for!

Laura Barcella is a Collegian staff

member.

Why can't we all just get along:?

Why is it that our society looks at

men and women with such different

eyes? People argue that it is because

the sexes are different, but do we

look differently upon a male kitten or

a female kitten, or a male blackbird

and a female blackbird?

Unequal treatment between the

genders has been around since the

tale of Adam and Eve.

Although there are obvi-

ous physical differences,

are there necessarily psy-

chological ones as well?

Society should not criticize men

for shopping or trying to look their

best, nor should it criticize women
for driving an eighteen-wheeler or

mowing the lawn. People should be

able to do as they wish in today's

"democratic" society. They should

not be socially frowned upon because

of the baseless stereotypes which

have been handed down from genera-

tion to generation.

A common double-standard

among college-aged people is the

]anet Benoit

treatment towards girls and boys who

take many different sexual partners.

A boy is respected and considered a

"stud" for having many sex partners,

whereas a girl with similar behavior

is called a "slut" and is disrespected

by both genders.

Why should a boy be respected for

sleeping around? There are the con-

stant threats of

STDs and
unplanned pregnan-

cy which go along

with risky sexual behavior. Plus,

whatever happened to the notion of

caring about the person you're sleep-

ing with?

It's ironic that for a girl to gain

respect, she must refrain from sexual

activity, or else she risks being

thought of as "cheap" or "easy." Of
course, a woman has sexual needs

and desires equivalent to a man's, but

she is expected not to admit or act on

them.

Sexual harassment, especially in

the armed forces, is also an issue

which has been taken to extremes.

Women in the armed forces, just like

in any other situation, have a right to

report inappropriate sexual advances,

comments, or treatment from their

fellow servicemen.

Why has our society come to this?

Why can't men and women live

together under the same guidelines

and be treated with the same
respect? I would be naive to think

people will stop judging and stereo-

typing. In a perfect world, though,

woman, man. black, white, gay and

straight could all live and work
together without thinking less of the

others.

Although we try to pretend that we

have advanced enough to all be treat-

ed equally, this is certainly not the

case. I hope there will be a day when

a person's gender, race, or sexual ori-

entation would not be the basis for

unfair judgments, but I fear such a

day will not come. It would be too

CilsN

Janet Benoit is a UMass student.

Everywoman's Center and the Abortion Rights Fund of Western Massachusetts are co-sponsormg a Post-Abortion

Support Group. The group will meet for four sessions, and will provide a safe, pro-choice environment to discuss and

share any feelings and thoughts related to the abortion experience. The group will begin in mid-October and will be

held on Wednesdays from 5:30 to 7 p.m. This group is free and open to all campus and community women. For more

information and pre-registration please call Everywoman's Center at (4 13) 545-0883.
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Wednesday
continued trom page 5

I flrtl crush. "Party of Five" hits all

the bases. In addition to the realistic

writing, "Parrj d live" boasts one d
the most talented casts on utoviriori

To put it succincth. this drama il like

life — just better looking. A (S.G.)

I HIRD ROCK FROM THE SUN
When 9p.m.. (NBC)
Starling: John l.ithgow, lane Curtain

Tht true in\>ter\ of this bizarre show

is. how it has won so many awards

and so much acclaim. Academy
Award winner lohn l.ithgow made the

move to television as a neurotic alien,

who. with the other three members of

his crew, struggles to make sense out

of human behavior, lane Curtain is

Lithgow s sexual fascination while the

othei members of the show are bland

and play of jokes about stereotypes

and absurd American cultural phe-

nomena, not really all that original or

even funny lor that matter. D (Adam
1 evine)

LAW & ORDER
When: 10 p.m. (NBC)
Starring: Sam Waterston.
Orbach

lerry

At tot finally winning an Emmy for

best dramatic series and with no cast

defections after last season, the oft-

forgotten "Law & Order" sits on the

brink of being yet another bona fide

hit for the Peacock, and it's about

time.

Within its unique format of each

hour-long episode really being two

shows in one — the first 30 minutes

are devoted to the cops looking for

the criminal, and the last half hour

deals with the lawyers — "Law &
Order" has been able to explore the

two (often conflicting) perspectives to

the American justice system; a point

of view that has provided consistently

thought-provoking storylines. A-
(Marty Keane)

Thursday
continued from page 5

Inc. to the instantly memorable
"Helllloooo!." Seinfeld's ninth season

is off to | fine start. The only disap-

pointment thus far has been Elaine's

(lulia Louis-Dreyfus) lame sub-
plots. When is her insidiously stupid

relationship with Puddy going to end?

Still. Seinfeld's team of actors consis-

tently provide America with the best

copy room chatter this side of Ted
Kennedy's glass eyes. A (Marty

Keane)

VERONICA'S CLOSET

When: 9:30 p.m., (NBC)
Starring: Kirstie Alley. Kathy Najimy

kirstie Alley returns to both the net-

work and night that made her
famous. The former "Cheers" star

now grabs the starring role in

"Veronica's Closet" — a show about a

former lingerie model running her

own company.

The premise's catch? Alley's Veronica

Chase is has past her prime, but she is

not willing to admit it. And her stub-

bom attempts to regain her youth and

waistline, at least in appearance, and

thin on comedy.

Alley's supporting cast — Kathy
Najimy, Wallace Langham and Dan
Cortese, especially — highlight a sup-

porting cast that really boosts this

show's appeal.

According to TV Guide, "This show
was designed for Kirstie." But the

zealous Alley sometimes trips up her

own project. Fortunately for NBC,
when Alley is a bit overbearing, her

castmates provide a balanced support

system. B (Casey Kane)

SPORTS CHANNEL, ESPN, ESPN2, NESN
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DJ. By A & R Music

Open Mic

Electric Carnival

Back East 12th
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DRINK SPECIALS

CROWN ROYAl 6 COKE S2

CORONA S2°°

BUSCH DRAFT 1202 75C

WUWIH CIWH WITT

October 31
Prizes for Best Costumes

Never a Cover • SEVEN O'S • 665X788

Route 1 16 IN SUNDERLAND (5 miles N of UMass exit)

Friday
continued from page 5

ABC has a winner with "Sabrina," so

why not introduce another
magic-type character?

Wrong.
There are several reasons why ABC
is plummeting among viewers and
"You Wish" would be one of them.

First of all, you have a genie in this

show — as if we haven't seen this

done with Barbara Eden. And given

that this male genie is annoyingly

grungy and hip, there's a very good
chance that audiences will tune out

really fast.

And that's not even mentioning
Kozak's stiffness or the lame writ-

ing. This show will probably be fol-

lowing "Meego" to TV-Land's grave-

yard in a few short weeks. F (S.G.)

Saturday
continued from page 5

President Clinton, Ted Koppell, Phil

Donahue and Tom Brokaw are

near-perfect.

Random thought: Is it me or is

every act that comes on after the

musical guest's first song a dud or

Mbhrimack a DAYS ONLY
UNIVERSITY STORE MANUFACTURER'S

# °' •*<>.

m™%

, SAMPLE SALE

A

Thursday and Friday

October 9-10
ONLY

Pro Teams and other College & University Logos!

no.
00crews/ etv

""

n$» hoods ***^ Values to *0.°°

Values to *60.
00

*5.°°

UIIKlSSj
T-Shirts, Sweats, Hats,

Jackets and more

and Sprit Hems Some
Shop early for best selection

Campus Center

545-2619
MVHSrtY Cf MASSACHUSfns AMHUUt

Monday -Friday

9am - 5pm
Saturday 11-4

LAURtN KOSKY/COUECIAN

The Massachusetts^ women's tennis team played Army yesterday at Upper Boyden Courts.

what? This isn't purely a new phe-

nomenon either.

As anyone who saw last

Saturday's "Celebrity leopardy" can
attest to, the venerable Lome
Michaels warhorse is still capable of

magic, however brief. Not worth
staying in on Saturday nights, but

worth throwing a tape in the VCR.
B- (Marty Keane)

Sunday
continued from page 5

stay tuned for the premiere for

Mulder's hardly mysterious resur-

rection and maybe we will discover

where Scully's loyalties lie. (A. I..)

A

1 did mil know if I was

then a man dreaming I

was a butterfly, or if I am

|mw a koiterfly dreaming

I am a man."

Uuanozil

Write for Arts.
ptctur* court«*y of Man cahoo" 1

(www-unw on umasa echi/~ cartoon)

|Cahillane

Rentals I

Rt 9 @ Howard Johnson's in Amherst

48 Damon Rd, Northampton

Auto

T
Amherst I Northampton

549.8099 1 584.8099

on the Web @ http://www.cahillane.com

Now Featuring

the ultimate 4-WD .

Jeep Grand ( Cherokee pmmmmm*
& Dodge Caravan RENTALS

MICHAEL'S I II I Al I

S

10A Bklchkrtown ROAO Wiiikrst. MA 01002 256-8184

S E
MUSIC HALL

20 Center St Northampton

ALL AGES
ALL THE TIME

trtursday, October 9, 1 pm

Hypnotic Clambake
multi culti groove rock, SS odv

friday, October 10, 7 pm

June Rich
the Indtoos tund llm Nteldst S8 ndv

Saturday, October 11, 10 pm

Burlap To Cashmere
Native opens, $5 adv

sunday, October 12, 7 pm

Clean Livin
Valley country folic rocd I

monday, October 13, 7 & 10 pm

Robben Ford
Soulful, tunkified blues rock, SI 5 odv

tuesday, October 14, 7 pm

David Lindloy
multi instrumentalist world musk wonder, SI 6 odv

Wednesday, October 15, 7 & 10 pm

Trio: Joshua Rodman,
Christian McBrido &

Brian Blade
three jazz wonders— one stage, S22 50 odv

thursday, October 18,10 pm

The Drovers
|ilu the Popetbov S6ndv

friday, October 17 7 pm

Andy Stewart &
Gerry O'Beirne

OCTOBER*? GALACTIC JO -w $6»ov.

TICKETS For the Record at the

Northampton Bo* Office or coll 586-8686

24 HOUR CONCERT INFO
1 l 3 584 0610
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UMass volleyball squad cruises by Harvard
By Brett Mauser
Collegian Correspondent

HARVARD

MASSACHUSETTS

After dropping two rather ugly materi-

al m hotM against two solid Atlantic 10
contender* tCRl and Virginia lech), the

UMass volleyball team needed l win.
Any win. This win could be against the

Pee Wee LtlglH All Stars, as long as the

team got back on track and started dom-
inating squads. Fortunately enough, they

didn't need to beat up on the Pee Wee
League AIL Stats to show up somebody.

Last night, at the

Curry Hicks Cage, the

Minutewomen (9 7.

4-2 in the A- 10) liter-

ally "dominated" the

Harvard Crimson.
Behind |ill Meyer* ' 18 kills, the
Minutewomen beat the Ivy League
champs 15-5. IVI5. 15-10. 15-5.

Other than the second set. in which
they squandered a io- 3 lead, the
Minutewomen played solid defense and
got their attacking game back on track.

Meyers, the sophomore middle block-

er, had a standout performance overall,

also picking up I 1 digs and six blocks

along the way. Four of the six blocks

were solo to place her one shy of the

school's single match record.

Freshman Rebecca llasson was a

sparkplug for UMass, stalling in the first

match of her collegiate career. She
recorded Eve blocks and only live kills on
the night, but was more Important delen-

sivch

.

"What people don't realize in the

stands is what Rebecca did defensively

for our team. She did a great job putting

the block up that channels the ball to the

backcourt for the dig. The more she
pla\s. the better she's going to get," said

Coach Bonnie Kenny, who inserted
Mi Min in the lineup in Saturday's loss

to the Hokies.

In game one, the score was tied at four

when the Minutewomen ran off 1 1 of

the next 12 points, finishing things with

a lennifer Drennan service ace.

After the catastrophe in game two,

UMass settled down and posted a 15-10
win, capitalizing on numerous Crimson

error*. With the score
10-7 in favor of Harvard,

the Minutewomen went to

Meyers, who then con-
nected on three ol her
team-high kills to take the

third frame

Sophomore outside hitter Kari
Hogancamp put together another solid

performance, picking up 10 kills and 21

digs, while the hitter opposite her,

sophomore Sarah Watters, registered 12

kills, including the knockout punch at

match point.

"We came out strong, had a few prob-

lems in the second game, but the thing is,

we're a young team. At times we're play-

ing with no seniors on the floor, so we're

going to be inconsistent at times.

Overall, I think we played great and
should be ready for this weekend." said

Meyers.

UMass finishes up their season-long

five-match homestand this weekend
when they take on conference rivals

George Washington Friday night and
Fordham on Saturday. Both matches are

set for 7 p.m. starts.

LAUREN KOSKY COLLEGIAN

UMass women's volleyball's lennifer Drennan defeated
Harvard at Curry Hicks Cage yesterday.

NFL
continued from page 14

number, but I figured that they have

Dave Brown as a quarterback and
wouldn't have what it takes to stop a

potent Dallas stampede Well. I was
wrong. I went nuts and picked the

Cardinals. So far, the team down in

Phoenix has lost four heartbreakers. I

say, if they're going to beat anybody, it

may as well be the Vikings. Well. I was
wrong. Chicago hosted New Orleans

and lost 20-17 in a Sunday night

thriller. Is an editorial really needed?

Okay. I'll let you do it. Heath Shuler

versus Rick Mirer — the battle for

who gets the bigger room in the base-

ment — discuss. »So this week, I'm

going all out. I'm reaching in for that

fire that gave me the sign that allowed

me to pick the lets last year against

Arizona and won. That's right, I

picked the lets last year in their one

and only victory. Here we go:l. You
may think me nuts, but I'm picking

Chicago to beat Green Bay in the

Windy City. The Pack won't have its

fans to jump into and the Bears need a

win more than Dan Dierdorf needs an

enema. Da Bears 17, Packers 16.

2. On Monday night, the Cowboys
will fall. It's a battle between the two

top teams in the NFC F.ast. and I'm

going with the Redskins. 24-1 7.

Finally, the Patriots can go 15-1 and

it still won't matter. Until they prove

that Denver is beatable, there will

always be that doubt... that they aren't

good enough. Even Dan Shaughnessy

is saying that the Pats didn't deserve to

go to the Super Bowl last year. It's true,

but I still think he's an ass for waiting

until now to write it. What would he

have said if the Pats had won?
The road to the Super Bowl kicked

off last Monday and already the Pats

have a flat tire. 1 don't know if I'd

want to play Buffalo with a fiat tire.

Jonathan M. Place is a Collegian

columnist.

This Thursday Nite from
9:00 to 11:00...

Your Choice ofc wmma
Wings
Spicy Wedges or
Fried Shrimp

[PdOdiXM? 05? ©©©£?

Plus 99 < shots!

Choice of:

Butterscotch

Root Beer
Hot & Spicy
Peppermint
Melon
Banana

1A3 Sunderland Rd, Amherst
253-9202

OlDSMOBIlt

JHitiitttmati

Patricia Dolan
SALES REPRESENTATIVE

VOLKSWAGEN

®
TEL 617 275 6000
FAX 617-271 1325

39 NORTH ROAO
BEOFORO. MASS 01730

i ^ r

»r»>»-

Weekly Drinks Specials

Rum I
Coke
16oz.

$2.°°

Miller Light

20oz.

si."

Sam Adams
Pintf

-Lager-
-Honey Porter*

-Octoberfest-

$3,
OO

Friday Night

Bud Night
Collect Pint

Glasses- Win
Prizes

Thurs- Fri- Sat

1 2 Price Appetizers
9-10:30

Bar Restaurant Lounge

I

Big Guys Liquors

Big Give away
Come check it out from 2-6pm on

Saturday, October 18th

We will be giving away tons of great prizes.

Listen for details on:

WHMP 99.3 FM
'We're Big on Friendly Service"

Rte. 1 1 6 Sunderland, MA (413) 665-5030
1

Jixily/iiJdjjjjjaiJJ

Wed eTt^^
Oct. 15- 4
"Jesse"
From
Boston

-All Original-

Register

To

Win A
Rand

Mountain
Bike

Drawinq
Oct, 31''

15 East Pleasant Street

ft/ftAiym

N
I

G
H
r

Oettbtr 9th

allpm

Milts

Crtiuilt

Itunft

L

•/•/it ti$ for an inspirational night $f

music, pottry, and starias ky taeal artist*

FRIDAYS
ALL NEW

SATURDWS

10PM TO 1AM

THE XTREME IN GLOWBOWLING

ENTIRE CENTER WILL GLOW!

NORTHAMPTON BOWL
584-4830

paaaaaj

rr open Tvtmomi - Sunday

Ihm- In mttmt '• ill < I

5MH SWritK

excellence in Japanese Cwtijtne

OF JAPAN
COOKING AT YOUR TABLE

TWO DINNERS FOR $ 1 8

SHRIMP AND S 1 1 \k C( J>MBI\ A I IO\

TWO DINNERS FOR $ 1 8
SHRIMP A\DSC Ml OI'COMBISM IO\

TWO DINNERS FOR * I 5

S 1 1 \K WD C I IIC Kl\ COMBINM ION

\ \siX\iDU\lll KOOTUFS-mi & SUN

. All Dinners include salmi. vtgeuMt nuudlf.

' sunp. fin MM c* iff inn in

Rrrfcim FtacmMOkww\S fix yur party

Casual Diess • Full Boi • tuotic Spedols • Take ttte Sunderland Bus from campus -get dropped oH at our front door

Please call for reservation* today!

(413) 66S.4628
Ri. 1 16 Sunderland

$? 50 (Tw. lit*, Sho<* Daily

* Special Engagement. No Paaae* or Cc_r .

ilenca la> Golden Mo child under
any PC 1 3 or R rated film after Op

MT. FARMS A • 584 9153
MT. FIRMS MALL

A Thousand Acres (R)

'...'.,, . 3 tb [i*

The Edge (R)

Today at 530 ($2.50) and 820
LA. Confidential (R)

Today at 5.20 ($2.50) and 8:10

The Game (R)

Today at 5:20 ($2.50) and 8.10

G.I. Jane (R)

Today at 8 20

HAMPSHIRE 6-584 7550

^

HAMPSHIRE MALL.

Kiss the Girls (R)

Today at 5.30 ($2.50) and 8:10

The Peacemaker (R)

Today at 5:30 ($2.50) and 8: 1

U-TurWHO
Today at 520 (S2.50) and 8:00

In and Out (PG- 13)

Today at 6:00 ($2.50) and 8:20

Soul Food (R)

Today at 5:40 ($2.50) and 8:20

Wishmaster (R)

Today at 5:50 ($2.50) and 8:20

Umass
Student Ticket Pick-Up Schedule

7:00AM-3:00 PM-Curry Hicks Cage

Tues. Oct. 14. 1W

t.Oct 28, 1997

TiK'.v Nov 4. 1997

Tues. Nov. IS. \*)i

) u.-s. Nov. 25. IW7

lues. Dec. 2. 1997

Tues Dec.S>, 1997

lu.-s Ian, 27, 1W7

Tues. Feb. 3, 1997

Tues. l-ctv hi. I^V7

fees. Feb. 17. 1997

ues. Mar J. 1997T

SPORT

Hockey
Mou's Basketball

Hockey

Men"s Basketball

Hockey
Men's Basketball

Hockey

Hockey

Hod
Men's Basketball

Hockev

Men's Basketball

Women's Basketball

Hockey
Men's Basketball

Hockex

Men's Basketball

Men's Basketball

I lockey

Hoi I.

Men's Basketball

Men's Basketball

Hockey
Men's Basketball

Men s Basketball

Mens Basketball

Hockey

Hockey

Hockey

PATE OF GAME/OPPONENT

OCT. lPvDALHOUSIH
OCT. 17 -MIDNIGHT MADNESS
NOV. 2 v BOSTON COLLEGE
NOV. 7 v CONVERSE ALL STARS
MOV 14 v UMass/ Lowell

NOV. 15 v MARATHON
NOV. 21 v PROVIDRNCT. COLLEGE
NOV 2i v VERMONT
NOV 29 v NORTHEASTERN
DBC. 2 v coLiir.F. of chari 0S i i in

DEC 6 v NORTHEASTERN
DEC. 6* MARSHALL
D1C II v CONNECTICUT
DEC. MvDARTHMOUTH
JAN 10 v GEORGE WASHINGTON
JAN. 16 v MERRIMACK
JAN. 17 v FORDHAM
JAN. 19 v ST BONAVF.NT1 RI

JAN. 23 v BOSTON COll 1.(11

JAN. W v PROVIDENCE
FEB. I v DAYTON
I I B. 3 v TEMPLI
FEB. S v UMass/ Lowell

IFB UvLASALll:
FEB 18 v RHODE ISLAND
FEB 21 v ST. JOSEPH'S
FEB. 21 v NEW HAPMSHIRE
MAR. 27 v BOSTON UNIVERSITY
MAR. 7 v MAINE

PICK-UP & GAME DATES SUBJECT TO CHANGE.

VALID UMASS STUDENT ID CARD NEEDED
TO PICK-UP TICKETS.
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Collegian Classifieds
University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fjx: (413)545-1592

ACTIVITIES

Interested in theater,

fantasy, making friends,

or having fun 7 Experienced

storyteller forming BEGIN-

NER role-playing group.

Call 665-4158 before

eleven.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

"The Tribe" The Movie
Production Crew 8pm
168C Campus Center

Tonight 1

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
to help plan a week of

events for World AIDS Day

1998. Bring innovative

ideas and energy to the

World AIDS Day
Committee Meeting on

Thursday, Oct 9th at 7pm

in the Campus Center, Rm.

174. ALL WELCOME!

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Sugarloaf Estates Luxury

2 bedroom apartment

homes. Free heat and hot

water State of the art

kitchens, designer baths,

wall to wall carpeting,

washer and dryer. On

PVTA. Incredible move-in

specials Call Today. 665-

3856 .

1 bedroom apartment
Colonial Village $440 +

utilities. 256-4594 Steve

AUTO FOR SALE

1984 Toyota Camry auto,

A/C, 81k, $1600. 546-5211

AUTO FOR SALE

1990 Jeep Wrangler 5

speed, 85k, hard top/soft

top. $6000. 256-0501

'84 Jeep CJ7 4x4. hard-

top, new battery, needs

some work. Asking $1100

or B/0. Call Tony @ 549-

1609.

EMPLOYMENT

Work Study Student

Wanted National Yiddish

Book Center on Hampshire

College Campus.

Accounting Clerk, 15-20

hours/week, $7/hour. Call

Fran Goodwin at 256-4900

Jobs For The
Environment

Campaign with MassPirg

to reduce pesticide use.

Flexible schedule. $50-

75/day. Call Terry @ 256-

6434

LEGAL ASSISTANTS
WANTED Spring 1998

Internships With The

Student Legal Services

Office; get hands-on expe-

rience in the legal field

—

work directly with attor-

neys and clients. Earn up

to 15 undergraduate cred-

its. No experience in the

legal profession neces-

sary— training provided.

Contact The Student Legal

Services Office today: 545-

1995, 922 Campus Center.

EMPLOYMENT
Hadley Office Has 15

P.T Positions Available

• Flexible schedule

• Evenings and week-

ends available

• Only minutes from

campus
• On busline

• Fun atmosphere

• Start work this week
• $6/hr starting pay

Call 584-0215 for

interview

FOR SALE

Exercise Science
Major Senior or Graduate

for weight room.

Hampshire Fitness 256-

6446

Drivers Wanted Pays $70

to $120 per shift Car

needed. Dominos 256-

8911

FOR RENT

Fridge Rentals 253-9742

Free Delivery

FOR SALE

KHS Montana Descent
Mountain Bike Great

condition 247-5358

Party Time- Need
More? Learn excellent

time management skills-

shortread booklet. $8.95

Call 527-2506

15 million-*- sendable
email addresses Contact

the world with the stroke

of a key! $99 per CD.

Contact Pete @ Conrad

Enterprises (413)539-3599

Kona Mountain Bike
Ridden off-road only 3

times. Shimano LX Shifter.

$450 or B/0. Call Dan at

628-3857 Leave message.

Self Amplified Bazooka

Base Tube 6 inches, great

shape. Call 259-1984

AB Roller- Brand new,

never used. Video includ-

ed. Bought for $75, sell for

$50,546-1947

Computers! Computers!

Computers!

The very best prices

around! IBM Thinkpads

Compac as well as print-

ers, scanners, and sup-

plies. Call File

Management Solutions

and ask for Jason 549-

4850

Laptop Notebook Works

good. $150. Good for

school. Call Steve

(413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for

computer. Works great.

Call CPC (413)584-8857

Watch batteries, ear

piercing, eyeglass

repairs, jewelry restora-

tion, diamond engage-

ments, wedding rings.

Silverscape Designs, 264

N. Pleasant St, Amherst.

253-3324 Open Daily.

INSTRUCTION

Boxing Lessons in

Amherst Tuesday and

Thursday. Call (413)732-

8817

BARTEND WITH UNI-
VERSITY BARTENDING
50% student discount. On-

campus classes starting

soon! Call 1-800-U-Can-

Mix for info.

MISCELLANEOUS

Earn S75-S100

Exercise Science Study

Needs non-weight trained

males

Call Steve @ 253-4952 or

5-6072

EARNS750-S1500/WEEK
Raise all the money your

group needs by sponsoring

a VISA fundraiser on your

campus. No investment &
very little time needed.

There's no obligation, so

why not call for informa-

tion today. Call 1-800-323-

8454 x 95.

ROOM FOR RENT

Roommates needed for

house on Hobart Lane

$270/month. Call

Rich/Adam 548-7972.

ROOMMATE WANTED
Student wanted to

share four bedroom with

three females at Alpine

Commons. $300/monthly,

utilities included. 253-

1824

ROOM WANTED

Sublet Needed January

1998- 1 month only. Bus

access necessary

Preferably in

Northampton. (617)623-

3851

SERVICES

TRAVEL

www.movieposter.com
Vintage-Current

(416)391-0133

ROOM FOR RENT

1 room available on

Main St. Very close to

town. On bus route. 21 +

please. Call 259-9282

Rental Problems?
Questions about your

lease/security deposit

deductions? Questions

about subletting/assigning

leases? Questions about

the condition of your new
house or apartment?

Contact The Student Legal

Services Office, 922

Campus Center, 545-1995.

Transcription, Editing,

Typing for students, pro-

fessors & businesses.

Domenichelli Transcription

Services (413)783-8607

domenbus@javanet.com

Pregnant? Need help?

Call Birthright of Amherst

area for free testing and

assistance 549-1906

Spring Break '98

Earn lots of cash and trav-

el free! Student Reps

Wanted. Call now to get

an early start and earn a

fat check before

Christmas. Island Tours

(800)657-4048

GUATEMALA: Learn

Spanish and help Mayan

children. Write: Rural

Education Project, P.O. Box

9534, North Amherst, MA
01059

EARN FREE TRIPS &
CASH!

CLASS TRAVEL needs

students to promote

Spring Break 1998! Sell 15

trips and travel free!

Highly motivated stu-

dents can earn a free

trip • over $10,000!

Choose Cancun, Bahamas,

Mazatlan, Jamaica or

Florida! North America's

largest student tour opera-

tor! Call Now! 1-800-838-

6411

Port Antonio Jamaica
Seaside Cottages

Real Jamaican

Neighborhood

$150/Week
367-9350

SPRING BREAK
Largest selection of Spring

Break destinations includ-

ing cruises! Group dis-

counts and free trips avail-

able Epicurean Tours 1

800-231 -4FUN

TRAVEL

Spring Break Take 2

hiring Reps! Sell 15. Take

2 free. Hottest destina-

tions! Free parties, eats,

and drinks! Sunsplash 1-

800-426-7710 or

www.sunsplashtours.com

WANTED

Calculus Tutor for 127

Will pay$. Please call

Laura 548-8890

Needed: Two Elton

John Tickets Make me
an offer. 545-0179

Sell/Trade your preowned

games and systems. Call

Let's Play at 549-4505

COLLEGIAN
CLASSFIEDS

available

on

the

concourse

or

visit

our

friendly

office

in

the

campus

center

basement
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Students

20<£ per word/day

All others

40tf per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
Ple.KP write c learlv and

legibly. We are not responsible tor errors rvdlH

inn Irorn illegible handwriting or type.

Standard Headings
ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT
ENTERTAINMENT

FOR SALE

FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
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MOTORCYCLES
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ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
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TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

THURSDAY. OCT. 9

Arts — The Student Union Visual

and Performing Arts Space will be

holding the opening reception for

Painting! and Objects b\ Boston
artists |ohn Donovan and Paul Inglis

at 4:30 p.m. It will feature a gallery

talk by |ohn Donavan and is open to

the public. For more information,

contact Amanda at 545-0792.

Coffee Hniise — "Queer Coffee: A
Different Flavored Bean" a coming

out day coffee house sponsored b\ the

Pride Alliance will be held at 7 p.m.

in the Campus Center Grad Lounge.

For more information call 545-0154.

e-mail at lbga@stuaf.umass.edu. or

stop by the Student Union, room
413B

Meeting — Volunteers needed to

plan a week of events for World
AIDS Day. The first planning meeting

is at 7 p.m. in the Campus Center,

room 174.

Wetting — An informational meet-

ing about the Walt Disney World

College Program will be held at 7

p.m. in Bartlett 65. There will be rep-

resentatives on campus interviewing

for the spring semester. For more
information, call Tara at 546-1625 or

256-1354.

Poetry Reading — Mark Strand

reads his poetry at 8 p.m. at Memorial

Hall.

Race — Intramural cross-country

race at the tunnel on Boyden fields.

Sign-in from 3-3:45 p.m.. race begins

at 4 p.m. sharp.

Rally — National Coming Out Day

rally at noon on the Student Union

steps. For more information, call

545-0154 or visit the Pride Alliance

in the Student Union, room 41 5B.

FRIDAY. OCT. 10

took Reading — lohn Mulligan

will be reading from his new book

Shopping Cart Soldiers at 7 p.m. at

Food for Thought Books in Amherst

Sen'ice — Kol Nidrei Yom Kippur

evening services at 7 p.m. in the

Student Union Ballroom. Sponsored

bv Hillel.

SATURDAY, OCT. 11

Comedy MISSION
IMPROVable will be performing their

free weekly comedy improv show at 8

p.m. in the Campus Center, room

163.

Service — Yom Kippur services. 10

am morning service. 3 p.m. Book of

lonah. 4 p.m. T'shuvah Exercises, and

5:30 p.m. Micha and Ne'ilah/ Closing

Services. All in the Student Union

Ballroom and sponsored by Hillel.

NOTICES

Art Contributions — The Student

Union Visual and Performing Arts

Space is looking for contributions to

the Southern \sian Cultrural

Exhibition which will show in the

spring of 1998. If you have anything

from artwork to crafts depicting

Asian culture, and would like the

opportunity to participate in this exhi-

bition, contact Amanda at 545-0792.

Computer Orientation — Students,

faculty, and staff interested in using

the computers at the Foreign

Language Resource Center are

encouraged to attend a computei ori-

entation of Friday. Oct. 10. 17, or

24. The free one-hour sessions begin

at 3 p.m. in Herter 19. Enrollment is

limited. For more information and to

register, contact Irene at 545- 0950

or check out www.umass.edu/lange-

tr.

Contest — Spectrum Fine Art and

Literary Magazine is now holding a

cover contest. The winner will have

their artwork printed on the 97/98

issue. The final deadline is Dec. 2 at 5

p.m. Pick up an entry form in the

Student Union, room 406e or just

bring the artwork by.

Course — The Interdepartmental

Program in Film Studies is offering a

Certificate in Film Studies to all

majors (equivalent to a minor).

Includes six courses in film/video

studies. For more information and to

fill out an application, stop by the

office in 101 South College or call

545-3659. Office hours MW 8

a.m.-5 p.m.. TuTh 10 a.m.-5 p.m.. F

8 a.m.-2 p.m. Or visit the webpage.

www.umass.edu/film.

Course — The Amherst Tobacco

Control Program is sponsoring a free

four week class to quit smoking by

using hypnosis in combination with

proven cessation techniques. It will be

held on Monday nights from 7-9 p.m.

starting Oct. 20 at downtown
Amherst location. Preregister by Oct.

15 by calling 256-4077. Limited to

35 participants.

Final Exam Schedule — The Fall

"97 Final Examination Schedule will

be available beginning Friday. Oct.

17. Copies will be delivered to stu-

dents in the residence halls, and will

be available to off-campus students in

the Registrar's office (213

FYls are public service announcements pnnted

daily To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the

Managing Editor by noon the previous day

Whitmore). It will also be available

on the World Wide Web beginning

Wednesday, Oct. 1 at http://www-

ureg.admin.umass.edu.

Internships — Environmental
internships offered. Campaigns this

semester include: Hunger and
Hotnelessness, Pesticides. Endangered

Species. Updated Bottle Bill and
Campaign Finance Reform. Looking

for motivated students to take leader-

ship positions. Call MassPIRG at

545-0199 or stop by 423A Student

Union.

Notice — The women's basketbiill

team is looking for managers for the

upcoming season. Reliability and a

significant time commitment are

required. If interested, please call

Scott Foulis at 545-2726.
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HSCN Bulletin

Board

Hartford

Boston

Boston

Springfield

Movie Ch.

Hartford

ID

11

IB
13
14
14
17
IB

CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN
UPN/20
Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
International

UMass Academic TV

HSCN Programming

TV-19
I ABC/40 Springfield

I NBC/22 Springfield

3 CNN
4 CNN SI

B Headline News
B UCTV

TBS

BET

TV Land

Univision

THURSDAY EVEN

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH

a

WTXX
WVIT

31 Comedy Central

3B Cartoon

Much Music

4 1 KDITWIMiriWAIH • «MMFB<1

This week's
$1 drink:

Tom Collins

WTJC
WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
A&E
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN

O

o
a
a>

12 Wishbon« !t

to

22

<P
ffi

LIFE

MTV
NICK
SCIFI

TLC
TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

20

6:00

Newt l(

BuiiffM Rpt.

CBS Newt

CBS Newt

Newt JT

Full House X

Married... With

Home Imp

Creatures

News «

Real TV S.

Family Matters

Northern Exposure X
23 WorldView tf

30 Happy-Can Be |Make-Laugh

Wingt "Sea Wi

Up Clot*

NG C - Campus

6:30

ABC Newt

BoyWorld

NBC Newt

Cheers ?

NBC Newt

7:00 7:30
Newthour With Jim Lehrer X
Inside Edition Real TV :tr

Lrtrn II

Inside Edition

Freah Prince

Wheel-Fortune

Judge Judy J.

Simptont X
Ent. Tonight

Seinfeld «

NBC Newt

Butlneit Rpt.

ABC Newt

Mad Abo You

Family Matters

Supermarket

MTV Live

Figure it Out

Avenger"

Wheel-Fortune

Antique* Roadthow (In Stereo)

Promised Land (In Stereo) X
Ent. Tonight

Chronicle I
Fresh Prince

Jeopardy! X
Grace Under

Hard Copy T
Fratier H

Jeopardy! T
Newthour With Jim Lehrer R

Seinfeld tr

Seinfeld K

Coach 8

Fratier ft

Fratier X
Coach X

8:00 8:30

Promlaed Land (In Stereo) X
Nothing Sacred (In Stereo) X

9:00 9:30 10:00
Mystery! 'Hetty Wamthropp Investigates" It

OCTOBER 9, 1997
10:30

Ditgnoala Murder (In Stereo) 4» Hours (In Stereo) X
Diagnosis Murder (In Sleteo)

** The War o! the Roses" (1969) Michael

Friends X |Union Square

Honey, I Shrunk the Kids X

Cracker "lemmings Will Fly" X
4» Hour* (In Stereo) X

las

Seinfeld X [Veronica

Fame LA. "Premiere" X
Friend* X lUnion Square ISeinfeldX |Veronlca

Keeping Up Murder-Horrid

NewaX

20/20 a

News

ER "Friendly Fire" (In Stereo) X
News LAPO

ER "Friendly Fire" (In Stereo) X
Major Leaoue Baseball Pltyofft: American League Championship Series Game 2 - Teams TBA

Friends X
This Old Ht«

[Union Square

IDra. on Call

Nothing Sacred (In Stereo) X

11:00 11:30
This Old Hse.

Lata Show X
Lata Show

Nighlllne X
Star Trek: Next Gener.

Vibe

ITonight Show

Seinfeld X |Veronlca |ER "Friendly Fire" (In Stereo) X
.

Mystery! "Hetty Wamthropp Investigates" X |Brideehead ReviaHed

Cracker "lemmings Will Fly" Tt: |20/20 X.

««'* "Heaven tnd Earth' (1993. Drama) Tommy Lee Jones, Joan Chen M'A-S'H X
«««!fr "The ftoad Warrior (1981, Adventure) Mel Gibson

Law & Order Silence

MoneyllneX

Daily Show (R)

Crossfire X
Steln't Money

Biography: Constanline

Prime New* X [Burden-Proof

Sea Tales

**'•! "Vice Versa'

Gimme Shelter

scenter IWkend Kickotf

Debt

Tiny Toon

Twilight Zone "Jess-Belle X
Hometltne(R) iHometlme(H)

Kung Fu: Legend

Baywatch "Submersion" X

Intimate Portrait

Bet of MTV (In Stereo)

College Football Syracuse at Rutgers (Lrve) X
Unsolved Mytteriet (In Siereo)

I
"Justice m a Smil Town"(l994, Drama) Kate Jackton.

Doug I IRugrettX

Time Trix(R) (In Stereo) X
Home Again |Home Again

Lola * Clark-Superman

lighlander: The Serle* (R) X

(4:30) 'TmsWIo "WtiHe Water Summer (1967) Kevin Bacon"

« "boc Ho<ywoc<r(l99l, Comedy) Michael J Fox. 'PG-13'Xh "Side Out" (1990, Drama) C nomas Howe'. 'PG-1

Comedy;

Larry King Live X
JurJae Reinhold, Fred Savage.

Wild Diacovery: Komodo No Unknown IMovie Magic

New* X
Fratier X

Tonight Show

Simpson* X
Tonight Show

Charlie Rote

NlghtaneX

Cheer*X
:» "Conan the beafroyer"(i984J Arnold Schwarzenegger.

Unexplained

World Today M
Happy-Can Be [Make-laugh

Sport* lllua. IMoneyllneX

Wingt "Eagles of the Crown" Juttice Filet (R)

Beavis-Butt

Secret of Alex

Seaquett 2032

Medical Detect

Beavla-Butt"

Happy D*y*~

In Stereo) X
Without Warn

Countdown to the 1 Spot |
Yol (In Stereo)

Happy Day*
I
Bewitched [I Love Lucy X

** ''House of Dracula" (1 945) Lon Chaney Jr

Odd Couple X
Matter*

OuettlOftheArk(R) |E.T. - Please Phone Earth (R)

«'/. "McO
j
(1974, Drama) John Wayne, Eddie Albert. |RoughCul

Walker, Texas Ranger X lee* "Black Ban"(1969, Drama) Michael Douglas, Andy Garcia. (In Siereo) X

«w a Order Prisoner of Love"

Dally Show |Stein's Money

Sportacentec X
Homicide: Lite on the Street IT

Oddville, MTV
Taxi A:

Loveline

Newhart ft

Time Twx (R) (In Stereo) X
Medical Detect [Without Warn.

«**vi^ghoonW"(l976)
Silk Stalking*

eee"i "Hear (1995, Drama) Al Pacino, Robert De Niro. (In Stereo) 'R' X llntide the NFL lln StereoD

e'e', "Mq- Money" (1992, Comedy) Damon Wayans 'R'X l+ee "A Time to XrjttM, Drama) Sandra Bullock. 'FTD
eee "4>ro/anel'(1980) Robert Hays 'PG'X [** "JurvPt/yT996)PauryShw*.'PO-13'X [* "Perfect" ( 1985) 'Ff
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Bruno By C. Baldwin Robotman By Jim Meddick

Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dllbert By Scott Adams
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Horoscope;
LIBRA (Sept. 25-Oct. 22) — You

are likeh to receive an offer of sorts

today that may have you considering

a slight change of plans. The future-

is bright for vou!

SCORPIO" (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) —
Today, it should be clear to you and

others that your methods are cer-

tainly valuable. You can explain the

details with ease.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21) — Take the time today to tend

to one or two personal issues which

may have been on a back burner in

favor of more pressing career con-

cerns.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 14)

— You should be able to diversif)

and consolidate your efforts with

great success today. Do not waste

any moment given to vou.

AQUARIUS (|an. 20-Feb. 18) —
It may be more difficult than expect-

ed to get through to someone who is

waiting to hear from you. Be rati

you're not at cross puipOtM.

PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20) — It

is important that you formulate as

complete and detailed a plan as pos-

sible at this time. Do not wait until

an opportunity is upon you.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
You have what it takes to meet a

new challenge head-on and succeed.

but you must be willing to learn

even as vou set about your business.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
Following in another's footsteps

needn't be something you are

ashamed of; rather it can prove ;i

valuable means to a cherished
end.

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20) —

What appears easy today is likely to

be just that, but there may be some
hidden risks that you need to pre-

pare for ahead of time.

CANCER dune 21-|uly 22) —
After a period of hesitation, it's

important that you try to get back

up to speed in your primary endeav-

ors todav. Pick up the pace!

LEO duly 25-Aug. 22) — You
are in a good position to negotiate -

and. very likely, receive almost
everything that you want. Be reason-

able at all times in vour demands.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) —
You may not be able to be

front-and-center at all times today,

but you can have a lasting impact

even when working from the side-

lines.

Close to Home By John McPherson

* of the I>iiy

44 We forsee a global market

of perhaps five computers

-Tom Watson, IBM, 1949

frfeiefo*'
10 -i Mr.Pner»9»a«t 0< Jl^t-wl »?»« Sv«l."«i

As soon as they got onto the bus, Roger and

Glenda had an unshakable sense ol foreboding.

Today#s P.C. Menu
Calf 545-3626 for mere) information.

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Pizza Casserole

Vegan Falafel Sandwich/Falafel Sauce

DINNER
Breaded Chicken Tenders

Jamaican Beef Patty

Shells w/Tofu Mushroom Sauce

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Worcester

ACROSS
1 Coddle
5 Extra tire

10 Buddhist monk
14 Farm unit

15 Assortment
16 Football s —

Alonzo Stagg
1 7 Game played

with marbles
20 Barrel

21 Two-year-old's
questions

22 Fix the clock

23 Charges
24 Equipment
26 Get to

29 Leather
accessory

30 Jungle snake
33 Actor Reynolds
34 Baggy
35 Mind-reading

abbr
36 Open attitude

40 Harem room
41 Gamut
42 "Andy Gnrfith

Show" kid

43 "For shame!"
44 Sandwich

cookie
45 Profits' opposite
47 Stove pan
46 Quail group
49 Genetic copy
52 Long story

53 Out — limb

56 Breathes too

fast

60 Algerian port

61 Potato state

62 Fuzzy fruit

63 Actress
Tuesday —

64 Quaking —
65 Cinema canine

DOWN
1 Type of seat or

burner

2 Pang
3 Ship s jail

4 Urge
5 Window frames

6 Quarries

7 Curved lines

8 Cheerleader's
shout

9 Needle's hole

10 Los Angeles
player

1

1

Iowa town
12 Additional

13 Helper: abbr.

18 Woolly armals
19 Boxed
23 Greek cheese
24 Hollow stone

25 Someone —

:

not me
26 Monastery

head
27 Little Miss

Muffet's treat

28 Kermil's

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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comment
29 Small drum
30 Hits the horn

31 Davis of

"Evening
Shade"

32 Church parts

34 Jacket fabric

37 Ranch worker

38 Stallion's mate
39 Inquisitive

45 of Honor
46 Ellipse

47 Upnght
48 Wash

49 Black-tongued
dog

50 Stringed
instrument

51 October's
stone

52 Ginger cookie

53 Elevator maker
54 Salamander
55 Continent
57 — Appia

Roman road
58 Sullivan and

Asner
59 Alias
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LUNCH
Hot Turkey Sandwich

Elbow Macaroni/Tomato Sauce

Vegetable Lo Mein

DINNER
Breaded Chicken Tenders

Black Bean Quesadilla

Vegan Black Bean Quesadilla

Pastabilities

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Charbroiled Chicken Sandwich

Barbecued Beef on a Bun

DINNER
Breaded Chicken Tenders

lamaican Beef Patty

Berkshire

LUNCH
Hot Turkey Sandwich
Hamburger on a Roll

Harvest Burger

DINNER
Breaded Chicken Tenders

Jamaican Beef Patty

Pastabilities
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Pats look to

rebound vs .

Buffab Bills

By Howard Ulman
Associated Press

FOXBORO. Mass. — Three

sacks, two overthrows, one big

interception and no victory for

Drew Bledsoe

Don't forget the three tipped

at the line of scrimmage

and numerous throws under pres-

sure as one of the NFL's best

quarterbacks had his toughest

game of the season against what

may be the best team.

The Denver Broncos dominat-

ed New England 34-13 Monday

night. The Patriots' passing game

newer clicked against tight cover-

age and a strong rush.

"I've had plenty of time to

think about it and try to figure out

what I could have changed."

Bledsoe said yesterday. "That was

a long flight back. We got back at

8 in the morning and had all day

(Tuesday) to worry about it."

Now he has to worry about

Bruce Smith. Bryce Paup and

Buffalo's stingy pass defense as

the Patriots (4-1) try to hang on

to the AFC East lead Sunday at

home against the Bills (3-2).

"This is a crucial point in the

season for us. even though it is

only the sixth game," Bledsoe

said. "We don't have the luxury of

spending time feeling sorry for

ourselves."

He had little to feel sorry about

before going to Denver. His pass

to Ben Coates on Aug. 3 1 was the

first scoring play in the NFL this

season. He had eight touchdown

passes and no interceptions in his

first two games.

He was the league's top-rated

quarterback after the second and

third weeks and was sacked just

three times through his first four

games. That total doubled against

the Broncos even though they

used few blitzes.

And the Patriots hopes for an

unbeaten season were crushed.

"The guys were shell-shocked,"

Bledsoe said. "It had been so long

since we'd lost a game and I think

our expectations... don't take into

account what happens if we lose.

"It's not something that we
think about and. because of that,

after the game guys didn't know
what happened, didn't know real-

ly how to deal with it."

The 6-foot-5 quarterback still

isn't sure how his passes were

tipped by linemen, two of them

on consecutive plays in the first

quarter.

"It ha;n't happened to me all

year." Bledsoe said. "One time I

think I may have stared the

receiver down a little bit and.

when I do that, it gives the defen-

sive lineman a chance to throw

his hands up."

And why did he throw that

short pass right at Broncos line-

backer |ohn Mobley. who
returned the interception 1 3 yards

for a touchdown and a 1 4-0 first-

quarter lead?

Dean Smith
UNC

Men's soccer continues A-10 win streak
By Michael Kobylanski

Collegian Staff

MASSACHUSETTS

RHODE ISLAND

It seems that for even Massachusetts mens' lOCOei

game, there is a different hero or heroes who emerge

from the woodwork.

Last weekend it was Mike Butler, loenal Castma end

Todd Fowler who made their presence felt and led the

Minutemen to a two-game sweep OVCT Atlantic 10 Iocs

St. loseph's and Temple.

On Wednesday, Butler and Fowler

again stepped to the forefront to lead

I Mail to a 2-0 win over Rhode
Island.

However, the Minutemen shouldn't

be jumping for joy just yet. Or at least head coach Sain

Koch doesn't think so.

"We didn't play verv well. We struggled, but we
worked hard and gutted it out." Koch said. "Todd Few lei

plaved super. He saved our butts today, and Mike Butler

scored two nice goal>

"We played well, but we could've played better."

Butler said. "We came out pretr- much focused on what

we needed to do. We just wanted to keep it simple and

keep it on the ground."

The Minutemen came out fired up in the opening 25

minutes of the first hall. Seth Lilburn. Matt Quiet) and

Castma all had opportunities to score before Butler

pounced on a loose ball and deposited it In the back ol

the Rhode Island net at the 23:10 mark. Castma enitted

on Butler's first of two goals on the afternoon.

Butler and Castma nearly hooked up again just over

three minutes later, but Rams goalie Anthony l.atronica

came up with a diving save.

That save turned the tides in the Bret hall. H Rhode

Island regrouped and controlled the final 20 minuto of

the frame.

Fowler made the first of several outstanding stops on

the afternoon at the 26:48 mark, as he robbed Brian

Tucker to keep the game in favor of the Minutemen.

The second half began in the same fashion as the firtt,

as UMass came out gunning for the goal. Gavin Hewitt

had a pair of scoring opportunities early in the Stanza,

but was denied on both occasions. Lilburn was then

nearly rewarded for his aggressive style of play as he

deflected a Latronica clearing attempt. The ball was redi-

rected off of Lilburn and trickled over the head of the

Rhode Island keeper and slid just wide of the left post.

The Minutemen continued to pressure the Rams, and

were a matter ol inches from taking a 2-0 lead, lunior

midfielder Paul Corcoran lobbed a ball over the head of

I atrooica, but the Rams goalie leaped and tipped the ball

juel over the crossbar.

Rhode Island again picked up the pace in the final 15

minute- of the contest, as Fowler was again called upon

to tave the day. He lUUted things off by denying Rhody

freshman Greg Bironaa, diving to his left to tip the ball

out of play, 1 hen. on the ensuing corner. Minutemen

junior Marc Saad stopped a Rams shot

before it crossed the goal line. Fowler then

shut down another threat with 12 minutes

left, making a great save on Steven

DeMoura.
Fowler, however, then saved the best for last, as he

extended himself across the top left comer of the net to

rob Tucker again and keep the game at 1-0.

Butler then put the finishing touches on the contest at

the 80:19 mark, as he converted on a URI giveaway to

seal the deal for the Minutemen.

"We certainly had out chances today. We were putting

them under pressure all day, Inn we just didn't finish the

chances." Koch said. "And their goalkeeper also made
some nice lavef

"We just fought it out today. The ball wasn't bouncing

our wav some times today, but we just wanted it more

than they did." Fowler said. "(In the last 15 minutes) I

was just trying to sta> calm. It's nice to get the shutout."

One of the things that Koch attributed to the sub-par

performance was the fact that lames Redmond and Eric

Rabinovity were not at 100 percent.

"\\ ith faraes and Erie not at full strength, that hurt us.

It definitely affected the way we played," Koch said.

"The) aie two players that make a difference in our

play."

Minutemen Notes: With his two goals in the after-

noon, Butler now has 20 points (8g, 4a) on the season.

Fowler now boasts a 6-2-1 mark between the pipes with

a goals against average well under 1 this year.

Wednesday's win was also a sweet measure of revenge

for the Minutemen. who suffered a tough late season loss

last season to the Rams which snuffed out any post sea-

son hopes. UMass is currently 3-0 on a five game

Atlantic- 10 homestand. Next up for the Minutemen will

be games against Virginia Tech on Friday at 3:30 p.m.,

and George Washington on Sunday afternoon at 1 p.m.

Both games are at Totman Field.

TMANC VOVCOltiGIAN

Jake Brodsky and the Massachusetts men's soccer team beat Rhode

Island 2-0 yesterday at Totman Field.

Massachusetts field hockey falls to Terriers, 3-0
By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

BOSTON — It would have
been easy for them to give up. It

would have been easy to just go

through the motions, to pack it in

essentially.

Considering what the

Massachusetts field hockey team

went through at the hands of

North Carolina and Wake forest

last weekend, the half-hearted

effort last night at

Boston University

would have been
understandable.

But despite a

focused and com-
plete effort from the

Minutewomen (5-7). the Terriers

(6-4) walked away with a 3-0

victory.

"The

Massachusetts

Boston University

hardest thing to do after

loses like last

weekend is to

come out and
have confidence

in yourself and
your team-

mates." UMass coach Patty Shea

said, "When teams take you to

school like that you tend to

After 36 seasons, the

University of North Carolina

men's basketball team is look-

ing for a new coach. Dean
Smith, the all-time winningest

coach in NCAA history is

expected to announce at a 2

p.m. press conference that he is

stepping down as coach of the

Tarheels.

Smith has led UNC to 21

straight NCAA Tournament
appearances, including 1 1 Final

Four appearances and national

titles in 1982 and 1993. Smith

broke the all-time win record

for a coach in the NCAA
Tournament this past April.

Smith leaves North Carolina

with a career record of

879-254
—Luke Meredith

lAURfN KOSKY\COUEGIAN

Kate Putnam and the UMass field hockey team lost to BC yesterday, 3-0.

become a doubter. But they came

back strong and ready to play and

that shows character."

Saving the BU win was the

result of the effort put forth by

senior Sharon Eises would dimin-

ish the rest of her team's play.

However, Eises was responsible

for two Terrier goals and a num-

ber of key defensive plays.

"She stopped a lot of balls and

she made key plays when BU
needed them." Shea said." When
she was back on defense, and the

pleasure was on us. we got caught

going right at her."

With 6:1 I remaining in the first

half. Eises controlled the ball off

a penalty corner and found the

back of the UMass cage.

The BU back struck again for

the Terriers' third goal. An offen-

sive rush to the UMass goal

resulted in a BU penalty stroke

after Minutewoman goalie Zowic

Tucker covered the ball. Eises

made the shot at knee level on

Tucker's left side with 10:35 left

in the game.

Boston University's second goal

came during a scramble in the

UMass circle after a penalty cor-

ner, laclyn Mele took the ball

from Kimberly Kos and Danielle

DeCoste and worked past Tucker

for the score.

UMass came within striking dis-

tance of the Terrier goal several

times, but failed to convert those

opportunities into chances

The major difference in the

game, according to Shea, was
penalty corners.

"Penalty corners changed the

game," Shea said. "It's such a

specific part of the game, any-

thing can throw it off. you can hit

a seam, the ball can spin differ-

ently and it all throws the liming

off we had our opportunities we

just couldn't finish them
tonight."

Another factor was that neither

team could sustain the fame's
momentum for very long.

"It's tough to play 70 minutes

at a high, high tempo," Shea said.

"It's even tougher to keep the

momentum for those 70 minutes."

The Minutewomen are on the

road this weekend where they will

face Ball State and Syracuse in

Syracuse

Patriots go down;
Chicago has to win

I said it.

Two weeks ago. in this very column.

I said it.

I predicted that if New England

played against Denver the way they

played against Ness York and Chicago,

then the Broncos would walk all i.vcr

them.

Sure, last week I turned myself

around and predicted the Pats would

win 31-20. Give me a break. I went

with my heart. Considering the status of

m> love life my heart was probably get-

ting even with me.

Well, the Broncos ran all over the

Patriots. Namely Terrell Davis, who
once again proved the No. 3 Patriots

defense ineffectual. The 34-13 thrash-

ing is now a symbol of the inequality of

these two teams. The Patriots are now a

distant second in the AFC.

let's go over the reasons why the

Jonathan M. Place

the NFL

Troupis leads way as Minutemen drown the Eagles
By Fred HuHbrink, Jr.

Collegian Staff

The smallest man in the pool was

bigger than all the Boston College

1 iigles last night.

The No. 14 Massachusetts men's

water polo team benefitted from a

four-point first quarter outburst by

Timmy Troupis and coasted to a

deceivingly close 17-10 victory over

BC.

"Timmy 's a spark plug." said UMass

coach Russ Yarwoith ol his diminutive

sophomore who is generously listed at

5- feet 9-inches and 1 6*5 pounds.

"He's a little guy. but he sure knows

the game; he's got probahlv more expe

rience than anyone on the team
"

Troupis — the Minulemen's second

leading scorer —
exploded for a pair of

goals and a

two-point, score in

the first frame in

which UMass (14-4. 3-2 Collegiate

Water Polo AaaodettjOtl) blanked the

Eagles. 4-0.

['Living an increased role in his sec

ond season with the Minutemen.

Boston College 10

Massachusetts 17

Troupis (a native of Athens. Greece)

has tallied 17 goals and a pan ol

two-pointers on the season. He has

added a leam lx-st 18 assists on a team

that has struggled offenaivel) ol late

I he young Eagles

were just what the ipul

tering UMas- ol

needed to break out ol

its lunk and y.iiw COlrfl

dence before (he stretch drive ol its tei"

ulai season schedule which includes

the annual trip to Catifl -mia

BHm Slahl. who has been battling

through a shouldei injury, broke out

last night with a superb all amund per-

formance to put away any notion BC
had of a comeback after the first quar-

"Brian's being the best polo player

he can be right now. he's been great for

the team." Yarworth said

The junior sniper scored a pair of

goals, two two-pointers, and assisted

on a couple other scores. He had three

pofeMl and an assist in the third quarter

when the Minutemen outscored the

I ;i>'lcs. 7-2.
"

I he offense isn't as potent right

now — I mean, we unloaded a little

tonight." Yarworth said. "But. defense

wins games.

"| Last night|. I wanted the (cam

focused on defense, and the starters

shut |BC| out in the first quarter."

Sophomore goal keeper Richard

Huntley continued his maturation into

a Championship- level goal tender mak-

ing a number ol key saves in the con

lest before being relieved late in the

third period after allowing only three

goals.

•He's comfortable now as the start-

ing keeper. He's got his confidence."

Yarworth said

Patriots lost. (There are only a few):

1

.

Penalties — 10 for 1 1 7 yards.

This needs no editorial. The only

props I'll ever send to Bill Parcells is

that he kept this very young, inexperi-

enced team disciplined.

2. Running game — 51 total rushing

yards.

Curtis Martin recorded 66 yards on

15 carries. I lev. but who needs a run-

ning game with a passing attack like

New England has. Right? Whoever
makes comments like that should stick

to watching college football and refrain

from commenting on the stuff they

don't understand. The NFL requires a

complete package. The NFL don't need

no stinkin' poll.

5. Defense I'm sorry boys, you

tailed Monday. Remember the third

quarter when you guys were digging

your Icct into your own end zone in a

goal line stance, expecting Davis to get

the handoff. Hey linemen, don't forget

about one of the best scrambling QB's

in the lasi decade. |ohn Elway walked

right in tor the one yard touchdown.

The one Patriot I won't put blame on

is Bledsoe. Both quarterbacks from

Monday night's match-up had rough

nights, statistically speaking. However,

Bledsoe did look better than Elway.

How many passes did Shawn lefferson

miss'.' I forget. Drew will still remain at

the top of the AFC in OB rating. But

then again, the Pats lost, so who gives a

damn.
In other NFL news:

I'm 54 28.

That's my record this season for pick-

ing all the NFL games. No spread, no

over-undcr, just "who is going to win?"

Since starting out the year 12-3, I've

been batting around .600. If I keep on

picking 'fin like this. I'm en route to

shattering last year's mark of 149 cor-

rect picks with I 53. Yahoo!

This past weekend. I went 8-5. fail-

ing to si'c the light in games like the

Dallas-New York. Minnesota-Arizona,

and New Orleans-Chicago match-ups.

I also fumbled on the San
Diega Oakland game. The Raiders real-

ly suck. The Giants have the Cowboys

Turn to NFL, page 1

1
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I bet she can't

sing like Wynonna!

Ashley |udd stars

opposite Morgan
Freeman in the sus-

pense thriller Kin
The Cirls. Find out

why by checking
out our review (see

Arts & Living, page

5).

Back in the

saddle again

Senior quarter-

back Anthony
Catterton has taken

his old starting job

back, just in time to

help the

Minutemen take on
No. 4 Villanova (see

Sports, page 10).

WORLD

U.S. to restrict food

aid to North Korea
WASHINGTON (AP) — The United

States will suspend food aid to North

Korea unless the communist govern-

ment permits wider monitoring of

distribution to nurseries, kinder-

gartens and hospitals, an official with

the Agency for International

Development warned yesterday.

Some 2.6 million children under

the age of 6, patients and workers in

special programs to counter disasters

are helped in an international pro-

gram to which the United States this

year contributed 1 77,000 metric tons

of grain.

While there is no evidence

American corn, rice and other food

aid is being diverted to North Korea's

military or stolen, international relief

monitors do not have access to areas

in the north and the center of the

country, officials said.

The Word Food Program, which is

providing 330,000 metric tons over-

all, has asked North Korea to permit

1 7 monitors to oversee distribution,

but only seven have been approved.

While China, which is providing

1 50,000 tons of food, does not insist

on monitoring, the United States

does, and it has not permitted its

contributions to go into fenced-off

areas.

"We still feel our food is adequate-

NATION

Jury awards victims

in Eddie Bauer case

CREENBELT, Md. (AP) — A federal

jury awarded SI million yesterday to

three young black men who accused

the Eddie Bauer chain of "consumer

racism" for detaining them on suspi-

cion of shoplifting and forcing one

man to take off his shirt.

The jury of four whites and three

blacks found that the young men
were falsely imprisoned and defamed

by store officials and that the out-

door-clothing company negligently

supervised its security guards.

However, the jury did not find that

the civil rights of 18-year-old Alonzo

lackson were violated by being

forced to remove his shirt.

The jury deliberated seven hours

over two days before awarding

lackson $850,000 in compensatory

and punitive damages. His friends,

Rasheed Plummer, 18, and Marco
Cunningham, 20, each were award-

ed $75,000.

They had sought $85 million.

"I'm happy we won but it doesn't

give you your dignity back," lackson

said outside the courthouse.

Eddie Bauer attorney Gerald Ivey

said the company was "gratified

there was no finding of racial discrim-

ination." Blacks who have long

fought discrimination in the work-

place are increasingly taking their

complaints of unfair treatment to the

doors of corporate America — as

consumers.

Major companies such as Denny's,
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Students, faculty respond to alcohol ban
McGuirk tailgating now dryAdministrators praise Scott;

prevention, help top priority By Tamor Carroll

Collegian Staff

By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff
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As drinking issues are slowly being

addressed by administrators, faculty

and staff at the University of

Massachusetts, many students have

mixed opinions about the extent of

drinking problems on campus.

Sandra Whitcomb of Residential

Education Alcohol Program (REAP)

and Health Educator Sally Damon
from University Health Services both

agree it is necesarry for Chancellor

David K. Scott to deal with issues

surrounding alcohol on campus.

"I applaud him. I think UMass
needs to look at the drinking that

goes on this campus," said Whitcomb

in reference to Chancellor David K.

Scott's decision to re- examine alco-

hol policies on campus.

Scott appointed Associate Chancellor

Susan Pearson to head the task force,

and said that the other members will be

appointed by next Thursday.

"1 feel like things are out of control

this semester. It is really sad what has

been happening on campus, the inci-

dents at tailgating and Hobart [Lane|

as well as Adam Prentice's death."

Damon said.

"The University should sponsor

more events to increase student

involvement if they want to decrease

drinking," Damon said.

Whitcomb works with students

who get arrested and come to REAP
through a court-mandated program.

In addition she also deals with stu-

dents who get in trouble in their resi-

dence halls.

Students who live on campus are

usually underage, while students who
come through the courts are typically

older.

"Students have gotten arrested for

fighting, vandalism, assaults, break-

ing and entering. There are some
pretty serious charges going on

around here," Whitcomb said. "1

think it is good that some students

get into trouble before they hurt

themselves or someone else."

Whitcomb said while there is a

drinking problem on campus and

many students do get themselves into

trouble with alcohol, it is not just a

problem for colleges and universities.

"People are drinking at a younger

age. Many students come to campus

with well established drinking prob-

lems," she said. "Binge drinking is

normalized in our environment."

Because of this Whitcomb
explained that it is important for

everyone involved in a student's life

to take responsibly for alcohol issues,

including the students.

Damon referred to a survey con-

ducted in November 1996 by Project

Pulse, a University research group.

Out of 470 students surveyed,

44% described themselves as light

drinkers and 42% said they were

moderate drinkers.
"

I am not sure if binge drinking is

increasing or if it has to do with stu-

dents who call themselves heavy

drinkers are drinking even more," she

said. "I do think that students are

more education on alcohol emergen-

cies than in the past."

The way the University needs to

deal with alcohol issues is

"multi-faceted, through education,

enforcement and intervention,"

Whitcomb said.

"Students need to take a look at

the role alcohol plays in their social

Turn to SCOTT, page 2

Chancellor David K. Scott discussed his decision to ban

the consumption of alcohol during tailgating at football

games at yesterday's Faculty Senate meeting.

Scott said that his personal observations of tailgating at

this year's Homecoming game, held on September 27. and

the death of junior Adam G. Prentice — whose blood alcohol

level was above the legal limit at the time of his fatal fall on

the same day — led him to re-impose a ban which had been

lifted on a trial basis in September 1992.

"Some very bad things happened during Homecoming,"

Scott said. "One, of course, was the terribly tragic death of

one of our students, in which alcohol was probably a signifi-

cant factor.

"1 had observed that tailgating at the football game was a

disaster waiting to happen. . . and so 1 have decided to discon-

tinue the experiment where tailgating was allowed as a waiv-

er of our policy against consumption of alcohol in open

spaces. This experiment has been a failure, and it will be dis-

continued, starting October 25."

Scott said that in addition to excessive consumption of

alcohol at the Homecoming game and the death of Prentice,

other events, "regionally and nationally," involving alcohol,

as well as a recent campus study which showed a significant

increase in the percentage of students who engage in binge

drinking, led him to establish a task force to examine the

University's alcohol policies.

"A week ago, we put in place the creation of a task force

to review all of our policies on alcohol." Scott said. "I want

them to meet soon, and I want their recommendations in

six weeks."

Scott said that the task force, who will be headed by

Associate Chancellor Susan Pearson and whose other mem-

bers will be announced by next Thursday, will look at a vari-

ety of issues, including extending the University's jurisdiction

off campus for alcohol policies.

"We will ask them to look at all kinds of things." Scott

said. "We will ask them to look at advertising that runs in the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian and we will ask them to look

into extending the University's jurisdiction off campus."

Scott said that the University has a right to extend ils juris-

diction off campus "for those situations where student behav-

ior would significantly impact the University community."

"It is my view that the use of alcohol and what happens

after parties in town, on the way back to campus, clearly

effects the health and safety of members of the University,"

CHRISTOPHtR A CESNCKZ COUICIAN

Stanley Rosenberg speaks at the Faculty Senate

meeting yesterday.

Scott said. "If we can not extend our jurisdiction for this

issue. I can't imagine where it could be extended."

Scott also informed the Senate of a proposal by lames F.

Carlin. chair of the Board of Higher Education, to ban alco-

hol entirely at Massachusetts state colleges.

The Associated Press reported that Carlin's suggestion has

the support of all nine of the presidents of the four-year col-

leges in the state, and could be in place by the end of the year.

The ban, which would not apply to on-campus pubs.

would have to be approved by the Board of Higher

Education and by the trustees of each college before it could

go into effect.

No such proposal has been made for the University of

Massachusetts, and Scott said that he did not feel banning

alcohol entirely would be a productive step for the campus.

Turn to FACULTY, page 2

Reich addresses

UM community

National Coming Out Day
GLBT rally held yesterday

By Sarah J. Kimmel
Collegian Staff

CHRISTOPHER A USNtK/ COLUGIAN

Robert E. Reich speaks about American economics

yesterday in Mahar Auditorium.

By Ken Tarro

Collegain Correspondent

Former Secretary of Labor Robert B. Reich spoke

about the American economy and the "American Social

Compact" at University of Massachusetts' Mahar

Auditorium yesterday.

In his lecture entitled. "The American Social

Compact," Reich said although the economy is doing

well, median wages have remained stagnant.

According to Reich, when adjusted for inflation, the

median income has not increased since 1 989.

"The median worker is nowhere compared to other

times of recovery." Reich said.

The decrease of health plans, benefits and pensions has

further contributed to the widening inequality in

American society Reich said.

According to Reich, American consumers are confi-

dent because they expect to be earning more money in

the future, but they are not, and consumer debt is only

going to continue to increase.

Reich, who served as Labor Secretary during President

Clinton's first term, discussed what he called the

"American Social Compact."

"The American Social Compact is a set of understand-

ings and principles as to what we. as part of society, owe

each other," Reich said.

Reich said that 30 years ago a profitable American

company would not lay off workers, but for the past 1

5

years profitable American companies have been laying off

a large number of workers, and are breaking the social

compact.

Social Security and Medicare are also part of this social

compact. Reich said that the actual dangers for these pro-

grams are minimal, and that only very small changes are

needed to help these programs.

"There is no need to privatize these programs," Reich

TumtoR£ICH,page2

In honor of National Coming Out

Day, a rally which brought together

the gay, lesbian, bisexual and trans-

gender (GLBT) community and their

allies was held on the Student Union

steps yesterday.

The rally was a way for members of

the GLBT community who have come

out of the closet to share their stories

and support individuals who are work-

ing to proclaim their sexuality.

The rally was organized by

University of Massachusetts' students

Chad Rippere and Melissa Grant.

Although the actual National Coming

Out Day tomorrow, the duo decided to

hold the rally yesterday due to the long

weekend.

Speakers not only told their stories.

they also discussed barriers that they

had to overcome, and how they can

remove present barriers for those who
have not yet come out.

Ashavan Doyon, one of the speak-

ers, said

"1 think it's important that we all

gather at least once a year to really be

proud of the fact that we're out."

speaker Ashavan Doyon said. "1 didn't

have an easy coming out experience

by any means.

"I think it's important for all of us

who are out to be very active as role

models... for those who can be, it's

very important that we be as out as we

can so that we have role models and so

that upcoming youth have role mod-

els."

The surrounding ralliers responded

with the chanting of. "We're here,

we're queer, we're fabulous, don't

f—k with us!"

Other supporters, like Matt Libby,

addressed the issue of homophobia.

"National Coming Out Week is an

opportunity for students like myself

to speak openly about our communi-

ty," Libby said. "This rally allows our

visibility to be acknowledged as I

vibrant part of the University. My
focus of this is to emphasize the

importance of an alliance.

"Whether it be heterosexual, biacoi-

al, gay. lesbian or transgender students

who arc eliminating discrimination

together... Only by speaking against

homophobia will we begin to conquer

it."

Graduate student Pam Eisner, who
came out of the closet at 51 years of

age said, "Don't wait, just jump right

out of that closet, sit in the living

room, put your feet up on the coffee-

table and live your life in the most full

way that you can."

Eisner is an affiliate of the Stonewall.

Center, which is located in Crampton

Residence Hall in Southwest. The

Turn to GLBT. page 3

Riki Anne Wilchins

promotes new book

on transsexual cause

By Rochoel Pepe

Collegian Staff

Urging people to donate their time to the fight for

transsexual causes. Riki Anne Wilchins spoke about

her personal experiences and read excerpts from her

new book. Read My Lips: Sexual Subversion and the

End of Gender.

Wilchins, co-founder of Transsexual Menace (a

political organization), told listeners that it's easy to

fight a struggle for yourself, but there is a need to

work on a larger social agenda.

"A lot of people are being oppressed because of

gender variance," said the Executive Director of

C.enderPAC. an organization which frequently lob-

bies Capital Hill on issue's such as hate crimes.

Identity politics forces you to sell yourself in

some way." Wilchins said, "but GenderPAC doesn't

do that."

One of the most prominent writers on the trans-

gender scene, Wilchins spoke from her book with

sarcasm and outrage, expressing her own fears and

experiences behind living as a transsexual.

"I've always been trapped in a sort of 'cul-de-sac,'

with people constantly asking me if I was a man or a

woman." the author said.

These questions require me to justify myself."

Wilchins said. "||ustification| is absent in my book."

She said that she doesn't want to justify or label

herself.

The GenderPAC also works with trying to educate

people about Intersexual Genital Mutilation (IGM),

according to Wilchins.

"IGM went straight to the top because it affects so

many people and no one else is working on it,"

Wilchins said.

Wilchins said that people assume IGM affects only

Turn to WILCHINS page 2

Dangers of space probe

discussed by Grossman

By Jason Eiseman

Collegian Corespondent

Chad Rippere and Melissa Grant joii

rally on the Student Union steps.

CHRISTOPHIR A r[SNI«> COUtGMN

the festivities at the Coming Out

On Monday. October 1 3, NASA is planning to launch

the Casattli space probe, which is carrying 72.3 pounds of

plutonium 238. On Tuesday night Dr. Karl Grossman

spoke at the University of Massachusetts Student Union

Ballroom concerning the dangers of this mission.

While there is a danger of radiation leakage during take-

off, Grossman said he was even more concerned with

NASA's dangerous "slingshot maneuver." NASA is plan-

ning to "send it to Venus, go around twice and slingshot

past the Earth in 1
999," Grossman said. This maneuver is

not new. it is the same procedure used for the Galileo

space probe.

"Pounds of plutonium. over five years, will slowly rain

down on the planet." said Grossman about what will hap-

pen if the Earth flyby fails.

The Cassini project is also not the first time nuclear

material has been brought to space. According to

Grossman, the United States has sent nuclear material on

board space flights 26 times, with three mishaps.

According to Grossman, the most devastating mishap was

in I9b4 when the "snap 9-A mission disintegrated 2.1

Turn to NASA, page 2
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Scott
continued from page 1

liu- ne has a role in dealing

with this issue and we all need to fig-

ure out what our roles are. We need

to be balanced everyone need to do

something to fix this problem, we
can't point lingers at one another."

whitcomb said.

"Drinking on campus is reflective al

societies attitude towards it. Drinking

is fun. it gives a whole new meaning

to not heing responsible for them-

<elvcs and actions." Damon said.

However, sophomore Dan VU

from Butterfield Residence Hall dis-

agtv

"1 don't think students drink excev

m\c1\ Fhere are probably some peo-

ple who do. but overall I don't think

so," he said.

Through the assigned task force.

Whitcomb and Damon said the\

hope for more resources and inter-

vention, and in addition hold open

and honest conversation about what

can be done to curb the drinking

problem on campus.

Resident Assistants (RAs) hold

programs on alcohol awareness but

they can only do so much, Whitcomb

said.

"Chances are students who need

to be at these programs the most

aren't there. Whitcomb said.

She explained through her experi-

ences in working with substance

abusers is that the> need to get them-

selvc. in trouble before anyone can

work with them to help them

"If the Uniwrsity is going to set poli-

Lie> they need to enforce them, they

can't have polices and do nothing

about them ... Each individual has to

moderate their own behavior and be

responsible for their actions. Its a joint

responsibilty." Damon said.

She also stressed groups who want

to be part of the solution need to stop

being hypocritical.

"It is important for students to find

the hypocrisies on campus and point

them out," said Damon, referring to

the fact that several of the Collegian's

advertisements are alcohol-related.

"People can't be saying that drink-

ing has to change and then not do

anything to help that change. Many
college newspapers refuse to run

alcohol ads." Damon said.

faculty

wtHa ok^cU^rs.

continued from page 1

"i do not believe that is the lv-t

solution for this campus." Scott

said. "It will just push drinking back

into town."

Faculty Senate President lohn

Brace) announced that the Rules

Committee of the Senate was work-

ing on a statement on the issue as

well, and would be presenting that

statement to the Senate for approval

in the coming weeks

Student Government President Lia

Wong also announced her intention

tO sene on the alcohol task km
In other Senate business. Plow*

Con Manet announced that Stanley

Koplik, the chancellor of the Board of

Higher I -'.ducation. has recommended

the approval of $580,000 in one-time

funding for steps towards the cre-

ation of a Commonwealth (Honors)

College at UMass Amherst

Marret said the recommendation,

which was expected to be approved

b\ the Board yesterday, would

include $300,000 for the upgrading

of computers in the existing Honors

Program computer lab in Goodell.

$30,000 for the creation of a

post-graduate opportunities office,

and $40,000 for planning of the

Commonwealth College.

The recommendation also includes

funding for an Undergraduate

Research Conference to be held in

April 1998 and a system-wide facul-

ty conference on the creation of hon-

ors classes.

State Senator Stanley Rosenberg

and State Representative Ellen

Story also addressed the Senate

yesterday, and warned members
that the relatively high budgets the

University has received from the

state in the past six years will make

it more difficult for the University

to obtain funding from the State

Legislature in coming years.

Rosenberg also said that the

multi-billion dollar Central Artery

Project, as well as the $400,000 in

road work slated to take place in the

state in the next seven years, will

make it difficult to obtain capital

funding for the University.

Story encouraged the faculty and

students to initiate a grassroots cam-

paign across the state to raise sup-

port for funding maintenance work

on the University campus.

Reich
continued from page 1

said.

But, according to Reich, "The

Social Compact is fraying," and

American society is becoming a

two-tier society divided by income.

"In a democratic society we can't

have a two-tiered society," Reich

said. According to Reich, once the

economy slows down American
society must make one of two choic-

es.

One choice the American public

could choose is the politics of resent-

ment, when people channel their

anger in forms of xenophobia,

nationalism and isolationism, Reich

said.

The other choice is "progressive

politics" where "we as a nation rede-

fine what it means to have a social

compact," Reich said.

"The choice between resentment or

progressive politics is on which we

will make as a people," Reich said.
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NASA

Wilchins
continued from page 1
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Author Rikki Anne Wilchins discusses her new book in the Campus

Center yesterday.

Third World women and children,

and they do not realize it is happening

right here with American children.

Five or six children are admitted to

hospitals each day because they are in

the process of or have had 1GM for

some reason or another, according to

Wilchins.

"This is known as Gender Identity

Disorder, and it is about children not

knowing what or who they are,"

Wrlchins said.

"However," Wilchins said, "we are

making enormously good progress

these last few years."

Wilchins ended the presentation by

suggesting that people call her or the

GenderPAC to voice their opinions

and help get the message out.

She also signed copies of her new

book, which were available at the pre-

sentation due to the co-sponsoring of

the Food For Thought bookstore.

This event was part of the GLBT
Study Lecture Series, which is spon-

sored by the Stonewall Center and

runs every Thursday at 12:30 p.m.

Call (413) 545^824 for details.

continued from page 1

pounds of plutonium". Grossman said

that radioactive material from that

flight was found on every continent in

the world, and can be linked to

increased cancer rates.

Grossman also said that the famed

Apollo 1 3 mission was bringing pluto-

nium to the moon, and was forced to

drop the plutonium off the coast of

New Zealand, for fear that it would dis-

integrate in the atmosphere. "You

didn't see this in the movie." Grossman

said.

Grossman called plutonium 238,

"the most toxic substance known. One

pound of plutonium, hypothetically,

could kill everyone on the planet,"

Grossman said.

Grossman began his lecture by pass-

ing out two documents to approximate-

ly 50 people who filled the seats. Both

documents were pulled from the

National Aeronautics and Space

Administration's Final Environmental

Impact Statement for the Cassini

Mission.

"In the unlikely event that an [earth

flyby] inadvertent reentry occurred,

approximately 5 billion of the estimated

7 to 8 billion world population at the

time of the swingbys could receive 99

percent or more of the radiation expo-

sure," was underlined on the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration's

Final Environmental Impact Statement

handout for the audience.

Grossman said that he first became

critical of NASA after the Challenger

Shuttle disaster, an event said by NASA
to be a one in 100,000 chance.

According to Grossman the next mis-

sion of the Challenger Shuttle would

have carried plutonium on board, which

is what pushed him to fight nuclear

materials in space.

Grossman brutally criticized NASA.

"This agency is the IRS of the skies,"

he said. "Bums," he called NASA, "they

risk the planet for no good reason.

These bastards are out of control."

Grossman said that the military has a

definite interest in space, and they

believe the future of the military can be

found there. Grossman said the military

used the terms Space Control, control-

ling space, and Space Force Application,

the control of Earth from space.

One of Grossman's slides showed a

picture of the proposed route of the

Cassini probe. It was scheduled to

launch on Monday, but was postponed

for one week. The Cassini probe was

scheduled to reach Saturn on June 25,

2004, and flyby Earth on August 19,

1999.

Grossman mentioned that in a qua-

train by Nostradamus called, "Terror

from the skies," a horrifying event is

expected to occur in )uly 1999. But

according to Grossman the Gregorian

calendar was not invented until after

Nostradamus' death, and Nostradamus

had actually predicted this event to

occur in August 1999.

Grossman urged students to "act

politically." He said students should call

congressmen and senators. He believes

that if the launch is stopped on

Monday, it has a good shot of not going

off at all, but if it does he says that peo-

ple should concentrate on stopping the

Earth flyby.

He finished by reading a few sen-

tences from his book. The Wrong Stuff.

"We are on a countdown to nuclear

disaster," he read. "We are playing

Nuclear Russian roulette with a gun

pointed at the Earth."

After the lecture, those who chose to

stay participated in a discussion of how

to stop the Cassini mission.

Not everyone in attendance agreed

with professor Grossman, such as |ohn

Wilkinson, a senior physics major, and

a former Department of Energy employ-

ee.

"These things are dangerous, but not

as dangerous as they make them out to

be," Wilkinson said. He also called

Grossmans' information "incorrect, and

exaggerated."

Grossman is a professor of

journalism at the State University of

New York at Old Westbury. His award

winning documentary "Nukes in

Space" is being shown at several com-

munity access television stations in

Western Massachusetts.

Sunny Miller, program coordinator

for Traprock Peace Center and one of

the sponsors of the lecture, called pro-

fessor Grossman a "gatherer of many

truths." The other sponsors were the

Social Thought and Political Economy

program at the University of

Massachusetts, and Citizens for

Participation in Political

Action(CPPAX).
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"What is your view on the recent

administrative decision to ban alcohol

at tailgaiting parties?"

"1 think it's unfair and unlaw

ful. You can't stop people who
are over 21 from drinking."

Nathan Heaps
political science

freshman

"It hasn't really affected me
yet."

Keith Reynolds

math
junior

"1 think it's dumb.
Obviously, I don't think it's

going to stop anything."

Emery Olsen

economics

junior

"lust as long as people are

of legal drinking age, I see no

reason for the University to

come down... there's nothing

wrong with a few beers before

the game."

Bill Porter

art

senior

"I don't think it's going to

change much. You still have

the frats and off-campus peo-

ple who are going to drink if

they want to."

Amy Duffey

STEPC and journalism

senior

"I'm not so into drinking

alcohol, so I think that moder-

ate drinking is the way to go.

People should be educated and

responsible for their own
actions."

Wynda Peralta

undeclared

"Stupid is as stupid does.

Matthew Carter

English

junior

GLBT
continued from page 1

Stonewall Center is home to the Pride

Alliance as well as the Speaker's

Bureau. The Center tries to educate

people on homosexuality as well as sup-

port the gay community.

Tom Meyers is a student and a repre-

sentative from the Speakers Bureau and

Concerned Students for Civil Rights.

The Speaker's Bureau is a panel made

up of a homosexual man. a homosexual

woman, a bisexual, a person of trans-

gender and a heterosexual ally. A panel

can be called for any reason, many are

requested to discuss issues that affect

the GLBT community.

"Coming out is possibly the best

thing you can do. It increases your sell

confidence, it drives your life in a new

direction," speaker Mark
Leichthammer said. "Take the step,

it's a hard first step but we're all here

to support you."

Louise Codehaux has been out of

the closet for 14 years.

"Being gay is a whole way of life, a

way of approaching the world. When
you come out you make promise to

yourself to be honest... you promise

to yourself and others that you will

fight without fear, love without reser-

vation and live without hesitation

until every one of us is free,"

Godchaux said.
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Dangerous Toys
Have you ever, in your expe-

rience and wisdom, regret-

ted hounding your parents

for all those toys years back? Come
on. I know 1 was not satisfied unless

I had that last Constructacon
Transformer, or a Gl \oe Hovercraft

to counter my neighbor's

Cobra-Hydrafoil.

Seriously, ever wonder about

what kind of economic strain toys

(action figures, dolls, remote con-

trolled vehicles, video games, etc.)

can have on a middle class

American family? My father said

that "money does not grow on
trees." But I do not ^^^^^^^^^
think many Rr..qn 5
8-year-olds can m^"r^H^j.

grasp this concept.

It is difficult to fault kids for

begging their parents for the latest

toy fad when the television is

telling them to do so! Ten or so

years ago, now college-age folks

were subject to an advertising

bombardment unlike any other

directed at children since the

invention of television.

Before the 1980s the FCC
(Federal Communications
Commission) prioritized the quality

of children's programming and lim-

ited the number of minutes per pro-

.gram which could be devoted to

advertising, and forbade the mar-

keting of a product with a children's

show.

In 1984 the FCC waved most of

these regulations opening pro-

grams up to heavy advertising,

including advertising for toys.

Television executives and toy com-
panies were quick to seize this new
opportunity.

"The toy and television industries

quickly joined together in deter-

mined marketing efforts. Toy manu-
facturers got into the business of

making children's television shows
for the first time as they began
developing toys and programs as a

package," wrote Nancy Carlsson in

an article published in Utne Reader
back in January 1992.

Sales of toys connected with tele-

vision doubled between 1980 and
1988. By 1987, 80 percent of chil-

dren's programming was produced
by toy companies.

"Their is a payoff at every level,

and it's a practice that needs to be

ammammmmmmmB m̂m̂ mma
eliminated,"

T^^^^^^^^^ said Jeffhv^urtzmar^ Chester,
Executive

Director of The Center for Media
Education to Broadcasting and
Cable magazine.

Let's take for a given the quality

and educational value of shows, but

what effect did this radical trans-

formation have on the desires
(which is essentially what any
advertising seeks to feed) of chil-

dren?

Although the FCC prohibits mar-

keting a product on a show directly

related to that product, the combi-

nation of commercials and cartoons

were too much for many children to

resist. Instead of a toy being a

child's diversion, it became a

low-level need.

Our parents were seeing com-
mercials of Mickey Mantle's
Action Baseball board game and
thought it was neat, but probably

too expensive. Our parents (and

probably older siblings) were not

subject to the same types of adds

and the same types of toys, which

emphasized a specific function.

Instead of playing with the bounc-

ing ball and the ping pong paddle

for hours, toys produced by com-

panies like Hasbro and Kenner
had specific uses which were use-

ful only until the next new toy was

introduced.

Instead enhancing the child's

imagination. Transformers. Gl ]oe

and Go-Bots,(a\\ very cool toys by

the way) dictated to the child what

they could play with and what is

used for. I know 1 never mixed and

matched two toys, probably because

I was trying to re-enact the car-

toon's.

So while the child wants more
and more toys, there is more and
more of a strain on the family to

either spend a lot of money or dis-

appoint the child. Most instances,

if a parent explains that there is

simply not enough money for the

new Power Ranger, a child who is

not overly spoiled will understand;

yet the relationship between toy

makers and television is one every

family should be aware of. The
FCC is constantly investigating the

matter, and in 1990 Congress
passed a bill which introduced far

weaker versions of the pre-Reagan

administration regulations. But
their is no end in site to this gigan-

tic collaboration.

So remember that one unlucky,

sheltered kid in class whose parents

restricted or prohibited him from
watching television and instead had

him read a book? Maybe in some
warped way they actually had a

point. Sometimes it's better to turn

the tube off.

Bryan Schwartzman is a

Collegian columnist.

Where have sports gone wrong':?

I'm
starting to think sports have become a national

epidemic. Anorexic gymnasts, steroid-crazed football

players, sexually deranged sportscasters. They all

point to one conclusion: our obsession with sports has

gone way, way too far.

Granted, sports are fun. Sports develop teamwork,
good health and perseverance. But, at least in our country,

they also develop a tendency towards aggression, ridicu-

lous levels of competitiveness and arrogance. And what's

worse is that, as kids, we'll do anything we can to emulate

"heroes."

So where have we gone wrong? What happened to

those golden days of backyard baseball

and playground soccer"
Professionalism. The fact is, sports

aren't for us to enjoy anymore.
Gerrit Devoun=b

Actually, they aren't for anyone to enjoy. The only people

allowed to participate are the professionals. But they're

not allowed to have fun. Millions of dollars are on the

line.

Even as kids, sports aren't to be enjoyed.
Kindergartners are crammed into uniforms, sent onto the

field, and yelled at from the sideline by the local barbarian

Pele wannabe. The pressure only gets worse as the kids

get older. By the fifth or sixth grade many kids can't just

join a team. They have to try-out. If memory serves, by
third grade, travelling teams are in place for those good
enough.

By the time sixth grade rolls around (when kids are a

whopping 10 or II years old) everybody knows who the

athletic haves and have-nots are. And for those of us

unlucky enough not to have some rare thyroid malfunc-

tion rendering us six-feet-tall and 2 1 0-pounds by seventh

grade, sports are out of the question.

So, with all our new-found free time, and a gaping hole

in our sportless lives, we turn to the next best thing:

watching them on TV. We sit through a mind-numbing

Sox game, watch the Patriots lose, and when nothing else

is on, we'll even suffer through golf. And while we're

planted in front of the set, dreaming of what could have

been, we stuff ourselves with chips and cheap beer. And
people wonder why America is one of the fattest countries

on earth.

When you think about it. it's really sad. In high
school, for example, rather than licking Frank Football's

cleats clean, or smelling Billy Baseball's six-game old

jock, we could be, dare I say, living our own lives. But

what does that mean? In this day and age of mindless

hero-worship, it's harder and harder to discern. But

hell, it could be anything: picking up
an instrument, weaving straw hats,

hanging out with friends, or for
* those of us unable to relinquish our

NBA dreams to reality by playing some pick- up basket-

ball.

Think about how many middle aged guys cram their

bulging butts into the Lazy Boy every weekend to watch

someone else do what they enjoy. Maybe, if we start

now, we can actually live our lives 20 years from now.

And maybe if we weren't taught from birth that the only

noble aspiration is to kick a ball around, fewer of us

would go through the hell of trying to be the next

Shaquille O'Neil, when in reality we're meant to be

Einstein or Mozart.

I've got nothing against sports (except that I'm no good

at them). I do have something, something big. against

brainless jock-worship. Donning a helmet, or

ridiculous-looking Nikes. doesn't necessarily make some-

one a hero. To me. the real heros are the people who
humbly walk through their day-to-day lives, actually

doing what they want to do. But so few of us do. Hell,

we're too busy drinking beer and watching the

Minutemen lose to live our own lives.

Gerrit DeYoung is a UMass student

Write for Ed/Op!
The Collegian Editorial page needs new writers. We want you to write humor, politics,

satire, lifestyle, or any of a thousand other styles — let us be as broad as the student

body is.

We especially encourage material that relates to current issues at UMass.
Anyone who is interested should submit material by email (letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu),

fax (545-1592), or by dropping it off at the Collegian offices for Dan Bodah.
Editorials should be 500-700 words long and should include a phone number so we

can call you back.
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Letters to the Editor

Children's Day
To the editor:

As many of the us travel home for

the holiday weekend, I want to

inform the student body of another

special occurance happening this

weekend.

In May of 1996. the Connecticut

Legislature passed a bill designating

every second Sunday to be Children's

Day in the state of Connecticut.

The significance of this day comes
at a time in our history where grow-

ing up is harder than ever imagined.

Children's Day gives kids the oppor-

tunity to speak on different issues,

and to be heard by their elders. It is a

national, active celebration of our
future leaders.

As you drive home to see your
friends and family, remember that

Sunday is a not -so-known special day

in which we should honor our kids

and let them know we are there for

support, guidance, and laughter.

If anyone is interested in this cele-

bration and the organization which

promoted it. please e-mail me.

Remember: Children today, leaders

tomorrow.

Melanie Haslam
mhaslam@student.umass.edu

Retort on
racism

To the editor:

lacob Buckley-Fortin's arguments

in his letter (Sept. 30) responding to

Keith Didion's Sept. 24 Ed-Op col-

umn about racism are weak and con-

fused. In my opinion. Mr. Buckley-

Fortin completely fails to make a case

against Mr. Didion's position.

Mr. Didion does not attack "all

forms of ethnic discussion or

acknowledgement as racism." The
column specifically attacks that form

of ethnic acknowledgement which
substitutes group indentitv for indi-

vidual recognition, or attempts to

reward or punish any group simply

because of that group's or ethnic

identity. Mr. Buckley-Fortin labels

this "blatantly American" and "indi-

vidualistic" (without explaining what

is meant by those charges), then

states that this Americanism and
individualism prove Mr. Didion a

racist. I do not follow this line of rea-

soning.

Letters Letters Letter;.

Letters Letters Lettc-re Letters

Letters Letters L<

Letters I

letir

Mr. Buckley-Fortin claims that

separating someone from his or her

culture/race/upbringing is a disser-

vice, and denies "a basic psychologi-

cal idea-child development." To
whom or what is this a disservice?

Does Mr. Buckley-Fortin believe that

people can't be separated from their

culture/race/upbringing? How is it.

then, that many people come to

espouse different values than their

parents, or live their lives in ways

that are radically different from their

cultural/racial peers? Are Mr.
Buckley-Fortin's ideas and values

completely identical to those of his

parents? It is Mr. Buckley-Fortin

himself who denies child develop-

ment with this argument.

"Would Mr. Didion rather we not

acknowledge race at all?" Mr.
Buckley-Fortin asks. My reading con-

vinces me that this was one of Mr.

Didion's major points: that we should

not use race as a basis on which to

judge people. Mr. Buckley-Fortin

goes on to say, "We cannot, no mat-

ter how much some people hope, all

be the same." Again, this is precisely

the point: we are not all the same,

and therefore we must all be recog-

nized and acknowledged as individu-

als, rather than as members of a

racial/cultural group.

Mr. Buckley-Fortin's final point is

that without ethnic acknowledge-
ment, we'll be left with "a lonely,

confused fragmentation of the peo-

ple." How can refusing to judge peo-

ple by their skin color lead to loneli-

ness, confusion and fragmentation?

Why would it be bad to treat each

individual as an individual, separate

and unique, rather than as a name-
less, faceless (and so undoubtedly
confused and lonely) member of an

ethnic group? "Fragmentation"
indeed: we've achieved a great deal of

it using Mr. Buckley-Fortin's meth-
ods. Perhaps we should turn to Mr.

Didion's prescription: "reason, along

with independent judgement, individ-

ual achievement, and true

self-esteem."

William E. Berghauer

Sunderland

Students have
protest options

To the editor:

Students at UMass have "rights

and responsibilities" when protesting

on campus. A "Picketing Code" alerts

students to the proper conduct for

demonstrations. These eight points,

found in the Undergraduate Rights

and Responsibilities handbook,
inform students of proper protest

behavior.

Apparently, demonstrations must

meet with University approval, or

student activists face potential expul-

sion. Will this code inhibit student

actions on campus, such as those

which occurred last spring? It is obvi-

ous that the authors of the Picketing

Code are hoping for that very result.

The result of the Picketing Code
should not be a loss of activism on
campus, however. Even if students

feel threatened by these weighty
"responsibilities," dedication and
determination should not suffer.

Students who do not want their

protests subject to the University

guidelines do have options. Those
who feel that objecting to University

policies ts essential must find other

avenues. The goals of this University

should include fostering growth and

independent thought among its stu-

dents. Therefore, students must find

some outlet to express their beliefs.

This includes instances when these

beliefs run counter to those presented

by the University.

Students who wish to present their

opinions and attitudes to the entire

body now need alternatives to

demonstrations. Students who feel

uncomfortable or even threatened by

the Picketing Code are looking for

guidance on this topic. One arena for

discussion is the upcoming visit to

campus by Governor Michael
Dukakis. The visit will be highlight-

ed by a talk on young adults and lib-

eralism. Governor Dukakis will be

discussing ideas for student involve-

ment and activism. This enlightening

dialogue will present students with

new ideas and opportunities.

Furthermore, it will provide students

with inspiration to raise their hands

and voices. The student body as a

whole, as well as activists seeking

new venues, will profit from this

visit. The talk presented by the

University Democrats, featuring

Governor Michael Dukakis, is at

7:30 p.m. October 15, in Herter

Hall. This opportunity should not be

missed!

Cheryl Lynch

Ware
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Standard-fare suspense thriller

By Adam Levine

Collegian Staff

KISS THE GIRLS

Directed by Gary Fleder

with Morgan Freeman, Ashley Judd,

Carey Elwes

Playing at Hampshire Six Theater

From the very first moment of

Kill The Girls, the director is

Mtuming that what we are watching
is the most shocking thing we have
ever seen. Gary Fleder (Things To
Do In Denver When Your Dead)
knows quite well that our attentions

will not be captivated merely by a

contrived script, so he brilliantly

tunes his camera to record not only

the action itself, but allows us to

indulge in the clever essence of a

suspense thriller.

Inspired by the works of Hitchcock
— and even at times Ingmar
Bergmann — Fleder demands a reac-

tion from every generic sequence and

toys with our conceptions of fear

with disruptive camera work and
countless shots each lasting under
five seconds.

However, this is not a new or even

provocative phenomena, but rather

his exquisite sense of timing saves a

rather uninteresting plot from the

sewers of conventional cinema. Even

though what we are watching is not

the most shocking thing we have

ever seen. Kiss The Girls still main-

tains the security of a high position

within the realm of lesser suspense

thrillers.

Morgan Freeman is brilliant in a

role reminiscent of his character in

1995's Sexen, one of the better exam-
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pies of pott-Hitchcock suspense.

Despite this blatant example of

unjust typecasting, Freeman can still

hold his own despite the unfortunate

circumstance o! having little to work

with. His character. Dr, Ma Cross,

is a forensic detective for the

Washington, D.C. Police Department

who travels to North Carolina to help

catch a multiple kidnapper and mur-

derer who has abducted his niece.

We are informed of very little iibout

Cross's life and who he is iiside from

being a cop, yet Freeman is I tremen-

dously talented actor and the con-

stant look of sadness in his eyes tran-

scends many unspoken aspects ol his

personality.

Ashley |udd. on the other hand,

plays her role adequately: she is iai

from having the dynamics that

Freeman contains in his abilities, yet

there is really nothing wrong with

her performance either. She is Kate

Mcteirnan, a doctor at the local hos-

pital in Durham. NC neat where the

kidnapping of several young, attrac-

tive college women have occurred.

Unaware that she is being stocked.

Mcteirnan is eventually kidnapped by

the killer in her own home, in anoth-

er predicatbie but well photographed

scene by Fleder. Here we see a small

glimpse of the killer's motives, as he

locks Mctieman in a cell adjacent to

the other cells where each of the

women are being held. The killer,

who calls himself Casanova, is the

ultimate cliche of what the writer

assumes will frighten u>. He wears I

goofy white mask and speaks to his

victims like a Don Juan, explaining

to them that he loves them dearly

and that soon thc\ will love him a*
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well.

When Mcteirnan is able to escape

from her abductor she then forces

her way into Cross's investigation,

hoping to help all the women she left

behind. At this point little is left for

both actors to work with. Their char-

acters become incidental secondary

aspects for the rest of the plot, taking

a back seat to the actions of the killer

and the possibility that he may not be

working alone. I iceman and judd are

left behind as Fleder allows his cam-

eta to overcome the restrictions of his

limited storyline. As a result. Kiss the

Girls is escalated into a far better film

than it should have been originally.

There have been so many better

examples of genuinely disturbing sus-

pense films that Kiss the Girls cannot

be as unnerving as Fleder must have

intended. Even recently, a film such

as Seven was so successful at tapping

into our own personal fears regarding

morality and society that it has

become a landmark example for its

genre. Comparably. Kill the Girls

can't begin to compete, as it lacks

Seven'i sophistication to justify our

bleak and miserable world. By the

time of Kill the Girls' shocking con-

clusion we refrain from being to

shocked, because we have seen things

so far superior. At least Freeman
can't complain, he was after all the

star of Seven anyway, C+
COURTESY KIMBERIV WRIGHT

Ashley Judd and the incomparable Morgan Freeman star in Gary Fleder's suspense thriller Kiss The Girls.

"Whadaya mean?! I just got this

pass..."

"Could you please open

up the back door?"

Having money

problems? Write

for Arts - you

could win

tbe lottery
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have to leave

the bus" ^
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I Face it. you didn't come lo college to be

just like everyone else, so why not ally

yourself with one of America's top intern-

ships? You'll make your resume stand out

after graduation, plus earn real money

while still in college Some of our stu-

dents earn a five-figure income. Put the

Northwestern Mutual Life name to work

for you, and realize that you're worth

much more than you think. Maybe The

Steffen Agency should hear from you.

Internship openings available now.

For more information, stop by our
booth at tbe I ndergraduale Business

Club Career Fair on Wednesday.

Orlnher Mb.

Kale Kane

The Steffen Agency

413/748-6000

kaiekane@javanet.com
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When something is too extreme for words, it's to the Nth degree.

And that's the level of technology you'll experience at Raytheon.

Raytheon has formed a new technological superpower - together,

Raytheon Electronic Systems, Raytheon E- Systems and Raytheon

Tl Systems are driving technology to the limit. And we're looking

for engineers who want to push the envelope. Break new

ground. Make their mark.

At Raytheon you'll take technology - and your career - to

the highest possible level. You'll take it to the Nth. We'll be

visiting your campus soon. Contact your career placement office

now to schedule an interview, or check out our website at

www.rayjobs.com.

WE'LL BE ON YOUR CAMPUS ON OCTOBER 21, 1997.

CONTACT YOUR CAREER PLACEMENT OFFICE TODAY TO SCHEDULE AN INTERVIEW.

Internet www.rayjobs.com • E-mail: resume(<i)rayjobs.com

U S citizenship may be required. We are an equal opportunity employer

Raytheon
Expect great things

u
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Grateful Dead lyricist returns
Robert Hunter makes rare local stop at NoHo's Academy

campus a c t i u

Fjfg Breathing .
Laying o

Artist, larley" mill fl.es

entertainment experien

of Hails; Escape

ma? i n q and unique

eality at the door

FrifcMf October 10, »\m\ Blvicw^jl Cafe

After a long absence from the road, former Grateful

play the Academy of Music this Sunday.

By Joshua Boyd
Collegian Staff

"Inspiration / Move me brightly / Light the song

with sense and color / hold away despair." Let's

guess who wrote these three lines of epic poetry?

Whitman? Our own Miss Emily Dickinson? None of

the above. I'll give you the rest of the amazing stan-

za: "More than this I will not ask / Faced with mys-

teries dark and vast / Statements just seem vain at

Some rise, some fall, some climb / to get to

Terrapin." These are surprising!) (to those not

in the know) lyrics to I rock long sung b) the

Grateful Dead and written by their former lyricist

Robert Hunter Hunter puts on a soto BCOUStic show

mixing music he wrote for both himself personally

and the Dead on Sunday night at the Academy of

Music in Northampton.

Hunter grew up near San Francisco, and in the eai Ij

1960s made friends with his songwriting partner foi

the next >0- plus years, ferrj Garcia. The two played

in some early "jug" bands (which mixed blues and

bluegrass. mostly I with Garcia OB his original main

instrument, the banjo and Hunter on guitar It was

around 1967 that Hunter vras commissioned by the

Dead for lyrics, and they started using his name in the

band lineup on their records on 1970- American

Beauty.

COURTESY ROBERT MINKIN

Dead lyricist Robert Hunter comes to Northampton to

Throughout his career. Hunter's lyrics have employed

folk allusion- ("Casey lones"), surrealism ("Dark Star").

and. most famously, the concept of aging ("Touch Ot

Grey") a- well as many other concepts and styles of

poetry.

He keeps some of his songs, such as "Arizona

Lightning." Tiger Rose" and "Rum Runners" com-

pletely separate from the Dead, as well as his life. His

voice and guitar never appeared on a Dead album, nor

did he ever step up on stage with the highest-grossing

tour band in rick history. Hunter is a man who's

always preferred a quieter and more private life,

allowing more freedom from press and the general

public.

Ik-sides music. Hunter ha- also delved into the liter-

al) field, having translated the poetry of Rainer Maria

Ri'lke and maintains a lively web presence

(www.dead.net/RobertH
unterArchive/huntera rchivc.html).

Sundav night's show will be a chance for the fans

who have not seen Hunter yet. but are familiar with the

Dead, to -ee the man who recently described himself as

"the Wizard Of Oz behind the curtain pulling all those

lever-."

Robert Hunter will he playing this Sunday evening at

the Academy Of Vfiaic in Northampton. Showtime is at

8 p.m. Call the Northampton Box Office at 5S6-8686

for more information.

Attention;

FALL & SPRING GRADS
Northeast Utilities is coming to UMass!

We're hiring Computer Science andMISgraduates,

as well as Engineers with knowledge o/C++tWeb

DcsignMsual Basic, Novell,Windows/Windaws~m

UNIX, DB2, Sybase and/or Fortran.

Campus Interviews: Thursday, November 6

your resume to S.O.M. Career Services

by October 14!

Come visit our booth at the

UMass School ofManagement Career Day

on October 15!

Summer internships are also available!

Hooverphonic

Oct 21
7:30pm

JOHN M- GREENE HALL
SMITH COLLEGE - NORTHAMPTON, MA

TICKBTS AT MX »«"»©"* LOCATION* MCLUOMO NLMMCt. MAIN MUSIC SHOP t BUSS VUWO TO CHAROB BY PHONE CALL; (413) 7JJ-MC0

OR THS NORTHAMPTON BOX OFFICS 160 MAM 8T (413)MM OB (BOO) MS-MZS FOR MORI INFORMATION CALL: H1S)MS-t110.

TICKETS SUBJECT TO CONVENIENCE CHARGES EVENT, DATE A TIME SUBJECT TO CHANOE.

TV oei-3»eifsisis«/»a.ATBiai sissstsis«s»s«sssbi*
.«-.- s-l V""«»««,,« * wwwJh—tonlgM.comPRODUCED

^NSV"..,

Northeast

Utilities System

Visit our website at www.nuxom or e-mail college#nu.com
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Long trip for the A-10 title
Mmuteivomen take to roadtoface QWandVa. Tech in pivotal games

football

By Jormo Kansonen
Collegian Staff

Picture it. if you will...

Three straight weekends on the road capped off with a

plane trip lo nowhere so you can take a one-hour bus trip

to the middle of nowhere, play a match, maybe rest and
heal up, then take a five-hour bus trip to your next match,
and get back on the plane right afterwards to come back
home.

Balance your studies in there, and you may feel at one
with the No. 15 Massachusetts women's soccer team. The
Minutewomen (9-2, 5-0 in the Atlantic 10) will end their

six-game road trip with a match
against Virginia Tech in Blacksburg,

Va. today (4 p.m.) and George
Washington in the nation's capital on
Sunday (1 p.m.).

After the last two home matches of

the season next weekend against the

University of Dayton, assistant coach

and former Minutewoman Rebecca
Myers — who holds the all-time

points scored mark at UMass — and
Senior Day celebrations against Xavier University, the

Minutewomen will hit the road again for the remainder of

the -eason.

Contest at I ordham and La Salle wrap up the A-10
regular season, and the University of Georgia Tournament
in Athens, Ga. this upcoming Halloween weekend will

lead UMass into the A 10 postseason tournament held at

Xavier in Cincinnati, Ohio.

Sounds tiring, huh? Ask UMass coach |im Rudy about

it and he might wax Cramer-esque on you — and that's

not the Kramer from Seinfeld.

"I just remember the saying of the old FIFA coach

Detmar Cramer, a coach who inspired me a lot," Rudy
>aid. "He was a great coach in Germany, coaching Franz

Beckenbauer at Bayern Munich
I
in the Bundesliga] in the

early '70s. and he used to say. After match — before

match.'

"That's our story, and after this road trip — another

road trip, and I hope the people at home miss us as much
as we miss the people at home. It'll be great to get back

home to two solid home crowds next weekend. We'll be

Women's Soccer

Massachusetts
@

Virginia Tech

Today, 4 p.m.

more than happy to see our group of people."

Virginia Tech is coming into todav's contest with a 5-5

record (0-3 in A-10), but the Hokies are undefeated at

home with a 4-0 mark. Four out of their five losaes are

only by one goal, but their offense has been unenigmatic

at best.

Matter of fact, the seven Minutewomen holding the top

five spots in team scoring would be the top scorer for \ a,

Tech: Shannon Otto at seven points on three goals and

one assist.

"[Hokies coach] Sam Okpodu has his team playing verv

nicely, and all of their losses are only by one goal," Rudy

said. "They've played everybody close, the team is reallv

knocking the ball around and they're

undefeated at home.'

However, the match of the weekend

will be against GW (6-3-2, 3-0 in

A-10). with the battles between the

two sides encapsulating the short his-

tory of the conference.

The last meeting between the two

teams was in the A-10 conference

semi-finals last season, with UMass
getting the 1-0 win on sophomore tor-

ward Emma Kurowski's goal at the 51:43 mark of the

match. |ust for a point of reference on this rivalry.

ex -assistant coach Chris Chamides' thoughts on that

match was it could "officially be called a war."

This season, the Colonials do not have the services of

1996 A-10 Player of the Year Tanya Vogel. but have con-

tinued their steady climb towards national respectability.

GW has faced five nationally ranked opponents this sea

son, with a tight 2-2 overtime tie with then-No. 1 1

Maryland as their high point of those conte-t-.

Senior Chemar Smith leads the Colonials in scoring

with 19 points on eight goals and three assists, with fresh-

man Lauren Papalia stepping right into the GW lineup

with 12 points on five goals and two assists.

"Even though we lost to Dayton last year (in the A-10

final), GW has always been our toughest opponent," Rudy

said. "Their schedule is tougher than ours by far, and the

difference this year is they have more than one goal scor-

er.

"No matter what happens, its always a war between

UMass and GW, and we're expecting that."

volleyball

continued from page 10

ishing any progress at the net by either team.

"We've started to block the ball better and prac-

tices have been competitive." Kenny said. "The team

has been working really hard and I think they've

made the most of their time to maximize their

improvement."

Senior middle blocker Michelle Paciorek will look

to grab her third all-time UMass record this weekend.

She needs just one block assist to tie Dionne Nash's

school-record of 263.

Sophomore outside hitter Kari Hogancamp added

10 kills and 21 digs in the win over Harvard. The

nation's leader in digs has now eclipsed the 20-dig

plateau four times this year.

The Minutewomen will also look to sophomore

middle blocker |ill Meyers who is coming off an 18

kill. 1 1 dig and six-block performance last Tuesday.

I ashman Rebecca Hasson has been a pleasant sur-

prise for the Minutewomen as she has overcome injury

and managed to begin making key contributions.

"We have to keep hitting like we have in practice

and keep the ball in play. That's usually key for us,"

Hasson said.

field hockey
continued from page 10

game, knocking them out of the tournament.

In contrast, the 1996 UMass club fell short to the

Orangewomen in a close 1-0 home loss on Columbus

Day.

Entering what could likely be the Minutewomen's

most pivotal stretch of the season away from home.

Shea feels this weekend will offer a true test of her

team's character.

"It's always tough to play on another team's home-

field, especially when they play on turf. Both Syracuse

and Ball State are well-coached and will certain!) be

two tough games for us."

As far as the spirits of her team are concerned, Shea

believes that the Minutewomen remain confident entering

competition against two nationally ranked opponents.

"We played poorly in North Carolina, and these two

games could really turn things around for us." Shea

said. "Our group goes into every game thinking they're

going to win. They are at their best when they are

poised, relaxed, and confident."

UMass hopes to raise their record back above .500

with two victories this weekend, as they prepare for a

four-game home stretch that begins Oct. 15 against

Providence College.

continued from page 10

opposing defenses. Averaging 104

vaids on the ground, and 310 yard-

in the air. Villanova has outscored

their opponents. 182-56.

"I hey get off the bus ready to

throw the ball — they have no bone-

.ihout it." UMa— coach Mike Hodge-

said. "They want to throw. You can't

n y to stop one receiver, quarterback

or running back. Those guys have too

many weapon-
"

Sophomore quarterback Chris

Boden leads this No. 1 rated A-10
attack with 1,113 yards and 14

touchdown passes.

"I don't think you're going to stop

him." -aid Hodges of the Wildcats

signal caller.

"He - an outstanding football play-

er." he said. "We're going to have to

play great on the defensive side of the

ball to stay in this game."

Boden has a pair of top-notch tar-

gets in seniors Brian Finneran and

|osh Dolbin. The two have combined

for 45 receptions for 830 yards and

12 touchdowns.

I ultimately for the Minutemen,

their defense has carried the load all

sea-on long.

lunior tri-captain Khari Samuel is

enjoying another stellar season in the

middle of the Minutemen defense.

Since the All-America candidate

made the move to inside linebacker

this season, he has blossomed into

one of the fiercest presences in the

A-10.

With 64 tackles this year. Samuel

trails only teammate Bryan Mooney
(641 atop the A-10 standings in

stops.

Sophomore Chris Price has dazzled

this year in his starting role at outside

linebacker. As a redshirt freshman

last season. Price made only 12 stops.

But the Boxboro-native has come
into his own this season, recording

63 total tackles and a forced fumble.

The Wildcats hold an 8-6 edge in

the all-time series with

Massachusetts. And UMass hasn't

beaten the Wildcats at Villanova

Stadium since 1962. The Minutemen

were thrashed last year in Villanova.

50-14.

Engincering/CS Majors

Aoot to strain your high-tech senses,

but some things do have more impact.

There's a simple truth about influence we think you should know

The odds that your ideas will be heard at GEC-Marconi Ha/eltine

are among the best in any industry, anywhere. Which means you'll

never have to just sit back and listen to someone else's point of view

You'll have hands-on involvement in developing innovations for

Identification Friend or Foe Systems (IFF), Satellite Communication-

(SATCOM), JTIDS, DAMA and PI SR

But more than that, you'll discover what some ol the finest

engineers in the industry already know. That GEC-Mareoni H.i/eltine

will give you the training, resources and support you deserve

All in a fast-paced environment that offers summer hours,

tuition reimbursement, and a casual dress i ode

So put your revolutionary engineering concepts ahead

of the rest at GEC-Marconi Ha/eltine Because we'll

never ask you to turn down the volume on a great idea

To find out more about career opportunities in W.ivik
,

NJ or Greenlawn (Long Island), New York see us on campus:

October 16, 1997

Marcus Hall

10:00am - 3.00pm

andfor on-campus interviews

October 17, 1997

Or visit us on-line at www.gci m lia/eltine com

A.othing even comes close.

GEC-Marconi
Hazeltine
An equal opportuiutv rmplnvcr. m/fAvV

PICK UP DATE SEQRI

llmass

Student Ticket Pick-Up Schedule
7:00AM-3:00 PM-Curry Hicks Cage

Tues.Oct 14. 1997

Tues.Oct 2X. IWJ

Tues. Nov. 4, 1997

lues. Nov. 18,1997

Tues. Nov. 25. 1997

Tues Dec. 2. 1997

Tues Dec. 9. 1997

Tues. Jan. 27. 1997

Tues. Feb. 3. 1997

Tues. Feb. 10.1997

Tues. Feb. 17. 1997

Tues. Mar 3. 1997

Hockey
Men's Basketball

Hockey

Men's Basketball

Hockey
Men's Basketball

Hockey

Hockey

Hockey

Men's Basketball

Hockey
Men's Basketball

Women's Basketball

Hockey

Men's Basketball

Hockey
Men's Basketball

Men's Basketball

Hockey

Hockey
Men's Basketball

Men's Basketball

Hockey
Men's Basketball

Men's Basketball

Men's Basketball

Hockey

Hockey
Hockey

PATE OF GAME/OPPONENT

OCT 19 v DAI.Hot SI I

OCT. I7-M1DNK.II I MADNESS
NOV 2 v BOSTON CO! LEG1

NOV. 7 v ( (INVERSE ALLS I AKS
NOV 14 v UMass/ Lowell

NOV. 15 v MARATHON
NOV 21 v PROV1DF.NC1-.COI I BGI

NOV. 25 * vi.KMONi
NOV. 29 v NORTHEASTERN
DEC. 2 V (OH U.I ol CHARLESTON
DEC. 6 v NORTHEASTER \

DBC.6\ MARSHAL!
DEC. 1 1 v CONNECTICUT
DEC. 14 v DARTHMOl I II

JAN. 10 v GEORGE WASHINGTON
JAN 16 v MERRIMACK
JAN. 17 vFORDHAM
JAN. 19 v ST. BONAVENTURE
IAN. 23 v BOSTON COLLEGI
JAN. 30 v PROVIDENCE
FEB ! v DAYTON
FEB. 3 v TEMPI!
FEB. 8 v UMass I -well

FEB l4vLASALLE
FEB. 18 v RHODE ISLAND
FEB. 21 v ST. JOSEPH'S
FEB. 21 v NEW HAPMSHIRE
MAR. 27 v BOSTON UNIVERSITY
MAR. 7 v MAINE

PICK-UP & GAME DATES SUBJECT
TO CHANGE.

VALID UMASS STUDENT ID CARD
NEEDED

SPORT? CAR? SPORTi' HA/R-DO?

SPORT?UEE? SPORT?iOOK?

ARE ?0!4 JCiSTSPORT?? THEN

tfR/TT TOR SPORTS?! COME SEE

MATBEMC0^T? ?$ REAU?

MiASmm?
ATTHESPORT?

coueqwom....
CAMPUSCEVTERBASEMENT

COMEON !N SPORT!!

-

Attention UMass Undergraduate Students

Joanie O'Brien
Women's Basketball

Joe Mallen
Ice Hockey

Join Head Coaches

Bruiser Flint
Men's Basketball

Wednesday, October 15 at 7:00 p.m.

Mullins Center VIP Room (3rd Floor)

Join the JAlnutemaniacs as we welcome Head Coaches Joanie O'Brien,

Bruiser Flint , and Joe Mallen to speak about their upcoming seasons.

This meeting is open to all UMass undergraduate students. If you have

not signed up to be a JAinutemaniac, you may do so at this meeting.

lAjVlass JVlinutemaniacs
r

GreatJVl'mutemaniac Benefits:

• Advance Reserved Basketball Ticket Pickup

• JVIinutemaniac T-Shirt

• Game Receptions

• T*i€ UMass Maniac" Newsletter

• Membership Card

Value at

$25.00

to Join!

THE JMnutemamacs ARE LIMITED TO THE FIRST 500 UNDERGRADUATE
STUDENTS TO REGISTER!

It you have any questions, please call the Athletic Development Office at 545-9672

Complete form below, cut. and mail to Mm utemamacs at:

308 Mullins Center •University of Massachusetts • Box 35910 • Amherst. MA 01003

Application for JWinutemaniacs Membership

Student Name:.

Local Address :_

Local Phone: _

Student #:

Year at UMass:

Home Address:

City: State: Zip: Home Phone:.

Make checks payable to: UMAF

Or Charge to your credit card: Visa Mastercard Discover

Number - Expiration Date
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Cgllggian Classifieds
ACTIVITIES

Interested in theater,

fantasy, making friends,

or having fun?

Experienced storyteller

forming BEGINNER role-

playing group. Call 665-

4158 before eleven.

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Sugarloaf Estates

Luxury 2 bedroom apart-

ment homes. Free heat

and hot water. State of

the art kitchens, design-

er baths, wall to wall

carpeting, washer and

dryer. On PVTA.

Incredible move-in spe-

cials. Call Today 665-

3856

1 bedroom apartment

Colonial Village $440 +

utilities. 256-4594 Steve

AUTO FOR SALE

Purchasing a used
car? Having your car

repaired? Do you know

your legal rights? Call

The Student Legal

Services Office. 922

Campus Center, 545-

1995.

1984 Toyota Camry
auto, A/C. 81k, $1600.

546-5211

1990 Jeep Wrangler 5

speed, 85k, hard

top/soft top. $6000.

256-0501

AUTO FOR SALE

'84 Jeep CJ7 4x4, hard-

top, new battery, needs

some work. Asking

$1100 or B/0. Call Tony

©549-1609.

EMPLOYMENT

International
Marketing Firm seeks

Spokesperson. $10 per

hour. 8-10 hours a week.

Models are encouraged

to apply. Call Sean
Sweeney (800)829-4777

Hiring For Pizza Hut

Cashiers and Pizza Help.

All shifts. Come down
and fill out an applica-

tion. 586-2940

Abt Associates is look-

ing for a few reliable

people with good com-

munications and com-

puter skills who are

available to work a mini-

mum of 20 hours per

week. Evening and

weekend assignments

are currently available.

We offer flexible sched-

uling options, access to

health and dental plans

and paid training. The

starting wage is $5.75

per hour with regular

merit increases. Free

transportation from

PVTA Bus Line is provid-

ed. For more information

or to arrange a personal

EMPLOYMENT
interview call (413)587-

1607. An Equal

Opportunity Employer.

Work Study Student
Wanted National

Yiddish Book Center on

Hampshire College

Campus. Accounting

Clerk. 15-20

hours/week, $7/hour.

Call Fran Goodwin at

256-4900

Jobs For The
Environment
Campaign with

MassPirg to reduce pes-

ticide use. Flexible

schedule. $50-75/day.

Call Terry @ 256-6434

LEGAL ASSISTANTS
WANTED Spring 1998

Internships With The

Student Legal Services

Office; get hands-on
experience in the legal

field— work directly

with attorneys and

clients. Earn up to 15

undergraduate credits.

No experience in the

legal profession neces-

sary— training provid-

ed. Contact The Student

Legal Services Office

today: 545-1995, 922

Campus Center.

EMPLOYMENT

Drivers Wanted Pays

$70 to $120 per shift.

Car needed. Dominos
256-8911

FOR SALE

FOR RENT

Fridge Rentals 253

9742 Free Delivery

FOR SALE

KHS Montana
Descent Mountain
Bike Great condition.

247-5358

15 million-t- sendable

email addresses
Contact the world with

the stroke of a key! $99

per CD. Contact Pete @
Conrad Enterprises

(413)539-3599

Kona Mountain Bike

Ridden off-road only 3

times. Shimano LX

Shifter. $450 or B/0.

Call Dan at 628-3857

Leave message.

Self Amplified

Bazooka Base Tube 6

inches, great shape. Call

259-1984

AB Roller- Brand new,

never used. Video

included. Bought for

$75, sell for $50. 546-

1947

Computers!
Computers!

Computers!

The very best prices

around! IBM Thinkpads

Compac as well as print-

ers, scanners, and sup-

plies. Call File

Management Solutions

and ask for Jason 549-

4850

Laptop Notebook
Works good. $150. Good

for school. Call Steve

(413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for

computer. Works great.

Call CPC (413)584-8857

Watch batteries, ear

piercing, eyeglass

repairs, jewelry restora-

tion, diamond engage-

ments, wedding rings.

Silverscape Designs,

264 N. Pleasant St,

Amherst. 253-3324

Open Daily.

Lost: Gold Bracelet

Monday 10/6, Mullins

Field. Reward.

Sentimental value. Call

Jen 549-4460

MISCELLANEOUS

Earn $75 $100

Exercise Science Study

Needs non-weight

trained males

Call Steve @ 253-4952

or 5-6072

EARN $750-

S1500/WEEK

Raise all the money your

group needs by sponsor-

ing a VISA fundraiser on

your campus. No invest-

ment & very little time

needed. There's no

obligation, so why not

call for information

today. Call 1-800-323-

8454 x 95.

INSTRUCTION

BARTEND WITH UNI-

VERSITY BARTEND-
ING 50% student dis-

count. On-campus class-

es starting soon! Call 1-

800-U-Can-Mix for info.

www.movieposter.co
m

Vintage-Current

(416)391-0133

ROOM FOR RENT

1 room available on

Main St. Very close to

town. On bus route. 21 +

please. Call 259-9282

Roommates needed
for house on Hobart

Lane. $270/month. Call

Rich/Adam 548-7972.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Student wanted to

share four bedroom

with three females at

Alpine Commons.
$300/monthly, utilities

included. 253-1824

ROOM WANTED

Sublet Needed
January 1998- 1 month

only. Bus access neces-

sary. Preferably in

Northampton. (617)623-

3851

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need help?

Call Birthright of

Amherst area for free

testing and assistance.

549-1906

TRAVEL

GUATEMALA: Learn

Spanish and help Mayan

children. Write: Rural

Education Project, P.O.

Box 9534, North

Amherst. MA 01 059

Port Antonio Jamaica
Seaside Cottages

Real Jamaican

Neighborhood

$150/Week
367-9350

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK
Largest selection of

Spring Break destina-

tions including cruises!

Group discounts and

free trips available.

Epicurean Tours 1-

800-231 -4FUN

Spring Break Take 2

hiring Reps! Sell 15.

Take 2 free. Hottest des-

tinations! Free parties,

eats, and drinks!

Sunsplash 1-800-426-

7710 or www.sun-
splashtours.com

WANTED

Calculus Tutor for 127

Will pay$. Please call

Laura 548-8890

Sell/Trade your pre-

owned games and sys-

tems. Call Let's Play at

549-4505

COLLEGIAN

CLASSFIEDS
available

on the

concourse

or visit our

friendly

office

in the

campus center.

Personals Policy Rates Standard Headings
1 All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian tlas-

.-m before payment and acceptance ol

the cl.isN"'«*i

m-s MM SOT be used in personal* OML>

„rm and initials are allowed The on
lions are for birthday or < ongralulatiam personals, in

» hK h c jm- the full name may be used

numbers are not allowed in personals NO

. ni.l allcivsed in pMlonaU thu melt"

dorm room numbers as svell.

rials ol a threatening or derogatory

mil acceptable Personal* of a vindictive 01 libelous

ruktrf are not acceptable Personals nu\ not be

used tor the purpose ot harassment

6. Prolanity may not lie used in personals

7 The personals section is for personals only The per

sonals section may NOT be used to sell Hems, seek

roommates advertise meeliti||V etc

8 All personals musl have the n.ime. siunalure, and

UM.iss ID number ol the studenl placing the ,i-

filled in on the insertion order Nun stud.

provide a valid driver s license jnd tlie license mini

ber must be recorded on the insertion ord. -i

misrepresent it - sub|ect to

-lire* under the lav*

9. The CollegiMi reserves the right ti

any personal that does, not meet the ( oUrfitn - sun

dards in accordance with the statutes of the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts

Students

20 tf per word/day

All others

40tf per word/day

$2.00
min./day

NO REFUNDS
Mean write c leurly and

legibly We are no! responsible ior errors result-

ing from illegible handwriting or type.

ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE

COMMUNITY EVENTS
EMPLOYMENT

ENTERTAINMENT
FOR SALE

FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES

SUMMER SUBLET
TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

FRIDAY, OCT. 10

Book Reading — |ohn Mulligan

will be reading from his new book

Shopping Cart Soldiers at 7 p.m. at

id for Thought Books in

Amherst
Senice — Kol Nidrei Yom Kippur

evening services at 7 p.m. in the

Student Union Ballroom. Sponsored

hv Hillel.

SATURDAY, OCT. 11

Comtdy MISSION
IMPROVable will be performing

their free weekly comedy improv

show at 8 p.m. in the Campus
Center, room 163.

Senice — Yom Kippur services.

10 a.m. morning service, 3 p.m. Book

ul Kmah. 4 p.m. T'shuvah Exercises,

and 5:30 p.m. Micha and Ne'ilah/

Closing Services. All in the Student

Union Ballroom and sponsored by

Hillel.

NOTICES

Art Contributions — The Student

Union Visual and Performing Arts

Space is looking for contributions to

the Southern Asian Cultural

Exhibition which will show in the

spring of 1998. If you have anything

from artwork to crafts depicting

Asian culture, and would like the

opportunity to participate in this

exhibition, contact Amanda at

545-0792.

Computer Orientation — Students,

faculty and staff interested in using

the computers at the Foreign

Language Resource Center are

encouraged to attend a computer ori-

entation of Friday, Oct. 10, 17. or 24.

The free one-hour sessions begin at 3

p.m. in Hertcr 19. Enrollment is limit-

ed. For more information and lo reg-

ister, contact Irene at 545- 0950 or

check out www.umass.edu/langctr.

Contest — Spectrum Fine Art and

Literary Magazine is now holding a

cover contest. The winner will have

their artwork printed on the 97/98

issue. The final deadline is December

2 at 5 p.m. Pick up an entry form in

the Student Union, room 406E or

just bring the artwork by.

Course — The Interdepartmental

Program in Film Studies is offering a

Certificate in Film Studies to all

majors (equivalent to a minor).

Includes six courses in film/video

studies. For more information and to

fill out an application, stop by the

office in 101 South College or call

545-3659. Office hours MW 8

a.m.-5 p.m.. TuTh 10 a.m.-5 p.m.. F

8 a.m.-2 p.m. Or visit the webpage:

www.umass.edu/film.

Course — The Amherst Tobacco

Control Program is sponsoring a free

four week class to quit smoking by

using hypnosis in combination with

proven cessation techniques. It will

be held on Monday nights from 7-9

p.m. starting October 20 at down-

town Amherst location. Preregister

by October 15 by calling 256-^077.

Limited to 35 participants.

Final Exam Schedule — The Fall

'97 Final Examination Schedule will

be available beginning Friday, Oct.

17. Copies will be delivered to stu-

dents in the residence halls, and will

be available to off-campus students

in the Registrar's office (213

Whitmore). It will also be available

on the World Wide Web beginning

Wednesday, Oct. 1 at http://www-

ureg.admin.umass.edu.

Internships — Environmental

internships offered. Campaigns this

semester include: Hunger and

Homelessness, Pesticides,

Kndangered Species. Updated Bottle

Bill and Campaign Finance Reform.

Looking for motivated students to

take leadership positions. Call

MassPIRG at 545-0199 or stop by

423A Student Union.

\otice — The women's basketball

team is looking for managers for the

upcoming season. Reliability and a

significant time commitment are

required. If interested, please call

Scott Foulis at 545-2726.

Notice — The women's basketball

team will be holding walk-on tryouf-

on October 20th at 6:30 p.m. at the

Mullins Center. Proof of insurance

and of a recent physical are required

to participate in tryouts. For further

information, call the women's basket-

ball office at 545-2726.

Support Group — REFLECT, the

Five College bereavement support

program offers free bereavement sup-

port groups to students of the Five

College area. All services are confi-

dential. Enrollment for fall groups is

happening now. Call 577-5316 for

more information.

Woman's Support Groups —
Everywoman's Center is offering the

following support groups: Building

Healthy Relationships: Self-Esteem

and Intimacy for Undergraduate

Women. Lesbian in Relationship; For

Singles and Couples. Past Abortion

FYls are public service announcements printed

daily To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the

Managing Editor by noon the previous day.

Support Group. Self-Esteem;

Exploration Through Expressive

Arts, Up From Under: Women,
Anger, and Depression, and

Women's Empowerment: the Tools

to (Jet There and Stay There. All

groups are free, meet on the UMass

campus, and provide a safe and con-

fidential space. For information and

registration for a screening interview,

call 545-0883 by Oct. 8.

Workshop — The Craft Center is

offering a nature photography expedi-

tion to the White Mountains. NH on

Friday October 24-26. Space is limit-

ed to 1 2 and sign up is now available

in the Craft Center. Any questions,

call 545- 2096 or stop by the craft

center which is located across from

the Hatch in the Student Union.
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HSCN Bulletin

Board

Hartford

Boston

Boston

Springfield

Movie Ch.

Hartford

IO

11

12
13
14
ia
17
IB

CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN
UPN/20
Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
International

UMass Academic TV

HSCN Programming

TV-19
I ABC/40 Springfield

! NBC/22 Springfield

CNN
B4 CNN SI

SB Headline News
SB UCTV
B7 TBS

mm bet

81 TV Land

ID Univision

31 Comedy Central

3B Cartoon

Much Music
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WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
wvrr
WTIC
WWLP
WGBY
WGGB

4 1 h* >l rWOOtl WAI* • AMHI K iT

This week's
$1 drink:

Vodka & Tonic

WSBK
WTBS
A*E
CNN
COM

u Wishbone «

News «

<E>

tB

CD
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK
SCIFI

fE
©
CD

TLC
TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

ffi

11

22

20

6:00
BuSirUSS Rpt.

News «.

Full House I
News

Married. With

Home Imp.

6:30
Newshour With Jim Lehrer X

CBS News Inside Edition

CBS News Extra X
ABC News Inside Edition

BoyWorld

NBC News

Cheers I

NBC News

Simpsons I
NBC News

Creatures

News a

23

30

Real TV 1
Family Matters

Business Rpt.

ABC News

Mad Abo. You

Northern Exposure jt

Family Matters

7:00 7:30

Real TV £
Ent. Tonight

Chronicle X
Fresh Prince

Wheel-Fortune

Judge Judy 3E

Ent Tonight

Seinfeld It

Wheel-Fortune

Fresh Prince

Jeopardy! X
Grace Under

Hard Copy X
Frasier !!

Jeoperdy! X

8:00
Wash. Week

Family Matters

Family Matters

Sabrina-Witch

8:30
Wall St. Week

MeegoK
MeegoX
Boy-World

«fr Vgfa(h clQuitos"bm<
Comrt) *»*****&*

9:00 9:30
Connecticut Journal

Gregory Mines

Gregory Hlnes

You Wish

Step by Step

Step by Step

Teen Angel X

10:00
McLaughlin

10:30 11:00 11:30
Nova "Coma" (Ir. Stereo) X

Nash Bridges (In Stereo) X News tr

Nash Bridges (In Stereo) X
20/20 X

Maior League Baseball Playoffs: National League Championship Series Game 3 - TeamsHA
**v, "fliincra2y"(1992. Drama) Drew Btnyroore, James LaQros. |News |LAPD

Major League Baeeball Playoffs: National League Championship Series Game 3

u.J^'Twl.n,." im Stereo! X IWhen Animals Attack 4 X |News

Teams TBA

Newshour With Jim Lehrer X

Visitor
"
Dreams" (In Stereo) 3 .

Major League Baseball PtayoHa: National League Championship Series Game 3 -Jeams TBA

Seinfeld X
Seinfeld X
Coach X

Frssier R

Wash. Week

Sabrina-Witch

Wall St Week

Boy-World

State We're In

You Wish X
Follow Money

NBA Preseason Bmkathsll Atlanta Hawks vs Boston Celtics (Live)

Teen Angel X
National Desk X
20/20 X

News "

Late Show

Late Show X

Star Trek: Next Gener

Nightline X

Vibe

[Tonight Show

Seinfeld
"

Tonight Show

Deep Space 9

Tonight Show
Charlie Rose (In Slereo)

News J*.

News

Coach X
Law I Order J

WorldView X
A-List (Rj J. [Make-Laugh

Wings "Wings Over Europe" (R)

Up Close

Supermarket

MTV Live

Figure It Out

2«

Swamp Thing

Hometime (R)

MoneyllneX |Crossfirs X~~
•W'rjrw Upon a CnrT»" (1992"

-.xti. -f^t^-mirJUv Success" nw.tomvii) Michael J. Fox. Helen Slalet. lo 1* notch" (MS, Com»&i)Q*Yi Chase
* ~>-——** .- .- . • n,iimw ' ni/wt ic

Biography: Justinian

Prime News X |Burden-Proot

America's Castles (R)

Gimme Shelter

Comedy) John Candy

Sportscenter

Debt

Viewers

Intimate Portrait: Shepherd

Altfilms-MTV

Tiny Toon

Masters

Kung Fu: legend

Hometime (R)

ISpottsllght

Wild Discovery: Baby Animals

DougX igrataJ

Night Stalker "fhe Ripper
1

Week in Rock

Unsolved Mysteries (In Stereo)

Rut

Home Again |Home Again"

Lois > dark-Superman

Baywatch "Tower of Power" X Highlander: The Series (R) X"

(5: IS) ** 'A "GrumptorOU aSf? Inside the NFL (In Slereo) X
(5:30) »« "Urtan Cowboy" (1960, Drama) John Travollll. VQfU

Bodybuilding

Beevis-Butt

Kablam! (R,

i* •The
flJW
Monster Squ*

Beevis-Butt.

Happy Osys

Larry King Live X
Grand Tour

M'A-S-H X M-A'S-H X
Nightline X
Cheers X

World Today X
«« •Johnny DinoerousY' (1 984 Comedy) Michael Kealon

Law* Order "Blood Is Thicker"

Sports lllus. IMoneylineX"

News

Billiards

tngei

~|StiStorm

Superbouts (R)

'Bcnwen Ljv»anX7H«W"(l993, Drama) Susan luoci.

Fangsl_

Countdown to the 10 Spot

Happy Days IBewitched
' Gower. ~

(T(1fje7. Comedy) Andre

Reel America. 41 Hours IPaleowerM ILeginds-lsles

Beevis-Butt.

I Love Lucy X
Apt. 2F (R)

Odd Couple X
Friday the 13th: The Series X
Close Encounters of Fifth

Police Squad! Police Squad!

Justice Files Hard Evidence"

Sportscenter X
Homicide: Life on the Street X
Oddvilkt, MTV
fan R

Loveline

Newhart X
Night Stalker The Ripper

1

I America: 4* Hours (R)

(i-ani eee "Hoofr" (1991. Fantasy! Robin WtHwrny 'PQ' p

^li -Yk. <t,^»rtf(i979. Western) Tom Selleck. Sam itm.
.

VUt^TuSSTr leee "fa"
1

11968. Comedy) Tot Hanks. (In Stereo) X |^"Psycho II" (1983)

** "(J^we /tat LV (1996) Kurt Hussejljt ' tn» HuT (1997, Suspense) Kim Cattrall. NR' jChris Rock X
R1

lee* Intiependenc* Dty" (1996) Wi Smith. (In Stereo) 'PG-TTl"

SUrgate SG-VBtoodlme; |Hunger(R)X | "Besf-f3esfi
r~*« -^nZt m (he VHWVIX. ComeoV-Orama) Danny Aiel1o_W

—* r r:
1 'l ' i-Hlinalv &»* r~tM*i 'DrV rl)* »N^^yfVevB//4a»iri"(1963)SeanConnery POX
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Bruno By C. Baldw Robotman By Jim Meddiclc
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Monkey Socials By Constant Jones
Children lor Sale By Jon Braidman and Luke Degnan
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We live in a world where people care more for

their material possessions then they do for their

fellow man. My virtual pet needs to be fed

Horoscopes
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) — You

must be patient today, and willing to

let things develop according to a

schedule that is natural and organic.

Do not force things!

SCORPIO (Oct. 25-Nov. 21) —
Someone you know well may sur-

prise you today with behavior that

seems entirely out of character. You

can learn a valuable lesson by

observing.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — You are likely to approach

everything today from a much more

involved and passionate point of

view. Some others may be surprised.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— You are in need of a little intellec-

tual challenge today. Things may
have been emotional lately, and you

need some mental stimuli.

AQUARIUS (|an. 20-Feb. 18) —
Focus on home affairs today; that is

where you will receive the most valu-

able and lasting inspiration.

Harmony is worth working for

today.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) —
You may be flighty and inconsistent

today, but there is nothing wrong

with that for the time being. Explore

new options when you can.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
You may find yourself involved in a

conflict that is not of your making

today. Take care that you're not mis-

taken for an instigator.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
Concentrate on home affairs today,

and you'll be able to calm yourself

and center more completely than you

have in the recent past.

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20) —

Your pride may be standing in the

way at this time. Let go of precon-

ceived notions, and let someone else

call the shots for a while.

CANCER (|une 2l-|uly 22) —
You may be asked by someone in

charge to tone it down today. This

can be done without sacrificing any-

thing of value; be cooperative.

LEO (|uly 23-Aug. 22) — Do not

be contrary today. Do what is asked

of you when it is asked, and the

rewards you receive in the end may

surprise \ou.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) —
You can be a little more relaxed in

your thinking today. Do not try to

make everyone conform to your

limited notions. Explore new
ideas.

Close to Home By John McPherson

-; of tVi<3 D^iy

^ They killed Kenny...

those bastards! ^
-South Park

Today's P.C. Menu
Call 343-2626 tor more Information.

Franklin

LUNCH
Cheesey Chicken Casserole

Hot Beef Sandwirh

Fish Batter

Franklin's Fabulous Friday Lunch Surprize

DINNER
Fried Chicken

Stuffed Shells in Sauce

Grilled Steak Sandwich

Phat Friday Fatty Fish Fiesta Surprize

Worcester

"I see one! I see a rest room! There's a woman
coming out ... it looks clean in

there ... no sign of flies ..."

ACROSS
1 Tough fiber

5 Swedish rock

group
9 Trifle (with)

12 Concert halls

13 88 Olympics
site

lb Factual
16 Bitol straw

17 Island off Naples

18 Greek goddess
19 Scholarly

21 Roberts or

Streep
23 Charged

particles

24 Scurry
25 Peddled
28 First-aid items

33 Flawless
34 Organize
35 Desert feature

36 Easy as —
37 Aluminum wraps

38 London's Big —
39 Mexican coin

41 Gall ivam
42 Sword fights

44 Molortooat

46 Pet
47 Actor Wallach

48 Son of Aphrodite

49 Oddly
53 Gothic —
57 Church calendar

»>8 — up Ihe score:

lies

60 Toppled
61 Bnckmaker's

oven
62 Send in

payment
63 Runner

Zalopek
64 — out scrape

by with

65 Takes to court

66 Lariat

DOWN
I Wolf's call

? Pop singer

Adams
3 Plateau
4 Mild condiment

5 Scale
6 Droplets

7 Jazz type

8 Atmosphere
9 Hat or

umbrella —
1 Yours and mine
I I Team cheeks
14 Rock plants

15 Tailors need
20 Carol
22 Hint

25 Pig of the Nile

26 "Good-bye,
Pierre"

27 Tiniest

28 Greek epic

29 Serene

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

(DRIOQ HBnSB BOOO
aaaa hbbqd arasi

US CifflDH 00011O

QBH@HH (DSHD 0BH

miiih maraEB hhos
HHC3 HHHW HSBSHS

anno qsqo
HHSG1B HQ@n SKIH

nHIlE QBHllKJ OBOE
10-1097 C 1997. United feature Syndicate

30 To the third

power
31 Toll

32 Feel
34 Inferior

37 Weaker
40 Titania's

husband
42 "Indiana Jones

and the

Temple of
—

"

43 Riskier

45 Ancient
46 Finishes the

cake
48 Bert's friend

49 Roused
50 Estrada

of films

51 Not in use
52 Designer St

Laurent
54 Fictional

captain

55 Film —
56 'Vogue" rival

59 Ostnchlike

bird

LUNCH
Cowburger or Harvest Burger

Krabby Cake Sandwich (no, really)

Raditore/Tomato Sauce

Vegan Falafel Sandwich w/ Sauce

DINNER
Rotisserie Glazed Chicken

Pineapple Ham Steak

Vegetable Gumbo Casserole

Stuffed Shells (pastabilities)

Hampshire
LUNCH

Cowburger
Grilled Sneeze

Captain's Catch on Sesame Roll

see Horoscope

DINNER
Rotisserie Glazed Chicken

Stuffed Shells

Fettucini Alfredo

Hampshire's Happy Hamburger Surprize

Berkshire

LUNCH
Krabbycake Sandwich

Grilled Cheese

Chef's Grilled Cheese

|oe Schmoe's Grilled Cheese

DINNER
Rotisserie Glazed Chicken

Pineapple Ham Steak

Vegetable Gumbo Casserole

Stuffed Shells (pastabilities)

Staff

Night Editor

Photo Tcchnition

Copy Editor
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Southwest

mourns the

Yanks'death
So, the Patriots lost.

But honestly, it took only a flick

of the remote control 10 ease the

sting. Yes. that's right. The Yankees

are out. What a welcome relief it

was to see George Steinbrenner in

his luxury box Monday night, not

feeling so luxurious.

The wallet's starting to feel a lit-

tle light there, huh buddy?

It was a difficult week living in

Southwest and having to listen to the

Yankee trash fans screaming out

their windows at all hours of the

night like caged animals.

When Bernie Williams died out to

end the series. I opened my window

and could hear a pin drop. How
beautiful.

The Yankees losing is just further

evidence that there is a God... and

he's a Sox fan.

• The Patriots' loss to the Broncos

now seems to have further implica-

tions than originally thought. Bill

Parcells and his lets took care of

business Sunday against the hapless,

winless Colts. Now. the Patriots have

a must-win date against the Bills

Sunday in Foxboro while the Jets

host the Dolphins.

Don't get me wrong, the Patriots

are much more talented than the |im

Kelly-less Bills, but the AFC East

throne may be on the line.

• Tampa Bay lost. Thank the Good
Lord. This campus is full of kids who
root for the lets. Pats and Giants.

And then the rest say they like foot-

ball, but don't watch a specific team

on Sunday. These are the guys that

show up to class in their shiny new
Tampa Bay hats, and then trash on

your team. The team you've pulled

for through the 2-14 seasons. You
know who you are. Dave Ybarra.

Speaking of which, is |im

Harbaugh dead yet? And what has

happened to the Colts and that 0-5

record. 1 thought Marshall Faulk

was "the real deal." Al McGuire?
Looks like he's just an average back

on arguably the worst team in the

NFL. Not so fast. Atlanta, I didn't

forget about you guys.

This leads into another argument

I have been having with some of our

friends from further down the

Atlantic coast, in Philadelphia.

Colin Barber is a friend of mine

and an Eagles fan. and 1 respect him

for that. After all. he still pulls for

them even though they lost to the

Giants, and the Vikings (a mediocre

team despite their 4-2 record) and

after that Monday night Tommy
Hutlon tragedy. Even I was a little

teary-eyed.

But he still claims that the Eagles

disastrous 2-3 record is far more
impressive than the Patriots 4-1

mark because of a talent imbalance

between conferences. His nickname

for the AFC is the "minor league."

Here is how I see it. There are three

winless teams in football — two in

the NFC. One undefeated team — the

Broncos, who play in the AFC.

There is no giant in the NFC.
Green Bay (4-2) is very beatable.

With Edgar Bcnnet out of the line-

up for a long time, the Pack lacks a

strong running game. Sorry Dorsey

Levens. I'm not impressed.

Then there's Dallas and Troy
Aikman who is hardly recognizable

with all the shots he's taken this

year Emmitt Smith, please stay

healthy long enough to score a

touchdown. So sad.

San Francisco is 4-1. But without

|err> Rice, don't start making reser-

vations for San Diego.

Then there's Washington at 3-2.

Slav tuned, they'll fold.

That leaves us with Tampa Bay.

Yes. they are very good. Scary

defense. Warrick Dunn looks

unstoppable. But if you're waiting

around for the Bucs to carry the

torch and lead the NFC to another

Super Bowl win, you're pretty sad.

Meanwhile, the Patriots —
although embarrassed on Monday
Night — are real contenders with

experience. Wait until Willie

McGinest get- back. You'll be sorry.

No one can beat Denver so far.

lacksonvile <4-l) has emerged as

one of the top offenses in the NFL
And now that Mark Brunell is back

and healthy, good luck.

Pittsburgh 13-2) can beat anyone

on a given day, except Dallas on

opening day. Kordell Stewart il

cocky, but tough to contain.

And to anyone who still is not con-

vinced about the strength of the AFC
thi- vear, I have two words for you:

Tony Banks. The Rams QB is

plain horrible and he'll be lucky if

he's working at Citgo next fall.

Sorry Chris Chandler. Tony just

edged you out. No hard feelings.

Corey Peter Goodman is a

Collegian staff member.

Sports
The Massachusetts

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Basketball legend Dean Smith calls it quits

By David Droshack
Associated Press

COURTESY UNC SPOUTS MEDIA

Dean Smith

CHAPEL HILL. N.C. — Dean Smith retired

yesterday as North Carolina's basketball

coach after 36 years, two national champi-

onships, more victories than anyone else —
and just nine days before the start of prac-

tice.

"1 enjoy basketball. 1 enjoy coaching bas-

ketball," Smith said. "It's the out-of-season

stuff 1 didn't handle well.

"I've been saying for the last eight years or

so maybe it's time to go do something else."

And yesterday he shocked basketball fans

everywhere by deciding to do exactly that.

Bill Guthridge, Smith's longtime assistant,

will succeed hint.

"He has learned well from the master and

he is ready and eager to Jo the job," Athletic-

Director Dick Baddour said.

Guthridge said Smith had had enough of

public appearances, autograph signing and

speeches.

"It's all the little things that wore Dean
out." he said.

Said Smith: "I had one weekend from last

Oct. 15 to May 18. 1 cancelled something. I

took a weekend with my family. That's when
children and grandchildren are free."

The 66-year old Smith fought back tears

and sipped from a cup of water as he

Time to call in for back-up

announced his retirement at a packed news

conference in the basketball arena that bears

his name — the Dean Dome.

I'm the luckiest guy in the world... to be

at the University of North Carolina," said

Smith, who just last season broke Adolph

Rupp's career victory mark of 876.

Among those attending the news confer-

ence were current players, Georgetown coach

|ohn Thompson, who coached the U.S.

Olympic team with Smith in 1976. and

Philadelphia 76ers coach Larry Brown, who
played for the Tar Heels.

UNC looms as a potential opponent for

UMass this season. Both teams play in the

Great Alaska Shootout in November.

V-ball takes

on A-10 foes
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Sophomore quarterback Jeff Smith took over the starting job for the

Minutemen five games into last season...

.from senior quarterback Anthony Catterton, who has taken his job

Minutemen will have new man under center Saturday as Jeff Smith

has been benched in favor of senior No. 2 QB Anthony Catterton

By Corey Peter Goodman
Collegian Staff

It's no secret that the

Massachusetts football team has

struggled this year.

After opening the season with two

mediocre performances against

Richmond and Maine, UMass lost a

heartbreaker in Virginia to lames

Madison, squeaked out a win over

Rhode Island before getting pum-
melled last week by New
Hampshire. 28-10.

At 1-4, it appears things couldn't

get much worse for the Minutemen.

Think again.

This weekend, UMass travels to a

hostile Villanova Stadium on the

campus of Villanova University in

Villanova, Pa. where they hope to

avoid getting pounced by the hun-

gry, undefeated No. 4 Wildcats.

On top of everything else, the

Minutemen are in

the midst of a ihmhbh^h
quarterback con-

troversy. Senior

Anthony Catterton

will get the nod
Saturday in

Villanova.

The Orlando
native will be

making the start

under center for

the first time since the fourth game

of last season. Catterton, an

option-type quarterback who has

never completed more than nine

Football

passes in a single game, ran for 41

yards on 10 carries in his last start

— a 21-14 win over Northeastern.

In his career, Catterton has

accounted for

Hia^^Ha^^B seven passing
touchdowns
while rushing
for five more.

Catterton
replaced sopho-

more |eff Smith

last week alter a

slow start

against New
Hampshire.

Smith was just 4-of-14 passing for

34 yards, while Catterton threw for

49 yards and a touchdown on

5-of-I4 passing.

Massachusetts
@

No. 4 Villanova

^^Satiirda^lrijTT^^

Smith has been a disappointment

all season, and the offense has strug-

gled to find an identity without a

strong leader taking the snaps.

Villanova (4-0) has yet to be chal-

lenged this year. After crushing

non-conference West Chester in the

season opener, 64-0, the Wildcats

pulled off the upset of the Atlantic

10 season when they knocked off

the then-No. 3 Delaware Blue Hens

in Newark, 35-25.

The Wildcats — under head coach

Andy Talley — haven't looked back,

punishing Maine (34-14) and No.

23 lames Madison (49-17) in con-

secutive weeks.

The Wildcats have ripped apart

Turn to FOOTBALL, page 7

at the Cage
By Jamie Jee

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts volleyball team

returns to conference play this week-

end as they take on rival George
Washington tonight and Fordham
Saturday. Game times are 7 p.m. at

the Curry Hicks Cage.

This weekend's Atlantic 10

Massachusetts
vs,

Qeorge Washington

Tonight, 7 p.m.

Conference matches will conclude the

Minutewomen's season-long
five-match homestand. They are

entering tonight's match coming off

an impressive win over Ivy League

Champion Harvard.

"It's always nice to play at home,

but when you have three matches in

the same week, it's a little tough to

work on everything," coach Bonnie

Kenny said. "We've still been able to

improve in key areas, though, and its

good to get a win before going into

this weekend's matches."

UMass enters tonight's match with

a 9-7 overall record, 4- 2 in the

A-10. George Washington also

comes in with a 4-2 conference

record and is 1 3-5 overall.

GW is led by sophomore outside

hitter Theresa Ridder who leads the

team in kills and hitting percentage.

The Colonials have UMass' number

in the all-time series, but the

Minutewomen split their two match-

es versus GW last year. Their last

match was a 3-1 loss to conference

foe Duquesne, a team UMass beat

3-1 earlier in the season.

"George Washington is big and will

do some creative things at the net to

try and distract us," Kenny said.

The Minutewomen have been per-

fect versus Fordham, winning all four

matches against the Lady Rams
which includes a sweep of their two

matches last year. 3-1 and 3-0.

"Fordham is the most improved

team in the conference," Kenny said.

"They're big, physical, aggressive and

definitely have threats at the net."

UMass will look to freshman set-

ter )ennifer Drennan to keep the

ball in play for the Minutewomen so

they can take advantage of their

excellent ball control while dimin-

Turn to VOLLEYBALL, page 7

Minutemen finish off homestand
Atlantic 10 foes, Colonials and Hokies

come to Totman for pair this weekend

By Michael Kobylanski

Collegian Staff

Has the Massachusetts men's
soccer team been presented with

this scenario before?

A big weekend with two
conference
home games ^mtmmmi^m
where a pair of

wins would
undoubtedly go
a long way
towards win-

the
10

Men'*> Soccer

ning
Atlantic
crown.

Yes. they have.

It* just a carbon

copy of last weekend.

The Minutemen will take to

Totman Field twice this weekend
to host Virginia Tech today at

3:30 p.m. and George Washington

Sunday at I p.m.

After squeaking out a 2-0 win

over Rhode Island on Wednesday,
coach Sam Koch is looking for his

team to get back on track this

weekend.
"We have to try to get our style of

play back," Koch said. "We can't

worry about the other teams, we
have to worry about ourselves."

Nevertheless, the Minutemen
(8-2-1 , 4-1 A-10) are on a roll as

of late. They have won four games

in a row, all of which were against

conference opponents. This streak

should help

MB^^Mi^B UMass this

weekend in its

quest to finish

its recent
homestand at

5-0.

"Were def-

initely gain-
ing momen-
turn. Things
are rolling

right now," senior forward
Mike Butler said. "We have two
big matches this weekend. Our
goal was to finish this homes-
tand at 5-0. and we're already

more than halfway there."

Butler will be one of the
players looked upon to help
jump start the Minutemen. He
scored both goals in the win
over Rhode Island, and is the

team leader in goals and
points.

Massachusetts
vs.

Virginia Tech

Today, S p.m.

IOHMA KANVANEN COLLEGIAN

)oenal Castma will be one of the Minutemen who'll

be looked to for leadership this weekend as men's soc-

cer heads into A-10 competition.

Minutewomen
with an attitude
By Aaron M. Saykin

Collegian Correspondent

According to Massachusetts field hockey coach Patty

Shea, "scoring is an art. but it's more of an attitude."

And. although in the midst of a three-game losing

streak, Shea still believes that her squad possesses the

"attitude" necessary for a solid performance this week-

end, when the Minutewomen (5-7-0) travel to Syracuse,

N.Y. for a two- game showdown with No. 9 Ball State

and host Syracuse, who is currently sitting at No. 10 in

the polls.

Despite the losing streak. Shea remains confident that

her team will enter this weekend's competition on a high

note, after witnessing their impressive effort in a 3-0 loss

to Boston University on Wednesday.
"It's a real struggle when nothing goes in." Shea said.

"But there's a lot we can build on. We controlled the cen-

ter of the field, and I think it's just a matter of us needing

to finish the play."

Impressing coach Shea even more was her team's

resolve at BU, giving a strong showing after a pair of

losses to national power North Carolina and Wake
Forest. /

"We have a lot to build on |for this weekendl," the

first- year UMass coach said. "I'm proud of their perfor-

mance because after their drubbing last weekend, they

could have easily folded."

Neither of the next two UMass opponents are unfamil-

iar to the Minutewomen players. Ball State has a score to

settle with the UMass squad, because the Minutewomen
topped the Cardinals 2-1 last season in an NCAA Play-In

Turn to FIELD HOCKEY page 7

>AILY COLL
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College Daily
New England Newspaper Association

Volume CVII Issue 29

A spiritual journey

to Tibet

Brad Pitt stars in the

controversial new epic

Seven Yean In Tibet, as

a Nazi stormtrooper

who leaves Austria to

meet the Oali Lama.

Check out our review

(See Arts ft Living,

page 5)

Minuteman football

falls to 'Nova

Villanova jumped out

to an early J5-0 lead

and held off UMass in

the second half, beat-

ing the Minutemen
49-27 on Saturday in

Villanova, Pa. (see

Sports, page 1 6).

WORLD

Mex. army controls

shelters during storm

By Mark Stevenson

Associated Press

ACAPULCO, Mexico — To pre-

vent food and other aid from being

hoarded or stolen, the Mexican
army yesterday took over the emer-

gency shelters for thousands of

Acapulco residents displaced by

Hurricane Pauline.

Soldiers took charge of tons of

donated goods at 67 shelters hous-

ing nearly 2,800 people in

Acapulco, which was battered by

Pauline on Thursday. Troops also

erected tents and camp kitchens for

the homeless.

Some storm victims complained

Monday that supplies had disap-

peared from relief stations and that

some volunteers were hoarding or

selling goods, said Felix Gonzalez, a

city official. Dozens of others

marched on the mayor's office to

complain that their shelters had no

food.

Octavio Garcia, a 38-year-old

construction worker, said a neigh-

borhood leader was selling food

and clothes put in his care. "The

ones who need it haven't gotten

anything. They're taking advantage

of people," he said.

NATION

Clinton video tape

requested by Reno

By Sonya Ross

Associated Press

BRASILIA, Brazil — President

Clinton, reacting yesterday to a com-
ment by Attorney General |anet

Reno, did not rule out submitting to

questioning by the lustice

Department in its fund-raising investi-

gation.

Asked by reporters whether he

was willing to undergo such ques-

tioning, he said, "I will do anything

that is necessary to get her and the

lustice Department the information

they need." Reno had said a day ear-

lier, "We're going to pursue every

lead and interview anyone who has

information concerning the transac-

tions involved in this whole investiga-

tion."

Asked if that could include

Clinton, she said, "Exactly." Clinton,

who spoke to reporters aboard Air

Force One on his South American

trip, described himself as even angri-

er than Reno when he learned of

delays in providing videotapes of

White House coffees to investigators.

While Reno said last week she

"was mad," Clinton said: "You think

she was mad. You should have been

there when I heard about it."

Meanwhile in Washington, the

head of the White House Military

Office, which oversees the unit that

videotaped the coffees, took respon-

sibility for the failure to find the tapes

earlier.
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Haensel wins Stark Draper Prize;

oil refining work impacts nations

" Tuesday, October 14, 1997

By Eric Petersen

Collegian Correspondent
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V'adimir Haensel. professor of chemical engineering at

the University of Massachusetts Amherst, has been chosen

as the 1497 Prize Laureate of the prestigious Charles

Stark Draper Prize.

Haensel was chosen for the award for his work in the

I940's to improve the oil refining process, which culmi-

nated in his invention of a process called "Platforming" in

1947.

The Charles Stark Draper Prize, which is the highest

honor in the profession of engineering, consists of a cita-

tion, a gold medal, and an honorarium sum of $450,000.

Haensel invented platforming in 1947 while working

for the Universal Oil Products Company (UOP). and the

effects of his invention are wide spread.

Platforming. which is short for platinum reforming, rev-

olutionized the process through which crude oil was

refined into fuel. It replaced a process that required the

addition of lead into the mix.

Umass Engineering professor, Vladimir Hanesel

of this years Charles Stark Draper Prize.
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Winner

Haensel's platforming makes possible the cleaner-burn-

ing, unleaded fuels used today. The fuels produced are of

much higher octane, allowing engines to perform more

efficiently, going 55 percent farther than on the same

amount of leaded gasoline.

Platforming even produces more fuel from the same

amount of crude oil than earlier processes.

Haensel has created what can only be called a revolu-

tion in mobility," Paul lennins said, professor of civil engi-

neering at the California Institute of Technology in

Pasadena, and Chairman of the Draper Prize committee.

Platforming also produces, as a by-product, the aromat-

ic hydrocarbons essential lor the production of many mod-

ern plastics. These plastics are used in the manufacturing

of products such as medical devices, automobiles, synthet-

ics for clothing, and tapes for audio and video recording.

"Val is an amazing person," loseph Goldstein, Dean of

the College of Engineering at UMass said, echoing the sen-

timents of nearly all who know Haensel. "He contributed

at the highest level of research, be he equally loved to be

in the classroom."

"We are all delighted at the recognition of Val's spectac-

ular professional accomplishments with this most presti-

gious award," Michael F. Malone, Head of Chemical

Engineering at UMass said. "If Val's idea worked, it has as

much to do with his making it work as the technology

behind it. He has a lot of energy. Only recently has he

stopped giving tennis lessons to young assistant professors

who weren't really looking for one."

The Charles Stark Draper Prize, named for "Doc"

Draper, is an endowment from the Charles Stark Draper

Laboratory Inc. in Cambridge. Draper is known as the

father of the modern guidance systems used in aircraft,

space vehicles, missiles and submarines. This year's

$450,000 prize is the world's largest of it's kind.

"This [the Charles Stark Draper Prize] is really the

Nobel Prize of Engineering." Robert Macintosh, professor

of electrical engineering at UMass said.

The Draper Prize is presented once every two years by

the National Academy of Engineering (NAE). It was

established in 1988 to recognize individuals whose

achievements in engineering have contributed to the well-

being of all humanity. Recipients are individuals who have

been able to take an idea, develop it, and see it through to

fruition.

"In all the world, there is no higher award in the field of

engineering." Macintosh, who was recently inducted into

the National Academy of Engineering, said. "Some of the

past recipients include the inventors of the integrated cir-

cuit, which made computers possible, space communica-
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Flyin' high
Members of the UMass Colorguard practice for the Woonsocket,

R.I., Columbus Day Parade on the Haigas Mall Sunday afternoon.

'Tainted Blood:' a discussion of rights and blood donation
By Sarah J. Kimmel
Collegian Staff

Melissa Croteau and Dr. Mary O'Neill of the Red Cross sit

donation with Tom Meyer and (esse Burchfield of UMass'

Rights.

In conjunction with National Coming Out Week,

a panel discussion was held last Wed.. Oct. 8. at

7:50 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom. The

Discussion, entitled "Tainted Blood." addressed the

conflicts between the American Red Cross Blood

Banks and the gay community on Campus.

The panel was composed of Melissa Croteau, the

Director of Corporate Communications for the

New England Region of the American Red Cross.

Dr. Mary O'Neill, the Medical Director for the

New England Region of the American Red Cross.

Tom Meyer and Jesse Burchfield. both of whom are

University of Massachusetts students and members

of the Concerned Students for Civil Rights organi-

zation.

The moderator and organizer of the panel dis-

cussion was Derick Cheeseboro-Weaver. the

Office Manager of the Pride Alliance.

The primary subject of the debate was about cer-

tain questions which are asked to donors prior to

the donation of their blood. The question of the

Blood Donation Record (BDR). a health historv

questionnaire administered to potential donors,

asks. "For males: have you had sex, even once,

with another male since 1977." and "For females,

in the last 1 2 months, have you had sex. even once.

with a male who has had sex with another male

since 1977?" The Red Cross will not accept the

in blood of anyone who answers "yes" to these ques-

on a panel discussion on blood tions.

Concerned Students for Civill According to Burchfield. these questions are

considered discriminatory.

"They perpetuate the myth that all gay men and

bisexual men have AIDS... when straight men go

in to give blood and are asked that question... they

walk away with that in their minds." Burchfield

said.

In her opening statement. Croteau said that the

American Red Cross blood services provide 45 per-

cent of the blood that is transfused in the United

States

"The mission of the American Red Cross Blood

Services is to provide an adequate supply of blood

that is M sale M possible for patients who need

blood... the blood supply is safer today than any

other time in our history." Croteau said.

Croteau also said that these controversial ques-

tions have nothing to do with the Red Cross and

are under the jurisdiction of the Food and Drug

Administration.

"These are not strictly Red Cross policies, these

are policies that the FDA determines." Croteau

said.

Burchfield opposed.

"I see a dichotomy in the logic of the American

Red Cross and their statements." Burchfield said.

"There are two sides to the story. The Red Cross is

stating why the policy is in place, here's why it's

protecting you which insinuates that you agree

with the policy... yet in the next breath you're say-

ing you're being forced by the FDA."

The representatives from the Red Cross refused

to announce their stance on the issue of the ques-

tion. Croteau said, "it's not the Red Cross' position

to My how the questions should be asked."

Wording to Croteau. their request for a review

Turn to BLOOD, page 2

LSS tutors provide much needed help
By Samanma Poulten

Collegian Correspondent

Are you having a little trouble in

Chemistry? Are you doing pretty

well in statistics but really want that

A? Could you use some help with

those Calculus theories? If you

answered yes to these questions,

then the tenth floor of the W.E.B
Du Bois Library is the place to go.

Learning Support Services (LSS)

is a program at the University of

Massachusetts, located on the tenth

floor of the library and has many
services available for all students.

According to the LSS borchure:

"The LSS mission is to improve

retention and graduation rates al

UMass Amherst by providing the

learning support programs and

self-development activities that give

students the skills necessary for col-

lege success."

Some of the services offered

through the LSS program include:

free tutoring for individuals and

small groups: supplemental instruc-

tion seminars in selected course-:

computerized testing and instruc-

tion: a collection of video tapes for

calculus, statistics, engineering and

other subjects; and mentoring for

first sear ttudWItl ,

"Each of these services is

designed with the goal of having

undergraduate students help other

undergraduate students," director

and founder of the LSS. Humberto
Segura said.

Apart from the instructional semi-

nars, all tutoring and helping is

done by other students. The stu-

dents work together on the prob-

lems, therefore, each is taught, not

told, how to get the correct

answers, according to Segura.

All of the tutors go through an

application process and interview.

Students picked are then trained,

sometimes in many different sub-

jects.

Once they begin their job. the

tutors are evaluated on their work.

Each student who seeks hlep at the

LSS office fills out a questionnaire,

and has the opportunity to fill out a

comment card rating the value of

the program.

"The comments are 100 percent

positive," Segura said.

One of the tutors, senior math
and statistics major Aleck Ma. said

that he gets many students who
come in frequently, as well as ran-

dom students who seek academic

help after hearing about the LSS
program.

Ma said that the program is great-

ly needed at the University, partly

because of the large class sizes.

"It | LSS programl gives help to

people that need it, when they can't

get it in class." Ma said.

The idea for the LSS came in

1992 when an undergraduate com-

mittee conducted a search to find a

person to create and direct a pro-

gram to help the students. In 1994.

the committee chose Segura.

"The first thing I did when I came

was hand out surveys asking stu-

dents what services they needed,

and what hours they needed them."

Segura said. In September of 1994

the Learning Support Services was

created to help students obtain the

academic support they needed
beyond the classroom.

Since then, students using LSS
have increased tremendously. In

1994. 1.800 students visited the

center on the tenth floor of Du Bois

a total of 4,568 times. By the

1996 1997 school year. 5.059 stu-

dents visited the LSS office a total

of 12.225 times.

The students that use LSS are

extremely grateful for the help that

they receive.

Students who want to find out

more about LSS should visit the

office from noon to 8 p.m. week-

days, or visit the web site at

http://www.umass.edu/lss.

Clinton supports free trade

in South American speech
By Terence Hunt

Associated Press

CARACAS. Venezuela — At a

monument symbolizing South
America's struggle for freedom.

President Clinton preached the gospel

of open trade yesterday but said more

must be done to alleviate povertv and

"give everyone a chance to be a win-

ner in the new economy."

The hillside slums overlooking

Caracas' skyscrapers are dramatic-

evidence of the economic inequality

in this oil-rich country - which has

become the United States' biggest

petroleum supplier. Eight ol 10

Venezuelans live in poverty, ncord
ing to government estimates

"lor all the progress we have made
together to advance democracy, free

markets and full citizenship, we must

acknowledge that a great challenge

remains to make these forces work to

the benefit of all our people." Clinton

said.

The president said no nation,

including the United States, has

found "the perfect formula" but that

education is an important ingredient.

Clinton spoke from the steps of the

National Pantheon, the church-like

burial place lor South American lib-

eration hero Simon Bolivar and many

of Venezuela's founding fathers.

Bolivar led the fight to end Spanish

colonial rule in Venezuela, Colombia,

Ecuador. Bolivia. Panama and Peru.

Apparently for security reasons, a

tall screen encircled the courtyard,

blocking it from surrounding build-

ings and cutting off any breeze on a

hot day.

Clinton delighted the crowd of sev-

eral hundred people by experiment-

ing with Spanish, to say. "Todo esta

chevere en Venezuela!" Roughly

translated, it means "Everything is

cool in Venezuela." His audience

cheered.

From Venezuela. Clinton flew to

Brazil, second stop on his week-long

visit to South America that will

include Argentina. Before a state din-

ner at Brasilia. Clinton told President

Fernando Henrique Cardoso that

Brazil and the United States, as the

two largest nations in the hemi-

sphere, have .in obligation to lead

"this historic revolution underway in

the Americas" of democratic and

market reforms

Turn to PROTEST, page 2
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1990 Poet Laureate reads at UM ^^
By Laura Barcella

Collegian Staff

On Thursday Oct. 9, poet Mark Strand performed a

reading of old and new material at 8 p.m. in Memorial

Hall. Strand came to University of Massachusetts as a part

of the Fall 1997 Visiting Writers Series, sponsored by the

Masters of Fine Arts progTam in the English department.

Strand read his poetry for about an hour to an

over-filled room of people.

Strand began the reading with a comical prose poem

called "Narrative Poetry," which he said was about the

"self hatred, memory, and pity" in narrative.

The poem also strove to humorously answer the ques-

tion "What is narrative?" Much to the amusement of

Strand's audience.

Strand continued with poems from his latest book,

Dark Harbor, as well as some brand-new poems not yet

seen or heard. These poems focused on the imminence of

death and the inevitable hardship of love.

He addressed a romantic partner in a poem from Dark

Harbor as "my partner, my beautiful death." In another

line. Strand expresses the isolating feeling of being physi-

cally naked with another: "finally we are safe from each

other."

Between poems. Strand assumed the role of quiet come-

dian, much to his audience's delight.

When introducing a group of yet unpublished poems.

Strand said, "These are the poems 1 like to read out loud,

to see what they sound like." He said, before reading an

untitled poem, "I always thought Untitled' sounded too

much like Unentitled." Maybe not."

When introducing a poem called "Old Man Leaves

Party," about a beautiful man with "a beautiful body."

Strand quipped to audience applause, "You mustn't think

this poem is about me. 1 never left the party, and I'm not

as old as this guy."

Strand's final poems contained themes of the "joyless-

ness of fate" and the melancholy nature of a passing

moment. He read a poem about Wallace Stevens entitled

"The Great Poet Returns."

Before reading a long, celebrated piece called "The

Delirium Waltz," Strand commented on imagination of

poets.

"I think it's every poet's dream to have his imagination

outlast his fate," Strand said.

A former Poet Laureate, Strand is the author of numer-

ous books of poetry. His most recent was entitled Dark

Harbor.

He has received fellowships from the and the Ingram

Merrill, Rockefeller, and Guggenheim foundations, as

well as the Academy of American poets. In 1987, he

received a MacArthur Fellowship, and in 1990 he was

named Poet Laureate of America.
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That's some pig!

Judy, a 6 month old Vietnamese pot-bellied pig, shows her stuff in front of the campus center yesterday

afternoon.

IS THERE A PEBBLE
IN YOUR SNEAKER?

The wedge that comes between you

and the better you. The one who plays

unselfishly. The one who sticks up for

her teammates. The one who doesn 't

mind making the sacrifice bunt.

We're looking for that special player.

Someone who dreams of being part of

an extraordinary team of insurance

and financial services professionals.

Someone who refuses to let anything

slow her down.

Interested?

As you keep striving to get better,

consider CIGNA. We're waiting

for you at the starting line.

We look forward to meeting you at the

Undergraduate Business Club Career

Fair on October IS from 2-5 in the

Campus Center Auditorium.

HttMKwt ftoprty t CnofHy (km* Iikvtmki

CIGNA
A Business ofCaring.

Visit us on the Web at: www.cigna.com
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continued from page 1

"America reaches out to Brazil with the hand of friend-

ship and the pledge of partnership," Clinton told Cardoso

at the foreign ministry.

A delighted Cardoso, who made a state visit to

Washington just two years ago, reminded Clinton,

"There's no substitute for firsthand knowledge and con-

tact ... with a country."

Like Venezuela, Brazil also suffers severe economic

inequality, fueling a growing undercurrent of social unrest

among the poor. Even before Clinton arrived. Brazilians

fumed at a U.S. Embassy commercial guide posted on the

Internet that said corruption was endemic in the country.

The embassy apologized and struck the word "endem-

ic." Wrapping up his stop in Venezuela, Clinton and

President Rafael Caldera witnessed the signing of agree-

ments to strengthen

cooperation in energy development and combating

drugs.

The drug accord gives Venezuela more than $ 1 1 million

in patrol boats and surveillance planes to spot smugglers.

The United States and Venezuela also will establish a joint

intelligence center to share information and coordinate

anti-drug operations.

The United States agreed to give Venezuela $500,000

for a study of greenhouse gases, and to expand Fulbnght

scholarships to Venezuelan students to study energy and

the environment. ..... .

Last year Venezuela replaced Saudi Arabia as the top

U.S. oil supplier.

"For the last 80 years, Venezuela has been a rock o! sta-

bility, staying out of the oil embargo (in 1973), stepping

in to boost production in moments of crisis from World

War II to the Gulf War," Clinton said.

Because of lingering differences, the two countries were

not able to conclude agreements on investment and taxa-

tion, considered important for foreign trade.

Open trade is the central theme of Clinton's trip - as

well as his campaign back home.

blood
continued from page 1

did not specify which questions were

of current controversy.

"The American Red Cross has

heard these concerns and initiated the

appropriate process for addressing

them... we have requested a review of

all the questions to the American

Association of Blood Banks (AABB),"

Croteau said. "I don't know of anyone

at the Red Cross that has gone
through the form and said, this ques-

tion we agree with, this question we
don't,' that's not our role."

A meeting of the FDA is scheduled

for next week to discuss this question-

naire issue. Burchfield said he is pes-

simistic of the outcome.

"At next week's meeting I seriously

don't expect anything to come out of

,it," Burchfield said.

Burchfield also touched upon the

fact that many gay men are tested for

the AIDS virus.

"Who gets tested the most? Gay
men and bisexual men get tested

platforming

more than heterosexual men,"

Burchfield said. "Who's the risk

here?"

In response, the representatives

insisted that they were doing all that

they could do in effort to help

through their efforts to get a review

of the questions asked.

"The Red Cross has not done

enough. Until the American Red

Cross comes to the table and says,

we are the ones who spell out what

we disagree with.' Now you say that's

not your role and I'm saying that role

needs to change," Burchfield said.

The other issue that was debated at

the panel discussion was the issue of

confidentiality. According to

Burchfield, not only are the records

of all who are denied as donors kept

by the Red Cross, they are kept as a

reminder to keep those people from

donating in the future.

Croteau clarified that the records

are completely confidential and when

it says on the computer that a person

has been deferred in the past it does

not say why. She also informed the

panel that the blood that is tested and

those results not only are confidential

but are labeled by corresponding bar

codes to insure anonymity.

"I want to assure the public that

there is no exploitation going on,"

Croteau said.

The New England Region of the

Red Cross tries to get approximately

1,100 volummes of blood a day.

According to Croteau, 25 percent of

the blood the Red Cross collects is

from high school and college stu-

dents. UMass has the highest rate of

donation in the New England
region.

"We rely very heavily on the stu-

dent population... when the campus-

es have had concerns we have made
ourselves available... to answer ques-

tions and respond and on a national

level we are encouraging the AABB to

continued from page 1

tions. and FORTRAN, which was the first computer pro-

gramming language. That should give you an idea of the

scope of an achievement that receives this award."

"It's a tribute to the previous winner to add his

[Haensel's] name to the list of awardees," said Malone.

The Draper Prize is not the only recognition Haensel

has received in his long career. Among his other awards

are the Professional Progress Award of the American

Institute of Engineers, The Perkins Medal in 1967, and

the National Medal of Science in 1973. He is one of very

few individuals to be a member of both the National

Academies of Sciences and of Engineering, and he was the

first recipient of the National Academy of Sciences Award

for Chemistry in Service to Society.

Over the years, he has been granted more than 150 US
patents and 450 foreign patents.

Haensel, born in Germany and raised in Moscow,

Russia, emigrated to the United States at the age of 16,

unable to speak a word of English. He went on to receive

his bachelor's degree from Northwestern University and

his post-graduate degree from the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology.

He began his teaching career at UMass in 1980 after 42

years as a researcher, and later vice president, of

Universal Oil Products.

Haensel plans to retire from teaching next August,

whereupon he will continue his current research on the

use of Hydrogen for fuel.

The award will be presented in Washington D.C. on

Feb. 24, during National Engineering Week, and it is

rumored that President Clinton may be on hand to present

the award.

"I hope he [Clintonl does," Malone said. "1 think it

would be a real treat for Clinton."
ill rb :•> h

Procter & Gamble
Career Information Session

As the global leader in the Consumer Product industry,

P&G sells over 300 brands in over 140 countries.

Students from ALL MAJORS

We offer starting FULL-TIME and SUMMER CO-OP positions in

CUSTOMER BUISNESS DEVELOPMENT
in major marketing areas throughout the United States.

We're only coming to UMass in the Fall, so don't miss this opportunity

to learn more about how you can be part of our leadership team.

THREE LOCATIONS, THREE TIMES - REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED!

WediMKlay WW/97
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Visit our website at www.pg.com
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By Mohammed Daragmeh
Associated Press

NABLUS, West Bank — Hamas
activists dressed as suicide

bombers marched in a display of

menace and triumph in the West
Bank town of Nablus yesterday,

white death shrouds covering their

heads and fake explosives lining

their belts.

Even as 4,000 people cheered at

the rally celebrating the freeing of

Hamas founder Sheik Ahmed
Yassin, Israel released nine more
Arab prisoners as part of a deal cut

with Jordan over a bungled attempt

on the life of another Hamas
leader.

The prisoners, all Jordanian cit-

izens, were flown by helicopter to

Jordan, where sources said none
would go to prison. None was a

Hamas member or had been
involved in attacks on Israelis,

government spokesman Moshe
Fogel said. Most were jailed for

security offenses.

But a lordanian official speak-

ing on condition of anonymity said

Jordanians convicted of carrying

out attacks in which Israelis were

killed could be among the 20 to

30 prisoners still to be freed. In its

part of the deal, Jordan has

released two agents from Israel's

Mossad intelligence agency who
were involved in the Sept. 25

assassination attempt on Hamas
political strategist Khalid

Mashaal.

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin

Netanyahu, who authorized the

widely lambasted operation, stayed

away Monday from a special parlia-

ment discussion about the embar-

rassing operation.

"There is no doubt that he is

evading this debate and degrading

the Knesset and himself," said

opposition leader Ehud Barak of

the Labor Party.

Mashaal addressed marchers at

the rally in Nablus via telephone

from Jordan.

"Netanyahu wanted to give my

head to the Zionists as a present.

he said. "But the arrow shot back at

him."

Yassin addressed the rally as

well, by telephone from his home in

the Gaza Strip. He urged students

at An Najah University, a Hamas
stronghold, to commit themselves

to their studies, saying "only the

educated can build the nation."

He did not mention violence, but

the marchers clearly alluded to it.

Eight activists marched with red

headbands tied over white hoods to

symbolize blood. Another eight,

representing Hamas gunmen, wore

military fatigues, masked their faces

and swung fake assault rifles made

of wood.
Hamas has carried out more

than a dozen suicide bombings in

Israel since 1994.

Israel moved to exact retribution

for the latest of those attacks

Monday, saying it would demolish

the homes of three Islamic militants

who carried out two suicide bomb-

ings in Jerusalem this summer.

By David Kligman

Associated Press

PACIFIC GROVE. Calif. — With such 1970s hits as

"Rocky Mountain High," "Sunshine on My Shoulders"

and "Take Me Home, Country Roads," John Denver was a

wholesome, wire rimmed hippie who turned out sunny

music for cynical times

In the end, he died in a setting straight out of his music,

soaring over the mountains, sea and sky before his brand-

new experimental plane crashed Sunday in picturesque

Monterey Bay. He was 53.

"Who I am is in my songs," Denver said in a 1986

interview. "I love it when people get that."

Peter, Paul and Mary made a hit of Denver's "Leaving

on a let Plane" in 1969, and on Monday, member Mary

Travers mourned him as man who offered an alternative

to angry' rock and helped bind the wounds of tumultuous

times.

"I think he brought a sense of optimism, a sort of

naivete we were thrilled to have after Vietnam, after

Watergate, after the rising tide of cynicism of the 1970s."

she said. "He was talking about how beautiful it was in

the mountains, saying. There is another side to it all."'

Denver's single-engine Y-shaped plane crashed during

the afternoon in the choppy waters just offshore. His body

was badly mangled, and his identity was confirmed

Monday with fingerprints sent from Colorado.

National Transportation Safety Board spokesman

George Peterson said Denver had just bought the plane

and had performed three practice touch-and-go landings

at the Monterey Peninsula Airport. He then told the tower

he would be flying for about an hour. "The aircraft was

about 500 feet in the air. and about 100 yards off the

coast itself, when the engine quit and it went straight

down into the water." said Sheriff Norman Hicks. "It just

sort of dove head first, straight down into the water." The

two-seater aircraft wa^ built by Rutan Aircraft. Owner

Dick Rutan and Jeana Yeager in 1986 made the first non-

stop, unrefueled flight around the world in an experimen-

tal plane named Voyager. Denver had two drunken-dri-

ving arrests in Colorado and was awaiting trial on one of

those charges in January. Hicks said toxicology reports are

done routinely in accidental deaths, and results are

expected in 10 to 14 days.

Jerry Weintraub, the singer's friend and longtime man-

ager, said Denver had a passion for flying. Denver'l father

was an Air Force test pilot and taught his son to fly a

Learjet, Weintraub said. "He was a huge force in the

music industry in the 1970s," Weintraub said. "I think the

music and all his passion for environmental causes will be

remembered most."

President Clinton saluted Denver as a "dedicated cham-

pion of the environment."

"His soaring music evoked the grandeur of our land-

scape and the simple warmth of human love."

Leaf-peeping trip claims 43 lives;

bus plunges into Canadian ravine

(AP) ST-JOSEPH DE-LA-RIVE,
Quebec — A bus carrying nearly 50

senior citizens on a Thanksgiving Day

trip to view the turning of the sea-

sons plunged into a ravine yesterday

in central Quebec, killing most of

them.

Quebec provincial police said the

accident took place in the afternoon

about 60 miles northeast of Quebec

City. The bus was traveling on

Highway 1 38 and crashed at the bot-

tom of a steep hill heading into a

hard right curve.

"There are more than 40 victims

at the moment," provincial police

spokesman Real Ouellet said at the

scene.

Five survivors among the 48 peo-

ple aboard the bus were taken to

hospitals in nearby La Malbaie and

Baie-St.-Paul.

Michelle Robitaille, a spokes-

woman for the Charlevoix Hospital

Center in Baie-St.-Paul, told The

Associated Press that five injured

people were brought there in critical

condition and four of them were

transferred to a trauma center in

Quebec City.

The passengers, who belonged to

a senior citizens club in the Beauce

region southeast of Quebec City,

were on an outing for Canada's

Thanksgiving holiday, Ouellet said.

Conditions on the twisting road

were dry and weather was sunny.

The hill has a steep grade and is

marked by warning signs.

Automobile drivers usually take it in

first gear and even then brake fre-

quently.

The bus was headed for He aux

Coudres, a vacation island in the St.

Lawrence River, where seasonal

foliage changes are especially brilliant

this time of year.

The island is reached by ferry

from St.-Joseph-de-la-Rive, a small

town with a maritime museum,
restaurants, gift shops and farms. The

area is popular with tourists.

Albert Tremblay. a witness who
arrived shortly after the accident, said

there was a 60-foot drop from the

highway to the spot where the

Mercier bus landed.

"I looked out the window and saw

the bus," he said. "It didn't make the

turn and it fell into the hole."

Tremblay, his son and others

rushed out immediately to help the

injured.

At the scene, emergency workers

and passersby helped shuttle bodies

from the bus, which was propped on

its side in the ravine between the hill

and an elevated length of railroad

track that straddles a tributary of the

St. Lawrence.

A 1974 accident at the same high-

way location took 1 5 lives. That acci-

dent was apparently caused by engine

trouble.
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It's gotta hurt. .

.

Harley Newman, in a campus activities production last Friday night, allows students to stand on him while lying on a bed of 1,000 nails.

Students were invited to try the bed of nails themselves after the show.

6o you know a professor or

teaching assis+-ao+- who is

an outstanding f-eacKer and

deserves recognrhbn?

If so, then submit a signed

nomination telling us why
you thnk he or she should

recieve a:

4 j
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? Contact: Nanc

Alumni and Current Undergraduate or

iBO Graduate Students May Submit Nominations

Send Your Nomination to:

Distinguished Office of the

Teaching Provost

Award 362 Whitmore
Committee 545-2328(Fax)

Deadline-. Friday, October 31,1997

i Kahn @ 545-2554 or nmkahn@provost.umass.edu
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Fooling Ourselves
Ever stop to think about all those electrical impuls-

es that shoot around inside a computer? No? I

don't blame you. For the most part all we need
out of a computer is something to type a paper,

play a game or mail a friend. Thankfully, there are many
layers that separate us from the electrical signals and
binary codes upon which our computers operate. These
layers allow us to do things like send letters and write

papers, while giving us the illusion that the electronic

data which we work upon is as real as pen and paper.

Most of the time, this abstraction from the technology

behind our computers is highly desirable. However, this

same distance can sometimes lead us to fool ourselves

when dealing with computers.

Such is the case with the internet. Through our web-
browsers and remote terminals, it ^
seems as if it is all just one huge
collection of information. The ^^^.
MUlntj of it all is just a click away.

All our senses tell us that this global network tran-

scends the physical world. We don't waste a moment
worrying about the streams of data racing in and out of

our computers and across the globe. This could be con-

sidered testament to the success of the layers of

abstraction that we have built up — the layers that

allow us to harness the power of the internet. But now,
the danger of stacking illusion upon illusion is becom-
ing apparent as the users of this electronic fabrication

clash with those who would re-tether the internet to

the physical world.

Around the globe, governing bodies and legal systems

have begun reeling the internet back to earth. One
example of this pull is the trial of Robert and Marleen

Thomas of Milpitas, Calif. In the United States, every

community is allowed to outlaw 'obscene' materials —
materials that are exceptionally offensive and have no
redeeming social or artistic value. People who attempt

to distribute obscene materials into the community can

be convicted by these laws. The Thomases, who run an
electronic bulletin board system in Milpitas, Calif., were
tried and convicted of violating community obscenity

laws in Memphis, Tenn. The basis of the case was that

someone in Memphis downloaded 'obscene' materials

from the Thomas's bulletin board — therefore the

Thomases knowingly distributed material over the inter-

net that was considered obscene in the Memphis locali-

ty-

To some, this conviction seems insane. Was not the

individual in Memphis the one who downloaded the

obscenity? Can the Thomases be held accountable for

simply making the materials available? What is to pre-

Paolo Piselli

vent Memphis Tennessee from attempting to convict

anyone who makes 'obscene' materials available over

the internet? The case of the Thomases raises questions

regarding whether or not computers should be governed
by the laws of the locations in which they reside. Some
argue that the internet is just another communication
tool, similar to mail and telephone, even if more
advanced. In the minds of these people, communica-
tions over a computer should fall under the same juris-

diction as phone calls and postal mail. Others believe

that the internet should be allowed to transcend geo-

graphically delimited law, even though there is no
precedent for such an exception. To them, directly link-

ing the abstract information to the underlying infra-

structure seems ludicrous.

_.__^--_ Why should a package sent via the"~

"

—^^^— post office be considered the same

-~<-~^~^snnta^n one sent v 'a ,ne in,ernet ? When one^
sends a package via the post office,

there is the address, with its country, state, town and
street; there is the truck that comes to pick it up; there

is the jet that flies across country; there is the truck that

delivers the package to its destination. When one sends
a package via the internet, it seems that there is simply
the push of a button, and it arrives. But however it may
appear, beneath that button is an internet-protocol

address, with its cryptic specification for our internet

provider's computer. Unseen is the stream of data as it

is routed through the various transfer-stations of the

internet. Unheard is the convoy of binary signals propa-
gating down the phone-lines into our computer. Beneath
the abstraction that is our perception of the internet —
there indeed lies a package sent from one physical loca-

tion to another.

What will happen to the internet as it becomes bound
by the politics of the computers that comprise it? The
case involving the Thomases is troubling in that it

shows us that, even without legislation like the
Communications Decency Act, places like Memphis,
Tenn. can regulate our free speech. It also alarms us to

how little control we have over how our information
can be sent — if we could simply tell our computers
"don't send obscenity to Memphis," then problems like

this could be solved. Maybe in the future the internet

will be redesigned in such a way as we can easily avoid
offending Memphis and anyone else. Either way, we are

limiting what we can say to each other as we would in

real life.

As for the internet transcending the physical world —
we were just fooling ourselves.

Paolo Piselli is a UMass student.
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Notes from the Campus Center Basement
Next week, a public demonstra-

tion will be held to oppose one

of the most malignant cancers

on the UMass campus today.

"The Rally to End All Frivolous
Protests" will convene, on the. Student .

.

Union steps on Tuesday at noon. Bring

signs and noisemakers and be pre-

pared to chant... "Hey, hey!... Ho,
ho!... Frivolous protests have got to

go!"

I'm going to drink a

case of beer in two
hours 'cause I'm a typical UMass stu-

dent, and I think that's cool.
• * *

A new public service project will

unite two of UMass" most loved
departments next semester. As part of

the unique project, the

world-renowned polymer science
department will be using its

newly-developed space age materials

to construct the world's largest pro-

phylactic. "Supercondom" will be
unveiled next spring, when Health
Services will use it to demonstrate
proper usage on the W.E.B. Du Bois

Library. The project is expected to cost

$15 million and will result in a 240
percent increase in student fees.

• * *

And while we're on the subject of

Health Services (this item, unlike the

previous one is true). Last year at

about this time. I went to visit my
friends at UHS because 1 had a rash of

some type. Despite the fact that I told

the nurse practitioner that I had
already had the chicken pox, and

Doonesbury

despite the fact that the blotches didn't

even look like chicken pox. I was diag-

nosed with... you guessed it! I was
told to go into immediate isolation.

When I was fully convinced that they

had misdiagnosed me, and after having

missed three full class days in isolation,

I returned and was told that they
messed up. Thanks UHS!

I'm just glad they didn't give me a

pelvic exam-
ination and
put me on
the pill.

Mark McGrath

I wish I were still on the meal plan.

Wheatball grinders sure sound good!
* * *

Is it just me, or is nobody noticing

the fact that SGA is not operational?
• * *

Had enough of those weasely credit

card freaks chasing you around with

water bottles and free T-shirts?

Here's a solution. Next time you are

accosted, take the shirt and fill out the

application with the name and address

of your favorite UMass administrator.

For example, Chancellor David K
Scott, 374 Whitmore Administration

Building. University of Massachusetts,

01003. Don't forget the phone num-
ber. It's (413) 545-221 1.

I bet you a water bottle those credit

hawks will be sent away before you
can say "no annual fee."

• « *

I haven't heard anything about
gen-ed reform lately, but that's not
going to stop me from throwing my
two cents in. My suggested require-

ment would involve not students, but

faculty. In order to teach a class, pro-

fessors should have to complete a

requirement in VCR competency. I

can't count on all my fingers and toes

the number of times I've witnessed an
absolute genius of an instructor lack-

ing the common sense to operate the

simplest of VCRs.
Subject matter for the course would

include checking that the power cord

is plugged in and making sure the tape

is in the machine. Prerequisite for the

course... last semester's instructional

seminar. "How to Operate an
Overhead Projector."

* • *

Whatever happened to "Topless
coming soon?"

* * *

Keeping with tradition. I'll now pro-

ceed with the obligatory Halloween
Costumes bit. I'd give anything to

see...

• UMass President Billy Bulger as

the invisible man.
• SGA President Lia Wong as the

Terminator.

• Martin F. Jones (Millennial

Prophet) as a psychic friend.
* * *

Over the course of my last few years

here at the Collegian. I have taken a

number of cheap shots at the Cannabis

Reform Coalition. And now it's time

for me to accept my shortcomings and

admit that the CRC isn't thct bad. It's

worse.

As if advocating the violation of

shared space with smoke and incense

isn't enough, their arguments are

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

based on an individual's rights... the

same set of rights that are violated

every time a drug-free student is

forced to choke down stray marijuana

smoke because they have no other

way of getting to their room than via a
cloudy hallway. There's a violation for

you.

Mark McGrath is a Collegian
columnist
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Write for Ed/Op!
The Collegian Editorial page needs new writers. We want you to write

humor, politics, satire, lifestyle, or any of a thousand other styles — let us
be as broad as the student body is.

We especially encourage material that relates to current issues at

UMass. '
' >

"

Anyone who is"inte'iiek'fed"sHoKiT5 sufc'mif material by email
(Ietters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu), fax (545-1592), or by dropping it off at

the Collegian offices -for Dan- Bodah. ..,-
Editorials should be 500-700 words long and should include a phone

number so we can call you back.
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We encourage our readers to respond to the contents of the Collegian
through letters to the editor.

Letters must be typed, no more than 400 words, and include name,
address, and phone number for confirmation purposes. They can be sub-
mitted to Editorial/Opinion Editor, Daily Collegian, 1 13 Campus Center
Basement, UMass Amherst MA 01003, or by email to:

letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu

Letters may be edited for length, clarity, and style.
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Anger tops in American acoustic
Welcome all to my other column (besides "|azz/Blues

Weekly"). This column will delve into the world of
American acoustic music, be it in the styles of rock,

country, folk, bluegrass, or whatever else we can find

which embraces the acoustic guitar or other non-elec-

tric central instruments.

I would say the album Heritage, issued by Island

Records, would be a great place to start off.

Multi-instrumentalist Darol Anger (he excels on violin,

mandolin and a few other instruments on the disc) has

decided to recast some age-old broadside ballads and

^^^^^^^^^^^^^ roots music in new and^

^

—" atmospheric acoustic mas-

^J^jJjlJ^^^aii,— terpieces by a panache of

some of the greatest

acoustic musicians around today. The lineup is a who's

who in acoustic song writing and performance:
Northampton's own Dar Williams, Bela Fleck, lane

Siberry, Mary Chapin- Carpenter, )ohn Gorka, Willie

Nelson, David Grisman and Fleck's Flecktone bassist

Victor Wooten on a few tracks.

The changing cast on the album take songs like

"Pretty Polly," "Oh Death," "Down In The Willow
Garden" and others, adding a very ethereal quality to

the songs due to echoing instruments seeming to slip in

underneath other instruments to provide a true sense of

depth to the old tunes. An album like this is a very good

introduction to many of the above names which have

very concrete places in today's American acoustic

music.

You have performers like the ones I listed above, but

there are also those who are just starting out, struggling

to headline a paying gig. One of these such people is

right here on campus. A University of Massachusetts

graduate student, Mark Erelli, has been attracting large

crowds in coffee- houses around New England with his

high voice, and catchy hook-laden folk/rock songs and

ballads like "California" and "River Road." This young

man. who's opened up for Dan Bern among others in

the past, has put out a CD entitled "Long Way From
Heaven." which is a very easy-going and enjoyable lis-

ten. Look out for him in December at Fire & Water
after he's toured around New England and even down
to Pennsylvania over the next two months.

Speaking of young people, Sugar Hill has released the

debut album, fust You Wait & See. of the 18-year-old

singer Tina Adair who has the most smooth and sweet

yet mature voice this side of Alison Krauss. Actually,

she employs Alison's bass-playing brother Viktor on the

album, as well as fiddler Aubrey Haynie, whose new
album, Doin' My Time came out the same day as

Adair's.

Adair's album is all vocal songs (she is only a singer,

so go figure). The 12 songs, two of which are written by

her — one also written with her brother Keith — and

stand as terrific compositions, are all very melodic and

splendid performances. Veteran dobro player and the

producer of fust You Wait & See, ferry Douglas guests

on a few songs, adding his instrumental weeps and exal-

tations to "By The Time It Gets Dark," and "Nobody

But You." Krauss, the previously uncontended "Queen

pi jyiodqrn Bluegrass" .way r<?w have some 4«fin«le

Pitt shines in Seven Years in Tibet
Controversial movie tells story of former Nasi & Dali Lama
By Bryan Schwartzman
Collegian Staff

COURTESY JAY BUUCESBEHG

Darol Anger

competition.

Haynie's Doin' My Time, which features Bela Fleck

on banjo on three songs, is a mostly instrumental album

with many foot-stomping fast-paced solos by Haynie on

fiddle and mandolin. Bryan Sutton (background vocalist

on fust You Wait & See with Alan O'Bryant. also on

Doin' My Time), on particularly jazzy guitar and Union

Station guitarist/vocalist Dan Tyminski howling the title

track.

Suzzy Roche's new album Holy Smokes (Red House)

is not as exciting musically or lyrically as any of the four

above. Most of her lyrics and music take on cliches like

a dog takes on fleas. In the opener "My My Broken

Heart." she croons over below average folk-rock "If I

had a million dollars / I would Go To See A Doctor /

Hey doctor could you set me free from the pain." These

types of lyrics occur all over the album with sometimes

mellow and nice, often boring folkie guitar carrying

thorn along.

SEVEN YEARS IN TIBET

Directed by Jean-Jacques Annaud
with Brad Pitt, David Thewlis, Mako
Playing at Hampshire Six Theaters

Seven Years In Tibet is a rich

film which succeeds in simultane-

ously portraying the transforma-

tion of an individual through an

emersion in a different culture;

while presenting the political

undercurrents of the time, through

an outsider's eyes.

Director Jean-(acques Annaud
combined all the right elements:

great shots of extraordinary land-

scapes, a strong screenplay and

powerful acting performances to

tell a convincing and moving story.

The film begins in 1939 when
Austrian Heinrich Harrer (Brad

Pitt) joins countryman Peter

Aufschnaiter (David Thewlis) and

his team on an expedition to Nang
Parbat. one of the highest peaks in

the Himalayas. Harrer leaves

behind his pregnant wife of four

years — a decision which haunts

him for the rest of the film.

Harrer's change in character, from

a good-looking famous but unhap-

py mountain climber to an individ-

ual with an understanding of

friendship, Tibetan culture, and a

desire to be a father to his son, is a

key element to the movie and is

conveyed well through Pitt's act-

ing.

The fact that Harrer was sup-

posed to be a "bad guy." has not

rescued the production from con-

troversy. In 1997, after the film

completed principal photography,

Germany's Stern Magazine claimed

Herrer was a member of the

National Socialist (Nazi) party.

Harrer claimed he joined the party

to further his freedom as a climber.

In the film Harrer did not care

about politics, or anything else for

that matter, except mountain
climbing. While it is quite difficult

for the world to forgive an individ-

ual with ties to that party, the fact

that Harrer left Austria before

World War II and the Holocaust,

combined with the understanding

that the film is primarily about
events in Tibet, should prevent an

audience from dismissing this

important story.

With the onset of World War II

the expedition team was arrested

in Indian territory for being citi-

zens of enemy nations. (India, at

the time a colony of Great Britain

who had just declared war on
Germany and its annexed Austria.)

The group does not manage to

escape the prison camp until 1942.

and only Harrer and Aufschnaiter

make it out of India and into Tibet.

Quickly the two find out that

Tibet is not a country which views

foreigners highly. The two scav-

enge for survival until they sneak

into the Holy City of Lhasa, where

they are taken in by an aristocrat

Kungo Tsarong (Mako). Tibetans

had feared a prophecy in which the

country is overrun by foreigners.

Tsarong defends his decision to the

hierarchy by arguing that they

Turn to PITT, page 7
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The Undergraduate Business Club & SOM Placement Office

present

SOM
CAREER DAY 1997

All Students are cordially invited to attend!

Date: Tomorrow, Wednesday, Oct 15th

Place: Campus Center Auditorium

Time : 1pm - 5pm

Attire: Professional Dress Preferred (Suit and tie for men, skirt and blouse for women)

Companies in attendance:

lAerotek, Inc.

lAmerican Express Financial Advisors
|

lAmerican Power Conversion

|Au Bon Pain

Barnes & Noble

IBay Networks

JBIack & Decker

|The Boston Company
ICaldor

Ic.W. Costello

Icigna Corporation

Icsc
IData General

peluxe Corporation

|Digital Equipment Corporation

(Financial Management)

|Digital Equipment Corporation

(Manufacturing - Nashua, NH)

IE & J Gallo

EDS
Enterprise Rent - A - Car

Filene's

iFerguson Enterprises, Inc.

IGE Financial Management Program

Great West Employee Benefits

Hart Re
Heublein

International Paper

Ij.C. Penney Catalog

Ij.C. Penney Stores

IJohn Hancock Financial Advisors

IkPMG Peat Marwick

Jl^cl^TeedMartinCorporation

iMacy's

(Marriott Hotels

InCR Systemedia

|New England Funds

(Northeast Utilities

INorthwestern Mutual Life

Office Environments of New England

jOfftech

loide Discount Stockbrokers

lOsco Drug

IThe Pioneer Group
I Pratt & Whitney

IProcter & Gamble
IProvidian Bancorp

IPutnam Investments

[Sears Roebuck & Co.

Sherwin Williams

[Smithkline Beecham
ISolion

IStop & Shop
lux Companies
iTeradyne

3 - COM
ITravelers

[Wallace, Inc.

IWolf & Co.
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Looks like a dismal year on the

Alex lK lc

I or the past number of years toleviMon programming

has been in a steady decline. Excuse me. it's man like

the great depression of TV. Somehow those piestigious

and highly regarded producers and writers — who are

supposed!) CfMtivc — have failed to entertain their

corned) starved audiences

In response to their unproductive cltorts to creating

any relevancy or a possible chuckle or two. they've

managed to arise with a genuinely

ridiculous idea. If anyone has ever

heard the myth that you can't teach an _
old dog new tricks... Please, reset

your ideologies — the networks have proven us wrong.

Let me re-phrase. They have made a valiant effort at

redefining the myth.

It is true, perhaps even daunting at times, when
you're flipping through the channels and come KTOM
the same actor, with two completely different hairstyles

— let us not mention clothing. Can you remember
those embarrassing yearbook candids back in your glory

days? You know the ones titled "most changed since

freshman year." That pretty much sums it up when you

come across Scott Baio in re- runs of "Charles In

Charge." then suddenly notice he": starring in FOX's
new sitcom "Rewind." Out of sudden impulsive behav-

ior my first line of defense against this televised blas-

phemy was to blare out crying. It seems "Rewind" is

rewinding itself back in time — destination 1980's.

Baio is not alone in his quest to become the first mar-

tyr ever in the history of primetime TV. This theatrical

crusade to save the art of television programming, is

fully re- enforced by a cavalry of long-forgotten

Hollywood heroes. In fact, it is my assumption that this

"Retired Actors' Guild of America" — my spontaneous

creation of an actors' club — will eventually hold infor-

mational conventions tentatively titled "No work, No
pay. There is always television."

The comforting thought is that within this pageantry

si;i>

of 70s and 80's pre-Madonnas. there still lies a handful

of humorously entertaining actors. Revered legends

along the lines of Bill Cosby and dancer/actor Gregory

Mines will present their somehow tireless and perennial

homestyle punch lines

Among this short, yet distinguished list of come-back
shows, two have already made their presence known
last season — "Cosby"(CBS) and Michael |. Fox's "Spin

City'(ABC). It's baffling, but Fox will

always be the adorably conservative

. Alex P. Keaton of NBC's "Family Ties."

The entire problem facing these old.

ambitious actors is that they each contain a TV/movie
persona which Americans can relate to. Sure, Cosby is

still the same lovable, family oriented comedian he has

always been, but what about )udd Hirsch.

Hirsch is now comforted in his bosom buddy show
"George & Leo"(CBS), which co-stars Bob Newhart,
with the challenge of playing a flip-side role of his for-

gotten "Taxi" persona. If you happen to be a

self-indulged masochist, perhaps Tim Currey will suit

your fancy. Currey's new role in ABC's "Over The
Top" doesn't show much promise for a second season

run. It seems Currey just touches that sweet spot we
can't get over, after his 70"s lingerie driven hit from The
Rocky Horror Picture Show — "The Pelvic Thrust."

Let's face it. It's just another year, with just another

show. Producers and writers alike are struggling for

both new material and new actors while they're digging

up the 80's archives. Only a few will survive this net-

work struggle for material and it's going to be up to the

fresh new faces to tug this barge of a season along 'till

summer. Possibly a few persevering veterans such as

Tony Danza will balance the field of play, but don't get

your hopes up — the future is grim. Is it true that John

Ritter is looking for work? Oh no! There go the net-

works.

Alex Iglesias is a Collegian Staff Member.
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We're Ames. One of the dominant discounts store chains in America, with more that $2 billion sales and 300 stores
in 14 states across the northeast. Currently, we're looking for dynamic, creative, success-oriented graduates with

excellent communication, analytical, and planning skills!

Assistant Buyer Training Program
Because discount retailing has developed into a complex, dynamic field where farsightedness and strategic planning
are essential for success, we've created a formal, 10-week training program for you that couples comprehensive
classroom seminars and on-the-job training with a successful Buyer.

Upon successful completion of the 10-week program, you will become an Assistant Buyer. Then, you'll work
alongside a Buyer, assisting in the management of a $20 to $100 million business! As an Assistant Buyer, you will

continue to participate in ongoing developmental seminars. Business Analysis Group Workshops, and other training

support programs...all designed to ultimately prepare you for a career in Buying.

Finance Executive Trainees
As a Finance Executive Trainee, you will participate in our 10-week training program, designed to provide you with

an understanding of the fundamentals of retail and orient you with Ames. On-the-job training in our Finance Division

is coupled with seminars and classes taught by senior management.

Upon successful completion of the 10-week training program, rotational on-the-job training continues as you work
within the various departments of our Finance Division, such as Planning & Analysis, Internal Audit, Accounting, and
Accounts Payable.

Our commitment to your long-term professional development lasts throughout your career at Ames!

Please come to talk to uel

We'll be participating in the School of Management
Career Day 1997 on:

Wednesday, October 1 5th

1 pm - 5pm
Contact your placement office for more detailed information or to schedule an interview.

Ames is an equal opportunity employer M/F/D/V

One acts a spirited & emotional night
By Kristin Stewart
Collegian Correspondent

AN EVENING Of ONE-ACTS
Rand Theater

Oct. 11

Instead of calling it An Evening of
One-Acts by Early
African-American Women, perhaps
we should call it An Evening of
Spirit. Courage and Emotion.
Audiences were guaranteed to expe-

rience ail three characteristics at the

show. The one-acts were sponsored
by the University of Massachusetts
and New WORLD Theater.

The Evening of One-Acts was an
attempt by the two theaters to bring

to the stage three of the most pro-

found and important pieces of the-

ater written by African-American
women between 1920 and 1940.
Each play focuses on a different

aspect of African-American life

such as slavery, poverty and oppres-

sion.

The first play, Shirley Graham's

It's Morning, was directed by ludie

Al-Bilali. The play dealt with a

mother's desire to protect her child

at any price. Set on a plantation at

the end of the Civil War. the audi-

ence witnessed the cruelty of slavery

and the inner turmoil it caused for

all those affected by the practice

Georgia Douglas lohnson's

Plumes was directed by Beth

Maxwell. As the second piece of

the night, the play portrayed an

African-American woman strug-

gling to keep herself and her

daughter alive.

The final piece. The Purple

Flower by Marita Bonner, took the

audience on a spiritual journey

through the oppression of the

African-Americans. Directed by

lames Vesce and performed by

members of the Domick Street

Voices of Bo Ion, the play attempts

to show through abstract acting,

song and dance the struggle

African-Americans face in trying to

make a place for themselves and to

get to "Somewhere
"

The evening was highlighted by

Bonita Oliver's convincing portray-

al of the crazed and distraught

Cillit in It's Morning. Fran
Anderson was absolutely spectacu-

lar as Charity Brown in Plumes,

and choreographer Shaumba
Yandje Dibiunga's work in The
Purple Flower coincides beautifully

with the explosive African drum-

beats.

There were a few downsides to

these performances. At times, the

acting fell flat and contrived. The
set also spoke of a minimalist style.

There certainly was no Broadway
styled-staging at this performance.

However, the theater department

and New WORLD Theater succeed-

ed in bringing a thoroughly enter-

taining and evocative piece of the-

ater to the University.

UMass Orchestra performed brilliantly

By Tricia Van Winkle
Collegian Staff

UNIVERSITY ORCHESTRA
Fine Arts Center

October 9, 1 997

In the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall, the University of

Massachusetts Orchestra held a fantastic performance.

The performance was sed by Conductor Mark Russell

Smith and his an orchestra which consisted of more tham
73 musicians and 20 different instruments. It was impres-

sive to see all the musicians sitting with their assorted

instruments, dressed in black and ready to put on a

remarkable performance.

The first composition performed was Samuel Barber's

Symphony No. I in One Movement, Op. 9. This piece was
a wonderful way to begin the night as it held the audience

in a trance-like state. The Symphony was intensified by

instant changes from loud and bold melodies to soft and

gentle rhythms. The fortes in the piece where enhanced by

the percussion fection played by Brandon Flynn. Nick

Angelis, Matthew Pagnotta, Colin McNutt, Daniel Albert

and David Wolf.

The next composition was Ellen Taafe Zwilich's,

Concerto for Horn and Strings. Laura Klock accompanied

the orchestra with her horn. Before this piece began many

of the musicians left the stage to give the horn and string

musicians more room.

This composition started slowly and quietly and con-

tained a dark, haunting melody in the first few measures.

Then the violins, violas and cellos came in and lightened

the piece, giving it an aura of hope and happiness. The

work consisted of a few measures where the stringed

instruments, including the violins, were plucked rather

than strummed. This brought the music a different texture

than other pieces creating a truly intriguing work for this

composition. The audience showed their approval by

applauding loudly and wildly when the lights went down.

Last was William Schuman's New England Triptych;

Three Pieces for Orchestra after William Billings. It was

"Be Glad Then," "America," "When |esus Wept" and

"Chester." For this composition all the musicians returned

to the stage as the piece began with a quiet drum solo, it

was an exciting composition that had a breath of new life

to it. The work was interesting, because it used the pluck-

ing method with the stringed instruments encompassed

into the melody.

The night was one of unmistakable talent as the musi-

cians played proud, the conductor was a strong leader,

and the composers speak for themselves. The auditorium

was filled with the life of music and appreciation.
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To be Innovative is to find new ways of doing, thinking, being. To

be an innovator is to be a change maker— a creative problem-solver—
with a unique approach to life and work. At Providian, innovation means
we never leave well enough alone. In fact, many of our financial "firsts"

have set the newest industry standards.

To be an industry innovator takes an indomitable spirit. The courage
to stand out and drive the industry down new roads. If you've got It,

come engineer an exciting future at Providian Financial. We seek candi-

dates with academic accomplishments in Engineering, Finance,
Computer Science, Statistics, Business and Marketing.

Please see us at the School of Management
Career Fair on Wednesday, October 15

at the Campus Auditorium

Ifyou are unable to meet with us, please send your resume to:

Providian Financial Corporation, College Relations, 201 Mission
Street, 13th Floor, San Francisco, CA 94105. FAX: (415) 278-6037.
E-mat: coaegeOprovkMan.com. Website: www.provldlan.com. We
value diversity of culture, professions and experience and are an equal

opportunity employer.

WITH OFFICES IN SAN FRANCISCO,
PLEASANTON AND SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

PROVIDIAN
Financial

engineering your future

Lomax anthology mixes styles and sounds
By Joshuo Boyd
Collegian Staff

Blast off
The problems are just beginning for NASA when the space agency signs on rocket scientist Fred Z. Randall

(played by Harland Williams) and a precocious chimpanzee to join the crew of the first manned mission to

Mars. The Disney flick opened this weekend.

pitt
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The Southern Journey Series, Volumes

I -3
Rounder Records

Editor's Note: This is the first of a

two-part review covering all eight

discs of this collection. Volumes 4-8

will be examined in the coming
weeks.

The year of 1997 has been
deemed the year that music collector

and writer Alan Lomax's collected

recordings will be released in as

comprehensive a way as possible.

Luckily, the Cambridge-based
Rounder Records was up to the task

and so, two gentlemen by the names
of Matthew Barton and Andrew L.

Kaye have pieced together the

recordings made by Lomax in the

years 1959-60 in Virginia,

Arkansas, Mississippi, Alabama,
North Carolina, Kentucky, Georgia

and Tennessee in a 1 3-disc series

titled Southern journey.

Most of the recordings on the

eight-themed discs that are out

already were previously released in a

similar series compiled by the

Prestige label. However, many of

those recordings were edited and
there are a good number on the new
Southern Journey discs that are pre-

viously unreleased.

Volume One. Voices From The
American South, acts as a preface to

the subsequent volumes, introducing

the a cappella balladry of Arkansas

residents Almeda Riddle and Ollie

Gilbert, the gospel a cappella with

clapping style of the Georgia Sea

Island singers, the multi-instrumen-

talist Hobart Smith from Virginia,

bluesman Fred McDowell from
Mississippi among others. Disc one

does have some rare highlights, like

Vera Ward Hall's rendition of the

"Mama's Gonna Buy" lullaby (forget

about "diamond rings"), and the

ensemble of Smith, the Sea Island

singers, Bahamian drummer Nat
Rahmings and Mississippi cane fife

player Ed Young on a couple of

tunes.

The second volume, Ballads And
Breakdowns: Songs From The
Southern Mountains, is a collection

of many Smith performances (on

banjo, fiddle, guitar, piano and
vocals, he spins off blues and

ancient folk ballads like a true

bard), as well as a few a cappella

ballads and lullabies by his

smooth-voiced yet aged sister Texas

Gladden. Also here are many blue-

grass-style breakdowns by the elder

Charlie Higgins and Ruby Vass' gui-

tar-and-vocal balladry. All the tunes

here bring to mind the smooth con-

tours of Virginia's Blue Ridge and
the high, lonesome sound it is

known for.

Volume Three drives us down 67

Highway Mississippi for some Delta

Country blues, Spirituals, Work
Songs & Dance Music from the likes

of Ed Young and his brother and
grandson playing music on the

high-pitched cane-fife and deep
drums, creating a true

African-American connection with

the blues and African polyrhythms

both encased in his music. There are

also many guitar blues by Fred
McDowell, and the harmonic vocal

and rhythmic miracles that the

unfortunate men at the Parchman
Farm penitentiary attained.

Here ends the first part of our
exploration of this amazing set

which is not just music, but instead

a historical document.

continued from page 5

must help two people in need, and
that the two men cannot overpower

a nation. It was amazing how much
had changed in the course of the

film, at this time it was believed the

two Austrians were the only foreign-

ers in the country. By the films end,

the nation was overrun by the

Chinese Army.
When Aufschnaiter marries a

Tibetan woman, Harrer feels a

strong sense of loneliness until one

day his presence was requested by

the young Dali Lama. The relation-

ship which develops between Harrer

and the Dali Lama is the most inter-

esting aspect of the film. Harrer

teaches the Dali Lama about the

western world, and Harrer comes to

terms with his personal demons.

One interesting note which should

be mentioned is the character of

Great Mother, mother to his holiness

the Dali Lama, is played by her real

life daughter Jetsun Pema. Pema,
who had never acted before, got spe-

cial permission from the Dali Lama
to participate in the movie.

"My mother was much loved by

everyone who knew her, and the

Tibetans kept saying they didn't

want just anyone playing her," Pema
said. A-

The Arts & Living page is always look-

ing for new writers. Come and get

involved with New Englands's Best

College Daily.

At the top 25 U.S.

law schools.

3 out of 4 students

LSAT chose Kaplan.
—1997 llruskm Goidrmq Research Study
ol Students at the Top 50 Law Schools

Call today and find out why
3 million students have
chosen Kaplan to help

them score higher.

LSAT

Free Class

Thursday
10/16
7:30pm!

Learn how
experts

ace the

exam!
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KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST
www.kaplan.com

'LSAT is a registered trademark ol the Law School Admission Council

Face it. you didn't come to college to be

just like everyone else, so why not ally

yourself with one of America's top intern-

ships? You'll make your resume stand out

after graduation, plus earn real money

Had A Good Head For Business.

while still in college Some of our stu-

dents earn a five-figure income. Put the

Northwestern Mutual Life name to work

for you, and realize that you re worth

much more than you think Maybe The

Sieffen Agency should hear from you.

Internship openings available now.

For more Information, slop by our

booth at the Vndergraduate Business

Club Career Fair on Wednesday,

October 1 51b.

katofcpe*

413/748-6000

katekanp@)avanet.com

-'^NSMern

The Quiet Company*

www.NorthweslernMulual.com

lies cireer opportunities 1 8(X)-(.AU-NML

UNIVERSITY
BARTENDING COURSE

50%
Off!!

Of Basic Program with valid college

Student I.D.
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Two years later: Million Man March remembered
#
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Editors Sole: This piece originally

ran in ilie Daily Collegian on Oct.

IS. 1995 after the Million Man
March on Washington. This being

the second anniversary of the

March, we at Black Affairs felt it fit-

ting to let those who weren't there

get a look at what it was like on
that historic day Long live the spirit

of the Million Man March! Peace

and Stay in Knowledge.

By Chris Conner
Collegian Staff

WASHINGTON. DC. — At 5:30

a.m.. the University of

Miasicfanscttt delegates to the

Million Man March rose from their

( moped positions in the three buses

in which they had traveled, and
stepped out into the chilly October

air.

Hundreds of miles and over nine

hours had past since the 150 black

students faculty and administrators

had left the final trip registration

and sendoff by their sisters at the

Malcolm X Center in Southwest
Residential Area, marched and
clapped their way across campus
and boarded the vehicles for the

ratten,journey.

Now, these black men found
themselves in middle of the parking

lot of Robert F. Kennedy Memorial

Stadium, freezing, awaiting instruc-

tion from Black Student Union pres-

ident Dan Lizana, around whom
they had surrounded eagerly.

The words from Lizana were sim-

ple — the marchers were to try to

stay with one of the chaperons,
return to RFK by 5:00 p.m. and pre-

pare for a 6:00 departure back to

Amherst.

By 5:45 a.m., the UMass delega-

tion was on the move.

"I feel good"
Although shuttle buses were

available, fare prices to the Capitol

district were too high for many, who
opted instead to trek by foot to the

site of the march.

As he walked toward the destina-

tion. Harlem native Rex Quaye, a

-ophomore. said his first thoughts

o t k}f- fajnjjy — k in Nl-w
-

world will be watch-

ing.* My father is probably

up watching it on Good Day, New
York' right now. Both of my sisters

have been to D.C. before, but I've

never been. It looks like the first

time will be for a good cause."

The time is 6:20 a.m. and Lizana

is a few paces ahead of Quaye when
the Capitol building becomes visible

over the horizon. Lizana. whose
brother AI, a 1995 UMass graduate

and former Student Trustee, accom-

panied the Springfield group of sup-

porters, said he was already thinking

of the progress to made upon the

delegation's return to campus.

"I can't wait for everything to

begin when we get back," he said.

"Seeing all those buses filled with

brothers who want positive change

was very uplifting. I feel good about

bringing in three buses from
UMass."
Walking past the driveway

entrance to the Capitol, Lizana sud-

denly paused at the sight of a tall,

light-skinned black man standing at

the ajar back passenger side door of

a red Lexus. It is Dr. Benjamin
Chavis, one of the primary organiz-

ers of the march.

Lizana greeted Chavis, who
politely returned the gesture before

climbing into the automobile to use

the cellular telephone inside. For the

rest of the way to the Capitol lawn.

Lizana is smiling from ear to ear.

It was still dark when Lizana and

the rest of the UMass marchers
reached the lawn, but the silhou-

ettes of thousands and
speaker-amplified African percus-

sion could already be discerned.

Silky 70's soul followed the drum-
ming, and then the Godfather of

Soul took over at 6:45 a.m.

Still growing, the crowd was
brought to life upon hearing the

opening riff to fames Brown's "I

Feel Good." Among those either

singing or dancing was UMass main-

tenance employee Armando
Hernandez.

"I think it's great to see a rain-

bow of brothers here." he said. "It's

something when peaceful brothers

come from all over the globe. You
can feel the electricity."

At the age of 44, Hernandez said

he is new to activism, despite hav-

ing witnessed the Civil Rights
Movement.

"1 missed this in the 60s." he
said. "I was young, 'but I remember
seeing: it On T.V.. hearing it on the

radio."

Faces could soon be distinguished

as the sun completed its rise, also

revealing more men arriving on all

sides of the Capitol.

"Mic check, one, two." a voice

said over the loud speakers at 7:05

a.m., signaling the start of the day
to come.

One million men
Al Lizana, one of UMass' most

outspoken leaders during his time
at the University, was surprisingly

almost at a loss for words when the

announcement was made at 10 a.m.

that one million black men were in

attendance at the march.
"'Incredible." he said, shaking his

head. "America will never be the

same. Never."

His brother, Dan. was equally
awestruck by the magnitude of the

experience.

"This is history in the making,"
he said. "Feels good don't it."

First-year student Luis Quirama
said he was glad the figure stood as

such for reasons other than its his-

torical, social and political ramifica-

tions.

"There were a lot of media people
saying only a quarter- million peo-

ple would come," he said. "But this

has proved them wrong. There were
a lot of media trying to downplay
the whole march."

A Columbian native who moved
to New York at the age of four, and
attended four years of boarding at

Milton Hershey School in Hershey,

Pa. The world citizen Quirama said

his participation in the event was
still an experience unto itself.

"I've seen a lot, I've traveled a

lot." he said. "But it is still over-

whelming to see this many people.

I'm glad to be a part of it."

Quirama also expressed his desire

to see genuine progress made from

the hours of positive messages the

black men would receive that day.
"1 hope this isn't in vain," he

said. "I hope this will make
improvements. Something needs to

be done in this country, in these

cities, in our minorities so that

we're not having to be fed, but are

feeding ourselves."

The march and beyond
Vice-Chancellor for Campus

Activities, M. Ricardo Townes,
stood amongst several Other U Mass
stokiejiU in the droWd, one bud df

hi* Walkman in his left ear, the

other tucked behind the earlobe.

Simultaneously he was listening to

both a talk show, on which the

topic of the day was the march, and

CCHUCIAN UK PHOTO

The fought process
Dan Lizana takes it all in at the Millon Man March on Washington, Oct. 16, 1995.

the live speakers themselves.

"This is massive this is huge." he

said. "The key thing here is that

everybody is in a positive head, a

positive mind. People are polite,

people driving by honk horns in

support and I even saw a woman
drive by and give us a thumbs up."

Senior David Nunez said the

sheer numbers in attendance would
be a refutal by black Americans of

the/ preconceived disapproval pi'

Farrakhan by many.

"This is going to send a reai

strong message to white America."

he said. "It's going to send a real

strong message to people who try to

pick our leaders. It's going to break

a lot of stereotypes."

Second-year MBA student, Willie

Vick. said he was focused on what

he could bring back to his fellow

UMass students, particularly those

who have not reached the graduate

level, now an important factor in job

competition.
"1 want to get all undergraduate

brothers and sisters focused on
goals, future goals," he said. "And
to further their education after grad-

uation.
"

Perhaps the moM tring

and spiritual part of (he day arrived

when, upon request from a Nation

of Islam minister on stage, the

marchers each passed a donation of

a dollar through the crowd, deposit-

ing the cash into boxes circulated

throughout the mass of bill-waiving

arms.

"I have never seen anything like

this in my life," Nunez said. "The
trust shown between the men, that

was the point."

Al Lizana agreed that the faith

exhibited by the estimated
million-plus men was extraordinary.

"A million black men trusting

each other with money." he said. "I

- jmd. twenties. Whi^s
mp/e important is that

;

Farral^
R

trusted them."

As a wave of greed drifted above
his head, it was Rex Quaye who may-

have best summarized the impact
the Million Man March might have

on black America.

Answers to the question of you
Black man. this Thursday.

Oct. 16. 1997 ii the second
anniversary of the Million Man
Match in Washington. If you
didn't know, now you do and
(more importantly) you have no
excuse not to honor this most
sacred of days. Not to imply that

any of the distinguished brothas

on this University of
Massachusetts campus didn't
plan on attending the events
planned for that day. but for

those who may have accidentally

caught a case of amnesia, let

your confusion end and your
clarity begin.

How often do you look in the

mirror and ask yourself what it

means to be a black man? Do
you ever look deep
inside and check
yourself? Can you
even begin to
unlock the mysteries

and knowledge of
sell and realize your
full potential? Not
many of us can. Not
many of us do.
Brothas all over this

country are suffer-

ing, because we
don't know our-
selves and because
we don't know each
other. ^^>™^"
The well of twitt-

ed, socialized thinking among
black men is overflowing, while

the springs of unity and self

awareness run dry. We've been
socialized (brainwashed is more
like it) into believing that being
a man means not showing pain.

We're encouraged to be strong,

in control and among all else,

maintain dominance. We're told

that our only real source of
power comes from our manhood
and not our minds. Along with
being cursed with our blackness,

the only thing that gives us any
real value is between our thighs

and we hold them like they are.

This is the twisted truth about
how we are taught to perceive
ourselves If congress could
hflVC its way. every black man in

the country would think like this

on the regular. The scary reality,

with the exception of a few ded-

Humphery

brown III

icated. proud and wise, is that

we are playing those roles to a

tee.

Two years ago, when 150
UMass men got on the buses to

roll to the march, a statement
was made. Those black men and
the brothas and sistas that sup-

ported them, said that they were
looking for a better way. They
acknowledged the flaws in their

mental and spiritual armor, and
went to get fixed. They under-
stood that they weren't born in

a perfect world, but were
damned if they used that as an
excuse for apathy, laziness or

failure. Those 150 black men,
took it upon themselves to carry

the burden of truth, look them-
selves directly in the

eye and ask. "Am I

really a man?"
Once again, as was

asked two years ago.

a call is being made
to the black men on
and surrounding the

UMass campus.
There is a special
event planned for

Oct. 16, 1997 and it

requires the partici-

pation of every
brotha who is able to

run, walk, roll or^M crawl. The message
is simple, plain,

basic and (at the same time)
intimidating.

The message for this Thursday
is atonement.

It all begins in the Malcolm X
Cultural Center, around 8:00
a.m.. and ends at the Campus
Pond in front of the WEB.
DuBois Library Tower. For a spe-

cific listing of the agenda, see

tomorrow's Collegian, but the call

is already made. Brothas of

UMass are being called to come
forth and be made responsible,

once again, but be warned.
Skepticism kills

follow through.

I remember the tons of skep-

tics that plagued us weeks before

the March. Everyone was saying

how it wasn't going to work and
that there was going to be vio-

lence. But, for all the bad things

that were spoken about the

March, the one that hurt the

most was when people would
say that we weren't going to

change. They said that we'd all

go to the March, hear a few
speeches, say a few prayers and
come home with the same men-
tality that we've always had. At
the most, we would have a good
two weeks of a "Million Man
March high", but in time it

would all fade. Many of us fell

victim to such skepticism and we
never really made the change we
may have wanted to make. Even
many of those who did go to the

March, found themselves doubt-

ing what they had experienced as

if it was too good to be true or

not a reality outside of that

Capitol lawn. This can not be

allowed again.

What keeps a man from being

a real man? His peers. If all of

your brothas are trying to keep
righteous and do the things they

need to do, most likely, you will

follow. The same is true for the

reverse. We all have to take
responsibility for one another,

particularly at UMass. Only we
can do for us. No one else

understands no matter how
much they say they do. The logic

is simple.

Would you send an electrician

to teach a plumber how to fix a

leaky faucet? Does an atheist

give life lessons to a Christian?

Of course not! So, why would
you let anyone else teach you
how to be a black man other
than another black man? There
are many things that we can all

learn from one another, but
when it comes to learning how
to be a strong, wise and right-

eous brotha, no one who isn't a

brotha can show you.

This Thursday, brothas are

trying to make moves and right

wrongs. The time for excuses
and apathy is long past. You are

your brothas keeper, whether
you like it or not. When you've

come to the end of this column
and you don't think it applies to

you. Look yourself in the mirror

and ask, "Am I a man?" Then,
ask your brotha.

Humphrey brown III is a
Collegian Columnist.

One time for the mind
Sister, will you hold my hands

Yes. the wonders ofmy skin

and the wonders ofbeing a beau-

tiful black women gives me intrinsic

energies that can't be fathomed by

any.

When I see my sisters with com-
plimentary colors of

mahogany, rouge, red bone, blue

black, honey pecan, high yellow,

sandy brown and tawny red, the

thought of this caresses my soul.

For we are the sisters, cousins,

aunts, grandmothers, and great

grandmothers, that boiled hot

herbal tea when the roughness our

first menstrual flow was unbearable.

We were the ones that took two
hours to comb and pull the naps of
Tracy's hair into four plaits using

ribbons and barrettes to match.

While applying DAX to smooth out

the sides.

Yes, we were the sisters cousins,

aunts, grandmothers, and daugh-

ters, who cooked all day in the hot

kitchen, as Shanice was the only

one to make it to college.

When the shadows of life come
racing down I ask. Sister will you

hold my hand?
I look outward to see beyond that

distant mountain, but yet I cannot

see

Sister will you hold my hand?
For we were created with

unbreakable strength that cannot be

fathomed.

The strength that our mothers

had to stand when our fathers left

and never came back

The strength that she had to put a

smile on her face when she had to

work 60 hours a week to put food

on the table.

The strength that she had to nur-

ture care, and protect us from harm.

She taught us that since it was
the Lord who created the world,

whom shall we fear.

For we were the jewels as our

mother's daughters. We clasped our

golden hands tightly with our moth-

ers of strength

With these same hands, I u\k.

Sister will you hold my hand?

The strength that has been
innate in us, has allowed many
other women to fear the roar of a

black woman. The black man has

the utmost respect for his black

women, although he knows that

for many generations we have car-

ried our black children into adult-

hood without him.

"Sister Will you Hold my Hand"
is in response to the Million
Women March. It is about time
that an effort of such is being
implemented. The importance of
this march is that we as black
women enter this with some frame
of mind.

In a larger scale we have to ask

ourselves, as a society of black
women, where are we at? How are

our young females, and elder
women doing? Are our health
issues being dealt with? How are

we doing on an employment level?

Though all these questions can't

be answered in one day, a mere
observation is another

way to gain some per-

spective.

As Black women in

this nation, we are the

last on the economic
poll. When race issues

are brought up there is

the comparison
between the black and
white man. When the

general topic of
women's issues is

addressed, the majori-

ty of these do not
relate to the present
issues of the black ^^^M
woman.
That is why this march is very

significant. Here we are taking the

liist step.

In this march we can imple-
ment what Dr. Bell Hooks calls.

"Talking Back."

This concept is what she
describes when black women are

able to stand up for anything that

they personally feel is hindering
them. Whether on a communal,
social or political scale this form
of voice is the only avenue for

black women not to be over-
looked.

When there is a time like this

when all women of color are

called to unite, every black woman
should attend. If you plan to be in

the work force, and you plan to be

successful, you need to attend. If

you plan to get married, then you
need to attend. If you plan to be

healthy you need to attend.

In our generation, how to inter

act with confidence with our black

Allan:) K
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men has not been talked of. How
to support our black men in deal-

ing with a society that treats him
more harshly (while taking care of

ourselves) has not been very posi-

tive.

If we don't learn about healthy
lasting relationships and responsi-

bility, then the high number of our
young black people working in

temp agencies and on unemploy-
ment programs will increase.

With the understanding that

many single mothers who have
children are no longer with the
person they had the child with, the

means to provide for the child on
the father's viewpoint can be very

depressing.

With many of our men in simi-

lar situations, trying

to get by with a "fast

cash" mentality, not
having a degree will

keep them at l lower
class status.

A collective effort

is more powerful
when social change is

brought about. Here
is our chance to make
that transition.
When we "talk
back," we allow our-

selves, and our soci-

ety around us to
^^^^™* know that we are not
a silent people. We as black
women have carried our genera-
tions to this present time. We
need to appreciate each other at

this Million Women March, and
vow that this first step will not be
the last.

A chance to network with black
women of all ages creates an envi
ronment that can shed light to
many of our young black women.
We are the products of genera-

tions before us. Here is the
opportunity to link our genera-
tions. The elder black woman
that will be present carry years of
experiences that no history book
can relay. Its with a march like
this that our own chapters of life

learning can be created.
We as the women who created

our black nation will come togeth-
er to address our issues. Once
again 1 ask, sister will you hold my
hand?

Allana E. Todman is a Collegian
columnist
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Vida tras la Conquista:

Atrapado in the Smoky Mirror
Editor's note: an English version of this editorial is available at the

Collegian offices.

Me odio por no escribir esto en Nahuatl, en Quechua o en Bribri.

Siilo me quedan las lenguas europeas: este maldito Espanol de la con-

quista, el Francais de merde de mon ecole y este gringo English that I

learned by my own. Everytime I go back to 1492 I find myself near the

coast, the Spaniard y el Taino fighting under the sun. Yo, I'm afraid of

both.

The boat is not moving. It has been the same for the last 505 years. I

don't know any language pero todavia estoy aqui, no se que es mas sala-

do, my tears or the breeze from the sea. Y son las olas las que tne

hablan, filling me with questions de alguna tierra lejana y mia when all I

can sense is the diapason of my own Caribe.

1 don't remember anything: soy lo que soy y no soy nada. Navego este

ataud con el understanding que Mi Muerte is the only certainty but

knowing myself unprepared. Todavia hay un long journey before the

flowery death.

Ave Maria Purisima Virgencita Negra de los Angeles

Juan Jose Chac6n Quiros de Quetzalc6atl

Cihuacoatl Teteoinnan Toci Tlazolteotl Chalchiuhtlicue

Espiritu Santo Sagrado Corazon de Jesus

Huitzilopochtli Cuauhxicallis ltz Huehueteoti

There are currents shaping my path, un camino dispuesto a pelear: en
los feelings of the primordial water this fifth and present sol me transfor-

ma con sus llamas into el jaguar, para ser pelteado y golpeado by the flint

blade rain of Tlaioc and Chac, dages de obsidiana Uoradas por el Ave de

Pico Ancho. !Ojala! the celestial jaws would eat me alive before there is

land to plant the cross, the eternal crucifixion of life breaking the cycle

of time cuando ya Jesus mega por todos resurecto a la par de su coatl. el

Quetzal.

Hay algo en la oscuridad. Ha llegado ese poder not even the sun can

unveil. I admire a night this dark, the sign que Ehecatl me ha llegado a

llamar. Los caracoles ya cantan. el pulque y el guaro refrescan la piel

que me descascara... si, ya ha llegado...es el viento. el que empluma my
body, featheres my journey, le da alas a esta ride.

1 cruise the night searching for life pero my windy companion.
Itzpapalotl, the obsidian butterfly looks down. Abajo en el agua. the

boat crushes the algae leaving behind the trail of light- Mesmerized I

turn to her y ella me mira en el cielo. Al levantar mi pescuezo I find the

skirt of Ilamatecuhtli, citlale icue, the cloud serpent, el camino bianco of

millions of stars milking the sky, reflejando the luminescent trail of my
own boat...!mi vida!

I'm trapped in this smoky mirror, between the Spaniard and the

Mesoamerican. entre fesus y Quetzaleoatl, entre La Realidad y

Tezcatlipoca, but I know that as long as there is sky, wind, sun and
water, the boat will always move forward leaving a luminescent trail

behind, a reason for being a passenger, a life. Y cuando se disipen las

nubes, con la oscuridad encontrare reflejado en el espejo de obsidiana, in

dynamic and complementary opposition, the satisfied certainty of my
own flowery death . . . IMi Muerte!

There's no dust to dust.

Una vivencia de Juan Jose Chacon Quiros de Quetzaleoatl.
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and national organizer for the

National Peoples campaign.

Zionism and assassination redux
In the wake of the Rabin assassi-

nation almost two years ago, 1

published an article in the pages of

this esteemed newspaper entitled

"Zionism and assassination." in

which I demonstrated that the

Zionist movement and the State of

Israel have consistently relied

upon assassination of Palestinians,

British, and jews, as a primary
means of achieving political goals.

For demonstrating this inconve-

nient fact, I was excoriated by the

Israeli Consul ^^_^^^^^_
General, the

"~

Jerusalem Post, u^

_

the so-called
Committee for Accuracy in Middle

East Reporting in America (CAM-
ERA), the Anti-Defamation
League (ADD, the Forward news-

paper, UMass Chancellor David K.

Scott, and the Chancellor's

"Commissar for Zionism" Larry

Goldbaum among others.

Two years on. and this time in

the wake of Mossad's attempted

assassination of Hamas leader

Khaled Misha'al in Jordan a few

days ago, it seems relevant to

point out that the significant

Israeli national leaders of the

1990s — Ytizhak Shamir, Ytizhak

Rabin. Shimon Peres. Ehud Barak

and now Benjamin Netanyahu —
are all acknowledged assassins and

murderers. The Israeli state con-

tinues to rely as much as ever on

assassination as a principle politi-

cal tool and its national leaders

remain assassins to a man.

Two weeks ago. a pair of bum-

bling Mossad hit men. "Shawn
Kendall" and "Barry Beads." trav-

eling on forged Canadian pass-

ports, jumped Misha'al outside his

Amman office, injected slow act-

ing poison into his head, and fled

only to be apprehended by his

bodyguard. As Misha'al fell ill.

King Hussein informed the Israelis

that if he died. Netanhayu's hit

men would be hanged and diplo-

matic relations severed. The
Israelis rushed an antidote to

Hussein Ihish

lordan and were forced to release

a number of Palestinian political

prisoners including none other
than Sheikh Ahmad Yassin.
founder of Hamas.

Netanyahu's decision to order

the hit on Misha'al. which has

been universally condemned as

reckless and idiotic, reflected a

foolish Sabra's faith in the legend

of Mossad. But it also underlined

the extent to which the Israeli

state continues to rely on assassi-

^^ nation as a

principle tool

^^— of policy.

Netanyahu
remains defiant and unapologetic

in the face of his murderous fias-

co, and insists that murder is a

perfectly acceptable tool of state-

craft. Most of his Israeli critics

condemn the stupidity of this bun-

gled attempt, but not the principle

of murdering political enemies.

In his commitment to the prac-

tice of assassination as political

tool, Netanyahu joins both the

pantheon of Zionist leaders

throughout the hundred years of

the movement's history, and all his

contemporaries as Israeli national

leaders across party lines.

Indeed, all of these men except

Netanhayu had a direct hand in

the 1988 murder of Khalil al-

Wazir (Abu |ihad). the PLO sec-

ond in command, who was gunned
down by an Israeli hit squad at his

home in Tunis in front of his wife

and children.

Shamir was Prime Minister,

Rabin Defense Minister and Peres

Foreign Minister in the cabinet

that voted in favor of "whacking"

Abu lihad and Ehud Barak. Barak

is the current leader of 'the Labor

Party and probable next prime
minister. He was the

then-unnamed "senior military

commander" who orchestrated the

murder from "a Boeing 707
equipped like an American air-

borne warning and control system

aircraft with sophisticated elec-

tronic gear ... to f
monitor and
coordinate the
entire opera-
tion."

Barak,
dressed as a

women, was also

a member of the

Israeli hit squad
which rampaged
through Beirut
on April 9, 1973
"offing" a num-
ber of Palestinian

leaders and" some
of their wives.
He is reputed to

have devised the

tactics of the
Israeli death
squads responsi-

ble for killing

dozens of leaders

of the Intifada;

which all Israeli

governments
have continued
to deploy in the

occupied territo-

ries.

Yitzhak
Shamir, who in

the 1 940s had ordered the murders

of Lord Moyne, Count Bernatdotte

and Shamir's "best friend" and rival

Eliayhu Giladi among many others.

The Israeli Prime Minister also

ordered the murders of Lebanese

cleric Sheikh Abbas Mussawi. his

wife and three- year-old son, who
were burned alive when their car

was attacked by Israeli helicopter

gunships on Feb. 16. 1992.

Shimon Peres, during his brief

six month tenure as prime minister

in 1996, found time to order the

killing of Yehya Ayyash, a senior

military commander of Hamas,
whose head was blown off by a

bomb implanted in his cell-phone

by Israeli hit men.
Yitzhak Rabin, the assassin who

was himself assassinated, was
involved in scores of murders dur-

COI RTF.sY ' ASSOCIATED PRFSs

Prime Minister of Israel. Benjamin Netanyahu.

ing his distinguished career at the

head of the Zionist movement. In

one example, a few weeks before

his own preferred tactics were
fatally turned against him. Rabin

ordered his Mossad hit men to

"whack" Palestinian leader Dr.

Fathi Shiqaqi. Shiqaqi was shot in

the head five times by Israeli assas-

sins outside of his hotel in Sleima.

Malta.

Little wonder, then, that in this

context Yigal Amir emerged from

the campus of Bar Han University

to gun down Yitzhak Rabin. After

all, the actions of the Zionist lead-

ers such as Rabin had taught the

young man, who was violently

opposed to Rabin's policies, that

the way to deal with political ene-

mies is to assassinate them.

Hussein Ibish is a UMass graduate

student.

Despite previous week's commotion,

Wong maintains her position in SGA
VV , 1 1 ,.,,, situ, I. -tit k'ilK.^nrn.' that "thprp u/a« rWill our Student

Government Association
(SGA) President, Lia Wong, be

impeached?
No.
That was the promise given

to over 200 students who
attended the SGA meeting last

Thursday in support of Wong.
Rumors had

been flying

around campus
that two of her

own cabinet members, and
some members of various orga-

nizations, wanted Wong out.

Reasons for her impeachment
ranged from her Asian accent

to her support of contraversial

issues such as the Red Cross
protest by the GLBT students

on campus.
One by one each of Wong's

cabinet members promised that

they would support her. They
denied having any thoughts
about having Wong impeached.

Two of her cabinet members,
the Speaker of the Senate.
Peter Kilbourne. and Jody
Bailey, the Elections
Chancellor, promised to sup-

port Wong "
1 50 percent."

It was revealed during the

meeting that there have been
ongoing disagreements
between Kilbourne and Wong.
When asked what some of the

differences were, Kilbourne
made no comment.
A student then spoke up and

asked whether it was true that

he had verbally attacked Wong
while she was in her office. In

response, he blew up and said

"That's bulls— t!" To that,

there was a collective gasp in

the room. Wong calmed the

situation down and told

Kilbourne that "there was no
need for profanity." He then

apologized.

Students asked Kilbourne to

specify some of the political

differences he had with Wong.
Wong intervened and said that

it would be best to keep their

differences between them-

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ selves.?^^m Students
Lillian Chan were not

happy with
this response, but they let it

go and were reassured by the

fact that Wong would handle
it.

Wong asked Kilbourne if he

would agree to have mediation

with her to resolve their differ-

ences. Mediation would involve

Kilbourne, Wong, and a third,

neutral party to sit in a room
behind closed doors and talk it

out. Kilbourne promised Wong
that he would definitely agree

to mediation.

Mediation wasn't what the

students wanted to hear, but

saw that what was most impor-

tant at the time was that Wong
would not be impeached by her

cabinet.

Towards the end, the stu-

dents were quelled. Wong
thanked all her supporters for

showing up to stand by her.

She was near tears when she

expressed her thanks.

For now. the situation has

calmed knowing that Wong
will remain in office. But, ques-

tions still remain whether or

not Wong and Kilbourne will

be able to settle their differ-

ences. We shall have to wait

and see.

Lillian Chan is a UMass stu-

dent.

I
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Women's soccer sweeps pair in Virginia over weekend
soccer

By Kathleen Ralls

Collegian Start

UMass

Virginia Tech

UMass

G. Washington

Consistency. One might hope to

find it in the weather this fall, or on

long road trips through Virginia and

Washington DC. on two-engine

planes, and nights stayed in Super 8

Motels
with
drunk-
e n

neigh-
bors on
one
day's
rest.

This

was all the No. 15 Massachusetts

women's soccer team was looking for

this weekend when they took to the

road against George Washington and

Virginia Tech. returning 1 1-2-0 (7-0

in Atlantic 10).

On Sunday, the Minutewomen
expected a close game with GW. who

has tied two Top 20 teams and lost to

two Top 20 teams in overtime, but

the Colonial Women never really

posed much of a threat. UMass
changed its method against GW's
counterattack, scoring two goals per

half to win 4-0.

Sophomore Emma Kurowski inter-

cepted a pass in the Colonial

Women's penalty box, burying a left

footer from 1 2 yards out for the first

goal at the 20:59 mark of the match

— her 50th career point in a UMass

uniform, lunior Sophie Lecot let loose

a bullet on GW's goalkeeper Traci

lensen on a feed from freshman Kara

Green, who is tied for fifth in assists

( 1 1 ) in the nation, for the second

goal.

UMass's luck changed the first 15

minutes into the second half when

GW applied pressure in the

Minutewomen's defensive zone. But

two key turning points changed the

tempo of the game: one, UMass keep-

er Danielle Dion dove left and made a

great save to keep the score at 2-0,

and three minutes later, senior Erica

Iverson jumped up for a header on a

corner kick colliding with GW's
Chemar Smith.

A brilliant scorer according to

UMass coach lim Rudy. Smith

jumped late and subsequently headed

the back of Iverson'". neck, omsbuj

her a penalty and a game-ending con

cussion.

"She had a bump on her head the

size of a golf ball." Rudy said.

Iverson had blood on her neck, but

returned to score on a free kick that

sailed over the wall of GW players

and out of IwtMQ'l reach at 04:58.

Sophomore Tarah Tokarchik closed

out the score with a pass from fresh

Hum Molly McGrew nine seconds

Unci at 65:07.

Kricl,i\ proved much of the same for

UMass. ileteating Virginia lech, 5-0.

It was the first time the

Minutewomen had played at their

new facility, and it proved to be an

unbalanced surface for both teamv

"It was bizarre, fast and slow, hard

and soft, and dry and wet," Rudy
said, "There was no consistency in the

footing."

Green highlighted the day for

UMass with two goals, one in each

half. The first was scored at 25:45 off

a feed from freshman Brooke Bartlett,

breaking off the left flank and dishing

it to Green, who beat two defenders

for the score.

Iverson netted the second goal of

the game from 15 yards out, and

Green scored her second goal with an

assist from Lecot at 77:28. The
Minutewomen changed the system in

the second half with five midfielders,

preventing the Hokies from penetrat-

ing UMass's defense.

from page 16
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.ball landed right in front of

1 1 had to do was knock
" Hewitt said. "But the

needs to pick it up right

e need to win every game

the season going into

me,

the

team
now,

the

A H
" W« always work together as a

team, bjft we've been just getting

unluckyPfOts and unlucky bounces."

UMaM*hed the edge in play before

Hewittt|8pal, but afterwards, the

tables.flagan to be turned. A little

over .gjjninutes later. GW tied the

'
1 with a goal by junior

off an assist by senior

beating sophomore keep-

ler low to his left from

it for the equalizer.

„temen came out firing in

d half, with junior mid-

jl Corcoran missing the

the crossbar on an acro-

le kick attempt in the

ittte. The tempo of the

v_f
jfne more and more physi-

cal a«ine.half went on. with GW's

juniojtfefirtder Ben Digger picking

up a J#l" card at the 55:29 mark.

ConWCtive scoring opportunities

b> senior forwards Mike Butler and

(oenafvtystma in the 65th and 67th

minute«&ere to no avail, and two

consectgtve offensive rushes for the

Colonfibsin the final twenty minutes

brought the away game home to

GW. Jones scored his second goal of

the mats* with an 18-yard bender

from tm-left flank, flying past

Fowler ir»« the top corner on the far

A tae'-fikirrv by UMass in the final

two rnmutes came to nothing, and

the Colbntels limped away with their

1 I wirf,

IOSMA KANiANEN\COUIClAN

Sophomore midfielder Emma Kurowski scored her 50th career point in the Minutewomen's 4-0 win over GW on Sunday, upping UMass' record to

11-2 on the season.

' )WEST FARES
GUARANTEED •
i! .KHVIUi : TRAVEL

— CONTININTAL USA
MAXIMUM $137 O/W

^ CALL FOR DUAILS

Be a Resident Assistant!

Qftfre

Applications for Sprint [
1995 Resident Assistant

Positions Now Being Accepted.

Applicants Must Attend an Information Session to

Receive an Application:

October 14 7:OOpm McNamara Main Lounge

7:00pm Kennedy 19th Floor Lounge

October IS 7:OOpm Gorman 2nd Floor Lounge

7:00pm Cance TV Lounge

October 16 12:00pm Campus Center *80S-809

October 20 7:00pm Hamlin Hotspot (Basement)

October 21 12:00pm Campus Center #911-915

October 22 7:00pm Field Classroom

• Free Estimates

• Lifetime Warranty

• Auto Glass Replacement

• Car & Truck Rental

Engincering/CS Majors

a° m
ot to strain your high-tech senses,

but some things do have more impact.

For more information, call the Center for Diversity and Development at 545-0472.

GW Semester in Washington
An Umk p'ivhIii.iU' l*rn<jr.im in Political Management

Spring, Summer, and 1 all Sessions

Make Connections to

Launch Your Career

Now Accepting Applications

On A Rolling Admissions Basis

Apply NOWI

Session Deadlines:

Spring -October 31, 1997

Summer -March 31, 1998

Fall-June 1,1998

>ree
lington

The Graduate

School of

niverr M
PoUik

*\
'..i.i««>o. pc ' /Management

GW it on equal opportunily/affirmalivt action iniMukon

F i -V , |i

• Application, Contact

(800) 367-4776, (202) 994-6000 http://www.gwu.edu/-gsjjm
1

: Admissions Basis

There's a simple truth about influence wc uftlk you should know

The odds that your ideas will be heard at GjBC-Marconi Hazeltine

are among the best in any industry, anvwrWbne. Which means you'll

never have to just sit back and listen to someflne else's point of view.

You'll have hands-on involvement in developing innovations for

identification friend or loe Systems (111), Satellite Communications

(SATC'OM), jTtDS, DAMA and PI SK

But more than that, you'll discover what some of the finest

engineers in the industry already know. That OBB-Marconi Hazeltine

will give you the training, resources andeuppnrt you deserve

All in a fast-paced environment tha^jRers summer hours,

tuition reimbursement, Al^tl a i asual dress code.

So put your revolutionarv engjneerrng concepts ahead

of the rest at (il C '-Marconi jjatfrtint-. Because we'll

never ask you to turn down the Wftimc on a great idea

To find out more about career opportunities in Wayne,

NJ or Grcenlawn (long Island), NeWMfc Ke us on campus:

October 16, 1997

Marcus Hall

10:00am - J:00pm

and for on-campus interviews

er 17, 1997

Or visit us on line at <WWfcgCcm. hazeltine i on.

31 1997 Mothing even comes close.

GEC-Marconi
Haittlne
An equal of employer, m/tyd/v
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Field hockey posts pair of weekend upsets
By Aaron M. Saykin
Collegian Staff

Although recently plagued by a
three-game losing streak, winning has
suddenly become contagious for the
Massachusetts field hod») team after

upsetting two top ten learns this week-
end in Syracuse, N.Y

Hoping to avenge their 14% loss tu

the Orangewomen, coach Patty Shea's
Minutewomen (7-7-0. 2-0 in Atlantic

10). riding high from a 2-1 victory
over No. 9 Ball State on Sunday,
turned the comer on their 1997 cam-
paign with yesterday's incredible 3-2
overtime triumph over No. 10

Syracuse.

After a game-tying goal from
Syracuse junior Megan Koons in the

waning moments of regulation, UMass
forward Kerry Lyons provided the

overtime heroics at the 76:15 mark,
beating Orangewomen netminder Sara
Clapp as she notched her second
game-winning tally of the season.

Despite trailing 1-0 at the break, the

Minutewomen rallied in the second
frame for two consecutive goals, taking

command of the game. Junior midfield-

er Vicky Browne put UMass on the

board with an unassisted goal. Scoring

the go- ahead goal was junior forward
Erica lohnston, whose impressive

1997 campaign has her sitting atop the

scoring lead in the A- 10.

After Koons' late-game score forced

the extra period, the Minutewomen
once ;i^ain dominated the action, out-

shooiing Syracuse 4-1 en route to their

second straight victory over a national-

ly ranked opponent.

Anchoring the UMass defense this

weekend was goalkeeper Zowic
Tucker, outdueling her counterparts as

she collected nine saves in the UT win
over the Orangewomen. and 10 saves

on Sunday as her team topped the

Cardinals.

In preparing for that contest, coach

Shea sensed her team was on the brink

of a breakthrough alter a solid cflort in

Wednesday's 3-0 loss to Boston
University, lour days later, her under-

dog Minutewomen stunned the

favorite Cardinals as freshman mid-

fielder Lucy Koch's firs! collegiate goal

with 19:30 left was the eventual
game-winner, giving UMa^s a

much-needed lift after a three-game
losing streak.

After an impressive weekend, the

Minutewomen will have an opportuni-

ty to continue their winning wayi u
they embark upon a four-game home
stretch, beginning Wednesday after-

noon against Providence College at

3:30 p.m. at Richard F. Garber Field.

The UMass field hockey team rebounded strongly this weekend by beating No. 9 Ball St., 2-1, and No. 10 Syracuse, 3-2.

LAURfN KOSKY\COUEGIAN

Collegian Sports
Saving the best for last

\ \ /, We're worker-owned. We do it all, we do it cheap.

^•/
V''J) — 7 days a week.

'll N CollectiveCopies

tt
i

6 6425

UMass

Student
FREE confidential

Legal
professional legal

services for UMass
Services students!

Office .

922 Campus Center

1 545-1995 Call Today!

Up?Mo SWwa-^375 V2

litts:/7viTtual-valiey.com

Understanding Eating Disorders:

Strategics for Friends and Families

Tuesday, October 14, 1997
Room 904-08

6:30 - 8 p.m. - Murray Lincoln Campus Center, UMass

I think my roommate has an eating disorder.

How can I be sure? What should I do?

I think my sister is anorexic and she isn't getting any help.

How can I convince her to see a professional?

Who should I suggest.. Where should she go?

I'm concerned about my friend who has bulimia.

She says it's under control, but I don't think it is.

I'm really afraid... What can I do to help?

If you are concerned about someone who you know or suspect is struggling

with an eating disorder, come to this informal workshop to explore how you

can help and cope with these issues.

For more information, please call University Health Services

Health Education at 577-5181 or General Medicine 2 at 577-5314

>nyone interested in Broadcasting

ie: News, Entertainment,

Sports, Etc.

105 Campus Center (next to collegian)

Ask For Elain Milch or call 545-2876

Sales

ASSERTIVE,
SELF-STARTERS

WANTED FOR

ENTRY-LEVEL
OUTSIDE SALES

• .o

%WjA

You mutt have the desire to work in a highly competitive, international

market, where your ability to influence others will be vital to your success.

You mutt have strong closing skills and be willing to prospect tor new

business. You should be an exceptional listener and have above

average problem solving abilities You should also have demonstrated

ability to achieve personal and professional goals with limited

supervision.

You must have a Bachelor's Degree, be computer literate, have the

permanent legal right to work In the U.S., and be willing to relocate

First year earnings (rom $22- 28.000, based on location.

For more Information, visit our website at www british-airways com

If you wish to apply call Mlchslls Fowltr at: 718-397-4337, Monday,

October 20th or Tuesday, October 21 »:00 am - 1 :00 pm EST ONLY!

(No calls will be tsken outside these times)

i

BRITISH AIRWAYS

At Otco Drug we allow you to ukc charge of your career

path. For over 50 years we've set the standards for quality

and service In the retail industry Through our extensive

management program you can empower yourself to ad-

vance quickly through your own motivation and desire to

succeed join us as:

MANAGEMENT TRAINEES
In this position you will play a vital role in the operation of

your store.As a true team motivator. you must possess the

leadership and communication abilities necessary to meet

a diverse array of retail challenges These entry-level op-

portunities are the first level of our extensive 4-step man-

agement program.

At Otco Drug, you will enjoy an excellent compensation

package including health/life insurance. 40 1 (k). merchandise

discounts and a stock purchase plan To learn more about

these outstanding opportunities we have available, stop

by your Career Services Office to sign up for

oncampus interviews, or forward your resume to:

OscoDrug
Lli Abrantes, 1818 Swift Drive

Oatt Brook. IL 60521
«U(:eJ0-J7l-7»eJ

Our Vision for the Future Includes

a Commitment lv Cqual Opuof cumtiet
and a Drug-Free Environment

Equal Opportunity Employer. M/F S»».t*
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Bird adjusts to coaching;

Pacers adjusting to Larry
By Nancy Armour
Associated Press

FORT WAYNK, Ind. — I urn
liird has his first victor] us g coach
— and his tiisi Ids-, Sitting on the

bench is line, but wearing a suit

coat to a game is still a little weird.

And the staieuide adoration for

the Indiana Pacers' new eoaeh?
Well, that's going to take some get-

ting used to.

"As a coach. I haven't done any-

thing yet," Bird said. "So they're

wasting their time."

The fans don't think so, greeting

him with standing ovations when
he was introduced at the Pacers'

exhibition games Friday and
Saturday night. People in the
crowd wore his old Celtics jersey.

When he left the locker room alter

the Pacers' 104-100 victory over
Toronto on Saturday — his Indiana

debut — hundreds of fans were
waiting.

Bird gave a quick wave, signed a

tew autographs, then made his way
to the team bus.

"There are a lot of expectations

on this team, and hopefully we
can fulfill them.'' said Reggie
Miller. Indiana's fan favorite
before Bird arrived. "We have the

talent to do that. So it ought to be

interesting."

After I 3 years with the Boston
Celtics, three NBA titles and three-

league MVP trophies. Bird swears

he doesn't miss being out on the

floor. He doesn't look at his players

and think he could do it better.

He is exactly where he wants to

be: on the bench, coaching his

home team

"Them days are over." he said of

playing. "I had all the opportunities

I wanted to do that. This is some-

thing I wanted to do. I could have

coached other places, but this |g

the place I want to be.

"Now I just want to get a win-

ning team out there."

But there are some parts of the

job that don't come easily to Bird,

like figuring out what to do with
himself now that he's on the bench.

In his playing days, the only time

he was on the bench was at the end

of the game. And he was in short-.

like a player is supposed to be in

the gym.
Now. though, he's on the side-

lines for the entire game. And he's

wearing a suit coat and tie. During
Friday's 105-98 loss to Cleveland

and Saturday's victory, it looked
like it was taking every effort to

stay in his seat.

He squirmed around, rocking
back and forth one minute, leaning

forward with his hands on knees
the next. He finally got up at the

end of the first quarter Saturday,

took a short stroll to the end of the

bench, then quickly returned to his

seat.

"I've always felt weird standing

in a suit coat," he said. "I've been
around gymnasiums and coliseums

my whole life. This time I'm not
shooting. I'm sitting."

But the coaching part is coming
along just fine. Disappointed with

his team's sloppy defense on Frid.iv

night, he was constantly reminding

his players to be aggressive
Saturday.

UNIVERSITY
BARTENDING COURSE

50%
Off!!

Of Basic Program with valid college

student I.D.

Free Info Session

Wednesday, Oct. 8th

7:00pm
Lord Jeffrey Inn, Amherst

Now Accepting Visa. M/C AMEX & Discover

Shop Around A Cotnpa:

.

:

1-800-U-CAN-MIX
Ait Now! Spiice is limited!!

How Would
You Score?

MCAT

Take a Free Test Drive
and find out!

Take a 3-hour MCAT, proctored like the real tesi

Receive individual feedback. Get strategies ttiat wit help you ace the real exam.

S*T0nDrV/
f \0/|8 iOArA

Call today to reserve your seat!

KAPLAN
1 800-KAP TEST
www.kaplan.com

"MCAT M JMI W » «d»W.* Ol if A UfKiiM* Ql *m<wcar M«Or» .'

Looking for challenge

and opportunity?

Make your mark as an Aerotek sales recruiter!

How would you like a piece of the fastest growing contract services provider in North America?

With Aerotek. you'll join a high-energy team who give 100% to everything they do You'll sell

Aerotek to top professionals and Fortune SOD companies alike and draw on your people skills to

move quickly into top sales positions like account manager and national account manager

F. N r K (. \ I r". \ I II t S I V s M SI ( (' 1, S S

What can Aerotek offer you?

sr
( omptMtttvt Nalsry A BMtBh
A great Wary plus bonucn «ad corisprrrtaMfvr baMfleaV

Carter Pimwlm IMlfl
Peraonal and proftcnonali support for your ad\ anc«nwnt into

sates and nwnacemcM*

FUwards LHb^b^^E U
Hard work rewarded with bonuaer and pnsrnotMna

Vitloaal Oppertitaify

Orr lf)OhnsT>rSonW«aammN<irtli Arrmca'

Trilfriftf

The nation 'i hen iratnento bring vou over Wjein of

experience from Fortune 500 compania W

Arroit-k Recruiting lliinmi'i. Ml) :ilfh

rtn.ul .mi.hu.i .lin.l.k ...ni I,, Mill) 1I2-1M* psMlH |KI(ii| 'irHII'MI

Il I I |l ««. aerotek. co
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Dean Smith's retirement

not as restful as planned
By Joe Macenka
Associated Press

CORNELIUS. N.C. — Dean
Smith is finding out that slipping

quietly into retirement isn't an
option.

Four days after quitting his job,

Smith finally found time to play

golf yesterday, although it was
hardly the relaxing, low-key kind of

affair known to most 66-year-olds.

Smith came to the Peninsula
Club to take part in the lames
Worthy legends of Sports Charity

Golf Classic, held to benefit the

American Diabetes Association.

To get an idea of Smith's draw-

ing power, consider that the list of

celebrities included Matthew
Laurance of "Beverly Hills 90210"

and Bill Murray. Smith, however,

ua^ the only player who was
ned two stern, gun-toting

police officers as he made his way
around the upscale club on the

shores of Lake Norman just north

of Charlotte.

On virtually every tee and
behind some greens. Smith patient-

Is worked through the pockets of

people who swooped in on him to

ask him to sign autographs or pose

for pictures. He graciously obliged

sveryone, although he raised an

eyebrow at one man who asked for

autographs of what appeared to be

about 10 copies of a newspaper

story detailing Smith's decision to

step down as North Carolina's bas-

ketball coach.

"Gee," Smith asked the man.
"how many people are in vour fam-

ily?"

The winningest coach in college

basketball history signed three

copies and moved on to the next

request.

Smith hasn't had any trouble fill-

ing his schedule since his surprise

retirement announcement last

Thursday. He went to the office the

next day to meet with his former

assistants, and he flew to Ohio on

Saturday to take part in a clinic for

about 850 high school coaches.

But on Monday morning, he got

down to the business of at least

trying to relax, and he started by

making good on one of his vows
in his retirement announcement:
to take better care of himself.

True to his word, Smith elected to

walk down the middle of the fair-

ways between shots while his

playing partners rode in carts.

Each celebrity was paired with
four amateurs, and Smith found
himself in good company. All of

his playing partners were adorned
in Tar Heel colors or had Tar
Heel golf bags or Tar Heel head
covers.

While a decent golfer, Smith is

no threat to the Senior PGA Tour,

and he's not interested in becoming

one, as evidenced by his remark on
the 1 1 th tee, where all of his part-

ners outdrove him. "I've got to find

something to do other than play

golf," he said. "This is fun, but it's

not enough."

Write for sports!

For more information, talk to the sports editor in the campus center base-

lent.ment

V^fail* -

S2.S0 (Twi-Lit«) Show. Oa'ty

* Special Engagement, No Pssaea o'

Silnnca Iv Golden • No child %»

any PC- 1 3 or R rated Itlm Alt

MT. FARMS 4 • 584-9153

"

MT. FARMS MALL

Rocketman (PG)

Today at 5:50 ($2.50) and 8:20

The Edge (R)

Today at 5:30 ($2.50) and 8:10

LA Confidential (R)

Today at 5 20 ($2 50) and 8:10

Most Wanted /RJ

Today at 5:40 ($2.50) and 8:20

'HAMPSHIRE 6-584 7550
HAMPSHIRE MALL

Kiss the Girls (R)

Today at 5:40 ($2.50) and 8:20

The Peacemaker (R)

Today at 5:30 ($2.50) and 8:20

U-Turn (R)

Today at 5:30 ($2.50) and 8:10

In and Out (PG- 13)

Today at 5:50 ($2.50) and 8:30

Soul Food (R)

Today a» 5:40 ($2,50) and 8:30

SienykanmTibettPG'ty
Today at 5:20 (S2.50) and 8.10

ROUTE 9

HA0LEY, MA

YEAR 'ROUND
http://www J*van«t/-mrburg«r/

Marshall

Dont Let The
Marshall Catch

You Going

Anywhere Else!

Collision
Repair
& Auto
Body
•Imports and other unibody

vehicles are our specialty

• Users of Sikkens paint

products

•Accepted by all insurance

companies for collision

"\

e<

V»

repair or glass repair

53 S. Prospect St.

Amherst Center
256-8157
Shop Reg. #RS1212 J

With the kiss off the glass...

LAUBIN KOSKY\COlLECl*N

UMass junior center Lari Ketner is gearing up for the 1997-98 season which begins on Friday when Midnight Madness kicks off. UMass stu-

dents get in free with a valid I.D.

DONT JUST

^ta^P*^ r

e know you want an engineering career that's the

opposite of pedestrian. One that puts you right out

there with other bright, forward-thinking profes-

sionals. One that challenges you to dig deeper and

push harder than you ever thought possible.

At Data General, your career will be all that—and more. Our products

are not only leading-edge, they offer diverse expansion opportunities

CLARiiON storage is the system of choice for open enterprise UNIX and

PC servers, making us the global leader in open RAID-based disk array

storage. AViiON servers run tens of thousands of NT or UNIX applica-

tions and meet workgroup business needs across enterprise or depart-

ment. We're strong financially and growing fast. We're looking for

exceptional talent, people who thrive on our pace and our drive to dis-

cover. You'll work just 29 miles outside of Boston, in an area that's

become a mecca for the best and the brightest minds in technology.

And you'll work with a team that challenges every limit, every bound-
ary. Join us, and we'll give your career a head start that's

ahead. . .because it starts out there on the edge.

way

Visit our Web site at www.dg.com

SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS

OctoV>
et w

E-MAIL: newgrads@dg.com
FAX: (508) 898-4686

MAIL: Data General Corporation,

College Relations Manager,
D120, 4400 Computer Drive,

Westboro, MA 01580

iw Data General
You'll like our highly competitive salaries, excellent benefits and outstanding advancement opportunities. We are an equal opportunity/affirmative

action employer and strongly encourage women, minorities, veterans, and individuals with disabilities to apply
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AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East

M
' W L T Pet. PF TA

New England 5 l o .83? 176 80
Miami 4 2 .667 119 Mi
N.Y.Iets 4 3 .571 177 137
Buffalo 3 3 .500 122 159
Indianapolis 6 .000 88 155

Central

Jacksonville

Pittsburgh

Baltimore

5

4

3

1

2

3

833 169 119
.667 145 160

.500 161 154
Tennessee

Cincinnati

2

1

4

5

.333 114 133
167 88 164

West
Denver
Kansas City

San Diego

Seattle

Oakland

6

4

3

3

2

2

3

3

4

1.000 190 85
.667 122 110
.500 102 126

.500 107 134

555 151 148

Arizona at Philadelphia, 1 p.m.

Carolina at New Orleans. I p.m.

lacksonville at Dallas, I p.m.

New England at New York Jets, 1 p.m.

San Francisco at Atlanta, 1 p.m.

Seattle at St. Ixniis, 1 p.m.

Washington at Tennessee, 1 p.m.

Denver at Oakland, 4 p.m.

Miami at Baltimore, 4 p.m.

New York Giants at Detroit, 4 p.m.

Pittsburgh at Cincinnati. 4 p.m.

Open date: Chicago, Green Bay, Minnesota, Tampa Bay
Monday, Oct. 20
Buffalo at Indianapolis. 9 p.m.

Associated Press Top 25

The Top Twenty Five teams in The Associated Press expanded college

football poll, with first-place votes in parentheses, records through Oct. 1 1

,

total points based on 25 points for a first place vote through one point for a

25th place vote, previous ranking, record vs. top 25 teams at time of game,

record of opponents played, and extra points:

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East

W L T Pet. PF PA
Dallas 3 2 .600 124 75
Washington 3 2 .600 90 73
N.Y. Giants 4 3 .571 131 133
Philadelphia 2 4 .333 111 137
Arizona 1 5 .167 109 131

Pts Pv
1. Perm St. (51) 5-0

at No 1

2. Nebraska (14) 5-0

yds per game
3. Florida St. (3) 5-0

ACC games
4. N. Carolina (2) 6-0

vs. NC St.

T25 Rec.

Central

Green Bay 5 2 .714 168 149
Minnesota 5 2 .714 176 155
Tampa Bay 5 2 .714 140 124
Detroit 4 3 .571 160 129
Chicago 7 .000 101 199

West
San Francisco 5 1 .833 152 70
Carolina 2 4 .333 94 127
St. Louis 2 4 .333 104 142
New Orleans 2 5 .286 118 162
Atlanta 1 5 .167 105 153

Sunday's Games
Atlanta 23. New Orleans 17

New England 33, Buffalo 6
Tennessee 30, Cincinnati 7

Detroit 27. Tampa Bay 9
Green Bay 24, Chicago 23
Miami 31 , New York Jets 20
Jacksonville 38, Philadelphia 2

1

Minnesota 21. Carolina 14

New York Giants 27, Arizona 13

San Francisco 30. St. Louis 10
Pittsburgh 24, Indianapolis 22
Open date: Baltimore, Denver, Kansas City, Oakland, San Diego,

Seattle

Monday's Game
Dallas at Washington, 9 p.m.

Thursday, Oct. 16

San Diego at Kansas City, 8 p.m.

Sunday, Oct. 1«^&ti]J»^«iiPfr
r f* f f"

5. Michigan 5-0

Iowa

6. Auburn 6-0

Gators

7. Florida 5-1

span

8. LSU
Miss

9. Tennessee

232 yds

10. Washington
Ariz.

11. Ohio St.

Hoosiers

12. Michigan St

111.

13. Washington St. 5-0

in Pac 10

14. Texas A&M
run & 78 KR

15. Iowa

Michigan

16. Oklahoma St.

1945

17. UCLA
vs. OSU

18. Air Force

plays for W
19. Georgia

Vanderbilt

20. Kansas St.

yds 2 TDs
21. Georgia Tech

since 1991

22. Virginia Tech
Big East

23. West Virginia

Big East

24. Wisconsin

since 1971

25. Stanford

St.

1,724 2 1-0 11-15 Enis 211 yds; back

1,668 3 2-0 13-10 Average 530.2

1,603 4 2-0 10-13 5-0 vs. GT in

1,521 5 1-0 12-16 4 straight wins

1,490 6 1-0 8-16 7-2-1 last 10 vs.

1,366 8 1-0 21-8 5-5 last 10 vs.

1.280 1 1-1 20-9 KO'd in 93-second

5-1 1,199 14 1-1 20-10 7-3 last 10 vs. Ok

4-1 1.126 9 1-1 18-4 FR RB Jamal Lewis

4-1 1,121 10 2-1 14-8 3-2-1 at Tucson,

1,113 7 l-l 22-8 7-0-1 last 8 vs.

1,058 11 0-0 11-15 13-8 at Evanston,

958 12 1-0 11-13 No. 1 Offense

827 15 1-0 5-15 Sirr Parker 80

703 17 0-1 7-17 1-4 in 1990's vs.

665 20 1-0 10-20 Best start since

637 18 1-1 17-9 19-5-3 at home

516 19 1-0 18-11 Tim Curry big

446 13 0-1 13-12 8-2 last 10 vs.

388 22 0-1 15-10 RB Bishop 196

281 25 1-1 11-14 4 str Ws. most

274 23 0-0 13-18 Clark top QB

182 - 0-0 10-18 Zereoue top RB

134 - 0-0 9-27 10-10-2 vs. PU

119 16 0-1 15-13 4-9 vs. Arizona

Tennis squad beats Eagles
,

loses to Boston University

By Sanford Appell

Collegian Staff
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The Massachusetts men's tennis

team proved it is not invincible yes-

terday afternoon at the upper
Boyden courts. A tough Boston
University squad got the better of

the Minutemen by a tight score of

4-3.

However, the team did triumph in

its home opener last Thursday
against another Hub foe in Boston
College.

"The Boston College match really

proved a lot to me," coach Dixon
said. This is the type of match which
really makes me appreciate my job.

All the guys gave it their all."

Quite a vote of approval from
coach Dixon. But not much of an
understatement either. The
Minutemen pounded out a 5-2 anni-

hilation of the Eagles.

The Eagles won the doubles point

to open up the action, which really

frustrated the Minutemen.
"Right now our doubles is really

holding us back, "Dixon said. "It

puts way to much weight on the out-

come of our singles matches."

Luckily for the Minutemen, five

out of six singles matches went in

UMass' favor. The biggest win com-
ing from No. 1 Todd Cheney.

Cheney overcame a 6-7 first set

against Anand Annigeri by rolling

6-3, 6-2 in the final two sets. This

supreme effort came despite obvious

pain in his right ankle.

The good news is the injury is not

as serious as once thought, and he

should be recovered with a little rest.

Equally impressive were the

straight set victories by numbers 2

and 3, Pat Slyman and Rob
Manchester.

"1 beat my opponent (Nik Smith)

last season, but he was much tougher

this time around," Manchester said.

"It took all I had to overcome that."

Manchester's match (7-5, 7-5),

and Alex Aller's match included a lot

of emotion from the Minutemen play-

ers.

"I encourage the guys to be very

vocal on the court." Dixon said. Alex

and Rob are pretty much the leaders

in that category. They play with an

incredible amount of intensity."

This intensity level carried over to

yesterday's showdown with BU but

lacked conviction, as the Minutemen
were outplayed.

Once again, UMass was playing

catch-up after dropping the doubles

point by a 2-1 tally. "We are going

to have to make some changes at

thit*
,

rf>oinr,
r Diic©n -said.-We -cannot

continue to give away the doubles

point."

No. 1 singles player Todd Cheney
went down yesterday to Bartek
Antchak 4-6, 6-7. He continues to

play in pain, but at this point he will

continue to play on.

More alarming though was two
more losses at the five and six sin-

gles slots.

Parsa Samii, and Kevin Curley
both fell in straight sets, forcing

Coach Dixon to push the panic but-

ton. "I am going to move freshman
Jason Lin into the singles action,

probably bumping Parsa for the time

being," Dixon said.

There were some obvious bright

spots on this afternoon for the

Minutemen. Pat Slyman and Rob
Manchester pulled out hard fought

three set victories.

And Alex Aller steamrolled over

Brad Shahine 6-1 6-4. This was his

biggest victory of the fall season,

and he felt some pressure lifted off

his back afterwards.

"This is the best I've felt about my
tennis all season." Aller said.

Hopefully, I'll continue to play this

way down the stretch."

The match of the day went to

Manchester vs. Ian Carrera. The
feisty Carrera sent everything but

the kitchen sink at Manchester.
Carrera captured the first set 6-4,

but then succumbed 5-7.4-6 to the

gritty Manchester.

The outcome of the overall match
was long decided, but Manchester
battled on. and pulled out a great

match.

"I was really pleased with Rob
and Alex's play today," Dixon said. .

They were really tough for us."

While the Minutemen were obvi-

ously disappointed about the end of

a 4-game win streak, they promise

to stay focused for the duration of

the fall season.

"This loss will remind the team
that we can lose without the proper

preparation," Dixon said. "We need

better practices and more discipline

to finish up strong."

Minutemen Notes: UMass defeat-

ed Amherst College in a scrimmage
last week by a match score of 6-1

.

Kevin Curley and Parsa Samii
defeated Keith Schuman and lason

Lin in a challenge match for the No.

3 doubles spot. But coach Dixon has

announced she will substitute lason

Lin for Curley, effective immediate-

iy-

The rain-interrupted Rhode
Island match will be continued on
October 24 as the last regular sea

son match ofthe-
fall.
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The Perfect

Environment
For Your Career

n izzo Associates, Inc. is a leading engineering, transportation and environmental science
fm firm. We have built our reputation by meeting the technical, regulatory, and management
needs of public and private clients worldwide.

If you are looking for employment in the fields of engineering, transportation, or environmental
science, we invite you to take a closer look at Rizzo Associates. Twice recognized by Inc. 500 as
one ofAmericas fastest growing companies, our firm strives for excellence and employs top profes-

sionals in the following technical areas:

• Transportation
Engineering

• Civil/Site Engineering

• CAD Drafting

• Environmental
Assessment

• Hydrology
• Geology
• Environmental Science

• Environmental
Compliance/Auditing

Our Core Values.

Honesty.

Openness.

Responsiveness.

Involvement.

Our Purpose.

Our Goal

These are the timeless guiding principles that define who we are and how we
are bound together.

We are honest, decent and principled: with each other, with our clients, with

our competitors. We cannot envision any other way of doing business.

We manage our company in an open and participatory manner. We are open
to ideas. We are open to change.

We are a service-oriented business. This (act permeates our being and is a key
factor in our professional success.

We care deeply about the work we do and the society in which we do it.

We are leaders and active participants in our profession, our community, and
our company.

As employee-owners, our purpose is to create professional and personal

opportunities for all members of our organization. As a corporation, our

purpose is to use our strengths and our knowledge in the support of our
clients' endeavors

We aspire to be a $100 million global company by the year 2008 our 25th

anniversary. We know attainment of this goal will require that we take risks,

and sacrifices will be likely be made. But, we believe the rewards are worth

it, we want to do it, and we are not afraid to try.

If you are unable to attend the career fair, please send your resume and cover letter

to: Rizzo Associates, Inc., Human Resources Manager, 235 West Central Street,

Mafic*. MA 01760. Fax: (500) 651-3401. [-mail: HR«rizio.com.

We are committed to diversity and are an EEC employer.

Rizzo Associates, Inc
\ i

. i \ 1 1 1< i \ \ i > i \ \) I \ I \ I Vi I \ / ' - /

An Emuoyeb-Owned Company

Attention I Mass Undergraduate Students

Joanie O'Brien
Women's Basketball

Join Head Coaches

Bruiser Flint Joe Mallen
Men's Basketball Ice Hockey

Wednesday, October 15 at 7:00 p.m.

Mullins Center VIP Room (3rd Floor)

Join the JVtinutemaniacs as we welcome Head Coaches Joanie O'Brien,

Bruiser Flint , and Joe Mallen to speak about their upcoming seasons.

This meeting is open to all UMass undergraduate students. If you have

not signed up to be a JA'mutemaniac, you may do so at this meeting.

U/vlass jvlinutemaniacs

GreatJvlinutemaniac Benefits;

• Advance Reserved Basketball Ticket Pickup

• Jvlinutemaniac I -Shirt

• Game Receptions

• "<Uie UJvlass JHaniac" Newsletter

• Membership Card

Value at

$25.00

to Join!

\ III. JVtinutemaniacs ARE LIMITED TO THE FIRST 500 UNDERGRADUATE
STUDENTS TO REGISTER!

It" you have any questions, please call the Athletic Development Office at 545-9672
Complete form below, cut, and mail to Min utemariiacs at:

308 Mullins Center • University of Massachusetts • Box 35910 • Amherst, MA 01(K)3

Application for JWinutemaniacs Membership

Student Name:.

Local Address:_

Local Phone:

Student #:

Year at UMass:

Home Address:

City: State: Zip: Home Phone:

Make checks payable to: UMAF

Or Charge to your credit card: Visa Mastercard Discover

Number Expiration Date
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Collegian Classifieds
1 1 3 Campus Center

APARTMENT FOR RENT | EMPLOYMENT EMPLOYMENT

One bedroom apart-

ment Downtown. $520

+ utilities. 253-1903,

545-4003, 545-4002.

Sugarloaf Estates

Luxury 2 bedroom apart-

ment homes. Free heat

and hot water. State of

the art kitchens, design-

er baths, wall to wall

carpeting, washer and

dryer. On PVTA.

Incredible move-in spe-

cials. Call Today. 665-

3856

AUTO FOR SALE

1982 Mazda GLC 2

door, coupe, 5 speed,

70k original miles.

Excellent condition

inside and out. Asking

$1800. Call 549-4211

1990 Chevy Barretta

Great condition. Must

sell. BEST REASON-
ABLE OFFER takes it.

296-4549

Purchasing a used
car? Having your car

repaired? Do you know

your legal rights? Call

The Student Legal

Services Office, 922

Campus Center, 545-

1995

1990 Jeep Wrangler 5

speed, 85k, hard

top/soft top. $6000.

256-0501

Teacher Needed
Kaplan Educational
Centers has a current

opening for an MCAT
Instructor. Qualifications

include thorough knowl-

edge of course material,

great presentation skills

and superior MCAT
scores. This is an excel-

lent well paying part-

time job, ideal for gradu-

ate students. Please

visit us Mon-Thurs, 12-

4pm, at 150 Fearing St.,

Amherst, or call us at

549-5789 to arrange an

interview.

International
Marketing Firm seeks

Spokesperson. $10 per

hour. 8-10 hours a week.

Models are encouraged

to apply. Call Sean

Sweeney (800)829-4777

Hiring For Pizza Hut

Cashiers and Pizza Help.

All shifts. Come down
and fill out an applica-

tion. 586-2940

Jobs For The
Environment

Campaign with

MassPirg to reduce pes-

ticide use. Flexible

schedule. $50-75/day.

Call Terry ©256-6434

Bilingual Tutors for

part time paid assistance to

students. Speaking

Japanese, Knmer, and
Punjabi. Contact

ESL/Bilinguol Office at 413-

9
??.

57
,

Amherst Public Schools

170 Chestnut Street,

Amherst, MA 01 00,2

An Affirmative Action/Equal

Opportunity Employer

LEGAL ASSISTANTS
WANTED Spring 1998

Internships With The
Student Legal Services

Office; get hands-on

experience in the legal

field— work directly

with attorneys and
clients. Earn up to 15

undergraduate credits.

No experience in the

legal profession neces-

sary— training provid-

ed. Contact The Student

Legal Services Office

today: 545-1995, 922

Campus Center.

FOR RENT

Fridge Rentals 253

9742 Free Delivery

FOR SALE

HELP! Baby Iguana
needs home. Comes
equipped. $80. Call Matt

546-2608

FOR SALE

Drum Set- 5 piece
Yamaha All acces-

sories. Moving, must

sell. $650 or best offer.

5-3129 or 549-5981

KHS Montana
Descent Mountain
Bike Great condition.

247-5358

15 million* sendable

email addresses
Contact the world with

the stroke of a key! $99

per CD. Contact Pete @
Conrad Enterprises

(413)539-3599

Kona Mountain Bike1

Ridden off-road only 3

times. Shimano LX

Shifter. $450 or B/0.

Call Dan at 628-3857

Leave message.

Self Amplified

Bazooka Base Tube 6

inches, great shape. Call

259-1984

Computers!

Computers!

Computers!

The very best prices

around! IBM Thinkpads

Compac as well as print-

ers, scanners, and sup-

plies. Call File

Management Solutions

and ask for Jason 549-

4850

FOR SALE

Laptop Notebook
Works good. $150. Good

for school. Call Steve

(413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for

computer. Works great.

Call CPC (413)584-8857

Watch batteries, ear

piercing, eyeglass

repairs, jewelry restora-

tion, diamond engage-

ments, wedding rings.

Silverscape Designs,

264 N. Pleasant St,

Amherst. 253-3324

Open Daily.

FOUND

Watch Found
Northeast Quad.

10/8/97. Call 546-4443

to describe.

INSTRUCTION

BARTEND WITH UNI-

VERSITY BARTEND
ING 50% student dis- 1

count. On-campus class-

es starting soon! Call 1-

800-U-Can-Mix for info.

Lost: Gold Bracelet 1

Monday 10/6, Mullins

Field. Reward.

Sentimental value. Call

Jen 549-4460

MISCELLANEOUS

FREE BLACK KITTEN!

Needs loving home
ASAP. Call 549-8770

Earn $75 $100

Exercise Science Study

Needs non-weight

trained males

Call Steve @ 253-4952

or 5-6072

EARN $750

$1500/WEEK

Raise all the money your

group needs by sponsor-

ing a VISA fundraiser on

your campus. No invest-

ment & very little time

needed. There's no

obligation, so why not

call for information

today. Call 1-800-323-

8454 x 95.

www.movieposter.com
Vintage-Current

(416)391-0133

ROOM FOR RENT

1 room available on

Main St. Very close to

town. On bus route. 21+

please. Call 259-9282

ROOM WANTED

Sublet Needed
January 1998- 1 month

only. Bus access neces-

sary. Preferably in

Northampton. (617)623-

3851

SERVICES

Rental Problems?
Questions about your

lease/security deposit

deductions? Questions

about subletting/assign-

ing leases? Questions

about the condition of

your new house or

apartment? Contact The

Student Legal Services

Office, 922 Campus
Center, 545-1995.

Retired Faculty

Member offers English

Language Lessons and

Editorial Expertise to

International Students,

all levels. Reasonable

rates. Ms. Reed 253-

3354

Pregnant? Need help?

Call Birthright of

Amherst area for free

testing and assistance.

549-1906

TRAVEL

Port Antonio Jamaica
Seaside Cottages

Real Jamaican

Neighborhood

$150/week
367-935

TRAVEL

EARN FREE TRIPS &
CASH!

CLASS TRAVEL needs

students to promote

Spring Break 1998! Sell

15 trips & travel free!

Highly motivated stu-

dents can earn a free

trip & over $10,000!

Choose Cancun,

Bahamas. Mazatlan,

Jamaica or Florida!

North America's largest

student tour operator!

Call Now! 1-800-838-

6411

SPRING BREAK
Largest selection of

Spring Break destina-

tions including cruises!

Group discounts and

free trips available.

Epicurean Tours 1-

800-231 -4FUN

Spring Break "Take 2"

hiring Reps! Sell 15.

Take 2 free. Hottest des-

tinations! Free parties,

eats, and drinks!

Sunsplash 1-800-426-

7710 or www.sun-
splashtours.com

WANTED

Sell/Trade your pre-

owned games and sys-

tems. Call Let's Play at

549-4505.

Personals Policy Rates Standard Headings
1 All personal* MUST be proofread by Coltegitn clas-

sified employees before payment and acceptance of

the classified

2 Last names MAY NOT be used in personals ONI/*

first names and initials are allowed The only exc er>

iK>ns -tre for birthday or congratulations personals, in

whnh tase the full name may be used

\ Phorw numbers are not allowed in personals. NO
r\( fPTM >NS

• not allowed in personals this means
^>ni numbers as well.

. tYrvfciJls of a threatening or derogatory nature are

>*>[ ,h i rotable Personals of a vindictive or libelous

nature are not acceptable. Personals may not be

the purpose of harassment

6- Profanity may not be used in personals

7. The personals section is for personals only. The per-

sonals section may NOT be used to sell items, seek

roommates, advertise meetings, etc

8 All personals must have the name, signature, and

UMass 1.0. number of the student placing the as

filled in on the insertion order Non students must

provide a valid driver's license and the license num-

ber must be recorded on the insertion order Use of

false identification or misrepresentation is sublet t to

penalties under the law

9 The Collegw reserves the right to refuse or to edit

any personal that does not meet the Collegi*n\ sun

dards in accordance with the statutes of the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

Students

20<£ per word/day

All others

40tf per word/day

$2.00
mi n./day

NO REFUNDS
-• rtnstwritltlGSflfarW*' ^

legibly We are not responsible for errors result

ing from illegible handwriting or »yp*

ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT
ENTERTAINMENT

FOR SALE

FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES

SUMMER SUBLET
TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

TUESDAY, OCT. 14

Otitic — There will be an inlermural volley-

ball officials clinic at 7 p.m. at Boyden. room

249
Meeting — The Index (UMass yearbook)

will hold its general meeting at 6:30 p.m. in the

Student Union, room 304. All are invited.

Contact lill Aordkian at 543-0848 for more

information.

Meeting — All members of the Class of

2000 interested in promoting a sense of com-

munity in our class and fundraising come to a

general interest meeting at 8 p.m. in the

Student Union. Cape Cod Lounge. For more

information, contact Danielle Fournier at

546- 1 1 88.

Meeting — There will be a meeting for

intramural volleyball captains meeting at 6

p.m. in Boyden. room 249.

Party — Sukkah building party at 3 p.m. at

the Millet House Courtyard. Come help build

and decorate the sukkah then carve a

Yaakov-o'lantem. Please call ahead at 545-

1 7 1 Sponsored by Hillel Religious and
Cultural Commitee and the lewish

nmental Group.

Slide Show — "Recovering the Past" a slide

show presentation on Queer history will be

shown at 7 p.m in the Student Union
Ballroom For more information contact the

Pride Alliance at 545-0154. e-mail at

lhga(°>tual.umass.edu. or stop by the office in

the Student Union, room 41 3B.

Speaker — The Animal Rights Coalition

presents Erik Marcos, author of Vegan: The

New Ethics of Eating at 8 p.m. in the Campus

Center, room 162. For more information, con-

tact lenn at 545-5411 or the Animal Rights

Coalition at 545-1925 in the Student Union,

room 306.

WEDNESDAY. OCT. 15

Blood Drive — Help the American Red

Cross ensure a safe and adequate blood supply

for all those in need by donating from 9:30

a.m. - 3:30 p.m. in the Campus Center, room

I65-169. Call I -800-462-2229 for an

appointment, walk-ins welcome.

Clinic — There will be an intermural volley-

ball officials clinic at 7 p.m. at Boyden. room

249.

Meeting — There will be a meeting for

intramural volleyball captains meeting at 6

p.m. in Boyden. room 249.

Meeting — There will be a meeting to learn

more about and plan the National Young
Women's Day of Action at 7 p.m. in the

Student Union. Cape Cod Lounge All are wel-

come For more information, contact Ellen

Donoghue at 546-4773 or

ccd«»srudent umass.edu.

Meeting — The Western Mass Linux-Unix

User's Croup tWMLUUC) is in the process of

forming and is holding a meeting from 6-8

p.m. in Morrill south building, room 3 19 OEB.

Linux is a free computer operating system that

runs on PCs. Macs and Mainframes. All are

welcome and all members are new.

Senice — Sukkot service at 7 p.m. in the

Hillel House Sukkah. Celebrate the Harvest

Festival with Hillel.

Speaker — The UMass University

Democrats presents Governor Michael

Dukakis on Political Activism in the Modern

Era at 7:30 p.m. in Morril I. room N329.

Clinic — There will be an intermural volley-

THURSDAY. OCT. 17

ball officials clinic at 5 p.m. at Boyden. room

223.

Discussion — Brian Tokar will lead a dis-

cussion around his latest book Earth for Sale.

at 6 p.m. at Food For Thought Books in

Amherst.

Meeting — There will be a meeting for

intramural tennis players meeting at 6 p.m. in

Boyden. room 249.

Senice — Sukkot service with lewish com-

munity of Amherst. 10 a.m. at the Hillel

House.

Speaker — The Smith College chapter of

Students for a Free Tibet presents Ama Adhc,

political prisoner of 27 years, who will be

speaking as a woman, a prisoner, and an

activist for freedom, a; 7:30 p.m. in the

Stoddard Hall Auditorium, Smith College.

Speaker — Education reformer Lorraine

Monroe will speak at 7:30 p.m. at Mount
Holyoke College in the New York room, in

Mary Woolley Hall.

Art Contributions — The Student Union

NOTICES

Visual and Performing Arts Space is looking

for contributions to the Southern Asian

Cultural Exhibition which will show in the

spring of 1 998. If you have anything from art-

work to crafts depicting Asian culture, and

would like the opportunity to participate in

this exhibition, contact Amanda at 545-0792.

Computer Orientation — Students, faculty.

and staff interested in using the computers at

the Foreign Language Resource Center are

encouraged to attend a computer orientation of

Friday, October 1 7. or 24 The free one-hour

sessions begin at 3 p.m. in Herter 19.

Enrollment is limited. For more information

and to register, contact Irene at 545- 0950 or

check out www.umass.edu/langctr

Contest — Spectrum Fine Art and Literary'

Magazine is now holding a cover contest. The

winner will have their artwork printed on the

97/98 issue. The final deadline is December 2

at 5 p.m Pick up an entry form in the Student

Union, room 406e or just bring the artwork by.

Course — The Interdepartmental Program

in Film Studies is offering a Certificate in Film

Studies to all majors (equivalent to a minor).

Includes six courses in film/video studies. For

more information and to fill out an application,

stop by the office in 10I South College or call

545-3659. Office hours Mon. Wed. 8 a.m.-5

p m.. Tues. Thurs. 10 a.m.-5 p.m., Fri. 8

a.m. -2 p.m. Or visit the webpage:
www.umass.edu/film.

Final Exam Schedule — The Fall '97 Final

Examination Schedule will be available begin-

ning Friday. October 17. Copies will be deliv-

ered to students in the residence halls, and will

be available to off-campus students in the

Registrar's office (213 Whitmore). It will also

be available on the World Wide Web beginning

Wednesday. October I at

http://www-ureg.admin.umass.edu.

Internships — Environmental internships

offered. Campaigns this semester include:

Hunger and Homelessness. Pesticides.

Endangered Species. Updated Bottle Bill and

Campaign Finance Reform. Looking for moti-

vated students to take leadership positions.

Call MassPIRG at 545-0199 or stop by 423

A

Student Union.

Notice — The women's basketball team is

looking for managers for the upcoming season.

Reliability and a significant time commitment

are required. If interested, please call Scott

Foulis at 545-2726.

Notice — The women's basketball team will

be holding walk-on tryouts on October 20th at

6:30 p.m. at the Mullins Center. Proof of insur-

ance and of a recent physical are required to

participate in tryouts. For further information.

FYls are public service announcements printed

daily. To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the

Managing Editor by noon the previous day.

call the women's basketball office at

545-2726.

Open Forum — Come meet the final candi-

dates for the Assistant Director of Disability

Services search as they attend a campus-wide

open forum. All sessions will be held in the

Campus Center from 4-5:30 p.m.. Troy

lustesen on Tuesday, Oct. 14 in room
904-908, Angelina Ramirez on Wednesday.

Oct. 15 in room 903. and Wayne Husted on

Friday. Oct. 17 in room 917. Dori McCracken

and Susan Pliner to be announced.

Support Group — REFLECT, the Five

College bereavement support program offers

free bereavement support groups to students of

the Five College area. All services are confiden-

tial. Enrollment for fall groups is happening

now. Call 577-5316 for more information.

Workshop — The Craft Center is offering a

nature photography expedition to the White

Mountains. NH on Friday October 24-26.

Space is limited to 1 2 and sign up is now avail-

able in the Craft Center. Any questions, call

545- 2096 or stop by the craft center which is

located across from the Hatch in the Student

Union.
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Daily Listings sponsored by:

YOUR COMPANY NAME AND LOGO HERE 545-3500
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Univision

31 Comedy Central

38 Cartoon

Much Music

TUESDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI

WHDH
WTXX
wvrr
WTFC
WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK

and
here
too

WTBS
A4E
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK

SCIFI

O

CD

u WlshbonaX

News «

Naurs!

Full House X

22

20

23

30

TLC
TNT
UsX
HBO
MAX
SHOW

6:00

Married With

Home Imp.

CrMturtt

Newt W.

Mad Abo. You

Family Matters

6:30
Business Rpt.

CBS News

Ntwshour With Jim Lehrer X
Inside Edition

CBS News Extra X
ABC News Inside Edition

BoyWortd Frtsh Prince

NBC News Wheel-Fortune

Cheers X
NBC News

Judos Judy X

Simpson* X
NBC News

Business Rpt.

ABC News

Mad Abo. You

Family Matters

Northern Exposure X
WorldVltwX

A-Ust(R)X |Mak*-Laugh

7:00 7:30

Real TV X

Ent Tonight

Seinleld X
Wheel-Fortune

C - Campus

8:00 8:30
Nov* "Faster Than Sound" X
JAG "Blmdside" (In Slereo) X

Ent Tonight

Chronicl* X
JAG "Blmdsioa" (In Stereo) X

Fra»h Prince

Horn* Imp

Jeopardy! X
Grace Under

Hard Copy X
FrasierX

Jeopardyll

Newshour With Jim Lehrer X
Women Health

Seinlald X
Coach «

Law 4 Order

Frssier *
FrasifX

Coach X

MoneyllneX

Volunteers X
Crossfire X

Pally Show (R)

Wing* "Strange Planes" (R) |0lmm* Shettt

Stain's Monty

UpCloee

Supermarket

MTV Live

21

Figure H Out

Twilight Zone "Printer's Dtvif

Sportsontsf

Debt Intimate Portrait

Tiny Toon

Mattroct (In Stereo)

Sport* Theater "Firsl Tine" (R)

Homtlm* (R)

Kung Fu: Legend

Hometlme (R)

Bsywatch 'Tentacles" X
«-»* Hwm»r(\m, Df»m*) mint Hum. (In Stereo) 'PQ-iy X

|Up Close

Soul Mar. X

9:00 9:30
Stephen Hawkinq's Universe

Michael Hay* (In Slereo) X
Mlchasl Hayes [In Stereo) X
Horn* Imp. |Hill*r-Dlller

«« ''Hiftftortar (1990, frama) Steven Stagal, Hery laBrrx*.

OCTOBER 14, 1997
10:00 10:30 I 11:00

Frontline "The Losl American" (In Slereo) X
Dellaventurs (In Slereo) X
Dellaventurs (In Slereo) X
NYPD Blu* (In Slereo) (PA) X
News

Major League Baseball Playoffs: NLCS Game 6 -1,

Clueless X IMoeenaK |Hitt (In Stereo)"

Malor league Baseball Playoff*: NLCS Game 6 - Marlins al Braves

TawheWA " iniy^f'TCT'.' ''' l.r '^liTfr^TBI^

I
LAPP

Major league Baaaball Playoff*: NLCS Game 6 - Marlins al Braves

""'Frontline "The Lost American" (In Stereo) X |Ttanaptant

INYPD Blu* (In Stereo) (PA) X'
Nova "Faster Than Sound'TT

Home Imp. ISoul Man X
Clualaaa X |Mo*»h» X

Horn* Imp.

Hiti (In Slereo)

Vi "Hout* AaTfVa^l^TcomaoV) Chrratopnef told.

Hiller-Diller

Head-rteels

Biography: Julia Child

Prima New* X
1 Night Stand

Burdan-Proot

Comedy Nat 2

Wild Discovery. The Ral Race

|M'A*$'HX

X

X

11:30
Bean File

LateShowX

Star Trek: Next Gener

LateShowX
NlghtllnaX

Vibe

iTonlght Shew

Simpsons X
Tonight Show

Deep Space 9

ITonlght Show

Charlie Roas (In Slereo)

X
M*A*S'H X

Nigfrtiinel

Real TV «

**% "Who* tfw Man?" (1993, Comedy-Drama) Ed lovw.

Pride and Prejudice (R) (Part 2 ol 2) X
Larry King Live X
Dana Carvey. Critic'* Chotc*

New Detective* (R)

NHL Hockey Pittsburgh Penguins al New Yortt Rangers (Live

-_....-..I...—1„ ,7- e...Z„i Li M rw./A.Ca.nn.'HOtK

World Today X
Viva Variety |Meke-l*ugh

Tragedy on Pad 34

Unsolved Mysteries (In Stereo)

Amaz. Stories

Home
Lois

* Again

a Clerk-!

Master*

|Home Again

Superman

Highlander: The Series X

Ufa
',

To "Lano»W»'
,

(1992)

Vibas" (1988, Comedy) Cvnd laupar. (In Stereo) TO' X
Anthony I

>er. (In Sti

Edwards. 'PG- 13'

Be*vis-Butt.

Secret of Alex

Seaquest 2032

Beevis-Butl

Wonder Year*

In Slereo) X
Trauma »: Ufa In theER

+k"A PaaoV Stepce" (1 989, Drama) Charles Hakt Mate Ftrrel

Countdown lo the 10 Spot Tlive-10 Spot TBA

Wonder Years [Wonder Yeers |Wond*r Years [Wonder Years

o ,J

Bkjodttone: Subseecmi It (1993, Horror) Anders Hovi~
Rescue: Baby Jessica

oVi "kbon tfw ImT (1988, Prima) Steven Seagal

Walker Texaa RangerX l
B°'rt'^ l^ K?n6 ?' ''»'*'

ice [Blast Masters Eiploalon

Hanry SaVa. |o^ 'An Eyt for in EyTtggtT

Sporte lllua. IMoneytlno X
Dally Show Stein's Money

Justice FUee "The Trackers'

Sportecenter X
Homicide: Lite on the Street X
Oddvllle, MTV |Lovetine

Wonder Year* [Wonder Year*

Am»i.Stortee [Masters

Trauma H: Ufa In the ER (R)

~

o» '4h$ (W>«: tndt* Parxnaw- (1998) Mwheal Douglas. 'F
Toney (In Slereo Live) I

*o "th$ Brkfrs ottitaMcn 6ar)fy'(l995) OH Eaahvood. OB

o« "Jack » $ar*ri'(1995, ComeoV-Ofama) Richard E. Grant. fV

Adventure) Chuck Noms.

Silk Stetklng* "Partners" (R) X
Oi "Plan B" (R) (In Stereo) X

"
Comedy Hour: Richard Jeni

"AmrTyvfa Oomouae" (1997, Horror) noMn ThomiaTW
**^"Sn$nde)*OllmUtn'(\m)Vt [Women
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Robot-man By Jim Meddick

m LWEST WW Nw<£WA
' CREWON YXXWG, BRittsPO

'

rrs>*T<,TH«-

hooks *B$ourra.
,
i'

wTuwe, UKt
wtMtlAi NfMO.

WR£ .WST ^tiLOUS OF

ww TAitwvrc locks

fcKrVCTCr LIKE MARLOM
BRJXWO

OK,W KjR "WW SNiDE KNlfMW MOT
SOlrJiS TO TAJPN ONm MR JETS \JNDtR

WJVRMXN.^r-

Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dilbert By Scott Adams

uOWM'5TWt
THE OOGBERT MUTUAL FUND

A.S VOU KNOW, PAST

PERFORMANCE. IS NO
INDICATION OF FUTURE

PERFORMANCE.

SO MY STRATEGY IS

TO USE YOUR ENTIRE
INVESTMENT FOR MY
PERSONAL EXPENSES
AND SEE WHAT HAPPENS.

-mm.

HAS THAT
STRATEGY
EVER
WORKED
BEFORE?

1
^GEEZ, IT'S ^

I
UXE I'rA

TALKING TO

r °% A COAU HERE.

}=~K
[ ^V

8 Years in Braces By Eric Petersen Kantpus Kids By Adam Souliere

UJHAT (OOOl-D NtX)
EO iF I 5AM6i exrr

c3^

\»JVH ELSE Would
THEt HAVE A
muAjWS STofKBf

-&&£**' f*c

Non Sequitor By Wiley Thatch By Jeff Shesol

TUC ErTIClENCY
of COrAMITTCE
MAN^OAENT

dl/C, TUG BoABO
U*X flNrvLLY

CoaAC To A
CcXKCNCUt UCTC...

Two LACGC
PCPPCCoNU

oN TUIN CRUCT,

WITH LIGHT
CWCKC MO
cxmaucc...

YOURf IWTtRtSTtP IN

POLITIC*, AHP VM NOT.

WhY OOMJUCON&tPeR
THATpPHOeUM?

\

Visj/ ir>14

Mallard Fillmore By Bruce Tinsley

VOU POLITICS levOUR
MEAN THING, ANP IVC

YOU GOT MY THIN8.

PONT?

PS ^Uli

PEOPU. IN RtlATIONSHIPS

CAM KMt THEIR OWN
INPtPEHPENT THING?-,

CAKTTHCN?

\

By Mike Rybicki

a<\t'i;n\<.s Pr.M-5TR5rvNS

{ Kym urnvt '/o to& ;ro

GRnr.Tuw oJHi"tj x.

CtobsUlfiLk. v*r
tears a>( i i

v
. A\l

JiL

I Tw't IH'rJK I
f\SVlL.rM_TH!\NV.

MOT rl'.TT'NG. Vou UlVTM

rr\V CM. SO 'F X
RBM Voo over C*

yoo'b UMW-RSTRnI.?

r tm;mk

iT FVkHT

IA\|C-

SON\ETW'.rJ(,

TO bO Ur.ih

fAANNER-S.

X

Nolo T 3\jst

OJAvE KPiCX

liNrt> W.T
THE. &RS.

V
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H
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) — It is

important for you to take care of your

own today - not only for them, but

for you. too. Your self esteem is sure

to improve as a result.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) —
This is the day to put bygones behind

you for good, and to look forward to

a period of increased enlightenment

and cooperation.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — You can have what you want

today without making any kind of

abrupt demands on others. Simply go

about your business plainly and open-

ly-

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Ian. 19)

— Why do you think you must be

secretive today? The fact is that an

honest and straightforward approach

can win the day for you.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) —
You may have to slow down a little

today in order to accommodate a pri-

vate weakness that has sprung up

recently. It isn't serious.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) —
Look around today and judge yourself

in light of what others are doing con-

currently. You are bound to discover

that you're doing very well indeed.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
You may find yourself looking back

toward a time when things seemed

more carefree, but after some analysis

you'll know you're better off now.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
You needn't beat yourself up today

trying to accomplish something

ahead of schedule. A more realistic

calmer pace can achieve the same

result.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20) —

Some may say you are overdoing it at

this time - and you may be - but the

question really is: what's the harm in

that right now?
CANCER (June 21-July 22) —

You won't please everyone today, so

do your best to please those who
mean the most to you. and who are

depending on you for something
essential.

LEO (|uly 23-Aug. 22) — This is a

good day for you to put yourself in

the line of fire in order to experience

what others can only begin to

describe to you.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) — Are

you sure that you have things entirely

under control? You may be overlook-

ing one small detail that can make all

the difference.

Close to Home By John McPherson

^Br^»
..) ,..i.w»ij...u. illinium inn

ova cuetxi-

1i/£ IZ-sr£P PRObFWt
70 0V£RC0*VAI6

ADDICTKW TO £-mAIL

"l. X L»)l naf chet* >y
e-mml mme ihan *"*

?. I wit ntt J*r rnemU

/o *pr»d-t>"* a*»«»>
MSjaM

* I u>,ll m* *** mr

Ouote of the Dsay

££ For a man, a woman is best fitted

to be the real bearer of his soul

image, because of the feminine quality

of his soul. ^^
-C C. Jung

/O-IW

Today's P.C. Menu
Call 543-2626 tor mor* Information.

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Kielbasa Grinder

Chicken Burrito

DINNER
Pineapple Ham Steak

(Chicken) Breasts with Stuffing

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Eggplant Cutlet

Worcester

"Look at that, everyone! Annette was able to walk

right past the computer even though she

knows there are 27 e-mails waiting for her!"

LUNCH
Stir Fry Pasta and Vegetables

Ziti and Sauce

Chicken Burrito

Bean Burrito

DINNER
Quarter Pound Burger

Chicken Parmesan

Harvest Burger

Pastabilities

Hampshire
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Charbroiled Chicken Sandwich

Chicken Burrito

Fnord

ACROSS
1 Excavated
4 Yellow-brown
9 Candle
14 Avail oneself of

1 b Propelled a boat
16 Burning
1 r Joke ending
19 Forfeits

20 Actor Flynn
21 Parcel out

23 Changed colors

24 Ironically

27 Diplomacy
30 Stirred up
32 Greek letter

33 Act like a seer
37 — Allen
39 Spot remover
40 Naming a book
42 Himalayan

country
43 Blfdhouse, of

sorts
44 Pistol: slang
45 The devil

48 Cut
50 Ballet costumes
51 — Hari
55 Solitude lover

a/ Helpers
58 New England
MM

SO Spa amenity
64 Ftoom
65 Philadelphia

player
66 Beginning for

"historic"

67 — down: muted
68 Falls

69 Hosiery shade

DOWN
1 Tricked
2 Loan-sharking
3 Type
4 Eye shadow
5 Actor Holbrook
6 Tycoon

Onassis
7 He's a doll!

8 Noble goals

9 Like most
cagers

1 Under way
11 Exotic

ice-cream
flavor

12 Before,
poetically

13 Thing, in law
18 Food fish

22 Soap-making
ingredient

24 Small songbird
25 Starlet's quest
26 Actor Brynner
28 Recite

rhythmically

29 Slight trace

30 Bikini, eg.

PREVIOUS PUZZLfc SOLVED

QDI1QD HffiHH ffimnifl
QHQBH ROWM WIJIMW

MM III*]

>Mtirii
UIQ MMlil

UllMYi WK1MMIS1 MMMM
1=1MUM UUHE]

rNTlTGlHITICIL

10 1497

dss Honra wuiJMi.i
UI=M=t(.1 UMBO HBQ011

O 1VH/, uniMxj K««ur» SjyndK»i«

31 Hinder
33 Vampire's teeth 51 Playing martilo

34 Singer Billy — 52 Acclimate

35 Like a snake 53 Aquarium tish

36 Airport info 54 Pale-faced
38 R.N s specialty 56 Requirement
40 Soy product 57 Iowa town
41 Currier and — 58 Colo, hours
43 Code signal 59 Military addr

48 Colorado 61 La Brea — pits

Indian 62 Self

47 Swore 63 Jungtrau. tor

49 Puerto Rican mm
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Wildcats strike first, UMass falls 49-27 to 'Nova
By Jonathan M. Place

Collegian Staff

It was too little, too late against

the second team in the second half.

Even with the 27 points tallied up

against No. 3 Villanova (5-0, 4-0 in

the Atlantic 10) in the second half of

Saturday's game, it was no consola-

tion for the Massachusetts football

team, who fell to the Wildcats 49-27

and plummeted to 1-5 for the sea-

son.

At the end of the first half UMass
was trailing far behind

Villanova 35-0. with

signs of a loss far

worse than 1996's
50-14 defeat looming.

Unfortunately for

the Minutemen. Villanova would put

themselves at such a distance in the

first half that a comeback looked

impossible.

The Wildcats recorded touch-

downs on their first five possessions

— due to sophomore quarterback

Chris Boden and two identical

Villanova

Massachusetts 27

receivers.

Boden completed 16 of 18 passes

for 276 yards and a career-high five

touchdown completions — two of

which were 39 and 49 yard bombs.

On the receiving end of those

passes were the Finneran twins —
Brian and Brad, who have more in

common than just their looks. Brad

Finneran led Villanova receiving

with 1 7 1 yards on 1 1 receptions and

two touchdowns. His brother Brad,

who usually dominates the spotlight,

caught for 83 yards and another two
touchdowns.

Brian Finneran became the first

receiver in Wildcat history to catch

for over 3,000 yards on Saturday.

He now has caught for 3,049 yards

over his four year career. He's also

Villanova's all-time leading receiver

in receptions with 199.

With Villanova setting up three,

sometimes four receivers at a time,

Boden was able to locate an open
receiver on every passing play. In

fact, the Wildcats' quarterbacks
spread 31 receptions around to nine

different receivers. Chris Gicking

replaced Boden just before the end

of the first half and remained the

quarterback for the rest of the game.

But in the second half, it was a

complete turnaround for the

Minutemen. who dominated the line

of scrimmage in game that had

pretty much been decided In the

last 30 minutes of play, UMail
outscored the Wildcats 27 14. It

was the most points the Minutemen
had scored in one hall line* the mir-

acle comeback against Connecticut

last year.

"This team [UMass| played until

the final whistle." Villanova coach

Andy Talley said. "There are many
teams that haven't. |but| I'm not

going to say who."
The second half

offensive attack was
led by senior quarter-

back Anthony
Catterton. who start-

ed Saturday's game
after replacing |eff Smith in la-t

week's loss to New Hampshire.
Catterton completed I 1 of 20 passes

for 134 yards and one touchdown.

The .550 completion percentage is a

season-high for UMass quarter-

backs.

Freshman tailback Marcel Shipp

rushed for 81 yards on 10 carries —
including one 58 yard scamp in the

third quarter that set up UMass'
first touchdown of the day. Shipp
was used sparingly, with his 10 car-

ries scattered throughout the game.

He was only used on the first or sec-

ond play of a drive.

After Shipp's 58 yard run. the

Minutemen were held up by the

Wildcats defense. On fourth down
and 15, Catterton completed a 17

yard pass to tight end Kerry Taylor

to put UMass on the three. On the

next play. Matt lordan ran the ball

up the middle for the Minutemen's

first touchdown.

The lone touchdown completion

for Catterton came on a fourth and

goal from the one yard line. After

three failed attempts at running the

ball up the middle. UMass stunned

the Wildcats defense when
Catterton ran a play-action fake and

found Taylor wide open in the end-

zone.

It was Taylor's fourth touchdown
reception of the season. Taylor has

accounted for 24 of the

Minutemen's 77 points in the last

six games.

With a little over a minute and a

half left to go in the game. Dan llealey

took a hand off from Catterton and

powered his way to the right side of

the field. It seemed like I solid ten

yard gain when Healey broke away
Iroin the Villanova defenders and took

oil for a 59 yard touchdown run.

UMass was now down 49-21 with

1:04 left to go in the game.

Punter/kicker Andy Maclay and
the rest the Minutemen kickoff team
set up for an onsides kick. The kick

went end over end until it made a

classic bounce high in the air. Senior

wide receiver Daryi Thomas leaped

high over all the players and
snatched the ball away from the

Wildcats. It gave UMass one last

chance on their own 49.

On the first play from scrimmage.

Catteron completed a pass to Doug
Clark who took the ball 48 yards to

Villanova's three yard line. After

three unsuccessful carries up the

middle by lordan and Catterton, the

Minutemen handed it off to |im

Pizano who leaped over the pile of

players on the goal line for a touch-

down.
The two point conversion failed

and UMass lost 49-27.

The Minutemen racked up 431

total offensive yards — 297 of which

came on the ground, which is the

most yards UMass has rushed for

since last year's 41-20 win over

Buffalo.

"This team is a very young foot-

ball team," Talley said. "Mike

| Hodges | has done a great job with

this team. I'm not looking forward

to going up to Amherst next year.

lunior linebacker Khari Samuel, shown here in the New Hampshire loss, recorded 10 tackles in Saturday's 49-27 loss to Villanova.

Minutemen fall to Colonials and Hokies
By Jorma Kansanen
Collegian Staff

Don't you hate it when life

seems to deal you a bad hand, and

you keep
taking one
step for-

ward and

GW 2

UMASS 1

"After these two losses, we're

going to need to win the rest of our

games to seriously be considered

for the postseason, and that will be

tough."

UMass got the early lead against

GW at the 23:53 mark of the

match, with sophomore forward
Gavin Hewitt picking up his third

goal of the season off of a corner

kick by junior midfielder lake

Brodskv. Hewitt took immediate
advantage of his substitution for

freshman forward Seth Lilburn,

netting his goal far post on the

Colonials' senior goalkeeper lamie

Hadzhna,
For Hewitt, the easiest part of

Va. Tech 3

UMASS 2

two steps

back? No
matter how
hard you
try, life is

like a see-

saw, and when you finally hit the

highest point, the bottom drops

out.

Such was the fate of the No. 22

Massachusetts men's soccer team

this past week, culminating a 1-2

week with two home conference

losses to George Washington on
Sunday, and Virginia Tech last

Friday.

The Minutemen (8-4-1, 4-3 in

Atlantic 10) lost two close con-

tests, dropping a 2-1 decision to

the Colonials (4-7-1, 2- 2-1 in

A- 10) and a 3-2 backbreaker to

the Hokies (10-2, 4-0 in A- 10) at

Totman Field.

After consecutive wins over
then-No. 22 New Hampshire and
then-No. 9 Boston University four

weeks ago. UMass went on to a

1-2 record in its next three games.

Like a seesaw, the Minutemen
bounced back with three straight

wins, beating then-No. 19 Temple
at home last Sunday in a 4-0
blowout at home.
However, after taking another

step forward to the top of the

A- 10 with a 2-0 win over Rhode
Island this past Wednesday,
UMass took two giant steps back
with two important conference
losses. The team is now 2-4 when
they are ranked nationally, and
6-0-1 when they are unranked.

Could this be a case of the team

being more comfortable with the

role of the hunter over the role of

the hunted?

Possibly, but Minuteman coach

Sam Koch saw these two losses as

a major step back for the team.

Koch feels the team needs to win

the rest of their games to be up for

postseason consideration.

"(Against GW) we scored the

first goal and fell back into too

much of a defensive mode," Koch
said. "We didn't play with the

intensity we needed to play with,

and we need to start to do a better

job with it. Soon.

this game was the goal, but the

hardest part of the weekend were

the losses. To the native of Seattle,

Wash., the Minutemen have to fin-

ish the season strong after two
tough losses: especially if they want

to go to the A-10's held this year

Turn to SOCCER, page 10

L7M drops two A- J matches
\

volleyball jail to .500 on season
By Brett Mauser
Collegian Correspondent

Villanova

Massachusetts 27

Villanova

Massachusetts 27

UMass junior |ake Brodsky fights for the ball with GW goalie Jamie Hadzima in Sunday's 2- 1 I.

This weekend, the Massachusetts

volleyball team made a change to

something that wasn't necessarily bro-

ken. A new shipment of short sleeve

shirts came in Friday afternoon, ready

to be worn for crucial matches against

Atlantic 10 rivals George Washington

and Fordham.

Well, if things ep as

you would expect, the

Minutewomen will be

sporting long sleeves

come this weekend.
UMass (9- 9. 4-4 in

the Atlantic 10)

dropped to the .500

mark on the year with

a 3-2 loss to Fordham Saturday night

and a 3-0 thrashing to the bands of

George Washington on Friday.

Against Fordham. the momentum
was in UMass' favor. The victory was

in their grasp and the Rams were on

their heels. Down 1 1-2 in the fourth

game and up two sets to one. UMass
evened the score up at II, behind

sophomore outside hitter Kari

Hogancamp and freshman setter

lennifer Drennan. not to mention a lit-

tle help from the opposition. But the

Minutewomen couldn't finish them

off, dropping the fourth game and
eventually the match to who coach

Bonnie Kenny dubs as "the most
improved team in the conference."

UMass was a perfect 4-0 against

the Rams coming into the weekend,

but Fordham fought back from a 2-1

deficit to defeat the Minutewomen
15-8.8-15. 13-15. 15-13. 15-7.

Sophomore middle blocker lill

Meyers collected 21 kills on the

night, hitting at a .351 clip, while

Hogancamp and senior outside hitter

Lesley Nolan each registered a dou-

ble- double in kills and digs

Outside hitter Michelle Paciorek

put herself in the record books in the

losing effort. Paciorek. the senior

from Sunderland, leapfrogged
Dionne Nash to become UMass'
all-time leader in block assists with

264. She also holds the career mark
lor total blocks (558) and block solos

(74).

"It was a great night for Michelle,

but other than that, there isn't much
to be happy about.'' Kenny said. "We
out killed them, out dug them, but

we had 42 errors to their 20 and
that'll kill you every time."

The Minutewomen hit a subpar
.146 on the evening, including a hor-

rendous .158 (three kills, six errors

on 19 total attacks) in the fifth and

deciding game. Fordham's blockers

were just too much, out blocking

UMass' 32-17 and frustrating them

along the way.

It was Massachusetts' first five set

loss this season, after being victorious

in their first three attempts. The last

3-2 UMass loss was on Nov. 9. 1996

when Temple defeated the

Minutewomen at the Cage.

Things were even
uglier on Friday night

when the

Minutewomen took on

the Colonials of George

Washington. Kenny
called the outside hit-

ting "atrocious" as

UMass hit .061 on the

night, on their way to a

15-12, 15-5, 1 5- 10 loss to GW.
Nolan led UMass with 14 kills (.130

pet) and nine digs. Hogancamp
chipped in with eight kills and 16 digs

in what was a GW rout from the

beginning. Sophomore outside hitter

Sarah Watters added 1 1 kills and
seven digs.

"This was our worst performance of

the year. There were no bright spots.

George Washington just beat us,"

Kenny said.

George Washington's blocking

stymied the UMass outside hitters all

night, knocking back a countless

amount of Minutewoman attacks.

UMass was outblocked 22-7 in the

match.

Meyers was among the frustrated.

collecting only six kills on 31 attacks,

amounting to a -.065 average.

"We wanted to work the right side

and the middle, but it turned out that

80 percent of our attacks went to the

left side into their strongest block."

Kenny said. "Their blocking frustrat-

ed us all night and we just can't

afford to have 34 hitting errors

against a team like George
Washington."

UMass became the epitome of .500

volleyball with the loss to Fordham.
Their overall record: 9-9 on the sea-

son. 4- 4 in the conference. 5-5 at

home, 2-2 on the road, and 2-2 at

neutral sitev

The Minutewomen return to action

when they travel to Philadelphia. Pa.

to take on Temple on Friday night.

The Owls currently reside at the top

of Atlantic 10 conference along with

Rhode Island with an unblemished
8-0 record.

After a match against LaSalle on
Saturday, the Minutewomen will

return home for a non-conference
battle against the Connecticut Lady
Huskies.
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"You don't know what
you got til ifs gone/'

Janet Jackson once
again experiments
with new sounds,
yet her innovation

isn't all that innov-

ative. Check out
our review (see

Arts & Living, page
6).

It takes some
Gutz to win

Senior |en

Gutzman and the

Minutewomen field

hockey team face

off against No. 8

Providence today at

Richard F. Carber
Field (see Sports,

page 1 4).

WORLD

Battle in Congo
grows violent

KINSHASA Congo (AP) — The battle

for the Republic of Congo's capital grew

more violent yesterday when a former

military leader launched renewed, con-

centrated attacks on Brazzaville's airport

and presidential palace, diplomats said.

Forces loyal to President Pascal

Lissouba managed to repel at least one

wave of attacks. The opposition militia

vowed to begin another offensive

against government positions and
appeared to be gaining ground in the

city, diplomats in Kinshasa said o n con-

ditioned anonymity.

In New York, U.N. Secretary-General

Kofi Annan asked the Security Council

yesterday to slap an arms embargo on

the Republic of Congo and send a mili-

tary team to nearby Gabon as a prelimi-

nary step toward a U.N. peacekeeping

force to halt the fighting.

But council action on both the

advance team and the peacekeeping

force hinged on U.S. approval. Council

diplomats said the Americans were
reluctant to commit to such a force, cit-

ing President Clinton's 1994 guidelines

to limit peacekeeping operations.

An opposition military official in the

Republic of Congo, speaking on condi-

tion of anonymity, said his forces had

taken control of the airport and the

palace, although diplomats insisted they

were still under Ussouba's control.

NATION

Private support for

the arts triples

WASHINGTON (AP) — Private giv-

ing to the arts has more than tripled

since 1965, but the number of opera

companies and theater companies has

increased at a much faster pace, and
the National Endowment for the Arts

reports that Americans' support for t

hetraditional arts is declining.

People who work in the arts are

partly to blame, the NEA says in a new
report. Actress |ane Alexander, who
has headed the agency for the last four

years, >aid she found a lack of long-

range planning for the arts around the

country.

Alexander had just won a battle in

Congress to keep the federal govern-

ment the biggest single dispenser of

money to writers and arts groups.

Congress has promised $98 million for

th e yearthat began Oct. 1 — down
from a peak of $1 76 million in 1 992.

Lee Kessler, head of the advocacy

group American Arts Alliance, said the

effect of that loss of seed money
remains to be seen. The number of

opera companies rose from 27 in 1965

to 120 in 1994, and theater compa-
nies grew from 56 to 425, the NEA
reports.

But money to support them has not

increased as fast. Private giving, adjust-

ed for inflation, rose from about $3 bil-

lion to about $10.24 billion in those

years, according to "Giving USA
1997," an annual survey of donations

to the arts and humanities that

showed an upturn in 1996 after a

three-year decline.
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Coffee talk Board of Higher Education votes

to ban alcohol from state schools
By Tamar Carroll

Collegian Staff

YVONNE YANG COLLEGIAN

Andrea Crimes, a junior sociology/ education major, enjoys a hot

drink and good conversation at Rao's Coffee Shop in Amherst.

The Massachusetts Board of Higher

Education voted yesterday to press a

ban on alcohol at

all 29 state col-

leges and univer-

sities in the

Commonwealth.

The Board
strongly suggested

in its vote that all

of the campuses
be made dry in an

effort to combat
underage drinking

and substance
abuse by students

in general.

"It is the policy

of the Board of

Higher Education

that no persons

shall give, sell,

deliver or have in

their possession

any alcoholic bev-

erage in any
building, including residence halls,

owned or operated by an institution

within the system of public higher edu-

cation." read the motion, which was

approved unanimously by the Board.

Violators of the policy, according to

the motion, would be subject to dis-

missal from the institution.

The Board's motion, however, does

allow for alcohol at specifically desig-

nated buildings, such as campus pubs.

or at specifically designated events, to

be determined by the Board of Trustees

of each campus.

The Board asked each school's Board

of Trustees, who would have to

approve of the ban before it could go

into effect, to vote on the policy by

Dec. 15.

Brian O'Connor, the Facult) Senate

delegate to the Amherst campus' Board

of Trustees, said that the trustees will

consider the impact of a ban on the

town of Amherst before taking their

vote on the proposal at their December
meeting.

"They will obviously study the

impact, espe-

cially on the

town of

Amherst,"
O'Connor
said. "They
will consult

with the

Chancellor,

and hopefully

some sort of

compromise
may be

worked out."

O'Connor,

who said he

felt the ban

was not a

solution to

drinking
problems but

rather "the

easy way
out." said

that Chancellor David K. Scott may
have an influence on the trustees' opin-

ion. ^_^_^_
Scott, who was

hospitalized this

week with a deep
inner ear infection

while on vacation in

Michigan, but is

expected to return

to campus later this

week, voiced his

opposition to a ban

at the Amherst
campus at the last

Faculty Senate e^BBBBBMBBB
meeting, held on Oct. 9.

At the Senate meeting, Scott argued

that prohibiting alcohol on campus
would only lead to students drinking in

town.

"I do not believe that is the best solu-

COURTESY UNIVERSITY Of MASSACHUSETTS

Chancellor David K. Scott

tion for this campus," Scott said. "It

will just push drinking into town."

Scott reiterated this message in a

series of comments released from the

I Mass News Office yesterday.

"Today's vote by the state Board of

Higher Education to ban alcohol com-

pletely from campuses is one approach,

and one that gets everyone's attention.

But. it's not a simple fix," Scott said.

"We are concerned with a complete

ban since it may push students to drink

in surrounding towns, and cause more
problems for the town."

Scott also touched upon the difficul-

ty on enforcing a total ban on campus.

"\W don't want to have policies that

we may not have the resources to

enforce." Scott said.

SGA reacts to proposed ban

l.ia Wong, president of the Student

Government Association (SCA), has

placed a referendum question. "Should

the entire University campus be alcohol

free?" on the ballot for the Oct. 22
election.

Wong said she hopes that this refer-

endum question will show the Board of

Trustees how the student body feels

about making UMass-Amherst a dry

^^^________ campus.

"I do not believe

that is the best solu-

tion for this campus,

"

Scott said. "It will just

push drinking into

town.

"

Chancellor David Scott

It is really

important that the

Board of Trustees

understand the

view of the cam-
pus as a whole."

Wong said.

Wong also said

that she is person-

ally opposed to a

ban.

"There is noth-
^^^^""^™ ing wrong with

Scott putting a ban on tailgating... but

it is a big leap to making the campus
dry." Wong said.

Frankie |. Mozell, SGA chief of staff,

Tum to ALCOHOL, page 2

CCBMCC commemorates third anniversary of historic march
By Gregory H. Casimir

Collegian Staff

On Thursday, the Collegiate

Committee of Black Males for

Community Consciousness (CCBM-
CC). in conjunction with the

Malcolm X Cultural Center, has

planned a day ol absence to com-
memorate the third year anniversary

of the historical Million Man March.

The first Million Man March took

place in Washington D.C., and many
black males from UMass embarked
on the journey to be a part of that

historical event. The impact of that

memory was so powerful that two
years later it has prompted the black

men of UMass to re enact that his-

torical moment here on campus.

lunior Areaya Abebe. a economics

and finance major, expressed what

this day means to him.

"For me. this day is a time where

black males can take a day off from

all the rhetoric and hectic nonsense

that clutters their minds with stress.

It allows them to take time and
reflect upon their roles as black men
in society and in college life, and
learn about history and themselves."

\bebe said.

The day will be an absence from all

classes and work. The day's com-
memoration will begin roughly at

8: 1 5 a.m. in the Malcolm X Cultural

Center. There will be a welcoming
address given by lames Callahan, a

doctoral student and the head of the

CCBMCC. and the Assistant

Vice-Chancellor Rick Townes. This

will be followed by a series of work-

shops, discussions, and presentations

following the theme of

"Understanding our past and plan-

ning for the future.''

Next on the day's agenda will be a

film series. Fifteen minute excerpts

from provocative black documen-
taries will be shown. These film- will

include: l:\es on the Prize. Slavery in

the Stutt's, Martin Luther King's

March on Washington. Make It Plain

— a film about Malcolm X. footage

on the Million Man March, and Civil

War — a story about the black 54th

Regiment. Alter the conclusion of the

films, an hour and a half lunch break

will follow.

The day's activities will then con-

tinue with lectures from two of

UMass' well known Afro-American

Studies professors. Prof, lohn Bracey

and Prof. Bill Strickland. Professor

Bracey'i lecture will be about
"Understanding Affirmative Action"

and Prof. Strickland will discuss

"Politics In Our Mist."

The spiritual aspect of the com-
memoration will take place later that

day. At around 7 p.m.. an important

candlelight vigil will be held. Called

"Hands Around the Pond." this act

will celebrate the embodiment of the

spirit of the Million Man March —
reconciliation, atonement and

responsibility. Candles will be given

out and there will be a procession

from the Malcolm X Cultural Center

to the campus pond.

Ronn\ Thorpe, an Afro-American

Studies major, spoke about why he

will participate in the vigil.

"I'll be there to shine for those who

couldn't make so their light can still

shine." Thorpe said.

A large number of people from not

only UMass. but the Five College

Area are expected to show up and

participate as well.

The day will be concluded with a

dinner on the Metawampee Lawn.

Senior Kola Olasunde commented

on the meaning of the entire day, say-

ing "Oct. 16 is much more than a day

of absence: it is a day of atonement,

reconciliation, and responsibility. It is

a time that we need to reflect, refine,

reinitiate, and renew . 1 cannot do jus-

tice to the importance of this day. so

I will give an excerpt from the

Million Man March statement: "... we
must honor our past, willing engage

our present, and self-consciously

plan for and welcome our future.'"

Author Erik Marcus tells

benefits of vegetarian diet

& the risk of eating meat
By Julie Siegol

Collegian Staff

Eating meat and dairy products in

this day and age can be hazardous to

your health and can lead to heart

disease, cancel and Increased bod)
weight, said author Erik Marcus last

night.

Marcus presented those points,

among others, from his book.
Vegan: The Vh Ethia of Eating, in

a speech sponsored bj the Animal
Rights Coalition at 8 p.m. in room
162. Campus Center.

Marcus became vegetarian 10

years ago in college, ha said, alter

watching cows being slaughtered in

the mo\ic faces ot Death.

"I looked into the calf's eves as it

was being slaughtered." Marcus
said. "At the time. I ate so much
meat that it really hit me. All of a

sudden a veil was lifted."

Since then, Marcus said he has

been comparing eating meat versus

eating vegetarian and has found that

meat eater- sustain twice as many
problems with heart disease than do
vegetarians.

The American Cancer Society aba
s;i\s vegans have 50 percent fewer

problems with fatal cancer than
non-vegans, according to Marcus.

After studying the effects of mad
cow disease in England. Marcus
found the disease stems from ren-

dering houses, or places where
unused animal pans art grinded.

heated at high temperatures and
knocked out with acid before being

fed hack to cms-
Rendering appeared sale at In-t

because it killed infections and
viruses. Marcus said, but the British

government soon found that preons.

the main killers in mad cow disease,

Survived rendering and were passed

onto other cows who ate the "pro-

tein concentrates.

"

"A non-vegetarian In Britain has

eaten over 70 servings from infected

animals." Marcus said. "But it takes

one quarter to one fifth of an ani-

mal's life for preons to spread in the

bod) and eventually cause death."

That means, if an average person

lives 80 years, the disease can live in

humans lor approximately 20 years

before showing symptoms of halluci-

nations and hysteria.

"Preon diseases are probably
worse than AIDS, more gory than

AIDS." Marcus said.

Mad cow disease is not just a

problem in England though, Marcus
said. The United States continue to

render cows and have no laws pro-

tecting people against the procedure.

"If we continue to eat beef and
then |mad cow diseasel comes out,

many of us could have already eaten

infected beef,* Marcus said.

He also explained the stereotype

that the old-fashioned farm with the

little red barn has become extinct

and replaced with factory farms.

These farms crowd animals into

such small spaces they can't move or

exercise and thus are forced to gain

weight before being slaughtered for

human consumption.

Although Marcus is mainly con-

cerned with the ethical issue of vege-

Turn to VEGETARIAN, page 2

KEN MC DONALD/COLIECIAN

Saving the world one person at a time...

Melanie Undem, the Masspirg Campus Organizer, discusses President Clinton's opinion on the issue of

global warming with, junior Lindsay Mc Cabe, yesterday outside the Student Union.
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vegetarian
continued from page 1

tarianism, he also addressed the

health as(x

Over the years, Americans
have continually increased their

weight, causing health risks like

heart disease and cancer,

according to Marcus.

"It's getting out of hand." he

said. "Americans weigh more
now than they ever have,

increasing their body weight 10

percent over the last 10 years."

Marcus said the reason for

the increase is due to television

and other forms of media
advising people to include meat

and dairy products into their

diets.

"Somehow, people think a

meal is not complete without

[animal-based foods],* Marcus

said. "However, the reality is

that if you base your diet on

animal foods, it's hard to main-

tain a healthy body weight."

Marcus urges people who are

concerned with improving their

health and saving animals' lives

to switch to a vegetarian diet.

"If you're inspired to improve

your health, protect animals

and bring your weight to where

you want it to be." Marcus said,

"than [vegetarianism is) really

worth it."

Rampant disease in Chinese

blood bank infects thousands
By Elaine Kurtenbach
Associated Press

BEIIING — A blood bank in cen-

tral China was so poorly run that

more than 10,000 people who
donated blood there contracted the

sometimes deadly hepatitis C virus,

a health official said yesterday.

Health officials investigated the

blood bank after discovering that

"blood merchants" were taking poor

villagers in groups to sell their

blood there, said Xu Peilin, a for-

mer health director in eastern
Zhejiang province.

The disclosure underscored con-

cern that blood and blood products

in China remain tainted despite

stricter laws and efforts to improve
supervision of the blood supply.

Zhejiang health officials investi-

gated the blood bank in the city of

Dantu, in neighboring Jiangsu

province, after discovering dozens

of Zhejiang villagers had contracted

hepatitis C after donating blood
there, Xu said.

They found that, because of
unsterilized equipment, more than

10,000 people had contracted
hepatitis C after donating blood in

Dantu. It concluded the blood bank
was not screening donors: tests of

92 donors found 86 were infected

with hepatitis C. a blood-borne
virus that can cause chronic liver

disease and sometimes death. One
infected donor had given blood 27

times in one month; another had
given blood 19 days out of 23.

The findings were contained in a

report obtained by The Associated

Press. It was dated lune 24 and had

apparently not been previously pub-

lished.

The blood bank in Dantu has

since been closed, according to offi-

cials at a nearby hospital. But it was

unclear if any action was taken

against officials responsible for

policing the blood supply.

Spokesmen for the Jiangsu and

Zhejiang provincial governments

and their health departments
declined comment, saying they

knew nothing about the report.

Earlier this year, China issued

regulations imposing severe penal-

ties on those who violates laws

intended to curb the spread of

infectious diseases such as hepatitis

and the AIDS virus. The discovery

in April of AIDS antibodies in a

commonly used Chinese blood
product heightened fears the disease

was spreading through blood sup-

plies.

Iran accuses United States of spying;

tensions rising in the Gulf after raids
By Afshin Valinejod

Associated Press

TEHRAN. Iran — Iran accused the United States yester-

day of spying on Iranian military maneuvers, warning it to

withdraw a destroyer and a reconnaissance plane from the

area. The Navy denied the charge, saying the ship never

even left port.

Senior Iranian naval officers, speaking on condition of

anonymity, said that after the warnings, the USS Kinkaid

and an S-3 reconnaissance plane pulled back from the site

of the war games. However, a spokesman for the Navy's

5th Fleet, headquartered on the Gulf island of Bahrain, said

he had "no indication that either incident occurred."

"The Kinkaid has been in port in Bahrain since Monday
afternoon," Cmdr. Gordon Hume said.

The Kinkaid is part of a seven-ship battle group that

arrived in the Persian Gulf on Sunday. The S-3 is one of 75

aircraft operating from the USS Nimitz. the aircraft carrier

that leads the battle group.

Tensions in the region escalated after Iran's Sept. 29 air

raids on two Iranian opposition bases inside Iraq. The raids

violated a "no-fly" zone patrolled by the United States and

its allies. For its part. Iraq sent two fighters in pursuit, also

violating the zone.

In response, Washington ordered the Nimitz to skip a

port call in Singapore and speed to the Persian Gulf two
weeks ahead of schedule.

Procter & Gamble
Career Information Session
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As the global leader in the Consumer Product industry,

P&G sells over 300 brands in over 140 countries.

Students from ALL MAJORS

We offer starting FULL-TIME and SUMMER CO-OP positions in

CUSTOMER BUISNESS DEVELOPMENT
in major marketing areas throughout the United States.

We're ONLY coming to UMass in the Fall, so don't miss this opportunity

to learn more about how you can be part of our leadership team.

TWO LOCA TIONS, TWO TIMES - REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED!

Thursday 10/16/97
Time: 7:30-^00 pm

Where: SOM
Faculty Lounge 3rd floor t

Thursday 10/16/97

Tune: 4-6pm
Where: Campus Center

Room 809-609
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Campus Police Log
Accident — Leaving the Scene

Oct. 10

A vehicle parked on |ohn Adams
Road was struck by an unknown
vehicle.

Accident — Property Damage
Oct. 10

A minor two vehicle accident

occurred on University Drive.

Animal Complaint

Oct. 12

A large moose was reported
moving in the direction of the soc-

cer fields on Mullins Way where a

game was in progress. UMass and
Hadley police were on the scene to

help with traffic and pedestrian

safety. Environmental police and
State police responded to assist

with traffic. All units were cleared

at 5:30 p.m. after animal left the

scene.

Annoying Behavior

Oct. 9

Individuals were inside of con-

struction area on Hicks Way.

Oct. 10

Individuals were reported throw-

ing furniture from the 3rd floor of

Brooks Residence Hall.

An individual was yelling from

lohn Adams Residence Hall.

An individual was throwing
rocks at windows in Prince

Residence Hall.

A dispute between vehicle opera-

tors occurred on Infirmary Way.

Oct ll

An unwanted guest was removed

from Webster Residence Hall.

Oct. n
Reports were made about erratic

driving by a motorist on Infirmary

Way.
An offensive note was left on the

Cluster office door in Baker

Residence Hall.

Disturbance

Oct. 10

A fight between individuals was

reported from Kennedy Residence

Hall.

Oct. 1

1

A large fight was reported out-

side of Gorman Residence Hall.

Health/Safety Hazard

Oct. II

Water was leaking through ceil-

ing in the Morrill Science Center.

Larceny

Oct. 9

A telephone was stolen from a

Machmer Hall office. Estimated

value $250.

Oct. 10

A bicycle was reported stolen

from Knowlton Residence Hall.

Oct. 11

was stolen from an
room in Coolidge

A VCR
unlocked
Residence Hall

A case containing CD's was
reported stolen from lohnson

Residence Hall.

An individual reported his com-

puter stolen from Coolidge

Residence Hall.

Vandalism

Oct. 9

A window was broken in the

French Hall Greenhouse.

A swastika was carved into a res-

ident's door in Lewis Residence

Hall. It was removed by housing.

Individuals were reported break-

ing bathroom windows in Cance

Residence Hall.

Oct 10

A vehicle in parking lot 22 on

University Drive was damaged.

Oct. 1

1

Fire extinguishers were thrown

through the windows at Worcester

Dining Common.
Oct. 12

Trash was dumped on top of

State vehicle on Massachusetts

Avenue.

A rear view mirror was broken

on a vehicle parked in parking lot

21 on University Drive.

Oct. fl

Racial graffiti .va:. found in ele-

vator of McNamara Residence Hall.
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Yesterday, an Iranian naval commander said the Nimitz

"would have no major impact on the region."

"It serves only as a psychological threat by the Americans

to justify their illegitimate presence here," Adm. Ali Akbar

Ahmadain, the navy commander of Iran's Revolutionary

Guards, said in remarks carried by Iran's Islamic Republic

News Agency. Iran is not seeking a confrontation with the

United States, but will strike back if attacked, he said.

The Iranian exercises cover a 15,000-square-mile area

and involve more than 100 vessels. The U.S. Navy has 15

ships in the region.

Neither Iran nor the Navy has given precise locations for

their warships, and it is not known how far their ships are

from one another.

But Pentagon spokesman Kenneth Bacon suggested a

confrontation was unlikely.

"The exercises were planned long before the Nimitz went

into the Gulf, and they have — the best we can tell — pro-

ceeded according to plan," Bacon said.

"We don't see any signs now that Iraq is trying to take. .

.

provocative action or is trying to confront us in any way,"

he said, speaking in Washington.

On Monday, a Tehran newspaper warned that an acci-

dental collision in the Gulf could spark a confrontation

between the two countries.

"Iranian naval exercises are covering a wide area in the

Persian Gtilf where the U.S. spy ships are crowding the

waterway and increasing the risk of collisions.

,i la

continued from page 1

said he also opposed a ban, and wondered how a ban would

be enforced.

"How will this be enforced? What's going to happen if a

student drinks in his room?" Mozell asked. "How could a

I
resident assistant) do that to an other students?"

Elly Court, the SGA delegate to the Board of Higher

Education, said she thought the effect of the Board's vote

would cause the campuses' Boards of Trustees to reconsider

their individual alcohol policies than to actually make all the

campuses in the state dry.

"I support this motion because 1 think it is necessary that

individual campuses re-evaluate their alcohol policies,"

Court said. "I do not support alcohol bans on any campus."

Students feel ban won't change behavior

Many UMass students said they opposed a ban on alcohol

and feel that ultimately, students will continue to drink, both

on campus and off, regardless of policy passed by the

University.

"It is completely ridiculous," said Ernie Balabanis, a junior

sports management major. "People are going to find ways to

drink. It will just drive everything underground."

Ryan Bell, a junior sociology major, agreed with Balabanis.

"They'll just drink more hard alcohol, because it is easier

to smuggle," Bell said.
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science, we invite you to take a closer look at Rizzo Associates. Twice recognized by Inc. 500 as

one of America's fastest growing companies, our firm strives for excellence and employs top profes-

sionals in the following technical areas:

• Transportation
Engineering

• Civil/Site Engineering

• CAD Drafting

• Environmental
Assessment

• Hydrology
• Geology
• Environmental Science

• Environmental
Compliance/Auditing

Our Core Values.

Honesty.

Openness.

Responsiveness.

Involvement.

Our Purpose.

Our Goal.

Visit our website at www £& com

These are the timeless guiding principles that define who we are and how we
are bound together.

We are honest, decent and principled: with each other, with our clients, with

our competitors. We cannot envision any other way of doing business.

We manage our company in an open and participatory manner. We are open

to ideas. We are open to change.

We are a service-oriented business. This fact permeates our being and is a key

factor in our professional success.

We care deeply about the work we do and the society in which we do it.

We are leaders and active participants in our profession, our community, and
our company.

As employee-owners, our purpose is to create professional and personal

opportunities for all members of our organization. As a corporation, our

purpose is to use our strengths and our knowledge in the support of our

clients' endeavors.

We aspire to be a $100 million global company by the year 2008 - our 25th

anniversary. We know attainment of this goal will require that we take risks,

and sacrifices will be likely be made. But, we believe the rewards are worth

it, we want to do it, and we are not afraid to try.

If you are unable to attend the career fair, please send your resume and cover letter

to. Rizzo Aaocutes, Inc., Human Resources Manager, 235 West Central Street,

Natkk, MA 01760. fax: (508) 651-3401. E-mail: HR0rizzo.com.

We are committed to diversity and are an EEO employer.

Rizzo Associates, Inc

An EMPLortt-OtNED Comtanv

Netanyahu backs Orthodox

control of religious affairs

By Karin Laub
Associated Press

JERUSALEM — In a step likely to

anger American lews. Prime Minister

Benjamin Netanyahu agreed yester-

day to back legislation that will solid-

ify Orthodox control over religious

affairs in Israel and block recognition

of Reform and Conservative ludaism.

Orthodox lawmakers said if

Netanyahu goes back on his word, as

he has done before, they will topple

his government before the year is

out.

The proposed legislation would
alienate American lews, including

some of Netanyahu's most powerful

supporters. More than 90 percent of

U.S. Jews belong to non-Orthodox
streams of Judaism, compared to less

than 1 percent of Jews in Israel.

The move "will be seen by

American Jews as delegitimizing

their Jewish identity." said Rabbi Uri

Regev, head of the Reform move-
ment in Israel.

Since Israel was founded, the

Orthodox have had a monopoly over

official religious affairs. Only
Orthodox rabbis sit on local religious

councils, which provide various reli-

gious services, perform marriages

and conversions and grant divorces.

The Reform movement in Israel

has tried to challenge the Orthodox

monopoly in court, while the

Orthodox have pushed the govern-

ment to pass legislation that would

formally deprive the other streams of

recognition.

In June 1996, Netanyahu promised

the Orthodox that his government
would pass legislation affirming that

only Orthodox rabbis can perform

conversions in Israel. Reform and
Conservative conversions performed

abroad are recognized in Israel.

But in an attempt to avoid a show-

down with American lews,

Netanyahu got the bill put on hold

while a committee headed by

Finance Minister Yaakov Neeman,
an Orthodox Jew, sought a compro-

mise.

Orthodox rabbis were alarmed

Monday when leaks from the com-

mittee suggested that Neeman would

propose setting up a conversion insti-

tute with representatives from all

three streams. Orthodox parties are

also troubled by a Supreme Court

case on whether Reform and
Conservative representatives can sit

on religious councils. The court rul-

ing Oct. 29 is expected to be against

them.

So six Orthodox legislators from

three parties told Netanyahu they

would topple his government unless

he got the conversion bill and legisla-

tion to maintain Orthodox domi-

nance in religious councils passed by

November.

KEN MC DONALD/ COUEGIAN

The world don't move to the beat of just one drum
Matt Pagnotta, a junior music education major, follows the instruction of Dr. Peter Tanner as the University Percussion Ensemble prepares for a

Nov. 1 3 concert.

Group challenges race-based

admissions at UMichigan

Blair jeered at after handshake with Adams
By Jim Suhr
Associated Press

BELFAST, Northern Ireland (AP) — Enraged

Protestants jeered and jostled Prime Minister Tony

Blair after he shook hands Monday with Sinn Fein

president Gerry Adams. It was the first meeting in

76 years between a British leader and the IRA's

allies.

Blair looked flustered when 100 Protestants

mobbed him in a Belfast neighborhood, yelling.

"Traitor!" and "Your hands are covered in blood!"

The protest erupted after Blair met with Adams

and leaders of seven other parties involved in

Northern Ireland peace talks at Stormont, Britain's

administrative headquarters in Belfast.

"1 treated Gerry Adams and the members of Sinn

Fein in the same way that I treat any human being."

Blair said when reporters asked him if he had shaken

.hands — a politically charged gesture that many of

[Northern Ireland's Protestants and Britain's

Conservatives had urged the Labor Party leader not

to make.

"We cah either <?arTy-'on-'w1tn-me~
,
TlatT6craricr-

despair and the killings, treating people as if they

were not parts of humanity, or we can try and settle

our differences by negotiation, discussion and

debate," Blair said.

Blair's aides later confirmed that the prime minis-

ter had extended his hand to Adams and the rest of

the Sinn Fein delegation before their 15-minute M>-

sion. from which cameras were banned. It was the

fits) meeting between a British prime minister and a

Sinn Fein leader since David Lloyd George met

Michael Collins in 1921 when they signed the treat)

granting independence to the overwhelmingly

Catholic Republic of Ireland.

The pact let six Protestant-dominated counties in

the north remain under British rule, which the IRA

has sought to end with a bomb-and-bullet campaign.

Britain allowed Sinn Fein into ongoing Northern

Jj«Jaa4j)«ace talks alter the Irish Republican Army

called a cease-fire in luly. Blair says Adams will be

ejected if IRA violence resum

Monday'! handshake infuriated main Protestants

elf aM BMaUSe oflne publicity it brought

Sinn Fein.

Demonstrators donned rubber gloves and waved

their hands at Blair, taunting him when he went to a

predominant!) Protestant district to meet a politician

from a hard-line party, the Democratic Unionists,

which is boycotting the talks.

As the crowd began to press in on Blair, body-

guards hurried hfan inside a bank. About 50 police

formed a ring around him when he reemerged for a

quick escape in a waiting limousine, which sped off

in a motorcade with police sirens wailing.

"We have no faith in a man who talks to murder-

ers." said Pauline Gilmore, one of the protesters.

Adams said Blair listened intently to Sinn Fein

demands for the end of British rule and the unifica-

tion of the province with the Irish Republic.

I -aid to him we want him to be the last British

prime minister with jurisdiction in Ireland," Adams

told reporters David Trimble, leader of the largest

pro-British Protestant party, the Ulster Unionists,

said Blair had reassured him that any agreement

would be put to a vote in Northern Ireland, where

Protestants are in a majority.

DETROIT — The organization

whose lawsuit ended affirmative

action at the University of Texas

went after the University of

Michigan on yesterday, challenging

policies that helped the school

double its minority enrollment in

just 10 years.

The Center for Individual Rights

filed a class-action lawsuit in fed-

eral court on behalf of two white

students denied admission to the

highly competitive university at its

Ann Arbor campus.

The lawsuit claims the universi-

ty's affirmative action policies dis-

criminate against qualified whites

in favor of unqualified blacks and

Hispanics.

"This lawsuit should serve notice

on college presidents everywhere

that they will be held individually-

liable under federal civil rights

laws if they do not act now to

bring their admissions policies into

compliance with the law," said

center President Michael
McDonald.

Michigan, one of the most selec-

tive public universities in the coun-

try, has boosted its minority enroll-

ment over the past decade to about

25 percent of the 36,000 students

at its flagship Ann Arbor campus
through an aggressive diversity

policy.

It said it would not back down.

"For almost 200 years, public-

universities have unlocked the

doors to social and economic
opportunity to students from many
different backgrounds," university

President Lee Bollinger said.

"We believe it is absolutely

essential that they continue to do
so."

The Washington-based advocacy

,
group filed a lawsuit ihat led to a

federal appeals court ruling strik-

ing down affirmative action at the

University of Texas Law School.

The U.S. Supreme Court let the

ruling stand last year.
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Working girl

Today is the School of Management Career Fair

Day.

As an SOM major, things like this alternately

excite and freak me out.

Anyone who is on the prowl for a job knows this

feeling. It's almost like the first day of school: will the

teacher like me? Will I have any friends? Who will I

sit with at lunch?

Except this time we're talking about the rest of our

lives here. Someone very helpfully pointed out to me
over the weekend that the job I pick now (provided 1

find a job) will direct me from
now until 1 retire. ^l^^—^^^—B

Scary thought. ^Seerm^»an
What if you pick the wrong ^^^^^^^^^^^^

job? If you've ever scanned the Boston Globe's help

wanted section, you know that in order to get one
job, you've had to have done something similar to it

in a previous career life. And you can't have done it

for any less than three to five years if you even want
the company to look at you.

So basically, if you make the wrong choices now,
you're pretty much stuck with your mistake for the

rest of forever.

But before you can make the mistake of your life,

first you need to make an impression on someone
who can help you make that mistake.

In order to make that impression, you've got to

have a resume. Resumes are evil things. Anyone who
has ever tried to write one knows this. Part of the rea-

son is because everyone has their own ideas about
what works in a resume and what doesn't.

Most people agree you shouldn't put your prison

record on a resume (but I'm sure you could find

someone who would advocate disclosing that infor-

mation right away), but nobody can agree about
whether your GPA ought to go on the damn thing or

not.

At this point I'm going to jump on the bandwagon
and add my two cents about resumes: do your own
thing, lust remember to bullet.

After the resume is nicely printed on 100 percent

cotton or linen paper, you now need to write a cover

letter.

Cover letters aren't quite as obnoxious as a resume,

but they are right in the same stratosphere.

The problem with cover letters comes from the

idea that you have to sell yourself in one page or less.

Most people are modest about their accomplishments

and tend to downplay their achievements. An exam-
ple would be: "I recently won the Nobel Peace Prize

for trying to ban land mines in my free time. But

working for your company would mean more to me
than the Prize ever would."

And you have to close this cover letter asking for

the nameless Sir/Madam to call you for an interview.

Most of the time, whoever is reading your cover letter

won't give you the time of day — mostly because

they've got a job and you don't.

But just suppose you are one of
^^•^^^™ the lucky few who actually lands an
^jjtirkar^^ interview.^^^^^^^^m Now the question comes up:

what do you wear?
There's more agreement here than when it comes

to writing a resume. Most would agree that a suit

would be appropriate — jeans and a torn sweater

wouldn't be. But a suit has to be very specific. A lime

green suit (which incidentally is surprisingly popular

these days) wouldn't be cool for an interview — even

if it looks great with your purple hair.

A good rule of thumb: something black and boring-

ly conservative. Think the Republican party and
you'll be just line.

Now that you have an interview, you actually have

to talk. Before, when you were doing all that writing,

you didn't really have to write anything. You could

have had your best friend or the dog write it and the

company wouldn't be the wiser.

But now you actually have to open your mouth and
speak. Coherence and confidence are key here and
good answers to tough questions are always helpful.

For example, don't be too honest when you answer
the dreaded. "Why do you want this job?" Chances
are the truthful reply. "So I can pay oil the $35,000 I

owe in loans" won't work so well. It's here where you
make your mark, so try to be so intelligent and cre-

ative and subservient.

For example, try something like. "Your company
offers plenty of opportunity for growth and that's

important to someone with my goals."

But the one thing to keep in mind during a job

hunt: be yourself. Trying to be someone else might
get you a job. but it certainly won't help you keep
one.

Seema Gangatirkar is a Collegian columnist.
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Taking a byte out of cyberspace

An Arts/Living piece that appeared a couple

of weeks ago in the Boston Globe really

caught my attention. It wasn't the usual

banter about the celebrity of the minute or. AI
Gore's sexual indiscretions. It was about clothes,

actually.

Now, I admit that I'm not much of a fashion

buff. A good part of my wardrobe comes from the

Garment District, that venerable Cambridge mecca
for consumers of used clothing. ^———

—

I find articles about the latest

trend in overpriced women's
wear annoying, and I generally

don't read them. This one was
different, however. It was about

the clothes we will all wear in

the future.

Yes, folks, we are talking

about "cyberwear," the

inevitable melding of fabric and
microprocessor. Forget about
Levi's and Fruit of the Loom.
Pretty soon all of our clothes are

going to be made by IBM.
The inventor of these techni-

cal marvels, and the focus of the

article, is one Steve Mann, the

recent recipient of a Ph.D. from the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology. To borrow a phrase from
Mike Barnicle. this guy is obviously a total

whack-job. At his interview he was wearing a com-
puter screen in his eyeglasses, heat and respiration

sensors in his tank top, a pace monitor in his shoes,

a miniature keyboard in his pocket, a hard drive in

a pouch by his waist and an entire ham radio in his

underwear.

But wait, it gets better. When the thermostat in

his apartment broke, instead of calling an electri-

cian, he simply rigged up the heat sensors to his

skivvies. Now anyone dumb enough to visit this

guy can instantly know the temperature of Mr.
Mann's privates.

Why, might you ask. is this person driven to fes-

toon himself with electronics? According to Mann.
although the equipment is a tad lumpy and uncom-
fortable, it is a small price to pay for the "increased

safety and freedom and improved quality of life" it

allows. Improved quality of life? Carrying around a

/// sound a tad hys-

terical on the subject,

it is because I believe

that "cyberwear" is

just a symptom of a

larger societal disease

Computeri

Obsessionitis.

Jason Davis

ham radio in your underwear?

If 1 sound a tad hysterical on the subject, it is

because I believe that "cyberwear" is just a symp-
tom of a larger societal disease Computer)
Obsessionitis. It seems that our culture has fallen

hook, line and sinker for the computer industry'!

propaganda that insists their product single- hand-

edly pulled us out of the dark ages.

Take a look at our school. The bulk of the recent—aBtMHBHaM monetary grant to the library is

devoted to putting computer
workstations on every floor.

Apparently this is to save HI

the trouble of taking the eleva-

tor when we want to look
something up. That's fine, but

this is at a University which
says it cannot afford to pay for

financial aid or childcare.

The computer craze does
not stop there. 1 know that

many of you were bullied into

purchasing a perfectlv useless

CD- ROM which was
shrink-wrapped to the intro-

ductory chemistry textbook. I

wonder if the person who
thought that one up realized that most of us don't

have access to a CD- ROM drive. Maybe they

thought we would have excess ca^h because our
textbooks are so cheap.

Kidding aside. I realize that computer technolo-

gy is not foisted upon us by profit-lusting megacor-

porations without some compliance on our part.

People would not buy computers if they weren't

useful — and they are — especially for things like

word processing and e-mail. The trouble starts

when we equate "progress" with more and better

computers

Maybe it steins from a lack of imagination, but it

seems that as a soviet), we have done just that. We
look forward to the era of "virtual schools" where
students will be linked to each other via Internet,

board meetings that are conducted on the Web and
highways that "drive" cars themselves.

The headlong rush into cyberspace is the dead
opposite of what should be going on right now. We
are already dangerously cut off from the real world

through violent and escapist movies, manipulating

advertisements and entertainment masquerading as

television news.

The artificial nature of modern communications
gives us the impression that we are separate from/
the world around us. For too many people, visiting

a national park is akin to taking a trip to an alien

planet. Our imposed isolation from nature and
humanity can only lead to a loss of respect for life

itself.

Steve Mann eagerly anticipates a time when, in

his words. "We'll feel naked, confused and lost

without a computer screen hovering in front of our
eyes to guide us." Let's do all we can to make sure

that day never arrives.

lason Davis is a UMass student.

October is National Breast
Cancer Awareness Month

\{ you are interested in writing on the topic of breast

I JbajMeJf JtdtMe EifiiqliaJLpage, please contact us at

545-1491.
Or better yet, submit a piece. Editorial should be

between 500-700 words long, either typed or submit-
ted in plain-text format on a PC disk. They can also be
submitted via email to: letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu
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Trash removal
everyone's responsi-

bility

To the Fditor:

1 read, with particular interest,

your Oct. 9 article on classrooms.

You did a great job presenting the

concerns. Everyone in the Physical

Plant Custodial Services Department

can identify with the problems you so

ably discussed.

We are committed to a program to

bring the classrooms back up to an

acceptable condition. During the past

two summers, we have restored 37

classrooms and three auditoria.

Additionally, over eight classrooms

have been updated with the best

available technology. Mahar
Auditorium is the primary example of

this work. The administration has

also allocated additional budget
resources this year for classroom
cleaning.

But, we'll never have enough peo-

ple to pick up after each class in

every classroom every day. To pro-

vide a clean, well-maintained place

for all to use. we need the coopera-

tion of the entire University commu-
nity. The custodians begin cleaning

the classrooms at 5 a.m.. and are still

working on them at I a.m. the next

morning.

However, there is no substitute for

picking up after ourselves whether in

a classroom or anywhere around the

campus, for that matter. For me. it is

a simple matter of respect for each

other, by not leaving a mess for

someone else to clean up. This
approach also requires all of us to

take the responsibility to remind (he

careless people that it is their fellow

students they are [affecting].

I commend the Collegian for pre-

senting this issue in a clear, compre-
hensive way. The dialogue this article

will develop can do nothing but pro-

mote an improvement on our cam-
pus. The Physical Plant Division's

Custodial, Grounds and Building
Maintenance Departments are com-
mitted to providing the cleanest,
safest and best maintained environ-

ment that resources allow.

Earl Smith
Director. Phvsieal Plant
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Jewish Affairs
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Jewish singing group forms close friendship
By Morgan Tobor
Collegian Correjpondent

Kolot, in Hebrew means "voices."

To 12 University of Massachusetts
students, it means the University's
own Jewish a cappella group.

The group's members say Kolot is

more than just an ordinary singing
group, they feel that it gives them a

sense of family. The relations go
beyond coming together to create
music and extends to true friendship.

"There are moments where we are

singing, we are no longer separate peo-

ple, separate voices but we all become
one," said sophomore Aaron Philmus,

a natural resource studies major.

Kolot is completely student run. It

was founded two years ago by Louisa

Shein and Ovi Wolf with the help of
Louisa Writiam, a lewish community
member in Amherst.

This student-run group is affiliated

with the Hillel House. For those inter-

ested, under the ludaic Studies major,

Kolot is offered as a one credit course.

However, members need to audition

at the beginning of each semester in

order to be a member of the a cappella

group you must audition.

Kolot performs several times

throughout the semester and at least

once a month. Their practices, held

once a week for two hours on Monday
nights, take place in the downstairs

lounge of the Hillel House.

The songs are in Hebrew, Yiddish

and English. They have both religious

and non-religious connotations. The
actual songs are a variety of different a

cappella and chorale tunes, some-
times even the occasional show tune.

The members of the group include:

laimie Barrows, Stacey Burdick, Sarah

Danzig, Josh Funk, Ivana Kurian, |ulie

Levine, Daniel Schwartz, Amanda
Seigal and Michelle Veyvoda.

Kolot 's next performance will be on
Friday, Oct. 24 at 7 p.m. during
Friday night serx'ices at the Hillel

House.

Kulot rehearses in the Hillel House
of the 12 members present are: Av
Seigel, Louisa Shein and Julie Levine

BRIAN MCDERMOTT/COIUCIAN

despite the long weekend. The five

i Wolf, Daniel Schwartz, Amanda

Finding a place to belong
Religion is a funny thing when it comes to the way

people react around and about it. So many people get

uneasy when the topic comes up, yet even more peo-

ple have endless commentary to provide. There just

doesn't seem to be a happy medium. Wars have been
waged, and still continue today, because many people

can't accept the fact somebody has a dif-

ferent belief, or a different opinion from
their own. And let's face it — it's all

about opinion.

In my mind, personal beliefs are personal. I don't

try to push my beliefs onto others, and I don't expect

others to try to convert me.

In this country we consider ourselves free to choose
what we want to believe, how we want to live and to

which group we want to belong. But when it comes to

religion, these choices seem to be taken out of our
hands. Our parents are the ones who force us to go to

Hebrew school or Sunday school and wake us up
early on weekend mornings for services. By the rime

we are able to make decisions and judgements for

ourselves, we have been trained to accept what we are

told: by our parents, by clergy or by each other.

It's difficult to find a place where you belong in a

society that is now so preoccupied by labels and rules.

Everybody has to belong to a group, a race, a culture

or a religion. If we don't, who are we? But some-
where along the line we lost the ability to choose for

ourselves what we believe, how we want to live,

where we want to belong.

Instead, it all comes down to how and by whom
we are raised. Rarely do people choose a religion

other than what their parents have

Elsa Allen raised them as. For those of us who
have been raised in the increasing

number of cross-cultural, bi- racial or

multi-denominational households, discovering and
establishing oneself among these groups becomes
extremely difficult.

I want to acknowledge and honor my entire her-

itage. But, having been raised by a lewish mother and

a Christian father, that becomes an extremely difficult

task. Religion, in my eyes, begins to take on an entire-

ly new connotation. No longer can I see it as a defin-

ing and dividing force among groups of people. In my
case. I had to learn to accept and practically fuse the

two sides of my life together; it became a way of unit-

ing people.

But that still didn't help me to feel as though I had

a place within either society. I felt, and still feel some-

what shunned by both sides every time I try to get

involved and learn about who I am.

Today's society is changing. We all know this. We
can see it every day with the increasing number of

interracial marriages, cross-cultural marriages and, of

course, marriages which cross religious boundaries.

These may not be accepted according to the stringent

rules of the churches or temples, but they happen,

and we have to acknowledge them. We have to evolve

to meet the needs of the new cultures which are creat-

ed through all this integration. Otherwise, with the

increasing rates of intermarriage, beliefs of all sorts

are being confused and eventually lost altogether in

people's lives.

We can't change who we are, and there's no rea-

son why we should have to. Many of us, however,

are forced to compromise ourselves, forced to find

ways to integrate some very contrasting beliefs in

order to acknowledge where we come from and who
we are.

I don't know what's right. I doubt if anyone can say

for sure that they do. But we can start working
together, opening up and accepting that in this day

and age. not everybody's lives are run strictly by the

rules. The world is changing, the world is integrating,

and many of us are getting lost in the process of trying

to find out where our spirituality lies.

Elsa Allen is a UMass student.

The unbelievable truth
Editor's note: This piece originally

appeared in an Israeli English publica-

tion called News From Within. The
introduction to this piece is written

specifically for the Collegian.

In 1950, Israeli Parliament member
Golda Meir asked if Jewish immigrants

from Arab countries could be "elevat-

ed to a suitable level of civilization."

While victims of racism themselves.

Jews have committed and still commit
acts of racism against other Jews.

Sixty percent of the Israeli Jewish

population are Mizrahi lews (from

Arab Countries) and the remaining 40

percent are Askenazi Jews (from
Europe and America.) The term
"Sepharadic" indicates a specifically

Spanish extraction and is frequently

and incorrectly used instead of the

term Mizrahi.

Askenazi Jews dominate the Israeli

political and judicial systems, acade-

mia, media and the army. Mizrahi Jews

have occupied the economic and the

social margins of Israeli society from

the mass immigration of the 1950's to

this day.

According to research published by

the Adva Center, for the Equality of

Israeli Society. 21 percent of Israeli

bom Mizrahi adults have 1 3 or more

years of schooling, compared with

over 50 percent of Israeli born
Askenazi adults. Only 3 percent of the

faculty in all Israeli universities are

Mizrahi. and a similar bias can be

found in upper level positions in other

fields.

To discuss racism perpetuated

against lews by lews is not a popular

thing to do in Israel: it is a lot easier to

follow the popular Zionist narrative

that all is well for lews in Israel. This

information is not taught in school or

provided by the mainstream media,

just recently Meir Gal, an Israeli artist

who lives and works in New York,

published a work called "Nine out of

four hundreds." He photographed
himself holding his high school history

book with the only nine pages, out of

four hundred, dedicated to the history

of Mizrahi lews. Like the U.S. and

many other countries with a history of

state sponsored racism, racist stains

are simply erased. No history, no facts,

no resistance, no responsibility —
nothing happened.

One of the most outrageous stories,

concerning racism in the Israeli soci-

ety, is the story of the kidnapped

Yemenite babies. In the 1950s
Yemenite babies were kidnapped from

immigrants' camps and sold for adop-

tion to American and European lews.

The governments subsequent silence

on the story was total. While covering

this story as a journalist for three

years, I found myself mostly trying to

convince my editors that this shocking

event really happened. Only recently

has this story surfaced in the main-

stream Israeli media. Two weeks ago

Rabbi Menachem Porush, a former

government official, admitted that

Shoshi Modmoni

Yemenite children were systematically

kidnapped from their parents. He
admits as well that some people
responsible for this intolerable act of

racism are still alive, but he is afraid to

name specific individuals for fear of

retaliation.

The response from the official pub-

lic committee investigating the matter

is decidedly cool. Rather than taking

the initiative to pursue the validity of

these claims, the committee spokesper-

son declared to the press: "If Porush

has something to say

he should come and
say it to the commit-
tee."

I am disappointed,

but not surprised to see the govern-

ment pursue its established policy of

silence on this matter. Two years ago 1

published the following article in News
From Within, the English language
publication of the center for

Alternative Information. This
non-profit organization publishes

information normally ignored by the

mainstream media, including the

Palestinian issue.

I would like to thank Michael
Gerber for helping me translating my
thoughts into English.

Sometimes Truth is Stranger than

Fiction

In 1 949, my Aunt Hamama emigrat-

ed from Yemen to Israel when she was
nine months pregnant. As soon as she

arrived at the airport, Aunt Hamama
went into labor and was immediately

taken to the hospital, while the rest of

her family was brought to the immi-

grant absorption camp at Rosh
Ha'ayin. That same day — her first in

Israel — my Aunt Hamama gave birth

to a happy, healthy baby boy.

When it came time for her to leave

the hospital and join the rest of her

family in the immigrants camp, the

nurses tried to convince her to leave

the baby behind and proceed on her

journey alone. Aunt Hamama clutched

the fruit of her womb to her breast,

refusing to part with him. The nurses

understood that the resolve of this

young woman could not be broken,

and decided to take my aunt and her

baby to the camp in an ambulance.
When they arrived at the camp, one of

the nurses said to my aunt, "Get out of

the ambulance. I'll hold your baby for

you." Aunt Hamama got out. Before

she knew what was happening, the

door of the ambulance slammed
behind her; the nurse and her baby

vanished.

I have heard this shocking story

over and over from my father and
other relatives. They were Aunt
Hamam's neighbors in the camp, and

some even witnessed the tragic inci-

dent. Many years later I came to

understand that this terrible tragedy

was not a unique misfortune that hap-

pened to befall my Aunt Hatnama, irut

was rather an ordeal many other fami-

lies were forced to endure. This ugly

stain on the historical record of the

State of Israel has even been given a

sterile name of its own, "the Yemenite

Children's Affair."

The affair was first brought to the

attention of the public through the

pages of Ha'olam HaZeh {This World,

a now defunct Hebrew weekly edited

by Uri Avneri.) Trie magazine reported

that the kidnapped Yemenite children

were sent abroad (for adoption) at a

cost of U.S. $5000.00 per child. The
investigative report revealed that a well

known religious busi-

nessperson, who bore

the title of "Rabbi" was
involved, using his

worldwide contacts as

well as his free access to the immigrant

camps to these ends.

As a result of this publicity, it was
decided to appoint an official commis-
sion of inquiry to the matter. The
Bahalul- Minkovski Commission's
investigation lasted from 1967-68.
during which the cases of 342 missing

children were examined. The commis-
sion found that 3 1 6 of them died, and

four were put for adoption under cir-

cumstances of dubious legality. The
commission was unable to gather suffi-

cient information to make a determina-

tion in the remaining 22 cases it inves-

tigated. Public outcry was placated for

a while.

In 1988. Likud party Prime Minister

Yitzhak Shamir appointed a second

commission of inquiry. This commis-
sion determined that the number of

disappeared children came to 61 3. and
that 70 of them were still alive.

However, no efforts were made to

locate them. Even though there was
nothing earth-shattering about the

commission's findings, the publication

of these findings was delayed for six

years, until 1994. Popular pressure to

force the commission to publish its

finding grew, until coming to a head
with the police attack on the com-
pound of Rabbi Uzi Meshulam and his

followers in the development town of

Yahud.

Rabbi Meshulam. himself of
Yemenite origin, had collected follow-

ers — and a weapons cache — orga-

nized largely around the issue of the

disappeared Yemenite children. In

1994. the Israeli police mounted an

armed attack on the compound where
he and some of his followers lived.

One policeman was killed during the

assault, Rabbi Meshulam is currently

serving a six and a half year prison sen

tence.

Natan Shifris, a student of the liisin

ry of the lewish people who is close to

Rabbi Meshulam, researched the

Yemenite Children's Affair in the

course of his studies at Hebrew
University in Jerusalem. Shifris was
sentenced to six years in prison in con-

nection with the incident at Yahud.

In an interview I conducted with

him Shifris before his imprisonment,

he noted that "over the course of the

years the state has continued to send

various official correspondence to

these children, such conscription

orders and various types of notices

from the social security administration.

Some of this correspondence contin-

ues, and some were even sent notices

to pick up gas masks at the start of the

Gulf War."

He claims that he has documented
proof that the number of disappeared

children is around 4,500, and that

quite a number of them are not

Yemenites.

"The scope of the affair is much
wider than generally realized. We have

evidence of disappeared Mizrahi chil-

dren from a variety of countries of ori-

gin, and are therefore always careful to

refer to the disappeared Yemenite,

Mizrahi and Balkan children."

Meshulam had been conducting a

struggle for the establishment of a

state commission of inquiry whose
pmceedings would be open to the pub-

lic. Such a commission was finally

appointed in lanuary of 1995. In the

meantime. Meshulam and his

co-defendants have appealed their

convictions; the appeals are still pend-

ing. They have now spent more than

one year at Ayalon prison.

In the course of the two years that I

have been closely scrutinizing the

"Yemenite Children's Affair," I have

come across only one story with a

happy ending. It is the story of Mira

(not her real name) a 46-year-old

mother of three. In 1988. after 40
years of desperate searching, her father

was able to locate her. When she was

12 years old. Mira found out that she

had been adopted. She was
dark-skinned, whereas her parents

were light-skinned, and this inevitably

raised questions. She knew nothing of

the real circumstances which had torn

her from her biological parents.

Some of the facts are still unknown.

"For years I tried to imagine for myself

what my biological parents looked like.

At the same time. I resented the moth-

er who had abandoned me. as I then

thought was the case. Can you imagine

what I felt when I learned of the suf-

fering and anguish that my biological

family had to endure all those years,

and the tremendous efforts they made

to find me?"
The story of Mira's disappearance is

quite similar to that of many other

children during the I950's. In most

cases the scenario was similar; the par-

ents arrived in Israel, were housed in

one of the camps for new immigrants

and were asked to send their infant

children to the camp nurseries. The

nurseries were housed in stone build-

ings, where as the older children and

adults lived in tents. Parents would
come to nurse or simply visit their

babies several times a day. Then one

fine day — often between the evening

and morning visit — the child would

he gone, never to be seen again.

David Shokcr, 72. Mira's father.

Into the New Year

Debra Liebson

The Jewish holiday of Yom
Kippur. the Day of Atonement, fell

last Friday night, 10 days after the

Jewish New Year. Yom Kippur is a

day of reflection and remembrance,

a time reserved for coming to terms

with mistakes made in the past.

During the holiday. Jews do not

merely ask for forgiveness, but also

pledge to learn from their mistakes

and to try harder to overcome them
in the new year.

On Rosh Hashannah it is writ-

ten, on Yom Kippur it is sealed.

This line, taken
from a prayer recit-

ed during the

Jewish High Holy
Days, sums up the true meaning
behind the ten day span between the

two holidays. After the festivities of

the New Year have passed, lews are

commanded to reflect on the year

past and recall the mistakes they

have made. They have until the final

service of Yom Kippur, Nehilah, to

make their apologies, to both G-d
and the people important in their

lives.

The holiday of Yom Kippur
begins with the Kol Nidre service,

which begins at sunset. From that

mement, until the sun sets on the

following day, Jews fast and pray in

order to atone for their sins. During

the Kol Nidre service, an ancient

prayer of the same name is chanted

three times. The prayer, like most of

the others said during this holiday,

asks for forgiveness and the oppor-

tunity to atone. The next morning, in

addition to Torah readings and tradi-

tional prayers, a Yiskor service is

held. Yiskor serves as a memorial

service, an opportunity to honor
loved ones who have passed away.

At the final service of Nehilah, the

last prayers for forgiveness are

offered and the fast is broken.

The seriousness of the Yom
Kippur service is a far cry from the

celebrations involved in the holiday

of Sukkot, the next Jewish holiday

on the calendar, which begins on
Wednesday night. Sukkot is a holi-

day whose roots lie in the need for

rain. In its ancient beginnings, it was
during this festival that farmers

asked for rain. In our modem obser-

vance of the holiday, it is a holiday

of harvest, a celebration of growing

things.

The holiday of Sukkot marks the

beginning of the rainy season in

Israel. Farmers in ancient times

made their pilgrimage to the Temple

in Jerusalem. There they held

water-pouring ceremonies: glorious

processions of water- filled vessels

carried to the Temple mount and

poured, along with wine, on the

altar. It was a festival dedicated to

the power of rain, and its integral

part in the growing of crops.

Today, we celebrate Sukkot as a

festival of the harvest

and focus our atten-

tion to fruits of the

season. The center of

worship during Sukkot is not within

the synagogue walls, but in a tempo-

rary structure called a sukkah. These

booths must be built in the open,

with at least two and a half walls,

and a ceiling made from growing

things. They are decorated with

hanging fruits and vegetables, as

well as paper birds and chains. Jews

are commanded to dwell in the

sukkah, to gather with friends for

meals and sleep under the leafy roof,

gazing up at the stars peeking
through. During the seven day holi-

day, Jews who don't have the good
fortune of having a sukkah of their

own, often seek out the nearest one
for a visit.

The sukkah is not the only symbol

of Sukkot. Within the hut, Jews are

commanded to shake the lulav and
etrog. The lulav is made from the

branches of the palm, willow and
myrtle trees, bound together at the

base. The etrog is a type of citrus

fruit, round and bumpy, with a fra-

grant scent. The two are shaken
together four times on the first day
of the holiday and blessed.

The holidays of Yom Kippur and
Sukkot not only bring the High Holy

Days toward a close, but they signal

the coming of another celebration,

Simchat Torah, the day in which the

last and first portions of the Torah

are read. It is a season of celebration

for the Jewish people, so go out and

be a part of it. 1 hope that your fast

was an easy one, that your prayers

will be answered, and that your
sukkahs stand tall.

Debra Liebson is a UMass stu-

dent

was one of the parents who sent his

child to the nursery. Like most of the

parents, he visited her frequently. One
day he was astonished to discover that

she was no longer there.

"I began asking where she was and

they told me that no one knew, but

that if I wanted, I could submit a for-

mal complaint to the police. At every

police station I went to they gave me
the bureaucratic run-around until I

gave up. Some years ago I met a

lawyer, Zoreah Rosenblum, who
agreed to try and help me."

Rosenblum discovered that the

Bahulul-Minkovsky Commission had

determined that his client's daughter

had been adopted by a family in Israel.

For whatever reason, Mr. Shoker was

never informed of this fact, although

he had been given testimony before the

commission. Rosenblum began an
all-out campaign to compel the gov-

ernment to notify Mira that her biolog-

ical parents had never given her away

and were in fact still looking for her.

In 1988 after a long, crisis ridden

path, Mira and her biological father

and brother finally met. For Mira's

father, the moment was the climax of

his long struggle.

"I will never forget how my whole

body shook when she entered the

room." Shoker said. "I looked at her

and immediately knew that she was
my daughter. It was like the first meet-

ing of Jacob with loseph, after years of

believing that his son was dead. It is

very difficult to describe in words. I

felt a circle had been closed for me."

In the course of collecting testimo-

ny, I came into contact with nurses

who had worked in the immigrant
absorption camp at Ein Shemer. I was
surprised at how freely they allowed

themselves to express racist attitudes,

even today, in the Israel of the I990's.

"Maybe it was better for them |the

disappeared children] in their adoptive

families." Ahuva Golfarb told me, who
was then a head nurse. "The parents

were not active enough in looking for

their lost children. A Yemenite parent

searches for a lost child in one fashion,

and an Ashkenaz parent in another. If

they would have been more persistent,

they would haKve found their chil-

dren."

In her testimony before the commis-

sion of inquiry, another nurse called

the disappeared children "retards" and

"packages." A third nurse told a televi-

sion interviewer that. "The parents

should be thankful that their children

grew up in good homes and received

good educations."

Testimony from other staff members
who were responsible for the children

left me with the impression that a

chaotic mess had been deliberately fos-

tered. Children were removed from the

tents without any prior registration

process. Without such registries,

putting these children back in touch

with their biological parents became
next to impossible. Matters only

become more complicated when one
considers the various ways the children

were kidnapped; some were taken

from infant nurseries in the camps
between night and morning
breast-feeding; some were kidnapped

from hospitals; some were taken from

their mothers at the airport upon their

arrival in Israel, or at the immigrant

absorption camps. Other parents made
trouble for the staffs of the nurseries

and as a result, to their astonishment,

their "dead" children were returned to

them!

The local burial society recently

decided to refurbish some graves in

the Segola cemetery: rows and rows of

grave stones can be seen, some with

names, others bearing such anony-

mous identifications as, "Yemenite
girl" or, "boy from Yemen" and the

like. The questions just get bigger; the

mind refuses to absorb the information

it's receiving, for denial is the most
basic psychological defense mecha-
nism.

The vast majority of parents whose
children were taken from them in the

1950's have not seen their children

since, and it is doubtful that many ever

will. The various commission of

inquiry that have come and gone over

the years did no more than check into

the situation and clarify a few matters.

None acted as full commissions of

inquiry. No senior political figure has

ever really wanted to expose this fes-

tering wound to the light. The media,

the so-called "watch-dog" of democra-

cy, never does much more than bark a

few weak yelps before going back to

sleep.

The mandate of the commission is

quite limited. It is only allowed to

involve the cases of children bom in

Yemen who disappeared between
1948-1954. But much evidence points

to non-Yemenite children being

among the disappeared — and to dis-

appearances occurring as late as the

first half of the I960's. Nor has the

commission taken such "drastic" steps

as opening the recently refurbished

grave sites or taking skin samples
from parents whose children disap-

peared and from adopted children in

Israel.

Even the great media circus sur-

rounding the Rabbi Meshulam story

and the violent events at Yahud did

not stimulate any discussion of the real

issue. None of the political talk shows

(a staple of evening television in Israel)

ever addressed the most obvious ques-

tion; why has the State of Israel, to this

day. declined to establish a serious

commission of inquiry to investigate

the affair in depth?

Shoshi Madmoni is an Israeli jour-

nalist currently working on her PhD
at the UMass Department of
Communication
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The Velvet Rope not Jackson's best
By Humphrey brown III

Collegian Staff

JANET JACKSON
Tibe Velvet Rope

Virgin

What is The Velvet Rope? Millions of loyal Janet

lackson fans have been asking that very question ever

since word first broke that her much anticipated album
would be dropping this October.

lackson herself says that The Velvet Rope (Virgin) is

"The concept that allowed me to put into words and
music so much of what I've gone through. The Velvet

Rope is my most personal album." Unfortunately, it's also

her worst.

In market flooded with King Puff Daddy style produc-

tion, it's good to hear something smart, new and innova-

tive. The Velvet Rope supplies none of these, even though

you can feel recording legends limmy |am and Terry Lewis

(who co-produced the album with lackson and her lover

of 1 1 years, Rene Elizondo |r.) trying with every fiber of

creativity to do so.

Where this album fails miserably is that, although per-

sonal, the production is weak and un-original.

You can hear the pain, emotion and energy that )anet is

giving. Lyrically, this is some of the most interesting and

soul searching joints she's ever done. But, the musical

vehicles she chooses to carry her messages are unbeliev-

ably tired and dry.

The album starts out, in typical Janet fashion, with an

interlude. Then, it breaks into the title track Velvet Rope,

with all its synthesized, digitized, '80s rhythm tracks that

you swore you'd never hear again. Yes, lanet brings them
back. The whole album is chock-full of old, 80s samples

that, although subtle, are still noticeable and out of place.

The two tracks following "Velvet Rope" ("You" and
"Got 'Till It's Gone") are shining jewels on the album. The
beat on "You" is fast and moving with a strong hook that

lanet belts out with furiosity and power. And if you haven't

heard the Joni Mitchell haunted first single, "Got 'Till It's

Gone." then you're missing the best cut on the album.

Q-Tip of a Tribe Called Quest, accompanies Janet on a

fun, well-produced track that screams number one hit sin-

gle. After that, the album takes a huge plummet as we
become subject to a series of misfires.

We all know Janet likes to dance. On her last album.

lanet. the track "If" had everyone bustin' crazy dance
moves. On this album, the two bonified dance cuts.

"Together Again" and "Free Xone," miss hard. Trie dance
hall, club beat used on "Together Again" is so done it's

ridiculous, and she has the audacity to take an old-school

Kid-N-Play beat from the House Party days and sample it

on "Free Xone. " Both cuts are incredibly boring and you

can't skip them fast enough.

The bubble gum-esque, "Tonight's The Night," a Rod
Stewart remake, sounds like it could have been a Debbie
Gibson song from 1988 and Janet sings it like a lonely

cowgirl. In one verse, she sings, "Take a good lowng
drank," and you swear she was from some ass-backwards

part of Alabama. That's long drink |anet, not lowng
drank.

COURTESY MARIO TES71NO

On her sixth major release, The Velvet Rope, the glam-

orous Janet Jackson takes a temporary setback with her

most disappointing album to date.

The closet thing to a bonified slow jam is the R-Kelly

sounding. "Anything." This joint sounds nice, but it's not

very original. The experimental, "Empty" (with its chimes

and bells) works ok;i\ and the heart and soul driven, "I Get

Lonely," are the closest Janet gets to a working formula.

The tragedy of this album is that Janet means well. The
messages throughout the album are timely and provoca-

tive. It's ;i shame she's forgotten how to make those hits

that took her from l.il' Penny to Ms. Jackson. A Rhythm
Nation mourns. D+
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H20 retains message , shows growth
By Adam DlugcKz
Collegian Staff

H20
Thicker than Water
Epitarh Records

Hardcore-punk is a genre often

constrained by boundaries that are

placed on it by its fans; in other
words it's often hard for bands to

grow while maintaining a tradi-

tional hardcore-punk sound. That
problem often manifests itself on
the band's second album. H20
does not want to rehash their first

album, but they do want to grow
as a band. Those issues often lead

to the band suffering from a

sophomore jinx. Well. H20 does
not seem to suffer from that in the

slightest fashion; Thicker Than
Water simply rocks.

The album starts off with the

blistering attack of "Universal
Language," a track that brings

back memories of 7 Seconds at

their best. "Everready" and "Talk

Too Much" follow the opening
song and bring about similar

results. After the third song you
realize something special is going

on in this album. H20 has taken

their melodic hardcore attack,

which served them well on their

debut album, and has sped it up.

It's as if they took their Dag Nasty

records off their turntables and
replaced them with Minor Threat

and 7 Seconds' albums.

While the only change in the

band between their first album
and this one is new bassist Adam
Blake, formerly of Shelter — this

is a much more mature band.
Todd Friend is still the glue
behind the rhythmic attack of this

band as he is easily one of the best

drummers in this genre. While
guitarist Todd Morse has made his

presence felt on this album with

his Mick Jones inspired riffs and
solos, he has also added song writ-

ing to his list of accomplishments.

Rusty Pistachio, the other gui-

tarist, has always been one half of

the song-writing team but, if any-

thing, he's gotten a little angrier

since the last album. Finally. Toby
is in fine fashion. His trademark
vocals are still melodic and dis-

tinct, but he sounds a lot more
pissed off then he did on the debut

album.

So now that you understand

that this band has grown and

matured; that they've incorporated

elements of The Clash, Minor
Threat, and 7 Seconds; they've

avoided the sophomore jinx. You
can now begin to understand why
this is such a great album. "I See

It In Us" really brings all of those

aspects together with its catchy

chorus and mean guitar solos. For

all you punk rockers who loved "1

Know Why," you'll be pleased to

see that "Sacred Heart" is the new
H20 love song where Toby once

again dedicates his love for his

wife. Moon.
The lyrics have also really

shown growth on this album.
"Responsible" questions whether
or not we are guilty of the

thoughts in our heads and if we
can really be a perfect person.

"Universal Language" is beautiful

in that it describes music as being

the one language that can break

down all walls and unite us all.

Even "Innocent Kids" Illinois the

attitude of the exploitation of

hardcore, but from u mature
standpoint.

The positive image of this band

is perpetuated by songs like

"Everready," "Responsible" and

"Wake Up" — all songs that urge

you to fight against opposition and

to not let things get you down.

Their sillier side shows through on

"This Time," which questions

when is it right to light and warm
that there definitely is l time. They

cover "Friend" by Marginal Man
and have "Phone Song" from a 7"

and "Go" from their demo on
here. There is also a little some-

thing at the end.

The best song on the album and

the one that really sums up what

H20 is about is the title track

"Thicker Than Water" with the

chorus "It's more, more than you

can see/It's thicker than water/It

runs so thick inside my
veins/Through all the heartache

and the pain/And everything I've

come to be/It's more than you can

Turn to H20. page 8

COURTESY B | PAPAS

H20 is keeping the torch of hardcore lit with its sophomore release

- their first on the super puok label of Epitath.
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The Verve's sweet symphony highlights latest; Garrison Starr fails with new CD
TH€ VERVE
Urban Hymns

Virgin

First off. The Verve are from

England (not Detroit) and are not the

outfit behind the ridiculously awful

single "The Freshman." They are.

however, one of the few worthwhile

bands getting MTV airplay these days

and their new album. Urban Hymns
(Virgin), is one of the finest releases

this fall.

On the brink of becoming interna-

tional rock superstars two years ago

— thanks to vocal support from

Oasis' Noel Gallagher —
lead singer Richard
Ashcroft abruptly dis-

banded the group
amidst internal turmoil

with guitarist Nick
McCabe and his own
personal problems.

Urban' Hymns
achieves the greatness hinted

at on 1995's A Northern Soul

through a unique sonic combination

intertwined in their psychedelic nour-

ishes. Featuring sparse guitar-based

arrangements ("Sonnet") at times,

and elsewhere showcasing sweeping

choruses awash in cascading strings

("Bitter Sweet Symphony") Urban

Hymns is a collection of tunes that

each ponder life and its confounding

circumstances.

Clearly, the time spent apart sim-

mering down has reaped handsome

dividends as both the musical and

lyrical content of Ashcroft's and
McCabe's songs have taken a marked

leap forward in terms of both quality

and diversity. Not as accessible as

Oasis or Blur, not as overtly superfi-

cial as Menswear and not as stylish as

Suede or Pulp, The Verve are a bit of

an anomaly on the current Britpop

landscape. They share more in com-

mon with Radiohead in that in the

end, it's the music that matters above

all else. What a novel concept. A
(Marty Keane)

EPMD
Back In Business

Def Jam

In the late 80's and early 90's,

there was a duo from the 516 that

terrorized MC's and wowed audi-

ences album after album. Whether

you were shaking it to "Gold

Diggers" or "Business as Usual,"

EPMD were there for you to boom
on the corner.

Unfortunately. Parrish Smith and

Erik Sermon had some difficulties

that led them to breaking up and two

solo careers that produced less hits

then Andy Pettite vs. Jcjjjn Smoltz in

the World Series. Reunited earlier

this year, they've returned to the lab-

oratory to once again challenge the

top of the hip- hop community.

Erik Sermon and Parrish Smith are

in fine form as they use their verbal

kung-fu to slay any would-be chal-

lengers. Sermon's lisp is the perfect

complement for Smith's harder

approach. The duo light it up on

tracks like "Richter Scale," "Last

Man Standing" and "Never Seen

Before."

The posse cut "K.I.M." featuring

Keith Murray and Redman is the per

feet example of four MC's tning aa

hard as possible to outdo MCh other.

In fact it's that formula th;ii HttkM

EPMD so successful. Neither Sermon

nor Smith are willing to let the other

one get ahead, so they're always at

their best.

On the flipside Sermon and Smijh

can't seem to get over the fact that

they are back together and b> the

fifth track we get thepoint. The track

"Never Seen Before" ll

ridiculous when you con-

sider the fact that it's

because we've seen it

^^ before that this album

^^^ was necessary.

ftk Either way. it'fl

another solid album

from EPMD — a

oup that began
while most of you were

rocking Fisher Price tape decks.

Back In Business, no doubt. B+
(Adam Dlugacz)

LETTERS TO CLEO
Got

Revolution

With a new drummer, a new pro-

ducer and a new look for each band

member. Letters To CTeo's latest

release. Go! (Revolution), is a curi-

ous mixture of a harsher, more edgy

sound and their signature brand of

bubblegum pop that has won them a

cult fan base in their native Boston

and around the country.

After a short hiatus, the Beantown

quintet's latest is not a drastic depar-

ture from previous releases, but it is

different enough to take notice that

the band wants to move in another

direction.

On Go!, the Cleo's once again

practice the method they perfected

on their last album. Wholesale Meals

and Fish by setting depressing lyrics

to the most upbeat music humanK
possible. With Go!, letters To Cleo

has gotten harder and more focused.

The first track. "I Got Time." sound>

more like the Pixies than the band

that gave us the chirpy hit "Here and

Now."
The first single, "Anchor." is sur-

prisingly one of the weaker tracks on

the album. The highlight of Go! Ii

without question the cute. Beatlesque

"Co-Pilot" — one of their best tracks

to date. The final track, "Disappear."

is another classic Cleo tune — com-

bining the jumpy qualities of

Wholesale Meat* and Eish with the

soft, moody sound of their debut.

Aurora Gory Alice.

Lead singer/lyricist Ka\ Hanlev's

voice and songwriting skills have

improved in the two years since their

last album and new drummer Tom
Poke does an adequate job replacing

Stacy lones, who left to join Veruca

Salt. Along with bassist Scott

Riebling. they create a pounding,

powerful rhythm section. Riebting'i

bass is invaluable to Got, while

Michael Eisenstein and Greg

H20

STA Travel offers

student discounts

on domestic

travel too

800-777-0112
www.sta-travel.com

MA navel

the irorW'i

Ol (\!!ll/itl0fl.

STA TRAVEL
*n thff**

McKenna's guitars have just gotten

louder.

On the whole. Go! is better than

their second album, but not quite as

strong as their debut. The new
I ettcis To Cleo an different, but not

different enough to disappoint their

longtime funs B (Kevin Monahan)

GARRISON STARR
Eighteen Over Me

Geffen

Although this album would have

likely caused quite a stir were it

releaied a few years earlier (in the

singer/songwriter 90'»), Garrison

Starr's Eighteen Over Me (Geffen)

now manages only to keep itself from

being pigeonholed as just another

leminine-angst album.

While a few songs surge to the

challenge with sharp instrumentation

— such as the guitar-heavy "Passing"

and the softer "Afterall" — listeners

will quickly lose interest once the

simplistic lyrics take over. The title

track is probabK Starr's best song,

combining both introspective and

melancholy elements similar to those

that made the Oanberries so success-

ful.

Eighteen Over Me is an album that

will likely catch fire for a couple of

weeks, have a few brief hits and then

fade into obscurity — lost amongst

the vast crowd of post-Alanis

wannabes. C (Brian Surette)

VARIOUS ARTISTS

Island Records History: Volume 2,

1964-69

Island Records

Even though Island Records' 40th

birthday is not until 1994. they are

working already on collecting their

best and most successful singles and

performances by artists from their

huge and diverse catalog.

\\ ith the first volume dealing with

mainly ska. this second disc deals

with mostly the soul and R&B scene

in Blackwell's home of London. The

biggest hit and most recognizable

song on this collection is the original

"Gimme Some Lovin'" by the

Spencer Davis Group, with the pre-

Traffic Steve Winwood taking the

declarative vocals. Other great soul

here includes the songs from lackie

Edwards, the organ jazz of liminy

McGriff. and the soul duo Bob &
Earl's original "Harlem Shuffle."

which the Rolling Stones later cov-

ered. There is also some ska from

The Wailers, Desmond Dekker and

The Skatalites among others. B+
(loshua Boyd)
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COURTESY (DO!! MONSOON

Brit pop icons, The Verve, have released a stunning new album securing their position in the high ranks of

British contemporary music.
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continued from page 6

see." While H20 is a positive band,

they realize that life isn't easy and

can't be solved with simple solu-

tions, but they do realize that you

can make it easier. H20 isn't trying

to solve your problems they are sim-

ply trying to offer you alternatives.

H20 have risen to the top of the

punk hardcore scene by staying true

to their ideals and playing the music

they love. So forget that this album

is on Epitath or what you have

thought of this band in the past

because this album rocks. If you still

remember that there isn't supposed

to be a difference between punk and

hardcore then you will love this

album. If you remember that it's

okay to dance with a smile on and

have a good time at a show you will

love this album. If you love hardcore

you will love this album. Big ups to

H20 for remembering what this

whole hardcore thing is about. A+

LECTRICAL ENGINEERING* MECHANICAL ENGINEERI

When something is too extreme for words, it's to the Nth degree.

And that's the level of technology you'll experience at Raytheon.

Raytheon has formed a new technological superpower - together,

Raytheon Electronic Systems, Raytheon E-Systems and Raytheon

Tl Systems are driving technology to the limit. And we're looking

for engineers who want to push the envelope. Break new
ground. Make their mark.

At Raytheon you'll take technology - and your career - to

the highest possible level. You'll take it to the Nth. We'll be

visiting your campus soon. Contact your career placement office

now to schedule an interview, or check out our website at

www.rayjobs.com.

WE'LL BE ON YOUR CAMPUS ON OCTOBER 21, 1997.

CONTACT YOUR CAREER PLACEMENT OFFICE TODAY TO SCHEDULE AN INTERVIEW.

Internet www.rayjobs.com • E-mail: resumerrDrayjobs.com

U.S. citizenship may be requited. We are an equal opportunity employer.

Raytheon
Expect great things

Kariya takes the taco
;

'Ask nice' for a big bite
Is it me, or does the NHL, or more

specifically, the NHL players, repeat-
edly give themselves the reach around
(a hard thing to do) when it comes to
their public relations?

lust when the NHL and its players
get a chance to ethically distance
themselves from other "high-browed''
sports such as baseball and basketball,

the figurative self-

inflicted wedgie BBiBBBMBlBBaaBMBBBBBB]

^tr ,„. The NHL
Minnesota a^Baiâ BMBBBBaBBBaBBBBHBBl

Timberwolves gave their second-year

world, Kariya has the nerve to refuse

a contract that would make him
financially independent for the rest of

his life because they "didn't ask nice."

The Anaheim management has never

been wise (ask former coach Ron
Wilson who is doing fine in

Washington so far), but I just don't

get this situation.

Oh yeah, Paul,

it wasn't about
the money, it was
about respect.

Yeah sure... 1

freakin' bleed for

you, buddy.

forward Kevin Garnet! a seven-year,

$120 million contract. I was in my
glory.

Once again, the NBA. or more
specifically the agents of NBA players

who receive 7 percent of signed con-

tracts (2 to 3 percent more than other
major sports), gave themselves anoth-

er reach around concerning their pub-

lic relations.

Added to the totally inconceivable

contract signed by Michael |ordan
over the summer (I think it was a bil-

lion dollars or something, with an
estate named Rhode Island thrown in

for giggles), Garnett's contract just

reinforces the myth that NBA players

live in another world filled with
extreme pomposity and
Hindenburg-sized egos.

Oh yeah, Kev, it wasn't about the

money, it was about respect. Yeah
sure... I freakin' bleed for you. buddy.

The NHL has always been a home
to me in more ways than one. I played

the game for 1 5 years, and I've always

known hockey players to usually be

down to earth, and conversations

form over pints of beer in places

where everybody knows your name.
Cheers to those players who still

call this real world home!
Because truthfully, fellow puck-

heads, I don't where the hell

Anaheim's Paul Kariya's head is right

now, but it ain't in this world.

lust when the NHL. or more specif-

ically, a big-time star in the NHL,
gets a chance to counteract the mind-

set that all sports stars are not
pompous and egotistical. Kariya takes

the taco and then expels it out of a

dark place.

A public relations nightmare for

the NHL came forth when Kariya
rejected a 10-year, $7 million per

year contract the other day because
— and get this — he didn't like the

way it was presented to him.

Not the dollar amount on the con-

tract, <a»ople. but the wa\ tha&Highty

Ducks management offered it id him.

Does "hissy fit" come to mind?
With all of the poverty in our

Alter respective PR flops with base-

ball and basketball a few years back,

everyone talked about how the NHL
could start to take a place in the top

three sports in America.

Believe me, football will never be
ousted out of that hierarchy.

So, what does the NHL Players

Union do at that time? They go on
strike, and now this fiasco. I swear, a

puckhead just can't get any rest

around these parts of the woods.
Hopefully, in the long run the real

story will come out, and I can go back
to respecting the hell out of one of the

world's top forwards (as you can tell,

people, this hurts me to write this).

However, if this story is true, then

Kariya should have stayed at the
University of Maine and let his matu-
rity mature for a couple more years.

He has game, but if all that is

inferred in this weird situation is

truth, then his thought process is

more gamey (as in a really bad smell

)

than his game.
• Okay. I can admit when I'm

wrong... for the time being, that is.

Cross my heart and hope to die, in

my season preview. I referred to San
lose as being the hockey wasteland of

the NHL. Two consecutive years fin-

ishing in last place in the Pacific

Division will do that to a team... and
they're still not good. Damn. 1 slipped

there.

Yet, they beat my Bruins into the

ice this past weekend by a 5-2 score,

and I repent my comments from last

week... for the time being.

But hey. at least Ray Bourque
scored for the B's. Yeah, that's nice

— almost better than K-Mart.

I hereby state that San lose (for the

time being) is not the wasteland of

hockey, and I might as well say that

Viktor Kozlov is the second coming
of Mario Lemieux.

Hey. at least that is what all those

experts at The Hockey News said

when the Sharks drafted Kozlov with

they can't be wrong, eh?

forma Kansanen is a Collegian

columnist.

Kemp to Baker to Brandon;

NBA shaping up for season

LAUREN KOSKY/COLLSGIAN

Keep going with your bod self...

Senior co-captain Caroline Steele and UN/lass face off against

rival UConn in their final match of the fall season this Saturday.

'lis the season. .

.

Welcome back hoop fans! It's that excit-

ing time of the year again — come on, you

know what I'm talking about:

Jordan's at the top of the key with three

seconds left, and the Bulls are down by one.

He shimmies, he shoots. " and the Bulls

win their umpteenth championship, ek.

Yes, the NBA preseason is now under

VvilV.

But, as you all know, what happens in

the preseason is only a small indication of

the type of season that

these teams are going '

to have.

After all. the Bulls

are 0-1 right now. but

when the ball drops at

tipoff on Nov. 1 5. you ^^^^^^^^™
better believe that His Airness and his

squad are coming to play.

However, I predict that things are going

to be a lot more difficult for the World
Champions this year. During the offseason,

many teams went shopping for players —
marque players at that. Everybody is trying

to make a run for the ring this season.

Here's a little breakdown of who went

where:

• Shawn "the Rainman" Kemp was part

of the biggest three-way trade of the sum-

mer. Kemp was traded to the Cavs and
Milwaukee received Terrell Brandon and
Tyrone Hill. Vin Baker got a break and is

now in Seattle, with an opportunity to play

in the playoffs this year.

The Cavs. who have been getting better

every season, have made a honalide move
in the right direction. With rookie Brevin

Knight at the point and Kemp's marvelous

athleticism, the Cavs are going to be the

tunning team of the Last; adding some
much needed excitement to the routine

half-court game indicative of the Eastern

Conference.

• Antonio McDyess was traded to

Phoenix from
• - Denver, and for a

rather large sum
too. Hopefully, this

will give the Suns

some much needed
^^^^^^^^^^

low post offense ;is

well as lielp on the boards.

•
I *istly, yes, the Bulls did re-sign Dennis

Rodman.
What Ionian wants. Ionian gets.

This season is also going to be exciting

due to the crop of talented rookies this year.

Teams got smart and picked players that

could play the positions they need to fill,

instead of sitting on players with big names.

The Nets racked up big time with their

acquisition of Keith Van Horn from
Philadelphia. Van Horn will definitely not

be the bust that Ed O'Bannon was a year

Turn to NBA. page 1

1

Gregory H. Casimir
on

The NBA
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Slam dunk contest
prelims will be held
tonight at 8 p.m. in

the Cage. Finalists

will compete at
Midnight Madness

Friday night.

LOWEST FARES
• GUARANTEED •
FULL SERVICE TRAVEL

- CONTINENTAL USA
MAXIMUM $ 1 370/W.

CALL FOR DETAILS

SPOT HECOliEGE
FRESHMAN IM THIS PICTURE.

256-8228

TRAVELMAKERS. INC
THf TKAVti CXrERTS

32 1 MAIN ST (Cor of Dickinson)

AMHERST

It's just as difficult to spot the

Massachusetts Army National Guard

member in thus picture as it is in your

schooL That's because many Guard

members are students - just like you.

You can join your friends and receive

training just one weekend a month and

two weeks a year while attending college

full-time!

The Guard can help you afford an

education with the 100% Tuition Waiver,

good at 28 participating State Colleges

and Universities, and a great paycheck.

And some colleges even give academic

credit for Guard service and training.

If you have the desire to gain

valuable skills and experience, you

can in the Massachusetts Army National

Guard. Find out how you can be in

the picture.

Call today:

1-888-NGPRIDE

(1-888-647-7433)

MASSACHUSETTS

We're The Perfect

Antidote For Four
Years Of College.

S? SO (Twi-lite) Show Daily

* Special Engagement, No Paaaea or Coupo
Silence Ifc Golden - No child under
Any PC- 13 led dim after 6pn

MT. FARMS 4 • 584 9153
MT. FARMS MALL

Rocketman (PG)

Today af 5:50 ($2.50) and 8:20

The Edge (R)

Today at 5:30 ($2.50) and 8:10

LA. Confidential (R)

Today at 5:20 ($2.50) and 8: 1

Most Wanted (R)

Today at 5:40 ($2.50) and 8:20

HAMPSHIRE 6-584-7550
L HAMPSHIRE MALL

Kiss the Girls (R)

Today at 5:40 ($2.50) and 820

The Peacemaker (R)

Today af 5:30 ($2.50) and 8:20

U-Turn (R)

Today at 5:30 ($2.50) and 8: 1

In and Out (PG- 13)

Today af 5 50 ($2 .50) and 8:30

Soul Food (R)

Today at 540 ($2.50) and 8:30

Seven Years in Tibet (PG- 13)

Today at 5:20 ($2 50} and 810

Calling All Bradsi
If you want more than just a job, why not start

your career at the world's leading independent

software company? Right now, we're looking

for programmers to develop, support and

enhance systems and network management,

database and application software. Computer

Associates provides a dynamic training pro-

gram, one that immerses you in key industry

technologies and CA's technology strategy.

Candidates should have both an educational

and working knowledge of C, C++, UNIX,

Windows 95/Windows NT, and networking

technologies.

Why CA?
Just ask any of our 10,000 employees in

more than 40 countries, and they'll tell you

why. CA's the world leader in mission-critical

business software, offering more than 500 soft-

ware products from award-winning enterprise

management software and cutting-edge object

technology for the Internet, to all kinds of busi-

ness applications for manufacturing, financial

management and human resources. In fact, CA

makes more kinds of software for more kinds

of computers than any other company

We offer a generous compensation package

with a long list of benefits that nobody else

can match, including 401 (k) and profit sharing

plans, company-paid medical and den

tal coverage, tuition reimbursement

and tremendous growth opportunity.

Call us today and find out why

Computerworld ranked

CA as one of the

best places to

work in the

entire computer

industry!

We'll bo on i ampus
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Green
continued from page 14

Developmental Program Regional

camp held on campus, the

IS \ car-old forward was not too

forward conceniiag the first impres-

lion of her future university resi-

Jcn,

\t first, the shock of the regional

camp on both competitive and per-

sonal bases look itself out on the

distinct structural manifestations

that make up our interesting cam-

pus (i.e. Southwest). Playing for the

Minutewomen in the future was the

latl thins or: her mind, but her

teammates have made her the first

thing on their minds.

"I remember staying in the

dorms, and I said, I'm never com-

ing here... I don't like this place!.'"

Green said. "When I started to look

,u tchoola, I came here and was
like. I'm not being put into one of

those lowers... and, I'm still never

Attention UMass Undergraduate Students
going here.'

"But. when 1 talked to coach
Rudy, and came for my visit, 1 felt

really comfortable with the girls.

The seniors have done a real great

job this year, and they've showed
me how to fit in. and pick up my
work ethic in practice."

In the end, both Green and Rudy
have benefited from this burgeoning
alliance between the coach and stu-

dent of the game. The hard work
Green has put into her game this sea-

son has transformed her from a little,

fork-tongued devil to an angel with

gilded wings in the coach's eyes.

"She's only just begun here,"
Rudy said. "As the game teaches her

more, and we teach her more, she

can become a bigtime player here...

maybe one of the finest ever."

The feelings are mutual, even if

the devil comes out of her mouth

every now and then. On the field,

Green lets it be known when she

wants the ball, and she will get

more than enough chances in the

next four years here at UMass —
but maybe at a lower volume level.

"Rudy has taught me a lot. and he

knows how to coach the game,"
Green said. "I've never really had

that kind of coach that could show
me the different things 1 could do.

and put it into words I can immedi-

ately understand.

"Rudy picks on me a little bit

about the screechy voice he says I

have, but I feel really comfortable

with him and the team. 1 think these

next four years here are going to be

great, but I'll have to get rid of the

screechy voice, because I don't

think the coach will like that the

next four years.

"I'll learn."

Joanie O'Brien
Women's Basketball

Joe Mullen
Ice Hockey

Join Head Coaches

Bruiser Flint
Men's Basketball

Wednesday, October 15 at 7:00 p.m.

Mullins Center VIP Room (3rd Floor)

Join tht Minutemaniacs as we welcome Head Coaches Joanie O'Brien,

Bruiser Flint , and Joe Mallen to speak about their upcoming seasons.

This meeting is open to all UMass undergraduate students. If you have

not signed up to be a Minutentaniac, you may do so at this meeting.

UMass JVUnutemamacs
M'mutemaniac Benefits:

• Advance Reserved Basketball Ticket Pickup

• Minutemaniac T-Shirt

• Game Receptions

• "The UMass Maniac" Newsletter

• Membership Card

Great

Value at

$25.00

to Join!

I UK Mmutemaniacs ARE LIMITED TO THE FIRST 500 UNDERGRADUATE
STUDENTS TO REGISTER!

If you have any questions, please call the Athletic Development Office at 545-9672

Complete form below, cut, and mail to Mm utemamacs at:

308 Mullins Center • University of Massachusetts • Box 35910 • Amherst, MA 01003

Application for M'mutemaniacs Membership

Student Name:

Local Address:.

Local Phone:

Student #:

Year at UMass:

Home Address:

City: State: Zip: Home Phone:

Make checks payable to: UMAF

Or Charge to your credit card: Visa Mastercard Discover

Number Expiration Date

«Mii«*ii<t««M m «t»

IORMA KANSANCN/COUEGIAN

Kara Green has worked both sides of the ball, leading UMass in scoring with 27 points on eight goals and 1

1

assists.

Providian
financial co

-.•:

when
are as innovative

To be Innovative is to find new ways of doing, thinking, being. To

be an innovator is to be a change maker— a creative problem-solver—
with a unique approach to life and work. At Providian, innovation means
we never leave well enough alone. In fact, many of our financial "firsts"

have set the newest industry standards.

To be an industry innovator takes an indomitable spirit. The courage

to stand out and drive the industry down new roads. If you've got it,

come engineer an exciting future at Providian Financial. We seek candi-

dates with academic accomplishments in Engineering, Finance,

Computer Science, Statistics, Business and Marketing.

Please see us at the

Engineering Career Fair on Thursday, October 16

at the Engineering Student Center
in Marcus Hall

If you are unable to meet with us, please send your resume to:

Providian Financial Corporation, College Relations, 201 Mission

Street, 13th Floor, San Francisco, CA 94105. FAX: (415) 278-0037.

E-mail: co9ege9provldlan.com. Website: www.provldlan.com. We
value diversity of culture, professions and experience and are an equal

opportunity employer.

I*

With Offices in San f«a/vosco,
Pleasantonand Sacramento, California

PROVIDIAN
Financial

engineering your future

field hockey
continued from page 14

leads the u.uii in goals ;mkI
points, the IricUa down effect is

felt throughout the roster. Vicky
Browne (6-7-141 and Chris
Millbauer (4-2-10) have COMM-
tently backed up their junior
teammate in the attack, while the

freshmen trio of Kristen Schmidt.

l.ucy Koch and Sally Ruaao have
all registered their first collegiate

Additionally. UMass has a

secret weapon for overtime,
should the game last that long.

Kerry Lyons has tallied hei first

two collegiate goals thia Mason,
both game winners in overtime.

A week after turning in a solid

effort in their third straight loss,

today's game gives the
Minutewomen a chance to prove

this past weekend's Top 10 upsets

were no fluke.

"The effort from the Boston

University (loss] carried over to

this weekend," Shea said. "They

started to so a lot of things wefl,

and they also improved on other

things."

water polo
continued from page 14

bing of the Rams.

Yet, Yarworth lelt the team's con-

centration wavered a bit.

"I think we were looking ahead to

the [MXl game a little bit." Yarworth
said.

The Minutemen had a reason to

look ahead toward the next game —
St. Irancis was not only nationally

ranked, but they were also coming
off a 3 I performance in the previous

week's Princeton Invitational, includ-

ing a rout of Navy.

However, UMass responded to this

momentum with an 18- II win,

highlighted by a career-high nine

god effort by Stahl.

"At the end, I only thought he had
four or five goals, and that shows
i hi«t he took his shots within the flow

of the game," Yarworth said. "We
haven't been doing that lately —
we've been forcing it."

Yarworth further described the

win as "one of the best total team

game-, we've played in the last few
years... It showed me that we can

step up and play water polo with
these team
Another Minuteman reached a

career high in this contest, and goal-

keeper Richard Huntley notched 14

saves.

"I think he's playing better than

any goalie in the Eastern Conference

right now," Yarworth said of his

sophomore goalkeeper's performance.

The team will have no time to rest

on its laurels, while returning to

action this Friday against No. 3

California, kicking off a five-game
stint in the Golden State. No UMass
team has ever beaten the Golden
Beats in their six previous matches.

"We have to play with intensity all

the time." Yarworth said of Friday's

matchup, also emphasizing that the

keys to victory lie in "communicating

on defense... and balancing the

offense."

Above all. Yarworth is looking for

"good team discipline and team atti-

tudes. We might go 5-0, we may go
0-5 — I don't know. But I want to

see good water polo
"

From Poolside: The junior

All-America. Stahl continue* to lead

the Minutemen in points scored with

82. Tinnm Itoupis. a sophomore is

second (54) while juniors Gabriel

Marrero (58), Aldo Roman (55)

round out the leaders... I.cadets in

goals scored are Stahl (54), Roman
(52) Marrero (2fo), Troupis (22), and

I iinardo (18)... Troupis. whose
international experience makes him

invaluable, leads UMass with 24
assists, while senior co-captain Marc

Staudenbaur (21), Limardo (19),

Slinglul'l (15). and Stahl (14) take

spots in the top five... Richard

Huntley has given up 106 goals but

saved ifc>4 for a percentage of .607.

The opposition is scoring just 6.53

goals against him pet game

rfRAVEL'j
! SMART! I

FROM BOSTON |

On tttey RcHjndlnp I

LONDON
$154 $287

I

$209 $390

ROME
$266 $497

$218 $407

Seriedultd fll|htl.

|Firti to worltfwidt <nttnitlont.|

Eirillptmi available.

Wxkind surcharges may apply I

J
Customs Immigration taxes apply.

.

I Fares sublet to change without I

| notice Inrl student I D cards
|

may be required.

RISM TRAVEL
545 Mill Ave NY. NY 10017

212-986-8420*

800-272-9676
Senior co-captain Marc Staudenbaur was as steady as ever last weekend for UMass water polo.

„ INTRAMURAL
niOSS SPORTS

Don't Miss The

i mCTION

NBA

GET THOSE FORMS IN BY

Foul Shooting (M/W/C) 10/20

3-Point Shootout (M/W) 10/20
For entry forms

and info

545-2693

545-0022

LATE ENTRAMTS SHOULD CHECK FOR EXTENSIONS IN BOYDEN 215

On the Web. http^'wwA umass edu/umim/

STILL TIME TO ENTER:

Tennis Singles A.S.A.P

Volleyball (M/W) A.S.A.P

continued from page xx

ago. Tim Duncan is the bar apparent to

David Robinson's neighborhood, and is

already putting up big numbers in the pre-

season. He, in my opinion, will be the

rookie of the year.

There are a few sleepers out there as

well. Kansas' |acques Vaughn is an excel-

lent choice for the |azz. and he will com-

TONIGHT

UV£ MUSIC

jess:

B@ST@tf
JWSY py\YED AT THE PAMDiS! AND

THE ATTIC

-ALL ORIGINAL-

1M

Movie, Game, and, System Rentals

Al Movtos $.99 / dayfl

The best of the new releases!

MX / Saturn / Nt4 / Gemak / SMES

Buy-SaO-Trad* Games & Systarm

9 East Pleasant Call us at

(Wear "The Pub") 549-4505

Hr* Sun, Mofl, MM, Thur, Frl 2*0-7:30

Sat 12*0-7:30
doted Tuatday

Collegian

Sports...

Keep your eye on

the ball. .

Computers

a&

All Sam Adams

Pints 43.00

UfH^OctobsHNt

Heney Porta*

Millar Lite 20os,

1.99

Rum & Cob

16oz *2."

It)b IVI XT. complete Systems

$995. DQIB Meg Ram
1.7 Big Hard drive

EDX CD-Rom MM kit

Windows 95 w/ 14" 5VEA monitor

Wetj SIteS Bc»lcr^eR3rft?ctfE)rC)n-LlnpRr'«->iimi^ $99 and up

football
continued from page 14

streak of mediocrity. Illinois used

to be respected. Now they're just

dookie.

Oh well. We all go through try-

ing times. I'm just surprised they

haven't pulled themselves out yet.

Uncle Bill's line of the week...

Didn't talk to Uncle Bill this

week, but I'm sure he's thrilled

about the Redskins' win on
Monday night. Uncle Bill loves

his Redskins.

Friends of the Program "Inside

Tip" pick of the week...(2-J)

The wheels have come off the

"Inside Tip" bandwagon. Three

straight losses, the latest coming
from a Clemson squad that

choked to Virginia on Saturday.

I'm all shook up. I'm struggling,

trying to take back the season and

end with my head above water.

It's gonna be a tough road.

I'm hitching all my hope-; and

dreams to Miami. They're
six-point favorites at BC. Now
we all now how bad BC is. and

we all know how bad Miami is.

My hope is that Miami can get

those athletes of theirs to pull off

one decent win.

That's all 1 ask.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian

columnist.

men's tennis
continued from page 1

4

efforts did not go unnoticed,
because she did bring about
improvements to the women's
department.

"The men's department was given

more luxuries, and I felt it was my
duty to try and change that," Dixon
said. "I felt 1 did a bold, but very

just, thing."

Toward the end of Dixon's stay at

Yale, she engaged in some broad-

casting work for PBS and NBC affil-

iates, earning an Emmy nomination

for her work. After leaving Yale,

Dixon did some work in the market-

ing field, even though she graduated

from USC with a psychology degree.

"I was approached out of

nowhere do some work for PBS for

team tennis matches." Dixon said.

"Marketing was something I became
very interested in. I really enjoyed

my work in that field."

Dixon arrived in Amherst in

1982. and finished up work in mar-

keting before buying into the

Amherst Racquet and Fitness

Center. After selling the club in

1992, she was hired by UMass as

the head coach of the women's
team.

It was the first year of competi-

tion after the reinstatement of the

program. The following year she

asked if she could coach a revived

men's team as well. She was given

the green light and has led both

teams ever since. The rebuilding

process was quick, and all of her

teams have been over .500 since

1994.

"I really wanted to get back
involved with tennis," Dixon said. "I

really missed the game while I was
working in marketing. Working
with both teams has been a chal-

lenge ever since 1 came here."

Despite teaching her players

about tennis, she strives to prepare

them for life in general. With this

method, she has gained the respect

of all of her players.

"Coach Dixon has meant so much
to me," senior men's captain Alex
Aller said. "She has taught us so

many valuable life lessons. She is

practically family to me."

Her invaluable knowledge has real-

ly shown over the last two sears. The
men's team (4-1 ) is reaching for the

sky this season, as they head into

today's home match against St. lohn's

at the Upper Boyden Courts at 3 p.m.

"We need to stay focused and pre-

pare ourselves properly for these

last few matches," Dixon said.

THANG VO COLLEGIAN

Look out for the Collegian's UMass
Basketball Preview issue. Coming this

November to a newsstand near you...

Yeah! Whoopie! Yee Haw! Yippy-ki-yay

t

—— '

plement |ohn Stockton nicely nil the

bench.

\ Bhnova'l Tim Thomas, swapped in

the Van 1 bn trade, will provide the 7bet>

with a big man who not only can rebound,

but finish the fast break as well. They will

definitely be a team that will give the better

teams in the NBA a run for their money.

But. Knight is a player that you guys will

definitely want to keep your eyes on. With

the kind of gritty defense he played in col-

lege for Stanford, he has the potential to

make it to the top in steals; not to mention

the fact that he possesses a good perimeter

game, too.

As for the other teams in the NBA, I

suspect that some of them might improve

from last season, but quite a few. like my
Knicks. are soon to be part of the rebuild-

ing stage.

Yet, the season will tell all.

See you at tipoff.

Gregory H. Casimir is a Collegian

columnist.

4JAirein5_*ia MS main »i fionharnpion S96 0155

College Pro Computers
eOE Russell St. CRte SI Hadley • (413] 584-8857

http://www.javanet.com/~cpcusa

*
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UNIVERSITY
BARTENDING COURSE

50%
Off!!

Of Basic Program with valid cnllri;r

Student I.D.

Free Info Session

Wednesday. Oct. 8th

7:00pm
Lord Jeffrey Inn. Amherst

Now Accepting Visa. M/C. AMEX & Discover

Face it, you didn't tome to college to be

just like everyone else, so whv not allv

wmrself with one of \mcma s lop intern

ship?.' You'll make your resume stand out

after graduation .
plus earn real money

Had A Good Head For Business.

Shop Around it Compare!

1-800-U-CAN-MIX
\it Nov.! Space is l.ir

while still in college Some of our stn

dents earn a five-figure income Put the

Northwestern Mutual l.ilc name M work

for \ou. and reah/e that wni're worth

much more than you think Ma\be The

Steffen \genev should hear from jfM

Internship openings available now

For more Information, stop by our

booth at Ibr I mdtrgradiate Kmslnras

flab Career Fair on Wednesday.

October I fib

Kale Kane

The Steffen Agency

413/748-6000

kalekane^javanel.com

mar
The (.Xnet Company

*
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Collegian Classifieds
113 Campus Center

APARTMENT FOR RENT | EMPLOYMENT

One bedroom apartment

Downtown $520 + utili-

ties. 253-1903, 545-4003,

545-4002

AUTO FOR SALE

1984 VW Maroon Rabbit

Low mileaqe. 95% mint

condition. $1400 or B/0.

Call 584-2940

1990 Chevy Barretts

Great condition Must sell.

BEST REASONABLE
OFFER takes it 296-4549

Purchasing a used car?

Having your car repaired?

Do you know your legal

rights? Call The Student

Legal Services Office, 922

Campus Center, 545-1995

1990 Jeep Wrangler 5

speed, 85k, hard top/soft

top. $6000. 256-0501

EMPLOYMENT

Rao's Coffee is hiring

F/T and P/T. Food experi-

ence necessary. Please

apply in person.

Teacher Needed
Kaplan Educational
Centers has a current

opening for an MCAT
Instructor. Qualifications

include thorough knowl-

edge of course material,

great presentation skills

and superior MCAT scores.

This is an excellent well

paying part-time job, ideal

for graduate students.

Please visit us Mon-Thurs,

12-4pm, at 150 Fearing

St., Amherst, or call us at

549-5789 to arrange an

interview.

TUTORS

Bilingual Tutors for

port time paid assis-

tance to students.

Speaking Japanese,

Khmer, and Punjabi.

Contact ESI/Bilingual

Offke at 413-549 9857

Amherst Public Schools

1 70 Chestnut Street,

Amherst, MA 01 002

An Affirmative

Action/Equal

Opportunity Employer

EMPLOYMENT

CARRIERS
AND

DRIVERS
NEEDED

International Marketing

Firm seeks Spokesperson.

$10 per hour. 8-10 hours a

week. Models are encour-

aged to apply. Call Sean

Sweeney (800)829-4777

Hiring For Pizza Hut

Cashiers and Pizza Help.

All shifts. Come down and

fill out an application 586-

2940

LEGAL ASSISTANTS
WANTED Spring 1998

Internships With The

Student Legal Services

Office; get hands-on expe-

rience in the legal field

—

work directly with attor-

neys and clients. Earn up

to 1 5 undergraduate cred-

its. No experience in the

legal profession neces-

sary— training provided.

Contact The Student Legal

Services Office today: 545-

1995, 922 Campus Center.

Coll John Riley

' ,.t 584-7804

or

1 800 858 4275 txl O

COLLEGE NEWS
SERVICE

FOR RENT

Fridge Rentals 253-9742

Free Delivery

FOR SALE

BUY MY IBM PENTIUM:
166MHZ, 16M RAM, Zip

Drive, 17" viewable moni-

tor, too much software to

list (i.e. Photoshop 4.0,

Director). 64 bit 3D video

card, Wacom Graphics

Tablet. Complete for $1400

SOLID. You can't get this

?ood of a deal in stores.

MPSCI Major who needs

to sell his baby for rent.

Call Bill ©(413)587-9972.

HELP! Baby Iguana
needs home. Comes
equipped. $80. Call Matt

546-2608

FOR SALE

Drum Set- 5 piece

Yamaha All accessories

Moving, must sell. $650 or

best offer. 5-3129 or 549-

5981

KHS Montana Descent
Mountain Bike Great

condition. 247-5358

15 million-)- sendable
email addresses Contact

the world with the stroke

of a key! $99 per CD.

Contact Pete @ Conrad

Enterprises (413)539-3599

Kona Mountain Bike
Ridden off-road only 3

times. Shimano LX Shifter.

$450 or B/0. Call Dan at

628-3857 Leave message.

Self Amplified Bazooka

Base Tube 6 inches, great

shape Call 259-1984

Computers! Computers!

Computers!

The very best prices

around! IBM Thinkpads

Compac as well as print-

ers, scanners, and sup-

plies. Call File

Management Solutions

and ask for Jason 549-

4850

Laptop Notebook Works

good. $150. Good for

school. Call Steve

(413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for

computer. Works great.

Call CPC (413)584-8857

FOR SALE

Watch batteries, ear

piercing, eyeglass

repairs, jewelry restora-

tion, diamond engage-

ments, wedding rings

Silverscape Designs, 264

N Pleasant St, Amherst.

253-3324 Open Daily.

FOUND

Watch Found Northeast

Quad. 10/8/97 Call 546-

4443 to describe.

INSTRUCTION

Computer
Enthusiast:

Knowledgeable

computer tutor

wanted to pro-

vide individual-

ized computer

enrichment for

girls ages 15 &
1 2. Female pre-

ferred. Hourly

rate negotiable.

Call Joan or Rob

f4I 3 J 584-8086

or

CH3J586-6542

CROSS PEN GOLD
TONE Personal inscrip-

tion Grandfather's.

Irreplacible. Reward 253-

5482

LOST: Keys with green

bottle opener in Sylvan

Parking Lot. Reward. Call

Steve 546-4489

MISCELLANEOUS

Earn S75-S100

Exercise Science Study

Needs non-weight trained
rYlolpc

Call Steve @ 253-4952 or

5-6072

FREE BLACK KITTEN!
Needs loving home ASAP.

Call 549-8770

EARN S750 S1500/WEEK

Raise all the money your

group needs by sponsoring

a VISA fundraiser on your

campus. No investment &
very little time needed

There's no obligation, so

why not call for informa-

tion today. Call 1-800-323-

8454 x 95.

ROOM FOR RENT

1 room available on

Main St. Very close to

town. On bus route. 21 +

please. Call 259-9282

ROOMMATE WANTED
One large bedroom
available in Sugarloaf

Estates. $333/month.

Great place to live. Call

665-7701

ROOM WANTED

Sublet Needed January

1998- 1 month only. Bus

access necessary.

Preferably in

Northampton. (617)623-

3851

SERVICES

BARTEND WITH UNI-
VERSITY BARTENDING
50% student discount. On-

campus classes starting

soon! Call 1-800-U-Can-

Mix for info.

ADD A BORDER
www.movieposter.com

Vintage-Current

(416)391-0133

PERSONALS

TO DAVID ZAGER I love

you and miss you. Phil

Know Your Rights Do

you have questions about

your rights? Do you think

your civil rights have been

violated? Find Out!

Contact The Student Legal

Services Office, 922

Campus Center, 545-1995.

Retired Faculty Member
offers English Language

Lessons and Editorial

Expertise to International

Students, all levels.

Reasonable rates. Ms.

Reed 253-3354

Pregnant? Need help?

Call Birthright of Amherst

area for free testing and

assistance. 549-1906

TRAVEL

GUATEMALA: Learn

Spanish and help Mayan

children. Write: Rural

Education Project, P.O. Box

9534, North Amherst, MA
01059

EARN FREE TRIPS &
CASH!

CLASS TRAVEL needs

students to promote

Spring Break 1998! Sell 15

trips & travel free" Highly

motivated students can

earn a free trip & over

$10,000! Choose Cancun,

Bahamas, Mazatlan,

Jamaica or Florida! North

America's largest student

tour operator! Call Now 1

1-800-838-6411

SPRING BREAK
Largest selection of Spring

Break destinations includ-

ing cruises! Group dis-

counts and free trips avail-

able Epicurean Tours 1-

800-231 -4FUN

Spring Break Take 2"

hiring Reps! Sell 15 Take

2 free. Hottest destina-

tions! Free parties, eats,

and drinks! Sunsplash 1-

800-426-7710 or

www.sunsplashtours.com

WANTED

Sell/Trade your preowned

games and systems. Call

Let's Play at 549-4505

Personals Policy Rates Standard Headings
1 All pmonals MUST be proofread bv Collegian clas-

m payment and acceptance of

the eta
: Latf names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY

tir»t names and tn*iah are allowed. The only excep-

Ht lew birthdav 01 congratulations personals in

wtth h c ase the full name may be u*ed

i Phont • not allowed in personals NO

4 MdraMl Arv MM allowed in personals, this mean*
dorm room numbers as well

> Personals <*' B ihreatening or derogatory nature are

not acceptable Personals of a vindictive or libelous

nature are not acceptable Personals may not be
used lor the purpose o* harassment

6. Profanity may not be used in personals.

7 The personals seciion is for personals only- The per-

sonals section may NOT be used to sellM mfc
roommates, advertise meetings, etc

8 All personals must have the nam.

UMass ID number ol the student put I

-

filled m on the insertion order N<W ttUOV
provide a valid driver '% license ,in<t the litense nunv

l|er mutt be recorded on the insertion outer I m <
>t

false kbntiAcatabn or misrepresentation is subtest to

penalties under the law
*) The Collegi.in reserves the fiRht to refuse or lo edit

any personal that does not meet the CoUtgi
dards in accordance with the statutes ot the

Commonwealth ot Massachusetts.

Students

20tf per word/day

All others

40<£ per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
Please write ckiarly and

legibly. We are not responsible lor errors reMN

ing from illegible handwriting or type.

ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE

COMMUNITY EVENTS
EMPLOYMENT

ENTERTAINMENT
FOR SALE

FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES

SUMMER SUBLET
TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

WEDNESDAY. OCT. 15

Blood Drive — Help the American Red

Cross ensure a safe and adequate blood

supply for all those in need by donating

9:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. in the Campus
Center. room 165-169. Call

1 8UO-462-2229 for an appointment,

walk-ins welcome.

Clinic — There will be an intramural

volleyball officials clinic at 7 p.m. at

Hoyden, room 249.

Meeting — There will be a meeting for

intramural volleyball captains meeting at

6 p.m. in Boyden. room 249.

Meeting — There will be a meeting to

leurn more about and plan (he National

Young Women's Day of Action at 7 p.m.

in the Student Union. Cape Cod Lounge.

All are welcome. For more information.

contact I Hen Donoghue at 546-4773 or

CC«M student umass.edu.

Meeting — The Western Mass
l.imix-Lnix User's Group (WMLUUG) is

in the process of forming and is holding a

meeting from 6-8 p.m. in Morrill South

Building, room 319 OEB. Linux is a free

computer operating system that runs on

I't l M \l- and Mainframes. All are wel-

come and all members are new.

Meeting — University Resources

Network is holding a meeting on expand-

ing University 101 offerings for entering

undergraduates noon - 1:30 p.m. in the

Campus Center, room 803. For more
information about this open campus
meeting, contact the Office of Human
Relations at 545-0851.

Sen ice — Sukkot service at 7 p.m. in

the Hillel House Sukkah. Celebrate the

Harvest Festival with Hillel.

Speaker — The UMass University

Democrats presents Governor Michael

Dukakis on "Political Activism in the

Modern Era" at 7:30 p.m. in Morrill 1.

room N329.
Theater — The Not Ready for Bedtime

Players will perform in the Patterson

Residence Hall Main Lounge at 8 p.m.

THURSDAY, OCT. 16

Clinic — There will be an intramural

volleyball officials clinic at 5 p.m. at

Boyden. room 223.

Discussion — Brian Tokar will lead a

discussion around his latest book l.arth

for Sale, at 6 p.m. at Food For Thought

Books in Amherst

Meeting — There will be a meeting for

intramural tennis players meeting at 6

p.m. in Boyden. room 249.

SeWtC* — Sukkot service with lewish

community of Amherst. 10 a.m. at the

Hillel House. Lunch following, free for all

on any meal plan.

Speaker — The Smith College chapter

of Students for a Free Tibet presents Aina

Adhe. political prisoner of 27 years, who

will be speaking as a woman, a prifOOM

and an activist for freedom, at 7:30 p.m.

in the Stoddard Hall Auditorium. Smith

College.

Speaker — Education reformer

Lorraine Monroe will speak at 7 30 p.m.

at Mount Holvoke College in the New
York room, in Mary Woolley Hall.

Yoga — Yoga and meditation seminar

by Dada Anantananda at 8 p.m. in the

Butterfield Dorm Lounge. Includes lee-

ture and practical experience, free admis-

sion. Sponsored b) Ananda Marga

FRIDAY. OCT. 17

Meeting — Intervatsitx Christian

Fellowship will meet at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center, room posted at the info

desk, continuing series on whole life.

Service — Sukkot special student/fac-

ulty/staff Shabbat service at 6 p.m. at the

Hillel House. Sponsored by Hillel.

Tournament — Intramural tennis tour-

nament begins at the lower courts at the

Mullins Center.

NOTICES

Art Contributions — The Student

Union Visual and Performing Arts Space-

is looking for contributions to the

Southern Asian Cultural Exhibition

which will show in the spring of 1 998. If

you have anything from artwork to crafts

depicting Asian culture, and would like

the opportunity to participate in this exhi-

bition, contact Amanda at 545-0792.

Computer Orientation — Students,

faculty and staff interested in using the

computers at the Foreign Language

Resource Center are encouraged lo attend

a computer orientation of Friday. Oct. I 7.

or 24. The Iree one-hour sessions begin

at 3 p.m. in llerter 19. Enrollment is lim-

ited. For more information and to regis-

ter, contact Irene at 545- 0950 or check

out www.umass.edu/langctr.

Contest — Spectrum Fine Art and

Literary Magazine is holding a cover con-

test. The winner will have their artwork

printed on the 97/98 issue. The final

deadline is December 2 at 5 p.m. Pick up

an entry form in the Student Union, room

406E or just bring the artwork by.

Course — The Interdepartmental

Program in film studies is offering I cer-

tificate in film studies to all majors

(equivalent to a minor). Includes six

courses in film/video studies. For more

information and to fill out an application,

stop by the office in 101 South College or

call 545-3659. Office hours Monday and

Wednesday 8 a.m. -5 p.m.. Tuesday and

Thursday 10 a.m.-5 p.m., Friday 8 a.m.-2

p.m. Or visit the webpage:

www umass cdu/film.

Final EMM Schedule — The Fall '97

Final Examination Schedule will be avail-

able beginning Friday. Oct. 17. Copies

will be delivered to students in the resi-

dence halls, and will be available to

oil campui students in the Registrar's

office (213 Whitmore). It will also be

available on the World Wide Web begin-

ning Wednesday. Oct. 1 at http://www-

FYb are public service announcements printed

daily. To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phone number o( the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the

Managing Editor by noon the previous day.

ureg.admin.umass.edu.

Internships — Environmental intern-

ships offered. Campaigns this semester

include: Hunger and Homclessness.

Pesticides. Endangered Species. Updated

Bottle Bill and Campaign Finance-

Reform. Looking for motivated students

to take leadership positions. Call

MassPIRG at 545-0199 or stop by 423A
Student Union.

\otice — The women's basketball

team is looking for managers for the

upcoming season. Reliability and a signif-

icant time commitment are required. If

interested, please call Scott Foulis at

545-2726.

Notice — The women's basketball

team will be holding walk cm Inoul- on

Oct. 20 at 6:30 p.m. at the Mullins

Center. Proof of insurance and ol I recent

physical are required to participate in try-

outs. For further information, call the

women's basketball office at 545-2726.

u
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Daily Listings sponsored by: SPONSOR THESE TV LISTINGS CALL 545-3500

HSCN Bulletin

Board

Hartford

Boston

Boston

Springfield

Movie Ch.

Hartford

ID

11

IS
13
14
14
17
IB

CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN
UPN/20
Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
International

UMass Academic TV
HSCN Programming

TV-19
I ABC/40 Springfield

! NBC/22 Springfield

S3 CNN
B4 CNN SI

SB Headline News
BBUCTV
W7 TBS

mm bet

SB TV Land

Univision

WEDNESDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
wvrr
WTIC
WWLP
WGBY

31 Comedy Central

3B Cartoon

Much Music

hurry before this

opportunity
passes you by

WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
A4E
CNN
COM
DISC

"MTV"
NICK

O

<D
©
fL

Wishbone I
3 News il

5 News X
Full House R.

News

8 Married... With

11 Major League Baseball

u
Creatures

20

23

CD 30

m
CB

SCIFI

TLC
TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

fc»

(D

21

6:00 6:30
Business Rpt. Newshour With Jim Letirer X
CBS News Inside Edition

CBS News Exlra R

ABC News Inside Edition

BoyWorld

NBC News Wheel-Fortune

Cheers X
NBC

Pwws Jt

Mad Abo. You

Family Matters

NBC News

Business Rpt.

ABC News

Mad Abo. You

Northern Enpoeure X
Family Matters

WorldViewX

1 Night Stand |Make-Laugh

Wings "Sea Win

Up Close

Sup

MTV Live

Figure H Out

Twilight Zone X
Hometime (R)

i*L

7:00 7:30

Fresh Prince

JudyX
Ent. Tonight

Seinfeld X
Wheel-Fortune

lee Cream Show (In Stereo) I
Real TV X
Ent. Tonight

Nanny X

Chronicle

Nanny X

Fresh Prince

Spin City X
Sister, Sister

Jeopardy! X
Grace Under

Hard Copy X
FraaierX

Jeopardy! X
Newshour With Jim Lehrer X
Seinfeld X
Seinfeld it

Coach X

FraaierX

Frasier X
Coach X

Law A Order Securrtate" X
MoneyHneX
Dally Show (R)

Gimme Shelter

Crossfire X
Stein's Money

scenter

C - Campus

8:00 8:30

Murphy Brown

Murphy Brown

Dharma-Greg

Smart Guy X

9:00 9:30 l 10:00

OCTOBER 15, 1997

Great Performances: Carnegie Hall

Public Eye (In Sleteo) X
Public Eye (In Stereo) X
Drew Carey X
Wayans Bros.

Ellen X
Steve Harvey

10:30
Diana's Dress

Chicago Hope (In Stereo) X
Quest III: Energy

Chicago Hope (In Stereo) X
Primetime Live X

Major League Baseball Playoffs: NLCS Game 7 - Marlins at Braves

Sentinel "Inside Man" X [Star Trait: Voyager (In Stereo) |News

Major League Baseball Playofa: NLCS Game 7 - Marlins al Braves

Beverly HHIe, 90210 (In Stereo) IParty ol Five "Zap" (In Stereo) »

|LAPD

Major League Baseball Playoffs: NLCS Game 7 - Marlins at Braves

Wishbone (In Stereo) X
Spin City X IDherma-qreg

Sentinel "Inside Man" X

Great Performances: Carnegie Hall

Drew Carey X [Ellen X
Star Trek: Voyager (In Stereo)

|Foto-NoveiaT

Primetime Live X
News

«« Hanem rVtfrf«"(1989, ComeoV-Drama) Eddie Murphy. Richard Pryor

Biography: Loretla Lynn American Justice

Prime News X IBurden-Prool jLarrV King Live X
VTrenSYfranisfrS000'

,

(1965,

Debt

Tiny Toon

Kung Fu: Legend

Hometln>e(R)

Baywatch "Tentacles" X

Intimate Portral

Wild Discovery: Together

|PBA BowHng: Ebonite Challenge (Live)

itt "Janet Leigh" lUneolved Mysteries (in

o( MTV (In Stereo)

DougX IBugratsX

Time Trai "Selma Is Missmg"

Home Again [Home Again

Lola 4 Clark-Superman

Highlander: The Series X~
(5:00)

1
1* * "Ounsfon Checks In" (199ft fJomooy) 'PG'

« Lut ot the Dogmen" (\99b, Adventure) Tom Berenger. PO'

322. *V, ->«oci»mPrx>MOTs"(1Ml)Cnavy

Stereo)

Beavls-Butt.

Hey Arnold! X
Seequest 2032

Wondr-Weathr

Beavis-Butt.

Wonder Years

In Stereo) X
SeeTeM

**V, HJnaxmon vaVQm Drama) Pane Hackmaa

Comedy) JetTGoMbhim.

Discover Magailne (R)

11:00 11:30

News «

NCWS A,

Late Show K
Late Show V
Nlghtline X

Star Trek: NertOsnor.

ITonlght Show
Vibe

Simpsons X
Tonight Show

Deep Space 9

Tonight Show

Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

News a INightlineX

20th Century

NHL Hockey: Brums al Kings

** "Abort the ffim"(l994) Duane Martin, Leon.

World Today X
South Park (R) |Vlva Variety

Crash ot TWA Flight MO
Got! Wonderful World ol GoM. 1 Bloopers

««^'"A»rrrTeL4rtaCn^(19^,L>ama) Craig T.klson"

Justice Files "Parole" (R)

Countdown to the 10 Spot

Wonder Years

** -BkxxHiat

Wonder Years

Real World V
Wonder Years

Austin Stories

Wonder Years

Rescue Squad: Fire and Water

t III" { 1993, Horror) Anders HoveT

Blast Masters: Eiptosion

Law I Order Born Bad' X
Sports lllus.

Dally Show

Moneyllnel

Stein's Money

ortscenter X
Homicide: Life on the Street X
Duchovny

Wonder Ysi

Loveline

Wonder Years

Time Tra» "Selma Is Missing
1

Wondr-Weathr |Sea Tek II (R)

«» t)c^lB(rTlpacr(1991.Ac^^^xe)JMrvClaurjeVanDarwwi

Walker, Teias Ranger V

«*'* -(Wr»fldM*n'(1995)J«*

7i* "Forever youna"(1992. Fantasy) Mel GbsorTPO'

»

.. - +:—. »,.JL«r r* la uk^t.^.^1. >rytm

"Cont8Qiout"(l»97, Suspense) L«idsay Wagner (in Stereo) a |Silk StaHungs Partners (R) X
tack Lemmon. |

»» "The Dogfighlert" (1 996, Suspense) Robert Davi. 'R' X I -Josephint"

tfreVi "Get SrTor?v"(1995, Comedy) John TravoHa. fTX
«» "2 Pays ti the WaAiy"(1996) Danny AieHo. 'R'

Dead Man's |Deed Man's Gun (R) (In Stereo)

'Occtsiontr

Dead Man's
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Bruno By C. Baldwin Robotman By Jim Meddick

Pii KNOW M\ WT MUM p. fail «tGA
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Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dilbert By Scott Adams

K>- 1) © iW7 UftriM) FmIupb Syndie*» i"C

Mallard Fillmore By Bruce Tinsley Thatch By Jeff Shesol

H0*\l CAN ITS ReALVi

nou HOTC PRerrv easy,

POLITICS? TI8CR.

PUTIIMC
POLITICO I

WORK IN

POLITIC*'

/

ANP OTHtR-

WrSt.Wt
HAve urre
IN COMMON

I

Hon Sequitor By Wiley 8 Years in Braces By Eric Petersen
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WORK
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Loser Crew By Alan Demonde

10-15
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ISTIUU TVUftStV

rev?

"Look Bob, its Mr.

Pie-ir-icvr, the. man wKo

cjear\<, the. toilfcTs itr> our

riormn.

Hi Mr. Pie-i^o^T1
"

"YOU FILTHY LITTLE

FREAKS" WH&rV YOU

MONKEVS /MAKE A

ME3S, I GotTA
CLEA/V IT UP!'"

'Get Bob, WUtj
Wl>> p/obla»v>?

1

Leedee By Mike Rybicki
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Horoscopes
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) —

You are a little more vulnerable

than usual today, and you must take

care that others know just where

vour limits are.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) —
Take care that you don't throw a

wrench into the works by trying too

much too soon. Pace yourself;

schedule your efforts with care.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — You will have a chance to

get together with someone you

respect on level ground, and test

your ideas in a safe but challenging

way.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— You are after a little more securi-

ty in your life, and today you can

improve matters on the homefront

by facing a few important facts.

AQUARIUS (|an. 20-Feb. 18) —
You will be attracted to someone
merely because you have observed

the unusual. Do not think that

everything has to change, however.

PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20) —
You can afford to be a little more

assertive both at home and at the

workplace. You can make others

happy with you in every possible

venue.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
Seek out those who have more in

common with you, and you'll find

contentment working on projects

that can turn into cooperative

efforts.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
This is a good day to share with a

friend some good news that you

have been keeping to yourself for

political reasons. Confide all details.

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20) —
Today you are likely to discover that

your goals are one and the same
with those of someone who has

been in the background. Cooperate!

CANCER (|une 21-July 22) —
You needn't be so detached today:

try to make contact with others and

share both ideas and expertise.

Working together benefits all.

LEO (|uly 23-Aug. 22) — You
may be quite unpredictable in many
things today, but the fact that you

are working toward a key goal will

he recognized by those around you.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) —
Be sure to obey all the road signs

that you encounter throughout your

day. You don't want to put yourself

in any unnecessary danger.

Close to Home By John McPherson

^55J23HPl,

^c^l

9i'7Tpri!^c'3rso*fl55

Quote of the JE)>£*y

44 A man is not finished when

he is defeated. He is fin-

ished when he quits. U
-Richard M. Nixon,

37th President of the United States

Today's P.C. Menu
Caff 545-2626 for mart information.

Frankl\m
LUNCH

Chicken Breast Sandwich

Sloppy |oe

Ravioli Alfredo

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Broccoli & Cauliflower Casserole

Mesquite Chicken Sandwich

Worcester

ACROSS
1 Overwhelming

defeat
5 Whimper
9 Tend the lawn

1 2 Zoo denizen
13 Huron's

neighbor
14 Cosmetics

company
16 Make laugh
17 Brother's home
19 "Certainty!"
20 Cowhand's loop
22 Nervous
23 Small amounts
24 Undergarment
25 Revolting
28 Giraffe relative

30 Basketball's
Shaquillo

31 Herring's cousin
32 Not at home
36 Saxophonist

Getz
37 Tolerates
38 13-Across, e.g.

39 Lids
40 Titled one
41 Protozoan's

parts
42 Spanish lather

44 Doughnut units

45 Bedford and
Newman

48 Show anger
49 Less than

sufficient

50 Type of pants

52 — out: stretch

55 Certain one-
piece garment

57 Daisylike flower

59 Location

60 End of a threat

61 Brief letters

62 Lightning —
63 Meshes
64 Twofold

DOWN
1 Frost

2 Musical work
3 — and downs
4 Pedicure target

5 Reminders
6 Son ol

Aphrodite

7 Champagne or

sherry

8 Meadow
9 Appear
10 Kitchen

appliances

11 Inferior

12 Insignificant

amount of

money. slangMy

15 No, to Ivan

18 Pause
21 Unusual
23 Moved (cargo)

24 They're no
gentlemenl

25 Party giver

26 "I'm — your

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

bids rafflaraii urjQSin
GUHB MOHB0 BnQll
QmmMffllllluTira HMSHH

LUNCH
Grilled Steak Sandwich

Chicken Pot Pie

Rotini w/ Tomato/Meat Sauce

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Cauliflower St Eggplant Casserole

Pastabilities/ Cheese Lasagna

BHrara araatiD *aaso

F o R E
l
T

l
E

l
L

li- 1
TIHIAIN

A c E tIoinIeIb T ' Lll 1N|G

N E P d'FPr O V E hhh@
n A T LUC I F E R

Hampshire

.MciNi.i nnranH
raunmra HDHacnHaDH
DOuTlLKE BBBHH UM1I1
10 li-97 © 1997. United Fe»hit> Syndicate

tncks!"

27 Harvest
28 Chicago airport

29 Maiden ol films

31 Scorch
33 Corduroy nb
34 Similar

35 Cheerleaders'
cries

37 Garden plots

41 Give orders
43 Bohemian
44 Expected
45 Snakes
46 Preside at a

meeting
47 Lone Ranger's

sidekick
48 Releases
50 Golf-course

unil

51 Helper: abbr
52 Singer James
53 Entertainer

Howard —
54 Sounds of

hesitation

56 Layer
58 Old French

coin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

BBQ Pork on Bun

Grilled Sneeze

DINNER
Roast Turkey & Fried Shrimp

Berkshire

LUNCH
Grilled Steak Sandwich

Mesquite Chicken Sandwich

Rotini/ Tomato Lentil Sauce

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Hand-cut Cod Sub

Penne w/ Tomatoes and Spinach

Pastabilities

I
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Minutewomen aiming to fry Friars
By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

Saturday it was No. 9. Sunday it

was So. 10.

Today, the Massachusetts field

hockey team will face off against the

No. 8 team in the nation, when
Providence College visits Richard F.

Garber field at 3:50 p.m. Confidence

will be a big factor

as UMass returns

to its home field

for the first time in

two weeks.

"They played

really well this

weekend." UMass
coach Patty Shea
said of her 7-7

Minutewomen.
"Those two games
were the perfect building block in

terms of the players gaining confidence

in each other and themselves

"We have been on the road for two

straight weeks. But it hasn't just been

small trips. We have been on the road.

And it has been exhausting."

Indeed, the Minutewomen have.

Last weekend's trip to Syracuse, N.Y..

where UMass faced Ball State and the

host Orangewomen. was preceded by

a two-game swing to Chapel Hill.

N.C.. with contests against North

Carolina and Wake Forest. Today's

that will see UMass play against three

nationally ranked teams, starting with

the friars.

"They are a good team with a lot of

experience." Shea said. "They have a

good midfield and strong forwards,

which translates into a dangerous

mix."

PCl strength has given the Friars a

1 1-3 overall mark and a 3-1 record in

the Big East. But

fincnToTkTT

UMass vs.

No. 8 Providence

game starts a four-game homestand

the losses have
been within the

last two weeks —
a 2-1 defeat at

the hands of an
average Harvard
squad in their last

game being the

most recent.

The Friars fire-

power has come
from two main sources: Erica Hebert

and Paula Wagoner. Hebert (25

points) has connected on 1 1 goals,

while Wagoner (23 pts) has set up

most of them. But their strength is not

two players deep, and Heather
Koopman (8 goals, 5 assists, 21

points). Mirandi Baig (6-1-13) and

Katie Lachapelle (6-0-12) have also

contributed to the Friar offense.

UMass, however, is not suffering

from a lack of scoring punch. While

its own Erica — Erica lohnston —

Turn to FIELD HOCKEY, page 1
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junior Vicky Browne and the Minutewomen face off with No. 8

Providence today at 3:30 p.m. at Richard F. Garber Field.

Dixon's various experiences lift UM tennis
• _ _•- i ii J ..,...,...- -..ili inatliiM in Ipan Kino in several doubles tournaments.

By Sanford Appell

Collegian Staff

Even the casual observer

would know how much
Massachusetts tennis coach

|udy Dixon has meant to the

burgeoning tennis program at

UMass.
After all, the men's team has

a 20-3 record over the last two

seasons, and the women's
squad was ranked in the

Northeast Region to begin the

season.

But only closer companions of the sport would

know the extent and variety of Dixon's achieve-

ments before she arrived in Amherst. One of the

contributing factors in the success of her coach-

Men's tennis

Massachusetts

vs. Saint John's

j-o0p?m., Upper Boyden

ing is her well-renowned career participating in

tennis as a player.

Dixon first picked up a racquet when she was

10 years old and immediately

formed a bond with the sport.

She began playing tourna-

ments at age 1 1. and by the

time she was 18, she captured

the National Indoors

Championship.
Dixon then arrived on the

professional tour where she

competed for two years, com-

peting in several Grand Slam

tournaments, including Wimbledon and the

United States Open.

Her playing career ended when she looked for

a more lucrative line of work. Dixon did enjoy

the thrill of playing alongside the legendary Billie

jean King in several doubles tournaments.

"At the time there was not much money to be

made unless you were winning the major tourna-

ments." Dixon said. "But playing with [King] was

an honor 1 will never forget."

After hanging up her playing shoes, she accept-

ed her first collegiate coaching job at the Yale

University. She doubled as coordinator of the

women's Athletic Department during her stay in

New Haven, Conn. Her teams were exceptional

at Yale, as evidenced by the 40-14 record she

compiled there over three seasons.

An ironic achievement since "before 1 took that

position, 1 had no intention of becoming a tennis

coach." Dixon said.

Before leaving Yale, she filed a suit against the

university regarding gender equity, and her

Turn to MEN'S TENNIS page 11

For the No. 13 Minutewoman offense, freshman forward Kara Qreen has been.

The Devil Inside
By Jorma Kansanen
Collegian Staff

Soccer, the holiest of games to

some people, and to those same

people, regarded as "football" in

its purest sense, is a game driven

by emotion.

The calmest person can turn

into Frankenstein on the field,

with a dual personality evolving

between the peace-loving every-

day citizen and the Slide Tackier

From Hell. All of this is due to

one thing — emotion — and there

is one player for the No. 13

Massachusetts women's soccer

team who plays with a double
helping of it.

Freshman forward Kara Green
has leapt onto the regional and

national scene this season for the

Minutewomen (11-2, 7-0 in

Atlantic 10). leading the team in

points and assists (8 goals. 1 I

assists, 27 points)

Going into UMass' last two
home games of the season against

the defending A- 10 champion in

the University of Dayton (Friday,

3:30 p.m.) and Xavier University

(Sunday. 1 p.m.). Green's scoring

output has her in the top 10 of the

Northeast Region, with her 1 1

11 ranking third, and her 27

points ranking sixth.

All of this ncotM is due to one

thing — the emotion she puts into

the game.

The first thing noticed when
Green gets the ball in the final

third of the pitch is just that —
emotion. Then, a chip at the

ankle, or a pull of the shirt, from

the opposition results in a change

of Green's mood, and the

peace-loving everyday citizen

evolves into a scoring monster.

In a purely metaphorical sense

(and with Halloween in mind), the

eyes begin to contort, the muscles

in the face distort, fire comes out

of her eyes and smoke rises out of

her ears, and next thing you know,

the opposition's defense is left

"masticated" at her feet; otherwise

known as "well- chewed," for all

you non-scoring monstrosities out

there in Valley-land.

Any references to the freshman

from Poughkeepsie, N.Y., herself

being an actual monster in real life

aide, (Ireen's fast start out of the

gale this season has been devilish-

ly beneficial to UMass. Like the

song from INXS, Green is like

every single one of us, and when it

is needed, she has more than

enough of the devil inside.

The success of the

Minutewomen this season is due

in part to the team rebounding

from a series of injuries, but also

to the fact that Green has brought

her young and fearless approach

to the game.

"I've always been a very aggres-

sive person, and that's always

been my game," Green said. "But

I'm not surprised |with our sue

cess], because I knew that UMass

can always pull out a strong pro-

gram.

"We've had our ups and downs,

with losing Robin [Smith] and

Amy | Burrill], and not being able

to have Kat [Machamer] in the

lineup, but so far we're pulling it

out with great support from them.

I'm not surprised at all... but, to

say the least, its been wonderful."

Leduc-ian work ethic

Comparisons in style of play

between Green and UMass assis-

tant coach
Minutewoman),
abound. In her

l.educ brought a

(and former
Rachel Leduc
UMass career,

"never say die"

IORMA KANSANEN/COUSC.IAN

reshman Kara Green has splashed onto the national and regional

scene for the Minutewomen this season.

attitude to the game, with that

work ethic translating into a series

of clutch goals; such as her 1995

gamewinner against Hartford in

the first round of the NCAA's, and

her two goals in the '92 and '93

NCAA's lespectively, pushing

UMass past rival Connecticut in

both games.

Green has already come out

with a huge gamewinning goal this

season, scoring the first highlight

of her career against then-No. 22

Michigan in the 87th minute for

the exciting 2-1 win.

For Leduc. Green has the ability

to go even farther than what she

accomplished in her illustrious

UMass career.

"If I was a freshman and I was

at that level so early. I would be

so psyched," l.educ said. "She's

scrappy, and her skill work is a

100 percent better than mine in

my freshman year. One thing she

has that I didn't have at that time

is she's not afraid to take on a

defender.

"As a freshman, you might be a

little hesitant to take someone on.

She has no fear. Of course you're

going to fail a few times, but she

does not give up. and that's going

to help her a lot down the line."

Those positive aspects of

l.educ's playing style drew the tal-

ents of Green to coach |im Rudy's

eye. Since his assistant's last game

for the Minutewomen in 1996,

Rudy has been looking for a player

who could try and replace her spot

on the frontline, and it's safe to

say he's found what he's been

looking for.

"There are some similarities

between Rachel and Kara, and we
saw that when we recruited her,"

Rudy said. "One, she has a knack

of scoring goals, and two, she has

single- mindedness. a purpose,

when she goes to the goal. She's a

very determined player, and that

focus, that scoring, is an impres-

sive thing for a person her age."

Fork-tongued little devil

Unlike most incoming freshmen,

UMass was not a strange place to

Green — it was just strange.

While attending a Olympic

Turn to ©WEN. page 10
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Calendar time for Daddy ;

Ail in your best interest

Luke Meredith

Ladies and gentlemen, it's

mid-October (uh. thanks Luke).

I know, I know. I'm not here to

give calendar updates.

(November's coming soon). But

this is a significant time in the

college football world. The time

has come for the teams who think

they might have a shot at the

Orange Bowl and the national

championship
come lanuary
start to make
their push.

It's also time

for teams who
have lost (but

weren't supposed to) to lick their

wounds and hope to rebound

enough to make a decent New
Year's Day bowl, so their athletic

directors can take that big check

from that big bowl and go, "Hey,

1 told you football is in the best

interests of this school." and then

take the chancellor out to a fancy

dinner that the bowl committee

pays for.

Oh. what a life they lead.

Here's a report card on the

teams who have earned A's so far,

and are banking on an Alliance

bid — or at least a bowl in a place

where the coaches' wives can get

a decent tan.

Penn St. — They beat everyone

they were supposed to, plus van-

quished a very good Ohio St.

team. Curtis Enis, the original

Pimp Daddy, gives that offense a

two-tiered attack, (you know,

that Joe |eriviciuis guy's good

too.)

Nebraska — Beat Washington

in Seattle, the biggest win by any-

one in 1997 so far. Yeah, they

almost lost to Central Florida at

home, but hey. we all have bad

days. Props to Scotl Frost, who
proved once and for all that he

can lead the Huskers (they can't

all be Tommie Frazier).

Florida St. — Spanked Miami

47-0. But of course, Miami sucks.

They've done all they can so far,

but have to get by North Carolina

to climb back to the top.

Michigan — Brian Griesc has

done more than they thought he

would (he's made his dad proud,

I'm sure). Their defense has been

outstanding, which is key in a

conference that doesn't light up
the score-

board like the

WAC (hey,

it's always fun

to slip in a

WAC joke

every now and

again.)

North Carolina — Yeah,

they're 6-0, but they blew their

"Inside Tip Pick of the Week" to

Stanford. Prof. Luke never forgets

(must be that Methuen public

school education.) Beating Florida

St. would be the icing on the cake

to a so far outstanding season,

and they're doing it while switch-

ing QB's every week. There are

about 95 college football teams

who wish they had the Tarheels

QB problem.

Auburn — They've beaten

everyone, but a hungry Florida

team comes to town Saturday.

Damyeune Craig is one of the

best QBs in the country, I swear.

Booty Schwag of the Week
Award...

I think it's about time for

Illinois to step up and accept the

Booty Schwag.

Illinois has been on the verge of

Bootyville for a little while. But 1

kept them off the list because

while they were losing every

week, they weren't doing it outra-

geously. Plus, I used to like them

(they used to have Johnny
Johnson. He ruled.)

But now, they've lost 12 in a

row since last year. This is not a

lower-tier program on a long

Turn to FOOTBALL, page 1
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UMass water polo wins

three in rumble in Bronx
By Jim Eltringham

Collegian Correspondent

For Massachusetts men's water

polo coach Russ Yarworth, last week-

end was a long time

coming.

He wasn't waiting —
like everyone else —
for the three- day

reprieve from responsi-

bility. No, the coach of the No. 14

Minutemen was anticipating the day

when his already suc-

cessful squad would
reach a new level.

"I was much more
pleased with our per-

formance." Yarworth
said of last weekend's Collegiate

Water Polo Association (CWPA)
Tournament.

The Minutemen
went 3-0 in the com-
petition, with wins

over the United States

Merchant Marine
Fordham, and No. 19 St

all being highlighted by what

Yarworth called "team water polo."

The three wins lifted the

Minutemen's record to 17-4 overall

Massachusetts 18

Saint Francis 11

Massachusetts 19

Fordham

Massachusetts 15

USMMA

Academy.
Francis —

(7-2 CWPA).
The weekend began Saturday night

in King's Point, N.Y., where UMass

downed the USMMA, 15-3.

"The Merchant Marines have a

developing program,"

Yarworth said. "So
we played a lot of our

freshmen and sopho-

mores."

Billy Hunter, one of

those sophomores, led the charge

with four goals, with Rich Slingluffs

three-goal perfor-

mance also contribut-

ing to the rout.

Sunday was no day

of rest for the

Minutemen, as they

traveled into the Bronx, to take on

the Rams and a nationally ranked St.

Francis squad.

The afternoon
opponent was
Fordham, a team
Yarworth told his

squad to "pay attention to." They did

more than that; 10 different UMass
players scored — led by Brian Stahl's

hat trick — en route to a 19-6 drub-

Turn to WATER POLO, page 1
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Film

fare

Don't know
what's good and
what's not in film?

The Collegian pre-

views some upcom-
ing releases (see

Arts & Living, page

5).

Roll

UMass

Sharon Hughes
and the

Massachusetts field

hockey team beat

8th ranked
Providence yester-

day, 2-0. (see

SPORTS, page 14.)

WORLD

Hurricane Pauline

rocks Acapulco

ACAPULCO, Mexico (AP) — Drying

mud turned Acapulco into a choking

dustbowl yesterday, forcing thousands

of residents to wear face masks or

bandannas as they scrambled to find

food and clean water amid shortages

of tortillas, milk and other basic foods.

The stench of sewage and rotting

garbage wafted above Acapulco's

mud-caked street market, where mer-

chants rushed to reopen soiled shops

even before sanitation crews could

haul tons of storm debris away.

"I'm worried about this. It's not

the usual dust. It's from the moun-
tains, with the dead animals in it,"

said taxi driver |ose Solis.

Hurricane Pauline triggered floods

and mudslides that roared into down-

town Acapulco last week, killing at least

1 50 people here. As the mud dried yes-

terday under a blazing sun, a stifling

haze rose over western Acapulco Bay.

The hurricane swept through Guerrero

and Oaxaca states Oct. 8-9, claiming

more than 230 lives in all and leaving

at least 50,000 homeless.

In Acapulco, the flood-damaged

market, merchants offered piles of limp

fish, fruit, vegetables and peppers, set

beside mounds of garbage and leaking

sewers. Flores Daniel, 1 7, piled dozens

of mud-soaked sneakers and shoes atop

a flimsy table for sale. "Five pesos! Five

pesos!" he yelled.

NATION

GTE bids billions

to buy out MCI

NEW YORK (AP) — CTE Corp.

offered to buy MCI
Communications Corp. for $28 bil-

lion in cash yesterday, escalating a

bidding war for the nation's second-

largest long-distance phone compa-

ny. The bid would be the biggest

all-cash deal ever, topping R)R

Nabisco Inc.'s $25 billion sale in

1989. It comes two weeks after

WorldCom Inc., the No. 4 long-dis-

tance company, offered $30 billion

in stock and British Telecom earlier

proposed paying about $21 billion

in stock and cash.

CTE's board met yesterday to vote

on the offer and made an announce-

ment after the stock market closed.

CTE would pay $40 a share in cash

for MCI, or a total of $28 billion. The

combined company would have $40

billion in annual revenue.

WorldCom's offer would be worth

more than either rival bid, but

investors will typically settle for a

lower price in return for the security

of cash rather than stock. MCI is scru-

tinizing whether WorldCom's stock

would retain its value.

With less than $1 billion cash on

hand, CTE would need to borrow bil-

lions more to pay for MCI.

Buying MCI could make sense for

CTE, a major seller of local phone ser-

vice. CTE, which doesn't face the

same restrictions placed on the Baby

Bell regional telephone companies,

has been expanding in long-distance.
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Health Board finishes

proposed smoking ban

despite bars* protests
By Paul Hayes
Collegian Staff
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ON THE INTERNET

AMHERST— The final touches

were added to a proposed smoking

ban by the Amherst Board of Health

at their meeting Tuesday night,

despite the defiance of I similar ban

by bars in Belchertown.

The Belchertown Board of Health's

smoking ban has been lacing prob-

lems, culminating with a recent meet-

ing of the Board, at which

Belchertown bar owners said the)

would defy that town's smoking ban.

"(The Belchertown Board of

Healthl came up with a study saying

75 percent of the people in

Massachusetts don't smoke, but they

never polled a bar." Mill Valley Club

manager Mike Opaoenik said, "we're

having it forced down our throats.'

Under Belchertown's ban. smoking

is allowed in bars after 9 p.m. until

Feb. 1, 1998, when smoking will be

prohibited at all times.

Unlike the Amherst ban,

Belchertown can only sue, and not

issue immediate fines to the offend-

ing bars. Prosecuting the bars does

allow for a fine to be collected, but

the process is long and costly, and the

fine money goes back to the state

As a result. Belchertown cannot

fully enforce its own ban, and is cur-

rently considering options which

would allow it to do so.

"The board will take [McCarthy's

Pub owner lanice McCullough) to

court," said Teri. a full-time kitchen

employee for McCarthy's. "I don't

know if we'll win this, but we're not

gonna give up without a fight."

Aahertt Board of Health members
said that they want their ban to allow

non-criminal action, which would

enable them to issue tickets to bars

for non-compliance. Revenue from

these tickets would go back to the

town.

failure to pay the fines for these

tickets will result in the Board's tak-

ing the bar to court.

II the bar continues to defy the

ban. the Amherst Boaici of Health

can then pull the business* food

license.

A loosely formed coalition of bar

owners, employees and customers

Imm Belchertown. Amherst and
Northampton who have actively

opposed the ban. appeared at the

Belchertown Board meeting.

Belchertown bar owners, like many

Amherst bar owners, feel that the ban

will cost them business to surround-

ing towns that allow smoking.

The owners complain that smokers

can go elsewhere, and have begun

putting signs up labelling their bars

as smoking establishments.

While they didn't show up on

Tuesday, they appeared at the previ-

ous Amherst Board meeting.

The bus originated from Packard's

in Northampton, whose owner Bob

McGovern has actively opposed all

attempts to impose smoking bans on

bars in Hampshire County.

"People are getting tired of special

interest groups running cities,"

Turn to SMOKING, page 3

CSFCR protests Red Cross drive,

says standards are discriminatory

The Duke of Mass.
LAUREN KOSKY \ COLLEGIAN

Former Governor Michael Dukakis spoke on "Political Activism in the

Modern Era" in Morrill I yesterday evening.

Infected blood donations

tracked at Mass. General

|unior Aldo Roman and the Minutemen got back on the winning side,

taking three matches last weekend.

www.umoss.edu/rso/coUgian

BOSTON (AP) - federal offi-

cials say Massachusetts General

Hospital did not properly classify 29

would-be blood donors who had

tested positive lot various infec-

tions.

The Food and Drug
Administration was also concerned

about the donot status assigned to a

person known to he Hl\ -positive.

However, his blood was only

intended for use in lab research.

None of the SO blood samples was

transfused into patients. Hospital

officials say the blood samples could

never have gotten to the point

where they were available tor

patient use. Upon testing positive

for any infectious disease, all Mood
products were immediate!) disposed

of, officials said.

The FDA sent a warning lettei to

the hospital Sept. 8. saying the hos-

pital's computer did not categorize

donors properly

"There was a real concern. Mid

Paula Fairfield, spokeswoman for

the agency's New Fngland district.

Dr. Christopher Stowell. direc-

tor of the hospital's blood transfu-

sion service, said the computer did

not immediately reject the 30 peo-

ple from the donor category,

although the system would never

have allowed the blood to be trans

fused.

He told The Boston Glob* that

because of other safety measures.

the blood "was never on the shelf to

be transfused
."

He said all blood la tested before

it is used, no matter what the

donor's status is in the computer.

He said the person who tested

positive for HIV antibodies was giv-

ing blood Otlij for use in research.

Twentv-six people had tested pos-

itive for hepatitis C antibodies in an

original test, but a later and more

accurate test on them was negative.

Two of the other three had tested

positive for syphilis, and one had an

incomplete test result for another

infectious virus, and their blood was

not used in patients. Stowell said

Hie FDA had lounil during a rou

tine inspection in August that the

hospital's computer system had not

flagged the S€ people, or placed

them on a donor deferral list.

The system gave them an "R" sta-

tus, which the computer interprets

to mean "rare." the PDA said.

Stowell said hospital employees

who use the computer have been

trained to interpret ' R" as meaning

the donor is restricted or perma-

nently deferred, and prohibited

from evei giving blood to others

He said the software also has

been modified to issue an additional

warning with the "R" status

LAUREN KOSKY COLLEG'AN

Mark Leichthammer, a sophomore resource economics major and member of the Concerned Students for

Civil Rights, hands out flyers to protest to Red Cross blood drive.

By Lauren DiGeronimo
Collegian Correspondent

In i move ot protest against the

Red Cross blood bank. Concerned

Students for Civil Rights (CSFCR)
members and supporters picketed

in the Campus Center Concourse

and outside the Red Cross dona-

tion center yesterday.

Protesters who approached the

donation table were turned down
when they answered "yea" to the

questions which asked. "For males:

have you had sev even once, with

another male since 1977." and

"For females" in the last 12

months, have you had sex. even

once with a male who has had se^x

with another male since 1977."

These practices, according to

the CSFCR. are discriminatory

toward the gay community and

effect the amount of blood the

Red Cross can collect.

"Getting the blood in the first

place is the most important issue."'

Jackie Crosby, a sophomore the-

atre major, said. "They are shut-

ting out a w hole pool of people

1 lies are defeating their purpose
."

The Red Cross responded to

these concerns through a press

release which stated that they,

"have heard these concerns and

initiated the appropriate process

for addressing them."

"We have requested a review b)

the American Association of Blood

Banks (AABB)." said Melissa

Croteau in her October press

release. "|The AABB] is responsi-

ble for setting the standards for

blood collection."

Protesters said that they hope

that the pressure they put on the

Red Cross will lead to the com-

bined efforts of the two in chang-

ing the policy of the AABB.
Student awareness in resolving

the issue is Important to the

CSFCR. Supporters educated stu-

dents about the issues at hand by

distributing flyers which highlight-

ed the issues and asked students to

boycott the Red Cross.

Red Cross volunteers, however,

saw no drop in donations due to

the protest, but feel that continued

efforts could potentially harm

blood donations.

Students voiced concerns over

these conflicting issues. "As long

as protesting merely puts pressure

on the AABB to change policies

and does not affect donations. I

think it is a good idea." Jennifer

Guerin. a sophomore journalism

major, said.

Other students voiced concern

over the patients in need of blood.

"I don't agree with these discrimi-

natory practices, but if blood sup-

plies are low. the real victims in!

those who are dying waiting for

it." junior sociology/psychology

major Val Tenore said.

Although the protest did not

resolve the issue, the protesters

expressed a sense of accomplish-

ment in regard to the day's events

"Today's effort! were meant to

educate the student population by

sharing with them the information

concerning the practices the Red

Cross take part in." said lesse

Burchfield. the founder of the

Concerned Students for Civil

Rights. "If we are going to act. we

Hist must educate."

Lorraine Monroe to speak atM^PLC.
By Tamor Carroll

Collegian Staff

Lorraine Monroe, one of the

nation's leaders in inner city youth

education, will speak at 7:30 p.m.

tonight at Mount Holyoke College

Monroe, the former principal of

the I rederick Douglass Academy in

Harlem. N.Y., has received national

recognition lor transforming that

school, which was riddled with vio-

lence and poor academic Standards,

into a model of excellence

In her lecture, entitled "Nothing's

Impossible: Leadership Lessons

from the Field " Monroe will

address the challenge! ol educating

inner city youth and present some ol

her solutions for helping ill risk stu

dents to achieve academic excel'

lence

Monroe is currently the executive

director Of the School I eldership

Academy at the Center for

Educational Innovation in New
York Citv and has written a hook,

also entitled Nothing'i Impossible:

Leadership Letsom from the Held.

which will be published by Random
House this fall.

Monroe was principal of the

Frederick Douglass Academy from

1991-96. Prior to that, she taught

at the Bank Street College

Principals' Institute in New York
City and at the Harvard School of

Education.

Mt. Holyoke President loanne

Creighton said that Monroe was

chosen to be recognized by the

school for her contributions to pub-

lic education.

"Through her leadership, her clar-

ity of vision, and her willingness to

compel positive change in our pub-

lic educational system, Dr. Monroe

represents the spirit that the Mary

I yon lecture Series honors."

Creighton said

I he lecture will be held at

Gamble Auditorium in the Mt.

Holyoke An Museum and is free

and Open to the public.

Monroe's lecture is part of the

Marv Lyon lecture Scries, which

celebrates leaders in any field who
have had a significant impact on

society. The series is in commemo-
ration of the 2l)0th anniversary ol

the birth of Marv I yon. Mt.

Holvoke's founder.

MOUNT HOLYOKE COLLEGE

Lorraine Monroe will speak at

Mount Holyoke College tonight

UM scuba group explores rivers secrets

By Jason Eiseman

Collegian Correspondent

A University of Meeeat lllieetll scuba diving team ol Lc-

ultv and students has dhcovered s deep "abyss," and a new

species ol bfoudwura while exploring the underwater world

of (he Connecticut River

The abyss is located just above Turners falls, near the

PreiKh King Bridge, and has been estimated to be about

120 feel deep, although the dive team has explored about

105 foal down the hole

•its been i lot of fun." aald f dward I. Klekowski. profes

soi ol hiologv. who has heatl leading the exploration of the

river.

Klekowski atttibutcs the discovers ol the deep abvss"" to

luck. Theec deep water habitats MrM nevei been bofcad

at." Klekowski said

According SO Klekowski. the Pleasant \ allev used to be

covered bv an let age lake, called Lake Hitchcock, 1 2.000-

1 5.000 years ago. that stretched "from Rocky Hill. Conn.

almost to Northern-mid Vermont"

"NO on* knows exactly what this y/M caused by." Sean

Watte, I graduate student in 1 .ntomology .
and a part of the

dive team, said However Wetle believes that the abvss may

have been formed bj some earl oi tilt. 01 mav have been on

an ice age fault line.

It's pitch black." he said about the depths ol the abvss

Wcrle also mentioned that there were whole trees trapped

in the abyss.

In addition to the abyss, the team discovered a new

apeak* Of bloodworm, a fly larva, at S different site.

Turn to ABYSS, page 2
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SWAG to raise funds, awareness
By Julie Stead
Collegian Staff

ONDAY NIGHT
FOOTBALL

$2.00 HALF
TIME BUFFET
50" TELEVISION

In an effort to raise awareness- fa
National Breast Cancer Awareness
Month, the Southwest Residential

Area is holding a fundraiser from 10

a. in. -3 p.m. on Friday in front ol

Berkshire and Hampshire Dining

Commons.
Tables manned by Southwest

Resident Vs-i-tanis (RA), will be set

up in front of both dining commons
for those who wish to make donations.

Students are urged to donate, even il

I a small amount ol money, Hid
Amanda 1 lolmes. project coordinator.

Donators will receive a pink ribbon

signifying breast cancer awareness,

handouts on the deadly disease and
live or m\ compact discs will be raf-

fled off to participants.

Donations can also be made in

manor] of someone wlii i has died ol

the disease and a small memorial will

Iv ['I. iced in Southwest lor all to see.

Sponsored In the Southwest \iv.i

Governmenl (SWAG) and Residence

1 Ifc Management, the fundraiser is

meant to raise breast cancer aware-

ness on campus in an interesting and

creative wav

"I reCOgniae this is not something

people want to sit in an auditorium for

an hour and hear about it." Holmes

said. "If- easier to collect small dulls

tioiis and it'll probably make a bigger

difference in the long run."

Holmes has been planning the

event since the middle of September

b\ making bulletin board kits for all

RAs, hanging signs and distributing

pink ribbons.

The event. Holmes said, has been

receiving a lot of publicity.

"One of the RAs wore a pink rib-

bon to a ptrtl and met someone who
asked him about it." Holmes -aid

"He told the RA his mom died of

breast cancer, so it affects everyone."

Although Holmes has been rceeiv

ing mixed feedback about the event,

-lie -aid most students are supportive

and want to help in any way possible.

"People know it's an important
cause and an> small way they can get

Involved, the) do." she said.

This Southwest fundraiser for

breast cancer is the first of its kind.

and Holmes said she hopes her goals

can be accomplished.

"\lv goals in raising money are sec-

ondary." she said. "Awareness is just

as important, if not more. Whether
it's S5 or $500. awareness and
involvement are raj goals."
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Ladies Night
no cover for the ladies
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FRIDAYNIGHT

Hip Hop &
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SATURDAY NIGHT

COLLEGE
HOUSE PARTY

wttm DJ PHIL
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Taking care of business!
Marc Ciacoia, a senior accounting major, spoke to Brad Ayers from Lockheed Martin at the SOM Career

Day in the Campus Center Auditorium yesterday afternoon.

r'TRAVELl
! SMART!
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800-272-9676
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You Score?

(MCAT

Take a Free Test Drive
and find out!
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abyss
continued from page I

The team was exploring clay sedi-

ment in the river, when it noticed

that some ol the layers had holo in

them. Team members took sample!

and discovered an unknown special

of bloodworm.

According to Klekowski, the

blood worms spend the winters

inside the clay sediment, and in the

Mimmer they turn into a previous!)

unknown species of fly which liu-

for approximately 24 hours.

According to Klekowski, the dis-

covery of this new species may have

added another layer to the food

chain in the river.

As the discoverers of this new

species, the team is responsible for

describing the specie- Fb» this task

it enlisted the help of junior biology

and microbiology major lames Shu.

Shu has the task of mapping the

four chromosomes of the blood-

worm and identifying any mutations.

"Since it's a new species, every-

thing is new. We're just laying the

groundwork for it." Shu said.

Andrew Wier. a microbiology

graduate student working on the

team, praised Shu's work, calling

him a "chromosome expert."

Wier also explained the findings at

a third site, railroad wreckage.

"In the flood of 1956, a lot of 00%

ered bridges and railroad bridges

were washed in," he said. Werle con

tinued describing the wreckage BS, "s

huge steel railroad bridge dumped in

the river."

The work of this team is changing

the way people- look at the

Connecticut River.

The team, along with graduate-

student Monica O'Guinn, has been

diving two to three times per week,

according to Klekowski.

"Wc have camera gear, underwa-

ter videography," Klekowski said of

the equipment he is using.

Currently the team is working on

a video of the sites in the

Connecticut River, to lure tourists to

the area. Klekowski said the video is

meant to "promote diving in the

area."

Klekowski said that the team

relies on casual divers to alert them

to sites which may require closer

attention. "We use them as our

eyes." Klekowski said.

"With science, there's always

something right in your backyard

that no one has looked at." Werle

said about his experience. "Every

dive we'll come up with something

new."

Correction

In Tuesday's article entitled "Zionism and assassination

redux." Ehud Barak was improperly cited as the victim of an

assassination attempt. The Collegian regrets the error.

nyone interested in Broadcasting

ie: News, Entertainment,

f JEANS

• Corduroy jeans • Flair leg jeans
• Boot leg Jeans • Denim jeans • Velvet jeans
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smoking
continued from page 1

\kl IfJWSni said.

The Amherst ban needs only to pass through a public

hcai ing and the Town Select Board to be approved.

Minor changes made by the Health Board to the Amherst

ban, and to tobacco control regulations in general, include

exempting private clubs such as the Veterans of Foreign

Wars, prohibiting the sale of rolling papers to minors and

allowing for anonymous complaints to be filed.

According lo Board member Dave Buchanan, the

exemption of private clubs is "an acknowledgement of

reality."

Anonymous complaints will result in follow-up investi-

gations, and it infraction! are found to occur, the bars will

be ticketed.

If ban refuse to comply, and infractions continue to

occur, the bars will be lined $100 a day until they follow

the ban.

The Board also discussed the sale of tobacco to minors.

Members said that employers should be required to

By Eduardo Gallardo

Associated Press

SANTIAGO. Chile — Thousands of people in northern

Chile sought temporary shelter yesterday, afraid to return

to their homes alter a b.8-magnitude earthquake killed

ci^hl people and injured about 100.

The quake on Tuesday night destroyed or damaged
about 1.000 houses, most of them made of adobe. But

even residents whose homes were spared were unwilling

to return to them with aftershocks still rippling through

the region.

Worst hit was Punitaqui, a town 250 miles north of

Santiago, where laime Munoz, his wife Eliana and their

three boys, ages 2, 16 and 1 7, died when the walls of their

adobe home collapsed. A neighbor, laime Ayala, told

Radio Cooperative of Santiago that he reached that fami-

ly's home in the dark shortly after the quake. "But it was

too late." he said. "All I found was the bodies, including

the lady holding the baby in her arms."

Many other houses in Punitaqui, almost all of which are

made of clay and straw, were so badly damaged they will

have to be demolished.

The quake, which struck about 10 p.m., was felt along

a 750-mile north-south stretch of Chile's narrow territory,

inform employees of tobacco sales policies, and that

rolling papers should also mil be suld to minorv

In cases where employees sell tobacco products to nunors

after being informed of the rules, the Board maintained that

it would still be the businc-s owner's responsibility.

"I have no question about what we should do [in

regards to| tobacco and youth." Amherst Hoard member
Sam Gladstone said, "I think the More owner'- should be

fined."

The issue of whether minors should be allowed to sell

cigarettes, or work in positions where they could sell ciga-

reltes. was discussed, but no action was taken.

One person in attendance was concerned that some of

the Board's requirement! were micromanaging businesses,

and questioned if requirements to keep the employer

responsible for employees' actions and knowledge of the

laws was not over-regulation.

The Board opted to keep the regulations in their tobac-

co control regulations

including this capital city ol 5 million people. In addition

to the family that was killed, one woman died in Ovalle,

another died in Coquimbo and a man died in Punitaqui.

Reports said the quake also was felt in a large area in

Argentina, across the Andes mountains from Chile, but no

casualties or damage were reported.

The quake was centered near lllapel, 190 miles north of

Santiago, and had its epicenter 20 miles underground, the

Seismological Office of the University of Chile said.

Yesterday, several aftershocks rocked the area, which

is still recovering from three years of drought followed

by heavy rains that caused severe flooding in |uly and

August. President Eduardo Frei toured the region and

said the government would widen the state of emer-

gency declared for those disasters to allow additional

aid.

Construction materials, blankets, food and medicine for

the newly homeless were already on the way.

"We got a triple one here." Frei said. "First was the

drought, then the storms and now the quake. Let's hope

that would be it."

Figures on the number of people left homeless were not

available due to poor communications. But schools were

closed in several towns so classrooms could be used as

shelters.

By John Howard
Associated Press

LAKE DAVIS, Calif. — After

trresting protesters chained to a

buoy, state agents dumped fish poi-

son into a lake on yesterday, hoping

to kill rapacious northern pike before

they migrate downstream and devour

the state's trout and salmon.

Seven people were arrested as

agents in nearly two dozen state Fish

and Game Department boats took to

the water to pour 16,000 gallons of

liquid and 60,000 pounds of powder

into Lake Davis. State officials said

the operation, which they hoped to

finish bv today, would kill all the fish

in the'7-mile long lake within "48

hours. The poison will take four to

eight weeks to dissipate; then offi-

cials will begin restocking the water

with 750.000 trout. "It's not going

to work, it (the poison) is going to

get into the food chain, and the pike

will be back," said protester Bill

Miller, spokesman for a group called

Hands Around the Lake. State

wildlife officials said poisoning the

lake was safe and the only certain

way to kill thousands of northern

pike, a nonnative variety that ulti-

mately could migrate downstream
and destroy the state's salmon and

trout populations.

But virtually all of Plumas
County's 20,000 residents opposed

the plan, claiming that the poison

could eventually go into the ground-

water beneath the lake, contaminat-

ing scores of wells. The lake, about
" 175' miles northeast of San Francisco,

is a source of drinking water for

more than 4.000 people.

The poisoning will make the water

undrinkable for up to two months.

state biologists said. Until then, the

city of Portola will rely on backup
wells and other sources for drinking

water. The poison includes cancer-

causing trichloroethylene. or TCE.
The amount of TCE, about 10 gallons

in all. is diluted to about 0.5 parts

per billion - about a tenth of the

amount legally allowed in a munici-

pal water supply, state biologist

Patrick Foy said. Four people wearing

wet suits and floating on inner tubes

chained themselves to a buoy for

nearly two hours. They were picked

up by state agents, brought to shore

and booked on charges of illegally

entering the lake. Three were brought

to the hospital for possible hypother-

mia.

Three other protesters were arrest-

ed for moving markers on the shore

that the boats used for the poisoning

operation, authorities said.

Evidence of Fall

LAUHEN KOSKY V COLLEGIAN

Fallen leaves and grey skies were the predominant scene yesterday on campus.

The Textbook Annex is open year

round but to make sure you get the

books you need for this semester,

buy them before

Halloween
We are beginning to return unsold

books to the publisher on

Monday, October 27.

University Store's

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
We accept VISA, MASTERCARD, DISCOVER

and the UCARI)

Monday- Friday: 9 am to 4 pin 545-3570
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Alcohol ban a quick-fix;

not a long-term solution
The Massachusetts Board of

Highei Iducation's proposal to ban
alcohol on campuses across the state

is clearly a reaction to the death of

UMass student Adam Prentice and
the nationally publicized deaths of
students at M.I.T. and Louisiana
State University. While these deaths

have turned the state's attention to

alcohol abuse on campus, it was
pre- existing problem.

Although a response to these
deaths is both necessary and appro-
priate, a ban on alcohol does not

adequately address this problem.
Alcohol abuse on a campus such as

our own has broad and complex
social causes.

Attempts to legislate students'

drinking behavior on campus will

fail. A look at the campus police

log suggests how widespread
underage drinking already is here
at UMass. This ban would primari-

ly effect students of legal drinking

age who have a right to drink in

their residence halls.

A ban will solve nothing, while

leaving the root of the problem
unaddressed.

How will this policy curb under-

age drinking? How will this alter

off campus drinking in the town of

Amherst and surrounding commu-
nities? Most importantly, how will

this policy foster individual respon-

sibility?

We believe Chancellor Scott is

correct in opposing a ban of alco-

hol on this campus. We strongly

urge the Board of Trustees to
oppose a ban as well.

Quick-fix policy changes may be
politically advantageous but do
nothing to address individual
responsibility, which is the key to

solving this problem.

Unsigned editorials represent the

majority opinion of the Collegian

Editorial Board.

Jury is out on the Promise
•• r

I 1 he first thing you do is sit

down with your wife and
say something like this:

Honey. I made a terrible mistake. I've

given you my role. 1 gave up leading

this family.' I'm not suggesting you
a^k tor your role back, I'm urging you
to take it back. There can be no com-
promises here. If you are going to

lead, you must lead. Be sensitive.

Listen. Treat that lady

gently and lovingly. But
lead." — Tony Evans in

"The Seven Promises of

a Promise Keeper"

It is statements like

this that have caused
feminist organizations
great concern over the
rise of the Promise Keepers, the
rapidly growing evangelical Christian

men's group that recently met in

Washington.

Groups like the National
Organization for Women have pro-

vided a valuable service by voicing
sonic ikc^ti^ism ubuul an DJ-gani/a-

hat ,

able attention by the. mains
pressT * " ,„

,

Because it IS important to know
that although Promise Keepers claims

to be a nonpolitical organization, they

have received financial backing from
the likes of |erry Falwell, Pat
Robertson of the Christian Coalition,

and lames Dobson of Focus on the
Family.

And it is important to know that

their leader. Bill McCartney, has said

things like this: "We're raising our
children in an effeminate society. It's

not a proper climate."

However. I do not share NOW's
alarm over the Promise Keepers.
Because as much as I think the organi-

zation should be viewed with a wary
eye, I don't think we should condemn
them just yet.

The Promise Keepers have toned
down the master-of-the-household
rhetoric of late, though whether it was
out of political savvy or a genuine
revision of their philosophy is still

unclear. At any rate, the stated mes-
sage of the Promise Keepers has been
that men have lost their way and that

the) must work hard to be better hus-

rOCUS ON WOMEN

bands and fathers. Being a man, say

the group's leaders, is not about mak-
ing a lot of money or logging in mas-
sive hours at work. It is about being
attentive to your family.

This is unarguably a good thing
— and probably the reason that
many women have urged their hus-

bands to attend Promise Keepers
rallies. I also think that it's hearten-

_________ ing to see men tak-

ing some responsi-

bility for some of
society's ills —
rather than pointing

the finger some-
where else.

And I'm glad to

see men trying to

redefine the idea of masculinity.
Women's lives have undergone
tremendous change during the past

30 years, and this has necessarily had
a strong impact on men. So I think

an attempt by men to deal with this

can be a positive thing.

And anyway, if the Promise
Keepers' mission is to turn back the

clock, they will fail. Women aren't

going back to a submissive role, no
matter how much some men wish we
would.

The Promise Keepers may well be a

wolf in sheep's clothing — the signs

are definitely there. Nevertheless, they

have a right to gather peacefully and
thrash out their issues. And if their

conclusion is that they want to be
faithful to their wives and attentive to

their children, then I don't think many
American women really have a prob-
lem with that.

Footnote: Are you a Promise
Keeper? Let me know your views on
this issue. Is it your contention that

men should be the head of the
household? Or are just you just try-

ing to be a better husband and
father? Write to me at Newspaper
Enterprise Association, 200
Madison Ave., New York, NY
10016; or send e-mail to

saraeum@aol.com.
Sara Eckel is a nationally syndicat-

ed columnist.

Send comments to the author in

care of this newspaper or send her e-

mail at saraeum@aol.com.
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letters@eitvms.oit.umess.edu
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Joseph Gabiel

As many ofyou may know, Gays, Lesbians,

Bisexual*, and all sorts of other queer

folks celebrated National Coming Out Day

last Saturday. This is just the sort of

thing that really gets under the skin of a

lot of straight people:

jv5r Jetir /»<« it on me. <*i\$
my
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Most people think that here in the "Happy
Valley" queers have it pretty easy. And
that may be true, when compared to
other small towns. But being out has its

problems here as well: Lots of people don't
even pretend, at being tolerant. As one
small example, I recently heard one of my
classmates refer to same-sex domestic
partners as an "unwholsome lifestyle." 1

didn't even want to mention the kind of
lifestyle I lead...
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And then, of course, there is the issue of

queer men giving blood....
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Yummy Mommies
So Slump (Housemate A) and

I were at the deli counter at

Stop and Shop when Slump
turns to me and says, "Check out
the yummy mommy."

Yeah, we're classy.

Anyway, I turn my head, look
across the miles of onion rolls, deli

tags and Syrian bread and see. just

like Slump said,

(Slump only lies to

chicks, not me) a

"yummy mommy."
Now. I'm not saving

she would have won
the Miss America
pageant, 'but that isn't

the point. Moms have

a whole different

"hotness" criteria,

and have to be
regarded as such.

You don't want to mWkWkWkW
know what that criteria is.

But the hottest moms in the
world are, sadly enough, on TV. So
while I sit here lamenting on the sta-

tus of hot moms and Stop and
Shop's. I though I'd should share
some my thoughts on some personal

TV mom faves.

Mrs. Arnold— "The Wonder Years"

Plan needed to

stop binge drinking

To the Editor:

Chancellor Scott and President
Bulger's decision to ban the consump-
tion of alcohol during football tailgat-

ing is an inappropriate response to the

death of Adam Prentice.

The University's decision will have
more of a symbolic effect, while doing

little to combat the widespread prol>

lem of binge-drinking on campus. The
lack of responsibility by the adminis-

tration, as well as students, in dealing

with this problem effectively is a seri-

ous problem which needs to be
addressed with more than a reac-

tionary response.

A comprehensive plan needs to be

enacted quickly which will not only

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Luke Meredith

Remember when Paul Pfeiffer got

a crush on Mrs. Arnold? I knew
what he was seeing. Mrs. Arnold
never grabbed the spotlight like

some others, but every once in

awhile she would do something that

made you think. "Damn, she must
have been smoking in her day." I

give lack Arnold props. He landed

himself a honey.

Maggie Seaver —
"Growing Pains"

Rock star and hor-

mone freak Rod
Stewart once sang,

"Oh wake up, Maggie,

I think I got some-
thing to say to you."

Was it about
Maggie Seaver?
Debatable. But what
isn't under debate is

the overall smokability of Mrs.
Seaver. She survived the "hairspray"

era with class, and still managed to

get some longing looks from Eddie.

Mike Seaver's shady friend. And if

Eddie thinks you're hot, you are.

(P.S. You should hear my theory

of how you can break down the
entire world into two categories:

people who like Zach Morris and

people who like Mike Seaver. There

is no in-between, lust ask Slump.)

Elise Keaton— "Family Ties"

Not an obvious choice, but I'm

putting my foot down. Elise was
once a hippie who turned out to be-

an architect, and through it all. she

never lost that "boom-boom
appeal". But let's not lie to ourselves

here. Anyone who has ever watched
Family Ties has at one point
thought. "Hey, how the hell did Mr.

Keaton ever bag a chick like that?"

And then felt bad about calling

Mrs. Keaton a chick.

Anne Romano — "One Day at a

Time"
"One Day at a Time" was the

epitome of the 1970's "Hey. every-

one's liberated, yeah!" show. Mrs.
Romano was a spitfire, a sparkplug,

full of piss and vinegar. A divorcee

with swagger, a sweet smile and a

biting temper. One of the hottest

moms to ever come out of
Indianapolis, and Schnieder's secret

fantasy for most of the late 70s and
early '80s. Oh, Mrs.Romano. Could
any man could tame you?

Peggy Bundy— "Married with
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educate the students to the dangers of

binge drinking, but will prevent the

opportunity to do so.

Evan T. Whitney
Cambridge

CRC responds to

"detestable drivel"

To the editor:

Mark McGrath has done it again. I

thought he had simply given up his

middle-school-grade insulting of the

Cannabis Reform Coalition, but his

"Notes from the Campus Center
Basement" (Oct. 14) proves me
wrong. McGrath has developed a rep-

utation for baseless CRC criticism in

the last three years that usually dwells

on outrageous stereotypes and com-
plete untruihs.

In Tuesday's editorial, McGrath
even admits to "having taken a num-
ber of cheap shots at the Cannabis
Reform Coalition," and then — in

utter seriousness — proceeds to know-
ingly distort the truth yet again.

McGrath knows (hat the CRC advo-
cates strongly against the "violation of

shared
|
public | space with smoke" any

kind, and that the "individual rights"

the CRC educates the campus com-
munity about are the rights of an indi-

vidual to privacy in her/his own home,
unless a warrant is issued, etc.

I'm an RA in the dorms and have

gladly written up students found pol-

luting communal space with smoke
and will continue to do so. McGrath
has seemed perfectly aware of these
facts in my many personal meetings
with him. so I find this latest set of
fabrications a bit more disturbing than
his others.

McGrath. have you no shame that

your detestable drivel continues to

blight the pages of the Collegian'*
Maybe you should cultivate something
other than the art of spewing lies onto
the printed page.

Mm Lanzerotta
Cannabis Reform Coalition

Treasurer

Orchard Hill

Security important
for state of Israel

To the Editor:

I write this letter in response to the
article printed in Tuesday's Collegian
titled "Zionism and assassination
redux" by Hussein Ibish.

Beginning in 1948. when Israel
declared statehood, it was met with hos-
tility from every nation in the Middle
F:ast. Has Mr. Ibish forgotten the Six
Day War, in which the Arab forces
vowed to "drive the lews into the sea?"

I^t us discuss the PLO — this orga-
nization is not the peace-seeking
group it attempts to play itself off as:

from the very beginning it was a ter-

Children"

Come clean with me. Deep down
inside, you were attracted to Peg. I

know she ate Bon-bons all day. I

know she always stole Al's money
and I know she never had a job. But

hey. she gave birth to Kelly. Isn't

that enough?

Kate Stration — "Silver Spoons"
lust a stepmom, but further proof

to the adage that "rich guys get the

chicks."

But what I want to know is, do
you ever think Mr. aod^Mrs.
Stratum "knocked boots" on truii

little choo-choo train?
v
Mf." Stratum

did always wear that little engineer

hat. (You know what I'm saying?)

P.S. Angela Bower, (or is it Bauer?)

of "Who's the Boss" fame does not

and will not make the cut. I mean,
come on. We all have standards.

But then, neither does Mrs.
letson, Mrs. Flinstone or Mrs
Simpson, because no cartoon could

ever generate the fire of one glance

from Anne Romano. (Oh, that little

sparkplug).

I think Schneider knows exactly

what I'm talking about.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian
columnist.

rorist organization.

Now how about Hamas or Islamic

lihad? Are these not terrorist organi-

zations? How many suicide bombings
have they carried out upon non-mili-

tary citizens?

Yasir Arafat is a man who has pub-

licly embraced the leader of Hamas.
yet pledged to battle this man's terror-

ist activity. He continues to exhibit

maps of Palestine covering the entire

Israeli territory, and has passed laws

to kill his own people were they to sell

land (o lews. These are the actions of

a terrorist dictator in disguise, and
Ibish has the nerve to accuse the

Israeli government of corruption!

About Israel's stance in the world:

with any Israeli issues brought to the

table in UN conventions, the only

countries that ever vote in favor of

Israel are itself, the United States, and
Micronesia. This is indicative of a

world hostile to Israeli existence.

A few short years ago Israeli cities

were bombarded with Iraqi missiles.

There were also many wars with sur-

rounding countries who are still hos-

tile to Israel.

Israel now exists in a world which
seeks to obliterate it with politics and a

harsh double standard of security, rather

than by force. Israel is a far cry from the

murderous picture painted of it in Mr.

Ibish's piece. His accusations are better

suited for Israel's deceitful neighbors.

Kevin Rothman
Northeast
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Directed by Taylor Hackford

The sappy director of An
Officer and a Gentleman and

Against All Odds takes a turn

toward what should be a dis-

turbing allegory of crime and
corruption in the field of law.

Keanu Reeves stars as a young

hot-shot Florida defense attor-

ney who is propositioned by a

wealthy New York firm headed

by Al Pacino, to join his team.

Little does Reeves know that

this newfound life of greed and

riches is merely a temptation by

the Devil. Pacino awaits Reeves

at the gates of

Hell, luring

him closer

and closer to

a world of

evil.

The premise
of the Devil's

Advocate
seems as if it

could either

be a bit too

cheesy for its

own good or

perhaps a

decent look

into the sleazy

world of criminal law. Pacino

can only help the film, even if

the script is rather poor, as he

did with City Hall. Reeves, on

the downside, could only hurt

the film, much like every movie

he's been in. except of course

Bill & Ted's in which he was
nothing short of amazing.
(Adam Levine)

1 1 1MM «.t
Directed by Andy Wilson

David Duchovny (Chaplin,

(California) may just be the

coolest man since Johnny Depp,

or at least he comes in at a

close second. "The X-Files"

star is now making his way
onto the big screen in this dark

comedy by first time film direc-

tor Andy Wilson. Wilson has,

however, made a respectable

name for himself in his native

land of England, with the series

"The Cracker Mysteries," and
hopefully, has brought his

British charm overseas for

Playing God. Duchovny is a

doctor who lost his medical
license as a result of performing

an operation while high on
amphetamines. He is offered a

second chance,

but this time by

a criminal

played by

Timothy
Hutton. a pre-

vious Oscar
winner who is

now hoping for

a career come-
back. Hutton

Movie
Preview
Guide

RHOTO BRIAN HAMIU

Keanu Reeves and Al Pachino

Devil's Advocate."

"The

David Duchovny in cutting-edge

thriller "Playing God."

doctor in order to take care of

people who need medical atten-

tion but would risk arrest by

going to a hospital.

This film has all the right ele-

ments for a slick action movie
which refuses to take itself too

seriously by

having a

humorous dark

side. A talented

cast and direc-

tor should
allow Playing

God to reach a

cult status.

Having "Fox
Mulder" in the

lead can't hurt,

either. The only

hindrance this

film could have

is d lousy script,

but we'll hope
that isn't the case. (A.L.)

V Mil IIW 41 I IS\I >

Directed by Danny Boyle

The same team responsible for

Shallow Grave , atnd

Trainspotting is back with a

new comedy of sorts, which for

the first time for them takes

place in the United
States. Ewan
McGregor heads
Boyle's cast for the

third time, as a jani-

tor who kidnaps his

boss's daughter,
played by Cameron
Diaz. Obviously, the

two fall in love, and

even receive some
divine intervention

from angels Holly

Hunter and Delroy

Linda In the tradition

of. Boyle's films, A
Life Less Ordinary
should feature very

likeable quirky char-

acters, unusually stun-

ning cinematographs

brilliant dialogue — thanks to

Boyle's long term screenwriter

Andrew Hodge —
but most impor-
tantly a hot alter-

native soundtrack.

A Life Less

Ordinary may be

the coolest date
movie we have
seen in. like forev-

er — maybe.
McGregor, who

PHOTO |AMfS BRIDGES

Barry (Ryan Phillippt, Julie

(Jennifer Love Hewitt) and Helen

(Sarah Michelle Gellar) on the trail

of their tormentor in the suspense

thriller "I know what you did last

summer."

recently finished production

shooting with George Lucas for

the Star Wars prequels, has

continuously proven to be a

worthy 20-some-
thing icon. Diaz
may, for the first

time, have an ade-

quate opportunity

to prove how tal-

ented she is and
the tight direction

of Boyle couldn't

possibly hurt. A
Life Less
Ordinary may just

be a refreshing

new film from a

group of provoca-

tive filmmakers
who really haven't

let us down
before. Besides,

many directors

have had their

breakthroughs
with their third

releases, like Lucas with Star

Wars or the |oel Coen with

Miller's Crossing. (A.L)
*"

* *

HvMCHHIAini ! MM
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Directed by Jim Gillespie

From the

writer of

Scream and
upcoming
Scream II

comes this

darker,
more con-
ventional
thriller
about a

hit-and-run

accident
and the

cover-up
that follows.

PHOTO DARREN MICHAELS

Uma Thurman stars as

Irene, an employee
obsessed with her sole

imperfection in "Gattaca,"

in theatres soon.

teenagers
try to bury a

secret
instead of confessing, but their

decision comes back to haunt

them, literally. Following the

Scream formula of casting

young, good-looking TV stars.

"Party of Five's" lennifer Love

Hewitt takes the Neve
Campbell role with help from

Buffy the Vampire Slayer's

Sarah Michelle Cellar. The
movie, based on a book from

Lois Duncan, features an

intriguing story that should be

enhanced by a truly talented

screenwriter, but an unprovvn

cast and director. In fact, this is

exactly the type of movie

Scream made fun of. (Brian

McAllister)

VI II V. 1 1 M 1 1 1 1 IM N
Directed by Jean-Pierre

Jeunet

Sigourney Weaver
returns as a cloned
Ripley in this fourth

edition of the Alien

series. Through the

magic of DNA,
Weaver is replicated to

fight a new breed of

alien. Fighting's not

the only thing she does
— Ripley's DNA
somehow mixes with

the alien's, and one
scene reportedly fea-

tures Weaver involved

romantically with an

alien. Hollywood
never ceases to involve

sex somehow, but

who's complaining?
Also starring alongside Weaver

is series newcomer Winona
Ryder in a mission to save

humanity, Resurrection
should prove

to top the

disappointing

Alien 3 both

critically and
commercially.

The main
question lies

in whether
Resurrection

will be fresh

and original.

but the dark,

highly-visual

styles of

director
leunet and
Seven photog-

rapher Darius

K h o ml j i

should make
Weaver's
return from
the dead a

pleasant expe-

rience. (B.M.)

III\SM

Directed by James Cameron

Making movies involving water

has always been a mess, and

Titanic was no exception. A
$200 million budget, a fight

between two studios, and a

release date five months
unplanned all plagued
Cameron's epic. Will Titanic be

a Jaws or a Waterworld? The
most likely answer is — some-

Turn to PWVIEW, page 9

After a disappointing fall, what does Hollywood have in store for winter?

Anyone seen any good movies lately? If

the answer is no, as I am assuming it is for

most of us please don't give up hope just

yet. Hollywood is finally about to complete

its dormant stage which continues between

the end of summer and the middle of fall.

Nested within this period are films which, to

put it quite bluntly, just take up space. With

the conclusion of the summer big box-office

blockbusters. Hollywood waits patiently

until the year draws closer to an end before

Oscar worthy contenders are allowed to

invade theaters.

This does not mean that there weren't any

well-deserved surprises in early fall: films

such as The Game and LA. Confidential at

least proved there was an aura of hope for

movie-goers. While the majority of recent

releases were merely mediocre to say the

least, perhaps this weekend will welcome in

the new dawn. The end of the fall slump

provides the industry's opportunity for

redemption, but like all things in the shaky,

inconsistent world of entertain-

ment, only time will truly tell.

This may be the season for

science fiction, with a string

of big budgeted futuristic

thrillers and dramas en route

to theaters. Ethen Hawke vies

for a comeback in Gattaca. a

distopic look at a society where
social position is based on one's genetic

structure. For those who embrace ultra- vio-

lence and slick special effects, then stay

tuned for Alien Resurrection. Sigorney

Weaver reprises her pervious role as Lt.

Ellen Ripley, despite the fact she died in the

last film, as a clone of her previous self.

Also, you may not want to miss Paul

Verhooven's (RoboCop. Showgirls) return

to the sci-fi genre, now that his fascination

with nudity has proven unsuccessful with

critics and movie-goers alike. His latest,

Starship Troopers, gets the record along

with James Cameron's Titantic as

having the largest price tags of the

year. Finally, Kevin Costner will

hope to redeem himself from
Waterworld with a new sci-fi action

flick which he also directed, it's called

The Postman.

This season will also bring in the latest

lames Bond adventure. Tomorrow Never
Hies, which once again stars Pierce Brosnan

as 007. Action freaks may enjoy The lackal

as well, which stars Bruce Willis and
Richard Gere as assassins pitted against one

another by the CIA. Costa- Graves (Music

Box) returns after an eight-year hiatus to

direct Dustin Hoffman and )ohn Travolta in

Mad City, a film which seems to closely

resemble the premise of Sidney Lumet's Dog
Day Afternoon, about a disgruntled museum
employee who holds up his place of work

with the hope of receiving media attention.

On the more independent side of life, the

latest releases from Woody Allen and loel

Coen will most likely be the biggest draws in

the art house circuit. Deconstructing Harry

marks Woody Allen's 27th film and stars

Mariel Hemingway, who previously worked

with Woody on 1979's Manhattan. The
Coen brothers will hopefully not fall into a

post-Academy Award slump with The Big

Lebowski. their follow up to last year's

hupelv successful Fargo. Their latest quirky

comedy stars |eff Bridges and long time

Coen brothers comrade |ohn Goodman in a

new film that has something to do with kid-

napping and bowling.

This is perhaps the most intriguing period

of Hollywood's fiscal year. This is the time

when careers of both actors and directors

are saved as well as destroyed and most like-

ly we will witness the victor of February's

Academy Awards ceremony. Predictable

attempts for the Oscar prize may fail miser-

ably in their outcomes and underground sur-

prises may create respectable future stars.

Let us now take a brief look at what the

cold, bitter winter has in store for us this

year? Who will rise to become the new
champions of Hollywood and who will fall

back down to the bottom? Here are our pre-

views for what's up for this coming season

and our humble predictions on who has a

chance for the crown and who doesn't have

a shot in hell.

Adam Levine is a Collegian columnist.
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Annual celebration of Festival of Lights

to take place at Bowker this Saturday
By Seemo Gangatirkar

Collegian Staff

I verj war, the Asum Music ami Dance Program at the

Universitj ol Massachusetts presents i calandai >>i

events celebrating the diversity and richness ol \-i.in

cultures.

Pad ol th.it calendar includes the .mnuul — and popu-

lar — celebration ol the Indian I estjval of Lights,

I li^ year, the Festival of Uffbta will he celebrated

Saturday. Oct. 18. beginning at 2 p.m. in Bowker
\udiiorium.

lor Hindus in India, the Festival ol I ights represents

the culmination of man> rellgioui and secular events eel

ehrated in the fall. Among the festivals celebrated in

India during thi^ period are: GmJU$ha Cathurlhi, Durga

ruin. Dusschra. Dipavali and Vavaratti.

I ach ol these holiday honor Hindu gods, including

Saraawati, the goddess of knowledge, and 1 akshmi, the

goddess of wealth. Also honored this month are the god-

deH Dpurga and the elephant-headed god. Ganaaha.

Willi spectacular costumes and choreography hy

Ranjanaa Devi, the Festival of I ights is celebrated here

at the I .
niversitv of Massachusetts with a court of the

heavenly beings.

The pageant is a colorful procession conducted in the

form ol a journey or a Yatra of the Divine Beings accom-

panied by their attendants. I:ach arrival is proceeded by

the announcement ol each God, Goddess and demon to

the mortal! below - reciting their virtures and also their

weaknesses

lor Indian-, fettivall (uttOVS) and fairs (maiac) have

occupied a central pari of life lot more than 3.000 years

Festivals typically celebrate the glory of the gods, while

fairs bring people together at a ritual center or place of

pilgrimage Some of these locations often include a teni

pie and a -acted.

Many eventi — like UMa-s celebration — intertwine

both the festival and fair.

If the celebration of the Festival of Lights in the past is

any indication, Saturday's performance ought to be a

dream) and compelling production — evocative of the

rich religious and cultural background of Hindu back-

ground.

I 01 those Interested, a special performance will be

held tomorrow at noon for elders and public school chil-

dren. Tickets for that production will be a fixed cost ol

$4 and should be reserved in advance at 577-2486 or

545-1^80.
Bowker Auditorium is located in Stockbridge Hal! at

the'Univtrtity of Massachusetts. Tickets are $10. with

Si tickets available for students, children and seniors.

Please call the Hue Arts Center Box Office for tickets or

information about this performance at 545-2511 or

iSU0> 999-VMass. Parking is available at the Campus

Center Garage.

The annual performance of the Festival of Lights will take place this weekend at Bowker Auditorium.
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PANDA EAST
CHINESE RESTAURANT & SUSHI BAR

"We bring Chinatown to you"

&BEST CHINESE RESTAURANT IN THE VALLEy&
SINCE 1987

FOR SUSHI,

SASHIMI AND

1

1

mm
Starting At $3.95

7 DAYS A WEEK

Teriyaki is

Available

telephone: (41 3) 256-8923 / 256-8924 fax: 253-1 1 73

103 North Pleasant St. Amherst, MA 01002

Delivery Express: 549-0077
M ,1a

COURTESY NEW WORLD THEATfH

Generations
New WORLD Theater presents Flipzoids - a play about the lives of three Filipino immigrants in the United

States. Flipzoids will run at Hampden Theater at UMass Oct. 16-18 at 8 p.m., with a mat.ness at 2 p.m. on

Oct. 18. Tickets are $10 for general public and $5 for students.

Various releases from various artists

VARIOUS ARTISTS

Live From 6A: Great Musical

Performances from Late Night

with Conan O'Brien

Mercury

Perhaps a more interesting con-

cept in theory, the 12 performances

on Live From 6A nonetheless offer

a couple of treats amidst a

plentiful helping of medioc-

rity that will make it of

interest to diehards more
than curiosity seekers.

The inherent problem

with such a collection of

performances — each
from a different performer
— is that there can be no rea

continuity and coherence; a prob-

lem only exacerbated in the live set-

ting.

Taken by itself however, David

Bowie's acoustic performance of

"Dead Man Walking" makes Live

From bA worth buying and is essen-

tial for any Bowiephile. As he

strums his 6-string in rhythmic

concurrence with Reeves Gabrels, it

becomes clear that

underneath all the

glitz and studio trick-

ery of the original (off

this year's

aw Earthling) is a

memorable and
reflective song,

wrought with

melancholy and ele-

gance.

While much of the contributions

on Live From bA arc little more

than faithful live reproductions ol

studio versions, "Dead Man
Walking," along with Bjork's

"Human Behavior" and Edwvn
Collins' "A Girl Like You" make
Conan's first musical foray a sue

cess— albeit a mild one. B-
(Marty Keane)

LIONROCK
An Instinct For Detection

Time Bomb/BMG

While their moniker might sug-

gest a musical style more akin to

Korn or 311, Lionrock are quite the

opposite: indeed, they do not even

play guitars. Instead of the in-your-

face attack favored by the above

named. Lionrock's music creep- up

, .
turn to TRAX page
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Looking for that

dream job after

graduation?;

Why wait until then?

Come to a

LIQUORS
w>1

$hopSeotrs&

$ave Lot$!

Red Dog & Ice House
Corona
Michelob & Mich Light

Bud, Bud Light & Ice

30 packs
S
1 2.49 + dep.

12 packs
$8.99+dep

16 packs

1/2 kegs

$9.99+dop
$39.99+d«p

• Check Out Our Other Great In Hurt Specials

Kapali Coffee Liquer

Southern Comfort
Skyy Vodka
Gallo White Zinfandel

Boones Wines 3 for

$7.99/750ml

M6.49/i.76L

M9.49/175L
$3.49/7somi

'5.99

Quantity discounts always available •

G rV

Tele-Check for

your personal check

We want to be your favorite

Liquor store

6 University Drive
at Newmarket Center. Amherst

t.ii.fi|
Univriity DfW.

1 Victory Me. '"W r

"Welcome to Field Experience"
session to get a jump start
on your future TODAY with

internships and co-ops!

WHEN: -

WHERE:
WHY: -

Every Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday

Campus Center - Check Schedule for room number

Start getting real work experience right away!

Upcoming Events by the Campus Center Career Network

Data General Interviews October 24 Computer Science, Engineering

Humanities & Pine Arts October 29 Internships & Co-ops for H&l A
Workshop

School of Management November 4 Presentation by: Arthur Anderson,

Presentation General Electric (Summer), IBM
Putnam Investments,

Pilene's (Corporate - Summer)

IBM Interviews November 5 Accounting, Finance and

Economics

Resume Disk Registration for Seniors||until the end of Octot^r)

Mondays 3:45pm / Tuesdays 9am / Thursdays 1pm / Fridays 10:15pm

snup

ent Noven2
Network
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What's new in comics
Rejoice Veftigu readers. Neil Gaiman has returned.

However, before you go into the closet and dust off the
black elothing and Ankh necklaces, it's not The
Sandman he's returning to. Nope, this project is called
Stardust, and it's not even a comic book in a true sense.
Stardust is a prose story with accompanying illustrations

In artist Charles Vess, who worked with Gaiman on sev-

eral issues ol the critically acclaimed Sandman series.

Stardust follows the story of Dunstan Thorn, an
18 year old living in the small town of Wall, which bor-
der- on the mystical land of Faerie. Every nine years, the
I aeries let up a large fair to sell their goods in an
enchanted meadow bordering the town. At the fair.

Thorn meets and becomes enchanted by a beautiful

Faeire -lave girl. Later, the story shifts it's focus to

I riatran Thorn, the product of Dunstan and the Faerie's

love affair,

Okay folks, if you like quaint English villages, magic,

lavish countryside!, top-hat wearing
sorcerers, romance, magic and
faeries, then rush out and plop
down your $5.95 immediately. You
won't regret it. Gaiman's com-
pelling descriptions of this stuff are

masterful, and the illustrations by
the talented \ ess are whimsical and
charming. This is exactly the kind of

book I would show someone who
thinks that all comic books are full

of gaud} superheroes, bloody-
Jawed mutants, and balloon-breasted females. Aside

from a few awkward sections — the "high grey rock
wall" guarded by townsfolk to prevent people from
entering Faeire is shown by Vess to be only four feet

high — Stardust i- an engrossing, fanciful change of

pace from the normal comic book fodder. Women will

love it and so should any guy with an imagination and an

appreciation for excellent writing (just don't get carried

away with this stuff and start dressing up and going to

Renaissance lairs okas'.').

This week's picks:

istro City #10 (Homage. $2.50) If there are any
doubts us to who is the best superhero writer in comics.

Kurt Busiek lays them to rest every month in this out-

standing series. In this issue, an aging but brilliant

supervillain called the lunkman pulls off the perfect

crime by robbing a high security bank, leaving no trace

of his identity. However, the lunkman soon becomes

Four Color

Commentary
by

Jeff

Carter

haunted by the lact that he never got credit for robbing

the bank and outsmarting Astro City's luperheroea

Frustrated, the lunkman returns to the scene of hi-

crime, but gets apprehended on purpose by

lack In- The- Box (an AstTO City hero), and gains peace

of mind when everyone hears of bis criminal genius a t

the trial. This is brilliant stuff folks. The concepts and

stories in this book are standard superhero fare, but it's

the way they're told that makes them -o special, Astro

City is a world inhabited bv bright superheroes, but their

stories are told through common citizens, newspaper
reporters, street bums, villains and sidekicks, thus giving

readers the unique perspective ol seeing what it would

be like to live in a world inhabited by super-powered

beings. By letting the reader see events unfold through

the junkman's eves in this issue, we understand his inner

demons, his reasoning for making the decisions he does.

It's a fascinating spin on an average story that could be

plugged into any issue of

Spider Man. but in \stro City, it's

brought to soaring heights. A
Sin City; Family Valuet (Dark

Horse. $10) Okay, I know what
you're thinking right here. "Ten
bucks? Hell. 1 could see a movie for

that price, tough guy." Yeah, it's not

cheap, but after being thrilled,

shocked, scared, overwhelmed, and

downright entertained by this

125-page epic, I would've paid five

times that. I guarantee you no waste of celluloid at the

local cineplex can compare with this Frank Miller mas-

terpiece. Miller once again proves why it's very, very,

bad for anyone to mess with the girls of "old town." a

section of Sin City controlled by a lethal gang of prosti-

tutes. Especially Miho, a nast) four-foot Asian death

machine, whose brutal and creative killings of Mafia hit

men will have you clinging in disbelief and laughing

your butt off at the same time, lust like in all the other

Sin City stories. Family Value* delivers a suspenseful,

violent crime saga that builds and builds to a sudden and

unexpected conclusion. Frank Miller is still the most

brilliant mind in the comic- industry, and he does more

with white sheets of paper and gallons of black ink than

a $5,00U Macintosh equipped with the latest coloring

software. Buy It. Buy it now. A+
Jeff Carter is a i Mass student. Comments are wel-

comed at Scribe1974®aol.com.

[Sffrftjfiausl
YOU HAVE TO SEE IT TO BELIEVE IT!

MICRO BREWS

[

Liquor Specials l^agicHat

Myers Dark Rum 'll.
99 750ml I Flying Dog Ales

H lOUViulih Road Dog Doggi* ityl* I>«

Jagermeister '14.99«s mi
| pete

,

s Wicked

I&B Select
s19." >

u

J

BEER SPECIALS

troQ/ U Coors X-tra Gold
'5. /Six »•!>">

'4."Ai"l, 8 r„,
Rolling Rock

Oktoberfest

_ Old Saddleback
S.S. Pierce Vodka *9.49 >"l< «**•*«* uuj

I 1/2 Keg Special:
Southern Comfort 'S.

99 ""-"! Magic Hat

J |.W.Dundee Honey Brown '6."
4. /six

IWarsteiner
»4.*7six|-

5qc oo I Michelob Reg & Light
"C7. H

Micro Kegs
In Stock

DISCOVER. VISA. MASTERCARD ACCEPTED - OPEN 9am to 1 1pm Full Redemption
Center

RESTAURANT GUIDE
Coming Oct. 17, 1997

Contest

!

Readers can enter to win a FREE
dinner for two. Sponsored by:

JHOCMP
The OffCampus Meal Plan

MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN
1 1 3 CAMPUS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AMHERST, MA 01003

Phone: (413) 545-3500 • Fax (413) 545-3699

Stones continue to defy time on Bridges

COU8TESY NAOMI KALTMAN

The Rolling Stones build a bridgp from the past to the present on their new release.

By Marty Keane
Collegian Staff

THE ROLLING STONES
Bridges To Babylon

Virgin

Since there is no need to review

the illustrious accomplishments of

the lirst band to truly epitomize the

essence of the term "rock 'n roll."

let us strictly consider the mutter at

hand.

Do the Rolling Stones break any

new ground on Bridget To Babylon
(Virgin)? C'mon. let - get serious.

It's miraculous enough that Keith

Richards can still Maud up straight

for crissakes. Even Still, the Stones'

23rd studio album (38th overall)

does provide a pleasant listening

experience.

More importantly. Bridges To
Babylon once again proves that

Charlie Watts still keeps perfect

time. Keith Richards and Ronnie
Wood recycle (sleazy guitar riffs)

better than any treehugger and
Mick lagger still says "baby" cooler

than anyone. They also might just

be the shrewdest guys in rock.

lagger is no idiot and realizes the

Stones' most creative period is

behind them and the days of of

writing revolutionary anthems like

"Satisfaction" have long since past.

But when you invented the whell

that is rock 'n roll, such nuances

Tlir HINT ARTS CENTER SERIES

F I E /? •/ F I a M E N C

'>T\ Maria Benitez
Teatro Flamenco
in Estampa Flamenco
The fluid passion of flamenco, presented by one

of the globe's most renowned artists and her

eight-member company of dancers and musicians.

Seats are selling quickly—reserve yours

"The queen ofFlamenco. " -VoGUE

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 26, 7PM
BOWKER AUDITORIUM

CONDUCTOR* NtEO NOT flPPLV

The Orpheus Chamber

Orchestra
One of the most unusual and highly acclaimed

chamber orchestras, Orpheus works collabora-

tively without a conductor and has been called

"the greatest chamber orchestra the world has

ever heard." (Town SC Country) Mezzo-sopra-

no Milagro Vargas joins them for a program

which includes Mozart's Symphony No. 14 in A
major and Copland's Poems of Emily Dickinson.

".
. . an ensemble of the first rank"

-The London Times

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 1, 8PM, CONCERT HALL
Put sis ius support of Lunt Design Centeh 4 Marketplace

and WCBYTV 57

UNIDENTIFIED FLUINC, 08IECT*

The Flying

Karamazov Brothers
in Sharps, FIuIm und
ArriaVntiilK

They're not Russian, they're not brothers

and they don't fly. But this legendary

troupe of actors jugglers/'techno-wizards

make hilarious music together in a show

that features giant xylophones, a hip-hop

ballet, and the music of J. S. Bach

—

juggled Fresh from Broadway—a must-see for the whole family!

1 . . the Stooges gone Zen. " -THE LOS ANGELES TIMES

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 8PM, CONCERT HALL
PRESENTK) wit" MOIYOM Mali At Ingusioe AND WRSI 95 3 FM

MOVING IMAGE*

Garth Fagan Dance
Powerful elegance, wit and a style

so cool it's hot make Garth Fagan

one of America's greatest choreographers and

his company "one of the era's most thrilling and

inventive troupes." (The Washington Post) The program

includes excerpts from the groundbreaking Griot New York,

created in collaboration with jazz master Wynton Manulis and

sculptor Martin Puryear

'!
. a true anginal." -The POST

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 8PM, CONCERT HALL

Call S4S-2511 or 1-800-999-UMAS for tickets

Visit our Website at www umass edu/fot/lot.html

< OWI < I \VI III VOIR (IMIK!

r The U
P'neart
Center

UNIVERSITY C*
MAKACHIWTT]

AMHERST

can be excused. Besides, another

album means another grandiose

rock extravaganza

The Stones can tread water in

their sleep and have ne\cr crossed

the line into becoming a self-paro-

dy — an unfortunate late that

befell David Bowie in the mid-80>.

Even though they haven't released

a truly great record since Tattoo

You in 1980, the Stones remain a

vital part of the rock scene they

helped to define some three-

decades ago.

Babylon songs like the

Motown-ish "How Can I Stop"

and the reggae-infused "You Don't

Turn to STONES, page 8

EVERY THURSDAY • 9.2am
18+

TrMTj rrajjsfi

PROPER PRESS 4. IP REQUIRED
21+ BVBRY FRIDAY • »-2oiw

SlLECTROCUriON
THE l.HMI OF HI-TECH II IHIHIIIIN

TOP 40 DANCE HITS
FREE BEFORE 1 OPM

LIVE MUSIC
num. Oct. 16 « 7i00p» ^
THE PILFERS

THUMPER/BIG LICK/DREXEL

Sri. Oct. 1 7 « S :00pm 18+

LEFTOVER SALMON
Serf. Oct. IS 4 8:30pm 18+

THE MACHINE
PINK FLOYD SHOW

W»d. Oct. 23 9 7:00 pm }&\

MACHINE HEAD
TREE

0HE KINO D0WH/SH0T/ZATCH 13m
TWi. Oct. 23 6 7:00pm all

BI0HAZARD
25 TA LIFE/HATEBREED

Sri. Oct. 24 8:00pm -|8+

THE NIXONS m
SEVENDUST/CELLOPHANE +t"*\

M. Oct. 2S C 7:30 pm ^
G0LDFINBER

SA VE FERRIS/KARA 5 FLOWERS

Twos. Oct. 38 • 7:30 pm Mi's

M ROSE CIRCUS SHOW
PROTEIN

Timet. Oct. 30 « 7:00pm £&

OVERKILL
TYRANT TROOPER/5HAOOW5 FALL

SHEO/RESTRAINT

Sri. Oct. 31 9:00pm 21+

HALLOWEEN MASQUERADE

COSTUME PARTY
Prizes for best costumes
AWd other categories

$3000 In cash and prizes.
Concert tix, dinner tor two

Oownsturs do the ghoutie groove with

STASH 21*

JUST ADOIDI
widnov s BEN FOLDS FIVE

TMM. NOV. «
FSI. NOV. 7
Ut. NOV I

FBI. NOV. 14
UT. NOV. IS
TUIS. NOV.1S
THUS. NOV. 10
141. NOV. 11
mi. NOV. 18
SAT NOV M
K.0S&7
IMC. 11

ITIMATIOO0 .1

ITtMT HSH
AIT 0OI0ON Ttistm
SUPKNOT
Misrrrs sick out au ..

A Trtkirf. I. NUftOT wtms
UNII
MUVOOVII tm i

STAIN0
TU AS HOOD
TISttMSNT
MAX CtllK

llvmif 'nfc.'i o.otlaW* Dl tk» NwrhomptiMi !• tl

Sid IM6 I 100 'Ml IKK Sn.wfc
'- Iw t"'-»-» k_.

».ik 0.tl.i » SM<M lll« •««* • I

1 O PEARL STREET,

http:/7www.»i!tuol-volley.(om/p*arl sf i«el

.*... 4 13-584- 7771+....
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Looking at the best of Cuban jazz

THE »»«trHI KETTSPAIl.Yt:Ol.lt-UlAN

1

Hola. I'm here u^uin thi> week with

some line rdcasei ol the greateM In

Cuban jan and munbo. CaUfomk'i

nuctei ai oompttatiooi label Rhino

Recotdi ha> released new collectioru

of some o! Cells CriU and Tito

Puente's eareer best.

Cruz, the "Queen Ol Salsa." has

ahvayi been i singer with one ol the

most powerful, seductive voice Mvles

in the world, and the music she sur-

rounded herself \s ith WM ST**yi

some of the greatest danee

musie that Cuba has ever

known. Starting with her

first big hit. "Ritmo. Tambo

Y Mores." from 1951 and

continuing through to her New York

City period around I^M. The Liesl Of

Ceiia Crux coven what Qna calls bar

"Golden Age." when everything w.i-

creative and imaginative and her voice

was at its prime.

The offbeat phrasing ol

•Burundanga." the merciless groove ol

"Carmelo." and the classic Cuban

piano tiffing of "Sauvecito" are all on

this collection and it is well worth

checking out. It was Cm/' voice with

its exotic kevs and pitch changes that

inspired Diz/v Gillespie- and others'

foravs into the Cuban-jazz world.

The Best Of Tito Puente: I .'/ Ray Del

TimbaV. covers Puente's career Ktsical-

lv from 1^)49 to 1964. with a couple of

more recent tracks from the 80s

included. All over the album, the origi-

nal "Mambo King" keeps a hip- -him-

mving cia/v dance beat going through-

out more than an hour of music. " Tito

Timbero" is i showcase tor Puente's

timhale plaving. which is loiceful and

command- the listener to put melodv

and hamionv in the back of the mind

and follow the rhythm- of drumming. I

swear "A Go/at Timbero" ha- a beet

line

l|JBSS jm

%5>

e>v jo644ua eovp

that you can feel vibrating your chest.

Puente. like Cruz, has left an indelible

mark on American ja/.z a- well as his

homeland of Cuba.

last week. I mentioned albums by

trumpeter Randv Brecker. of the

well-known Brecker Bros, (with his

brother saxophonist Michael), and

pianist I lank lones twho is a brother to

the late trumpeter Thad lones and

drummer Elvin tones). This week's

familv connection is \s We Were

Saying (Concord) by The Heath

Brothers.

Albert "Tootie" Heath drums. Percv

i- ,i kis-i-t. and limmv is a saxophon-

i-i They all have resumes that put

them in the height of jazz history:

Percy, the oldest, was the bassist for

the Modern |azz Quartet, and also

played on albums by Theloniou-

Monk. Miles lYivi-. and Charlie

Parker: limniy. the middle child.

was in Dizzv Gillespie's big

band and later in the 'bOs

began his own group:

Albert was a verv active

drummer beginning in the

late '50s for |.|. lohnson and

Herbie Hancock. In the '70s. the

three brothers regularly began

recording together.

"Okay, then." >ou ask. "what have

they done for us lately?" Cheek out

As We Were Saying. Unlike main

veteran jazzmen from the Golden age

of Prestige and Blue Note record

albums, who usually stick to the old

be-bop styles lazily, the Heath

Brothers take all the rhythms, the most

imaginative phrases and the most

out-there voicings they can think of

and combine them on this new album.

The "For Seven's Sake" track hoils

with an odd relaxing virtuosity, "South

lilthv" is just "out there" in its funky.

yet disconjunct melody and harmonic

structure, and then the band chills out

with plain ol' blues on "Dave's I la/e

Turn to JAZZ, page 9

trax
continued from page 6

from behind and slowly enraptures the listener.

Vocala, though used sparingly, are quite effective

throughout An Instinct lor Detection. Utilized selec-

ts civ rather than intuitively, the words — mostly

spoken in l plaintive monotone — resonate deeper.

While the majority of Lionrock's grooves are derived

from the type of trance- inducing sonic hypnotism

Favored by Tricky and Portishead, their approach is

varied enough, though altogether coherent.

"Death Vallev Clapperboard" is essentially loosely

formed techno, curiously wrapped around a loop of

Nancy Sinatra's "These Boots Are Made For

Walkin'."

While An Instinct lor Detection doesn't provide

immediate gratification, it is a work filled with layers

upon layers of rich textures that can only be fully

appreciated through repeated listens. Musical enjoy-

ment lor sure, just not the quick fix most prefer —
and that's not a bad thing sometimes. A- (M.K.)

VARIOUS ARTISTS

Zabriskie Point — Original Motion Picture Soundtrack

Rhino

In 1966. Michaelangelo Antonioni (the great

Italian director) released Mow-Up, which is regarded

as one of the most innovative films of all time. Four

veai- later. Antonioni wanted to capture the essence of

American culture in the late "60s. He failed. Zabriskie

Point is regarded as one of quickest flops in film histo-

ry. Relying on cliches and youth revolution statements,

it was long regarded as Antonioni's downfall.

However. Rhino has released the music from the

film, with new material from lerry Garcia and Pink

Floyd. The "Love Scene Improvisation" versions by

Garcia features the quiet virtuosity of this often mis-

understood musician. The Floyd cuts are quite spacey.

ambient and ahead of their time.

Also lending to the double disc soundtrack is the

country- rock of "The Kaleidoscope" and "The

Tennessee Waltz" in a 1950 Patti Page recording, and

copious liner notes written by David Fricke explaining

the movie and the music's placement within the failed

work. B lloshua Boyd)

PIG

Wrecked

Wax Trax!/TVT

After last year's one-off album i*»™'"»n »?'
yJ**

Reznor's Nothing label. Pig - a.k.a Raymond VSa.t

_ has returned to Wax Trax! Records, home ol

like-minded industrial terrorists and ""^'"^
Having a sound that is curiouslv clo-c to I KM1 DM

side p,4ec, is to be expected, seeing as Wan- has

been a major contributor on several ol their recen

releases, as well as fronting *«?Jb« whacked
g
OU

Bono-on-acid incarnation on 1994 . Beat Bv lea

Tour. Still, this is a proper Pig album a solo effort

by Watts that is a little rougher on the edges ,han

KM I DM. ,

For all its atmospheric/ambient moment- ami

scathing.'abrasive guitars. Wrecked onlv scratches the

surface of Watts' potential as a compose, and el tec

lively pigeonholes him into a KMIDM fcessory. \

raging and inventive mix of "Find It Ffk It Forget I.

helps rescue Wrecked, but one song does not an

album make. C (M.K.)

VARIOUS ARTISTS

What's Up Matador?

Matador

For the last decade. Matador Records (CO founded

by former UMass student Gerald Cosloyl has virluallv

defined the term "indie rock." Their roster read- like a

who's who list: from the campv lapanese soul -revue

of Pizzicato live to the idiosyncratic two-minute gems

of America's finest rock band Guided Bv Voices.

Matador has never been afraid to introduce daring

new sounds.

It's no surprise then that What'-- i p Matador.
.
a

two-disc collection of old favorites and unreleased

tracks (including Pavement's cover ol the Echo &

The Bunnymen standard "The Killing Moon") i- Mich

a gem. A (M.K.)

Stones
continued from page 7

Have To Mean It" illustrate how
they've done it; through deftly incor-

porating different styles without los-

ing the vaunted Stones sound, deeply

rooted in Chicago blues.

While adding little to the Stones

indomitable legend. Bridges To

Babylon does nothing to diminish it

and is a more than competant run

through the motions. Hey. thev par-

tied like hell, lived to tell about it

(most of them at least), and can still

rock like men half their age. How
many groups that formed in the year

JFK was assassinated can rightfully

stake such a claim. I can count them

on one hand. Father time'.' Who's

that? B-

Collegian Arts & Living

Without it, you'd spend your weekend alone and confused.

The Heath Brothers released As We Were Saying on the Concord label

HIE

OB SCHOOL SUPPLIES
A terrific selection of magazines, binders,

notebooks, pens, pencils, paper clips, printer cartridges, T-

shirts, art supplies, calendars, candy, toys, stationary & ^fe
the best card shop in the Valley!

j|^B

MHastings.Inc.
— Nrwiclrak-r anil Staliuner -«—* '

i^-
Conveniently located in the center ofAmherst

4S South Pleasant St 2S3-2S40
OPEN: Weekdays S a.m. to 9 p.tru.

Sundays S a.m. to 9 p.m.

...17

StlllUIS
10A BELCBTEBTOWN ROAD Amhkkst. MA 0I002 256-8284

BIGGE
BETTER!

14 9ft Tables
•60" Big

Screen T.V.

All Sporting

Events

• $6/hr K\«t\<I;i\

Unlimited Pluyrrx!

• I'.min Thurxtla)

ft5 Cash 8-Bull

:30|un

LIVK Ml SIC

Kvrr> li'i- & Sal

»? $0 (Twl-Uta) Show Dally

* Special Enq»cj«m*nl. No Paaae* or Coupoi

„i.-n. • Is Oolden - Mo child untfvr
- -y PG 13 or fl eat»eJ film atlar fcpm.

MT. FARMS A • 584 9153
MT. FARMS MALL

Rocketman (PG)

Today at 5:50 ($2.50) and 8.20

The Edge (R)

Today at 5:30 ($2.50) and 8:10

LA. Confidential (R)

Today at 5:20 ($2.50) and 8:10

Most Wanted (R)

Today at 5:40 ($2.50) and 8:20

'HAMPSHIRE 6-584 7550
HAMPSHIRE MALL

Kiss the Girls (R)

Today at 5:40 ($2.50) and 8:20

The Peacemaker (R)

Today at 5:30 ($2.50) and 8:20

U-Turn (R)

Today at 5 30 ($2.50) and 8:10

In and Out (PG- 13)

Today at 550 ($2.50) and 8:30

Soul Food (R)

Today at 5 40 ($2.50) and 8:30

Seven Years in Tibet (PG-13)

Today at 5:20 ($2.50) and 8:10

Marshall
Steinbeck

Complete Auto Collision & Painting

Service

(413) 256-8157
53 So. Prospect St. Amherst, Mass. 01002

STATE REG. RS #1212 MA LIC. #1398

HAMPSHIRE FITNESS

-
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SPORTS CHANNEL, ESPN, ESPN2, NESN
Und«r N«w M«n«g*m«ntSunaar new m«Mi*y*eve \9

E
Wednesday Nights:

DJ. By A & R Music

Open Mic

Catamount Band

Ethan Stone Band

Thursday Nights:

Band: Fri. & Sat. 17", 18"

1/3

-a
z
n

z

z
PI
C/3

z

OB

YOU

MINK SPECIALS

CK0WN ROYAL 6 COKl tl"

MICHILOB tin MCHfKS S4 50

AUSTfl BOTTLES S2

Amherst 256-6446

WmiVHN eww MITT
October 31

Prizes for Best Costumes

Never ;i Cover • SEVEN CVS • 665-8788

Route 1 16 in SHNDKR1.ANI) (5 miles N. ofUMass exit)

Thurs-Fri-Sat

Beat The Cover
No Cover Before 10PM

Rum & Coke
16oz.

$2.°°

Friday Night

Bud Night

Collect

Pint Glasses-

Win Prizes

SMOKING 1
SECTION
101

Miller Light Sam Adams
20oz. Pints

99 -Lager-
• -Honev Porter-

-Octoberfest-

$3.°°

Thurs- Fri- Sat

1 II Price Appetizers

9-10:30

Bar Restaurant Lounge

Register To Win
A

Rand
Mountain Bike

Drawing
Oct, ZV
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Art Gallaries
preview

Amherst College M Ci,d Art Museum. Currently on
display: The Fold \n of twentieth -Century Japan
t through |ul> 14981. Branching: The Art of Michael
Mazure. \( '57 (opens Oct. 17), Illegal Camera:
Photography in the SatherUmdt daring the German
Occupation, 1940 45 fopem Oct. 24) and Picasso's
Woman I through Dec. J). Hours: Mon-Fri 10
«.ra.-4:J0 p.m.: Sal Sun I 5 p.m. Call the Museum at
545-2335
Hampshire College Main Gallery. Harold F.

lohnson I ibrary. Hours: Mon hi 8:30 a.m.-4:50 p.m.;
weekends 12 4:3o p.m.
Mount Holvoke College Art Museum. Currently on

display: How to Remember'' Designing the United Stales
Holocaust Memorial Museum (through Dec. 14). Italian

Paintings and Modem Sculpture form the Collections
(through Del 281. Looking Inward Contemporary
Haitian Painting (through Oct. 26). Hours: Tue-Fri 11

a.m. 5 p.m.; Sal Sun I
'-> p.m. Call 538-2245 for more

information.

Smilh College l'i ini Room, Museum of Art.
Currently on display: Prints b\ Abraham Bout (through
Nov. I). Hours: Tue, Fri A: Sat. 9:50 a.m.- 4 p.m.;
Wed-Sun, noon 4 p.m.; Thu noon-8 p.m. Call
585 27711 for more information.

University of Massachusetts Augusta Savage
Gallery. New Africa House. Currently on display:
CHICAGO: Memorial and Fantaiiet, The Malcolm \
Series (through Nov. 21 I and Conditioned Responsibility

(opening reception to be held on Oct. 28). Hours:
Mon-Tues 1-7 p.m.; VVed-Kri 1-5 p.m. Call 545-5177
for more information.

University of Massaehusetls — Hampden Gallery.

Southwest Residential Area. Upcoming exhibitions: Pat

Latch, Survey of 25 years (Oct.l6-Nov. 7). Hours:

Mon-Fri 3-7 p.m., Sunday. 2-5 p.m. Call 545-0680 for

more information.

University of Massaehusetls — Graduate Student

Lounge, Campus Center Upcoming exhibition: The
Second Chinese Calligraphy Exhibition: In memory of

I red Tangyu Wang. Exhibition opens Oct. 17 and runs

through Nov. 7. A free demonstration will take place on

Wednesday. Oct. 22 from 4 5 p.m. in the Grad l.onge.

For more information, e- mail xwangCacs.uniass.edu.

University of Massaehusetls — Herter Art Gallery.

Herter Annex. Current exhibitions: Fragments
Metamorphosis The Work of Dean Simmer and Yuriko

Yumaguchi (through Oct. 51) Hours: Mon-Fri II a.m.-

4 p.m. Call 545-0976 for more information.

University of Massachusetts — Student Union Visual

and Performing Arts Space. Student Union Building.

Over the Edge. Current exhibitions: Paintings and
Objects (Oct. 9- Oct. 30). Hours: Mon-Thurs 10 a.m.-5

p. in.. Friday 10 a.m.- 3 p.m. For more information, call

545-0792
University of Massachusetts — University Gallery.

Fine Arts Center. Currently on display: Cigoli's "Dream

of Jacob" and Drawing in I. ate Sixteenth-Century

Florence (through Dec. 14). I he Louis Beurman Torf

Print Collection (through Oct. 17). Seven by Six

(through Oct. 17). Hours: Tues-Fri 11 a.m.-4:30 p.m.;

Sat-Sun 2-5 p.m. Call 545-3670 for more information.

The University of Massachusetts — Wheeler Gallery,

Central Residential Area. Upcoming exhibition: Student

Drawings: The Figure (opens Oct. 17, 4-6 p.m.) Hours:

Mon-Thurs 4-8 p.m.: Sun 2-5 p.m. Call 545-0680 for

more information.
— Compiled by Seema Gangatirkar

continuea from page 5

where in between. Part love Story, part

action spectacle, the mo\ie centers

around a Ronieo-and-|uliet romance

between I eoiiardo DiCaprio and

Kate Winslet, and of course the

struggle to survive once the "safest

ship ever built" sinks Cameron,
always the picky perfectionist, even

demanded that ship passengers be

given fake chilled breath through

digital effects. While it most likelv

never earn back its costs. Insiders

who have seen Titanic have called it

awe- inspiring and jaw-dropping.

(B.M.)

AMISTAD
Directed by Steven Spielberg

Like Titanic. Amistad takes place on

a boat. Unlike Titanic. Spielberg's

newest film cost less than 1/6 the

price. Shot mostly in New England

and based on a true Story, the movie

focuses on a slave revolt aboard the

ship Amistad in 1859 Newcomer
Djimon Hounsou stars as the leader

of 50 West African slaves who take-

over the ship and land in New York,

where lawyer Matthew
McConaughey and former president

Anthony Hopkins plead the slaves

case. Forget The Lost World,
Schindler's 1 jm proved that

Spielberg is our most inspiring film-

maker, and Amistad. conscripted bv

Schindler scribe Steven /.aillian. is

already drawing Oscar talk. My only

complaint is the bland McConaughev
playing another hot shot lawyer.

Anyway, even with well-known co-

Itars like Morgan freeman and Pete

Postlethwaite, the biggest problem
lacing Amistad will be shipping peo-

ple to the theater. (B.M.)

JACKIE BROWN
Directed by Quentin Tarantino

After a few years of really bad act-

ing, Tarantino makes a much-antici-

pated return to the director's chair

with this adaption of the ITmore
Leonard novel Rum Punch. Robert

DeNiro, Michael Keaton. Samuel L.

lackson and Bridget Fonda join blax

ploitation queen Pam Grier to make
S stc-Hat ensemble cast. Grier stars a-

the title character, I (light attendant

busted tin smuggling her boss's gun

monev aero-- the Mexican border.

Rather than go to jail, she offers to

help the cops arrest her ho
Instead, she teams up with her bail

bondsman to keep the money for

herself. 1 earuring a killer 70's sound-

track and more Pulp Fiction-style

dialogue, lackie Brown is destined

for more praise and an easy 100 mil-

lion at the box office. (B.M.)

Cooking pork chops Japanese-style— a simple but rich dinner dish
The lapanese have thK vvav of per-

fecting things. Thev never seem to

s.'ttle for anything other than mas-

ten, especially when it comes n< loud

and cooking. For them, it is an art

form that represents the harmony
and beauty that exists between the

natural balancing forces ol nature.

Most people, when they think of

lapanese food, think su-.hi. Well,

sushi is just one aspect of a rich and

diverse culinary tradition that spans

the full spectrum ol food preparation.

techniques and ingredients.

One of my favorite dishes.

Tonkatsu (crisp) pork cutlets) is a

jazz

study of the simplicity of preparation,

the contrast of textures and the rich-

ness of flavor that is found in all

lapanese food.

In other words, this is a slamming

meal that's last and simple to prepare

and fulfills all the

requirements to land

itself a degree in the

school of comfort
food. And like all of

these dorm room
recipes, it uses easily

available ingredients

in a new ways to result in one terrific

meal.

Now for my invariable disclaimer:

think safety and flavor first. Have a

lire extinguisher nearby and provide

proper ventilation. Rock and boil!

Tonkatsu Stvle Pork Cutlet

The
Dormroom
Gourmet

Hon I

dried

Just a note before we
start: This dish calls for

breadcrumbs. The best

crumbs to use are called

Panko and can only be

found in Asian markets,

but the best substitu-

found was stale or toaster-oven

Wonder bread, with the crusts

continued from page 8

There arc great contributions on piano

by Sir Roland Hanna, Ion Faddis on

trumpet, and percussion bv Jimmy's

son M'tume. who lent his skills back in

the '70s to Miles Davis' electric-

groups.

Rodney Kendrick's diverse piano

styles most definite!) stem from his

eclectic history. In the '80s he began

his career bv touring on keyboards

with lames Brown. George Clinton's

solp troupe, and Harold Melvrn & The

Blue Notes. However, he soon
switched to jazz piano with the help of

veteran Barry Harris, and by '93, he-

was the regular piano behind singer

Abbey Lincoln.

Now. he's on his own and has been

making some of the most interesting

piano jazz around for a few years now
(newcomer Marc Cary has taken his

place in Lincoln's band and is also a

very creative pianist). The drums and

bass (by Taru Alexander and Tarus

Mateen. respectively) on his new trio

recording We Don't Die We Multiply

(Verve) are often quite hypnotic and

create vamps that are often as soulful

and raw as grooves in a Clinton tune,

especially on "Around The Corner."

Kendrick plavs sublime solo piano on

"lust One Of Those Things" before the

rhythm section kicks in again, painting

a picture of solid trio jazz in the '90s.

loshua Boyd is a Collegian colum-

. nist.

V\M£ in conceit*
WITH VERY SPECIAL GUEST

NOVEMBER 24 • 8:00 PM

ON SALE FRI

OCT. 17
All 0.00 AM

MULLINS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

ALL TICKETS $20 • LIMITED GENERAL ADMISSION OPEN FLOOR TICKETS AVAILABLE

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE MULLINS CENTER BOX OFFICE AND ALL TICKETMASTER LOCATIONS.

TO CHARGE BY PHONE CALL TICKETMASTER AT (413) 733-2500 • (508)/(617) 931-2000 • (860) 525-4500.

PURCHASE ONLINE AT WWW TICKETMASTER CpM FOR INFORMATION CALL^THE MULLINS^CENTER B0X.0FFICE AT 545-0505

IJV't

gww.webtrti.com/nuMConctrti
^
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removed. You can grate the bread

like cheese or use any other method

vou can think ol to break the bread.

Ingredients

For the cutlet:

• 4 boneless pork loin chops

• 4 tbs. all-purpose flour

• 1 egg. beaten
•

1 1/2 cups breadcrumbs
• salt and pepper to taste

• vegetable oil for frying

For the sauce:

• 2 tsp. Dijon mustard
• 4 Tbs. tomato ketchup
• 4 tsp. soy sauce

• 4 tsp. Worcestershire sauce

• 4 tsp. white v inegar

• 1/4 tsp. ground allspice

• dash of ground clows
Procedure:

• One at a time, place each pork

chop between two piece- ol plastic-

wrap and put them on a solid sur-

face. Take a meat mallet tor any

other heavy object) and pound the

cutlet Hat until it is about 1/4 inch

thick.

• Salt and pepper each side of the

chops and dredge them in the flour

and then dredge them in the beaten

egg. Quickly place chops in a bowl

containing the breadcrumbs.
• Preheat a pan over medium heat.

Add enough oil to come up half way

on the cutlet.

• Place the breaded cutlets careful-

ly into the pan. making sure not to

burn yourself. Cook for about 1 1/2

to 2 minutes on each side or until

golden brown. Remove from pan and

drain on paper towels.

•To make the sauce, simply com-

bine all the ingredients and mix well.

Serving suggestion:

Slice the cutlets into half inch

-trips and lay out over a bed of sticky

white rice. Use the sauce for dipping.

Thanks for all the great responses

I've been getting from all those who
have tried and liked mv recipes.

Louis Davis is a I Muss ttudent.

You can e-mail him with any culinary

questions or with any comments about

this column at Louie\Q@aol.com.

OlOSMOBUL

<2>
i n u t f nt a n

VOLKSWAGEN

Patricia Dolan sn*.
SALES REPRESENTATIVE t\^Tm\

TEL 617 275 8000
FAX 617-271 1325

^*hmtr

39 NORTH ROAD
BEDFORO. MASS 01730

jCahillane

Rentals I

Rt 9 <?> Howard Johnson's in Amherst

48 Damon Rd, Northampton

Auto

T
Amherst I Northampton

549.80991584.8099

on the Web @ http://www.cahillane.com

Now Featuring

the ultimate 4-WD
Jeep Grand Cherokee

& Dodge Caravan

LEASING

RENTALS

tired of standing
out in the cold
waiting for the

bus? interested in

writing for the
paper?

Write for

Arts!
(we have heat.)

call S45-3500 and
ask for Seema

r- n
r
r
D

CHRISTIAN
Results of the
1VCFBEST

PIZZA CONTEST
tgusmt Pizza.:

ntontio"s an
Papa John's
9cst Tapping:
Papa John's

test Crust:
zza Hut

Thanks to al! ~
Participants!!! U

IVCF meets Friday @ 7:00
in the Campus Center

Call 259-1052

Electrolysis
Disposable Sterilt Needles

Student Discount

free Parking

On Bus Line from Campus

John V. Ryan, R.E.

664 Main Street
253-9534

Movie, Game, and, System Rentals

Al Movtw $.99 / dayf!

The best of the new releases!

PSX / Saturn / NC4 / Qwwsto / SNES

Buy-Setf-Trade Games A Systems

9 East Pleasant Call us at

(Near Trie Pub") 549-4505

Hrs: Son, Mon, We* Thar,W 2*0-7:J0

Sat 12:00-7:30

LOWEST FARES
• GUARANTEED •
FULL SERVICE TRAVEL

continental usa
Maximum $137 o w

call for details ^

mt*$
OPEN SEVEN DAYS

256-8228

TRAVELMAKERS. INC
rue TRAva cxrrnn

321 MAIN ST. (Cor of Dickinson)

AMHERST

RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

featuring "Genuine Pratt & Light" 30 pk $ 1 O—
Celebrate "OKtoberfest"!

Otter Creek OKtoberfest ^
Blue Moon "Pumpkin ale" ^w%"-|
Pp1p'< OKtnhprUf JL7t2£* Y

6

r
P

.

k -

Your Choice!

"Fantastic Pricina!"

MICRO MADNESS CONTINUES"
Shipyard

T" Otter Creek

Devil Mountain

ALL FLAVORS I

Mix & Match "TWO" 6-pks . .

.

Wowl

Delivery Available • OPEN 9:00AM to ll:00PM • Visa/Mastercard • All Beers Plus Deposit •
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North Carolina's Smith to be missed by Duke fan
The feelings 1 will have watching

television on feb. 5. 1998 will be dif

ferent than what 1 have grown accus-

tomed to over the past few years. Not

bad. really, just different.

That It, sou see. the night that the

Duke men's basketball team will play

the Dean Smith-less North Carolina

hi. rleth in Chapel Hill. N.C. for the

tiiM time.

I confess, I am a Duke fan from way

back. 1 love the Blue Devils. 1 love

Duke basket- ^^^^^^^^^^
ball. So when "^"^"^^^^^^^
Dean Smith

tamMtWahwmnimm\a9Mm
announced his

retirement from the only profession

that seems suited for him. I felt a

strange emptiness

Far as far back as my memory takes

me. at least as far as basketball is con-

cerned. 1 have hated UNC. Not dislike,

not care little about, not hardly be con-

cerned with — I hate the Tar Heels.

It is a simple fact. If you are going to

root for Duke, you root vehemently,

with all of your being, against North

Carolina. If you choose to back the Tar

Heels, the venom points 10 miles

northwest toward Durham, N.C.

Still, as 1 put down Eric Montross

and George Lynch to my high school

Kan

friends, I couldn't help but have
respect for Smith. Respect, not MM*
sarily admiration, though I can now
admit there is probably a bit of that

too.

Dean Smith is college basketball.

College basketball is Dean Smith.

IIktc is a legendary picture of Smith,

sitting on the bench during a time-out

or pre-game talk during his playing

days. His coach, who is also in the pic-

ture, is Phog Allen.

^^^ Phog Allen

learned the game of

^^^^_ basketball from
lames Naismith. the

man who invented it. Simply put.

Smith is only two steps away from the

humblest beginnings of the game.

He is a legendary man. Last year, he

surpassed former Kentucky coach
Adolph Rupp for career wins. He is

among a handful of coaches who have

won more than one national champi-

onship. Those things alone would put

him in the upper echelon of coaches,

but that is just a small portion of

Smith's resume.

He has finished among the top three

in the Atlantic Coast Conference —
arguably the toughest league in college

hoop — 32 times in a row. He has 26

Northompton

327 King Strwt

586-15*;

Store Hours

Monday to Friday

7:30 to 6:00

Saturday

7:30 to 5:00

NO PAYMENT FOR 90 DAYS
*Ho Interest

Shuttle Service Avoi

* *No Annual fern

able, Call For Details

OIL CHANGE
& FILTER

I
Frequent vital engme

' moiflMnanc* .nckxtw refil of up to

| 5qh Kendo* 'OwOOotlyi

BRAKE SERVICE • FALL TUNE-UP

tALK
I PRICE
| tit. 99

FO* SURE STOPS, WE
INSTALL BRAKE PADS /

SHOES, RESURFACE

DRUMS / ROTORS

AND ADJUST

BRAKES ION
SERVICED AXLE)

'7SP9 $89M
WOAMC PAM SEMMtfETAUC

• nswe Cocoon md *aM Zotmgt © E-nm SV30M

PACKAGE
OIL CHANGE & FILTER
•SPARK PLUG REPLACEMENT
-4-TIRE ROTATION i WHEEL
BALANCE
complete

i .ag
4-CYL 1

$VEHICLE
INSPECTION
ADDITIONAL H0-6C YL / 120-SCU
Mm sSectmnic igrrtMn cm Trstwemrm V-4 enans

l AC wmrtmwnot ten w pen*•» *

TCQUKW)

h«y»lO>Wporiirid«MOCoMM CEwoMQWMuwna-o '.oopd (Mmm Z<*mg» Ot«W vxnm m IM *v»- Cuopon ana -W0 Goeaas <QtW« MOW

Big Guys Liquors

Give away
omc check it out from 2-6pm on

Saturday, October 18th

We will be giving away

tons of great prizes.

Free stuff with every purchase

Free raffle tickets for bigger prizes like:

Celtics Tickets

Bar-B-Q Grills

Rolling Rock Chair

Giant Miller Lite Cooler

Free pizza bites

See the Magic Hat guy

for hats and T-Shirts

Live at Mullins Center

roneoriltlvs 20-win seasons, 22 con-

secutive NCAA tournament appear-

ances. He has 17 ACC regular season

titles and 12 conference tournament

litlo

But perhaps the most impressive of

all Smith's achievements, even more

noteworthy than the fact that he rou-

tinely attracted crops of NBA-caliber

talent, is that he ran a clean program.

When he took the head job at North

Carolina, the Tar Heels were on proba-

tion and coming off point shaving

troubles.

Since then, UNC has been squeaky

clean. Ninety-seven percent of Smith's

players have graduated. And the

NCAA spends its time in Chapel Hill

handing out accolades rather than

sanctions.

Although I still root against Smith, I

maintain a silent deference toward

him. The same has and will hold true

for Rick Pitino, Roy Williams and, at

times, Bob Knight.

The situation I am in as a Duke fan

rooting against Carolina is similar to

the predicament I face when UMass
plays Temple.

|ohn Chaney does not have to say a

word in order to command respect.

Like many others, I have the utmost

admiration for him, the way he ooach

es. his teams and his philosophies But

I do not root for the Owls. As a

Minutenum fan that just would not be'

right.

When I watch Duke Carolina, pan

of the excitement is knowing that if the

game amies down to the wire (and in

that match-up 1 usually prefer a rea-

sonably close game). Smith is prepared
to challenge to the end. With him
gone, that fact is not guaranteed.

It will be strange to see the Blue

Devil players compete in the Dean I

Smith Center on Feb. 5, 1948 and to

know that the legend who built the

arena, who gave UNC hoop a won
droits home, whose name is plastered

on the front of the sky blue stadium,

will be sitting in the stands just like an

average fan.

It is strange for me now. because

even though I have never cheered for

North Carolina tnot even when the lai

Heels played against Boston College in

the 1994 NCAA tournament). I feel

that something will be missing from

my favorite collegiate rivalry.

Dean Smith you will be missed —
even by Duke fans.

Casey Kane is a Collegian colum-

nist.

NFL
continued from page 14

3-0 within their division and also

have wins over lacksonville and

Carolina. They now stand at 5-1

and appear to be the top team in

the NFC.
• It's funny how, all of a sud-

den, the Buccaneers are starting

to suck. Now what are all of you

who bought Tampa Bay para-

phernalia going to do?
I think Arizona's playing well.

• I'm now 61-33 on the season

and week No. 8 is a freakin' mys-

tery.

With so many teams in limbo

it's hard to decide.

The teams that have always

been good could win at any time.

Then again, there is always that

one team lurking around the cor-

ner waiting to piss me off. You
know the one, when Indianapolis

beats Green Bay in an offensive

battle, that sort of thing.

But this week, I'm not holding

back.

1 . Denver's first loss of the sea-

son could come in Oakland this

Sunday, but don't quote me on
that.

Oh. what the hell. If Jeff

George and Tim Brown can click

and the defense can hold off

some points and penalties, the

2-4 Raiders have a legitimate

chance.

Plus, the Broncos are undefeat-

ed and need a spanking.

I'll take Oakland over the
Broncos. 28-24.

2. The Pats are playing in the

Meadowlands against the )et-

This game needs to be a blowout

for New England. There can't he

anymore close games against bad

football teams. That's right, bad.

As long as the lets wear those

ugly uniforms and have Neil

O'Donnell as their quarterback.

they suck.

New England wins. 38-17.

Let's face it, I'm accepting the

Patriots' record. I'm picking them
for the rest of the season and will

take whatever they give me.

I'm a homer, deal with it.

5. Finally, in one of the most
important games of the decade,

in an edge of your seat thriller,

I'm going to pick Seattle to

travel all the way down to St.

Louis and beat the pants off of

the Rams. I know what you're

saying, it's just as crazy as

picking the Bears over the

Pack, but I'm feeling a little

daffy.

Seahawks 18. Rams 13.

Tell me I can't pick football

games. Go ahead. I want you to.

Jonathan M. Place is a

Collegian columnist.

Tennis looks to improve ranking

By Justin Rudd
Collegian Correspondent

Some of the comments over-

heard about the Massachusetts

women's tennis team and its tall

season could be "See. I told you

so." or They are not ready yet."

One could say that the

Minutcwoinen were just not up to

the challenges at hand in their

new, Improved and challenging

schedule.

However, in regards to UMass'

tough fall schedule, coach |udy

Dixon said. "We are taking on a

completely revamped schedule,

with this new challenge we are

looking for some breakthrough
wins,"

Taking on these new and more

challenging teams, the goal for the

Minutewomen is to prove they

deserve their new schedule and

Northeast regional ranking.

UMass was ranked No. 15 in the

Top 15 of the region's school

ranking at the beginning of the

season, and the team took on a

schedule filled with "big" schools

such as Syracuse.

"The next step for us is a

national ranking," Dixon said.

Unfortunately, the fall season

has ikii been as profitable as most

had hoped. The Minutewomen
have a 4-4 record with just two

matches left, and are coming off

ol two Straight defeats. The
Minutewomen will be finishing

out their season against Amherst

College this Thursday at 4 p.m..

and Connecticut this Saturday at

10 a.m.. with both matches at

home on the Upper Boyden
Courts

Now that the fall season is com-

ing to a close. Dixon and her two

co-captains, seniors Caroline

Steele and I. ana Gorodetskaya,

are looking forward to the spring

season.

"We will be a lot better and we
are looking to prove that we are

No. 15 and deserving of it,"

Gorodetskaya said.

"I think that we had a really

good fall season, and fall is prep

for the spring." Steele said.

The two captains have been a

part of this UMass squad for their

entire collegiate careers, with

Lana and Caroline both coining

into the UMass program playing

schools of a lower caliber

"We want to leave behind play-

ing "big" schools. slkIi II

Syracuse." Steele said "We want

to leave our mark on UMass.

because when we first arrived at

UMass we were playing smaller'

teams."

When it comes to playing the

role of co-captains, both do a

great job, and Gorodetskaya feels

they possess two sides to the coin.

"We have two different person-

alities," Gorodetskaya said. "We
both set good work ethics to prac-

tice hard and never give up. show

vocal support and most impor-

tantly we try our hardest to set

examples for the underclassmen."

The most recent lotl for I Mass

came to Dartmouth this past

Tuesday. UMass fought hard, but

fell to Dartmouth 9-0. The
Minutewomen could not take a

win in either singles or doubles

play.

The score may be deceiving.

Steele said.

"I think that we played hard.

with an element of toughness that

is there, we never gave up in

today's match." Steele said.

In singles action, except lot

freshman stand-out Robyn
Lebovitz. every player was taken

out in two sets. In doubles play,

the losing streak continued with

UMass losing all three match Lips.

8-4, 8-5. and 8-1.

One would think that the

Minutewomen must be feeling

pretty bad about themselves right

now. but Steele savs otherwise.

"We know that we can hang
with these teams, and we're look

ing forward to beating UConn
with a breakthrough win this

weekend." Steele said.

ON-LINE AT WWW.UltiASS.EDU/nS0/C0LEGIAN J

vsm
AUTO 8 TRUCK RENTAL

Weekend Special

Noon Friday to Monday AM • Starting at $59.95

North Amherst
MOtOrS A Collition Repair Center

78 Sunderland Rd

North Amherst. MA

549-RENT

43^
m

• Cars • Mini Vans

•Trucks

• Cargo Vans

• 15 Passenger Vans

• Lot* Dally/Weekly/

Weekend Rates

• We Rent to

Qualified Drivers

21 years or Older

• Direct Billing To

Insurance Co.

(On bus route - one mile from UMass)

Here's A Try

Out Even You
Can Pass:

Write for

Collegian

Sports

Held Daily at

113 Campus Center

At the top 25 U.S.

law schools,
3 out of 4 students
who prepped for the
LSAT chose Kaplan.

— 1997 Bruskm-Goldnnq Research Study
ol Students at the Top SO Lavn Schools

Call today and find out why
3 million students have
chosen Kaplan to help
them score higher.

LSAT

Free Class

Thursday
10/16
7:30pm!

Learn how
experts

ace the

exam!

SKI
Snovybonrd

$229
College Ski Weeks '98'

Mont Sutton, Canada
4>4>5 DAY LIFT TICKET
4>4>5 NIGHTS LODGING
5NJGHTS PARTIES

1 -800-H48-V545

expert teachers superior materials smart technology proven results

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST
www.kaplan.com

•LSAT is a registered trademark ot the Law School Admission Council.

We're Big on Friendly Service

Rte. 1 1 6 Sunderland, MA (41 3) 665-5030
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GLBT Issues
Thursday, October 16, 1997

National Coming Out Week quite an opportunity
This Ium week WM National

Coming Out Week licit- on
the University of

Massachusetts campus. The Queer
community celebrated this with
speak-outs. speakers, a coffeehouse
and various types of demonstrations
In fact, I am writing this alter return-

ing from the Thursdaj
night coffeehouse.

Most folks on inv hall

and who have met me
perceive me u I p\\ man. This is cor-

rect. Well. I am bisexual, but I tend to

see that as "nitpicking." However,
that isn't the whole truth about who I

am. I am a second semester freshman
and just returning to school full-time-

after working for three yean and
attending night classes at various
Boston area colleges and universities.

I was. and still am. a very "out"
person in the Boston area, i was a

meeting facilitator at Boston Alliance

of Gay and lesbian Youth (BAGLY),
and a member ol the BAGLY
Speaker's Bureau. But I didn't speak

of facilitate as a ga) ot bisexual man.
When I moved out to Amherst I

made a conscious decision to not be

Saul Accetto

fully "out" for at least the first semes

ter. I had forgotten about National

Coming Out Day since I had been

doing temp work and a temp worker

is in too precarious a position to uti-

lize that kind of opportunity for cele-

bration of identity.

The woman who lives across the

hall from me doesn't

understand why I feel

the need to be out. The

reasoning is thus: every-

body makes perceptual judgements on

everybody else. When you meet some
one. be it consciously or unconscious-
ly. you judge them on whether you

think they are attractive, male or

female, and straight or gay. You then

utilize those judgements to figure out

how you should interact with them.

Today, after helping others cele-

brate their individual identities, I feel

like a hypocrite. I mentioned to a

friend of mine this feeling and. since I

owed a story of some sort to the

Collegian anyway. I wanted to write

an essay and come out. She reacted in

a very concerned way for my safety . I

reminded her that everyone of my
floor already knew that I was gay. but

she stated that this was a different

story, Unfortunately, she is right and
all I know is that I hate the fact that I

let the opportunity thi^ week offered

go to waste.

Mail) people would wonder. "II

everybody knows you are ga>, then

how can you still come out ol the

closet?" flic fad i
s that m> closet is

shaped slightly different than your

average gay man's. There is a lot more
to my physical histor) than people

perceive

On |ul\ 22. 1^97. I spent almost

$6,000 on a surgical procedure that

would help m\ back, the circulation

in my arm- and hands, and the abilitv

to deal with m\ gender. You are profa

abl> thinking. "Gender? — what the

hell does gender have to do with a

surgical procedure that will help your

back and circulation'.'''

Between the hours of noon and 9

p.m. on that day, 1 had a double
mastectomy. In layman's terms, I

had breasts removed Irom m> bod\.

They were not small breasts, which
is why it took so long to remove
them. I hey were \er> large breasts.

In fact, I have had to wear a bra

since I was 12 years-old. Now you

are probably thinking. "You had
tits'.''' Yes, I had very large tilv I last

wore bra that measured >8 inches

with a 1)1) cup.

You see, l am transsexual. I lived

as a woman for 21 years and 1 failed

totally and miserably. I iust celebrated

my 22nd birthday and on Nov. 15. I

will celebrate the first anniversary of

mv second pubertv. Yea, I even sang

"mezzo soprano" for many years in a

choir. Now I live my life as a man.

Now. according to a published

woman- studies professor here on

campus. I am B token. You -ee. SI I

female- to male transsexual I am
being used by male-to-lemale trans-

sexual lesUaiU to iustilv their shar-

ing of women's space. Personally I

would like to see this particular pro-

testor even rry to make me anyone's

token.

The woman who lives across the

hull from me doesn't understand how

it can be easier for me to live as a gay

man now than it was to live as a mas-

culine woman in the past. She is con

fused, as many both in and out ol the

Gl.BT community are. because I

refuse to hide my history as a

female-bodied person.

The first time a woman crossed the

street late at night to avoid me, a

man, it hurt like hell. But even
though the gender "man" is in some
ways just as constricting as the gen-

der "woman," I find "man" is a much
better fit. Some people will decry me
as misogynistic, a sell-out, and say

that I am doing all this just to gain

male privilege. The fact of the matter

is that I don't hate women. I just am
not one. The fact is that I am not sell-

ing out to the patriarchy. I am not

hutting into traditional gender roles. I

am trying to live my life, not just sur-

v ive it.

And as for the "male privilege" I

am now receiving... well, how many
men you know would get fired if

someone saw their birth certificate?

How many men you know could be

dying on the street with an ambu-
lance right there and have the

I MPs feel justified in allowing
them to die because of the configu-

ration of their genitals? For that

matter, how many men do you know
could be tossed into jail for fraud

because of the sex on their driver's

license or passport?

I am a female-to-male transsexual.

I am a transsexual man. A transman.

A transfag. A female-man. I own my
history. When women are raped or

beaten. I feel the pain as if it were my
own. I feel the pain as if it were my
own when queer youths are kicked

out of their own homes and beaten by

their "families." I feel the pain as if it

were my own when people, who are

good people, are denied what they

need because someone somewhere
can't handle who or what they are.

The fact that makes so many peo-

ple fear me is that I refuse to live by

their rules. I take life on MY terms,

not theirs. I am making my life my
own and then living it. I do not lie

unless my life or someone else's life is

on the line. 1 help others whenever I

am able. I work hard and appreciate

whatever I have at the moment,
because it may be gone tomorrow. I

am a

transsexual-fag-identified-bisexual

man and I am proud to be alive

today.

Saul Accetta is a UMass student.

Just how supportive is the GLBT community':?

UMa-s celebrated National Coming Out
Week recently. While there were many
benefit-, there were also some drawbacks

to the week's events. At every event I went to, I

realized that almost all of the participants were
white. As a member of the Pride Alliance steering

committee. I see very lew laces of people of color

in our leadership, our activities, or our constituen-

cy. This is a problem that I can no longer remain

silent about.

As people gathered after a Pride Alliance meet-

ing to create the names on the triangles for

National Coming Out Day (NCOD). one woman
asked. "Who's writing down queers of color?" I

realized at that moment that virtually all of the

names of people who we were writing down were

white. What was more unsettling was that I had a

hard time trying to come up with gays who were

also people of color.

From UMass to mainstream images of gay peo-

ple, almost all the faces are white. Yet I know full

well that gay people come from all cultures, creeds

and colors that have ever and will ever exist.

Almost all of the people who spoke at the NCOD
Rally, coffee house aiid rwi^ tfiscus5^b

<

W''wWe•
,

white. From Pride Alliance meetings to our steering

committee, from Ellen to Roseanne. from movies

such as feffity to In and Out. I am surrounded by a

sea of white people. I am not only upset by this. I

Katie M

,

am embarrassed: not because I am white, but

because of the lack of diversity in the j.-av commu-
nity.

The rainbow flag (which was taken as a symbol

of gay pride) is not relegated to the Gl.BT commu-
nity alone. The rainbow flag is a -vmbol of diversity

— not just a tolerance, but an appreciation and cel-

ebration of the differences between us. I have

become increasingly aware

in the past lew veai - ol

what diversity really means.

It means that when I stand

behind that flag. I am not just rallying against

homophobia. I am rallying against hate in all its

forma.

There are many important messages to take-

away from this. Mostly. I take awav questions. Why
is the out community at UMass mostly white? Whv
is the history of queer people of color so hidden?

What privileges do I carry in the Gl.BT community

as a white person'.' What racism do I still have to

confront within myself? I do not hold the answers

to all of these questions.

A- time moves on, I realize that not having an

alT-wcr'is nevci i reason to be silent. I am frustrat-

ed to see racism in the gay community. I am angry

that my Gl.BT friends of color are often isolated

and tokenized. I am committed to doing something

about it. The solution begins when we start doing

something about it. The solution begins when we

can start to unite our Struggles, We must not -trug-

gle to end homophobia alone: we must recognize

the greed and hate behind all oppression.

From here on out. we must begin to draw a

more unified picture. We cannot hold a rally about

gay issue- without confronting sexism, racism, clas-

sism and anti -Semiti-m. We must support other

organization- with action and under-

standing, fighting hatred is not a

queer issue: it is a human issue. Mv

commitment to ending hate means

that I will be aligning my voice with voices of other

oppressed people. When I raise mv voice against

homophobia, I expect those voices of oppressed

groups to be behind mine sending out a unified cry.

which surrounds hate until it exists no longer.

Furthermore, while l shout out. I must also look

inside. Racism ha- seeped into me honi mv family.

the television and the -ocietv at large. M> continual

job is to -eek out those messages inside me and di-

mantle them. Oppression will not end until l chal-

lenge it within myse|f. Homophobia will not end

until other- check themselves.

My challenge to you is this: look inside, look

around you. "If your not outraged, then your not

paying attention."

Queers fight back.

Katie M. Ihoenncs is a I Mass student.

"Hey Lady, You Have a Piece

of Food

Stuck in Your Mustache! I

"

A stranger yelled at us while

we walked together in the

center

of Northampton.

The red light

stopped

him long enough to

proclaim his ignorance.

Our softly joined girl

hands
somehow reached out to

twist his threatened face

which failed all under-
standing

ful what only his eyes could
. ,g - " -• * '— -* - •

' ****

This little boy, not yet big

enough

for his man's body, doesn't

feel safe in the world.

He drives around

winning out of windows
about his insecurities.

What he really meant was.

"THIS SOCIETY HAS
OPPRESSED MY MIND
AND STOLEN MY ABILI-

TY TO PERCEIVE REALI-
TY,

PLEASE, SOMEONE
HELP ME!!"
o you poor little man,

Sarah Crozier is P UMass
Student.

7Gay and Greek?
Sorority Woman: one who is female, is part

of a social group of other women; bonds

with fellow sisters; goes to fraternity parties:

rushes other women to join their group; learns

valuable leadership experience: lesbian. Which one

of these definitions does not fit? It doesn't take a

brain surgeon to figure this one out. Of course, it is

the part that defines a sorority woman as a lesbian:

but if we are defining me. well... that is the best

description of my place in my sorority.

I am a

Elana rMendelson

20 CENTER ST , NORTHAMPTON

HI MAIIHANI
|586 8686sal

sorority girl and I

am a lesbian. I

joined a sorority in the spring of 1995 for the same-

reasons anybody wants to become involved in

Greek life. I was looking for a social group that

would connect me to different people. I was not

"out" when I first joined and was pretty much clos-

eted for a year and a half. When I did finally "come

out." I was president of my sorority. Talk about a

controversial situation to be in! My sisters were

supportive and I mostly got hugs from all around

because they were proud of me. I knew then they

were not only my sisters, but true friends.

I will not say it was easy at first. My sisters didn't

know exactly how to take my sometimes blunt com-

ments about, for instance, a really cute girl in one

of my classes. I tried to think of a way that they

could understand what I needed from them without

coming out and saying. "I need to talk about this

and I need your support because this is hard." I

found out there was a panel of speakers on campus,

called the "Speaker's Bureau" that would go to

groups on campus and talk about their experiences

as part ol the GLBT community.

I called them and they were very helpful. The

Speaker's Bureau came to speak to about 10 of my
sisters, which was a turnout I was very happy

with. I don't think I have ever expressed to them

how much that did mean to me. This was a great

opportunity for everybody to talk about how they

felt and it gave me a chance to tell my sisters what

I needed from them. I got nothing but support

after that.

I wanted to write about this experience for three

reasons. First. I want people to know that my
sorority is not "anti- gay" and it is likely that most

other sororities are not either. I did not just join a

sorority to meet "chicks" and if that is what some-

one would think, they are wrong. Secondly, I want

to thank my sorority for being so great and for

putting up with me. Finally. I want other Greeks to

be aware that you need to be open to the possibility

that one of your brothers or sisters could be gay as

well. You riced to address GLBT issues to make

those one or two closeted people feel welcome to

come out.

I know the bonds I have with my sisters and I

hated keeping this secret from them, so don't block

that closet door. I ask fellow gay Greeks to step

forward, join me and be proud of who you are. I

know I am not the only Gay Greek Goddess at

UMass.
Elana Mendelson is a UMass student.

Tygtt, Tftjtt burning pulling equality's piercing

bright sting

In the forests ol the niftht from a grieving quiver ol

Wha' immortal hand or justice.

eye We work our rolling hips

Dare frame thy fearful into your mountains

symmetry. and reshape Rushniorc s

— Blake dead smttes.

We are Mother F.arlh.

WOMAN We ply the wind

as power sheets from our

feline musculature.We are the tiger

Today. We are no longer contor-

earth cracks under our tionists

tread \\ | refuse (o find our fit-

and forests bead for our craving an egress

passage- through malleability;

as the fat brass sound of thi-ough stinings and burn-

purpose ings

glissandos through our we stand pillar.

stride- Our carpals are extended

Vociferation recycles and these claws fit with

across aeons precision.

a- we gnaw the bones. We are thick with a eohali

Our tendons scrape the hue midnight.

edge of discontent f ear ol this beauiv will

perilously fester year -leep.

strangling our tongues making your knuckles

until no longer crack with rolled expecta-

would we suck your tion

silencing swords. until you accept

You are now our We are here.

whetstone. And our voice is louder

We are Diana, than a whisper

hunting flaccid bellow en Deniette Carrtveeu h a

across senate marble

_

I Mass graduate student.

Author wants us to read her lips

By Rochael Pepe
Collegian Staff

Riki Anne Wilchins. author of

Read My Lips: Sexual Subversion and

the I.ml of Gender, is in the process ol

visiting colleges around the nation

encouraging student- to speak their

minds to end ga>. lesbian, bisexual

and trensgender (GLBT) oppression.

One Of the leading voices of the

growing transgender movement.
Wilchins is the executive director of

the Gender Public Advocacy Coalition

(GenderPAC) an organization that

frequently lobbies Capital Hill on

issue's such as hate crimes,

"There is a common cultural

machinery that oppresses all bodies: it

Stigmatizes them then flushes them

out the bottom." Wilchins -aid. "We
[GenderPAC] try to tear down the

machinery by attacking the machine,

not just the piece we are stepping on."

Her book, of which -he lead

excerpts from at the I nivetsity of

Massachusetts GLBT Study Lecture

Scries last week, focuses on her own
personal experiences as male—to-

female transsexual, and was written

as a way for her to get the message

out to large numbers of people.

"People made assumptions about

tny body which were painful and dis-

empowering," Wilchins said. "The
feminists, gay men and lesbians didn't

want me as part of their group... peo-

ple started referring to me as a 'trans-

sexual.'

"That's when I became involved |in

the transgender movement),"
W ilehins added. "I stopped answering

questions and started looking at the

political effects."

There is a certain amount of

Post-modernism hidden in Read My
Lips, which plays out through

real-life Gl.BT politics.

"There is an assumption that gays

and lesbians have to decide who they

are and then identify their political

goals based on those assumptions,"

Wilchins continued. "We have been

concentrating on freeing our desire.

but if we fight on a "non-identity"

basis, we will have freed everyone."

Wilchins also works with national

politics, trying to stop Intersex

Genital Mutilation (IGM) and Gender

Identity Disorder (GID), both of

which attempt to stigmatize and treat

queer behavior and police homosexu-

ality in children, according to

Wilchins.

"GID and IGM are both used as a

'back doorway' to police kids' gender

and control homosexuality." Wilchins

said. "For instance, a kid may be cut

up because of the belief that an

enlarged clitoris will somehow turn

the child into a masculine lesbian."

The message is starting to get out

that this is wrong, according to

Wilchins. and this is where it

becomes important for college stu-

dents and others to get involved in the

effort to stop these practices.

"We [the GenderPACl are target-

ing college students because of the

fact that they haven't yet learned that

idealism is impractical and they are

still willing to aim as high as they

can." Wilchins added.

"I am trying to get ordinary people

to talk about these issue's and. in

turn, help them to feel empowered |as

a result |."

Wilchins is trying to get as many
people as she can involved in the

National GLBT Lobbying day on
Capital Hill in the Spring of 1998.

where these issue's and more will be

addressed to Congress.

Being an ally at UMass . .

.

BRI»N MtniRMOTT 1 (HI f l.l»N STAfl

American Red Cross protest again!
A UMass student rallies in front of the Red Cross donation table at the second protest

this semester.

I

live with a lesbian. She is one

of my most intimate friends. I

feel comfortable with her. We
share something that is very private

and deep, although I am not a lesbian.

When people find out that my
roommate is gay, they are kind of

shocked (some find it to

be exciting). They ask me
all kinds of questions

like. "Does she ever hit

on you?" or "Isn't it strange to see her

with other women?" I'm sure that

many of them (although secretly)

question my sexuality. When I

encounter such ignorance. I just laugh

and tell them that it isn't strange for

me at all because, first and foremost,

she is my friend. No matter what.

On last week's episode of "Ellen,"

Paige (Fllen's heterosexual best

friend) became envious when she

thought Fllen had a date with anoth-

er woman. Of course, because it's a

sitcom, the whole situation turned

out to be a big misunderstanding

and Ellen's "date" was really a

straight women looking for a room
to rent.

But in any case, the feelings of envy

that Paige experienced were real.

Emily Trask

While watching the show. I realized

that I have experienced similar feel-

ings of resentment towards my
friend's partners.

While some may think that these

emotions are homosexual. I believe

that they stem from much deeper
roots. Because we are so

close, when another per-

son enter's my friend's

life, I am naturally fearful

that our relationship will become less

meaningful to her. I am also very pro-

tective of the people that I love, and

never want to see her get hurt.

My roommate and I have always

shared a special relationship. She con-

fided in me v. hen she began to ques

tion her sexuality, because she knew
that I woulo arwsfjfl twotpt her. And to

t;-ll you the truth. I believe that our

relationship has become even stronger

since she has "come out of the closet."

Because she is more comfortable with

who she is, she is now able to be even

more comfortable in our relationship.

In our friendship, we are beyond

the confining perimeters of sexuality,

and we know that we will always be

there for each other.

Erm7v Trask is a UMass student.
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Collegian Classifieds
APARTMENT FOR RENT EMPLOYMENT

University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

One bedroom apartment
Downtown $520 + utilities.

253-1903, 545-4003, 545-

4002

AUTO FOR SALE

1984 VW Maroon Rabbit

Low mileage 95% mint con-

dition. $1400 or 670 Call

584-2940

1990 Chevy Barretta Great

condition Must sell. BEST
REASONABLE OFFER takes

it. 296-4549

Purchasing a used car?
Having your car repaired? Do

you know your legal rights?

Call The Student Legal

Services Office, 922 Campus
Center. 545-1995.

1990 Jeep Wrangler 5

speed, 85k, hard top/soft top.

$6000 256-0501

EMPLOYMENT

Posterer Wanted $6/hr

2590227

Rao's Coffee is hiring F/T

and P/T. Food experience

necessary Please apply in

person.

Teacher Needed
Kaplan Educational
Centers has a current open-

ing for an MCAT Instructor

Qualifications include thor-

ough knowledge of course

material, great presentation

skills and superior MCAT
scores. This is an excellent

well paying part-time job,

ideal for graduate students.

Please visit us Mon-Thurs,

12-4pm, at 150 Fearing St.

Amherst, or call us at 549-

5789 to arrange an interview

International Marketing
Firm seeks Spokesperson
$10 per hour. 8-10 hours a

week Models are encour-

aged to apply Call Sean
Sweeney (800)829-4777

CARRIERS
And

DRIVERS
NEEDED

Npwsp.»pfr\ on cimpus .<nd i

Call John Riley

.it 584 7804

ot

1-800-858 4275 Ext O

COLLEGE NEWS SERVICE

Hiring For Pizza Hut
Cashiers and Pizza Help. All

shifts Come down and fill

out an application 586-2940

LEGAL ASSISTANTS
WANTED Spring 1998

Internships With The Student

Legal Services Office; get

hands-on experience in the

legal field— work directly

with attorneys and clients.

Earn up to 15 undergraduate

credits No experience in the

legal profession necessary

—

training provided. Contact

The Student Legal Services

Office today: 545-1995. 922

Campus Center

FOR RENT
Fridge Rentals 253-9742

Free Delivery

FOR SALE

Party Time- Need More?
Learn excellent time manage-

ment skills- shortread book-

let. $8.95 Call 527-2506

BUY MY IBM PENTIUM:
166MHZ, 16M RAM, Zip

Drive, 17" viewable monitor,

too much software to list (i.e.

Photoshop 4.0, Director). 64

bit 3D video card, Wacom
Graphics Tablet. Complete
for $1400 SOLID You can't

get this good of a deal in

stores. CMPSCI Major who
needs to sell his baby foi

rent. Call Bill @ (413)587-

9972

HELP! Baby Iguana needs

home. Comes equipped. $80

Call Matt 546-2608

15 million* sendable
email addresses Contact

the world with the stroke of a

key! $99 per CD. Contact
Pete @ Conrad Enterprises

(413)539-3599

Kona Mountain Bike
Ridden off-road only 3 times.

Shimano LX Shifter. $450 or

B/0. Call Dan at 628-3857

Leave message.

Self Amplified Bazooka
Base Tube 6 inches, great

shape. Call 259-1984

Computers! Computers!
Computers!

The very best prices around!

IBM Thinkpads Compac as

well as printers, scanners,

and supplies. Call File

FOR SALE

Management Solutions and

ask for Jason 549-4850

Laptop Notebook Works
good $150 Good for school

Call Steve (41 3)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor tor

computer Works great Call

CPC (413)584-8857

Watch batteries, ear
piercing, eyeglass iepairs,

jewelry restoration, diamond

engagements, wedding rings

Silverscape Designs, 264 N
Pleasant St, Amherst 253-

3324 Open Daily

INSTRUCTION

Computer
Enthusiast

Knowledgeable

computer tutor wanted

to provide individual-

ized computer enrich-

ment for girls ages 1

5

& 1 2. Female pre-

ferred. Hourly rate

negotiable. Call Joan or

Rob ,41 3 J 584-8086 or

T413J586-6542

LOST: Keys with green bot-

tle opener in Sylvan Parking

Lot. Reward Call Steve 546-

4489

MISCELLANEOUS

FREE T-SHIRT + $1000

Credit Card fundraisers for

fraternities, sororities &
groups Any campus organi-

zation can raise up to $1000

by earning a whopping

S5.00/VISA application Call

1 -800-932-0528 ext 65.

Qualified callers receive a

FREE T-SHIRT

Earn S75-S100

Exercise Science Study

Needs non-weight trained

mslfis

Call Steve @ 253-4952 or

5-6072

EARNS750-S1500/WEEK
Raise all the money your

group needs by sponsoring a

VISA fundraiser on your cam-

pus. No investment & very

little time needed. There's no

obligation, so why not call for

information today. Call 1-

800-323-8454 x 95.

www.movieposter.com
Vintage-Current

(416)391-0133

CROSS PEN GOLD TONE
Personal inscription.

Grandfather's. Irreplacible

Reward. 253-5482

ROOM FOR RENT

1 room available on Main

St. Very close to town. On
bus route 21+ please. Call

259-9282

ROOMMATE WANTED
One large bedroom avail-

able in Sugarloaf Estates

$333/month. Great place to

live Call 665-7701

ROOM WANTED
Sublet Needed January
1998- 1 month only. Bus
access necessary Preferably

in Northampton. (617)623-

3851

SERVICES

Transcription, Editing,

Typing for students, profes-

sors & businesses
Domenichelli Transcription

Services (413)783-8607
domenbusOjavanet com

Retired Faculty Member
offers English Language
Lessons and Editorial

Expertise to International

Students, all levels

Reasonable rates Ms. Reed

253-3354

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for

free testing and assistance.

549-1906
"

TRAVEL

RELIABLE SPRING BREAK
TOURS

Bahamas, Cancun & Ski

Trips! FREE FOOD & FREE
DRINKS! Sign up before Nov

30. Organize a group- travel

free. Call for details and free

brochure. Call (888ISPRING-

BREAK Today!

TRAVEL

EARN FREE TRIPS &
CASH!

CLASS TRAVEL needs stu-

dents to promote Spring

Break 1998! Sell 15 trips &

travel free 1 Highly motivat-

ed students can earn a

free trip & over $10,000!

Choose Cancun, Bahamas,

Mazatlan, Jamaica or

Florida! North America's

largest student tour operator!

Call Now! 1-800-838-6411

SPRING BREAK
Largest selection of Spring

Break destinations including

cruises! Group discounts and

free trips available

Epicurean Tours 1-800

231-4FUN

Spring Break Take 2" hir-

ing Reps! Sell 15. Take 2

free. Hottest destinations!

Free parties, eats, and

drinks! Sunsplash 1-800-426-

7710 or www.sunsplash-
tours.com

SPRING BREAK
Can'CUn fmtm

Florida ftftfti

NOH HIKING HEPS'

1-800-234-7007
htlp://www.«ndlesS5ummertours coir

WANTED

Sell/Trade your preowned

games and systems. Call

Let's Play at 549-4505

COLLEGIAN
CLASSFIEDS

available

on

the

concourse

or

visit

our

friendly

office

in

the

cunipus

center

basement

Personals Policy Rates
I txotrtredd by Collegian r, U*

tp'ovees before payment and acceptance ot

"'lied

LaM name* MAi NOT be used in personals. ONLY
f ir«.t names and initials are allowed. The onl\

thday or con^r i; tOMB, in

whit h case Ihe lull name may be used

Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO
EXCEPTIONS

KM allowed in person*!*, lb

dorm room numbers as well

Personals ol a threatening or derogatory nature are

not acLeptdbie Personals ot a vindictive o»

nature are not acceptable. Personals may not be
used tor the purpose ot harassment

"ay not be used m p»r

The ptrio i far ptnnntli tmt> The per-

sonals section m,n V >l bi UMCJ Id mH Hi I

roomm v 'Meetings, etc.

All perscm.iK muni h.iw the name lignature, ind
UMau i ( ' numba* of the

s< m itudanu must

provide .i valid drive* i Hi erne and In

her must be re* onfed on tl*e insertion order. U%e of

fatet ideoittcatl k rnetfecrawntatiet) is ejl

under the law.

any pen <k>i meet the Collegt.w • Man
dards in accordance Mr (ill tin- MalUtCI ot the

Commormt.iltri oi Maim huaetti

Students

20<£ per word/day

All others

40tf per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

Standard Headings

NO REFUNDS
PtoaM vvrih- t li.nlv .Hid

legibly We Jiv not mpulllBjIt lor I'trnrs result-

ing trom Illegible handwriting or tV|K-

ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT .

ENTERTAINMENT
FOR SALE

FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

THURSDAY, OCT. 16

Clinic — There will be an intramural

volleyball officials' clinic al 5 p.m. at

Boyden. room 22~i

Discussion — Brian Tokar will lead a

ili*cu^-icin around his latest book Earth

for Sale, at 6 p.m. at Food For Thought

Books in Amherst.

Meeting — There will be a meeting for

intramural tennis players at 6 p.m. in

Boyden. room 249.

Senice — Sukkot service with lewish

community of Amherst, 10 a.m. at the

Hillel Home. Lunch following, free for all

on any meal plan.

Speaker — The Smith College chapter

of Students for a Free Tibet presents \m;i

Adhe. political prisoner of 27 years, who
will K- .peaking as a woman, a prisoner

and Ml actnM lor freedom at 7:30 p.m.

in the Sioddard Hall Auditorium at Smith

College

tker — Education reformer
l orratnc Monroe will speak at 7:10 p.m.

at Mount Holyokc College In the New
"i ark room at Mary Woolley Hall.

)og(j — Yoga and meditation seminar

In Dada Anantananda al 8 p.m. in the

Butterfield Dorm Lounge. Include^ lec-

ture and practical experience. Free admis-

sion. Sponsored b) \minda Marge.

FRIDAY. OCT. 17

Celebration/Meeting - Hindu
Students Organization will hold a cele-

bration of Dussheri at b p.m. in the

Campus Center, room 903. The Pooja

will be followed by I general meeting. All

are welcome. Contact lai at 546- 1 5 1 I for

mote information.

Meeting — Intetvarsity Christian

Fellowship will meet at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center, room posted at the info

desk, continuing series on whole life.

Rally — loin Ari^e. Eetthfirst, Native

loresi Network. Greenpeace, PACT and

more in Springfield to rally against

Monsanto's chemical and genetic contam-

ination of our environment Rides avail-

able from the Visitor Center at I I a.m.

Call 625-01 4 1 for more information.

.Sennc Sukkot special student/fac-

ulty/staff Shabbat service at 6 p.m. at the

Hillel House. Sponsored b) Hillel.

I "urnamem Intramural tennis tour

nament hegin^ at the lower courts at the

Mullins Centei

SUNDAY, OCT. 18

Comedy MISSION IMPROVeWe
will be performing their free weekly corn-

ed) itnprov show at 8 p.m. in the Campus
Center, room 1 63.

NOTICES

\n Contributions -- The Student

Union Visual and Performing Arts Space

i^ looking for contributions 10 the

Southern Asian Cultural Exhibition.

which will show in the spring of 1998 II

you have anything from artwork lo craftl

depicting Asian culture end would like

the opportunity to participate in this exhi-

bition, contact Ainatulaal MS 0792.

Computer Orientation — Students,

faculty, end itafl interested in using the

computer-- at the Foreign Language
Resource (enter are encouraged to attend

a computer orientation on either Friday,

Oct 17 or Friday, Oct. 24. The Free

onc-houi sessions begin at 3 p.m. in

Herter 19. enrollment is limited I or

more mlormalion and k> register, contact

Irene at 545-0950 or check out

www.umass edu/langctr.

Contest — Ihe Spectrum. Fine Art and

Literary Magazine is now holding a cover

contest. The winner will have their art-

work printed on the 97/98 issue The

final deadline il Dec. 2 at 5 p.m. Pick up
an entry form in the Student Union, room

406F or just bring the artwork by.

Count — The Interdepartmental

Program in Film Studies is ottering a

Certificate in Film Studies to all majors

(equivalent to a minorl. Includes six

courses in film/video studies. For more

information and to fill out an application,

stop by the office in 101 South College or

call 545-5659. Office hours MW 8

a.m. -5 p.m.. TuTh 10 a.m.-5 p.m. F 8

a in 2 p.m. Or visit the webpage:
www.umass.edu/film.

final Exam Schedule - The Fall '97

Final Exanurtetian Schedule will be avail-

able beginning Friday, Oct. 17. Copies

will be delivered to students in the resi-

dence halls, and will be available to

oil campus students In the Registrar'^

Office 1213 Whitmorc). It will also be

available on the World Wide Web begin-

ning Wednesday, Oct. i at http://www-

ureg.admin.umass.edu.

Internships — Environmental intern-

ships offered. Campaigns this semester

include: Hunger and Homelessncss,
Pesticides Endangered Species. Updated

Bottle Bill and Campaign Finance Reform.

Looking for motivated students to take

leadership positions Call MassPIRG at

545-0199 or stop by 423A Student Union.

Notice — The women's basketball

team is looking for managers for the

upcoming season. Reliabilitv and a Mt'int

icant time commitment are required. II

interested, please call Scott Foulis at

545 2726.

\oiice — The women's basketball

team will be holding walk on tryouis on

Oct. 20 at 6:30 p.m. at the Mullins

Center. Proof of insurance and of a recent

physical are required to participate in try-

out- lor further information, call the

women- basketball office at 545 2726.

Open Eorum — Come meet the final

candidates for the Assistant Director of

Disability Services search a- thev attend a

campus wide open forum. All sessions

will be held in the Campus Center Irom

) J;30 p .in. Wayne Husied on Friday.

Oct. 17 in room 917. Dori McCracken

FYls are public service announcements printed

daily. To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phone number ol the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the
Managing Editor by noon the previous day

and Susan Pliner lo he announced
Support Group RF.FI LCI. the live

College bereavement support program
offers free bereavement support groups to

students of the Five College area All set

vice- are confidential. Enrollment lor fall

group- i- happening now. Call 577-5316

For more information

Workshop — The Craft Center t- offer

ing a nature photography expedition to

the White Mountain-. NIL on Friday Oct,

24-26. Space is limited to 12 and sign up
i- now available in the Craft Center. Anv

questions, call S45-2096 ot stop h> the

cnfl center which is located across from

the I latch in the Student Union.

Workshop The UMass Theatre
Guild is holding free theatre workshops,
including acting, dance, tech. voice, audi

lion- on Saturday, Oct, 25 at II a.m. in

the Campus Canter, room 168. All are

welcome. Must RSVP 545-0415

c
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Movie Ch.
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CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN
UPN/20
Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
International

UMass Academic TV
HSCN Programming

TV-19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

CNN
CNN SI

Headline News
UCTV
TBS

BET

TV Land

Univision

31 Comedy Central

33 Cartoon

Much Music

545-

3500
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WEDH f» u Wishbone « Business Rpt. Newshour With Jim Lehrer X Antiques Rosdshow (In Stereo) Mystery: Blue Wart for God Keeping Up Murder-Horrid This Old Hse.

WFSB
o

3 News 1 CBS News Inside Edition Real TV « Promised Land "Crushed" X Disgnosiu Murder (In Stereo) 4S Hours "In ihe Line of Fire" 3 NewsX LstsShowX

WBZ
WCVB

4 News CBS News Extra X Ent. Tonight Promised Land "Crushed" X Diagnosis Murder (In Stereo) 41 Hours "In Ihe Line of Fire" X News LstsShowX

5 News 8 ABC News Inside Edition Chronicle X Nothing Sacred (In Stereo) X Crscker "Hell Haiti No Fury" X 20720 X News [Nightline X
WLVI o Full House K BoyWorld Fresh Prince Fresh Prince t* "Ernest Goes to JaiT (1990, Comedy) Jim Varney. News Star Trek: Next Gener.

WHDH o News NBC News Wheel-Fortune Jeopardy! X Friends X [Union Square Seinfeld X | Vsronics ER "When ihe Bough Breaks" X News |Tonight Show

WTXX 8 Married... With Cheers C Judge Judy X Grace Under Honey. 1 Shrunk the Kids « Fame LA. "Premiere" X News ILAPD Vibe

wvrr 10 News NBC News Ent. Tonight Hard Copy X Friends X |Union Square Seinfeld X {Veronica [ER "When Ihe Bough Breaks" X News Tonight Show

WTIC o 11 Horns Imp. Simpsons X Seinfeld X Frasier X Major League Baseball Playoffs: Indians or Yankees al Orioles or Mariners News Deep Space 9

WWLP o '2Z News NBC News Wheat-Fortune Jeopardy! X Friends X Union Square Seinfeld X [Vsronics ER When the Bough Breaks" X News Tonight Show

WGBY ai 8 Creatures Business Rpt. Newshour With Jim Lehrer 1 ThieOldHse. Doctors Mystery: Blue Brideshead Revisited Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

WGGB «R 20 News it ABC News Seinfeld X Frasier X Nothing Sacred (In Slereoj X Cracker "Hell Hath No Fury" X 20/20 X News X Nightline X
WSBK a> Mad Abo You Mad Abo. You Seinfeld X Frasier X *** "Escape From Akatraz" (1979. Adventure) Cknt Eastwood News IM'A'S^H X Seinfeld X Real TV X
WTBS ^ Family Matters Family Matters Coach X Coach X »* "Steel Oswn"(1987, Science Fiction) Patrick Swayie. **"4 "fled Dawn" j1 984, Adventure)

A&E CD
23

Northern Exposure X Law 1 Order "Conspiracy" Biography "Kirk Douglas" Saa Talea (R) Unexplained "Hauntmgs" (R) Law & Order •Benevolence' 1

CNN WorldView « Moneyline X Crossfire X Prime News X [Burden-Prool Larry King Live X World Today X Sports lllus. Moneyline X
COM © 30 Comedy HaH |Make-Laugh Daily Show (R) Stain's Money **V> "Ju«fOn«<)rtf»G

,

uvs"(19e5, Comedy) Joyce Hyser. Comedy Half |Make-Laugh Daily Show Stein's Money

DISC ff> Wings: Combat Aircraft Gimme Shelter Wild Discovery "Dining Alone" [Into Unknown [Movie Msgic Wings "Eagles of Ihe Crown" Justice Files "All in ihe Family"

ESPN CD Up Close Sportscenter |Wkend Kickofl Major League Soccer: Conference Final Game 1 - Teams TBA B3 - Bikes, Blades a Boards Sportscenter X
LIFE ffi Supermarket Debt Intimate Portrait Voices of Hope "The Html Heart" (1997, Comedy-Drama) Penelope Ann Miller. X Homicide: Life on the Street X
MTV TO MTV Live Viewers Duchovny Best of MTV Beams-Butt. Beavis-Butl. Countdown to the 10 Spot Yo! (In Stereo) Oddville. MTV Loveline

NICK fP Fiyu-e It Out Tiny Toon Doug 1 Rugrsts X Secret ol Alex Wonder Years Wonder Years Wonder Yesrs Wonder Years Wonder Years Wonder Years Wonder Years

SCIFI m lost in Space Lost in Specs Lost in Space Lost in Space Lost in Space Lost in Space

TLC a> 21 Hometime !R, [Hometime Mi Home Again | Home Again Medical Detect Without Warn. |lnfemo-Storm King Mln. |Mlracle Plane! (R Medical Detect Without Warn.

TNT

USA
Kung Fu: Legend Pro Football Tonight X NFL Football San Diego Chargers al Kansas City Uiiets. (in stereo Live) J. Poet Game Report

Baywalch "Ft iscue Bay" 3 Highlander: The Series X »**Vi "FnedGreen Tomsloes"( 1991, Comedy-Drams) Kathy Bales, Jessies Tandy. (In Sisrso) IE Silk Stslkings "Glory Days" X
HBO 3) (5:30) o* "Top Gun-(1986) Tom Cruise. 'PC [* "CarpooT (i5« Inside the NFL (In Stereo) X
MAX
SHOW

**Vi "She's Hiving s Bsfty" (1988) Kevin Bacon PG- 1
3' X »* "Independence Day"(l996, Science Fiction) Will smith (in siereo) Vu-13

1 x |* "bW"(i997, Drama) Mickey Rourke 'R' X
**'; "Things Changs "(1968, Comedy) Don Amecha. 'PG' "Tha Defenders: P*vo«c«"(t997) EG Marshall. |***e "DesdUen lVaftir)}7"(i995. Drama) Susan Sarandon. 'R' ["Intimate"
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t DON'T UNDERSTAND
WHY AvW INTELLIGENT

INVESTOR WOULD PUT

'AONEY IN A EUND THAT

HAS NO TRACK RECORD.

I TRY TO STEER CLEAR

OF INTELLIGENT
INVESTORS.
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Mallard Fillmore By Bruce Tinsley
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Thatch By Jeff Shesol
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Non Sequitor By Wiley Kampus Kids By Adam Souliere
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Horoscopes
LIBRA (Sept. 25-Oci. 22)

Nnu ere going to have to work long

and hard tod a) to achieve your

goals, bul u'u can di> ii with the

help id a it listed friend - and

^clt -discipline.

SCORPIO (Oct. 2»-\ov. 21)

Reflect mi where you have been, and

look forward to where you are going

today. It is good lime to pul all the

pieces together in vnui mind.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) - Distractions maj be all

around you todav. bul you will be so

focused that nothing seem- to touch

you. Vm «ill get things done.

CAPRICORN (Dee. 22-|an 14)

- It N nut SO much the challenges

others utter that are important at

this lime, bul lather those you sel

lot yourself thai reall) count.

AQUARIUS (|an. 20-Feb. 18)

I ven surrounded In those W ho

know and love you, you mas feel

rather alool and isolated today. A

coming phase will offer numerous

challenge-.

PISCES (Feb. 1 9-March 20)

You have been taking better care ol

yourself latelv. physicall) and emo-

tionally, and it shows. Others are

impressed with how vou carrv your-

self.

ARIES (March 21-April 19)

* OU needn't tear that someone elae's

had mood is contagious toda\; vou

can maintain your positive outlook

no matter what'

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) -

You have no need for distractions

today, so do your best to steer clear

of those things that can only serve to

pull you from your course

GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20)

Take more time than usual prepar-

ing for routine efforts today, and

you'll find that the rewards you

enjoy are anything but role

CANCER (|une 2l-|uly 22) -

.Sonic may consider your behavior

unusual today, but you are channel-

ing a great deal of creative energy at

this time.

LEO duly 23-Aug. 22) Share

promises with a loved one today.

Concentrate on those things that

foster truth and unity among those

in your inner circle.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sepl. 22)

You can avoid many of the pitfalls

that have threatened to trip you up

in the past simply b> keeping your

eves and ears open at all limes.

Close to Home By John McPherson

Quote of tJHe Day
ii For extra fun, pop eyeball

out of eye socket!

-packaging from Taco Bell

Monster Eye Straws

Today#s P.C. Menu
Call 545-2626 for smarm information.

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Veal Parmesan Sandwich
Broccoli Royale

DINNER
Szechuan Beef and Broccoli

Baked Ziti

Grilled Cheese

Worcester

"Well, Mr. Floor-lt-We-Can Mako-H. do you still

want me to rush home so you don't miss the

Packers game?"

ACROSS
1 Harlow of lilm

5 Chart
1 Geodesic —
14 Not in ii >

1 5 Western event
16 Lamb's pon

name
17 Chow (on)

1 B Caravan stops
19 Hunters lrophy

20 Private place
22 Reads
24 Alley —
25 Polka lollower

26 Dressmaker s

29Cal abbt
32 r eatnercd

lalkers

36 Reed instrument

37 Lady from
Madrid

39 Boxing great

40 Time, eg
43 Musical nolns

44 Columbus native

45 Sharp flavor

46 I iwi

48 Plus
49 Move a bit

50 Crumple up
52 Type of pin ot

vnrostlmq

53 Mister!

57 Diplomatic

maneuvering
61 Chef

C2 Bright

H4 Singer
Diamond

65 Poker stake

66 I ike Princeton s

walls

67 Discussion

6B Adolescent
69 Verdant
70 Wild plum

DOWN
t Lively dances
? Poet Millay

3 Astronaut
Shopard

•1 Recent arrival

5 Bunch
6 Be a gadabout
! Classifieds

8 Chirp

9 Used a

gardening tool

10 Shenff's

assistant

1 1 Bullfight cheers

1 2 Speed unit

13 Has a meal
:m Miniature.

as a dog
23 Speaker of

I atm
26 Tips one's hat

27 German sub
SH Compuler

accessory

29 Mulli or mass
follower

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

IdWraO mHfflB LSHffi
H I F P E n

1
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V h s nIoio s E T F N S r

anas c o R S F i
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o N 1 A [ S H A D A W A Y

s I A N u L A H S L A K t

I o P •_; L A H L C 1 L 1

f\
•

p A D H L DIO I L N
A C T o R •.i aiDLua
s H O n

T
H A B 1 |MB

i
K L

p A N T Y H o S r AS 1 M

S I T
o

F

5
F 1 S E NO T r §

R N F T S DU A -
to ion/ tjrswi PaaSuni Byvidh *

30 Hamburger
garnish

31 Wanderer
33 River nymph
34 Onward
35 Char
37 "Be quiet'"

38 Stimpy's pal

41 Now
42 Pupils

47 Respond lo Ihe

alarm
49 Coffee-break

treat

51 Now Jersey

hockey player

52 Loose blouse
53 Out feline!'

54 Cornbread
55 By — one way

to learn

56 Use a
springboard

57 Feudal land

58 Make
waterproof

59 Rural sight

60 Actress
Sommer

63 By way of

LUNCH
Lightburger'"

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Scrod

DINNER
Szechuan Beef and Broccoli

Chicken Cacciatore

Szechuan Tofu and Broccoli

Pastabilities

Hampshire
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Veal Parmesan Sandwich

Charbroiled Chicken Sandwich

DINNER
Szechuan Beef and Broccoli

Baked Ziti

(while supplies last)

Berkshire

LUNCH
Ziti/Tomato Sauce

Hamburger on a Roll

Worcester Breakfast Sandwich
Lightburger

DINNER
Szechuan Beef and Broccoli

Chicken Cacciatore

Szechuan Tofu and Broccoli

Pastabilities
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Crazy bits from

a cluttered mind
Bob and Mindy Torbin are a little

behind the times when it comes to musk

and the technology associated with play-

ing it in particular. They don't own either

a CD player or a tape deck and just have

the one I left at home a few years ago.

Subsequently, their CD collection is

hardly extensive and consists mainly of

people like Mary Chapin Carpenter and

Kim Ritchie.

Those names probably mean some-

thing to you if you grew up somewhere

like Schnecksville. Saskatchewan or even

Sunderland. For most of us though, it's

like convincing the parents that there

actually is a popular song today called

Tub Thumping" and that it isn't a term

for some kinky aquatic way of hooking

up with your girlfriend.

They do own a stereo that predates

myself and it is used maybe twice or

three times a year, mainly to listen to

Oldies 103. One frequent visitor to the

antediluvian turntable when 1 was

younger, so much younger than today, in

between Mindy 's old Beach Boys albums

and Bob's Beatles tunes, was |ohn

Denver's Greatest Hits.

Sunday afternoon, not long after

country roads took me home to this

place. Denver carried on a great tradition

set by rock stars from Buddy Holly on up

through Stevie Ray Vaughan. He died in

a plane crash.

So, in honor of the pop/folk singer

who was also named the Country Music

Association's Entertainer of the Year the

year I was bom, today's column will, like

Denver's music, have a little bit of every-

thing.

ForzaFabio!

The best name I've ever seen for a

hockey player is lean- Yves Roy, a for-

mer All-American at Maine and current

Providence/Boston Bruin. Other than

Parisian aristocratic snob, there just isn't

much else that name was meant for

other than playing hockey. Likewise,

there may not be a better pure soccer

moniker than that of UMass forward

Fabio Maniatty.

With a name like that, the pride of

Greenfield could just walk on to the

Azzurri, which is having massive difficul-

ties qualifying for the 1998 World Cup

on the heels of Saturday's 0-0 draw with

England. If the Italians need someone up

front, especially to replace Fabrizio

Ravanelli, Fabio Maniatty's the man for

the job.

Italy will have to face Russia in a

two-game World Cup play-in, and I can

almost hear the commentators now. .

.

"Gianhica Pagliuca boots this one out

to Paolo Maldini. . a long serve from the

m id field up to GianFranco Zola...over

to Roberto Baggio... across for Fabio

Maniatty and it's a gooooooooooooal!"

Noooo fleeecas. Try to live a life that's

completely free.

There was a woman who lived in my
Puffton palace before me who took in a

stray cat. My housemate was violently

allergic to the scrawny fur ball, always

coughing and sniffling, but she still kept

it around the house. If it wandered near

our rooms upstairs, my housemate was

there to valiantly defend our territory

and heave the cat off the ledge (it's true,

they do always land on their feet). The

woman left in August and took her cat

with her and there was much rejoicing.

But. the damn cat (and it just had to

be a black one too) left us a present.

Fleas. So. the Puffton people bombed the

place on Tuesday causing major

headaches, but hopefully fewer itchy feet

in the long term.

What does this have to do with

sports? Nothing, lust needed to vent,

although my housemate did qualify for

the 2000 Finnish Olympic cat throwing

team.

I wish they all could be Tonawanda

Midnight Madness kicks off hoop season
*^-^

. . _ ,- i i . i ., i,,,^!,..,! n 14 l:n.i hmim nnii were elii

By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

team will be introduced

hockey coach |oe Mallen.

along with UMass After an Elite fight finish in 1995 and a 1
mil

Four appearance in 199b. the UMass basketball

Fans will get a chance to sneak their first

peek at the 1997-98 Massachusetts men's bas-

ketball team on Friday night, when the

Minutemen celebrate the opening of the

NCAA's practice period with their annual

Midnight Madness ceremonies at the William

D. Mullins Center.

According to UMass administrative assistant

Brian Gorman, who is coordinating the event,

this year's Midnight Madness promises to be a

little more "action-packed" than in previous

years.

"Midnight Madness has been a little laid back

in the past, so this year we've tried to spice

things up a little bit," Gorman said. "We're hav-

ing a pyro-technical show, a student slam dunk

contest and student giveaways. We're just try-

ing to make it more enjoyable for the students."

Among the events planned is a shooting

contest between UMass head coach lames

"Bruiser" Flint, assistant coaches |ohn Robic

and Tony Barbee and three Minutemen yet to

be determined. There will be a slam-dunk

contest, involving three finalists from the stu-

dent body. There will be performances by the

UMass cheerleaders, the UMass dance team,

the Pep Band and the Funk Club.

There will be prizes given out, such as Nike

apparel and trips to Las Vegas and Florida. In

addition, everyone who attends Midnight

Madness will receive a free UMass basketball

poster.

In addition to the men's basketball team,

UMass coach loanie O'Brien's women's hoop

Mill GAO- COLLEGIAN STAFF

Charlton Clarke and the Massachusetts men's basketball team look forward to their season

opener versus Fresno State on November 22.

teeffl finished 19-14 last season and were elim-

inated in the first round of the NCAA tourna-

ment by Louisville.

Student attendance was down at home games

last year, one that saw the Minutemen go 8-4 at

the Mullins Center. UMass entered the

1996-1997 season 39-2 at home in the six-year

history of the Mullins Center. Massachusetts

started the season 6-9, including a 2 1 -point

Iota to Fresno State in the Mullins Center.

According to Gorman, it was the shaky start

that kept many students away, and the

Minutemen are hoping they get those students

back this season.

"I think we lost student support a little bit

because of the rough start." Gorman said. "We
didn't get the support we wanted, so we feel as

though we need to get them back."

Midnight Madness is the first chance for this

edition of the Minutemen to be introduced to

the public. Most of the players have been

through Midnight Madness before, but for

freshmen Rafael Cruz, Ronnell Blizzard and

Jonathan DePina. this is their first exposure to a

college basketball atmosphere.

"The freshmen are more pumped up than

ever," Gorman said. "It's nice to see the kids get

juiced up, because they don't get to play for

another six weeks."

The emcee for Midnight Madness is Kevin

liynn, a standup comedian and former UMass

soccer player. The event will be carried live by

Channel 40 in Springfield, with Mike Ratte as

host.

Doors open at 10:30 p.m. Every student must

have a ticket to enter, which are free and can be

picked up at the Curry Hicks Cage.

Bruiser and Co. ready for tough schedule
By Fred Hurlbrink, Jr.

Collegian Staff

After a turbulent, yet still success-

ful, first campaign at the high helm

of the Massachusetts men's basket-

ball team, lames "Bruiser" Flint has

entered a comfort zone — or at least

as comfortable a zone as any

Division I basketball coach can find

himself in his second season.

"Everyone tells me the first year is

the hardest. I hope so," Flint said.

"I'm real excited (for this season]. It

was a learning experience for every-

one last year... myself and the play-

ers. I thought they did a great job.

we had our ups and downs, but

hopefully we'll do a little better this

year."

Flint and his young squad were

introduced to the media yesterday at

the annual UMass Mens Basketball

Media Day. The second year coach

was genuinely excited about his

team's prospects and was chomping

at the bit to get the season under

way.

"I can't wait for Saturday [the

team's first real practice]," Flint

said. "Friday night [Midnight

Madness] is for the fans and the

families, but Saturday is for me."

Again, the Minutemen are faced

with one of the toughest schedules

in the country. "UMass is always

going to play a tough schedule."

Flint said. "That's our philosophy:

'Any time, any place, any team.' Not

only did it help us get into the tour-

nament last year, but 1 think it was

one of the reasons we went on the

winning streak down the stretch

[last season.]"

Flint will bring his charges out to

California to start the regular season

against a tough Fresno State squad,

which whooped up on the

Minutemen early last season,

102-81, in the William D. Mullins

Center.

After participating in the

Great Alaska Shootout where the

Minutemen may face either

North Carolina or UCLA, Flint

has one of the most intriguing

games of the year on the docket
— on Dec. 10. UMass travels out

to the Great Midwest to take on
perennial national power Kansas

at hallowed Phog Allen Field

House.
As if a battle with the (ayhawks

wasn't enough, that national clash

will be followed consecutively by

games against Boston College.

Colorado, Connecticut, Cincinnati

and St. losephV
In addition, the Minutemen can't

forget about fierce Atlantic 10 rival

Temple and new conference power

Xavier.

Pats take edge;

Raiders seek

win over Broncos

Close, but no cigar.

Last Sunday, my insane predic-

tion almost came true.

To most people's astonishment

and bewilderment I picked

Chicago to defeat Green Bay. I

picked an 0-b team that hasn't

beaten the Pack since 1993.

The Bears had a chance to win

the game on their last play of the

game and failed. They lost 24-23.

My decision was not made in

jest or for shock value. No, it had

legitimacy behind it. As most

people have surmised by now, the

fonathan VI. Place

Men's basketball coach Bruiser Flint

day.

COUBTFSV MEDIA RELATIONS

stions at Media Day yester-

Myers returning to UMass; Field hockey defeats PC
this time , with the other side g=a= ~~

lust when you think that those who
brave ungodly cold to root on the Buffalo

Bills on the frozen carpet of Rich

Stadium are some of either the most ded-

icated or stupidest fans in America,

you're wrong on both counts. They

aren't there no more. Buffalo's an odd

town to have fair weather friends (it's

only fair for three days in |uly). but it

does.

Case in point: a friend of mine orga-

nizes a large group every year to catch

the Patriots game in Orchard Park, N.Y.

Usually he calls well in advance and at

best winds up tucked away in a comer of

the upper deck not too far below the

Goodyear Blimp. This year he waited,

called just last month, and got 60 seats

right at the 50-yard line.

Perhaps the prospect of a starting

quarterback from Walpok scared them

off. If that didn't do it. the prospect of

Billy |oe Hobert starting after Tedy

Bruschi broke Todd Collins last week

should increase local beer barrel sales

and subsequently casket sales at the base

of Niagara Falls.

So, I asked a friend of mine from near-

by Tonawanda (Ann Sands for anonymi-

ty) for her opinion. She just said it was

all sadder than Denver's passing or

Atlanta's passing attack.

In lieu of watching Sunday's game she

played a round of golf, then returned for

the third quarter, saw it was 26-0

Patriots and started worrying about her

2-V1 Buffalo Sabres. Now that's how

you should handle this situation.

Where in the world is Rebecca

Myers?

The last time the former

Minutewoman was reportedly seen

was last weekend in Washington, D.C.,

disguised as an assistant coach for the

University of Dayton women's soccer

team. Somewhat reliable, yet definitely

overly metaphorical, authorities (i.e.

UMass coach |im Rudy) had her sight-

ed "scouting" her former team for the

Flyers — as if that really could be

done.

"Rudy is an amazing coach." Myers

said. "What you see one week from his

team might be

something totally *™
different the next. ^^^__
There's no way
you can scout him."

Yeah, right. But. anyway...

Disregarding any sort of phantom

news report, a ghost (of UMass
Victories Past) did cross the path of

the No. 1 3 Massachusetts women's

soccer team last Sunday. Myers' mere

presence (even if it was for Dayton) at

the matchup between George
Washington and UMass. the biggest

rivalry in the conference's history,

might have done the trick.

A 4-0 victory resulted for the

Minutewomen. calming any talk that

the Colonial Women are ready to

unseat UMass as the top program in

the Atlantic 10— for the time being.

Yet, Myers' presence might have

been a ghost of UMass Losses Past,

with the Flyers already holding the

biggest loss in UMass' history for

their own.

Last November 10, Dayton rolled

with the gusts at the URI Soccer

Not-Too-Complex, upsetting the

heavily favored Minutewomen by a

3-2 score in the postseason tourna-

ment final. To say the least, it was

awful to witness — for all parties

concerned — but especially Myers.

A season ending knee injury midway

through last season left the all-time

leading scorer in UMass history on the

bench for the rest of her collegiate

career. Her strong midfield scoring

presence was gone, and fellow senior

midfielder lulie Magid must have been

wondering what the hell to do with

herself (after covering her runs down-

field for three years). But. anyway...

Now. Myers is on the other side of

the field, and on the other side of play-

ing, with her focus now centered on

coaching her new team to the level of

UMa-
lt has been lough trying to put the

past behind her —
a^aaa^BaaaaWaa^sjJaWSjBjajjji especially with

lormal^ansanct^^^^ how her career
"B^—"^ ended — but

tomorrow's match at 3:50 p.m. at

Totman Field will finally put a period

on her Minutewoman career

"I will be an emotional wreck after

the game, but this will help me realize

that it's nil over." Myers said. "I had so

many unrealized goals, and now. I'll

never reach IhoM goals. But this game

will help me officially put an end to my
playing days, and help me realize that

it is all over."

For Rudy, visiting former star

Minutewomen has become easier and

easier over the years, with them almost

always returning to Amherst as coach-

es themselves. Myers now joins

Michigan's Debbie Belkin C84-'87).

Syracuse's April Kater C87-'90), and

Penn State's Paula Wilkins ('89 '43).

amongst others, who now coach at the

Div. I level.

"Its always nice when one of your

own comes home." Rudy said. "Her

coming back in that capacitv is just a

sign of our MODM "

A success that will lx- tempered by a

ghost of either a victorious past for

UMass. or a bitter defeat.

Ooh, scary stuff, isn't it?

lormu Kansuniii is a Collegian

columnisl

Over the past weekend, the

Massachusetts field hockey team upset

the Not. 9 and 10 teams in the nation.

Yesterday at Richard I-'. Garber

Field, the Minutewomen went a step

further and knocked off Providence

College, the nation's eighth-ranked

squad. 2-0.

rheac Sjirta have knocked off 8. 9

and 10 in the span of lour daw
UMass coach Pitt) Shea said. Their

confidence is building, the] believe in

each other and it ihswe."

One position that has benefitted

from the confidence surge — and a ke\

component to UMass' three-game win-

ning streak — is goultcnder. Alter a trio

of hard-to-take losses, Tucker has

anchored the team's recent winning

el toils.

"'Hie WOtlt part about being a goaHe

is the backboard in the cage." Shea

said. "Hearing the ball bounce againM

that board onl) solidifies thai you've

made a mistake. And if you hear thai I

number of times. you lend to chop your

head and drop your shoulders

"So we made some changes with

Zowie." she continued. "And in the last

three games she has given such a solid

effort, Her confidence is increasing ami

the team's confidence in bet is MOM
ing."

Ilial the Minulewomen's confnlence

in their nclininder is on the rise comes

with good reason. Yesterday. Tucker

stonewalled the Matt, making three-

saves, all in the first half.

Tucker's efforts in front ol the net

came on Piovidence penallv vomers.

The Friars wea- awanlcd seven 0OI1

in the first half, but were unable to con

vert anv
"( 'orneis arc such I line |x>int of the

game," Shea said. "Defensively, we
have Zowie laying down when the

other team takes its shot. She's

5-foot-9 and she can cover the entire-

cage.
"

UMass, on the othei hand, had no

trouble connecting on the offensive end

Of the comer. On the first opportunity

of the afternoon, Erica [ohnaton rifled a

sliol past Friar keeper lamie Soteriades

alter Vicky Browne and Amy Ott set up

the shot with 14:04 remaining in the

first half.

Massachusetts increased its lead with

an insurance goal jusl over 10 minutes

bMO the second half, lohnslon carried

the ball into the I Hat circle, where she-

cut past two defenders, but shot was

not immediately available Instead, she

bund charging Krister Schmidt with

,i pass, ,ind Schmidt sent the ball home

"I s;ivv I ,|
.." Schmidt said. "Her stick

skills aie great and she was inking the

ball m Hut I wanted to give her the

opportunity to shoot of pass the ball.

She sent a greet pass ovtl and I just got

it past the goalie."

Schmidt said the increasing level of

confidence has also boosted the Irani

line.

"We put in I good game at |
Boston

University, last Wednesday],* she said.

"All through OUT last lew practices, we

have Hied k) work oil where we ended

up the dav before We alwavs try to

build on what we have ahead} done.''

The Minutewomen built off their

litsl hall momentum with a solid sec

ond half. After intermission.

Providence was not able to get a shot

on goal, a |x.-nalty coiner or a substan-

tial attack in the I Mass /one.

Vv •
i
bulged how we press the

ball," Shea tajd. We wanted to take

awa; theii passtnj areee and cut off

theit speed

"At the hall. I challenged them to not

allow another penalt) corner in the

game, and thev moved well dc-rensivelv.

;is | unit, and anticipated."

yesterday*! game Marti I lour game

homestretch b» the Minutewomen,

who have been on the road for two

stt;iiglll weeks.

"It is bibulous to be home." Shea

-aid \\, knew ibis would lie a lough

stretch on the schedule, and we knew

we would have to lx- patient But now

it leels gieat to be back home
"

Packers have not played the kind

of football that took them all the

way last year. They boast a 5-2

record, but that includes close

calls against the Bears, Miami

and Minnesota, along with losses

to Detroit and Philadelphia.

While it is true that most
teams facing the defending
Super Bowl Champions play bet-

ter than usual, the Packers have

yet to dominate a single game.

They have pulled out victories

with sub-par performances, but

how much longer can this go

on?
And look how close I came to

being your hero.

Down one point ,24-23. with

the point after yet to be kicked,

the Bears elected to go for the

win by attempting a two-point

conversion. They called a play

that the team had been practicing

all season. There was no question

in the huddle what was going to

be called. It was to be a quick

screen pass to the running back

on the right side of the field, but

Frik Kramer couldn't handle the

pressure, and when the time

came to get into the endzone, he

choked. The ball went sailing

over the head of his running back

and so did my chance of being a

legend.

The Bears lost.

My prediction failed.

Or did it?

By picking the Bears, I brought

up a point — that the Packers are

not the team they used to be. If

this had been last year. I would

have chosen the Pack without

hesitation, but this year is differ-

ent.

The throne in the NFC is now
totally up for grabs.

In other NFL news:

I went with the Redskins
against the Cowboys on Monday
night and I was right.

Damn, I am tired of being
right.

The 'Skins are proving to be a

deadly football team. They are

young and explosive, with some
maturity, in the form of Darrell

Green, to lead the way (He's still

one of the best cornerbacks in the

game and he's 64 years old.) Gus
Frerotte is not their answer as

the quarterback, but he has a

great arm and could bring them
to the playoffs. They're a perfect

Turn to NFL, page 10

,
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Pixies release

new album
Senior tri-captain

Buddy Hoffman and
the Massachusetts
Lacross team travel

to chestnut Hill to

take on the Eagles

of Boston College,

(See Sports page
10)

Seniors say
good-bye

Senior tri-captain

Buddy Hoffman and
the Massachusetts
Lacross team travel

to chestnut Hill to

take on the Eagles

of Boston College,

(See Sports page
10)

WORLD

Tajilcstan presidential

guards killed in attack

DUSHANBE, Tajikistan (AP)
— Gunmen attacked the head-
quarters of the presidential guards

in strife-torn Tajikistan yesterday

morning, killing 14 servicemen,

some shot to death at point-blank

range as they slept.

The raid began shortly before 3

a.m., when more than 70 gunmen
descended on the compound in

this former Soviet republic with

automatic weapons and grenade

launchers, guard commander Maj.

Gen. Gaffar Mirzoyev said.

They seized two guard posts

and stormed a barracks, where
they shot to death five guards as

they slept, he said.

More than 20 guards were
wounded in the ensuing gun bat-

tle, which raged for an hour and a

half before the attackers were dri-

ven away, he said. There was no
immediate claim of responsibility

for the attack, Mirzoyev said.

Tajik opposition leader Davlat

Usmon blamed renegade rebel

groups who do not recognize the

authority of the opposition coali-

tion, the ITAR-Tass news agency

reported.

NATION

U.S. bans Japanese

ships in trade dispute

WASHINGTON (AP) — In a major

escalation of a tense trade dispute,

the United States yesterday ordered

Japanese cargo ships barred from
U.S. ports, but delayed enforcement
for a day in hopes that last-minute

talks could resolve the issue.

The U.S. Maritime Commission,
an independent government agency,

ordered the move after receiving

word from lapanese shipping com-
panies that they do not plan to pay
an estimated 14 million in fines

levied by the United States.

The fines were imposed after

negotiators between the two coun-
tries were unable to reach agree-

ment on American demands for freer

access to lapanese harbors.

White House spokesman Mike
McCurry said the United States and
Japan were in negotiations over the

matter and that the White House had
sought a delay in the commission's

actions while the talks were going on.

Clinton has the authority to over-

turn the commission's vote on
national security grounds, but
McCurry refused to predict whether

he would.

Bruce Dombrowski, an attorney

at the Maritime Commission, said

the orders to the Coast Guard and
the Customs Service were being
prepared. He said the agencies
would not begi.i carrying out the

orders until they are formally
received, most likely Friday after-

noon.
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Million Man March anniversary

celebrations conclude with vigil

Friday, October 17, 1997

Wongs revised referendum

ballot questions featured in

SGAs second election day
By Victoria Groves
Collegian Staff

By Humphrey brown III

Collegian Staff

BRIAN MCDMMOTT/ COLUGIAN

Students held silent vigil last night at the Campus Pond in commemoration of the 1995 Million Man March.

Among those who spoke at the march were |esse lackson,

Maya Angelou, Ben Chavis and Minister Ixxiis Farrakhan.

Despite varying reports as to the actual number of black

men in attendance at the march (figures ranged from 400.000

to 3 million) the memory and impact the march had on those

in attendance continues to be felt and expressed today.

The underlying theme of the march, other than the gathering

of one million black men. was the concept ol atonement and

the idea that black men aa- to take responsibility for themselves,

their families and their communities. This too was one of the

main themes at last yesterday's functions.

"Atonement, in the sense of this day. is taking responsi-

bility for prior mistakes and also taking responsibility for

ourselves to keep moving in a positive direction." said

lantaa I Callahan III. a doctoral student and one of the

organizers of the event.

The first major activity was a roundtable discussion, where stu-

dents discussed their individual perspectives on the march and the

lessons thev Ye taken from it. Many talked about how they did not

attend the actual March in 1 995. due to a variety of reasons. Many

said they were not in the right mindset to go to the march, but

upon seeing tlie march on television, regivtted not going.

Others spoke of not thinking something like a Million Man
Match could ever have taken place and remembered doubting

In an exhibition of unity, leadership and solidarity.

University of Massachusetts students, staff and faculty

gathered around the Campus Pond last night to commem-
orate the third-year anniversary of the Million Man March

on Washington.

Both men and women walked from the Malcolm X
Cultural Center to the Campus Pond, holding lit candles

the entire way. Once at the pond, a passing of the torch

ceremony was performed, where seniors and graduate stu-

dents passed the torch of responsibility and leadership to

the undergraduates.

The vigil marked the end of a day that began at the Malcolm

X Cultural Center and had been filled with activities, lectures

and group discussions regarding the significance of the Million

Man March.

Spearheaded by Minister Louis Farrakhan. October's

Million Man March on Washington received a great deal

of skepticism as to what the true meaning behind it was.

F.ven in the midst of subjective reports, columns and criti-

cisms from all forms of media, the march went on as

planned. From CNN to NBC. television and radio stations

Cross the United States broadcast the day of events that

took place at the Million Man March. Turn to VIGIL page 2

After low student-turnout nullified

last month's elections, the Student

Government Association (SGA) has

slated a second attempt for

Wednesday, Oct. 22 at the University

of Massachusetts, with five referen-

dum questions appearing on the bal-

lot.

Referendum questions have been

submitted by Lia Wong, SGA pres-

ident, addressing three controver-

sial issues on campus — the
Honors College, the Uni"ersi;y
Picketing Code and the proposed
alcohol ban on campus.

"They [the issues] have all been

major questions that will impact the

University enormously," Wong said.

The first question reads: "Should

the Student Government
Association support an Honors
College at the University of

Massachusetts?"

While the SGA itself has a dif-

ference of opinion about the
Honors College, they will stand

behind the vote of the students,

whatever it may be.

"Regardless of what the SGA
feels, we are here to represent the

students... it's our responsibility,"

Wong said.

"If the student body is opposed
[to the Honors College] we would
take steps to try and get the

University and state to invest the

money into other services," said

lason V'ecchio, student coordinator

for SCERA (Student Center for

Educational Research and
Advocacy).

The second question involves the

Picketing Code guidelines: "Should the

Student Government Associaticn challenge

the University's Picketing Code
Guidelines?"

"This is an issue on campus
«. which is not clear to us how stu*

tents stand on it." Vecchio said.

Wong's third question concerns

the proposed alcohol ban by the

Board of Higher Education:
"Should the entire University cam-
pus be alcohol free?"

"The political landscape is mak-
ing this issue hot. they [the adminis-

tration] needs to have a clear under-

standing of how students feel,"

Vecchio said, referring to recent

alcohol- related deaths on college

campuses around the country.

These questions were written to

address issues pertinent to the

University campus as a whole and is an

effort to brir.s cjt more voters as v. eil.

"This should pull some segment of

the campus community who didn't

vote in the last election... we need to

get people out there so they think that

their vote is worthwhile," Frankie

Mozell, SGA chief of staff said. -

Two questions written by student

trustee Brian Tirrell will remain as

they did on the original ballot,

which was nullified due to lack of

voter turnout.

Question one reads: Do you want

video cameras in the lobbies of resi-

dence halls?

In a statement issued by Tirrell, a

"yes" vote would support the view-

ing of videotape by police to catch a

perpetrator should a crime or vio-

lent act occur.

"Video cameras could possibly

save lives and the University (and

you] a great deal of money by curb-

ing vandals," Tirrell wrote.

A "no" vote would convey disap-

proval with this proposal as video

cameras in the lobbies could be con-

sidered as an invasion of privacy.

Tirrell listed five questions to

explain this side to voters.

"Do you want housing to spend
tens of thousands of dollars to pre-

vent the extremely few incidents

where the offender would be caught

on tape?" Tirrell wrote.

Turn to BALLOT, page 2

History, sociology graduate students demand contract
By Victoria Groves
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts gradu-

ate student employees in both the his-

tory and sociology departments deliv-

ered letters to the office of Chancellor

David K. Scott yesterday, demanding

a contract.

Following a similar march by the

sociology department at I p.m. yes-

terday, approximately 20 graduate-

students from the history department

gathered outside Hertei Hall at 2

p.m. with banners and signs.

Marchers circled Herter before

heading to the Whitmore
Administration building.

"This is a large GEO (Graduate-

Employment Organization) move-
ment between now and Halloween.

One department a day will be doing

this." said |eff Balfour, one of two
stewards for the GHO history depart-

ment.

"We've been negotiating a contract

for 19 months. We deserve and want

a fair contract... it's a pattern with

the administration, to bargain very

slow. They aren't bargaining in good

faith and thev have the money,'
Balfour said.

The issues that the history depart-

ment was focusing on were affordable

childeare. affirmative action, health-

care and wages.

According to member Richard
Aviles. a proposal from the adminis-

tration was rejected last night by the

GEO. Currently, they are asking

for $10,000 for the current year and

$1 1.000 for the 1998-1999 academ-

ic year.

"We're fighting for respect. It's

disrespectful when there's only 8.8

percent representation of students of

color in the graduate student body...

we're here to make a statement to

say we are going to determine what

our lives are going to be like and
what kind of society we want to live-

in, " Aviles said.

Participants went to the office of

Deputy Chancellor Marcellette

Turn to CONTRACT page 3
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Richard Aviles (far left), a history graduate student, talks to Deputy Chancellor Marcellette Williams (far right).

L7M Consumer studies department to offer "Hot Topics'

By E. M. Baumgartner
Collegian Correspondent

The Department of Consumer studies at the

University of Massachusetts held a reception to

introduce its new outreach initiative, the Retail

Resource Program, on Wednesday.

Campus dignitaries, department heads, students

and local industry leaders were on hand in the

Helen Mitchell Lounge at Skinner Hall to celebrate

this innovative program.

The primary offering of the Retail Research

Program. Hot Topics is the brainchild of University

professors |ohn Donncllan and Martha Moran. Hot

Topics is a unique outreach opportunity for local

industry to capitalize on the abundance of teaching

resources at UMass through a series ol seminars

and workshop*.

The seminars will cover a broad range of topics

pertinent to modem industry such as: "New Rules

for Cooperate Dressing" and "The luggling Act :

Managing Work and Family."

www.umaM.edu/rso/colegian

I MJ0IN KOMYN COLLfCIAN

Speaker |ohn Donnellan with Sheila Mammen, Robert Helgesen and Stephen |. Demski

The ultimate goal of Hot Topics is to provide a

valuable service for businesses through which they

can educate their employees, keeping them current

to industry needs while raising their professional-

ism and self-esteem.

lee Williams, the executive vice- President of

Country Curtains and the chairman of the Retail

Studies Advisory Board, said that he is very excit-

ed about the new offerings.

"It gives us an opportunity to have someone

form within our industry come and educate us

about news which concerns us. They're a training

resovrce and a consulting resource." Williams

said.

According to Williams, both the University

and the business profit through such a relation-

ship.

"We employ students from schools like this so it

[Hot Topics] gives us the chance to meet perspec-

tive employees for Country Curtains. I'm thrilled to

be a part of it." Williams said.

"
I he link between this department and indus-

try is critical in the way of our students finding

tubs." Donnellan said. The Retail Resource
Program is an intricate network of faculty, indus-

try and students through which we all reap the

benefits of our affiliation with each other."

Robert Helgesen. Dean of the College of Food

and Natural Resources said. "Access is the key.

Making faculty and programs available to stu-

dents and then giving access to the private sector

through events such as Hot Topics. The agricul-

ture department has been involved in outreach

since the turn of the century, by providing knowl-

edge to farmers

"We see that as a college, making programs and

faculty expertise aeeessible to the interest outside

Turn to HOT TOPICS, page 2

Student s death

ruled a suicide
NORTHAMPTON — Andrea S.

Reischerl, 25, a student of Smith

College, was found dead October

2 in her room at the school's

Ionian House. The death, by

asphyxiation, was ruled a suicide.

Smith College will hold a memor-
ial service. Public Affairs Officer

Ann Wright said.

Born August 17. 1974. in

Manchester, Conn., the daughter

of Frank R. and Susan (Perras)

Reischerl. she was a lifelong resi-

dent of Manchester.

Reischerl was a senior at Smith

College, and was formerly

employed as a cashier by-

Blockbuster Video in Manchester.

In addition to her parents, she is

survived by her maternal grand-

mother, Anna Perras Fortier of

South Windsor, Conn.: a sister.

Pamela N. LaPointe and her hus-

band Christopher of Manchester.

Conn.; a brother. KpiI C. Reischerl

and his partner Thomas Schultheis

both of Brooklyn, N.Y : her nephew

and godson, Nicholas LaPointe of

Manchester; a special friend,

Douglas Gaskill of Hawaii: and sev-

eral aunts, uncles and cousins

She was buried on Monday,
October 6 in St. Bridget's Church in

Manchester..

— Paul Mayes

.
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hot topics ballot
iuh»d from page 1
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continued from page 1

Question two reads: Do you support

students being able to have legal eoun.il

(lawyet ud them in University

ludicial hearings that may natdl in e\ic

lion, suspension or expulsion''

A yes rate would support student'

liaving lawyers present at auofa heatings

"The right to enter evidence, ask

your accuser questions, not incrimi

Data youisell and have a fair judge and

jury can be infringed and students can

be taken advantage of by administra

lOtl that have more experience in such

matters. Currently, the University

Dukakis lectures to UM students
allocs you to have representation

from anyone in the Universiiv. commu
nit>. exoapt I lawjW," liiiell wrote

A no vote would restrict students

liom that legal representation, as is

currently the ca

"In the collegiate atmosphere
that we try to promote at the

University, pitting the University

against students is not the point of

a judicial hearing. There are very

few cases thai may result in a sanc-

tion of suspension, expulsion or

eviction." Tirrell wrote.

Samontha Poown
Collegian Correspondent

Michael Dukakis, fomier governor

of Massachusetts, spoke to a group of

University of Massachusetts students

Wednesday night urging them to get

involved in the political process.

At the event, sponsored by the

University Democrats, Dukakis spoke

about topics ranging from health care

reform, tax cuts and modern cam-
paigning, to former Gov. Weld's bid

for Ambassador to Mexico.

Dukakis urged all students to make
their voice heard by voting in elections.

"There is nothing more satisfying

and fulfilling then being actively

involved in the political process,"

Dukakis said. "Anyone can get

involved, no matter what race, sex, or

ethnic background. This is the most
open political system in the world."

Dukakis said being in public life

makes him an optimist. According to

Dukakis, people in the public life are

"good people working together to make
the world a better place." He said that

student should become part of this

group by volunteering and voting for

candidates whose issues they believe in

strongly.

Dukakis said the greatest challenge

in the United States today is "what's

happening to the broader middle

class." According to Dukakis, there is

now the greatest income gap ever

between the rich and the poor. All of

the income growth in the country' ! =

going to the wealthiest two percent of

Americans, leaving the middle and

poorer classes to make 60 percent less

money in real terms then 20 years ago.

According to Dukakis, raising the

minimum wage more would help to

increase the middle class' income

level. However, he said, it would take

a rise to $7.50 per hour in order to

put a family at the poverty level.

Dukakis spoke about getting

involved in the health care issue.

According to Dukakis, there are over

41 million Americans without health

insurance, and most of them are work-

ing class citizens. The number rises

about one million every year.

"Universal health care should be

government mandated," Dukakis said.

"Every company should be required to

provide health care to all their employ-

ees, a system already being practiced in

Hawaii. Hawaii's health costs are 30

percent lower than in California,"

Dukakis said.

He said the main reason why
President Clinton's health care reform

bill failed was it was too complicated.

"Mario Cuomo once said 'If you

can't explain it to mother, don't send it

to your legislator'," Dukakis joked.

Speaking about taxes, Dukakis said

that 75 percent of the tax cuts are going

to the highest paid 20 percent of

Americans. "Where's the little guy

| middle class]?" Dukakis asked.

Blaming some of the regressive tax

problems on special interest money,

Dukakis said the government should

stop getting money from special inter-

est groups, which would allow all

Americans can participate fully in the

political process.

Asked how he felt about former

Gov. Weld's campaign for Ambassador

to Mexico. Dukakis said it was unde

mocratic that Weld couldn't even get a

hearing. However, "being governor of

Massachusetts is the best job in the

world. I don't know how anyone could

be bored as governor," Dukakis said.

Dukakis called for a change in the

campaigning process, citing his 1988

presidential campaign. "One thing hap

pening today is that neither party is

doing the grass roots campaigning they

used to do," Dukakis said. "When is

the last time someone knocked on your

door and said, 'I'm a democratic party

committee member'."

Dukakis said he had 400.000 pri

vate contributors during his presi-

dential campaign. Each was contact-

ed personally by a Dukakis
spokesperson, and the average dona

tion was $45 per person.
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continued from page 1

the possibility of such unity.

"Brothas joke about how that's one

thing you'll never see — unity. That

day, I saw it," said biology major Neal

Harris, who was on one of the three

bus-loads of 150 UMass students

attending the march.

Along with group discussions,

video clips of various documentaries,

television specials and movies where

shown for those who may not have

ever seen them. The selections includ-

ed the award winning documentary

Eyes On The Prize and the epic saga.

Roots.

In addition to the videos and discus-

sion groups, Challahan. Dan Lizana and

Vice Chancellor of Campus Activities,

M. Ricardo Townes, gave lectures rang-

ing from maintaining high G.P.A's to

finding your niche at UMass.

In observance of the day, students were

asked to not attend classes or participate

in other activities, but give their full atten-

tion to the day's program.

Of course, not everyone could make
the academic sacrifice of missing a

whole day of classes, and organizers of

the event were understanding.

"We do understand, but I feel that it

just shows how brainwashed many of

us are, here in America, because if we
really felt that this was important than

all of us would be here," Callahan said.

"Our suffering isn't recognized as

being important. If it were, there

would be more people here."

Even if there was limited atten-

dance (numbers topped out at about

7 1 the entire day) there were plenty of

high spirits for those who did make it

and the sense of urgency to make
change for all people of color was
addressed.

"We may not be responsible for our

current situation, but we are responsible

for getting out of it," Callahan said.
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Campus Perspectives
Compiled by Sarah |. Kimmel • Photos by Chris Cesnek

If UMass is made into a dry campus, what affect do you think this

change will have?

Peter Ervin
landscape architecture

sophomore

"I don't think that it will

have any affect on dorm
alcohol consumption."

Jessica Feeney
communications
Junior

"Little to none."

Brian Naylor
en vironmental science

Junior

i think it will just move
the drinking off campus and

push the problem else-

where."

Robin Popplestone
computer science professor

"Students will get into

their motor cars. . . buy large

quantities of alcohol and kill

themselves on the drive

back."

Judah Hughes
psychology

senior

"Kid will probably contin-

ue to drink. . . This is not

dealing with the problem
directly."

Michelle McDonald
BDlC/music therapy

junior

"I agree with the

Chancellor because if stu-

dents have to travel off cam-
pus they will be driving

back. It's safer to walk
drunk than to drive drunk."

contract
continued from page 1

Williams because they had heard

that Chancellor Scott was out of

town. The letters, however, are still

addressed to Scott.

The door to the Deputy
Chancellor's office was shut and
locked ;;s the marchers reached it.

"That's the administration's atti-

tude, "close the door." said history

teaching assistant |oe Gabriel.

Marchers instead entered
Chancellor Scott's office and
Williams appeared to speak with the

graduate students who presented

her with the letter.

"We really need a contract. You
have the power to help us out.

We're hard workers and we're dedi-

cated. We need your help." said

Gabrielle Clark, a history teaching

assistant and steward.

"Thank you for the message. I'll

convey it to the chancellor. Thank
you for coming," Williams said.

The administration has received

GEO's counter proposal and will be

waiting for a response at the next

formal bargaining session.
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Think about breast cancer now
Every 12 minutes a woman falls prey to a silent

killer. They are our mothers, friends, sisters and
children; they are the ones

who fought hard but never made it

back from their battle with breast

cancer. October is National Breast

Cancer Awareness Month. In an
effort to raise awareness of this dis-

ease, the news media has been run-

ning stories on breast cancer, and it

seems that everyone is wearing their

pink ribbons (to symbolize breast
cancer awareness). As you watch the

stories, it is easy to think that this

does not affect younger women. The
sad fact is that it does.

On Monday I lost a friend to this

disease, she was not the typical
patient that you see in the news.
Allison was a vibrant 30-year-old
woman in the prime of her life. A
mother of two and a former colle-

giate athlete, she was diagnosed
with breast cancer at age 28. Like
29 percent of breast cancer patients,

she discovered a lump in her breast

through chance. It did not seem like

a big deal at the time; she was
young and did not have a high risk __________
background. (The average age of ™~"

——————
diagnosis for breast cancer is 51 years old.) So. like

many other young women, she dismissed the thought,
because she thought she was too young to have breast
cancer. As the lump increased in size, so did her con-
cern.

The American Cancer Society currently recommends
mammograms for women ages 40 and up. Allison was
only 28, too young to need a regular mammogram. The

Brandee Helbick

fact of the matter is mammography remains our best tool

in the race against time that is breast cancer. The average

malignant lump that is found by
women who get a regular mammo-
gram is 0.3 centimeters. The average

lump that is found by occasional
self-exam is 2.5 centimeters. It is sug-

gested by the American Cancer
Society that women under the age of

40 do regular self-exams once a

month. The five-year survival rate of

women who do only breast
self-exams is 65 percent. Compare
that with the 95 percent five-year sur-

vival rate of women who receive regu-

lar mammograms.
I do not mean to sound bitter when

I say that, but it is simply not fair to

young women to cut our survival rate

because of our age. It is true that

younger women have a lowered risk

of developing breast cancer, they also

have a lowered risk of cervical cancer

(as long as they have not contracted

certain STDs) which is what a pap
smear tests for. One in eight women
have or will have breast cancer.
Prospects for those receiving late

diagnosis are grim: all women should~~"—~
' receive a regular mammogram along

with their pap smear during a gynecological exam, no
matter what their age. Allison was not 40. nor are thou-
sands of other breast cancer patients. She left behind two
children; one of them is a little girl who may someday ask
why her mom did not get the mammogram in time, and
someone will have to answer, "Because she was too
young."

Brandee Helbick is a UMass student.

Defending the

Greek area
To the editor:

This past Thursday I glanced upon
an interesting section of the Collegian

called "Women's Issues." Here I was
greeted by Sissy Andrews "ranting"

about how appalled she was that two
young gentlemen discussed their

plans to have a keg at their house for

the weekend and invite, of all people,

girls.

Well Sissy, big deal! On behalf of

all men who like beer and enjoy the

company of a lady, let me say this is a
perfectly normal activity for some
college students. If they somehow
offended you by mentioning how
intoxicated they wanted to get, suck

Letters to the Editor

it up. They don't have to ask you for

permission to drink beer, talk to girls.

or wipe their ass. If you didn't like

what they said you should have
opened your mouth.
Where do you get off making the

assumption that these men were
members of a fraternity? Nowhere in

your article did you give any reason
for your assumption. Why haven't
you found a way to blame to fraterni-

ties for that blackout on campus, the

problems in the middle east, or your
inability to get a parking spot in

Amherst?
The truth of it all is that they have

a right to say what they want, just

like you have a right to complain. It

would make no difference whether or
not those comments were made by a

fraternity member or some random

man walking around campus. You
still would have written an article dis-

paraging fraternities.

You stated that you "didn't get"
what the Greek area was all about.
You're not "supposed" to get it

unless you experience fraternity and
sorority rush and pledging. All over
the country, Greek areas are held in

the highest regard: only in the politi-

cally correct bastions of the
Northeast is it common to bash fra-

ternity and sorority members. Eighty

percent of our Congress were Greek
members.

If you really want to know "what
it's all about," try talking to one of us
instead of regurgitating a stereotype.

We might just surprise you!

Jeffrey Semon
Pi Kappa Alpha

We encourage our readers to respond to the contents of Hi

Collegia through letters to the editor.

ULetters must be typed, no more than 400 words and include

name, address and phone number for confirmation purposes. They

can be submitted to Editorial/Opinion Editor, Dtily Collegian, 113

Campus Center Basement, UMass, Amherst, MA, 01003, or by

email to: letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu
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School of Education reorganizing

As members of one of the
three School of Education
departments, we are trou-

bled by the rush to judgement con-
cerning alleged program elimina-
tions in the School. These allega-

tions, made in the press and in a

number of public forums over the

past few weeks, are misinformed
and divisive, and we believe that

they constitute an inexplicable
smear campaign against the dean
and the School. It is time to present
a different perspective in the con-
text of SOE reorganization.

The major factor behind this con-
troversy is the need for the SOE to

reconfigure our graduate degree
programming in light of an almost
50 percent reduction in faculty over
the past d«cade. Clearly, changes
had to be made on purely academic
grounds, as faculty attrition resulted

in some doctoral programs staffed

by two or three faculty. The result

of this need for change has been a

long, stressful, sometimes con-
tentious but ultimately collaborative

process under Dean Jackson's lead-

ership, which has meant that all of
us gave up something to arrive at a

more coherent, streamlined and
effective program structure. It is

critical to note that faculty made all

academic decisions within the
resource limits clearly established
by the Dean early on in our restruc-

turing process.

Given the painful and difficult

process of restructuring we have all

been through, we are especially
angered that several faculty have
placed themselves outside the facul-

ty planning process by insisting on
the approval of degree programs
beyond the number that can be ade-

quately staffed and supported in the

Strategic Plan. These faculty do not

accept and are to overturn the out-

come of two years of faculty delib-

eration. We consider it seriously

misleading for them to claim to

education students or to other
members of the University commu-

nity, that a failure to recognize the

Curriculum and Learning Program,
or Indigenous Studies, constitutes a

program elimination or "cut."
There is not now, and has not been,

a formal program called
Curriculum and Learning, or to

Indigenous Studies, and therefore

neither one could have been "cut."

What was and is available to stu-

dents interested in curriculum anH
learning, or the education of
indigenous peoples is participation

by concerned faculty in one of the

larger program units by mutual
agreement.

Maurianne Adams
William E. Cross

Pat Griffin

Barbara Love

Bill Matthews

Gary Stftner
'

All restructuring in the School
was premised on the constraint that

our resources cannot support more
than seven doctoral programs
across the three departments at the

present time. The Curriculum and
Learning program is beyond this

budgetary limit and represents a

refusal by the three faculty Involved
to participate in the tough restruc-

turing discussions in which most of
our faculty have been engaged. The
newly configured degree programs
that have emerged from the plan-
ning process are built on the expec-
tation that faculty will worlc togeth-
er in collaborative graduate pro-
grams of high quality and of more
than three faculty.

We believe that the current
Strategic Plan provides an excellent

program of graduate study for our
students. The crux of the dispute, to
Our thinking, is whether or not the
SOE can move forward with reorga-
nization in the context of limited
resources, in a way that allows for a

reasonable number of graduate pro-

grams per department, and that has

placed in the hands of the faculty the

painful decisions about how we will

combine forces to staff these pro-

grams.

There are two further points:

l)The concern, accepted as fact in a

recent Graduate Student Senate vote,

that graduate TA's are allocated in

unequal ways that favor one unit over

another, is factually incorrect.

Decisions about resources are made
among the three department heads,

and the Teacher Education and
Curriculum Studies Department (to

which the faculty and students alleg-

ing this inequality belong), has in fact

the major proportion of TA instruc-

tional resources in the School. 2) The
SOE need yield to no other in its long

record of serious, explicit attention to

diversity and social justice. We are

proud of this record and of Dean
Jackson's consistently strong and
articulate leadership in this and other

areas: we believe that the Dean and
the current reorganization of the
School of Education support this tra-

dition.

It is essential that the past two
years of arduous decision- making,
that have brought us as a School to

the current Strategic Plan, not be
derailed by the public campaign of

faculty and students who do not like

the outcome, who circulate misin-
formation, and who have placed
themselves outside the planing
process. It is critical, and still possi-

ble, for them to develop program
linkages with their departmental
colleagues, and to get on with the

important academic work before us,

but in the atmosphere of collegiali-

ty, integrity and honesty that we
have every right to expect of one
another.

Maurianne Adams, William E.

Cross, Pat Griffin, Barbara Love, Bill

Matthews and Gary Stoner are mem-
bers of the Department of Student
Development and Pupil Personnel
Services.
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Revere toAost Grateful Dead party Sat.
By Joshua Boyd
Collegian Staff

In an event that

Deadhead, this up.
ill unquestionably light a lire an)

a-oming weekend marks the i

vii ,

c
i\Jick

'

s 9
'
whkh is happening at theWonderland Balljfoom on Roulc ,Vin Revere .his

aaturdaj evening

5"J
<* *« l/ad's rauak (and eepeciaJh the WHCN

nioackast of thjj. nationa ||y syndicated radio show The

,

".'
c ' ul "ca/llour"> might wart) to head out to Revere

01 what proaTnJses to be a non-siop, six hour parry from

|

P
"! !-r"

H 2 an1 ' With new vault- released music
P

i lif
Cr " great SUUnd s

-
vs,cm bv Dkk

'
alvalil lthe

P !*_F"
CT ol lhe DeaJ vaults), along with help from

atVlTul Dead Hour host David Cans, ii li mre to be
.ial treat for local Deadheads.
kspite the fact thai the Dead's music is typical!} all

one needs to have a fun time, there will also be psyche
delic light and laser show throughout the night as well
as slide and film presentations focusing on the band

culled from throughout theii career.

I atvala and t'.an^ have been doing this type of thing

for two |eara now since the Dead split up soon after

the death ol (err) Garcia and New England is finally

being treated to one ol these "vault parties." This party

is due to the special occasion of the latest in the long
continuing line of DuA'.s Picks releases that began in

IW5 and are issued through Grateful Dead Mercantile

at quite affordable prices.

In conjunction, on Sunday there will be a "Dead- lest'

around the Wonderland with live music from Slipknot!

and other, local bands.

To gel to the Wonderland Ballroom, get on the Mass
I'ikc East to it- endpoint in Boston and continue through

the Callahan Tunnel and follow the signs to Route 1-A.

on which the Ballroom N located.

I he Hick's Picks c
> release party Revere happens

tomorrow night from iS p.m. until 2 a.m.. I'ickets can be
purchased by calling 1-88& THE DEAD or at the door.

Dick's Picks 9 will be available beginning Oct. 18. and
can be purchased by calling 1-800-22 5->325.

BE CREATIVE
BE REAL

BE ORIGINAL WRITEFOR ARTS......^^ JUST BE-•

AT COLLEGIAN
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Come On In Out Of The Plain!

3 floors • stores galore • food & more

dictionary / six bucks • cup o'joc / a buck • "For Dummies" guides / nineteen bucks

beaded curtain / nine bucks • book bags / from eighteen bucks

Genko (for mental sharpness) / fifteen bucks • magic stone / twelve bucks

Armani hoseiry / nine bucks • Lucky leans sixty eight bucks

shower caddy / eleven bucks • CK boxer shorts / eighteen bucks

Hard Candy lipsticks / sixteen bucks
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Meet Fileiie*; Chairman,

J. Kent McHose!
Tuesday, October 21, 1997

From 6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. at Memorial Hall

Refreshments served

Fl LEN E'S
A Division of the May Department Stores Company

www.maycompany.com

The Pixies: UMass* finest export

COURTtSY IOHN MURPMV

The Pixies, whose sonic style paved the way for the '90s alternative music breakthrough, return from the dead
on the newly released retrospective, Death. To The Pixies.

By Marty Keane
Collegian Staff

PIXIES

Dearn To The Pixies

Elektra/4AD

From 1^87 until theii Implosion in

199). the Pixies invented music ,i» wc
kiu!« it Make no mistake; il not for

Black Francif, Kim Deal. I)a\id

I overing and |oc\ Santiago, ii is high-

Is doubtful that anyone outside ol

Seattle would have ever beard of

Nirvana, Alice In Chains and the like.

Oh. and before I forget, for those ol

you obsessed with the faux-angst ol

bush, take a listen to the Pixies and

learn where all those "original" catch)

guitar chords came from.

Francis ta.k.a. Charies Thompson.
a.k.a. Frank Black i was a student here

at UMass-Anherst in the mid-'80s,

and after a trip to Puerto Rico to studv

Spanish during his sophomore year,

he promptly dropped out of school

moved to Boston and decided to form

a band. The rest, the) say, is histoiv

Death To The Pixies (ElektraMAD)
is a two-disc retrospective on the

band's brief but brilliant career ->- a

discogfapfcy consisting only of (bur

albums and an IP. YA bile one can

never get enough of the Pixies, this

fond look back serves as a good intro-

duction for those unfamiliar to the

hand thai paved the way for alterna-

rjvc musics commercial breakthrough

in the '90s.

The* first disc serves as a sort of

"greatest hits" type collection (con-

taining on!) previously released mate-

rial i. which is somewhat of a tough
thing to grasp seeing as the Pixies

didn't really have any "hits" in the tra-

ditional sense; radio and MTV' virtual-

I) ignored them.

Considering that most people inter-

ested in busing Death To The Pixies

prebabh already have all or most of

this material, a better choice would
have been to compile their unusually

solid land increasingly difficult to

locate) b-sides and alternate takes or

even release the rest of their original

1987 I 7 song demo.
Still, most of the major Pixies

songs are here — although "Alec
Eiffel" has been curiously omitted —
including the classic "U-Mass," a

hilarious commentary on Francis'

time spent in the "Valley full o' pio-

neer." Hearing him repeatedly scream

"It's educational!" typifies what every

student here says' in their head while

Studying for those dreaded final

exams each semestei

Another song of special significance

to UMass students is "Debase/," one
of the greatest songs ever written. The
opening track off 1989s Doolittlc. it's

the Pixies magnum opus, when the

words and frenetic paced music meld
together as one mutually fulfilling

entity. Francis wrote it in a twisted

tribute to UMass Comparative
Literature professor Don Levine's

course on avant garde film.

Disc 2, a live recording of a com-
plete 1990 Dutch concert, will be of

greater interest to longtime Pixies

fans. While it takes a little while for

Francis' voice to warm up. the play-

ing is hard, fast and clean — in othei

words it's a typical revelatory Pixie-

performance, epitomizing their oft-

imitated hallmarks. "Into The
White." a little heard b-side from the

Doolittle sessions is a nice surprise

as is the slowed-down version of

"Wave Of Mutilation."

With a price tag around S20.
Death To The Pixies is worth buying

if only for the live disc. Thanks to the

petty policing of The Dave Matthew s

Band and their lawyers, where else

can you find a top qualin GD ol a

live concert these days w ithou» hav

ing to fear legal recrimination'' B+

m*1
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UM V-ball toils in A-10
By Jami* Jm
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts volleyball team will look to rebound

on the road this weekend after a season-high five game
homestand they'd like to forget.

The Minutewomen will travel to Philadelphia toda>

for matches against Atlantic 10 foes Temple and La

Salle. UMass will face Temple
tonight «t 7 p.m. and La Salle tomor-

row afternoon at l p.m.

After winning four matches in u

row, the Minutewomen have dropped

four of their last five.

"Temple is a well-rounded often

sive team with a consistent middle,"

UMass coach Bonnie Kenny said.

"They have a very good outside hitter

and we need to be aware of that."

Tonight's matchup will prove to be a test of the team

as far as how they stack up against the best in the A-IO

Conference. The Owls are perched atop the A-IO with a

perfect 8-0 record.

Vollcvhall

Massachusetts
@

Temple
Tonight 7 p.m.

UMass hopes to continue their success over La Salle

as they currently hold a pristine 8-0 mark versus the

Explorers. The Minutewomen dominated in their two

matches last year, winning all six games they played.

"La Salle has shown improvement this year as they've

beaten several teams that they lost to last year," Kenny

said. They're bigger than us and our ball control has to

be better than it has been."

^^^^^^^^_ The Minutewomen will look to

senior outside hitter Lesley Nolan

and sophomore outside hitter Kari

Hogancamp to lead by example this

weekend as they are each coming off

a double-double in the Fordham
match last Saturday.

Senior middle blocker Michelle

Paciorek enters tonight's match as

^ the all-time block leader for UMass.^^^^^^^^™
Paciorek became the undisputed

block champion by unifying all three blocking records.

She holds the all-time marks for total blocks, solo

blocks, and now block assists after passing graduate

Dionne Nash in the match versus Fordham tomorrow.

women s soccer
continued from page 10

year in the A-IO tournament.

"I think we both have something to

prove here," coach lini Rudy said, "It

will be a hard fought, head-to-head,

end-to- end kind of game."

For the most part, the Flyers

haven't really been tested at the

national level, playing within the

Atlantic 10 and smaller, non-ranked

teams. Their only loss is against

league opponent Xavier. a l-O

defeat.

Dayton plays a dump-and-run
style, where they carry it up the

flanks and knock it in the middle for

the forwards to rush the goal.

"They play a different style, more

than anyone we have faced," Rudy

said. "They have a non-stop turnover

of players, and their second team is

almost as good as their first — what-

ever works for them."

Dayton's scoring has been equally

spread throughout the squad with

team leaders freshman Melissa Buck

(19 pts), senior Julie Wilde (17 pts),

senior Angie Beecroft (14 pts),

sophomore Danielle Gillespie (13

pts), and freshman Ingrid Zielke (12

pts) all in double figures. Fourteen

players have scored, with nine tally-

ing two or more.

Wilde is a powerful player, with

skill, speed and deception, according

to Rudy.

"She plays much like a withdrawn

center-forward." Rudy said. "Like-

Myers once did for UMass."

The Musketeers have a 10-2

record, posting an undefeated 5-0

ryscord in the A-10. Sen. or

Ainanda Gruber has 15 points, and

her tsister, freshman Annette

GrutA has racked up 1 1
points so

far thisV«son
-
The sibling du° h

,

aS

of the team's 56 goals,

msidered second to only

lina as far as power for-

scored

and are

North Ca
wards
Sophomo

rover on
attacking mi

either the

essary boost.

the
1

offen

Amy Reinshagen is the

ield. playing like an

"ielder and providing

of defense the IMC-

football

UM polo takes on Golden Bears
fey Jim Eftringham

CoHegion Staff

The Massachusetts men's water

polo team posted a 3-0 record in a

Collegiate Water Polo Association

tournament last weekend, the

result of the team playing some of

the best games of this season —
the capper being

Men's Water Polo
an 18-1 1 victo-

ry over No. 19
St. Francis, was
called the
squad's "best

total team
game" by UMass
coach Russ
Yarworth.

The hot streak

could not have
come at a better time. Tonight, the

No. 14 Minutemen (17-4 overall,

7-2 CWPA) will face No. 3

California at Diablo Valley College,

and follow up with an appearance

in the 16-team NorCal
Tournament.
UMass has not fared well against

\\ wl Coast teams in the past, espe-

cially California. The Minutemen
have lost all six matches against

the Golden Bears, including a 10-6

defeat ' in a

^HMa^a^aVa semi-final of the

1995 NCAA tour-

No. 14 Massachusetts
@

No. 3 Califonia

Tonight

nament.
Things will not

get any easier

when the week-
end starts. The
NorCal tourna-
ment will have
UMass paired up
with UCLA,

Long Beach State, and USC. Aside

from being ranked No. 6 in the

nation, the UCLA Bruins also hold

Anyone interested in Broadcasting
A

: News, Entertainment,
A

Sports, Etc.

the last two NCAA championship

banners.

Yarworth is treating this compe-

tition with a* level head. "We have

to continue to communicate on
defense." he said, adding that this

will help "close out the counter

attack... in the St. Francis game, I

think we only gave up one counter

attack goal."

The Minutemen will have to con-

tinue to focus on defense, accord-

ing to Yarworth.

"Our weakness is man-to-man
defense," said Yarworth pointing

out that this was exposed by many
of St. Francis's players who had
European experience. Yarworth
also continues to stress the impor-

tance of "balancing our offense.

"We have to play intensely all

the time... I'm looking for good
team discipline and good team atti-

tudes... I want to see good water

polo."

continued from page 10

Shipp, |im Pizano, and Matt lordan

the tailback position will always have

fresh legs. Each runner will be given a

drive to work, no matter if the drive is

two plays or 15. lordan will also be

used on every third down situation as

either a tailback or fullback.

"Tailbacks get quite a pounding
throughout the game." Colbert said. "By

rotating the three of them, they will be

able to last longer and be more useful

throughout the game."

On the defensive side of the ball,

there are still three Minutemen that

are dominating the Atlantic 10. Senior

free safety Bryan Mooney leads the

A-10 for the third week in a row with

78 total tackles, 45 of which are unas-

sisted. Standout linebacker Khari

Samuel is second in the league with

74. but leads UMass with 46 unassist-

ed grabs. Samuel also leads the

Atlantic 10 with 10 tackles for losses.

Sophomore outside linebacker Chris

Price has been an unsung hero this sea-

son placing fourth in the conference

with 66 tackles, 39 unassisted.

"We try to score enough points to

win," Colbert said. "We didn't score 50,

Villanova scored 49. The name of it is to

win the game."

Women'sXC gearing up

forNE Championshi]
By Jim Eltringham

Collegian Staff

Before the season began,

Massachusetts women's cross country

coach )ulie LaFreniere said her team's

goal was to "train through"

September and October, aiming to

heal their wounded for the big races.

The big races are here.

T h e

course.

Women^^ross^ountrv

New England

Championships

Today Noon

COLLEGIAN

GUIDING YOU
THROUGH THE

, NIGHT

Minutewomen
are now in the

midst of the

toughest part of

their schedule.

Today, they will

compete in the

New England
Championship.
They will take on

49 other teams
from across the region in what
promises to be their biggest race thus

far.

"The New England area is very

strong with distance races,"

LaFreniere said. Indeed, this competi-

tion will provide some tough compe-

tition for the Minutewomen.
Providence College, Boston College

and Dartmouth are all nationally

ranked. Also, schools from all divi-

sions are competing.

"It's very rare to be able to com-

pete with some of these schools,"

LaFreniere said, referring to the

non-Division I teams involved. "It's a

mens soccer
continued from page 10

the A-10 conference.

Now the Minutemen are finding

themselves struggling to to stay

afloat in their own conference.

Although every conference game is

an important one, the games this

weekend are especially so for UMass.

They are must-win situations. How
the team performs this weekend will

greatly affect whether or not they

qualify for the NCAA's at the end of

the season.

great opportunity.

There is some concern regarding

the course itself providing some
obstacles. "There's a point where it

funnels in... there could be a bottle-

neck," LaFreniere said. "I'll be hold-

ing my breath." The cause of this bot-

tlenecking can be traced to the fact

that 350 runners will be on the

The Minutewomen have

been trying to

avoid this setback

by focusing on
quicker starts in

practice.

The same type of

situation happened

at UMass's last

race, the Paul

Short Invitational

two weeks ago.

Runners from 30

schools created a glut on the course

The results for that race were not

finalized until two hours after the

race had ended. The Minutewomen
finished fifth — just three points

behind fourth place Cornell.

"Some of [the runners] ran their

best races against tough competi-

tion," LaFreniere said of the teams
performance at Paul Short.

Despite the looming powerhouses

in today's New England
Championship, the team is "excited

for this race," according to

LaFreniere. "There's a lot of tradi-

tion involved."

TAKE TECHNOLOGYi.TOJTHEJNIii/ROWEI^
When something is too extreme for words, it's to the Nth degree.

And that's the level of technology you'll experience at Raytheon.

Raytheon has formed a new technological superpower - together,

Raytheon Electronic Systems, Raytheon E-Systems and Raytheon

Tl Systems are driving technology to the limit. And we're looking

for engineers who want to push the envelope. Break new
ground. Make their mark.

At Raytheon you'll take technology - and your career - to

the highest possible level. You'll take it to the Nth. We'll be

visiting your campus soon. Contact your career placement office

now to schedule an interview, or check out our website at

www.rayjobs.com.

Looking to help the UMass pull

out wins this weekend will be senior

forward Mike Butler. Butler began

this season as one of Massachusetts'

biggest scorers and has only contin-

ued to build on his past tuccci ,

He has 12 points in the last three

games, and leads the team with 23.

He is currently tied for second
all-time in career points with 88. tied

for third in goals with 33. and second

in assists with 22.

field hockey
continued from page 10

upped the team's scoring punch.

"Penalty comers are such a specific.

fine point in the game." Shea said. "We
look to work on them, both offensively

and defensively, every time."

Defensively, it will be important

for UMass to concentrate on denying

La Salle corners — and stopping

them if they are awarded.

"They get a lot of corners and they

take a lot of shots," Shea said. "We
will have to be very disciplined

against them."

Four Explorer players are in double

digits in the shot category, but only

one La Salle player, Alishia Filler,

has collected four goals. Three play-

ers follow with three goals, and four

have two apiece.

Concentration should not be hard

for the Minutewomen to come by,

especially considering that the

Explorers are a conference opponent.

From the start of the season, Shea has

emphasized that Atlantic 10 games
are a main focus for her team.

"Conference games are huge." Shea

said earlier in the year. "They repre-

sent a season within the season."

La Salle has limited experience
against A-10 opponents thus far. The
Explorers have racked up a 1-0

record against conference foes, a vic-

tory that has come against a weak-

ened St. Joseph's squad.

The Minutewomen, on the other

hand, have reaped a perfect record in

A-10 play, with wins against Temple
and Rhode Island.

carriers
And

Drivers
Needed

WE'LL BE ON YOUR CAMPUS ON OCTOBER 21, 1997.

CONTACT YOUR CAREER PLACEMENT OFFICE TODAY TO SCHEDULE AN INTERVIEW.

Internet www ray|obs com • E-mail. resume(")rayjobs coin

US citizenship may be required We are an equal opportunity employer

Raytheon
Expect great things

(or mormncj Ht'livpry of

Ni'wsp.ipcrs on campus, ;»nd in

Amherst -

O.ill John Riley

.,1 MM 7804

<>l

1 H00 HSR 42/5 Ext

COI I (CI Nl WS SERVICE

pays to

discover

bOll 0000 0000 0000

Accepted where you see the NOVUS* Sign

to apply onime. go to wvw.discovercard.com
&lS07GtreanvOod Trust Company. Mambw FDIC "Up to t% paid yaariy based on annual lew* of purchasa*.
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Collegian Classifieds
University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

ACTIVITIES

Sigma Kappa Sorority

Open House BBQ Sat

,

Oct 17th from 1-3pm. For

more info call Beth at 549-

7035. Sigma Kappa is

located on 19 Allen St.

(behind Hillel)

APARTMENT FOR RENT

One bedroom apartment

Downtown $520 + utili-

ties. 253-1903, 545-4003.

545-4002.

AUTO FOR SALE

Toyota Long Bed Pick-

Up 1986 with 75k.

Fiberglass Shell Calif

Truck. No rust. $4500. Call

582-9872

88 TOYOTA SUPRA Grey

with leather interior, 2

alarms, tinted windows,

std, power everything.

Very fast $5800 or B/0.

549-4832

1984 VW Maroon Rabbit

Low mileage. 95% mint

condition. $1400 or B/0.

Call 584-2940

1990 Chevy Barretta
Great condition. Must sell

BEST REASONABLE
OFFER takes it. 296-4549

1990 Jeep Wrangler 5

speed, 85k, hard top/soft

top. $6000. 256-0501

EMPLOYMENT
Abt Associates is look-

ing for a few reliable peo-

ple with good communica-

tions and computer skills

who are available to work

a minimum of 20 hours per

week. Evening and week-

end assignments are cur-

rently available. We offer

flexible scheduling

options, access to health

and dental plans and paid

training. The starting

wage is $5.75 per hour

with regular merit increas-

es Free transportation

with PVTA Bus Line is pro-

vided. For more informa-

tion or to arrange a per-

sonal interview call

(413)587-1607. An Equal

Opportunity Employer.

SI,000s WEEKLY!!

Stuff envelopes at home
for $2.00 each plus bonus-

es. F/T. P/T. Make $800+

weekly, guaranteed! Free

supplies. For details, send

one stamp to: N- 1 13,

12021 Wilshire Blvd.,

Suite 552, Los Angeles,

CA 90025

Needed immediately
Firestone of Northampton

needs part-time

Sales/Customer Service

Rep. 25-30 hours a week
Starting salary $7.50 per

hour. Call 586-1584

Posterer Wanted $6/hr

259-1227

EMPLOYMENT

CARRIERS
AND

Drivers
Needed

for morning delivery or

Newspapers on campus
and in

Amherst

Call John Riley

at 584-7804

or

1-800-858-4275 Ext. O

COLLEGE NEWS
SERVICE

Rao's Coffee is hiring

F/T and P/T. Food experi-

ence necessary. Please

apply in person.

International Marketing

Firm seeks Spokesperson.

$10 per hour. 8-10 hours a

week. Models are encour-

aged to apply. Call Sean

Sweeney (800)829-4777

Hiring For Pizza Hut
Cashiers and Pizza Help.

All shifts. Come down and

fill out an application. 586-

2940

EMPLOYMENT
LEGAL ASSISTANTS
WANTED Spring 1998

Internships With The

Student Legal Services

Office; get hands-on expe-

rience in the legal field

—

work directly with attor-

neys and clients. Earn up

to 15 undergraduate cred-

its. No experience in the

legal profession neces-

sary— training provided.

Contact The Student Legal

Services Office today: 545-

1995, 922 Campus Center.

FOR RENT

Fridge Rentals 253-9742

Free Delivery

FOR SALE

15 million* sendable
email addresses Contact

the world with the stroke

of a key! $99 per CD.

Contact Pete @ Conrad
Enterprises (413)539-3599

Kona Mountain Bike
Ridden off-road only 3

times. Shimano LX Shifter.

$450 or B/0. Call Dan at

628-3857 Leave message.

Self Amplified Bazooka
Base Tube 6 inches, great

shape. Call 259-1984

Computers! Computers!

Computers!

The very best prices

around! IBM Thinkpads

Compac as well as print-

ers, scanners, and sup-

plies. Call File

Management Solutions

and ask for Jason 549-

4850

FOR SALE

Laptop Notebook Works

good. $150. Good for

school. Call Steve

(413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for

computer. Works great.

Call CPC (413)584-8857

Watch batteries, ear
piercing, eyeglass

repairs, jewelry restora-

tion, diamond engage-

ments, wedding rings.

Silverscape Designs, 264

N. Pleasant St, Amherst.

253-3324 Open Daily.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Happy 20th Birthday

Amy! Sigma Love, Your

Big Sis

Happy 20th B-Day! To

the man who completes

me! Love, D

To A Great Friend: Happy

20th Birthday Jess! Did

somebody say party? Love

JB!

Gold Bracelet Monday
10/6. Mullins Field.

Reward. Sentimental. Call

Jen 549-4460

Earn S75-S100

MISCELLANEOUS

Exercise Science Study

Needs non-weight trained
mglpc

Call Steve @ 253-4952 or

5-6072

MISCELLANEOUS
EARN S750 S1500/WEEK
Raise all the money your

group needs by sponsoring

a VISA fundraiser on your

campus. No investment &
very little time needed.

There's no obligation, so

why not call for informa-

tion today. Call 1-800-323-

8454 x 95.

ROOM FOR RENT

1 room available on

Main St. Very close to

town. On bus route. 21 +

please. Call 259-9282

ROOMMATE WANTED

One large bedroom
available in Sugarloaf

Estates. $333/month.

Great place to live. Call

665-7701

SERVICES

Legal Questions? The

Student Legal Services

Office offers free legal

assistance to fee-paying

students. Contact us at

922 Campus Center, 545-

1995.

Retired Faculty Member
offers English Language

Lessons and Editorial

Expertise to International

Students, all levels

Reasonable rates. Ms
Reed 253-3354

Pregnant? Need help?

Call Birthright of Amherst

area for free testing and

assistance. 549-1906

TRAVEL

Port Antonio Jamaica

Seaside Cottages

Real Jamaican

Neighborhood

$150/Week
367-9350

SERVICES

SPRING BREAK
Largest selection of Spring

Break destinations includ-

ing cruises! Group dis-

counts and free trips avail-

able Epicurean Tours 1-

800-231-4FUN

Spring Break "Take 2"

hiring Reps! Sell 15. Take

2 free. Hottest destina-

tions! Free parties, eats,

and drinks! Sunsplash 1-

800-426-7710 or

www.sunsplashtours.com

WANTED

Earn $125

Running and Sedentary

Females wanted for a

research study. 19-35

years old. Please call Tom

@ 549-0465

Sell/Trade your preowned

games and systems. Call

Let's Play at 549-4505

COLLEGIAN
CLASSFIEDS

available
on
the

concourse
or

visit

our
friendly

office
in

the
campus
center

basement.

; Special Classified Features
IBOLD WORDS $.50 / word
i

i

\GREEK LETTERS $1.50/ line

i

i

j[gy\(§(K OSIWltftSI ®@2S $2.OO / run

$2.00 / runBORDER BOX

Personals Policy Rates
Ail i*-Twm<iK MUST be proofread by Cotte#i*n clav

i before pavment <ind acceptance 01

the tlassilieti

, s> NOT be u*ed tn pergonal* ONIV
na and InWah are allowed. The only excep-

rthday or congratulation* pery

ise ihe lull name may be used.

Phone numbers are run allowed in pervonaU. NO
f\i tl

1

not allowed in personals, tftit mean*.

dorm room numbers as well

Prrson.d-, in .i threatening or oero«rtprv nMtfmm
not acceptable Personals of a vindictive <x libelous

nature art not acceptable Personals may not be
fbf the purpose of harassment.

6. Profantty may not be used in person.^
7 The personals section is lor personals only The per-

sonals se<non may NOl be us*ti t.. s.n Hem, seek

roommates, advertise nwelnn-

8 All personals musi have the name ttgnat

UMass ID. number el tru- Mudttll pi* i
>

tilled in on the insertion order Nun students musi

provide a valid driver s luense wd the license num
her must be recorded on the ttmrtti

talse identiiK .ition or misrvfK Kjbfecl to

penalties under the law
'i The- CoJtogtm few

any personal that does fx* meet trw < o//e#i

ilards in accordance with Ihi statutes <>i the

("ommonwealth of MassarhdWtt.

Students

20<7j per word/day

All others

40£ per word/day

$2.00
min./day

NO REFUNDS
Please write ( learlv ami

legibly. We are no! responsible tor errors result

inn from illegible tiandwritinj; or type.

Standard Headings
ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT
ENTERTAINMENT

FOR SALE
FOUND 12 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES

SUMMER SUBLET
TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

FRIDAY. OCT. 17

Celebration/Meeting — Hindu students

organization will hold a celebration of

Ous^hera at 6 p.m. in the Campus Center,

room 903. The Pooja will be followed by a

general meeting. All are welcome. Contact

lai at 54b- 1 51 1 for more information

nng — Intervarsity Christian

Fellowship will meet at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center, room posted at the info

Jesk. continuing series on whole life.

Rally — loin Arise, Earthfirst. Native

Network. Greenpeace. PACT and
more in Springfield to rally against

Monsanto s chemical and genetic contami-

of. our environment. Rides available

from the \ isitor Center at 1 1 a.m. Call

b25-OI41 for more information.

Senice — Sukkot special student/facul-

ty/sllff shabbat service at 6 p.m. at the

Hillel House. Sponsored by Hillel.

I ournament — Intramural tennis tourna-

ment begins at the lower courts at the

Mullins Center

SATURDAY, OCT. 18

MISSION IMPROVable will

bt performing their free weekly comedy
improv show al 8 p.m. in the Campus

Center, room 165

SUNDAY, OCT. 19

Hike — Carpool to Notch Visitors

Center to enjoy the Holyoke range at its

foliage peak and experience a bit of

ludaism's wisdom in nature. Meet at noon

al the Hillel House. Sponsored by Hillel's

Jewish Environmental Group.

MONDAY, SEPT. 20

Lecture — A work-in-progress presenta

tion "The Last Hormitv Women's
Education in Korea at the Turn of the

Century" by Hyaeweol Choi from the

Department of East Asian Language-- and

Literatures at 4:15 p.m. in Seetyc Hall

room 207, Smith College. Sponsored h\ tin-

Project on Women and Social Change.

Lecture — Department of Biological

Sciences presents the 1997 Christianna

Smith Lecture featuring Donald Ingber.

M.D.. Ph.D. from Children's Hospital of

Boston entitled "Cellular tensegrity. integrin

signaling, and control of morphogeneM-- " .it

7:15 p.m. in Hooker Auditorium at Mount

Holyoke College.

Talk/Signing — Author talk and signing

to feature Peggy Claude-Pierre, author of

The Secret Language of Eating Disorders:

The Revolutionary New Approach to

Understanding and Curing Anorexia and
Bulimia at 7:30 p.m. in Mary Woolley Hall.

the New York room. Mount Holyoke
College, for more information, call The
Odyssey Bookshop, 534-7307, or the

College s Health Education program.
538-2466.

hilk — Works-in-progress talk entitled

"African-American Females and Gender
Dysphoria" given by Constance lohnsun. a

Five College Women's Studies Community

Associate from Center for Human
Development, at 4:30 p.m. at the Dickinson

House Living Room at Mount Holyoke
College.

NOTICES

\rt Contributions — The Student Union

Visual and Performing Arts Space is look

ing lor contributions to the Southern \sian

Cultural Exhibition which will show in the

spring of 1998. If you have anything from
artwork to crafts depicting Asian culture,

and would like the opportunity to partici-

pate in this exhibition, contact Amanda at

545-0792.

Computer Orientation - Students, facul-

ty and stall interested in using the comput-

ers al the Foreign Language Resource

Center are encouraged to attend a computer

orientation of Friday. October I 7. or 24.

The free one-hour sessions begin at 3 p.m.

in Herter 19. Enrollment is limited. For

more information and to register, contact

Irene at 545- 0950 or check out

www.umass.edu/langctr.

Contest — Spectrum l-'ine Art and

I iterary Magazine is now holding a cover

contest The winner will have their artwork

printed on the '97 '98 issue. The final

deadline is December 2 at 5 p.m. Pick up an

entry form in the Student Union, room
406e or just bring the artwork by.

Course — The Interdepartmental

Program in Film Studies is offering a

Certificate in Film Studies to all majors

(equivalent to a minor). Includes six tours

es in film/video studies. For more informa-

tion and to fill out an application, stop by

Ihe office in 101 South College or call

545-3659. Office hours MW 8 a.m. -5

p.m., TuTh 10 a.m.-5 p.m., F 8 a.m.-2

p.m. Or visit the webpage:
www.umass.edu/film.

Final Exam Schedule — The Fall '97

Final Examination Schedule will be avail-

able beginning Friday. October 17 CQbIm
will be delivered to students in the resi-

dence halls, and will be available to

off-campus students in the Registrar's

office (213 Whitmore) It will also be avail-

able on the World Wide Web beginning

Wednesday. October I at

http://www-ureg.admin.umass.edu.

Internships — Envitonmental internships

offered. Campaigns this semester include:

Hunger and Homclessness. Pesticides,

Endangered Species, Updated Bottle Bill

and Campaign Finance Reform. I miking for

motivated students to take leadership posi-

tions. Call MassPIRG at 545-0199 or stop

by 423A Student Un'on.

Notice — The women's basketball team

is looking for managers for the upcoming

season. Reliability and a significant time

commitment are required. If interested,

please call Scott Foul's at 545-2726.

Sotiee — The women's basketball team

will be holding walk-on tryouts on October

20th at 6:30 p.m. at Ihe Mullins Center.

Proof of insurance and of a recent physical

are required to participate in tryouts. For

further inlormation. call the women's bas-

ketball office at 545-2726.

Open Eorum — Come meet the final can-

didates lor the Assistant Director of

(Validity Sorvtotl search as they attend a

campus-wide open forum. All sessions will

be held in the Campus Center from 4-5:30

p.m Wayne Husted on Friday, Oct. 17 in

fYls are publk service announcements printed

dairy. To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phone number ol the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the

Managing Editor by noon the previous day.

room 917. Dori McCracken and Susan

Pliner to be announced.

Support Croup — REFLECT, the Five

College bereavement support program
offers free bereavement support groups to

students of the Five College area. All ser-

vices are confidential. Enrollment for fall

groups is happening now. Call 577-5316

for more information.

Workshop — The Craft Center is offer-

ing a nature photography expedition to

Ihe White Mountains. N.H. on Friday

October 24-26. Space is limited to 12 and

sign up is now available in the Craft

Center. Any questions, call 545- 2096 or

stop by the craft center which is located

across from the Hatch in the Student
Union.

Workshop — The UMass Theatre Guild

is holding free theatre workshop-., including

acting, dance, tech. voice, auditions on
Saturday, Oct. 25 at II a.m. in the Campus
Center, room 168. All arc welcome. RSVP
by Oct. 24 call 545-0415.

/—

\

sw

Daily Listings sponsored by: you

a HSCN Bulletin 83 CNN
-*• Board B4 CNN SI

U 3 CBS/3 Hartford SB Headline News
a CBS/4 Boston 3B UCTV

ABC/5 Boston W7 TBS
c B PBS/57 Springfield SB BET
to 7 HSCN Movie Ch. SB TV Land

m UPN/20 Hartford 3D Univision

^ Weather Channel 31 Comedy Central

ia NBC/30 New 38 Cartoon
35 Britain 33 Much Music

0\ m
Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

z
u
en
X

13 WOCH & HSCN
M International

14 UMass Academic TV
17 HSCN Programming

|

545-3500
IB TV-19

m B1 ABC/40 Springfield

asI NBC/22 Springfield

COMPANY NAME HERE 545-3500

FRIDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHOH
WTXX
WVIT
WTIC
WWLP
WQBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
A&E
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK
SCIFI

TLC
TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

O

a>

©
QD

ffl

12

11

11

20_

?i
30

21

6:00
WithbontX
News "

Newi

News «

Full Houm IX,

Newt

Married... With

Horn* Imp.

News

Creatures

Newel
Mad Abo. You

6:30
Buiineee Rpl. Newehour With Jim Lehrer S
CBS Newt Inside Edition

CBS Newt

ABC Newt

BoyWorld

NBC Newt

Cheertl.

NBC Newt

Simptont 3C

NBC Newt

Butlnett Rpl.

ABC Newt

Mm! Abo. You

Family Matters |F«mlly Mettert

Northern Etpoeure I!

WorldVktwX

John Henton |Make-Laugh

Wlnge "W»tq8 Per trie Gulf ]6imme Shetler

Up Cloee ISporttcentet

SupermarketSupei

MTV IMTV Live

figure HOIt Out

Hometime (R) HomeUme(H)

Kung Fu:

7:00 7:30

Extra X
Inside Edition

Freth Prince

Wheel-Fortune

Judge Judy X
Errt. Tonight

Seinfeld X
Wheel-Fortune

Real TV 8

Int. Tonight

Chronicle X
Fresh Prince

Jeopardy! X
Grace Under

Hard Copy X
FraaierX

JeopardylX

Newthour With Jim Lehrer X
Seinfeld X
Seinfeld X
Coach X

FrttierX

FraaierX

Coach U

Law I Order "Virus" X
MoneyllneX ICroatflreX"

Mllie MecDoneld: Happy

IWorld Series

Debt

Viewers

Tiny Toon

Swamp Thing"

Legend

ItwDBaywatch "The Lite You Save"

(500) "Forth* MomanryiM)
,

(4:45) \*Vi •S^rQWsTBfi

Intimate Portrait

Fight lor Right WeetdnRock

Doug X IRugrettX
Night Stalker "Zombie"

Home Again [Home Again

Lois a Clark-Supermen

Highlander : The Sertee X
Intide the NFL (In Stereo) x"

C - Campus

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30
Waah. Week

Family Metiers

Family Mattert

Sabrine-WHch Boy-World

Wall St Week

MaagoX
MeegoX

Connecticut Journal

Gregory Mines Step by S'ep

Gregory Hinet

You Wish

McLaughlin | Religion

Step by Step

Math Bridget "Blackout" X

iy-wona

** "Em*$tScar»dStupkr(\m, Comedy) Jim Vamey

Playert "Pilot" X JDaHllna (In Sleteo) X

Teen Angel X
Nath Bridget "Blackout" X
20/20 K

Homicide: Life on the Street X
•Seduced »ndB»trty<)d"{\9%, Suspense) Susan Lucci.

Play»rt "Pitot" X
VltilOf "Remember" (In Stereo)

PMyert "Pilot" X
Wash Week

Sabrlne-Witch Boy-World

Wail St. Week

Dateline (In Stereo) X
Millennium "Monster" X
Deteline (In Stereo) X
State Ware In

You With X
Follow Money

Teen Angel X
»*» "Internal Affairs" (1990, Drama] Richard Gere, Andy Garola.

I J. Fo»
~

|NHL Hockey Boston Bruins al Vancouver Canuckt. ._

o«'^ focJ<lblhTFiMh7
!
Tm&, FaPt8jy)MicfweljYoi(,ClirtttopherlJoycL [««* "Risky ButiMu" (1983) Tom 6fuae~

Biography: Mia Farrow

Prime Newt X |8urden-Prool

Gallagher: Stuck in the eOt

Wild Ditcovery: Tooth

America's Catties

Larry King Live X
Slnbad: Brain Damaged (R)

Newt IStorm

10:00 10:30
OCTOBER 17, 1997

LAPD

Homicide: Life on the Street X

Homicide: Ufa on the Street X
National Peak (Part 3 of 3) X
20V20 X

11:00 11:30
Nova "Faster Than Sound" X
NewtX

Newt X

Late Show X
Late Show X
Nightline X

Star Trek: Next Gener.
~

ITonlght Show'

Vibe

Seinfeld .«

Tonight Show

Deep Space 9

.Tonight Show
Charlie Roee (In Stereo)

NewtX INtgntHnel

Grand Tour

World Today X
Left Field | Howie Mendel'

Fangtl (R)

NHL Hockey: St Louis Blues at Chicago Blackhawks (Lwe) X
Untolved Myttarlet (In Stereo) |"M/rW«on theUn* Tht Crash ol Right r(1993, DwmtT

Jutttce Filet "Con Artists" (R)

Beavit-Butl [Beavls-Butt.

Kablaml IWonder YearF Wonder Yetrt |
Wonder Yean

Countdown to the 10 Spot

** WiWi Wiring*"IMhSw*™*) *****"$****«*<**

Real America: 41 Hourt "Fire" |Fireflghtert (Rj

Betketbatl McDonald's Championship X
Walker, Texas Ranger X [*#*H "FieldotDrum

Beavta-Butt. Apt. 2F (R)

Wonder Yeart Wonder Years

Friday the 13th: The Sertet I
Volcano Perk (R

Basketball

Law* Order "Wedded Bliss X
Sporttlllut. IMoneyllneX

Mike MacDonald: Happy

SportacanteTx

Homicide: Life on the Street X
Oddville, MTV
Wonder Yeart Wonder Yeart

Loveline

Night Stalker "Zombie"

Garth Live From Central Park

Real America: W Hourt "Fire"

McDonald's Championship x
l*4.U «bK~l.L'l,nir,\m*i, Fantasy) Kevin Cottner. II |«e l

VShoc*»r-(i9l»)(K

Ofi. 1Boxing Jose Lmt Lopez vs Ike Quartey (In Stereo Live] It '
| Chris RockX*

+» "Sw«X rVo«Nna"(l99S, Dramt) Michael Imperioii. wm \t** "A 7>na to XT (1996, Drama) Sandra Bullock, 'ft XJ6I
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Bruno By C. Baldw Robotman By Jim Meddick
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Cloning is the wave of the future

Get off my lawn
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Horoscopes
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) —

What you see is not always what you

get, but today things may seem
unusually easy to comprehend in this

vein. Hidden meanings are few.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) —
You should be able to make good
use of any spare time you may have

today; in fact, you can double up

your efforts quite often.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — Today, you may be tempted

to kill two birds with one stone, but

you'll realize that each will demand
your utmost attention.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)

— One phase is ending while anoth-

er is beginning, so you had better

know which is which as you tend to

each. Give yourself a break this

evening.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) —
What you find most annoying about

a rival may prove to be the one thing

about yourself you cannot tolerate.

Be fair in your appraisals.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) —
You may not be able to choose what

others are impressed by today, but it

is recommended that you take all the

praise you can get!

ARIES (March 21 - April 19) —
Do not let onlookers know that you

are uncomfortable with the atten-

tion: rather, use it to fuel your
endeavors. Results are improved.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
During any down-time today, you

are best to tend to one or two per-

sonal issues you've been neglecting

recently. Talk openly with a loved

one.

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20) —

Start talking about what upset you

most today, and you'll learn that

things are better than you think.

Listen to a son or daughter.

CANCER (June 21-July 22) —
You have had your chance; now
you should hand over the baton to

someone else with a creative spark

and a drive to succeed. Be a

teacher.

LEO (|uly 23-Aug. 22) — You
will be playing multiple roles today,

so you will have to work hard to

keep things straight in your thoughts

and imagination.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) —
Give others a break today, and don't

demand that they live up to your

almost impossible set of standards.

You are being too picky!

Close to Home By John McPherson

» ojF the 13iiy

44 the sky up above... zing boom
is caving in... wow bam

-Bjork

'It's oh so quiet"

"It's constructed out of the same soundproofing

material that NASA uses on the space shuttle,

and it's hypoallergenic."

Today's P.C. Menu
Cmll 343-2626 for more informatle

Franklin

LUNCH
Chicken Puks

Tuna Noodle Casserole

Pizza

see Horoscope

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

Spaghetti, Sausage and Sauce

Tofu Fajita

Quarter Pound Burgor

Worcester
LUNCH

Lightly Grilled Bread with Cheese Sandwich

Sloppy |oe (aka. Messy Ed)

Spaghetti/Tomato Sauce

Vegan Sloppy |oe (vegans can be sloppy too)

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

3 Cheese Macaroni

Tri-Bean Casserole

Italian Sausage Grinder

Hampshire

ACROSS
1 Suitcase
4 Ascend
9 Docile

13 Indignation

14 30s comic actor

Jack
15 Queen

Elizabeth, eg
1

6

Karate ranking
18 "Our Miss

Brooks"
1

9

Weighed down
20 Be inactive

22 Holes for

shoelaces
25 Adams or

Brickell

26 Duckling's papa
28 Make beloved
32 Coffee holder

35 Traffic sign

37 Okra dish

38 Anguished wail

40 Dwelt
42 Alehouses
43 Clumsy
45 More agreeable

47 Utter

48 Cotton Bowl site

50 Type of energy
52 Territory

54 Lasagna cheese
58 Salty snacks
62 Des Moines

resident

63 Major artery

64 Field goal

attempt

67 Light measure
68 Luau dances
69 None
70 Shakespearean

king

71 Heal estate—
72 Sault — Mane

DOWN
1 —Belt
2 Assortment

3 Hollow stone

4 007 portrayer

5 Hunting dog, for

short

6 Pres. nickname
7 Wire measures
8 Midler or Davis

9 Made an
appearance

10 He was
"Hawkeye"

1

1

Bump into

12 Sea eagle

1 5 Storming about

1 7 Tuesday o'

films

21 Citrus beverage

23 Follow

24 Coll of yarn

27 Graceland
name

29 Ostrich s

cousins

30 Swedish rock

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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10- 1 7-97 O 1997. united Feature SyrxHcaM

group
31 Optimistic

32 Servant
33 Arm bone
34 Celt

36 Style of a room
39 Splash
4 1 Where to get a

hero
44 Jane's mate
46 Most risque

49 View
51 Chess piece
53 Omega's

opposite
55 Some siblings

56 Unspoken
57 Place for a

bracelet

58 Become
tiresome

59 Lecherous
man

60 Columnist
Bombeck

61 Garden pest

65 Malt brew
66 Container

LUNCH
Cowburger

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Handcut Cod Sub with Fish on a Roll

Grilled Sneeze

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

Baked Fish with Herb Stuffing

Baked Herb Stuffed in Fish

Fajita of Chicken

Berkshire
LUNCH

Grilled Sneeze

Pizza

Vegan Sloppy |oe

Grileed Sneeze on Wheat

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

Duchess of Berkshire Meat Pie

Tri Bean Casserole

Italian Sweet Sausage Grinder

av's Smft

Night Editor

Photo Tcchnition

Copy Editor

Production Supervisor

Production Stall

Laura Stock

Chris Cesnick I
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College hoop

overshadows

World Series
I fully realize that as sports fans we

are on the cusp of a historic and
potentially amazing World Series.

With Florida the first expansion team

in rise to the top of the baseball world

so quickly and loaded with the

weapons needed to take home the tro-

phy, the "97 Series has the promise of

history in the making.

But there is something else that is

pulling at my interest as a fan —
Midnight Madness. That's right, the

official start to the 1997-98 college

basketball season is something I

have been waiting for since last

April.

This season promises to be a great

one. despite the departure of the leg-

endary Dean Smith and the preseason

problems at Michigan and Arizona
State.

Casev Kane

• • * - .

.

At Michigan, Casuell Russell, a

three-time All-American while a

Wolverine, is the front-runner for the

head job. No word on ASU appli-

cants, although the school was report-

edly talking to Utah coach Rick
Majerus.

The spotlight will shine on
first-year players this year, specifical-

ly the second coming of the Fab Five,

Duke's recruiting class.

And many will be waiting to see the

effect of the players who will join

their teams at mid-year: St. loseph's

Yah Davis: Duke's Ricky Price;

Kansas's Lester Earl: and. if things go

well in the classroom. Lamar Odom
at Rhode Island.

The clock strikes at midnight
tonight and the fun won't end until

March. The NCAA Championship is

only 1 64 days away.

• Speaking of college hoop, the

regional cover of The Sporting News'
collegiate preview has three players

pictured on the front: Syracuse's |ason

Hart. St. lohn's Zendon Hamilton:
and Villanova's |ohn Celestand.

The headline reads, "Who's the

team to beat in the Big East?"

Honestly, who cares? For years the

Big East has floundered, while the

Atlantic 10 has risen in prominence.

Proof positive was that the A- 10 gar-

nered five NCAA tournament bids last

year to the Big East's four.

This year looks to be more of the

same for the big money, big disap-

pointment league neighbor. And with

Rhode Island on the way up. Temple
and UMass consistent, and the suc-

cess of last year's St. loseph's and
Xavier's teams to build upon, the real

question is "Who's the real Beast of

the East?"

The answer is the Atlantic 10.

• Could there be a better example of

what baseball should be like than the

American League Championship
Series?

The best-of-seven series went to six

games, two in extra innings, and only

the first game was decided by more
than two runs.

The Florida Marlins and Atlanta

Braves provided a grand series, too.

But the grittiness of the ALCS was
what captured so many. That, and the

fact that with Albert Belle out of
Cleveland, makes it not so bad for the

Indians to win.

Still, this Series poses problems for

hardball purists. Cleveland, after all,

held the worst record of the AL
play-off teams, and Florida received

the NL wildcard. Still...

• The first line of yesterday's Boston

(Hoht- story about the New |ersey Nets,

who faced Rick Pitino 's Celtics at Rupp
Arena in Lexington, Ky. Wednesday
night, was: "(ayson Williams, a male,

HrjM he must be pregnant."

Say what?

Apparently, while Williams was
keeping a journal detailing life in the

NBA during the summer for GQ mag-
azine, he wrote that he had a "better

chance of becoming pregnant" than

returning to JMWJT,

Pitino — whose homecoming to the

arena where a jersey with his name
hangs from the rafters was ruined by

Williams and Co. — is slowly getting

things into order in Boston.

A rigorous conditioning program
in the preseason left several — play-

ers and fans included — questioning

his methods, but as Ron Mercer and
Antoine Walker well know, the sta-

mina i>- necessary for Pitino to run

the court the way he is accustomed
to.

The new coach is presented with

strength at the guard position.
Pitino has co-captain Dee Brown
and rookies Mercer and Chauncey
Billups available. Also in Celtic

green will be Tyus Edney, who
played in Sacramento last season.

I want to see Mercer get as much
time as possible, but my motives are

personal Mercer joins fellow Celtic

Walker on my fantasy basketball

team.

Casey Kane is u Collegian columnist.

Seniors (l-r) Liz Rutherford, Danielle Dion, Erica Iverson and Amy Burrill (not pictured) will play their last home games this weekend.

|OKMA KANSANfN / COLLEGIAN

UM seniors take last kicks on home pitch
Dion, Iverson, Rutherford and Burrill play out careers

By Kathleen Ralls

Collegian Staff

COUKTf SV MEDIA RELATIONS

Danielle Dion

The last home game is always an event

The whole family, including your
black sheep brother, comes to let \ou.

But it's a little different for the senior

athletes, because after lour years of

playing a game you've dedicated much
of your life to. you begin to realize that

your college playing days are coming to

an end.

It's | bittersweet time for four play-

ers on the Massachusetts women's soc-

cer team, who will be looking around *^—
Totrnan Field as players for the last time this weekend.

It's Senior Day on Sunday for the Minutewomen. as

they prepare to battle it out this weekend with Dayton

vvTTmiuv^oecer

No. 13 Massachusetts
vs

Dayton

loday 'i p.m.

today at 3 p.m., and Xavier on Sunday in a 1 p.m. start.

Both games will be held at Totman.

Sunday's game versus Xavier will be last home game of

the season for the Minutewomen, and the last time Erica

^^^^^^^^^_ Iverson, Danielle Dion, Liz

Rutherford, and Amy Burrill will don
the school colors at Totman.
According to UMass coach Jim Rudy,

it will be a very meaningful weekend
for the Minutewomen.
Dayton brings a team with a

12-1-0 record and the return of

Massachusetts all-time leading point

scorer Rebecca Myers, now an assis-
^™^^™ tant coach with the Flyers. Dayton
also brings the memory of their upset win over UMass last

Turn to WOMEN'S SOCCER, page 6

COURTESY MEDIA RELATIONS

Erica Iverson

Minutemen run with the Bulls

UMass to build

from last weeks
strong showing
By Jonathan M. Place

Collegian Staff

Last week, the Massachusetts
football team (1-5. 1-5 Atlantic

10) lost its second game in a row
to No. 5 Villanova. in I game that

even though goes down as a loss

might have turned their season
around.

Although the Minutemen lost

49-27, they posted all of their

points in the second half, never
once giving up the fight against the

Wildcats.

"It all comes down to we didn't

give up." senior quarterback
Anthony Catterton said. "The offen-

sive line gave there best perfor-

mance of the year They controlled

the line of scrimmage."

That's the key to tomorrow's
game against Buffalo.

The Minutemen will face the

Bulls tomorrow afternoon in

Buffalo. Kickoff is scheduled for 1

p.m.

The Bulls are 2-5 and are also

on a losing streak — four games in

a row — suffering blowouts in the

last two weeks from Connecticut
(55-0) and No. 1 Youngstown
State (52- 17).

With UMass in need of a victory

to salvage what little is left of this

season, and with the two-game
winning streak the Minutemen
have against the Bulls. Saturday's

non- conference game is shaping

up well for UMass
"Its a very important game, just

like any other," Catterton said.

"We played a good second half last

week and we've just got to carry

that over into this Buffalo game.
We have a really good chance of

winning. I hope things go our way
this time."

Last year, the Minutemen cat-

tle-prodded the Bulls 41-20, led

by former fullback Ron
Brockington, who ran for a

career-high 120 yards. It was the

last game that UMass' offense
dominated the line of scrimmage
for 60 minutes

Last week was the first time the

Minutemen's offense was able to

sustain any form of a drive. Led by

Catterton under center, UMass was
able to pick up 431 total yards

against the No. 3 team in the

nation.

"We've made some subtle

TvT

changes at blocking," offensive

coordinator Bob Colbert said. "It

makes me feel good in terms of

what the kids
gave in effort. We
ask them to chal-

lenge themselves
and challenge the

highly ranked
team that they are

playing and they

responded well to

that."

For the second
week in a row,
Anthony Catterton will get the

start at quarterback, replacing

sophomore leff Smith. Catterton

has started since the second half of

the UNH game Oct. 4.

One change that has been made
has been the

rotation of

running backs

throughout
the course of

the game.
Colbert has
made the deci-

sion in hopes
that keeping
his running
backs fresh at

all times will help the Minutemen
in the long run. Between Marcel

Turn to FOOTBALL, page 6

TootEaJT"™""™

assachusetts

Buffallo

Saturda^^ p.m.

I IIA RELATIONS

Senior quarterback Anthony Catterton takes the Minutemen up
against the Buffalo Bulls tomorrow.

Minutewomen on
a roll down stretch
By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

This is an inopportune time for the

La Salle field hockey team to visit the

University of Massachusetts, because

the team they will face tomorrow at

noon on the turf

of Richard F.

Garber Field is on
a serious roll.

In the span of

four days, the

Massachusetts field

hockey team (8-7)

has upset three of

the nation's Top
10 teams.

Wednesday, in

their first game in two weeks on their

home field, the Minutewomen took

care of No. 8 Providence, 2-0.

"It feels great to be back home,"
said freshman forward Kristen
Schmidt after Wednesday's win. "The
crowd [of parents] is always there,

even on the road, but it is so much

^^t'eudHockey

Massachusetts
vs

La Salle

saturdayNoon

nicer to be home."
But more importantly, UMass' win-

ning streak has brought the team
increased confidence.

"They are playing as a unit," said

UMass coach Patty Shea after this

week's win over the Friars. "With each

win their confi-

dence in the team

and their confi-

dence in each
other goes up."

That fact is evi-

denced by the

Minutewomen's
play. Their
strength on both

offensive and
defensive penalty

corners improved, and against PC,
UMass did not allow a comer in the

entire second half.

A few changes have enhanced
UMass' defensive comers, while con-

tinued refinement on offense has

Turn to FIELD HOCKEY, page 6

A-10 rivals present test

for No. 22 Minutemen
By Jackie Leroux

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts men's soccer

team hits the road this weekend,
looking to bring their up and down
play to the top once more.

They will take on Dayton on today

and Xavier on Sunday, both Atlantic

10 conference opponents. Both
games are crucial to the future of the

Minutemen.

The Dayton Flyers have been strug-

gling, with an over-

all record of 5-6-1

(2-3, A-10). They
have, however, yet

to be beaten at

home. The Dayton
squad has been led

this year by
Emmanuel Ayim
and Godfrey
Tenoff. Ayim leads

the team with 14 points, followed by

Tenoff with 1 1

.

Dayton is tied for eighth in the

A-10 conference with George
Washington, to whom UMass lost

last weekend. The Flyers are in the

midst of a slew of conference games,

with wins over St. Bonaventure and

and Temple.

Xavier should prove to be the

toughest challenge for the

Minutemen. UMass and Xavier are

tied for first in the A-10 rankings.

Xavier has an overall record of
7-6-1. and are unbeaten in the con-

ference, at 5-0-0.

The Musketeer's attack is led this

season by Koen Kuiken. who has 1

3

points, including five goals. Xavier
has outscored its opponents by a

margin of 1 5-6. They are coming off

a 0-3 loss to

r?Men's Soccer

No.22 Massachusetts
®

Dayton

St. loseph's and losses to Duquesne

Bowling Green
on Wednesday,
prior to which
they had a

four-game win
streak, all over
A- 10 oppo-
nents.

After enjoyingM^BHBB a four-game win
streak of their own, the Minutemen
hit a losing skid last weekend, drop-
ping games to conference foes
Virginia Tech and George
Washington. After upset wins over
nationally ranked teams, UMass had
found themselves in the Top 25
national polls and riding high atop

Turn to MEN'S SOCCER, page 6
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Page 2 Dining Out

Welcome to the Fall 1997 installment

of the Dining Out guide.

This guide is a special publication of

the Massachusetts Daily Collegian

and is designed to help you choose

where to dine in the Pioneer Valley.

Restaurants are separated by town

and listed alphabetically.

Amherst Delicatessen Amherst Restaurant &
233 North Pleasant Street,

Amherst

413-549-6314

Atmosphere:
Casual

Type of Food:

Delicatessen

Average Price:

$4.5046.95

Most Popular Dish:
Lizzie Special or Deli Club

Amherst Chinese Food
62 Main Street, Amherst

413-253-2813

Pizzeria

1 185 North Pleasant Street,

North Amherst

413-549-6643

Atmosphere:
Family Style

Type of Food:
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner, Pizza,

Calzones, Pasta

Average Price:

$2.00 and Up.

Most Popular Dish:
Breakfast -Brie + Scallion Omelet,

Pizza-Amherst Special

Manager's Quote:
"Still serving the best breakfast in

town, formally Daisy's"

The Massachusetts
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Andy's Pizza

175 University Drive, Amherst

413-256-8147/413-256-8148

Atmosphere:
Family Oriented

Type of Food:
Pan Pizza, Italian Dinners

Average Price:

$6.00/Person

Most Popular Dish:
Pizza

Bananarama / Good
Thyme Deli

The Collegian wants to

send you and a friend
to dinner!

Fill out this form and return
It to 113 Campus Center by
October 30fh for a chance
to win!

Address :_

Phone:

Return to the

college at 113 DAILY COLLEGIAN
Campus Center. . ailTliiiiTiiii J«J BDzamsaoza

(basement) Limit one entry per person Employees ol Collegian are not eligible

Dining Out Page J

Be sure to submit your entry for a FREE dinner

for two on page 2 of this issue!

25 North Pleasant Street,

Amherst

413-253-2774

Bell's Pizza House
65 University Drive, Amherst

413-549-1311

Atmosphere:
Plenty

Type of Food:
Pizza, Grinders, Spaghetti, Salad

Average Price:

$5.00

Most Popular Dish:

Tuna & Meatball Grinders, all

Pizzas

Manager's Quote:
"We are the oldest pizza in

Amherst; 30 years old."

Bertucci's

51 East Pleasant Street, Amherst

413-549-1900

Atmosphere:
Fun and Lively

Type of Food:
Italian

Average Price:

$6.00- $10.00

Most Popular Dish:

Rigatoni with broccoli and chick-

en

Manager's Quote:
"The World's Best Pizza!!"

Classe Cafe
168 North Pleasant Street,

Amherst

413-253-2291

Atmosphere:
Casual- Home Style

Type of Food:
Homemade Breakfast, Baked

Goods, Soups, Burgers &. Salad

Average Price:

$3.00-15.00

Most Popular Dish:

Super Veggie Omellette and

Grilled Cheeseburgen with fresh

cut tries

Manager's Quote:
"Gel in here, the sooner you find

us, the happier you'll be."

Delano's

57 North Pleasant Street,

Amherst

413-253-5141

Atmosphere:
Fun

Type of Food:
Award Winning Burgers, Hand

Cut Fries, ck Salads; Home ot The

Original Overstuffed Deli

Sandwich

Average Price:

Under $5.00

Most Popular Dish:

Burger/ Fries or CBC

Manager's Quote:
"Champagne dining with beer

prices."

D. P. Dough
96 North Pleasant Street,

Amherst

413-256-1616

Atmosphere:
Take Out 6k Delivery

Type of Food:
Caizones

Average Price:

$4.50

Most Popular Dish:

Calzones

Manager's Quote:
"Fast food, Low Prices, Great

( "ahones."

Judie's Restaurant

51 North Pleasant Street,

Amherst

413-253-3491

Atmosphere:
Upscale Casual

Type of Food:

Creative Continental, Lots of

Vegetarian Dishes and

Low Fat Specials. Famous for

Popovers and Deserts

Average Price:

$4.99 tor Lunch Special to $8.99-

$10.50 range

Most Popular Dish:

( thicken Ravioli and Walnuts w/

Salad w/ Poppy Seed Pressing and

French Bread

Manager's Quote:
"Home of the Popover."

La Cucina Di Pinocchio

30 Boltwood Walk, Amherst

413-256-4110

Atmosphere:
( 'isiial but Elegant

Type of Food:
Italian with Mediterranean

Influences

Average Price:

$13.95

Most Popular Dish:

Lobster Fettucini

New India Restaurant

17 Kellogg Ave, Amherst

413-253-4200

Atmosphere:
Casual

Type of Food:
Indian

Average Price:

$6.50- $10.95

Most Popular Dish:

Chicken Masala, Chicken Shah

Manager's Quote:
"Best Indian Food in the Valley."

Panda East

103 North Pleasant Street,

Amherst

413-256-8923

Pioneer Vallev Coffee

96 North Pleasant Street,

Amherst

413-253-5900

Atmosphere:
Quaint Coffee Shop Setting

Type of Food:
Specialty Coffee (Hot or Iced); 18

Flavored Coffee

Average Price:

$1.10

Tub ^_Hatch FOOD
COURT

i erri i a*ki :

Tme Unvtn Gbu.

Sovol k Srtad

So Much Food. ..So Many Choices.. .So Join Us.. .For Lunch
Located in the Basement of the Student Union

brought to you by Campus Center Food Services

T-MrX
Totally Mexican
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Most Popular Dish:
Gourmet coffee from around the

world.

Manager's Quote:
"We offer our customers the Best

of the Best."

The Pub
1 5 East Pleasant Street, Amherst

413-549-1200

Atmosphere:
Casual

Type of Food:
Ten Page Menu with Sandwiches,

Mexican, Dinner and Sunday

Brunch

Average Price:

$5.00- $7.00

Most Popular Dish:
Half Pound Fresh Ground Angus

Beef Pub Burger

Manager's Quote:
"You won't find us on Route 9."

Rafters Sports Bar &
Restaurant

422 Amity Street, Amherst

413-549-4040

Atmosphere:
Casual Sports Motif

Type of Food:
Informal and Huge Servings

Average Price:

$6.00

Most Popular Dish:
Buffalo wings and Burgers

Manager's Quote:
"Front row seats for all sporting

events."

The Raw Carrot

9 East Pleasant Street, Amherst

413-549-4240

Atmosphere:
Casual, Cafe

Type of Food:
Fresh Juices, Soups, Chili, Salads,

Sandwiches

Average Price:

$5.50

Most Popular Dish:
Pesto Melt Sandwich

$T
MEMBER
O.C.M.P.

s*^^
\

W» ACCEPT
ALL MAJOR

CREDIT CARDS.

Can We Build One For You?
Serving Sandwiches, Bagels 8e Lox,

Fresh Soups &? Salads, Take Out.

• DELIVERIES CALL 549-6314 •
• OPEN UNTIL 9p.m. •

Manager's Quote:
"You are what you eat, fresh food

is hest.
"

The Sub
43 East Pleasant Street, Amherst

413-549-5160

Atmosphere:
Casual

Type of Food:
Pizza, Subs

Average Price:

$6.00

Most Popular Dish:
Everything!

BELCHERTOWN

Club 2 1 Grill

Route 21 Belchertown MA
413-323-4118

Atmosphere:
Ocean Paradise

Type of Food:
Steaks, Prime Rib, Munchies

Average Price:

$5.99 &. Up

Most Popular Dish:

Greek Fare

Manager's Quote:
"Atmosphere, food, & entertain-

ment second to none!!."

Seasons Restaurant

529 Belchertown Road (Route 9),

Belchertown 1 1/2 miles East of

Amherst Center 413-253-9909 &
413-256-8700

Atmosphere:
Rustic and Romantic

Type of Food:
Tradition New England Dinner

and Sunday Buffet

Brunch

Average Price:

$9.95- $17.00

Most Popular Dish:
Prime Rio and Seafood

Manager's Quote:
"A Special Place for a Special

Occasion."

( Pina )

( Subs )

)
(Calzoncs

( WI DEUVtRl )
Hours: 11am - 2am

549-5160
member O.C.M.P

*

HADLEY

Burger King
353 Russell Street, Route 9,

Hadley

413-584-5H0

Atmosphere:
Casual

Type of Food:
Fast Food

Average Price:

$2.99

Most Popular Dish:

$ .99 Whoppers

Casa Antonio
Rt. 9 Hadley

413-586-3880

Atmosphere:
Casual

Dining Out Page 5

Type of Food:
Italian

Average Price:

$8.95

Most Popular Dish:

Charbroiled Swordfish

Manager's Quote:
"Try us once, and you'll stay with

us forever."

Chili's Grill & Bar

438 Russell Street, Hadley

413-253-4008

Atmosphere:
Casual

Type of Food:
Southwest Cuisine

Average Price:

$5-$13

Most Popular Dish:

Fajitas

Manager's Quote:
"Give us a try."

Friendlv's

455 Russell St, Hadley

413-253-7640

Atmosphere:
Family Restaurant

Type of Food:

Fill out the form on page 2!

Taipei &
Tokyo :X

GHrmsB & Japarmse foatMmnt

nme-m br take-out

UtfT CERTffTCATES
AVAtlABlE

^^ (413) 583-1S88
v^^ Open 7 Days J^

18 Main Street r
^ampton, MA 01060

Family Dining

Average Price:

$5.00-$8.00

Most Popular Dish:

Turkey Club Supermelt and Steak

Dinners

Manager Quote:
"Friendly, fast service everyday."

Kai Chi
335 Russell Street, Hadley

413-586-2774

Atmosphere:
Contemporary, Casual

Type of Food:
Sze-chuan & Hunan Cuisine

Average Price:

$8.00

Most Popular Dish:

General Tso's Chicken

Pete's Drive4n
287 Russell Street, Route 9,

Hadley

413-585-0241

EARTHF00DS CAFE

EARTHF<S>@DS CAFE

EARTHF@@DS CAFE

A COOrERMimr MANACEt. STUDENT RUM CAFE fKOVIOING

IEUCI0US YET INEXPENSIVE VECETARIAN MEALS

®NE ®F THE FEW PLACES ®N CAITIPUS

WHERE STAfF. FACULTY AND
STUDENTS C®ITIE T®G£TH£R Tffi

CREATE C®mmUNITY.

PONT BE LEFT OUT.

SCRV1NQ 11-3. CDONDAy THRU
KR11WJ IN THC STUDCNT UNION

SUPPORT STUDENT BUSINESSES

EARTHF<SK8>DS CAFE

EARTHF<8K0DS CAFE

EARTHF<3K8>DS CAFE

Atmosphere:
Casual, Outdoor •

Type of Food:
American, Fast Food

Average Price:

$1.5044.00

Most Popular Dish:

2 Burgs for 2 Bucks

Manager's Quote:
"Burgers the way they're meant to

be!"

Pizza Hut
424 Russell Street, Hadley

413-253-9787

Atmosphere:
Casual

Type of Food:
Pizza

Average Price:

$12.00 for two people

Most Popular Dish:

Pizza

Manager's Quote:

"All You Can Eat Buffet, Monday-

Friday 11:30-2:00"

BUFFALO WINCS
ON

SUN, MON&TUES
NICHTS

7PM TILL CLOSE

BUD DRAFf
ON SPECIAL
WE NOW ACCEPT

OCMP
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1) Applebee's

2) Andy's Pizza

3) Bell's Pizza House

4) Bertucci's

5) Amherst Deli

6) Classe Cafe

7) Ground Round

8) Delano's

9) Papa John's

10) D. P. Dough

11) The Hatch

12) Judie's Restaurant

13) La Cucina Di Pinocchio

14) New India

Restaurant

15) Pioneer Valley

Coffee

16) The Pub

17) Rafters Sports Bar &

Restaurant

18) The Raw Carrot

19) The Sub

20) People's Market

21) TOC Bar & Grill

22) Earthfoods

23) Panda East

24) Amherst Chinese

25) Bananarama/Good Thyme

Deli

26) Pete's Drive-ln

27) Season's Restaurant

28) Pizza Hut

29) Burger King

30) Chili's Grill & Bar

31) KaiChi

PRESENTED BY

^~>l The Massachusetts Daily

Collegian

Restaurants Not
Appearing on Maps

BEICHERTOWN

Club 21 Grill

Take Rte. 9 to Bekhertown, right onto

202, left onto Rte. 21

SUNDERLAND

Goten
North on Rte. 116, approx. 1 /2 mile

past CKHside Apts.

NORTH AMHERST

Bub's Bar-BO
Rt. 1 16 North heading towards

Sunderland

BOCMP
The OffCampus Meal Plan
|888} 2 1 1 - O C M P

Not all of the restaurants listed are members of OCMP.
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NORTHAMPTON

Fitzwillv's Restaurant

23 Main Street, Northampton

413-584-8666

Atmosphere:
Casual

Type of Food:
Eclectic

Average Price:

$5.95-$12.95

Manager's Quote:
"Serving great food until

Midnight, every night!"

Fresh Pasta Co.
249 Main Street, Northampton

413-586-5875

Atmosphere:
Casual & Friendly

Type of Food:
Fresh Pastas, Grilled Specials,

Salads &. Sandwiches

Average Price:

$4.50-$6.95

Most Popular Dish:
Parmesan Chicken Asparagus &

Pesto and Salmon Caesar Salad

Manager's Quote:
"We're a small neighborhood

restaurant that serves unpreten-

tious fare in generous portions at

reasonable prices to a loyal clien-

tele"

Ichiban Japanese &
Korean Restaurant

1 Roundhouse Plaza,

Northampton

413-585-1185

Type of Food:
Sushi, Seafood, Meat

Average Price:

$8.50- $18.50

Most Popular Dish:
Sushi

La Cazuela Restaurant

7 Old South Street, Northampton

413-586-0400

Atmosphere:
Casual Table- Cloth Dining

Type of Food:
Cuisine from Mexico and the

American Southwest

$2.00 OFF -.

Sunday Brunch

with this ad!

HOME of"

51

Average Price:

$5.00-$9.00/ entree

Most Popular Dish:
A great new special menu comes

out every 4-6 weeks

Manager's Quote:
"We offer an extraordinary tequila

list, superb margaritas, a tasteful

wine selection, and warm hospital-

ity that reflects western heritage."

La Veracruzana
3 1 Main Street, Northampton

413-586-7181

Atmosphere:
Family, warm

CHOW DOWN
AT THE

CHEW CHEW STATION
Catch these dinner specials Monday through Thursdays

from 4-7pm; Fridays 4-6pm and Sundays 1 :30-7pm

$6.99 - $10.99
Choose from

PRIME RIB, SHRIMP & SCALLOPS DEPOT, LASAGNE,

CHICKEN PARMESAN AND LOTS MORE!

fHfe

DETOT

Type of Food:
Mexican

Average Price:

$5.00

Most Popular Dish:
Burritos

Martini's

5 Bridge Street, Northampton

413-584-1197

Atmosphere:
No dress code- Casual

Type of Food:
French & Italian

Average Price

$12.95- $14.95

Most Popular Dish:

Shrimp stuffed center cut tender-

loin topped w/

lobster sauce

Manager's Quote:
"Honest food in the Valley."

Taipei & Tokyo
18 Main Street, Northampton

413-582-1888

Wendy's Old Fashioned

Hamburgers
203 King Street, Northampton

413-584-0718

Atmosphere:
Fast Food Restaurant / Casual

Dining

Type of Food:
Salad Bar, Hamburg w/ Combo
Special, Baked Potatoes, Chicken

Sandwiches 6k Frostys

Average Price:

$5.00

125A Pleassant Street

Downtown Northampton 586-5366

Hungry
I thought so..

'
Hi ,|/f BPM

nm RMi nwv /

"

smut t\ J of < low1

Excellence

in

Japanese Cosine

OF
AP AN

COOKING AT YOUR TABLE
TWO DINNERS FOR $ 1 8

SHRIMP \\l>Sll\k( <>\miv\iio\

TWO DINNERS FOR $ I 8
SI IRIMP AM ) S( \l I ( )|> (. ( >MR|\\ 1 H )\

TWO DINNERS FOR $ 1 5

S II \K -\\n 1 1 HC,M\COMBI\*
siii i\i\sm\\ini\ui sih) iuisim & SUM

reservation*
today!

(413J665 .VS2.M

St. 1 16
<
vundtrland

_ All lhnnrrs include salad, vegetable

™ noodle, soup, rice tea C see cream

Function Room available for your party

Casual Dress • Full Bar • Exotic Specials • Take the Sunderland

Bus from campus -get dropped off at our front door

Dining Out Page 9

Most Popular Dish:
Salad Bar, Combos, Pitas

SUNDERLAND

Bub's Bar~B~Q
Route 1 16, Sunderland

413-548-9630

Atmosphere:
No Frills

Type of Food:
Bar-B-Q

Average Price:

$8.95-$9.95

Most Popular Dish:
Rihs

Manager's Quote:
"Best BBQ in the Northeast."

Goten
Route 1 16, Sunderland

413-665-3628

Atmosphere:
Fcx>d prepared right in front of you

at tappan style tables

Type of Food:
Excellent Japanese Cuisine

Average Price:

$11.00/meal, $15.00-$ 18.00/ two

dinner specials

Most Popular Dish:
Steak &. Seafood

Manager's Quote:
"Relax as our chefs prepare your

meal entirely at

your tappan style tables."

UMass
(ON^CAMPUS)

Earthfoods

Commonwealth Room (UMASS
Student Union)

413-545-1554

Atmosphere:
Pleasant

Type of Food:
Inexpensive, Vegetarian/Vegan

Healthy Food

Average Price:

$3.00/meal

Most Popular Dish:
Sesame Tomato Tortellini, Soup,

Salad, Dessert

Manager's Quote:
"Live well, eat at Earthfoods and

help support student collectives."

People's Market
Rear of Student Union (UMass)

413-545-2060

Atmosphere:
Fun & Funky

Type of Food:
Healthy Alternative Snacks

Average Price:

Under $1.00

Most Popular Dish:
Bagels and Coffee

Manager's Quote:
"We are 25 students working

together to serve you."

TOC Bar & Grill

1 1 th Floor Campus Center

Amherst

413-545-3217

Atmosphere:
Casual, great view , sports bar

Type of Food:
Pub style menu

Average Price:

$1.95-$5.75

Most Popular Dish:
Chicken Wings & Burgers

Manager's Quote:
"At the TOC, we are down with

OCMP."

WEST BROOKFIELD

Salem Cross Inn
Route 9, West Brookfield

508-867-2345

Atmosphere:
Early American

Type of Food:
Traditional New England

Favorites

Average Price:

$10.95422.95

Most Popular Dish:
Fireplace Roasted Prime Rib of

iUDch buffet

11:30 #M - 2:00 tH
Lunch Buffet!
Buy One,
Get One
FREE!

Ptwa
•Hut

Ail- You Can-Cat
Lunch Buffet
Available

Monday . Friday
11:30 -2am

Includes pfaia, breadsticlrs,
salad, and dassart.

20 at. FeastS $1.20

Plesrr mmnon offit wtifs. ordftnt. Our coupon p«
paly p« visit it pirvipdmp Puzi KutC In anotv

Not vatd in cornbaiabon wnt» aiy othu oHci or

coupon.

C 1997 The Horuon I'ofcrtor Inc

iKpires I1r30'199?

2 MEDIUM
1-TOPPING
PIZZAS

$10
Plwr motion off* whm ordmng. Cor roupo« per

paly pei md « | .rtK anitine Pizza Hutft lm abort.*

Not vvjd m tcmbtDiOon with try other orter or

coupon

C 1 997 The Horizon Colkvtwr. Inc

Expl'cs " ittO/l 99/

Lunch Buffet!
Buy One,
Get One
FREE!

Slut

All-Yo* Can-Eat
Luacft Buffet
Available

Monday - Friday
11;30- 2pm

i* ptua, breadstlcks,
salad, and dessert.

20o.. Feesl* S1.J0

Plrs*r rumoos offer worn ordomg. One coupon pa
paly p« viat d panapttne Pan Hunt locations

Not vdid m roetbamon wen aiy odm ofin 01

roapon

C 1997 1V Horucs C olttovt. for

bipires V.KV199/

LARGE
CHEESE
PIZZA

POT
-Hut

$6.99
Ftwt meoftaoo ofler when ordenajt Oct covpon per

pwty per vuit « ptrtaprtaj Pta» Hut* locaboos

Not rtkA m rawhwtikm witji my oowi offs ot

I Q>tf It

C 1997 The Hrm/on foiertive hv

LipfAs i*''30MW7

Hadley Pizza Hut • 424 Russell Street (Next to Stop&Shop) • Hadley • 253-9787

WF ACCFPT MOST PAPA JOHN'S AND DOMINO'S COUPONS •
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Beef, Chowder of the Sea

Manager's Quote:

"A warm welcome awaits UMass

students and parents."

Call: 586-7772

33 1 Russell Street - Route 9

Hadley, Massachusetts

Delivery & Carry-out - Limited Delivery Area

_ ^pijjj. UNCI I ____

La CazuelaRESTAUR ANT
T|;j4^,P!Wl..rJI.'l:l:IM.I,|.

BREAKFAST
TILL 9 PH.

Hand made cooking . seasonal menu

superb margaritas . . . extraordinary tequila list

. . . warm hospitality!

Please join us.

• .
Dinner Every Night

Downtown Northampton

Across From The Parking Garage

RtMEMDER:
'All HOMtMAfJE'

YOU ARE WEIAt yOU EAl.

Mon - Sat 7am-9pm
Sunday Brunch 7-3

EAl rlt/Wy, fA! Ik,l)l, EM SU.IH, » Al SMARI, rA! IMAIUIwl, fAI VK,<,il
,
IAI SOUp

7 OLD SOUTH STREET
N O R T H A M P T O N
4 13*5 86 • 0400

EAT GOOD T'S HERE

168 N. Pleasant St. Amherst 253-2291

O.C.M.P. Welcome

D Little Neighborhood Place

Serving Op III four Favorites!

*&*
FIRST THINGS Flf5ST

Buffalo Chicken Wings

Spicy wings with celery sticks & bleu cheese

dressing

$5.49

$5.49Quesadillas

Two cheeses, bacon & pico de gallo grilled

between tortillas with guacamole, sour cream &
salsa

Fajita quesadillas with your choice of fajita-

marincrted chicken breast or sirloin steak.

$6.99

Supreme Nachos $6.25

Crispy tortilla chips with chili, Cheddar, jalapehos.

lettuce, tomatoes, sour cream & fresh guacamole.

Topped with fajita-marinated chicken

breast or sirloin steak add $ 1 .00

THE PERFECT COMB

Chicken Fajita Rollup Combo $7.29

"Combo-sized" flour tortilla topped with melted

Jack & Cheddar, fajita chicken, shredded lettuce

& pico de gallo & served with Mexi-Ranch dipping

sauce. Combine with your choice of a bowl of

soup, bowl of chili, a dinner salad or small Caesar

salad.

Salsa Club Rollup Combo $7.29

Sliced smoked turkey breast & ham rolled in a

"Combo-sized" flour fortilla. topped with melted

Jack & American & served with salsa. Combine

with your choice of a bowl of soup, bowl of chili,

a dinner salad or small Caesar salad

All burgers are one-half pound of 100% pure ground

beef, char-broiled & served with lettuce, tomato,

pickle & red onion slice. Burgers are served with

your choice of Fries, Onion Peels, or Mixed Green

Salad.

Applebee Burger $6.49

Double-decker quarter pound patties,

grilled with two cheeses, sauteed onions, lettuce,

tomato 8c creamy mustard sauce on a toasted

hoagie roll.

YOU BELONG AT APPLEBEE'S
TM

We're Open:
Sunday - Thursday

Friday & Saturday

1 1 :30 am - Midnight

11:30 am- 1:00 am

Try Our Delicious Brunch:

Sunday 1 0:00 am - 3:00 pm

DAILY SPECIALS
MONDAY:

Steak Special - All Day - $2.00 OFF
House Sirloin, Smothered Sirloin and Bourbon Street Steak

TUESDAy:
Fajita Special - All Day - $2.00 OFF

Steak or Chicken Fajitas

WEDNESDAY:
All-You-Can-Eat Riblcts - $9.99

SUNDAY - THURSDAY: 10 pm - Close

1/2 Price Nachos, Moziarella

Sticks & Onion Peels

NEIGHBORHOOD
SPECIALTIES

Applebee s House Sirloin

A 9-oz. choice sirloin steak served with your

choice of two sides Served with Boboli® Oven

Bread.

$9.49

Smothered with sauteed onions,

mushrooms & green peppers.

Riblet Platter

Over a pound of slow hickory-roasted rib tips

in our spicy Bar-B-Que sauce served with your

choice of two sides

$9.99

$9.39

$8.89Smothered Chicken
Our char-broiled, marinated chicken breast

topped with Monterey Jack & Cheddar, sauteed

mushrooms, green peppers & onions & served

with your choice of two sides. Served with BobolP

Oven Bread

Without cheese, mushrooms, green

peppers & onions.
hi

$8.29

low'f&t AND FAB

$7.29Low-Fat Garlic Chicken Pasta

Angel hair pasta tossed in a rich garlic herb

broth then topped with fresh steamed vegetables

& a lemon herb chicken breast. Less than 10

grams of fat.

Low-Fat Veggie Quesadilla $5.49

Fresh mushrooms, red peppers, onion, broccoli

& carrots smothered in non-fat shredded Cheddar/

Mozzarella blend & sandwiched

between two ai^pjtf wheat tortillas

Served with ^M ^^ fat-free sour

cream & M B shredded lettuce

Less than 10 grams of fat.

Hpplebee's

Bacon Cheese Chicken Grill $6.25

A char-broiled, marinated chicken breast with

bacon strips & Cheddar on a multi-grain bun with

lettuce, tomato & onion. Served with creamy

Dijon Mustard sauce.

Without bacon & cheese $5.49

Club House Grill $5.69

Applebee s signature hot club sandwich with

warm sliced ham & smoked turkey, Cheddar,

tomatoes, mayonnaise & Bar-B-Que sauce on

thick-sliced grilled sourdough bread.

Smoked Turkey & Jack Croissant

Shaved smoked turkey breast, served warm
with Monterey Jack & mayo.

$5.25

FIELD OF GREEN
Grilled Chicken Caesar Salad

Medium: $5.29 Full: $6.99

The classic combination of crisp romaine, garlic

croutons & fresh grated Parmesan, all tossed in a

tangy Caesar dressing. Topped witha char-broiled

chicken breast. Served with Boboli® Oven Bread.

Classic Caesar without chicken $4.99

Oriental Chicken Salad

Medium: $5.29 Full:

$6.99

Crisp Oriental greens topped with chunks of

crunchy Chicken Fingers, toasted almonds & crispy

rice noodles tossed in a Oriental vinaigrette

JUST ENOUGH
Riblet Basket $6.99

A hearty portion of slow hickory-roasted rib

tips basted in our spicy Bar-B-Que sauce &

served with fries

Chicken Fingers Basket $6.49

Breaded chicken tenderloins, fried & served

with French fries & honey mustard sauce

Fajita Quesadillas $6.99

Your choice of our famous sirloin steak or chicken

fajita meat folded into crisp cheese, pico de

gallo & bacon quesadillas Served with

guacamole, sour cream & salsa.

i MenuSmall Sample of Entire Menu

You'll Find Us At:

100 Westgate Center Drive

( Route 9 & 116 - next to Staples)

Neighborhood Grill & Bar Phone. 2535799



Style Men
Weekly Drink Special*

Draft, Micro Brews, Full

J ange /• 1 T^ HnV & &*^\ DELIVERS
Ail
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And yourmom thoughtyou couldn't live

without her...

Supplemental Plans

Available for those on campus
FOR MORE INFO:

1-888-21 1-6267

"Best

Barbecue

Joint in

New England

from USA Today

to Yankee

Magazine ViiulEOF

Authentic
Japanese
Restaurant

Ribs • Chicken

Hickory Smoked Pork

Catfish • Red Snapper

Gator Tail w/Hushpuppies

Open Daily
LUNCH AND DINNER
Eat in or Under the Tent

RTE. 1 16 • OLD AMHERST RD • SUNDERLAND

413/548-9630

ICHI BAN

~F XI7

J

NORTHAMPTON
413-585-1185

Homemade
FRESH PASTA, TORTELL1NI.

RAVIOLI & SAUCES
SOUPS, SALADS,
SANDWICHES

Charcoal grilled ENTREES
ROTISSERIE CHICKEN

-QUICK SERVICE-
- GREATPRICES -

TAKEOUT
AVAILABLEANYTIME!!

Gift

Certificates

Available

SUSHI BAR

T ATAMI ROOM
JAPANESE STYLE

PARTY ROOMS FREE!!!

Open Sun. 2 - 9 p.m.

Mon. - Thurs. II - 9 p.m.

Fri. & Sat. until 10 p.m.

249 Main Street

Northampton 586-5875

FAX 585-5882
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"Here

and now"

Letters to Cleo
hit Boston last

week, promoting
their new album
Co.' Check out Kay
Hanley's interview

with the Collegian

(see Arts fir Living,

page 6).

Midnight Madness
hits Mullins

It's a new year
for Bruiser Flint and
the Minutemen,
who kicked off the

season with
Midnight Madness
on Friday night (see

Sports, page 1 0).

WORLD

Embryo creation may
lead to human cloning

LONDON (AP) — British scientists

have created a frog embryo without a

head, a technique that may lead to

the production of headless human
clones to grow organs and tissue for

transplant, The Sunday Times report-

ed.

None of the embryos grown by sci-

entists at Bath University were
allowed to live longer than a week,

the newspaper reported in its early

edition Saturday.

But the scientists believe the tech-

nique could be adapted to grow
human organs such as hearts, kid-

neys, and livers in an embryonic sac

living in an artificial womb.
Many scientists believe human

cloning is inevitable following the

birth of the sheep Dolly, the world's

first cloned mammal, at a laboratory

in Scotland. Scientists at The Roslin

Institute in EdinDurgh created Dolly

using cells from the udder of a dead

sheep. The Sunday Times said the two
techniques could be combined so

that people needing transplants could

have organs "grown to order" from

their own cloned cells.

The genetic composition of grown
organs would exactly match those of

the patient, eliminating the threat of

rejection. It would also ease the short-

age of organs for transplant.

NATION

Bombs found

at train wreck site

ROSEVILLE, Calif. (AP) — A military

bomb squad yesterday destroyed
eight unexploded Vietnam War-era

bombs which railroad workers found
while replacing tracks in an area

where a similar bomb was discovered

two weeks ago.

The bombs were found Saturday as

the workers replaced tracks in a spot

where a single bomb was uncovered

Oct. 6. The site is near an area where

a train load of bombs exploded 24
years ago. About 500 people living

nearby were evacuated late Saturday

before the bomb squad dug holes and
blew up the bombs. There were no
injuries, but the blasts caused minor

damage to dozens of nearby homes,

including broken windows and wall

cracks. Residents were later allowed to

return.

It is "very, very possible" that the

site, where a train filled with ammuni-
tion exploded in 1973, is harboring

additional unexploded bombs, sher-

iff's Sgt. |im Cooper said.

Union Pacific officials have suspend-

ed renovation work at the yard until at

least today, when railroad and sheriff's

officials were to begin determining

whethpr any other bombs are hidden.

Experts from the Army Corps of

Engineers were expected to inspect

the yard.

Six of the bombs were described as

being in good condition, with the

other two badly damaged by workers

in their earth-moving equipment.
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Students at Westfield State say Howard Ziff honored upon

alcohol ban has been ineffective retirement from journalism

By Paul Hayes
Collegian Staff

WESTFIELD — While the University of Massachusetts

Board of Trustees decide on whether or not to make UMass

a dry campus in December, students at Westfield State

College say that making their school a dry campus has not

worked, despite the assertions of campus officials to the

contrary.

Westfield's ban, which is in its first semester of enact-

ment, is accompanied by new, tougher enforcement poli-

cies.

The duty of doing rounds in the dorms, formerly per-

formed by resident assistants, is now done by Campus
Institutional Police Officers.

Violation! of the alcohol ban result in greater penalties as

well.

First time offenders are suspended from the Westfield

campus for Bva consecutive weekends, are required to per-

form five hours of community service and have to pay $50

to take an alcohol and drug education class

Second time offenders are suspended from housing, third

time offenders are expelled from the school.

"They're trying to scare you out of drinking," one under-

age sophomore female said. "It hasn't solved anything."

Ion Berman, 22, a senior elementary education major at

Westfield. said the policy is a joke.

"You can't take alcohol away from kids no matter how
hard you try," he said. "It's impossible to enforce, they're

just trying to appease the public."

Marino Deterlizzi. an Institutional Security Officer (ISO)

at Westfield State for four years, said students may be

drinking as much as ever, but still thinks the alcohol ban

has been highly effective.

"The quality of lite is 100 percent better." he said. "There

has been less vandalism, lire alarms, and fights this year."

According to Deterlizzi, in the first month of the last

school year, campus wide damage was in excess of $4,000,

while it only amounts to $146 this year.

"Students may still be drinking, but they're doing it

responsibly, in their rooms, not attracting attention," he

said. "Because if they do. thev attract us, and we bust

them."

Every minor questioned about the alcohol ban, respond-

ed that they do drink and often do so in the dorms, and that

it's easy to get alcohol into dorms.

One underage freshman male, Mark, who lives on cam-

pus said he lone* approximately 10 people found in viola-

tion of the alcohol policy, and that he and his friends still

"drink everything."

There are three sections of the school where drinking is

allowed, two being sections of about 10 rooms in the

dorms, and the senior apartments located on campus.

People of age, including Sarah Gladis. 21, are not

allowed to bring alcohol into their rooms if they live in the

majority of dorm areas affected by the ban.

Minors can live on the alcohol permitted floors if they

have a roommate who is 21 or over, one student said.

Other minors said that if students know a resident of the

alcohol permitted floors, it's ven easy to obtain alcohol.

Sean Delaney, 21. an alcohol permitted floor resident,

said he lived in an alcohol free section of the dorms the

semester previous to the campus wide ban.

"We drank more then than anyone in the alcohol permit-

Turn to ALCOHOL page 2

COURTESY JOURNALISM DEPARTMENT

Howard Ziff

By Chris Conner

Collegian Staff

THANC VO ! COLLEGIAN

Stalling for time
Ken Leung, playing the part of Redford in Flipzoid, a theatre production brought to UMass on Thursday

night by New World Theatre.

You can tell a lot about a man by

the residents of his bookshelf.

The shelves which house the works

of retiring Professor Howard Ziff's

study are overcrowded with the mas-

ters: Aristotle, Frost and a few Greeks

live across the way from folks like

Amis, Vonnegut and Dostoevski.

Dead white males, living black

females, conservatives, liberals —
thev live side by side in this idyllic

neighborhood of pages.

In the middle of it all. literally, is

Ziff, puffing away on one of two
corncob pipes as he reclines in his

new, onyx- colored rocking chair —
a gift he received at a dinner in his

honor Saturday night for 26 years of

service, ending in December, to the

University of Massachusetts. The
Holyoke- born, Amherst
College-educated Ziff has the

bear-like build of the former football

player he is. and might be mistaken

for Wilford Brimley's bushier-maned.

intellectual brother.

He is landlord to the impressive

collection of tomes, and in some
respects is like a great Russian novel:

His storied stories are sprawling and

almost certainly never succinct; sever-

al characters emerge during the

course of a single conversation: and

there is no shortage of reward for the

patient individual.

"Howard is a changeable personali-

ty." said Norman Sims. Ziffs former

student at the University of Illinois

and the current head of the UMass
journalism department. "He changes

with your age. I figured that after I

knew Howard for about 10 years. I'd

really seen the real Howard. But I

hadn't because he has several differ-

ent personas."

But those of little patience will

never pick up on this observation.

The person who makes hasic of

Ziff-speak may never hear about the

fledgling days Rocky Marciano, may
never understand precisely what a

running guard's job on the gridiron

was. and may never know quite how

the Finns perfect the art of javelin

throwing. And these are the details

related by a man who says. "I'm not

really a great sports fan."

What Ziff does with the details is

nothing short of extraordinary. He
seems to have internalized them all

his life, just the sort of perpetual har-

vest of information one would expect

from a newspaper man. Sure, the

chair might mislead the casual fellow

to conjure up a grandfatherly image,

but the steely, sharp eyes beneath his

mischievous white brows are unmis-

takably those of a man who's made a

life of journalism

"He's one of the most curious

scholars I've ever met." Sims said.

"He will find something he's interest-

ed in and just start researching. Most

of us are trained in special areas and

our interests arc somewhat confined.

I've never seen Howard limit his

interests.

"He's an accomplished actor. I've

seen him in lots of plays.

Shakespeare, many things. He's a fan

of opera. He's a bird-watcher. He's

an expert on classic Hollywood
movies. He can do a lot of things."

Included among those things is

Ziffs ability to spur the success of his

former students with four little words:

"You'll never make it." Although he

was one of the proud recipients of the

bizarre blessing, and joined Ziff at

UMass in 1980, nine years after his

Illinois professor made the trip home,

Sims maintains a close friendship

with the gruff, brainy, character he

said "has mellowed his age."

"He was the first | teacher 1 who I

ever had a personal relationship

with." Sims said. "As a junior in col-

lege. 1 had never had dinner at a fac-

ultv member's house. I had never had

a beer with a faculty member. So I got

to know Howard. I got to know his

kids. I got to know his wife."

Ziff. his colleagues note, is that rare-

case of a man who has ,i defining

effect on many around him. yet in

their estimation, is virtually impos-i

ble to steal a trick or two from.

Dean of Humanities and Fine Arts

Lee Edwards was an English profes-

sor when Ziff arrived on campus in

1971. and watched with keen admira-

tion as her "witty colleague." the

"defender of justice" separated the

journalism department from its hold-

Turn to ZIFF page 3
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Former Uhi s

dead in woods
AMHERST — Former University

of Massachusetts student lennifer

Skolski was found dead Saturday,

three days after her roommates

reported her missing.

According to Amherst Police, at

approximately 9:30 a.m. Skolski's

body was found in the Mt. Pollux

Conservation Area off of Southeast

Street in Amherst.

Skolski's car was discovered by

an officer on patrol Friday at

approximately 9 p.m. A search of

the area was immediately conducted

by all available police personnel.

The search was suspended at 1 I

p.m. and resumed Saturday morn-

ing. Several off-duty police officers

and members of the Amherst Fire

Department were involved in the

search, which was coordinated by

Captain Charles Scherpa.

Skolski's body was removed from

the scene by the Medical

Iwammcr's office at noon Saturday.

tudent found

after 3 days
The cause of death has not yet

been released by the Medical

Examiner, however foul play is not

suspected.

The matter continues to be under

investigation by the Amherst Police

Department. Massachusetts State

Police and the Crime Prevention

and Control division of the State

Police

According to Univcrsitv

Spokesperson Barbara Pitoniak.

Skolski was a music major who was

on leave from the University this

semester. Last semester she WM Ml

off- campus resident on

Belchertown Road in Amherst.

Pitoniak said University Mental

Health Services has been in contact

with Skolski's roommates, who are

also UMass students. Anyone who

wishes to speak with Mental Health

Services should call 545-2'537.

— Laura Slock

Monroe discusses educational excellence
By Tamar Carroll

Collegian Staff

SOUTH HADI.EY — Advocating passion and excel-

lence in teaching. Lorraine Monroe, the former princi-

pal ot Frederick Douglass Academy in Harlem. N.Y.,

spoke at Mount Holyoke College last Thursday evening.

I th.i Paus. the director of the Center for Leadership

and Public Intel est Advocacy at Mt. Holyoke, intro-

duced Monroe, who spoke for almost two hours to an

enthusiastic audience of 150 persons at Gamble
Auditorium.

"\|s Monroe is this fall's second speaker in the Mary

1 von lecture Series, which celebrates speakers whose

courage, commitment and conviction have made a seri-

ous impact on their communities." Paus said. "Ms.

Monroe has had an effect on Flarlem. New York, the

nation, and. Increasingly, the world."

In her lecture, entitled "Nothing's Impossible:

I eadership L.ssons Irom the Field." Monroe discussed

her experiences as a teacher and administrator in New

York C'itv schools over the past 30 years and issued her

prescription for achieving academic excellence in the

inner city.

MonKM began bv saving that good teachers must

above all serve their students.

"The work that we do as educators falls into service

and leadership." Monroe said. "To take away the obst.i

cles for real growth and development... that has been

the work of my life."

Monroe then talked about teachers that she had as a

student, and what they had taught her about good
teaching.

Her first grade teacher. Monroe said, taught her to

encourage, not hold back, students who are excelling.

"When kids can fly, let them fly." Monroe said.

She also taught Monroe to take kids' problem seri-

ously, even if they seem trivial to an adult.

"The lesson is that what is important to the kid has to

be important to the teacher." Monroe said. "You take-

kids seriously. It's a balance of being tough and having

heart."

Her third grade teacher. Monroe said, taught her to

allow students to be with her

"I remembered that when kids would linger after

class was over, it is because they iicclI to he with \ou."

Monroe said. "She was smart enough to know that. You
allow students to be with you. because there is l depth

of longing and wanting that you are supplying."

The next teacher Monroe discussed was her sixth

grade teacher, who encouraged her to run for student

council and when she was elected, taught her how to

run a meeting.

"He taught us how meetings were run." Monro* said.

"And that taught me children will learn anything that

you are willing to leach them."

The last teacher she talked about, her millinery

teacher. Mrs. Graves, invited Monroe and a group of

her classmates to her home for tea all throughout the

snulents' careers, until they graduated from college.

"She kept us coming, until we graduated from col-

lege." Monroe said. "One teacher took the time to be

with us and support us

Graves. Monroe said, is I model ot what a teacher

Turn to MONROE, page 3

.
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Dry campus?
This Washington Tower room display is a voice in itself. Everyone will be able to vote on the issue on

Wednesday, Oct. 22.

alcohol
continued from page 1

ted floors now." he said.

According to Delaney. there were a

few people who didn't drink in the

alcohol free section, and said the

school probably couldn't fill it up
with non-drinkers.

"Living on the drinking floor is like

every other semester on campus." said

Pat Flynn. 22. a senior living on an

alcohol permitted floor.

Flvnn said the ban was mostly for

the parents.

"(Parentsl will sleep better at night

knowing it's a dry campus." he said.

Berman said that one thing the ban

does is to make students drink off

campus and drive back.

According to Deterlizzi, drinking

off campus is less of a concern than

drinking on campus.

"One good thing about [students]

going off campus is that they always

designate a driver," he said.

Yet a number of students, many of

them minors, said that this is simply

not the case.

"The policy helps kids get drunk off

campus and drive drunk." Ben. an

underage male freshman said.

It was observed that a number of

students drove while intoxicated.

Another underage student, Andrea,

a sophomore female, said that she

feels safer drinking off campus
because there is no worry of getting

caught.

"I might consider drinking on cam-

pus if the penalties weren't so high."

die said.

There was worry that the ban
would cause students to move off

campus, and a large freshman class

has made it unclear if that worn was

legitimate.

According to Deterlizzi. the rumor

of students moving off campus was

untrue.

Yet the freshman class was the

largest in years, and the campus was

faced with a 105 percent student

capacity this year, so the number that

moved off is possibh offset by the 3

percent over-enrollment.

|ohn Welch. 22, a junior business

major, moved off campus in part

because of the ban.

"There were a lot of factors

involved [in the decision to move
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Eating Disorder Programs
Fall 1997

Spnninrrd by University Health Service!

Bating Disorder Assessment Program
For individuals - with Nutritionists, Mental Health Clinician.

Physician and/or Nurse Practitioner. Tuesdays or Fridays

Confidentiality Assured. Call 577-53 14, General Medicine 2.

Friends and Family Group
Single sessions for those concerned about somebody with an

eating disorder. Call 577-5314, General Medicine 2.

Peer Support Group
For those struggling with anorexia, bulimia, or compulsive

overeating. Wednesdays 4:30 - 6 pm, at the Campus Onter.

Room number posted by elevator. Confidentiality Assured.

Call 577-5314, General Medicine 2.

Peer Health Connections
A confidential phone line for help around rating disorders,

yourself or someone you know. Call 577-5168.

General promises free elections

in first public speech in Congo
By Kamanga Mutond
Associated Press

off]." he said, "but [the ban] was defi-

nitely one of them."

Ryan, an underage male student,

said he moved off campus because of

the alcohol policy.

Many Westfield students said they

thought making UMass a dry campus
was "funny" and "ridiculous."

Rick, an underage freshman male,

said that the alcohol ban at Westfield

hasn't solved anything.

"Rules like this don't work, and it's

easier to control [at Westfield], where

the campus only has 5,000 [stu-

dents]," he said. "How will it work at

UMass where there's 20.000 stu-

dents?"

Berman said that he thought the

proposition of making UMass a dry

campus was a reactionary move.

"It's stupid that one kid gets drunk

at MIT and then the entire state col-

lege and university system decides to

take matters into their own hands."

Berman said.

"It's a waste of money which could

be better spent on education and
sports," he said.

BRAZZAVI1 II. Republic of Congo
— As his looting soldiers nraggerad

through a capital gutted by L ivil war, a

former dictator promised to brin^ to

Republic of Congo what it never had

when he was last in power.

"We are going to offer Congolese

people national reconciliation," Gen.

Denis SatSOU-NfUSMO suid Friday as

he proposed forming a national unity

government followed h\ "free and

democratic elections."

The general did not offer details in

his first public appearance since declar-

ing victory over ousted President

Pascal l.issouba. But he did vow to end

the fighting between the countrys mili-

tias after four months of civil war

"Congolese people must have peace

again in their country." said Sassou-

Nguesso. 54. a former Marxist who
ruled this country as a one-party state

from 1979-91. Demands for political

change and economic improvements

led to his being stripped of power at a

national conference.

On Friday, he sipped celebratory

champagne after receiving a hero's

welcome in his hometown of Oyo, 250

miles northeast of the capital.

In Brazzaville, however, things were

HOI peaceful. While the fighting that

has wracked this riverside city has

ended, some ol Sassou-Ngucsso's

Cobra militia were plundering whatev-

er they could. The heavily armed sol-

diers, many of them swigging beers.

loaded trucks with refrigerators and

televisions, carried heavy sacks of food

or pushed along wheelbarrows.

In front of the presidential palace —
once home to Lissouba — soldiers

were piling goods into trucks.

This is the home of the people, this

is not his house." a soldier said before

ordering visitors to leave.

The Cobras, who marched into t he-

capital Wedncsdav and claimed control

of the country, have acknowledged the

looting but blamed it on l.issouba and

said they would stop it.

"For five years l.issouba didn't

invest one cent in the country." said

jean-Marie Tassoua, a Cobra comman-
der.

After four months of fighting, the

city center was a wasteland, block after

block of destroyed buildings and rub-

ble. Visitors to one office building were

greeted by the stench of dog carcasses

in the foyer.

Human bodies were also strewn in

the streets, bloated in the hot African

sun.

Lissouba, whose whereabouts are

unknown. has refused to concede

defeat, despite the loss ot Brazzaville

and the oil capital, Pointe Noire. But

there appeared little the president's

forces could do to dislodge Sassou-

Ngucsso's militiamen and allied

Angolan troops, who helped capture

fofeltt Noire.

Angola's interest came from its

desire to crush rebel armies that sup-

ported l.issouba and used his country

as a base.

The Angolan intervention and wit-

ness reports that its troops virtually

control Pointe Noire raised fears in the

United Nations and among African

countries that the Republic of Congo

war could spread across the region as

old alliances rise to the surface. France,

meanwhile, evacuated 59 expatriates

from the southern cities of Dolisie and

l.oudima. French helicopters took

French. Germans. Portuguese, Italians,

Swiss, Burkino Faso citizens and
Mauritians to neighboring Gabon, the

foreign ministry said. Republic of

Congo's oil wealth and the interest of

foreign petroleum giants make it a

prime target for the power grabs that

have afflicted the region for decades.

Political ideology played little if any

role in the war. which began |une 5

when Lissouba tried to disarm the

Cobras before presidential elections.
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Monroe
continued from page 1

should be, because of the way she

impacted her students' lives.

"That is why you become a

teacher," Monroe said. "You do
this because of the impact you
have. This is three generation work
— you are reaching the kids in

front of you, their parents at home,

and the kids they will have in the

future. That is why you can't be

shabby."

The new "Monroe Doctrine"

Monroe then outlined her version

of the "Monroe Doctrine," which

are 1 I primary roles of good
schools.

The first point, Monroe said, is

that the primary purpose of a

school is to transform children's

lives.

"All children every single day,"

Monroe said. "You have to say.

children are changed by what 1 do

today."

The second point is that school is

the only predictable, stable thing in

most children's lives.

"School has to be sterling,"

Monroe said. "It has to be a place

with rules and regulations, where
kids are not afraid and where
teachers are not afraid of kids."

The next point is that a school

must begin strong from the first

day of classes.

"School has to be fine all the

time, from day one," Monroe said.

"You can not ease up to excel-

lence."

The fourth point is that teachers

must make specific plans so that

high expectations are met.

"If you plan high, you get high,"

Monroe said.

Tailoring the plans to each spe-

cific group of students and to make
them flexible was Monroe's next

point.

The plans must also be evaluated

and fine-tuned periodically,

Monroe said, in her sixth point.

The seventh point is that teachers

must know great methodologies.

"You have to know how to do
hands-on, large-group,
small-group, portfolio — you can

not teach kids the same way all the

time." she said.

The next point Monroe made was

to stay away from the "drainers" on

the staff the people who would
rather complain than work to make
positive change.

"Fliminate the drainers in your

life," Monroe said. "You can not do

this kind of work with them in your

ear."

Monroe's ninth point is to get

other people to support you, both

financially and with their time.

The tenth point is to love and
respect all children.

"Kids know phony adults,"

Monroe said. "They notice which
children get touched and which do

not, which get to sit next to the

teacher and which sit in Siberia."

The final point is to bring pas-

sion, courage and perseverance to

teaching.

"Use your head, heart and hand."

Monroe said. "Believe that but for

you and the work you do, those

children would die. You can change

them forever."

Monroe accepted questions from

the audience for the next half hour,

and was sent off with hearty

applause from the crowd of stu-

dents and faculty.

Trisha Tanner, a sophomore edu-

cation major at Mt. Holyoke
College, said she found Monroe to

be a vital and riveting speaker.

"She was more than inspira-

tional," Tanner said. "There was a

sense of being alive that she can

express and put into words."

julienne Guerrero, a sophomore
history major and education minor

at Mt. Holyoke, agreed with Tanner

and said Monroe had motivated her

to return to the summer camp
where she worked with inner city

students this past year.

"She talked about magic and she

was acting her magic." Guerrero

said. "She confirmed my choice to

go back [to the camp) next sum-

mer."

Monroe, who is currently execu-

tive director of the School
Leadership Academy at the Center

for Educational Innovation in New
York City, has written a book, also

entitled Nothing's Impossible:

Leadership Lessons from the Field,

which is due out in the next two
weeks.

What ya reading?
Kevin "Mel fcibson" Collins, a |unior English major, was discovered reading by the Campus Center con-

course bike racks.

Patriarch of Orthodox Church visits U.S.
By David Briggs

Associated Press

raduate studies are the best
prescription for career advancement

The Bouv* College of Pharmacy and I Icalth Scionrca art Northeastern University offer* graduate ottidie- for those who
want to excel in a health-related profession.

You'll be taught hv faculty who have distinguished themselves in both teaching and research Your studies will be

enriched through Bouve/s affiliations with some of Boston's finest medical research facilities. Study may lead to a

master's degree, certificate of advanced K^Jusite ktudy (CAOS), or doctoral degree. Most prngrams are offered on a

part-time as well as a full-time basis For your convenience, courses meet in the later afternoon and early evening.

For more information, call Mary Beth at (617) S7^-27T« or fax <*T7) 37.V4701 or write Graduate Sch<x.|, Bouve C n liege of

Pharmacy and Health Sciences, 203 Mugar Life Sciences Building, Northeastern University Boston. MA 02115

ATTEND OUR OPEN HOUSE
Saturday, November l»t, 9:00 - 12:00 pm, 3rd Floor, Curry Student Center

ANDREWS AIR FORCE BASE,
Md. — Ecumenical Patriarch

Bartholomew, in his first U.S. visit as

spiritual leader of 250 million

Orthodox Christians, embarked on a

16-city tour yesterday vowing to learn

about the American dream and prais-

ing the "splendid mosaic of faith" of his

church here.

His black robes swirling in a rain-

swept wind, the "first among equals" of

Orthodox patriarchs worldwide quickly

moved inside a hangar where he was

greeted by around 500 faithful waving

patriarchal flags.

In the opening address of his month-

long visit. Bartholomew said his spiritu-

al mission echoes America's commit-

ment to freedom, justice and opportu-

nity for all.

"We look forward to the coming

days when we shall have occasion to

experience the rich diversity of

America, as we journey through her

brilliant landscapes," Bartholomew

said. ".And it is with fatherly joy that we
commence our voyage across this great

land."

Bartholomew was greeted at the air-

port by Mary French, the U.S. chief of

protocol, and in the next few days will

meet with President Clinton and

receive a Congressional Gold Medal. In

Santa Barbara. Calif., he will partici-

pate in a major conference on the envi-

ronment. Throughout the country, he

is celebrating the 75th anniversary of

the Greek Orthodox Archdiocese in the

United States.
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continued from page 1

ings in her department and molded it

into its current, sovereign form. She

remains one of his closest profession-

al ties to the University.

"His style is irrepressible,

initimable," Edwards said. "You can't

emulate Howard Ziff. You either are

Howard or you are not Howard."

The adjective most often used to

pin down the Ziff style is "gruff," a

trait which Sims says has calmed con-

siderably since the days Ziff graded

his papers nearly 30 years ago.

"He would come across that way

and throw a couple of hurdles in front

of you to see if you were ready," Sims

said. "All he wanted to know was if

you were willing to work and to work

hard."

"Once you got to know Howard at

all, anything you perceived as gruff

-

ness or fierceness was not to be taken

personally, and always — at least

often — had a hint of amusement
behind it," Edwards said, accenting a

Sims observation of ZifFs "theatrical"

side.

Bryan Harvey, now director of

planning and assessment for the

University and a former Ziff student,

said his first impression of Ziff didn't

leave him convinced that Ziff wasn't

in fact o.i actual thespian.

"I thought. 'My God, it's true," he

said. "'There are people like this.

Hard-driving, hard-bitten reporters

who defy authority and so forth.' It

was like Hollywood. It was like

Central Casting."

In a sense, Ziff is a tad too unbe-

lievable a character to be true. He can

ease into a savvy discussion about the

great political cases of the 20th centu-

ry, shift effortlessly into a rave about

Detroit Tiger slugger Hank
Greenburg and speed smoothly into

how he and his Amherst buddies got

booted by townies from a roadhouse

while in college. The secret: He teach-

es without trying.

From his childhood as a first-gen-

eration |ewish emigre to the Korean

to professorial positions at Illinois

and Massachusetts, he has, with an

unpretentious wink and a smirk, put

together a life that belongs in one of

the hundred upon hundreds of books

which line his study.

And to think the University is only

fortunate enough to get a few chap-

ters.
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It's time to take responsibility

Okay kids, this is how it is: case, one of us died,

people are dying. Students The incidents that took place

are beine struck down bv over homecoming weekend,
specifically in the parking lot

before the game, show that as a

student body we are asking —
practically pleading — to be repri-

manded for irresponsible drink-

ing. Obviously, if we continue to

push the boundaries in the way it

was done in the parking lot that

day, people will begin to notice. It—^^—^^— shouldn't surprise

"An alcohol ban a"y°ne th
1

at was
,

in

the parking lot

ma\ not be the drinking, having

longer occur. \ u Kn l,.
t
;n„ hut fun. watching peo-

But make UMass £««-«» SOlUllOn, OUl
ple get out of con .

dry campus? [\ WM show that the
Not my UMass, „ , . . .

ot the •zooMass- Board is making an

kay kids, this is how it is:

people are dying. Students

are being struck down by

causes that are completely. 100
percent preventable.

A little bit of common sense

should tell us all that a death

caused by alcohol poisoning or

alcohol related causes should not

happen, ever. We are all responsi-

ble for these tragedies; we need to

accept this responsibility, it won't

go away until we
make a move to

ensure that inci-

dents like this no

not

that I applied to effori Jney Will be
because of its rep- •'' J

.

utation as an saying that students

SSFwlSB. ^"8 °" campuses
it just might hap- across the country

That's right, we has gOt tO StOJ)
'

may all just have
to suck it up and
say goodbye to

those fun-filled days of sneaking

cases of Natural Light into the

dorms, rolling kegs into the park-

ing lot before a football game or

inviting our friends to a Round
Robin on our floor. Yup.
buh-bye!

But before you start ranting and
raving, blaming everyone else and
blatantly disregarding the ban (all

of which will inevitably happen),

listen to me for a moment.
We are all to blame for this

course of action. It's about time

something was done to let us

know this, because it's for exactly

the reasons listed above that we
get the idea that it's okay to drink

irresponsibly, especially if we're

on campus. "Hey," we think. "I'm

on campus, I'm home, I'm not

gonna get hurt. Pass me another

lell-O shot." Then we go out. do
something stupid, and somebody
does get hurt. In the most recent

trol. perhaps get-

ting out of control

themselves, that

measures are
being taken to

stop this sort of
activity.
Apparently,
nobody that day
realized the tragic

turn that activities

Elsa Allen I'ke that can take.

Although there

is a certain

amount of distance that we can

put between ourselves and Adam
Prentice, especially if we didn't

know him or any of his friends, it

was this sort of "party before peo-

ple" mentality that added to his

unnecessary death. It is the very

attitude that causes us to push
and fight to get to a keg of cheap
beer at a fraternity party, or

crowd into an uncomfortable bar

to have drinks spilled on us. while

yelling at a friend so they can hear

what we're saying.

An alcohol ban on campus may
be the only way that we can get

through to people, to let them
know that if we help perpetuate

this attitude, we will be held

responsible. We may not be to

blame for very specific incidents,

but overall, it should all be put on

us: you. me. the faculty, our par-

ents, our friends, everyone.

I know it sucks for those under-

age students stuck in the dorms
with nothing to do. I'm underage,

I know how it is. But we can't risk

the life of another UMass student.

Any step that can be taken to curb

the dangerous activities that go on

here must be taken.

An alcohol ban may not be the

end-all solution, but it will show
that the Board is making an effort.

They will be saying that students

dying on campuses across the

country has got to stop.

If you
d o n ' tl

a g r e el

with]
them, ifl

you still

believe!
that you
a r ei

Another law isn't the answer

Point/Counterpoint

Elsa Allen

being punished for somebody
else's stupidity, just do me this

favor. Take every step to ensure

that the next victim to fall prey to

an alcohol related death is not

your roommate, your friend, your

neighbor, that guy in your class

that you always see at parties. Be

responsible. Because if we all had

been acting responsibly in the past

few weeks, this may not even have

been an issue.

An alcohol ban will probably

not end drinking on campus.
We're not dealing with a stupid

administration here, despite what

popular opinion may be. They
must know this.

What we are dealing with is a

Board that recognizes that mea-

sures must be taken, starting

slowly, to try to turn this place

around. Perhaps all it will take is

the threat of having a dry campus
that will force people to smarten

up. Who knows?
The fact is that we won't know

what methods will help until we.

ourselves, make the conscientious

effort to make them work — until

we say that it's not okay if our

friends drink themselves to death.

Until we stop acting stupid.

Elsa Allen is a Collegian staff

member.

UMass student Adam
Prentice died Sept. 27
from injuries received

when he fell through the glass

roof of a Morrill Science Center

greenhouse. MIT student Scott

Krueger died Sept. 29 after a

three-day coma induced by his

consumption of alcohol. Tests

showed Krueger's blood-alcohol

level to be .410 percent.

Some have said these incidents

indicate a deeper problem with

alcohol
abuse on
campus
that
absolutely

meeds to

lb e

addressed.

land that is

mystique already attached to

drinking.

There will also be what 1 call

the "witch-hunt effect." The
University will see the first few

students caught breaking the ban

as opportunities to set an example

and send a message to other stu-

dents. For each student caught,

however, there will be dozens of

others who go unpunished simply

because they are better at getting

have given us the right to drink or

not to drink as our own wills dic-

tate. UMass should not interfere

unadvisedly.

The point is moot for students

under 21; there is already a law

against under-age drinking. How
will the ban be so different that it

succeeds where the law has not?

What alternatives to an all-out

alcohol ban are there? Enforcing

this ban is going to be an up-hill—^———— battle withoutaway with it.

what will be »Laws are not 'magic; ' ™±}V» " f

the result when
students are they don t fix problems

In.rUn «o
automatically. Often, as

drink alcohol? in the case of this pro-
lf the ban :

Eric Petersen approved, many pOSed alcohol ban, they sympt

success, because

the ban doesn't

really face the

underlying
problem
beneath the

true.

Then someone cried, "Well,
there ought to be a law! They
should just outlaw drinking
entirely!"

The Massachusetts Board of

Higher Education (BHE), in the

kind of knee-jerk reaction that

has come to characterize so many
aspects of politics, voted Oct. 14

to push for an all- inclusive ban

of alcohol at all 29 state college

campuses.

The ban. however, can not go

into effect unless approved by

each school's Board of Trustees.

Thev've been asked to vote before

Dec. 15

We can only hope the UMass
Board of Trustees thinks to ask

the questions the Board of Higher

Education seeks to avoid. Such as:

Will an all out ban of alcohol

on campus really decrease alco-

hol abuse? It passed, the penalties

for a student who breaks the alco-

hol ban will include expulsion. I

have trouble imagining many of

the party-goers I've seen turn

down a drink and say. "Naw. man,

I don't want to get thrown out of

college for one drink." It is more
likely that the threat of punish-

ment and the necessity for "under-

ground" activities will add to the

students will
s£/r, tne disease while

simply go off . . .

campus to swatting weakly at

Sve, 5££. symptoms
'

will mean more
students driving

Better courses

of action
include promot-

ing education
about alcohol

Eric Petersen abuse among
the students and

and. inevitably, more driving

drunk.

Drunk driving is not only a risk

to the driver, but also anyone else

who's on or near the road. Even

on foot, there are sure to be other

negative effects to having
increased numbers of intoxicated

students in town.

What right does UMass have to

spend University funds on
enforcing an alcohol ban? It

takes some nerve for the BHE to

propose that more money be

spent on things other than class-

es. I pay more than $8,000 for

things such as room and board,

the library, sports facilities, and

security each semester; but fore-

most. I expect my tuition to pay

for classes — that's why 1 go to

college. Every student here has

the right to receive what they pay

for.

Should UMass tell students

over the age of 21 that they can't

drink alcohol? Absolutely not.

The U.S. Constitution and the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts

providing students with fun alter-

natives to drinking-oriented
events. There are some great

organizations around campus that

strive to do just that, such as the

Residential Education Alcohol

Program (REAP).
We in America often see a situ-

ation that isn't right and say,

"there ought to be a law," but our

blind reliance on laws is mis-

placed. Laws are not "magic;"

they don't fix problems automati-

cally. Often, as in the case of this

proposed alcohol ban, they skirt

the disease while swatting weakly

at symptoms.
UMass students will have the

opportunity to vote on the

Alcohol Ban on Oct. 22. The vote

will not directly effect the pro-

posed ban but it is an opportunity

to make the views of the students

known to the Board of Trustees,

who will vote directly on the

issue. I urge everyone to place

their ballot.

Eric Petersen is a UMass stu-

dent.

The rewards of competition Letters to the Editor
With last week's announce-

ment of a push for a zero

tolerance policy with
regard to alcohol at this and other

state universities, no one has
addressed the real problem.

The problem is not alcohol abuse

in and of itself. The problem is the

system of competition and those who
uphold it. In this country and at this

University, there is a system of com-
petition that has been in place since

the very beginning — alcohol abuse

is just one problem that stems from

distress caused by competition.

We have all been competing for

most of our lives and will aaaaaaVH

probably continue until the Joe
day we die. In general terms. ^^—
we must destroy lest we be

destroyed. By who? By each other.

Why? Because that's the way our

system is constructed by those who
stand to profit. Let me explain in

more specific terms.

Each of us is born into this world

and competition is something we are

unaware of, for the most part, until

we enter school. This is where we're

sucked in.

In our formative years, there are

teachers that give us support and try

to teach us to share with one anoth-

er, to love one another, to be kind to

everyone. This might go on from
preschool to the first grade. When
we begin to learn certain essential

things, like how to read and how to

add and subtract. We begin to notice-

that certain people are less able or

more able to do these things at a

good level, a level that may be arbi-

trarily judged from how well our
parents do these things. This is when
competition awareness takes hold.

Fast forward to the beginning of

middle school. By this time grades

are being given, and it is an all-out

war to see not necessarily who can

get the best grades, but who can give

the best answers and look the

smartest. Grades are the outcome of

this desire. The competition is

heightened as a warm-up for high

school.

In high school we are forced to

compete head to head with our peers

to see who can get the best grades

HBBMBM while participating in the

Sullivan most extracurricular
activities in order to get

into the best college possible. In this

era of education, the competition is

even fiercer in high school since

funding for college is at a minimum,
due to legislation coming from state

and federal governments — those

working to uphold competitive insti-

tutions.

At college the competition is about

getting the best job or getting into

the best graduate program. The
stakes have once again been raised.

After college you get a job. but now
you arc competing to hold it. and if

you're able to do that well. you coin-

pete to be promoted or be regarded

at the top of your field. All the while

you are succumbing to the whim- ol

those who make the rules of busi-

ness.

This continue! fot about 40 years,

and you retire if you're lucky. If

you're unlucky, you compete during

your retirement years just to be able

to have things like health care, maybe
in exchange for foregoing a pension.

You die having competed your entire

life.

With this continuous competition,

it is not hard to see how a certain

level of distress is created in an indi-

vidual. This is manifested in a num-
ber of ways.

The individual may decide at some
point that the competition is too

stiff, and decide to commit suicide.

Racism in this country is in part a

result of the system of competition,

because people feel it necessary to

put other people below themselves.

Competition breeds acts of vio-

lence. In less extreme cases, individ-

uals may be verbally abusive to those

around them or have violent mood
swings.

Substance abuse is no doubt par-

tially caused by the pressures of

intense competition. People look to

drugs or alcohol for some kind of

escape from the rat race.

Though alcohol abuse can be

problematic, the problem is that

competition breeds distress, leading

to distressed behavior. Banning alco-

hol doesn't address the bigger prob-

lems of dealing with the pressures ol

competition: it merely scapegoats a

resulting behavior.

The alcohol abuse problem has

been, in effect, created by those

who've called for the alcohol ban. By

making competition an imperative

part of university existence they

shape, they exacerbate the problem.

foe Sullivan is a UMass student
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Not just the white mans
burden

To the Editor:

I was truly sad to read about just how "embarrassed"

lamie Haslam is (Oct. 6) to be a white male in today's

world. An unfortunate backlash of the age is guilt on the

part of the traditional holders of privilege.

However, if one wishes to be a truly "progressive" or

"enlightened" male, then he should not judge their identi-

ty by the deeds of their fathers like some hero of antiquity.

We must create our own legacy: the idea that our genealo-

gy defines our roles is archaic and outmoded at best. I

have never personally killed a Native American and taken

their land. I have never owned slaves or killed in the name
of God. I assume the same goes for Haslam.

I am sorry that you have been taught that your own his-

tory, though full of conquerors and supremacists, is not as

important as those of the victims: that you feel Western

society was somehow forged in blood. Does this mean
that all of our accomplishments are therefore null and

void?

In no way am I suggesting that we are not responsible

for changing the wrongs of society past. But we do so in

order to create our own society, not merely to bury that

which came before us.

On a final note. I also do not believe that you are

unable to understand how discrimination and inequality

feel. One of the great qualities of the human condition is

not only sympathy, but also empathy.

We are all people first and foremost. Drawing a bound-

ary around the mysteries of race and gender harkens back

to a time where unmarried women were evil enchantresses

and non-Caucasians were spawned in hell.

I am a white male. also. Whether or not I have suffered

prejudice or discrimination is moot. I am filled with the

same capacity for emotion as every other person on this

planet. I urge you not to mourn the loss of your dignity or

criticize the Haws of our forebears, but to create your own
name, your own society, and your own 'deas of equality

among humankind.

|essc Rccinos

Northeast

Computers do more

than alienate us

To the Editor:

1 had several thoughts about Jason Davis's editorial

"Taking a Byte out of Cyberspace" (Oct. 15). 1 agree with

Davis on one point — I do not think computers are some-

thing to worship. Computers are dumb machines that

simply have the ability to do basic operations extremely

fast.

However, some of Davis's other opinions and conclu-

sions I do not agree with. He does not support the

library's investment in computer workstations for each

floor of the library. I am tired of standing and waiting

five minutes to take overcrowded elevators up and down
when 1 am trying to work on a research paper. Those
workstations will probably cost small change compared
to other amounts of money spent at this University. I do
think the University must provide enough financial aid as

well as child care, but not by sacrificing the upgrading

and increase of the computers it currently has.

Computers provide powerful tools for dealing with

more than just word processing and email. Calculus is

enhanced by the use of math-graphing software.

Computers aid with spread sheets, graphing charts, ani-

mation, design work, and text layout that are annoying

and tedious when done by hand.

Now that the Internet and technologies that can link

up people via video have arrived, there really is no-going

back. They have provided me with many ways of contact-

ing friends and relatives that I would not contact as fre-

quently otherwise. The Internet, email and other new
technologies don't isolate people from the "real world"
unless those individuals are trying to escape.

I like the idea of classrooms connecting to the Internet.

It is amazing that students today can sit in a classroom
and talk live via a video link-up to students in another

city. I don't see that as isolating.

What I worry about is that, due to socio-economic sta-

tus, more and more of a technology divide will grow
between people.

Sarah Pendcrgrass

Northampton

The EditOrial/Opinioil page is seeking pieces for a

Point/Counterpoint feature on the proposed alcohol ban. Those interested

should contact Dan Bodah at the Collegian at 545-1491. Submissions are

due at the latest by Sunday, Oct. 19.
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A lesson is learned
By Millicent Jackson
Collegian Staff

A Lesson Before Dying
Ernest}. Gaines
Vintage Books

In his own words, author Ernest
Gaines said. "We all know — at least

intellectually that we're going to die.

The difference is being told, 'Okay,
it's tomorrow at 10 a.m.' How do
you react to that? How do you face

it? This is the ultimate test of life."

Set in a small Louisiana Cajun
community in the 1940s. A Lesson
Before Dying brings to life the story

of five men as they struggle to come
to terms with their individual, yet

linked, destinies.

lefferson, a young, illiterate black

man, is an unwilling party to a liquor

store shoot-out that leaves three men
dead. The sole survivor, Jefferson is

tried as something less than a man,
falsely convicted of murder and sen-

tenced to death by electrocution.

Grant Wiggins, who left his

hometown for the university, has
returned to the plantation school to

teach. As he struggles with his deci-

sion whether to carry out his duty to

his community or to escape from
this perceived burden to another

state, his aunt and Jefferson's god
mother persuade him to visit

lefferson's cell and "humanize" him
by imparting his learning and his

pride on the young man before his

death.

The first few times Grant fre

quents the jail are often spent with

him talking and Jefferson staring at

the wall, lefferson had labeled him-

self a hog not worthy of being spo
ken to. Eventually, throughout
Grant's visits to the jail, both
Jefferson and Grant forge a bond as

they both come to understand the

simple heroism of resisting and
defying their fates. Grant learns the

importance of compassion and
Jefferson learns the importance of

trust and the value of his worth as a

man.
The first selection of the second

season of Oprah Winfrey's book
club, A Lesson Before Dying is

brilliantly written, heart rending
novel. Its lessons are profound, in

turn forcing each reader to take an

inward look at themselves and the

way they deal with others. Gaines
demonstrates a profound under
standing of the human psyche and,

above all. a compassion for people.

A Lesson Before Dying will surely

take its place among great stories of

identity and destiny of our time.

Cries of the faithful
It is early morning and the sun has

already cast its unrelenting heat upon
the parched ground of this small village

in central Sudan. A young family on

the northern edge tries to sleep in its

gran hut. Suddenly a group of soldiers

stonn in. shouting orders and motion-

ing with their guns.

The children huddle in fear beside

their mother. One of the uniformed
men grabs the two oldest children. He
drags them outside and ties them up to

the back of a horse. The boy will be

sent north to a Muslim religion school,

where he will be forced to embrace
Islam.

For the little girl of nine, childhood

is over. She will be sold as a concubine

to a government official. The mother
watches helplessly, pro-

tecting her young baby in

her anus. Before leaving

the hut. the soldiers

Jeff Belizare

This is a story of faithful people. A
people who will not deny Christ. A
people who will not turn their backs

on their Savior, even if it means death.

The Sudan is experiencing persecu-

tion unparalleled since the first century

church. The Muslim government, in an

attempt to Islamize the entire popula-

tion, has taken the lives of about 2 mil-

lion people who would not convert.

This government also sanctions mass
crucifixions, the burning of Christian

villages and churches, and the sale of

children into slavery. This systematic

persecution of the Sudanese people

has forced 3.5 million to flee their

homes for relative safety.

The people of Sudan are brothers

and sisters who look just like you and

me. We need to get on our

knees every day and thank

God every other second
for the fact that we're here

molest the mother repeatedly. When
the) were finished, they cut off her

bntatts, knowing her chile will soon die

of starvation.

A stillness falls over the hut. but the

rest of the village reels in mass confu-

sion. The families who were not yet

taken b\ the soldiers know that any

appearance of order is now just a

memory. They must now flee south, no

time to grab a few precious belong-

ings. The best scenario they can hope

for is to remain united with their fami-

ly, knowing that they face a future of

struggling for their next meals in

remote areas far from the village they

call home. Those who escape the vil-

lage face a grim future, but they are

mure fortunate than many.

today.

Meanwhile, my brothers in the

Sudan are being lowered into dry wells

and set on fire.

Meanwhile, my sisters are being

raped and having their limbs cut off.

This is all happening because of

their love for Christ. This is real, and

it's happening while you sit and read

this.

They are our people, and they need

our help. If you would like to help,

please call or write to:

The Voice of the Martvrs

P.O. Box 443
Bartlesville. OK 74005-0443

(918) 337- 8015 or (800) 747-
0085.

leff Belizaire is a UMass student.

One Time for the

Mind
Sexuality is a word that is often

feared and silenced in regards to

•/omen. Because both males and
females are not used to discussing

the issue. For a taboo that plagues

our nation through the media, it

puses a threat to individuals when it

is talked of as a matter that is truly

important and looked at as a respect-

ed topic of concern.

Sexuality is something that, for

black women, has been a silenced

concern. Maybe in the kitchen or the

living room, with our mothers, aunts

or other relatives, we were able to

(jet the Sexuality 101 course, but

usually not in depth.

One could look at our past history

in the black struggle s__^^_ssss—
and link the stigmas

that are posed about

black women to wt? need to be in
understand where . , r
WC see omseUes COMrol Of OUr
from an internal DO(HeS \i/e can .

perspective. ..

Before the first not allOW CirCUm-
wave of feminism, ~fnrirpfi tn Up f ln,

, overture was well SlUnteS lO Oe int

inuct. During this determinant of
time, white women ,

were looked at by hOW We See OUT-
t he i i husbands as

$f>\yp§
"

child bearers

"The fact is that

AllanaE. Tollmanwhose main goal

in life was to keep

house and home.

Black women were dealing with

this type of sexism, but in a different

foflH. The slave masters would often

tape them in the plantation fields.

With this occurring, the black man
held no position as a "bread winner"

like the white men did to their wives,

by depriving them of their sexual

rights; black female slaves had no
options.

\\ ith a patriarchal society the

white man's dominance played a part

in the consistent development of sex-

ism. The men, whom we'll call the

subjects, looked at women as objects

who were to make them happy.

To expand on the facts of women
being treated as objects, we can
observe the Industrial period.

Capitalist Industrialism clearly

relates to the sexuality of women,
because wives and husbands only

had intercourse for reproduction
purposes. This was only the begin-

ning of how women would perceive

their "sexual roles" in a relationship.

This occurence predetermined how
the present would effect women.
Having the understanding that

women were viewed as objects, we
aaaaaaaaaaaaa can observe the role that

women take, often times in

between the sheets.

Whether a long time com-
panion, partner or friend,

the thoughts that run
through a woman's mind
during and after inter-

course can be embarrass-

ing for her to openly ili^

cuss.

There is no need for

embarrassment. As
women, we need to take

pride in our beauty and
whom we choose to

share our intimacy with.

In the article "Making
the Sexual Revolution

Work for Women," Virginia Reaih
speaks of the effects that women
encounter when they silence them-

selves, and succumb to believing that

their pleasure is not important. She
also says the reason why there is a

communication gap is because
women do not know which literal

terms to use. Reath says that if

women were to use clinical terms in

conversations with their partners for

sexual pleasure, it would make the

I

The Plight of a People
Does Proposition 209 sound famil-

iar? ll should.

Propoeitiori 209 has seriously ham-

pered the enrollment of black students

at universities across California.

Watch out, because there are plenty of

people in power here in Massachusetts

who would love to exterminate affir-

mative action too. Why do we need

affirmative action? Our people have

been suffering from an enormous
plague, called racism. Although affir-

mative action is not the cure, it does

serve as an aspirin. By aspirin, 1 mean
that affirmative action can temporarily

alleviate the pain.

I find it rather sad that in this soci-

ety we have to use
racism to combat racism.

I would like to

address, specifically, the

issue of affirmative action as it per-

tains to college admissions. Many uni-

versities have a quota to fill. They
admit a certain number of students of

color, based primarily on their race. A
lot of whites and upper-middle class

blacks (you're probably one of them)

view this system as a racist system,

one that puts whites at a disadvantage

because they are not "of color." 1

agree with these folks 100 percent! It

is a form of racism that racism has

bred. What 1 want to ask you is, do
you have any other solutions? I have

one.

I believe that the root of the admis-

sion's problem lies in the field of eco-

nomics. Economics is manipulated by

the American government and used as

an implicit form of racism. A prime

example of this is the enormous lack

of funding for inner-city schools
across the nation. These schools (com-

prised of mostly students of color) are

so grossly under funded that books
that are 10-15 years old are frequently

used in class today. The funds to hire

new faculty members are unavailable.

Realize that these funds are available,

but are onlv allocated to certain

Edgar Barros

schools and neighborhoods.

This past summer I went to

Roxbury, so I decided to visit my old

elementary school. I saw all of my for-

mer teachers and the building brought

back a lot of memories. Two things

seriously bothered me though. First,

the computers that the kids were
using, are the same computers that I

used (Apple He). Out of the 15 com-
puters^ the lab, only two were mod-
ern computers. The library still had
most of the books I grew up reading.

This wouldn't be such a bad thing if

they had ordered some new copies of

these books.

For students who attended school

out in the suburbs,

Apple He's have long

been replaced by brand

new Macs. Their
libraries boast many of the new chil-

dren's books and resources. They offer

more athletic teams, music groups,

debate clubs, computer clubs, tutoring

services, field trips, national and inter-

national exchanges, smaller class-

rooms, school newspapers, etc. The
funds are somehow not being effi-

ciently allocated.

Take this example for instance.

Meet Bill, a young white student from

Super-Suburban High School and
Craig, a young black student from
Inner-City Ghetto High School.

Which one do you think will have the

higher GPA? Which one do you think

will score higher on the totally fair

SAT. and which one do you think will

produce a better, more efficient essay?

If you know anything about the oppor-

tunities and resources offered in sub-

urban schools versus those offered in

inner-city schools, you probably
answered. "Bill. Bill and Bill, respec-

tively." Therefore, it seems that Bill

would have a greater chance of gain-

ing entrance into an institute of higher

learning. If you then take Bill and
Craig and reverse the scenario. Craig

would come out on top. It has nothing

to do with genetics, it's all about
opportunity.

Affirmative action tries to serve as a

type ul equalizer and at the same time,

make up for 12 years of injustice. By

making black students rely on affirma-

tive action, the government tries to

make black students believe that they

are not as smart as the white race, can

never be as smart as the white race

and must therefore use their race as a

crutch to get by.

I recognize the fact that I would not

be here today if it was not for affirma-

tive action. I would probably be a

member of the work force and also be

taking classes at night. So should I be

grateful for affirmative action? Should

I be grateful that the government gave

me this chance? Hell no! I'm pissed

off. Why is that our people don't have

access to the same quality of educa-

tion as -indent- of affluent back-

grounds do. Don't we all pay taxes?

Aren't we all members of this society?

Then what is the problem? Is it just

me or does the system seem biased?

Let me know because if I'm the crazy

one, then I'll seek help immediately.

If you get rid of affirmative action

with out providing equal funding for

all public schools, the plague is going

to spread and run more rampant.
UMass, for example, wouldn't accept

most black students, especially those

from poorly funded schools. This

means that more and more blacks

would have to enter the work force as

low skilled laborers, and be forced to

accept low wages. As more and more
blacks are denied the opportunity to

attend college, the number of blacks

holding low wage positions increases,

making the wound bigger and bigger.

The plague continues to spread.

Again, affirmative action is not the

cure, but for now it has to serve as

the aspirin that reduces the symp-
toms of this disease called racism.

What's the cure (if you haven't fig-

ured it out by now)? Equal allocation

of funds to all public schools. This i-

the only solution. If this solution i-

implemented, the positive effects will

just keep on emerging. More and
more students of color will unlock

their full potential and excel in all

phases of life. As more and more stu-

dents are given a chance to realize

their full potential, the fewer students

there are to run the streets. Therefore,

our neighborhoods become safer.

With safer, more pleasant neighbor-

hoods, more people (especially older

folks) come outdoors. With more
people coming outdoors, the more the

neighborhood comes together socially

and spiritually to form communities.

With better communities, children

grow up with not only one or two
parents, but with ten, twenty or fifty

parents. And with more "parents," the

children learn more lessons and have

a wide array of role models to emu-
late, thus reducing the heavy depen-

dency on entertainers and athletes to

serve as perfect role models. If you
keep repeating this cycle generation

after generation, there is no way that

we can't rise to the top. With more
and more blacks holding key positions

in society, the more blacks can con-

trol industries. More control brings

about less dependency on white
America. More control also eliminates

the need for programs such as affir-

mative action.

As A. Philip Randolph said, "A
community is democratic only when
the humblest and weakest person

can enjoy the highest civil, econom-
ic, and social rights that the biggest

and most powerful possess.''

Right now, it's not happening and
I don't think that this system can
ever become truly democratic. For

this reason, we must force some
changes so we will have the oppor-

tunity to become some of the

"biggest and most powerful."

Edgar Barros is a Collegian
columnist.

Beats, Lyrics and
Conscious Knowledge

"At the age of 19. I curved the

scene

A lot of M.C.'s that could not

come clean

Fronted on dealing hard times of

rhymes
You see them on the streets with

no signs of hell

Then they get on stage

and tell some old corn-

ball war story

'Rockin the bell'

You fakin the funk"
— Main Source from

Fakin the funk' 1992

"Keep it real" they

scream.

Well, what is real? Is

realness something that is per-

sonal? Is real being true to self

and others about one's self and
one's identity? Or is it a por-

trayal of what the masses define

as real?

In hip-hop many artists and
entertainers are often quoted as A
saying. "As long as I'm real to

myself, that's all that matters."

Then why is it that they scream
"keep it real" when their image on
wax is anything but real? Image on
wax; is that keeping it real? Are you

yourself on wax or are you trying to

be someone else for the sake of

money? Often times, it's all about
the image that sells. Then what
about the reality that these so called

"real" people live in?

Do you really think that Nas is a

member of the Escobar family? Do
Mas, Foxy Brown and AZ amongst
others sit and count money with the

Arabs? Do they really transport

Seethefaman

u

keys of whatever from the

Colombians? Is it really the reality

of the Mafia that these brothers and

sisters are living? Such are the far

fetched images of some of our
beloved artists and as Trugoy said.

"Colombians ain't never ran with

your crew, you acting all

shisty, the only Italians

you know were lceys!"

One should note the

distinction of metaphor
and its prose in poetry

as compared to someone
who fronts on their's.

Metaphorically
speaking.
Common Sense

was in love with H.E.R.

Havoc was in love with E), the

shorty that helped him drink

his pain away. Q-Tip schooled

us on the vices of befriending

Tommy Hilfiger. Donna Karan
and Polo. |eru was the super-

hero "Black Prophet" who

f fought Mr. Ignorance with his

lyrical Kung-Fu. Unfortunately,

often times we have a way of con-

fusing the two — Image vs. reality.

Let's think for a minute about

these images perpetuated by the

artists and record labels. These
images are tremendously influential

in molding, shaping and defining

the meaning of a black man. Most
of these images are of the street

corner thugs, the aggressive, violent

black men who run the numerous
mafia and the pimp archetypes who
treat their women as commodities
to be bought and used. The number
of our men who make up these vial

images far outweigh the images of

our teachers, our poets, our fathers,

our intellectuals and our husbands
who educate, build and respect.

One could then pose the question as

to what objective these artists have

in mind when they represent their

own in such a destructive manner?
Reality check. Today, unfortu-

nately, rappers' and other artists'

images on wax are largely attrib-

uted to the numerous marketing
executives of record companies.
They are portrayed in certain
lights and images as a result of

the extensive research that the

marketing department claims to

do. Research directly from the

consumer (you), they say indi-

cates that these are the images
that are in demand and that sell.

As a result, these images are then

packaged for incoming artists who
agree to the terms of contract.

The marketing executives, who
are predominantly white, some-
times even determine the content

of an album and mass appeal, thus

pulling the plug on the control of

the artist. Image vs. reality.

Similar to the media's portray-

al of black men, the record com-
panies project these images with-

out forethought of its conse-
quences. Many artists are high
budget advertisements for
self-destruction, and although
their music is a self- reflection

where they question their

lifestyles, the messages perpetu-
ated are all but lost to the main-
stream media and assorted
onlookers.

"Keep it real," they say. To
whom and to what are they keepin'

it real? To me? To you? Definitely

not to us or hip- hop. something
that they claim to love. So the
question still remains. What is

real? As one of our intellects of
hip-hop. Posdanus said it.

"Instead of trying to keep it real,

you should be trying to keep it

right." Say word!
Suki Seetharaman is the Rap

Music Director for The Black Mass
Communications Project iBMCP).

We want you to

write for us*
Contact us at 545-1851,

ask for Humphrey brown III,

Black Affairs Editor

two in t He sexual relationship
become turned off from one another.

The fact is that we need to be in

control of our bodies. We cannot
allow circumstances to be the deter-

minant of how we see ourselves. The
challenge is to claim our sexuality

and decide how we will use it.

Many women, in these modern
times, are claiming their sexuality

liberty. Other women, like author
Sharon Thompson, are trying to

"reclpim." their bodies and sexual

urges until they find the right one.

"I looked around and saw that in

heterosexual relationships, the

women were subjugated. In addi-

tion. I began to realize, in a real way.

that black women were overlooked.

Black men continually make that

clear when they choose white lovers,

partners or wives." she said.

Many black women have taken
this avenue, and it has allowed them
to feel more confident and in control

of their lives. Unfortunately, time

has shown that some black women
depend on the black man heavily to

provide emotional and physical sup-

port, often times when the man can-

not provide this type of intimacy.

Nathan McCall. a journalist and
author of Makes Me Wanna Holla.

said that the unhealthy relationships

that occur are due to the male not

finding a place in society, therefore

not knowing how to define his true

masculinity.

As women, we can not allow situ-

ations like unhealthy relationships to

determine what goes on with our
bodies.

We cannot allow for anymore
"unexpected pregnancies."

We must vow that we will try our

best to accept ourselves and our
bodies. We must also form a con-

sciousness that will allow us to react

quickly in our minds when we are in

intimate situations. Yes. we can be

patient in waiting for our men to get

their heads on straight, but we must

be in control of our lives.

Sexuality defines whom we are

intimate with and to whom we
choose to give ourselves. When we
are in control of our bodies, and are

able to use our own minds, like one

said, "we can no longer be captive to

the old passive way."

Allana E. Todman is a Collegian

columnist
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Long live the Million Man March
Brothers and sisters show solidarity at the Million Man March candle

light vigil.
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New look, same Letters to Cleo
I Ballots for daytime Emmys are in____ ^ .

J-
, , — — . , . _____ / /

COURTESY MIKE LASS

Letters to Cleo showed off their new look in Boston last week — but proved that things can stay the same.

By Kevin Monohan
Collegian Correspondent

LETTERS TO CLEO
Paradise Rock Club

Oct. 16

BOSTON — "We're definitely more of a live band than a

studio band." said Kay Hanley. lead vocalist of the pop/rock

band. Letters to Cleo. "We can't capture in the studio what

m t do li\ e. Our albums are a work in progress."

Letters to Cleo made this statement evident last Thursday

night at the Paradise Rock Club in Boston, kicking off their

U.S. tour to promote their latest release, Co!
"It feels good |to be on tour again|." Hanley said in a brief

interview before the show. "Now that we've been out of the

loop for a while." she said, referring to a low point in the

band's career. The Cleos took about six months off after*

their previous tour due to the disappointing sales of Gof't

predecessor. Wholesale Meats and Tish. as well the com-
bined stress oi a vein and a half on the road.

Addressing the sold-out crowd as "six hundred of out-

closest friends." Hanley and company started off the show

with two cuts from Go! — the dark, morbid "Kind You
Dead" and the adrenaline-filled "Veda Very Shining."

Playing the entire new record, including the hit single.

"Anchor." and the insanely breezy "Co-Pilot." Letters to

Cleo made it a point to devote attention to their two previ-

ous albums.

fetters to Cleo may sound, to some, like a cheesy pop
band on silver disc, but the Cleos have an amazing stage

presence. Onstage banter is an integral part of a Cleo show.

as well as interactions between the band and their fans.

Hanley is one of the lew performers who are not afraid to

make eye contact with the audience. Experimentation was

also present, when the band played an electric version of the

country-flavored. "Step Back." from the Aurora Cory Alice

album. Lead guitarist Michael Eisenstien took a fair amount
of attention away from Hanley by playing a blistering guitar

solo to the song. 'Jennifer," and using a beer bottle as a glass

slide.

•The Cleos ended the show with their international hit —
which almost doomed them to "one-hit wonder" status —
"Here and Now." They returned to play two encores and
finally closed with the soon-to-be-married tin mid-|anuary)

Eisenstien and Hanley performing the acoustic ballad.

"Alouette & Me."

New drummer. Tom Polce, replacing Stacy lones, who
left the band to join Yeruca Salt, provided the band with

something which had been previously missing — an extra

voice. Polce harmonized beautifully with Hanley. as he

pounded at his drum-kit looking something like Animal's

big brother. Poke's drumming perfectly complemented
Scott Riebling's bass, which provided much of the glue that

held Go! together.

Hanley said that she and the lest ot the bmd an on the

best of terms with fonts, who was in attendance Thursday

night.

"We're still good friends. He wanted to'play a song

tonight." Hanley said, and then she added jokingly. "I told

him 'no way."

Although a lot has changed in the band. Hanley insists

that any drastic changes are purely cosmetic. Any change in

the band's sound was brought about by evolution.

"It wasn't intentional," Hanley said of shedding her "bad-

ass in pigtails image."

"Two years go by. you cut your hair... out with the old

and in with the new."

The change in musical style could possibly he attributed

to the departure of producer Mike Denneen. but Hanley will

be the first to say that the changes are subtle.

"It's not that different," she said. "It's still Cleo."

KAI CHI $2.00
BUFFET, MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
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GOLDEN KEY
NATIONAL

HONOR SOCIETY

General Membership

Meeting

Where: HerterRm.210

When: October 21, 1997

Time: 7:30pm - 9:00pm

**Activities for the semester will be discussed**

The Arts &
Living desk
is always
looking for

new writers
to cover
books,

music, arts

and more. If

you're inter-

ested, come
and talk to

Seema
Gangatirkar,
Arts & Living
Editor or call

545-1491.

Well, the results from last column's

pre-Emmy poll are in. Before I

divulge the results, ! would like to

thank everyone who voted, whether it

be via e-mail or through the ballots I

passed out at the Blue Wall (probably

annoying the hell out of those of you
who just want to watch your

soaps in peace, like tnoi).

Listen to me yap away.

Okay, let's get to the heart of

the matter:

Best Actor:

Maurice Hcuard
(Sonny. "General
Hospital") by a

landslide.
Looks like the

fans can't get

enough of "GH's" resident gangs-

ta. No surprise here. Maurice
would've been my vote too. He's been

nothing short of exceptional
(although his character. Sonny, has

been an entirely different story. Let's

just say, I'm not very pleased with

him at this point).

Best Actress: In what wa. an

extremely tight race. Eileen Davidson

( Kristin/Susan. "Days of Our fives")

just squeezed by Susan Lucci ( Erica,

"All My Children" ) for the win (by

the slim margin of two votes). I think

both actresses have done lotjie

incredible work, but I'd have to agree

with the fans on this one as well.

Eileen's been "Days" saving grace

over the past few months (she even

managed to make this recent jungle

adventure slightly bearable, although

I stress the word slightly). She's really

made the most out of her dual roles

and has been a shot of adrenaline to a

show whose plots had become some-

what stale. Poor Lucci though. Will

she ever take home that Emmy?

Best Vixen: Ahh, my favorite cate-

gory. I expected quite a fight in this

category since the roster included

quite a few nasty witches. It didn't

turn out to be much of a contest at

all. however, as Sarah Brown (Carly.

"GH") won by a landslide. She's been

deliciously evil this year (definite!) my
choice) although I tend to think that

she's just misunderstood. She really is

the victim in this whole tragedy. Ha!

Best Newcomer: Surprisingly

enough, Becky Hearst (Lizzie.

"Gil"). I threw her name in the mix

not really expecting much of a

response but, boy, was I wrong. I

happen to think she's definitely got

some potential (I see her as a young
Carly). I'm still reeling from the news

that she's dating co-star Ingo
Rademaeher ( lux). Looks like she's a

force to be

reckoned with

both on and off

the screen.

Florenzo (lea.

"One Life To
Live") also gar-

nered quite a

response. She
was my vote

(those of you
who have seen

her in action

know why).

Hottest Male: In what was another

strongly contested battle, Tyler
Christopher (Nikolas, "GH") just

barely pulled through for the win
with Steve Burton (lason, "GH")
coming in a close second. No surprise

here since my girlfriends have been

screaming for him to take his shin off

for months now. It's a tough call

though. As my friend Susan has said.

they're both "altogether yummy."

Hottest Female: No contest here.

Vanessa Marcil (Brenda. "GH"). I

couldn't agree with you guys more,

she's definitely a goddess beyond
words. I can't believe she's engaged

to Tyler Christopher (what a hot cou-

ple!). Can you imagine the children

these two will have? Gene pools

don't get much better than this.

Greatest Couple That Never Was:

"This one was actually a tie between

Mike and Carrie (Days") and A.|.

and Carly ("GH"). I'd love to see

both couples come to pass. I simply

don't see any chemistry between
Austin and Carrie. They bore me. In

my opinion (apparently yours as well)

Mike and Carrie are a much hotter

duo. Ditto regarding A.|. and Carly. I

love the idea of these two tortured

souls finding comfort in one another,

although the chances might be pretty

slim at this point. They have a slight

hurdle to pass, the fact that Carly

drugged AT

Drama Queen: The votes for this

one were pretty varied and wide-

spread. Lynn Herring (Lucy, "Port

Charles ") came out victorious though

Robin Strasser (Dorian, "Off I
')

and lacklyn Zceman (Bobbie. "GH"),

who is infamous for her penance state

(the one where she has that bewil-

dered, "I'm on ctack" look) were

close behind.

Hottest Couple: fake a guess ;i s to

who won this category'.' Chances are,

you're right, Sonny and Brenda

("GH"). This wasn't even a contest

which didn't surprise me considering

the fact that even non-"GH" tans

have heard of the sizzling couple.

They're legendary (and with good rea-

son) even though they are no mote.

Sob. It's okay. I'll eventually get met

it. Liza and Adam ("AMC") got an

honorable mention too.

Best Storyline: Carly '| deception

("GH") took home the title this year

with Marlena and Kristin locked in

the cellar ("Days") placing second.

Whether you love her or hate her,

Carly's got you talking. I was sur-

prised that Erica stealing the baby

didn't receive more attention, cspe

dally considering the fact that it had

garnered so much publicity and had

been hotly contested by fans.

Most Annoying: This one was close

too. with Dimitri ("AMC") pulling

ahead of both Lucky ("Gil" I and

Laura ("Days") by a slim margin.

What can I say. I think they're all

annoying as hell.

Best Show: And the award goes

to... "General Hospital." with "Days

of Our fives'" a not -so-distant sec

ond and "All My Children" ranking

third. Oddly enough, the "Young and

the Restless" (a show that has resided

at the top of the Nielsen ratings lot

yean BOW) didn't even receive one-

vote, lust another example of how the

Nielsen's aren't necessarily a reflec-

tion of what people are watching.

I'd like to thank everyone once again

for their responses. It's good to get

some insight as to what the rest of the

fans are thinking (so I know I'm not

completely delusional when I want,

let's say. Mike and Carrie fo get

together). Next week: more news and

juicy gossip, including news on lason

Brooks' return on "Days." I mil next

time...

Jacob I aiming is a t Mass student.

Southern Journey Series is historical mix
By Joshua Boyd
Collegian Staff

VARIOUS ARTISTS
The Southern Journey Series, Volumes 4-8

Rounder Records

Editor's note: The first part of this column, covering the

first three columes of the Southern lourney Series, ran last

Monday
Brethren. We Meet Again, our fourth volume is a study on

Southern White Spirituals, and sinks us fully into the prac-

tice of the lining hymn, where a congregation leader will

spin off a line to a particular hymn and the whole congrega-

tion will sing it back extended and to each individual's own
range. The Sacred Harp practice presents a whole congrega-

tion singing a hymn, but with a certain fraction singing the

actual solfege (that is the "do. re. mi" syllabic tone-memorv

system) of the hymn. There are also a cappella solos and

actual sermons from Appalachian meeting houses on this

collection.

"Po' Lazarus." "Willie Brennan" and "Cole Younger."

may not ring any bells with our Northeastern urban-cen-

tered culture as Al Capone and |ocy Gallo do. however these

names are those of southern Outlaws and Desperadoes.

which is the theme of Volume 5. Had Man Ballads. These

tales of robbers, murderers and men and women who either

killed or were killed by their lovers are sung by I'arehman

Kami convicts, the I.E. Manier bluegrass band, the blues side

of (lobar* Smith and Virginian Spencer Moon.
Sheep. Sheep. Don' Cha Know The Road Southern

Music. Sacred and Sinful is the title of Volume b. and is con-

cerned with staving on the course o! God's path, like the

title track, sung and clapped by Bessie lones and her Georgia

Sea Island singers. The 17th century British ballad about a

mother abandoning her infant. "House Carpenter," is sung

in the wide range of Almeda Riddle's O/aik vocal style.

Vera Hall tells the story of the birth of Christ in song ami

narrative speech in "No Room At The Inn." and "sinful"

dance music is played in blues style by Miles and Bob
Pratcber.

Volume 7 takes the listener into the Ozark frontier for

Ballads and Old limey Music from \rkansus. Made up
mostly of Riddle's and Ollic Gilbert's singing of old-time

English ballads, as well as lots of Neil Morris tales played on

guitar and with his stately voice. There is also some charac-

teristic solo hanjo music, native to the rugged O/aik
Mountains.

The last volume to be released so far. is Volume 8, Velvet

\oices featuring EaMtem Shore Choirs. Ouartcts ami
Colonial T.ra Music. Hie Georgia Sea Island singers play a

large part on this disc with their original sound, as well as

the Virginia based Silver leaf and Bright light Ouartcts

and the more rocking (electric guitars) Peerless pour, Some
interesting features are the fishing boat chanteys by the

Bright fight Ouartet and the opening track, the eldei

Charles Bennett accompanying his upbeat spiritual "Run To
lesus for Refuge. Run Right Along" with his drumming on
an overturned washtub.

So. as always, leave it up to Roundel Records for captur-

ing this country's musical heritage (alter all. the blues and

la// originated out of the music on this album, and all other

music came out of those styles) The Southern journey series

is not just music, it is a historical document.

Be a Resident Assistant!

°fth&

Applications! for Spring 1995 Resident Assistant

Positions Now Being Accepted.

Applicants Must Attend an Information Session to
Receive an Application:

McNamara Main Lounge
Kennedy 19th Floor Lounge
Gorman 2nd Floor Lounge
Cance TV Lounge

Campus Center #505-509
Hamlin Hotspot (Basement)

Campus Center #911-915

Field Classroom

October 14 7:00pm

7:00pm
October 15 7:00pm

7:00pm
October 16 12:00pm
October 20 7:00pm
October 21 12:00pm

October 22 7:00pm

For more information, call the Center for Diversity and Development at 545-0472.

UMass field hockey pounds Explorers, 6-1
By Aaron M. Saylcin

Collegian Staff

Having played four games in a
span of seven days. the
Massachusetts field hockey team
could not have entered its upcom-
ing week off on a higher note, after

pounding Atlantic 10 foe La Salle,

6-1. Saturday at Richard F. Garber
Field for UMass' fourth consecutive
victory.

After allowing an early first-half

goal to the Explorers (6- 9), the
Minutewomen (9-7) rallied for six

unanswered scores, as junior mid-
fielder Kate Putnam, who had been
scoreless in 1997, exploded for a
career-high two goals and two
assists before the end of the first

period.

"I was just trying to get the ball

toward the net, and it just ended up
going in," said Putnam of her first

tally of the season. "There's been a

whole new level of confidence on
the team, and because of that, it's

making a huge difference."

Although a key ingredient in

UMass' lop-sided victory against
La Salle, confidence was not the
only factor responsible for
Putnam's explosion.

"Kate is usually in a position
where she is a distributor, not a

goal scorer, but she was in a differ-

ent position today," UMass coach
Patty Shea said of Putnam, whom
she moved to the middle of the
field against the Explorers. "We
had her in the center of the field

today, not along the sidelines, so
she had more opportunities. She
cares about whether or not the
team wins, and that's very impor-
tant to us."

Putnam sparked the UMass scor-

ing surge in the opening frame,
putting the Minutewomen on the

board just two minutes after the

lone La Salle goal. Freshmen mid-
fielder Kristen Schmidt responded
three minutes later, as she redirect-

ed Lucy Koch's penalty corner shot

into the back of the goal, beating

Explorer netminder Lindsay Block

for what would be the eventual
game-winning goal.

"We've been working on it all

week," Schmidt said of her timed

one-touch goal. "I ran in, and
placed myself in the (set) spot. It

was a great play."

With the conference victory, the

Minutewomen move to 3- in the

Atlantic 10. ensuring themselves a

place in its tournament.

"With this game and this win.

we've solidified a berth in our con-

ference tournament." Shea said

after her team's impressive show-
ing. "We needed to concentrate on
that."

Also adding tallies for UMass
were junior forward Erica lohnston.

who currently leads all A- 10 scor :

ers, and sophomore forward
Christine Millbauer. whose goal and

assist allowed the Minutewomen to

pull away in the opening period.

"I was in the right place at the

right time." Millbauer said of her

fifth 1997 goal in only eight shot

attempts. "My teammates made the

play. I just finished it."

Despite a previous struggle in the

conversion of offensive penalty cor-

ners, coach Shea's squad connected

on an impressive three-of-six
first-half attempts.

"Fifty percent is a great success

rate." Shea said in a satisfied tone.

"We're starting to execute and (eel

more comfortable in our set-up."

The Minutewomen will have to

play two of their last three regu-

lar-season conference games on the

road.

THANC VO I COLLEUAN

Lucy Koch had a first half assist as the Massachusetts field hockey team trounced La Salle 6- 1 over the week-
end.

UM shuts out La Salle,

loses to Owls on road

By Brett Mauser
Collegian Staff

Philly cheese steaks.

In Philadelphia, you gotta love

the cheese steaks. The
Massachusetts volleyball team was
lovin' those slabs of beef this week-

end when they took on Temple and
La Salle on the road.

To put things into Philadelphia

terms, for those who might not be

Sunday afternoon volleyball freaks,

we'll call Temple the Stanley Cup
runner-up Flyers, and La Salle

could be labelled as the

cellar-dwelling Phillies.

UMass (10-10, 5-5 in the

Atlantic 10) continued its season

of mediocrity, shutting out La Salle

3-0 on Saturday night while
becoming yet another victim of the

Owl attack, losing a tough 3-0

match Friday.

Saturday was all coach Bonnie-

Kenny could hope for. All season.

Kenny has talked about how the

Minutewomen offense has been

inconsistent. Against La Salle.

UMass controlled the net all night,

hitting an impressive .363 as a

team, on their way to a 15-0.

15-4. 15-13 decision over the

basement-holding Explorers.

UMass' attacking was impecca-

ble. In the first game, the

Minutewomen did not commit a

single hitting error en route to

blanking La Salle 15-0. All told.

Massachusetts had only nine errors

for the entire match.

Sophomore middle blocker (ill

Meyers had a field day. collecting

16 kills and 14 digs to lead the

Minutewomen. Sophomore outside

hitter Kari Hoganeamp came up
with her 12th double-double on
the year, picking up 10 kills and I 7

digs.

Freshman middle blocker
Rebecca Hasson had a career
night, registering the first

double-double of her collegiate

career Hasson knocked down a

career-high 10 kills and added 10

digs.

The win was the Minutewomen's
first shutout victory since beating

up on Northeastern in late August

in the UMass/Reebok Invitational.

Friday wasn't such a gleeful

scene as the Temple attack picked

apart the UMass defense. The Owls
one-two punch of Sharia Bryant

and Tamu Cooper accumulated 35

kills, hitting an incredible .435 as a

duo.

Each game was well -contested,

but Temple got hot when they

needed to and upended the

Minutewomen.
Hoganeamp. Meyers, and senior

outside hitter Lesley Nolan each
recorded double-digit kills and
digs on the night. Freshman setter

lennifer Drcnnan continued to

impress, picking up 41 assists in

the losing effort.

Write for Sports
See Luke Meredith at the Collegian in the

basement of the Campus Center.

Minutewomen
continued from page 10

offense.

The beginning of the second half « M
the turnaround point for the

Minutewomen. At 48:09, senior
tri-captain Erica Iverson rifled a free

kick off the right side to Kara Green
who chipped in the shot to tie the

game, 1-1.

Inspired, UMass continued to step up
its skills and overpower Xavier's wan-

ing effort. The winning goal came sub-

sequently in the wake of the first and
off the Minutewomen's transition-eat-

ing defense. UMass's Robin Smith con-

trolled the ball at midfield and sent out

a shot to the far right flank, where
freshly substituted freshman Kate
Webb beat the defender for a

one-on-one goal at 48:09. This provid-

ed Webb with redemption after a

missed scoring attempt on Friday.

"I didn't fell like I played that well

|on Friday!. I felt a lot of pressure,"

Webb said. "|But Rudy] devised a new
approach with new players in new posi-

tions that helped a lot."

Rudy attributed the key to the victory

to the frequent substitution tactic.

"We tried to use intelligent subbing."

Rudy said. "Kate has a different gear

and we got a winning goal out of it."

Friday's 2-1 overtime victory over

Dayton was highlighted by Emma
Kurowski's two goals and the return of

the injured Robin Smith, who is a pres-

ence on the field and a catalyst for the

team, according to Rudy.

The Flyers' Stacy Martin knocked a

rocket to the far corner at 23:49. But

the Minutewomen regrouped and retali-

ated with the first of Kurowski's goals

off a scramble with Dayton's keeper

Amy Kemmer and UMass' Sophie
Leeot.

"I got the ball out of a scramble.

"Kurowski said. "Somehow I got it

through the keeper and the defender."

Her second goal came in overtime

when she blasted a shot pass Kemmer
for the game winner.

It was the second overtime win for

UMass this year.

madness
continued from page 10

loud, though short. "Save Our
Beer" chant that at its height

rivaled any other cheers on the

night.

But although the purpose of

Midnight Madness is to get fans

hyped up for the season, it in fact

only starts the season in one
way— practice, which began
promptly at 10 a.m. on Saturday.

Flint said that the playing rota-

tions have not been set yet. but

should be about two weeks into

practice.

This is a critical practice time

for UMass. There's a logjam at

small forward, where Babul and

sophomore Chris Kirkland will

battle Winston Smith for playing

time, and the baekeourt rota-

tions have yet to be ironed out.

An inexperienced but talented

crop of young guards, led by

sophomore Monty Mack, the

1 996 Boston Shootout MVP who
sat out last season as a Prop 16

casualty, will fight for playing

time. Clarke is the only starter

returning to a baekeourt that lost

Carmelo Travieso and Edgar
Padilla.

The Minutemen have another

grueling early season schedule

ahead of them. They play Kansas,

a team on everyone's Top 5.

along with Boston College.

Connecticut. Fresno State and
possibly either North Carolina or

UCLA in the Great Alaska
Shootout, before they hit the

A- 10 slate. And even the A- 10,

long the doormat of Eastern con-

ferences, has been ranked the

country's fifth toughest by the

Sporting News and is widely con-

sidered stronger than the Big

fast this season.

"With out schedule, we have

to get serious quick, and do what

we have to do to win ballgames."

Clarke said.
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Rocketman (PG)

Today at 5:40 ($2.50) and 8:20

Playing God (R)

Today at 5 50 ($2.50) and 8:20

LA. Confidential (R)

Today at 5:20 ($2 50) and 8:10

/ know What You Did Last

Summer (R)

Today at 5:30 ($2.50) and 810

'HAMPSHIRE 6-584 7550
. HAMPSHIRE MALL

Kiss the Girls (R)

Today at 5:40 ($2.50) and 8:40

The Peacemaker (R)

Today at 5.30 ($2 50) and 8:30

U-Turn (R)

Today at 8:30

In and Out (PG- 13)

Today ot 5:50 ($2 50) and 8:40

Devil's Advocate (R)

Today at 5:20 ($2.50) and 8:20

Seven Years in Tibet (PG- 13)

Today at 5:20 ($2.50) and 8:20

Most Wanted (R)

Today at 5 50 ($2 50)

MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

Central Transport International. Inc.. one ot the leading transportation/

logistics firms in the nation, is seeking entry-level management
trainees on your campus II you enioy working in a last-paced and

challenging environment where promotions and career advancement

are in your own hands, see what we have to otter:

• On-the-job training

• Eicellent compensation and benefits package, including 401 (k)

• Performance-based promotion

Join a company with a proven track record ot success in a growing industry

Contact your placement office for on campus recruiting dates and details

Minuteman team spirit

sparks comeback effort
By Jonathan M. Place

Collegian Staff

BUFFALO. NY. — No matter

what anyone may say about the

Massachusetts football team (2-5,

1-5 in the Atlantic 10). they can
never accuse the Minutemen of giv-

ing up.

You can question their players,

their talent and their coaching, but

never can you say that they don't

give it 100 percent for the entire 60
minute* of a football game.

"That's never been a problem for

this team." coach Mike Hodges said

in remarks to the effort his team
gave.

And for the second time this sea-

son, it was the Minutemen's heart.

desire and determination which car-

ried them to victory'. Saturday, over

the University at Buffalo (2- 6),

26-20.

Their effort is what gave them the

strength to score 27 points in the

second half against a No. 3

Villanova team. It's what won them
their sixth consecutive
Homecoming victory in a row —
beating Rhode Island, this year,

18-14. And it's what brought them
home from Buffalo, this weekend,
with a 2-5 record instead of a 1-6

record.

Simply stated, the Minutemen are

a team — the very definition of the

word. Sporting matching UMass
jumpsuits at all times, this team
symbolizes togetherness and that

not one man, but an entire team is

responsible for the final score. They
win together, they lose together,

from the coaches on down.

Up until the third quarter, it

looked as if they were going home
as a losing team.

Buffalo dominated the first half

of the ballgame. spreading out

UMass' defensive secondary with

three, sometimes four or five play-

ers running out for a pass. It WM
apparent that the Bulls coaching

staff had watched tapes of the

Maine and Villanova games and
seen what a dominant passing

attack can do to this Minutemen
defense. Quarterback Chad
Salisbury did everything he could

do to break the Minutemen, but

their spirit would not be broken

Even after being down 1 3-6 and

losing two fumbles — including one

fumble dropped by Marcel Shipp
inches away from a touchdown —
UMass refused to buckle. As a

team, it drove back into the game
scoring I 3 unanswered points in the

third quarter.

Up 19-1 3 in the last period of the

game, junior eornerback Tehran
Hunter came out on to the field,

replacing an injured Ben Scott, to

take his spot in the defensive sec-

ondary. With Buffalo five yards

away from a touchdown after an
impressive 81 -yard drive. Salisbury

threw up his 58th passing attempt

of the game. Senior free safety

Brum Mooney tipped the pass at

the goal line sending the ball spin-

ning into the endzone. Hunter was

jut) standing there waiting for it. He
caught the ball, looked down the

field and he said, "I just saw grass."

The field was his oyster.

Hunter took off for a 100-yard

touchdown run. It is the longest of

his career and the longest touch-

down for UMass since 1977, when
Steve Leymay ran in for a touch-

down and 1953, when Don Johnson

also racked up the long score.

That was what made Saturday's

game special. Everybody made plays

— including Anthony Catterton.

Since the senior from Orlando, Fla.

took back the quarterback job three

weeks ago. he has been instrumen-

tal in the success of the Minutemen
offense. In the last two weeks he

has averaged a .560 completion per-

centage, with a 57 percent perfor-

mance against the Bulls — a

career-high for Catterton and sea-

son- high for UMass quarterbacks.

He passed for 128 yards, but more
importantly threw no interceptions.

His decisions on who to throw to

have been as good as the passes

themselves. Not once during the

game did Catterton force the ball

into heavy coverage.

With Catterton in the ballgame

the Minutemen become a more ver-

satile running team. Catterton is

quicker on his feet than is [eff

Smith. So the option, which was
effective last season, has been rein-

stated. However, just like the pass,

it has been scattered throughout the

game. UMass has refused to commit
to anything that may bias their

offense. That's what Buffalo did and
it helped them to lose. The Bulls

committed to the pass, so much in

fact that they forgot about their run-

ning game, which was non-existent.

Buffalo passed for 459 yards —
the most ever against UMass — but

because of turnovers could not

defeat the Minutemen.
UMass controlled the second half

for the second week in a row. Led
by Shipp, who ran for over 50 yards

in the second half, the Minutemen
were once again able to control the

line of scrimmage.

The running game has improved
tremendously since the loss to New
Hampshire. UMass has averaged

266 yards rushing in the last two
weeks. That can be primarily attrib-

uted to the decision of rotating the

running backs. While Holston was
fullback for the majority of the

game. Shipp. |im Pizano and Matt

Jordan platooned the tailback posi-

tion.

Overall, the Minutemen proved

that teams win football games. Not

the defense, not the offense, not the

coaches, but the entire team.

Flying back from Buffalo, next

weeks game against Delaware was
on the minds of many. The Blue

Hens will obviously be a formidable

opponent, with only a loss to

Villanova, but as long as the

Minutemen play as a team and give

Delaware all they have for the entire

game, then that's the best they can

do. And no one could ever criticize

that.

football
continued from page 10

Wit!, just over nine minutes remaining in the game. Buffalo was driving on

UMass' 5-yard-line trailing, 19-13. A Salisbury pass was tipped by senior safety

Bryan Mooney into the hack of the endzone where Hunter was waiting. Hunter

intercepted it and took it the length of the field.

"I just saw grass." Hunter said. "I caught it and took off."

Hunter's interception return was the longest at UMass since Steve Leymay

equaled it in 1977. Hunter also racked up 38 yards on three punt returns

Saturday.

Mooney s tipped ball assist wasn't his only big play of the final quarter.

On a third down attempt from the Minutemen's 34-yard- line. Mooney batted

down a would-be first down pass from his knees at the 20-yard-line.

And in the waning moments of the ball game. Mooney timed a Salisbury pass

intended for senior lamie Gasparre. He picked it off and ended the Bulls' final

rally.

"I'm a terrible coach when it comes to needing 30 points to win a football

game." said Buffalo coach Craig Cirbus. "We had a lot of nervous nellies out there

today. They were alraid to lose. We needed them to make something happen."

Hodges was ecstatic with his team's performance

"Our effort is great." he said. "We will not give up. That's a given. We will

never give up."
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Collegian Classifieds
APARTMENT FOR RENT | EMPLOYMENT

Amherst- Charming 1

bedroom Excellent loca-

tion, on bus route, avail-

able 11/1. $475. 549-8248

AUTO FOR SALE

Toyota Cressida 84 4

door, fully loaded, auto-

matic. Needs some work.

$500. 549-8248

Purchasing a used car?

Having your car repaired?

Do you know your legal

rights? Call The Student

Legal Services Office. 922

Campus Center, 545-1995

Toyota Long Bed Pick-

Up 1986 with 75k.

Fiberglass Shell Calif

Truck. No rust. $4500. Call

582-9872

88 TOYOTA SUPRA Grey

with leather interior. 2

alarms, tinted windows,

std, power everythin

Very fast. $5800 or B/

549-4832

1984 WV Maroon Rabbit

Low mileage. 95% mint

condition. $1400 or B/0.

Call 584-2940

EMPLOYMENT

Abt Associates is look-

ing for a few reliable peo-

ple with good communica-

tions and computer skills

who are available to work

a minimum of 20 hours per

week Evening and week-

end assignments are cur-

rently available. We offer

flexible scheduling

options, access to health

and dental plans and paid

training. The starting

wage is $5.75 per hour

with regular merit increas-

es. Free transportation

with FVTA Bus Line is pro-

vided. For more informa-

tion or to arrange a per-

sonal interview call

(413)587-1607. An Equal

Opportunity Employer.

Arby's Hampshire Mall

Now hiring part-time

flexible schedual good pay

Apply in person.

$1 ,000s WEEKLY!!

Stuff envelopes at home

for $2.00 each plus bonus-

es. F/T, P/T. Make $800+

weekly, guaranteed! Free

supplies. For details, send

one stamp to: N-113,

12021 Wilshire Blvd.,

Suite 552, Los Angeles,

CA 90025

Needed Immediately
Firestone of Northampton

needs part-time

Sales/Customer Service

Rep. 25-30 hours a week.

Starting salary $7.50 per

hour Call 586-1 584

Posterer Wanted $6/hr

259-1227

Rao's Coffee is hiring

F/T and PA. Food experi-

ence necessary. Please

apply in person.

EMPLOYMENT
Hiring For Pizxa Hut

Cashiers and Pizza Help.

AH shifts. Come down and

fill out an application. 586-

2940

LEGAL ASSISTANTS
WANTED Spring 1998

Internships With The

Student Legal Services

Office; get hands-on expe-

rience in the legal field

—

work directly with attor-

neys and clients. Earn up

to 15 undergraduate cred-

its. No experience in the

legal profession neces-

sary— training provided.

Contact The Student Legal

Services Office today: 545-

1995, 922 Campus Center.

INSTRUCTION ^ROOMMATE WANTED

FOR RENT

Fridge Rentals 253-9742

Free Delivery

FOR SALE

Rolling Stones Foxboro

Oct 21, Tues. One floor

seat/$75 (CHEAP!) Call

665-0241 Leave message^

2 Elton John Tickets For

Sale. Call 256-6022

Toshiba 486 Laptop
$500.(413)549-4753

Good Quality Full-Sized

Futon and Black Metal

Frame. $150 or B/0. 665-

0332

COMPUTERS!
New P166MMX from

$995 Laptops, peripher-

als. ZarVision 582-9198

V/MC/AMEX

15 million* sendable
email addresses Contact

the world with the stroke

of a key! $99 per CD.

Contact Pete @ Conrad

Enterprises (413)539-3599

Self Amplified Bazooka

Base Tube 6 inches, great

shape. Call 259-1 984

Computers! Computers!

Computers!

The very best prices

around! IBM Thinkpads

Compac as well as print-

ers, scanners, and sup-

plies. Call File

Management Solutions

and ask for Jason 549-

4850

Laptop Notebook Works

good. $150. Good for

school. Call Steve

(413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for

computer. Works great.

Call CPC (413)584-8857

Watch batteries, ear

piercing, eyeglass

repairs, jewelry restora-

tion, diamond engage-

ments, wedding rings.

Silverscape Designs, 264

N. Pleasant St, Amherst

253-3324 Open Daily.

Kung-Fu-Spirit of the

Heart offers new student

introduction: 3 lessons and

a T-shirt- $19.95!

Convenient Northampton

location. 585-1661

Lost: Glasses in the first

floor bathroom of Bartlett

on 10/15. If found please

call The Collegian @ 545-

3500,

Gold Bracelet Monday

10/6. Mullins Field.

Reward. Sentimental. Call

Jen 549-4460

MISCELLANEOUS

Earn$75-$1O0

Exercise Science Study

Needs non-weight trained

mslBS

Call Steve @ 253-4952 or

5-6072

EARN$750-$1500/WEEK
Raise all the money your

group needs by sponsoring

a VISA fundraiser on your

campus. No investment &
very little time needed.

There's no obligation, so

why not call for informa-

tion today. Call 1-800-323-

8454 x 95.

ROOM FOR RENT

1 room available on

Main St. Very close to

town. On bus route 21 +

please. Call 259-9282

One large bedroom
available in Sugarloaf

Estates. $333/month.

Great place to live. Call

665-7701

SERVICES

Retired Faculty Member
offers English Language

Lessons and Editorial

Expertise to International

Students, all levels.

Reasonable rates. Ms.

Reed 253-3354

Pregnant? Need help?

Call Birthright of Amherst

area for free testing and

assistance. 549-1906

ivn

TRAVEL

Port Antonio Jamaica
Seaside Cottages

Real Jamaican

Neighborhood

$150/Week
367-9350

EARN FREE TRIPS 1
CASH!

CLASS TRAVEL needs

students to promote

Spring Break 1998! Sell 15

trips and travel free!

Highly motivated stu-

dents can earn a free

trip & over $10,000!

Choose Cancun, Bahamas,

Mazatlan, Jamaica or

Florida! North America's

largest tour operator! Call

Now! 1-800-838-6411

Florida Crm *n
ttohnmrn

1-800-234-7007

RELIABLE SPRING
BREAK TOURS

Bahamas, Cancun, & Ski

Trips! FREE FOOD AND
FREE DRINKS! Sign-up

before Nov. 30. Organize a

group- travel free. Call for

Details and free brochure.

Call 1-(888)SPRINGBREAK

Today]

SPRING BREAK
Largest selection of Spring

Break destinations includ-

ing cruises! Group dis-

counts and free trips avail-

able Epicurean Tours 1-

800-231-4FUN

Spring Break Take 2"

hiring Reps! Sell 15. Take

2 free. Hottest destina-

tions! Free parties, eats,

and drinks! Sunsplash 1-

800-426-7710 or

www.sunsplashtours.com

Sell/Trade your preowned

games and systems. Call

Let's Play at 549-4505.

WANTED

Earn $125

Running and Sedentary

Females wanted for a

research study. 19-35

years old. Please call Tom

@ 549-0465

The most
popular

question on
Campus:

"WHAT ARE
YOU DOINQ
IN THAT
BOX?"

The Answer-.

SELLINQ
COLLEQIAN
CLASSIFIEDS

Come
and
see
us

today!

Personals Policy Rates Standard Headings
All personal* MUST b« pcootread by CoHegun clas-

sified employee* before paymenl and acceptance of

the i laMiiied

Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY
first names and initials are allowed. The only excep-

tions are for birthday or congratulations personals, in

which case the lull name may be used.

Phone numbers are not allowed in personals NO
tXCEPIION 1-

i Addresses are not allowed in personals this means

dorm room numbers as well,

i Personals of a #\reatening or derogatory nature are

not acceptable Personals of a vindictive or libelous

nature are not acceptable Personals may not be

used for the purpose of harassment.

6 Profanity may not be used in personals

7 The personals section is for personals only Trie per-

sonals section may NOT be used to sell items, seek

roommates, advertise meetings, etc

8 All personals must have the name, signature, and

UMass ID number of the student placing the as

filled in on the insertion order Non-students must

provide a valid driver's license and the license num

bet must be recorded on the insertion order Use of

false identification, or misrepresentation is subject to

penalties under the law.

9 The CoMegiin reserves the right to refuse or to edit

any personal that does not meet the Collegian's Man

dards in accordance with the statutes of the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts

Students

20tf per word/day

All others

40tf per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and

legibly. We are not responsible for errors result-

ing from illegible handwriting or type.

ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE

COMMUNITY EVENTS
EMPLOYMENT

ENTERTAINMENT
FOR SALE

FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

MONDAY, OCT. 20

Lecture — A work-in-progress presentation

"The Last Hermits: Women's Education in

Korea at the Turn of the Century" by Hyaeweol

Choi from the Department of East Asian

Languages and Literatures at 4: 1 5 p.m. in Seelye

Hall, room 207. Smith College. Sponsored by

the Project on Women and Social Change

Lecture — Department of Biological Sciences

presents the 1997 Christianna Smith Lecture fea-

turing Donald Ingber, M.D.. Ph.D. from

Children's Hospital of Boston entitled "Cellular

tensegrity. integrin signaling, and control of mor-

phogenesis" at 7:15 p.m. in Hooker Auditorium

at Mount Holyoke College.

Sufiic- — The women's basketball team will

be holding walk-on tryouts at 6:30 p.m. at the

Mullins Center Proof of insurance and of a

recent physical are required to participate in try-

outs hor further information, call the women's

basketball office at 545-2726.

Talk/Signing — Author talk and signing to

feature Peggy Claude-Pierre, author of The

Secret Language of Eating Disorders: The

Revolutionary Sew Approach to Understanding

and Curing \nnrcxta and Bulimia at 7:50 p.m

in Mary Woolley Hall, the New York room.

Mount Holyoke College. For more information.

call The Odyssey Bookshop. 534-7507. or the

College's Health Education program. 538-2466.

Talk — Works-in-progress talk entitled

"African-American Females and Gender

Dysphoria" given by Constance Johnson, a Five

College Women's Studies Community Associate

from Center for Human Development, at 4:30

p.m. at the Dickinson House Living Room at

Mount Holyoke College

TUESDAY, OCT. 21

Colloquium — Adetoun llumoka, a Five

College Women's Studies Research Associate

from the Empowerment and Action Research

Center. Lagos, Nigeria, will give a colloquium

entitled Making Tights Meaningful at 7:50 p m
in the Dickinson House Living Room of the Five

College Women's Studies Research Center at

Mount Holyoke College

Meeting — The Index, UMass' yearbook, will

hold its weekly general meeting at 6:30 p.m. in

the Student Union, room 304. All are invited.

Contact lill Aordkian at 545-0848 for more

information

Meeting — The first mandatory organization

al meeting for those interested in the new organi-

zation Best Buddies will be held at 7:50 p.m. in

the Cape Cod Lounge in the Student Union. The

mission of Best Buddies is to enhance the lives of

people with mental retardation by providing

them with opportunities for socialization. All are

welcome. For more information, contact Erin at

546-71 57 or |en at 549-6405.

WEDNESDAY. OCT. 22

Career Forum — The Political Science

Honors Society is holding a Career Forum at

450 p.m. in the sixth floor lounge of Thompson.

It is free and open to the public. Students inter-

ested in what their political science or liberal arts

degree can be used for after graduation are

encouraged to attend. For more information, call

Ramy at 255-8855 or Dan at 548-9780.

Discussion — The Five College Program in

Peace and World Security Studies (PAWSSl will

sponsor a panel discussion on "China, the U.S.

and the Emerging World System." at 7:30 p.m.

in Converse Hall at Amherst College.

Intertainment — The Not Ready for Bedtime-

Players will be performing at the New Africa

House Library at 8 p.m. Free condoms are avail-

able

Lntertainment — Stories in the Sukkah. cele-

brate the harvest with story teller and Hillel

Program Director. David Arfa from noon-l2:45

p.m. at the Hillel House Sukkah.

Meeting— The UMass Theatre Guild is hold-

ing a meeting at 7 p.m. in Earthfoods in the

Student Union. All are welcome.

Meeting — The Queen Fan Club will hold its

first meeting of the semester at 7 p.m. in the

Cape Cod Lounge in the Student Union. New

members welcome For more information, con-

tact Rosa at 546-5618 or email at rosak@stu-

dent.umass.edu

NOTICES

Auditions — Channel 19 News anchor and

reporter auditions are being held on Tuesday,

Oct. 21 from 5-7 p.m. and Wednesday. Oct 22

from 6-8 p.m. Call UVC-TV 19. which is locat-

ed in the Student Union, room 216 behind the

Hatch, to schedule an appointment at 545-1536.

Sample writings are preferred but not required

M open to all UMass undergraduate stu

dents.

Art Contributions — The Student Union

Visual and Performing Arts Space is looking for

contributions to the Southern Asian Cultural

Exhibition which will show in the spring of

1998 If you have anything from artwork to

crafts depicting Asian culture, and would like the

opportunity to participate in this exhibition, con-

tact Amanda at 545-0792.

Computer Orientation — Students, faculty,

and staff interested in using the computers at the

Foreign Language Resource Center are encour-

aged to attend a computer orientation on Friday.

October 24. The free one-hour sessions begin at

3 p.m. in Herter 19. Enrollment is limited. For

more information am! to register, contact Irene

at 545- 0950 or check out

www.umass.edu/langctr

Contest — Spectrum Fine Art and Literary

Magazine is now holding a cover contest The

winner will have his/her artwork printed on the

97/98 issue. The final deadline is Dec. 2 at 5

p m. Pick up an entry form in the Student Union,

room 406e or just bring the artwork by.

Final F.xam Schedule — The Fall '97 Final

Examination Schedule will be available begin-

ning Friday, October 1 7. Copies will be delivered

to students in the residence halls, and will be

available to off-campus students in the

Registrar's office (213 Whitmore) It will also be

available on the World Wide Web beginning

Wednesday. October 1 at

http://www-ureg.adminumass.edu.

Notice — The women's basketball team is

looking for managers for the upcoming season.

Reliability and a significant time commitment are

required. If interested, please call Scott Foulis at

FYls are public service announcements printed

daily. To submit an FY1, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the

Managing Editor by noon the previous day.

545-2726.

Support Group — REFLECT, the Five

College bereavement support program offers free

bereavement support groups to students of the

Five College area All services are confidential

Enrollment for fall groups is happening now.

Call 577-5316 for more information.

Workshop — The Craft Center is offering a

nature photography expedition to the White

Mountains, N.H. on Friday, October 24-26.

Space is limited to 12 and sign up is now avail-

able in the Craft Center. Any questions, call

545- 20% or stop by the craft center which is

located across from the Hatch in the Student

Union.

Workshop — The UMass Theatre Guild is

holding free theatre workshops, including acting,

dance, tech. voice, and auditions on Saturday.

Oct 25 at II a.m. in the Campus Center, room

168. All are welcome. RSVP by Oct. 24. call

545-0415

Daily Listings sponsored by:

TV LISTING SPONSORSHIP FOR SALE

INQUIRE @ 545-3500

HSCN Bulletin

Board

Hartford

Boston

Boston

Springfield

Movie Ch.

Hartford

CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN
UPN/20
Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
International

UMass Academic TV

HSCN Programming

TV-19
I ABC/40 Springfield

I NBC/22 Springfield

a CNN
4 CNN SI

Headline News
UCTV

7 TBS

B BET

! TV Land

Univision

NFL footbatl: Buffalo Bills al Indianapolis Colts (In Stereo Live) X

hitz (In Stereo)

Naked Truth

Ally McB—l (In Stereo) i:

INaked Truth

31 Comedy Central

38 Cartoon

Much Music

Stephen HawMng'e Unlvtfte

In the Houae [Oood Hww Bi iMelcolm-Eddle |Hili (In siereo)

++V. "Buried A/ry»-(1990, Suspense) Tim Mrtwson.

NFL Football Buffalo Bins al IndJanapote Colls. (In Stereo Live) X
IM'A-S'Hl!

545-

3500

10:00 10:30

OCTOBER 20, 1997

Beck From the Brink

Brooklyn South (In Stereo) 0t~

Brooklyn South (In Stereo) X

11:00 I 11:30
Connecticut Journal (R)

Newel Lata ShowS
Lata ShowS

New*

Dateline (In Siereo) JEireo)H

TLW

Star Trek: Nert Pent.

ntwi

vsr
Dateline (In Stereo)I

Dateline (In Stereo) 11

Adventurer* S

ITonight Show

Simpsons JT
Tonight Show

Babylon 5

1

Tonight Show

Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

ft "Stumrecf (1991, Suspense

Prime News a iBuraen-Prooi | Larry King Live X
*V> f^c^shac*''(i980,eome»)ChevyChase, Bill Murray

Black Holes: The Abyss

Unsolved Mysteries (In Siereo)

|Home Again

lots t Clerk-Supermen

Highlander: The Series X
Patrick Demp8ey.'PQ-i3'

(6:45^ **+ The Bridges emotion Counly
,
(l995) PO-13'

»

"flwcwr Stories ot Courage - Two Wonrn^m?, Drama)

Beavts-Butt.

Figure Skating Protessional Legends Championships

"Mixed Blessings" (1995, Duma) Gabrielte Carteris.

Hey Amoldl X Happy Pays

Se*quest2032 'Spmd'ill I
Ertrema Machines (R)

WCW NHro (In Stereo Live) X

Mad Abo. You
I
Real TVS

Miss Merpte (Pari t ot 2)

Tom Berenper, Bob Hoaklns.

Law 4 Order "American Dream"

World Todays
Comedy HaH |Make-Laugh

Strictly Supernatural

Countdown to the 1C Spot Road Rules

Wonder Years I Love Lucy S
Deris (Rj

*** "Draarfi- (1979. rtofTor) Frank Langalla' LaunKJoi
... .. -, ,r./ lfc.^xJLil^ftlul[

Odd Couple]

r&isr

Moneyline SSports lllm

Daily Show jsteln's Money .

Justice Fees "Killer Kids" (R)

Cheerteading |Sportsc*nier~

Homicide: Lite on the Street S
Oddville, MTV

TaxiS

Lovellne (R)

Diary ot Jack the Ripper (R) SurvWalin the sTtyjB)

WCW NHro (R) (In Stereo) S

ITImeTraxS

I
Extreme Machines (R)

Newhart It

Walker Taxes rsenoer S |WWF Raw [In Stereo) S

Wha„ Have You Gone. Joe? !»* -Mli.HmPfliM, ™ &*»'"" g?ff™g
UU ^Mfty»-(i99« Susoaneal Sharon Stona. 'H Hi

Silk Stslklngs (R) (In Stereo) S
Taxlceb Conteealone 4

9*8) Sear. Connery.'R'ai tovert, lavs'

apmagiiwTO^ ut^ t i
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Bruno By C. Baldwin
Robotman By Jim Meddick

/" BUT •* tEAUlNfr MCK JUXttMCNf/YoVM
IMfVflNt) THAT YOU OOWT THiWH 1 W»* MATVlKt

ENOIX.M TO HAKt VI OWN OU'itON. I MsTAH

uHf i mart havc to play you fo* a v«ik
ttFOAE rAAKHMfr- THC KltL

LA COOP Ot
(.RftU MOW SWltTLT
YOU POT TMINOi

Drabble By Kevin Fagan

Me ^
pte/«eooN
Cr*6ARRA«9
ta BACK- TO
6CM0OLNV6WT,
OK,DAD?

THAT'S UMAT OAf>5
ARtfOR' fvWOAD
r\U>P*^ ZMVW&fttD
Me

DADOARk^OPflOSeD
TO E.Mf3ARRA/>5 TWEAfc

CWLOREM-' IT )

—

MAKemiAeM >v-^
T006U ! s*

8 Years in Braces By Eric Petersen Children for sale By John + Luke

Mallard Fillmore By Bruce Tinsley

S'iIW SHOULb NOT

E^'iST

L_s-

bEStii'.rr.w '. if You

CftUScrttTMf.rl&'iNUStRloMLE'

irSrXF out' v

smchuss

H
LIBRA (Sept. 25-Oct. 22) — It is

important for you to take care of your

own today - not only for them, but

for you, too. Your self esteem is sure

to improve as a result.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) -

This is the day to put bygones behind

you for good, and to look forward to

a period of increased enlightenment

and cooperation.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

2|) — You can have what you want

today without making any kind of

abrupt demands on others. Simply go

about your business plainh and open-

ly-

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— Why do you think you must be

secretive today? The fact is that an

honest and straightforward approach

can win the day for you.

AQUARIUS (|an. 20-Feb. 18)

You may have to slow down a little-

today in order to accommodate a pri-

vate weakness that has sprung up

recently. It isn't serious.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) —
Look around today and judge yourself

in light of what others are doing con-

currently. You are bound to discover

that vou're doing very well indeed.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
You may find yourself looking back

toward a time when things seemed

more carefree, but after some analysis

you'll know you're better off now.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)

You needn't beat yourself up today

trying to accomplish something

ahead of schedule. A more realistic,

calmer pace can achieve the same

result.

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20) —

Some may say you are overdoing it at

this time - and you may be - but the

question really is: what's the harm in

that right now?
CANCER (|une 21-July 22) -

You won't please everyone today, so

do your best to please those who
mean the most to you. and who are

depending on you for something

essential.

LEO (|uly 23-Aug. 22) — This is a

good day for you to put yourself in

the line of fire in order to experience

what others can only begin to

describe to you.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) — Are

you sure that you have things entirely

under control? You may be overlook-

ing one small detail that can make all

the difference.

Close to Home By John McPherson

I0-2O

Quote of the jO**y

4^ For a man, a woman is best fitted

to be the real bearer of his soul

image, because of the feminine quality

of his soul. yy
-C C. Jung

Today's P.C. Menu
til 345-2626 for more Mormatle

Franklin

£-A1A/L :CLOS£ 7Q#(yi£<»Cn»Pi&£'?rC.C0M

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Kielbasa Grinder

Chicken Burrito

DINNER
Pineapple Ham Steak

(Chicken) Breasts with Stuffing

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Eggplant Cutlet

Worcester
LUNCH

Stir Fry Pasta and Vegetables

Ziti and Sauce

Chicken Burrito

Bean Burrito

DINNER
Quarter Pound Burger

Chicken Parmesan

Harvest Burger

Pastabilities

ACROSS
1 Shade of purple

5 Cornered
1 Sear
14 Oft-quoted auth

15 Silly

1

6

Pilaf ingredient

17 Sedimentary
material

1

8

Twangy
19 Workers'

protection agcy.

20 Heavy showers
22 Surpassed
24 Unearthly

25 Church areas
26 Psyche parts

26 Accolades
32 Leaders of the

flock

35 Electrical unit

37 Appearance
38 Eggs
39 Fuzzy fruit

41 One day - - time

42 Cap parts

45 Mine output

46 Football's

Aikman
47 Writing

assignment
48 Girlfriend for

Yves
50 Candle

makings
54 Telegram

61 Biked

62 Seme tributary

63 Delete

65 Dangle
66 Tex. neighbor

67 Not flexible

68 Pennsylvania
city

69 Rind
70 Part of an act

71 Split

DOWN
1 Out-of-date

2 Join forces

3 Hue
4 Vestibules

5 Pie pans
6 Genetic

material

7 Artist's stand

8 Pass into law

9 Singer Reese
10 Appears
1

1

Steam's sound

1

2

Feel sore

13 —upon:
learn about

21 Actress Tilly

23 Vexes
25 Former tennis

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

IkIiItIeBsIcIi IfI i LBzIiIn

DliaH fflQQHH HBHH
ranHia mhohb soma

mas
HHKlMCia

HEBE
B O I

[ L S
A V B

H E R

SlEl lo
mSOHH HH0

OH@B DISH
IrlOlnlNiATcMAlNlCIElSlT
mania ehuzhsb dbhq
raaaa NBH0H sans
HO@0 aniflBB BBHH
10-20-9? © 1997. unitod Feature Syndicate

2/
'TSorryr

29 Darling

30 Numerical
prefix

32 Roam about
33 Rara —
34 Bulk

36 — Zedong
37 Throat-clearing

sound
40 Gullet

43 Hot cereal

44 O'Neal ol films

46 College
employee

49 Freezing
51 Casts a

52 Type of poem
53 Missouri river

55 Loud blast of

music
56 Soviet

founder
57 Trimmed
58 Condo

alternative

59 Journey
by foot

60 Capri, eg
61 Yield
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The last time the Massachusetts

men's basketball team walked off

the court together, it wasrTt a joy-

ous occasion.

The Minutemen had just lost to

Louisville in the first round of the

NCAA tournament, their earliest

exit since 1991, and their NCAA
record for most consecutive con-

ference titles had just ended at

five with a loss to George
Washington in the Atlantic 10

tournament semi-finals.

But behind stirring set by the

UMass dance team and the Funk

Club, a Hoop Band in mid-season

form and coach James "Bruiser-

Flint's promise to bring the A- 10

title back to Amherst, any linger-

ing negativity from last season

was buried Friday night at the

Mullins Center.

In a cacophony of smoke and

fireworks, Massachusetts broke in

the 1997-98 basketball season

with its annual Midnight Madness

festivities.

"We're going to start and end

the season with a bang," said

Flint, addressing a crowd Mullins

Center personnel estimated at

6,500. "This is the start of some

pretty big things [for the

Minutemen). We're bringing

home the A-10 title [this sea-

son]."

The night itself went relatively

smooth, despite the fact that the

Mullins Center scoreboard spelled

Basketball Times 1997 Newcomer
of the Year Lari Ketner's first

name "Larry" during introduc-

tions. The team was greeted by

loud cheers from the crowd dur-

ing introductions, the loudest

being reserved for veterans

Ketner. junior guard Charlton

Clarke and senior captain Tyrone

Weeks.
The Minutemen entertained the

crowd with a slam-dunk contest,

a three-point contest between the

coaches and the players and a

light scrimmage.

For the second year in a row,

6-foot-5 sophomore forward
Mike Babul won the slam dunk
contest, wowing the crowd with a

360-degree jam and a slam dunk

over sophomore guard Monty
Mack, who sat in a chair in the

middle of the paint. Freshman
Ronnell Blizzard impressed the

crowd in his first-ever Mullins

Center appearance with a scis-

sor-legged slam over a crouched

Jonathan DePina, the 5-foot-9

freshman from Boston.

The three-point contest was won
by the ptayer*. Clarke. Mack and

junior reserve Ross Burns blew

away the coaches 8-3. Each contes-

tant got five chances, and the coach-

es squad— Flint and assistant

coaches |ohn Robic and Tony

Barbee— only bagged l-of-5

apiece. Clarke led the players with

4-of-5, and Burns chipped in with

three.

The boisterous crowd, a welcome

sight for many who worried that last

year's decreased student attendance

might carry over into this season.

even got into the political arena, if

only briefly. Responding to plans to

make UMass a dry campus, the

mostly student crowd started a very

Turn to MADNESS, page 7

Massachusetts beats XU,

but falls to UD Flyers 3-1

By Michael Kobylanski

Collegian Staff

UMass

Xavier

Dayton

UMass

KSNNETHWP SCOT!

Sophomore Mike Babul won his second straight Midnight Madness dunk contest with this slam over a seated

Monty Mack. The ball bounced around the rim but eventually went in.

Eric Rabinovitz definitely picked

a nice time to notch his first ever

collegiate goal. Nice for the

Massachusetts mens' soccer team,

that is.

The sophomore forward found

the back of the Xavier

net 1:06 into overtime

yesterday afternoon to

propel the Minutemen
to a 5-2 overtime win

over the Musketeers. The loss for

the Musketeers was their first of

the year in the Atlantic 10.

UMass opened the scoring at the

5:38 mark of the contest, as senior

forward loenal

Castma converted on

a feed from lames
Redmond to give the

visitors a 1-0 lead.

Xavier combatted Castma's goal

with a tally of its own just over ten

minutes later, as Koen Kuiken net-

ted an unassisted goal to even the

game at 1-1.

The Minutemen (9-5-1, 5-4 in

Atlantic 10 play) jumped back out

on top just past the midway point

in the half. Brad Kurowski took a

long throw in from junior Paul

Corcoran and beat Paul

Wesssseling lor a 2-1 advantage.

The score would stay that way

until late in the second half, when

Chas Cooke scored for the

Musketeers to even the game at

2-2.

The extra session was short, yet

fruitful for the Minutemen, as

Rabinovitz connected on the only

shot of overtime for either squad to

send UMass home a winner.

The contest was a nip and tuck

battle all of the way. UMass held a

13-12 advantage in the shot

department, while Xavier had five

corner kicks for UMass.
Nevertheless, UMass had the

advantage where it counted: on the

scoreboard.

Todd Fowler made seven saves

for UMass in the winning effort.

Xavier slipped to 8-7-1 overall.

6-1 in the A-10 with the defeat.

The result in Friday afternoon's

matchup against Dayton was not as

welcome for the Minutemen.
Despite the fact that Mike Butler

scored a goal to move into third

place on the UMass career goals

chart, the Minutemen fell to

Dayton by a 3-1 score.

Emmanuel Ayim scored at 15:47

of the first half to give the Flyers a

1-0 lead. But Butler was there to

knot things back up just over eight

minutes later when he pounced on

a loose ball and fired it past

Dayton keeper Tim McCarthy.

Dayton took control of the game

in the second half, as goals by

Godfrey Tenoff and Ayim sealed

the deal for the Flyers. Tenoff

scored at 69:49 to give Dayton a

2-1 lead, while Ayim added his

second with 21 seconds left to put

the game out of reach.

Fowler had nine

saves between the

pipes for UMass in

the defeat.

UMass dominated

the corner kicks, booting six while

bageling Dayton. The Flyers, how-

ever, eeked out a 14-13 shot

advantage in the game.

Dayton improved to 6-6-1 over-

all. 3-3 in A-10 play

with the victory.

Minute-man Notes:

A season of hot and

cold streaks contin-

ued this week for the Minutemen.

After winning four divisional

games in a row, UMass has now
dropped three of four in the A-10

to fall into the middle of the pack

in the conference standings...

Butler's goal against Dayton was

his team leading 1 0th and 34th of

his career. The goal also moved
him past Clarence Simpson and

Andy Bing and into third place all

time in goals. Randy Jacobs holds

the career record with 40 goals...

Butler leads UMass in scoring with

25 points (10 goals. 5 assists),

while Seth Lilburn (3-8-14
points), Castma (5-2-12). and lake

Brodsky (3-6-12) are the only

other Minutemen in double digits

in scoring. Overall. 14 of the 26

Minutemen on the roster have

scored... UMass has a 4-1-1

record in overtime games this sea-

son. At one point in early

September the Minutemen played

into the extra session in five con-

secutive games... Fowler sports a

7- 5-1 mark in the net. and has a

goals against average of 1.32. He
also has two shutouts on the sea-

son... Coach Sam Koch sports a

77-43-13 mark in his six plus sea-

sons at UMass. He has been named

A-10 coach of the year twice. Koch

was the head man at Stanford for

six years prior to coaching the

Minutemen... UMass has two cru-

cial home games left, its final two

Atlantic 10 games of the year. The

Minutemen will face Fordham on

Friday afternoon at 3 p.m.. and La

Salle on Sunday afternoon at 1

p.m. Winning both games will be

essential as the Minutemen are

looking for a berth in the A-10
tournament.

Minutewomen keep rolling; Minutemen squeak by Buffalo Bulls, 26-20
beat Flyers and Musketeers
By Kathleen Ralls

Collegian Staff

It was the story of the tortoise and

the hare.

Sort of.

The Massachusetts women's soc-

cer team started

both first halves of

its Atlantic 10

games this week-
end in chaotic fash-

ion, complete with injuries, frequent

substitutions, collisions and the high

emotions that come
with the fact that

the Minutewomen
were playing their

last games at

Totman Field in 1997, and the last

ever for four seniors.

During the beginning twenty min-

utes of yesterday's first half against

the Musketeers. UMass simply could

not control the ball, causing mad
scrambles in front of the net and a

host of missed opportunities on its

usual run-and-gun style of offense.

And even though in the end they

UMass

Xavier

UMass

Dayton

swept on the weekend, the key to

both games for the Minutewomen
was patience, much like it was for

the tortoise.

"We took a longer warm up today

because our skills are not good in

the beginning." UMass coach |im

Rudy said. "Maybe it's

also the size of the field,

there's not a lot of

room."
Xavier took advantage

of the Minutewomen's struggles

when Amanda Gruber converted for

a goal at 10: 16 off a

centered shot in front of

the goal. But redemp-
tion for UMass wouldn't

come until the second

half.

Rudy attempted to contain the

Musketeers abuse of the flanks by

substituting frequently his wings,

particularly the right wing, and side

midfielders. Freshman Molly

McGrew started off at left wing and

was followed by freshman Alicia

King who frustrated Xavier's

Turn to MINUTEWOMEN page 7
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Sophomore Kate Webb and the UMass women's soccer team swept this

weekend, leaving them with a 1 3-2 overall record.

By Corey Peter Goodman
Collegion Staff

BUFFALO. N.Y. — The
Massachusetts football team assumed a

new identity as survivors Saturday

when its showdown with the

University at Buffalo Bulls turned into

a comedy of errors.

The teams combined for 10 fumbles

and two interceptions. But when the

dust had settled. UMass was the bene-

ficiary of a gritty, hard fought 26-20

win over the Bulls before 6,052 specta-

tors at UB Stadium in Buffalo.

"We really limited our mistakes in

the second half," Massachusetts coach

Mike Hodges said. "That was the key

to the game."

Freshman tailback Marcel Shipp got

the ball on a crucial third and short

call from the Bulls' 10-yard line mid-

way through the third quarter with his

team trailing. 1 3-6. Shipp ran off the

right tackle and was hit at the line of

scrimmage, then bounced outside and

spun and drove his way over Buffalo

defenders, carrying them to the pile-up

in the corner of the endzone for the

score.

The effort rejuvenated the

Minutemen. who responded with a

near-flawless final quarter and a half.

UMass took advantage of an Andy

Matlay punt minutes later that came

down and ricocheted off a Buffalo

return blocker and into the arms of

junior |oe Abasciano.

From the Buffalo 38 yard-line.

UMass put together a six- play drive,

culminating in a two-yard burst up the

middle by junior |im Pizano. Pizano

was met at the goaline. and a

second-effort surge got him into the

endzone. The touchdown put

Massachusetts up for good, 19-13.

"When you win, it's always fun,"

quarterback Anthony Catterton said.

"We made some mistakes, but we
didn't get careless."

Since Catterton has taken over the

offense, in place of Jeff Smith two

weeks ago against New Hampshire, the

Minutemen are playing a different

brand of football. An option-type

quarterback. Catterton has shown that

the offense can exploit weaknesses in

the defense that will not only result in

big gains on the ground, but in the air

as well.

Catterton was 11 -for- 19 for 128

yards, with no interceptions against

Buffalo, And the Massachusetts rush-

ing attack put up 235 yards.

Sophomore fullback lamie Holston

and Shipp led the way with 69 and 68

yards, respectively. Both found the

endzone once.

Catterton also showed an ability to

elude the rush and a willingness to put

his head down and run. The senior

scampered for 33 yards on the after-

noon.

The story of the game was the

Massachusetts defense. Even though

Bulls quarterback Chad Salisbury past

ed the secondary for 459 yards and

three touchdowns — more than 100

yards to three different receivers —
UMass never let up and stopped

Buffalo when it had to late in the

game. The Bulls rushing attack was

ineffective against UMass' stingy front

seven.

"It's very difficult to win football

games if you can't run the ball well."

1 lodges said.

Tehran Hunter, a junior transfer

from Nassau Community College. taw

his first extended action for UMass at

cornerback. Hunter replaced sopho-

more Ben Scott, who was beaten twice

for touchdowns before suffering a

game-ending hand injury.

Turn to FOOTBALL, page 7
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Close

to sin

The devil strikes in

The Devil's

Advocate, starring

Keanu Reeves and
Al Pacino (see Arts

& Living, page 6).

Tuesday, October 2 1 , 1 997

UMass seniors

say goodbye

Danielle Dion and

the seniors on the

UMass women's
soccer team said

goodbye to Totman

Field this weekend,

(see Sports, page

10).

Proposed alcohol ban protested by students

WORLD

Burmese forced labor,

prisoners rounded up

BANGKOK, Thailand (AP) —
Burma's umilitary government is

using forced labor to build tourist

facilities at a national park, a stu-

dent group in exile said yesterday.

Burma's government, mean-

while, accused U.S. diplomats of

interfering in the country's inter-

nal affairs and warned it may con-

sider downgrading diplomatic ties

to the United States and other

Western nations. Burma's state-

run press reported.

A villager who escaped from

Burma said he was among 1 50 vil-

lagers rounded up each week by

the Burmese military to work
without food or pay at a marine

national park on Lampi Island, off

Burma's southern coast.

About 400 Burmese prisoners

also are used as forced labor in the

project, the villager told the All

Burma Students Democratic Front

in Thailand.

A 1996 report by the U.S.

Embassy in Rangoon estimated

that forced labor accounts for

about 3 percent of Burma's gross

domestic product.

NATION

Freedom of the press

questioned on internet

VENTURA. Calif. (AP) — Is

there freedom of the press in

cyberspace? A newspaper may
soon find out as it responds to a

unique subpoena demanding
access to e-mail from readers of

its Web site.

The request from a defense

attorney in a murder trial is

audacious and creative but has

little chance of success, press

experts said.

"It's the first time I've heard

of a lawyer who would have the

temerity to bring such a ground-

less motion," said Douglas
Mirell. a veteran First

Amendment attorney in Los

Angeles. "It's a cute idea. But

it's bizarre and frivolous in my
view."

lames Farley, who filed the

subpoena in Ventura County
Superior Court, told a legal

newspaper he wanted to look

into the Ventura County Star's

Web site to gauge whether pub-

licity has tainted the pool of

jurors for the upcoming trial of

his client, Michael Dally. Daily's

alleged lover. Diana Haun,
already has been convicted of

murdering his wife. Sherri. in a

case with occult overtones.

EXTENDED FORECAST

Today Wednesday Thursday

HIGH: 55 HIGH: 50 HIGH: 33

LOW: 33 LOW: 32 LOW: 28

By Michelle Fongemie

Collegian Correspondent

A rally to protest proposals pro-

hibiting 21 -year-old students from

the consumption of alcohol was held

yesterday afternoon on the front steps

of the University of Massachusetts

Student Union.

The noon rally, organized by junior

political science major Brian

McManus, attracted approximately

200 students, many of them between

classes.

Posters stating "Save Our Beer."

and "Fight for Right to Party" were

posted along the brick of the Student

Union and a podium was set up in

the middle of the steps for the speak-

ers.

McManus said he did feel there is a

drinking problem on campus, but

"banning alcohol is definitely not the

solution."

"We live out in the middle of a

corn field and the University has not

a made a commitment to give us

something to do on weekends," he

said.

"The University should be spend-

ing more money on clubs and RSO
[Registered Student Organizations]

and they should be sponsoring more

events as an alternative," he said.

Several leaders of the Pro-Student

Caucus spoke in opposition to the

Oct. 14 vote by the Massachusetts

Board of Higher Education to press a

ban on alcohol at all 29 state colleges

and universities in the

Commonwealth.
The proposed ban would also

affect the 21 -year-old or older stu-

dents, resulting in a "dry campus".

"We believe in liberty and free-

dom, and this is not something that is

going to be good for students," rally

speaker and Republican Club

President Paul Ferro said.

Ferro urged students to "write to

the legislator, write to the trustees,

write to the chancellor, write to The

Collegian," and voice their opposi-

tion to the ban.

Students for and against the ban

were given the opportunity to voice

their opinion on the open micro-

phone.

Sophomore sociology major Kim
Boscombe, 18, spoke at the podium

and urged students "to be responsible

and be responsible for what you have

done."

Boscome said she felt the need to

speak because "they [the students at

the rally] are just sitting here and

worried about not being able to

drink. If they look at why it happens,

it's because people are not being

responsible when they drink."

Education major Christine Lello,

24, said after the rally "I am not for

the ban, but I am not against it

either."
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"I believe there is a drinking prob

lem but banning alcohol is not going

to be the solution. What I propose,

which would work more effectively,

is to require incoming freshman to

take a life skills class which would

address the issues of alcohol and

drugs, and being responsible about

it," Lello said.

Freshman undeclared major |oel

Davis. 18, who did not speak at the

rally agrees with the ban said, "I feel

that drinking has gotten out of con-

trol among the youth, and although 1

feel it's important to have personal

rights, when people take drinking to

an extent, it endangers other people

and infringes on their rights."

Freshman pre-med major

Katherine Corner, 17, is opposed to

the ban. "1 think the ban could have a

totally opposite effect than they are

hoping for, because half the fun of

drinking is to defy the

system. ..because it's illegal for most

of us anyway. ..and to put the ban in

is to make it that much more exciting

to sneak beer in."

Freshman undeclared major

Shannon Barry, 18. is afraid that if

the ban goes into effect. "Drinking

would be pushed off campus," Barry

said, "and people will drive drunk

and people will get killed."

Political Science graduate student

Mike D'Amour, 27, said that he

came to the rally because he opposes

the alcohol ban, but was upset by

what he saw.

D'Arnour said, "What 1 saw here

was a serious respect problem and a

blatant promotional program by the

Republican Club and both of those

things didn't belong here."

"I think the attacks of one student

onto another student were uncalled

for." D'Amour said.

Sociology graduate student Kathy

Walker, 31. agrees with D'Amour.

"That's just not an example of adult

behavior for people who are demand-

ing the right to drink," said Walker.

Vice President of the Republican

Club Michael Rossette concluded

that he thought the rally was very

successful. "We got hundreds of peo-

ple to sign petitions." Rossette said,

"and hundreds more showed up, and

we brought a great deal of attention

to the issue."

Rossette said that he feels confi-

dent that on this coming Wednesday,

people are going to "turn out in

force" and vote against the alcohol

ban.

The rally was co-sponsored by the

UMass Republican Club and the

Pro-Student Caucus.

The rally was planned in compli-

ance with the public assembly poli-

cies of the institution, and student

leaders were in consultation with

both the campus administration and

police authorities.

BRIAN MCD£RMOTT\ COUEGIAN

Sophomore accounting major Stacy Cohen attempts to voice her opposition to yesterday's "Save Our Beer"

rally in front of the Student Union.

BRIAN MCDERMOTT\ COtltGIAN

Peter Khoury, a senior majoring in food science, protests the proposed alcohol ban on campus at yesterday's

rally.

NCAA prompts new investigation
By Jeff Donn
Associated Press

TMANC VO / COUK.IAN

Behind 69 yards from freshman tailback Marcel Shipp, the Massachusetts football team came back in the sec-

ond half and defeated Buffalo 26-20 on the road.

ON THE INTERNET

www.umass.edu/rso/colflgian

AMHERST— The NCAA is

mounting its own investigation into

whether Marcus Camby of the

Toronto Raptors took under-the-table

gifts during his sophomore college

year, an NCAA staffer said Monday.

The decision by the collegiate

sports governing body adds renewed

vigor to the nearly 1 1/2-year-old

series of inquiries into sports agents'

gifts to Camby.
He has admitted accepting gifts as

a junior at Massachusetts but denied

doing so in his sophomore year.

Massachusetts, which has already

been stripped of its 1996 NCAA
semifinal title for playing with Camby
as a junior, could face more penalties

if Camby violations are found in the

previous year.

However, the NCAA's investiga-

tion quickly confronted an obstacle

Monday as Camby. through a

spokesman, refused to cooperate with

the NCAA. "Right now, he's a profes-

sional athlete," said Rick Kaplan, a

Raptors spokesman. "At what point

do any of these investigations end?"

Camby, who was picked No. 2 in

the 1996 NBA draft, averaged 15

points and six rebounds per game as

a rookie for Toronto. But he has said

that the agent scandal distracted him

and hurt his play. Camby has paid

back to Massachusetts the $151,000

in NCAA tournament money it was

ordered to return for his junior-year

violations.

"Marcus Camby needs to speak to

us. He has the duty to speak to us,"

said Bill Saum, who oversees agent

rules for the NCAA. "I would just

like to think he would feel the need to

do this to bring this to closure."

The NCAA lacks the legal authority

to compel Camby to talk. In Amherst,

a campus spokeswoman said Monday

that the school's own inquiry into

Camby's sophomore year turned up

no additional violations. However,

the spokeswoman, Kay Scanlan.

acknowledged that both Camby and

the sports agent making the allega-

tions refused to speak to campus
investigators.

"It's been very frustrating to try to

put together a complete story," said

Ms. Scanlan.

lohn Lounsbury. the agent making

the accusations, confirmed Monday
that he has agreed to speak to the

NCAA, though he refused to cooper-

ate with the campus inquiry. "UMass

has their own motivations. The
NCAA wants the truth." Lounsbury

said.

He has said he showered Camby
with $40,000 worth of gifts over both

his junior and sophomore years.

Saum said the NCAA will inter-

view "a couple" people in its investi-

gation. But he refused to name them,

other than Lounsbury. The NCAA's
decision also broadens its involve-

ment in the Camby affair. It reviewed

the campus' investigation of junior-

year gifts but did not carry out its

own interviews. Saum gave no

timetable for completing the NCAA's

new inquiry.

Ms. Scanlan said the university's

investigators had been able to inter-

view former coach )ohn Calipari. who
now coaches the NBAs New lersey

Nets, and his former assistant Bill

Bayno. who left to coach UNLV.
Both contradicted Lounsbury's

account, she said.

Bayno's center at UNLV. Keon

Clark, was suspended earlier this sea

son for a Florida trip provided by a

sports agent.

The NCAA's agent rules are meant

to protect the amateur status of play-

ers and put schools on an equal com-

petitive fooling.

State prepares for critical

case against tobacco co.'s
By Glen Johnson

Associated Press

COURTT.Y MfniA RIIATIONS

Marcus Camby is the focus of a new NCAA investigation.

BOSTON — After watching

Florida and Mississippi reap billions

from their lawsuits against the

tobacco industry. Massachusetts

lawyers are preparing for a big test

in their own case against cigarette

makers.

Both sides will be in Middlesex

Superior Court on Wednesday for

a hearing on the industry's motion

to dismiss the state's $1 billion

claim. Massachusetts, like 40 other

states, is seeking to recover

Medicaid money it spent treating

poor smoking victims. Lawyers for

Attorney General Scott

Harshbarger consider the hearing a

key moment because other Itatei

have seen their cases gutted during

similar hearings.

Washington state, for example,

has seen its case against the indus-

try reduced to a single antitrust

count after a successful motion to

dismiss

To guard against a similar result.

state attorneys spent 15 hours in

moot court last week, testing their

case.

They've also consulted with

Harvard Law professor Lawrence

Tribe, a constitutional scholar who
is assisting in the fight against the

industry. Finally, they've traveled as

far away as England to obtain or

review evidence in the case.

"We've come a long way in just a

short time. My goal is to keep the

pressure on Big Tobacco,"

Harshbarger said in a statement.

One by one, states have filed law-

suits against cigarette makers. They

argue that the companies have long

hidden the danger of their products,

prompting people to HROM, Now
the states want to recoup the money

they spent treating indigent smok-

ers

It looked like all the claims might

be resolved in |une. when attorneys

general from across the country

announced that they had negotiated

a $368.5 billion settlement with the

industry.

But President Clinton and mem-
bers of Congress have voiced oppo-

sition to the deal, prompting further

talks.

In the meantime. Mississippi

reached an out-of-court settlement

for $3.6 billion just before its law-

suit was to go to trial in |uly. In late

August, just as its lawsuit was head-

ed for court, Florida reached its

own settlement for $1 1.3 billion.

Pennsylvania was supposed to go

trial on Nov. 4, but a judge recently

ruled that the statute of limitations

had expired in that case.

Minnesota's lawsuit is next, with

arguments scheduled to begin in

lanuary.

Massachusetts was the fifth state

to file a lawsuit. Its nine-count. 85-

page action was filed on Dec. 19,

1995. Assuming its case proceeds, it

should go to trial sometime next

year.

In its motion, the industry has

asked to dismiss all counts, includ-

ing those involving fraud, restitu-

tion, civil protection and industry

conspiracy.

The industry is expected to argue

that the state can't bring an action

seeking Medicaid reimbursements

because the alleged wrongdoing was

aimed at consumers, not the state.

An industry spokesman with

Philip Morris in New York City did

not immediately return a call seek-

ing comment.
Harshbarger's office is expected

to argue that the state does have

legal standing in the case. Their

response centers on 1994 and 1995

state laws expressly authorizing the

attorney general to collect Medicaid

expenses, including those from

"manufacturers of cigarettes."

The laws were passed to guard

against challenges to the state's

standing.
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Bartholomew I comes to U.S.
Orthodox leader cites Christian responsibility in holocaust

By David Briggs

Associated Press

WASHINGTON. DC —
Ecumenical Patriarch Bartholomew

I acknowledged Christian responsi-

bility in the Holocaust on Monday
and asked his followers to never

again be silent in the shadows of

helpless suffering.

In a major address following a

tour of the U.S. Holocaust
Memorial Museum, the spiritual

leader of 250 million Orthodox
Christians said the "dreadful indif-

ference" of people during the Nazi

mass murders is a thorn in the side

of human history.The bitter truth

for so many Christians of that terri-

ble time was that they could not

connect the message of their faith

to their actions in the world." said

Bartholomew on the second day of

hi> month long U.S. visit.

Bartholomew, who experiences

conservative Muslim harassment in

his home base of Istanbul, the lat-

ter-day Constantinople, also said he

respects "the role of Israel as a

guarantor of the lewish people's

existence."

Coming on the heels of major
admissions by the French and
German Roman Catholic bishops

of Christian failures during the

Holocaust, the Orthodox leader's

statement indicates this is a time of

reckoning for Christianity while

there is still a living memory of the

atrocities, said Rabbi lames Rudin.

interreligious affairs director of the

American lewish Committee.

"I think it was really an achieve-

ment." said Rudin. one of a group

of Jewish leaders who toured the

museum with the patriarch. "This

will stand for 30, 50 years."

Later this week, Bartholomew,

the "first among equals" of

Orthodox patriarchs, will meet
with President Clinton and

congressional leaders.

On Monday, a somber patriarch,

at times clutching his shepherd's

staff with hands clasped in prayer,

was mostly silent as he toured the

Holocaust museum, stopping at

times to gaze mournfully at the

faces of some of the victims. He
chanted a memorial prayer in the

Hall of Remembrance.
In his talk. Bartholomew said

lews and Christians have a special

responsibility toward preserving

the memory of the Holocaust, and

making sure that this "terrible evil"

never again becomes possible.

That means being willing to sac-

rifice one's own life to preserve the

lives of others, the black-robed
patriarch said.

"We boldly proclaim to all ...

that silence in the face of injustice,

silence in the shadows of helpless

suffering, silence in the darkness of

Auschwitz's bitter night will never

again be allowed," he said. "True

Christian faith ought to be manifest

toward every people of faith, any

faith."

At the same time, Bartholomew
held up the stories of Christians

who resisted the Nazis, including

Bishop Chrysostomos of

Zakynthos. When the bishop was
forced to list the names of Jews on

the island, he put down only one
name - his own.

"All who died in the Holocaust

are martyrs, witnesses that point

the way for us to God's love," the

patriarch concluded. "May their

memory be eternal."

Court refuses to renew La. abortion law
By Richard Carelli

Associated Press

WASHINGTON. D.C. — The Supreme Court, in a

rare near-unanimous vote on an abortion question,

refused yesterday to give judges more power over young

girls' decisions to end pregnancies.

The court's 8-1 vote left in shreds a Louisiana

parental-consent law found by lower courts to unduly

interfere with some girls' abortion rights.

Only lustice Antonin Scalia, one of the court's most

fervent opponents of any constitutional right to abortion,

voted to review the state's appeal and consider reviving

the law.

Louisiana Attorney General Richard Ieyoub had

argued that the case "cuts to the core of this nation's abil-

ii> to protect the welfare of children."

lanet Benshoof of the Center for Reproductive Law
and Policy applauded the court's action. "Louisiana's pas-

sion over making a political statement on abortion far

exceed* its ability to draft a law that will withstand con-

stitutional scrutiny." she said. "But this is not the end of

any story, it's the end of one episode." The court's action

was not a ruling and therefore set no national precedent.

It continued, however, the court's five-year record of

denying full review to any case dealing directly with abor-

tion rights.

The court in 1992 barred states from banning most

abortions, voting 5-4 to uphold the core of its 1975 deci-

sion in Roe vs. Wade that said women have a constitu-

tional right to end their pregnancies.

Since then, the justices only have granted full review

to disputes involving protests outside abortion clinics.

Several disputes more directly involving abortion

rights have resulted in unsigned decisions issued without

full briefing or oral arguments, and others have been

turned away after languishing on the court's docket for

months.

"The real question is. when is the court going to come
out of the closet on abortion and debate the issue in the

open?" Benshoof said.

Most states have laws requiring unmarried girls under

1 8 to get the permission of one parent before having an

abortion, and the nation's highest court has upheld such

laws.

But those past rulings have required a judicial bypass

— letting judges act without parental consent to permit

abortions for girls deemed mature enough to decide on

their own or when telling a parent would not be in a girl's

best interests.

Before 1995, Louisiana's parental-consent law said

judges "shall" authorize abortions without telling a parent

in those cases in which a girl's maturity or best interests

are argued and proved in her favor.

The 1 995 law said judges "may" authorize abortions in

such circumstances.

The 5th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals struck down the

law, ruling in April that it unconstitutionally imposed an

"undue burden" of young girls' abortion rights.

"Louisiana stands alone on this front," the appeals

court said. "As far as we are aware, every state with a

parental consent or notification statute has used the

mandatory shall' language in their bypass schemes."

It added: "The plain language of (the state law) states

that juvenile court judges within Louisiana have the dis-

cretion to deny an abortion to a minor even though the

minor demonstrates that she is mature ... or that the

abortion would be in her best interest." Such a result, the

5th Circuit court said, "flies in the face" of past Supreme
Court rulings.
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Ready for Broadway
Nate Altimari, a senior music major, practices cane work for his upcoming role in the UMass Theater

Department's production of "Assassins."

/

The Textbook Annex is open year

round but to make sure you get the

books you need for this semester,

buy them before

Halloween
We are beginning to return unsold

books to the publisher on

Monday, October 27.

University Store's

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
We accept VISA, MASTERCARD, DISCOVER

and the UCARD

Monday-Friday: 9 am to 4 pin 545-3570

Majority of state House pro-death
By Martin Finucane

Associated Press

BOSTON — Despite strong emotions over several

recent crimes in Massachusetts, Iluuse Speaker Thomas
Finneran said yesterday that he believes a majority of

House members are against the death penalty. Finneran

said the honors of tecent crimes, such as the killing of 10-

year-old leffrey Curley of Cambridge, have given him
pause. "I think these types of incidents cause everybody to

pause and reflect further." he said. "There's not a person

in the Commonwealth who doesn't see what the Curleys

or these other families have gone through and not feel a

sense of grief for them."

But he said he doesn't ttjWC any change in the margin

of about 10 votes that the House has rejected the death

penalty by in the past.

Finneran. D-Boston. is an opponent of the death penal-

ty who has. in the past, voiced concerns that innocent

people could be mistakenly executed. But he has said little

publicly since the furor erupted over the Curley case.

The Senate has passed various pieces of legislation

reinstating the death penalty in Massachusetts in the past

three years. But the bills haven't made it through the

House. So Finneran is a pivotal figure.

In the most recent House vote in 1995, members voted

against the death penalty. 83-73.

Finneran's comments came the day before the Senate

was to take up the death penalty in what was expected to

be a fiery debate. Acting Gov. Paul Cellucci said he would

continue to press for the death penalty and he believed

the House was out of step with the public in opposing it.

"I believe the people of Massachusetts support the

death penalty because they are outraged by this violence

that we read about all too often in our state," Cellucci

said.

State Sen. lames lajuga, D-Methuen. a death penalty

proponent, said he believed the Senate would pass some

form of death penalty bill.

"However, our strategy and our whole problem here is

trying to get this bill advanced through the Massachusetts

House." he said, lajuga said he and other death penalty

proponents, including Cellucci, were lobbying House-

members
So far. he said, he's found several House members who

have voted against the death penalty in the past who are

now wavering. They told him that if the bill applied t he-

death penalty only to criminals who kill children and

police officers "they could probably support it."

"There's several of them and I've been lobbying them

and 1 don't want to mention them at this point." he said.

"I really feel very confident that if we keep the focus i>l

this very narrow that it stands a good chance of passage

this year." he said. Finneran said there- are "strong, com-

pelling arguments on both side of the debate."

But he also said that many people might not under-

stand that the state already often a tough punishment —
life imprisonment without parole — in first-degree mur-

der convictions.

"That's it. The door shuts forever." he said.

Finneran said a narrower version of the death penalty

might find some support in the House, but he expected it

to be broadened to a point where it would again be

unpalatable to the majority. He also expressed qualms at

creating a "hierarchy or life," by giving special protec-

tions, for example, for police officers — and not to teach-

ers or doctors.

"I understand the protective embrace we want to have

for law enforcement officers ...but it is a part of that job

and everyone who goes into that job knows there is a dan-

ger to it."

"We're all human beings and mv view of life is that it is

precious and should be cherished." he said.

House Minority Leader David Peters. R-Charlton, said

the House vote on the death penalty was "by everyone's

estimate, an extremely close vote."

Steamy weather
MIAN MCD€RMOTT\ CC

English major Jessica Capano walks through the steam vents near Coolidge residence hall on her way to

class.

Author accuses German gov't of hatred
By Paul Geitner

Associated Press

Kenyan pres. vows action against activists

By Karin Davies

Associated Press

NAIROBI, Kenya — Kenya's
president warned yesterday of swift

action against "anyone who dares to

interfere" with an election he hopes

will extend his 19-year rule.

His troops drove the message
home by using tear gas and clubs to

break up the latest anti-government

protest.

President Daniel arap Moi's

opponents keep pushing election

reforms, supported by the United

States and other foreign govern-

ments, and he keeps pushing back,

earning more criticism at home and

abroad.

Reformers seeking the repeal of

laws dating from British colonial

rule, which they say give Moi an

edge in elections, have mounted
protests since May. Police have rou-

tinely responded to the protests

with violence.

Still, the months of strife have

convinced Moi to work with some
opposition members to draft

reforms to smooth the playing field

before elections, which must be

held by the end of the year.

The 74-year-old leader, who is

seeking a fifth term, has insisted on

retaining great powers, including

naming the commission that over-

sees the balloting.

Meanwhile, dissatisfied reform-

ers continue their battle cry around

the country, "No reforms, no elec-

tions."

That demand was evident

Monday in Nyeri. 60 miles north of

the Kenyan capital, where hundreds

of demonstrators turned out on

Kenyatta Day. a holiday named
after the East African country's first

president, the late |omo Kenyatta.

A convoy of protesters heading

toward ceremonies downtown was

met by police with clubs and tear

gas. Eight protesters were arrested

and many were injured, officials

said.

Reformers boycotted festivities

in Nairobi, where Moi told a crowd

of 5,000 in a downtown park that

the government "will not hesitate to

take stern action against anyone
who dares to interfere with the elec-

toral process."

He condemned "these few sell

centered Kenyans" who have threat-

ened violence to prevent the elec-

tions.

Any attempt to deny Kenyans the

right to vote "is not only a gross

violation of their constitutional

right, but also a lack of appreciation

for the great sacrifice that Kenyans

paid for freedom." he said.

Peter Wachira. a university stu-

dent, was angered by Moi's threats.

"We must eliminate the colonial

laws that made us fight colonial-

ists." Wachira said.

"We've just removed the white-

oppressors and replaced them with

African oppressors .

"

Sounding like campaigner. Moi

announced 10 percent raises for

government workers and vowed to

fight corruption, touching on a

complaint that recently caused the

International Monetary Fund to can

eel a $220 million loan.

Complaints persist from other

quarters as well. A U.S. diplomat

has questioned the government's
refusal to register the opposition

Safina party, one of whose founders

is renown paleontologist Richard

Leakey.

BERLIN. Germany — German officials on Monday
angrily rejected charges by author Guenter Grass, who
claimed that Germany's asylum policy reflects "latent

hatred of foreigners" and encourages neo-Nazi violence.

Grass, author of "The Tin Drum" and one of

Germany's most outspoken writers, called the German
government's asylum policy "democratically covered bar-

barism." He made his remarks Sunday while presenting

German Book Trade Peace Prize to Yasar Kemal, a

Turkish novelist who writes about the problems faced by

Turkey's Kurdish minority.

"To accuse the German people of hating foreigners is a

bit much and really an insult," Interior Ministry official

Eduard Limner said on German radio Monday.

Germany has accepted the most refugees and asylum-

see-ke-i s of any country in Europe, he said, and "is general-

ly acknowledged (to have) the most liberal and generous

asylum laws."

Grass was especially critical of Interior Minister

Manfred Kanther, who has repeatedly stated that

"Germany is not a country of immigrants." He accused

Kanther of giving moral support to neo-Nazis and their

slogan of "Foreigners out!"

Germany tightened its generous asylum law in 1993

after a wave of neo-Nazi attacks on foreigners, and the

number of asylum-seekers has declined since then. The
largest single group is from Turkey, where separatist

Kurds have been fighting since 1984 for autonomy.
Human rights groups charge that many Kurds sent back to

Turkey are tortured by the Turkish government or other-

wise endangered. The Interior Ministry said 23.814 people

from Turkey had applied for asylum in Germany in the

past year, of which 12.8 percent were accepted.

Lintner defended Germany's policy, saying that

Turkey's problems with its Kurdish minority can't be

solved by having "the minorities come to us." He also said

the torture charges have not been proven.

U.S. fires laser at satellite; success finally comes
By John Diamond
Associated Press

WASHINGTON. D.C— lust

after dusk in the New Mexican
desert, a high-powered Army laser

trained its invisible beam on a U.S.

satellite as it emerged from over

tlie horizon to the north. With a

burst of flume and smoke, the

hulking device generated a beam
that shot up through the atmos-

phere at the small satellite 260

miles above the earth. The test,

conducted Friday at White Sands
Missile Range, N.M.. and
announced yesterday at the

Pentagon, went off successfully,

pointing to a possible new direc-

tion in warfare. Weeks after an ini-

tial failure, the Pentagon
announced, the Army successfully

fired its "Miracl" laser, an acronym

for the 1980s-vintage Mid-Infrared

Advanced Chemical Laser, at an

aging Air Force satellite.

Neither the satellite nor its target

point — an infrared camera — was

damaged or disabled in the two test

firings, one lasting less than one sec-

ond, the other less than 10 seconds.

But the Pentagon views the test as

concrete proof of a long-held con-

cern: that its own satellites, as well

as intelligence, civilian or commer-
cial satellites, are vulnerable to laser

weapons.

Air Force Lt. Col. Bob Potter, a

Pentagon spokesman, said the laser

hit the target camera, which record-

ed data now being evaluated at

White Sands. Had the laser been

turned up to full power or trained

on its target longer, it could have

destroyed the satellite. But the point

of the test was to show that lower-

intensity lasers may be able to dis-

able the information-gathering
equipment, such as infrared sensors,

mounted on U.S. military satellites.

As many as 30 nations may
already be able to use low-power
lasers to blind the sensors on satel-

lites used by the U.S. military to

monitor potentially hostile coun-

tries.

The test marks the first time the

United States has fired a high-pow-

ered laser at a satellite in orbit. The
Russian government, which was
informed of the test, had previously

expressed concerns about the testing

as a potential threat to Russian
satellites. Built by TRW, the laser is

an offshoot of the Reagan adminis-

tration's Strategic Defense Initiative.

It has been fired into space many
times, but never at a satellite, Potter

said.
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Close encounters...
Kelcey Morange, a sophomore psychology major, notices that something is "unusual" outside of the campus center yesterday afternoon.
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Eating Disorder Programs
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Sponsored by University Health Services

321 MAIN ST (Cor of Dickinson)

AMHERST

Bating Disorder Assessment Program
For individuals - with Nutritionists, Mental Health Clinician,

Physician and/or Nurse Practitioner. Tuesdays or Fridays

Confidentiality Assured. Call 577-5314, General Medicine 2.

Friends and Family Group
Single sessions for those concerned about somebody with an

eating disorder. Call 577-5314, General Medicine 2.

Peer Support Group
For those struggling with anorexia, bulimia, or compulsive

overeating. Wednesdays 4:30 - 6 pm, at the Campus Center.

Room number posted by elevator. Confidentiality Assured.

Call 577-5314, General Medicine 2.

Peer Health Connections
A confidential phone line for help around eating disorders,

yourself or someone you know. Call 577-5168.
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Of perspective
,
poetry

and chocolate cake

I

dare not say that there are a

lot of famous poets from
Acton, Massachusetts. There

is at least one, though, and he

happens to be a pretty decent guy.

Fancying myself something of a

poet, about a year ago, I felt as if

some confidence building was in

order. My plan was quite simple.

really. I would call up my famous
poet friend, invite myself over for

coffee, let him become deeply
engrossed in my scribblings and
sing the due praises. At which
point, having been duly assured of

my status as a poet, drop the whole

matter and become myself again. I

didn't think it was asking too

much.
The first stages of the plan were

-et into motion smoothly; the

phone had worked, and even my
tactless offer to display my work
was accepted. I drove the few miles

to the famous poet's house and
walked in (as is standard practice

in a famous poet's household).

How sophisticated ^^^^_--^^^_
I was! "Yes. hello!

It is nice to see _
you!" et cetera. I

didn't spill the coffee; 1 seemed to

be sitting pretty. After looking over

what I thought was some of my
best work. I saw the famous poet's

face grow long. I should have been

prepared for this— after all, he was
.1 famous humorist poet and I was
not. How could he possibly relate

to the depth of my content?

Yes. it is true that to me punctu-

ation is more important than ver-

hisj,y
; i will admit that the punctu-

ation to word ratio of 3:1 may be

startling; should that stop the

famous poet from liking what I'd

written?

After some deliberation, the out-

ward signs of the famous poet's

exasperation subsided. He'd stum-

bled over some of my less esoteric

stuff. In fact, for the record, here is

the poem which, I think, turned

things around:

Confection Confession

If you and 1 could

Alexande

become a piece of

chocolate cake

we'd

still have our differences.

After all,

you'd

want to be the icing.

The famous poet liked the poem
but felt it could use a bit of spruc-

ing up. We worked together on it

and ended up with this:

Confectionery Confessions

You and I share our

chocolate cake, though,

you're at the icing more
than I.

I didn't like the new poem at all.

The famous poet called to his

famous poet's wife (who, by the

way, seems a decent hand at cap-

turing the love at famous poets,

having at one time been courted by

the likes of Kenneth Patchen) to

settle things. He read both poems
aloud to her, and she immediately

declared that the first poem was

^^^^^^^^_ more to her lik-

lips
ing The famous

Instead of

delving back into my poetry, how-
ever, he began extolling the virtues

of the classical poets. The rest of

the visit seems to fade from my
memory.

I've been looking for some mean-

ing in these events. It's not signifi-

cant that the famous poet's wife

preferred the original poem to the

revised version. It is significant,

though, that I left the famous
poet's house feeling more like a

lawyer than a poet. The problem is

this: poets cannot talk about poetry

(not that I consider myself a poet

any longer). Each attempts to get

his hands as dirty as possible, leav-

ing only a few crumbs of poetry left

on the tray. The poetry is devoured

as quickly as chocolate cake at a

birthday party. What exactly is left?

We know it's not the icing.

Needless to say. I've gone
straight off chocolate and am now
partial to vanilla.

Alexander Phillips is a I Mass
student.
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Joe Gabriel

As ninny of you mny know, the Graduate
Employee Organization is the on-camptis
union which represents graduate students
who work for the University, such as
Teaching Assistants. GEO has been trying
to negotiate a new contract for 20 months
now. The administration seems happy to
prolong the process as long as possible:
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The administration seems to think that some
of GI-O's demands are unreasonable The
idea that student's health insurance should
cover optical and dental care, for example
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Or that the University should provide
affordable, subsidized child-care
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Anil then, of course, there is the administration's

recent proposal to increase wages, their first in 20

months of bargaining This proposal would

increase the average T A salary from $6,001 a

year (yes. a year) to $7,634 this year and $8,150

next year This proposal is especially interesting

when you consider that

I . The current poverty level

I'oi individuals in Massachusetts

is $7740 a year

2 Teaching Assistants at the

University of Connecticut earn

a minimum of $12,000 a year

Other salaries at comparable

universities are around the same

level, making Umass graduate

students one of the most poorly

paid in the country

3. Chancellor Scott makes
$ 1 49.999 a year Vice
Chancellor Bryon makes
$127,257 a year. Dean
Cioldstein makes $133,250

.1 year, and so on

4 The University is awash in

money State appropriations

are up, fees are up, fundraising

is way, way up, and teaching

expenses are actually clmvn The
University is literally rolling in

money, and much of it isn't even
earmarked for anything It is just

sitting around, ready to be spent
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Media execs misunderstand Americans

We encourage our readers to respond to the contents of the Collegian

through letters to the editor.

Letters must be typed, no more than 400 words, and include name.

;iddress. and phone number for confirmation purposes. They can be submit-

ted to Editorial/Opinion Editor. Daily Collegian. II J Campus Center

Basement, UMass, Amherst, MA 01003. or by email to:

ktiers@oitvms.oit.umass.edu. Letters may be edited for length, clarity and

style.

For years, members of the extreme right have

been trying to project their homophobia on

the American people. They have pro-

claimed that most Americans are categorically

opposed to homosexuality — that they shrink in

horror at the mere suggestion of same-sex intima-

cy.

Many media executives have apparently made a

similar assessment. At ABC recently, network exec-

utives slapped an extra warning on an

episode of "Ellen" that featured a

jokey kiss between a straight woman
and a lesbian.

"Due to adult content, parental dis-

cretion is advised." said the warning,

which appeared in addition to the

show's TV- 14 rating.

The warning outraged Ellen

DeGeneres, the show's openly gay

star. DeGeneres and her TV persona.

Ellen Morgan, came out last season in

a much-publicized episode, and she felt that ABC's
warning undermined that ground-breaking effort.

"What I am trying to say is, 'Who I am is OK.'

It's a bit hard to feel OK. let alone portray OK.
when the network is warning folks that you might

be a danger to their kids," she said.

If the network put a parental advisory on every

ABC show that featured a kiss or any other form of

sexual innuendo, that would be one thing. But the

top brass at ABC don't think we need to be cau-

tioned against "The Drew Carey Show" or "Spin

City." In fact, the only other show that gets the TV-
14 rating is "NYPD Blue." which has both nudity

and graphic violence.

It's strange that ABC should be so skiddish

FOCUS ON WOMEN

£ SARA
ECKEL

about "Ellen." After all. by bringing Ellen Morgan

out of the closet last season, they had already asked

the American people if they could handle an openly

gay lead character. And the American people over-

whelmingly said yes. In fact. Ellen's coming out

was one of the best things that has happened to the

network. The episode was a hit with both the crit-

ics and the public, and it helped propel the show,

which previously had unremarkable ratings, into

one of TV's most popu-

lar nighttime comedies.

Americans were simi-

larly underestimated
shortly after the release

of "In and Out." a

movie about a small-

town teacher who is

outed by a former stu-

dent. The press made
much ado about the

fact that the film fea-

tures a long sarue-sex kiss between actors Kevin

Kline and Tom Selleck "At the press junket it

was ludicrous." Kline told USA Today. "Ninety

percent of the interviewers were going "Tell us

about the kiss.' 'Did you have to get a note from

your wife?' 'How many takes did it take to get it

right." It was so inane."

For its part. USA Today predicted that despite

the movie's gentle tone, "it still might be too

much for middle America."

It wasn't. At this writing "In and Out" is the

highest-grossing movie currently in theaters and

analysts predict that it will be the most successful

movie of the fall. And the numbers aren't being

skewed by the crowds in New York and Los

Angeles

At the Mall of America in Minneapolis recently,

a New York Times reporter found that "In and

Out" was the most popular movie at the mall's

14-screen theater.

"Coming out is a big yawn," one movie-goer

told the reporter. "What made this film interest

ing wasn't that two men were making out on

screen but that it was actually a pretty funny

movie."

When the same reporter went to a small town

in Indiana, he found a similar reaction. Claire C.

Wishard. coordinator of the lndianapolis-based

Heartland Film Festival, which honors uplifting

family-values films, admitted that she was at first

taken aback by the kiss, but that overall she

thought the movie was "cute."

Hopefully, the success of shows like "Ellen"

and movies like "In and Out" will convince media

executives that, when it comes to comedies al

least, the quality of the jokes is a lot more impor

tant than the sexual orientation of the characters.

Indeed, if the pen is mightier than the sword.

then the laugh might be mightiest of all. Although

Ellen DeGeneres wasn't able to present the net-

work from airing the extra warning, she did suc-

ceed in preventing the network from cutting a

suggestive scene from a future episode. In it. Ellen

and her new girlfriend head toward the bedroom,
implying that they will be having scv

Once again, network executives will brace them
selves for an outcry. And once again, the public

will just laugh.

Sara Eckel is a syndicated columnist. Send com-

ments to the author in care of this newspaper or

send her e-mail at saraeum@aol.com.

Letters to the Editor

Perception vs. reality

on alcohol policy

To the Editor:

I am writing in response to Tamar
Carroll s article "Board of Higher
Education votes to ban alcohol from
state schools." published in Collegian

on Wed.. Oct. 15. I would like to cite

and clarify some points concerning the

perception of the policy, versus the

ltd policy that was voted on by the

Board of Higher Education (BHE) on

Tues.Oet. 14.

The perception of the "alcohol poli-

cy" that the BHE voted on. is that all

Doonesbury

campuses in the state will be dry. This

perception is incorrect. The BHE did

not vote to institute any new policy at

all, in fact the BHE has little power in

setting policies per campus; this

power is legally given to the Board of

Trustees that govern each state and
community college, and the Board
that governs the five campuses of the

University.

The BHE did send a call to campus
es to take specific steps to curb under-

age drinking. These steps include eval-

uating current alcohol policies, in

addition to developing alcohol educa-

tion programs for preventive educa-

tion and for the treatment of alcohol

abuse.

The misconception of this motion

stems partially from the media distort-

ing the language used, and from the

staunch opinions expressed on this

topic by public figures in the state. At

the meeting of the Board on Tuesday,

both Chancellor of Higher Education

Stan Koplick and Chairman of the

BHE Jim Carlin expressed that they

support a dry campus policy. It is

important to note, however, that their

opinions reflect only what they indi-

vidually feel, and not all Board mem-
bers feel this way. At the same meet-

ing, I expressed my opinion that I do

not support this policy. I have reiterat-

ed this feeling in a letter, which will go

to all college Presidents and Trustees

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

in the state.

What we actually voted for unani-

mously was a motion to reevaluate

current alcohol practices and to edu-

cate students more about alcohol

abuse. It is doubtful that a dry campus
policy will result from this evaluation.

I feel that it would be an unenforce-

able and dangerous policy to institute,

and I think most would agree with

that point.

I ask students to disregard any
media's headlines, which state that the

BHE has "banned alcohol." It is a dis-

tortion of the truth and legally impos-

sible. And if you have any further

questions on this topic, feel free to call

me at the Student Government
Association (545-0342).

Elly Court

Student Member, Board of Higher

Education

Field

Eckel misses point

ofPromise Keepers

To the Editor:

I found Sara Eckel's comments on
Promise Keepers (PK) in the Oct. 16

Collegian to be a mixed bag of wel

come accolades laced with typical lib-

eral media diatribe.

Ms. Eckel does well to point out

that we males have indeed lost our

priorities in the pursuit of the extrinsic

trappings of materialism, careers and
status (all well in their proper places!

at the neglect of intrinsic values — a

self- denying and exemplary presence

in the lives of our loved ones.

However, she echoes the proverbial

establishment inferences of "concern"

that since the movers and shakers of

PK don't have the blessings of
Brokaw. lennings. Rather and Ireland.

Inc. and Tony Evans isn't "their" type

of African -American, then conse-
quently "their" women's organization,

the National Organization for Women
(which has only 1/3 the membership
of the Concerned Women for

America) must view this movement
with skepticism.

Yes, Ms. Eckel. I'm endeavoring to

be I better husband and father, and
yes. I do unapologetically believe in

the patriarchy. There must by necessi-

ty be an ultimate chain of command,
or we would have anarchy. But leader-

ship must be by example to be effec-

tive

)esus demonstrated this in |ohn 1 3

when He washed the Apostles feet

saying. "You call me Lord, and rightly

so. that is what I am. But I am among
you as one who serves."

And the Apostle Paul, in Ephesians

5:21. admonishes us u> "submit to one

another out of reverence fbt Christ."

What angers many establishment

critics of PK is that at us essence it

isn't another petition by a special

interest group to the federal govern-

ment for increased regulation of our

personal lives for a humanistic solu-

tion to our societal ills.

The sins and injustices of humanity

are not indigenous to any one people

or race. Consequently, true change
will never come by edict or decree,

but from a changed heart.

Many penitent males from Catholic.

Protestant and Orthodox, black.

white. Asiatic and Native American
backgrounds beside myself are

earnestly praying for a third Great

Awakening in America. We shutter to

think of what belies us. our families

and friends, if it doesn't occur. Like

Ancient Rone, we have left our
republic and are now an arrogant

empire.

To paraphrase a well-known com-
mercial of several years hence about a

great Kosher hot dog. PK is both an

appeal and affirmation of personal

accountability to a much Higher
Authority.

Chuck DiBaisc

Ware
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What of one million dollars?
Not even a moment's breath after

students addressed the Faculty
Senate to repudiate the elimination

of a School of Education program
called Curriculum and Learning — a

program which houses half of the
Native American student population,

cut under the guise of restructuring

and fiscal needs — the new provost

announced in the Oct. 9th Faculty

Senate meeting that one million dol-

lars coming from the Massachusetts
Board of Higher Education would be
used to help pay for the renovation

and expansion of the honors pro-

gram office space in Goodell.

No Money Mantra and More
Money Mantra
When defenders of the decision to

get rid of Curriculum and Learning

talked about why it was necessary,

an image of a stark UMass gets cre-

ated and the mantra "sad as it may
be. these are just hard times" is

sounded. When negotiators from the

takeover of last spring tried to

increase the amount of need-based
financial aid that the

University makes
available for low
income students,

these same officials

tightened up their

purse strings, and
said, "sad as it may be, these are just

hard times." The same reason is

used to explain historic and persis-

tent under-staffing of advisors for

ALANA (Asian. Latino, African, and

Native American) academic pro-

grams violating federal guidelines

that were set up to ensure equal edu-

cational opportunities. "Sad as it

may be, these are just hard times,"

they mentioned again.

It is not because they do not value

curriculum and learning, they insist.

Virapharih.

Douangntany

or rather they do not think that poor

people need more help in financing

their education, or that students of

color do not need advisors and acad-

emic support programs to combat
low retention rates; it is merely an

issue of dollars. There is just not

enough money to go around they

say.

However, these same defenders of

cut-scrimp-and-save policies that

hurt students of color, poor students

and people who may not have a

school to go to, switch .gears from

being melancholy Sally Struthers to

enthusiastic Dallas Cowboy
Cheerleaders when it comes down to

issues and programs serving the

privileged few (at least Sally

Struthers advocates).

They rave about the honors pro-

gram at our school being top notch.

They say it is worth spending $17
million of taxpayer's money and
tuition to expand this program into a

separate college. According to the

figures in the honors college propos-

al, spread over the

1,600 students that

comprise the honors

program, $17 mil.

would mean spending

over $ 1 0.000 on each

honors student. This

does not even take into account an

additional $40,000 in scholarship

money for 15 honors college stu-

dents (in the proposal) and the

unpublished numbers of valedictori-

ans and salutatorians that presently

receive full scholarships every year.

Needless to say, honors students are

doing very well.

Beyond the cheers, flips and som-

ersaults, the University has taken

measurable steps to creating and

constructing an honors college. And

they are doing it practically

overnight. Their plan to construct

an honors college compound is

replete with state of the art facili-

ties, including dormitories, dining

halls, and recreation- mhmoth
al space. The site is

slated for Orchard

tiative is mounting as more and
more people realize that fewer and

fewer students will actually benefit

from the honors college? Because

the honors college is projected to

^_^___^_^_^^_ double the

'When negotiators
Hiii. Part of the plan from the takeover of

last spring tried to

increase the amount
of need-based finan-

cial aid that the

University makes
available for low
income students,

these same officials

tightened up their

purse strings and
said, "sad as it may
be, these are just hard

times.

"

is rerouting an actu-

al road (with an esti-

mated cost of $5
mil.) so that traffic-

would not spoil the

peace and sanctity

that will be created,

much like the cam-
puses of ivy league

schools. Even
though the average

student will not be

able to take classes

with honors college

students (classroom

size is limited to

20-25) and will not

be able to frequent

honors college facili-

ties (computer labs),

and services (advis-

ing), honors college

students will have full liberties to

the entire UMass campus. In fact,

part of the DuBois Library will be

sectioned off for honors college

study space only.

The Miracle Donor
The move by the Board of Higher

Education to facilitate the honors

college endeavor through the dona-

tion of $1 mil. targeted for the

Honors Program is very interesting.

Could it be that this is a fleeting

attempt to secure a foothold for the

feasibility of planting an honors col-

lege on our campus? Could it be

that public sentiment against the ini-

number of

honors stu-

dents at

UMass with-

out increas-

ing the total

number of

students that

attend the

University,
are people
having sec-

ond thoughts

about limit-

ing access to

public higher

education for

the average
student? Is

the assurance

that commu-
nity colleges

will always
be open to

the average

student no consolation at all? Are

people asking who scores at least

1500 on their SAT's (admissions

criteria) to enjoy the benefits of the

honors college? Is it because
increased number of students do not

want to lose anymore than they have

to subsidize the education of others

deemed more "talented?" That
opposition to the honors college

presents a clear and imminent
threat. Could it be that Board of

Higher Education member, Aaron
Spencer who has stealthily pushed

for the concept of an honors college

up until this time, no longer feels

confident that he can
pummel the college down
the throats of the public

without them realizing

the most obvious? Not
only is Mr. Spencer the

President and CEO of

Pizzera Uno. rumors that

he is aspiring for political

office is also surfacing.

Mr. Spencer who chairs

the subcommittee on the

honors college that voted

in favor of UMass to be

the site of an honors col-

lege over the summer, is

speculated to be less

interested in raising the

image of the University

that lines his pockets with

money. Critics of Mr.
Spencer suspect that he

may be looking towards

the University to expand
his pizza franchise.

Remember, this is the self

declared millionaire, who
knows nothing about edu-

cation but everything

about business.

END NOTE: Vote NO
on the honors college ref-

erendum question. Polls

are out Wed.. Oct. 22.

1997 in the Student

Union. Send the Student

Government Association

your message of opposi-

tion!

V i r a p h a n h

Douangmany is a UMass
student.

True Life and Two Lies of
SecFacSen

By Geneva Young

SecFacSen lived for twenty-five

years.

In those years he shed one tear.

SecFacSen did not even notice.

The days grew longer

And SecFacSen
Became fearless.

This is a story of

The true life and two lies

Of SecFacSen,

Warrior king.

He made friends of enemies.

SecFacSen was
The legend

That transcended time,

He trampled over frogs

And crossed over lines.

SecFacSen was hailed

Warrior king:

SecFacSen thought

He knew everything.

Long before water,

Long before fire,

SecFacSen started

Burning and boiling.

Living in his kingdom,

He was humble, he knew
There were bigger kings

With bigger budgets.

But he liked what he did.

And he knew
What he wanted.

SecFacSen had a secret dream
A secret desire.

SecFacSen dreamed
Of being a lord

He dreamed to lead

Enlightened hoardes

But he closed that door

And the hoardes couldn't see

Why this dreamer
Could not dream.

There was no home.
There would be no sleep.

The second instruction became
The second lie:

Your leaders are killing me.

So stop the cries.

The leaders were themselves;

They could not stop if they tried.

Upset and turmoiled,

SecFacSen declared war.

Upset and turmoiled,

He jumped into his car.

He called on his cell phone
For wife to console him.

No one picked up,

Then a dead tone.

Upset and turmoiled,

He lost his way home
Along the highway.

It was supposed to be

The mosr efficient route.

The highway was
The modern route.

The modern rout?

Made him mad.
The modem route

Took a lot of lives.

Many people he lost

On the highway,

Remembering made him sad.

He shed one tear.

He cried.

For those forgotton

He cried, «

For deeds undone
He lied.

Losing his past on the way.

Feeling his dream go astray.

For this he shed

One tear.

.And the longer SecFacSen wait- When he cried,

ed. SecFacSen was cured,

The dream was no longer, His screams were

And he no longer desired. In unison with the children.

Their screams transcended the

SecFacSen trudged along. heavens,

SecFacSen did not notice Sublime.

What was wrong.

He couldn't understand Listening to his heart.

Why all these kids He drove the way home.

Would fuss and fight. Following sounds of hiccup

They wanted him to be Spasms after

The things he had said A long hard cry.

They wanted an open door
More than just some bread The children did stop

Day by day. Their crying after all.

Year after year He said to himself.

Nothing was done
The door disappeared But when he met them again

He couldn't see that He found no children.

Days grew long. He saw full grown adults.

With lots of learning to bear.

The hope and frustration

With administration, Credits were due, *

The kids cried louder, And they were given.

And he asked: Apologies were made
And for one reason:

Don't you have milk.

Don't you have bread? A birth of a generation

Don't you know what I had Must always claim the present

instead? To make way for a past.

The first instruction became

The first lie: Geneva Young is a UMass stu-

Go home, go to sleep. dent.

Wrap yourself in

the warm blanket of unity
Time after time, we sit and dis-

cuss what it means to be black and

white. America (the melting pot) is

black and white. Its issues are black

and white. Its justice is black and

white. Its schools are black and

white and its philosophies are black

and white.

Anytime you talk about issues of

race, they are always confined to

black and white. This is not a prob-

lem if you're black.

African-American, whatever. This

is not a problem if you're white.

Caucasian, who cares.

Being confined to

groups of black and
white doesn't become a

problem for anyone until

you start to wander the

globe a little and find out

that you have people (yes, there are

other countries in the world) who
don't fit into the white or black cat-

egory. Then, you have a whole other

ball of wax, all of which is being

melted by the flames of oppression.

There you have the key word

—

oppression.

Whether you're Asian. African,

Native American, Latino or Black,

the flames of oppression have

scorched you at some point in your

life. This is a common thread

between all of our cultures.

Unfortunately, many of those who
fall under the common umbrella of

themselves with their fellow man.

These are the folks who you'll

frequently hear utter the lines.

"That's their problem. That's not

my fight."

You can find these people watch-

ing UPN. when they know there's

an emergency ALANA meeting
going on.

These are the ones that take pride

in their own culture (as should we
all), but don't consider the issues of

other cultures important enough to

offer their help or support. Sure,

they'll say how messed up it is that

heads are being

slaughtered in the

Sudan, or how awful

it is that Middle
Eastern countries are

engaged in warfare,

but won't do much more than read

the headlines. This is presuming

that these people even read interna-

tional news and know what the hell

is going on outside of their own
neighborhoods. In America and all

over, various cultures choose to

separate their struggles with those

of other peoples.

Oppression blows like a cold

wind, yet the blanket that is

ALANA is tattered with holes.

Many of us have become so con-

sumed with the labels, black and

white, this and that (whateva). We
will take ourselves out of the fight

Humphrey

brown III

oppression choose not to align for freedom and refuse to make

allies that will help our common
causes.

This makes very little sense in the

global scheme of things. We have to

get past this label business.

Maybe a lot of you don't know
this, I'm praying most of you do,

but the world is not black and
white. Oppression is something that

all cultures have to deal with at one

point or another. To confine the

struggle to just black and white, is

to seriously hinder the advancement

of all people of color in America
and abroad.

We should not be consumed with

black v. white, but oppressed v.

oppressor.

I'll repeat it.

We should not be consumed with

black v. white, but oppressed v.

oppressor.

This ideology covers the entire

spectrum of peoples around the

world and hear in America. Blacks

are oppressed. Asians are

oppressed. Natives are oppressed.

How many other's can you name?
All of us who are oppressed should

make allies with one another, not

confine ourselves to our own
groups. No one can do it alone. Too
much has happened to too many
people. ALANA is bleeding If it's a

matter of dying alone or healing

together, just call me all world.

Humphrey brown III is a

Collegian Columnist.

Asiatic understanding:

letters from the mall
"Can you Chinese people walk any

faster?!"

At that, my friend Kieu and 1 start-

ed walking even more slowly. We
weren't about to let these five white

girls intimidate us with

their asinine remarks.

The five girls stood off

to one side. While Kieu

and I stood off to the

other. Under our breath

started muttering
trash. ..white trash

Lillian Chan

we both

"white
white trash."

over and over again for they weren't

being too kind with what they were

saying to us. We wanted to get back

at them and make them feel just as

bad. To achieve this goal, we decided

to sink to their

level and call

them some-
thing offensive

as well —
"white trash."

We didn't

say it too loud

because we
didn't want to

get our
booties
whacked.
There were
five of thetn and just two of us. We
didn't think that getting our faces

clawed or having our hair pulled out

would be a very good idea. But then,

they started giving us these mean,

nasty stares. That was the last straw.

Kieu looked around and said in a

manner-of-fact tone, "Its better to

be Asian than white trash!" The five

"To achieve this

goal, we decided to

sink to their level

and call them some-
thing offensive as

well— 'white

trash.'"

white girls scurried away.

It was supposed to be a nice shop-

ping day at Holyoke Mall. And it was
— until they showed their ugly faces

to us with their fried, frizzy hair,

tight blue jeans, and
team jackets.

Here I was. thinking I

had rid myself of these

racist confrontations. I

thought wrong. Was I naive? Yes.

but when it's been years since I've

been addressed in such a way. I can't

really be blamed for thinking racism

was just a memory.
Here and there, people have said

even stupider things to me. For
example. I was in a bagel shop when

this man came up
to me and said

something in

lapanese. He
looked so proud of

himself— the idiot.

"I'm Chinese." I

said.

I have no clue

why people feel the

need to share what
Asian language they

never knew with

me. I don't do that

to other people. I would never go up

to a white person and assume that

they were Irish and start saying. "I

want me lucky charms." in an Irish

accent. I wouldn't go up to a black

person and start throwing out

Swahili words to him either. So, why
dc some people feel the need to

come up to me and start saying stuff

like, "konichiwa." which means hello

in lapanese?

When I was about ten-years-old. 1

was picking out candy at the corner

store when this old guy started ranti-

ng about how he hated the lapanese

because of "the war." I assume he

was talking to me about World War
II since he looked as if he lived dur-

ing that time. I just ignored him and

went along my merry way.

I don't know why some people

think that all Asians are the same.

Do Asians really look the same?
With my eyes I can see very distinct

differences between the many differ-

ent Asian ethnic groups. I guess peo-

ple who think all Asians look alike

must be blind. I think it would be

wise for them to invest in some type

of eye surgery. It would be quite ben-

eficial.

I'm not here to say that everyone

should be politically correct. I'm just

here to say that some people need to

use common sense. People need to

keep in mind that they should treat

others the way that they would like

to be treated. It's so simple yet. for

some reason, it's a hard concept for

some to follow.

It really irks me whenever an idiot

comes up to me and makes an
assumption as to what I am. It's okay

to ask, but don't assume. Some peo-

ple need to think before they speak.

It's not that hard. For all those igno-

rant people out there —try it, you
might like it.

Lillian Chan is a Collegian colum-

nist.
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Devil's Advocate a hokey pleaser
Pacino, Reeves star in thriller directed by Taylor Hackford

Tuesday. October 21, 1997

Elton John misses The Big Picture
By Seema Gangatirkar

Collegian Staff

( ol K II SY BRIAN HAMIII

Keanu Ree\es stars in Warner Brother's supernatural thriller. The Devil's Advocate.

By Adam Levine

Collegian Staff

DEVIL'S ADVOCATE
Directed by Taylor Hackford

with Keanu Reeves, Al Pacino, Charlize Ttieron

Playing at Hampshire Six Theater

Devil's Advocate is about as hokey as any big budget

horror film could ever be. yet it is somehow quite charm-

ing. The story is separated into two very distinct halves,

which when combined allude to an unsettling metaphor

about power and corruption. What director Taylor

Hackford (An Officer and a Gentleman. Against All

Odds) does is stretch this metaphor all the way down,

well, to hell, to speak figuratively. Like so many previous

films with the similar premise that lawyers are really no

better than demons. Hackford just cuts to the chase: his

lawyer really is the ami- Christ.

What i- to charming about this film, besides Al

Pacino's performance which always seems to blur the line

between haunting and playfully ridiculous, is that

Hackford doesn't really try to surprise us with this discov-

ery. His lawyer, played by Pacino. is the devil, symbolizing

every connotation of the term, and so what? He rants and

raves about how fun it is to be so bad in the land of God

and tells hb young protege. Keanu Reeves, "the twentieth

century has been my time." Devil's Advocate is about how

much the twentieth century has been his time, with cor-

ruption plaguing every fabric of society- structure. Pacino

is the founder of a ruthless law firm, and ironicly enough.

the concepts of both law and evil seem to always go hand

in hand. This film just reminds us once again reminds us

of this.

Devil's Advocate begins in a typical |ohn Grishan style.

with a young hot shot lawyer from Florida named Kevin

Loom (Keanu Reeves) who has the remarkable ability to

never lose a case. When word of his talent reaches all the

wav to the Mecca of absolute evil, otherwise referred to as

New York City. Lomax and his wife Mary Ann (Charlize

Theron) are brought up to the big city to be wined and

dined in true New York fashion by an interested firm.

Lomax accepts this job and is taken under the wing of

|ohn Milton (Al Pacino) the firm's head honcho. The men
discuss all the important issues that men most always dis-

cuss, like power and women, and Lomax quickly finds

himself as the big man at Milton's firm.

Of course Mary Ann starts resenting her husband never

being around and Lomax starts resenting his wife not

understanding how important the case he's currently

woridng Oil is to Ml career. The marriage problems erupt

and so on and so on it all sounds quite familiar we all

know. Yet. right when you start feeling that uneasy sensa-

tion of boredom, the plot thickens. People start turning

into demons and poor Mary Ann quickly begins to fall

pray of insanity, or so her husband believes. However,

none of this really is that shocking — it's not supposed to

be. What's unsettling is how much it could make sense,

despite how zany it seems. Lawyers are scum, this is not a

familiar concept of Hollywood screen-writing, but I

assure you; you've never seen a courtroom thriller with

special effects like this before.

Hackford does not have an easy time making the transi-

tion from law drama to supernatural suspense very easily,

and the entire middle of the film appears awkward.

Devil's Advocate is saved by its unnerving ending, despite

the two final minutes which were most likely butchered by

studio execs. So much happens in the final 20 minutes

that it's difficult to digest, yet there's ivullv m need, the

plot gets silly as Hackford reaches further down to Hell

hoping to bring all his characters down there with him.

It's merely amusing enough to watch Pacino ramble on. "I

have so many names. " he says when Lomax asks it he is

Satan. Pacino has the spunk of a little boy realizing how
fun it can be to have unlimited power, yet he speaks in

poetic nonsense losing track of his words in order to tall

in love with his own voice.

Equally satisfying is Keanu Reeves, who has finally

expanded his limited character representations. Although

the most type-casted actor in Hollywood still has traces ol

Ted. his alter ego it would seem, his role as l.ontax is the

most complicated performance he has ever tackled.

Despite his usual dryness. Reeves' Lomax is unpre-

dictable, obsessed with power and ego. yet has a soft spot

for his loving wife that he must learn how to reconcile

Even the De\il tell- Lomax that his favorite -in i- vanity, a

le—on which Lomax hopes to evade, unknowing that it is

this vanity that creates the trap to be set. delivering

Lomax into the hands of the Devil. The final charming

aspect to Devil's Advocate is whether Milton has really -et

this trap or if Lomax is striving for the attention of the

Devil.

As intriguing as a metaphor this may be. the Devil'l

Advocate can't help but be fantasticly entertaining. Pacino

especially is mesmerizing, the perfect man for the part

with his sinister eye- combined with that seductive smile.

Hackford also employs a cinematic portrayal of sin, by

including gratuitous nudity, fancy cars, and elaborate par-

ties. Hackford has combined The Firm with Rosemary's

Baby as well as including the visual effects of Jacob's

Ladder creating a new kind of thriller that is as fun to

laugh at as it is to cringe. A premise so over the top that

the point of the matter can not help but be made so clear.

The fact that the Devil is in the guise of the a lawyer is not

supposed to be the main point, it's about how quickly you

eat! fall from the grace of God to the clutches of the Devil

if the temptation is appealing enough.

What might be interesting for Hackford to contemplate

next for a movie idea i- having God play a lawyer and see

how long he can last at the job. B-

THE BIG PICTURE

Elton John

Rocket Records

Elton |ohn has had a tough year.

most of us would agree. With the

deaths of good friend Gianni

Versace this summer and Princess

Diana in late August. |ohn has every

right to sound melancholy and
depressed.

With his newest, The Big Picture

(dedicated to Versace's memory),

John goes beyond melancholy and

settles into a depressing monotony.

Overall, the tone of the album is

philosophical, compared to Made In

England's more introspective

sound. Adding more of a ballad

style than England. |ohn emerges

with a completely new sound.

While change is usually for the

better, lohn's aching melodies and

slow beats tend to grate on the ear

after a couple of listens.

On Made In England. |ohn was

able to mix things around — from

the pop "Please" to the orchestral

arrangements on "Belfast." Sadly,

that variety is lacking on The Big

Picture.

Despite changing his sound, |ohn

did retain some of his classic flavor

by retaining his longtime partner

and lyricist, Barry Taupin.

Taupin's lyrics here are less than

poignant and dramatic but his ideas

— and the words he uses to express-

es those ideas — are fresh.

The album opens with the ballad

"Long Way From Happiness." As

one of the best tracks on the disc,

lohn's melancholy voice settles won-

derfully over a slow beat and sooth-

ing melody.

lohn's first mistake on this

album comes with the second
track. "Live Like Horses." The
song sounds too much like the

previous one and simply lacks the

oomph to carry through iffy lyrics

like "Someday/ We'll live like

horses/ Free rein/ From your old

iron fences."

)ohn continues his morbid bent

through "The End Will Come" and

switches to a philosophical, gospel

sound on "If The River Can Bend."

The album does get better mid-

way through, starting with "Love's

Got A Lot To Answer For." While

|ohn reverts to the ballad style that

fell flat on "Live Like Horses." it

actually works on this song. This

song also holds tinges of what
made Made In England a strong

album — powerful, personal lyrics,

touched with just the right amount

of feeling.

The lyrics project an intense

imagery in this song: "Freedom's

like the stars in the sky/ Alone and

cold and burning/ Each one keep

it's distance/ If only we were stars

you and I."

But the best track on the CD is

"Something About The Way You
Look Tonight."

While |ohn is not necessarily

known for his romanticism, this

song is not only lyrically beautiful,

but musically beautiful as well. For

the first time on this album, the
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CD-ROM reveals the truth about UFOs
By Jeff Hnatio

Collegian Correspondent
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UFOs: JUST THE FACTS

Sky Creative Media Group

UFOs: lust the Facts is a new
multimedia CD-ROM (Sky Creative

Media Group) which presents facts,

photos, video clips, audio tapes and

reference material on the subject of

UFO's.

UFOs and UFO sites such as Area

51 and Roswell. N.M.. have fascinat-

ed the public. According to a press

release, a |une 1997 CNN/7'mu- poll

-howed that 80 percent of

Americans believe that some UFO
reports are true. Much of the current

information on UFOs consists of

unconfirmed reports and unsubstan-

tiated research. This CD. however,

presents documented facts and argu-

ments while allowing the user to

draw his or her own conclusions.

/ PO'b: last the Facts contain-

wealth ol material on UFO's. From

the main screen, one can explore I

number of topics. The government

documents section contain- a num-

ber of "Top Secret" documents on

the Roswell incident and UFO
encounters. The history and validity

u\ each document is examined by the

editors. Other topics include a sec-

tion on current research, a UFO
photo gallery, film and video footage

and UFO lore. There is also a special

section on Roswell and Area 51.

This CD Is basically an encyclope-

dia of UFO phenomena. A broad

range of topics are included. There

are also large bibliography and docu-

mentation sections for more
in depth investigation.

UFO's: lust the Facts makes full

use of its multimedia capabilities

There are over 300 photographs: it

i- difficult to find a screen without

at least one photo or graphic. A
number of short films of UFO's are

included, two of which were filmed

from a space shuttle. In addition,

audio clips of eyewitness interviews

are included in another section.

There is also a website for users with

even more photographs, film, and

Information,

Overall, this is an excellent CD. It

is easy to install and vary easy to

navigate. A broad range of strange

and fascinating topics are covered.

The quality of the graphics and mul-

timedia are excellent. The only

drawback other than the price (sug-

gested retail $49.95). is that, since it

i- I reference CD. mo-t of the cover

age goes into only moderate depth.
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Elton John's new CD doesn't quite fit

words and the music actually fit

together — each part complement-

ing the other. "Something About

The Way You Look Tonight" gives

the album variety — a sound we
haven't heard already, and won't

hear again on this particular album.

vYi-tfullnes- mixed in with in-e

curity characterizes the title track.

Ideally. "The Big Picture" ought to

be the strongest song on the album
— but following "Something About

The Way You Look Tonight." this

ttack can't quite cut it. However,

there is a more up beat tone on this

song — something that is mi-sing

from other tracks on this album.

The album close- strongly with

"Wicked Dreams," a song more in

flavor with classic Elton John. With

a stronger beat punching up the

song. |ohn sings "Don't disturb me
if you date/ loin me if you have the

nerve/ I'll show you where the best

of me has been."

It was probably an ideal choice

to finish an 1 1 -track disc with that

song. Most Elton |ohn fans will be

wondering exactly where the best

of |ohn has gone?

Overall the album is not one of

lohn's better efforts. Comparatively

speaking. though. even a

half-hearted effort from Elton |ohn

i- better than many singers' best.
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Men's tennis team back on track after defeating Connecticut 4-3
By Sanford Appell

Collegian Staff

UMASS

UCONN

The Massachusetts men's tennis

team is clearly back on track after

nudging rival UConn on Saturday.

The team, which has a history of
overcoating adversity, again

came from behind to earn the

victory.

As they have in their past

four matches. UMass
dropped the doubles point. After
changing the doubles lineup again.

UMass coach |udy Dixon can now
only wait for results.

"I ant happy with the new combina-

tion at the No. 3 spot, but they have

to get comfortable, before I can
expect them to win." Dixon said.

Dixon inserted |ason Lin to play

alongside Parsa Samii.

Once again the Minutemen turned

it up for singles play. They notched
wins in four out of six contests, to

earn a 4-3 match victory over the

Huskies.

The Minutemen were especially

strong in spots 1-3. as they have been

all season.

ITiey were paced by a stellar outing

by Todd Cheney in the No. 1 slot. He
disposed of Rich Saxe 6-2,6-3. While-

Cheney has played better this year, he

seemed to have Saxe's number.

"I knew my opponent's game pretty

well, and I took advantage of that."

Cheney ItU
Once again, Cheney refused to sit

out despite that nagging ankle.

"Todd would have to have a bro-

ken leg not to play." Dixon said

"And even then, he might go out

there."

The play was just as effi-

cieni at the next two posi-

tions Pat Slyman and Rob
Manchester both made
quick work of their foes.

Manchester, who breezed by Luke
Grimshaw 6-4, 6-0 is clearly on a

roll. He has been extremely tough to

beat all season.

"I came out a little tentative today,"

Manchester said. But I quickly

regained my confidence, and became
much more aggressive."

Parsa Samii, newly placed at No.

5

singles made a great impression on

Coach Dixon. Samii knocked off

Shaun Calvin with ease 6-2,6-4.

"I needed this win as a confidence

booster." Samii said. Hopefully. I can

really turn things around now
"

Dixon even toyed with the idea of

removing Samii from singles, but now
his spot remains more solid.

"It was a great win for Parsa."

Dixon said. "I'm really impressed that

he stepped right into the five spot and

handled a tough opponent like that."

The casualties of the afternoon
were No. 4 Alex Aller losing in three

sets, and Kevin Curley in straights.

Aller played a terrific match on the

losing end. He took the first set over

Adam Sadowski 6-4. but fell victim

4-6 and 2-6 thereafter.

"It wasn't a case of Alex not play-

ing well." Dixon said.

His opponent simply played really

good tennis towards the end."

For the second straight match, the

Minutemen encountered and over-

came poor sportsmanship from their

opponents.

In the Boston University match as

well as this one, many players took to

taunting on the court.

"I have addressed our players on

the subject of taunting," Dixon said.

"1 don't care what the other teams are

doing, I will not allow our guys to

partake in it."

"I tend to feed off of the insults,"

Manchester said. "It gets me going,

that's the type of player I am.

Minutemen Notes: UMass (5-1)

travels to Rhode Island on Friday to

complete a rain interrupted match.

The St. John's home match was
canceled last Wednesday. The new
date for the match is yet to be deter-

mined.

After much juggling, Dixon will

stick with the same lineup for the

duration of the fall season. "It took a

while, but I finally figured out the

right positioning for everyone."

Dixon said.

The Jake awaits Indians* return
By John Affleck

Associated Press

CLEVELAND — The Cleveland

Indians are back where they want to

be — in |acobs Field, where the noise

can rattle the decibel meter and high

red socks are much in fashion.

Florida Marlins, brace yourselves.

Those teal-shirted folks and beach

balls at Pro Player Stadium are cute,

but these folks are rabid.

"You better get your earplugs

because this place is really going to

rock and shake." Indians fan Barbara

McGraw said Monday as she waited

to get autographs before practice.

The lake will be primed tonight for

Game 3. when the World Series

resumes after a split of the opening

two games in Miami.

Tne fans will stand from the first

pitch. They'll beat a big bass drum.

They'll wear those hiked up socks in

imitation of their heroes. They'll yell

themselves hoarse by the third

inning. Anything to inspire the

Indians in hopes of ending 49 years

of frustration and bringing a World
Series championship to this city. "I

think it'll be the same as the other

playoff games — only worse." said

Carol Elkins, another autograph
seeker.

While |acobs Field is always

packed — the 43.368-seat stadium

sold out for all of Cleveland's regu-

lar-season games — the postseason

has brought a new level of frenzy.

Since the final two games of the

divisional series against the New
York Yankees — when Cleveland

came back to win after being four

outs from elimination — the sonic-

power of the Indians fans has given a

sense of inevitability to the outcome

of each game. Indians players say it's

been hard to lose with that kind of

backing. They're expecting to get

another boost, with the next three

games played in Cleveland.

"lust all the energy coming from all

those people is awesome." David

lustice said. "They're watching every

pitch, every play, and they make you

want to play better."

Matt Williams agreed.

"The fact that I stand out there at

third base every night and go home
with a splitting headache is a tribute

to our fans," he said. "They've been

tremendous. They're raucous, yet

they're knowledgeable."

|ohn Adams, the Cleveland fan

who sits in left field pounding a bass

drum during rallies, said the racket

has its roots in a town waiting for its

first World Series title since 1948.

"There's a long-suffering crowd

here." said Adams, who has been

banging the drum at Cleveland games

for 24 years. "People here have gone

through the down times, so they

savor and appreciate the good times.

It isn't just a crowd that stands

around and screams — any idiot can

do that. Cleveland fans know the

game." The question now is whether

Indians fans top themselves. Can they

actually get rowdier, noisier, more
infatuated with their team?

Sure. saidCleveland fan loe

Novosielski.

"This is lacobs Field," he said.

The men's tennis team got back on track Friday by downing Connecticut 4-3

I soccer
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"Liz has sort of held our program

together the last four years, and she 's

played in B vatietv of roles that has

helped solidity our side." Rudy said

"Sometimes. I'm sure it was not as sat

isfactory as she would have liked.

Hut. she's never complained, and

she's dime nothing but be totally coop

eralive. She's the quintessential team

player."

UM women take sixth I

'Cinci cited inNCAA rule violations

By Jim Eltringhom

Collegian Staff

When asked to describe her

team's performance in the recent

New England Championships.
Massachusetts women's cross-coun-

try coach |ulie LaFreniere said. "It

wasn't bad. but it wasn't what we
expected."

Indeed, the end result was

respectable, even if it did not reflect

the team's best effort. The UMass
squad finished sixth out of fifty

schools with a 182 point effort

Providence (45 points) took first

place honors, with Boston College

(661 and Dartmouth (73) complet-

ing a nationally ranked top three.

New Hampshire (144) and Harvard

(172) finished fourth and fifth,

respectively.

Each of the top two UMass finish-

ers had excellent performances.

Rebecca Donaghue filled a familar

role as the first Minutewoman to

crotl the finish line, placing lbth

overall with a time of 17:50. Christy

Martin finished close behind at

1 7:54. good enough for 18th.

Donaghue's effort was especially

encouraging, as her very presence at

this meet was in doubt due to

chronic heel problems which have

bothered her for months.

"Rebecca has had some problems

over the last two weeks." LaFrenier

said. "We were lucky she was able

to run with us on Saturday."

They were lucky, because after

Donaghue and Martin, there was a

noticable dropoff. Katie Greenia ran

the course in 18:30. a distant 48th.

Melissa Henderson finished 49th.

just one second behind Greenia.

Tracy Meagher rounded out

UMail'l top five with I time of

1 8:45 for a 63rd place finish

"Katie Greenia did not have a

good race." LaFreniere said. "In the

past, she's run that course in

18:09."

Tracy Meagher's finish was also

somewhat disappointing. "Tracy's

been running closer to Katie, and

she wasn't even close in this |racel,"

LaFreniere said.

"I think they're disappointed in

themselves," LaFrenier said. "It's

not that they didn't try... they ran as

hard as they could, but it just wasn't

there."

One bright spot was Melissa

Henderson, who usually holds

UMass' fifth or sixth spot, who
managed to jump up to No. 4.

By Joe Kay
Assocaited Press

CINCINNATI. Ohio — Starters

Charles Williams and Ruben
Patterson are among three Cincinnati

basketball players declared ineligible

yesterday by the university, which

cited NCAA rules violations.

Cincinnati uncovered the violations

during a 10-month in-house probe of

the program.

The university sent its final report

to the NCAA, and asked that

Williams. Patterson and reserve |ohn

Carson be cleared to play. The most

serious violations involved Williams,

a senior point guard. Athletic director

Robert Goin thinks the eligibility of

at least some of the three players

could be restored before the season

begins. They'll be allowed to practice

with the team once they make finan-

cial restitution for favcrs improperly

received.

The university also fired a basket-

ball manager accused of helping

Williams improperly and kept assis-

tant coach |ohn Loyer on paid sus-

pension while the NCAA looks into

the violations

"It's a stink. It has a smell to it

that's not good." Goin said of the

infractions

Coach Bob Huggins was not itnpli

cated and was not disciplined by the

university. He declined to comment
today, except to say he supports

Goin.

The university acknowledged in its

report to the NCAA that "the absence

of appropriate administrative control

ovei and within the men's basketball

program created an atmosphere

where violations ol the type reported

could and did occur."

Goin. recently appointed athletic

director, said he is taking tighter con-

trol of the basketball program and

will monitor it more closely.

The university took no further

actions because it wants to wait to

see how severe the NCAA judges the

infractions. Goin said. "We know the

NCAA is going to come in and take a

look." Goin said.

Patterson, a forward, averaged

13.7 points and 5.6 rebounds last

season, and was being counted on to

fill the void created by the loss of

Danny Fortson. who left after his

junior year to enter the NBA draft.

Williams, a point guard, averaged

3 points and 2.2 rebounds. It was the

investigation of Williams that led to

the wider probe. The university's self-

investigation began in January in

response to an NCAA request for

information about Williams' academ-

ic ci edits uhile he was a junior col-

lege student.

Williams was held out of competi-

tion from that point, missing the

Bearcats' conference and NCAA tour-

nament games

STA Travel offers

student discounts

on domestic

travel, too

800-777-0112
www.sta-travel.com

STA Travel...

the world's largest

student travel

organisation.

STA TRAVEL
We've been thfr*

$? SO fT*l I '1*1 Show n.Hy

Sp.ci.l Eng.g*m.nl. No P»..». or Coupo
No critic* wrtafw
ted III

/, We're worker-owned. We do it all, we do it cheap.

— 7 days a weeU.

CollectiveCopies

n Pii

(41 i)2S6 6425

CAROLE LITTLE • VALERIE STEVENS • LIZ CLAIBORNE • C0ESS

DESIGNER CLOTHING
lor WOMEN. MEN 8 CHILDREN

RED and BATH LINENS.

!
HANDRA0S. IEWELRY.
STATIONERY and GIFTS

GOLDEN KEY
NATIONAL

HONOR SOCIETY

General Membership

Meeting

Where: Herter Rm. 210

When: October 21, 1997

Time: 7:30pm - 9:00pm

Activities for the semester will be discussed^

MT. FARMS A • 584 9153
MT. FARMS MALL

Rocketman (PG)

Today at 5:40 ($2.50) and 8.20

Playing God (R)

Today at 5.50 ($? 50) and 8:20

LA. Confidential (R)

ind 8 10

/ know What You Did Last

Summer (R)

Today at 5 30 ($2.50) and 8 10

'HAMPSHIRE 6-584 7550
HAMPSHIRE MALL

Kiss the Girls (R)

Today at 5 40 ($2.50).

The Peacemaker (R)

Tod<: I ($2.50) and

U-Turn (R)

Today at 8 30

In and Out (PG- 13)

Today at 5-50 ($2.50) •'!

Devil's Advocate (R)

Today at 5 "20 ($2.50)

Seven Years in Tibet (PG- 13)

Most Wanted (R)

HAMPSHIRE FITNESS

YOU
Amherst 256-6446
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ACTIVITIES

SUBMIT YOUR POET-
RY! This winter's poetry

reading @ Wheeler Art

Gallery. Call Abby @ 6-

6066 or Jude 6-2954 for

info.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Pre-Vet/ Animal
Science Club Meeting
Important topics and

future events to be dis-

cussed. Wednesday,
October 22. 7pm., Paige

202.

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Amherst- Charming 1

bedroom Excellent loca-

tion, on bus route, avail-

able 11/1. $475 549-8248

AUTO FOR SALE

1990 Nissan Sentra 4

speed, 2 door, 35-40 miles

per gallon 172,000 miles.

$950 585-5041 after 6pm.

Toyota Cressida 84 4

door, fully loaded, auto-

matic Needs some work.

$500 549-8248.

Toyota Long Bed Pick

Up 1986 with 75k.

Fiberglass Shell Calif

Truck No rust $4500. Call

582-9872

88 TOYOTA SUPRA Grey

with leather interior, 2

alarms, tinted windows,

std, power everythin

Very fast $5800 or B/

549-4832

AUTO FOR SALE

1984 VW Maroon Rabbit

Low mileage. 95% mint

condition. $1400 or B/0.

Call 584-2940

EMPLOYMENT
VIRGIN RECORDS COL-

LEGE REP POSITION

Get music industry experi-

ence as our local College

Rep! P/T paid position, 10

hrs/week. Please fax

resume and cover letter to

Elizabeth Gruenewald at

310-288-2433 Soph or Jr

with car preferred.

Previous music industry

experience a plus!

Arby's Hampshire Mall

Now Hiring Part time,

flexible schedule, good

pay Apply in person.

$1 ,000 s WEEKLY!!
Stuff envelopes at home
for $2.00 each plus bonus-

es. F/T, P/T. Make $800+

weekly, guaranteed! Free

supplies. For details, send

one stamp to: N-113,

12021 Wilshire Blvd.,

Suite 552, Los Angeles,

CA 90025

Needed Immediately
Firestone of Northampton

needs part-time

Sales/Customer Service

Rep 25-30 hours a week.

Starting salary $7.50 per

hour. Call 586-1584

Posterer Wanted $6/hr

259-1227

EMPLOYMENT
Rao's Coffee is hiring

F/T and P/T Food experi-

ence necessary. Please

apply in person.

Hiring For Pizza Hut

Cashiers and Pizza Help.

All shifts. Come down and

fill out an application. 586-

2940

LEGAL ASSISTANTS
WANTED Spring 1998

Internships With The

Student Legal Services

Office; get hands-on expe-

rience in the legal field

—

work directly with attor-

neys and clients. Earn up

to 15 undergraduate cred-

its. No experience in the

legal profession neces-

sary— training provided.

Contact The Student Legal

Services Office today: 545-

1995, 922 Campus Center.

FOR RENT

Fridge Rentals 253 9742

Free Delivery

FOR SALE

For Sale: One Elton

John Tix Great seat. Call

Enette® (413)256-1734

For Sale- Canon BJ-EX
Printer $160 or Best Offer.

665-7145

Macintosh Quadra 605

8/250 Includes monitor,

keyboard, mouse, soft-

ware, and printer. $575.

Call Alyssa (413)545-4668

(days) (978)544-2837

(eves)

FOR SALE

2 Elton John Tickets For

Sale. Call 256-6022

Toshiba 486 Laptop
$500.(413)549-4753

Good Quality Full-Sized

Futon and Black Metal
Frame. $150 or B/0. 665-

0332

COMPUTERS!
New P166MMX from

$995. Laptops, peripher-

als. ZarVision 582-9198

V/MC/AMEX

15 million+ sendable
email addresses Contact

the world with the stroke

of a key! $99 per CD.

Contact Pete @ Conrad

Enterprises (413)539-3599

Computers! Computers!

Computers!

The very best prices

around! IBM Thinkpads

Compac as well as print-

ers, scanners, and sup-

plies. Call File

Management Solutions

and ask for Jason 549-

4850

Laptop Notebook Works

good. $150. Good for

school. Call Steve

(413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for

computer. Works great

Call CPC (413)584-8857

FOR SALE

Watch batteries, ear

piercing, eyeglass

repairs, jewelry restora-

tion, diamond engage-

ments, wedding rings.

Silverscape Designs, 264

N Pleasant St, Amherst.

253-3324 Open Daily.

FOUND

Found: Microecon Text

on third floor Morrill I on

Wed., Oct. 8th. Call 256-

1734 to describe and

claim.

INSTRUCTION

Kung-Fu-Spirit of the

Heart offers new student

introduction: 3 lessons and

a T-shirt- $19.95!

Convenient Northampton

location. 585-1661

Lost Last Thursday: Lost

T.A. File Folder for Pol Sci

162. Left in Tobin 204 last

Thursday. Please return to

Thompson Third Floor or

call Steve Smith (413)238-

5863

Lost: Glasses in the first

floor bathroom of Bartlett

on 10/15. If found please

call The Collegian @ 545-

3500.

Gold Bracelet Monday
10/6. Mullins Field.

Reward Sentimental Call

Jen 549-4460

MISCELLANEOUS

FREE T-SHIRT + $1000

Credit Card fundraisers for

fraternities, sororities &
groups Any campus orga-

nization can raise up to

S10O0 by earning a whop-

ping S5.00/VISA applica-

tion CalM -800-932-0528

ext 65 Qualified callers

receive

FREE T-SHIRT

EARN $750 S1500/WEEK
Raise all the money your

group needs by sponsoring

a VISA fundraiser on your

campus. No investment &
very little time needed.

There's no obligation, so

why not call for informa-

tion today. Call 1-800-323-

8454 x 95

SERVICES

Legal Questions? The

Student Legal Services

Office offers free legal

assistance to fee-paying

students. Contact us at

922 Campus Center, 545-

1995.

Pregnant? Need help?

Call Birthright of Amherst

area for free testing and

assistance. 549-1906

TRAVEL

Earn MONEY and FREE

TRIPS!!

Absolute Best SPRING
BREAK Package avail-

able!! INDIVIDUALS, stu-

dent ORGANIZATIONS, or

small GROUPS wanted!!

Call INTER-CAMPUS PRO-

GRAMS at 1-800-327-

6013 or

http://www.icpt.com

SPRING BREAK
Largest selection of Spring

Break destinations includ-

ing cruises! Group dis-

counts and free trips avail-

able Epicurean Tours 1-

800-231 -4FUN

Spring Break Take 2"

hiring Reps! Sell 15. Take

2 free. Hottest destina-

tions! Free parties, eats,

and drinks! Sunsplash 1-

800-426-7710 or

www.sunsplashtours.com

WANTED
Earn $125

Running and Sedentary

Females wanted for a

research study. 19-35

years old. Please call Tom

@ 549-0465

Sell/Trade your preowned

games and systems. Call

Let's Play at 549-4505

WANTED

The most
popular

question on
Campus:

"WHAT ARE
YOU DOINQ
IN THAT
BOX?"

The Answer:

SELL11SIQ

CGLLEQIAN
CLASSIFIEDS

Come
and
see

us
today!

Personals Policy Rates
All pmorwl* MUST be proofread by Collegian cfafr

mploywi before pavmenl and acceptance of

nanea,
Last name* MAY NOT be used in penorwU ONLY

nes and initials are allowed. The nnl> ex<ep-

tiom .ire tor birthday or congratulatn>n* personals, in

which case the lull name may be used

Phone numbers are not allowed in personals NO
I OSS

Addresses are not allowed in personals- this means
(fiHT» room numbers as well

Personals ui a threatening or derogaton n M

not acceptable. Personals of a vinOKtiv* or libelous

nature are not acceptable Personals mas not he

I the purpose of harassment.

f>. Profanity may not be used in personals

7 The personals stition is It* personals only The per-

used to sell items, seek

roommates, advertise meeting ff

8 Ml personals must have the name, signature, and

L M.iss 10 number of the student placing the as

tille-d m '.ii the insertion order Non-students must
'•

,i valid drtvt-r s license and the Inense num-

ber must be recorded on the insertion order. Use of

tjlsf uieiiiihi iboo or misrepresentation is subject to

penalties under the law

9. The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit

any personal that does not meet the Collegians stan-

dards in accordance with the statutes of the

( ommonwealth "' MMM husenv

Students

2 Oct per word/day

All others

40tf per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
PSMM *\ntf ( It'.irK HMJ

legihlv. We ire not HqMM Willi toe BmHI r.-cull-

inR Irom Mejiblc handwriting or tvpe.

Standard Headings
ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT
ENTERTAINMENT

FOR SALE
FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

TUESDAY. OCT. 21

Colloquium — Adetoun llumoka. a Five

College Women's Studies Research

tatOcUte from the Empowerment and

Action Research Centre. Lagos, Nigeria.

will give a colloquium entitled Making
Tights Meaningful at 7:30 p.m. in the

Dickinson House Living Room of the Five

College Women's Studies Research Center

at Mount Hol>oke College.

MtMbaJ — The Index. UMass yearbook,

will hold its weekly general meeting at

6:30 p.m in the Student Union, room 304

All are invited. Contact lill Aordkian at

545-0848 for more information.

Milling — The first mandatory organi-

BMfcml meeting for those interested in the

new organization Best Buddies will be held

at 7:50 p.m. in the Cape Cod Lounge in

the Student Union The mission of Best

Buddies ic to enhance the lives of people

with mental retardation by providing them

with opportunitic- fol -ocialization. All are

welcome. For more information, contact

Erin at 546-7 1 37 or |en at 549-6405.

Meeting — Amnesty International is

holding a meeting at 7 p.m. in the Campus
Center, room 904. For more information.

call the office at 345-1925.

WEDNESDAY. OCT. 22

Career Forum — The Political Science

Honors Society is holding a Career Forum

at 4:30 p.m. in the sixth floor lounge of

Thompson. It is free and open to the pub-

lic. Students interested in what their politi-

cal science or liberal arts degree can be

used for after graduation are encouraged

to attend. For more information. Call

Ramy at 255-8855 or Dan at 548-9780.

Discussion — The Five College

Program in Peace and World Security

Studies (PAWSS) will sponsor a panel dis-

cussion on "China. The U.S. and the

Emerging World System." at 7:30 p.m. in

Converse Hall at Amherst College.

Entertainment — The Not Ready for

Bedtime Plavers will be performing at the

New Africa House Library at 8 p.m. Free

condoms are available.

Entertainment — Stories in the Sukkah.

celebrate the harvest with story teller and

Hillel Program Director. David Arfa from

noon- 1245 p.m. at the Hillel House

Sukkah.

\ta ting — The UMass Theatre Guild is

holding a meeting at 7 p.m. in Earthfoods

in the Student Union. All are welcome.

Meeting — The Queen Fan Club will

hold its first meeting of the semester at 7

p.m. in the Cape Cod Lounge in the

Student Union. New members welcome.

For more information, contact Rosa at

546-5618 or email at

rosak@srudent.umass.edu.

Meeting — The UMass Poetry Society

will hold a meeting at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center, room 905. All are wel-

come, bring your own or someone else's

poetry or just come and listen. Call Tim at

546-0819 or Chanel at 546-6301 for

more information.

THURSDAY, OCT. 23

Book reading — Author lames Carroll

will read from his National Book Award

winning memoir. An American Requiem

at 4 p.m. at Food for Thought Books in

Amherst.

Meeting — Intramural foul shooting

and/or 3 point shot players meeting at 6

p.m. in Boyden. room 249. Mandatory for

all entered. Can enter at meeting.

Party — Simehat Torah party at 7 p.m

at the Hillel House. Celebrate the comple-

tion of the Toiah cycle with food, fun and

friends. Sponsored bv Hillel.

Workshop — MISSION IMPROVable

is offering an improv comedy workshop at

8 p.m. in the Campus Center, room 163.

All levels welcome.

NOTICES

Auditions — Channel 19 News anchor

and reporter auditions are being held on

Tues.. Oct. 21 from 5-7 p.m. and Wed .

Oct. 22 from 6-8 p.m. Call UVC-TV 19 to

schedule an appointment al 545-1356.

which is located in the Student Union,

room 216 behind the Hatch. Sample writ

ings arc preferred but not requited

Positions open to all UMass undergraduate

students

Art Contributions — The Student Union

Visual and Performing Arts Space is look

ing for contributions to the Southern

Asian Cultural Exhibition which will show

in the spring of 1998. If you have anything

from artwork to crafts depicting Asian cul-

ture, and would like the opportunity to

participate in this exhibition, contact

Amanda at 545-0792.

Computer Orientation — Students, fac-

ulty, and staff interested in using the com-

puters at the Foreign Language Resource

Center are encouraged to attend a comput-

er orientation of Fri.. Oct. 24. The free

one-hour sessions begin at 3 p.m. in

I loiter 19 Enrollment is limited. For more

information and to register, contact Irene

at 545-0950 or check out

www.umass edu/langctr.

Contest — Spectrum Fine Art and

Literary Magazine is now holding a cover

contest. The winner will have their art-

work printed on the 97/98 issue. The final

deadline is Dec . 7 at 5 p.m. Pick up an

entrv form in the Student Union, room

406e or just bring the artwork by.

Final Exam Schedule — The Fall '97

Final Examination Schedule will be avail

able beginning Fri.. Oct 17. Copies will be

delivered to students in the residence halls,

and will be available lo off-campus stu-

dents in the Registrar's office (215

Whitmore). It will also be available on the

World Wide Web beginning Wed.. Oct. 1.

at http://www- ureg.admin.umass.edu

Notice — The women's basketball team

is kxiking for managers for the upcoming

season. Rehahililv and a significant time

FYls are public service announcements printed

daily To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the

Managing Editor by noon the previous day.

commitment are required. If interested,

please call Scott Foulis at 545-2726.

Support Group — REFLECT, the Five

College bereavement support program
offers free bereavement support groups to

students of the Five College area. All ser-

vices are confidential. Enrollment for fall

groups is happening now. Call 577-5316

for more information.

Workshop — The Craft Center is offer-

ing a nature photography expedition to the

White Mountains. NH on Fri.. Oct. 24-26.

Space is limited to 1 2 and sign up is now

available in the Craft Center Any ques-

tions, call 545-2096 or stop by the craft

center which is located across from the

Hatch in the Student Union

Workshop — The UMass Theatre Guild

is holding free theatre workshops, includ

ing acting, dance, tech. voice, auditions on

Sat.. Oct. 25 at II a.m. in the Campus
Center, room 168. All are welcome. RSVP
bv Oct. 24 call 545- 0415.
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Daily Listings sponsored by:

TV LISTING SPONSORSHIP FOR SALE
INQUIRE @ 545-3500

HSCN Bu//ef/'n

Board

Hartford

Boston

Boston

Springfield

Movie Ch.

Hartford

ID

11

ia
13

14
1*7

IB

CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN
UPN/20
Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
International

UMass Academic TV

HSCN Programming

TV-19
I ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

CNN
CNN SI

SB Headline News
2B UCTV7 TBS

aa BET

SB TV Land

3D Univision

31 Comedy Central

38 Cartoon

Much Music

TUESDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
WVIT
WTIC
WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK

545-

3500

WTBS
A&E
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

O

12 Wijhbone X
3 NtwaX

i
News I
Full House X.

News

g
CD
<P

Cl
€D

MTV
NICK
SCIFI

TLC
TNT
USA

HBO
MAX
SHOW

Married. With

n
22

20

2)

2.

6:00

News

Horn* Imp.

News

Creatures

News K

Mad Abo You

Family Matters

6:30
Business Rpt, Newshour With Jim Lehrer X
CBS News Inside Edition

CBS Newt

ABC News

BoyWorld

NBC News

Cheers If

NBC News

Simpsons X.

NBC News

Business Rpt

ABC News

Mad Abo You

Family Matters

Northern Exposure X.

WorldView X
Comic Cabana [Mahe-Laugh

7:00 7:30

Extras

Nova "Bomb Squad" (In Stereo)

Real TV If JAG "The King o! the Fleas" 1
Enl. Toni ght JAG "The King ol the Fleas" X

Inside Edition Chronicle "

Fresh Prince

Wheel-Forlune

Judge Judjr
I

Ent Tonight Hard Copy "

Seinfeld K

Wheel-Fortune

Fresh Prince

Soul Man I {Over the Top

«« "flocoCop" (1987, Science

Jeopardy! X
Grace Under

Frasier «

Jeopardy! R

Newshour With Jim Lehrer K

Women-Health

Seinfeld «

Coach if

Frasier «

F'asier

Coach il

Law & Order It

C - Campu s

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30
Stephen Hawking s Universe

Michael Hayes "Heroes" S
Michael Hayes "Heroes" X
Home Imp. [Hiller-Diller

ictiori) Peter Waller

OCTOBER 21, 1997
10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30

Frontline "Behind the Mask: The IRA and the Sinn Fein" X
Dellaventura "Clean Slate" X
Dellaventura "Clean Slate" X
Love, Lust and Marriage

News

World Series Game 3 - Atlanta 8raves or Florida Marims al Baltimore Quotes or Cleveland Indians

Clueless X [Moaaha (R) X. jClueltM X [Moeaha (R) a |Newa

WoTJd'Series Game 3 • Atlanta Braves oi Florida Marlins al Baltimore Orioles oc Cleveland Indians.

AOtiams Family Va<ues'(l993. Comedy) Anjelica Huston. |New»

Wnrld Serial Game 3 Atlanta Braves or Florida Marlins at Baltimore Orioles or Cleveland Indians!

Nova "Bomb Squad" (In Stereo)

Soul Man X lOvwthtTop

Viper "Hidden Agenda" I

Frontline "Behind the Mask The IRA and the Sinn Fein" 3T

Home Imp. I
Hiller-Diller

I
love, Lull and Marriage

News «

News «

Late Show n

Late Show $
Nightline J

Star Trek: Next Gener.

Npws

Vibe

|Tonight Show

News

Simpson* 31

News

Tonight Show

Deep Space 9

Charlie Rose

Tonight Show

News |

in Stereo)

iNightlint X
NHL Hockey Boston Bruins al Edmonton Oilers (Live)

* mJeTino"(t99l, Adventure) KJauTMatia Brandauer. |*<t« "77» Sword in the Slonfl"(i963) Voices ol Ricky Sorenson.

Moneyline tL

Daily Show [RJ

Crossfire I

Wingi (R) Gimme Shelter

Biography: Rita Hayworth

Primp News if [Biirden-Prool

Stem's Money Bill Maher-Funny

Up Close

Supermarket

MTV Live

Figure It Out

Sporticenter

Debt

Viewers

Twilight Zone ff

Tiny toon

Hometitne (R) |Homttime(R)

Kung Fu: Legend

Baywalch "Guys and Dolls" I
Happily Ever

iiM

»*4 "Sabrina

Intimate Portrait

|Wor1d Dog Show

Wild Diacowry: Good, Bad

Jane Eyre (R) S
Larry King Live R

Young Comedians iRj

World Today H
Viva Variety [Make-Laugh

New Detectivei |H)

Mattrock (R) (In

Doug if

Gattaca

Home Again

Stereo)

Rugratt X
Amaz. Stories

Home Again

Lola A Clark-Superman

lighlandier: The Series H

Unsolved Mysteries InStem

Gymnastics International Team Championships (R)

[Strictly Supernatural

Sports IHus

Daily Show

Biography

Moneyline B

Justice Files (R

Stain's Money

Beavis-B utt

Secret of Alai

Beavis-Butt

Happy Days

Seaquest 2032 "Equilibrium" 31

Trauma f: Lift In the ER

Daftness Baton Dami"(1993. Drama) Meredith Baxtet

B3 - Bikes, Blades I Boards |Sportacenter

Countdown to the 10 Spot

Wonder Years Bewitched

Beavis-Butt

I Love Lucy I
««'i

• ,

rheoy>i»so/Dr-JCUil*"(1960, Horror) Peter Cushtng.Pi

Apt 2F ,H,

Odd Couple X

"Hooa" (1997 Drama) Christine Lahti. (In Stereo)X
Marityn: What Happened? (R)

[

Survival in the Sky (R)

Walker, Texas Ranger X
1996, Comedy) Hamson Ford. Julia Ormond (In Stereo) 'PG' X

** "Beactm (1988, Drama) Betle MkJIe

1(B)

J_]S
Homicide: Lift on the Street It

Oddville. MTV
Taxi X
Gattaca

Lovelin* (R)

NewhertS

Amaz. Stories

Had ottht Night: By Outy

ir, Barbara Heishey (In Stf

Trauma II: Life in the ER (Ri

Bound" ( 1 995) Carroll O'Corinor

"The

Soto" (1996) Mario Van Peebles 'PG- 1
3' X \

* * "Chafy" ( 1 968, Drama) Cliff Robertson,

Hetshey (In Stereo) X |Silk Stalking*

Ma*er"(1997, Suspense) Matthew Modine. (In Stereo) Vt X |0i "A Game of Checkers" (R) 3C

rtson, Claire Btocm'PG |*o'4 "ToaHunffor fle<JOrtooer"(1990)SeanConnery.
,

PG''M~

>.S)*** -miFlandm"\\m) Robin Wright. |«'-. VutyCMy"\ i99S)Paulv Shore . PG- 13' X \**"> "Xinapin"! 1996. Comedy) Woody Harralaon. 'PQ-13'M) [Fast Tracks
|
Women
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Bruno By C. Baldwin Robotman By Jim Meddick

lv&*. smc£ i M>om> mh n^n look,

WJNfcM UWfc BfcfcU CW&CKIW0 NAt OUT.

fr.U,MN LrHue kAfcCWp.NI CM,
r-WGMD, WDUWiT UNTCRSTANP

WNfeN VOOM&c) LOV& A N\AM

OF iTYLE. \NWO HASTVteCOvWefe

TO STAND MfcRT F(**fTv£ CROW)

Drabble By Kevin Fagan
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LIBRA (Sept. 25-Oct. 22) —

Does it seem to you that time is

moving faster than usual today?

You may be overtaken by those who

are maintaining a faster pace.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) -

You mustn't. let yourself get so busy

today that you forget to do the few

things that a loved one has asked of

you. Make lists, if you must!

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) _ You have more choices than

you think at this time. Concentrate

on doing what feels right, and you'll

discover that you can't go wrong.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— Make an early start today and

you won't have to build to such a

pace that you can't keep up with

yourself. Maintain steady progress

all day.

AQUARIUS (|an. 20-Feb. 18) -
You are getting in the swing of

things, or so the experts say. You

may not feel fully confident just yet

— but you will, in time.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) —
You are getting your second wind at

this time, and you should be able to

go the distance. You will need some

R-and-R in the next few days.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
You are going to have to work hard

to keep things straight today. There

will be many details to organize as

you progress. Get help!

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
Your fun may be another person's

distraction today, so you're going to

have to compromise before a crisis

develops.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20) -

Meet with those who play important

roles in your affairs, and you'll real-

ize that not everyone is on the same

page. This can be remedied.

CANCER (|une 21-|uly 22) —
You will receive an important piece

of information today. Whether or

not you recognize it for what it is

depends on your ability to make
connections.

LEO (|uly 23-Aug. 22) — The

answers are available to you. but if

you feel you're not getting closer to

them you may want to re-assess

your methods. Change can do you

good.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) —
The meaningless may actually

become quite important to you

before the day is out. carrying with

it a valuable meaning.

Close to Home By John McPherson

-3 of tJHc3 Day
4 4 War is the only lover of

men; Her arms are always

open.
-Sun Tsu

Today's P.C. Menu
•2626 for

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

BBQ Pork on a Roll

Vegan Falafel on a Roll

Falafel Sauce on a Roll

DINNER
Chinise Beef and Peppers

Italian Tortellini Stir Fry

Sausage Grinder

Worcester

^.^a/^oserWvmeaornp^ervc.com

"I'm tellin' ya! Ever since you rigged up that

smoke machine under the table, I just

can't wait to get to work every day!"

LUNCH
Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Lemon Grill Burger

Spaghetti with Sauce

Ketchup is a Vegetable

DINNER
Chinise Beef and Peppers

Tilapia Santa Fe

Curried Chick Peas

Pastabilities: Veal

ACROSS
1 Pluckier
6 Hits slang
10 Physicist's

particle

13 Spew
14 Woodwind
15 Songwriters

Rodgers and —
16 Concise
17 Vista
18 Egyptian symbol

oflife

19 H H. Munros
pen name

?0 Rainwater
receptacle

22 Wooded
24 The Gobi, e.g.

28 Tom Mix movies
31 Hebrew scroll

32 Aptitudes
34 Long time
36 Sulk
37 Kind of humor
38 Solar storm
41 Noise
42 Imported car
44 "Anne of

Green Gables"
loc.

45 Yawned
47 Bee bite

49 Puzzle
51 Listened
53 Wave
56 Indy racer

Fittipaldi

59 Rant and
61 Cut. as grass

64 Favor
65 Existed
66 Single quantity

67 Floor-covering
piece

68 — out:

stretching

69 Follow
persislently

70 Toboggan
71 Medicinal plant

DOWN
1 Acquires
2 Territories

3 Like troubled

waters?
4 Greek letter

5 Map abbr
6 Ol cows
7 Kimono sashes
8 Wnter ol verse

9 Basted
10 007 creator

Fleming
1

1

Mork's planet

12 To the —
degree

15 Horse-drawn
cab

20 Condiment
21 Soak (flax)

23 Tubs
25 Wash away

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

HHCaH KC3K) HHHHHD
boh HranMta nun
do@R0@ wma oaiaa

nrans

IM
C1AIBIL

ciy cilIe

maSS HHOHS ruOGTJH
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N
D

[RIEIN n

10?197 <S 1997 United r»»toie Syndicate

26 Fast
27 "And — some!"
29 Varnish

ingredient

30 Drench
32 Kind of lorce

33 Singer Gorme
35 Head, slangtly

37 Pinch of salt

39 Formerly
named

40 Pack firmly

43 Stan a
paragraph

46 Spice- rack item

48 Jewel
50 Pressed
52 Sums owed
54 Actress

Linda —
55 Odds and —
57 Stir up
58 Part ol a foot

60 Nervous
6

1

Type of bath

62 Singer Yoko
63 Disguise item

65 Permit

Hampshire
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

BBQ Pork Rib Sandwich

Charbroiled Chicken Sandwich

DINNER
Chinise Beef and Peppers

Chicken Stew

Berkshire

LUNCH
Chef's Grilled Cheese

Hot Pastrami on Rye

Ziti/ Tomato Sauce

Pad Thai

DINNER
Chinise Beef and Peppers

Greek Style Lemon Chicken

Curried Chick Peas

Pastabilities: Stuffed Shells
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Hanson strikes out,

series lacks X'factor
God Bless America!

I ot the second year in a row, the

singing of the national anthem before

the fu-t game of the World Series was

an abomination.

Somebody who is SOU! Ui In dairt-

ed in the Florida Marlins organization,

using the discretion of a teenage girl,

lined up pop sensation Hanson to grace

the masses at Pro Player Stadium

Saturday night.

\\ .isn't it past their bed-rime?

Regardless, the Partridge Family of

the '90s (MM mommy on the tam-

bourine, or whatever) "Mmm-bopped"

their way to stardom and out onto the

diamond to officially commence a still

much hallowed and beloved American

institution.

The three little girls... I mean boys,

were booed off the field — after they

were done, of course, because the fans

at lea-t have respect for the national

I red Hurlhrink Jr.
oil

MilfiM

anthem. They were taunted more fierce-

ly than Waliy the Green Monster was

alter his brief Fenway appearance. And

tightly so, nobody wants to hear a nio of

pre-pubescent "rock stars" belting out

high-pitched harmonies before the most

Marled sporting event in the history of

.America

Where's the love?

Anyway. Gloria Estefan was a vast

improvement for Game Two, if only

aesthetically. But. her Latin heritage

brought to the forefront an interesting

question.

How much does the Star-Spangled

Banner really affect the players at the

beginning of games?

As the NBC cameras panned around

in the dugouts and on the field to cap-

ture the emotion and concentration in

players laces, a pattern arose. A great

deal of this year's World Series partici-

pants aren't American-born ball players.

Livan Hernandez, the 21-year-old

fire-baller who was the Marlins' MVP in

the League Championship Series, is a

Cuban defector. Moises Alou. a

Dominican-born outfielder, belted a

three-run homer in Game One. Sandy

Alomar is sin of Latin heritage and has

been a key factor in the Indians' for-

tunes during the playoffs.

This is not a racial or ethnic problem.

It's just curious that these players, in

principal, are supposed to be affected —
emotionally spurred — in some way by

listening to the words Francis Scott Key

penned some 185 years ago.

These players — displaying diversity

in heritage and talents — are what make

baseball a great game, but you have to

wonder if a bunch of long

blonde-haired teenagers squeaking out

Key's epic poem means anything to the

non- American players.

It wasn't all that stirring for many
Americans

• It's peculiar to not see the Braves in

the series, or David Cone pitching for

the pennant contender he was recently

traded to. Nonetheless, this Fall Classic

km all the fains' to go down as just that

— a bona fide classic.

The Marlins and the Indians both

ipped their way through the playoffs.

and found themselves in the series.

Neither team has yet to be at a loss for

pitching, great defense or timely hits.

What both teams are lacking, howev-

er, is an X -factor.

That one guy, that one presence who
can make a good team a great one just

by putting on the uniform. There will be

no Greg Maddux on the mound or Ken
Griffey at the plate — neither combat

ant in this tussle possesses any advan-

tage of the sort.

What do they have?

Both teams have superior

up the middle defense anchored by

Alomar and Florida's prodigy Charles

Johnson At shortstop Edgar Renteria is

outdone by only a few in the league, one

of those is Omar Vizquel In center field

Marquis Grissom and Devon White

chase Hies with the best of them.

\i n one of these guys is a superstar, a

guy who is capable of taking over a

senes

Both teams have immeasurable \etet

an leadership with names like Dutch

Daulton. Matt Williams. Dave justice

and Bobby Bonilla littering the rosters.

But none of these guys has proven he

can carry a team through the playoffs at

this stage in his respective career.

Each team has quality pitching down

the board — quality in equal pans expe-

rience, talent and grit. Orel Hershiser

and Charles Nagy. Kevin Brown and

the young Hernandez.

E«ch of these hurlers has yet to

unquestionably dominate in consecutive

appear atiLfs even.

So how did these teams get here?

Easy. The fact that all those names

have had an impact on the playoffs and

many names have been left out.

Tuny Fernandez?

Greg Counsell?

Chad Ogea?
I et there be no mistake about it

These are two great teams — great

teams without great players. Kinda

makes you wonder why Albert Belle

gets paid so much when Brian Giles is

the left Belder making I difference in the

series

h,d Hurlhrink, fr. is a Collegian

columnist

Women's soccer seniors look to leave UMass on top
By Jormo Kansanen

Collegian Staff

A young, yet sort of wise, man
once said that there's no better end

than a good end in the end.

And if you're left with your wits

intact alter spinning through that

mad web of rhetoric, then you get the

gist of the last two home matches ol

the season for the No. 13

Massachusetts women's soccer team.

The four Minutewoman seniors

(13-2. 9-0 in Atlantic 10) bid good-

bye this past weekend with two
straight 2-1 wins over Dayton and

Xavier, helping UMass to a 59— 17-3

record over their careers. But. on the

other hand. UMass had to fight

through two straight tactically anemic

first halves to pull those victories out.

In the end for the seniors, though,

it was all good.

This season has been like that for

senior defender Amy Burrill. goal-

keeper Danielle Dion, defender Erica

lverson and defender/midfielder/for-

ward Liz Rutherford, and in the end.

all of them will be considered win-

ners. However, the road toward a

hopeful 1997 NCAA Tournament
resolution has been paved with a

series of on the field battles.

For two-thirds of the tri-captain-

ship. those battles have not been so

bad for Dion and lverson, and the

UMass defense has dealt with the

graduation of All-American Erin

Lyn<:h admirably. But. due to injuries

to junior Robin Smith and Burrill.

lverson has filled spots from the right

flank to central defense to midfield

this season, and Dion actually gave

up three goals in one match this sea-

son.

What's that again? Yep, three

goals in one match on Oct. 4th

against St. |oseph's of all teams —
that's got to hurt. Substitution-itis

had its bloody grip on coach |im

Rudy that day. and he's probably still

apologizing to his senior keeper.

For lverson. Senior Day was bitter-

sweet. The last true home match for

her was last season at the history-rich

Richard F. Garber Field, and this

weekend seemed to be a metaphor of

her career — tough, but in the end,

kind.

"The last two home matches were

kind of what UMass is all about, and

its kind of a summary of my whole

career here." lverson said, with a

deep sigh. "Having to fight games

out, and coming through and giving

it all until the end.

"I really thought I would be more

emotional, but all the emotion went

out with Garber. This is almost an

away field for me. This was just the

last game in front of friends."

For Burrill and Rutherford, the

battles they've faced have been quite

more difficult. Burrill had to watch

both games this weekend from the

bench, recovering from a knee injury

suffered two weeks ago at Temple.

Her recovery has been miraculous,

with the "season-ending" injury

resulting in Burrill being seen jogging

around during warmups. and smack-

ing her customary bullet-like shots

into the net.

The Newton native has kind of

been the outsider looking in not just

this weekend, but for the last three

weeks of this season. The team has

welcomed the two-time Div. II All-

American transfer from Barry

University with open arms, but her

problems are not with the team, but

her knee.

"1 only have so many games left,

and 1 want to help the team as much
as 1 can." Burrill said. "There have

been a set of unfortunate circum-

stances that have held me back all

season long, and I'm wondering
when it's going to be right.

"When will it finally click, and

when is it going to work for me? I'm

a senior, but today was more for

Danielle. Liz and Erica, and they defi-

nitely deserve it."

The only thing Rudy wants more

than a NCAA berth is the return of

Burrill to his lineup. Her timely scor-

ing has netted two game-winners for

the Minutewomen this season, and

her presence on the left side is

missed.

"Amy was a nice surprise for us,"

Rudy said. "Having someone with

that level of experience and repertoire

of abilities to come to our program

out of the blue...we'd definitely be a

lot less without her. When we get her

back, and we will, we'll be lot more

of a team."

Rutherford has never had a major

injury, but also has never had a start-

ing spot in the UMass lineup. After

three years of role playing (being the

proverbial monkey-wrench for the

Minutewomen), the tri-captain has

been given that starting spot this sea-

son, and she has not disappointed.

"It's fantastic being a senior, and

having this be your last two home
games...! couldn't imagine it ending

any better,'' Rutherford said.

"Wherever the coach tells me to play.

I'll play. I love the team, and UMass."

If Rudy is the straw stirring the

drink, then Rutherford has been the

piece holding the puzzle together.

Turn to SOCCER page 7
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Senior Liz Rutherford has helped the Massachusetts women's soccer team to a 1 3-2 record this season.

Minuteman water polo puts chink in California armor
By Jim Eltringham

Collegian Staff

The Californian dominance of the

sport was at least put in question by

the No. 14 Massachusetts men's

water polo team this past weekend.

The Minutemen won a pair of

matches on their five-game trip, but

more importantly did not allow any

team to completely dominate them,

playing in only one lopsided match

all weekend.

The west-coast swing began
Friday night in Berkeley, where the

Minutemen fell to No. 3 California.

12-7. On Sat.. No. 2 USC beat the

Minutemen soundly 13-4. but

UMass defeated No. 10 Long Beach

State. 10-9. No. 12 UC-Davis fell

to the Minutemen on Sun., 13-10.

but UC-Santa Barbara snuck past

UMass. 10-7.

Cal had its hand full with a hun-

gry UMass squad. The first quarter

ended with a 2 I advantage favor of

UMass. but all hopes of an upset

were shattered in the second period,

when the Golden Bears fired five

goals into the net. Despite a

three-goal fourth quarter rally, the

barrage proved to be too much.
Offensive stars for UMass included

junior Brian Stahl. who netted four

goals. Richard Huntley was solid in

goal with nine saves.

Saturday morning brought the

beginning of the prestigious.

16-team NorCal Tournament
Stahl's hat trick was almost all the

offense the Minutemen could

muster against USC. and despite

Huntley's nine saves. UMass'
defense was overmatched by the

Trojans' firepower.

The competition was not much
easier that evening, when the team

clashed with Long Beach State.

This time, however, UMass won in

an overtime thriller. Huntley
notched another nine saves, while

five different Minutemen beat the

Long Beach goalkeeper. Gabriel

Marrero led the offensive charge

with three goals.

Sunday was far from a day of test

for the Minutemen. as they faced

yet another pair of match-ups with

nationally ranked teams. The morn

ing brought on UC-Davis. UMass

opened with a bang, scoring five

times in the first frame. The Aggies

responded with four goals in each

of the next two periods, but the

Minutemen held on lor the upset.

Once again. Stahl was the offensive-

leader, this time with five goals.

Troupil added three and Huntley

posted another spectacular effort

with 1 1 saves.

UMass wrapped up it's NorCal
Tournament appearance Sunday
night, losing a close decision to

Santa Barbara. The Minutemen
posted a 2-2 record in the tourna-

ment and a 2-3 mark for the week-

end, leaving season won-loss count

jt 19

~1
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The UMass water polo team went 2-3 on the weekend, as they beat Long Beach St. 1 0-9 and UC-Davis 1 3-10.

UM cross country takes 15th in N.E. Championships
By Scott Hamill

Collegian Correspondent

With one meet left in the season.

Massachusetts cross country coach

Ken O'Brien sees his team as much
improved from a month ago.

This past weekend his squad

travelled to Franklin Park in Boston

foi the New England

Championships. Their performance

was not much above or below

O'Brien's current expectations,

which are higher now that UMass

has avenged some earlier defeats.

While placing I 5th out of 36 teams,

the Minutemen out ran Atlantic 10

foes Rhode Island. Vermont and

Maine, all of which had defeated

UMass earlier this year. With only

the A-10 Championship meet
remaining, the Minutemen's stock

has risen since the beginning of the

•on.

For the first time this year,

sophomore Peter Gleason paced the

UMass squad, placing 43rd overall.

Ryan Carrara, 57th; Kevin Somers.

64th; Brian Chabot. 130th; and
Brendan Sullivan. 149th: lonnded

out the top five for the Minutemen.

Gleason coveted the 10 K course in

25:04. O'Brien is pleased with the

performances of Gleason and
Somers. describing their raotl as

the highlights of their seasons,

Carrara, meanwhile, had a tough

day. not finishing as the top UMass
runner for the first time this season,

although that doesn t alarm Coach
O'Brien

"Ryan finishing second isn't sig

nificant He's been a great runner

loi (but vears. he deserves to have

an off day." O'Brien said.

As fen the timing of that off day.

O'Brien is equally unalarmed.
knowing that his star will bounce

right back for the A-10
Championships in two week

With those A 10 Championships

looming two weeks away. O'Brien

is still searching for a strong perfor-

mance from his fourth and fifth

runners. Carrara has been strong all

ICaion, and Gleason and Somers

have stepped up recently, but in

CrOM country, the fourth and fifth

guys are just as important as the top

three.

"It would have been a real good
day if we had two runners finish

around 75th." said O'Brien

Even though that concerns him.

O'Brien remains optimistic about
the season.

"If we continue to improve in the

next two weeks at the rate we've
improved in the last two weeks, I

like our chances." O'Brien said.
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Live Stones is

pure "Satisfaction"

After over 30 years,

the Rolling Stones,

proved the other

night that it's still

rock and roll. Check

out our review of

their Foxboro show
(see Arts 6r. Living,

page 6).

You have
to love it

Senior co-captain
Tim Lovell leads

the Massachusetts

hockey team into

Friday's season
opener against
Lowell (see Sports,

page S).

WORLD

Mexican President

vows to get tough

CUADALA|ARA, Mexico (AP) —
Mexico's president promised yester-

day to get tough on attacks against

the media, vowing before the largest

press group in the Americas to try

harder to solve journalist slayings.

"Today, I reaffirm my govern-

ment's unswerving conviction to

defend the press and the people's

right to free information," President

Ernesto Zedillo told the annual meet-

ing of the Inter-American Press

Association.

His address before some 500 IAPA

editors and publishers came in the

wake of an increase in killings, beat-

ings and other abuses of journalists in

Mexico. Three of the 10 journalists

slain in the Americas during the past

six months were killed in Mexico.

Zedillo alluded to deficiencies in

Mexico's criminal justice system and

past missteps in investigating journal-

ist killings, but emphasized that he

had turned over important cases to

the government's National Human
Rights Commission.

More than 1 70 journalists have

been killed across Latin America in

the past decade, and most of their

cases remain unsolved. Zedillo vowed
to punish those responsible for such

crimes in his country "with the full

rigor of the law."

NATION

Ansell recalls millions

of defective condoms
WASHINGTON (AP) — Ansell

Personal Products recalled batches of

three brands of its condoms yesterday

after discovering that some may
break.

Some 57 million condoms from the

Lifestyles, Prime and Contempo
brands were subject to the recall, the

Food and Drug Administration said.

"That doesn't mean there are 57

million bad condoms," emphasized

FDA spokeswoman Sharon Snider.

But when New |ersey-based Ansell

discovered that some condoms could

deteriorate before their expiration

dates, it couldn't predict exactly

which batches were at risk. So to be

safe, it recalled every variety in ques-

tion, Snider said.

The FDA urged consumers to check

their condoms to ensure they had not

already bought the recalled brands.

The agency also urged consumers

to check the expiration dates on all

condoms, because using any expired

brand poses the risk that the user may
not be adequately protected against

pregnancy or sexually transmitted dis-

eases.

Recalled were:

• Lifestyles Ultra Sensitive with

Spermicide, expiration date October

1997.
• Lifestyles Assorted Colors with

Spermicide, expiration dates October

1997 through |une 1998.

• Lifestyles Spermicidal^
Lubricated, expiration dates October

1997 through October 1998.
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it today
sion or expulsion?

>. Should the Student Government

Association support an Honors College

at the University oi MbSSH llllSUIlT

4. Should the Student Government
Association challenge the I niversity's

Picketing Code Guidelines?

5. Should the entire L nivct-itv cam-

pus be alcohol free'.'

Wong's questions from the fust elec-

tion mainly concerned issues of word-

ing within the SGA constitution and

she has since changed them to address

current issues on campus.

Wong had no comment about the

changes

The Student Government
Association (SGA) will try for a a sec-

ond time today to hold elections for the

1997-1998 academic year at the

University of Massachusetts.

Not only did the SGA post more llv

ers and posters around campus for this

election, they also helped the candi-

dates themselves curb the expenses of

running for office, in an effort to boost

voter turnout.

"The SGA directed SCTRA t Student

Center for Educational Research and

Advocacy) to put together a campaign

to inform students. The | referendum |

questions will really get people out to

vote." said lasun Vecchio. student coor-

dinator for SCERA.
Candidates are running lor a total ol

75 senatorial seats on campus. Each

seat represents 250 students on campus

as well as off campus. In residence halls

which house over 250 students, there

will be a senator who specifically repre-

sents that building, while all other

buildings will be represented by "at

large" senators

Voters may vote for one candidate

running to represent their building if

one exists, and one "at large" candidate.

\l-o on the ballot will be five refer-

endum questions written by student

trustee Brian fit tell and SGA president

l.ia Wong.
"I feel students need to be discussing

and thinking about these issues." Tirrell

said.

A mass e-mail also went out to all

undergraduates by the SGA under the

account of Allen Bruinerd. director of

finance and business services. The
e-mail urged students to vote and

briefly outlined the referendum ques-

tions.

The results of the five referendum

questions will determine how the SGA
will stand on these volatile issues

throughout the semester. Regardless of

the individual opinions of SGA mem-
bers, Wong is promising to stand

behind the student vote.

"As representatives of the student

body, we will stand by their vote what-

ever it may be," Wong said.

The questions ate:

1

.

Do you want video cameras in the

lobbies of residence halls?

2. Do you support students being

able to have legal council (lawyers) to

defend them in university judicial hear-

ings that may result in eviction, suspen-

Results of study shows

support for integrating

women into the military
By Susanne M. Schafer

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — More than 80

percent of the women in the military

and hall the enlisted men favor ending

a policy that keeps women from serv-

ing in ground combat units, according

to a study released by the Pentagon

yesterday.

The study, conducted over a three-

month period in the past year by the

Rand Corp.. found that a majority ol

both sexes favor integrated basic train-

ing.

Only the Marine Corps segregates

men and women in basic training.

The issues of same-sell training and

women in the military have come
under increased scrutiny in Congress

in recent months, particularly after the

Army's numerous sexual harassment

cases and courts-martial.

From 1992 to 1994. Congress end

civilian military leaders took a number

of steps to open a broad range of posi-

tions in the military to women, includ-

ing flying in combat aircraft.

A total of 259.199 such positions

were opened up in that time, but

Pentagon officials said yesterday they

could not say exactly how many of

those jobs had been taken by women.

The new studv. which was paid for

by the Pentagon, was conducted by

Rand's National Defense Research

Institute alter Congress ordered the

Pentagon to review the extent and

effect ot the integration of women into

the military

In a summary of the study provided

by the Pentagon and Rund. researchers

Margaret C. Harrell and l.aura L.

Miller reported that bringing women
into units that previously had been

closed to them apparently had little

effect on those units' ability to do their

job.

Turn to MILITARY page3

Monthly trade deficit

grows to record high
By Martin Crutsinger

Associated Press

TMANC VO ("OLLtCIAN

As part of the roof renovation at Stockbridge, Fran LaForest from Monson, Mass. brings a barre 1 of tar up

to workers yesterday morning.

WASHINGTON — America's

monthly trade deficit ballooned to

$10.4 billion as imports ot toys and

Christmas decorations pushed the

trade gap with China to an all-time-

high just before the U.S.-China sum-

mit.

The widening deficit in August

reported yesterday was the worst

showing in seven months and came

at an inopportune time for President

Clinton, who is trying to sell a reluc-

tant Congress on the virtues ot free

trade while also preparing for t he-

state visit next week of Chinese-

President liang Zemin.

The administration hopes the

summit will showcase closer ties

between the two countries

The U.S. appetite for imports

from all countries hit a new record

in August. On the export side, sales

of commercial jetliners, normally a

bright spot in the trade picture, fell

by $888 million from |ulv

While emphasizing progress with

China on a number ol issues.

Commerce Secretary William Daley

said China's continued refusal to

open its huge market to more
American goods remained a "major

concern" and would be a key topic

during the summit.

"Our exports [to China] just

aren't growing at the rate they

should." Daley told reporters at a

briefing on the trade figures. "That

will not continue without there

being a political reaction. And we've

tried to stress tins repeatedly."

Trade won't be the only sour note

in next week's summit. Other points

of potential conflict include human
rights abuses in China, continued

I S support lor Taiwan and the

continuing congressional investiga-

tions into Asian campaign donors.

Daley, who was in Beijing two
weeks ago preparing the trade por-

tion of the summit, said the adminis-

tration would continue to press the

Chinese to consider American firms

lor a range of projects from telecom-

munications to energy.

But trade experts said that even if

American companies manage to land

,i lew contracts next week, it will do

little to narrow the huge gap
between what China sells here and

Turn to DEFICIT, page 3

U.S. favors ban on travel to Iraq
Sanction is response to Iraq's refusal of U.N. weapon inspection

weapons of mass destruction and disclose all information
By Robert H. Reid

Associated Press

ON THE INTERNET

www.umass.edu/rso/coiegian

UNITED NATIONS — The only Arab member of the

Security Council joined France and Russia yesterday in

opposing new sanctions against Iraq, while Secretary of

State Madeleine Albright lobbied in favor of the punitive

measures.

The United States and Britain want to impose a limited

foreign travel ban on Iraq for refusing to cooperate with

U.N. inspectors, who arc trying to find out if Baghdad has

ended efforts to build long-range missiles as well as chem-

ical, biological and nuclear weapons.

But Egypt announced yesterday it opposes the travel

ban. And France and Russia, who have negotiated lucra-

tive oil deals with Iraq that take effect when the sanctions

are lifted, have little interest in adding measures to those

already in place

Russia's foreign ministry spokesman. Gennady Tarasov.

said Moscow believes that Iraq's behavior does not

deserve new punitive measures. He said that "the interna-

tional community must meet Baghdad halfway." meaning

refrain from new sanctions.

U.S. diplomats circulated a revised draft on a travel ban

against Iraqi military and intelligence officers that would

go into effect April 12 unless U.N. inspectors ecrtily "that

Iraq is in complete compliance" with UN. demands

The Associated Press obtained a copy of the proposal

which the council was to discuss late yesterday.

The diplomatic battle was the latest in a sivvear cam-

paign to force Baghdad to comply with terms ending the

1991 Gulf War. The council ordered Iraq to destroy all

on those programs

When those conditions are met. the council will lift a

crippling oil embargo and other economic sanctions

imposed alter President Saddam Hussein invaded Kuwait.

The United Nations expected to complete the inspec-

tions within a year. But arms inspectors -ay the program

has continued because of Iraqi efforts to hinder them.

Those complaints were repeated in the most recent U.N.

weapons report, submitted this month by the chief arms

inspector. Richard Butler of Australia.

Yesterday, Egyptian deputy Foreign Minister Seyed

Kassem el-Misrv said Cairo wants Iraq to comply with

U.N. orders "but it sJso keen to see the sutferings of the

Iraqi people come to an end."

Arab countries have long complained that the Security

Council is quick to clamp sanctions on Muslim countries

such Iraq and Libya, but has stood by while Israel has

ignored some council resolutions for more than 20 years.

France and Russia are permanent council members

along with the I nited States. Britain and China — and

can veto am resolution. I gvpt is not a permanent mem-

ber, and has no veto. But it is considered influential

among the other Third World members By making the

sanctions next April automatic, the United States hopes to

avoid the problem which developed alter the last major

.iisis with Iraq in lune. when the United States and

Britain first attempted to impose a travel ban. But the

Russians threatened to veto it

But President Clinton convinced Russian President

Boris Yeltsin at the time to consider new sanctions if the

Iraqis refused to comply by October.

Things that make you go hmmm...
Chris Higgins (right), the technical director of the Tempest and

John Brady (left), a senior theater major construct a ladder in the

Curtain Theater yesterday for the upcoming production.
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Campus Police Log
Annoying Behavior

Oct J 7

Individuals silting on a car

refused to move lor the owner.

Objects were being thrown
from windows in Field

Residence Hall.

Individuals were smoking and

drinking in the halls in Coolidge

Residence Hall.

Burglary/Breaking and Entering

Oct. 19

A vehicle in parking lot 43 on

Eastman Lane was broken into.

A radar detector was stolen.

Disturbance

Oct. 18

Scott C.

Woodmont
Springfield

Fleury. 18, 43
St.. of West
and Adam S.

Rochman, |3 Contempra Circle,

Tappan, NY, were arrested on

Hicks Way for Indecent expo-

sure.

OW. 19

loseph David Phenix. 18. 570

Sharps Lot Rd., Swansea, and

Robert P. Oberlander. 17. 49

Franklin St., Peabody were
arrested in Kennedy Hall for

disturbing the peace.

Family Offenses, Domestics

Oct. 17

Ryan N. Lynch. 19, 8

Wayside Aye., of Byfield was
arrested on Eastman Lane for

domestic assault and battery.

Larceny

Oct. 14

A bicycle was reported stolen

from a bike rack at Patterson

Residence Hall.

Oct. /5

An individual reported lug-

gage stolen from his room in

Knowlton Residence Hall.

A bicycle was reported stolen

from Washington Residence
Hall.

A bicycle was reported stolen

from Goessman Annex.

A bicycle was reported stolen

from Kennedy Residence Hall.

Oct. 17

A license plate was stolen

from a vehicle in parking lot 22

on University Drive.

A bicycle chained to a wood-

en fence on Kennedy Road was

reported stolen.

An individual reported fraud-

ulent use of his credit cards.

A backpack containing soft-

ware was reported stolen from

Bovden G\m.
Oct. is

An individual reported his

pfttlport stolen from Lewis
Residence Hall.

Oct, 19

Parking signs were stolen

from parking lot 43 on Eastman

Lane.

Oct. 20
A delivery person reported

theft of a pizza from Cashin
Residence Hall.

Traffic Stop

Oct. 14

Raul F. Silva. 36. 346 Walnut

Ave., of Roxbury. was arrested

on Massachusetts Avenue for

operating a motor vehicle with

a suspended license and making

an improper turn.

Vandalism

Oct 14

A State vehicle was damaged
on Tillson Farm Road.

Homophobic graffiti was
written on a poster in Patterson

Residence Hall.

Ivan P. Brightly, 22. 124
Ingleside Ave.. Worcester, was

arrested on Massachusetts
Avenue for malicious destruc-

tion of property of more than

$250.

Oct. 17

A swastika was written on an

elevator wall in McNamara
Residence Hall.

Housing services was notified

of a sink ripped from wall in

the bathroom of Kennedy
Residence Hall.

Oct. 18

A vehicle parked on
Infirmary Way had its tires

slashed.

Pictures of a naked woman
were drawn on the walls in

Brooks Residence Hall.

Homophobic graffiti was
written on a door in Patterson

Residence Hall.
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It's the 5-college Web site designed and

written by students ... for students!
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gives you easy access

to news and features

from all 5 campuses...

on one fun site. Click on:

J(
campus news

X career
center

V entertainment

^ club scene

)( dining g"ide

)(
movie reviews

X contests & more!

www.gazettenet.com/axis
GazetteNET is the Web site of the Daily Hampshire Gazette
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Awards
Stephen Nissenbaum. >i

University of Massachusetts his-

tory professor, received a special

Fulbright fellowship to live and
teach at Hunibolt University in

Berlin, Germany during the
upcoming academic year.

The fellowship, known as the

Distinguished Chair in American
Studies, is one of few named
Fulbrights singled out for acade-

mics of unique distinction. Out
of the approximately 4,000
Fulbright fellowships awarded,
only 21 were in the distin-

guished chair program.

The fellowship recognizes
Nissenbaum's accomplishments
in areas such as the cultural

meaning of Christmas and the

Salem witch trials.

Books
Picking Federal judges: Lower

Court Selection From RootCVtU
through Reagan (Yale University

Press), by UMass political sci-

ence professor Sheldon
Goldman, is an in-depth, behind

the scenes look at how nine U.S.

presidents shaped the federal

judiciary.

Within the book, Goldman
gives special attention to the

struggle to diversify the bench

by gender and by race in the

period between 1932 and 1988.

A specialist in French social

and intellectual history, UMass
history professor Charles

Rearick has written a new book

titled. The French in Love and
War: Popular Culture in the Era

of World Wars (Yale University

Press).

Rearick focuses on the years

1914-1945. examining enter-

tainment and the French

appetite for pop music and
movies.

Administration

UMass President William M.

Bulger visited the Chicopee
Comprehensive High School to

meet with students, faculty and

staff yesterday as part of a series

of high school visits around the

state.

During the visits, Bulger

describes the academic pro-

grams available at the

University's five campuses —
Amherst, Boston. Dartmouth,

Lowell and Worcester — and

encourages the students to

choose UMass for the future in

higher education.

— compiled by Jonathan

Liberty

continued from page 1

what U.S. firms can sell in China.

For August, Chinese shipments to the United States

hit a record $5.9 billion, led by a $255 million surge in

shipments of toys and Christmas decorations as

American stores completed stocking plans for the

upcoming holiday season. Half the toys sold in America

come from China.

U.S. exports to China slumped to $898 million as m)m
of commercial airplanes, America's biggest export to

China, suffered a decline. Analysts, however, discounted

the one-month drop, noting that airline exports for the

year have posted a sizable increase. For the first eight

months of 1997, the total trade deficit is running at an

annual rate of $1 14.5 billion, even worse than the eight-

year high of $1 1 1 billion in 1996.

The White House sought to play down the higher

overall deficit, arguing that it comes at a time when the

U.S. economy is outperforming its major trading part-

ners.

"The strength of the U.S. economy makes it possible

for the U.S. consumer to buy more from abroad," said

presidential spokesman Mike McCurry.

Clinton met with congressional leaders u-sterday in his

continued efforts to lobb) for the "last track" authority

he needs to negotiate new free trade agreements.

McCurry said the adminiMiation remained convinced

that the path to future prosperit> lies in reducing foreign

trade harriers

But critics contend that Clinton's trade policies have

failed to keep the deficit from rising every year he has

been in office, at a cost of thousands of American jobs

lust to low-wage competitors, financial markets, mean-

while, saw the higher-than-expected August trade deficit

as a reassuring signal that U.S. economic growth would

be slower in the second half of the year, lessening the

urgency of the Federal Reserve to boost interest rates.

The Dow |ones industrial average soared 139 points to

close at 8.060.44.

"We had been growing above the Fed's speed limit."

said Robert Dederick of Northern trust Co. in Chicago.

"We arc not worried about weaker growth these days,

but excessively strong growth."
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Try Collegian classifieds... because they work.
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UMass
Student

Legal

Services

Office

FREE confidential

professional legal

services for UMass
students!

military

Got a tip?
Call the Collegian

News Desk and speak

with Jonathan Liberty,

News Editor. The

number is 545-1762.

continued from page 1

"A major finding of this study is that

gender integration is perceived to have

a relatively small effect on readiness,

cohesion and morale in the units we
studied," the report stated, adding.

"Both men and women contended that

women perform about as well as men."

Of the 934 service members sur-

veyed, just two people listed gender as

a factor that influences a unit's ability

to do its job. Instead, service members

listed training and the climate created

by unit leaders as the key factors.

That is not to say that the integra-

tion of women has no effect. For exam-

ple, the effect of pregnancy on a unit

"is greater when the unit has many
women or when it is understaffed," the

report said.

According to a summary released by

Rand, the researchers also found:

•Only one-third of male officers

agree that the policy that bars women
from ground combat should be lifted.

Women who favor the policy change

differ on whether it should be volun-

tary.

•Although most servicemen and

women "declare that sexual harass-

ment does not occur in their units,

there is confusion and anxiety about

what constitutes sexual harassment

and how the charges are handled."

• "Perceived double standards con-

cerning women's physical standards

and treatment generate hostility,

notably on the part of junior enlisted

men."

•Dating relationships within units

"can be sources of tension."

Pentagon officials released a summa-

ry of the study after a report on it

appeared in The Washington Post.

which said the study found that while

thousand** .com***retar*d.jnttitary.

jobs have been opened to women,
women fill a ver> low number of them.

Of the 47,544 specialized jobs that

opened up over 1993 and 1994 — jobs

that require women to volunteer, get

special training and then qualify for —
women hold only 815 of them, the

report stated. In some cases, comman-

ders may require infantry experience

for certain jobs that are open to

women, but women are prohibited by

law from joining infantry units. Some
commanders may decide to limit the

number of women in certain units or

assign women to administrative jobs.

922 Campus Center

l$1 9.99

545-1995 Call Today!

UNV1999 COMPLETE
OIL CHANGE
SERVICE

at 347 russell st. & hampshire plaza, hadley

jiffy Lube Stores With This Coupon

Most Vehicles • Not good with any other offer • Expires 12/31/97

Getting in gear
Freshman environmental science major, Aaron O'Callaghan, works

on a bicycle at the Bike Co-op yesterday afternoon.
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Rocketman (PG)

Today at 5:40 ($2.50) and 8:20

Playing God (R)

Today at 5:50 ($2.50) and 8:20

LA Confidential (R)

Today at 5:20 ($2.50) and 8: 10

/ know What You Did Last

Summer (R)

Today at 5.30 ($2.50) and 8:10
V.

'HAMPSHIRE 6-584 7550
HAMPSHIRE MALL

Kiss the GiHs (Rj

Today at 5:40 ($2.50) and 8:40

The Peacemaker (R)

Today at 5:30 ($2.50) and 8.30

U-Turn (R)

Today at 8:30

In and Out (PG- 13)

Today at 5:50 ($2.50) and 8:40

Devil's Advocate (R)

Today at 5:20 ($2.50) c

Seven Years in Tibet (PG-1 3)

Today at 5:20 ($2.50) and 8:20

Most Wanted (Rj

Today at 5:50(52.50}
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even if they are trained for other areas.

Or. commanders are loathe to have a

female aide or driver "because of con-

cern about rumors or potential charges

of sexual harassment." the report said.

There are about 1^)5.000 women in

the armed forces, about 14 percent of

the total. The researchers visited 14

Army, Navy and Marine Corps units

for the Itttdy. The Air Force was not

included. Rand is a private, not-for-

profit organization that is involved in

public policy research and analysis.

Special Benefit Package
Developed especially for UMass Employees!

Preferred Checking
A No Fee Checking Account For All University of Massachusetts Employees.

ff^ $10. minimum opening balance ^"C On
No per check charge, unlimited check writing — •"1/

No monthly service charges Qfi »

.

•

1?

•

Free first order of checks (fittyot our selected checks)

Free ATM card

Free ATM transactions at GSB ATMS (25c per POS^75t per ATM withdrawal elsewhere)

Automatic Overdraft protection (our Greenline Account, to qualified applicants)

Free MaSterMoney debit Card (with Greenline. to qualified applicants)

Free MasterMoney transactions anywhere

No annual fee Visa /MasterCard
(t0 qualified applicants)

CALL US FOR 1-STOP SERMCE...We handle all required paperwork,

no need to visit the UMass Human Resources Office!

In addition to the UMass Preferred Checking Account, we have many others which may better fit your needs including:

— Green Action Account —

|

This is a combined checking and savings

account. It includes all of the above

features, plus it pays high tiered money
market interest and has no ATM or POS
charges anywhere, provided the minimum
opening balance of $1,000. is maintained.

N.O.W. Account
This interest bearing checking account

has a minimum $200. opening balance.

It includes all of the above features, plus

it pays interest and has no ATM or POS
charges anywhere, provided a minimum
balance of $500. is maintained.

Greenfield Savings Bank
SINCE 1*

61 North Main St., South Deerfield 665-401

1

Corner of Federal & Main St., Greenfield 774-3191

195 Avenue A. Turners Falls 863-4316
MMMrrocw Corner of Main & Bridge St., Shelburne Falls 625-9827

•OSB will deposit $1 0.00 In your GSB checking account with the first UMass Payroll direct deposit, offer expires 10/31/'97
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The Textbook Annex is open year

round but to make sure you get the

books you need for this semester,

buy them before

Halloween
We are beginning to return unsold

books to the publisher on

Monday, October 27.

University Store's

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
We accept VISA, MASTERCARD, DISCOVER

and the UCARD

Monday-Friday: 9 am to 4 pm 545-3570
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Student body must speak up
Voter apathy in the United

States isn't anything new.

Every time there is an elec-

tion, newspapers and television news-

casters gripe about how low the voter

turnout was.

There are a million excuses people

use to avoid voting. There were peo-

ple who were busy, people who
didn't know and people who didn't

care. ^^
Unfortunately. »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»

there are many Alcxt> I
J

people on cam-

Senate elections are a chance to

express an opinion, and hopefully the

candidate will live up to the voters

expectations.

Our senate is our voice at this uni-

versity, unless we picket or riot. The

latter methods are not espoused by

the administration as the best way to

gel things accomplished, therefore,

the senate is one important way for

students to com-
i^HIMMB^B municate with the

ushkar administration.

For example.

pus who could have pleaded igno-

rance about the proceedings. 1 don't

put the blame completely on the

shoulders of the students. Our
Student Government Association

(SGA) president. Lia Wong, should

have helped out with public aware-

ness of the elections in order to edu-

cate and motivate people.

But what exactly are the conse-

quences of not voting? Well, they

may not be that bad. What does our

senate really accomplish each year? I

mean everybody knows that govern-

ment is always useless, right?

What if nobody paid any attention

to government? Our student govern-

ment could pass some wacky bills

such as: "Everyone Must Drink

Green Tea — Yes, the kind with

Stuff Floating in it," or "Every

Residence Hall Must Fly the Flag of

the United Arab Emirates," or "Every

Tree on Campus Must Be Cut Down
and Used to Build an Honors
College."

People lose their credibility if they

have the right to complain and don't.

Dickinson Residence Hall in Orchard

Hill has Ethernet this semester

because it was brought to the atten-

tion of the administration that no

dorm in Orchard Hill was scheduled

to have it.

The senate has handled issues

relating to student privacy rights in

terms of search and seizure policies.

and has banned smoking from all

common living areas in dorms. These

issues impact the daily life of stu-

dents for the better or worse,

depending, of course, on perspective.

Another major thing the senate

handles are the RSO budgets which

affect a sizable number of students

on campus. It is important that we

have some sort of impartial student

voice governing how much money
goes to each student group. RSO's

are student groups, and their funding

allocations should be handled by fel-

low students, as opposed to the

administration.

The senate is a way for students to

change things that they don't like on

campus. If students want a light on

the so-called "rape trail" between

Orchard Hill and Sylvan, they can

talk to their senators, and the admin-

istration will look at the decision of

the senate. The senate is a voice ol

the student body
I think that the voice ol the collec-

tive student bodj is important

because students need to have a say

in their university. This is a place for

us, by us. and about us. One reason

that the collective voice is important

is that it moderate* the Influence of

the extremists on campus, both liber-

al and conservative. It is important

that this universiiN reflect the views

of the majorih of its students and not

the views of extremists or small fac-

tions within the university. Elected

senators will hopefully represent their

constituents well.

But senators can only represent

students it they get elected. It seems

strange to me that students on a

campus known for being politically

active would not vote in campus
elections.

The senate is a useful tool in facili-

tating communication with the

administration and with students

across campus and off campus. II we
have been sucked in by the beliefs of

adults who don't vote because it

doesn't matter anyway, then we are

foolish. Government may have its

imperfections, but we as students

should not take that to mean it

doesn't matter. If we do not exercise

our rights, we should not complain if

someday they are gone and we need

them.

Alexia Pushkar is a UMass student.

An alcohol induced apathy
Hmm. something funny going on here. Monday,

students staged a protest of sorts in front of the

Student Union, complete with a PA system and

no small amount of crowd- pleasing panache. Those

ubiquitous "Save Our Beer" flyers are the latest addition

to our debris-strewn campus. And during Friday's

Midnight Madness, large portions of the crowd in the

Mullins Center eschewed the usual UMass cheer for a

rousing chorus of, "Save Our Beer." perhaps finally

answering, in the process, which the average American

loves more, sports or alcohol. Can't recall a student

population this outraged since the ^^ajBiaeBsajeJ
Vietnam War. Boomer
u amusingly tongue-in-cheek aaaamaaBBB

as all this student activism is (at

least I hope it's tongue-in-cheek, 'cause I swear I saw it

all on a "Simpsons" episode once), it's a pity all this

civil righteousness can't be harnessed for, say. world

hunger or nuclear disarmament

Hasn't anyone else noticed how eagerly the adminis-

tration seems to embrace the dry campus controversy,

deflecting for the time being the heat they take for rip-

ping us all off? But then, all of these problems fall into

perspective after a few beers anyway, and the right to

alcohol-induced apathy is, after all, what our mommies

and daddies pay taxes for.

Personally, I'll probably vote to keep alcohol on the

campus. Yea, people often drink too much and do stu-

pid things, and sometimes this leads to events that are

nothing less than tragic, but I resent the fact that the

powers-that-be don't respect our ability to make that

choice ourselves. Anyone at this school is smart enough

to know not to drink to excess; if they choose to do so

anyway, the resultant actions are their own responsibili-

ty. It's not the job of the people at Whitmore or anyone

else to live your life for you. nor should it be.

But I'm still kind of confused here, cause see, I don't

know where, exactly, this preoccupation with intoxica-

tion comes from. Maybe there's some Freudian clause

involving beer bottles that I haven't heard about, which

states that, when confronted with anything remotely

phallic, a man or woman will immediately stick it in

their mouth and start slurping away, but it seems like a

waste of time. Ask someone why they drink and he or

she will almost always tell you it's either to have fun ot-

to forget the problems he or she has in his or her life.

There's a certain pride to be taken in drinking to the

point of uncontrolled vomiting and/or unconsciousness.

which we hear every day in hushed elevator tones or

from that guy behind you in lecture who never shuts up.

When did we all start hating ourselves so much that

^^^^^^^^^^ we've come to prefer a chemically

p. i altered Mate ol conadouaneaa to ourjj^ji^j^^
natural one'.' Alcohol, like most

mind-altering substances. i< merer) a

lubricant between the individual and his reality; it

doesn't actually make anything better or worse. There's

nothing a person does under the influence ol alcohol

that they couldn't do while sober if the\ wanted to. But

a lot of people — being notoriously ill-equipped to act

on their desires, and perhaps even more ill-equipped to

take responsibility for those actions — seem bent

instead on surrendering their sell -control to a depres

sant. shoveling their none) over to corporations who

have turned gratuitous advertising into an art form land

it might be worth mentioning that it's these same corpo-

rations, and the hundreds others like them, and the law-

makers which they put into power, which are responsi-

ble for the political reality we live in. which is in turn

responsible for much of the unhappiness you're trying

to escape every time you drink a Bud Ice).

Getting drunk is ultimately an excuse, and perhaps a

feeble attempt at an apologs. tor no) dealing with reali-

ty, the good aspects of it as well as the bad. We are. and

should be able to choose this option il we *o desire, but.

at the risk of sounding like a killjoy the damage thus

caused seems to far outweigh the virtues life's a short

enough story as it is without keeping one linger on the

delete key.

Boomer Pinches is a UMass student.

We encourage our readers to respond to the contents of the Collegian

through letters to the editor.

Letters must be typed, no more than 400 words, and include name,

address and phone number for confirmation purposes. They can be sub-

mitted to Editorial/Opinion Editor, Daily Collegian, 1 13 Campus Center

Basement, UMass Amherst MA 01003, or by email to:

letters@oitums. oil umass,edu
Letters may be edited for length, clarity and style.
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Save our ice cream

I
had an awful thought the

other day as I stood in the

Bluewall.' savoring one of the

greatest delicacies known to man. 1

found myself thinking about the

"Save Our Beer" campaign on the

steps of the Student Union and how
the Young Republicans were
putting aside politics for a moment
to address this vital issue of the

alcohol ban.

And then I had the thought.

What if the Massachusetts Board

of Higher Education didn't stop

with beer? ^^^^^^^^^^
Suppose they o S
started to attack

other beverage

(gasp!) in public!

There was a frightful vision of the

Young Republicans Club, the

University Democrats and the

Student Government Association —
in earth-shattering agreement —
denouncing the actions of the Board

of Higher Education and sponsoring

rally after rally.

Headquarters for the protests

would naturally have to be housed in

the Bluewall. since the effect of no

ice cream would be most greatly felt

there. Also, there would be plenty of

caffeine on hand

ngatirkar
to soothe the

nerves of the har-

ried and ice

and food-type items? Suppose the

Board called for a ban on ice cream?

Those who know me well under-

stand my passion for ice cream and

they get out of my way whenever ice

cream happens to be within a three

mile radius of where I'm standing.

So this chilling nightmare unfold-

ed right before my eyes, as I stood

clutching my dish of coffee ice

cream (topped off with a liberal

heaping of rainbow sprinkles) in the

middle of the Bluewall. Panic

gripped every muscle in my body as

I stood there, quaking at the might

of the Board of Higher Education.

I envisioned a situation similar to

that currently unfolding on our cam-

pus. I could see students suitably

outraged, protesting the ban. skip-

ping classes, eating ice cream

cream deprived.

Every other day, students would

march up and down the Campus
Concourse (preferably in front of the

Red Cross, who might discriminate

against ice cream eaters), chanting

"I Scream for Ice Cream" and other

equally thoughtful and creative

protests.

Eventually, tfie Board of Higher

Education would catch on. While

there are advantages to banning ice

cream on this campus, like increas-

ing the sales of frozen yogurt, or

preventing those little ice cream dis-

asters from happening. For the most

part, banning ice cream would be

the most awful thing to happen to

this campus since the invention of

chicken pucks.

The ban on ice cream would be

extremely unfair — to quote some

eloquent speakers who have said the

same about the alcohol ban.

Especially, since the worst thing

which can happen to an individual

addicted to the rich, frothy cool

dessert would be a sugar high.

So, in effect, the behavior of a few

individuals who went out of control

after consuming one too many cones

would remove the privilege of relish-

ing such a treat in the comfort of

your residence hall room or even

enjoy the pleasure of a chocolate

chip cone on a warm afternoon as

you walk to class.

And those of us who have been

consuming ice cream responsibly,

would have to go elsewhere. And
chances are, there will be an

increased incidence of driving while

under the influence of ice cream.

Police protection would have to be

stepped up and thousands of stu-

dents will suffer from regular visits

from the Ice Cream Police.

We'd adjust eventually; some of

us might even find solace in frozen"

yogurt.

But an ice cream free campus. .

ah, the heart aches to think of such

misery imposed upon the University

of Massachusetts.

But thankfully, the thought

passed, and I walked out of the

Bluewall into a throng of protesters

chanting "Save Our Beer."

Seema Gangatirkar is a Collegian

columnist.

Letters to the Editor

Alcohol ban
may be unsafe

To the Editor:

Do we want sale students, or parents who sleep well at

night due to the false sense of security which would

accompany an alcohol ban?

An alcohol ban will not deter the majority of students

from drinking. It will only deter them from being caught.

That is, until they begin to realize that Housing Services

can not kick everyone out of housing. At this point, the

alcohol ban will become a joke and | Resident Assistants

|

will have an even harder time getting students to listen to

them.

Let'l lace it. no matter what rules our all knowing

administrators pass, students will still drink. I don't like

that and I think it is a problem, however it will not go

awa\ by simply paying some dorky RA to yell. "Don't do

it. or else." If you doubt me. take a look around. Rules

are broken everyday. This will not be an exception, no

matter what Housing |Services| threatens to do to the

culprits.

This being the case. I think wc should concentrate on

making sure students who decide to drink are safe. I was

an RA my sophomore year. I adopted a philosophy, much

to the dismay of my "superiors" that I would assist my res-

idents by providing support and information to those

turning to alcohol as a solution to their problems. I had an

excellent relationship with every one of my residents, and

when I asked them to either do or refrain from doing

something, they always agreed. There was a mutual

respect and because I allowed them to drink, which they

were going to do anyway, they allowed me to help them

when they needed it. I knew ahead of time what they were

going to do and could keep an eye on my residents. We
trusted each other and they were safe.

My residents drank together in the dorms. They went

out together, and most importantly, they came home
together. They formed real friendships and always looked

out for one another. Had I been on a witch hunt, writing

up everyone who drank even a drop of alcohol while in

the dorms, they would have drunk just as much, however.

I would not have been able to look in on them and make

sure they were lokay|. My residents listened to me and I

helped them. 1 effectively assisted my residents. If this ban

is passed. I assure you, more students will be rushed to

the emergency room to have their stomachs pumped than

ever before, simply because RAs will not be able to step in

when necessary.

And worse yet, residents afraid of getting in trouble will

not seek the assistance of the RA at the expense of their

friend who may be at risk of alcohol poisoning. Students

will get hurt and maybe even die if this ban is passed.

David Velesig

Amherst

The Editorial/Opinion Page is always looking

for diverse opinions. If you are interested in

writing a column, stop by the Collegian and tal

to Dan Bodah or call 545-1361 for more
information.
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Rolling Stones return to reclaim

their throne as the kings of rock
By Paul Hayes &
Anthony Pasciscia

Collegian Correspondents

THE ROLLING STONES
Foxboro Stadium

Oct 21

FOXBORO — For the past 10

years, Keith Richards has played his

guitar less and less while on stiige.

During the recent Steel Wheels and
Voodoo Lounge tours, he would
normally strum one note before
going into an epileptic fit, while a

horn section would play a till

But. during the first of two shows

at Foxboro Stadium on Monday, he

actually concentrated on playing his

guitar parts, playing the opening riff

to show opener "Satisfaction" as if

he were in the midst of his

Vietnam-era glory.

The tour might be in support of

the Rolling Stones new album
Bridges to Babylon, but the show
had the effect of a bridge to the

past. It was like the '70s all over

again.

What proved to be most satisfy-

ing were Mick lagger's strong

vocals and energetic stage presence.

He kept the crowd on their feet for

the full two and a half hours with a

strut-and-slide filled performance,

and sang with an intensity and
power which only subsided after

the encore of "Brown Sugar" was

done.

Highlights included a dead-on
rendition of "Gimme Shelter" — a

song the Stones haven't played in

several years and which stirred the

crowd and the band into a frenzy.

There was also the audience

assisted "Miss You," where Mick

got the whole crowd to

"whoo-hoo-hoo-hoo" along with

him, and classic "Start Me Up,"

which was proven to be written for

arena rock venues.

The new $3 million sound system

they are using on this tour really did

do justice to the number "Sister

Morphine." on which Ron Wood
played slide guitar over Mick's

KEN MCDONALD/COILECIAN

Guitar legend, Keith Richards, surprisingly still has the energy to stand

up straight.

acoustic rhythm

The sound system rocked

Foxboro, making long! such as

"Honkey Tonk Woman." "lumpin"

lack Flash" and "It's Only Rock and

Roll" louder and clearer than they

had been at the previous tour stops

in Foxboro.

There was the requisite special

effects extravaganza which has

come to be associated with a Stones

show. A large circular screen, like

the one Pink Floyd has used, broad-

cast the show and other images to

the audience, including the Stones'

website, on which fans voted for

which song they wanted the Stones

to play. Every show, the Stones play

the song which receives the most

votes.

The fans chose the song "Star,

Star," which was a shame consider-

ing that it edged out other classic

Stones tunes such as "Under My
Thumb" and "She's a Rainbow."

There were also a number of

pyrotechnic displays, fire plume
blasts and confetti showers, culmi-

nating in post- concert fireworks.

At one point during the show, a

bridge emerged from the stage,

extending to a smaller stage located

in the middle of the arena, on which

they played three older songs.

They began with a Chuck Berry

song, "Little Queenie," followed by

two older classics, "Crazy Woman"
and "The Last Time.

(agger remained there while the

rest of the band returned to the

stage, and then he walked to the

stage letting out the piercing

screams while the band began play-

ing "Sympathy for the Devil."

The show hit a lull when Richards

sang two of his own songs, but alter

throwing in a number of his trade-

mark kicks, he flashed a sly smile

and made a gesture of appreciation

afterwards. The crowd responded as

loudly as it had all night.

With a cigarette hanging out of

his mouth all night, guitarist Wood
stumbled around the stage, and

delivered an excellent performance.

Drummer Charlie Watts, who
received the loudest round of

applause of anj Stones' member
during the band introductions

halfway through the show . played as

strong a show with us straight a lace

as ever.

Bass player Daryl |ones. the

newest Stone, consistently laid

down solid bass line after bass line,

and showed himself to be more
than just a competent fill-in on

songs such as "Anybody Seen My
Baby."

During that song, lagger rapped

the part which, on the album, was

sampled from Biz Markie. It was

then that the fans realized that it

was not they who'd gone back in

time to see the Stones in their

prime. It was the Stones reclaiming

their greatness.
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The real Glimmer man himself, Philip Michael lagger, led the Stones to another glorious victory Monday night

at Foxboro stadium.
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New Warzone release is a worthy finale from a hard core legend
Well, since there have been almost

no shows going on recently and I've

only heard a little bit of gossip, this

column is mostly going to be album
reviews. First, I'll hit you with the

411. Bum did play a reunion show at

the Revelation showcase at the CM)
festival, but their tour with Better

Then A Thousand was cut short

because Shelter is on tour. Gorilla

Biscuits played a six song reunion set

with Sick of It All and The Bouncing

Souls at the second Raybeez tribute

show. That's the down low for now.

WARZONE — Fight For Justice

(Victory Records): This is a painful

record to listen to, not because it's

bad, but because this may be
Warzone's best album since Don't

Forget The Struggle Don t Forget The
Streets and we will never get to see

these songs played live. While
Raybeez may no longer be with us

(R.I. P.). he has left us with the perfect

album to remember him by. After a

couple of mediocre

releases, Warzone
showed signs of life ^^
on their lasi album
The Sound of Revolution, but still

hadn't quite recaptured their old

magic. The Tony Brumell produced
Fight Fur fiutkt is vintage Warzone.

complete with killer breakdowns that

bring back images of massive pits and
hooded kids flying through the air.

They throw in an old song, "Rebels

Till We Die," and pull it off in fome

fashion. On the last couple of albums.

Ray has let his politics dominate the

lyrics, but this time he is singing about

both the scene and unity on songs like

"Locked Out" (reminiscent of "F—

K

Your Attitude) and "Brotherhood ;md

^^^^^^^^^^ Sistc.hood."

Pit...... •- Warzone was
special because
they believed

_
that hardcore could make a change
and they made you believe it too.

Although Raybeez has passed on. his

name will always be synonymous with

hardcore and Fight For lustice is the

perfect final tribute to him. A+
MAN WILL SURRENDER — S/T

(Revolution): This band features

Frosty of Chain of Strength fame on

guitar and the) released two fairly

rocking LP's, one on I A R ami one on

Conversion, their future was bright.

Then the) signed to i wbdlvtokwi of

Warner Brothers ceiled Revolution
and released this pi^s poot attempt at

lipping off Statue. Blue Tip and
1 uga/.i. I could tnwh thb band just for

signing to a label whose goal is to con-

fute hardcore kids, do the) think

we're that dumb? I could treed them
because a three-year old could do
better then the artwork on the cover

of this CD. I could trash them for

wishing they had half the integrity

Fugazi had when they don't. I could

trash them for bragging about touring

with the Deftones. But mostly I just

wish bands like this would go away. F

DOWN BY LAW — Last Of The

Sharpshooters (Epitaph Records): I

love Down By Law, I love Dave

Smalley's lyrics and voice. I love Dag

Nasty. I do not by any stretch of the

imagination love this album. Dave and

the crew do their usual brand of

emoish punk but this time around

they sound tired or maybe bored.

While the songs and lyrics are vintage

Down By Law, there's no energy

behind them and ripping off The

Clash is not helping things. It just

sounds like they don't care anymore.

C
PROMISE RING — Nothing Feels

Good (|ade Tree Records): The first

time I listened to this CD I have to

admit that I was a little bit disappoint-
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ed. Then I saw them at the Space in

Worcester and liked the new songs a

lot more. I then went home and sat at

my desk and started staring out the

window and listening to the CD... and

I loved it Promise Ring are back with

a beautifully crafted album that makes

you want to hug someone. Promise

Ring have really shed the Sunny Day

Real Estate comparisons and begun to

forge their own image. This album is

complete pop. owing more to the

Beatles on tracks like "Is This Thing

On?," "Raspberry Rush" and "Red
and Blue leans." What makes the

Promise Ring so special are the feel-

ings they illicit, no band makes me so

happy to be sad. B+
V/A — Oh* 'Em The Boot (Hellcat

Records): This is the debut compila-

tion from a brand new label run by

Tim Armstrong of Rancid and backed

by Brett Gurewitz. the owner of

Epitaph Records. This compilation fea-

tures a wide variety of bands going

from straight up punk to traditional

ska. Rancid oilers a new song, "The

Brothels," that owes a lot to the

Ramones but still rocks. Union 1 3 are

a band from Mexico who cover "Roots

Radical" complete with Spanish lyrics.

The Dropkick Murphy's, The Business,

and Swingin Utters all play oi influ-

enced street punk and have three of

the strongest songs on this compila-

tion. As for the ska part: Hepcat.

Slackers and the Stubborn Allstars

stand out. The problem with this CD is

that a lot of the songs on here blend

together, especially the ska songs.

Another thing is that a lot of these

songs have already been released,

which is always disappointing on a

compilation. Although this is an

uneven debut for the fledgling label, at

$4.99 it's not a bad pick up. C
Adam Dlugac: is a Collegian

columnist.
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The X-treme in Glow Bowtlrg
Entire Center Will GLOW

Northampton Bowl
584-4830



Sfeuosnt. GovscmnacLt. ElGCltLl

^^»

Hours:
1 1:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. &
4:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.

Locations (by residence):
• Orchard Hill and Central - Franklin D.C.
• Southwest - Berkshire & Hampshire D.C.
• Sylvan and Northeast - Worcester D.C.

• Commuters - Campus Center Concourse
(Handicap Accessible) & Newman Center

In SomeJpountries Voting
Isn't TaKen For Granted*
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UMass hockey heads into season
Media Day gives Mailen and Minutemen time to speak out

By Jorma Kansanon
Collegian Staff

Simply put. a team does not

earn the respect until they earn it.

Such is the case for the

Massachusetts hockey team this

season, and when the preseason

Hocke) Hast polls were released

on Oct. 7. the Minutemen were

picked to finish eighth out of the

nine teams in the conference. No.

3 nationally ranked Boston
University, No. 4 New Hampshire

and No. b Maine hold the top

three spots in the preseason
Hockey East poll, with

\iMtheastern anchoring the bot-

tom.

Yesterday at the Mullins Center

practice rink. UMass coach Joe

Mailen and his players addressed

thut prognostication to the near

bottom of the bottom half of

arguably the best conference in

the country. After a season where

the Minutemen set new highs in

wins (12). and conference wins

1 7 1, the powers that be casted a

prophecy that might turn out to

be a misnomer.

The Minutemen welcome
m95-96 preseason and regular

season All-HE selection Tim
Lovell to their lineup — as a

co-captain with senior defense-

man Brad Norton — waiting a

sear after his transfer from the

University of Maine to join the

team for a full season.

Mailen feels that the conference

has made a mistake in their pre-

MMOfl predictions, seeing nothing

but good things from his team

this season.

"I think that the
-97-'98 edition

of UMass hockey is going to be

something really special," Mailen

said. "This is a team comprised of

a large group of seniors, and a

large group of freshman,- and a

few guys in the middle who have

made some significant improve-

ment over the last few years.

With the league poll, 1 think

its a situation where the league

has not factored in one Tim
Lovell in the whole mix. If you

put him in our recruiting class, it

puts a completely different out-

look on the newcomers we have

on this team."

After two games and out to end

the season last year to New
Hampshire in the postseason HE
Tournament, Lovell feels that the

team needs to do it the hard way
— they need to earn their respect.

People are going to pick us last

because as a program we haven't

done anything yet." Lovell said.

"It was expected, but it's also a

shot at your team. It's good to be

picked low. because you don't

have those high expectations, but

.ilso a blow to the team,

because the team will be better

than that. People don't know until

you start playing."

The experience of the senior

class is what senior goaltender

Brian Regan feels is the key to the

team's success this season. This

class will mark the first time since

the program's reinstatement in

1993 that UMass will have a

four-year class who have played

in Hockey East.

"The biggest thing (Norton and

Lovell] bring to the table is that

both of them have four years of

Hockey East experience," Regan

said. "Our team never really has

had that before, and along with

Timmy and Brad, all of us seniors

have that experience, and we
know what it takes to win games

in this conference."

After a 7-0 exhibition win over

Dalhousie last Sunday at the

Mullins Center, the season opener

will happen at Tully Forum in

North Billeriea against Lowell this

Friday night.

"Our showing on Sunday was a

good one, but it doesn't amount

to a hill of beans," Mailen said.

"We all know that Hockey East is

probably the toughest league in

the U.S., and as we go into

U Mass-Lowell, BU and BC in the

next couple of games, this should

be a real good test for us... espe-

cially with two of the three on the

road."

Catterton
continued from page 12

— especially when back-up Jeff

Smith was questionable with a calf

injury, and ended up not making the

trip.

"That's something will talk to him

[Catterton] about in practice," head

coach Mike Hodges said about his

senior quarterback's over zealousness

in the open field.

With Catterton in the game, the

UMass football team seems to be

more dynamic — when he plays well,

the team wants to play well with him.

Fitting his abbreviated surname

"Cat," Catterton has been an elusive

player in the Minutemen offense.

using his mobility to help sustain dri-

ves, and make something out of noth-

ing.

The Minutemen are using all of

their tools and building a solid

offense in the process. The gradually

maturing offensive line is also show-

ing signs of greatness and has helped

give Catterton the time he needs in

the pocket,

In the last two games. UMass has

run for 532 yards and six touch-

downs. Also, every offensive category

has improved and against Villunova

and Buffalo, the Minutemen averaged

397 total yards and 26.5 points per

game — and that can be directly

attributed to the new look Catterton

has given opposing defenses.

"1 was putting a lot of pressure on

myself and I wasn't performing,"

Catterton explained. "Now I just

want to have fun with the game, and

play hard with all I can. But to keep

it in my mind that it is still a game

und have fun with it."

After the win in Buffalo, it was

apparent that Catterton had made it

back to his old form.

"1 had a great time," Catterton said

after the Buffalo game. "It's always

fun when you win."

Gleason
continued from page 12

"In the first two races 1 was tired,

so 1 wondered why I had done so

much work."

Gleason continued his training,

and again, other young collegiate

athletes might have quit when
their rigorous off- season work-

outs didn't appear to be paying

off.

Peter Gleason stayed focused.

"It's easy to go out and run on

Sundays and Saturdays at 8 a.m.

in the morning when you're run-

ning well," Gleason said. "You're

not guaranteed to do well if you

work hard, but you're nothing if

you don't. You won't stand a

chance."

O'Brien agreed.

"No one's watching Peter

Gleason at seven in the morning

when he puts his sneakers on and

goes to run 10 miles," O'Brien

said. "He does it because he's ded-

icated."

The sophomore's times kept him

in the second position for UMass
throughout the year. As the team

geared up for the New England

Championships on Oct. 17.

Carrara was expected to pace the

team — as he had done all season.

Gleason's work ethic primed him

COURTESY M£DIA RELATIONS

Peter Gleason

to challenge his senior teammate,

even though few people outside

the team knew it.

By running a career best time of

25:04. Gleason cruised to 43rd

place overall, and most of all, first

among Minutemen runners. His

surprise performance led the team

to a 15th place out of 36 in the

meet, defeating teams such as

Maine. Rhode Island, and

Vermont; all three of which had

beaten UMass earlier in the year.

"I expected to run well, and I

hoped to run around 25 minutes,"

Gleason said. "Bu' 33 an ath'^te.

you're never really satisfied, and 1

hope to do even better at the

A-10's next week."

At the Atlantic-10

Championships on Nov. 1 in

Fairfax, Va.. Gleason will be

counted on to run a similar time

so that the Minutemen can place

in the top three — as they did in

1996.

UMass hopes Gleason's hard

work continues to pay off.

Johnston

HANG VO/COUECJAN

UMass hockey coach Joe Mailen looks up to the future, fielding

questions at Media Day in the Mullins Center practice rink yesterday.

continued from page xx

only one side of the field. Instead,

lohnston has picked up time at both

wings and the midfield, as well as at

center forward.

"I like moving around," lohnston

said. "If I stay to one side I get flat.

Moving around also helps give me
more experience."

For Shea, placing Johnston at differ-

ent spots on the field has helped open

up spaces for other players.

"Erica knows that she can't always

go to the ball," Shea said. "She can

start in the center, make a hard cut

outside and then receive the ball. Or
she can send it back to another player.

"Field hockey is a game of constant

movement. You need to be able to

play any position, and Erica has

helped the team by moving to the dif-

ferent places where she is needed."

It is that versatility that has made

lohnston such an important part of

the Minutewoman offensive unit. She-

adds to that depth with her abilities

on penalty corners.

"She is a double threat on corners,"

Shea said. "She has the capability to

so a lot of things. She can take a

straight shot, she can lift the ball, or

she can pass it off."

But Johnston knows that she is not

on the comers" or~bn the field.

"Things are starting to click for us.

»i the comers and just in the games."

she said. "Everyone's confidence is up

and the freshmen have more experi-

ence."

The class of first-year players also

has a strong group of leaders — with

lohnston chief among them — to look

to. It's no surprise to Shea, or

lohnston's teammates, that she has

done just that.

"She let's them know what's up on

the field," Shea said. "She's a leader

and she talks out there, but she would

rather show it with her play. Erica juij^

loves to play. She has a pa

plus, a passion you need if voii*'

going to be out there. She's got it.'
**u

WANTED: LEADERS/ PILOTS
UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS OFFICER

II YOU VI GOTWMAI' li Takis
|() \\\ A UAHIR IN.OUR COMPANY
This Could BE YourOihc \

GUARANTEED LAW
The Marine Corps has a dedicated group of attorneys

who are also Marine Officers. This field is open to

students who are seniors in college or currently

enrolled in law school. Marine Corps Judge Advocat&s

(attorneys) quickly handle their own cases and have a

great deal of trial time.

GUARANTEED AVIATION
Marine Corps aviators fly everything from jets to

helicopters. Qualified applicants, male and female, are

guaranteed aviation training before enrolling. Once

commissioned, you will receive flight training at

Pensacola. Florida, with the world's most modern

and sophisticated aircraft.

NO OBLIGATION
This is an officer training program. If, after the summer

training, you decide the Marine Corps is not for you,

cancel your enrollment and you will not be obligated to

serve. This program allows you the flexibility to change

your career path.

WE TEACH LEADERSHIP
Officer candidates learn how to 'ead peers and

subordinate with confidence. As an Officer of Marines,

you will have more responsibility at the start of your

career than most people have at the peak of theirs

THIS IS NOT ROTC
All training is conducted during the summer. No

classes or uniforms are required at school. For fresh-

men and sophomores, the training consists of two

six-week sessions at Officer Candidate School in

Quantico, Virginia. For juniors and seniors it is one

10-week session. Candidates earn about $1 ,800 for a

six-week course and $3,000 for the 10-week course.

PAY AND SENIORITY
Time spent in the PLC program during your college

years (tenure) accumulates as time in service for pay

purposes and will earn you a higher salary upon being

commissioned. Starting salaries can range from

$28,000 to $34,000, depending upon when you join.

For more information meet with

Capt. Peters & Sgt. Riquier

at the Campus Center on

Thursday, October 23rd

10:30 AM -2:30 PM

or call at: 1-800-255-USMC
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End of the road?
First UConn, and next Colgate
By Justin Rudd
Collegian Staff

UMass >

UConn

Despite the valiant efforts of the
Massathusett> women's (ertnif k-am.

they tome into their final wick of the

fall season with a 5-5 mark on the

year. This past week, the
Minutewomen took on Amherst
College and Connecticut.

This past Thursday,
UMass went to battle with

Amherst College on the

Upper Boyden Courts. The
Minutewomen endured a

very frustrating blow when
they were edged out by the lady
leffs. 4-3.

When it came to linglei play.

UMass found wins from just two oi

their women. At the No. 3 position,

freshman stand out Robytl
Lebovitz racked up yet another win.

l.ebovitz. in premier form, annihi-

lated Amherst 'i Sam foerge, 6-l,

6-0.

Coming out of Marietta. Ga.,

Lebovitz has made a lasting impact

on this UMass squad holding both

her singles and doubles records al

very respectable 6-3.

The Minutewomen's second singles

victory came from senior co captain

Caroline Steele. The Paducah, Ky.

native added a flavor ot excitement,

bringing her match to a third and
final set. At the No. 5 spot, Steele

defeated the Lady left's Part) |o. 6-3,

7-6,6-1.

Despite the defeat. UMass domi-

nated the courts in doubles action by

sweeping Amherst. The team of

Gerasimova/Caron defeated

Amherst's Diamond/Steinberg in an

interesting 8-8 (7-4) match up. The

Minutewomen's other teams of

Lebovitz/Steele and

KtaunMcin/Gorodetskaya both found

their victories at a score of 9-7.

This unfortunate loss brought the

Minutewomen to a 4-5 mark on the

season, and gave some harsh initia-

tive for the UMass-UConn match
this past Saturday.

The Minutewomen were not going

to allow themselves to lose their

fourth match in a row. The Upper
Hoyden Courts are surely a

sight that the Huskies will

not be looking forward to

seeing anytime soon. In true

rivalry form. the

Minutewomen swept

UConn, 7-0.

In singles action, all of the

Minutewomen came out of their

slumps — simply bulldozing over any

opponent on the path to victory.

Doubles play was no different,

I Mas-' teams of Caron/Steele,
litaunsiein/Lebovitz, and
Gorodetskaya/Gillian Kane all

defeated their opponents by a respec-

tive 8-0, 8-4, 8-1 scores

Bringing their record to 5-5. this

win evens out the Minutewomen's
mark on the season. This weekend,

UMass concludes the fall tennis sea-

son when they host Colgate on
Saturday at 1 p.m. If they get their

w,i\ when they take on Colgate, the

Minutewomen would close out the

fall on a positive note bringing their

season mark to 6-5.

Coming off of their breakout 7-0

sweep over UConn, the

Minutewomen should be feeling pret-

ty confident when they face the

Raiders. Colgate comes to UMass
with an 8-1 record and a Patriot

League Championships Title. The
No. 1 seeded Raiders captured their

third straight title when they recently

defeated Bucknell and Army.

A Healthy Investment in Your Future

Health Care. Those two words have

been the source of much discussion

recently. Probably because we as a

nation know the importance of

investing in a healthy future.

So do millions of patients who

choose chiropractic as their

preferred source of health care.

The chiropractic beliefs in fitness,

nutrition, prevention, and natural

maintenance make good sense.

Wellness, you see, is the normal

state of being.

New York State government

agrees. They have recently passed

the Insurance Equality bill that

mandates insurance coverage for

chiropractic care.

For over 75 years, New York

Chiropractic College has upheld a

tradition of excellence in chiropractic

higher education. Our combined

traditions, old and new, have built the

base from which the chiropractic

doctors of the future are created.

Choose New York Chiropractic

College. A healthy investment for

today and tomorrow.

Visit with the NYCC representative

at the Graduate and Professional

School Fair on October 29,

10:00AM-3PM, University

Career Center.

ill
i. NEW YORK
CHIROPRACTIC
COLLEGE

2360 Route 89 Seneca FalU,

NY 13148-0800

Phone: 315/568-3040 or

800/234-NYCC (6922)

Fax: 315/568-3087

E-mail: enrolno*r#nycc.cdu
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WW NHL
continued from page 12

time, and Carey looking to get his form

back in net — Oates is the only player

doing anything for the Caps right now.

Rick Tocchet now spends his time

practicing his short game (not goal

scoring in any shape or fashion, but the

game of golf) with leremy Rocnick in

Phoenix, and goalie Bill Ranford has

played so well that Olaf Kolzig is get-

ting some time between the pipes

Yet, Washington is playing on all

cylinders under new coach Ron
Wilson, and have a 7-1 record to lead

the Atlantic Division.

Under former coach |im

Schoenfeld's defensively anal retentive

system, the team played like fai pigs

who had too many donuts (aah. shades

of the '9 1 series versus the New lersey

Devils and referee Don Koharski).

missing last year's playoffs.

Now, Phoenix appears to be playing

like fat pigs who have had too many
donuts under Schoenfeld's tutelage.

So, I missed picking Washington to

make the playoffs this year. We'll see

what happens in the long run...

Remember. I might be a columnist.

but I'm not an expert.

How's that for puncturing that bal-

loon-sized ego?

Jorma Kansanen is a Collegian

columnist.

You have to dig down deep...

LAURfN KOSKY/COUEGIAN

Freshman Courtney Bowen and the Minutewomen faced Connecticut last night in the Cage. Check

Thursday's Collegian for the game wrap-up.

Malone does not deliver the Air Mail
To address my so-called

"esteemed" NBA colleague, here is

my view going into the NBA season.

With the NBA pre-season under-

way, and the regular season right

around the corner, it's time to discuss

how all the major trades, moves and

sales were finalized and their affect

on this upcoming season.

With big-name free-agents on the

market and big-name trades being

contemplated, a lot waataaaaatatatBMMm

was at stake — and

on the floor for dis-

cussion —. for the

'97-98 basketball

season. aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaai

As usual, after

capturing their fifth, but what feels

like their gazillionth title, questions

about the Bulls arose.

Will the Bulls keep their Dynamic-

Dynasty alive or will Dennis Rodman
take his cross-dressing freak show on

the road? Will Batman (Michael

(ordain be impoverished of his auda-

cious ally (Scottie Pippen)? Or, will

Jerry Reinsdorf once again he told

what to do with his team and his

money by the Lord of Lay-ups. King

of the Courts. Mr. NBA himself the

$33 million/year man — his Airness?

I think so.

Do you remember when the Bulls

defeated the (we finally made it and

with "our can I please be the NBA
MVP? ") Utah Jazz for their fifth

NBA title.

Shortly after that oh-so-inspiring

win. I believe recalling a Mr.

Reinsdorf saying that he had enough

of Dennis's antics and that the Bulls

organization did not want him back

next year. Wasn't there also a possi-

ble Garnett/Pippen trade in the mix?

Why bother even questioning? Is it

not obvious even to the oblivious that

after leading the Bulls to all five of

their championships and arguably

being the best player of all time, that

whatever his Airness wants his

Airness gets?

lordan told Reinsdorf that he want-

ed Scottie, Dennis, Phil and all to

return including himself for a meager

one year contract worth a measly $36

million.

Boom, the Lord has spoken, so be it!

Coming into the 1997-98 season

the Bulls have all returning, including

Bill Wennington and — boo-hoo —
lordan yvas forced to suffer with only

_^^^^^^^^_ $33 million of

Justin Rudd
on

The NBA
his requested
$36 million.

Who ever

said that money

§MMeMe3MawetMMWewm has any thing to

do with sports?

When it comes to this upcoming

season (as usual), I think that Da'

Bulls don't have too much to worry

about. As long as they don't get too

cocky coming off of that "big" win in

the McDonald's championships.

• On to the Utah Jazz, and Karl

Malone... MVP. Come on get real!

For gosh sakes the man went on
national TV and virtually begged

Michael to "let him win it this year."

Not to mention at the same time he

asked the voters to please vote for

him. I'm sorry, maybe it's just me,

but I thought the NBA MVP award

was an award you're chosen for. An
award for the creme de la ereme. Not

an award earned through whining,

bitching and complaining.

But hey. maybe I'm wrong.

• Go Celtics! For all you Celtic

fans out there. 1 have nothing to say

to you or about the Boston organiza-

tion at this moment. Except, let us

see what Mr. Big Money — Rick

Pitino — can do with his second try

at the NBA. To all of you Boston

fans. "Please do not get your hopes

up."

I will say I told you so. But hey,

maybe I'm wrong.
• Shawn Kemp — watch out for

those Cleveland Cavaliers.

• How about them Nets! Or should

I say New Jersey Mavericks. Armed
with their new logo, second-season

big money coach |ohn Calipari, and

first round draft pick Keith Van
Horn, the Nets are ready to become a

contender.

Contender for the lersey High
School Championships that is. When
the Mavs and Nets decided to swap

rosters, it gave Calipari something to

play with, but what about the rest of

the NBA? What in the world does

Calipari think he can do? There is no

hope for the Nets! No matter what

the Nets do they stink, and there is

NO messiah for them.

Oh well, all except for His Airness.

of course.

Until next time, thanks for reading

and if you have any comments please

feel free to keep them to yourself.

Justin Rudd is a Collegian staff

member.
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RISM TRAVEL
5*5 Fitlh Ave NY NY 10017

212 986 8420'

800-272-9676
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Washington

|OKMA KANSANENKOUEGIAN

Senior co-captain Lana Gorodetskaya will help lead UMass into

Saturday's rescheduled match against Colgate.

r/fi toC WINGS
WEDNESDAY NIGH

8:30 - CLOSE

vs/m
AUTO 8 TRUCK RENTAL

Weekend Sped*
1

Noon Friday to Monday AM Starting at $59.95

Philadelphia

Wilmington

BOSTON
NEW YORK

DAILY
EXPRESS SERVICE

Amherst, Peter Pan Terminal, 79 S Pleasant St

Umass

Oaf* OaOO Campus Cntr, or SW Hampden Dinning Common

8U0-343-988b Northampton, Peter Pan Terminal 1 Roundhouse Plaza

North Amherst
MOtOrS 4 Collition Repair Cenfer

78 Sunderland Rd.

North Amherst. MA

549-RENT

• Cars 'Mini Vans

'Trucks

• Cargo Vans

• 15 Passenger Vans

Low Dally/Weekly/

Weekend Rates

•We Rent to

Qualified Drivers

21 years or Older

• Direct Billing To

Insurance Co.

Wednesday night from 9:00p.i

1 1 :00P.m. is...

lit MI0HT

Come & get your "Limited Edition

1 6oz. of Bud or Bud Light $1 .50

Iv^Ka^

/

down-town
-A IM t\ & r si

. -.
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Collegian Classifieds
University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 F<ix: (413)545-1592

ACTIVITIES

SUBMIT YOUR POETRY!
This winter's poetry reading

® Wheeler Art Gallery. Call

Abby @ 6-6066 or Jude 6-

2954 for info.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Pre-Vet/Animal Science
Club Meeting Important

topics and future events to

be discussed. Wednesday.
October 22. 7pm., Paige 202.

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Amherst- Charming 1 bed-

room Excellent location, on

bus route, available 11/1.

$475. 549-8248

AUTO FOR SALE

1990 Nissan Sentra 4

speed. 2 door, 35-40 miles

per gallon. 172,000 miles.

$950. 585-5041 after 6prn.

Toyota Cressida 84 4 door,

fully loaded, automatic.

Needs some work. $500.
549-8248.

Toyota Long Bed Pick-Up
1986 with 75k. Fiberglass

Shell Calif Truck. No rust.

$4500 Call 582-9872

88 TOYOTA SUPRA Grey
with leather interior, 2

alarms, tinted windows, std,

power everything. Very fast.

$5800 or B/0. 549-4832

Find your next

car HERE
in the

CLASSIFIEDS !

EMPLOYMENT
Hadley Office has several

part-time positions available

Department hours 10am-2pm

Monday through Friday and

4pm-9pm Monday through

Friday.

• On busline

• Flexible schedule

• Positive atmosphere
• No experience required

• $6 00 hour to start

• Daily, weekly and
monthly bonuses

Call 584-0215

10am to 4pm for interview

VIRGIN RECORDS COL-
LEGE REP POSITION

Get music industry experi-

ence as our local College

Rep! P/T paid position, 10

hrs/week. Please fax resume

and cover letter to Elizabeth

Gruenewald at 310-288-

2433. Soph or Jr with car

preferred. Previous music

industry experience a plus!

Arby's Hampshire Mall
Now Hiring Part-time, flexi-

ble schedule, good pay.

Apply in person

SLOOO's WEEKLY!!
Stuff envelopes at home for

$2.00 each plus bonuses. FA.

P/T. Make $800+ weekly,

guaranteed! Free supplies.

For details, send one stamp

to: N-1 1 3. 12021 Wilshire

Blvd., Suite 552, Los Angeles,

CA 90025

Posterer Wanted $6/hr

259-1227

Rao's Coffee is hiring F/T

and P/T. Food experience

necessary. Please apply in

person.

EMPLOYMENT
Hiring For Pizza Hut
Cashiers and Pizza Help. All

shifts. Come down and fill

out an application. 586-2940

LEGAL ASSISTANTS
WANTED Spring 1998
Internships With The Student

Legal Services Office; get

hands-on experience in the

legal field— work directly

with attorneys and clients.

Earn up to 15 undergraduate

credits. No experience in the

legal profession necessary

—

training provided. Contact

The Student Legal Services

Office today: 545-1995. 922
Campus Center.

FOR RENT

Fridge Rentals 253-9742
Free Delivery

FOR SALE

Elton John Tickets For
Sale Gieat seats Call 253-

6352 _J

For Sale: One Elton John
Tix Great seat. Call Enette @
(413)256-1734

For Sale- Canon BJ-EX
Printer $160 or Best Offer.

665-7145

Macintosh Quadra 605
8/250 Includes monitor, key-

board, mouse, software, and

printer. $575. Call Alyssa

(413)545-4668 (days)

(978)544-2837 (eves)

2 Elton John Tickets For

Sale. Call 256-6022

Toshiba 486 Laptop $500
(413)549-4753

FOR SALE

Good Quality Full-Sized
Futon and Black Metal
Frame. $150 or B/0 665-

0332

COMPUTERS!
New P166MMX from $995
Laptops, peripherals.

ZarVision 582-9198
V/MC/AMEX

15 million* sendable
email addresses Contact

the world with the stroke of a

key! $99 per CD. Contact
Pete @ Conrad Enterprises

(413)539-3599

Laptop Notebook Works
good. $150. Good for school

Call Steve (413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for

computer. Works great. Call

CPC (413)584-8857

FOUND

Large cosmetic bag with

many personal belongings

found at Puffton Parking Lot

on 10/19/97. Call Shauna
256-3094

Found: Calculator in

Thompson 106 about a month

ago. Also, Walkman in

Machmer Lobby with Dead
Tape from Red Rocks. Call

Jeff and leave #586-7931

Found: Microecon Text on

third floor Morrill I on Wed.,

Oct. 8th. Call 256-1734 to

describe and claim.

INSTRUCTION

Kung-Fu-Spirit of the
Heart offers new student

introduction: 3 lessons and a

T-shirt- $19.95! Convenient

Northampton location 585-

1661

Lost Last Thursday: Lust

T.A. File Folder for Pol Sci

162. Left in Tobio 204 last

Thursday. Please return to

Thompson Third Floor or call

Steve Smith (413)238-5863

Gold Bracelet Monday
10/6. Mullins Field. Reward.

Sentimental. Call Jen 549-

4460

MISCELLANEOUS

Fundraiser- Motivated

?
roups needed to earn

500+ promoting AT&T,
Discover, gas and retail

cards. Call Nick at 1 -900-592-

2121 ext 147. Free CD to

qualified callers.

EARN $750 S1500/WEEK
Raise all the money your

group needs by sponsoring a

VISA fundraiser on your cam-

pus. No investment & very

little time needed. There's no

obligation, so why not call for

information today. Call 1-

800-323-8454 x 95.

ROOM FOR RENT
Available Jan 1 Uptown,

cheap rent Call Dave @ 256-

3442. Don't Miss Out!!

ROOMMATE WANTED
Looking For Roommate
ASAP $360/month. Call

(413)532-9075 •

SERVICES

Acupuncture and Herbal
Care Special prices 549-

6542. Licensed Acupuncturist

(MA #278) National Board
Certified

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for

free testing and assistance.

549-1906
~

TO SUBLET
1 1/2 Bedroom Apt Puffton

$575, heat included

Available from 11/1. Call

549-1868

TRAVEL

EARN FREE TRIPS AND
CASH!

CLASS TRAVEL needs stu-

dents to promote Spring

Break 1998! Sell 15 trips &
travel free! Highly motivat-

ed students can earn a

free trip & over $10,000!

Choose Cancun, Bahamas.
Mazatlan, Jamaica or

Florida! North America's
largest student tour operator!

Call Now! 1-800-838-6411

Earn MONEY and FREE
TRIPS!!

Absolute Best SPRING
BREAK Package available!!

INDIVIDUALS, student 0RGA-
NIZATI0NS, or small

GROUPS wanted!! Call

INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS
at 1-800-327-6013 or

http://www.icpt.com

SPRING BREAK
Largest selection of Spring

Break destinations including

cruises! Group discounts and

free trips available

Epicurean Tours 1-800-

231-4FUN

TRAVEL

Spring Break Take 2" hir-

ing Reps! Sell 15. Take 2

free. Hottest destinations!

Free parties, eats, and

drinks! Sunsplash 1-800-426-

7710 or www.sunsplash-
tours.com

WANTED

Earn $125

Running and Sedentary

Females wanted for a

research study 19-35 years

old. Please call Tom © 549-

0465

Sell/Trade your preowned

games and systems. Call

Let's Play at 549-4505

WANTED

COLLEGIAN
CLASSFIEDS

available
on
the

concourse
or

visit
our

friendly
office
in
the

campus
center

basement.

HALF PRICE
gPECHALS

Place an add on a:

MONDAY- and receive half price on
Birthdays

TUESDAYS-scnd receive half price

on Personals

students: 10c / word
non-students: 20c / word

Charge your Classified by phone @
545-3500.

Personals Policy
All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian clas-

sified employees before payment and acceptance ol

ified

U»t names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY
iirst names and initials are allowed The only extep-

i for birthday or congratulation* personals, in

•*" the tull name may be used.

Phone numbers are not allowed in personals NO

fcdQKMCi are not allowed in personals this means
dorm room numbers as well.

Personals ot a threatening or derogatory nature are

• [itable Personals of a vindklive or libelous

nature are not acceptable Personals may not be
toed f(M the purpose of harassment.

Profanity may not be used in personals.

The personals section is tor personals only. The per-

sonals section may NOT be used to sell items, seek
roommates, advertise meeting
All personals must have the name, signature, and
I MaM I D. number of the student plating the as

tilled in on the insertion order NonvtudenK must
provide a valid driver's license and the license num-
ber must be recorded on the insertion ordd. Use of

(alse idenhtu alion or 'nusfepo-senUhon >i subject to

penalties under the law.

The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit

any personal that does not meet the Collegian j Man
dards in accordance with the statutes of the
Commonwealth ol Massachusetts

Rates
Students

20£ per word/day

All others

40£ per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS

Standard Headings

Pleas* write dearly and

legibly. We are not responsible tor t'rrors result-

ing trom illegible handwriting or K IN-

ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT
ENTERTAINMENT

FOR SALE
FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED
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WEDNESDAY, OCT 22

Career Forum — The Political

Science Honors Society is holding a

Career Forum at 4:30 p.m. in the

sixth floor lounge of Thompson. It is

free and open to the public. Students

Interested in what their political sci-

ence nr hbe;ai art* degree can be

used for aftei graduation are encour-

aged to attend. For more informa-
tion, call Ramy at 253-8855 or Dan
at 548-9780.

Discussion — The Five College
Program in Peace and World Security

Studies (PAWSS) will sponsor a

panel discussion on "China, the U.S.

and the Emerging World System" at

7:30 p.m. in Converse Hall at

Amherst College.

I.ntvrtainment The Not Ready
for Bedtime Players will be perform-

ing at the New Africa House -Library

at 8 p.m. Free condoms are available.

Entertainment — Stories in the

Sukkah. celebrate the harvest with

Itoryteller and Hillel Program

Director. David Arfa from 12-12:45

p.m. at the Hillel House Sukkah.

Meeting — The UMass Theatre
Guild is holding a meeting at 7 p.m.

at Earthfoods in the Student Union.

All are welcome.

Meeting — The Queen Fan Club
will hold its first meeting of the

semester at 7 p.m. in the Cape Cod
Lounge in the Student Union. New
members welcome. For more infor-

mation, contact Rosa at 546-5618 or

email at rosak@student.umass.edu.

Meeting — SHAB, the Student
Health Advisory Board will hold its

bimonthly meeting at 5 p.m. in

University Health Services, room
304. All are welcome.

Meeting — The UMass Poetry
Society will hold a meeting at 7 p.m.

in the Campus Center, room 903. All

are welcome, bring your own or
someone else's poetry or just come
and listen. Call Tim at 546-0819 or

Chanel at 546-6301 for more infor-

mation.

THURSDAY, OCT. 23

Book reading — Author lames
Carroll will read from his National

Book Award winning memoir. An
American Requiem, at 4 p.m. at Food

for Thought Books in Amherst.

Meeting — Intramural foul shoot-

ing and/or 3 point shot players meet-

ing at 6 p.m. in Boyden. room 249.

Mandatory for all entered. Can enter

at meeting.

Party — Simchat Torah party at 7

p.m. at the Hillel House. Celebrate

the completion of the Torah cycle

with food, fun and friends. Sponsored

by Hillel.

Workshop — Mission Improvable

is offering an improv comedy work-

shop at 8 p.m. in the Campus Center,

room 163. All levels welcome.

FRIDAY, OCT. 24

Blood Drive — Help save some-
one's life by donating blood 10:30

a.m.-4:30 p.m. in the Campus Center,

room 101. Call 800-462-2229 for an

appointment, walk-ins welcome.

Service — Shabbot services with

lulius Lester at 6 p.m. at the Hillel

House. All families are invited to

come to this creative service led by

Professor lulius Lester.

NOTICES

Auditions — Channel 19 News
anchor and reporter auditions are

being held on Tuesday, Oct. 21 trom
5-7 p.m. and Wednesday, Oct. 22
from 6-8 p.m. Call UVC-TV 19 to

schedule an appointment at 545-1 336,

which is located in the Student Union,

room 216 behind the Hatch. Sample
writings are preferred but not

required. Positions open to all UMass
undergraduate studcnls.

Art Contributions — The Student

Union Visual and Performing Arts

Space is looking for contributions Id

the Southern Asian Cultural Exhibition

which will show in the spring of 1998.

If you have anything from artwork to

crafts depicting Asian culture, and
would like the opportunity to partici-

pate in this exhibition, contact
Amanda at 543-0792.

Computer Orientation — Students,

faculty and staff interested in using the

computers at the Foreign Language
Resource Center are encouraged to

attend a computer orientation of

Tiiday, Oct. 24. The free one-hour ses-

sions begin at 3 p.m. in Herter 19.

Enrollment is limited. For more infor-

mation and to register, contact Irene at

545-0950 or check out
www.umass.edu/langctr.

Contest — Spectrum line Art and
Literary Magazine is now holding a

cover contest. The winner will have

their artwork printed on the 97/98
issue. The final deadline is Dec. 2 at 5

p.m. Pick up an entry form in the

Student Union, room 406E or just

bring the artwork by.

Final Exam Schedule — The Fall '97

Final Examination Schedule will be

available beginning Friday, Oct. 17.

FYK are publk service announcements printed

daily To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,
including the name ana phone number of the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the
Managing Editor by noon the previous day.

Copies will be delivered to students in

the residence halls, and will be available

to off-campus students in the

Registrar's office (213 Whitmore). It

will also be available on the World Wide
Web beginning Wednesday. Oct. 1 at

http://www- ureg.admin.umass.edu.

Notice — The women's basketball

team is looking for managers for the

upcoming season. Reliability and a sig-

nificant time commitment are

required. If interested, please call

Scott Foulis at 545-2726.

Support Group — REFLECT, the Five

College bereavement support program
offers free bereavement support groups

to students of the Five College area. All

services are confidential. Enrollment for

fall groups is happening now. Call

577-5316 for more information.
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Daily Listings sponsored by:

TV LISTING SPONSORSHIP FOR SALE
INQUIRE @ 545-3500

HSCN Bulletin

Board

Hartford

Boston

Boston

Springfield

Movie Ch.

Hartford

CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN
UPN/20
Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/6 1 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
International

UMass Academic TV
HSCN Programming

TV-19O ABC/40 Springfield

11 NBC/22 Springfield

IO

11

IB
13
ia
14
IT
IB

IB CNN
14 CNN SI

IB Headline News
UCTV
TBS

BET

TV Land

Univision

31 Comedy Central

38 Cartoon

Much Music

545-

3500
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WEDH O 11 Wishbont

X

Business Rot. Newshour With Jim Lehrer X Hersheypark: Sweet Memories Divided Highways: The Interstales |Lew-Changed America People-Here

WFSB o 3 NjOWS JE CBS News Inside Edition Real TV X Nanny X Murphy Brown Public Eye (In Stereo) X Chicago Hope (In Stereo) X News X Late ShowX
WBZ o rT Ntwi CBS News EitraX Ent Tonight Nanny X Murphy Brown Public Eye (In Stereo) X Chicago Hope (In Stereo) X News Late Show X
WCVB o 5 jbnl ABC News Inside Edition Chronicle II Spin City X Dharme-Greg Drew Carey X Dharma-Greg Primetime Live X NewsX Nightline X
WLVI FuBHoumH BoyWorid Fresh Prince Fresh Prince Sister. Sister Smart Guy X Wayans Bros. Steve Harvey News Star Trek: Next Gener.

WHOM o Mwn NBC News Wheel-Fortune Jeopardy! X World Series: Game 4 - Atlanta Braves or Florida Marlins at Baltimore Orioles or Cleveland Indians. News iTonight Show

WTXX » Married... With Cheers X Judge Judy X Grace Under Sentinel "Cypher" (In Stereo) 11 Star Trek: Voyager (In Stereo) |Newa jLAPO Vibe

wvrr Km NBC News Ent. Tonight Hard Copy X World Series: Game 4 - Atlanta Braves or Florida Marlins al Baltimore Orioles or Cleveland Indians.
e.s

rwwi Tonight Show

WTIC 11 Horn* Imp. Simpsons X Seinfeld X Trailer it Beverly Hills, 90210 (In Stereo) Party of Five "Fight or Flight" X |News Simpsons X Deep Space 9

WWLP " Dm NBC News Wheel-Fortune Jeopardy) X World Series Game 4 -- Atlanta Braves or Florida Marlins at Baltimore Orioles or Cleveland Indians. Ntws Tonight Show

WGBY CD 1 Creatures Business Rpt. Newshour With Jim Lehr Law-Changed America Olvided Highways: The Interstate* | Foto-Novelaa Charllt Ross (In Stereo)

WGGB <P m NtwtX ABC News Seinfeld X FrasierK Spin City X [Dharme-Greg Drew Carey X |Dharma-Greg Primetime Live X fWWS Mi Nightline X
WSBK CD Mad Abo. You Med Abo. You Seinfeld X FrasierX Sentinel "Cypher" (In Stereo) X Star Trek: Voyager (In Stereo) News IM'A'S'H X Seinfeld X Real TV X
WTBS © Family Mature Family Matters Coach

T

Coach X *** "The NewendjngStog]^J84, Fantasy) Noah Hathaway. *» "Drop Dead Fred"[\M. Corned

A4E ffi Northern Eiposura X Lawk Order X Biography: Sophia Loren American Justice 20th Century (R) Law I Order While Rabbrtl"

CNN €3 1 WoridVltwX Moneyline X Crossfire X Prime News X [Burden-Proof' Larry King Live X World Today X Sports lllus. Moneyline X
COM CD 10 A-U«t (A) [Makt-Laugh Dally Show (R) Stein's Money •tt "r«i^9dHoneymoon"(1988, South Park (R) (Tick I Daily Show Stain's Money

DISC 3) Wings "Sea Wings" (R) Gimme Shelter Wild Discovery: Meanest Discover Magazine "Mutations" Strictly Supernatural Justice Files "Behind Bars" (F

ESPN CD Up Close Sportteenier |PBA Bowling ' lobil One Classic. (Live) Golf Wonderful World of GoH | Billiards ISportacwrter

LIFE C9 Supermarket KSi Intimate Portrait Unsolved Mysteries (In Stereo) **Vi "A Sons Promise"(t990, Drama) Rick Schroder. Homicide: Life on the Street X
MTV «B MTV Llv« Viewers Real World X Road Rules Beevis-Butt Beavls-Butl. Countdown to the 10 Spot Real World X Austin Stone* Ewan-Camm LoveKne (R)

NICK ffl Figure It Out Tiny Toon DougX Rugrsts X Hey Arnold! X Happy Days Wonder Years [Bewitched 1 Love Lucy X Odd Couple X TaxlX NewhartX

SCIFI ID Oattaca Twilight Zone Time Tra» "The Gravity ol II All" Seaqueat 2032 "Resurrection" *** "Captain Kronos: Vampire Huntei (1972) Horst Janson Time Trax "The Gravity i

TLC fL 2» Hometime (Ft) Hometime (R) Home Again [Home Again Wondr-Weethr |See Tek II Sem Sheppard - Story Crash Test Wondr-Weethr (Sea Tek II (R)

TNT ffl Kunj Fu: Legend Lois 1 Clark-Superman "In the Heat ol the Night: A Mallet ol Justice'
{
1 994, Drama) X **** "In the Heat ot the Night" 1967. Mystery) Sidney Poitier.

USA © BeywatchX Highlander: The Series X Walker, Teiaa Ranger Rodeo" |e* "Orv/dedf)yHafe"(1997. Drama) Tc nSkerrrt Silk Slatkings Dead Asleep" X
HBO * '6 "It Takes 7m>"(1995, Cometry) Kirslie Alley. 'PG' X *eH"Somel/i(ngtoT«ftAooi;f"(1995)'R'X |**V "The First WimC (1996, Comedy) GokJieK

MAX **'A "r3unflHo"(1986. Comedy) Michael Keaion PG-13' X **'<i "Sudden Impact" (1983, Drama) Clinl Eastwood R' X ***» "Indiana Jones and (he Last Crusade" (1989) PG-13'H)

SHOW © *** "Dominic* and Eugene^ 1988, Drama) Tom Hulce 'PG-13' t * "Unforgettable" ( 1 996, Suspense) Ray Liotta (In Siar'eio)"rTI6 Dead Man's Gun [Fast Track X ^Jack t Samh"
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Robotman By Jim Meddiclc

Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dilbert By Scott Adams
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Mallard Fillmore By Bruce Tinsley 8 Years in Braces By Eric Petersen
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Horoscope;
SCORPIO (Oct. 25-Nov. 21) -

You are sure to be easily distracted

today, but what you finally decide to

focus on will very likely prove prof-

itable in lime to tome.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21) — You are going to want to stay

in touch with those who are expect-

ing results from you today. You don"t

want them wondering what you're

doing.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|«n. 19)

— You will want to take time out

today for a personal issue that isn't

going away. Tend to it now. and you

can resolve it for good.

AQUARIUS (|an. 20-Feb. 18) —
Put your best foot forward today.

You can't afford to he misjudged:

you want everyone to know, at this

time, what your business really is.

PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20) —
You can't afford to be secretive

today. Let others know what you are

doing and thinking, and be sure to

speak openlv and honestly.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
lust when you thought you were
ready to move on, you realize thai

there is one last-minute piece of

business that remains to be

addressed.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
You don't want to be thought of as

inconsequential today, so you must

adopt a more aggressive stance that

assures that you'll be noticed.

C.I MINI (May 2l-|une 20) —
You are going to have to stick to your

schedule very carefully at this time.

You can't have things backing up on

you. Get work done!

CANCER dune 21-|uly 22) —

How you address your elders, and
others who are in charge, will make
all the difference today. You cer-

tainly want to give the right impres-

sion.

LEO (|uly 23-Aug. 22) — This is

a good day for making phone calls,

writing letters and giving others the

information they require to work
more efficiently with you.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) —
You don't want to leave anything

undone today. Focus on getting even

the most minute details completed
before moving on to anything else.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) — You
can prove to others that your use of

time is efficient and effective today

by following your instincts and doing

what you think is right.

Close to Home By John McPherson
U-JIUv , !lXJm)Mmm*,*jieWe.c'
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; of tsKc^ Day
44 Conscience is the inner

voice that warns us some-

body may be looking. 55
-HI. Mencken
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'1,200 hits a day?) Big deall My Web
site averages 18,000 hits a day!"

ACROSS
1 Like some

landings
7 Fool

1 Swit costar
14 Son of Zeus
15 Bar brew
16 Lingerie item
17 Confine
1 8 Female deer
1 9 It's a long story!

20 Jerry Seinfeld,

eg
23 "— Eyes"
26 Ancient
27 Angry
26 Pueblo Indian

29 Justice Fortas
30 Sculpture or

painting
31 Guacamole

ingredient
33 Spasm
34 Sound of trie

lame
37 Actor Ritter

36 Tuil
39 Ostrich's kin

40 Jog
41 Devious
42 Taste
43 Something for a

rainy day
45 Kicker's stand
46 — as a March

hare

47 Movie unit

48 — Allan Poe
51 Rooter
52 San Diego

baseball player
53 Popular

condiment
56 Cardinal, eg
57 Volcanic dust
58 —Bowl
62 Eternally

63 Zuider —
64 Skillful

65 Contradict
66 Type of curve
67 Job-hunter's

need

DOWN
1 Brief fashion
2 Unclose,

poetically

3 Decompose
4 Well-known
5 Exclusive group
6 Spanish lady

7 Cowboy s seat
8 Audibly
9 Chirp
10 Classify
1

1

Pack animal
12 Finger or toe
13 Swiftly

21 Not a soul
22 Big Top
23 "— all she

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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wrote"
24 Hut
25 Glue ingredient

29 Venerate
30 Intended
32 Behind, in a

boat
33 Occupant
34 Raise (horses)
35 Boring tool

36 Viewpoint
44 Merchants
45 Sleazy

46 Fixes potatoes
48 Dwindled
49 Ambition
50 Bridge expert
51 Blends
52 Leonine group
54 Labyrinth

55 At a distance
59 French coin

of yore
60 Comedian

Conway
61 Consumed

Today's P.C. Menu
Caff 543-2636 for mora intormmti»n.

Franklin

LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Turkey Bacon Swiss Folded Pita

Meatball Grinder

Wheatball Grinders

DINNER
Turkey Tenderloin

Roast Beef with Black Pepper Crust

Beans and Rice

Grilled Chicken Sandwich

Worcester
LUNCH
Taco

Hungarian Noodle Bake

Ziti

Veggie Taco

DINNER
Turkey Fillet/ Pesto Sauce

Stuffed Shells

Roman Rice and Beans

Pastabilities

Hampshire
LUNCH

Hamburger
Chicken Cutlet

Taco
Grilled Sneeze

DINNER
Roast Beef with Black Pepper Crust

Turkey Tenderloin Fillet

Berkshire

LUNCH
Taco

Grilled Chicken Sandwich
Veggie Taco

DINNER
Turkey Tenderloin

Roast Top Round of Beef

Rotini w/ Garden Veggies

Pastabilities
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AP is useless
;

NUisNo. 1;

PSU is No. 2
The Top 25 college football rank-

ings are a lot like wearing under-

ttlMI

After a while. thev get annoying.

Well, it's mid-October, and as

usual, the polls are out of whack.

The No. 1 team in America is not t he-

best or the most deserving, and with

the schedule they have the rest of the

wav. they might end up as the No. 1

team in America land still do not

deserve it).

Which just means it's time for

something I break out every year

(well, thi- year and last year at least.)

The 2nd Annual "Luke's

Mid-Season Anli-AP Poll Rant"...

You guys know how 1 feel about

the Big Ten this year. It's the best

conference in America. Right now.

Penn St is the best team in the best

Luke Mrrrtlith

Ul.Z.

conference. They are undefeated.

They should be No. 1

.

That's the problem with the AP
Top 25. By this time of year, there

are usually four or five undefeated

teams. How do you rank them
against each other? (fairly, at least.)

You can't. So you go to other

alternatives, like strength of sched-

ule. Like conference strength. Like

margin of victory.

It shouldn't be like that. But the

system as it stands now doesn't allow

the Top 10 to prove it on the field.

So you get a team like Nebraska.

The Huskers play in a weak confer-

ence, and don't have to play their

best football to win every week. As a

consequence, they win one big game
(Washington) and all of a sudden

they're near the top again, because of

past reputation and that all impor-

tant AP voter's cliche, "Well. I think

they're good."

Quite a system.

And where does that leave a team

like Penn St.? A very good team who
has to get up to play every week, or

thev 'II lose (sec Minnesota!. Football

i grueling sport, and the physical

and emotional strain from a tough

schedule wears on you. no matter

who you are.

And that shouldn't mean you lose

your spot in the rankings If any-

thing, vou should be rewarded for a

tough schedule. But right now, the

polls say "Hey. win one big game on

national TV, beat up on the cupcakes

and wait for everyone else to lose."

Nebraska's been doing that for

year-

They need to decide this thing on

the field. They need at least a Final

Four, so all question as to who is the

best can be answered. Because hey,

maybe Nebraska is the best team.

But right now. we'll never know.

Uncle Bill's Line of the Week...

Didn't talk to Uncle Bill this week.

Sorry

Booty Schwag of the Week Award...

Let's discuss the storied history of

Ole Miss football the last 30 years...

I mm, let's sec Peyton Manning's

dad Archie played there. Okay,
that's good.

I mm. Peyton almost went there.

Vep, >cp.

Uhh. that's about it.

The Rebels have rivaled the NBA's

Buffalo Braves\San Diego
Clippers\Los Angeles Clippers in

terms of on field success — minus

Pooh Richardson.

But Saturday . not only did they

beat l.SU in Baton Rouge, (some-

thing Stunning Steve Spurrier and

the Gators couldn't do), they humili-

ated them 36-21.

In sports, games like this are

culled "let-downs." On Saturday.

I
s(

i ..mmitted a "breakdown." And
with a performance like that, you

know the Booty Schwag ain't too far

behind.

Must be tough to live in Booty

Rouge this week.

The "Luke doesn't know anything"

Inside Tip Pick of the Week. ..(2-4)

Last week. I picked Miami. Miami

didn't cover -- again. I have friends

that tell me every week. "Luke, we
have tO discuss that pick."

And they're usually right. So. I felt

a name change was necessary.

Right now. at 2-4. I still have a

shot ut a Miiall bowl. If I can recover

and poM m\ wins. I bet I could still

earn a slot in either the

Independence Bowl or the Copper
Howl.

And the comeback starts now.

Michigan St. is a 2 1/2 point under-

dog at home against Michigan. The

Wolverines have bent, but they

haven't broken

Yet. They will up in East Lansing

this m

I like Meredith is a Collegian

oottunniit.

Catterton solidifying Minuteman offense
The senior quarterback has returned to start up the UMass scoring attack

By Jonathan M. Place

Collegian Staff

The key to playing any sport is to

enjoy the experience.

It - important to play hard and

give it your all. but most important-

ly, you want to have fun — especial-

Iv in college, because for most ath-

letes they are playing in their final

yean.

Last year, having fun was a major

problem for Anthony Catterton —
the Massachusetts football team's

senior quarterback.

Not only had his performance

fallen down a notch, but the enjoy-

ment level had dropped even fur-

ther. Losing his starting job to

then-freshman Jeff Smith, Catterton

had forgotten how to take pleasure

from the game he once had loved.

"I wasn't performing. I had hurt

mv shoulder, and 1 let it get to my
head." Catterton said. "I wasn't

having fun playing football."

Over the summer, Catterton

worked with the Orlando Predators,

an arena football team in Florida.

He didn't play with the Predators,

but he did get to watch a team hav-

ing fun doing something they loved

to play. The experience there helped

re-enforce his feelings towards foot-

ball, bringing back the love he once

had for it.

"1 just wanted to go in with that

approach, just have fun and good

things will happen," Catterton said.

Good things have happened to

the senior quarterback, who got the

call against New Hampshire on Oct.

4. The coaches were not getting

what they wanted out of Smith, and

felt that Catterton could be the

offensive boost the team needed.

Bob Colbert, the Minutemen's
offensive coordinator, who also

works as the quarterbacks coach,

had been moved into the spot of

offensive coordinator partly to help

improve the passing game with

Smith. Strangely enough, it has

been Catterton. who is considered a

stronger running quarterback, that

has put up the better passing num-

bers.

"We just didn't feel we were get-

ting enough out of Jeff." Colbert

said. "We felt that Anthony might

be able to give this team the spark it

needs."

Since Oct. 4, Catterton has been

>iration behind UMass

offensive attack. Coming in during

the second half of the New
Haritpshire game, he showed every-

body, including himself, that he was

finished playing football on the side

lines. During that half. Catterton

was able to get reacquaintcd with

the UMass offense, which he hadn't

been a part of since Nov. 2. 1996

COURTESY MEDIA RELATIONS

Senior QB Anthony Catterton

resurgence of the UMass offense

has used his mobility to fuel the recent

against Maine.

"It was nice to be able to go back

out there and play some football."

Catterton said.

Catterton convinced everybody

that he was the right man for the

job the next game against No. 3

Villanova, who assumed the starting

role just two days before kickoff.

Against Villanova, Catterton

helped rack up 27 points in the sec-

ond half — the most points the

Wildcats had allowed all season.

During that game, he completed 55

percent of his passes which had

been the best performance by any

UMass quarterback all season.

Smith's highest completion percent-

age was 46 against Richmond, when

he completed 18 of 39 — both

marks are career-highs.

"I think, being a senior, some of

the other guys look up to me."

Catterton said "I can control them

and ranka Hire that they are confi-

dent, because I ninember what it

was like."

Catterton'l completion mark in

Villanova was erased last weekend

against Buffalo.

Against the Bulls. Catterton com-

pleted 1 1 of 1 9 passes for 1 34 yards

for a completion percentage of 59.

He has also gone seven straight

quarters, and 34 passing attempts,

without throwing an interception.

That fact shows how Catterton

has learned not to force the ball up

the middle of the field, and on the

other hand, also knowing when to

throw the ball away.

Many of the interceptions coming

from UMass quarterbacks this sea-

son have happened trying to get the

ball to junior tight end Kerry Taylor

and Co. up the middle in heavy

defensive coverage.

While mixing in the pass,

Catterton was able to get the

option going in the running game.

as well as gaining 44 yards rushing

on his own. His boldness in the

open field against Buffalo did put

concern on the faces of Ml coaches

Turn to CATTERETON, page 8

B'sareAs;

Have another

donut, you...
Going with my promise that 1 would

only use one cheesy music reference

per column this NHL season, this

entire space is devoted to Cheap

Trick, and their classic song "I Want

You To Want Me."

And hey, if you're lucky, 1 might

pull a Rick Neilsen on you and toss

you about a hundred or so of my guitar

picks.

• From the "I'd Love You to Love

Me" department...

You thought I was being classic

Homer-iisque — not the dude from

the Greek classics, people, but the

long-haired Wookie-esque dude origi-

nally from central Mass. who bleeds

Black and Gold — when I picked the

Bruins to make the playoffs this sea-

son?

With a 6-3 start, the B's are sitting

atop the Northeast Division, and play-

Gleason paces UMass cross country
By Serb Koenig

Collegian Correspondent

If you are not a close follower of Massachusetts

men's cross country, the name Peter Gleason will

probably not ring a bell. If you are interested in

the rewards of selfless hard work and dedication,

though, the story of Peter Gleason is worth read-

ing, regardless.

Gleason. a sophomore from Northboro, came to

a crossroads midway through the last years'

indoor track season — as a freshman.

"1 think last year after a good cross country sea-

son, we sat Peter down for the indoor track sea-

son." UMass coach Ken O'Brien said. "He came

out and struggled a little with track.

"He seemed to be down, so we sat down and

talked, and he wasn't happy with the way things

were going. He didn't have the smoothest outdoor

season
.

"

In Gleason's first cross country season, there

were five seniors to lead the team. His running

was less essential to the teams performance, and

there was little pressure on him to place in the

meets. After sitting out during the winter indoor

track season, Gleason returned this season.

The off-time took its toll, and his times fell.

Some collegiate athletes in their freshman yeai

would get frustrated at such a point in time and

give up. but Gleason viewed this as a persona]

challenge.

"He told me he wanted to gear up his workout

over the summer." O'Brien said. "We focused on

the things he did well and enjoyed. Me went out

and had a great, great summer workout, and also

fine tuned his eating, sleeping and studying

habits. He turned his commitment back on."

"Pete looked at himself as an individual and

said. "What can I do to make myseu I better run-

ner so I can help the team.' He knew the team was

depending on him more."

For Gleason, his coach could not have put it

much better.

"I knew that there was a lot of good guys who
graduated, so I knew we had a young team this

vear," Gleason said. "I tried to do my thing and

step up. I knew that if I worked hard over the

summer, I could seriously help this vear."

When the 1997 cross country season began,

few people knew what to think about the young

UMass team, and Gleason was still unsure of his

role.

"We've had the leadership up front with

[seniors] Ryan (Carrara) and Brian (Chabot),"

Gleason said. "But all of us sophomores and

freshman didn't know where we stood."

As it came time for competition. Gleason con-

tinued his hard work and established himself as

the second runner on the team behind Carrara.

During the first meets of the season, he consis-

tently powered his way to second place finishes

among Massachusetts runners; including sixth

place overall at the first competition in Franklin

Park against lona and Northeastern. Still, though.

Gleason was not satisfied.

"I put in the extra miles in the off season, but

there were still some, downtimes." Gleason said.

Turn to GLEASON. page 8

Johnston leads UMass into Garber Field dedication

The junior forward has helped the success of a young field and young team

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

On Sept. 14. the Massachusetts

field hockey team faced one of its

toughest early season tests with a

road game against lames Madison.

W ith the Minutewomen trailing by

one in the second half, junior for-

ward Erica Johnston took it upon
hersell to shoulder the scoring bur-

den. At the 57:38 mark, lohnston

converted a Kate Putnam pass to tie

the game, though UMass eventually

fell in overtime.

On Sept. 28. the Minutewomen
were trailing Temple. 1-0, in an

important Atlantic 10 conference

game. With 1:35 left to play,

lohnston tied things up with a goal

scored on a penalty corner, and

UMass went on to claim its second

league victory.

On Columbus Day weekend, a

lohnston goal sparked the

Minutewomen's 2-1 win over

then No. 9 Ball State. The next day,

she pocketed a tally in her team's

lipse I victory over then-No. 10

Syracuse

But. it is not just these games,

because lohnston's scoring summary

reads almost as complete as the

Minutewomen's schedule. In fact,

except for UMass' game against

Wake forest and the three games

the team as a whole was held score-

less, lohnston has run the gamut,

scoring at least once in every game.

As a result, she leads her team, as

well as the A- 10. in scoring — in

both goals and points scored cate-

gories. Additionally, she has racked

up four A- 10 Player of the Week
and two UMass Athlete of the Week
awards going into Saturday's match

against Connecticut, as Richard F.

Garber Field will be officially dedi-

cated.

"Erica brings a lot to the table,"

UMass coach Patty Shea said. "She's

very good in front of the ball, she

moves around the field well. She's

stepped up her play."

Changes to the Minutewoman ros

ter practically forced lohnston's hand

in that respect. Last year's leading

scorer. Saskia Fuchs. returned to her

native Netherlands, and All-

American midfielder Kyle

Rothenberger graduated.

"E.rica has another year of experi-

ence under her belt," Shea said. "She

had a strong summer and she's a

year older. She needed to gain that

confidence in order to see that, yes.

she was going to be the one to step

up."

And the task became personal for

lohnston.

"We have a lot of freshmen in. but

they don't have very much experi-

ence, especially in the early part in

the season." Johnston said. "So we
didn't have quite as balanced scoring

attack.

"Their experience has picked up

over the last few games, but I still

feel like I have to score."

filling the void left by her fonner

teammates' departures hasn't been

difficult for lohnston.

With four regular season games

still remaining on UMass' schedule.

she has already surpassed her totals

from last vear lor goals 1 1 5 last year,

16 this year) and points (29. 34),

even though she has had to deal with

the added pressure of tighter defense

from the opposition.

"She hasn't changed her

approach." Shea said. "She has con-

tinued to play her style of hockey.

"

Though under Shea's tutelage,

lohnston has seen her game develop

more. No longer is she playing to

Turn to JOHNSTON, page 8

ing good, sound, fundamental hockey.

Yeah, and look how close I'm com-

ing to be your hero (okay, buddy, cool

the ego stroking.)

All narcissistic tendencies aside,

new head coach Pat Burns has his

team playing "good" hockey.

"Good." as in:

Quality penalty killing and two-way

play by players like ex-Red Wing-er

Tim '"fooltime" Taylor (um. who?);

Timely goal scoring by Jason Allison

and "Dancin" Anson Carter (you

know, those two young scrubs we got

last season from Washington for that

guy... you know that guy... oh yeah,

Adam Oates):

And goaltending when it matters

from NHL Co-Players of the Week
|im Carey and "Lord" Byron Dafoe

(both posted a combined three

shutouts on the team's 5-2 Western

road trip going into last night's game
versus Edmonton).

The long run will tell the tale with

this team, but Burns has his team

steadily developing into a style reminis-

cent of last year's Buffalo Sabres.

Former Sabres coach Ted Nolan.

who unfortunately is enjoying some

Molson Golsen's (the best there is

from Canada, eh?) instead of coaching

against teams who play at Le Centre

Molson, had his no-superstar,

minus-one (goalie Dominik Hasek)

team playing solid hockey until...

Hasek got injured on both athletic

and personal bases

The star goalie missed most of the

playoffs with a bad hamstring, while

he just missed slugging out Jim Kelly

from The Buffalo News (not the

has-been NFL QB. but the has-not

reporter),

And some of the youngsters for the

B's — gee. lorma, are you talking

about last year's No. 1 can't miss pick

|oe Thornton? — have not even got

up to speed yet. Against traditional

Homer-esque judgment (yeah, right), I

went with the Bruins, and up to this

point, 1 am right.

Damn. I'm tired of being right (hey.

buddy, you're stroking your ego

again).

• From the "1 Beg You to Beg Me"
department...

Detroit Red Wing superstar Sergei

Fedorov. who is still holding out for a

new contract, was reportedly seen

enjoying a raspberry slushie at Dairy

Mart last night with 16-year old

Russian tennis phenom Anna
Kournikova.

Both were seen sipping out of a

three-paw cup with two straws while

holding hands outside Fedorov's brand

new 1997 Porsche, listening to that

oh-so romantic ballad "2 Become I

"

by The Spice Girls. Fedorov appeared

to be totally infatuated with the

under-aged superstar, begging for

something more than friendship as he

gazed helplessly into her amazing eyes.

Sources say that Anaheim Mighty

Ducks superstar Paul Kariya. who also

is holding out for a new contract, was

reportedly seen driving up to the curb

in his brand new 1 997 BMW, ironical-

ly cranking out "Doin' It" by LL Cool |

with |en Capriati in the passenger

seat.

Hey... just kidding.

But really, both of them make more

money than 95 percent of the world's

population to play the best game in the

world.

So. I say, "Shut up and get on the

ice."

• From the "Didn't 1. didn't I, didn't

I sec you crying?" department. .

.

Admit it.

All of us Boston sports fans had

tears in our eyes when Adam Oates

was sent off to the Washington
Capitals last winter.

Aah, come on. admit it.

We're all modern men here.

While the trade on Boston's side

seems to be panning out — with

Allison and Carter getting quality ice

Junior forward Erica Johnston leads UMass into the dedication of

Richard F. Garber Field on Saturday.
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Looking for

something to do?

Sick of those
weekend blues?
The Collegian has
the cure for you
(see Arts & Living,

page S).

Battle of

theU's

Despite a valiant

effort by sopho-
more jill Meyers
and the women's
volleyball team,
they fell 3-1

against UConn (see

Sports, page 14.)

WORLD

Ugandan soldiers

rescue 85 children

KAMPALA, Uganda (AP) — The
government rescued 85 child cap-

tives from rebels in northwestern

Uganda, but in a separate clash the

guerrillas attacked and burned a

convoy of five vehicles, killing two
people, newspapers reported yester-

day.

The attack by the Lord's

Resistance Army occurred Monday
near Pakwach, a town on the Albert

Nile River 200 miles from Uganda's

capital of Kampala, The Monitor
newspaper reported. Earlier this

month, rebels attacked a convoy
southeast of Pakwach, killing 12

people.

Army commander Maj. Gen.
Mugisha Muntu said there had been
no previous attacks on the road
where the ambush occurred
Monday. "We believe the rebels are

carrying out ambushes to draw
attention to themselves," the state-

owned New Vision newspaper quot-

ed the general as saying.

The children were rescued from

the rebels in northern Culu district

last week as about 2S0 rebels fled

into southern Sudan, New Vision

said. The rebels kidnap both boys

and girls to use as porters and
cooks. Most of the girls are raped.

NATION

Two Air Force planes

collide at Edwards

WASHINGTON (AP) — An Air

Force T-38 jet trainer crashed yester-

day after an in-flight collision with an

F-16 fighter jet at Edwards Air Force

Base in California, the service

announced.
The status of the T-38 Talon crew

"is unknown at this time," said an Air

Force statement released at the

Pentagon. The F-16 Fighting Falcon

landed, the statement said.

The T-38 is a two-seat training jet,

the F-16 a single-seat jet. The colli-

sion occurred just weeks after

Secretary of Defense William Cohen
ordered all the services to perform

safety "stand-downs" and review

their training procedures after a rash

of air crashes.

The statement did not specify

where the T-38 crashed at Edwards,

in southern California's Mojave
Desert.

"They did see a chute" from the

trainer, said Maj. Felecia Tavares, an

Air Force spokeswoman at the

Pentagon. Military personnel were

rushing to the scene at the huge
flight-test center about 20 miles east

of Rosamond, Calif.

The F-16 crew landed in the dry

bed of Rogers Lake at the base, the

statement said. No details were avail-

able on the condition of the F-16

pilot.

In September, the military sus-

pended training flights for air crews

for 24 hours to focus on safety issues

arising from a recent string of acci-

dents.
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Let's try this again MassPIRG launches

campaign against

state pesticide use
By Ken Tatro

Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts

chapter of MassPIRG
(Massachusetts Public Interest

Research Croup), along with the

other 27 MassPIRG chapters across

the state, are currentlv campaigning

to reduce the amount of pesticides

used on state property.

The campaign is intended to help

pass the Pesticide Disclosure Act

through the state legislature.

"This is an issue which affect!

everyone." said Melanie Undent,

campus organizer of the MassPIRG
chapter at UMass.
According to Undem. the

Pesticide Disclosure Act contains

three parts, all ot which are to assist

the public in their knowledge about

pesticides and to reduce the amount
of pesticides currently being used.

The Pesticide Disclosure Act
requires there be at least a 48-hour

advance notice to those most likely

to be exposed to pesticides on
lawns, for landscaping and at

schools. It would also create a pub-

licly accessible database which
would include information regard-

ing quantity, location and toxicitv of

chemical pesticides.

finally, the act would require the

LAUMN KOSKV i
COUEGIAN

Elly Court, a junior biology major, collects ballots at the second SGA election in Worcester Dining Hall yes-

terday afternoon.

Students sought for community service

By Erk Petersen

Collegian Correspondent

University of Massachusetts students

and citizens from all over Hampshire

County will mobilize to do their part

for "Make A Difference Da\ " in

Northampton and Amherst on
Saturday. Oct. 25.

The UMass Community Service

Program, sponsoring UMass' involve-

ment in the event, expects 160 volun-

teers to take part in a number of

"Make A Difference Day" service pro-

jects such as cleaning up parks and

hiking trails and painting buildings of

community agencies.

loining UMass students will be vol-

unteers from The Daily Hampshire
Gazette and the Hampshire
Community United Way, who are

co-sponsoring the event.

"We're hoping the Make A
Difference Day events will really catch

on and become an annual event." said

Flavia Stanley, a representative of the

UMass Community Service Program.

This is the Service Program's fourth

year sponsoring and organizing various

dljfl ol service to encourage students

to become involved in the community,

but it's the first year of involvement

with Make A Difference Day activities

This year's activities include visit

to the lean Elder House. residence

for the elderly where participants will

clean the court yard and paint benches.

Also on the schedule arc trips to the

South Hadley Girls Scouts camp to

clean hiking trails and Fort River

Playscape in Northampton to sand one

of the plav scapes. If thev receive

enough participation, they may also

send a group to paint at the

Northampton High School.

"We're looking for student groups,

like frats and sororities. RSOs
(Registered Student Organizations),

and residence halls to participate as

well as the general student popula-

tion." Stanlev said, but she feats thai

UMass' Parent's Weekend activities

may draw participants away.

"A lot of the group! we can usually

count on help from are involved with

other activities for Parent's Weekend."

Stanlev said.

Activities for "Make A Difference

Day" will begin Oct. 25 at Haigis Mall,

where transportation will be provided

to the activities at 8 a.m. and back at 2

p.m.

Any persons or groups interested in

helping to make "Make A Difference

I)a\
"

a success are invited. Volunteers

are asked to contact the UMass
Communitv .Service Program at

545-5568 to register.

The L Mass Community Service

Program sponsors other days of ser-

vice through out the vear. Their
"111 .L-A-BUS Drive" is held before

and after Thanksgiving on Nov. 24

and 25 and again from Dec. 1-5.

UMass students can help fill PVTA
buses hy contributing clothing, toys

and non- perishable food items

which will then be donated to chari-

table organizations in Amherst. "Into

Amherst" is anothei Daj of Set vice in

which student volunteers perform

service projects specifically in

Amherst.

The Set vice Program will also be

hosting a Communitj Service

Conference In Match to promote par-

ticipation in community service pro-

jects bv student organizations.

"We're real)) trying to link the

efforts of the smaller service groups

and RSOs on campus." Stanlev said.

"A lot of them run their own service

projects, but we wanl to make sure

they're aware oi the bigger picture and

give than I chance to get involved on a

larger scale."

UMass women head to Philadelphia

for Saturday's Million Woman March
By Voy Fernandas
Collegian Correspondent

As the Million Woman March grows near, the antici-

pation of many University of Massachusetts participants

increases.

The Million Woman March will be taking place

Saturday in Philadelphia, Pa., featuring some of ihe

most prominent women in 20th century.

The ceremony will begin at 9 a.m. in the Benjamin

Franklin Parkway. It is expected to be filled with nation-

ally- recognized celebrities like C'oretta Scott King,

Afeni Shukur, Rosa Parks, Maxine Waters and well as

other famed individuals.

Approximately 200 UMass women of color will be

attending the March. Sponsored hy the I-verywoman's
Center's Woman of Color program, three buses are

scheduled to leave Haigis Mall for Philadelphia on
Friday night at 1 1 :50 p.m.

Women attending the March will meet at 9 p.m. at

the Malcom X Center, where a group of men will send

the women off.

Reservations are no longer available for seats on the

buses, which will be packed with women of all creeds,

colors and sexual orientations.

Their mission, according to Lisa Scott. Director of the

Women of Color program, is "to feel a sense of connec-

tion after the March."

An organizational meeting for the March held last

state to develop and implement
least-toxic pest management poli-

cies lor all state buildings.

Integrated Pest Management
(II'Mi is an alternative to using

chemical pesticides, said Undem.
IPM is a pest control system which

emphasizes prevention and common
sense first and the use of toxic pesti-

cides- last.

"IPM teaches people to think

proactively instead of reactively,"

Undem said. Giving an example of

IPM. Undem said that if there are

ants in a building instead of spray-

ing the ants every month with insec-

ticides one should find the ant nest

and dispose of it.

The Pesticide Disclosure Act is a

"step in the right direction to tell

the public how toxins and pesticides

are effecting our health." Undem
said.

The bill, which MassPIRG hopes

to get passed by the end of the fall

semester, is currently being debated

in the state House Ways and Means
Committee and. if it passes, will

then go to vote on the floor of the

state senate.

"We encourage everyone to

become involved." Undem said.

"The more people become involved,

the more opportunity there is to

pass it."

UMass alum to give lecture

on future of Latin America

By Joseph Fountain

Collegian Staff

On Monday. Oct. 21. the

University of Massachusetts will

host UMass alumnus Jeffrey

Davidow . assistant secretary of state

for Inter-American Affairs. The
event is the first Leonard |.

Horowitz Memorial Lecture on
Latin America and it is entitled.

"Preparing the Americas for the

21st Century."

According to Howard Wiarda. the

Leonard Horowitz professor of

political science at UMass. Davidow

is the most important official in the

U.S. Government on Latin America.

Davidow is returning to the U.S.

after accompanying President

William B. Clinton on his trip to

South America.

Davidow was sworn in by

Secretary of State Warren
Christopher on August 7, 1996. He
has served in American Embassies

in Guatamala and Chile and was

Deputy Chief of Mission oi the L S.

Embassy in Caracas from 1986 to

1988. lie returned to Venezuela as

Ambassador in. Sept. 1995, and
became Acting Assistant Secretary

for Inter-American Affairs in May
1996.

Davidow was Ambassador to

Zambia Irom 1988 to 1990 and the

Principal Deputy Assistant

Secretarv in the African Bureau
from 1990 to 1995.

He participated in peace negotia-

tions in southern Africa and is the

author of a number of articles and a

book on the process of negotiations.

Davidow graduated from the

I Mass in 1967 with a Bachelor's

Degree from the history depart-

ment.

He will be speaking at 5 p.m. in

room 917 of the Campus Center.

There is no charge and the lecture is

open to the public.

"We are very proud of our alums

and Jeffrey has done very well. It is

great to have him hear to speak on

his experiences in the State

Department." Wiarda said.

Wednesday revealed some reasons why women ol color

are going to the March.

I very time I made the effort to talk to someone

| male or female] on this eampus. thev would look at me
as if I were weird." sophomore Dahlia Lindsay said.

This is a situation thev hope to rectify on campus alter

the March.

Another concern of the I vervwonian's Center is that

women ol colot should 1 1 > not to expect instantaneous

results, but rather gradual and continual change alter

the March
During a women's studies department workshop last

week, professor Jennifer Ire asked about 1 00 women in

attendance to ask themselves. "Win arc thev going on

Ibis March'" ;i\u\ "What are thev expecting from the

March?"
Responses such as "a last attempt at sisterhood on

campus," and "to break some barriers" in "non-exis

tent relationships women of color have on this campus,

were offered by the women in the audience.

Many women at the meeting expressed feelings of

hope and change alter the March The women of color

at UMass feel ihev arc taking the first step at beginning

the process oi opening communication doors

The UMass students who will be attending the March

are netted about being pert oi htotorj and change.

"I'm hoping to make lifetime friends on the bus to

Philadelphia and at the March." junior Danicla

l rammed said.

JONATHAN SANDMHC / COLKCIAN

Bike balance
Brian Bucala of Whately does tricks on his bike yesterday at the

Haigis Mall.

Turn to NHL, page °
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Storytelling in the Sukkah
Storyteller and HilleTTrogram Director David Arfa stands in the Hillel House Sukkah, before telling stories to

students yesterday.

Fire destroys car in CC garage

Shortly after 8 a.m. yesterday

morning, a Volkswagen letta caught

on fire in the University of

Massachusetts Campus Center

garage. The North Fire Station of the

Amherst Fire department responded

to the call at 8:20 a.m.

According to Captain Lindsa>

Stromgren, the fire was put out in

five minutes.

"The car was completely

destroyed," Stromgren said. "The

sprinklers didn't activate in the garage

because the fire wasn't hot enough."

The cur is owned bj Matthew
Emond. junior turf management
major.

"1 went to class and thc\ |l Mass

security | told me my car was on fire,"

Emond said.

"In the police department we have

MCeM tO Student'! schedules so that

in case of emergencies we can notify

them." Public Safety Officer Niel

l.unney said.

"I am definitely going to miss that

car," Emond said.

— Joseph Fountain

COME TO WWW.UMASS.EDU/RSO/COLEGIAN

Correction

The photographs
of the Rolling
Stones concert in

yesterday's Arts &
Living section were

taken by staff pho-

tographer Kenneth
W.R Scott. The
Collegian regrets

the error.
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9* 9,\
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China opposes U.S. interference
By Laura Myers
Associated Press

WASHINGTON - A week
before liang Zemin meets President

Clinton at the White House, the
Chinese warned the U.S. govern-
ment yesterday against meddling in

domestic dealings from Tiananmen
to Tibet.

"We oppose any interference in

China's internal affairs." Embassy
spokesman Yu Shuning told

reporter! at u news conference. Yu
also cautioned the government to

provide a safe environment for

liang's weeklong visit beginning
Sunday in Honolulu. His itinerary

includes several speeches, includ-

ing one at Harvard University
where protests are expected.
Human rights groups have
promised to follow liang. whom Yu
insisted is looking forward to

"extensive contacts with all

American people."

"We are guests of the American
government, so we hope the U.S.

government will do a good job so

their so-called dissidents will not

realize their aim of disrupting this

state visit and disrupting U.S-Sino

relations," Yu said. "Everything

should go smoothly." State

Department spokesman lames P.

Rubin said liang would get adequate

protection, but he noted that people

have a right in the United States to

openly protest.

"America is a democracy, and we
are not seeking to infringe in any

way on the rights of Americans to

have their voice be heard in whatev-

er way is permitted by a local juris-

diction," Rubin said. "And the fact

that the Chinese president is here

doesn't change that principle upon
which this nation was based."

In one area of contention, Yu
said China objects to Secretary of

State Madeleine Albright's plan to

appoint a U.S. coordinator to Tibet,

possibly by Nov. I . The coordinator

would encourage the Chinese to

hold autonomy talks with Tibet's

exiled leader, the Dalai Lama, who
fled his mountain region in 1959

after the communist government
crushed a rebellion by his Buddhist

followers. "I think it's a problem
for us," the embassy spokesman
said in an unusually candid
exchange about Chinese views on

irritants in the U.S.-China relation-

ship. "That kind of appointment
constitutes a sort of interference

into our internal affairs, so we are

opposed to that."

On Tiananmen Square, Yu
defended the Chinese military

crackdown on democracy demon-
strators in 1989. He said liang

didn't plan to talk about it with

Clinton during their Oval Office

meeting yesterday, although the

U.S. administration brings up
human rights at most every meeting.

This will be the first U.S. -China

summit since the bloody episode.

which liang once described as

"much ado about nothing," angering

the West. Hundreds of people may

have been killed and thousands

jailed.

"I'm afraid that particular issue

will not be discussed before the two

presidents," Yu said when asked

about Tiananmen, "facts have

shown the Chinese government was

forced to take radical measures to

maintain order and society stability

so that our economic development

would not be interrupted.

"And the facts have shown that

since then China has opened even

wider to the outside world, and our

economic development has realized

a high rate of growth. So those mea-

sures have been successful."

Indeed, the Chinese economy has

grown by an average of almost 10

percent a year for several years. At

the same time, the U.S. trade deficit

with China was widening, reaching

$39.5 billion in 1996 and an expect-

ed $44 billion this year.

Yu promoted a Chinese trade

mission currently in New York,

which hopes to negotiate up to $4

billion in U.S. deals ahead of the

summit.

Pentagon to abusers: drop your weapons
By Susanne M. Schafer

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Many men
and women in the military are being

told theN RlUSl lurn in their weapons

to comply with u law prohibiting

gun ownership b) people convicted

of domestic abuse The Pentagon
issued an interim poilcj yesterday in

line with a federal law passed more
than a yeat

Since carrying a weapon is essen-

tial to many jobs in the military,

requiring such stop might mean
that those service member- affected

will have to take on desk jobs.

To find out. all of the military's

1.4 million men and women are

being required to fill out a form ask-

ing whether the> had been convicted

at -iuli an offense. If they are not

truthful, they could be prosecuted

and thrown out of the service, offi-

cials -aid

(rank Rush, the principal deputs

a-si-tunt secretary for force manage-

ment policy, said the Pentagon
expects the number of people affect-

ed "would be low," perhaps in the

hundreds. Most who enter the mili-

tary are "young, unmarried and
unlikely to bring such a conviction

with them." he said. However, a

senior officer speaking privately said

the number could be as high as the

thousands. One of the authors of

the measure. Sen. Frank

Lautenberg, (D-N.|.). criticized the

Pentagon for being slow to act and

for taking so long to find out how
many people in the military might

be abusers.

"It's understandably a complicat-

ed task for them, but they don't

have the data that I frankly thought

they would have by now."
Lautenberg said.

The senator predicted it would be

close to two years since the law was

passed before any meaningful data

from the military has been gathered.

"Meanwhile, women and children

could be killed." he said.

Lautenberg said the military at least

could have done sampling surveys in

the past year.

No-confidence vote in Yelstin dropped
By Maura Reynolds

Associated Press
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MOSCOW — Rusvia 's contentious

parliament sealed a truce with the

president yesterday, formally with-

drawing a no-confidence motion In

his government and pledging to

cooperate on making new policies.

"for the first time, we laid a foun-

dation for overcoming a very acute

crisis," said Communist Pain leader

Gennady Zyuganov, who heads the

largest faction in parliament's lower

house, the State Duma.
The new collaboration stands in

marked contrast to the weeks of

sparring that preceded it. when
Communists and their hard-line allies

repeatedly accused President Boris

Yeltsin of ruining the country by

slashing military funding and subsi-

dies to state industry.

Under the detente reached

Tuesday, the Yeltsin administration

and parliament will form joint com-

missions to find compromises on

divisive issuer including land owner-

ship, housing reform and energy

prices.

"The Duma and the government

now have a chance to make our joint

work more effective." Prime Minister

Viktor Chernomyrdin told parlia-

ment. "All this testifies to I new real

ily and it means that the country is

entering a new epoch."

However. Zyuganov warned if the

new cooperation is unsuccessful, his

party reserves the right to propose

another no-confidence motion.

"We believe only in concrete

deeds." he said.

The Communists spearheaded the

drive to hold the vote ol no-confi-

dence, which originally was planned

for last week. If two such motions

are passed within three months, the

president must dismiss his govern-
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ment or call new parliamentary elec-

tions. Eager to avoid such a show-

down. Yeltsin offered concessions.

The Duma responded by first delay-

ing and eventually canceling the

vote. Arriving in Moldova yesterday

for a summit of former Soviet

republics. Yeltsin insisted that he

didn't simply give in to the opposi-

tion.

"It's not right to say we made con-

cessions. I'd put it differently: We
reached mutual understanding," the

president told reporters, according to

the Interfax news agency.

The congenial resolution suggested

that both sides wanted to break the

cycle of confrontation and deadlock,

but the truce has not resolved any of
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the substantive issues.

One is the draft 1998 budget,

which the Communists and other

hardliners are criticizing as too aus-

tere. They want to increase govern-

ment funding for the military, agri-

culture, pensions and other social

programs.

Yeltsin wants to keep spending

tight to reduce the federal deficit and

spur economic growth.

The compromise also put off the

adoption of Russia's new tax code,

which the government says is a cor-

nerstone of further economic
reforms. Yeltsin ordered the govern-

ment to withdraw the current version

of tax reform and consult with parlia-

ment on a new version.
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Memory lane

I

used to go to UMass-Lowell. Please don't make fun

of me. 1 was 18. and it was either that or Fitchburg
State. (I wasnt exactly valedictorian. 1 once had a

class with her, though.)

P.J. swayed the vote. His advice, earnest as it was. I

can't remember. But it was along the lines of "Hey, at

least it's not Fitchburg."

That part of life seems like it was so long ago.

But I got in touch with Walshie last week and after

always not being able to visit. 1 finally am
Friday night.

But nobody's there anymore. You see,

at Lowell, you do one of two things. One,
you get serious about your studies and
you transfer to a real school. (Like me).
Or two, you drop out and get a job land-

scaping. (Like the rest of my friends at

home.

)

I've since moved on to greener pastures

and all the fame being a Collegian colum-
nist provides. (I'm thinking of asking
either Gwyneth Paltrow or Whoopie
Goldberg to the Oscars.) But I wound up
loving my days at the place we used to

call "UML" (Ummel to all us ^^^^^"
ex-Riverhawks.)

And even though it's been 3 years, all 1 ever remember
from UML that wacky school year in 1994, when Kurt
Cobain was alive, Ice beer wasn't invented and Luke
Meredith had hockey hair.

Those were the days.

I can picture it now. For one night, I, Luke Meredith,
will do nothing but reminisce about the days when I went
to a little school down the street from Methuen.
And I'll annoy the hell out of my friends.

I'm anticipating my night to go something like this.

Me: "Hey Walshie. Remember the time we went to

3-T's and got those subs with Brian Shea after we went
to see Malice. We had that great discussion about...

something."

People Luke is boring with his old stories: "Uh, yeah.

But they closed down 3-T's a few years ago."

Me: "Really. Well, remember that time me and Norty
ruined that kid's futon because we started throwing cake
at each other and it got everywhere and he yelled at me

Luke Meredith

and said he couldn't trust us anymore.''

People Luke is boring with his old stories: "Norty just

got a job in sales."

Me: "Someone gave Norty a job?"

"Yeah."

Me: "The same Norty that tried to outrun security at

Fenway Park after they took away his fake I.D.?"

"Yup."

Me: "Oh. Well, how about that time 1 drank all that

vodka and Kool-Aid with Brian Shea (an

alcoholic, as you can tell) and puked on the

floor at Jimmy's? I never drank vodka
again."

"Sounds like fun, Luke."

Me: "Okay, this was a classic.

Remember when we had that Christmas
party and we all did whippets with the can
of air freshener. What a rush."

"Didn't you puke the next day?"
Me: "Yeah. I did."

"Oh."

And there you have it. I'll probably end
up drunk in the middle of Lowell, like 1

have a million times. But this time it will be

different. The faces will have changed, the

place will have changed, and my friends will have changed.

But then, so have I.

And it's a weird thing, memories. In a time when it

seems as though "who you are" has in many ways yet to

be determined, remembering who you were and what
you used to be like takes on a special meaning. It's

strange to realize that there is a place out there that

changed your life, and you can't even seem to compre-
hend what it was like to be there.

I know someday I'll probably feel that way about
UMass. Everything reduced to a couple of stupid stories

that people who weren't there will find slightly annoy-
ing. But 1 guess that's how life goes. (Might even
explain why high school reunions still exist.)

In the meantime, though, it will be nice to have one
night to remember what it used to be like, and revel in

the easy calm of old friends who know what you used to

be like.

And like you anyways.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian columnist.

The very big Brad

I
have a friend — let's call him
Bradley Bequiet. 1 call him a

friend because he exists, and we
have spoken to each other before.

Bradley is sometimes loud. When
Bradley screams, he can be heard by
at least a thousand students here at

UMass. I only catch him speaking in

the hour that he screams.

Because many people can hear
Bradley when he screams (it is hard
not to, his voice
echoes through ^^^bbbbbbbi
campus) it is not

surprising that Baaaai

they actually listen

to what he is saying. Bradley speaks,

his voice can be heard and people
listen to what he has to say.

I often get offended with what
Bradley has to say. He is always
talking about sex (which is not
offensive), but whenever he
includes women, he speaks not
only as if he is ignorant and
pathetically minded, but also in a

way that can subordinate or
assault women verbally. Bradley
sexually exploits women. I call him
a "slimy above-the-rim" type of

guy: He says what he has to say.

gets away with the little slurs in

between sentences (that really

show the world what he is made
out of), and then covers up his

offensive remarks by telling a story

of how he cares, or how innocent
hi'- intentions are.

I screamed back at him once. I

told him that since he has the spe-

cial power to scream and be heard
by so many people, he should say

something more joyous, beneficial

or more entertaining. 1 told him that

when he speaks of women in the
way that he does, it is offensive and
intolerable. I told him that he could

be using his voice to benefit and
applaud others, but rather he choos-

es to scream: "Show me your
pierced nipples" or asks "How do
you give oral sex?" He says, "I'll tell

the world what your nipples look
like, they can hear me!"

But is that

Dahlia DeSimone
I what the world

wants to hear?
I Do people want

to hear about
how lacking of education he is? And
do they want to hear that through
the air? Can't Bradley get over the

fact that women have beautiful bod-

ies, and focus more on women who
have beautiful minds: that their

minds should be more focused on
than their bodies and how they can
be used?

But no. Bradley says he has the

freedom of speech and the power
(and talent) to scream. I told him he
was offensive and hurt my feelings,

but there was nothing else for him
to do than in other words say:

"Sorry. It's too bad you feel that

way. but I am going to continue to

be foolish, continue to sexually

exploit women because I feel like

it."

But sorry is not good enough for

me. I said to him: "Why don't you
feel like changing the world for the

better? Why keep pointing and
pushing and prodding the same
place that women have been abused
for all of their lives?" I said, "Why

can't you do something that betters

the world?"

His kind friend answered for him:

"We know we can change the
world, we just choose not to."

(Good answer I thought, in my most
sarcastic mind.)

Bradley will continue talking
about women, degrading them and
being sexually explicit because he
gets joy from it. I get joy from sexu-

al conversation and action too, but I

do not agree with how he treats

women with his words or what he
has to say in general about women
when he screams. It is not only
what Bradley says, but how he says

it. I am sure if he asked a black man
questions like: "Let me see your
freaky afro — and how fast do you
run. anyway?" a lot of people would
get upset.

People tend to notice or recognize

forms of racial degradation before

the degradation of sex. There is

nothing wrong with that, racism
should be shot down, but so should

women's sexual exploitation.

Bradley is offensive and there is

nothing I like about the way he
speaks. He could be better, I

thought. Everyone could be a better

person, as his friend said. "We just

choose not to."

Bradley if you are gonna scream,

then be sure to know that my heart

is screaming back at you. You are

offensive, a fool and a jerk. Stop
getting to know yourself out loud
because it hurts more than it is

annoying, and that's a lot.

Dahlia DeSimone is a UMass stu-

dent.

We encourage our readers to respond to the contents of the Collegian through letters to the
editor.

Letters must be typed, no more than 400 words, and include name, address, and phone
number for confirmation purposes. They can be submitted to Editorial/Opinion Editor, Daily
Collegian, 1 13 Campus Center Basement, UMass Amherst MA 01003, or by email to: let-

ters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu

Letters may be edited for length, clarity, and style.
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Playing devil's advocate

I
was brought up as a Christian,

my whole family is Christian,

and I feel that my family is

good, tolerant and
very understanding
people.

But. what baffles

me is how they
could wind up like

this after going to

the same church all

their lives. I have,

of course, gone to

this church several

times throughout
my life. Most of the

experiences I've had
there consisted of
the preachers or
Sunday school
teachers making us

feel good by telling

us how bad every-

one else is. Now
isn't the point of
Christianity to fol-

low the teachings of

Jesus? I thought ^^^^^^^™
Jesus told us to "love thy neighbor"

or something along those lines.

I understand that there is a noble
purpose behind this. The preachers

want to spread the good word and
help us achieve what they believe is

the only path to salvation. What 1

don't agree with is all of the mud-
slinging that goes on in the
Sanctuary.

Here's a great example of what 1

mean. Last Easter, my mother made
me go to church. When I got there,

the pastor started off the service

with the "roll call in hell." "Great,

this ought to be interesting," I

thought.

The pastor got up and began
with. "Buddha." Someone in the
congregation responded with.
"Here." Next the pastor said.

"Confucius." Again, someone in the

congregation responded with.

Supporting the
alcohol ban
To the Editor:

In the past few days, I have heard
a lot of discussion of the proposed
alcohol ban on campus. Not surpris-

ingly, almost everyone I have spo-

ken to is opposed to it. I have heard

many say that while there is an alco-

hol problem on campus, banning
alcohol altogether is not the solu-

tion.

However, I have not heard one
person propose an alternative. I

believe that the reason that stu-

dents are opposed to this is not
because they think it will be inef-

fective, but because they want to

Why do we (by we, I

mean Christians) feel

the need to put down
everyone else's faith to

make ours look better?

Maybe it's because we
question their own
faith, since sometimes

what our religious

leaders tell us contra-

dicts logic, reason and
common sense.

Chris Sulhamn

"Here." Next came. "Muhammad."
Another person said, "Here."

Next. I heard "Jesus." It was
silent for

awhile, then
someone up
front said, "He
is not here." A
chorus of
Hallelujahs
and Amens
followed.

"Hey, this is

great," I think.

"It's splendid

and all that

Jesus isn't in

hell, but was it

really neces-
sary to say that

all of these

other people
are to show
that he isn't? Imean,
couldn't a

_
simple He is™^^^^aaaaaa^aaaaal risen. He

risen, indeed!' demonstrate that just

as well?"

Why did that pastor feel the need
to say all of the other billions of
people in the world who follow one
of those religions are going to hell?

It seemed to me that they were
behaving like bullies in elementary
school: they were making them-
selves feel better by putting down
everyone else.

Now, I am in no way saying that

these are wicked people or that the

Christian religion is bad. I just think

that along the 'line in history,
Christianity was used for personal
gain countless times and it has seri-

ously damaged the noble purpose of
the founders of the religion. In
other words, the goals of some of
the leaders were selfish ones, and
like a tree, if the root is poisoned, it

will effect every cell in the tree in

Letters to the Editor

some way.

1 firmly believe that Jesus was a

good man, and he had some really

good things to say that help people

out to this day. Whether or not he

was the son of God, I don't know.

But I feel that his teachings could

be used as guidelines for someone's

life. I don't know much about
Confucius, Muhammad or Buddha,
but I'm sure they had a lot of good
things to say, too.

Why do we (by we, I mean
Christians) feel the need to put
down everyone else's faith to make
ours look better? Maybe it's

because we question their own
faith, since sometimes what our reli-

gious leaders tell us contradicts
logic, reason and common sense.

Seeing other faiths slandered helps

us boost our confidence in our own.
I think it's awful that some people

go out and hurt others in the name
of Jesus because I'm sure that's not

what he wanted.

I also think that the whole "roll

call in hell" thing at my local church
was self-righteous hypocrisy and it

disgusted me. It bothers me because
I feel that Jesus' teachings were
meant to help people learn to live

and work together despite their dif-

ferences, not set them against each

other.

It's commonplace to read in the

newspaper about the newest
"enemy" to Christians. These con-

sist of just about everything, like

role playing gamers and card
gamers, television, homosexuals,
animated mice, democrats, etc. I'm

convinced that a lot of these
"Christian" groups are actually just

some guy who wants attention and
power so he uses a name that many
people know and trust to back up
(and hide) his diabolical purpose;
and the name he uses is Jesus
Christ.

Chris Sulham is a UMass student

be able to get drunk, and the
administration is opposed because
they fear a decrease in enrollment
if students are not allowed to
drink.

I think that the proposed ban is

not such a bad thing. The University
would be a much nicer place with-
out thousands of drunk students
spreading the stench of alcohol and
vomit through the campus each
weekend. While the ban might not
be the solution, it would not hurt
anything.

I am not going to kid myself, and
say that the ban would be effective.

How could it be enforced? The reg-

ulations in effect now are much less

stringent, and the University finds
itself unable to enforce them. The
fact of the matter is that the regula-

tions now in effect are sufficient if

only they would be enforced.

Enforcement presents a difficult

problem. In my view, the only way
to effectively enforce any type of

alcohol regulation is to authorize
random searches of students bags
and rooms. This is obviously unac-

ceptable Therefore effective
enforcement is impossible.

I propose that penalties for viola-

tion of alcohol regulations be
increased. While I think that finding

those in violation would be difficult,

at least students would know that

on the chance that they were
caught, they would then be facing

serious consequences.

Justin Rogers

Grayson

Collegian editorials are your chance to be heard. Write aletter to the
editor and drop it off at 1 1 3 Campus Center. We and the rest of the
campus are interested in what you have to say so come on and tell us.
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Friday night at the Bluewalt

By Seemo Gangatirkar
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Clint Eastwood releases live CD based on his movie soundtracks
Grover Washington, Miles Davis, Kenny Barron & Barry Harris featured on jazz albums

Sure, he's been "Dirty Harry." and
he's killed mercilessly in The
Unforgiven, but let's not forget that

Clint Eastwood has a passionate love

for jazz. On the new
Malpaso/Warner
Brothers release

^4n

COURTIiSY DON Hl'NSTKIN

Gil Evans (left) and Miles Davis (right) teamed up on Quiet Night.

Ea st wood
After
Hours: A
Night Of
In:: Live

A t

Carnegie Hall, we
find Eastwood
bringing together

some of the great

names from the

past as well as the

present of jazz.

Eastwood After

Hours collects music on two discs that

have had something to do with
Eastwood's movies. The first track,

properly enough, is •Misty," comfort-

ably done on dueling pianos by veterans

Kenny Barron and Barry Harris. For
those of you not big on film history.

Eastwood's directoral debut in 1971

was titled Play Misty For Me. "Misty"

shows up again on the first disc in a

minimal big- band setting. "Straight,

No Chaser" is not only one of
Thelonious Monk's classic tunes (done

here in a fair performance by loshua

Redman and lames Carter on saxo-

phones), but also the title to Eastwood's

documentary on Monk's life and music.

The cast, which also includes Roy
Hargrove. Clint's bassist

son Kyle.

ChristianBase* Hi*
e>v jo644ua eovp

>
McBride and
Charlie
Parker's old

boss, |ay

McShann run

through other

tunes from
Eastwood's
films Bird,

White Hunter, Black Heart and The
Bridges Of Madison County in arrange-

ments made easy for non-jazz lovers to

follow.

So what if Christmas is still two
months away? I've got a great
Christmas album that would make a

nice gift for jazz buffs who aren't com-
pletely against a little bit of synthesizer

with their music: Grover Washington,

Ir.'s Breath Of Heaven. Washington,
who has long held a reputation as one
of the more funk/R&B-related
jazzmen, has finally lived out his long-

time desire to issue an album tor the

holidays. Lo and behold, it is I success

Despite the fact that Breath Of
Heaven borders on contemporary, or

"Booth.* jazz at times ("1 Wonder As

I Wander" and "The Love In His Infant

Eyes" are tracks that are completely

sacrificed to the Kenny G Gods), the

fact that you can feel the HtWIMN of

most of these tracks (thanks to long-

time jazz producer Rudy Van Geldet

)

leaves it just out of reach of those pesky

elevator-music doldrums.

"The Christmas Waltz" is actually

done acoustically, and "Christmas I ink

Is Here" has real nice melodic variabili-

ty, which "smooth jazz" lacks. The
masterpiece of the disc, is the title

track, with a strong, heartfelt vocal by

Lisa Fischer, and it is very powerful as

an emotional look into the mind of a

poor, pregnant Mary nearing the first

Christmas. It was actually written part-

ly by Amy Grant. Washington plays

endearing soprano sax on that song.

Tune for a big connection: Rudy Van
Gelder also had the job of producing

the latest effort by Ron Carter, long

regarded as one of the greatest jazz

bassists ever. The Bass And I (Blue

Note) is an easy-going result of a

one-day session done in Van Gelder

Studios in New Jersey. With pianist

Stephen Scott, drummer Lewis Nash

and percussionist Stephen Kroon, he

crafts sonic be bop baaed Mngl dial

arc basii. solo palettes and invite the

superb crafts of especially Seott and

Carter. This is not the greatest album

Carter's ever done, but it does show the

spontaneity of imagination that this

musician, who's been on over 1000

jazz albums since the early 60s, is fully

capable of.

One of these albums with Carter

was Mile- Davis' Quiet \ights. record

ed between 1962 and 1963 with help

from the always glorious Gil Evans
Orchestra. This album, recently

re lamed by Legacy as well as othei

Davis/Evans albums like Sketches Of
Spain and Miles Ahead Unlike these

other two albums, Ouiet Nights is see

ing its first time on CD in the U.S. It

was never held in too high regard by

Columbia, de-spite Miles' defence of

the album (read Miles The
Autobiography written with Alex

Haley), but history rules and we now
have these relaxed yet sincere tunes

with ornamental colorings by Gil

Evans' musicians on horns and wood-

winds. The highlights here include

"Once Upon A Summertime," Mile-'

and Gil's previously unreleased com-
position "The Time Of The
Barracudas" and Antonio Carlos

(obim's "Corcovado." Long Live

Miles!

/oshua Boyd is a Collegian columnist
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Bowker Auditorium hosts L.A. guitar quartet tonight
By Bryan Schwartzman
Collegian Staff
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Tonight the Los Angeles Guitar

Quartet will bring to Bowker
Auditorium their innovative brand of

classical guitar. Recognized as one of the

premier chamber groups emerging from

the west coast, they will be performing

as part of the Fine Arts Center Series.

The Los Angeles Guitar Quarter
(LAGQ) draws from multiple musical

traditions: baroque. Afro-Mexican
Dances, and rock-and-roll. The LAGQ's

eclectic influences combined with their

dislike of traditional classical formalities,

such as the tuxedo, make for a unique

concert going experience.

"We try to be ourselves as much as

possible." said group member Andrew
York.

"The tux is a uniform which implies

not only a separation from the audience

but that you're colorless — just a vehicle

for the music." York said.

York is a guitarist/composer whose
music has been recotded by musicians

such as |ohn Williams and Christopher

Parkening. Three of his songs appear on

the group's latest release Labyrinth, on

Delos records.

The group's other members are: Scott

Tennant. William Kanegiser. and lohn

Dearman. Tennant. who is originally

from Detroit, was the winner of the

Tokyo International Competition in

1989. He is also the author of a book

about the intricacies of technical guitar

called Pumping Nylon.

Kanegiser has established himself as a

soloist and recording artist. He is a facul-

ty member at the University of Southern

California. Dearman. who is from
Minneapolis, is versatile in a variety of

styles including bluegrass. samba, data
cal and flamenco.

The performance tonight will include

the groups transcriptions from /:'/ Amor
Brujo (Love the Musician) bv Manuel de

Falla (1876-1946.) LAGQ will perform

two sections entitled Latin quarter and

World Tour. These pieces are Inspired by

the musical vibrations of Latin America

and Africa. The performance will con-

clude with a Suit from Carmen bv

George Bizet (1838-1875.)

1-800-234-7007
http://wvvw.endlesssummertours.com
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Women s Issues
Thursday, October 23, 1997

Day of action has its fifth year
By Laura Barcella

Collegian Staff

Today is the fifth annual National Young Women's
Day of Action, a grassroots campaign organized by
and for young women. It is a way for young women
all across the country to speak out and take action on
the issues affecting their live-.

The campaign is sponsored by the Civil Liberties
and Public Policy Program at Hampshire College,
which promotes the leadership and agendas of young
women using strategies of grassroots design while
affecting a national scope.

Today, young women at over 300 colleges, universi-

ties, high schools and community groups will focus
national attention on women's reproductive rights.

Across the country, events will occur to spotlight

access to abortion for all women, but particularly for

low-income and young women.
[{Hen Donoghue, the UMass representative organiz-

er for today's Day of Action events in Amherst, hopes
to see a sense of cohesiveness among the women at all

live colleges as a result of today's activities. She
believes that the Day of Action is crucwl because "it's

important to know that these issues are out there and
that women are suffering every day."

Donoghue also extends her gratitude to "all the

people at UMass who have helped... but a lot of peo-

ple are hiding their faces from these issues, and I

invite them to get involved. You can't ignore (these

issues]."

Activists will speak out about issues that affect

reproductive and sexual freedom in their communi-
ties, including welfare and immigration reform, ethnic

and racial justice, lesbian/gay/bisexual/transgender

rights, health and child care, education, violence, and

jobs. One of the goals 'of the Day of Action is to con-

nect all of these issues and create a network of

empowered young women.
In 1996, over 250 campuses and communities par-

ticipated in the Day of Action. There were
speak-outs, rallies, voter registrations, panel discus-

sions, video screenings, guerilla theater, and mural

and collage-making.

The Day of Action commemorates the death of

Rosie Jimenez, the first young woman known to die

from an illegal abortion after Congress passed the

Hyde Amendment denying federal Medicaid funding

for abortions.

limenez died on October 3. 1977, in a hospital in

Texas where she was brought following an illegal,

back-alley abortion. An unsterilized folley catheter (a

long rubber tube) had been used by the abortionist.

Within 24 hours, she had contracted an infection sim-

ilar to tetanus which led to her death.

The Hyde Amendment is still in effect today. After

the elimination of federal funding for abortion, most

states adopted similar restrictions. Today only 12

states fund abortions. This threatens the lives of many
women, particularly low-income women, young
women, and women of color. The number of women
seeking illegal and self- induced abortions has

increased, resulting in many unnecessary deaths.

Today's local events will begin at 4 p.m. at Amherst

Common. There will be a march, rally, candlelight

vigil, speakers, feminist music, tabling, and direct

action planning. The march will be led by a group of

fire eaters in the tradition of the Lesbian Avengers,

who eat fire as a symbol of internalizing power and

strength.

Returning "heaven" to her rightful place

Warning signs of domestic violence

Susan Nickersoit

The number one reason for women
visiting emergency rooms in America

is because Of beatings by their inti-

mate partners. That's more beatings

than auto accidents, muggings or sex-

ual assaults

Domestic violence transcends all

lines - despite edu-

cation, race, class or

gender, it can happen
to any of us. in any

type of relationship.

Many people wonder why women
stay in abusive relationships. The
unfortunate truth is that sometimes
women do not realize they are being

abused until it is too late. This is

because often physical abuse is the

only type of abuse we are taught to

recognize. Yet there are sexual, emo-

tional, verbal and psychological types

of abuse, many of which can lead to

physical abuse.

How can we spot the warning signs

of a potentially abusive relationship?

lodi Smith, Program Director at the

YWCA in Springfield, and Rachel

Thorburn, Assistant Director at the

Kverywomen's Center, have advice on

how to recognize and avoid the pat-

terns of future unhealthy relation-

ships.

The following behaviors are precur-

sors to physical abuse. The more signs

abusers display, the more likely the

abuse will become physical. Though
in these examples the abuser will be

referred to as "he" and the victim as

"she." please remember that abuse

can happen to either partner in any

type of intimate relationship.

Power and control are the founda-

tions cif abuse. Although we tend to

dismiss an abuser as mentally ill. he is

usually not. Abusers often know
exactly what they are doing. They may

court their victims when at their low-

est points. An abuser may appear very

sweet and loving, proclaiming undy-

ing love and devotion. He will pres-

sure his partner to commit to the rela-

tionship in such a way that later the

woman may feel guilty if she wants to

slow down involvement or break

away completely.

jealousy is another telltale warning

sign. At the beginning of a relation-

ship, abusers often claim that their

jealousy is a sign of love. However,
jealousy has nothing to do with love:

it is a sign of possessiveness and a

lack of trust. An abusive person will

question his partner about who she

talks to and spends
time with. He might

also accuse his partner

of flirting, and be jeal-

ous of time spent with friends, family

or children.

Another sign to be wary of is con-

trolling behavior, An abusive person

will often try to tell his partner what

to wear, who she can/cannot spend

time with and make hU. panrvstUawl

guilty if she doesn't spend all her time

with the abuser. This form of control

leads to isolation from family and
friends. By the time the victim realizes

she is stuck in an unhealthy relation-

ship, she may find herself alienated

and alone. When this alienation

occurs, she may decide to stay in the

relationship because she feels her

partner is the only one who cares for

her.

Manipulation — An abusive per-

son often causes his victim to ques-

tion herself. The abuser also under-

mines his partner's intelligence by

playing mind games. He might say

things like. "You're crazy, 1 never did

that." Constant insults and mind
games chip away at the victim's

self-esteem.

Unrealistic expectations — An
abuser will often expect his partner to

meet all of his needs and to be the

perfect girlfriend, mother, lover or

friend. He may say things like. "If

you love me, I'm all you need and

you're all 1 need." He might try to

make her feel guilty if she pursues

interests of her own rather than being

constantly there to fulfill his needs.

Hypersensitivity — An abusive per-

son is easily insulted, claiming hurt

feelings rather than accepting respon-

sibility for his rage. He may have sud-

den mood swings, which makes the

victim feel that she has to overacco-

modate her partner to avoid con-

frontation.

Sexual abuse — Sexual abuse is so

common, most people consider it nor-

mal. An abuser shows little concern

for the victim's interest (or disinter-

est) in sex and may sulk or act angry

to manipulate her into compliance.

He may try to force sex when she is ill

or tired, or try to have sex with her

while she is sleeping.

Although most perpetrators are

men and victims/survivors are

women, gay and lesbian relationships

can become violent as well. So what

will stop the violence? We need
tougher laws for batterers and
increased awareness in schools.

Restraining orders are merely pieces

of paper and «ven.it violated,, pei'pc

traiors rarely Face the 2.5 year i.iil

term.

ludges may or may not be sympa-

thetic towards the victim. He might

see her as just another number. Even

women judges can be harsh, thinking

the victim brought it on herself or

didn't fight back enough.

To increase awareness in schools,

the YWCA teaches workshops in

junior high schools. The workshops
teach how to respect one another in

relationships, as well as what is accept-

able behavior in healthy relationships.

The media needs to tone down, if

not completely rethink, the message

that two is better than one. Amongst
all the societal pressure, some women
still feel like the oddball for not hav-

ing a boyfriend or girlfriend. People

involved in abusive relationships will

rely too deeply upon one another if

they do not learn to first resolve their

personal issues.

Support groups for women and
batterers can sometimes be a lifelong

commitment. The Everywoman's
Center offers support groups for

women and a 24-hour crisis botline

(413- 545-0800). They are in need of

more women of color and bilingual

women volunteers. The Men's
Resource Center in downtown
Amherst has support groups for bat-

terers and fathers. After all. this is not

just a women's issue.

Susan Nickerson is a Collegian cor-

respondent.

Why I will participate in the Day of Action

Megan Clarke

I got involved in the National Young Women's Day of

Action for one reason. I am a young woman and I want to

show my support for the women who have suffered acts

of injustice and disrespect. I believe that

women should have the same opportuni-

ties ;,s men.

I went to the first Day of Action meet-

ing with no previous knowledge of what the day means or

how it was developed. I left the meeting full of new infor-

mation, and with a scared feeling. I wasn't scared of the

people at the meeting or what the day represents. I was

seated because of the information I had learned. I had

raid statistica on domestic abuse, illegal abortions and

alarming health statistics all linked to being a woman.

We. as women, are obviously different from men in

both physical and emotional characteristics. The problems

I am having are due to the fact that I am a woman.
Physically. I am not as strong as most men. 1 am a target

for rape and abuse because I might be unable to fight off

an attacker.

Women may think differently than men. We are often

considered to be more emotional than men generally are. I

am being persecuted because I feel too much. That's why

the public believes it would not be a good idea for a

woman to be president — because she "couldn't handle

it." People in powerful positions are afraid to let women

in because they fear we won't be able to "handle it."

What I ask is for those "people of power" to give us a

chance We will surely surprise some people. When will

America wake up to the fact that we are all

human? Race, sex, social status and physi-

cal characteristics are truly not what mat-

ters in a person.

Today. National Young Women's Day of Action. I ask for

respect. With respect there can be no prejudices. Men, do

not regard women as sexual objects or your inferiors.

Women, do not regard men as "the enemy." They are our

equals. To the world, open your ears and let our voices be

heard.

Life would cease to exist without women. Respect us.

Treat us as your equals.

Look 10 the women in the political world and ask them

to protect the women of the future. Look for people who
are not respecting women — do not look away. Do some-

thing. Say something.

Crimes against women can't go on any longer. Both

men and women must be aware of the inequalities women
still face. Both sexes must cooperate to eliminate the prob-

lem. Look beyond our physical characteristics and into

our minds.

Megan Clarke is a UMass student.
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CALL FOR WRITERS!
A* the Women's Issues editor at The Collegian, I want to open up this space for your contributions — thoughts, ques-

tions, ideas, editorials, articles, reviews. I want this page to be entertaining and witty as well as informative, so I invite

all lypes of submissions Drop by the Collegian office in the Campus Center basement, or send em to: Laura Barcella.

Women's issues Editor. Tlie Daily Collegian, 1 13 Campus Center Basement.

Once again, the call is sounded.
The call for the unification and
upliftment of the Black Diaspora
resounds across the land. In March
1995, over a million black men
answered the call and reputed to the

world that the black man would not

cower nor submit to the oppression

of his circumstance. On this day,

high astride the pillars of atonement,

reconciliation, and responsibility,

black men laid the

foundation of their

own salvation as well

as that of the world.

Many would question the longevi-

ty of the day. Deserters and detrac-

tors would profess the day as folly.

Still others would have the world
believe that the status quo remains

unaffected by the Million Man
March. However, those touched by

the spirit of the day are still moved,
as quietly with each passing moment
the seeds of revolution are being

sown. No longer shackled to white

definition, we will allow time and
"our story" to document the true

magnitude of this unprecedented his-

torical event.

Eyes once opened will never close.

Now the call moves the black
woman into the forefront of our
quest. Crucial to every advancement

of the Black Diaspora, the black

woman prepares for her second
march in just over two years.

However, do not be fooled or let oth-

ers convince you that either march is

gender specific. We must all remain

cognizant of the fact that the Million

Man and Million Woman March can-

not be separated. They are just two
phases of a march that descends into

the depths of the antiquity of time.

The past, present and future of

the Black Diaspora is woven from
hands of all her children. The black

man and black woman are in fact

one in the same — the black family.

lust as only a woman can unveil to a

girl the mysteries of womanhood, so

it is that only a man can guide a boy

into his manhood. These are two
processes that yield one end. the

black family. Each is as necessary to

our people as nourishment and air

are to the body.

To put our houses in order, men

James Callahan III

and women both must address their

individual contributions to our pre-

sent plight, and the path of its subse-

quent resolution. This is the justifica-

tion of the two marches and the

necessity of the two forums.
However, brothers and sisters,

wolves often come knocking in

sheep's clothing. We must be
extremely wary of those who raise

sexism and diminish racism in either

of the marches'
agendas. One must
ask, what is their

intent? Those who
would advocate for the separation of

the black man and black woman cer-

tainly are doing so for the promotion

of their own agendas and not ours.

What is the cost of this deception?

The price is the destruction of the

Black Diaspora.

From the greatness that we once
arose so shall we again return.

Each individual life is but a brick

in the road of our journey through

the millennia. We cannot afford to

ever lose sight that the life of every

individual changes our course. One
can move the whole in a positive

direction or a detrimental one. This

direction is found only given one's

orientation. Where one goes is

dependent on what is guiding
them. As Minister Louis Farrakan

recited, "He who determines the

radius of your understanding, con-

trols the circumference of your
existence!"

In order for us to survive we must
elevate the black woman back to

original status. For far too long the

black woman has been revered for

her unequal resolve in withstanding

the onslaught of oppression, while

raising our children, heading our
households, and nurturing our peo-

ple. However, there is nothing regal

about the black woman's position,

nor is there anything noble about her

suffrage. Her oppression has been,

and continues to be, delivered by

both the oppressors of our people

and black males. Black males who
fail to become black men serve as

the enemy within, and maintain the

mentality that will only foster our

own genocide.

We must heed the whispers of our

ancestors crying for us to return to

the teaching of our original belief

systems. We must reject the patriar-

chal madness of our oppressor and
reinstate the black woman as queen
and mother of the universe. That
which was stolen from us included

our understanding of man and
woman. Truly, there is no man with-

out woman. Our Afrikan ancestors

explained the universe in terms of

man and woman. The earth was rep-

resented by man or the god Gar, and
the heavens by woman or the god-

dess Nu. They understood that just

as the heavens (Nu) produced the

sun, woman produces her son. The
woman was held above all others as

the bearer of all life, ascending to the

status of the heavens.

Where others, drowning in mascu-
line inferiority and paranoid hatred

of women, would have us believe

that woman was bom of the rib of a

man, our ancestors knew that one
could not separate the concepts of

man and woman. The original cre-

ation story included the deity pair,

the god Asaru and the great goddess

Auset (mother of the original immac-
ulate conception).

We may say we love our black
women. We may wear our ankhs not

knowing that they represent her —
mother to every child and life. Even

if we recognize that this symbol
gains its form from the woman's
reproductive system, all this is mean-
ingless if we continue to destroy the

black woman.
The beginning of change starts

with new vision. In this season of

atonement, 1 beseech every brother

to manifest on a higher ground and

work earnestly to view our sisters for

what they truly are — the breath and
depth of the universe. For the sisters

journeying to the Million Woman
March, I hope they return with four

things: a clear understanding of their

true magnificence as women; the

vision to manifest as the women they

all shall be: the wisdom to hold black

males accountable for our transgres-

sions; and the strength to preserve in

these times of strife.

Hotep^—Peace.

lames E. Callahan III is a UMass
graduate student.

UM student acts in NoHo film
By Kelly Parent

Collegian Correspondent

The psychological thriller In Dreams, being filmed by

director Neil lordan (The Crying Game, Interview with

the Vampire) in Northampton, is making stars of locals

as they gain their five minutes of fame which could pro-

pel them into major parts in the future.

"You have to get a part in a major movie first and

then you can become a Screen Actors Guild member.

Next time another major movie comes into town, they

have these Guild members' names and phone numbers

to call when they need actors," said Amy Summers, a

29-year-old. non-traditional Women's Studies major at

the University of Massachusetts who will soon become

a Guild member.
"It's just a small part, really. The costume and make-

up is fun, but it's by no means glamorous," Summers
said about her role in the film.

Summers portrays a mental patient in the movie, and

filming takes place at the Northampton State Hospital.

Summers does not consider this locale to be one of the

perks of the job.

"The hospital itself is eerie inside, and there is a lot of

intense energy. They put grease in my hair and dirty

clothes on me and braided my hair to make it look kind

of wild. You probably won't even recognize me,"

Summers said with a laugh.

As for celebrities starring in the film, Summers has

met a few.

"I have a scene with Annette Bening, she is really

nice. I met Aidan Quinn, he's really cute. Robert

Downey Jr. should be coming next week to start shoot-

ing." she said.

Summers has been acting since childhood, when she

appeared on "Romper Room." Luckily not forced into

acting by stage parents, she decided to do it on he-

own, and it is something she seems to be succeeding in.

Summers has been involved in many acting projects

over the years, including one called "Barebones
Theater," in which theater was used to educate people

about forms of oppression such as racism and
anti-Semitism.

Summers' goal in acting is "to help bring a medium
to people that helps them access their feelings, [and

which] hones authentic performance."

As well as acting, she teaches workshops on women's

empowerment, stress management, meditation and con-

scious communication.

"My focus is on self-awareness, and theater is excel

lent to help process emotions and to help encourage

others to reflect on their own emotions, hopefully

bringing more clarity of insight about their lives,"

Summers said.

Prof, gives lecture on women & sex

By Jason Eiseman

Collegian Correspondent

Joyce A. Berkman. professor of his-

tory at the University of

Massachusetts, spoke about female

sexuality in Victorian America in a

lecture at the lones Library in

Amherst on Tuesday night.

Emily Bleeds: Female Sexuality in

Victorian America was the title of the

lecture, in reference to Emily
Dickinson, famed poet and resident

of Victorian Amherst.

Berkman concentrated the lecture

on views of female puberty and men-

struation, hence the title Emily
Bleeds.

"She had a female, sexed body. She

bleeds when she menstruates," said

Berkman about the poet.

In a famous essay called "Sex and

Education." Edward H. Clark stated

that women could not manage both

school and their reproductive organs

at the same time, and this conflict

would lead to illness. According to

Berkman. this was the popular view

of the time, and may be the reason

that Dickinson left Mt. Holyoke
College in 1 848 after several bouts of

the flu.

"Male anxiety contaminated
research of the very best and not so

good scientists," Berkman said. She

also said that in colonial America,

female nature was defined by the

Bible, clergy, midwives and families.

In Victorian America, said

Berkman. this role was overtaken by

scientists, who set out to prove that

men were superior to women.
"She reigns in the heart; she has a

head too small for intellect and just

big enough for love," said Berkman
of women, quoting a male gynecolo-

gist from 1847.

According to Berkman. scientists

conducted skull and face studies on

women, deducing that women had

"smaller and lighter brains." She also

said that scientists believed that

men's blood was more vigorous,

"denser, redder."

According to Berkman, embryolo-

gists of the time believed that female

embryos stopped developing earlier

than male embryos. One scientist

described a woman as "an arrested

male."

Berkman stated that scientists

believed that women would stagnate

at puberty, and afterwards did not

develop as quickly as males.

She stated that scientists who stud-

ied cell structure said that sperm
were "catabolic." active and aggres-

sive, compared to the inactive egg.

Berkman asserted that even
Darwin tried to prove man's superi-

ority. According to Berkman, Darwin

said that men attain higher eminence

in whatever they take up.

"There are no women of genius,

women of genius are men," Berkman
said, quoting a prominent historian

of the Victorian era.

She said that many men of the time

believed that menstruation was dan-

gerous evidence of uterine disease, or

else a safety valve for women's erotic

appetite. According to Berkman,
some scientists even believed that the

menstrual bleeding of white women
was superior to that of African-

American women.
Berkman said that many girls were

terrified of their first periods, and

they could be quite traumatic for sex-

ually ignorant or innocent children.

She also stated that the bulky skirts

of the time were meant to conceal

menstruation

Poetry Reading
Gail Thomas, a resident of Shutesbury for 15 years, will be reading from her new book of poems

Finding the Bear The reading will take place at Food for Thought Books, 106 N. Pleasant Street, Amherst

on November 1 5. 1997. A reception and book signing will follow.
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Hooverphonic upstages Apple
By Marty Keanu
Collegian Staff

CHRISTOPHER CF.SNEK COLLICIAN

Fiona Apple gave a lackluster performance at John M. Greene Hall in Northampton Tuesday night.

FIONA APPLE / HOOVERPHONIC
John M. Greene Hall

Oct. 21

NORTHAMPTON It mi a night of polar oppo-

site^, to put it mildly.

On Tueida) evening at Smith College's lohn M.

Greene Hall, MTV'i IW Newcomer of the Near Fiona

Apple tried just l little too hard 10 sell her angry young

woman gimmick in a performance overwrought with a

"woe is me" comportment that is Increasing!) becoming

blase. Disappointingly, this purging of adolescent fears

also left little to the Imagination.

I ike a naive poker player, Apple unwisely played out

her hand early, which left her holding nothing but her

head in her hands by night's end. The end result was evi-

dent in the mystified expressions on the faces of the

audience — mostly middle-aged women who sat in

polite silence throughout much of 19-year-old's painful-

ly ordinary 85-minute -Tiow.

Apple has been hogging the musical spotlight lately^

having recently had her pouty mug splashed across the

cover of both Spin and Alternative Press, as well as gar-

nering a plum slot on this past summer's l.ilith Fair. Her

debut album Tidal has recently been certified gold (with

sales of over 500,000 units) thanks to the success of two

singles and the accompanying video clips in which she

preens around in next to nothing.

As one of the many female artists riding Alanis

Morrisette's coattails on the road to pseudo-stardom,

Apple is undoubtedly the beneficiary of being the right

"face" in the right place at the right time, whether talent-

ed or not.

Apple has borne the brunt of a good deal of criticism

for her live shows, with many raising complaints about

her lack of charisma and stage presence. Still. Apple has

taken marked strides towards improving this and she

stepped out from behind the keys of her piano more

often than on previous tours — an approach that gave

the performance a much-needed visual focui

Battling a cold and with a sore throat (as well as a hor-

rendous sound system). Apple at least appeared to be-

having a good time, accepting flowers and engaging In

charming audience banter.

Twa" interesting then to see the sullen, dour look that

Apple exhibited during each song through her oh so planed

facial contortions. This overly theatrical approach onlv

served to prove the lie she lives. Folks, the cat k, out ol the

bag— it's all an act, and a poorly contrived one at that.

Clearly though, this winsome irony is not lost on her.

As she introduced a limmy Cliff cover, she said "because

this song isn't mine, it'll be fun to sing. At least she has

a sense of humor. .... .

On a few numbers though. Apple shined brighter than

the gloss on a freshly waxed red delicious.

"Shadowboxer" was a rare moment ol musical restraint,

wisely keeping her vocal tantrums to a minimum while

showcasing her anonymous backing band's melodic

strengths. "Criminal" conjured up an ominous sound-

scape through some interesting interplay between

Apple's piano and an eery organ.

Belgium's Hooverphonic provided the perfect antithet-

ic to Apple's over-the-top vituperations with a smart set

of songs culled from their debut release, the excellent A

Sew Stereophonic Sound Spectacular.

According to bassist and co-founder Alex Callier (who

resembles a hilarious combination of Buddy Holly s

charming geekiness and Elvis Presley's charisma)

Hooverphonic are "a blend of Massive Attack and

American Music Club." which serves as the creative

impetus for some invigorating and thoroughly original

material.
.

They created a winning recipe of aural intoxication

Tuesdav night, delicately weaving Geike Arnaert's lush

vocals with melancholic layered beats and archetypical

sonic textures. Songs such as "Revolver" and the bril-

liant first single "2Wicky" (a track Callier says was

inspired by Portishead) took on a life all their own in the

live environment.

For a band on their first-ever American tour.

Hooverphonic showed considerable promise.

Unfortunately, the same cannot be said for Apple, who

showed little to disprove the notion that she is anything

more than a one trick pony.

The Arts & Living desk is always looking for new writers to cover

books, music, arts and more. If you're Interested, come and talk

to Seema Gangatirkar, Arts & Living Editor or call 545-1491.
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Campus Activities presents

SOMETHING EVERY FRIDAY Do You Know a

Professor
or

Teaching Assistant / Associate

who is an Outstanding Teacher and Deserves

RECOGNITION?

BLUEWALL CAFE
8:00PM

Friday, October 24, 1997

Movie: "CONTACT' to follow performance @ 9:30PM

"CONTACT" Featuring: Jodie Foster, Matthew

McConaughey, and James Woods will also be shown on

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 26 at 8 & 10PM in the Campus

Center Auditorium.

Visit our web site:

Http://www.umass.edu/campact/events/sef.htm

Sponsored by Campus Activities through a Grant from the UMASS Auxiliary Services and the

Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs

If so, then submit a sisned nomination tellins us why you think

he or she should receive a

Distinguished Teaching Award!

Deadline: Friday, October 31, 1997

Alumni and Current Undergraduate or

Graduate Students may

Submit Nominations

Nomination forms can be picked up at the Provost's Office, 362 Whitmore

Send your nomination to:

Distinguished Teaching Award Committee

Office of the Provost, 362 Whitmore

545-2328 (fax)

Questions7

Contact Nancy Kahn at 545-2554 or nmkahn@provost.umass.edu

Liefeld claims dubious trial victory
Hej |M| welcome to mothci Foui

Commentary, your week!) fix I new, a-vicw-. nd opfa

ion of the world of graphic IheretaM I've ken receivmj
some great I iiuiiK on the column, so obviously vou guys

like whai you're reeding I II do ht) «t rl ,,t

your Mfgeitioni Into Future m—^—^——^—
columns, and please continue to ^^^^^^^^j?

t
>

write meal Scribe 1974*)ad.coni ^^^^^J*j*^'
Quick. vhel doei

K-l-G-H-T-l-N t. \ M I R-M \ N spell? Well, it

you're Rob Liefeld, n spells I \ U S I | | Vou tee,

ihorth after betas, fired From Marvel last Spring alter

turning n lb terribly written and poorly drawn "Heron
Reborn" Captain imerka comics, Liefeld retaliated b\

olcmj i comic book called lanr. \mttka Eu Iris new

comic book company, Awesome Entertainment It aw
dca tijilu awe) from the two page promotional art that

theie was going to DC legal trouble loi Liefeld and lot- ol

it. Agent America w,i- carbon cop) ol Marvel's Captain

America. The hero wore red white and blue, carried a

-tar spangled shield, had a bouncj young sidekick, an

arch-enemy with a -kull For a lace, and bore dozen- ol

other similarities to the datfk |oc Simon/lack Kirby cre-

ation land UefeU'i cancelled interpretation- of him). It

-eciu- Rob wa- intent on finishing the stories he started on

Captain Kmerica, whether he had the character or not

Weeks later, liefeld retracted this solicitation and ditched

Agent America sft« acquiring the right! to the Fighting

Amman, another freedom- lighting hero created bv lack

Kirby in the I940's (This, I'm convinced, ha- caused the

late kirhv to -pin right out ol his coffin). When l.ieleld

changed the I ighling American - costume and gave him a

round shield, a boiiflc) young female sidekick, etc...

i-ound familiar'.' I, Marvel immediately went into action

and filed a lawsuit against Awe-omc I nteriainmenl to halt

publication of what a Marvel Pies- release called

"Awesome's particular rendition ol Fighting American,

whieh seem- to have drawn far more inspiration from

Captain America than from it- purported source.' Aftet i

battle in court, a I S district court judge ruled on Aug.

20. that it Awesome Entertainment swore an affidavit to

make changes in it- rendition of Fighting American, the

Court would not Stop publication of the -eric-. The court

ruled that Liefeld must make changes to the gloves and

boots, and they the passed a stipulation preventing the

character from throwing his eirculai -hielcl. Not surpri--

ingly. both side- claimed victories, with liefeld gloating.

"1 couldn't be happier We appreciate the court- ruling.

We keep the -lucid, the eagle on the head, the red

white-and-blue. We're thrilled we emerged victorious." In

my opinion, the only thing Rob won here was the right to

improv

artcr

make a complete ass out ol himsell on thi- embairass

incut l.ieleld is the comic industry > mo-t overrated

non talent, turning every comic he gets his hands on into

a collection of horribly drawn splash pages Idled with

grotesquely misproportioned beroe- gritting their teeth

mmmmmmmmmmmm and towering oyer scantily clad

females with mammoth brea-l-.

^^___ three inch waittt, and legs

stretching onto the next page lu-i

how had is Rob l.ieleld? Well, he managed to get him-ell

fired from the company he founded with |im Lee and

Todd MacFarlane. Image Comics. Ponder that for a

minute

Image Comics.

Now what doe- that tell you about his talent? (Okay,

perhap- I'm being unlau here Not ever) Image comic is a

-tudy in StyJe-OVCt substance. Alter all. they do publish

hlru City and St/HHfiri m Paradise). I'm just happy lo

see that alter an early rise to mega-stardom in comkt

(remember K-ForceuuA that Levi's commercial?), people

are starting to realize what an atrocious comics creator

Rob I icleld really il.

It's only a matter ol time now before bis Awesome

company lolds under like a carnival tent, and he's forced

to come crawling back to Marvel lor Freelance work.

That's not so "awesome.'' is it Rob?

Only room lor one review this week:

( niimited Aecess #1 (DC and Marvel. $2.99) Writer:

Karl Kesel. Artist: Pat Ollille

.Somebody please stop thi-. Marvel and DC are spinning

OUl ol control with these constant and pointle-s crossovers.

Il used lo be that Marvel and DC heroes running Inl

other was an impossibility, and aside from a lew special- in

the late 70'- early 80's, crossovers between the two rival

publisher- were unheard of. The \lanvl Vi DC mini-erie-

in 1995 changed all that however, and now chat

from both worlds can't seem to brush their teeth without

bumping inioone another. It's all thanks to Access. Marvel

and IX"s walking lax loophole. I charactei owned bv both

companies who serves as the "cosmic hall monitor." Access

is responsibility of making -tire that the characters remain

in their proper universe-. Obviously, for the sake ol

over -tory revenue, he isn't very good at it.

In Unlimited Access, he gets lost in time Irving lo keep

characters like Spider-Man. Wonder Woman. The Hulk,

and Green Lantern in their proper places and time peri-

ods. He fail-, ol course, and many meaningless battle

scenes ensue. There's a nice surprise ending in this first

issue however, that gives me hope this niini-eiics will turn

into something worth reading. C

left Carter is a I mass student.

continued from page 5

about 200.

Mission: Improvable also has regulars "who
conic religiously." Krebs -aid. "|Thc regulars] are

ecstatic about the show."

Most popular things have a gimmick and
\li-sion: Improvable ha- a trademark one of its

own audience participation.

The group's show involves several different

skits over the course of the evening. Each skit Of

game is different front the one proceeding it.

"No game plays on the same idea." krehs said.

An example of a skit would be "Party Quirk*"

— a game in which there are three guests at a

parly and the audience assign- sonic -oil ol quirk

to the guests, then the host has to guess what the

quirks are thmugbf-fS-fesV Vthci skits like

IrenajWt*: 'The MjflsWlJ |T ! I Hi 'IM

Murder" also grow out 0^0.11101^' feedback.

Because of the audience's input. D'Ambto-io

said, "It's never the same show; you sec some-

thing different levery week]. You can rehearse

until you're blue in the lace, but the performance

is what counts."

The audience's reaction in shows of this type is

extremely vital and can determine how the -how

will progress through the evening.

"The biggest challenge is the audience." krehs

-aid. TTTicyl can make or break the show."

D'Ambrosio agrees, describing the perfect

audience as "the audience which is willing to see

anything and everything and assume nothing."

Mission: Improvable was formed in 1989 and

until last spring, the group primarily did spot

-hows. Last spring, Krebs began the Saturday

night performances and the shows have -tailed to

catch on in a big way

.

"lasi >cine»tt:r it wan just catching on," krebs

sj»ssmifliaailia«ilniassiiai»li imiil In h greats*

Mission: Improvable nil! hold a improvisation-

al workshop tonight in Campus (enter room 163

from 8-10 p.m. The workshop is free and avail-

able to all levels.

The Amoroo*

BoyW?

A local place for music to grow
By Bethany Jones

Collegian Correipondent

AMHKRST — In downtown Amherst, pul-

-aling sound- from a new -tore arc cau-ing

head- lo turn, with people wondering what is

going Otl up-laii-

I he Grow room, located in the Carriage

Shop- on North Pleasant Street, with il- s|x.vial

t\ music, funky deCOl and young ownership is

unlike any record Store in the area

\K friend- and I were tired of driving to

Boston and \evv York to gel record-. We saw

increasing popularity In electronic dance music

ill the Five College area and agreed there needed

to be a techno/hip hop record -tore here," said

lohnny Lobello, one of the owners. LobeDo i-

iiom Queens, NY.
Lobello and his friends, Andrew Bousquet and

Hrian Parsons, stalled winking hard and taking

out loans last December lo open the store.

Lobello alone worked three jobs and many

hours

"We searched for other partners but no one

wa- willing lo put their money where their

moth wa- and invest. However, we did realize

we desperately needed an accountant. We per-

suaded on ol our most intelligent friends.

Sarah Drost to join the ownership." Lobello

said. Drost is a junior small busine-- manage-

ment major ai the University of

Massachusetts.

The Store has been open since Aug. 2t and

they admit that opening and maintaining the -tote-

has been stressful, especially since they have no

prior experience in business management.

"We didn't open thi- -tore lo be cool. This is

real and a never-ending commitment that a lot

of people don't understand." Lobello said.

The four owners hope to get more people

interested in electronic music and educate peo-

ple to the fact that there are well over 50 genres

of electronic music. The -tore'- name reflects

their desire to -ee this mu-ic scene grow.

"Thi- music can bring all cultures together. It

is rhythms and feelings. We want to break down
the stereotypes and help owner- see that you

don't have to wear haggrv jeans to listen to tech-

no." Lobello said. The owners want to make
clear lhal they are doing this for the music

aspect of the culture onlv and are disturbed by

the stereotypes that go along with the music.

"The drug abuse and the altitudes of the

close-minded people dressing like open-mind-

ed people is cau-ing negative reactions to the

mu-ic. Some people go over board with it."

I obello said.

The store spread- into three looms and in

addition to record-, -ell- clothing and accessories

in one roan and skateboard! and snowbossda in

another. Steve liovd a re-idenl of the area for 12

sears, rents out the room to sell board-.

"When they asked me if I wanted to sublet

the space, it was just lex.) good ol a deal to pass

up. I was excited about us being pioneers for a

shop with music and boards," I lovd s ;l id.

liovd has been snow handing and skateboard-

ing lot 12 veais and has been interested in the

music industry tor seven years, I le -ays lhal often

the same crowd which likes electronic mu-ic.

also likes -now hoarding and -kateboarding.

Floyd hopes thai the Btore will bring more

attention to Amherst's lack of funding for a

place to skateboard.

"Amherst is hurting when it comes to skating

because there is no park. The only place to go is

UMass," Floyd said.

Customers agree that thi- tvpc of store is long

overdue.

"Since I heard of it- existence, I have come

here everyday. It is different from other record

-lore- because it ha- -peeialty music," said

Steve Porter, a customer from Amher-t.

"1 like the wall-, said Lucy Fckert of

Belchertown, referring to the spray-painted

"graf art." One painting near the door depicts a

D) with brown dread k>cks, one hand spinning

a record and the other on a the mixer, sitting on

top of a city full of blues and grays. He is

dressed in contemporary clothes and is feeling

the music through his earphone-

"I feel comfortable and I look forward to

coming here.'' Fckert said. "It's not like other

-tore- in the area where you feel like people are

breathing down your neck."

The owner- would like to see more people

re-ponding this way and v i-iling the store.

"Business is more mediocre, hut getting better.

We need belter advertising and business from

people outside of Amhct-t. In addition, we are

still figuring out how to be organized and run the

-tore." Lobello said. He urged people who don't

know about the scene check out the -tore

Ix'cau-e the owners arc eager lo educate people.

So the next time you are going down to

Amherst to grab a slice ol pizza or have some

coffee, why not take a visit to the Growroom?
The music mav just grow on vou too.

You too can write for

Arts, you just need
to say "please"

Friday
continued from page 5

minute-. Around 4:30 p.m.. there is a screen-

ing ol a mo\ ie.

While the movies screened have already

enjoyed a theatrical release. Tolson works

hard tin gelling the latest movies. For exam-

ple, upcoming movies include Men In Mack
and lir Force One.

Lately, Tolson has added a raffle to the

weekly events. There are smaller raffles every

week and at the end of the semester SEF
plans to raffle ofl a Sony stereo.

It - a wav lo break the ice with the audi-

ence." Tolson said ol the ralflei.

SI I i- spreading itself out over the week-

end; in ease you missed the movie Friday

nighi, you probably can catch it again Sunday

MONDAY NIGHT

MONDAY NIGHT
FOOTBALL

$2.00 HALF TIME
BUFFET- 50" TV
WEDNESDAY NIGHT

Ladies Night
no cover for the ladies

DJ Cool Regg
THURSDAY NIGHT

Return of the original:

Thick Thursday
Presented by

R.e.g.g. productions

FRIDAY NIGHT

Hip Hop & Heinekem
with special guest D.J.s\

SATURDAY NIGHT

COLLEGE PARTY
«rrri DJ PHIL

October 29

Jungle Night

By Raina & Flava

Productions
for info call (800) 994-5029

October 31

evening.

"Our intention is to expand the entire pro-

gram to another night." Tolson said. The
Sunday evening -flowing- are u-ually held in

cither the Student Union Ballroom or the

Campus Center Auditorium.

In addition to expanding the evening pro-

grams. Tolson hopes to eventually move into

residential areas.

I Li- SIT been the success T olson hoped for?

"I think it's been a really outstanding suc-

ce-s." Tolson said. "And it has the potential

to be an even greater su,

Tomorrow flight's program features come-

dienne Leighann Lord and the lodie Foster

film. Contact.

R.e.g.g. & T Productions

Present

FtfFAKY FBWAY
HALIOWFW BASH
$150.00 cash prizes for

best costumes
Ticket in advance call for info
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Using salt to make juicy chicken
Salt has been used in the prepa-

ration of food since the beginning

of the human experience. Primarily,

our bodies need salt (sodium chlo-

ride) to turvtvB, 10 we crave it. Salt

both aids in the transference of

electrical signals bjbbjbbbbbbjjbj

through our mus-
culature and helps

to regulate the

proper proportion

of water in our
cellular tissue.

S.ilt is now
known mostly as a

flavoring agent, but before the time

ot refrigeration, salting was used as

a method of food preservation.

Salt's hydroscopic (moisture draw-

ing) properties help to slow down
icrobial growth, thus prolonging

the shelf life of food, keeping it

nfe to eat long after it was hunted

or gatherered.

This week's recipe uses salt in a

w.i\ that may seem strange to most

people today. It is called Salt Baked

Chicken and it employs a cooking

method that has been used for cen-

turies in many cultures around the

world, and for good reason. It

makes for the juiciest and most fla-

vorful chicken 1 have ever hand.

And since the salt is removed
before eating, it doesn't taste

"salty
'

For the dormroom version of this

recipe. I have provided a way for

you to make this very simple dish

in a toaster oven. I have also

included a recipe for a great sauce

that takes only minutes to make
and (like always) uses a few readily

available ingredients in new and

unusual ways.

And as always, whenever and

wherever you're cooking, think

safety (and flavor) first. Have a fire

extinguisher close by and be Ml to

provide for proper ventiliation.

Rock and boil!

THE DORMROOM
GOURMET

by
Louis Davis

Salt Baked
Chicken with

Roasted
Potatoes and

a

Cranberry-Balsamic Glaze

Ingredients for chicken:

• 1 whole, small chicken, cut-up

• 2 small baking potatoes,

washed and cut into six pieco each

• 1 onion, peeled, quartered and

separated
• 8 cloves garlic, peeled

• 1 lemon, cut into eighths

• 1 Tbs. olive oil

• 1 tsp. dried thyme
• black pepper to taste

• Kosher salt, as needed (about

half a cup)

Ingredients for sauce:

• 1/2 cup balsamic vinegar

• 1 tsp. black pepper (freshly

ground, if possible)

• 1/2 can cranberry sauce
• 3/4 cup canned chicken broth

or bullion

• 2 tsp. lemon juice (about 1/4

lemon)

For chicken:

1) Set toaster oven to bake set-

ting and preheat to 400 degree*

2) In a bowl, mix together pota-

toes, onions, lemons, garlic, thyme,

oil and pepper. Transfer to a tOBSl

er-oven sized roasting pan.

1) Place sa't in bowl and dredge

the skin side of the chicken pieces,

making sure to thoroughly coat.

4) Place salt crusted chicken

skin-side up in the pan on top of

the bed of vegetables, lemons and

spices. Place the pan in the oven.

5) After 15 minutes, turn the

heat down to 350 degrees and con-

tinue baking for another 30 min-

utes.

6) When baking is complete.

remove pan from oven. Carefully

lift each piece of chicken out of

pan and with I clean kitchen towel,

brush off the salt crust and transk i

to a serving plate. Next remove the

potatoes and the garlic and place

around the chicken.

For the sauce:

1

)

Put the vinegar and the pepper

in a saute pan and place on a burner

over high heat. Bring to a rolling

boil and let the liquid reduce by

two-thirds until it forms a syrup

(about three to four minutes).

2) Add the cranberry sauce and

the chicken broth and bring to a

boil, stirring constantly until

smooth and slightly thickened

(about two to three minutes).

3) )ust before service, add the

lemon juice and mix thoroughly.

Pour over chicken and enjoy.

Louis Davis is a UMass student.

You curt etnttil him with any culi-

nary questions or with any com-

ments about this column at

LouieXCMaol.com.

film
continued from page 5

why not throw in an Elvis flick and

dance the night away with the undis-

puted hunk of rock-and-roll? Elvis is

best for those late night pajama par-

ties where you can giggle and coo at

the kings trademark sneer, lump up

on your beds and practice that air gui-

tar with such memorable films includ-

ing lailhouse Rock and Blue Hawaii.

For a real treat, see if your local video

Store has ihe 1972 comeback special

in Las Vegas. There won't be a dry

eye in your dorm room when Elvis

chants "we can't go on with suspi-

cious minds."

Finally, since it is rather cold out-

side, how about warming up to two

little treats featuring some of today's

hottest stars? In Fraternity Vacation.

you can see a young Tim Robbins and

pals hang by the pool and attempt to

pick up girls. In this moving story of

passion and lust. Robbins' fraternity

bros compete against their rival frat in

a competition to see who can woo the

babe first. If this seems too juvenile

for you, then try out this early work

by screen legend Johnny Depp, called

Private Resort. With the help of

"Northern Exposure's" Rob Morrow,

the two vacation in a tropical paradise

all the while attempting to hang by

the beach and pick up girls (sounds

familiar 1 know). These films repre-

IWrlte For Arts! Write For Arts! Write For Arts!
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COIifGE
SPECIAL
NO COUPON
NECESSARY

Large
One-Topping

Pizza
PIZZA

i i

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

Call 586-7772
331 Russell St • Rte 9 • Hadley

. • •

shows

sent one of the most underrated

1980s movie genres; the hopeful

comeback of B grade beach mo\ iev

Well 1 hope everyone out there has

an idea of how entertaining viewing

movies at home can be. If you don't

like my suggestions (although I

wouldn't know why) then head down
to the video store and pick out some-

thing special for you and your friends.

There are so many titles and choices.

but please don't get overwhelmed,

there are 365 days in the year, mean

ing if you watch two videos a night

you'll be all set.

Adam Levine is a Collegian colum-

nist.

continued fiom page 5

created a post-modern/mad house-

Paris of the not too distant future.

filled with grunge rockers, blank TVs,

vampires, extra terrestrials and ordi-

nary urban terrorists. It is $5, for the

general public: $3. for students and
seniors Pot information call

585 2787. l.apin. Lapin opens on

Oct. 23 at Smith College and runs

through Nov. 1

.

On Sunday. Oct. 26. the University

of Massachusetts Fine Arts Center will

present Maria Benitez Teatro

Flamenco. She will perform a power-

fully diverse and demanding repertoire

of music and dance with the rhythms

of Flamenco at its core. Flamenco con-

tinues to hold a strange fascination for

many people. The movements are

seductive, powerful and explosive.

Internationally acclaimed as I per-

former, choreographer and director.

Benite/ it recognized as one of the

finest exponents in her field-Spanish

dance and all that it embraces. She-

will be bringing Teatro Flamenco, her

eight- member company of dancers

and musicians to Bowker Auditorium

on Sunday, Oct. 26 at 7 p.m. as part

of the Fine Arts Center Series. Tickets

for Maria Benitez Teatro Flamenco are

$20 and $15. Tickets for ages 17 and

under are $8, and $5 for Five College

students. For more info call 545-25 1

1

or 1-800-999-UMAS.
Also on the front for this season.

The Tempest is going to storm into

UMass. Department of Theater Chair

Richard Trousdell is in the director's

seat for this exciting production of

Shakespeare's classic tale of young
loves, old wrongs, and brave new
hopes. The Curtain Theater i« trans-

formed into Prospero's desert island, a

swirling land alive with witchcraft and

theater magic as Piospero ; "J

Miranda try to right the wrongs done

them. The play features superb light-

ing from Professor Penny Remsen and

an extraordinary set by Professor

Miguel Romero, as well as an excep-

tionally strong cast composed of stu-

Special notice for

members of outdoor

organizations:

Don't Miss
EMS

Club Day

Tiiesday, October 28

20% off everything

in stock!

Hampshire Mall Rt. 9

(413)584-3554

dent and community actors.

Well-known story teller/performer

Tom McCabe shines in the role of

Pfoepew Professor
Trousdell's approach to The Tempest

explores 1'iospeio and Miranda's tela

tionship. and allows him the chance to

"create something out of nothing" in

the confined setting of the Curtain the-

ater, which he requested so as to

"emphasize the acting over scenic-

spectacle" for which The Tempest is

usually known.

"How do we take this simple the-

ater and make a Tempest out d it'"

was one of the exciting challenges

Trousdell said he faced.

1'iospero and his relationship to

Miranda has also been especially inter-

esting. Trousdell said.

"Piospero is usually played as this

wise and all-knowing person. But in

his relationship with his daughter,

though he is a vat) loving father, in a

way he blew it for her. She should

have been a princess but instead she's

living on a desert island with a rav-

aging monster.

"Throughout the play. Prospero is

in the process of redeeming himself as

a lather. The father-daughter relation-

ship is one that's not often explored in

theater, though it seemed to interest

Shakespeare a great deal. I was excited

to see what happened if I approached

the play from this perspective,"

Trousdell said

The Tempest runs in the Curtain

Theater, Thursday through Saturday.

Oct. 30-Nov. 1 and also Nov. 4-Nov.

8, Rand theater, UMass, at 8 p.m.

There will also be matinee perfor-

mances at 2 p.m. on Saturday. Nov. 1

and Saturday, Nov. 8. Tickets cost $4

for students and seniors. $7 for the

general public, and are available at the

Fine Arts Center Box Office or by call-

ing 1-800-999-UMAS.
This weekend is a perfect time to

relax and soak up some culture, and

the Five Colleges always provide a col-

orful array of artistic works.

LOWEST FARES
• GUARANTEED •
FULL SERVICE TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK
1998

BOOK NOW
AND SAVE!
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Vi«Y THUMDAY • •-a«m

18+

nifli -$?T<r?r

propch gnEiti, ip RtauimP
21+ BVBRY miDAV • •-»-»

SELECrilOCUnON
TlTcflMI III HI •""•'.'"'"ij '*

TOP 40 DANCE HITS
FREE BEFORE 10PM

LIVE MUSIC
Ttwrt. Oct. 1 6 8 7i00p« fih

THE PILFERS
THUMPER/BIO UCK/DREXEl

f ri. Oft. 1 7 BiOOpm 18+

LEFTOVER SALMON
Serf. Oct. ia S:30pn <|B+

THE MACHINE
PINK FIOYD SHOW

W.rf. Oct. 21 7i00 pm ftt<|

MACHINE HEAD
TREE

ONE KING D0WS/SN0T/CATCH 13M
linn. Oct. 33 • 7i00»m Ay

s

BI0HAZARD
2S TA LIFE/HATEBREEO

£| M. Oct. 34 SiOOpa 18+

THE NIXONS m
SEVENDUST/CELLOPHANE E" J

t

W tcrt. Oct. 33 « 7:30 pm aj^

E0LDFINEER
SAVE FERRIS/KARAS FLOWERS

Tim*. Oct. IS 9 7:30 pm wVs

mmUKIBSMI
PROTEIN

Thurs. Oct. 30 « 7:00pa jfr&

OVERKILL
TYRANT TROOPER/SHADOWS FALL

SHED/RESTRAINT

M.Oct. 31 «*:00pai 21+

HALLOWEEN MASQUERADE

COSTUME PARTY
Prltes for test costumes
and other categories.

$3000 In cash and prizes.
Concert tlx. dinner tor two.

Downstairs do the ghoulle groove with

STASH
UPCOMING

(AT. NOV. 1 IOOMFUI Of HUH

WED NOV 5 Tt^lorDTFIVE

21+

OPEN SEVEN DAYS

256-8228,

TRAVELMAKERS. INC
THE TRAVfLCXrfRTS

THUI. NOV. «
HI. NOV. 7
UT. NOV.

HI. NOV. 14
MT. NOV. IS
1UBI.N0V.il
THUI NOV. 10
UT. NOV. 21
HI. NOV. II
UT. NOV. »
MtN. 0IC 7
UT. MC 13

IYIMATIG0D 4
ITCHY FISM

IAIT G0ID0N TI1IUTI

SUMUMT
MIWITS SICK Of IT All -
I Trttwt. M MIDDT WATHI
LINIt

MUVOOVII 4 tin inroMi d
STAINO
TIXAJflOOO
THIAMIN! rf

MAX CIIEK

* iKfcttt avottobta at tkc Naiibemato*. lai aHht,

M6-S6I6. I 800 THf TICK. Stiowbntitt Rataid Si

Imlmii About Mut

321 MAIN ST (Cor of Dickinson)

AMHERST

< OvtWl m InUla* t I W* Rt<

1 O PEARL STREET,

hllp: ' www virtual volley.<om/peoil-ilreet

*«*o*413-584-7771*****

Come check out the NEW T-Mex. If you

haven't been lately, You haven't been.

T-MEX
>lly M «

# &
Apertivos:

Maikaa B8Q Pizza

Vagatartaa Nacbos

Chips & Sana

Eaaalaaas:

Taco Salad

w/ ebkkea

orboaf

$2.75

S3 50

BarrKos:

Carae Asada $4.25

Polio $4.00

Fajita Veggie $3.25

Chiais k Sbrooms $3.50

Black Beans

4 Vegetables $3.75

lacos T-MuSirja:

served wttb rice and beaas

Carae

Polio

FajHa Veggie

Tijaaaa

T-Mei Wrap

Bice aad Beaas

Fried Sombrero

w/chocolate

$3.75

$3.75

$3.50

$3.50

$2.25

$2.50

$1.00

accepted

FOODCOU R.T

Located in the Student Union Basement

brought to you by Oanpus Oenter rood Services

RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

featuring "Busih & Bus<h Light" 30-pk $ 10
Celebrate "OKtoberfest"!

New Amsterdam OKtoberfest

Blue Moon "Pumpkin ale" >»-ri
Pete's OKtoberfest -lLl4^ Your Choice!

Catamount OKtobertest ^'^^m*\.

"Fantastic Pricinq!"

49

"MICRO MADNESS CONTINUES"
Devil Mountain _^pal^||Lp^BagL^ Shipyard

Red Hook "^'U'-W^laE— Otter Creek

Mix & Match "TWO" 6-pks . .

.

• Delivery Available * OPEN 9:00AM to ll:00PM • Visa/Mastercard • All Been Plus Deposit •

Baseball awards Golden Gloves ?gg
HORSE

MUSIC HALL
.

i l.i St Northampton

ALL AGES
ALL THE TIME

By Ben Walker
Associated Press

Wednesday, odober 29, 1 pm

Meredith Brooks
altemoiMks favorite Bitch, $10 adv

fridoy, October 24, 7 pm

Lucie Blue Tremblay
Quebecois singer songwriter SI 4 50 adv

friday, October 24, 10 pm

Groovasaurus
blues edged groove ttxk, $6 adv

Saturday, October 25, 7 pm

Kenny Rankin

Saturday, October 25, 10 pm

Lord Hill
plus Foxtrot Zulu, $5 odv

monday, October 27, 7 & 10 pm

Junior Brown
twong guitar morvel, SI 7 50 adv

tueday, October 28, 7 pm

Frank Manzi
Voltey bosed rock singer songwriter $6 odv

Wednesday, October 29, 7 pm

Corey Harris &
the 5x5 Band

beii to the Delta blues throne S9 adv

mursday, October 30, 10 pm

Aquarium Rescue Unit
ive inck ', hest musicians S8 adv

OCTOBER 31 VERTICAL HORIZON AND SISTER 7

TICKETS: For the Record, ot the

Northampton Box Office or call 586-8686.

24-HOUR CONCERT INFO:

413.584 0610

CLEVELAND — Florida catcher

Charles Johnson, Cleveland short-

slop Omar Vizquel and third base-

man Matt Williams, whose defense

helped their teams reach the World
Series, each won Gold Glove honors

yesterday.

The awards were released by

Rawlings before the Marlins and
Indians played tonight in Game 4 of

the Series.

Anaheim outfielder |im Edmonds
and New York Mets shortstop Rey

Ordonez, both of whom regularly

show up on highlight films because

of their acrobatic plays, were among
five first-time winners. Baltimore

first baseman Rafael Palmeiro,
Minnesota second baseman Chuck

Knoblauch and New York YaakaM
outfielder Bemie Williams also won
for the first time.

Seattle outfielder Ken Griffey |r. and

Atlanta pitcher Greg Maddux won
their eighth straight Gold Gloves.

San Francisco outfielder B;in\

Bonds won his seventh overall and

Texas catcher Ivan Rodriguez won

his sixth straight.

lohnson earned his third consecutive-

Gold Glove. Vizquel won his fifth

overall and Matt Williams, who won

three while playing for San

Francisco, got another in his first

year in the AL.
Baltimore pitcher Mike Mussina

completed the AL list.

Other NL winners were San

Francisco first baseman |.T. Snow,

Houston second baseman Craig

Biggio. San Diego third baseman

NFL
continued from page 1

4

into a shooting contest between Bledsoe

and Brett Favre.

I know the preseason doesn't amount

to a hill of beans, but New England's

first team held Green Bay's first team to

no points back in August. Until the

fourth quarter, the Pats were leading

b-0. )ust wanted to add that in.

For the Pack: Let's face it. this team

is on the verge of doing something

nasty. They've played like manure, yet

post a 5-2 record.

You figure it out.

As long as Favre has a solid game
and the defensive line puts pressure on

Bledsoe then they have a very good

chance at making the Patriots 5-3.

Plus, look at who Green Bay has

played — Chicago (twice). Philadelphia

dost), Miami, Minnesota, Detroit (lost),

and Tampa Bay. Six teams with a com-

bined 22-21 record. Take away
Chicago and they're 22-14.

Not too shabby.

Right now it looks as if the Packers

are just biding their time to when
they're going to turn things up and

make their way back to the Super Bowl.

Don't be surprised.

Looking at their schedule for the rest

of the season, it is quite possible that

they finish 1 4-2.

But let's not kid ourselves.

They still have New England,

Carolina, Dallas, Detroit and Tampa
Bay to beat. And you know every team

plays their best football against the

Super Bowl Champions.

It's just as possible that they could

end up 9-7.

KAI
CHI

W€ DELIVER

586-2774 Sun -Weds Thurs-Sat

noon-midnight noon-2am

25 CENTRAL
150 Main Street •Northampton, Mass.

Located Downstairs atThornes • 413-586-8017

I'll go with the Patriots 50-24.

• Outrageous Pick of the Week Part

111(1-1)

First, 1 picked Chicago to beat Green

Bay and came one point away from vic-

tory, but last Sunday the yellow brick

road went through my dorm. Zippidee

doo-da.

The Raiders defeated the Broncos

28-25. eliminating the last of the per-

fect teams. Listen, my basis behind

picking Oakland was simple. One, it's

one of the best rivalries in the NFL;

two, it was in Oakland: and three, the

Broncos were due for a loss. No team is

unbeatable.

Anything else? It - not that hard to

make stupid predictions.

This week is tough, though. Not

because I'm afraid to pick somebody,

but because there aren't that many out-

rageous pick> to be made.

Don't even think about me taking

New Orleans over San Francisco. I'm

not that dumb. (Don't say it.)

How about Chicago (again) over

Miami. The Bears still are looking for

their first victory of the 1997 iwion

and Pro Player Stadium in Miami is just

M fine a place to get it in as any. Plus

the Bears owe me one for blowing it

against Green Bay. (Hey, my ego needs

stroking.

)

Chicago 20, Miami 17.

Next week: A column on even team

you don't care about.

Jonathan M. Place is a Collegian

columnist.

Ken Caminiti. Los Angeles outfield-

er Raul Mondesi and Colorado out-

fielder Larrv Walker.

Biggio won his fourth award, while

Walker and Caminiti each won their

third. Snow, who won two with the

Angels, won his tirst in the NL.
Mussina and Mondesi each are two-

time vv inner-

Griffey's eight Gold Gloves ties him

with Paul Blair and Dwight Evans

for second-most ever among AL out-

fielders, trailing only Al Kaline's 10.

Managers and coaches vote on the

awards for fielding excellence in

their leagues, and cannot pick play-

ers from their own teams, lohnson,

who has not made an error in 171

straight regular-season game*, threw

out 45 percent of would-be bases-

tealers this year. He has gone 5-for-8

in throwing out runners in the post-

season, though he made two throw-

ing errors in the NL championship
scries against Atlanta.

"I think Charlie lohnson is the best

throwing catcher that I've seen." All-

Star catcher Sandy Alomar of

Cleveland said. "I'm impressed with

him because he's a tall guy and he

can get off the ground so quick and

still make accurate throws."

Of the 18 Gold Glove winners this

year, 12 played in the postseason.

Collegian Sports

continued from page 14

and speak volumes about the

Ma^;u.husetts squads over the years

as a whole, because of the differ-

ences between the grass and turf

games. On grass, the ball has the

tendency to bounce more erratically

than on AstroTurf. Also, the ball is

slowed by the uneven ground.
"

I
Turf 1 changes the game. The

game's a lot faster," Shea said.

"Grass is an unpredictable surface."

The Minutewomen, however, are not

rid of games on natural grass alto-

gether. They have suffered a loss on

grass to Yale already this season, and

they face another game on a natural

field when they travel to West
Chester on Oct. 31.

"Because it is so unpredictable, you

need to be even more mentally pre-

pared," Shea said.

But the transition for the game
against the Golden Rams should be

easier than the one UMass faced ear-

lier in the season.

"This team has played for a long

time on grass, but it still took us a

while to get back into the groove |ol

playing on that surfacel," junior mid-

fielder Kate Putnam said about the

team's practices prior to the Yale

game. "We just have to hit the ball

and play with the basics, along with

all the other stick skills we use on

the turf."

UMass did have access to AstroTurf

fields in recent years, but that meant

travelling to Westfield State College

— over 40 minutes away — for both

practices and games.

"It's wonderful to have this facility at

home, because before we were going

to Westfield to practice and to play

and that gets tiring," junior forward

Erica lohnston said. "It was nice that

we had a field to use, but it's so

much better having one right here

that we play on all the time.

"It's great. It's the best facility in the

nation." lohnston said,

lunior midfielder Vicky Browne, who
hails from Great Britain, where turf

fields are used in even the early

stages of development, agreed.

"This field is the best surface I've

ever played on," she said after

UMass' first game.

That reputation is enhanced by the

built in sprinkler system at Garber.

Wetting the field before play makes

the ball roll more smoothly and even

helps to cut down on some turf

injuries.

"A lot of times, places won't wet the

turf, so it's harsher to play on,"

Putnam said. "But this field is beauti-

ful."

And for UMass and the

Minutewomen the importance of the

new surface is almost too great to

explain.

"It's huge. Huge," Shea said. "I can't

even explain in words what it does

for the program."

BlrarBrBiatmaiBraaaBi^^

PANDA EAST
CHINESE RESTAURANT & SUSHI BAR

"We bring Chinatown to you"

&BEST CHINESE RESTAURANT IN THE VALLEV&
SINCE 1987

Collegian sports says

"warm up the bus"

Starting At $3.95

7 days a week

mil KEnu
For Sushi,

sashimi and
teriyaki is

available

telephone: (413) 256-8923 / 256-8924

103 North Pleasant St. Amherst MA 01002

Delivery Express: 549-0077

iliBiarBraaiBraiaBMBiaararaE^

Cahillane
Rt 9 @ Howard Johnson's in Amherst

48 Damon Rd, Northampton

Auto Rentals I

i
Amherst I Northampton

549.80991 584.8099

on the Web @ http://www.cahillane.com

Now Featuring

the ultimate 4-WD

Jeep Grand Cherokee

& Dodge Caravan

LEASING

RENTALS

Marshall
Steinbeck

Complete Auto Collision & Painting

Service

ta&iiM'

BREAKFAST
TILL 9 P.M.!

^
Mon-Sat 7am-9pm
Sunday Brunch 7-3

RFMFMbER:
W\ll hoMfcMAdE'

YOU ARE WKIAI yOU EAT.

168 N. Pleasant St. Amherst 253-2291

O.C.M.P. Welcome

This Thursday Nite fro m

9 :00 to 11:00. . .

A Free Snack Baskets
Your Choice of:

W ings

Spicy Wedges or

Fried Shrimp

W ith A Purchase of Any
Pitcher of Beer

(413) 256-8157
53 So. Prospect St. Amherst, Mass. 01002

STATE REG. RS #1212 MA LIC. #1398

163 Sunderland Rd,

2 5 3-920;
Amherst

A Canadian immigration Alternative

for International Students

The Pakistani Student Association invites ad

interested international students to attend a seminar

on permanent residency in Canada presented by:

•John Baker, a former Canadian foreian

service officer ufith 29 years of experience, and a

current Immigration Advisor at Shostack borsey

Franket Ktiyerman, a taut firm in Toronto

•Asher Franket, a senior partner and

immigration attorney at Shostack Borsey Franket

Ktigerman firm, With 15 years of experience.

Presenters u/itt give an oVerVieuJ of Canadian

immigration tau> and policy, and ufitt talk about

procedural issues such as timing and cost.

Come join us on Sunday, October 26, 1997, b-6pm

at 101 Campus Center. The seminar is open to the

five-college community.

\
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Collegian Classifieds
University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

ANNOUNCEMENTS
ATTENTION STUDENTS

Apple Computers will be pre-

senting at the Campus Center.

Monday 10/27. 10am-5pm
Come check out me latest oper

ating system from Apple and

some of the newest, fastest

Powerbook and desktop systems

available A Systems Engineer

will be on hand to answer your

questions Cool computers, nice

reps . and your questions

answered all in one place. Not

bad. huh? Hope to see you there

Sincerely. Dan Stra, Your Apple

Representative

ATTENTION FACULTY
Apple Computers will be pre-

senting at the Campus Center.

Monday 10/27, 10am-5pm
Present will be your new
Account Executive (AE) and a

Systems Engineer (SE) As your

new AE. I am inviting you to stop

by and meet me. or if you have a

technical concern, to stop and

speak to our SE See you then

Sincerely. Dan Stra. Apple AE

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Amherst- Charming 1 bed-

room Excellent location, on bus

route, available 11/1 $475 549-

8248

AUTO FOR SALE

1990 Nissan Sentra 4 speed. 2

door. 35-40 miles per gallon

172.000 miles $950 585-5041

after 6pm
Toyota Cressida 84 4 door,

fully loaded, automatic Needs
some work $500 549-8248

Toyota Long Bed Pick Up
1986 with 75k Fiberglass Shell

Calif Truck No rust $4500 Call

582-9872

88 TOYOTA SUPRA Grey with

leather interior. 2 alarms, tinted

windows, std, power everything.

Very fast $5800 or B/0 549

4832

EMPLOYMENT
Abt Associates is recruiting

Research Interviewers to partici-

pate in a Federally sponsored

national survey of the immuniza-

tion status of children

Interested applicants should be

able to work Monday through

Thursday evenings The position

requires good communications

skills and some computer experi-

ence Hourly wages start at

$5 75 per hour with regular

merit increases Health and
Dental insurance is available for

Part-Time employees Free

transportation is provided from

the PVTA busline For further

information or to arrange a per-

sonal interview. Call 413-587-

1607 An Equal Opportunity

Employer

Personal Care Attendant for

weekend morning $7 85/hour

Call 546-0666

Human Services- Want to

make a difference in someone's

life? Relief support needed to

work with developmentally dis-

abled adults, may lead to perma-

nent hours. Hours include

evenings, weekends and/or

overnights Required HS diplo-

ma, driver's license and a true

interest in helping people Call

323-6872 to start application

process AA/EOE

HELP WANTED
Hadley Office has several part-

time positions available

Department hours 10am-2pm
Monday through Friday and
4pm-9pm Monday through

Friday

• On busline

• Flexible schedule

• Positive atmosphere

• No experience required

• $6 00 hour to start

• Daily, weekly and monthly

bonuses

Call 584-0215

10am to 4pm for interview

EMPLOYMENT
VIRGIN RECORDS COLLEGE

REP POSITION
Get music industry experience

as our local College Rep! P/T

paid position. 10 hrs/week

Please fax resume and cover let-

ter to Elizabeth Gruenewald at

310-288-2433 Soph or Jr with

car preferred Previous music

industry experience a plus!

Arby's Hampshire Mall Now
Hiring Part-time, flexible sched-

ule, good pay Apply in person

Posterer Wanted $6/hr 259

1227

Rao's Coffee is hiring F/T and

PA- Food experience necessary

Please apply in person

Hiring For Pizza Hut Cashiers

and Pizza Help All shifts Come
down and fill out an application

586-2940

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANT
ED Spring 1998 Internships With

The Student Legal Services

Office; get hands-on experience

in the legal field— work directly

with attorneys and clients Earn

up to 15 undergraduate credits

No experience in the legal pro-

fession necessary— training

provided Contact The Student

Legal Services Office today: 545-

1995, 922 Campus Center

FOR RENT

Fridge Rentals 253-9742 Free

Delivery

FOR SALE

Elton John Tickets For Sale

Great seats Call 253-6352

For Sale: One Elton John Tix

Great seat Call Enette @
(413)256-1734

For Sale- Canon BJ EX
Printer $160 or Best Offer 665-

7145

FOR SALE
Macintosh Quadra 605 8/250

Includes monitor, keyboard,

mouse, software, and printer

$575 Call Alyssa (413)545-4668

(days) (978)544-2837 (eves)

2 Elton John Tickets For Sale

Call 256-6022

Toshiba 486 Laptop $500
(413)549-4753

Good Quality Full-Sized

Futon and Black Metal Frame

$150or B/O 665-0332

COMPUTERS!
New P166MMX from $995
Laptops, peripherals. ZarVision

582-9198 V/MC/AMEX

Laptop Notebook Works good

$150 Good for school Call

Steve (413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for com
puter. Works great. Call CPC
(413)584-8857

FOUND

A Residence Hall Key found in

Worcester DC Parking Lot Call

6-0420 if it's yours.

Found: Keys outside Textbook

Annex in front of meters Call

665-7686

Large cosmetic bag with

many personal belongings found

a! Puffton Parking Lot on

10/19/97 Call Shauna 256-3094

Found: Calculator in

Thompson 106 about a month

ago Also, Walkman in Machmer
Lobby with Dead Tape from Red

Rocks Call Jeff and leave #

586-7931

INSTRUCTION

KungFu Spirit of the Heart

offers new student introduction

3 lessons and a T-shirt- $19 95!

Convenient Northampton loca-

tion. 585-1661

Gold Bracelet Monday 10/6

Mullins Field Reward
Sentimental Call Jen 549-4460

MISCELLANEOUS

EARN $750 $1500/WEEK
Raise all the money your group

needs by sponsoring a VISA
fundraiser on your campus No
investment & very little time

needed There's no obligation,

so why not call for information

today Call 1-800-323-8454x95

ROOM FOR RENT
Bedroom for rent in house On

Shuinway Street. On bus route

Close to center of Amherst,

Available immediately. Call 253-

9410

Available Jan 1 Uptown,

cheap rent Call Dave @ 256-

3442 Don't Miss Out!!

ROOMMATE WANTED

Looking For Roommate ASAP
$360/month Call (413)532-9075

SERVICES

Rental Problems? Questions

about your lease/security

deposit deductions? Questions

about subletting/assigning leas-

es? Questions about the condi-

tion of your new house or apart-

ment? Contact The Student

Legal Services Office, 922
Campus Center. 545-1995.

Transcription, Editing, Typing

for students, professors & busi-

nesses. Domenichelli

Transcription Services (413)783-

8607 domenbus@javanet com

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for

free testing and assistance 549-

1906

TO SUBLET
1 1/2 Bedroom Apt Puffton

$575. heat included Available

from 11/1 Call 549-1868

TRAVEL

Port Antonio Jamaica
Seaside Cottages

Real Jamaican Neighborhood

$150/Week
3679350

RELIABLE SPRING BREAK
TOURS

Bahamas. Cancun & Ski Trips!

FREE FOOD & FREE DRINKS!
Sign up before Nov 30 Organize

a group- travel fre Call for

details and free brochure Call

1|888)SPRINGBREAK Today!

EARN FREE TRIPS AND
CASH!

CLASS TRAVEL needs students

to promote Spring Break 1998!

Sell 15 trips & travel free!

Highly motivated students

can earn a free trip & over

$10,0001 Choose Cancun.

Bahamas, Mazatlan, Jamaica or

Florida! North America's largest

student tour operator! Call Now 1

1-800-838-6411

Earn MONEY and FREE
TRIPS!!

Absolute Best SPRING BREAK
Package available!! INDIVIDU-

ALS, student ORGANIZATIONS,
or small GROUPS wanted!! Call

INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS at

1-800-327-6013 or

http;//www icpt.com

SPRING BREAK
Largest selection of Spring

Break destinations including

cruises! Group discounts and

free trips available Epicurean

Tours 1-800 231 -4FUN

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK

wow Hrnno km/

1-800-234-7007
http .//wM'W/undlti&ssuriimtfrtours con

Spring Break "Take 2" hiring

Reps! Sell 15 Take 2 free

Hottest destinations! Free par

ties, eats, and drinks! Sunsplash

1-800-426-7710 or www sun-

splasntours com

WANTED

Earn $125

Running and Sedentary Females

wanted for a research study 19-

35 years old Please call Tom @
549-0465

WANTED
Sell/Trade your preowned

games and systems Call Let's

Play at 549-4505

COLLEGIAN
CLASSFIEDS

available

on

the

concourse

or

visit

our

friendly

office

HALF PRICE
SPECIALS

Place an add on a:

MONDAY- and receive half price on
Birthdays

TUESDAYS-and receive half price

on Personals

students: 10c / word
non-students: 20c / word

Charge your Classified by phone @
545-3500.

Personals Policy Rates
l All personal* MUST be proofread by Colleta.w < l.ts

silted emptnyefs before iw\ment and acceptance til

the ctifl

'I be used m persone* ONI >

first name* and initials are allowed The <>nk t-*< <-p-

- Mhd.iv or congratulation* per-

vshu h t ase the t'ull name may be used.

1 Phone numbers are not allowed in personals NO

4 Addresses .»»•• not allowed in pervmals Ihis means
dorm rootti lumbers as well

5. Personal* oi a threatening or derogatory nature are

lonalf "i .» vtnn
nature are not acceptable Personals may not be

used tor the purpose of harassment.

tnity may not be used in personals.

7. The personals taction It tor pmorull oni) The (h-i

sonals set ho n may Not bt UtMJ to m-II items seek

roommate*., advertise meeting ffc

ft. All personals must have the mm, MgnatUi*, and
I. MeUS ID number of (he student pl.it i.

hlled m on the insertion order Nun students must
proside | tali-

1 IW md the l» ense num
DM must be rtfOfrfffj OR the insertion onlii I M t -t

Mis* i.
'

penalties unMer ibe taw

9. The ColtettMn reserves the right to retuse or to i-dit

any personal that does not m
dards m iccordoftct with Ihf itettutei o( the

( onmnMrootti of Mtss* huMtn

Students

20tf per word/day

All others

40 tf per word/day

$2.00
min./day

NO REFUNDS
PltMie write clearly and

legibly We arc not responsible tor error-, result

inj; Horn illegible handwriting or type.

Standard Headings
activities

announcements
apartment for rent

auto for sale
community events

employment
"entertainment

FOR SALE
FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
musicians

miscellaneous
mOToWcycles
personals

room for rent

'.=.=

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

THURSDAY, OCT. 23

Book reading — Author fames
Carroll will read from his

National Book Award winning
memoir. An American Requiem
at 4 p.m. at Food for Thought
Books in Amherst.

Meeting — Come help orga-

nize a week of events for World
AIDS Day at 7 p.m. in the
Campus Center, room 802. All

are welcome.
Meeting — Intramural foul

shooting and/or 3 point shot
players meeting at 6 p.m. in

Boyden. room 249. Mandatory
for all entered. Can enter at

meeting.

Party — Simchat Torah party

at 7 p.m. at the Hillel House.
Celebrate the completion of the

Torah cycle with food, fun and
friends. Sponsored by Hillel.

Poetry Reading — Spectrum
Fine Art and Literary Magazine is

holding an open mike poetry

reading at 7:30 p.m. in the
Student Union Gallery. All are

welcome to read or just listen.

For more information, call the

office at 545- 2240.
Workshop — MISSION

IMPROVable is offering an
improv comedy workshop at 8
p.m. in the Campus Center, room
163. All levers welcome.

FRIDAY. OCT. 24

Blood Drive — Help save
someone's life by donating blood

from 10:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in

the Campus Center, room It I.

Call 800-462-2229 for in
appointment, walk-ins welcome.
Computer Orientation —

Students, faculty, and staff inter-

ested in using the computers at

the Foreign Language Resource
Center are encouraged to attend

a computer orientation from 3-4

p.m. in Hotter 19. Enrollment is

limited. For more information
and to register, contact Irene at

545-0950 or check out
www.umass.edu/langctr.
Meeting — International grad-

uate students are invited to talk

about issues affecting them at 4

p.m. in the Campus Center, room
168. Food and refreshments pro-

vided, sponsored by GEO.
Service — Shabbot services

with lulius Lester at 6 p.m. at the

Hillel House. All families are

invited to come to this creative

service led by Professor lulius

Lester.

SATURDAY , OCT. 25

Comedy MISSION
IMPROVable will be performing
their free weekly comedy improv
show at 8 p.m. in the Campus
Center, room 163.

Service — Morning service at

10 a.m. at the Hillel House.

NOTICES

Art contributions — The
Student Union Visual and
Performing Arts Space is looking

for contributions to the Southern
Asian Cultural Exhibition which
will show in the spring of 1998.

If you have anything from art-

work to crafts depicting Asian
culture, and would like the

opportunity to participate in this

exhibition, contact Amanda at

545-0792.
Contest — Spectrum Fine Art

and Literary Magazine is now
holding a cover contest. The win-

ner will have their artwork print-

ed on the 97/98 issue. The final

deadline is December 2 at 5 p.m.

Pick up an entry form in the
Student Union, room 406e or

just bring the artwork by.

Final Exam Schedule — The
Fall '97 Final Examination
Schedule will be available begin-

ning Friday, October 17. Copies
will be delivered to students in

the residence halls, and will be

available to off-campus students

in the Registrar's office (213
Whitmore). It will also be avail-

able on the World Wide Web
beginning Wednesday. October 1

a t

http://www-ureg.admin.umass.e
du.

Notice — The women's basket-

ball team is looking for managers
for the upcoming season.
Reliability and a significant time

commitment are required. If

interested, please call Scott
Foulis at 545-2726.
Workshop — The Craft Center

is offering a nature photography
expedition to trie white
Mountains, N.H. on Friday
October 24-26. Space is limited

to 12 and sign up is now avail-

able in the Craft Center. Any
questions, call 545- 2096 or stop

FYls are public service announce-
ments printed daily. To submit an

FYl, please send a press release con-

taining all pertinent information,

including the name and phone num-
ber of the contact person to the

Collegian, c/o the Managing Editor by

noon the previous day.

by the craft center which is locat-

ed across from the Hatch in the

Student Union.
Workshop — The UMass

Theatre Guild is holding free the-

atre workshops, including acting,

dance, tech, voice, auditions on
Saturday, Oct. 25 at II a.m. in

the Campus Center, room 168.

All are welcome. RSVP bv Oct.
24 call 545-0415.

FYIs can be dropped off at the

Campus Center Room 113. and then

your event may be a true sucess.

*
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Daily Listings sponsored by:

TV LISTING SPONSORSHIP FOR SALE
INQUIRE @ 545-3500

HSCN

3
4

Bulletin

Board

Hartford

Boston

Boston

Springfield

Movie Ch.

Hartford

ID

11

12
13
14
14
17
IB

CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN
UPN/20
Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
International

UMass Academic TV
HSCN Programming

TV-19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

33 CNN
34 CNN SI

SB Headline News
33 UCTV
37 TBS

33 BET

33 TV Land

3D Univision

31 Comedy Central

38 Cartoon

Much Music

545-

3500

THURS DAY EVEN NG c- campus OCTOBER 23, 1997
c 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30

WEDH f» 11 Wishbone TC Business Rpt. Newshour With Jim Lehrer X Home Waters (In Stereo] X Mystery: Blue Wail for God Keeping Up Murder-Horrid This Old Hse.

WFSB O :3) News 1 CBS News Inside Edition Real TV X Promised Land (In Stereo) X Diagnosis Murder (In Stereo) 48 Hours (In Stereo) X NewsX Lata Show X
WBZ o ;'4i Em CBS News Extra X Enl Tonight Promised Land (In Stereo) X Diagnosis Murder (In Stereo) 48 Hours (In Stereo) X News Late Show X
WCVB o fS: News! ABC News Inside Edition Chronicle X Nothing Sacred (In Stereo) X Cracker (In Stereo) X 20/20X News Nlghtllne X
WLVI o FuIIHoumX BoyWorld Fresh Prince ^resh Prince *** "Dec*rveo~(1991. Suspense) Goldle Hawn, John Heard. News Star Trek: Next Gener.

WHDH o News NBC News Wheel-Fortune Jeopardy!

X

World Series. Game S - Atlanta Braves or Florida Marlins at Baltimore Orioles or Cleveland Indians. News [Tonight Show

WTXX Tj Married.. With Cheers X Judge Judy X Grace Under Honey, 1 Shrunk the Kids X | Fame LA. (In Stereo) X [News [LAPD Vibe

wvrr 10 News NBC News En" Tonight Hard Copy T World Series Game 5 - Atlanta Braves or Florida Marlins at Baltimore Orioles or Cleveland Indians. News Tonight Show

WTIC o 11 Home Imp. Simpsons X Seinfeld 1 Frasier ff Living Single |Between Bros. |413 Hope St. "Heartbeat"X |News Simpsons X Deep Space 9

WWLP o 21 News NBC News Wheel-Fortune Jeopardy! X World Series Game 5 Atlanta Braves or Florida Marlins at Baltimore Orioles or Cleveland Indians News Tonight Show

WGBY a> \H Creatures Business Rpt. Newshour With Jim Lehrer X Doctors on Call Mystery: Blue Brideshead Revisited Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

WGGB 6 ^20 News X ABC News Seinfeld X Frasier X Nothing Sacred (In Stereo) X Cracker (In Stereo) X 20/20 X NewsX NightlineX

WSBK CD Med Abo. You Mad Abo. You Seinfeld X Frasier X *** "Deep Cover" (1992, Drama) Larry Fishburne, Jeff Golotlum, News jM'A'S'H X M'A'S'H X Real TV X
WTBS fB Family Mailers Family Matters Coach X Coach X t*W "SnaJtataw)"(1988, Drama) Peler Welter. Sam Elliott t*Vi Trespass"(1992, Drama)

£

till Paxton, Ice T.

A&E O) Northern Exposure S Law 4 Order Skint Biography "Marilyn Monroe The Mortal Goddess" (R) Unexplained (Rj Law i Order "Helpless"

CNN © & WorldView K MoneylineX Crossfire X Prime News X| Burden-Proof |
Larry King Live I World Today If Sports lllus. Moneyline X

COM 1© 30. Tim Allen [Make-Laugh Daily Show (R) Stein s Money **t "8toigSadc%s"(1974, Comedy) Cleavon Little. NHL Special |Make-Laugh Daily Show Stein's Money

DISC

CD

Wings "Strange Planes" (R) Gimme Shelter Wild Discovery: Serpent Into Unknown Movie Magic Wings "Eagles of the Crown" Justice Files Why They Kill"

ESPN Up Close Sportscenter [Wkend Klckorl Bloopers [Sumo (R) Strongest Man World's Strongest Man [Bodybuilding ISportseanter

LIFE CD Supermarket Debl Intimate Portrait "Belle Davis" Unsolved Mysteries (in Stereo) ** "Deep Dark Secrets" (\967 . Drama) Jamas Broil. Homicide: Life on the Street X
MTV 9 MTV Live Viewers Ewan-Camm Best of MTV Beavis-Butt Beavte-Butt. Countdown to the 10 Spot |Yo! (In Stereo) Oddville. MTV Loveline (R)

NICK ffj Figure It Out Tiny Toon DougX Rugrals X Secret of Alex Happy Days Wonder Years [Bewitched |l Love Lucy X |Odd CoupleX TaxiX NewhartX

SCIFI O Twilight Zona X Time Tra« "Happy Valley" X Seaquest 2032 "Good Soldiers" **H "Krnsol Eur (1963, Horror) Clifford Evans, Noel WHIman Time Trax "Happy Valley" X
TLC fit 2i< Hornetime(R) |Hometime(R) Home Again Home Again Medical Detect [Without Warn. Bugsy Siegel (R) |TWA Flight 800 (R) Medical Detect Without Warn.

TNT <D Kung Fu: Legend Lois I Clark-Superman **'A i0i**cw(f(1987, Comedy) Goldie Hawn, Kurt Russell |Rough Cut "Hope" (1997) fln Stereo) X
USA a* Baywstch X Highlander: The Series X Walker, Texas Ranger X [to "School 7»s"(i992, Drama) Brendan Fraser. (In Stereo) Silk Stalkings "Voices" (R) X
HBO 31 *** ' That Thing You Dot" (1996 Tom Everett Scott. PG' X ** "Ace Ventura: When Nature Cate"(l996) X |*'i "Pinoccnibs W«v9ng»"(1996) Rosalind Allen Inside the NFL (In Stereo) X
MAX »» "Short Circuit" 0<m, Comady) Aty ShiidyPG' HE ** "How toSteal a M/«»on"( 1966, Comedy) Audrey Hepburn. X |t*'i 'fyrjntond8r"(1986,Fantasri Chrtstophar Lambert 'R'

SHOW © ** "GoWeney»"(l995 Adventure) Pierce Brosnan. (In SlereoJ'PG- 13 k** "Never Say Never Agan" {\m, Adventure) Sean Connery. (In Slareo) 'PG'

a

Fast Track X |"Bi;to"(1997)

Bruno By C. Baldwin Robotman By Jim Meddick

Sky* NSYEST&PWf ' ..WHY ISU.T

. M WORDSCoPfc &UER UP8EM
^UKk OTHER PEdPlfc'S Vj\
MOU WWE BOPW ^

UNLUCKY SlGKl-

y& ? NGPTONk WW |MTM£ WDOSt Of TUG
R\Sit*G SUN AND A> W.&CK WOL£ VMSJUJUC,

-tJocx shep cr ikk^s TT^tjs is the

Thatch By Jeff Shesol Dilbert By Scott Adams

ACC0RWN6TO"«?eOPU"
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ATTtNTION -DCFICIT ,i
PISORPefi. l
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iRRnxBte... "reaMe
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lOOHT
KNOW!
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caeee,

RtacLtseov
iMPuiAive.

lertMAKE
fUNPRAr^Nrj
CAU6FR0M
THe white:

House'
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AUTOGRAPHS FOR SALE

C0OGJ... A SOFTBALL SIGNtO

BV AAArVTIN LUTHER,
LEADER OF" THE

PROTESTANT REFOR-

MATION.

t'rA IMPRESSED, BUT
WHAT IfA LOOKING
FOR IS SOfAETHTNG
SIGNED BY MARTIN
LUTHER KING JR.

TOO B»\D

YOU DON'T

HAVE ANY-

THING
FROrA
HlfA.

I

CHECK. BACK

IN TEN
fMNUTES.

Sven By Stephen Higgins
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8 Years in Braces By Eric Petersen
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Non Sequitor By Wiley Drabble By Kevin Fagan
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Mallard Fillmore By Bruce Tinsley

Leedee By Mike Rybicki
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Horoscopes
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) —

You are likely to hear from some-

one who shares important news,

but won't be able to tell you every-

thing you need to know.
Investigate!

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — Keep yourself on track

today, regardless of whatever oth-

ers have going. It is important that

you remain true to your intents.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)

— Seek and ye may find today, but

most likely you will only get a bet-

ter idea of what youre looking for.

You will get a hidden message.

AQUARIUS (|an. 20-Feb. 18)

— You are going to have to get cer-

tain things done sooner than

expected today if you plan to t;ike

advantage of an unexpected oppor-

tunity.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) —
You should be able to make an

important identification today

which allows you more freedom to

make the choices you want to

make.
ARIES (March 21-April 19) —

A message you don't understand

entirely will prove pivotal to you in

the days to come, but right now you

can let things take their course.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
You have been weighing yourself

down with one or two burdens you

need not bear. Lighten the load

today, and proceed at a faster pace.

GEMINI (May 2l-|iine 20) —
Cooperating with those who are

suspicious of you will ease tensions

on all fronts. Avoid the tendency to

get defensive with critics.

CANCER (June 21-July 22) —
It is likely to take you longer than

expected to complete routine jobs

today. Energy may be running low.

<md enthusiasm suffers as a result.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) — You
will get what you want today, pro-

vided you're direct in your requests.

Get all pertinent information before

you're put to the test.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) — A
hidden attraction is likely to come
out in the open today, and put you

in a position which demands the

utmost tact and discretion.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) —
The news is out. and others are

going to start coming to you with

requests of all kinds. Today, you
can remain rather free of burdens.

Close to Home By John McPherson

Quote «F tJH«e JDay

CC She's turning me into a

criminal, when all I want to

be is a petty thief. 33
-Bart Simpson

tJiffffZJf*' <: 1997 John WiPrmM"4).|i b^ U^ggwPms_by^»jtf o^JJ

Through well-planned provocation, Vince was able

to harvest enough toilet paper during Halloween to

keep the family supplied for an entire year.

Today's P.C. Menu
Call 343-3626 for mrnr* inUrmmHc

ACROSS
1 Where to buy

pastrami
5 Aquarium fish

10 Fellow
1

4

Type of rock

1

5

Baseball great

Hank—
16 Atmosphere
17 Freshwater

catch
1

9

Muslim prince

20 Illuminated

naturally

21 Manipulate
22 Team
23 Signified

25 Buddy
26 European

capital

30 Winter mo
31 Punctuation

mark
34 Bone —
36 First and reverse

38 Collection of

anecdotes
39 Grill

41 Barnyard strutter

43 Miscalculate

44 Skinflint

46 Depleted
47 Raised
49 Actress West
51 Tacks on
52 Legal matter

53 Vast chasm
55 Ship's jail

57 Mouths, in

biology

58 Gentlest

63 Shakespearean
king

64 Pottery clay

66 "Green Gables-
heroine

67 Gold bar

68 Speak sharply

69 Party giver

70 Type of wall

71 Wise one

DOWN
1 Tiny amounts
2 Neutral color

3 Circus animal

4 Matinee —
5 Made lace

6 Listener's need
7 Drub
8 Disturb

9 Poker stake

10 Comedian
Sid —

11 Very
embanassed

12 Like the Gobi

13 Skin

18 Actress Novak
24 Patronage
25 Mexican coins

26 Yellow pigment

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

OfflUBH BOH DQQDB
Began qhh oho
duo hhi»] aram ghdkj
HUH Ml.in CTMHflBSH

OSS LDHE Btmil
WWMHId BEHB BESGHsHl

p R ow
B I R D
L V E |R

HHCia @SH BHHmLSlH
10-23-97 © 1997. United Feature Syndicate

27 English county
28 Reference

experts

29 — roll: winning
31 In favor of

32 Upright

33 Scurries
35 Peaks
37 Assortment
40 Stashed away
42 Health resort

45 Prohibition of a
sort

48 Remorse
50 It could be real

53 "— You Glad
You're You?"

54 Pouch
55 Dull

56 Gambling town
57 Elevator maker
59 Shade of green
60 Sicilian volcano

61 For men only

62 Masking —
65 Actor Silver

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Charbroiled Chicken Sandwich

Macaroni and Cheese

DINNER
Breaded Chicken Tenders

Lemon Pepper Cod
Lemon Grill Burger

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Worcester
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Vegetarian Egg Roll, Fried Rice

Macaroni/Tomato or Alfredo Sauce

Vegan Black Bean Quesadilla

DINNER
Breaded Chicken Tenders/Dipping Sauces

Lentil Chili

Pastabilities

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Charbroiled Chicken Sandwich
Macaroni and Cheese

DINNER
Breaded Chicken Tenders

Baked Fish w/Herb Stuffing

Berkshire
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Spaghetti/Meatballs

Meatball Grinder

Spicy Black Bean Burger

DINNER
Breaded Chicken Tenders/Dipping Sauces

Lentil Chili

Pastbilities



Sports Weekend
Thursday, October 23, 1997 The Massachusetts Doily Collegian

It's
UM volleyball falls short against UConn

cold in Ohio
Former Collegian staffer Jeremy (aka

|.R. or Isiah) Adams meandered back

to Amherst last weekend from lovely

Susquehanna University (not quite hell,

but you can see Olean. N.Y. from

there). Selinsgrove, Pa. 17870 isn't

exactly Beverly Hills, Calif. 90210 tor

even Hadley, Mass. 01035) so we had

to send him back right Monday night.

To him, Amherst has a sort of hallowed

aura to it, and the evening just couldn't

Leigh Torbin

include the Bills and Colts in the worst

Monday night game since Milli Vanilli.

On the crisp evening, the staff ventured

to my Puffton palace. Our stomachs

glowing after steaks with Rudy's

Famous No. 2 sauce, we got some
beers (because we're off campus and

we can), and were exactly as you'd

expect a sports staff to be.

Then, on the telly came HBO's new
documentary "Where Have You Gone

)oe DiMaggio," just in time to ignite a

war that even endless Sega Hockey

couldn't settle. The very well done

chronicle pointed out that whenever

the pristine and almost holy icon makes

a public appearance he insists on being

introduced as "the greatest living base-

ball player."

I

Thankfully, his cooler head prevailed

before launching into a battle that

could have raged on until either Buffalo

or Indianapolis found the end zone.

That or Napoleon rising from the dead

to dunk over Hakeem Olajuwon and

give the Vancouver Grizzlies the NBA
title.

"It really doesn't matter," he said

squelching the potential conflict on this

otherwise joyous evening. "He was

married to Marilyn Monroe."

Whether .406 is a more astounding

mark than 56 is moot, DiMaggio has

an aura. A luster. A certain Tao about

him that athletes today just don't have.

It's partly from his love of the Yankees

— • tremendous passion, although hor-

ribly misguided. Players just aren't

loyal to one team these days, just as

people get married and divorced sever-

al times, jumping from spouse to

spouse like a free agent.

Explain how a little further downtown

on the 1 , 2, or 3 trains at the comer of

34th and 7th, the Knicks have traded

away each of their last four No. 1 picks

in a two-week span, a pair of them to

rival Boston last night.

Then you look at someone like Paul

Kariya (St. Paul if you're a Mainer).

Arguably the best player in the NHL
today just flat-out turned down $70
million of Disney's dough because he

didn't like the manner in which it was

offered, and has said that he might sit

out the entire season.

Turning down $70 million! Kevin

Gamett calling $103 million an out-

rage! Heck. I'll take just one million,

thank you very much.

If I had $1 million I could afford to

have my Kraft Dinner with the added

bonus of little bits of chopped up hot

dogs mixed in.

If I had $1 million, myself, and many of

my friends would have much more reli-

able automobiles. No stinkin' K cars.

If I had $1 million, I could afford a last

row, upper deck seat at a Bruins game.

If I had $1 million, I'd be rich, so why
wouldn't a kid who played collegiately

at Maine be rich too?

If I had $1, million, I could pay the

Barenaked Ladies for the upcoming
copyright suit and still post bail.

• CBS had an interesting choice of

announcers for the Pitt- Notre Dame
game. Calling the action between the

Panthers and the Fighting Irish... Sean

McDonough and Terry Donahue. Oh,

yeah, two people with no sense of

Irishness. Was Billy Bulger doing side-

line reports with Michael Flatley? Have

anutha' pint of 'da Guinness why
dontcha.

• Last night the Fall Classic was played

in a scene that looked more like a

Winter Wonderland. Oh yeah, forget

•II about pinstripes, red, white and

blue bunting and Hanson singing the

national anthem. Nothing screams of

classic baseball like a team in teal play-

ing through a snow storm.

• Before I launch into field hockey

below, let's just talk about what a great

and unique place UMass is. The state of

Pennsylvania has both a Schnecksville

and a Schwenksville and we have a stu-

dent-athlete from each here.

• Although this column was tough to

fill with precious little going on. it's

nothing because a friend of mine has

an arduous task of an even longer piece

to write and not enough information.

She's talking about the turf at Garber

Field and is having trouble filling

space, even with coach and player

quotes and fact sheets.

"The turf was unavailable for comment."

she said glumly. "It took the fifth

"

The turf won't talk. What's next?

Crappy late-October weather in

Cleveland?

Leigh Torbin is a Collegian columnis

By Brett Mauser
Collegian Staff

UCONN

UMASS

The UMass women's volleyball team lost to UConn on Tuesday at Curry Hicks.

In the Northeast, there's the Big

East and the Atlantic 10. That's the

way it's always been. The Beast of

the Fast has had its day. but the

A-10 is on its way.

In the national scene, the Big hast

has always been regarded as the Mil

coast's representative along with the

ACC. But in recent years, the A-10

has turned a few

heads. Last

night. the

Massachusetts
volleyball team
tried to turn a few more against a

very strong Connecticut squad.

Despite a very impressive night by

sophomore middle blocker (ill

Meyers. UMass (10-11, 5-5 in the

A-10) fell one game below .500

overall with a 15-7, 15-6. 8-15.

15-10 loss to the Big Hast stalwarts.

UMass looked good when the

whistle blew. They jumped out to a

6-1 lead and was in control. But it

was all downhill from there, at least

for the first two frames. UMass just

didn't seem to click. UConn, on the

other hand. did. The Huskies man-

handled the Minutewomen. OUtMOT-

ing them 29- 7 to take a two sets to

nothing lead.

To say the least, things didn't look

too good for the Minutewomen
going into game three. Down two

sets, coach Bonnie Kenny opted to

shuffle things up a bit: sophomore

outside hitter Sarah Watters in.

freshman Courtney Bowen out.

lead by Meyers and Witters,

UMass connected on 20 kills and

committed only three errors, en

route to a 15-8 decision to make
things interesting.

But all the hoopla was short-last-

ed. Although showing plenty of

resiliency and pride, there was just

too much UConn for UMass to han-

dle. It wasn't the Huskies that

turned the key in the Ignition on the

UConn bu> It was the

Minutewomen.
In the fourth game. UMass com-

mitted 10 hitting emus to UConn'a

three, and the Huskies needed only

six kills on the set to wrap things up.

"We laid over in the first two

game* and unfortunately we made

up our mind to play a little loo late.'

Kenny said. "Against a team like

UConn who's in the upper half of

the Big Last, you can't afford to hit

the way we did tonight."

Along with her 16 kills. Meyers

collected six blocks (two solos) and

two service aces. Watters was the

only other Minutewoman with dou-

ble-digit kills with 13.

"I liked the way |ill Meyers played

tonight. She played like a leader, she

stepped it up, and did a great job.

She carried us tonight, but at this

level, you're going to need more
than one player to step it up," Kenny

said

UMass as a team hit .188 at the

net, but only .030 in game four

when it counted. Once again, out-

side hitting was the Achilles' heel

for the Minutewomen. Compared to

UConn. UMass had 10 less kills and

nine more errors.

Freshman middle blocker Rebecca

Hasson had a solid performance in

limited playing time. In only two
games. Hasson registered seven kills

and a hitting percentage of .455.

UMass is in the midst of a

five-way tie for fourth place in the

conference standings. Only four

teams are admitted to the A-10
Conference championships in

Dayton in late November.

The Minutewomen return to con-

ference action this weekend when
they travel to Ohio to take on Xavier

and Dayton tomorrow and Saturday.

respectively. UMass defeated both

schools when they visited the Cage

in late September.

Switch to turf an important change for field hockey
By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

When the Massachusetts field hockey

team began its 1997 campaign, it did

so on the on the newly renovated

AstroTurf at Richard F. Garber Field.

Saturday, before the Minutewomen's

contest against rival Connecticut,

Athletic Director Bob Matcum and

Associate Athletic Director Elaine

Sortino will preside over a dedication

ceremony for the new turf.

The installation of the new surface has

been a long awaited change for not

only the field hockey team, but also

the men's and women's lacrosse

squads. In addition, other athletic

teams will benefit from the practice

and workout possibilities the turf

opens to them.

"It will help a number of other sports

besides field hockey.' I Masi field

hockey coach Patty Shea said. "It

helps men's lacrosse, women's
lacrosse. Softball, baseball. It helps a

lot of different areas, and it does deli

nitely give a huge benefit to our pro-

gram."

And it is field hockey that has chris-

tened the field. And the change — and

resulting move from the hwn'l former

home at Totman Field — is a major

one for the Minutewomen.

The majority of the UMass squad

plays almost the entirety of its summer

training on AstroTurf. and the interna-

tional players (UMass has two players

from Great Britain) have spent practi-

cally their entire careers on turf.

"When they go and play during the

summer the players play on turf. Any

camp, any development camp is

played on turf." Shea said. "That's

what the international game is played

on. So if you have any player who has

the aspiration to go on and play on the

international level, they have to play

on turf."

The switch to Garber Field does not

diminish what the Minutewomen
accomplished at Totman; in fact, it

magnifies those accomplishments. In

their time on the natural grass at

Totman. the Minutewomen were con-

sistently one of the region and nation's

premier teams. From 1974-96.

Massachusetts compiled a higher win-

ning percentage than UConn. New
Hampshire. Northeastern and

Providence.

"It needs to be in perspective how
amazing it has been for the University

of Massachusetts to be as consistent

and as much of a power as they have

been playing on grass, because a turf

game and a grass game are two totally

separate games." Shea said. "For them

to be able to compete against teams

that play everyday on AstroTrul and

for them to be able to challenge in a

national tournament setting is a huge

statement to the commitment of the

players and the coaching staff. And
(hat's the history of this program."

The statistics speak lor themselves

Turn to FIELD, page 1
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A scene during the reconstruction of Richard F. Garber field this summer during its transition from grass to

turf.

Patriots offensive line poses problems;

big Monday night clash against Packers

K»MA KANSANEN ! COUEGIAN STAEf

Let the games begin
Mike Gaffn?y and the Massachusetts men's hockey team open up

the 1997-98 season this Friday against the Riverhawks of

U-Mass-Lowell

I 0H ol reaped out to those scumbags in the ugly green

jerseys, Ihej showed die Patriots a thing or two.

New I ngland performed almost as bad as they did

against Denver.

I he offensive line played a disgrace-

ful loot ball game, allowing lets line-

backe Mo Lewis and Co, to penetrate

the line on a consistent basis. II Patiiots

tight tackle Zefross Moss is about 400

pounds, anil I ewtl is 2i0, how is it pos-

sible lhal he can get around him and the

test ol (he offensive line so easily?

Hey. Moss, do your job.

/ think I have tom* ointment to cure that bail case ot

/dross Wow
Also, and I don't usually bring this up. but the officiating

was outrageous, Not during the whole game, but on two

very Important accounts,

I itst. mere was the interference penalty called on Ty Law

in the end/one against |eff Graham. I'm not an official, and

I'm not sun whethet or not it was ;, penalty, but there has to

be something written alxuit how long a referee can think

about whether Of not lie is going to throw the flag.

After that particular psi) had ban completed and the

ball was bouni Ina on the ground, the line judge was waving

his hands, calling the play incomplete. Then, the

SU.i.lowlanils crowd Started to go nuts and Graham began

to CTJ and moan. Then and 0AJJ then did the line judge

decide to toss the vellow snot tag. I'm MM sure if you saw it.

but I think it was Graham who told the head referee what

the penalty should be. because obviously the line judge had

no clue.

Second, there was the incomplete pass to Shawn
lefferson which ended the game lot New Fngland. Now that

play was close, real close. How can two officials on opposite

sides of the field make that call as

quick as they did'.' Brain surgeon in the

endzone took a lunch break to make
the Interference call and yet Bert and

Krnie made a calculatoi last call to

end the football game
It's a conspiracy I tell SOU.

• Enough with the sour grapes, though. I was just a little

perturbed. Now for the big game

Everyone is forcing me to address the Monday night

game coming up between New Fngland and Green Bay.

Gladly.

To rehash what I said last week. I'm going with the Pats

lor the rest of the year They can win on any given day and

have more healthy talent at this point than does the Pack

However, compare Reggie White to (hat lame O I ewis

on the lets. If White can penetrate through New I ngland's

line like I ewis did then Drew Bledsoe will he in a world of

hurt.

• Keys to the game
I of the Pats Terry Glenn needs to toughen up and play

like the man Bill Parcells ncvci thought he was Bledsoe

needs a big game, but Curtis Martin is averaging over 4.5

yards per carry. Give him the pigskin IXm't turn the game

Turn to NFL page 1
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Scream II?

Hardly.

Sarah Michelle
Cellar stars as a

teen beauty queen
in J Know What You

Did Last Summer
(see Arts & Living,

page 6).

The defense

never rests

Senior Brad Norton

and the defense corps

of the UMass hockey

team will look to help

defend the Alumni
Cup this weekend in

the Minutemen's sea-

son opener, (see

Sports, page 10).

WORLD

Agreement reached

in Sierra Leone coup

FREETOWN, Sierra Leone
(AP) — West African leaders and

the military junta that seized

control of Sierra Leone reached

an agreement yesterday to return

the country's elected president

to power within six months.
A statement released after two

days of talks in Conakry, Guinea,

and signed by the participating

parties also called for an immediate

cease-fire in Sierra Leone, amnesty

for the leaders of the bloody coup

and nationwide disarmament. It

was signed by representatives of

Sierra Leone's military ruler,

Maj. johnny Paul Koroma, and
delegates from Guinea, Nigeria,

Ivory Coast, Ghana and Liberia.

The five nations have spear-

headed diplomatic efforts to end
the standoff that began May 25
when Koroma led army officers

in a coup that drove out the

elected president, Ahmed Tejan

Kabbah. Koroma did not attend

the Guinea talks and has blocked

other attempted peace plans, so

the chances of this one suc-

ceeding were far from certain.

NATION

Dole offers to testify

in Senate hearings

WASHINGTON (AP) — Bob Dole

offered yesterday to testify at

Senate campaign fund raising hear-

ings to respond to "suggestions

of impropriety" during 1996
presidential bid and invited

President Clinton to do the same.

In a letter hand delivered to the

panel's chairman, Sen. Fred

Thompson (R-Tenn.) Dole said

"there have been statements
questioning my activities as a can-

didate and some that cast doubt
on my integrity."

Senate Democrats have charged

that the Republican National

Committee improperly used "soft

money" to air ads that promoted
Dole's candidacy, including a com-
mercial spot that was a biography

of the former Senate majority

leader.

Dole said "it would be my hope
that this offer will encourage
President Clinton to express his

willingness to do the same."
Thompson was preparing an invita-

tion for Clinton to testify, said Paul

Clark, spokesman for the Senate

Governmental Affairs Committee.

This week, Senate Democrats
produced documents suggesting

that GOP fund-raiser |o-Anne Coe
forwarded checks from big

Republican donors to special inter-

est groups.
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Senate endorses Scott's stance on alcohol
By Tamar Carroll

Collegian Staff

ON THE INTERNET

www.umaM.edu/rso/colegian

The University of Massachusetts Faculty Senate yes-

terday officially voiced their support of Chancellor

David K. Scott's actions to curb the abuse of alcohol

on campus, including his suspension of alcohol at tail-

gating and his creation of an alcohol task force.

The motion, which was passed unanimously by the

Senate, read, "That the Faculty Senate strongly

endorses the steps taken by the Chancellor to elimi-

nate the abuse of alcohol as a characteristic of cam-

pus life, and; That the Faculty Senate strongly

encourages students to exercise all possible modera-

tion and restraint in their consumption of alcohol and

to exercise extreme care and caution in circumstances

where the life and safety of an individual might be at

risk."

Professor Brian O'Conner, of the biology depart-

ment, said that the motion was in response to "the

events of the past several weeks," referring to the alco-

hol-related death of junior Adam G. Prentice on Sept.

27 and complaints of alcohol-related behavior during

Homecoming tailgating, as well as the administration's

subsequent efforts to address the issue.

Faculty Senate President |ohn Bracey said the intent

of the motion was to let students know the faculty is

concerned about their consumption of alcohol, not to

promote a ban on alcohol.

"We have no intention of engaging in a just say no'

campaign with our students." Bracey said. "The idea

was to make a statement as soon as possible... to tell

our students we are concerned that they are hurting and

poisoning, and in some cases, killing themselves. We
want to get this message out."

Scott also announced that the makeup of the 50-per-

son alcohol task force has been finalized, and said the

task force will be presenting recommendations on the

University's alcohol policies in three weeks.

In other Senate business, Vice Chancellor Royster

Hedgepath presented an update on Campaign UMass,
the University's five-year fund-raising drive.

"One year ago this October we formally introduced

Campaign UMass with three goals," Hedgepath said.

"To raise money, to engage advocates for the University

and to strengthen the image of the University."

Hedgepath reported that to date, $47.5 million has

been raised through Campaign UMass, out of an origi-

nal five-year goal of $125 million.

He also noted that in the past year, a larger number
of alumni, 23 percent, made donations to the

University than ever before.

"We have got some encouraging results," Hedgepath

said. "But the question is, where do we go from here?"

Hedgepath said he has raised the total goal of the cam-

paign to $139 million, "the projection which we will

measure our success against."

He also called for the support of the faculty, telling

the Senate their participation is critical for the success

of the campaign.
"We need to get our faculty out to meet with people,

to build the alumni program and the visual image of

the University," Hedgepath said. "You are the primary

spokespersons to potential donors as they come to

campus, and we will need your help and support."

The Senate also voted to approve the creation of an

undergraduate major in linguistics. The major will

have to be approved by the Board of Higher Education

and the Board of Trustees before it is opened.

In addition, the Senate voted to endorse the concept

of providing one practicum credit for students who par-

ticipate on Senate councils and committees.

Professor Kandula Sastry said he hoped the opportu-

nity to earn a credit would encourage students to join

the Senate councils and committees.

"We always urge the students to come and partici-

pate," Sastry said. "Let's hope this may provide an

impetus for them to come and participate."

CHRISTOPHER A CESNEJO COl

Royster Hedgepath speaks at yesterday's Faculty Senate meeting.

Walk this way Former student's death ruled suicide
The death of former University of

Massachusetts student Jennifer

Skolski was ruled a suicide

Wednesday by the Medical
Examiner's office in Springfield.

Skolski's cause of death was
determined to be "asphyxiation by

hanging."

Skolski, who was a music major at

UMass, but withdrew this semester,

was found dead last Saturday at the

Mt. Pollux Conservation Area in

Amherst, three days after her room-

mates reported her missing.

An Amherst police officer discov-

ered Skolski's car last Friday night at

9 p.m. A search of the area was
immediately conducted by Amherst

police and fire personnel.

The search was suspended at 1

1

p.m. and resumed early the next

morning. Skolski's body was
removed from the scene at noon by

the Medical Examiner.

The search effort was coordinated

by Captain Charles Scherpa.

Funeral arrangements and obitu-

ary information have not yet been

released. —Leigh Faulkner

Chinese, U.S. roles in the world system

discussed as nations prepare for summit
By Paul Hayes
Collegian Staff

CHRISTOPHER A CESNEIO COLIECIAN

james Horty, a junior philosophy major, gets a lesson on how to

walk from a street sign.

AMHERST — Where does China

fit in the world order?

That, along with the meaning of

life, have been two of the most often

asked questions in the past 100
years, said Smith College professor

Steven Goldstein during a panel dis-

cussion, sponsored by the Five

College Program in Peace and World

Security Studies (PAWSS), at

Amherst College on Wednesday.

The panel, which included
Goldstein, Amherst College

Professor Ronald Tiersky and
PAWSS director and moderator
Michael Klare, discussed "China, the

U.S. and the Emerging World
System."

On the eve of Chinese President

Jiang Zemin's summit with President

Clinton next week, the discussion

focused on U.S. and Chinese rela-

tions and their roles in the interna-

tional community.

Goldstein described China and the

United States as two nations which
were doomed to conflict by the roles

they were cast in the international

system, in that China wants to

change a status quo which was set-

tled 1 50 years ago, making it a natur-

al enemy to the United States.

Director of the CIA George
Kennen has referred to China as a

potential threat to U.S. security, and

as a peer competitor which must be

prepared for, Klare said.

It is unknown what the nature of a

conflict with China will entail, and

armed conflict is far from an assured

result. Goldstein said.

In fact, panel members said that a

peace process is probably the most

likely course both nations will take.

Kiare said that for practical rea-

sons. China would not engage in

armed conflict, despite having the

world's largest standing army.

China does not have the technolo-

gy to compete with better armed
countries, such as Taiwan, which has

a number of F- 16s from the United

States and Mirages from France.

"They have a comical nuclear mis-

sile system." Klare said. "You need to

climb the missile with a wrench and

actually crank the top to aim it."

However, a peace process is

marred by differing ideologies and

perceived human rights violations.

Once the floor was opened up to

the audience, some questioned
whether a U.S. trade engagement
with China would actually influence

that nation's politics.

"That's the pious hope," Goldstein

said. "But I don't believe political

change follows economic change."

Yet. Goldstein cautioned, many
believe that the economy and politics

are intertwined.

Many have objected to U.S. deal-

ings with China because of alleged

human rights violations, citing gov-

ernment oppressionist actions in

Tienemann Square and Tibet.

Yet. Goldstein said, Chinese
human rights changes have been
enormous, and the Chinese have a

right to be offended by the United

Turn to SUMMIT, page 2

Teen takes stand j

Congo's military

i in murder trial ^^ over C3Pit3̂

By Alison Fitzgerald

Associated Press

CAMBRIDGE — A teen-age

English au pair charged with mur-

dering a baby in her care took the

stand yesterday to deny ever hurt-

ing the child.

Louise Woodward said that from

November to February, she did not

violently shake, hit, slam, or do
anything else to hurt 8-month-old

Matthew F.appen. who died of head

injuries.

"Never," said Woodward, a ner-

vous smile punctuating her

answers.

Woodward gave details of her

large family at home in England,

where she is the oldest of 1 3 grand-

children and often acted as a big

sister to her cousins. She spoke

quietly, occasionally biting her lip

and drinking water from a paper

cup.

"I love kids." she said.

Woodward's parents sat in a cor-

ner of the courtroom, holding
hands as they watched their daugh-

ter testify.

Woodward also testified she left

another Boston-area family to work
for the Eappens. saying she had

Turn to TRIAL page 2

By Kamanga Mutond
Associated Press

BRAZZAVILLE. Republic of

Congo — The Republic of Congo's
new military leader swept into its

devastated capital yesterday in a loot-

ed Mercedes, promising to seek
international aid and imploring citi-

zens to help "restore brotherhood" to

the country.

It was Gen. Denis Sassou-
Nguesso's first appearance in

Brazzaville since his Cobra militia

seized the central African capital and
the country's second-largest city.

Pointe Noire, from President Pascal

Lissouba last week.

In brief comments to thousands
who gathered outside his Brazzaville

home, Sassou-Nguesso, riding in a

car seized from his predecessor's

government, promised to end the

looting that has continued to trauma-

tize the city. He also appealed to

civilians who fled the fighting to

return home.
"We fought the enemy and we

have won, the criminals fled. Now
we have to get Brazzaville back on
its feet," Sassou-Nguesso said. "We
must restore brotherhood, we must

work together and listen to each

Turn to CONGO, page 2

Club Kennedy now open!

CHRISTOPHER A CESNEIO COUECIAN

Co-managers Kristie Carrier and Billi Liberti work on the 1 9th floor of Kennedy, serving up a little some-

thing for the folks in Southwest.
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trial

continued from page 1

disputes with the first family over

an 1 1 p.m. curfew that was later

extended to midnight. "I was
ui happy about having a curfew."

she said, talking about how she

felt it increased her isolation.

Matthew Eappen's parents had
testified that they were unhappy
with Woodward because of her

late hours, and had issued her an

ultimatum about being more dili-

gent a week before the baby died.

Her appearance, which the jury

was told in opening statements to

expect, came near the end of a trial

dominated by two weeks of cum
plex testimony by medical experts.

They used models of brains, dia-

grams of heads and plastic verte-

brae to help describe their version

of what caused Matthew's death.

Dr. Ayub Ommaya. the fourth

defense expert witness to testify,

abandoned the medical jargon that

had become familiar in the murder

trial. He used plain English to say

that Matthew could not have been

killed by violent shaking, as prose-

cutors claim.

Ommaya said the injuries that

killed Matthew must have
occurred well before Feb. 4—the

day Woodward, 19, is accused of

shaking him and slamming his

head against a hard surface. The
baby died five days later.

The neurologist, who formerly

directed the head injury

prevention program for the

National Highway Traffic Safety

Administration, bounced a wad of

Silly Putty on the floor to illus-

trate damage that could be caused

by impact. The demonstration
elicited a rare burst of laughter

from jurors and observers at the

emotionally wrenching trial.

Ommaya. who was being paid

$500 an hour by the defense,

acknowledged that he had treated

only a few babies injured by

impacts and was not an expert on

the type of eye injuries the prose-

cution argues indicate the baby

died by violence.

Yesterday morning, a patholo-

gist who had also testified on
behalf of O.J. Simpson said he

agreed with the neurologist's find-

ing that the baby was not violently

shaken.

"There are no marks on the

baby that would support such a

possibility." said Dr. Michael
Baden.

When he first studied the case

this summer, the doctor said the

baby's injuries occurred between

12 and 72 hours before he was
hospitalized, he admitted on
cross-examination.

summit
continued from page 1

States dwelling on the "dark side" of

China.

"Until we rccogni/.e this, we can

never form a real national policy con-

cerning China." he said

One man in attendance inquired

about China's role in Tibet.

"I think the extermination of an

indigenous people qualifies as geno-

cide." he said.

Goldstein rebutted that the beha\

tor is clearly unacceptable, but that

the Chinese saw Tibet as a theocracy

which favored a very few.

"They see themselves as enlighten-

eis which are taking a nation out of

the dark ages," he said.

He also added that it will be very

difficult for the United States and

China to discuss human rights,

because China's concerned with the

rights of the community to eat,

where as the United States is con-

cerned with individual rights.

According to Goldstein, the

United States will bear the position

of finding a place for China in the

current world system, but that this

is made difficult by U.S. thinking.

Goldstein described the United

States and China as two boxers who
spent the early rounds feeling each

other out, and who were seriously

hobbled in their dealings with one

another.

"We keep trying to cram China
into stereotypes." he said.

He listed the "Pearl Buck" view of

the Chinese as a meek and feeble

nation in want of salvation, the

"Roosevelt" view of the China as a

second class nation, the "Cold War"
view of China as the most virulent

force of Communism and the Reagan
view of China as a possible

anti-Communist ally.

Tiersky brought up two New York

Times editorials as examples of cur-

rent stereotyping of China.

One took a high moral position

and denounced America's inviting

Jiang, whom it labeled a leader of a

"brutal regime." The other criti-

cized China as modernizing too

quickly, which would cause the

nation's economy to crash.

Tiersky labelled these reactions to

China as two types of hysteria, and
said that China was instead a nation

where Communism was dying, and
patriotism was thriving.

Since 1976 and the disappearance

ul | single leader who can effective-

ly make policy (which Mao I

Tung was), local and military
bureaucracies have been empow-
ered, and mounting nationalism
have created a shift in the Chinese
government's basis of legitimacy,

Goldstein said.

They now see their mission being

to regain China's "proper place in the

world." he said.

According to Tiersky, crowds
Miembled spontaneously in

Tienemann Square the night of

China's annexation of Hong Kong,

and seemed to be patriotic "not to

the Tienemann oppressors, but to

the government which wants to

make China a world power."

China's Communism lives on in

"deadly dull" rhetoric pushing people

to ever higher levels of socialist

behavior. Tiersky said, which none of

them really even believe in anymore.

This formerly oppressive govern-

ment was not evident to Tiersky

when he was in Beijing, and that

such "rear guard actions" may be on

the way out, Tiersky said.

"People in Beijing live lives today

not thinking of the government, they

live without it." Tiersky said, "if gov

ernment is out of there lives, that's a

fundamental change."

Tiersky added that he didn't know
how one couldn't conclude that

Communism is fading.

Goldstein pointed out that the U.S.

is having trouble dealing with China

because we have a president who
doesn't care about foreign policy and

a coalition in Congress which seems

determined to confront China.

He also points out that the

Defense Department and the

Department of Commerce have
competing interests for and against

China, but that both must work
together for certain relations with

China.

..BLUP..

.BLUP... / ...BLUR.

...BLUR-
ONE FISH-

TWO FISH..

RED FISH.

BLUE FISH... -DR. SEUSS

Be like Dr. Seuss and write lots and lots of really cool stuff

for LOTS of interesting people! Write for the COLLEGIAN.
*ALL SCUBA AND SWIMWEAJUeBX^DEDJlL-™

Campus Activities presents

SOMETHING EVERY FRIDAY

BLUEWALL CAFE
8:00PM

Friday, October 24, 1997

Movie: "CONTACT" to follow performance @ 9:30PM

"CONTACT" Featuring: Jodie Foster, Matthew

McConaughey, and James Woods will also be shown on

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 26 at 8 & 10PM in the Campus
Center Auditorium.

Visit our web site:

Http://www.umass .edu/campact/events/sef .htm

Campus Police Log
Accident — Property Damage was broken into and tiles wea- taken. and cash stolen.

Oct 22 Drug Law Offenses A wallet was reported stolen

A minor two-vehicle accident Oct 20 from Gomn Residence Hall. Oct.

occurred on Commonwealth Stephen M. Carriagan, 21, of 8 22

Avenue. S. Richard St., Millford, and An individual from MacKimmie
Richard W. Hague. 19. of 177 Residence Hall reported her diary

Alarm — Fire Burke Ave.. Pittsl'ield were arrested stolen.

Oct. 20 in Washington Residence Hall for A display was stolen from office

A trash can was on fire in possession to distribute a class D in Berkshire House.

Parking Lot 71 on Massachusetts drug. Fog lights were reported stolen

Avenue. from a vehicle in parking lot 22 on

Oct. 22 Health/Safety Hazard University Drive.

A fire caused extensive damage Oct. 21 Oct 23

to a vehicle parked on the 4th level An alarm was sounding in A bicycle was reported stolen

of the Campus Center Parking Goessmann Laboratory. from Thatcher Residence Hall.

Garage. The fire was extinguished A trash can fire next to Marcm
•by the Amherst Fire Department. Hall was extinguished. Traffic Stop

An odor of natural gas was Oct. 21

Annoying Behavior reported from Hamlin Residence Pedro M. Santos, 22, of 14

Oct. 21 Hall Alvord Ave., Chicopee. was arrest-

An individual knocking on doors Oct. 22 ed on Commonwealth Avenue for

was bothering a resident in Mary Environmental Health and Safety operating a motor vehicle with a

Lyon Residence Hall. was called to check heat control in suspended license and speeding.

Oct. 22 Thoreau Residence Hall.

Police checked on intoxicated Vandalism

individuals in Cashin Residence Larceny Oct. 20
Hall. Oct. 20 A sani can was tipped over in

Oct. 23 An individual reported his wallet parking lot 1 1 on Stadium Drive.

An individual from McNamara stolen from a classroom in Herter Chalk graffiti was written on

Residence Hall reported being Hall. Dickinson Building and on the

harassed on the Internet. A bicycle was reported stolen sidewalk.

from Hills House. Oct. 22

Burglary/Breaking and Entering Oct. 21 Sexual graffiti was written in

Oct 20 An individual from Thatcher the men's bathroom in Bartlett

An office in the Campus Center Residence Hall reported a watch Hall.

Congo

Sponsored by Campus Activities through a Grant from the UMASS Auxiliary Services and the

Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs

continued from page 1

other. Congo must become what it used to be.*'

Sassou-Nguesso said he was asking the international

community to. help rebuild the devastated city, but added

that repairs were needed for more than infrastructure.

"There have been fractures in our society," he said from

his Brazzaville residence. "It will take lots of work to

regain harmony in all of this. And after that, elections."

Sassou-Nguesso is to be inaugurated president tomor-

row at the parliamentary palace. The building is one of a

few not badly damaged during the war. and Red Cross

workers for the past two days have been clearing bodies

away from the area around it in preparation for tomor-

row's ceremony.

This will be Sassou-Nguesso's second chance to lead

Republic of Congo. He ruled over a one-party Marxist

state from 1979 to 1991, when public demands for demo-

cratic reforms and anger over the country's economic-

problems forced him out. He lost the country's first multi-

party election to Lissouba in 1992.

During his earlier reign, Sassou-Nguesso was some
times derided as a "Champagne Marxist" for his

unabashed enjoyment of Western luxuries, and his arrival

Thursday in the rainy, poverty-stricken capital was a

reminder of that. A 60-car convoy of mainly luxurious

new sedans taken from the previous government accom-

panied Sassou-Nguesso's Mercedes.

En route to Brazzaville from his hometown of Oyo, 250

miles north, Sassou-Nguesso stopped in the Kintele

refugee camp outside the capital and thanked the thou-

sands of people there for supporting him.

In Brazzaville, he went directly to his residence, where

the )une 5 war began when Lissouba sent forces to try to

disarm Sassou-Nguesso's private militia.

The militia was formed in the wake of 1992 political

violence. Lissouba said he wanted to disarm it to prevent

violence during campaigning before )uly presidential elec-

tions, but Sassou-Nguesso accused Lissouba of provoking

violence so he would have a reason to cancel the vote and

remain in power.

The election never took place. Lissouba fled to Burkina

Faso after the fall of Brazzaville and Pointe Noire, becom-

ing the third regional leader in five months to be driven

from office by military force.

In neighboring Congo, formerly Zaire. Laurent Kabila's

rebel army drove dictator Mobutu Sese Seko from power

May 17 after an eight-month uprising. Later that month,

soldiers overthrew Sierra Leone's elected president.

Ahmed Tejan Kabbah, in a bloody coup. Like Sassou-

Nguesso, all of the new leaders have pledged allegiance to

democracy but none has scheduled elections.

NIGHT GRAPHICS..
HELPING YOU CROSS THE STREETS

ONE MINUTE AT A TIME ...

'ALWAYS REMEMBER TO LOOK BOTH WAYS WHEN
CROSSING THE MAIN STREETS OF LIFE'

Large
One-Topping

Pizza
No Limit • No Coupon Necessary • Offer expires 1 0/3 1 /97

PIZZA

i

I

Better Ingredients.

Better Pizza.

Call 586-7772
331 Russell St • Rte 9 • Hacllev

UM community, MassPlRG unite

to help Food Bank Quarter Drive
By Eric Petersen

Collegian Correspondent

Members of the University of Massachusetts
Community Service Program and MassPlRG
(Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group) staked

out the dining halls, the Campus Center Concourse and

various dormitories this past Monday through Thursday

in support of a Quarter Drive to benefit the Food Bank

of Western Massachusetts.

The spare change collected from students in the Drive

will be used by the Food Bank to pay for transporting

food donations from other sources to more than 350
programs throughout Western Massachusetts.

UMass is one of more than 25 schools lending their

aid to the Food Bank, but most other schools are donat-

ing non- perishable food items.

"Since so many students here eat in the dining halls,

they don't really have as much food in cans and things

like that around." said Flavia Stanley, a representative of

the Community Service Program and the driving force

behind UMass's involvement in the Drive. Therefore,

MassPlRG and the Service Program decided that asking

fot monetary donations would be more effective.

"It costs about 25 cents per pound to transport the

food donations," Stanley said. In 1996. according to a

press release sent by the Community Service Program,

the Food Bank received and distributed $7 million of

food, or about 2.8 million pounds. This translates into

$700,000 in transportation costs.

"The spare change we collect from students helps to

offset transportation prices," Stanley said.

Last year's Quarter Drive made $800, thus paying to

transport 1,600 pounds of food. This year, volunteers

hope to have achieved their goal of $ 1 ,200.

"It | the Quarter Drivel is good because it's so easy for

students to take part," said Bruce Miller of the Alpha

Sigma Phi fraternity. He and some of his fraternity

brothers, like Chong Bang and Walter Maderas, donated

some of their time Wednesday to help man the collection

point in the Campus Center Concourse.

Sara Bolduk. who was also taking a turn at the dona-

tion table, agreed with Miller. Bolduk said that the

Quarter Drive was an opportunity for those who don't

have a lot of time to give to still get involved.

"A lot of people aren't going to want to spend hours

going out and painting or something like that." Bolduk

said, referring to "Make A Difference Day", a community

service at which volunteers will clean parks and hiking

nails and fix up various community agency buildings.

"This (the Quarter Drive] makes it easy for these people

to contribute a small amount that will have a big effect,"

Bolduk said.

The food collected in last year's Drive was distributed

to more than 330 programs throughout four counties.

Among them were the Family Recovery Program, Not

Bread Alone, conducted by the Center for Human
Development in Amherst, the Friends of South Hadley

Elderly in South Hadley and the Child Care Center in

Northampton. In all. the food helped to feed more than

125,000 people-

Any groups or individuals who wish to help with the

Food Drive can contact the Food Bank at

1-800-247-9632. To help the Community Service

Program and MassPlRG with this, or any of their com-

munity services, contact the Community Service Program

at 545-336S or contact Allison at MassPlRG at

545-0199.

Reparation plan for Apartheid debated
By Paul Harris

Associated Press

CAPE TOWN. South Africa —
Victims of human rights abuses

committed during South Africa's

apartheid rule would receive at least

$3,640 a year for six years under a

reparations plan proposed yesterday.

In announcing the proposal, the

Truth and Reconciliation

Commission emphasized that no

amount of money can atone for the

brutalities that took place over the

three-decade period. But it suggest-

ed that the plan was the best possi-

ble option, given financial and other

limitations.

"You cannot put a monetary value

to a person's suffering," said

Archbishop Desmond Tutu, chair-

man of the commission, which is

investigating political crimes during

apartheid. "How do you compensate

a husband who has lost his wife?"

The plan calls for paying victims

$3,640 to $4,925 a year for six

years, with more money going to

those who live in isolated rural areas

and have larger families.

The commission expects about

22.000 people to qualify for the pay-

ments. Those chosen will come from

a list of people who have made state-

ments at the commission's hearings

on apartheid-era abuses.

The deadline for making state-

ments is Dec. 14 and Tutu conceded

that people may now rush forward

in order to qualify for compensation.

The commission is compiling a

report on human rights abuses dur-

ing apartheid and has the power to

grant amnesty to those who make
full confessions for political crimes

Deciding on reparations for vic-

tims is its other main task, a sensi-

tive one in a country that remains

racially divided and in need of fund-

ing for services for blacks neglected

under apartheid. The $642 million

plan —$107 million paid out annu-

ally over six years— must be

approved by the government and

Parliament when the commission
submits its final report at the end of

luly.

Tutu said government officials

reacted warmly to the proposal, but

expressed concern over paying for it.

Most of the money would come
from the government, although

some was expected from private

donors at home and abroad.

Tutu said he knew many South

Africans who lost loved ones or who
were maimed and tortured would
consider the money too little, too

late. But he said South Africa could

provide little more.

The reparations proposal also

includes reduced health care and
education costs for victims, as well

as psychiatric counseling for the

needy. People unfairly convicted

under apartheid would get help wip-

ing their criminal records clean,

while relatives of those who were

killed would receive money for

reburying their loved ones in proper

graves.

Mandela calls for end to Libya sanctions
By Mohammed El Dakhakhny
Associated Press

TRIPOLI, Libya — Pledging support for a "brother

leader." Nelson Mandela urged the United Nations yes-

terday to lift sanctions on Libya, saying they hurt ordi-

nary Libyans, not just Moammar Gadhafi.

The South African president's call was a rebuff

to the United States, the main backer of the sanc-

tions that prohibit arms sales to Libya, ban flights

to and from the country, and limit diplomatic con-

tacts.

State-run Libyan television gleefully declared

Mandela's two-day visit "an expression of solidarity

with Libya against the conspiracy it is facing."

Thousands of Libyans turned out to greet the

South African leader, chanting "Mandela! Mandela!"

Libyan children showered Mandela with rose petals

on his arrival Wednesday; Gadhafi met him with

hugs and kisses.
'

It is our duty to give support to the brother leader,"

Mandela said yesterday of Gadhafi in comments broad-

cast on Libyan television. "Especially in regards to the

sanctions, which are not hitting just him, they are hit-

ting the ordinary masses of the people."

"Those who object to my visiting Libya have no
morals, and I will not join them because I have

morals." Mandela was quoted as saying in the Arabic-

language Al-Hayat newspaper yesterday. "Gadhafi is

my friend, he helped us at a time when we were alone.

And the ones who are stopping us from coming here

were helping our enemies at that time," Mandela was

quoted as saying. In Washington, State Department

spokesman lames P. Rubin said he hoped Mandela

would raise with Libyan officials the issue "that has

put Libya beyond the pale of the international commu-
nity." "And that is their refusal to turn over suspects

responsible for... an international act of terrorism,"

Rubin said.

Gadhafi repeated his long standing offer to try the

two Pan Am bombing suspects either in Libya or in a

third world country, a proposal that Britain and the

Untied States have rejected.

Mandela drove across the border from Tunisia to

avoid violating U.N. sanctions. He headed back to

Tunisia Thursday in an air-conditioned bus.

Mandela will also travel to Morocco on his four-

nation tour.

I'm all swing baby...!
Ron Barrie poses in front of the Campus Center
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SPECIAL CARE PACKAGES FOR STUDENTS

Birthday Cakes

delicious, made to order cakes

Floral

mixed bouquets, fresh & fragrant

Nacho Pak

everythingyour student needs to make delicious nachos

Snack Pak

fruits, cheeses & crackers, trail mix, cookies, cocoa and Atkins

famous cider donuts g_-

TEXSTECTITES ow
UrtZXMAXXlAGE

A PANEL DISCUSSION WITH:

A MANWHO CONVERTED TO JUDAISM

AFTER INTERMARRYING
* A JEWISH WOMAN WHO IS INTERMARRIED.

* A STUDENTWHO HAS DECIDEDTO MARRY

ONLY A JEWISH PARTNER
* A STUDENTWHO GREW UP IN AN INTER-

MARRIED HOUSEHOLD

Hear different views that may be helpful in making your ov

choices. An open d:
j

will follow. Fr«c
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TICKETS ON SALE AT THE MIJUINS CENTER BOX OFFICE. THRU '_ OUTLETS:

INRM MUSIC • RECORD TOWN •EllENE S| » CHARGE BY-PHONE : (41 3| 733 2500 • (203) 525 4500.
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Get Well Pak -A' "•'

everything your student needs tofeel better, including home-

made chicken soup and orangejuice

Happy Birthday Gift Basket

a festive basket with all sorts ofgoodies: Atkinsfudge,

fruit, sparkling cider, andparty horns!

All Natural Crunchy Snack Pak

healthy snacks including humusflat bread A Ginseng Tea

Delivery Charge to UMass is $3.00

Call Atkins Today between 8 Am & 5 PM for these and

other healthy and delicious gift packages.

Do you want to

work with an

industry leader?

Do you want to

make multi-million

dollar decisions?

Do you want to

impact a company's
profitability right from

the beginning?

Do you want to

work for The

Boston Globe's

"Company of

the Year - 1997"?

Corporate
Careers

Where You'd Least
Expect To Find Them

Stop by our

Information Session:

October 27th

5:00 pm - Aj00pm
The Faculty Club

Interested candidates should forward

their resume to: College Recruiters,

T.J. Maxx/Marshalls. Dept. CR1097.
770 Cochituate Road, Framingham, MA
01701. FAX: (508)390-2650.
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Editorial I Opinion
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The views and opinions expressed on rhTs page are those of the individual writers and do not necessarily represent the views of the Caliegum --

Quitting the proverbial day job
1959— When my father was 1 5 years old, he wrote a

poem. He showed it to me once. The poem was
composed in rhyming verses separated by visual

poetry—pictures of blackboards and so on. It rendered

both a savage intensity and an ethereal lightness. It effec-

tively evoked a melancholy portrait of a boy's understand-

ing of the heavens and man's folly under them by means
of adult imagery and phrasing.

My father was proud of it. He felt as if he'd somehow
captured with his words something to which men are

not commonly privy: beauty. As someone who is proud

of something is wont to do (like aaWaaaaaaaiaaaaaaa]

father, like son), he took it to a per- Alexander Phillips
son whom he thought of as an
authority on things literary, his high school English

teacher. The high school English teacher read the poem
and fell in love with it, and, hoping to do my father a

favor, sent it off to a friend of his whom he thought of

as an authority on things literary, a college English pro-

fessor.

1997— About a week ago I was assigned a one page

response to UMass' own lames Tate's In the Worshipfull

Company of Fletchers. Because it is one of my favorite

volummes of poetry, I assumed upon receipt of the

assignment that 1 would have more than enough to say

about it. It turns out I was wrong. I had absolutely noth-

ing to say. This caused problems logistically and emo-
tionally because I had to turn a paper in; and also

because I had a lot I wanted to get off my chest, so to

speak, with regard to the book. But, alas, the more I

thought about it, the less a paper idea presented itself to

me.
In order to resolve these conflicts, I decided to compose

a few poems and pass them i.i.
' prefaced them, in part,

with this: ""These are not James Tate imitation poems, but

I wrote them shortly after 1 was thinking about lames

Tate, so I suppose that might count for something. I don't

think I'd feel too comfortable writing a poem all the while

knowing it was a fames Tate imitation poem. I'd never

feel at ease with the poem, always afraid that it would

want to run home to lames Tate (or some imitation of
him)."

After completion of the poems and, as a consequence,
the paper, I was elated. I was very happy with the
poems and felt they paid due credit to my subject. 1

remember the day distinctly; 1 couldn't have been hap-
pier.

1959— After a period of nervous anticipation, my
father received a letter from the esteemed English profes-

sor. With the anxious hands of a 1 5-year-old boy, he tore

the letter open to find these words: "This is good, but def-

initely not the work of a genius."

1997: Today, my poetry was
B returned to me with the words "Don't

quit the proverbial day job just yet" written conclusively

and succinctly at the bottom of the page. "Cursed fate!" I

thought.

My father now goes by the title "Marketing
Communications Manager." The title is ironic, hinting at

his boyhood hope with the notion of "Communication"
as a distinct part of his occupation. He still communi-
cates and he still writes poetry; it is still good and he is

happy.

I have two questions in response to this. First, how do
people allow the opinion of others, in the form of one
brief (probably devised in passing) negative comment by
an individual person, to affect them so profoundly?
Perhaps my father would never have been a poet by
trade, perhaps he would have, but the fact is that he
capitulated upon hearing that he was not a poetic genius
at age 15.

Secondly, when will academia abandon the haughty
doctrine which gives its individual numbers ot faculty

the right to pass judgement on art and aspiring artists as

if by decree of God? None too soon for me and my
father.

Well, if left with the responsibility of designating myself

poet or non-poet, then I will capitulate. It seems quite

arbitrary; I will always write poetry.

Alexander Phillips is a UMass student.

Write for Ed/Op

—
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Eviction notice
Want to hear a funny story?

I got evicted this week-
end! Still waiting for the

funny part? So am I.

It was my roommate's 21st birth-

day on Sunday, so we decided to go
to the bars and then have after

hours in our apartment. To spare

you the boring details, after just 20
minutes of our
quiet little soiree,

~"

"

—^~~^^—
our party was bro-

ken up and the

next morning we
were informed of

our eviction.

For real though.

Evicted. It totally

sucks. The blame
and such do not
really matter. (Let

me just say it was
not our fault.) But

it does matter that

this could happen.

This is the first

time I've ever even

had a party and it

ends like this. It's

so unfair. Where bbbbbbbbshmmmb

was my warning, my first notice? Of
course I don't get one; the first time

I mess up it had to be outside the

cushy world of the dorms. There is

no system to keep me protected

from myself here. No getting written

up, no R.A. to plead to, no R.D. to

appeal to. There is one person who
decides and his word goes.

Reality bites.

Sometimes I think my actions

have no effects on anyone. Like I

"The children will

torment me by push-

ing me into my cart

and wheeling me
around town and
then rolling me into

an out-of-the-way

ditch where I will stay

pinned until night

comes. .

.

"

Ann Rubinstein

much I kick or scream or anything,

no one even cares, all it does is

shake the bubble a little.

But this proves my theory
wrong. There is no bubble, noth-

ing to separate me from the rest of

the world. Nothing to protect me
from them and nothing to protect

them from me. It is just us, no me,
no them, just the^- whole world liv-

ing together in

one big bubble.

Of course I am
sure I could have

learned this les-

son some other,

not so permanent
way— some way
that did not
involve me losing

the best apart-

ment in the
world. The loca-

tion is unbeat-
able, the rent is

so low, the
rooms are huge,

my roommates
aaaaaaaaaaa«aiaaaaoi are the best.

Everything was perfect here. But
really, it is a good lesson.

Well, with this on my record, I

now have no hope of ever getting

anyone to rent anything to me again

(quite the optimist, aren't I). So
now my big plan is to dig a hole in

Amherst Green and live there. I'll

come up with the earthworms to

shower. The local squirrels will

come to appreciate me as their new
leader. They will offer up their

live in a bubble and no matter how stored nuts for my dinner, and soon

1 too will learn to save for the win-

ter. I'll keep all my belongings in a

shopping cart and wear slippers and
an overcoat when summer comes.

I'll chain my cart to a bike rack
while I am in class. The townies will

soon come to know me as a local

character.

The children will torment me by

pushing me into my cart and
wheeling me around town and
then rolling me into an
out-of-the-way ditch where 1 will

stay pinned until night comes and 1

feel safe enough to crawl back to

my hole. The Amherst police will

eventually take a night off from
breaking up small, unobtrusive
parties and become aware of my
living quarters and I will have to

do the unthinkable, move back in

with my parents!

Good tidings, it now actually

becomes a funny story. My land-

lord just stopped up, he changed
his mind, we can stay. Yeah, no
need to invest in a shopping cart, I

have an apartment! So the real

world is not that bad, people are

fair. My permanent record remains

unblighted. My 21 -year-old room-

mate compares our living situation

to "Three's Company." I guess this

just proves her right; anything that

goes wrong can be solved in a

half-hour, or in this case. 24 trau-

matizing hours. All in all though.

Mr. Roper is a pretty great guy and
next week some new, crazy cir-

cumstances will keep us enter-

tained.

Ann Rubinstein is a UMass stu-

dent.

Doonesbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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Time for diange

I
pulled into the parking lot at Totman yesterday, late

as usual for my fencing class. As I searched for a place

to park where I wouldn't get ticketed, someone
backed out of a space next to the mobile classrooms that

are set up right near the building.

I grabbed my shorts, water bottle and wallet and
hopped out of the car, hoping that I wasn't too late. But I

stopped short at the parking meter. On the coin slot there

was a white sticker that read "quarters

only" covering the dime slot. ""^

'

Dismayed, I looked into my wallet. I
^^^^^^^asey

had exactly six dimes and three nickels.
^^^m^^mm^m

but no quarters. Hoping I wasn't doomed to miss class, I

jumped back in my car and frantically searched where I

keep my spare change. Luckily I was able to unearth a cou-

ple of the shiny silver discs and race into class.

But here's my problem: for as long as I have been a stu-

dent here, the parking meters have accepted both quarters

and dimes. This is not necessarily ground-breaking news
considering that practically every other meter in America
is the same way.

Then, all of a sudden, UMass became a "quarters only"

campus. I'm sure I'm not alone in my dismay over this

trend. I'm sure I'm not the only person who has had to

fish through spare change or rifle through a purse or
pocket just to come up with the precise coin.

And I'm sure I'm not the only person who has run out

of quarters because I need them for other things. Vending
machines and copiers will usually accept other coins, but

those hulking vacuums people use to clean out their cars

are quarters only.

Most noticeable, though, is the grandaddy of them all

— laundry. A wash on campus is a buck, quarters only,

and a dry is another, quarters only.

Off campus Laundromats can range anywhere from 50
cents to a dollar for a wash. The dryers are usually timed

by how many quarters are put in the machine.

So, if we are expected to wash and dry our clothes and

maybe even clean our cars, how should we be expected to

park on campus Ironically, change discrimination is not

isolated on just the UMass campus. No,

^^^^^ t̂alllKm in fact, another form of this monetary
Kant^^^^^^ disease has spread throughout the land

in the form of one of America's favorite

department stores.

j.C. Penney is anti-dime. That's right. Buy something in

the store, especially early in the morning, and if your
change totals less than 25 cents, you will walk out of there

with several more nickels than you had anticipated.

I know. I worked there. But lames Cash Penney had a

reason. Apparently when he opened his store pennies and
dimes looked too much alike, so in the spirit of his last

name, he did away with dimes.

Speaking of pennies, the lowest of monetary units has

suffered age-old discrimination. You can't use pennies in

a vending machine. You can't throw pennies in the 50
cent automatic toll booth in Boston. You can't wash your

clothes with 1 00 pennies.

It's ridiculous, and it's gotten out of hand. I say this

campus should go back to the days of dime and quarter

parking meters. Laundromats should start accepting nick-

els. Everyone should be more penny-friendly.

It's time for some change.

Casey Kane is a Collegian columnist
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COUKTfSV LUIS CASTANEDA

Maria Benitez stars in "The Pink Flamenco," which plays Bowker Auditorium this Sunday.

Bowker hosts Flamenco queen
By Emily Trask

Collegian Staff

The Queen of Flamenco is com-
ing.

On Sunday. Oct. 26, at 7 p.m. in

Bowker Auditorium, the University

of Massachusetts will present Maria

Benitez Teatro Flamenco.

R'utured in the Oct. 26 perfor-

mance will be Estampa Flamenca,

highlighting the high-powered
rhythmic dynamism for which
Benitez and her company are

renowned.

Flamenco's rhythms define each

of the specific dances presented;

each is founded on particular musi-

cal and movement vocabularies.

While the overall phrasings of each

work are planned in advance, fla-

menco, like American jazz, is

defined by the performers' unique

improvisations and the high-energy

repartee established between the

dancers and musicians.

Highly contagious to the audi-

ence, flamenco creates feelings of

exuberance and joy that last long

after the performance has ended.

Celebrating its 25th anniversai>

last year with a reputation for excel-

lence, the company has performed

at festivals and major conceit halls

in all 50 states, Canada, Germany.

Holland. Spain and Austria.

Benitez also regularly performs

and choreographs for opera. In

1993. she staged and performed in

LaVida Breve and a version of El

Amor Brujo for the Dallas Opera.

Benitez choreographed the

Metropolitan Opera's production of

Carmen, which was televised by

PBS's "Great Performances." In

lanuary 1996, Benitez choreo-
graphed the Metropolitan Opera's

production of La Forza del Destino.

directed by Giancarlo del Monaco.

This association was such a suc-

cessful one that the Met asked her

back to choreograph Franco
Zefferelli's production of Bizet's

Carmen last October. This stun-

ningly fresh rendition of Carmen.
featuring the conducting talents of

lames Levine and the voices of

tenor Placido Domingo and mezzo
soprano Waltraud Meier, was
filmed for PBS's "Great
Performances" this spring, just

prior to its packing up for the

much- heralded Japanese tour.

Benitez will be performing n this

production this fall at the

Metropolitan Opera in New York.

Tickets for Maria Benitez Teatro

Flamenco are $20 and $15. Tickets

for ages 1 7 and under are $8. and
for Five College students, $5. For

tickets or more information call

545 2511
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Bjdrk's latest release a quirky gem
HOMOGENIC

Bjork

Elektra

Oh so quietly, everyone's favorite

Icelandic elfin princess has been
putting together quite an impressive

solo career. Her latest album
Homogenic (Elektra) is a curious

turn away from the airy innocence

that characterized her earlier materi-

al. Instead of calling on the likes of

Goldie, Tricky and Howie B to man
the controls, Bjork has done most of

this one all by herself, with beats

engineered by Mark Bell from

LFO The result is her

most cohesive and per-

sonal work yet.

Taking a cue from

the lads in

Radiohead, Bjork
explores the morose
and melancholy on
Homogenic. delving

into her own psyche to

peruse the urban claustrophobia of

living in London and the personal

turmoil resulting from her separation

from her husband. Most striking is

how she does this. Continuing a per-

vading stylistic trait that has cropped

up in a good many recent releases by

The Verve, The Dandy Warhols and

Spiritualized, she turns down the

noise in favor of sparser, blunted-out

beats and eerily unearthly sound-

scapes.

Instead of the dance-happy
rhythms and techno beats that per-

meated much of her first two proper

albums. Bjork subtly moves away
from these tendencies and shows a

depth of songcraft and maturity many
of us never thought would emerge
her kooky persona.

Experiments with the Icelandic

String Octet on several tracks —
including the gorgeous "5 Years"

—

illustrate her deep commitment to

her music, as well as growth. B+
(Marty Keane)

A NEW STEREOPHONIC SOUND
SPECTACULAR

Hooverphonic

Epic

This Belgian quartet has

taken the drugged-out
ambience of the Aphex
Twin and the Orb
along with the inven-

tive guitar attack of My
Bloody Valentine a step

further on their debut release

A New Stereophonic Sound
Spectacular (Epic).

What makes Hooverphonic so

worthwhile is the fact that their

music oozes intelligence and cohe-

sion, yet retains a degree of spontane-

ity as well. "2Wicky" is the most fully

realized example of this, a wondrous

mix of Liesje Sadonius' dreamy
vocals Raymond Geerts' angular riffs

wrapped up in soothing keyboards

and samples that swirl around in

space, much like the extraterrestrial

lyrics, "This is the flight number of

our galactic sun."

Too smart to be backed into a M
ner, "Revolver" takes a more full-

approach with added bass lines |

give the song a' textured vitality ii

refreshing uniqueness. Bassist. I....

boardist and programmer (as well •

chief songwriter) Alex Callier wi :v
songs based on "Whatever coin •••

into my head and what sounds ch."!

lenging, both to us and our audi

ence."

Admirably, Hooverphonic neve,

come off as trying to sound different,

they just are what they are. A-
(M.K.)

IT MEANS EVERYTHING
Save Ferris

Epic

For anyone who thinks that the

new found popularity of ska is just a

fad — and that all ska music sounds

the same and lacks character — then

I suggest taking a good hard listen to

Save Ferris' debut full length. It

Means Everything (Epic).

Not only is it chock-full of charac-

ter, but with a running length of a

mere 35 minutes, // Means
Everything is an album that knocks

on your door, comes into your house,

has its way, and leaves. It's concise

and to the point and leaves the listen-

er wanting more.

There's simply no fooling around

in Save Ferris, and although the

band's horn section is the staple of

their music, the songs are not lacking

Turn to TRAX page 6

COUdTtSV PHIl POYNTJH

Homogenic, is a bold artistic step forward for the kooky Icelandic artist Bjork.

The Japan Exchange and Teaching Program 1998

Teach English in junior and senior high schools in Japan

Learn about Japanese culture and people

Gain international experience

Requirements

Have an excellent command of the English language

Obtain a bachelor's degree by June 30, 1998

Be a U.S. citizen

Be willing to relocate to Japan for one year

Contact the Consulate General of Japan at Federal Reserve Plaza. 14th Floor

600 Atlantic Avenue. Boston. MA 02210.

Call (617) 973-9772 or 1-800INFO-JET
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Last Summer is a poor screamer
By Bryan McAllister

Collegian Correspondent

COURTESV NOVUS

The consummate funkmaster, Maceo Parker brings his sax to the Student Union Ballroom this Sunday for a

show that promises to be invigorating. Tickets can be purchased at For The Record in Amherst, at Tix

Unlimited in the Campus Center, or at Turn It Up! in Northampton. Tickets are $15 for UMass students, $17

for 5-Ctrog* students and faculty and $20 for the general public.

I KNOW WHAT YOU
DID LAST SUMMER

Directed by Jim Gillespie

with Jennifer Love Hewitt, Sarah

Michelle Gellar, Freddie Prinze Jr.

Playing at Mt Farms Theater

Beauty queen Helen Shivers is hav-

ing a very bad summer. She failed

out of acting school, someone cut off

most of her hair and now she's being

stalked by a crazed fisherman. Gee,

and I thought my history mid-term

was stress-inducing. Luckily, Helen

has momentarily escaped from her

killer and is in the custody of a local

policeman, who is driving her home.

There's a detour, so the policeman

takes a side road, but his path is

blocked by an ominous-looking
truck with an equally ominous-look-

ing man standing next to it. The
policeman gets out of the car, and

reassures Helen, "I'll be back in a

couple of minutes." Guess what hap-

pens?

If you saw Scream, and I'll bet my
tuition that you did, you know exact-

ly what occurs next. After all, there-

are certain "rules" to the scary movie.

But while Scream was self-aware and

tongue-in-cheek, / Know What You

Did Last Summer tries to be a serious

morality tale mixed with the usual

slashing and screaming. The key

word here is "tries"— Last Summer is

exactly the type of movie Scream
made fun of; in fact, it's worse.

This is all very surprising, consider-

ing the film's screenwriter is Kevin

Williamson, the man behind Scream

and the upcoming Scream II. It's as if

Williamson had so much fun outlin-

ing the horror genre that he decided

to launch an attempt to revive it

—

which means cheesy dialogue, bad

acting, and a ridiculous plot.

In the small town of Southport.

N.C., four high school seniors arc

coming back from a night on the

beach, when, by accident, they hit a

man in the middle of the street. All of

them have bright hopes for the

future, so instead of going to the

police, they dump the body in the

ocean, hoping no one will ever know
the truth. One year later, however,

things aren't so serene. All four of the

teenagers have failed miserably after

high school, and to make matters

worse, they're being stalked by some-

COURTESY IAMES BRIDGES

TV's Buffy The Vampire Slayer, Sarah Michelle Gellar, stars in the new

thriller / Know What You Did Last Summer.

one who "knows what they did last

summer."
lennifer Love Hewitt, from "Party

of Five." takes the Neve Campbell

role, and plays it like. well. Neve

Campbell, with a puckered mouth

and cute little glances. She amies up

a bit short, as do all the other actors

in the film. The only one with a bit of

personality is the beauty queen

(Sarah Michelle Gellar). so when it's

her turn to get chased, it's the only

time we actually care. A welcome

sight to this bland but always attrac-

tive cast is Volcano's Anne Heche.

but her part as an eccentric, odd her-

mit is exactly that—odd.

After setting up the characters.

Williamson and novice director |im

Gillespie rely solely on gore and

thrills in the movie's second hall

This is where last Summer becomes

totally ridiculous, featuring a fisher-

man killer who seems to come back

to life more times than the

Terminator. While Gillespie's involv-

ing camera tricks do provide a few

thrills, they're undermined by the fact

that Last Summer takes itself way too

seriously.

The four teenagers constantly mull

over their fateful decision, trying to

reassure themselves that the whole

thing was only an accident. Thus,

instead of humor, we get soul-

searching. And it doesn't help thai

Williamson's screenplay contains

more dialogue cliches than an

episode of "Melrose Place."

Speaking of cliches, every scene in

the film is scored with the typical

horror music of Halloween and

Nightmare on Elm Street. Except this

time, there's eerie music even when

nothing eerie is going on. Otherwise,

the movie's technical credits and

dark, polished photography keep it

from slipping into the cheesy slasher

movie hall of fame.

/ Know What You Did last

Summer is based on a book by mid-

dle school novel queen Lois Duncan,

who wrote a lot of stories featuring

titles like "Killing Mr. Griffin" and

"The Attack of the Myskxioui I Mass

Graduate Student." Okay, so I made
the last one up. but you ;'e« the pic-

ture. This is the kind of movie popu-

lated with beauty queens, star Toot-

hall players, pretty Ivy League giri -.

and crazed killers who won't give up.

In other words, it's a stereotype of

real lite. We don't care a bit for these

characters or what they did last sum-

mer.

There's no troubled, confused

teenager (Neve Campbell) or quirky,

boyish police officer (David

Arquette), such as in Scream, to root

for. And worst of all. because ol

Screant, we know exactly what will

happen from the very beginning.

Let's hope that Williamson returns to

form with Scream II. It won't be

hard, because / Know What You Did

Last Summer gives him yet another

"scary" movie to make fun of—his

own. D+

trax
continued from page 5

in the guitar/bass/drums department.

Their unique balance of slow and fast

tempos are taken a step further by

the dynamic and husky vocals of

Monique Powell. The swinging

lounge flavor of the music makes you

feel like you should be silting in a

dark smoke- filled bar somewhere,

sipping on a martini as Powell sings

atop a piano, brooding, pouting and

pouring her heart out.

Surely, many can relate to the laei

that we cannot be sitting in that bar

because, as one of their songs uyt,

we are "Under 21." As Powell layi,

"You can't buy an alcoholic drink, bo

we don't care what you really think."

Instead, why not just go home and

listen to their current single, a kickin'

version of "Come On Eileen." A-
( Alexandria Lipka)

I'M AFRAID OF AMERICANS
David Bowie

Virgin

A six-track collection of remixes.

the recently released I'm Afraid of

Americans EP (Virgin), off David
Bowie's underrated Earthling album,

is a bit of a misnomer.

Trent Reznor and his hired cohorts

in Nine Inch Nails have been commis-

sioned by Mr. Aladdin Sane to rework

the track and that they do, albeit with

little imagination and creativity.

The first remix. "VI" builds to the

same climactic chorus as the album
version, but instead of the cacophony

of percussion. Reznor throws in a

low-end bass that sounds as if it'

nailing the onset of the apocaK

There's also an ill-advised guest

appearance by Ice Cube on "V3," but

why? Bowie has already re-estab-

lished himself as a vital music voice

for the '90a. Still. Cube is fairly enter-

taining as he gives a haunting spoken

word reading of the Pledge of

Allegiance.

Beyond those two moments of

shallow pleasures though, I'm Afraid
• [mericatti is little more than a

vehicle for Reznor to show off his

new studio toys, and more Important-

ly. delay work on the much-anticipat-

ed i bin perilously delayed) follow-up

to l^°4's breakthrough concept

album The Downward Spiral.

TRANSMISSIONS FROM THE SEA OF
TRANQUILITY
The Samples

What Are Records?

I hose ol you who missed the fan-

tastic Samples ihow at Pearl St. on

the first of this month may not be

aware that the Boulder-based rock

band ha- released a new 2-CD set.

Mixing live and studio tracks, and

including songs like "Prehistoric-

Bird" and the beautiful "Flying."

which have never seen release until

now. the CD has its strong and it-

weak points. Some of its weaker
points are in Sean Kelly's unstable

voice.

On some tunes, like "I lying" and

"Loaing End Of Distance," it is quite

nice and sonorous; at times, though it

see/ns off-key as in "Prehistoric Bird"

and Still Water." "Giants" and "Feel

Us Shaking." are done here in rock-

ing electric arrangements with jams.

B-(Ioshua Boyd)

TRAILER PARK
Beth Orion

(Dedicated/Heavenly)

While most singer-songwriter

records tend to sound like '70s left-

overs, Trailer Park
(Dedicated/Heavenly) blends tradi-

tional songcraft with ghostly, for-

ward-looking production. With a

voice that at times recalls the austere

splendor of Linda Thompson's, Beth

Orton weaves folk-pop tunes into a

beguiling tapestry of live strings,

deep-sea bass lines and eerie

trip-hop effects.

"Live As You Dream" and "How
Far" each confirm that this British

singer can deliver melodies that

might seduce a 10,000 Maniacs fan,

but it's her willingness to drift into a

"Galaxy Of Emptiness" on the

10-minute closing track that best

nails the mood of uneasy bliss. B+
(M.K.)

COURTESY |AMES BRIDGES

A poorly conceived ripoff of Wes Craven's Scream, I Know What You Did Last Summer is a disappointing foray

into the world of mock horror.
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UMass looks to avoid letdown vs. Fordham m f°°tbatt

w.omen

By Jorma Kansanen
Collegian Staff

It's a dilemma.

Today, for the No. 1

3

Massachusetts women's soccer
team, (here is a dilemma concern-
ing the danger of their matchup
at Fordham at 4 p.m.

• Will the match versus the
Lady Rams, a participant in last

season's Atlantic 10 postseason
tournament with their record of
8-7-3. be the dangerous part?

^^^^^^^^^m
• Or, will actually travelling through Brooklyn to

get to Fordham for the match be the dangerous

Socicr
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part?

Maybe one —possibly both— but with a 5-6-2

mark on the season (3-3-1 in A- 10), Fordham
might not pose too much of a

test for the 13-2 Minutewomen
(9-0 in the A-10). Yet, after

two tough, exciting conference

matches against Dayton and
Xavier last weekend, the dread-

ed letdown might occur against

a less than formidable oppo-
nent.

Sandwiched between two
straight 2-1 wins over two of

the top teams of the A-10 and an important tour-

nament for strength of schedule in Athens, Ga.

next weekend with matches against No. 21
Clemson and Georgia, today's match with Fordham
and Sunday's 1 p.m. match with La Salle could be

forgotten by UMass.
Howevet, what UMass will not forget this week-

end is the return of senior defender Amy Burrill to

the lineup. After a "season-ending" knee injury in

the final minutes against Temple on Oct. 5,

Minutewoman coach |im Rudy speculated that

Burrill might see some fitness time this weekend.
Fordham will be led by junior midfielder

Christine Geres, who is the team's leading scorer

with 1 3 points on six goals and one assist. Junior

Erin Schmitt and sophomore Kim Kasper have
split time in the Lady Rams' net, with Schmitt
holding a 3-3-2 record, and Kasper a 2-3 mark.

Iverson
continued from page 1

"But I'm used to it. It's just
another way to try to tear me down
and it's another obstacle I've got to

overcome. I've always said today's
newspaper is tomorrow's toilet

paper. And I'll always believe that,

always."

Some people seem to have a pro-

found dislike for last season's rook

ie of the year, but they better get

used to him.

When it comes time for someone
to get a bigger contract than Kevin
Garnett's, it might be Iverson. When
Michael |ordan is gone, the Bulls are

bad and basketball fans start to

focus on the next generation, they'll

turn to Iverson. the unrepentant

speed demon who can score like

(ordan. wreak havoc like Isiah

Thomas and get into trouble like

Marvin "Bad News" Barnes.

No one else is as fun to watch, no
one else says things the same way,

no one else will be as interesting in

the future. Not Grant Hill (too

happy), not Garnett (too unproven)

and not Tim Duncan (too bland).

The 22-year-old Iverson wants to

be 'The Next Man.'

"Definitely. It would be a great

honor to be the 'next guy' after

Michael (ordan. I'll be able to

accept that role and I'd love to take

on that challenge in my life,"

Iverson said.

water polo
continued from page 10

The Minutemen's greatest foe this

weekend may be their own fatigue.

"We're a little bit tired." Yarworth
said. "We're understandably beat

up from the weekend."

There can be no doubt that the

previous weekend was tough.
Aside from the long plane ride,

the Minutemen had to play five

teams, all of whom were ranked
higher than they were.
Nevertheless, UMass was able to

pull off two upsets and stay

remarkably close in two other
games while gaining momentum
heading into this weekend's tour-

nament.
"1 just wanted the team to play

hard." said Yarworth of his squad's

progress during the recent trip.

"They found the difference. They
found what it means to play at a

super- intense level... it was fun to

be coaching these guys this week-
end and see what they could
accomplish."

Yarworth credits the recent
string of success to the team's mat-

uration. "We had a 20-watt bulb,

and now were up to a 100 watt

bulb. They know what they have to

do to be successful."

continued from page 10

over for Jeff Smith mid-way through

the New Hampshire loss— the

Minutemen have posted 266 yards

rushing per game, more than 1 30 yards

more than their average in the first five

weeks.

"We're attacking things we think

we can attack," Hodges said.

"Nothing in the running game will

change dramatically."

On top of the impressive running

performances in the last few games.

UMass has successfully managed to

engage a passing game. Catterton has

completed 57 percent of his passes

over the last two games.

"We're trying to take advantage of

the things we do well," Hodges said.

"We're going to exercise different

facets of the team in order to do that.

The ability to run the option has
helped us confuse defenses."

Unfortunately for UMass, the Hens'

defense has only allowed three rushing

touchdowns all season.

"They are a very mobile defense,

very big," Hodges said. "We're going

to have a great, very physical game."

Senior free safety Bryan Mooney
continues to dominate the A-10 in

tackles, leading the pack with 91 total,

lust behind him are two other
Minutemen. junior inside linebacker

Khari Samuel and outside linebacker

Chris Price. Together these two have

combined for 163 total tackles. |ust a

little further down the list is the other

outside linebacker, junior Matt Dawson

who has 50 total tackles on the season.

Like Maine, Villanova and Buffalo,

Delaware will most likely exploit

UMass' weak pass coverage. In last

week's game, the Minutemen allowed

the Bulls to pass for 459 yards — the

most ever compiled against a UMass
defense.

For the Hens, playing UMass is

never a disappointment. Delaware
holds a 17-2 all-time record against

the Minutemen. Fortunately for

UMass, those two losses have come
within the last five meetings — the

first back in 1990 and the latest in

1993.

On Oct. 22, 1993 in Amherst, the

Minutemen defeated the hens for the

first time ever on Amherst soil. Led by

a rushing charge which posted 476
yards — then a school record —
UMass went on to defeat the then-No.

7 Blue Hens, 43-29. It was an
all-around great effort by the

Minutemen. While the running game
took care of things offensively for

UMass, their defense helped muzzle
the Hens' offensive attack. Matt
Rojotte led the team with 16 tackles

while Silas Burke recorded three sacks

on the day.

In order for another upset like the

one in 1993 to occur, the Minutemen
will need all their cylinders churning.

"This is going to be a big test,"

Hodges said. "We will have to perform

extremely well in order to keep them
off the field.

Men's tennis serves up Rhode Island
By Sanford Appell

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts men's tennis team will serve it up in

its final fall match today against Rhode Island in

Kingston.

The match was postponed from last month due to rain.

Usually, the matches would be continued with scores

hung, but the coaches agreed to start fresh.

"It works out better to start over.'' B̂ B̂ B̂ B̂ B̂ M
UMass coach )udy Dixon said. "We are

the favored team, and the match was
even at 3-3 anyway."

However, Alex Aller was not in the

lineup during the first meeting, so the

clean slates will give him a chance to

play.

Despite Aller's return, all is not dandy
for the Minutemen.

In addition to Todd Cheney's sore

ankle, he has now possibly come down with a case of

bronchititis.

This condition will force Dixon to play Pat Slyman at

the No. 1 singles spot. Luckily. Slyman has been playing

well lately.

"I'm prepared to step in and play No. 1 singles."

Slyman said. "The way I've been playing lately has given

me a great deal of confidence.''

If Cheney can play tomorrow, UMass will attack UR1
with its red hot 1-2-3 punch consisting of himself.

Slyman, and Rob Manchester.

Men's TennJ

Massachusetts
@

Rhode Island

Saturday

While Cheney has not been in top form for obvious rea-

sons, Slyman and Manchester have smothered their oppo-

nents as of late. A healthy Cheney makes UMass almost

invincible at the top of the lineup.

As expected, extra weight has been placed on this

match by the coaching staff. Not only will it conclude the

fall season, but UR1 is an Atlantic 10 opponent.

"This match will matter down the road," Dixon said.

"The outcome of interleague matches greatly affects the

jB^BjBjBjnaB seedings in the A-10 tournament in the

spring."

Due to traveling difficulties. UMass
did not get to play many league rivals

in the fall.

So far this autumn. UMass has post-

ed tough wins against M.I.T. Vermont,

UConn, Boston College and Amherst
College. The lone setback came against

Boston University.

The one troubling spot in these tri-

umphs has been the doubles play. "We have been work-

ing really hard on doubles practice all week," Dixon
said. "It is imperative that we finish up strong in this

area."

Despite the troubles. Dixon will stick with Jason Lin

and Parsa Samii at the No. 3 doubles position. She noted

that they have shown vast improvement in play and team-

work.

"The guys have really proven a loiJQ raeihis year."

Dixon said. "They have played through injury, and really

given it their all. It has been a very productive season."

Lilburn intensity keys UM soccer

Freshman forward looks to position hlinutemen for tournament
By Jackie Leroux

Collegian Staff

This weekend is a critical one for

the Massachusetts men's soccer
team. They finish up their Atlantic

10 regular season play this week-
end with home games against

Fordham and La Salle. How UMass
performs this weekend will deter-

mine whether or not they qualify

for the A-10 Tournament.
To help them win this weekend

the Minutemen
will be looking
towards a critical

player — freshman

phenom Seth
Lilburn.

The 6-foot
1-inch forward
out of Boonton
Township. N.|..

was a highly tout-

ed and highly recruited player, and
has turned out to be everything

head coach Sam Koch had hoped
for.

Massachusetts
vs

Fordham
Today, 3 p.m.

"We knew Seth would be this

good coming in." Koch said. "We
expected him to have as much of an

impact as he has."

Lilburn has made the transition

from high school to college very

well. He is behind only senior Mike
Butler in points this season, with

14 (3 goals, 8 assists), and he has

started fourteen out of fifteen

games.

"High school and college are very

different, in many aspects, but it's

been pretty easy to adjust." Lilburn

said. "In high
school. I was the

go-to-guy. and
here I'm more of

a role player...

It's (college play)

a lot more diffi-

cult, a lot more
physical, there's

more pressure
and more at stake

than in high school."

Lilburn went to Gill St.

Bernard's Prep School for two and
a half years before transferring to

the local public school. Mountain

Men's Soccer
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Sophomore Timmy Troupis and the men's water polo squad head for

the CWPA North playoffs this weekend.

Lakes High School. He was a let-

ter-winner in all of his four years in

high school, leading his teams to an

overall record of 61-15-1. He reg-

istered a total of 40 points and was
the named the MVP of his team in

his senior year.

Lilburn collected a number of

other honors through his high
school years as well, including
being a three-time All- State and
All-County selection, as well as a

member of the U.S. Under-17
National Team.
He was recruited by several

schools other than UMass. includ-

ing the University of Maryland.
University of Connecticut, St.

lohn's and Ryder University. But it

was Massachusetts that won his

heart —and talents— in the end.

"The coaches were straightfor-

ward from the beginning," said

Lilburn of the UMass staff. "A cou-

ple of the other schools weren't.

When I visited here I really liked

the guys on the team and the
school... it just seemed like the

right choice for me."
What also attracted Lilburn to

UMass was the closeness of the

men's soccer team, as well as the

idea that this team is much more
concerned about the team as a

whole than with individual play.

"It's nice to see that in a team,"
Lilburn said. "You don't see that

kind of thing very often these
days."

Lilburn has been able to fit right

into the team's ideals, quickly
becoming a key role player— he
brings a fiercely competitive atti-

tude to the field that helps him to

keep his play at a top level.

"My attitude is to just do my job
and to help the team the best that I

can. I'm a pretty naturally intense

person when it comes to playing. I

just love to play."

UMass will need Lilburn's inten-

sity this weekend. They take on
Fordham today at 3 p.m. on
Totman Field. Fordham is the
defending A-10 champion and is

led by junior |ohn Wclyniec.
Wolyniec is a force, leading the

nation in points, and coming in sec-

ond in goals scored. On Sunday,
the Minutemen will take on La
Salle University. UMass and La
Salle are currently tied for third in

the A-10 rankings.

"Our games this weekend are
big." Lilburn said. "If we don't win
them, we'll be looking a the end of

our season."

hockey
continued from page 10

will return to the place of their past

River Amherst-Lowell battles.

Taking the season series last year

with a 2-1 edge, the Minutemen
won the Alumni Cup for the second

straight season — which, according

to insiders, is a series pushed by

Lowell to supposedly boost their

stature as the "better" state campus.
However, the River Hawks did

make it to the Hockey East semifi-

nals last season with their impressive

sweep of Providence at Schneider
Arena in the quarterfinals.

After losing a close 3-2 game to

NCAA championship runner-up
Boston University in the semis,
Lowell finished their 1996-97 sea-

son with a 2-2 tie against Boston
College in the HE consolation game.

They ended their season with a

15-21-2 record (9-14-1 in HE).

Sophomore forward Greg Koehler

(37 GP in '96-97: 16 goals. 20
assists, 36 points), who was voted

the HE Rookie of the Year, returns

to the lineup for Lowell, but after

that, the offensive production drops

off with senior forward Shannon
Basaraba (38 GP. 6-20-26) and
senior defenseman and All-HE
selection Mike Nicholishen (38 GP,
5-22-25).

The key to the River Hawks' sea-

son will be goaltender Martin Fillion

(27 GP. 12-14-1. 4.01 GAA, .882

Save percentage), also an All-HE
selection, who will need to fill the

role as a premier puck stopper for

Lowell to crack the top four teams

in the conference this season.

Senior experience will be the key for

UMass as well this season, with the

Minutemen returning four seniors on
the backline. Defensemen Mike
Gaffney, Brad Norton and Tom
O'Connor, along with goalie Brian

Regan, will anchor a UMass defense

that is the first to play four years in HE.
Gaffney was the catalyst in the

Alumni Cup win on Feb. 8, with an

end-to-end rush in the third period

resulting in his game-winning
goal— the fourth goal scored by
both teams in a span of 2:37.

UMass coach |oe Mallen feels

their experience, along with for-

wards like Tim Lovell. Dan (uden
and Chris Fawcett, will set a solid

base for success in the conference

this season.

"We're moving towards that level

playing field in the conference,
where all of our seniors have played

three or four years of Hockey East,

as opposed to the past," Mallen said.

"We're anticipating great things."

The Minutemen ended their sea-

son with a 12-23 record, the best

record for UMass since they took on
a complete Division I schedule. The
12 overall wins and seven confer-

ence wins for the team were new
season highs, and the Minutemen
look to improve on those marks this

season and move into position for a

home HE playoff berth.

For co-captain Lovell, the offense

will be key, but winning begins with

the defensive zone play of the team
— simple and concise.

"If we don't play good defense,

we're screwed, and that's the way it

has to go," Lovell said.

Beast of the East

IOBMA HANVANfS COUtGIAN

Senior co-captain Brad Norton will lead the maturing UMass hockey program through another exciting sea-

son. Check out the Collegian's Hockey Preview on Oct. 30.
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Collegian Classifieds
APARTMEIVTFORREINfTl EMPLOYMENT

University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax:(413)545-1592

Amherst- Charming 1 bed-

room Excellent location, on

bus route, available 11/1

$475 549-8248

AUTO FOR SALE

1990 Nissan Sentra 4

speed, 2 door, 35-40 miles

per gallon. 172,000 miles

$950 585-5041 after 6pm

Toyota Cressida 14 4 door,

fully loaded, automatic

Needs some work $500
549-8248.

Toyota Long Bed Pick-Up

1986 with 75k. Fiberglass

Shell Calif Truck. No rust

$4500 Call 582-9872

88 TOYOTA SUPRA Grey

with leather interior, 2

alarms, tinted windows, std,

power everything. Very fast.

$5800 or B/0 549-4832

EMPLOYMENT
Abt Associates is recruiting

Research Interviewers to par-

ticipate in a Federally spon-

sored national survey of the

immunization status of chil-

dren. Interested applicants

should be able to work

Monday through Thursday

evenings. The position

requires good communica-

tions skills and some com-

puter experience. Hourly

wages start at $5 75 per hour

with regular merit increases.

Health and Dental insurance

is available for Part-Time

employees. Free transporta-

tion is provided from the

PVTA busline. For further

information or to arrange a

personal interview, Call: 413-

587-1607. An Equal

Opportunity Employer.

Personal Care Attendant

for weekend morning

$7 85/hour Call 546-0666

Human Services- Want to

make a difference in some-

one's life? Relief support

needed to work with devel-

opmentally disabled adults,

may lead to permanent

hours. Hours include

evenings, weekends and/or

overnights. Required: HS
diploma, driver's license and

a true interest in helping peo-

ple. Call 323-6872 to start

application process AA/EOE

HELP WANTED
Hadiey Office has several

B

art-time positions available,

epartment hours 10am-2pm

Monday through Friday and

4pm-9pm Monday through

Friday.

• On busline

• Flexible schedule

• Positive atmosphere
• No experience required

• $6.00 hour to start

• Daily, weekly and

monthly bonuses

Call 584-0215

1 am to 4pm for interview

VIRGIN RECORDS COL-

LEGE REP POSITION
Get music industry experi-

ence as our local College

Rep! P/T paid position, 10

hrs/week. Please fax resume

and cover letter to Elizabeth

Gruenewald at 310-288-

2433. Soph or Jr with car

preferred. Previous music

industry experience a plus!

Arby's Hampshire Mall
Now Hiring Part-time, flexi-

ble schedule, good pay.

Apply in person.

EMPLOYMENT
Posterer Wanted $6/hr

259-1227

Rao's CoHee is hiring F/T

and P/T. Food experience
necessary. Please apply in

person.

Hiring For Pizza Hut
Cashiers and Pizza Help. All

shifts Come down and fill

out an application 586-2940

LEGAL ASSISTANTS
WANTED Spring 1998
Internships With The Student

Legal Services Office; get

hands-on experience in the

legal field— work directly

with attorneys and clients.

Earn up to 15 undergraduate

credits. No experience in the

legal profession necessary

—

training provided. Contact

The Student Legal Services

Office today: 545-1995, 922

Campus Center.

FOR SALE

Watch batteries, ear
piercing, eyeglass repairs,

jewelry restoration, diamond

engagements, wedding rings

Silverscape Designs, 264 N
Pleasant St., Amherst. 253-

3324 Open Daily.

Two Floor Seats- Elton

John Call 665-0241 at any

hour.

Mongoose Bike For Sale

Large $240 or B/0. Call 549

6926

Elton John 4 excellent

seats 11/5 (516)867-7392

Elton John Tickets For

Sale Great seats Call 253-

6352

FOR SALE

Macintosh Quadra 605
8/250 Includes monitor, key-

board, mouse, software, and

printer $575. Call Alyssa

(413)545-4668 (days)

(978(544-2837 (eves)

2 Elton John Tickets For

Sale Call 256-6022

Toshiba 486 Laptop $500

(413)549-4753

Good Quality Full-Sized

Futon and Black Metal
Frame $150 or B/0 665-

0332

COMPUTERS!
New P166MMXfrom $995
Laptops, peripherals.

ZarVision 582-9198
V/MC/AMEX

Laptop Notebook Works
good. $150. Good for school.

Call Steve (413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for

computer Works great Call

CPC (413)584-8857

FOUND

A Residence Hall Key
found in Worcester DC
Parking Lot Call 6-0420 if it's

yours.

Found: Keys outside

Textbook Annex in front of

meters. Call 665-7686

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Happy Birthday Danielle!

High School Chorus! Love,

Beck-Beck, Pete, Emily &
Elana

Gold Bracelet Monday
10/6 Mullins Field. Reward

Sentimental. Call Jen 549-

4460

MISCELLANEOUS
EARN $750 S1500/WEEK

Raise all the money your

group needs by sponsoring a

VISA fundraiser on your cam-

pus No investment & very

little time needed. There's no

obligation, so why not call for

information today. Call 1-

800-323-8454 x 95.

ROOM FOR RENT

Housemate Wanted $220

270/month 548-7972

Bedroom for rent in house

On Shumway Street. On bus

route. Close to center of

Amherst. Available immedi-

ately Call 253-9410

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female Roommates
Wanted Boulders Apts

Amherst On busline 259-

2995

Looking For Roommate
ASAP $360/month. Call

(413)532-9075

SERVICES

Know Your Rights Do you

have questions about your

rights? Do you think your civil

rights have been violated?

Find Out! Contact The

Student Legal Services

Office. 922 Campus Center,

545-1995

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for

free testing and assistance.

549-1906

TO SUBLET

1 1/2 Bedroom Apt Puffton

$575, heat included

Available from 11/1. Call

549-1868

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK 98

Free food and drinks!

Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica

and Florida from $399
Organize a small group and

travel FREE! Highest commis-

sions and lowest prices. Call

Surf & Sun Tours to become

a campus representative

(800)574-7577.

Earn MONEY and FREE

TRIPS!!

Absolute Best SPRING
BREAK Package available!!

INDIVIDUALS, student ORGA-

NIZATIONS, or small

GROUPS wanted!! Call

INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS
at 1-800-327-6013 or

http://www.icpt com

SPRING BREAK
Largest selection of Spring

Break destinations including

cruises! Group discounts and

free trips available

Epicurean Tours 1-800-

231-4FUN

Spring Break Take 2" hir-

ing Reps! Sell 15. Take 2

free. Hottest destinations!

Free parties, eats, and

drinks! Sunsplash 1-800-426-

7710 or www sunsplash-

tours.com

WANTED
Earn $125

Running and Sedentary

Females wanted for a

research study 19-35 years

old Please call Tom @ 549-

0465

Sell/Trade your preowned

games and systems Call

Lets Play at 549-4505

THIS
SPACE
COULD
BE

YOURS

!
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available

on

the

concourse

or
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friendly
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irairoR SPIEQAILS

Place an ad on a:

Monday: and receive 1/2 price

Birthdays.

Tuesday: and receive 1/2 price

Personals.

Students- IOC / word
Non-students- 20C / word

Charge your classified by phone.

Personals Policy Rates
1 All personals MUST be proofread bv Collegian clas-

sified employees before payment and acceptance of

the classified

2. Last names MAY NOT be used In personals. ONLY
first names and initials are allowed The only excep-

tions are for birthday or congratulations personals, in

which case the full name may be used

i. Phone numbers are not allowed in personals NO
FXCEPTIONS

f.
Addresses are toT HHWed levpersooaJ*. jrug tf»eao*

dorm room nutobfrs as wel
5 Personals 0*eVjhreate*hrng tyctamMfwrV natu/e are

not acceptabie^ersonals of a vindictive or libelous

nature are not acceptable. Personals may not be

used for the purpose of harassment.

Profanity may not be used in personals.

The personals section is for personals only. The per-

sonals section may NOT be used to sell items, seek

roommates, advertise meetings, etc

Ml personals must have the name, signature, and

UMass ID. number of the student placing the as

filled in on the insertion order. Non-students must

provide a valid driver's license and the license num-

ber must be recorded on the insertion order

(•fee Went»#H alion or misrepresentation is >ub»il to

penalties under the law

. The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit

any personal that does not meet the Collegian's Mfl-

dards in accordance with the statutes of the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts

Students

20tf per word/day

All others

40 vt per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
Please write t Icirly and

li'Kiblv Wi' .ire not responsible tor errors mu\\-

inR rrom illegible handwriting or type.

Standard Headings
ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT
ENTERTAINMENT

FOR SALE
FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

FRIDAY. OCT 24

Blood Drive — Help save

someone's life by donating
blood from 10:30 a.m. to 4:30

p.m. in the Campus Center,
room 101. Call 800-462-2229
for an appointment, walk-ins

welcome.
Computer Orientation —

Students, faculty, and staff

interested in using the comput-
ers at the Foreign Language
Resource Center are encouraged

to attend a computer orienta-

tion from 5-4 p.m. in Herter

19. Enrollment is limited. For

more information and to regis-

ter, contact Irene at 545-0950
or check out
www.umass.edu/langctr.

Meeting — International grad-

uate students are invited to talk

about issues affecting them at 4

p.m. in the Campus Center, room
168. Food and refreshments pro-

vided, sponsored by GEO.
Service — Shabbot services

with Julius Lester at 6 p.m. at the

Hillel House. All families are

invited to come to this creative

service led by Professor Julius

Lester.

SATURDAY, OCT. 25

Comedy — MISSION
IMPROVable will be performing

their free weekly comedy improv

show at 8 p.m. in the Campus
Center, room 163.

Sen'ice — Morning service at

10 a.m. at the Hillel House.

Workshop — The UMass
Theatre Guild is holding free

theatre workshops, including

acting, dance, tech and voice,

auditions at 1 I a.m. in the

Campus Center, room 168. All

are welcome. RSVP bv Oct. 24

call 545-0415.

SUNDAY, OCT 26

Entertainment — The
Hampshire College Chorus will

perform the Faure Requiem
with the Valley Festival

Orchestra at 2 p.m. at Grace
Church on the Amherst Town
Common.
Seminar — The Pakistani

Student Association invites all

interested international students

to attend a seminar on perma-

nent residency in Canada from

4-6 p.m. in the Campus Center,

room 101. The seminar is open

to the Five- college community
and will give an overview of

Canadian immigration law and

policy, and will talk about proce-

dural issues.

MONDAY. OCT. 27

Discussion — Perspective on
intermarriage, a panel discussion,

the first in the series "Making
Choices about Loving, Living,

and Dying," at 7 p.m. at the

Hillel House.

NOTICES

Art Contributions — The
Student Union Visual and
Performing Arts Space is looking

for contributions to the Southern

Asian Cultural Exhibition which

will show in the spring of 1998.

If you have anything from art-

work to crafts depicting Asian

culture, and would like the

opportunity to participate in this

exhibition, contact Amanda at

545-0792.

Contest — Spectrum Fine Art

and Literary Magazine is now
holding a cover contest. The win-

ner will have their artwork print-

ed on the 97/98 issue. The final

deadline is December 2 at 5 p.m.

Pick up an entry form in the

Student Union, room 406e or

just bring the artwork by.

Final Exam Schedule — The
Fall '97 Final Examination
Schedule will be available

beginning Friday. October 17.

Copies will be delivered to stu-

dents in the residence halls, and

will be available to off-campus

students in the Registrar's office

(213 Whitmore). It will also be

available on the World Wide
Web beginning Wednesday,
October 1 at

http://www-ureg.admin. umass.

edu.

Notice — The women's basket-

ball team is looking for managers

for the upcoming season.

Reliability and a significant time

commitment are required. If

FVIi ira public service announce

mentt printed daily. To submit in

FYI, plant land a prati release

containing all partinant informa-

tion, including the name and phone

number of the contact parson to

the Collegian, c/o the Managing

Editor by noon the previous day.

interested, please call Scott

Foulis at 545-2726.

Workshop — The Craft Center

is offering a nature photography

expedition to the White
Mountains, N.H. on October
24-26. Space is limited to 12

and sign up is now available in

the Craft Center. Any questions,

call 545-2096 or stop by the

craft center which is located

across from the Hatch in the

Student Union.
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Daily Listings sponsored by:

TV LISTING SPONSORSHIP FOR SALE
INQUIRE @ 545-3500

HSCN Bulletin

Board

Hartford

Boston

Boston

Springfield

Movie Ch.

Hartford

10

11

12
ta

17
IB

CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN
UPN/20
Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
International

UMass Academic TV
HSCN Programming

TV-19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

83 CNN4 CNN SI

BB Headline News
UCTV

37 TBS

as BET

BB TV Land

BO Univision

31 Comedy Central

SB Cartoon

33 Much Music

545-

3500

FRIDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
WVIT

WTIC
WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
A&E
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK
SCIFI

TIC
TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

I

€0
CB

CD
CB
ffi

ffi

©

IP

J2 Wishbone «

iL rWWS .S.

4 News

News

23

30

21

6:00

Full House IT

News

Married... With

Home Imp

Creatures

News 1

Mad Abo. You

Family Matter*

6:30
Business Rpt Newshour With Jim Lehrer I
CBS News Inside Edition

CBS News

ABC News

BoyWorld

NBC News

Cheers I

NBC News

Simpsons "S.

NBC News

Business Rpt.

ABC News

Mad Abo. You

Northern E«po*ur» S
Family Matters

WorldView K
NHL Special |Mat>a-Laugh

Wings "Flight Deck" (R)

Up Close

Supermarket

MTV Live

Figure It Out

Swamp Thing

Hometime (R) |Hometime (R)

7:00 7:30
Great Travel and Leisure Auction

Extra .«.

Inside Edition

Fresh Prince

Wheel-Fortune

Judge Judy I
Ent. Tonight

Seinfeld «.

Wheel-Fortune

Real TV K
Int. Tonight

Chronicle it

Fresh Prince

Jeopardy 1 «

Grace Under

Hard Copy H
Frasier 5
Jeopardy! T

Newshour With Jim Lehrer ,TT

Seinfeld 1
Seinfeld l(

Coach Tt

Frasier I

Frasier 8

Coach X
Law I Order "Life Choice" I
MoneytlnajT [Crossfire i:

C - Campus

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 1 10:00 I 10:30

OCTOBER 24, 1997

Family Matter*

Family Matters

Sabrina-Witch

Meego3I

MeegoJT

Boy-World

Grejjory_Hines

Gregory Hines

You Wish

»« "Onfy the Lonely" (1991. Comedy-Drama) John Candy.

Step by Step

Step by Step

Nash Bridges "Ripcord" S.

Teen Angel IT

Nash Bridget "Ripcord" B

Playara "Con Law" (in Stereo)
|
Dateline (In Slereo75"

»»W 'The Karate Kkf (1964, Drama) Ralph Macchto

Players "Con Law" (In Stereo)

Visitor "The Black Box" 31

Player* "Con Law" (In Stereo)

Wash Weak

Sabrina-Witch

Wall St. Week

Boy-World

Dateline (In Slereo) 3C

Millennium (In Slereo) (PA) X
Dateline (In Stereo) X
State We're In

You Wish %

Follow Money

t«t> Ifn Country ' Q989, Drama) Bruce Willis, Emily Lloyd

Teen Angel X

20/20 X

Homicide: Life on the Street t
ILAPD

Homicide: Life on the Street V

Homicide: Life on the Street ,(T

Cincinnati Pops Holiday

20/20 X
News

«»« "AnCWicararKiaGenfteman"(l9e2,Dtama)RichafdC^re,l>braWirtger. |«*« "The War ot theRoses" (1989)

ITA'S'HX

11:00 11:30
Great Travel and Leisure

News I
News

News R.

Late Show X
Late Show X
Nightline X

Star Trek Next Gener.

News

Vibe Mi

| Tonight Show

News

Seinfeld X
News

tonight Show

Deep Spat* 9

Toni ght Show
Charlie Rote (In Slereo)

News 8

M'A'S'H X
Nightline X
Real TV X

Biography: Betty Grable-Pmup

Prime Newt X
*** "Manhattan Murder Mystery'

Gimme Shatter

Sportsoenter

Debt

Viewer*

Tiny Toon

Gattaca

_ Kung Fu: Legend

Biywiten ShortS*ighted'

Voices of Hope

ISporUllght

Fight lor Right

EL

DougX
Night Stalker

Week in Rock

Rugrat* X

Horn* Again |Home Again

Lots t Clark-Superman

Highlander The Series X
(5:30)* "Ladybugs"[ 1992) X |lnsld* the NFL (In Ster*o)1

«t "House ot Cards (1993, Drama) Kalhleen Turner. 'PC- 13' X
o* Top Gun"(1966, Drama) Torn Cruise. (In Stereo) 'PO'

a

(1993, Comedy

Burden-Proof

America'* Catttaa (R) Grand Tour

Alan Aid*, Woody Alan.

Larry King Live X

Wild Di*cov*ry: Kangaroo |New*

World Today X
Law & Order Bad Faith" X
Sports lllus

«+'i Caddyshack"(\m, Comedy) Chevy Chase, Bill Murray.

Storm [Fangs! (R)

NHL Hockey: Dallas Stars at Chicago Blackhawks (Live) X
Unsolved Myeterla* (In Stereo) | "Scape from Terror. The Teresa Stamper Story" (1995, Drama)

Beavit-Butt.

Kablam!

Beavis-Butt

DsysHappy Dsy

o VI: The Fn

Countdown to the 10 Spot

Wonder Years [Bewitched

*b 'The Howliig VI: The rWa'QMI, Horror) Brendan Hughes.Bid

Live From the 10 Spot

I Love Lucy X~T0dd Couple X

Real America: MHoura ITutankhamen Mystery

»ttt "Above the latr"(t98B, Drama) Steven Seagal, Henry Stlva.

Friday the 1 3th: The Series X"

Walker, Texas Ranger X |««» "Mad Dog and Glory" (1993

««'/) "Mission- frnpoasil»8"(1996, Adventure) Tom Cruise. 'PG-13'

tee "Surviving Picasso" {\996, Drama) Anthony Hopkins 'R'OB

t* "Sunsel Par*" (1996) Rhea Perlman. 'R' X |Extras

Justice File* (R)

Moneyllne x"
•Blaring"

Sportscenter X
Homicide: Life on the Street X
Oddville, MTV
Taxi ii

Night Stalker

Loveline (R)

Newhart «

CraahCouraa(R) |Real America: W Hour* (R)

« "Boiling, Point (1993, Drama) Wesley Snipes, Dennis Hopper

)e NifO. (In Slereo) X |«*'/i "Army of Dar)(ness"(1992)

IChris Rock XAds ot Betrayer 1 997) Maria Conchita Akmso.

'New Say Never Again" (1983) Sean Connery. 'PC X• ••

Sl.lr.jHlieSG-1 "Hatha" |Fe»tTr*ckX |"Sa*Ofh»r"
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Bruno By C. Baldwin Robotman By Jim Meddick

Mallard Fillmore By Bruce Tinsley
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Drabble By Kevin Fagan
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Non Sequitor By Wiley

I
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Sven By Stephen Higgins
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Horoscopes
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) —

You may have to fight for what
you think is right today. Do not let

a competitor push you too far

without standing up for yourself.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — Circumstances are favorable

for a change, but you don't want to

be so dramatic that those around

you think you've lost touch.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— You are nearing a personal vic-

tory, but there is still a great deal

of work to do before you can enjoy

the fruits of your labors.

AQUARIUS (Fan. 20-Feb. 18)

— What was kept under wraps
until recently will prove more
important to you than expected.

You are going to need a little mote

information.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) —
You will have a good reason to

enjoy yourself with others today,

but you may choose to do things b
a slightly different way from them.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
This is not time to let fear or

uncertainty make the decisions for

you. You have got to remain on
top and in control of your destiny.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
You will encounter a tricky obsta-

cle today, but words of advice will

ring in your ear and you'll be able

to overcome it with relative ease.

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20) —
You will enjoy great strength,

inspiration and peace of mind
today, thanks to a number of sup-

porters who seem to come from
nowhere.
CANCER (June 21-July 22) —

ACC0WW& "TO TWE $>TARS,YCaj NWST SPWD
TOCW SERVM6 V0OR GlRlfftlCND AS A
MMRt SLME-BOV OR GREtt CMMAttV

\MT (A l«\Wt...Wf0\N W 1 KNON ,

WRE N0T.WST IfAHlWeTWSOP^
ACCXXW6 TO NN CAldUlATtOKS/TOWoPRCaN,

WWEU M&RCURV ECLIPSES NEPT.VINE ,^00R
Oi\N UcfE \i 10 CUSfcKJ TWE BATHROOM

Dilbert By Scott Adams

IF YOU COANT TO BE
PROMOTED, VOU HAVE
TO BE HIGHLT VISIBLE.

ASK QUESTIONS AT

lAEETINGS. BUT rAAKE

THErA EASY SO YOU
OON'T ErABARKASS
YOUR BOSS.

...SO IF THERES AN
ACCIDENT IN A COMPANY
CAR , COHERE SHOULD U)E

BURY THE
SURVIVORS?

v^

'

I USUALLY
PUT THErA IN
THE TRUNK.

Thatch By Jeff Shesolw PC you KNOW WHAT ITS

UKC TO UV6 WITH THIS

lUNt*92 IT9NEU,
iTeavou...Heiw

IT'S STRAINING MV
FRteNP9HlPS-, POISON

-

IN6 MY ReUTIONSHIP..
RUINING MV PROFES-
SIONAL UFe.-

WHAT
PR0FW-
StONAL
Lire?

MAKE THAT
GOtfGAkJie-
RUININ6 MY
OOUFGAMe.

/

8 Years in Braces By Eric Petersen

THt SlAHe*. TaUHJS
Ptt>CJ*£* OME. lAbX
XX&MMWrmHL TO
HAVlWtx * Se¥MX>

Monkey Socials By Constant Jones

Cm. Termer C)/T»7

Gv* 0»tt. Ay^. L«f tX*. -*«

UtMaat Clw—l — ••* !•*"**»

TW~s «* **~M +* U.vVk

Jrt $'ia*
, a Wave. feU* «*f^ «

You must be willing to stay the

course today, no matter how much
criticism you may receive for doing

things in an unorthodox manner.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) — This

is a good day to do things over, not

because they were done badly to

begin with, but because you have a

chance to increase your rewards.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) —
Concentrate on opposites. and on
how they affect you, both directly

and indirectly. It is important that

you are able to make sense of

things.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) — A
revelation early in the day will

have you taking steps to improve

things on all fronts at a later date.

Take the time to tend to details.

Close to Home By John McPherson

£ **vi *cias^nw»*t^ES3K3«*^l^5^r
C 1M' Jo*»> MrP** ">, ul>v«rvil p'i« Synd.CS!*?

IO-1H

Qi_jiar>te: of tine jDay

££ Put your hand down...

I'm getting pissed. ^
-Overheard in an Environmental Science class

Whenever one of his daughters returned from

a date, Mr. Shelburne would carefully

dust her for fingerprints.

Today's P.C. Menu
Carff 343-3626 tetr mamret ImtmrmmHem.

ACROSS
1 Gymnast Korbut
5 Faint

8 Not any
12 Question
14 Island near

Borneo
1

5

Done with

16 Canadian doctor

17 Baltic Sea
feeder

18 Eugene O'Neill's

daughter
19 Lizards and

turtles

21 Blow a—:
explode

23 Be ill

24 Compact mass
25 Woolly one
26 Shrine
30 Lofty nest
32 Bristles

33 Flatler

37 Church calendar

38 Breakfast item

39 Cure
40 Cold-weather

garb
42 Twill-weave

fabric

43 Poet's spring

44 Sullen
45 Baseball great

Mel —
48 Finale

49 Boxer's punch

50 — May Alcott

52 Crude
57 Lodges
58 Cat's utterance

60 Dodge adroitly

61 Gore, to Clinton

62 Rainbow
goddess

63 Baker's —
64 Vortex
65 "My Gal —

"

66 Shipshape

DOWN
1 Smell
2 Misplace
3 Swig
4 Assist in crime

5 Some parents

6 "— Got You
Under My Skin"

7 Elizabeth's

sister

8 Monkey homes
9 Call forth

10 Extend a
subscription

11 Climb a
soapbox

1

3

Court cases
14 Actor Grey
20 Fib

22 Mine entrance

24 Tiniest

26 Quaker's
pronoun

27 Deserve

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

lElTlRlAHfCIHIAIF

qboh naBHuD nmi;in

HmCJtinD ffl@C§ 0DHI1
[shuiziu Bran

HSU® HUH HBBIIHH
MIUDG3Q ®r§a0H QE1H
EJDEE1BG1I1 SHHHOHH
BSH (DDHHlil HHSfflO
EBQHiira cnnii eihhh

hhh amass
raanH hhh onmiiHO

muTJS DOSSD HOnB
rjDBSU WDHbTJB HDBB

O 1997. Unitad F»atur» SyndlcaW

28 South ot

France
29 Evidence
30 IcA forward to

31 An anesthetic

33 Logical

34 Flying prefix

35 Dawdles
36 Artist Paul —
38 Tidal waves
41 Negative votes

42 Wept
44 Spring mo.
45 Martini addition

46 — up: got fit

47 Adjusted
49 Wrench parts

51 Early Cosby
show

52 Seethe
53 Cosmetics

company
54 Demolish
55 Theory
56 Not worth

a red —
59 Important time

period

Franklin

LUNCH
Taco or Vegie Taco

Fried Clam Strip Sandwich

Reuben Sandwich on Rye

Reuben Sandwich in your Eye

DINNER
Savory Baked Chicken

Risotto Italiano

Spaghetti/Tomato Lentil Sauce

Quarter Pound Boogor Burger

Worcester
LUNCH

Captain's Catch on Sesame Street

Grilled Bread Stuffed with Cheese

Fettucini/Tomato Sauce

Black Eyed Peas

DINNER
Savory Baked Chicken

Pineapple Ham Steak

Korean BBQ Tofu

Ravioli Alfredo (pastabilities)

Hampshire
LUNCH

Cowburger
Chicken Puks

Captain's Catch on Sesame Roll

Grilled Cheese

DINNER
Savory Baked Chicken

Glazed Harvest Ham
Super Savory Baked Chicken

Glazed Harvest Honey Ham Haunches

Berkshire
LUNCH

Captain's Catch on Sesame
Fettucini/Tomato Sauce

Grilled Cheese on Bread (w/ a cheesy center]

Wheatball Grinder

DINNER
Somewhat Savory Baked Chicken

Pretty Pork Ginger Stir Fry

Friday's Fabulous Tempeh Stir Fry

Rip-roarin' Ravioli Alfredo (pastabilities)

•:
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Production Supcn

Production StuH
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Hurricanes

aren't much
of a storm
You own a professional sports

team... well, you own the Hartford

Whalers.

Fans don't tome to the games as

much as you want them to. You get

between 8,000-1 1 ,000 a game. Your

city (best known for insurance and

well, insurance) won't build you a

state-of-the-art "mega-arena" so you

can overcharge the suburbanized

denizens of Northern Connecticut to

watch a hockey team that's had about

as much chance to win a Stanley Cup

as Kenny has of surviving an episode

of South Park.

Those bastards.

But this is the '90s. No longer do

you have to put up with the poor

souls who don't see things your way.

There is a solution.

Raleigh-Durham, N.C.

The Raleigh-Durham region has

long been known as a hotbed of a

cultural fabric of American society,

so we know the good citizens of

southern North Carolina (or is it

northern South Carolina?) aren't suf-

fering from "minor league city" com-

plex.

Raleigh-Durham is definitely

"big-time."

For instance, did you know
Raleigh-Durham was on the final

set of lyrics for Frank Sinatra's hit

song "New York. New York?"

(Apparently some small-minded

producer changed the words on Old

Blue Eyes at the last minute. In

some shows in the Deep South,

rumor has it Frank switches them
back to croon "Ral-eeeeeeeee.")

Thank God for bootlegs.

Did you know Raleigh-Durham
hosted the World's Fair in 1937?

(Long known as the landmark event

that brought the world pantyhose

and the rubber-ducky.)

Did you know that

Raleigh-Durham is the place where

they invented air travel? (Kitty

Hawk? Yeah, okay. Who's kidding

who here, huh?)

Did you know Wayne Gretzky

was born in Raleigh- Durham?
(Rumor has it he learned how to

handle a stick by flipping cow dook-

ie over the barn.)

You can see how opportunistic

the region is for a hockey team,

though the team has to play in

Greensboro for two years.

(Did you know Raleigh-Durham

invented the term "fashionably

late?")

So bye-bye Hartford Whalers,

hello Carolina Hurricanes. I don't

think the NHL will ever be the

same. Just a word of advice to Peter

Karmanov the guy who owns Les

'Canes. Don't worry about all those

empty seats. Remember, you're

big-time now.

•Bye-bye Chris Mills. I guess
Slick Rick wanted all his

ex-Wildcats on the C's. The way I

see it, it doesn't matter how well

the system works in the NBA,
because the NBA was and always

will be a player's game. Chris Mills

is an NBA player. Walter McCarty
ain't.

• There are no football teams in

Los Angeles, Houston or

Cleveland, and yet Memphis sports

the Oilers. Oh yeah, sorry. They're

waiting on that new stadium in

Nashville.

• There is a committee that wants

to build the UConn football team a

domed stadium when they jump to

D-l. Apparently it's in the best

interests of the people of

Connecticut to use their money to

build a stadium for a team that

struggles to get 1 0,000 of those tax-

payers to even pay to go to any of

their games.

Quite a racket.

• Steve Fisher turned down the

South Alabama job two weeks after

being fired from Michigan.

It isn't really clear why Fisher

was fired from Michigan, except
that he was shady and that nobody
was really surprised when they
canned him.

But what about South Alabama?
Do they realize just how bad this

makes them look? Do they even care?

Sometimes college basketball is a

scary thing. One of the worst things

is when small schools trip over
themselves to hire the first criminal

the big school fired, so they can

become a big school. Rhode Island

did it. Fresno State did it and South

Alabama wants to do it.

I guess the sound of turnstiles

clicking and school funds growing

makes it hard to hear the slowly

dying calls of sanity and class in the

NCAA today.

No wonder everyone roots for

Princeton in March.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian

columnist.

Recharged UM to host Delaware
Minutemen try to duplicate performance that garnered 1 993 upset

By Jonathan M. Place

Collegian Staff

COURTESY MEDIA BEIATIONS

Brian Mooney

In the last two weeks, the Massachusetts football

team (2-5 overall. 1-5 in the Atlantic 10) has com-

pletely contrasted with the group that played the first

five games. However, only a flawless performance on

both the offense and defense will enable them to keep

up with a team like No. 6 Delaware (6-1 , 5-1 A-10).

"We have to get control of the line of scrimmage,

just like any other game," UMass head coach Mike

Hodges said. "We can't help them win the game."

The Minutemen are hosting the Blue Hens at

Warren McGuirk Alumni
Stadium tomorrow for a 1 p.m.

conference showdown.

Delaware's only loss of the sea-

son came against No. 3 Villanova

in the second week of the season.

Apart from that, the Hens have

defeated such quality foes as New
Hampshire, Richmond and fames

Madison — three teams which
have already defeated UMass this season.

For UMass to give the Hens a game, they will need

to play like they did in the second half against

Football

Massachusetts
vs

No*6 Delaware

Villanova, when they scored 27

points to the Wildcats' 14.

Otherwise, Delaware's offense,

which averages 193.4 yards rush-

ing and 181.4 yards in the air,

will terrorize the Minuteman
defense.

UMass' offense has been the

most impressive part of the team

during the last two weeks. Led by

senior quarterback Anthony Catterton —who took

Turn to FOOTBALL page 7

Rothenberger,

Garber turf to be

honored on Sat.
By Aaron M. Saykin

Collegian Staff

In the midst of a season-high four-game winning

streak, the Massachusetts field hockey team could not

have chosen a more appropriate time to look its

sharpest, as it prepares to atone for a 1996 loss to bor-

der-state rival UConn tomorrow at noon, following the

dedication of the new AstroTurf at Richard F. Garber

Field.

Athletic Director Bob Marcum and Associate AD Elaine

Sortino will take part in the dedication ceremony at 11:45.

At halftime, former UMass field hockey star Kyle

Rothenberger will be recognized for being named UMass

Woman of the Year by the NCAA.
It will be all immmmmm^^mmmmmK^^mmm

^^^Fiel^HockeY^^^^

Massachusetts
vs.

No. 14 Connecticut

^^Satunday^Iooi^^^

Defenseman Mike Gaffney, who scored the game-winner in the deciding Alumni Cup game against Lowell last season, is

preparing for tonight's game in Lowell.

UM starts season at Lowell
Minutemen begin chase for

third straight Alumni Cup
By Jorma Kansanen
Collegian Staff

Historically, the

Massachusetts-Lowell hockey team

has the more storied tradition com-

pared to their sister campus.
Massachusetts-Amherst. NCAA
appearances, _^_^__^^_^
AU-Americans,
etc., have put on

the River Hawks

Hockey

uniform. and
taken the ice at

Tully Forum with

team pride in

their hearts. M
Well, the past

two seasons, the

so-called "less-storied

Massachusetts
@

UMass Lowell

Tonight @ 7 p.m.

which goes to the winner of the sea-

son series between the two teams —
and Massachusetts—Amherst has

walked away with the most pride in

their hearts.

Tonight, UMass will return to

Tully Forum in North Billerica,

where they won the Cup with a 6-4

win last Feb. 8, to

open up the

1997-98 season

against Lowell at 7

p.m. Because con-

struction on the

new Paul E.

Tsongas Arena is

not finished for the

start of the season,

the Minutemen
hockey pro-

gram has taken the Alumni Cup

IOKMA KANSANEN / COUEGIAN

Goalie Brian Regan will anchor the Minuteman
defense against Lowell in the UMass hockey team's

season opener.

business, though,

for the

Minutewomen, as

they look to build

up steam at the end

of the regular sea-

son.

"We have con-

tinued to build on

the success we've
had," said UMass coach Patty Shea of her squad's

impressive string of consecutive triumphs. "A victory is

always important because with victory comes confi-

dence."

Fresh off a 6-1 pounding of the La Salle Explorers last

Saturday, the Minutewomen (9-7, 3-0 Atlantic- 10) enter

tomorrow's game against the Huskies (11-5, 3-1 Big East)

in high spirits, and they'll look to set the tone in the

match's early stages.

"I just think we need to establish the tempo of the

game form the opening whistle," said Shea, who
watched her team play with a 1-0 deficit against the

Explorers after a slow start, but respond with six unan-

swered scores. "UConn has a number of key players.

They are a physically strong team, and will play very

hard."

Although in her first year as head coach of the

Minutewomen, Shea is no stranger to the heated rivalry,

which dates back to her days as a player in a UMass uni-

form in the early 1 980s.

"This is my first year coaching in it. but I played in it.

It goes back years," she said of the famous
UMass-UConn contention. "It's the game. Two large

state schools are competing against one another on the

field, but we also vie for a lot of each other's states' ath-

letes (recruits)."

Despite an absence from competition for an entire week.

Shea feels that the UMass layoff will pay tremendous divi-

dends in Saturday's contest.

"They needed to take time off, and to come back for this

weekend." Shea said of her tired team, which recently

played three games in a span of only four days. "It brings a

whole new life back, it brings confidence back, and it gives

our players more enthusiasm for the game."

With the anticipation of border-state powerhouse

UConn coming to town, the Minutewomen players cannot

ignore the hype, nor can they forget their 1996 2-1 road

loss to the Huskies.

"UConn is a very physical team," junior midfielder Kate

Putnam said. "It's a big game that everyone looks forward

to. It's going to be tough.'gram nas taken tne Aiumni cup — jurn f HOCKEY, page 7 season opener. to. It's going to be tough.

No. 14 UM polo to play BC in first round of playoffs

Water Polo

By Jim !

:!tringham

Collegian Staff

The No. 14 Massachusetts men's water polo team (19-7

7-2 Collegiate Water Polo Association) will

have little time to rest this week. Fresh off a i^>

series of impressive efforts last weekend in

California, the Minutemen will head to

Providence for this weekend's CWPA
North Division playoffs.

Boston College will be the Minutemens XT vf.L TnwrMpV
first opponent. A first round win is vital LyUI III A Uwl ••^J
because the Minutemen would be guaran- aHMIMaBBaiBMaBBaai
teed a spot in the Eastern Championships. Saturday and Sunday

CWPA

Sophomore Timmy Troupis and the men's water polo squad head for

the CWPA North playoffs this weekend.

A first round loss, on the other hand,

would mean the end of the season.

"Basically our goal is to win our first round game," says

UMass coach Russ Yarworth. "What I'd rather do, obvi-

ously, is win the whole tournament, so we can head into

Easterns with the first seed... but I'm focusing on winning

the first round game and progressing from there."

Winning Easterns would send the Minutemen to the

NCAA Tournament (where they have claimed fourth

place the last two seasons) for the fifth consecutive year.

Tomorrow's matchup with the Eagles certainly bodes

well for UMass. The Minutemen have

downed the Eagles twice this year, by

scores of 12-4 and 17-10.
Nevertheless, Yarworth is cautious.

"If they lose that game, their sea-

son's over, so we have to be ready for

them to be very fired up," Yarworth
said. "We have to play hard, aggressive

and tough."

The first round shouldn't give

UMass too much trouble, but if history

is any guide. Queens College is a force

to be reckoned with. In each of the past two seasons.

Queens has ousted the Minutemen in the playoffs. Of
course, UMass has exacted its revenge in both years by

defeating Queens in the finals of the Eastern tournament.

Turn to WATER POLO, page 7

Iverson next NBA superstar
By Chris Sheridan

Associated Press

One moment he's pouring in

points unlike any rookie ever has,

the next moment he's being dogged

for it.

One moment he says he's not

hanging out with the wrong crowd,

the next he's being arrested on gun

and drug charges. One moment he's

huddling with the commissioner,
the next he's being suspended by

him.

Bad things and good things hap-

pen to Allen Iverson, and it seems

everyone wants to dwell on the

bad.

Never has there been a young
NBA player with as much talent and

as bad an image. Never has some-

one who will be such a big part of

the league's future turned off so

many people.

"A lot of people judge me on
what they heard or read, but it

wasn't fair." said the star guard of

the Philadelphia 76ers. "People
were writing terrible stories about

me and they hadn't even inter-

viewed me.

Turn to IVERSON. page 7
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Dishing

the suds

November sweeps
are upon us and
what do the crafty

daytime writers

have in store for

soap opera afi-

cionados? (see Arts

& Living, page 6).
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Blue Hens pluck

Minutemen

It wasn't pretty for

Mike Hodges and
the Massachusetts

football team on
Saturday, as they

fell to Delaware
40-9 at home (see

Sports, page 1 0).

UMass group among 1 .3 million at March

WORLD

Banned painting

returns to South Africa

CAPE TOWN. South Africa

(AP) — A painting of a black |esus

Christ banned under apartheid was

hung in St. George's Cathedral

yesterday, marking its return from

a long exile overseas.

In the racially mixed congrega-

tion of about 200 that sat in half-

filled pews was Albertina Luthuli.

daughter of Chief Albert Luthuli.

whose face is depicted as lesus on

the cross in the painting.

The 1961 work, an attack on

apartheid called "Black Christ,"

shows Luthuli flanked by two
Roman soldiers who bear the faces

of apartheid's architect, former

Prime Minister Hendrik F.

Verwoerd, and his justice minister,

|ohn Vorster.

The artist, Ronnie Harrison, was

arrested and the painting banned

in 1962. It was later smuggled

overseas, wrapped in linoleum and

stowed on a cargo flight, and dis-

played at St. Paul's Cathedral in

London by |ohn Collins, a canon

and anti-apartheid activist at the

church. It also was used for fund-

raising campaigns for the anti-

apartheid movement.

NATION

Hillary Clinton

celebrates her 50th

WASHINGTON (AP) — Hillary

Rodham Clinton spent a quiet 50th

birthday yesterday, ensconced at home
with her husband and daughter after a

surprise party that had her dancing

until the wee hours. The weather in

Washington was in the low 50s and

damp, which kept the first family firmly

indoors. Not a peep came from the

White House residence all day; the

Clintons didn't emerge for church or

even an impromptu birthday brunch.

In true Washington fashion, Mrs.

Clinton's special day was fodder for the

Sunday talk shows. ABC-TV's "This

Week" offered a video birthday card in

which average Americans politely

swore that Mrs. Clinton looked much

too young to be 50.

"Oh, to be 50 again! just a kid!" said

host Sam Donaldson, 63, as he wished

Mrs. Clinton a happy birthday with a

quote from poet Robert Browning:

"The best is yet to be, the last of life for

which the first was made."

Yesterday's low-key activity was in

stark contrast to what's in store for Mrs.

Clinton beginning today: a public, two-

day celebration in her hometown of

Chicago that includes a speech, a chat

with a historian, a birthday bash at the

Chicago Cultural Center and a TV
appearance with talk show maven
Oprah Winfrey. But a relaxed birthday

seemed in order because Mrs. Clinton

began celebrating in the minutes after

midnight by taking a few spins around

the dance floor during a surprise party

at a posh hotel here.
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Over the weekend, thousands of women gathered in Philadelphia to celebrate the Million Woman March.

Alcohol ban overwhelmingly opposed,

Honors College supported by students
a 1.1 * *>- - ^ a. m f~* .-» I I .. „- . t 111 Irt * 111 ivl L' t

By Allana E. Todman
Collegian Staff

PHILADELPHIA — On Saturday,

Oct. 25, an estimated count of 1.3

million African-American women
gathered in the center of downtown
Philadelphia, Pa.

Two hundred women attending the

march were from the University of

Massachusetts. For a march that did

not appear to those attending as one

fully organized, the women allowed

fate to lead them.

Before the march the Collegiate

Coalition of Black Men for

Community Consciousness provided

additional support to the women
who were in attendance.

With the help of others, Kenny

Lacoste, a junior English major,

planned a scheduled day of events for

the men on campus who could not

attend the march. In support, the

men packed individual bags of

hand-made sandwiches, which was

well-appreciated by the women.
"1 was surprised, it was really

sweet of them to come out and show

support," UMass graduate student

Dolly Fernandes said.

Angela Osei-Mensah agreed.

"It's so beautiful. That's so unbe-

lievable, you can tell it's coming from

the heart," she said.

Dan Lizana. offered prayers on all

four of the buses for the safe journey

and arrival back from the march.

Other men encouraged the women to

look inward during the march.

Anticipating the arrival, the

women on the buses began to create

dialogue about what they hoped the

march would be like. There was also

discussion about the reasoning for

the lack of unity amongst the sisters

on the UMass campus.

African-American women from

UMass began to sing inspirational

songs during the long awaited jour-

ney to Philadelphia. From "Lean On
Me" to "The Greatest Love of All,"

an environment to communicate was

created on the bus.

When they arrived, the UMass
group expressed its enthusiasm as

thousands of women pulled into

Turn to WOMEN, pego 2

By Victoria Groves

Collegian Staff

According to last week's Student Government
Association (SGA) election. University of Massachusetts

students overwhelmingly oppose a campus wide ban on

alcohol.

An unofficial vote total shows that 92 percent of all

voting students oppose the ban, leaving only eight per-

cent in favor of it.

At their December meeting, the University of

Massachusetts Amherst Board of Trustees will meet to

vote on the proposed ban. University Chancellor David

K. Scott has already voiced his opposition to a complete

ban of alcohol on campus.

Another heated issue that had divided the SGA

involved the proposed Honors College. Two thirds of

voters (68 percent) voted in favor of the SGA officially

supporting the Honors College.

"I support the Honors College and I have all along. I

think what the vote says to me is that the student body

feels the same way, but they have concerns about stu-

dent input and enacting the proposal." said (ennifer

Casasanto. a newly re- elected senator.

Students also voted overwhelmingly to allow students

to have legal representation at judicial hearings which

may result in suspension, expulsion or eviction.

Ninety-four percent of students voted in favor of this

proposal with only six percent opposed.

Seventy-four percent of voting students oppose video

Turn to ALCOHOL, page 2

Alumni Pres. "lives among" students

By Tamar Carroll

Collegian Staff

Going to class, eating at the dining

commons, socializing with dorm-

mates on a Thursday night — the

normal student routine became the

focus of study for University of

Massachusetts Amherst Alumni
Association President Attorney

Robert Goodhue this past week.

Goodhue, a 1970 graduate,

returned to his alma mater last

Thursday and Friday to "live among"

current UMass students and see what

life at the University is like today.

Goodhue said he stayed overnight

in Washington Tower, traveled to five

classes, ate in several of the dining

commons and spoke to students, fac-

ulty and staff across the campus in an

effort to get a better sense of student

life.

"Many administrators had talked to

me about student life," Goodhue
said. "1 wanted to get a handle on it

myself, so 1 thought it would be bene-

ficial to live with the students and

learn from primary sources."

Goodhue said that although the

dorms were "a little louder" and the

weekend started "a little earlier" than

he remembered from his days at

UMass. he was very happy overall

with what he saw on campus.

"I have been very pleased with this

experience," Goodhue said. "It's not

until you have actually been on cam-

pus, talked to students, and seen

classes, that you are really reaffirmed

as to the quality of the students and

the instruction."

All of the classes he attended,

Goodhue said, were so "great" that

he wished he could come back to

school.

"1 found excellent instruction and

interested and motivated students."

Goodhue said. "My intellectual

curiosity was stimulated on five dif-

ferent occasions. I was most pleased

with the classroom experience, and

ultimately, that is what it is all

about."

The physical conditions of the

classrooms, however. Goodhue
reported was "mixed, at best."

Goodhue said it is essential for the

State Legislature to release bond

money to finance renovations of

classrooms and other buildings on

Turn to ALUMNI, page 3
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Worthy causes
|aime Coutu, a junior biology major, donates socks to the Amherst

Survival Center Tree, located in the Campus Center Store.

Carroll warns of threat

of nuclear addicted U.S.

Casino Night fundraiser a "great gambling experience'

By Paul Hayes
Collegian Staff

AMHERST — Blood was poured

on draft records 30 years ago

today.

It was an act of protest commit-

ted by priest Philip Berrigan, dur-

ing the height of Vietnam anti-war

protests, while author and Boston

Globe columnist James Carroll was

in seminary school.

As a result of this act, Carroll

learned about the role priests, writ-

ers and artists could play in bring-

ing about change, a role which has

been forgotten today, he said in his

lecture, entitled "The Virtue of

Writing, Politics. Art and Moral

Responsibility." at Amherst College

on Friday.

Berrigan's lesson

In referring to the Berrigan inci-

dent, Carroll contrasted the

activism of artists, priests, and

writers in the 1960s with those

professions' reserve in the '90s.

"Art for art's sake, we say; sepa-

ration of church and state, we say."

Carroll said. "But when we move

from art to politics, we can change

an immoral policy."

On Oct. 27, 1967, Philip

Berrigan went into a draft board in

Baltimore and, with the help of two

others, poured blood on the offices

records.

"We pour this blood upon these

files; here in these offices begins

the pitiful waste of U.S. and

Vietnamese blood," Berrigan said

afterwards.

Young people have fallen down a

memory hole, in which today's

shallow images of the 1960s —
sex, drugs, rock and roll — have

been taken out of context. Carroll

said.

"Do young people have any idea

of the crisis invoked by the war?"

Carroll asked. "Do we remember
the desperation we felt, rooted in

the knowledge that our govern-

ment, year after year, was commit-

ting heinous crimes?"

Carroll and his father. Lt.

General loseph Carroll of the

Defense Intelligence Agency, were

at the crux of this conflict.

He recalled his father referring to

Berrigan as a "kook," and how he

secretly took part in protests

against his father's government

afterwards.

"Virtue and politics were not

abstractions then." he said.

During that time, nuclear

weapons were nearly used on three

separate occasions to end the stale-

mate of Vietnam, Carroll said.

The anti-war protestors, includ-

ing Berrigan, had a hand in pre-

venting this, he said.

Even when Richard Nixon
vowed never to be the first presi-

dent to lose a war, the acts of pro-

testors prevented him from doing

as much as he might have wanted

to.

Carroll said the Berrigan incident

violated the "good order" of soci-

ety, in which artists keep to their

studios and priests keep to their

cloisters; a good order already vio-

Turn to NUCLEAR, page 3

By Jason Eiseman

Collegian Correspondent

The atmosphere is smokey. The cigarette girls circle

like sharks. Frank Sinatra is singing on stage, lames

Bond is sitting in the corner, sipping a martini, playing a

hand v\ baccarat. It's Vegas.

Actually, there was no smoking allowed, there was a

D.|. on stage, and there were no baccarat tables, lt was

Casino Night, sponsored by the Asian American Student

Association (AASA). lt was held Friday night in the

Campus Center Auditorium.

There were 20 blackjack tables, one double roulette

table, and one Wheel of Fortune. Once inside, players

exchanged their cash for chips. There were

black-one-dollar chips, red- two-dollar chips,

green-five-dollar chips, and yellow-ten- dollar chips.

Most of the tables were two-dollar-minimum bets and

ten-dollar-maximum bets, although some tables had

four-dollar-minimum bets for high rollers.

Kieu Tran. a junior apparel marketing and consumer

studies major, was Casino Night manager. She said that

this was the third year they have had a Casino Night.

"It's pretty successful every year." she said. While

Turn to CASINO, page 2
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LaKeisha Kennedy a junior psychology and legal studies major, deals a hand of blackjack to Shawn O'Donnell,

a freshman political science major, and Mike Corbin, a sophomore biology and psychology major, on Friday s

Casino Night, an AASA charity fundraiser, in the Campus Center Auditorium.
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continued from page 1

Pennsylvania from Boston, Chicago.

Delaware. Detroit and other cities from

around the United Stato.

Throwing fists in the air and raising

their voices, the students prepped
themselves for the long day of women's

empowerment.
Drums were heard from the right of

the street as soon as the women came

out of the train terminal. On the way to

the front of the march site, the mo-
sages from guest speakers were hard to

hear, but that did not discourage

Belinda Martin.

Martin, a senior pre-med student

from Howard University, said, "1 can't

even hear everything that some of these

women are talking about, but that's

OK. because all I have to see is women
screaming or clapping and I know it's

something worth me agreeing with

because we as sisters have the same

struggles."

For those in the front, or closer to

the platform, they were able to hear the

words of Tynetta Muhammed. Winnie

Madikizela-Mandela. Sister Souljah.

|ada Pinkett and Maxine Waters.

"We are no longer going to be the

tail of the lion. We're going to be the

head. We were called here by God,"

said Muhammed
Muhammed addressed the concern

of women taking their stance as women
made with divine power and strength.

She also spoke of the external forces in

our society that lead to the misunder-

standing of the black man as well as the

black woman and each other.

A transfigured mind and spirit was

one of the solutions that Muhammed
proposed to the crowd. Her answer for

the black woman learning how to take

control of her life in all aspects, such as

relationships, family and health care,

was given in her statement, "It is

imperative to have God's thinking.

Think like God. and we will have

God-like resistance."

Waters, a Congresswoman known

fat her heavy stance on the war on

drugs, provided the million women
with Itatktici on employment rates and

health.

"Fifty-nine point nine percent of

African-American women have low

paying jobs. The average amount of

money earned per year is $20,000," she

said. "The African-American woman
makes 64 percent of every dollar that a

white male earns. Twenty-nine percent

of African-American women are in

poverty"

In her conclusion. Waters said, "We
are strong innovative survivors, we love

our children, we believe in education.

We will stop allowing others to define

us."

I.ul.i Pinkett, who introduced the

guest speakers, also conveyed her own
personal message to the women. She

said that black women need to read.

She listed titles from books by Sister

Souljah, Dr. bell hooks, and Audrey

Lorde.

Lastly key note speaker Winnie
Madikizela-Mandela said, "To the

women of the United States, to

African-American women, I say

'Amandla.'" Madikizela-Mandela
stressed this word until the women
repeated it.

With 1.3 million women, a collective

voice spoke as one.

continued from page 1

cameras in lobbies of residence

halls, and 70 percent of voting

students ate in favor of the SGA
opposing the University Picketing

Code.
Seventy-four percent also

voted to change the SGA consti-

tution to change the term of

office for SGA president from

|une 1 to May 31. Twenty six per-

cent of the students opposed this

action.

The second attempt by the

SGA to hold a senatorial election

captured close to 15 percent

voter turn out, due in part to

more advertising around campus

for the election.

"I think we potentially had one

of the best turnouts ever on this

casino

caatpun, Hie qUMtkNM really hit

home with the students and
pulled them out to vote," said

Peter Kilbourne, speaker of the

senate.

The voter turnout was alnio-t

three times the turnout of last

month's SGA election.

"The voter turnout was out-

standing. It shows that the cam-

pus is not as apathetic as it's per-

ceived to be." said Flections

Chancellor |odi Bailey.

At press time. SGA president

Lia Wong was unavailable for

comment.
The first student senate meet-

ing will be in the Commonwealth
Room this Wednesday at 7 p.m.

SQA Election Results for the 1997-

1998 Undergraduate Student Senate:

H*vnpt>evi Convenience Store

Buy 6 Cups of Coffee and get

your next cup [PIfilBIB

with your C-Store Coffee Card!

Available in all C-Stores!

Serving gourmet Omar coffees

New Hours

Monday - Friday

6:30 am - 12 midnight

Saturday

12 noon - 6:00 pm,

Sunday

6V Holidays

3 -9pm

yindnow you canjoin

l/ie nea G~ Store

Go/fee Lilub
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there are usually two Casino
Nights every year, Tran said that

this year there will only be one.

Tran said that Casino Night is a

big fundraiser for Asian Night,

held every spring, and for other

cultural events sponsored by the

AASA. "We also donate money to

other RSOs," she said.

According to Tran, two months

of planning went into making
Casino Night possible, and she

praised the efforts of the 70 vol-

unteers who worked Friday night.

Student volunteers played the

roles of blackjack dealers, worked

the roulette table, and the Wheel

of Fortune Former Casinc Night

volunteers trained the volunteers

for Friday night.

Students also monitored the

cash-chip exchange, and worked

security, although Tran said that

most of the security was provided

by a police sergeant and two offi-

cers.

Chiu Chan, a senior hotel

restaurant and travel administra-

tion major, and former AASA
member helped Tran organize the

event.

"I've done this before," Chan

said. He expected 1 ,000 people to

turn out for the event. "We nor-

mally have a really good turnout,"

he said.

"The biggest problem is recruit-

ing and training, it's hard to get

people motivated to do this,"

Chan said. He said that planning

an event such as this was stressful

and included obtaining a raffle

permit from the City of Amherst,

which is good for one year. "As

long as they know it's a charity

event they don't have a problem,"

Pizza Tuition Dentist

Guess which one can't

>^H
Movies Concerts

Cabs

go on your MasterCard?

Gas Shopping Postage
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he said.

Some members of the AASA do

not fully support Casino Night,

said some volunteers.

"Casino itself is a huge ethical

issue, but we're not here to

debate, it's a charity," Chan said.

"Some see it as a problem,
gambling is very rampant in the

Asian American community." said

Michael Chan, a junior member
of the AASA. "But it's a big

fundraiser, it's fun, it's popular,"

he said.

Many of the players said they

had a good experience.

"1 enjoyed myself, despite los-

ing money, because it all went to

a good cause," said beth Freeman.

a senior journalism major. "It was

a very low pressure situation,

with the dealers, and the players,

it was very friendly. Everyone was

kind of rooting for each other, not

like a real casino with pit bosses

watching you," Freeman said.

The rules were similar to those

at a casino except for a few

changes at the blackjack tables.

The dealer was required to draw

on 16 and stay on 17. double

downs and splits were legal plays.

The only major change in black-

jack was the rule that a push was

a win for the dealer, but at a real

casino a push is a win for the

player.

"Unfortunately I lost some
money, so it wasn't as good an

experience as I thought it would

be. My dealer took all of my
money." said |ustin Murphy, a

senior economics major. "It was

very well run, the dealers were

outstanding, they did their jobs, it

was a great gambling experience.''

Southwest Residential Area

At Large

Becky Friedman

1 ric Magazu
Ricardo Rodriguez

Mikale Billard

lennifer Casasanto

Daniel McDougall

Ryan Castillo

Washington
Michael Rosxettie

Alicia Maglione

Patterson

Jaime |ee

Vance
Pat Gilmartin

Kennedy
Anne Theresa Mueller

Thomas Hnitecki

Coolidge

Jim Eltringham

(olyon Yates

lohn Adams
Seth Avakian

Brian McManus

John Ouincy Adams
Benjamin Gaumond

Sylvan Residential Area

At Large

Martin Lewis-Gonzalez

Neb Abebe
Craig Cincotti

Brown
Dawn Pavao

Cashin

Varant Minassian

McNamara
Robert Chirwea

Orchard Hill Residential Area

At Large

Sara Coady
Phillip Blue

Webster

Cindy Gargano

Dickinson

leffery Howe

Omyson
Amy Pellegrino

Field

Mike Meideros

Northeast Residential Area

At Large

Brian Runyon

Mcliinic Hdslam

Satish Iyer

fen Hoffman
Thao Tran

Sarah Koske

Central Residential Area

At Large

Jwsica Sachs

Kaniatarilo Gilbert

Carlos Alvarez

Kevin Lombardi

Xenon Yuan
Gillian Fonnatto

Baker

lared Brooslin

Gorman
Brian Hutchings

Juliet Okalor

Commuter Area

Allison Feinslein

Adam Feldman

Paul Ferro

Carl Litsch

Brcnda Fitzpatrick

Scott Buchanan

Christopher Brittain

Stephen Johnson

Brian Palmucci

Michele Abraham

Amy Lacasse

Brendan Greatly

Elizabeth Leeds

Elliott Glass

Jeremy Boliu

Greg St. Louis

Liz Bouiette

\uthan Peyton

Matt Cronin

Marc Carroll

Alisa Croci

Note: There are currently nine

vacant Commuter Area senator

seats vacant due to a 21 -way tie.

The Textbook Annex is open year

round but to make sure you get the

books you need for this semester,

buy them before

Halloween
We are beginning to return unsold

books to the publisher on

Monday, October 27.

University Store's

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
We accept VISA, MASTERCARD, DISCOVER

and the UCARD

Monday-Friday: 9 am to i pm 545-3570

alumni
continued from page 1

campus.

"I think we really need to push to get the money allo-

cated for bonding released so we can provide the infra-

structure improvements that this type of teaching and

student involvement deserves," Goodhue said.

In order for the University to get funding for

deterred maintenance on campus, Goodhue said, the

leadership of the state must be convinced of the acade-

mic excellence and worth of the University.

"We have to lay the groundwork for asking them to

reUaat the funds, so that we can make the physical sur-

roundings equal to the faculty and students," Goodhue
said. "I intend to write the Speaker of the House, the

President of the Senate and the governor letters telling

them what my experience has been this week and rein-

fordng my belief that this school is the best value for

our tax dollar."

The most important thing, Goodhue said, is to

impress upon the leadership the academic excellence

that takes place on campus.

"I want to first tell them about how overwhelmed I

am about the quality of the faculty and student*."

Goodhue said. "They don't always remember the quali-

ty of that experience.''

Goodhue said that many of the students he talked to

told him they "love it here," and that advocates of the

school need to get that message out to the reel d the

state.

"I kept hearing students tell me that they love it

here," Goodhue said. "I love UMass. and it was obvi-

ous that most of them do, too. It made me feel pretty

good."

Goodhue said he was "revitalized" in his role as advo-

cate for the University by his visit to campus and his

conversations with students, and wished the governor.

Senate President and House Speaker accompanied him.

"My wish would be that the governor, speaker and

president could have been with me these past two

days," Goodhue said. "I think if they had been with me,

they would have even more resolve to continue to sup-

port the University. They would know that they are

doing the right thing."

nuclear

THANG VO / COLUGIAN

Returning to our roots
Traditional Korean fan dancers performed at the Asian TeaHouse at Smith College on Saturday night.

continued from page 1

lated by a government conducting an

immoral war in Vietnam

This good order has been reinstat-

ed, he said.

Artists, priests and writers keep to

themtelvei while America quietly

builds up its nuclear arsenal, and
refuses in iissi-t Russia in disman-

tling its arsenal.

Nuclear threat

"V\ e claim we won the Cold War,"

Carroll said. "We didn't, [the Soviet

citizens | decided they didn't want to

see this world go down in flames."

According to Carroll, the nuclear

problem is largely ignored, and the

crisis is much more severe.

"It's disturbing to me that at a cer-

tain point we're taught by ourselves

not to know what we know very

well." he said.

He continued that he is afraid

something awful will have to happen

to get people to pay attention to the

problem.

"In the years we should and could

have dismantled nuclear arms, we
didn't," Carroll said. "Since the cold

war, we've quietly raced to become
the dominant military power in the

world."

He also said the nuclear threat has

become worse than it had been
because the Russian states have

moved to rely on their nuclear arms,

because their conventional forces and

arms have been destroyed.

He compared the condition of the

Russian nuclear arsenal with the

space station Mir, saying both were

in equally deteriorating shape, and

that as a result the potential for hor-

rible accidents was that much
greater.

"A number of senators believe that

helping the Soviets to disarm their

warheads is helping the enemy," he

said.

Yet, Carroll said, the Soviets, a

people demonized by the American

public, did the inconceivable and

decided to dismantle | their govern-

ment's] system.

"And they did it non-violently," he

said.

Carroll said that a number of peo-

ple in the Pentagon can't wait until

there's a reestablished threat,

because then they're back in the

game of deterrence.

He described nuclear weapons as

irrelevant to the peace process, and

said that America's nuclear addiction

could bring the threat of a nuclear

war that much closer.

"If China develops nuclear ability,

guess why?" he asked. "Because they

saw us refuse to back down from

ours."

He stressed the role of priests,

artists and scribes to actively do
something to remedy the situation.

"Our moral responsibility as

church people, writers, and artists is

to the public, or it is nothing,"

Carroll said.

He then switched gears, and
admitted to the audience that nuclear

disarmament was neither his nor the

audience's highest priority.

"But guess whose it is?" he asked.

"On Feb. 12, Ash Wednesday of

last year, Philip Berrigan and five

others broke into the Bath Iron

Works in Maine, to pour blood on

the missile launcher of a new
destroyer. A ritualized attack on the

United States nuclear addiction."

Berrigan's lesson redux

Today at 10 a.m., thirty years to

the day after pouring blood on the

draft records in Baltimore, Berrigan

is being sentenced.

"I confess I felt overwhelming sad-

ness for the country, and worry for

the aged Philip Berrigan," Carroll

said.

Berrigan, who turns 74 next

month, could face up to a 15 year

sentence if convicted.

During his trial, Berrigan attempt-

ed to explain his actions to the jury,

by referring to former General
George Butler, one time head of the

Stt (jic Air Command, who has

sot; d the alarm warning the world

of nuclear winter since his retire-

ment.

"Our preemptive nuclear arsenal

keeps other nations armed and dan-

gerous," Butler has said. "This has to

stop, this must stop, this must be our

highest priority."

Berrigan also referred to the world

court in The Hague, which judged

the possession of nuclear weapons a

crime.

The judge, however, told the jury

to disregard such testimony. Carroll

said.

During the fall, winter and spring

from 1967-68, the events, with all

those heroes such as |ohn F. Kennedy

and Martin Luther King, were not

enough, Carroll said.

Nuclear war may have been pre-

vented, but war was permitted, he

said.

"History might praise us for not

doing as much as we could've, but

history will have to judge us for

allowing an immoral and illegal war

to go on," he said.

Now, in regards to Berrigan,

whether or not he was a kook will be

left to history. But in his actions dur-

ing Vietnam, however, he was a hero,

said Carroll.

In regards to nuclear weapons,

Carroll said people are too compla-

cent.

"The greatness of human beings is

that our restlessness moves us to

something; on nuclearism we're not

restless, we should get more rest-

less," he said.

He also said to students of UMass,

that they should start to demand that

leaders in the country pay attention

to the crisis of the nation's nuclear

addiction.

On Wednesday, October 29, four

of the others involved in the break-in

at the Bath Iron Works will be sen-

tenced.

"Students should go up there [to

the courthouse in Cumberland
County. Maine) and make themselves

heard," he said.

Speaking on today's lack of public

action, Carroll said that if the world

is very lucky, nuclear weapons will

never be used again.

"Those of us who preferred our

studios and cloisters to the streets, if

we are lucky, history will judge us

generously too — those of us who
chose to do nothing," he said.

Then he considered the alterna-

tive.

"If we are unlucky, survivors — if

there are any — will wonder about

our ideas of art and politics, church

and state, the relationship of the

academy and the world."

They will ask the question of us,

what was the virtue of your writing,

what was your moral responsibility.

Panel discusses diverse views on Jewish, non-Jewish intermarriage
Bryan Schwartzman
Collegian Staff

Intermarriage between Jews and

non-lews will be addressed from vari-

ous points of view at a panel discus-

sion tonight.

At 7 p.m.. the Hillel House will host

the discussion as part of a series oi

panel debates called "Making Choices

About Living, Loving and Dying."

Intermarriage is a paramount and

complex issue for American lews, who
comprise approximately two percent of

the nation's population. Panel mem-
bers will discuss various social and cul-

tural effects of intermarriage, and the

various ways it can influence an indi-

vidual's life.

Four panelists will participate in the

discussion. Amy Leos Urbel. a family

therapist and the mother of two chil-

dren, has been a |ewish partner in mar-

riage for the last 20 yean.

Mark Leue. a lewish ritual artist,

converted to ludaism after 10 years of

marriage and has three children.

Dan Deustch. a sophomore School

of Management student will explain

hi- reasons for deciding against inter-

marriage.

lesse Pasackow, a freshman social

thought and political economy major,

will be discussing growing up as the

product of an intermarriage.

Pasackow, who was not originally

scheduled to participate, said he

expressed his interest in participating

once he found out about the event

because of the unique point of view he

could present.

"I don't argue against it [intermar-

riage]," Pasackow said. "I'd like to

marry a Jew, but love will be the

underlying factor in what I decide," he

said.

Pasackow's mother converted to

Judaism seven years ago, and he says is

more knowledgeable about the tradi-

tion than his father. He said a child of

mixed parentage can be raised Jewish,

it all depends on what the parents

decide.

"I'm the product of an intermarriage

and I am a |ew." he said.

This extent is free and open to the

public. The next exent in the series will

take place in the first we'ek Of
November and will focus on questions

regarding the environment.

Your Competitive

The Elliott School offers

career-oriented graduate

programs in:

• International Affairs

• Science, Technology

and Public Policy

• International Trade

and Investment Policy

and 14 other specialized programs

in our regionalprofessional fields

For more information, meet with

an Elliott School representative at the

James Madison University Graduate Fair

in Phillips Hall Ballroom

on October 9, from 1 1 :00am - 3:00pm

or contact:

Elliott School of International Affairs

The George Washington University

2013 G Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20052

(202) 994-7050

e-mail: esiogradOgwis2.circ.gwu.edu

Website: http://www.gwu.ecTu/-elliott/

TEXSTECTTVES OTV
WTZXMJXX1AGZ

A MAN WHO CONVERTED TO JUDAISM

AFTER INTERMARRYING

A JEWISH WOMANWHO IS INTERMARRIED.

A STUDENTWHO HAS DECIDED TO MARRY

ONLY A JEWISH PARTNER

A STUDENTWHO GREW UP IN AN INTER-

MARRIED HOUSEHOLD

Hear different views that may be helpful in making your own

choices. An open discussion will follow. Free

PROFESSIONAL GRADUATE TRAINING
|

Master's and

Doctoral Degree Programs

Applied Psychology, Clinical Psychology,

Education, Environmental Studies,

Management

VISIT OUR BOOTH

at the Five-College Graduate and
PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS INFORMATION DAY

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 29, 10AM-3PM
UMASS-AMHERST, CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM

AntiochNew England
GRADUATE SCHOOL
KEENE, NEW HAMPSHIRE 603 357 6265

• dmltHon»tintlochnt.«du w*w»ntlochneedu
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Votes are in— finally

Student turnout in last week's

University of Massachusetts

Student Government
Association iSGA) election was
increased from the semesters first

failed election attempt. The
turnout of approximately 2,400
students proves that UMass stu-

dents have an interest in campus
issues and want their voices heard.

Unsurprisingly. 92 percent of the

voters were against a University

ban on alcohol. However, this was

not the only issue that the voters

cared to express their opinions

about. Ninety-four percent of the

voters felt that legal council should

be present in hearings that involve

suspension, expulsion or eviction.

This outcome, contrary to many
media portrayals, shows that stu-

dents think beyond "saving their

beer."

A decided majority of students,

74 percent, voted against the

installation of video cameras in

residence haH lobbies — making it

clear that students are wary of a

potential "Big Brother" factor in

their dorms.

Students voted that the SGA
should support an Honors
College, 68 percent to 32 percent.

While the results show that a

majority of the students support

the Honors College, this question

received the second smallest num-
ber of votes (2,352). This demon-
strates that students do not have

enough facts about the Honors
College to make an informed deci-

sion.

The only question which
received fewer votes was the ques-

tion asking if the SGA president's

term of office should be changed.

The lack of information about and
late addition of this question to

the ballot resulted in the small

response.

While these results paint an
important picture about how stu-

dents stand on major issues, the

SGA did a poor job in conveying

results. The vote was held last

Wednesday, yet official results

were not released until last night.

Given the poor response to the

last election, SGA should have
reported back to the students
immediately, not four days after

the fact. The semester is half over.

SGA has finally heard the stu-

dents' stance on the issues, now
they need to act on their behalf —
something they have not done as

of yet this semester.

Unsigned editorials represent

the majority opinion of the

Collegian editorial board.

EVEN HPU6H THE
cawrmgh finance
SYSTEM IS GDRRUPT.WE
pTplYWSE HOI ID OJAN6E

f HEY,IT5fflE \
I PRbWIISE. KEEPEPS...

J

Insufficient funds Letters to the Editor

'I

Roderick Oreste

regret to inform you..." That's

how the letter began. Not
exactly the type of opening
someone likes to read. It

always means bad news. The letter

came from the ^^^^^^^^^_
United States

Department of H
Defense Finance

and Account Services. At least 1 knew
that the subject was money before I

even opened the letter.

All the other students and citizens

who are National Guardsmen and
reservists have also probably received

this letter if they applied for the

Ready Reserve Mobilization
Insurance Program (RRMIP). The let-

ter's purpose was to inform all sol-

diers that the RRMIP was about to be

cancelled: the government claims it

can't afford it anymore. This insur-

ance plan was implemented during

November of last year, so it was a rel-

atively new insurance plan. If it had
been offered by a company other than

our own U.S. government, I would
have immediately thought I'd been

suckered into a money-making scam.

But our government wouldn't do
something as devious as that to a U.S.

soldier — or would they?

Before anyone passes judgement on
me or the government, allow me to

recount the story of the RRMIP. As a

member of the Massachusetts Army
National Guard, I am required to

attend a weekend drill every month.

At the end of last year, rumors were
floating around that my unit would be

mobilized for Bosnia in the spring.

Since we would be the first company
in our battalion to be called to war,

the company leaders told us it was a

strong possibility. This created much
excitement as well as anxiety among
the troops.

Enter the U.S. government and the

Department of Defense. While the

rumor was stil! fresh, the other sol-

diers and I were introduced to the

RRMIP. We were told by the RRMIP
representative that under this out-

standing new program we would pay

a monthly minimum of $12.20. In the

event that we were called to war, our

^^^^^^^^^ government
would pay us

_m $1,000 for every

month we were
away from home. Of course, if we
wanted to pay more, the insurance

could cover us up to $5,000 a month.

"Wow!" 1 thought, "this seems too

good to be true! Why are the reserves

being offered this program?" Many
reserves and National Guard mem-
bers were mobilized for the Persian

Gulf War and couldn't support their

businesses or pay their bills. Many
went bankrupt when ihev returned.

RRMIP was
geared to insure

that this

In fact, about 90 percent of the com-
pany signed up for the program that

weekend.

It is now October, almost a year

later. We were never mobilized. The
letter I recently received states "I

regret to inform you that your
Mobilization Insurance will be can-

celled due to insufficient fundi."

What about the reserve soldiers that

were mobilized during this year?

Their payments have been prorated to

5 percent. Five cents on the dollar?!

Instead of the thousands of dollars

a month many soldiers at war think

they're receiving, they are only getting

$50 a month. I'd bet that most of

them are not even aware of the cut

back yet.

Public computing
labs needed

In the letter.

/ thought, 'Hmmm.
wouldn't happen I'm tflOSt likely gOltlg tO
again. 1 was told

though, .hat Bosnia in the spring and a

the government
promises to

make reimburse-

ments once the

funds are avail-

able, but there is

no definite date.

was a legitimate thousand dollars would be The soldiers wiM

reason and

cares.

probably see

extra payments
once the national

debt is paid off,

which in a nut-

shell means
never.

sentative if we program that weekend. " For ,he ,CM i,t

could have a lit-
-Roderick Oreste

,he ,roops who
tie time to think

KouencK. urehie were not scm to

about it, the

its good to know a definite plus. I signed
^government

uf} righf fnen {n fQct>
when another about 90 percent of the

soldier asked the • i r w
rrmip repre- company signed up for the

To the Editor:

Am a student at UMass, a prominent public universi-

ty. I am appalled that there is not a single 24-hour
computing lab on campus. I can't say that I'm aware of

any other school which has the same sort of set up.

Fortunately I have access to my own computer, but the

majority of people that I know here don't, and their

frustration with their lack of access to computing
resources is clear.

There is simply no excuse not to have multiple

24-hour labs. I transferred this year from another
large university which maintained over 10 separate

24-hour labs, all without consultants; this is quite pos-

sible.

Not only do I find it strange that UMass does not

hate this type of access, but 1 also find their user poli-

cy to he quite restrictive and unreasonable. Why, for

example, must one sign into the BCRC? I've never

written my real name down there. And why should I

have to collect what I've printed through some consul-

tant? This is totally ridiculous. There is no reason to

set up barriers to technology that just serve to scare

away those who might be skittish to begin with and
consequently unwilling to utilize the resources at

hand.

OIT has to take a look around them and realize that

computers are for everyone and university students

need as much access to them as possible.

Eli Slater

eos@student.umass.edu

Christians need to

confront leadership

To the Editor:

Chris Sulhani's editorial. "Playing devil's advocate" (Oct.

23) interested me. I wanted to ask him a couple of questions.

Mr. Sulham, did you speak to the leadership of the church

after the service about your views and how you found the dis-

play to be offensive? I believe that if the leaders step out of

line, you confront them. It instructs you in the New
Testament, if you think someone is out of line, to prayfully

and humbly ask them about it. . . and if they continue, you get

together with others and confront that person in private again,

etc.

What you described was a blatant lack of respect. No mat-

ter what the belief is that "lesus Christ is the only way to

God." it is not a Christlike example to put others on display,

saying "hah! they went to hell!"

Only God knows where' He has them, and it is not our

place to pick out specific people as being hell-bound. God has

defined an order and the way lot us to be free from guilt and

sin — and if we choose it. and keep His commandments, we

are covered by lesus' sacrifice. It is the jnly way to God, but

shoving it in people's laces and sending everyone else to hell

in a handbasket is not the attitude that Christ portrayed in His

life.

Instead of distancing himself from the people everyone con-

sidered lost causes, sinful and dirty. Christ ate with them,

talked with them, slept near them, and gave Himself to heal-

ing and teaching them.

It is the self-righteous ones in His time, the Law-abiding

Pharisees— that Christ condemned.

Rachel Smith

Field

it.

pushy salesman tried to close his sale.

He said the program was to be imple-

mented as soon as possible, and that

this was our only chance to apply. We
could always sign up now and cancel

the program at any time if we decided

against it. Payments could be auto-

matically deducted from our bank
accounts monthly.

1 thought. "Hmmm... I'm most
likely going to Bosnia in the spring

and a thousand dollars would be a

definite plus." I signed up right then.

war, we. will

receive nothing for the money we put

in: the RRMIP will be cancelled at the

end of the fiscal year. We are, howev-

er, supposed to keep making those

payments until then. Who knows, the

funds may miraculously become avail-

able again. The government would
never mislead its soldiers and citizens,

it was all just a miscalculation. It

couldn't be another scandalous exam-

ple of greed — or could it?

Roderick Oreste is a UMass stu-

dent.

Your letters to the editor
We encourage our readers to respond to the contents of the Collegian through letters to the editor.

Letters must be typed, no more than 400 words, and include name, address, and phone number lor confir-

mation purposes. They can be submitted to Editorial/Opinion Editor, Daily Collegian. 1 1 3 Campus Center

Basement. UMass Amherst MA 01003, or by email to: letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu

Letters may be edited for length, clarity, and style.

Write for a Point/Counterpoint!
The Collegian Editorial page will be running a point/counterpoint feature on the pro-

posed Honors College. Articles must be well-written and researched. The deadline for

submission is Wednesday, October 29. at 9 p.m.
Anyone who is interested should submit material by email

(letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu), fax (545-1 592). or by dropping it off at the Collegian

offices in the box of Ed/Op editor Dan Bodah.
Editorials must be 500-700 words long and include your name and phone number.
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Amandla! The power of one million women
Two million strong,

March powers women
Two million strong, my black

women. Yes, I know that the media
does not want to convey how pow-
erful this movement was. They were
not ready for a million women to

come together in a collective voice.

They were not ready for black
women to come together to
denounce the negative ideology that

has been placed on the black
woman.
The voices were too strong and

too loud to permeate within the out-

siders who were looking in. But for

those who participated in the
March, a true story of unity and
hope, showed this was only the
beginning.

Before leaving for the march. 100
women from UMass stood in the

South Side room for the casual
social for the women who were
going to attend. Men of the African

diaspoia sal quiet. Their efforts to

show complete support were appre-

ciated by all of the women.
The UMass women stood in the

South Side room looking at each
other. The looks, some frowns and
smiles, glowed from ^^^_^^__
la ccs that did not
know what to

expect.

lealousy and big-

otry were encour-
aged to have no
place in the environ-

ment between the

UMass women.
Many women spoke
ol their skepticism

of this utopic belief.

Questions about whether or not one
million women were going to be in

attendance struck in their minds.

Realizing the March was not
about the number of people that

turned out, sisters reclaimed their

reasoning for attending.

Whether Hispanic,
African-American or Haitian, for

once we were all sistas. Whether
Christian, Muslim or of another
religion, we would all come togeth-

er in belief of a higher being. With
heads bowed before taking our
journey Dan Lizana, along with

other brothers, gave prayers for the

women to be inspired for the cause.

As the bus rolled off discussion

began. Questions were asked, "Why
can't sistas at UMass get together?"

"Why can't we say hi when we
see each other, especially when
there are so few of us?"

These types of questions that

were being asked are the exact
questions needed for a social move-
ment. With a society that places

black women so low on an econom-
ic and social scale, it's important to

understand that in this society we
were never given opportunity to

work with each other. But in every

way we were always given the

chance to work against each other.

From issues as small as beauty,

we were told how to define our-

selves, from shades of color to tex-

ture of hair. Instead of embracing
each other on an acceptance level,

we try to see how much we can
match up to this society's standard

of beauty.

"Manifest your

power, your

strength... to be

able to stand liber-

ated.
"

-Winnie Madikezel-

Mandela

For too long instead of being
called by our name, "black
women," we have been given the

nickname "Jezebel." As if we have

no control over our sexuality or

place in the economic or social

arena, black women never acknowl-

edged their definitions of beauty in

their terms.

Internalizing the media's images

of who we are, we got used to our

nicknames. Traitor, cheater, flaunt,

and lazy; just some to recall. This

March is where we could begin to

do what bell hooks calls. "Talk
Back."

Elijah Muhammed's great words
of wisdom were echoed by the

many speakers who spoke in refer-

ence to the March. "When you
teach a man, you teach an individ-

ual, when you teach a woman, you
teach a nation."

For so long it was the Fannie Lou
Hammers who kept the struggle

during the '60s alive. It was
Sojourner Truth, who voiced,
"Ain't I A Woman."

Finally, for once in our genera-

__^^_^^^ tion. over one mil-

lion women were
called to attend a

march that would
attempt to embrace
its black women.

The arrival

Finally reaching
Philadelphia safely.

we had to go to the

train term in a I to

get atop City Plaza

where the March site was. The
women waited in anticipation for

the train to come. In the train ter-

minal the echo of hundreds of

women's voices transcended in the

bus station.

On the way to the train terminal

we began to change the words tp

"Wheri the- Saints Go Marching In"

to our own version of "When the

sisters go marching in."

The momentum kept growing
stronger as we watched other bus-

loads of women with their match-
ing Million Women March t-shirts

on.

Faces of all generations were
present and a combination of

struggles from women who came
with different experiences
appeared. Heads wrapped, sneak-

ers and sweat clothes, the women
were focused.

Though slightly perturbed by the

pushing that was on the train only

because of the amount of people,

the women still managed to smile.

Arriving at City Plaza, where the

sight was. the UMass women began
to scream and voice chants that

were related to woman upliftment.

As our cheers rose, the many other

women who were in attendance
would take pictures or comment
saying, "Right on, sistas." We were

definitely ready to hear the speak-

ers.

The walk that would lead us to

the main platform was half an hour

due to the thousands of people that

were in attendance.

—mmmmmmm^^gm^m^ammgm^mgm^^gjtmgm
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Power!
Sistas holdin' it down at the Million Woman March united and

strong.

The women of the March came in droves to show their support for the cause at the Million Woman March

City Plaza

With no room to move women
stood in awe at the number of

women present. With hairstyles

that aren't enough to be in Essence

magazine, women of ail decors
were surrounded by each other.

Once reaching the site, there

were women holding flags that rep-

resented all islands. Yet the focal

point was not one of just unity. It

was important that these guest
speakers spoke of real issues.

With so many women in atten-

dance, the process of the actually

moving and leaving the million

packed crowd, to some, took away
from concentration.

Some women expressed the atti-

tudes that some sisters had as they

tried to move up into the crowd to

hear the guest speakers. Other
women were distracted by brothers

who every five minutes tried to sell

Million Women March paraphana-

lia or get a number from a female.

If one could get past these distrac-

tions, then one could get the

important issues that were
addressed at this March.

The women are empowered
Tynetta Muhammed, wife of

Islam founder Elijah Muhammed.
said. "Free yourselves of the need
for man's approval and society to

agree with you."

At this comment the thousands

of women held fists in the air and
yelled in agreement. The words of

wisdom questions and solutions to

complicated issues were given by

many other guest speakers that

were present.

How to be responsible to our-

selves was one of the main issues

addressed. The fact of defining
ourselves in a manner that we art-

proud of was one of the key
points.

As a nation of black women, we
were reminded of the divine spirit

that carried our nation for genera-

tions. We were defined as the core

creator of God's universe. We
were defined as the queens of

Mother Earth.

With a young generation of
women, Sister Souljah expressed

to the women that sexuality was
not the only

To love ourselves, each other
and then our black man was the

order in which advice was given to

empower ourselves. To be secure

in our beauty and place in society,

is to become secure in the rela-

tionships we have with our black

man.
Ladies, some day we hope to get

married and to have well bal-

anced, stable relationships. Before

this can happen we need to learn

how to balance our lives: our
health, spirituality and goals. We

We were defined as the core

creator of God's universe. We
were defined as the queens

of Mother Earth.
"

Alkna E. Toddman

need to

"As a nation of black leam how

women, we were reminded of owrTgoTis

the divine spirit that carried and a s en -

., . das. The
our nation for generations. g u e s t

speakers
offered
many other

solutions.

In an
effort to

break thesame
repeated
patterns of

destruction by using the "victim"

mentality, women were urged to

educate themselves.

lada Pinkett had a voice that was
loud and echoed over the million

women. She yelled. "Black women
read

!

"

Silenced concerns about the black

women were raised by well known
Congresswoman Maxine Waters.
Waters addressed issues of health,

and low pay rates for the African

American women. Saying that we
need to "collect our intellect." Waters

urged women to take their place to

way that

women
could gain
control of

themselves.

While oth-

ers gave true

statements,
Tynetta
Muhammed
spoke of

what it

would take
to have a

mind that

would tran-

scend our personal desires for

internal change to occur.

She said that it was imperative

to have the thinking that God
would have. With this type of

thinking. Muhammed stated that

we would be able to resist the
types of things that God would.

The prayer for patience was
given and women heard the differ-

ence between patience and mere
acceptance. Other prayers were
given in regards for women to

take their place in business, edu-

cation and political arenas.

RACHELLE IOSEPH I
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stop the "old boy networkism" that

takes place in the economic world
today.

Keeping the spirit of the march
alive. Faith Evans sang the well know
gospel hymn "His Eye is on the

Sparrow."

'Amandla'
Later in the course of the day. the

long anticipated key note speaker

was ready to speak. Winnie
Madikizel-Mandela said, "To the

women of the United States, to

African- American women. I say

Amandla!"
This is the same word that

Madikizel-Mandela used in her

struggle in South Africa. With her

husband Nelson Mandela being
taken to prison, Winnie
Madikizel-Mandela took on the bat-

tle herself. Being tortured and taken

to prison so much, she packed her

books and placed them on a shelf

near her bed expecting the white

regime to take her.

Madikizel-Mandela addressed the

African-American women saying

that it was the inner strength and
power that allowed her to survive.

She closed saying "Manifest your

power, your strength... to be able to

stand liberated."

Not a quick solution for a genera-

tion of silenced problems over one

million women gathered in

Philadelphia. This March is only the

beginning. The self evaluations we
make of ourselves and contributions

we make by educating our peers and

communities will determine how
much impact we have made.

To all my sisters. "Amandla."

Allana E. Toddman is a

Collegian columnist.

Along the color line: Struggling to pay the rent
The majority of all

African-American families are

renters, not homeowners. Most
people with low incomes — racial

minorities and the unemployed —
are always confronted with the dif-

ficult challenge of finding decent

housing which they can afford.

Increasingly, for millions of

Americans — black, Latino, Asian

and white alike — that challenge

has become an "impossible
dream."

A recently released study by the

National Low Income Flousing
Coalition, which represents a

broad spectrum of housing advoca-

cy groups, fully documents this

growing problem. The study
observed: "Housing costs, for most

people, represent the largest

monthly expense. Most people pay

their rent first, buying food, cloth-

ing and health care with what
remains

.

"

The report used an index devel-

oped by the Department of

Housing and Urban Development
to estimate the cost of decent but

modest housing in cities and st.ites

throughout the U.S. The study
found that in almost every state

"more than "SO percent of tenters

paid more than they could afford

for one-bedroom apartments and
more than 40 percent did so for

two-bedroom apartments."

Not surprisingly, housing condi-

tions were worse in major urban
centers and in stales with high con-

centrations of low income working

class and unemployed people, such

as New York. The study found that

48 percent of all renters in New
York State were unable to afford

the estimated fair market rent for I

one-bedroom apartment. $687.
and 54 percent were unable to

afford a two-bedroom rent. $796.

The report esti

have no space for homework and

study are less competitive when
they go to school. The lack of ade-

quate shelter directly contributes

to domestic violence and spousal

abuse.

What are the solutions to the

housing crisis? Conservatives who
say that the federal government
should get out of the housing busi-

ness, and let the marketplace
determine the

Dr. Manning Marable

mated that "We need tO deVOte a availability and
New York

grpater *uare f nation-
c°s,

i

ofshe 'urb>

renters would 6reultr *"«'? oj riuiiuri
, he jaws of sup .

have to earn al resources tO gUaran- P'y and demand,
wages exceed- . . , , , are just wrong.
ing $n.22 and tee that clean, basics private sec

hour to afford a sne\\er fc considered an !.
or oy"" 11 has

one-bedroom . little interest in

apartment, and inalienable right. constructing mil

$15.52 an ^^^__________________^ lions of new
hour to afford r^ ^ A .„_i housing units

a two-bed-
room apart-

ment.

Even these dire statistics fail to

capture the vast social consc
quences of the housing crisis.

Hundreds of families in New York
City, largely black and Latino, live

doubled or tripled up with their

relatives, friends and neighbors.

Crowded housing conditions push

poor families frequently into

unsafe or unsanitary conditions.

threatening the health and welfare

of their children. Youngsters who

for people of

modest means.

Luxury condominiums and shop-

ping malls have larger profit mar-

gins. We need to devote a greater

share of national resources to

guarantee that clean, basic shelter

is considered an inalienable right.

No one should be homeless or

poorly housed, in a land of vast

material affluence.

But the real solution to the hous-

ing crisis can only be achieved by

raising all incomes to meet the cost

of basic human needs, hi short, sou

can't pay the rent if you don't have

a job, or if the job you have doesn't

earn enough for you to pay your

monthly bills, including rent.

According to the research of the

New York based National lobs for

All Coalition, as of 1996 there were

nearly 17 million adults working
full-time, year-round jobs, who
were earning less than the poverty

levels for a family of four. Another

4.5 million workers have part-time

jobs, but aren't able to get full-time

positions. Adding to these millions

of Americans are the displaced for-

mer recipients of Aid to Families

with Dependent Children. The dra-

conian 1996 Welfare Bill hurled a

million childten into poverty, and
coerced hundreds of thousands of

women into workfare programs and
low wage jobs that don't pay
enough to afford decent shelter.

Building more affordable housing

is helpful, but not enough. Only
when all Americans have a real liv-

ing wage or a guaranteed income if

they are unable to work, will all of

us be able to pay the rent.

Dr. Manning Marable is

Professor of History and Director of
the Institute for Research in

African-American Studies ai

Columbia University. Sew )Hrk

City. "Along the Color Line" is dis

tributed free of charge and regularly

appears in over 325 black and pro-

gressive publications worldwide.
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Guitar quartet wows Bowker
LAQQ interprets musical traditions from around the world

By Bryan Schwartzman
Collegian Staff

LOS ANGELES GUITAR
QUARTET

Bowker Auditorium

Oct. 24

Spanning several continents,

the Los Angeles Guitar Quartet

brought its interpretations of the

musical traditions of many cul-

tures to campus last Thursday

night.

During the program, the

ensemble played song? which

were either composed in or

influenced by Spain. Scotland.

Indonesia. Eastern Europe.

Africa and Latin America.

Following the performance the

quartet participated in a talk

back, where they fielded ques-

tions from the audience.

Discarding the traditional clas-

sical garb of tuxedos, the LAGQ
— as they are popularly known
— arrived in earth tone vests

and slacks on this stop of a tour

which will take them as far as

lapan. The group members are

all classically schooled musicians

and several of them hold teach-

ing certifications. The quartet

consists of |ohn Dearman.
William Kanegiser, Scott

Tennant and Andrew York.

The evening began with selec-

tions from El Armor Brujo. by

Manuel de Falla. After a brief

pause for tuning, which the

ensemble had to do quite fre-

quently throughout the evening,

they slid into a piece called

Passage, composed by York.

"There are some elements of

rock in this piece. We're trying

to incorporate more modern
things into classical style," York
said.

LAGQ then played several

more pieces and incorporated

them into a Latin quarter. The
tone during these pieces fluctuat-

ed from soft and melodic to furi-

ous and up-tempo. This was the

only point in the concert where

another instrument was used, a

small wooden panpipe which
added to the mystique of Andean
imagery to the segment.

The group began the second

half of the show with a piece

called Gongan, composed by

Kanegiser. Kanegiser said the

piece was inspired by a tradition-

al Indonesian dance festival

which they attended several

years ago. The piece involved the

application of alligator clips and

bells to the guitar strings in

order to replicate the gong
sounds of the festival.

"We did this piece first [fol-

lowing the intermission | because

we had to put all this stuff on

the guitars," York said.

LAGQ then played Bantu, and

Mbira, two pieces they had com-

posed based on traditional

African drumming. They used

hand drumming techniques

against the guitar to produce the

beats necessary for the transi-

tion. They also played lewish

Klezmir music, a Scottish folk

song, and selections from the

Carmen Suite.

During the talk back session,

the group discussed their

philosophies for repertoire dur-

ing performance.

"What it comes down to, there

is a little bit of fear in playing

new music," Dearman said. "We
do a lot of new stuff, but it all

has a familiar, an inviting sort of

sound. It's a trick to add new
pieces to the repertoire."

The skinny on the November sweeps

The Arts & Living desk is always looking

for new writers to cover books, music,

arts and more. If you're interested, come

and talk to Seema Gangatirkar, Arts &
Living Editor or call 545-1491.

Well, there is good news for "Days of

Our Lives" tans... NBC has confirmed

that |ason Brooks t Peter) will be

returning to the show for anywhere

between ifal months to a year. Brooks

left the show lust year to pursue other

projects (a guest spot on "Friends," a

cheesy USA movie of the week. etc).

What made him change his mind?
Sources say the actor was offered a deal

he couldn't refuse, including an

extremely intriguing storyline and an

out in his contract, should a more

interesting role come his way. With

Stefano becoming I humanitarian and

all. maybe Peter can pick up the

slack and raise some hell in

Salem. Word is, he'll be doing

just that as he tries to reclaim

len's love... through any

means possible. I can't

wait to see him back in

action because this little

affair between lack and

)en has become oh so boring.

Speaking of "Days"... I can't believe

I'm going to admit this but "Days"

almost moved me to tears last week

(usually it's hysterics). In what was an

extremely moving scene, not to mention

well written (another shocking praise),

Roman had a heart to heart with his

mother. Alice, trying to make her come

to terms with his imminent death.

Bravo to the writers, for adding some

semblance of tragedy to the three ring

circus that "Days" has become.

A few more quick notes: absolutely

love Mike and Carrie (why won't the

writers wake up and realize that these

two are hot). For once, I'm actually

rooting for Sami. although she's still an

annoying witch. Please honey, Austin

isn't that much of a prize. It's time to

find yourself a new man. preferably one

with a personality.

What the hell is Franco trying to say?

And more importantly, who cares?

Whether you love it or hate it,

"Young and the Restless" has struck

gold with the whole Nina ordeal. Th i

- is

drama at its best. In case you haven't

been following the show, Nina, dis-

traught over the possibility of losing

Ryan, pulled a gun on Tricia (the other

woman in Ryan's life). Ryan walked in

and tried to dissuade her from shooting

Tricia. She then turned the gun on her-

self. Ryan tried to wrestle the gun from

her. the gun went off and Nina was hit.

He sat there holding her in his anus

until the EMTs showed up. The whole

scene was an extremely powerful one

and all three actors definitely deserve

props for their performances, especially

Tricia Cast (Nina). Geez, I tell ya, the

women of daytime seem to be losing it.

Psychotic is the persona of choice lately.

As much as 1 enjoy the storyline, it's

a shame that it has to come at Nina's

expense (she's physically okay but her

character's been somewhat tainted). If

"Y&R" is

trying to

justify the

sleazy lit-

tle affair

between
Ryan and

Tricia
with this

stunt, it's

not work-

i n g .

Anglicizing

Tricia
(who my friend. Randi. thinks is noth-

ing more than an annoying twit) isn't

working either.

Ah, November sweeps is finally upon

us. This is the time when the networks

and their respective soap operas pull

out all the stops to try and lure viewers.

Whether it be torrid affairs, nuptials,

murder, blackmail or a little possession

by the devil, here are some of the

rumored happenings (according to the

Web).

Guiding Light: Look for all hell to

break loose between Dinah and Cassie

as the two lock horns this Wednesday.

Dinah's not giving up Hart without a

fight!

Bold and the Beautiful: Sheila's

beginning to catch on to lames' scheme

to win back Mary- I hope Sheila nails

the jerk.

Young and the Restless. Diane has a

fit when she finds out who encouraged

Victor to have a vasectomy. Nina has

some shocking news for Ryan.

Sunset Beach: Gregory discovers

Olivia's duplicity. Olivia, Cole and

Cuiltin stare death in the face. Who will

come out alive?

General Hospital Carly s scheme(s)

begin to unravel. Rumor has it, Bobbie

may discover the truth about Carly

sooner than you think. Liz shows her

more vulnerable side to Lucky (didn't

know she had one).

All My Children: Liza discovers

Adam's connection to Corview. Could

this be the end of Pine Valley's most

interesting duo?

As the World Turns: Molly resorts to

drastic and possibly fatal measures to

win back Holden.

Port Charles: Dr. Devlin's wife

comes to PC with an ax to grind. Scotty

loses custody of Serena.

One Life To Live: Dorian takes steps

to ensure that the "truth" will never

come out. Will Max and Blair give in to

their desires?

Another World: lake and Vicky take

the next step, as far as their relationship

is concerned, while Shane continues to

fight for Vicky's affections.

Days of Our Lives: Bo and Hope

rekindle the magic. Susan lets Stefano

have it. Will John make it to Salem

before Roman and Marlena tie the

knot?

I've decided to add a little something

I call the "sink or swim" list to the col-

umn every week. The list includes hap-

penings within the soaps (and the

industry itself) that I think are either

cool (swim) or that bite (sink). I'd love

to hear from you guys on this too so il

you have any opinions, cither way,

please feel free to email me, etc. 1 could

always use your help.

Swim: Max and Blair rekindling the

fire (these two sizzle). Llanview, watch

out, these two will stop at nothing to

get what thev want.

• Molly on "ATWT." You know
what they say about a woman
scorned... Lesli Sterling has been

incredible.

• Skye's dilemma on "AMC," espe-

cially now that Dimitri is on to her.

• Carly vs. Bobbie on "GH" (the fight

last week). Never a dull moment with

these two.

• The new |oey on "OLTL." Can't

imagine why you hired this one. It must

be because he's. . . such a good actor.

Sink: Sarah on "GH." Get off your

high-horse. You bore me, I only hope

you don't rub off on Nik.

• Tim coming between Trevor and

lanet on "AMC." Get your own life

loser.

• Bashing Eve on "PC." Note to

Karen, why don't you give the woman a

break. You've certainly had your fair

share of them.

• Marlena playing the role of the

unselfish heroine on "Days." She's will-

ing to marry Roman to appease his

dying wish. How noble. ..makes me
want to vomit.

lacob Fanning is a UMass student
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Gattaca {PG-13)
Today at 5 30 ($2.50) and 8.10

Playing God (R)

Today at 8:20

The Full Monty (R)

Today at 6:00 ($2.50) and 8:30

/ know What You Did Last

ToXy at 5:40 ($2.50) and 8:20

Rocketman (PG)

\Todoy at 5 50 ($2 50)

'HAMPSHIRE 6-584-7550
HAMPSHIRE MALL

Kiss the Girts (R)

Today at 5.30 ($2 .50) and 8:30

The Peacemaker (R)

Today at 8:20

A Life Less Ordinary (R)

Today at 5 40 ($2.50) and 8:40

In and Out (PG- 13)

Today at 6:00 ($2.50) and 8:40

Dev/7's Advocate (R)

Today at 5 10 ($2.50) and 8:20

Seven Years in Tibet (PG-13)

Today at 5:20 ($2.50) and 8:30

LA. Confidential (R)

Today at 5 10 ($2 50)

Tuesday

October 28

7:00 P.M.

Room 224, Greenough (in Central)

QUEST is a weekly Bible Study open to all UMASS Amherst students

The setting is informal, the program real and relevant, and Free cof-

fee and Sugar Jones' cookies are served the entire meeting time.

YOU'VE BEEN SEARCHING

•For Answers

•For Open Discussion

•For Friends

AWARD WINNING LOCAL SERVICE

Full Service Autobody
Insurance Approved

Full Selection of genuine

GM Goodwrench parts.

Mass. State Inspection

Station #3243

• Fine Selection of

new and used cars & trucks.

Ask about our FREE 18 point maintenance check

raduate studies are the best
prescription for career advancement

Th« Bouv# College oi Pharmacy ,md Health Science* * Northeastern University offer* graduate studies for those who

want to excel in a health-related profession. ,

You'll be taught by faculty who have distinfliiahed themselves in both teaching and research. You* studies will be

enriched through Bouvc's affiliations with some of Btmton's finest medical research facilities. Study may lead to a

master s degree, certificate of advanced graduate atudv ICAGSk or doctoral degree Most program* are offered on a

part-time as well as a full-time ba»i* For your coriVMltance, courses meet in the later aftemoo^And early evening

For more information call Mary Beth at (617) V3-270B or f*ff*17> ^71-171)1 or write < ,r*diurte School. Bouvo College of

Pharmacy and Health Sciences. 203 Mugar lift Irienccs Building, Northeastern Univ.-rHit^ t***on. MA 0211*

ATTEND OUR OPEN HOUSE
Saturday, November 1st, »K» - 12:00 pm, 3rd Floor, Curry Student Center

Sam* Day Service

Billed Directly To

Insurant* Company
Windshields

Raplacad

KAI CHI
MONDAY NIGHT F00T8AU

$2 HALF TIME BUFFET

North Amherst
Motors

A Collision Repair Center

78 Sundanand Rd . North Amharst, MA

549-2880
(On bus route - one

mile from UMass)

Graduate Program* and Degree*
( ounarilna. PiyrhoiORY, RrhaMMUtlon and

Spatial Mutation:

Maarar of SrUmct
• AapMad BvkavKW AnatfM*

I fantattiwial IVrrhaaajr

/7<i< *nr -if t hiJ«'«">p««7

• < r»uft**4tnft ISyrlwtony

BiOmeMjIfJi Sri#M*tr

M**trr of SW»w**
• Onrrftl At.itwi1k.fi Hctamce with

. CaHaajr St"*"* rv»*p»»<» a I .amrls*

M..fr. 0finmn *» Ceseaerrajr Paytfialefy

MaaSjr af Jriaa* a is f at»r« lUm
• rsam.ars Span*: Naaxl.

• Ss*<i»l»»«.

( mifirmH is larfv Msmsfia*
< artlfVata */ ******* OrUmttt Sfav

.i.ai.»aaa » l «i II

C onimunkJtion DiaorsWis:

Vlmfrf nf ititmt
• Audtoangy
• SfmK l» Languaajr Paa*aan.y

CtrHftrmtr mi F*rt* Imtmmtimo

Hearth Prufa*sKma

Maafrr of Sranar*
• (.Meal fcyoaa ftiy«olu«»

• rVffaaas* laoss*a»'*/

M..r<-r »f IIfit* fl uff*ton
• Caftav.l OrrtMw

• llwhli Mi)
• ri*r»rtati AaaaaaM l|

adnunux r* lattrfkaW

mi laauSarl)

Io«K<*J*v and < «i*nal

• Madaral Labaaaanrv SaVnar
• Madktnai CtwanMtrv
• ISiannaor>h»s>

Ihvtor of Pfciloaopav
• Rtomndarai Srlenrw wttfi apartali/aawaa. uv

Maaftral Lahoraaary Srianrr

Mafefp

. Majajaasei h
rj

Houv* GoUcrc
if llurrnacy and Hearth .Science*

GOLDEN KEY
NATIONAL

HONOR SOCIETY

Important Reminder
Membership Deadline

November 1 st
If you have any questions,

please call 545-2684

College Ski Wevks '98'

Mont Sutton, Canada5 DAYUFTTlCKt-r
>•>.', NIGHTS LODGING
4>4>5 NIGHTS FAR IMS

ss wam . Ms. ta un* /< fa*

/ $(H)-X-t8-V5-1S

Movte. Game, and, System Rentals

•r^BB •f^aVv^WHaVaVS^W •» ^Bslsa^^eW

The beet of the new releases!

Bsa*Ba<yBLVltii4a

9 East PleasEast Plea*** Caftuaat

(Near The Pub*) 549-4506

Wm takvMM,WM» litWaWMMMWri
•MUMt-ftM
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Series belongs to Florida

after 3-2 Game 7 win

Lowell

By B«n Walker

Associated Press

MIAMI — Kdgar Renteria ended
one of the most thrilling Game 7s

ever, singling home the winning run

with two nuts in the bottom of the

11th inning to give the Florida
Marlins their lirst World Series

championship with a J-2 win over

the Cleveland Indians last night.

The 5-year-old Marfan* became the

youngest expansion learn to win a

championship, while adding more
heartbreak to the nearly hall-century

of disappointment for the Indian--.

The Marlins, masters of the late-

inning comeback, lied it at 2-2 in the

ninth on Craig Counsell's sacrifice

fly and then took advantage of sec-

ond baseman Tony Femande/'s error

to score the winning run. This

marked just the fourth time in histo-

ry that a Game 7 had gone to extra

innings.

A see-saw Series finished with the

teams alternating wins for all seven

games. Devoid of drama for the first

six games. Game 7 packed an entire

kcaaon'i worth of thrills into one
night that kept getting better as the

clock passed midnight.

lay Powell pitched one inning for

the victory. Charles Nagy. passed
over in favor of rookie laret Wright

for the Game 7 start, lost in relief.

Florida pitcher l.ivan Hernandez
became just the second rookie to win

the Series MVP award, joining Larry

Shorty of Los Angeles in 1959. The
trophy was even more special for the

22 > eat -old Hernandez, who Games
I and 5, because his mother was
allowed by Cuban officials to visit

the United States for the final game.

Mat litis manager |im Leyland cel-

ebrated his first trip to the Series,

watching the wild-card Marlins win

after spending nearly $100 million

during the winter to bolster a team

that had never had a winning
record.

Indians manager Mike Hargrove

found no joy on his 48th birthday.

Born a year after the Indians' last

title in 1948. his club added anoth-

er heartbreak to a city that has only

known losing for too long. It was

theit second World Series loss in

three years. Cleveland relief ace

lose Mesa was just a double play

grounder away from clinching the

championship in the ninth, but

Counsell tied it with a deep fly to

right.

Bobby Bonilla. one of Florida s

high-priced free agents, singled to

start the 11th against Nagy. One
out later. Counsell hit a grounder

to the right side and Bonilla may
have screened Fernandez, racing to

•third when the ball rolled past the

second baseman's glove.

Visions of Bill Buckner's misplay

in the 1986 Series stirred as the

Indians intentionally walked |im

Eisenreich to load the bases. Devon

White grounded into a force play at

the plate before Renteria lined an

0- 1 pitch past Nagy for the victory.

The Marlins raced on to the field

in triumph while Indians first base-

man |im Thome crouched alone in

front of the mound.

continued from page 10

I owell zone, dished off to

MacKinnon who was rushing down
the tight side, with the junior for-

ward scoring on a backhander for the

1-0 lead.

After Koehler tied the game at the

2:59 mark, the No. 1 line reacquaint-

ed themselves with River Hawk
goalie Martin Fillion. Lovell once

again penetrated the center of the

Lowell zone, and MacKinnon found

some free space to beat Fillion top

shelf to his stick side for the 2-1 lead

at the 8:08 mark of the period.

Blanchard teamed up with Lovell

4:19 later, with the two penalty

killers forechecking with a

vengeance, and after his first

short-handed scoring opportunity.

Lovell converted on his second try

for the 5- 1 lead.

However, consecutive penalties for

UMass brought about freshman for-

ward Kyle Kidney's power play goal

at the 16:49 tnaik. and a 5-2 lead for

UMass going into the second period.

The second period signaled the-

re-turn of the Minutemen's chief

nemesis — the penalty — and three

goals for Lowell to push the game up

to 5-5. Sophomore forward |ohn

Campbell converted on the first of

two power pla\ pptil in ihe period at

the 5:27 mark on an assist from

junior Anthony Cappelletti.

Koehler finished off his hat trick

with the second and third River

Hawk goals of the second frame, and

UMass senior delenseman Tom
O'Connor's goal with :51 left in the

third period brought the game to

5-4. However. O'Connor failed to

control the ensuing faceoff. and

junior forward Shannon Basaraba

scored the emptv netter for the final

of 6-4.

Minutewomen
continued from page 10

playing with added intensity.

"It was definitely tough," senior

captain lennifer Gutzman said, after

falling to the Huskies by the same

score three years in a row. "There's a

lot of emotion because they're such a

big rival. I'm from Connecticut, too.

I guess that's a bit ironic."

Although the rivalry with the

Huskies means a great deal to Shea,

who was the UMass goalkeeper in

the first NCAA National

Championship against UConn in

1982, the first- year coach offered a

calming perspective of her team's

defeat.

"It's just another game," she said.

"You need to take the names out of

it, or it can be paralysis by analysis.

We take care of the first 10 minutes

of the game, and we're fine."

Hoping to rebound from their tir-

ing defeat, the Minutewomen will

host Dartmouth on Wednesday.

soccer

Pack starts Pats' uphill battle

By Howard Ulman
Associated Press

FOXBORO, Mass. — Monday night football. Super

Bowl rematch. Green Bay Packer* vs. New Lngland

Patriots. And no World Series to take away some of

the national television audience.

It's a major spectacle and a big challenge for two

teams with problems that could foil their high expecta-

tions. But no matter who wins tonight, tomorrow

morning both team! will still have half the season to

play.

"1 don't think this game will have a whole lot of out-

come on who goes to the Super Bowl," Green Bay

quarterback Brett Favre said. "We could still lose this

game and win the rest of them and have homefield

advantage | in the playoffs | as can New England." Both

teams are 5-2. but New England laces a tougher sched-

ule. Six of its eight opponents after tonight have win-

ning records, while only two of Green Bay*! last eight

games are against teams over .500.

The Patriots current stretch of four road games in

five weeks — with the NFL champion Packers their

only home opponent — is critical. They lost the first

one 24-19 at the New York lets, then visit Minnesota.

Buffalo and Tampa Bay the next three week-.

"It's the hardest thing in pro sports to win in an

away game in pro football." New England tackle Bruce-

Armstrong said. "We're coming off a loss and. as l

team, we can't wait to get back out their and sort of

redeem ourselves."

The Patriots other loss also came on the road, a 54-

1 5 setback in Denver that spoiled their 4-0 start at the

expense of mostly weak competition. New England

and Miami, which plays Chicago tonight, share first

place in the AFC East, a half-game ahead of the lets

15-5).

"It's those that come back and sustain the level of

play that wind up on top at the end," New England

coach Pete Carroll said. "And that's what we have to

find our way to do."

The Patriots struggled in the second half of both

losses. Six penalties in the third quarter helped Denver

stretch a 14-15 halftime lead, and a defense that

couldn't keep backup Glenn Foley from completing 14

consecutive passes for the lets squandered a 12-3 lead.

"When we started out the season, we knew it was

going to be a long road," Patriots guard Todd Rucci

said. "We didn't think we were going to come out and

be perfect on every' Sunday. We struggled at times and

we're trying to pick up and correct the mistakes."

The Packers, beset by injuries, have had problems,

too. Their run defense has been weak, they have just

one rushing touchdown and only one win was by more

than six points.

"We expect to win by a larger margin." strong safety

LeRoy Butler said. "Sometimes it makes you lose con-

fidence because you're shocked at people running up

and down the field on you and you're supposed to be a

great defense."

continued from page 10

keeper and into the back of the net.

Fowler then came up big down the

stretch with a pair of saves before the

fireworks which occurred in the final

two minutes.

La Salle defender Graham Walker

hit the turf hard with a knee injury

with 1:45 to play, screaming in obvi-

ous pain. The whistle was blown and a

scuffle ensued with punches thrown.

Castma was pointed out as the man
who threw the punches, and was given

a red card and a subsequent ejection.

And while La Salle was still com-

plaining as play resumed, they never

bothered to double team Butler, who
headed a bounce pass from Paul

Corcoran over the goal line for the

game-winner.
"It was unfortunate that we didn't

put the game away in the first 1 5 min-

utes." Massachusetts men's soccer

coach Sam Koch said. "When they

scored the goal they brought their level

of play up. That was a credit to them.

But we played hard the whole game

and I was pleased with the whole

team, which is a credit to us."

"We knew that we needed to win

today if we wanted to keep out playoff

hopes alive." Butler said. "We fought

hard and played with intensity, and

now we're in the best position that we

could have put ourselves in."

UMass is in such good position to

make the A- 10 playoffs because of

Sunday's win as well as a 5-0 blanking

of Fordham on Friday afternoon at

Totman.

Marc Saad. Seth l.ilburn and lames

Redmond each scored a goal and

Fowler had three saves in recording his

third shutout of the season.

Koch was quick to praise his

defense as well, mainly Brad

Kurowski, Steve lones. and Carmelo

Garcia, who held lohn Wolyniec, the

nation's leading scorer, pointless on

the afternoon.

"Brad Kurowski was the man of the

match on Friday." Koch said. "He
marked the leading scorer in the

nation all day with the help of Steve

and Pie for double and triple teams. It

got so bad for | Wolyniec 1 that at one

point he yelled 'I just can't do any-

thing today.'"

Saad opened the scoring at 58:25

after a scoreless first half. Lilburn and

Redmond would then tack on a pair of

insurance goals late in the contest to

put it away for UMass.

UMass is currently atop the A- 10

with a 7-4 record, but has finished its

conference schedule already. Most of

the other teams in the conference still

have two or three games left to play.

Nevertheless, it appears that the

Minutemen will be one of the four

teams playing in Philadelphia on

November 7-9.

"We won't know until next week-

end probably if we are in or not,"

Koch said. "Now we'll go to California

to play Cal- State Fullerton and

UCLA to see where we are as a pro-

gram. It should be a good tune-up for

HAMPDEN, FRANKLIN AND
WORCESTER

CONVENIENCE STORES

•CT#IEE SPFCTAtS

VIDEO RENTALS! PEPPERIDQE FARM

MONDAYS AND TUESDAYS

$1.00 Off m

Famous Amo^t*"

Regularly $2.99

Now $1.99

COOKIES
REGULARLY $2.49

NOW $1.99

Bart's Ice Cream

Fla»or*of the Month

1 piilt $2.19

THANC VO I COUEGIAN

Senior Mike Butler became UMass' all-time leading scorer with his game

winner yesterday against La Salle.

conference

|0«M* KANSANIN / COUEGIAN

Senior Amy Burrill returned to the line-up this weekend, helping the

Minutewomen improve to 1 5-2, 1 1 -0 in A-1 play.

I*

La Cucina di

c*V*
**

r **
of Amherst 30 Boltwood

continued from page 10

goals. 1 2 assists. 54 points) scored her

fifth game-winning goal of the season at

the 45:51 mark of the first half against

La Salle, on an assist from junior for-

ward Sophie Lecot ( 1 2-5-24).

Lecot made a run down the right

flank to the end line, and crossed the

ball to the far post with Green heading

in the eventual game winner

The five saves Napoli had to make in

the match were all of the important

variety, and the Fxplorers had two near

misses to start the second half, with

one shot hitting the crossbar. But

Green put any comeback bid out of

reach on a collision with keeper Krin

Lenox, who was called with the foul in

the penalty area.

On the ensuing penalty kick, sopho-

more forward Kmma Kurowski scored

her 12th goal of the reason (52 points

|

for the 2-0 lead. Kurowski added her

eighth assist ol the MM0D on a comer

kick at the 67:50 mark, with senior

defender liriea Iverson heading in her

seventh goal of the IMMfl to make the

match 5^0.

Senior defender Amy Burrill made

her return to the UMass lineup this

weekend after injuring her knee at

Temple on Oct. 5. and factored into the

final goal of the match. A long serve

into the penalty area by Burrill deflect-

ed right to sophomore forward Kate

Webb, who easily knocked in the

fourth and final goai of the match.

On Friday, the duo of Green and

Kurowski struck again, scoring both

goals for the Minutewomen in their 2-0

win over Fordham. Kurowski scored

her fourth game-winning goal of the

season at the 52:27 mark, collecting a

loose ball and beat keeper Kim Kasper

inside of the left post.

On the next shot of the match.

Green pulled a Kurowski and also col-

lected a loose ball in the penalty area,

scoring the goal from 10 yards out at

the 40:40 mark to make the final score

of 2-0.

UMass will return to action at 4 p.m.

this Friday against No. 22 Clemson. as

it travels to Athens. Ga. for two match-

es in the University of Georgia

Tournament. The Minutewomen will

face Georgia on Sunday at I p.m.

Monday Night Football Special!!

OCTOBER 27, 1997 • 7:30 PM

h«

"

1 Large Cheese Pizza
a*

fv W Free Buffalo Wings

l
Delivery Only.

I Mot Valid in
' Rcstt ran iH

Must Mention Ad When Gpdering!

Any Large 1 Topping

$F«£0

Any Galzcne

5 4.00 ©ffer Expires 5/31/9*'

H

1997 NBA HALL OF FAME GAME

TORONTO RAPTORS
vs

NEW JERSEY NETS

Ticket Prices: $25 • $15 <a«dr»t.»*a»M2)

•UWrtN VIP SaHjngAvlltW

<wm«

. -|.~~a.l,p. ya. ..1. .

Advocate
*H302

for ntam C*t rr>« ton (W)c*

t*•^?^!5•1!.*»«*, rKt$Mm» n>3) m-jsn oi i«t f> 931x00
,sN*

,',^*,"r-

smtfM** c*» («J> rsrmto *n ut
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Collegian Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS AUTO FOR SALE

University of Massachusetts • Phone: (473)545-3500 F.ix: (413)545-1592

Visit

New York Law School

on your campus

Law School Fair ,

[10/29/97], Come
pick up an application

and speak to an

Admissions Counselor.

Visit our website at :

www.nyls.edu

ATTENTION STUDENTS
Apple Computers will be

presenting at the Campus
Center today, 10am-5pm.
Come check out the latest

operating system from Apple

and some of the newest,
fastest Powerbook and desk-

top systems available. A
Systems Engineer will be on

hand to answer your ques-

tions. Cool computers, nice

reps., and your questions

answered all in one place.

Not bad, huh? Hope to see

you there. Sincerely, Dan
Stra, Your Apple
Representative

ATTENTION FACULTY
Apple Computers will be
presenting at the Campus
Center today, 10am-5pm.
Present will be your new
Account Executive (AE) and a

Systems Engineer (SE). As
your new AE, I am inviting

you to stop by and meet me
or if you have a technical

concern, to stop by and speak

to our SE See you then.

Sincerely, Dan Stra, Apple AE

Wanted: Junk Cars Cash
paid everyday 1-800-649-

4795

85 Mazda RX7 Good shape.

$1000 or Best Offer. 549-
5172

1990 Nissan Sentra 4
speed, 2 door, 35-40 miles

per gallon. 172,000 miles.

$950 585-5041 after 6pm

EMPLOYMENT
Personal Administrator
with good typing, organiza-

tional, and PR skills. Contact
549-3613

Personal Care Attendant
for weekend morning.
$7 85/hour. Call 546-0666

Human Services- Want to

make a difference in some-
one's life? Relief support
needed to work with devel-

opmentally disabled adults,

may lead to permanent
hours. Hours include
evenings, weekends and/or
overnights. Required: HS
diploma, driver's license and
a true interest in helping peo-

ple Call 323-6872 to start

application process. AA/E0E
HELP WANTED

Hadley Office has several

part-time positions available.

Department hours 10am-2pm
Monday through Friday and
4pm-9pm Monday through
Friday.

• On busline

• Flexible schedule
• Positive atmosphere
• No experience required

• $6.00 hour to start

• Daily, weekly and
monthly bonuses

Call 584-0215

10am to 4pm for interview

EMPLOYMENT

carriers
And

Drivers
NEEDED

for morning delivery of

Newsp.ip«>rs on campus .ind

Call John Riley

at 584 7804

or

1-800 858-4275 Ext O

COLLEGE NEWS

VIRGIN RECORDS COL-

LEGE REP POSITION
Get music industry experi-

ence as our local College

Rep! P/T paid position, 10

hrs/week. Please fax resume

and cover letter to Elizabeth

Gruenewald at 310-288-

2433. Soph or Jr with car

preferred. Previous music
industry experience a plus!

Posterer Wanted $6/hr
259-1227

Rao's Coffee is hiring F/T

and P/T. Food experience
necessary. Please apply in

person,

LEGAL ASSISTANTS
WANTED Spring 1998
Internships With The Student

Legal Services Office; get

hands-on experience in the

legal field— work directly

with attorneys and clients.

Earn up to 15 undergraduate

credits No experience in the

legal profession necessary

—

EMPLOYMENT

training provided. Contact
The Student Legal Services

Office today: 545-1995, 922
Campus Center.

FOR SALE

Watch batteries, ear
piercing, eyeglass repairs,

jewelry restoration, diamond
engagements, wedding rings.

Silverscape Designs, 264 N.

Pleasant St., Amherst 253
3324 Open Daily.

Mongoose Bike For Sale
Large. $240 or 670. Call 549-

6926

Elton John 4 excellent
seats. 11/5 (516)867-7392

Elton John Tickets For
Sale Great seats. Call 253-

6352

Good Quality Full-Sized
Futon and Black Metal
Frame. $150 or 8/0 665-

0332

COMPUTERS!
New P166MMX from $995
Laptops, peripherals.

ZarVision 582-9198
V/MC/AMEX

Laptop Notebook Works
good. $150. Good for school.

Call Steve (4 13)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for

computer. Works great. Call

CPC (413)584-8857

FOUND
8 Millimeter Camera at

Fine Arts Center Bus Stop on

10/23. Call 253-7695

LOST- GLASSES green
case Lost on 10/21. If found

please call 549-6909

Lost: Watch with a brown
wristband Swiss Army
Watch Please call 546-3344

Watch: Gold-colored copper

band; square shaped Lost in

or around Chadbourne or

Upper Central Area on
Sunday, October 12, around

noon. If found please contact

Barry at 546-7246. Reward
will be offered 1 Thank You!

MISCELLANEOUS

EARN $750 S15007WEEK
Raise all the money your

group needs by sponsoring a

VISA fundraiser on your cam-

pus. No investment & very

little time needed. There's no

obligation, so why not call for

information today Call 1-

800-323-8454 x 95

ROOM FOR RENT

Available Jan 1 Uptown,
cheap rent. Call 256-3442
Don't Miss Out! Harlow

ties

Housemate Wanted $220
270/month 548-7972

Bedroom for rent in house
On Shumway Street. On bus

route. Close to center of

Amherst. Available immedi-

ately. Call 253-9410

Available Jan 1 Uptown,
cheap rent. Call Dave @ 256-

3442 Don't Miss Out!!

ROOMMATE WANTED

RFemale Roommates
Wanted Boulders Apts
Amherst On busline. 259-

2995

SERVICES

Rental Problems?
Questions about your

lease/security deposit deduc-

tions? Questions about sub-

letting/assigning leases?
Questions about the condi-

tion of your new house or

apartment? Contact The
Student Legal Services
Office, 922 Campus Center,

545-1995.

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for

free testing and assistance.

549-1906

TRAVEL

EARN FREE TRIPS & CASH
CLASS TRAVEL needs stu-

dents to promote Spring

Break 1998! Sell 15 trips &
travel free! Highly motivat-

ed students can earn a

free trip & over $10,000!

Choose Cancun, Bahamas,
Mazatlan, Jamaica or

Florida! North America's
largest student tour operator!

Call Now! 1-800-838-6411

RELIABLE SPRING BREAK
TOURS

Bahamas, Cancun & Ski

Trips! FREE FOOD & FREE
DRINKS! Sign-up before Nov.

30. Organize a group- travel

free. Call for details and free

brochure. Call 1(888)SPRING

BREAK Today! __

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK

1-800-234-7007
hup wkvw.tiiidltsssummertours com

Earn MONEY and FREE
TRIPS!!

Absolute Best SPRING
BREAK Package available!!

INDIVIDUALS, student ORGA-
NIZATIONS, or small

GROUPS wanted!! Call

INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS
at 1-800-327-6013 or

http://www.icpt.com

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK
Largest selection of Spring

Break destinations including

cruises! Group discounts and

free trips available

Epicurean Tours 1-800-

231-4FUN

Spring Break Take 2" hir-

ing Reps! Sell 15. Take 2

free. Hottest destinations!

Free parties, eats, and

drinks! Sunsplash 1-800-426-

7710 or www sunsplash-

tours.com

WANTED

Sell/Trade your preowned

games and systems. Call

Let's Play at 549-4505

Frequency Discounts

The following discounts are contingent

upon consecutive repetition.

RUNS DISCOUNT

5 RUNS 5%

10 RUNS 10%

15 RUNS 15%

20 RUNS 20%

25 RUNS 25%

30 RUNS 30%

EVERY DAY FOR ONE SEMESTER...

35%

Personals Policy Rates
1 Ml personals MUSI be proofread bv Colte&M < lav

siiiwl .rnplnvees before payment and acceptance ot

theclasMtie«i

2 Last names MAY NOT be used m personals ONLY
i lies and initials are allowed The only excep-

tions are ic* birthday cm congratulations personals, in

which c ase ihe Ml name mav be used
i Phone numbers are not allowed In panonah "Si '

iXClv
4 Addresses Me not allowed in personals lb.-> nw.ms

dorm room numbers .is well
finals pi ,i ihriMlening or derogatory natufe ,ire

nol acceptable' Personals ol a vindictive or libelous
nature are not acceptable Personal* mav nol be
used tor the purpose ol harassment

b Profanity may not be used in personals

7 The personals section is tor personals only The per-

sonals section may NOT be used to sell items, seek
roommates, advertise meetings, e*c.

8 All pergonals must have the name, signature, and
1.0, number ol the student placing the as

tilled in on the insertion order Nun students must
pfovnt: e and the license num-
ber must be recorded on the insertion order Use of

Ition of misrepresentation is ,

penalties under Ihe law

9 The ( ollrffi.tn reserves the right to refuse or to edit

any personal that doe* not meet the CoNfp
m accordance with the statutes ot the

Commonwealth ot Massachusetts.

Students

20 tf per word/day

All others

40yt per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NQ REFUNDS
Please write clearly and

legibly. We are not responsible lor errors mull
ing from illegible handwriting or type

Standard Headings
ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT
ENTERTAINMENT

FOR SALE
FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

4A it

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

MONDAY, OCT. 20
Discussion — Perspectives on

intermarriage, a panel discussion,

the first in the series "Making
Choices about Loving, Living, and
Dying" at 7 p.m. at the Hillel

House.

Discussion — Incarcerated
Revolutionary Leaders lecture and
discussion on imprisoned revolu-

tionary leaders and revolutionary

leadership in prisons at 7 p.m. in

the Campus Center. Part of prison

awareness week and sponsored by
the Revolutionary Anti-Imperialist

League, Maoist Internationalist

Movement and the Black Student
Union.

TUESDAY, OCT. 21

Book Signing/Lecture —
Doctors Lynn Zimmer and |ohn P.

Morgan, authors of Marijuana
Myths. Marijuana Facts at 7:30

p.m. in Thompson, room 106.

Sponsored by the UMass
Cannabis Reform Coalition.

Colloquium — Susan Grant
Rosen, a Five College Women's
Studies Research Associate from
Union Theological Seminary, will

give a Colloquium entitled
"Student Protestantism and the

College Woman" at 7:30 p.m. in

the Dickinson House Living
Room of the Five College
Women's Studies Research
Center at Mount Holyoke
College.

Discussion — Discussion enti-

tled "Shut Down the Control
Units at Marion Prison" at 7 p.m.

in the Campus Center. Part of
prison awareness week and spon-

sored by the Revolutionary
Anti-Imperialist League. Maoist

Internationalist Movement and
the Black Student Union.

Info-Social — The Pride
Alliance will be holding an
info- social at 7 p.m. in the
Campus Center, room 802.
Come share your ideas and
socialize. For more informa-
tion, call the office at

545-0154, email
lbga@stuaf.umass.edu or stop
by the office in the Student
Union, room 41 3B.

Meeting — The Index
(UMass yearbook) is holding
its general meeting at 6:30
p.m. in the Student Union,
room 304. All are invited. For
more information, contact (ill

Aordkian at 545-0848.
Meeting — University

Democrats is having a general
meeting at 7 p.m. in the
Campus Center, room I68C.

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 22

Dance — Israeli folk dancing at

8:30 p.m. in Grayson. Learn new
dances or request old ones. No
experience necessary. Sponsored
by Hillel.

Film — "With Intent to Harm"
at 7 p.m. in the Campus Center.

Part of prison awareness week and

sponsored by the Revolutionary

Anti-Imperialist League, Maoist

Internationalist Movement and the

Black Student Union.

Support Group — The Health
Education Division at University

Health Services sponsors a

Tobacco Cessation Support Group
from 7-8 p.m. in the Campus
Center, room 80 1 . Come get peer

support, professional counseling,

proven quit tips and advice, lust

drop by or call 577-5181 for more
information.

NOTICES

Art Contributions — The
Student Union Visual and
Performing Arts Space is looking

for contributions to the Southern

Asian Cultural Exhibition which
will show in the spring of 1998.

If you have anything from art-

work to crafts depicting Asian
culture, and would like the
opportunity to participate in this

exhibition, contact Amanda at

545-0792.

Contest — Spectrum Fine Art

and Literary Magazine is now
holding a cover contest. The win-

ner will have their artwork print-

ed on the 97/98 issue. The final

deadline is December 2 at 5 p.m.

Pick up an entry form in the

Student Union, room 406E or

just bring the artwork by.

Final Exam Schedule — The
Fall '97 Final Examination

FYls are public service announcements printed

daily. To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,
including the name and phone number of the
contact person to the Collegian, c/o the
Managing Editor by noon the previous day

Schedule will be available begin-

ning Friday. October 17. Copies
will be delivered to students in

the residence halls, and will be

available to off-campus students

in the Registrar's office (213
Whitmore). It will also be ;i\;nl

able on the World Wide Web
beginning Wednesday. October I

at http://www-ureg. admin.
umass.edu.

Notice — The women's basket-

ball team is looking for managers
for the upcoming season.
Reliability and a significant time

commitment are required. If

interested, please call Scott
Foulis at 545-2726.

^
^

Daily Listings sponsored by:

TV LISTING SPONSORSHIP FOR SALE
INQUIRE @ 545-3500

HSCN Bulletin

Board
Hartford

Boston

Boston

Springfield

Movie Ch.

Hartford

CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57

HSCN
UPN/20
Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
International

UMass Academic TV
HSCN Programming
TV-19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

31

CNN
CNN SI

Headline News
UCTV
TBS

BET

TV Land

Univision

Comedy Central

Cartoon

Much Music

545-

3500

MONDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
wvrr
WTIC
WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
A4E
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK

SCIFI

TLC
TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

O

o

©

©

M

5

•

j°

«

21

6:00
Wishbone I
News X

New* B

Full Houm X

Married With

Horn* Imp.

Creature*

New* X
Mad Abo. You

Family Matter*

6:30
Bualnaaa Rpt.

CBS News

CDS New*

ABC New*

BoyWorld

NBCl
Cheers I
NBC News

SimpaonaXnpeoi

CNeNBC Newt

Bualnaaa Rpt

ABC News

Mad Abo. You

Northern Etpoaur* X
Family Mattert

WoftdVlewI

Night Stand |M*lie-Laugh

Winga "The Killer Bert" (R)

UpCioae

Supermarket"

MTV Live

Figure It Out

Twilight Zona X

Sportecenter

7:00 7:30
Newehour With Jim Lahrer X
Inaide Edition

Extra X
maid* Edition

Freeh Prince

Wheel-Fortune

Judy Judy X
Ent. Tonight

Seinfeld *

Wheel-Fortune

RealTVX
Ent. Tonight

Chronicle X
Freeh Prince

Jeopardy! X
Judge Judy X
Hard Copy X
FraaierX

Jeopardyl X
Newehour With Jim Lahrer X
SalntaldX

Seinfeld X
Coach X.

FraalarX

FraaierX

Coach X
Law a Order "Family Values" X
loneytli

tally Sh

ne «

Dally Show (R)

Gimme Shelter

Croaeflre X
Stein* Money

C - Campus

8:00 8:30
World ot National Geographic

CoabyX
CoabyX
Patriot* Pre-Game

Raymond

Raymond

7th Heaven "Halloween" (R) X
FraaleriRiTC

In the House

Frealar (R) X

Fired Up X
Malcolm -Eddie

Fired Up X
Melroee Place (In Stereo) X
Fraal*f(R)I | Fired Up I
Full Circle X
TBA

In the House

N.E. Patriot!

Malcolm-Eddie

9:00 9:30
Full Circle (In Stereo) X
CytotllX

Cybilll

George* Leo

George* Leo

10:00 10:30
OCTOBER 27, 1997

Marathon Monka ol Mount Hiei

Where Are Thay Now? MX
Where Are They Now? Ill I

11:00 11:30
Hertheypark: Sweet Memoriea

Nawa X

NFL Football Green Bay Packers al New England Patriots (In Steieo Live) X

Late Show X.

Late Show X

Butty the Vampire Slayer X
Caroline

Good Newt X
Caroline

Ally

Sudden Sunn
Sparks S
Sudden-Suean

'The Promise" X
Caroline

I
Sudden-Susan

Stephen Hewking'e Unlverte

Dateline (In Stereo) X
Newt IGrace Under"

Dateline (In Stereo) X

Dateline (In Stereo) X
Adventurers X.

Star Trek: Next Gener.

Vibe

[Tonight Show

Simpsons X
Tonight Show

Babylon 5 M
Tonight Show

NFL Football: Preen Bay Packars al New England Patriots (In Stereo Live) X
Charlie Roee (In Stereo)

Good New* X |Sp«rk» X
*** "Narrow Margti" (1990, Suyenie) Gana Hackman.

Biography: Gloria Vanderbilt

Prime New* X Burden-Proof

Polrot Triangle at Rhodes"

Larry King Live X
*** -8^»TflSaotfle»"(i974,ComeoV)Cle«vonUl¥

Wolves at Our Door

Debt

Tiny Toon

Homatlma(R) |Homettme(R)

Kung Fu: Legend

iaywatch (In Stereo) X
,4:30) "flacty-

£00]_
4:30)

Intimate Portrait

NFL Prime Monday

Sports

OougX
TBA"

RugretaX
Tim* Trtx "The Cure" (R) X"

Home Again |Home Again

Lola a Clark-Supermen

Hlghlender: The Series X
tett "Mr. ivtei)-(1983) Michael Kealon. -pQ'

"In ttm LHeolDuty: Stmtt tVar"(i992, DramaT"

*** 'A«plan*/-(t9e0) Robert Hay*. 'PtV X

Unsolved Mysteries (In Stereo)

Beevis-Butt

Hey Arnold! X
Seequeel12032

Baavia-Butt.

Happy Days

Extreme Machines

in Stereo) X

WCW NUro (In Stereo Live) X

Ultimate Guide: Dog* (R)

Figure Skatin

IM'A-S'H X |Mad Abo. YoulReal TV X
tsrtr *O*apenifeWur5"(i990.ftafna)MickevRourke

Miss Marpte (Pari 2 of 2)

World Today I
Unauthorbad |Make-laugh"

Sports lllus

I ER (R)

i Skating: Professional Legends Championships

in U, foajfWlrW ( 1Mt, fram.llW.Mfc
All-Time Top 10 (In Stereo) IRoad Rules

Wonder Year*

Parte (R)

Odd Couple XBewitched |l Love Lucy X
TrtfK NignniMS, Horror Chrit SaranoW

UFO* and Allen Encounter* ] Mythical Beast* and Monster*

Walker, Teia* Ranger X |WWF Raw (In Stereo) X
Tmsfa-ym, Drama) Helen Hunt, (m Stereo) 'PO-l?X

**'Vfliftxf>9r(l99l. Suspense) Deruel Washington 'R'X

[WCW NHro(R) (In Stereo) X

Law 1 Order Breeder' X

Daily Show
Moneylins X.

Stain's Money
Justice FHoa Kidnapped" (R)

Cheerleading |Spc*t*c*riter

Homicide: Life on the Street X
Oddville, MTV Lovellne (FJj~

Taxi R Newhart I
Time Trail "The Cure" (R) X
Extreme Machine* (R)

St»rgateSG-1 'Hathor" (R)

[Silk Stalking* "Soul Kiss" X
»v> -Sapnrur (i*ft, uimedv) Harrison Ford

(
In Rf»»n )';Pr7»

It* Trtty Ihe ftth" M9801 Batty Palmar 'H' It I "i tJ. VTXF-
**% 'Bound" (1996, Drama) Jennifer Tilly. (In SWreoj'R' '?**'>, loneSMr'MMfiiR'
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Bruno By C. Baldwin
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Robotman By Jim Meddick

Drabble By Kevin Fagan DHbert By Scott Adams

t0tRMMEAR,So0RAlC
rvw^uwMoovoewovJe
MOKttcTTvORTLAt
TRICKOR-TREATeR'D

lf!60RtRU)WNf"i6rAT
IT 1 HOU) 4O0 lOOH'T WAV)e

TO 1£AR rXRVRT MH^OOWG

-\j~<d^O^ M WIPING. |

f 10-17

A.LICH, I'VE NOTICED A

DISTURBING PATTERN.

YOUR SOLUTIONS TO
PROBLEMS ARE ALWAYS
THE THINGS YOU TRY LAST.

U)ITH ALL DUE RESPECT,

ARE YOU USING ^OUR

SKULL TO STORE OLD

RAGS OR COHAT?

8 Years in Braces By Eric Petersen Sven By Stephen Higgins

Non Sequitor By Wiley

/V s> • t *V »• < !« »*v«j*,,ir I I »* •

University3 By Frank Cho
T •'»*>--* t-**

MlM...N\G& EWJ(feBJTTW&^

\ p\ckep rr VJP

I'M 6CNPIN6 TRIPP

TO A SPtCtAUST. HI&
ATremioN-PtFicrr
D«90RPtK e GtniN6
VV0R96.

PUIS, HtS PRIVIN6 MC
T0W5TRAC1I0N. HIS

»KANt>tR1NGF/E...HIS

SUPDtN , GHARP TURN£
IN GOW&RSATION TOPIC...

/

F.vet4 VKORet.THtRee
HIS CONSTANT HUN6ER
FOR STIMULATION...

"fVGTMW*'? HMWU
CAUTHIS"l»Cn0N."
6<>ttiARzeNeG&eR?

(C1M7 WII.V Mllltr flat, tv MajJfesjM Peat Wrlttr. »ro»e WIS tlTK: bttp://wWW.w!tevioosi*3CM*i f-•**»: vv«*>«»vv««yfoomJO«i

Mallard Fillmore By Bruce Tinsley
Leedee By Mike Rybicki

IW. lOKftTS

UP U.7H THfc

buTLMb'iSM

|s£Colf\R

iv

IvE +aUNbr3
Irvy O)^
Rel'.&;on -

"RVB'.CW.SrA*

\ ^M^
\

Q niK

Its FW EliMANQCAl ORTHODOX

fcrtRW.ST SPLWTr.^ frX.MON
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rte-HTrirVT NO \J*

ONE ',S WOttflNT
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SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) -

You should be able to make a project

your own today, simply by forging

ahead while listening carefully to that

inner voice of yours.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — You will be lucky to make
some connections today which have

eluded others, and thev may result in

an important revelation late in the

dav.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Ian. 19)

— You may be expecting the won)
today but you still must progress ; i< it

you are confident that success is

within reach

AQUARIUS (Ian. 20-Feb. 18) —
Protection and securm .ire on your

mind today, and home affairs may

demand a little more attention as I

result. Concentrate on thai hunch.

PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20) —
You may be temporarily confuted

about the status of a key relationship

at this time. Today, you'll have a

chance to clear the air.

ARIES (March 21 -April 19) —
Heed the warnings of others who

have been in the position in which

you find yourself today. Your

instincts may not be keen enough

right MM
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —

You are facing a new challenge at

home, and the complexity may be

magnified by your unwillingness to

St) what vou mean the first time.

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20) —
Your preoccupation with finances

may presage some bad news on the

horizon, but you can avoid a major

crisis bv remaining conservative.

CANCER (|une 21-|uly 22) —

You have a good deal of hard work

to do. but first you must be willing to

let someone else show you how to

begin. You need a little more experi-

ence.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) —
Someone may go back on a promise

today, but though you are initially

disappointed you'll realize that you're

reallv much better off.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) —
Someone will be ready to open up to

you in a new way today, so you'll

want to be receptive to him or her.

Do not be defensive.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) — A
good deal of discussion will be neces-

sary before you can plot a positive

course for yourself and those under

your care.

Close to Home By John McPherson

» of the Day
U

Shut up!!!!!

-Andy Kauffman,

Intergernder wrestling champion.

C4: k*v Vk.L*»-Li-U«< KU'<<«MtPi*n£.S*i>3£* > IC-27

Barry does his trick of clenching all

his muscles at once and getting his I.V.

bag to expand.

Today's P.C. Menu
Call 343-2626 tor mora information.

Franklin

LUNCH
Mesquite Chicken Sandwich

Italian Sausage Grinder

Pizza

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

Beef Stroganoff

Tofu Fajita

Stuffed Shells

Worcester
LUNCH

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Seafood Salad

Ziti/ltalian Sausage Sauce

Szechuan Tofu and Broccoli

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

N.E. Lite Style Cod
Tofu Fajita

ACROSS
1 Fictional captain

5 — ot the ball

10 Loosen
14 "Tonight Show-

host

1

5

Bay window
16 Actress

Deborah —
1

7

Boston baked
beans go-with

1

9

Russian river

20 Kriss Kringle

21 Earth science

23 "— too late

now!"

25 Bag
26 Type of squad
29 Gardening aid

31 Site

35 Savings-plan
inrts

36 Sedimentary
material

37 Small quake
38 Lush greenery

40 Suppose
41 Aim
42 Donkey's sound

43 Dry. as wine

44 Ocean waters

45 Utters

46 Try out

47 Relaxes
49 Garden tool

51 School
employee

54 Catch
58 Tel —
59 Legislator's

delaying tactic

63 Field mouse
64 Swiftly

65 Sicilian volcano

66 Filled with

reverence

67 Repaired a

seam
68 Deli loaves

DOWN
1 Priests robes

2 Wife of Zeus
3 Pretty soon
4 Tuxedo

accessory

5 Choreographer
Fosse

6 Blunder
7 It could be

while

8 of Nations

9 Church official

10 Luau
instruments

1

1

Homan
emperor

12 Pull along

1

3

Pans airport

18 —King Cole

22 Fish hawK
24 Unisex garment

?5 Calrl hrs

26 Graphic

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

BHaraa m@on mmn
assail HHHra cube
HSHIlElOfflmCflB HWCflH

rjHBHHU rjfJHH
M A I L

i M P

L A s E

N|O T I T I O;

oirIeMniuaTg
rUekedUg

w

ow

B
O IB

A.L UOI
O L I 5M
RAN TM
siiigIhbT

B
R E

E T
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27 Singer Cara
28 A la —
30 Bullfight cheer

32 Make laugh
33 Arrives

34 Bui Id

36 Famous Strip

37 Rubbish
39 Needy
40 Use a crowbar
42 relief

45 US flag

feature

46 Ivlore on edge

48 Couches
50 Buckeyes sch
51 Starbucks

purchase
5? State positively

53 Lgypt's river

55 Legal eagle
abbr

56 Painter

Magritte

57 Time periods

60 Ordinance
61 Rapper — -T

62 Flower plot

Hampshire
LUNCH

Hamburger
Chicken Cutlet

Boy house in effect

Italian Sausage Grinder

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

Beef Stroganoff

Berkshire
LUNCH
Pizza

chef's Pizza

Hamburger
Ziti/sauce

DINNER
Beef Stroganoff

Chicken Fajita

Tofu Fajita

Stuffed Shells

Itul.tV 's

Night Editc

Photo Tciliniiian

Copy Editoi

Production Super viioi

Production Staff
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Massachusetts blown out by Delaware, 40-9

UMass

La Salle

THANC VO / COIUCIAN

Delaware quarterback Brian Cinn points his way to a first down in the first half of Saturday's 40-9 Blue Hen win. Delaware passed for 350 yards

on the day.

By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

Delaware

Massachusetts

In a season filled with tough home losses, this

was by far the toughest.

Though the struggling Massachusetts football

team acknowledged that there

wasn't much it could do to stop

the high powered attack of No.

4 Delaware on Saturday, the

end result, and its ramifications.

was still tough to swallow.

Delaware was never seriously threatened, as it

built a 23-6 lead at halftime and cruised in the

second half, drubbing the Minutemen 40-9
before 5.31 7 rain-soaked fans. UMass is now 2-6
— 1-3 at home — and has assured itself its first

losing record since 1994. The Minutemen will

need to win two of their final three games to

avoid their worst season since 1987.

The 31 -point defeat is the worst loss at home
since a 54- 10 loss to Holy Cross in 1987, and

comes on the heels of a season-opening 21-6

home loss to Richmond and a 28-10 defeat to

rival New Hampshire at McGuirk on Oct. 4.

The Blue Hens, considered one of the premier

l-AA teams in the nation, dominated every phase

of the game Saturday. They gained 636 yards,

including 350 passing yards. They out rushed

UMass 286-92 and controlled the ball for 37:18.

Delaware improves to 7-1, and trails only unde-

feated Villanova for the inaugural Atlantic 10

football conference title.

"They executed as well as they can." Hodges

said. "When a team comes in as balanced as

Delaware, that's as difficult as it gets. We got

beat by a very good football team today. They

should be in the (Division I-AA] playoffs."

Halfway through the second quarter, UMass
trailed Delaware only 9-6. After a long UD drive

to open the game netted only a field

goal. UMass stopped the Blue Hens

at the Massachusetts 1-yard line to

keep the score 3-0. But UMass
couldn't move the ball, and Delaware

increased the lead to 9-0 when quarterback Brian

Ginn found talented wide-out Courtney Batts for

an 18-yard t<%ichdown pass.

The Minutemen scored their only touchdown

on a seven- play. 67-yard drive in which fresh-

man standout Marcel Shipp racked up 56 total

yards. Senior quarterback Anthony Catterton hit

Shipp for a 3 1 -yard pass on a critical third-and-

eight, and Shipp ended the drive with a pretty

25-yard touchdown run.

But Delaware outscored UMass 31-3 over the

rest of the game, including 14 points in the last

2:43 of the first half. Batts made the second of

three touchdowns on the day a memorable one,

snagging an 85-yard touchdown from Ginn to

make it 16-6. On the ensuing UMass drive, UD
defensive back Dennis Hulme intercepted a

Catterton pass with 1:56 left in the half.

Delaware drove 59 yards in a little over a minute,

and Batts made a 23-6 game with a five-yard

touchdown run. his third TD of the half.

"They run their offense [very effectively)."

junior linebacker Khari Samuel said. "They are

very confident offensively in the things that they

do, and they don't make many mistakes."

Delaware is one of the last teams in America to

run the Wing-T offense, a complicated scheme

that emphasizes the running game. But Batts

gained 178 yards receiving, and Ginn went
14-of-20 for 286 yards, with two touchdowns

and no interceptions.

"They could run any offense they want [and be

successful]," Hodges said. "They have very good

athletes, and they played very well."

Despite two interceptions, UMass got another

productive day from senior quarterback Anthony

Catterton, who wound up 15-of-27 for 177

yards. Shipp led the Minutemen with 56 yards

rushing.

A-10 Notes: Boston University has announced

that it is dropping its football program after the

1997 season, citing cost and lack of fan interest.

UMass will play the Terriers for the last time on

Nov. 8 at Nickerson Field in Boston. BU is 0-7

this season, and 1-17 over the past two sea-

sons... After losing to No. 1 Villanova 35-25 in

September, Delaware put itself behind the

Wildcats for the A-10 title and the automatic

berth in the NCAA playoffs. "We looked at

[Saturday's game versus UMass 1 as a challenge to

our national ranking," Delaware coach Tubby
Raymond said. "If Villanova keeps winning, we
have to be the next best team, and keep winning.

Good teams blossom at this time of year."... The

Yankee Conference (now the A-10) placed three

teams in the playoffs last season — Villanova,

Delaware and William and Mary.

Butler breaks

L/M positions

By Michael Kobyianski

Collegian Staff

For Mike Butler and the

Massachusetts men's soccer team.

Senior Day at Totman Field turned out

to be a day to remem-
ber.

Butler scored two
goals, including the

game-winner with 1:33

left in regulation to pro-

pel the Minutemen (11-5-1, 7-4 in

Atlantic 10) to a 2-1 victory over La

Salle on Sunday afternoon. With the

two goals. Butler is now the all-time

leading scorer in Massachusetts men's

soccer history with 94

points.

"1 was kind of oblivi-

ous to it [breaking the

record] all year long."

Butler said. "The thing

that is most important to me is win-

ning and trying to reach the A-10
championship."

The Minutemen got off to a

high-flying start in the opening 15

minutes. Butler and fellow senior

loenal Castma each had numerous
opportunities to put UMass on top

early, but were denied.

UMass

Fordham

scoring mark;

for A-10 spot
After that opening flurry the action

was relatively slow- paced on both

ends through a scoreless first half. It

wasn't until early in the second stanza

when the Explorers jumped on top of

the Minutemen. Senior midfielder

Cesidio Colasante
pounced on a loose

ball in the box and
ripped a shot past

Todd Fowler for a 1-0

La Salle lead.

UMass appeared to be nervous and

impatient as the half progressed.

However, things looked up after a La

Salle defender was called for a hand-

ball in the box, giving the hosts a free

kick.

Lady luck was on
the side of La Salle

during the kick, as the

seemingly always reli-

able Butler fired a shot

over the goal's top left coiner and out

of play, keeping the game 1 -0 in favor

of La Salle.

But that luck ran out for the visitors

later in the half, as Todd Baron inter-

cepted a La Salle clearing attempt and

threaded a perfect pass to Butler, who
rifled a low liner past the Explorers'

Turn to SOCCER, page 7

UM finishes A-10 play 11-0,

its best conference mark ever
By Jorma Kansanen

Collegian Staff

The quest for perfection can be con-

sidered one of the most conceited,

self-flagellating, inane and inept

aspects of the human psyche. . . except

UMass

La Salle

UMass

Fordham

in certain circum-

stances.

With this weekend's

sweep of La Salle and

Fordham, the No. 13

Massachusetts women's soccer team

accomplished just that for the first time

in the Atlantic 10 conference — perfec-

tion.

Sunday's 4-0 win
over the Explorers in

Philadelphia. and
Friday's 2-0 win over

the Lady Rams in

Brooklyn. N.Y., signi-

fied the first time that an A-10 team

has swept its regular season slate since

the 1
1 -match schedule was created.

The Minutewomen's 11-0 confer-

ence record (15-2 overall) sets the

mark for the most regular season wins

in the conference's young history, and

the team has now outscored its A-10
competition this season by a remark-

able 47-5 margin.

On an individual note, sophomore
goalkeeper Angie Napoli continued her

shutout streak, extending it to 12

straight matches.

Battling difficult playing conditions

against La Salle due to the weather.

UMass met one direct challenge with

success, and one indirect challenge, but

with an equal amount of success. Two
seasons ago, the Minutewomen lost

their first ever A-10 match to Temple
— a 1-0 disaster that

still rocks the team to

this day.

The indirect chal-

lenge was the fact that

the team stayed in the Holiday Inn, Fort

Washington this past weekend. Yes,

the same hotel they stayed in during

their loss to Temple, and now the team

has a 1-1 record staying

at that hotel.

A telling stat, and a

telling story, if there

ever was one.

Not at a loss for

telling any kind of story, UMass coach

|im Rudy was pleased with his team's

performance in less than desirable con-

ditions, and playing surfaces.

"We're real happy to win in tough

conditions — sloppy, wet and miser-

able," Rudy said. "We survived two

trips to two hard fields to play on, and

with this being the first year of an

1 1-game schedule [in the A- 1 01, our

challenge was to sweep, and we did."

Freshman forward Kara Green ( 1

1
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Hockey drops opener to Lowell Minutewomen lose to UConn, 2A
By Jorma Kansanen

Collegian Staff

UMass Lowell

Massachusetts

NORTH BILLERICA — Old habits

die hard... with a vengeance.

Such was the case

for the Massachusetts

hockey team last Friday

night, travelling to

Tully Forum to face

Lowell in its season opener, lumping

out to a 3-1 lead against the River

Hawks (1-0. 1-0 in Hockey East), the

fast start for the Minutemen (0-1. 0-1

HE) became mired in a historical ten-

dency to commit too many penalties.

Four unanswered goals, helped by

three power play tallies and a hat trick

by last season's HF Rookie of the Year

Greg Koehler, pushed Lowell to the

6-4 win over UMass. giving the River

Hawks temporary vengeance for their

second consecutive Alumni Cup loss

last season.

The Minutemen travelled to Tully

last Feb. 8 to take the Cup — which is

awarded to the winner of the reason

series between the two sister campuses
— in a 6-4 win themselves. However, a

reversal of fortune

resulted in this game,
and the Minutemen are

now left to wonder
what could have been in

this rematch.

A four-point performance by senior

co-captain Tim Lovell (one goal, 3

.issiMs), and a three-point night by

junior forward Steve MacKinnon (2g.

la) were to no avail, and now the team

has to look forward to Friday night's

game at Boston University (7 p.m.),

and Sunday afternoon's home opener

against Boston College (2 p.m.) for jus-

tification.

For UMass coach |oe Mallen. the

faults in his team's game in this loss

can be worked on in practice, but the

plus of the night was the play of his No.

1 line in Lovell, MacKinnon and
sophomore |eff Blanchard.

"This was a great Hockey East game,

and it just taught us that we can't take

anything for granted." Mallen said.

"We came back with a strong third

period, and sure, the penalties hurt us,

but that is something we can fix. Our
failure to clear the puck is what hurt us

the most.

"Tonight. Tim Lovell proved that he

is one of the best forwards in the

league, and all and all, I saw some good

things out there tonight."

The Lovell era — as the- forward

made his regular season debut for the

Minutemen in this game — began
quickly for UMass, and with only :43

gone in the first period, he set up the

first goal of the game.

Lovell rushed into the center of the

Turn to LOWELL, page 7

By Aaron M. Soykin

Collegian Staff

UMass

UConn

M» KANSANEN / COUICIAN

Senior goalie Brian Regan made 22 saves Friday night, but Lowell beat UMass 6-4 in the season opener at Tully

Forum.

Despite a dominating performance

to close the game, the Massachusetts

field hockey team was unable to

overcome an early 2-0 deficit, as it

fell to border-state rival

Connecticut, 2-1, Saturday at

Richard F. Garber Field.

Despite the cold air and the wet

turf conditions, the Huskies (12-5)

were able to explode for a scoring

surge just 3:21 into the contest, as

sophomore Nicole Castonguay blast-

ed Wendy Hohmann's penalty-cor-

ner pass into the

back of the goal.

Fifteen min-
utes later,

H o h m a n n

notched her second assist of the

game when Katie Stephens lifted her

shot over outstretched UMass goalie

Zowie Tucker.

"I think we came out and we were
hesitant in the first 10 minutes, and
that's why we lost the game,"
Massachusetts coach Patty Shea said

after watching her team battle back

from an early-game stupor. "That's

where we've been hurt all season."

With the rivalry hype brewing all

week, and the extra faces on hand to

witness the pre-game dedication to

their new AstroTurf stadium and
halftime ceremonies celebrating for-

mer UMass star Kyle Rothenberger's

achievements, it comes as no sur-

prise that the distractions may have

caused the Minutewomen's focus to

stray in the opening moments of the

contest.

A sluggish effort is not uncharac-

teristic of the 1997 UMass squad,

which found itself playing from a

1-0 deficit last weekend before

romping Atlantic 10 opponent La

Salle 6-1.

After their hesitant start, the

Minutewomen (9-8, 3-0 A- 10) bat-

tled back, as they narrowed the gap

to 2-1 before the half, when junior

forward Erica lohnston scored the

game's third penalty comer goal and

shifted the momentum back to

UMass. which controlled the tempo
lor the remainder of the contest. But

UMass was unable to beat UConn
netminder Danielle Vile, who collect-

ed three incredible second-half saves

to hold-off the Minutewomen rally.

"Their goalkeeping was very

good," Shea said of Vile's impressive

performance. "We needed to go

around her. but since we were down.
we went straight at her. and she

played really well."

As neighboring-state adversaries,

members of both teams look forward

to the annual rivalry, and always

Turn to MINUTEWOMEN, page 7
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A brave
new world

Ethan Hawke and
Uma Thurman star

in a disturbing film

about genetic engi-

neering in the
future (see Arts &
Living, page 6).

Doug
knows...

Two sport athlete

junior Doug Clark

proves why he
shines on both the

football and base-

ball fields (see

Sports, page 10).

WORLD

England's Rolls-Royce

up for sale yesterday

LONDON, England
(AP) —Rolls-Royce, builder of

rolling palaces for the unabashedly

rich, was put up for sale yesterday

— perhaps destined to be a presti-

gious sideline for one of the

world's major automakers. Rolls-

Royce has made cars for mon-
archs, oil sheiks and movie stars.

It crafted a Phantom V in psyche-

delic paint for lohn Lennon and

two cars for Lenin, the former

Soviet leader. It made the Silver

Wraith that took Grace Kelly to

her wedding with Prince Rainier

and the hearse that carried

Princess Diana's body home for

burial.

Apart from its size and massive

radiator grill, a Rolls-Royce is

instantly identified by "the Spirit

of Ecstasy." the sinuous female

figure adorning the hood.

Vickers PLC. which acquired

Rolls-Royce in 1979, said it was
selling to concentrate on building

tanks, howitzers, propulsion sys-

tems and Cosworth engines.

NATION

Clinton signs rent

subsidy legislation

WASHINGTON, D.C. (AP) —
No longer will the government
enable Newark, N.|., landlords to

receive $1,032 for an apartment

that ordinarily would rent for

$784, or Providence. R.I.. land-

lords to take in $956 for a unit

they otherwise could rent for only

$625.

President Clinton is signing leg-

islation to rein in the rent subsi-

dies the Department of Housing

and Urban Development pays on

apartments occupied by 850,000

low-income tenants across the

country.

At the same time, however, the

spending bill for veterans, housing

and environmental programs will

allow many landlords to refinance

their mortgages at lower rates to

help them weather the drop in

rental income.

"You just can't reduce the rents

on some of these buildings with-

out refinancing." HUD Secretary

Andrew Cuomo said in an inter-

view. "I believe the American peo-

ple want to provide affordable

housing, but they want to do it in

an efficient, effective way and they

don't want to be ripped off."
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Marriage and the Jewish faith;

panel discussion of life choice

GEO action against admin;

bargaining for new contract
By Julie Siegal

Collegian Stan

BRIAN MCD«MOTT\ COIUGIAN

Last night's intermarriage discussion panelists, from left to right, were Amy Leos Urbel, Dan Deustch, |esse

Pasackow, and Mark Leue.

By Bryan Schwartzman
Collegian Staff

Last night approximately 35 stu-

dents and community members of

multiple religious and ethnic back-

grounds gathered for a panel discus-

sion on one of the most important

choices one can make, whether or

not to inter-marry.

Four panelists spoke at the first

event in a series called, "Making

choices on living, loving, dying,"

The audience widened the topics to

include: the Holocaust's relation-

ship to lewish consciousness, race

relations and the acceptance of

lewish converts and the differences

and similarities between Zionist cul-

ture and (ewish spirituality.

"There is an element of risk [on

the part of the panelists] in putting

one's life experience on the line,"

Hillel Executive Director Saul

Perlmutter, who introduced the

panelists said. Perlmutter said that

52 percent of American Jews are

involved in an intermarriage.

The first panelist to speak was

Amy Leos Urbel. a family therapist

and the mother of two children.

both of whom are active partici-

pants in the Jewish community. She

has been a Jewish partner in a

non-)ewish marriage for the last 30

years.

Urbel said that marrying a

Polish-Catholic connected her to

another culture (she did not advo-

cate marriage for this reason) and

forced her to re-examine what it

meant to be Jewish. She said that

whether or not one marries a )ew is

not the most important question for

an American |ew, it is what is one's

relationship to the spirituality and

the traditions.

"In choosing a life partner one

cannot make any assumptions...

don't offer choices to your children

lof mixed parentage regarding reli-

gions] that you're not ready to

make," Urbel said.

Mark Leue was raised as a secu-

lar Christian, converted to ludaism

after 1 years of marriage and has

three children with a Jewish wife. In

his early 20's, Leue discovered that

his grandmother was born -Jewish,

but was forced to convert to

Christianity in Germany. He said

although he was confused at the

time, it opened up a door for him

later in life to explore Judaism and

overcome his distrust of organized

religion.

"The beauty and joy of Jewish rit-

ual seeped into my soul," he said.

"With regard to the survival of

our people, I guess I'm against

intermarriage, but then where does

that leave me?" Leue said.

The other members of the panel

were UMass students, sophomore
School of Management (SOM)
major Dan Deutch, and freshman

social thought and political econo-

my major Jesse Pasackow.

Deutch, who grew up in a reli-

gious household and was active in

Jewish youth groups said he could

not imagine his children growing up

without those experiences, so he

could never inter-marry. Pasackow,

who is the product of an inter- mar-

riage, said he would prefer to marry

a Jew but that love would be the

ultimate factor.

The discussion continued for over

a half an hour once the panelist

concluded. Marc Reissman, a senior

communications major said his par-

ents were lewish and Christian and

that he and his siblings were given a

choice with regard to religion.

"(The mo6t important things is]

did you receive love and morals?"

he said.

Amrish Dias, a freshman comput-

er science major said he is looking

to become more involved with his

girlfriend's life but her grandparents

won't accept him because he is not

white.

"Judaism is interesting, jugemen-

tal, fascinating, and confusing,"

Amherst resident Howard Singer

said.

The Graduate Employee
Organization (GEO) has taken exten-

sive action within the past two weeks

in bargaining for a new contract with

the University of Massachusetts
administration.

GEO formed the STOMP (Strategy

to Organize Membership
Participation) letter-writing cam-
paign and since Oct. 15, various

groups of graduate students from dif-

ferent academic departments have

been marching, with letters in hand,

to Chancellor David K. Scott's office

expressing their concerns for acquir-

ing a new contract.

Although the STOMP campaign
officially began almost two weeks

ago, GEO has been bargaining for a

new contract for over 20 months and

has been working without a contract

for 1 5 months.

GEO's four main issues, included

in their proposal for a new contract,

incorporate better wages, expanded

health care options other than

University Health Services (UHS).

increased options for child care and

more affirmative action, leading to a

more healthy campus diversity.

The administration has yet to

budge.

"Most grad students are in school

for two to three years," Sangeeta

Rao, GEO Secretary, said. "We've

been bargaining for over 20 months.

By the time we get a contract, we'll

be out of here."

GEO's main concern of earning

better wages led to a review of teach-

ing assistants' salaries at UMass,
compared to those at other state uni-

versities.

The organization found UMass
Teaching Assistants (TA's) are paid

significantly less than TA's at other

schools. The current TA salary on

campus stands at $6,990 a year,

while TA's at the University of

Connecticut are paid between
$12,000 - $13,000 a year. UMass
TA's are also being paid below the

poverty level for one person in

Massachusetts, which is less than

$7,M0ayear.
GEO's demands are basic and sim-

ple, according to Rao, who says

working under the old contract

doesn't allow for "good grad stu-

dents."

"We feel devalued and not respect-

ed because the University is making

more money than ever before," Rao
said. "Our work suffers because we
often have to take on two jobs. It

doesn't allow us to be good graduate

students."

On the health care issue, GEO
members say they hope to have more

options for health care providers.

"You can pretty much forget about

teeth and eyes as long as you're in

grad school," Rao said.

Aside from marches to Whitmore
and letters to the Chancellor, GEO
said people need to realize the battle

for a new contract is not just an

excuse to blow off steam and get

some recognition.

"One important message to get out

is this is not just a group of people in

GEO concerned about the issues,"

Mahmood Ketabchi, GEO President

said.

GEO's lack of a new contract

affects the larger community, he said,

especially when teaching assistants

are not being paid the money they

deserve.

"If you have a grad TA and he has

to go out and find a [second] job at

Stop and Shop, you wonder how
much he can really focus on teaching

and his [school] work." Ketabchi

said.

A higher stipend for teaching assis-

tants can benefit the University

because it allows for more qualified

graduate employees, Ketabchi said.

GEO doesn't expect to get any

immediate response from the admin-

istration right now, Ketabchi said,

but at this point they are hoping to

get as many people involved in the

campaign as possible.

"We don't know when we'll get a

new contract," Ketabchi said. "But

we're determined and working
around the clock to make it happen."

IBM makes Russian sales
By Barry Schweid

Associated Press

Women unite for National Day of Action
Kelly Parent

Collegian Correspondent

"The fire will not consume us, we will take it and make

it our own," the women on stage cried as they consumed

the flames on their burning sticks to symbolize an inter-

nalized power and strength.

These women were part of the activities consisting of

music sung with feminist themes, speakers and booths

which educated women on related issues last Thursday

evening.

The activities began at 4 p.m. on the Amherst Common
where approximately 100 women braved the cold and

gathered together for National Women's Day of Action.

The Day of Action was started five years ago to com-

memorate the death of Rosie Jimenez, a 26-year-old

woman who died from an illegal "back-alley" abortion in

October 1977 after Congress passed the Hyde
Amendment, which is still in effect today, denying federal

Medicaid funding for abortions. The abortion was per-

formed with a Foley Catheter, a long rubber tube, that

was unsterilized which caused Jimenez to contract an

infection that resulted in her death.

"Some of us can't afford to pay for abortions, or we
can't tell our parents for fear of getting beaten or we are

afraid because we are so young. They made us feel

ashamed of choosing ourselves first," Marisa Howard,

rally co-organizer said.

Howard, a senior at Smith College, said the goal of the

rally was to move the focus of reproductive rights away

from just being an abortion issue to making women see

how larger issues such as racism, access to contraception,

education and poverty are all connected together.

Representatives from the Everywomen's Center,

Student Labor Action Coalition, MassPIRG and Family

Planning Center were present at the rally.

Leslie Laurie, Executive Director of the Western

Massachusetts Family Planning Centers explained the

importance of sexual education and the fact that so much

money is spent by Congress on "abstinence only educa-

tion," which is unrealistic.

"It is imperative that all of us do act," Laurie said.

Smiley Arroyo, an outreach worker from Holyoke,

spoke of the apathy with which she is treated by the sys-

tem.

"The system never helped me and I pay a high price for

who I am. My main issue is how lesbians are not count-

ed," Arroyo, who is a lesbian with HIV said.

Other issues addressed at the rally were welfare reform,

domestic violence, lesbian, gay, bisexual rights, equality in

the workplace. Speakers also tried to raise global aware-

ness of sweatshops across the country that are utilized by

companies such as Nike, and Guess where in Haiti women
workers make as little 30 cents an hour.

"If we truly care about women's rights, we have to talk

about all women," Elizabeth Kennedy, a junior from

Smith College, said.

"We hope to promote an awareness that young women
are active and dedicated to the future of women," Smith

College senior Crystal Dougherty said.

Ralliers later marched through downtown Amherst to

fraternity row using a bullhorn to chant, " Women's bod-

ies, women's lives, we will not be victimized."

The march ended at Haigis Mall where a circle was

formed on the green for a candle light vigil ending in a

moment of silence.

WASHINGTON, D.C— The
Clinton administration is investigating

the unauthorized sale of advanced

computers to Russia, concerned that

they may have been used in Russia's

nuclear weapons "program. "We view

that as a very serious matter." State

Department spokesman James P.

Rubin said yesterday. The government

had rejected permission for the sale,

but according to a report in The New
York Times 16 IBM computers were

secretly provided to a Russian nuclear

weapons factory by a Moscow compa-

ny.

The investigation is being conduct-

ed by the Commerce Department and

the Customs Service under Justice

Department supervision. Rubin said.

An IBM spokesman. Fred

McNeese, said IBM had cooperated

with the investigation from the outset

and was trying to locate and recover

any computers shipped to Russia.

In fact, he said, "when an over-

seas reseller refused to cooperate in

those efforts we terminated our

relationship" while IBM continues

its efforts to recover the comput-

ers.

"IBM has earned an excellent

reputation for its efforts to comply

with U.S. export controls and
intends to maintain that hard-

earned reputation," McNeese said

by telephone from company head-

quarters in Armonk, N.Y.

Under U.S. policy, the high-per-

formance computers require vali-

dated licenses for export to military

and nuclear

Turn to SALES, page 2

Election victor keeps eye on Argentina's Peronists

By Ian Phillips

Associated Press

1HANC VO ' (OUK.IAN

Former Minutewoman field hockey All-American Kyle Rothenberger (on

right) receives the 1997 NCAA UMass Woman of the Year Award before

Saturday's game against UConn.

ONTHF INUHNI I

www.unwu.edu/rso/cobgian

BUENOS AIRES, Argentina — She

took on the ruling Peronists on their

turf and routed them in unprecedent-

ed style. Now Graciela Fernandez
Meijide says it's time to turn the heat

on their "frivolity, complicity and cor-

ruption."

That straight -talking style led Mrs.

Fernandez Meijide's center-left coali-

tion to victory over President Carlos

Menem's Peronist Party in congres-

sional elections Sunday — the

Peronists' first nationwide defeat as

the governing party in their 5 1 -year

history.

Mrs. Fernandez Meijide, 66. is a

former French teacher who was driven

into politics by the disappearance of

her 1 7-year-old son during Argentina's

"dirty war." She now is being tipped

as a candidate for the presidency in

1999.

The two parties that make up her

Alliance coalition — the Civic Radical

Union and the left-leaning Frepaso —
beat the Peronists nationwide 46 per-

cent to 36 percent Sunday.

In Buenos Aires province, a long-

time Peronist stronghold that is home
to 40 percent of the electorate. Mrs.

Fernandez Meijide beat the ruling

party by 7 percentage points. In the

capital itself. The Alliance crushed the

Peronists by almost 40 percentage

points. Mrs. Fernandez Meijide said

the Alliance's victory was "a warning

to the government, the start of a new

system of checks and balances and the

building of a new alternative" to old-

style politics.

Under Menem's leadership since

1989, the Peronists have transformed

"Argentina's economy but they also

have been dogged by sleaze. Former

Economy Minister Domingo Cavallo,

architect of many of Argentina's free

market reforms, has accused the gov-

ernment of graft and manipulating

judges to protect organized crime.

Lucrative business opportunities in

Argentina's new, dynamic economy

Turn to ELECTIONS page 2

Shall we dance?
In the elegant Totman Gymnasium, freshman undeclared major

Marianka Madey and computer science graduate student leremy Pickens

practice for a competition at Harvard University with the UMass

Ballroom Dancing club.
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Amherst marks namesake's

anniversary : mixed feelings
,

"military hero or monster'
By Jeff Donn
Associated Press

AMHERST— At the august col-

lege bearing his name in the town

named in his honor, the bicentennial

of leffery Amherst's death i- passing

with little public notice — and a

hint of shame. Once revered for

making the American colonies safe

for settlers, the British general now
is widely reviled as a pioneer of

germ warfare for his efforts to infect

Indians with deadly smallpox. He
remains a figure of profound
ambivalence, reflecting the compli-

cated historical relations of this

nation with its motherland and
native people.

Amherst College, which once set

out to celebrate the bicentennial, is

instead marking it discreetly in an

outlying wing of its Mead Art

Museum with an exhibition called

"The Cult of Lord |eff." Acting

Museum Director [ill Meredith calls

it an attempt to expose both poles ol

his myth — each perhaps exaggerat-

ed — as a "military hero or mon-

ster."

Beside portraits and writings of

Amherst the historical figure, the

exhibition juxtaposes a featureless

clay figure evoking an Indian cov-

ered by a canvas blanket marked
"smallpox" in military lettering.

"He's a sad footnote because he

represents everything that 1 think is

contrary to why I'm here to educate

myself." said sophomore Alexis

Salas. a Spanish major from Los

Angeles, at the exhibition recently.

"I'd like to think that through my
education. I'd bring some positive

change to the world."

But Raymond D. Gozzi, a retired

English professor at the University

of Massachusetts at Amherst and a

graduate of Amherst College,

recalled the relief he felt as an

American soldier when the atomic

bomb ended World War II. He said

Amherst, like President Truman,
was "a man of his time doing proba-

bly what we would do." Still, it is a

very different New England commu-
nity and college that have evolved

since the bombing of Hiroshima.

Other places around the country

have changed in similar ways, but

few had as much tradition to slog

past in reaching ethnic heterogene-

ity, the politics of diversity, and
political correctness.

Founded in 1759, this town was

named for Gen. Amherst one year

after his great victory over the

French at Louisbourg. on the north-

eastern reaches of North America.

The next year, he consolidated
British control over Canada wHh a

surprise assault on Montreal via the

St. Lawrence River. American set-

tlers and the British could now hope

for freedom from Indian raids

encouraged by the French.

But the British soon fell out with

the Indians. During Chief Pontiac s

uprising, Gen. Amherst — along

with other British officers — con-

trived to pass a Trojan horse gift to

"extirpate this execrable race" of

Indians: blankets infected with the

smallpox virus. Such infected arti-

cles eventually helped weaken and

defeat the Indians, who lacked both

the natural resistance and inocula-

tions of the British.

In the wake of the American
Revolution, this town remained a

bastion of Yankee ways. Amherst
College perpetuated Amherst's
name when it was named for the

town — not for Amherst himself —
at its founding as a men's school in

1821.

However, through school song,

lore, and memorabilia, the college,

and its alumni, began to cultivate

the mvth of an integral association

between the knighted British com-
mander-in-chief and the school.

Lilliputian Amhersts chased
Lilliputian Indians around the

perimeter of dishes in the school

cafeteria. Amhersts on horseback

struck noble poses on college neck-

ties. An Amherst descendant was

feted as a guest of honor.

Yet Amherst never set foot in

Amherst or anywhere nearby. "He's

the college's hero as a total fiction,"

said the museum director. The fic-

tion ripened in the first half of this

century, when this country battled

beside Britain in two world wars

and early American history under-

went a renaissance.

Then along came the Vietnam
War, minority rights, the

questioning of authority, and —
perhaps an even more monumental

event — coeducation at Amherst
College. Students rediscovered

Amherst's smallpox project, known
to historians since at least the mid-

19th century. At the height of Ml
disfavor, the idea of changing the

town's name even circulated. The
Persian Gulf War. with its worry

about germ warfare, gave rise to

another wave of distaste for

Amherst in the early 1990s.

Yet the myth lives on. The col-

lege song, written for its glee club in

1905. intones that Amherst's "loyal-

ty and bravery and fame abides here

among us still."
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Save it for a rainy day...
An abandoned umbrella affords no protection from the bleak Monday weather at Haigis Mall.

sales elections

continued from page 1

installations. Without identifying

any company. Rubin said licenses

were sought in 1996 by American
companies to export the computers to

two nuclear weapons laboratories.

Rubin said the applications were

not approved because of a risk of

diversion to nuclear weapons pro-

grams at the two facilities and
because a Russian minister said

they were to be used to keep
Russia's nuclear stockpile safe and

reliable.

Assisting Russia. to maintain the

rellabf!it\ of its nuclear weapons is

contrary to U.S. polks." the

spokesman said.

Rubin said "it would be a horse

of a different color" if the comput-

ers were put to non-weapons use,

although American companies still

would have required U.S. permis-

sion to make the sales. Still, he said,

"there is no question that the

Russians have computers, and we
believe they are computers that they

specifically requested a license for

that we turned down. And we
believe they are at locations precise-

ly where we didn't want them to be.

And that is why we consider this a

very serious matter."

Rubin accused the Russian govern-

ment of at first refusing "to cooperate

in finding a mutual acceptable solu-

tion."

continued from page 1

also have been clouded by scandals.

Computer giant IBM was accused

of paying bribes to win a $249 mil-

lion contract with state-owned Banco

Nacion. A former presidential aide is

one of 10 people indicted in the case.

Earlier this veat . the Peronist head of

Buenos Aires' city council. |uan

Manuel Pico, fled the country after

being accused of receiving kickbacks

from construction companies.
Argentine agents found him in Brazil.

Argentines also have grown tired

of a climate of impunity. A symbol of

one case hung from the microphone

Mrs. Fernandez Meijide used to deliv-

er her victory speech: a photo of lose

Luis Cabezas, a photojoumalist killed

in lanuary while investigating police

corruption.

Cabezas had been the first to pho-

tograph Alfredo Yabran. a reclusive

postal magnate whom Cavallo has

accused of heading a Mafia. Yabran

twice has been questioned in

Cabezas' death. His security chief is

charged with plotting the slaying.

Mrs. Fernandez Meijide. who will

resign her Senate seat to enter the

Congress, refuses to discuss whether

she will run lor the presidency in

1999. Instead, she has offered to help

Menem complete his term by lending

support from the lower house, where

he saw his majority wiped out

Sunday.
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Alum lectures on Latin America Market falls 554 points; worst since '87

By Joseph Fountain

Collegian Staff

In a crowd filled room at the University ol

MHHrhtllllttl Campus Center, leflrcv Davidow UMass
ahlinnj ind Assistant Undersecretary lor Inter American

Affairs, spoke on yesterday afternoon about the future of

Latin America in the 2 1st century.

The event was sponsored by the Leonard Horowitz

Memorial l ectint Award and was the first to be awarded
since the pants were made hy the late Leonard Horowitz

of the UMail political science department.

Davidow is, uccording to Howard Wiarda, the Leonard

Horowitz memorial professor in the political science

department, one of the four most powerful people in gov-

ernment to have graduated front UMOM.
According to Davidow. who graduated with a degree in

history. Latin America has more effect on what happens

here in the United States than anywhere BUM in the world.

The problem, as Davidow explained, is that we largely

either become too involved in Latin American countries

during times of trouble or we simply ignore major parts of

the region.

"Massachusetts, for example, does more trade with

Mexico than it does with Russia and China combined."

Davidow said. "We must recognize Latin America U
extremely important for our own futures."

On illegal immigration Davidow said. "MiatB the term

illegal aliens. They are simply people who arc here with-

out proper documentation."

According to Davidow, it is not a criminal offense for

people who want to live in the U.S.

"With countries becoming more stable, people want to

sia\ in their own countries and immigration will become

less a problem." Davidow said. "Mainly right now it is all

political

"The future of latin America is |one| where almost

all the countries are democracies except Cuba. The fun-

damental- fot these governments are very stable wheie

the) are holding election- and there is a general con-

sensus on having a free market economy and central-

ized economies are becoming privatized," Davidow

said.

Davidow also gave advice to students on getting jobs in

international affairs.

"There are hundreds of jobs in banking and business...

The MISER t Massachusetts Institute for Social &
Economic Research) oil ice on campus is a great resource

tor Itudentt and people in general to use," Davidow said.

Davidow's lecture lasted approximately thirty minutes

and then allowed a period for question and answers.

One question asked by Cristina Basto. an Industrial

Engineering and International Relations, was "Why, it the

IS. cares so much about Latin America, does she do

things that ultimately hurt the people of Columbia by

causing them to join the guerrillas?''

This question was of particular interest to Davidow

because, as he told the audience, he spent a lot of time in

Venezuela I bordering country with Columbia.

"The real problem with the guerrillas is that there has

been a loss Of credibility on the part of the government,"

Davidow explained.

A former classmate ol Davidow, Ken lacobson, a doc-

torate candidate in Anthropology said. "1 am very proud

of what he has achieved and l Mas- should also take great

pride in his accomplishments."

By Bruce Meyerson
Associated Press

NEW YORK — The Dow |ones industrial average suf-

fered its worst single-day point drop yesterday, tumbling

554 points in a $600 billion sell-off that shut down the

market for the first time since the 1981 assassination

attempt on President Reagan.

The market's best known barometer fell 554.26 points

to 7,161.15. surpassing the 508-point Black Monday
crash of 1987. But on a percentage basis, Monday's 7.18

percent drop by the Dow only ranked as the 12th biggest

ever and didn't come close to the 22 percent loss on Oct.

19. 1987.

Although the Dow is still up 1 1 percent since the begin-

ning of the year, the sell-off put the Dow's losses at about

900 points over the past four sessions and 1 , 1 00 points

since it set a record high at 8,259.31 on Aug. 6.

"It's a bloodbath," said Arnold Kaufman, a market ana-

lyst at Standard & Poor's. "It scares you because when

you get a decline this fast, there's a risk it will keep snow-

balling."

The stock market's drop amounted to a $600.04 billion

loss Monday, shrinking its value to $8,537 trillion, as

measured by Wilshire Associates Equity Index, the com-

bined market value of all issues on the New York Stock

Exchange, American Stock Exchange and Nasdaq com-

posite index.

The Dow's drop triggered two circuit breakers on the

New York Stock Exchange that had never been set off

since they were put in place after the 1987 sell-off. The

first circuit breaker, at 350 points, closed the market for

30 minutes. The second, at 550, halted trading for the

day.

It remains to be seen how much of Monday's selling

was fueled by mutual fund investors. Publicly, however,

many individual investors portrayed an unllappable

facade.

"1 wish I had more money to invest." said Helen Ginty,

60, a secretary in New York, asserting that she plans no

change in her retirement investment strategy. "I don't

think people are as crazy as they used to be" during a

downturn.

For many analysts, the drop was notable because the

Dow has now fallen 13.3 percent from its Aug. b record

high of 8,259.31, its first downturn of at least 10 percent

in seven years, the longest such streak since the 1960s.

Declining issues also outnumbered advancers by an

astounding 16-to-l margin on the New York Stock

Exchange, where volume came to 685.52 million

shares, the busiest day in the exchange's history. Stocks

started the day lower as another sharp sell-off in Hong

Kong triggered another wave of selling in financial

markets around the globe, but the selling didn't pick

up steam in the United States until Monday afternoon.

The Dow, for example, was down just 1 1 5 points at

midday.
Later in the day, Asian stock markets got off to another

rocky start. Tokyo's Nikkei Stock Average tumbled

423.77 points, or 2.5 percent, to 16,614.59 points after

the first hour of trading Tuesday. It was the lowest level

so far this year for the benchmark indicator of 225 blue

chip stocks.

The mounting financial crisis in Hong Kong has ignited

fears about whether global business conditions will be

undermined by Southeast Asia's shaky economics.

Canadian teachers' strike

largest in North America
By David Crary

Associated Press

KENNETH W P SCOTT\ COIUGIAN

Waffling...
One McCarthy, a freshman psychology major, "makes her own waffle" at Berkshire dining hall yesterday afternoon.

TORONTO, Canada— Parents

across Ontario scrounged for baby

sitters and students faced the

prospect of homework-by-lnternet on

yesterday as the largest teachers'

strike ever in North America shut

down classes for 2. 1 million children,

loined in some cases by students

and parents, picketing teachers

trudged through snow or cold rain at

hundreds of public schools to protest

the provincial government's attempt

to take over policy-making powers

now held, by local school boards.

The Conservative government, a

target of repeated labor protests since

1995, says it wants to improve the

quality of education by taking control

of such matters as how much time

teachers spend in the classroom.

The unions representing Ontario's

126,000 public school teachers say

the bill proposing these changes

would set the stage for layoffs of up

to 10,000 teachers to slash hundreds

of millions of dollars from the educa-

tion budget. They are demanding the

government withdraw or rewrite

the bill.

"We hope the government will feel

the pressure," said Eileen Lennon,

president of the Ontario Teachers'

Federation. "This bill scares people.

... Parents want to have some influ-

ence over their schools."

The dispute has sparked an

intense battle for public opinion, and

polls show Ontarians are sharply

divided over whether the strike is

warranted. The government is depict-

ing the unions as selfish, while the

teachers depict the government as

eager to cut education spending to

finance a promised tax cut.

Most of Ontario's schools were

closed by local school boards
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Monday, but some buildings stayed

open — without classes — under the

supervision of administrators and

non-teaching staff. There were a few

reports of teachers crossing picket

lines, but overall support for the

strike appeared widespread.

"I'm thinking the worst," said

picketing teacher Peter Shaw in

Kitchner. "We could be out here for

weeks because this government is

really trying to break us."

Working parents of elementary

school students scrambled to find

baby sitters or spots in day-care cen-

ters. In Kingston, ninth-grader Alan

lackson opened a makeshift day -care

program at his home: in

Peterborough. 46-year-old Philip

Francolo opted to take his vacation

time to look after his two daughters.

"I totally support the teachers,"

Francolo said. "They are responsible

for our most important resource, our

kids."

Some students brought hot drinks

and doughnuts to picketing teachers;

others celebrated the unscheduled

holiday by playing in the early snow-

fall. But the strike offered no sure

immunity from homework — parents

were advised that assignments could

be obtained at public libraries or on

the Education Ministry's Web site.

The government has promised that

parents with children under 1 > will

receive $30 U.S. daily during the

strike to help cover the costs of child

care. The payments would come from

money that school boards save on

strikers' wages.

The strike is illegal because virtu-

ally all the teachers are still under

contract with their school boards.

The government has not ruled out

seeking fines against union leaders,

and Premier Mike Harris indicated

his aides were preparing to seek an

injunction.

A non-native species...

While the Massachusetts weather was cold and rainy, this palm

enjoyed the tropical style climate inside of UMass's Durfee

Conservatory yesterday afternoon.
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Sisterhood
On Friday, I witnessed the

most beautiful sight since

the Goodell Takeover.

What I saw and participated in

was the gathering of Asian. Latin

American, Native American
(ALANA) men supporting the

women attending the Million

Woman March.

The blessing started at 8:30

p.m. in the Malcom X Center.

When I entered the center, I saw

the male supporters making lunch-

es, which included sandwiches,

water, soft drinks and chips. Most

of the men were restless and tired,

but that didn't stop us from
achieving our ^_^^^^__

forgotten.

Late after 9 p.m., more women
came through the doors holding

their pillows, coats and bags. On
the faces of many 1 saw relief and

joy. The reason for relief was
because their time of bonding had

finally come. The joy came from
all the support they were receiv-

ing, from the men who set up the

send-off to Philly, from the fact

that a new challenge awaited them
— the chance to connect with

each other.

As time went on, the room filled

up with more women. Kenny
Lacoste and lames Callahan III

said a few

purpose and
that was to

show the

women, whether in rain, sleet or

snow, we'll always have your
back.

Around 9 p.m. the men in the

Malcom X Center headed over to

the South Side room to meet and

greet the women who were headed

for Philadelphia. When we arrived

at the South Side Room, there

weren't many women waiting

inside. Seeing the few women who
were there and hearing sounds of

hip-hop blasting in each corner, I

exhaled a feeling of joy. The
moment made me feel proud
because of what we were doing,

and who we were doing for.

In the process of welcoming the

women and the D|, some other

men and I went over to a table

and started to make signs.

Thinking of supportive phrases

was difficult at first, but slowly

we came up with "Set it off,"

"We'll Miss you," "Peace to all the

Earths." "Behind every strong

man is a stronger woman," and

"Without our strong minded
women, society would be out of

control." We felt it was only right

to provide the women with more

than just verbal support, because

to have support which is tangible

means what they had done and
what we had done will never be

Louis Philippe S. Sterlin

waited patiently.

words of sup-

port to the

crowd, which
Aside from the

male support, one of the marchers

spoke of how it is women's time to

unify. As more people chose to

speak out on what they hoped
would happen at and after the

march, 1 began to believe that for

a lot of the UMass women who
were heading to Philly their lives

would be changed, but only for

the best.

These were women on a mission

to help themselves, and help us

become stronger men, so I carried

five huge bags to Haigis Mall

when we went to load the buses.

And if I had to, I would do it

again.

As we loaded tl\e women and

the luggage onto the four buses, I

noticed an expression of certainty

on their faces. They knew it was
going to happen. They knew that

the change had to take place,

because people live for the future,

not for the past. Our past is what

we learn from and the past of

Generation X shows that sister-

hood needs some work. And as I

left each bus, I left with the belief

that more than half of the women
will build for the future — but this

time it will be done together.

Louis Phillippe S Sterlin is a

UMass student.
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Joe Gabriel

In what has been described as "the longest

one-person hold out in United States

history", 51 year-old Shirley Allen has held

off more than 30 police officers for over a

month in a small town in Illinois The police

have tried everything short of an armed

assault they have shut off her electricity and

heat, turned off her water and telephone,

fired tear gas at her and shot her with

beanbag bullets They even played Barry

Manilow music

Mrs. Shirley Allen has not been accused of

any crime Instead, the authorities have come

to take her in for a psychiatric "evaluation,"

due to the fact that she believes she it

followed whenever she goes into a

restaurant, that helicopters hover over her

house, and that her relatives are really

impostors wearing masks These beliefs have

so disturbed her family members that they

filed a petition in state court to get her

committed involuntarily to a psychiatric

hospital
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Luckily, the police are there to make sure

Mrs. Allen gets the care she needs "This is

the hardest thing we've ever had to go

through," says her brother "We're just trying

to get her some help " Mrs Allen's daughter-

in-law agrees, saying: My stepmother is

living in a nightmare But that nightmare is in

her head, not outside her door."

I just hope so many people are around to

take care ofme when I start muttering

unpopular opinions....

A^^

Write for a Point/Counterpoint!

The Collegian Editorial page will be running a point/counterpoint feature on the proposed honors

college. Articles must be well-written and researched. The deadline for submission is Wed., Oct.,

29, at 9 p.m.
Anyone who is interested should submit material by e-mail (letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu), fax

(545-1592), or by dropping it off at the Collegian offices in the box of Ed/Op editor Dan Bodah.
Editorials must be 500-/00 words long and include your name and phone number.

Promise Keepers explain their pledge
When the Promise Keepers met in

Washington recently, the evangelical

Christian men's group attracted quite a

bit of controversy. Though it was largely

praised — who, after all. wants to take umbrage

with a stadium full of men professing their devo-

tion to their families? — some feminists

expressed concern about statements made at ear-

lier Promise Keeper rallies. Of particular concern

were speeches that urged men to take back their

role as the head of the household.

This rhetoric was toned down for

the Washington rally, and Promise

Keepers leaders interviewed on tele-

vision usually insisted that they

believed in equal partnerships

between husbands and wives. But

do they? In an earlier column. I

asked Promise Keepers to tell me
where they stood on this issue, and I

received a strong response.

Overall, the Promise Keepers who
wrote struck me as nice guys, who
genuinely love and revere their fami-

lies. But make no mistake: They aim to lead.

Well, most of them. Some Promise Keepers
flatly denied that it was the group's intention to

have women submit to their husbands, per the

Biblical injunction, "Wives, submit yourselves

unto your own husbands, as unto the Lord."

"All men. Promise Keepers or not, need to

'Stand the Gap' by being better husbands, fathers

and friends. We men need to let our loved ones

know that we want to be in equal partnership

with our wives." wrote G.M. of Sugar Land,
Texas.

But more representative was the letter 1

received from A.W. of Waco, Texas: "Let me
assure you that it is not the aim of the Promise

Keepers to subjugate their wives," writes A.W..

who then goes on to explain why he should be

the leader of his family. "In every endeavor there

must be a leader, else chaos is the result. The
next time I fly. for example, I don't want any

doubt in the crew's mind that the pilot is in con-

trol. The pilot casts no aspersions on the co-pilot,

just as a husband's leadership of the family casts

no aspersions on the wife."

L.H. of Kokomo, Ind.. expressed similar senti-

ments: "I do not 'lord it over' my wife or family. I

serve them. I lead them
like (frequently quoted

Promise Keepers
speaker) Tony Evans
says, by being sensitive

and gentle, listening to

them and loving them.

I am the head of the

family which functions

like a healthy organ-

ism; therefore I am no
more important than
the heart or lungs, etc.

FOCUS ON WOMEN

Doonesbury

I serve my family and they serve me. We submit

to each other. Only I strive to be the greatest ser-

vant in the family."

Later in the letter, he gets to the heart of the

matter: "[My wife and I] make lots of decisions

together, but sometimes as head I have the final

say. My family trusts me because they know I

love them and will never harm them. I take the

blame when things go wrong, too. That's part of

leadership."

The servant/leader model came up frequently

in these letters. "The word for leader actually

means servant," explained happy Promise Keeper

wife B.C. of Aurora, III. She went on to say that

"True 'submission' isn't difficult at all."

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Personally, I was unmoved by the

servant/leader paradox. However, there were
many Promise Keeper wives who, like B.C., who
wrote in praise of their husbands, and of the

renewed devotion their men have expressed since

joining the group. And interestingly, they were

far more blunt about the gender roles than their

husbands were. M.C. of Carlsbad, N.M.. needed

no fancy analogies to explain the situation:

"Biblically, man is to be the head of the house-

hold. The man is to be submissive to Christ and

the woman to her husband. By doing this, we
teach our children to be submissive to us and the

Lord."

But not every Promise Keeper wife was a satis-

fied customer: One woman wrote that since her

husband joined Promise Keepers he has become
violent and taken control of the family finances

(and subsequently, has driven them $80,000 into

debt): "Since |my husband) has come into reli-

gion and Promise Keepers he's got a completely

different personality, and it's not pleasant."

So now I pose a question to the women of

America, conservative and liberal alike. How
does Promise Keepers sound to you? Would you

want to be married to a Promise Keeper? Are you

willing to let him lead the household if it means
he'll do more chores?

Sara Eckel is a nationally syndicated colum-

nist.

Send her e-niail at saraeitm@aol.com or write

to her at Newspaper Enterprise Association, 200
Madison Ave.. New York. NY 10016.
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We encourage our readers to

respond to tne contents of the

Collegian through letters to

the editor.

Letters must be typed, no
more than 400 words, and
include name, address, and
phone number for confirma-
tion purposes. They can be
submitted to
Editorial/Opinion Editor.
Daily Collegian. 113 Campus
Center Basement, UMass
Amherst MA 01003. or by
email to:
letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu
Letters may be edited for
length, clarity, and style.

h my god! Do I look

like an FOB?"
The girl was actual-

ly going ballistic over

this. She came into my room look-

ing frantic and worried.

Apparently, someone had asked

her if she was an KOB (Fresh Off

the Boat) just because she had her

shirt tucked into her pants. 1 was
trying my best not to burst out

into laughter because it was the

most ridiculous notion I had ever

heard. Furthermore, I couldn't

believe that this girl was actually

stressing out over something as

minor as this.

My friend had to calm her

down and reassure her that she

did not look ^^^^^^^^^
like an FOB in

any way what- ^^_
soever. An
FOB is usually a reference to

Asians who look as though they

have just arrived in the United

States via a boat. They don't wear

the "right" clothes in the "right"

way. And they don't have the

"right" car along with the "right"

people to hang out with. It's a stu-

pid stereotype — like every other

stereotype out there — but it

exists nonetheless. Some people

within the Asian community look

down upon FOBs because they

think that FOBs aren't as cool as

they are.

1 have to admit that I am guilty

somewhat of looking down on
people who I think are FOBs. I

know that it's wrong, but when I

see a fellow Asian wearing pants

cut off to the top of their ankles

with their shirts tucked all the

way in and wearing Payless shoes,

I can't help but make fun of them
with my other Asian friends.

These days, though, I'm trying

my best to change my outlook. It's

not right for me to be such a judg-

mental person when I have just as

many — if not more — faults

myself. And this isn't how my par-

Lillian Chan

ents raised me to be. They raised

me to accept people for the way
they are, no matter what they look

like on the outside. Somehow,
somewhere along the way I start-

ed to engage in disrespectful and

shameful behavior.

Ever since that girl came run-

ning into my room, 1 ve been
thinking a lot. What gives me the

right to judge someone based on

what styles they wear or don't

wear? What gives me the right to

think that I may be better than

some other person? What gives

me the right to act in such a child-

ish way?
When I make fun of FOBs, I'm

essentially making fun of my par-

^^^^^^^^^_ ents. How's
that? It just

g^jg dawned on me
that people

who I refer to as FOBs are immi-

grants — and my parents came to

the United States as immigrants.

I've become too Americanized.

I'm materialistic and arrogant. I

think that I'm better just because I

wear this type of clothing from
this store rather than that store. I

care too much about how I will

look to others. When did I

become so shallow?

My parents — and many of

your relatives as well — came to

this country in the hopes of a bet-

ter future for their children and
themselves. They didn't come here

to be called an FOB or to have
other people look down on them
just because they're not as "cool"

as other folks.

So the next time you see some-
one who looks like an FOB, think

again. Nearly all of our forefathers

— our parents, grandparents,
great grandparents, etc. — were
FOBs. They sacrificed for the
future of their children. Do we
really want to make fun of our
own families?

Lillian Chan is a UMass stu-

dent.
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One million women: cultivating a community
Early Sunday morning, over 200

women stepped off the buses at

llaigis Mall ending a one-day stay in

the City of Brotherly Love.

As a participant of the Million

Women March. 1 joined with other

women to thank the University of

Massachusetts community for its

institutional support, the contingent

of men that sent us off with food and

fanfare, and especially Lisa Scott

Crump. Director of the Women of

Color Program at the Everywoman's
Center, her staff, and the team of

volunteer chaperons for having the

vision, the patience, and the amazing

capacity to pull off and along, all of

our journeys every step of the way.

What was so impressive about the

Million Women March was the sheer

volume of grassroots activities that

have spawned and will continue to

grow from one person's vision of

African-American unity. What came
out of a small community in Georgia

gMV", rise to an entire nation's awak-

ening. People from every part of the

country toiled incessantly to bring

forth the spirit of hope and happi-

ness present in the faces of black

children. They were among one mil-

lion women who
could vocalize what

the children could

not. Carrying ban-

ners, waving flags, holding signs, and

singing songs were the black women
who have historically battled in the

front lines for social change, spear-

heading movements, advocating for

better living conditions.

1 reflected on the first massive

gathering I attended four years ago

which commemorated the 30th

anniversary of the March on
Washington, when the Reverend
Doctor Martin Luther King made his

famous "I Have a Dream" speech.

About a dozen young people repre-

senting the Coalition for Asian

Pacific American Youth (CAPAY)
hopped on a bus sponsored by the

Urban League and headed down to

Washington, D.C., to honor the

work and re-commit to the unfin-

ished business of the civil rights

movement. That march was named.

"Passing the Torch."

While "Jobs, )ustice, and Peace"

signs enamored the crowd, I listened

intently to the speeches made by offi-

cials and Coretta Scott King. I even

caught a glimpse of Rosa Parks sit-

ting up on stage. What was impor-

tant was not so much the quotes or

the disappointment of not leaving

with a specific set of instructions if

young people were to be the next

torch bearers, but the deep and last-

ing impression when people come
together to make headway in the

push and pull of social change.

I found hope coming from the

hearts of the people that were pre-

sent, with their reasons for being

there. It is not untill recently that the

directions inaudible in 1993 became

loud and clear with the advent of the

Poor People's March last fall, and

now the apex of the Million Women
March last weekend. 1 wanted to be

part of the

making of

history, andVirapharuh Douangmany
1 wanted to

take notes to take back to my com-

munity. Needless to say, last

Saturday there was a resurgence of

energy, infectious when people came

together to make headway in the

push and pull of social change.

Long-time local Asian American

activists and the Asian American

Resource Workshop (AARW) paid

for our bus ride and encouraged us

to experience an opportunity of a

lifetime in 1993. As Asian-American

youth, desperate for fundamental

rudiments that could be provided for

by an Asian-American Studies cur-

riculum in our schools, we sought

our education wherever we could to

be given some relief from a system

saturated with Eurocentric peda-

gogy. Questions such as our role in

the Civil Rights Movement and our

place in the context of American his-

tory were taught and answered in

such a way that Asian-Americans

were distorted or marginalized to the

point of oblivion. For us, going to

this march meant seeking out the

truth. What we found were national

Asian-American organizations repre-

sented, but not Asian-Americans in

sheer numbers coming out.

The desire to someday have an

Asian-American community empow-

ered enough to come together in

massive numbers, rallying around a

common agenda for progressive

social change for all Americans, is

yet unfulfilled.

I want to take this opportunity to

comment on the apparent physical

separation, social, and mental isola-

tion, exacerbated by misinformation

or no information among communi-

ties of color.

In the past year I have heard the

appreciation for hearing about the

Chicano movement from black,

Latino, and white students and being

inspired to know more. However, I

have not heard from the

Asian-American community here at

the University for similar efforts to

reach out intellectually to people

outside their tight circle, their com-

munity, their world.

Those who do not participate in

this progressive thinking draw their

knowledge from a Eurocentric per-

spective. Some speculate that

Asian-Americans adopt and there-

fore relate more to Eurocentric

thought, ideology and identity

because of their learning/living envi-

ronments/arrangements and or

socio-economic order. Due to a

sense of alienation from those com-
munities that have a long history of

protest and struggle— including

their own — these Asian-Americans

are not likely to contribute. This

would explain why Asian-
Americans would exhibit similar

resistance as some white people

would and be absent in the struggle

for racial, and economic justice.

For some Asian-Americans I think

this could explain why they are

absent in protests, like in Goodell

when a dozen Asians were in and

only a dozen more were outside.

However, if Asian-American Studies

were actually legitimized just like the

African-American Studies depart-

ment, you would have a lot more
Asians participating in student poli-

tics and advocating for progressive

issues. But because graduate teach-

ing assistants have been the only

ones teaching and offering

Asian-American studies courses,

unpaid, unsupported, and unrecog-

nized by the University community,

only a handful of students each

semester get to learn about the

Asian-American movement, its peo-

ples, histories, and struggles, beyond

how to stir-fry vegetables.

Tragically, some Asian Americans do

not know about the revolutionary

poems carved into the wood pilings

of Angel Island over a century old

that were haphazardly constructed to

imprison thousands of Chinese

immigrants who were displaced by

the economic and social disaster cre-

ated by European imperialism in

their homeland.

Sadly, they do not know that one

of the first legal challenges to dis-

criminatory practices in public edu-

cation came from the

Asian-American community. When
their children were refused school-

ing because there was no bilingual

education offered, parents appealed

UMass women head to Philadelphia
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to the courts long before Brown vs.

Board of Education. Even more dis-

turbing than the ignorance of histo-

ry is the ignorance of current issues

affecting the Asian-American com-

munity.

How many people knew that in

the mid-eighties, a Boston Police

officer in broad daylight clubbed,

punched, and kicked an elderly

Chinese immigrant crossing a

Chinatown street, repeatedly slam-

ming him into a brick wall? The
officer claimed he had solicited a

prostitute, but how could he have

when the elderly man barely spoke

a word of English? Even the Mayor

of Boston at the time, Ray Flynn,

visited the victim in his home to

offer his condolences to the family,

but nothing could erase the brutali-

ty that met that man and his com-

munity who organized on his

behalf.

We could talk about the

Chinese-American male, Vincent

Chin, who was beaten to death on

the streets of Detroit with a baseball

bat swung by two disgruntled auto

workers who mistook him as being

Japanese. We could also say that the

two white men served not one day of

time. But, why venture out there

when Massachusetts has the highest

rate of hate crimes being committed

against Asians? In 1994, Fall River

claimed one Cambodian's life who
was in his own backyard taking out

the trash and was confronted with

racial violence by his neighbors. A
white Lowell youth, son of a

well-known racist, killed an

Asian-American classmate by throw-

ing him into the river.

I think that if Asians listened more

closely and ventured out a little they

could learn a lot about how the

struggles waged by people of color

have benefited them. They would
feel less alienation from the people

they ought to connect with, learn

from, and work for.

Viraphanh Douangmany is a

UMass student.

The unfinished journey of el Che The new McCarthyism

Ernesto "Che" Guevara

The life of Ernesto Guevara

Soma is a journey into the con-

science of humanity, a journey

unfinished.

Guevara began as el Pelao. a

1
4 -year-old boy known for his

natural analytical skills. El

Pelao began dreaming about a

trip around South America with

his older friend Alberto

Granado.

It is the dream of every Latin

American adolescent, el viaje, a

journey to bring one to terms

with the past, visit ancestors in

original cities . . . Cuzco,

Tenochtitlan, Chichen-ltza. It is

also to visit the modern cities . .

Mexico. Rio,

Santiago, meet fel-

low Latin

Americans, and
indeed discover whether we
really believe in the idea of a

Latin America.

El Pelao was destined for this

voyage of discovery, although

he first prepared himself by

exploring Gardel's Buenos Aires

Ouerido and the expanse of his

Argentinean pafrta. In 1945, on

a bicycle with a small engine, el

Pelao made this thousands of

miles journey around the

Argentinean countryside,

through the deserts, valleys and

flat pampas in order to regain

contact with Mial (Alberto's

knickname). El Pelao had
become el Fuser, from
luribundo, an invocation of his

tenacity and fearless style of

playing rugby and futbol.

It took seven more years of

discussion and planning before

Mial and el Fuser would ride

through South America on La
Poderosa II. a 500 cc Norton

motorcycle. Despite the univer-

sality of the dream, most Latin

Americans never get to this

stage, oprcssesed by the tyranny

of day to day life. El Fuser was

about to graduate as a medical

doctor when he decided the

time was ripe for el viaje.

Their trip took Mial and el

Fuser through the leper colonies

of Latin America. The height-

ened sensibility needed to treat

and respect lepers would later

be a foundation for the politics

of Guevara. By the end of the

journey in Caracas, el Fuser was

filled with questions. He had

seen the pre-colombian ruins of

Machu Picchu. the Amazonian
forests, the militarized city of

Bogota and. not least of all.

Yanqui Imperialism at its crud-

est in the Chilean copper mines

of Chuquicamata.

El Fuser finished his medical

degree but quickly he found

]uan Jose Cha<6n Quiros de QuetzalcoatI

that as medical doctor he could

do nothing but treat the afflict-

ed individual. He became more

Interested in attacking the

source of the disease, both indi-

vidual and social. For this pur-

pose he landed In Guatemala

City shortly before Christmas,

1953. The elected government

of Jacobo Arbenz was undertak-

ing a gradualist approach to

social change, including land

reform. When Arbenz was
deposed by a CIA sponsored

coup in 1954, Guevara deter-

mined to devote himself to the

Revolution.

His journey continued from

Guatemala to Mexico City,

where his fate became inter-

twined with Fidel Castro and

othere Cubans plotting to over-

throw the dictator Batista. In

the process, he became the leg-

endary Chi Guevara — a pio-

neer of guerrilla warfare, ready

to die for the idea of Latin

America which by definition is a

free Latin America. The rest is

history.

Chi overcame asthma
attacks, harrowing months of

jungle warfare, and Batista's

COUHTCSY ASSOCIATED rwss

army culminating in his great

triumph in the city of Santa

Clara, where he was reburied

last week.

His journey continued from

Guatemala to Mexico City,

where his fate became inter-

twined with Fidel Castro and

other Cubans plotting to over-

throw the dictator Batista. In

the process, he became the leg-

endary Chi Guevara — a pio-

neer of guerilla warfare, ready

to die for the idea of Latin

America which by definition is a

free Latin America. The rest is

history.

In the new revolutionary gov-

ernment, Chi
became the

head of the tri

bunals at La
Cabana, and later President of

the Central Bank and Minister

of Industry. He left these glori-

ous achievements for Africa It

was not without pain, but he

wanted to fight, shoulder to

shoulder, in the anti-colonial

struggles.

Chi spent his last days in the

Bolivian alttplano trying to gain

support for the Revolution.

Even Felix Rodriguez, the CIA
operative in charge of CWs
murder, says his last days were

filled with "grace and courage."

You could say he was an
accomplished man, a true revo-

lutionary, but more than that,

he was a viajero. a traveler into

the soul of humanity. He left

everything behind but his love

for justice, equality and free-

dom, his love for mankind.

And. for that, Ernesto
Guevara Serna, el Pelao, el

Fuser. el Chi remains the idol of

Latin American youth. He
exemplifies, in victory and
defeat, the pride that has been

lost in Nuestra America, since

1492.

fuan losi Chacdn Quirts de

Ouetzalcdatl is a UMass stu-

dent.

McCarthyism in its ugliest form has

reemerged in the United States. New
laws provide for guilt by association,

closed trials with secret evidence, and

the power of the government to arbitrar-

ily designate political organization^ and

opinions effectively illegal.

At a time when this nation is recalling

with horror the abuses that began 50

years ago in 1947, the worst excesses of

McCarthyism. and more, are being quiet-

ly re-written into the law in the name of

anti-terrorism.

The "Anti-Terrorism Act of 1996."

which was passed in the hysterical after-

math of the Oklahoma City bombing,

provides the bedrock for these civil

rights abuses. Although that bombing

proved to be the work of ail-American

fascists trained by the U.S. Army, the

law specifically targets foreigners, espe-

cially Arabs and Muslims, for punish-

ment by giving the State Department the

authority to illegalize them.

Three weeks ago, under the terms of

this law. the State Department issued a

list of 30 "terrorist organizations," more

than half of which are Palestinian or

Lebanese.

The new McCarthyism. unlike the

great purge of the late 1940s and early

1950s, but reminiscent of earlier Red

Scares of the Sacco and Vanzetti variety,

enacts a distinct ethnic and racial ani-

mus. It is also thoroughly infected by the

anti-immigrant virus sweeping this coun-

ty-

Moreover, the absence of the Irish

Republican Army from the list is clearly

indicative of the ethnic sensibility that

informs the content and enforcement of

the new laws.

In a resurrection of the notorious

MacCarran-Walter Act, which barred

Communists from entering the U.S.,

non-citizens deemed to be "members" of

the newly designated "terrorist" groups

are banned from this country.

Just as the organizations listed have

been arbitrarily designated "terrorist" on

the basis of unspecified actions, there is

no provision in the law describing what

is defined by membership in these

groups.

Is an individual who goes around

making speeches on behalf of Hamas

and raising money for their schools in

Gaza a "member" of Hamas? Is every-

one who voted for Hizballah, one of the

largest political parties in the Lebanese

Parliament, a "member" of that

Hizballah?

Hussein Ibish

U.S. citizens are barred from giving

the designated groups any material sup-

port whatsoever, including material sup-

port for nonviolent, charitable, and

political activities. Such contributions

will be punished by a ten year federal

prison sentence.

For example, it is now absolutely ille-

gal to provide support to the hospitals

and orphanages run by some of these

groups — most obviously Hamas and

Hizballah, which are mainly social ser-

vice organizations.

In contrast, financial support to

groups such Ataret

Cohanim and
other Zionist set-

tler organizations

remains not only legal, but tax

deductible. This is in spite of the fact

that such settlement activity in occupied

territories is strictly illegal under the

Fourth Geneva Convention and interna-

tional law in general, and has been

described as "illegal" by every U.S.

administration since 1967.

The ban on contributions to selected

political organizations, whose opinions

the State Department dislikes, also con-

stitutes a major restriction of free

speech.

One of the major barriers to cam-

paign finance reform in this country is

that the Supreme Court has ruled finan-

cial contributions to political organiza-

tions constitute a form of speech pro-

tected by the First Amendment. The

Congress and State Department have

now made such speech, in the case of

the selected organizations, illegal.

The Kafka-esque "Anti-Terrorism

Act of 1996" treats non-citizens as

threats to state security by allowing

indefinate detention without charges

based on secret eveidence and anony-

mous accusation. With tiresome pre-

dictability, all the prosecutions in which

the lustice Department's case relies on

secret evidence have been aimed at Arab

men.
Nasser Ahamed, an Egyptian who has

lived in New York City since 1986 and

has three American children, has been

in prison for over a year without charges

on the basis of secret evidence that is

unavailable to him or his attorneys.

Mazan Al-Najjar. a professor at the

University of South Florida in Tampa,

has similarly been imprisoned since May

19 solely on the basis of secret evidence.

Ali Termos, a Lebanese man who has

lived with his American wife for over

ten years in Michigan, spent over a year

in prison and was finally deported with-

out a hearing, all on the basis of secret

evidence. His imprisonment was trans-

parently designed to prevent him from

changing bis status to permanent resi-

dent, as he would have been entitled to

do, thus preventing such a summary
deportation.

The only suggestion of what the accu-

sations against him were came during his

interrogation by FBI agents, which

focused on his political opinions and

contributions he made to an orphanage

in south Lebanon.

The broader implications of

this "terrorism list" are simulta-

neously both chilling and

absurd.

The State Department, perhaps with-

out realizing the implications, has desig-

nated illegal most of the constituent

organizations that make up the PLO, the

U.S.' "partner in peace." The U.S. relies

on these groups, whose acknowledged

members include senior figures in the

Palestine National Authority (PNA), to

further its strategic goals in the Middle

East. At the same time, Americans are

now barred from all association with

these groups and their members may not

enter the U.S.

Furthermore, Hizballah, which is the

organized Lebanese resistance move-

ment against Israeli occupation in south

Lebanon, is included in the list of "ter-

rorist" organizations. The U.S. thereby

effectively denies the right of the

Lebanese people to resist Israeli occupa-

tion, and implicitly endorses the occupa-

tion by illegalizing support for the resis-

tance.

In other words, if you are a non-citi-

zen who points out that the Lebanese

have a right, clearly enshrined in interna-

tional law and treaties to which the U.S.

is a party, to defend themselves from the

foreign soldiers who have occupied their

land, under this law you could find your-

self secretly tried, accused by evidence

withheld from you and your attorneys,

and summarily deported.

And, if you are a U.S. citizen who
donates textbooks to the wrong school,

blankets to the wrong orphanage, or

towels to the wrong hospital, you could

be sentenced to ten years in federal

prison as a "threat to national security."

Senator McCarthy would have loved

it.

Hussein Ibish is a UMass graduate stu-

dent.

Foreign Terrorist Organizations
Released by the Office of the

Coordinator for Counterterrorism, U.S.

Department of State

October 8, 1997
• Abu Nidal Organization (ANO)
• Abu Sayyaf Group (ASG)
• Armed Islamic Group (GIA)

• Aum Shinrikyo (Aum)
• Euzkadi Ta Askatasuna (ETA)

• Democratic Front for the Liberation

of Palestine- Hawatmeh Faction (DFLP)
• HAMAS (Islamic Resistance

Movement)
• Harrakat ul Ansar (HUA)
• Hizballah (Party of God)
• Gama'a al-lslamiyya (Islamic

Group. IG)

• lapanese Red Army (IRA)

• al-lihad

• Kach
• Kahane Chai

• Khmer Rouge
• Kurdistan Workers' Party (PKK)
• Liberation Tigers of Tamil Edam

(LITE)
• Manuel Rodriguez Patriotic Front

Dissidents (FPMR/D)
• Mujahedin-e Khalq Organization

(MED. MKO)
• National Liberation Army (ELN)
• Palestine Islamic lihad-Shaqaqi

Faction (Pl|)

• Palestine Liberation Front-Abu
Abbas Faction (PLF)

• Popular Front for the Liberation of

Palestine VPFLP)
• Popular Front for the Liberation of

Palestine-General Command
(PFLP-GC)

• Revolutionary Armed Forces of

Colombia (FARC)
• Revolutionary Organization 17

November ( 1 7 November)
• Revolutionary People's Liberation

Party/Front (DHKP/C)
• Revolutionary People's Struggle

(ELA)
• Shining Path (Sendero Luminoso.

SL)
• Tupac Amaru Revolutionary

Movement (MRTA)
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New book exposes the

myths about marijuana
By Jeff Hnatio

Collegian Correspondent

MARIJUANA MYTHS, MARIJUANA
FACTS

Lynn Zimmer Ph.D., & John P

Morgan, M.D.

The Lindesmith Center

Marijuana and marijuana use are

extremely controversial and emo-

tional issues in American Society.

There are a wide range of opinions

and claims about marijuana's

effects. A new book written by two

doctors, Lynn Zimmer. Ph.D.. and

|ohn P. Morgan, M.D., explores

the scientific evidence available on

marijuana and its effects.

Marijuana Myths, Marijuana

Facts contains 20 chapters, each

one focusing on a major myth
about marijuana. Scientific facts

are presented which counter each

myth. Overall, the book deals with

nearly every major myth of mari-

juana's effects on humans.

A number of topics are covered

in the book. Among the more
interesting topics examined is med-

icinal marijuana. Based on current

evidence, the authors conclude

that marijuana is valuable as a

medicine, not only as a pain killer

but also since it is inexpensive to

produce and can be ingested in

multiple ways.

Another interesting topic is mar-

ijuana and highway safety. Some
of the studies discussed in the

book reveal that in general, high

amounts of marijuana cause Iwi

driver impairment than low

amounts of alcohol, and low

amounts of marijuana cause practi-

cally no impairment at all.

Marijuana Myths. Marijuana

Facts also delves into politics and

current marijuana policy. The

Dutch government's policy on

marijuana is analyzed and the

extent of marijuana usage in the

Netherlands and the United States

is compared. Also, the results of

two major US government investi-

gations on marijuana's effects, the

Shafer Commission and the

Eastland hearings, are contrasted

and analyzed.

Other topics covered by the

book include marijuana and addic-

tion, marijuana's effects on preg-

nancy, memory and cognition.

Marijuana Myths. Marijuana

Facts is a clear, well written book

that is fairly easy to read and

understand. The research present-

ed by the authors is well docu-

mented with nearly 70 pages of

references. While this book may be

read cover to cover, the chapters

can be read individually if the

reader is interested in only certain

topics. This book does not deal

with the moral issues related to

marijuana, but presents scientific

facts and conclusions on marijua-

na's physical effects on humans.

To this end. the book achieves it

goal. A

"Ecstasy"

YVONNE YANC/COUEGIAN

Rusted Root played an energetic show at Amherst College on

Saturday night.
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Ethan Hawke strives for perfection in Gattaca

New sci-fi film explores an imperfect future

By Adam Levine

Collegian Staff

GATTACA
Directed by Andrew Niccol

with Ethan Hawke, Jude Law, lima

Thurman

Playing at Mt. Farms Four Theater

Gattaca contains all the ambition

of a frightening morality tale — a dis-

ruptive look into the

not-so-distant-future that is as pre-

dictable as it is horrifying. A shame-

less world where prejudice takes on

new dimensions and destiny is rela-

tive to genetic make-up.

The world of Gattaca is a homage

to fascist architecture, clean streets

and empty lives, a world so proper,

so precise that one can not help but

be ultimately intrigued, at least in

theory.

However, the film's conflict lies in

its inability to focus on any of these

apparent factors, rather than explore

this haunting non-utopia it limits

itself to uninteresting subplots.

Freshman director Andrew Niccol

has lost himself within his eerie

vision of a world dictated by genetics.

He is saved by a talented cast, each

contributing greatly to this vision,

everyone representing a different

aspect of Niccol's world to come. The

characters are not as defined by good

and evil, but rather the hierarchy of a

society controlled by the perceptions

of perfection.

Gattaca represents a time where

parents can actually choose the genet-

ic make-ups of their children.

Eventually this establishes a segrega-

tion between those who are consid-

ered valid and the others who were

born naturally, or in this future con-

text they are rather referred to as

inferior and invalid. Vincent Freeman

(Ethan Hawke) is one of the unlucky

• Free Estimates

• Lifetime Warranty

• Auto Glass Replacement

• Car & Truck Rental

North Amherst Motors
Collision Repair Center (0n bus rou1e °"e miie ,nxn UMass)
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ones, conceived for no other reason

than the love shared between his par-

ents. In our world this is considered

noble, but in Gattaca. Freeman's life

is limited to inferior positions in soci-

ety. As a result, his brother is engi-

neered in the lab and for that he

excels in everything that Freeman can

not. Their ongoii:g swimming compe-

titions attempt to represent a theme

for the characters' motivations and

hope to allude to an allegorical look

at segregation and brotherhood.

Instead they are unfortunate displays

of random editing and macho non-

sense.

The breathtaking cinematography

is a character in itself, instilling an

unnerving sense of precision which

coincides with the attitudes of

Niccol's future. The pace is slow, one

of the film's unfortunate flaws and a

common trademark of many
non-utopian films, yet at least the

cinematography allows us something

to look at as we anticipate a shocking

climax that never occurs.

Production wise, however, it is

Gattaca s elaborate, fascist inspired

sets that create the film's psychologi-

cal continuity. Within the control

room of the Gattaca Corporation, a

futuristic NASA, we see the young,

flawless navigators relentlessly dia-

graming the best route for space mis-

sions. These rooms are so clean they

appear untouched or even intangible,

yet they are fascinating in their char-

acteristics, representing architecture

so removed from human imperfec-

tion.

The outside sets are equally as dis-

turbing, perhaps modeled after a

combination of the production

designs of Woody Allen's Sleeper and

George Lucas' THX-1158. Here the

design of the future symbolically

coincides with the film's plot, both

working together to outline a tor-

A zealous investigator (Loren Dean)

Detective Hugo (Alan Arkin) in Gattaca

tured world plagued by conceptions

unattainable by our standards.

Freeman, despite his handicap of

being bom without medical intrusion,

finds a way to realize his dream of

becoming a navigator for Gattaca. He
switches roles with a valid man,

played brilliantly by |ude Law who.

due to a accident resulting in para-

lyzation of his legs, can no longer be

considered legitimate. Freeman
becomes )erome Morrow and lands a

position at the elitist Gattaca Co. In

return he provides companionship for

the real Morrow, whose dysfunction-

al legs are not as near of a burden as

the fact that his position in an unfor-

giving society has been stripped

away.

Gattaca makes certain intriguing

points, most specifically in its similar-

ities to Nazism, Niccol has created a

thought provoking film which criti-

cizes our notions of perfection. In its

COURTf SV DARREN MICHAflS

compares murder scene notes with

true essence, Gattaca is a terrifying

film, because it plays on how
obsessed we are with physical

appearance and how the next stage of

our neurosis may not be too far ;iw;i>

Yet when an uninteresting murder

mystery erupts, alluding to tin' fact

that the Gattaca director was killed

by Freeman when he may have dis-

covered his secret, the film begins to

lose touch with its apparent purpose

The love interest, played by Uma
Thurman. also seems thrown into the

plot at the last minute. Wtvinf more

as a hindrance than fuel for the nar-

rative.

With its faults intact. Gattaca can

still give us something to think about.

as all successful science fiction

should. However, Gattaca will not

blow your mind, but rather allow you

to gently nod your head and lay.

"hmm that was kind of interesting."

B-

Goldfinger proves to their

fans that punk isn't dead
By Alexandria Lipka

Collegian Correspondent

GCHDFINGCR/SAVE FERRIS/KARAS

FLOWERS
Pearl Street

Oct 25

NORTHAMPTON — It was an

almost filled to capacity crowd
last Saturday night when
Goldfinger played Pearl Street.

People had shown up pretty early

to get prime spots on the floor

for what would turn out to be

one of the most sweat-filled ener-

gy feasts that this concert-goer

has ever experienced.

First up was Kara's Flowers

who, in keeping with the theme

of the evening, tried their best to

turn their wiry, electric guitar

rock into punk. The crowd was a

little less than hospitable but they

just needed to keep in mind that

the best things come to those

who wait.

The real warming up began
when Save Ferris hit the stage,

setting the pace of the evening

with their bouncy ska rhythms

and dynamic eagerness. Save

Ferris, a band perfectly comfort-

able on stage, played just about

every song off of their new album

including "Come On Eileen," my
own personal favorite "Under
21" and a cover of Operation

Ivy's "Artificial Life." Needless to

say, by the time Goldfinger got

on stage, the hot and sweaty

crowd was pumped and ready to

let lose.

Opening furiously with the

hard-hitting "Answers,"

Goldfinger struck with such
time-bomb-like force that had
been waiting too long to go off

and suddenly detonated before

everyone's eyes. Frontman |ohn

Feldman was nothing short of

spectacular as he and his band-

mates sang, jumped, kicked,

danced and stage dove their way
into out hearts, serving up pure

punk seasoned with just a hint of

ska. The signature bass of Simon
Williams, supplemented by the

guitar of Charlie Paulson and the

drumming of Darrin Pfeiffer,

were the solid backdrop for a

small horn section that swept the

crowd into a frenzy, leaving me
nearly dizzy and the guards near

the stage in sheer awe.

Goldfinger played radio friend-

ly hits such as "Here In Your
Bedroom" and "This Lonely
Place" and many more not so

radio friendly hits. Crowd
pleasers "Carlita." "Skaway" and

King For a Day" spurred hectic

mosh pits that sprung up like lit-

tle tiny tornadoes ready to swal-

low up any and all unsuspecting

victims. Despite some technical

difficulties through the first half

of their set. the band was all

smiles as they made the best of it,

allowing those lucky enough to

make it on stage to become a part

of their delightful antics.

The encore, opening with
"Mable" and wrapping up with

"Miles." was one of their best.

Goldfinger proved to be a band
with an extremely firm and proud
fan-base more than willing to

attest to the fact that punk is not

dead.

Maceo Parker shows fans

the true definition offunk
By Kevin Monahon
Collegian Correspondent

visit us @ http://www.umass.edu/rso/colegian

MACEO PARKER
UMoa Student Union Ballroom

Oct. 26

"Everything we do from now on

shall be funky!"

It was with these words saxo-

phonist Maceo Parker aroused his

audience Sunday night at the

Student Union Ballroom.

Parker demonstrated how strong

connections with everyone on stage

and off are the signature of a good

performer. Parker's unique brand

of funk, soul and jazz had virtually

every audience member captivated

— as well as thoroughly enter-

tained.

A former backing player for the

godfather of funk. James Brown.

Parker has since leaft the R&B
horn section (The |B Horns) and

has gone on to establish a name for

himself world-wide. Becoming an

absolute master of his craft. Parker

has been given the nickname "The

architect of groove." Indeed, he

proved this to no end at the

Student Union Ballroom Sunday

evening.

The show began with a keyboard

solo, his six-piece backing band

chanting "Come on, Maceo!"
Making a big entrance into the

audience before taking the stage,

Parker immediately fed off this

rousing welcome. Before one

breath was blown into his sax. the

audience was awestruck by his on

stage charisma. When he said, "It's

great to be here." the audience

actually believed him because his

excitement was so visible.

Parker is a musician who love*

to perform live, and he uses that

positive energy to his advantage b\

feeding it all into his music and

using what is left over (there is a

lot left over) to interact with his

band and the audience.

During the extended jam of the

Maceo favorite. "Shake

Everything You Got." Parker let

each band member have his turn

in the spotlight. He later invited

an audience member on stage to

wish her a happy birthday, then

brought another on stage just

because she was having tun. and

brought up yet another to dance

with him.

Admitting that he had forgotten

a line, or laughing too hard to sing.

Parker clearly enjoyed his time on

the SUB stage. Rather than alow

ing this banter to be a hinderance

Parker used it to his advantage.

With a tempo ranging from fasl

and funky, to slow and bluesy.

Parker displayed his versatility .1- .1

musician. The energy emitted from

the stage and from the audience

filled the room and left only a few

in the crowd who were not danc-

ing.

Overall. Maceo Parker's perfor

mance Sunday night was entertain-

ing to say the least. With the skills

of a performer who knows how to

keep even the most disinterested

spectator watching. Parker showed

just what "funk" is all about. Fans

and non-fans alike had to agree

that Maceo Parker put on a great

show.
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baseball
continued from page 10

gated to the bullpen. It was only when Alex Fernandez went
down with a torn rotator cuff that Hernandez was called to
action.

He responded by becoming the second rookie ever to win
the Series MVP (Larry Sherry, 1959). But more importantly,
his mother was in Pro Player Stadium to see him accept his

trophy; Cuban officials allowed her to visit the U.S. for the
seventh game.

He's a World Series legend and a Cuban national hero.
All these players were trying to do was prove they

belonged. All they did was make history.

• I'd like to officially say that before the season even began— under the tutelage of renowned baseball guru Matt Sexaur
who plays a little saxophone too — I crunched the numbers
and picked the Florida Marlins to win the World Series.

I did have the Yankees in the playoffs, despite what you
may think, losing in the first round. Hmmm...

Fred Hurlbrink, jr. is a Collegian columnist

Despite adversity, men's tennis demolishes URI
By Sanford Appell

Collegian Staff

The men's tennis team con

eluded its fall campaign with an

ace, smashing the University of

Rhode Island by a tally of 6-1.

For the fifth straight match this

season, the singles play picked

up the doubles teams that could

not a pull out the point.

The Friday afternoon match

against Atlantic 10 rival U.R.I.,

started off in ominous fashion.

No. 1 singles player Todd
Cheney had come down with

bronchitis and was bumped to

the second position. Alex Aller

was also a last minute scratch

by UMass coach |udy Dixon.

Parsa Samii was moved up to

No. 4 while Kevin Curley

played No. 5. Jason Lin stepped

into singles action at No. 6 for

only the second time this sea-

son.

Impressively, the Minutemen

captured all six singles matches

despite their last-minute

scratches. Coach Dixon was
almost astounded with the

effort.

"This was a first-class win."

Dixon said. "For the guys to

step up like that was just terrif-

ic."

Even though the A- 10 tour-

nament may be a long way off,

this win holds extra bearing

because it was an inter-league

win and it will affect the seed-

ings later on.

Slyman. who has been out-

standing all season, stepped
into the No. 1 singles match
against Chris Bender with
beaming confidence. He pulled

out a 7-6. 6-4 win over Bender

which will go down as his

biggest victory of the season.

With the effort. Slyman main-

tained an undefeated record for

the entire season.

"It was an intense personal

victory, but more importantly. I

really helped out the team,"

Slyman said.

Cheney, overcame all his

physical ailments to hold off

Kevin Collozzi 6-4, 6-2.

"For him to even go out there

was impressive," assistant

coach lason Bedford said. "The

fact that he won just proves

how dedicated he is to the

team."

Rob Manchester completed
his near perfect season with an

easy day at the office. He
knocked off )osh Schofield

6-1.6- 1.

"I was really pleased that the

lower half of singles players did

so well," Dixon said. "This is a

really positive thing heading

into the off-season."

Parsa Samii also turned in his

most productive appearance by

coming out with a 6-3, 6-2 vic-

tory. Curley and Lin were also

straight set victors.

"The fact that we can shift

around the lineup like this and

still come out on top is a really

good indication," Dixon said.

Clark
continued from page 10

player on the team.

"You know, everyday I think about

how lucky 1 have been," Clark said.

"Words can't describe it."

All of the hard work and commit-
ment payed off when Clark was drafted

by the Milwaukee Brewers in the 20th

round of the 1997 amateur baseball

draft in |une.

"I was in disbelief," Clark said.

"People were telling me that I'd get

drafted, but 1 just shrugged them off. I

must have been touched by somebody.

No matter if I make it or not, I'll always

have that with me."

Clark decided to remain in school

this year, and put off joining the

Brewers farm system for the time

being. It was a difficult decision for

him to make, but Clark said it all came
down to one thing.

"Loyalty. I made a commitment to

play football here and I didn't want to

let them down," Clark said. "Coming
back was more important than any

amount of money a baseball team
could give me."

Clark takes the same approach to his

school work, which he admits can easi-

ly get lost in the frantic mix of travel-

ing, games and practices.

"I've always maintained a 2.5 GPA
or better," Clark said. "But it's been

hard. Time management is one of those

things you have to have. You need to

have a good balance or you'll fall off."

Clark is lucky, in some ways, to have

a relatively similar schedule all year

long. His mornings begin early, usually

around 8 or 9 a.m. He's on campus
until 2:30 p.m. when he heads to foot-

ball practice in the fall, baseball prac-

tice in the spring, and training in the

winter.

Clark doesn't return home until

around 7 p.m. when he eats then

heads back to campus for tutoring

sessions or to the library to do his

homework.
Clark is now working hard on the

field for UMass football and equally

hard off of it towards receiving a

degree in Biology. He's not sure

where the major will lead him,

though he has often thought of

attending dental school if baseball

does not pan out.

"The classes are really challenging,

but it's important to my family and

myself that I get a degree," Clark

said.

Clark's family is a large one with

six brothers and sisters. He credits

them for giving him the support to

continue on each day.

"I've excelled because of them."

Clark said. "They come to the games

and 1 always know they're in my cor-

ner when I need them."

Clark said he needs them around

quite a bit. because the pressure along

with the daily grind can really wear

down on him.
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Collegian Classifieds
University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

ANNOUNCMENTS

Visit

New York Law School

on your campus!

Law School Fair ,

[10/29/97], Come
pick up an application

and speak to an

Admissions Counselor.

Visit our website at

:

www.ny1s.edu

EMPLOYMENT

CARRIERS
AND

DRIVERS
NEEDED

AUTO FOR SALE

Toyota Corolla 1992 AC.

Sharp, Clean, Drives Like

Sharpi $5700. Call 549-

7166

Wanted: Junk Cars Cash

paid everyday 1-800-649-

4795

85 Mazda RX7 Good
shape. $1000 or Best

Offer. 549-5172

EMPLOYMENT

Jobs for the

Environment

Campaign with MassPirg

to reduce pesticide use.

Flexible schedule.

$50-$75/day.

Call Terry ©256-6434

Personal Administrator

with good typing, organi-

zational, and PR skills.

Contact 549-3613

Personal Care
Attendant for weekend
morning. $7 85/hour. Call

546-0666

C.ill John Riley

at 5847804
oi

1-800-858-4275 Ext

COILECI NEWS SERVICE

EMPLOYMENT
LEGAL ASSISTANTS
WANTED Spring 1998

Internships With The

Student Legal Services

Office; get hands-on expe-

rience in the legal field

—

work directly with attor-

neys and clients Earn up

to 15 undergraduate cred-

its No experience in the

legal profession neces-

sary— training provided.

Contact The Student Legal

Services Office today: 545-

1995, 922 Campus Center.

ENTERTAINMENT

Human Services- Want

to make a difference in

someone's life? Relief sup-

port needed to work with

developmentally disabled

adults, may lead to perma-

nent hours. Hours include

evenings, weekends
and/or overnights.

Required: HS diploma, dri-

ver's license and a true

interest in helping people.

Call 323-6872 to start

application process.

AA/E0E

Posterer Wanted $6/hr

259-1227

Rao's Coffee is hiring

FA and P/T. Food experi-

ence necessary. Please

apply in person.

DJ For Hire: Professional

DJ spinning all types of

music for your next party

or function. Call for more

details. 253-6593. DJ

F00Z (Ask for Tim)

FOR SALE

Watch batteries, ear

piercing, eyeglass

repairs, jewelry restora-

tion, diamond engage-

ments, wedding rings.

Silverscape Designs, 264

N. Pleasant St., Amherst.

253-3324 Open Daijy.

Mongoose Bike For

Sale Large. $240 or B/0

Call 549-6926

Elton John 4 excellent

seats. 11/5 (516)867-7392

Elton John Tickets For

Sale Great seats. Call

253-6352

FOR SALE

COMPUTERS!
New P166MMX from

$995 Laptops, peripher-

als. ZarVision 582-9198

V/MC/AMEX

Laptop Notebook Works

good. $150. Good for

school. Call Steve

(413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for

computer. Works great.

Call CPC (413)584-8857

FOUND

Camera at Fine Arts

Center Bus Stop on 10/23

Call 253-7695

LOST- GLASSES green

case. Lost on 10/21. If

found please call 549-

6909

Lost: Watch with a brown

wristband. Swiss Army
Watch. Please call 546-

3344

Watch: Gold-colored cop-

per band; square shaped

Lost in or around

Chadbourne or Upper

Central Area on Sunday,

October 12, around noon.

If found please contact

Barry at 546-7246. Reward

will be offered! Thank

You!

THIS
SPACE
FOR
RENT

MISCELLANEOUS

EARN $750 $1500/WEEK

Raise all the money your

group needs by sponsoring

a VISA fundraiser on your

campus No investment &
very little time needed.

There's no obligation, so

why not call for informa-

tion today. Call 1-800-323-

8454 x 95.

ROOM FOR RENT

Available Jan 1 Uptown,

cheap rent. Call 256-3442

Don't Miss Out! Harlow

Properties

Housemate Wanted
$220-270/month. 548-

7972

Bedroom for rent in

house On Shumway
Street. On bus route. Close

to center of Amherst.

Available immediately.

Call 253-9410

ROOMMATE WANTED

Prefer female non-smok-

ing grad student. Nice

house with yard. Available

Jan 98 323-9268

Bedroom for rent on

Ingate Farms. Large ranch.

Scenic hiking. South

Amherst. $350. 256-5983

Female Roommates
Wanted Boulders Apts.

Amherst. On busline 259-

2995

SERVICES

Know Your Rights Do
you have questions about

your rights? Do you think

your civil rights have been

violated? Find out! Contact

The Student Legal

Services Office, 922

Campus Center, 545-1995.

Pregnant? Need help?

Call Birthright of Amherst

area for free testing and

assistance. 549-1906

TO SUBLET

Please Take Over My
Lease One bedroom
apartment at Cliffside.

$540/month inclusive

Great area. Willing to help

with 1st month rent! Must

leave area to care for ill

parent. Call 665-0334.

Available ASAP

TRAVEL

Earn MONEY and FREE

TRIPS!!

Absolute Best SPRING
BREAK Package avail-

able!! INDIVIDUALS, stu-

dent ORGANIZATIONS, or

small GROUPS wanted!!

Call INTER-CAMPUS PRO-

GRAMS at 1-800-327-

6013 or

http://www.icpt.com

SPRING BREAK
Largest selection of Spring

Break destinations includ-

ing cruises! Group dis-

counts and free trips avail-

able Epicurean Tours 1

800-231 -4FUN

TRAVEL

Spring Break "Take 2"

hiring Reps! Sell 15. Take

2 free. Hottest destina-

tions! Free parties, eats,

and drinks! Sunsplash 1-

800-426-7710 or

www.sunsplashtours.com

WANTED
Sell/Trade your preowned

games and systems. Call

Let's Play at 549-4505

CLASSIFIEDS
SPECIAL
FEATURES

BOLD WORDS
GREEK LETTERS
BLACK REVERSE

BORDER BOX

$.50 /word

$1.50 /line

$2.00 /run

$2.00 / run

HOW CAN I

PLACE A
COLLEGIAN
CLASSIFIED?

Classifieds are available

in "the box" on

the concourse

or

you charge

yourclassified

over the phone @
545-3500.

Personals Policy Rates Standard Headings
l All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian de>

sifted employees before payment and acceptance o*

the classified

2. Las* names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY
first names and initials are allowed The only excep-

tions are tor birthday or congratulations personals in

which case the full name may be ami
i Phone numbers are not allowed in personals NO

EXCEPTIONS
4. Addresses are not allowed in personals this means

dorm room numbers as well

5 Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are

not acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous

nature are not acceptable. Personals may not be

used tor the purpose of harassment

Profanity may not be used in personals

The personals section is for personals only The per

sonals section may NOT be used to sell items, seek

roommates, advertise meetings, etc

All personals must have the name, signature, and

UMass ID number of the student placing the as

filled in on the insertion order. Non-student-, mini

provide a valid driver's license and the license num
ber must be recorded on the insertion order. Use of

false identification or misrepresentation is subject to

penalties under the law

, The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit

any personal that does not meet the Collegians stan

dards in accordance with the statutes of the

Commonwealth of Massac husetts

Students

20<£ per word/day

All others

40$ per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
Pleaw uritt- 1 learly and

Ifcflibly. We are not responsible tor errors result-

ing from illegible handwriting or type.

ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT
ENTERTAINMENT

FOR SALE
FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

TUESDAY, OCT. 28

Bool Signing/Lecture — Doctors Lynn

Zimmer and lohn P. Morgan, authors of

Marijuana Myths. Marijuana Fads at 7:50

p.m. in Thompson, room 106. Sponsored by

the UMass Cannabis Reform Coalition.

Colloquium — Susan Grant Rosen, a Five

College Women's Studies Research

Associate from Union Theological Seminary,

will give a Colloquium entitled "Student

Protestantism and the College Woman" at

7:30 p.m in the Dickinson House Living

Room of the Five College Women's Studies

Research Centet at Mount Holyoke College.

Discussion — Discussion entitled "Shut

Down the Control Units at Marion Prison"

at 7 p.m. in the Campus Center. Part of the

prison awareness week and sponsored by the

Revolutionary Anti-Imperialist League.

Maoist Internationalist Movement and the

Black Student Union.

Info-Social — The Pride Alliance will be

holding an info- social at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center, room 802. Come share

your ideas and socialize. For more informa-

tion, call the office at 545-0154. email

lbgaOstuaf.umass.edu or stop by the office

in the Student Union, room 4I3B.

Meeting — The Index (UMass yearbook)

is holding its general meeting at 6:30 p.m.

in the Student Union, room 304. At' are

invited. For more information, contact lill

Aordkian at 545-0848.

Meeting — University Democrats is hav-

ing a general meeting at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center, room I68C

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 29

Dance — Israeli fold dancing at 8:30

p.m. in Grayson. Learn new dances or

request old ones. No experience necessary

Sponsored by Hillel.

Film — "With Intent to Harm" at 7 p.m

in the Campus Center. Part of the prison

awareness week and sponsored by the

Revolutionary Anti-Imperialist League.

Maoist Internationalist Movement and the

Black Student Union.

Meeting — The UMass Poetry Society

will hold a meeting at 7 p.m. in the Campus

Center, room 911-915. All are welcome.

Bring your own work, someone else's or just

come and listen. For more information, call

Tim at 546- 0879 or Chanel at 546-6301

Support Group — The Health Education

Divirion at University Health Services spon-

sors a Tobacco Cessation Support Group

from 7-8 p.m. in the Campus Center, room

801. Come get peer support, professional

counseling, proven quit tips and advice, lust

drop by or call 577-5181 for more informa-

tion.

THURSDAY, OCT. 30

Book Reading — lames Salter, author of

the new memoir Burning the Days, reads at

8 p.m at Memorial Hall

Lecture — "Anti-Semitism Today: From

the Subtle to the Extreme" one credit course

given by Lauren l.evin. Eastern States Civil

Rights Director. Anti-Defamation League

from 7-9 p.m. at the Hillel House The pub-

lic is invited to sit in on this lecture.

Open House — UVC-TV 19 is holding an

open house between 3-5 p.m. in the Student

Union, room 216. behind the Hatch. There

will be information sessions, lours, and

refreshments offered to all those who

attend.

MmM Awareness \V,,k I vent\ — Rally

against the Criminal Injustice System at

noon on the Student Union Steps.

Planning/informational meeting for the

American Prisons On Trial Conference (Feb

22-26) at 5 p.m. in the Student Union Cape

Cod Lounge Discussion on censorship in

America at 7 p.m. in the Campus Center.

Sponsored by the Revolutionary

Anti-Imperialist League. Maoist

Internationalist Movement and the Black

Student Union.

Speaker — Alison Bechdel. creator of the

uimit strip Dykes to Watch Out For. will

speak on "Assimilation and It's Discontents

Chronicling Fin-de-Siecle Queer Culture" at

12:30 p.m. in the Campus Center, room

101. Part of the GLBT Studies Lecture

Series and co-sponsored by The Stonewall

Center, GLB. GSO. Women's Studies, the

Chancellor's Task Force on GLBT Matters.

Pride Alliance. Hampshire College Cultural

Studies Program, and Words and Pictures

Museum. For more information, contact The

Stonewall Center at 545-4824.

Study Abroad Fair — Find out opportuni-

ties to study abroad with UMass Amherst

International Program from 10 a.m to 3

p.m. on the Campus Center Concourse.

NOTICES

Art Contributions — The Student Union

Visual and Performing Arts Space is looking

for contributions to the Southern Asian

Cultural Exhibition which will show in the

spring of 1998. If you have anything from

artwork to crafts depicting Asian culture,

and would like the opportunity to partici-

pate in this exhibition, contact Amanda at

545-0792.

Contest — Spectrum Fine Art and

Literary Magazine is now holding a cover

contest The winner will have their artwork

printed on the 97/98 issue. The final dead-

line is Dec. 2 at 5 p.m. Pick up an entry

form in the Student Union, room 406E or

just bring the artwork by.

Entertainment — Amherst College

Department of Theater and Dance produc-

tion of Botho Strauss's Big and Little on

Thurs.. Oct 30. Fri . Oct 31. and Sat.. Nov.

I. at 8 p.m. in Kirby Theater. Amherst

College. Admission is free; reservations are

suggested and can be made by calling the

box office at 542-2277 between 1-4:30

FYls are public service announce-

ments printed daily. To submit an

FY1, please send a press release con-

taining all pertinent information,

including the name and phone
number of the contact person to

the Collegian, c/o the Managing
Editor by noon the previous day.

p.m. weekdays and until 8 p.m. performance

nights.

Final Exam Schedule — The Fall '97

Final Examination Schedule will be available

beginning Friday, October 17. Copies will

be delivered to students in the residence

halls, and will be available to off-campus

students in the Registrar's office (213

Whitmore). It will also be available on the

World Wide Web beginning Wednesday.

October I at

http://www-ureg admin.umassedu.

NoHet — The women's basketball team is

looking for managers for the upcoming sea-

son. Reliability and a significant time KM
mitment are requited. If interested, please

call Scott Foulis at 545-2726
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Daily Listings sponsored by:

TV LISTING SPONSORSHIP FOR SALE
INQUIRE @ 545-3500

HSCN Bulletin

Board

Hartford

Boston

Boston

Springfield

Movie Ch.

Hartford

II

IB

14
14
17
IB

CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN
UPN/20
Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
International

UMass Academic TV

HSCN Programming

TV-19
1 ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

3 CNN
4 CNN SI

B Headline News
UCTV

7 TBS
m BET

B TV Land

Univision

Comedy Central

Cartoon

Much Music

TUESDAY EVENING

545-

3500

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB

o
©

WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
wvrr
WTIC
WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
A4E
CNN
COM

O

12

6:00
Wlthbona £

li N#We A.

4

5 NtwtX

©
©

DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK
SCIFI

TLC
TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

CD

8

10

11

»
«

JO

Full House X

Married. . With

Horn* Imp.

News

Creatures

6:30
Buaintta Rpt. Ntwthour With Jim Lehrtr X
CBS Newt Inside Edition

CBS Newt Extra X
ABC Newt Inside Edition

BoyWorld

NBC Newt

Cheers X
NBC
Simpsons X
NBC News

Business Rpt.

Mad Abo. You

Family

»
Northern Exposure "Only You"

WorldViewX

10 Unauthorized |Mt*e-Uugh"

Wings "The Flying Tank ' (R)

21

®

Matters

ABC
Med Abo You

7:00 7:30

C - Campus OCTOBER 28, 1997

Novs "The Proof" (In Stereo) X
Reel TV X
Ent Tonight

Chronicle X
Fresh Prince

Wheel-Fortune

Judge JudyX
Ent. Tonight

Seinfeld X
Wheel-Fortune

JAG "Vanished" (In Stereo) X
JAG "Vanished" (In Stereo,

Soul MenX [Over the Top

Fresh Prince

Jeopardy! X
Judge Judy X
Hard Copy X
FrssierX

Jeopardy! X
Newshour With Jim Lehrer X
Seined X
Seinfeld X

Family Matters

lip Close

Supermarket

Sportteenier

MTV Live

Figure It Out

Gattaca

Coach X Coach X

Frasters:

Fraster X

Law It Order Sanctuary'' X
Moneytine X
Patty Show (R)

jnduaryl

Crossfire;

Gimme Shelter

Stain's Money

Debt

Tiny Toon

Twilight Zone

Hometjme (R) |Hometlme(R)

Kung Fu: Legend

Bsywatch "I Spfce" (In SlereoJ

fttchefs Daughters: Saaroftiho for

Intimate Portrait

| Strongest Man

8:00 8:30

i

9:00 9:30
Stephen Hawking t Universe Frontline "Dreams ot Tibet" X
Michael Hayes "Radio Killer" X
Michael Hayes "Radio Killer" X
Homelmp. jHillerDiller

'it* "fomtxr. First Blood Part »' (MS) Sylvester Stallone.

Mad Abo You

Clueless X
Mad Abo. You

Newsradio «

MoeshaX
Newtredio R

FraalerX

Hit* (In Slereo)

FraalerX

Just Shoot Me

Head-Heels

Jutt Shoot Ms

'**Vi JVo^om Horror) (PA) Jack Nicholson. (In Stereo) X
Mad Abo. You |Newtredio X FrssierX

Nova "The Prooj" (In Slereo) X
Soul Manx
Clueless X

Over the Top

Frontline "Dreams ot Tibet" X
Home Imp." IHWar-DiHar

MoeshaX

**v> "Taking Cam of Business

Biography: Alice Faye

Prime News X
Comedy Net 3

Burden-Prool

Lizards

Wild Discovery: Polar Bears

Tjutt Shoot Me

10:00 10:30

Dellsventura "Fathers" X
In the LHe (In Slereo)

News K

Dellsventura "Fathers" X News

NYPD Blue (In Slereo) (PA) X

"

N#WS iBj

Dateline (In Stereo) X
News Grace Under

Dateline (In Slereo) X
News

Dateline (In Slereo) X

Hta; (In Slereo) Head-Heels

1990. Comedy) Jamw Betuthi.

On the Brink of Peace X
NYPD Blue (In Stereo) (PA) X

TM'A-S'H X

11:00 I 11:30

Late Show 1
Late Show X
Nightline 1

Star Trek: Next Gener

Vibe

ITonlght Show

Tonight Show

Simpsons X Deep Space >

Tonight Show

Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

NawsX
ITA'S^H X

Nightline fl

Reel TV X

fo«dCYiftri«"(1992, Mystery) John Thaw, Kevin Whately

**t "Smokey and the Sanor (1977, Comedy) Burl Reynolds

Larry King Live X
Sinbed: Brain Damaged (R)

New Detectives (R)

World Today X
Law a Order "Sisters ol Mercy'

Viva Variety |
Make-Laugh

Sports lllus.

Traitors

NHL Hockey Buffalo Sabres si Colorado Avalanche (Live) X
Unsolved Mvtteriet (In Stereo) \"fi*r*m: UMola WET (1993,

All-Time Top 10 (In Slereo
)

RugrattI

Time Trax "Perlecl Pair" (R) X
DougX

Home Again [Home Again

Lois a Clerk-Supermen

The Series X
Causes ol Breast Cancer"

(5:30) *** "Inovpendence Pay"(l996) Will Smith. 'PQ-iy X
Top Gun" (1986, Drama) Tom Cruise. (In Stereo) 'PO'X

Beevis-Butt

Secret ol Alex

Besvit-Butt.

Happy Days

Seequest 2032 "Brantock" X
Trauma H - LHe in the ER

AM-Tlme Top 10 (In Stereo)

Wonder Years [Bewitched

+«T^JoWineW)f(199?.

Suspense) Tim Malheson.

Air-Time Top 10 (in Stereo)

I Love Lucy X |0dd Couple X

Wolfman-Myth and Science

'Atstu» on Oev/s ,sHrxf( 1997, Adventure) Hulk Hogan.J
Myth

fHufc

Horror) Peter DeLuite

Bigtoot

Daily Show |Steln's Money

Justice Files (R)

SportscenterX

Homicide: Life on the Street X
Oddville, MTV
TaxiX

Loveltne (R)

NewhertX

Time Trax "Perfect Pair" (R) X.

Trauma II - Ufa in the ER (R)

WWF Clip Show
4

*** "nitchael Coins" [1996, Drama) Llam Neeson. 'R'

Boxing: Joseph Krwanuka vs Thomas Tale. (In Stereo Live) X
Atttuk on IWl IsavxT (1997, Adventure) H'* Megan"!)

«» "Stat Trek VI The tAttfscwersd Country" (1991) 'PO' X
Where Have You Gone, Joe DiMaggio? (Rj X

*V> "the fan" (1996, Suspense) Robert De Niro (In Slereo) 'R'

X

WWF Clip Show (R)

1WF
tHr'/i pnjnM«ffl"(l979) Michael Baldwin'K
'Joe Torre: CurvtbaHs Along the Way' (1 997)

South Beach"

'Gentleman"

Women
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Robotman By Jim Meddick

Drabble By Kevin Fagan
Dilbert By Scott Adams

BO0GWT HOOSOOROUW
uJtUDPE; IT uJJLL'DWJe^OO

TU6 *3WArv\E; AMD Dr^GRACX
a"RMWN6Tl£TRCV<-Of?-
-TRtM BAGS OP ^OOROuJK
CWll-DReW AfTE£TWE.<v€

^ GOMtTOBtD'

ToeeoNTrAe^Ape
0<Dt,*X) MtGWT U)ArJJ

TOGGMNON ib*^

MORE.' L y ~

I DISCOVERED THAT OUR
POtNTY-HMRED BOSS
DOESN'T KNOCO HE'S BEING

INSULTED IF tOU 5A\
"WITH ML DUE RESPECT"

WITH ML OUE RESPECT,

IS THAT VOUR FACE OR
15 A ttONKE-T CLirABING

OO CON VOUR COLLAR
HEADFIP.ST?

"1

Mallard Fillmore By Bruce Tinsley Thatch By Jeff Shesol

YE£,MR BISCUIT.. OUR
TOTS CONFIRM IT. VOU'Vt

GOT imtNUON PtFIClT

P190RDt«,0R ».PP.

IT.'

NOW, NO MATTER
WHAT PWPLt

TOL^rWI.Wi'Rt
mot "urr OR
"CARtiees."

Non Sequitur By Wiley 8 Years in Braces By Erik Petersen

S«TSTH£OWai&

THCRfB » PRWftN PKfSIO-

L06ICAL B**r& rOR WJR
CONDITION BASICAW/V, IT£

^rOUR NEUR0TRM*9MmW«.,
WHICH

-

MVHUIR0
WHATSfTC? fSTtttW**, ^

VHsKi

Kampus Kids By Adam Souliere

1

Leedee By Mike Rybicki

XT 5e€TOS UvCE
oroftss STucfcNTS Nfrra

y

... Everybody Just
STrttGS SrTm&HT AHEAIV

O6LW10OS To TH6I£

SaHROuNjtiiN&S...

rri

I Triple ftriuftftLS Have

THE R'.GHt '.bffv. Humws-

SHOUL-b hrWE R

(vvyr;^ SfcftSoN.

V

L_a_

7Ht RfcST OP 1HE VEftR.

VoO COUlb T3uST NOT

BftTHt, IL-T to>RELr- <tfO

to Htu fvmmi each

(nut?. What v*
;

You fcErUi.yTVy.NVr;

NO TEMSiOM.

mi-,

fV.rAPilS

HAVE
H\)!0Tirt&

ytftn-RooMb.

Ult Coui-b btNY

OGLV Pc-OPlrT

A (y\p»t;ng

LXfcNSt'- T-ri

T
_SL

H
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) —

Fortune-telling is not for you today;

you only want the facts, except, of

course, for that one special piece of

inside information.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) _ A grand start to what you

feared would be an ordinary day

bodes well for this developing

phase. You mustn't take things per-

sonally.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— Remain in control today, or you

may find that you are allowing cir-

cumstances to ride roughshod over

you quite unintentionally.

AQUARIUS (|an. 20-Feb. 18)

— Pay attention to figures on paper

today, but be sure to interpret with

help of your considerable instincts

to uncover the facts.

PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20) —
You can do what cannot be done

today, provided you pay attention to

hidden messages that are all around

you.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
You may be able to turn even the

most boring of jobs into something

memorable today. Trust in your

abilities and seek help when you

need it.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
You may want to get up and out at

this time, but you must remember

that there is a time for everything,

including waiting your turn.

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20) -

You have a few surprises in store

for those who think they can antici-

pate your every move. Today, you

may be quite unpredictable in the

extreme.

CANCER (|une 21-July 22) —
You think very little of something

that may soon prove to be quite

important to you. Today, think of

things as they may be.

LEO (|uly 23-Aug. 22) — The

experts may know very little of a

pivotal situation today, but your

instincts can be relied upon to guide

you quite well.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) —
You are making too much of some-

thing that will soon be forgotten. Do
not be confused by smoke screens;

more important issues are surfacing.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) —
Complete all tasks and run all

errands as efficiently as you can

today, and you'll have more time to

dream those dreams of yours.

Close to Home By John McPherson

Ov»ote of the Day
44 Do or do not, there is no

try.

-Master Yoda

Today's P.C. Menu
Call 545-2*26 for mot* ItttmrmmHmm.

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Hot & Spicy Chicken Wings

Any Combination of Above

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Southern Fried Steak

Caponita with Pocket Bread

Flouride

Worcester
LUNCH

Ruskburger on a Roll

Spaghetti with Sauce

Hot & Spicy Chicken Wings

Harvest Burger

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Pastabilities

Sicillian Spaghetti w/Vegetables

Pretzels (I wish)

With Just three day* until Halloween,

the kids ot Maple Avenue had their

surveillance teams In place.

ACROSS
1 Amphibian
5 Nursemaid
9 Ancles country
13 Sooner st

14 Constellation
15 Wading bird

1

6

Date tree

17 Well-driller's

concern
19 Gl's address
20 Pokes
21 Washed (oft)

22 Stringed
instruments

24 Cher's ex
25 Canine

comment
26 Known

beforehand
30 Sounds of an

old typewriter

33 Defeat
34 Beginning of

"historic"

35 Corn part

36 Take a chair

37 Floor piece
38 Annapolis grad
39 Gaul
4 1 Propped up
43 Trumpet

flourishes
45 " - Send Me"
46 Mimicked
47 Fly chaser
51 Giddy

54 Wearing
sandals

55 Tiny
56 Ben Hur" racer

58 Swiss capital

59 Swamp
60 Christened
61 Soft cheese
62 Muslim prince

63 Cheshire Cat's

expression
64 Gush

DOWN
1 November

birthstone

2 Short-necked

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

A H A B
I F N O
O R O W n1

A N J_
1

a]

"tl

u N D O
K L R R
u R A L

QOSI1 LBHBH HIJGJHH
oqq anno aaarasa
araHioKraH hblihiheih
nmBsraa ramna @aa

tpportion
4 Beaver's

construct

5 Fine hois.es

6 Gets tangled

7 High card

8 Chiller features

9 Spinets, eg
10 Recedes
11 Irritate
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Hampshire
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken a la King

Charbroiled Chicken Sandwich

Stray Bits of Hair

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Southern Fried Steak

Vegetarian Roast Turkey

Vegan Southern Fried Steak

Berkshire
LUNCH

Harvestburger on a Roll

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Meatball Grinder

Spaghetti

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Pastabilities

Sicillian Spaghetti wAtegetables

Country Style Ribs J
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Sports
Three rookies Volleyball splits pair on weekend Atlantic 10 road trip

I * ^, ' t — . — tim* thev were exoected to perform.

make series a

true Classic
Two teams that most believed

shouldn't have even been in the

World Series played into the 11th

inning of Game Seven on Sunday

night to try to prove that they actually

belonged.

Hie tension and the strain of every

pitch, every swing, every slide beck-

oned for a veteran star, or merely

someone who's been there before, to

emerge and pull his team to victory.

Irred Hurlbrink. jr.

UasebaU

But throughout the series, and ulti-

mateh in this epic Game Seven, the

gui- and past experiences of three

very different and equally inexperi-

enced rookies may have made this

-cries a classic.

The Marlins' second baseman Craig

Counsel! was on third base in the

home half of the 1 1th inning when

Edgar Renteria slapped a Charles

Nagy offering into short center (actu-

ulh deep shortstop). Counsell sprinted

plate-ward and after stepping on the

magic dish, vaulted himself in the air

because he just won the World Series.

Who's Craig Counsell?

Counsell is a 27-year-old rookie

second baseman. He more than paid

hi> dues trudging through the minor

leagues and found himself playing in

October in the middle of a champi-

onship rally. He was acquired from

the Rockies mid- season because the

Marlins super-prospect second base-

man Luis Castillo wasn't playing so

super.

He'i a scrawny little guy with a big

nose. He's a punch- and-judy hitter

who has as much power as a VW bug

in a foot of snow.

He's a World Series hero.

On this improbable evening,

Counsell was driving the Marlins'

comeback wagon. In the ninth, with

Moises Alou 90 feet away from tying

the game after hustling from first to

third on a Charles lohnson single, the

scrawny reject infielder stepped to the

plate.

There was one out with a pinch

runner (Gregg Zaun) on first. The

Indians needed a double play and the

Marlins needed a fly ball. Counsell is a

slap hitter who rarely lofts the ball,

but he took a vicious cut on a heavy

fastball down in the zone and nearly

hit the ball out of the park. The

Marlins settled for the sac fly and a tie

that sent the game into extra innings.

For a guy who came to the Marlins

to bide time until their real second

base prospect was ready for the show,

Counsell has performed rather well.

In strong contrast to the path

Counsell took to the major leagues,

Indians' rookie |aret Wright strolled

in on the red carpet right through the

front door. Wright is a 21 -year-old

fireballer who is compared by most to

Roger Clemens.

He was probably supposed to be in

Buffalo or Canton polishing his skills

to ease into his imminent role as ace

in a year or two.

Wright is a much-heralded "can't

miss" prospect who was thrust into

the Indians rotation this summer. He
won Game Four and was chosen to

pitch the deciding game by manager

Mike Hargrove despite Nagy, the vet-

eran ace. being available. Wright was

phenomenal in the post-season throw-

ing heat — and overwhelming confi-

dence — down opposing batters'

throat- He comes from strong base-

ball lineage — his father Clyde Wright

was | long time big league hurler.

The burly, cocky, star-in-waiting

pitched one of the greatest Game
Sevens in Series lore, yet his historic

performance was for naught as the

Tribe bullpen (with help from Tony

Fernandez) let Wright's impending

career making victory slip away.

He could have been a World Series

hero.

Livan Hernandez, like Wright, is a

young hurler with a rocket arm and a

bright future. He's only 22-years-old

and made a quick trek up through the

Marlins minor league chain to Miami

His trek to America, though, was a

hit more treacherous. Hernandez

began his career with the Cuban

national team and quickly became a

sensation. He defected from his home,

leaving behind his mother and his

older brother who is largely regarded

as the more talented of the two.

Sometimes it appears that he's

pitching with a vengeance, giving hit

ters little hope to even make contact.

lit dominated the NLCS. winning

two games and being named the series

MVP. He started and won Games One

and Five of the World Series, and was

even warming up in the bullpen in the

tenth inning of Game Seven.

He wasn't even supposed to be in

the rotation. After a stellar

>nd half performance he was put

on the post- season roster, but rele-

Turn to BASEBALL page
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Courtney Bowen and the Minutewomen split the weekend versus

Xavierand Dayton, 1-1.

By Brett Mauser
Collegian Staff

While the state of Ohio was in front of the television

biting their nails as their Indians were in the World Series,

the volleyball courts were packed with their own heart

pumping action.

The Massachusetts volleyball team had its hands full

this weekend. In late September. UMass went 2-0 against

the Ohio connection of Dayton and Xavier when they

squared off in the Curry Hicks Cage.

This time the situation was a little different. The

Minutewomen were on the road, away from the friendly

confines of the Cage playing against two very improved

squads looking for revenge.

UMass (11-12, 6-6 in the Atlantic 10) continued their

"win some, lose some" attitude by going 1-1 on the week-

end. Saturday night, the Minutewomen dropped a heart-

breaker to :ht University of Dayton 3-2, one night after

having their way with the Musketeers of Xavier, finishing

them off 3-1.

Saturday was truly a beautiful thing to watch, at least

while it lasted. Down two games to none against the

A-10's third place team, UMass was just about ready to

pack things up. Dayton's duo of Ou Huang and Zhaohui

Ma, both of whom represented China in the 1996 Summer

Games in Atlanta, were dominating the net.

All of a sudden, UMass mounted a furious comeback. It

looked like an entirely different Minutewomen squad as

they took the next two stanzas 15-4 and 15-11 respec-

tively.

After some flat play in the first two games, the

Minutewomen attack showed signs of life. But once again,

they folded when the spotlight was on them — at the peak

time they were expected to perform.

An 059 UMass attack percentage in game five sealed

the deal for the Flyers. Dayton, on the other hand hit

.667 in the fifth and deciding set, en route to a 15-10

decision.
.

. , ,

Senior outside hitter Lesley Nolan came through for

UMass. accumulating 13 kills (3 errors) 13 digs, and

three service aces. Sophomore outside hitter Kan

Hogancamp compiled her team-leading 14th double-dou-

ble performance with 1 2 kills and 1 digs.

In Friday's match against Xavier, sophomore middle

blocker fill Meyers packed the stat sheets, helping UMass

to a 3-1 win. Meyers collected 26 kills and 18 digs on the

night while fellow sophomore Sarah Walters chipped in

with 19 kills of her own.

After hitting only .031 and dropping game one 15-6. it

was all maroon and white from there. Game two saw the

potential of this UMass team shine. Massachusetts picked

up 26 kills and only four errors, on their way to a 1 5-3

thrashing of the Musketeers.

So after the dust cleared this weekend. UMass found

themselves in a fifth place tie with Duquesne in the A- 10

conference standings. The Hokies of Virginia Tech are a

full game ahead of the two squads while, with disappoint-

ing results over the weekend. George Washington and

Xavier dropped to 5-7. for dual possession of sixth place.

Only four teams will move onto the A- 10

Championships in Dayton next month. If the season ended

today, UMass' would do exactly that — end. There are

eight matches left to play, four at home, four on the road.

The battle for fifth will be settled this weekend when

the Dukes and the Minutewomen clash on Friday night at

the Cage. On Saturday. UMass takes on winless St.

Bonaventure. Both matches are set for 7 p.m. starts.

Men's water polo 2A in CWP Northern Division playoffs

By Jim Ehringhom

Collegian Staff

The No. 10 Massachusetts men's water

polo team (21-8, 7-2 Collegiate Water

Polo Association) completed the most gru-

eling part of their schedule last weekend,

posting a 2-1 record in the CWPA
Northern Division Playoffs. This troika of

games came exactly one week after a

five-game, three- day trip in California

(capped off by a red-eye flight home), pro-

viding the Minutemen an excuse if their

performances displayed a touch of fatigue.

UMass started with a bang in the first

round, routing Boston College 13-5

Saturday morning. The win ensured the

team a place in the CWPA Eastern

Championships. Later that day. the

Minutemen built a big lead against No. 13

Brown and held on to post a 13-9 victory.

On Sunday, however, the streak ended

with a 10-3 loss to No. 17 Queens

College.

"Our goal for the weekend was to quali-

fy for Easterns," UMass coach Russ

Yarworth said. UMass attained this feat

with the win over a young BC squad.

Junior standout Brian Stahl, leading the

charge with six goals, was one of eight

Minutemen to score.

"We took care of business." Yarworth

said of his team's performance. "We didn't

play especially well, but we did what we

had to do... the team is very tired,

though."

The effects of the California trip began

to show in Saturday evening's matchup

with Brown. The Minutemen held a

half-time advantage of 9-1, highlighted by

a 5-0 second half. The Bears roared back

in the second half, netting six third period

goals to put the game in doubt, but UMass

prevailed, led by Stahl's five goals and

sophomore goalkeeper Richard Huntley's

thirteen saves.

"I think it was lack of concentration. We
relaxed a little too early," Yarworth said of

his team's second half swoon. "We
opened the gates for them, and Brown

came back pretty hard."

The fatigue was evident the next morn-

ing when the Minutemen took on Queens.

The Royals registered a 4-0 first period

and never looked back, posting a decisive

10-3 victory.

"We were thoroughly out-coached,

thoroughly outplayed, totally beaten."

admitted Yarworth. "They were much bet-

ter prepared for the game than we were."

Stahl was held scoreless by a swarming

Royal defense. "They weren't going to let

Brian beat them." Yarworth said. "Our

coaches and our players were unable to

adjust."

The loss to Queens is becoming a tradi-

tion. In each of the last two seasons,

UMass has fallen to the Royals in the

Northern Division playoffs, only to roar

back and avenge the defeat in the Eastern

Championships. Yarworth promises that,

when the team's meet again this year, a

"vastly different UMass team" will show

up.

The Minutemen have two weeks off

before the begin Easterns on Nov. 8.

Yarworth stresses that rest will be as

important as practice, "[We're going to]

rest up a little bit. lick our wounds, circle

the wagons, and get ready to roll."

•
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The UMass men's water polo finished their weekend at 2-

Two-sport standout Clark UMass' man of all seasons
»

- . . - . ~ ciA -I wnrk«l hnrH and bv the end of the eenterfield duties for Stone.

By Corey Peter Goodman
Collegion Staff

Doug Clark limps out of the

Massachusetts football locker room

with a sour grimace on his face.

His body, bruised and aching from

the weekly Saturday showdown, shows

what 60 minutes of punishing football

can do.

"It's alright." Clark said. "That

comes with the package."

In fact. Clark has gotten used to the

shooting pains and the aches that greet

him every night before he sleeps. As a

two- sport athlete at UMass — in foot-

ball and baseball — they've become an

everyday reality. But still he gets up

every morning and goes through the

same routine day after day. because for

Clark, there is no off-season.

"1 have a commitment to both

sports." he said. "This is my life and I

love it."

Clark came to UMass as a local foot-

ball product from Springfield's Central

High School. Recruited by

Massachusetts coach Mike Hodges as a

quarterback, the junior redshirted his

first year before settling into his current

role as a wide receiver/special

teams/long snapper for the football

team.

"It was a little difficult at first." Clark

said. "I had the childhood dreams of

playing quarterback in the NFL. but

football is my life and I just wanted to

play."

However, after his redshirt freshman

season in football. Clark decided that

football just wasn't enough.

"I wasn't satisfied," Clark said. "1

needed something else."

Clark looked to his family for advice,

then to coach Hodges before he started

looking at baseball. But because he

chose to play tennis during the high

school spring season instead of base-

ball, he was hesitant at first.

"I wasn't really driving to play tennis

here." Clark said. "1 wanted to try out

baseball. Coach Hodges gave me his

blessings, so I went for it."

Clark took his experience playing

summer baseball in Springfield to

Massachusetts baseball coach Mike

Stone, who rewarded him with an

opportunity during the spring tryouts at

Boyden Gym.
Clark took advantage of it. catching

the eye of Stone with his performance

in the combines.

"He told me I showed potential and

put me on the team as a reserve," Clark

said. "I worked hard and by the end of

the season I was playing all the time

During his sophomore campaign.

Clark emerged as one of the team's

strongest hitters and one of their best

defensive outfielders as he took over

the eenterfield duties for Stone.

Heading into his junior season. Clark

has made huge strides from a walk-on

among scholarship athletes, to a cap-

tain and perhaps the most valuable

Turn to CLARK, Dage 7
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Coming out

of obscurity

|arvis Cocker and
his band Pulp

have reissued their

three first albums.

Find out what our

Trax write Pulp

(see Arts & Living,

page 5).

Ah yes, she's

a Caron soul

Scholarships offered to top

community college grads

Senior Marie

Christine Caron won
her singles match
against Colgate last

weekend, helping

the Minutewomen
finish with a 6-5

record in the fall

(see Sports, p. 10).
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CATE will guide students

to make course decisions

By Tamar Carroll

Collegian Staff

Japan may legalize

birth control pills

TOKYO (AP) — |apan should

legalize birth control pills, a gov-

ernment panel recommended yes-

terday, clearing the way for an end

to |apan's ban on oral contracep-

tives.

A subcommittee of the Central

Pharmaceutical Affairs Council, a

group that advises the Ministry of

Health and Welfare, recommended
allowing women to use low-dose

birth control pills, the Kyodo News

reported.

The full council will now seek

public comment on the proposed

change before deciding whether

to accept the recommendation at

a meeting in December.
Government officials said some
type of birth-control pills could

become legal next year, according

to Kyodo.
Although oral contraceptives are

widely used worldwide, Japan has

yet to approve them for general

use, partly because of worries that

reducing reliance on condoms
could increase the spread of AIDS.

In practice, an estimated

200,000 |apanese women already

use the pill, exploiting a legal

loophole that permits doctors to

prescribe oral contraceptives for

menstrual pain.

NATION

Massachusetts voters

rethink death penalty

BOSTON — You know
Massachusetts: Lots of liberals. Lots

of colleges. Lots of taxes. And no

death penalty.

Now, shaken by a monthlong
spree of crimes that include the

rape and slaying of a 10-year-old

boy, the people who have elected

three generations of Kennedys are

closer than they've been in decades

to joining the 38 states that have

capital punishment.

"The people overwhelmingly
support this because they want this

violence to end, they want justice,"

said acting Gov. Paul Cellucci, a

Republican who has pushed a

death penalty bill for the past seven

years.

While the Senate has passed a

death penalty bill three times this

decade, the measure has always

died by a narrow margin in the

House. But some lawmakers said

the gruesome slaying of 10-year-

old |effrey Curley could help

change all that.

Two men are accused of luring

the boy into their car with promises

of a new bike, smothering him with

a gasoline-soaked rag and then sex-

ually molesting the corpse. The

boy's body, stuffed in a concrete-

filled tub, was pulled from a river

earlier this month. As the House

began debating the bill yesterday,

the boy's father, Robert Curley,

issued a warning to death penalty

opponents.
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The top graduate of each of the

15 community colleges in

Massachusetts next spring will be

offered four-year scholarships to

the University of Massachusetts.

The $8,000 a year scholarships,

which cover tuition and all manda-

tory fees, can be used at any of the

University's four undergraduate

campuses and are renewable for up

to eight semesters.

President William M. Bulger

announced the scholarships, which

are part of his system-wide plan to

upgrade the academic standards of

incoming students at the University,

during his visit to Chicopee

Comprehensive High School last

week.

"The University of Massachusetts

believes that effort and achievement

should be rewarded," Bulger said in

a release. "Expanding our University

Scholars program to include com-

munity college graduates illustrates

our desire to recognize hard work,

as well as our commitment to

attracting the best possible stu-

COUMf SY MIDI* RflATIONS

Doug Clark shows off his athletic prowess on the football field.

(OHMAK*NS*N<N' ( OIIEGIAN

Clark proves he's a winner on the diamond as well after capturing the

baseball Beanpot last season.
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www.umass.edu/rso/colegian

dents."

Bulger initiated the University

Scholars program last year, offering

four year, $8,000 a year scholar-

ships to all Massachusetts high

school seniors graduating first or

second in their class.

This fall, 87 of those students

accepted the scholarship offer and

69 of them came to the Amherst

campus. In order to renew their

scholarships, the students must

maintain a grade point average

(GPA) of 3.0 with at least 12 cred-

its per semester.

The scholarships are financed

through a $500,000 grant from the

state Board of Higher Education.

Raising admission standards overall

Bulger and the Board of Higher

Education have also instituted

stricter admissions standards for all

incoming students system-wide.

)ohn Hoey, of the President's

Office, said that Bulger has placed

GPA threshold requirements of 2.75

in all academic courses for incoming

students in the fall of 1997 and 3.0

in the fall of 1998.

"The goal is to attract the highest

achieving students possible," Hoey

said. "It is becoming a lot more
competitive to get into the

University."

Hoey said that some
Massachusetts high school seniors

who would have been admitted to

the University in the past will not be

able to get in with the new stan-

dards in place.

"There are going to be some stu-

dents who would previously have

gotten in to the University and are

not going to get in because of the

higher standards," Hoey said. "It is

something that they should be

aware of as they enter their junior

and senior years in high school."

However, Ruth Green, associate

director of admissions at

UMass-Amherst, said that the

admissions office will continue to

look at a variety of factors, not just

G.P.A., in evaluating a student's

application.

"It is just one element in a mix of

things." Green said. "We look at a

variety of things; we look at the

total student."

Green said the admissions staff

By Victoria Groves

Collegian Staff

The Student Center for

Educational Research and

Advocacy (SCERA) continued

work on the Course and Teacher

Evaluation (CATE) guide will

come up for discussion as the

University of Massachusetts faculty

contracts expire this lune.

Five years ago, the Student

Government Association (SGA)

asked SCERA to work on estab-

lishing a way to evaluate courses

and teachers that would be accessi-

ble to students.

The result is the CATE guide,

which is a means of giving students

more information about the cours-

es they will be taking and the pro-

fessors who will be instructing

them. Similar guides have already

been made available at campuses

nationwide.

"It will help students make more

informed decisions when choosing

classes, and it will highlight both

quality teaching and inadequate

teaching," said Marc Kenen.

SCERA professional staff member

"Both good teachers will be rec-

Turn to SCHOLARSHIPS, page 3

ognized and hopefully rewarded

and inadequate teachers will be

designated for help and training.

The goal is not to target faculty,

only to help them," Kenen said.

A 1994 UMass Amherst Project

Pulse survey found that over 80

percent of undergraduate students

would like to see a CATE guide.

Faculty feedback from a pilot

study underway since the spring of

1 995 showed that faculty members

were not as enthusiastic.

The Student Response To
Instruction (SRTI) form was used

in the pilot study and consisted of

1 2 questions, only the last three of

which would be included in the

CATE guide, known as "global"

questions. The other nine would be

used for personel purposes such as

raises and promotions.

According to the survey, 38.8

percent of the faculty would not

support the use of all SRTI items

for student information. 31.1 per-

cent answered "maybe" and the

remaining 29.9 percent were in

support of student access to these

evaluations.

"Students fill out evaluations on

Turn to STUDENTS, page 3

Resident Assistants lead

a ghostly tour of UMass
By Sarah J. Kimmei

Collegian Staff

In celebration of Halloween, three

University of Massachusetts Residents

Assistants (RAs) hosted a ghost tour

of the UMass campus last evening. The

social/educational program incorporat-

ed ghost stories with historical infor-

mation about the campus.

The RAs, lennifer "Yen" Naman of

Brett, Gregg Lindskog of Patterson

and Robin Carus of Chadboume, were

all former participants of this tour

when it was run by its original host,

Patrick Browne. Browne, an alumni of

UMass' undergraduate and graduate

programs, was a counselor for the

New Students Program over the sum-

mer. He returns each summer to lead

this tour for the New Students

Program counselors.

"This is oral history that Patrick

wanted to give us as a gift, now this is

our gift to you." Carus said.

The stories were compiled from

Naman. Lindskog and Cams' memo-

ries.

"We tried to remember them as best

we could." Naman said. "Then we
asked others to read them and remem-

ber anything we missed."

The historical facts are all true and

were researched by Browne, according

Botched raid was

caused b^ ambush
By Hilary Appelman

Associated Press

IERUSALEM — Twelve Israeli

navy commandos killed in a botched

raid in Lebanon stumbled into a ran-

dom ambush and were not victims of

an intelligence failure, an internal

army report found. There had been

speculation in the media that the

Sept. 4 deaths were the result of poor

intelligence information concerning

the target or a leak to Lebanese guer-

rillas about the mission. But the

report of an inquiry committee given

to The Associated Press yesterday said

no one was to blame for the tragedy.

"After reviewing all the events con-

nected with the operation, from the

planning stages until it ended, the

committee did not find faults or

Turn to RAID, page 2

to Carus. The ghost stories are, on the

other hand, rumor and the leaders of

this tour emphasized that all of the sto-

ries about spirits are from hearsay and

are to be interpreted by the listener.

The tour began on the steps of

Crabtree and the leaders took turns

telling the story of a woman who
hanged herself in the back stairwell of

Mary Lyon. Because that particular

stairwell was not often used, the

woman's body remained there for

about a week. According to the guides,

the residents of Mary Lyon have

reported hearing people running down

the hallways, yet no one is there.

The tour continued on through

Northeast and into Central. On the

way the group stopped on Worcester

Path, the walkway which runs from

the Worcester Dining Hall to Orchard

Hill. The leaders of the group told of

the old Infirmary that stood at the bot-

tom of the hill and was just torn down

last year. This infirmary was there

prior to the construction of University

Health Services and legend says that it

had spooks and ghosts that haunted its

halls.

In Central, the tour traveled to

Greenough where the listeners learned

of a little boy whose ghost plays ball in

the hallways and then ventured up to

Turn to TOUR, page 3
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Speaking out with silence

Dan Thomases, a sophomore landscape architecture major, joined a group o' students yesterday in

response to the University's new picketing codes. The students plan a larger rally next week.

Amh<

Clinton and Jiang have

private, informal "chat"

By Laura Myers

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — President

Clinton invited Chinese

President )iang Zemin for a pri-

vate chat last night before their

formal summit, hoping the per-

sonal touch would help narrow

the wide gap in their political

views.

Secretary of State Madeleine

Albright pledged yesterday that

the U.S.-China talks will be "can-

did and comprehensive," includ-

ing on the American request that

the Chinese release political pris-

oners. Nonetheless. Albright said

human rights won't be allowed to

overshadow the summit, "We

Turn to CLINTON page 2
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The Mitten Tree, located near the Information Desk in the Campus

Center, will benefit the Amherst Survival Center.

By Voy Femandes
Collegian Correspondent ^^_

As temperatures reach well below

40 degrees and you are sitting cozi-

ly in front of the fireplace, keep in

mind of those that are not as fortu-

nate as the rest of us.

The University Store, located in

the Campus Center, has been con-

ducting a hats, mittens and socks

drive for the month of October. The

clothing will be donated to the

Amherst Survival Center.

The Mitten Tree is a part of a

series of community service events

introduced at the University Store.

The Mitten Tree is located in the

front of the information desk for

people interested in donating hats,

mittens and socks for homeless peo-

ple. During the winter, concern for

the homeless grows. Those who
make donations will be given a

place on the wall of mittens, in

front of the Information Desk.

"We are part of the community

and we want to take part in the

community." said Bercia Zaniewski,

an employee of the University Store

and a participant of the University

Store's charity events.

The Amherst Survival Center,

located in North Amherst, is a

non-profit organization, which

caters to homeless people.

According to Michael

Tavatorchia of the Amherst

Survival, although the homeless

may not be as apparent in Amherst

as they are in other cities, it doesn't

mean that they don't exist.

The Survival Center houses a

variety of programs that" tend to the

needs of the homeless. For instance,

they provide free clothing, house-

wares and small appliances (as they

are available), as well as other items

donated by the general public.

Showers are also available for

homeless people.

Although the Center does not

Turn to HOMELESS, page 3

Dow Jones soars,sets billion-share trading record
** j i i l „.,. M,,n,Uv qI f>»^ 5 millici

By Bruce Meyerson

Associated Press

NEW YORK — The stock market roared back

yesterday from its worst drop since the 1987 crash,

posting its biggest point gain ever for a single day

and smashing the volume record with more than

1.1 billion shares traded.

The Dow lones industrial average rose 337.17

points — 4.7 percent — to 7.498.32. The previous

biggest point gain. 257.36 points, came Sept. 2.

The Nasdaq stock market's index also rose more

than 4 percent yesterday, beating its one-day record

gain set in luly.

After three days of heavy losses, including

Monday's record 554-point drop, investors

returned to the stock market on the 68th anniver-

sary of the Great Crash of 1929 with a hunger for

enduring big-name companies.

International Business Machines Corp. led the

rebound, contributing the most of any Dow stock

to its rise. The company gave the market a dose of

inspiration after about an hour of trading by

announcing it would buy up to $3.5 billion worth

of its own stock. The move pushed its stock up

$7.43 3/4 to $97.50 at late afternoon. Boeing and

General Electric were also among the Dow's

strongest components.

As soon as the closing bells started ringing

through the cavernous New York Stock Exchange,

traders erupted into cheers and threw trading tick-

ets into the air.

It was their second celebration in an hour.

Traders chanted "Go, Go. Go" as volume neared 1

billion shares and broke into cheers once the mile-

stone was reached at about 3 p.m. The previous

record had been set Monday at 685.5 million

snares -

r /-.

Yesterday's numbers dwarf those of Oct. 28,

1929, when the Crash touched off the Depression.

The Dow fell 38.33 points that day, but that was

nearly 13 percent of the average's value. It closed

at 260.64.

At one point during early trading today, the Dow

had been down as much as 178 points, putting it

below 7,000 for the first time since May. As the

bargain hunters rushed in. things got so busy in

some areas that one trading supervisor yelled.

"Now everybody just calm down!"

The technology-laden Nasdaq stock market,

which was down more than 4 percent at one point

this morning, was up 65.25 at 1.600.34 — *n

increase of 4.25 percent.

Turn to RECORD , page 3
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raid
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Clinton

continued from page 1

shortcomings which contributed

directly to the grave results of the

operation." the report said.

Not all the families of the dead sol-

diers were convinced. "The intelli-

gence question remains open, even

after the report," said Shlomo llya,

the uncle of Sgt. Maj. Itamar llya.

whose body is being held in Lebanon.

In the raid, the naval commandos
landed on the Lebanese shore around

midnight, moved through orchards

and were crossing a road when two

explosions went off, killing several

soldiers. A few minutes later, a demo-

litions charge on Hya's back went off,

killing several more troops.

According to testimony from the

commandos and Lebanese sources,

the commandos then were sttackad

by gunfire from Lebanese guerrillas

and soldiers.

Although the panel said intelligence

preparation for the operation was

"thorough and sufficient." it said the

planners of the operation had not

even considered the possibility that

bombs might have been planted in the

area.

Nevertheless, the committee said,

that did not appear to directly affect

the planning of the operation.

The report said the panel found

"several shortcomings in the area ol

intelligence," which it did not dis-

close, but said there was no direct

relation between the shortcomings

and the failure of the raid.

HI be watching you...

K£N MC DONALD/ COLLEGIAN

Kim Cibney, a senior sociology major, looks in a mirror as she

checks out some new hats at a sweater sale in the Campus Center yes-

terday.

continued from page 1

cannot have our relationship with

China held hostage to any single

issue... This is not a one-issue sum-

mit." she said.

"I find it encouraging that China

has decided to invite three prominent

American religious leaders to China"

to talk about human rights, Albright

told reporters. She referred to repre-

sentatives of Catholic. Evangelical

and lewish groups.

But she voiced disappointment
Beijing hasn't freed dissidents ahead

of the summit. "We would like them

to take some action."

liang, who speaks halting English,

and Clinton, who is fluent in the

ways of wooing world leaders, were

to meet for about an hour in the

While House residence yesterday

evening without other officials pre-

sent.

The meeting was to be more social

than an attempt to address disputes

about human rights, trade and arms

sales, administration officials said

Monday. The gregarious Clinton has

used similar one-on-one problem-

solving tactics with leaders such as

Russian President Boris Yeltsin and

German Chancellor Helmut Kohl, a

favorite dining partner.

"With Kohl. Clinton can belly up

to the bar," said lonathan Pollack, an

Asia expert at Rand Corp., a Santa

Monica, Calif., think tank. But with

liang and Clinton, he added. "There's

not a sense that these two leaders are

confident enough to lower their

guard and speak to each other can-

didly."

At his first meeting with liang at

the 1993 Asia Pacific Economic-

Conference, Clinton refused to even

smile for photographs. This time, the

administration wants a public display

of closer ties during the first Chinese

state visit in 12 years. It's also the

first summit since the 1989
Tiananmen Square massacre of pro-

democracy demonstrators, something

the administration says can no longer

solely define the U.S.-China relation-

ship.

liang appears intent on showing a

warmer face to America too, as he

visits five cities outside the nation's

capital during an eight-day U.S. tour.

Today, liang donned a Colonial era

three-cornered hat and posed for pic-

tures, then toured the restored

Governor's Palace in Colonial

Williamsburg, Va.. a cradle of

American-style democracy.
Interpreters portraying Thomas
Jefferson and Patrick Henry gave

them a tour.

About a dozen protestors, kept

250 yards from the palace, held signs

reading "Free Tibet" and "Human
Rights Now."

Campus Police Log
Accident — Property Damage
Oct. 24

A two vehicle accident occurred

on Governors Drive.

A two vehicle accident occurred

on Massachusetts Avenue.

Alarm— Fire

Oct 27

A fire occurred in the trash room

in Cashin Residence Hall.

Burglary/Breaking and Entering

Oct 26

A vehicle in parking lot 44 on
Sylvan Drive was broken into.

Disturbance

Oct 24
Two individuals were reported

yelling in |ohn Quincy Adams
Residence Hall.

Oct 25

An individual from Gorman
Residence Hall reported an assault

on Butterfield Terrace.

Stephen A. Smith, 21, of 14

Foster St., Avon and Jonathan D.

Rosario, 19, of 54 Edson St.,

Brockton, and Timothy P. Sawyer.

20, of 102 Waldeck Rd., Milton

were arrested in Moore Residence

Hall for disorderly conduct.

Drug Law Offenses

Oct. 23
An odor or marijuana was

reported in Kennedy Residence

Hall.

Family Offenses, Domestics

Oct 25

Adam K. Wilchfort, 22, of 215

Juniper Cir., Lawrence, NY, was

arrested in Dickinson Residence

Hall for disturbing the peace.

assault and threat to commit a

crime.

Health/Safety Hazard

Od. 25

A small leaf fire on Sylvan Drive

was extinguished by Environmental

Health and Safety.

Environmental Health and Safety

«rai called to check on alarm

sounding in Conle Building.

Larceny

Oct. 23

An individual from Crampton

Residence Hall reported bicycle

parts stolen.

An individual reported his wallet

stolen from a locker in Curry Hicks

Oct 24

A display telephone was stolen

from Boyden Gym. Lstiinated value

$480.

Oct. 26
Individuals were attempting to

steal exit signs in Patterson

Residence Hall.

A dealer license plate was stolen

from a vehicle in parking lot 33 on

University Drive.

Oct. 27
A display telephone was stolen

from the School of Management.

Estimated value $450.

Liquor Law Violations

Oct. 24
Michael A. Rutman. 19, of 236

Adams Rd., Oakham, was arrested

on University Drive for possession

of liquor and possession ol false

registered motor vehicle docu-

ments.

Oct 25

James A. Beaulieu, 19, ol J

Hastings Ln.. Nashua Nil. was

arrested on University Drive for

possession of liquor.

Edmund Torraca. 19. ol 206

Holbrook Rd., Holbrook. NY. wai

arrested on University Drive foi

possession and transport of alcohol.

Suspicious Person/Activity

Oct 24

There was a report ol two intoxi-

cated male- kicking side minors ol

vehicles In parking lot 1 I on

University Drive.

Traffic Stop

Oct. 25
Matthew E. McGrail, 19, of 93

Almont St., Winthrop. was arrested

on University Drive for possession

and transport of liquor.

Oct. 26
Keith I.

Goldsmith. 22. of 165H

Brittanv Manor Dr., Amherst, was

arrested on Commonwealth
Avenue for operating a motor vehi-

cle with a suspended license and

unsafe operation of a motor vehicle

(speeding).

Vandalism

Oct 23

Graffiti was reported in Bartlett

Hall.

Oct. 24
Graffiti was written in the bath-

room of Bartlett Hall.
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Correction

It was reported in yesterday's Daily Collegian in an article entitled, "GEO action against administration: bar-

gaining for a new contract." that the current teaching assistant (TA) salary at the University of Massachusetts is

$6,990 per year. The minimum salary for TVs is $6,940; salaries fluctuate due to the individual TA s contract

with the University. The Collegian regrets the error.

Looking to beefup your resume?

Want to have your name in the paper?

The Collegian is always looking for new and enthusiastic

writers to cover a variety of issues concerning the University

of Massachusetts. Call 545-3500 or stop by the Collegian in

the Campus Center Basement for more information.

m Campus
Career
Network

ALL STUDENTS!!
Graduate & Professional Schools m Campus

Career
Network

Univoi: '.
I M stlyol Massachusetts /

Over 100 schools including:

Albany Law School Harvard University
Assumption College University of Maryland
Boston University
Clark University
Columbia University
Drev/ University

New School for Social Research
New York University
National College of Chiropractic
Tufts University

i

Information & Literature on Admission, Financial Aid, and Housing

Coordinated by the Campus Career Network, University of Massachusetts / Amherst in cooperation

with Amherst, Hampshire, Mt. Holyoke and Smith Colleges

Author of GLBT comic
strip to visit UMass today
By Katie Thoennes
Collegian Correspondent

Laughter, sex. skin and politics

— these are the things that keep
University of Massachusetts stu-

dents interested in comic artist

Alison Bechdel.

Bechdel is the author of the

comic strip Dykes to Watch Out
lor. While the strip is unknown to

some, it has a large following with-

in the gay, lesbian, bisexual and
transgendered (GLBT) community.

With Bechdel's universal appeal,

the comic is rapidly gaining atten-

tion across the board.

The creator of seven books, the

37-year-old Bechdel is coming to

UMass today to elaborate on Dykes

to Watch Out For. She is speaking

and presenting a slide show about

exactly how this comic strip came
into existence.

Dykes to Watch Out For is syn-

dicated in many small papers

and journals. While her audience is

getting larger, the elements of the

comic strip stay the same. The
strip is a medley of many charac-

ters, who are smart, diverse and

hilarious women who all happen to

be lesbians.

Bechdel said that she has always

drawn cartoons. She began writing

comic strips about lesbians only

after she came out as a lesbian

herself. Since her first book,
which was published through
Firebrand Books in 1986, Bechdel

has provided education as well as

humor. The comic strip is "some

people's first exposure to lesbian

culture, which I find hilarious,"

she said.

Bechdel's humor has helped to

further the acceptance of GLBT
people in many different ways. On

almost any comic page, the charac-

ters are almost universally white,

male and straight. Yet, Bechdel's

characters are anything but that.

Multiculturalism and diversin

are important aspects of Dykes to

Watch Out For. While Bechdel said

many of the characters are exten-

sions of |her]self, they are all very

different.

Bechdel is one of the syndicated

cartoonists who includes sex in the

comic strips; lesbian sex on top of

that. Bechdel said that due to the

fact that the comic only reached

GLBT subculture at first, the sex

and politics were acceptable.

Though Dylan to Watch Out For

is continually well received, it

seems that several people have a

similar problem.

"People want to see themselves

in the strip," Bechdel said.

Though the characters span many
races, backgrounds and religions.

the audience always wants some-

thing more. "Christian lesbians

are just one example of audience

requests," Bechdel said. Along
with army lesbians and lewish les-

bians, these special requests arc d

steady line of feedback which
Bechdel receives.

While Bechdel only holds speak-

ing arrangements three or four

times a year, she is a UMass regu-

lar. On her return to UMass, she

will be speaking two times, ln her

first engagement, Wednesday at

7:30 p.m. in the Hampden
Southside room, she will be giving

an overview of Dykes to Watch
Out For. The second talk is part of

the Brown Bag Lunch Series. It is

at 12:30 p.m. on Thursday in the

Campus Center room 101. She will

be discussing "Assimilation and Its

Discontents."

Climbing to new heights

MABAH MACROSTIE COUECIAN

Last weekend a group of UMass students travelled on a nature photo expedition to the White Mountains of

New Hampshire. Here, they are shown on the summit of Mt. Pemigawasset.

record
continued from page 1

Besides the IBM buyback. traders got other good news

ihis morning — a drop in consumer confidence and only a

modest rise in wages and benefits, both of which rein-

forced expectations that the Federal Reserve wouldn't

raise short-term interest rates anytime soon.

There was no frenzy as prices dropped in the first hour

— just the New York Stock Exchange's normal din —
but traders who had arrived at work with grim faces

yelled with joy as the prices went upward. "I'm smiling

because I still have a job," joked Michael Galluchi. who
works for the trading firm LaBranche & Co.

tour

During a visit to Chicago, President Clinton declined to

comment about today's gyrations, except to try to reassure

investors.

"Our economy is as strong and vibrant today as it has

been in a generation." he said. "We have to feel confident

and continue our economic strategy."

The Dow fell 554.26 to 7,161.15 on Monday, surpass-

ing the 508-point Black Monday crash of Oct. 19. 1987,

as its biggest point drop ever and prompting U.S. stock

markets to shut down for the first time since the 1981

assassination attempt on President Reagan.
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students
continued from page 1

professors already... and we've never

been against students collecting their

own information." said lenny

Spencer. Massachusetts Society of

Professors i MSP) faculty union prcs

idem.

Those opposed to only the global

questions MOU released lor student

information fell to 26.6 percent, with

46 percent in approval

In order to implement the CATE
guide, it must be written into the fac-

ult> contracts that evaluations will

become public information.

Contracts are up for renewal this

|une and negotiations are scheduled

to start sometime next semester.

The proposal will be presented b\

the Administration to the faculty

union at that time.

"I feel students should have access

to appropriate information to help

them make good choices, if |the

CATE guide] is well done. That's the

big issue here. It needs to be fair to

the faculty." said Mary Deane
Sorcinelli. Director of the Teaching

Development Center.

"It took two years of discussions

with the administration to reach an

agreement with than Now we're

just waiting for negotiations," Kenen
said.

SCERA is looking into making
the guide available on the World
Wide Web, which will cut down on

costs. Schools which the UMass
CATE guide may be modeled after

include the University of Colorado

Boulder and the University of

Florida.

If the CATE guide is included in

the faculty contracts, it could be

made available for the first time dur-

ing the fall semester. 1999.

Bryan C. Harvey. Associate

Provost for Academic Planning and

Assessment and lohn Cunningham,

faculty advisor to the Provost, could

not be reached for comment.

homeless

scholarships
continued from page 1

considers a student's Scholastic

Aptitude Test (SAT) scores, the

difficulty of their course work,

the activities that they participat-

ed in and their socio-economic

background in making applica-

tion decisions.

"There is a whole sliding scale

of factors where a student whose

G.P.A. average is below 3.0 could

be accepted to the University,"

Green said.

In general, though, Green

agreed that admission to UMass
Amherst is becoming more com-

petitive, and noted that the aver-

age G.P.A. of this fall's incoming

class was 3.1— higher than in

previous years.

ln addition, the University has

made a transfer compact with the

state's community colleges guar-

anteeing community college grad-

uates who earn their associates

degree with a 2.5 G.P.A. average

admission to the University.

continued from page 1

the William Smith Clark Memorial. This silhou-

etted memorial is commonly known as "the

drum circle" but is actually a recognition of the

founder of our university. Clark is also well

known in lapan for founding Hokkaido
University. The memorial on top of the hill is the

silhouette of both schools. When standing in the

center of this metal circle and looking to the west

(toward Van Meter) one can see the outline of

UMass and to the east one can see the outline of

Hokkaido University.

On Stockbridge Road the tour learned that the

1927 that is in the cement in the front of the

Franklin Dining Hall is part of a tradition that

was carried on by Massachusetts Agricultural

College (which is now UMass). Classes, upon

graduation, donated a block with their year of

graduation to a Memory lane that used to run

around the campus pond. Freshmen were not

allowed to step on the numbers and had to hop

over them. The class of 1927 decided to put their

plaque out by Stockbridge for fun. The class ol

1928 also altered tradition by placing their

plaque on the steps of Draper Hall, the old din-

ing hall.

The tour continued down to the old chapel

where the tour guides warned not to be surprised

to hear the chapel bells ring on Halloween even

though no one will be up there. The library was

the final destination for the group and there the

guides wrapped up the tour.

"We did this because we wanted other people

to hear these stories and to make sure that the

history gets passed on," Naman said.

continued from page 1

provide in-house shelter, they can refer people who are

in need to programs like the Grove Street Inn and the

Cot Program. These services are available to homeless

people as well as to low-income families.

"As further cuts are made to public assistance pro-

grams we expect to sec a greater demand in our commu-

nity for our services," Tavatorchia said.

Last fiscal year, the Amherst Survival Center received

visits from 15,761 homeless, collected and distributed

170,167 pounds of food and 260.299 pounds of cloth-

ing, prepared 4,416 hot lunches and had over 1,000 vol-

unteers contributing 12.000 hours to the Survival

Center.

The Survival Center is open Mondays through Fridays

mot Wednesdays) to the public. For more information

about hours of operation, volunteer services or donations

call 549- 3968.

A CELEBRATION
OF NEW BOOKS
Slanted Truths
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and
Dorian Sagan K
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Lynn Margulis
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Dorian Sagan
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A call for action
The responses to last

Wednesday's referenda

should inspire action.

When the student body expresses

its opinions through a vote, what

happens? SGA has adopted (or

will adopt) all of these responses

as official policy, but most of the

questions deal with issues that

SGA doesn't have a final say in —
if any say at all. It is most impor-

tant for the University's adminis-

tration and Board of Trustees to

give student opinions a strong say

in their decision making process-

es.

For example, student disap-

proval of the guidelines on the

picketing code was clear.

University by-laws require that

student input be given when such

policy decisions arc made. From
the voting results on this and
other matters, we doubt whether

the University's governing bodies

are paying as much attention to

student opinion as they should.

Part of the University's

fundraising drive, Campaign
UMass. involves a push to

increase the donations of alumni

beginning with their first year

after graduation. How does the

University expect to gain the sup-

port and trust of its future alumni

by disregarding their opinions
while they are here?

But it isn't only for crass eco-

nomic reasons that the

University's governing bodies
should defer to student opinion.

The integrity of the University is

nullified by a failure to do so.

Our mission as a public univer-

sity is to produce citizens who, by

thinking for themselves, will

become active and well-educated

participants in our democratic
society. When students learn that

their state government doesn't

care what they think at the univer-

sity, they'll know the same is true

outside.

Unsigned editorials represent

the majority opinion of the

Collegian editorial board.
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A burning issue
ere are some facts. Average

H global temperatures for the

last 10 years have been the

highest for any decade on
record. Atmospheric carbon dioxide

concentration, the primary culprit in

the greenhouse effect and a remark-

ably accurate mirror of global climate

through geologic time, has been
building rapidly since the Industrial

Revolution. If global temperature
continues to rise with carbon dioxide

levels, the earth's climate will under-

go serious and possibly catastrophic

disruptions.

loan ('// theDespite the

almost universal-

ly agreed upon
sentiment that

the potential

consequences of

climate change
are so troubling that immediate
action should be taken to decrease

greenhouse gas emissions, our eter-

nally cautious president recently con-

cluded that nothing has to be done
about global warming until his term
is up. He even gave poor Al Gore a

break — it's anything goes until

2008, at which point someone else

will be responsible for the superficial

plan of very gradually reducing car-

bon dioxide emissions to 1 990 levels.

Did someone once call these guys

environmentalists? This ineffectual

piece of fluff is what they will be

bringing to Kyoto, lapan. where inter-

national negotiations on reducing
greenhouse gases will take place in

December. Needless to say, Clinton's

proposals have been widely criticized.

Carl Pope, of the Sierra Club, likened

them to "fighting a five- alarm blaze

with a garden hose."

European leaders have been similar-

ly blunt. "Something much more sub-

stantial will need to come out of the

White House if the United States is to

face up to its global responsibilities,"

said Peter loergensen, a spokesman
for the European Commission.

The rest of the world has reason to

Environment

be concerned. At present, the U.S. is

the largest single contributor to glob-

al warming. With only 4 percent of

the world's population, we manage to

crank out 22 percent of global car-

bon dioxide emissions.

America, with its corporate-gov-

ernmental crybabies, also has an
entrenched addiction to burning fos-

sil fuels. Like any addiction, there is a

tendency to cling desperately to it

even as it kills you.

Any effective strategy for prevent-

ing, or at the very least lessening cli-

mate changes,

must have as its

main goal a sig-

nificant reduc-

tion in the rate

fossil fuels are

burned. Simple

as that.

Achieving this goal, however, turns

out to be not as simple. The gargan-

tuan oil, coal, electric and automobile

industries have bought their way into

politics and are presently setting the

fossil, fuel-burning agenda for years

to come. Accordingly, our govern-

ment is all too willing to ignore the

threat of ecological catastrophe so

long as the dollars keep rolling in.

Consumers aren't helping things

either. It has been widely recognized

that a higher gas tax is necessary to

reflect the true social cost of gasoline

combustion, to foster energy conser-

vation and the development of alter-

native fuels, and to ultimately curb

the effects of climate change. Of
course, to institute taxes of any kind,

and especially gas taxes, is to commit
political hara-kiri. A recent New
York Times survey concluded that

while a vast majority of Americans
feel that global warming is a legiti-

mate threat and that the government

should take strong measures to cur-

tail it. all but a few are violently

opposed to raising gasoline prices.

This attitude will have to change if

we are to make any progress.

Another problem is the wildly inac-

curate messages we receive about cli-

mate change. For instance, you can

still read about the "debate" which is

going on over the very existence of

global warming and if anything
should be done about it. The U.S. is

unique in the sense that it is the lone

industrialized country in the world
where this question is still being

asked, while the only debates in other

nations have to do with how fast and

how severe climate change will be.

In reality, there is no debate in

America either. What you have are

scientific studies, which nearly unani-

mously conclude that global warming
is happening now. and a $ 13 million

corporate misinformation campaign,

cooked up to convince us that cli-

mate change is nothing but a myth
and would be too expensive to do
anything about now.
The mainstream media has done

their part to stall action on global

warming with their unyielding

attempt to foster a "balance" between

opposing viewpoints. In this case.

that means giving equal weight to the

arguments of world- renowned cli-

matologists and to spokespeople for

Exxon, as if whatever scientific

whores the corporations can buy off

represent sources of legitimate, unbi-

ased testimony.

It is long overdue that we begin

questioning, on a worldwide scale,

the embarrassingly transparent
motives of gluttonous money hustlers

who demand that nothing stand in

the way of their profits. Their behav-

ior, their willingness to threaten the

lives of billions of people in order to

make a buck is shocking, even in this

age of corruption and complacency.

In the end, it comes down to a ques-

tion of whether or not the human
race is enlightened enough to put a

stop to our slow, sure suicide. If we
are not, any decisions about our
future will surely be made for us. not

by us.

lason Davis is a Collegian colum-

nist.

Write for a Point/Counterpoint!
The Collegian Editorial page will be running a point/counterpc fea-

ture on the proposed Honors College. Articles must be well-writ and
researched. The deadline for submission is Wednesday, Oct 28, a 8 p.m.

Anyone who is interested should submit material by e-mail
(letters@oitvms.oiLumass.edu), fax (545-1592), or by droppir it off

the Collegian offices in the box of Ed/Op editor Dai
Editorials must be 500-700 words long and include your name

phone number.
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Saying thanks
You can love them. You can loathe them. Either way,

you've got to respect them. Professors (and even

teaching assistants, grad students running a class,

whatever) are there to help. While some may have lost

their inspiration and going to their classes becomes about

as routine and boring as a medical checkup, there are

those who make going to class actually something you can

look forward to.

I have tended to find that the most inspired teachers are

those who base themselves in the humanities and the liber-

al arts. Then again. I haven't had any taste of

business-based classes and the only science ones I've been

in were for Gen- Eds. So pardon me if 1 like to read litera-

ture and poetry, and study music and the general history

and thoughts of mankind over time. I wasn't born a calcu-

lator, but instead a ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
word processor. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
What I'm writ- ^^JoshuaJ5o£^^^

ing for is to per-

sonally thank certain professors whose classes and compa-

ny I've had the pleasure to be in over four and a half years

of college.

To Bill Verts: Yes, COINS 105 is always a very big

class. And there is no reason why you'd remember me
from the spring '94 semester, but I was there and enjoying

your class that brought me closer to the techno-jargon and

the general inner workings of the concepts surrounding

The Computer. Thank you for turning me into an e-mail

and Netscape junkie.

To Liz Petroff: You always led me in the right direction

and put yourself out to help me and thousands of others

over the years. Whenever other CAS majors and I talk, we
all praise you for being a guardian angel of sorts in our

higher education. When I needed a reference for my
National Student Exchange, 1 asked on a Friday, and you

had it ready on a Monday, even on such short notice. That

was just one of those times that 1 thank you for, not to

mention the fall '94 spiritual autobiography class I took.

To David Lenson: What other professor would stroll

into a dark classroom, 9:30 a.m., with wrap-around sun-

glasses and a leather jacket and sit down and talk with a

class about how great 1 9th-century writers of sex, drugs

and opera were? Won't forget "Decadence In Europe"

from spring '95 anytime soon.

To William Hanley. Michael Dessen, and lames
Garrison: Ah, you three gentlemen, who have allowed this

English major to sneak under the barbed wire of the Music

Department and study the fundamentals of theory and
tonal harmony, deserve many thanks from a big music

lover. I'm serious when I say I'd be missing a whole lot in

music if it weren't for you guys.

To |oe Pemice: I can say 1 knew you when you were

teaching creative writing classes at UMass before you went

and signed a contract with Sub Pop Records for your band

Scud Mountain Boys. Your charisma really moved that

class. Those two and a half hours a week when I could lis-

ten to some great writings by my classmates and get my
own stuff off my chest helped me through a rough emo-

tional period involving depression in spring '95.

To Kirby Farrell: You found the most interesting ways

to insert your "screw the system" ethics into a deceptively

innocent course on the modem novel, and therefore incit-

ed active discussions, something one needs at 5 p.m. I'll

never look at Disney's Beauty And The Beast as anything

but social brainwashing again.

Also. I was out at Western Washington University for

my junior year where I was lucky enough to be in Ning

Yu's American literature classes (1 took two of them with

him), |im Bertolino's class on creative non-fiction writing

(I learned a lot about slugs, too!), and Michiko Yusa's

class on Japanese literature and culture (thank you,

Professor Yusa, for introducing me to Matsuo Basho. the

haiku master). And of course, Kevin Bressler taught me all

I know about the ways of the recording studio.

Anyone else whose names I have left out. I'm sure I will

remember you all and you should be satisfied that a person

out there has a thought in his head which you have seeded

and he has let grow into one of his own.

Joshua Boyd is a Collegian columnist.

Rockin the vote

It's
kind of sad, but people real|v dont feel ,he

urge to vote. Here at the University of

Massachusetts, a paltry 15 percent of the stu-

dent population turned out to vote in the recent

Student Government Association (SGA) elections.

You'd think, in this democratic country of ours,

people would be flocking to the poll booths, eager

to voice their opinion.

A friend told me he knew it was important to

vote, but he never felt like his vote counted for any-

thing because it was just one vote among millions.

What if there are millions of people in this coun-

try who had the same thought and that's why they

weren't voting?

So in a rare moment of brilliance, I came up with

an idea to reform the way we elect our leaders.

Now, as a standard disclaimer, let me say that

my knowledge of politics is limited to high school

social studies. 1 once registered for a political sci-

ence class here, but the professor scared me half to

death and 1 had to drop the class.

So. in sum, I have little knowledge of politics —
but that's okay. Few people in Washington actually

know what's going on there anyway.

But back to my ideas for election reform. First,

we'd have to do away with the electoral college. I

don't know what the electoral college is about, but

1 got a sneaking suspicion that the founders of our

country didn't trust us to vote in any honest politi-

cians, so they stuck us with the mysterious elec-

le2e Seema Gangiitirkar
^l^a^tjllTaaaaaaaa^aalaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaalaaaaaaal

we voters

would do the right thing without the electoral col-

lege — we still haven't voted Ross Perot into office

now, have we?
So scrap the electoral college. Now we're on our

own.
People need an incentive to vote. Short of giving

everyone a shiny gold star for filling out a ballot. I

think we should have a point system to reward

those who take time away from their tennis game

or mah jong club to vote.

Under my proposed system, five points would

equal one additional vote. So, if you voted in a

minor election, say the school board election, you

would earn five points.

A mayoral election would add 20 points to your

account. Voting for a state representative would

get you 50 points and voicing your support for a

gubernatorial candidate would add 40 points.

Voting for the United States Senate would add 50

points to your total.

So what do all these points mean?
Under my proposal, you would cash in all your

points during a presidential election. So if you

have accumulated 100 points over four years, you

get 20 extra votes. Sounds good, huh? The more

you vote, the more voice you get in the actual elec-

tion.

And just to keep faith with the founders, we'd

still have a check on bad decisions. Before casting

ballots for the president, voters would need to sub-

mit to a 10 minute oral examination. This would be

to prevent stellar candidates like David Duke or

Newt Gingrich from taking office.

The oral exam would consist of asking voters

about three pertinent issues in the current presi-

dential campaign. You wouldn't have to reveal

your opinion if you didn't want to — you just need

to show you have half of a clue about what's going

on.

This way. we can be sure people have really

thought about who they are voting for and why.

The exam would eliminate decisions made on the

basis of hair, youth or fashion sense.

After taking your exam, you would be ushered to

the Official Election Bank, where you would
cash-in your votes. It's kind of silly idea, I know,
and I'm sure there are a dozen political experts out

there who would come out and tell me exactly how
impractical and illogical my proposal is.

I concede them their point.

As a political pundit, I lack the knowledge to

serve as an expert on "Geraldo." but I really think

my idea has a semblance of merit, since under my
proposal, your vote would be more than a drop in

the ocean.

Seema Gangatirkar is a Collegian columnist.

Letters to the Editor

No happy Halloween
To the Editor:

On Friday morning. Oct. 24. many young children woke
up to find that all down the lane pumpkins, Halloween
decorations and a scarecrow were missing.

That weekend, we saw that many pumpkins were
smashed on the yard of the Phi Mu Delta fraternity.

Looking closer we realized that a shirt lying around was
the shirt of the missing scarecrow.

We can not prove that they stole our pumpkins, but we
would like whoever took our stuff to know that we don't
have any pumpkins for Halloween.

Will Oldershaw. age 1

1

Catherine Oldershaw, age 7

Amherst

We encourage our readers to respond to the contents ofthe Collegian through letters to
the editor. Letters must be typed, no more than 400 words and include name, address and
phone number for confirmation purposes. They can be submitted to Editorial/Opinion
Editor, Daily Collegian, 113 Campus Center Basement, UMass, Amherst, MA, 01003, or ,,v

e-mail to: letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu. Letters may be edited for length, clarity and style.
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G. Love's latest an Easy pleasure
(T / FREAKS / MASTERS OF

THE UNIVERSE
Pulp

Velvet

Hailing from Sheffield, England,
Pulp is the longest overnight sensa-

tion in the history of contemporary
British pop history. Whereas rivals

Suede and Oasis were anointed "The

MX big thing" prior to ever having

released a full album, Pulp lan-

guished in obscurity for nearly 1 5

years before the wild success of

1995s brilliant Different Class,

which culminated in the band win-

ning England's prestigious Mercury
Music Prize (equivalent to a

Grammy) for album of the year.

Capitalizing on this newly etched

popularity. Velvet Records has

re-issued Pulp's first two
albums, 1983's It and

1986's Freaks, as well

as Masters of the

Universe — which
collects a number
of their early sin-

gles recorded for

Fire Records. All

three of which were

difficult to obtain
Stateside.

It illustrates a markedly dissimilar

Pulp than what many fans are famil-

iar with. Jarvis Cocker's songcraft is

still in its infancy and looking back

in retrospect, his lyrics are of little

consequence and often nonsensical.

The absence of keyboards, now a

Pulp trademark, help to create a

sound which precariously borders

on folk — think of David Bowie's

early songs from the mid-'60s.

Freaks, is easily their darkest

work, devoid of Cocker's whimsical

trappings that delineate Pulp's cur-

rent incarnation. The songwriting.

while on the whole stronger than //,

Mill comes across as second genera-

tion mimicry of )oy Division or The

Smiths; it's hardly innovative.

Another minuscule step forward.

Masters of the Universe is where
Cocker's quirky, enigmatic persona

begins to take center stage.

While none of these albums can

be considered essential, they are

nonetheless important because they

each trace the long, hard road of

Pulp's progression. The only trouble

is that nothing here gives even the

slightest indication of what was to

come. The grandly theatrical,

synth-spiked pop flourishes the

define the Pulp sound in the '90s are

nowhere to be heard here. It/ C-.

Freaks/ C, Masters of the Universe/

C (Marty Keane)

YEAH, IT'S THAT EASY
G. Love & Special Sauce

OKeh/Epic

Following a two-year stu

dio break, the eclectic

sounds of G. Love and

*l Special Sauce return for

their third album Yeah.

It's That Easy
(OKeh/Epic). Backed

by the "Special Sauce"

of acoustic bassist |im

Prescot and drummer Jeffrey

Clemens, the unclassifiable front-

man G. Love offers up more of the

same mix.

Unlike the trio's last album, Coast

to Coast Motel, their latest offering

lacks a bulk of raucous jams. With

the exception of the tracks "1-76"

and "You Shall See," G. Love seems

to have mellowed with age. This

may be due to the fact that mem-

W<*. TaTtll***:
Thoro /k t» Dtffttt o'iroi

Got a tip?
If you are aware of a

developing news
story, call 545-1762

and speak with

Jonathan Liberty,

News Editor. At the

Collegian, we take

pride in being there

first and providing

the best coverage in

the area.

Remember... that's

545-1762.
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Gattaca (PG- 13)

Today at 5:30 ($2 50) and 8 10

Playing God (R)

Today at 8:20

The Full Monty (R)

Today at 6:00 ($2.50) and 8:30

/ know What You Did Last

Summer (R)

Today at 5:40 ($2.50) and 8:20

Rocketman (PG)

\Today at 5 50 ($2 .50)

COUBTESV ALISTW INDCE

Reissues of first three Pulp releas-

es don't match their present day

brilliance.

bers of his three other bands (the All

l-'ellas Band, the Philly Cartel, and

the King's Court) all appear on

Yeah. It's That Easy along with

Special Sauce.

Written as a musical tour of his

native Philadelphia (complete with a

chorus which reads like a '76ers

All-Star timeline), "1-76" rocks true

to the trio's part rap, part blues part

folk combo. "You Shall See" and the

album's first radio track "Stepping

Stones" suffice in up-tempo depart-

ment.

The tracks billed in the liner notes

as "mellow 70s soul tunes" ("Take

You There" and "Willow Tree")

Turn to TRAX. page 6
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Kiss the Girls (R)

Today at 5:30 ($2.50) and 8:30

The Peacemaker (R)
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A Life Less Ordinary (R)

Today at 5:40 ($2.50) and 8:40

In and Out (PG- 13)

Today at 6:00 ($2.50) and 8:40

Devil's Advocate (R)

Today at 510 ($2 .50) and 820

Seven Years in Tibet (PG-1 3)

Today of 5:20 f$2.50) and 8:30

LA. Confidential (R)

Today at 5 10 ($2.50)
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Thursday Special College Rates

The X-treme in Glow Bowling

Entire Center Will GLOW

Northampton Bowl
584-4830

Wednesday night from 9:00p.
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STA Travel offers

student discounts

on domestic

travel, too

800-777-0112
www.sta-travel.com

STA Travel

the *iirld\ latijKt

slMdent travel STA TRAVEL
orgMi/ition. Wi
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Weekly
Drink Specials

20 oz Millar tilt Pints Sam Adda

•«

M» oi Ram &
Coke
$2.°°

16 oi Ram &
Coke
$2.°°

1 5 east pleasant street • amherst

There's nothing good on TV anymore
There w;t<. | time, not very long ago. when you could

blurt out over hundred of your favorite prime time

character! — not to mention regurgitating every line of

every episode. You would pre-plan your schedule weeks

in advance, just to make sure you wouldn't dare miss

'Dynwty." "Knots Landing," or "Hill Street Blues." Or
maybe you even had a Saturday engagement with "Pee

Wee Herman'! Playhouse."

It was television cult at its best — eyes glued to the

tube. All of your focus was on this technological god.

Take a phone call from a close friend.

"Hi buddy," you say. "I'm in the middle of Miami

Vice I'll talk to >ou after the show. I'll bet you Tubs

dies in thi- episode. See ya. bye."

Television was a family event for the

most part — one living room, one TV.

It wa^ the after dinner double-dessert.

It was simple, hearty and communal.

Shows were of the ubiquitous kind. Let

us face it. you had ABC. CBS and NBC
— why would you want anything more?

We said we liked our shows. We don't

need that cable thing. It costs too much

money. How could we fall into the

obnoxious over- programming of cable

networks, and give up "MacGyver" and

"Remington Steel" or how about our

patriotic pride and joy "Great American

Hero?"

Back in the good old days, we were sure not to miss

the season finales of "Cheers" or "Family Ties."

Then it was summer time. Re-run season began and

wouldn't end for quite some time. Why? Because your

favorite shows were gone for good. New pilots were

quickly arriving on the super-power networks, which

would soon begin their unprecedented downfall of quali-

ty programming. Who was left? "The Cosby Show." Oh.

oh... it was their last season also. What happened?

"There is nothing good on TV.
"

You would come home and beg your parents to sub-

scribe to cable. Everyone had it. They have movies, com-

edy, and MTV (when they played musk )'

"I'll n.'ver pay for that devilish programming!" your

pop said. Of course not, there were plenty of qualin

shows left on the public networks. But there weren't, so

you finally got cable — the new religion of the American

television viewer. The new brash, and eclectic viewing

service which had "Playboy." "HBO," "ESPN" and the

Home Shopping Network had taken the land by storm.

Finally, you noticed that "Beverly Hills, 90210" and

"Melrose Place" just wasn't cutting it. So you tuned all of

your attention to cable. You watched "Beavis and

Butthead" come about and fade quickly after their origi-

nality blew the big one. You tuned to the movie channels

and then wondered why you were able to write the

scripts from memory for the years 10

best movies. I believe Top Gun has

been shown about 50 plus times

within the past week on one of those

cable channels.

"There is nothing good on TV.
"

The art of channel surfing began.

Click... Click... Click, times 200 plus

channels. How can you watch over

200 channels? I'll tell you how. It's

called Direct TV or Satellite TV. for

God's sake I'm surprised we don't

have some type of interstellar televi-

sion programming. Yet. there is noth-

ing on. Why is there 10 different

channels for HBO with one through five playing Ghost?

Maybe it's for those everyday viewers who have five tele-

visions and want to watch it in Dolby-surround sound.

So what is your favorite show? "Uh. the one with that

brown-haired guy in it. Ya know. What's it called?"

Have you actually seen every episode of your favorite

show? "South Park" doesn't count either. Do you know

when "South Park" began? Maybe what we all need are

those multi-screened Magnavox TVs so we can watch

our shows. Then again. .

.

" There is nothing good on TV.
"

Alex Iglesias is a Collegian staff member.
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Six Going on Seven release mediocre
^"^

. .._i_ _r .1 :. ,— ,„ mmJ co that ihn listener is orovid-

trax

Okay, while I still have your attention, here m KMM
upcoming concert events. A new club in Springfield

called Daddy-O's opened up and have a slew ot shows

coining up: on Nov. 1. Brand New Unit, Pezz. |on

Cougar Concentration Camp and Pinhead Circus; on

Nov 7 East Coast Panic. Sweet 16. Yum Yum Tree and

Kitty Badass, on Nov. 13 Aus Rotten. Broken and

Stratford Mercenaries take the stage. The Eagles Club

also in Springfield, are having a show on Oct. 30 with

Mens Recovery Project, Know
Nothing and Ethnic featuring mem-

bers of Halfman and Scapegr.Kc

In local shows on Friday, there is

enough of their own sound so that the listener is provid

ed with a new experience. Six Going On Seven does not

do that.
, . ....

Six Going On Seven's vocalist foe English sounds like

the singer from Chamberlin. the bass lines sound like

kurate, and the music sounds like a cross between

Promise Ring and Chamberlin or Falling Foward. While

those are great bands and the combination may sound

like a dream come true to many, when band MUndl

^^^^^^^^ this contrived it is easy to question

—*, , ,
their intentions.

AoaniDUtgac^^^^ As for ,he songs themselves, let's

ignore the obvious influences for a

a Halloween show in the basement of Van Meter with

Hallraker. lust About Done. The Ambsace Engine and a

Misfits cover band. There is also an Animal Rights

Benefit show coming up in Van Meter with Piebald.

Hallraker. Cave In, Catch Thirteen and I think lust

About Done.

Check out the following acts at Pearl Street, on Nov. o:

EYEHATEGOD. Todav Is The Day. Overcast and

Gandiva and on then, don't miss Nov. 15 — the concert

event of the semester The Misfits. Sick Of It All and H20.

SIX GOING ON SEVEN

Self Made Mess

Some Records

In hardcore it is difficult to be completely original

and stay within the parameters of the genre, and while

Six Going On Seven are an emo band the same limits

apply. However when a band does borrow from their

influence one of their goals should be to incorporate

moment. Six Going On Seven have a good sound going

on When the band cuts loose on tracks like "Sexy Like

The Titanic." "Getaway Car" or "Sincerely" they rock

with the emotion really coming through in the vocals It

is also during those songs where it is hard not to recall a

more driving Chamberlin. On songs like "Endurance'

the band falls into a groove and ends up sounding like a

flat Karate. The lyrics deal with relationships and are

wonderfully easy to relate to. a nice change from the

abstract lyrics that tend to dominate this genre.

Six Going On Seven are off to a good start. They are

a tight band who can play their instruments, they have a

good vision of the sound thev are striving for. and when

they really rock out thev can hold their own with even

the best emo bands. They could be a band who could

make some noise. On the other hand if they fail to

develop their own sound and continue to blatantly bor-

row from others they will just be another band making

frequent appearances in the used CD's bin. B-

Adam Dlugacz is a Collegian columnist

Visit our Website at www.umass.edu/rso/colegian
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continued from page 5

seem to blur into some of the

album's other more laid back tunes.

Yeah, It's That Easy is much more

relaxed than the band's previous two

albums, but after a few listens it

grows on you. B (Chris Stamm)

THE DURAN DURAN
TRIBUTE ALBUM
Duran Duran

Mojo

The latest tribute album to arrive

is in homage to one of the best

bands to actually make it out of the

80s alive. The Duran Duran Tribute

Album (Mojo) is a rollercoaster ride

that features not one, but two ver-

sions of "Girls On Flim" — what

could be more pleasing than that?

Unfortunately, not much. Don't get

your hopes up too high because,

although the album features two

run-throughs, only one of them is

worth listening to.

Once anyone hears the horren-

dous mockery that the Wesley Willis

Fiasco has made of this cult classic,

you'll welcome with open arms the

tasteful rendition done by Bjorn

Again, the ABBA tribute band.

Also, the beautiful and strikingly

uncharacteristic sound of the

Deftones' cover of "The Chauffeur"

is speechless for all the right reasons

while GOB's rapid take on "A View

to Kill" makes one's head spin for

all the wrong reasons.

Goldfinger takes a fierce stab at

"Rio." while Reel Big Fish let loose

on a humorous and quirky rendition

of "Hungry Like the Wolf" and Eve's

Plum does "Save a Prayer" exquisite-

ly. Also. Buck-O-Nine does an ade-

quate job with "Hold Back the Rain"

— which is more than can be said

for the remainder of the songs on

the album.

So, even if you never had a Simon

LeBon poster, or if you never

dreamed of becoming the sixth

member of Duran Duran, this trib-

ute album is worth a listen for any-

one who's ever admitted to liking

the music of their childhood. C+
(Alexandria Lipka)

COURT! SV NIAL PRESTON

The "Bitch" is back
Meredith Brooks will play a show this evening at the Iron Horse

Mulfc Hall in Northampton" This little shindig kicks it at 1 p.m and

more information can be obtained by calling 1-800-The Tick or

584-0610.

DAISY

Dog's Eye View

Columbia

Here's a bit of advice for those of

you planning on seeing the Counting

Crows when they come to the

Mullins Center this Saturday — don't

worry about showing up early to see

Dog's Eye View.

ludging from their latest release,

Daisy (Columbia), they are an act

you can afford to miss. Deity offers

little to the listener and sounds as if it

were produced by Velveeta. There

are no catchy hooks, no clever lyrics

and no sense of originality. What

Dog's Eye View does offer up is a

derivative cookie-cutter brand of

music.

From listening to the opening track

"The Trouble with Love," one might

think that he or she is hearing a

Sublime song that quickly turns into

a Hootie & The Blowfish cover.

Dog's Eye View continues along with

their blend of lame commercial rock

with tracks like "Last Letter Home"

and "Goodbye to Grace."

Vocalist/guitarist Peter Stuart's

songwriting skills avoid exploring any

sort of musical extremities and as a

result, the only decent moments on

Daisy come off sounding mediocre at

best. But even those occurrences are

few and far between. Waiting for

Daisy to be entertaining gets frustrat-

ing quickly because it just doesn't

ever happen.

Undoubtedly riding the wave of

their overplayed single off their previ-

ous album, Happy Nowhere. Dog's

Eye View are a band that will be easi

ly lost in the world of alternative,

mainstream rock. Thank God for

that. D (Kevin Monahan)

Electrolysis! Vlov^eS

DiipotabU Sttrllt Nttdlt*

Student Discount

free Parking

On But Unt from Campu%

John V. Ryan, RE.
664 Main Street

253-9534

RooitB

Nlus*

r^eOi

Trxeate*
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Orrr"-oom QourSoaps -^urmet

You'll find them all in

Collegian Arts.
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Americas Travel Store...Since 1986
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Carriers
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Yearbook Staff Prepares

for Record Turnout

Sarasota, FL

Seattle, WA

Tampa, FL

Washington Dulles, DC.

Washington Natl, DC ...

West Palm Beach, FL ...

$159 rt

$329 rt

$159 rt

$143 rt
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By Arnold Layne
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$61 5 rt
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Honolulu, HI

Kona, HI.....

Lihue, HI ....

Amherst- For the 129th year in a

I row, the UMass Yearbook Club begins pro

duction on the University's prestigious

Index, this year however, will be designed

and published not only as the 129th year-

book by the Index, but also

the first to present the

yearbook as a tour guide to

the University of

1
Massachusetts at Amherst.

Asked on whether or

not graduation seniors will

be part of the yearbook,

Managing Editor Loretta Kwan said "This

year's book will not only include (Seniors),

but will also include useful information on

places to eat, places to go out to and also

places to go when you're not feeling too

well. There are a lot of places in this book.

] It's great!"

"Seniors will have to call the DaVor

I number to get in the yearbook. And

quick." replied Editor-in-chief Jill

Aordkian when asked how seniors will get

in the book. "Last year we couldn't get all

the Seniors in the book because they didn't

J
get their photo taken soon enough."

This year the Index will be extend-

I ing it's Senior Photo Shoot to allow for

thousands of Seniors to get their photo in

the book. Director of Marketing Sean

Marien added "Seniors should call the

number immediately. The earlier you call,

"The earlier you call,

the better chance you

have to get in the

book." 'Sean Marien

the better chance you have to get in the

book." The number to call for appoint-

ments is l-800-836-05f58, and Seniors are

encouraged to call as soon as possible dur-

ing normal business hours.

"You have to call, you can't get

around that." Photo Editor Aaron Eccles

reply to if there was

another way for Seniors

to get in the book. "If you

don't call, you can't get

in, you just can't! There's

no way."

"There's no need to

worry, every students

who gets their photo taken is put in the

book, well except that once but " said

Kwan on the likeliness of not getting in

the book. "Just call the number and show

up. That's it."

A new feature of the 1998 Index is

the addition of the Grad Edition. "The

Grad Edition is the best thing this campus

has seen since the invention of the dispos-

able lighter" Copy Editor Sean Maguire

commented. The Grad Edition comes with

the purchase of each yearbook. The Grad

Edition will be available to Seniors before

commencement, which gives graduates the

opportunity to give parting comments to

their friends in school.

President Clinton and Chancellor

Scott were contacted about the Grad Edition,

however both were unavailable for comment.

• • • •

Call Or Visit Our New

Interactive Website At

WWW. CHEAPTICKETS.COM
For Spring Break Fares!

RESERVATIONS: 1-800-247-7587
All lares are subject lo applicable lees and departure taxes Fares does not include tax*

Introducing our NEW INTERACTIVE website at:http;//www.cheaptickets.com

Get your Senior Photo Taken Now!

Call 1^800^836^0558

To Make an Appointment Today

There will be $5 sitting fee

This will be your only chance to get in this

year's hook
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tennis
continued from page 10

Lebovitz has made an Impact on
this UMass squad like no other fresh-

nail, acting like a veteran on the col
legiate level. With this win in singles

play, her fall record improves to an
extremely impressive mark of 8-5.

The Lebovitz win was followed by
two more UMass victories, coming
from Steele and Wegner. The senior

co- captain won her match in three

sets, prevailing over Ali Brown, 6-2,
5-7, 6-4. The fall singles action was
wrapped up with a win out of
Wegner. Hailing from Andoyer,
Wegner overcame Marianne Miller.

6-2. 7-5.

In doubles play, the Minute-women
took just one out of three matches,

and that win came out of the team ol

senioi co-captain Lana
Gorodetskaya and sophomore
Gillian Kane.

Thev overcame the Red Raiders'

duo of Brown/Cyan Brakhage, 8-4.

l Man closes out its fall Reason with

a 6-5 record, and some great prepa-

ration for the winter season. The
Minutewomen open up their winter

season on |anuur> 50 in Ithaca N.Y.

at the Cornell Invitational.

football
continued from page 10

gory alongside powerhouses like

Cincinnati and Ok Miss, for Rick

Neuheisel. that's slumming.

iV-uheisel is the coolest dressed

coach in football though, no joke,

fleece vest under I white Nike

turtleneck? Smashing baby. Oh
yeah.)

6. Kansas — I once read a

Penthouse when I was little (but

that's another story). Anyway,
they listed Kansas as the wont
team in America for like 1^88.

After a brief upswing, they've been

nothing but "smut-errilic" lately.

7. Tennessee — Yeah, Peyton

Manning's final romp through the

SEC was a good one, but when
Steve Spurrier said that you

couldn't spell Citrus Bowl without

the letters "UT", he was right

again. They may love him in

Knoxville, but he never beat

Florida.

But then it looks like it might be

Florida going Citrus this year.

(Excuse me, Steve. Is that a

Nike in your mouth?).

8. Washington — If the Huskies

could have beaten Nebraska, the

Rose Bowl would have decided the

national title.

9. Illinois — Everyone knew
they were struggling, but seeing

the lllini go 0-7 is shocking
(where are you when they need
you, Johnny Johnson?).

10. Indiana — Imagine if Bobby
Knight coached the football team?

You think Neil Reed and Andrae
Patterson had it tough?

"Uh, I didn't miss that blitz,

coach. It was (enkins, I swear."

Booty Schwag of the Year
Award...

Today, we bury an old friend.

You know, at first it was cute. It

was like. "Oh, hey look. Luke
picked the wrong team to win. Oh,
hc\ look. Luke has a losing

record."

It's just not cute anymore.
This week's Booty Schwag will be

given in a sort of ceremonious
round about way, because tola) we
bur) the "Friends of the Program
Inside I i|> Pick of the Week."
Four straight losses (two by

Clemson). A string of fans dis-

agreeing with my picks, and being

right. If it would have ran this

week. m> record would have listed

me at 2-5. To put it in laymen's

terms (because hey, let's face it.

aren't we all laymen?). I'd have to

make up a bowl to go to. And it

would be a real crappy one, like

the "Rid-X Roach Control
Classic," to be plaved against

Texat-EI Paso (UTEP to all the

non-believers).

I'm sure the beautiful city of

Akron would make the

world-famous Rubber Bowl avail-

able for the contest (yes, its called

the Rubber Bowl, and I just heard

that filthy joke you cracked. Have
some manners, chief).

Even the Independence Bowl
won't return my calls, but 1 think I

overheard their P.R. guy in the

back selling "Uhh, is Kansas
booked yet?"

Luke Meredith is a Collegian

columnist.

Hurlbrink
continued from page 10

applause contrasted the tepid

response to his pregame introduction.

He actually heard a few boos.

Camby, on the other hand, was
hailed as though he had never left.

He is somewhat of a local product,

coming from nearby Hartford, shun-

ning rival UConn (among other

schools) and the backwoods of

Storrs, Conn, for the greener pas-

tures of Amherst.

The best part of coming back to

Western Mass., he said, was that he

got to play in front of his mom who
doesn't get up to Toronto much.

For two of his three seasons in the

Valley, he was UMass basketball. He
was a rare talent — a unique combi-

nation of size, speed and graceful-

ness. He was able to fulfill his poten-

tial in his junior year and led his

team (and it was his team) to the

Final Four. He was the consensus
Player of the Year, and life was good.

He was the NBA's second overall

draft pick in 1 996, and life was better.

But. much like his former mentor,

Camby's image is far from being
Windex clean. He was accused of

taking gifts and money from a

Connecticut-based agent during his

junior year at UMass. and rumors
abound of liaisons with hookers and
other such shady dealings.

Life wasn't so great anymore.

The university and the NCAA
launched separate investigations.

They both found substantial evidence

that Camby had in fact been illegally

in contact with an agent before he

left school. The NCAA decided not

to recognize the Minutemen's partici-

pation in the 1996 NCAA Tourney,

and they ordered UMass to pay back

the $ 1 5 1 .000 of tournament revenue

it received.

As if single-handedly stamping an

asterisk on the best season in L Mass

basketball history wasn't enough,
over the summer. Camby was pulled

over by police and found to be in

possession of marijuana.

Despite Camby's plethora of bad
judgment calls and mistakes, he was

the fan favorite. While Calipari — a

man who built UMass basketball

from ashes and brought Camby to

Amherst — was treated as if he used

to coach at Boston College.

Why?
Yeah, Camby "donated" the lost

tournament money to the school.

Sure, he's involved in the communi-
ty. But Coach Cal, an icon, did s

much himself for the UMass commu-
nity by creating the basketball

dynasty that most of New England

still enjoys.

For Calipari to be treated so poor-

ly, and Camby so well, by the people

they both still consider home fans

seems wrong.

Both men began their success

story on a basketball floor at

UMass. and they've moved on to

bigger and better things. The paths

they've chosen may not have been

the straightest. but neither should

be judged more crooked than the

other.

Cut Coach Cal some slack.

Fred Hurlbrink. )r. is a Collegian

columnist.

rfRAVELl
! SMART!

|ORMA KANSANEN/COLLECIAN

Senior Marie Christine Caron topped her successful fall season by win-

ning her match against Colgate, helping UMass to a 4-3 victory.

The Collegian's annual UMass hockey/ Hockey East preview win be hitting

the newsstands tomorrow, October 30. Dont miss out on your chance to be

part of the action. Grab a copy while they're still around.

Collegian

Sports

Keep your eye on the ball. ffl
IOC WINGS

WEDNESDAY NIGHTS
8:30 - CLOSE

MP® VUTJ yjJJlD
Movie, Game, and, System Rentals

Afl Movies (.99 / darytl

The best of the new releases!

WW / Satarn / M«4 / Genesis / SNES

Buy-M-Trad* Garnet 4 System*

9 East Pleasant Call us at

(Near The Pub") 549-450

Hmb San, Man, Wad, Thar, fef 2:00-7:30

Mat 1200-7:M>
CioMd Tuesday

AUTO STRUCKRENTAL

Weekend Special

Noon Friday to Monday AM - Starting at $59.95

North Amherst
MOIOrS A Collision Repair Center

78 Sunderland Rd a«TS

North Amherst, MA

549-RENT

• Cars • Mini Vans

•Trucks

• Cargo Vans

• 15 Passenger Vans

• Low Dally/Weekly/

Weekend Rates

• We Rent to

Qualified Drivers

21 years or Older

• Direct Billing To

Insurance Co.

(On bus route - one mile from UMass)

ollege Pro Computers
BOB Russell St. (Rte 91 Hadtey • (413) 584-8857

http://www.javanet.com/~cpcu%a

•PENTIUM BO
16 MB RAM
520 MB Hard Drive

IBM 8613 Color

Monitor
(used emocvttv* lyniw)

•AMD It5 166 MHz
IB MB RAM
1.7 GB Hard Drive

20» CD-ROM
Soundcard/Speakers
2 MB Video RAM
Keyboard/Mouse
Windows 95
14" SVGA Monitor

$595

•PENTIUM 20O MMX
2.1 OB Hard Driva

32MB RAM
20. CO-ROM
Soundcard/Speakers
2MB Video RAM
33.6 Modem
Keyboard/Mouse
Windows 95
IB" SVGA Monitor

$1,399

FROM BOSTON
Isgtanlng Nov. 1

Ose Way Roundlrlp

LONDON
$162 $295

$218 $399

$274 $473

$226 $415

Also Come See Dollar Daze
at Jackson's Flea Market

All sorts off deals for a dollar

' Scheduled lllghtt.

| First lo worldwide dettlaatloit

. t urallpatiii available

• Weekend surcharges may apply

' Customs-Immigration taxes apply

I Farts subject to change without

I notice Intl. student l.D. cards

may In required.

. ,'ISM TRAVEL
54b Filth Ave .NY. NY 1001/

212 986-8420*

800-^72-9676

our ^ j*

rVXVHHvJfrft ClT
Wjf\ H-VwCO** ^ £

•nut.

aetasMs*
'GET THOSE FORMS IN BY

INTRAMURAL
SPORTS
Don't Miss The

MCTION
3-on-3 Basketball (M/W/C)...

Holiday Basketball (M/W/C)..

Spring Basketball (M/W/C)...

Spring Ice Hockey (M/W) 12/8

MANDATORY CLINICS FOR SPRING lASKETIAU 0FFICI*4@|

SCHEDULED IN TWO PARTS. A PART II CLINIC FOR RET

OFFICIALS ONLY IS SCHEDULED FOR DECEMIER 3RD AT i P.M.

CALL FOR CLINIC LOCATION.

-m w

La CazuelaRES A U R A N T
Cuisines ol MEXICO

' • B

AMERICAN SOUTHWEST

hand made cooking . . . seasonal menu

. . . superb margaritas

. . . extraordinary tequila list

. . . warm hospitality!

Please join us!

. Dinner Every Night

Downtown Northampton
Across From The Parking Garage

utrj

The Best party Place is having

it's second

BASH
Wednesday

DJ YU is back with mi

for you

Thursday
Request night with 0J SES

Friday Party

A creepy Night for all friends i . j

Saturday
Celebrate Day of the Dead with us

i)
v

die for!

Different

I).] rverontjrfit

•Be*! music

in frmn

\/)|x •nren--

,
5' Ol I

77
daily botttt fi*o*?

5:t}0 TO 0:OO

DOOR
CLOSES AT
WIDWCWT

ipi2UiTr>«s
im

Tropical Bar My. 0»b ' 418

% CONGRATULATIONS!
BIOCHEMISTRY & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY DEANS LIST STUDENTS T

The Department of Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology wishes to acknowledge

the following students who were named to the Deans List - Spring 1997.

There were 259 honorees in Arts and Sciences - Natural Sciences and

Mathematics -32 from Biochemistry and Molecular Biology!

• BANSAL, Ruby 99 * KUROWSKI, Brad G. 99

BURKE, Tara A. 00 * 1 ANDOV Bridget B. 99

* DRUBIN, David A. 97 MCLAUGHLIN, Joseph S. 00

ESTAVILLO, Athena C. 00 * N 1 KM IT/., Emily 98

EZEDI, 1 kt-m ctuna I. 97 OKUDA, Haiime 00

* GALONEK, Heidi I.. 98 OLMEZ, Inal 98

GAO, Connie Ying 98 ROTHENBERGER, Kyle 1 97

* GROVER, Mcera 99 • SCOTT, Brian P. 00

• HAMILTON, Brandon G. 00 * s IIAN 1 UNA/, Piam 00

HEWITSON, Jennifer I

.

98 * ST LAURENT, Kyle A. 00

JENSEN, Curtis W. 98 STRASSNER, Stephen M 98

JIN, Song 98 »STUPINA,VeraA. 97

* KAPOOR, Bonu 00 VO, Mieu D. 99

* KOO, Sumin 99 * WARNER, Beth M. 98

'KOSINSKI, Melissa S. 00 WEITZE, Scott A

.

98

* KRISTER, HannahC 98 * YU, Wenshua 99

* Indicates Honors _^^^mi

4*.
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Collegian Classifieds
University ofMassachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545 1592

AUTO FOR SALE

84 Jeep CJ7 4x4, hard-

top, 132,000+ miles, auto-

matic. Need to sell fast.

Needs some work. $925 or

make an offer. Call Luis @
549-5514.

Purchasing a used car?

Having your car repaired?

Do you know your legal

rights? Call The Student

Legal Services Office, 922

Campus Center, 545-1995.

Toyota Corolla 1992 AC,

Sharp, Clean, Drives Like

Sharp' $5700. Call 549-

7166

Wanted: Junk Cars Cash

paid everyday. 1-800-649-

4795

85 Mazda RX7 Good
shape. $1000 or Best

Offer. 549-5172

EMPLOYMENT

CHILDREN'S HEALTH
RESEARCH

Abt Associates is

recruiting Research

Interviewers to participate

in a Federally sponsored

national survey of the

immunization status of

children. Interested appli-

cants should be able to

work Monday through

Thursday evenings. The

position requires good

communication skills and

some computer experi-

ence. Hourly wages start

at $5.75 per hour with reg-

EMPLOYMENT

CARRIERS
AND

DRIVER^
NEEDED

for morning delivery of

Newspapers on campus
and in

Amherst

Call John Riley

at 584-7804

or

1-800-858-4275 Ext

COLLEGE NEWS
SERVICE

ular merit increases.

Health and Dental

Insurance is available for

Part Time employees. Free

transportation is provided

from the PVTA busline. For

further information or to

arrange a personal inter-

view, Call: 413-587-1607.

An Equal Opportunity

Employer

Jobs for the

Environment

Campaign with MassPirg

to reduce pesticide use.

Flexible schedule.

$50-$75/day.

Call Terry @ 256-6434

Personal Administrator

with good typing, organi-

zational, and PR skills

Contact 549-3613

EMPLOYMENT
Personal Care
Attendant for weekend
morning. $7.85/hour. Call

546-0666

Posterer Wanted $6/hr.

259-1227

LEGAL ASSISTANTS
WANTED Spring 1998

Internships With The

Student Legal Services

Office; get hands-on expe-

rience in the legal field

—

work directly with attor-

neys and clients. Earn up

to 15 undergraduate cred-

its. No experience in the

legal profession neces-

sary— training provided

Contact The Student Legal

Services Office today: 545-

1995. 922 Campus Center.

ENTERTAINMENT

Fraternities/Sororities:

Do you have a DJ for your

date party, formal or house

party? Give me a call for

more details. 253-6593.

DJ F00Z (Ask for Tim)

DJ For Hire: Professional

DJ spinning all types of

music for your next party

or function. Call for more

details. 253-6593. DJ
F00Z (Ask for Tim)

This

space

could

be

your's !

Call 545-3500.

FOR SALE

Watch batteries, ear

piercing, eyeglass

repairs, jewelry restora-

tion, diamond engage-
ments, wedding rings.

Silverscape Designs, 264

N. Pleasant St., Amherst.

253-3324 Open Daily.

Mongoose Bike For

Sale Large. $240 or B/0.

Call 549-6926

Elton John 4 excellent

seats. 11/5.(516)867-7392

Elton John Tickets For

Sale Great seats. Call

253-6352

COMPUTERS!
New P166MMX from

$995. Laptops, peripher-

als. ZarVision 582-9198

V/MC/AMEX

Laptop Notebook Works

good. $150. Good for

school. Call Steve

(413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for

computer. Works great.

Call CPC (413)584-8857

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

God bless you, Angel on

this your 20th Birthday and

always, Love Your Family,

BASIC

MISCELLANEOUS

EARN $750 S15O0/WEEK

Raise all the money your

group needs by sponsoring

a VISA fundraiser on your

campus. No investment &
very little time needed.

There's no obligation, so

why not call for informa-

tion today. Call 1-800-323-

8454 x 95.

ROOM FOR RENT

Available Jan 1 Uptown,

cheap rent. Call 256-3442.

Don't Miss Out! Harlow

Properties

Housemate Wanted
$220-270/month. 548-

7972

ROOMMATE WANTED

Prefer female non-smok-

ing grad student. Nice

house with yard. Available

Jan 98. 323-9268,

Bedroom for rent on

Ingate Farms. Large ranch.

Scenic hiking. South

Amherst. $350. 256-5483

Female Roommates
Wanted Boulders Apts.

Amherst On busline. 259-

2995

SERVICES

Acupuncture and
Herbal Care Special

prices. 549-6542. Licensed

Acupuncturist (MA #278)

National Board Certified

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need help?

Call Birthright of Amherst

area for free testing and

assistance. 549-1906

TRAVEL

EARN FREE TRIPS &
CASH

CLASS TRAVEL needs

students to promote

Spring Break 1998! Sell 15

trips & travel free! Highly

motivated students can
earn a free trip & over

$10,000! Choose Cancun,

Bahamas, Mazatlan,

Jamaica or Florida! North

America's largest student

tour operator! Call Now!
1-800-838-6411

Earn MONEY and FREE
TRIPS!!

Absolute Best SPRING
BREAK Package avail-

able!! INDIVIDUALS, stu-

dent ORGANIZATIONS, or

small GROUPS wanted!!

Call INTER-CAMPUS PRO-

GRAMS at 1-800-327-

6013 or

http://www.icpt.com

SPRING BREAK
Largest selection of Spring

Break destinations includ-

ing cruises! Group dis-

counts and free trips avail-

able Epicurean tours 1

800-231 -4FUN

TRAVEL

Spring Break "Take 2"

hiring Reps! Sell 15. Take

2 free. Hottest destina-

tions! Free parties, eats,

and drinks! Sunsplash 1-

800-426-7710 or

www.sunsplashtours.com

WANTED

Sell/Trade your preowned

games and systems. Call

Let's Play at 549-4505.

It

once

was
LOST,

but

now
it

is

FOUND.

Thanks

to

the

Collegian

Classifieds.

The most
popular

question on
Campus:

"WHAT ARE
YOU DOINQ
IN THAT
BOX?"

The Answer:

SELLINQ
COLLEQIAN
CLASSIFIEDS

Come
and
visit

our

friendly

box
today!

* located on
the concourse

Personals Policy Rates
All pmofwfc MUST be proofread by Collegian cla»

srfied employees before payment »n<J acceptance of

The classified

Last names MAY NOT be used in personals oso
i.rsi names and initials are allowed The only excep-

tions are for birthday or congratulations personals, in

which case the full name may be used

Phone numbers are not allowed in personals NO
EXCEPTIONS
Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means

dorm room numbers as well.

Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are

not acceptable Personals of a vindictive or libelous

I are not acceptable Personals may not be

used tor the purpose of harassment

6. Profanity may not be used in personals

7 The personals section is tor personals only The per-

sonals section may NOT be used to sell items, seek

roommates, advertise meetings, etc

8. All personals must have the name, signature, and

UMass I.D. number of the student placing the as

filled in on the insertion order. Non-students must

provide a valid driver's license and the license num-

ber must be recorded on the insertion order Use oi

false identification or misrepresentation is subject to

penalties under the law

9. The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit

any pajrsonal that does not meet the Collegian* stan-

dards in accordance with the statutes of the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts

Students

20# per word/day

All others

40<£ per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
Please wiite clearly and

segibly. We are not responsible tor errors result-

ing from illegible handwriting or type.

Standard Headings
ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT
ENTERTAINMENT

FOR SALE

FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

WEDNESDAY. OCT. 29

Dance — Israeli folk dancing at

8:30 p.m. in Grayson. Learn new
danced or request oid ones. No expe-

rience necessary. Sponsored by Hillel.

Film — With Intent to Harm at 7

p.m. in the Campus Center. Part of

the prison awareness week and spon-

sored by the Revolutionary

Anti-Imperialist League. Maoist

Internationalist Movement and the

Kluck Student Union.

Meeting — The UMass Poetry

Socieh will hold a meeting at 7 p.m.

in the Campus Center, room
91 1-915. All are welcome. Bring

your own work, someone else's or

IUM come and listen. For more infor-

mation, call Tim at 546- 0879 or

Chanel at 546-6501.

Support Group — The Health

Education Division at University

Health Services sponsors a Tobacco

Cessation Support Group from 7-8

p.m. in the Campus Center, room
801. Come get peer support, profes-

sional counseling, proven quit tips

and advice. )ust drop by or call

577-5181 for more information.

THUSRSDAY, OCT. 30

Book Reading — lames Salter,

author of the new memoir Burning

the Days, reads at 8 p.m. at

Memorial Hall.

Lecture — "Anti-Semitism Today:

From the Subtle to the Extreme" one

credit course given by LAUREN
Levin. Eastern States Civil Rights

Director. Anti-Defamation League

from 7-9 p.m. at the Hillel House.

The public is invited to sit in on this

lecture.

Open House — UVC-TV 19 is

holding an open house between 5-5

p.m. in the Student Union, room
216. behind the Hatch. There will be

information sessions, tours, and

refreshments offered to all those who
attend.

Prison \wareness Week Events —

Rally against the Criminal Injustice

System at noon on the Student Union

Steps. Planning/informational meet-

ing for the American Prisons On
Trial Conference (Feb. 22-26) at 5

p.m. in the Student Union Cape Cod

Lounge. Discussion on censorship in

America at 7 p.m. in the Campus
Center. Sponsored by the

Revolutionary Anti-Imperialist

League, Maoist Internationalist

Movement and the Black Student

Union.

Speaker — Alison Bechdel. cre-

ator of the comic strip, Dykes to

Watch Out For, will speak on

"Assimilation and Its Discontents:

Chronicling Fin-de-Siecle Oueer
Culture" at 12:30 p.m. in the

Campus Center, room 101. Part of

the GLBT Studies Lecture Series

and co-sponsored by The Stonewall

Center. GLB GSO, Women's
Studies, the Chancellor's Task Force

on GLBT Matters, Pride Alliance,

Hampshire College Cultural Studies

Program and Words and Pictures

Museum. For more information,

contact The Stonewall Center at

545-4824.

Study Abroad Fair — Find out

opportunities to study abroad with

UMass Amherst International

Program from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. on

the Campus Center Concourse.

FRIDAY. OCT. 31

Service — Shabbat service at 6

p.m. at the Hillel House.

Symposium — "Seeing is Believing:

Images of Lesbian, Gays, and

Bisexuals on Television" beginning at

2 p.m. in the Campus Center, room

168C. Co-sponsored by The
Stonewall Center, the GLB GSO and

the Media Education Foundation, for

more information, contact The
Stonewall Center at 545-4824.

NOTICES

Art Contributions — The Student

Union Visual and Performing Arts

Space is looking for contributions to

the Southern Asian Cultural

Exhibition which will show in the

spring of 1 998. If you have anything

from artwork to crafts depicting

Asian culture, and would like the

opportunity to participate in this

exhibition, contact Amanda at

545-0792.

Contest — Spectrum Fine Art and
literary Magazine is now holding a

cover contest. The winner will have

their artwork printed on the 97/98

issue. The final deadline is Dec. 2 at

5 p.m. Pick up an entry form in the

Student Union, room 406E or just

bring the artwork by.

Entertainment — Amherst

Coilega Department of Theater and

Dance production of Botho Strauss's

Big and Little on Thursday. Oct. 30.

Friday. Oct. 31 and Saturday. Nov.

1 at 8 p.m. in Kirby Theater.

Amherst College. Admission is free:

t enervations are suggested and can

be made by calling the box office at

FYls are public service announcements printed

daily To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the

Managing Editor by noon the previous day.

542-2277 between 1-4:30 p.m.

weekdays and until 8 p.m. perfor-

mance nights.

Pinal Exam Schedule — The Fall

'97 Final Examination Schedule will

be available beginning Friday. Oct.

17. Copies will be delivered to stu-

dents in the residence halls, and will

be available to off-campus students

in the Registrar's office (213
Whitmore). It will also be available

on the World Wide Web beginning

Wednesday. Oct. 1 at http://www-

ureg.admin.umass.edu.

Notice — The women's basketball

team is looking for managers for the

upcoming season. Reliability and a

significant time commitment are

required. If interested, please call

Scott Foulis at 545-2726.

sU

Daily Listings sponsored by:

TV LISTING SPONSORSHIP FOR SALE
INQUIRE @ 545-3500

HSCN Bulletin

Board

Hartford

Boston

Boston

Springfield

Movie Ch.

Hartford

3 CBS/3
4 CBS/4

ABC/5
PBS/57

7 HSCN
UPN/20

B Weather Channel

ID NBC/30 New
Britain

II Fox/61 Hartford

IS PBS/24 Hartford

13 WOCH&HSCN
14 International

14 UMass Academic TV

17 HSCN Programming

IB TV-19
BO ABC/40 Springfield

SB NBC/22 Springfield

CNN
4 CNN SI

B Headline News
B UCTV
17 TBS

B BET

!B TV Land

Univision

31 Comedy Central

38 Cartoon

Much Music

WEDNESDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB

i

WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
WVIT
WTIC
WWLP
WQBY
WGGB

545-

3500

WSBK
WTBS
A4E
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV

o
CD
CD
CD
m

I
Wiehbone J

22

20

CD

NICK
SCIFI

TLC
TNT
USA
HBO 3)

CD

U
10

6:00

News 8 CBS Newt

Newe CBSNtwi

Newel
Full Houm X
Newe

Married... With

Ntwt

Horn* imp.

CrMturtt

News K

Mad Abo. You

Family Matter*

6:30
Bualrtaaa Rpt. Nawahour With Jim Lehrer I

Inside Edition

Extra X
ABC Newe Ineide Edition

BoyWorld

NBC Ntwt

Cheer* X
NBCNawa"
Simptona I
NBCNawa
Buainaaa Rpt.

ABC Newt

Mad Abo. You

Northern Exposure X
Family Mattere

WoridView X
Comic Cabana 1 Make-laugh

Wlr.ga "Eagle Oyer Lebanon"

Up Cloaa

Suparmarttet

MTV Live

21

Figure It Out

Sporttcenter

C - Campus

7:00 7:30

Real TV X

Fresh Prince

Wheat-Fortune

Judge Judy X
Ent. Tonight

Seinfeld X
Wheel-Fortune

Ent Tonight

8:00 8:30
Wishbone (In Stereo) X
Nanny X

Chronicle X
Nanny X

Freeh Prince

Spin City X
Sitter, Slater

Jeopardy!

X

Judge Judy X
Hard Copy X"

Dateline (In Steteo) X
Sentinel "Vendetta" (In Slereo)

Fraster X
Jeopardy! X

Nawahour With Jim Lehrer X
Seinleld X
Seinfeld X

FrasierX

FraeiefX

Coach ctrve" X
Law t Order

Moneyllne X
The Troubles" X
Crossfire X

-

Daily Show (R) Steins Money

Gimme Shelter

Murphy Brown

Murphy Brown

Dharma-Orag

Smart Guy X

Dateline (In Stereo) X
Beverly Hills, 90210 (In Stereo)

Dateline (In Stereo) X

9:00 9:30 1 10:00 I 10:30

OCTOBER 29, 1997

Metropolitan Opera Preterite Fedora

Public Eye (In Slereo) X
Public Eva (In Stereo) I

Chicago Hope (In Stereo) I

Drew Carey X
Wayans Bros.

3rd Rock-Sun

Ellen X
Chicago Hope (In Stereo) X

Steve Harvey

Working X
Star Trek: Voyager (In Stereo)

3rd Rock-Sun IWorklngX

Party of Five (In Stereo) X

Metropolitan Opera Presents Fedora

3rd Rock-Sun IWorklngX

Spin City X |Dherma-Greg

Sentinel "Vendetta" (In Stereo)

Draw Carey X
I
Ellen X

Star Trek: Voyager (In Stereo)

Primetime Live X
Newt

Law 1 Order "Harvest" X
[Grace Under

Law a Order "Harvest" X
Newt

Law a Order "Harvest" X
Cezanne (R) (In Slereo) X
Primetime Live X

Hating Pot (Rj

11:00 11:30

Newt n

Newa £

n Stereo)

Lata Show X
Lata Show X
NightllneX

Star Trek: Neirt Gener

.

ITonlght Show
Vibe

Simpsons X
Tonight Show

Deep Space?
Tonight Show

Charlie Rosa (In Stereo)

Nawa X
M-A'S-H X

t>tt ^fi«vir«8rW"(l968, Drama) William rtolden, Clrff Robertson"

Biography: Oliver North

Prime News X IBurden-Proot

American Justice (R)

Larry King live X
** T)ue"(l985, Comedy) Madeline Kahn, Eileen Brennan

Debt

Twilight Zona X
Tiny Toon

Homatima(R) |Homatlma(R)

Intimate Portrait (In StereofX

Wild Discovery "Gator"

PBA Bowling Ebonite Challenge (live)"

i5L

Real World X
DougX

Road Rules

Rugrats X
Time Tra« (R) (In Stereo) X
Horns Again |Home Again

Lola I Peck-Superman

Unsolved Mysteries (In Stereo

Beavis-Butt

Hay Arnold! X
Beavia-Butt.

Happy Days

Seaquest 2032 "Reunion" X
Wondr-Weathr [Sea Tsktt

Vi 'The Shimhtnk Rtd$mpi

Discover Magazine (R)

Gorf : Wonderful World of Golf

20th Century

World Today X
Law A Order "Night and Fog" X

South Park (R) |South Park (R)

Sports lllus.

Intrigue in Istanbul (R) Juttice Files "Have Faith"

[Bloopers

'A "Storfwd" (1995, Suspense) Maryam D'Abo, Jay Underwood.

All-Time Top 10 (In Stereo) Real WorldJt

I Love Luc y
"

Wonder Years Bewitched

Austin Stories

Odd Couple X
**'/i 'Vamp/m af MnftgnT (1988, Horror) Jason WilHama.

Kung Fu: Legend

Baywalch Rubber Ducky" I ImqlHandec The Series H

(5 30)*e'A^mfmpost«>l»Nl9962'Pfrl3' |»"» 1986) John Candy

Walker. Te«aa Ranger X

Castle Ghosts ol Ireland (R) ICastte Ghosts ol Scotland (Rj

/ton' (1994, Drama) Tim Rotbins, Morgan Freeman.

(5.00) RSVP" |«t> 'Mr Wrtr»"(199<) Paul Reiser mi3'

"The 0n)»ndevs.>aybacr!"(f997, Drama) E G Marshall

•ft <tinUoye"(l997, Documentary) (In Slereo) 'NR' X

Tnjc»s"(l997, Horror) Timothy Bushetd. (In Stereo)

X

**Vi "Craw" (1996, Adventure) Amok) Schwarzenegger

Nightline X
Seinfeld X

_
|RealTVX

/i "The Dtiiy Down" (\9S7)

Daily Show

Moneyllne X
Stein's Money

Sporttcenter X
IB

Homicide: Life on the Street X
Oddvllle, MTV
Tan n

Lovekne (R)

NewhartX
Time Tran. (R) (In Slereo) X
Wondr-Weathr [See Tek II (R)

«»Vi "Hope"(1997)Bi

Silk Stalking

«« "Suosel Padr" ( 1 996) Rhea Perlman. 'R' X |
Entree

_ 'Exception

'Am/fywae Oo«hou»"(l997) Robin Thomas. 'R
7

tga (R) (In Stereo|

toffwflute"(l997

Dead Mans [Fast Track (R) (In Slereo) X

997]

'Hinder"
'Dead Man"
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Bru n o By C. Baldwin

FmUNO. I THINK IX TOTALLY
LOST WITHOUT KcLttMN. WITHOUT
IUH.M OH PCST1NATION. Wft StlH
fAfcArt X> L0N6. DO YOU HAVE AMY
ADWkLCT THE ONLY THINb I «E
MwAHOMtt A*OU-T IT IS THAT UCHC
BtlWC, HOMCST ABOUT THE nCAfcCR
ALlOMrUttt OF TMUTH Mt«t WivIN

Robotman By Jim Meddick

Skwmahu

Drabble By Kevin Fagan
Dilber t By Scott Adams

l'dA6Wlt4&SO0^OUR
OUW BAG OP WiXLLOjjetM

CA*iDM TO 6AT, RALPH'

TUOMeAR,U)HEM fvW Y^L

KKsOCKOlMOOR DOOR,
lv\M&6 MOO'lL ACIUWAX
WAUL ^OMETLAlMG l£FT r-lj

eweTLAttVV'J
|

MM KePUTATlOM \?>

PINALO/ 5TARTIr46TO
RE-AP DMDeMD^'

An

CATBEfcT : EVIL H.tC DIRECTOR

I CAN'T RAISE YOUR
SALARY LEVEL BECAUSE

YOU DON'T MAVE TEN
YEARS EXPERIENCE
0OITU "JAVA1 COOING.

NOBODY WAS TEN
YEARS EXPERIENCE
WITH NEU) TECH-

NOLOGY! YOU'RE
TUST BEING EVIL.

AOrAIT IT.

AND COULD YOU PLEASE

SH&KE YOUR HEAD
BfXCK AND FORTH
INSTEAD OF SPINNING
IT AROUND?

Mallard Fillmore By Bruce Tinsley 8 Years in Braces By Eric Petersen

Non Sequitor By Wiley

TWE MoDRN MTT

oF PCROKloN

TWO W#**HC*

£g( pvAceuR-A

10-29

THAUKSk. JIM. fH. H«t *T
THfc aX«mOM CEKTERSftlD
Tt>«fc <ve* THE- WVCEKTCR
, ^PIHt Q*WS.

SO Cfegtfc*U-^j

HERE THE. QUAKES <Oe**i
xxkj6& -cxsArarecus. fern,

oco**.t,tj«a 0US.T BeR^E THE
*»MRL- OUD6»Mfci Of- THfe SW
AMNVJfXL- eT»l-A-'S*eTO.

CcMPerrrrtON

Thatch By Jeff Shesol

I'M 60W6 TO PRtaCRlSt
•RITALIN" FW? 1KIR »PP.,

mr Brscurr...

BUT THAT
FORHVPtK
ACTIVE

KIW?

ANPFOR
ADULTS WITH

WIR CONDITION

NOW.VOUCAN
TAKt RTTAL1M IN

TABLET FORt*.

Loser Crew By Alan De Monde
Leedee By Mike Rybicki

' X wisW +Kp_ Oin'tno,

Co-^^o^ vo^A Serve

wore, bacon."

me. I'm

doon'* CO'Hero

o\ vegeWiai."

TKt Nex* Q*y

*T dW-t- <jf* it. $***<

Why wouU So»ne.boiJy

COver my c<xr '°

ve.qt'taele oil *i* •*•<

VWroW r* twj o'r i\o\jr

[CI

d

THE \)tores ^fvtf StofrS Ttwns

m CWIfcL THE YMUTEWN*

f\Mb THE rtrOftLE Ttwns Atf

THE *^N\nE\xioT*w"
'**

TrKRfci WO Sucfc TWrtk r) 5

ft l^lNUTEWOitflN to fftoNKiy

jt sooNbs s;\iv. THE-y

SHouib BE Cf»
,

frit *ft*rrft*:«* v

Wt CcXXb BE SiTTtNG ON
R LUCRfiJiME ENDDPSEfAEfV-r

Dep\l W'.tVi Tke ORftcE

3U.Cfc PE0PU- .^

V 7
TriftNk Gob
foU T'.TlE TK .

T
.a.

H
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) —

You may find yourself playing a

strange sort of hide-and-seek today

with someone who claims to have

your hest interest at heart.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

2|) _ Expect the unexpected today,

at least until you feel you're more

firmly on your feet. Some recent

changes have left you feeling unpre-

pared.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— A grand introduction is not nec-

essary today: you'll be noticed upon

entry even by doing very little.

Others have been waiting for you.

AQUARIUS (Ian. 20-Feb. 18) —
A mysterious message may come
your way today. Focus on the con-

tents in a new way, and you'll real-

ize something that has eluded you in

recent days.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) —
An agreement may be difficult to

forge today, but with persistence

and a little creativity you can get the

job done.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
You nun need to make a small sacri-

fice today in order to ensure that

someone close to you gets what he

or she really wants.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
You will have the chance to explore

a new venue today, and to prove

that you can be creative, think on

your feet, and deliver the goods.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20) — A
little clever exchange is likely to get

you just what you want today. He or

she on the other end will consider

the deal a fair one as well.

CANCER (|une 21-|uly 22) —

Why wait until tomorrow to tackle

what is challenging you right now?

It is an old adage, but today it is

more than appropriate for you.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) — You
will discover today just how you fit

into the grand scheme of things.

You may have been endowed with

more authority than you had

thought.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) —
You may be emerging from a period

of uncertainty or anxiety at this

time. Today, you'll have a chance to

increase your confidence twofold.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) —
You may not be able to identify the

source of coming danger, but you

must prepare for all eventualities.

Readiness is everything!

Close to Home By John McPherson

0««>t«^ <>f the r>s*y

44 A classic is something that

everyone wants to have read

but nobody wants to read. U
-Mark Twain

Today's D.C. Menu
Call 545-2626 for more information.

Franklin

LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Spicy Black Bean Burger

Macaroni and Cheese

DINNER
Roast Top Round ot Beef

Cheese Lasagna

Chicken Breast Sandwich

The fake rubber leg that Diane kept In her

purse livened up many a first date.

Worcester

ACROSS
1 Eucalyptus eater

6 Singer Rawls
9 — male

(top dog)
1 4 Muslim s religion

15 Sort
16 More certain
1 7 Park feature
1 9 Vise
20 - Antonio
21 Boast
22 Band

instruments
23 They're blue
24 Luau souvenir
25 Loamy soil

27 Was fizzy

31 Limo u9ers,
often

32 Horse's gait

34 Pianist Blake
36 Leave out
37 Strength
39 Type "ol garden
40 — and dined
42 Net
43 Patella locale

44 Norwich —
46 Heeds
48 Psyche parts

49 Drove (a nail)

obliquely
50 Greek letter

53 Ascend
54 Sandra —
57 Like a tablet

58 Astronomer's

measure
60 Proprietor
61 Unclose, to a

poet
62 Cowboy's rope
63 faint

64 Apiece
65 Discharges

DOWN
1 Affectionate

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

o
K

nranra qsqoq

gesture
Safety agcy
Cranston or
Greenspan

4 Boy
5 One-celled
swimmers

6 Italian coins
7 Designer

Cassini
8 Luau

instrument
9 Attribute to a

specific cause
10 Dilly

1

1

Baby buggy
Brit

1 2 Alters in a way
13 Sculptor Jean
18 Romantic

meetings
22 Society gal

23 Medieval
entertainer

24 Ancient
instruments

25 Quota

TlE'RmAlBlLIE
F3HM nniaw (sinrnHHra
BDDiaiias mess]®

araranan hkihh nii3(§

moan laamBB msnrj
0MLL1

LUNCH
Macaroni and Cheese

Meatball Grinder

Rotini/Tomato Sauce

Red Beans

DINNER
Roast Top Round of Beef

Baked Ziti

Caponata w/ Pocket Bread

Pastabilities

Hampshire

• J? g? © 1997, Untied Feature Syndic*!*

26 Hazard a
guess

27 Goof
28 Moved furtively

29 Black
30 Cuts into cubes
31 Promise
33 Hoarfrosts
35 — out: use

thriftily

38 Rushing sound
41 Like many

fabrics
45 B C s neighbor
47 Ladybug. eg.

49 Zoo denizen
50 Green-fleshed

fruit

51 Beattie and
Reinking

52 Chirp
53 Ready for

Cicking
ucy s guy

55 Direction

56 God of love
57 Base
58 Prune

(brancr»e9)

59 Sweet potato

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

. Grilled Cheese Sandwich

DINNER
Roast Top Round Beef

Baked Ziti

Berkshire

LUNCH
Macaroni and Cheese

Charbroiled Chicken Sandwich

Tri Bean Casserole

DINNER
Roast Top Round Beef

Smoked Turkey Tostado

Caponata w/ Pocket Bread

Baked Ziti
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UM Field Hockey celebrates Senior Day
By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

It will not be the last game they will

play on the turf at Richard F. Garber

1-icld. hut tomorrow's game between

the Massachusetts and Dartmouth

field hockey teams will mark the final

regular season home appearance for

four Minutewoman seniors. Amy Ott,

Sharon Hughes and co- captains |en

Gutzman and Courtney MacLean will

be honored before the 2 p.m. game

against the Big Green.

But the Minutewomen (9-8. 3-0

Atlantic 10) are guaranteed a return

trip to Garber Field for the A- 10 tour-

nament. Nov. 7-9. With a perfect con-

ference record thus far, UMass has

assured itself one of the top two posi-

tions in the tourney, and Friday's

game at West Chester will determine

the top seed.

I irst. though. UMass must concen-

trate on its last non- league foe.

Dartmouth (8-5. 3-2 Ivy League) is

led by a trio of underclassmen in

Lauren and Kristen Scopaz, and

Kristen l.eadbeater. Lauren Scopaz, a

forward, leads the team in with 17

points (5 goals, 7 assists), and the other

Scopaz. Kristen. a midfielder, follows

with 15 points tb-3), while Leadbeater

has garnered 1 2 points (6 goals).

lunior midfielder Weze Shorts also

adds power to the Big Green line-up

with six goals and three assists for 15

points.

Both Dartmouth and UMass are

coming off of weekend losses —
Dartmouth's 3-1 decision to Cornell,

and the Minutewomen's 2-1 defeat at

the hands of Connecticut.

UMass, though, has been on an

upswing of late, with four straight wins

heading into the UConn game. That

four game stretch also included three

wins over then-Top 10 programs.
• • *

Amy Ott: Ott has been a mainstay

in the UMass defense for three sea-

sons, after playing her freshman cam-

paign at forward. An All-America
candidate, Ott has played a key role

on the Minutewomen's offensive and
defensive penalty comer batteries. She

was named to both the Atlantic 10

All- Conference and All-Tournament

teams last year.

Sharon Hughes: A solid defensive

player at center back. Hughes has

helped UMass' transition game in the

middle of the field. As a junior,

Hughes scored two goals, both game
winners, including one in OT against

Northeastern. Hughes also contributes

to both sides of the UMass penalty

comer.

)en Gutzman: The co-captain has

been a strong part of the UMass
defense, playing back on the left side.

With only one career goal to her cred-

it. Gutzman has led by example with

her consistent dedication on the field,

and is an invaluable part of the defen-

sive comer battery.

Calipari & Camby come

home to mixed reception

TMANC VO/COU.EGIAN

Freshman Patty Robinson and her teammates will bid UMass' four

seniors goodbye — for the time being — at Senior Day today at 2 p.m. on

Garber Field.

Fred Hurlbrink, Jr.

Courtney MacLean: Although

MacLean, a co-captain, has been

beset with an injury for the last

month, she helped spark the

Minutewomen's success in the early

season with her play at forward.

MacLean had three multiple-goal

games in her junior campaign.

COUOTISY MEDIA RELATIONS

|en Gutzman

COUHTESY MEDIA RELATIONS

Sharon Hughes

COURTESY MEDIA RELATIONS

Courtney MacLean

COURTESY MEDIA RELATIONS

Amy Ott

SPRINGFIELD — After the

game, New )ersey Nets coach |ohn

Calipari was reflecting on his

return to Western Mass.. the rus-

tic setting where he laid the foun-

dation for the fame his promising

career has already brought him.

He seemed genuinely glad to be

back, still comfortable in the envi-

rons that were so good to him in

the not-so distant past.

He said — with apologies to

New lersey — that New England

still feels like home, and before he

left his new —^^^^^^^m
home for the

trip to j^
Springfield, his

oldest daughter wondered if the

Caliparis could move back to

Shutesbury (a stone's throw from

the Mullins Center) where every-

thing began.

Make no mistake, this rural

cow-town is where lohn Calipari,

a young intense coach, became

Coach Cal — an icon of modern

day basketball.

The 38-year-old has garnered

attention ever since he took over

a failing UMass basketball pro-

gram in 1988. Though his style

(in fashion and coaching) has

taken much of the focus, it has

never taken away from what he

has been able to accomplish, and

it has only added to the luster.

His constant bullish marches

up and down the sidelines

throughout the course of a bas-

ketball game are a Cal trademark

(not yet registered) as is his

"Refuse to Lose" attitude — and

logo.

He is concise and honest, and

can always be counted on for, at

least, an interesting press confer-

ence.

Last season's incident involving

Nets beat writer Dan Garcia — in

which Cal called the reporter a

Mexican idiot — was not the first

time a post-game press confer-

ence turned ugly on the fiery and

volatile coach.

That was nothing.

The incident that will forever

live in infamy in the minds of

UMass (and Calipari) fans is

when Temple coach lohn Chaney

was so irate after a very physical

game between the two schools

that he stormed into the green

room and tried to start a fist fight

with the "Italian Stallion."

Despite the controversy.

Calipari is widely known as an

intense moti-

vator and a

great basket-

ball mind, and

he has managed to avoid any neg-

ative labels being stuck to him.

Or has he?

That's how it seemed before

Monday night's Hall of Fame
Game at the Springfield Civic

Center.

Calipari brought his Nets to

town to take on the Toronto
Raptors and former UMass star

center Marcus Camby in an NBA
exhibition battle of... well,

less-than titans.

Both figures were enormously

popular during their stay in the

Pioneer Valley, and left tremen-

dous impacts on the basketball

program at UMass.

Both left Amherst before their

time.

Calipari bolted for his dream of

coaching an NBA team (I believe

he gets paid pretty well, too) and

Camby bolted for the glamour of

being an NBA lottery pick (pretty

sure he's financially secure as

well).

The loudest cheers Cal heard

came roaring from the fairly

sparse crowd in response to a

technical foul assessed to the sav-

ior of UMass basketball late in the

first quarter. The raucous

Turn to HURLBRINK, page 7

Not a long trip

from ILJ to ND
for '97 clunkers

From South Bend to Lawrence (the

one in Kansas, thank you), college

football has seen its share of clunkers

this season. Maybe not

Schwag-esque, but nonetheless crap-

pv years that have left fans wonder-

ing. "Hey. what the hell happened to

our school?"

It's okay, buddy. I know.

So. with all the originality of the

Nebraska wishbone (Hrnm... should

we run left or right?). I put together

a little ranking of 1997's biggest dis-

appointments.

UM tennis finishes fall

by beating Red Raiders
Caron and Lebovitz lead 1997 season

By Justin Rudd
Collegian Staff

May you find them slightly unset-

tling.

Luke's 2nd Annual Top 10

"Clunkers"

1. Notre Dame — People were
genuinely excited about this season.

Twenty thousand new seats in the

stadium, a new coach and the belief

that Ron Powlus might actually win

them some games.

Ouch. babe. Ouch. (Hey. if the

Fighting Irish don't go to a bowl
game, does Lou Holtz get his job

back?)

2. Texas — After they beat unde-

leted Nebraska to win the Big 12

last year, it was widely assumed
TexM football was back.

Now its just back in the

"gutt-ahh." They lost to UCLA 66-3.

Oklahoma St. by a bunch (and I

don't care who's there because Barry

Sanders graduated) and are now 3-4.

!. Syracuse — N.C. State? At

home?
Now that we've established that

the Wolfpack are not the surprise hit

of college football this season, that

loss early in the year looms tough.

(Still love Donovan McNabb,
though. Kid put the pimp in "Pimp
Dadd\ ",i

4 Miami, Fla. — You used to be

able to say Miami" without the Fla.

alter it. Not anymore. I admire what

U tried to do down there. Butch

Davis, hut the program is in sham-

bles.

(Remember when we were little

and all the tough kids wore Miami

Stuff? You'd probably get your ass

kicked if you wore that stuff on the

playground these days.)

V Colorado — After a decade of

being in Top 1 5. the Buffs now reside

in the "Others Receiving Votes" cate-

Turn to FOOTIAU. page 7

Massachusetts

Colgate

A winning season — that is one

of the many things the

Massachusetts women's tennis

team has gained out of their fall

season. This past Saturday,

UMass faced Colgate in their final

match in the fall of 1997, winning

4-3.

Going into this matchup, the

Minutewomen held a respectable

record of 5-5, while the Red
Raiders came to

UMass carrying an

8-1 mark on their

season. Along with

their record,

Colgate brought
along their Patriot League
Championships title.

Before Saturday's match-up,

UMass was 2-2 all time versus the

Red Raiders, most recently win-

ning 4-1 decision in Hamilton.

N.Y. last spring at the Colgate

Invitational.

There was a lot at stake in this

match; Colgate has a powerful

squad, not to mention the result

could mean the Minutewomen
having a winning or losing season.

Through solid play and unri-

valed mental attitude, the

Minutewomen prevailed over

Colgate. UMass rallied to defeat

the Red Raiders, and despite

falling behind early, the "never

give up" attitude of the

Minutewomen is what led them to

an inspiring come-from-behind
victory.

UMass dropped the doubles

point to Colgate, putting the

Minutewomen behind the eight

ball early in the match, and then,

the Minutewomen fought back to

win four singles matches, securing

the win.

In singles action, coach |udy

Dixon received great perfor-

mances from seniors

Marie-Christine Caron. and co-

captain Caroline Steele, and fresh-

men Robyn
Lebovitz and
Emily Wegner
both defeated their

opponents con-

tributing to the

UMass win as well.

Quebec native Marie-Christine

Caron led off singles play on a

positive note, getting the win in

the No. 1 spot. This victory was

more than just an ordinary one for

Caron. because the Canadian
senior defeated previously unbeat-

en Amy Wachenheim of Colgate

2-6. 7-6, 7-5.

After losing in the No. 2 and 3

spots, freshman headliner Robyn

Lebovitz brought the

Minutewomen back into it pre-

vailing in the No. 4 position. The

Georgia native placed another win

to her personal record when she

defeated Red Raider Leslie Frank,

6-2.6-1.

Turn to TENNIS, page 7

Media for the Minutewomen
With a week of practice behind her.

Massachusetts women's basketball

coach loanie O'Brien introduced her

team to the local media at yesterday's

Media Day program in the William D.

Mullins Center.

"I feel very good about what we can

do as a team." O'Brien said. "I call it

guarded optiamism."

The 1997-98 edition of the

Minutewomen features a strong guard

line-up with senior Sabriya Mitchell

returning for another year, and sopho-

more Kelly Van Huisen back after a

strong freshman campaign.

In the frontcourt, UMass lost the

services of Crystal Carroll to gradua-

tion, but the team does have several

experienced players to fill that void.

Yolanda Rayside, Kara Tudman and

Lucia Madajova will all add depth to

the Minutewomen's game in the

paint.

"We have 1 I players and four of

them are new this year," O'Brien said.

"Last year, you knew Crystal would

be the go- to player and Beth

IKuzmeski] would contribute as well.

This year, everyone's going to have to

contribute and make this team
stronger."

UMass' schedule will provide the

Minutewomen with constant chal-

lenges, as the team tries to make a run

at an Atlantic 10 title.

"The Atlantic 10 is as even as it has

ever been this year," O'Brien said.

"The level of competition is even pret-

ty much all around, so we should be

able to make some noise there."

UMass will play Connecticut at

home, Ohio State and Maine on the

road and a full slate of conference

opponents. The Minutewomen open

their schedule on Monday, Nov. 10 in

an exhibition game against Rossianka.

— Casey Kane

Coach joanie O'Brien (center) will be

(23) to top her outstanding rookie

Minutewomen.

IORMA KANSANEN/COUEGIAN

looking for Kelly Van Huisen

year this season for the

Who's more Crispy? Our NHL guru or the former coach of Tampa Bay':?

Forget about it, kids. . . I didn't watch

a minute of the NHL in the last week,

so this column will hereby be declared

"dead space."

Yeah, right.

Let's get on with the NHL action,

baby.

• Terry Crisp got

fired from his head

coaching position of

the Tampa Bay

Lightning last week-

end.

Which prompts
me to say: if a tree falls in the forest,

and no one's around to hear the crash,

does it make a sound?

The Lightning is the badder team

(can I say that?), or the much worse of

the two teams that reside on the Florida

peninsula, and for good reason. After a

nice season two years ago, where

Tampa Bay actually did make the play-

offs, the 'Ning have done nothing since

to legitimize that success.

"Aah. conic on. |orma," you say. in a

calm and pleading tone. "They're a

expansion franchise, they're not sup-

posed to be good."

All I have to

say is one word
— the Florida

Marlins (you
know, the cham-

pion of that

other sport); or

how about another — the Florida

Panthers (you know, the Stanley Cup
finalist two seasons ago). Well, actual-

ly, that's three words.

I guess that just shows how much
I've gone to my English classes lately.

GM Phil Esposito (you know, the

guy on all those bumper stickers that

Jorma KariMUten

,[y l It

say "God saves... and Esposito scores

on the rebound?") has not been too

kind to his veteran coach this season,

and he's received as many votes of con-

fidence from him as (oe Kennedy did

from his family in his short run for the

governorship (um, that's not a lot, peo-

ple).

Why fire Crispy now then? If he's so

bad a coach, why not do it at the start

of the season? Why wait?

One reason is that Espo might have

took too many pucks to the head dur-

ing his helmet-less days for the Bruins,

and he can be officially declared a little

"slow" now — or, Espo wanted to give

Crispy a chance to start the season off

right, and if the team was doing well so

far. he would keep him behind the

bench.

Well, the Good Ship Lightning has

not done so well, and with a 2-8-2

record going into last night's action, the

axe had to come down.

I don't know, but I think the loss of

Chris Gratton is a big factor in Tampa

Bay's lack of success. Gratton is a qual-

ity two-way player, that supplies a lot

of grit and determination on the ice.

and is a good guy to have in the locker

room.

When Espo didn't go into his pocket

and give Gratton the money he

deserved over the summer, the only

thing he allowed himself to do with

that bright maneuver was make
Philadelphia a stronger team, and deal

him to the llvets

Now, the 'Ning have ex-Legion ot

Doom-er (who was only a cog in the

wheel, and not the wheel itself), and

oft- injured. Mikael Renberg on their

squad, and Philly has even more quaUt)

than before. I'm sure the rest ol the

league said a hearty thanks to Espo on

that one.

When a team gets rid of a quality

player like Gratton, and doesn't get an

equal player of value, than things like

this happen. Then, the players on the

team start to get mad because the team

isn't playing well, and then the fans get

mad because the team isn't playing well,

and ultimately, upper management gets

mad because the team isn't playing well

because upper management doesn't

give the team good enough players for

the team to play well.

Then, the coach gets fired. Go figure.

Frankly, my dearies, I just don't give

a damn about this franchise, and it's

going nowhere — fast.

The, I guess you could call it "dead

space." then.

lorma Kansanen is a Collegian
ivlumnist
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The slipgate into

another dimension

It's more than a

computer game —
it's an addiction.

Check out our pre-

views ot Quake II

(see Arts & Living,

page 5).

Minutewomen
club Big Green

Amy Ott and the

Massachusetts field

hockey team cele-

brated Senior Day
with a 3-1 win over

Dartmouth (see

Sports, page 1 6)

WORLD

Canadian Judge bars

prisoners' extradition

TORONTO (AP) — An Ontario

judge is refusing to hand three

Canadians over to U.S. authori-

ties in a high-profile fraud case

because he believes a U.S. prose-

cutor implied the threat of

homosexual rape against the

men.
In an interview on Canadian

television, assistant U.S. attorney

Cordon Zubrod said those who
resisted extradition would face a

long, hard prison term as "the

boyfriend of a very bad man."

Judge Bruce Hawkins said

Tuesday there was no lack of evi-

dence to justify sending the three

men to Pennsylvania.

But, Hawkins ruled, "no right-

thinking Canadian would
endorse the use of a threat of

homosexual rape as a means of

persuading Canadian residents to

abandon their rights to a full

extradition hearing."

Harry Cobb, Allen Grossman
and James Tsioubris were among
more than 40 people and several

companies charged in 1994 and
1995 with taking part in a cross-

border telemarketing scam.

NATION

Attorneys settle on

juror pool for Nichols

DENVER (AP) — The pool of

prospective jurors was completed

yesterday for the Oklahoma City

bombing trial of Terry Nichols.

U.S. District judge Richard Matsch

settled on 71 people as qualified

jurors, and the final selection of 1

2

jurors and six alternates is planned

for today. Trial is to begin Monday
with opening statements.

Defense attorney Michael Tigar

said Nichols, who took notes and

chatted with his lawyers through-

out jury selection, "would proba-

bly rather be working on a blue-

berry farm somewhere." "We're

ready," prosecutor Larry Mackey

said as he left the courthouse.

Prosecutor Patrick Ryan said

Nichols' trial probably will take

longer than the 2 1/2 months it

took to convict and sentence

Timothy McVeigh because the

defense's case will last longer. He

said much of the prosecution's evi-

dence will be the same.

Nichols is accused of helping

McVeigh acquire components and

build the bomb that blew up the

Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building

on April 19, 1995, killing 168 peo-

ple and injuring more than 500.

McVeigh was convicted of identi-

cal murder and conspiracy charges

in June and sentenced to die. His

appeal is pending.
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Assault and battery on campus

investigated by UMass police
The University of Massachusetts

Police are investigating a report of

an alleged assault and battery on

Monday Oct. 27 around the area of

Chancellor Drive and Thatcher
Way.
According to a press release

issued by public safety the victim,

who was walking alone, reported

that she was "momentarily grabbed

from behind, around the neck,

before being released."

The assailant did not speak to the

victim and immediately fled the

scene. The victim was not injured in

the incident and described the per-

petrator as "a male, over W tall,

the press release stated.

The incident occurred between 10

p.m. and 1 1 p.m., and police are

asking for anyone who has informa-

tion which could assist in the inves-

tigation to contact UMass police at

545-0893.

Public Safety officials want stu-

dents to be aware to exercise cau-

tion walking on campus at night.

"Individuals should stay in well lit

areas and always walk in groups,"

said UMass police Chief John

Luippold.

II students have no one to walk

with at night, "they should be utiliz-

ing the PVTA system and the cam-
con service," Luippold added.

Students who witness any suspi-

cious activity on the walkways of

Chancellor Drive and Thatcher
Way, or any place on campus
should report it immediately to pub-

lic safety at 545-2121.

"if someone is witnessed loitering

in a specific area, get to a safe place

and call us. Don't hang around in

the area. If possible try to get a

description of the individual,"

Luippold said.

—Leigh luulkner

SGA swears in officers;

convenes delayed session

DeLay, other pols criticize summit
By Jim Abrams
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — A senior House Republican said yes-

terday he would boycott a congressional breakfast with

Chinese leader |iang Zemin to protest religious persecution

in China. Other critics of U.S.-Chinese policy said they

were unimpressed by liang's talks with President Clinton.

House Majority Whip Tom Delay of Texas, the No. 3-

ranked Republican in the House, said he was staying a\\a\

from breakfast today "because of the Chinese government's

continued harassment and persecution of Christians and

other people of faith." Del^ty said it was a "difficult deci-

sion" because he believed in engagement and normal trade

with China. But he said that the mistreatment of Christians

must stop and that a boycott was the "one way I can send

that message to the president of China." liang is to meet

this morning on Capitol Hill with about 45 Senate and

House leaders, including Senate Majority Leader Trent

[.ott. House Speaker Newt Gingrich and their Democratic

counterparts. Sen. Tom Daschle and Rep. Dick Gephardt.

He is sure to hear blunt talk about China's human

rights record. "1 have a message to deliver." said Rep.

Nancv Pelosi (D-Calif. ) one of the House's leading critics

of China. She didn't elaborate, but said she thought that

in the agreement reached with China on limiting nuclear

technology transfers to the Persian Gulf region

"President Clinton has folded on a matter of gravest con-

Turn to BOYCOTT, page 2

IAUR1N KOSKY \ COlLfClAN

Student Trustee Brian Tirrell speaks to newly-elected senators at last

night's SGA meeting.

By Victoria Groves
Collegian Staff

Out of the darkness
IAUBEN KOSKY COUI&IAN

The lights of a passing car and the athletic fields behind the Mullins Center illuminate Commonwealth

Avenue Wednesday evening.

Despite voter turnout problems

earlier in the semester, the newly

formed Student Government
Association (SGA) undergraduate

student senate at the University of

Massachusetts convened for the fitst

time last night in the

Commonwealth Room in the

Student Union.

Senators were sworn in by Chief

lustice Brian McCarthy after he con-

gratulated them on their job cam-

paigning for the recent election and

the election run earlier in the semes-

ter that was ruled invalid.

"I applaud you and I think that

you should all applaud yourselves."

McCarthy said.

l.ia Wong. SGA president, spoke

to the senate and presented them

with her Executive Cabinet who
then gave officer reports on their

various positions and current pro-

jects that they are working on.

"I'm very hopeful were going to

have a great year." Wong said.

In the absence of the senate, the

SGA executive leadership has been

working on issues such as the

Course And Teacher Evaluation

(CATC) guide, fees at the universitv

and child care.

"it Ichildcarel is one of the big

problems here on campus and we
need to address it right now." Wong
said.

Peter Kilbourne facilitated the

meeting as speaker of the senate.

Binders MR passed out to all sena-

tors which contained the SGA con-

stitution and information on the

workings of the senate. Kilbourne

will run a training session for the

senators this Saturday on the duties

and responsibilities of being a sena-

tor.

I ver) senator is required to be on

a committee and committee applica-

tion forms were also handed out at

the meeting.

"We have a very full senate and

have enough people to fill all of the

committees. 1 want these commit-

tees to be as productive as they

can." Kilbourne said.

Brian Tirrell. student trustee,

addressed the senate and informed

•Baton what issues he will be

working on this semester.

"Some of the things that I want to

work on for >ou are legal represen

tation at judicial hearings... the

alcohol policy, and tuition and
fees," Tirrell said.

The position in the executive cab-

inet of attorney general was vacated

on Oct. 2. and last night the new
attorney general, fessc Burchfield.

was submitted by Wong, and
approved by the senate body.

Burchfield was formerly an assistant

to the president.

"I would like to work with the

judicial advisors program creating a

more efficient way of doing busi-

ness. ..I've worked with law firms in

the private sector and I look for-

ward to working with you,"

Burchfield said.

Doctors: 'Dangers of pot GEO protests hiring procedures
greatly overexaggerated'

By Somanrha Poulten

Collegian Staff

wwvy.umass.edu/rto/co4egian

Dr. Lynn Zimmer, Ph.D. and Dr.

lohn P. Morgan. M.D. spoke Tuesday

night to University of Massachusetts

students at an event sponsored by the

Cannabis Reform Coalition. They

were there to endorse their new book

Marijuana Mytha, Marijuana facts:

A Review ofllie Scientific l:\idcncc

The doctor! said marijuana users

are being punished too severely, con-

sidering the damage marijuana has

been proven to cause has been highly

exaggerated.

"While marijuana is not entirely

safe, the actual harm and impact 0(1

society doesn't warrant a policy ol

criminalization for people who use

it." Zimmer said.

In 1972. a commission appointed

by President Richard Nixon put

together a report on the effects of

marijuana. There was no firm evi

dence that it was harmful enough to

warrant the extreme punishments
involved with possession, /immer
said. Yet, since 1972. police have

arrested 10 million people lot possei

sion of marijuana. The years 1995

and I99tt broke all the records with

1.5 million arrests

/immer said that the claims from

the 1920s through the 1950s are still

around today, including claims ,,|

"biological toxicity." She said the

information given out today about

marijuana greatly exaggerates the bio-

logical damage the drug actually

causes.

"Concern over marijuana use. par-

ticularly bv adolescents, has led many

people to exaggerate or distort m.ni

juana's dangers. " /immer said " V
citizens and parents, we have the

same concerns about drugs as other

Americans Yet we believe strongly

that solutions to drug problems need

to be based on facts, not fear."

ZimmCT said there is no increased

potency ol marijuana today then in

the 1970s. She said that this

so-called fact was made up bv the

government to warrant mandator)

drug testing for college students

receiving college loans II a student

letted positive under the proposed

law. he or she would loose the loans

"|The fact | was Mcetaarj to con

vince middle age Americans that mar-

ijuana is more dangerous now then

when they were users. " Zimmer said

"In actuality, the general marijuana

todaj is of equal potency

Dr. Morgan said, 'marijuana was

made illegal on the basil oj no scien-

tific evidence."

He said there is no firm evidence

that marijuana damages the lungs

more then tobacco, impaiis memory,

or damages the immune system \lso.

then is no evidence about marijuana

rinsing people to lose their drive and

Turn to POT, page 2

By Paul Hayes
Collegian Staff

AMHERST — A grievance filed

against the University ol Massachusetts

Pre Majoi Advising Center alleges thai

the cental violated the Graduate

Employment Organization's (Ol O's)

collective bargaining agreement and did

not tollow proper hiring procedures.

Graduate student and former advisor

Muzafar Qazflbash, en whose behalf

(.1 i> filed the grievance, alleges ihat

the Pre Major advising center, under

the direction of Dean Elizabeth Petroff.

engaged in unfair hiring practices and

a>s| him his job.

According to Qazilbash. the advising

center did not post jobs for which it

was hiring.

This would be a violation of Section

4. Article c-ii of the collective bargain

ing agreement between the GEO and

the administration, which states that

job listings shall be posted in a "central

location, easily accessible to graduate

students in each department."

Mike D'Amore. the GEO Co-Chair

of the Grievance Committee, said that

GEO has taken the position that

Qazilbash was the victim of the

Pre-Major Advising Center's not fol-

lowing proper appointment and reap-

pointment procedures during the sum-

mei

D'Amore said that as part of the

grievance process, GEO spent at least a

month investigating the matter and

holding informal discu— ion- with the

relevan t administration.

"We are confident we can win this,"

D'Amore said "We feel the contract

language was very clear, and the viola-

tion was war] clear."

While the parties involved would not

reveal the lull details of the grievance.

Qazilbash said that there have been

othct instances where the Pre-Major

Advising Center did not follow correct

Turn to GEO. page 2

Mandela gives Gadhafi South Africa's highest honor
' ground struggle against apartheid in South Africa.

By Louis Meixler

Associated Press

/.I WARAII. Libya — Returning SO Libya for his sec-

ond visit in a week. Nelson Mandela presented South

Africa's highest award for a foreigner to Moammar
Gadhafi vc-tcidav. praising the Libyan ruler as "my dear

brother leader."

The meeting, coming so quickly after the last one,

prompted speculation that the South African president

was Irving to mediate an end to the i year-old U.N. sanc-

tions against I ibya.

Mandela was accompanied by foreign reporters, so hi-

visit gave Gadhafi a platform to heap scorn upon the

I sited State- A- with his previous stop in Libya, and

earliei visit- to Cuba, the trip demonstrated Mandela's

willingness to risk I S ire in maintaining close relation

ships with old friends,

I ibya and Cuba were among the countries that backed

Mandela's African National Congress carh in its under-

At a brief welcome ceremony with bagpipes, a guard

raised a red Scottish tartan plaid umbrella over Mandela's

head vesterdav to shield him from the sun. The two lead-

ers linked hands as they walked toward a tent for a five-

minute meeting.

I ibya used the gathering to lash out at Washington

Down, down U.S.A.. the enemy of the peoples!" said

one banner, in English, at the sports center where the cer-

emony was held in the seaside town of Zuwarah. 60 miles

west ol the capital, Tripoli.

The sanctions against Libya were imposed to pressure

it into surrendering two Libyan inspect! in the I 9X8

bombing of a Pan American jet over Lockerbie. Scotland.

that killed 270 people. The sanctions bar flights to and

from Libya and ban arms sales to the North African

nation

Mandela
>
however, made no direct reference- to

Turn to MANDELA, page 2
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By Humphrey brown III

Collegian Stan

Tonight at 7 p.m. in the

University of Massachusetts
Campus Center Auditorium, Ashra

Kwesi, a lecturer and historian in

ancient African histon and religion,

will give an educational slide pre-

sentation lecture bused upon his 16

years of study and travel throughout

the continent of Africa.

Some of the topics Kwesi will dis-

cuss include earl> African Ethiopian

churches, the first world order bv

the Roman Emperor Constantine to

de-spiritualize African people's reli-

gious concepts, the desecration of

ancient African symbols from the

temples of Egypt and much more.

Kwesi's documented production

is derived from ancient temples,

tombs and papyrus papers in Egypt

(KemeO. His lecture has been pre-

sented for numerous universities.

conferences and study groups both

nationally and internationally.

"This is the most powerful slide

presentation I have seen," said Dr.

Leonard leffries, professor at City

College in Harlem. NY. "Ashra

Kwesi has really brought our hi-torv

to life with his slide presentation."

Kwesi has been a guest speaker

for organizations, study groups and

universities including The African

Heritage Group in Tokyo, lapan.

African Study Tour Group in Egypt,

the Slave Theater in Brooklyn. N.Y.

and the University of California,

among others.

Kwesi's research experience goes

back to 1981. when he first began

his tour of Africa in Egypt. In 1982

and 198). he did research in

Ethiopia. Kenya and the Sudan. He
also researched in Ghana in 1987.

and in Europe. His overall research

and travel experience spans 16

COUEGIAN FILE PHOTO

Ashra Kwesi, lecturer and historian, will give a slide presentation

tonight in the Campus Center Auditorium.

years, making Kwesi a well respect-

ed and knowledgeable historian.

Kwesi is also the owner of Kernel

Nu Productions, a company which

presents African history by means

of videotaped productions and pic-

torial history books.

The African Origin of
Civilization, African History of

Christianity and African History vs.

Biblical Myth are some of the video

tape productions Kwesi has pro-

duced.

"A griot is an African storyteller

who keeps the truth of his people's

history alive," said Kwesi.

Tonight's event is free and open

to the public.

Mandela
continued from page 1

Lockerbie in his brief remarks and

said he was only in Libya to present

the award. For his part, Gadhafi

remained defiant. "Asking Libya to

hand over its citizens to America or

Britain is a silly matter that makes us

laugh, especially after the price we
have had to pay." he told a news

conference after the awards ceremo-

ny.

The United States and Britain have

demanded that the suspects be tried

in Scotland or the United States,

while Libya has insisted that either

Libya or a third country be the site

for any proceedings.

At yesterday's ceremony, a crowd

of some 3,000 burst into rhythmic

applause .is Mandela draped a sash

across Gadhafi's chest and presented

him with South Africa's Order of

Good Hope, that country's highest

honor for foreigner*.

"Increase the struggle!" the crowd

chanted.

At one point. Mandela referred to

Gadhafi as "my dear brother leader."

1 u>t week, when Mandela brushed

aside U.S. objections and made a

two-day visit to Libya on his way to a

Commonwealth summit in Britain.

he received a similar award from

Gadhafi.

"South Africa will never forget the

support it received from Libya" dur-

ing the struggle against apartheid.

read the official citation on yester-

day'l award.

Mandela's AM characterizes the

Libyan assistance as moral support,

meaning it verbally backed the anti-

apartheid effort and allowed ANC
exile* refuge. It is unclear if Libya

also provided significant amounts of

arm* or money.

Aside from providing an opportu-

nity for Gadhafi and Mandela to

reaffirm their close ties, yesterday's

meeting afforded the Libyan leader a

platform to take several swipes at the

United States. Gadhafi said the

United States and its allie- were
"punishing the whole world" with

sanctions against Libya.
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massacres

kill hundreds

in Algeria
By Rochid Khiari

Associated Press

ALGIERS, Algeria — In a sign of

fractures within Algeria's ruling coali-

tion, government-allied parties joined

the opposition yesterday in calling for

fresh protests against alleged fraud in

last week's local elections.

The government, however, sought

to keep the focus on what it claimed

was progress against a bloody Muslim

insurgency.

Thirteen more people died in two

attacks this week, authorities said, in

the latest violence in a nearly 6-year-

old rebellion that has left an estimat-

ed 75,000 people dead.

Seven parties, including two in the

governing coalition, yesterday called

for a march against what they said

was massive vote fraud in Oct. 23

local and regional elections. The party

loyal to President Liamine Zeroual

took nearly half the vote.

Algeria's main Islamic party, the

Islamic Salvation Front, was barred

from participating in the balloting.

The march represents the first time

parties representing a broad political

spectrum have banded together to

protest against the government.

Thousands of people marched
Tuesday against alleged voter fraud,

continuing a series of daily protests

that began Saturday. The anti-govern-

ment demonstrations have under-

mined the credibility of a vote aimed

at restoring local governments dis-

solved during the insurgency.

Zeroual's government concentrated

on that conflict yesterday, contending

it was gaining the upper hand. Pre-

election massacres and bombings

killed hundreds of people.

Maj. Gen. Mohamed Lamari. the

army chief, said the country was
"heading toward normalization."

though the violence "will disappear

only gradually, according to the citi-

zens' awareness and vigilance."

Rejecting claims by human rights

groups of army brutality in the insur-

gency. Lamari told the monthly publi-

cation "El Djeich" that his military

"acts under republican missions con-

forming to the Constitution and in

respect of human rights."

The extremely violent Muslim
insurgency was set off by the govern-

ment's decision to cancel 1992 leg-

islative elections that the Islamic

Salvation Front was poised to win.

The Islamic Salvation Army, the

Front's military wing, announced a

unilateral truce on Oct. 1. but the

Armed Islamic Group has yet to

renounce its brutal campaign to

install a Muslim-based government.

In some of the latest violence.

attackers killed 13 people in west-

:rn Algeria. Among them, a family

£ four was stabbed to death

kwernight Monday near the village

Jlf Moulay Larbi, not far from the

"outhwestern capital of Saida, civil

defense officials said on condition of

anonymity.

Heavy metal

LAUREN KOSKY V COLLEGIAN

Sunlight shines through a metal sculpture in front of the Amherst

Police Station on Main Street.

Israel delays rifle sales

to U.S. civilian market
By Donna Harman
Associated Press

IERUSALEM — Responding to

pressure from U.S. lawmakers. Israel

declared a three-month moratorium

yesterday on sales of modified assault

weapons to the American civilian mar-

ket.

Thirtv Democratic senators, led by

Sen. Dianne Feinstein of California,

have been waging a campaign againM

the import of such wv.ipons

Israel says it -topped «ellinp assault

weapons in the United States after .i

1994 ban — and that its modified Uzi

and Galil rifles do not fall under the

ban's criteria because they are longer

than the original models and lack auto-

matic capabilities

In a letter to President Clinton last

month. Feinstein noted that the Bureau

of Alcohol. Tobacco and Firearm* has

said the modified Israeli guns — called

the Uzi American and the Galil Sporter

— remain capable of firing rapidly.

"They have become the weapon of

choice for grievance killers, pint's and

those who use them against police."

wrote Feinstein. "They are designed to

kill large numbers in close combat, and

M Mcfa haw* no place on the streets of

a civilized society." Last week Clinton

announced he would sign a directive

suspending pending and future appli-

cations to import modified assault

weapons and reexamining the existing

import criteria.

In statement announcing the mora-

torium, the Foreign Ministn made pub-

lic a letter from Israel's U.S. ambas-

sador Fliyahu Ben-Elissar to feinstein.

saying the move was lor "huuianiittrian

realms. . in tight of the <.)Xvmi1 -mrfri-

tivity of llie issue in the U.S."

1-einsiein termed the move a "tentu-

tive step forward." noting that she had

also made similar requests of other

countries, including Russia. Bulgaria.

Poland. Romania and Egypt.

Arik Shor. the vice president of

land Military Industries which makes

the guns, said his firm's U.S. distribu-

tor. Mosberg, would lobby the U.S.

government to make sure legislation

banning the export of the modified

automatic weapon* Wtt HOt passed.

I Ml could lose several million dollars a

year and be forced to close lactones il

the moratorium was extended, he said.
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"Our findings are consistent with those of every inde-

pendent blue-ribbon commission that has examined this

issue. While no drug is completely risk free, marijuana htt

been shown to have an extremely wide margin of safety.''

Morgan said.

Smoking marijuana can cause damage to the lungs, he

said. "But the primary risk is among high-dose, long-term

smokers, particularly those who also smoke tobacco."

MGEO

Morgan said.

Short-tern memory Ion is only effected a few hours

after smoking. And marijuana has never been proven to

damage the immune system or cause infertility, he said.

Brian lulin. founder of the Cannabis Reform Coalition

said "This book is the first publication by real doctors

where the government propaganda is reviewed. In a way

we can understand it. thej give the most direct answers to

question! raised about marijuana usage."
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hiring procedure*.

I Ic said that Dean Petroff filled an

advising position without posting the

job or doing a formal job search in

November of 19%.

He also said that when hiring for

summer positions. Petroff directed cer-

tain graduate students to apply for a

job. paying $10 an hour, while the

other applicants including Qazilbash

were left thinking the two jobs avail-

able both paid $7 an hour.

Oazilbash said that he hopes that as

a result of the grievance he will be rein-

stated as an undergraduate advisor, a

job which he believed he would be

holding for a two year period.

r le said that Petroff had told him he

was a very good advisor, and suggested

that he should take Academic

Administration classes at the School of

Education.

"I was told they wanted me for two

years because it would be in the stu-

dents best interest to have continuity,

because it normally takes two years for

students to figure out their majors,"

Qazilbash said.

Casey McCarthy, a student advised

by Oazilbash, wrote an unsolicited let-

ter to the advising office, which stated

that Oazilbash had done a superb job

and should be reinstated.

"I couldn't have been happier with

him." McCarthy said, "he came across

a* B0 interested and caring person."

McCarthy, who hasn't been advised

since Qa/ilbash's dismissal, s.ml thai he

would rather have I constant advisor,

and if it were possible he would appre-

ciate being advised In someone of

QazMbaah'i caliber for his four yean of

college.

David Kennedy, a lunior pre-engi-

neerinj; major, said that Qazilbash

helped k> nuike I Mass ;i smaller place

for him. and that in the process q|

being advised by Qazilbash the two

became prettj good friend*,

"He's ,in asset to he missed bv the

universitv." McCarthy said.

|ohn Shields, a declared major advi-

sor for the Dean of Arts and Sciences

office, was also not hired as

pre-major advisoi

He said that Qa/ilhash was | fine

worker, and was not aware ul win he

did not currently work at the undet

graduate Pre—Major advising center.

but gave reasons as to his own diaDOfl

tinned einplovmenl.

"I didn't gel hired at the undeclared

advising center because they didn't

have Ihe budget to hire cvenunc hack."

Shields said, "I also didn't have as

much experience in pre major advis-

ing.

The budget for the Pie-Major
Vlvising Center has shrunk steadily

over the veais. and the Center is cur-

rently employing one quarter of the

advisors it had two years ago.

Shields al*0 Mid that the current

pre major advisors were hired hv new

director Pamela Marsh-Williams

Qazilbash said that he was told by

\ss|stant to the Provost |ohn

Cunningham to apply for a job with

newly hired director of Pre Major
Advising Pamela Marsh-Williams,
which led him to believe an illegal,

unposted hiring process w ,|s taking

place.

Qatilbash also said that

Cunningham lold Pel roll to hire advi-

sois who had achieved all but disscrta

don (ABD) status, meaning that their

graduate eouiscvvork was completed

Cunningham refused to comment on

either matter.

Shields and Qazilbash both had
ABH stiitus. and Shields said that such

status was irrelevant to an advisor's

abilitv

"It m*rj give advisors more lime for

(heir job. but it really all depends on
the person advising." Shields said.

Repealed efforts to reach Petroff for

comment were unsuccessful.
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cem: China's proliferation of weapons of mass destine

tton.

Pelosi and other members attended a China protest

rally in Lafayette Square across from the White House.

while others participated in a rally of Taiwan supported

on the Capitol steps. During his visit. Sen Robert
lomcelli (D-N.l.) told the gathering that liang "will

experience lor himsell the deep lies ol common values

and shared goals between the citizen* of our dcm<
and those of Taiwan."

War illness linked to toxic agents
By Robert Burns

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The mysterious Gulf War illnesses

suffered by thousands of U.S. veterans were probably

caused by "a variety of toxic agents" encountered in the

war against Iraq, a House subcommittee concluded yester-

day.

The agents include nerve gases, vaccines, pesticides and

insect repellents, smoke from oil well fires, and depleted

uranium from spent U.S. anti-tank shells.

In contradiction to the conclusion reached by President

Clinton's Advisory Committee on Gulf War Veterans'

Illnesses, the House panel said it saw "no credible evi-

dence" that wartime stress was a contributor to the ill-

nesses.

The presidential advisory committee is due to present

its final report to Clinton tomorrow.

The House panel recommended that the Pentagon be

forced to give up its lead role in investigating the matter.

It said Congress should create or designate an indepen-

dent agency to research Gulf War illnesses and their caus-

es.

The Defense Department has steadfastly resisted the

idea of removing it from the lead investigative role.

Spokesman Kenneth Bacon said the Pentagon acknowl-

edged it made mistakes in its early handling of the matter

but has recently made important progress in investigating

causes and dealing directly with affected veterans. "We

believe that we are responsible for all that happened to

veterans during the war — both good and bad." Bacon

said Tuesday. "It's our responsibility to follow up on

this... and we can best do that if we're running the inves-

tigation."

The report by the House Government Reform subcom-

mittee on human resources asserted that the Clinton

administration's approach, through the Pentagon, the CIA

and Ihe Department of Veterans Affairs, is "irreparably

flawed."

"We find those efforts hobbled by institutional inertia

that mistakes motion lor progress," il said, accusing the

administration of "arrogant incuriosity."

The subcommittee said its 20-month investigation

found that toxic agents including Iraqi chemical weapons

most likely are to blame for the respiratory and other Gulf

War illnesses.

The Pentagon, which also is investigating the origins of

veterans' illnesses, savs il has found no firm evidence of a

direct link to chemical weapons.

Earlier this year the Pentagon estimated that as many as

100.000 U.S. troops were exposed to low doses of nerve

gases released in the demolition of an Iraqi ammunition

depot in March 1991. days after the war had ended. But it

said the doses were too small to have caused any sus-

tained health problems.

The House panel released a draft of its investigative

report yesterday, which panel members approved and for-

warded to the lull committee for action tomorrow.

Rep. Dan Burton (R-lnd.) chairman of the committee,

welcomed the report and said he agreed that the Defense

Department had not pursued the issue forcefully.

"If the departments of Defense and Veterans Affairs

cannot do a better job than they have so far on this issue,

we need to move this responsibility to an agency that

will." Burton said in a statement released by his office.

The draft report accuses the Pentagon and the VA of

ignoring veterans when the) offered information about

the possible causes of their illnesses.

"The presence of a varietv of toxic agents in the Gulf

War theater strongly suggests exposures have a role in

causing, triggering or amplifying subsequent service-con-

nected illnesses," the report concluded.

Clinton prods Jiang on human rights

By Ron Fournier

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — In a spirited

exchange over Beijing's rejection of

democracy, President Clinton and his

Chinese counterpart sparred yester-

day over the Tiananmen Square mas-

sacre and the country's human rights

policy. Clinton urged "full room for

debate, dissent and freedom to wor-

ship."

Standing firm, liang Zemin said

his country believes in "non-interfer-

ence in each other's internal affairs."

In a remarkable back-and-forth at

a White House news conference,

liang defended the 1989 crackdown

against pro-democracy demonstra-

tors in Tiananmen Square. Calling

the protest a "political disturbance."

liang said the action was necessary

to preserve "social and political sta-

bility."

A stern Clinton replied: "1 think it

should be obvious to everyone that

we have a very different view of the

meaning of the events in Tiananmen

Square. I believe that what happened

and the aftermath and the continuing

reluctance to tolerate political dis-

sent has kept China from political Iv

developing the level of support in the

rest of the world that otherwise

would have been developed."

Both leaders said thev [HsCTHSed in

great detail specific cases of jailed

dissidents. "1 am the president of the

People's Republic of China, not the

chief judge of the Supreme Court."

liang said. He said the cases were

working their way through the legal

system. Said Clinton: "We believe

the policy of the government is on

the wrong side of history
."

Clinton, who accused President

Bush of coddling China in 1992, is

sensitive to criticism that he has not

been tough enough with liang.

Hundreds of protesters gathered out-

side the White House during the

news conference.

"You shouldn't in any way mini-

mize the steep differences that still

remain between us." he said.

Still, he acknowledged that China

had made progress on human rights

and lifted one of the sanctions

imposed after the 1989 massacre:

U.S. nuclear firms can now apply to

do business with China.

"We have profound disagree-

ments, but that does not mean that

this usit should not have occurred or

that we don't have a big interest in

continuing to work together,"

Clinton said, struggling with a

hoarse voice.

In three hours of talks over two

days, the president said he confront-

ed liang on human rights "directly

and personally." liang said he was

aware of the protests outside the

White House. "Sometimes noises

came into mv ears." he said. "This is

a reflection of democracy."

After the news conference, Clinton

whispered to liang. "We should

stand together" for photographers.

The pair shook hands and smiled.

Thank you for your attention," liang

told reporters Trade also was a key

issue. Clinton urged China to open

its markets to U.S. goods, "just as

China can compete freely and fairly

in America, so our goods and ser-

vices should be able to compete
freely and fairly in China," Clinton

said.

liang. speaking in Chinese, said

relations between the two nations

have reached "a new stage of devel-

opment.
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This oar that?
Two members of the UMass women's crew team, carry their oars at a race this past weekend against UNH.

Yearbook Staff Prepares

for Record Turnout
By Arnold Layne

Index Archives

Amherst- For the 129th year in a

row, the UMass Yearbook Club begins pro-

duction on the University's prestigious

Index, this year however, will be designed

and published not only as the 129th year-

book by the Index, but also

the first to present the

yearbook as a tour guide to

the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst.

Asked on whether or

not graduation seniors will

be part of the yearbook,

Managing Editor Loretta Kwan said "This

year's book will not only include (Seniors),

but will also include useful information on

places to eat, places to go out to and also

places to go when you're not feeling too

well. There are a lot of places in this book.

It's great!"

"Seniors will have to call the DaVor

number to get in the yearbook. And

quick." replied Editor-in-chief Jill

Aordkian when asked how seniors will get

in the book. "Last year we couldn't get all

the Seniors in the book because they didn't

get their photo taken soon enough."

This year the Index will be extend-

ing it's Senior Photo Shoot to allow for

thousands of Seniors to get their photo in

the book. Director of Marketing Sean

Marien added "Seniors should call the

number immediately. The earlier you call.

"The earlier you call,

the better chance you

have to get in the

book." 'Sean Marien

SHOWT1MES FOR M.I.B. ARE
9PM & 11PM IN THE

CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM
"MEN IN BLACK" ALSO SHOWING

SUNDAY NOV. 2

IN THE STUDENT UNION
BALLROOM

AT 8PM AND 10PM

THIS SUMMER S NUMBER
ONE MY RIM!"

4 Y
A *

R JONES MR SMITH

1EN IN BLACK

bv a or»nt fromUmm Auxiliary Sy^fiiy the Vi

neatlor for Studant Affair* and: daily colleuian

um*^a.adu.campact%»w><>/a*rT.rrtm

phona » 545-3600 —

—

the better chance you have to get in the

book." The number to call for appoint-

ments is l-800-836-05f58, and Seniors are

encouraged to call as soon as possible dur-

ing normal business hours.

"You have to call, you can't get

around that." Photo Editor Aaron Eccles

reply to if there was
another way for Seniors

to get in the book. "If you

don't call, you can't get

in, you just can't! There's

no way."

"There's no need to

worry, every students

who gets their photo taken is put in the

book, well except that once but " said

Kwan on the likeliness of not getting in

the book. "Just call the number and show

up. That's it."

A new feature of the 1998 Index is

the addition of the Grad Edition. "The

Grad Edition is the best thing this campus

has seen since the invention of the dispos-

able lighter" Copy Editor Sean Maguire

commented. The Grad Edition comes with

the purchase of each yearbook. The Grad

Edition will be available to Seniors before

commencement, which gives graduates the

opportunity to give parting comments to

their friends in school.

President Clinton and Chancellor

Scott were contacted about the Grad Edition,

however both were unavailable for comment.

Get your Senior Photo Taken Now!
Call 1^800^836^0558

To Make an Appointment Today
There will be $5 sitting fee

This will be your only chance to get in this

year's book
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Trick or treat
For the first time in a while, the housemates and

I are fired up about something (besides girls

and all the stress they've been bringing us late-

iy>-

Halloween has come, and we all need to figure out

what kind of moron we want to look like.

Housemate A wants to be a gangster. (Says he's

got a phat suit for it.)

Housemate B is pissed because we're all not going

to be people from Gilligan's Island. (I am not going

to be the Skipper.)

Housemate C wants to be a gang-

ster tec. but that plan is on the ropes

after his failed attempts to land a fake

gun. According to Dave, somebody
outlawed fake guns after cops were
shooting little kids who had them. (I

didn't know that.)

1 just want to go trick-or-treating.

Sometimes, when I'm all alone and
faint memories of toilet paper and
eggs whiz through the cool autumn
air, 1 wonder who the hell invented

Halloween.

Was there a Mr. Halloween, who ^^^Ukt^leredUh
dressed up like Frankenstein and
brought candy to poor kids all over the world? Was
there a Saint Halloween, patron saint of mini-
Snickers and Skittles?

The world needs to know.
I mean, I get Valentine's Day. You find a chick,

take her out, whisper sweet nothings into her ear and

kick some Marvin Gaye.

Fair enough.

And Thanksgiving. Okay, you had some Pilgrims,

you had some Indians. They weren't hanging out. So
somebody's like, "Hey, these people keep burning

down our houses. Why don't we try to be friends, so

they stop trying to burn down our house. I'll make a

cake."

Understood.

Labor Day? Hey, it's a day off. No complaints
here.

Fourth of July? Of course. We beat them evil

English, and we beat 'em good, baby. (Hey King
George III — you want some of this? I didn't think

so.) Apologies to all Brits. I mean hey, some of my
best friends used to be English.

Columbus Day always confused me, but again, it's

a day off. New Year's Day? Great U2 song, great day

off (the Rose Bowl and a nice hangover).

But Halloween? Who the hell came up with this

one? Was it like "Hey, why don't we get the kids to

dress up like the Teenage Mutant Ninja

Turtles and go around our neighbor-

hood begging for food that's bad for

them."

Hmm. Okay.

But I never questioned Halloween as

a kid. It was a chance to score free

mini-Snickers, and I got to dress up
like 1 was on the Red Sox. I used to do

a mean Spike Owen. Or a ghost. (First

grade, no costume, bedsheet, long

story.)

But these days, trick-or-treating has

been replaced by partying in a cos-^ tume, which I guess was a natural evo-
" lution. Five million years of natural

selection to breed a species that dresses up like mon-
sters and Red Sox. Good job there.

I'm not sure what I'll be yet. We were all going to

be Gilligan's Island people, but Jeff and I nixed the

idea because it was stupid. (End of story.) But then I

wanted them to go as Housemates A, B and C by

painting big letters on their chests.

They said no.

So now I'll probably be a Scottish guy, like in

Braveheart. The reason? Because I'm sick of wonder-

ing whether we can really be "Gilligan's Island"

without a Ginger or a Mary Ann, and because Dave
has a blanket that sorta looks like a kilt if you tie it a

certain way.

If there is a Mr. Halloween, he's probably laughing

in his grave.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian columnist.

Letters to the Editor

School ofEducation faculty

support reorganization

To the Editor:

Recently, several editorials and commentaries have

appeared in student newspapers portraying the School of

Education administration as callously singling out for elimi-

nation only one academic program, a program that serves

students of color. By implication, the faculty of the School of

Education are portrayed as indifferent to administrative

abuse and the disenfranchisement of faculty and students of

color.

We do not believe this is true. The School has recently

undergone the reorganization of its graduate programs in

each of our three departments. No one program was singled

out for elimination. Each department had programs that

were eliminated and merged with other programs in order

to form academic concentrations large enough to provide

adequate resources for faculty and students. While the loss

of some programs has been controversial and difficult to

accept, the majority of the faculty recognize that the

process of reorganization was necessary and conducted in

an equitable fashion. No student was deprived of the

opportunity to complete his or her educational program,

and ALANA students in particular have been, and continue

to be, well- served by many programs in the School. At the

same time, no faculty member was deprived of the opportu-

nity to participate in doctoral programs, in which they can

continue their teaching, research, service activities and
work with their students.

Three weeks ago, the faculty of the Department of

Teacher Education and Curriculum Studies participated in

a survey which asked the faculty if they supported reorgani-

zation of academic programs. Seventy-four percent of the

faculty who responded to the survey endorsed the Dean's

reorganization plan for the School of Education and sup-

ported the Chair in moving the department toward this end.

We believe the process was conducted in a fair and equi-

table manner, and that the majority of the faculty of the

School support the current reorganizing plan. We hope that

the three dissenting faculty members will join with their

colleagues to engage in the constructive work of the

Department and School under the new configuration.

The current conflict is painful for us all, and we are con-

cerned for the welfare of the School of Education and the

students and faculty involved. We believe that everyone's

interests can best be served by moving forward with the

plan the Dean has outlined.

This letter was signed by 22 faculty members of the

Department of Teacher Education and Curriculum

Studies.

Crazy about prisons

To the Editor:

Last Tuesday. I sat down to eat in Franklin Dining

Commons. Sometimes there are little cards on the table to

inform students of happenings around the campus. That

night, I saw something that made me so sick that I lost my
appetite. There was a card for "Prison Awareness Week."

Why in the world would we have such a thing in this

country? This is an event that fights for the dregs and
degenerates of society who are locked up so that they can't

harm people anymore. Who in their right mind would have

the nerve to stand up for a murderer or a pedophile that

has destroyed people's lives? It is truly sick that this type of

program advertises to get people involved. It upsets me that

this entire week there will be people protesting for the

rights of lowlifes like the two men who killed ten-year-old

(effery Curley and then sexually molested his corpse with

beer bottles. If I had it my way, these people would not only

lose their rights, but they would lose their lives as well.

It's called "Prison Awareness Week" — well guess what?

I'm already aware of what goes on in prison. Hell, I'm

proud of what goes on. It's nice to know we live in a coun-

try where the true scum can go to a place where they will

get what they deserve. I will never support this type of a

program, and 1 hope that everyone on campus would use

common sense and do the same.

Ryan Benharris

Orchard Hill

We encourage our readers to respond to the contents of the Collegian
through letters to the editor.

Letters must be typed, no more than 400 words, and include name, address and phone number for confirma-
tion purposes. They can be submitted to Editorial/Opinion Editor. Daily Collegian, 1 13 Campus Center

Basement, UMass, Amherst, MA, 01003, cr by e-mail to: letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu
Letters may be edited for length, clarity, and style.
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Killing in the name of

esterday Massachusetts
embraced the return of state

sanctioned murder, a.k.a. the

death penalty. It is an issue surround-

ed in emotionally heated debate on

both sides. Whether you agree with

me or not, it's essential that we recog-

nize the consequences of capital pun-

ishment.

Public opinion and a majority of

our legislators support the imposition

of capital punishment. With the vari-

ous flaws in the implementation of the

death penalty, I however cannot agree.

In resurrecting this

form of punishment we —
are not simply destroy-

ing murderers and the

dregs of society. We are opening this

state to the barbaric and archaic

nature of vengeance. In every human
heart there is the impulse to give death

for death, the urge to kill those who
kill. But in this light, the state simply

becomes the vindicator of emotional

responses. The state as an enlightened

guide and provider cannot always sim-

ply give in to public sentiment.

Congresspeople are the representa-

tives of our will, but they are also our

leaders and as leaders must see the

complete picture aside from the emo-

tions and moral values of their con-

stituents. For example, would it be

just to follow segregation laws even if

the majority approved? Obviously not,

and although these two issues have

their apparent differences, they also

have the fundamental similarity in

being unjust laws.

By saying the death penalty is

unjust, I am not implying that it is

unconstitutional. In terms of the

Eighth Amendment, the Supreme
Court has stated that the death penalty

is not unconstitutional. I am implying

that the imposition of the death penal-

ty is arbitrary and capricious and for

that sake cannot in any means be justi-

fied.

Understand that bringing back the

death penalty doesn't simply kill the

sick and depraved of our society, it

kills in a racist and classist manner. I

Life in Hell

mean that in similar cases for similar

crimes it has been proven beyond

doubt that minorities and those in the

lower classes receive the death penalty

a considerable percentage more than

whites and those in the upper class.

This is not an opinionated state-

ment in any way. It has been substan-

tiated through statistics and history.

Ask any Legal Studies major or read

any material about the imposition of

death in the last 20 years (check

Furman v. Georgia). It is an undebat-

able fact that capital punishment is

plagued by
•••aaaaaaaaTsTsaaaaTsTsaaaaaaaTJ discrimina-

lefjfrejJ^Vusah^^^ lion ind prej

udice. With

this alone interwoven into its nature,

how can anyone approve of it?

Unfortunately, not too many people

are familiar with this aspect of the

death penalty. In plain terms, support-

ing the death penalty is supporting

racist and classist murder. It's that

simple.

The death penalty is an irreconcil-

able punishment. What if one inno-

cent person is executed? That one per-

son cannot seek justice. He or she can-

not reclaim what has been lost. The

finality of the death penalty leaves no

room for error.

But the system is wrought with

errors and imperfections. There is no

fee imaginable that could end the suf-

fering of loved ones or the unjustified

taking of life. This is not an example

drawn out of the air. This state has

killed innocent people before. Sacco

and Vanzetti were essentially killed for

being Italians. So I guess the question

is, does the death of hundreds of

guilty criminals rationalize the death

of just one innocent? If it comes down
to a question of morality, then where

is the morality in innocent death car-

ried out by the state? It cannot be a

question of numbers and ratios when
this is recognized.

Many proponents argue that capital

punishment is a deterrent, or at least

stops that one murderer from killing

again. The deterrent factor is some-

thing completely open to opinion. 1

find both sides of the deterrent argu

ment plagued by unsubstantiated fac

tors. Who is to say what truly stops

someone from committing a crime or

not? The fear of death scares the hell

out of me. But honestly, I think I'd be

more afraid of the mental anguish, the

loss of liberty and the fear of physical

and sexual assault associated with

prison — especially when faced with

the mandatory sentence of life that

Massachusetts has previously had for

first degree murder. Most convicts

have a tough time going on killing

sprees when they're in a maximum
security prison for life.

This brings to light the crucial issue

of punishment that many proponents

hold. In this we forget about the place

of rehabilitation, which in principle is

just as inherent and important as resti-

tution in our criminal justice system.

As always in a debate about the

death penalty the question arises

"what if it was your mother, wife, etc.

who was raped and killed?" I would

clearly have a bloodthrist for those

who had violated a loved one. But I

would hope that either in my mind or

in the reasonable mind of an authority

we could come to a level of maturity

where murder by anyone in any form

will not be condoned. In such a case

emotions would obviously guide me,

but that does not constitute justice.

The state as a purveyor of law cannot

simply be at the whim of emotions.

They must have the enlightened

stance to do what is best for a people

even if the people do not believe it to

be best.

We must understand that killing in

any form justifies further killing. If we

claim to stand on the moral high

ground, if we claim to be the idealistic

leaders of the world, then how can we

condone barbarism? In executing a

murderer we are not saying that mur-

dei i» wrong, we are saying that we
are their equal, that we are all murder

ers.

Jeffrey R. Yusah is a Collegian staff

member.
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Write for a Point/Counterpoint!
The Collegian Editorial page will be running a point/counterpoint feature on the

proposed Honors College. Articles must be well-written and researched. The deadline

for submission has been extended to Friday night a* 9 p.m.

For more information please call Dan Bodah at 545-1491

.

Anyone who is interested should submit material by e-mail
tletters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu), fax (545-1 592), or by dropping it off at the Collegian
offices in the box of Ed/Op editor Dan Bodah.
Editorials must be 500-700 words long and include your name and phone number.
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he Successor?
After reading about the

phenomenon called quake,
you may wonder what its

creators are working on
now. the answer to that

ON THE SHELVES THIS

CHRISTMAS.
FOR QUAKE II, ID

SOFTWARE HAS CREAT-
ED A BRAND NEW SOFT-

WARE ENGINE. IT HAS
tUAKE II, OF
; O U R S E !

INCE THE

RELEASE OF LOO
IMPRESSIVE

GRAPHICS, A BET-
TER USER INTER-
FACE, AND IS MORE

Abandon hope all y
who enter here...

* —^ IB EVERYWHERE... BLOOD LOOK WARLORD HAD IN HIS EVES

j

DRIPS FROM THE CEIL- AS HE WATCHED ME INSTALL THE
INGS...THE SOUNDS OF CD MADE ME REALIZE THAT THIS

SIONS FILL THE HALLS... A WASN'T JUST A GAME TO THEM.

MISSILE WHIZZES FAST MY THIS WAS MORE
EAR... DEAR LORD! WHAT IMPORTANT THAN
IS GOING ON HERE?

r~ KINGDOK
>> '

T N®AH IORtt|9Ks
|®HN LARK.IN fZ SCHOOL. WORK.

P ROG RAMMERS

HARD AT WORK
ON THEIR NEXT
FIRST-PERSON
ACTION GAME.
THE EXPECTATIONS
FROM THE PUBLIC
ARE QUITE HIGH.

HOWEVER, IT

SEEMS THAT

AMONG OTHER

RELEASE

SPECIFICALLY
FOR WINDOWS

releases for
other platforms
later on. Therefore,
Quake II HAS THE LATEST
PC TECHNOLOGY IN MIND.

A COMPATIBILITY DEMO OF

ANOTH- OVER A WEEK AGO. ITS MAIN
E R PURPOSE WAS TO TEST QUAKE
HIT 11% PERFORMANCE ON A VARI-

ETY Or MACMIP.EK, BUT IT IS

ALSO GIVING GAMERS A FIRST-

jmc*2oo«o

HAND IDEA OF WHAT QUAKt

HUNDREDS OF THOU-
SANDS OF COPIES

HOW IT ALL

I HAD JUST

MOVED INTO

CRABTREE. I

DIDN'T REAL-

what to expect from
this new group of people
into which i had been
placed. they all seemed
pretty cool, little did i

know they were all blood-

thirsty psychopaths with a

shared illness. quake. the
brotherhood of quake, as i

soon learned. included
warlord, loo. elzost.
Wedge and Samson, and
now they wanted "

to sign up.

what was i

TO SAY?
THE

OR OXYGEN. THIS WAS
)UAKE THE SINGLE

MOST ADDICTIVE GAME
OF ALL TIME. NOW,
DON'T GET ME WRONG.
I HAD HEARD OF
QUAKE BEFORE.

KNEW IT WAS A FIRST-

SHOOT-EM-
UP-TYPE GAM
YAWN. LITTLE DID

JUST AS ADDICT-

REST OF.

ALL THE CARNAGE
THAT'S FIT TO PRINT
MANY VIEW THE INTERNET AS A WEALTH OF

INFORMATION, BUT TO QUAKE PLAYERS. IT'S A

WHOLE DIFFERENT STORY. IT'S A WORLD OF NEWS,

MODIFICATIONS. TOTAL CONVERSIONS (TC),

SERVERS AND UP TO THE MINUTE DETAILS ABOUT
ONE OF THE MOST ANTICIPATED SEQUELS IN GAM-

ING HISTORY. QUAKE II. FOR THOSE FANS, AND
QUAKE VIRGINS, IT'S A WEALTH OF INFORMATION,

CREATIVITY AND COMMUNITY THAT. WHEN QTEST

CAME OUT OVER A YEAR AGO, WAS BEYOND EVERY-

ONE'S WILDEST DREAMS.
THE INTERNET HAS CHANGED QUAKE. THE

INTERNET HAS ENGULF"ED QUAKE THROUGH THE
CREATIVE GENIUS OF THOUSANDS OF LEARNING

AND LEARNED PROGRAMMERS. IT HAS TAKEN THE

ORIGINAL GAME TO THE NTH DEGREE AND FARTHER.

FROM THE ROOTS OF A SOLID FIRST-

PERSON SHOOTER TO THE MANY
DIFFERENT PORTRAYALS OF THE

GAME TODAY. THE INTERNET HAS ^^ W I V
BEEN THE SLIPGATE INTO GAM- !^k

ING HISTORY. * ™* ' .

THE INTERNET HAS BEEN THE

PLAYERS, WHICH CREATE
MODIFICATIONS, ETC. THAT
END UP INFLUENCING THE
NEXT ITERATION OF GAMES."
OTHERS IN THE COMMUNI-

TY PEEL DIFFERENTLY.
"I THINK THAT .NEWS

SOURCES HAVE BEEN BOTH A
BLESSING AND A BAD THING. -

SLIPGATE OF QUAKE2.COI
SAYS. "CONSTANT WAITING

[INTERNET WIDE] DISPLAYS
FOR QUAKE IS WHAT RESULTED
IN A PREMATURE RELEASE OF
THE QTEST AND OF THE FINAL

BEEN A LOT MORE COHESIVE

XINNAK haon't been
pressure:

|0SH
SY|.V£S + £R

TO RELEAS

PLATFORM THROUGH WHICH MANY
S YL V £ S + £ R.

QUAKE PLAYERS FROM ALL OVER EARLY. 1

THE WORLD HAVE BROUGHT THEIR FROM THE BIRTH OF QUAKE ON

YEARNING FOR INFORMATION AND THEIR THE INTERNET BACK WHEN
CREATIVITY TOGETHER. THE "QUAKE COM- STOMPED.COM WAS THE MAJOR
MUNITV" MAS BRED MANY NEW DESIGNERS. QUAKE SITE TO THE PRESENT.

ARTISTS AND PROGRAMMERS THAT NOW THERE HAS BEEN NO SHORTAGE OF

WORK AT GAMING COMPANIES DESIGNING THE QUAKE RELATED SITES ON THE
GAMES OF THE FUTURE. ONE OF THE QUAKE INTERNET. TODAY. THERE ARE LIT-

NEWS OLD-TIMERS. REDWOOD ERALLV MILLIONS OF QUAKE SITES.

V
(REDWOOD.STOMPED.COM) FEELS "THEY [THE DEVOTED TO VARIOUS TOPICS SUCH
QUAKE COMMUNITY] HAVE SPREAD IDEAS. AS NEWS, MODIFICATIONS. SCREEN-

WHICH SPARK SHOTS. TOTAL CONVERSIONS. GAME-WHICH SPARK
OTHER IDEAS

VCKT AWP Pf.Si£W &v
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iP soFrwAee.
au aruee iMAiSes,

amp rum pesi«w.
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PLAY. LEVEL EDITING AND THE LIST

GOES ON AND ON. HOSTING THESE

internet providers all over the
world. as well as the bigger
quake hosting sites: www.plan-
etquake.com. www.stomped.com.
and the newest of the hosts —
www.srutalitv.com.
But with this wealth of sites,

and quake players making up this

pseudo "quake community." there
has not always been harmony with-

in the "community."
"the internet quake community is

on the whole a stable entity. how-
ever the community is still divided

in some respects." slipgate op
ouake2.com said. "but the best part

more options
or Quake addicts

A
L

s
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Quake: a first person,

shoot-em up 3d gaming
environment. while play-

ing quake in single-player
mode. its lonely you vs

hordes of computer-gener-
ated enemies and obsta-

~sf cles. wmen you've exhaust-
' ED TOUimtF XRTjr THE- IWrWE-"'

THROUGH SINGLE-PLAYER COM-

BAT, WHERE HAS THE EXCITE-

MENT GONE? THE ANSWER:

HIS ADDITION.
IDELY AVAIL-

BLE IN PAST

SIASTS (BETTER KNOWN AS QUAKERS) FROM
AROUND THE WORLD. A FEW OF THE MORE POPULAR
MODIFICATIONS ARE HIGHLIGHTED BELOW.

THESE MODIFICATIONS, KNOWN AS MODS IN THE

GAMING COMMUNITY. RESHAPE THE VERY ENVIRON-

MENT ANO ATMOSPHERE OF THE GAME ITSELF.

AMONG THE MORE POPULAR OF QUAKE MODIFICA-

TIONS ARE THE FOtLOWINB:- .'...-•.... **?'

IQUAKEWORLD OR LAN PLAYABLE)
WWW.PLANETQUAKE.COM/THREEWAVE/

ONE OF THE FIRST BIG-TIME MODIFICATIONS
CREATED FOR MULTI-

OMPLEX COM-
UTER/SIMULA-

TION TYPE GAMES.
ROVIDES THE
AMER WITH A NEW

AND EXCITING POSSIBILITY'.

CAN I PLAY AGAINST PEO-

PLE! OF COURSE! AND THE
INTERNET IS THE BEST PLACE
TO START.
FOR PLAY ON THE INTERNET,

YOU NEED TO BE EQUIPPED WITH
THE LATEST OF CLIENT (OR ON YOUR
COMPUTER) SIDE GAME PLAYING
ABILITIES. QUAKEWORLO. A GRAPHI-

CAL INTERFACE FOR USE IN

WINDOWS 95 OR NT. PROVIDES A LIST

WAULOIM) Capture

DAYID QUIS +

(CTF). HAS CREATED
WHOLE LEAGUES OF PLAY-

ERS DEDICATED PURELY

SERVERS
WORLD-WIDE

vide Quake

ARE RUNNING

in'. m "''

m

CTF TOURNAMENTS.
THE OBJECT OF THIS MODIFICATION IS SIMPLE:

CAPTURE ANO SUCCESSFULLY RETURN THE ENEMY'S

FLAG TO YOUR BASE. NOT SO SIMPLE. THE LEVELS IN

CTF ARE DESIGNED SYMMETRICALLY. SO THAT EACH

BASE IS IDENTICAL. WHICH MEANS THE OPPOSITION

DOESN'T HAVE A PROBLEM FIGURING OUT WHERE
YOUR FLAG IS. THERE ARE TWO TEAMS, RED AND
BLUE. EACH CLEARLY MARKED BY THEIR OWN
UNIOUE DESIGNATIONS. RED BEING THE LIGHTNING

BOLT WHILE BLUE IS REPRESENTED BY THE EVER-

PRESENT FORCE OF A HAMMER. SUB-MODIFICATIONS

TO THIS ORIGINAL MODIFICATION. NAMED
TMUNOERWALKER CTF AND A STAR WARS

l

CTF. BRING NEW
WEAPONS AND

SEVERAL
NEW LEV-

Turn to NEWS, page 9

local area The grappling hook, and the blue

networks base and THE FLAG.

(LAN). I

LAR GAMING EXPERIENCE PREVALENT IN PAINKEEP

ETHERNET-CAPABLE DORMS ON COLLEGE (QUAKEWORLO OR

CAMPUSES. LAN PLAYABLE)

TO EXTEND THE ENJOYMENT OF MULTI-

PLAYER GAMES. MODIFICATIONS TO NORMAL
GAME PLAY, SUCH AS THE ADDITION OF

OOALS TO BE COMPLETED OR NEW WEAPON- •

RY. HAVE BEEN CREATED BY QUAKE ENTHU- Turn to ADDICTS. pOgO °
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Batman takes on Gotham City
Since tomorrow is Halloween, whai bettor vvav to

mark the occasion in hour Color Commentary than

with a review of the 1 >-part Batman itory, the Long

Halloween! (Well, all right, dressing: up in .i sweat)

costume, and gorging yourself on kit kats h.i- .1

slight edge, but just play along okay?) Flrtl oil

though, a smattering of comments and some
Halloween comic book potpourri, if you will.

How man\ ot \<.iu comparative lit majors here on

campus knew there was a class called "Conk fcrl in

North America" in the course catalogue'.' Probably

not many, but it's there and it's definite]) 1 class

worth checking out. It's instructed b) Christopher

Couch, an editor at Northampton's own small press

conk company, Kitchen Sink.

Kudos to DC for their "Faces'

promotion. Every DC comic that

shipped this month featured

nothing but the face of the star-

ring character on the cover. This

made for an eye- catching, color

ful display on comic shop shelves

when stocked together. It was a

simple, vet effective idea that

proved you don't need shiny

hologram or naughty "variant"

coven to attract readers' atten-

tion. Best of all, there was no change in cover price.

In Halloween related news, make sure you pick up

the Hellboy \r. Halloween Special from Dark Hone.

This hysterical 64-page comic, drawn in several

kooky animated styles, features a pint-size version of

Mike Mignola's excellent Hellboy character wreak-

ing havoc in three short stories. It's great stuff.

Halloween is also celebrated in Slave Labor

Graphics' Action Girl Comics #13. Wildstorm

Halloween '97. The Kid Death and Huffy Halloween

Special from Event Comics. Chaos Nightman
theatre #1 and Dark Horse Comics Presents #125.

The 100th anniversary of everyone's favorite

blood-sucker, Dracula. is commemorated in the

I ampirella/Dracula: Centennial from Harris

Comics.

Finally. Marvel will soon be launching its "Strange

Tales" imprint. These comics will be horror-related

and will not be code-approved. Shipping this week

is Man-Thing #1, and it will be followed in the

months to come with WerewolfBy Sight #;, Satana

#/ and Blade. Vampire Hunter #/.

Now, onto the review:

• Batman: The Long Halloween #1-13 1 IX
Comics. $4.95 for issues one and two. $2.95 for

#2-12). Writer: |eph Loeb Artist: Tim Sale.

In this ambitious maxiseries set in the "Year One"

era of Batman, Gotham's criminal underworld is ter-

rorized by "Holiday" who commits murders on ever)

major holiday of the year, leaving only a .22 caliber

pistol and a trinket associated with the holiday at the

crime scene. It's up to Batman. Commisioner

una
Color

Commentary
By Jeff Carter

Gordon and DA Harvej Dent to solve the mytterj

and put an end to the killing so the) can bring

Carmine "The Roman" Falcone and the rest oi the

Gotham mob down legally. Already, this scries has

drawn comparisons to other Bat opuses like Frank

Miller's revolutionary Dan. knight Returns, and

Alan Moore's brilliant Killing loke I 'hese COm|

iaons an simplj unfair. An) story, much less anoth-

er Batman epic, would have trouble living up 10 the

Dark Knight Returns. This book almost tingle hand

edl) changed how modern comic books arc written

and viewed (some would la) For the worse).

Ironically. The long Halloween is prevented from

achieving legendarj status b> the same "gimmick" it

used as its selling point. Stretching the Mor) over ,\n

entire year and try ing to

work in members of

Batman's freakish Rogues

Galler) oftentimes resulted

In issues with sparse dia-

logue that could be read in

10 minutes, and contrived

situations with the colorful

villains that detracted from

the "Holiday*/ Mafia m\s

tery. Still, the good things

about the series far out-

weighed the bad. We saw perhaps the be*) character-

izations (in both art and scripting) of Batman.

Harvej Dent and the Batman villains done in a long

time, particular!) the |oker and a ver) seductive

Catwoman. We saw a dark, lowering, intimidating

Batman who hasn't been rendered quite this way

since The Dark Knight Returns. Tim Sale did a mas-

terful job, capturing the dark mood of this series

with his twisted, haunting linework. His stark, black

and white sequences marking ever) "Holiday" mur-

der are among the best ever done in comics, and

gave the story a classic "movie mystery" feel. The

insights into the relationships between Dent, his wife

and Bruce Wayne were fascinating, and they served

to make Two I ace more emotionally resonant

character. Of course, the biggest challenge for loeb

was to make the identity of "Holiday" an effective

mystery to the final issue, and he did. There were

several kev suspects and many interesting twists

leading up to a shocking and satisfying conclusion in

#13. Essentially, what Loeb and Sale set out to do

here was write a moody, mysterious, cinematic back-

stoiv on the role organized crime played in the trans-

formation of Harvcv Dent into the deranged

Two-Face, and how that affected the relationships

among Batman. Bruce Wayne, Commisioner Gordon

and other Gotham City characters They certainly

succeeded, and added even mom to the rich history

of Batman, final Grade for the entire Batman: The

Long Halloween: A-

jeff Carter is a I Mass student. His e-mail address

is Scribe 1 974(9 aol com. His column runs Thursdays.

The Arts & Living desk is always looking for new
writers to cover books, music, arts and more. If you're

interested, come and talk to Seema Gangatirkar, Arts &
Living Editor or call 545-1491.

MISSION: IMPROVable a treat

By Eric Petersen

Collegian Correspondent

II vou want to waste a Saturday

night watching a trite comedy show

with the same old cookie cutter

skits that insult your intelligence —
stav home and watch "Saturday

Night Live" on TV.

If you want funny, be down at the

Campui Center Basement every

Saturdav for

MlSSION:IMPROVable. Make ran
you get there well before their start

time of K p.m.. though, or you'll be

standing in the back of a packed

room MISSION.IMPROVable audi-

ences average well over 200 strong,

including nearly 75 regulars.

Vou read that right: regulars.

MISSION:IMPROVable perfor-

mances are all spontaneously impro-

vised using the often wacky sugges-

tions of audience members. Their

performances are a series of short

form games and skits that use the

audience's input as focal points.

Since no one can guess what the

audience will say next, the shows are

always fresh and always different,

and that's what keeps the regulars

coming back again and again.

lake for example the game called

\ Priest and a Rabbi." This game is

based on the common joke begin-

ning in which a priest, a rabbi and a

third person all walk into a bar.

However, in this case, the audience

supplies the third person, and it's up

to the cast to instantly produce the

punchlines. The audience tries to

stump the cast with impossibly

strange suggestions, but it's not that

easy. In fact, cast members had to

step up quick in order to get their

jokes heard at all.

Another game they played was

called "Shorten It." In this game,

three characters acted out a one-

minute scene outlined around audi-

ence suggestions. When the scene

was complete, the "director." sopho-

more lason Reis, insisted they repeat

the entire scene in 30 seconds with-

out eliminating anything. That

actors did so easily, but Reis wasn't

satisfied; that's when things start to

get intense. Under Reis's direction.

they reduced the scene to I 5. 10 and

finally five seconds flat with hilari-

ous results.

When they reached 10 seconds.

some smart-aleck in the audience

yelled out, "Do it backwards!" To
everyone's amazement, perhaps even

their own, they did it.

"It's fun to watch how each ot

I the performersl change," said

Andrea Marblestone, one of the

troupe's dedicated followers. "[1

like] to see how their |reoccurring|

characters grow, how they add more

to them."

The shows generally run about an

hour and a half. They are backed up

by D| Harrison King and guitarist

"Tony" Westcott, who is known for

his song "I Like 'Em Dead."

Some of the other games arc

"What vou should have said." in

which acton arc continuall) forced

to replace the lines the) just laid

with different ones In mid scene.

and "Oscar Winning Moment.'

where actors uni, at am time in the

scene, be forced to give an

impromptu monologue oi Oscar

winning caliber on the most improb-

able subjects The) have nearly 50

more games and skits in theft reper

toirc. including "3 Male Nuns" and

"1 motional Roller Coaster."

You would think the demand to

be instantly funnv would be

nerve -wracking to the cast, but n

doesn't appeal to phase them,

•The Hick is. we don't try to be

funny." said senior Rvan Keisler. one

of the troupe s oldest members. "We

know we can be funny. We just go

out there and do our thing." Reis

agrees with that statement.

"I just love working with the audi

ence." Reis said.

The group is much mote con

cerned with keeping the energy up

and the audience participating.

"The audience makes the show,

said senior Aaron krehs, the

troupe's director, to the emphatic

nods of the entire cast

Krehs attributed the troupe's

growing success to the group's ener-

gy and talent.

"I've been in nine different impro-

TurntolMPROV.page 12

OURTESY MISSION IMPROVABLE

Missiondmprovable cracks up the Campus Center every Saturday night at 8 p.m.

AT Tire GATES OF fiMITIl COLLEGE
Take It Off- Take It All Off- On The GIANT SCREEN

The Last WcAcnd to See It In Northampton
Daily 7:00 & 9: 15 (Please arriv early!)

$mmtmmeWtwmmeWmwmm
Out Of Shape. Out Of Work. Out Of Luck.

Meet America's Newest Sex Symbols.

r*v»i I

ACADEMY -MUSK: (&,]£%& -.,«.,-

CNAs
EXPLORE OCR REWARDS!

*$500SI(,\-O\ BONUS!*
$10 PKR MEM RATI ON U II kl N|)s

Suimsc Hoalilkarc Corporation, > national

leader in quality transitional, kmg-terai and

wbacoH IumIiIk.hi' aen ic«, has dpportuni-

tiai available tin dedicated and i i

CNAi

ELAINE HEALTH WD
REHAB CENTER

mttSINQ STUDENTS WELCOME!
t \\ TRAINING CLASS

si \RIIM. Dl ( EMBER

3

rd

EVENING iND Wl I KIM)
ORIENTATION is \\ ULABLE

lull lnm\ part link. in. >llk i s Iuhii s and pel

diem opportunity during all

vllllts

Inlerested candidate*, pleatC applv in per

sun in contact: kalhv (.raves. Staff

Coordinator. Khiint Health and Kehati.

20 North Maple Street. Iladlev. M \

liaSS. I'hone l4Ul 584-5057

Live in concert

with special guest

JEN TRYNIN

DECEMBER 9 • 8:00 PM
CHAPIN AUDITORIUM
M t. Holyoke College - S. Hadley, MA
General Admission All Ages Advance tickets available at B Side

Records in Northampton. For The Record In Amherst. Tlx Unlimited

at U Mass . and all Strawberries Record Stores. To Charge by

phone call ProTix at (800) 477-6849 or (413) 732-0202

.

Presented by MoaaConcerts A IV NfStart si

tv
r*ftrtfl la W. ItWlR^^^.a^
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ON SALE
FRI. OCT. 31

AT 10 AM

Counting Crows to invade Mullins Chamber orchestra to play Concert Hall

By Emily Trask

Collegian Staff

Orpheus, one Oi the world's foremost chamber orches-

tras, will bring iheii tumptUOUS sound to the fine Arts

Center Concert I lull on the University of Massachusetts

Campus this Saturday al 8 p.m.

Although the orchestra members perform without a

conductor, they play as one, in a common union with

amazing exactness eil attack, sound quality, harmony, con-

ceptual unity of tempi and meaningful interpretation.

loining the orchestra for their Amherst performance is

meZZO-eoprano Milagro Vargas to perform the Eiffel

Poemi of Emily Dickinson by Aaron Copland.

Mso included on the program will be Mozart's

Symphony No. 14 in A major. K. 114. Grieg's Two

iac Melodies. Op. 14 and Beethoven's Symphony No.

I in C major. Op. 21.

founded in 1972 by cellist lulian Fifer and a group of

fellow musicians who aspired to perform chamber orches-

tral repertoire as chamber music. Orpheus was developed

as a self-governing organization.

Central to the distinction of Orpheus is their unusual

process of sharing and rotating leadership roles. For every

work, the members of the orchestra determine the con-

pertmaster and the principal players for each section.

Vargas has stirred audiences throughout the United

States and Europe with her distinctive voice and stage

presence. Widely praised for the power of her interpreta-

tions. Ms. Vargas can be heard in opera, orchestral, con-

cert, chamber music and recital settings,

Aaron Copland became entranced with Emily

Dickinson's poem. "The Chariot." — transfixed by her

metaphor of death and immortality stopping by in a H
riage to transport the poet gently into eternity

He visited Dickinson's home in Amherst and stood at

the window in the upper bedroom, where she had clois-

tered herself to look out upon her garden and I nearhv

street comer. He was amazed that she had written some

800 poems from the confines of that room.

Soon, he was searching for more Dickinson poem-.

steadily setting a dozen of them over the next year. The I 2

pensive, sometimes playful, sometimes plaintive poems

Copland selected depict the themes of life, death and

nature that are dominant subjects in Dickinson- work,

Orpheus has recorded extensively for Deutsche

Gramophone. Included in the catalogue of over 40 record-

ings are several Haydn symphonies and Mozart serenade-.

the complete Mozart wind concertos with Orpheus mem-

ben as soloists, romantic works by Dvorak. Grieg arid

Tchaikovsky and a number of 20th century classics b)

Bartok, Prokofiev, Copland and Stravinsky

During the 1997-98 season Orpheus will also perform

in Paris, London, Rome, Prague. Amsterdam, Frankfurt,

Vienna, Hong Kong, Boston, New York and San

Francisco.

Tickets for Orpheus are $50. $25, and SI 5. ages 1 7 and

under are $8 and Five College students are Si. For tickets

and more information call (413) 545 2511 or (800) 99

VMAS.

COURTESV DENNIS KEELEY

The Counting Crows will kick off the Mullins Center's packed November on Saturday evening.

By Marty Keane
Collegian Staff

Saturday marks the beginning of

the Mullins Center's busiest concert

month ever. This November will see

the University of Massachusetts'

on-campus arena play host to some of

rock's rising stars (Live, 311 and

Sugar Ray) as well as the man who
just broke the record for the best-

selling single in music history, Elton

|ohn.

Torchbearers of the newly coined

genre known as "adult alternative."

the Counting Crows invade the home
of UMass Basketball in a return trip

to the Pioneer Valley (they played

Pearl Street in early 1994) for a show

with Dog's Eye View this Saturday

evening (Nov. 1) at the Mullins

Center.

A full year after its release, the

Crows are still touring in support of

the critically-acclaimed Recovering

the Satellites. Featuring the singles "A

Long December" and "Angels of the

Silences." it's an album with a

breadth of emotional immediacy
rarely seen in today's world of manu-

factured, cookie-cutter rock. Their

songs are like a good wine, always fer-

menting and growing better with
•

time.

Of all the post-Nirvana bands,

Counting Crows count themselves

among a small handful of acts that

have been able to endure the backlash

of becoming suddenly huge. After the

runaway success of their debut

August and Everything After, and the

accompaniying clips "Mr. lones" et

al.. many pondered their laic. After

taking some time off to regroup.

Recovering the Satellites resonates

with both maturity and inventiveness.

How'd they survive? The reason is

quite simple — the strength and dedi-

cation to their songcralt.

Checking in via telephone from his

home in San Franscisco during a brief

respite from the road.

keyboardist/accordianist/vocalist

Charlie Gillingham waxes propheti-

cally on their success.

He says, "To be honest, the road

really does suit me, except for the fact

that a week ago seems like a year ago.

I've lost out on a lot and lost touch

with a lot of good friends, but 1

wouldn't trade these last few years for

anything.

Having graduated from playing the-

aters and clubs to the much larger

venues such as the larger sheds and

arenas they played this summcf'Mh

lakob Dylan's band The Wallflowers).

Gillingham says. "Was something we

viewed with trepidation at first, but

we love it now that we've learned

how to use it."

Indeed, with a show that now fea-

tures a mid-set acoustic segment as

well as the excellent "Raining In

Baltimore'' in their regular setlist. the

move to bigger rooms has "Been a

huge positive as far as what we've

been able to do live," Gillingham

believes

Along for the ride this time is Dog's

Eye View, band familiar to many

from their hit "Everything Falls

Apart.' According to guitarist/song-

writer Peter Stuart, the success of the

single is something he still considers

"Quite a lark" and totally unexpected.

The two acts are quite familiar to

each Other, as Dog's Eye View opened

several shows tor the Counting Crows

back in '94 and stayed on for the

tour's duration as their guitar tech

Both groups are quite comfortable

with each other and according to

Stuart, he's "close friends" with

Counting Crows singer Adam Duritz.

who contributes some guest vocals to

DF\ s latest Columbia release, Daisy.

Their curious moniker is taken

1
_______

Turn to CROWS page I

The play is it

Amherst College will present a production of Big and Little this weekend at the Kirby Theater. The play

opens tonight and runs through Nov. 1 . Admission to the 8 p.m. performance is free, though reservations

are suggested. Call 542-2277 for more information.

How does the world begin

to heal from a genocide?

Descendants of the

Third Reich and
the Holocaust in

Dialogue

Tuesday, November 4, 7:30pm

Campus Center Room 1 74

University of Massachusetts

Free and open to the public. Wheelchair accessible.

Sponsored by the Office ofJewish Affairs.

For more information cal 545-9642
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A Halloween pumpkin recipe
To me. celebrating Halloween is not complete without a

meal based on its very symbol: the pumpkin. It is one of

the must complex and distinctly flavorful members of the

iquash family and lends itself to a myriad of uses beyond

the old pumpkin pie.

I lie first thing to know about eating pumpkins is that

only the little ones are good for eating. These are called

iwecl pumpkins and should be about the size of can-

taloupe. The big ones get tough

and fibrous and are best left for

KU] laek-o -lanterns and toast-

ed Mods.

To cook pumpkin dormroom
Style, remove the guts, chop the

flesh into one and a half inch

cubes, put it in a tightly covered

microwave safe container and
nuke (two cups worth take about

8 minutes on a full blast). When
loft, allow to cool a little and

remove the skin. Then you can mash it, add a little butter,

nutmeg, salt and pepper and serve it.

The second thing to know about cooking with pumpkin

is that it also comes all cleaned, par-cooked and mashed

up for you in a can (make sure to get the vegetable version

and not the pie filling). Not only does this make for quick-

er, easier cooking, it also allows you to use it all year

round. And unlike most canned vegetables, the taste, tex-

ture and overall quality of this product is suprisingly good.

This week's recipe combines westernized ideas of the

flavors oi India with pumpkin, mushrooms, shrimp to cre-

ate a delicious curry-style entree. Happy Halloween!

And once again, whenever and whatever you're cook-

ing, think safety (and flavor) first. Always have a fire

extinguisher close by and be sure to provide for proper

ventilation. Rock and Boil!

A Smashing Pumpkin & Shrimp Curry

Ingredients:"

lTbs. olive oil

lTbs. butter

1 onion, finely diced

1 Tbs. minced garlic (fresh or prepared)

1 Tbs. minced ginger root (fresh or prepared)

1 cup sliced button mushrooms
1 Tbs. curry powder
1 tsp. chili powder (or to taste)

1 tsp. paprika

1 tsp. allspice

1/2 tsp. ground nutmeg
1 tsp. cayenne (or to taste)

salt and pepper to taste

The Dorm Room
Gourmet

3 Tbs. lemon juice

1 can chicken broth

2 tsp. brown sugar and honey

1 lb. large shrimp, shelled and deveined

1 /3 cup yogurt

1/2 bunch cilantro. chopped

1 ) Preheat a large, deep skillet over medium high heat.

When it's hot. add first

the olive oil and then the

butter (this keeps the but-

ter from getting too
brown).

2) Add the onions to

the skillet and cook until

soft (about 5 minutes).

Then add the mushrooms
and cook for about 5 more
minutes. Next add the gin-

ger and garlic, cooking for

3-4 more minutes.

3) Combine the spices (including salt and pepper) in a

bowl and reserve 2 tsp. for later. Add the spice mix to the

skillet (this allows the spices to toast in the oil and releas-

es their full flavor). Cook this mixture out for 1 minute

more, constantly stirring to prevent burning.

4) Add the lemon juice and stir well, scraping the bot-

tom of the pan to deglaze and get all the flavor possible

out of the pan and into the dish.

5) Add the pumpkin, the broth and the sugar. Stir to

incorporate and bring to a slow simmer.

6) Cook the mixture uncovered for about 1 5 minutes to

release and blend all the flavors and to slightly thicken

(cook longer to thicken more, add a little more stock or

water to thin out). Season to taste with salt and pepper.

7) Right before service, stir in the shrimp, cover the pan

and remove from heat. Allow to stand for 3-4 minutes

(this allows the shrimp to cook gently, preserving their

taste and texture). Uncover the pan, swirl in the yogurt

and serve on top of a bed of rice. Garnish with chopped

cilantro. a pinch of the reserved spice mix and an extra

squeeze of lemon juice.

8) A note: If you have been checking out this column

regularly, you might recognize the similarities between

this and another of my Indian inspired dishes. This was

done to exemplify the flexibility inherent in different styles

of cooking. Once you understand the basic techniques,

you can mix and match ingredients to suit your own taste.

I hope you are trying and enjoying them all!

Louis Davis is a Collegian columnist. You can e-mail

him with any culinary questions, or with any comments

about this column at LouieXO@aol.com. His column runs

on Thursdays.

Curtain Theater hosts the Tempest
By Alex Iglewas

Collegian Staff

You can feel those pre-show jitters looming

about the campus again. All the kinks have

been worked out, the lighting is fixed and stage-

has been polished.

What's all the preparation for?

For this special 25th Anniversary year, the

University of Massachusetts Theater

Department presents a classic tale about "young

loves, old wrongs and brave new worlds." You

probably know the show as The Tempest. The

Shakespearean drama is one of many shows

planned for the Theater Department's 1996/97

season.

It is always uncommon to see a father-daugh-

ter relationship in the world of theater; theater

usually strived to put emphasis on father-son

themes. Always original, the Bard went against

convention and came up with The Tempest.

Richard Trousdell has taken on the task of

directing this ageless story.

Trousdell, who is also the Theater

Department Chair, has been with the depart-

ment since 1978 and has directed numerous

shows over the years. One of his largest lessons

learned throughout the years has been the

"importance of being earnest" while directing

shows.

"I always loved this play. It's about coming to

terms with the past, but looking into the

unknown future." Trousdell said in a recent

interview.

The Tempest isn't a one man show though.

The production stars Five College students —
with the exception of local story teller/actor,

Tom McCabe. McCabe, a longtime department

veteran, takes on the lead role of Prospero.

The show is a mix of young and old, experi-

enced and wildy ambitious — yet they all play a

very important role in the lesson to be taught.

"(The play) is also passing the torch onto a

younger people," Trousdell said.

The Tempest begins Oct. 30-Nov. I and
Nov. 4-Nov. 8. There are also two matinees

on Saturday at 2 p.m., Nov. I and Nov. 8. All

shows are at the Curtain Theater. UMass.

Tickets cost $4 for students and seniors. $7 for

general public and are available at the Fine

Arts Center Box Office or call (800)

999-UMASS.
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The Tempest opens tonight at the Curtain Theater.

New WORLD Theater awarded 1997 Inroads grant for 'Arranged Marriage'

By Emily Trask

Collegian Staff

New WORLD Theater, a program

of the Fine Arts Center at the

University of Massachusetts
Amherst was recently awarded a

1 997 Inroads grant in the amount of

S20.000 from Arts International, a

division of the Institute of

International Education based in

New York Citv.

New WORLD Theater is one of

10 U.S. arts organizations funded by

the Inroads program. Designed to

improve and expand planning

opportunities for international col-

laborations undertaken by U.S.

artists and organizations, grants sup-

port U.S.-based collaborative plan-

ning residencies of leading perform-

ing artists from Africa and the

Middle East, Latin American and

the Caribbean and Asia and the

Pacific Islands with U.S.-based per-

forming arti-tv

New WORLD theater's collabora-

tion, which garnered Arts

International Inroads program sup-

port is a project titled, "Arranged

marriage," scheduled to be part of

New WORLD'S playlab theater

series. "New Works For A New
World" during the summer of 1998.

The planning residency will focus

on a collaboration between
U.S.-based writer Chitra Diva
Karuni and Indian choreographer

and performer Aparna Sindhoor."Jorme:

-

and her accompanists, vocalist

Sukanya Prabhakar and
musician/composer G.S.

Ramanujan. The artists will adapt

stories from Divakaruni's highly

acclaimed collection of fiction.

Arranged Marriage for the stage.

Each story in Arranged Marriage

deals with the impact of the tradi-

tional cultural practice of arranged

marriages on the lives of various

women of Indian heritage. While

Ms. Divakaruni is a noted fiction

writer, Aparna
accomplished

Sindhoor is an

Bharatanatyam
trained choreographer and per

former who has performed both tra-

ditional and contemporary theatet

work.

Inroads grants are aimed at sup

porting the in-depth exploration and

development that needs to take

place between U.S. artists and ots

nizations and artist from around the

world prior to the formal c»

stoning of new w^jrj^

New WOR1 D theater was found-

ed in 1979, and brings to central

focus theater work that traditional!)

has remained at the periphery; its

primary mission is the presentation

and production of works h> play-

wrights ol color. New Works For A
New World was created to nurture

new works bj playwrights ol color.

Tur additional information, con-

tact Mark lias:ak. \ssociate

Director ol Multicultural Programs

at tlit] Fine iris < enter.

Write for the Collegian-It's good tor you

UPC Presents...

An Evening of Culture

Odadaa is an exceptional group of

musicians and dancers from Ghana
that capture the culture of Africa

through dance and music.

Monday, November 3rd

Bowker Auditorium

Doors Open at 7:30

Tickets $7.50 for UMass students with valid ID

>10.50 for 5 college students with valid ID

$15.00 for all others

RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS -

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 251-544

1

featuring "Keystone light" 30pk *

9

Celebrate "Halloween"!
Bud 16 oz cans >i 4" cast

Michael Shea's "Irish Amber" >6" 12-pk.

J.W. Dundee "Honey Brown"

Michael Shea's "Black & Tan" <6" 12-pk.

"Fantastic Pricinq!"

"MICRO MADNESS CONTINUES"
Catamount ^Jfcdbs^sML^ Harpoon

New
"^~T

j3UL^tf£I|^^ Petes

Amsterdam

Mix & Match "TWO" 6-plcs . .

.

Wow!

Delivery Available • OPEN 900AM to 11:00PM * Visa/Mastercard • All Beers Plus Deposit *

Quake II

continued from page 5

news

SCMINSHOT PCCAMtR

A shot form the lenghty Paul

Steed opening cinematic.

around the world, hirst impression>

are that the forthcoming full release

will blow Quake out ol the water

The most notieeable difference

between the two is the environment.

Quake ll's graphical world is much
more realistic, with a brighter and

less grainy look than Quake. It is

somewhat reminiscent of Quake
competitor Duke \ukem 3D, except

with many more improvements. The
game supports graphical enhance-

ments through software, so the game

looks beautiful on even the most

common video cards. The game's

textures are extremely smooth, and

transparent windows and water are

built into the engine as well.

The actual player is also much dif-

ferent in Quake II. New weapons,

the ability to crouch and crawl and

the ability to climb are all improve-

ments over Quake. The player model

is much leaner, and you have the

option of playing as a female charac-

ter as well. Left-handers can even

reverse the look of the weapon to

make it accurate for themselves

Finally, the enemies in Quake II

are nastier than their predecessors

You fight against creatures that arc-

hall man, half machine. They have

sophisticated artificial intelligence so

that thev can avoid your attacks by

ducking and running. It is not

enough to run away limn your cue

mies. because they -.v ill not just walk

•round in one area. They are capable

of hunting you down by tracking
noises you make, and will not quit.

Another demo is supposed to be

available before the full release ol

Quake II It is expected to be mote
refined than the compatibility demo.

and could possibly provide multiplay-

er support. As multiplayer is the mosl

popular way to play Quake, this will

likely be a popular download. You
can check on the progress of Quake

II at www.idsohware.com. They cur-

rently provide links to the first demo
and other information sources on the

Internet. The Quake II multiplayer

continued from page 5

of quake2.com said 'But the best part is that there

are people in the community willing to bridge all

the community gaps to help everyone."

In main aspects, the communiiy is liable, bul as

any large group of people gathered, there are differ-

ences.

"I think the Internet is the meeting place foi the

Quake piayen we call the communiiy. I think there

is ,, lUenl majority of players out there who don't

habituate the net. but the active Quake community

is Internet-based.' said Blue of Blue's News This

particular web site, www.bluesnews.com. is anoth-

ei of the "big guns" of the Quake hmtA new rites,

It's that active part of the community that has influ-

enced and changed Quake.

"I'd nq [the community has affected the devel-

opment of Quake] strongly. I can remembei

changes being made to Quake before it- release

based OH exchanges id programmer |ohn Cash had

with members of a mailing list for potential Quake

server operators. " Blue said, "id has always under-

stood the value of listening to the audience for their

games and has always been quite responsive."

The community's response to Quake and the

development of Quake II has always been positive.

kedwOOd responds to a similar topic with: "I

believe a great degree [of community influence in

the development of Quake II] as far as gameplay

issues are involved because the Internet community

is going to be much more vocal than those playing

the game at home by themselves."

From the release of the first Quake II screen-

shots to the present Q2test, the Internet community

has been hanging on id's every word, waiting for

another juicy tidbit about one of the most anticipat-

ed games this decade. Following the crowd, and

almost leading the way, have been the news sites,

relaying the information, decoding the program-

ming jargon, and serving it out, with tantalizing

seieenshots, on a golden platter. From news sites,

IkC and .plan files the most devoted followers

glean the information, and relay it back to the news

sites, for the rest of the world to see.

From the genius of deomner & hank comes

Quakefinger, one of the closest approximations to

actually talking to the programmers themselves.

Quakefinger consists of an archive of .plan files,

basically Internet-ready diaries. In these diaries,

the programmers share their MCretS. programming

secrets with the community, as well as rants about

their day, music and more.

Through the .plan files, the eommunits keeps U p

to date on exactly where the programmers ol

Quake II. and similar upcoming games (Sin.

Unreal, Dakinata) stand.

In the end. the Internet has promoted Quake to

a degree that no one ever imagined.

"Without news sites it would be a lot like it had

been with DOOM. An occasionally updated I \U.

no real help for newcomers, small LAN parties

since they can't notify large audiences of their

presence, difficulty in establishing a name for your

self since everything had to be released on ftp sites

among tons of other files and might never get

noticed, etc.," Slipgate said. "I think news sites

were a positive step [in the outcome of Quake]."

From its release last year. Quake and the

"Quake community" have grown exponentially,

and it couldn't have happened without the

Internet.

Now for Quake II.

josh Sylvester is a Collegian staff member.

addicts

SCREENSHOT QUAKE2 COM

High definition architecture, holo-

graphic images, and smart ene-

miesin the upcoming Quake II.

setup will provide gamers advance-

ments such as QuakeWorld and

Capture The Flag, and an online gam-

ing add-on will be available to pro-

vide other options that don't make it

into the shipping version.

The staff at id say the full version

of Quake II will be released "when

it's done." The popular consensus is

that the game will be available before

this Christmas. It will probably be

one of the top sellers regardless of its

release date. I am looking forward to

having Quake II under my Christmas

tree this year. After experiencing the

demo, perhaps you will, too!

John Larkin is I Mass student.

SCREENSHOT ELZOST

One of the more humorous aspects of PainKeep, the can of pork and

beans. Watch out they make you fart!

www.planetquake.com/skins/painkeep/

To most, deathmatch play, or

multi-player Quake, is nothing more

than finding other people or your

friends online and killing them. But

who said there isn't any strategy

involved? PainKeep is an overhaul of

standard deathmatch play, with the

addition of new weapons, items,

models, artwork, and special effects

enhancements.

With these new additions available

from PainKeep, a chaotic blend of

tactical skill and logic raise the level

of deathmatch play to a new stan-

dard. Among these additions are

weapon replacements, such as explo-

sive rounds for the shotguns, an air-

fist for re-directing projectiles meant

for you, ricocheting nails, and a chain

lighting gun that can create some

crispy critters. New items include a

SCREENSHOT ELZOST

Two more of the weapon modifi-

cations to PainKeep, the ricocheting

nail gun, and floating in midair, a

bear trap.

SCREENSHOT COURTEST ID

Just one of the reasons Quake II

will rock.

Movie, Game, and, System Rentals

AlMovtM&M/daytl
The best of the new releases!

PSX / Saturn / N64 / G*m«te / SUES

Buy-SeR-Trade Games 4 Systems

9 East Pleasant Call us at

(Near "The Pub") 549-4505

Hr**m,Mon,W«d,Th«r,M £00-7:30

S*t 12.-00-7:30

I Cahillane
Rt 9 9 Howard Johnson's in Amherst

48 Damon Rd, Northampton

on the Web @ http://www.cahillane.com

Now K-aiuring

the ultimate4-VJV LEASING
;,/ I iiaml tticrukcc

,

3c Dodge Caravan RENTALS

UMass
Student

Legal

Services

Office

FREE confidential

professional legal

services for UMass
students!

922 Campus Center

545-199.") Call Today!

'Hampden Snack Bar
(next to Antonio's)

Top of the Horseshoe - Southwest

NO TWCK, CUB TREAT!
ON HALLOWEEN, SAT, & SUN.

10/31-11/2
Come in and order any grinder or sandwich from the grill,

and get a 12 oz. fountain soda FREE!

Also, let us top off your cup of yogurt with a FREE topping.

^ef £> ^
JrfUST PRESENT THIS AD
FOR ITEMS MENTIONED

PANDA EAST
CHINESE RESTAURANT & SUSHI BAR

"We bring Chinatown to you"

&BEST CHINESE RESTAURANT IN THE VALLE^
SINCE 1987

fUUKEUU
FOR SUSHI,

SASHIMI AND
TERIYAKI IS

AVAILABLE

IIMH

STARTING AT $3.95

7 DAYS A WEEK

danceyo'assoff productions
/ <fr ^ m

nojeans nosnealcers nojoke

T7-

telephone. (413) 256-8923 / 256-8924 fax 253-1173

103 North Pleasant St. Amherst, MA 01002

Delivery Express: 549-0077

I i

hip-hop
REGGAE
house
SOCA

TUB

$$$PRIZES

FASHION PRIZES

DINNER PRIZES

^^ ft *!«***

ADVANCE TIX INFO 4 1 3.549. 1846

SHOWCASE

FROM NYC

492 PLEASANT St

NORTHAMPTON. MA
EX. 18 OFF 1-91

413.582.9898

The Gravity Well, a very stragic

weapon. Throw it and run.

gravity well (artificial black hole),

autosentry (gun turret). Gas & Go
baked beans (100 percent health and

some gaseous anomalies), and bear

traps (ouch!).

Included with this mod are 2 1 new

levels, posing excellent design stan-

dards and organization around multi-

player environments.

Rocket Arena
(QuakeWorld playable only

)

www.planetquake.com/seiyeis/arena/

True multi-player: free-tor-all or

one-on-one? Rocket arena eliminates

the need for choice and forces the

issue by pitting player vs. player in

this fantastic modification.

Players join the game, and are

immediately thrown into a spectator

area, if there are more than two play-

ers active on the server. You can

watch, listen and comment on the

gladiator-style fights happening below

and around you and other spectators.

How and when do you get a chance'.'

The server puts all active players into

a queue, much as a printer docs.

moves down an assembly line, letting

everyone get their chance. Keep in

mind only two players combat each

other at one time, while other piayen

look on in awe and sometimes frustra-

tion. This one-on-one combat situa-

tion attracts the most elite single-play-

er and multi-player Guakers. and rep-

resents the cleanest and most polite

form of online destruction.

SCREENSHOT TEAMfORTREiSS COM

The view from inside one of the

many TeamFortress bases.

TeamFortress

{QuakeWorld or LAN playable)

www.planeUquake.com/teamfoiticss/

Among existing large-scale Quake

modifications are those mods which

attempt to re-evaluate game play at I

player level. The traditional Quake
soldier abandoned, different classes of

players, such as players in

TeamFortress, redefine how the game

functions according to normal death-

match rules.

These different player classes mani-

fest themselves in the form of a

Scout, Sniper. Soldier. DemoMan.
Medic. HeavyWeaponsGuy. Pyro. Spy

and Engineer. Each class of player has

specialties that the others lack, such

as the Engineer retaining repair capa-

bilities, while the IVmoMan pack> .in

explosive punch. Speeds, mm lc\

els. weapons and some special move-

ments (like feigning death or repair-

ing items) all van per player class.

These modifications represent a

fraction of a percent available to the

Quake player, Additional resources

for Quake single and multi-player

modifications can be found on

www.planetquake.com. www blues

news.com. or www.stompcd.com.

David Quist it a Collegian staff

member
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Celebrating the blues, Memphis Minnie's latest
It'i blttil week here at "|/B

Weekly." I've been depriving most

of you blues fans of the low-down
grooves in the past few weeks for

lack of anything in B] folder to

review, Never mind that, though.

What vou should put your mind on

is a trip down to the record stores

(for those of you with money to

spend; many of us cannot afford that

luxury I and check out some of the

recent blues re issues by the labels

DCC and Columbia/Legacv

Hie latter'* newest blues cam-
paign is marketing blues aimed at a

"new generation," going for the

younger music lovers in the world in

I time when most blues giants are

long gone to the small smoky bar in

the sky. legacy, those re issue spe-

cieliitl associated with Sony who
have made their name in blues as

well as jazz and rock back catalogs,

have released some of the more
well-known recordings of Robert

lohnson. Muddy Waters, lohnny
Winter and Memphis Minnie in their

new "Blues For The Next
Generation" series.

While the first two are quite

famous even to the rustiest nuak
historian \ia covets of their songs by

Eric Clapton, The Rolling

Stones, and Led
Zeppelin, Memphis
Minnie and
lohnny Winter

are less like-

ly to ring

bells.

solos, as well as shuffling, mildly
rocking chord play. "Bad Outside

Friends," about
phony peo-

p I eftaet Hi
"*fe

Memphis
Minnie's volume, sub-

titled Queen Of The
Blues, kicks off with

one of her earliest

recordings with her
first husband. |oe

McCoy, on vocals:

"When The Levee
Breaks." Yes.

Ledheads. Plant, Page et al, used the

harmonic progression and lyrics to

this to close off their biggest- selling

fourth album with the loud boom of

lohn Bonham*s echoing drums. The
disc carries on chronologically into

the '30s with Minnie McCoy's own
rough growl or sweet authoritative

vocals praising |oe Louis in two
songs, playing short but effective

r3V J0644UA e>OYD

>
and
"WhenYou
Love
Me."
with its

snare
drum
moving

things along, just plain rock.

Ah. but the real blues-rock can be

found in the maniacally upbeat
how Is and fast-finger guitar craft of

lohnny Winter. One of the few blues

masters who is still alive, this man.
(named after his physical appear-
ance, that of an albino), takes his

blues with overdrive, as shown on
his "Blues For The Next Generation"

COURTtSY AMERICAN FAMOUS TALENT CORP

Johnny Winter shows off his guitar talent on a new album.

$hop ScotTs & $ave Lot$i
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release, White Hot Blues. Culled

from albums between 1969 and
1979, this 16-traek collection, pre-

sents Muddy's "Rollin' And
Tumblin'" in one of its most fright-

eningly forceful manifestations, as

well as the otherworldly slide work

on "New York. New York," written

by Bob Dylan's former bassist Rob
Stoner. Dylan's presence is also

shown in Winter's churning version

of "Highway 61 Revisited." This is a

must for blues-based electric gui-

tarists

DCC's contribution to blues

re-issues most recently is in the

release of Blues Hoot, featuring first

Lightnin' Hopkins playing songs like

"Big Car Blues" (with a slick

jive-talkin' introduction) and "Ball

Of Twine." all in that bad. laid-back

nature that was so Lightnin'

Hopkins. After Hopkins solo, he is

joined by Sonny Terry, Brownie
McGhee and Big |oe Williams for

"Blues For Gamblers." in which all

four men trade verses over a

low-down acoustic groove, and the

upbeat gospel blues, "Right On That

Shore."

The last seven tracks are from just

Terry and McGhee playing their

folk-based blues with almost vocal

harmonica phrases and laid-back

guitar laying down the rhythm over

which the two men shout and croon

blues like "Down By The Riverside,"

"I'm A Stranger Here" and "Trouble

In Mind," the latter two of which
were unreleased until now.

Also recent from DCC is the

re-issue of their compilation The
Real Blues Brothers, with songs

from the artists of Blues Hoot as

well as Memphis Slim, limmy Reed.

Pee Wee Crayton and a good num-
ber of unique tunes from )ohn Lee

Hooker, all offering up a great intro-

duction to the blues.

Blues is also still being played

now. A good recent example of a

contemporary blues disc is Tinsley

Ellis' Fire It Up (Alligator). On some
tunes, like "Digging My Own
Grave," "Soulful" and Magic Sam's

"Look What You Done," he gives a

rocking nod to Mr. Winter. He also

takes his climactic guitar style on
slower, darker blues tunes like "Are

You Sorry?" and the excellent clos-

er. "Everyday." One of the more
original talents in modern blues

you'll find today. Mr. Ellis can still

make you wish for a few less cliches

in his lyrics.

Joshua Boyd is a Collegian colum-

nist.

Steve Earle lacks punch;

Fahey shows off dark side

Why is it that Steve I arle sud-

denly decides be can just wing his

way, without effort, through a new

album? Take listen to /.'/ Corozon

(Warner Bros.), like maybe at a lis-

tening station at a BBUtk
store. He just found some
of the most boring
three-chord music and
more uninteresting lyrics

than his past albums like /

Feel Fine and Guitar Town.
The acclaims of / I eel Fine

must have given Earle the

feeling that he would sell

on name alone. He just

might. But he would most

likely be leaving many fans

upset.

Tom Petty, Townes Van
Zandt, and general alterna-

tive rock all reign more
influence over Earle than he doe*

in himself. "Tancytown" is com-

pletely Petty's Wild/lowers. "NYC"
and "Here I Am" basically follow

current power pop standards I

wish that if Earle were to plav olec

trie guitar, it'd be nice if he could

make it interesting. When he picks

up his acoustic guitar, once again

he gets lost in the influence of

Townes Van Zandt — don't get me
wrong. Van Zandt is a powerful

influence — and chums out below

average schlock-country/folk like

"Fort Worth Blues" ;nul

"Somewhere Out There." This I.I

Corazott is missing a few beats

Not (hat everything that's simple

is going to be necessarily bad. A lot

of the songs on Robert Earl Keen's

latest album. Picnic (which it on

the new Arista Austin label) arc-

quite easy acoustic tunes. However,

they have a more sincere feel than

Earle's latest. He doesn't hide Ins

(possibly) limited abilities in clouds

of distortion like Earle docs on /./

Coraion. He's not ashamed to

write catchy lyrics and pop hooks.

Nor is he ashamed to not have the

greatest singing voice. It's not hard

to listen to. but it's jusl an every -

man's voice. He's on key, so don't

worry about it.

"Undone." the opener runs down
like an old Broadside folk tune:

"Shades Of Gray'' satirizes old

"bad man ballads." Other enjoyable

tunes on the album are "The
Coming Home of The Father &

Son' and "Running With The

Night." For a little help trow his

friends, lie also called in Cowboy

lunkies' velvet voiced singer

MargO I imiiiiiis for harmony
vocals as well as a duet

on "Then Came Lo
Mcin." Sugar Hill

singer songwriter Tim

O'Brien chimes in on a

lew songs with man-

dolin and guitar. Good

Start for Arista Austin.

For true imagina-

tion, if not complete

oddity, you should take

some time out to hear

the album The

Epiphany of Glenn
tones (Thirsty Ear)

which marks the team-

work of the

Cambridge, Mas-., soundscape

group Cul de Sac with veteran

acoustic guitarist |ohn Fahey. who
has also been known to dabble in

nippy soundscapes with his

acoustic guitarist. This album fea-

tures a lot of Fahey on slide and

dobro over soundscapes that some-

times leave Fahey behind and carry

the listeria through the wide-open

plains of electronic audio.

"The New Red Pony " is one

great example ol the basic concept

of Glenn /ones (the name of the

multi- Instrumentalist leader of

Cul de Sac) \ vers grainy ampli-

fied acoustic playi a repeated fig-

ure ovei angiy percussion, which

works into a soundscape before

Fahej comes waltzing back in at

the end with classical-sounding

arpeggios. Welcome to the dark

side of American acoustic music.

Durham. N.C.'l acoustic label

Sugar Hill is always a bus> label in

putting out fine quality modern
bluegrass and other American
Acoustic material. Kenny Smith,

guitarist ol the lonesome Rivet-

Band, has released his solo debut

Studebuker. with line high-pitched

singing and guitar playing that is so

fluid that >ou find yourself in the

middle of a SOW without realizing

that the solo started. Smith
draws In help also, as Union
Station's mandoliniat Adam Strife)

and bassist Barrj Bales show up as

well as Don Rigsb) (vocals),

Turn to STRINGS, page 1
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web...
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A CELEBRATION
OF NEW BOOKS

Slanted Truths
Lynn Margulis and

Dorian Sagan

What is Sex?
Lynn Margulis and

Dorian Sagan

Meet the Authors!
UMass Professor Lynn Margulis,

Dorian Sagan, and

Special Guests

Thursday October 30. 1997
from 12p.m. - 2p.m.

at the

University Store Campus Center

For more information call the University Store @ 545-261

9

Hours: Monday - Friday 9-5 We accpet the

Saturday 11-4 UCARD

COURTESY IIM HEKRINGTON

Greg Brown of Slant 6 Mind puts out an interesting blues offering this

time around.

strings
continued from page 10

Ronnie Bowman (vocals) and Sammy.

Shelor (banjo) from the I KB..
Smith sometimes plays "alone." dub-

bing solo runs over his own accom-

paniment. When he docs plaj with

others, he works his smooth guitar in

without effort, even when it is s vocal

track b> others than himself.

As | bow out for anothei couple

of weeks. I have one name that you

should remember and pursue the

music of: Greg blown lli~ 13th

album for Minnesota's Red House

rds. Slum (•> \liinl. is some of

the most bluesy, baddest, interest-

ing material this writer has heard in

quite some time. Imagine loin

Wails as a country /blues singer,

which shouldn't be too hard it

you've ever heard Waits'

"Yesterday Is Here'' Brown's
Stuff follows that sort ol dark

Western edge quite successfully

w ithout copying lazily.

loshua Boyd is a Collegian colum-

nist.
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• HARTFORD, NOV 26u
• WORCESTER, NOV 28-30

*** CITY TICKET: I -800-865-8070

Marshall
Steinbeck

Complete Auto Collision & Painting

Service

(413) 256-8157
53 So. Prospect St. Amherst. Mass. 01002
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-Prizes for Best Costumes
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•Best Costume Overall

Live Music by the "John Sullivan Band'

Plus Crown royal Prize Give-aways
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Drink Specials

Crmwn Royal A < oke $2**

Corona $2**

Mich ll*h« prthcherst $4."

Never a Cover • SEVEN ()\S • 665-8788

Cesaria Evora mesmerizes

Mt. Holyoke on Sunday

By Voy Fernandes

Collegian Correspondent

CESARIA EVORA
Chapin Auditorium

Oct. 26

SOUTH II ADIM Once
again Cesaria I vora's melodious

voice is showered over her lervent-

l\ awaiting crowd of listeners. The

Cape Verdean Folklore songstress

came on stage 10 perform some ol

her more amorous songs about the

forgotten islands of Cape Verde.

Performing at Mount Holyoke col

lege to a lull-house. 1-vora

appeared to a standing ovation by

her fans which was comprised

nioslb of nou Cape Verdeans as

well as Cape Verdeans.

After the introduction of her si\

band members, she came out

singing "Sangue de Berona," which

the crowd reacted to with synchro-

nized clapping. The stirred crowd

was mesmerized b) her voice as

she sung other familiar songs oil

of her latesi album Cabo Verde.

like "1 s. l';iiv" ;ind Pallida."

I w.i a progressed the concert with

her multi talented band to some

old favorites like "Miss

Perfumado "Bia I ulutcha'and
"Sodade."

Dui nig an interview . -he was
asked how did s|k feel about the

new wave ol music coming out of

Cape Verde. Evora responded
"Morn. i and coladera is as old as

|m\
| greal grandparents."

Horn in the city ol Mindelo. Sao

Vicente, Evora started singing at

the age of lb in Mindelo. She
attained international superstar

dom thru her manager. |oc

DaSilva, who discovered and is

promoting this phenomenal song

bird.

She is currently louring the

United States, beginning her Inter-

national tour in Europe last

August and continuing until on

Dec I S of llii- year

The poem. Vos Cize, was writ-

ten and read hv Carlos as a gesture

atitude "( ize" is a nickname
lol 1

The Cape Verdean Student
Alliance members also presented

her with (lowers and a plaque of

appreciation for her contributions

to the Cape Verdean diaspora.

"She i- the musical ambassador

ol Cape Verdein" said Sidonio
lerreira. a member of CVS V

Nos Cize
Na cada palm que bo bai

Qu'esas DO nature/a singular

I nooda se l>o ta

Na quintal de bo CSM

Nos e llor de bo jurdim

Oue bo la rega

Qu'essc bo voz melodioso

\a som ile nos morna

Bo e sol

Oue ta raia

Na torn de nos coladera

No la jxlib oh cize

Pa bo continue ta rega

Bo jardim cabo verde

Pa lud banda que bo bai

Qu'essc bo voz magica

Oue ta da nos vida e calor

I ta laze mundo intero

Dehra de prazer

On each stage you perform

being the person you are .—

feels as it vou still were
singing in your own backyard

Our Cize
We are flowers in a garden

irrigated by your presence

and by your honeyed voice

sweetened by our morna.

You are. Cize, our sun

that keeps on shining

in the strains of our coladera

We beg you oh cize

to go on irrigating

Your garden. Cape Verde
— everywhere you go

With your voice of magic-

giving us life and warmth
— you light up the world

with your joy and your grace,

— Poem written by Carlos Almeida

tEnglish translation by Francisco

Fagundesi

|This is the bus and you are

jreading the paper so why don't

you catch the bus on-line at:

WWW.LMASS.EDIJ/RSO/COLEGIAN

gib
continued from page 5

SCMIN'-hi a EUTOS1

The remains (giblets) of an enemy fly

through the air. Watch out for those with rock-

et launchers.

the crew. V ol this writing. I have just been play-

ing Quake against hois for the past 45 minutes

(time I could have spent writing this article,

which is past due! ).

Manv a weekend has been -pent in one of the

man) flavor- ol Quake: Vavy Seals, Painkeep,

Future vs. Fantasy, DME, or Capture the Flag.

The sound of death echoing through the halls is

commonplace. The mixture oi loud music,

screams of pain, and explosions is the sweet

melodv of the night here in Qwflfcetree... errr

Crabtree, that is. (Sometimes ii is easy to for-

get).

1 happen to think ii creates health] friendships.

If vou can kill your friends any time vou get mad

at them, it is umecessar) to get into arguments.

Murder is oh so much simpler ol course.

Nou know whal I think it is about Quaktl I

think ii is the fact that if I have had a bad da> of

classes, work, or getting snubbed b) girls (not

that THAT ever happens, mind you!). I can come
home and kill for hours on end. It is a large

catharsis to be able to release my fury on a bunch

of monsters (or floor-mates) with whatever

weapons I so choose. Axe? Got it right here.

Rocket launcher? A must. Grenade launcher?

Don't leave home without it. So if you are like

me, and I know I am, sometimes you need to

release a little tension. And lately, I have found

no better way than a little Ouake.

Now. Ouake II is soon to be released. The
sense of anticipation is palpable among my
cohorts. You can sense them getting ready to

embrace the blood-fury again when that new CD
i's unveiled and its contents installed. The playing

field will once again be leveled and new warriors

may take up arms. The rebirth of Ouake is soon

upon us. May the blood flow deep and the

screams echo long.

Noah Burt is a L'Mass student.
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MITRE representatives

will be on campus
November 3rd & 4th

Delivering ideas, concepts and solutions for

issues of national importance, MITRE serves as a

high-level resource for the Department of

Defense and the Federal Aviation

Administration. We played a key role in

developing the Airborne Warning and Control

System and the world's only intelligence

intranet. Today, we're pursuing hundreds of

projects, including a common command and

control architecture, a collaborative virtual

workspace and the air traffic control system of

the 2 1 st century.

Our product is mindpower. Our strength

comes from the diversity of our approaches, the

variety of our backgrounds and the differences

that spark creative solutions. We invite you to

explore the possibility of joining our innovative

team in a syatema engineering or

Information technology role.

To learn more about our organization and

specific opportunities available at our locations,

in Bedford, MA, McLean, VA and Eatontown,

NJ, please see your career services office for

more information on when we will be on

campus. If you are unable to attend, visit our

website or send/fax/e-mail your resume to:

The MITRE Corporation, P.O. Box 857,

Dept: UM/97, Bedford, MA 01730. Fax:

(617) 271-3402. E-mail: iobs@mltre.org.

Applicants may have to meet eligibility

requirements to ensure protection of classified

or other regulated information, and may be

subject to a security clearance.

The MITRE Corporation is an equal

opportunity/affirmative action employer and is

committed to diversity in our workplace.

MITRE
Solutions That Make A Difference

www.mltro.orji
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Pioneering trip-hoppers Portishead show that beauty exists in gloom
THE MASSACHUSEITS DAILY COLLEGIAN

PORTISHEAD
Portiihead

Go! Beat/London

Supposedly (as music legend has it). Beth Gibbons and

Geoff Barrow twice recorded and then scrapped the long

overdue follow -up to their groundbreaking W4 debut.

Of course that's all debatable, but what isn"t are the

Mtufa of Portishead"s laborious 2-plus years in the studio

In the three years that have past since Dummy, the domain

of electronic music has changed immeasurably. Impossible

as it may seem for a work only a few years old. it has

spawned a host of wannabes — none of whom can nail

down Gibbons' anguished vocal delivery she brilliantly

infused on the semi- hit "Sour Times (Nobod) I OVM Me)."

The self-titled Portishead (Go! Beat/London) is a van-

quishing testament to Gibbons and Barrow's collective song-

writing genius; it's an arresting work of atmos

pheric beauty that plays like a film score noir of

the highest order. While there may not be any-

thing as instantly gripping as "Sour Times." the

new album breaks new ground in terms of

Gibbons' improved vocal variance, such as

00 "All Mine." it also excurses to deeper

depths of emotional depravity.

Portisktad, while seemingly quite similar in

terms of its overall sonic presence, is startlingly

dissimilar from Dummy in several respects. Instead of

relying on eerie samples and conjured up loops. Gibbons

and Barrow have taken a more organic approach, using a

dizzying array of instrumentation that helps to pervay the

album's cinematic quality.

Feel-good music this is not; but then again, misery has

rarely sounded so convincing. A (Marty Keane)

TRYSOME EATONE
Love Spit Love

Maverick/Warner Bros.

Trysume F.atone (Maverick/Warner Bros.) is a typical

Love Spit Love affair, featuring songs that you are going to

want to listen to on rainy days while contemplating failed

relationships. Of course the songs are made better by

Richard Butler's ironic sense of humor and Morrissey-esque

view oi love and life. Unlike most contemporary song writ-

ers. Richard Butler doesn't simply write song lyrics but tells

stories and although that eliminates catchy choruses, it pro-

vides the listener with something to think about.

Musically Trysome Eatone is still the dreamy Britpop that

bands like the Stone Roses and Butler's former band, the

Psychedelic Furs, made popular. Songs like "Believe" and

"Well Well Well" see a sharper, more driving edge to the

songs — atypical of Butler's former projects. However it is

OH songs like "Fall On Tears" when the band is at their

dreamiest and saddest — and is what makes the album and
Butler shine.

While this is nothing new, if you like Richard Butler or

the Psychedelic Furs, you'll like this album. B (Adam
Dlugacz)

THE DREAM ANTHOLOGY: 1966-1968
David Bowie

Decca/Polygram

David Bowie has worn many hats over the progression of

his career (now well into its fourth decade), but never this.

Before Ziggv Stardust came down front outer space with the

Spiders From Mars and prior to becoming a loungy
Philadelphia soul crooner. David Bowie was a confused

folkie. Yes, the same man who collaborated with Mr.

Ambient, Brian Fno. once gently strummed an
acoustic guitar in a vein attempt to "find him-

self" like so many in the '60s. Talk about
Ch-ch-ch-ch-anges.

Over a sprawling 27 tracks, The Dream
\nthology: 1966- 1968 (Decca/Polygram)

.ollects every track Bowie recorded on
England's Dream label in the mid-'60s,

including three bonus cuts from the original

Love You Till Tuesday" soundtrack that have

never been released on compact disc.

Although the vast majority of his Dream material is sub-

par and derivative of early Stones and Dylan, it does pro-

vide ample evidence of Bowie struggling to unlock his obvi-

ously hidden endowment — and the chronological running

order of the collection helps to flesh that notion out even

clearer.

Almost etherial in nature with Bowie's heartfelt voice

cracking over a Hammond organ, "The London Boys" high-

lights his earliest recorded material. But it's the album's
final track that is the most profound.

"Space Oddity." for all intents and purposes, served as

the world's first introduction to David Bowie and is really

the only song on The Dream Anthology that points to his

future path as an artist. It's both beautiful and sophisticated

while at the same time clandestine through his cryptic

lyrics: "Ground control to Major Tom... put your helmet

on."

While the vast majority of The Dream Anthology: 1966-

1968 reveals precious little insight into the complex mind
of rock's most paradoxical and befuddling characters (no

matter the incarnation), it is still a formidable historical

document in its own right, if only for the utterly devoted

Bowiephile. B- (M.K.)

INDOOR LIVING

improv
continued from page 6

v National troupes, but I've never
worked with this level of talent

before," Krebs said.

Krebs said each member har had
off days, but each one also has shin-

ing moments.
No one person regularly takes the

lead, however.

"We're all together; there are no
stars," emphasized junior Kevin
D'Ambrosio.

"There is no T in 'Improv'." Reis

said. "Oh. wait a minute..."

Besides their weekly shows in ihe

Campus Center,
MISSION.IMPROVable rent them-
selves out for special engagements.
They perform shows for parties, per-

formance workshops on

"Improvisation for Public Speaking"

for local companies, and they hold

monthly workshops, free to students,

on the techniques of improvised
humor.
MISS10N:IMPROVable perfor-

mances are an absolute must see. It's

a brand of fresh, innovative humor
like you've never seen before. Be pre-

pared to take an active role, too,

because, as senior Laurie Haines said

at the beginning of the show, they'll

need your input.

the uudtento inuk«* tlw tsho% ."

Haines said, "so if the show sucks —
it's your fault. If you don't play with

us, then we're just up here playing

with ourselves, and that's a different

kind of show."

WHEN WAS WE LAST

TIME THAT YOU VISITED

THE COLLEGIAN ON-

LINE. THERE IS

ABSOLUTELY HO BET-

TEH PLACE TO GET

LOCAL AND NATIONAL

HEWS.

SO GO TO:

WWW UMASS.EDU H
S0/C0LEGIAN

NOW!

?TfWia»M-iT
The Collegian

urge you to eat.

HAS YOUR AUTO
BEEN.

THURSDAY NIGHT

Craze Promotions

Presents

MONSTFP MASH
By DJ Cool Regg

best costume cash giveaway

FRIDAY NIGHT

FPFAKY FPWAY
rlALlOWFWtV BALI
Dinner Buffet 9-11 p.m.

$100.00 cash prizes for

best costumes
with special guest DJ.s

SATURDAY NIGHT

COLLEGE PARTY
special guest DJ.

SUNDAY NIGHT

Open Party
Everyone's Welcome

No Cover
special guest DJ.

MONDAY NIGHT

MONDAY NIGHT
FOOTBALL

$2.00 HALF TIME
BUFFET- 50" TV

.OR

Concerned^
IT Will BE?

/et tfi>e £x,6e>r-fe at

r j
our Corf

EXHAUST • SUSPENSION • BRAKES

&top ia or- Co.ffiTodo.if> - Fru dUttte Strviu to Campus

L
P
i

HADLEY
397 Russell St.

(Rte 9)

516-9991
MIDAS
90 days same as cash

NORTHAMPTON
I 43 King St
(Rte. S)
586 4840

/"-.-'I ^ra**\
fJQgjS Waal* a

November 5

Ladies Night
no cover for the ladles

DJ Cool Regg

$10 Wings

B:30-close

Ghostbusters
Bloodtransfusion

S2.00
S1 Shots

Zombie & Devil's Tail

ORfSS TO IMPRtSS • POSITIVt ID • 2U

La CazuelaRESTAURANT

hand made cooking . . . seasonal menu

. . . superb margaritas

. . . extraordinary tequila list

. . . warm hospitality!

Please join us!

Ml
/ oi ti .(

Dinner Every Night
Downtown Northampton

Across From The Parking Garage
I I I

( ) N
413 • 586 • 0400I

i lAliMNCE PASSER*

Portishead's latest release is an emotionally stirring album.

Superchunk

Merge

In the tacreaeingt) commercial realm of alternative reck.

North Carolina'! Superehunk remain ;i itaunchfy indepen-

dent guitar band W hen their label. Matador, signed a distri-

bution deal with Atlantic a leu yean back, they refused to

be a part of it and lied to their own private!) owned label,

Merge.

On their 8th lull-length. Indoor Living (Merge).
Superchunk have created their most accessible, as well as

most experimental album of their career. Knowing that

there is onl> so much ground a band can grave o\er on the

overpopulated pastures of guitar based ahemative rock.

Superchunk have done the smart thing, they've expanded it:

songs like "Every Single Instinct" and the first single

"Watery Hands" epitomize how.

By adding the sounds of a $122,000 vintage pipe organ

(they don't expect to take it with them on tour) and piano.

Superchunk have successfully incorporated a more adven-

turous style into their tried and true formula, without los-

ing their knack for catchy smart pop hook- and punkish

vigor. B+ (M.K.)

Crows

LEEFELDMAN
Living It All Wrong

Pure

Newcomer lee I eldman delinitelv has talent. His piano

playing on hta debut album Living It Ml Wrung (Pure), is

vei\ nice and flows verv, easilv. but his voice, which seems to

be lacking in tone and finds no connection between words.

create! a sort of dam with ever) word having to abruptly

stop, leaving the listener with a rather ambiguous reaction.

In fact, his voice is similar to that of l.ou Reed's from '70s

tunes like "Satellite Of Love" and "Sallv Can't Dance." So.

maybe if you like Reed, you might find something in

Feldman. However. I eldman seems to lack the

multi -faceted personatit) of Reed, a-- man) of his songs

seem (ok innocent and turn out almost naivelv bittersweet in

tone. Despite all the factors, " Mwavs Til Always" is a line

song with nice polvrhvthms and piano rifling B! well as

"Wav Over Ihe Hill" with its good baaa performance by

Rand) Landau, who ma) be more known from his work
with I oudon Wainu right III. leldman '- unto something, at

least. C+ (loshua Bovdi

continued from page 7

from Stuart's time spent in Chicago.

after attending college at

Northwestern L'niversitv in nearhv

I v.mston.

Stuart savs. "Since inv apartment

was in the basement of a building, all

I could see out of my window was
this fire hydrant. Knowing the con

Election of fire hydrants and dogs, I

decided that my perception of the

world from my apartment amounted
to a dog's eye view."

Much like his friends in Counting
Crows. Stuart descrtbfcrDdgf'i' l.vtv"

View's live stvle a- "Documenting
what we are in the studio. onl\ with

more spontaneity."

Counting CrOWi ami Dug's I. ye

View will perform u: the U illiam D.

Mulltnt Center this Saturday.
November 1 Showtime is 8 p.m.

Tickets are $25 fur the general public

and $20.50 for I Mass students. They

can be purchased at the Mullint
Center box office (open M I from 9

a.m. to 5 p.m.) and by calling

Tickctmaster at (413) 735-2500 or

(205)525-4500.

Thursday Special College Rates

The X-treme in Glow Bowling
Entire Center Will GLOW

Northampton Bowl
584-4830

rtRAVEL]
! SMART! :

f OURTFSV ( HRIStY BUSH

Dog's Eye View opens for Counting Crows this weekend.

Write for Arts...Call Us At
545- 1 36 1 for more

information

FROM BOSTON
taglMlng Nov. 1

Oa* Way Roundtrlp

LONDON
$162 $295

PARIS
$218 $399

ROME
$274 $473

MADRID
$226 $41

5

an
$

L R[

Big Guys Liquors

"We're Big on Friendly Service"
Tumio&L&af Hornsby Cancun Teqiiila

White $19.99 case Gold and Silver
Zinfandel $4 99 6 k $9 99 , .j

5.95

Rte. 63 N. Amherst, MA (413) 549-3555

I

I

Schedule** flights

Farat to wortdwld. d.ttlMttoii.
|

Earallaasiai available.

IWatKund surcharges may apply

CLSlonru-lmmigralion tins apply
J

I fan* subject to cnarge without I

I notice mil student ID cards |

may be raquirad.

Prism travel
54b Filth A«(! . til Nf 1001?

212-986-8420*

800-272-9676

>[!«
rrtmrm Im m Diffme**r*c&t

»? M (TwI-l lt#> Rho* Daily

Stl
any PC- f 3 or

r NIT. FARMS 4 • 584 9153
MT. FARMS MALL

Gattaca(PG-13)
Today at 5:30 ($2 50) and 8: 10

Playing God (R)

The Full Monty (R)

Today af 600 (52 50) and 8 30

/ know What You Did Last

Summer (R)
Tod<:. ". ($2 50) and 8:20

Rocketman (PG)
Today at 5.50 ($2.50)

HAMPSHIRE 6*584 75!
. HAMPSHIRE MALL

Kiss the Girls (R)

Todn. !S2 50) and 8:30

The Peacemaker (R)

Today at 8:20

A Life Less Ordinary (R)

50) and 8:40

!nandOut(PG-13)
Today at 6 00 ($2 50) and 8:40

Dev»7'5 Advocate (R)

Today at 5)0 ($2 50) and 8:20

Seven Years in Tibet (PG- 13)
Today at 5 20 ($2.50) and 8 30
LA. Confidential (R)

Today at 5 10 ($2 50)
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NBA

Lefs get it on...

|ORMA KANSANEN COUEGIAN

Steve MacKinnon and the Massachusetts hockey team kick off the home schedule on

Hockey Preview issue for the scoop.

Sunday against Boston College. Check tomorrow's

continued front page 16

Antoine Walker is an Ail-Star, or

at least he will be. All of sports is in

love with stats and that's what
Walker's all about. He fills the box

scores night in and night out. and

with a few decent players by his

side, he might actually see the win

column on a more consistent basis.

Ron Mercer and Chauncey Billups

will have solid seasons and get plen-

ty of playing time, but look for

Edney to step into the spotlight.

The playoffs? Well, not the way

the East is stacking up. Barring a

minor miracle, the C's will be eat-

ing some home cookin' come |une

time because the East is flatout

loaded. When teams like Cleveland

and Indiana aren't making the field

of eight in the playoffs, that should

tell you that it's going to be a cat-

fight.

Some early season injuries could

factor into the playoff picture. With

Alonzo Mourning opting for

surgery on his left knee, Miami,

who gave the Bulls a run for their

money last year, will be living with

Isaac Austin in the middle for a

while. Um, trouble. Yeah, he's

defending his prestigious Sixth Man
crown this year, but gimme a break,

he ain't no Zo.

|ohn Stockton had a very similar

injury and will miss a big chunk of

the season, much to the dismay of

Karl Malone. He hears "you're

nothing without Stockton" all the

time. Guess we'll find out, huh? I

bet Howard Eisley didn't think he'd

be starting a game for the Utah lazz

any time soon. Well, he is. That

could be scary.

The season starts tomorrow so I

suppose I'm due for some bold pre-

dictions. All right, I'm game. Bulls

in the East, Sonics in the West, and

a changing of the guard, Seattle in

seven. That should be enough for

y'all to feast on for now.

Brett Mauser is a Collegian

columnist.

NFL

Celtics prepared for a new year
By Jimmy Golen

Associated Press

BOSTON — After the worst leaaon

in franchise history, the Boston Celtics

gave Rick Pitino $50 million to restore

the traiKhise In its former glory.

He overhauled the roster and the

front office, moved training camp,
even considered changing the tradi-

tional black shoes to white.

.A^jijfiT all .hat.this is what

Boston Tans can look forward to in

1997-98: If the team can stay relative-

ly free of injury, if Pitino's harping can

rejuvenate Pervis Ellison and Dee
Brown, if some rookies click and the

Celtics catch enough opponents nap-

ping, they just might win 1 5 games

like the] did I.m year,

Pitino has grown fond of saying

that the Celtics won 1 5 games for a

reason — and that has given him
license to revamp the roster. But taken

in total, the moves have left Boston

with less talent than before.

Dino Radja was traded to

Philadelphia, and then, when he

flunked a physical and was returned

to Boston, the Celtics bought out his

contract.

Pitino cut nine players in one day.

including captain Rick Fox. to clear

salary cap room to sign free agent

Travis Knight and make Shaquille

O'Neal's backup's backup his starting

center. He drafted not one, but two
guards in the first round for his

already guard-rich team, anointing

them as the backcourt of the future

and signaling further overhaul.

He declared Eric Williams — the

team's second-best player to Antoine

Walker — untouchable, then gave him

away for two second-round picks to

clear space to sign free agents Chris

Mills and Tyus Edney.

Edney, now the No. 4 point guard,

may not make the roster. And Mills,

who might have been the second-best

player with Williams gone, was traded

to New York for four players —
including Walter McCarty. who
becomes the sixth member (including

coaches) of Kentucky's 1996 NCAA
championship team.

Constant turmoil is not what Pitino

meant when he said ne wanted the

Celtics to be exciting again. Rather, he

was talking about an up-tempo style

of play that has so far shown its

effects only on the Boston players

themselves.

During a military-style training

camp, which was appropriately held

at a U.S. Navy base in Newport, R.I..

players were resorting to intravenous

fluid replenishment to avoid dehydra-

tion. The Celtics did indeed run their

opponents ragged during the exhibi-

tion season, but they also went 1-7 in

the preseason — a sign that simple

hustle may not carry a team as far in

the NBA as in college. Like ML.
Carr before him, Pitino has evidently

realized that teams frequently need to

get worse before the) can gel better.

But unlike Carr. who sought to

rebuild through the draft lottery — a

plan that backfired when the Celtics

didn't get the rights to Tim Duncan.

Pitino is trying to clear up the money

to be a player in the free agent mar-

ket

And. unlike Carr. the Boston fans

are willing to give Pitino the benefit of

the doubt when he makes unconven-

tional moves. After all, he turned

Providence around, he turned the

Knicks around and he turned

Kentucky around.

The Celtics are banking on Pitino

doing it here. too.

Hockey Fans:

Can the Minutemen, led by

[mm>pransfeY Tim LoveU^mli

senior Brad Norton, make the

leap to contenders in HocJce^

East?

Check out the Colle,

UMass hockey prevk]

coming out this

atm

continuea from page 1
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Comeback may be a quality quar-

terback in the NFL, but he showed
no class by going after Jim Kelly in

San Diego. Have fun on the side-

lines Sunday watching Paul Justin

get destroyed by Tampa Bay.

Mike Ditka had another outburst

this week. Nothing new in that

department. He's not even worth
these three lines, but I had to men-
tion it anyway.
The Bears-Dolphins game was

postponed from Sunday night to

Monday night. Who cares? All of

the real football fans were watch-

ing the Patriots/Packers game any-

way. I feel bad for all of the fans in

Miami and Chicago who were actu-

ally forced to watch this game. It

must have been as pleasant as a

root canal.

Denver did their best imitation of

the Houston Oilers in the 1991
AFC Championship game on
Sunday by nearly blowing a 20-0
fourth quarter lead in squeaking by

the Bills 23-20 in overtime. And
you. |ason Elam. don't think that

you're cool now because drunken
Broncos fans rescued you and made
sure that you were on the plane to

Buffalo. Anyone could have made
that chip shot of a field goal.

Getting back to my earlier refer-

ence to the Giants, let me just say

that the NFC East is in a shambles.

Maybe if the Giants played some
real teams (No, the Bengals don't

count. And if Troy Aikman knew
how to manage a clock, then the

Giants would be tied with Dallas

for first place anyway.) then we'd

see who the beast of the East really

is. But to tell you the truth, I'm not

really sure who that is anymore.

Dallas looked like they were
ready to rebound when they upend-

ed Jacksonville two weeks ago, but

couldn't find the end zone in

falling to Philadelphia on Sunday.

After they lose to San Francisco on

Sunday, then the D in Big D will

truly stand for Disaster.

Philadelphia: What can 1 say

except look at their quarterbacks?

Why don't they trade for Scott

Zolak and try to throw him in the

mix? Hey, anything's worth a shot.

I can't really say too much about

Washington except that they don't

pose much of a threat unless

they're playing at lack Kent Cooke
Stadium. Oh, and the last I knew,

the Super Bowl isn't being played

in Washington this year.

And just to back Ion up and talk

about all of the teams that nobody

cares about, here we go.

Atlanta lost to Carolina last

week, and they'll probably lose to

St. Louis on Sunday (even though

Tony Banks is Rams signal caller).

Chicago and Indianapolis are both

on their way to battling for the

number one pick in next year's

draft, and Arizona and Cincinnati

are right behind them. (Hey Bruce

Coslet. resign, because you couldn't

lead North Haven High School

—

my alma mater—to any victories).

Oh. and on one final note let me
just say that football belongs in

Tennessee as much as hockey
belongs in Carolina. The Oilers will

always be terrible, no matter what

town they play in. (Thev may be

4-4, but they still suck.)

Michael Kohylanski is a

Collegian Staff member.

Attention Sports Stai

There will be a mandatory

meeting on Wednesday, Nov,

at 7 p.m. Winter beats will be

discussed. If you have any

questions, call Luke Meredii

at 545-1851.

family v^^ss****
continued from page 16

from him."

Having professional relatives can

help players get motivated in that

way, or sometimes, through other

aspects of the pro sports life.

"I definitely liked his lifestyle when

I went up to visit him." luden laid,

"That was pretty sweet. That gave me

a little extra boost
"

Drafted out of high school by the

lightning, that boost might make the

difference when luden tries to achieve

his own NHL dreams after this sea-

son.

Leigh Torbin is Collegian colum-

nist.
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Collegian Classifieds
University of Massachusetts 'Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

AUTO FOR SALE

84 Jeep CJ7 4x4. hardtop,

132.000+ miles, automatic.

Need to sell fast Needs
some work $925 or make an

offer Call Luis 549-5514.

87 Nissan Maxima Auto,

power everything, A/C, 74k,

maroon. Perfect condition.

Take a ride $3500/neg. Call

Harris 549-5717

VW GTI 1986 AC/cruise,

sporty, great shape $2500 or

B/0. 549-6472

1989 Nissan King Cab 4x4

SE Great condition, 170k Mi

Asking $5000. Call HM
(413)862-3634, WK 545-3081

Toyota Corolla 1992 AC,

Sharp, Clean, Drives Like

Sharp! $5700 Call 549-7166

Wanted: Junk Cars Cash

paid everyday. 1-800-649-

4795

EMPLOYMENT

Kai Chi Restaurant
Waitstaff, Part-time Apply

within 586-2774

Mother's Helper

Weekday afternoons.

$7/hour. References Please

call (41 3)549-7788

Driver Needed 1 hour at

noon Nov 3 or soon after.

Delivering meals in Amherst.

253-2486 or 585-0713 after

2pm Car required.

EMPLOYMENT
CHILDREN S HEALTH

RESEARCH
Abt Associates is recruiting

Research Interviewers to par-

ticipate in a Federally spon-

sored national survey of the

immunization status of chil-

dren. Interested applicants

should be able to work
Monday through Thursday

evenings. The position

requires good communication

skills and some computer
experience. Hourly wages
start at $5.75 per hour with

regular merit increases.

Health and Dental Insurance

is available for Part Time
employees Free transporta-

tion is provided from the

PVTA busline For further

information or to arrange a

personal interview, Call: 413-

587-1607 An Equal

Opportunity Employer.

Jobs for the Environment

Campaign with MassPirg to

reduce pesticide use Flexible

schedule.

$50-$75/day

Call Terry ©256-6434

Personal Administrator
with good typing, organiza-

tional, and PR skills. Contact

549-3613

Posterer Wanted $6/hr

259-1227

LEGAL ASSISTANTS
WANTED Spring 1998
Internships With The Student

Legal Services Office: get

hands-on experience in the

legal field— work directly

with attorneys and clients.

Earn up to 15 undergraduate

credits. No experience in the

legal profession necessary

—

EMPLOYMENT
training provided Contact

The Student Legal Services

Office today: 545-1995, 922

Campus Center

carriers
And

Drivers
Needed

for morning delivery of

Newspapers on campus
and in

Amherst

Call John Riley

at 584-7804

or

1-800-858-4275 Ext. O

ENTERTAINMENT

DJ For Hire: Professional DJ

spinning all types of music

for your next party or func-

tion. Call for more details.

253-6593. DJ F00Z (Ask for

Tim)

FOR SALE

Watch batteries, ear

piercing, eyeglass repairs,

jewelry restoration, diamond

engagements, wedding rings.

Silverscape Designs, 264 N.

Pleasant St., Amherst. 253-

3324 Open Daily.

Mongoose Bike For Sale

Large $240 or B/0. Call 549-

6926

FOR SALE

Elton John 4 excellent

seats. 11/5 (516)867-7392

Elton John Tickets For
Sale Great seats. Call 253-

6352

COMPUTERS!
New P166MMX from $995
Laptops, peripherals.

ZarVision 582-9198
V/MC/AMEX

Laptop Notebook Works
good $150 Good for school.

Call Steve (413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for

computer Works great. Call

CPC (413)584-8857

MISCELLANEOUS

EARN
S750 S1500/WEEK

Raise all the money your

gioup needs by sponsoring a

VISA fundraiser on your cam-

pus. No investment & very

little time needed. There's no

obligation, so why not call for

information today Call 1-

800-323-8454 x 95.

ROOM FOR RENT

Housemate Wanted $220
270/month 548-7972

ROOMATE WANTED

One bedroom available in

Sugarloaf $333/month Call

665-3558

Prefer female non-smoking

grad student. Nice house
with yard Available Jan 98.

323-9268

ROOMATE WANTED ROOMMATE WANTED
Bedroom for rent on

Farms Large ranch Scenic

hiking South Amherst $350

256-5983

Female Roommates
Wanted Boulders Apts.

Amherst. On busline 259-

2995

SERVICES

Fall yard cleaning service

offered. Raking, clearing, etc

Call The Brothers of Alpha

Sigma Phi 549-9384 Ask for

Dave. All work $8/hour.

Transcription, Editing,

Typing for students, profes-

sors & businesses

Domenichelli Transcription

Services (413)783-8607

domenbus@javanet.com

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for

free testing and assistance.

549-1906

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK 98

Free food and drinksl

Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica

and Florida from $399
Organize a small group and

travel FREE 1 Highest commis-

sions and lowest prices. Call

Surf and Sun Tours to

become a campus represen-

tative (800)574-7577

Spring Break and other

travel Special rates for stu-

dents. Call Travel Network at

(201)533-0300 1-800-699-

4988 outside NJ

RELIABLE SPRING BREAK
TOURS

Bahamas, Cancun & Ski

Tripsl FREE FOOD & FREE

DRINKS! Sign up before Nov.

30 Organize a group- travel

free Call for details and free

brochure Call 1(888)SPRING

BREAK Today i

EARN FREE TRIPS & CASH
CLASS TRAVEL needs stu-

dents to promote Spring

Break 1998! Sell 15 trips &
travel free 1 Highly motivat-

ed students can earn a

free trip & over $10,000!

Choose Cancun, Bahamas,

Mazatlan, Jamaica or

Florida! North America's

largest student tour operator!

Call Now! 1-800-838-6411

Earn MONEY and FREE
TRIPS!!

Absolute Best SPRING
BREAK Package available!!

INDIVIDUALS, student ORGA-

NIZATIONS, or small

GROUPS wanted!! Call

INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS
at 1-800-327-6013 or

http://www.icpt

SPRING BREAK
Largest selection of Spring

Break destinations including

cruises! Group discounts and

free trips available

Epicurean Tours 1-800-

231-4FUN

Spring Break Take 2" hir-

ing Reps! Sell 15. Take 2

free. Hottest destinations!

Free parties, eats, and

drinks! Sunsplash 1-800-426-

7710 or www sunsplash-

tours.com

WANTED

Sell/Trade your preowned

games and systems. Call

Let's Play at 549-4505

COLLEGIAN
CLASSFIEDS

available

on

the

concourse

or

visit

our

friendly

office

in

the

campus

center

basement
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ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY' EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT
ENTERTAINMENT

FOR SALE
FOUND 12 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

THURSDAY, OCT. 30

Book Reading — James
Salter, author of the new
memoir Burning the Days.

reads at 8 p.m. at Memorial
Hall.

Lecture — "Anti-Semitism

Today: From the Subtle to the

Extreme," a one-credit course

given by Lauren Levin.

Eastern States Civil Rights

Director of the

Anti-Defamation League will

be given from 7-9 p.m. at the

Hillel House. The public is

invited to sit in on this lec-

ture.

Meeting — Organizational

meeting for World AIDS Day
events at 7 p.m. in the

( lampus Center. Room 902.

Open House - UVC-TV
19 is holding an open house

between 3-5 p.m. in the

Student Union. Room 216,

behind the Hatch. There will

be information sessions,

tours, and refreshments

offered to all those who
attend.

Prison Awareness Week
Events — Rally against the

Criminal Injustice System at

noon on the Student Union

Steps. Planning/informational

meeting for the American

Prisons On Trial Conference

(Feb. 22-26) at 5 p.m. in the

Student Union Cape Cod
Lounge. Discussion on cen-

sorship in America at 7 p.m.

in the Campus Center.

Sponsored by the

Revolutionary

Anti-Imperialist League.

Maoist Internationalist

Movement and the Black

Student Union.

Speaker — Alison Bechdel.

creator of the comic strip

Dykes to Watch Out For. will

speak on "Assimilation and

It's Discontents: Chronicling

Fin-de-Siecle Queer Culture"

at 1 2:30 p.m. in the Campus
Center. Room 101 . Part of the

GLBT Studies Lecture Series

and co-sponsored by The
Stonewall Center. GLB GSO.
Women's Studies, the

Chancellor's Task Force on

OLBT Matters, Pride

Alliance. Hampshire College

Cultural Studies Program and

Words and Pictures Museum.

For more information, contact

The Stonewall Center at

545-4824.

Study Abroad Fair — Find

out opportunities to study

abroad with UMass Amherst

International Program from

10 a.m. to 3 p.m. on the

Campus Center Concourse.

FRIDAY. OCT. 31

Service — Shabbat service

at 6 p.m. at the Hillel House.

Symposium — "Seeing is

Believing: Images of Lesbian.

Gays and Bisexuals on

Television" beginning at 2

p.m. in the Campus Center,

room 168C. Co-sponsored by

The Stonewall Center, the

GLB GSO and the Media
Education Foundation, for

more information, contact

The Stonewall Center at

545-4824.

SATURDAY. NOV. 1

Comedy - MISSION
IMPROVable will be per-

forming their free weekly

corned) impro\ show at 8

p.m. in the Campus Center.

Room 1 63.

Symposium — A sympo-
sium on "The Future of the

Social History of Art" will

take place from 9:30 a.m. to

4:30 p.m. in Gamble
Auditorium at Mount
Holyoke College Art

Museum. The event is free

and open to the public. For

more information call the Art

Department at 53S -2200.

FYis are public service announce-
ments printed daily. To submit an

FYI, please send a press release con-

taining all pertinent information,

including the name and phone
number of the contact person to the

Collegian, c/o the Managing Editor

by noon the previous day.

NOTICES
Art Contributions — The

Student Union Visual and
Performing Arts Space is

looking for contributions to

the Southern Asian Cultural

Exhibition which will show
in the spring of I998. If you
have anything from artwork

to crafts depicting Asian cul-

ture, and would like the

opportunity to participate in

this exhibition, contact

Amanda at 545-0792.
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Daily Listings sponsored by:

TV LISTING SPONSORSHIP FOR SALE
INQUIRE @ 545-3500

HSCN Bulletin

Board

Hartford

Boston

Boston

Springfield

Movie Ch.

Hartford

CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN
UPN/20
Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
International

UMass Academic TV
HSCN Programming

TV-19
I ABC/40 Springfield

! NBC/22 Springfield

S3 CNN
a*% CNN SI

8B Headline News
SB UCTV

TBS

BET

TV Land

Univision

31 Comedy Central

33 Cartoon

Much Music

545-

3500

THURS DAY EVEN NG c - campus OCTOBER 30, 1997
c 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 1 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30

WEDH O n Withbont X Butineee Rpt. Newthour With Jim Lehrer X Greet Railway Journeys X Mystery: Hetty Wamthtropp Wait for God Keeping Up Murder-Horrid This Old Hie.

WFSB o 3 News 1 CBS News Intide Edition RaalTVX Promited Land "Saint Russell" Diagnosis Murder "Crash" (In Stereo) X Newt X Lata Show X
WBZ o 4 News CBS Newt Extra X Ent. Tonight Promited Land "Saint Russell" Diagnoaia Murder "Crash" (In Stereo) X Newt Lata Show X
WCVB e 5, News R ABC Newt Intide Edition Chronicle X * Vi 'Village ol the Damned" ( 1 995, Horror) Christophi ^20/20 a Newt [Nightline X
WLVI o Full Houm K BoyWorld Freeh Prince Freeh Prince **'i "Outtor Justice" (1991, Drama) Steven Seac,H Newt Star Trek: Next Ganer.

WHDH o Newa NBC Newt Wheel-Fortune Jeopardy! X Friende X [Union Square Seinfeld X Veronica ER "Good Touch, Bad Touch" Newt |Tonight Show

WTXX 'a. Married... With CheertX Judge Judy X Judge Judy X Honey, i Shrunk the Kids X Fame LA. "Seize the Day ' X News
| Grace Under Vibe

wvrr 10 News NBC Nam Ent Tonight Hard Copy X Friende X Union Square Seinfeld X |Veronica ER "Good Touch. Bad Touch" News Tonight Show

WTIC o n Home Imp. Simpeont X Seinfeld X FratierX Living Single Between Brot. 413 Hope St. "HateCnmes' X Newt Simpsont X Deep Space 9

WWLP
WGBY

o 21 News NBC Newt Wheel-Fortune Jeopardy! X Friend! X Union Square Seinfeld X [Veronica ER "Good Touch, Bad Touch" News Tonight Show

CD t Creatures Butineee Rpt. Newthour With Jim Lehrer I Thit Old Htt. Drt-Call Mystery: Hetty Wamthtropp Bridesheed Revisited Charlie Roaa (In Stereo)

WGGB
WSBK

CB 20 Newt X ABC Newt Seinfeld X FraaiarX *'i Village ol fhe Damned" (1995, Horror) Christopher Reeve. X 20/20 « News K Nightline X
G) Mad Abo. You Mad Abo. You Seinfeld X FratierX * "Dirty Dancing" (1987, Drama) Jennifer Grey News IM'A'S'H X M'A'S^H X RaalTVX

WTBS * Family Matters Family Matters Coach X Coach X * "Maximum Overdrive "(1986, Horror) Emilo Estevez, Pal Hmgle "Graveyard Shift" [1 990. Horror) D

A4E CD
to
CD

ii

Northern Eipoeure X Law a Order "Poison Ivy" X Biography: Gari Gdmori Sea Tales Unexplained "Alien Abductions" Law I Order "Seed"

CNN WortdView X MoneylineX Crossfire X Prime Newt X Burden-Proof Larry King Live X World Today X Sportt lllut. Moneyline X
COM JO Richard Lewie [Make-Laugh Daily Show iH' Stein'e Money **">

,

Caddys/iac*"(l980, Comedy) Chevy Chase, Bit Murray. Richard Lewis
|Make-Laugh Daily Show Stein'a Money

DISC

ESPN
f» Winge "Strange Planes" (R) Gimme Shelter Wild Ditcovery "Wolverine (R) [Into Unknown |Movte Magic Winge "Eagles of the Crown" Justice Filet "Psycho Killers"

O) Up Close Sporttcenter IwkendweKon Collage Football North Carolina at Georgia Tech. (Live) X Sporttcenter X
LIFE Cfl Supermarket Debt Intimate Portrait "Anne Rice Unsolved Mysteries [In Stereo) The Htunfihg of Uh"(1996, Suspense) Cheryl Ladd. I) Homicide: Ufa on the Street X
MTV CD MTV Live Vicwore All-rime Top 10 (In Stereo) Beevte-Butt. Beavie-Butt Sports Rock N Jock B Ball Jam (R) (In Stereo) Oddvllte,MTV LoveDne (R)

NICK €D OougX You Afraid? RugrateX |Hey Arnold! X Sacret-of Alei Happy Days Munttart Addams F. |Odd Couple X
|
Dick Van Dyke Newhart X Happy Dayt

SCIFI CD Twilight Zone

Hometime (R)

Gattaca Time Trai "The Dream team" Saaquett 2032 (In Stereo) *V> "ToCX»For'i\9Bi, Horror) B Time Trax "The Dream Team"

TUC 2» Hometime (R) Home Again iHome Again Medical Detect [Without Warn. Quest (R) |Ouest (R) [Haunting, At.ott America (R) Medical Detect IWithout Warn.

TNT Kung Fu: Legend Lola A Clark-Superman *** "The Horse Sokfers"( 1959, Adventure) John Wayne, William Holden. [Rough Cut 'two Mules tor aster Sara

"

USA Baywatch "Homecoming" X Highlander: The Seriea X Walker, Te«as Ranger » Uonhaarr (1990. Adventure) Jean-Claude Van Damme. 1) Silk Stalkingt "Crush" (R) X
H80 (5 15)«'Xadyfousi"(l992)ii *** "Top Gun"(1986, Drama) Tom Crulw. (In Stereo) PG' X Arts ol Betrayal" 1 997) Maria Conchita Alonso. | Perversiont Intide the NFL (In Stereo) X
MAX
SHOW

(5:45) ***"> "Indiana Jones am rna last CwsarV'(i969) IK te'ThaPresMkj (1988, Susiwrwe) Sewi Connery H'X |«*", "IheHetumottheLMngDoatfimy'R rflfcocrW'ft

(430) |*. "UtatbaUs Part i/"(19o4) Richard Mulligan *M> 'The ShWr>g"(1980, Horror) Jack Nicholson, Shelley Duvall R' [Pick-A-Flick

Bruno By C. Baldwin Robotman By Jim Meddick
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THERE ARE 5EVERAL

rAANDATORT' CLASSES
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• AVOIDING CONTACT

COITH SUBORDINATES.
. fAISPLACING IMPORTANT

DOCUMENTS.
• THE TOY OF LISTENING

TO tOUR OCON VOICE.

V-IAVE YOU TAKEN THE
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Loser Crew By Alan De Mond
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Kampus Kids By Adam Souliere
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Horoscope;
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) —

There ire sonic things you will not

do for advancement or profit, and

today you'll have to make a choice

about certain others. Is it worth it?

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — You will receive I message

that brings a promise of something

big to happen in the near future.

I ocui on today'i event*, however.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— A journey, literally or figurative-

ly, is in store lot you soon, and you

must be ready to meet with tome

self-created surprises,

AQUARIUS (|an. 20-Feb. 18)

— You may be running late or

falling behind at thfa] time, but with

a steady effort you can keep your-

self from losing ,m\ profits.

PISCES (Feb. i9-March 20) -

Keep your judgments to youtsell lot

the lime being, and keep your eyes

and ears open. It is important to be

receptive to new Information.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
Protection is a result of careful

judgment and • sense of responsibil-

ity, both of which you have in

spades at this time, keep it up!

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) -

A conflict is likely to arise toward

midday between you and someone
who feels you are encroaching on

his or her turf. Strike a compro-
mise.

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20)

You may not be able to do every-

thing on the docket today, but vou

can pick and choose effectively and

produce results with what vou are

able.

CANCER (|une 21-)uly 22)

An unexpected gain comes your way

today - was it something you did?

You may be in a position of acci-

dental good fortune right now.

LEO (|uly 23-Aug. 22) — A
decision is expected from you. and

others are waiting to hear what vou

have in mind. Do not waste time

playing games; be honest and direct.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sepl. 22)

Though you are not altogether will

ing to concede to a rival, you had

better recognize the fact that you

are not in a superior position.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) -

I'av attention to symbols today;

you'll realize that there is more to

what is going on than meets the eye.

You can get to the bottom of it

soon.

Close to Home By John McPherson Today's P.C. Menu
Call 343-2626 tor55 ImlmrmmiUm

.

Franklin

LUNCH
Texas Chili

Quiche Lorraine

Meatball Grinder

Wheatball Grinder

DINNER
Greek Style Lemon Chicken

Breaded Veal Patties

Fiesta Rice and Cheese

1/4 lb Burger

Worcester

Quote of tJHe jO^y

Hand me my leather.

LUNCH
Turkey Burger

Texas Chili

Elbows w/ Tomato Sauce or Salsa Con Verde

Sesame Noodles and Pea Pods

ACROSS
1 Mid-length skirts

6 Short nail

10 Bakery buy
14 Put save up
15 S-shaped

molding
16 Writer Wiesel
17 Stoneworker
18 Departed
19 Quarry
20 Alias

21 Forage crop

24 Asparagus part

26 Safe places
21 Abhor
29 Annoymgly

proper person
31 Sees
32 Acting group
34 Ending for social

37 Robin Hood's
weapon

39 Tina Turner's ex

40 "Mr Spock
portiayer

42 Bandleader
Brown

43 Gain entry to

46 Mast
47 Circular

48 Pay no
attention to

50 Of the

supernatural

53 Conspires
54 Kind of suit

57 Playmq marble

60 Writer Morrison

61 Early morning
62 Geography-

class feature

64 Part of AD.
65 Commentator

Sevareid
66 Like some

seals

67 Thin

68 Slat

69 Portions ol

medicine

DOWN
1 — Cass Elliot

2 Writer Dinesen
3 Catastrophes
4 Oath-taker's

response
5 Feels
6 — of London
7 Novelist James
8 Bronze coin

9 Mild

condiment
10 Carry off

11 Complexion
shade

12 Surt material

13 Sidelong
glances

22 Electncal unit

23 Weighed down
25 Mexican com
27 Distribute the

cards

28 "Jane
—

"

PREVIOUS PU22LE SOLVED
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P
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W N E R p E I A S S O
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29 Hearth tool

30 Feels sorry

33 Potato
substitute

34 Phonies
35 Fly high

36 Ancient
Phoenician city

38 Partitions

41 "—
It

Romantic?"
44 Fortress
45 Farm structure

47 Jazz- —
music genre

49 Rang
50 Computer

numbering
system

51 Genetic copy
52 Large showy

flower

53 Type of runner

55 Singer
Irene -

56 Taunt
58 Have — m

one s bonnet
59 Gets hitched

63 Asian

>
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UMass defeats Dartmouth on Senior Day
By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

On a day when the seniors were

honored with a pre-game eeremony.

it was the juniors of the

Massachusetts field hockey team
which provided the fire-power to

propel the Minutewomen (10-8.

3-0 Atlantic 10) to a 3-1 win over

Dartmouth (8-6. 3-2 Ivy League) at

Richard F. Garber Field.

luniors Erica lohnston and Laura

Phelan scored and Vicky Browne
added three assists in the win.

However, the day's scoring was not

limited to the class of 1999. Senior

Amy Ott added a pair of assists to

represent the senior class on the

day's point list.

Ott. Sharon Hughes. Courtney
Maclean and |en Gutzman were all

honored before the game.

"It was a little emotional for the

seniors, but they went out with class

and with style." L'Mass coach Patty

Shea said. "Dartmouth is a game
that's always tough for UMass. It's

always a nail-biter and it's always

close."

UMass. which suffered from early

game sluggishness in its last two
contests, had no trouble getting

going against the Big Green. In fact,

it took less than five minutes for the

Minutewomen to find the

Dartmouth cage.

lohnston redirected the ball off a

Browne free hit just outside the cir-

cle past Big Green goalie Brittany

D'Augustine on the left side for a

1-0 UMass lead.

"1 told them that their mindset
had to be that they were down 2-0."

Shea said. "They needed the urgency

they have had in the last 10 minutes

of games in the first 10 minutes."

Dartmouth, though, was able to

break through a stingy

Minutewoman defense in the first

12 minutes of the second half.

Down a goal, the Big Green offense

found forward Kxisten Leadbeater.

who beat UMass keeper Zowie
Tucker for Dartmouth's only score

of the day.

"When they scored, we knew we
had to play harder." Phelan said.

The Big Green did not hold the

game's momentum long. With 17:28

remaining in the game. Phelan con-

nected with the first of her two
penalty corner goals. Phelan. who
assumed the role of striker on the

offensive penalty corners, fired

another shot past D'Augustine for a

UMass insurance goal with 5:10 left

in regulation.

It was a career day for Phelan.

who spent six weeks on the bench

nursing an injury, H tile goals were

the first two of the season tor the

midfielder.

"She's got a great corner hit."

Shea said. "She was injured and
-lie *S just now starting to get back

into it I very body in this group has

Something to offer this team and we
need everybody in order to be suc-

cessful."

The theory o! a team effort was
exemplified by the play of the

L Mas- defense. Hughes, the center

back, and Ott. the team's sweeper,

worked in conjunction to thwart any

Big Green attack up the middle.

Gutzman and freshman Patty

Robinson controlled to sidelines

"Sharon Hughes played very, very

well." Shea said. "She was a key fac-

tor in the game."

The Minutewomen also received

the benefit of strong

play on their defen-

sive penalty coiners.

Dartmouth was not

able to convert on
any of its three first

half corners, and the UMass back-

line did not allow a corner in t he-

second half.

"It's much better," Shea said.

"We're starting to really work the

kinks out and we've made a few

Massachusetts

Dartmouth

changes in it. But the easiest way to

defend penalty corners is to not give

them up. That is the goal, then you

don't have to worry about your

penalty corner defense
"

The win over the

Big Gran gives the

Minutewomen
momentum heading

into the last week-

end of the regular

season.

"We knew we wanted to stay on

the winning side going into this

weekend, because it's a big week-

end."

This weekend translates into the

final two conference games UMass
will face this year. Friday at West
Chester and Sunday at St. loseph's.

The Halloween contest against the

Golden Rams will determine the

No. 1 seed for the league tourna-

ment, which the Minutewomen will

host starting on Nov. 8.

"This gives us huge momentum."
Shea said of yesterday's win.

"We're going down knowing we're

playing good hockey right now and

West Chester hasn't played in a

week, but we have this recent game
and we know what we can do. We
have a win and that helps our
focus."

Forward Vicky Browne charges the net in the second half of yesterday's 3-1 UMass win.
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Family matters on ice Packers leave Patriots on the ropes
If you missed Sunday night's Game

7 of the World Series... too bad.
although it was understandable to
miss the grand finale after six largely

lackluster games, several of which
left me longing for homework. Part of

the problem was that I really just

didn't care whether Cleveland or
Florida won the thing. It was a com-
plete ambivalence for me as 1 sat and
just enjoyed a tremendous ball game
without a care in the world about the

outcome. ^^^^^^^^^^
UMass hockey ^^^^^^^^^*

lorvvaid Pan ^^^^^^
luden had a seri-

ous rooting interest though. While
Dan watched from his couch, his

cousin leff intently watched the game
unfold from the Cleveland Indians'

bullpen.

"Being in the World Series for him
is like being in the Stanley Cup for

me — it's the highest you can possi-

bly get." Dan luden said. "It's awe-
some. I'm psyched for him. I'm ner-

vous for him. I'm a little bit of every-

thing."

While both ludens found them-
selves a little down on Monday morn-
ing. Dan could find some measure of

comfort at practice from the multiple

plavers on his team with pro athletes

in the family.

A week ago tonight. Brad Norton's

brother leff was the the FleetCenter

playing against the Bruins for the

Tampa Bay Lightning. Two nights
later. Bryan Fitzgerald's older brother

Tom -Meed the Fleet's ice with the

Florida Panthers, perhaps looking for

some revenge from three weeks ago
when theii cousin. Keith Tkachuk.
and his Phuenta Coyotes were topped
by the Bruins in overtime.

Of course, holdout Paul Kariya
wont play in Bcantown with the

Ducks tonight, but Dean Stork will

still cheer tor him in Amherst. If you
grew up near Boston's hallowed col

legiate ponds, you remember David
Emma who won the Hobey Baker
Award at BC in 1991 as the National

Player of the Year. Now. if you spend
time with the Minutemen. you can get

to know his cousin, freshman |ay

Shaw
Also, leff Blanchard has a famous

Uncle Bob. Some Bobby Orr guy to

be exact. Guess he was a hockey play-

er or something and not just the guy

who did the Baybank ads and
Christmas stuff with Bob Lobel from

Channel 4 in Boston, because that's

where I always knew him from.

When one of inv youth coaches
wouldn't let anyone wear No 4 I

thought it was because he got con-

fused when he was trying to honor
Steve Grogan's No. 14 This Orr guy

must have been something else,

Assistant coach Scott MacPherson,
who does much of the team's recruit-

^^^^^^^^^^ ing. insists it is a

J^^^^^^^^^^ complete coinci-

i^™^^^ dence and no. at

all bv design.

"Once >ou get up to (hat elite level

of athletes, you find that It's an inter-

twined web." he said. "It's almost like

circus people. Anyone who's been in

the cireus probablv has a relative who
has been in the circus and anyone
who's played liockev at this level

probably has a relative who ha- tOO

If that connection doesn't come
from blood, the top athletes those

in the tight-knit hockey community
— tend to find each other anyway

Stork isn't direct!] related to any

professional athletes, hut he does

have a close relation with one of the

man that The Hockey Sens recently

duhbed "the best plaver in hockey

today" on its cover it's common For

Canadian lunior plaver- far from
home to stag with a foster family in

that town, and during his two vcai-

with the Penticton Panthers of the

HC|HL. Kariya found himself with

Mr. and Mrs. lerry and Roberta Stork

in Penticton

A year later. Kama would become
the first freshman to win the Hobey

Baker lor leading Manic to a 40-1-2

record and it- first national champi
onship. He soon left lor the I9M4 sil

ver medal- winning Canadian
Olympic team and then leli foi MM
stardom, lie also lett an Impression
on Stork.

"If it wasn't for him I don't think

I'd be where I am today. Stork said

"Paul Kariya was a reallv dedicated

person. He worked hard in everything

he did. not just on the ice but off of

it. After school he did so much extra

stuff, like lilting weights, just SO he

could make it to the Mil He helped

me and motivated BJM anil I took a lot

Turn to FAMILY page 13

Well, what can I say about the

National Football League? I know
that I may only be the little guy
down here in the Campus Center

Basement, but I'm ready to prove

my worth.

Let's start oil

with the Patriots.

Another beautiful

Monday night
display against

the Packers.
Once again.
Drew Bledsoe proved my point

that he can not win big games. He
came up empty in the Super Bowl
last fanuary, and put up pitiful

numbers against ihe Broncos and
Packers this season. (And just to

retiesh your memory, it was an
awesome performance bv the

defense that propelled the Pats

over lacksonville in the AFC cham-
pionship game )

it may be time for Pete Carroll to

\liL< Kohylartttki

NFJ

press the panic button on the 5-3
Patriots, who will be in real trouble

if they fall to the 6-2 Vikings on
Sunday. (I'm sorry, but any team
with Brad lohnson at quarterback

should not have a better record

than the

Patriots.) Now is

the time for the

Pats to show
their true mettle

and gear up for

a playoff run.

The biggest hero of Week 9:

Warren Moon. He may be old
enough to be my grandfather (well,

he's not quite that old), but he lit

up the Raiders lor 404 yards and
live touchdowns. I don't care even

il the Raiders did beat the Broncos

two weeks ago. they are just awful.

Al Davis better lire himself and
invest his time in putting a few
more pounds of grease on top of

his head.

Oh. and just to use the
Seahawks as a reference point to

gauge the performance of the
Patriots, both teams have a 5-3
mark. When you have the same
record as the lets and Seattle, and
have a worse mark than the
Vikings and Giants, then you know
you have problems.

And speaking of 5-3 teams, who
can forget the Bucs. Why have they

dropped three straight? Well, it's

because Trent Dilfer has eight
fewer touchdown tosses in that

span, and because the run defense

has been atrocious. I still have faith

in the Bucs. though. They'll annihi-

late the hapless Colts on Sunday
and regain their winning ways

Hey. |im Harbaugh, how's your
hand? If I call you a baby, are you
going to come to Amherst and try

to kick my ass too? Captain

Turn to NFL, page 13

Pitino looking to revive Celts

Brill Miiusir

I've always been an athlete.

Baseball, hoop, soccer, the whole
shebang. The first thing I can
remember from my glory days was
my basketball coach yelling at DM
because I didn't know what a pick

was. I tried to be sneaky bj saying

that I did. but he didn't buy it.

Irom a fan's standpoint, ever
since my zygote days. I've always
been fixated

on Celtic-

green. I

dreamt of

being Larry
Bird on the

day he
showed up Isaiah Thomas bv -u.il

ing the inbounding pass. I dreamt
of embracing the ball as time ran
out in the 198b NBA finals.

How things have changed. The
Celtics have never been the same.
Iliev haven't put on a ring in eleven

years, they've auditioned about 8(K)

head coaches, and Instead ol seeing

smiling laces in the crowd, you see

ihe yellow backsides ol the empty
chairs. Not to mention ihe lacl that

: n/m

L.B. is a Pacer. You know some-

thing's wrong when I.B.'s a Pacer.

After last season's disaster, the

Celtics needed a spark. A lot

thought that spark might be yours

truly spotting up for the trey. But

instead, they needed a mastermind

because it was obvious that Red
Auerbach might not be with us in

every facet of life.

Inter Rick
Pitino.

With the likes

of Boston U.

Providence.
Kentucky, even
the Knicks. Pitino

has shown everybody that lie's the

Big Apple. He helped the I riars to

the final Four with Billy Donovan
as their "star player." Now the real

question... how did Donovan's
NBA career go? No. don't won v.

you're not the only one who didn't

know the guv even existed.

The thing about Pitino that's

going to put the Celtic yellow and

blue (get it?) back on the map is

that he makes bad players good. He

builds the textbook definition of a

"team." On day one. he was given

the money and the authority. To say

the least, he has used that authority.

Looking at the Celtics roster

now, there are some familiar and
unfamiliar laces, more of the latter.

There were seven players who aver-

aged double figures in points last

year. Five of them have packed
their hags, and one doesn't even
count (Dana Barros played only a

third of the season).

Arriving in Boston to play under
Pitino's wing are "big" names like

Andrew Declcrcq. Tyus Edney.
Bruce Bowcn. and a few others that

have opponents shaking in their

Filas. He wasn't going by scouting

reports or irrelevant training camp
numbers. He was inking players he
saw firsthand, either in SEC confer-

ence play or in the Big Dance. He
Joes his research and it will pay off

in the long run. I think we should all

thank Chris Mills collectively for

bringing in some cheap, young talent.

Turn to NBA. page 13

Phelan
returns

in style
By Aaron M. Saykin

Collegian Staff

As they prepare to embark upon
their two biggest games of the 1997

campaign, the members of the

Massachusetts field hockey team have

a new scoring threat in the form of

junior midfielder Laura Phelan.

After battling back from an
injury-plagued season, the

Mountaintop. Pa. native exploded for

two penalty-corner goals yesterday,

powering the Minuelwomen (10-8,
3-0 Atlantic 10) to a 3-1 victory over

Dartmouth at Richard F. Garber
Field.

"It feels really good to get some
points behind me," said Phelan, who
notched her first two tallies of the

season against the Big Green. "We
wanted to stay on the winning side of

things going into this weekend."
With its final two contests of the

regular season to be played on the

road against A- 10 opponents West
Chester and St. Joseph's, UMass
embraces Phelan's return to full

Massachusetts

Field Hockey
Aaron Saykin

steam. \.
"It dictates how we really nec^i

everybody in our group to play well,

Massachusetts coach Patty Shea said

of Phelan's added spark to the

Minutewoman offense. "She's start-

ing to get her game back at a real crit-

ical time in the season."

Having been named to the Atlantic

10 All-Tournament team in 1996
after her game-winning goal against

Temple in the tournament's
semi-final game. Phelan is no
stranger to success in the clutch. The
former 1994 Pennsylvania high
school All State selection converted

on the UMass game- winning score

yesterday against Dartmouth after the

Big Green had tied the game, and,

with 5:10 remaining in the contest,

put it out of reach with her second

goal on the afternoon.

"We knew that Laura had it in

her," said Shea of her breakthrough

performer. "She's been injured for six

weeks. That's a significant part of the

season. But she's come back hard,

and with a great attitude."

Despite previous struggles with

offensive penalty-corner production,

Phelan's two successful conversions

against Dartmouth come as no sur-

prise to Shea.

"She's got a great penalty-corner

head." said Shea of the former
Crestwood High School star. "She
was injured, but she's getting back
into the swing of things

."

After a shaky UMass effort to open
the game against last Saturday's foe.

Connecticut, and a similar lack of
intensity a Saturday earlier against La
Salle. Phelan's offensive spark could

not have come at a better time, as the

Big Green grabbed the game's
momentum after tying the contest I I

minutes into the second frame.

"It gave us a big lift." Phelan said

of her eventual game- winning tally.

"Once they scored (to tie the game), I

knew the momentum was going to

shift."

Minutewomen Notes: Phelan's
return to stardom should give UMass
a boost, as it prepares for a two-game
showdown this weekend in her home
state against St. loseph's of
Philadelphia and the Golden Rams of
W est Chester.

If the Minutewomen return to
Amherst with two victories, they will

have cemented the No. 1 seed in the

Atlantic 10 tournament, which
UMass will host at Richard F. Garber
Field beginning on Nov. 8.

In the past, the team which cap-
tured the A- 10 tournament crown
was required to win a play-in game
against the winner of another league

to advance to the NCAA tournament.
However, this season, the winners

of the A-10 and the Ivy League will

receive automatic bids into the
National Tournament, emphasizing
the importance of a high seed for
Massachusetts in its conference tour-

nament.

Also a bright spot for the
Minutewomen is junior forward Erica
lohnston. who added to her A-10
scoring lead with her 18th goal of the
1997 campaign, lohnston has collect-

ed at least one goal in every game that

UMass has scored in. except in the
Minutewomen's 4-1 defeat at the
hands of Wake Forest. Christine
Millbauer notched U Mass's only tally

against the Demon Deacons
To state the unobvious. and to add

an otherwise meaningless stat, the
Minutewomen are 3-1 this year at

home when the officials are wearing
yellow jerseys.
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A treat for

the freaks

The |im Rose Circus

hit Pearl Street this

week. Check out
our ghoulish review

(see Arts and
Living, page 6).

UMass gettin'

its Mac on

Steve MacKinnon
had two goals in

the hockey opener
against Lowell. He
and the first line

will be needed in a

tough Hockey East

weekend (see

Sports, page 1 2).

WORLD

Arafat denies rumors
that he is severely ill

RAMALLAH, West Bank (AP) —
Insisting that he was in good
health, Palestinian leader Yasser

Arafat blamed Israel for recurring

rumors that he is suffering from a

severe illness.

"This is silly Israeli propaganda
and rumors," Arafat, 68, told

reporters Wednesday evening in an

impromptu news conference called

to dispel new rumors that he had
been hospitalized after feeling faint.

Asked if he was in good health,

Arafat said: "As you can see, yes."

Arafat adviser Nabil Abourdeneh

said Arafat had routine health

check-ups in his office, not in a hos-

pital. He said he did not remember
the last time Arafat had a checkup.

Arafat's wife, Soha, also said her

husband was not hospitalized. She

accused Israel of waging a cam-
paign to try and erode her hus-

band's standing whenever the

peace process was in trouble.

"I advise the Israeli media and
government not to use these tac-

tics. They should focus on the

important issues like the implemen-

tation of the peace process," Mrs.

Arafat said.

NATION

Standoff in Illinois

ends after five weeks

ROBY. III. (AP) — A five-week

standoff between a mentally trou-

bled woman and police ended
peacefully yesterday when she ven-

tured outside her home and offi-

cers managed to grab her.

Shirley Allen is "out, she's safe

and in the care of medical profes-

sionals." said State Police spokes-

woman Pam Wieties. The standoff

ended just before noon.

"She came out on the back deck in

the back of her house." Christian

County Sheriff Dick Mahan said. "She

walked out far enough out that troop-

ers were able to grab her. No one was

injured. It was without incident."

She was taken to St. lohn's Hospital

in Springfield, the state capital, about

20 miles to the west.

Nearly two hours after Allen was

taken, several of her relatives left Roby

in a caravan of cars. Allen's stepdaugh-

ter. Kate Waddell. was smiling broad-

ly, and Allen's brother. Byron Dugger.

raised his fist in a triumphant gesture.

The standoff in this small cen-

tral Illinois town began when Allen

brandished a shotgun as her broth-

er and sheriff's deputies tried to

take her in for the court-ordered

evaluation on Sept. 22. Allen's rel-

atives said they requested the exam
because she was getting increas-

ingly depressed and paranoid.
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Professors criticize Picket Code
By Tamar Carroll

Collegian Staff

"The union and the fac-

ulty feel strongly that free-

dom ofspeech is one of the

great freedoms of society

and of the University, and
we wouldn't want anyone

to jeopardize that.
"

— Sara Lennox

Flower for you!
With winter approaching,

days.

flowers like these are enjoying their final

Faculty leaders at the University of Massachusetts have erit-

icized the administration's distribution of the policy on

demonstrations and the picket code to all students this I. ill ;i-

having "a chilling effect" on freedom of speech on campus.

In an Oct. 7 letter to _^^^^—_^_^_
Chancellor David K. Scott, the

Executive Board of the UMass
branch of the Massachusetts
Society of Professors (MSP) con-

demned the distribution of the

University's policy on demonstra-

tions to all students at the start of

this semester.

jenny Spencer, president of the

MSP, wrote in the letter that while

"the MSP recognizes the need for

a University policy on campus
demonstrations and picketing," the

mass distribution of the policy

during the first week of the semester may discourage stu-

dents from voicing their opinions.

"We are concerned about when and how you chose to

disseminate the guidelines," Spencer wrote. "Their distrib-

ution to every University student at the very beginning of

the semester was perceived as an effort at intimidation and

as a threat to students' right as citizens to perform consti-

tutionally-protected acts of civil disobedience."

The administration mailed the policy, entitled the

"University of Massachusetts Guidelines tor Response! u>

Demonstrations on University Property." with cover letters

from Scott and President William M. Bulger, to all students.

faculty and staff the first week of the fall 1997 semester.

Tom luravich, director of the Labor Center and a mem-
ber of the MSP Executive Board, said the tone of the letters

and the timing of the mailing was intimidating to students

The administration, luravich said, should have made stu-

dents aware of the guidelines in a less threatening way,

"It was done in a way that had a chilling impact on stu-

dents," juravitch said. "I think it could have and should

have been done in a less threatening manner."

luravich said that the guidelines were mailed to students as

a response to pressure on the administration from the state

legislature in the wake of the Goodell Takeover last spring.

"The campus is under a new set of pressures as a result of the

Goodell occupation." luravich said. "It [the distribution of the

guidelines] was done in a time and fashion to communicate to stu-

dents that the administration was going to take charge of the

University."

Although he recognizes the pressure the administration

was facing from outside, luravich said, he did not feel that

the mass distribution was an acceptable response.

"We need to continue to have a commitment to open
and free dialogue. I feel very strongly that those core val-

ues need to remain central to the work we do as a

University," luravich said. "I believe this action threatened

those values."

Sara Lennox, director of the Social Thought and
_^_^_^__ Political Economy Program and a mem-

ber of the MSP Executive Board, said

the MSP was also concerned that the

distribution of the guidelines represent-

ed a change in the administration's poli-

cv ol enforcement of the picket code.

The MSP noted in its letter that while

there was "no substantial changes" in the

wording of the picketing code itself, the

"wide distribution of these guidelines may
be intended to signal a significant change

in the University's enforcement policies."

"Should this be the case, we fear that

the perception that political dissent will be™^"™""™^^
harshly punished may have a chilling

effect on freedom of speech on campus," the letter stated.

Lennox said that she hopes the administration does not

intend to move towards a strict enforcement of the code.

"It seemed that the administration was trying to convey

a message that if you break this code, you will face very

serious repercussions," Lennox said. "In the past the case

has been that the administration has used the code in flexi-

ble ways."

Lennox said that the University will suffer if students

are afraid to express their opinions because of enforce-

ment of the code.

"The union and the faculty feel strongly that freedom of

speech is one of the great freedoms of society and of the

University, and we wouldn't want anyone to jeopardize

that," Lennox said. "It would damage the institution if stu-

dent felt they couldn't speak out."

Other faculty members did not consider the distribution

of the guidelines as threatening to students.

[ohn Bracey. President of the Faculty Senate, said that

students should not be intimidated by the distribution of

the code.

"II vou believe in civil disobedience you should be will-

ing to accept the consequences," Bracey said. "The distrib-

ution of the code shouldn't have any effect on you at all."

Since the policy itself has not changed, Bracey said, stu-

dents have no reason to regard the code differently.

"Why should you feel intimidated if you were prepared

to accept the consequences before?" Bracey asked. "The

intimidation only comes in if you feel intimidated."

Scott has not yet responded to the MSP letter, and was
not available for comment.

Students discuss privatization
RSOs want to preserve Campus Center's "college atmosphere"

Jury finds teen-age au pair

guilty ofsecond-degree murder
By Julie Siegal

Collegian Staff

Members of University of Massachusetts student

businesses and Registered Student Organizations
(RSOs) expressed their concerns last night about how
a new Campus Center and Student Union will effect

the future roles of their businesses

The Universitv Center 2000 planning committee, in

charge of facilitating the development of the new
Campus Center/Student Union complex, lent their ears

to concerned student business employ ees about what
they expect out of a new Campus Center.

The potential role of privatization in the new cam-
pus center worried student business employees about

whether or not they could compete with these private-

businesses and corporations

Student businesses should continue to be a priority

in the new campus center, as it is for siudents now.
said Brooke Harvey. Earthfoods employee.

Students were concerned private businesses would
dominate the new campus center complex, competing
and possibly harming student businesses

"It's all about money in the end," said Samantha
Wit hall. Earthfoods employee and member of the

Board of Student Businesses. "If we build it they will

come, and the school [ UMass | would like to get their

money from privatization. It's a concern of mine
because if the school wants money, the) can grab it

easily."

Others were worried that incorporating private busi-

nesses into the Campus Center would cause it to lose

its "personal, college atmosphere."

"You walk into [Boston University's) campus center

and it's like going to the mall." said Patrick Belizaire

of the Campus Center administration. "We want a

'people' universitv ."

BU's campus center has a McDonald's inside, which

takes away from the personal atmosphere, Belizaire

said.

The University must show they support the student

businesses by not allowing privatization to hit campus,
said Brenda Santos. Greenough Snack Bar employee.

"We can't afford to ignore the fact that private busi-

nesses are coming in and the administration knows
that." she said. "If they support co-curricular learning.

how are they showing that, because it's not showing by

putting us halfway in between Brueggers and
Antonio's."

Privatization on campus can also take away from
local businesses and the local economy. Harvey said. If

a bookstore like Barnes and Noble secures space in the

Campus Center, it would probably hurt the businesses

of bookstores in Amherst center, she said.

Students were also concerned about the types ol

space they would be allocated in the new complex and

expressed what they wanted in renovations.

Turn to PRIVATIZATION page 2

By Leslie Miller

Associated Press

CAMBRIDGE— A jury convicted

I teen-age English au pair last night of

second-degree murder in the killing ol a

baby in her care bv shaking him in a fit

of frustrated rage. Louise Woodward
broke down into hysterical sobs while

her lawyei Andrew Good embraced

her. "I didn't do anything." she cried.

"Why did they do that to me?"
Woodward's parents sat stone-faced

alter the verdict was tvad. It took jurors

approximately 27 hours over three 0BJH to

convict Woodward, now 19. in the death

of K-month-old Matthew Eappen. The

child died in the hospital Feb. 9. live days

alter Woodward called an emergency

operator to sav he was unconscious.

The three-week trial has riveted

audiences in the United States and

Britain, where gavel-to-gavel television

coverage has turned the case Into

real-life drama
The second-degree murder convic-

tion carries a mandator) sentence of

life in prison with eligibility For parole

after 15 years. Middlesex Superior

ludge Hiller B. Zobei set sentencing

for this morning.

The prosecution's case relied on
experts who testified that medical and

autopsy reports showed the baby's

injuries were caused by a violent shak-

ing and his head slamming against a

hard surface. Police officers also testi-

fied that Woodward told them she had

been "a little rough" with the child, a

statement she has denied making And
Matthew's parents, physicians Sunil

and Deborah Eappen. said that

Woodward had chafed at their efforts

to get her to curb her late hours.

Woodward, who took the stand on

her own behalf, was unflappable as she

denied doing anything to harm the

child. Medical experts called by her

lawyers testified that there were no
external signs of trauma; they said the

baby had a previously undetected head

injury that could have been reopened

by minor jarring.

Bolstered by the strength of their

case, defense attorneys adopted an "all

or nothing" strategy that barred the

jury from considering a reduced
charge ol manslaughter in the case.

Prayer banned in schools
By Kendal Weaver
Associated Press

ON THE INTERNET

www.umass.edu/rso/colegian

MONTGOMERY. Ala. — A federal

judge yesterday established guidelines

for religious activities at Alabama pub-

lic schools, prohibiting vocal prayers

or Bible devotionals cm school proper-

ty while allowing a student's brief

thanks to God at graduation.

U.S. District ludge Ira DeMent also

ordered training sessions for teachers

and administrators in DeKalb County

schools — where students allegedlv

have been coerced into participating in

religious activities — and said he'll

appoint a monitor to ensure the

court's orders are followed.

DeMent 's ruling extended his pre-

vious orders striking down
Alabama's 199"5 school prayer law

and rejecting Gov. Fob lames' claim

that the states, not the federal gov-

ernment or courts, can set their own
laws on religious conduct in public-

places.

DeMent's ruling raised the possi-

bility of contempt proceedings
against any state or public school

official who violates his order.
Religious practices in Alabama's
courtrooms and schools have been a

politically charged issue Ihe gover-

nor and other political figures rallied

behind a circuit judge in Gadsden
who has been ordered to stop con-

ducting prayers at the start of COUTl

sessions and to remove a carved dis-

play of the Ten Commandments
from behind his bench.

lames even told a Baptist gather

ing in February that he would use-

state troopers and the National
Guard to stop anyone trying to stop

the prayer and the Ten
Commandments display from the

judge's courtroom.

Donald Sweeney, a lawyer for the

I Vkalb County school board and other

school boards in the state, said the

judge's opinion gives educators across

Alabama clear guidelines to follow.

"Before this opinion, some schools

were tollovving the law in good faith:

others were not." Sweeney said "No
longer will well-intending persons,

political or otherwise, be able to

argue to our principals or educators

that 'the law is not clear, or the law

doesn't apply in your city or county so

do what you want and what we want
yon to do. You won't get in trouble"
DeMent's ruling bars Alabama

public schools from allowing any
"school organized or officially sanc-

tioned religious activity." including

vocal prayer. Bible devotionals, dis-

tribution of religious materials and
discussions of a devotional nature.

But it gives specific examples of

what is permissible: use of religious

texts in an academic context, such as

homework or artwork or reports

that are part of a course of study;

and the display of religious symbols
or clothing with religious messages,

so long as they are in accordance
with applicable "time, place and
manner restrictions."

The order bars prayers, invocations

or devotional messages at commence-
ment exercises

Super street vendor
Kwame Nyarko of Amherst sells different merchandise on North Pleasant Street in Amherst
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Sign says no smoking...
junior design major Holly MacPherson smokes near the Campus Center yesterday.
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soMertuNG eveRy rrows
HALLOWEEN SPECTACULAR

eaasHcraR
THE ULTIMATE PSYCHIC FAIR

TAROT CARD READER
PALM READER
The Complete

PERSONAL NUMEROLOGY

P^st, Present & Future All

Under One Roof! I

FRIDAY OCTOBER 31, 1997
7:00 PM ROOM 163 CAMPUS CENTER

MOVIE: "MEN IN BLACk"
FEATURING: TOMMY LEE JONES, WILL SMITH, LIN

FlORENTtNO AND VINCENT D'ONOFRIO

STUDENT OPENERS: STEVE BRYKMAN AND BOUNDARI

SHOWTIMES FOR M.I.B. ARE
9PM & 11PM IN THE

CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM
'MEN IN BLACK" ALSO SHOWING

SUNDAY NOV. 2

IN THE STUDENT UNION
BALLROOM

AT 8PM AND 10PM

"THIS SUMMER'S NUMBER
ONE JOY RIDE!"

3 > V

This series

" ^
R JONES MR SMITH

IEN IN BLACK

possible bv a grant from Umaes AuxlHaryJk .
<>• W the Vice"

Chancellor for Student Affairs and: i>aii.y collegian

httpy/Swww.umass.edu.carnpact/events/sef htm

photue * 545-3600

Congress, Clinton criticize Jiang
Chinese president defends human rights record during visit to D.C.

By Terence Hunt
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Confronting

some of his harshest critics,

Chinese President )iang Zemin
defended Beijing's human rights

record yesterday amid blunt ques-

tions about allegations of forced

abortions, religious persecution

and the sale of organs from execut-

ed prisoners.

Winding up a two-day visit to

Washington, |iang told members of

Congress that since China opened

to the world in the 1970s. "The
Chinese people have enjoyed a

much better life, and it has intensi-

fied efforts to improve democracy

and the legal system." From
Capitol Hill to the White House,

Democrats and Republicans closed

ranks to raise candid concerns
about China as Washington and

Beijing end eight years of diplomat-

ic estrangement.

House Speaker Newt Gingrich

said liang was "very vigorous in

defending some positions we don't

agree with."

"He got it from the president and

now he got it from Congress," said

Senate Democratic leader Tom
Daschle a day after )iang heard a

lecture about human rights from

President Clinton.

liang, the first Chinese leader

welcomed in Washington since the

1989 Tiananmen Square massacre,

headed from Washington to

Philadelphia to visit such symbols

of American democracy as the

Liberty Bell and Independence
Hall. Today, liang will be in New

privatization
continued from page 1

Having easy access to student businesses and RSO
offices, including wheelchair access, closet room, and

changing the spaces architecturally in student-run

restaurants to cut back on lines were some of their

main priorities.

"We'd like to have a nice, formal storefront and

windows," Withall of Earthfoods said. "We don't want

to be placed in the holes of the building."

The students said the biggest hardship for their

businesses is just total lack of overall space and said

they hoped the new Campus Center complex would

accommodate them better.

York, where he will step into the

heart of American capitalism and

ring the opening bell at the stock

exchange.

Unlike Wednesday when hun-

dreds protested in Lafayette Park,

only a handful of demonstrators

shadowed liang's stops yesterday in

Washington. Protest leaders said

they were focusing their efforts on

rallies in Philadelphia.

The Chinese leader»concluded his

visit to the capital with a speech

acknowledging that relations with

the United States have been marked

with "estrangement and contacts,

confrontation and cooperation, fric-

tion and harmony."

"Different views held by coun-

tries on the human rights issue

ought to be addressed through dia-

logue so confrontation could be

avoided," liang said.

Addressing American trade con-

cerns, Jiang pledged to "open China

still wider to the outside world."

liang, in his speech, said China

had improved human rights and

ended slavery in Tibet, comparing

Beijing's action to "the liberation

of black slaves in American histo-

ry." After China's intervention, the

people of Tibet are "living and

working in happiness and content-

ment," the Chinese leader said.

Despite the strongly held views

on Capitol Hill, the Chinese leader

appeared to make some headway in

a breakfast with about 50 members

of Congress.

"I think frankly the president's

comments about democracy and

the rule of law and the direction

that are trying to move in is very

encouraging," Gingrich said

Senate Republican leader Trent

l.ott said. "The important thing i-

for us to see what he does when he

returns

But Rep. Chris Smith. (R-N.|.>,

said of liang: "He told whopper-

today. He told big. big lies tod;i\

He gave us the party line."

Faced with hostile questioning,

liang stood his ground.

"He denied there was religious

persecution," said House Minority

Leader Dick Gephardt. "He denied

there was a denial of political and

rights of speech. He denied there

was forced abortion. He denied

there was international sale ol

organs from executed prisoners, all

of which was raised."

l.ott told liang that China ha-

made "incredible economic
progress" in the past dozen yean

but that "our relationship cannot

be based simply on economics."

"We do not believe that freedom

is limited by geography or by his-

tory." Lott said. "We believe thai

all men and women should be able

to live, work and speak free from

governmental interference."

Gingrich said members of

Congress were "very direct on reli-

gious liberty, very direct on issues

of [weapons) proliferation, vers

direct on questions of compulsory

abortion, very direct on questions

about jamming Radio America and

Radio Free Asia and also very

direct in talking about Tibet and

the Dalai Lama."

Before the breakfast, liang met

separately with the four congres-

sional leaders.

Better ventilation, more telephone lines, storage

space, visibility, and security are other problems the

students say they want for the future campus center

complex.

Student businesses. RSOs and agencies like WMUA.
UVC and the Collegian that are open late need security

for personal reasons, as well as to protect the expen-

sive equipment, the students said.

The next UC 2000 workshop will be held from 5-7

p.m. on Thursday. Nov. 1 3 in Campus Center, room

174. The topic will be retail establishments in the new

building.

"The killer awoke before dawn

He put his boots on"

He went to the cupboard

and he opened the Doors... cookies!!!

Daily Collegian -

got milk?

Yearbook Staff Prepares

for Record Turnout
By Arnold Layne

Index Archives

Amherst- For the 129th year in a

row, the UMass Yearbook Club begins pro

duction on the University's prestigious

Index, this year however, will be designed

and published not only as the 129th year-

book by the Index, but also

the first to present the

yearbook as a tour guide to

the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst.

Asked on whether or

not graduation seniors will

be part of the yearbook,

Managing Editor Loretta Kwan said "This

year's book will not only include (Seniors),

but will also include useful information on

places to eat, places to go out to and also

places to go when you're not feeling too

well. There are a lot of places in this book.

It's great!"

"Seniors will have to call the DaVor

number to get in the yearbook. And
quick." replied Editor-in-chief Jill

Aordkian when asked how seniors will get

in the book. "Last year we couldn't get all

the Seniors in the book because they didn't

get their photo taken soon enough."

This year the Index will be extend-

ing it's Senior Photo Shoot to allow for

thousands of Seniors to get their photo in

the book. Director of Marketing Sean

Marien added "Seniors should call the

number immediately. The earlier you call,

"The earlier you call,

the better chance you

have to get in the

book." -Sean Marien

the better chance you have to get in the

book." The number to call for appoint-

ments is 1-800-836-05158, and Seniors are

encouraged to call as soon as possible dur-

ing normal business hours.

"You have to call, you can't get

around that." Photo Editor Aaron Eccles

reply to if there was
another way for Seniors

to get in the book. "If you

don't call, you can't get

in, you just can't! There's

no way."

"There's no need to

worry, every students

who gets their photo taken is put in the

book, well except that once but " said

Kwan on the likeliness of not getting in

the book. "Just call the number and show

up. That's it."

A new feature of the 1998 Index is

the addition of the Grad Edition. "The

Grad Edition is the best thing this campus
has seen since the invention of the dispos-

able lighter" Copy Editor Sean Maguire

commented. The Grad Edition comes with

the purchase of each yearbook. The Grad
Edition will be available to Seniors before

commencement, which gives graduates the

opportunity to give parting comments to

their friends in school.

President Clinton and Chancellor

Scott were contacted about the Grad Edition,

however both were unavailable for comment.

Get your Senior Photo Taken Now!
Call 1-^800^836^0558

To Make an Appointment Today
There will be $5 sitting fee

This will be your only chance to get in this

year's hook

NATIONAL / INTERNATIONAL

Ireland holds presidential race Algerians protest election fraud
By Robert Barr

Associated Press

DUBLIN. Ireland — Irish voter- eho-c their next pre-i-

dent yesterday, almost certainly electing a woman to suc-

ceed Mar) Robinson.

With only two of the five candidates showing substan-

tial support in opinion polls, Ireland apparently was

choosing either its first president from Northern Ireland

or its first from Fine Gael, the nation's second-largest

party.

Mary McAleese, a lawyer and academic from Belfast,

had a solid lead in late opinion polls and the backing ot

Fianna I ail. the nation's largest party. She was also the

heavy favorite of Irish bettors.

\lai \ Banotti, a fine Gael member ot the European par-

liament, was the only other candidate in double figures in

the last poll published by The Irish Times.

Plaruta Fall had monopolized the presidency, a largely

ceremonial post, until Robinson won in 1990 with the

backing of Ireland's Labor Party. Robinson is now the

I nited Nation's commissioner for human rights.

Some 2.7 million people were eligible to vote this year,

and results will be counted Friday.

The early turnout in Dublin was light but voters in the

capital faced the added complication of a taxi strike, which

snarled traffic.

Thomas Brosnan of Dublin said he voted for McAleese

because "she's articulate, she's decisive, and she's from the

north." He abo her election would give meaning to the

Irish constitution, which regards Northern Ireland as part

ol the nation.

Another Dubliner. Kevin Kells. -aid he would sole lor

Banotti — if he voted at all.

•It's been a bit of a zilch campaign." he said, adding that

Banotti at least had a track record in politics None ol the

other four candidates has held elective office. An opinion

poll published Wednesday in The Irish Times showed that

McAleese, 46, was the first choice ol 37 percent while

Banotti. 58, trailed at 24 percent

Dana Rosemary Scallon. 4b. a native of Northern

Ireland who now jives in Alabama, sea- the choice ol 8

percent; anti-nuclear campaigner Adi Roche. 42. wa- I

point behind; and former policeman and victim-' rights

advocate Derek Nally. bl, was at 4 percent. McAleese and

Scallon were able to run for office - even if they were liv-

ing outside of Ireland — because the) hold Irish passport*.

The winning candidate needs a majority ol votes, which is

likely to require two counts Friday \ oten mark their first

and second choices on the ballot; the lowest-ranked candi-

dates in the first count are eliminated and the second

choices are then distributed among the BUrvivOTS.

Mona Tyson of Dublin -aid -he would probably vote for

Adi Roche, but wouldn't mark a second choice. "I

wouldn't give any of the others mj vote." she said.

Voters also decided on a constitutional amendment that

would allow the disclosure of the contents ol Cabinet dis-

cussions in certain, limited circumstances.
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Renovations, renovations
Students hang out outside Stockbridge Hall yesterday.
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By Elaine Ganley

Associated Press

ALGIERS, Algeria — Angered

by alleged fraud in last week's

local elections, opposition parties

and pro-government allies joined

forces yesterday to stage the largest

anti-government protest in six

years.

The demonstration, which drew

an estimated 30,000 people to the

streets of Algiers, was a clear signal

to President Liamine Zeroual that

the multi-party political system he

put in place must be given a larger

voice in the nation's affairs.

Rows of women in headscarves

from a moderate Islamic party

marched before rows of militants

from an anti-fundamentalist group,

finding common anger at the local

elections won by the government.

"Algerians are all brothers," the

crowd sang out as they marched

from the working-class neighbor-

hood of Belcourt to the government

headquarters of the Algiers region,

next to the parliament building.

Chanting "Stop the fraud!" and

"Cheating thieves!," the protesters

called for the resignation of Prime

Minister Ahmed Ouyahia. installed

by Zeroual.

In the wake of daily protests

since Saturday, the presidency

announced yesterday that Zeroual

would deliver a speech on national

television and radio tonight. It did

not elaborate.

No violence was reported during

the march, the largest anti-govern-

ment gathering since the military-

backed regime canceled legislative

elections in lanuary 1992.

The Islamic Salvation Front had

been expected to win the 1992 elec-

tion because of voter discontent

with corruption and high unem-
ployment in the petroleum-rich

nation. The insurgency that began

after the elections were canceled

has left an estimated 75,000 people

dead.

Riot police stood watch during

the march yesterday and sharp-

shooters were posted on rooftops

"This is the beginning." Sheik

Mahfoud Nahnah. head of the mod-

erate Islamic party. Movement for a

Peaceful Society, told The
Associated Press. "We refuse dicta-

torship. We refuse one-party poli-

tics. We refuse silence over the elec-

tion fraud."

Politicians and many newspapers

now refer to the government as the

"RND state," a reference to the pro-

government National Democratic

Rally that placed first in local vot-

ing Oct. 23 and in |une parliamen-

tary elections.

Nahnah's moderate Islamic party

placed second in the legislative vote

and has ministers in the govern-

ment.

The participation in the march of

Nahnah's party and the National

Liberation Front, which also has

ministers, has led to speculation

that the government could crack,

but a government spokesman dis-

missed the protests.

"Elections don't happen without

people contesting or reacting to

them," Hamraoui Habib Chawki
told the AP. He said only about 1 .b

percent of the voting results nation-

wide were in question. Others dis-

agreed.

"All parties have been touched by

widespread fraud and all parties

have but a single demand: the true

results," said Sheik Abdellah

Djaballah of the moderate funda-

mentalist Ennahda party.

IRA claims responsibility for bombing
By Shawn Pogatchnik

Associated Press

BELFAST, Northern Ireland (AP) — Irish Republican

Army dissidents tried to wreck a British government

building in Northern Ireland's second-largest city yester-

day, but their bomb failed to explode fully and no one was

hurt.

The Continuity IRA, a shadowy group that emerged in

1995 during a previous IRA cease-fire, later claimed

responsibility and warned there would be "no peace in

Ireland" until their demands were met.

The abortive attack came as Britain announced plans to

reform its anti-terrorist laws in response to declining vio-

lence in Northern Ireland.

Today first lady Hillary Rodham Clinton travels to

Belfast to deliver speeches on the importance of women

and youth in peacemaking efforts.

A masked gunman had carried a gym bag containing

the bomb into an office building in Londonderry. 70 miles

southwest of Belfast, and warned a receptionist before

fleeing. Police evacuated more than 300 workers.

The detonator went off about 20 minutes later, but

police said the bulk of the bomb — about 1.5 pounds of

Semtex commercial explosive and two gallons of gasoline

— failed to explode. The presence of Semtex provided the

clearest evidence yet that not all members of the main-

stieam IRA support the current truce. The IRA smuggled

more than 2 tons of Czech-made Semtex from Libya to

Ireland in the mid-1980s and has often used it to devastat-

ing effect.

In its statement, the Continuity IRA criticized negotia-

tions in Belfast that aim to find a compromise way to gov-

ern Northern Ireland.

The group reiterated three traditional demands: All

British troops must be withdrawn from Northern Ireland,

all IRA prisoners must be released, and politicians must

agree on a new constitution to unite the north with the

rest of Ireland, which won independence from Britain in

1922.

The Belfast talks began in |une 199b and gained

momentum after the IRA resumed a truce in July. The

British and Irish governments, which co-sponsor the talks,

admitted the IRA-allied Sinn Fein party to the discussions

last month.

One of Sinn Fein's senior politicians in Londonderry,

Dodie McGuinness, criticized the Continuity IRA for "try-

ing to undermine the peace process."

But pro- British Protestant politicians asserted the attack

was part of a Sinn Fein-IRA plan to increase pressure for

concessions at the talks.

Also yesterday, a telephoned bomb warning from the

Continuity IRA forced police to close down the center of

Armagh, 40 miles southwest of Belfast. No bomb was

found.

The day after Sinn Fein joined the negotiations, the

Continuity IRA claimed responsibility for a 500-pound car

bomb that wrecked a rural police station near Armagh.
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Honors college will benefit all

I
have to admit io being a little baffled by all the

controvert} rated by the Commonwealth College

proposal. What kind of backwards thinking oppos-
es increased academic quality? The kind that construes

ihe proposal as being elitist.

The opponents of the honors col-

lege would have it that creating the

college would divert funds and
resources from the rest of the

I diversity. By and large, it

wouldn't. The original $10 million

it would cost to build the actual

facility would be funded by the

state, and wouldn't come out of the

University's budget.

opponents also balk at the idea academically superior.
ot taking faculty away from their ^ '

regular duties. This wouldn't '^™I^™'^^^B,

happen. The honors college derrit De-loung
wouldn't be permanently staffed

"The question

becomes whether or

not separate academic
facilities should be

provided for the sole

use of those who are

According to Chancellor Scott's proposal, faculty

would be borrowed for a year or semester from UMass
and the other Five Colleges. While teaching in the hon-

ors college, professors would be trained in advanced

teaching techniques. After their year in the honors col-

lege, the professors could then take their new skills

back to their regular classes.

So really, the University at large wouldn't lose any-

thing. And what it gains in return is tremendous. First,

an extra 1600 students could graduate with honors.

Second, these students would be encouraged and assist-

ed in undertaking independent research. This does a lot

to woo potential employers and graduate schools.

The end result is more money for the University. If

alumni earn more, they'll give more. This means
expanded financial aid and academic programs for the

entire University.

So the question become! whether Ot not separate

academic facilities should be provided for the sole use

of those who are academical!) superior. The answer is^_^a^ no. That's why. in the current hon-

ors program, non-honors students

can take honors classes That's why
students, regardless of how well

the) did in high school or on their

SATs, can join the program provid-

ed the) have a minimum GPA of

3.2. These facets of the program
would all remain the same.

I think what's scaring a lot of

people about the proposal is that a

separate building is going to house

the program. This isn't really a sub-

stantial change. It's just a way of

making the program more coherent
""^~^~—^^~ and cohesive by housing it under
one roof.

Another concern students have about the proposal is

admittance criteria. The main sticking point is the use

of SAT scores. Admittedly, it has been shown that

SATs tend to be biased towards white males. For that

reason. I do believe that the admission Standards
should be reviewed.

But I don't think we should throw out the baby with

the bath water. Overall, the Commonwealth College

will be a tremendous resource for all who choose to

use it. It will allow tor far greater educational opportu-

nities for a far greater number ot students. It will bring

renowned visiting faculty to campus. It will enhance
the image of the whole University. Really, everyone
wins.

Genu DeYoung is a I Mass student.

I-AA football

up or out?

Letters to the Editor

Phi Mu Delta

not the culprits

To the Editor:

It seems like l-AA football in New England is going

in either of two directions, up or out. What should

UMass do? Our situation is much like two other New
England universities that made very different decisions

recently. The unprofitable expense, up to $3 million a

year, is high to maintain a l-AA program, money that

could be used to address other needs on the campus.
Then there is Title IX. with which schools rightly need

to comply, a factor northern schools seem to be more
concerned with than southern schools. Finally, there is

fan support. New England college football, at least in

1AA, does not have much of a following. Mid-season
attendance at New England IAA games, excluding
bands, ranges from 1.200 to 7,000 (figures from Boston

Globe.) More people go to a high school Thanksgiving

game. The fact is New England l-AA football is in

decline, both in fan support and national recognition. It

seems to me that if we stay the course we simply
become fodder for the southern A-10 teams, and pro-

vide them the victories needed for post-season play, So
do we go up or out?

Recently, the faculty voted down l-A football as

being too costly in the face of urgent need elsewhere
on campus, but they left the question half answered.
We --till spend a lot of money on a football team in a

fading division (A-10 New England Division) that

only a small number of people care about. So what do
we do? I have been a fan of UMass football (rain or
shine) for over 20 years, yet I am torn over a decision.

It seems logical and essential to follow either of our
fellow universities (New Hampshire and Maine) that

made decisions; up or out. otherwise what's the point

Doug Smith
UMass Biology Department

To the Editor:

We would care to say that an accusation such as the one

which was printed in Wednesday's letters to the editor sec-

tion was and is falsified. One of our brothers lives in a

rural area in Connecticut where his father has an enor-

mous amount pf crops, last weekend his dad came up to

visit with a pick-up truck full of pumpkins for us to deco-

rate our house with. To sav that we would steal from the

same community in which we have done more service foi

this semester than ever before is very offensive. We are ter-

ribly son) about the fact that someone stole pumpkins
from young children. None of us would want that to hap

pen to our children. We do not hold the whole community
responsible for individual*' tasteless and absurd comments
of spite towards fraternities, but we do hold the writers

responsible. As for Will and Catherine Oldershaw. we
received many more pumpkins this season than we know
what to do with and we still have some left over. We know
it i> already Halloween, but if the two of you would care to

visit us at our house we will gladly let each of you take a

couple of our best pumpkins home with you.

The brothers of

Phi Mu Delta

Thanks for pumpkins
To the Editor:

We would like to thank the Collegian for printing our

letter about the stolen pumpkins, and thank the people

who offered to help us. A special thanks to the I A L.F.

(Fraternity Victim Liberation Front) who carved the

pumpkins beautifully and gave them to us. We forgive the-

ories who stole the pumpkins.

Sincerely.

Catherine Oldershaw. age 7

William Oldershaw, age 1

1
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Protesting may prevent holocaust

I
visited the Holocaust memorial
last weekend by accident. It is a

magnificent structure, made of

lour or five giant glass pillars.

Underneath the pillars are grates,

beneath which cinders burn. From
the grates, a mystical steam rises

into the hollow pillars. Inscribed on
the pillars are numbers — about six

million of them, if I am correct. On
the inside of the

pillars are mean- •IBBBI^^^^^
ingful quotes. In ^^^^k*j*r '

between the pillars

are little blocks with more quotes

and historical accounts of what hap-

pened.

So, my girlfriend Kiley and I

walked through the structure and
read the quotes. Whenever I think

about the Holocaust. I get sad and

teary-eved. Kiley didn't want to be-

there. She knew that I was going to

cry, and she didn't want to see me
do that in front of her friends.

Anyhow. I stood at the first quote

for a long time. It said something

along the lines of this:

H hen they cams for the

Homosexuals. I did not protest.

When they eame for the eripples.

I did not protest

When they eame for the jews. I

did not protest

When they eame for me, it was
too late

This quote struck me in a peculiar

way. I found comfort in that quote

at lirst. probably because it didn't

make me cry immediately after read-

ing it. I began to wonder why it

didn't make me sad as all the other

quotes had done. The more I

thought about the quote, however,

the mora it began to sadden me. I

began to CT)

So I sat there crying, wondering
why this quote had such an odd

effect on me. The first thought that

came to mind was that this quote-

was true to humanity; most people

would not protest until they them-

selves were in trouble. But certainly

people would protest against the

senseless killing of anyone, related

or not. wouldn't they?

I think that is what made me cry:

society did not have the same con-

science or con-
^^^^^^^^^^™ iciousnesi
«^nfhlt^^^ during the

Holocaust that

is does today. It is a pretty basic-

presumption that someone would
speak out if someone else — any-

one else — were being persecuted.

There is something oddly surreal

about the Holocaust to me. I cannot

imagine how society let such a trav-

esty occur. And almost no one
protested well, not enough to

make a difference - until ft was too

late. Maybe the surreal quality lies

in the difference between yester-

day's war and today's civilization.

When I arrived on the University

of Massachusetts campus, I encoun-'

tered political action at its finest. I

have witnessed several protests over

all aspects of life on campus. In the

month that I have been here I have

seen beautiful Gay Rights demon-
strations, protests against the

International Red Cross t possibly

the most rightcou c organization in

the world,) protests against the new
honors college at UMass, the Save

Our Beer demonstration, and the

end-all be-all of protests: The
Protest Against All Meaningless
Protests.

The last of these protests has
quite an ironic and paradoxical
appeal to it. Indeed, this protest

against protests gives those of us

without a cause reason to become

active in the political community. A
few weeks ago. a friend of mine
marched in a feminist NOW rally,

for the sake of meeting some babes.

Sure, he met some babes, but I

doubt his heart was into the cause

which he was supporting.

Today's societv. If nothing else,

has given people the chance to have

different opinions. In fact, many
political scientists argue that our
societv was lounded and thrives

because of this difference of opin-

ion. However, only since the I9t>0's

have wc seen a true abundance of

political action in America. I con-

tend that it is a result of the

Holocaust, and following, that state-

ment I saw inscribed on the
Holocaust Memorial in Boston.

Some people spend their entire-

lives snuggling to be couatjjdjtrjv-

ing to make a difference. Hitler did.

Mam times people niv age are"cnfP

cized for becoming involved just for

the sake of becoming involved

The Protest Against All Meaningless

Protests. But why should I not

become involved, even if it is to

meet chicks. Protests tend to notice

5 thousand ruffians marching their

street, prompting them to ask them-

selves what the hell is going on.

Bottom line: protests and demon-
strations raise our awareness about

current issues facing our world. If

our society in the 1930's and
1940's had been as focused on
issues facing it as it is today, t he-

Holocaust could have been prevent

ed. So if someone can raise the con-

science and consciousness of our
society by standing out there, hold-

ing a sign (even if it is just to meet

some members rjf the opposite sex,)

why not? It might prevent a holo-

caust or two.

Mark Griffin is a I 'Muss student.
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Remembering the Million Woman March 1997

Women from all over the country sharing the common theme of sisterhood.

RACHHU lOSfPH i.OLLfClAN

RACHELLt lostPH / collegian Minister Yusef Muhammad from Muhammad's Mosque in Springfield speaking to

the women heading to the March.

The Million Woman March was the idea if Coney and Phile Chionesu. grass-roots activists who only recently became well known even

here in their hometown ol Philadelphia. Pa. Determined to put together an event that spoke first to the needs of women locked in poor

neighborhoods, where they watch too many of their men. women and children and neighbors fall victim to drugs or crime.

In following their vision, the organizers largely excluded mainstream groups, including sororities, which are significant networking

groups for black women and many established civil rights groups.
Choinesu called the march "a declaration of independence from ignorance, poverty, enslavement, and all the things that has happened

to us that has helped to bring about the confusion and disharmony that we experience with one another."
— Million Woman March Committee

RACHELLE IOSEPH / COLLEGIAN
RACHELLE lOSEIM COLLEGIAN

Women from UMass in Philadelphia at the March. Women gather on Benjamin Franklin Parkway to listen to the speakers.

RACHELLE IOSEPH

Men came to show their support in Philadelphia at the March.

RACHELLE IOSEPH COLLEGIAN

The March drew an estimated 1.3 million women to Philadelphia.

RACHEUt IOSEPH : OLLEGIAN

Women keeping warm and discussing unity.

Attention ALANA students! Write for the Collegian

Multicultural, Developing

Nations and Black Affairs Pages. It's your voice, your

outlet, your responsibility as a student of color to be heard!

Contact us at 545-1851.
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Hollywood's king of glitzy sleaze

COURTESY STEPHEN VAUCMAN

Director Paul Verhoeven returns to his sci-fi roots with Starship Troopers, coming out in November.

There is a shining star which burns

brightly amongst the vast wasteland

of contemporary Hollywood. His
name is synonymous with everything

innovative movie making stands for

today: excessive gratis- ^^^^^^^^
itou* >e\ualitv and dis- B*"*""*"""^H'

turbingly realistic vio- ^^^
lence.

He is the patron saint of

mind-numbing entertainment, and
a resurrector of the essence of male

voyeurism. This man is a popular

culture icon, who represents the

smut of high concept, enormously
budgeted, low-brow sensational-

ism.

He is director Paul Verhoeven.

and my sarcasm is quite sincere. 1

assure you. Best known for his

skillful directing of such superstars

as Arnold Schwarzenegger.

Michael Douglas. Sharon Stone
and Elizabeth Berkeley, Verhoeven

has used his eccentric talents to

evolve into one of the most ridicu-

lously shocking directors of the

^^^^^^^^^^^ 20th centu-

mi Levine talent for the

craftsman -

ship of filmmaking can not be

denied, and his films are as brutally

entertaining a- they arc absurd in

their nature.

Verhoevefl was once a very well

respected filmmaker back in his

native land of Holland. There he was
responsible for classy romantic war

epics and supposedly intriguing

character studies, including a well

known cult hit called Turkish
Delight. But. these films are hard to

find here in the United Slates, and

since making his new home in

Hollywood, Verhoeven has become
the poster child for guilty pleasures.

He made his mark with the runaway
hit Robocop, which featured such

extreme elegance as man running
around all nuked up after falling

into toxic waste. Robocop also dis-

posed Paul's comical side with satir-

ical news footage and advertise-

ments intertwined with Robocop's
relentless pursuit of revenge and jus-

tice.

Following Robocop, Verhoeven
made the sci-fi spectacular Total

Recall before changing his focus

towards naked women. His post

sci ti spectacles included Basic

Instinct and the misunderstood
Show Girls. Now. after recent

upsets at the box office, Verhoeven
' ^

Turn to PAUL VERHOEVE, pae)t=J T
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U.S. Department of
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Donald Valentine
Graduate Student,

School of Education

Judith Holmes
Legal Studies Department
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Mark Brennan
Attorney at Law

Sponsored ^By: tflunini 'Association

C ampus Career Network ' Department of .History

For more information, please contact: Mather Career
Center at 545-2224 Refreshments Served

- All Students Are Welcome!!

Jim Rose Circus a ghastly treat

By Alexandria Lipka

Collegian Staff

JIM ROSE CIRCUS
Pearl Street

Oct. 28

Mexican Transvestite Wrestling, hypnosis, chainsaws.

insects, the Enigma, The Human Dartboard, a man who
can hang a car battery from his tongue ring, contortion-

ists. Women Sumo Wrestlers, razor and bile swallowing

and the adage that "what goes down, must come up" —
welcome to the world of the |im Rose Circus.

Banned in certain parts of Europe and billed as an

"alternative circus" this display of freaks was filled with

nothing but sideshow attractions that made some
scream and gasp, while others cringed and became nau-

seated. Under the big top of Pearl Street, our fearless

ringmaster and commentator for the evening was none

other than )im Rose himself. Beginning with Bebe the

Circus Queen, Rose proceeded in giving us a play by

play while Bebe walked on swords, had a bowling ball

dropped on her stomach while lying on a bed of nails

and held a grindstone to the part of her that is "most a

Mrs."

The Enigma, a being with puzzle pieces tattooed all

over his body and coral graphed into his skull (to give

the appearance of horns), intoxicated us next wi'h his

gross ability to swallow a sword, ingest, regurgitate and

ingest again, through his nose, a mixture of Gatorade,

yogurt, honey and bong water and to have a live scorpi-

on placed into his mouth. Perhaps the most well-known

and celebrated attraction of the |im Rose Circus, the

Enigma also ate live maggots and grasshoppers and,

when his portion of the show was over, provided the

evening's musical score.

As promised, things were constantly happening every-

where. In between the Mexican Transvestite Wrestling,

and the Women's Sumo Wrestling Championships, the

Rubberman (who doubles as a Mexican Transvestite)

successfully, maneuvered his body through the head of

an unstrung tennis racket and Rose, our insane tour

guide, allowed a reluctant member of the audience to

stand on his head while he lay face down in a pile of

broken glass. Coming up unscratched. Rose reminded

us that it wasn't about just watching, he wanted us all

to participate in the festivities. Four eager audience

members were then chosen to be hypnotized on stuge

and another lucky viewer held and apple in his mouth

white his initials were carved into it by a chainsaw. The

fun didn't stop there though, only after we were warned

to gather our belongings and try not to escape, did sev-

eral masked characters rip through the crowd bearing

chainsaws and water guns.

The finale featured the Amazing Mr. Lifto, boasting

1 1 body piercings, who simultaneously lifted a cinder

block with his nipple rings, a car battery from his

tongue ring and an iron from each ear — ouch! He
also hung a tiny Liberty Bell from the part of his that

was well hung to begin with — yes, majority ruled, and

we got the X-rated version.

It was definitely a night to remember and a night

filled with much confusion. How does someone deter-

mine that they have these exquisite talents and why
would they want to display them so publicly? But it was

all about pleasing the public and astounding us with the

craziest freakshow known to man. Demonstrating his

need for customer satisfaction. Rose kindly dislocated

his shoulder for us so he could escape from a straight-

jacket and. only after assuring us that, "where there is

no brain, there is no pain" did he stick a teaspoon han-

dle straight up his nose — now that's entertainment!

COURTESY MARK VAN S

Jim Rose and his band of human oddities terrorized a suspecting public at Pearl Street Tuesday night.

Irish author to visit Amherst College
By Emily Trosk

Collegian Staff

Irish novelist Roddy Doyle, cele-

brated author of several books,
including The Woman Who Walked
into Doors, and I'addy Clarke Ha Ha
Ha, which won the prestigious

Booker Prize in 199>. will give a talk

entitled "Trampus, Bruce
Springsteen and Me" today at 4 p.m.

in lohnson Chapel at Amherst
College.

At this occasion. Amherst College

will confer upon Doyle the honorary

degree. Doctor ol Human Letters A
public reception will follow the lec-

ture in the same building, one floor

below the main chapel.

.<//.« i^f*ta

\ewsweek has described Doyle as

"the most commercially successful

and widely read" of writers involved

in today's major renaissance of Irish

vernacular, who are noted for their

infectious comic qualities and ribald

dialogue. But Doyle "hasn't pandered

to his audience: as he's grown more
popular," Newsweek noted, "his

hooks have grown darker and bet-

ter."

The prizewinning Paddy Clarke Ha
Ha Ha, written from the point of

view of a 10-year-old Irish boy.

begins with humorous escapades but

becomes more violent and disturbing

as the story progresses. And The
Woman Who Walked into Doors is a

somber look at wife-beating and

alcoholism.

There will be screenings of several

of Doyle's books that have been
made into films in the Amherst
College Frontroom until Nov. 1.

The Snapper, in which the oldest

daughter in a tightly -knit Irish family

has a child out of wedlock, will be

shown at 10 p.m. tonight.

Also showing will be The \ in. the

story of the friendship between two
men and their ill-fated partnership in

a fish 'n' chips van, will be shown at

9 p.m. on Saturday.

The three books that the films are

baaed upon make up a series called

The Barrytown Trilogy.

Admission to all the events is free

and open to the public.

to cOver

•Books
•Music
•Arts

is always lOOking for

TALENTED WRITERS-i
i : .

1 If you're interested, conic and

talk to Sterna Gangatirkar,

Arts & Living Editor.

more.
for more IflfO Call

545-1491
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Simplicity's surprising allure Trainspotting team strikes back
Boyle directs Ewan McGregor in Life Less Ordinary
By Adam Levine

Collegian Staff

Promising newcomer Meredith Brooks delivered the

Horse Wednesday evening.

By Marty Keane
Collegian Staff

MEREDITH BROOKS
Iron Horse Music Hall

Oct. 29

NORTHAMPTON — A friend of mine said to me
while leaving Meredith Brooks' show at the Iron Horse

that he "Walked through the door a cynical observer

and left a fan." Undoubtedly, this scene wus repeated in

parking lots throughout downtown Northampton late

Wednesday evening. Before a hearty crowd at the

Pioneer Valley's finest live music venue, the relative

newcomer ably and confidently displayed why she's not

just another angry "bitch."

That's not to say that she's perfect, but then again,

that is where part of her quirky charm lies; hev. she

even dropped a water bottle o.i her monitor. Brooks is

the happy medium between the overplayed "woman
scorned" act of Alanis Morrisette and the hokey bland-

ness of Sheryl Crow. Tuesday night's performance had

all the trappings of a top- flight rock show as she and

her band pounded out the perfect mix ol genuine sincer-

ity tetWbtld musical chop

IJthough seemingly .i Ml JlafgMi ;frkl dtdWfct frotTf'fWB*

start, Brooks (who in person is a dead ringer for

CoHl'mey Cox) opened strong with bouncyrun-through*

of "My Little Town." "Polyanne." and the clever

"Birthday."

The set quickly caught fire on "Stop" as her band of

four, somehow crammed onto the Horse's miniseule

stage, fleshed out one radio-friendly guitar anthem after

A LIFE LESS ORDINARY
Directed by Danny Boyle

with Ewan McGregor, Cameron Diaz,

Holly Hunter

Playing at Hampshire Six Theater

A Life Less Ordinary was hyped
all the way up to heaven and then

panned straight down to hell, a

metaphor which coincides with the

story's plot. The hip faces and
suave styles of gen-x superstars
Ewan McGregor and Cameron Diaz
have been gracing magazine covers

for months prior the film's release

and received remarkable attention

by the entertainment press, all the

way back to last summer's MTV
music awards.

What a surprise director Danny
Boyle must have faced when critics

across the board chastised his

recent endeavor for its cliche repre-

sentations of American convention-

al cinema. What ever! A Life Less

Ordinary is a film which demon-
strates just how fun making a movie
ought to be.

This is really a story about a criti-

cally acclaimed group of British

filmmakers, who were previously

Paul Verhoeven

responsible for the cult hits Shallow

Grave and Trainspotting, coming to

America to make their first major

studio production. As doing so,

they successfully created a film

which equally pays homage to as

well as mocks the whole ideology of

the romantic comedy (a rather stale

genre 1 might add).

A Life Less Ordinary is everything

the critics accused it of being, a

sappy plotless and quite bizarre tale

of pointless love. But on that note, it

certainly does deliver an explosive

two hours filled with quirky charac-

ters, an outrageous narrative, excel-

lent music and creative directing and

cinematography. It stars McGregor
as a recently terminally depressed

man who in the matter of hours
loses his job as a janitor to a com-
puter and has his girlfriend leave

him for a gymnastics instructor.

Sound cliche? Sure it does, but

when McGregor storms into his for-

mer boss' (Ian Holm in a ruthless

role) office holding the robot, who
took his job, hostage with a gun, you

kind of get the point that this movie

is so weird it just might work on one

level or another.

The rest of the movie is just as

absurd and nonsensical, but its just

so charming. McGregor kidnaps the

boss' daughter, played by Diaz. Diaz

is an angry daddy's girl who gets off

on shooting her fiance, and the two
hide out. fall in love, fall out of love,

and beat up two angels (Delroy Lindo

and Holly Hunter) who will do any-

thing to bring these unlikely lovers

together. They sing karaoke at a hill-

billy bar, get shot at by the angels and
then decide to rob a bank. People

may have found that all kinda
shmultzy, but those are probably the

same critics that praise lulia Roberts'

movies for their realism.

A Life Less Ordinary can be
defined all on its own, and whether

its your cup of tea or not, Boyle can

not be criticized for his innovative

takes on dry overdone formulas.

Even when the movie eventually

does get to weird for its own good;

at the end both main characters
give us a little lesson on love and
how they discovered it, you still feel

the sense of ingenuity that Boyle

transcends. Perhaps this is just his

perception of America and judging

from his film he just may be right,

we are society of hopelessly roman-
tic fools who far to often just don't

want to accept how both fun and
weird love can be. A-

IHANC VO \ COLLEGIAN

goods and then some to a packed crowd at the Iron

another and created elements ol sonic dissonance

through some effusive camaraderie and jamming.

From there. Brooks and compart) never looked back

as the rest of the show ebbed and (lowed magnificent-

ly ' Somedays." along with the soon-to-be-a-hit

"What Would Happen." showcased an emotive cle-

ment and by the time the glorious set closer. "It Don't

Get Better," rolled around, she simply had the house

at her beck and call. Featuring mc.it> Delta blues riffs

;i- well BS an utterly irresistible hook, it evoked memo-
ries of Melissa Etheridge at her foot-stomping, pull no

punches best.

What was perhaps most surprising was the eager

crowd response throughout, and not just for "Bitch." a

song that tninklv was one ol the km points. Much like

Kurt Cobain's feelings towards "Smells Like Teen

Spirit" and Radiohead's regarding "Creep.'' the song

teems to have become ;i necessary burden to becoming

S star. No worry though, the songs on her platinum

debut Blurring the Edges suggest she has more than a

few legs to stand on.

While hardly a revolutionary effort, it still conveys S

more genuine sense of immediacy than nearly all her

contemporaries due to her potent vocalisms. which were

i\ Thanks the Horse- crystal clear acoustics.

AiuiaWyfefllaar *ttrf1WtSe^\^-»<r8ofc*' fwrntdabl* I

guitar skills. On My Little Town, she confidently toyed

with her wfia inili t 'tW.- creating rolling, chunky riffs and
"\\ ash My 1 lands" created a menacing wall of guitar noise,

Meredith Brooks can be a lot of thing-; she mav be I

bitch, a lover, a lease and a goddess on her knees — but

one thing's for sure, she's no one hit-wonder. Welcome
to the big time Ms. Brooks, you've earned it.

continued from page 6

is returning to his original fascina-

tion for the science fiction genre.

On Nov. 7, audiences beware,
Verhoeven is back with all his

eccentricities intact for Starship

Troopers.

Based on the classic novel by

Robert Heinlen, Verhoeven's latest

release is not only the second most

expensive film of the year (it fell

right beneath lames Cameron's

Titantic) but it may just be the slick-

est piece of crap since Independence

Day, and my vote is it will kick lD4's

ass.

When gigantic alien insects blow

up Buenos Aires, the Earth Force

Army launches in all out attack trav-

eling to the bugs home planet to give

them the sweet taste of revenge.

Starship Troopers follows the char-

acter of johnny Rico, a reluctant

hero who hopes to win back his girl-

friend by proving to her that he can

be a courageous soldier. What a

plot! What a movie event this is

going to be! Let's hope and pray that

Paul hasn't lost his remarkable abili-

ties to create pop culture trash

allowing us to enjoy every guilty

moment.
Adam Levine is a Collegian colum-

nist.

Two Pianos, Four Hands opens off-Broadway

By Mary Campbell

Associated Press

NEW YORK — While two men talk and play pianos on

stage, members of the audience superimpose onto the

show their own unmusical lives, with their quandaries,

frustrations, thrills, disappointments and love-hate rela-

tionships.

The fascinating, funny, thought-provoking Two Pianos,

Four Hands, which opened yesterday at off-Broadway's

Promenade Theater, stars Richard Greenblatt and Ted

Dykstra, a couple of Canadians who took many years of

piano lessons.

"Do I have to practice?" one wails in a little-boy voice.

"You do if you want your allowance," thunders back a

fatherly voice.

Greenblatt, 44, and Dykstra, 36, have the expressive

faces of children, as they chronicle their early piano

lessons, one often standing to become the dread piano

teacher.

"It sounded much better at home" says the pupil, meek-

ly. "So then what key are we in, dear?" the teacher says.

There's the consternation of recitals and competitions,

childish mischief against a duet partner, growing love for

an activity at which one begins to excel. Greenblatt and

Dykstra, without exaggerating much, make it all very

funny.

They get conflicting advice. One teacher says arpeggios

have to be played with two hands: "You wouldn't make
love to a woman with one hand." Another teacher says

arpeggios have to be played with one hand: "The chicks

will think you're a real man."

And questions bubble: What does a parent say when a

child declares for a career in music — or golf or novel writ-

ing? What does a striver do when he realizes he'll never be

the best in his beloved endeavor — or even near the best?

How does one handle monumental rejection — no, you

aren't good enough to get into the music conservatory.

finally, Greenblatt and Dykstra give a real perfor-

mance, from Bach's "D Minor Concerto," with an encore

of Bach's "Sheep May Safely Graze."

They both stopped piano lessons and became actors.

But the piano still gives them great joy and they dedicate

the show, which they devised, to their piano teachers.

"Two Pianos, Four Hands" was performed in Toronto

in 1996. Gloria Muzio directed here.
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Men's XC looks to

carry UM tradition
By Self. Koenig

Collegian Staff

Last year, the Massachusetts

men's cross country team placed

third at the Atlantic 10
Championships under coach Ken
O'Brien. In his 29th year leading

the Minutemen. the squad
placed first ^MraSaSBVaava**,

Men's Croat Countr

A-10
Championships

Saturday
H.I.I.I.I.I.IB.HMMM

the confer

ence for the

first time in

historv

In 30 years

of coaching
track and crOM
countrj at

UMass Ken ___
O'Brien has

brought home 15 Yankee
Conference titles, three New
England titles, and two IC4A titles.

This year, in year No. 31. the task

of winning the upcoming A-10
Championships is as imposing as

ever.

The Minutemen will try to cap-

ture the title this year to continue

their tradition of success. This time

around, though, they will be run-

ning on extremely young legs and

after a fairly disappointing regular

season.

In many of the past years.

O'Brien has had a good core of

seniors to lead the team and
healthy underclassmen to provide

a needed boost. This year he has

the talent, but the experience and

health are questionable.

Only two seniors will take part

in the A-10 Championships
tomorrow at Fairfax. Va. One.
Ryan Carrara, has paced the team

nearly all season and placed 14th

overall in last year's conference

Championships. He has been tout-

ed as the leader of the team, and

-

he is expected to be the most cru-

cial factor in where the team
places overall.

"There will be a group of 20 or

25 people that will break away
after about a mile, and any one of

those runners can win on any
given day." O'Brien said. "Ryan's

the one we'll have in there |top

rsf>aBBrS»SSHrSr. 25]."

Behind him,
the experience

drops off dra-

m a t i c a 1 1 y .

Sophomore
Peter Gleason
proved his

worth two
weeks ago by
placing first

among UMass runners at the
New England Championships. He
is quickly and quietly stepping

into a leadership role on the

team.

"Ryan has helped Peter."

O'Brien said. "But indirectly, Peter

is helping Ryan just as much. Peter

pushes Ryan by working as hard as

he does."

Other youngsters, such as

freshman Brendan Sullivan and
sophomore Kevin Somers. have
shown flashes of brilliance, but

have not been consistent runners

during the course of the season.

Sullivan has been bothered by
shin problems, limiting his perfor-

mance late in the year. The coach

notices the effects of youth on a

team.

"If you have a younger team,

you have some inconsistency,"

O'Brien said.

Despite these factors, the

Minutemen hope to bring home
another top three finish this

year, continuing the UMass tra-

dition.

Minutewomen to host A-10 foes
THE MASSAt -HUM I Is I > All Y COl.LlXilAN

By Jamie Jee

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts volleyball team

will look to continue its resurgent

pla> this weekend as it takes on con-

ference rivals Duquesne and St.

Bon*venture. The Minutewomen
return home to the Curry Hicks Cage
tonight for a 7 p.m. match against

Duquesne and will meet St.

Bonaventure at 4 p.m. tomorrow.

The Minutewomen are currently

6-6 in the Atlantic 10 and H-12
overall. They will continue their con-

ference stretch, with tonight marking

the first of eight A-10 games in a row

before tournament slots are deter-

mined.

Last weekend UMass split their

matches on the road versus confer-

ence foes Xavier and Dayton. In the

first match against Xavier, sopho-

more middle blocker fill Meyers led

v\y ,
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LAUREN KOSKY
I
COLLEGIAN

Freshman setter Jennifer Drennan has been a bright spot in a disappoint-

ing volleyball campaign thus far.

Pitino era begins in Boston against Bulls
By Howard Uiman
Associated Press

WALTHAM — Welcome back to the NBA. Rick

Pitino. For openers, meet Michael )ordan and the

world champion Chicago Bulls.

The new Boston Celtics that Pitino is rebuilding

from the remains of a 1 5-67 disaster start their sea-

son tonight at home against Chicago, which was

69-13. Even Pitino admits they're nowhere near

ready, especially with a frequently changing roster.

"I don't think we're ready for anybody yet with

experience, never mind the Bulls." he said after yes-

terday's practice. "So I would rather open with the

Bulls because it's a good measuring stick of how
much we need to improve when you play against

the best
"

Pitino has been so busy running rigorous prac-

tices and teaching his complex offensive and defen-

sive systems that he hasn't had time to consider

how he might feel in his first game as coach of the

franchise with the most NBA titles that hasn't won
one since 1986.

"It's very special, but my mind is so preoccupied

with plays and matchups. I don't really notice too

much." he said. "I'm very, very excited. I'm not

nervous."

After eight seasons at Kentucky — including an

NCAA championship in 1996 — Pitino replaced

M.L. Carr as coach last May after the worst season

in Celtics history and the second worst in the NBA
last season. He says he has no regrets even though

he knows he's many years away from contending

for the NBA title.

"We accomplished what we set out to at

Kentucky." he said. "It was eight glorious years and

now I just can't wait every single day to get started

with the Boston Celtics. So I've had the best of

both worlds."

The hiring of Pitino, who coached New York for

two seasons before moving to Kentucky, was the

first in a long line of changes that probably won't

end for a while.

Only four players from last season's team are

expected to be on the opening-night roster. Last

week. Pitino obtained young forwards Walter

McCarty. Dontae' lones and |ohn Thomas from the

Knicks. This week, he got shot-blocker Roy Rogers

from Vancouver.

Of Boston's 1 5 players — including three on the

injured list — 12 were drafted in the first round,

eight played in the Final Four and eight are in their

first or second season in the NBA. And the team

should be better than last year's

But the players are still learning Pitino's systems.

He hopes they won't be distracted by the spectacle

of opening night against lordan and the champions.

"What I will tell them is feed on the emotion on

Have

IIUvlU VV Mat I Will till llltlll M ILIU VII till,

rty, haunted Halloween! ,„•,, ,,?e

defense and. on offense, be poised and under con-

trol, making the right plays," Pitino said. "Don't

rush on offense and don't play under the influence

of emotion on offense.''

On defense, rookie Ron Mercer, who played at

Kentucky the past two seasons, will be matched

against lordan at the start.

"I'm going to have to be on my toes in every

aspect of the game just to guard him." Mercer said.

"It's going to take a team effort. One person cannot

stop him... whether you're a rookie or a veteran."

Guard Dana Barros. at 30 the second oldest

Celtic, sees no need to look back to last year's

problems.

"Last year doesn't matter and this year is not

going to matter next year. We've got too many
things that we need to focus on with a new sys-

tem." he said. "We want to play wild and crazy, not

under control at all. We want to get teams in a

crazy game. We're not there yet."

Pitino is confident they'll get there eventually.

Now, though, he just wants his players to work

hard, entertain the fans and make progress day by

day. It's just that there may not be many wins in

the first few weeks of the season, especially tonight

against the Bulls.

"I'm very optimistic." he said, but "we know
we'd have to play one incredible game at this stage

in our season to beat them."

AT THE GATES OF BMITH COLLEGE

imm

Take It Off- Take It All Off- On The GIANT SCREEN
The Last Weekend to See It In Northampton
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the way for the Minutewomen. col-

lecting a whopping 2b kills and 18

digs to go with a 19-kill performance

from sophomore outside hitter Sarah

Watters. Sophomore setter Kari

Hogancamp impressed with a .409

hitting percentage and 17 digs while

freshman setter lennifer Drennan set

up her teammates with 61 assists.

"We played well against Xavier.

They had won six of their last seven

and were beating tough teams, so it

was an important win," UMass coach

Bonnie Kenny said.

I l$l 9.99
COMPLETE
OIL CNANGE
SERVICE

UMass lost the

following match
to a tough
Dayton squad,
despite showing
poise in battling

back to even
things up at two
games a piece.

Senior outside

hitter, Lesley
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today at |5 001, 7 40,10 20 • Sot at I 50 |5 00),

7 40. 10 20 • Sun at 1 50. |5 30) 8 00

I Know What You Did Last Summer
(«)

today at |5 20) 8 00, 10 40 • Sot at 2 00. (5 20)

8 00, 10 40 • Sun at 2 00, (5 50). 8 20

The Full Monty (It)

Today at (5 30). 10 40 • Sal ot (5 30), 10 40 •

Sun at 2 00. 8 20

In And Out (PO 13)

Today at 8 10 • Sol al 2 00. 8 10 • Sun at [o 00)^———„,-„.,—a—

Hampshire 6 • 584-7550

Hampshire Mall

Kit* Tho Girl (P.)

Todoyo»(5:00),810. 11 10 • Sot ot 1 30 (5O0I,

810.11 10 • Sun oil 50. (5 30). 8:30

Rod Corner (R)

Today ot (at 50), 8:00,11 10 • Sot at 1 30,

(4 50|, 8 00. 11 10* Sun at 1 50, (5:20) 8 30

A Life U»f Ordinary (R)

Today at (5 10). 11 10, • So) all 40,(5 10), 11:10,

• Sun at 200 (5 40|, 8:30

Boogie Night* (R)

Todbyat (4 30), 7 40. 10 50« Sototl 10, (4 30),

7 40, 10 50* Sun ot 1 30. (500), 8:10

Devil'. Advocate (R)

Today al (4 401, 7:50, 1 1 00 • Sal al 1 20, (4 40)

750,1100 • Sun at 140, (5 1 0),820

Seven Yean In Tibet (PO-13)

Today at (4 40), 7 50, 1 1 00 • Sot at 1 20,

|4 40), 7 50, 1 1:00 • Sun at 1 40, (5 10), 8:20

off of their jump serves," Kenny said.

"That will allow our offense to

become consistent. It'll probably

come down to who makes the least

amount of mistakes."

History bodes well for the

Minutewomen against St.

Bonaventure. UMass is 15-1 all-time

versus the Bonnies, which includes a

3-1 drumming earlier this year. The

Bonnies have yet to win a conference

match this year, going 0-12 while

holding a 4-19 mark overall.

The Minutewomen will have to

___________n watch out for

Volleyball

Massachusetts
vs.

Duquesne

Tonight, 7 p.m.-

senior star middle

hitter Nikki

Renninger, who is

coming off a 22

kill performance

in a win over

Niagra.Nikki
Renninger takes a

lot of swings for

Nolan, collected a pair of lucky 1 3s

for kills and digs in the loss.

"We started off bad against Dayton

but still had our best hitting percent-

age for a conference match," Kenny

said. "Although we had a balanced

attack, we just never had all our key

hitters together."

The Minutewomen enter tonight's

match with the all-time edge over

Duquesne, 10-4. The team played

the Lady Dukes to the tune of 3-1

win in their matchup earlieY this sea-

son, but UMass is aware of the

team's improvement and sharpened

tools. They also hold a 6-6 confer-

ence record and are 11-12 overall.

"Duquesne is one of the best hit-

ting teams in the conference." Kenny

said. "Their outside hitters are always

a big threat especially with [ Sheila]

Lopez and I Beth] Murphy."

This junior-sophomore tandem has

hit the ball hard all season, and
according to Kenny, their contain-

ment will be key.

"It'll be important for us to pass

St. B's and is a key force for them at

the net." said Kenny. "We've worked

on our outside hitting and concen-

trated on our defense, so we should

be prepared."

The Minutewomen defense has

remained strong throughout the sea-

son and hope to pick up their block-

ing down the stretch.

Fab freshman lennifer Drennan has

picked up the ball this year and with

42 assists last Saturday, became just

the third UMass player to reach the

1 .000 assist plateau in a single sea-

son. She remains on pace to smash

the UMass single- season freshman

assist record currently held by gradu-

ate Cass Anderson.

Nolan is chasing a record of her

own and should be the school's

all-time career dig leader after

tonight. She needs just two to break

Minutewomen volleyball legend

Dionne Nash's mark of 1,390.

Nolan is already UMass' career

leader in double-figure dig matches

with 72.

UMass cross-country

seeks third A40 title

By Jim Eltrinqham

Collegian Staff

The phrase "the third time is a

charm" is usually uttered only by

those who have failed on two pre-

vious endeavors. The
women'sMassachusetts

cross-country
team will hope
it applies to

two-time win-

ners as well.The
Minutewomen,
Atlantic 10

champs in each

of the past two
Will pUt BMoBBBlVaVaVaVaTaTaBl

their title on the

line tomorrow in Fairfax. Va. Top
UMass runner Rebecca Donaghue
led the charge last year, capturing

first place overall — only the second

time ever that a UMass runner took

individual champion honors.

Currently ranked first in the con-

ference, the Minutewomen's sea-

son began shrouded in doubt.

Donaghue lost a summer of train-

ing to heel problems, and Christy

Martin was nursing a minor injury

as well.

Ironically, those two are the only

UMass runners who enter tomor-

row's race on a roll. The
Minutewomen are coming off of a

sixth place finish in the New
England Championships two weeks

ago. which coach lulie I.aFreniere

described as

Women's Cro.ss Country

A-10

Championships

Saturday

"not bad. but

not what we
had in mind."While
Donaghue and
Martin finished

16th and 18th.

respectively, no

other UMass
•aeaMBaHea^VaVaVfl runner finished

above 48th.

LaFrenicre chalked it up to a "bad

day."

While the competition at the

New England Championships was

much more challenging, such

teams as Virginia Tech can pose

problems for the Minutewomen
tomorrow in their quest for anoth-

er A-10 title.

"We are not the kind of teams

that can make mistakes."

LaFrenicre said.

jff .ft jff
ockey insert online!

(it's on our web site!)

at 347 russell st. & hampshire plaza, hadley

Jiffy Lube Stores With This Coupon

Most Vehicles • Not good with any other offer • Expires 12/31/97

sf
MEMBER
O.C.M.P.

^T VVLICAT̂
<$
VS%

Wl ACCIPT
*lt MAJOR

CREDIT CARDS.

Can We Build One For You?
Serving Sandwiches, Bagels tic Lox,

Fresh Soups 8e Salads, Take Out.

• DELIVERIES CALL 849-6314 *
• OPEN UNTIL 9p.m. •

Congratulations
itffcBts: Woman's Tennis
on your great match against Colgate!

And a winning Fall Season.

April Lana

Caroline Marie

Emily Michelle

Gillian Ola

Jackie Robyn
4i>

et£
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football
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opportunity to win the football
game," Hodges nid
The Bulls' 4 vi pudng yards wen

a record for opponents against
UMass. but UMlll'l stingy run
defense held UB to i4 vauK OH the

ground and the Minutemen held on
late for a 2t>-20 win.

Hofftri is led bv quarterback
Giovanni Carmazzi. who lias thrown
for 2,b28 yard* and 22 touchdown*
this season, with onfj seven intercep-

tions and a .7im completion percent-

age.

Wideouts Bryan kish. who has 08
catches i u i JS(->8 yards ami leven
touchdowns, and Wayne Yearwood,
with 54 catches and nine touch-
downs, lead a deep receiving corps.

According to Hodges, the L Mass
coaching stall has had to make
adjustments defensive!) because
Holstra's run and shoot offense is

different than any other the
Minutemen have laced this season

Hodges said that UMass will emplov

more nickel coverages, but that the

injuries to Hunlei and White have

made these adjustments more ditli

cult.

Offensively. UMass suffered a bit

of a relapse against No. 4 Delaware

in last week's 40 9 loss, but the

Minutemen have been moving the

ball much more effectively lince

Hodges replaced sophomore left'

Smith with senior quarterback
Anthony Catterton. Carterton direct-

ed the Buffalo win with an 1 I -for- 1

9

day, and went 15-for-27 with 177

yards passing against the Blue Hens

last week. According to Hodges,

Catterton has helped stabilize a ver

young olfense.

"The team has responded to

Catterton well," I lodges said He's

surrounded bv kids, and he's shown
poise and leadership, and he's
thrown the ball really well."

The ground attack, long a UMaM
strong point, is led by freshman sur-

prise Marcel Shipp. Shipp leads the

squad with 442 yards, ninth in the

A-10, and is on pace for the second
best rushing season In a freshman in

school historv.

"Our goal is to take it one game at

a time, and see how many of these we
can win." Hodges laid. We've had a

lot of adversity... | but | our players

have stayed focused... and I'm proud
ol the vva> they've responded to a

verv difficult |season|."

Minute-man Notes... I he injury

bug has hit UMass. Beside Hunter
and White, senior wide receiver

Darryl Thomas is doubtful with a

shoulder injury, as is sophomore
backup Quarterback left Smith with

a calf injury. Deyate Hawgood. the

starting center, is questionable for

Saturday with a sprained left

ankle... UMass is minus—17 in the

turnover department in their si\

loss LS , to the tune of a 20-3
deficit... Though this is the first

meeting between the two school's

football teams. Massachusetts and
Hofstra have a strong rivalry in

lacrosse, a sport in which they are

both nationally prominent. UMass
beat Hofstra 6-4 in the first round
ol the NCAA tournament last sea-

son.

THANC VO / COUECIAN

The UMass running attack of Marcel Shipp and Co. will need to coun-

terattack the strong Hofstra passing attack if the Minutemen are to win

this weekend.

Attention Sports Staff:

There will be a mandatory meeting on

Wednesday, Nov, 5 at 7 p.m. Winter

beats will be discussed. If you have any

questions (or can't make it) call Luke

Meredith at 545-071 9.

UMass plays for top seeding

in A-10 against West Chester
By Aaron M. Saykin
Colleqian Staff

Although it will not be "do or die" for her team.

Massachusetts field hockey coach Patty Shea realizes

that there will be a great deal at stake when the

Minutewomen travel to Pennsylvania this weekend to

close out Atlantic 10 regular-season play against

West Chester today and St. Joseph's on Sunday.

Currently standing at 3-0 in the conference,
UMass looks to solidify the No. 1 seed in the A-10
tournament with a victory today

over the divisional rival Golden
Rams, who post an undefeated
mark in the A-10 and have their

sights set on the top seed.

"This late into the season every

game counts," said Shea, whose
;:am also captured the top spot in

the 1996 tournament under the

direction of retired coach Pam
Hixon. "We know that we've
already qualified for the tourna-

ment, but now we have the ability to put ourselves in

a better position."

Although the Minutewomen competed on a grass

surface at Totman Field until this fall, they travel to

the now unfamiliar grass field at West Chester, as

they have become accustomed to playing on the arti-

ficial turf of Richard F. Garber Field. Despite having

been away from competition on the natural surface

since the early stages of the season, Shea does not

believe the transition should pose any problems for

her squad.

"It's not even a thought in our heads," Shea said of

her team's mental approach. "Championship teams

do it on any surface."

In the past, the winner of the A-10 tournament
would have to win a Play-In game against another

conference winner to advance to the NCAA
Tournament; however, in addition to the winner of

the Ivy League, the A-10 post-season champion will

also receive an automatic bid to the national tourna-

V^H^baH

Massachusetts
vs.

Duquesne

Tonight, 7 p.m.iibi.

ment. augmenting the importance of a higher seed in

their conference-post season for the Minutewomen,
who will decide their own destiny today against We-t

Chester.

"It's not do or die for us this weekend, but the

team feels verv eonlident in themselves." Shea said.

"There's a lot more at stake in the tournament."
• Despite pounding the Golden Rams 7-0 in their

last meeting, which came during the 199b campaign.
I Mass will lace a significantly improved West
Chester team from one year ago. as they enter the

contest as the underdogs to the

Rams, who are currently ranked
No. I 2 in the nation.

"Right now they're a team with

a lot of confidence." Shea said of

West Chester. "Going from not
winning a conference game |in

1996) to challenging for a confer-

ence title is a huge turnaround.
They keep doing what it takes to

win."

Although not favored in this

afternoon's game. Shea feels that her
Minutewomen's experience from their A-10 confer-

ence tournament title in 1996, in which they were
the No. 1 seed, may give them a slight edge over a

Ram team who did not even qualify for the event last

season.

"We have a little bit of history behind us." Shea
said. "In games of this emotion anything can happen.

I think we're ready for that."

In addition to West Chester, UMass must face a

St. loseph's team, which is hoping to grab the fourth

and final spot in the A-10 tournament, and a win
over the Minutewomen would place the Hawks in a

favorable position.

"St. loe's is still in the tournament hunt, and
they'll be fighting for the fourth spot." Shea said. "It

will be a difficult game. They'll be ready to play."

Despite entering their most crucial weekend of the

season, the UMass players have remained composed
under the approaching pressure. Shea said.

men s soccer
continued from page 12

trip will let us know where we are as

a program." coach Sam Koch said.

"They are two of the top teams of the

country, and both teams have a

strong tradition."

The four participating teams in the

tournament. UMass. UCLA, Duke,
and Cal-State Fullerton will use a

point system to determine the tourney

champ. Two points will be awarded

for a win. and one point for a tie.

The Minutemen have never played

UCLA or Cal-State Fullerton. the
trip to California will be the first

since 1995 for UMass. when they

played in the Stanford Classic.

First on the slate will be a

Halloween matchup against the

Bruins on Friday night at 1 1 p.m.

EST. UCLA finished 16-4 last season

and is enjoying another successful

season in 1997. The Bruins are cur-

rently ranked No. 3 in the nation

with a 13-2 record, and the

Minutemen will be looking to pull a

few tricks out of their bag and upset

the hosts.

Leading the way for UCLA will be

Seth George. |osh Keller, and Carlos

Bocanegra. The Bruins are coached

by soccer legend Sigi Schmid, who
sports a 296-58-33 career mark.

The Minutemen will then square

off against Cal-State Fullerton on
Sunday afternoon at 1:30 p.m.

Cal-State Fullerton has a 9-7

record this year. 3-1 in the Mountain

Pacific Soccer Federation. The Titans

are tied for first in the MPSF thanks

to an upset over UCLA earlier this

year. Sheldon Thomas is the main
offensive threat for the Titans.

Minutemen Notes: Looking

L£sj
*s y^yj yjx>iu

Movie, Game, and, System Rentals

Mail IV^k^Vi^B^Li a^kaiW / UtaayH

The best of the new releases!

WX / after* /MM / (Mnaati /SMS
Buy-SeaVTradtt Oamaa a* Systems

9 East Pleasant Cail us at

(Near The Pub") 549-4505

Hrr Sun, Men, MN*Tlwr,M £00-7:30
SattaMO-700
CIomSI Tuesday

beyond this weekend, the Minutemen

appear to be in good shape for mak-

ing the A-10 tournament. The
Minutemen are currently in first

place in the A-10 with 21 points.

However, most of the teams in the

conference still have two conference

matchups to play. The top four teams

qualify for the tournament and ties

are based on head-to-head record.

Virginia Tech is second with 19

points, while Xavier, Dayton, and St.

Bonaventure are all tied for third

with 18 points. Temple is also in the

hunt for a berth, but can not surpass

UMass.

KEN MCDONALD COUECIAN

Gavin Hewitt and the rest of the Minutemen gear up for A-lOs with a

pair of California contests.

Z5Vi52frJ

mAf« Student's V

"DfwfciB, fhc
>J

Festival ofUsVite" 1

"Lartfifoods ' %gom at 6pm

7tcc* ^ttdut *%<H€4C *$ /4i#6e*&t

'for more info calf 546-1511 or e mail hindu@stuaf.umass.edu
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prepare themselves foi anothei run at

the title. Already posting two convinc-

ing wins over Kl*l <f Oi and \ crniont

(3-2l. the leineis have slid into the

No. 2 -lot in the ( S4 Today Poll.

Co captain Chris Drurj is a large

part of the Terrier attack. The senior

paced BU with 38 goals last season
while tallying 35 points. Mallen knows
the road to success begins with shut-

ting down the Terriers u,p scorei

.

"If we can stop him we're in good
shape." Mallen said. "He is one ol the

top forwards in the country. But I

think we should concentrate on shut-

ting everybody else down
Everyone else include- BL 's compli-

mentary forward Mike Sylvia, co cap-

tain deleiiseinan Chris Kellehet\ and a

talented duo of goaltcndcrs in Tom
Noble and Michael I arocque.

"They have a lot ol weapons," Mallen

said. "But there are a lot ol new faces on

their team. So we'll see what happen-."

Sunday at 2 p.m.. the Boston
College Eagles will invade the Mullins

Center lor a matinee affair with the

Minutemen
The Eagles. 2-0 heading inti

night's Hockey East openei against

Merrimack, have -wept the season

series against UMass the last two rea-

sons. However, all three meetings last

season were one goal, sneak- away
wins for BC. I MaSI has not beaten

the Eagles since their storied grudge

match in the opening round of the

1995 Hockey East tournament.

"Hie Minutemen fell to Tim Lov ell's

Maine squad in the following round.

Now with Lovell on the ice loi L Mass
Mallen lays the team has g new look.

"He's proven him-ell to be one of

the best forwards in Hockey Fast."'

Mallen said. "His presence on the ice

makes a big difference."

Mallen says UMass can't make any

mistakes if thev hope to pull oil the

upsets this weekend. Great position,

success on the power plav and staving

out of the penalty box will go a long

wav for the Minutemen. he said.

"We could use some good goal-

tending as well." Mallen said.
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Collegian Classifieds
ACTIVITIES

New York City Day Trip

$25 Round Trip. See

Martha Moran, 120

Skinner Hall

AUTO FOR SALE

84 Jeep CJ7 4x4, hard-

top, 132,000+ miles, auto-

matic Need to sell fast.

Needs some work. $925 or

make an offer. Call Luis @
549-5514.

87 Nissan Maxima Auto,

power everything, A/C,

74k, maroon Perfect con-

dition Take a ride.

$3500/neg Call Harris

549-5717

VW GTI 1986 AC/cruise,

sporty, great shape $2500

or B/0. 549-6472

1989 Nissan King Cab
4x4 SE Great condition,

170k Mi. Asking $5000.

Call HM (413)862-3634,

WK 545-3081

Toyota Corolla 1992 AC,

Sharp, Clean, Drives Like

Sharp! $5700. Call 549-

7166

Wanted: Junk Cars Cash

paid everyday. 1-800-649-

4795

EMPLOYMENT

Kai Chi Restaurant

Waitstaff, Part-time. Apply

within. 586-2774

EMPLOYMENT

CARRIERS
AND

DRIVERS
NEEDED

lor morning delivery of

Newspapers on campus
and in

Amherst

Call John Riley

at 584-7804

or

1-800-858-4275 Ext.

COLLECE NEWS
SERVICE

EMPLOYMENT FOR SALE ROOMMATE WANTED

Mother's Helper

Weekday afternoons.

$7/hour. References.

Please call (413)549-7788

Driver Needed 1 hour at

noon. Nov 3 or soon after.

Delivering meals in

Amherst. 253-2486 or 585-

0713 after 2pm. Car

required.

CHILDREN'S HEALTH
RESEARCH

Abt Associates is

recruiting Research

Interviewers to participate

in a Federally sponsored

national survey of the

immunization status of

children. Interested appli-

cants should be able to

work Monday through

Thursday evenings. The

position requires good

communication skills and

some computer experi-

ence. Hourly wages start

at $5.75 per hour with reg-

ular merit increases.

Health and Dental

Insurance is available for

Part Time employees. Free

transportation is provided

from the PVTA busline. For

further information or to

arrange a personal inter-

view, Call: 413-587-1607.

An Equal Opportunity

Employer.

Jobs for the

Environment

Campaign with MassPirg

to reduce pesticide use.

Flexible schedule.

$50-$75/day.

Call Terry @ 256-6434

Personal Administrator

with good typing, organi-

zational, and PR skills.

Contact 549-3613

LEGAL ASSISTANTS
WANTED Spring 1998

Internships With The

Student Legal Services

Office; get hands-on expe-

rience in the legal field

—

work directly with attor-

neys and clients. Earn up

to 15 undergraduate cred-

its. No experience in the

legal profession neces-

sary— training provided.

Contact The Student Legal

Services Office today: 545-

1995. 922 Campus Center.

GT Zaskar loaded with

clipless in box. $500.

Phish Tickets Great

seats at great prices. City

Tickets (800)865-8070

Watch batteries, ear

piercing, eyeglass

repairs, jewelry restora-

tion, diamond engage-

ments, wedding rings.

Silverscape Designs, 264

N Pleasant St., Amherst.

253-3324 Open Daily.

Mongoose Bike For

Sale Large. $240 or B/0.

Call 549-6926

Elton John 4 excellent

seats. 11/5.(516)867-7392

Elton John Tickets For

Sale Great seats. Call

253-6352

COMPUTERS!
New P166MMX from

$995. Laptops, peripher-

als. ZarVision 582-9198

V/MC/AMEX

Laptop Notebook Works

good $150. Good for

school. Call Steve

(413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for

computer. Works great.

Call CPC (413)584-8857

One bedroom available

in Sugarloaf. $333/month.

Call 665-3558

Prefer female non-smok-

ing grad student. Nice

house with yard. Available

Jan 98. 323-9268

Bedroom for rent on

Ingate Farms. Large ranch.

Scenic hiking. South

Amherst. $350. 256-5983

SERVICES

FOUND
Found: A Scarf on 10/29

outside of Hasabrook. Call

546-1361.

Legal Questions? The

Student Legal Services

Office offers free legal

assistance to fee-paying

students. Contact us at

922 Campus Center, 545-

1995.

Fall yard cleaning ser-

vice offered. Raking, clear-

ing, etc. Call The Brothers

of Alpha Sigma Phi 549-

9384. Ask for Dave. All

work $8/hour.

Pregnant? Need help?

Call Birthright of Amherst

area for free testing and

assistance. 549-1906

TRAVEL

Earn MONEY and FREE

TRIPS!!

Absolute Best SPRING
BREAK Package avail-

able!! INDIVIDUALS, stu-

dent ORGANIZATIONS, or

small GROUPS wanted!!

Call INTER-CAMPUS PRO-

GRAMS at 1-800-327-

6013 or

http://www.icpt.com

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK
Largest selection of Spring

Break destinations includ-

ing cruises! Group dis-

counts and free trips avail-

able Epicurean Tours 1

800-231 -4FUN

Spring Break Take 2

hiring Reps! Sell 15. Take

2 free. Hottest destina-

tions! Free parties, eats,

and drinks! Sunsplash 1-

800-426-7710 or

www.sunsplashtours.com

WANTED

Sell/Trade your preowned

games and systems. Call

Let's Play at 549-4505.

Where can I

goto

place my
CLASSIFIED

AD?
Classifieds are available in

MTEE EOT9

located on the concourse

OR
Charge it over the phone.

545-3500

Classified

Specials

Place an add on a:

MONDAY: and receive 1/2 price on

Birthdays.

TUESDAY: and receive 1/2 price on

Personals.

students- IOC /word
non-students- 20C / word

Personals Policy Rates Standard Headings
1 Ml pMinnlh ML ST Ik- BaOOeaad b, I

• rs More paywnt ami accept.™ • <it

„,„, MM vll be used In ptrv.i

... ... .mil initials are allowed
. • i ongratulations personals in

vvhu h i .!%• the lull name IR*f be used
, n,,i allowed in pei-

4 <VddTf.se> ue rait allowed in personals IK

dorm room numfaafl a* 'veil

.lening ot derogatory nature are

. eptable Personal* of a vindictive or libelous

viable FVisonals may not be

.i Ihe purpose of harassment

I'n.Unils IMJ nnl DC user) in personals

Ihe personals st-ilmn is 'or personals only The per

„,„,,!, .. -i II he userl to sell il,

roommates KjWtnS inMlillJI '
'<

.iBiialure, and

It placing the as

tilled in on the insertion order Non students musl

'.se num-
ItOn order Use ot

iyija|.«_fj^epresentatjon is sub,.., I to

I Ihe <

«l) personal thai does not m.-el ll»

mi e wilh Ihe slatutes of the

..sells

Students

20<£ per word/day

All others

40# per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
Please write i le.irly and

It-Hibly. We are nol responsible Inr errors result-

ing from illegible handwriting or type.

ACTIVITIES

ArsJNOUNCEMENTS

APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE

COMMUNITY EVENTS
EMPLOYMENT

ENTERTAINMENT
FOR SALE

FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCJEUAN«PU«
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES

SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

J

I

FRIDAY, OCT. 31

Service — Shabbat service at b

p.m. at the Hillel House.

Symposium — "Seeing is

Relieving: Images of Lesbian,

Gays, and Bisexuals on

Television" beginning at 2 p.m.

in the Campus Center, room
168C. Co-sponsored by The
Stonewall Center, the GLB GSO
and the Media Education

Foundation, for more informa-

tion, contact The Stonewall

CentCl at 545-4824.

SATURDAY, NOV. 1

Comedy MISSION
IMPROVable will be performing

their free weekly comedy improv

show at 8 p.m. in the Campus
Center, room 1 65.

Symposium — A symposium

on "The Future of the Social

History of Art" from 9:50 atn-

4:50 p.m. in Gamble Auditorium

at Mount Holyoke College Art

Museum. The event is free and

open to the public. For more
information call the Art

Department at 558-2200.

SUNDAY, NOV. 2

Concert — The Atlantic Brass

will perform at 4 p.m. in Chapin

Auditorium, Mount Holyoke

College as part of the music

department's Warbake music

series.

MONDAY, NOV. 3

Celebration — The Mexican

Cultural Association (MFXA)
invites \ovi to an authentic cele-

bration of El Dia Dc I. os

Muertos (the Hay o\' the Dead)

where there will be an offering

dedicated to those people who

have passed away. All day exhibi-

tion beginning at 1 1 a.m. with

the main presentation at 7 p.m.

in the Graduate Lounge, Campus

Center.

Meeting — Informational

meeting about studying abroad in

Germany at 6:50 p.m. in Herter.

room 60 1

.

NOTICES

Art Contributions — The
Student Union Visual and

Performing Arts Space is look-

ing for contributions to the

Southern Asian Cultural

Exhibition which will show in

the spring of 1948. If you have

anything from artwork to

crafts depicting Asian culture,

and would like the opportunity

to participate in this exhibi-

tion, contact Amanda at

545-0792.

Art Exhibition — The

Student Union Visual and

Performing Art Space presents

"We Are More Than You See,

Part II" an exhibition of art by

blue-collar and clerical union

members at UMass from

Monday. Nov. 5 - Friday, Nov.

14. Gallery Hours are

Mon.-Thurs. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

and Fri. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

There will be a reception on

Wednesday. Nov. 5 from

noon-1 p.m. and public read-

ing from Somewhere in lime, a

recently published collection of

writings by Housing Services

employees and AFSCME mem-
bers. The gallery is located in

the south side of the Student

Union Building.

Art Exhibition — Amanda
Carmona Bosch "Ab Normal

Fobia Pigmentation", oil paint-

ings and a Museum of Fine Arts

thesis exhibition will be in the

Herter Art Gallery from Monday,

Nov. 5 - Friday, Nov. 7. Gallery

hours are Monday - Friday 1

1

a.m. - 4 p.m. and Sunday 2-4
p.m. Reception on Thursday,

Nov. 6 from 4:50-6:50 p.m.

Sponsored by the UMass Arts

Council and the Department of

Art.

Contest — Spectrum Fine Art

and Literary Magazine is now
holding a cover contest. The

winner will have their artwork

printed on the '97/'98 issue.

The final deadline is December

2 at 5 p.m. Pick up an entry

form in the Student Union,

room 406e or just bring the art-

work by.

Entertainment — Amherst

College Department of Theater

and Dance production of Botho

FYls are public service announcements

printed daily. To submit an FYI, please

send a press release containing all perti-

nent information, including the name

and phone number ot the contact person

to the Collegian, c/o the Managing Editor

by noon the previous day.

Strauss's Big and Little on

Friday, Oct. 51. and Saturday,

Nov. 1 at 8 p.m. in Kirby

Theater. Amherst College.

Admission is free; reservations

are suggested and can be made

by calling the box office at

542-2277 between 1-4:50 p.m.

weekdays and until 8 p.m. per-

formance nights.

Notice — The women's basket-

ball team is looking for manager

for the upcoming season.

Reliability and a significant time

commitment are required. If

interested, please call Scott

Foulis at 545-2726.

Daily Listings sponsored by:

TV LISTING SPONSORSHIP FOR SALE

INQUIRE @ 545-3500

HSCN

CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN

Bulletin

Board

Hartford

Boston

Boston

Springfield

Movie Ch.

UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
International

UMass Academic TV

HSCN Programming

TV-19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

3 CNN
4 CNN SI

Headline News
UCTV

"7 TBS

B BET

!B TV Land

Univision

FRIDAY EVENING
C I 6:00

C - Campus

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX

31 Comedy Central

Cartoon

Much Music

545-

3500

wvrr
WTIC
WWLP

S
12 Wishbone K

"

O
WGBY ID
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
AcVE

CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK

SCIFI

TLC

News u

News

News K

22

Business Rpt,

CBS Newt

CBS News

ABC Newt

Full HouseT

Married ... With

News

Home Imp.

Creatures

20 New? •(

CD

TNT
USA

fD

Mad Abo You

Family Matters

6:30
Newthour With Jim Lehrer X
7:00 7:30

Wash. Week

Intide Edition Real TV «

Exlra I
Inside Edition

Ent Tonight

Chronicle X
BoyWorld

NBC News

Fresh Prince

Wheel-Fortune

CheeraX

NBC Newt

Judge Judy X Judge Judy 1

Slmptont X.

Ent. Tonight

Seinteld «

NBC Newt Wheel-Fortune

Butinett Rpt. Newthour With Jim Lehrer X

ABC Newt

Mad Abo. You

Northern Exposure x

Family Matters

WorldView I
(5:00) "Haunted Honeymoon"

Wings
'

Targe t Berlin" (R)

Up Close

Supermarket

Sporttcenter

Charlie Brown

Freth Prince

Jeopardy! "

Hard Copy "

8:00
Wail St. Week

Sabrine-Witch

8:30
Connecticut Journal

Family Mallets

Charlie Brown Family Matters

9:00 9:30

Gregory Hinet

Gregory Hines

Step by Step

You With IT
„ IBoy-Wortd

o "Marked lor Death" (1990. Drama) Steven Seagal

Players "In Concert" (In Stereo) IQatellne (In Stereo) X

Step by Step

Teen Angel X

10:00
McLaughlin

OCTOBER 31, 1997
10:30 I 11:00 I 11:30

Religion

Nath Bridget "Sniper" X
Vampires in New England

News tt

Nath Bridget "Sniper' X.

20/20 S
Newt

Homicide: Life on the Street IT

««« "Halloween" (1978, Horror) Jamie Lee CurtiT_

Fratier X.

Playert "In Confirt" (In Stereo)

Visitor "Teutelsnacht" X
Jeopardy! X Playert "In Concert" (In Stereo)

Waah. Week

Seinteld I Fratier X
Seinleid tt

Coach

Frasier R

Coach X.

Law t Order Kids «

Moneytine B: ICroetflrtf

Dateline (In Stereo) X
Millennium (In Stereo) (PA) X

Wall St. Week

Satxint-Witch Boy-World

Dateline (In Sleteo) X
State We're In

You With it.

Follow Money

Teen Angel X

**** "The Silence ot the Lamps "(1991. Suspense) Jodie Foster

NOW9 J*..

IGracellndeT

Homicide: Lite on the Street X
Newt

Homicide: Lite on the Street 1

Late Show «

Late Show X.

Star Trek: Next Gener

Nightline X

Vibe

ITonlght Show

Seinfeld X
Tonight Show

Newt

Talking With David Frost X
20720 X

*** "Cfli7»"(1976, Horror") Sissy Spacek, John Travolta

Peep Space 9

Tonight Show

Charlie Rote (In Stereo)

Newt X
M'A-S'H K

Nightline R

Real TV ll

Biography: Boris Karioff

Prime Newt X IBurden-Proot

America'! Castles (R)

** "Clue" (1985, Comedy) Madeline Kahn, Eileen Bremen
- ' .

* T..... . m UXuUlh
Gimme Shelter

Debt

TBA

28

"*/Mnightoihnngs
n {mi. Suspense) Melissa Sue Anderson

Hometlme (R)

HBO
MAX
SHOW

<E
a>

Viewert
:igureHOut

[Wild Discovery: Whitelail

[ST- BiketTBiadet I Boardt lUilliardt

** "Teen Wolf" (1985, Comedy) Michael J. Fox, James Hampton

Larry King Live IT.

Grand Tour (R) Law a Order "Out ol Control" 't

World Today K
art TransyVania 6-S000" ( 1 985, Comedy) JeW Goldblum

'
I .. 1 ^ I"'/s~.. —... ~l V.

Sports lllut.

Storm ]Fangt! "Company ol Killers" (R)

rieno Air Show ISporttcenter

South Park fj

Intimate Portrait Witches" X.

Tiny Toon

Fight tor Right [Week in Rock

Doug T. IRugratt X.

Untolved Myeteriet (In Stereo

Beavis Butt

Kablam! (R)

Kung Fu, Legend

Hometlme (R
)

Home Again |Home Again"

Mourn : n '"|T "i- ' _-.——--

—

^ -u.,,:,^, /» wet on CartWl992, Horror) Doug BrarJey

Baywatch A little Help" I
(5«))««'i"Haro"(1992)i:

NBA Tip-oft (In Stereo)

Highlander: The Serial X.

Intide the NFL (In Stereo) M

Beayis-Butt

Happy Days

Yo! (In Stereo;

Real America: 48 Houra (R)

"From the Files ol Unsolved Mytfertes. Voice From the Grave"

Wonder Years | Bewitched'

Live From the 10 Spot

Real Frankenttein Untold

a5r^-iaarr.hicaoo Bulls at Boston Celtics (In Sleteo Live) X
__

—

se 5: I.I, «AwijJ. Dt»„ 4" Hon. Unrrnr\

Moneyline I
SffJ» i -i

!

Justice Filet "Hard Time" (R)

Sportscenter X
Homicide: Life on the Street X
Mattrock Weekend (In Stereo)

I Love Lucy T.IOdd Couple T|TaxiT. |Newhart 1C

Vi "Omen IV: The Awakening" (1991, Horror) Faye Granl~

Unnatural Science (R) |Real America: q Hours (Rj

|NBA Basketball: Jazz at Lakes

Chris Pork !!

(5:45)« "Ghost"(1990, Fantasy) Patrick Swayie. 'PG-13'"3E

•5:10) "Shadow Zone" | Dead Men's |Deed Mane Gun (R)

'w*ZT^-kM*m, X l«W tW» fav3"(t99t, Honor) Justin Whakn. ( In Stereo! |o "Child's Play g"(1990

1^., vw.ft.aynwa Oewtf Watson. 'R' U *r»-™'jm*!!e«M ) **«1$*!!*«:.?:3.
'"

J!L

WlMan't IfJe l̂Gun^nStereoll^taroMTS^rS^lanty'' |Hunger(R)T

"Sorceress"

'Unforgettable'

'
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Bruno By C. Baldwin

0MCT Fc* * VsiMiLt NOW
IS SOMCTrttN* or?

Robetman By Jim Meddick

I TW« T WW'S TWS FP^NKtrJ-

WS lt6tHX)\S0UlR«EL FECPS ON
>\Vfctto SPtN \ THE FILLING INSIDE
W\ CONTROL JPEWWT BETTER COPS
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CM0W6S.'"iTi

Mallard Fillmore By Bruce Tinsley

lb Kfc, -mA^i'N^ ScttooL-

jyj^/v &&&> never*..
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Drabble By Kevin Fagan
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Dilbert By Scott Adams

IMAGER TRAINING

NEVER BE IN THE

SAKE PsOOfA A.S

^ DECISION.

I'LL ILLUSTRATE Kt
POINT COITH A
PUPPET SHOU) THAT

"JOURNEY TO BLMEVILLE,"

STARRING "SUGGESTION
SArA" AND MANAGER
IAEG."

Thatch By Jeff Shesol

TU6U)INi4lr*E>TlCK£T
LOILL&EANNOUKCEO
TON16UT AT 1030/

T-

I'1 of mv kv.v. ru neep
1 snutx, on THe joe
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Jt» &eARCH

IVteOTTOFINPA WORk:
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ffcee... MP A. 9WKT AT-

reNTtONSPAN... ARt hWT

ONLY ACCtPrCP, BUT
ReWARPtP:

1

\

I

START
«ARCHIH6.

I IMWLP,
BUT I'M

REAUYTW)
pmRAcrep.
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Non Sequitor By Wiley Leedee By Mike Rybiclci
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#

Tvt bEC:DEb I
TXDNT UJPiMT VoO GROlO'iMU
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8 Years in Braces By Eric Petersen

J

i_-

TF %ure txpoSEb

To too nxjcH GoobviESS"

(X foS'J'.M'TV ^Uii Btcomt

NuriB to it. I CANNOT

AllOU) Irs'iS TO v^'

HWPtrJ So 1 IViM

Et Forced to treat

Voo L'.W Gwa\tt
FROrr\ NOW ON.

wow'. Vc5U

[V\UST

REfuiy

CARE RB00T

f»M<

fV\E SHfiKE

you.
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Sven By Stephen Higgins

Charade

HO^ORSCOPF^
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) —

It ni;t\ be itow going at times today,

but it is important to remember that

how you get there is just as impor-

tant as when.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — Set yourself a goal today and

be faithful to it: with a little effort

you can achieve more than expect-

ed. Engage partner.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— An argument is likely to arise

today over what is fair. You will

soon realize that it's all a matter of

interpretation.

AQUARIUS (|an. 20-Feb. 18)

— There is no ItMOd to think that

this day will progress in any way

other than planned, unless you've

been keeping something from your-

self.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) —
Concentration and focus must not

be allowed to wax and wane today;

events thai transpire now will

require a good deal of self-disci-

pline.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
Others may wonder what is driving

you, but your motives at this time

are no one's business but your

own. Make sure you know the

truth!

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
Details you encounter today will

affect how you interpret the overall

situation. You may feel as though

one piece of the puzzle is misplaced.

GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20) —
You have been overlooking one or

two things lately that may make all

the difference between satisfaction

and disappointment in the end.

CANCER (|une 2 1 -July 22) —
No one is trying to get in your way,

and yet you continue to feel crowd-

ed. You may be presenting yourself

with self-created obstacles.

LEO (|uly 23-Aug. 22) — You
can trust that nature and the stars

will play by your rules today, but

only for a short time. Take advan-

tage of that which you cannot con-

trol.

VIRGO (Aug. 25-Sept. 22) —
You may be planning something

that is not right for you. Take care

that your pride isn't driving you into

something potentially hazardous.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) —
You may be planning something

that is not right for you. Take care

that you're pride isn't driving you

into something potentially haz-

ardous.

Close to Home By John McPherson

Quotes of tHc? r>**y

tt I'm crazy protractor beard!

Now gimme some can-day!
"

-Adam Sandler

Today's P.C. Menu
Caff 545-2626 for more Information.

Before giving out candy, tne Oernsteadt

required that trick-or-treaters first watch a

short video on dental care.

ACROSS
1 Monthly
expense

5 Wool givers

10 Gardener's
purchase

14 Afghanistan's
continent

1

5

Insect stage
16 Territory

17 Agreement
18 Boring tool

1

9

— year

20 Animal fat

21 Narrow saueak
23 Hardwood
25 Force into place

26 Settler

31 Like some
remarks

34 — pro nobis

35 Prank
37 Golfer Sam —
39 Swedish rock

group
41 Aims
43 Neutral color

44 Pnde members
46 Shrimp
48 Mandela s org

49 Fashion
51 February's

blrthstone

53 Extinct bird

54 "I get it!"

55 Grizzly, e.g.

60 Close by

64 "High —

*

65 Slice

66 Mete (out)

67 Out of work
68 — Fudd
69 Wide-spouted

pitcher

70 "So long" and
"ciao"

71 Nurtures

72 Terra firma

DOWN
1 Taps
2 Isaac's son
3 Amiable
4 Skin

decoration

5 —off:
diminishing

6 Tug
7 Hence
8 Nights before

9 Kitchen tools

1 Soothing lotion

1

1

Pitcher

Hershiser
12 Genuine
13 Explorer's

need
22 Tomato

containers

24 Anecdote
collection

26 Fossil fuel

27 Planet's path

28 Work

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

M D
D

R O L i

L i E

raa@raun Rrana mniaB
AlKlAf«S|WlE|E|TlC

J^,
O VIE

HHHaE IB A V EINISW iT flsjTilP n u P E

E Y E SliTlRlO U p E IISITI

QBHHiS DOS dnEKSH
IIRM UMMWHH HHQH

f L 1

1

lolclclu L T

IcIlIais S A

I IQINIOIRIEI

UHKOB
Drama HHffiE] sasEHi
QQTJClffi SBOS BHEjiIE
ILIEIAINMLIAITIHMDIOISIEISI
10-319/ O 1997 United Feature Syrdcate

29 Pause
30 Elizabeth s

headgear
32 Rot
33 Receives as

wages
36 Shellfish

38 Pipe
40 Spring

flowers

42 Oath takers

45 White shade
47 Ultimate

50 Ballerina

52 "Messiah
composer

55 Torso
56 Part in a play

57 Cotton unit

58 Columnist
Bombeck

59 Stale positively

61 Des Moines'

locale

62 Singer
Campbell

63 Flock

64 Pen poml

Franklin

LUNCH
Hot and Hazy Turkey Sandwich

Cheese Grill in Bread

Franklin's Fabulous Friday Fish Munchies

Mundane Munchy Fish Fingers

DINNER
Country Style Ribs

Baked Ziti

Charbroiled Chicken Breast Cutlet Sandwich

Suburb Style Ribs

Worcester
LUNCH

Fish Munchies
Mesquite Chicken Puks

Bow Ties/Tomato Sauce or Basil Pesto Sauce

Tri-Bean Casserole with 3 Beans

DINNER
Beef Strips w/ Snow P's and Shrooms

Fried Shrimp Dinner

Stir Fry Vegies and Toe-fu

Pastabilities: Eggplant Parmesan

Hampshire
LUNCH

Cowburger
Crispy Chicken Puks

Sandwich Grilled with Cheese

Fishy Fish Munchies

DINNER
Beef Strips with Snow P's & Shrooms

Tilapia Santa Fe (fish)

Tilapia Santa Cruz (pumpkin)

Tilapia Santa Claus (fat guy)

Berkshire

LUNCH
Fabulous Friday Fish Munchies

Big Buffalo Chicken/Honey Wheat Wrap
Grilled Cheese Cutlets in Bread

Vagabond Vegan Ravioli

DINNER
Beef Strips w/ Snow Peas & Shrooms

Big, Bad Baked Ziti

Sensational Stir Fry Vegies & Toe-fu

Bershire's Pastabilities Pumpkin /Pasta Surpri/d

STAFF/"

Night Stalker

Photo Wizard

Copy Ghoul

Execution Supervisor

Execution SlaH Teresa Rorigoes I

Keren Charles I



Sports
Friday, October 31, 1997

NBA season

starts tonight

with changes
All good things must come to an

end. That's what we're told. But 1

don't IM why we can't make the

good things last as long as possible

— keep the good times rolling.

L nfortunately a couple of "lerrys"

out of Chicago just don't see things

im way. Bulls owner |erry Reinsdorf

and general manager |erry Krause

seen to he quite bent on breaking up

the dynasty that is the Chicago Bulls.

They claim that they want tc focus on

rebuilding, so that they don't end up

like the Celtics.

This is the last year of forward

Scottie Pippen's contract, and man-

agement has made it clear that they

have no intention of resigning him.

Head coach Phil lackson is fed up

with the powers-that-be in Chicago,

and will head for his hideaway in

Montana at season's end. Not that

management had any intention of

inviting him back anyway. Michael

lordan. the glue that holds this team

together, says that he will not play

without lackson and Pippen. He has

hinted several times that his plans are

to retire at the end of the year.

As for the Bulls other superstar,

Dennis Rodman, he wasn't even sure

he wanted to play until last week. But

he decided to put in one more year,

"for the fans."

So it's quite evident that the end of

this team, a team that has dominated

this decade, is on its way. What's a

Bulls fan to do? There isn't much to

be done, except savor this season,

and ponder what the end will mean.

It's hard now to imagine a season

without Chicago riding atop the

standings, without Scottie, Mike,

Dennis and Phil kicking butt all win-

ter long and then well into |une.

lordan will be missed the most, that

goes without saying. He is without a

doubt the best thing basketball has ever

and possibly will ever sec. There will be

a definite hole when he is gone, and

none of the current players out there

today will be able to fill it. Not Grant

Hill, not Penny Hardaway, not Allen

lverson (and definitely not Shaquille

"show me the money" O'Neal). There

are players out there with a lot of tal-

ent, but no one quite matches up to His

Airness. He will forever be the ruler

other players are measured against.

Now even this season's team is

becoming questionable. The Bulls

open this final season in Boston

tonight, and they're doing so with

some sore feet. Pippen will be missing

two to three months while recovering

from foot surgery, lordan is just get-

ting over having several ingrown toe-

nails removed (yuck!) and small for-

ward Toni Kukoc has a foot injury,

thanks to which he put in no practice

this summer (and his 25 percent pre-

season field goal percentage shows it).

The Bulls are not the only ones suf-

fering from injuries. Shaq will miss

opening night due to a pulled abdom-

inal muscle. His Lakers will face

Utah tonight, who are without assist

and steal king |ohn Stockton, due to

injuries. Keith Van Horn. John

Calipari's highly touted rookie, is out

with a sprained ankle.

On top of all this. Charles Berkley

Is threatening, once again, to retire.

He is angry with the NBA for not

supporting him in his latest legal

troubles. How could he possibly

expect David Stern to tell the media

that the NBA stands behind him for

throwing some poor schmuck out of

a window in a bar in Orlando?

New reports have come out that

there is rampant marijuana smoking

and heavy drinking around the league.

As much as 60-70 percent of the play-

ers supposedly participate in these

activities. This is supposed to be news

to us? Surely we are not expected to

believe that the NBA players are saints

(except Grant Hill of course). The

drug testing standards in the league

have not changed since 1985. With

these new reports coming out. the

standards will probably be changed.

Makes you wonder how many players

will be "retiring" with lordan.

Mm. new this year: women referees

Dee Kantier and Violet Palmer have

joined the squad of referees in the

NBA this year. It's about time, too.

You go girls! Of course, Rodman has

already found himself in trouble, after

•.lapping one of the new refs on the

rear end. He claims he was just treat-

ing them like he treats any other man.

Yeah, right. If I remember correctly,

Dennis avoids referees at all costs,

lither that or he headbutts them.

,- the basketball season gets

under was lonight, one thing is clear.

The NBA is on the verge of a new era.

Things arc changing left and right I I

old school fans like me, there isn't

much we can do. Except sit back, and

enjoy every moment of this season.

lackie Leroux is a Collegian staff

member

Weekend no treat for UM
By Corey Peter Goodman
Collegian Staff

|ORMA KANSANEN I COLLEGIAN

Senior center Tim Lovell will need a big performance if the Minutemen

are to knock off No. 2 BU.

As soon as daylight fades to gray

this evening, millions of kiddies

around the country will take to ihe

streets in their festive garb, dodging

vampires and ghouls alike, and

assuming a new identity if only lor a

few hours. After all, it's Halloween.

The Massachusetts hockey team i-

no different. Tonight, the Minutemen

will be their disguise as they try to

pose as giant killers in the most

feared college hockey spectrum in the

country. Hockey East.

The evil monster they'll face is the

No. 2 Boston University Terriers,

who'll welcome the Minutemen into

their lair, better known as Walter

Brown Arena, for a 7 p.m. show-

down.
UMass coach |oe Mallen knows

it'll take more than a stake through

the heart to dispose of the

Minutemen's biggest foe.

"There are no easy games in

Hockey East." Mallen said. "Even

though it's BU, we have to take this

like any other game and play good

hockey."

The Terriers (2-0) have been the

class of Hockey East since UMass

was reinstated three years ago. In

1994, the Terriers reeled off their last

10 games, including their tournament

run, en route to a national title game

victory over Maine. BU fell just short

of repeats the past two seasons,

falling to Michigan in the semifinals

in 1995 and North Dakota in the title

series last year.

Coach lack

Parker's troops

swept through the

Hockey East tour-

nament two of

die three seasons,

which included a

run of nine

straight decisions

against UMass.
However Mallen

says when the two

tomorrow evening,

wiped clean.

"There's no doubt in my mind that

the bottom team

Hocke
1

Massachusetts
vs.

No. 9 B.C.

Sunday, 2 p.m.

teams take the ice

the slates will be

in Hockey East

can beat the top

team on any given

night," Mallen

said. "That's how
good this confer-

ence is."

This year, BU
looks stronger

than ever as they

Turn to HOCKEY, page 9
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Sophomore forward Jeff Blanchard and the Minutemen host BC on

Sunday afternoon.

Winning in Ga* onUM
Minutewomen take on Georgia, Clemson in weekend tourney

By Kathleen Ralls

Collegian Staff

Ra> Charles once sang a little

tune about Georgia always being

on his mind.

The Massachusetts women's
soccer team could not disagree

more, unless you are goalie

Danielle Dion — who halls from

Atlanta.

With a season filled with

injurie- to key players, lickneif,

and a constant ^

Massachusetts defensive squad

has their work cut out for them.

with Clemson's leading scorers

sophomore lenny Crawford (13

goals, one assist. 27 points) fol-

lowed by junior Sara Burkett (6g,

11a, 25pts) and junior Sheri

Beuter with (3g. 7a, 13pts).

"They have one of the best

threesomes up front in the

nation." Rudy said. "They are very

mobile, and very good."

The goaltending duties have

______^_ been split

Bickerstaff with 5 goals and 3

assists for 13 points to head up

the Bulldogs offense.

"There should be I ?00- 1.500

fans there, and they are a very

tough crowd to play in front of."

Rudy said. "This is a big. big

weekend for u.-."

Women's Soccer

Qeorgia

Tournament

Todav and Sunday

reconstruction

Of the team- i

strategy, their

motto could
read "Take it

one day at a

time.''

UMass heads

this weekend to

Athens, Ga. to
"^^^^—

compete in the University of

Georgia Tournament where the)

will play Clemson today and the

host team. Georgia, on Sunday. The

15-2 Minutewomen will have to do

it with their .enterhalf. Rohin

Smith, playing at half speed liltCC

recovering from injuries.

"We'll be splicing it together

and we'll play hard and do the

best we can." coach |im Rudy

said. 'This will be the harden
weekend for us in a long time."

On Friday. LAlas- and No. 17

Clemcon (11-5) will clash at I

p.m. The Tiger- have outicored

their opponent- 55 17. in an

extremely difficult schedule which

include- seven national!) ranked

teams. Clemson has been ranked

a- high a- No 10 in the nation

this season and are flying high off

a huge upset victors against

Virginia.

between
Suzanne Putnam
and Meredith
McCullen, who
have combined
for a goals

against average

of 1.05.

Sunday's
match could

also pose multiple threats for the

Minutewomen as they face the

Bulldogs of Georgia and their

feist) home crowd. Rudy's

ex-assistant coach. Bill Barker,

who. according to Rudy has a

good clue on how UMass plays, is

currently an assistant for

Georgia.

The Bulldogs stand at 12-4-1,

and qualified for the Southeastern

Conference tournament with a

5-3 record after two big confer-

ence wins this weekend.

"Georgia will be one of the

fastest teams we play this year."

Rudy said. "And they have one of

the nation's leading goal scorers

in Stephanie Varem (16g. la,

33pts) who is rated as one of the

best in the air in the nation."

Accompanying Yarem is Allison

Thornbury with 6 goals and 7

assists for 19 points and Bentley

UMass
to battle

Hofstra
Team expects

passing attack

By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

If there was ever a time a time for

the Massachusetts football team to

respond to adversity, it would be

Saturday.

Consider the obstacles facing the

Minutemen entering tomorrow's

Football
saasisssssiBBaBsiBssssBSBaiBnBiBMa

COURTESY MEDIA RELATIONS

Amanda Thompson will take up some of the slack left by the injured

Robin Smith, who will play hurt in Georgia.

Trouble Bruin on west coast for UM soccer

By Michael Kobyianski

Collegian Staff

Now that the

Atlantic 10 por-

tion of the season

is in the books for

the Massachusetts

mens' soccer

team. the

Minutemen will

travel to the

California coast

this weekend to

square off against

Cal-State Fullerton

Soccer C'la-sic.

UMass (11-5-1. 7-4 A- 10) closed

last weekend with victories over

^______—^ Fordham and

Men's Soccer

Massachusetts
@

UCLA
tonight, 8 p.m.

LaSalle. And with

a win over Xavier

on Oct. 19. the

Minutemen are

now riding a

three- game win-

ning streak head-

ing into the week

end.

"The UCLA
UCLA and

in the UCLA Turn to MSN'S SOCCER, page °

Also Today

• Field Hockey positions for A-10 tourney... page 9

• Volleyball treating at Cage tonight... page 8

• Cross Country chases conference titles... page 8

• Rick Pitino and his Celtics tip-off... page 8

lake Brodsky and the Minutemen take on two west coast powers at the

UCLA Soccer Classic this weekend.

Massachusetts
vs.

Hofstra

Saturday, 12;30p.m.

12:30 p.m. date with the Hofstra

Flying Dutchmen at Warren McGuirk

Alumni Stadium.

UMass is 2-6 (1-5 Atlantic 10).

Independent Hofstra is 6- 2, with

wins over New Hampshire. Rhode

Island. Lehigh and Buffalo in the last

four weeks: UMass is coming off its

worst home loss in 10 years; Hofstra

is 5-1 on the road, including a 33-14

win at UNH.
The Minutemen need to win their

last three games to avoid their worst

record in head coach Mike Hodges'

six- year tenure. If Hofstra sweeps its

last three, the Dutchmen will be

thinking about the NCAA Division

1-AA playoffs.

Throw in the fact that the

Minutemen — who sport the second

worst pass defense in the A- 10 —
will be facing a Hofstra squad that

averages 329 passing yards per game

without the services of starting defen-

sive backs Tehran Hunter and lerard

White, and it would appear that there

is cause for concern in the UMass
camp.

But Hodges is 9-1 against

non-conference opponents, and 6-0

in the last three years. Add in the fact

that UMass has averaged 44.5 points

in their last three games against non-

conference teams at McGuirk. and

the outlook isn't as dreary as it

seems.

Nonetheless. Hodges is concerned

about the Flying Dutchmen's high

Hying run-and-shoot offense, which

has racked up 143 points during

October, a month that has seen them

go 4-0.

"The biggest problem Hofstra

poses for us is they throw the football

|a lot|. They're a run-and-shoot foot-

ball team, and we've really struggled

against teams that throw the foot-

ball," Hodges said.

UMass has allowed 403 yards pass-

ing to Villanova. 459 to Buffalo and

350 to Delaware in the last three

weeks.

Hodges sees Hofstra's attack as

similar to Buffalo, and is hoping for

the same result on Saturday.

"If we can force them to not run

the ball, force them to throw the ball

on every play, then we'll have an

Turn to FOOTBALL, page 9
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The '97**98 hockey season is here, and so is Lovell
The senior co-captain will bring mix of offensive skill and defensive toughness to L/M
By Jormo Kansanen
Collegian Staff

Since the program's reinstatement

in 1993, the Massachusetts hockcv

team has been in a lot of different sit-

uations during its young lloekc\ I asi

conference tenure — big wins, dis-

heartening losses, record-setting per-

formances, etc

Vet, a few things do not come to

mind when reflecting on UMass hock-

ey — a 50-point scorer, an All-UK
selection, a possible HK Player of the

Year, and to top them all, a Hobey
Baker Award finalist

Well, you can start thinking about

those things, because Tim lovell is in

town.

The senior

co-captain and for-

ward for the

Minutemen has
finally suited up in

Maroon and White

and is ready to

help the team take

the next step

towards conference

and national recog-

nition.

Due to NCAA
regulations, the ^^^^^^^^_
high-flying for-

ward sat out last season alter transfer-

ring from the University of Maine, so

he could spend an entire year with his

new team rather than half a season.

Lovell brings an impressive resume

from the Black Bears to UMass this

season including an outstanding 21

career power plav goals at Maine, a

preseason and regular season All-HE
selection in 1995-96, and a 1995
NCAA East Regional MVP award.

The wait for l.ovell has been the

hardest part, and now it is over. In

Sunday afternoon's home opener
against Boston College in the William

D. Mullins Center (2 p.m.), the

Pioneer Valley will witness what
l.ovell can bring to the ice.

"I've been to the final game, and
that should sav enough." l.ovell said.

"To be in that situation, and to be a

big part of that team at Maine. I think

bring that knowledge here

When I played at Maine, we had

guyi like | Anaheim Mighty Ducks'

|

Paul Kariya and |Olympic team mem-
ber] Chris lines around, and I've

alwayi listened to the guys who've
been a step further. Experience is big,

and you always listen to the people
who have the most experience."

Thanks, coach

lor both of Lovell's past and pre-

sent coaches, the intangibles he brings

to the ice create a tangible effect on
the team, and UMass coach |oe

Mallen does not regret the year layoff

for Lovell's insertion into the lineup.

The heart and determination his

senior co-captain has brought into

team practices

teams.

"One of those teams in that bottom
hall is going to make a move into the

top lour." Walsh said. "UMass cer-

tainly has that capability. It'll be inter-

esting to see who emerges, and they

are possibly one ol th in.

"Tim |Lovell| will bring them an

offensive creativity they nave never
had in a specific player. I'm curious to

see how a year layoff will effect his

game, but he's a great kid to have on
your team, and I hope it really works
out well for him."

One of the more surprising state-

ments on Lovell this preseason was
from a fellow upperclassman, senior

defenseman Tom O'Connor. The
Springfield native has been a steady

defensive presence for the Minutemen
the past lour seasons, and when it

comes to a team style of defense, he

notes the coaching of Walsh has
rubbed off on his former forward in

more ways than one.

Eor O'Connor, Lovell has supplied

more than just offense for the team,

but also a defensive philosophy that

llnriLo^injIc

• 1995 NCAA East

Regional MVP
• 3 year member of

top 5 Maine team

that people listen to that, and I can

has instantly

replaced the

work ethic of
one of last year's

co-captains. Rob
Bonneau.

"Number one,

he provides a

very hard work
ethic in practice,

which is very

important to all

BHBBSSSSBMMBSm oui

Mallen said. "For

a smaller guy, he has a lot of heart,

and he's the kind of guy who is going

to hit you before you hit him. That's

something great to show our players

in terms of his particular fortitude

and courage.

"On the flip side, he does things on

the ice that I've never seen from a guy

in 20 years of coaching. During the

course of a penalty kill or power play,

he can direct traffic while a play is

going on. He has the ability to do
that."

Lovell was a major part of Maine
coach Shawn Walsh's squad from
1995-96. a team that was perennially

in the top five of the country. His 108

points in 1 15 games played (51 goals.

57 assists! for the Black Bears is char-

acteristic of the all-around play
Lovell can bring to a team. Walsh
feels that kind of play can help UMass
make the jump into HE's top four

IHANC TO I COUFCIAN

For the Pioneer Valley, Tim Lovell has only been seen in practice, but this

Sunday, he and his UMass teammates will be seen in their home opener
against Boston College this Sunday at 2 p.m.

The rock of the Minuteman defense
Brad Norton, the 6-6 senior co-captain, leads the team in his fourth and final year
By Corey Peter Goodman
Collegian Staff

While training with a professional

team in Finland last summer. Brad
Norton's chin was sliced open by an

opposing team member's skate blade.

The two-inch gash left a puddle ol

blood on the ice and an equally long

sun on the chin of the Massachusetts

hockey team's top defenseman.

So. Norton cleaned his face, took 30

stitches and returned to the game only

minutes later.

"It didn't hurl." Norton said. "That

kind of stuff happens in hockey. You
lust have to gel back in there."

This example of unmatched levels of

focus, detennination and toughness is

what Norton has represented since

arriving in Amherst three years ago

The senior CO captain has remained

the rock in the Minutemen's defense

ever since.

However, the road has not been so

pleasant for Norton. Coming from a

highly competitive and talented

Cushing Academj sq U;i d in high
school, he joined a UMass group in

1994 trying to survive its first season

in perhaps the best college hockey con-

ference in the country. I lockey East

"It was tough, coming in here win-

ning just six games." Norton said. The
teams we were playing were great. It

was a reality-check for me
."

But perseverance has paid off for the

6-foot-6 senior, who can now take

partial credit for helping I Mass leap

over its obstacles and succeed in the

conference

Norton says he had plenty of help in

the process

"Guys like W arren INorris] and Rob

I
Bonneau | really made this team who
they are." he said. "They were great

leaders We'll miss ihem this year."

Now heading into his final campaign

at UMass. Norton has his sights set on

leading the Minutemen to biggei and

better things. Despite making consid-

erable sirides in each of its first three

seasons in HE, UMan was picked to

finish second-to-last in the III

pre season poll earlier this month.

Yet Norton isn't the least bit sur-

prised

"We haven't proven anything vet.'

Norton said "People may not like it,

but until we linish at the top of the

pack in the conference, we probably

won't get the respect v\c deserve
"

While the lans see the poll results as

a direct insult to the program. Norton

said the players are using it as a rally-

ing cry this season.

We've had our recruiting. We've
got the talent We're due," Norton

said. "This year, it'll all pay off. I think

we're going to surprise people."

Norton savs his job this year is made
a lot easier with the presence of Maine
transfer Tim Lovell in the lineup.

Named the MVP of the 1995 NCAA
1 est Regional Tournament, the senioi

cenlerman provides the experience and
the offensive firepower that'll keep the

puck in the offensive /.one and the

opposing teams back on their heels

"He was a leader for us last year and

he didn't even play," Norton said.

"With the NCAAs. the Final Four, he-

has all the experience.''

"He keeps the spirits high, but he's

not afraid to bark at you. He demands
a lot of respect, but trust me. he gets it.

He's like a player-coach for us out

there.'

With a talented group of goal tenders

behind him in senior Brian Regan,
freshman Finnish-import Markus
Helanen and sophomore Dan DiLeo,

Norton says the Minutemen will be

stingy with the goals

"Regan looks better than ever."

Norton said. "And. Markus is getting

better everyday Regan deserves the

job. but people will be pushing him all

season. All three are great... thank

God"
Nonon sees himself as the glue that

holds everyone together. As the largest

guy on the ice for UMass. it's no secret

that he's also assumed the role as the

bully.

"I love it. that's my game," Norton

said. "I'm not going to put up a lot of

numbers, except in penalty minutes

Turn to NORTON, page 2

has been the trademark for the Black

Bears — team first

"I think that Tim l.ovell has

brought a lot of those ideas with him
from Maine, and they're always unbe-

lievable at team defense." O'Connor
said.

A case of transfer-ids

Those questions concerning his

year layoff might have been answered

with his one goal, two assist perfor-

mance against Dalhousie in a 7-0
exhibition win on Oct. 19 at the

Mullins Center, and his four-point

performance tig. 3a! in the season

opening 6-4 loss against Lowell. But

exhibition games are exactly that —
exhibitions — but his last start in the

Lowell game is

exemplary of the SSSBlBSSSSSSSSSSSa

grind of HE compe-
tition.

For Lovell, the

year layoff alter his

transfer was both
beneficial and frus-

trating. It does not

matter what sport

you play, if you
make it to this level

of competition, that

inner competitive
spirit has to burn
bright inside of you
— and that spirit is

the key to Love
5-foot- 10, Lovell ha

ever) day, but it can get to you. I'm

itching to go now. and I'm trying to

get in game shape."

The lop of the heap
The catalyst lor any student- athlete

is to make it to the NCAA
Championship game — period. All of

the hard work, all of the commitment
comes forth when a student-athlete

takes to the field, the court or in this

case the ice, to take on the top of the

heap lor the ultimate prize.

Coming off one of the most excit-

ing games in NCAA history, a 4-3
triple overtime win over Michigan in

the NCAA semifinals. Lovell took the

ice with his Maine teammates on

April I. 1995 to face their historical

HE foe Boston

Tim l.ovell File

• 108 points in 115

games played for

Maine

• All-Hockey East

selection in 1 995

I game. At
the size needed

to go up against the towers that fre-

quent collegiate and professional
hockey.

The wait gave Lovell a chance to

gel with the team, but you know what

happens when something sits too long

on the shelf? A moldy sort ol sensa-

tion can develop, and the

Minutemen's top forward wants to go
forward with the season.

"The full year is more beneficial

because I'll play 20 more games this

vear." Lovell said. The team really

didn't start off well last year, so this

year I'll have more of an impact right

IronMhc start.

"I The suting
| bothered me. because

I knew every day I wasn't going to

play. You still have to work hard

University in the

National
Championship
game. In front

of a capacity

Providence
Civic Center
crowd of

12.155. the

Terriers took a

bite out of the

Black Bears
with a 6-2 win.

heralding BUssasa coach lack

Parker's second
NC \ \ Championship.

To say the least, it was a disap-

pointing loss; especially to a team like

the Terriers, who perennially hold the

distinction as the squad ever) team in

the country wants to hang a big "1."

on. That kind ol experience fuels the

lire for l.ovell to try to bring UMass
to the level where it can finally heat a

team like BU and literally hang
that "I." on a team which felt the need

to KOte 14 goals on the Minutemen
in the HE quarterfinals in 1996.

In the end. if l.ovell can help bring

I Mass to the next level ol competi-

tion, then a year ol waiting for him —
or even five veals of waiting in HE —
will be all worth it

"| Being in the championship game)

Turn to LOVELL. page 2

1997-98 UMass Hockey Schedule

Oct. 19
Oct. 24
Oct. 31

Nov. 2
Nov. 7
Nov. 8
Nov. 14
Nov. 15

Nov. 21

Nov. 22
Nov. 25
Nov. 29

Dec. 5
Dec. 6
Dec. 12
Dec. 14
Jan.

Jan.

Jan.

Jan.

Jan.

Jan.

Jan.

Jan.

Jan.

3
9
10
16
17
23
24
30
31

Feb. 6
Feb. 8
Fob. 13
Fob. 14
Feb. 20
Feb. 21
Fob. 27
Fob. 28

DalhoUSie (exhibition)

@ UMass Lowell*

@ Boston University

Boston College*
@ Nebraska-Omaha
@ Nebraska-Omaha
UMass-Lowell*
@ Union
Providence*
@ Providence*
Vermont
Northeastern*

@ Northeastern*
Northeastern*
@ Princeton
Dartmouth
@ Army
@ Air Force

@ Air Force
MAorrlmock
@ Merrimack*
Boston College*
@ Boston College*
Providence*
@ Merrimack*

@ New Hampshire*
UMoss-Lowell*
@ Maine*
@ Maine*
@ New Hampshire*
Now Hampshire*
Boston University*
@ Boston University*

7-0 W
6-4 L

7 p.m.

2 p.m.
8 p.m.
8 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.

7 p.m.
8 p.m.
7 p.m.
2 p.m.
2 p.m.
9 p.m.
9 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.

7 p.m.
2 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.

7 p.m.Mar. 7 Maine*
12-15

Hockey East Tournament Quarterfinals A

ir. 20
Hockey East Tournament Semifinals #

Mar. 21
Hockey East Tournament Finals #

IOHMA kans»nin;cou k.i*n

Senior co-captain Brad Norton will wrap up his four-year career this season for the Minutemen, leading a expe-
rienced defensive corps.

m

A pmyod or campus sites

ployed at »he
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Hocksjy cost contofonco i
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the FkwrContor in Boston
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Lovell
continued from page 1

is unbelievable,* Lovell •aid "Yon
work M hard during the year, and

once vou get to the NCAAs, (here's

no bigger feeling than to have ever)

team in the nation .ill in one spot.

When it tomes down to listening

on how to get to the top, I was part ol

teuni that tMH in the top Rve lot three

hi a row I think the young guvs

are listening to that, and am way I can

help the team out is a bonus
"

The highest praise tot Lovell
conies from hit partner In crime,

senior defenseman and co captain

brad Norton. Lovell is the mote
vocal, and Norton is the more physi-

cal, Mdcs to the captaincy, and the

two tenion are the proverbial yin

and sang ol the MhWletiUin'l lute this

season.

The big man from Acton, and

Cuihinj Academy, knows what his

cohort brings to the ice and Cuhriel

cone down and blow your horn,

because the Mullins tenter goal judge

might be but) this season

"ITim's impact on the team is| big

tunc." Norton said, "lust last vear he-

had an impact, and he didn't even

play, lust look at the NCAA*, the

1 inal I our. h* has all the experience,

and he keeps our spirits high, but he's

not afraid tO bark at vou.

"lie demands a lot ol respect, and

trust me, he gets it. lie's like a play-

er-coach lor us out there."

The Campus Center...
Tim Lovell will center the offense, and will be center of the No. 1

line for the Minutemen this season.

goal
continued from page 4

Amherst has ensued for I leianen, but

not one extremely foreign to the native

ol \ antaa, I inland.

The Minute-men's first recruit ever

from across the pond has spent his

share ol time in the U.S.. first learn-

ing about I \la-s while surfing the

Web when he --laved a sear in the

States in 1445-44. attending V-w
Hartford High School in \ V. Alter

his May in the U.S., I leianen did his

required one-year residence in the

armed services, and has brought that

hardened work ethic to the

Mmuicmen.
Hi- road has brought him from the

sticks of the Land of a Thousand
I akes to the sticks of the I and of the

free, and the Home of the Brave —
or less patriotically, western Mass.

It was a stroke of luck that llelunen

even got in touch with the couching

Staff, us their attentions were centered

on other players from Finland, and

Mallen can only thank his luckv stars

for his future goaltending star in wait-

ing.

"He had written to us. and luckily.

we followed it up." Mallen said. "He
.has great size, great loots in terms ol

handling the puck and plaving his

position. Hi v work ethic is impecca-

ble, -.pending almost all of lust year in

the I innish armv I le has great deal of

maturity about him. and I think he'-.

going to be a great goalie in this

league."

for I leianen himself, the perfect

situation would have been if his old

teammate Tuomo laasekclaiiicn could

have made the trip to Amherst, too.

laaskelainen now dons the colors ol

Maine, but the two teamed up to

make their dream ol plaving hockey

in America a reality, and now they

will face each other on the ice —
come Feb. 14 in Orono. Maine.

"Me and my friend wanted to come

to a Division I univcr-.it> in America,

no matter where." Helanen said. "He-

got a chance to go to Maine, and it

would have been perfect if he came
here with me. but it's been mv dream

to play college hockey here in

America. It was lucky for us to get a

chance to come and play here
"

Regan has benefited from the com-

petition Helanen has given him this

fall, but the time for the Finnish net-

minder i- still slightly down the road.

This year is Regan's time to shine.

and he has no doubt that when he-

leaves, the torch will be passed into

more than capable hands — whether

that goalie is Helanen. e>r Dileo.

"Marcus is a very good goaltendci

.

and given some time, he'll be a very

good goalie in llockcv I ast." Regan

laid. "I think we've pushed each

other, and we've learned from each

other. They plav a different style of

geuiltending over there Serosa the

water, and its been a competitive

training camp.

We're friends oil the ice. and
M.iieiis is as funny as can be. After I

leave, goaltending at this school will

be fine. No doubt about il

."

Nov. 2 Boston College

Nov. 21 Providence

Dec. 6 Northeastern

Jan. 23 Boston College
UMass-LowellFeb. 8

Feb. 21 New Hampshire
Mar. 7 Maine

UMan TV and Radio Schedule

Seven home games are scheduled to be televised, and will

be broadcasted on Media One this season:

2 p.m.
7 p.m.

8 p.m.
7 p.m.
2 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.

Every game can be heard on the UMass Sports Radio
Network, on the network's flagship station, WHMP 1400
AM. Ted Baker will be the play-by-play man, with Brock

Hines on color commentary. Also, broadcasting selected

Simes will be WHAI 98.3 FM (Greenfield), WBRK 1340 AM
ittsfield). WADN 1 120 AM (Concord), and WATD 95.9 FM

Marshfield).

Additionally, selected games will be broadcast on WMUA
91.1 FM, the UMass student radio station:

Nov. 2 Boston College 2 p.m.

Nov. 14 UMass-Lowell 7 p.m.

Jan. 24 @ Boston College 7 p.m.

Feb. 8 UMass-Lowell 2 p.m.

Feb. 13 @ Maine 7 p.m.

Feb. 14 @ Maine 7 p.m.

Feb. 21 New Hampshire 7p.m.
Feb. 27 Boston University 7 p.m.

Feb. 28 @ Boston University 7 p.m.

Mar. 7 Maine 7 p.m.

Insane in the membrane

;

UM hockey in the brain

Come on sports triv ia

junkies, who won the 1480

women's Boston
Marathon? Don't know, do you''

But, you probably recall Rosie
Ruiz taking the Green line
through Newton, jumping through

sonic spectators and apparently

winning the race — until her

rouse was discovered,

Sometimes the memory that

endures years later isn't the win-

ner, but something special that

happens em the wav. and that goes

hand in hand with Massachusetts

hockey. Call it the tin Cup effect,

alter the movie where Kevin
Costner'S character loses the U.S.

Open, but nails a legendary drive-

to get a 1 2 on ^^^^^^^^^^
the 18th hole, "^"^""l*^^™

\\c remem- ^^^g
ber Ruiz and
Costlier, but overlook what ever

pro won that fictional open, or

the immortal lackie Gareau. who
won at Boston in 1480. If you did

know Gateau, you really need to

get a girlfriend by the way.

Mavbe. you'll find one at Time
Out...

• There arc people who play

hockey, and then there are hockey

players. Sal Manganuro was a

hockey player in every sense of

the phrase, and that includes hav-

ing a short fuse on occasion. I can

still close my eyes and see him
getting ejected at New Hampshire-

two years ago.

Whoever the referee was that

night gave Sal the old heave-ho
for something marginal, and he

exchanged some pleasantries with

the rabid UNII fans as he left.

Mind you, UNII fans, through
blue and white face paint, taunted

the team managers prior to a

game last vear. calling them "the

worst damn stick boys I've ever

seen."

The tunnel points directly

towards the visiting media end of

the press box and offered a per-

fect view of Sal later, out of view-

to all hut us. throwing his stick

down the expansive tunnel like a

boomerang — shattering against

the back wall. It was a thing of

beauty floating through the air.

and a perfect snapshot of the

intense leader that Sal was.

Don't ask me who won that

game. I think UNII did and could

look it up and check, but it

doesn't matter. I don't recall who
scored, how the) scored, or who
was in net. It's the Tin Cup effect

at work,
I do. however recall one other

thing about that night and it

involves one I Mass staffer') rave

review of the Whittcmurc
Center's restroom facilities.

Norton

"Have you been to the pits

ci wow!!!!!." was all he could

lay, rejuvenating his Spirits |USt

seven days removed from
Hurricane latpig up in Orono.
and the blaring lire alarm.

The Minutemen have not been

the cream of the llockcv I -ast

crop the past three seasons
Through some of the longest

nights. I've found myself taking

pleasure in the small, mundane.
often unnoticed, moments. These
things mean UMass Hockey to

me, and will remain fur longer

than mere wins and losses.

• It's the way Tiger Holland
would never get into the team
huddle before the start of a peri-

^_^__^__^ odi but hang
mmammmmmmmmmtlm

lorbll^^^^ back from t he-

pack.

• It's in the first tew chords of

UMass' intro semg, "Black Betty."

no matter how sick of it you got

by the end of the year.

• It's the endless debates with

the guy who sits next to me dur-

ing games, who actually thinks

the dancing puck they put up on

the scoreboard is a dancing
M&M.

• It's the great doughnuts in

BU's press box. and WHMI's
Brock Hines calling me
"Koharski."

• It's NESN's Bob Virion hav-

ing to stand on a crate to inter-

view Brad Norton between peri-

ods last year at UNII.
•

I remember one night right

before the teams came back out

onto the ice the Minute-man mas-

cot had skated (pardon me. slum-

bled I too close to the UMass tun-

nel and Tiger Holland absolutely

leveled him.

1 think it was the hardest Int of

his career.

All 1 can remember, other than

the roaring laughter, was tome
1 1-year old kid named Stan, with

a huge head jumping up and
yelling. "They killed the

Mmuteman!"
"You bastard!!!!*

No, I vvas the bastard fot once

when I left the gas cap from the

S.S. lorma at a Mobil station in

Manchester. Nil. I say for once

because it's usually ever-present

UMass hockey superfan Mark
1 estuk. who often has no shame.

Last year at Northeastern,
already well lit from celebrating

the hoop win earlier in the day

over BC at McGann'i in the North

I nd. Mark, the Pride of Section T
behind the opposing bench, made
his presence known. His favorite

referee. Steve McBridc. was in the

house and prepared to drop the

Turn to TORBIN. page 3

continued from page 1

At my size, if you can't push people

around vou're not going to be around

long."

Norton's lellow senior co-eaplain.

Lovell. savs he is the brains, and

Norton is the brawn ol the team's

operations,

"I'm mote vocal than Brad is. and

lie's more of the intimiduteir," I ovcll

said. "We have I good mixture, and

guvs are going to listen to Brad

because he's | big kief und they'll lis-

ten to me becuuse of the respect

they've given me.

"It wvrks eiut well, both ways, with

one captain on defense and one with

the forwards."

Together, Norton says this year's

team is the most talented one he's

played on. Unlike previous

Minute-man editions, he added, this

vcar's team is more prepared, com-

pletely dedicated and expects to win

each and every night.

We're tight this year also." Norton

said. "We weren't real close last war.

We have more guvs now who will do

whatever il lakes to win and sacrifice

their body for their teammates."

Norton says that if winning lor

themselves isn't enough motivation

then winning lor head coach loe

Mallen iv

"This guy has been IO patient the

last foul yean," Norton said. "I would

have gone nuts He's done the recruit

ing and the coaching. The guys really

enjoy playing for him and it shows. II

anyone deserves to win. it's the

coach."

Mallen is depending on Norton to

carry the load and anchor a experi-

enced defense, and a sizeable defense

a-- well that averages b-5 in height.

"I like big defensemen." Mallen

said. "But it's not just about being big.

they need to be just as talented Big

defensemen can neutralize forward-. In

a small rink game But in a big rink,

they need to be able to move and lian

die the puck well if we're going to

win."

II anyone on the team elevs. Norton

certain]) fits that mold.

IORMA KANVANI Is. COlU

Mullins Center Mauler...
Brad Norton has wreaked havoc on opponents at the Mullins

Center, and will again this Sunday in UMass' home opener against

Boston College at 2p.m.

The No. 2 line will be No. 1 UMass priority
By Jormo Kansanen
Collegian Staff

You always read about No I, but how about

No. 2?

The No. 1 line ol senior CO- captain Tim Lovell.

junior Steve MacKinnon and sophomore left

Blanchard will get all the immediate attention for

the Massachusetts hockey team, but the role of

the No. 2 line will be important — if not more
important — to the team this season

The duo of seniors Dan luden and Chris

law celt will anchor the No. 2 line for the

Minutemen this season, with freshman Nick

Stephens finding left wing duties in the season

opener against Lowell. Stephens is coming oil a

successful Stmt with St. Paul of the United Slates

Hockey League, where he scored 20 points for the

Vukans,
UMass coach |oe Mallen knows he will gel a lot

of quality ice time from his No. I line this season.

but the kev to the Minutemen's success will be the

impact hi-- No, 2 line can make on the ice. If the

senior duo can not get on a roll al the start of the

season, as ihev were a non factor in the 6 4 loss

lo Lowell last Friday night, llockcv Last oppo-

nents will key in on Lovell. MacKinnon and

Blanchard — and the UMass offense could come
to a screeching halt

"When you talk about Hun luden und Chris

I sweett, you are not going to lead them before a

Tim Lovell. a Brad Norton or a Brian Regan."

Mallen s;, id. "But those two guys are two impor-

tant cogs in the wheel for us this season, and both

of them have the ability to sceire.

"Chris has been a greai penalty killer for us,

and both of them played on our No. 2 power play

unit last season, and were successful."

luden came out with a fast start last season, and

in the first eight games, he was right behind the

scoring leaders, then seniors Rob Bonneau and
Warren Neirris. with 7 points (5 goals, 4 assists).

\fter a rough offensive start for the leani at the

start of the season, Mallen switched around his

lines, moving luden and fellow junior Chris

Lawcett up to the No. 1 line with then—seniol

Tom Perry,

l Mass came out with a key b-5 win ovei

Merrimack, ending positively an eight game III

slate to open the season.

However, while lawcett went on to record 22

points (15 goals, 4 assists), good leu fourth besi

on (he team, luden fell off the scoring pace, and

only recorded 8 more points the rest ol the season

tog. 4a).

Mallen wants lhal kind of early effect luden had

on his team lo last the entire season this vcai

"We have to get some more scoring out ol

| luden and Fawcett] to be mote successful,"

Mallen said. "I think we'll get some good scoring

out of MacKinnon. Blanchard and Lovell. but

really, its the plav of those guvs that can rcallv

make or break us this vear."

Mallen is given a vote of confidence from his players and UM
By Corey Peter Goodman
Collegian Staff

Massachusetts hockey coach |oe Mallen has never been

the kind of guy to turn down a challenge.

Alter graduating from Michigan State in 1977, Mallen

took over the coaching duties at UMass-Boston where he-

led the Beacons Irom club level status to a thriving

Division II program

Mallen then accepted an assistant coaching position at

U.S. International University before Boston College came
calling in 1485. As an assistant coach in Chestnut Hill,

where he was in charge of recruiting former BC standouts

like goallender Greg Taylor, Mallen
played a huge pari in the Eagles' national

title run tn 1990.

But in 1943, Mallen accepted the

greatest challenge of them all when he

took over the reigns ol UMass' newly

reinstated hockey program. Evan more so

of a challenge was that (he program was

preparing to plunge into college hockey's

top conference — Hockey East.

"I'm a competitor.' Mallen said. "I

always have been."

Now entering his fifth season at

I Mass. and the fourth in Hockey East,

Mallen is close to his initial goal: bring- mmmmmmmmmmmt

ing the level of UMass hockey to the advanced HL
plateau.

Under Mallen's tutelage, the Minutemen went 20-4 in

144), while playing an independent schedule. In their first

llockcv East campaign in 1494, the Minutemen struggled,

going b-28. But in 1995, UMass recorded 10 wins fol-

lowed by its 12 victories last season

"I'm happy where we are." Mallen said. "We've consis-

tently improved each vear. and I don't see that changing."

Mallen said that the Hockey East preseason poll, which

predicts UMass to finish second-to-last in the conference

in front of Northeastern, has not recognized the team's

improvements.

"It's alright. The proof will be on the ice." Mallen said.

"We know we're al the second phase of the rebuilding

process now. It's time to start playing to our potential."

The hard work Mallen has put into the program may

oe Mallen File

not be noticed in the preseason poll, but it is noticed by

coaches like New Hampshire's Dick Umile. After two

close games last season at the Mullins Center, with the

Wildcats only pulling out one-goal wins over the

Minutemen. Umile knows firsthand what UMass can

bring to the table.

"What |oe and his coaching staff have done in only four

years is build the program up from a lower half team to

one that can possibly break into the lop four teams this

season." Umile said. "They've closed the gap from being

an easy 'W to giving teams like ours a run for our

money
According to Mallen. the team has an enormous

amount of ability to build on this

HamuBBBBBBBBBnaBBl season. Leading the leant are the

three senior defensemen. co-captain

Brad Norton. Tom O'Connor and

Mike Gaffney

"They're the strength of the

leant." Mallen said. "Those guys will

show our freshmen what il takes to

win at this level."

Leading the offensive attack for

Mallen's squad is senior

Maine- transfer Tim Lovell. A
three-year starter for the Black

Bears, Lovell brings the Minutemen
l^RmmmmSBBi™ lightning-quick speed, great

puck-handling, a proven goal scorer and most important-

ly, three years experience in ihe conference.

Lovell also provides the big name that's expected to

lure bigger and belter recruits lo UMass in the coming

years. However, Mallen says UMass' recruits are starting

to blossom now, and with the senior leadership guiding

them, he sees a competitive lire building within his team.

"Tim | Lovell | has really impressed us." Mallen said.

"He knows the teams in this league well, and he can show

the younger players the kind of work ethic they'll need."

Mallen said that junior forward Steve MacKinnon —
the Minutemen's top returning scorer — is one of the guys

this year who will emerge as a team leader.

"He's really improved his play and we're excited about

him." Mallen said.

MacKinnon lived up to his coach's expectations with an

outstanding performance in the season opener last Friday

• 116-102-10

career record

• 36-56-8 record in

four years at UMass

COURTS SV MEDIA RELATIONS

This season will be u comeistone year fot UMass coach |oe Mallen and his hockey program with his first four

year class of seniors yiaduuting from HE competition.

againsi I Mass I owell, learning up with I ovcll and

sophomore leff Blanchard on the No. I line. MacKinnon

ended up with two goals and an assist on the evening.

There's no doubt that Mallen i- the main reason for

UMass' sieadv improvement aim promising outlook since

its reinstatement.

Norton believes the plavei push themselves harder

because of the respect they rum lot vlullen

"He's a great coach and he works hard." Norton said.

"Ihe guys really enjoy playing for him and it shows."

The University believes in Mallen as well. Last year,

Mallen was rewarded with a three-year contract exten-

sion, which includes an increase in his base salary and

incentives for NCAA appearances, and begins when his

current contract expires at the end of this season.

Now that's a vote of confidence

Experienced senior defensive unit will key Minuteman success this season

Gaffney and O'Connor round out first senior class to play for four years in a grueling Hockey East

By Jormo Kansanen
Collegian Staff

If vou watch the game of hockey

at all. you know what players like

Wayne Gretzky do — score points.

Even if you are one ol the lew. the

proud, the collegiate hockey fan. vou

will recognise names like

Massachusetts' own Tim Lovell.

Boston University's Chris Drurv or

even former Michigan Wolverine-

Brendan Morrison — because those

kind of players are usually seen on

the highlight reels

Yet, defense is the key to success.

and this season Massachusetts has a

solid nucleus to build on.

Along with senior delenseman
and co-captain Brad Notion, fellow

classmates Mike Gaffney and Tom
O'Connor and sophomore Dean

IORMA KANSANtN COUfCIAN

Senior defenseman Mike Gaffney brings his career-best 20-point per-

formance from last season to the UMass defense this season.

Stork return to the experienced

UMass backline this season, and arc-

hungry lor some revenge on their

conference opponents.

Experience is the kev with the

I Mass defense, but size also factors

in as well. Combined with redshirl

freshman Kevin Tucker and true

freshman Matt Smith, the average

height of the backline

this season will be

b-foot-5.

Yeah, it does not

huittei w hut sport you

watch, you know that

i> "big. UiVitt&a ,-cjusli

loe Mullen likes his

defense lhal way. but

he alsei wants them to

be fleet on their feet.

Mallen had an expe-

rience with the Bob
I o h n s o n - c o a c h c d

Calgary flames in his

days at L Mass-Boston,

and defensemen like Al

Macinnis had a effect on him that

still works to this day.

"lohnson was about b-foot-l

himself, and he called all his

defenseman over, and he was upset

with how they plav eel the night

before." Mallen said. "When he was

pointing his linger, he had to point

it up at all his defense-

men. It kind of left an

indelible impression in

my mind.

"But, you just don't

take those guvs, put

them into a uniform

and make I hem play

defense. Thev have to

have hands, feet and

heart, and I think our

guys have some spe-

cial skills beyond then

size."

I ast season, the

Minutemen allowed
1,115 shots on the

duo of now-graduated goaltender

Rich Moriarty and current- senior

Brian Regan, with an average of

50.97 shots per game. In UMass' 25

losses, that average jumped up to

5(1.45 shots a game.

Those numbers arc much too

( OURTCY MtOIA RhATIONS

Dean Stork

high, and that is what the defense

has worked on this preseason

Nuiion and his backline mutes

know there is no "me " in "leatn" —
unless you add "at" and rearrange

the letters a little bit but tli.it is

digression in its line's! Ion..

"We ic a lot mioi komuutted this

yea. u a team defense," Norton
said. W e need to

gel the puck out of

the /one quicker,
ami clear il out as

soon as possible but

make sut th the

forwards can .^civ.

it.

"Our coverage
needs to be there,

and we might go
with more of a

man >>n man covet -

age. se> it'll he easier

ti> see who is making

the mistakes
."

Prioritizing the

team defense scheme has been the

mission for Mallen and the coaching

staff this fall, and for O'Connor, the

point is gelling across more so

than previous seasons.

"We want tO muke our team
defense a priority this vear. and in

the past, we've worked hard on it.

but we haven't made
it into a solid base

for our club."

O'Connor said.

"W ere working on a

lot of our defensive

EOne coverage in

practice, and we're

looking a lot bettet
"

Regan does not

hold the past nulis

cretions ol his defen-

sive partners against

I he n i and he looks

for much bettet

things from his expc

lie need backline

mates this season

Ml lout of the senior backiinen

bring something different to the ice-

Regan is one of ihe lop goalies

going into thl III season this veai

holding the all lime saves mark at

UMass. Gaffney has an offensive

repertoire which blossomed last sea-

sein into a 20-potnt performance 1

7

goals. 15 assistsl. finishing two
points shy for most points scored by

a defenseman in a season. Norton is

one of the most intimidating players

in the league at b-foot-b, and is the

defensive captain and O'Connor is

solid in all areas of the game, seeing

time on the power play and penally

kill unit-

"I think we have a great defensive

corps, especially with a great gToup

of four that have played in Hockey

East," Regan said. "It'll be tough,

because Hockey East is a great

offensive league, and we've seen

that the last four years.

"Our experience is starting to

show this year, and the way our
defense is with the maturity we
have, we should be in every game.

r

( OIIR1ISV MtOIA RSLATIONS

Matt Smith

IORMA KANSANI s. I oil H.IAN

Senior defenseman Tom O'Connor will be counted on to bring his

solid, all-around play to the Minuteman defensive unit.

Torbin

IORMA KANVANIN CO

Senior Dan |uden will be relied upon to help shoulder the scoring burden for UMass this season as he will center the No. 2 line for the Minutemen.

continued from page 2

puck leu a luce off directly in front

ol Murk As McBridc. bis back lo

the quintessential Jersey Boy. bent

over to drop the puck with his butt

high in the an a silence fell over

venerable Matthews Arena.

Mark, like the Metallica and

Helmet he is SO Fond of. killed the

silence with a hearty "Hey McBridc.

don't you dare stick that thing in

my face." The re! shot right up. and

dropped the puck from a more
upright position while the near-by

I Mass fans bellowed.

Sure, there's been euphoric and

unforgettable moments of triumph

i wins over Maine and BC in the

plav oils) and despair (losses at

Hot) Cross and at BU in the play-

oils i. but in ihe end. these are the

son oi memories I'll take.

• Things like Alice Bishko. silling

all alone at Mullins in a corner.

dressed in white and yelling. "Go
Mass Gol," Irom ihe middle ol

nowhere even in our darkest

hour.
• Formal assistant coach Mark

Denned) in general, and what he-

did ti> his pen m the press box after

we lost at Holv Croat in particu-

lar.

• The lovely but maid at the

Portsmouth Brewery with its

8.9-percent •'experimental" slout

who was from Maine and lived in

New Hampshire, but went to

UC-Riverside.

Co figure.

• Former Media Relations assis

tant and penalty box attendant lot

day Charlie Bare. I non-puckhead.

falling flat on his ass at center ice-

after being fore-warned that its

slippery out there.

• One can't forget Merrimack's

tapes of I Kiev I BWlt and the News
singing the national anthem, und a

toilet Hushing.
• College hockey It's all about

the UNH fish. PC's pinstripe uni-

forms. Sasquatch and T, Anthony's

slices at BU. and it's the boots and

chaps and cowboy hats the team

will no doubt find next week in

Omaha.
• Hockey Last road trips. ..slop

ping at every last chance Texaco en

route to the end of the world
(Orono. Me. and Margarita's where

lorma was mistaken for Brad
Notion by a drunken Black Beat I

and pulling in two bucks worth
searching for a Mobil so I could

charge the gas to my parents. Don't

gel me Started on the blackout in

Bangor,
• It's wuking up in the middle of

the night hearing BU's sieve chant.

Maine's Stein Song or those

obscene UNII fans with their fami-

ly oriented "bloody stumps" chant

• Threiugh three years and one-

week eif working in one capacity or

another with the UMass hockey

team, the Minutemen have taken to

the ice for a game 107 times. I've

bore witness to 92 of those contests

and missed 15, six of those coming

in the first nine games of tny fresh-

man veur

In those 15 games, including

Friday's loss at I owell. UMass is

0-15-2. There's two ways of look-

ing at this.

For one. it could be pointed out

that I picked nice nights to take oil

and haven't missed anything. The
other slightly more egotistical

approach of course is that the leatn

just can't win without me. I'm

going to hope it's the former.

But. M anyone could convince

coach Mallen that It's the latter und

he needs to take me to Colorado
Springs lor the Air force games, he

my guest (UMass is 4 vs. the

falcons with me, 0-1-1 without me
by the wav I

That record should change this

year for all the reasons on these

lour pages. But regardless, nothing

hut great I Mass hockey memories

.sill remain tro/en in my mind —
like my tuckus freezing lo a bench

at Merrimack's unhealed V'olpe

Complex.
I have hud several opportunities

l ei stop working with hockev m
favor ol several other options but

once I sport is in your blood, and a

specific team and group of plavei s

on vour mind, there's no reason to

change. Yeah, one of these years I'd

like to walk into the flcetCenler's

media room before the Hockey East

final and not have everyone wonder
what on Karth I'm doing there.

Hopefully il will be different this

March, providing one lust great

memory
/ cijih Torbin is a Colltgitn

columnist.

The rest of the 1997-98 Minutemen seniors
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This season's goal for UMass is to back up senior Brian Regan
The changing of the guard starts as Regan has backup m Finnish-import Markus Helanen and sophornare^J™*
By Jormo Kansanen

Collegion Staff

It
; known tluil it is done.

It is I known tact that when a MB
lose- I game, or has not played up to

expectations, it seems only insanely

natural to unduly place the blame

squarely on a certain player's shoul-

ders.

In the game of hockey, the blame

for a loss almost always falls on the

shoulders of the goaltender. It is

insanely appropriate due to the fact

the game is won by scoring more goals

than your opponent — and you do not

have to he an ex-hockey color analyst

like Derek Sanderson to admit that.

for the Massachusetts hockey team,

a lot of talk has centered around the

goalie situation, with the play of

senior incumbent Brian Regan being

placed in the over-critical spotlight.

Unfortunately for Regan, his outstand-

ing play between the pipes for the

Minutemen the past three years have

been overshadowed by the big num-

bers Hockey East opponents have

infrequently posted against him.

With the addition of freshman

goalie Markus Helanen this season to

the roster, scuttle-butt has centered

on the possibility of a change in the

I Mass net. Helanen posted impressive

numbers for lokerit of Helsinki in the

Finnish lunior A league, leading the

league in goals-against-average and

WVC percentage.

Well, all that scuttle-butt is exactly

what the second half of the word says,

and look for Regan to continue to be

the No. 1 goalie, because he is what

he is — the man in the Minuteman

net

L Mass eoach loe Mallen considers

it a luxury to have three quality goal-

tenders on his squad — the third

being sophomore Dan Dileo — and

the net profits will only help his team

in the long run.

We have a very healthy and a

great, experienced goalie in Brian

Regan, and he gives us a much more

competitive edge." Mallen said. "I've

nevet felt that one goalie can play all

the games well, and now we have

three good ones
"

Ton O'Connor is one among the

cast of senior defensemun in the

Minuteman lineup, and he sees the

addition of Helanen into the

Minuteman lineup as beneficial for the

senior netimnder — supplying a little

wakeup call for Regan to continue his

hard work in practice.

"I think that Markus is going to

help Brian a lot." O'Connor said. "In

the past. I think Brian knew he was

the No. 1 goalie, but with Markus

around he has more competition in

practice He's goiag to work harder

for himself knowing that Markus can

step in. and I think it's going to help

him out."

One for the record books

After an up and down 1496-47 sea

son, Regan came up big tor the

Minutemen in the I IK quarterfinals

against New Hampshire, lacing the

five headed beast of forwards | rk

Boguniecki, |ason Krog, Ton Nolan.

I iik Nickulas and Mark Mowers

who all scored over 50 points bst sea-

son — Regan set a new HE quarterfi-

nal record of 55 saves in a 5-2 loss in

the first game of the playoff series.

IORMA KANSAN1N ' COUIUAN

After three years at UMass, senior goaltender Brian Regan will continue

to be the man in the Minuteman net this season, but...

IORMA KANS/

...freshman Markus Helanen (foreground) and sophomore Dan Dileo

(background) will be ready to back their goalie leader up.

I hat kind of effort, even in a losing

cause, curiously boosted Regan's

morale, and he looks forward to a suc-

eesslul and more consistent senior sea-

son with his experienced defensive

mates.

"I have a lot of confidence coming

in after the playoffs against UNI I last

year." Regan said. "I had two huge

gamet up there, and I think the

biggest thing I need is to remain eon.

sistent throughout the year.

"With our older defense. I don't

think I'll see as many shots which will

enable me to be more consistent. In

past seasons, where I've seen 50 shots

one night and 50 the next. I haven't

been able to be as good as I can be

throughout the season
."

Senior co-captains Brad Norton

and Tim l.ovell feel the decision to

start Regan is one of no contest. Yet,

they are also confident of the fact that

a goalie ol llelanen's stature (specifi-

cally b-foot-5). can push the incum-

bent to make himself better than what

he is now

.

"All three |goalies| are great...

thank God." Norton said. "Regan

looks better than ever, and Markus is

getting better ever) day. Regan

deserves the job. but our goalies will

be pushing him all season."

"Markus is going to be a great

goalie, but he has to line tune some

things in the net first." l.ovell said.

He's a big kid. and he's got some

great skills, but at the moment, you

have to go with Regan. He's the man,

and he's one of the best in the our

league

"like everything in the game, its

KMT iob to lose, and its the same thing

with me. Its a part ol life, and he is the

man right now

A long and winding road

It has been an interesting trip the

last three years for Regan, but it has

been iust as interesting a trip lor

Helanen \ long and winding road to

Turn to GOAL, page 2

Bsr™ 1997-98 Hockey East Preview Capsules %tssr«

Boston College Eagles
Location: Chestnut Hill

Home arena/capacity: Silvio O. Conte Forum (7,8841

Coach/career record: lerry York (509-545-45)

'96-'97 overall/conference record: 15-14-4 (9-12-5. 6th)

Top returning plavers: F Martv Reasoner 1 55 GP, 20-22- 441; F Blake

Bellefuille (54 GP, 16-19-55); F Jeff Farkas (55 GP. 15-25-56); D

Ken Hemenwav (58 GP, 5-1 7-20).

Team synopsis: Picked to finish third in last season's preseason HE

poll, the Eagles finished up a disappointing sixth place in the confer-

ence. However, a sweep at Merrimack in the HE quarterfinals did

usher them to the FleetCenter, where they lost. 4-0, to UNH in the

semis. Reasoner could be playing for the St. Louis Blues of the NHL
right now. but Chestnut Hill life must be treating him more kindly than

BC's sixth place finish did. Their superb goalie Greg Taylor has gradu

ated. and a gaping hole is left behind in net.

Boston University Terriers

Location: Boston

Home arena/capacity: Walter Brown Arena (5.864)

Coach/career record: lack Parker (549-257-46)

'96-'97 overall/conference record: 26-9-6 1 1 6-4-4, T-tst)

Top returning playrs i V Chrii Drury.
( 4 1 GP . 58n.7it-.62 )

Svlvia i4^n k^Bmlj

Morrison "gets for taking the H.

III. Player of the Year and 4JMWHBM&i fja^corcrs in

rtt HE history. The Terriers lost a 6-4 heartbreaker to North

Dakota in the final, and sophomore forward Dan Laeouture and

now-graduated Shawn Bates (Boston Bruins) to the professional ranks.

Once again, it does not suck to be them, but they may be vulnerable

this season with 1 5 freshman on their squad.

University of Maine Black Bears

18-21-59): F
10-27-57); C

some minor

Location: Orono. Maine

Home arena/capacity: Allorul Arena v%20Wj A,

Coach/career record: Shawn Walsh 1 504 -I 74 -24 I

•Vb-'W overall/conference record: 2

Top returning players: I" Shr.wn wansbonua.li >">!

Steve Karivt. (55 GP 19-51-50); I Cory 1 arose (55 Gf

Mlie Michalid t2* GP. 17-8-1. 5.09 GAA. .864 S;

Team syeopsis: Even with their postseason bar

paperwork problems last season. Maine ended its shortened campaign

as the hottest team in the ajuntir. the Black bears finished their season

with a 15-2 record, with Michaud goiiq; 12- I in (he last 15 games. BU

and UNI I are picked ahead of Maine in the preseason poll, but Walsh's

team can be counted on to shake ils foundation. I arose is one oi the top

rookies in the conference, and the teari returns 19 of 2b letter winners.

It would be upsetting to call them' the upset special, but watch out for

the Black and Blue this season.

University of Massachusetts

Amherst Minutemen
Location: Amherst

Home arena^eiacitv: Mullins Center (8.589)

i.Mnllim nan f?"
""

University of Massachusetts -

Lowell Rivei

uiting class since the program's reinstatement

.—.•ighter fortunes for the Minutemen Yet. if the

...itorical trap of allowing too many shots on Regan,

,, standout goalie will only be able to do so much. An

experienced defense will be key in a heavily offensive conference, and

Norton — plus fellow senior backliners Mike Gaffney and Tom
O'Connor — are the secrets to their success A big early season loss

was freshman forward Jeff Turner, who broke his fibula in practice a

lew weeks ago.

Location: Lowell

Home arena/cap

Coach/career recor
'96-'97 overall/

Top returning pi

Basanba :

Martin Fillio^ <

Team synops

ond straight year

stature us the
"

FlectC enter, losiii]

was voted M HI

All-HE selection

-1, 7th)

-20 56); I Shannon
158GP. 5 22-25); G
Sv<

Alumni Cup for the tec-

made to boost Lowell's

lawks made it to the

ie HE semis Koehlei

ler him. Basaraba and

production drops off.

Fillfon will need to fill the role as a premier puck stopper for Lowell to

eiack the top four teams in the conference this season

Merrimack College Warriors
Location: North Andover

Home arena/capacity: V'oj

Coach/career record: f

'96-'97 overall/confj

returning players: I

Stringer (54 Gl*. I

Darrcl Scoville (55

Team synopsis: '

finishing fifth in HF
to Maine's postsc;

the Volpe "in

chances to go'

an All-HE selcltj

ation As uithUc.
pipes, and Cris Classen's .775 MVt
hope for the Warriors in net.

1-11-2. 5th) Top
- 25-58); F Rejean

GP, 16-17-55); D

nation' hsst season.

ie quarterfinals due

a disappearing aci in

the Warriors'

ids return, but

Hfcausc of gradu-

le between the

percent is the only slightly coherent

University of New Hampshire

Wilde
Location: Ilirham

Home aren

Coach/care*
•96-"97 ©vei

Top rcturni

(59 G P. 22

GP. 15-7-0

Team syt psis

see is cone

potai

ward fni

and forwar

the lump
sell this season, as he teamed up with

great team with a disappointing 5 2

NCAA quarterfinal, last season should

1st)

7); FTom Nolan

Sean Matile (22

ecause what you

:ed over 50

nt. with grim fa

lurrav graduating.

Nickulas making

duties all to him

Brian Ijuochellc last season \

loss to Colorado College in the

be at the top again.

Northeaster^fljMb||ta Huskies
Location: Boston

Home arena/ci

Coach/career
'96-'97 overall/cotiferencc

Top returning players: G
HH4 Sv '

. V I Scott Camp!

Team synopsis: Urn, yeah

in the nation, and that

this season as

tender, but yi

will tell I

take the historic-

might just become

atthews An
Bruc

9th)

24- 5. 4.20 GAA,

.000)

100
(5 19 . .

(54 GP. 7-

12-22).

r is one ol the best coaches

be needed once again

taille is a legit goal

stein I liiyWWfcselves and they

ustcntjMKs- Flcwn freshman will

and Si Botorph St.

end

Providence College Friars

Location: Providence. R.I ^
Home arena/capacity: Sell •

'
i \rena (5.050)

Coach/career record:Jgu

i

( 50-52 10)

'96-'97 overall/conference record. ! 5 ;0-l (P 11 I 4th)

lop returning playeefct P MR Omicioli (51 OP, 10-22- 52 1; I

I ernando Pisani (TVGW fl-fe 5t >); V Mil.' Ivfcidcr ( 55 GP. 4-10-14).

Team synopsis; \it«:r taking Hie HU crown awa\ Iroin I he elite two

seasons ago. this mighi V I ocwn yesr Lw Providence But. even with-

r, 1\k>Ic>'s defefWive. neirti al /one trapping sys-

oUetr-ive duftarrtts "flu? ), of last season's 111

hi Viii 'iravis Oifhbough to graduation will

^VVftnaivy g-i.ll ii Dan Dennis lunior Mark

Kane came in last I Mill K-onl in net. so (he loss M
Dennis might not sung as imuh.lHKuaUll of that, (he preseason

poll likes the Friars, picking them toS^WfUth.

out a premier g'

tern does not cater to I

Defensive Forward ot

hurt that system
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"The rain

Icings"

The Counting
Crows played at

the Mullins Center

this weekend.
Check out our

review (see Arts &
Living, page 6).

Monday, November 3, 1997

UMass professor reflects

ears at UMass-Amherst
By Jason Eiseman

Collegian Staff

Minutemen fall to

Boston rivals

Joe Mallen's

squad played

tough, but in the

end UMass hock-

ey lost to both BU
and BC this week-

end (see Sports,

page 12).

WORLD

Mary McAleese wins

Irish presidency

DUBLIN, Ireland — Mary McAleese

swept past four other candidates

Friday to become Ireland's next presi-

dent, the second woman to win the

post and the first president from across

the border in Northern Ireland.

Campaigning on a pledge to "build

bridges" between the peoples and

faiths of the island, McAleese won 45.2

percent of the first-round votes. In the

second count, she had a record share

of 58.7 percent, according to RTE, the

state broadcasting service. As she

arrived at the election center in Dublin

Castle on Friday night with Prime

Minister Bertie Ahern, McAleese, 46,

said she wanted to give the nation "a

really warm promise... to be the very

best president that I possibly can be."

McAleese was able to win even

though as a resident of Northern

Ireland she wasn't eligible to vote. The

republic's constitution claims the

province as part of the republic, thus

enabling someone like McAleese to be

elected to office in the south.

Her victory dramatized a fundamen-

tal reality of the conflict in Northern

Ireland: Catholics north and south

regard themselves as Irish, regardless

of the partition that divides the Island.

While McAleese crossed the border to

run, residents of the republic reached

north across the border to elect her.

NATION

Frostburq State

students tound guilty

CUMBERLAND. Md. (AP) —
Seven former and current univer-

sity students were found guilty

Friday of running an illegal frater-

nity party where a freshman drank

himself to death.

The seven pleaded innocent to

selling alcohol without a license

and and were found guilty by

ludge ). Frederick Sharer. In

return, prosecutors dropped

charges of manslaughter and reck-

less endangerment stemming from

the death of |ohn Stinner.

Sharer gave each of the defen-

dants 90-day suspended jail sen-

tences and placed them on five

years of probation. They were also

fined $1,000 and ordered to per-

form 250 hours of community ser-

vice.

The 20-year-old Stinner, of

Glassport. Pa., was found dead in

his dormitory room at Frostburg

State University on Nov. 9. He

had blood-alcohol level of .34,

more than three times the legal

limit. Stinner drank at least six

beers and 1 2 shots of vodka over a

two-hour period at the off-campus

party af Kappa Beta Zeta. one of

several unsanctioned fraternities

in this western Maryland town of

8,000. Students paid a $3 admis-

sion fee to the party.

EXTENDED FORECAST

Today Tuesday Wednesday

Q* w i&

In 1924, the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst, was the

Massachusetts Agricultural College.

There were only two residential dor-

mitories. North College for the men,

and the Abigail Adams House for

the women. Professors with names

like Patterson and Prince dominated

the campus. Freshman were expect-

ed to be subordinate _______
to all upperclass-

m'en, for fear that

they would have to

be called in front of

the Student Senate,

whose sole purpose

was to enforce the

rules which fresh-

man had to follow.

"1 was not cut out for journalism.

1 was too shy to interview people."

he said.

Barnard became managing editor

in his senior year.

"1 really didn't enjoy that, but I

had a couple of friends who were

also on the staff," he said.

Barnard also joined the freshman

baseball team, because freshman

were not allowed to play varsity

sports at the time.

CollegeThe
Years

Ellsworth Barnard

was a freshman in

1924, and he knew
that failure to follow the rules gov-

erning freshman could result in a

"pond party."

Now at the age of 90, Barnard

recalls his college days with a hearty

laugh.

"At a pond party a freshman

would have to fall on their hands

and knees down the cinderwalk from

North College down to the pond,

between two lines of sophomores

with paddles. Then they would haul

them onto a platform at the end of

the pond, and more husky sopho-

mores would grab them by an arm

and a leg and heave them into the

pond. 1 really lived in terror of get-

ting a pond party."

Barnard joined the fraternity

Q.T.V., and at the encouragement of

other members, began writing for

the Collegian, which was not a daily

at the time.
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1 really loved

baseball, it's

what I lived

for. 1 never got

to play on the

varsity. 1 still

hold it against

the coach, that

he didn't give

me a chance to

play."

"1 just knew
that I wanted
to go to col-

lege, 1 didn't

know what I

planned to do

then," Barnard said. "While 1 was

here 1 decided 1 wanted to be an

English teacher. At first 1 planned to

go into high school teaching, but

then I was talking with Professor

Patterson, who was head of the

department, and he asked me what I

was planning to do. I told him 1 was

going to teach high school, and he

said oh, you're too good for that.'"

"
I don't worry about

their protests and so on.

The kids that occupy

buildings now will prob-

ably end up as

Republicans making a

lot ofmoney.

"

-Ellsworth Barnard

Post College Times: Professing

After graduating in 1928. Barnard

joined a friend in a roadster, on a

trip to the University of Minnesota,

where he earned a graduate degree.

He returned to UMass Amherst to

teach in 1930.

He taught at the University for

three years between earning his mas-

ters degree and his PhD.

"I taught at the University of

Tampa, Williams Wisconsin and

Alfred University, University of

Chicago and Northern Michigan

University," said Barnard, who was a

professor at these schools before

returning to UMass in 1968.

"1 was trying to find a place where

1 wanted to stay and where the

administration wanted me to stay.

Some places 1 would've liked to stay

but didn't have a chance, some

places I could've stayed but chose

not to. Finally the two things came

together at UMass," he said.

Barnard tried to enlist to serve

this country in World War II.

"Later 1 was drafted, and again

was turned down, again 1 don't

know why exactly. One doctor who

examined me said "we'd be spoiling

a good teacher to make a poor sol-

dier'."

Here and Now
In 1973, Barnard retired from

teaching, but still tries to stay

abreast of current trends at the

University, but he is not abreast of

some of the advancements the

University has made.

"I know nothing about computers,

and at my age I figure I don't have

to," he said.

"I'm bothered about what I read

about the drinking on campus."

Barnard said about students today.

"I don't worry about their protests

and so on. The kids that occupy

buildings now, will probably end up

as Republicans making a lot of

money."
Today Barnard lives in North

Amherst with his wife. Mary Taylor

Barnard, a marriage which has

spanned 60 years. They have

endowed a scholarship for a UMass

student, and he has published four

volumes of his autobiography, In

Sunshine and in Shadow: A
Teacher's Odyssey.

Turn to BARNARD, page 3

Work it, Girls!
Richard James aka Connie Lingus, a junior theater mapr, and Kyle

McCullock, a sophomore film major, danced in a Stonewall Center

Drag Event on last Wednesday night at the Top of the Campus

Center Restaurant.

—

Book, lecture take a look

at French popular culture

By Joseph Fountain

Collegian Staff

On Tuesday, Nov. 2. the

University of Massachusetts will

sponsor a lecture by renowned

French historian Charles

Rearick, professor of history at

UMass. The lecture, titled "On
the French and the Social

Imaginary: From Maurice
Chevalier to Piaf and Trenet,"

will be held in Herter Hall, room

231 on the UMass campus at

4:30 p.m.

The lecture will deal with

French popular culture between

the beginning of World War I

and the ending of World War II

and how the French dealt with

the tragedies of the wars and the

inter-war years.

Rearick will use his research

on the cultural icons Chevalier,

Piaf and Trenet to demonstrate

that their work appealed to the

French because it provided them

with the means to understand

their social worlds during this

time period.

The presentation of the lecture

will include musical excerpts and

slides of film posters and music

sheets which were illustrated.

"The range goes from

Chevalier who is a pretty up beat

guy to the tragic songstress

Piaf," Rearick said.

The lecture promises to be

enlightening for all those inter-

ested in France and how popular

culture helps people to deal with

tragedy and war. There will be a

reception following the lecture.

Rearick is the author of The

French in love and war: Popular

Culture in the Era of the World

Wars, a book recently published

by Yale University Press. The

book is a new study of film and

popular music in the 1920s and

•30s.

According to Katherine Elaine

Bliss, professor of history at

UMass. Rearick's book repre-

sents a continuation of the

ground breaking research that he

started in his previous book.

Pleasures of the Belle Epoque:

Entertainment and Festivity in

the Turn-of-the~Century France.

The French in love and war:

Popular Culture in the Era of the

World Wars represents 12 years

of research for Rearick, who
flew back and forth from

Amherst to Paris during his sum-

mers and a semester sabbatical.

Rearick has taught classes at

UMass on French and European

history since 1968.

The book has over 120 illus-

trations and is based on exten-

sive research of French musical

recordings and film.

The book has received critical

acclaim from The New York

Times Book Review. Sunday
Times Book Review, The Irish

Times and The Times Literary

Supplement.

"By looking at the French pop-

ular culture, you can see what

type of coping devices they had

and the myths they hold about

themselves." Rearick said

Work out to be healthy, not thin
By Jill Carroll

Collegian Correspondent

Eat right and exercise to be healthy, not to lose

weight, said Pat Lyons, a registered nurse and author of

Great Shape in a talk given with colleague Dr. Cheri

Erdman last Friday. ">

"This whole idea that if you're thin, you're healthy

and if you're fat, that you aren't healthy is controver-

sial" said Lyons who is working for Kaiser Pctmanente

developing programs for the health and self care for

large people.

Erdman. professor and counselor at the College of

DuPage. specializing in body image and self esteem of

large women, said that people need to change the envi-

ronment that makes fat such a stigma and makes people

focus onlv on body appearance and not health.

According to Erdman, one sign of this stigma is that.

"We don't have a word that describes a body type bigger

than Kate Moss with positive connotations."

Erdman said because the environment is so hostile

towards overweight people that the embarrassment

about their body keeps them from exercising.

"Some people won't go to the gym until they lose

weight. That kind of thinking seems kind of ridiculous."

Erdman said.

Lyons also said that part of the environment that

needs to change involves doctors. Lyons regularly

speaks to doctors and advises them that they "need to

assess, not assume about that person in front of you

based on their body size." She said that often times

overweight people develop health problems because

they are too embarrassed to go to the doctors office

until the problem is so bad that they absolutely have to

go.

Lyons said to help change the environment "we have

to change the visuals. Large people need to see positive

images of themselves. Instead of looking at before and

after pictures we should look at now."

"We need to look at the research which shows that

the problems of an overweight person who doesn't exer-

cise are the same as a thin person who doesn't exercise,"

Lyons said. "It's not the fact that someone is over-

weight, it's if they don't live healthfully that causes

problems."

The talk was sponsored by the UMass School of

Public Health and Health Sciences, the exercise science

department, and the Body Shop fitness center.

Chinese president ends U.S. trip

By Mkhoel Fleeman

Associated Press __^_
LOS ANGELES — Chinese

President Jiang Zemin received a

red-carpet greeting from business

partners yesterday but faced hun-

dreds of protesters outside his

speech to political leaders and

Hollywood executives.

Officials of Hughes Electronics,

owned by General Motors Corp..

showed Jiang automotive and satel-

lite technology being sold to his

country and he wished Hughes "con-

tinued success."

"1 believe that this will further

promote cooperation." |iang said in

English during a tour of Hughes

offices on the final day of his eight-

day U.S. trip.

After a stop at a separate Hughes

satellite-manufacturing plant, liang

traveled to Beverly Hills for a speech

at the Hilton Hotel there. Outside.

more than 600 chanting, sign-wav-

ing demonstrators protested China's

human-rights record and policies

toward Tibet and Taiwan

"I think it is ridiculous for

America to accept (his) visit here

with all his human rights violations."

said Tashi Chodron. a board mem-

ber of the Tibet Association of

Northern California. Protesters have

dogged liang throughout his visit.

After Hughes, liang had lunch

with Gov. Pete Wilson and was to

address business and entertainment

elite before a dinner with Chinese-

Americans.

"When we have differences — as

we do and inevitably will have — we

Turn to CHINESE, page 3
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Not just a piece of art
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Amtrak-union agreement ends threat of strike

By Calvin Woodward
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — A labor agree-

ment reached yesterday between
Amtrak and maintenance workers

verted .i possible national passenger

rail strike that would have disrupted

travel for hundreds ol thousands

Tlie threat ol a shutdown had hung

lor months over long-illaUUU pHMO
en nationally and daily commuters in

a half-dozen major cities, just as the

railroad has been lighting off hank

ruptcy. Hie settlement gives workers

"a fair and deserved |wage| increase

while preserving the financial integrity

of the company." the Amtrak chair-

man. Tom Downs, said.

For the agreement to hold, congres-

sional approval is required for an

Amtrak rescue package already under

consideration on Capitol Hill. That

package has been stalled in Congress

over provisions that would relax some

labor protections.

Transportation Secretary Rodney

Slater, who brought the parties togeth-

er for days of talks that stretched

overnight into yesterday, urged law-

makers to act quickly.

A prolonged shutdown would have

Inroad taMnk'i i-uxto daily pasacn-

atl to find other travel and could

have led to the suspension of com

muter rail services for more than

500.OHO people in the Boston,

Chicago. Los Angeles. Philadelphia.

New York and Washington metropoli-

tan an
Apart from its long distance ser-

vice-. Amtrak provides urban rail

commuter transportation under eon

trad in huc cities. Overall Amtrak

lervei t00 communities, score- ol

them with no air or city-to-city bus

transportation.

The tentative three-year contract

gives the 2.300 members of the

Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way
Employed I wage increase each year,

but it will amount to less than the

annual S percent raise proposed earli-

er by mediatorv

Officials refused to give details until

the contract goes for ratification to

workers and the Amtrak board. After

the parties agreed last week to extend

negotiations for eight days past

Tuesday'! midnight deadline, a strike

could have Started as early as

Thursday of this week.

Slater announced the deal at a news

conference, flanked bj Dowm and led

Dodd, the union's general chairman.

"This landmark agreement estab-

lishes a new partnership of manage-

ment and labor at Amtrak foi

enhanced productivity and real sav-

ings, while providing a fair wage
increase lor workers." Slater said.

"Thanks for staying up for four

days," President Clinton told them in a

call from Air Force One while living

10 New lerse) from Florida. "Get some

deep."

Clinton intervened in the summer,

invoking his authority to delay the

strike and appointing an emergency

mediation board. The original strike

date of Oct. 22 passed without a walk-

out.

Congress had been considering

stepping in to delay I strike further

when the parties resumed talks.

"This is a significant breakthrough."

said Sen. Frank l.autenherg of New
leraey, senior Democrat on the

Transportation Appropriations

Subcommittee. "Now Congress has

to... keep this agreement from careen-

ing of I track
"

Slater dodged when asked if the

deal would fall apart without approval

of the proposed rescue package. But

there was no doubt the settlement

places pressure on Congress and the

administration to resolve their differ-

ence! over the struggling ledei.illv

subsidized railroad

The federal balanced budget MM
aside $2.3 billion for better equipment

hut specifies the money will be

released only after Congress passes

legislation to overhaul the way

Amtrak does businc-

As defined in the legislation, the

changes would let Amtrak contract

out more work, reduce other labor

protections and focus more on its

profitable routes. The legislation ibo

provides $3.4 billion for Amtrak to

operate through 2000.

Clinton and many congressional

Democrats oppose linking the money

to rolled-back labor safeguards.

Without a major infusion, Amtrak

may go broke in a few months. I he-

labor dispute had compounded prob-

lems — Downs said Amtrak has been

losing passengers because of the

prospect of a strike. As it turned out.

said Slater, "not a single Amtrak pas-

senger or local commuter missed

train as a result of this dispute." And
with the deal, he said, Americans "can

depend on a new and vigorous

Amtrak."

Find a new route to work:

U.S. bridges in need ofrepair

By Jonathan D. Salant

Associated Press

Fewer minority students entering medical school

By Kalpana Srinivasan

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The number of minorities

entering U.S. medical schools dropped this year,

most drastically in Mates affected by affirmative-

action rollbacks.

The Association of American Medical

Colleges released a study Saturday of the

nation's 125 accredited medical schools that

showed an 1 1 percent drop in blacks. American

Indians. Mexican-Americans. Chicanos and

Puerto Rieans applying to medical schools. In

addition. 6.8 percent fewer of those minority

students were accepted for 1997 than in 199b.

Some educators fear the figures show that

actions of a federal court in Texas and the vot

ers of California to end educational preferences

for minorities are echoing through the nation.

Minorities are discouraged from applying, and

administrators have become overly cautious

about admissions policies, they My,

"This is an ominous sign for the medical com-

munity and our nation, which badly needs a

physician work force that is both diverse and

reflective of our society as a whole," the associa-

tion's president, lordan |. Cohen, said.

He said the downturn is clearly linked to

Proposition 209. with which California's elec-

torate ended affirmative action in state institu-

tions, and the Hopwood federal court decision

In |
gether. they ended affirmative

action in four states.

According to the report. 17 percent fewer

minority students applied to their state medical

schools in California and in Texas, Mississippi

and Louisiana, states covered by the 5th U.S.

Circuit Court of Appeals decision that affirma-

tive action is unconstitutional. The number

accepted in the four states plunged by 27 per-

cent.

"The threat to affirmative action in many
states is sending the signal to minority students

that they are unwelcome." said Hector Garza.

vice president for access and equity programs at

the American Council on Education.

The council conducts its own annual status

report on minorities in higher education, which

showed slight progress in minority matriculation

until 1995-9b.

"lust as we were beginning to see some

upward mobility at all levels of the educational

pipeline, we see this backlash to affirmative

action having an adverse effect." Garza said.

One group that studies problems involving

racial preferences, the American Civil Rights

Institute, cautioned against attributing national

fluctuations to the two California and Texas

events. "It is a leap of logic... to assume that

changes in California and ["exai graduate

schools account for this nationwide trend." said

executive director lennifer Nelson, who had not

s^-en the report.

But educajors at institutions outside those

states said they have witnessed the impact of the

rollbacks firsthand.

Dr. R. Allen-Noble, associate dean of special

academic programs at the Medical College ol

Georgia, said the school's minority enrollment

has suffered since it revoked scholarships for

minorities in 1996. Allen-Noble said the state's

former attorney general declared the scholar-

ships illegal in light of the Hopwood decision.

"Institutions are so afraid of a lawsuit that

they are being overly cautious," she said

Saturday at the American Association of

Medical Colleges' annual meeting in

Washington.

Allen-Noble said while the school is striving

for more applications overall, it will have to

combat an image of being unfriendly to minori-

ties.

Dr. Cornelius Hopper, vice president for

health affairs for the University of California,

had similar worries last spring after noticing a

22 percent drop in minority applicants at the

state's five medical schools.

Hopper said the school has not surrendered

its goal of diversity among its students and will

try to reach out for more minority applicants.

"Ultimately the people who fashion public-

policy will have to deal with questions of educa-

tional opportunity." Hopper said. Otherwise, he

fears, "gains that had been made in getting

minorities to professional ranks will be allowed

to-tUMBMsete.

WASHINGTON Almost a third

of the nation's bridges are dilapidated

or too narrow or too weak to carry the

traffic crossing them, federal records

show. In many state capitals, as in

Washington, offidab My the money's

just not there to fa them. In Vermont.

a trade group worries about the salety

ol a bridge frequently used by State

lawmaker! to reach Montpefier.

"If they could see that bridge from

underneath, they'd take another route-

to the capital." said Thorn Serrani.

executive director of the Associated

Industries ol \ ennont.

In Jacksonville. Ila.. heavy trucks

and buses are being detoured around

the Fuller Warren Bridge on Interstate

95, the Fast Coast's major north-south

artery. Slate engineers said the larger

vehicles were literally shaking the

bridge to pieces

And in the nation's capital, where

lawmakers are debating how to spend

federal gasoline tax revenues for the

next six yean, the Potomac River's

busiest span is a symbol of bridge

decs)

Construction crews can frequently

be seen replacing asphalt along the

Woodrow Wilson drawbridge, which

carries traffic of 1-95 and 1-495 — the

lamed Capitol Beltway — around

W ashington. Fngineers warn the struc-

ture has only seven years before heavy

trucks must be banned. Local leaders

are trying to persuade Congress to pick

up most of $1.6 billion price tag to

replace it. An Associated Press comput-

er analysis of Federal Highway
Administration data found 182.730 of

the nation's 581.942 bridges — 31.4

percent — were rated deficient as of

fine 30, 1996.

One of every four bridges on the

National Highway System, the back-

bone of America's road network, is

obsolete or has structural problems,

according to the highway administra-

tion's 1997 report to congress.

Most deficient bridges are not in

danger of collapse. Some simply are too

narrow to handle Current traffic loads

But other! need major repairs, soon.

"Traveling through virtually any city.

you see the bridges crumbling over

your head." said Bill lackman, a

spokesman for the AAA motor club,

which has warned that too little is

being spent to maintain bridges.

A decade after 1 people died when

a New York State Thruway bridge-

plunged into a rain-swollen creek in

one of the nation's word bridge disas

ters. that state has live highest percent-

age of deficient bridge* 60.5 percent.

Hawaii and Massachusetts reported

more than hall their bridges deficient

In West Virginia, where 45.4 percent

of the bridges are substandard, officials

ate keeping a wary eye on the creaky

66 veai -old Shadle Bridge near the

Ohio border.

Inspectors say it is still safe, but local

residents fear a repeat of the nearby

Silver Bridge collapse in 19b7 that

claimed 46 lives, the nation's worst

bridge disaster.

That accident spurred a nationwide

review of bridges and led to the federal

requirement that bridges lx- inspected

regularly. [here have been more recent

wake-up calls as well.

Two years ago, five people died

when an Interstate 5 bridge near

Coalinga, Calif., gave way to raging

waters. For at least five years before

that accident, engineers had been

developing flood-control plans that

might have prevented the collapse. An
expansion joint on a Connecticut

Turnpike bridge over the Ouinnipiac

River near New Haven popped out

twice last April, snarling traffic along I-

95.

In New Hampshire, officials and

contractors have seen marked improve-

ment since the state highway commis-

sioner declared in 1994 that motorists

should "drive fast and not look back"

when crossing bridges.

The number of bridges on New
Hampshire's "red list" for repairs has

shrunk by 140. a Fifth of the total, since

the graphic remark.

lacking money to repair all bridges,

highway engineers are taking other pre-

cautions. One in five bridges limits the

weight of vehicles allowed to cross

Heavy trucks are banned from the

older of the twin Cooper River Bridges

just north of Charleston. S.C.. on U.S.

17, a main route to the state's coastal

resorts. The bridge was built in 1929.

State and local transportation officials

say they are working to reduce t he-

backlog of bridge repairs, but their

money is limited in an era of balanced

budgets and tax cuts.

In Montana, for example, county

property taxes have been frozen since

1986.

"Even routine maintenance is sulicr-

ing." said Gordon Morris, executive

director of the Montana Association of

Counties. "Counties are really stymied

in being able to cope with it." Making

matters worse is that most of the

bridges built during the 1960s and

1970s were designed to last 30 yean

and soon will require major repairs.

"They're sort of the baby-boomer

bridges, all aging at the same time."

said loin Lulay. deputy director ol live

Oregon Transportation Department.
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Au pair verdict may be reduced
By Jean McMillan

Associated Press

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. —
ProMcuton -aid yeitsrday the) had

not decided whether to light if British

uu pair LouiH Woodward's murder
conviction is reduced to manslaughter.

Superior Court Judge lliller B.

Zobel Invited both sides to argue

whethei he should reduce
Woodward's second-degree murder
conviction to manslaughter, dismiss

the verdict or order a new trial, the

three options he is allowed under slate

law. Woodward has denied tracking

the skull of the 8-month-old boy in her

charge.

Written motions were due today

and a hearing is scheduled for tomor-

row. Woodward'i lawyers were

expected to seek some change in the

conviction and the prosecution said it

was flexible only on the issue of a

reduction.

At this stage we would certainly

appeal any decision to throw out the

verdict or order a new trial," said

Martha Coakley. one of the prosecu-

tors.

"On the third issue, as to whethei

he reduces it or not, we oppose it, but

if he were to do that we would evalu-

ate at the time what action we would

take," she said.

The lead prosecutor, Gerard Leone

|r., told MSNBC "we would be reason-

able" if the conviction is reduced to

manslaughter "and listen to anything

which is placed before us."

The 19-year-old Woodward was

convicted Thursday of fatally shaking

Matthew Happen and striking his head

against a hard surface. She was sen-

tenced Friday to a mandatory sentence

of life in prison without parole eligibil-

ity for 1 5 years.

The defense, which gambled and

lost when it asked the judge to elimi-

nate manslaughter from jury consider-

ation, had argued their case in front ol

three mock juries before the trial and

.ill returned innocent verdicts, said a

source close to the defense who spoke

on condition of anonymity.

The case continued to raise tempers

on both sides of the Atlantic. About

25 protesters in Britain demanding the

release of Woodward lit candles in

flower pots and wrapped a yellow rib-

bon around a tree outside the U.S.

Embassy as they waited for Hillary

Rodham Clinton to arrive.

The first lady had been on a speak-

ing tour in Northern Ireland and was

attending a reception at the embassy.

But she was driven through a rear

entrance of the compound and missed

the protest. Some of Woodward's
American supporters planned a rally

today outside the Cambridge court-

house where she was convicted.

Opinion polls show that many in

the United States and Britain, where

the trial was televised, believe

Woodward was unjustly convicted.

At least one juror has said she and

her colleagues would have preferred

to find her guilty of manslaughter,

which carries a maximum penalty of

20 years in prison. If convicted of

manslaughter. Woodward could have

been sentenced to probation and

avoided prison altogether.

Chinese
continued from page 1

must have built a relationship of

the understanding, the mutual

respect and the trust that will be

required to resolve them." Wilson

said in prepared remarks.

In |anuary, Wilson met liang dur-

ing a trade mission to Asia and dis-

cussed services and technologies

that California companies can offer

China. California's sixth-largest

trading partner with exports of

more than S5 billion in the first

half of the year, liang was warmly

greeted by Hughes and CM offi-

cials, who do billions of dollars in

business with China, liang looked

al exhibits describing communica-

tion satellites that Hughes builds

and China launches with its rock-

ets.

He also sat in the passenger seat

of a Buick Regal, which will be

built in China next year.

Company officials demonstrated

GM's new service using satellite

technology in which drivers who
lock their keys in the car can call a

telephone number and have the

doors opened. The same service

includes a car location feature.

For the demonstration, a remote

operator honked the car's horn and

flashed the lights. Before triggering

the horn, the operator said "Please

hold" and put the president of

China on hold, liang joked about

the two Smith brothers in atten-

dance: Michael T. Smith, head of

Hughes Electronics, and brother

|ohn F. Smith, head of GM.
"Now I know you are brothers

because your face is very similar."

said |iang, prompting laughter from

hundreds of Hughes and GM
employees.

In welcoming liang, Michael

Smith said he hoped the trade

agreement accomplished more than

economic benefits.

"It has been my belief that we
cannot calculate the value of our

business activities in jobs and eco-

nomic growth alone," he said.

"Such interaction as we have

enjoyed also brings us together as

peoples."

Barnard
continued from page 1

He picked up the second volume

of his autobiography and began to

read a passage to elaborate on his

feelings about students.

"I have always loved college stu-

dents, kjwayi at the beginning of a

course. I entered the classroom

with a thrill of anticipation, and felt

a surge of warmth as I scanned the

faces >'l the waiting students; and I

was eager as I called the roll, to see

who would answer to each name
and to get some impression ol what

the person was like. And always.

after the last meeting of the year, I

would experience a profound feel-

ing of emptiness and loss. I can

appreciate the humor of the famil-

iar comment that college would be

a great place if it were not for the

students," but I myself have never

viewed a deserted campus without

a feeling of melancholy."

Barnard is an inseparable piece

of the history of the University of

Massachusetts. He laughed again as

he finished reading the passage

from his book, and asked why stu-

dents should feel an increasing

dependence on drugs and alcohol.

"One can offer a kind of negative

defense by asking why we should

expect students to be better than

their elders. But this defense is

irrelevant, because, in fact, they are

more generous, more sensitive,

more open-minded, more respon-

sive to efforts in their behalf. Their

faults are the faults of society; their

virtues are their own," he closed

the book, reciting the final line

from memory.

Yearbook Staff Prepares

for Record Turnout
By Arnold Layne

Index Archives

Amherst- For the 129th year in a

row, the UMass Yearbook Club begins pro-

duction on the University's prestigious

Index, this year however, will be designed

and published not only as the 129th year-

book by the Index, but also

the first to present the

yearbook as a tour guide to

the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst.

Asked on whether or

not graduation seniors will

be part of the yearbook,

Managing Editor Loretta Kwan said "This

year's book will not only include (Seniors),

but will also include useful information on

places to eat, places to go out to and also

places to go when you're not feeling too

well. There are a lot of places in this book.

It's great!"

"Seniors will have to call the DaVor

number to get in the yearbook. And

quick." replied Editor-in-chief Jill

Aordkian when asked how seniors will get

in the book. "Last year we couldn't get all

the Seniors in the book because they didn't

get their photo taken soon enough."

This year the Index will be extend-

ing it's Senior Photo Shoot to allow for

thousands of Seniors to get their photo in

the book. Director of Marketing Sean

Marien added "Seniors should call the

"The earlier you call,

the better chance you

have to get in the

book." -Sean Marien

the better chance you have to get in the

book." The number to call for appoint-

ments is l-800-836-05f58, and Seniors are

encouraged to call as soon as possible dur-

ing normal business hours.

"You have to call, you can't get

around that." Photo Editor Aaron Eccles

reply to if there was

another way for Seniors

to get in the book. "If you

don't call, you can't get

in, you just can't! There's

no way."

"There's no need to

worry, every students

who gets their photo taken is put in the

book, well except that once but " said

Kwan on the likeliness of not getting in

the book. "Just call the number and show

up. That's it."

A new feature of the 1998 Index is

the addition of the Grad Edition. "The

Grad Edition is the best thing this campus

has seen since the invention of the dispos-

able lighter" Copy Editor Sean Maguire

commented. The Grad Edition comes with

the purchase of each yearbook. The Grad

Edition will be available to Seniors before

commencement, which gives graduates the

opportunity to give parting comments to

their friends in school.

President Clinton and Chancellor

Scott were contacted about the Grad Edition,

however both were unavailable for comment.

number immediately. The earlier you call,
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L/Mass must put students first

The University is engaged in a comprehensive

campaign. Campaign UMass. designed to raise

funds, enlist advocates and increase the prestige

of the institution.

We applaud the administration and Alumni
Association'-; efforts to improve the University for stu-

dents through this campaign.

However, it is essential for the administration to real-

ize it must also have good relations with its current stu-

dents.

Enhancing the outside image of the University is a

fruitless endeavor if students, once they get here, have a

poor experience because the administration seems to act

in a hostile and impenetrable manner — for instance, in

the distribution of the Guidelines for Responses to

Demonstrations on University Property to the entire

campus community at the start of the semester.

For far too long there has been a mindset of the

bureaucracy vs. the students on this campus. Issues

such as those surrounding the Goodell Takeover, or the

contract demands of the Graduate Employee
Organization, could be resolved if the administration

actually began listening to and responding to student

needs directly.

Members of the administration need to participate in

University life — by attending campus events and inter-

acting with students — and a better forum for students

to express their opinions to the administration should be

established.

The administration should also be marketing its ini-

tiatives (such as the Commonwealth College) on cam-

pus, not just to wealthy alumni or powerful legislatures.

After all. these initiatives will ultimately fail without the

support of the student body.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion of
the Collegian editorial board.

Letters to the Editor

Administration treat-

ment
ofGEO is a scandal

To the Editor

How wonderful it was to discover

the Collegian online! I graduated from

UMass in 1993. and have been in grad-

uate school in Minnesota for a couple

of years. Finding the Collegian online

made me feel like an undergraduate

again, especially since it seems that

the University Administration still

doesn't get it! I was a student at

UMass when the Graduate Employee

Organization first organized. When the

Teaching Assistants went on strike,

everything shut down.

Later, when I became a TA as a grad

student and a GEO member. I was
well-represented during the second

round of contract negotiations by peo-

ple who weren't out to gouge the

University. The members of GEO and

all the Teaching Assistants only want-

ed what was fair in return for the

responsibility laid upon us by our

department^

The Administration in it> current

refusal to bargain with GEO seems to

have forgotten that without the

Teaching Assistants, there is no
.University! II we don't learn from the

mistakes of history, we are doomed to

repeat them, someone once said. I

hope that the Administration paid

attention in class last time around!

Come on Whitmore! Twenty months

without a contract is a scandal and you

should know better

Rev. lames |. Olson, HRTA '9>

ijolson@visi.com

List of terrorist

groups
not a sign ofracism

To the Editor:

This is written in response to the

article titled "The New McCarthyism"

<Oct. 28).

Regarding Mr. Ibish's groundless

attack, groups placed on the Foreign

Terrorist Organizations list are not

simply "charitable, nonviolent" organi-

sations. The groups listed by Mr. Ibish

(Hamas. Hizballa) in addition to other

similar groups such as Islamic lihad

and the Palestinian Liberation Front

prey upon innocent civilians who are

completely unaffiliated with the mili-

tary, simply to advance their political

causes. These groups are not imagined

enemies as with the red scare, they are

very real as any family who has lost l

child to bus bombing knowv
In addition to this, one must define

what a member of a group is. I define

jt as anyone who participates in the

activities of that group. So. in line with

'this, a person who solicits funds for an

openly terroristic group is a member of

that group because he has acted vicari-

ously through that group by allowing

them to commit whatever atrocit) to

on the agenda. Because of this, it is but

common sense to retard the immigra-

tion or activity of a person affiliated

with any terrorist group. This list is not

racism, this list i< not McCarthyism.

this is a well-evaluated warning.

Kevin Rothman
Northeast

On-campus com-
puter

resources a real need

To the Editor:

Eli Slater recently sent a letter to the

editor arguing for increased access to

computer facilities and questioning

some of the policies in the Biology

Computer Resource Center (BCRC).

I agree wholeheartedly with Eli

Slater that students need better access

to networked computers and that stu-

dents should turn to the Office of

Information Technologies (OIT) to

raise awareness for their unmet needs.

Two years ago the Biology

Department, recognizing these needs,

sought funding from the Howard
Hughes Medical Institute (HHMI) and

committed $200,000 to creating, oper-

ating and staffing a computer class-

room. Since its creation, the BCRC has

been available for general life sciences

computing whenever it is not reserved

for courses. The BCRC steering com-

mittee believes it is important to staff

the BCRC to: 1 1 ) answer questions

and help our clientele, (2) protect

against theft and vandalism and (3)

encourage the appropriate use of the

resources. We place few real restric-

tions on the use of the facility, but not

even our entire budget would staff the

lab 24 hours per day. let alone provide

tor supplies, repairs, and software

upgrades.

The Biology Department, like oth-

ers, is offering increasing educational

resources through technology, includ-

ing web pages, simulations and discus-

n forums. We recognize that these

resources are useful to students only to

the extent that they are able to gain

access to them. We. in the Biology

Department, are therefore seeking

renewed funding from HHMI to con-

tinue and expand the BCRC. We use

student sign-ins as evidence to help

make our case that the resources are

well-utilized and deserve increased

support. But we recognize that even

with the requested expansion, our
resources will be insufficient to sup-

port all our student needs. For that

reason, we strongly support the idea

that additional resources from the

University as a whole should be used

to provide increased access to comput-

er technology across campus.

Dr. Steven D. Brewer, Director

Biology Computer Resource Center

Reader supports

new picketing code

To the Editor:

I was not happy reading in

Wednesday Collegian that the stu-

dents' position on the picketing code
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Coexisting peacefully

was made clear by the recent referen-

dum. It's not. Along with many other

students. 1 fully support the revisions

made to this code.

I was extremely frustrated last semes-

ter when students marched up and

down the hallways of Bartlett yelling

"walk out," while I was in a class trying

to learn something. Do people leading

these disruptions stop to think about the

students who are actually here to get an

education and earn a degree? Most of us

are students at the University for only

roughly four to five years and we're pay-

ing money to be here. Stop interrupting

our lives.

The Collegian reports that approxi-

mately 2,400 students turned out to

vote. This includes voting on referen-

dums like the picketing code.

According to the UMass Office of

Institutional Research, the head count of

undergraduates and Stockbridge is

18.113 students. Obviously. 15.713

students really didn't care about the

elections and do not want their educa-

tioas disrupted. This poses a problem.

As a senior trying very hard to com-

plete a degree in information technolo-

gy. I have been going to all of my classes

every day this innwitH' I do not want

any of them interrupted because of TA
walkouts, protests, or buildijg take-

over-- This is what the picketing code

prevents — disruption of campus opera-

tions.

More specifically, the code labels

improper actions that "disrupt instruc-

tional activities, other University busi-

ness and campus events; actual threats

of physical violence or other forms of

harassment, or destruction of University,

other public or private property; inter-

ference with free entry to or exit from

University facilities and free movement

by individuals: and interference with the

rights of other members of the

University community to freedom of

speech and assembly, and other rights."

Sit back and think about this issue. I

am paying my own way through col-

lege M are many of my Fellow students.

We have to take advantage of every

class, lab. seminar and workshop that

COflies our way and make sure we
receive the education we're paying for.

Don't take that away from us.

B.K. DeLong
Sunderland

Death penalty is

wrong

To the Editor:

I would just like to say how I agree

with leffrey R. Yusah in his column on

the death penalty. For myself, I think it

is wrong to kill another person, period.

Regardless of what they may have

done, it is no one's right or responsibil-

ity to decide who shall live and who
shall die. As Yusah pointed out. what

are you trying to prove by killing a

murderer? To quote Malcom X. "An
eye lor an eye leaves everyone blind."

lennifer St. Snuveur
Northeast

Two years ago I stood outside

the Israeli Embassy in

Washington, DC with over

two hundred other university stu-

dents mourning the tragic ISIMllna

lion of Prime Minister Yizhak
Rabin, a man ^^^^^^^^^
who was mur-
dered because of aallllll__
his determination

to bring peace to the Middle East. I,

like so many others, then vowed to

stop — stop the finger-pointing, the

hate-filled slurs, the tallies and the

terrorism.

I took this vow with me during

the six months 1 spent studying in an

Israeli university and traveling

throughout Israel and lordan. I lived

in a growing city. Beer-Sheva. which

is home to many Bedouin, Arabs,

veteran Israelis and new immigrants

from Russia and Ethiopia. There. I

learned that people of different reli-

gious, cultural and socio-economic-

backgrounds can coexist peaceably

in the Middle East. We studied, vol-

unteered and worked together. We
rode the buses together and shopped

Lissa Loch

in the shuk, the open air market

place, talking and laughing together

as we searched for fresh produce.

I took this vow with me on a tick

through lordan where inv friends

and I were struck by the overwhelm-

^^_^_^^^ ing warmth and

hospitality that

gjjjjjj. greeted us.

Everywhere we
went, people welcomed us with a

cup of shai, or tea, and invited us to

sit and talk. A new friend. AN. led us

on a six hour hike through Wadi
Mussa (the river bed formed, local

culture believes, when Moses struck

a rock for water) to the top a moun-

tain where Aaron, the brother oi

Moses, is buried according to local

culture. On this hike I was struck b>

how similar — and different — Ali's

life had been. Yet, when we reached

the top, and looked out over Egypt,

lordan, and Israel. I realized how
interconnected everyone in the

Middle East is.

The Israelis and Arabs. Bedouins

and Druze, lews, Christians and

Muslims, share common lands, soils,

histories, and cultures. That semes-

ter. I woke up to the bombs and

shootings on a regular basis. Here at

UMass, we as students, staff and

faculty are lucky not to have to

dodge terrorism the way that entire

region does. It is time to stop incit-

ing anger and violence. The Middle

Fast is not and cannot be a contest

of who suffered more or what type

of revenge is necessary for this cause

or that crime.

True, many political, economic,

and social concerns and barriers

need to be addressed within the

region. There are a million and one

different views on each issue

there will be no easy, clear-cut solu-

tions and no one is going to just

move away. As campus, we must

begin to build understanding and

work towards a commitment for

peaceful, multi-cultural, co-existence

both here at UMass and in the

Middle Fast

Lisstt l-oeb is a recent graduate of

The George Washington University

and the UMass lewish Campus
Service Corps Fellow.

The devil's weed
[Editor's note: This is the first

weekly installment of a

month-long series that will exam-

ine the rise on campus and in

Amherst of a new Puritanism and
its War against Pleasure/

"There is a Corrupt Nature in thy

children, which is a fountain of
all Wickedness and Confusion" —
Cotton Mather
The Puritan tradition runs deep

in the culture ^^^^^^^^^^
of Olde New
England, land jjajg

of Cotton

Hussein Ir»i>h

Mather, stocks and pillories and
the Salem Witch Trials.

In Amherst, a renewed spirit of

Puritanism is waging relentless

war on those forces of darkness

wtiiWTf^upF 0»e3 hur#arTlr|Ul| (
w*tlV w4r>t/»f vf*4l- pieastW^
Driven by a "save the children"

zealotry, this crusade mainly tar-

gets students.

The four deadly sins under neo-

puritan assault are smoking,
drinking, talking and having sex.

That such little pleasures are

among the elements of life that

make it most worth living is a

central issue, for what we arc-

really facing is a major offensive

by a growing culture of medioc-

rity and conformity that stifles the

soul in the name of saving it.

This semester, the culture of

mediocrity has taken its gloves

off and is quickly and visibly

draining UMass and Amherst of a

great deal of its essential humani-

ty-

The ban on smoking, which is

by now almost total, is a good
case in point.

The anti-smoking crusade
poses as a war for the health of

others, but in fact it is about pro-

moting the day when tobacco
consumption is banished from the

face of the earth. That is why the

bans, which purport to "protect"

non-smokers from second hand
smoke, in fact are so broad as to

eliminate smoking altogether.

These insidious blanket bans

have, like a loathsome and nox-

ious fungus, spread from area to

area, systematically eliminating

spaces where smoking is permit-

ted.

Chancellor Scott, that fine

Presbyterian gentleman, issued a

campus-wide smoking ban as one

of his first actions in office. This

nanny-state approach to adminis-

tration — in loco parentis for stu-

dents, faculty

and staff — has

___ ,,„,, been one of the

chief character-

istics of his lamentable tenure.

In town, smoking in public

places has been all but eliminat-

ed, with the last refuge, the tor-

mented bars, being threatened

of the drug prohibitions, which
have burdened this country with

one of the largest peace-time
prison populations in the history

of civilization and criminalized

millions of otherwise innocent

people, are lost on the crusaders.

It is incomprehensible to the

holy warriors that banning a sub-

lime substance like tobacco,
which has always been associated

with the transcendental and mys-

tical as well as certain health
risk*, will in many cases only

heighten its appeal.

As Richard Klein has so elo-

quently pointed out. no group of

people, perhaps, has ever been
exposed to such a relentless and
ubiquitous propaganda campaign
as the current generation of

v*.ith-j2w'BMi >fW^rJBthT d^li<lir;'<S^Tifric4rjX ,«*liageri |Tars be*i
rfnd~4»M*i^aleVu/iied aJgalnitlsJtifailst ^4\di iflg. lhiJx*ttk^4n
But, of course, the pure'hearts

and saviors in the Public Health

Department can see past the

devil's
trickery
and in the
ridiculous
name of
worker
safety are
set to issue

their pious

edict.

At lhis

point only
the proper-

tied class,

those who
own theirown
homes, can

be assured of a place to indulge

their wicked craving for a ciga-

rette, since most landlords
increasingly insist on tobacco
chastity. Given the outdoor tem-

perature for much of the year in

this ice-bucket of a state, this

comes close to a total ban for

cigarette smokers and even clos-

er for those who have sunk to

the level of cigar debauchery.

Of course, the hideous lessons

"It is incomprehensible

to the holy warriors that

banning a sublime sub-

stance like tobacco, which

has always been associat-

ed with the transcendental

and mystical as well as

certain health risks, will

in many cases only

heighten its appeal.

"

explosion of smoking in the

teenage papulation.

One day this madness will come
to be seen for

what it is —
the sublima-
tion of a

bizarre nexus
of social and
sexual frustra-

tions which
has trans-

formed a set

of valid and
moderate con-

trols on public

smoking into a

hysterical cru-

sade against
satanic indul-

gence.

Until then 1 console myself with

the determination that, before I

graduate. 1 will burst into the

Chancellor's inner office as a

counter-exorcist, fire up one of

Comandante Fidel's magnificent

Bolivar Royal Coronas, and drive

out the foul stench of Puritanism

with the sweet scent of glorious

sin.

Hussein Ibish is a UMass gradu-

ate student.
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All Welcome to the Nuyorican Poets Cafe,

Servm' up the knowledge for the masses
The process of writing is simply

about time and quantity. The longer

and more one writes, the better he/she

becomes in the process. The author
i hum be able to take a blank page and
bring it to life with words and sen-

tences. He takes the reader through a

literary adventure by using skills that

leave one asking for more and more.

This ability to keep the—__^^_^^^___^_

taught by manyTn'sti- "A people S histOIJ

black and Latino writers would never

have the chance to emerge. This all

changed in the '70s with the coming of

the "Nuyorican Poet's Cafe." The caie

emerged as a place where Diaspora

poets could perform their craft and

feel comfortable. New York would be

the location of this literary resurrec-

tion. It was the Harlem Renaissance all

^__^__^^^_— over again.

Writers
must produce

tutions but is learned comes to life when it is
by few individuals. . „i

,

only the chosen few written. With no written
who work at this craft recor(Js mey navem pas{
become masters of the ' *

~

word, in my experi- to define who they are.

'

ence, the best writ-

ers come in the

form of bards and

griots. These artists

are known today as

poets and spoken word artists. They're

small in numbers and are usually

members of the black and Latino liter-

ary community. They are literary mas-

ters, but will not be found in book-

stores or malls.

The black and Latino communities

have a history of writing that predates

European and American history.

Africans and Latin Americans were

using hieroglyphics and pictographs

before the Greeks discovered papyrus.

Even though the ancestors of the

Diaspora have such a long history of

writing, they have long been ignored

by the publishing establishment. Racist

ideology has allowed publishers to

refuse the Diaspora's writing and his-

torical accomplishments. A people's

history comes to life when it is written,

with no written records they have no

past to define who they are. Publishers

hope that by denying an audience

through mass production of material,

Jaime "Shaggy" Flores

a great

amount of

material in

order to

become profi-

cient. But for

the partici-

pants of the

"Nuyorican

Poet's
Cafe" writ-

ing was a task which they had grown

to hate and deplore. To handicap these

artists even more was the fact that a

large number of the Latino poets could

only speak "Spanglish," a hybrid of

Spanish and English. The New York
education system had failed in its

attempt to teach the Puerto Rican peo-

ple English and basic writing skills.

But the residents of the Lower East

Side did not perceive these obstacles

as handicaps; instead a new language

was created. The language became
bonaftde when the words, that were

once used only orally, took shape on

paper. One of the most powerful

examples of this new language was the

actual word "Nuyorican." which liter-

ally meant a Puerto Rican person from

New York or the culture which devel-

oped from that community. No school

system or publisher could impede the

development of these words and feel-

ings. At the Cafe, in the middle of the

ghetto, where people with little to no

formal education gathered to express

the cries of their oppressed souls,

poets would emerge and influence

future generations.

Miguel Algarin and Miguel Pinero.

two poets who were celebrated for

their oral presentations, established

the Cafe. It was bom from their frus-

trations. For many years they were

denied acceptance by the white poetry

scene. After the opening of the Cafe,

many people flocked to its location to

hear its poets. People like Sandra

Maria Esteves. Luis Reyes Rivera,

Amiri Baraka, Pedro Pietri and others

were teaching the people that someone

who looked and spoke like them could

be literate. The Cafe was such a huge

success that they decided to self-pub-

lish their poetry. The book, Nuyorican

Poetry, would win numerous awards,

but it would single-handedly accom-

plish the task of introducing the main-

stream to the Diaspora's poetry. It

would not only start a new style of

poetry, but it would influence people

all around the world, including a

young man growing up in Springfield.

I had always seen my mother's

Nuyorican book on the shelf, but

never read its contents. For many
years, I had regarded poetry as nothing

more than boring scriptures. One day I

decided to read the Nuyorican book

when she told me that black and

Latino people were writers. I dis-

missed her comment, brainwashed

from an American school system that

depicts writers as having a "light" skin

tone. When I opened the book, I

began to cry. Here were people with

Latino names writing poems that

referred to my people and experiences.

It was beautiful and it would inspire

me to begin my own writings and

poetry. No longer would I see the

The Plight of a People:

Can we really forget our history?
Have you ever had one of those

weekends where you're having a

great time, chillin' and parlayin' with

your boys and just when you think

things can't get any better, they get

worse?

I had one of those week-

ends.

Everything was fine

until an acquaintance of

mine, who wasn't white, felt that he

should comment on one of my past

columns. Apparently, he reads my
pieces every week, but he had a prob-

lem with my views on life.

He asked, "Why are you always

talking about the past? We need to

forget what happened and move on!"

1 was surprised, but I can't say that

I was shocked. A number of people

have hinted to me that I place too

much emphasis on the past.

Therefore, this piece is dedicated to

all of you who want to just forget

about the past and move on.

Don't get me wrong, I'm all for

moving on, but you can't move for-

ward without reflecting on what hap-

pened in your past.

To these people, I ask: how could

you just forget?

Edgar Burros

How could you just forget the pain

and suffering dealt to your people by

the oppressor? One common cop-out

that I hear a lot is. "Well, that was

their (white people's) ancestors, not

them." I know it wasn't your good

buddy Bill who
oppressed our peo-

ple, but it was his

people.

If your parents die and leave

behind two beach houses in Florida

and a car, who inherits the assets?

Now. let's say that they die and

leave behind some run down shack in

Vermont. Don't you still get that,

too?

As with the dirty shack or the

beach houses in Florida, white people

have to inherit the burden of the sins

that their fathers have committed.

For those who like to forget, again

I ask you, how can you just forget?

How can you forget your mother

being raped? How can you forget

your father being burned or whipped

to death? How could you forget the

day your family was abducted and

removed from your home? How
could you forget the day the

Europeans came to your home and

told you that they were taking con-

trol?

How could you forget the day your

grandmother was arrested for sitting

in the front of the bus instead of the

back? How could you forget the day

your father was killed because he

spoke of Black liberation? How could

you forget the day your father was

hosed down by firemen, attacked by

police dogs and beaten, because he

wanted equal treatment in the coun-

try we helped build? How could you

forget the day your neighborhood was

bombed, because you were tired of a

foreign element ruling vour home-

land?

How can you forget? We can't for-

get!

We need to find out more and then

we need to pass the knowledge to our

kids. Why? We need to know and

realize what the oppressor has done

to us. If we don't know our past, we
are bound to repeat it. So, don't tell

me that we need to forget and move
on.

You can't move anywhere until you

know how you got here.

Edgar Barros is a Collegian colum-

nist.

Go and Live Your Dreams, but dont sleep

By Millicent Jackson

Collegian Correspondent

LIVE YOUR DREAMS
Les Brown
Avon Books

Do you feel worthless and talent-

less, with nothing more to give?

Out of money, out of work, out of

hope? Have you walked away from

your dreams? What would it keep

to keep you going against the odds?

Les Brown, motivational speaker,

knows that there is greatness within

you and he can help you set it free.

"Go after what you want as if

your life depended on it. Because it

does," Brown says.

Live Your Dreams is Les Brown's

personal formula for success and

happiness — positively charged

thought, guidance and examples.

In chapter format. Brown speaks

on subjects titled: You gotta be hun-

gry. The power to change. Wake up

and work on your dreams. Live your

dreams. Fix and focus, How to over-

come baseless fears. The young and

goal-less and Be positively charged.

The primary focus of the book is

you gotta be hungry. At the onset of

the chapter, Calvin Coolidge stress-

es the importance of pressing on.

Nothing can take the place of per-

sistence. Talent will not. The world

is full of unsuccessful people with

talent. Genius will not: unrewarded

genius is almost a proverb.

Education alone will not; the world

is full of educated derelicts.

Persistence and determination alone

are omnipotent. Brown points out

that life does not always present us

with an ideal situation in which to

pursue our dreams. That is where
hunger comes in. We must moti

vate ourselves to do what we must

do to get on and go on with our

lives.

To help build hunger. Brown sug-

gests taking responsibility for your

life. Set small goals and accomplish

them. Nobody cares as much about

you and your dream as you do.

Review your goals twice every day.

Be focused on achieving them.
Reflect on what motivates you.

Develop a sense of urgency in your

life. Take actions to move you

toward your goal. Develop courage.

Develop yourself to operating on a

massive scale. Develop conviction

that you can accomplish your goal.

Read inspirational material. Tap
into your spiritual awareness and

contemplate your mortality. Get
acquainted with successful people

and ask them what drives them.

Develop communication skills.

Smile. Try to project a positive

image.

It's important that while you pur-

sue your goals you tune out distrac-

tions and self-defeating thoughts.

With a powerful hunger for your

dreams driving you. you will be sur-

prised at the ideas that will come, at

the people you will attract and the

opportunities that will unfold.

"word" as boring. It was now a tool

that I could use to empower others

and myself. I now had the language to

communicate my anger at those who
oppressed me and my people.

The word "Amerikkka" was not

misspelled when I used it in my writ-

ings and poems. It is a direct result of

my background in Nuyorican poetry,

where words can be altered to better

express feelings. Many teachers would

try to correct me, assuming that a kid

with a Spanish surname could not

spell. It only took an explanation of

the word and a live reading of my
material to make them understand my
grammatical intentions. I understood

that the original "America" was sup-

posed to be a symbol of power and

justice. This was an illusion for me.

having lineage from an island that is

still a United States' colony, but

denied by the government. America

represented injustice and racism to

me; as it does to most of its black citi-

zens who remember the slave trade.

Ihe mere mention of the word would

make me laugh at its original hypocrit-

ical meaning. I would spell the word in

a fashion that would denote no power,

and pull the facade off its clean image.

Later. I remembered where I learned

to spell the word with three "Ks." The

Nuyorican book was the source of my
new word and its meaning.

The Nuyorican Poetry book did not

only inspire me to write, but it also

provided a history lesson. My mother

never received that book back from

me. It sits on my bookshelf now,

seized as contraband in the war to

educate myself. Maybe one day. t he-

book will sit on my child's shelf so that

he or she too can learn the power of

words.

Jaime "Shaggy" Flores is a UMass
student.

Stop it before it begins

JeffBelizare

Racism, stereotypes and cul-

tural misunderstandings are

always tangled with emotions
that make it difficult to discuss

them, rationally or constructive-

ly. Some basic steps are neces-

sary if an honest sharing of feel-

ings is to take place.

The
next
genera-
t i o n

must be
willing to admit that we are dif-

ferent from one another. They
need to know that, although the

most obvious difference is in the

color of their skin, there are

valid cultural differences of

which they can be proud.

This knowledge could spark in

them a necessary curiosity about

their culture and provide further

opportunities to enhance their

images of themselves as a peo-

ple. They need to know that even

though there is no inherent

goodness or badness in these dif-

ferences, there are people who
believe otherwise and will treat

them badly. It is only fair that

they know this. Until they learn

how to respond to such treat-

ment, their parents should be

their first line of defense.

Therefore, it is important that

the parents make the next gener-

ation feel that they can discuss

such experiences with them in

an atmosphere free of anxiety,

criticism, or punishment.

Black parents must hunger to

instill pride and self-esteem in

their children.

It is a necessity to be positive

— not simply silent — about
their child's blackness. In a soci-

ety that views white as better.

cleaner, purer and holier, minor-

ity children need to have their

self-image actively bolstered in

the home. Parents need to focus

more on a child's efforts and less

on outcomes, to encourage a

child to value her or his own
ability. The next generation must

be taught that differ-

ent is beautiful.

Black, white and
Asian are all beauti-

ful.

A generation of black children

will be lost if they feel that

"being black" is synonymous
with failure and a lack of hope

for accomplishment in a wide
range of areas. The decrease in

college enrollment for black
males, and the fact that nearly

25 percent of young black males

are under the supervision of the

criminal justice system, in jail,

on parole or on probation, are

particular causes for concern.

Parents, teachers and social

service agencies must show a

greater interest in the gender dif-

ferences among black children in

order to respond effectively to

their varying needs, behaviors

and expectations. This is the

challenge for the future.

Black parents and others must

be eternally vigilant in fighting

racism in the society in which
their children must grow and
develop. Being a parent to a

black child requires supporting a

sense of self-worth and working
outside the home, on behalf of

your child, for social change to

ensure that fairness and equal

opportunity exist in every aspect

of life.

Jeff Belizare is a UMass stu-

dent.

Along the Color Line : Your voice

Learning how to change society
Most Americans will tell you that

practical, pragmatic politics is

always defined by the "center."

How many times have we been told

that the effective battleground for

determining the future of society is

the great American mainstream?
That to be a serious factor in poli-

tics, we aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaBssssssssaaaaii

need to

work inside

the c

dors

But. we would have to listen to

the slaves themselves*, those who
felt the sting of the lash, and those

who were bartered and sold on the

auction block, to really know the

reality of slavery. We would have to

learn from black abolitionists such

as Frederick Douglass, Sojourner
Truth and Harriet
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Dr. Manning Marable

Hunger gives you the courage to

take your ideas and run with them.

Hunger helps you overcome dis-

couragement; it moves you to use

up your talents and your life.

Despite the hunger that you have.

Nothing will protect you from the

nasty side of life. It will catch you

on the blind side, drop you to your

needs and choke you. People will

betray you. Remember — the most

dependable hand you can rely on is

the one at the end of your wrist.

You can't count on anyone but

yourself.

To persevere in hard times, you

will have to call on your deepest

purpose. Sometimes yours will be a

lonely journey. Everyone will not

support you. Sometimes the individ-

uals you thought would serve as

your encouragers, turn out to be

discouragers. The key is to remem-

ber not being fearful of the future.

Continue working on developing

your talents and skills. If you strive

to grow continually, you will be part

of the future.

Powerful, thought provoking, and

well written, Les Brown has done

his job as a motivational speaker to

perfection. As in his audio tapes

and live performances Brown is

clear, direct, and full of energy

prompting one and all to live their

dreams. A definite must read for all.

Every aspect of Brown's book
enables each and every one of us to

become a better scholar, mate,

mother, father, teacher and person.

That by becoming a centrist, or

even a conservative, we avoid being

marginalized, excluded, locked out

and isolated on the political periph-

ery.

I respectfully disagree.

Fundamental political change in a

democracy almost always comes
from the boundaries of society, not

from the center. Conscious, dedi-

cated minorities, not the numerical

majority, become catalyst for

change. And if you build a political

movement to stand firmly on the

middle ground, you may find that

ground collapsing from under your

feet.

How do we achieve democratic

change within a society? We must,

first, understand how that society

actually works. Who gets ahead and

who doesn't? Who is rewarded and

who is punished? Usually, the peo-

ple we should learn from are those

not at the top of society, but at the

bottom. Two centuries ago, if we
had listened only to Thomas
Jefferson, we would have gained

some important insights in under-

standing the contradictory relation-

ship between democracy and slav-

ery.

country. Generations of

white male politicians

justified and rationalized

the exclusion of women.
We should have to listen

to the early feminists and

as Susan

B. Wells

and Mary Church Terrell,

to comprehend how sex-

ism compromised the

promise of democracy.

How do you achieve

change in a democratic

society? By recognizing

that in a democracy,
the majority can be wrong. Only a

generation ago, racial segregation

was legal in the United States.

There were separate and unequal

water fountains, public toilets,

hotels, restaurants and churches.

Birmingham, Alabama's city coun-

cil even passed a law making it ille-

gal for blacks and whites to play

checkers together! The overwhelm-

ing majority of good, middle-class

whites in Birmingham supported

their racist chief of police. Bull

Conner, and their pro-segregation-

alist governor, George C. Wallace.

But they were wrong. Martin
Luther King, |r. did not say let us

wait until the majority of southern

whites change their minds about

segregation. Martin did not counsel

patience, or try to moderate his

message of "Freedom Now" to

"Freedom Someday."
Several years ago Proposition

187 was being debated in

California, which proposed discrim-

inatory policies against undocu-
mented immigrants, mostly Latino

people. A majority of California's

registered voters supported this ini-

tiative. We must not be afraid to

say that the initiative is wrong.

Amendment Two was passed in

Colorado, several years ago. which

attempted to outlaw local measures

protecting the civil rights of les-

bians and gays, the same rights that

other Americans take for granted.

We should affirm our belief in

equal justice for all by saying that

the homophobic politics behind
that measure were mean-spirited,

discriminatory and wrong. We
should never be afraid to lose an
electoral campaign when we are

fighting to affirm democratic rights

and equal justice for all.

In a curious way. the conserva-

tives understand this far better than

most liberals. You have to be true

to your values, because your princi-

ples are at the hear of what politics

should be. The ideologies of the Far

Right, such as Bill Bennett and
William Kristol. ground their poli-

tics in a set of values. Their only-

problem is that they've got the

wrong set of values.

How do we achieve progressive

change? By celebrating our divine

discontent with the way things are.

Contented, satisfied people rarely

want things to change too much. If

you want to find out what new
directions history is taking our soci-

ety, don't wallow in the mainstream— stand at the edge, at the bound-

aries. Listen to the poets and the

non- conventional music of young
people. Learn from those who have

little or nothing to lose. Feel the

anxiety of those 40 million

Americans today who lack medical

insurance. Spend time working in a

homeless shelter, or walking a pick-

et line with trade unionists. To be

divinely discontent is to want our

democratic ideals and our egalitari-

an hopes to be realized in the world

around us. It is to challenge confor-

mity, to push the boundaries of

"the way things are" to "the way
things should be."

Dr. Manning Marable is

Professor of History and Director of
the Institute for Research in

African-American Studies at

Columbia University, New York
City. "Along the Color Line" is dis-

tributed free of charge and regularly

appears in over 325 black and pro-

gressive publications worldwide.
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Adam Duritz of the Counting Crows bordered on gloominess at the Saturday concert.
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Gattaca (PG-13)
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Sitchback (R)
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The Full Monty (R)
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Summer (R)
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The six man engine that couldn't

Beset by a small crowd, Counting Crows try a little too hard

By Marty Keane
Collegian Staff
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Sponsored by Pre- Major Advising Services

The Honors Program
The Campus Career Network

COUNTING CROWS / DOGS
EYE VIEW

William D. Mullins Center

Nov. 1

Seeing as rain is used as a

metaphor in so many of their songs,

it was only fitting that a mini-mon-
soon greeted the Counting Crows as

the year-long "Recovering the

Satellites Tour" rolled into the

Mullins Center Saturday night for

one of their final U.S. dates. It's too

bad that a lame crowd, both in size

and enthusiasm, dampened an oth

erwise musically solid (if ultimately

unfufilling) performance.

As a musical group, the Counting
Crows are an angst- filled amalga-

mation that carefully filter the clas-

sic rock of Van Morrison and the

Band through the post-punk sensi-

bilities of early R.E.M. It was only

fitting then that the L. A.-based sex-

tet strolled on stage to the forebod-

ing tranquility of the Mamas and
the Papas* "California Dreamin'."

They opened with the title track

from last year's impressive
Recovering the Satellites (which is a

considerably more somber affair

than their debut) and the up-tempo
"Angels of the Silences," two songs

that both skillfully showcase the

dichotomy between singer Adam
Duritz's tortured, verbose lyrics

and the rest of the band's upbeat

playing — led by Charlie
Gillingham's energetic organ trills

and Dan Vickrey's churning guitar

squalls.

From there however, the show
slid aimlessly downhill and never

fully recovered. Still, the band
deserves credit for giving it their all

and putting a good face on what

must have been a disappointing

evening for all involved considering

the lackluster crowd.

"Rain King." one of the standout

tracks off August and Everything

After, signalled the show's decline.

On record, the song is wrought
with vigorous energy, but was
instead played live in a laconic style

that was top heavy in percussion —
not to mention Duritz's gloominess

that bordered on overkill. I mean,

enough already Adam. Gee it must

be really tough when you're dating

Courtney Cox and kicking back by

bartending at lohnny Depp's Viper

Room.
While it was admirable to witness

a group not afraid of varying the

standard concert formula, it was ;i

nearly fatal miscalculation. It

showed that it's solely the Crows'

rhythmic thrust that is what keeps

them from being rock's version of

unflavored jello (read: blandness).

not Duritz's one-dimensional lyrics.

Unfortunately, the perfunctory

mid-set acoustic excursion provid-

ed no respite. "Mr. lones." the tune

that put them on the map. and
"Omaha" also were unwisely
re-worked and ultimately fell flat.

"Mr. Jones" was recast lyrically as

Duritz retrospectively pondered the

song's original theme of desiring

fame and the effects it has had on

him, while during the refrain to

"Omaha." Duritz sang "Turn your

ticket in and get your money back at

the door" — clearly a tempting

option on this night.

The infectious spunk and vivacity

that characterized both these tunes'

studio versions were completely

sucked out as they quickly turned

into grooveless drivel and overly-

emotive melancholic mush. All the

trappings that helped mold these

songs Into well deserved "hits''

were brutally absent. These tac-

tics, however admirable, are simply

not conducive to putting on a suc-

cessful arena rock show — especial

ly in front of so few people (the

Mullins Center was well short ol

being half-full Saturday night).

Still, the band managed to

rebound and regain some of their

earlier momentum. Duritz's solo

turn on the excellent "Raining In

Baltimore" was a pleasant surprise

as he curiously dedicated it to the

"Monkey," as was the logical encore

of "A Long December" — both were

brief but poignant glimpses of raw

emotion.

Also impressive was a surprising

ly upbeat "Murder of One," "Anna
Begins" and the crowd-pleasing set

closer "Round Here'' in which the

audience finally awoke from hiber-

nation to pogo along to the propul-

sive stomp of drummer Ben Mize

and bassist Matt Malley.

Opener Dog's Eye View played a

45 minute set of generic alternative

rock that was neither engaging nor

memorable.
Overall, the concert fell short —

sinking into blandness.
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How does the world begin]

to heal from a genocide?

OneH One

Descendants of the

Third Reich and
the Holocaust in

Dialogue

Tuesday, November 4, 7:30pm

Campus Center Room 1 74

University of Massachusetts

.

Free and open to the public. Wheelchair accessible

.

Sponsored by the Office ofJewish Affairs.

For more information cat 545-9642

Clearing up the myths about soap operas
Hello, my fellow soap fans.

Today 1 want to talk about a little

thing called R-E-S-P-E-C-T,
respect for the genre and for the
people who watch. I recently had
an argument with a neighbor of
mine in which he criticized
(bashed is probably more accu-
rate) soaps as being "cheesy and
ridiculous" or something to that

effect. You can imagine how I

reacted to that. I took a few deep
breaths...and then blew up at him.

1 was sick and tired of hearing
people who haven't even watched
a soap in its entirety (trust me, he
hasn't) criticizing them and fur-

ther more — me — for watching
them. He comes in my room,
watches the show for five minutes
and then has the gall to insult the

entire genre (ah. ignorance is

bliss!). In those short five minutes,

he's already come to the conclu-

sion that soap operas "suck," an
opinion that lacks any merit, in my
opinion, since he hasn't actually

seen one. I could understand,
maybe even agree, with his argu-

ment had he limited his criticisms

to the one scene but to make a

sweeping generalization about the

entire industry based on a few
short segments. ..just plain igno-

rance.

I don't know what's so threaten-

ing, especially among men, about
soap operas that they feel the need
to attack them so vigorously. Do
they feel as though acknowledging
a possible interest in them would
be a threat to their masculinity
(since its audience is largely com-
prised of females and it has always

been viewed as a "feminine" pas-

time)? Well, me and the thousands
of closet male soap opera fans
around the country are here to tell

you that that's a bunch of bs. And
for those of you who have told me
that you "don't watch that crap"

yet watch shows like "90210" and
"Party of Five"... sorry to burst

your bubbles, darlings, but those

are soaps!

Let's deal with some of the most
frequent complaints that the skep-

tics harp on:

"What bad acting!" — Let me
give you a little insight; daytime
actors generally
get the script fori

the following day 'si

show the day!
before taping,

which
means they
only have!
24 hours
(that
is if<

they don't sleep or eat) to

memorize their lines. They also

have to wrap up the show by the

end of the day which leaves little

room for mistakes. They don't

have the luxury of calling it a day
early and resuming tomorrow, like

most weekly shows. Furthermore,

daytime actors don't have the

entire week to memorize their

lines and perfect their strategy,

like the actors of weekly dramas,

sitcoms, etc. It's exactly for this

reason that daytime has been
regarded (among the acting com-
munity) as an extremely challeng-

ing medium, lust ask Leslie Horan
(Miranda, "GH") who faltered in

her first daytime role despite her

previous success in several

made-for-TV movies. "It's

extremely demanding," she had
been quoted as saying in a Soap
Opera Digest article shortly before

her departure. That's why the act-

ing can seem a bit disappointing in

comparison to weekly dramas like

"E.R." It takes twice the actor to

pull off an extremely convincing
and well performed scene in day-

time.

"Look at the ridiculous sets and

production values (like the recent

"Days Of Our Lives jungle adven-

ture)." — The daytime soaps also

have a very limited budget with

which to work with and most of it

is spent on the cast of 20 or so.

They do the best they can with the

ittle they have. Trying to get

money out of the execs is

probably like trying to pull

teeth. The budget for a pop-

ular sitcom or drama is

twice that of your average

soap opera.

I challenge all of you
skeptics to watch a soap like

"General Hospital" or

Guiding Light" (two of the

best in the field) on a Friday

and tell me that you find noth-

ing worthwhile or appealing about

them. ..or are you afraid you might

actually get hooked (my roommate
can relate). In any case, please

don't come up to me and insult

the genre that I love without at

least watching an episode.

Now, for a little news...

• Richard Culliton (ex-"GH"
head scribe) will be replacing
Michael Malone as "Another
World's" head writer. Let's hope
he's learned something from his

botched attempt at "General
Hospital." He left a lot to be
desired there!

• James E. Reily. "Days"' head

writer, aired his last script two
weeks ago. He's leaving the show
to head up a new NBC soap (in

development) that is expected to

hit the airwaves two years from
now. Sally Sussman Morina will

be picking up the slack.

Sink or Swim?
Swim:
• Friday's episode of "GH." It

doesn't get any better than this.

• Crystal Carson's (Julia) return

to "GH." It's so good to see you

again... too bad you're only here

for a short stint (hint, hint ABC )

• Dinah and Cassie's catfight on
"Guiding Light."

Sink:

• Dimitri on "All My Children,"

threatening Skye's life and
all. ..hope the SOB rots.

• Randy Spelling on "Sunset
Beach". ..how about a few acting

classes, buddy. It's a good thing

your Dad's a believer in nepotism!

Little bit of
something...Thought I'd include a

few previews for this week:

General Hospital: Bobbie gets a

call from Virginia, Carly's adop-
tive mother. Ned confronts Alexis

about her duplicity. Is this the end
of one of "GH's" hottest duos?
Sunset Beach: Caitlin's car

explodes. ..can Cole save her and
Olivia in time?

Days of Our Lives: John stops

the nuptials. Stefano agrees to

help Roman but at what cost?

One Life To Live: Blair and
Max rekindle the flame as they try

to scam ian. Joey and Kelly come
face to face!

All My Children: Liza learns the

truth about Adam. Janet blasts

Tim (about time).

Guiding Light: Hart breaks it

off with Dinah but for how long?

Fletcher catches Roger and Holly

in a compromising position.

Another World: Paulina reveals

her source. Rachel's days could be

numbered.
As the World Turns: Molly

comes clean. Holden and Lily cele-

brate a landmark.

Port Charles: Cooper's reign of

terror claims another victim.

lacob Fanning is a Collegian

columnist. Any questions or com-
ments about this column con be
e-mailed to

jfanning@student.umass.edu.
Soap Chat runs on Mondays.

Smith Theater shines in new
production of Lapin, Lapin *

:

By Kelly Parent

Collegian Correspondent

LAPIN. LAPIN
Hallie Flanagan Studio Theatre

Oct. 31

NORTHAMPTON — The place is

Paris, France; the time is the future

— filled with an odd mix of urban

terrorists, extraterrestrials, grunge
rockers, war, poverty and of course,

television media.

This weekend, the Smith College

Theatre Department brought Lapin,

Lapin to the stage. The play was
written by acclaimed screenwriter

and director, Coline Serreau, who
wrote Three Men and a Cradle —
later made into the popular movie.

Three Men and a Baby.

Lapin, Lapin was performed at

French farce telling the story of a

post-mod, but somewhat neurotic,

family and their trials and tribula-

tions of life. You don't know
whether to laugh or to cry at their

situations as they deal with issues of

divorce, unemployment, family rela-

tionships, terrorism and the

youngest daughter's decision to go

back to outer space and leave her

earth family.

Act I takes place in the tiny apart-

ment of a family of four, which soon

becomes a family of nine as the

other daughters come back to stay.

Some of the new arrivals include a

boyfriend, and an eccentric,

half-deaf neighbor who is lonely

and wants some company. It's a

wonder how they tit all the peopU
into the apartment — let alone fecu

all the out-of- work visitors.

Mama, played by Peach Pittengep

tries to deal with the fact that hag

five daughters are not what sha
wanted them to be when two c{r

them get arrested for being terro{«

ists, one gets divorced and urn*

leaves her fiance at the alterj

Finally. Lapin, the youngest daugt-J

ter. a closet extraterrestrial. fc»

expelled from school. Add to trja

mix, the husband gets laid off. - !

Act II takes place in the office ef

the soldiers who arrest the oldest;

daughter, Beberte, for terrorism.'

Working together as a family along

with the eccentric neighbor^
Madame Duperri, they plan -a"

mad-capped escape for Bebertcj
only to discover more twists witlijfy

the story. When Madame Duperji
locates her long lost son, the final

revenge comes of turning all the sojj

diers into women to end the war.

The actors' excellent perfo
mances made the play engagin
especially Pittenger. who asked tl

audience to "take seven seconds

cry inside for her" in one of h

monologues as she dealt with tl

craziness of her family as well M t

comic performance of Madun
Duperri plaved admirably bv fessia

Horn.

All in all, depressing as thfr

premise may seem, Lapin, l.api)/

had the audience laughing at thjf

humor inherent in the crazy twisfj

and turns in the plot.

THe Arts and living de$k is always looking for
new writers to cover books, waste, arts a^d mere.

If yea re interested, come and talk to Seema
Ganeatirkar, Arts and Uivine Editor or call

545 1491.a »-ir

Dan Vickery, the lead guitarist for the Counting Crows.

COUEGIAIN(

Mill"

To find out more about Tetacivne M us Oft I ampus ot vml y°U'

resume to Teradyne I™ Attn University Relations

321 Harmon Ave Boston. MA 021 18 Or email

Joan oday#teradyne com An equal opportunity employer

big technology Intelligent test programming envi-

IINOMHU, High s|KH-d digital nistr i inn'i us Next generation

snperrhipv And more Teradyne is vmii viurre for Innovation,

quality and. leadership in AiiIoii.iik lis: Equipment, complex

connection systems and tclei oiuiminu ations and software

tlM ( >ui ahiluv to hung the most .-v iting product] to market

started more than 40 years ago with the Introduction of the

first automatic diode MMM Since then, weve continued to

set the standard with product* such as the first tester with

tester-per-pin architci tuie. the Industry! first million dollar

MM and the worlds largest most complex barkplane

And all the wh'U continuing out excellence in Innovation

recognized by the R & D 100 award for the revolutionary

tester device dcx king system

big CUStOmerS. While we cant possibly nan I

all, we help today's lodtng tfca tionn I companies deli\.

product! io fast -evolving market Whathet it's automotive

electronics, cellcilat phones PCs. or computer networks

leradyne is the DOWB Ixhincl tin ptoduc ts Were a world

wide presence working In partnership with all the big names

big possibilities. loan engineering or business grad.

Teradyne represents the opportunity to gain real involvement

on real proi' try one As npri as \ou join us. you

will benefit from an informal ciiltutc when- creativity and

teamwork prevail Whether your specialty is Software.

Hardwire Mechanical, oi Application Engineering or

Business, Ietadvne perfectly suits w>ur background. We have

exciting opportunities in .ill om locations from California to

Boston, and even Internationally

not-so-big name

www.teradyne.com
WE'RE COMING TO YOUR CAMPUS SOON!

See your pfacement office for details

Boston, MA • Nashua, NH • Deerfield, IL • Agoura Hills, CA • San Jose, CA • Walnut Creek, CA • Dublin, Ireland • Kumamoto, Japan
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Hockey
continued from page 10

captain Chrta kelleher from behind

early in the MOCMtd period. BU scored

2t< wooiidt Into i he resulting power

play, and had another goal disallowed

seconds alter. But UMass clamped

down and relused lo let the momen-
tum s»m in the Terriers favor. The
Minutemen killed off the final four

minutes of BU's man advantage and

escaped what could have been a trag-

ic blow to the game.

lust when the Terrier faithfuls

expected I Mass to bow down to the

reigning Hockey Last champions.

UMass knotted up the score.

Lovell received a pass at the left

point, faked a slapshot. moved in

about twenty feet from Noble and

blasted the puck into the lelt corner

of the net.

The score catapulted the

Minutemen into the third period,

when down. 4-2, a shot that rico-

cheted off the chest of Chris Lawcett

into the net was disallowed. Mallen

felt the apparent goal, with just under

four minutes to play, could have

changed the outcome of the game.

"The referee made the call and >ou

can't cry about it," Mallen said. "But

it was a turning point in the game."

Yesterday, a small crowd at the

Mullins Center hardly mirrored the

raucous Walter Brown Arena atmos-

phere, when I'Mass took on Boston

College.

I-.it In on, the play was sloppy and
uneven on both sides of the ice. Not
until midway through the second
tiaine. when BC scored on a sparkling

touch pass off Marty Reasoner's stick.

did the Minutemen display the brand

of hockcj they re capable of playing.

A vicious, physical scramble in

front of Eaglet goaltender Andy
McLaughlin came up empty in the

final stages of the second period, but

carried over into the opening
moments of the final period. One
minute and 54 seconds in, a Dan
luden rush left the puck in front of

the net and McLaughlin vulnerable.

Brad Norton pounced on it. tying the

contest at l-l.

Unfortunately, a solid third period

effort by the Eagles put two addition-

al goals on the scoreboard, handing
the Minutemen their third loss in as

many games this season. However,
the Eagles had to fight for the win.

And Mallen and UMass left the ice

knowing they had sent a message to

the top echelon of Hockey East.

Volleyball
continued from page 9

upended the Minutewomen in

four sets. 15- 12. 14-16, 15-12
15-6.

Despite the loss, four UMass
players registered double- dou
bles on the night, including
Nolan, who knocked down 12
kills to go along with her 25 digs

Meyers had 18 kills, 12 digs and
four blocks.

"Our lack of intensity and
desire killed us tonight and that's

what we built our foundation on
Kenny said. "I thought Sarah
Walters played better offensively

but that's about it for pluses."

It should be pretty clear where
this team's going to be in late

November when UMass returns to

the Cage for the season finale

UMass takes on four conference
rivals in consecutive weekends on
the road, each of whom defeated

the Minutewomen earlier this sea

son.

"We have to play all out and
play like every match is a

must-win because it is," said

Walters. "We want to be playing

over Thanksgiving in the A-10's
and to do that, everybody's going

to have to step it up."

Field Hockey
continued from page 9

she netted the only goal of the con-

test at 25:42.

UMass was not able to convert

on any of its eight corner opportu-

nities. The Minutewomen defense

held strong, only allowing St. foe'l

one corner, and stifling the Hawks
on that chance.

Tucker stopped three shots in

her fourth shutout of the year, and
Hawk goalie Andreana Mevoli
made 10 saves.

UMass will return to action this

weekend, when the Minutewomen
will face Temple in an A- 10 tour-

nament semifinal. The
Minutewomen have won five of the

league tournaments in the 1990s,

including last year, when UMmi
beat Rhode Island, 6-0, in the
finals at St. loe's.

For the first time, the winner of

the tournament will receive an
automatic bid to the NCAA tourna-

ment. In previous years, the A- 10

winner has had to win a play-in

game to advance to the 12-team
national field. Last year, UMass
beat Ball State of the Mid-America
Conference in the play-in. The Ivy

League also received an automatic

bid this year.

Soccer
continued from page 10

UtN ill the game, we lost total control

defensively, and we quit out there."

The second half started with a Kate

Webb blast from 10 yards out, which

beat Tiger goalkeeper Suzanne Putnam

low to her left, cutting the lead to 4 2

The Minutewomen continued to pres-

sure the Clemson defense throughout

the half, culminating in an Emma
Kurowski goal at 75:20. Lecot crossed

the ball from the right flank and the

deflection fell at Kurowski's feet. The
sophomore forward calmed down the

loose ball and kicked the ball to the

right of Putnam. The 4-5 game almost

became a tie with Bartlett's rush in the

final minute, but the Tiger defense was

able to knock the ball out of the penalty

area to preserve the tight victory.

Georgia 1, UMass
Georgia shut the Minutewomen out

for the first time all season yesterday in

Athens. Bulldog forward Bentley

Bickerstalf scored the game-winner in

the 88th minute to push the unranked

Bulldogs past UMass. The
Minutewomen now await the opening

round of the A- 10 tournament, which

kicks off Friday. UMass is the No. 1

seed.

Collegian staff member Luke
Meredith contributed to this article.

Football
continued from page 10

Hofstra built a 24-0 halftime lead

on the strength of a controlled passing

game thai marched them up and

down the field. Carmazzi was

21-of-50 for 252 yards at halftime.

They led by as much as 41-0 before

UMass scored a couple late touch-

downs for the 51-15 final.

The numbers tell the story of this

season. Six of the seven UMass losses

have been by more than 10 points.

Saturday's blowout was the third time

the Minutemen have lost by more

than 50 points. The 51-15 final was

the worst home loss in 10 years, sur-

passing the worst home loss of the

Hodges era set only last week against

Delaware. If the Minutemen can't win

one of the two final games, they will

be the first team in the 1 18 year histo-

ry of Massachusetts football to lose

nine games.

Senior quarterback Anthony

Catterton went 10-of-28 for 82 yards

and two touchdowns, but tied a

school record with five interceptions.

Tight end Kerry Taylor caught both

TDs, and now has eight touchdowns

in only 22 career receptions.

Freshman Marcel Shipp broke off his

first 100-yard game, with 104 yards

on 1 6 carries.

Massachusetts loses to Dukes, beats Bonnies

kai cm
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL

$2 HALF TIME BUFFET
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1-800-C0LLECT RECREATIONAL SPORTS

By Brett Mauser
Collegian Staff

YVONNE YANC\COLL£GIAN

The UMass volleyball team continued its string of splitting matches by going l-l yet again this weekend.

Once again, it was the tale of
two matches for the
Massachusetts volleyball team.
This weekend, UMass had a

chance to build their confidence.
Coming in, they were tied for fifth

place in the conference, only a

game behind fourth place Virginia

Tech.

This weekend, the
Minutewomen (12-13, 7-7 in the

A-10) split their two match set at

the Curry Hicks Cage, first drop-
ping a 3-1 decision to Duquesne,
whom they were knotted with,
then routing the Bonnies of St.

Bonaventure 3- on Saturday.

On Saturday, the Minutewomen
showed everybody what we may
see more of in the future. Pure
domination. The Minutewomen
limited the opposition to only 10

points on their way to a 15-2,
15-5, 15-3 blowout at the Cage.

It was a mismatch from the

beginning. UMass was taking on a

St. Bonaventure team that hadn't

picked up a victory yet in confer-

ence and had only four wins over-

all on the season.

Sophomore outside hitter Sarah

Walters stepped into the spot-

light, collecting 10 kills on the

night, the only double digit kill

total for the match. As a team, the

Minutewomen hit a solid .280 on
the attack and held the Bonnies to

a combined .024 attack percent-

age.

"We moved the ball around very

well with our hitters and our tran-

sition on free balls was very

good," said Coach Bonnie Kenny
after the convincing win, "but we
have to learn to do that when it's

tough, not just when it's easy."

Sophomore middle blocker fill

Meyers had a great all- around
performance, picking up seven

kills, six digs and six blocks.
Freshman setter Jennifer Drennan
led the Minutewomen in assists

and digs, with 22 and 10, respec-

tively.

The win put a bandage on a five

match losing streak at home
against Atlantic Ten opponents. It

also marked the most lopsided
victory for the Minutewomen
since yielding only four points in

a match against LaSalle last year

at Curry Hicks.

In the loss to Duquesne, senior

outside hitter Lesley Nolan
became UMass' career leader in

digs with 1,412, surpassing for-

mer Minutewoman Dionne Nash.
— Bw^ Ae-Wtw* s^H««f-eou4cFn't

pull out what was a very evenly

contested match. The Lady Dukes

Turn to Volley BaM. page 8

1 800 COLLECT

LaieuLr/ateK/U- J

1-800-COLLECT

Sports
Entries

Close

Player's/

Captain's

Meeting

Three-on-Three

Holiday Basketball

Spring '98 Basketball

Spring '98 Ice Hockey

November 3

November 3

November 19

December 8

November 5, 6:00 pm

November 13,6:00 pm

January 29 & 30, 6:00 pm

February 2, 6:00 pm

Officials needed for Basketball and Ice Hockey;

call for clinic dates and locations.

Check with IM Office for meeting locations and for late entries.

Call 5-0022 for more information

or visit our website: http//www.umass.edu/unlon

SIGN UP TODAY!
University of Massachusetts

Remember, 1 800 COLLECT is the easy way to save the people you call collect.

,«alor)

at other tnta, you bounce « eb*o*, y«w» penalty, TJp to $33.

Out «itb Overdraft protection, time* ears no bounced checks and

no penalties.1 It coaes tree with every Student value package,

along with a stack at Papa tttno'a coupon*, rj»» than to save aw at.

ID^a Cttso's when you shov your aanksostcn Card, a Papa olnos

coupon, and student id.' to open • Student value Package,

atop by any branch or call 1 BOO 2 BOSTON.

It's Amazing What You Can Do."

Jet »«*i^ils*ift«' spam ta *•»**<.\XtMi^MLMmi6^<^ywi^mm*tm Not **i on otoho) j»dw«.
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UM field hockey
named No. 2 seed
By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

The West Chester field hockey

team assured itself the No. 1 seed

in the Atlantic 10 tournament
with a 1-0 win over
Massachusetts Friday. The
Minutewomen receive the No. 2

seed for the tourney, which they

will host beginning Saturday.

Golden Ram goaltender
Heather Vearling made all the

difference in the contest, which
pitted the league's two undefeat-

ed teams against each other.
Vearling came up with 24 saves

to secure the win for West
Chester (14-3, 5-0 A- 10).

The early game trouble that

has hampered the Minutewomen
in several games this season was
again a major factor, as Mary
Melnick scored the game's lone

goal just 53 seconds in.

An added factor for UMass was
that the game was played on
grass, a surface the

Minutewomen have only played

on once since the end of last sea-

son. UMass coach Patty Shea said

earlier last week, though, that

playing on grass would not serve

as an excuse for the

Minutewomen.
However, even after recovering

from the early score and adjust-

ing to the different surface to

dominate the field for the

remainder of the game, the

Minutewomen could not get the

ball past Vearling. UMass ended

with 19 penalty corners to West

Chester's seven and outshot the

Golden Rams, 24- 10.

UMass goalie Zowie Tucker
finished with eight saves.

The Minutewomen rebounded
from their loss and ended their

regular season with a win at St.

loseph's yesterday, 1- 0.

The weekend split gives UMass
an 11-9 record — 4-1 in confer-

ence play — to finish the season.

lunior midfielder Vicky
Browne provided all the firepow-

er the Minutewomen needed, as

Turn to Hockey, page 8

THANG VOVOOUtCIAN

Despite falling to West Chester 1-0, UMass secured a No. 2 seed in

the A-10 tournament, which they will host this weekend.

•HAIRCUTS.. *I0.
ml ti irrnn-.' ~ r 6 0?33

Study in Spain & Cuba
The

(_> enter for

C^ross-Cvultural

Study

Visit our representative:

Tuesday, Nov. 4

10am - 2pm
UMass Student

Center Concourse

Seville, Spain

• Semester, Academic Year, January. & Summer terms •

• Courses at all levels taught in Spanish • Small classes • College credit •

• Financial .ml • Momestays • Internships • Field tnps • email •

Havana, Cuba
Winter &. Summer tenns • 3 week, 4-credit course in English or Spanish

fwrWl ( -ill for catalog and free video

CjJ 1-800-377-2621

cccs@crocker.com

hup:/ /www cccs.com

Ke
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APARTMENT FOR RENT! EMPLOYMENT

ian Classifieds
University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

Bedroom Apt.

Easthampton. $485 per

month. Take over lease

ASAP 527-9410

AUTO FOR SALE

84 Jeep CJ7 4x4, hard-

top. 132,000+ miles, auto-

matic Need to sell fast.

Needs some work. $925 or

make an offer. Call Luis @
549-5514.

87 Nissan Maxima Auto,

power everything, A/C,

74k, maroon. Perfect con-

dition. Take a ride.

$3500/neg Call Harris

549-5717

1989 Nissan King Cab
4x4 SE Great condition,

170k Mi Asking $5000.

Call HM (413)862-3634,

WK 545-3081

Wanted: Junk Cars Cash

paid everyday. 1-800-649-

4795

EMPLOYMENT
Kai Chi Restaurant
Waitstaff, Part-time. Apply

within. 586-2774

Mother's Helper

Weekday afternoons.

$7/hour References.

Please call (413)549-7788

Driver Needed 1 hour at

noon. Nov 3 or soon after.

Delivering meals in

Amherst. 253-2486 or 585-

0713 after 2pm. Car

required.

LEGAL ASSISTANTS
WANTED Spring 1998

internships With The

Student Legal Services

Office; get hands-on expe-

rience in the legal field

—

work directly with attor-

neys and clients. Earn up

to 15 undergraduate cred-

its. No experience in the

legal profession neces-

sary— training provided.

Contact The Student Legal

Services Office today: 545-

1995, 922 Campus Center.

FOR SALE

GT Zaskar loaded with

clipless in box. $500.

Phish Tickets Great

seats at great prices. City

Tickets (800)865-8070

Watch batteries, ear
piercing, eyeglass

repairs, jewelry restora-

tion, diamond engage-
ments, wedding rings.

Silverscape Designs, 264

N. Pleasant St., Amherst.

253-3324 Open Daily.

Mongoose Bike For

Sale Large. $240 or B/0.

Call 549-6926

Elton John 4 excellent

seats. 11/5.(516)867-7392

Elton John Tickets For

Sale Great seats. Call

253-6352

FOR SALE

COMPUTERS!
New P166MMX from

$995. Laptops, peripher-

als. ZarVision 582-9198

V/MC/AMEX

Laptop Notebook Works

good. $150. Good for

school. Call Steve

(413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for

computer. Works great.

Call CPC (41 3)584-8857

FOUND
Found: A Scarf on 10/29

inside of Hasbrook. Call

546-1361.

ROOMMATE WANTED
One bedroom available

in Sugarloaf. $333/month.

Call 665-3558

Prefer female non-smok-

ing grad student. Nice

house with yard Available

Jan 98. 323-9268

Bedroom for rent on
Ingate Farms. Large ranch.

Scenic hiking. South
Amherst. $350. 256-5983

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need help?

Call Birthright of Amherst

area for free testing and

assistance. 549-1906

Place

your

CLASSIFIED
HERE!

TRAVEL

EARN FREE TRIPS &
CASH!
CLASS TRAVEL needs
students to promote
Spring Break 1998! Sell 15

trips & travel free! Highly

motivated students can

earn a free trip & over

$10,000! Choose Cancun,

Bahamas, Mazatlan,

Jamaica or Florida! North

America's largest student

tour operator! Call Now!
1-800-838-6411

RELIABLE SPRING
BREAK TOURS

Bahamas, Cancun & Ski

Trips! FREE FOOD AND
DRINKS! Sign up before

Nov. 30. Organize a group-

travel free. Call for details

and free brochure. Call

1(888)SPRING BREAK
Today!

Earn MONEY and FREE
TRIPS!!

Absolute Best SPRING
BREAK Package avail-

able!! INDIVIDUALS, stu-

dent ORGANIZATIONS, or

small GROUPS wanted!!

Call INTER-CAMPUS PRO-

GRAMS at 1-800-327-

6013 or

http://www.icpt.com

SPRING BREAK
Largest selection of Spring

Break destinations includ-

ing cruises! Group dis-

counts and free trips avail-

able Epicurean Tours 1-

800-231 -4FUN

TRAVEL WANTED

SPRING BREAK

A^aica ft**..

ids «i*"

WOW HIHINO KCfSI

1-800-234-7007

Spring Break Take 2

hiring Reps! Sell 15. Take

2 free. Hottest destina-

tions! Free parties, eats,

and drinks! Sunsplash 1-

800-426-7710 or

www.sunsplashtours.com

Sell/Trade your preowned

games and systems Call

Let's Play at 549-4505.

I 1

|

Place
|

i

Your
i

[CLASSIFIED!

! Today ! !

SPECIAL
FEATURES

BOLD WORDS $.50 / word

CREEK LETTERS $1.50 /line

BLACK REVERSE BOX
$2.00 / run

BOARDER BOX $2.00 / run

Personals Policy Rates
All pertonjk MUST be proofread bv Collegian clas-

sified employees beiore payment and acceptance ot

the cla«.-

Last name* MAY NOT be used m pergonal* ONl>
iirst names and initials are allowed The only excep-

thdav or congratulations personals, in

which tase thetull name may be used
Phone numbers aie not allowed »n personals. NO
FsXEPUONS
Addresses are not allowed in personals this means
dorm riMtfrt numbers as well

Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are

not acceptable Pfvn.ils oJ .1 undntue or libelous

nature are not a<<.eptable Personals may not be
used tor the purpose ol harassment

b Protanity may not be used in personals

7. The personals section is tor personals only The per-

sonals section may NOT be used to sell items, seek

roommates, advertise meetings, etc

ft All personals must have the name, signature, and
UMas> ID number of the student placing the as

titled in on the insertion order Non-students must
provide a valid driver s license and the license num-
ber must be recorded on the insertion order Use of

false identification or misrepresentation is subject to

penalties under the law.

9 Trie Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit

any personal thai does not meet the Collegian s stan-

dards m accordance with the statutes of the
Commonwealth of Massac husetts

Students

20tf per word/day

All others

40tf per word/day

$2.00

Standard Headings

min./day

* NCrKEfUNDSr"
Please write clejrK and

legibly. We are not Ffipmilltlle1 '"' ernxi m-miIi

ing Irom illegible h<mtlwntinn ui type

ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

EMpWJWKIIf'
ENTERTAINMENT

FOR SALE
FOUND 12 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MlSC«.LANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL - -

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

MONDAY. NOV. 3

( elebration — The Mexican Cultural

VM.»:iation (MEXA) invites you to an

authentic celebration of El Dia De Los

Muertos (the Day of the Dead) where

then: will be an offering dedicated to

thu^c people who have passed away.

All day exhibition beginning at 1 1 a.m.

with the main presentation at 7 p.m. in

the Graduate Lounge, Campus Center.

Meeting — Informational meeting

about studying abroad in Germany at

6:30 p.m. in Herter. room 601

.

TUESDAY. NOV. 4

/ niertainment — The Graduate
Students' Lounge will host "|azz at The
Lounge" at 8 p.m. in the Campus
Center. Graduate Student Lounge, fea-

turing The Trios de Trois and the |eff

Holme- Chamber lazz Ensemble, both

L MaM student groups.

Lecture — Charles Rearick.

Professor of History, will lecture at

4:30 p.m. in Herter Hall, room 231

"On the French and the Social

Imaginary: From Maurice Chevalier to

Piaf andTrenet."

Meeting — The Index (UMass year-

book) will hold its general meeting at

6:30 p.m. in the Student Union, room

304. All are invited. For more informa-

tion, contact fill Aordkian at 545-0848.

Memorial — Rabin memorial at 7

p.m. at the Hillel House. Come and join

others remembering former Israeli

Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin. Share

your thoughts and feelings, poems and

reading are welcome.

Symposium — "One by One:
Descendants of the Third Reich and the

Holocaust in Dialogue." a sharing of

personal stories of German descen-

dants of the S.S. and children of

Holocaust survivors show how to begin

to heal from the emotional scars of

genocide through dialogue at 7:30 p.m.

in the Campus Center, room 174. For

more information call 545-9642.

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 5

Film — The Italian Club Film Night

presents II Sorpassu (The Easy Life), in

Italian with subtitles, at 7 p.m. in the

Foreign Language Resource Center,

Herter Hall basement

Meeting — The Health Education

Division at University Health Services

sponsors a Tobacco Cessation Support

Group from 7-# p.m. in the Campus
Center, room 801. Come get peer sup-

port, professional counseling, proven

quit tips and advice. The group is free

and no registration is necessary, just

drop by or call 577-5181 for more
information.

Meeting — The UMass Theatre

Guild is holding a meeting at 7 p.m. in

the Campus Center, room 163C. All

are welcome.

NOTICES

Art Contributions — The Student

Union Visual and Performing Arts

Space is looking for contributions to

the Southern Asian Cultural Exhibition

which will show in the spring of 1 998.

If you have anything from artwork to

crafts depicting Asian culture, and

would like the opportunity to partici-

pate in this exhibition, contact Amanda
at 545-0792.

Art Exhibition — The Student Union

Visual and Performing Art Space pre-

sent- "We Are More Than You See,

Part II" an exhibition of art by blue-col-

lar and clerical union members at

UMass Nov. 3-Nov. 14. Gallery Hours

are Mon.-Thurs. 10 a.m.-5 p.m. and

Fri. 10 a.m.-3 p.m. There will be a

reception on Wednesday. Nov. 5 from

noon- I p.m. and a public reading

from Somewhere 111 Time, a recently

published collection of writings by

Housing Servicei employee! and

AFSCME members. The gallery is

located in the south side of the Student

Union Building.

Art Exhibition — Amanda Carmona

Bosch "Abnormal Fobia Pigmentation."

oil paintings and a Museum of Fine

Arts thesis exhibition will be in the

Herter Art Gallery from Nov. 3-Nov.

7. Gallery hours are Monday-Friday 1

1

a.m.-4 p.m. and Sunday 2-4 p.m.

Reception on Thursday, Nov. 6 from

4:30-6:30 p.m. Sponsored by the

UMass Arts Council and the

Department of Art.

Club — The UMass Amateur Radio

Club Station W1PUO is returning and

looking for people to join in Ham
radio. Anyone interested in radio/elec-

IKfflici and a desire to learn and com-

municate are welcome. The club will

sponsor FCC approved volunteer exam-

ination sessions for all license levels.

For more information, contact Richard

Strychan NIMFT at 549-6000 ext.

6000 or leave a message at facility ser-

vices.

Contest — Spectrum Fine Art and
Literary Magazine is now holding a

cover contest. The winner will have

their artwork printed on the 97/98

issue. The final deadline is Dec. 2 at 5

FYls are public service announcements printed

daily. To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the

Managing Editor by noon the previous day.

p.m. Pick up an entry form in the

Student Union, room 406E or just

bring the artwork by.

Final Exam Schedule— The Fall '97

Final Examination Schedule will be

available beginning Friday, Oct. 17.

Copies will be delivered to students in

the residence halls, and will be avail-

able to off-campus students in the

Registrar's office (213 Whitmore). It

will also be available on the World
Wide Web beginning Wednesday, Oct.

1 at http://www-
ureg.admin.umass.edu.

Notice — The women's basketball

team is looking for managers for the

upcoming season. Reliability and a sig-

nificant time commitment are required.

If interested, please call Scott Foulis at

545-2726.

c

Daily Listings sponsored by:

TV LISTING SPONSORSHIP FOR SALE
INQUIRE @ 545-3500

HSCN Bulletin

Board

Hartford

Boston

Boston

Springfield

Movie Ch.

Hartford

I CBS/3
i CBS/4
\ ABC/5
I PBS/57
1 HSCN
I UPN/20
I Weather Channel

3 NBC/30 New
Britain

I Fox/61 Hartford

M PBS/24 Hartford

I WOCH&HSCN
ft International

6 UMass Academic TV
7 HSCN Programming

TV-19
ID ABC/40 Springfield

\m NBC/22 Springfield

S3 CNN
84 CNN SI

SB Headline News
as uctv
S7 TBS

BB BET

aa TV Land

ID Univision

31 Comedy Central

38 Cartoon

33 Much Music

MONDAY EVENING

545-

3500

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
wvrr
WTIC
VVWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
A&F
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV

O

O

u Wishbone X
NewsX
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©
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©
CD
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NICK
SCIFI

TLC

TNT
USA

_HBCL
MAX
SHOW

«B
CD

©
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21

20

23

6:00
Business Rp4.

CBS Newt

News B

Full House X

Cheers I.

Home Imp.

New*
Creatures

NewsX
Med Abo. You

Femlly Marten

6:30 7:00 7:30
Newshour With Jim LehrerX National Parks ol the West

Inside Edition

CBS News

ABC News

BoyWorld

NBC News

Med Abo. You

NBC News

Simpsons X
NBC News

Business Rpt,

ABC New;

Med Abo. You

Northern ExposureX
Family Matters

WortdVlew «

Comic Relit! |MaKe-Laugh

Modern Combat Aircraft (R)

Extra X
Inside Edition

Fresh Prince

Wheel-Fortune

Judge Judy X
Ent. Tonight

Seinfeld X
Wheel-Fortune

Real TV X
Ent. Tonight

Cosby X

Chronicle X
Cosby X
Primetime Live X

Fresh Prince

Jeopardy! X
7th Heaven (In Stereo) X
Sudden-Susan

Judge Judy X
Herd Copy X
FratierX

Jeoperdyl X
Newshour With Jim Lehrer X
Seinfeld X
Seinfeld X
Coach X

Frasler

X

Frasler X
Coach X

Law i Order "Night and Fog" X
MoneytlneX
Daily Show (R)

Gimme Shelter

Crosifire I
Stein's Money

Up Close I Sporttcenter

S

C - Campus

8:00 8:30
Full Circle X

Raymond

Raymond

George* Leo

Georget Leo

NFL Football: Pittsburgh Stealers at Kansas City Chiefs. (In Stereo

In the House

Sudden-Susan

Caroline

Malcolm-Eddie

Caroline

Melrose Place (In Slereo) X
Sudden-Susan ICerolirve

Full Circle X
I

Primetime Live X
In the House [Malcolm-Eddie

9:00 9:30

CyplllI

CybillX
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10:00 10:30

Full Circle X
Brooklyn South (In Slereo) X
Brooklyn South (In Stereo)!!"

11:00 11:30
Connecticut Journal (R)

Buffy the Vampire Slayer X
horn, ol Frankenstein ld9fj\Wt, Horror) Adrian Peso*. IT

jve)X

Star Trek: Neit Gener.

Good News X ISparks X [News jGrece Under

"HoumolFnnktnttln '»r(1997,Hff-oQ Adrian Paadarl)

Ally McBeel "The Attitude" 1 [New

House ot Frankenstein ttWdW, Horror) Adrian Pasoar.TT

Stephen Hswklng's Universe 1 Adventurers X

Late Show X
Late Show I

Vibe

ITonight Show

Simpsons X
Tonight Shaw

DeepSpaceT

Tonight Show
Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

**'/> "Poison /vy"(l992, Suspense) Drew Banyrnore

Biography: Adolf Eichmann \"Datziel and Pascot

NFL Football Pittsburgh Stealers at Kansas City Chiefs (In Stereo Live) X
Good News X ISparks X INews |M*ATM1 IMadAbo.You

Prime News X |Burden-Proot | Larry King Live X
tit

1

-; "CaoWsc Man" (1990, Comedy) i

Pascoe Deadheads

Real TV X
BretiCuften.

Law 4 Order X
irry King I

r) Robin Wi

Supermarket

MTV Live

Debt

Figure It Out

Viewers

Tiny Toon

Twili ght Zone

Hometime (R)

Kuno Fu: Legend

iv Too

The Bard" X
Hometime (R)"

Baywatch "Fire With Fire" X

INFL Prime Monday

Wild Discovery "Deadly Game"

intimate Portrait "Brett Butler"

TBA [
Indie Outing"

DougX RugratsX

Time Tra» "Mother" (In Stereo)

Home Again [Home Agin

Lois A Clark-Superman

lighlainder The Series X
"Dmamndor" ;i992) Matthew Penan. VG [Storyteller X
(600) "Bingo \*Vt "Feos"(l988) Rebecca De Momey/PO-iy'

* t "Canadian Bacon"

{

1995..Comedy) Alan AMa 'PG'

X

Unsolved Mysteries (In Stereo)

Beavls-Butt.

Hey Arnold! X
Beavls-Butt

Seaquest DSV X
Happy Days

Extreme Machine* (R)

Coma - The Silent Epidemic

World Today X
Comic RelJe?

Gymnastics Magnificent Seven

"Honor Thy Ato»»r(l9B2, Drama
.

What 9e» Am I? (R)

Make-Laugh

Made m America.

GTtsT

MTV Live (R) (In Slereo

Wonder YearslBewttched

WCWNHro (In Slereo Live) X

Forever Knight (In Stereo) X
Earth's Fury (W)

I Love Lucy X

Walker, Tern Ranger X [WWF Raw (In Stereo) X

oart Rulea Darla(R)

Odd Couple X
Miss Genesis

Sports Mlus.

Daily Show
[

Moneytlne X
[Stein's Mone

Justice FUee "Con Jobs" (R)

Cheerteedlng ISportaosntef

Homicide: Uw on the Street I
lovaBns(Rl6ddvill*,kfTV

Tail!

Miss. Oeneele
.

Tomadol Hurricenel Rood! (PQ

WCWNrtro(R) (In Stereo) X
WWF War Zone (in Stereo) X |8»k StaWngs "Dead Weight

Time Trait "Mother" fjn Stereo)

Ejrtreme MachJnaa (R)

'/> "TnaPfwnfom''-(1996) Bjy'zane. 'PO'M \+** Tha Tniti A^^t$tndD<^^mi\JmVmtm.m \t»t. Show With

***'fi "JFK- (1991 , Drama) Kevin Costrw, Sissy Spacak. (In Sfrao) 'R
1

OB '•vm rUavr'a rWi'ualfW
Slargata SG-1 "Singularity" X It* \Weasa''(1996.Com«cV4)raM)DamlMoon|.'B'(l |» *Showo«l>''(1995)'R'»
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SCORPIO (Oct. 25-Nov. 21) —
You will very likely enjoy a quick

improvement of your circumstances

;it work or home today. You must be

diligent if it's to be permanent.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) _ You mm receive some unex

pected assistance today, so you'll

want to seek out the helping party in

order to extend \our thanks.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— That which most deeply concent

>ou will be readily apparent to all

today, and anyone you ask will be

willing to help >ou address a prob-

lem.

AQUARIUS (|an. 20-Feb. 18) -

You must he direct when requesting

something of superiors today: no one-

has the lime to play guessing games.

Avoid being too aggressive!

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) —
You may have some difficulty with

the little things today. Spend time

getting the details tight: don't move

on until satisfied.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
YOU Daft] DC »wmed against I certain

expenditure today by someone who

has made the same mistake in the

past. Keep that cash available, how-

ever.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) -

This is a good day to strive for more

from your investments of both time

and money. With one clever strike,

you can increase profits.

GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20) -

You can prove a hero today, or you

can prove a goat — and which you

are depends upon your ability to

focus exclusively on one endeavor.

CANCER (|une 21-|uly 22) —

Follow general rules today, but do

what you can to work in your style,

and within your own specific guide-

lines all the while.

LEO (|uly 25-Aug. 22) — A con-

flict may erupt during a social event

today. You can put an end to it

quickly by admitting that it may be a

matter of perspective.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) —
Take advantage of those who have

said they are willing to help you in

any way possible. Even the little

things can result in a vast improve-

ment.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) — You

can float freely among several circles

today, and though enjoyment is the

primary objective, you can also get

some business done.

Close to Home By John McPherson

t of the D*»y

44 Sleep, riches and health to

be truly enjoyed, must be

interrupted. 22
-John Paul Richter

Today's P.C. Menu
Caff 545-2626 tor more) InformaHott.

Franklin

rtfrgmr

Ooooh, this is exerting! Our first practical

application tor the Intornetl OK, should I do

a search under 'pythons,' 'snakes' or

•suffocation"?"

LUNCH
Chicken Cu'let Sandwich

Turkey Tetraz2ini

Grilled Steak Sandwich

DINNER
Chicken Breast with Rice Stuffing

Spaghetti/Italian Sweet Sausage

Italian Tofu Balls & Sauce

Quarter Pound Burger

Worcester
LUNCH

Grilled Cheese

American Chop Suey

Spaghetti

Macaroni, Lentil & Branola

DINNER
Chicken Breast with Rice Stuffing

Black-Eyed Peas

Pastabilities

Ravioli Alfredo

ACROSS
1 Opon
5 Walk
10 Not her

13 Oil job

14 Clittside nest

15 Exist

16 —the Red
1 7 Propeller part

18 Texlbook
division

19 Cream —
20 Batter, often

22 Full

24 Authority

25 Fruil cooler

26 StuM
?8 — Copperlield

3? The merry
month

33 Woodwind
37 Sacred bird of

Egypt
38 African country

40 light

41 Wild duck
42 Recede
43 Scarlett

44 On the Adriatic

46 Currently

48 Bushed
51 Young tree

55 Caravan's
course

58 Gardener's
purchase

60 Anger

61 Basketball star

Baylor

62 Emmy's relative

63 Roman road

64 Desert plant

65 Jules Verne's

captain

66 — annum
67 Took a chance

68 Large number

DOWN
1 Pub orders

2 Citizen, at times

3 Tolerate

4 Summari/e
5 Used 1ilmg aids

6 Tell

7 Clean oft

8 Helper

9 forest deni/en

10 Hybrid anima

1

1

Wall climbers

1 2 Pans subway
15 Pale-green

night flier

21 Neighbor o<

Can
23 Boy
26 Sedan or

convertible

27 Deli bread

28 Morse Code
signal

29 Actor Vigoda

30 By way ot

31 NewVorK

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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hockey player

32 Playing marble

34 Sheepish
reply?

35 ' Town"
36 Airport info

38 Zuider —
39 Arab s robe

43 "The — and the

Pussycat'

45 Sault — Marie

46 Innate

47 Bloomed
48 Type of mall

49 Chatter

50 Keen
51 — cane
52 Computer

images
53 Dynamite

inventor

54 Soot
56 Do it between

the lines'

57 Gymnast
Korbut

59 Cat's
utterance

Hampshire
LUNCH

Hamburger
Chicken Cutlcy

Grilled Cheese
Turky Tetraziini

DINNER
Chicken Breast with Rice Stuffing

Spaghetti/Italian Sweet Sausage,

Tomato Sauce

Berkshire

LUNCH
Turkey tetrazzini

Hamburger
Lentil Chili

DINNER
Chicken Breast with Rice Stuffing

Shrimp & Sausage )ambalaya

Penne with Tomatoes & Spinach

Pastabilities

n
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Lovell and Norton not enough for Massachusetts

UM shows it

can play

with the hest

By Fred Hurlbrink, Jr.

Collegian Staff

By Corey Peter Goodman
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts hockey team

faced off against a pair of the best

collegiate teams in the country over

the weekend.

In the past, a weekend consisting

of a Friday night tussle with No. 2

Boston University in Boston and a

Sunday matinee affair with No. 9

Boston College at the Mullins Center

would have offered no hope for the

Minuteman program that continues

to build from their 1993 reinstate-

rifled a wrist shot that rebounded

hard off BC goalie Andy
McLaughlin's pad. Norton, trailing

the play, put the biscuit in the basket

glove side high to temporarily tie the

contest, 1-1.

"Norton has developed into one of

the premier players in the confer-

ence." York said. "His puck handling

gave us fits todu\
."

Lovell was held scoreless on the

afternoon. In fact, Norton's goal

(assisted by luden and Matt Smith)

was the first UMass score of the sea-

son he wasn't involved in.

It took I .ovell only 42 seconds to

light the lamp against BU (3-0. 1-0

III > and give the Minutemen a 1-0

lead. He scored the other UMass goal

in the second period to grab a short

2-1 advantage, but the perennial

powerhouse Terriers were too strong

for (he Minutemen.

Drury, whom Lovell shut down,

notched his only point at 12:52 in the

second on the power play with an

assist to Mike Sylvia whose second

goal of the game made the score 5-2

BOSTON — Massachusetts hockey

coach loe Mallen had said it all along.

Despite being picked to finish

eighth in Hockey East. Mallen

claimed his Minutemen could com-

pete with anyone in the conference on

am given night.

This weekend UMass proved him

right, surprising a pair of Hockey East

giants with two impressive showings

though in losing efforts. Friday night

UMass fell to No. 3 Boston

University. 5-2, and Sunday after-

noon the Minutemen fell to No. 9

Boston College. 3-1.

UMass wasn't greeted fondly at

BU's Walter Brown Arena. The 3,467

crazed fans — mostly students

dressed in Halloween costumes —
were outwardly stunned by a relent-

less Minutemen attack that struck 42

seconds into the contest when
co-captain Tim Lovell stuffed the

puck past Terrier netminder Tom
Noble.

The UMass attack didn't let up dur-

ing the remainder of the first session,

creating traffic in front of Noble and

exposing a number of scoring oppor-

tunities.

The Minutemen defense was just as

successful in stifling the high-flying

Terrier attack. Clogging up the blue

line
(

and preventing the long ball pass.

UMass was able to keep the puck in

the BU zone the majority of the

evening.

Lovell. in addition to scoring both

Minutemen goals, played a key role in

UMass' defensive scheme, shutting

down BU's all-American Chris Drury.

The senior figured in on only one of

the Terriers five goals.

When BU slithered past UMass'

back line. Brian Regan was there. The

senior goaltender came up with a

handful of sprawling saves that kept

UMass in striking range of the

Terriers. For the evening. Regan
stoned 23 Terrier shots.

L Mass had to play without the ser-

vices of junior, first- liner Steve

MacKinnon who received a 5-minute

major and a controversial game mis-

conduct penalty for hitting BU co-

Turn to Hockey page 8

Boston

UMass

ment.

UMass coach |oe Mallen's troops

— revamped by the addition of Tim
Lovell and an HE-tested senior

defensive corps — held Terriers'

superstar Chris Drury without a goal

and bullied the Eagles into 24 penalty

minutes.

Despite the obvious marked
improvement in competitiveness, the

Minutemen lost both games, 5-2 and

3- 1 respectively.

"They were pretty evenly played

games," said Mallen of his team
which fell to 0-3 (0-5 Hockey East)

after the BC loss. "[BC] was oppor-

tunistic on a couple of chances. It

seems like we haven't got a bounce

all season."

Eagle left winger Jamie O'Leary got

the deciding bounce in the middle of

the third period in a back-and-forth

UMass- BC contest.

The Minuteman defense couldn't

clear the puck out of the zone, and

the Eagles (3-1. 1-1 HE) took pos-

session at the blue line. Ken
Hemenway rifled a shot from the

point that Brian Regan initially

stopped, but could not control. A
scram ensued in front of the UMass

crease and O'Leary poked the loose

puck under Regan's right pad at 7:59

to break a 1-1 tie.

"The puck was just laying there."

O'Leary said. "I slapped at it... I

don't even know how it went ir.."

O'Leary iced the game less than

two minutes later with a wide-open

slap shot from 20 feet out.

"He's a very skilled player," BC
coach |erry York said. "He hasn't

quite hit his stride at BC; I'd like to

see him have a big senior year."

A player Mallen would like to see

have a big senior year is defenscman

Brad Norton who scored the only

UMass goal 1:54 into the third peri-

od.

The Minutemen were on the power

play and Dan luden started a rush

down the middle of the ice. luden

<»
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Despite two decent performances, the UMass hockey team fell to 0-3 after losing to BU and BC this weekend.

Hofstra blows out Massachusetts

51-13 home loss is worst in 10 years for UMass

Women's soccer falls

falls to Clemson, 4'3

By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

When Hofstra tailback Vaughn Sanders scam-

pered 29 yards into the endzone to give the Flying

Dutchmen a 41-0 lead with 20 minutes of football

left to play, you could see in their eyes.

It had been coming for weeks, brewed in demor-

alizing defeats to Villanova. Maine and last week's

40-9 disaster against Delaware. After three quarters

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ of missed opportu-

^^JT^^I ln| seemingly

*^*jj*jj 5r£ helpless defense

and an offense that
%4tmmm^^^^^^^BB* ^ fa j|ec| t0 SCOre

against a Hofstra unit ranked 98th in the country,

the despondent stares of this extremely young

Maattchuatttl football team told the realization of a

fact that had been whispered around Amherst since

Richmond thumped the squad to open the season on

Aug. 50.

In the gloomy, rain swept haze of McGuirk
Stadium on Saturday, Massachusetts hit rock bot-

tom. And the whispers? Well, rest easy, because it

would be almost impossible to get any worse than it

is now.

Losing to Hofstra at home wasn't shocking. The

living Dutchmen are now 7-2. and 4-1 against

A- 10 opponents, a conference this small indepen-

dent New York school has openly lobbied to join. It

was the way it happened, a 51-15 blowout in the

wind swept rainy turf of Warren McGuirk Stadium,

in a game in which both the offense and the defense

completely broke down, that has left the Minutemen

(2-7. 1-5 A-10) wondering how they can salvage

this season.

"One of the scarier things that can happen to a

football team is that they learn to accept losing."

UMass head coach Mike Hodges said. "I don't ever

want them to do that, because once you accept los-

ing... then you might as well stop competing. I don't

think that's happened to (the

Minutemen]. ..Winning's a habit, but so is losing,

and we need to figure out how to break out of it."

Though Saturday's game was the first ever

between Massachusetts and Hofstra, there were two

things everyone, from the players, coaches, fans and

probably even the cheerleaders, could bank on. One,

you were going to get wet. (the steady rain kept the

crowd at 2.510. by far the smallest crowd in recent

memory). Two. Hofstra was going to throw the foot-

ball on almost every down. The Flying Dutchmen

employed that time-honored, late 80s chestnut of

an offense known as the run and shoot, which

emphasizes no huddle and short, quick passes.

Hodges even said before the game that he expected

Hofstra to "get off the bus throwing the football."

And throw they did. Hofstra quarterback

Giovanni Carmazzi finished 25-of-57 for 540 yards

and a touchdown in less than three quarters, break-

ing school records for yardage and TDs in the

process. The Flying Dutchmen had six receivers

catch three or more passes, led by Wayne
Yearwood's eight catches for 1 55 yards.

Turn to Football page 8

By Jorma Kansanen

Collegian Staff

No one is per-

Clemson 4

UMass 3

"/ thought we did really

well. But, bottom line, we
had some great scoring

chances, but they did bet-

ter putting theirs away
than we did ours.

mm YANG '.COLLEGIAN

Senior quarterback Anthony Catterton throws a pass in the first quarter of Saturday's 51-13

Hofstra win, which left UMass at 2-7.

ATHENS. Ga
fad

.

But if you found success at a rate

ot. say 75 percent, then

that would be considered I

good thing.

Well, for 75 minutes of

the No. 15

Massachutctti
women's soccer

team's 4-5 loss

to No. 20

Clemson last

Friday after-

noon, the

Minutewomen
(15-5) con-

trolled the pace

of the game.
UMass had
quality scoring

opportunities from junior Sophie

l.ecot and freshman Kara Green.

and the Tigers defense was left on

their heels reaching for I solution in

the first half.

But in a 17 minute span in the

flMl half. Clemson took their

three-pronged offense, led by lenny

Crawford's three goals and obliterat-

ed the Minulewomen's disheveled

midfield for lour unanswered goals.

After M early 1-0 lead at the 8:02

mark of the game on sophomore

Tatah Tokaichik's goal, UMass lost

control of the flow of the game and

the Tigers made their winning scor-

ing run.

\ NNO| second half brought the

Minutewomen back into the game,

but freshman Brooke Bartlett's KM
ing opportunity in the final minute

didn't find the net and Clemson held

on for the close 4-5 win.

UM.i- lias tailed to solidify their

national ranking against a team that

has been as high as No. 10 in the

country, and who heat No. 4

Virginia last weekend. Reality says

the Minutewomen should get into

the NCAA tournament, which kick--

off in two weeks, but they now have

to win the A-10 tournament to

IIUTC themselves of a possible

home berth in the first

round.

For UMass head coach

|im Rudy, he liked what he

saw from his

team for 75

minutes, but

not that fate-

ful 17

minute span

where
Clemson put

it away.

"I thought

we did really

-|im Rudy wd !" R
„
ud *

J
said. "But.

bottom line,

we had some great scoring chances,

but they did better putting theirs

away than we did ours. For 17 min-

ium to Soccer. pageS
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Hand & eye
coordination

The Flying

Karazamov show
off their juggling

skills to the strains

of Mozart and
Beethoven (see Arts

& Living, page S).

Taking it to

the Brink

Danny Brinkman
and the
Massachusetts
men's socer team
could not convert

for a win this week-

end on the west
coast (See Sports,

page 10.)

WORLD

Prince Harry and
father travel to Africa

DUKUDUKU, South Africa (AP) —
Britain's 1 3-year-old prince watched

shyly yesterday as adolescent girls

performed a Zulu dance during a visit

with his father to a rural high school

in South Africa.

Prince Harry's trip to Africa

marked his first public activity since

the funeral of his mother. Princess

Diana, who died in a car crash in

Paris on Aug. 31.

The journey also fulfilled one of

Diana's wishes, for her sons to see

Africa. Diana's brother, Earl Spencer,

lives in Cape Town, but officials did

not say if Harry visited his uncle.

At Ubuhlebemvelo High School in

KwaZulu-Natal province, Charles and

Harry watched the bare-breasted

girls, wearing black and white string

skirts, perform the traditional dance.

Harry talked quietly to his father

during the performance. When a

teacher spoke to Harry, he only

smiled. He walked shyly with his left

thumb in his pocket, scratching the

soil with his foot. Charles arrived in

southern Africa on Wednesday to

begin a three-nation tour. While
Charles visited Swaziland and
Lesotho, Harry went on safari in

Botswana with a school friend and his

former nanny, Tiggy Legge-Bourke.

NATION

Dow Jones climbs to

third largest gain

NEW YORK (AP) — Apparently

putting last week's wild and scary

ride behind it, the Dow (ones indus-

trial average soared yesterday to its

third-biggest point gain ever, reflect-

ing a recovery in Asian markets and

optimism about the U.S. economy.

The Dow jumped 232.31 points

to finish at 7,674.39, according to

preliminary numbers. The rebound

came just a week after the Dow
plummeted a record 554 points

because of a panicky selloff in Hong
Kong and elsewhere in Asia, Europe

and Latin America.

Nearly 450 million shares had
changed hands by late Monday after-

noon on the New York Stock

Exchange — a more typical level after

the frantic 1 .2 billion shares of last

Tuesday.

"The markets have now stabilized

and are settling down to another run

for the records," said Ned Riley, chief

investment officer at the Bank of

Boston. He said investors are starting

to feel the worst might be behind

them.
Helping ease fears was a sharp 6

percent gain yesterday on the key

Hong Kong stock market and recov-

eries in other Asian and European

markets as well.

Asian markets were bolstered by a

$33 billion rescue package hurriedly

put together late last week for

Indonesia. It was the second-largest

ever fashioned by the International

Monetary Fund. The biggest, $50 bil-
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Tarah Tokarchik played well,

but UMass still takes a loss.
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SGA Senator Alvarez recomends a University celebrates

disintegration of ALANA Caucus Puerto Rican heritage
By Victoria Groves

Collegian Staff

Newly elected senator Carlos Alvarez (Central

Residential Area at large) has submitted a motion to

eliminate senatorial appointments including the ALANA
(Asian, Latin American, Native American, African

American) Caucus and Area Government from the

Student Government Association (SGA) undergraduate

student Senate at the University of Massachusetts.

"The current system discriminates against the popula-

tion of the University not represented by the ALANA
Caucus," wrote Alvarez, who himself identifies with the

Latino community.

"Senator positions should be reserved to people

through elections. Democracy rests on elections, and if

13 percent of the senate can not be touched because it's

reserved to ALANA, it is undermined." Alvarez said.

According to senate speaker Peter Kilbourne. the

motion may come up at this Wednesday's Senate meet-

ing despite the fact that it has not gone through commit-

tee.

"Any senator can move to suspend the rules and put

something new on the agenda and then rearrange it,"

said Kilbourne.

"The reason we have committees is to give recommen-

dations," Kilbourne said.

Committees for the senate have not been formed yet.

Chief Legal Counsel to SGA and Director of Student

Legal Services Charles Dimare reviews all motions to

make sure form and content being referred to in the con-

stitution is correct.

After his approval, the Chief Justice is also required to

approve of the motion. Only then can a motion be

brought to the Senate and voted on.

Alvarez, a freshman, said he was approached by mem-

bers of ALANA about becoming involved.

"I got here and was approached by ALANA; 1 totally

respect them... but the appointment process was brought

to my attention. I figured one of the first things I would

do [as a senator) was to get this in early so 1 know it will

be debated," Alvarez said.

Included in Alvarez's motion is the elimination of area

government appointed senatorial seats.

"Currently elected senators-at-large already represent

their areas, and the further appointment of another sen-

ator by the area governments creates a non-democratic

loophole through which area governments may inflict

their views while ignoring the concerns and ideas of

their respective populations," Alvarez wrote.

According to the SGA Constitution, this motion would

be an amendment and would require a two-thirds vote

of the Senate membership in attendance at a scheduled

meeting, and a majority vote of the SGA membership

through an Action Referendum.

An Action Referendum is a question that would

appear on a ballot to be voted on by the entire under-

graduate community.

Malwin Davila, ALANA chairperson, could not be

reached for comment.

By Christine Soh

Collegian Staff

"The Human Rights Struggle of

Puerto Rican Political Prisoners,"

"Taking it Back to La Comunidad."
"Creaciones Indigenas," and the cli-

mactic "Voices for the Voiceless" are

the four main events that will com-

prise Puerto Rican Heritage Week.

The first of these four events will

focus on Puerto Rican political pris-

oners. Serving as a day of informa-

tion and commentary, the two events

scheduled to occur today will be "an

opportunity to open your eyes,"

according to Melissa Hernandez,
Chairperson of Boricuas Unidos, the

Puerto Rican Student Organization at

the University of Massachusetts.

"People don't know about political

prisoners in general. This is a good

way to let people know what's out

there," Hernandez said. "People are

fighting for you, fighting for your

rights."

Among today's events will be an

exhibit on the Campus Center con-

course providing biographical and

background information on the cur-

rent Puerto Rican prisoners.

Also, the video, Cada Guaraguao

Tiene Su Pilirre will be shown from 6

to 9 p.m. in the Campus Center,

room 168c. It is narrated by Puerto

Rican writer and poet Piri Thomas
and serves as an adequate introduc-

tion to the position of political pris-

oners, particularly those from Puerto

Rico.

The video will be followed by a lec-

ture and discussion facilitated by rep-

resentatives of the National

Committee to Free Puerto Rican

Prisoners of War and Political

Prisoners, a New York based organi-

zation.

Nov. 5 will be devoted to a day of

community service. "Taking it back

to La Comunidad" will bring the

members of Boricuas Unidos to a

shelter for women and children in

Northampton.
Thursday will be an opportunity to

learn about Puerto Rican art. On this

day, the members of Boricuas Unidos

will partake in a workshop facilitated

by Dr. Ana R. Rivera, in the Student

Union.

Friday night's event, "Voices for

the Voiceless," will bring Puerto

Rican Heritage week to a monumen-

tal close.

"It's history being made," said

laime "Shaggy" Flores, a member of

Boricuas Unidos and also one of the

poets performing in the event.

"Imagine the Harlem Renaissance

coming to the Five College area."

Subtitled, "Spoken Word From
Underground Griots," this historic

evening will bring together 15

renowned black and Latino poets.

Used to describe underground poets,

the word "griot" also describes the

first poets, or the ancient storytellers

of Africa.

Among the list of griots performing

are Luis Reyes Rivera and Sandra

Maria Esteves, two Nuyorican poets

who have influenced multitudes of

writers.

The theme of the evening, present

in the title "Voices for the Voiceless,"

comes from the words of political

prisoner, Mumia Abu )amal, whose

case is becoming one of the more
popular examples of what it means to

be a U.S. political prisoner. The
theme, voices for the voiceless, is also

a universal notion that the peoples of

black and Latino heritage, and
ALANA peoples in general, have

been deemed voiceless by a white

hegemony. This event therefore rep-

resents the assertion of a voice

through the written word.

Other poets will include Tish

Benson, Tony Medina, Caridad De La

Cruz, Lydia Okuturo, members of the

Darkside Collective, and several

more.

The event is being produced in

conjunction with other UMass spon-

sors and five-college student organi-

zations. It will take place on Friday

night from 6 to 10:30 p.m. at Chapin

Auditorium, Mount Holyoke College.

Hors d'oeuvres will be served and the

poets will be selling and signing their

books and CDs.

Court upholds Prop. 209
By Richard Carelli

Associated Press

MCDERMOTT \ COLLEGIAN

Getting your hands dirty...

Tommy Brooks, a junior sociology major, and Bob Branoski, a UMass employee, work on their creations in the

Student Union craft center.

WASHINGTON. DC— The
Supreme Court let stand California's

groundbreaking Proposition 209, a

ban on race and gender preference in

hiring and school admission.

Affirmative action foes predicted

other states now will follow

California's lead.

Acting without comment yester-

day, the nation's highest court reject-

ed a challenge to the California mea-

sure by a coalition of civil rights

groups.

The measure, an amendment to

the state constitution, says the state

and local governments cannot "dis-

criminate against or grant preferen-

tial treatment to any individual or

group on the basis of race, sex, color,

ethnicity or national origin."

Lower courts had said the anti-

affirmative action measure violated

no one's constitutional rights and was

a neutral way to promote equality.

But its opponents contended the mea-

sure relegated racial minorities and

women to the status of second-class

citizens in California.

The Supreme Court's action was

not a decision and set no national

precedent. It merely left in place the

lower court rulings. But the action

could encourage voters in other states

to adopt similar measures.

"I hope and believe other states

will follow suit," said Clint Bolick of

the Institute for Justice. "The court's

[action] is a further repudiation of

the arguments made by the Clinton

administration and its allies."

He said an anti-affirmative action

drive is under way in Washington

state. In Houston, a ballot initiative

to be voted on Tuesday would do
away with affirmative action in the

Turn to PROP 209, page 3

FCC panel to

investigate ads
GEO waiting for admin, 's answer to letters

After 15 months without a contract, graduate students continue negotiation process

www.umass.edu/rso/colegian

By Jeannine Aversa

Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. -- The
government should look into TV
advertising of whiskey and other

liquors, the new chairman of the

Federal Communications
Commission said yesterday. The
previous FCC deadlocked on the

issue in )uly.

Bill Kennard discussed the issue

with reporters on his first day on

the job as chairman of the Federal

Communications Commission.
President Clinton asked the FCC in

April to conduct such an inquiry

into TV liquor ads, but the old

panel rejected the proposal by a 2-2

vote.

"I have talked to people on both

sides of the issue, and not one per-

son has tcld me that more distilled

liquor advertising is a good thing

for the country," Kennard said.

"I believe that we ought to have

this debate." Kennard said. "It is

too important an issue for America

to put it in the closet and say that

government can't do anything about

it."

Kennard did not say whether he

has the three votes necessary on the

five-member panel to move forward

on a liquor ad inquiry, but said he

intends over the next few weeks to

talk to his new colleagues about the

Turn to PANEL, page 2

By Julie Siegal

Collegian Staff

While bargaining for a new contract with the

University of Massachusetts administration, the

Graduate Employee Organization (GEO) has com-

pleted their two-week long letter-writing cam-

paign.

More than 25 groups of graduate students from

various academic departments and organizations

on campus marched with letters in hand to

Chancellor David K. Scott's office from Oct.

15-31, expressing their concerns about acquiring a

new contract.

Although the letter-writing campaign has lasted

two weeks, GEO's general contract bargaining

campaign. STOMP (Strategy to Organize

Membership Participation) has been a 20-month

process. They have also been working without a

new contract for 15 months.

The significant issues that remain on the bargain-

ing table are wages, health care, child care and

education access.

STOMP letter-writing campaign

Graduate student employees from campus-wide

academic departments and various organizations

have joined together to aid GEO in their battle

against the UMass administration.

From the computer science and history depart-

ments, to the Stonewall Center and Resident

Directors (RDs) in Housing Services, many gradu-

ate students have submitted letters to Chancellor

Scott expressing their concerns about the lengthy

contract negotiations.

"Your actions make it clear that signing a con-

tract with the graduate student employees is not a

priority for the administrators of the university,"

graduate student employees of the Stonewall

Center wrote in their letter to Chancellor Scott.

"Your lackadaisical approach to both the signing

of a contract with GEO and the issues that we have

brought to the negotiating table is appalling. It is a

disservice to the students of the University and the

people of Massachusetts who have enttusted you

with the job of running an educational institution."

the letter continued.

The lack of a new contract interferes with the

graduate students' productiveness as university

employees, graduate students from the economics

department said.

"The present low levels of wages combined with

the uncertainty regarding the new contract create

an atmosphere of distrust between the graduate

employees and the administration," graduate stu-

dent employees from the economics department

wrote in their letter to Scott.

"Ultimately, the situation reduces our motiva-

tion and effectiveness as TAs [Teaching

Assistants] and RAs [Research Assistants] in the

economics department."

Graduate student employees from the history

department say they hope negotiations get settled

quickly so they can return to "an environment of

fairness."

"Unlike the administration, our elected repre-

sentatives do not get paid to be at the bargaining

table and we support their dedication," wrote the

graduate student employees from the history

department.

"Therefore, we urge you to settle the current

contract promptly and equitably. The prolongation

of this conflict has fostered an atmosphere hostile

to learning. With a settlement, our university can

once again be a place where all can educate and

leam in an environment of fairness."

GEO's proposals

GEO proposed an increased wage plan to com-

pete with salaries at other academic institutions.

The average graduate student salary at UMass is

far less than those at other large state universities,

GEO said.

The minimum TA salary at UMass is $6,940

compared to $12,000-13.000 at the University of

Connecticut. The poverty level for one person in

Massachusetts in $7,740 a year, which is below

most graduate students salaries.

For health care, GEO is seeking dental and

optical care coverage, coverage for those with

dependents between 18 and 21 and increased

options for health care coverage, other than

University Health Services (UHS), according to

the Oct. 12 issue of "Steal this Newsletter," GEOs
newsletter at UMass.

"We continue to hear horror stories about the

care at UHS and improvements to health care

ranked highest on our pre- bargaining surveys

[after wages)," wrote Tom Taffee in the newslet-

ter.

GEO is also seeking increased funding for child

care vouchers for parents and the establishment

of a flexible child care center, the newsletter said.

GEO has identified child care space in the

Immanuel Lutheran Church, a half block from

UMass. which has vacant space and has already

been used for an after school center.

For educational access, GEO said it hopes for

increased funds for the recruitment and retention

of students of color, poor and working students,

first generation college students, single parents

and international students in need, according to

Turn to ©IO. page 3
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Campus Police Log
Accident — Leaving the Scene

Oct. 30

A vehicle struck a telephone

conduit on Olympia Drive.

Accident — Property Damage
Oct. 30
A two vehicle accident occurred

on Massachusetts Avenue.

Oct. 3 J

A vehicle backed into a parked

vehicle on Van Meter Road.

Nov 1

A uumpster was blown into a

parked vehicle on Kennedy Road.

Nov. 2

A minor accident was reported

on Sylvan Drive.

Annoying Behavior

Oct. 30
An individual found a threaten-

ing note on her vehicle.

An individual from Dwight
Residence Hall received annoying

e-mail messages.

Oct. 31
Objects were reported being

thrown from Kennedy Residence

Hall.

Nov. 2
Homophobic graffiti was written

on several residents doors' in

Coolidge Residence Hall.

Assault & Battery

Oct. 31

Alain I. Montes, 20. of 218
Western Ave., Cambridge, Eddy A.

Shawn, 21. of 77 Burt St..

Dorchester, lose Santos, 20, of 61

1

W. 171 St. New York, N.Y.,

Ramon O. Morel. 21. of 652 W.
160 St.. New York. N.Y.. and
Jhonan F. Mercado, 20, of 610
Riverside Dr., New York, N.Y.,

were arrested in Lewis Residence

Hall for assault and battery with a

dangerous weapon (shod foot).

Assist Agency
Oct. 31

An individual was extricated

from an elevator in )ohn Adams
Residence Hall.

Disturbance

Nov. 2
University Police received a

report of a fight in Moore
Residence Hall.

University Police received a

report of a fight in McKimmie
Residence Hall.

Hazardous Materials/ Spills

Oct 31

Environmental Health and
Safety removed a car battery from

Gorman Residence Hall.

Health/Safety Hazard
Nov. 1

A power bump caused an eleva-

tor in the Campus Center to drop
several floors.

Larceny

Oct. 30
Staff from the Morrill Science

Center reported a microscope
stoiam Estimated vafae $1000.
A bicycle was reported stolen

from Patterson Residence Hall.

Oct. 31

A wallet was reported stolen

from an individual's purse in

Lederle Research Center.

Nov. 1

A parking light assembly was
stolen from a vehicle in parking lot

44 on Sylvan Drive.

Nov. 2
An individual reported candy

stolen from Cashin Residence Hall.

A bicycle was reported stolen

from Butterfield Residence Hall.

Liquor Law Violations

Oct. 30
Michael |. Collins, 20, of 150

Elm St., Byfield was arrested in

Chadbourne Residence Hall for

possessing and transporting liquor.

Oct. 31

leffery D. Fox. 19, of 9A
Norquatra St., Nantucket, was
arrested on Washington Rd., for

possessing and transporting liquor.

Scott B. Gauthier, 19, of 159
Helca St., Uxbridge, and Douglas
Guertin. 19, of 10 Pine St.,

Whitinsville, were arrested on |ohn

Adams Road for possessing and
transporting liquor.

Traffic Stop

Nov. 1

Robert S. Whitehead Jr.. 23, of

514 Dowd Ave., Canton Conn ,

was arrested on N. Pleasant St., for

operating a motor vehicle under

the influence of liquor, speeding

and running a flashing red light.

Vandalism

Oct. 30
Individuals were reported kick-

ing out windows in the stairwell of

Chadbourne Residence Hail.

Oct. 31

A window was broken in

Worcester Dining Common.
Nov. 1

Honey was spread on a resi-

dent's door in Mary Lyon
Residence Hall.

A swastika was drawn on an ele-

vator panel in McNamara
Residence Hall.

Nov. 2
Homophobic graffiti was

reported on the 15th floor of

Coolidge Residence Hall.

Two vehicles parked on
Infirmary Way were vandalized.

Derogatory graffiti was written

on the 15th floor of Coolidge
Residence Hall.

A vehicle in parking lot 32 on
Massachusetts Avenue was dam-
aged.

The entrance door to Van
Meter Residence Hall was dam-
aged.

Paints balls broke a window in

the Worcester Dining Commons.
Flooding caused damage to a

resident's room in Coolidge
Residence Hall.

Warrant Service

Oct. 31

Rodney M. Marcellus Jr., 18, of

27 Ellison Ave., Mattapan was
arrested in Coolidge Residence
Hall on a warrant.

Nov. 1

Ryan E. Curtis, 20, of 9
Thornton St., Greenville, R.I. was
arrested on Edgehill Road, on a

warrant.

Roland Russell Simmons Jr., 26,

of 10 Pires Way, Falmouth was
arrested in McNamara Residence

Hall on a warrant and for posses-

sion of a class D drug.

panel
continued from page 1

matter.

Kennard also did not say what regulatory role, if

any, the FCC should have over these ads. "The real

question is, Is there anything that we in government
can do about it?" he said, adding that he is sensitive to

the "difficult legal and constitutional problems here."

In addition to Kennard, three new commissioners

started work at the FCC Monday: Republicans Harold

Furchtgott-Roth and Michael Powell and Democrat
Gloria Tristani.

r
Hew does the world begin

to heal from a genocide?
\

-

Descendants of the

Third Reich and
the Holocaust in

Dialogue

iuesclay^Noveniher 4, 7:30pm

Campus Center Room 174

University of Massachusetts

Free and open to the public. Wheelchair accessible.

Sponsored by the Office ofJewish Affairs.

For more information cal 545-9642
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A true laser show...
Biology majors Sheena McGee, a junior, and Heather Baker, a senior, work with lasers in a physics lab yes-

terday morning.

Middle East talks off to slow start

By Barry Schweid

Associated Press

WASHINGTON. D.C.— A new round of negotiations

between Israel and the Palestinians got off to a slow start

yesterday as U.S. mediators complained that the delega-

tion sent by Yasser Arafat lacked expertise in some areas.

The Palestinian leader sent three of his most senior

deputies to Washington, but not the backup specialists

that State Department spokesman lames P. Rubin said

were needed to deal with setting up a Palestinian airport

and seaport, an industrial zone and a corridor for travel-

ing between the West Bank and Gaza.

Arafat apparently intended to underscore that he want-

ed the talks mediated by Secretary of State Madeleine

Albright and U.S. envoy Dennis Ross to concentrate on

his demand for a substantial Israeli pullback on the West

Bank.

But Rubin said "we are concerned" that Palestinian

specialists were not included in the delegation. He said

that "without them we won't be able to make any

progress" on the four issues.

The response from Arafat's headquarters was chilly.

Marwan Kanafani. an adviser to the Palestinian leader,

said the negotiators sent to Washington "are more than

experts" on all issues on Albright's agenda. "If there is a

positive development on these basic issues, I think Arafat

is prepared to dispatch a private plane now with all the

experts needed," Kanafani said. Albright convened the

new round in her office, meeting with both Israeli Foreign

Minister David Levy and Arafat's deputy, Mahmoud
Abbas. Ross, the senior Mideast mediator in the Bush and

Clinton administrations, stepped in, and then Albright

met again with Levy. Israel sent 14 negotiators to the

talks, including experts on the airport, seaport, industrial

zone and corridor issues. "We think we can finish sonic

deals here," said Gadi Baltiansky, spokesman for the

Israeli Embassy. "The foreign minister has the full man-

date to discuss the entire package."

"We are surprised the Palestinians didn't come with a

similar team, and we hope in the next few days we will he

able to conduct negotiations on all fronts," Baltiansk\

said.

Albright's ambitious agenda could expand Arafat's

hold on areas of the West Bank, but that would require

Israel's acquiescence. Promising to seek progress. Lew
urged Arafat to stop predicting Israel would take an

unyielding stance in the talks. Levy said both sides had to

be flexible.

"We do not have a situation where one side demands

and the other side must stand at attention and give in to

every single demand," Levy told reporters on his arrival at

the State Department. "Fulfilling the agreements requires

that of both sides, working through the issues together to

make progress." Albright wants Israel to stop building up

settlements on the land it wrested from lordan in the 1967

Six-Day War and to set a timetable for pulling back closet

to its prewar border.

She also is urging the two sides to get started on terms

of a final agreement even while they haggle over imple-

menting interim accords reached in 1993 and 1995.

Those accords call for Israel to pull back but do not ia)

how far, nor do they call for Israel to stop settling lews on

the land.

Yearbook Staff Prepares

for Record Turnout
By Arnold Layne
Index Archives

Amherst- For the 129th year in a

row, the UMass Yearbook Club begins pro-

duction on the University's prestigious

Index, this year however, will be designed

and published not only as the 129th year-

book by the Index, but also

the first to present the

yearbook as a tour guide to

the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst.

Asked on whether or

not graduation seniors will

be part of the yearbook,

Managing Editor Loretta Kwan said "This

year's book will not only include (Seniors),

but will also include useful information on

places to eat, places to go out to and also

places to go when you're not feeling too

well. There are a lot of places in this book.

It's great!"

"Seniors will have to call the DaVor
number to get in the yearbook. And
quick." replied Editor-in-chief Jill

Aordkian when asked how seniors will get

in the book. "Last year we couldn't get all

the Seniors in the book because they didn't

get their photo taken soon enough."

This year the Index will be extend-

ing it's Senior Photo Shoot to allow for

thousands of Seniors to get their photo in

the book. Director of Marketing Sean
Marien added "Seniors should call the

number immediately. The earlier you call,

"The earlier you call,

the better chance you

hav« to get in the

book." -Sean Marien

the better chance you have to get in the

book." The number to call for appoint-

ments is l-800-836-05f58, and Seniors are

encouraged to call as soon as possible dur-

ing normal business hours.

"You have to call, you can't get

around that." Photo Editor Aaron Eccles

reply to if there was
another way for Seniors

to get in the book. "If you

don't call, you can't get

in, you just can't! There's

no way."

"There's no need to

worry, every students

who gets their photo taken is put in the

book, well except that once but " said

Kwan on the likeliness of not getting in

the book. "Just call the number and show
up. That's it."

A new feature of the 1998 Index is

the addition of the Grad Edition. "The
Grad Edition is the best thing this campus
has seen since the invention of the dispos-

able lighter" Copy Editor Sean Maguire
commented. The Grad Edition comes with
the purchase of each yearbook. The Grad
Edition will be available to Seniors before

commencement, which gives graduates the

opportunity to give parting comments to

their friends in school.

President Clinton and Chancellor
Scott were contacted about the Grad Edition,

however both were unavailable for comment.

ft your Senior Photo Taken Now!
Call 1-800*836*0558

Make an Appointment Today
There wlft be $5 sitting fee

will he your only chance to get in this

year*s hook

geo
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Mirror images
Alex Hernandez of Amherst serves the lunch crowd at Antonio's in Southwest yesterday afternoon.

continued from page 1

the newsletter.

The administration responds

The administration has responded

to GEO's proposals and say they

hope GEO will accept their offer.

GEO's contract officially expired

on |une 30. 1996 and the University

administration has heen attempting

to negotiate a new contract since

March I. 1996. said Associate

Chancellor Susan Pearson in an Oct.

24 letter to the administration.

The administration understands

that without a new contract there

have been no stipend increases for a

year and half, which has "impeded

the ability of departments to recruit

the best graduate students," Pearson

said in the letter.

The administration has developed

proposals for a new contract. Pearson

said, which they said they hope GEO
will accept.

The administration is offering a

4.75 percent increase for graduate

student employees who were on the

payroll in 1996-97, a 4.25 percent

increase in 1997-98 and a 6.75 per-

cent increase in 1998-99. These

increases are only for state funded

GEO eligible employees. Grant and

trustee funded GEO positions were

not included in the administration's

proposal.

In addition to stipends, the admin-

istration agreed to allocate $100,000

a year for three years for a pilot flexi-

ble scheduling child care center.

Pearson wrote in the letter.

University representatives visited the

Immanuel Lutheran Church that the

GEO suggested for a potential child

care center space but "state regula-

Studies show sun protects against cancer
By Paul Recer

Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C.— Basking

briefly in the sun every day may be an

important was to prevent breast can-

cer, researcher! said yesterday. But

ihe\ also warned, "Don't overdo it."

New studies indicate that vitamin

D. a nutrient made by the skin during

exposure to sunlight, can lower the

risk of breast cancel In '•>() percent to

40 percent and perhaps even more.

"We know now that a little bit of

sun is beneficial, but it is not good to

stay out there four or five hours,"

said epidemiologist Esther |ohn of

the North California Cancer Center.

"We don't want to recommend that

people go out and bake in the sun."

She said it is well known that

excessive exposure to sunlight can

the risk of breast cancer.

Sunlight lowers the risk, said

|ohn, because the skin uses ultravio-

let rays from the sun to make vita-

min D. This nutrient has been close-

ly linked to protection against breast

cancer in other studies, she said.

The study was part of a national

research project that has been fol-

lowing the health of about 8,000

women since 1970. The research

monitors the development of cancer

and other health events, and com-

pares the effects of such things as

diet and exercise of women who get

disease and those who don't.

|ohn said that the study con-

firmed earlier findings that women
who live in the southern tier of

states below Kansas tend to get sig-

nificantly less breast cancer than

I hove who-livein the North. The dif-

ference, she said, is sunlight andcause skin cancer and premature

aging oi the skin.
, t frawihftiatoi malm -\\n\m >>

|ohn, iii a stud> presented yester-

day at scientific meeting of breast

cancel experts, said that a study com-

paring the health habits of 133 breast

cancel patients with women who did

not have the disease found that expo-

sure to sunlight significantly reduced

Southern states have more year-

round sunlight than Northern states

do. As a result, people in the South

get more natural ultraviolet ray

exposure.

For instance. |ohn said that win-

ter sunlight is so weak in the North

that people living at or above 40

degree North latitude do not get

enough sun from November to

February to make the required levels

of vitamin D. Boston is at latitude

42 degrees.

|ohn said the study did not deter-

mine just how much sun exposure is

needed to protect against breast can-

cer, but she said it probabh Is less

than what would cause skin damage.

"It is possible that all it takes is

10 or 15 minutes outside in bright

sunlight to get a benefit," she said.

"But we don't really know that yet.

There needs to be more study."

Sunscreen lotions that block

ultraviolet rays would also block the

formation of vitamin D, she said.

Vitamin D can also come from

the diet, said )ohn. The vitamin- is

available naturally in fish oil. fatty

fish, egg yolk and liver, all foods

, SJMj few a, — -.t-..^^

Milk and some cereals and breads

are fortified with vitamin D.

"If they depend on food only for

vitamin D, women would have to eat

foods with at least 200 international

units a day to get a reduction in

breast cancer risk." she said.

***importantannol tnc:hmhnt***
prk 1u-c,istrat1()n for spring 199s

The WRITING PROGRAM PI.AC 1 Ml NT

ottered on the l<

THURSDAY, NOYKMBKR6

c\- WKONKSOAY, NOY1 MU1.R 12

" 7PM IN PARTI TIT ot

This test nuy be taken only once

Student should pre register lor HNC1IAVP 1 12

Students do not nc\\ to register tor the test

CNA's
EXPLORE OUR REWARDS
*$500 SIGN ON BONUS!*
S10 PER DIEM R\TE ON

WEEKENDS
Sunrise Healthcare Corporation, a

national leader in quality transitional,

long-term and subacute healthcare xer-

rf0CS| lias opportunities available tor dedi-

cated and caring ( NAs

ELAINE HEALTH AND
REHAB CENTER

NURSING STUDENTS WELCOME!
CNA TRAINING CLASS

STARTING DECEMBER 3rd

EVENING CLASSES AVAILABLE
Full-time, part-time, mother's hours and

per diem opportunities arc avilablc

during all shifts

Interested candidates, please apply in per

MM or contact Kadq Cira\cs, Staff

I oordmator, hlaine Health and Rehab,

20 North Maple St, Hadlcy, MA 01035.

Thonc (413) 584-5057

tions may make it impossible to lease

space in a reasonable time frame,

given our interest in beginning this

project fairly soon," Pearson wrote.

As an alternative, the administra-

tion said they have considered using

the $100,000 a year to buy full-time

spaces in local family day care homes

and centers. They would then resell

those spaces at a discounted rate and

on a flexible scheduling basis to indi-

vidual student parents

The administration has also agreed

to allocate $100,000 a year to the

graduate school "for each of the three

years of the GEO contract for fellow-

ships and assistantships for members

of disadvantaged and underrepresent-

ed groups," Pearson wrote

these proposals to GEO are rea-

sonable, according to the administra-

tion, who say GEO's demands ha\c

been "unrealistic."

Future plans

Since the letter-writing campaign

has proved positive for GEO, they

decided to continue the project

because many more academic depart-

ments and various organizations on

campus are interested in taking part,

said lennifer Fasulo, GEO vice presi

dent.

GEO said it plans to continue sub-

mitting letters to Chancellor Scott

until the contract is settled.

A labor teach-in is GEO's next

move of action, in which it will be

asking TAs who teach courses on

Thurs., Nov. 15 and Fri., Nov. 14 to

move their classes from their normal-

ly occupied space to various visible

and public spaces in the Student

Union.

GEO is asking TAs to use its caw
time to teach about labor oriented

issues, such as GEO's contract issues

or the role of labor in higher educa-

tion. If TAs are unable to break from

the course syllabus schedule, GEO is

still encouraging them to teach the

class as planned, but re-locate to a

visible space in the Student Union.

On Friday of the Labor
Action/Teach-in. GEO is holding a

rally at 12 p.m. on the Student Union

steps.

The labor teach-in is not a strike.

GEO said, but a way to show the

campus community of the impor-

tance of graduate student employees.

"This is not a strike' Fasulo said.

"It's intended to be a symbolic

protest to highlight the work that

graduate employees do and to

protest the fact that we still don't

have a settlement for a fair con-

tract."

GEO said it is happy with their

overall actions and contribute their

success to the letter-writing cam-

paign.

"We think it's been incredibly suc-

cessful both because it has invited a

lot more departments than we antici-

pated and because it's put a continu-

al presence and pressure on the

administration," Fasulo said.

GEO said it hopes the administra-

tion continues to respond until a

compromise is reached.

"I'd like to see the administration

continue to bargain with us and I

think there's room to reach an agree-

ment on all the remaining issues."

Fasulo said.

Prop 209
continued from page 1

awarding of city contracts

Another affirmative action foe, Michele lustin of the

Pacific Legal Foundation, added: "This ushers in a new

era in civil rights. This ... affirms that equal means equal

and that discrimination will prevail no longer."

But an angry Mark Rosenbaum of the American Civil

Liberties Union of Southern California denounced the

court's action. "For the first time in our nation's history,

state and local governments have been stripped of their

authority to remedy race and gender discrimination," he

said. Enforcement of Proposition 209 leaves California

"for the time being, at least, as the only state unwilling to

stand up and take strong measures against gender and

race discrimination within its borders." Rosenbaum said.

Martha Davis of the NOW Legal Defense and Educational

Fund predicted future litigation if other states adopt simi-

lar rollbacks of affirmative action. "The last thing we want

is to hold up California as a model. I think it would be

disastrous if Proposition 209 were exported to other

states." she said. Davis also said the possibility exists that

the California measure will be challenged again as individ-

ual programs are dismantled.

Republicans irr Congress who have supported ending

most forms of affirmative action praised the court's

action.

Rep. Charles Canaday. R-Fla.. said it "echoes the grow-

ing chorus of voices calling for equal protection of the law

for all Americans."

He said the House ludiciary Committee later (his week

would continue its work on legislation similar to

Proposition 209. It would ban the federal government

from granting preferences in hiring, contracting and other

programs.

The 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals upheld the mea-

sure, adopted by a public initiative in 199b. last April.

Civil rights advocates then sought the highest court's

help, contending that Proposition 209 would block even

those government efforts to enforce racial or gender pref-

erences that are "permitted or required" by the lederal

Constitution.

"Proposition 209 leaves public universities free to

grant admissions preferences" to "children of alumni,

donors or friends of university officials " the appeal said.

"Municipalities are free to grant hiring preferences to vet-

erans or those with close political ties to local officials."

Only preferences based on race and sex will be banned.

the appeal said.

Lawyers for California and several local governments

in the state urged the justices to reject the challenge.

"The fact that in some hypothetical case involving a

particular set of circumstances the application oi

Proposition 209 may raise issues of ... constitutionality

does not support (high court review)," state Attorney

General Dan Lungren told the court.
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Aid too late for study abroad

I

visited the International Programs Office at the

beginning of the semester and left with a feeling of

excitement and optimism. Not only did I find a

program to suit my needs, I was also told that my
financial aid could be used for the exchange, thereby

making my study abroad experience possible. What
wonderful opportunities UMass has for its students, I

thought.

During the following months. I covered all the bases.

1 got my application in far ahead

of time. I researched flights and
got my international student ID
card. I even enrolled in intensive

Spanish and studied diligently.

Then, last week, I decided to

speak with someone at the
Financial Aid office. I wanted to

make sure I was doing everything I

needed to do and that my funds
would be available before my
departure in early January.

Like many other exchange programs, mine is a direct

exchange. Most of the expenses — transportation,

housing, food, books, etc. — are out-of-pocket and
not covered by the fee for the exchange. This means
that most of my financial aid would be in an excess

check that I could use for these expenses.

My question for Financial Aid was how I could
access my Financial Aid funds before leaving for the

semester?

I was shocked by the answer. I spoke with the
woman in charge of aid for students going on
exchange. She maintained throughout our entire con-
versation that her job at Financial Aid was completely
separate from International Programs. No one, she
said, could do anything about the fact that I would
receive my aid for the spring semester in March.

"Do they really envision

students who study abroad
as those who can afford to

do so without financial

aid?"

Brenda Santos

UMass exchange students receive their aid for the the

spring semester in March, and for the fall semester in

November.

I tried to ask this woman, my financial aid "coun-

selor," how I was expected to finance a semester

abroad without receiving financial aid before my
departure. She reacted with disbelief. Wasn't there

anyone, she asked, who could put the money up front?

She humiliated me with her contempt for my financial

independence from my family. I was
immediately disenchanted and
angry.

Careful to keep my manners. I did

not remind her that the University

Financial Aid Office had determined

my need and that my Financial Aid

award was in response to that. Did

she and her office agree that I had

this need, but believe that my
expenses would wait until March?
Or do they really envision students

who study abroad as those who can afford to do so

without financial aid?

I ask the same question of the International

Programs Office. Surely, they are aware that financial

aid awards come out much later than most students

leave to study abroad. Why, then, do they affirm that if

you already receive financial aid to attend UMass, you

can use your financial aid for your study aborad, peri-

od?
It is the responsibility of Financial Aid to see that the

aid they grant to students is available for their use

whether they are studying at UMass or on an exchange

program. It is the responsibility of International

Programs to see that the opportunities they offer to

students are available to all students.

Brenda Santos is a UMass student.

Promise Keepers Bad at Life

It
is surely a sign of cultural decay

when a group can proclaim that

this is an age of moral crisis —
and uphold every idea that per-

petuates it.

Such is the case with the Promise

Keepers, a national organization of

Christian men who promise to

"Stand in the

Gap" — to take

charge of their

families and their

lives by recogniz-

ing and fulfilling

the obligations
set down in the

Bible commanded
by God.
The Promise

Keepers' credo,
as is true of
Christianity in

general, finds its

roots in faith and
self-sacrificial ser-

"The solution to domes-
tic problems isn 't faith in

God, but the consistent

and relentless use of rea-

son — defining one's val-

ues rationally, identifying

the means of attaining
them, and acting to

achieve them.

"

Kicth Didion

Faith is not a "higher insight" — it

is an attempt at cognition based on
blind feeling and disregard of facts.

As such, faith is opposed to reason.

It is in direct opposition to the idea

that knowledge comes from actual

experience and reason.

Faith, by its very nature, leaves

_^^^______ people without
any practical

guidance.
Knowledge that

doesn't come
from this world
can't be of any
use in it.

The Promise
Keepers demand
the impossible of

themselves. They
seek to deal suc-

cessfully with the

world to take
charge of their

families and to be
vice. According to their doctrines,

altruism, duty and sacrifice are the

ideals toward which they should
strive and the ideas by which they

should live.

How do they come to this conclu-

sion? Faith in the Bible. Intuition.

Revelation.

While it is admirable for an indi-

vidual to struggle to take control of
his life after years of moral default,

the principles by which the Promise
Keepers live can only serve to cut
their own throats.

successful in their careers by reject-

ing their minds. Their approach to

life leads to an insufferable contra-

diction: live life successfully and
reject your only means of doing so.

The purpose of knowledge is suc-

cess at life. If you cut off man's mind
from reality, you necessarily cut off

his actions from success.

The Promise Keepers, and any
advocates of revelation, are con-
vinced that the only way to improve
their lives is to spurn reason and
cling to faith. A religious view leads

to the bizarre notion that reason —
man's distinctive means of cognition
— is an obstacle to his happiness
and survival. By its very nature,

moral code based on such a mon-
strous idea conflicts with practical,

real-life success.

The Promise Keepers, we're told,

champion "integrity," loyalty in

action to one's convictions. But one
cannot be loyal in action to a code of

ethics that cannot be practiced.

What these men need is not to

reject their minds, but to use them.

The solution to domestic problems
isn't faith in God, but the consistent

and relentless use of reason — defin-

ing one's values rationally, identify-

ing the means of attaining them and
acting to achieve them.

Men do not need duties to God (or

to anyone else); they need to pursue
their values independently, without

turning their wives into servile door-

mats or becoming doormats for the

supernatural.

Promise Keepers founder. Bill

McCartney, says, "The reason we see

a downward spiral [of morality] in

this nation is because the men of

God have not stood together." The
real reason for such a decline is that

the men of the mind haven't stood

up to oppose them. Paraphrasing
philosopher Ayn Rand: What the

Promise Keepers need now is not a

return to morality — but to discover

it.

Keith Didion is a UMass student.

Write for Ed/Op!

The Collegian Editorial page needs new writers. We want vou to write humor,
politics, satire, lifestyle, or any of a thousand other styles — let us be as broad as
the student body is.

We especially encourage material that relates to current issues at UMass.
Anyone who is interested should submit material by e-mail

(letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu), fax (545-1592), or by dropping it off at the
Collegian offices for Dan Bodah.
Editorials should be 500-700 words long and should include a phone number

so we can call you back.

Doonesbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU

UH IN
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Elementary stu-

dents
an inspiration

To the Editor:

I am currently a graduate student

here at UMass in the CTEP pro-
gram at Mark's Meadow School. I

am going for my master's in ele-

mentary education. I am writing
this to inform everyone about what
is going on at our school.

I'm working in a fifth grade
classroom with 22 students and a

great teacher. We are currently
doing a unit on United States geog-

raphy. The kids are planning their

dream trips. They choose at least

10 places and write reports on
them. They're going everywhere
from Hawaii to Maine.

Never in my life have I seen kids

work this hard. They are planning
wonderful trips and every week
they are writing a "fabulous facts"

exercise about each state. They also

do work sheet after work sheet of

geographical mapping concepts.
These students are relentless.

I am writing this for two rea-

sons. One is to let everyone know
how hard this class is working. I

graduated from UMass last year
and I didn't know anything about
what was going on in elementary
schools around this area. Well. I

think you should know that Mark's
Meadow students are truly excel-

lent learners with an amazing work
ethic.

Secondly, I wanted to let my stu-

dents know how proud I am of
them. With all the negative things
we see on the news and the nega-
tive things we read about, the truly

wonderful things are left unheard.
These students should be extremely
proud of their work, and I want
them to know how special they all

are. Nice work, room 177. I feel I

am the luckiest intern, to be work-
ing with you.

Enjoy your dream trips! See you
in Hawaii!

Peter Cookson
Amherst

Senator calls

for "democracy"

Letters to the Editor

To the Editor:

It is true that we need to help
minorities survive at the University

of Massachusetts. It is essential to

the well-being not only of the insti-

tution, but also of the students. The
ability to study in a diverse environ-

ment can be considered the best

educational tool available at the

University.

We should not, however, under-

mine our democracy and our system

of governance by supplying so many
privileges to minorities when it

comes to representation. Currently,

the ALANA Caucus appoints 13
percent of the Senate body, thus
creating an environment where it is

relatively easy for them to pass leg-

islation that, though good for
minorities, is not necessarily best

for the campus community.
I, as a minority, can only stress

the need for further diversification.

But we must ask ourselves if we are

willing to undermine our democrat-
ic system in order to provide the
few with greater or equal powers
than the many? Are we willing to

compromise the very values that

our nation and this institution are

founded on in order to create a

sense of virtual equality? There
must be better ways, and we must
find them.

I believe that we must create
electoral freedom and that if we do
this right, proportional representa-

tion will be a reality. These beliefs

rise from the fact that we have a

multi- member plurality system, in

which each area can present a vari-

ety of views through the election of
multiple senators. This makes it

possible to create an accurate recol-

lection within the Senate of the stu-

dent body, and thus perfect repre-

sentation.

I ask for your support in creating

a more democratic University,
where students are adequately rep-

resented and no quotas are placed
on the membership of the represen-
tative bodies. I urge you to support
my case for democracy.

Carlos Alvarez, Senator

Central

Congrats to the

marching band
To the Editor:

"These guys are crazy, but I think

you're crazier," was the assessment

George N. Parks, director of the

Minuteman Marching Band, made
form atop his perch on the stairs of

Alumni Stadium Saturday after-

noon. The insanity Parks was refer-

ring to was the limitless enthusiasm
of his 270 member band and the

close to 200 fans who had remained
in the cold and rain following the

football game. But those who
stayed were well rewarded. The
band gathered at the base of the

bleachers and played a bone-shak
ing version of "Maslaguena." And
despite the miserable conditions,
the band charged onto the field to

blast out "Pinball Wizard."
I would like to extend a congrat-

ulatory hand to Mr. Parks and each
and every member of the
Minuteman Marching band. Not
only have they continued to demon-
strate a superior level of commit-
ment, but also they have become
the epitome of unbreakable enthusi-

asm. For example, due to the rain

on Saturday, none of the band
members who play woodwind
instruments played. However, each
and every one of them was on the

field, in formation, and at attention.

The entire band had been in the
rain since 8 a.m. and here it was
eight hours later, and they were still

going strong.

It's easy to see the dedication and
exuberance of the band is conta-
gious. And what's not to love?
Aside form consistently putting on
a spectacular show, the band com-
bines precision marching, spontane-
ity, and the biggest sound in New
England week after week. I'm sure

I'm not the first to suggest this, but

has anyone ever thought about sell-

ing tickets to see the band? I'm
sure any of the 200 people in atten-

dance at the post-game show would
be a potential buyer.

In closing, congratulations to the

musicians, twirlers. soloists,
flag-carriers, drum majors, assis-

tants and directors of the UMass'
Minuteman Marching Band for con-
tinuing the never-ending pursuit of

excellence. Any UMass student or
alumni should be proud to know
they have such a fine group of rep-

resentatives.

Bruce Jones

Sunderland
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Karamazov Brothers juggle rhythms in FAC

COURTESY PAUL BOYfd

The Flying Karamazov Brothers show off their zany stunts at the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall tomorrow night.

By Emily Trask

Collegian Staff

As Brother Ivan Karamazov
explains in one of his less elliptical

asides: "Juggling is rhythm and
rhythm is music. Therefore we con-

clude that juggling is music." The
Flying Karamazov Brothers (they're

not actually related) will fully illus-

trate that concept when they bring

their zany tour de force "Sharps,

Flats, and Accidentals" to the Fine

Arts Center Concert Hall Wed., Nov.

5 at 8 p.m.

This show expands upon one
they've just performed with sympho-

ny orchestras around the country,

including the National Symphony at

the Kennedy Center in Washington,

D.C. Fans of the Flying K's already

grasp their enduring appeal.

However, for the uninitiated, the

Brothers' act is indescribable.

The performance will consist of

intricate rhythms beaten out with

balls and clubs on the heads of vari-

ous drums and cymbals. Melodies of

|.S. Bach and W.C. Handy will be

played on the keys of giant xylo-

phones with juggled mallets; imagine

Beethoven's "Ode to Joy" pounded
out of the very heads of the

helmet-wearing, radio-triggered,

electronically sampled brothers them-

selves. But wait, there's more. They
will dance a hip-hop ballet, play a

lapanese-inspired taiko percussion

selection on carefully rimed card-

board boxes, and perform Mozart's

Bassoon Concerto on the baritone

horn (the instrument for which
Mozart would undoubtedly have

composed the concerto had it only

been invented before his demise).

"Sharps, Flats, and Accidentals"

will also include a version of the

Karamazov's single most significant

contribution to the world of juggling,

the electrifying improvisational club-

passing called lazz. And for fans of

the bizarre and unexpected, they will

also include that perennial favorite,

The Gamble, where the audience

brings whatever object of whimsy or

terror they think will prove impossi-

ble, betting a standing ovation against

a pie in the fdee that it can't be done.

Please, no live animals or anything

that might prevent the juggler himself

from continuing to be a live animal.

The Brothers got their start on the

streets 23 years ago. Since then they

have gone on to bring their unique

brand of theater to prestigious venues

around the world with their highly

successful productions. They have

appeared in numerous performance

halls around the globe, and have

made numerous appearances on tele-

vision for the likes of "Bill Nye the

Science Guy" and "Seinfeld."

Obviously, this event is a great

choice for families of all ages.

Tickets for The Flying Karamazov
Brothers are $25. $20. and $15. ages

17 and under are $8. and Five

College students are 55. For tickets

and more' information call (4131
545-2511 or 1-800-999-UMAS
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Ticket City
Tickets for all occasions

Your Source For:

Concerts, Theatre, Ballet,

Sporting Events & Sold Out Shows

Even Gift Certificates!

AND MUCH MORE!

j| Call TICKET CITY at 617-787-2370

for Priets and Showtime*/

Call 617-787-2370

Friday. Saturday.

and Sunday Nights

November

28. 29. and 30.

at the

Worcester Centrum

*f*
MEMBER
O.C.M.P.

\
W* ACCBFT
ALL MAJOR

CREDIT CARDS.

Can We Build One ForYou?
Serving Sandwiches, Bagels &? Lox,

Fresh Soups 8c Salads, Take Out.

• DELIVERIES CALL 849-6314 •
• OPEN UNTIL 9p.m. *

A Healthy Investment in Your Future

Health Care. Those two words have

been the source of much discussion

recently. Probably because we as a

nation know the importance of

investing in a healthy future.

So do millions of patients who
choose chiropractic as their

preferred source of health care.

The chiropractic beliefs in fitness,

nutrition, prevention, and natural

maintenance make good sense.

Wellness, you see, is the normal

state of being.

New York State government

agrees. They have recently passed

the Insurance Equality bill that

mandates insurance coverage for

chiropractic care.

For over 75 years, New York

Chiropractic College has upheld a

tradition of excellence in chiropractic

higher education. Our combined

traditions, old and new, have built the

base from which the chiropractic

doctors of the future are created.

Choose New York Chiropractic

College. A healthy investment for

today and tomorrow.

Visit with the NYCC representative

at the Graduate and Professional

School Fair on October 29,

10:00AV.-3PM, University

Career Center.

|V NEW YORK
i. CHIROPRACTIC
COLLEGE

2160 Route m Store. Falls,

NY 13148-0800

Phone .11 5/5o8-.1040ot

800/2J4-NYCC (69Z2)

Fk: 315/568-3087

E-mail: enrolnow#nyri .eclu

• Free Estimates

• Lifetime Warranty

• Auto Glass Replacement
• Car & Truck Rental

ICC

North Amherst Motors
Collision Repair Center (0n ""• rou,e

' °™ mi,e ,rom UM"SS)

Sunderland Road, North Amherst, MA 549-2880 J
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Gattoxa(PG\3)
Today at 5 40 '$2 50) and 8:10

Sitchbaek (R)

Today at 530 ($2 50) and 8:00

The Full Monty (R)

Today at 8 20

/ know What You Did Last

Today at 5 50 ($2.50) and 8 20

In and Out (PG- 13)

Joday at 6 00 ($2.50)

'HAMPSHIRE 6-584 7550
HnMPSMIRt MALL.

Kiss the Girts (R)

Today at 5:30 ($2 50) and 8:30

Red Comer (R)

Today at 5.20 ($2.50) and 8.30

A Lite Less Ordinary (R)

Today at 5:40 ($2.50) and 8:30

Boogie Nights (R)

Today at 5 00 ($2.50) and 8:10

Devil's Advocate (R)

Today at 5 1 ($2.50) and 8 20

Seven Years in Tibet (PG-13)

Today at 5 10 ($2 50) and 820

Art Galleries ~
Amherst College — Mead Art

Museum. Currently on display: The
Folk Art of Twentieth-Century
lapan (through July 1998).
Branching: The Art of Michael
Mazure, AC '57 (opens Oct. 17),

Illegal Camera: Photography in the

Netherlands during the German
Occupation. 1940-45 (opens Oct.

24) and Picauo't Women (through

Dec. 2), European Art (through
Feb. 15), The Cult of Lord }eff

(through |an. 1). Hours: Mon.-Fri.

10 a.m.-4:30 p.m.: Sat. -Sun. 1-5

p.m. Call the Museum at

545-2335.

Hampshire College — Main
Gallery. Harold F. Johnson Library.

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8:30 a.m.-4:30
p.m.: weekends 12-4:30 p.m.

Mount Holyoke College — Art

Museum. Currently on display:

How to Remember? Designing the

United States Holocaust Memorial
Museum (through Dec. 14). Hours:

Tue.-Fri. 1 1 a.m.-5 p.m.; Sat.-Sun.

1-5 p.m. Call 558-2245 for more
information.

Smith College — Print Room.
Museum of Art. Currently on dis-

play: Prints by Abraham Bosse
(through Nov. 1 ), Smith
College - Hillyer Hall Gallery.

Currently on display: Photographs

of Tibet by Frank Ward Hours:
Tue., Fri. & Sat., 9:30 a.m.- 4 p.m.:

Wed.-Sun., noon-4 p.m.; Thurs.,

noon-8 p.m. Call 585-2770 for

more information.

University of Massachusetts —
Augusta Savage Gallery. New
Africa House. Currently on display:

CHICAGO Memories and
Fantasies. The Malcolm X Series

(through Nov. 21) and Conditioned

Responsibility . Hours: Mon.-
Tues., 1-7 p.m.: Wed. -Fri.. 1-5

p.m. Call 545-5177 for more infor-

mation.

University of Massachusetts —
Hampden Gallery, Southwest
Residential Area. Upcoming exhibi-

tions: Pat Lasch. Survey of 25
years. Second installment of

"Women Artists/Massuuhu-.i.ttv

Educators Series (Oct. 16-Nov.
7)." Hours: Mon.-Fri. 3-7 p.m..

Sun., 2-5 p.m. Call 545-0b80 for

more information.

University of Massachusetts —
Graduate Student Lounge.
Campus Center. Upcoming exhibi-

tion: The Second Chinese
Calligraphy Exhibition: In memory
of Fred Fangyu Wang. Exhibition

opens Oct. 17 and runs through
Nov. 7. For more information,
e-mail xwang@cs.umass.edu.

University of Massachusetts —
University Gallery, Fine Arts
Center. Currently on display:

Cigoli's "Dream of lacob" and
Drawing in Late
Sixteenth-Century Florence
(through Dec. 14). Upcoming
exhibition: Heroic Painting (Nov.

4-Dec. 14). Hours: Tues.-Fri. I 1

a.m. -4:30 p.m.; Sat.- Sun.. 2-5

p.m. Call 545-3670 for more
information.

The University of Massachusetts
— Wheeler Gallery. Central
Residential Area. Currently on dis-

play: Student Drawings: The Figure

(through Nov. 6). Hours:
Mon. -Thurs. 4-8 p.m.; Sun. 2-5

p.m. Call 545-0680 for more infor-

mation.
— Compiled by Seema

Gangatirkar

If you're not
reading
Collegian

Arts-
GET ON THE
TRAIN!!!

Spew. Spray. Splatter.
Got an opinion? Throw it up

on College Club's

Hear your e-mail by phone!

Chat • Message Boards • Personal Web Pages

E-mail • Voicemail • Student Stories

[COLLEGE

CLUB
www.collegeclub.com

or call toll free (888) E MAIL ME
C o m m u n

[TRAVEL]

FROM BOSTON
laglaalngNov. 1

OH Way Roundtrlp

LONDON
$162 $295

$218 $399

$274 $473

MADRID
$226 $415

Lts^yiJYJ yum)
Movie, Game, and, System Rentals

Al Movmm $.§* / ttayn

The best of the new releases!

PSX / Saturn / MM / G*nt*h I SMES

Buy-S«l-Trade Gam** 4
3 East Pie^sant Call us at

(Near The Pub") 549-4505

MIR tat, mm, VM, Itwr, FH H06-TM
Sat 12*0-7:30

CtoMd Tuawlay

SclMdulad Mights.

Firat to Mridwltft distlnaiioii
|

EmiliMMi avallakit.

Wtr>.r .•• nfjfttrt) .

Customs-Immigration Umi apply.
J

tarts subject to changt witnout I

notici mil studant I 0. cards |

may b» raquirad.

nlSM TRAVEL
54SFiltnA«c .MY HT 1001'

212-986-8420'"

800272 9676

Need A Ride To

The Airport?

(413)53r>-3255 »

A out w«y THp or

$4.00 OFF
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soccer
continued from page 10

ourselves, and it would have been nice

if we had something else in our tank to

get to the NCAA's. The NCAA is look-

ing for the number of quality wins, and

they do not take in account our A- 10

opponents.

"I feel they're quality opponents, but

the region Dayton and Xavier are in

really don't take them seriously. We
have to hope SMU finishes strongly,

and Michigan maintains their stature,

for our quality wins to factor in the

mix."

For Georgia coach Bill Barker, who

was a teammate of Rudy's at Rollins

College and his assistant coach at

Central Florida, the Lady Bulldogs are

in the same position concerning «"

NCAA bid. Now, Georgia is in I more

comfortable position for the national

poCtMMOn due to their record, and

their strength of schedule - which at

this point, outweighs the

Minutewomen's.

"We're 7-3-1 against ranked

teams this season, but you have to

also think about all the politics

involved with the NCAA," Barker

said, about his third-year program.

"They can sometimes cater to the

program's who historically have done

well, instead of the teams who are

doing well now.

"I have never beat |Rudy|, and it

had to come sometime And. bacMM

UMass is a great lea.n. tins win

couldn't have co.ne at a better tune lot

US

And what a succc^lul NMOTl up to

date has now done for UMass is the

team has made .hen NC A \ poM^on

hopes much mere (JifficttU for them

seises TlM Mimitew.nnen have tern

porarilvlost the way to win. hut U
they have trend] proven, they do

know how to win

"1 didn't fed vse were going to lose-

up until the final whistle." Rud) •**.

••We were finding wayi 10 win, and

now, we're finding wa>s to K»e. but

this team will be back."

IORMA KANSANtN COLLEGIAN

Freshman Kara Green f^hts for possession ol the ball dnjing UMass' match versus Georgia.

Nomar Garciaparra recieves AL Rookie honors
. .., , . .U.. A nalainn i, \U in sni'illv' tl

By Ronald Blum

Associated Press

"Rocket Man"
Those dvina for a pair of tickets to tomorrow night's Elton |ohn Concert at the Mullins Center, take hope

Se^sTeh1nd?he tag
P
e have been released for S25 each. A limited number of tickets at $43 50

1

have.also been

released All tickets ?an be purchased in person at the Mullins Center Box office and at T.cketmaster ticket

locations by calling (41 3) 733-2500.
.

;
'. ;

Got a tip?

Call 545-3500

,* j\ — 7 days a wccl<

NEW YORK, N.Y.—Nomar
Garciaparra was the unanimous win-

ner of the American League Rookie of

the Year award Monday following one

of the best seasons ever by a short-

stop. ^^
Garciaparra hit .306 for the%>ston

Red Sox with 50LAomers, 98 RBls,

122 runs and 22 steals. He set major

league records for most RBls by a

leadoff hitter and most homers by a

rookie shortstop. The 24-year-old

Garciaparra, the sixth unanimous win-

ner of the AL Rookie award, received

all 28 first-place votes and 140 points

in balloting by the Baseball Writers'

Association of America. Other unani-

mous winners were Carlton Fisk

(1972), Sandy Alomar |r. (1990),

Mark McGwire (1987) and Tim

Salmon (1993).

lose Cruz Jr., an outfielder traded

from the Seattle Mariners to the

Were worlcer-owncd: We doit all. we do it cheap.

Toronto Blue lays, was second with bl

points, following by Anaheim pitcher

jason Dickson (27). Detroit shortstop

Deivi Cruz (12). Cleveland pitcher

laret Wright (7) and Chicago White

Sox outfielder Mike Cameron (5).

Ballots were cast before the postsea-

son, in which Wright went 3-0.

In a season where the Red Soxlj

floundered, Garciaparra led the,

majors with 68 multihit games, and ;

paced the AL with 209 hits and 1

1

triples. His 30-game hitting streak

from |uly 2b-Aug. 29 set an AL rookie-

record; four more than Guy
Curtright's previous mark in 1943.

Garciaparra broke lohnny Pesky's

Red Sox rookie record for hits (205 in

1942), and his 365 total bases broke

Ted Williams' team rookie record

(344 in 1959). He also became the

first Boston player to reach double fig-

ures in doubles, triples, homers and

steals since lackie lensen in 1956.

Garciaparra batted .241 in 24

games with the Red Sox in 1996. then

won the shortstop job in spring train-

ing when |ohn Valentin was moved to

second base. Garciaparra became the

fifth Boston player to win the award,

following Walt Dropo (1950), Don

Schwall (1961). Rak and Fred Lynn

(1975).

I
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Sports!

IS the
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CollectiveCapies

CHECK OUT A GREAT CLASS!

Majors fair
Tuesday, November 4th, 1997

6:00 pm - 7:30 pm
Student Union Ballroom

M0X€ THAN 60 MAJORS
Wlii 9* *CP*€S€NTCV

Sponsored by Pre- Major Advising Services

The Honors Program

The Campus Career Network

Peer Health Educator*...

...lean ikut tool stiff

...tutk workiaeft ii tie ruUiMi kills »i 6ruk MM.

...jivi lit (iii'ins ui ithir juiiii it

the ClRlll Ceatar ». ikiciil mitt.

...mki it* friiiii.

...MAKE A DIFFERENCE!

PEER HEALTH EDUCATION

COMMUNITY HEALTH/EDUCATION 213/214

6 Credits - 2 Semester Commitment Rquired

For permission of the instructor call the

Division of Health Education 577-5181.

Class will meet on Wednesdays from l:25-3:55pm

Priority is given to those who meet with the instructor

before November 19.

Dont Let The

Marshall Cateh

You Going

Anywhere Else!

Collision
Repair
& Auto
Body
•Imports and other unibodj

vehicles are our specialty

• Users of Sikkeni paint

products

•Accepted hy all insurance

companies for collision

repair or glass repair

53 S. Prospect St.

Amherst Center
256-8157
Shop Reg. #RS1212

Phillips pleads

guilty to drug

accusations
FULLERTON, Calif. (AP) —

Former Anaheim Angels outfielder

Tony Phillips pleaded guilty to misde-

meanor cocaine possession yesterday

and was ordered into a drug diver-

sion program that could clear his

record.

Phillips, 38, entered the plea

before Municipal Court judge
Michael Hayes. He must return at a

later date to show proof of his enroll-

ment in a drug program.

Phillips would have a year to suc-

cessfully complete the program, after

which the conviction would be

expunged.

The Angels announced last week
that Phillips, who was paid $1.8 mil-

lion this year, will not be back next

season.

Phillips was arrested Aug. 10 at an

Anaheim motel. Police said he was

trying to buy $30 worth of cocaine.

The Angels tried to suspend him

after he declined to enter a drug

rehabilitation program under the aus-

pices of parent Walt Disney Co. But

major league baseball overturned the

suspension and Phillips soon

returned to the lineup.

Traded to the Angels by the

Chicago White Sox May 18, Phillips

hit .275 with eight homers, 57 RBls

and 96 runs scored. He played sever-

al positions for the Angels.

Mavericks sign

Aussie Anstey;

in 'Blazer trade
DALLAS. Texas (AP) — The

Dallas Mavericks signed Chris

Anstey, the 7-foot center they

acquired in a draft day trade with

Portland, and waived forward Adrian

Caldwell yesterday.

Anstey played six games for

Dallas in a summer league, but then

returned to his native Australia to

finish his contract with the SE
Melbourne Magic in the country's

National Basketball League. He
arrived in Dallas Sunday after the

Magic lost to the Melbourne Tigers in

the NBL championship.

Anstey was drafted 18th overall

by Portland, but the choice was made

for the Mavericks. The Trail Blazers

then traded his rights and some cash

to Dallas for Kelvin Cato, whom the

Mavericks had taken at No. 15 for

Portland.

General manager Don Nelson

said he wanted the Australian all

along but made the deal because it

freed up almost $120,000 under the

salary cap.

Anstey, 22, grew up playing

mostly tennis, then got hooked on

basketball at age 17 when his broth-

er's team was a player short and he

filled in. The tennis background

shows in Anstey's nimble movement.

Nelson calls him the best running big

man he's ever seen. Caldwell, who
was signed Oct. 21 to bolster a bench

depleted by injuries, played three

minutes in the season opener but

remained on the bench during the

second game.

Former Red's Golden Glover, Roy McMillan found dead
cross country

BONHAM. Texas (AP)— Roy
McMillan, a two-time NL All-Star

for the Cincinnati Reds during the

1950s and a three-time Cold Glove

winner, is dead after collapsing in

his kitchen. He was 67. McMillan

had good range and an excellent

arm, but lacked offensive punch.

Playing from 1951-66, the first 10

seasons with Cincinnati, he batted

.243 with 68 home runs and 594

RBls. He died at Northeast Medical

Center after collapsing Sunday in

his kitchen.

McMillan had just awakened, put

on the coffee and smoked his first

cigarette of the day. said longtime

friend Bill Turnage. )ody Lawrence

McMillan. McMillan's wife of 45

years, awakened soon after her hus-

band and found him unconscious on

the kitchen floor. "|ody didn't like

the smell of smoke, so he'd get up a

little before her, put the coffee on

and go out on the back perch to

smoke a cigarette," Turnage said.

"We're assuming that his heart had

failed him."

Turnage said )ody McMillan, who

works for his agriculture supply

company, told him that her husband

had not been feeling well in recent

weeks.

McMillan was a Bonham-area

native who maintained his offseason

home in the Northeast Texas city of

6,900 residents throughout his base-

ball career.

His best years were with the
'

Redlegs, as the Reds were called

then. He and second baseman
johnny Temple formed one of the

best double-play combinations of

the 1950s in the National League.

In 1954, McMillan set a league sea-

son record with 1 29 double plays, a

record that stood until Montreal's

Bobby Wine turned 137 in 1970.

He also was durable; his NL
record for consecutive games played

at shortstop — 584 games from
1951-55 — still stands.

Before the 1961 season, the Reds

traded McMillan to the Milwaukee

Braves for pitcher |oey lay, whose

21 wins in 1961 helped the Reds to

their first league title in 21 years.

McMillan concluded his playing

career with the New York Mets in

1964-66. He would later become a

scout and manager in the

Milwaukee and Mets organizations,

becoming interim Mets manager for

the final 53 games of the 1975 sea-

son after Yogi Berra's firing.

He was a member of the Texas

Baseball Hall of Fame and the Ohio

Baseball Hall of Fame.

McMillan's funeral is scheduled

for 2 p.m. Tuesday at Wise Funeral

Home in Bonham, with burial in

Willow Wild Cemetery in Bonham.

continued from page 10

finally have a consistent group going

into the NCAA District 1 Qualifier, in

two weeks.

"Leboeuf had a tremendous race,

his best this year by far, and Brendan

exhibited his potential, bouncing back

from an earlier injury." O'Brien said.

"Those three [Carrara, Leboeuf and

Sullivan] were the highlight of the

race."

For seniors Carrara and Chabot, the

District 1 Qualifier will mark their last

collegiate race, for only two teams

from New England/ New York of the

35 participating will advance to the

NCAA Championships. The qualifying

meet will be held Nov. 15 at Franklin

Park in Boston.

CAMBRIDGE (AP) — In an unex-

pected move, former Boston Red Sox

outfielder Wilfredo Cordero pleaded

guilty yesterday to beating and threat-

ening his wife.

He received a 90-day sentence,

suspended for two years, and must

attend regular batterer's counseling

sessions. He will not serve any jail

time.

"We followed Wil's request that he

wanted to dispose of the matter with-

out exposing his family to the stress

and difficulty that a trial would

cause," said Cordero's attorney, Mary

Ames. Cordero plans to return to his

Puerto Rican hometown of

Mayaguez. where he will attend

counseling sessions locally and report

to a Massachusetts probation officer

by phone, Ames said. Ames said

Cordero has agreed to play winter

baseball with the Caribbean League's

Mayaguez Indians, one of several

teams in Puerto Rico.

Cordero and his wife, Ana. have

also purchased a home in Mayaguez,

located on the western coast of the

island, she said. The couple is expect-

ing a second child in April, Ames

said.

Cordero's change of plea came one

day before jury selection was to begin

in Cambridge District Court.

"We're very pleased with the out-

come," said Anne Edwards, the lead

prosecutor. "Wc had recommended

this. It's a nice surprise." Cordero

will attend about 40 weeks of group

therapy, F.dwards said.

A spokesman for the Middlesex

County Districi Attorney's office said

the arrangement with Puerto Rican

authorities to provide Cordero with

counseling was not unusual.

"We wanted him to take responsi-

bility for what happened and get into

counseling." said Brian Heffron.

"This is the first time he has done

that."

Heffron said the court also recog-

nized that Cordero's professional

opportunities in Massachusetts were

limited.

GRADUATION
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Hot Looks
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Drives Like a Shoebox
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Collegian Classifieds
APARTMENT FOR RENT EMPLOYMENT

2 Bedroom Apt.

Easthampton $485 per

month Take over lease

ASAP. 527-9410

University of Massachusetts • Phono: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

AUTO FOR SALE

84 Jeep CJ7 4x4, hard-

top, 132,000+ miles, auto-

matic. Need to sell fast.

Needs some work. $925 or

make an offer. Call Luis @
549-5514

87 Nissan Maxima Auto,

power everything, A/C,

74k, maroon Perfect con-

dition. Take a ride.

$3500/neg Call Harris

549-5717
_

1989 Nissan King Cab
4x4 SE Great condition,

170k Mi. Asking $5000.

Call HM (413)862-3634,

WK 545-3081

Wanted: Junk Cars Cash

paid everyday. 1-800-649-

4795

EMPLOYMENT
Earn $10,000 for next

summer running a busi-

ness. Call Mike at 549-

3759.

Kai Chi Restaurant
Waitstaff, Part-time. Apply

within 586-2774

Mother's Helper

Weekday afternoons.

$7/hour. References.

Please call (413)549-7788

LEGAL ASSISTANTS
WANTED Spring 1998
Internships With The
Student Legal Services

Office; get hands-on expe-

rience in the legal field

—

work directly with attor-

neys and clients. Earn up

to 15 undergraduate cred-

its. No experience in the

legal profession neces-

sary— training provided.

Contact The Student Legal

Services Office today: 545-

1995, 922 Campus Center.

FOR SALE

2 Elton John Tickets Call

665-5514

GT Zaskar loaded with

clipless in box. $500.

Phish Tickets Great

seats at great prices. City

Tickets (800)865-8070

Watch batteries, ear

piercing, eyeglass

repairs, jewelry restora-

tion, diamond engage-

ments, wedding rings.

Silverscape Designs, 264

N. Pleasant St., Amherst.

253-3324 Open Daily.

Elton John 4 excellent

seats. 11/5.(516)867-7392

Elton John Tickets For

Sale Great seats. Call

253-6352

FOR SALE

COMPUTERS!
New P166MMX from

$995. Laptops, peripher-

als. ZarVision 582-9198

V/MC/AMEX

Laptop Notebook Works

good. $150. Good for

school. Call Steve

(413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for

computer. Works great.

Call CPC (413)584-8857

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HAPPY 23rd JAMES!
Enjoy the night and have a

few Guinness for me!
Love, Mary

Happy B Day Sarah
from all your friends on

5th Floor Fields.

ROOMMATE WANTED

One bedroom available

in Sugarloaf. $333/month.

Call 665-3558

Bedroom for rent on

Ingate Farms. Large ranch.

Scenic hiking. South

Amherst. $350. 256-5983

SERVICES

Know Your Rights Do
you have questions about

your rights? Do you think

your civil rights have been

violated? Find Out!

Contact The Student Legal

Services Office, 922

Campus Center, 545-1995.

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need help?
Call Birthright of Amherst

area for free testing and

assistance 549-1906

TRAVEL

GUATEMALA: Study

Spanish and help Mayan
children. Openings for

January. Write: Rural

Education Project, P.O. Box

9534, North Amherst. MA
01059

SPRING BREAK
Largest selection of Spring

Break destinations includ-

ing cruises! Group dis-

counts and free trips avail-

able Epicurean Tours 1

800-231 -4FUN

Spring Break "Take 2"

hiring Reps! Sell 15. Take

2 free. Hottest destina-

tions! Free parties, eats,

and drinks! Sunsplash 1-

800-426-7710 or

www.sunsplashtours.com

WANTED

Sell/Trade your preowned

games and systems. Call

Let's Play at 549-4505

This spot

could be
yours

!

Buy a

Classified

Today!

Where
can I

Place

my
CLASSIFIED

AD?

Cello lian

Classifieds are

available at:

1 ) The BOX-located on the

concourse by the UStore.

2) The Collegian Office- located

in the Campus Center basement.

OR
3) Charge by Phone- can us

at 545-3500.

Classifieds
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Personals

Personals Policy Rates
Ml ST he proofread by Collegian i las

me payment and acceptance ot'

La«J riann-s MA> SOT be u^ed in personal* ONU
I initials are allowed The only excep-

;i Muidv iw congratulation* personal*, in

M the full name may be used

PhofW number* are not allowed in personals. NO

KM .illmted in personal v this means
dorm room numU.-rs WejH

uUoii thrt-atening or derogatory nature are

. ps.iiift Pnraonah >>' I vinotcttvt or HMdM
nature are not acceptable. Personals may not be
used for the purpoM m h.iraiment.

Profanity may not be used in personals

The personals section is for personals only The per-

sonals section mav NOT be used to sell items, seek

roommates, advertise meetings etr

All personals must have the name, signature, and

UMass ID number of the student placing the as

tilled in on the insertion order. Non-students must

provide a valid driver's license and the license num-
ber must be recorded on the insertion order Use of

false identification Of misrepresentation is subject to

penalties under the law

The Corfegian fwerve^ the ngty to refuse or lo edit

any personal that doe* not meet the ("o/frflMrt s stan

dards In accordance with the statutes of the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

Students

20<t per word/day

All others

40tf per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
Please write dearly and, .

legibly. We are not responsible Icir errors result-

ing from illegible handwriting or type.

Standard Headings
ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT
ENTERTAINMENT

FOR SALE
FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

TUESDAY, NOV. 4
Enttrtainmtnt — The Graduate Students

lounge will host "lazz at The Lounge" it 8

p.m. in the Campus Center. Graduate Student

I rmiip. featuring The Tnos de Trois and the

KM Holmes Chamber lazz Ensemble, both

I Mi- -tudent groups.

/ ecture — Charles Rearick. Professor of

IBatory, will leilure at 4:50 p.m. in Herter Hall,

room 251 "On the French and the Social

Imaginary I n>m Maurice Chevalier lo Piaf and

Trenet
"

Mg — The Index (UMass yearbook)

will hold it'* general meeting at 6:50 p.m. in the

Student Union, room 504 All are invited. For

more information, contact |ill Aordkian at

545-0848

Mivitng — Amnesty International Meeting

at 7 p.m in the Campus Center, room 901. For

more inlormation, contact the office at

54 5 1925

rial — Rabin memorial at 7 p.m. at

the Hillel I louse Come and join others remem-

bering former Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak

Rabin Share your thoughts and feelings, poems

and reading are welcome.

.S;),;ri\ — Intermural co-ed Softball champi-

onship game at 5:50 p.m at Boyden fields

Intermural field hockey championship game
7 SO p m at Boyden fields.

Symporium — One by One: Descendants of

the Third Reich and the Holocaust in Dialogue,

a sharing of personal stories of German descen-

dants of the S S. and children of Holocaust sur-

vivors show how to begin to heal from the emo-

tional scars of genocide through dialogue at

7:50 p.m. in the Campus Center, room 1 74. For

more information call 545-9642

Film — The Italian Club Film Night presents

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 5

"II Sorpasso" ("The Easy Life"), in Italian with

subtitles, at 7 p.m. in the Foreign Language

Resource Center. Herter Hall basement.

Lecture — Anita Shreve. award winning

author will present a reading and discussion of

selected writings at 8 p.m. at Wootton's Books.

Amherst. Sponsored by the Creative Writing

Center of Amherst College.

Meeting — The Health Education Division

at University Health Services sponsors a

Tobacco Cessation Support Group from 7-8

p.m. in the Campus Center, room 801. Come
get peer support, professional counseling,

proven quit tips and advice. The group is free

and no registration is necessary, just drop by or

call 577-5181 . for more information.

Meeting — The UMass Theatre Guild is

holding a meeting at 7 p.m. in the Campus
Center, room I65C. All are welcome

Meeting — Intramural 5-on-5 player's meet-

ing at 6 p.m. in Boyden. room 249. This is a

mandatory meeting for all players involved.

Championship game is scheduled to be held

during the halftime of a varsity basketball game

to be determined. Entries accepted at the meet

ing or before in Boyden, room 215.

Sports — Intramural soccer finals begin at

4:50 p.m. at Boyden fields. Intramural flag foot-

ball championship game is at 5:50 p.m. at

Boyden fields.

Discussion - Deb Carlin Ph.D.. MSW.

THURSDAY, NOV. 6

Associate Professor of English at UMass will

discuss "Trauma and Gay and Lesbian Sexual

Identity Development" at 12:50 p.m. in the

Campus Center, room 805. Part of the GLbT
Studies Lecture Series and is co-sponsored by

The Stonewall Center. GLB GSO. Women's

Studies and the Chancellor's Task Force on

GLBT Matters. For more information, contact

The Stonewall Center at 545-4824.

Lecture — Anti-Semitism course "The

Dilemma Between Hate Speech and Free

Speech" from 7-9 p.m. at the Hillel House.

Come sit in on this lecture given by Lauren

levin. Eastern States Civil Rights Director.

Anti-Defamation League, this one-credil

course is open to the public.

lecture — Earl Lovelace, whose most recent

novel, Salt, received the Commonwealth Prize's

Best Book Award for the Canada-Caribbean

region, will be reading and discussing selected

writings at 7 p.m. in the Charles Drew House.

Amherst College. Sponsored by the Creative

Writing Center of Amherst College.

Lecture — Economics lecture by Manuel

Pastor of the University of California at Santa

Cruz on "Economics and Ethnicity: Poverty.

Race and Immigration in Los Angeles County"

at 7 50 p.m. in the New York Room on the sec

ond floor of Mary Woolley Hall. Mount
Holyoke College. The lecture is sponsored by

the College's Economics Department and is

part of its series this year on "Economics. Race

and Public Policy in the United States." For

more information, call 558-2452.

Reading — lyl Lynn Felman, local perfor-

mance artist and acclaimed author of Hot

Chicken Wings, will read from her new book.

Cravings: A Sensual Memoir at 7:50 p m. in the

Dickinson House Living Room of the Five

College Women's Studies Research Center at

Mount Holyoke College and is co-sponsored by

the Odyssey Bookshop.

NOTICES
Art Contributions — The Student Union

Visual and Performing Arts Space is looking for

contributions to the Southern Asian Cultural

Exhibition which will show in the spring of

1998. If you have anything from art work to

crafts depicting Asian culture, and woulo like

the opportunity to participate in this exhibition,

contact Amanda at 545-0792.

Art Exhibition — The Student Union Visual

and Performing Art Space presents "We Are

More Than You See. Part II" an exhibition of

art by blue-collar and clerical union members a

UMass from Tues.. Nov. 4 - Fri.. Nov. 14.

Gallery Hours are Mon.-Thurs. 10 a.m. - 5

p.m. and Fri. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. There will be a

reception on Wed.. Nov. 5 from noon I pm
and public reading from Somewhere in Time, a

recently published collection of writings by

Housing Services employees and AFSCME
members. The gallery is located in the south

side of the Student Union Building.

Art Exhibition — Amanda Carmona Bosch

"Ab Normal Fobia Pigmentation", oil paintings

and a Museum of line Arts thesis exhibition

will be in the Herter Art Gallery from Tues..

Nov. 4 - Fri.. Nov. 7. Gallery hours are Mon -

Fri . 1 1 a.m. - 4 p.m. and Sun.. 2-4 p.m.

Reception on Thurs., Nov. 6 from 4:50-6:50

pm Sponsored by the UMass Arts Council

and the Department of Art.

Club — The UMass Amateur Radio Club

Station WIPUO is returning and looking for

people to join in I lam radio Anyone interested

in radio/electronics and a desire to learn and

communicate are welcome. The club will spon-

sor I CC approved volunteer examination ses-

sions for all license levels. For more informa-

tion, contact Richard Strycharz NIMFT at

549-6000 ext 6000 or leave a message at facil-

FYls are public service announcements printed

daily. To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the

Managing Editor by noon the previous day.

ity services.

Contest — Spectrum Fine Art and Literary

Magazine is now holding a cover contest. The

winner will have their art work printed on the

97/98 issue. The final deadline is December 2

at 5 p.m. Pick up an entry form in the Student

Union, room 406E or just bring the an work

by.

Final Exam Schedule — The Fall 97 Final

Examination Schedule will be available begin-

ning Fri.. Oct. 17. Copies will be delivered to

students in the residence halls, and will be

available to off-campus students in the

Registrar's office 1215 Whitmore). It will also

be available on the World Wide Web beginning

Wed., Oct.. I at http://www
urcg.admin.umass.edu.

Sotice — The women's basketball team is

looking for managers for the upcoming season.

Reliability and a significant time commitment

are required. If interested, please call Scott

Foulis at 545-2726.

Notice — Spring semester intramural bas-

ketball teams are being accepted from Nov. 6

through Nov. 19 in Boyden, room 215.
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Daily Listings sponsored by:

TV LISTING SPONSORSHIP FOR SALE
INQUIRE @ 545-3500

HSCN Bulletin

Board

Hartford

Boston

Boston

Springfield

Movie Ch.

Hartford

10

II

13
14
•4
17
IB

CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN
UPN/20
Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
International

UMass Academic TV
HSCN Programming

TV-19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

13 CNN
14 CNN SI

IB Headline News
IB UCTV
17 TBS

IB BET

! TV Land

Univision

31 Comedy Central

SB Cartoon

33 Much Music

TUESDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
WVfT
W1IC

545-

3500

WWLP
WGBY
WQQB
WSBK
WTBS
A4E
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN

Q

o

©

«L Wishbone X
3 rwWI M.

4 News

5 NewsX

E
to

?
>o

©
CB

LIFE

MTV
NICK
SCIFI

TLC
TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

®
®
©

s
30

6:00

FuIIHoumIB

Cheers X

Horn* Imp.

Creatures

Ntml
Mad Abo. You

Family

6:30
Business Rpt

7:00 7:30

CBSNMrl

Newahour With Jim Lthrtr M.

Inside Edition IRmITVX
CBS News Extra X
ABC News Inalda Edition

BoyWorld Fresh Prince

NBC News

Mad Abo. You

Whaal-Fortuna

NBC

Judge

EmVfi

SimpeonsX

NBC News

Buainaaa Rpt

ABC News

Mad Abo. You

Family Mattara

Northam Exposure "Roots" X
WorldViewX

UMfda IMMta-Lauah

Wings "Wings Over Vietnam"

2*

Winga

UpCIc

Superm

fimfi
arfcet

Uva

Figure tt Out

Twilight Zona

Judy I
onlght

Sainfald X
Whad-Fortuna

Ent Tonight

JAG "Againsl All Enemies" X

Chronicle X
Freeh Prince

JeopardylX

Judga Judy X
Hard Copy X
FraaierX

JeopardylX

Newahour With Jim Lehrer X
Seinfeld X
Seinfeld X
Coach t.

FraaierX

C - Campus

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30
Lewie t Clark: The Journey ot the Corpa of Diacovery X

JAG "Againsl All Enemies" X
Soul Man X |0vac the Top

Michael Hayaa (in Stereo) X
Michael Heyea (In Stereo) X
Home Imp. JHiler-Diller

Stephen Hawtting'a Univerae

*+*
ManX IQveftheTop |Homelmp. |Hiaer-Pillet

ieina/rfriapc*"(l967, frame) 1*10^
Mad Abo. You

MoeehaX
Mad Abo. You

NeweradioK

ClueleeaX

Newaradio B

Scariest Police Chatea 3

Mad Abo. You jNewvadioX

FraaierX

Malcolm-Eddie

FraaierX

Just Shoot Ma

Hrti (In Stereo)

Just Shoot Me

Prisoners Out of Control X
FraaierX |Just Shoot Me

Lewie a Clark: the Journey ot the Corpa ot Diacovery X
Soul ManX |0vermeTop |Horoelmp. |Hiller-Dillet

NBA Baaketball: Boston Celtics at New York Knicks (live;

10:00 10:30
NOVEMBER 4, 1997

Dellaventura "Hell's Kitchen" X
Conn. Sports

Dellaventura "Hell's Kitchen" X
NYPD Blue "II Takes a VBage"

Dateline (In Stereo)X
|
Grace Under

Dateline (In Stereo) I

Dateline (In Stereo) X
Price ot Peace (In Stereo) X
NYPD Blue "It Takes a Village"

News M-
A*S*H X

Coach X
Law a Order "Performance" X

*** 1l»D»Kb$rit»$tr*)gBr(WM, Drama) Mark Harmon, Frederic Ftrteat

11:00

NCWS K

News

NewsX

11:30
Cheri Becerra

Late Show X
Late Show It

NightllneX

Star Trek: Next Qener.

ITonight Show

Vibe

SimpaonaX

Charlie Roae i

Tonight Show

Deep Space 9

Tonight Show

News!:

M'A'S'H X

n Stereo)

Nlghtllne X
Read TV X

Moneyllne X
Dairy Show (R)

Gimme Shelter

Sportaoenter

Debt

Viewers

Hometime(R)

Kung Fu: Legend

Tiny Toon
~

Twilight Zona
Hometlme(R)

Baywatich "Wei and Wild" X

Crossfire "«'

Biography: lean Harlow

Stein's Money

a
Outside Lines

WHd Discovery: Saving Tigei

Intimate Portrait

Fight lor Right
[
Fight lor Right

Doug I IRugrataX

Time Trai "The Last MIA" X
Home Again

Lola t Clark

I
Home Again

Superman

Highlander: The Sertee X
|

t*V> •FwBwl)tr$D»rCr(\m)ton^Broa(>rftL?Q-\3
•AapenFjrfreme'(1W2, Drama) Paul Grow. "PG-13'flll

Ji35)_
14 Top Sew»tr(l984) VI Ktttw. "PG"

Prime News X
. Davidson

Burden-Proof

Bill Bellamy

"SHtnt mi»s»: C»$s» Upon lh» MkftJorK" (1997) Amanda Burton.

Larry King Live X
Herman (R)

Town Moating: Sportsmanship m the 90s

New Detectives (R)

World Today X
Viva Variety jMaka-Laugh

TNFL's Greatest

Secrets of the Pharaohs (R)

Vittles Baaketball Preview

Uneotved Mysteries (In Stereo)

Beavis-Butl

Secret of Alex

Beavia-Butt.

Seaqueat DSV

I

Happy Days

Trauma I -Ufa In the ER

NBA Baaketball: Houston Rockets

"Tint Thinci'(1990, Drama) Tracy Poaan, D W. Monei

MTV Live (R) (In Stereo) IBeavie-Butt. lApt. 2FW(ln

,

Wonder Years |Bewttched

Forever Knight 'Unreality TV"

Sports lllua. IMonoyHne X
Law » Order X
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Bruno By C. Baldwin Robotman By Jim Meddick

TkA IVpWDm Yloco?Twwondo6?

Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dilbert By Scott Adams

Emm fveTo nemo?oa^
GOUjUU^toUIDAr^AiCe
iwcr wpa

(OF. NEED COBOL
PROGPAIArAERS FOR

OOR f-VAINFRArAE

rAlLLENNIUn PROBLEfA.

X
IF XOO SEE A.NTONE

00HO LOOKS LIKE
A COBOL PROGRMAfAER,
LET ttE KNOtO.

TURN
PsWDUNO

r
/\RE YOU P« COBOL
PROGRfcrArAER ? D
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SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) —

You may make a new friend today

who can prove highly influential in a

number of important ways. Be will-

ing to share your dreams openly.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — You may not agree with what

you are being asked to do at this

time but there may be no getting

around the fact that the money's

good.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— It may be difficult for you to

refuse a special offer today, but it

may prove important for you in a

number of personal ways. Be

strong.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) -

Affairs may prove more complicated

than usual today, especially if your

involvement with members of the

opposite sex is increased in any way.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) —
You may encounter an obstacle that

you cannot circumvent immediately.

It will take time for you to figure out

just how to get around it.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) — A
change is in store for you very soon.

and today you'll want to tie up jme
loose ends in order to make yourself

available for new things.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
An exciting time is coming, and

you'll want to take advantage of all

that it brings with it. Do not tie

yourself down to empty endeavors.

GEMINI (May 21-Iune 20) —
You may not be able to interpret a

message that comes your way today

in some form of code. If it's not a

secret, ask for some help.

CANCER (|une 21-)uly 22) -

You may be putting yourself and a

loved one in jeopardy without even

knowing it. Focus on doing things

according to the rules.

LEO (|uly 23-Aug. 22) — You
can be clever and creative all you

want, provided you are doing what

is asked of you. In the end. you can

prove a valuable member of a big

team.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) —
You may be taking things too much
for granted at this time. Ask a friend

how best to proceed: you'll get the

truth.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) —
Take care that indiscreet behavior

doesn't become a liability at this

time, for you may not be all that

careful today.

Close to Homo By John McPherson

Quote «F tH«e Day
££ Those very moans express the

sufferer's delectation; if he did

not enjoy his moans, he wouldn't be

moaning. }}
-Fyodor Dostoevsky

e**„. c/osrm/io/nemcxyiMarrTrr.cam

"Bill's away for two weeks, and he made mo
swear not to let the baby take her first steps

until he's home to see the big event."

Today#s P.C. Menu
Cmll 543-2626 for mor* Information

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Hungarian Noodle Bake

Native American Tacos

Vegetarian Native American Tacos

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Meatloaf Italiano

Ratatouille

Fish Product on a Roll

Worcester
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On the Set (R)

ACROSS
1 Defeats

decisively
6 Play in the lanes
10 Band instrument
14 Actress Potts
1 5 Taj Mahal site

16 Adam's son
1 7 Tour ot duty

1 1 8 Hat part
> 19 Highway
J 20 Kitchen utensil
. # 21 Yam

24 Christmas trees
.

**

25 Dabs
26 Smart
29 Obvious

- - 32 "Little pitchers
have big —

P

33 Hymn of praise^
• 34 Alias
. 37 Big rig

41 Hot-blooded*

•"Alice" waitress

» 42 Stay away from
' 43 Beer ingredient

1 44 Mont —
' 45 Crunchy
1 47 Post

49 Bird treat
» 50 Veiled
t *%

entertainer
1

- 54 MorK's home
* .• 57 Adored one
.
-. 58 Woodwind

m 59 Excessive
-^ 61 Native of

Copenhagen
62 Diving bird

63 Dm
64 Musher's

vehicle
65 Melody
66 Writer

Danielle —

DOWN

PREVIOUS PUZ7LE SOLVED

1

2
3
4

6
7

Coarse file

Aware of

of measure
Its atomic
number is 50
Inserts, as a
sleeve
Infants
Monster

8 Legal document
9 Reading light

10 Plaid

1

1

WWII sub
12 Throbs
13 Designer Gucci
22 Dry, as humor
23 Hazard a guess
24 Type of story

26 "Where's
the —?"

27 Banister
28 Golden Fleece

ship
29 Take fright

30 Vulgar
31 Sign of

satisfaction
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33 Laborer
34 Cry of woe
35 Seaweed
36 Bohemian
38 Add
39 A Gabor
40 Radiate
44 Did a book-

keeping chore
45 Billiard stick

46 Summer TV
shows

47 Award
48 Unaccompa-

nied
49 Public fuss
50 Takes part in

an auction
51 Blockhead
52 — Ben Adhem
53 Midday
54 "Gartield"

ochpo
55 Ploy
56 over:

capsize
60 Believe it

or

—

LUNCH
Clam Roll

Hungarian Ziti Bake

Native American Tacos

Vegetarian Native American Tacos

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Jamaican Beef Patty

Pastabilities

Meatballs/Grinder Roll

Hampshire
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Hungarian Taco Bake

Native American Tacos

Charbroiled Chicken Sandwich

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Meatloaf?

Meatloaf.

Meatloaf!

Berkshire

LUNCH
Grilled, Cheese, Sandwich

Native American Tacos

Native Hungarian Tacos

Chef's Grilled Cheese-O

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Meatloaf

Pastabilities

Ravioli Alfredo

^iaft

Night f_di'

Photo Technician

Copy tdiloi

Production Supervisor

Production SlaH
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Men's soccer falls to UCLA, Cal State Fullerton
By Jackie Leroux

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts men's soccer

team gut to take a trip to Los Angeles

over the weekend, but they didn't

exactly enjoy the best of times in

California.

There vil no fun in the sun tor

the Minutemen as they competed in

the annual UCLA Pacific Soccer

Classic. UMass competed against

powerhouse UCLA — ranked No. 3

in the nation — and Cal State

Fullerton. losing both games.

It was a disappointing ending to

the season for the team. They
returned from their trip only to dis-

cover they had failed to qualify for

the Atlantic-10 Tournament, finish-

ing their season and leaving them

with a record of 1 1-7-1 overall and a

conference record of 7-4.

With the end of this season,

UMass, will lose two very key play-

ers, graduating seniors Mike Butler
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Fabio Maniatty and the Minutemen dropped two on their west coast

trip to UCLA this weekend.

(Springfield) and loenal Castma
(Uniondale, N.Y.). Ironically, howev-

er, the two were fairly quiet over the

weekend, with all of the scoring com-

ing from this year's rookies, sopho-

more Gavin Hewitt (Seattle. Wash.)

and freshman Seth Lilburn (Booton,

N.L).

Lilbum scored UMass' only goal of

the game in its 3-1 loss to UCLA.
The Bruins scored first in the game

with a goal at the 50:27 mark. Martin

Bruno knocked in a rebound off of a

shot from Nick Thesiof to put UCLA
up 1-0. Lilbum tied it up for UMass

with an unassisted goal at 80:56.

But UCLA quickly came firing

back, getting goals from Nick Paneo

at the 86:02 and another from

McKinley Tennyson at 89:14, giving

UCLA the lead and sealing the game

for the Bruins.

Massachusetts keeper Todd Fowler

had one save on the day, as did

Bruins goalie Nick Rimando. UMass

had two corner kicks to UCLA's six,

and took five shots to UCLA's 16.

The win upped UCLA's record to

14-2.

UMass took on Cal State Fullerton

on Sunday, losing 2-1. The Titans

scored the first two goals of the

game, both in the first half. Sheldon

Thomas netted the first goal, when he

scored at the 7:30 mark, assisted by

Alessio Smith. He was followed

shortly by Duncan Doughton, who
scored at the 11:41, being assisted by

Adam Black and Smith.

Hewitt attempted to start a come-

back for the Minutemen, when he

scored a goal at 30:12. He was assist-

ed on the play by Butler and junior

Paul Corcoran. But Hewitt's goal was

all the Minutemen could muster, as

Cal State held on for the win.

Fowler snagged four saves for the

Minutemen, while Titan keeper Scott

Alexander had five saves for Cal

State. UMass had only one corner

kick to the Titan's seven, and put in

11 shots to their 15.

Despite big wins a week ago over

A- 10 foes Fordham and La Salle and

upset wins over nationally ranked

teams, UMass will miss the A-10
tournament again this year. They

started off the season atop the stand-

ings, but hit a nasty losing slide that

knocked them off the top and wiped

out their chances of making it to the
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The Massachusetts men's soccer team couldn't rally for a win versus UCLA and Cal-Fullerton.

tournament.

It was not a failed season, howev-

er. Along with several individual

highs, the team had its own remark-

able moments. One of the top high-

lights of this season was a win over

powerhouse Boston University. The

Minutemen beat the Terriers, then

ranked No. 9 in the nation, with a

score of 2- 1. In a game that went

into overtime, UMass displayed its

talents and potential and earned itself

a national ranking. The win over B.U.

was preceded by a win over then No.

22 New Hampshire.

A few games later the Minutemen

had a spectacular game, completely

shutting out No. 19 Temple, 4-0. But

the Minutemen were unable to come

through in several key A- 10 games.

The Minutemen lost to conference

opponents St. Bonaventure, Virginia

Tech, George Washington, and

Dayton.

Several individual players, howev-

er, were able to make their mark this

season. Butler and Castma, who have

been team leaders throughout their

tenure at LMass, both had strong

seasons, with Butler breaking several

school scoring records. Lilburn and

Hewitt quickly became top players

for the squad. Despite being new-

comers, they did make a serious

impact, and will undoubtedly only

improve in the years to come.

Solid NCAA hopes rest in A- J for UMass with 1-0 loss to Bulldogs
Jt .....,..,» ... i .... -tt_- i -j.. D..11J i:a . „„. ;.c All iKai rH«iiltpfl in the lesser team on the dav winning I

By Jorrna Kc.isanen

Collegian Staff

ATHENS. Ga. — Up until this past weekend, the No. 16

MaaMCfauaaMa women's soccer team found ways to win tight

games. Whether it was by solid goalkeeping. timely goal

-noting or a stifling defense, the Minutewomen (15-4)

-eemed to have an angel on their shoulder, and the victory

would come their way — one way or another.

After wrapping up their two-match road swing with their

second consecutive loss, a 1-0 heartbreaker to the Lady

Bulldogs on Sunday afternoon, the devil was certainly down

in Georgia, and the soul he was looking to steal was the

Minutewomen'l. Combined with Friday's 4-5 loss to

Clem-on. LMass can only seem to find ways to lose at this

point of the season, and that angel has temporarily left for

warmer climates.

Truly, 'wo important losses to strong strength of schedule

opponents did not happen because of a lack of trying —
most of the time, that is.

However, junior Bentley Bickerstaff's goal with 2:08

remaining in the match on Sunday culminated a weekend

where UMass controlled the pace for the majority

of the time, but were the minority when the final

score flashed in dot matrix on the scoreboard of

the Georgia Sports Complex.

A 1 7-minute span against the Tigers on Friday,

where the cohesiveness of the central midfield for the

Minutewomen was blown away in the brisk northern

Georgia wind, signalled their eventual demise, with four

unanswered goals in that period giving Clemson just enough

of a margin for the 4-3 win.

On Sunday, UMass came out strong, stifling any Goergia

offense whatsoever, and finding their offense in the final half

Georgia 1

UMass

of the field with regularity. The Lady Bulldogs did not get its

first quality scoring opportunity until the 27th minute, when

junior Mandy Aiken's header sailed a few feet over the

crossbar.

But, a failure to capitalize on one-on-one's with junior

goalkeeper Meredith Mclntire hurt the

Minutewomen all day and weekend long. An early

scoring chance by sophomore Emma Kurowski in

the 15th minute, who broke Georgia's

offside-style trap for a shot that just sailed over the

crossbar was a sign for things to come.

Continued offensive pressure did not bring about a goal

for UMass, and later opportunities by sophomore Tarah

Tokarchik. who hit the crossbar at the beginning of the sec-

ond half, senior Erica Iverson, who just missed a goal off a

free kick with :35 left on the clock, and freshman Kara

Green were not to be — almost by fate, if you will.

Cross country

takes 5th place
By Scott Hamill

Collegian Staff

All that resulted in the lesser team on the day winning the

match, for the second match in a row. and the

Minutewomen being held scoreless for the first time all sea-

son.

For UMass coach |im Rudy, the two losses this weekend

now puts his team in a much more pressurized situation this

upcoming weekend. The Minutewomen now have to win the

Atlantic 10 Tournament to assure themselves an automatic-

NCAA Tournament bid. which is tougher than previous

years due to ascension of teams like Dayton and Xavier in

the historically weak conference.

Leaving anything else up to the not-so-consistent rulings

of the NCAA committee is precarious at best, and the

"have- to's" now outweigh any sort of judgment call at best.

"Now. we need to take care of business and win our tour-

nament," Rudy said. "We leave nothing else optional lor

Turn to SOCCER, page 6
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Tourney time .. . . .

f
. A lft

Senior Jen'Cutzman hopes to lead the charge for the UMass field hockey team this weekend in the A-10

tournament, being held at Garber Field.

Entering the season, the

Massachusetts men's cross- country

team was ranked sixth or seventh in

the Atlantic 10, reflecting the team's

skill and experience levels at the time.

Two months later, however, UMass

finished in fifth place, five points dis-

tancing them from fourth, at the con-

ference championships held last

Saturday at Bull Run Park in Virginia.

For the first time in his career,

senior Ryan Carrara earned A-10
All-Conference honors, placing tenth.

Carrara covered the 6.2 mile course in

26:28. Also placing for the

Minutemen were sophomore Kevin

Somers, 26th in 27:15; junior Dan
Leboeuf, 35th in 27:34; senior Brian

Chabot, 36th in 27:37; and freshman

Brendan Sullivan, 37th in 27:38.

Virginia Tech took the champi-

onship, finishing with 19 total points,

followed by LaSalle with 67, St Joe's

with 84, URI with 139, and UMass

with 144.

For Carrara, this is one of the best

performances of his career, and it

comes at a great time, with most likely

only one more collegiate cross-coun-

try race. Coach Ken O'Brien could not

be more pleased with the senior cap-

tain.

"I'm really happy with Ryan's per-

formance," O'Brien said, "He made
All-Conference, and had a great race."

O'Brien is also pleased with the

progress of his fourth and fifth run-

ners, Leboeuf and Sullivan. All sea-

son long, Carrara, Somers and

Chabot have been consistent top

three runners and the Minutemen
have had a tough time with those

fourth and fifth runners, but scerii to

Turn to CROSS COUNTRY, page 7
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Spinal

Meningitis

The kings of eccen-

tricity return with a

new album, also

new releases by
The Cure and Travis

are reviewed in this

week's Trax (see

Arts & Living, page

8).

Holocaust descendants discuss legacy

Cheers to

Rebecca

A-10 individual

champion, and
senior, Rebecca
Donaghue helped

the women's cross

country to their third

straight A- 1 title

last weekend (see

Sports, page 1 2).

WORLD

Montserrat evacuation

called by governor

SALEM, Montserrat (AP) — The new

British governor gave islanders living in

a danger zone three days to leave, say-

ing Montserrat's volcano is threatening

its biggest eruption yet.

"I am determined that the volcano

should not be allowed to claim anoth-

er life," Gov. Anthony Abbott said yes-

terday amid accusations that British

inaction led to the deaths of 1 9 people

in a major eruption earlier this year.

Abbott gave an estimated 100 resi-

dents of the west coast towns of

Salem, Frith's, Fleming and Old Towne

until tomorrow evening to vacate the

area The government will impose a

fine of SI 85 on anyone found inside

the danger zone after tomorrow.

Previously, he had threatened to cut

utilities, but never did so. Abbott said

he wouldn't use force to evacuate resi-

dents. Several people told The

Associated Press they intend to stay,

regardless of the government order.

They maintain the area is safe and said

they do not want to move to over-

crowded shelters. For months, scien-

tists have been saying the towns are

too close to the smoldering Soufriere

Hills volcano Richard Luckett, a British

seismologist at the Montserrat Volcano

Observatory, said yesterday that there

was no new threat, though a major

explosion remains "a very real worry."

NATION

AOL wins court order

blocking
"
spammers''

NEW YORK (AP) — America
Online has won a court order block-

ing bulk e-mails from a company
accused of bombarding the online

service's members with pornography

and hiding behind bogus return

addresses.

On Friday, a federal court in

Alexandria, Va., barred Las Vegas-

based Over the Air Equipment from

sending any unsolicited e-mail,

known as "spam," to AOL members.

The preliminary injunction took

effect immediately.

"We've won the first round in our

fight against unsolicited junk e-

mail," said AOL lawyer George
Vradenburg. "The court's ruling...

gives us a powerful weapon to use

in our continuing campaign against

junk e-mail."

The phone number listed for Over

the Air Equipment in Las Vegas was

disconnected.

AOL filed a federal lawsuit Oct. 2,

charging that Over the Air

Equipment's e-mails offered pornog-

raphy over the World Wide Web. The

lawsuit also alleges that Over the Air

Equipment used the AOL trademark

without permission.

Bulk e-mail makes up a significant

portion of the 1 7 million e-mails that

AOL handles daily. The mass e-mails

usually offer ways to lose weight or

make money quickly. Pornography

also is common. AOL has about 9

million subscribers, making it the

world's largest online service.
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Sophomore Emma Kurowski battles for a header during a 4-3 loss Friday

against Clemson.
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By Bryan Schwartzman
Collegian Staff

If we get beyond the labels, dia-

logue can create empathy and under-

standing between human beings,

Clemens Kalischer said, following a

discussion between "Descendants of

the Holocaust and the Third Reich."

Last night' in the Campus Center,

four members of One by One, a

group of lews and Germans commit-

ted to dealing with the effects of the

Holocaust and the second generation,

shared their stories with an audience

of approximately 45 people.

The four panel members came
from very different perspectives,

ranging from perpetrator to victim,

and each expressed a deep need to

voice their experiences.

"By listening to one another... we

are interrupting the transmission of

inter-generational hate and preju-

dice," said Bebbie Roth Hone, who is

an Amherst resident and group mem-

ber.

Hone introduced the speakers but

did not participate in the discussion.

Helga Miller spoke for the first

time publicly about her bouts of

depression and her search for facts

about her father's past. Her father,

originally from Russia, was married

on the same day as the outbreak of

World War 11 in Poland. In

German-occupied Poland, he became

involved with the German army. In

1954, he was killed in a motor bike

accident, she said.

"1 did not know anything about

World War II... I lived in a vacuum."

Miller said.

Miller was married and had two

children, but on Christmas Eve,

nearly 30 years after her father's

death, she felt the desire to kill her-

self. She visited a therapist who said

it was essential for her to find out

what her father had done during the

war years.

She discovered that her father was

responsible for the liquidation of

lews from Lida, in White Russia, and

had killed many.

"Whatever you know about

[sadism] in World War II, it was

written down," she said.

Miller said One by One was where

she belonged, because she needed to

tell and share her stories with others

who were emotionally effected by the

Holocaust.

Milena Pribis' dual identity is the

result of her parents' marriage — her

mother was a Polish-lewish survivor

and her father was a Yugoslave

Lutheran who was involved with the

resistance against the Nazis. Pribis

was converted to Lutherism and

didn't know of her Jewish identity

until later.

"My parents wanted me to be a

happy, normal adult as if nothing had

happened, but that was not possible,"

Pribis said.

From World War II, to life as a

refugee in Israel at the outbreak of

the six-day war, to the recent horror

in her native Yugoslavia, she said

that war has followed her most of her

life.

"Here, there are pieces of every

which part of me. people 1 share his-

tory with," Pribis said.

Gottfried Leich was "mesmerized."

by Nazi propaganda and spent the

war years as part of the Hitler youth

movement. He said his involvement

stemmed from a need to belong, and

the lack (at the time) of any tradition

of individuaKsim in Germany.
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Descendants of the Third Reich and the Holocaust in Dialogue. (R-L) Helga Miller, Melena Pribis, Gottfried

Leich, and Clemens Kalischler.

"I joined the group to face this

reality." Leich said.

When Leich was 10 years old. on

the day after the "Night of Broken

Glass." he encountered a group

demolishing a storefront with them

and went inside, stealing a flashlight

battery. He said his father gave him a

disapproving look but did say any-

thing.

"I don't understand how he could

combine these two things, being a

minister and being silent [against the

Nazis)." he said.

Clemens Kalischler was fortunate,

when he was 13 his family left

Germany in 1933 after Hitler was

elected.

"I was on the train with my father

and I remember thinking, Heil Hitler.

I'm leaving." Kalischler said.

His family emigrated to France,

and eventually Hitler caught up with

them. He said they were all put in

different work camps. He wasn't sure

if it was because they were Germans

or lews. (France initially resisted the

German invasion.)

Several years ago in Berlin.

Kalischler conquered his fear of

speaking in German and addressed a

Christian congregation.

Following the service, someone

approached him and said. "We apolo-

gize for what we | Germany] did to

you, and to ourselves."

Au pair's verdict challenged

as millions wait for outcome
By Richard Lorant

Associated Press

CAMBRIDGE — With protesters

outside holding up signs such as "IQ

Tests for Jurors," Louise

Woodward's lawyers acknowledged

yesterday that their all-or-nothing

strategy "can be seen as a mistake"

and asked a judge to reduce the

English au pair's murder conviction

to manslaughter.

Millions watched on television —
among them. Ms. Woodward from

her prison cell — as the defense

focused on getting the verdict down

to the very charge her lawyers fought

to keep the jury from even consider-

ing.

Superior Court ludge Hiller B.

Zobel said that he could rule as early

as today. And he said he will take

the extraordinary step of issuing the

decision on the Internet through

media and legal Web sites.

During yesterday's hearing,

defense attorney Harvey Silverglate

said the strategic decision to let the

jury consider only first- or second-

degree murder in the death of 8-

month-old Matthew Eappen now
"can be seen as a mistake."

In hindsight, he said, "by any defi-

nition, the evidence in this case

could fit into manslaughter.''

But prosecutors said Ms.

Woodward and her lawyers are just

shopping around for a better deal

and should not be allowed a reduced

charge unless she admits what she

did.

Turn to VERDICT page 2

House prepares for close

vote on death penalty bill

By Glen Johnson

Associated Press

KtN MC DONALD / COLLfClAN

Board crazy...
Dave Asseoff, an associate of Memolink, a national marketing research group, distributes dry erase boards

to students who fill out surveys.

BOSTON — One House member

postponed a Hawaiian vacation and

another readied to skip a gubernatorial

trade mission to Canada, as the

Legislature prepared for a close vote

on a death penalty bill. A conference

committee charged with resolving dif-

ferences between death penalty bills

passed by the House and Senate met

for a second time yesterday, amid signs

it might soon have a merged bill ready

for an enactment vote in each cham-

ber.

"I'm optimistic the conference com-

mittee will be done very, very quickly."

said House Minority Leader David

Peters. (R-Charlton). as he headed into

the committee meeting at the

Statehouse.

In speaking with some of the other

conferees, it quickly became clear that

the growing concern in the Legislature

was not getting a bill for a final vote.

Rather, it was making sure that all

members would be in attendance when

the roll is called.

The Senate bill, which Howl
death sentence for 12 crimes, includ-

ing murdering a police officer, passed

last month by a healthy 22-14 margin.

But the House bill . which creates

capital punishment for 15 crimes,

including domestic violence cases that

result in murder, passed last week b\

the slimmest of margins: 81-79. A one-

vote swing within the 160-member

body could doom the bill.

House Speaker Thomas Finneran.

while a death penalty opponent, sent a

letter to each of his members on

Monday, telling them that a death

penalty vote was fast approaching. He

urged members to stay near the

Turn to PENALTY, page 3

Clinton warns Saddam not to make "big mistake"
By Terence Hunt

Associated Press

ON THE INTERNET

www.umafs.edu/rw/cc4egian

WASHINGTON — President

Clinton warned Saddam Hussein yes-

terday it would be "a big mistake" to

try to shoot down American U-2 spy

planes flying over Iraq.

In his first public comments on the

escalating tensions with Baghdad.

Clinton urged that efforts be redou-

bled to end the crisis through diplo-

macy. But the administration made

clear that it was not backing down.

Defense Secretary William Cohen

warned of "serious consequences" if

any U.S. planes are attacked. Clinton

expressed determination to prevent

Iraq from acquiring weapons of mass

destruction.

In Iraq, Saddam's lieutenants

turned back U.N. weapons inspectors

for a second day. Iraq has threatened

to expel seven Americans from the

inspection team, claiming they are

spies. White House spokesman Mike

McCurry, asked about Saddam's

intentions, mocked the Iraqi leader.

"It's just literally impossible to imag-

ine what goes into such a convoluted

and tortured mind." McCurry said.

Clinton urged Saddam to comply

with U.N. resolutions and allow

weapons inspections to proceed

unhindered. "If he has nothing to

hide, if he's not trying to develop

weapons of mass destruction, then he

shouldn't care whether Americans or

anyone else are on the inspection

team.

"This may be just another dodge."

the president said of Saddam's

threats.

Asked how the United States would

respond if Iraq targets American-

piloted U-2 flights. Clinton replied:

"That would be a big mistake."

Clinton, talking with reporters in

the Rose Garden, said the U-2 flights

are carried out under the authority of

the United Nations for a U.N. mis-

sion. "We will continue to consult

with our allies on that."

"But let me say again." Clinton

added, "the world has an interest,

stated in the United Nation- Security

revolution, in preventing Iraq from

developing weapons of mass destruc-

tion. That's what this is all about.

There is an inspection regime which

has clearly been approved by the

United Nations. And Saddam
Hussein must restore respect and

opportunity for that inspection

regime. That's all this is about. And

Iraqi biological weapons plans found

By Louis Meixler

Associated Press

Turn to CLINTON page 3 [

CAIRO, Egypt — A U-2 spy

plane makes sweeps high over Iraq

while helicopters below click pic-

tures of specific sites.

Chemical sensors sample air

outside factories suspected of mak-

ing chemical weapons. Video cam

erai monitor other factories, trans-

mitting pictures to U.N. offices in

Baghdad to ensure that Iraq is not

tly making parts for long-

range missiles. The U.N. weapons

program is among the most intru-

sive courses of action taken against

a vanquished foe — and it has

uncovered Iraqi efforts to build

some of the most horrifying

weapons ever developed.

In one case, inspectors sifting

through import documents uncov-

ered an Iraqi program to build

enough biological toxins, such as

anthrax and botulism, to kill mil-

lions. The documents showed that

Baghdad had purchased 40 tons of

growth media, far more than

would have been needed for

decades of routine research and

hospital use.

"It's a game of cat and mouse,

and the mouse doesn't cooperate

lum to WEAPONS, page 3
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Brief

Award*, tcholarthipt

Dioninos Vlachos. professor of

chemical engineering at the

University of Massachusetts, has

been awarded two separate grants

from the National Science
Foundation (NSF) totaling

$365,000.

The new awards include a

four-year. $200,000 CAREER
award, which is aimed at support-

ing the work of young faculty

members, and a three-year,

$165,000 award which focuses on

how flames are extinguished in

terms of chemistry and fluid

mechanics.

With the grants, Vlachos will

peruse his research in making
chemical processes safer — work
that could be used in fields as

diverse as creating fireproof mate-

rials for use in airlines, producing

high performance computer chips,

and making chemical processes

environmentally benign.

In his past research, Vlachos

has been studying the physical

laws that govern fire.

A record five out of 29 graduate

students who this fall begin their

studies toward a master's degree

in sport management at l.'Mass

are recipients of NCAA post-grad-

uate scholarships.

Amy Giovanni, of Sunnyvale.

Ca. and fane Silkman, of

Princeton. N.|.. have been award-

ed NCAA Women's enhancement

Program Post-Graduate
Scholarships; Elizabeth Fagan, of

Shrewsbury. N I .. and lonathan

Kinloch. of Bellingham. Wash.,
have received Post-Graduate
Scholarships for Student Athletes;

and one Tiffany Walker, of

Athens. GA. is the recipient of an

NCAA Minority Enhancement
Program Post-Graduate
Scholarship for Careers in

Athletic*

The NCAA Women's
Enhancement and Ethnic
Minority Programs annually
award 10 scholarships, worth
$6,000 each, to women and mem-
bers of ethnic minorities. Post-

Graduate Scholarships for

Student Athletes, valued at

$5,000, are awarded every year to

174 student athletes who have

excelled academically and athleti-

cally and who are in their last year

of eligibility.

Freshmen Eugene Boss, of
Belchertown, Ann Rutherford, of

Ware, and Carly Beliveau, of

Springfield, have each been
awarded $1,000 scholarships

through the Massachusetts Mutual

Scholarship fund.

The scholarships are aimed at

Springfield area high school stu-

dents who are both academically

outstanding and active in commu-
nity service.

New prr'e

Ray Kinoshita, Linda Gatter

and Kathleen Lugosch have joined

the growing University program in

architecture and interior design.

UMass staff

In order to improve customer
service, the UMass parking service

has appointed a new parking man-

ager and made organizational
changes to increase efficiency.

Michael Brennan is the new
parking manager, while Cathy
Clark has been hired as assistant

manager for operations.

Initiatives to improve services

include: an overhaul of the permit

renewal process that lays the

groundwork for a multi- year

automatic renewal; a redesigned

appeals program; a new telephone

answering system; and an
improved customer service area in

the parking office.

Also, permit holders can now
use MasterCard or Visa for park-

ing fees; in January, the L'Card

will also be accepted.

In addition, officers are sport-

ing new uniforms featuring the

school colors, rather than the

brown, military-style uniforms of

the past.

A new staff training program

has been using input from employ-

ees to implement change and con-

tribute to other customer service

improvements.

One of the main issues being

tackled in the future is parking

fees, and the fee structure recom-

mended by last year's report of the

Parking and Transportation advi-

sory Borad. Presently, fees are on

the bargaining table between the

University and the employee
unions.

Compiled by Jonathan Liberty.

verdict
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continued from page 1

"The defense theory, if it worked,

would have been brilliant It did not

work," said prosecutor Martha
Coakley. "You cannot come back in

and say. "The devil made me do it."

A jury found Ms. Woodward. 19,

guilty of second-degree murder
Thursday, determining she fatally

shook and slammed Matthew on
Feb. 4. the day she called 91 1 to say

the child was having trouble breath-

ing. He died five days later. Ms.
Woodward, a round-faced young
woman from the English village of

Elton, denied hurting the boy.

The dispute has put the judge at

the center of a case that has grown

from the subject of local fascination

to an international cause celebre.

The judge can declare Ms.
Woodward innocent; overturn the

verdict and order a new trial; reduce

the conviction; or uphold the ver-

dict.

Second-degree murder, defined as

intentionally killing another person

with malice, carries a mandatory
sentence of life in prison with the

possibility of parole after 1 5 years.

Manslaughter, defined as causing

a death by a reckless action that

showed disregard for life, is punish-

able by up to 20 years, but there is

no minimum sentence; Ms.
Woodward could be released from

prison immediately.

Defense attorney Barry Scheck,

gesturing forcefully with the same
aggressive style he brought to the

O.J. Simpson case, told the judge the

case hinged on complicated scientific

evidence — a hint at an article Zobel

once wrote in which he said jurors

often are asked to consider matters

too complex for them.

Scheck complained that the prose-

cution had not disclosed one set of

autopsy photographs of the boy's

skull until the end of the trial. He
said the photographs showed healing

of his skull fracture, indicating the

injury occurred before Feb. 4.

But the judge interrupted him.

saying it was the defense's decision

about what points to make or not to

make.

"I'm getting weary of your telling

me how much this would have made
a difference when you didn't put it

in," Zobel said. "It's inappropriate

that you should now say. Well, we
decided not to put it in, but if we
had put it in, this is what we would

have done." Ms. Coakley scoffed at

the suggestion the photograph would
have changed the verdict, saying X-

rays entered in'.o evidence were far

more convincing than any photo-

graph. The state "didn't claim that

Martians killed this baby. It was
clear what the evidence was," Ms.

Coakley said.
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A real shark
Mike Schultz, a graduate student studying chemical engineering, takes time out of his studies to play a

game of pool at the Campus Center yesterday.

Correction
In yesterday's Collegian, an article titled "SGA Senator Alvarez recommends a disintegra-

tion of ALANA Caucus, " Malwin Davila is cited as the chairperson of ALANA Caucus.

Davila is co-chairperson of the Caucus with Diana Estrada. The Collegian regrets the error.

The Collegian Photo
Department.

We're what makes
the paper look good.

Sanctions tightened against Sudan
By George Gedda
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Secretary of State Madeleine Albright

announced yesterday that the U.S. is tightening sanctkm

against Sudan's pro-Iranian government, citing the African

country's involvement in international terror and its

"abysmal record" on human rights.

She said President Clinton has taken steps to block

Sudanese government assets in the United States and to bar

most U.S.-Sudanese trade. Also prohibited are U.S. invest-

ments in Sudan and most financial transactions between the

two countries.

"We take these steps because the government of Sudan

has failed to respond to repeated expressions of concern or to

the imposition of lesser sanctions," Albright said.

"Instead, it has earned international condemnation by per-

sisting in its objectionable policies, causing us to conclude

that more dramatic action is required."

Repeated efforts to reach the Sudanese Kmbassy for com-

ment were unsuccessful.

The sanctions do not affect U.S. humanitarian activities in

Sudan. These programs have totaled about $650 million

since 1988. Albright said some trade and financial activities

with Sudan may be allowed to continue if they are deemed in

the U.S. interest. Two-way trade last year totaled an estimat-

ed $70 million, of which $50 million consisted of U.S.

exports. No figures were immediately available on the

amount of Sudanese assets in the United States. The Clinton

administration has said that Sudanese officials were involved

in an assassination attempt in 1995 against F.gyptian

President Hosni Mubarak.

A U.N. Security Council resolution demands that

Sudanese officials provide access to three suspects wanted in

the case. Recently, the administration accused Sudan ol

sponsoring insurgencies in neighboring Eritrea. Ethiopia and

Uganda.

There also have been allegations that Sudan runs camps

for training foreign terrorists and allows terrorist- to enter

and leave the country freely. Sudan has close ties to Iran,

long criticized by theWest as the chief exporter ol Islamic

radicalism. State Department spokesman lames P. Rubin

said the United States has been seeking support I rom allied

countries for stronger sanctions against Sudan. He said the

effort has not been tUCCCarful.

Sudan is one of seven countries listed by the State

Department as sponsors of international terrorism. The 14-

year Sudanese civil war. one of the world's bloodiest, has

claimed more than I million lives.

Already existing measures against Sudan restrict I .S.

exports, control some incoming financial transactions from

the Sudanese government and limit visa issuance to

Sudanese officials. The new measures make the ban on

exports comprehensive, impose a total ban on imports from

Sudan and prohibit U.S. investment in Sudan. Yesterday's

announcement could clarify recent confusion of U.S. policy

toward Sudan. In September the State Department

announced that U.S. diplomats would be returning to Sudan

alter an absence of almost two years. Shortly thereafter, the

administration said the announcement was premature. Rubin

said yesterday there is still no decision on whether to send

diplomats back.

Clinton
continued from page 1

we have to be very firm about it."

Urging a peaceful solution, Clinton

said, "I believe at this moment we

should do everything we can do

resolve this diplomatically and we
should reserve judgment. This ought

to be resolved diplomatically."

At the Pentagon, Cohen said the

U-2 flights will continue this week.

The sorties are intended to determine

whether Iraq is hiding nuclear or

chemical weapons.

"The flight... will continue this

week," by the U-2 are aimed at deter-

mining whether Iraq is hiding

nuclear or chemical weapons."

Cohen said.

"Should there be any effort to

attack that aircraft or put that mis-

sion in any danger, we would view

it... as a very grave matter with seri-

ous consequences." Cohen said. He

spoke at a photo opportunity with

Israeli Defense Minister Yitzhak

Mordechai. Cohen declined to dis-

cuss the exact timing of the flight or

whether U.S. fighter planes would be

dispatched as a protective escort.

We believe the flight should go

forward, it should proceed safely to

carry out its mission of inspection,

and we expect the Iraqis to observe-

that," Cohen told reporters.

weapons

Tonight

Live Music
Featuring

Chad LaMarsh
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The big dig
Bob Barnacle operates a backhoe as a work crew tries to repair a broken water main outside the Student

Union yesterday

penalty
continued from page I

StatehouBe ,(| .1 >-4l
'

, "Given the very close vote on the

matter, its continuing controversy and

the public's close Ideas bn each mf^- jj
.

ber's position, all members are cau-

tioned about making an> plans that

might preclude them from being in

attendance in our remaining sessions."

Finneran wrote.

•Ptftqs. *vl»o keads House

Republicanv laid his group has com-

mitted itself to attending the vote,

although lie pledged to rerrujjn vigilant

about other House members.

"This is not ova until that bill is on

Governor Cdhicci'l desk — period."

he laid.

One such colleague. Rep. lacqueline

Lewis, (R-Bridgewater). had planned

to leave, on a Hawaiian vacation, pn
Nov 17. A death penalty supporter,

she postponed the trip to ensure the

balance did not tip.

"This is something that's important

to me and the people in my district, so I

have no interest in walking away now,"

she told The Enterprise of Brockton.

mpWC WINGS

continued from page 1

with the cat," said Tim Trevan,

who served on the weapons inspec-

tion team from 1992-95.

The inspectors' job is to verify

that Iraq has destroyed its weapons

of mass destruction and accepted a

monitoring system — a require-

ment of Security Council sanctions

imposed after Iraq's 1990 invasion

of Kuwait, which led to the Persian

Gulf War. The inspectors say Iraq

has not done so.

In the latest confrontation, Iraqi

President Saddam Hussein

demanded that all American
weapons inspectors leave the coun-

try, accusing them of spying. But

the United Nations has said it will

not allow Saddam to blackball

monitors from any country. '

Although Americans Tnake Up

less than half of the inspectors,

their expertise is crucial to many of

the missions.

The United States' "biotech

industry is 10 times that of the rest

of the world," Trevan said. "It is

not a luxury to have the United

States, it is a requirement."
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Iraq has had a long history of

obstructing inspections, and con-

frontations occasionally have

turned hostile.

In |uly 1992. Iraqi officials

threatened inspectors during I

three-week standoff outside the

Agriculture Ministry, where inspec-

tors believed documents on long-

range missiles were hidden.

"Gunshot-- were fired into the air

to intimidate inspectors." Trevan

said. "Stones and vegetables were

thrown at inspectors, and there

was an attempted stabbing of an

inspector."

The threats, the inspectors Mr]

are part of a deliberate policy.

"As soon as they got close to

ed of housing crucial documents

while official! forced them to stay

back.

Weapons monitoring is not all

high drama. Li.N. inspectors comb
through thousands of pages of doc-

uments trying to meticulously

piece together details of past pro-

grams to build chemical and bio-

logical weapons and long-range

missiles.

In the process, inspectors have

uncovered at least one experimen-

tal Iraqi program to isolate

weapons-grade plutonium and

have supervised the destruction of

125,000 gallons of chemical

weapons. Iraq also has admitted

under pressure to having produced

,$^3S&a&m. tl^inspec an.hrav toxins fi says it uV.roVfcd

before the Gulf War.

Saddam has dismissed allega-

tions that Iraq is withholding infor-

mation on its banned weapons pro-

grams as "excuses used in order to

prolong the sanctions" and has

compared Iraq to "an occupied

country."

: tion," Trevan said.

In other instances, monitors have

accused Iraq of loading banned

material into rail cars and trucks,

then shuttling it around the coun-

try to frustrate inspectors.

Inspectors also have watched

smoke rise from buildings suspect-

v̂ ns^>%.
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Smoking can stay!
Hollywood always seems to

take the brunt of any social

devastation, including the

rise in teenage smoking. The possibil-

ity that the presence of smoking in

movies is hypnotizing teens into get-

ting an elder to buy them some butts

is preposterous. With the wealth of

anti-smoking information that soci-

ety is bombarded with, the effects

that films may possibly have on the

general public are ^^^___^___
negated.

The movie
industry brings us

more likely to try to buy a 'rocket

launcher to blow up their neighbor.

Certain character roles call for

smoking, whether it be cigarettes or

cigars, Marlboros or Phillies. The use

of tobacco literally "makes" some
characters. Could you ever imagine

the Godfather without his cigar?

Sitting in the shadows behind his

enormous desk without smoke
swirling in the single shaft of light?

Or Sharon Stone
BsTSs»»»s»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»l without a ciga-

K^Carlsoil^^^^ rette in her
mm ^^-Ti^^^^,

fam ou s

around the world to show viewers

different experiences from all walks

of life. Movies are designed to make

us think, to make us realize life in

different ways, but not to take con-

trol of our lives. Any reasonably sane

person understands this, and
although teens are experiencing the

most tumultuous time of their lives,

they do know right from wrong. And
they understand being impression-

able for their age, whether they care

to admit it or not.

True, there was that unbelievable

occurrence when a couple of crazy

teenagers mimicked a murder scene

from Natural Born Killers. The oper-

ative word there is crazy. Those kids

obviously had serious mental health

problems if they would go so far as to

kill someone because they thought

Mickey and Mallory Knox were
"cool" for going on a killing rampage.

Cigarettes then seem to be a lesser

evil, something realistic that people

can emulate. People with addictive

personalities will smoke whether they

see it in the movies or not. Taking

smoking out of films will not change

the number of people who become
addicted. Cigarettes are all around

us. and the amount of smoking in our

society feeds off of its own presence.

Kids are more apt to experiment with

smoking if they see their oiuer broth-

er doing it. not because Rambo lit up

after a bloody massacre. Nor are they

scene

from Basic Instinct? That whole

scene revolved around the fact that

she was doing something outlandish

even before she shifted in her seat.

If you look back through movie

history, you will see that the amount

of cigarettes smoked, flicked into

ashtrays, and driven by on billboards

has not changed. These appearances

have been given the term "tobacco

events" by film industry analysts. The

people that are pursuing the media

are the same ones that had the tobac-

co companies' doors slammed in

their faces. Maybe they are bitter

about getting cancer, but Hollywood

didn't make them smoke those cancer

sticks.

Taking smoking out of the movies

would be like telling baseball players

to stop chewing tobacco because

teenage boys are a huge part of their

viewing audience. It is inherent that

some players will chew. There is a

chance that young boys will look up

to their favorite athletes and then

pack a lip. But after one bad experi-

ence swallowing this vile stuff, most

never touch it again. It happens the

same with cigarettes: after one long

inhalation that leads to their first

smoke-induced coughing fit, they

will stop. If they decide to continue

on with these nasty habits on their

own, and the threat of losing their

entire jaw to cancer does not faze

them, then getting lung cancer will

not bother them either. Most teens

can't make plans a week in advance,

so how are they supposed to look

that far into their cancerous futures?

If advocates think that taking smok-

ing out of the movies will solve

tobacco consumption problems, they

are wrong. They will have to try to

ban chew from baseball, too, if they

want to cover all of their bases.

In 1990, it was discovered that

over the past 30 years the ages for

those smoking in the movies changed

dramatically. "Tobacco events" con-

cerning young people (ages 18-29)

shot up from 21 percent to 45 per-

cent, more than doubling in number,

while the next oldest age group (ages

30-45) fell by almost half, from 39

percent to 21 percent. This correlates

with the recent rising rate of teenage

smoking. But do the movies deter-

mine life? Or does life determine

what we see in the movies? Films are

artist's representations of what they

see as life. If they see teenagers smok-

ing, they will include it in their

movies to get as close to actual life as

possible. When the teenage smoking

rate starts to decline because of the

price increase and more health statis-

tics start to sink in to kids' thick

skulls, there will be less smoking por-

trayed by lead characters in films.

Teens are a rebellious breed, and

they will do things that their parents

do not want them to do. We as a

society have to accept the fact that

kids will be kids, and learn not to

blame Hollywood for the things that

we should be educating our peers

about. Smoking was an addiction

long before the teenage levels of

smoking increased. Cigarettes

increased in popularity over the years

because of special promotions aimed

at teens, like Marlboro miles, which,

when collected, can be turned in for

special gifts like lighters and jackets.

Hollywood is simply showing us how
it is.

K.. Carlson is a UMass student.

Categories are not for everyone

"W here are you from?"

"Vermont."

"No, really. Where are you from?"

"Burlington. Vermont."

"Before that, where were you from?"

"I've always been from Burlington."

"Oh."

To overuse a cliche, if I had a nickel for every time I've had

this conversation. I would be richer than Bill Gates.

I don't particularly take offense when I get into a conversa-

tion of this sort with people. 1 just figure that 1 confuse them

— the accentless person of origin undetermined. People are

just trying to figure out who 1 am.

Society, in general, feels the inherent^
need to put others into categories. We
like to know who and what we're deal-

try, I claim the right of citizenship.

But I would never describe myself as an Asian-American. I

am not denying my Indian heritage; 1 acknowledge it as a

part of who 1 am. But the term "Asian-American" doesn't

encompass everything about me and hence, I'd rather not use

the term.

Hyphenating yourself into a category may be a point of

pride for people; certainly many are proud or whatever her-

itage they have come from — be it European, Asian or

African. And the hyphen also provides that easy categoriza-

tion that we all long for.

Many people see ancestry as a key point of definition —
the easiest way to categorize a person.I Where our people originally came from

ngatirkar has something to do with our genetic

make-up and depending on how far back

ing with. There's an element of safety for some people if they

can immediately drop an individual into a group of some

kind. If it sounds harsh, unfortunately it's a reality and pretty

much the only way people know how to interact with other

people.

It doesn't matter what the group is: it could be Catholics,

red-haired people or bungee jumpers. )ust get thee into a cat-

egory and stay there.

The problem arises when a person cannot be easily defined

— or doesn't allow themselves to be just placed in a category

of some kind.

It would be so easy to go around and point to a person and

say, "That person's favorite color is red. So everything 1 do

that is related to this person is based upon my knowledge of

people who like red."

Silly? Maybe. But that's the way we are. We like to take

the easy way out when it comes to dealing with anyone new

we meet.

I don't mind being put into a category — as long as it

doesn't involve a hyphen.

There are many people who have embraced the hyphen.

These days there are Italian-American communities,

German-American... the list goes on. But what does that

hyphen really mean?

To me. it's another way of placing people into rigid boxes

that force a certain identity (not to mention stereotypes) to

be placed on people.

On a census form. I would have to mark off the box

marked "Asian" for race. And having been born in this coun-

Doonesbury

one's ancestors arrived in this country, the extent to which

cultural traditions are practiced.

But where our genes originated don't have so much to do

with who we are — they only make up a part of what we are.

Defining ourselves or others based on a narrow perspec-

tive of cultural identity can restrict the way we choose to

interact with others.

As a definition, "Asian-American" holds many connota-

tions — some of them good, some bad. The same could be

said of any such classification scheme.

Hyphens provide one way of defining yourself; it's not the

only way.

Identity is what we make of ourselves. If someone chooses

to define himself as a Polish-American, he has every right to

that. But is that title everything he is about? Would every-

thing he feels come from knowing he was a Polish-

American?

That pesky hyphen is part of what makes an individual

unique — but for the most part, it doesn't say everything

there is to know about a person.

We owe much to the cultural traditions we come from and

celebrate; at the same time, we cannot forget the environ-

ment we live in or the experiences which shape our motiva-

tions.

In order to move away from classifying people, we need to

stop thinking in narrow terms about ourselves. Only in that

way is it possible to incorporate all the different facets into an

individual identity.

Seema Gangatirkar is a Collegian columnist.
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U.S. makes hypocritical demands
Heckling. Protesting. Opposition. Support.

That's what the President of China, Hang

Zemin, faced over the weekend when he

went to Harvard University to give an address. Many

people lined up on the sides of the street as his limou-

sine made its way to the university. They were

protesting his lack of concern for human rights such

as his regard for the state of Tibet and the 1989 stu-

dent protest in Tiannamen Square. Still, there were a

few people who gave support for President Zemin by

waving the Chinese flag and
singing the Chinese national —————

—

anthem.

President Zemin has been scru-

tinized by the media here in the

United States for these abuses —
as he well should be. But the way
in which he has been attacked by

the U.S. media and government

has been hypocritical.

The U.S. government wants
President Zemin to apologize for

the Chinese government's
response to Tiannamen Square,

where many students were massa-

cred and many more were put in

jail. The U.S. government wants

to have a better relationship with

China in terms of trade, but that

can only happen if President

Zemin addresses these issues to

the liking of the U.S. government.

After the little chat that President »*»»»»»»»»
Clinton and President Zemin had, 1 find it highly

unlikely that it will happen since President Zemin has

stated to President Clinton that the Tiannamen
Square incident could not be avoided. President

Clinton did not like his answer.

I don't believe that the U.S. government has the

right to give President Zemin ultimatums and

demands because it's not as if the United States is all

pure and good either, lust over a century ago, the

United States believed in the enslavement of human

beings — particularly those of African descent. If

President Zemin proposed to the U.S. government

that they had to address the issues of slavery in order

for relations to be better between China and the

If President Zemin

proposed to the U.S.

government that they

had to address the

issues of slavery in

order for relations to

be better between

China and the United

States, what do you

think the United

States would do?

Lilian Chan

nited States, what do you think the United States

would do? A while back, President Clinton was asked

to apologize to African-Americans for the enslave-

ment of their ancestors. President Clinton skirted

over the issue and never addressed it. In short, he

didn't make a public apology.

There have also been protests against President

Zemin concerning his mistreatment of the people of

Tibet. The people have'freedom of religion, but what

they really want is freedom from China. The United

States isn't innocent from this mat-

, ter either. The U.S. government's

treatment of Native Americans has

been really bad, to say the least.

Has the United States ever made

restitution to the Native American

people for taking their lands and

for killing their people? Sure, the

Native American people were given

plots of land here and there, called

reservations, but it hasn't been

enough.
Not enough amends have been

given to the Native American peo-

ple. They are underrepresented in

our society. Except with regards to

the names of sports teams, such as

the Cleveland Indians — which 1

don't think should be looked at as a

step ahead in terms of being por-

trayed in the United States. Who
would want their culture, ethnicity

or race to be used for the naming of

a team? I don't believe that people would be too

happy over teams named after other peoples such as

the Alabama Africans, the Houston Hispanics, the

lersey lews or the Atlanta Asians. People would go

into an uproar if that happened, but since they're just

Native Americans, who cares?

If the president of the United States can't even

address this country's own issues, what gives him the

right to make demands on another country for their

poor human rights? I'm not saying that the United

States can't criticize, but what I am saying is that the

government shouldn't be so arrogant as to believe it

has the right to make demands.

Lillian Chan is a UMass student.

Letters to the Editor

Counting Crows
reach the crowd

To the Editor:

1 would like to comment on the review of the Counting

Crows concert that appeared in Monday's Collegian. I

think that to write such a negative review about a great

band like this means you really don't know anything what

the music is all about. Take Adam Duritz, yes he is

depressing. All his songs are about leaving California com-

ing to California, raining and breaking up with someone.

Adam is someone who sings about things most of us have

written down in our diaries. Take "Raining in Baltimore."

the most amazing ballad of the evening. I know 1 have

been in situations like that, being far away from loved

ones and he touches on those moments. 1 don't think his

somber mood was overkilled. Counting Crows music is

like reading an autobiography of the life of Adam Durtiz

and I personally find it intriguing and relatable.

As for the crowd. I don't know where you were, but

where 1 was standing there were very energetic people.

Everyone around me knew all the words to all the songs

and it created a fun atmosphere. That is what a Counting

Crows concert is all about. It's like a roller coaster ride of

emotions, he goes from jumping around in "A Murder of

One" to the melancholy of "Omaha" to the down side of

"A Long December." I enjoyed the concert very much.

This is the second time I have seen the Counting Crows

and both shows were very amazing. Obviously you don't

understand the music and really looked at the concert on

a superficial level to have reviewed it so poorly. For the

record. I would once like to see a positive review of any-

thing in this paper. It doesn't seem like you like anything

you see or hear anyway.
|amie Monahan

jkmonaha@student.umass.edu

To the Editor:

When I opened my Collegian Monday and began to read

Marty Keane's review of the Counting Crows concert, I

was surprised to say the least. With all due respect Mr.

Keane. are you sure you attended the concert on Saturday,

or were you just standing around in the hallway watching

it on a monitor? I realize we're all entitled to our opinion,

and that your review is nothing more than your own opin-

ion, but I think your review of the show was excessively

harsh. Judging by the fact that Matt Malley's picture was

incorrectly identified as Dan Vickrey, you or someone else

at the Collegian aren't terribly familiar with the band mem-

bers, nor. I suspect, with their music.

From where I was sitting, the audience seemed very

receptive to the excellent new lyrics added to "Mr. |ones."

Where you saw dullness in the less raucous songs, I think

many fans found tranquility and the spectrum of energy

that made the show work so well.

I was pleased to see that you appreciated the brilliance

of "Raining in Baltimore." which was certainly one of the

best songs of the night. However, I think you may have

missed the whole point of what it is that separates the

song from the masses and makes it so amazing. If you

take the time to really sit down and listen to it, it is the so-

called "one-dimensional" lyrics along with Adam's emo-

tion that turn the song from a clever tune into a gem of

epic proportions.

I realize that not everyone can like the same music, and

I don't claim to speak for everyone who went to the con-

cert. I think, though, that when you came to your conclu-

sion that the concert was bland, you forgot to read your

own review and take the many positives of the perfor-

mance into account.

Kate Aalto

Grayson

More to life's worth
than freedom to smoke

To the Editor:

I am not an advocate of what Hussein Ibish calls the

"nanny-state approach." 1 do not support the proposed

ban on smoking in Amherst bars, nor do I support the

proposed campus alcohol ban. I believe his Nov. 3 editori-

al, "The devil's weed," contains flaws which seriously

undermine the credibility of his thesis. Firstly, by stating

that drinking and smoking "...are among the elements of

life that make it most worth living...," he does more than

make an inaccurate generalization, he creates a very diffi-

cult task for himself, and it is one that he leaves incom-

plete. While it may be safe to say that freedom of indi-

vidual choice is an essential clement of life's worth, to say

the same thing of specifics such as drinking and smoking

requires discussion and proof which Mr. Ibish does not

offer. Secondly, his arguments can be made without reli-

gious overtones. But since Mr. Ibish does draw religion

into the discussion, I find his citation of only Puritanism

to be a reductionary easy-escape route. Given the current

popular culture backlash against authority and

Christianity, his choice to place his discussion in the con-

text of Puritanism seems to be guided more by the safe bet

of rallying the pop-culture masses than by true intellectual

integrity. This approach disregards the fact that other

major world religions, such as Buddhism and Islam,

explicitly speak against substance abuse.

Finally, given the large percentage of college students

that drink, coupled with the prevalence of on-campus peer

pressure. Mr. Ibish's charge that the anti-alcohol and

smoking movements are agents of mediocrity and confor-

mity borders on inanity. When in future Monday morning

lecture halls I listen to my peers discussing how much
they drank, how much they threw up. and how much they

do or do not remember the person who they slept with

over the weekend, I believe that I will be rather hard

pressed to perceive these acts as meritorious achievements

of triumphant individualism and nonconformity. I hope

that Mr. Ibish seriously considers re-charting the course of

this series, and heads toward intelligent evaluation and

discussion, lest he find himself floating adrift, pandering

td his own "culture of mediocrity."

Gregory Saulmun
Hadley
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National/International

Jiang leaves on positive note
By Charles Hutzler

Associated Press

BEIIING — liang Zemin grinned for the cameras, bask-

ing one last time in the flattering press provided by

China's state media during his trip to the United States.

Back in Beijing, with American protesters and congres-

sional critics left behind, liang could safely relish his suc-

cessful turn as a world leader courted by American busi-

ness and accepted by President Clinton.

But with the focus on form, not substance, luster from

liang's achievement abroad is likely to fade. China's most

important U.S. mission since U.S.-China relations derailed

during the 1989 Tiananmen Square crackdown merely

papered over persistent divisions.

"We will have 18 months to 2 years of positive develop-

ments in Chinese-U.S. relations," said Ronald Montaperto,

a China specialist at National Defense University in

Washington.

After that, he said, the same disputes over human rights.

trade and especially Taiwan will overtake the goodwill

liang bought. On these issues. China made no concessions.

liang refused to set free imprisoned political prisoners

and appeared intractable about holding talks with the

Dalai Lama, the exiled leader of Chinese-held Tibet. Both

were good-faith gestures sought by the Clinton administia-

tion.

When asked at Harvard University about the Tiananmen

crackdown, liang appeared to indirectly acknowledge

"mistakes" in the government's handling of the protests.

His foreign minister soon set the record straight: The com-

ment did not pertain to Tiananmen. A trade mission liang

dispatched ahead of his trip bought U.S. goods, mostly

Boeing aircraft, worth $4 billion — a light dent in China I

ballooning trade surplus, projected to top $40 billion this

^On Taiwan, the former U.S. ally China menaced with

missiles and war games last year, liang got Clinton to

renew a pledge acknowledging Beijing's claim to the

island. The stale media widely reported that vow.

A deal to allow the U.S. nuclear industry to build reac-

tors in China - one of the summit's few gains for the

Clinton administration — was scarcely mentioned. I he

agreement was forged only after China promised not to

share nuclear technology with Iran.

For the Chinese, the pomp was the message: liang

standing beside Clinton on the White House lawn and red-

carpet welcomes by U.S. business executives in New \ork

and Los Angeles.

liang appeared happv and tired at a brief welcoming cer-

emony yesterday in Beijing's Great Hall of the People.

There he shook hands with Premier Li Peng and other

leaders, and he shouted "very good trip" to nearby

reporters, using the English he put to good use in the

United States.

Since 1989, when Chinese tanks and troops fired on

democracy activists in Tiananmen Square, human right-

has been at the forefront in Washington. "The question

hM always been whether China can construct a new foun-

dation for the relationship," said Wang |isi. a U.S. expert

at the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences. Even if the

once-heady highs that Chinese-U.S. relations enjoyed in

the 1980s are gone. Wang said that future lows might not

be so damaging.

Clintons civil rights officer

nominee criticized for views

By Darlene Superville

Associated Press

KEN MCDONALD. COLLEGIAN

Taking pride in his heritage

EdufAfe Sand*** a member of The National Committee to Free Puerto Rican Prisoners of War and

PoSp^

WASHINGTON — President

Clinton's nomination of Bill Lann

Lee as the nation'! top civil rights

officer appeared in serious trouble

yesterday after a key Senate

Republican criticized the Los

Angeles lawyer's views on affirma-

tive action.

Several Republicans on the Senate

ludiciary Committee said they also

opposed Lee. casting further doubt

over whether the panel will approve

the nomination this week and for-

ward it to the full Senate for confir-

mation.

The White House said it had no

plans to withdraw the nomination.

Officials arranged a strategy meeting

with civil rights groups and accused

the Senate of playing political games

with Clinton's appointments.

ludiciary Committee Chairman

Orrin Hatch, (R-Utah). told the

Senate that Lee's devotion to "pre-

serving constitutionally suspect race-

conscious policies that ultimately

sort and divide citizens by race"

made him an unacceptable choice

for the post.

Hatch. along with other

Republicans and conservatives.

wants to end affirmative action and

opposed the administration's posi-

tion in a case challenging

California's Proposition 209. which

recently was upheld by a federal

appeals court. The Supreme Court

declined Monday to hear further

appeals in the case.

The Utah Republican also is the

sponsor of similar anti-affirmative

action legislation that would apply

to the federal government.

Lee, the Los Angeles-based coun-

sel for the NAACP Legal Defense

and Educational Fund since 1988,

supported the administration's argu-

ments against Proposition 209 and

disagreed with the Supreme Court

ruling several years ago in a much-

watched affirmative action case.

Hatch said Lee's answers to ques-

tions from the committee suggested

that his "understanding of the

nation'- civil tights laws is suffi-

ciently cramped and distorted to

compel my opposition."

"The assistant attorney general

must be America's civil rights law

enforcer, not the civil rights

ombudsman for the political left." he

said.

Clinton said he was disappointed

in Hatch because "everybody who
knows Bill Lann Lee knows he is

superbly qualified." He added that

the White House would begin to

lobby senators for their support.

"How could anybody in good con-

science vote against him if they

believe our civil rights laws ought to

be enforced?" he said. "That is the

question we will be pressing to every

senator without regard to party."

Senate Democratic leader Tom
Daschle of South Dakota said that

Hatch did a "real disservice to Mr.

Lee." but that it didn't necessarily

kill the nomination.

"There are times when other

issues have been proclaimed dead

and we've been able to revive them,

and I'm hopeful we can do that with

the Lee nomination." Daschle told

reporters.

Clinton has had previous prob-

lems with Congress over his choices

for this particular justice

Department post. He was forced to

withdraw Lani Guinier, his first

choice, in 1993 when faced with a

GOP filibuster in what then was a

Democratic-controlled Congress.

Republicans opposed her views on

affirmative action and derided her as

B "quota queen."

The Senate confirmed his second

choice. Boston attorney Deval

Patrick. He returned to private prac-

tice this year after three years in the

post.

Others nominees who have

encountered Republican resistance

include Labor Secretary Alexis

Herman. Transportation Secretary

Rodney Slater. Dr. David Satcher.

the surgeon general nominee, and

Nancy Ann Min DeParle, the nomi-

nee to become administrator of the

Health Care Finance Agency.

But all of Clinton's choices for the

civil rights post share a bond —
employment by the NAACP Legal

Defense and Educational Fund,

which is disliked by conservatives

for its staunch defense of affirmative

action.

We're gratified that Senator

Hatch is standing up for the princi-

ple of equality under the law and

opposing the nomination," said Clint

Bolick, vice president for litigation

at the Institute for lustice, a conserv-

ative group that opposes Lee. "We

feel confident that if the administra-

tion persists with this nomination it

will be defeated."

Teamsters

agree to pay

$3.7 million
By Kevin Galvin

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The

Teamsters have agreed to pay

at least half the estimated $7.4

million cost for a rerun of the

union's federally supervised

election, a union spokesman

confirmed yesterday.

Negotiations with the lustice

Department over exactly

which costs will fall to the

Teamsters are continuing, but

spokesman Matt Witt said the

union will pay at least $3.7

million.

The federal government

picked up the nearly $20 mil-

lion tab for last year's contest

between Teamsters President

Ron Carey and challenger

lames P. Hoffa. But Carey's

slim win was thrown out and a

new race ordered Aug. 22.

Carey's campaign manager

and two consultants pleaded

guilty to a conspiracy that fun-

neled union treasury money
into Carey's campaign.

Another court officer is deter-

mining whether Carey should

be eligible for the rerun.

The federal government

paid to conduct the election

under the terms of a 1989

consent decree that the

Teamsters signed with the

lustice Department. To avoid

a racketeering suit, the

Teamsters agreed to hold

rank-and-file elections and

fight organized crime's influ-

ence within the union.

The union paid for the first

union-wide vote in 1991, and

had expected the government

to pay for the total cost of the

second contest, including the

rerun. But Congressional

Republicans sought to block

the lustice Department from

spending any more on the

process.

"The Bush administration

agreed to pay the costs to

ensure a fair election and an

end to mob control of the

union," Witt said. "To ensure

a fair election, we're going to

pay costs that the government

had promised to pay."
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Listed below are 44 campus-wide committees which have seats

specifically designated for students. Most of these seats are not

filled at present. Undergraduates interested in serving on these

committees need to contact Student Government Association

(SGA) at 545-0341.

Recently, the Faculty Senate approved a proposal to provide

one-credit practicum credit per semester for undergraduates who

paticipate as student representatives on any of the twenty

Faculty Senate Committees and Councils. Members of the

Student Government Association are currently exploring ways to

expand this credit option for students serving on all other

campus-wide committees as well.

Standing Campus Commitiees With Student Membership

Cuiient os of November 1, 1997

Committee: Advisory Committee tor Disability Services

Chait/Ccxhow: vocont

Students: Abilities Unlimited President or designee (under

graduate); ony student welcome to attend vie

Newsletter to Disabled Students

Process: VC lor Student Affairs appoints

Chorge: No formal charge

Committee : Affirmative Action Advisory Board

Choir/Cochart Catherine Porter and Judy Toyoma

Students: I graduate student; 1 undergraduate

Process: GSS and SGA appoint

Chorge: The Affirmative Action Advisory Board is charged

with three primary functions: (1 ) to provide a

forum for discussion of policy issues, and review

of medium- or long/range affirmative action

goals, strategies and implementation efforts; (2)

to consult with and advise the Associate Vice

Chancellor for Affirmative Action and Equal

Opportunity on any matters related to affirmative

action and equal opportunity; and (3) to be

available for consultations with the Provost

and/or Chancellor on any affirmative oction

questions that the Provost or Chancellor may

pose to the Board.

Committee: Architectural Access Board

Choir/Co-cbcw. Ruth Yonko

Students: 1 graduate student, 2 undergraduates

Process: appointed by the Vice Chancellor for

Administration I Finance

Chorge: I. Recommend measures to insure that all new

compus construction and renovations be done in

compliance with Architectural Bonier Codes. As

requested, provide information tc those develop

ing renovation and new construction projects to

Insure such compliance.

2 Inform the campus regarding the status of

our compliance with terms of Section 504 of the

Rehabilitation Act of 1 973 and the Amencans

with Disabilities Jet, Tine II, III and IV or 1990.

3. Woke recommendations regarding priorities

for capital funding to implement improvements

4 Review the ADA Transition Plan and make

recommendations regarding priorities.

In oddirion, the Board is apprised ol major com

pus renovation projects with a view toward incor

porofing handicap related modifications whenev

er possible.

Committee: Bilingual Collegiate Program Advisory Board

Chou/Cochair:: Heriberto Fkxes

Students 3 undergraduates

Process BCP appoints

Charge: No formal charge

Committee

Chair/Co-chok::

Students:

Process:

Charge

social justice; (5) to identify and recommend the

implementation of pilot progroms which improve

the climate of mutual respect; (6) to promote

civil discourse on controversial issues; (7) to

identify and foster responses to incidents of

expressions of social justice and bigotry; (8) to

encourage all faculty, staff, and students

throughout the compus

to take personal and/or group responsibility for

achieving a diverse and socially just campus

community; (9) to maintain contact with and

odvocate on behalf of

faculty, staff and student groups committed to

creating a diverse and socially just community;

( 1 0) to synthesize a coherent approach for

recognizing adequately the contributions of

faculty, students and staff whose efforts further

the creation of a diverse and socially just campus

community.

Committee: Chancellor's Task Force on Gay, Lesbian,

Bisexual and Transgender Matters

Chair/CcKhoir: Paul Vasconcellos and Felice Yeskei

Students: at least 3 graduate students, at least 2 under

graduates

Process: Chancellor appoints

Chorge: The charge to the Task Force is to assess the

campus climate for gay, lesbian, and bisexual

people, (students, staff, faculty and alums), and

to make recommendations to the Chancellor foi

oction. Secondarily the Task Force seeks to

educate the wider compus community obout

gay, lesbian, and bisexual concerns.

Committee: Chancellor's Task Force on Jewish Awareness

and Anti-Semitism

Chair/Cochoir: Shmuel Bolozky

Students: graduate students and undergraduates

Process: Chancellor appoints

Charge: Advise the Chancellor and othei members of the

community regarding:

1

.

To create o climate on campus in which

Jewish students, staff, and faculty (and all

students, staff, and faculty) feel safe, respected,

and valued; and

2. Tc create a proactive agenda for fighting anti-

Semitism and other forms of racism and hatred

on campus.

Committee: Faculty Senate - Academic Matters Council

Choir/Cochair: Mokhtor Aftolah

Students: 1 graduate student; 3 undergraduates

Process: GSS and SGA appoint

Chorge. This body sholl: (a) develop policy recommenda

tions relating to every aspect of the academic

and cunicuto life of the campus except os

otherwise provided; and (b)

examine pioposals of major and minor programs

horn the several schools and colleges to ensure

adherence to University policies. Course

proposals shall be referred to the council for its

review After consideration, the council shall

moke its recommendation to the Faculty Senate

in the established manner.

Chancellor's Counsel on Community, Diversity

ond Social Justice

Bonnie Strickland and Carol Wallace

ex officio; SGA President, GSS President,

Collegian Editor-in-Chief or designees; more

undergraduates welcome, but must be opproved

by the SGA; the Counsel also has several

committees on which non-members often serve

if designees, Chancellor oppoirtts

To advise ond provide recommendations to the

Chancellor ond compus executive officers on

ways of achieving a more diverse and socially

just community The activities of the Counsel

include ( 1 ) to develop ond monitor a component

lor strategic action in this mission oreo to be

incorporated os part of the campus planning

and budget cycle; (2) to help strengthen

community ond coHoboration within ond among

diverse compus groups; (3) to review the

effectiveness of campus programs and

policies concerning community, diversity ond

social justice; (4) to formulate ond support

proposals that promote community, diversity and

undergraduates for two year terms

Process: SGA appoints

Charge: The University Athletic Council shall implement

the "statement of Athletic Policy" adopted by the

Board of Trustees on February 14, 1 957, and

ony resolution which the board may adopt

thereafter. Consistent with present policies on

admissions ond ocodemic standards, the

intercollegiate athletic program shall be

developed to a point where it is representative of

the best efforts of the University, with aims and

ideals of achievement comparable to those

expected of the academic departments. This

development shall proceed in accord with

policies and regulations of the National

Collegiate Athletic Association, ond all Athletic

Conferences in which the University maintains

membership. The intramural athletic program

shall be staffed and equipped to meet the needs

of all students who desire to participate, and the

University sholl encourage participation through o

varied program including sports with carry-over

value for life after graduation. All athletic

accounts sholl be open to review by the

President of the Student Government Association

or a designee. This council shall submit an

annual report to both the Faculty Senate ond the

Undergraduate Senate, which sholl include a

detailed breakdown of all athletic program

budgets

Committee:

Choir/Crxhak:

Students:

Process:

Charge:

Committee:

Chair/Co-chair:

Students:

Process:

Charge:

Committee: Faculty Senate • Academic Priorities Council

Chair/Cochoir: Alostoir Stuart

Students: 1 graduate student; 2 undergraduates

Process: GSS and SGA appoint

Chorge: This body sholl: (a) provide advice to the

Administration on all matters of ocodemic

planning and priority; (b) provide periodical

advice to the Administration relating to the

growth, stabilization and reduction of ocodemic

programs; (c) review, at the request ol the

Administration, long range plans involving

changes in ocodemic priorities (d) develop

criteria and procedures whereby programs con be

assigned an academic priority; ond (e) review all

proposals for new programs

Committee: Faculty Senate - Athletic Council

Chair/Co-choir: Patricio Vittum ond Ernest Washington

Students: SGA President or designee, ex officio; GSS

President or designee, ex officio; 6

Faculty Senate - Compus Physical Planning

Committee

Sidney WoH

GSS President or designee, ex officio, SGA

President or designee, ex officio

GSS and SGA appoint

The committee shall: (a) establish a

comprehensive decision making process for

physical planning on the University of

Massachusetts/Amherst campus; (b) Oct in

concert with other appropriate University

committees, offices, ond individuals to

recommend priorities for proposed physical

projects which are in competition; and

(c) act as a project review board for oil physical

planning and design projects that affect

academic progroms and faculty which ore

proposed at the University of

Massachusetts/Amherst compus.

Faculty Senate - Council for Teaching, Learning &

Instructional Technology

Jenny Chandler (Choir), Mory Deane Sorcinelli

(Vice-Choir)

1 graduate student; 2 undergraduates

GSS and SGA appoint

The council shall: (a) recommend policies

designed to evaluate or improve instructional

effectiveness on campus; (b) recommend

policies designed to encourage the development

and monitoring of distance learning and other

forms of instructional technology both in and out

of the classroom - especially video, computers,

and interactive combinations of the two; (c)

advise the Provost on the implementation of

morions odopted by the Senate dealing with

instructional evaluation and

improvement; and (d) develop policy guidelines

for (acuity and departmental growth grants for

the improvement of undergraduate education,

such advise to be provided by the Provost,

notwithstanding any provision to the contrary.

distribution requirements and make

recommendations concerning them to the

Focuhy Senate; (c) review courses previously

approved to fulfill general education

requirements (or distribution designations)

within five yeo5 of their approval (and within

every five years thereafter) in order to

recommend their re-approval to the foculty

Senate; (d) serve as an advisory board to the

Associate Provost toi Undergroduate Education

on matters relating to general education, and;

(e) serve as an advisory body to curriculum

committees in schools and colleges on matters

pertaining to General Education and other

requirements (excluding requirements for the

major).

Committee: faculty Senate • Graduate Acodemic Honesty

Advisory Board

Chair/Cochair: vacant

Students: 4 graduate students

Process: GSS appoints

Charge: Allocations of academic dishonesty, the Board

makes recommendations to the Ombuds office

and the Dean of Students

Committee: Foculty Senate - Graduate Council

Chair/Co-chair: William Patterson

Students: GSS President or designee, ex officio; 4 other

graduate students

Process: GSS appoints

Charge: This body sholl: (a) provide advice to the Dean

of the Graduate School on all matters relating to

the administration of the groduote program on

the campus, (b) develop policy

recommendations on all matters relating to

graduate studies within the University, including

(i) the standards governing the establishment,

modification and termination of all graduate

programs including cooperative graduate

programs witfi other colleges ond universities;

(ii) the stondords governing groduote student

admission, financial aid ond graduation; (iii) the

qualifications required foi membership on the

graduate faculty, and participation in the

graduate program including direction of thesis

ond dissertations; and (iv) the development of a

system designed to resolve such differences as

may arise between graduate students and

members of the foculty; and (c) send minutes of

its meetings to principal administrative officers

and to oil acodemic deans os well as to those

listed in bylaw 4-2-1

.

Committee. Focuhy Senate • Health Council

Chair/Co-chair: vacant

Students: 2 graduate students, 7 undergraduates

Process: GSS ond SGA appoint

Charge: This body shall: (a) propose process and/or

vehicles appropriate for health program

evaluation and review program evaluations os

they ore completed; (b) advise onthe operation

of existing health and health education

programs; (c) recommend policies concerning

the health needs of the compus community; ond

(d) odvise campus administrators on the

operation of health-related progroms, reporting

its advice to both the Faculty ond Student

Senates.

Students: GSS President or designee, ex officio; SGA

President or designee, ex officio

Process: GSS and SGA appoint

This council sholl: (a) advance the research

mission of the University; (b) odvise the

administration on policy issues and ma|or

changes regarding RTF expenditures

ond review annually the RTF ol the prior fiscal

year; (c) review ond make recommendations

regarding the awarding of research ond

scholarship oriented grants and awords such os

Faculty Research Grants (FRG's), Healey

Endowment Grants, Faculty Fellowships, and

FRG Conference Travel Grants; and (d) review

applications for research grant progroms which

limit the number ol applications an institution

may submit such as the David ond Lucile Packard

Fellowship and the NSF Presidential Faculty

Fellows Award.

Committee: Faculty Senate General Education Council

Chair/Cochoir: John Jenkins

Students: 2 graduate teaching assistants/associates; 3

undergraduates

Process: GSS and SGA appoint

Charge: The General Education Council sholl oversee that

part of the University curriculum which is

required of oil undergroduate students. It shall:

(a) review ond recommend proposals ond

policies concerning general education

requirements, (b) establish guidelines and

criteria for all courses which satisfy general

education requirements; review the courses

proposed for General Education and existing

Committee: Faculty Senate - Program ond Budget Council

Chair/Co-choir: David Bojanic

Students 1 graduate student; 2 undergraduates

Process: GSS and SGA appoint

Chorge: The council shall: (a) participate in an advisory

capacity in the campus budget process; (b) shall

review budget proposals before they are formally

approved by the administration, (c) undertake,

at the request of the Senate or the Choncellor,

surveys of the costs of proposed programs ond

policies; and (d) review the administration of

funds on the Amherst campus.

Committee Foculty Senate - Research Council

Chair/Co-chair: Michael Matone

Committee: Faculty Senate • Research Library Council

Chair/Co-choir: Julie Brigham-Grette

Students: GSS President, GSG President; SGA President,

SGA Speaker or designees, ex officio; additional

graduate student

Process: GSS ond SGA appoint

Chorge: This council shall represent the faculty by (a)

participating in on advisory capacity regarding

the functions and operations of the University's

Research Library including: fund raising;

development of the library collections ond

information resources; ranking as o research

library, computer facilities, service to the

community and building access and security, (b)

address issues of policy regarding campus

funding priorities, (c) review the budget toi fund

raising proposals before they are formally

opproved by the administration, ond (d) at the

request of the Senate or the Chancellor,

undertake surveys ol accessibility, security, or

adequacy of staffing.

Committee: Faculty Senate • Service Departments Committee

Chair/Co-chair: vocont

Students: 1 graduate student, 1 undergroduate

Process: GSS ond SGA appoint

Charge: The committee shall: (a) recommend policies

designed to improve campus services; (b)

oversee the implementation ol motions adoptee!

by the Senate dealing with the service

departments, (c) and provide liaison between

the faculty, the service departments and the Vice

Choncellor for Administration and Finonce. (for

the purpose of these bylows, services shall be

defined as photographic support for research and

teaching; duplication services; telephone

services; campus mail; state cars; gloss blowiny,

the security, maintenance and refurbishing ol

buildings. The responsibilities of the committee

shall not include libraries, health services,

computer services, parking and traffic control, or

such additional services as ore currently the

concern of other committees.)

Committee: faculty Senate - Spoce and Calendar Committee

Choir/Co-chair: Jeffrey Tenenbaum

Students: 2 graduate students; 3 undergraduates (1 shall

be Student Union Commission President)

Process: GSS and SGA appoint

Charge: The committee shall: (a) recommend policies

concerning the scheduling and utilization of

University academic space, and (b) develop

proposed acodemic calendars

Committee Foculty Senate • Status ol Minorities Council

Choir/CcKhair: James Craig & Martha Stassen

Students: 2 graduate students; 1 undergroduate

Process: GSS or SGA appoint

Charge This body sholl make recommendations on all

matters affecting the status of minorities on the

compus, including such matters as recruitment,

promotion and salaries, the granting of tenure,

the admission of undergraduate and graduate

minority students, granting of financial aid, and

the development of programs to reflect the

needs of the minority community.

Committee: Faculty Seriate • Status of Women Council

Choir/Co-chaii Carol Wallace and Ann Ferguson

Students: 2 groduote students; 2 undergraduates

Process: GSS and SGA appoint

This body sholl moke recommendations affecting

the status of women on the campus, including

such matters os recruitment, promotion and

salaries, the granting of tenure, the

establishment of day-core centers, the admission

of undergroduate and graduate women students,

the granting of financial oid, the development of

progiams foi women whose coreers have been

interrupted by marriage or childbirth, and the

availability and conditions of part-time work.

Committee: Foculty Senate - Student Affairs ond University

Life Council

Chorr/Cochoir. Mortho Moran

Students: 1 graduate student; 2 undergraduates

Process: GSS ond SGA appoint

Chorge: This body shall: (a) review at its discretion, all

policies concerning non-academic student

uctivities and university life not within the

purview of other Faculty Senate Councils or

Committees, including, but not limited to: (i)

residence hall policies; (ii) disciplinary policies,

(iii) placement and recruitment policies; (iv)

legal rights of members of the university

community; (v) matters related to picketing and

free speech; (b) provide advice to the Vice

Choncellor for Student Affairs ond other

members of the administration on matters

described in paragraph (a); ond (c) make

recommendations to the Faculty Senate

regarding policies in these areas that

appropriately coll for faculty review

Committee: Faculty Senate • University Advancement Council

Chair/Cochoir John Bngham

Students: Collegian Editor-in Chief or designee; 1 graduate;

1 additional undergraduate

Process: GSS ond SGA appoint

Charge: This council shall represent the faculty by (a)

participating in an advisory capacity regarding

the function of the Office of University

Advancement including: alumni relations,

University communications, development, public

affairs, ond University relations: (b) address

issues of policy and its implementation; and (c)

review the budget of oil University Advancement

units

Committee: Foculty Senate • University Computer ond

Electronic Communications Committee

Chair/Co-choir: Bruce MacDougall

Students: 1 graduate student; 1 undergraduate

Process: GSS and SGA appoint

Charge: The committee sholl recommend policies

designed to meet the educational and

administrative computer ond electronic needs of

the campus

Committee: Foculty Senate University Writing Committee

Chair/Co-chair: vacant

Students: 1 graduate student; 1 undergraduate

Process: GSS ond SGA appoint

Charge: The University Writing Committee shall: (o)

recommend policies concerning the

administration and operation of the University

Writing Progrom; (b) monitor ond oversee the

freshmon component of the writing program; (c)

approve and monitor the junior-year writing

component in the University's ocodemic units;

(d) evaluate the program and on the basis of

this evaluation, to suggest changes in procedures

ond policies; and (e) odvise the Provost on the

distribution of funds designed for the junior-year

writing component.

Committee. fine Arts Center Advisory Board

Choir/Co-choii Delphine Queries

Students: 5 students total, undergraduates and graduate

students

Process: Fine Arts Center Director appoints

Chorge. The purpose ol the Fine Arts Center Advisory

Board is to odvise the Director and

administration staff of the Fine Arts Center

regarding programming of the performing and

visual arts for the University community.

Representatives include faculty and students

from the art, music, donee, and theater, and

members at large are students, faculty and staff

of the University of Massachusetts at Amherst.

Committee: Housing/Meal Plan Exemption Committee

Choii/Co-choir: Joyce Fiederick, Patricia Echol

Students: 2 undergraduates

Process: SGA appoints

Chorge: Hear appeals from students asking for housing

and/oi meal plan exemption.

Committee:

Chair/Cochoir:

Students:

Process:

Charge:

Committee: Human Relations Council

Chair/Ccxhair: Grant Ingle

Students: 1 undergraduate; Collegian Editorial/Opinion

Editoi or designee

Process: Council Members appoint

Charge Comprised of representatives from each area of

campus administration, this group of primoriiy

executive area staff meet every two weeks

throughout the academic year to share

manogement-level information obout human

relations issues and incidents and develop

coordinated and proactive campus responses.

Committee: Parking and Transportation Advisory Board

Chair/Co-chair: Sandra Anderson

Students: 1 graduaie student; 1 undergraduate

Process: GSS, SGA, GEO appoint

Charge: PTAB serves in an advisory capacity to the Vice

Chancellor for Administration and Finance ond

will review, evaluate ond recommend policies

and proposals related to parking and

transportation on the Amherst campus. A ma|0i

focus of the Board will be to provide a

University-wide perspective regaiding parking

and transportation

related policies and issues in a manner that

supports the University's mission.

Committee

Chair/Co-chair:

Students:

Process:

Charge:

Committee.

Chair/Co-choir:

Specifically excluded from this appeals

concerning alleged violations ol University

regulations and policies. The committee shall be

empowered to recommend authorization of rent

refunds and rebates, and recommend

authorization of termination of contract

compliance with the Rent Rebates and Refunds

of the Housing Contract. The committee shall

also be empowered to recommend to the Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs modifications of

administrative actions taken under the provisions

of the Housing Contract.

Residential Committee

Eleanor Jerome

6 undergraduates

1 elected at large from Central, Northeast,

Orchard Hill and Sylvan and 2 from Southwest.

The purpose of the Committee is to insure that

Housing Services is responsive to the varied

needs of the community which it serves, through

the provision ol adequate facilities, activities,

services and overseeing and recommending all

policy and contracture! changes in the system.

All students must be residents ol the areas which

they represent and meet the requirements for

official SGA representatives.

Sexuol Assoult Advisory Committee

Sage Freechild

undergraduates and graduate students welcome

Committee recommends

To coordinate and monitoi direct services

available loi students who experience sexual

violence.

Students:

Process:

Chorge:

Committee: Parking Hearing Review Board (formerly Parking

Appeals Boord)

Chair/Co-chair: Sandra Anderson

Students: graduate students & undergraduates; no limit

Process: volunteei Boord c/o Parking Office

Chorge: Review legitimate appeals resulting from

hearings with the Parking Hearing Clerk. This

board will be part of a pool from which five

members will be periodically scheduled to review

and render decisions contested campus parking

citations In preparation for becoming a Boord

member each person must take part in a formal

twohour training session that includes an

explanation ond review of the hearing process,

and a "walk through" of an actual hearing. After

training, Hearings Boord members will serve on

a rotating basis, meeting approximately once

every three months. Members should be

prepared to render fair ond unbiased decisions

based upon published UMASS parking

regulations.

Committee: Residential Appeals Board

Choir/Cochaii: Alan Snow

Students: 2 graduate students (must be RD's); 4

undergraduates

Process. GSS and SGA appoint

Chorge: This committee is responsible for hearing ond

octmg upon student grievances arising under the

Housing Contract undei the following

circumstances: (1) Allegations are mode by a

student that the University has failed in its

obligations as spelled out in this contract and/or

(2) a student appeals u University determination

that s/he has violated the contract as written

Committee:

Sexual Harassment Hearing Board

Frederick Tillis, Office of Equal Opportunity and

Diversity

4 graduate students; 4 undergraduate for 3 year

terms

Chancellor appoints

Three-person hearing panels drawn from

members of the larger Hearing Board hear

testimony ond considers evidence related to

formal complaints of sexuol harassment. The

panel determines whether the University policy

on sexual harassment has been violated, and, if

so, recommends appropriate penalty and relief to

the Chair of the Sexual Horassment Hearing

Boord who forwards this information to the

respondent's vice-chancellor

Student Health Advisory Board (University Health

Services)

Development Manager

Charge: To provide training and educational programs

that will meet the professional and personal

needs of employees and the organizational

developmental needs of deportments.

Committee: Undergraduate Acodemic Honesty Advisory Boord

Chair/Co-choir: to be selected at each hearing

Students'. 1 graduate student; 2 undergraduates

Process: GSS and SGA appoint

Charge: Investigates allocations of ocodemic dishonesty;

the Board makes recommendations to Ombuds

Office and Dean of Students.

Committee: Undergraduate Grievance Hearing Panel

Chair/Cochoir: Chair elected at each hearing. Not an

established group; group is formed os needed.

Students: 2 undergraduates; graduate students in some

circumstances

Process: Ombudsperson appoints

Charge: Hears undergraduates academic grievances

usually against a faculty member and

occasionally against a teaching assistant. Panel

submits report on outcome of hearing to the

Ombuds Office and the involved undergraduate

ond faculty member/TA

Committee: University Arts Council

Choir/Cochair: Lynne Thompson, Bob Wilson

Students: 3 graduate students; e undergraduates

Process: GSS and SGA appoint by April 30

Charge: The Unrversrty of Massachusetts Arts Council

provides incentive through grant support,

financial resource networking, ond arts

information services to student organizations and

ocodemic departments whose art progroms

oddress contemporary issues, aspects of identity,

and values that ore at the forefront of cultural

awareness The Council advances and defines

the concept that accessibility to diverse, and

sometimes unexpected forms of artistic

expression, is indispensable to on enlightened

liberal arts education. Council funds are

administered by a representative boord of

eighteen members who review over fifty

proposals within a yeor Single project and

annual block grants support identifying cultural

projects from organizations who, aligned with

the council, hove the collective goal of

encouraging and presenting an informing

spectrum of the arts that enrich the curriculum

ond engage the students of the University

Chair/Cochoir: Christine Campbell and Eleanor Nunn

Primarily undergroduates, graduate students if

interested

Interested students apply, University Health

Services Director appoints

no formal chorge

Committee: Student Legal Services Advisory Council

Choir/Co-choir: in the process of being reorganized

Students: GSS President oi designee plus 2 other graduate

•students; SGA President or designee plus 4 other

undergraduates

Process: GSS and SGA appoint

Charge: The mission of the Student Legal Services Office

(SLSO) is to provide counseling, advice,

research, education, representation ond referral

for oil re-paying students at the University if

Massachusetts at Amherst concerning ony legal

matters

Committee: Training ond Development Council

Chair/Cochoir: Linda Morchesam

Students: 1 graduate student, 2 undergraduates

Process: Vice Chancellor of Administration and finance

appoints in consultation with the Training &

Ad-Hoc Compus Committees With Student Membership

Current os of November 1, 1997

Committee Campus Center University Store Security

Committee

Chair/Cochoir Bud Wilkes

Students: 4 undergraduates

Process: Campus Center Student Union Commission

appoint

Chorge: Investigate, evaluate and lecommend security

systems for the University Store.

Committee: Summit on Safety

Chair/Co-chair: Jock Luippold, student co-choir

Students: undergroduates and graduate students

Process Volunteers

Charge: A student/facuhy/staff committee concerned

with the safety of the physical environment,

personal safety and assessment of related

programs ond services The group serves as a

clearing house for safety matters for all members

of the campus community The committee

seeks to effect institutional change ond increase

institutional awareness toward a satei compus

community

Any corrections or additions to this committee listing should be

directed to Chris Piquette. Office of Human Relations, at

piquette@admin.umass.edu

545 0851
This advertisement was paid for by the Student Government Association, the Faculty Senate and the Office of Human Relations
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The Cure & Ween fly high, Jerky Boys crash
GALORE
The Cure

Fiction/Elektra

Since forming in the mid W70S.
The Cure huve made dreamy
synth-pop out ni an rock'i Billies!

cliches through Robert Smith's abili-

ty to merge the brain of |im Morrison

and the soul of the Pillsbury

Doughboy
After releasing the singles compila-

tion Standing on a Beach/Staring at

the Sea in 1^86. cited by

Rolling Stone as one of

the "best albums ever

made." the kings of

mainstream Goth
have returned with

another Greatest
Hits album. Galore
(Fiction/Elektra).
which is a collection of

their lust 17 singles along

with a new track, "Wrong Number"
— a song recorded in London last

summer which features a guest per-

formance by ex-Tin Machine gui-

tarist and David Bowie collaborator

Reeva Gabrels.

The Cure have always been a sin-

gles band and the running order of

Galore works well as it serves up

each tingle off their last five albums

in chronological order. The songs

themselves are almost all exclusively

bite, from the touching pain of

"Friday I'm In Love" to "lust Like

Heaven"'! pretty personal angst to

the surprisingly uplifting "Mint Car."

What Galore does above all else is

highlight The Cure's main strengths,

namely communicating despondency

through their slow, moody percus-

sion-driven dirges and Smith's sad

lyrics. The 17 singles represented

heie each emphatically point toward

why The Cure have been one of the

most influential post-punk bands in

the last decade, with everyone from

the Smashing Pumpkins to the

Cardigans citing them as primary

inspirations for making music.

Simply put. it's an essential album

to any collection of alternative rock.

A (Marty Keane)

THE MOLLUSK
Ween
Elektra

In a style that only a few can repro-

duce. Ween once again cranks out an

inventive album that is

undoubtedly characteristic

. of their previous work.
Taking simple repetitive

M^s. beats and wisely using

them, Ween's childish

rhymes and rhythms
create a playful sound

reminiscent of a walk
through Alice's

Wonderland. Eerie vocals on

"Mutilated Lips" and "Cold Blows
the Wind*' give an enigmatic, dark

and cloudy feeling to the album while

tunes like "The Mollusk" are more on

the light and fluffy side.

Skillfully alternating slow, smooth
ballads with loud, chiming songs.

Ween captures your attention from

the get- go and sends the listener's

imagination on a wild ride. Not stop-

ping until there's no more music to

be dealt out. The Mollusk (Elektra)

leaves you wondering exactly what's

in store next
Definitely an original, underrated

band. Ween's newest effort might

verj well be their best to date. B+
(Alexandria Lipka)

THE JERKY BOYS 4
The Jerky Boys

Mercury

With sales of their last three

albums reaching nearly four million

copies, the lerky Boys have become
well-established as the reigning kings

of the illustrious art of the prank

COURTESY TOM NICHOLS

Ween's latest release, The Mollusk, could be their best to date.

AUTO S TRUCK RENTAL

North Amherst
Motors

Weekend Special

Noon Friday to Monday AM - Starting at $59.95

A Coltition Repair Center

78 Sunderland Rd.

North Amherst, MA
oors

549RENT

• Cars • Ulni Vans

'Trucks

• Cargo Vans

• 15 Passenger Vans

• Low Daily/Weekly/

Weekend Rates

• We Rent to

Qualified Drivers

21 years or Older

• Direct Billing To

Insurance Co.

(On bus route - one mile from UMass)

WASHINGTON D.C. TRIP
to the

Holocaust Memorial Museum

When: Nov 9
th

(9A.M.) - Nov.10
th

(11:30 P.M.)

Leave Hillel Return to UMass

Cost: Buy tickets at:

$35 for Hillel members with cards,

$40 for everybody else

(in Student Union)

(Cost includes bus and hotel)

phone call. Their fourth album, how-

ever, does not nearly reach the regal

status of its predecessors. Clearly, the

material has been recycled one time

too many.

Many of the favorite characters are

still around, including Frank Rizzo.

Sol Rosenberg and lack Tors, but

they are seriously lacking the freshly

sardonic humor that made them so

funny in the first place.

The lerky Boys 4 (Mercury) con-

sists of 24 new tracks and a special

song remix at the album's cloie.

Titles such as "Sol's Thermometer
Mishap," "Spider Monkey" and
"Bacon" only hint at the inane dialog

that follows. The lerky Boys carry

their obsession on with humiliation,

profanity and anal penetration to

new, mind-blowing lows with this

most recent batch of calls. Included

is their attempt to further victimize

the victim through classified ads that

they place, requiring the oerson to

call in their own embarrassing fate.

What began as an innocent prank

has taken an almost cruel turn as the

lerky Boys try desperately to grasp at

the final straws of humor that once

existed in their original brand of per-

formance art by focusing on the

degradation of the victim rather than

the entertainment of the listener.

The lerky Boys 4 barely elicit! a

giggle, much less the laughter that

one hopes for with a comedv album.

D (Elsa Allen)

GOOD FEELING

Trov/s

Independiente/Epic

What is it with British pop music

these days? In the last few years,

seemingly everything they touch

turns to gold. For anyone doubting

the prominence of Britpop these

days, one only needs to take a listen

to the debut album from Travis,

who'll be opening for one of rock's

finest live hands. Ben Folds Five, at

Pearl Street tonight in Northampton.

Having recently completed a

European tour opening for Oasis,

Travis has hit the States with Good
Teeling (Independiente/Epic). The
album's title says it all. Like

Supergrass, Travis is a new breed of

British bands where musical sub-

stance has wisely taken precedence

over pretentiousness. "UI6 Girls,"

"More Than Us" and the hilarious

"Falling Down" are each catchy in

their own right; sure you've heard

these sounds somewhere, but it's too

difficult to pin down exactly where
— a telltale sign of a good band.

Another promising effort from the

Brits. Now if only we could come up

with something better than Everclear,

everything in this world would be

right again. Wishful thinking. I

know.B+ (M.K.)

Wednesday night from 9:00P.m 'till

1 1 :00p.m. is..

If» MONT
Come & get your "Limited Edition

1

i«»i

Questions? Call Hillel 549-1710

mn>

BUD
UGHT

!6oz. of Bud or Bud Light $1.50

Hardcore & punk scene

taken for granted by fans

Adaa

First of all, after months of

waiting, the Hallraker CD is

finally out on Psyke records. I

haven't heard it yet, at least not

in its official format, but trust

me, it rocks. Look for a review of

it in next week's column. If you

have it and are listening to it

repeatedly, as you should be,

check out the backing vocals.

Some other new releases are:

The Get Up Kids. Braid split 7
".

Braid 7". 25 Ta Life Lp on
Another Planet Records,
Floorpunch Lp on Equal Vision

Records (it's a compilation of

their previously released 7" and

their demo), and Maximum
Penalty Lp on
Blackout ^^
Records. I _^^_
haven't had a

chance to hear any of the CD's
because I'm broke, but I do own
the 7"'s, though my roommate's

record player is having technical

difficulties. I will try to have

some reviews for you by next

week.

Converge has signed with

Equal Vision Records. Elliot has

signed with Revelation Records

and should be releasing an LP
sometime in December.

On Friday, Nov. 14, there's an

Animal Rights Benefit show in

the basement of Van Meter fea-

turing Hallraker, Piebald. Cave
In. and lust About Done. On
Saturday, Nov. 15 the Misfits.

Sick Of "it All, and H20 will be

playing at Pearl Street. On Nov.

21 in Greenough is Six Going On
Seven, New|erseyFairPlan.
Huguenots, lust About Done, and

Tipping Canoe will be playing.

Throughout all of this year I

have been strictly writing scene

information for all of my faithful

readers and have stayed away
from my commentaries (which

might be why I haven't received

any hate mail this semester), but

alas the time has come for me to

open my trap.

It seems to me that a lot of

people who are involved in this

whole hardcore punk scene (and

all of its subdivisions) too often

take what we have for granted.

Rather then celebrating the fact

that there is a scene where you

can go see five or six bands for

under $10. where bands can put

out Ep's or Lp's on their friends

labels, a place where you can be

yourself, a place where you can

escape from the drudgery from

everyday life, still most of us

choose to complain. Think about

it. how many times do you pick

up a zine and the only thing you

see in the letters are people com-

plaining about something? I'm

not saying I'm innocent of this,

I'm just saying maybe it's time

we stopped taking hardcore for

granted.

This goes beyond not com-

plaining about every little petty

thing that occurs, it's about real-

ly opening your mind. 1 can't

believe how many times I hear

kids tell me how open- minded

they are and then claim that all
"

bands from^f^m New York
^|"Sa^^^^^— are tough guy

bands or

maybe how certain bands aren't

hardcore because of some of

their beliefs. Hardcore and
open-mindedness is about

accepting opposing viewpoints

from your own. I'm not saying

you have to agree with everything

or like every band I'm just saying

give them a chance. Don't just go

to a show and stand outside

because you've never heard of

the band before, don't just dis-

like a band because they play a

certain style of music. Try new
things or new styles.

The other thing we all need to

stop doing is imposing rules on

kids. I went to the Space in

Worcester, a great place, and was

stunned to see a sign saying

dancing wasn't allowed. How
many times do you open
Heartattack and see bands
slagged because their politics

(I'm talking scene) differ from

the PC politics of that zine. If we
oppose rules on the scene we are

simply creating a place that is no

different then any other, only

with better music.

What I'm trying to say is we
have a great scene that has the

potential to be much better. All

we have to do is learn to relax a

little bit and be more concerned

with what is going on. on stage

(when you can see the band, but

I won't go there) and what is

really going on in your head and

in your heart before we jump to

conclusions. Let's work on really

breaking down the walls instead

of building them up.

Adam Dlugacz is a Collegian

Columnist.

Understanding Eating Disorders:

Strategics for Frieods and Families

Tuesday, October 14, 1997
Room 904-08

6:30 - 8 p.m. - Murray Lincoln Campus Center, UMass

I think my roommate has an eating disorder.

How can I be sure? What should I do?

I think my sister is anorexic and she isn't getting any help.

How can I convince her to see a professional?

Who should I suggest.. Where should she go?

I'm concerned about my friend who has bulimia.

She says it's under control, but I don't think it is.

I'm really afraid... What can I do to help?

If you are concerned about someone who you know or suspect is struggling

with an eating disorder, come to this informal workshop to explore how you

can help and cope with these issues.

For more information, please call University Health Services

Health Education at 577-5181 or General Medicine 2 at 577-5314
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Larry, Larry Bird

is the Pacers Word;
Pitino big on Celts
Who woulda thunk it. the New lersey

Nets in first place, the World Champion
Chicago Bulls not being able to COM
with the new Pitino Syitem, and Mr.
Ex-Celtic himsdi Larry Bird actuaD)
not leading his team to victory?

We are now a whopping three games
into the ,l)7 '4g NBA season. No«
don't get me wrong — a lot has been
proven in this first week and a hall of

ball, but there is a long way to go and a

lot more to prove.

• First, I would like to address the

highest paid couch in the game today...

Boston's very own Riek Pitino.

Consider this: you have coached only

two seasons in your NBA career, and

that was with long-time Boston rival.

the New York Knickv

After impressively rebuilding the

New York organization, you decide to

Justin Rudd
on

The NBA
drop down to the college ranks, taking

the head coach position at the

University of Kentucky. You coach

there for eight years, rebuilding the

team, making three nips to the Final

Four and capturing the 1 44b national

championship. All for a total ol eight

years going 2 1 4-50.

You then decide to step back up to

the professional ranks, taking the head

coaching position with those

ever-so-needy Boston Celtics. Alter a

complete overhaul during and as a

result of the preseason, sou step into

your first NBA season in a little over

eight years.

And here are your 1 447 48 Celtics..

.

the average age of the Celtics is a ripe-

old 22, making them the youngest team

in the NBA. The average NBA experi-

ence on the team? Approximate!) 2.3

years. The number of players who
played for the Celtics last season Ml only

five. The number ol Celtics that would

still be in college if the\ stayed for

senior year is three, with three from

Kentucky.

Then there is the task... to take the

Pitino System against the world chain

pion Chicago Bulls in the season open-

er.

I would just like to say — Congrats

Celtics. Despite having all the odds

against them. Pitino's Celtics pulled

through with an Impressive season

opening victory

.

Defeating the Bulls not only proved

that Michael |ordan and his Bulls are

human, but it also showed what Rick

Pitino and his Celtics are capable of just

about anything. If Pitino- rebuilding

record continues as it ha- in the paw.'f

think it's safe to say the Meet Center

rafters will be adding a new addition to

the family in the next leu yean Of SO
• Sticking with the Celtic Pride, let s

talk about Indiana's own Larry Bird.

The former Celtic great experienced his

first regular season game at the coach-

ing position when the Indiana Pacers

took on my home town and nou

first-place New leisev Nets.

Coach Bird's debut was not as suc-

cessful as he and Indiana had hoped it

would be. In this season opening

match-up. the Nets took their first step

towards the first place spot in the

Atlantic Division by defeating lam
Bird and his Indiana PaoetS,

But hey. don't sleep on the Pacers.

Last season they were plagued with

injuries and a coach (Larry Brown)

who knew he Was gone at the season's

end. In light of all this, the Pacen saw

they were going nowhere last season.

and you can consider them a plavoll

team who took an early vacation. Well,

now there back.

Despite the health issues, especially

regarding 7-foot-4- inch center Rik

Smits. coach Bird has a lot to be

enthused and excited about when it

comes to his new learn and his new job.

Indiana is armed with Chris Mullin la

BIG plus) and then of course there is

Mr. Givc-me the- ball under pressure.

Reggie Miller. I think it is sale to SB) as

long as Bird plays his cards right, the

Pacers will be back in title contention

Justin Rudd is a Collegian staffmem
her.
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football
continued from page 12

urally he got excited. (Thought he

could score chicks at llobart.) So

I nsle Bill left a message on my
machine with a pick.

I.agles over the Cowboys.

Hey. it happened. But apparent-

ly Uncle Bill didn't know his

favorite nephew (I'd be yours too)

writes about college football, not

the NFL.
He's still cool, though. I once

saw Uncle Bill play a mean Indian

in a Meredith family production of

the "Village People" a while back.

Now. if that doesn't qualify you

as an expert on football, nothing

does.

Booty Schwag of the Week
Award...

You know. Alabama had Bear

Bryant. The) had Kenny Stabler

They had Forrest Gump.

They lost to- Louisiana Teeh
26-20 on Saturday. Some would

argue that the Bear is currently

rolling in his grave. I disagree on

two accounts.

First, it's impossible to roll in a

grave, especially if you've been

dead for 15 years.

Second, I don't think Bryant

would even acknowledge he used

to coach there after losing to

Louisiana Tech, best known for

getting laughed by kids at Georgia

Tech. (Like, "Hey Tommy. Don't

worry about failing trig. You
could always transfer to... La.

Tech").

I'll hold for slight chuckles. I

imagine the Tide have heard worse

this week.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian

columnist.

Georgia

field hockey
continued from page 12

perfection.

"Both players are quiet leaders,"

Shea said. "Sharon leads by example,

and has an uncanny work ethic. Amy
has very high expectations of herself.

She's done a great job back there."

\liei Friday's loss to West Chester,

which cost UMass the top seed in the

Atlantic 10 Tournament, the

Minutewomen rebounded during

Sunday's typhoon in Philadelphia, as

the defense preserved a 1-0 victory

over St. Joseph's. Realizing that their

team was in desperate need to enter

the A- 10 Tournament with a win
behind them, both Ott and Hughes
powered the defensive unit to a

shutout.

"It's our job to stay focused. St.

loe's vat a wake-up call, and we
needed to get ourselves back on
track.'' Ott said. "Defense is a crucial

part of any game. You can't score a

goal and then let the ball come back

down. It's our job to keep the momen-
tum on our side."

Although both players admit that

three coaches in three years has been a

tough transition, they feel that they

have benefited from the variety of

coaching knowledge.

"It's a really hard adjustment to

make at first." Hughes said. "You
don't know what to expect. You just

have to not think about it and make

the most of it. I've taken something

from each coach."

Ott agreed, but feels that the transi-

tion between 14^6 coach Pam Hixon

and her former player and protege

Shea was actually smooth.

"It's a learning experience, and it's

hard to adjust to each coaching style."

said Ott. a Pennsylvania native and

former Perkiomen Valley High School

star. "Coach Hixon and coach Shea

are a lot alike, though. In this case, the

apple doesn't fall far from the tree. I

guess."

Another major change witnessed by

Ott and Hughes has been their home
field, which moved from the grass sur-

face at Totman to the turf of Garber

Field.

"The switch from grass to turf made

the team more excited about playing

this fall." Hughes said, who was a star

at Barnstable High School. "I think the

new field shows the start of a new
team. We still have to make the transi-

tion from grass to turf, but I think the

new field will get us some great

recruits in the future."

As the Minutewomen prepare to

host the A-10's this weekend, both

Hughes and Ott watch the waning

moments of their collegiate careers

wind down to a precious few. In their

final season, both seniors hope to

leave UMass on a high note as the

1997 A- 10 Champions.

"It's the type of feeling where you

know it could be the last time you're

out there Icompeting]." Ott said. "It's

more of an emotional game. There's a

lot more tension out on the field, which

can actually be good for the team."

At the conclusion of the 1 997 cam-

paign, both Hughes and Ott will leave

behind a program which has occupied

a combined nine years of their lives. In

addition to their excellence on the

playing field, both defensive veterans

have made their mark academically at

UMass. having been named to the

1996 All A- 10 Academic team.

"Academics is a close number one

and a half on my list, but field hockey

is still number one. though," Ott said,

who is a sociology major. "Grades are

very important to me. There is life

after field hockey."

continued from page 12

made the trip to Jacksonville for the

game.

I he scene that surrounded us was

jaw-dropping, with car horns blaring

and voices blasting out "Go Dogs!"

All and all. the whole experience

could be encapsulated in one
encounter we had as an emotionally

consumed group.

As we walked down Broad Street,

a man in his mid-30's and his

7-year-old daughter skipped lightly

hand-in-hand, and while lapping us

twice, they sang together, "Isn't it

great to be a Georgia Bulldog!"

In this instance, I would have to

say — yes.

Amidst the din of screaming
20-somethings. a man and his daugh-

ter enjoyed the school spirit togeth-

er... described as "cute" by a few of

the Minutewomen. and okay, myself,

too.

This is what Div. I football can

bring to a university.

Yet. after a brief moment of

silence, a new song emanated from

their mouths a few feet behind us.

"Isn't it great to be a

Massachusetts Minuteman!"

We all joined together in laughter,

as they remarked on the UMass on

the back of their jackets. The next

thing you know, we were wrapped up

in the spirit of the occasion. It was an

amazing scene. But, in this instance, I

would have to say — no, it is not

great to be a Massachusetts

Minuteman.
After a 51-13 loss to Hofstra on

Saturday, before an anemic crowd of

2,510, 1 would have to say there were

more people celebrating the Florida

win in downtown Athens than the

( ** )
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CHECK OUT A GREAT CLASS!
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PEER HEALTH EDUCATION

COMMUNITY HEALTH/EDUCATION 213/214

6 Credits - 2 Semester Commitment Required

For permission of the instructor call the

Division of Health Education 577-5181.

Class will meet on Wednesdays from l:25-3:55pm

Priority is given to those who meet with the instructor

before November 19.

few who showed up at McGuirk
Stadium.

But. you can't fault the

Massachusetts football team for the

recent demise of a once-storied Div.

I-AA program. Sure, they do get the

most support concerning personnel,

but with a loss of a little over a mil-

lion dollars this year, their 2-7 record

is a concise metaphor of the Div.

I-AA dead end.

A factor concerning the team's

lack of quality is any effort by

Athletic Director Bob Marcum to

make the jump to Div. I becomes
stymied by the Faculty Senate, and

any other group on campus. Except

for a few examples, reality states

that Div. I-AA football is a grave-

yard — go and ask Boston
University. But. I'm not here to

address the specifics of the Div. I

football debate at our university, but

I'm here to show what it could bring

to our university.

Would you like a new student

recreational facility?

Unless you're a fan of gothic archi-

tecture, the Boyden Dungeon just

doesn't have a glowing effect on me
— even with the renovations.

Basically, it's old and decrepit.

With the help of funding from a

Div. I football program, the Ramsey

Student Center has recently been

completed at Georgia, and no lie, you

can not fit it in into the 86,000-plus

confines of Sanford Stadium. Here's

a list of amenities: rock-climbing

walls, indoor track, an Olympic
swimming and diving facility, a 5.000

seat volleyball auditorium. 16 rae-

quetball courts, two multi-purpose

indoor soccer floors and it goes on

and on from there.

Simply put. it's the largcM d Its

kind in the nation

This is what Div. I football can

bring to a university.

A jump to Div. I football i> run

only going to help the athletic pt

grams on campus, but it will help u-

as students. Sure, the tnoCtS) put Into

the jump will reap bigger financial

losses in the short run. but in the

long run. the revenue created bj p

sibly taking on teams like Michigan

— or, Georgia — on an annual basis

will reap bigger beneiit-.

He\. it sou can elaborate on any

other viable option to improve the

faciHtifs on this campus, you can .'I- 1

run for the presidency. Really. No
kidding.

In my lour years here at this uni-

versity. I have watched the facilities

for both student and athlete alike

stumble into mediocrity. The \lullin<

Center is nice (but we really needed

that), and another glimmer of hope is

the renovation of Garber field (yeah,

we really needed that, too).

But. as I watch the historically -n.

cessful Minutewomen play their

home games on a glorified hijjli

school field, and the historically,

cessful Minutemen play a glorified

high school level of football. I

become afraid — very afraid for

the future of my >tate university.

School spirit from students and

non-students alike, teams we can all

support and be proud of. and facili-

ties that cater to us as student'-.

Now, that is what should be

brought to our University

.

lorma Kansanen is a Coll-

columnist.

Foley Field, the 5,000 seat home of Bulldog baseball, will be joined

next season on the list of Georgia's impressive athletic facilities.

IORMA KANSANEN COLLEGIAN

by a 2,000 seat women's soccer facility

THE BODY SHOP

NOW OFFERS A
REDUCED MEMBERSHIP

FOR
THE REST OF FALL

•ft SPRING SEMESTERS

JUST $90.00
NOW THAT IT IS GETTING COLDER
WHERE BETTER TO KEEP YOURSELF

IN SHAPE!!

COME INTO THE TOTMAN SHOP RM. 8

OR
THE BOYDEN SHOP RM. 17

TO SIGN UP

OFFER ENDS NOVEMBER 14
CALL 5-6075 OR 5-3912

FOR MORE INFORMATION
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Hometown High

Do you remember applying

to college? Would you like

to help high school stu-

dents learn more about
the university and the

admissions process at

UMASS Amherst? The
Undergraduate
Admissions Office is look-

ing foi undergraduates to

return to their hometown
high school during winter

break and represent the

university to perspective

applicants. Volunteers will

be required to attend one
training session and to

schedule an appointment
with a high school guid-

ance office to visit the

school. Training session
will be on Tuesday, Dec 2,

and Wed., Dec 3 @
7:30pm in the Campus
Center. Volunteers are only

required to attend one
session. If you have any

questions please call Julie

Anderson, Dave Follick, or

Richard Toomey at 545-

3043. Please leave us your

name, number and name
of your high school, or

stop by our table at the

Campus Center through

11/14.

THANK YOU!!
Flava Promotions would
like to thank The 922
People who made our

Halloween Party the

Biggest and Best Ever!!

EMPLOYMENT
Funk Club Auditions
Sunday, November 9, 12-5.

Campus Center Room 101.

Questions? Call Amelia
546-1824

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Take Over My Lease
One week free. Available

12/19/97. Puffton Village.

One bedroom. Heat and
hot water included. On bus

route. $535/month. Call

Chris 549-1 168

2 Bedroom Apt.
Easthampton. $485 per

month. Take over lease

ASAP. 527-9410

AUTO FOR SALE

84 Jeep CJ7 4x4. hard-

top, 132.000+ miles, auto-

matic. Need to sell fast.

Needs some work. $925 or

make an offer. Call Luis @
549-5514.

87 Nissan Maxima Auto,

power everything, A/C,

74k, maroon. Perfect con-

dition. Take a r-de.

$3500/neg. Call Harris

549-5717

1989 Nissan King Cab
4x4 SE Great condition,

170k Mi. Asking $5000.

Call HM (413)862-3634,

WK 545-3081

Wanted: Junk Cars Cash

paid everyday. 1-800-649-

4795

EMPLOYMENT

NEED
HOLIDAY
CASH?

ioking

part time i<ib but

havi mi time

ting the si heduling

requiren

employers Abt

Ap-

position

RESEARCH
INTERVIEWER
We start out

Intel vieweis at S5 75/

houi give regular merit

increases, and have

flexible scheduling

options If you are avail-

able Mon-Thur evenings

and can work at least

20 Hrs/Wk call us at

413-587-1607 for more
information or to

arrange a personal

interview An
•Equal Opportunity

Employer

RELIEF STAFF for apart

ment program servicing

adults with mental illness

living in the community.

Get training and experi-

ence necessary to work in

the field. Call Shift.

Wages: $7/hr. Send
resume and cover letter to:

Amherst Apartments, c/o

ServiceNet, 129 King St.,

Northampton, MA 01060.

NO CALLS PLEASE.

EMPLOYMENT
Jobs For The
Environment

Campaign with MassPirg

to reduce pesticide use.

Flexible schedule

$50-$75/day

Call Terry @ 256-6434

Earn $10,000 for next

summer running a busi-

ness. Call Mike at 549-

3759,

Kai Chi Restaurant
Waitstaff, Part-time. Apply

within. 586-2774

Mother's Helper

Weekday afternoons.

$7/hour. References.

Please call (413)549-7788

LEGAL ASSISTANTS
WANTED Spring 1998

Internships With The

Student Legal Services

Office; get hands-on expe-

rience in the legal field

—

work directly with attor-

neys and clients. Earn up

to 15 undergraduate cred-

its. No experience in the

legal profession neces-

sary— training provided.

Contact The Student Legal

Services Office today: 545-

1995, 922 Campus Center.

FOR SALE

GT Zaskar loaded with

clipless in box. $500. 367-

2369

FOR SALE

Phish Tickets Great

seats at great prices. City

Tickets (800)865-8070

Watch batteries, ear
piercing, eyeglass
repairs, jewelry restora-

tion, diamond engage-
ments, wedding rings.

Silverscape Designs, 264

N. Pleasant St., Amherst.

253-3324 Open Daily

Elton John Tickets For

Sale Great seats. Call

253-6352

COMPUTERS!
New P166MMX from

$995. Laptops, peripher-

als. ZarVision 582-9198
V/MC/AMEX

Laptop Notebook Works
good. $150. Good for

school. Call Steve
(413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for

computer. Works great.

Call CPC (41 3)584-8857

FOUND

Found: Bracelet on 8th

floor Campus Center out-

side elevators on Sat., Nov
1, evening. Please call

Jennifer 665-3717 with

description.

ROOM FOR RENT

One bedroom available

in Sugarloaf. $333/month.

Call 665-3558

SERVICES

Acupuncture and
Herbal Care Special

prices. 549-6542. Licensed

Acupuncturist (MA #278)

National Board Certified

Pregnant? Need help?
Call Birthright of Amherst

area for free testing and

assistance. 549-1906

TRAVEL

EARN FREE TRIPS AND
CASH!

CLASS TRAVEL needs
students to promote
Spring Break 1998! Sell 15

trips & travel free! Highly

motivated students can
earn a free trip & over

$10,000! Choose Cancun,

Bahamas, Mazatlan,

Jamaica or Florida! North

America's largest student

tour operator! Call Now!
1-800-838-6411

GUATEMALA: Study

Spanish and help Mayan
children. Openings for

January. Write: Rural

Education Project, P.O. Box

9534, North Amherst, MA
01059

SPRING BREAK
Largest selection of Spring

Break destinations includ-

ing cruises! Group dis-

counts and free trips avail-

able Epicurean Tours 1-

800-231-4FUN

TRAVEL

Spring Break "Take 2"

hiring Reps! Sell 15. Take

2 free. Hottest destina-

tions! Free parties, eats,

and drinks! Sunsplash 1-

800-426-7710 or

www.sunsplashtours.com

WANTED
Sell/Trade your preowned

games and systems. Call

Let's Play at 549-4505.

Classifieds

are available

in The Box on

the concourse

or charge your

Classified

over the phone

@ 545-3500.

CLASSIFIEDS
Frequency
Discounts

The following discounts are

contingent upon
consecutive repetition

Runs

5 times

10 times

15 times

20 times

25 times

30 times

Discount

5%
10%
15%
20%
25%
30%

[EVERY DAY
l

l

I

I

l

l

L.

for one semester
35%

Personals Policy Rates
1 All prrsonaK MUST rx? proofread by Collegian clas-

itfttd employee* before payment and acceptance ot

the i Unfiled
.mi MAi NOT be used in personals. ONLY
"(-s and initials are allowed. The unly excep-

<Thd.n or < onuratulatiom personals, in

the lull name may he used.

i Phune numbers are not allowed in personals NO
'IONS

4 AjJclit -

donriKNimnumlrfi i ,- •-***,; *-
ils ot a^JMtalenmg or derogatory nrfW **trw

• eptafollNbvfeals ot a vindictive oqptMlntH'i
nature are ni4-*cT*pTable Personals may»nol be-<
used tor the purpose of harassment

Profanity may not be used in personals

The personals section is for personals only The per-

sonals section may NOT be used to sell items seek

roommates, advertise meetings M
All personals must have the name, signature, and
UMass ID number of the student plating the m
filled in on the insertion order Non-students mm
provide a valid driver's license and the litense num-
ber must be recorded on the insertion

tatse tdenTtttrsrTTfws or misfepreseni.it'oi

penalties under thdjaw
. The Coitegian Ulfrfri* (he right to

any personal that-due* not meet the

dards in acoorfFftncV with the
Commonwealth of Massachusem

Students

201 per word/day

^All others

40£ per word/clay

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
KIc.iM' wnlt* ( le-arlv and

Ittgibly. We a,r»>not responsible rbi erroi

ing from illesil)!*1 handwriting or type.

Standard Headings
ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT
* ENTERTAINMENT

FOR SALE
FOUND (2 DAYS TREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 5

Film — The Italian Club Film
Night presents // Sorpasso (The Easy

Life), in Italian with subtitles, at 7

p.m. in the Foreign Language
Resource Center. Herter Hall base-

ment.

Lecture — Anita Shreve.
award-winning author, will present a

reading and discussion of selected

writings at 8 p.m. at Wootton's
Books, Amherst. Sponsored by the

Creative Writing Center of Amherst
College.

Meeting — The Health Education

Division at University Health
Services sponsors a Tobacco cessa-

tion Support Group from 7-8 p.m. in

the Campus Center, room 801 . Come
get peer support, professional coun-

seling, proven quit tips and advice.

The group is free and no registration

is necessary, just drop by or call

577-5181 for more information.

Meeting — The UMass Theatre
Guild is holding a meeting at 7 p.m.

in the Campus Center, room 163C.

All are welcome.

Meeting — Intramural 3-on-3
player's meeting at 6 p.m. in Boyden,

room 249. This is a mandatory meet-

ing for all players involved.

Championship game is scheduled to

be held during the halftime of a varsi-

ty basketball game to be determined.

Entries accepted at the meeting or

before in Boyden, room 215.

Sports — Intramural soccer finals

begin at 4:50 p.m. at Boyden fields.

Intramural flag football championship

game at 5:30 p.m. at Boyden fields.

THURSDAY, NOV. 6

Discussion — Eb Carlin Ph.D.,
MSW. Associate Professor of English

at UMass will discuss "Trauma and
Gay and Lesbian Sexual Identity

Development" at 12:30 p.m. in the

Campus Center, room 803. Part of

the GLBT Studies Lecture Series and
is co-sponsored by The Stonewall

Center, GLB GSO, Women's Studies

and the Chancellor's Task Force on
GLBT Matters. For more informa-

tion, contact The Stonewall Center

at 545-4824.
Lecture — Anti-Semitism course

"The Dilemma Between Hate Speech

and Free Speech" from 7-9 p.m. at

the Hillel House. Come sit in on this

lecture given by Lauren Levin.

Eastern States Civil Rights Director.

Anti-Defamation League, this

one-credit course is open to the pub-

lic.

Lecture — Earl Lovelace, whose
most recent novel. Salt, received the

Commonwealth Prize's Best Book
Award for the Canada-Caribbean
region, will be reading and dis-

cussing selected writings at 7 p.m. in

the Charles Drew House, Amherst
College. Sponsored by the Creative

Writing Center of Amherst College.

Lecture — Economics lecture by

Manuel Pastor of the University of

California at Santa Cruz on

"Economics and Ethnicity: Poverty.

Race and Immigration in Los
Angeles County" at 7:30 p.m. in the

New York Room on the second floor

of Mary Woolley Hall. Mount
Holyoke College. The lecture is spon-

sored by the College's Economics
Department and is part of its scries

this year on "Economics. Race and
Public Policy in the United States."

For more information, call

538-2432.

Reading — lyl Lynn Felman, local

performance artist and acclaimed
author of Hot Chicken Wings, will

read from her new book. Cravings: A
Sensual Memoir at 7:50 p.m. in the

Dickinson House Living Room of the

Five College Women's Studies
Research Center at Mount Holyoke
College and is co-sponsored by the

Odyssey Bookshop.
Seminar — Yoga and meditation

seminar at 8 p.m. in Butterlicld

Lounge. All are welcome. Sponsored
by Amanda Marga.

FRIDAY, NOV. 7

Poetry Reading — "Voices for the

Voiceless," spoken word from
underground Griots from 6-10:30

p.m. at Chapin Auditorium at

Mount Holyoke College. An his-

toric evening bringing together fif-

teen renowned black and Latino
poets.

Service — Shabbat Service at 6

p.m. in the Hillel House. Welcome
the Sabbath with prayer and. song.

Sponsored by Hillel.

Symposium — "Visions of
Community" a symposium in Honor
of Five African American Women
in Dance at Smith College.
Sponsored by the Five College
Dance Department, 651, an Arts

Center in New York, and Smith
College. Day's evepts include: 10

a.m. - noon honoree's stories in

Sage Hall. 1 :30 - 3 p.m. dance mas-

ter classes in the Dance Studios, 4
- 6 p.m. keynote address and per-

formances in Theatre 14.

FYls are public service announcements pnnted
daily To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,

including the name ana phone number of the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the
Managing Editor by noon the previous day.

NOTICES
Art Contributions — The Student

Union Visual and Performing Arts

Space is looking for contributions to

the Southern Asian Cultural
Exhibition which wilf show in the

spring of 1998. If you have anything

from artwork to crafts depicting
Asian culture, and would like the

opportunity to participate in this

exhibition, contact Amanda at

545-0792.

Contest — Spectrum Fine Art and
Literary Magazine is now holding a

cover contest. The winner will have
their artwork printed on the 97/98
issue. The final deadline is Dec. 2 at

5 p.m. Pick up an entry form in the

Student Union, room 406E or just

bring the artwork by.

c
si>

CO

Daily Listings sponsored by:

TV LISTING SPONSORSHIP FOR SALE
INQUIRE @ 545-3500

HSCN Bulletin

Board

Hartford

Boston

Boston

Springfield

Movie Ch.

Hartford

lO

II

ia
13
ia
14
17
IB

CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN
UPN/20
Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
International

UMass Academic TV
HSCN Programming

TV-19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

13 CNN
14 CNN SI

KB Headline News
(B UCTV
IT TBS

IB BET

IB TV Land

Univision

31 Comedy Central

3B Cartoon

Much Music

545-

3500

WEDNESC>AY EVENING c - Campus NOVEMBER 5, 1 997
C 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30

WEDH © 11 WlihbofwX Butinesi Rpt. Newshour With Jim Lehrer X Lewis A Clark: The Journey of the Corps of Discovery X American Experience "The Battle of the Bulge' Loop

WFSB o 3 News « CBSNewa Inside Edition Real TV X Nanny X Murphy Brown Figure Skating (In Stereo) X Chicago Hope (In Stereo) X NewaX LatsShowX

WBZ o 4 MM CBS Newt EKtra « Ent Tonight Nanny X Murphy Brown Figure Skating In Stereo) X Chicago Hope (In Stereo) X Newa LateShowX

WCVB o 5 NwnX ABC News Inside Edition Chronicle « Spin City X Dherma-Greg Drew CareyX ElfenI Primetime Live X news jl NighttineX

WLVI o Full Houm X BoyWortd Freeh Prince Freeh Prince Sister, Slater Smart GuyX Wayana Bros. Steve Harvey News Star Trek: Next Gener.

WH0H o MM NBCNewa Wheel-Fortune Jeopardy! X 3rd Rock-Sun Fraaler (R) X 3rd Rock-Sun Working X Law A Order "Nullification" X Newa |Tonight Show

WTXX II) OwtnB Mad Abo. You Judge JudyX Judge Judy X Star Trek: Voyager X Sentinel "Fool Me Twice" I News |Grace Under Vibe

WVI7 10 Ntwt NBC News Errt. Tonight Hard Copy X 3rd Rock-Sun (Fraaier(R)X 3rd Rock-Sun (Workings Law A Order "Nullification" X Newa Tonight Show

WTIC o 11 Horn* Imp. Simpsons X Seinfelds, FraslerX Beverly Hale, 90210 (In Stereo) Party of Five "Positive Attitude" News Simpsons X Deep Space 9

WWLP o it Km NBC News Wheel-Fortune Jeopardy! X 3rd Rock-Sun |Fraaier(R)X 3rd Rock-Sun |WorkingX Law a Order "Nullification" X Newa Tonight Show

WGBY CD 1 CrMturtt Business Rpt. Newshour With Jim Lehrer X Lewie a Clark: The Journey of the Corpa of Discovery X Great Performances: Henry V Charlie Roaa (In Stereo)

WGGB © 20. NtwtX ABC News Seinfeld X FrasierX Spin City X |Dharme-Greg Drew Carey X [Ellen X Primetime Live X NewaX INighttinoX

WSBK 9 Mad Aba You Mad Abo. You Seinfeld X FraaierX Star Trek: Voyager X Sentinel "Fool Me Twice" X News M'A'S'H X Seinfeld X | Real TV X
WTBS ffi Family Matters Family Matters CoachX CoachX NBA Basketball Orlando Magic at I Inade-NBA "Police Academy 4: PtttoT

AlE o Northtm Expoour* X Law A Order "Dout Biography: F Lee Batty American Justice "Why J Simpson Won" (R) Law A Order "Forgiveness" X
CNN S3 21 WorldVitwX MoneylineX Crossfire X Prime Newa X |Burden-Proof Larry King Live X World Today X Sports lllua. [Moneyline X
COM CB 36 loungt Liz. [Make-laugh Daily Show (R) Stein's Money *** "Irfaof Brian'(l979,Comedy)i South Park (R)IMake-Laugh Daily Show ]Stein's Money

DISC a> Wlnga "The Valiant Few (R) Gimme Shatter K Wild Discovery: Giant Pandas Discover Magazine In the Grip of Evil (R) Juatlce FUee (R)

ESPN a> Upflow Sportscenter [PB* Bowling Ebonite Challenge. (Live) MLB Playere' Choice Awards (Live) Sportscenter X
LIFE CD Supermarket Debt Intimate Portrait "Grace Kelly" Unaolved Myateriea (In Stereo) •Murder of Innocence" (1993, Drama) Valerie Berflnelk. Homicide: Life on the Street X
MTV a> MTV Live Viewers Real World X IRoadRulea Beavia-Butt IBeavia-Butt. MTV Live (R) (In Stereo) Real World! Austin Stories Oddville, MTV Loveane(R)

NICK CB Figure H Out Tiny Toon Doug I IRuaratsX Hey Arnold! X [Happy Days Wonder Years
]
Bewitched 1 Love Lucy X Odd Couple I taxi I NewhertI

SCIFI CD TwilioM Zone Twilight Zone Time Trai "Cool Hand Darien" Soaquest DSV (in Stereo) X Forever Knight (In Stereo) X Sightinga (R) (!n Stereo) X Time Trax "Cool Hand Danen"

TLC Si » Hometimo (Ft) Hometime (R) Home Again |Home Again Wondr-Weathr [Sea Tek (R) Earth's Fury "Earthquake!" (R) Electric Skies (R) Wondr-Weathr [See Tek (R

TNT SJ Kung Fu: Legend Lois A Clark-Superman *** The Outlet* Josey Wales" 1976, Western) aint Eastwood, Chiet Dan George. forefaCHlMUom'kte)
USA €B Baywatch "Hot Stuff (Ft) X Highlander: The SerieeX Walker, Teaaa Ranger X "H»arT*>s*"{1»7, Mystery) Madehei Silk Stalkings "Jasmine" (R) X
HBO S) (5:45) **Vi "SomeKM of WonderfuT(1987)X |FamiTy video a* "Independence Day" V996. Science Fiction) WiSmitJi. (In Stereo) 'PG-1 87) Matthew Morlne.WaD

MAX ffl (500) )**# 'Tanfrumia 7ia«s"(1995) (In Stereo) 'Nfr *«H "They Sfxwf Hones. Donl They?" (1989) Jane Fonda *>afrUayr)e^l995)arioVCriwfwd.ffil |

i
vvWjpe/i*

SHOW ffl ** "Tientge Mutant Ntr\/a Turtles III" (1992) Paige Turco. 'PG'X Mr* "firMS«"(i978, Musical) John Travolta. (In Stereo] 'PG Dead Man's |Fast Track "Combustion" (R) X |Hotyfield

Bruno By C. Baldwin Robotman By Jim Meddick
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Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dilbort By Scott Adams
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Non Sequitur By Wiley Thatch By Jeff Shesol
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Kampus Kids By Adam Souliere
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H©r©SCop«S
SCORPIO (Oct. 25-Nov. 21) —

You should make plans today, but

they needn't be so detailed that you

know what is going to happen every

minute. Some improvisation is good.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — Today, you may be tempted

to continue along a course of behav-

ior that has proven to be only mar-

ginally successful for you in the

past.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— You are going to want to favor

those who are in it because they love

it. There is more to motivation at

this time than mere profit.

AQUARIUS (|an. 20-Feb. 18) —
You may have a disagreement with a

partner over one or two fundamen-

tal issues today. This needn't be a

reason to stop working together.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) —
You can have someone else do the

legwork today while you are

front-and-center taking the heat.

Together, you two can work won-

ders!

ARIES (March 21-ApriI 19) —
The halfway mark is approaching,

and you may want to take sometime

to assess your recent progress and

decide where to go next.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
You might receive more information

today than you had expected, but

you should be able to put it all to

very good use before the day is out.

GEMINI (May 21 -June 20) — A
creative endeavor cannot be com-

pleted alone today. Engage the ser-

vices of one or two people who
share your interests and methods.

CANCER (June 21-|uly 22) —

You may be called upon to fill in for

someone who is temporarily indis-

posed. Take care that you don't

come on so strong that you're not

asked back!

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) — You
should be able to get out from under

a false report of inappropriate

behavior. Others will realize that it

was all a misunderstanding.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) —
Coworkers will be looking to you for

the kind of performance that you are

used to giving. Success can be rou-

tine for you today.

LIBRA (Sept. 2J-Oct. 22) —
You may not be available to take a

certain call or receive a certain mes-

sage today. Be sure to re-establish

contact soon.

Clese to Heme By John McPherson

T51

t of tlie Oiiv

4 * The bitterest tears shed over

graves are for words left unsaid

and deeds left undone U
-Harriet Beecher Stowe

Todqy#» P.C. Menu
Call 543-2626 for memrm Information.

Franklin

LUNCH
Grilled Chicken Sandwich

Hot Pastrami on Rye

Ravioli with Tomato Sauce

Vegan Ravioli

DINNER
Chili Cheese Puff

Roast Pork

Quarter Pound Burger

Quarter Pound Swiss Burger

Worcester

2-/TIA1L : Ci.COM TDHOfiU«CUMPUSt»Vg. CO**

The year the SAT creator* decided to

mess with students' minds.

ACROSS
1 Insignificant one
6 Large green

parrot

9 Actress
Maureen —

14 OPEC vessel

1 5 Globe
16 Initiated

17 Uniform color

19 Precise
20 Soap ingredient

21 Likepte
8
*

22 River
embankment

23 Custard
25 One— :

partial

26 Guatemala or

Zaire

29 Eye part

31 Has faith

32 Business wear
36 Suggestion
37 Hero sandwich
38 Spoken
40 Cotortul African

garment
43 Tried hard
45 Moon — 7appa
46 Earth is one
47 Voters' districts

50 Actress Nina —
51 Emulated a crow
52 European

capital

54 Watch chain

57 Be of use to

58 Dessert item

61 Suit material

62 - Baba
63 Noblemen
64 Dntt

65 Coal scuttle

66 Barnyard sound

DOWN

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

1

2
3
4
5

Implement
Sly
Wnter Wiesel
Accelerate
Beginning of

'lix'

6 Muslim
scriptures

7 Ages in history

8 "Dear"
columnist

9 Certain
monument

1 Jinxed
1

1

Century plant

1 2 Did the
marathon

1 3 Poker stake

18 Faculty heads
23 Boxer's

weapons
24 Builder's unit

25 "Go, RoverT
26 To the—

degree
27 Like the Sahara
28 Luncheon salad

29 Arctic dweller

CIHCDIjJ Q00Q
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nwmw inns

nraann Quran ramcia
UIIN MKIlHE-i IJHlfl
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30 Yank s foe

33 Jewish
religious

literature

34 Press
35 Rool overhang
37 Slalom need
39 Permit
41 Gathered

around
42 Be— hippie

happenings
43 Fishing lure

44 RN's specialty

47 FaNer
48 Conscious
49 Rule
50 Liquid

51 Bandage for a

broken arm
52 Bnlliant fish

53 By onesell

54 Passenger
55 Ark neighbor
56 Type of man?
59 Society gal

60 Ripken of

baseball

LUNCH
Grilled Chicken Sandwich

Fettucine with Tomato
or Tomato Meat Sauce

Lentil Chili

DINNER
Roast Pork

Cheese Spinach Strudel

Savory Stuffed Peppers

Pastabilities

Hampshire
LUNCH

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Hamburger on a Roll

Macaroni and Cheese

Grilled Cheese

DINNER
Pineapple Ham Steak

Turkey Divan

Berkshire

LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Sweet Potato Quesadilla

Grilled Portabella Mushrooms

DINNER
Roast Pork

Cheese Spinach Strudel

Hot & Spicy Vegetable Pasta

Pastabilities
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A-10 championship returns to UMass
Senior Rebecca Donaghue wins individual title for second year in a row, five place in league top 10

By Jorma Kansanen
Collegian Staff

UMass

St. Joe's

Va. Tech.

Oh, by the way. the

Massachusetts women's crotl

country team won the Atlantic 10

championship for the third year in

row, and yeah, they accomplished

that feat with the lowest point total

in conference tournament histmv

If kiu do not get it yet. a low

point total is good in cross country
— you know, like the game of golf.

Amidst a wet and sloppy week-

end for most of the

sports on campus, the

Minuiewomen went
figuratively five

under- par at Bull Run
Park in Centerville.

Va.. and powered
themselves in wet and

sloppy conditions for

the 1997 A-10 title.

UMass beat out St. Joseph's off of

the strength of five finishers in the

top 10, and senior Rebecca
Donaghue's second straight indi-

vidual championship title.

Donaghue now joins Penn
State's Wendy Wilson (1989- 90)

as the only repeat winner of the

annual event, and her individual

victor) helped bring the fifth out

of the last seven A-10 champi-
onship titles back to the Pioneer

Valley

L Mass' 28 point total outpaced

St. loe's 48 points, with Virginia

Tech (66 points), Rhode Island

(118) and George Washington
(167). After Donaghue's first place

time of 18:32.5, senior Christy

Martin 1 4th. 18:50.4). freshman

Melissa Henderson (6th. 19:04).

junior Nicole Was (8th. 19:11.2)

and sophomore Sarah Hirsch (9th.

1912.1) rounded out the top 10

finishers in the A-10 — automati-

callj earning them All-Conference

honors

UMass coach )ulie LaFreniere.

who was honored with her fifth

A-10 Coach of the Year selection

in lev*!) years, was more than

impressed with her team's gutsy

performance in less-than-favorable

conditions.

The team has focused aU leasee

on starting races hard, getting into

a solid pace and then finishing

them hard. That hard work in prac-

tice has now reaped the

Minutewomen the benefits of

another A-10 title.

"I think this is probably one of

the best ones." LaFreniere said.

"We were not supposed to win.

and the last ranking I

saw was Virginia Tech
first, and us second. I

haven't heard much
about Va. Tech. so I just

tried to get my kids ready

for a tough meet.

"All fall, we've worked
real hard on finishing our

races with strength, and

we've done a lot on the last quarter

mile, working hard while we're-

tired. All that paid off. because

the> were just unbelievable, espe-

cially in the conditions."

Donaghue. Martin and senior

Katie Greenia broke out into the

first pack of six runner-- earl> in the

race for UMass. and by the

first-mile marker, the top three

teams were represented in the lead

pack.

By the two-mile mark, most of

the Virginia Tech runners fell off

the pace, and the Minutewoman
trio held the lead. The rest of the

UMass runners continued on
behind in a tight pack, while

Donaghue and St. joe's len

Ralferty separated themselves as

the best of the lead pack.

The last uphill section of the race

saw Donaghue fall off Rafferty's

pace, due to the fact her spikeless

running shoes could not find a grip

in the murky Bull Run Park course

conditions. LaFreniere feared that

the sloppiness of the course could

adversely affect her star senior, but

Donaghue was able to keep herself

in the race.

"Prior to the race, 1 told every-

body that if you fall down, you get

back up and start running again.''

Senior Christy Martin was one of five UMass finishers in the top 10 in

the A-10 championships last weekend, taking fourth place with a time of

18:50.4.

LaFreniere said. "No one fell down,

and I thought someone would. You
don't think about stuff like that.

This is a championship race, and

you keep on going."

That is what Donaghue and her

teammates did, and Martin main-

tained her fourth position, while

Greenia began to tighten up,

falling back to a disappointing fin-

ish out of the top 10. Henderson, a

finalist for A-10 Rookie of the

Year, picked up her pace, and
closed the gap in the final three-

quarters of a mile with a steady

conservation of energy for her

sixth-place finish.

"I think Heather Whitmore [the

A-10 Rookie of the Year from
URI] will be looking at the back of

Melissa's shoes next year,"

LaFreniere said. "She ran with a lot

of guts, and a lot of heart. She put

everything on the line."

Nicole Way, a converted
triple-jumper, passed two St. |oe's

runners in the final part of the race

for her eighth place finish, with

Sarah Hirsch following her lead for

ninth place, outkicking their oppo-

nents.

Donaghue found her pace again

at the top of the last hill, and
closed the gap with a burst of

speed, catching up on Rafferty to

beat her by a three-second margin.

The senior standout wrapped up a

tough year, including bouts with

bursitis in her heel and not being

able to run on dry land until

August, with an impressive

eome-from-behind win.

"Even I had doubts that Rebecca

would catch her." LaFreniere said.

"But once she decided to go, she

flew right by her. I really wanted

Rebecca to win that title for two

yean in a row, because she's had a

real tough year. She's an incredible

athlete.

"She's been through a lot, and

now she's completely healthy. The
whole meet was real cross coun-

try.
"

Stretch drive begins for women's volleyball
By Jamie Jee

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts volleyball team

will travel to Kingston. R.I. today to

take on the Rams at Keaney
Gymnasium for a 6 p.m. match. The
Minutewomen are coming off a split

of their games last weekend, losing to

Duquesne. but bouncing back to

defeat St. Bonaventure. 5-0.

Senior outside hitter Lesley Nolan

played well for UMass. collecting 25

digs and 12 kills against Duquesne.

while in the process becoming
UMass' all-time dig leader. Three

other Minutewomen who added to

the double-double list were sopho-

mores lill Meyers, Kari Hogancamp
and Sarah Waiters

Looking to continue her

well-rounded play today at the out-

side-hitter spot will be Watters, who
had 10 kills in ^^h^

Vollevhallthe win over St.

Bonaventure.

"I thought
Sarah Watters
played better

offensi v el s .

"

UMass coach
Bonnie Kenny
said. "It was our

lack of intensity
^^^^^^^^^™

and desire that killed us though."

The Minutewomen will have to

Massachusetts

vs. Rhode Island

@ URI. 7 p.m.

bring plenty of both a* they face a

tough URI squad who brings a 12-2

Atlantic 10 record into today's con-

test, leaving them in second place

behind front-runner Temple who has

^HMHBaBBB vet to lose in the

A-10.
The Rams are

riding high after a

two match weekend

sweep over the

latnc teams the

Minutewomen
laced. URJ downed
St. Bonaventure by^^^^^^
a 5-0 score, and

Duquesne 5-2. and now have won
three matches in a row. and 14 out of

the last 16.

UMass will have to watch out for

junior Nicole Becker, who's coming

ott ,i 24 kill weekend, while hitting

.417 in the victory over Duquesne

A-10 Rookie of the Year candidate

Cheri Melson will also try to make
her presence felt, as she did last

weekend with her solid all-around

pla\.

The Rams defeated the

Minutewomen earlier this reason 3-

1. but the match seemed to have been

able to go either way when the teams

had tied the match at one game
apiece. In the 'bird game, however.

Rhode Island took control by going

on a late scoring spree.

Hogancamp collected 15 kills and

19 digs in the loss.

"We have to move the ball around

well with our hitters." Kenny said.

"We have to learn to do that when
it's tough."

UMass is currently in a three-way

tie for fourth place in the A-10 with

Duquesne and Virginia Tech. The
Minutewomen will face the Hokies

this Saturday when they head to

Blacksburg. Va. The top four spots

qualify for the Atlantic 10

Championship Tournament, held

Nov. 28-29 in Dayton, Ohio.

"We're going to play all-out," said

Watters. "Otherwise we'll be eating

turkey in Amherst this year."

D-Day is revisited;

The return of Uncle

Bill Bear Bryant
Some people are calling Saturday

"D-Day." (I don't know really who,

but that's what I hear). National

championships are won and lost on

days like this. Four unbeatens battle

each other for the right to bitch

about finishing second in the final

season AP poll to Tom Osborne's

Nebraska Cornhuskers.

Ahh. poll resentment. Must be

November.
The Florida St.-North Carolina

game in Chapel Hill is, supposedly,

the game to unseat the ACC's reign-

ing 500- pound gorilla, FSU. All the

ingredients are there, they say. for

one of the original ACC squads to

unseat this ungrateful newcomer with

its annoying habit of winning the

conference title every year.

North Carolina seems to have it all

this time around. A rock solid

defense, probably the best in the

country. A star quarterback, Oscar

Davenport, who can be replaced by

another star quarterback, Chris

Luke Meredith

Keldorf, if deemed necessary. Home
field advantage, cooler uniforms and

the fact that most people are sick of

FSU winning it every year just add to

the feeling that UNC is due.

But does that mean they'll win the

game? FSU is undefeated again, and

they also have one of the best defens-

es in the country. (Of course you

don't hear about them because they

always have one of the best defenses

in the country.)

The Michigan-Penn St. game isn't

in that whole '90s resentment vein,

because these two have hated each

other for quite a while. This is for the

Rose Bowl, the right to beat

Washington and still finish second

to— who else — Nebraska in the

final polls.

Intriguing stuff. But the funny

thing about both these teams is that

they're both undefeated, but have

seemingly bent, not broken, all sea-

son. Michigan has a jacked defense,

and Brian Griese isn't losing games

for them.

Penn St. has barely beaten

Minnesota and Northwestern. They

seem to do just enough to win. which

isn't enough to win a national title.

But they could win back public senti-

ment with a big win over the

Wolverines.

Of course, college football is about

rivalries and great games, but the

polls have set it up so it can be even

cooler. See, great games aren't what

impress the pollsters.

Blowouts are. And if we do see a

blowout on Saturday, even though

Penn St. will benefit. I'll still feel like

someone missed the point.

Uncle Bill's Line of the Week...

You know, when Uncle Bill just

got wind of the fact that he has been

immortalized in the pages of New
England's Largest College Daily, nat-

Turn to FOOTBALL, page 9

UM stumbles into mediocrity, while VGA leads pack
ATHENS. Ga. — At approximately 7:50 p.m. last

Saturday night, the next best thing to meeting God, or

Herschel Walker, occurred for the fans of Georgia foot-

ball.

They heal Florida. 57-17. ^^^^^^^^
In a scene reminiscent of anytime a

Ml opponent beats another conference

foe. the downtown of Athens erupted

No. 16 Massachusetts women's soccer team's two-match

swing against Clemson and Georgia. I traveled to the

Hospitality Belt lor the NCAA implications involved last

weekend.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ In the time it took me and four of

^
B——"f^"--^^^^^^^ the Minuiewomen to drive uptown^rnv^An^An^^^^

for JimKT s .lUml .,
y lligm _ approx-

Athens was

with euphoric delight, and the water of school spirit

turned into the wine of celebration.

1 hi- i- what Div. I football can bring to a university.

I know this happened, because I was there to see it.

finding any excuse to make the trip to Athens for the

imatelv live minutes

bombarded with an exuberant horde of Georgia fans,

from all walks and shades of life. For the two and half

days prior to the win over Florida, you could hear a pin

drop on campus, because 40.000 of the Georgia faithful

Turn to GEORGIA, page 9

Rocks of the Minutewomen defense
Senior backs Amy Ott and Sharon Hughes are the anchors

By Aaron M. Saykin

Collegian Staff

The 86,000-plus confines of Sanford Stadium is the home of Bulldog football, and held the gold medal per-

formance of the U.S. National women's soccer team in 1996.

What a long, strange trip it has

been for the dynamic duo of the

Massachusetts lickl hockej team.

Deepitc adjusting to three differ-

ent coaches in the past three MB-
sons, and moving from the co/.iness

of Totman Field to the

itate-of-the-art AstroTurf of

Richard F. Garber field, senior

bucks Amy Ott and Sharon Hughes

have managed to anchor the

Minutewonuin defense in extraordi-

nary fashion for the Second straight

year.

On a team which is considered

young, it comes as no surprise that

the --weeper and center back of the

UMass defense, respectively, have

set the tone for their teammates
with their fiery and complimentary

play. As close friends and room-

mates off the field. Hughes and Ott

seem to be in sync on the field as

well.

"The longer you play with some-

one, the more you leant each other's

moves and tendencies.'' first-year

coach Paltv Shea -aid of her senior

tar*. "They have very different

styles, hut ihcv definite!) mesh. You

need that type of combination in

your defense."

Cooperatively, the two combine

to stymie nearly every

Minutewomen opponent; individual-

ly, thev oiler contrasting styles,

while at the same time, protecting

the goal. As the center back of a

solid I Mass defense. Hughes carries

the responsibility of advancing the

ball to the midfielders, sparking the

Massachusetts offense.

"Sharon is the connector from

Amy to the offense," Shea said of

the Centerville native. "She has the

ability to plav on both sides of the

field.
"

As a fifth-year senior, and having

been red-shirted her sophomore
year with mononucleosis, Hughes
offers a great deal of intelligence

and silent leadership to her team-

mates. Similarly, Ott. whose
team-high 10 assists have steadied

the UMass penalty corner attack,

also motivates the younger
Minutewomen with her quest for

Turn to FIELD HOCKEY, page 9
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Senior back Sharon Hughes has been the connection between the

defense and the midfield this season for the Minutewomen.
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The redcoats

are coming!

The latest music
invasion, the
Brits are taking
what the
colonies invented
and making it

better (see Arts
& Living, page
5).

Busy weekend
for UMass

The A-10's are com-
ing, plus an exhibi-

tion game for the

men's hoop squad
and a pivotal game
for the
Massachusetts foot-

ball team at BU (see

Sports, page 1 2).

WORLD

Body found in oil drum
may be missing doctor

MEXICO CITY (AP)— Forensic

scientists are close to identifying a

body found stuffed into an oil drum

as that of a plastic surgeon who
operated on a powerful drug lord

just before he died in his hospital

bed.

The identification, which doctors

said yesterday was imminent, would

explain a longstanding mystery— the

whereabouts of doctors who partici-

pated in an operation that cost drug

lord Amado Carrillo Fuentes his life. It

also would offer a motive for one of

Mexico's most gruesome killings in

years.

Police found three bodies Sunday

on the side of the Mexico City-

Acapuko highway. They were hand-

cuffed, burned, blindfolded and had

cables hung from their necks. The

drums were partially filled with

cement.

Roberto Godoy said his brother

had disappeared from his Mexico City

home 19 days ago. But Roberto

Godoy had been unable to identify

the decaying body.

Carrillo Fuentes, known as the

"Lord of the Skies," headed the |uarez

drug cartel and was believed to have

been Mexico's most powerful drug

lord.

NATION

Explosion at toy factory

kills three, injures many

LOS ANGELES (AP) — A shrink-

wrapping machine exploded at a

downtown toy factory yesterday,

killing three people and injuring at

least 25.

The explosion at the Imperial

Toy Corp. occurred about 3:20

p.m. It blew the windows out of

the block-long building in an
industrial area.

Three people were killed and at

least 25 injured, said city fire Capt.

Steve Ruda. Most of the injured

were treated at the scene; some
were taken to hospitals.

The cause of the explosion,

which ignited a "flash-type fire"

involved a shrink-wrapping
machine that seals caps for toy

cap pistols, said Bill Bamattre, a

fire chief at the scene.

Fire inspector Alan Matsumoto
said the blast was on the second

floor in the manufacturing area of

the building, where up to 10 peo-

ple were working at the time. At

least 1 50 employees were in build-

ing and all of them were account-

ed for.

Imperial Toy Corp. is licensed to

produce toys for Universal Studios

and Pepsi, among others.
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UMass Commonwealth College

granted $1 million in funding
By Tamar Carroll

Collegian Staff

The implementation of a Commonwealth (Honors)

College at the University of Massachusetts is one step clos-

et to reality with the recent appropriation of $1 million in

funding for the College.

The Massachusetts Board of Higher Education voted at

their last meeting in October to give the Amherst campus

$1 million to facilitate the transformation of the existing

Honors Program into the Commonwealth College.

The funds will also be used to form honors programs at

the other campuses within the UMass system, and to cre-

ate interdisciplinary honors distance-learning classes to be

taken by students throughout the system.

Honors Program Director Linda Nolan said the funds

will be used to increase opportunities for students at the

Amherst campus in several areas, including research and

foreign study opportunities and post-graduate opportunity

counseling.

In addition, the funds will be used to renovate a com-

puter lab on the sixth floor of Goodell. and to remodel the

entrance to Goodell. Students will see some of these

changes as early as January 1998, Nolan said.

The post-graduate opportunities office, which Nolan

hopes to have in operation for spring 1998, will consist of

one full-time staff member and three faculty advisers who
will advise students on grants and funding available to

them for graduate studies.

The office will be located in Goodell, and will be open

to all UMass students, not just honors program members.

"The office will service all students on campus who are

interested in graduate schools," Nolan said. "There are so

many grants out there that students don't apply for

because they don't know they exist. The post-graduate

office will advertise fellowships and funding opportuni-

ties, and match the students up with mentors in their

fields."

In addition to advising students on graduate school

applications and funding, the office will direct and coordi-

nate community service learning classes for honors stu-

dents and supervise the allocation of funds for undergrad-

uate students conducting research project*.

As part of the $1 million allocation, the Board of Higher

Education earmarked $50,000 to be distributed to UMftN
Amherst undergraduates who conduct research or public

service projects next semester and present their results at

a system-wide conference in May.

Nolan said that the post-graduate opportunities office

will grant students, both honors and non-honors, those

funds through a competitive project review process

"There is $50,000 available to help students with their

projects," Nolan said. "They are competitive awards open

to any student in good standing on the Amherst campus."

In addition, funding will be used for financial aid for

honors students to study abroad, particularly for programs

in England, Australia and Costa Rica during winter and

summer breaks, and to bring international scholars to

campus as visiting faculty.

The existing honors computer lab on the ground level

floor of Goodell will be moved to the sixth floor in the

spring semester, and the six-year-old equipment will be

replaced with new computers.

Renovations on the entrance of Goodell will begin in

lanuary. The art department and the department of land-

scape architecture have been asked to make designs for

the transformation of the existing space into a gallery

which will depict undergraduate and graduate education.

Under the direction of Norman Aitken. deputy provost,

five to 10 new interdisciplinary honors classes addressing

major issues in the world will be developed by UMasi
Amherst faculty in the next year.

Two system-wide conferences will also be held this aca-

demic year to discuss system-wide honors standards and

Turn to FUNDING, page 2

Workers' exhibition

unites a community

SGA votes

in support

of Caucus
By Victoria Groves
Collegian Staff

Rocket man
THANO VO/COUEGIAN

Elton |ohn played to a record crowd at the William D. Mullins

Center last night. See story, page 6.

A controversial motion divided the

second meeting of the Student

Government Association (SGA)
undergraduate student senate at the

University of Massachusetts.

A motion written by Senator

Carlos Alvarez (Central Residential

Area) called for the disintegration of

all appointed senate seals, including

ALANA (Asian. Latino. African

American. Native American) Caucus

and Area Government appointees

and failed bv i close vote on the sen-

ate floor.

Student Trustee Brian Tirrell urged

the senate to stay calm when debat-

ing the motion because of the issues

involved.

"This is my fourth year here and

every year the issue about the Caucus

has been I conflictual one. lust keep

your heads cool and try not to tear

down people because it's just

destructive. . We're all here for siu

dents." Tirrell said.

Alvarez's motion contested the

current appointment system of SGA
senatorial seats. The ALANA Caucus

is able to appoint 1 3 percent of the

senate bod) and area government
representatives are also appointed to

senate seats.

According to Alvarez, having

appointed seats in the Senate is both

illegal and also undermines democra-

cy. He cited a ruling bv the federal

court of North Carolina which sup-

posedly states it is illegal to set quo-

LAIJRtN KOSKY \ COUEGIAN

Al Howcroft of Belchertown views his co-workers' artwork at "We
are more than you see, Part II" an exhibition of UMass union workers,

in the Student Union.

By Victoria Groves

Collegian Staff

Turn to SGA, page 2

V janitor*, secretaries, dining

common workers, tradespeople and

pai king officers, and also as aitisis.

members of on-campus unions dis-

playcd their work to a packed

gallery al the opening of "We Are

More Than You See. II: An Exhibit

of Worker Art." in the Student

Union yesterday

Office manager of AFSCM1
(American Federation of State.

County and Municipal Employees)

Local 177b and coordinator of the

Labor/ Management Workplace
Education Program |oe Connelly

co-facilitated the art show.

"This is the second time we've

had the show. The first time was in

1994 when AFSCME did it alone

Now we are running it with USA
(United Stall Association)."

Connelly said.

This is the only official art exhibit

of front line worker art o\-\ campus

"For people who are showing

[their art
I

. it's a great event for

them. For the campus It's I

reminder that the communitv jImi

includes front-line workers who are

sometimes invisible." Connelly said

Sally Davis works for Housing

Services in Southwest/North and

had photography as well as oil

paintings on display, She was

inspired by the first showing of

worker art.

"This w;,s mv first [artistic]

endeavor in SO years. I saw sonic ol

the work. . and thought I really

wanted to be a part of it." Davis

said.

The art show was in pari

designed to show another side ol

front-line workers who may only be

seen in passing by students and fac-

ulty otherwise,
"1 think it really humanizes peo-

ple., some people only see one
aspect of us Nou see me painting a

wall and that's all you ever see. I

think a show like this helps us to

become part of the community."

Davis said.

A maintenance worker in Bartlett

Hall. Tony Deni displayed seven of

his oil and acrylic paintings for

viewing. Having painted since high

school. Deni wants to inspire others

into pursuing an interest in art.

"[The art show] gives me the

opportunity to show off my work in

8 gallery setting... it's also an inter-

change ol ideas and thoughts and if

it five's even one student an inclina-

tion to be drawn to art. I would feel

that would be a benefit," Deni said.

"For me. it's an extension of my
own personal expression... it's an

opportunity to present a visual

image of something I'm feeling at

the time." Deni said.

Lillian Coleman, a physical plant

janitor, student, and AFSCME
member, has been creating hand-

made greeting cards since 1996 and

had several of them on display ves-

terday.

"It was I revelation from God,
because it was something that I

never would have dime otherwise. I

find it very rewarding." Coleman
said.

I S A President Rosemary Riley

and Deputv Chancellor Matcellette

Williams addressed the crowd of

approximately 100 and thanked all

of the participants and visitors.

Turn to ART, page 2

Kristallnacht to be remembered

By Bryan Schwartzman
Collegian Staff

www.umass.edu/rso/colegian

On the 59th aniversary of

Kristallnacht. a busload of UMass stu

dents will be traveling to Washington

D.C. to experience the United States

Holocaust Memorial Musem.
The trip is being organized by the

H i 1 lei House Holocaust
Commemoration Commitee and is

co-sponsored by the Office of |ewish

Affairs.

"It's important for lewish students

to have this opportunity in a group

that can provide | support and disscu-

sion) for the painful experience."

said Larry Goldbaum, Director of

the Office ol lewish Affairs.

"It's also important for non-lews

to have the opportunity to learn

about the history and gain a greater

understanding of the experience with

lews." Goldbaum said.

Hillel House Program Director

David Arfa said participants on the

trip will also get an introduction and

a conclusion lo the exibits by muse-

um directors, something which has

to be hooked months in advance.

"It's a good experience for peers

who are all on the same level and can

relate to each other," said Michael

Richman, a junior anthropology
major.

Richman is not on the

Commemoration Commitee but has

helped them with preparations for

the trip.

Kristallnacht, or "Night of Broken

Glass," occured in 1938 in Germany
when there was a nationwide purg-

ing and destruction of lewish store-

fronts, businesses and synagogues.

"Yes, the date was planned pur-

posefully." Arfa said. "It's a meanin-

ful date |for] learning about events

of the Holocaust and exploring their

meaning."

Sophomore pre-eommunications

major laclyn Sobel attented the trip

last year and said it's a great deal for

the price.

The trip costs $35 for students

with a Hillel activity card and $40
dollars for students without. The
cost includes Hotel and transporta-

tion, but does not include food.

The bus will leave Hillel at 9 a.m.

on Nov. 9 and return at 1 1:30 p.m.

the next night. Tickets are available

at Tix Unlimited.

Don't stair at me!
A student walks down a flight of stairs in the Fine Art Center Wednesday afternoon.

I t
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Tornado blows new evidence into Whitewater ??J^
By Pete Yost

Associated Press

LITTLE ROCK. Ark. — In a bizarre Whitewater

discovery, a repair shop owner opened the trunk of a

tornado-damaged car and found a cashiet•"> check for

mote dun $20,000 payable to Bill Clinton from his

former partner's savings and loan, grand jury wit-

nesses say.

The discover* this spring of the 1982 check and

thousands of other documents missing for a decade

has opened a new line of inquiry by prosecutors into

whether Clinton testified accurately about his rela-

tionship with lames and Susan McDougal and their

failed Arkansas S&L. the witnesses said.

The president swore under oath last year that he

"never borrowed any money" from the McDougals'

failing Madison Guaranty S&L.

Witnesses -av markings on the cashier's check,

which bears no Clinton endorsement, suggest that

the source of the funds was McDougal's S&L. and

that the proceeds may have been deposited in one of

two Arkansas banks where the Clintons did business.

The president's private lawyer scoffed at the dis-

covery yesterday. "Documents found in the trunk of

an old and long-abandoned used car may have the

authenticity and credibility of a newly discovered and

freshly written Elvis autobiography," attorney David

Kendall said.

Declaring that prosecutors are conducting "an

interminable, leak-ridden inquisition." Kendall sug-

gested the check may have been used for a 1982

repayment of a loan taken out by lames McDougal at

another of his banks for the Whitewater land devel-

opment. "Neither the president nor Mrs. Clinton had

signed for this loan." he said.

Kendall's statement, however, offered no explana-

tion why a check for such a loan would have been

made out to Clinton.

The check was projected onto a screen recently

inside the courtroom where witnesses have been

brought to testify in secret before the grand jury gath-

ering evidence in the Whitewater investigation.

Independent counsel Kenneth Starr obtained a six-

month extension for that grand jury last week.

Deborah Gershman, a spokeswoman for his office,

declined to comment yesterday.

The documents were found by a car repair shop

operator in the trunk of a 1979 or 1980 Mercury

Marquis — its paint peeled and windows blown out

— that was damaged when tornadoes swept across

Arkansas last March, according to the garage opera-

tor and the car's owner. The papers had been given a

decade ago ro a Madison S&L employee to be deliv-

ered to a warehouse for storage. That employee,

Henry Floyd, acknowledged in an interview with The

Associated Press he was supposed to deliver the doc-

uments in 1988 but went first to have his car

repaired. The documents never got delivered because

Floyd didn't retrieve the auto following a payment

dispute.

"I kind of lost interest in the car and never picked

it up," Floyd explained. "I just forgot the Madison

documents were in the trunk."

Floyd said the car. which had tt.000 miles on it,

had been bought for him by lames McDougal'a moth-

er, and "I used to drive her around in it on weekends,

I just didn't think about the Madison documents."

The car, documents inside, sat unnoticed in a stor-

age yard until the tornado.

"There was so much in the trunk lhat the back WM
weighted down." said the garage owner, who would

speak only on condition of anonvmitv

"There were cashier's checks just lying there. I

come to one that has Bill Clinton's name on It: I saw

McDougal's name, |im Guy Tucker's name and I

thought this might be something they (prosecutors)

are looking for." the owner added

Tucker, who succeeded Clinton as Arkansas gov ei

nor, resigned last year after being convicted of fraud

and conspiracy in the Whitewater case.

The garage operator said he talked to one of his

relatives, who contacted the FBI.

The check and other documents found in the cai

trunk have emerged as a new area of Inquiry, M)
three people familiar with Starr's investigation. None
is in the prosecutor's office. At the time the check

was written, Clinton was seeking a second term as

governor after having been defeated in a 1 980 bid for

re-election.

continued from page 1

tion.

"I believe we should all be democ-

ratic. ..Al.ANA should have the right

to compete for senate seals, If Nazis

represented 5 percent of the student

body, could the) taj that rhej want S

percent of senate seats'.'" Ah are/

said.

"We are complete!) destroying the

system oi government we have cho-

sen."

Sen. Malwin Davila. as a represen-

tative of the ALANA Caucus, also

addressed the Senate floor In debate.

"In theory, [Alvarez's] argument

seems strong but we're talkiti)

equal opportunity exists on this cam-

pus. We are representing substan-

tial part of this school," Davila said.

Davila also spoke in defense of the

area government appointments.

"Without them, the composition of

the senate would not be equal. They

serve as a link and are probably the

most connected
I
to students |."

Davila said.

Sen Paul letro (Commuter Area)

spoke in favor of the motion claim-

ing that SGA has democratic elec-

tions, but not a democratic senate.

Got a tip?

Call Jonathan Liberty, Collegian News Editor if you are aware of a breaking news story. The

Collegian News takes pride in providing the best coverage of UMass happenings
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ARTS ON CAMPUS
WW 9m H ^aUsP A monthly calendar brought to y*A monthly calendar brought to you by

the UMass Arts Council.

Events
Thursday. November 6
THEATER The Tempest by Will-

iam Shakespeare, 8 p.m. in the
Curtain Theater.! 545-2511 or 1-

800-999-UMAS. Also, Nov 7 at 8
p.m. and Nov 8 at 2 p.m. & 8 p.m.
THEATER Annum' 8 p.m. in the
Rand Theater* 545-251 1 or 1-800-

999-UMAS. Also Nov. 7,8,1 MS.
SB DANCE Croundwerx Provi-

dence based dance company, 8
p.m. in Hampden Theater. $ 545-
2511 or 1-800-999-UMAS.
MUSIC Michel Gregory Solo
guitar concert. 7 p.m. in Augusta
Savage Gallery 545-5177.
VIDEO PRESENTATION 'Monet:
Legacy of Light". 1 p m. in Student
Union Visual and Pert. Arts Space,
545-0792.
ART EXHIBIT Chinese Calligraphy
Exhibition '. Through Nov. 7 in the
Graduate Lounge.

Saturday. November 8
THEATER The Tempest 2 p.m.
matinee today only.

Sunday, November 9
MUSIC l*zi Brunch 11a.m.-
1b. m. in the Worcester Dining
Commons 545-2804

Monday, November 10
MUSIC & DANCE Performing
Arti Division Fall Hecital 7:30
p.m. in Hampden Theater. 545-
2804

1

Thursday,
«> PUPPET PERFORMANCE Yueh
lung Shadow Puppet Theater 8
.m. in Hampden Theater $ 545-
51 1 or 1-800-999-UMAS Puppets

will be on display in the Hampden
Gallery 3 p.m.-7 p.m.
el DANCE Garth lagan Dance 8
p.m. in the Fine Arts Center Con-
cert Hall % 545-251 1 or 1-800-999-

UMAS.
MUSIC Marimba* Plus UMass
Marimbas- Peter Tanner, director.

8 p.m. in Bezanson Recital Hall. $
545-2227.

Friday, November 14
<B MUSIC Ustad Ah Akbar Khan
8t Pandit Swapan Chaudhuri. 8
p.m. in Bowker Auditorium. $ 545-
2511 or 1-800-999-UMAS.
MUSIC Scott Wenholdt, trum-
peter, in collaboration with UMass
music department students 8 p.m.
in Hampden Theater. 545-251 1 or
1-800-999-UMAS

Tuesday. November 18
VIDEO PRESENTATION "Border
Brujo". A video written and per-

formed by Guillermo Gomez Pena.

7 p.m. in Augusta Savage Gallery,
545-5177.

Thursday, November 20
POETRY READING fame* Tate
reads from his poetry at 8 p.m. in

Memorial Hall. 545-0643.
POETRY READING One Night
Stand at 8 p.m. in Wheeler Gallery.
545-0680
THEATER Looking In/To The Fu-
ture. New World Theater presents
new collaborative work exploring
youth issues and crass-cultural dia-

logue. 8p.m. in Hampden Theater.

$ 545-251 1 or 1-800-999-UMAS
Through 1 1/22
THEATER The Passion of Oracuta'
8 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium.

$

545-2511 or 1-800-999-UMAS.
Also Nov. 21 at 8 p.m. and Nov.
22 at 2 p.m. & 8 p.m.

Friday, November 21
MUSIC Messiaen's Visions De
I 'Amen Visiting duo pianists, Wil-
liam Braun and Karen Lemer. 8 p.m.
in Bezanson Recital Hall. $ 545-
2511 or 1-800-999-UMAS.

Sunday, November 23
MUSIC Motette, "frogs' Suite A
Canciones. Chamber Choir, E.

Wayne Abercrombie, director. 4
p.m. in Bowker Auditorium. % 545-
2511 or 1-800-999-UMAS.

Tuesday, November 25
MUSIC Winds In Concert. Wind
Ensemble & Symphony Band Mal-
colm W. Rowell, jr., director. 8 p.m.
in Concert Hall. * 545-251 1 or 1-

800-999-UMAS

Exhibits
AUGUSTA SAVAGE GALLERY*
Conditioned Responsibility

by Nitin Mukul
Oct 28 -Nov 25

HAMPDEN GALLERY*
Survey of 25 Years

by Pat Lasch
Part of the "Women Artists/Massachu-

setts Educators" Series

Through Nov 7

HERTER ART GALLERY*
New Works: Sculptures by Frank
Ozereko and
New Works: Prints by Kosanne Rett

Nov 10-Oec4
Opening Reception: Nov 10, 4:30-

6:30 pm
STUDENT UNION VISUAL I PERF.

ART SPACE*
The Mid Way Show
Works by UMass MFA candidates

Nov 5-14

Opening Reception: Nov 5 at 4:30p.m.

We Are More Than You See, Part II:

An exhibition of Worker Art
Works by over 25 UMass employees.
Nov 3-14
Public Reading: Nov 14 at noon.
81A Thesis Exhibitions

Nov 17-Dec 12
Opening Reception: every Monday at

4:30 p.m.

UNIVERSITY GALLERY*
Heroic Painting
Nov 1-Oec 14

WHEELER GALLERY*
Boxes, Books and Stories

by Jean Farewell
Nov 1 7-Dec 8
Opening Reception: Nov 1 7, 4-7 p.m.

el 5-Collpgp students ran attend any.

Fine Arts Center event for only $51

* funded in pan by a grant from the

UMass Arts Council

ARTS COUNCIL INFORMATION:
Plan Your Spring Events NOW!

Apply for funding from the Am Council lo support your art event.

The Council awards grants to UMass organizations, such as RSO's

Stop by and share your ideas, we'll help you get started... This

year's remaining grant application deadlines are:

November 19, February 4 and March 11. 11/97
UMass Arts Council 101 Hasbrouck Hall, 545-0202

funding
continued from page 1

flexible criteria for admission to

Commonwealth College.

Commonwealth College stu-

dents, like current honors students.

will take six honors classes, both as

general education requirements in

their first two sears and within

their major in their final two yean.

The Commonwealth College will

admit its first class in the fall of

1999. All current honors students

will be grandfathered into the

College. Nolan said, and any stu-

dent who maintains a >.2 G.P.A.

will be invited into the College.

The Honors Program and the

Development Office are working to

secure additional private funding,

from both foundations and alumni.

for the Commonwealth College and

for the construction of I new build-

ing in the future.

"I'enn State was awarded $30
million from one alumnus for an

honors college." Nolan said. "We
are working in that direction.

Let's Talk
About Sex

(and other stuff)

Hear your e-mail by phone!

Chat • Message Boards • Personal Web Pages

E-mail • Voicemail • Student Stories

"People ran. spent their own
money, campaigned., that's democ-

racy, that's accountability. Who are

people appointed accountable to?"

asked lerto.

.rding to Ferro, three out oi

the last live student trustees were

ALANA students, as were four out ol

the last five SGA presidents

"I know ALANA is organized

enough... organize, run candidates

Don't fuel appoint people." Ferro

said.

All undergraduate students are eli-

gible to fill ALANA Caucus seats.

"The ALANA Caucus does hold

elections with nominees... ALANA
does not discriminate and white stu-

dents can be elected as ALANA sen

tors," said Diana Estrada (ALANA
Caucus)

This motion would have been a

by-law change and therefore

required a two thirds vote to pass

through the senate Essentially, the

senate was voting to put an Action

Referendum question 0<l the ballot

for the entire undergraduate commu-
nitv to vole on. However, the two

thirds vote needed was not reached.

Mart
continued from page 1

"I would like to thank the workers

that have had the courage to share

with the University communitv their

personal creativity." Riley said.

"On ever) wall and every comer...

there is the artistic work of workers Si

this University, This is extraordinary,"

Williams said.

"We Are Wore Than You See. II

\n Exhibition of Worker \ri" will he

held in the Student Union Gallery

through Friday, Nov. 14. Gallery

hours are Monday through Thursday

10 a.m. -5 p.m and Friday 10 a.m. 3

p.m.

Need A Ride To

The Airport?

COLLEGE www.collegeclub.com
or call toll-free (888) E-MAIL ME

American
TRA

(413)535-3255-3255" "^

A one way Trip or

84.00 OFF
A Round Trip

roBRAUfwifmiAimAi /uhpoht

All Major Airports

Bradley. lo*an, JtK, ISA, ft Newark

M Malar Credit Carda Accepted

Two Large Cheese Pizzas

PIZZA ***<

PAPAJOHNs
331 Russell St • Rte 9 • Hadley

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza .

No Limit • No Coupon Necessary • Offer expires 1 1/30/97

®

DISCOVER

bOll 0000 0000 0000

Accepted where you see the NO^IJS* Sign

to »ppiy onime. go to www.discovercard .com
©19B7 Greenwood Trusi Company. Member FWC. "Up to 1% p»d yearly b«*«S on annual lev* o» purchMM
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It takes a nation... Fubar

Luk

John Kennedy once said, "Ask
not what your country can do

for you. but what you can do
for your count i\

You know, he was right. And
damn it. I need to be more active.

The way I see it. I could use my
space to politically activate my gen-

eration, but 1 haven't.

M\ conscience is killing me.
While I write stories about the

"80s, yummy mom-
mies and Time-Out,

my people are left

uninformed.

There are big time

problems out there,

problems we must
identity and solve.

It's up to us to

change the world.
Let's make
Generation X a gen-

eration of activists.

Hey. don't worry.

I'm not mad at you.

(Am I ever?) But we all need to

start somewhere.
And I know how you like lists.

The five things wrong with
America, circa 1997

Cardigan sweaters... They always

make me think of Mr. Rogers. Well,

that and puppets. (Long story.)

Don't let the crappy train set

fool you. Rogers had a nationally

syndicated TV show. He had mer-

chandising. He had bucks. I know
he could have made a few trips to

the mall for a wardrobe supple-

ment.

Two words. Mr. R.

Diversify, electrify.

Very bad for America. I mean,
kids could grow up thinking cardi-

gans are cool.

Is there a God?
Country Music... 1 think it must
have been somewhere around a

really bad country music bar that

the term "honky" came into usage.

Hell could very well be sitting in

a really hot room listening to TNN
with Randy Travis, forced to debate

the merits of the white cowboy hat

versus the black cowboy hat.

There would be no remote in

hell. And we'd all have to wear
cardigan sweaters. With puppets.

Not good for the nation.

Over-35 Men's Basketball
Leagues...

P.J. once won the YMCA champi-

onship in this. But I still hold no
love for this scary entity. I mean, a

little "after work" pick-up game at

ere

Cedardale I can deal with. But the

fact that old white guys dress up in

such fashion faux-pas as Puma
high-tops, New Balance tee-shirts

and goggles to play a sport in which
the main activities seem to be whin-

ing, bad layups and tearing carti-

lage is not a good thing. Let's just

say Rogaine doesn't mix with the

faint smell of jock itch. (Sorry for

the mental picture.)

Well, at the very

least, don't keep
score. Please.

It's not me asking.

It's your country.

"Live with Regis and
Kathie Lee"...

You know how old

people say, "That
[thing, or what not]

is everything that is

wrong with
America"? Well, that

thing, (or what not)

is Kathie Lee Gifford.

And Regis? He's the kind of guy

who attends luncheons complaining

about his golf game; the fact that

his Cadillac just keeps making that

"chh-chhh-clunk" noise on the way
to the country club (but hey, don't

we all make a "chh-chhh- clunk

noise every once in awhile?) and
tells stories about how he and the

Flaherty brothers used to play tack-

le football in the middle of the

street in Brooklyn in 1948, when
the Dodgers were still in town.

Oh, Regis. You've set America
back 60 years. But then, even |FK

didn't deal with this one.

Karaoke...

On the first night of my college

career, the good people at

UMass-Lowell ended orientation

with a little karaoke. Some girl gets

up there and starts belting out

"Wanted Dead or Alive." Now you

know how I feel about Bon |ovi. To
see the words of one of the most
poignant lyricists of our generation

("Living on a Prayer" still speaks

about more than Tommy and Gina.

It speaks about us.) butchered to

death by some random chick upset

me enough to want to do something

about it.

But I didn't. I wasted an opportu-

nity to make a difference.

|FK wouldn't have been happy.

His generation was a generation of

activists. They didn't do anything

wrong.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian

columnist.
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And so Susan Pearson is given the unenviable task of

trying to make the University look good...

Write for Ed/Op//
Letters to the Editor

The Doublethink of the 90s
Major Insurance Savings

Sport utility vehicles have been taking their lumps

in the press due to mounting evidence of their ten-

dencies to roll over taking turns and kill all the occu-

pants. This has led extremists to demand that insur-

ance companies charge higher rates to owners of the

larger vehicles to cover the greater damage they

cause. But a major firm, State Farm Insurance, has

stepped forward to challenge this conventional wis-

dom. Dale Nelson, a State Farm actuary, say> the

company's own research

shows sports utility vehicle*

do not have higher bodily

injury and property damage
liability costs. In fact,

reports Mr. Nelson. "Sport

utility vehicles may actually

s;t\o Insurers money in a

few accidents, by killing

people who might other-

wise have survived with serious injuries. Severe

injuries tend to produce larger settlements than

deaths." Rumor has it that |eep Cherokee will

receive State Farm's Public Service Award for reduc-

ing costly insurance claims. {New \'urk Times.

10/17)

American
Newspeak

'Wayne

Avid Magazine Readers

literary interest has been (lowering among the

executives of our nation's major chain stores. Big

discount centers like Winn-Dixie and Wal-Mart are

now demanding advance copies of magazines car-

ried by their stores. Not only do they get the pleasure

of reading articles first, they can also protect their

Doonesburv

customers from unwanted material. For example,

the Winn-Dixie chain banned the March issue of

Cosmopolitan for a headline about "His and Her

Orgasms." Winn-Dixie regularly bans not only ques-

tionable photos, but also articles on topics like abor-

tion, homosexuality and religion. Says spokesman

G.E. Clerc, |r., "We would prefer that their publica-

tions didn't offend anyone." And at Wal-Mart, man-

ager Teresa Stanton reports, "every other week I pull

something off the shelf that I don't think is of Wal-

Mart quality." Fortunately,

publishers are becoming
attuned to difficult con-

cepts like "Wal-Mart quali-

ty." The Wall Street journal

reports "Publishers arc-

increasingly anticipating

retail chains concerns." So

Grytting we needn't lose sleep wor-
' rying about censorship.

right? [Wall Street journal 10/22)

Advertisers Face a Challenge

A shocking research finding was presented at the

88th convention of the Association of National

Advertisers devoted to "Branding the Future." Scott

Bedberry, a marketing VP with Starbuck's. told the

assembled ad executives that today. "Consumers

don't truly believe there's a huge difference between

products (!)" How to respond to such traitorous

notions? Make significant changes in products? No.

The key, says Mr. Bedberry. is to "establish emotion-

al ties" between brands and consumers. Fortunately,

this is a mounting trend. Carl Pascarella. CEO of

VISA USA. proclaimed the good news that "name-

brand products have recaptured the hearts and

minds of consumers." Now that we are all breathing

a sigh of relief, there is this advice from American

Express' lohn Haynes on how to solidify the all-

important brand-customer bond. Using a new defini-

tion of the word "dialogue" better fit for the mass

media. Haynes tells advertisers to "create and sus-

tain dialogue with your customer." (New York

Times. 10/20)

A Rise in Nudity

The city council in Laramie. Wyo. is considering

a new ordinance that would expand the definition

of the "nudity " to be banned in public places. The

first addition will be applauded by all right thinking

persons who have ever had to view the posterior of

certain type of beer-bellied construction worker.

This part of the ordinance prohibits showing the

cleft of the buttocks. But the next section of the

original law is I truly important advance that covers

a part of male bodies that may be clothed yet

exposed. The ordinance defined nudity to include

"male genitals in a discernibly turgid state." The law

did not spell out the duties of police officers, but

we're sure Laramie's finest would have been vigi-

lant in seeking out "discernible turgid" genitals on

males. But alas, that reasonable addition was

dropped, probably due to politics. (ACLU Press

Release. 10/22)

American \ewspeak is hoarded at

littp://\cww. scn.org/newspeak. Special thanks this

week to Sara Patton ami Maarten Ultee. There is a

mailing list for the adventurous at wgrytt@blarg.net.

BY GARY TRUDEAU
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Write forEdlOp!
The Collegian editorial page needs new writ-

ers. We want you to write humor, politics,

satire, lifestyle, or any of a thousand other styles

— let us be as broad as the student body is.

We especially encourage material that relates

to current issues at UMass.

Anyone who is interested should submit

material by e-mail

I Ictterstn oitviTis.oit.umass.edu). fax (")45-t 592),

or by dropping it off at the Collegian offices for

Han Bodah.

1Editorials should be 500-700 words long and

should include a phone number so we can call

vnu back.

GEO notes
inaccuracies

To the Editor:

We are pleased that the Collegian

has taken the time to contact the

Graduate Employee Organization

regarding the current contract negotia-

tions. The article (Nov. 4) was impor-

tant in educating the greater University

community of an issue affecting some

2600 graduate employees on this cam-

pus. We will continue to negotiate in

good faith with the administration, and

we are confident that if good faith is

reciprocated, agreement can be

reached.

A few minor inaccuracies in the arti-

cle do deserve brief attention. First,

you report that the letter-writing cam-

paign has been completed. This could

not be farther from the truth. It is

indeed the case that over 25 depart-

ments have already written letters, but

more departments continue to do so

every day. Graduate employees plan to

continue delivering letters to the

Chancellor until a contract is settled.

Second, you report that the poverty

level for a single person in

Massachusetts is below most graduate

student salaries. It is fact the other way

around. While the poverty level is

$7 740 for one person, the average

salary for GEO employees is $699 1

.

Incidentally, this same salary would

put a family of four at less than

one-half of the poverty level.

We encourage all interested parties

to refer to GEO's memo to members

of all campus unions, dated Nov. 3, to

get more detailed information on nego-

tiations.

Mahmood Ketabchi

GEO President

ALANA Caucus
serves real needs

To the Editor:

This is in response to Senator

Alvarez from the Central residential

area. Being a member of the ALANA
community here at UMass I agree

100% when Mr. Alvarez says that "a

diverse environment is the best educa-

tional tool at the University " But how
diverse is this environment? Hasn't he

looked around lately'.'

I disagree with Mr, Alvarez when he

savs we are undermining our democra-

tic system. He might not be aware of

past problems here at L Mass affecting

the ALANA community and everyone

else. He has probably heard of the

Whitmore takeover, the admissions

building takeover and. moat recently,

the Goodell takeover. But does he real-

ly understand the issues raised by these

student protests'.'

I have no doubt that his is ,m
informed opinion, but just in case you

may have overlooked the figures, there

is I very low percentage of ALANA
students here, not even meeting the

University policy. Therefore if we hold

elections 'openly" and don't automati-

cally assign 1 1% of the senate to be

ALANA, the ALANA community will

not be represented at all. Whether or

not he agrees, this includes Mr.

Alvarez. Such groups as the ALANA
Caucus exist because there is a lack ol

representation of people of color.

What Mr. Alvarez fails to realize is

that the socioeconomic implications

attached to being an ALANA student.

as well as the discrimination that

comes with it. add to that lack of rep-

resentation.

What hurts me and other members

of the ALANA community is that Mr.

Alvarez is supposed to be one of us.

and what hurts me personally is that

he is Dominican like me and should

know the struggle that our people go

through. When deciding to present a

motion such as this he should take into

consideration that he is going to hurt

all students of color. The Al ANA
Caucus is something thai was created

out of a need. A need for representa-

tion, a need for fair and equal treat-

ment: and until that need is met the

ALANA Caucus must exist to balance

the uneven and unjust scale at UMass.

Ceylin Guillcrmo

Southwest
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From The Beatles to Blun

Four decades of pop mastery

I will always remember my moth- genre erupts, it then creates a new

. telling me about the time she sail' subculture of society, but nothing can

the Beatles in l%4 She explained to remain at the top forever. Luckily our

me that she couldn't even hear a fascinations u'lth nostalgia can keep

sound made by the Fab Four because particular. music trends alu»e and can

their voices luere overcome by a-i—i»—^—^ often inspire u'hole neiv

thousands of constant Adam dimensions of that musical

screams. Vet. this never fazed -am/in.* category. There is no better

her one bit: she ivas there in
LClf"lp example of this phenomenon.

Shea Stadium seeing ivith her

own eyes the band (hot helped shapt

her early teenage years My mother

lived through the first wave of the

British Invasion, one of the most tn-

ivith perhaps the exception

of disco's metamorphosis into techno,

than British pop.

The Beatles combined ivith the

ranks of other exquisite supergroups
PIIII9II llU'uaivll. vm vt im» imi'j. .. —..«w - - -, . -

umphant periods in contemporary including The Rolling Stones. The

music history Who and please don't forget The

The styles and trends of music ivill Kinks, ivho all served as the foundation

forever folloiv a certain pattern of of the original British invasion. Inspired

evolution. As a particular musical Turn to POP. page 9

Collegian Staff

members rate the

finest British

albums of all time.

Jonathan Liberty

Netvs Editor

I. Pulp - Different Class

2 The Beatles - Please.

Please Me
3 Spiritualized - Pure

Phase

4. Stere'olab - Refried

Ectoplasm. Progress

5. Joy Division -
Closer.

6. The Rolling Stones
— Exile on Main Street.

7. Jalulah Gosh -
Backwash.

8. Heauenly - Operation

Heavenly.

9. Oasis - (What's the

Story) Morning Glory?

10. Radio head - The

Bends

Marty Keane

Music Editor

I My Bloody Valentine
- Loveless

2. Sex Pistols - Never

Mind The Bollocks. . Here s

the Sex Pistols.

3. Tricky — Maxinquaye

A. Dauid Boiuie -
Singles: 1969-1993.

5. PJ Harvey - To Bring

You My Love
(S Netu Order -

Substance
,

7 The Jesus & Mary
Chain - Psychocandy

8 Radiohead - OK
Computer.

9. Massive Attack -
Blue Lines.

10 Underivorld - (////>

nohasswithmyheadman.

Adam Levine

Film Editor

la The Clash - Clash on

Broadway.
lb. The Kinks -

Complete Kinks

2. Blur - (tie) Parkhl'c

and The ureal Escape

3 Radiohead - The

Bends

4 Duran Duran -
Seven and the Ragged Tiger

5 The Rolling Stones
- Hot Rocks

6. The Psychedelic
Furs - All of This and
Nothing

7. David Boiuie -
Hunky Dory

8. Pulp - Different Class.

The Jesus and Mary
Chain - Honey s Dead

10. Primal Scream -
Vanishing Point

Adam Dlugaiv

Collegian Staff

1 Stone Roses - Stone

Roses

2 The Smiths -
Strangcways. Here HV
Come

3 Ned's Atomic
Dustbin - Are You

Normal

Turn to LISTS, page 9

A brief history of time:

British electronic music
With the term "electromca" terparts in the Britpop realm, the

being throum around these days electronic artists from across the

tmuiUiiJUVMJ.i

nation of its roots is sorely past what ivere originally American

d,Jt
> ideals and concepts and simply

""^""^ expounded upon them.
Marty lind ultimately put them

for machine-generated I Keane on the m<ip Such ,s the

music that manu feel is I J case with the unequlvo-

the next money- maker noiv that colly brilliant Brian Eno. ivho

alt -rock is quickly getting played got much of his musical inspira-

oul But overseas, it is much tion from listening to doo wop

due.

In America, it is mere-

ly an industry buzzword

for machine-generated

music that many feel is

more than just a tvay to make

money. In short, it is a very real

part - first artistically and now
commercially - of the British

musical landscape.

Much the same as their coun-

and early rock n roll played on

U.S. Armed forces radio from a

base located near his home in

Suffolk.

One of the primary catalysts

TurntoELECTRONICA. page 9

An Anglop< lecadence
It ivas the '80s. I could see right

through the makeup and halrspray of

mainstream music and I hadn't

begun to experience hip hop or punk,

nor was I impressed with the 70s

and their leftovers. I was without a

music scene to call my own. Then I

experienced the ecstatic bliss of the

Smiths
The first British pop album I heard

wat
and,

asmeir
in all of flue

the Smiths *Poft!HHL
way that no other band, or

person for that matter, ever

had The Smiths were hon-

est, they were depressed, they offered

no illusions of life, they made you

Queen Is Dead. Louder Than

Bombs and Strangetvays

Here We Come. I was
slightly fanatical. Of course the great-

est two lines ever uttered by

miths

ashy
plan a mass

lied to her" from

le If Vou'ue Heard This One

Before." and "I think about life and I

think about death and neither one

particularly appeals to me." The

Smiths were truly the voice of a disil-

lusioned generation.

I could not stop at the Smiths. I was

overcome with the need to hear more

of these great musicians from

England. The next band I discovered

was The Stone Roses The Stone

Roses are perhaps the most tragic of

all the British acts as they released one

of the most brilliantly constructed

albums Sfona RoaM, and then fell off the

Turn to DECADENCE, page 4
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Do you feel a longing lor ••«»'

•80s? Do you think (hut no deiude

surpasses the fluff and chrest oT

the Reagan era? IT so, the

( otlegian wants to talk to you.

We're looking for people who are

passionate about the "80s and

want their picture in the paper

too. Call Seema (angatirk.u.

Arts & Living editor, at 545-I.V>l

for more information.
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Elton John: still England's rose
Pop's consummate showman demonstrates why he's the best

By Marty Keane
& Seema Gangatirkar

Collegian Staff

Starting N.«t Friday • 9pm- 2om 18+

ipAL HOUSE
vOLLEGE NIGHT

Party Mix Music
Moo. Nov. 10 • 7:30-11:

TEEN NIGHT
Af— 1 3-10 ijopof IP > Attire

LIVE MUSIC

THANC VOCOLLECjIAN

Elton John mesmerized the audience at the Mullins Center last night,

showing off his vocal and musical talents as well as securing his title of a

modern Liberace.

Collegian Arts: always ready to boogie

£f «M. Nov. S i00>

BEN FOLDS'
FIVE

Travls/Rerbow

Ta»r*. Nov. 6 •

Emmmo
M. Nov. 7 •:00pm

ITCHY FISH
RIDE INC.>M Sat. Nov. • S:00pm 21+

fi/Ui GORDON TRIBUTE
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ELTON JOHN
William D Mullins Center

Nov 5

One only needed to gaze out
upmi the legioni of fans inside a

packed and-then-some Mullins
Center last night — varying in age

from the ver\ voung to the very old

— to fully appreciate Elton luhn's

enduring popularity.

|ohn gave a career-spanning per-

formance over a generous 26-song

set to a record setting crowd, and

more importantly, he did it with a

surprisingly youthful gusto.

lievond being a nearly virtuostic

pianist and a talented songwriter

and singer, lohn gloriously proved

why he is the still the preeminent

showman, not only in the music

industry, but in the entire entertain-

ment business.

Accompanied by a crack and
enthusiastic backing band of seven

musicians, and welcomed by warm
crowd applause and cheering, |ohn

took the stage to "The Simple Life."

which was deftly augmented by

Synth-generated bluesy harmonica

chords. He followed it up with "The

One." the title track from his over-

looked 1992 album.

Next, lohn took a conspicuous

Diet Coke break, perhaps in defer-

ence to his recent commercial
endorsement of the red-striped

cola During this time, lohn paused

to shake hands with members of the

audience, some of whom passed

flowers up to him. He also signed

autographs for fans, who handed
him their overpriced "The Big

Picture Tour" programs.

lohn's program spanned the clas

sics to his latest and lie Mailed oil

with a couple tracks off oi one o!

his more popular albums, I 97 is

Goodbyt Yellow Brick Komi. He

had the crowd on then feet lor the

up-beat "Gray Seal" and the pleas

er, "Yellow Brick Road."

lohn showed off his formidable

piano skills on the ja//v "Honk)
Cat." which featured a solo bv

David lohnstone on banjo and Bob

Birch's throbbing low-end by-
line. At one point, the piano and

banjo competed with each other fot

attention — demonstrating the tal-

ent of both musicians

With "Can You I eel The Love

Tonight," a song off the Lion King

soundtrack and with lyrics bv Tim
Rice, lohn smoothly showed win it

won a Granunj for Best Male Pop

Vocal and The Academy Award fot

Best Original Song.

"Tiny Dancer" and "I Guess
That's Why They Call It the Blues"

demonstrated that even with a cold

lohn has the innate ability to magi-

cally summon his voice as it

through some otherworldlytalent.

lohn played a lew --ongs oil The

Big Picture, including the current

single. "Something About the Way
You Look Tonight." Me also added

the gospel "II the Rivet Can Bend

and the dry "Love Has A Lot To
Answer Lot." each of which had

distinct elements of lohn Tesh-isn

New Age kitsch Unfortunately, the

latter two fell flat and sounded
stale.

But on his older material, lohn

was able to rouse the crowd at will,

especially with the utterly infectious

"I Don't Want To Co On With You
Like That," which had a charming!)

real sense of personality rather than

the canned keyboard of the studio

version. Carried by lohn's piano, he

Fri. Nov. 1 4 S 8 :00pm 18+
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CHI
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fiestily shouted ihe pouty refrain o\

"I don't wanna" and ended with a

nourish wuh another forceful piano

solo.

lohn dediealed ' Hie I asl Song"

to lason Needham and all

HIV/AIDS sufferers, Playing with

out his hand, he displayed more

emotion than at am other lime in

the show, and even dampened his

eyes. His voice resonated through

the Muilins Center deeply, putting

even more heart Into alrcadv

poignant and touching lyrics. Ihe

audience responded to ihe sheer

emotion ol the moment, lighting up

theii cigarette lighters in a surreal

"Bon |ov i" gesture.

"Made in England" appropriate!)

had several tans wa\ ing a Union

lack. An uplifting DUl simple auto

biographical number, it was one oi

the show's surprising high points

Also oil of I994's Made in

England, the plaintivel) elegant bal-

lad "Believe" juxtaposed ominous

guitar chords and kev board Strains

with lohn's goat ing v ocals in a

moment ol sheet transcendence.

\ -winging, note perfect rendi-

tion ol "Bennie and the lets" sug-

gested that Elton lohn jusl ma) be

our generation's | iheiace. It ended

in ;i fool stomping romp built

around a nil I v piano dittv that

bridged both chorus and vci-c

lohn closed the main set with the

ever popular and stirring "Saturda)

Night's Alright I oi Fighting" —
chock lull ill hi- typical playfulness

and flamboyance,

Contrar) to expectations, lohn

wiselv chose not to include "Candle

in the Wind" in the set. Rather,

lohn addressed ihe crowd, saving

he chose not to sing the memorial

song for obvious reasons and chose

Beth Nielson Chapman's achingl)

beautiful "Sand and the Water"
instead.

I nding the evening, lohn dedicat-

ed the simple, vet elegant, "'tour

Song" to the audience, thanking the

crowd lor their support over "these

tou).'h past u w months."

tin a chill) tall night in Amherst,

lohn made believers out ol all.
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CNA's
EXPLORE OUR REWARDS
*$500 SIGN ON BONUS!*
$10 PERDIEM RATE ON

WlLEKENDS
Sunrise Healthcare i otporation, j

national kader in quate) ir.msitiun.il,

long term .nut subacute healthcare %a
vices, has opportunities available tor dech-

gated and caring i NAs

ELAINE HEALTH AND
REHAB CENTER
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( NA TRAINING ( 1 Ass

STARTING DE< EMBER Jrd

I \ 1 NINC ( LASSES WAII ABI.L

Full time, p.in time, mother's hours and

er diem opportunities are .nil.ihlc

.luring .ill shifts

Interested candidates, please .tpplv in per

on or contact: Kathv Graves, Staff

iKirdm.itnr. Elaine Health and Rehab,

North Maple St, Il.ullev, MA D10IS
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Marshall
Steinbeck

Complete Auto Collision & Painting

Service

r,

(413) 256-8157
53 So. Prospect St. Amherst, Mass. 01002
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13 or R rated HI,

Mt. Farms 4 •584-9 153
Mt. Farms Mall

Gattaca(PG-l3)
Today at 5:40 {$2.50) and 8:10

Sitchback (R)

Today at 5:30 ($2.50) and 8:00

The Full Monty (R)

I know What You Did Last

Summer (R)

Today at 5 50 ($2 50) and 8:20

In and Out (PG- 13)

today at 6:00 ($2 -50)

Hampshire 6 «584 7550
Hampshire Mall

Kiss the Girls (R)

8:30

Red Corner (R)

', 30

A Life Less Ordinary (R)

Today at 3.30

Boogie Nights (R)

rod 8.10

Devil's Advocate (R)

ind8:20

Seven Years in Tibet (PG- 13)

und 8.20

$2 50 (Twi Lltol Show Dally
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We accept AMEX, Discover, MC, Visa, and the UCard!

Friday is the Last Day!

Campus Center Concourse
DON'T MISS THE

SAVINGS!
This show will only run until

Friday, November 7 or until we sell

out, so don't wait!

Thursday
and Friday

9:30 to 4:30

rTRAVEL"!
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University Store

In the I !M«5« Cinipuj Center

Iteun:

Ml 1 to 5 Sit II to 4

(41.11 MS 2nl°
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SMART!
FROM BOSTON
Beginning Nov. 1

Oat Way Roundtrip

LONDON
$162 $295

PARIS
$218 $399

ROME
$274 $473

MADRID
$226 $415
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Women s Issues
Thursday, November 6, 1997

How safe are women on campus? Examining relationship violence
Huw safe are women on the

UMu'is campus? According to statis-

tics compiled by the Everywoman's
Center Counselor/Advocate
Program, not very.

During the fiscal year 1996-1997
(including summers) there were 241

reports ol sexual assault made to the

service providers at UMass. Of these,

197 were first time reports, which
means 32 of the assaults had been
previously reported.

The month of November 1996 had

the most total reports of assault with

45. The months with the lowest

number of reports are |uly 1996 and

)une 1997 (with one and two
reports, respectively).

The three most frequently report-

ed types of assault during
1996-1997 were obscene phone
calls, rape or attempted rape and
voyeurism. Obscene phone calls

made up about 28 percent of the

reports; rape/attempted rape made
up 22 percent of the reports; and

voyeurism was 15 percent of the

reports,

Other types of assault reported

included verbal and physical sexual

assault, harassment and graffiti.

Of the current first-time assaults

reported, 73 percent occurred on

campus, and more than half (57 per-

cent) occurred in residence halls.

Alarmingly, 36 percent of reported

assaults occurred in the Southwest

residence area alone.

In 24 percent of the reports, vic-

tims stated that there was physical

force used. A small but significant

two percent of the victims reported

that they had been threatened with

death.

Not surprisingly, most of the vic-

tims of sexual assault at UMass were

female. Of the victims who reported

assaults, 91 percent were female,

and 8 percent were male. One per-

cent did not supply this information.

As for the ethnicities of the assault

victims, about 78 percent of the vic-

tims reported their race/ethnicity as

white. About 8 percent reported

their race/ethnicity as black, 3 per-

cent reported it to be Asian, and 2

percent reported it to be Hispanic. In

about 10 percent of the reports, vic-

tims did not supply this information.

The age range of the victims was

from 15 to 48. Of the victims, 25

percent were 20 years old at the time

of assault. Most of the assaults

reported (76 percent) occurred to

victims within the age range of 18 to

21.

Undergraduates made up about 80

percent of the victims of sexual

assault. Staff members made up six

percent of the victims of sexual

assault and graduate students were

about 3 percent of the victims.

As for the offenders in these

assaults, it is not surprising that

most of the total offenders were male

(76 percent). Only 1 percent of

offenders were female.

Forty-eight percent of the victims

reported the offender's race/ethnicity

as unknown. About 32 percent of

the offenders were reported as white,

six percent as black, one percent as

mixed, and in 13.5 percent of the

reports this information was not sup-

plied.

What do these statistics mean for

women, both students and faculty,

on the UMass campus? What must

be done to help prevent such assaults

from occurring? What is UMass
doing — or not doing — to help stop

assault on campus? What can

women do to help protect themselves

from attacks on campus?
These are the questions we must

ask and seek to answer as women on

campus.
Laura Barcella is a Collegian staff

member.

Susan Nickerson

Author Jamaica Kincaid to read from new memoir
On Friday. Nov. 14, Jamaica

Kincaid. the critically acclaimed

novelist and writer of the new
memoir My Brother (Farrar

Straus Giroux), will be reading

and signing copies of her new
book at Gamble Auditorium at

Mt. Holyoke College. The event

is sponsored by the Odyssey
Bookshop and the lnclusiveness

Program at Mt. Holyoke College.

Kincaid's memoir has just

been nominated for the 1997
National Book Award in the

non-fiction category. National

Book Award prize winners will

be announced on Nov. 18 in

New York, four days after

Kincaid's appearance at Mt.

Holyoke.

A memoir like no other, My
Brother tells the true story of

Kincaid's family on the island of

Antigua— a constellation cen-

tered around the powerful figure

of her mother. At the heart of

Kincaid's story is her shockingly

frank depiction of the life of her

younger brother, who died of

AIDS last year at the age of 33.

In addition to My Brother,

Jamaica Kincaid is the author of

At the Bottom of the River, a col-

lection of stories; Annie John, A
Small Place, Lucy and The
Autobiography of my Mother.

Her stories have also appeared in

The New Yorker, Rolling Stone

and The Paris Review.

The reading will take place on

Nov. 14, at 7.30 p.m. in Gamble
Auditorium at Mt. Holyoke
College. The reading will be free

and open to all. For more infor-

mation, contact the Odyssey
Bookshop at (413) 534-7307 or

1-800-540- 7307.
—Laura Barcella

Even though her eyes were swollen shut, lahayra

found her mark. She landed a right hook right under his

eve. lie -lapped her. The force sent her reeling back

towards the car door, which he conveniently opened.

She fell onto the pavement in the middle of an intersec-

tion. Luckily, the car coming toward her stopped to

help. So did a number of others. Bloodied and confused,

Jthayra got up and left. As the) watched her leave,

nobody could understand how she was able to move.

The car she was dumped out of was
going at least 40 miles per hour.

I think he's hitting me again. I don't

know because I have accomplished the

ta-k of making inysell numb. I am in my
happy shell, feeling no pain. Even after he stops and

begs my forgiveness, 1 still sit there. I am hugging my
knees, rocking back and forth. His mother comes in and

lees niv tears. She ignores them, hoping it will go away.

She is so good at it by now.

I tried talking to my mother, his mother, my friends,

my guidance counselor, even the police, but they all

turned a deaf ear. Things like this don't happen in a

white middle- class suburb like Agawam. It only hap-

pens in inner cities, in low-income households, where

people don't know how to behave because they are not

sufficiently educated. So there 1 sat. a victim of violence

who did not exist because I was from a small New
England town. I wasn't sure if I did exist anymore.

lahayra met her boyfriend when she was 16. He was a

family friend; their mothers were good friends before

they were born, lahayra's brother showed him pictures

of her, and he began calling her. He was well-man-

nered, everyone thought. He opened doors for her, and

bought her flowers, candv and gifts on numerous occa-

sions; usually around the times he put her in the

Intensive Care unit for days.

His jealousy did not bother lahayra at first. She

thought it was his way of showing his love for her. So

when he started telling her what she should wear, who
she could talk to. she paid no attention. She felt she had

to do as he said because she had nowhere else to go.

She got kicked out of her aunt's house and he offered

her his room. That room, besides the hospital, was

where she spent most of the three years they were

together.

She would go to school, go home, go right to work.

She had no time for friends or family, yet he would get

jealous. He had her under his complete control— eco-

nomicallv. emotionallv and sexually.

lahayra was from the low-income projects of

Lawrence, Mass. Her mother was addicted to drugs and

her brother was in and out of jail constantly, so Jahavra

had no one to depend on, financially or otherwise,

except for herself and her boyfriend. He always made

sure to remind her that without him. she was alone in

this world.

Bill never left bruises on my face. I never had to be

admitted into the hospital, and I never bled. But if you

look closely at my neck, you can see the

scars from where the chicken wire cut

into my flesh, and on my breasts are

remembrances of teeth marks.

1 left him over three years ago. but the

emotional scars run so deep that I still don't sleep

through the night. 1 was met with much speculation

because I could not prove my abuse. Nobody knew

about sexual, verbal, emotional, or economical abuse.

Many people still don't know. Yet it is real, and if I had

been aware of it, I could have escaped the physical

abuse that followed.

lahayra and I are success stories. We both attend col-

lege; she at Mount Holyoke. me at good old UMass. We
hope that our stories are an eye-opener for everyone,

since we are real people, not just women you read about

in a pamphlet.

We want to eliminate the myth that people do not

leave their abusers. Women do leave, often more than

once. But for some, after they leave, the abuse gets

worse. They are threatened, stalked, even killed.

Abuse is about power and control, and when you

leave, the abuser has lost that control. Often when you

leave, you find that there is no one left, because your

abuser has isolated you from your friends and family.

Even if your friends and family are still around, they

cannot always protect you from the abuser.

1 tried speaking to my family, my friends, the police.

but no one helped me. I had to leave the state for seven

months to flee from him.

lahayra attempted suicide three times because she

thought it was her only escape.

When people say to me, "Why didn't you just leave'.'"

I laugh at them. Who would have protected me?

lahayra and I are still stalked by our abusers. They

remind us that they still know our every move. Yet we

do not fear for our lives. We fear for the one thing they

can take away from us which actually helped us to get

away: our educations.

Susan Nickerson is a UMass student

20 simple ways to get called a bitch

Professors to hold discussion on Princess Diana
On Thursday. November 13 at 7:30 p.m., a special

event entitled Reading Diana will be held at Gamble

Auditorium at Mt. Holyoke College.

An interdisciplinary panel will discuss the cultural

meanings of the life and death of Diana, Princess of

Wales and the myriad reactions to her funeral.

The members of the panel and their discussion top-

ics will include Alexandrina Deschamps, UMass
(Women's Studies): "Princess Di and the Cult of True

Womanhood: Postscripts from a Rebellious Roya/";

Liza Maurizio. UMass (Classics): "A Voice of her

Own? The Autobiography of Princess Diana";

Elisabeth Subrin. Amherst and Mt. Holyoke Colleges

(Film/Video): "Diana's Representation in the Press in

Relation to Anorexia as a Language Disorder and

Deviant Communication Strategy"; Philip Green,

Smith College (Government): "Diana as a Political

Icon: Royalty. Democracy, and Femininity"; Ambreen

Hai, Smith College (English*: "Remembering Empire.

Dis-Membering Diana: a Post-Colonial Reading of

Diana as Inter-National Body". Gail Hornstein. Mt.

Holyoke College (Psychology), will serve as modera-

tor.

For more information, contact Claire Chang at

(413) 538-2022. —Laura Barcella

You know, it's very easy and lots of fun to get your-

self called a bitch. Such a common, yet derogatory term,

so clear, blunt and obvious. How many times a day do

you overhear people (both girls and boys) dismissing

girls' behavior by saying something like. "She's such a

bitch" or "She was soooo bitchy today?" It happens all

the time!

Everywvrnan's Center has

provided 25 years of service
Most UMass students know

that the Everywoman's Center

exists as a resource for women on

campus and in the Five College

area. Although many may believe

the Center is only a place to go

when a woman has a problem,

this is not the case. It is our
responsibility as women to take

care of one another, and the

Everywoman's
Center is a conve-

nient, accessible

place to go for sup-

port, counseling and

general information.

Ihe Center, a multicultural

women's center established in

1972. celebrated its 25th anniver-

sary this year. The Center, located

in Wilder Hall, continues to prove

it is willing to go the distance for

women, withstanding budget cuts

over the years. It relies heavily on

volunteers, interns and other ded-

icated individuals to keep it going.

The Everywoman's Center

offers a variety of free services to

community women. It has a com-

plete, diverse library pertaining to

women-related issues and experi-

ences. It leads weekly discussion

and support groups, such as the

recently- formed Post-Abortion

Support Group.

This semester, the Center offers

workshops dealing with

and women's personal empower-

ment, to name a few. It also main-

tains comprehensive programs such

as the Women of Color Program.

The Center has recently

launched a new project called

MARS (Mentors/Advocates for

Respect and Safety), which is a

collaborative effort between the

Everywoman's Center and the

Men's Resource

Kelly Parent

self-esteem, lesbian relationships dent.

Center. The pro-

gram is devoted

to the education

of junior high

school boys by trained male high

school and college students on the

subject of violence and sexual

assault against women. The
Center recognizes that it is impor-

tant for men to take responsibility

for an issue which does not just

concern women.
The Center has a staff of coun-

selors who will assist women in

resources and referrals on most

matters, including where to go for

welfare support and daycare.

•The Center offers a 24-hour

hotline for victims of violence

(413-545-0800), as well as an

information line (413-545-
0883). Another hotline for area

women is the Massachusetts

Toil-Free hotline

(888-337-0800).

Kelly Parent is a UMass stu-

Urn, hi.
It would be really cool if you

females out there would come by

and tell me you want to write for

the Women's Issues page. See, I

need writers, and 1 want all

kinds of girls to feel welcome to

speak up on most anything that

concerns them/us. OK? So come
down to the Collegian office in

the Campus Center basement, or

drop me a note. Thanks. You'll

be happy you did. Love,

Laura Barcella

Personally. I don't mind being called a

bitch unless it's by someone I really care

about. The term "bitch" could mean any-

thing, and there ate so many options to the personality

trait it could be describing.

That's what people forgot when they started mali-

ciously throwing the word around — what, exactly, is

wrong with a "female dog"? Are we supposed to be

scared of them? Are they supposed to be ugly or stupid

or vicious? I don't think so, and I refuse to generalize

about all female dogs.

The term "bitch" has no real definition (thus no real

significance), so it has taken on a myriad of meanings. It

is here lot the taking, so I believe we girls should start

taking it as our own.

Come on girls, let's forget about Bitchaphobia. If

someone calls vou a bitch, remember it's because they

are intimidated by you in some way, and that's a com-

pliment. A bitch-caller is usually scared because you're

not living up to society's prescribed "feminine" expecta-

tions and roles. You're not doing what some morons

expect you to do, so you're automatically dismissed to

make them feel better about their own pathetic, generic,

dull existences.

The term "bitch" as it is commonlv used can connote

power, disregard, even a degree of superiority about

the lucky subject. Usually, if one is a true bitch, she

just doesn't care. She's on a level beyond others, she

looks out for herself, and she does what she wants and

needs to do. regardless of how others may view her

actions.

Laura Barcella

Really, who wants to be sweet, warm and accommo-

dating all the time? Who wants to ever? I say only when

such niceties are deserved, and that's not often. So dig

in girls, here are the guidelines for how you too can

experience the joy and liberation of being called a bitch.

Follow these rules and soon you too will be a

rip-roarin'. hell-raisin' bitch sis! (Rules

are in no particular order.)

1 . Be pretty—naturally or with cosmetic

assistance.

2. Be not pretty—naturally or on purpose.

3. Don't respond when strange boys whistle, catcall.

offer sexual favors, or "compliment" you on your body

when you're walking down the street.

4. Refuse a boy when he wants to take you out.

5. Refuse a boy when he wants sex.

6. Walk around with an ounce of confidence (head

held high = Bitch).

7. Debate often, and don't back down 'til you win.

8. Know things, and take opportunities to enlighten

others.

9. Do not have a perpetual smile on your face.

10. Be loud and obnoxious.

1 1 . Be reserved or introspective—e.g. don't blabber,

wail, gossip, or chit-chat about stupid stuff to people

you don't like in the first place.

12. Know what you want, and refuse to compromise.

13. Have ambitions, desires and goals in life and

actively pursue them.

14. Don't undermine your own skills, talents and

strengths.

15. Don't be fearful, weak, or passive— don't play

the victim.

18. Be proud of your body.

19. Be sexy or confident in your sexuality.

20. Oh heavens. 1 almost forgot this one— kiss some-

one another girl has her eye on.

Laura Barcella is a Collegian staff member.

Post-Abortion Support Group
Everywoman's Center and the

Abortion Rights Fund of Western

Massachusetts are co-sponsoring a

Post-Abortion Support Group. The

group will meet for four sessions,

and will provide a safe, pro-choice

environment to discuss and share

anv leelings and thoughts related to

the abortion experience. The group

will begin in mid-November and will

be held on Wednesdays from 5:30 to

7 p.m. This group is free and open

to all campus and community
women. For more information and

pre-registration please call

Everywoman's Center at (413)

545-0883.
—Laura Barcella
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Take Back the Night

Five College women joined together to take back the night last year
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Marvel Comics debuts new X-Men writers with mixed results
Oh. how the night] have fallen.

The two COW X Men mat, ( ncannx

\ Men and V Men. have both lost

eight creator* ifatce 1992. Talented

ones, too People like Chris

Claremont. |ohn Romita |r and lohn

B>rnc have all abandoned the

\ Men flagships faatei

than audiences flee

ing theaten from
the latest Batman
sequel, and the

trend continues

Recently, the

Marvel editorial staff

introduced two hrand new
writers and artists who will have

their hands full using to retain the

\ Men's massive popularity and per-

haps more importantly, keep the

books selling in the top Inc. Here's a

report card ol their debut issues;

I ncanny A Men #>i0 (Marvel

$3.99) Writer: Steven Seagle Artist:

|oe Madureira and Andy Smith.

Finally, aftei three weeks of delays,

this long awaited "Trial Of Gambit"

issue hit the comic shop shelves, pro-

claiming from its shin) foil-enhanced

cover "350th issue spectacular!"

'Gambit's greatest secret revealed!"

'Some secrets can never be forgiv-

en!" However, after reading this

mega-hyped issue. I think thev lelt

out one important cover blurb: "The

biggest waste of four bucks since the

matinee showing of Batman & Robin

at the showcase cinema!" Yes folks.

COMMENTARY
by Jaff Carter

It's s.td but true. This comic book
was not worth the wait. In fact, it

was one of the most disjointed, slop

pv. un- fulfilling comics to come out

in recent memory. Basically what

happens is that Gambit, the Han
Solo-ish cajun X-Man, is

taken to a mysterious

citadel in the middle of

the Antarctic by an
unknown enemy to

stand trial for a dark

deed he performed
years before he joined

up with the X- Men.
who are also taken to

the castle to serve as Gambit's

jury. (Get all that? Don't

worry, neither did 1.)

Okay, problem number one:

Why the hell are there always secret

technological castles popping up

everywhere the X- Men go? The
X-Men could be on a mission near

your Uncle Ralph's house in

Battleboro.Vt.. and I guarantee you a

"huge mysterious fortress" would

pop up right between the garage and

the maple trees. It's simply ludicrous.

The debut scripting by Steven Seagle

(Alpha Flight, Sandman Mystery

Theater), is choppy and difficult to

follow, jumping around from location

to location and character to character

with complete disregard for sus-

penseful story pacing. By the time we
get to the actual trial and Gambit's

big revelation, we've already suffered
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through 30 pages of disjointed inter-

ludes featuring other charactan not

directly involved in the storyline. Oh.

and what of Gambit's terrible, loath-

some, dark secret'.' It's pathetic. A
letdown of immeasurable propor-

tions. From the advance hype. Marvel

made it sound as if Gambit was
responsible for breaking Rob 1 refold

into comics or an equally hideous

deed, something the X-Men would

never forgive him for. I'm not going

to ruin it for you, but let me just say

that Wolverine has done 10 times

worse in his career, and the X men
still kiss his ass on a daily basis. The

mystery villain? Again. I'm not going

to reveal anything, but it's just too

good to be true. I didn't buy and I

don't think any intelligent X-Men
funs will either. If this is the kind of

effort we can expect every month
from Seagle and new artist Chris

Bachalo {.Generation V). The
X-Men's sales dominance could be in

serious jeopardy. Forget Gambit.

Seagle should bo the one pul on trial

fot cranking out this dud. D
\ Men #70 (Marvel. $1 .W)

Writer: |oe Kelly Artist: Carlos

Pacheo
In the wake of event', occurring in

Uncanny X-Men #350 and the "Aw
Tolerance" crossover, the \-Men
finally re- unite at the Xavier man-

sion where they discover their entire

headquarters has been literally

stripped down to the wood by

Hast ion and his Zero Tolerance

forces. As if that wasn't bad enough.

the X-Men must also figure out a

way to save the life of their team

leader Cyclops, without the benefit of

their advanced medical technology. I

was very concerned about |oC Kelly.

the young writer of Daredevil and

Deadpool, coming aboard to script

our beloved mutants. I felt he was an

untested writer who focused too

much on mindless action sequences

and humor than on characterization

and dramatic storytelling. But after

reading this issue. Kelly proved me

wrong, In fact, he made me feel like a

total idiot. Kelly did a tremendous

job on this comic, giving us the best

characterizations of the X-Men in

sears. Beast was witty and wisecrack-

ing. Wolverine was stubborn and

short-tempered, Cyclops was brave

and stoic in the face of danger, and

so on. These characters came to life

and they just felt right in Kelly's

hands. Kelly even made me enjoy the

three new X- Men members:

Maggott. Marrow and Dr. Reyes —
three characters I felt were annoying

and flat in prior appearances. Carlos

Pacheo's pencils were stellar in this

issue, and he's really coining to his

own as a talented BTtist. Bottom Hne,

X- Men #70 was a solid enjoyable

read on every level and kcllv has this

title moving the right Hack B+

left' Carter it a I Mass student.

Comments are welcomed at

Sertkel9749aol.com, lour Color

Commentary appears on Thursdays

S E

PEER HEALTH EDUCATION

COMMUNITY HEALTH/EDUCATION 213/214

6 Credits - 2 Semester Commitment Required

For permission of the instructor call the

Division of Health Education 577-5181.

Class will meet on Wednesdays from l:25-3:55pm

Priority is given to those who meet with the instructor

before November 19.
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In Stock

DISCOVER. VISA. MASTERCARD ACCEPTED • OPEN 9am to 1 1 pm

amiimMmmm
Full Redemption

Center

MUSIC HALL
20 Center St Northampton

ALL AGES
ALL THE TIME

thursday, november 6, 8:30 pm

Average White
Band

"Pkk up the Pieces" ond donee, Sl4 odv

friday, november 7, 7 pm

Catie Curtis
Folk tock goddess"— The New Yoiket, SIO adv

friday, november 7, 10 pm

Gibb Droll Band
plus Jiggle The Handle

Southern-style groove-rock, $6 odv

Saturday, november 8, 7 pm

Susan Werner
plus the Nudes

, impelling song writer, 315 udv

Sunday, november 8, 1 pm

Amy Faii-child Band
plus Mary Ann Farley

folk-rock powerhouse $6 odv

sunday, november 9, 7 pm

A Cappella All-Stars:

Five O'Cleck Shadow,
Elixir and the

Steiners
the best in oil vocals music, $10 odv

monday, november 10, 1 pm

Saw Doctors
lugli energy Celtic rock SI 5 adv

Wednesday, november 12, 8:30 pm

Lettuce
plus Biq Avs Truck SS ndv

NOVEMBER 13: BERNIE WORRELL 4 THE

WOO WARRIORS

TICKETS: For the Record, at the

Northampton Box Office or call 586-8686.

24 HOUR CONCERT INFO:

413 584.0610

Have

msrm® wb.

V® f*
$•
\\**

USICC FRIDAYS 1 0PM - 1 AM
BGWL LIVE DJ - LIGHT SHOW

FULL GLOW BOWL - Prizes

KETKi SATURDAYS 10pm - lam

SCjS LIVE DJ - LIGHT SHOW
FULL GLOW BOWL - Prizes

Saturdays &
Sundays

Noon to 5pm

$1.99 per

Game

HAS YOUR AUTO
BEEN...

HonTHAKirrohi bowl

H
E
L
P
t

/et the Px-oer-fe at

^epa/'rpour Car$

EXHAUST • SUSPENSION • BRAKES

StopU or Ca.$(Toku - Fru SUttk Service- to Cartpas

HADL£Y
397 Russell St.

(Rte. 9)

S86 9991
mums
90 days same as cash

NORTHAMPTON
143 King St.

(Rt«. 5)
586 4840

There's A Lot Going On at THE PUB in November

i\

IvUllvlilIvli

HALF-PRICE
APPETIZERS
& NACHOS

EVERY DAY
from 3-5pm and 7-9pm

ONLY AT THE BAR AND LOUNGE!

Weekly Drink Specials

20oz Miller lite $1-99

16oz Sea Breezes $2.00

SAVE SOME
DOSEY-DOUGH.

EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT IN NOVEMBER

We're Taking 25% Off All Mexican

Dishes every Tuesday Night!

it's gonna be Hotl

Thurs. - Fri. - Sat.

DANCING
No Cover Before 10

EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT IN NOVEMBER

Hopalong over to The Pub' cause there's

a Wild West Fest every Thursday Night.

Well take 25% OFF on Burgers

A Chicken Sandwiches!

ll__0 rlllllll IllFl Nlghi A Best Sunday Brunch 'THE PUB* 13 I. Pieswant Street • Amherst
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pop electronica

continued from page 5

b) the earl) roots ol rock, which were prl

il> Founded here in the United stale-

md led in the Km>' hitmen (meaning Ehii

oi course), Britain rvai then able n> com-

mercialize rock and roll like no one else

before. Ins) were, In fact, so emii >.- move-

ment ol then i>uu

The turbulent '60i were, in many
levels, defined bj this new concept of

rebellious music, which these British

bands seised ,i- the emphasis of their

messages. British pup evolved during

thiv period and iheii lyrical substance

altered from girlfriends end lollipops to

.i darka more abstract sound.

The direction ol British pop pro-

gressed immense!) throughout the fol-

lowing three decades, In the '70s,

Britain took \merican neu wave, as

well ;is classic British rock like the

Rolling Stones and rhe Who, one Mep

further .i^ well as faster and louder

— and called it punk. The loicrunnci-

of this genie were The Sex Pistols and

The Clash, ami later The |am. Punk

has seen man) changes throughout

years, mostly when punk reemerged

state- side in the '80s. yet it will always

contain its angsl ridden essence intro-

duced h\ its earl) British originators

Throughout the '70i and '80s, the

second ttritiNh invasion WM led b) such

diverse acts as David Bowie. Duran
Duran and The Smiths, as well as the

previous!) mentioned punk bands, to

name just a lew. Smaller hands from

this period such as lames. XTC. New
Order and the Psychedelic Furs were

eventually able to break MM) horn iheii

cult statu-- and establish a greater SflnSC

ol success. The best e\ainple ol this is

Pulp, who for sears never received the

attention the) deserved until the)

released their super hit. .md karaoke

lave. Common People" in 1994. But,

all of these influence* have combined

together, in countless ways lo create the

mold of contemporary Brit pop.

Howie and Duran Duran are still

making worth) albums, especial!) the

latest release liom Duran Duran.

which is their best work since the

mid '80s. However, other notable-

bands like The Jesus and Mary Chain

and Primal Scream have risen through-

out the '80s and are still Strong)) ;i part

of contemporary music today. The)

have constantK and successful!) chal

lenged the noundarie- ol rack and roll

and will continue to spread then influ-

ence long alter the> themselves have

laded sway
In the ver\ late '80s and on into

the '90s. a rteVi slew ol British pop

bands formed with the hope of making

their mark like their predecessors

before them. They are the third part in

a continuing invasion and among them,

debatably. the most prominent have

been The Stone Roses Happy

Mondays, Supergrass. Ned's Atomic

Dustbin. Suade. Oasis. Kadiohead.

The Verve- and m\ personal lave Blur.

(There are others ol cour-e. but I can't

have tin- column go on forever. It I

missed yow favorite band, then deal)

I ach ol these bands have set prece-

dent and the latest releases Irom

Kadiohead. The Verve and Primal

Scream are perhaps their best work to

date. Even, eil these bands who have

passed on, man) of their members have

continued to tonn new acts and carry

on their legacies.

The heated dispute- between the

two invasion general--. Noel Ciallaghei

of Oa-is and Damon Albarn ol Blur,

only proves how seriously tans take

Britpop, A- thev compete against each

other thev are al-o comix-ting amongst

themselves perhaps that is why the

music ol these bands continues to ripen

with every release. In main ways,

British pop refuses to follow similar

cliches and conventions as American

music (with the exception of Bush, but

we won't mention them) What I mean

Is that Britpop is not onlv more diverse.

but more creative a- well when com-

pared to popular American grunge. We
may have won the war back in the dav

of redcoat- and musket-, but thev sure-

kick our butts with a guitar- in hand

Adam Levine is a Collegian colum-

nist.

continued from page 5

in this movement ha- been the

hugely Influential \1o\Va\ Records

whose 1994 Headl compilation col-

lect- much ol the label's best talent

iD| Shadow. I N.K.L.E., Autecbre.

I uke Yiberli. manv of whom are

American acts who. up until very

recently limply did not have an

audience in tin- country. \ native

ol Cornwall. Yiberl inked a deal

with Trent ReZUOr'S influential

Nothing label, home lo influential

I K acts Meal Beat Manifesto and

Pop Will Eat Itself. On the recently

released Drum u' Bau lor Papa +

Plug I P'i 1 . 2. 3. Vihert has

returned under the pseudonym
Plug in a bold, convoluted

re -in vent ion/deconst ruction ol

breakbeat aiul drum 'n bass; It's a

futurist ie melding ol nearly every

electronic sub- genie. Of course

the one inherent advantage in

Britain i- the compact geographic

-i/.e ol the country. Sure, the tech-

no and house movement- were
-tailed in Detroit and Chicago
respectively, but how many people-

know thai'.' However, in the U.K..

nearly everything is centered

PANDA EAST
CHINESE RESTAURANT & SUSHI BAR

"We bring Chinatown to you"

1
1

1

1

&BEST CHINESE RESTAURANT IN THE VALLEy&

SINCE 1987

fUU KEUU
FOR SUSHI,

SASHIMI AND

Starting At $3.95

7 DAYS A WEEK

Teriyaki Is

available

telephone: (413)256-8923/256-8924 fax 253-1173

103 North Pleasant St. Amherst, MA 01002

Delivery Express: 549-0077

Activities Presents:

g Every Friday

edlennes
November 7, 1997 uewall Cafe
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around London, and to a le-ser

degree. Manchester

Over there, artists such as the

Chemical Brothers. Prodigy. Aphex
Twin. Underworld. Orb and
Orbital often duke it out with their

brethren in Britpop lor chart

supremacy. Las! year, Underworld's

"Born Slippy" single went into the

chart- at No. 2 - a feat not likely

to be soon repeated here, where hip

hop and Top 40 rule the singles

charts

Another kev difference between

our two countries is the prevalence

of the rave/club scene, especially in

England's major cities. The steady

adaptation of this chic culture into

the demands of mainstream con-

sciousness ha- been a major lacloi

in electronic mu-ic gaining such a

wide audience. London's world

famous club. The Ministry of

Sound, even has its own label

which has put out several seminal

releases, including Sasha and John

Digweed'- fabulous new \orthern

Exposure, which is over two full

hours of continuous club music

Although clearly in a major peri-

od of creative innovation at pre-

sent, the Brit- have, beginning with

I no. over the past 20 vears or -o

virtually -inglehandedlv defined the

vast majority ol electronic mu-ic

Alter the death ol Ian Curti-. the

surviving members ol post-punk

pioneers |oy Division regrouped

under the moniker New Order and

became the most important of the

-vnth based post-punk groups.

Al-o worth mentioning are Erasure

and The Pel Shop Boys, who best

exemplify the new wave -en-ibilities

In the early '90-. Bristol. England

spawned the burgeoning trip hop

movement, giving the world the

downtempo. jazz-, funk- and
soul-inflected experimental break-

beat music pioneered by the inge-

niou- collective of sonic auteurs

known originally as the Wild

Bunch and eventually Massive

Attack (which originally included

Tricky), as well as Portishead

Tricky's debut solo release. I995's

Uaxinquaye, is one of the most

vital albums of the decade and a

monumental achievement in hallu-

cinatory soundscapes.

decadence
continued from page 5

lace ol the planet only to conic

bat k with Second Coming — a

pitiful attempt to recapture their

past glow. Ihe Stone Roses were

a- happy a- the Smiths were

bleak. They offered classics like

She Bangs Ihe Drums, Made Of
Skok and Elephant Stone that

were the -weetest pop songs I had

ever heard Ihe Smiths gave me a

perspective on life and The Stone

Roses made me want to live it.

While no band- matched the

Stone Rose- or Ihe Smiths there

vveie a lio-t ol other band- wait-

ing lor me to discover. There were

the Psychedelic Furs who had

reached main stream status with

there hit -ingle "Pretty In Pink"

oil ol talk talk Talk. Richard

Butler was a lyrical genius who
possessed the ability to talk about

relationships in wavs that lew

artists can. However. I was simply

too voung to understand what he

wa- talking about and his abilitv

went wasted on my inexperienced

vears. Yet the music of the Furs

matched the sadness of the Smiths

with the pop sensibilities of the

Stone Roses that pleased my
young ears

Ihe parade of British bands

continued as I expanded my lis-

tening scope to bands like The
Cure. Depeche Mode. Sundays,

Erasure. New Order, The
Charlatans, Jesus and Mary
Chain and The Pet Shop Boys

The Sundays displayed pure pop

bliss on Reading. Writing, and

Arithmetic with Harriet Wheeler-

vocals providing the pel led

soundtrack for a beautiful spring

day. The Charlatans were another

band that I was hooked on almost

instantaneously. With lyrics bleak-

er then Moiri.-sev's, but with per-

fect -hoega/.ing music, thev were

easilv one ol the best bands Irom

this scene. I was never quite

enamored with the electronic

music of bands like Erasure, Net*

Order. The Pet Shop Boys, or

Depeche Mode beyond their obvi-

ous hits, but I have to admit that I

owned at least one album by each

of those artist-.

Although no other British pop

artist ever matched The Smiths or

The Stone Roses, none of them

had to. British pop in the '80s was

bleak and beautiful, they rid

themselves of the cheesy lyrics

that dominated American pop for

a more realistic view of life. Yet

despite their morose Ivtics. the

bands never forgot how to vv rite-

great pop tunes, and that is what

ultimately made the semg- stick in

your head. British pop saved my
younger years. Even if you don't

want to admit it. I guarantee most

ol vou owned at least one album

I've mentioned.

Adam Dlugaci is a Collegian

columnist.

lists

continued from page 5

V The Clash The Clash

b. The Smiths — Louder than

Bombs
7. Psychedelic Furs — Talk Talk

Talk

8. Radiohead — OK Computer

Pictured on page 5 (clock-

wise from top right): Thorn

Yorke, Noel Gallagher, P.J.

Harvey, Plug (a.k.a. Luke

Vibert).

UPCp

s«ta
Thursday, November 13, 1997

Student I Inion Ballroom

Doors open @ 7:30pm

Show starts @ 8pm

$5 11 Mass students

$10 General Admission

New York City's

finest in Jazz...

Tickets available at:

For The Record
Tix Unlimited
Northampton Box Office

Saturday, Novembers, 1997

Student Union Ballroom

Doors open @ 7:30pm

Show starts @ Spin

$5 1 1Mass students

$10 General Admission

For more information:

Call UPC @ 545.2892,

stop by the office in Room 415
Student Union, or via e-mail at

UPC@stuaf.umass.edu
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Davey Johnson leaves Orioles
By David Ginsburg
Associated Press

BALTIMORE — Baltimore
Orioles manager Dave) |ohntOD
resigned yesterday following two

successful seasons in which he

clashed with owner Petet

Angelos

Angelos received lohiuon'i let-

tet oi resignation late yesterday

afternoon, lohmon, who led the

Orioles to the best record in the

AL this season, had one U
remaining on a three-year con-

tract. No lUCCetSOl «as named,
although pitching coach Ray
Miller and batting coach Rick
Down are considered strong can-

didates.

Toronto general manager Cord
Ash said he would be interested in

interviewing lohnson for the

vacant Blue lays' managerial spot.

In a telephone interview yesterday

morning with The Associated
Press from his home in Florida.

lohnson expressed frustration

OVa hil uncertain statu- and said

he wai approaching the point

where resigning was a viable

option.

"This has been difficult for me.

1 am close to the point oi thinking

that maybe it is time to make a

change 01 move on," lohnson said.

"After the tvw. years we iusi had, I

was hopeful we'd be one happy
faniiK ."

Baltimore reached the AL
championship series in 19% and
1997, only to lose both times \t

98-b4. the Oriole- had the No. 2

record in baseball behind the

Atlanta Braves and became only

the third AL team to stay in lirst

from start to finish.

Yet Angelos iin d Oriole- fans

expected the team to reach the

World Scries. Soon alter

Cleveland eliminated Baltimore 4-

2 in the championship series, the

Situation began to unravel for

lohnson, who was dismissed as

manager of ihe New York Met-

and the Cincinnati Reds despite

success with both team-.

Two days after the World
Series, lohnson had his agent -end

Angelos a fax requesting a con-

tract extension or a buyout of the

final year of (ohnson'j contract. A
day later, word leaked that

lohnson lined second baseman
Roberto Alomar $10,500 for miss-

ing an exhibition game and a team

banquet, and then asked the play-

er to give the money to a charity

that retains lohnson'- wife a- a

fund-raiser.

Thai enraged Angelos. who said

the money belonged to the Orioles

and that lohnson had committed

"an infraction of serious propor-

tions." lohnson said he was mere-

Iv living to make something good

come out of a bad situation and

had done nothing wrong. "I can t

believe it." Orioles first baseman

Rafael Palmeiro told WBAI. radio

"I really hate to -ee him go."

*«S5,'«*2
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vselfcare.

\Gmtruceptives

Packaged together for Double Protection

CarePlus™ gives you 2 simple-to-use methods
to help prevent HIV (AIDS;, sexually
transmitted diseases (STD's), and Pregnancy,
when used together, each time you have sex.

Now available at leading stores.

For more information: 1-800-flTl-SELF

O'Donnell out, Foley in for Jets
By Barry Wilner
Associated Press

HEMPSTEAD. N.Y. — Glenn
Foley is producing. Neil O'Donnell

isn't — at least not the way Bill

Parcells wants him to. So Foley will

be the starting quarterback for the

New York lets on Sunday at Miami.

While O'Donnell. who earns S5

million a year, becomes the most

expensive backup in NFL history.

Foley moves from effective relief

pitcher to starter.

"Obviously. Bill has confidence

in my ability to move the team and

to put some points on the board."

Foley said yesterday after the coach

announced the switch. Foley

replaced O'Donnell in the lets' last

two games and led them to victo-

ries, vaulting them to the top of the

AFC East.

"I want to play We've got two
different quarterbacks he feels can

win and he just went with me.
That's the way the coach works. It

things are not going well, he will be

making a change and that goes for

everyone, including Neil and me."

While Parcells continued empha-
sizing that the move is lot this one-

game, it's become obvious that

O'Donnell'* indecisiveness irked

the coach. He likes the way Foley

has taken charge of situations in a

comeback win over New England
— three TDs in the second half —
and in leading the lets ib-3) to an

overtime field goal against

Baltimore.

"He has done a consistently good

job for us and I always have fell

good about him." Parcells said.

"That's not to say I haven't felt

good about Neil; I did. I am just

telling vou in mv heart this is what I

leel like.

"You can put up a lot of numbers
to make this decision appear to be

right or wrong. I don't care: you do

what is best momentarily and I am
not worried about the long-term
effect of this. Things change and
two weeks, three weeks is a lifetime

in thi- game. W hat appears to be

one way this week might be differ-

ent later on. I have just been watch-

ing the player perform and he has

done a good job when I have put

him in there."

\ou in hi- fourth NFL season.

Foley itarted three games at the end

of la-t season. But they were for the

worst team in the league. Now he-

takes over a first-place club playing

a second-place team in a tight divi-

-ion race.

O'Donnell. who joined the lets as

a $25 million free agent after lead-

ing the Steelers to the 1995 AFC
title, ha- had a rough go in New
York. He played in just sj\ games
last year, sidelined by shoulder,

then foot injuries.
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MTRJM 200 MMX
1 GB Hard Drive

MB RAM
CD-ROM
art/Speakers
Video RAM
.6 Modem

yboard/Mouse
Windows 95
" SVGA Monitor

1,399

s»J Dr-AH.% BlLURE* 9

IDA BELCHERTOWIS Ku\l> VMHERST, MA 01002 256-8284
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SOB Russell St. |Rte 91 Hadley • {4131 584-8857

Friday:
Soledad
Saturday:

Jesse

Collegian Sports..

Keep your eye
on the ball.

Movie, Game, and. System Rentals

Al Movies SM/ dayll

The best of the new releases!

PSX / Saturn / N64 / Genesis / SNES

Buy-SeB-Trade Gaines £ Systems

9 East Pleasant Call us at

(Near "The Pub") 549-4505

Hr»: SMI, Mon, Wed, Thur, Fri 2:00-7:30

Sat 12*0-7:30

Cleied Tuesday
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VETERANS DAY
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DOWNHILL^ SCX PC SKI PACKAGE
Package Includes Skis. Salomon Sx 5.0 Boot.

Selected Bindings, Poles & Expert Mounting

$

40 SNOWBOARD PACKAGE

319 Reg. $750 "]

MOUNTAIN
Ski Or Snowboard Lesson

With The Purchase Of Any Complete

Downhill Ski Or Snowboard Packaqe

$
L

Package Includes HC Snowboard

& Burton Red Bindings

309 Reg. $360

mm k m t
fjinate » "version

SNOWBOARD JACKETS

Uleih't fa* Ml Ut Avttett «ryfe*l

if^flfe Hi -Tech

[Cahillane

Rentals I

Rt 9 @> Howard Johnson's in Amherst

48 Damon Rd, Northampton

Auto

I

Northampton I

584.8099 |

Amherst I Northampton

549.8099 1 584.8099

on the Web @ http://www.cahillane.com

Now Featuring

the ultimate 4-WD
Jeep Grand Cherokee

& Dodge Caravan

LEASING

RENTALS

IN-STRIDE

WALKER

$149 99

Ticket City
Tickets for *H occilloni

Your Source For:

Concerts, Theatre, Ballet,

Sporting Events & Sold Out Shows

Even Gift Certificates!

ANP MUCH MORE!

Call TICKET CITY at 617-787-2370

sirfiv. Ms*
Call 017-787-2370

Friday. Saturday.

and Sunday Nights

November

28. 29. and 30.

at the

Worcester Centrum

Sangertown Mall • Ithaca • Watertown • Pittsburgh • Rome • Latham • Clitton Park • Pittstield •

Massena • Saratoga Springs • Hadley • Albany • Glens Falls • And More To Come !!

<r
MEMBER
O.C.M.P.

^•t rrEUCH,.%\
WS ACCBPT
ALL MAJOR

CREDIT CARDS.

Can We Build One For You?
Serving Sandwiches, Bagels 8e Lox,

Fresh Soups &? Salads, Take Out.

• DELIVERIES CALL 549-6314 •
* OPEN UNTIL 9p.m. *
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ANNOUNCEMENTS ANNOUNCEMENTS

NEW YEAR'S EVE IN
NYC

If you are interested in a 1600

person New Year's Eve Party in

NYC. contact Flava Promotions-

at (8001616-9137 Tickets are

selling fast so call today so you

can be part of a classy black tie

New Year's Eve like only we
know how to do 1

THE TIME IS
COMING!

Flava Promotions is proud to

present DJ Justin Time from

NYC's Tunnel and Expo. Come
join us on Nov 15 as we groove

to his bangm' beats! Call

(800)616-9137 for ticket info

Hometown High

Do you remember applying to

college7 Would you like to help

high school students learn more

about the university and the

admissions process at UMASS
Amherst 7 The Undergraduate

Admissions Office is looking for

undergraduates to return to their

hometown high school during

winter break and represent the

university to perspective appli-

cants Volunteers will be

required to attend one training

session and to schedule an

appointment with a high school

guidance office to visit the

school Training session will be

on Tuesday, Oec 2, and Wed .

Dec 3 @ 7 30pm in the Campus

Center Volunteers are only

required to attend one session.

If you have any questions please

call Julie Anderson. Dave
Follicle, or Richard Toomey at

545-3043 Please leave us your

name, number and name of your

high school, or stop by our table

at the Campus Center through

11/14

THANK YOUII
Flava Promotions would like to

thank The 922 People who made
our Halloween Party the Biggest

and Best Ever!!

Funk Club Auditions Sunday.

November 9, 12-5. Campus
Center Room 101 Questions?

Call Amelia 546-1824

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Take Over My Lease One
week free Available 12/19/97

Puffton Village. One bedroom.

Heat and hot water included. On
bus route $535/month Call

Chris 549-1 168

2 Bedroom Apt. Easthampton

$485 per month Take over lease

ASAP 527-9410

AUTO FOR SALE

Purchasing a used car?
Having your car repaired 7 Do
you know your legal rights? Call

The Student Legal Services

Office, 922 Campus Center. 545-

1995

84 Jeep CJ7 4x4, hardtop,

132.000+ miles, automatic

Need to sell fast Needs some
work. $925 or make an offer

Call Luis @ 549-551

4

Wanted: Junk Cars Cash paid

everyday 1-800-649-4795

EMPLOYMENT

Driver CDL Class B
Experienced. Part-time Good
pay Good equipment. Flexible

hours. 256-0499

NATIONAL PARK EMPLOY-
MENT- Discover how to work in

America's Parks, Forests &
Wildlife Preserves Competitive

wages + bonuses!
Seasonal/year-round. For

employment information, call:

(517)324-3081 ext. N50011

LAST CHANCE- LEGAL
ASSISTANTS WANTED
November 14. 1997 is the last

day to apply to The Student

Legal Services Office about a

EMPLOYMENT
Spring 1998 Internship' Get

hands-on experience in the legal

field Work directly with attor-

neys and clients Earn up to 15

undergraduate credits No expe-

rience in the legal profession

required— training is provided

Contact The Student Legal

Services Office today 545-1995.
009 r^mnt.r- Cnntnr922 Campus Center

RELIEF STAFF tor apartment

program servicing adults with

mental illness living in the com-

munity Get training and experi-

ence necessary to work in the

field. Call Shift. Wages: $7/hr.

Send resume and cover letter to:

Amherst Apartments, c/o

ServiceNet, 129 King St.,

Northampton, MA 01060. NO
CALLS PLEASE.

Jobs For The Environment
Campaign with MassPirg to

reduce pesticide use

Flexible schedule

$50-$75/day

Call Terry @ 256-6434

Earn $10,000 for next summer
running a business. Call Mike at

549-3759

Kai Chi Restaurant Waitstaff.

Part-time. Apply within 586-

2774

Mother's Helper
Weekday afternoons. $7/hour

References. Please call

(413)549-7788

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANT-
ED Spring 1998 Internships With

The Student Legal Services

Office: get hands-on experience

in the legal field— work directly

with attorneys and clients. Earn

up to 15 undergraduate credits.

No experience in the legal pro-

fession necessary— training

provided. Contact The Student

Legal Services Office today. 545-

1995. 922 Campus Center

ENTERTAINMENT
DJ For Hire: Professional DJ

spinning all types of music Call

for more details 253-6593 DJ

FOOZ(Tim)

FOR SALE

GT Zaskar loaded with clipless

in box $500 367-2369

Phish Tickets Great seats at

great prices City Tickets

(800)865-8070

Watch batteries, ear pierc-

ing, eyeglass repairs, jewelry

restoration, diamond engage-

ments, wedding rings.

Silverscape Designs, 264 N
Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3324

Open Daily

COMPUTERS!
New P166MMX from $995
Laptops, peripherals. ZarVision

582-9198 V/MC/AMEX

Laptop Notebook Works good

$150. Good for school Call

Steve (41 3)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for com-

puter. Works great Call CPC
(413)584-8857

FOUND

Found: Bracelet on 8th floor

Campus Center outside eleva-

tors on Sat.. Nov 1, evening

Please call Jennifer 665-3717

with description

MISCELLANEOUS

ATTN: ENTREPRENEURS
it 1300% with the easiest

money making system ever

designed Investment required

1-800-925-0984

PERSONALS
To Lovey Bear Remember long

walks and nights by the fire. You

are my only desire My love is no

longer for hire Love, Your Stud

Puppy

ROOMATE WANTED
One bedroom available in

Sugarloaf $333/month Call

665-3558

SERVICES

Lose Weight Now
• Control Appetite

• Increase Energy

• All Natural Products

• Doctor Recommended
• 30 Day Money Back

Guarantee

Call (800)923-0498

Transcription, Editing, Typing

for students, professors & busi-

nesses. Domenichelli

Transcription Services (413)783-

8607 domenbus@javanet.com

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for

free testing and assistance. 549-

1906

TRAVEL

Book Early And Save!

Great Spring Break destinations.

Best prices Free parties, drinks,

and food. Call Eve 546-21 11

TRAVEL
RELIABLE SPRING BREAK

TOURS
Bahamas, Cancun & Ski Trips!

FREE FOOD & FREE DRINKS'
Sign up before Nov 30 Organize

a group- travel free. Call for

details and free brochure Call

(888)SPRING BREAK Today!

Spring Break and other trav-

el Special rates for students

Call Travel Network at (201 )533-

0300 (800)699-4988 outside NJ

SPRING BREAK
Can'CiM fwm >*«

WANTED
Sell/Trade your preowned
games and systems. Call Let's

Play at 549-4505

Coll.gian CLASSIFIEDS

Thmy'rm whoUtem*
and nulrifiout

r
i

i

i

CLASSIFIEDS
Frequency
Discounts

The following discounts are

contingent upon
consecutive repetition

Need ride to DC. NC,
Leaving 11/25.549-3634

SC?

SPRING BREAK 98

Free food and drinks! Cancun,

Bahamas, Jamaica and Florida

from $399 Organize a small

group and travel FREE! Highest

commissions and lowest prices.

Call Surf & Sun Tours to become

a campus representative

(800)574-7577

Florida frsin tn
wow Himwo HtPSi

1-800-234-7007

EARN FREE TRIPS AND
CASH!

CLASS TRAVEL needs students

to promote Spring Break 1998!

Sell 15 trips & travel free!

Highly motivated students

can earn a free trip & over

$10,000! Choose Cancun,

Bahamas. Mazatlan, Jamaica or

Florida! North America's largest

student tour operator! Call Now!
1-800-838-6411

GUATEMALA: Study Spanish

and help Mayan children.

Openings for January. Write:

Rural Education Proiect, P.O. Box

9534. North Amherst. MA 01059

SPRING BREAK
Largest selection of Spring

Break destinations including

cruises! Group discounts and

free trips available Epicurean

Tours 1 -800-231 -4FUN

Spring Break "Take 2" hiring

Reps! Sell 15 Take 2 free

Hottest destinations! Free par-

ties, eats, and drinks! Sunsplash

1-800-426-7710 or www.sun-
splashtours.com

Runs

5 times

1 times

1 5 times

20 times

25 times

30 times

Discount

5%
10%
15%
20%
25%
30%

I

L.

EVERY DAY
for one semester

35%

1
I

l

l

l

I

l

l
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Standard Headings
ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT
ENTERTAINMENT

FOR SALE
FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

THURSDAY. NOV. 6

Discussion — Eb Carlin Ph.D..

\IS\\ . Associate Professor of English

.it I Mat! will discuss "Trauma and

and 1 csbian Sexual ldentit>

Development" at I 2:>0 p.m. in the

Campus Center, room KU3. Part at

the GLBT Studiei lecture Series and

II CO-sponsored b\ The Stonewall

Center. GLB GSO. Women- Studies

and the Chancellor- Task lorce on

GLBT Matters, lor more informa-

tion, contact The Stonewall Center at

S45-4824.

Lecture — Anti-Semitism course

"The Dilemma Between Hate Speech

and I ice Speech" from 7-9 p.m. at

the llillel House. Come -it in on this

lecture given b> Lauren l.evin,

I astern State- Civil Right- Director,

Ami -Defamation League, this

one credit course is open to the pub-

lic.

Lecture — Earl Lovelace, whose
most recent novel, Siili. received the

Commonwealth Prisc'l Best Book

Award for the Canada-Caribbean
region, will be reading and discussing

selected writings at 7 p.m. in the

Charles Drew House. Amherst
College. Sponsored by the Creative

\\ i iting Center of Amherst College.

Lecture — Economic- lecture by

Manuel Pastor of the University of

California at Santa Cruz on
"Economics and Ethnicity: Poverty.

Race and Immigration in Los Angele-

County" at 7:50 p.m. in the New
York Room on the second floor of

Mar) Woolley Hall. Mount Holyoke

College The lecture i- sponsored by

the College's Economics Department

and i> part of it- series thi- year on
I cortomics, Race and Public Policy

in the United States." For more infor-

mation, call J3B- 2452.

Reading — lyl Lynn Felman. local

performance arti-t and acclaimed
authoi ol Hot Chicken Wings, will

read from her new book. Cravings I

Sensual Memoir at 7:50 p.m. in the

Dickinson House Living Room of the

Five College Women's Studies

Research Center at Mount Holyoke

College and is co-sponsored by the

Odyssey Bookshop.

Seminar — Yoga and meditation

seminar at 8 p.m. in Mutterlield

Lounge. All are welcome. Sponsored

by Amanda Marga.

Sports — Intramural Field Hockey

championship game at 6:50 p.m. at

Boulcn fields.

FRIDAY. NQV. 7

Poetry Reading — "Voices for the

Voiceless", spoken word from under

ground GrlotS from b - 10:50 p.m. at

Chapin Auditorium at Mount
Holyoke College. An historic evening

bringing together fifteen renowned
black and latino poet-.

Service — Shabbat Service at b

p.m. in the Hillel House. Welcome
the Sabbath with prayer and song.

Sponsored bj Hillel.

Symposium — "Visions of

Community" a symposium in Honor

of Five African American Women in

Dance at Smith College. Sponsored

by the Five College Dance
Department. 651. an Arts Center in

Hem York, and Smith College. Day's

event- include: 10 a.m. - noon hon-

oree's stories in Sage Hall. 1:50 3

p.m. dance master classes in the

Dance Studios. 4-6 p.m. keynote

address and performances in Theater

14.

SATURDAY, NOV. 8

Celebration — The Cape Verdean

Student Alliance invites you to attend

the I 5th annual Cape Verde Cultural

Night starting at 6 p.m. in the

BlueW "all. Campus Center. This is an

opportunity for both Cape Verdeans

and the t Mas- community to get

mote of an insight into Cape Verdean

culture and will include speaker-,

poetry leaders and dancers. All are

invited.

Comedy MISSION
IMPROVable will be performing
their free weekly comedy improv
show at 8 p.m. in the Campu-
Center. room 165.

Concert — "How to Remember." a

Holocaust Memorial concert at 8

p.m. at Abbey Memorial Chapel.

Mount Holyoke College, featuring the

Mount Holyoke College dice Club &
Chamber Singers: Rutgers University

Men's Glee Club; music faculty and

students from Mount Holyoke and

the Five Colleges.

Conference — The Sociology

Department will host "Social

Sciences Graduate School
Information Day" for students in

western New England colleges and

universities. The day's event- include

a continental breakfast at 9:30 a.m.

in the Malcolm X Center, sessions

until a break for lunch at noon and

resume from 1-4 p.m. Students can

get more information or sign up to

attend by e-mailing the Sociology

FYls are public service announcements printed

daily To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the
Managing Editor by noon the previous day.

Department at

GRADOSOC I MASS.EDU, calling

Soma Mciidcz at 255 5°»I7 or Diane

Kolakoski at 545-4057. or visiting

the main offices in the Sociology

Department on the seventh floor of

Thompson.

NOTICES

\rt Contributions — The Student

Union Visual and Performing Arts

Space i- looking for contributions to

the Southern Asian Cultural

Exhibition which will -how in the

spring of 1448. If you have anything

from artwork to crafts depicting

Asian culture, and would like the

opportunity to participate in this

exhibition, contact Amanda at

543 0742.

c

CO

Daily Listings sponsored by:

TV LISTING SPONSORSHIP FOR SALE
INQUIRE @ 545-3500

HSCN

3
a
5
B
"7

11

IS
13
ia
14
17
IB
2D

Bulletin

Board

Hartford

Boston

Boston

Springfield

Movie Ch.

Hartford

CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN
UPN/20
Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Briiain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
International

UMass Academic TV
HSCN Programming

TV-19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

CNN
CNN SI

25 Headline News
2B UCTV
87 TBS

BET

TV Land

Univision

Comedy Central

Cartoon

Much Music

31

545-

3500

THURSDAY EVEN

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
WVIT
WTIC
WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
A&E
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN

TLC
TNT
USA

S
CP
CD

CI
©
CD

a>
CP

©

Wishbon* S.

News I
News

22

20

21

fh

JtBO
MAX
SHOW !g)

I*.

6:00

News tr

Full House .8

News

Cheers 8

News

Home Imp.

News

Creatures

News I
Mad Abo You

Family Matters

NG
6:30

Business Rpt. Newshour With Jim Lehrer

C BS News

CBS News

Inside Edition

ABC News

BoyWorld

NBC News

Mad Abo. You

NBC News

Simpsons 5
NBC News

Business Rpt.

ABC News

Mad Abo. You

Family M.itlors

Northern Exposure "Get Real"

WorldView K

Lounge Liz. |Make-Laugh

Strange Planes iR)

7:00 7:30

Extra '$

Inside Edition

Fresh Prince

Wheel-Fortune

Judge Judy 1
Ent Tonight

Seinfeld V,

Wheel-Fortune

Real TV S
Ent Tonight

Great Railway Journeys a

Chronicle £
Fresh Prince

Jeopardy! I
Judge Judy "

Hard Copy I
Frasisr 1
Jeopardy! X.

Newshour With Jim Lehrer If

Seinfeld «.

Seinfeld K.

Coach R

Frasier X
Frasier 5

Coach tt

Law & Order I

Moneylinejt

Dai ly Show (Ri

Crossfire Tt

Gimme Shelter (R)

Stein's Money

Up Close

Supermarket

MTV Live

Figure It Out

Twil ight Zone Twilight Zone

Hometimt (R)

Sportscenter IWkend Kickoff

Debt

Viewers

Tiny Toon

Kung Fu: Legend

Homttimt (R)

Baywatch "Surf's Up" (R) .It

Intimate Portrait

C - Campus

8:00 8:30

NOVEMBER 6, 1997

Promised Land (In Stereo) X
Promised Land (In Stereo) a
Nothing Sacred Calling;' if.

9:00 9:30 I
10:00

Mystery! "Deep Secrets" (In Stereo) X
Diagnosis Murder (In Stereo)

Diagnosis Murder (In Stereo)

Cracker "Sons and Lovers" X
**» "Platoon "(1986, Drama) Tom Berenoar, Witlem Dafoi

Friends X, [Union Square

Honey, I Shrunk the Kidi X
Friends X
Living Single

Friends X
This Old Hm.

Union Square

Between Bros

Union Square

Drs. on Call

Nothing Sacred "Calling" X

Seinfeld X [Veronica

Fame L.A. "The Beat Goes On

Seinfeld X [Veronica

Cheating Deatn-on Tape

Seinfeld X | Veronica

10:30
Keeping Up Murder-Horrid This Old Hse

48 Hours (In Stereo) X
48 Hours (In Stereo) X
20/20 E
News

ER ' Ground Zero" (In Stereo) X
Grace Under

ER "Ground Zero (In Stereo) X

ER "Ground Zero" (In Stereo) X

11:00 I
11:30

News « Late Show X
News Late Show X
News jNightline X
Star Trek: Next Gener

Now.

Vibe

[Tonight Show

News

Simpsons X

Myattryl "Deep Secrets" (In Stereo) X
Crackar "Sons and Lovers" X |20rtOX

[Brideshead Revisited

« » Trading Places" (1983, Comedy) Eddie Murphy, Dan Aykroyd

'Cmasi Goes to Jaf ( 1 990, Comedy) Jim Vamey.

Now*.

Nows "

Fratier

X

Tonight Show

Deep Space 8

Tonight Show

Charlie Rose

Nightllne tt

Real TV X
**

Biography: Menendez

Prime News X IBurden-Proof

Sea Tales

Larry King Live X
'i Tafa/(n«iir)cf"(1993, Comedy) Armand Assante.

Wild Discovery: Hyenas [into Unknown [Movie Magic

** "Ernest Scared Sttyid" (1991 , Comedy) Jim Vamey

Unexplained (R) Law S Order Heaven" X
World Today X Sports lllus.

Lounge Liz. |Make-Laugh

Wings .It: Justice Files (R)

MTV Europe Music Awards (In Stereo)

College Football Arkansas at Mississippi (Live) I
Unsolved Mysteries (In Stereo)

I
In tht Sfttdowor Cvf'(1995, Suspense) Treat WiWams

Doug «

Starship

Home AgHome Again

Lola t Clark-Superman

Rugrata X
Amai. Stories

(5 00)

Highlander: The Series X
"Last ol the Pogman"(i995, Adventure) Tom Berenger . 'P

* "Back to the Beach" (1987) Frankiei Avalon.

[On the Set"(RT(5.45) o "Ruby Jean and Jo»" {\996)'PQ\y

Secret ol Alex |Happy DayT
Seequest DSV (In Stereo) X
Medical Detect |

Without Warn.

MTV Live (R;

Wonder Years [Bewitched

Forever Knight (In Stereo) X
Earth's Fury (R)

Live From the 1 Spot

i Love Lucy X [Odd Couple I
VR.5 "The Many Faces of Alex" Starship

**"i "Tiotifropg''(1984, Suspense) Clint Eastwood, Genevieve Bujok)

Heaven's Breath (R)

Walker, Texas Ranger X
Where Have You Gone, Jot?

| Rough Cut

* "Shattered lmaQ9"(l994, Drama) Bo Derek. (In Stereo) X
'A "Gofff'(1996, Drama) Armand Assante. (In Stereo) 'R' t»

T*+ "The- Great White Hyp«"(i996, Comedy) R' .

eT^S Par*" (1996) Rhea Pertman. *R' X \"Joe Torre CurvebaH Along the Way" (1997)

Daily Show

Moneyllne X
Stein's Money

Sportscenter X
Homicide: Lile on the Street K

Oddville, MTV

Taxi I

Medical Detect

Loveline (R)

Newhart tt

Amaz. Stories

Without Warn.

Eastwood on Eastwood (R) X
Silk Stalklngs "Nighl Games

77

Diving Bell

Inside the NFL (In Stereo) X
Xhmetime" (\99B, Suspense) Stephen Baldwin. 'R'

iHolyirield | Tone Star" 'R
:
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Bruno By C. Baldwin Robotman By Jim Meddick
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Horoscopes
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
— Your first or second choices

may be unavailable to you today,

so you'll have to trust that your

third will suffice — and indeed it

will.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov.
22-Dec. 21) — One major mis-

take toda> can put you behind

schedule, but il you work hard

and diligently you can make up
lor lost time hv day's end.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an.
19) — Your plans arc nol carved

in stone today. You must be will-

ing to be more flexible than you

have been in the recent past.

AQUARIUS (|an. 20-Feb. 18)

— Preparation is the ke> to suc-

cess today. You needn't follow

the rules at every moment, but

you can relay on ihem to see you

through.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
— Solving a problem today will

be very much like putting togeth-

er a complex puzzle. One or two
pieces ma\ he difficult to get into

place.

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
— Others may not be acting in a

manner that is suitable to current

conditions, and it's up to you to

see that adjustments are made as

necessan

,

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
— You might have to spend
more time than expected helping

someone close to you overcome a

personal obstacle. You can Lain

a lot.

GEMINI (Ma\2l-|iine20)
Time spent with a loved one is

never time wasted — and today.

e\ en though you may have to set

aside important work, you'll

w ant to spend that time.

CANCER (|une 21-July 22)
— You are after something that

i^ more conducive to increased

security in and around the home.
Keep striving; it's within reach.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) —
Prepare yourself for a surprise

today. The very thing you've
been expecting may be upon you

a little later than anticipated.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) —
You needn't keep your private

affairs entirely to yourself today.

Sharing your problems with cer-

tain people can bring about a

solution.

Close to Home By John McPherson
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It takes a virile man to

make a chicken pregnant.

M
-Perdue chicken ad, as mistranslated

abroad.
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'The face-lifting technique we'll be performing

on you is somewhat controversial. So just

to be on the safe side, we want to try it

on this lob rat first."

Today's P.C. Menu
Call 345-2626 tor mora Information.

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Pizza Casserole

Vegan Falafel Sandwich

Falafel Sauce

DINNER
Breaded Chicken Tenders

Jamaican Beef Patty

Shells w/Tofu Mushroom Sauce

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Worcester

LUNCH
Hot Turkey Sandwich

Elbow Macaroni/Tomato Sauce

Vegetable Lo Mein

DINNER
Breaded Chicken Tenders

Black Bean Quesadilla

Vegan Black Bean Quesadilla

Pastabilities

ACROSS
1 Garden tool

6 Greek letter

10 "Dancing
Queen" group

14 Not widespread
15 Mimicked
16 f-use

1

7

Major artery

1

8

Edible root

1 9 Where
Cambodia is

20 Gardener s

appendage -7

22 Frolic

23 "— in the Sun"
?4 Free from an

obligation

?6 First-born

30 Word of choice
32 Send
33 Director

Preminger
35 Salamanders
40 Beg
4? —Falls
44 Light beam
45 - out barely

got by
47 Shimmer
48 Arrived

50 Opposite of

liabilities

52 Pandemonium
56 Sound bounce
58 Object on radar

59 Dynamo

65 Oven for drying
hops

66 Miscellany
67 Shinbone
68 To —: precisely

69 — and rave
70 Destructive

forces
71 Look after

72 of relief

73 Update a watch

DOWN
1 Smelting

residue
2 lacking in

wealth
3 Unit of land
4 See socially

5 Large
antelopes

6 Take a shower
7 Military trim

8 Semester
9 Sun-dried

bncks
10 Mindful

1

1

Type ot broom
12 Airship

13 Gef used to

21 Private teacher
25 TV's Warrior

Princess
?6 Jannings of

early films

?7 Dalai

?8 Cocktail-party

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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10-25 97 O lir<7 tlnrtp-i Fom.no SynAcate

staples

29 French fashion

maga/me
31 The Ranger
34 Abound
36 — Benedict
37 Corduroy rib

38 Horse gait

39 Adages
4 1 Killer whale
43 Pocatello's

stale

46 over
fainting

49 Shady spots
51 Gentler
52 WWII craft

53 Food holder
54 Up and about
55 Chose
5/ Fabric

60 Jai —
61 Basketball

team
62 Stork's cousin
63 Provoke
64 loward

sunrise

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Charbroiled Chicken Sandwich

Barbecued Beef on a Bun

DINNER
Breaded Chicken Tenders

Jamaican Beef Patty

Berkshire

LUNCH
Hot Turkey Sandwich
Hamburger on a Roll

Harvest Burger

DINNER
Breaded Chicken Tenders

lamaican Beef Patty

Pasta Shells w/Tomato Basil Broth

Pastabilities
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BU football

a ghost for

Halloween
BOSTON — On Halloween Night.

(he Boston L ni\c'isit\ students showed

up at Walter Brown Arena in costume

for that night's hockej game against

I \lasv Perhaps the most poignant out

of the group was one student (treated

in a blood-splattered ghost costume

with "BL Football" written across the

front.

Members of the Terrier football

team arc pretend) Jead men walking,

a term often used to describe

eomdemmed Death Row inmates

With the stunning announcement last

week that the program and its 9|--\ear

historv will end after this season, the

collegiate sports world has stood up

and taken notice of the

historical!) -average l-AA program like

ne\er before.

Some might have thought that this

move could never possibly get noticed.

BU's entire home attendance total for

all of last season (19.536) was Mil)

4 .535 more than (he Terriers'

single-game crowd here at UMass last

\ear 1 1 5.201 for Band Day).

The nation, however, is stunned.

The school spends S2.9 million a year

on football and returns almost noth-

ing, but rather than sec the non-finan-

cial benefits of football. BU axed the

team. The school will give $500,000 a

yen in badly-needed funds to support

its women's learns, in the name ot title

IV and redistribute the rest.

Coach Tom Masella. who came in

last year after being told that the school

was committed to its program, was lied

to and now has no (earn to coach.

Furthermore, the manner in which

this was handled was absolutely

pathetic. Rather than do this before or

after the season, the powers thai be at

BL decided to go into the Terrier lock-

er room after losing 28-7 to

Northeastern on Homecoming and do

the dirty deed. If you're a player, the

old stand-by BL taunt rang true.

It sucks to BU.

The university offered the players

their scholarships and said that the\

would honor the remaining two wars q|

Masella's contract but that offer was

received like Pee Wee Herman audition-

ing to be |ohn McClaine in Die Hard 4.

The response from the BU player

was enough to garner national atten-

tion on the field for the first time since

the team's miracle 1993 NCAA
Tournament run. The Terriers played

in white shirts with black numbers and

1 red helmets with any and all ref-

erences to their university crossed off

or elimina(ed. The team asked to be

referred to as "Lnivetsitv \." and were

obliged. |oe Burris referring to the

team formerly known as the Terriers

as the '\ Men" in his game story for

The Boston Globe.

"I think (hey did college football

proud today." Masella said I was

proud of them. I stand by m> players. I

have to. But there was no was we

could be prepared to play a team like

UConn after the. circus atmosphere."

There's this guy who used to coach

basketball here who was always fond

of referring to his program as being a

"front porch" to the university. His

team isn't the focal point, but it can

initially draw someone in to take a

look around the place that otherwise

might have walked on by.

Because, when you get right down

to it. everything loses money at a uni-

versity Yeah, the Athletic Department

loses mones . but so does the Sociology

Department. Biology Department and

even the Accounting Department, no

matter what fancy ledgers and num-

bers they throw at you.

People root for college teams ahead

of pro teams because, unlike the

Hartford Whalers and Houston Oilers.

they aren't going to the highest bidder.

The Atlanta Braves once called BU's

Nickei-son field (then Biases Field 1

home before fleeing to Milwaukee in

1955. But. people tool lor BL because

the assumption is that the Terriers will

always be there, but NCM short sight-

ed administrators saw otherwise.

T. Ant horn's Piz/.aria. home of the

best chicken parm sub in the hub. has

been in operation across from

NickerSOTI Field almost since the

Puritans founded the Ck) ot Huston in

1650 I Ik walls of the quiniessentia

BU athletic hang-out are plastered

with autographed photos ol those who
have gone there before.

Along with BU athletic legends, the

photos date back to when the Biases

called Agganis W as home-

While old shots ot Biases players,

like Warren Spahn and lohnny Sain.

also adorn the walls, the) were as much

a legend on that I lalloween Night as the

Headless Horseman of Sleepy Hollow.

Long gone, but not forgotten

I his pj/ Za joint is where they used

to live, but young people must be told

this. Next month, the Terriers and

Braves will be one. united as ghosis

(like at the hockey game) haunting

Nickei son Field.

U'liih liirhm is a (ollenian colum-

nist

Hot Stove baseball; expansion and realignment top list

I he most depressing thing

about November is the sad real

i/aiion that there are four months

to wail until spring training. So at

the 19s)" season fades into memo-

ry. Fred and I lease sou with a lit-

tle something to mull over during

another long winter

1. Was intcrleaguc play actual-

ly a success, and should it contin-

ue?

Fred Hurlbrink, )r Did the

Royals pla\ the Cubs'.' Somess here

along the road 8 teacher once told

me that you can'l answer a ques-

tion with another question, but I

beg to differ.

The owners were grasping at

straws to get butts back in the

leats — now they have to realign

the divisions to unbalance the

schedule and make division games

actually meaningful. Fans came to

the games, owners made some
more mones and American League

pitchers had to hit.

Luke Meredith: Watching the

Royals plas the Cubs is more
exciting than watching the Royals

play the Twins, I guess, lies, it's

different, and the tans seem to

love it.

2. Is expansion good for base-

ball, and what will happen in the

expansion draft?

Hurlbrink Expansion wouldn't

be so bad if there wasn't so much
leal involved, but the more bright

ideas baseball's "brain trust"

comes up with, the more trouble

they seem 10 get into. Two more

teams means more money and

more revenue to share — the bot-

tom line is the bottom line. And
the Pittsburgh

Pirates will still

be digging
under couch
cushions for

change.

The expan-
sion dralt

could be wild.

Mediocre teams

with little

direction — like

Stand to lose the most

Over-priced pitchers

Luke Meredith &
Fred Hurlbrink, Jr.

on

Major League

Baseball

the Red Sox —
"talent."

will be

prominent on the draft lists, but

the Devil Rays and the

Diamondbacks will be challenged

by GMs that have done this just

five sears ago.

Meredith: I love expansion,

because it brings the game into

new areas. The one thing baseball

has done right is expansion,

unlike other leagues. Both Florida

and Colorado have been success

es. and Phoenix and Tampa Bay

have the base support, both finan-

cially and fan wise, to become top

clubs in the next decade.

The expansion draft won't have

much of an impact, unless some-

one makes a huge mistake and

leaves significant talent unprotect-

ed. Expansion clubs now rely on
free agents, and

the money the

Rays and
Diamondbacks
will bring in

thanks to sweet

deals with
Tampa and
Phoenix will

determine their

future, at least

in the short-term. Long term is in

the minor leagues, but that's

everyone's worry, not just expan-

sion teams

3. What is all this realignment

fuss?

Hurlbrink: It's ridiculous. Let's

make one big league and you can

all chose whether or not you want

to use the DH. Every team can get

into the playoffs and we'll cut the

World Series down to

best-of-three or better yet, let's

flip a coin in April and not bothei

playing the season. All contracts

are guaranteed these davs anyway.

Meredith: If they're going to do

it. moving one team just doesn't

cut it. Baseball needs to make a

decision about its future, and

move forward with consistency.

Nibbling at change isn't change.

It's indecision.

4. When will the Red Sox be

good?
Hurlbrink: Sooner than later.

Pedro Martinez would help, but

another |eff Bagwell Hade should

be avoided. The foundation is

there (Carl Pavano. Brian Rose.

Michael Coleman, some Nonuir

guy)' and Dan Duquette — despite

the impression he gives — is a

very intelligent baseball man
Finally letting Wilfredo Coredero

go was a step in the right direc-

tion.

If Mo Vaughn goes, he'll bring a

big-lime player in return, so don't

worry about losing him. Noinar is

here to stay — he'll be MVP
someday.

Meredith: Not until ihev lire

Dan Duquette.

5. Who's going to win the 1998

World Series?

Hurlbrink: Well. I'll tell va'

what... it won't be the Cubs. This

is sketchy, picking the '98 series

before the dust has even settled

on this one. but I'm going to go

with the Yankees to not make the

playoffs (thought I was gonna
give em the trophy?). The
Mariners are the only AL team

that won't suffer a significant

off season personnel loss, so

we'll pit them up against the

Dodgers who will stop under-

achieving finally and win the

World Series. I guess

Meredith: Guess what? The
Braves are still the best team in

baseball. Don't think they'll forget

what happened in the NLCS.
Florida is still a mess, especially

without Alex Fernandez for the

year, San Francisco will be hard

pressed to repeat last year's suc-

cess, and the Dodgers need to get

out of this underachieving rut. In

the -M-. the Orioles are still good

but they'll slip, as will New York.

Seattle needs to find pitching to

complement that lineup, and

Cleveland will have to bolster that

rotation.

Biases over the Mariners. 4-1.

Luke Meredith and Fred

Hurlbrink. Jr. are Collegian

columnists.

AFC East heats up, Harbaugh vs. Kelly, Dan vs. Tuna
Ah. the AFC Fast

\h. those Pats.

Man] New Englanders arc starting

to gel that fuZZ) feeling in their

stomach after their Patriots' recent

stumble which enabled the New
York lets to sit atop the division.

Head coach Bill Pareells has seemed

magical, with his cast oi vagabonds

including former Boston College OB
Glen Foley and Keyshawn One me
the damn hall" |ohnson. Foley has

bailed out veteran Neil O'Donnell

to grab the last two victories, and

some newfound pressure.

Both the Pats and Tuna mas lOOD

see tome division shuffling, howev-

er. This Sunday the lets travel to

Miami to lace |immy |ohnson's

Dolphins, who should have Dan
Marino despite his had ankle.

The Pats are on the road against

Buffalo, led bs none other than col-

lege standout Alex Van Pelt, who

broke most of Marino's records ,,t

Pittsburgh. Some may be looking

down the road to Ness England's

Week I 2 visit to Tampa Bay. but I

think we've learned not to count out-

chickens before they hatch. The Pats

will look for a few more picks this

weekend. In their first six games.

the) forced 16 turnovers, but have

managed only one in three consecu-

tive losses.

The Bills remained focused last

week after the Harbaugh Kelly

brawl and Bruce Smith has been

sack-happv as of late. He leads the

Al C's No. 1 defense and the league

with I 1 sacks.

Harbaugh won't be able to lead

the Colts to their first win this week-

end, he's out with a broken hand

and fill-in quarterback Kelly

Holcomb will get the nod.

Cincinnati will send running back

Ki-lana Carter at the weak lndy line

earl) ;me' "f'en and

hope that quarter-

back |eff Blake can

get back on track

a- they haven't

seen too many
touchdown passes

from him as of vet. This game
should be close. All five games
between the Bengals and Colts since

1992 have been decided by seven

points or fewer.

Smith and other defensive backs

have demolished quarterbacks this

season, either by injury or perfor-

mance. The Chief's Elvis Grbac was

the latest addition after he was
crunched in their Monday Night

Football win over the SteelerS.

Backup Rich Gannon will have to

step in for 5-4 weeks. Kansas City

can celebrate the breaking of a bad

tradition for them as Pittsburgh had

been 7-0 at Arrowhead Stadium.

The Chiefs visit the (aguars this

week, while Pittsburgh hosts

Baltimore for the Sunday night

game.

That recently overlooked other

New York team, the Giants, are 6-3

and hold a one-game lead over

Washington in the NFC East. Head

coach |im Fassel said that it was too

early to establish the goal of winning

the division, although he said the

players have

already done
that. |im. I'd let

'em go — it's

worked so far.

They visit the

cozy confines of

the I iberty Bowl at Memphis this

week, where rushing is the only

thing keeping the Oilers alive.

They're third in the conference on

both offense and defense.

The word from camp Ditka is

that Danny Wuerffel's out and for-

mer Volunteer Heath Shuler is in.

Neither has lived up to his colle-

giate promise, but both have played

for the Saints. I don't know
whether to criticize them or feel

sorry for them. (You can bet fellow

Volunteer Peyton Manning has

heard enough stories from his dad

Jamie Jet-
on iiu-

NFL,

to not make the same mistake.)

The) take on the D-deficienl

Raiders at Oakland.

Ditka's old team, the Chicago

Bears, travel to Minnesota to face

the Vikings and now-controversial

head coach Dennis Green. His new

book. No Room for Crybabies, and

his no-show for a monthly meeting

has caused the NFL to impose a gag

order on Green and Viking owners.

Green reportedly threatened legal

action if board members didn't sell

him their interests. The oruj action

the Bears have to vvoirv about will

be from Brad |ohnson and Cris

Carter.

There may be a big party in

Arizona this Sunday if the Cardinals

beat the Cowboys on the road.

Don't count on it though, because

even though Emniitt Smith's ques

tionable with a muscle strain, tackle-

Mark Tuinei is done for the season

(knee) and guard Nate Newton's

play will be limited with a bone

bruise, home stale hero lake

Plummer has been sacked 12 times

in the last two games and the

Cowboys defense is much more

intact than their offense has been.

Detroit's Barry Sanders has

refused to slow down this year.

Sanders went for 105 last week

against Green Bay to give him seven

consecutive 100-yard games. That

put him in some select company (as

if he wasn't already there) as he tied

Earl Cambell and 0.|. Simpson for

third. Chiefs running back Marcus

Allen tops the list with I I while

Walter Payton sits at second with

nine. He'll look to grab sole posses-

sion of third place on that list

against Washington Sunday.

Watch that game because if some-

one tells Mori v thai the Lions have

lost 17 consecutive games to the

Redskins he mav just rush lor 200.

He should pass Tony Dorsett for

third on the all-time rushing list and

further imprint his name in the

record hooks bv rushing for an

unprecedented ninth consecutive

1,000 yard season.

Picks of the Week: I'll take the

Pats over the Bills and Detroit to

break their losing streak to

Washington Steve Young and the

49ers will OUtshool whoever Ray

Rhodes sends against them and RB
Garrison Hearst should run through

the Eagles mediocre line.

Quote of the Week: "I don't like

living with this cloud hanging over

us. This isn't the way I pictured my

team or my coaching to be."

We'll look for sunshine this week.

Pete.

famie lee is a Collegian columnist.

Massachusetts sports squads headed for busy weekend

THANC VOVCOUICIAN

Marcel Shipp and the Minutemen face the soon to be defunct Boston University football team on Saturday in

the second-last game ever at Nickerson Field.

HIJIGAO COIOCIAN

Lari Ketner and the Massachusetts men's basketball team open the

Mullins Center tomorrow night when they take on the Converse

All-Stars at 7 p.m. Students can pick up tickets at the Curry Hicks Cage

with a valid UMass I.D.

|OKMA KANSANI N ( Ol ( I ( .IAN

The UMass field hockey team will host the A-10 tour-

nament at Garber Field this weekend.

IODMA KANSANtN C Oil K.IAN

The women's soccer team heads off to

Cincinnati today to play in the A-10 tournament.

UMass enters as the No. 1 seed after an undefeat-

ed season in conference.

The Massachusetts

AILY COLLEGIAN
Volume CVII Issue 47

Hey, whadd'ya
lookin' at?

An underrated
release from Marcy
Playground (pic-

tured), and lane's

Addiction high-

lights in today's
Trax (see Arts &
Living, page 6.)

UMass tips off

with exhibition

Bruiser Flint and the

Minutemen tune
up for the new sea-

son against the
Converse All-Stars

tonight at the
Mullins Center (see

Sports, page 1 0).

WORLD

House supports

human rights action

WASHINGTON (AP) — The House

voted overwhelmingly yesterday to

bar Chinese officials from the United

States, accusing them of "the worst

human rights abuses in the world."

Employing heated rhetoric and
comparing communist China to the

Nazi regime, lawmakers forcefully

rejected President Clinton's efforts to

work closer with Beijing to promote
greater freedom through greater con-

tact.

"It is absurd and nonsensical to

argue that these brutal thugs will

change their ways if they simply come
to the United States and enjoy some
Chablis and California cuisine with the

people here," declared Rep. Dana
Rohrabacher (R-Calif.) "We don't want
the Adolf Eichmanns of this genera-

tion to visit the United States at tax-

payers' expense."

Eichmann implemented the Nazi

extermination of 6 million |ews. A
package of nine China bills gave law-

makers two days to berate the

Chinese government over human
rights just a week after Clinton met
with President Jiang Zemin at the

White House. House Speaker Newt
Gingrich (R-Ga.) put off the debate in

deference to the Chinese leader's state

visit.

NATION

Marv Albert

speaks on "20/20"

NEW YORK (AP) — Making what
has become an obligatory stop for

disgraced public figures seeking

redemption, Marv Albert sat down
with Barbara Walters for his first

interview since his sexual biting

trial. But instead of pleading for for-

giveness, he accused his accuser of

lying.

"I thought she was my friend.

What happened, what she did to me,

is just unbelievable," Albert said in the

interview to be broadcast on ABC's
"20/20" tonight.

Albert said he had a "purely sexual"

10-year relationship with Vanessa

Perhach and suggested that she

brought forcible sodomy charges

against him because she knew he was

about to get engaged to someone
else.

"She was trying to extort me," he

said.

The 56-year-old sportscaster was

accused of throwing the woman on a

bed in a Virginia hotel room last

February, biting her on the back more

than a dozen times and forcing her to

perform oral sex. Lurid allegations at

his trial about his kinky sex life led

him to abruptly plead guilty to assault

and battery. He offered a grudging

apology and was spared jail time if he

stays out of trouble for a year.

Less than two weeks after his sen-

tencing, Albert has launched a media

tour that will include interviews with

Larry King, David Letterman and

Katie Couric of the "Today" show
during the next week.
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By Tamar Carroll

Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

Faculty Senate yesterday denounced

the recent call of lames Carlin, chair-

man of the Board of Higher
Education, to eliminate academic
tenure as "ill-informed, inaccurate,

irresponsible, and inappropriate."

At yesterday's Faculty Senate meet-

ing, the Senate voted unanimously to

condemn Carlin's call for the elimina-

tion of academic tenure at all public

institutions of higher education in the

Commonwealth and to forward their

condemnation to the President of the

University, the Board ot Trustees and

the Board of Higher Education.

Professor loseph Larson, chair of

the Senate Rules Committee and
author of the motion to "deplore and

reject" Carlin's remarks, said it was

crucial for the Senate to respond
swiftly to Carlin.

"I want to go after that man and

that Board because they are irrespon-

sible," Larson said. "We have to say

that and take the fight to them."

In a speech delivered Tuesday Nov.

4, to the Greater Boston Chamber of

Commerce, Carlin made six recom-

mendations for improving public

higher education in the state, includ-

ing discontinuing academic tenure

and increasing the amount of teach-

ing full-time professors do.

"Tenure is a lifetime job guarantee

and it's wrong." Carlin said. "Get rid

of tenure. It is an absolute scam."

Carlin also recommended that pro-

fessors choose either a teaching track

or a research track.

"I am going to recommend... a

two-track career system for younger

Turn to CARLIN, page 2

Advising Resources

sets up new web site

made to help students
By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

ALEXANDtS KOROMILAS ,
COUEGIAN

Faculty Senate Rules Committee Chair Joseph Larson addresses the

Senate yesterday.

Beginning today, students at the

University of Massachusetts will

gain access to a new tool to guide

them in their quest for information

surrounding advising, the

Undergraduate Advising Resources

web page, which was designed to

help students find campus informa-

tion without contacting many dif-

ferent departments.

The Resource Network, the

organization responsible for

designing the site, is a campus
organization composed of students,

faculty and staff that is committed

to improving the condition of cam-

pus life and living.

The 10-member web site work-

ing group from the Resource
Network issued a press release stat-

ing. "This web site is part of ongo-

ing efforts to create a UMass
intranet.' a web-based approach

to quickly accessing campus infor-

mation and resources in key func-

tional areas like undergraduate
advising."

The web site, which is divided

into four areas of advising; acade-

mic, personal, career and resource

contains information ranging from

major requirements to study skills,

from job opportunities to confiden-

tial counseling assistance, and from

public safety information to cam-

pus policies and procedures

In addition students can also

send e-mail directly to their chief

undergraduate advisor and other

organizations on campus from the

web site.

Students can connect to the web
site directly at

www.umass.edu/urn/advising, or

they can chose to go through the

UMass homepage at

www.umass.edu. where the

Undergraduate Advising Resources

page can be accessed through
Academic and Research, Student

Info or Admissions.

"We know from research that

advising needs improving and this

web site is one way to help that

process," said Grant Ingle.

Director of Human Resources and

member of the web site working

group.

Ingle explained that there is a

consensus among students that

advisors are knowledgeable within

their own field.

"However, when students begin

asking questions about other

departments advisors are not so

sure," he said.

Next Wednesday Nov. 12, the

Resource Network is sponsoring a

meeting in Studio C 1 14 in Marcus

Turn to WEB. page 2

Plan for parking garage

debated at Town Meeting
By Paul Hayes
Collegian Stotf

AMHERST — As part of the con-

tinuing saga that is the Amherst
downtown parking problem, one of

two designs for a possible parking

garage at Boltwood Walk was pre-

sented to Amherst Town Meeting on

Wednesday night.

Architect Peter Kitcheli presented

his plan — the smaller of two pro-

posed parking garage plans. It would

reconfigure the current parking lay-

out and add an underground parking

structure to Boltwood Walk, the area

located behind Antonio's and
Barselotti's, where Pinnochio's and

Bueno Y Sano are located.

Under the Kitcheli plan. 215
spaces would be allotted for parking,

an increase of 125 more spaces than

currently at Boltwood Walk.

The other plan, designed by the

Meyer and Meyer architectural firm,

consists of a multi-deck garage and

would allow for the creation of 202

more parking spaces for the

Boltwood Walk area.

The Meyer plan has received the

support of the Amherst Select Board,

and was endorsed by 200 Amherst

residents and town center area busi-

nesses in a recent full page ad taken

out in the Amherst Bulletin.

The Kitcheli plan has the support

of the Amherst Finance Committee,

and was granted several procedural

motions which could give it the tacti-

cal advantage of being voted on by

Town Meeting after the other Meyer

plan.

If the Meyer plan is rejected, it

could be seen by town meeting mem-
bers as better than no garage at all.

Many proponents support the

Kitcheli plan b

ecause of its aesthetic value, and
accessibility to pedestrians.

The Kitcheli plan has the potential

of transforming the Boltwood Walk
area from a run down lot into a com-

munity asset, said Norton luster in a

presentation on the plans behalf.

"IKitchell's) is a joyful and preser-

vative plan which meets the character

of the town." luster said. "[The
Meyer plan) obliterates Boltwood
Walk as a pedestrian area and turns it

into an eyesore."

Kitcheli himself described the cen-

tral area of the above ground portion

of the lot, containing a pool and
walkways across a raised island, as a

gathering space, quiet space and per-

formance space.

Yet some said that another park

area is not what the town needs.

Relaxing in the middle of a parking

garage is not as desirable as visiting

other local parks Precinct 5 Town
Meeting Member Larry Kelly said.

He also said that it won't be practi-

cal to grow trees on the street level

above garage, such as Kitchell's plan

proposes.

Turn to PARKINS, page 3

Bluewall in motion
The Bluewall shows little life in the late afternoon

Fraternity to sponsor 2nd annual Black and Gold
Alpha Kappa Chapter celebrates its 75th anniversary with formal

By Gregory H. Cosimir

Collegian Staff

www.umass.edu/rso/colegian

On Sunday Nov. 9, the brothers of Alpha Phi

Alpha Fraternity, Inc.. will sponsor its second

annual Black and Gold: "An Evening on the Nile"

formal in the Campus Center.

The Alpha Kappa Chapter, seated at the

University of Massachusetts, will be celebrating its

75th anniversary and commemorating their long

history of community service, and ongoing promo-

tion of cultural awareness

"All are welcome." said AK Chapter President

Kola Olosunde. a senior. "Come share in the

spirit of Alpha, enjoy the hospitality of AK
Chapter, and witness the legacy that is Alpha Phi

Alpha."

The fraternity has steadily grown since its incep-

tion in 1 906. One hundred fifty thousand men have

been initiated into the Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity

since 1906. and now there exists 550 chapters on

college campuses and 550 alumni chapters in local

communities. 44 states, the Caribbean, Europe.

Asia and Africa.

The event is a dedication to this legacy. But it

also provides a rare opportunity to recognize those

individuals and organizations that provide a note-

worthy service to the campus community.

Sidonio Ferreria. now the head of operations for

the Campus Center, received the 1906 Award last

year on behalf of the CCEBMS. which was recog

nized for their continual service to the ALANA
community. He expressed his delight at being part

of the ceremony.

"I thought it was an extremely positive event. It

was really nice to see different people from the

African Diaspora getting together to learn about

their culture." Ferreria said. "It was nice to see

good people from the commu- __^^_^^_
nitv being recognized."

the brothers of Phi Beta

Sigma Fraternity. Inc..

received last year's

Community Service Award,
and the award for community

upliftment was given to the

ALANA Caucus.

This year's event will also

include a Million Man March
Art Mural presented by

Nelson Stevens of the

Afro-Am department. He is

also a member of Alpha Phi

Alpha.

The evening will begin with

"Dinner on the Nile." which

will include catered vegetarian

and West Indian dishes

Performing live jazz music during dinner will be

Herman Hampton's Quartet.

Next, the evening will open up with the keynote

address given by Darnell Williams, a man who has

occupied many illustrious position- in the black

community. Among the many. Williams was the

President of the Springfield Branch of the NAACP
in 1996, and the Chairperson of the Mayor's Task

Force on Children and Youth Needs in 1995

After this, the 1906 Award and the Community

"I've been on cam-

pus for 22 years, and

I've been to a lot of

events, and it was one

of the nicest events of

its kind that this cam-

pus has ever spon-

sored. I'm going again

this year.
"

Upliftment Awards will be given out. recognizing

the achievements of this year's community leaders

and organizations.

Following the commemoration will be the

Black and Gold Presentation.

the entertainment portion of

the evening. The Boundaries
Soul Choir will be performing

for the first time, and also

scheduled to perform are

"Negres Kiesol" of the Haitian

American Student Association.

N'YC+1. an African Drum and

lazz band. Del lam Comedians.

and I step show.

The evening will end with a

Tarlv on the Nile." D| Rick will

be --pinning the sounds of slow

jams, R&B, Reggae, hip-hop.

and old school.

"The Evening on the Nile" has

become one of the most highly

praised formal events on cam-——

~

~—^~ pus since it began last scar.

Ricardo Townes. Vice Chancellor of Campus
Activities, conveyed his opinion on the impact that

the "Evening on the Nile" left on him.

"I've been on campus for 22 years, and I've been

to a lot of events, and it was one of the nicest

event! of its kind that this campus har ever spon-

Mned.'" he said. "I'm going again this year."

Olosunde extended an invitation to all to attend.

'Programi like thil can only continue with com
munit) involvement. We welcome everyone."

Iraq's actions
ii M

-Ricardo Townes

a precaution
By Wail Faleh

Associated Press

BAGHDAD. Iraq — Insisting

that it was only taking precau-

tions against a possible IS. air

strike, Iraq admitted yesterday

that it had moved some equip-

ment away from U.N. surveillance

cameras.

Weapons inspections were can-

celed for a fourth straight da\ «**-

terday after Iraqis refused to

admit American members of the

team to the sites.

U.N. monitors accused Iraq of

taking advantage of a halt in

inspections to disable the cam-
eras and hide key equipment. "It

looks a little bit like, "the cat's

away, the mice will play," the

chief U.N. weapons inspector.

Richard Butler, said in New
York.

In a carefully worded state-

ment, the Security Council told

Iraq to stop tampering with the

U.N. surveillance arrangements

It said it "hopes that any recur-

rence" of those actions "will be

avoided" as they were "not in

conformity" with U.N. orders

The inspections are meant to

Turn to IRAQ page 2
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Iraq

A lone pair

CHRISTOPHER A CESNEK / COLLEGIAN

Two people enjoy each others' company as they pet away from noise

and confusion yesterday on the flagstone deck of the Campus Center.

continued from page 1

check whether Iraq has destroyed

all long-range missiles and
weapons of mass destruction,

including poison gas and lethal bio-

logical toxins. That is the key

requirement for lifting strict U.N.

sanctions imposed after Iraq invad-

ed Kuwait in 1990. touching off

the 1991 Persian Gulf War. In

Washington, Vice President Al

Gore said Saddam "must know that

he has to comply with the will of

the international community."

"We will make sure that he com-

plies," Gore said.

Iraq denied tampering with the

cameras, saying one was damaged
when a missile engine exploded dur-

ing a test. The engine was for a short-

range missile that is not banned
under U.N. orders.

Iraqi Foreign Minister

Mohammed Saeed al-Sahhaf said in

a letter to the Security Council that

Baghdad took the action only

because it feared a U.S. air strike

was imminent.

"Therefore, we have taken some
measures, which are precisely to

move to distant sites the equipment

that may have been subject to mili-

tary attack," he said.

Campus Police Log
Accident — Property Damage
Nov, 4

UMass police assisted Amherst

police at the scene of an accident on

North Pleasant Street.

An individual reported his vehicle

was struck in parking lot 25 on

Commonwealth Avenue.

Nov. 5

A two-vehicle accident occurred

in parking lot 25 on
Commonwealth Avenue.

Annoying Behavior

Nov. 3

Two individuals were meeting to

resolve a problem.

Objects were being thrown at

individuals from Grayson Residence

Hall.

Nov. 4

An individual was reported lean-

ing out of a window in McNamara
Residence Hall.

Nov. 5

An individual from Prince

Residence Hall reported being

harassed by e-mail.

Individuals reported vehicles

using excessive speed on

Stockbridge Road.

Assist Agency

Nov. 3

UMass Police assisted Hadley

police at the scene of an accident.

Nov. 5

Stephen La Besner, 20, of 61

Amherst Rd.. South Hadley, was

arrested at the Mullins Center for

domestic assault and battery with a

dangerous weapon.

Matthew Besner, of 61 Amherst

Rd., South Hadley, was arrested on

a warrant.

Health/Safety Hazard

No* 5

Environmental Health and Safety

was called to check a burning smell

in a light ballast.

Larceny

Nov. 3

A backpack was reported stolen

from the W.E.B. Du Bois Library.

Nov. 4

A bicycle was reported stolen

form )ohn Adams Residence Hall.

Estimated value $500.

Nov. 5

A resident from Coolidge

Residence Hall reported his credit

card stolen and used.

Nov. b
Individuals fled with a large pizza

order on Butterfteld Terrace.

Traffic Stop

Nov. 6

lustin |. Casey, 23, of 236 Silver

Ln., Sunderland, was arrested on

Massachusetts Avenue for operating

a motor vehicle under the influence

of liquor and speeding 45 mph in a

30 mph zone.

Vandalism

Nov, 3

Residential staff reported an

individual kicked a hole in the wall.

Housing services was notified of

damage to front door of Brett

Residence Hall.

Nov. 6

A trash barrel was thrown

through a window in Coolidge

Residence Hall.

Staff at the W.E.B. Du Bois

library reported several bathrooms

were damaged.

Carlin

web
continued from page 1

Hall to obtain feedback from stu-

dents, faculty and stall

The meeting will be conducted
with the web page projected and

individual* will be asked to voice

their opinions about missing or

incorrect information, or any other

ideas or concerns they may have.

"We want people to give us feed-

back," said Ingle. "It is important

that we get the perspective from stu-

dents, the ones who receive advis-

ing, and from those who do advis-

ing."

At the beginning of last semester.

i inference was held, at which
many recommendations were made
concerning advising.

One of these recommendations
was the need for the web site which

was brought to the Resource
Network's attention in April 1997.

Another recommendation was the

need for advising training programs

to be organized periodically.

in addition to the web site.

Resource Network members are also

sponsoring a symposium for advi-

sors titled, "When Academic-

Advising Becomes Personal: Skillful

Referrals for Students in Crisis."

The Resource Network and the

web site project are sponsored by

the Chancellors Counsel on
Communitv Diversity and Social

continued from page 1

and up-and-coming professors," Carlin said.

"Between their third and their seventh year they

would be asked to choose whether they want to be

a teaching professor or a research professor."

In addition, Carlin recommended the dissolution

of presidential search committees and the elimina-

tion of "meaningless research."

Numerous Senate members and faculty spoke

against Carlin's recommendations.

Senate President lames Bracey said it was time

for the faculty of the University to stand up to

Carlin.

"We have talked to the President's Office before,

and they didn't want a public fight over this,"

Bracey said. "The result is Carlin gets bolder and

bolder... I think we should show outrage. 1 think

we have been offended."

Senator Brian O'Connor, the Senate's delegate

to the Board of Trustees, agreed with Bracey.

"This man is not acting logically," O'Connor

said. "It is like when you are little and there is a

bully on the street. It is time to stand up and say

we are not what you think we are. We are an excel-

lent University. We have to respond as quickly as

possible."

jenny Spencer, president of the Massachusetts

Society of Professors, said she was concerned that

Carlin's remarks and his attitude towards faculty in

general would have a deleterious effect on the

upcoming faculty contract negotiations.

"Carlin is so illogical, it is hard to even attack his

comments." Spencer said. "My concern is with the

public. He has gotten enormous credibility with the

legislature and the public. I think he is a real dan-

ger to us. We must expose the incompetence of this

person."

The Senate also voted unanimously to have its

Graduate, Research and Academic Affairs Councils

conduct a study and analysis of the effect of tenure

at the University and present their findings to the

Senate by lanuary 1998.

Chancellor David K. Scott, who was not in

attendance at the Senate meeting, released com-

ments repudiating Carlin's stance.

Scott said that tenure was essential to protect

the academic freedom of professors at the

University.

"Tenure remains very important for the original

reason it was introduced: to protect academic free-

dom," Scott said. "We need to protect tenure and

defend professors' rights to work in politically

unpopular areas."

He also disagreed with Carlin's proposal to have

teaching track and research track professors.

"A two-track system is not the direction we are

moving in. We are looking to build greater synergy

between teaching, research and outreach," Scott

said. "We are a comprehensive institution where

teaching, research and outreach enhance each

other and build on each other. We need more col-

laboration, not more separation."

Professor Robert Costrell praised Scotfs

responses.

"I think the best defense of tenure has been the

level- headed responses of Scott and Provost

[Cora] Marrett," Costrell said.
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Hillel House memorial

held for Yitzhak Rabin

"1

By Anna Glozman
Collegian Correspondent

l wo years after the Nov. 4

assassination of Yitzhak Rabin,
University of Massachusetts stu-

dents held a memorial at the Hillel

House. About 3 5 participants

gathered to share memories of
Rabin: his lite, his assassination

and the effectl of his sudden
death.

freshman lesse Pasackow, who
organized the commemoration.
had attended a memorial rally in

Israel last year.

"I wanted the memory of

Rabin's life to continue,"

Pasackow said.

I le started the service by recall-

ing last pear's rally at which Leah

Rabin spoke.

"It touched me to see that many
people there... 5.000 people there,

the streets were crowded," Rabin

said. "I never thought that many-

people could be silent. There was

no whispering, and the people who
were crying before, you couldn't

hear them crying. It was a moment
I'll never forget."

Pasackow then lit the Yarzeit

candle and sophomore Katie

Newman lead the attendants in the

traditional lewish Mourner's
Kaddish. The group's voices joined

together again in "Shir HaShalom"
— the Song of Peace — that was

played at the tally where Rabin

was murdered.

Freshmen Shira Hutt and

Rebecca Rackmill read Shalom

Haver (Goodbye, Friend), a book

written by Barbara Shofer. The

title is the phrase coined by

President William ). Clinton at

Rabin's funeral. The book asks,

"How do you SB) goodbye to a

friend?"

Sophomore Andrea Eisenstein.

who was in Israel when Rabin was

murdered, spoke of how she felt

when she learned of his death. She

attended the Shalom Haver con-

cert, in memory of Rabin.

Although it was her second year in

Israel and she was an outrider, ihe

-till "felt like a part of it."

Ihe choral group Kolot (Voices)

performed a poem and two iong»,

including Erev Shel Shoshanim.

traditionally a marriage song. A
moment of silence was held out of

respect for Rabin

Lissa Loeb, the lewish Campus

Service Corps Fellow, spoke about

how Rabin's murder was a defin-

ing moment in her life and in the

lives of the audience. She pointed

out that the songs that were sung

that night were about peace and

love, and that the Mourner

Kaddish never speaks of death.

only of life.

Rabin "wasn't killed by one per-

son," loeb said, "but by an atmos-

phere [that 1 allowed name call-

ing." She recalled Rabin's "legacy

of peace" and by treating people

with respect, "we can remember

Rabin daily."

There was a mostly positive-

reaction to the service. Senior Dan

Marshall, an Israeli, said that the

service "definitely paid good

retpeel to a good person. People-

should have more events like that

to remember our hemes."

"It's important to come together

at a time like this. There's a real

sense of loss, and we need to

remember it. and not just remem-

ber but no give up on peace." said

Rabbi Saul Pearlman.

"I felt bad that I didn't know
more about Rabin earlier."

Rackmill said.

"The service made me think

back to the time that it happened

and brought back those memo-
ries. " said sophomore Yoav
Gluckman, who was spending a

year in Israel at the time of the

assassination.

lunior Avi Wolf, co-director of

Kolot said, "Our singing brought

out emotions I didn't know 1

had."

President threatens military action against Iraq

By Susanne M. Schafer

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The Clinton administration

wanted Iraq vc-tcrdav it COuM face military action

Ot economic sanctions it it continues to bar U.N.

inspections o! it- weapons facilities. "I think sulti-

cient warningi have been given." Defense

Secretary William Cohen told reporters at the

Pentagon.

Meanwhile. Pentagon official! canceled a sched-

uled port call for the aircraft carrier USS Nimitz.

keeping it within striking range of Iraq.

The warship had been slated for a rest-stop at

the United \rab Emirate* in the far southern end

ol the Gull over the weekend. The visit has been

delayed foi an unspecified time, said Pentagon

spokesman Kenneth Bacon.

Cohen took time before Pentagon awards cere-

mony to assert that Iraq'i blockade of U.N. inspec-

tion teams and its admitted tampering with sur-

veillance cameras arc clear violations of the 1991

cease-fire accords that ended the Persian Gulf

War.
"This is not a negotiable item. Cohen said ol

Iraq's refusal to admit L S. member! ol the United

Nations weapons inspection teams "It is impera-

tive that Iraq comply with U.N. mandates." The

defense secretary said the United States will wait

to take any action until it sees reports from S I N

team currently in Baghdad.

"There is sufficient time to consider a whole

panoply" of steps that might be taken. Cohen

said.

Asked whether those include IS militatv

strikes, the defense secretary said: "They could

include further economic measures. I hey could

include military as well."

The impasse apparently is allowing the Iraqis to

avoid inspections and hide equipment at suspected

aim- sites, U.N. officials have also delayed flights

of the American U-2 surveillance planes while the

U.N. delegation is in Iraq.

"It is a real setback." Bacon said of the delayed

inspections lor the fourth time yesterday,

Saddam Hussein barred U.S. members of an inter-

national weapons inspection team from entering

the Persian Gull country to look for biological

and chemical weapons. The Iraqi president claims

the Americans pre bent on spying. The chief

weapons inspector, Richard Butler, suspended

I V weapons inspections last week after

Baghdad ordered American members of the

inspection teams ,,ut ol the country, precipitating

the current standoff.

"There is no substitute for actually getting

into buildings. We need eyeball-to-eyeball stud-

ies and that's why it's absolutely crucial" the

United Nations inspections continue, Bacon

said. He charged the Iraqis with attempting to

maintain capabilities to build Scud missiles and

renew production of chemical and biological

weapons.
I V sanctions and inspections "are valuable

because they do prevent Iraq from developing

weapons of mass destruction.'' Bacon said.
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"You need a cubic yard of dirt

which weighs as much as a Toyota,

and I would rather park my Toyota

there than have a cubic yard of dirt,"

Kelly said.

Yet a garage would eliminate the

openness and connection the open

space of Bolfwood Walk provides

Amherst center. Kitchell said.

The Kitchell plan also allows for

current businesses adjoining

BoltWOOd Walk on the North

Pleasant Street side to develop

their lands up to their property

lines,

The Meyer plan, since it is above

ground and up to the property lines

of businesses, requires a 20-foot

buffer zone between lite garage and

all future developments, limiting

companies potential development

space.

The garage will be paid for by $3

million dollar given by the state,

with the remaining necessary funds

provided by Amherst town parking

revenue, parking tickets and tax

funds.

Cost estimates place the Kitchell

plan at $4 million, and the Meyer and

Meyer plan at $4.8 million, figures

the Amherst Redevelopment

Authority (ARA) stated may not be

accurate.

The ARA owns land essential to

the construction ol a parking facility

on Boltwood Walk, and has said it

approve- ol the Meyer plan, which

members have said better meets the

\RA 's.

The position has been taken by the

ARA as a whole thai thej will give

the land over to the <<>ywi for the

- Mc\ot"*Jan. but *HI e*wpe the city

for the land if the kitchell plan is

A3TNP
a>k k
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BLACKJACK TABLES
•••

ROULETTE TABLE

WHEEL OF FORTUNE
•'ADMISSION*.

$5.00

••••••

THIS EVENT IS A
FUNDRAISER TO
SUPPORT THE

OFFICE OF
ALANA AFFAIRS.

TIM Ottksj off Atom Affair* would MM to recognize the following organizations

for their support: AHORA, Black Student Union, Borlcuas Unidos. Campus Cen-

tor Bluawall, Campus Center Hotel, Campus Center/Student Union Commission,

Casa Domlntcana and the UMass Patty CoMogian,

approved.

Coetl to the city could be upwards

of $300,000 according to some esti-

mates.

Alan Root, a Town Meeting from

precinct five, cautioned the meeting

that the town could be in the middle

of parking garage hysteria.

"looking at the quality of the

financial information [for the garage

plans]," Root said. "I'm not satisfied

at all with either proposal."

Alan Peterfreund of precinct two

presented financial information con-

trasting the plans.

Peterfreund's figures estimated

that the Meyer plan's above ground

parking platform will cost $1 million,

where as Kitchell's park landscaping

will cost $250,000.

This is the difference in the two

plans. Peterfreund said.

According to Peterfreund. even if

the Meyer garage averages a 75 per-

cent occupation capacity, it will only

average 40 percent of it's financial

capacity due to free or reduced park-

ing for town employees and senior

citizens.

Snow days will also affect profits,

with six snow days reducing the

garages income by 2 percent.

Peterfreund said.

Financing for the larger garage

plan will also be more expensive.

Peterfreund said.

An underground connection to the

Bangs center not included in the

Meyer plan is a part of the Kitchell

plan.

The Town Meeting will reconvene

to discuss the parking garage issue on

Wednesday. November 12 at 7:30

p.m. at the Amherst Regional Middle-

School.

Smokin' birdies
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Birds chill out on a giant smoke stack located by the Textbook
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Family values suppress women
Remember back a few years ago when Dan Quayle

got Jnis "tightv-whities" all in a bunch over Murphy

Brown? The TV character. Murphy Brown, had a

child out of wedlock on the prime time show. Quayle said

it was encouraging the breakdown of already eroded

"family values" in America.

I'hi> produced a family values bandwagon that was

popular with the American public and had every politi-

cian in sight jumping on. But this wholesome bandwagon

bumping down ever) campaign trail is bumping women
back into a vers tight spot

In the 60s. women saw they could have a valid career

outside the home. As a result, more

and more women started going to col-

lege and taking up positions of authori- -̂ ^^L_
t> and influence in America's job mar-

ket. Then, by the strangest coincidence, just at the time

when women became a major force in the job world,

threatening corporate, yes even government positions once

held by men. this crisis arose.

This crisis of families breaking down and the next

generation going haywire has everyone bemoaning the

loss of the happy family of the 50s. Fingers start point-

ing as to whom is to blame for this sudden change. The

blame falls on the growing number of families that have

both parents working outside the home. Kids don't get

the guidance and support they need because the parents

are at work.

But read between the lines here. Since the father has

always worked outside the home and families were stable

in the past with that, then what is the change that sud-

denly happened and caused a breakdown in families?

Who are they really saying is to blame for changing

things and causing this breakdown? The millions of

women who now have jobs outside the home, that's who.

These millions of women are painted as doing damage

to their children and ultimately families by not taking

care of all the housework themselves. They are leaving

children at a very early age to be cared for by babysitters.

Jill Carroll

day care centers and Barney. These latch-kev kids, wast-

ing hours and minds in front of the TV. are teen as vic-

tims of their mothers' career ambitions. Because they

don't have a strong bond to the mother, they grow up

without good values or a sense of good judgement of

right and wrong. It seems to be said that they have a

weaker moral fiber because of this, and accounts for the

falling test scores and rising crime and drug rates

It seems implied that women as mothers have a

very strong influence on their children if their

absence can cause such a crisis. And so they should

stay home to keep their families, and indeed the

^^_^_^^^^ very moral fiber of America,
together.

^^^^_ But if you look at a woman who is a

housewife, entrusted with all this

responsibility (after all. she's caring for and has the well

being of America's future in her hands) she is shown no

respect. To be a housewife is not considered an occupa-

tion. The work is considered menial and mindless, unde-

serving of respect.

Now we have a problem. If a woman has a career, is

making money and is being influential she is blamed lor

abandoning her family and contributing to the breakdown

of "family values" in America. And that contradicts the

idea that being a housewife is a non-job. which is what

everyone acts like it is. So as a woman, the question

becomes, what are you supposed to do? Often times the

answer is: everything. But for someone to work an

eight-hour day, then put in another six hours of house-

work is not an answer.

This is a difficult question. There doesn't seem to be an

answer that is right in everyone's eyes, Perhaps that's

because all those eyes watching are all the men that

aren't factored in as an answer to this question. Perhaps

if all those men in Washington took those fingers they've

been pointing and used them to do the dishes, laundry or

hug their children, things would not be so difficult.

//// Carroll is a UMass student.

Killing the killers is no solution
Last week was a bad week. It started with a message

on my machine from Cameron Diaz, who
tayt she's met someone else and doesn't want to

see me anymore. For this 1 left Leonardo DiCaprio? Then

I hear lohnnv Lydon's gonna settle his legal disputes on

"ludge ludy" this month <oka>. that one I'm kinda look-

ing forward to). Somebody stole my Autobot Underoos

out of the wash. And to top it all off. the people of

Massachusetts, fed up with senseless killing, have voted

to reinstate the death penalty.

Hmmm...
I have yet to be convinced of the logic behind capital

punishment. If putting a murderer to death would bring

back his or her victims, I can see how ^^^^^^^^^
it would make sense. Last time I

checked, that wasn't the case: the dead lm__
stay dead and we are left with the liv-

ing. Most people are sickened by the disregard for human

life that leads one human being to murder another: why,

then, do so many of these people treat the life of a killer

with the same disregard? Almost anyone can imagine a

situation in which they would feel justified killing another

human being (defense of self, defense of loved ones). It's

only when someone commits murder for reasons society

does not accept that the public's sense of moral outrage is

incensed "We decide." the masses scream, "who will live

and who will die." '
,

I also can't help thinking that many of the people who
support the death penalty would vote differently if they

were called upon to perform the execution themselves. We
have jurv duty in this country, why not execution duty for

everyone who votes in favor of capital punishment? Oh.

but wait, that would be barbaric. Let us instead allow the

government to do our dirty work for us, using well-pol-

ished machines and hypodermic needles filled with poison,

while we sit in our comfortable living rooms with a ball

game on TV and nan a stain on our conscience.

To be clear. I am not defending the act of murder. I

condemn it not for moral reasons — which are unreliable

and constantly subject to revision, as last week's reversal

of the state death penalty (to say nothing of phenomena

like Naziism) demonstrates — but on the grounds of com-

mon sense. We are all conscious because we are alive:

dead, we're nothing. (Yeah, okay, maybe there's an after

life, but how eager are we to find out?) Ergo, few people

want to be dead. And because geography and biology have

Boomer Finches.

forced so many of us to interact with each other on a con-

stant basis, we'd better get used to respecting each other's

right to live and find ways of dealing with those who
don't. In a perfect world, anyone so eager to snufl out life

would start and end their murder spree with themselves;

unfortunately, nihilists tend to be more ambitious.

So what to do? As a nation, we tend to be dichoto-

mous; we limit ourselves to yes or no. Democrat or

Republican, friend or lover, Pepsi or Coke. Neither of our

two most widely advocated methods of dealing with vio-

lent criminals are particularly appealing, but it looks like

we're stuck with them until someone makes a creative

breakthrough and provides a third option popular enough

,^^^_^^^^^ to gain public support (much the way
—

Dr. Pepper provided an alternative for

.. people who thought Coke was too

harsh on the stomach and Pepsi too

sweet). Compared to execution, prison in its ideal state —
a place of confinement and reform — doesn't seem like a

bad solution to me. But as everyone knows, it has been

twisted and perverted from its original intent, becoming

instead a kind of primitive Thunderdome. a subculture-

operating under its own rules. (Unless, of course, you're

one of those white collar criminals who. despite often

costing the taxpayers millions, do their time in cells which

are not unlike rooms at the Hilton. Of course, most ol

these people are wealthy and white, and so. in the eyes of

the American public, couldn't have done anything all that

bad.) Another problem that our political system will never

get around to solving before Doomsday, most likely.

But certainly state-sanctioned murder, undermined by

its own hypocrisy and by the frightening implications it

can lead to — think Hitler, think Stalin — is not the

answer. The idea of an individual deciding who lives or

dies is terrifying enough, but at least the individual's

power is limited. My terror grows exponentially at the

idea of an entire government wielding the power of death

over millions.

Killing the killers solves nothing. It only makes us an

accomplice to their crimes and. in a way. vindicates them,

since we are in effect condoning their methods and adopt-

ing them for ourselves. We are saying. "Your solution to

the problem is much better than anything we have come

up with — thank you for teaching us how to kill and

hate." and we make them martyrs for a regime of death.

Boomer Pinches is a UMass student.
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Don 't forget

space aliens

Write for Ed/Op! .]

The Colle§i»n Editorial page needs new writers. IrVe want you to write humor, polities, satire,

lifestyle, or any of a thousand other styles — let us be as broad as the student body is.

\ft» especially encourage material that relates to current issues at UMass.

Anyone who is interested should submit material by email (lotters@oitvms.oit.umass.edtt),

fax (545-1592), or by dropping it off at the Collegian offices for Dan Bodah.

Editorials should be 500-700 words long and should include a phone number so we can call

you back. _______

To the Editor:

1 don't know if I agree with Keith

Didion's presumptuous statement,

"Knowledge that doesn't come from

this world can't be of any use in it."

Hey Keith, have you ever once
stopped and allowed yourself to be

engulfed by all the marvels and won-

den that space aliens have given us?

If you haven't, you should. It's very

practical and requires very little faith!

Edson Porto

Central

RAIL crazy about
prisons?

lo the Editor:

A letter to the Collegian (Oct. 30)

stated that the publicity the

Revolutionary Anti-Imperialist

League created for Prison Awareness

Week upset a student eating dinner.

We aren't sorry that our work to

defend prisoners from a corrupt

"Amerikan" judicial system cost

someone their appetite. That system

kills people and destroys communi-
ties in a manner more cold-blooded

than any murderer currently behind

bars.

In "Amerika," incarceration has

nothing to do with crime, but with

the political, economic and military

control of the Black, Latino and First

Nations. The incarceration rate for

black men is seven times higher than

for white men. To make a global

comparison, the "United Snakes"
imprisons four times as many blacks

per capita as the old apartheid nation

in South Africa. RAIL targets prisons

and the police in our organizing,

because we recognize their role as

key weapons in "Amerika's" war on

the oppressed.

You can't argue that blacks com-

mit more crimes, as the evidence

doesn't support that. It's telling to

look at drug charges, as the 58 per-

cent of federal prisoners are in there

for drugs. Blacks are 12 percent of

the U.S. population, and 13 percent

of monthly drug users, but they are

Letters to the Editor

74 percent of the drug possession

sentences given out each year. Crime

has nothing to do with incarceration

and the whole system is just a cha-

rade to weed out most of the whites

and send the blacks and Latinos to

jail.

According to a telephone poll con-

ducted in 1996 by the UMass admin-

istration, 50 percent of students

admit to using marijuana in the year

prior, and 17 percent to driving while

intoxicated. These are definitely con-

sidered crimes, but you don't see

large numbers of students at the dis-

proportionately white UMass heading

of to jail.

There is no evidence that locking

people up or killing them affects the

crime rate. If what you want is a

reduction in crime, then you will

need to find another strategy to sup-

port. If you want to see the worst

drug dealers punished, we suggest

you target the CIA for bringing drugs

into North America by the plane and

boat loads to fund their dirty wars. If

you want to stop murder, target the

likes of Reagan, Bush and Clinton

who have killed hundreds of thou-

sands of people in invasions and

attacks on Third World nations. !f

you want to stop rape, then organize

against the U.S. military and it's

legions of brothels that surround

every U.S. military base in the Third

World.

As for |effrey Curley, what appar-

ently happened to this boy is a horri-

ble and incorrect thing. But how will

locking up these two men do any-

thing to change the societal problem

of child abuse and molestation?

The great majority of child abuse

occurs within the home by family

members, but these cases are very

rarely prosecuted. What the rabid

frenzy around stranger-molestation

does is distract attention from the

real cause of child abuse — the patri-

archal family — and end up prolong-

ing the system that says that children

are property. All that going gung-ho

after the very rare stranger rape cases

does is tell the rest of society that

when daddy rapes daughter, that's

OK. By eliminating the patriarchy

and the parental ownership of chil-

dren we can stop all of this horrible

crime against humanity.

While a great many "Amerikans"

will oppose our efforts because they

benefit from "Amerikan" apartheid,

that does not make our cause any less

correct or any less necessary. The
struggle for true justice requires that

we recognize that the "Amerikan"

justice system is not about justice at

all, but instead about maintaining an

apartheid system.

In February, RAIL will be conduct-

ing a People's Tribunal to judge the

"Amerikan" injustice system for the

crimes of genocide and oppression.

Defenders of the system are welcome

and encouraged to assist the defense

in this public event. We are confident

that the facts can speak for them-

selves and in the long run the people

will end the tyranny of "Amerikan"

injustice.

Chris |ohnson

for the Revolutionary

Anti-Imperialist League

Lucky kid

says thanks

To the Editor:

1 am one of the lucky kids in Peter

Cookson's ("Mr. C's") classroom

(5th and 6th grade) at Mark's
Meadow School. I think that he i> a

wonderful teacher and very fun to be

around. I came from a school that

didn't have interns, so we didn't have

the chance to see different teaching

styles. Mr. C has special ways of

describing fractions, decimals and

other math skills. In just eight short

weeks. Mr. C has responded to our

weekly journals and shown lots of

interest in everything we do. He
appreciates anything we do as long as

we try.

In the past few years we've had

many hard-working UMass athletes

visit our classes. Some are pros now.

And sometimes we hear about drink-

ing and drugs and other bad things

that UMass students do.

I just wanted to let everybody
know that we are very lucky to have

Mr. Cookson and other interns from

UMass. They work very hard too.

Whoever gets Mr. C as a full-time

teacher will be very lucky!

Courtney Gallagher

Amherst
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The other "piano man," the energetic Ben Folds, entertained an all-ages crowd at Pearl Street Wednesday.

Trices energy a crowd-pleaser
Chapel Hill's Ben Folds Five wows Pearl Street crowd

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

BEN FOLDS FIVE / TRAVIS / VER-

BOW
Pearl Street

Nov. 5

NORTHAMPTON — When they

played their first Northampton gig

at the Iron Horse fottf years ago,

there were only six people in the

audience. Wednesday night at Pearl

Street, packed house witnessed an

energetic show from Ben Folds

I ive.

Ben holds Five, a North Carolina

trio centered around the piano

playing of the band's namesake.

Hen Fold*, has staked a claim to

success with a unique sound.

Without the overwhelming disti.ic

lion of a lead guitar. Folds is

allowed to explore distinct har-

monies with the keys.

What results is a fantastic sound

thai effectively blends Folds' piano

with Robert Sledge's bass and

Darren lessee's drums. No one

instrument overwhelms another,

and the guitar is never missed.

'There's a different energy

behind making the music without a

guitar," Folds said. "Even if you get

tome of the same sounds, it's a dif-

ferent energy. The amount of ener-

gy in a guitar chord is nothing, I

don't have to go panting and test-

ing. When I play the equivalent on

the piano it's killing me."

Shortly after the start of its

17-song set. the group dUphvyed
some of the energy that has given

Ben Folds Five swift rise in popu-

larity.

The crowd of mostly college and

high school-age fans immediately

recognized and cheered the second

song of the night, "The Battle of

Who Could Care Less," which was

the first single from the band's sec-

ond album.

The song, which came from
Folds' tiring of the typical

Generation X attitude.

"One thing I don't like is to bring

something down is to bored. It's so

easy and it gets you so much
respect, and I'm so tired of that." he

said. "It started off as more of nov-

elty, with the battle being fought by

Major Boredom and General

Apathy."

"Battle" was followed by

"Philosophy" from the group's

self-titled debut effort. From there,

the band got personal. Folds intro-

duced an impromptu effort that

harkened back to the show at the

Iron Horse. Based on a simple

rhythm and a few basic chords, the

improvisation proved a hit.

Although many of the night's

songs were selections from the lat-

est album. Whatever and Ever.

Amen. Ben Folds Five got the great-

est response from the singles cur-

rently in radio circulation. "Brick"

and "One Angry Dwarf and 200

Solemn Faces" among them.

The trio finished their tight, exu-

berant set with perhaps their most

widely recognized tune.

"Underground." Both lessee and

Sledge helped on the intro. which

reads like a diary entry. "I was never

cool in school, I'm sure you don't

remember me."

The group answered the call for

an encore by covering the Flaming

Lips' "Vaseline." which will most

likely be on their next album, along

with "Song for the Dumped."
The show ended with Folds on

top of his baby grand, stool in

hand. After lessee and Sledge set up

the final chord. Folds dropped the

stool on the keys with a crashing

thud, the direct opposite of where

the group's career is heading.

Scotland's Travis and Chicago's

Verbow provided the set- up for

Ben Folds Five with distinctly differ-

ent sounds. The contrast of guitar

and cello mixed nicely for Verbow.

who suffered the fate of an audience

not quite into the show. Travis'

poppy British sound was received

favorably through its 10-song set.

though the intense guitar was
almost overwhelming at points.
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WE DELIVER

The Firm a bold urban musical statement
By Adam Dlugacz

Collegian Staff

THE FIRM — THE ALBUM
Nas Escobar, Foxy Brown, AZ And

Nature

Aftermath/lnterscope

Take four top MC's (Nas PoKJ

Brown. AZ. and Nature i Bl vour main

ingredients, and then throw in a pro-

ducer like Dr. Dre to hold the stew

together and you have L|uite recipe.

lite Firm (Aftermath/lntei scope) is

best seen as ai lists banding together

to maximize their abilities with one ot

the best producers to show what

hip-hop is truly capable of. The first

track "Firm Fiasco" and the first sin

586-2774
Sun -Weds Thurs-Sat

noon-midnight noon-2am

llll I INI ARTS < I VII R SIRIIS

MOUINf, IMttCES1

Garth Fagan

Powerful elegance, wit

and a style so cool it's hot make

Garth Fagan one of America's greatest choreographers

and his company "one of the era's most thrilling and

inventive troupes." (The Washington Post) The program

includes excerpts from the groundbreaking Griot New York,

created in collaboration with jazz master Wynton Marsalis and

sculptor Martin Puryear.

".
. . a true original." -The Post

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 8PM, CONCERT HALL .

- The .9
F'nearts

P»fitNTTD WITH TMF Cf Nfnous SUITORl or WFSB/TV3

Col S45-2S1 1 or 1 -800-999-UMAS for tickets

Visit am Wtbsltt at www.uiiwji.eAi/fot/fof.html

< < »\\l < I Willi VOIK (IMIIC

Center

gle "I inn hi/" perfectly demonstrate

what [fail clique can do when thev are

at their besl. The tracks combine
iuilliant story telling with Foxy

Brown's in your lace lyrics with AZ
holding his own and Dr. Dre laving

down some fat beats as the glue and

you have some hits. The "Firm
Fiasco's" shameless copping of lines

Irom the film Goodiellas is a hilarious

Introduction to this amazing album.

As you can tell the songs with

title s like "Firm Family." "Executive

Decision." "Untouchable." and
"Desparados" they detail a world of

street crime but on an upper class

more organized level. Unlike

Wu-Tang, who celebrate street thug-

ejerj and more common crimes. The

Firm is about forming an

African-American Mafioso. The real

ism in this album is that thev are

COmmittinf crime so that thev can

beat the game and rise to economic

prominence through controlling the

crime world.

\as is clearlv the beat MC here, as

his straight-faced depictions of a

world of cars. cash. weed, and guns

add a serious tone. Nas i^ not glorilv

ing what he is doing, he is tinpl)

telling you what he does and what

the benefits of his exploits are.

Foxy Brown also repretenti on

"F**k Somebody Else" in which she-

laments over how weak men force

her to turn elsewhere. It is because

Turn to FIRM page 6

Nas, Foxy Brown and AZ have collaborated on The Firm.
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/2 Price Skiing + Riding Midweek
(just $29 with this ad*)

The new Okemo College VIP Card gets you:

• First day FREE with purchase of card.

50% off Monday - Friday non-holiday lift tickets.

• $ 1 off weekend & holiday lift tickets.

Special offers from Snickers and Mountain Dew.

A currvn/viW cotaf* ID it r«qu>r«4 wnt* tf.t card *or discount

Discount! irt baMd on M-day noivdtacouMad ockats only

• Okemo InfoLine (802) 228-4041 • 24 Hour Snow Line (802) 228-S222

Okemo Mountain, Vermont • www.okemo.com
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Jane's Addiction suffers 'relapse*

URTESV BIOCK

Perry Farrell's Jane's Addiction have

Wfirm
continued from page 5

Foxy flaunts her vulgarity in a way

thai mi Itfteth restricted 10 male

rappers thai makes her so enjoyable.

While \/ ind Nature repreienl

admirably, the) simply cannot mutch

the exploits ot Nil Ot I o\y.

Dr. Dre is the key ingredient in

this album as he holds it all together.

He combines the skills ol RZA and

Puff Daddy with the tracks alternat-

ing between the (parte string

arrangements made famous b> the

RZA and the lets get the party started

track* typified bj Pufl Daddy's

works He restricts the funk influ-

ences to one track, but because it

only appears once, this "Wed Cot

flavoring it welcome change of

pace.

As for the lesser know talent like

Pretty Bon. Wizard and Cannabis,

Cannabis is the clear winner. Coming

returned with a new album and tour.

off being the only shining aspect of the

Lost Boyz album. Cannabis' go-

for-the-throat verbal technique shine*

on an album dominated by a more
slowed down pace. II \as is the cool

and collected MC. Cannabis is the MC
who can't wait to grab the mike sim-

ph because he knows he can tear it

up.

One negative aspect ol this album

is that it claims to represent street life

for the average African-American.

While I ^on't doubt that is what they

are trying to push across, it is hard

not to feel that most of this is a fanta-

sy world wear men where leather

jackets, gold chains, drive fasl cat*.

carry big guns, and are cool charac-

ters. That is not something most

average African-American's experi-

ence.

Also, while Foxv Brawn is more

than admirable as a female MC, the

album tends to represent Bl either

assets to the men's husiiu

objects of lust. Finally, the only opti-

mism on this album is in the form of

rising to the top ol the crime game,

not exactly uplifting stuff.

While it is not something you

haven't heard before, it i* -imply

better then what vou have heard

before. The beats and verbal skills

are top-notch and every song will

keep your attention, a* will the sur-

prisingly hilarious interludes. There

is the underlying feeling though that

the members of the firm are living

to do what the Wu Tang dynast)

has done but they lack the dynamics.

I ither way this is an album that is

*ure to feature many top singles and

to he heard from main a passing

vehicle. A-

KETTLE WHISTlf
Jane'i Addiction

Warner Bros.

lane's Addiction, for better or worse,

are one of a select handful of bands

that helped to shape alternative music

into what it is today. They headlined

the very first I ollapalooza way back in

1991 as their intended swan song.

They've returned, or "relapsed" as

Perry Farrell put it. and the original

lineup — with RHCP's Flea standing in

on bass for F.rie Avery — have released

a new album as well as embarked on a

concert tour which hits Waltham*
Gosman Center tonight

(check out the Collegian

a review on Monday).

Kettle Whistle (Warner

Bros.) was origina

scheduled for release

mid-October but was
delayed while a new song

"So What!." was recorded

Originally written back during

their heyday, it was never finished,

and. consequently, has never been

heard — that is until now.

The title track, which is the other

new song here, is a lengthy

(mostly-instrumental) dirge that is in

a similar vein as the prog-rock
favored by King Crimson. The
remainder of the tracks are rare, pre-

viously unreleased, live recordings

and demos.

The live tracks, among them their

biggest hit "lane Says" and "Stop,"

are mostly standard fare. They were

chosen because of their "vibe and

attitude" according to drummer
Stephen Perkins, which means that

sound quality was often sacrificed

for musical performance; something

which is quite evident, and a wel-

come change. But it's the unreleased

songs that will no doubt be of great-

est interest to long time fans.

The psychedelic "Slow Divers,"

"My Cat's Name Is Maceo." and
"City" are each fine songs in their

own right, but it's the Nothing's

Shocking outtake "Had A Dad" that

-lands out above all else. It was orig-

inally intended for the album but was

rejected by Warner Bros. Go figure.

While not earth-shattering, Kettle

Whistle is still a fine relapse. B+

(Marty Keane)

FIUMORE EAST: 2-1 1-69

The Gratefvl Dead
Grateful Dead/Arista

The latest in the continuing line of

ive aichival releases of the music of

the band that for 30 years

defined the life of a rock

band on the road, while-

taking on just about

pv^ every musical genre

in America, is a

broiling represen-

tation of the band

near the end of the

60s, the end of the

band's true "psychedelia"

and the end of the band's

opening-act role in music at the time.

Indeed, the new set features the

band's two opening sets for a dou-

ble-header )anis loplin show. Rarely

played live songs like their rather

rough, rusty "Hey |ude" cover, the

beautifully laid out acoustic-based

"Mountains Of The Moon," and the

bouncy "Doin' That Rag," mostly all

of which disappeared from the band's

repertoire after '69. show up on the

2-disc set.

However, the listener also gets one

of the most powerful versions of "The

Eleven." a rather short (12:29) version

of the jam-showcase "Dark Star," as

well as other strong points in

"Cryptical Envelopment/The Other

One" and "Caution," preceded by a

short drum solo by Mickey Hart &
Billy Kreutzmann. It is a good set to

buy, even if you already own
Live/Dead, which was recorded only

16 days later than this new product,

but released in '69. B+ (loshuaBoyd)

period,

MARCY PLAYGROUND
Marcy Playground

EMI/Capitol

From just a glance at the song

titles on their self-tilled F.MI/Capitol

debut album. Marcy Playground

make it clear that this record is aim-

ing to set itself apart from the main

stream "alternative" bandwagon.

Titles such as "Sex and Candy' and

"The Vampire* ol New York" arc-

striking at first glance, and arouse*

curiosity around giving this disc a lis

ten.

Already making a name for them

selves by opening for load the Wet

Sprocket and Everclear, Marcy

Playground craft a distinct musical

style all their own. Not quite soft,

mellow rock and not quite hard, dri-

ving agresivenes-. Marcv

Playground's songs offer a sicadv

rhythm, a few catchy hooks, and a

lot of twisted fun. Not bad lor a

band who got their name from an

elementary school MCCM vaul

Lead vocalist/songwriter |ohn

VVozniak's talent lies in his anui*

ing. and at the same time disturb-

ing lyrics. Songs like "Saint |oe on

the School Bus" and "One More

Suicide" demonstrate the band*

dual nature. With Wozniak also on

guitar, Marcy Playground i*

rounded out by Dylan Kecle on

bass, and Dan Reiser on drums.

With their first single. "Sex and

Candy." receiving minimal airplay,

Marcy Playground achieves all the

qualities of an underrated band.

Other songs that show promise on

the album. "Poppies" and "Sherry

Frasier," are more than likely to

remain obscure.

Receiving some much deserved

recognition. Marcy Playground's first

release is a strong, if not Hawk**

debut. For those interested in some-

thing different, it might be some-

thing you want to check out. A-
( Kevin Monahan)

Write for Arts _l Still waiting for the galactic bus to

arrive"? Why not write some ^^
movie or music reviews in the jj&i^
meantime'?

Do you like to play sports? Go to sport-

ing events? Watch sports on _«
TV? Why
SPORTS?!

not write for

-fL [
Write for Sports

J
• ***-*

V-ball has tough stretch ahead
By Brett Mauser
Collegian Staff

This is the moment of truth —
right here, right now. The
Massachusetts volleyball team can

control its own destiny. In order to

succeed, the team that coach Bonnie

Kenny calls, "the team that has as

much chemistry as any other team

I've coached," needs to circle the

wagons and prepare for an a tough

stretch run.

After Saturday's defeat of St.

Bonaventure, Kenny said "we'll just

have to hope that we get a few breaks

along the way."

That's exactly what happened.
Going into last weekend, the

Minutewomen found themselves a

full game behind the Virginia Tech

Hokics lor the fourth and final play-

off spot in the A- 10 championship

race.

After splitting the weekend. UMass
got help Irom some of their Atlantic

10 foes. As ihey come down the

stretch and into a crucial four-match

set on the road, the Minutewomen
are now amidst a three-way tie for

fourth.

That was until last night.

Their first of four opponents was

Rhode Island, which has already

Movie, Game, and, System Rentals

Al MovttM S»M / euryfl

The best of the new releases!

NX / Saturn / MM / ttwmt* / tMES

Buy-Sett-Trade Games A Systems

9 East Pleasant Call us at

(Near "The Pub*) 549-4505

Hrs: tan, Men, Wed, Iter, Art 2*0-730
S«t 12*0-730

clinched the right to play over

Thanksgiving. Last night, UMass went

into Rhode Island knowing that it

needed to produce. Produce, the

Minutewomen did not.

UR1 controlled the match through

out. taking it in four sets, 15-3.

15-8, 10-15, 15-11. The
Minutewomen (12-14, 7-8 in the

A-10) used Rams hitting errors to

make it somewhat interesting, but

for the most part, URI had it in its

pocket from the first serve.

It looked like a ^^^hm^bbssb
poor man's Penn

State rout after

the first two
games. UMass
was not clicking

in its passing and

blocking, while

URI looked like a

team fighting to

hold onto second
~™^~—"

place in the conference, which the

Rams were. Game one saw the Rams

hit an astronomical .591 from the

field. compared to the

Minute-women's .056 average.

After an error-littered game three

for the Rams, the two teams battled

and battled, matching each other kill

for kill. But after the dust settled, it

was URI who came out on top.

Sophomore middle blocker |ill

Meyers had yet another solid perfor-

mance, picking up a double-double

with 12 digs and I I kills (.321) to

go along with three blocks.

Sophomore outside hitter Sarah

Watters collected a team- high 12

kills for the Minutewomen. who

dropped their second match to the

defending Atlantic 10 champs this

year. Freshman Rebecca Hasson

had a personal moment, registering

a career high six block a**i*l*

The Minute-woman blocking game-

excelled againsl a vciy strong Ram
attack. They outblocked the Rams
19-13. a feat that not mam team*

have equalled. To add to that, the

Rams were the ones committing the

hitting errors, outdoing the

Minutewomen. 29-19. It waj |US1 a

^_^^^^^^^ case of the Ram*

Volleyball

Massachusetts
@

Virginia Tech

Saturday

getting more
chance* to put t he-

point away.

With the lo*v

t h e

Minute w omen
need to put

things in focus.

With a match
^^^^^^^^^^ coming up on
Saturday. UMass needs to put

together a string of a few wins,

something that has been hard to

come by in the dog days of October

and November. Not only that, the

Minutewomen take on three more
playoff contenders, all fighting for

their respective lives.

Saturday* match lakes place in

Blacksburg. Va.. where UMass is set

to take on the llokie*. Earlier in the

year. Virginia Tech came into

Amherst and manhandled the

Minutewomen. catching them
off-guard. But they're on a hit ol a

slide, losing their last two contest* in

conference. Match time is set for 7

p.m. at CafSell Coliseum.

«dmo
; frtt r 'i in / 1 Oltl

s,l, ,,, , ,. I .,,1,1, i, S,. I hi

MT. FARMS 4 • 584-9153

MT FARMS MALL

Ootlmo (PO-13)

Today al 8 00 • Sat ot 2 00. 8 00 • Sun ot (S 50)

Switchback (R)

Todoy al 15 00). 7 40.10 20 • Sot ot I 50 (5 001.

7 40, 10 20 • Sun ot I 50, (5 30) 8 20

Know What You Did Lo(t Summer (R)

Todoy ot (5 20), 8 10, 10 30 • Sot ot 2 00. (5 20),

8 10 10 30 • Sun at 2 00. (5 501. 8 30

Mod City (PO-13)

Todoyo»|5 10), 750, 1030 • Sat ot 1 50,

|5 10) 7 50, 10 30 • Sun ot 1 50. |5 40), 8 30

Kill The Oirls (R)

Today at 1 5 00) 10 20* Sot ot 1 5 00) 10 20 • Sun

ot 2 00, 8 20

Hampshire 6 • 584-7550 Hampshire Mall

Boon (PO-13)

Today ot (5 IO),8 20, 11 10 • Sotot 150(5 10),

8 20, II 10 • Sun at 200, (5 40), 8:30

Rod Corner (R)

Todoy at (5 00), 8 10, 11 10 • Sot ot 1 40,

(5 00), 8 10, 11 10 • Son at 1 50, (530) 8 30

Stanhip Troopori (R)

Today at |4 50), 800, 11 10« Sal at 1 30, |4 50),

800,1110 • Sun at 150(5201,830

Boogie Night! (R)

Todoyat (4:30), 7 40, 1050* Sot at 1 10, (4 30),

7:40, 10:50 • Sun at 1 30, (5:00), 8 10

Devili Advocate (R)

Todayat(440|, 750,1100 '501011 20.1440),

1100 • Son at 140, (5 10), 8 20

Seven Year* In Tibet (PO-13)

Today ot (4 40), 1 1 00 • Sat all 20, (4 40),

11:00 • Sun at 1 40,(5 101,8 20

The Man Who Knew Too Littte (PG)

Special Sneak Preview * Sat only at 8:20

Stay over and see "Seven Years In Tiber" free^

Need A Ride To

The Airport?

American-
TRANSPORT

T8SS.

(413)535-3255

*F2~ooTfT
i

i

i

i

i

i _ _ .

All Mtjtr Airports

treSey. Item. Jtllt*. S Mm**
U Mejer treat Cert* Acccetei

* one way IHp or

$4.00 OFF
A Round Trip

wmumtYMiimtiHmAi umptmi
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women s soccer
continued from page 10

But after breaking their three- year

run as conference champs last year

with a 5-2 loss to Dayton in the final,

UMass knows they can only continue

what has been their approach all

year, one game at a time

After all, they will once again be

facing No. 4 seed Dayton (8-3-0,
16-3 overall) for the second straight

year in tournament play todaj in the

lirst semi linul game ill 5:30 p.m.

The second semi-final game will be

between No. 2 seed George Washington

and No. 3 seed Xavier at 8 p.m. tomor-

row. The winners will duel for the

championship on Sunday at I p.m.

After this past weekend's two
tough losses at the University of

Georgia Tournament against No. 17

Clemson. 4-3 and Georgia, 1-0, this

weekend is crucial for the

Minutewomen because the winner of

Sunday's championship game
receives an automatic berth to the

NCAA tournament.

Dayton, despite playing a fairly

weak schedule in which their only

three losses were to A- 10 teams, still

gave UMass a scare during the regu-

lar season, though UMass prevailed

2-1 in overtime thanks to two Emma
Kurowksi goals.

field hockey

The Flyers are led by a powerful

trio up front, as well with Melissa

Buck, lulie Wilde and Angie Beecioli

all leading the team with 21 points

apiece. Dayton has eight players of

their own who have scored in double

figures. The goalkeeping duties have

been split between Amy Kremmer
and Damian Gold whom together

have posted a .815 goals against

average,

The quality of competition behind

the two squads is a major difference.

While the Minutewomen have strug-

gled all season with injuries and sick-

ness and plenty of top-notch tourna-

ment hopping, they have still main-

tained a national ranking, amidst a

schedule that included four ranked

teams, against which UMass came
out 2-2. Dayton has played a less rig-

orous schedule, including the likes ol

Detroit Mercy, Wright State and
I astern Illinois.

The key lor Massachusetts is how
the) start off the first half. In recent

games when UMass has come out

Hat. they either lose or win in over-

time like they did over Dayton and

Xavier — both 2-1 nailbiters won in

the second half.

Another advantage the

Minutewomen have over the flyers is

their offeSSC producing defense

Senior tri-captain fullback Erica

Iverson is the fourth leading scorer on

the team with 7 goals and 2 assists loi

16 points, along with consistent con-

tributors Amy Burrill (7 points). I i/

Rutherford (5 points) and sweeper

Amanda Thompson (4 points).

The recent return — from injury

— of junior Robin Smith also adds a

major boost in controlling the mid

field play and providing a scoring

punch with 3 goals and 6 assists loi

12 points. While UMass has been

forced to rotate players between posi-

tions, the mainstay in goal has been

tri- captain Danielle Dion who owns

a .861 goals against average.

Massachusetts has been reaping

the benefits of the influx of fresh-

man Green, the team's leading

point-getter (36). Kate Webb (6

goals, 3 assists) for 15 points and

the aggressive midfield play of

Brooke Bartlett (2 goals and 7

assists) for 1 1 points.

This weekend will be the second

meeting of the return of former

UMass standout and all-time leading

scorer Rebecca Myers, now an assis-

tant for the Flyers.

water polo
continued from page 10

I astern leed during the CWPA
Northern Division piayofl The 10-3

deleal was LMass's second worst ol

the year — and their worst against

an Eastern opponent.

The flat effort was due, at least in

pert, to fatigue. The October 26

match was the capper of an

eight game stretch over two week-

ends, which also included a five

gamt west coast trip. Of the eight

teams i Mass played, only Boston

College was unranked. Between the

harsh travel schedule and the relent

less string ol top 25 competition, no

one could blame the Minutemen for

being a bit tired. Oueens. Incidental-

h. WH idle the previous weekend.

I atigue was not the only enemy,

of course

"Our defense was terrible."

UMass coach Russ Yurworth said

"But you can't play your best game
all the time."

The Royals' defense was smother-

ing, complete!) shutting down
junior standout Brian Stahl. Stahl.

who continues to pace the

Minutemen with 79 goals (eight

2-pointers) on the season (including

1 1 in the previous two games), was

held scoreless.

Again, the Minutemen will

attempt to repeat history. Oueens

has ousted them irom the Northerns

each of the last two veers. Both

limes. UMaeS has come back to beat

them for the Eastern title.

Yarworlh is optimistic about this

\eai's rematch, promising that his

squad will be better prepared for

the Royals' defense.

"The Oueens coach has basically

shown me hi- whole game plan."

Yai worth said, "I'm not the

smartest guv in the world, but I've

got a lot of videotape... there's not

much else they can do, We can ana-

lyze I the Royals |, break them down.

and come back with a different

attack."

continued from page 10

an otherwise spotless league record, UMass' game against

the Golden Ranis was on grass, a surface the

Minutewomen have played on only once since moving to

Garber Field this year.

The Minutewomen face Temple in a rematch of a

Sept. 28 tilt in Amherst. A 2-1 overtime UMass win.

proved to be a battle. After the Owls scored an early

goal, neither team's defensive corps would back down
and the Minutewomen did not find the net with the

tying goal until 1:35 left in regulation. That set the

stage lor Kerry Lyons' heroic efforts, as she tallied the

game-winning goal, the first of two sudden-deathers

for her this season.

"One thing we took from that game was the knowledge

that it's never over until it's over." UMass coach Patty

Shea said. "We need to take care of the first 10 minutes of

the game. That was where the problem with Temple was

the last time, they scored early.

"

However, when the two teams last did battle, the sea-

son was only nine games old. Since then, over a month of

work has changed the squads.

"Temple is going to be ready." Shea said. "Both teams

have grown since we last played. Each one has lound

what does and doesn't work. It might not be what worked

the last time we played."

The tournament's top seed. West Chester has had a

remarkable turnaround year. After a 0-5-0 campaign in

the Golden Rams' first season in the A-10, they have this

vear put together an undefeated league mark.

"West Chester is an experienced team." Shea said.

'They have turned that experience, with a lot of juniors

and seniors, into a strong season."

West Chester will face La Salle, a team which visited

Garber Field on Oct. 18. The Explorers fell victim to the

Minutewomen, 6-1 , in their last trip to Amherst.

An argument could be made that the tournament will

not lack scoring, a case reinforced by the fact that the

league's top three scorers — and 16-of-l8 on the A-10

scoring chart — will be in Amherst this weekend.

But an equally strong contention could be made for a lack

of scoring. Of the conference's top five goalies, four —
including one back-up — will be in uniform this weekend.

Erica lohnston's five Atlantic 10 goals (18 overall I have

her sitting atop the scoring chart, where she is backed up

hv teammate Vicky Browne. Browne, a midfielder has

seven goals and 12 assists on the season, three and two in

the A- 10, respectively.

But it is West Chester which packs the most in-confer-

ence offensive firepower. Four of the league's top seven

scorers are Golden Rams: Mary Melnick (7 goals-6

assists-20 points overall). |en Krebs (6-3-15). Kristin

Smereczynski (6-8-20) and Donna Polito (4-0-81.

Temple has seen a rise in goal production in non- con-

ference games. As a result, the Owls' Claudia

Ovchinnikoff (10-2-22) and Cherifa Nouri (9-3-21 ) hold

the third and fourth positions on the overall list.

The Explorers are bolstered by Alishia taller n 5-15).

Colleen Bruno (5-2-12) and Kelly Saxman (3-4-10).

Goaltending is definite strength in this year tourney, as

the highest goals against average sits at 2.11. Heather

Vearling ieads the pack with a .890 save percentage.

UMass' Zowie Tucker has a 1.00 goals against average

through the last eight games of the regular season, and

Deb Brown has made 1 74 saves on the year.

football

THANC VO COLLEGIAN

|im Pizano and the UMass running back rotation needs a big game

against an emotional BU squad this weekend.

continued from page 10

the games Irom inside their dormi-

tories.

Nickerson Field hosted its first

Terrier game in 1921 before

becoming the home of Boston

Braves baseball. Over the year-.

Nickerson Field also served as the

home to the New England Patriot-,

who played their first American
Football League game there in

1963.

UMass heads into its final

Nickerson Field game loser- of ii- last

two contests. The Minutenien

dropped a 40-9 decision to

Delaware, followed by a 51-15 deci-

sion to Hofstra.

However. since Anthony
Catterton took over the quarterback

duties at halftime ol the New
Hampshire game (Oct. 4),

Massachusetts has enjoyed greater

success moving the ball up the

field.

If the Minutemen hopes to spoil

BU's final home game, they'll look

to exploit the Terrier's run defense

that has given up an average ol 241

yards per game Freshman tailback

Marcel Shipp. fresh off his firsl col-

legiate 100-yard rushing game
against llotstra. will cany the load

for the Minutemen offense. Shipp is

the leading rusher foi

Massachusetts this vear with 596

yards.

lunior inside linebacker Khali

Samuel anchors a Minutemen defense

desperately needing a resurgence.

Samuel is second on the team to

Bryan Mooney for the lead in tackles

with 102.

UM Hockey takes on Mavericks
Minutemen welcome new program to the show

By Jormo Konsanen

Collegian Staff

The members of the Massachusetts

hockey team are experts at newly

instated programs, and in their fifth

year as a Division I program, they

will face a team
this weekend in its

inaugural season.

The Minutemen
will be looking togive
Nebraska-Omaha
a harsh welcome-

to Div. I play this

weekend, when
they to Omaha for

a two-game -el

UMass (0-3, 0-

Hock i-\

Massachusetts
@

Nebraska-Omaha

loniuht,

in Hockey Fast)

have had themselves a not-so wel-

come start to the season. Their three-

losses have exposed a weakness the

team needs to address immediately.

Senior co-captain Tim Lovell leads

the team in scoring with three goals

and three assists, and he has already

factored into six of the seven

Minutemen goals this season. Along

with his No. 1 line cohorts, junior

Steve MacKinnon and sophomore

leff Blanchard. the threesome has

been the UMass offense this season.

It was not until the team's 3-1 loss

to Boston College last Sunday after-

noon in their home opener that any

other Minuteman line factored into a

goal scored, with that being senior

co-captain Brad Norton's power play

goal at the 1:54 mark of the third peri

od.

Against a newly

instated program

i n

Nebraska-Omaha.

UMass should be

able to find

enough space to

work their other

lines onto the

Scoring sheet

They will need

to do that,

because next weekend they return to

Hockey East action against

UMass-Lowell at home Friday (7

p.m.). and will then travel to

Schenectady. N.Y. to take on
All-American goaltender Trevor

Koenig and Union on Saturday night.

I or UMass coach |oe Mallen. it has

not been for the lack of effort that his

team has not evenly distributed their

scoring, and this weekend might not

he the kindest of places to restart

their offensive punch.

"We've certainly been trying to get

more people into the mix. but its just

-.m.

been a few mistakes here and there

that have hurt us so far." Mallen said.

"These two games arc certainly not

gimme's, and what is different from

our program is that Nebraska has

had a year to recruit players.

"They have a good lineup filled

with transfers. USHL players and

Canadian junior players who have sat

out a year to play. But, if we piaj CSRJ

system, and execute, we should be in

good shape." Mallen said.

Another difference the Minutemen

have with the Mavericks is the level

of support the newer program has

received from their fan base.

Omaha Civic Auditorium hai its

8.219-seat complex sold out through

the season, and including standing

room only tickets. UMass might be

facing consecutive crowds of oxer

9.000 this weekend.

"It is a huge difference from what

our program receives." Mallen said.

"They are a loud and obnoxious

crowd, and last weekend, they played

well against Princeton out there,

which is a real good team."

men s hoop
continued from page 10

flanked on one side by

fifth-year senior Tyrone Weeks

Weeks has returned under a

new NCAA rule granting Prop

48 players a fourth year ol eligi-

bility if they graduate on time,

and take graduate classes in

their fifth year.

Weeks and Ketner provide a

low-post presence that will be

difficult for any team in the

country to match.

Their presence, and the expe-

rience of the sophomore clasi

will take pressure oil the loin

new Minutemen. loining Mack
as new comers this yeai are: lei-

low South Boston alum.

Jonathan DePina (5-fooi 9

guard). Rafael Cruz (6-5 guard)

and Ronell Blizzard (6-9 foi

ward).

lunior walk-ons Andy Madav

and Ross Bums round out

Flint's squad that will try top

last year's 19 14 NCAA louina

ment team.

lor an in-depth preview of

the up-coming ( \4a»s hoops

season check out the

Collegian'! basketball preview

issue, coming '" itewtstaitdi

Pec. 2.

Sox deal Aaron Sele

for Leyritz and Buford
By Fred Hurlbrink, Jr.

Collegian Staff

Last night, the Red Sox took a

giant step towards their goal of build-

ing a pennant contender — they got

rid of Aaron Sele.

Sele — along with relief pitcher

Mark Brandenburg and backup catch-

er Bill Haselman was traded to the

pitching starved Texas Rangers tor vet-

eran catcher/first baseman |im leyritz

and utility outfielder Damon Buford.

Sele came up quickly through the

Red Sox farm system and burst onto

the scene in 1995 with a 7-2 record

and a 2.74 ERA. Since then, though,

his once promising career has been in

a tailspin. He spent most of 1995 on

the disabled list with a shoulder

injury, and in the last two seasons the

curveballer has gone 20-25 with an

ERA well over 5.00

I eyritz. who was traded by the

Angels to the Rangers in mid season

for Ken Hill, was expendable after

Texas leached a contract agreement

with superstar catcher Ivan

Rodriguez. The former Yankee can

play first base as well as catch, and

earlier in his career tilled in al second

and third base.

Unless Red Sox GM Dan Duquette

trades embattled All Star Mo
Vaughn, I eyritJ will take over behind

the plate for the Sox with either

lason Varitek or Scott Hattcberg

backing him up.

I BSt -easoii. split betw ceil

Anaheim and Texas. Levriiz hit .277

with 1 1 homers and a career-high 64

RBI. He had his best offensive -eason

in 1993 with the Yankees when he-

hit .309 with 14 homers 55 RBI.

The Red Sox will be Bulord's fourth

team in six year- The career .252 bit-

ter started with Baltimore and spent

half a sea-on with the Metl before-

landing in Texas and now Boston

\ career back-Up, Haselman began

his career in Texas before playing in

Seattle and Boston. His best season

came in '96 lor the Red Sox: he hit

.274 with 8 home runs and 54 RBI.

Brandenburg was shipped back to

the Rangers after being dealt from

Tens for Mike Stanton. In 4 1 games

last season, he had a 5.49.

Material from tlie [noddled I'ress

HUM toed in this article.

THE LEAVES AREFTT THE OISLY THINGS FALLIISG! OUR PRICESARE TOO!!!

KEYSTONE LIGHT
CASE OF 30-12 02 CANS

NATURAL
UGHT&1CE
CAt Of 24-12 0? CANS

MOLSON
KB, GOLDEN A LIGHT
12 PK BOTTLE

MICHELOB
REGVIJKR LIGHT
18-12 01 CANS

Quinine, J2.eai <
CHARIMINNAY. ff

i

CABERNET SAl \U.SOS.
Ml HI OT. ZINFANPEL, TIME BLANC. J. RIESLING

COLUMBIA CRES1
SBMILLON-CHAKDONNAt
rSOM

•%
sa

s32 + 0ER

1/2 KEGS
HI D.BVDLT.BIDICE.
MICH. MICH IT,

MICH AMBER BOCK, ICE HOUSE. RED DOG

s39 OfP

GALLO LIVINGSTON
CELLARS <^>
All HAVORS 3 IT m*W

ROBERT MONDAVI
WOODBRIDGE
CHARDONNAY,
< ABHRNET SAUYIGNOS.
MERUIT.
SAl YIGNON BIANC 1 5 LT

sio
CONCHA Y TORO
ALL EIJKVORS
LSI

GLEN ELLEN
WHITE UNTANDEl
IS "'.

and Drive

\®mmviwjk.$u*9m

t
tm>

Smwgter

SCOTCH
17SL

SALE $14.49
MAIL-IN REBATE -4.00

FINAL

COST
sioa

BACARDI LIMON
TSOML

Seagroiits7
BLENDED
WHISKEY
1 7SL

SALE $12.99
MAIL-IN REBATE -3.00

FINAL

COST

C'MRISHN*,
CREAM $m .

REGULAR A UGH1 MslsgW
n Ml

PAUL tILOtXAl) I COLLEGIAN

Chris Fawcett will be looked upon to pick up some slack this weekend

when the hockey team faces Nebraska-Omaha.

We Accept

Cans and Bottles

for Redemption

HADLEY
253-9344

NORTHAMPTON
586-3007

HOLYOKE
534-4555

SALE PRICES

THURS. 11/6/97 THRU

,
WEDS. 11/12/97

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOfl TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS
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ANNOUNCEMENTS APPARTMENT FOR RENT

SNOWBOARDING CLUB'S
FIRST TRIP TO OKEMO
Nov 22 $32 includes bus and

lift ticket. Contact Brad and

Colin at 665-0110 or e-mail

snowbord@stuaf.umass edu

Interested in exploring the

deeper meaning of life?

Discussion group forming.

Call 665-8132 for more info.

Hometown High

Do you remember applying to

college'' Would you like to

help high school students

learn more about the univer-

sity and the admissions

process at UMASS Amherst?

The Undergraduate

Admissions Office is looking

for undergraduates to return

to their hometown high

school during winter break

and represent the university

to perspective applicants.

Volunteers will be required to

attend one training session

and to schedule an appoint-

ment with a high school guid-

ance office to visit the

school Training session will

be on Tuesday, Dec 2, and

Wed., Dec 3 @ 7:30pm in the

Campus Center. Volunteers

are only required to attend

one session. If you have any

questions please call Julie

Anderson, Dave Follick, or

Richard Toomey at 545-3043

Please leave us your name,

number and name of your

high school, or stop by our

table at the Campus Center

through 11/14

Funk Club Auditions

Sunday. November 9, 12-5

Campus Center Room 101.

Questions? Call Amelia 546-

1824

Take Over My Lease One

week free. Available

12/19/97 Puffton Village.

One bedroom Heat and hot

water included On bus route.

$535/month Call Chris 549-

1168

2 Bedroom Apt.

Easthampton. $485 per

month Take over lease

ASAP. 527-9410

AUTO FOR SALE

82 Volvo 240DL Reliable,

frame gd, new parts, 200k

miles. $750 or 670 253-4685

84 Jeep CJ7 4x4, hardtop,

132,000+ miles, automatic.

Need to sell fast. Needs
some work. $925 or make an

offer. Call Luis ©549-5514.

Wanted: Junk Cars Cash

paid everyday 1-800-649-

4795

EMPLOYMENT

CRUISE SHIP & LAND
TOUR EMPLOYMENT-
Learn about national/int'l

Cruise Lines and Land-Tour

companies Excellent bene-

fits + bonuses! World Travel!

Many workers earn up to

$2,000+/mo. Call Cruise

Employment Resources: 517-

336-0573 Ext C5001

1

Driver COL Class B
Experienced Part-time. Good

pay. Good equipment

Flexible hours. 256-0499

Place a

Classified,

it does the

body good !

EMPLOYMENT
NEED HOLIDAY

CASH?

ulmg

i offer you a

ARCH
IN II I

.

Tliur

evenm
a usal

413 587 1607 (01

mation oi to arrange a i
i

.i! interview An

ortunlty Employer

NATIONAL PARK
EMPLOYMENT- Discover

how to work in America's

Parks, Forests & Wildlife

Preserves. Competitive

wages + bonuses!

Seasonal/year-round For

employment information,

call: (517)324-3081 ext.

N50011

LAST CHANCE- LEGAL
ASSISTANTS WANTED
November 14, 1997 is the

last day to apply to The

Student Legal Services Office

about a Spring 1998
Internship! Get hands-on
experience in the legal field

Work directly with attorneys

and clients. Earn up to 15

undergraduate credits. No
experience in the legal pro-

fession required— training is

provided. Contact The

Student Legal Services Office

today: 545-1995, 922 Campus

Center

EMPLOYMENT
RELIEF STAFF for apartment

program servicing adults with

mental illness living in the

community. Get training and

experience necessary to work

in the field. Call Shift

Wages: $7/hr. Send resume

and cover letter to: Amherst

Apartments, c/o ServiceNet,

129 King St., Northampton,

MA 01060 NO CALLS
PLEASE.

Jobs For The Environment

Campaign with MassPirg to

reduce pesticide use.

Flexible schedule

$50-$75/day

Call Terry ©256-6434

Earn $10,000 for next sum-

mer running a business. Call

Mike at 549-3759.

LEGAL ASSISTANTS
WANTED Spring 1998

Internships With The Student

Legal Services Office; get

hands-on experience in the

legal field— work directly

with attorneys and clients.

Earn up to 15 undergraduate

credits. No experience in the

legal profession necessary

—

training provided Contact

The Student Legal Services

Office today: 545-1995, 922

Campus Center.

FOR SALE

Nutrition Supplements

Creatine 400G. $29

Designer Whey Protein $26

Met RX $38

Fat Burners & More

Call 253-1850

FOR SALE

Phish Tickets Great seats

at great prices City Tickets

1800)865-8070

Notebook PC: Hitachi; 166

mhz Pentium; CD ROM;
loaded with stuff; high per-

formance system 665-8131

Watch batteries, ear
piercing, eyeglass repairs,

jewelry restoration, diamond

engagements, wedding rings

Silverscape Designs, 264 N
Pleasant St., Amherst. 253-

3324 Open Daily.

COMPUTERS!
New P166MMX from $995
Laptops, peripherals.

ZarVision 582-9198
V/MC/AMEX

Laptop Notebook Works
good $150. Good for school

Call Steve (413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for

computer. Works great Call

CPC (413)584-8857

FOUND

Found: Bracelet on 8th

floor Campus Center outside

elevators on Sat., Nov 1,

evening. Please call Jennifer

665-3717 with description.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

YO'PMMW
floppy 214 Bel)

More Importantly, good luck!

be afraid, be very if

I lave and The

ALICIA

Roses are red

Violets are pink

Sorry I'll miss your birthday

But save me a drink!

Have a great day!

Love, Jen

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Happy 21st Birthday Kate

Good luck Saturday night

From All Your Friends

MISCELLANEOUS

ATTN: ENTREPRENEURS
profit 1300% with the easi-

est money making system

ever designed. Investment

required. 1-800-925-0984

PERSONALS

To Lovey Bear Remember
long walks and nights by the

fire You are my only desire.

My love is no longer for hire.

Love, Your Stud Puppy

ROOMMATE WANTED
One bedroom available in

Sugarloaf. $333/month. Call

665-3558

SERVICES

Legal Questions? The

Student Legal Services Office

offers free legal assistance

to fee-paying students

Contact us at 922 Campus
Center, 545-1995

Lose Weight Now
• Control Appetite

• Increase Energy

• All Natural Products

• Doctor Recommended
• 30 Day Money Back

Guarantee

Call (800)923-0498

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for

free testing and assistance

549-1906

TRAVEL

Book Early And Save!

Great Spring Break destina-

tions Best prices. Free par-

ties, drinks, and food. Call

Eve 546-21 11

Need ride to DC, NC, SC?
Leaving 11/25. 549-3634

SPRING BREAK 98

Free food and drinks!

Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica

and Florida from $399

Organize a small group and

travel FREE! Highest commis-

sions and lowest prices Call

Surf & Sun Tours to become

a campus representative

(800)574-7577

GUATEMALA: Study

Spanish and help Mayan chil-

dren Openings for January

Write: Rural Education

Project, P.O. Box 9534, North

Amherst, MA 01059

SPRING BREAK
Largest selection of Spring

Break destinations including

cruises! Group discounts and

free trips available

Epicurean Tours 1-800-

231-4FUN

Spring Break "Take 2" hir-

ing Reps! Sell 15. Take 2

free. Hottest destinations!

Free parties, eats, and

drinks! Sunsplash 1-800-426-

7710 or www.sunsplash-
tours.com

WANTED

Sell/Trade your preowned

games and systems. Call

Let's Play at 549-4505

WANTED TO RENT

2 bedroom apartment
needed for Spring semester

Prefer Brandywine or Puffton

Call Perry 549-5079

The most
popular

question on
Campus:

"WHAT ARE
YOU DOINQ
IN THAT
BOX.7"

The Answer:

SELLINQ
COLLEQIAN
CLASSIFIEDS

Come
and
see

us

today!
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FRIDAY. NOV. 7

Meeting Real Life: Campus Crusade

for Chris! - week)) meeting at 7:50 p.m.

in ihc Campus Center, room 174. The
lopit is 'Evidence for God in Science"

with guest speaker Emmanuel Haqq, who
has his Ph [") in ahytja

Poetry Reading — "Voices for the

Voiceless,* spoken word from under-

ground Griots from 6-10:30 p.m. at

Chapin Auditorium at Mount Holyoke
College. A historic evening bringing

together li renowned black and Latino

poets.

Service - Shabbat Service at 6 p.m. in

the Hillel House. Welcome the Sabbath

with prayer and song. Sponsored by

1 1, lid

Symposium — "Visions of

Community" symposium in honor ol

five Mrfcan fanericm women in dnfce it

Smith College. Sponsored by the Five

College Dance Department. 651. an Arts

I'cntci in New York, and Smith College.

include: 10 a.m. -noon, hon

lies in Sage Hall, 1:50-5 p.m.,

matter classes in the Dance
Studios. 4-6 p.m.. keynote address and
performani.es in Theatre 14.

SATURDAY. NOV. 8

Celebration The Cape Verdean
Student Alliance invites you to attend the

15th annual Cape Verde Cultural Night

starling at 6 p.m. in the Bluewall,

Campus Center. This is an opportunity

for both Cape \ 'erdeans and trie UMass
community to get more of an insight into

Cape Verdean culture and will include

speakers, poetn readers and dancers. All

are invited

Comedy - MISSION: IMPROVable
will be performing its free weekly comedy
improv show at 8 p.m. in the Campus
Center, room 165.

( oncert "How to Remember," a

Holocaust Memorial conceit at 8 p.m. at

Abbey Memorial Chapel. Mount Holyoke

College, featuring the Mount Holvokc

College Glee Club A Chamber Singers;

Rutgers Univer-itv Men's Glee Club;

music tucultv and students frjm Mount
Holyoke and the I ive Colleges.

Conference The Sociology
Department will host "Social Sciences

Graduate School.information Day" for

students in western New Kngland colleges

and universities. The day's events include

a continental breakfast al 4:50 a.m. in the

Malcolm \ Center, sessions until a break

for lunch al noon and resume from 1-4

p.m. Students can get more Information

or sign up to attend by e-mailing the

Sociology Department at

GRAD@SOC.UMASS.EDU. calling

Sonia Mendez at 255-5917 or Diane

Kolakoski at 545-4057, or visiting the

main offices in the Sociology Department

on the seventh floor of Thompson

SUNDAY, NOV. 9

Gathering — Holocaust gathering on

the anniversary of Kristallnacht at 6:50

p.m. in the first floor lounge ol

Butterfield dorm. Sponsored by the pro-

ject Intergralional Healing in Holocaust

Families

MONDAY, NOV. 10

I'resenltition — Work-in-progress pre

sentation by Mignon R. Moore. Ph.D.

candidate in the Department of

Sociology, University of Chicago, on

"Sexual Intercourse and Pregnancy
Among African-American Adolescent

Girls in High -Poverty Neighborhoods:

The Role of Family and Community
lactort" at 4: 1 5 p.m. in Seelye Hall.

room 204. Smith College. Sponsored hv

the Project on Women and Social

Change. To receive a copy of this paper

prior to the meeting, please call

J85-3S9I.

NOTICES

Arl Contribution-. — The Student

Union Visual and Performing \rts Space-

is looking for contributions to the

Southern Allan Cultural Exhibition

which will show in the spring of 1 448. If

you have anything from artwork to crafts

depicting Asian culture, and would like

the opportunity to participate in this exhi-

bition, contact Amanda at 545-0742.

Art Exhibition -- The Student Union

Visual and Performing Art Space presents

We \re More Than TOO See. Part II" an

exhibition of art by blue-collar and clerical

union members a UMass from Friday,

Nov 7 Ind.iv.Nov. 1 4. Gallery Hours arc

Molt. Thurs. 10 a.m.-5 p.m. and Fit 10

a.m.-5 p.m. The gallery is located in the

south side of the Student Union Building.

Art Exhibition - Amanda Catmona
Bosch'l "Ab Normal Fobia

Pigmentation,' oil paintings and .i

Museum of I ine Arts thesis exhibition,

will be in the Herter Art Gallerv on

Friday. Nov. 7. Gallery hours are

Monday-Friday II a.m. -4 p.m. and

Sunday 2-4 p.m. Sponsored by the

UMass Arts Council and the Department '

of Art.

Club — The UMass Amateur Radio

Club Station W1PUO is returning and

looking for people to join in Ham radio.

Anyone interested in radio/electronics

and a desire to learn and communicate

are welcome. The club will sponsor FCC
approved volunteer examination sessions

for all license levels lor more informa-

tion, contact Richard Strycharz NIMFT
at 544-6000 ext. 6000 or ieave a message

;it hicility services.

(ontest — Spectrum Fine Art and
Literary Magazine is now holding a cover

contest The winner will have their art-

work printed on the 47/48 issue. The
final deadline is December 2 at 5 p.m.

Pick up an entry form in the Student

Union, room 406e or just bring the art-

work by.

Deadline — The deadline for applying

for the Student Deputy Attorney General

position is Friday. Nov. 7. Applications

are available at the Student Government

Office in the Student Union. For more
information, contact lesse Rurchfield at

545-54 1 I.

Final Exam Schedule -- The Fall '47

FYls are public service announcements printed

daily. To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the

Managing Editor by noon the previous day.

Final Examination Schedule will be avail-

able beginning Iridav. October 1

7

Copies will be delivered to students in the

residence halls, and will be available to

off-campus students in the Registrar's

office (2I5 Whitmore). It will also be

available on the World Wide Web begin-

ning Wednesday, October I at

http://www-ureg.admin.umass.edu.

Food Drive The UMass NSSLHA
chapter along with Amherst Survival Center

are sponsoring a food drive in honor of

hunger awareness month. Bring non-per-

ishable food to Arnold House, School of

Public Health throughout November.

Sotice — The women's basketball

team is looking for managers for the

upcoming season Reliability and a signif-

icant time commitment are required. If

interested, please call Scott Foulis at

54 5 2726.

Notice — Spring semester intramural

basketball tWOM are being accepted from

Nov. 6-Nov. 14 in Boyden. room 21 5.

Daily Listings sponsored by:

TV LISTING SPONSORSHIP FOR SALE
INQUIRE @ 545-3500

tj a HSCN Bulletin
3S Board
U a CBS/3 Hartford

a CBS/4 Boston
.
w B ABC/5 Boston

B PBS/57 Springfield
03 7 HSCN Movie Ch.
tr. m UPN/20 Hartford
|M m Weather Channel

to NBC/30 New
5 Britain

d(\ 11 Fox/61 Hartford

ia PBS/24 Hartford

z ta WOCH & HSCN

u
00
X

14 International

14 UMass Academic TV
1*7 HSCN Programming

IB TV-19
BO ABC/40 Springfield

am1 NBC/22 Springfield

31

CNN
4 CNN SI

B Headline News
B UCTV
tf TBS

!B BET

!B TV Land

Univision

Comedy Central

Cartoon

Much Music

FRIDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
WVIT
WTIC
WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK

545-

3500

WTBS
A&E
CNN

O
tt)

©
IB
©

n
6:00

Wishbone e

NewsTC

Busirttis Rpt.

CBS News

4

News K

News

22

20

O)

COM
"Dt§C

ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK

SCIFI

TLC
TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

CD
CD

©
fit

s.®
©
ffl

2i

CBS News

Full House

Cheers I

News

Horn* Imp.

News

C - Campus

6:30

ABC News

BoyWofld

NBC N6W8

Mad Abo. You

NBC News

Simpsons J.

NBC News

7:00 7:30
Newshour With Jim Lehrer I
Inside Edition Real TV TC

Extra E

Inside Edition

Ent Tonight

Chronicle E
Fresh Prince

Wheel-Fortune

Judge Judy I
Ent. Tonight

Seinleld f
Wheel-Fortune

Fresh Prince

Jeopardy! I
Judge Judy I
Hard Copy X
Fratier X
Jeopardy! X

8:00
Wash. Week

8:30
Wall St Week

Candid Camera-Sexes

Candid Camera-Sexes

Sabrine-WHch [Boy-World

«»Vi "Hearttwa* flid!g»"(1966, Drama) Onl Eastwood.

Players "Con Artist" (In Stereo)

9:00 9:30 I 10:00
Connecticut Journal

Family Matters

Family Matters

You Wish X

Step by Step

Step by Step

Nash Bridges "Revelations" X

Teen Angel X
Nash Bridgaa "Revelations" X

Dateline (In Stereo) X
«* -Virus" (1895, Suspense) Nlcolletta Sheridan, William Devane

Players "Con Artist" (In Stereo)

ViaHor "Reunion" (In Slereo) X
Players "Con Artist" (In Stereo)

Great Vacation Auction

News I

Mad Abo. You

Family Matters

ABC News

Mad Abo. You

Family Matters

Northern Exposure X
WorldVlew X

Seinfeld 1
Seinleld X
Coach X

Fratier

X

Fratier X
Coach TT

Law a Order "Second Opinion"

MoneyllneX | Crossfire IT

*'/> "You Cant Huriy love" (1968, Comeoy) David Packer

Wingt "Harriet" (R)Wings

UpCIclose

28

Supermarket

MTV Live

Figure It Qui

Starship

Homettme (R)

Sporttcenter

Gimme Shelter (R)

Dateline (In Stereo) X
Millennium "19.19" X
Dateline (In Stereo) X

NOVEMBER 7, 1997
10:30

McLaughlin Religion

News?:

20/20 X News E

Homicide: Life on the Street E

News Grace Under

Homicide: Life on the Street X

Homicide: Ufa on the Street X

11:00 11:30
People-Here

Late Show X
Late Shown
Nightline X

Star Trek: Next Goner,
~

|Tonlght Show

Vibe

Seinfeld X
News

Greet Vacation Auction Continues

Tonight Show

Deep Space 9

Tonight Show

Sabrina-Wrtch
)
Boy-World» "No Way Out" (1967, Drama) Kevin Costner, Qene Hackman.

You With X |Teen Angel X |20/20X

News

«* '1vteofar)eMan"(1992, Drama) SeanConnery

Biography: Fred MacMurray

Prime News X Burden-Proof

America's Catties (R)

Larry King Live X
*** 'Myaiery Oafe" (1991, Comedy) Ethan Hawke, Teri Polo.

Wild Discovery (R)

Second Ro

Debt Intimate Portrait "Sarah Brady"

Tiny Toon

Swamp Thing

Sports

DougX

Kung Fu: Legend

Hometime (R)

Baywatch leap of Faith" (R) X
(5:15) '7rie^nforrr(1996)

PGA Golf: Kapalua Int I
- Second Round

lUntolved Myttertet (In Slerio]"

Week in Rock

RugraltX.

Night Stalker "Vampire" X
Home Again |Home Again

Lott a Ctartt-Superman

Highlander: The Strut X
Inside the NFL (In SlereojX.

'

** "Stat Trek VI: The Undisc6v»redCountiy"(m\) 'PG' X
**", -Ferns Bue/ler'tDayc>r'(1986)MallhewBrodenck. 'PG-13'

News ISicrm

Newt X
M'A'S'H X

Nightline X
Reel TV X.

a* "Rocky III" (1982, Drama) Sylvester Stallone.

Grand Tour

World Today X
Law & Order "Renunciation" X
Sportt lllut. IMoneytineX

*** "Bflrx<L^)9-(l9e7, ComeoVjBax!* Willis, Kwlaslnaer

Boxing Jori

Fangt! (R)

TUomenic

B Luis Gonzalez vs Michael Grant (Lrvej X
rulh. CraoWtWfrcy"(1994) Panlca McKaiar.

Sportt It Mutic FttrJvtl (In Stereo)

Kablam! | Happy Dayt [Wonder Years |Bewitched

*'* -PuppetU*m II"{im Homy) Elizabeth MacCMan.

Reel Americe: a Houre (R) |Eerth't Fury (R)

I Love Lucy X |0dd Couple X
Friday the 13th: The SerietX

"

Heavens Breath "Eternal Tide'

Justice Files love and Death"

Sporttcenter X
Homicide: Life on the Street X
Mattrock Weekend (In Stereo)

TaiiX NewhartX
Night Stalker Vampire" X
Real America: a Hours (R)

NBA Beafcetpell Orlando Magic at Detroit Pitlont. (In Slereo Live) X |NBABaaketball: Knicks at Lakers

Walker, texaa Ranger X \**Vt •JhtPnlesstonsri 1994, Drama) Jean Reno. (In Stereo) 11 \** "Soomed-'(1994) (In Slereo)

** "Space Jlam "(i986) Michael Jordan 'PQ' X |Tatet-Crypt ["The Ntftffy (1997, Horror) Miguel Ferrer. 'R' |Chrit Rock X
Vi •Vonty Tmrt" (l99S,SuepinM)WetlevSnlpee W IB*"i "iT

tiirin»r'(1996, Suspense) Robert John Burke. 'R X
* * "II Lucy Per (1996) Sarah Jessica Parker, 'ft' |0n the Set(H) Stargete SG-1 (R) (In Stereo) X |Hunger (R) X |txtreme"
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Bruno By C. Baldwin

P*JAY, tou toet WE
SHOUCPHIAD SOUTH
AfaAlM'OOk MtH LOOtU
cwct A Mctnetoww
\H 1 ME LlbHT

Robotman By Jim Meddick

LOOK AT THIS!.. "GABfiaO"'S ABOUT A

HAW-SO. IvjC/Y E-MACIATfcPGAT'

ANO"01186W"'5
A»UT tff1CI6MT,

UftkVKf 0PFIG&
VWRKe^SlN&rJfc
THfc PRA\SltS Of

IM^fcX-FAlRfc
CAPttAllS]

"P0ON6S3<JPV"$ FlLUsP WITU

LOVvWW 3ATTWWOA HUMOr?31
ANP ec8cmvu*N"'S'

ACTVAlW fLNNY,

AND iS &M tO

Mallard Fillmore By Bruce Tinsley Dllbort By Scott Adams

CATBLRT: EVIL W* DIRECTOR

>rou DONT NEED TO

REWARD Er\PLO>fE£S.

JUST TORTURE THErA

LESS . IT UJILL fE-EL

THE SWAE AS A

REWARD.

XOU fA&.y SKIP fAT

SWF MEETING ThIS

WEE*, fciLICE

TWKNK -<OV

wo.*** ^00
XV »

Drabble By Kevin Fagan Thatch By Jeff Shesol

r\AOM,I IKWIT6D OPAL
^EihlBAUtR OJ6R TOR

Dtt4NE,R

TONIGHT'

TWIOOOOtD BCTUe rWDST
IMPORTANT NIGUT Of rVW

UF&.'lltJANTTDrMKE.
'XJR6 *5VCC0WE6 A10M
UJlTWAfO^lTlveiMpRt^
<5VOKOfOUR
fAnAlW

OK . U)WAT
CANDJeDO
TOWLLP 7

TUlNfc OP At4t^O)06f^tiw
CA' 7

fOR DAO TO lXA*fc Px»r»4 •SoatEFLEM/

TOU)N. jf^V*

>^C5

IHCARP
TRIPP00T
euPERMAX
SATCLLITtTV.

HEARP
RISHT.

1 HEARD
THCRfj'9

&0MeTHIN6
FOR EVERY-

owe.

NOT WITH
TRIPP IN

CHARGE OF
THE REMOTE

YOU WANT TV
TlMe.VNJPAVTHe
PREVAIUNO RATE...

Non Sequitor By Wiley Kampus Kids By Adam Souliere

Wm '.fTSOrt; v^ou

rm&s rV oKoj)-

/

... LKe^fX exowfle

\io offense ,b\^b

your wvcrHiR/r is

<D1M7 Wllev Milter (M. ty Waihiaifo. Past Wrlt.rt »r.i» Wtl JITt »mpr//¥eww.wlevtoimt.eo«»i £-m»l: wtleve>i«r«evroo»«keom

Children for Sale By Jon B. & Luke D Sven By Stephen Higgins

[A/» /oncer a *>»*> '"*'« Bii'y joes

|te e.lleje. It ii here where he hopes

tO eVMblijh an iitn*ty

Wow £»n *e be um^»t » Whm is an
Ori«,n<nl w»^ M Show h;r tri*ni> «ni

fo/n.7} back it h* oiHl.eiif Suburb *»
he '5 now » free- think*

Ultimately , B^lly disc^^rr h«T- ?•» c«n

9*+ results Mi'rHOJ* being 'um^ut-'or

'injinal"

Horoscopes
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) -

You ma\ need I little unorthodox

assistance today, and you mustn't be

afraid to ask tor it in a timely and

straight forward manner
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — Teamwork is ke\ today, but

you must choose your partner! with

great tare. Little can come ol an

alliance with strangers today.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 14)

— Business affairs may demand
your complete attention throughout

much of the day. Reserve evening

hours for famiK business

AQUARIUS (|an. 20-Feb. 18)

— Concentrate on one thing at a

time today. Do what you can to help

someone in need. See if you can't

come up with a new way to do

something.

PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20) -

Your focus must be on practical

matters today. One slip-up may

result in a slowdown that threatens

your present endeavor,

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
Take care that your energy doesn't

become frenetic and unfocused

today. Self- discipline is the only

em you can achieve vour goals.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
It is all right to have help today,

provided you are willing to give

credit where credit is due Do not

trj ti> steal someone else's thunder'

GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20) -

You can get mote done today than

you had expected. Later, you'll want

to revise your schedule for the next

few davs to accommodate a dream.

CANCER (|une 2l-|uly 22) — A
romantic adventure may be in store

for you and a loved one. A recent

gamble is likely to pay off at this

time. Do what you can to get a

smile.

LEO duly 25-Aug. 22) — You
are going to have to check and dou-

ble-check all calculations today. As

you get down to the wire, you must

minimize an) possibility of error.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) —
Tread softly today when you find

that others are reacting to you in a

wa\ that seems out of proportion to

your behavior. Make adjustments

smoothly.

LIBRA (Sept. 25-Oct. 22) —
"i on will receive news from afar

today that has you reacting instinc-

tively. Do not let your feelings get

the better of vou. however.

Close to Home By John McPherson
TnonnmrwmmemcBmjsrwwT

Quote of the Day
•jta Ninety-eight percent of

life is just showing up
•--

- Woody Allen

Today's P.C. Menu
Call 343-3636 for more information.

l*+1tfV<>r j ejp-jtyf »;-*-».v»lju t, .' »ej»j» rev. S 1

. <<<*

"I knew we were In trouble the second he

yelled that old 'Look, Ma, no hands!' line."

Franklin

ACROSS
1 Overhead
6 Serling and

Stetger

1 Lhasa —
14 Follow
15 Candid
16 Close
17 Aquarium tish

18 Indonesian
island

1

9

Egg part

20 Useless thing

23 Meadow
24 Pekoe, eg
25 Corduroy rib

28 In the — boat
31 Initiated

36 Southern st

37 Rover's friend

38 "High —

"

39 Desk item

42 Fright

43 Scurries
44 Forest grazer

45 Growl
46 Pari ol a window
47 The woman's
48 "Be there —

minute 1

'

50 Animal park

52 Rich confection

59 Better late —
never

60 Shakespearean
villain

61 Barter

63 Find a buyer

64 Astonish

65 Chemical
compound

66 Mice, to cats

67 Affirmative

votes

68 Young people

DOWN
1 LL D. holder

2 Make (beer)

3 Solemn
promise

4 Manly
5 Tickle pink

6 Judge's
garment

7 Gemstone
8 Computer key

9 Marsh bird

10 Novelist Seton

11 Lowly worker

12 Shaker
contents

1 3 Fictional planet

21 Simpler

22 Customs
25 Blows gently

26 "Manhattan
director

2/ Author Ingalls

29 Commercials

30 Cotfe/chocolaie

drink

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

BLiraD BdiHraa hhbid

LUNCH
Cool Cheesey Chicken Casserole

Hot, Beefy Beef Sandwich
Fish in Batter

Fish in Spackle

DINNER
Super Stuffed Shells in Sauce

Gargantuan Grilled Steak Sandwich

Franklin's Fabulous Friday Fried Chicken

Fried Glue (it tastes like chicken...)

Worcester

L L

LUNCH
Cowburger or Harvest Burger

Kuhl Krabby Cake Sandwich

Raditore/Tomato Sauce or Alfredo Sauce

Very Vegan Falafel Sandwich w/ Sauce

DINNER
Rip-Roarin' Rotisserie Glazed Chicken

Shrimp Scampi Pasta (at pastabilities too)

Voluptuous Vegetable Gumbo Casserole

Half Time Deli

sua inats

QQ[0H HEHDIH HHHffl
vrvVHNBJiA PJI

/iieItuhIy 1
!

msja non

OHHffl HQBail HBHIl
E L M f H

he A n s|

VVJt

AN D
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32 Moray
33 School division

34 Knight wear
35 Backs of necks
37 Romp
38 Cold symptom
40 Hockey

Hall-of-Famer

41 One, in Munich
46 Taste
47 Having a

rough voice

49 Loud

51 Choral
group

52 "Moonstruck"
aclress

53 Sound in body
54 Nothing but

55 Waler. in Baia

56 Large weights

5/ Actress
Capshaw

58 Perfect place

59 Cookbook ami

62 Urns relatives

Hampshire
LUNCH

Fried Cow Patty

Grilled Milk Product in Bread

Crazy Captain's Catch on Sesame

)oe Schmoe's Catch on Hot Dog Bun

DINNER
Rotisserie Glazed Chicken

Stuffed Shells in Sauce

Fettucini Alfredo

Captain Crunch's Taco Supreme Casserole

Berkshire
LUNCH

Krabbycake Sandwich w/ Krabby Cakes

Grilled, Sandwiched Cheese

Chef's Grilled, Sandwiched Cheese

Ratatouille

DINNER
Rotisserie Glazed Chicken

Pineapple Ham Steak

Vegetable Gumbo Casserole

Stuffed Shells in Sauce

\
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Whalers

only failures

financially
How bout those Whalers! (Oops,

I mean Hurricane- >

Sure, the) may be doing Bl well in

Carolina as the) did in Hartford, but

they did upend the Stanley Cup
champion Red Wings on \\ ednesdav

night.

Now let's put aside all the gripe

about Peter Karmanos moving the

failures to the luxurious Greensboro

Coliseum. I don't know why it seems

like everyone here in the sports

department is rooting against them.

The> were Connecticut's team, and

the only reason why you can't relate

is because most of you are from

Maesachusetts (or even worse. New

York).

So, I tell \ou: just go sit in your

comer and root for the Bruins or the

Rangers. (If you like the Islanders I

respect you. so don't worry.)

let me tell you what it's been like

to be a WhaJen fan for the first 18

Mkhiu-I Kobylan&ki

Around the I Ion

Atlantic 10
Championships

1RMAKANSANEN COltEC.IAK

Kate Putnam and the Minutewomen look to take

home the A-1 trophy on their own field.

West Chester, UMass
lead tournament field

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

years of my life.

The memories started around age

even, when I made my first trip to

the Hartford Civic Center (which, by

the way. is the only place in North

America where you can go shopping

in a mall and watch a hockey game
without leaving the building.) The

WhaJen were actually good then, and

1 remember waiting outside with niv

dad to get tickets. They routed the

Blackhawks 114 that night, led by

the strong goaltending of Steve

Weeks.

Things only got better in that

dream 198b-'87 season. The Whalers

— led by Mike Liut. Dean Evason

and Ron Francis — won the Adams

Division title before eventually falling

in the Adams Division finals.

Hartford continued its winning

ways over the next few years, seem-

ingly always making the playoffs, but

never making it out of the divisional

finals.

Then, in the '91-'92 season, the

demise of the Whalers began. All that

you need to know is the mega-mis-

take thai was made by the Hartford

hierarchy, which traded team captain

and fan favorite Ron Francis to

Pittsburgh for |ohn Cullen and a cou-

ple of hacks. Cullen never panned

out in the Insurance City, and well,

we all know what Francis has accom

plished in Pittsburgh.

V the talent diminished on the ice.

-n did the support from the fans and

the ownership. The team was sold to

Karmanos. and the team was now
referred to more as The Failures than

as the Whalers. Ticket prices went
skv hi^'h. and there was a constant

effort b\ Kannanot to -ell all of the

skybuw in the Civic Center. Hockey

]usi wasn't the same in Hartford.

The fans didn't recognize the

names anymore. There was no
Francis, no Evason, and no Liut any-

more. In their place were a bunch of

young unknowns with names like

Prongei , Daniels, and Poulin. In fact,

the only two who survived through

the whole ordeal were Geoff
Sanderson and Sean Burke. And even

those two couldn't guarantee that the

loam would be a playoff contender

In the end. even after a last-minute

push hv the state of Connecticut, (he

Whalers jumped ship and headed
south to the Carolinas. But even

though Karmanos can take the team

away from the fans. he Cin i never

take avvav the memories.

He can t lake away the bond which

a father and his s^n share as they

make the trip up lnterstate-9 I I

h'tndful of times even year.

He can't lake away the memories

that a hunch of triends share as they

buy a drunken Elvil impersonator a

beer during a game. (Yes. im friends

and I did that one night while the

Whale w.is iosinf to St. I oul

He san l erase ihc painted-up guy in

the Whalers jerse) who always used to

hold a sign that read. "I Bleed Green."

And so. while sonic Whalers fans

will stiek by their team even as thev

have moved 1 .000 miles away, others

will change their affiliation to anoth-

er Mil team But don't lose any

sleep 0V« it. because Peter

Karmanos isn't. He's content in

North Carolina where his pockets are

tilled with money.
So while all of vou Bruins and

Rangers fans are sitting there in the

Heeit enter Of in MSC |iis| remember

what I leel like without a hockc)

learn There will be no trips up I 91

this year for me. I have to go io Vw
Haven instead and watch American

Hockey League action. (Which, by ihc

way. was more exciting than watching

the WhaJen pia) sometimes.)

But don't haw pity for me because

I really don't care what you think.

After all. no mailer where they move

to. I will always bleed green, too.

Michael kohvlunski is a Collegian

\Unihcr

The AstroTurf at Richard F. Garber Field will get its first

taste of post-season action this weekend, when the

University of Massachusetts hosts the Atlantic 10 field

hocks* tournament.

The four-team tournament will begin with a pair of

Saturday semi finals and conclude with a Sunday champi-

onship match. No. 1 seed West Chester will take on

fourth-seeded La Salle in the first semi-final (12 p.m.) and

No. 2 seed UMass will take on No. 3 Temple at 2 p.m.

The Minutewomen ( I 1-9. 4-1 A-10) are coming off a

final weekend of conference play, which saw them defeat

St. loseph's and fall to W est Chester. The only blemish on

IORMA KANSANEN . COLLEGIAN

Turn to FIELD HOCKEY page 7

THANC V0 / COLLEGIAN

UMass field hockey coach Patty Shea guides the Minutewomen into the

A-10 tournament this weekend.

Senior Amy Burrill will try to help the Minutewomen
bring the A-1 title back to Amherst.

Minutewomen take on
Flyers in A-10 tourney
By Kathleen Ralls

Collegian Staff

One might think that returning as (he top seed for this

weekend's Atlantic 10 tournament in Cincinnati would make

the No. 1 5 Massachusetts women's soccer team happy.

One might think that after going 1 1-0 this year in con-

ference play (15^t overall), the Minutewomen would be

brimming with the utmost confidence.

One also might think that UMass was eating confidence

for breakfast knowing for the first time in Massachusetts

history three players — Kara Green (36). Fmma Kurowski

(35), and Sophie Lecot (30) — have scored 30 or more

points in the same season and thai eight Minutewomen

have notched more than 10 points this season.

Turn to WOMEN'S SOCCER, page 7

Minutemen tip-off at Mullins
Converse All-Stars provide exhibition opposition for Flint

By Fred Hurlbrink, Jr.

Collegian Staff

It's official!) time to get the

rumor mill churning, begin ridicu-

lous speculation and start up the

hype machine.

Midnight Madness has come and

gone, and now the Massachusetts

men's basketball team will take to

the hardwood against the Converse

All-Stars in an exhibition game
tonight at the William D. Mullins

Center. Game time is scheduled for

7 p.m.

This is the first of a pair of home
exhibitions ^_^^_^^_^_
for the

Minutemen —
they play

Marathon
Basketball
Nov. 15 — as

they continue

preparation
for their first

regular season ^^^^^^
tilt Nov. 22 at Fresno State

\ten\ Basketball

Massachusetts
vs.

Converse All-Stars

Tonight, 7 p.m..X

Charlton Clarke will be a dri

Minutemen this season.

HUIGAO/COU K.IAN

ving presence on the floor for the

The exhibitions will provide see

ond-year UMass coach Bruiser

^^^^^^— Flint with the

opportunity to see

how quickly his

young team can
gel.

According to

Flint, this group
has been much eas-

ier to coach than

last year's sauad.

He credits incredi-

ble team chemistry and an intense

willingness to "do what it takes to

get the job done."

Also facilitating Flint's job in the

early going is the knowledge that.

unlike last year, he need not count

on his newcomers to produce imme-

diately.

With Prop 48 sophomore Lari

Ketner and four eligible freshmen

on the squad in '96-'97, Flint had

no choice but to throw his young-

sters into the fire. Ketner started

at center for most of the season;

and now-sophomores Mike
Babul. Winston Smith, Ajmal
Basit and Chris Kirkland each

wt.-e in the starting lineup at

least once.

All but Kirkland saw consistent,

significant playing time.

Monty Mack was a key member
of that recruiting class, but sat

out list season as a Prop 16 par-

tial qualifier. He was able to

practice with the squad, and will

most likely join junior Charlton

Clarke in this year's starting

backcourt.

Flint, however, has refused to

name a starting lineup this early,

but has said that some players have

surprised in practice so far — he

credits improved conditioning for

the improvement of many of his

players.

Ketner. regarded as one of the

top collegiate centers in the coun-

try, will be the man in the middle.

Turn to MEN'S HOOP, page 7

Marc Staudenbauer will lead the Minutemen in their quest for a

unprecedented fifth consecutive Eastern Championship.

UMass water polo
looking for history
By Jim Eltringhom

Collegian Staff

The No. 10 Massachusetts men's

water polo team will put their entire

season on the line in Annapolis, Md.

this weekend, lust three wins in the

Collegiate Water Polo Association's

Eastern ^^^HMB^^H
Championships
will give the 21-8

(7-2 CWPA)
Minutemen an

unprecedented
fifth straight title

and an appear-

ance in the

NCAA tourna-

ment, lust one-

different season, though, and the

Minutemen will not be able to sit

back and hope history repeats

itself.

Slippery Rock is a dangerous
opponent, as they head into this

weekend riding a wave of momen-
tum. Their last match was an upset

^^^^^^^^^_ victory ovai No.

MenV Water Polo

Eastern

Championships

Saturday and Sunday

UM bids adieu to football at BU
By Corey Peter Goodman
Collegian Staff

Fa 4 1 \e.iis. the Boston University Terriers have found

I home in the University of Massachusetts foOtbal team's

I all schedule. ___^______
Spanning live decades, the

Intrastate rivalry has served as the

Commonwealth's cofleg* football ver-

sion of F.ast versus West. UMass
ihc series over that

25-16. not lorgetting a handful of

classic nail biters as the two schools

have grown together into (until

recently) respectable Division l-AA
programs aaiB^B^BMBa^HHi

But Saturday, this all comes to an

end. When I Mass (2-7. 1-5 Atlantic 10) travels to

Nickerson I icld lo battle the Terriers (0-8. 0-6 A-10).

at I p.m. The contest, which appears on the surface to

be only a battle between two A-10 cellar-dwellers, will

also become I larewell game lor those associated with

Football

Massachusetts
@

Boston University

S

a

1

1

j rdav, I p.m.

the Terrier program.

As a result of NCAA Title IX pressures to address

the needs of women's athletics at BU. the football pro-

gram — which loses almost $3 million each year — was

suddenly dropped two weeks ago. The announcement
came immediately following BU's
28-7 loss to Northeastern on Oct.

25.

The dropping of its program comes

while BU closes in on its worst sea-

son ever. In fact, the Terriers haven't

won a game since Oct. 19 of last

year, when they squeaked out a win

against Hofstra for their season's

lone victory. Still, the news was
shocking.

In addition, the loss of BU football

means no more games at historic Nickerson Field.

Home to BU football for nearly 45 years, Nickerson

Field is revered for its intimate setting within the BU
campus. Its location allows for some students to view

Turn to FOOTBALL, page 7

loss, though, will send them home
to wonder about what might of

been.

Third-seeded UMass will begin the

tournament with an afternoon show-

down against Slippery Rock tomor-

row. Barring any major upsets |

first-round victory would put the

Minutemen in the semifinals against

No. 12 Navy and possibly set up a

dogfight with No. 1 7 Oueens College

for the title.

The probable road to the cham-

pionship is a familiar one. In last

year's Kastern tournament. UMass
downed Slippery Rock 9-7 in the

opener, then went on to sink Navy
10-5 in the semis and edge
Oueens, 10-8, in the final. It is a

16 George
Washington.
Earlier this year,

the Minutemen
beat then-No. 19

Slippery Rock
9-4 in the only
'97 meeting
between the two
teams.

Navy may provide the biggest

challenge of the tournament. In the

all-time series, the Minutemen are

just 5- 10 against the Midshipmen
— but recent postseasons have
been another Itorj altogether. In

each of the last lour years. UMass
has downed Navy on its way to the

title. The current Minutemen squad

is the only one to score a regular

season victory over the

Midshipmen, a 16 8 drubbing back

in September.

\ emifinal win will — most likely

— pit UMass against first-seeded

Queens in the finals. Two weeks ago.

the Royals knocked the Minutemen
out of contention for the No. 1

Turn to WATER POLO, page 7

Also T'

• Hockey faces off against
new Mavericks... page 7

• Volleyball set to face
tough road... page 6

• Red Soz trade Aaron Sele
for Jim Leyritz... page 7
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Oasis's

secret

The Verve took
the stage at the
Avalon Ballroom
this past weekend,
showing just where
Liam Gallagher got

his stuff (see Arts &
Living, page 6).

Minutewomen sweep
Atlantic- 10'sThe

Massachusetts
women's soccer
and field hockey
teams captured
A-10 titles this past

weekend. For the

scoop, (see Sports

page 1 0).

WORLD

Hurricane Pauline

batters Mexico

MEXICO CITY — Pacific

Coast villages still recovering

from a deadly battering by

Hurricane Pauline were hit yes-

terday by waves and winds from

newly formed Hurricane Rick,

which was fast bearing down on

the coast.

Mexico's Interior Ministry

declared an emergency along the

coast of Oaxaca and major ports

closed ahead of the hurricane's

arrival. Some residents of low-

lying areas were evacuated to

shelters. A hurricane warning
was in effect from Acapulco
southeastward to Huatulco.

Waves were rising and winds

were picking up by midday yes-

terday, and the hurricane, with

sustained winds near 85 mph,
was predicted to strike by

evening.

At 4 p.m. EST, Rick's eye was

located about 70 miles west of

the tourist resort of Puerto
Escondido in Oaxaca state, and it

was moving to the east-northeast

at about 13 mph, according to

the U.S. Hurricane Center in

Miami.

NATION

Baby found in

toilet at Disney

ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) — A woman
found a live newborn girl in the toilet

of a Walt Disney World restroom with

the baby's head sticking out of the

water and the umbilical cord

wrapped around her neck.

The 7-pound baby was hospital-

ized in good condition yesterday,

one day after being discovered
Saturday night in the Magic
Kingdom. No one came forward to

claim the infant.

The baby, apparently full-term,

had a body temperature of 91

degrees when she was brought in by

emergency care workers, said Martha

lohnson, a spokeswoman for Arnold

Palmer Hospital for Children and
Women.

"We put the baby in a warmer for

about two hours to bring her temper-

ature and her pulse rate up," she

said. "All her vital signs are good
now, and she is drinking formula.

"She is very cute. She has a full

head of black hair," she said.

lohnson said the baby was found

apparently minutes after being born.

A doctor in the park administered

cardiopulmonary resuscitation to the

child until emergency workers

arrived. Sheriff's spokesman Miguel

Pagan said investigators might not

find the mother unless she seeks

medical attention.

Nurses at the hospital are calling

the infant the Tomorrowland baby,

for the section of the Magic Kingdom
she was born in.
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Academic advisors work together

to best help all UMass students
By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

As a result of recommendations made at the Advising

Conference last lanuary, academic advisors across the

University of Massachusetts campus met on Friday to

discuss ways of helping students in personal crisis.

The symposium entitled, "When Academic Advising

Becomes Personal: Skillful Referrals lor Students in

Crisis," featured speakers, informative presentations

and written materials, and the opportunity for advisors

to become acquainted with many ^^^^_^_^__
University employees who give per-

sonal guidance and advising to

undergraduates on campus.

Presenters at the symposium
spoke on many crisis areas in a stu-

dent's life, including discussions on

suicide and depression, family

issues, learning, physical and psy-

chological disabilities.

Ken Brown, academic advisor in

the Arts and Sciences Center, dis-

cussed the potential advising pool.

the right questions,

"

- Rockland-Miller

"Many people are

afraid that ifyou ask a

student about suicide, it

might make him or her

commit suicide. That is

not true. Someone is not

going to kill themself

According to the 1997 enrollment beCOUSe yOU asked. We,
fact sheet, there are 18,000 under-

ndvfcnt\ hn\)P tn n<ik
graduates enrolled at the University

of Massachusetts: 4,066 are

first-year students, 2,500 are stu-

dents of color, 1 ,400 are honors stu-

dents and 4,700 are out-of-state

students, including international students.

In addition to these numbers, many students are

undeclared or pre-majors and others are declared in one

of the University's 90 majors in 10 different schools and

colleges. Many students also have more than one major.

Since students often belong to more than one group

on campus, students may have the need for more than

one advisor.

"Often from a student's perspective, he or she sees

more than one professor for advising." Brown said. "We
represent an entire network of advising for students."

"Students that are coming in to see us are having per-

sonal problems that are effecting their academics."

Assistant Dean of Students Eileen Stewart said.

Both Stewart and Brown discussed the impact that

financial situations have on students.

"We are living in an appalling materialistic world and

money is on everyone's mind," Stewart said.

Stewart said students at the University have over

$120 million in financial aid and a majority of that

money is in loans.

"When student come in to withdraw from a course

because of financial problems, it's because their debts

are mounting and they have to assume more work

hours, and more work hours means they need to drop a

course because they can't keep up," Brown said.

As discussions started to focus on why students come

in for advising, Karen Lederer from the women studies

department said, "We see students who come in because

of anxiety about academics. But often that anxiety is

misplaced, it's coming from somewhere else. We need

to attend to the big thing first."

Mental Health clinical psycholo-

gist Linda Scott listed symptoms that

are warning signs a situation in a

student's life may be more problem-

atic.

Some of these signs are if a stu-

dent looks different than usual,

handing in papers that make no

sense, procrastination, lethargy,

arriving late to class or leaving early,

anger, crying or verbal or physical

threats in class.

In addition to Scott, Harry
Rockland-Miller, director of Mental

Health, addressed the issue of how
to help a student who may be suici-

dal or depressed.

"Many people are afraid that if

you ask a student about suicide, it

might make him or her commit suicide. That is not true.

Someone is not going to kill themself because you

asked. We. as advisors, have to ask the right questions,"

Rockland-Miller said.

"We see a lot of students in crisis, their coping mech-

anisms are not working. Students in crisis need sup-

port." Scott said.

)udy Davis, family psychotherapist at Counseling and

Assessment Services lectured on the importance of fami-

lies but also how burdensome they can be to college stu-

dents.

College is "a space where old ways are dying and new

ways have not yet been born," Davis said.

Many students leave home for the first time and they

are trying to learn how to let go and stay connected at

the same time. Davis said.

"One end of the spectrum students call home every-

day, go home every weekend, there is no independent

Conference examines

status of subcontinent

in economics ,
politics

By Seemo Gangatirkar
Collegian Staff

In 1947. the British govern-

ment withdrew from the Indian

subcontinent, after partitioning

the country into two new nations

— India and Pakistan. Later, East

Pakistan would break off to form

its own government —
Bangladesh.

Last Friday in the University of

Massachusetts Campus Center

Auditorium, a panel discussion

was held to discuss the political,

economic and ethnic condition of

the subcontinent 50 years later.

Organized by Nigar |. Khan,

the assistant to the dean of the

graduate school, the conference

looked not only at the subconti-

nent's past but also at the future.

"We have come a long way
since independence," Khan said

in her opening. "But the chal-

lenges of the future remain
daunting."

Graduate Dean Charlena
Seymour agreed, saying the con-

ference was an "important bridge

to understanding India and
Pakistan's culture and politics."

Pakistan's political journey

A history of martial law.

protests leading to the beginnings

of democracy is how Professor

Anwar H. Syed of the UMass
department of political science

describes the political journey of

Pakistan.

"This is still a time of transi-

tion." Syed said. "The tradition of

personal rule I
in the subconti-

nent] is very old."

Turn to ADVISING page 2

The history of personal rule in

the Indian subcontinent, accord-

ing to Syed, was in place even

before the British occupation.

That tradition continued even

after the British left.

"During the 1 1 years [after

independence], there was no
national election," Syed said.

Rather, the people who elected

themselves before independence

stayed in power until they were

ousted in 1958.

Four years of martial law fol-

lowed the 1958 coup and a limit-

ed type of government was estab-

lished. According to Syed, for

Pakistan's population of 130 mil-

lion — 80 thousand electoral col-

lege seats were available.

By 1968. Syed said that

Pakistanis "felt insulted by this

system" and initiated another
protest, which resulted in the res-

ignation of the government in

March of 1969.

The history of martial law was

not over though. Another general

took control and in 1971, East

Pakistan broke off from the coun-

try to form its own nation —
Bangladesh.

According to Syed, the elec-

tions held in 1977 were rigged.

Out of 207 seats in the National

Assembly, "40 to 50 were
rigged."

Once again, the Pakistanis

protested and 1 1 more years of

rule by the military followed —
including eight years under mar-

tial law.

By 1985, democracy began to

take root in Pakistan.

Turn to CONFERENCE, page 2

ROTC honors veterans in 24 hour vigil
By Jason Eiseman

Collegian Staff

The Army and Air Force ROTC programs held

their annual Veterans' Day Vigil on Thursday and

Friday, outside of the University of Massachusetts'

Memorial Hall.

The vigil was held by an Army cadet and an Air

Force cadet who stood next to an American flag

and an M.I. A.. P.O.W. flag, in what is called

"Parade Rest." Like the guards at Buckingham

Palace, cadets stared straight forward not moving

or flinching while they stood vigil. The shifts lasted

for one hour, in which cadets switched every 1 5

minutes, within their hour-long shift.

The entire vigil lasted 24 hours, and began

Thursday at 1 1 a.m., with Army ROTC organized

opening ceremonies. Paul McCauly. a senior history

major, was the Master of Ceremonies for the opening

ceremonies. McCauly began by reading a list of about

60 names of Massachusetts residents who died in

battle, after every 10 names a member of the color

guard would lay a flower on the memorial stone.

Afterwards they sang the national anthem.

"I think it's good to show respect for someone

who's passed away." McCauly said. "They appreciate

us being out there." he said about the students who

passed by the vigil.

On Friday at 1 1 a.m. closing ceremonies were

held, and they were organized by the Air Force

ROTC. lason Brightman, a senior journalism major

and a commander of the color guard, also gave credit

to Greg Mullen for putting together the vigil.

The whole ceremony is a great opportunity for

ROTC units to show their colors, and at the same

time honor the veterans," Brightman said.

During the closing ceremonies, two A-10 planes

from Barnes Air Force Base conducted a fly-by to

close the vigil, and there was a sounding of Taps to

end the vigil.

"They flew really well, because of cloud cover."

Brightman said.

"We're there to pay respect to people who [have]

come before us," said Nick Pennola, a junior political

science major and part of the Army ROTC. "The

ni-iin purpose is to honor the veterans who [have]

www.umast.edu/rso/coiegian

Proud crowd
Parents and fans of the Massachusetts field hockey team cheer the Minutewoman, who won their second

straight Atlantic 1 tournament title yesterday (see Sports for the story).

given their time and their lives for the service."

Both Army and Air Force ROTC cadets gave credit

to each other for putting the event together.

"This is basically the only event we work on

together." Brightman said

Cadets in the service were more than willing to

stand vigil in the cold weather, and in the early hours

of Friday morning.

"It's not asking a lot," said Jeff lablonski. cadet

captain in the Army ROTC. and senior history major.

"It's the least we can do for all of the veterans."

Jeff LeBlanc is a cadet lieutenant in the Army
ROTC, and a senior history major.

"It's a very positive thing." he said. "Tomorrow's

military is remembering the past. The whole idea of

this is to remember the past."

Not all of the ROTC cadets had the opportunity to

stand vigil or watch the ceremonies.

"There were just physically too many of us,"

LeBlanc said.

The vigil is an annual event, and has been going on

for longer than most of today's cadets can remem-

ber.

Group looks for

more volunteers

By Ken Tatro

Collegion Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts and

the Department of Mental Retardation

is currently collaborating on a project

to assist in the further integration of

developmentally disabled individuals

into the community.

The project is named Open Arms
and according to project coordinator

Ezzel Floranina, it was conceptualized

by Amherst citizens who were con-

cerned about the amount of social

interaction their developmentally dis-

abled children were receiving.

"Integration into the community life

wasn't happening at the level [Amherst

citizens] would like." Floranina said.

"The accessibility is there, the physical

setup but the support is not there."

Open Arms, which is defined by

Floranina as a peer support project,

proposes to match one or two commu-
nity companions with one disabled

project participant.

Each pair is to meet once a week, go

out and interact with the community

on a social level.

"The idea is to see what's happening

in the community and go do it,"

Floranina said. "Whatever people do."

These activities could include going

to concerts, plays and cafes, Floranina

said.

There will also be monthly social

gatherings for all the community com-

panions and participants in the project.

Floranina believes that the fast pace

of society often creates problems for

developmentally disabled individuals

and hopes that the community com-

panions will assist in helping make the

community more accessible for them.

Turn to ARMS, page 2

Talk looks at

US and Cuba
By Michelle Fongemie

Collegian Correspondent

AMHERST — A lecture on
US-Cuba cultural relations was

given Wednesday, Nov. 5 by

Alfredo Prieto at Hampshire
College.

Prieto. who said he learned

English mostly from rock and
roll and American films, has s

degree in Latin American litera-

ture from the University Center

for Study of the Americas.

A native of Cuba, Prieto is in

America to research America's

influence on Cuban culture.

In general, Prieto said, "the

cultural influence of the U.S. in

Cuba has not been significantly

studied."

Prieto described the relation-

ship between the United States

and Cuba as a "love/hate rela-

tionship," saying that the rela-

tionship has two dimensions, one

of projection, the other in feel-

ings of attraction.

The projection, Prieto said,

comes from the political aspect

of the relationship, while the

feelings of attraction come from

the image of modem America.

The 200-year plus relationship

between the United States and

Cuba, Prieto said, has had a sig-

nificant impact on Cuban cul-

ture.

Prieto highlighted three areas

that he said Americans imple-

mented into Cuban culture.

These are education, religion and

tourism.

The teaching of English in

Cuban schools, and the use of

English textbooks, had the posi-

tive elements of modernization

Prieto said, but also had a nega-

tive impact. "Natural histo-

ry was told from an alien per-

spective." Prieto said.

He emphasized how the educa-

tional system in Cuba implement-

ed by the Americans focused on
teaching English and American
history, as opposed to teaching

Cuban history, or a combination

of the two.

In terms of religion, Prieto

spoke briefly about the American
intervention. America, he said, In

the process of implementing val-

ues essential to American mod-
ernization, had played a part in

"deconstructing Cuban national

identity."

The third element of influence,

tourism, has more to do with die

Americans than it does with the

Cubans. Since the 1930s, Prieto

said, Cuba has established a

- - —i

Turn to CUtA. page 3
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advising
continued from page 1

social life. On the other end, stu-

dents never go home and the only

contact is when mother tracks

them down or money is needed,"

Davis said.

Davis discussed the issues of

divorce, holidays and students

who have families of their own.

She explained that divorce
often causes loyalty problems
between the two parents and
many times students feel as if

they must reject one parent in

order to be loved by the other.

Holidays are added stress to chil-

dren of divorced parents because

students are not always sure
where to go.

The final group of speakers
were from the offices of disability

services available on campus.
Learning Disability Support

Services (LDSS) began in 1985
with 11 cases and now 12 years

later has over 600 cases.

"Students with learning disabil-

ities are master methodologists,"

director of LDSS Patricia Silver

said.

"They know how to study, and
they study hard. They know how
to seek help and are not often lost

in the drift because they are used

to getting the help that they

need." she said.

Lastly. Pamela
Marsh-Williams, associate dean
and director of the Undergraduate

Advising and Academic Support
Center (UAASC), spoke about the

development of UAASC. which is

a collection of advising and acad-

emic support services that have

always existed independently on
campus.

These services are. Pre-major
Advising Services, Pre-Law
Advising. Domestic Exchange.
Learning Support Services.
Counseling and Assessment and
LDSS.
"Academic advising has been

identified as a key component of

the University's Strategic Action

Plan. UAASC will play a critical

role in efforts to accomplish the

University's goals to improve
retention levels and the quality of

the student's academic experience

on this campus," Marsh-Williams

said.

The symposium was funded by

the Chancellor's Counsel on
Community, Diversity and Social

lustice and was organized by the

Resource Network.

conference
continued from page 1

"Pakistan has had five general elections" since

1985. Syed said.

Democracy has been slow coming partly

because "for hundreds of years, people of the

Indian subcontinent have experienced personal

rule." Syed said. "Democracy is not something
you can learn from a book. The people of

Pakistan want democracy. The desire is there,

the will is there."

Economic development of the subcontinent

According to Professor |. Mohan Rao of the

department of economics, "South Asia is one of

the poorest regions in the world."

Citing numerous statistics, Rao said that

unemployment in the region ranged from 25 to

30 percent, and that 44 percent of the subconti-

nent's 1.2 billion people live on less than $1 a

day.

The three economies of India. Pakistan and
Bangladesh have grown at different rates, with

Pakistan the highest at 2.9 percent.

"It's essentially average growth," Rao said. He
also said that "income inequality are roughly

comparable across the three countries."

"These economic troubles have prompted
much discussion," Rao said. He pointed out that

poverty in the region could be attributed to his-

torical and contemporary factors.

Rao used the example of child labor in India.

One hundred million children between the ages

of four and 14 work in India, due to endemic

poverty.

"Child labor is a legacy of poverty," Rao said.

"Or is it the caste system?"

Rao pointed out that "great inequalities" exist

in the caste hierarchy making the subcontinent a

very inegalitarian region of the world.

"Caste and poverty are very powerful (factors

for child labor]." Rao said. "India's poverty is

not a good enough reason for child labor."

Ethnic minorities in the subcontinent

The "struggle over identity dominates the poli-

tics of the region," said Kavita Khory. a profes-

sor in the department of politics at Mount
Holyoke College.

"Ethnic identity is dynamic," Khory said.

"(It's) not a creation of political elites."

Khory cited the colonial legacy of new bound-

aries and territories created through the partition

as one of the main reasons there has been vio-

lence over identity since 1947.

With the "introduction of the modern state

system, group identification came to the fore-

front of politics," Khory said.

Violence also arises from the desire to protect

language, culture and religion, Khory said.

"Minorities fear unique features will be swept

away," Khory said, citing recent movements

among the Sikhs, Punjabs. Hindu nationalists

and the violence in Karachi and Kashmir.

"It is clear when groups are systematically

excluded," Khory said. And in the case of an

unresponsive and oppressive government, the

state may respond with repression or violence

She also said that nationalistic feelings have

arisen in response to the homogenous national-

ism promoted by the government.

"[Governments] cannot ignore dynamics

between ethnic groups," Khory said. "[A] singu-

lar identity will perpetuate violence."

DON T FORGET TO GIVE OVER
THE UPCOMING HOLIDAYS

write news
arms

continued from page 1

Being developmental!) disabled

often "appears as a stigma," Floranina

said. "However, it is equally important

for the disabled to share who they are,

their ways of looking at the world and
acting in it."

Open Arms is currently looking for

approximately 10-15 young adults to

train and then to participate in the

program as community companions.

These participants may come form
area high schools, UMass or from the

non-student community.

Floranina stressed the importance of

the non-student community becoming

involved in Open Arms so there will

be community companions to replace

the student volunteers when they leave

for breaks.

According to Floranina, UMass stu-

dents who take part in the project may
be able to receive community service

credit, internship credit or use the

experience as a term project.

Open Arms, which began in

October, has received funding to run

until June. Floranina says she hopes to

have all the project participants in con-

tact with each other by Thanksgiving.

Any member of the young adult

community who is interested in

becoming a community companion
may contact Floranina at 256-4065.
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Cuba
continued from page 1

national image of a "pleasure island."

Prieto told of American business
men especially who travelled to Cuba
to free themselves from their deeply
rooted Puritan morals, and often
found themselves in Cuba enjoying
food, entertainment, and the compa-
ny of women.
These three areas have been long

since •fleeted by American influence.

But in the 1990s, Prieto said, the
influence is more than ever before.

First, Prieto said, there is the issue

of news. Contrary to popular belief,

Cuba does have access to objective

sources of news and that urban TV
has incorporated important segments
dedicated to news.

There is even CNN on Cuban tele-

vision, Prieto pointed out.

"Cooperation in the communica-
tions field is possible regardless of

the different philosophies of the roles

of the press in each culture," Pietro

said.

American pop culture can also be
seen in Cuban radio and leisure tele-

vision. American music, for example,

is broadcasted by popular demand.
"I think such circumstances

explain that Cuban listeners are very

informed about American music,"
Prieto said.

Cubans have a preference for

American movies too, said Prieto,

and this is a long tradition. In the

years 1990-1994, more than 90 per-

cent of the films transmitted by Cuba
were American.

Other expressions of American
influence include the printing of

many journals in Cuba, and there are

some of these journals that are read

and available in America, such as

Temas.

Prieto said that he has personally

seen another area of American cul-

ture find its way into the homes of

Cubans, and this is the introduction

of electronic games that have become
increasingly popular among teenagers

and younger children.

In Cuban schools, different tech-

niques are discussed among school

children in order to get better at the

games, said Prieto, referring to a

child of his own.

Style of dress has also had an
impact on Cuba. Cubans prefer

sports clothing these days, and they

are very aware of what the quality

clothes names are.

After his lecture, Prieto took a few

questions from the small audience

and said that one of the most impor-

tant points that he wanted to get

across was that "all this has taken

place in the context of conflict

between the U.S. and Cuba."

"I think that indicates very precise-

ly that Cubans do not have hard JhjsJk

ings towards Americans," Prieto said'.
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Alvarado at UMass tonight
Lecture addresses human rights issues

Author and Honduran human rights

leader Elvia Alvarado will give a lecture

tonight at the University of

Massachusetts Campus Center.

Alvarado will speak on her struggle for

agrarian reform and civil rights for the

peasants of Honduras. She will also dis-

cuss her bestseller, Don't Be Afraid

Gringo.

Alvarado is a peasant leader in

Honduras. For the past 25 years, she

has been at the forefront of human
rights and land reform struggles in

Honduras, the poorest country in

Central America. She has been trying to

educate the world on the affects of eco-

nomic globalization, particularly on

:r *s^.
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women and children.

As a social activist through the

Catholic Church, Alvarado organized

women in the Honduran countryside to

distribute food to malnourished chil-

dren. She went on to become a found-

ing member of the Federation of

Campesina Women (FEHMUO This

organization created women's coopera-

tives in rural Honduras. Alvarado is vis-

iting the University as past of the Latin

American Lecture Series sponsored by

the Office of ALANA Affairs. She will

begin speaking at 7 p.m. in room 168 of

the Campus Center. All are welcome to

attend. The lecture is free of charge.

— Sarah ]. Kimmel

Drug approval bill goes to House
Rw Cm Akmmi five-year program under v/hich fees paid by drug conBy Jim Abrairo

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Culminating years of work, the

Senate yesterday approved legislation that will bring basic

changes to the Food and Drug Administration and accel-

erate the approval of lifesaving drugs.

The House was expected to quickly agree to the bill and

send it to President Clinton for his signature, giving

Congress one major achievement as it brings a quarrel-

some and highly partisan session to a close.

The bill, approved by voice vote in the Senate, expands

patient access to new drugs for life-threatening illnesses,

provides for accelerated approval of some drugs and med-
ical devices and allows the Health and Human Services

secretary to accredit independent third-party groups to

speed up reviews of low-risk devices. It also reauthorizes a

five-year program under v/hich fees paid by drug compa-
nies have gone to hire 600 new reviewers who have

helped cut the backlog in new medicine approvals.

Incentives are included for developing and testing medi-

cines for children.

"The process of moving this bill to enactment over the

past four years has been long, difficult and contentious,"

said Sen. Edward Kennedy, (D-Mass.), who held up the

legislation for weeks this fall as he fought for changes in

provisions he thought were detrimental to consumers.

Sen. |im Jeffords, (R-Vt.), chairman of the Labor
Committee that shepherded the bill through the Senate,

said it was the first major reform of the FDA in 50 years.

It "will have a positive impact on the lives of millions of

Americans for decades to come," he said. The bipartisan

agreement came after extensive negotiations on a number
of controversial issues.
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UMass debt to GEO overdue
In |une of 1996, the Graduate Employee

Organization's (GEO) contract with the

University expired. Since that time, the

University has shown itself to be less than interested

in settling new terms of employment with the union.

That is, of course, to the University's advantage — it

means that GEO members are not getting the raises

and other increases in benefits that they deserve.

Why should undergraduates at UMass care?

Because GEO members are us. not them. They are

our fellow students, and they are our teaching assis-

tants. Many of them teach our required general edu-

cation courses. The way the University treats gradu-

ate students has a direct impact on the quality of

undergraduate education, because they are responsi-

ble for a significant part of the work that keeps the

University alive.

GEO's contract proposals, such as affordable flexi-

ble childcnre and wage increases, are not luxury

items that the union is trying to milk the University

for; they are basic necessities that will allow graduate

students to live above the poverty level — the most

basic of rewards for a job well done. UMass must

agree to meet these needs without further delay.

Settling the GEO contract quickly and fairly also

makes good financial sense for the University. It is

an investment in excellence which should be a prior-

ity for the administration. With wages nearly the

lowest among comparable schools, UMass is not in a

position to attract the most qualified graduate stu-

dents.

We encourage all students to attend the GEO
teach-in actions at the Student Union on Nov. 13

and 14 in order to inform themselves further about

this urgent issue. And we urge the administration to

settle the GEO contract now.

( 'nsigned editorials represent the majority opinion

of the Collegian editorial hoard.

Letters to the Editor

^tiH
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A true story

So.
there 1 was walking behind the Worcester DC

last week, when I noticed a brown clump in the

middle of the road. "What the heck is this?" I

asked myself. At first I thought it was a paper bag that

some clown crumpled into a ball and thoughtlessly

threw away. Upon closer inspection, it appeared to be

workman's knee pads that could

have fallen out of a construction

vehicle.

I am mistaken on all counts.

Imagine my surprise! I had stum-

bled upon a stack of five women's
breasts, meticulously crafted out

of rubber latex, and anatomically

accurate in every detail.

For a moment I felt like an idiot

standing there in the middle of

the road holding a bunch of rub-

ber breasts. What if someone
should come along and find me
there with them? I was suddenly

overtaken by the fear of being

grilled by a burly security guard

wanting to know what I was
doing in the middle of the road ^^^^^^^^™l—
with women's breasts. I took a look around and quickly

stuffed them into my jacket pocket.

The passing thought of an outrageous Halloween cos-

tume, quickly gave way to the notion of being a more

responsible member of an academic community. After

all. University Health Services is just down the road,

and they could be needed for prosthesis purposes, or

perhaps they are part of someone's anatomy and phssi

ology project. In any event, judging from the detail,

craftsmanship and potential value of the brcMtl (finan-

cial or emotional). I decided to make a few calls and

track down the owner. I had no idea what I was getting

into.

1 never thought that trying to do the right thing could

be so humiliating. Have you ever asked someone.
"Excuse me. but I just found five women's breasts that

look rather valuable and I'm trying to locale the

owner?"
My very first call was to Lost and Found. Once I con-

vinced the woman it was not a joke, she stopped laugh-

"I never thought that try-

ing to do the right thing

could be so humiliating.

Have you ever asked some-

one, 'Excuse me, but I just

found five women's breasts

that look rather valuable

and I'm trying to locate the

owner?"

Kov Rutancn

ing long enough to tell me if I didn't find the owner, at

least I wouldn't be lonely that weekend. Then it was on

to the Biology Department. And very likely the women
at Health Services and Women's Studies are still snick-

ering. The woman at the Police Department, however,

was extremely professional — probably because our

conversation was being recorded

— and suggested I try the

Marshall Hall Art Annex
Having grown weary of princi-

pally evoking fits of hilarity to my
noble breast-quest, by the time I

called Marshall Hall 1 was
relieved to get an answering
machine. I didn't have to go

through more snickering and
laughter, and simply left the mes-

sage, "I just found five latex

breasts and I'm trying to find the

owner..." — pause — "... now
that you've stopped laughing. I'm

not kidding, if you know who they

belong to. have them call me."

I returned to my studies and a

few hours passed. Around mid-

afternoon. I received a call from a young lady who said.

"I understand that you found my breasts?" With no fur-

ther wise cracks, punch lines or other whimsical com-

ments forthcoming, I concluded that she must be the

legitimate owner, and like Cervantes' Don Quixote, my
quest ended.

As it turned

exhibit to be

numerout latex breasts. Because they apparently lake a

considerable amount of time and effort to create, she

was delighted to have them returned, and hastily came

over to retrieve the missing body parts. Perhaps it'll

mean a wee bit of positive karma in my future, so I got

that going for me.

Yet, as she departed. I felt a warm glow, mixed with a

melancholy contentment. I never got her name, but I'm

looking forward to seeing her breasts again this April at

Hetter. Although we were together for only a short

time, do you think they'll remember me?

Km Riitanen is a UMass student.

Supports Alvarez

motion

To the Editor:

As a former SGA Senator of two
years, I feel compelled to respond to

the current dispute regarding the

ALANA Caucus and Area
Government appointed seats, as con-

tested by freshman Senator Alvarez.

1 applaud Alvarez's initiative in

standing up for what he believes to

be an inconsistency and flaw within

the student governance system. In

fact, I agree with him. Student gov-

ernment i> privilege and can be an

empowering tool if implemented
properly. However, the current distri-

bution of electoral and appointed
seats manipulates the voice of the

students in a manner that is some-

what distorted. Senate seats need to

be filled by those individuals that are

motivated, productive, and proactive

— regardless of origin. Those who
are truly interested in the welfare of

all students attending the University

are the people who will excel in the

position of senator. Since the

ALANA Caucus has already proven

itself a powerful advocacy and
activist organization, I see no reason

why that power and energy could not

simply be directed to encouraging the

members of its various communities

to run for elected positions. ALANA
leadership has been and can be

achieved without the assistance of

appointments.

It disturbs me to see lines of divi-

sion being drawn so sharply and
walls obstructing communication
being put up between individuals and

groups who are supposed to be pro-

tecting our common interests as

UMass students. Especially horrifying

are comments such as the remark

made by Ceylin Guillermo of

Southwest on November b. stating

"What hurts me and other mem bets

of the ALANA community is that Mr.

Alvarez is supposed to be one ot

us..." Let's focus on the fact that

Alvarez is attempting to do his job as

he sees fit. The emphasis should not

be placed on who he is supposed to

be. but rather who he is.

1 challenge the undergraduate sen-

ate to evaluate the status of represen-

tation and the validity of that status

before shooting down the motions

that come before them. They nun

seeVn at 1ir<t glance to be extreme,

but work together and use your

power wisely. Students have become

conditioned to expect bad press in

the Collegian on Thursday mornings

regarding SGA. and we are counting

on you to make a positive difference

ratic.

Although the sentence is cut short

and not clearly completed in the arti-

cle's continuation on page 2. I

deduced a sentence ending that has

Mr. Alvarez claiming that the court

ruling to which he refers "states it is

illegal to set quo|ta]" for elections.

I am curious to know to which rul-

ing he refers. 1 was active in a num-

ber of political campaigns in North

Carolina. Never once have I heard

mention of a court ruling making

election "quotas illegal."

There is the case in which some

North Carolina voting districts were

ruled to have been unconstitutionally

gerrymandered. These same "uncon-

stitutional" districts, among the most

integrated in the state, in 1994 sent

to Congress the first two black repre-

sentatives from North Carolina since

1901.

"Our democratic" system has long ty. defcYlSe of
ide allowances for constituents of lr I '

and low-quality sets, he is wrong.

"The Simpsons" is a cartoon, and the

quality of that show is so many levels

above soaps that Homer wouldn't

wipe his butt with a script from

"Days of Our Lives."

As far as the claim that "90210"

and "Party of Five" are also soaps —
Fanning is damn right! They are more

crap, except they air at prime time

Soaps don't threaten my masculinity,

they threaten my brain cells!

My harsh attitude toward soaps is

perhaps a little too critical. After all.

they are not targeted toward intelli-

gent viewers. They are made for

those who want to lose a few hours

of their lives everyday to mind-suck-

ing vegetation.

Greg Shea

Amherst

this year!

lennifer Keller

Northeast

ALANA Caucus
appointments
are not undemocrat-
ic

To the Editor:

I am a legal resident of the state of

North Carolina. 1 therefore read with

great interest the Collegian report

(Nov. 6) that SGA Senator Alvarez

had cited "a ruling by the federal

court of North Carolina" to support

his theory that senate appointments

by the ALANA Caucus are undemoc-

made allowances for constituents

like interests to maximize their voting

strength. The same courts that

charged North Carolina with gerry-

mandering when the outcome was

increased representation for people ot

color allow for drawing districts to

safeguard incumbent seats, create

concentrations of voters heavily affili-

ated with one party or the other, or

unite people of similar socioeconomic

background. Each of these is a varia-

tion on the perfectly legal and "demo-

cratic" theme of "fair allocation."

My understanding of the ALANA
Senate appointments is not that 1 5

percent of Senate seats are reserved

for random colored folk to claim at

will. Rather, a number of seats pro-

portionate to the ALANA population

are allocated for representatives of

that population — a perfectly reason-

able step to achieve the "democratic"

goal of fair representation.

These representatives are not

required to be ALANA students —
only to be able to work for the inter-

ests of the ALANA population at

UMass. The ALANA Caucus appoint-

ments, in being open to all UMass
students, are not any sort of "quota"

of ALANA students in the Senate.

Sen. Alvarez and his supporters

may believe that ALANA interests

will be adequately represented at

UMass without any concerted effort

on the part of the Senate. If he

believes this, then by all means con-

tinue working toward dismantling the

appointment process, lust don't base

it on any half-understood, miscon-

strued, or down-right twisted legal

theory.

nataki h goodall

Amherst

Soaps really do suck

To the Editor:

In response to lacob Fanning's edi-

torial "Clearing up the myths about

soap operas" (Nov. 3):

Let me begin by stating that I am
exactly like Fanning's neighbor who
berates soap operas and the entire

genre without having watched a sin-

gle episode in its entirety. What irks

me into responding to Fanning's edi-

torial is the glaring flaw in his

defense of soaps: content.

Content is what makes soap operas

stand out as the worst garbage on

television, save maybe daytime talk

shows and Bob Saget. It takes only

five to 10 minutes for any intelligent

human being to recognize that soap

operas are totpl trash.

If Fanning thinks soap operas are

only attacked because of bad acting

Promise Keepers

To the Editor:

In response to the editorial

"Promise Keepers bad at life" (Nov.

4):

As a man who holds deeply to his

faith. 1 was taken aback by the editor-

ial. First, 1 question the idea that faith

is opposed to reason. Without faith,

humankind would fall into a

never-ending cycle of repeated fail-

ures and frustration. This young

chemist did not experience the piec-

ing together of the periodic table of

the elements, nor have I repeated the

experiments necessary to do so. 1

accept the documentation of these

facts as true on faith and continue

forward with research. My own expe-

riences in research then serve to

strengthen my faith in the basic prin-

ciples of chemistry.

The Bible is a historical document

that claims to be the Word of God,

and it outlines the relationship

between God and humankind. Some
people choose to trust in this docu-

ment, some do not. Although the

Bible affects my life much more than

chemistry, my faith in the Bible is not

so different from my faith in chem-

istry books. I accept the Bible as

truth and my experiences have only

served to strengthen my faith in God.

The second comment that I find

insulting is that the Promise Keepers

"uphold every idea that perpetuates

(rrtotai tfisis)." Since when does

holdjng fast the 10 Commandments
ancT'the teachings of lesus constitute

moral crisis? In my many years of

reading and studying the Bible I have

never come across any teachings

encouraging immorality. The Bible

may be morally constricting for some,

but uphold moral crisis?

I do commend Didion for suggest-

ing that men should stand together to

oppose moral decline. However, he

recommends that they stand together

on the grounds of their own reason

rather than the grounds of religion.

Forgive my bias, but 1 would rather

see men standing on the grounds of a

religion that has been established and

concrete for centuries (Christian or

otherwise) than on an ever-changing,

collective, generational reason. This

is not a group of people who want to

run the country: these are simply men
who take responsibility for their fail-

ures ana are trying to correct them

according to God's standards rather

than their own.

Scott Kennedy
sbk@polysci.umass.edu

out she was an artist working on an

in Herter this April, which will include
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The history of African art and its role

as a part of our past, present and future
Raising the consciousness of the

Africans who now inhabit the soil of

America, showing the soulfulness

that is so obviously hidden within, is

the underlining goal. However to

examine the importance of this form
of African expression known as art

is to examine the African soul.

There is no other culture that

defines themselves as immortal
through art as Africanas.

From the colonial period

and through the war of

the world part one to

the progressive period of the '60s

and '70s to modernism the poetry of

African art stands as a testament to

the struggles of Africans in America.

Struggles with self identity and cul-

tural loyalty. Linda lames Myers
puts it perfectly.

"From ancient times within

African cultures the role of the artist

has been one of elevating the con-

sciousness of the people. Providing

them signs and symbols of the high-

er forms of life and human function-

ing, the aesthetician encouraged,

educated and reflected those aspects

of being to which humanity must

aspire to fulfill its purpose," Myers

said.

Nevertheless in the 19th century

when Afro-American artists began

to get attention, they were deemed
untrue. Untrue to that which was

perceived as African. These early

artists however were not untrue to

their African past but instead sought

to tell of their unjust situation. The

African artist of the late 19th centu-

ry were not to blame for their cul-

tural isolation nor were they to be

ridiculed for what they perceived to

be their truth. Moreover, the cultur-

al ties to Africa of these early

Africans were sold aboard slave

ships, for with the advent of slavery

came savage disconnection from

Africa and assimilation to "mastas"

with whips. Visual artistry was trad-

ed for hard work in fields filled with

cotton plants, rice in Georgia and

maize.

Nevertheless. Elsa Honig Fine

wrote: "In North America, particu-

larly in urban areas, the slaves typi-

cally was sold as part of a small

group or as an individual, so that

cultural ties with Africa were bro-

ken quickly. Consequently, the

slaves easily fell victim to the colo-

nialists' desire to suppress all cus-

toms that did not conform to the

familiar patterns of Western tradi-

tion."

The African artist who sought

freedom through his art was now
ridiculed and was told by both

whites and blacks that they were

somewhat fake. Ironically enough,

these were the same whites who told

stories of Africans sleeping with

monkey's engaging in cannibalism,

and that Africans were sub-humans

by natural selection.

Furthermore,

to examine the

depth of

Afro-American
Omar Gfiy.e

art and its roots we will have to dis-

sect the African past, present and

future, from colonialism through the

Atlantic slave trade to America;

where slavery lead to segregation.

Only through the examination of

these tragedies can we begin to

understand the canvas on which the

artists of today bare their souls.

When the colonists descended

upon the land of Africa under the

banner of 'Protectorate' through

Christianity to promote their capi-

talist interest. They took for granted

the importance of the cultural aes-

thetic that was present and so the

importance of which was not dis-

pensated to the New World. Said

fact lead to years of neglect by the

new assimilated world and so

African art and craftsmanship were

not of importance until the slave-

holders in America sought to use

this to their advantage. Samella

Lewis summed it up like this:

"With respect to crafts, the con-

tinuation of African artistic tradi-

tions under slavery had a somewhat

more secure base. As the colonies

expanded, the demand for skilled

craftsmen exceeded the supply. For

example, in 1731 there was report-

edly only one potter in all of South

Carolina. Consequently, slavehold-

ers frequently found it worthwhile

to use some of their slaves as arti-

sans rather than as agricultural

laborers. Many of the enslaved

Africans proved to be familiar with

one or more of the trades needed in

the colonies' rapidly developing

society. Among these bondsmen
were carpenters, metalworkers, pot-

ters, sculptors, weavers and design-

ers of various wares."

Nonetheless, from early times

African art has reflected the every-

day life and struggles of a people. It

is said that art is the "ultimate

expression of a civilized people." If

such is the case, Africans were civi-

lized long before the onset of

European rule, and probably even

before Europe itself; as proven by

the paintings and sculptures dating

as far back as the bronze age and

cave paintings.

Furthermore, the calamity of the

African experiences didn't subdue

the African spirit and creativity,

instead said calamity was funneled

to the canvas via the soul.

Confucius once said, "By nature,

men are very much the same; it is

through practice that they drift

apart." Nevertheless, Africans devel-

oped apart from Europeans and is

its own entity. For this reason the

African aesthetic cannot be judged

by/on the same criterium, and vice

versa. Moreover, the rhythm that is

so profound within the African self

can only be pronounced through its

own people.

However, as I have stated earlier

the function of African American art

is to tell "The Story." A story that

started since the time of cave paint-

ings to the Nok culture of Nigeria,

to the "Migration of the Negro" — a

story so vividly told by |acob

Lawrence and also Hale Woodruff

who put oil on canvas to tell the

story of "The Amistad Slave

Rebellion" from start to finish,

while life in the deep south was/is

seen through the eyes of Aaron
Douglas, who very often would con-

trast the Afro-American within the

natural setting of Africa. This truth

can be seen in his painting that is

titled "The Negro in African

Setting." The role of the Afro-

American woman through the mas-

culinity of hard work was depicted

to the point of near perfection

through abstraction by |ohn Biggers

in his masterpiece, "Washer
Woman." This drawing seeks not

only to offer a view of the physical

form but rather offer insight into the

soul of "a people."

Ironically enough, during the

Harlem Renaissance Afro-

American artists struggled with self

identity. Lewis writes:

"During this period, forces for

self-expression, both internal and

external, had to decided whether to

identify with their culture, accepting

and exploiting the heritage, or with

the international art movement,
accepting and exploiting the security

of the European artistic tradition."

Nevertheless one might ask,

"What else besides assimilation

could cause the African-American

artist to question himself?" To

answer this question one would
need to look at one of the reasons

for the onset of the Harlem
Renaissance.

"The Renaissance took root in the

social and intellectual movements of

the Booker T. Washington era and

was nourished by the quest for edu-

cation and wealth," Fine wrote.

Basically, because the patrons of

Afro-American art for the most part

were white, the artist of this era

sought not to offend, meaning they

had to struggle to find equilibrium

between truths.

Nevertheless certain artists used

this forum rather to find themselves,

such was the case with Aaron

Douglas, |acob Lawrence, Hale

Woodruff and Henry O. Tanner.

This conclusion came about after

examining the paintings of these

various artists, in search of the soul

behind the brushes. Douglas is said

to be "the leading exponent of the

visual arts during the Harlem
Renaissance."

However, the creativity of the

African-American artist didn't end

with the Harlem Renaissance, but

rather transformed itself to a radical

depiction of the African-

Amerikkkan truth.

"Following World War II there

developed an intense struggle by

African Americans for equal rights

in all aspects of American Life. In

the course of this struggle for equal

economic, political and social

opportunity, African American
artists embraced the concept of self

determination through self expres-

sion, which involved the demand
that they formulate their own aes-

thetic principle," Lewis wrote.

The role of the African-American

artists is to tell their story, and that

they did. Though the movement
towards righteousness so to speak,

did not materialize until the pro-

gressive period of the '60s and '70s,

the African soul was always there,

sometimes silent sometimes promi-

nent. Artists such as Kay brown and

Cliff loseph were pioneers of this

era. They only represented a minute

speck of the movement itself. It was

Deutscvher and Chein who conclud-

ed that "segregation is a special

source of frustration for persons

who are segregated." This frustra-

tion was vented through the only

medium that offered a permanent

place in time.

Omar Cayle is a Collegian colum-

nist

Along the Color Line: Globalization

Cyberspace and racism— part one
The most powerful yet grossly

misunderstood political term pop-

ularized in the decade of the

1490's is "Globalization."

Globalization refers

to the massive revo-

lution in information

characterizes the

development of the entire world.

It is also, to a considerable extent,

the consolidation of the techno-

logical cultures and the private

market economic model of the

development represented by the

United States, Western Europe

and lapan since World War II.

The creation of cyberspace

technology during the past decade

has radically transformed the way

people communicate and conduct

business, from the level of our

neighborhoods to the entire globe.

These changes can be measured in

literally every aspect of human
endeavor and activity. For exam-

ple, technology is rapidly replac-

ing the necessity for certain forms

of labor. Workers who were

trained to do manufacturing and

labor intensive industry are being

replaced by machines. Most busi-

nesses have radically transformed

their entire procedures for pro-

ducing, distributing and market-

ing products. At the level of daily

life, the new technology is

expressed in the elimination of

paper and currency as mediums of

exchange. E-mail and the Internet

are increasingly the way millions

of people communicate with each

other. Books and newspapers are

rapidly becoming anachronisms.

ATM and debit cards are replac-

ing advancement and economic

development.

The real question we should ask

ourselves about globalization is in

whose interest does it serve? Who
will set the rules for globaliza-

tion? What nations, classes or

political elites are potentially the

biggest winners or losers? And
perhaps most importantly, from a

humanistic perspective, can glob-

alization serve a broader social

justice purpose: the utilization of

technology and the information

revolution for the reduction and

even the elimination of poverty,

disease and ignorance? Will glob-

alization reinforce or retard the

forces of race hatred, social intol-

erance
d

ion-

alism?
Dr. Manning Mdruble nat j C
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We may find that in the environ

ment of globalized capitalism,

racial divisions and hierarchies

structured around social inequali-

ty may actually be strengthened

and reinforced by the now innova-

tions and developments in global

technology. We may be con-

fronting new forms of globalized

racism as we enter the new mil-

lennium.

What may be the key compo-
nents in the construction of a new
global racism?

One major factor to consider is

global demographics. In the past

thirty years, the world has wit-

nessed the greatest mass migra-

tions in human history. Hundreds

of millions of people are today on

the move. The two greatest waves

of migration are, first, from rural

to urban areas, and second, from

the southern part of the hemi-

sphere to the north.

The transformation of racial

demographics we have seen inside

the United States is also rapidly

occurring across the globe.

Experts in population growth

point to three basic factors which

will greatly change the size and

racial/ethnic composition of the

global population by the middle

of the next century:

First, declining birth rates and

the use of birth control especially

in developed and industrialized

societies; second, the increase in

life expectancies in all countries,

and falling rates of mortality; and

third, the rapid increase in all

populations above the age of 65.

What are the racial implications

of these demographic trends?

Today, the population of Africa is

approximately the same as the

populations of Europe, the United

States and Canada combined,

roughly one to one. By the year

2060, the ratio of Africa's popula-

tion to that of Europe and North

America will be three to one.

Today, the population ratio

between the developing third

world and industrialized western

world (United States. |apan.

Europe, etc.) is roughly four to

one. By 2060, this ratio will be

seven to one. People of European

descent, who are already a numer-

ical minority on this planet, will

become by the end of the next

century, a dwindling and fairly

insignificant group in terms of

size. The paradox of course is that

this is also the group that controls

a disproportionate share of power

and resources.

Another factor which may con-

tribute to the possibility of global

racism is unequal access to tech-

nology. A century ago, people of

African descent in the United
States, and Africa and Asian peo-

ple throughout the world, were

dominated by forms of political

control called "|im Crow segrega-

tion" and "colonialism." Their

political domination was based in

part on their racial and national

identity. Technology was used to

reinforce the rule of white
supremacy and economic
exploitation. Now, a century later,

a new color line is emerging: the

technologically advanced "haves."

whose civilization is based on the

latest technologies and the infor-

mation revolution, versus the

miseducated. under-educated
"have-nots." who are overwhelm-

ingly non-European. Will Africa

and much of the Third World
face, in the not-too-distant

future, a new "high

technology-based colonialism?"

Will the new |im Crow of the

twenty-first century be created in

cyberspace?

Dr. Manning Marable is

Professor of History and Director

of the Institute for Research in

African-American Studies at

Columbia University, New York

City. "Along the Color Line" is

distributed free of charge and reg-

ularly appears in over 325 black

and progressive publications

worldwide.

The Tear Drop
By Hugh Collins

That's very romantic

It is like a tear drop

That remains in the duct of the eye

To lubricate its movement

Silky is the feeling

Like lovers between the sheets.

Slow is the motion

Like the thrust with eternal passion.

Tender is the contact

Like the friction geneiated by the lips.

Sensitive is it's exoskeleton,

Like the nipples when touched by

A tongue, a finger, or kisses from my lips.

But if that tear drop falls

All hell breaks loose when this love stalls

Falling to the ground

It splashes with an echo

Reflecting all of life's despair

Disintegrating the many elements

Instilled in our hearts.

Hurt, hate, stress, lies, deceit

Pain, ignorance,

And all possible elements

That causes us Black men and women

To be separated.

No love in the community,

Lack of humility and unity.

And if that tear drop is not regained

It won't be so romantic after all.

No lubrication other than that

Which keeps us slipping back

Into the pit of despair.

Slow would be the motion to progress

Tender would be our hearts that yield

To a society of inequality

Injustice and irresponsibility

Insensitive yvould be our feelings

To the hurting of our feelings,

To the hurting of our own people.

Our own brothers and sisters.

And if that tear drop should be regained.

Hard would be the struggle.

Tough will be the fight

Dark will be the night of plight

Incredible will be the journey

Before we see the light.

It won't be romantic after all.

Black Affairs

is in dire need of

dedicated writers

to help affect CHANGE
and put it down on

The Page.

If interested.

Call 545-1851

And ask for

Humphrey brown III.

If you're not a part of the Solution

Then you're a part of the Problem.

WilsonWesley's third is a winner
By Millicent Jackson

Collegian Correspondent

WHERE EVIL SLEEPS
Valerie Wilson Watty
G.P. Putnam Sons

In this third novel of the Tamara

Hayle mystery series, on the quest

for some hard-earned peace of mind,

private eye Tamara Hayle leaves her

native Newark and heads for

Kingston, lamaica. on holiday.

Unfortunately, there's no rest for

Tamara as trouble follows and finds

her before she can really get the

opportunity to kick back and relax.

Once again. Valerie Wilson

Wesley constructs a fast paced story

in which her protagonist, the head-

strong Tamara. draws on the nature

of evil as she confronts a host of sin-

ister characters who force her to

look inward. Several less than wise

choices propel Tamara into the mid-

dle of a five man search for hundreds

of thousands of dollars in drug

money.
Tamara's first mistake is spending

an evening, club hopping with three

fellow New lersey ites she meets pool-

side at the cheap hotel that is her

home away from home for the week.

Tamara deems l.ilah Love, her

husband Sammy Lee Love, and side-

kick Delaware "bad newt" Brown,

and suspects thai Sammy Lee abuses

his wife. Compelled by a sense of

social responsibility and a glint ot

fear that she reads into Lilah's eyes.

Tamara tags along hoping to help the

younger woman wise up.

Before Lilah has a chance to hear

what Tamara has to tell her. the

lights in the club go out. shots are

fired and two men are dead.

Promised a considerable amount of

money and coerced once again by

Lilah's childlike desperation. Tamara

jumps from the pan of hanging out

with criminals and into the lire of

running for her life.

. Failing to heed her grandmother's

past warnings that evil begels nil,

Tamara ends up falling into even

greater danger. Wilson Wesley taste-

fully sprinkles bits of southern

speech in Tamara's grandmother's

voice and folk wisdom throughout

the novel.

Wilson Wesley has an ear for con-

vincing dialogue. As she replicates

the voice of Tamara's grandmother,

it's familiar and warm. She cleverly

contrasts the speech of the older,

wiser Tamara and that of the young,

devious Lilah. Wilson Wesley also

captures in conversation, the brutish-

ness of Sammy Lee Love, as well as

the tenderness of the lamaican- born

Basil Dupree.

Tamara describes Basil as the man
from her past who "makes a shiver

of lust rumble through the pit of

your belly whenever they cross your

mind." Basil is just the ticket to mel-

lowing out all of the violence going

on in Tamara's chaotic world.

Where Evil Sleeps is a quick and

fun read. The characters are motivat-

ed solely by the all mighty dollar.

The upside of the entire story is

Tamara's serious kill or be killed

determination. Tamara is a familiar,

down-to-earth and likable character.

She is resourceful and responsible,

with an obsession that justice be

served. Tamara Hayle is a heroine

with do-right-woman written all

over her.

THl MXT1CAUY CJfTtD'

Carl H. Rux blessed the crowd with poetical gymnastics at Ml. Holyoke College last Friday.
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The secret of Oasis revealed The dish on "All My Children"
By Marty Keane
Collegian Staff

THE VERVE
Avalon Ballroom

Nov. 8

BOSTON — To the uninitiated, the

band who headlined at the Avalon

Ballroom Saturday night might have

been confused for one of their more

famous British contemporaries.

Surprisingly then, there was an

almost palpable sense of anticipation

for the Verve's triumphant return to

the States following an 18-month hia-

tus.

Like Oasis, the Verve are almost

totally stoic onstage, and help to

define the term "shoegazer band" for

the "90s. That is. except for their

frontmen who have enough charisma

themselves to make up for their band-

mates lack thereof.

Along with Oasis' Liam Gallagher,

the Verve's Richard Ashcroft has an

unmistakable presence that clearly

says. "We're here, listen up Yanks."

Indeed, during their 85- minute set.

nary an eye cast a glance anywhere

but at the stage. Unlike the unfortu-

nate circumstances thai occurred at

the lane's Addiction show Friday in

which much of the action was hap-

pening off-stage (barricades collaps-

ing, half- naked dancing girls on tow-

ers in the middle of a gym) there were

no extracurricular activities here.

Thanks not only to Ashcroft's

star-quality — but also sonic formi-

dable musical chops — this English

quintet simply command their audi-

ence's attention in a very "love us or

leave us alone" pose. Inside the

Avalon's smoke-filled and
jam-packed ballroom, the crowd
wildly embraced the first part of that

statement, and then some. It was love

at first sight.

Opening with "The Rolling People"

off their superlative new release

Urban Hymns, the Verve went for the

knockout punch early, and scored big.

Live, they're a curious brew of aural

intoxication; equal parts white noise

and understated elegance.

As Ashcroft would demonstrate to

no end. he seems to have taught thai

COURTESY MARTIN CLINTON

The Verve played at the Avalon Ballroom last weekend.

loutish Gallagher kid a thing or two

about acting like a rock star as he

shook his gaunt frame while oozing

cockney swagger.

Catching The Butterfly" and a dis-

tortion-heavy "This Is Music" both

brazenly announced their arrival. This

was especially true of the latter, as

when Ashcroft proclaimed the title's

refrain, there was little room for argu-

ment. Their next move however,

would prove the boldest of the night.

Instead of saving it for the expected

encore, "Bitter Sweet Symphony" was

boldly dispensed of next. It's because

of this song — probably the finest

rock single of the year — that the

Verve have built up such a maelstrom

of support in these parts and to play it

15 minutes in was a risk, to put it

mildly. Not to worry though, the

song's depressingly real lyrics

(•You're a slave to money, then you

die") resonated through Avalon's

every crevice.

On "Sonnet," "Weeping Willow"

and a poignantly self- confessional

"The Drugs Don't Work," Ashcroft

brandished an acoustic guitar to

underlay lead guitarist Nick McCabe's

effortlessly flowing leads, as did key-

board guru Simon Tong.

The result of this tertiary guitar

attack helps to explain why the Verve

can be placed among the leaders in

contemporary music who have

achieved power by turning down the

volume and aiming straight for the

heart through quietly uplifting songs.

To whatever extent they embrace

quiet solitude, the Verve still know
how to grab for the throat. A generous

four-song encore was highlighted by

"Lucky Man"'s bellowing bass lines,

courtesy of Simon |ones and a raptur
:

ous run through their signature song,

"History."

But it was the closing "Come On"

which said all that needed to be said.

Amidst a kaleidoscope of psychedelic

lights and McCabe's guttural guitar

squalls, Ashcroft accentuated the

song's primal beat with the most glori-

ous tambourine rattling this side of...

Liam Gallagher.

For those who were there, the

unalienable secret of Liam 101 was

revealed. The answer is the Verve,

who were around more than a few

\ears before Oasismania was even in

its infancy.

And don't you forget it for a sec-

ond.

Whoa, what a difference a week
makes! Or at least that's what the fans

of "All My Children" and "General

Hospital" must be thinking. Last week

was the week of the "big payoff for

"AMC" fans. Edmund final-

ly found out the truth about

Skye's deception (the

switched paternity tests) a

la Erica Cain and oh,

was there hell to pay

or at least for Skye.

The long awaited

scene between a

betrayed Edmund
and a clearly distraught Skye was
absolutely riveting and both |ohn

Callahan and Carrie Genzel did not

disappoint. In watching the scenes I

actually felt, dare I say it... a twinge of

sympathy for Skye, a woman whose
entire world had just been shattered.

The whole situation is utterly tragic.

Call me a sucker for a pretty face and

a woman in dire straits but let me play

devil's (how appropriate) advocate for

just a second. Skye made a mistake

and while her motives were pure

(Edmund's love), her actions left a lot

to be desired. The mistake snowballed

out of control and Skye felt herself

unable to stop it (talk about the fate's

working against you). Then the

woman, riddled with guilt as the secret

ate away at her soul, finally had the

courage to do the right thing so she's

writes Maria a note revealing the true

paternity of Maddie. What happens?

The plane crashes just as Maria reads

it. Then she tries to come clean to

Edmund right after the plane crash but

finds out (after she spills her guts) that

he can't hear her because he's been

rendered deaf as a result of the trau-

ma. Notice a trend here. Finally, after

Dimitri pushes Edmund up against u

wall, she decides to come clean a third

time but Dimitri (Mr. Satan himself)

catches wind of her deception and

threatens to kill her if she so much as

whispers the truth to Edmund. Talk

about an impossible situation! You
can't say she never tried to do the right

thing. Of course, she has to go and

blow it all by tipping off Dimitri, who
has now flown off to Europe with

Maddie and his bitch of a wife, Gloria,

to escape the authorities and Edmund.

Don't despair though because

Edmund and Tad the Cad are hot on

Dimitri's trail (rumor is they'll be

doing a little number in drag to fool

Dimitri and company. Sounds awfully

reminiscent of Mac and Kevin's stunt

on "GH").

A few more quick notes while we're

on the subject of "AMC," what an

SOB |im has turned out to be. He s

such a sleaze! Why Laura is keeping

hush about this creep is

beyond me! Poor Brooke,

victimized by yet another

man (ah, some things never

change).

On "GH"... headwriter.

Bob Guza. has managed to

turn the "pumpkin" that

"GH" had become during

his absence into a magical

"carriage." "GH" has never been bet-

ter! Well, the skeletons were flying out

of the closets last week as the women
in "Port Charles" started to feel the

heat. A| finally learned the truth about

Carly's actual due date and Stefan

caught on to Alexis' scheme. I can't

wait to hear how Carly gets out of this

one... or maybe she won't this time.

The house of cards is beginning to fall

and 1 can't wait to see what happens

when the dust clears. Expect a game of

cat and mouse between Alexis and

Stefan in the coming weeks (Stefan

may have met his match this time

around. My bet's on Alexis).

In a bit of news this week. .

.

• Rumors are circulating that

Michael Nadar (Dimitri) might be on

his way out of Pine Valley as early as

February. His contract is up for renew-

al and there's been some mumbling

about Disney's (ABC's parent compa-

ny) displeasure with the publicity sur-

rounding Nadar's recent run in with

the law (he was arrested for driving

under the influence and for assaulting

a police officer. Nadar has pleaded not

guilty to the charges and maintains his

innocence, however). The fact that

"AMC" has painted his character into

a corner has also fueled the specula-

tion regarding his departure (then

again, redeeming nasty characters has

become somewhat of a daytime staple.

lust look at the progress they've made

with Todd on "One Life To Live").

• Beth Chamberlin will be reprising

her role as Beth Spaulding on

"Guiding Light." I knew it was only a

matter of time before the other shoe

dropped. Phillip and Harley's relation-

ship was going a little too well.

Sink or Swim
Sink:

• |ohn and Stelano's little chat on

the pier. How very anti-climatic not to

mention poorly acted. Drake Hogestyn

(|ohn) just may make me eat m>

words concerning the wealth of talent

lhat daytime has to offer.

• lack and |en on "Days Of Our

lives." Boring!

• Lucy and Scott on "Port Charles."

Why is it that writers have coinpletcK

ignored the sexual tension and chein

istry that these two used to have and

could possibly have again. I'm not sug-

gesting that the show break up LttC)

and Kevin (because I happen to love

the two of them together) but why not

at least throw a monkey wrench into

the fold. These two have a long and

complicated history together not to

mention a few loose ends and feelings

that were left unresolved. To ignore it

would be a waste. They need to start

playing dirty with this Rex fellow too.

It's time to take off the kid gloves,

guys. These two used to be the mastei

at manipulation and now look what

they've become -* victims. The Lucy I

know and love is no victim, she

would've had this schmuck for lunch.

• The axing of Carrie Genzel on

"AMC." The fact that Skye managed

to squeeze even a twinge of sympathy

from me is largely due to the charm

and edge that Carrie has given the

character. She's been an asset to the

show and her talent will be sorely

missed, at least by this viewer. Stupid

move "AMC."

Swim:
• Phyllis' S&M encounter with

Michael. And who says "the Young &
the Restless" can't be entertaining''

What a riot! I'd expect nothing leu

from Genoa city's resident vixen!

• lack and Carly on "As The World

Turns." Can you SfMd, -e-\-u-a-l t-e-n-

s-i-o-n!

• Susan's theatrics on "POOL."
I lei reaction to Stetatlo WW a hoot!

Jacob Fuming is a Collegian colum-

nist. Any questions or comments
about this column can be e mailed to

jfanningd' student, umass.edu. Soap

Chat appears on Mondays.

Here!

Every Tuesday

at

7:00 P.M.

Room 224, Greenough (in Central)

QUEST is a weekly Bible Study open to all UMASS Amherst students.

The setting is informal, the program real and relevant, and Free cof-

fee and Sugar Jones' cookies are served the entire meeting time.

YOU'VE BEEN SEARCHING

•For Answers

•For Open Discussion

•For Friends

Give QUEST a try and YOU decide if you want to join us again.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT QUEST. EMAIL JESSICA AT

jlsachsOstudent.umass.edu

[QUEST IS SPONSORED BY THE BAPTIST CONVENTION OE NEW ENGLAND!

Understanding Eating Disorders:

Strategies for Friends and Families

Tuesday, October 14, 1997

Room 904-08

6:30 - 8 p.m. - Murray Lincoln Campus Center, UMass

I think my roommate has an eating disorder.

How can I be sure? What should I do?

I think my sister is anorexic and she isn't getting any help.

How can I convince her to see a professional?

Who should I suggest.. Where should she go?

I'm concerned about my friend who has bulimia.

She says it's under control, but I don't think it is.

I'm really afraid... What can I do to help?
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Gattaco (PG 13)

Today, Tuesday, Wednesday (5 50)

Switchback (R)

Today ol (5 00). 8 20« Tue al 1 50 |5 40), 8 30

Wed, Thur at (5 i0| 8 30

I Know What You Did Last Summer (*)

Today al (5 50), 8 30 • Tue al 2 00, (5 501. 8 30

Wed Thur at 15 50) 8 30

Mad City (PO- 13)

Today al 15 40), 8 30 • Tue al 150,(5 401,8 30

Kill The Girls (R)

Today at 8 00 • Tue at 2 00, 8 20

Wed, Thur at 8 20

Hampshire 6 • 584-7550 Hampshire Mall

Bean (PG 13)

Today ot (5 40), 8 30 • Tue at 2:00 (5 40), 8 30

Wed, Thur at (5:40), 8:30

Red Corner (R)

Today at (5 30), 8 30 • Tue al 1 50, (5 30), 8 30

Wed, Thur at (5 30), 8 30

Starihip Troopers (R)

Today at (5.20). 8:30 • Tue. at 1 50, (5 20), 8 30,

Wed, Thur at(5 20],830

Boogie Nights (R)

Today at (5:00), 8 10 • Tue ot 1 30, (5 001,8 10,

Wed, Thur at (5:00), 8 10

Devil's Advocate (R)

Today ot (5 10). 8 20* Tue at 140, (5 10), 820

Wed, Thur ot (5 10), 8 20

Seven Years In Tibet (PG

Today at (5: 10), 8 20 • Tue. at 1 40, (5

Wed at (5 10) • Thur at (5 10),

H you are concerned about someone who you know or suspect is struggling

with an eating disorder, come to this informal workshop to explore how you

can help and cope with these issues.

For more information, please call University Health Services

Health EducaUon at 577-5181 or General Medicine 2 at 577-5314

i 10), 820

•13)

(5 10), 8 20 I

, 8 20
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Monday Night Football Special!!
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1 Large Cheese Pizza $6*9&

f^ W Free Buffalo Wings

Must MenZiVii"Ad"When"fepUepiiig!
Any Large 1 Topping

ST. 5a

Delivery Only.
Met Valid In
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Any Galzcne
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H

26th .Anniversary
Sale Savings

November 10-15 Open 'til 8pm all week

Win ayl fOOO Zanna
Shopping Spree

Offer Expires 5/3179* >
downtown Amherst
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talk about thein all."

Capehart was a running back for

the Terriers in the late 1960s, and a

member of the 1969 BU team that

played in the Pasadena Bowl. But
now Capehart calls Bangor. ME
home. And with the recent demise of

BU's program, along with work com-
mitments. Capehart said he hadn't

been back to Nickerson Field in over

a decade.

Without much notice, Capehart
got in his car Saturday morning and

headed south lor Boston, alone.

"I felt I needed to come," he said.

"I owe a lot for what this school gave

to me."

Surviving a freezing rain storm in

Maine and New Hampshire, Capehart

stumbled onto the soaked field of his

glory days in just under five hours.

"It's a beautiful sight," he said. He
gestured towards the Terrier team
charging onto the field for the last

time. "It really hurts me to see it all

go."

Glen Riley, of Boston, has been

coming to Terrier games for almost

20 years. A 1983 graduate of BU,

Riley said he has followed the team

through their good times — most

notably their tournament run in 1994

— up until their recent struggles.

")ust because they haven't been

winning, doesn't mean you don't

come out to root for them," he said.

"And it definitely doesn't mean you

should cut the whole program."

Capehart, angry with the sudden

news of the program, shared Riley's

sentiments.

"This is wrong." he said. "They're

taking away our tradition, because

we haven't been winning?"

BU President |ohn Silber

announced the dropping of the pro-

gram because of NCAA Title IX pres-

sures to address the needs of

women's athletics at BU. Capehart

believes the football program —
which reportedly loses almost $3 mil-

lion a year — could easily have been

saved.

Capehart said that BU gives out 63

scholarships for football, but can

never sell out Nickerson Field.

"The tickets are $10 apiece." he

said. "Who would want to spend that

to see them lose each game?"

Capehart added that years ago, BU

played teams like Holy Cross, Colgate

and Bucknell who have restrictions

on scholarships and have maintained

successful programs. Holy Cross was

CHECK OUT A 6REAT CLASS!
r.

^V?nVR fcWCATjg

Peer Health Educator!...

...Inn about tool stiff

...tue. workshops ii tin risi.iici kills hi
1

6ru. int.

...fivi nt toi.oiM hi
1

itkir luiiis it

tki CiRpis Cuter hi! special wilts.

...iiiki mm friiies.

...MAKE A DIFFERENCE!

even able to build a new stadium a

few years ago. he said.

"They bought a Cadillac, and now

they're complaining about the costs,"

he said of the administration. "You

have to have a budget, 1 have one and

so does everyone else. They weren't

responsible about theirs."

The angered students in the crowd

showed their distaste with the deci-

sion towards the end of the game,

chanting "We want football!" and

"Silber Sucks!"

But when the game ended, the BU
football team went out with class.

Many players stood on benches,

saluting the fans with their helmets.

Others headed toward the middle of

the field where many UMass players

met and exchanged words with them.

Several hundred fans rushed the

field where they tried, unsuccessfully,

to tear down either of the goal posts.

In the stands, groups of alumni

stood together wondering if they'd

ever be back to Nickerson Field.

"What Silber and those guys don't

understand is that you don't have to

make a profit on everything,"

Capehart said. "This is football, a

game and these kids' dreams have

been broken."

soccer
continued from page 1

achievement

"This award is not about me, but it is

about my players," Rudy said. "You

have to have some great players on

your team to get this award three

times, and I have been blessed with

some great players."

All-Conference Selections:

•First team

Erica lverson — senior defender

Danielle Dion — senior goalie

Sophie Lecot — junior forward

Emma Kurowski — sophomore for-

ward
•Second team

Kara Green — freshman forward,

lverson was named A- 10 tournament

MVP, and Lecot, Dion and Burrill were

named to the all-tournament team.

field hockey
continued from page 10

prepared, maybe we weren't

totally prepared."

Perhaps overlooked because

of their impressive offensive

output was the defense of the

Minutewomen, which was pow-

ered by senior anchors Ott and

Hughes and allowed only one

goal in UMass' two tournament

games. As the team's center

back. Hughes, who had con-

tributed to the offensive and

defensive success of the

Minutewomen all season,

stymied the entire West Chester

attack and opened up the

Massachusetts offensive with

her exceptional play.

"Sharon had an outstanding

tournament." Shea said. "She

just stopped everything in the

middle and shut down their for-

wards."

After pounding the Temple
Owls, 4-0, in the Atlantic 10

tournament semifinal on

Saturday with the help of

Schmidt's two goals, UMass
advanced to the championship

game against a Ram team which

appeared poised to unseat the

Minutewomen for the confer-

ence crown, coming off a 5-0

drubbing of La Salle.

Three minutes into the cham-

pionship contest, West Chester

nearly grabbed the momentum
on its first penalty-corner

attempt; however, a lunging

save from UMass' all- tourna-

ment goalie, Tucker, set the

tone defensively for the

Massachusetts squad, which
allowed a mere one goal in its

two post-season games.

With the victory, the

Minutewomen now advance to

the NCAA national tournament.

UMass is one of three

Northeastern region teams
which earn automatic bids to

the tournament. As the winner

of the Big East, Boston College

advances to the tourney, as will

the America East winner. It is

unlikely that all three teams will

remain in the area for NCAAs.

All-Stars

continued from page 1

Churlton Clarke, leaving the team

with only one player with tm.it

than one >car ol experience —
junior reserve Ron Bum-- —
dressed foi the game.

Massachusetts coach Bruiser Flint

refused to comment on the status

of Weeks and Clarke, who s;il out

because the\ violated team rules.

Both sat on the bench in street

clothes, and arc expected to be-

back for Saturday's exhibition

against Marathon Oil.

After being down b\ as mui.lt ,i-

16 early in the first half. Convene
— who handed the 35-2 Final

Four team a loss during the

1995-1996 pre leMOtl — took

over the lead with a furious 25-6

rally, and led 41-56 at the break.

Converse pushed the lead to 16.

69-55. when NBA cattofl I revor

Ruffin buried a three-pointer with

eight minutes left.

From then on the Minutemen.

who had begun to wilt under

Converse's pressure defense.

pulled themselves together for a

hue surge and the win.

Sophomore forward Chris

Kirkland began the run with two

straight baskets, and then Mack
and junior center l.ari Ketner took

over. Ketner bullied hi* way
through the double teaming
Converse threw at him all night to

help cut the lead to 69-61 with

6:25 left. Mack then dropped a

three- pointer with 6:01 left to

make it a 69-64 game. With
momentum on their side and a

crowd of 7.059 behind them.

UMass finally tied it at 75-73 on

two foul shots by Ketner with less

than three minutes left. With the

game knotted at 77-77, Converse

threw the ball away with 27 sec-

onds left, setting up the winning

shot. Mack drove down the left

side, freed himself and drilled the

game-winner.

I was just waiting on the wing,"

said Mack, who scored 15 points

on 6 ol Id shooting. "They pene-

tiated. m> I went to the cornel, just

shot the ball and hoped it was*
going in. which it did."

Ketner led LMas> with 18 points

and 1 I rebounds. Freshman
lonathan DePina. the 5-foot-9

guard who teamed with Mack on

South Boston's 1996 state champi-

'

unship team, impressed in his first

collegiate game. DePina. perhaps

the onlj true point guard on the

team, scored 1 I points—nine in the

first half— and dished four assists.

V the player whom UMass will

look to most often for production,

Ketner saw a preview of what he

will probabU see ;i lot this year.

The junior center. ;i pre-season All.

A- 10 selection, was double-teamed

all night b> a verj physical

Converse post game.

"Coach told me to expect players

to be a lot mure physical with me
this leason. Right now it's a little

frustrating because I'm not used to

that, usually I'm |facing| a one-on-

one. This year some teams are

focusing in on me. so I have to get

u*ed U) it."

Kirkland made his ease for min-

utes with nine points and six

rebounds, while forward Winston

Smith chipped in with five.

Sophomore Mike Babul scored two

points. According to Flint, all three

players, who are lighting for time

at small forward, improved in the

second half. Ajmal Basil pulled-

down 10 rebounds to go along with-

eight points. j
Burns played a career-high 191

minutes, and scored five points on;

two-for-two shooting from the*

field.
;

"I'm just happv we won," Flint^

said. "Guys battled back and didn't"

quit. But we've got a long way to*

go." ?

PEER HEALTH EDUCATION

COMMUNITY HEALTH/EDUCATION 213/214

6 Credits - 2 Semester Commitment Rquired

For permission of the instructor call the

Division of Health Education 577-5181.

Class will meet on Wednesdays from l:25-3:55pm

Priority is given to those who meet with the instructor

before November 19-

The Right Place to Be!

3 Barbers Everyday
Unisex Hair Styling

Guys & Gats

Layer Cuts

Flat Tops

Fades

Clipper Cuts

Razor Cuts

Kids Cuts

Appointment Not Neccessary

*Q SL ISM
4Barbers

57 Ot Up Wed to Sat

larbers

Tel. 253-1722
40 Main Street. Amherst, MA
(Next to Newbury Comics)

Hours: Mon- Frl, 8-5:15'" • Sat 8-4:45-"

ShrtfAf OcjO&H, js&Z&- V2

J

G"*fci the. Collegian s

hoop . ,

preview!
Cominqout

Dec. 2nd

Special Benefit Package
Developed especially for UMass Employees!

Preferred Checking
A No Fee Checking Account For All University of Massachusetts Employees.

© $10. rruTumurn opening balance g
© No per check charge, unlimited check writing

£*&*>

© No monthly service charges &/) ».®%nt,n ,^
Free first order of checks (My 0(^ una* Ch«*s)

pJ°r 0/fecf n
by

in* ^tostt

© Free ATM card **»*

rtft Free ATM transactions at GSB ATMs m pa posnu per atm wrm*** •*•»*«•)

© Automatic overdraft protection (our&»«T^Aa»urt.ioBo*rfiedeapieara)

© Free MasterMoney debit card (*m &»«*»•.to quantise appscamsi

^ Free MasterMoney transactions anywhere

© No annual fee Visa /MasterCard (, queued apphcami)

CALL US FOR 1-STOP SERVICE...We handle all required paperwork,

no need to visit the UMass Human Resources Office!

In addition to the UMass Preferred Checking Account, we have many others which may better fit your needs including:

— Green Action Account
This is a combined checking and savings

account. It includes all of the above

features, plus it pays high tiered money
market interest and has no ATM or POS
charges anywhere, provided the minimum
opening balance of $1,000. is maintained.

— N.O.W. Account
This interest bearing checking account

has a minimum $200. opening balance.

It includes all of the above features, plus

it pays interest and has no ATM or POS
charges anywhere, provided a minimum
balance of $500. is maintained.

©^Greenfield Savings Bank
^^Se^ -- — -- - eta r>_. ..t. n»^i^M rbk jm 161 North Main St.. South D«erfi«ld 665-401

1

Corner of Federal & Main St.. Greenfield 774-3191

105 Avenue A. Turners Falls 863-4316
Corner of Main & Bridge St., Shelburne Falls 625-9827

•QSB «<tl flspoirt $10.00 in your GSB checking account wrftti tha hr»t UMass Payroll (Sract daposil. oftor axpiras 1 1/28/97

nito^gwenteasivings com

www gn>e»*»t»»s»inBs.eom
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ANNOUNCEMENTS ANNOUNCEMENTS
SNOWBOARDING
CLUB'S FIRST TRIP TO
OKEMO Nov 22. $32

includes bus and lift ticket.

Contact Brad and Colin at

665-0110 or e-mail snow-

bord@stuaf.umass.edu

Interested in exploring

the deeper meaning of

life? Discussion group

forming. Call 665-8132 for

more info.

Hometown High

Do you remember applying

to college? Would you like

to help high school stu-

dents learn more about

the university and the

admissions process at

UMASS Amherst? The
Undergraduate
Admissions Office is look-

ing for undergraduates to

return to their hometown
high school during winter

break and represent the

university to perspective

applicants. Volunteers will

be required to attend one

training session and to

schedule an appointment

with a high school guid-

ance office to visit the

school. Training session

will be on Tuesday, Dec 2,

and Wed., Dec 3 @
7:30pm in the Campus
Center. Volunteers are only

required to attend one

session. If you have any

questions please call Julie

Anderson, Dave Follick, or

Richard Toomey at 545-

3043. Please leave us your

name, number and name
of your high school, or

stop by our table at the

Campus Center through

11/14.

APARTMENT FOR RENT

2 Bedroom Apt.

Easthampton. $485 per

month. Take over lease

ASAP 527-9410

AUTO FOR SALE

Purchasing a used car?

Having your car repaired?

Do you know your legal

rights? Call The Student

Legal Services Office, 922

Campus Center, 545-1995

Wanted: Junk Cars Cash

paid everyday. 1-800-649-

4795

82 Volvo 240DL Reliable,

frame gd, new parts, 200k

miles. $750 or B/0. 253-

4685

84 Jeep CJ7 4x4, hard

top, 132,000+ miles, auto-

matic. Need to sell fast

Needs some work. $925 or

make an offer. Call Luis @
549-5514.

EMPLOYMENT
CRUISE SHIP & LAND-
TOUR EMPLOYMENT-
Learn about national/int'l

Cruise Lines and Land-Tour

companies. Excellent ben-

efits + bonuses! World
Travel! Many workers earn

up to $2,000+/mo. Call

Cruise Employment
Resources: 517-336-0573

Ext. C50011

EMPLOYMENT
Driver CDL Class B
Experienced. Part-time.

Good pay. Good equip-

ment. Flexible hours 256-

0499

NATIONAL PARK
EMPLOYMENT- Discover

how to work in America's

Parks, Forests & Wildlife

Preserves. Competitive

wages + bonuses!
Seasonal/year-round. For

employment information,

call: (517)324-3081 ext.

N5001

1

LAST CHANCE- LEGAL
ASSISTANTS WANTED
November 14, 1997 is the

last day to apply to The
Student Legal Services

Office about a Spring 1998

Internship! Get hands-on

experience in the legal

field. Work directly with

attorneys and clients. Earn

up to 15 undergraduate
credits. No experience in

the legal profession

required— training is pro-

vided. Contact The

Student Legal Services

Office today: 545-1995,

922 Campus Center.

RELIEF STAFF for apart

ment program servicing

adults with mental illness

living in the community.

Get training and experi-

ence necessary to work in

the field. Call Shift.

Wages: $7/hr. Send
resume and cover letter to:

Amherst Apartments, c/o

EMPLOYMENT
ServiceNet, 129 King St.,

Northampton, MA 01060

NO CALLS PLEASE.

Earn $10,000 for next

summer running a busi-

ness. Call Mike at 549-

3759.

LEGAL ASSISTANTS
WANTED Spring 1998
Internships With The

Student Legal Services

Office; get hands-on expe-

rience in the legal field

—

work directly with attor-

neys and clients. Earn up

to 15 undergraduate cred-

its. No experience in the

legal profession neces-

sary— training provided.

Contact The Student Legal

Services Office today: 545-

1995, 922 Campus Center.

FOR SALE

Computer & Printer

Toshiba Laptop T211 0.486

with Windows 95, WP. HP
Desk Jet Printer. $700.

Chris 253-8258

Concert Tickets For

Sale Puff Daddy and the

Family. Hartford Concert

11/30. Call for details.

546-5339

Notebook PC: Hitachi;

166 mhz Pentium; CD
ROM; loaded with stuff;

high performance system.

665-8131

FOR SALE

Phish Tickets Great

seats at great prices. City

Tickets (800)865-8070

Watch batteries, ear
piercing, eyeglass
repairs, jewelry restora-

tion, diamond engage-
ments, wedding rings.

Silverscape Designs, 264
N. Pleasant St., Amherst.

253-3324 Open Daily.

COMPUTERS!
New P166MMX from
$995. Laptops, peripher-

als. ZarVision 582-9198
V/MC/AMEX

Laptop Notebook Works
good. $150. Good for

school. Call Steve
(413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for

computer. Works great.

Call CPC (413)584-8857

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Yo Patman! Happy 21st

Birthday! More impor-

tantly, good luck! Be
afraid, be very afraid!

Dave and the Boys

Happy 21st Birthday

Lauren! Wishing you all

the happiness that one

could wish for. Love you

much. -Your little sister.

MISCELLANEOUS

ATTN: ENTREPRE-
NEURS profit 1300% with

the easiest money making

system ever designed.

Investment required. 1-

800-925-0984

PERSONALS

To Stud Puppy You're so

sweet. Being with ynn i<?

such a treat. I can't wait

until it's time to meet.

Love, Lovey Bear

SERVICES

Lose Weight Now
• Control Appetite

• Increase Energy

• All Natural Products

• Doctor Recommended
• 30 Day Money Back

Guarantee

Call (800)923-0498

Pregnant? Need help?

Call Birthright of Amherst

area for free testing and

assistance 549-1906

TRAVEL

EARN FREE TRIPS &
CASH!

CLASS TRAVEL needs
students to promote
Spring Break 1998! Sell 15

trips & travel free! Highly

motivated students can
earn a free trip & over

$10,000! Choose Cancun,

Bahamas, Mazatlan,

Jamaica or Florida! North

America's largest student

tour operator! Call Now!
1-800-838-6411

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK

1-800-234-7007
hitp/lwi/vw.unillr

Book Early And Save!

Great Spring Break desti-

nations. Best prices. Free

parties, drinks, and food.

Call Eve 546-21 11

Need ride to DC, NC,
SC? Leaving 11/25 549-

3634

SPRING BREAK 98

Free food and drinks!

Cancun, Bahamas,
Jamaica and Florida from

$399. Organize a small

group and travel FREE!

Highest commissions and

lowest prices. Call Surf &
Sun Tours to become a

campus representative

(800)574-7577

GUATEMALA: Study

Spanish and help Mayan
children. Openings for

January. Write: Rural

Education Project, P.O. Box

9534, North Amherst, MA
01059

SPRING BREAK
Largest selection of Spring

Break destinations includ-

ing cruises! Group dis-

counts and free trips avail-

able. Epicurean Tours 1-

800-231 -4FUN

TRAVEL

Spring Break "Take 2

hiring Reps! Sell 15. Take

2 free. Hottest destina-

tions! Free parties, eats,

and drinks 1 Sunsplash 1-

800-426-7710 or

wwwsunsplashtours.com

WANTED
Sell/Trade you r preowned

games and systems. Call

Let's Play at 549-4505

WANTED TO RENT

2 bedroom apartment
needed for Spring semes-

ter. Prefer Brandywine or

Puffton. Call Perry 549-

5079

COLLEGIAN
CLASSFIEDS

available

on

the

concourse

or

visit

our

friendly

office

in

the

campus

center

basement.

Personals Policy Rates
All personals MUST be proofread by Coile$tan das-

sifted employees before payment and acceptance of

the classified

Last names MAY NOT be used in personals ONLY
ftrsi names and initials are allowed. The only excep-

tions are tor birthday or congratulations personals in

which case the full name may be used-

Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO
EXCEPTIONS
Addresses are not allowed in personals this means
dorm room numbers as well

Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are

not acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous

nature are not acceptable Personals may not be
used tor the purpose of harassment.

b Profanity may not be used in personals

7. The personals section is for personals only. The per-

OMM ncttOH may NOT be used to sell items, seek

roommates, advertise meeti<u

B All personals must have the name, signature, and
U Mass 1 D number of the student placing the as

tilled in oil the insertion urder Non-students must
provide a valid driver's license and the license num-
ber must be recorded on the insertion order Use of

ftisfl >dt-mni' tftoa Of misrepresentation ts subject to

penalties uruier the law.

9. The CoffMhn reserves the right to refuse <x to edit

any personal that does not meet the Collegian* stan-

dards m accordance with the statutes of the
Commonwealth of Massst husctti

Students

20t7j per word/day

All others

40<7j per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

Standard Headings

NO REFUNDS
Pleas** vvntf ( learly and

lembly. We a/e not rrsjxSuible tor errors result-

ing from illegible handwriting or type.

ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT
ENTERTAINMENT

FOR SALE
FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION '

WANTED TO RENT
WANTED

MONDAY, NOV. 10

Meeting — The ALANA
Honor Society fall general
body meeting will be held at

5:30 p.m. in the Campus
Center, room 174-76. Special

guests include Proctor &
Gamble, Inroads, Health
Reach International and many
more. All are welcome.
Presentation —

Work-in-progress presenta-
tion by Mignon R. Moore,
Ph.D. candidate. Department
of Sociology, University of
Chicago on "Sexual
Intercourse and Pregnancy
Among African-American
Adolescent Girls in

High-Poverty Neighborhoods:
The Role of Family and
Community Factors" at 4:15
p.m. in Seelye Hall, room 204,
Smith College. Sponsored by
the Project on Women and

Social Change. To receive a

copy of this paper prior to the

meeting, please call 585-3591.

TUESDAY, NOV. 11

Meeting — The Index
(UMass yearbook) general
meeting at 6:30 p.m. in room
304 in the Student Union. All

are invited.

Volunteer — loin FYSH
(First Year Students of Hillel)

as they travel to downtown
Amherst to spread sunshine
and happiness to the commu-
nity in "Random Acts of
Kindness." Meet at Hillel
House at I p.m.

WEDNESDAY. NOV. 12

Dance — Israeli Folk
Dancing will take place in

Gravson Residence flail from

8:30-10 p.m. Sponsored by
Hillel.

Drama — The Not Ready for

Bedtime Players will perform
in the Field Classroom in

Orchard Hill at 8 p.m.
Film — Italian Club Film

Night will be held in the
Foreign Language Resource
Center, classroom 2, in Herter

Hall basement, at 6:30 p.m.
Cinema Paradiso (1989) in

Italian with English subtitles.

Refreshments will be served.

NOTICES

Art Contributions — The
Student Union Visual and
Performing Arts Space is look-

ing for contributions to the

Southern Asian Cultural
Exhibition which will show in

the spring of 1998. If you have

anything from artwork to

crafts depicting Asian culture,

and would like the opportunity
to participate in this exhibi-

tion, contact Amanda at

545-0792.
Art Exhibition — The

Student Union Visual and
Performing Art Space presents

"We Are More Than You See,

Part II" an exhibition of art by

blue-collar and clerical union
members at UMass from Nov.
7-Nov. 14. Gallery Hours are

Mon.-Thurs. 10 a.m. -5 p.m.
and Fri. 10 a.m.- 3 p.m. The
gallery is located in the south

side of the Student Union
Building.

Art Exhibition — Amanda
Carmona Bosch's "Ab Normal
Fobia Pigmentation" oil paint-

ings and a Museum of Fine
Arts thesis exhibition will be
in the Herter Art Gallery on

Friday. Nov. 7. Gallery hours
are Monday-Friday 1 1 a.m.- 4

p.m. and Sunday 2-4 p.m.
Sponsored by the UMass Arts

Council and the Department
of Art.

Club — The UMass Amateur
Radio Club Station W1PUO is

returning and looking for peo-

ple to join in Ham radio.
Anyone interested in

radio/electronics and a desire

to learn and communicate are

welcome. The club will spon-

sor FCC approved volunteer
examination sessions for all

license levels. For more infor-

mation, contact Richard
Strvcharz N1MFT at

549-6000 ext. 6000 or leave a

message at facility services.

Contest — Spectrum line
Art and Literary Magazine is

now holding a cover contest.

The winner will have their art-

FYls are public service announcements printed

daily To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the
Managing Editor by noon the previous day.

work printed on the 97/98
issue. The final deadline is

Dec. 2 at 5 p.m. Pick up an
entry form in the Student
Union, room 406F or just

bring the artwork by.

Food Drive — The UMass
NSSLHA chapter along with
Amherst Survival Center are
sponsoring a food drive in

honor of hunger awareness
month. Bring non-perishable
food to Arnold House. School
of Public Health throughout
November.
Notice — Spring semester

intramural basketball teams
are being accepted through
Nov. 19 in Boyden, room 21 5.
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Daily Listings sponsored by:

TV LISTING SPONSORSHIP FOR SALE
INQUIRE @ 545-3500

HSCN

CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5

Bulletin

Board

Hartford

Boston

Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

HSCN Movie Ch.

UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
Infernational

UMass Academic TV
HSCN Programming
TV-19

BO ABC/40 Springfield

MM NBC/22 Springfield

10

ii

ia
13
14
14
17
IB

CNN
CNN SI

Headline News
UCTV
TBS

BET

TV Land

Univision

31 Comedy Cenfral

38 Cartoon

Much Music

545-

3500

MONDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHOH
WTXX
wvrr
wnc
WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
AAE
CNN
cor
WSC"
ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NtCK

SCIFI

TLC
TRT
US<
HBO
MAX
SHOW

a WlahboneB

ChMfil]

CrMturt*

6:00

X.

FuHHoueel

How Imp.

News I
Mad Abo You

Fiffitly Mittofi

6:30
Buainesa Rpt.

CK
ABC News

BoyWortd

NBCNewe
Mm) Abo. You

NBCNewe
Stmpeooa X~
NDL news

Bualneea Rpt.

ABC News

Mad Abo. You

Family

Northern Expoaura "Our Tribe"

WorldVlewM

Comic CabanaTMaka-Lauah

Modarn Combat Aircraft (R)

"

Up Ctoee " Sportecenter

Supermartat [Oat*

Behind the MTV

7:00 7:30
Nawahour With Jim Lahrar JE

Inaida Edition I Real TV il

National Parka ofthe Weet

Extra I
Inaida Edition

Fraah Prlnca

Wheat-Fortune

Judga Judy X
Ent Tonight

Seinfeld X
Wheel Tortuna

Ent Tonight

Cosby IB

Chronicle X
Coeby X I

Raymond"

Fraah Prlnca 7lh Haavan "Do Somelhinrj" X
JaopardylX

Judga Judy X
Hard Copy X
Fraaiarl

JaopardylX

Nawahour With Jim LahrarX
SairrMdX
Seinfeld*

Coach X

Fraalar X
FraalarX

Coach X
Law! Order X
Money!

Daily SI

linaX

Dally Show (R)

Gimme Shelter

CroaaflraX

Stein's Monay

C - Campus

8:00 8:30
Full Circle X

Raymond CybillX

Pann I Taltar'a-Magic

CybtllX
|George t Lao | Brooklyn South "Love Hurts" [News

NFL Football: San Francisco Oars at Philadelphia Eagles (In Stereo Live) X

Suddan-Suaan

InthaHouaa

FkadUpX
Butty the Vampire Slayer X
Caroline " TNaked Truth

Malcolm-Eddie GoodNewaX

Suddan-Suaan I
Firad Up X

Melroae Place (In Stereo) I
Suddan-Suaan IFited Up I
Full Circla X
Pann a Teller

In the

»-Magic~

|U^S«UwHouaa iMaJcoJnTlddk

Biography: Eisenhower

9:00 9:30

George A Leo

10:00 10:30
NOVEMBER 10, 1997

AdventureraX

Brooklyn South "Love Hurts

"

11:00 11:30
Connecticut Journal (R)

Newt j£ Lata Show S
Lata Show X

Carolina

Sparta X
Naked Truth

Ally McBeal (In Stereo) X
Carolina INaked Truth"

Stephen HawMngs Unlveree

Dateline (in Stereo) X
IGrace Under

Dateline (In Stereo) X

Dateline (In Stereo) X
Adventurera X

Star Trek: Next Gener.

Vibe

Tfontght Show

Simpsons X
Tonight Show

Peep Space >

Tonight Show

NFL Football San Francisco 49ers at Philadelphia Eagles (In Stereo Live) X
Charlie Roaa (In Stereo)

GoodNewaX
Horror) Brian Krauaa, Madohaii Amtak.

Sparks X

Poirot "Problem at Sea"

Prima News X Burden-Proot Larry King Live X

Wild Diecovery: Sharks

Figure It Out

Twilight Zona

SOOLive

Tiny Toon

Intimate Port

MTV W0 (In Stereo)

Kung ru: Legend

TwIHghtZone

Hometlme (R)

Beywatoh "Hit and Run" (Ftfl

"The Dafcrtdeva

DougX IRugratsX

NFL Prima Monday

Uneoived Myeteriea (In Stereo!

Beavie-Butt. IBeavie-Butt

Tlme Trax "The Crash" (R) X~
Home Again ]Home Again"

Lola > Clark-Superman

Highlander: The Series X
TlrKMpew»riC»Per'(199e]

,

PO-i:r IStorytetlerX

to, Ma** 1W, brainaJ-QUrahJ.

Happy Days XHey Arnold! XI .

Seaqueet OSV "Games" X
Extrama Machinea

WCWNHro (In Stereo Ltve)X

Seeking the Real Jaaaa James

M'A-S'H X
•HTnaSarpawtaridaV

Mlaa Marpie (Part ) or 2)

World Today X
Comic Cabana |Make-Laugh"

Fangal "Super Hunts" (R)~

Gymnastics Hock n Hon

lCow*toM*(lW7, Prima) Blair Brown, Cameron Bancroft, iff

Behind the MTV MO Live (R)

Wonder Years | BawHchad

Forevar Knight "Fatal Mistake"

Medal of Honor: World War N

Walker, Teiaa Ranger

t^'ATiTWlp-iurlil

**t>'Ate»tW

"Patriot" |WWF Raw (In Stereo) X
Drama) Sandra BullockE2

^n-ynaymreTji.

Road Rules

I Leva LucyX
Daria(R)

Odd Couple X
Mies. Geoeela

Super Structuraa ot the World

*ii "AMWKon Davfl Mend"

Mad Abo. You |RealTVX

(i9sa,rWi6«7Wn
Law I Order Confession" X
Sports lllua.

Daily Show
Justice Files (P

Moneyllne X

Cheerleadlng

Stain's Monay

Sportacenter

Homicide: Life on the Street X
Lovellne (R) (In Stereo)

Taxi 8 X
Time Trax "The Crash" (R) X
Extrama Machinea (R)

Stereo) 'R'M

Wat

WWF War Zona (In Stereo) X
II :)H.

r
-r7*7lK?. y-

Rainmaker- 1st

Silk Stalklnga (R) (In Stereo) X
MrShowWithl-sJaoriaw/C.

_*** -Used<W(1M0, Comedy) Kurt ftueaet, Jack Warden, ff

Siaroaie SG i -:• -'- - - T««« Thugs IB 0o H Danvar WhanVju'ra t>»f ''»*; n )(&»*'»pV'
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Bruno By C. Baldwin stobotman By Jim Meddick
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Drabble By Kevin Fagan

'Jk
Dllbert By Scott Adams
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MORMWN4

U)WE«e
(OHOOR
PAAAlU?
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UKSTWe AAATURE ArxiO

ME©!

rvr?
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8 Years in Braces By Eric Peterson Mallard Fillmore By Bruce Tinsley
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Non Sequitor By Wiley Thatch By Jeff Shesol
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Kampus Kids By Adam Souliere
Leedee By Mike Rybicki
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H©roscop«S
SCORPIO (Oct. 25-Nov. 21) —

You may find that circumstances

have conspired against you today.

A change of plans will be necessary

if you wish to avoid wasting time.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — Your generosity of spirit can

serve you and your companions
quite well today. After all, you're

working toward a common goal!

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— You may not be able to wait

until you receive the go-ahead
today before you start on a new
project. Do not be too aggressive

just yet.

AQUARIUS (Ian. 20-Feb. 18)

— It will be up to you today to

pass messages on to the right peo-

ple. Take care that you don't

neglect those that are meant for

you!

PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20) —
You can use the time available to

you most creatively today, coming

up with some ingenious solutions

to a few stubborn problems.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
You are nearing a crossroads, but

you mustn't neglect duties as you

look ahead to what is possible.

Focus must be keen today.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
Now is the time to trust your
instincts completely. Dealing with

a personal challenge will involve

more than skill.

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20) —
You can have more the advantage,

provided you pick up on signals

that are sent your way before you

are ready to receive them.

CANCER (|une 21-July 22) —

Your attention to detail will serve

you well today. Do not forget to

give those who are working with

you the up-to-date information

they need.

LEO (|uly 23-Aug. 22) — You
must be playing the waiting game
for a while today. Concentrate on

preparing for a challenge that is

coming your way.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) — A
repeat performance of sorts can

bring you much of the recognition

you've been seeking of late. Keep
up the good work; look ahead.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) —
You are in the perfect position to

negotiate for greater opportunity,

greater compensation, or both. Be

tactful at all times.

Close to Home By John McPherson

•5 of the Day
44 Men and women are not really

suited for each other. They

should just live next door and

visit every now and then. ss
-Katherine Hepburn

Today's P.C. Menu
Call 543-2626 for iseor* fieforsMtfon.

Franklin

LUNCH
Grilled Chicken Sandwich

Cheese Strata

Chiligetti

DINNER
Oriental Stew

Fried Shrimp Dinner

Lentil Chili

Quater Pound Burger

Worcester

ACROSS
1 Huge
5 Mediterranean

island

10 Flower part

14 Declare
assuredly

1

5

Spicy stews
16 Variable star

17 Type of bean
18 Without a cap
20 Order
22 Melancholy
23 Hum
24 Workbench

items

26 "— on a Grecian
Urn"

27 Ice cream flavor

30 Baseball pitches

34 T E Lawrence
portrayer

35 Style

36 Triumphant
exclamation

37 Cut of meat
38 "— we a pair!"

40 — away: travel

for free

41 Annapolis grad

42 Boast
43 ObsHuct
45 Fumed
47 Smudged
48 Dispose of

49 Hymn of praise

50 Was skittish

53 Seasonal
worker?

54 Risky

56 Scaly creature

61 Actress Raines
62 Grand
63 — Gide
64 Cougar's home
65 Plate

66 Fundamental
67 Raced

DOWN
1 Low lying area
2 Eager
3 Trucker's rig

4 Gripping power
5 Throng

'Northern
Exposure"
locale

7 Italian coins

8 — the line:

obeyed
9 Fire residue

10 Caught
11 Hubbub
12 Consistent
13 Fabricated
19 Actor Albert

21 Long-legged
25 Proved

innocent

26 Of the past

27 Field mice
28 Make up (for)

29 Din

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

iWlHlElf iIuTeT

qehhiii nanus noiaa
bmh@h nmoH Ruara

HODS G.HH
s H R I N

U I N G
u L N A
B A DIB

uTaA s s

b

liiMci [ciaau

nnum heob raooraEi
HiTlMW HjQDO BBHffla

O 1997 Unirixt Feature Syndicate

30 Relative

31 Diner

32 — Island

33 Used a shop
tool

35 Gulls cry

39 Fishing —
40 Floppy-eared

pooches
42 Reprimand
44 Anthropologist

Margaret—
46 Dtch
47 Hunting

expedition

49 Trudges
50 Outbuilding

51 Anzona
Indian

52 Orchid like

flower

53 Sicilian

volcano
55 Applaud
56 Writer Wiesel
57 Outside area

59 A little bit

60 Last mo

LUNCH
Charbroiled Chicken Sandwich

Garbecued Beef on a Bun
Fettuccini/Tomato Meat or Tomato Sauce

Golden Burgers

DINNER
Beef Fajita

Fried Shrimp Dinner

Tofu Fajita

Manicotti in Sauce

Hampshire
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

American Chop Suey

Grilled Cheese Sandwick

DINNER
Beef Fajita

Ravioli with Tomato Sauce

Berkshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Rotini w/ Tomato Sauce

Golden Burger

DINNER
Beef Fajita

Fried Shrimp Dinner

Tofu Fajita

Manicotti in Sauce
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Massachusetts wins Atlantic-10 championships
Minutewomen squeak by GW, I -0 UMass wins second straight A-W title

By Jorma Kansanen
Collegian Staff

CINCINNATI — Even though the No. lb

Massachusetts women's soccer team's jotirney to regain

the A- 10 title ended on Corcoran Field at Xavier. the

road to the crown almost always leads through George

Washington.
The two historical rivals

battled for conference
supremacy once again, and
a rivalry etched in the

young annals of the A- 10

history resumed yesterday afternoon.

The Minutewomen followed up their 1-0 A- 10 semifi-

nal win of last season with another close 1-0 win in the

A-10 final — close because it took UMass 80:27 to get

the winning goal. All-tour-

Atlantic 10 Notebook...

For the third lime in the last four seasons, Rudy was
named A-10 Coach of the Year, after posting an 1 1-0

mark in conference play, the best season by any team in

Atlantic- 10 history. Rudy downplayed any personal

Turn to soccer, page 7

By Aaron Saykin
Collegian Staff

For the second consecutive season, the
Massachusetts Minutewomen will reign as champions
of Atlantic 10 field hockey, after whipping
regular-season conference champion West Chester,

3-1
, yesterday in the

Massachusetts

Dayton

Massachusetts 1

nament selection Amy
Burrill once again set up the

game-winner for the

Minutewomen, in mirroring

her effort on Friday night's

2-0 semi-finaj win over defending A-10 champion
Dayton.

Burrill set a ball down the left flank to freshman Kara

Green, and the UMass offensive standout finally stood

above the rest. After a match that saw Green get stymied

on almost every possession, the GW defense loosened up
on the forward at the top of the penalty period, allowing

Green to get the shot off. Colonial goalie Traci lensen

could only wave good-bye at the bending, left footed blast

from 20 yards out.

Her sixth game-winning goal of the season was by far

the biggest, and now the Minutewomen, the automatic bid

to the NCAA tournament, are awaiting the time and place

for their first-round match-up.

For UMass coach |im Rudy, his freshman forward's dry

spell of late could not have been broken at a better time

for Massachusetts.

"This must have been the first left-footed shot she has

taken in a week and a half, and it turns out to be a game-
winner. Go figure," Rudy said. "We have been working on
getting her to use her left foot in practice all week, and
she did it at the right time."

"This team really amazes me in what they will do some-

times, and what they won't do sometimes. But one thing I

do know, is that they fight to the end. and that's what
they did."

Massachusetts

Temple

Massachusetts

West Chester

|ORMA KANSANfNNCOLLtCIAN

UMass beat George Washington 1-0 yesterday,

securing their fourth A-10 crown in five years. The
Minutewomen now await their NCAA seeding.

championship game at

Richard F. Garber
Field.

Although the Golden
Rams posted an unde-

feated conference record during the 1997 campaign,
UMass found comfort on its home turf en route to its

drubbing of the West Chester squad. As the game's
final seconds ticked away, the Minutewomen rushed to

the center of the field, celebrating their

second-straight A-10
title and NCAA tourna-

ment appearance, and
their first under a new
coach.

"They did this for themselves," first-year coach
Patty Shea said. "When you've had three coaches in

three years, you wonder what you are doing wrong.
They needed this for themselves."

The UMass offense was sparked by Atlantic 10 tour-

nament MVP Erica lohnston, who exploded for three

goals in the contest, as the Minutewomen took com-
plete command of the game early in the second frame.

The junior forward notched her first tally of the after-

noon off teammate Kate Putnam's deflected pass at

9:36 into the contest. Johnston's other two goals came
unassisted in the second period, as she drilled two
rebounds past West Chester goalie Heather Vearling.

"Erica is one of the top players in the country," Shea
said. "She's a total team player, and she's going to

keep getting better and better."

Along with the A-10 scoring leader lohnston, team-

mates Vicky Brown, Sharon Hughes, Kristen Schmidt,
Zowie Tucker and Amy Ott were named to the
all-tournament team.

Despite falling to the Golden Rams in the final

weekend of regular-season play, the Minutewomen
avenged their only divisional loss against a West
Chester team that had previously played only two
games on AstroTurf the entire season. In addition to

the unfamiliar surface, the Rams were slowed by the

typhoon-like weather conditions.

"The rain slowed us down a bit. and since we do not

play on turf, I thought that would be much to our

advantage," West Chester coach Kathy Krannebitter

said of her team, which joined the A-10 last season.

"This has been a new experience for us. We've been an

independent team in the past, and although we were

Turn to fMd hockey, page 7

COUKTE SY MEDIA RELATIONS

Erica Johnston was named A-10 tournament MVP
after leading UMass to the Atlantic-10 title. The
Minutewomen find out soon where they will be seeded
for the NCAA tourney.

UMass posts win over Converse All^Stars
By Luke Meredith
Collegian Staff

After a month of drills, running

and scrimmages, the

Massachusetts men's basketball

team had its first test as a unit

Friday night.

And yes, the competition might

have last seen a textbook during

Massachusetts 74

Converse ,.

the Bush administration, but the

Converse All-Stars provided these

young Minutemen with an early

pop quiz on their progress. It was
a quiz they passed, with a little of

the drama that might prove to be

a trademark of this talented young
bunch.

First year guard Monty Mack's
15-foot jumper with 2.8 seconds
left gave the Minutemen a 79-77
win at the William D. Mullins
Center over Converse, a hastily

assembled lot of basketball tran-

sients, vagabonds and mercenaries
that included the likes of Richard
Dumas, the out of shape ex-
Phoenix Suns forward, and Ted
Cottrell, the former UMass for-

ward who has been working in

Amherst as a health club manager.
At times, the Minutemen

looked like the UMass of lore, and
at times fell victim to the age-old

trap of inexperience. But in the

end they left the floor with a win,

and a few things UMass coach
Bruiser Flint can take into practice

this week.

"We had a lot of guys that had
never played before, so you want
to see how they react in game type

situations," Flint said. "We fought

back, we did some good things
down the stretch, we got the shots

we needed to get. and guys did
what they supposed to do... that

is what I want to take from this

game."

The Minutemen played without

the services of senior captain
Tyrone Weeks and junior guard

Turn to All-Stars, poge 7

O^COLLECIAP,

Sophomore guard Monty Mack (No. 5) puts up the game- winning shot Friday night against Converse. Mack
scored 1 5 points in his first game for UMass.

UM second in A-10;
Xavier, Rhody top list

PHILADELPHIA — Xavier and
Rhode Island are picked as the teams

to beat in Atlantic 10 Conference.

In a poll of the league's coaches

and media at the league's media day

Thursday, Xavier was the choice to

win the West Division, with Rhode
Island the selection in the East.

Xavier, No. 10 in The Associated

Press pre-season rankings, is led by

high-scoring guards Lenny Brown
and Gary Lumpkin, both all-league

selections last season, and lames
Posey, voted the top sixth man in the

conference.

"Most of the starters played a lot of

minutes last year, so we're looking

for more depth," said coach Skip
Prosser, whose 23-6 Musketeers fin-

ished first in the West Division last

year.

Prosser put little stock in his

team's role as division favorite.

"The same guys that picked us to

do badly last year picked us to win it

this year," he said. "I tell my players

to ignore it, that they're clueless. This

is a great league — that's not even

debatable — and every game will be

tough."

Former UCLA coach Jim Harrick is

now the coach at Rhode Island and
seems to have team loaded with tal-

ent, led by guard Tyson Wheeler,
twice an all-league selection. Purdue
transfer Luther Clay joins Cuttino
Mobley, Angelo Reynolds-Dean and
Josh King.

"We've got to get the job done
inside," Harrick said. "Wheeler is a

terrific point guard who can shoot.

He'll be an extension of me on the

court."

The Rams are No. 21 in the AP
rankings.

Bruiser Flint returns for his second
season at UMass (19-14). The out-

standing backcourt of Edgar Padilla

and Carmelo Travieso has left, but

frontcourt stalwarts Lari Ketner and
Tyrone Weeks return. "We'll be a lit-

tle different, but we'll be quicker,"

Flint said. "We have guys who can
score inside, and Charlton Clarke
will do a good job running the
team."

Temple (20-11) suffered a huge loss

when center Marc Jackson turned

pro, but the Owls, coached by John

Chaney. are always tough. Four
starters are back, with Lynn Greer
and Quincy Wadley joining Chaney 's

traditional guard rotation.

"Being without power players is a

problem, but the young guards are

all quality players," said Chaney,
whose team was No. 24 in the pre-

season rankings.

St. Joseph's (26-7) was a surprise

team last season, winning the

league's playoff championship and
advancing to the final 16 in the

NCAA tournament. Point guard
Rashid Bey will lead the Hawks. "In

my opinion, Rashid Bey is the best

point guard in the nation, but we'll

be tiny in the post," Martelli said.

Much depends on the academic eligi-

bility of guard Arthur Davis, whose
fate will not be known until mid-
December.

COUHTESV MtDIA MLATIONS

Sophomore Winston Smith and
the Minutemen have been picked
second in the A-10 East by the
coaches and media.

Boston University fans mourn the loss of its football program
By Corey Peter Goodman
Collegian Staff

BOSTON — Roger Harriott, a sophomore running
back at Boston University, is one of the

Terriers who won't be playing football next

year after the university's decision to drop
the program two weeks ago.

Saturday's final home contest against

UMass was his chance, and others like him,

to say good-bye to the university that betrayed him, and
the tans who had supported him and the program for

decades.

Harriott didn't waste any time. On the first play from

scrimmage, he took the ball the length of the field — 63

Boston Univ

Massachusetts

yards for the opening score

Although just a sophomore. Harriott assumed a leader-

ship role on the Terriers this season. Eclipsing the 1.000

yard mark in rushing with his stellar performance
Saturday, the PHI of the Terriers followed

suit, handing UMass one of their worst

losses of the season, 33 t<

Marriott's opening run propelled the

Terriers to three additional first half touch-

downs, which put the Minutemen away
early. The Terriers led at halftime. 31-0.

The Terrier* opened the WCOfld hall coring with a safe-

ty by UMass quarterback Anthony Catterton. Pinned
inside his five-yard-line, Catterton went back to pass and
had the ball knocked out of his hands. A scramble sent

the ball out of the back of the endzone off a Minutemen,

resulting in the two points awarded to BU.

UMass added a late score when quarterback |eff Smith

found senior Darryl Thomas in the back of the endzone
for a touchdown. UMass converted the two-point conver-

sion, accounting for the final score.

The game, however, was drowned in the emotions of

the BU players.

While Harriott will likely move on to play football, at

another school, sophomore Bryant Chisholm may not. As
an undersized backup running back, Chisholm has seen

limited action this season. Saturday, BU coach Tom
Masella gave Chisholm the ball nine times. Chisholm. a

local product from Burlington, made the most of his

opportunity, scampering for 14 yards.

lunior quarterback Dan Hanafin, who had started only
three games all season, gave a memorable effort as well.

Hanafin tore apart the Minutemen secondary early for 148
yards and a touchdown.
While BU was pulling off the upset, a driving storm

beat down on Nickerson Field. Rain punished the football

players, the coaching staffs and most painfully the 3,140
people who trudged through the flooded streets and stood
bundled up on cold, slippery metal stands to get a final

look at their football team and the storied field they
played on.

Gary Capehart was among them, but stood alone.

"A lot of good memories here." he said. "Too many to
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Out to save
the world

Paul Verhoeven's
latest, Starship
Troopers, is in the-

aters now. Check
out our review
(see Arts & Living,

page 6).

Go East,

young woman
A-1 Tournament
MVP Erica Iverson

and the women's
soccer team head
to Harvard for the

first round in the
NCAA's this Sunday
at 1 p.m. (see
Sports, page 10).

WORLD

Yeltsin talks trade

with China

HASBIN, China (AP) — President

Boris Yeltsin promoted trade and
played up Russia's historic ties with

China yesterday, a day after pro-

claiming their "strategic partnership"

during talks with his Chinese counter-

part.

Yeltsin and Chinese President |iang

Zemin made boosting economic ties

a crucial goal of Monday's summit in

Beijing, their fifth. They renewed a

goal of $20 billion in annual trade by
2000 and agreed to final demarca-
tion of their 2,500-mile eastern bor-

der, where armed clashes occurred as

recently as 1 969.

Yeltsin traveled yesterday to
Harbin, once a bastion of Soviet-built

heavy industry and now a center for

trade with Russia. He laid a wreath at

a memorial for Soviet troops killed in

the region, known as Manchuria, in

the last days of World War II. Two
dozen ethnic Russians, many the off-

spring of people who fled the Soviet

revolution, cheered and waved at

Yeltsin.

During their summit, Yelstin and
Jiang played up the warming rela-

tions between their two countries,

insisting they were aimed at promot-
ing world peace and prosperity, not

at reviving the communist alliance of

the 1 950s.

NATION

Clinton urges

NATO enlargement

ARLINGTON, Va. (AP) — One good
way for the nation to honor the men
and women who fought its wars is by
enlarging NATO to help assure peace
in Europe, President Clinton said yester-

day in marking Veterans Day.

In his remarks, at Arlington National

Cemetery, the president urged the

Senate to approve an expansion of the

Western alliance to include Poland,

Hungary and the Czech Republic.

He said he hoped senators would
"remember the lessons our veterans

have taught us — that Europe's securi-

ty is vital to our own, that allying with

Europe's democracy is our best sword
and shield and that it is far, far better to

prevent wars than to wage them."

Clinton placed a wreath of red,

white and blue flowers at the Tomb of

the Unknowns before the playing of

"Taps."

In a reference to the current crisis

involving Iraq, he decried what he said

were that nation's efforts to build

"weapons of mass destruction."

At the Vietnam Veterans Memorial,

Clinton's drug policy adviser said

Americans should reach out to Vietnam

veterans, many of whom continue to

suffer from drug abuse and alcoholism.

Retired Cen. Barry McCaffrey, a

Vietnam and Gulf War Army veteran,

said at least 80,000 Vietnam veterans

still suffer from severe service-connect-

ed disabilities Around 6 percent suffer

from drug dependence and an addi-

tional 1 1 percent from alcoholism,

McCaffrey said.
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Acquaintance rapes

reported to UM police
Over the past two weeks, three

women from the University of

Massachusetts have reported
acquaintance rapes to the campus
police department.

According to the police logs,

two of these alleged rapes occurred

in Southwest residential halls and
the other occurred in an Orchard
Hill residential hall.

These alleged separate incidents

were reported to have occurred on
Oct. 19, Oct. 14 and Oct. 21. The
women reported the incidents to

the police Oct. 24, Nov. 4 and
Nov. 6, respectively.

Deputy Chief Barbara
O'Connor, refused to comment on
the cases due to pending investiga-

tion and confidentiality, however

she said although three reports of

acquaintance rape in two weeks is

alarming to the police department,

she feels many cases go unreport-

ed.

In addition she said, "many
times a rape occurs and it isn't

reported for a week, a month or
even a lot longer."

Police Chief Jack Luippold could

not be reached for comment.
Anyone who has been a victim

of a sexual assault may report
these incidence to the police
department at 545-2677, mental
health at 545-2337, and
Everywoman's Center at 545-0883
or their 24-hour hotline
545-0800.

Leigh Faulkner

Amherst parking garage receives

support from students and locals
By Paul Hayes
Collegian Staff

GEO and administration

are closer to compromise
after recent negotiations
By Julie Stegol

Collegian Staff

The Graduate Employee Organization

(GEO) and the University of

Massachusetts administration conducted

contract negotiations last Friday, with

both parties emerging from the meeting

"more optimistic" and closer to compro-

mise than ever before.

"It's fair to say that the GEO reps and

the administration reps left the meeting

more optimistic than we've been in a

very long time," Associate Chancellor

Susan Pearson said.

Although neither party could elabo-

rate on Friday's discussion. Pearson said

a new contract should be written by the

end of the semester if things continue as

planned.

Both the administration and GEO
said each party's efforts is what finally

sparked some agreement between the

two sides.

"Friday was a significant bargaining

session because the administration

moved closer to our proposal than they

have in over a year," said Jennifer

Fasulo, GEO Vice-President. "We think

it's clearly a response to the mobilization

we've done and the upcoming momen-
tum from the teach-in."

The administration, however, said

GEO's mobilization efforts through
their letter-writing campaign, in which

various academic departments brought

letters to Chancellor David K. Scott

expressing their concerns over the

lengthy negotiations, had no influence in

English au pair

seeks vindication
By Erica Noonan
Associated Press

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. — Louise
Woodward yesterday pronounced
herself "enormously relieved" that a

judge allowed her to go free, but
still would seek total exoneration in

the death of an 8-month-old boy
whom she said she loved.

In her first public comment since

Judge Hiller Zobel's decision
Monday to reduce her conviction to

manslaughter, the 19-year-old for-

mer au pair also said she did not

plan to sell her story to the news
media.

Zobel on Monday sentenced
Woodward to the 279 days she
served in prison since her arrest

Feb. 5 and ordered her released to

bring a "compassionate conclusion"

to the case. The baby, Matthew
Eappen, was taken to a hospital Feb.

4, suffering from a brain injury, and
died five days later.

"I am enormously relieved that

ludge Zobel has seen fit to give me
back my liberty," Woodward said in

a statement released through her
attorneys.

"My relief at being freed does not

reduce my desire to obtain total vin-

dication in a case where, as 1 have
said under oath, I committed no
crime whatsoever.

"I loved Matthew," she said. "I

know that his family is unable to

understand or believe me, because
they are so convinced that I killed

him or at least contributed to his

death."

She said she hoped further inves-

tigation would eventually convince
the Eappen family of her innocence.

Woodward, who was secluded
with her parents, said she would say

nothing else until further legal pro-

ceedings end.

While turning her loose, Zobel
barred the English-born teen from
leaving the state until a court says

so, and the appeal of her

Turn to AU PAIR page 2

bringing the two sides closer to agree-

ment.

"For the first time, GEO expressed

willingness to consider the possibility Jof

the administration's proposals)."

Pearson said, but the letter-writing cam-
paign didn't "make any particular differ-

ence" to the administration, she contin-

ued.

GEO's previous contract expired 15

months ago and they have been bargain-

ing for a new contract for 20 months.

The four main issues they are proposing

in their new contract are increased

wages, affordable and flexible childcare,

additional health care options and affir-

mative action.

During their 1 5 months without a

new contract, GEO has been unable to

receive stipend increases, a problem
attributed to Massachusetts state gov-

ernment, according to Pearson. The
University has to receive authorization

from the state before giving stipend

increases to the graduate employees,

Pearson said. The administration

acquired approval from the state on
Sept. 16.

As for the argument that GEOs
wages are relatively lower than those at

other large state universities, Pearson

said the Office of Employee Relations

which is operated by the state, is the

determining factor of graduate employ-

ees' salaries.

"The university doesn't control the

size of the package, but we have to pay

AMHERST — A number of

University of Massachusetts students

who were asked whether they felt a

parking garage should be constructed

at Boltwood Walk in Amherst center

agreed with senior psychology and
legal studies major Mike O'Neil when
he said. "Build one, 'cause there's no

parking in downtown Amherst and it

pisses me off."

O'Neil, who goes to the center on a

daily basis to get food and conduct

errands, said that a parking garage

would allow customers increased

access to downtown area businesses.

You often drive by an open spot,

and by the time you turn around it's

already taken, said sophomore bio-

chemistry and molecular biology

major Marcus Teixeira.

"[Building a parking garage] is for

the well being of all of Amherst, not

just UMass," Teixeira said.

A parking garage may not only

improve the public's access to

Amherst center, but could also aid

center area employees and residents.

Julia Gould, a former Pub and cur-

rent Judie's employee, said that dur-

ing heavy business days, such as

Saturday, she has had to park up to a

half-mile away from her work.

The parking lot behind ludie's

where employees park can fill up on

the weekends, thus forcing employees

out onto Main Street. Gould said.

Former Black Sheep employee

Abby Ferrier, said that parking in

Amherst at certain times of the day
and the year can be a real hassle.

Ferrier said that taking the bus to

work would be a logical solution to

the parking problem, but that it's not

always convenient.

"If you work in town, the most
convenient thing to do is to take the

PVTA bus." Ferrier said. "But not

es'eryone can add an extra half hour
to their schedules."

A parking garage could remedy this

situation by providing assured park-

ing spaces to center area workers for

flat monthly rates.

A parking space costs $50 a month
at the Northampton parking garage,

said Ferrier.

According to Ferrier, having a

reserved parking space offered conve-

nience, and a reduction in parking
tickets.

Whether or not students could
afford to pay the cost of a parking

space is another story.

"I'd be willing to spend money on a

reserved space," Gould said. "But 1

don't know if I could afford it."

Yet, at least one Amherst center

employee did not have a problem
with the center's parking situation.

"I'd park Jin the parking lot)

behind CVS about 70 percent of the

time when I went to work. I didn't

mind," said former Pinnochio's wait-

er and senior mechanical engineering

major Carlos Rodriguez.

Rodriguez said that while a parking

Turn to PARKING page 2

Parking issue on

Meeting agenda
By Paul Hayes
Collegian Staff

AMHERST — The question
of whether or not a parking
garage will be built at Boltwood
Walk is coming closer to being

answered.

Discussion on the parking
garage will resume when the

Amherst Town Meeting recon-

venes tonight at the Amherst
Regional Middle School at 7:30

p.m.

There are currently two plans

being considered for the pro-

posed parking garage, one by
architect Peter Kitchell. and
another by the Meyer and Meyer
architectural firm.

The Kitchell plan will have
2 1 5 parking spaces, and consists

of an underground garage and a

redeveloped ground level park-

ing area.

Kitchell's plan preserves
Boltwood Walk as a shortcut

between Main Street and
Kellogg Street, and proponents
say it preserves the area as open
space, allows for pedestrian
access, and fits the town's

Turn to MEETING, page 2
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Elvia Alvarado speaks about

human rights for Hondurans
By Sarah J. Kimmel
Collegian Staff

KENNETH I MC DONALD / COtLEC.IAN

A real chip off the ol' block
Tom Matsuda, a graduate student studying sculpture, works on an

abstract piece outside of Marshall Annex yesterday.

Honduran human rights leader

Elvia Alvarado spoke in the Campus
Center on Monday evening as part of

the Latin American Lecture Series

sponsored by the Office of ALANA
(Asian, Latino, African, and Native

American) Affairs.

Alvarado is a peasant leader in

Honduras who has struggled for 25
years to achieve equal treatment for

the people in Honduras. Alvarado,

who began her fight as a social

activist through the Catholic Church,

organized women in the countryside

to distribute food to malnourished
children. She went on to become a

founder of the Federation of
Campesina Women (FEHMUC). This

union-like organization created
women's cooperatives in rural

Honduras.

Alvarado is also the author of the

best selling book. Don't Be Afraid
Gringo, and is the subject of the PBS
documentary entitled. Elvia and the

Fight for Land of Liberty.

Honduras, the poorest country in

Central America, suffers from a great

division of classes. Those who work
on the vast farmland do not own land

of their own. These peasant workers

are employed by imperialist compa-
nies who pay them such low wages
that they can barely afford food,
work them long hours and abuse
them with beatings and severe pun-

ishments. Money is so hard to come
by that these workers migrate to

where the work is so that they can
afford to feed their families.

Alvarado described the conditions

that the Campesinos endure.

"These are hospitals but no med-
ical attention for us. We have the

right to an education, but no support

of any sort. The average Campesina
only finishes the second grade. The
women in the mountains are so mal-

nourished that they are dying."

Alvarado said.

It is the Campesina. the women,
who are treated the poorest, accord-

ing to Alvarado.

"The Campesina suffer the most
because she is submissive and mar-
ginalized by the man. She is forced to

work in the fields with her husband,

as well as care for the house and trav-

el to the market to buy and sell fruit."

she said.

It is not only the rich city man who
mistreats these working women, but

also the Campesino men who try to

oppress the Campesinas.

"Men in Honduras are completely

machismo. They don't like for us [the

women] to organize." Alvarado said.

"They are only starting to see now
that only through organization can
we progress."

These peasant workers, or
Campesinos. help to produce billions

of dollars worth of sugar cane, rice,

corn, beans and textiles from that

land, yet they do not have enough
food to feed their families. Alvarado
said that "treatment of the work force

is terrible... as long as this land is

taken we suffer from hunger and
poverty. All that we suffer in our
small countries and the blame goes to

the United States." It is not
the people of the United States that

she is blaming for the poverty of the

Campesinos, rather the American
government, whose treaties and busi-

nesses effect the Honduran people.

Alvarado said that these companies
"exploit the workers and are getting

rich off the work of the Campesinos."
Alvarado described similar situa-

tions to that in Honduras..
"Nicaragua and El Salvador were
pushed into war because the United
States wants them to be in war so

that they are divided and this is m
their | the U.S.| own interest."

Alvarado said. "These are the policies

of the powerful."

Though she got her start as a civil

Turn to RIGHTS, page 3
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Amherst cops win Blue Bowl
By Roderick Oeste
Collegian Correspondent

AMHERST — Amidst the cold and rains weather, the

Amherst and University of Massachusetts police caine out

to battle each other in a flag football game at the Mullins

Center field for charity. The Third Annual Amherst Blue

Bowl took place Sunday to benefit the North Valley Area

Special Olympu
Special Olympics Area Manager Garrett Deane plans to

use the funds from the Blue Bowl for this year's winter

programs. The Special Olympics hold year-round pro-

grams in competition and sports training.

"Our winter sports include floor hockey, figure skating,

downhill, alpine and nordic skiing," Deane said. "This is

our single biggest fundraiser of the year. It's an important

deal. The first year we raised about $1,200 and $1,800 in

the second year. This year we hope to raise over $2,000."

The estimated funds raised for yesterday's Blue Bowl

was about $3,000.

In cooperation with the Amherst and University of

Massachusetts police departments, the coordinators for

the event were Deane and Mike Schultz. Schultz. a UMass
graduate student, has been a volunteer for the Special

Olympics for two years.

"Trie North Valley Special Olympics are always looking

for volunteers for our programs," Schultz said. "Most of

the \olunUvi opportunities lie in coaching, fundraisinj;.

and tournament coordinating."

One of the ultimate goals of the Blue Bowl is to find a

I Mass organization to coordinate anil run the event.

"I a>t year, the sen ice fraternity Alpha Phi Omega orga-

nized the event." IX-ane said The premiere IPOWOr for t he-

annual Blue Bowl event is the 1'irst Massachusetts Bank.

Most ot the ticket- arc sold and bought by the Amherst

and UMass Police IVpartmenis and their families. Along

with bragging rights, the winner of the panic is awarded

the Blue Bowl tropin; and keep* it on display in their police

department until the next >eai.

The Amherst Police Department won the first two Blue

Bowls, while the UMass police are still looking for their

first victory.

The Amherst police came on strong early in the first half

tooting two touchdown-- caiK. off of tWO interceptions

UMass could not generate the offense for a comeback,

finally losing 21-0. The Amherst police extended their two

year reign of the Blue Bowl to three.

The two police department! pot together at Seven-Os in

Sunderland after the game. The families and friends of

each police department came out to suppoit the players

and the cause regardless of the weather.

The North Valley Special Olympics are based out of

Hadley. Kor more information on volunteering, contact

Garrett Deane at (41 >)584-9377.

featured sandwiches

The Bluewall $4.65
The Vermonter $4.65
Reuben $4.65
Black Russian $4.65
BLT $3.65
Italian Sub $3.65
Vegi Sandwich $4.00
Honey Cured Ham $4.25
Roast Beef $4.25
Roast Turkey $4.25
Genoa Salami $4.25
Pastrami $4.25
Corned Beef $4.25
Beef Bologna $3.65

all sandwiches are served with

your choice of cole slaw, potato
salad, or pasta salad and a pickle

in the Student Union basement
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Collegian Sports

Keep your eye on the ball!
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To be Innovative is to find new ways of doing, thinking, being. To

be an innovator is to be a change maker— a creative problem-solver—
with a unique approach to life and work. At Providian, innovation means
we never leave well enough alone. In fact, many of our financial "firsts"

have set the newest industry standards.

To be an industry innovator takes an indomitable spirit. The courage
to stand out and drive the industry down new roads. If you've got it,

come engmeer an exciting future at Providian Financial. We seek candidates

with academic accomplishments in Engineering, Finance, Computer
Science, Statistics, Business and Marketing.

Please see us at the
Information Session being held today,

Wednesday, November 12, Spm-7pm
at the Campus Center Meeting Room 805-09

If you are unable to meet with us, please send your resume to:

Providian Financial Corporation, College Relations, 201 Mission
Street, 13th Floor, San Francisco, CA 94105. FAX: (415)278-6037.
E-mail: college9provldian.com. Website: www.providian.com.
We value diversity of culture, professions and experience and are an
equal opportunity employer.
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With Offices in San Francisco,
Pleasanton and Sacramento, California engineering your future

parking
continued from page l

garage would help center area

employees find a parking space, it

wouldn't be worth it to him to buy a

monthly parking space.

Ferrier said that center area resi-

dents have a hard time finding park-

ing, and that a gaiage could benefit

thorn as well.

Many students favor the smaller of

the two parking garage designs cur-

rently before the Amherst Town
Meeting.

One design, by architect Peter

Kitchell. provides 215 parking spaces

and is made up of a below ground
garage and a reconfigured and land-

scaped ground level parking area.

The other design is a larger

mult i deck garage designed by the

Meyer and Meyer architectural firm,

which would provide 292 parking
spaces.

A larger garage would not be pro-

ductive, because not that many peo-

ple come into Amherst, Teixeira said.

"It would be a waste of money to

build a large garage that's never full."

Teixeira said.

While Amherst is not getting any
smaller, the city should spend the

time and money in having the garage

fit Amherst's landscape and architec-

ture, Farrier said.

"I'm opposed to a big gray struc-

ture, like the one at UMass, which is

a pretty ugly parking garage," Farrier

said. "I'd like it to be built with

thought and consideration for the

town."

The town doesn't need that much

more parking to justify the building

of a multi-deck garage, O'Neil said.

"I think a larger garage would go

underused," O'Neil said.

Some students were concerned

about possible adverse affects to local

businesses as a result of a larger park-

ing garage.

"I don't want to see local business-

es run out by bigger stores with big-

ger names," Teixeira said. "It's nice

to have the choice to go to local

places like ludie's instead of commer-

cial places.

"

Other students said that they

would rather have more business

come to the center.

"They have Mickey Mouse stores

uptown, the best ones are CVS and

Newbury Comics," said freshman

economy major Matt Dembro.

Dembro said that he supposed the

local shops in the center added charm

in a Rockport sort of way, but he was

not all that impressed.

"You only need so many arts and

crafts stores and bookstores,"

Dembro said.

meeting

au pair
continued from page 1

manslaughter conviction could take

two years. Her lawyers and friends,

meanwhile, were mulling a bid to

have her declared innocent of
killing Matthew.

For now, at least. Woodward is

free to do what she wants for the

first time in more than nine months.
She is free "to walk to the end of

the comer, to turn in the direction

she wants to turn, to cross a street,

to catch a bus, to buy a Coke, just

to be a free person," said defense
attorney Elaine Whitfield Sharp.

Two national polls released today

indicate a split opinion about the

sentence, which was far shorter

than the 40 to 60 months included

in state guidelines.

Polls by ABC News and USA
Today/CNN found a majority of

those surveyed — 56 percent on the

ABC poll and 52 percent for USA
TWay/CNN — agreed with the

judge's decision to reduce the mur-
der conviction. However. 49 per-

cent in the ABC poll and 52 percent

in the USA Teu/ay/CNN poll

thought she deserved to spend more
time behind bars.

The ruling angered Drs. Sunil and
Deborah Eappen, who came under
widespread criticism for entrusting

Matthew and his brother, Brendan.

now 3, to a $1 15-a-week au pair —
a young person who comes to the

United States on a cultural

exchange — instead of a more
expensive and highly trained nanny.

"What is ludge Zobel thinking?

What does that say about justice?

Does it say that you can kill a baby,

and that your youth and inexperi-

ence with cranky babies counts for

more than a child's life?" Mrs.

Eappen told The Boston Globe.

Eappen said he wondered how
Zobel could find Woodward guilty

of manslaughter, but set her free.

"What if Matthew had been his

grandson?" Eappen asked. "Doesn't

he get it? Someone killed Matthew.

He acknowledges on the one hand
that someone killed Matthew, and

on the other hand he frees her. It

makes no sense."

The televised trial grabbed the

attention of millions in this country

and in England, where Woodward
lives. It generated sharp criticism of

America's legal system and raised

questions about how working par-

ents can find safe child care.

For Woodward's supporters, the

decisions to reduce her conviction

from second-degree murder to

involuntary manslaughter and order

her release amounted to absolution.

continued from page 1
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Supporters of the Kitchell

plan include a number of

Amherst residents and the

Town Finance Committee.

Opponents to the Kitchell

plan say that a larger garage

would better help Amherst cen-

ter business, and that the

pedestrian and drive-thru

access could create traffic and

result in a number of accidents.

The Meyer and Meyer plan

will have 292 parking spaces,

and consists of a multi-deck

garage which would be expand

able if parking needs increase in

the future.

Proponents of the Meyer plan

say that it will assist Amherst

center businesses, bolster the

local economy and provide cen-

ter area employees and residents

with assured parking.

Supporters of the Meyer plan

include many center area busi

nesses and the Town Select

Board.

Opponents to the Meyer plan

say that such a large garage is

unnecessary, and would not pay

for itself, and that it is an ugly

structure which does not fit the

aesthetics of the town of

Amherst.

The parking garage is thought

to be necessary because of a

deficit of parking spaces in

Amherst center, a deficit which

has been hotly contested.

There are some who argue

that no parking garage is need-

ed, and say that better manage-

ment of the current parking sys-

tem in addition to people park-

ing in available spots further

from their destinations would
solve Amherst parking prob-

lems.

There is a chance no garage

could be built, if neither plan

receives enough votes. In such a

case then the plans could go to

a town vote for a last chance of

approval.

"lustice has been done," said

Patrick McGibbern, one of many
who hugged and cheered amid
champagne toasts at a pub in

Woodward's hometown of Elton.

Zobel, whose options included

affirming the Oct. 30 jury verdict,

ordering a new trial or declaring

Woodward innocent, said she had

been "a little rough" with Matthew,

causing his skull fracture. But Zobel

said she had not acted with malice,

an element required to reach the

murder conviction.
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We're Ames. One of the dominant discount store chains in America, with more than $2 billion in sales and 300 stores in

14 states across the Northeast. Currently, we're looking (or dynamic, creative, success-oriented graduates with excellent

communication, analytical, and planning skills!

Assistant Buyer Training Program
Because discount retailing has developed into a complex, dynamic field where farsightedness and strategic planning are

essential for success, we've created a formal, 10-week training program for you that couples comprehensive classroom
seminars and on-the-job training with a successful Buyer.

Upon successful completion of the 10-week program, you will become an Assistant Buyer. Then, you'll work alongside a
Buyer, assisting in the management ol a $20 to $100 million business! As an Assistant Buyer, you will continue to participate

in ongoing developmental seminars. Business Analysis Group Workshops, and other training support programs...all designed
to ultimately prepare you for a career in Buying.

Finance Executive Trainees
As a Finance Executive Trainee, you will participate in our 10-week training program, designed to provide you with an
understanding of the fundamentals of retail and orient you with Ames. On-the-job training in our Finance Division is coupled
with seminars and classes taught by senior management.

Upon successful completion of the 10-week training program, rotational on-the-job training continues as you work within the

various departments of our Finance Division, such as Planning & Analysis, Internal Audit, Accounting, and Accounts Payable.

We're looking for dynamic, creative, success-oriented graduates with excellent communication, analytical, and planning skills.

If that's you, please come talk to usl

We'll be at UMASS on the following days:

Information Session

Campus Center, Room 803

Wednesday, November 12th

7:00pm • 8:30pm

On Campus Interviews

Thursday, November 13th

and Friday, November 14th

Contact your placement office for more detailed information or to schedule an interview.

Department Stoma, Inc., Rocky Hill, CT

Ames is an equal opportunity employer M/F/D/V
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U.S. asks Security Council for help

By Robert H. Reid

Associated Press

BRIAN MC WRMOTT / COLLEGIAN

Elvia Alvarado, a Honduran peasant-worker for 25 years, spoke about her

struggle for civil rights in her home country.

rights leader through the Catholic

Church, that same church no longer

ii'-Msts the Campeainoi in their light.

"The church had already shown us

the way to get our rights. That's when
there were great massacres. Some
church officials tried to help us but they

were murdered. The church now is dif-

ferent, it has declined." Alvarado said.

"When the pope comes to Honduras he

talks to the president and the militan

prior to talking with the church or the

people."

In response to this mistreatment by

the companies and government in

Honduras, Alvarado has been touring

the United States to make the U.S. peo-

ple aware of her plight. She discussed

boycott of the products that are being

produced ut the expense of the

Honduran ptSIBflt worker.

In addition, the Campesinos h;i\e

been asking those companies to with-

draw from the land and to leave the

Honduran people room to prosper.

"If these tactics do not work, we will

take the land we need by force,"

Alvarado said.

The Peace Corp is another example of

the split of the clUMI that is encour-

aged by the U.S. government, according

to Alvarado.

"They [the U.S. government | say

those organizations will help the

Honduran people but that's not true.''

said Alvarado. "These organizations,

like the Peace Corp, are coordinated by

the government and work only for the

bourgeoisie. The politicians manipulate

them for their own political agendas.

We poor receive nothing from these

organizations. In my 25 years struggling

for land not one Peace Corps worker

has come to me."

I or her constant fight for civil rights,

Alvarado has been jailed, beaten and

starved. She told a story of how she was

kept in a Honduran jail for 25 days

without food or water. Her cell was

filled with water and she recalled having

a pistol held to her head.

"1 had nothing to eat or drink and I

could not see the sun. I have holes in my
back where 1 was beaten, when they

found me 1 could not even stand up.

Thej called me i communist and a

guerilla, if that's what it means to stand

up for what is right, then OK, I am a

communist and a guerilla. I would give

my life for my people." she said.

In her closing statement she pleaded

with the North American people to join

her struggle. "The people united will

never be defeated." Alvarado said.

UNITED NATIONS — Declaring

that Iraqi defiance has reunited the

Gulf War coalition. U.S. and British

diplomats asked the Securit)

Council yesterday to slap a travel

ban on Iraq and warn of "further

measures" unless it cooperates with

U.N. arms inspectors

But the resolution did not

include the threat of military force

should Iraq continue refusing to

rescind its Oct. 29 order to expel

American members of the U.N.

weapons inspection team.

The draft also omitted a warning

of "serious consequences" became

of opposition from the French and

Russians.

British Deputy Ambassador
Stephen Comersall said he would

formally submit a U.S.-British draft

resolution to the 1 5-member coun-

cil in hopes a vote could be laken

today.

The resolution would ban Iraqi

officials who interfere with I N
inspectors from traveling abroad,

condemn Iraq for its expulsion of

American inspectors and suspend

further reviews of economic sanc-

tions until the inspectors certify

that Baghdad is cooperating. U.S.

Ambassador Bill Richardson said

he was optimistic for a 1 5-0 vote.

"The coalition has reunited itself

because of Iraqi behavior,"

Richardson said. "We believe that

there's strong unanimity and con-

sensu- on the council that Iraq's

behavior has been unacceptable."

Richardson admitted theie were

"some wrinkles'' that needed to be

worked out with the French and

Russians He did not elaborate. But

council diplomats said the French

raised questions about the

timetable for reviewing the state of

Iraqi compliance.

Threats of force were deleted

from the resolution in hopes of

winning support from Russia,

France, China and other nations

anxious to resume lucrative trade

links with Iraq once sanctions are

lifted.

U.S. and British diplomats said

the) were willing to accept a weak-

er resolution in hopes of winning

council unanimity. Iraq issued its

expulsion order alter five members
— France. Russia. China. Egypt

and Kenya — abstained on a reso-

lution last month threatening a

navel ban.

U.S. and British diplomats

believe Iraq President Saddam
Hussein saw the abstentions as

sign of divisions on the council and

-ought to exploit them by moving

against the American inspectors.

Iraq's deputy prime minister, Tariq

A/i/. admitted yesterday that his

efforts to fend off council action

had failed. Aziz flew to New York

on Monday to press Iraq's demand
that the United Nations agree to

reduce the percentage of

Americans on the inspection team,

stop U.S.-manned U-2 spy flights

and provide a timetable for the end

of sanctions.

After meeting with council

President Qin Huasun of China,

Aziz said he had not received any

promises of change in the council's

position.

"For if you don't have a change

in the position of the Security

Council, you cannot expect a

change on the position of Iraq,"

A/i/ said.

Aziz has met privately with

ambassadors of France, China and

Russia, the permanent council

members most sympathetic to

Baghdad. Diplomatic sources said

the envoys told him they could do

little to argue Iraq's case as long as

Baghdad defied U.N. orders. For

the eighth time in nine days, Iraq

banned an inspection team yester-

day because it included Americans.

STA Travel offers

student discounts

on domestic

travel, too

800-777-0112
www.sta-travel.com

STfl Travel...

the world's laigest ,

student travel STA TRAVEL
organization. We've been there.

GEO

£s
Write for Collegian News!

We're always looking for new writers, so come on

down and speak with Jonathan Liberty, our News

Editor or call him at 545-1 762.

continued from pagel

for it," Pearson said. Until

GFO and the administration

conclude contract negotia-

tions, GEO said they will con-

tinue the letter-writing cam-

paign and will hold demon-

strations to highlight the

issues of their contract cam-

paign.

GEO is leading a labor

action/teach-in tomorrow and

Friday, in which they are ask-

ing teaching assistants to

vacate their normallv occu-

pied classrooms and move
their classes to a visible space

in the Student Union or

Campus Center. Over 200

sections or approximately

4.000 students, are planning

to take part in the teach-in.

Pearson said.

The Cape Cod lx>unge and

Student Union Ballroom are

two of the spaces reserved lor

the teach-in. but those spaces

will still be available to other

students who normalK occu-

py those areas throughout the

day. A number of registered

student organizations (RSOsi

have also agreed to loan their

A3TMO
*

FRIDAY
NOVEMBER 14, 1997

Campus Center Auditorium

7:00 PM -1:00 AM

BLACKJACK TABLES

ROULETTE TABLE

WHEEL BF FORTUNE
.'admission:

;. s5.oo :

• •••

THIS EVENT IS A
FUNDRAISER TO
SUPPORT THE

OFFICE OF
ALANA AFFAIRS.

The Oiflce off Alana Affairs would like to recognize the following organizations

for tholr support: AHORA, Block Student Union, Boricuas Unidos, Campus Con-

tor Bluewall, Campus Center Hotel, Campus Center Student Union Commission,

Case ftominicana and the UMass Daily Collegian.

offices to GEO for the teach-in.

At noon on Friday, a rally will be

held on the step- of the Student Union

where, after the rally, participants will

inarch GEOs bargaining team into

negotiations at the Whitmore
Administration building. GEO said

they expect a big turnout for the rally

and are excited about their upcoming

events.

"There's a feeling of real excitement and

empowerment b\ the people in the union

and the recognition that we have the

capacity to fight for what we deserve."

Fasulo said. "We don't have to settle for

the crumbs the univei-sity has thrown us

in the past."

GOLDEN KEY
NATIONAL

HONOR SOCIETY

1

Movie, Game, and, System Rentals

Al Movie. &M / day!!

The best of the new releases!

nx I Saturn / MM / Ganeate / SNES

Buy-Sei-Trade Games & Systems

9 East Pleasant Call us at

(Near The Pub") 549-4505

Hr«: Sun, Mon, Wed, Thur, Frl 2500-7:30

Sat 12*0-7:JO

OowhJ TuMday

ATTENTION I

Annual Reception

When: November 1 6, 1 997

Time: 1:15 p.m.

Where: Campus Center

Also: General Membership
Meeting on Tuesday,

November 18, 1997
Campus Center Room 101

$> Mil Iward Brown
International

The 9 th largest marketing research firm in the

world will be in Room 917 in the Campus

Center on November 13 th from noon to 2pm.

Millward Brown, Inc. • 425 Post Road Fairfield, CT 06430

Phone (203) 255-1222 • Fax (203) 259-5207
o
c
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The Demon Rum
,, iy M an. thy Children are dying of an horrid poison

IV 1 '" lntir riowe,s; uncl '' * lnou lnat po'sun'd

them." — Cotton Mather

There is no mystery about the identity of the chief vil-

lain in the twisted cosmology of the neo-Puritans. whose

neurotic crusade lo save us from ourselves is becoming

increasingly annoying.

rhia disciple of Lucifer and corrupter of youth goes by

these names — lohnny Walker, lack Daniels. |im Beam.

Old Grandad. Yukon jack — 1 refer of course to that old

reprobate, the "Demon Rum."

The neo-prohibitionists. like their Puritan ancestor

Cotton Mather, put the blame squarely on society for tol-

erating intoxication and not disci-

plining the wretched drinkers who
gulp down draughts of purest evil

in orgiastic frenzies by night and

then puke their souls out in endless

morning?: of remorse and regret.

"Binge drinking is normalized in

our environment." they moan. By

"binge drinking," one of their

favorite catch phrases, these latter-

da\ Carrie Nations mean five beers in an evening for men.

and only four for the poor ladies. If that's a "binge." then

I'm a Latvian herring tycoon.

What this sort of rhetoric declares is that the enemy

isn't alcohol as used, for example, in the Communion cer-

emony or as a refined accompaniment to haute cuisine.

The enemy is intoxication, inebriation, vile indulgence and

pleasure, the devil's playground.

No wonder the aptly named Pete's Wicked Red has just

issued a set of occult tarot card coasters. Everything they

told you about the Rolling Rock bottles — all true.

Authorities are scrambling to respond to the hatchet-

uielding harridans of abstinence with the predictable dra-

conian prohibitions, fighting to see who can be more alco-

hol free. The proposed campus-wide alcohol ban. a siek-

eningly logical corollary to the existing campus-wide
Miioking ban, is a clear case in point.

Amherst has gone, in a few short years, from being one

of the few towns civilized and relaxed enough not to have

a pointless law against public consumption of alcohol to a

place where the authorities seem to anticipate civil unrest

every weekend outside Antonio's.

Try walking uptown on a Friday evening, and take a

look at the barricades manned by sheepish-looking and

embarrassed police officers who are clearly aware of the

absurdity of the over-reaction. It's a scene out of Allende's

Chile. All they need is a couple of tanks to complete the

picture.

UffcVv
HEL.U

War Against

Liberty & Pleasure

tfussein Ibish

Worst of all, the stormtroopers of the Alcoholic

Beverage Commission (ABC) have shut down the only

really enjoyable bar in Amherst, Time Out. on
trumped-up charges. Time Out was, above all. the only

pub in town that was always fundamentally about drink-

ing rather than anything else. As such, it was a gem.

That its closure is a terrible blow to Amherst grows

increasingly clear, since there is no equivalent. We have

lost something of real value in this case to the chicken-lit-

tles of the neo-Puritan movement.

Of course, like many of life's most profound elements,

alcohol can be dangerous. That's why we don't give it to

children or allow people to drive while drunk, and impose

some other reasonable controls on its use.

But what the neo-prohibition-

ists argue is that intoxication in

and of itself is bad, and that the

use of alcohol as a mind-altering

substance is wicked and sinful.

"Drinking," Sally Damon of

University Health Services

warns us grimly, "is fun!"

(Gasp, shudder).

So, with this extended exer-

cise in binge stupidity, out goes that vast aesthetic, philo-

sophical and spiritual legacy of human civilization which

is tied to intoxication in general and alcohol in particular.

Those who would dismiss alcohol consumption as

merely dangerous, frivolous or escapist miss, as usual, the

broader significance of the use of transcendent sub-

stances.

David Lenson notes alcohol's "refusal to press the

dialectic to synthesis." which permits "holding contraries

in an eternal balance |that Keats called] 'negative capabil-

ity.'" As a result, he concludes, "alcohol is a drug of

unending quest, whose principle affect is a longing too

divine to be satisfied."

Perhaps this is why alcohol has repeatedly suggested

itself as an answer to the endless displacements and dislo-

cations of modernity, and the resulting sense of Time and

History as unbearable burdens on the modern subjectivity.

Redemption through intoxication is modernism's earli-

est and, perhaps, most important lesson.

As the first great modernist, Charles Baudelaire,

explained:

"II faut etre toujours ivre. Tout est la: e'est l'unique

question. Mais de quoi? De vin, de poesie ou de vertu, a

votre guise. Mais enivrez-vous." [We must always be

drunk. That's all there is to it: the only choice. On
what? Wine, poetry, virtue, whatever you like. Just get

drunk.
|

Hussein Ibish is a UMass graduate student.

Sale today: California
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The other day. I was just sit-

ting around, nothing to do.

And then it came to me — I

could solve our country's trillion

dollar deficit.

Cool.

My plan is very simple: we'll hold

a great big auction — preferably

somewhere neutral. like

Switzerland. We'll get an enthusias-

tic auctioneer like the Micro
Machines' announcer guy*and we'll

sell off one of our states.

The way I see it, we've got 50
states and several assorted territo-

ries We can easily spare a state or

two. Not only will we be unloading a

state that contributes little

to our nation, we will also ^^^m
be -oKing the deficit, and ^^^£a
pushing the debt onto some
other poor sucker of a country.

So without prejudice. I've picked

out five states I think we can all do
without.

California — California's a great a

place to get a tan; unfortunately it's

aho one of the most dangerous

places to live in this country. Riots

and other violent acts aside.

Californians also have to deal with

mud slides, earthquakes, forest fires,

droughts and Sonny Bono.

Given the likely chance that

California eventually is going to

drop into the Pacific in the next

thousand years or so. why spend any

more money on it? lust cut our loss-

es and send California packing.

Maine — As a state. Maine is

absolutely gorgeous — a haven for

lobster lovers. There's some nice

beaches up there, an L.L. Bean out-

let or two. and Arcadia Park.

Unfortunately, there's not much
else
going
f o r

Maine
and I'm sure Canada would love the

extra space to expand into. And
being at the edge of the United
Stales, Maine could easily be given

up to another country.

Florida — Sure. Florida just

smacks of nutrition with all that

ema Gangatirkar

orange juice they keep pushing at us.

But if you think about it, how much
do we really need Florida?

You have to give Florida credit:

any new crime wave starts down
there. Figure out a new way to break

into the neighborhood bakery? Got
to do it in Florida first, with "20/20"

watching.

And as a retirement state and a

cultural oasis for expatriate and
exiled Cubans, Florida isn't all that

bad.

But again, do we really need
Florida? The way I see it, we can

invest a bunch of money from the

defense budget and send the

Pentagon down there to surgically

remove Florida (maybe with the

help of an excess nuclear weapon or

two) and float it out to sea. I'm sure

Cuba would give us a grunt load of

money for the opportunity to own
Florida.

It's a neat picture: Castro making
his own orange juice.

Texas — Given the fact that you

can drive nine hours and still be in

Texas, I make a motion to sell Texas

back to Mexico.

Selling Texas back to Mexico
would be a great public relations

coup for the United States. First, we
would acknowledge our mistake for

bullying Mexico in the first place

and stealing Texas, so now we
would look like the good guys.

Second, Texas doesn't really want
to be part of the United States any-

way — they still call themselves a

republic. God knows whether Texas

wants to be a part of Mexico, but

that would be Mexico's headache
instead of ours. I mean, think about

it, how many states have the motto

if at first you don't secede, try. try

again?

Rhode Island — First of all, this

is a state that isn't really an island. I

mean, it's a little, odd sliver of land

with a pretty good view of the

Atlantic. It's also a state which
didn't even have the guts to sign the

Constitution until everyone else did.

It's also very crowded in Rhode
Island and your guess is as good as

We encourage our readers to respond to the contents of the

Collegian through letters to the editor.

Letters must be typed, no more than 400 words, and
include name, address and phone number for confirmation

purposes. They can be submitted to Editorial/Opinion Editor,

Daily Collegian, 1 13 Campus Center Basement, UMass
Amherst MA 01003, or by email to:

letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu

Letters may be edited for length, clarity and style.

mine why people actually live there.

And other than contributing really

smart people via Brown University,

what does Rhode Island lend to the

United States?

So there you have it — the first

five states to hit the auction block.

There are others I could have men-
tioned like New Jersey. Montana.
Utah and Ohio. But never you fear,

if your state is one of the first five

up: I guarantee you that this auction

would be such a success, the govern-

ment could hold one every other

year.

It could be quite the field day for

other countries looking to expand
their territories. Imagine
Liechtenstein doubling its land area

with the simple acquisition of Rhode
Island.

We'd look good, other countries

would feel good. Best of all, we
wouldn't have to worry about our

deficit anymore. A simple solution

to a difficult problem.

Seema Gangatirkar is a Collegian

columnist.

Letters to the Editor

Write for

Ed/Op!
The Collegian Editorial

page needs new writers. We
want you to write humor,
politics, satire, lifestyle, or

any of a thousand other
styles — let us be as broad as

the student body is.

We especially encourage
material that relates to cur-

rent issues at UMass.
Anyone who is interested

should submit material bye-mail
(letters@oitvms.oit.umass.ed

u), fax (545-1592). or by
dropping it off at the

Collegian offices for Dan
Bodah.

Editorials should be
500-700 words long and
should include a phone num-
ber so we can call you back.
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Education is not

a business

To the Editor:

It is not surprising that lames Carlin finds this country's

educational system "dysfunctional." The chairman of the

state Board of Higher Education is. after all, first and fore-

most a man of business. To people concerned more with

education than profit, however, such a focus on manage-

ment and the bottom line is more than a little troubling.

Carlin is right that universities are not run as business-

es. Learning and academic study are not "products" to be

bought and sold. It is impossible to put a price on the aca-

demic development of young people, or on the research

needed to make scientific advances. Carlin is confused on

exactly the issue of "accountability" that he feels is lack-

ing: the standards for judging professors exist, but they

are vastly different from those evaluating businesses.

Professors who excel are granted tenure. This is not

some sort of scam to shelter sub-par academics, but rather

an essential element for the successful advancement of

bodies of knowledge. One must assume that Carlin would
put in its place a system based on a business model. Under
this system, professors would be subject to the indifferent

forces of the market. In other words, professors would be

ousted once they voiced opinions unpopular to supervi-

sors.

As 2.600 graduate employees continuing to fight for a

new contract, we understand acutely the need for job

security within the University system. The absence of

guarantees which would provide teachers academic free-

dom would be an incredibly disruptive facet of academic
life, one that would be detrimental to all concerned with

the future of higher education.

Mahmood Ketabchi

GEO President

lennifer Fasulo

Vice President

Graduate Employee Organization

The Ed/Op page gives you the chance to reach the

University community. Write a column, write a letter.

Just write. Contact Dan Bodah, Ed/Op Editor in the

Campus Center basement.
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Chabad hires program director
By Bryan Schwarrzman
Collegian Staff

In her new post as Chabad House
Program Director, Eliana Ward, a

1991 Smith College graduate has
returned to the Five College area to

help create more religious, cultural,

and social options for people in the

Jewish community.
At the Chabad House of

Amherst, where Ward also lives,

her job involves being an emissary
to the community and working
with students, including the
Chabad House Students Coalition,

a registered student organization.

"Chabad House is a warm and
accepting environment. It is com-
pletely non-judgmental and is a

warm and pleasant place to learn,"

said Ward.
Ward, an African-American who

converted from Christianity, appre-

ciates this friendly environment.
Originally from Long Island. N.Y.,

Ward's return to the Pioneer Valley

is another step in her lifelong spiri-

tual journey and fascination with

ludaism.

"The first time I stepped into a

synagogue, I knew I was in the

right place." Ward said of the time

>he spent the Sabbath with a lewish

friend in grade school.

She continued to explore ludaism

until her graduation from Smith,

when she decided to seek a conver-

sion. A self- described feminist, she

surprised herself when she began to

consider Orthodox ludaism.

"I had a lot of misconceptions

about Orthodox Judaism," she said.

After college, she was living in

New York and was looking for a

place to celebrate the high holidays.

She decided to attend the

Chabad-Lubavitch synagogue in

Crown Heights. Instead of feeling

uncomfortable because of her reli-

gion and race, the rabbi and con-

gregation created an environment

to explore Judaism, she said.

The fact that the congregation

had a woman rabbi helped Ward
feel more at home and conjured the

sense of awe that she felt about

ludaism as a child. She decided to

seek a conversion.

"Conversion is a difficult

process," she said. "It required a

degree of introspection a lot of peo-

ple won't face.

"1 agree with that stance to

accept Judaism fully is what conver-

sion is about." she said in reference

to the Israeli government's decision

to accept only Orthodox conver-

sions in Israel (but accepting

Conservative and Reform conver-

sions performed abroad).

A convert should accept all

Mitvot: keep kosher, keep Sabbath,

make a commitment to live' one's

life according to Jewish law, some-

thing not all born lews do, she said.

Her parents and friends and

community, have been very sup-

portive of what she said was the

biggest decision of her life, she

said.

When traveling, she is not only

on the lookout for racist attitudes,

she is also conscious of

anti-Semitism. She has traveled to

France. Italy, and England but said

the most anti- Semitic, and

anti-black, city she has ever been

to is right in our own back yard,

Boston.

Ward returned to the Five

College area this fall to replace her

predecessor Yonnah Blum, who
was recently married.

"One of the reason's 1 came back

[to the Five College area] is that the

options of Jewish students were

fairly limited," said Ward.

"I wanted to come back and
make a difference," she said.

"She's pretty popular [with stu-

dents], she's been in the area

before, and of course her Judaism is

quite amazing," said Chaim
Adelman, who is in his 10th year as

rabbi of the Chabad House.

Addleman said Chabad's finan-

cial resources are family limited, so

they usually look to hire unmarried

students in rabbinical school. Ward
is not a rabbinical student, but is

seeking a masters in psycho-analyt-

ical studies. She is a part- time

employee.

Chabad is an acronym for three

Hebrew words, Choehmah, binah.

and Daa'at, which are translated as

wisdom, understanding and knowl-

edge. Chabad House at Amherst

has been in the Pioneer Valley since

1974, and is a part of the world-

wide Chabad-Lubavitch movement,

under the leadership of the

Labavitcher Rebbe, M"HM Shilo.

On Nov. 16. Ward will be taking

a group of students to Crown
Heights, to visit the main Lubavitch

synagogue, 770.

"This trip will normalize what

goes on [in this environment] as

well as explore historical build-

ings," Ward said.

Students interested in going to

New York should call the Chabad

House at 549-4094.

Students have another option with JLC
By Morgan Tobor

Collegian Correspondent

The University Of Massachusetts Hillel House provides

an alternative living area for its Jewish community mem-

bers.

Located on the second floor of the Hillel House is the

University's- own lewish Living Community (|LC).

"There can't be a better spot at UMass to live than ex

actly halfway between uptown Amherst and campus," |on

Unger. a senior exercise science major, said.

The JLC is for UMass students, but not exclusively. All

Five College students are welcome, said lason Hill the

Residential Assistant of the |LC.

The |LC is currently excepting applications for the

spring semester. Applications can be turned into the Hillel

House and interviews will be set up on arrival. Placement

is on a first come, first serve basis.

There are 1 3 rooms with the capacity for 26 residents.

This semester there are 19 residents, said Hill.

There are a few requirements for living in the |LC.

First, a student must be lewish. This is not to discrimi-

nate, but to ensure the sense of community, said Hill.

Second, a student must be willing to be an active member

of the community, and third, a student must be at least a

sophomore.

In order to live in the |LC a student does not need to be

extremely religious. Religious beliefs vary, as do majors

and talents. There is a wide variety of majors anywhere

from chemical engineering, marketing, nursing and music

to folklore and Greek mythology.

Residents say the |LC has many different attributes to

make it feel more like home and provide a true sense of

community.

'The rooms at the |LC are very spacious and there are

fever people than in the dorms. This is helpful in doing

your homework," said junior |osh Sanofsky.

The |LC has a 24-hour respect policy, rather than cer-

tain declared quite hours.

"It's like my home away from home. It has a friendly

atmosphere" said Lisa Brenner, a senior legal studies

major.

Weekly floor meetings are held to discuss upcoming

events or simply talk about how all members are doing.

Upcoming events include activities such as attending plays

together, weekend retreats to a resident's summer house

in New Hampshire and, most recently, a Halloween party

"Purim in October."

On the first floor of the Hillel house there is a li-brary

that is provided for all students, as well as the JLC. It's

ideal for getting away from the distractions of your

room.
There is a TV lounge equipped with a television, couch,

bean-bag chairs and a front seat view of Frat Row activi

ties.

For next semester Hillel is working on getting comput-

ers for the floor and adding gym equipment to a down-

stairs recreational room.

In the basement of the Hillel House there is a new

Kosher dining hall with "Chef Nick" — UMass's only culi-

nary- certified chef. However, it's not mandatory to be on

the plan.

"Every Friday night and Sunday brunch the JLC tries to

eat their meals together here in the dining hall just to keep

the sense of community and togetherness strong." said

Carrie Fichbien.

If a student enjoys meeting other lewish students and

having more freedoms to do what you want without wor-

ries or restrictions. UMass's Jewish Living Community at

388 N. Pleasant St. offers that chance.

Amherst photography exhibit portrays Holocaust

By Jeff Hnafio

Collegian Correspondent

In May of 1940. the German
army invaded the Netherlands and

the country was placed under

German control. Journalism and

photography were strictly censored

by the Nazi regime, which sought

to cover up any evidence of the

atrocities which were being com-

mitted.

However, many Dutch photogra-

phers secretly photographed the

arrests of lews and confiscation of

property by the German army.

They also produced false identifica-

tion cards and illegal newspapers

as part of an underground resis-

tance movement against the Nazis.

An exhibit is now open at the

Mead Art Museum at Amherst

College and displays some of the

illegal photographs taken during

this time. "The Illegal Camera:

Photography in the Netherlands

During the German Occupation,

1940-1945" is a collection of illicit

images of life in the Netherlands

during the second world war.

A number of the illegal pho-

tographs are of the persecution of

the Dutch Jews. Some pictures

depict the fenced-off ghettos the

Jews were forced to live in, while

others show the arrests of lews

who were later sent to concentra-

tion camps and Dutch men who
were c ent off to perform forced

labor.

There are also photos of some of

the hiding places of Jews, resis-

tance workers, and others wanted

by the Germans. A caption next to

one of the photos states that of the

140.000 Dutch Jews at the start of

the war. only 27.000 survived.

The exhibit contains a group of

pictures of Germans seizing prop-

erty. At first only Jewish property

was taken, but as the war pro-

gressed anything of value was

seized, especially objects made of

metal — a commodity which the

Germans greatly lacked. There are

a number of photos of Germans
stealing bicycles, clothes, machin-

ery and even horses.

During the "Hunger Winter" of

1944_45, food and other resources

were extremely scarce. A few of

the photos show people illegally

gathering wood. There are also

two disturbing photos: one of a

starving woman clutching a small

piece of bread and the other of a

small underweight child holding a

spoon.

Another photo shows a child

smiling and waving a Dutch flag

after the liberation in May of 1945.

The exhibit runs Oct. 24-Dec.

17 at the Mead Art Museum at

Amherst College. Weekday hours

are 10 a.m. -4:50 p.m.. except for

Thursdays. Thursday hours are 10

a.m. -9 p.m. Weekend hours are

1-5 p.m.

Are you part of the Jewish community at UMass?

Wouldyou like to write about issues relevant to your

religjon and culture both here on campus and in the

larger sphere ofthings?
ffi

The CollegUm Jewish Affairs desk is always looking for new and interesting voices to add to

this page. We need students to cover events on and around campus and to write columns rel-

evant to Jewish life.

l/wure interested in breaking into the world ofpublished wntinq mid think \vur work ntioht

be appropriate to a paat like this, von should ionic on down to the ( olleqian newsroom and

speak with 'Rnvn Mhwartzntan. /einsh .fffair* fditor.

Also, If you'ra aware of any stories or events related to tha Univursity's Jewish

community, be sure to call Bryan at 545-1762 and lot him know about thorn.

Re-examining the Holocaust

Ehna Premack

The gift stores are the only

parts of the building that

sway from a solemn purpose

to a commercial one. save perhaps

the skylight. It is what you notice

first — the striking light of the sun

breaking through the gray in what

is known as the Hall of Witness.

The United States Holocaust

Memorial Museum in Washington.

D.C. can be compared to a skylight

in the history of memorials: a

bright light to permeate the

ever-present darkness.

The museum itself was built to

allow visitors to live the Holocaust

experience vicar-

iously. The dis-

plays are not

well- lit, and are

composed of mostly black and

white photographs. It is the

rebuilding of the darkness that was

the Holocaust which characterizes

the museum. The time period is not

to be glorified, but remembered. It

is said that history is taught in

order to avoid similar mistakes in

the future. The museum avoids the

commercialization of the time peri-

od and concentrates on educating

the visitors and communicating the

"never forget" message.

1 agree with the educational

approach taken by the museum's

creators, but only to an extent. I

agree with the philosophy of teach-

ing history to avoid its replication,

but it is a frightening history that

the museum teaches. The
Holocaust Museum forces one to

look in the face of destruction,

despite the face's haggard appear-

ance, and despite the fact that the

face cried out for help which it was

denied.

Living in northern Virginia. 20

minutes outside of D.C. I have had

the opportunity to visit the muse-

um three times. I have viewed the

walls papered with pictures of

Holocaust victims, the naive faces

smiling out of the past. I have felt

the spectrum of emotions, ranging

from an absorbing depression con-

cerning the subject as a whole to a

sense of relief that 1 was born 30

years after the end of World War
II.

The Holocaust is a piece of histo-

ry which I would like to believe

could never happen, and perhaps

that is why I do not entirely agree

with the museum's purpose.

Visiting the museum for a fourth

time would force me out of my col-

legiate protective shell, back into a

world where not everything is as

simple as it can be at the 100-level.

I am not saying

that we should not

learn about the

Holocaust — it is

truly the only way to avoid making

repeated mistakes — but I will say

that the museum should not be

viewed as merely a tourist attrac-

tion, as something to be seen in one

day and never thought about again.

The message that the museum
works to communicate needs to be

truly taken in — a visitor must

become entirely saturated in the

idea of the Holocaust. The museum
provides exhibits for people from

different backgrounds as to com-

municate the message in as many

ways as possible, trying to reach as

many people as possible.

Evident in the display concerning

the 1936 Olympics, the museum
works to express the effect of the

holocaust on a world of people.

The 1936 Berlin Olympics were

exploited by Adolf Hitler to give

the world an image of a peaceful

and tolerant Germany. Hitler hid

the true purpose of the Nazi regime

for the two weeks of the Olympics,

but the apparent peace was

short-lived — Hitler almost imme-

diately went into a full-scale

takeover following the Olympics.

The United States and other

Western nations rejected a pro-

posed boycott of the Olympics.

allowing Hitler to distort the true

purpose of the Games and permit-

ting the discrimination to continue.

Jews including high jumper Gretel

Bergmann and boxer Eric Seelig

were excluded from German sports

clubs and forbidden to compete in

the Games.
Is it different to visit the

Holocaust Museum as a Jewish per-

son? It may be difficult to face the

fact that six million of the people

killed in the Holocaust shared a tie

of religion, but the museum is also

a testament to those other than the

six million. The displays make a

point to focus on the lives of vic-

tims before 1933, making the lost

lives more realistic to the visitors.

Visitors to the museum look for

certain landmarks — Oscar
Schindler's name on the list of

Righteous Gentiles, Hitler propa-

ganda films, collections of items

from Holocaust victims' homes.

Everyone crowds in to watch the

stories of survivors; people gently

nudge one another to view the pho-

tographs of emaciated concentration

camp workers. But the challenge of

the museum is seeing it completely,

something that cannot be done in

one visit, much less three. Seeing

the museum in its entirety, though,

does not necessarily entail seeing

every exhibit — every photograph,

videotape or display.

To a greater extent, seeing it

completely means walking back

through the Hall of Witness and

out the tall, glass and gray metal

doors into the D.C. sunshine hav-

ing gained something. Whether this

something is a memory of a specific

display — the drawings of what an

Aryan was supposed to look like or

the special children's memorial —
or the echoing words of a survivor,

it is the idea that one leaves a

changed person that makes the

experience complete.

Elana Premack is a UMass
Student.

Netanyahu s turbulent rise to power
• • ..J l__l.. ._ .U., ** " -- - .. ../ol

Dan DeuUh

In the spring of 1996, my nine month stay in Israel

was coming to an end. It was a monumental time to

be in Israel, as I watched the intense elections which

promised to bring change to the peace process as we

know it. While living in Arad. a small development town

not far from both Massada and the Dead Sea, 1 eagerly

awaited the big election day that May. which had filled

the country with anticipation. The only thing that

Israelis could agree upon was that this was an important

election, the biggest that the country had ever seen, and

that it was too close to report an edge belonging to

either candidate.

Simon Peres had come into power after the assassina-

tion of the late Yitzhak Rabin, who was shot just after

speaking at a peace rally in Tel Aviv. It was an event that

would change Israel. The Zionist's dream of the lewish

people one day having their own country with

the same problems that any other country

would have, was finally a harsh reality. Peres

was second in line, behind Rabin, and just as

in any other democracy he quickly took over command.

The problem was that Peres, though overly qualified

and certainly leader enough, was no Yitzhak Rabin.

Rabin had unique leadership skills, and he was able to

change his ways, from a army hero/general he eventually

became a leader pushing for peace. Rabin was so suc-

cessful as the Israeli Prime Minister that he found a way

to get most of Israel to try their luck with the Peace

Process. The people truly believed in Rabin, and through

this trust in the leader, they wanted the leader's goal of

the peace process to become a reality. Peres had his

hands full trying to fill the void that existed after Rabin

was assassinated, having been in charge during the heav-

iest run of suicide attacks in Israel's history. After the

assassination, Peres had taken the reigns of the Israeli

government, and it was a time where people grew tired

of trying the peace process without getting any signs of

approaching peace.

With the elections not too far away, it was evident

that some change in policy was needed. Thus enters the

Likud Partv's Benjamin "Bibbi" Netanyahu. Unsure as to

what events would come next, many Israelis felt at ease

voting for Netanyahu. He was for the peace process, as

long as the other side was keeping up its side of the bar-

gain, which many interpreted as meaning a safer Israel.

Netanyahu was also a new type of politician that Israel

had not seen prior to the 1996 elections. Netanyahu was

great with the media, knew how to dress and. most

importantly, he knew how to form a coalition using the

religious parties. Israel has a coalition-style government

where citizens cast their votes for a particular party, and

the more votes a party receives, the more members of

congress that they have. Then the members of the gov-

ernment form coalition when different parties bargain,

and forge together to form a coalition.

By just a single percentage point, Netanyahu did win

the election. The lewish vote was lopsided towards

Bibbi. and it was the other citizens of Israel (Christian,

Arab, Druze and Bedouin) that made it so close. Leah

Rabin (wife of the late Yitzhak) and others talked within

the media spotlight about leaving the country now that

the right wing was in control. I watched and hoped for

several things to happen: the peace process to continue:

the religious not to gain loo much power over a vastly

secular country; and foremost. I wished for security to

be heightened.

Now I will talk about what Netanyahu has actually

done, or not done, while in power. Netanyahu has had

slip up after slip up. and has not been as smooth as he

was during the campaign. One of Bibbi's first actions

that got a slew of media coverage was the reopening of a

tunnel under the Western Wall of the Temple Mount.

The action itself was questionable, but most saw nothing

wrong with reopening the tunnel.

However, it was how the action was carried out that

raised questions as to why it was done. Jerusalem's

mayor went into the tunnel with a camera crew and a big

deal was made about the event since the land that was

being excavated was holy to the Muslims as well as the

lews. The event sparked some rock throwing, and sever-

al deaths on both the sides — Palestinians and Israelis

too.

Then there was the Har Homa incident. The Oslo

Peace Accords required that Israel not disrupt the "sta-

tus quo." The importance of this is that Israel couldn't

establish any new construction that would change the

population ratio that previously existed. Har Homa is a

mountain on the outskirts of lerusalem. and due to over-

population in the city of Jerusalem it was necessary to

build more neighborhoods to meet the demands for

housing in the area. Bibbi's blunder here was again in

how he handled it. coupled with negative media cover-

age. When you are engaged in a peace process like the

one that Israel is partaking in. your government must

take precaution with every decision that it

makes.

Starting construction in a new area may

seem like a little thing, even though it was

not upsetting the status quo, but since Israel is engaged

in a peace process, little incidents are regularly magni-

fied by the camera's lens and a journalist's pen. Israel is

in the middle of a peace process which makes it neces-

sary for them to remain uncontroversial. thus incidents

like Har Homa. must be either avoided or at least dealt

with in a better manner. Netanyahu is finding this out

for himself that the media goes for blunders in history,

which is what sells the papers unlike little baby steps

that push us along the path of peace. The need for hous-

ing in the area is still a problem, and will continue to be

a controversial issue for some time to come.

Last spring Israel once again began to question their

status in Lebanon. It is imperative that Israel maintain

security on its northern border. Last spring two heli-

copters collided in Lebanon, killing dozens of Israeli sol-

diers. Netanyahu had to deal with the issue of moving

out of Lebanon, and saving the young soldiers.

Finally, this August. Netanyahu made a statement that

possibly cost the lives of many innocent civilians. This

occurred when Netanyahu decided that he would make

the claim that Israel had become a safe and secure place,

two suicide bombs went off in heavily traveled areas of

lerusalem. Many blamed Netanyahu for the suicide

bombings after he had made such a claim.

Israelis now worry less about their day-to-day sur-

vival as their country approaches its 50-year mark.

Perhaps Israel is just going through some dynamic

changes that are making it hard for their leader to bind

the countries divided factions together. The people

voiced their opinions when they went to vote, as part of

a democracy in the sea of Arabic countries which lack

democratic rule. The people of Israel voted Benjamin

Netanyahu their Prime Minister, and that is why I and

many others continue to support him and the state of

Israel.

The opening of the tunnel, Har Homa. problems in

Lebanon, and more suicide bombings are just some of

the issues that Netanyahu has dealt with. Though I do

not think that Netanyahu was the best man for the posi-

tion of Prime Minister, it was not him as much as it was

his party and its views to which I am opposed. While I

do not agree with Prime Minister Netanyahu and all that

he has done I still stand by him and the country of Israel.

It is my duty to do so as a Zionist supporter of Israel

The relatively small country of Israel cannot establish

a Palestinian entity within its borders without the strong

support of the rest of the world. I do think that there

have been some positive aspects of Netanyahu's term.

however he was elected with the promise of a more

secure Israel. 1 will argue that Israel is not a safer place

thap it was pre- Netanyahu. One thing that the new

Prime Minister has made clear is that it takes time and

patience to travel down the path of peace. Netanyahu

has made it clear to the world that all countries involved

need to play hardball for this venture of peace in the

Middle East to be a reality.

Dan Deutch is a UMass student
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Verhoeven misses with Troopers
By Adam Levine

Collegian Staff

STARSHIP TROOPERS
Directed by Paul Ver+ioeven

with Casper Van Dien, Dina Meyer,

Denise Richards

Playing at Hampshire Six Theater

At the risk of sounding insensitive-

ly harsh, Starship Troopers may just

be a pleading cry for help from direc-

tor Paul Verhoeven. If Total Recall

and Showgirls weren't enough proof

that this guy needs psychiatric atten-

tion, then Starship Troopers is about

as blatant as it comes. Despite his

undeniable brilliance for relentless

film-making. Starship Troopers

proves Verhoeven must be as twisted

as his work would suggest. Yet with

all that aside, he is still a fantastic

artist and what's art without a little

moral torture?

Marketed as a G.I. |oe in an outer

space spectacle of ultra- adventure,

Starship Troopers may be one of the

most overlooked displays of sadism

in film to hit multiplexes in years. At

least there was adequate controversy

surrounding Showgirls and his other

homage to breasts and violence,

Basic Instinct.

Starship Troopers contains no such

warning, yet embedded in its

non-stop-thrill-a-second exterior, is

a deeply disturbing sci-fi adventure

for reasons which were far from
advertised. Based on a novel by
Robert Heinlen, Verhoeven has creat-

ed a distant future where fascism and

propaganda are everyday facets of

modern living. A world which offers

no apologies for its in your face

rhetoric and human civilizaiton has

evolved into the bullies of galaxy.

If this all sounds like a criticism of

national socialism, then you may be

right. After all, Verhoeven was born

in Amsterdam during the Nazi occu-

pation of Holland. Surprisingly

though, these criticisms don't stand

out too strongly. The average male

15-year-old watching the film will

most definitely be rooting for the cast

of Aaron Spelling's nighttime

soap-opera sub-characters, which

dashingly represent Earth's t a > k. i >

i

army of the future. The misunder-
stood heroes of the film are the

gigantic insects who are being muss.i

cred on their home planet by our
humble government, which wishes to

colonize there.

When the insects, who are no
smarter than their smaller cousins

here, decide they don't want us there

(which you'd think would be their

prerogative), they retaliate by sending

meteorites towards Earth, and we're

never really told how they manage to

pull that off.

It becomes our decision to then

annihilate their species and recruit

some hunky up-and-coming stars to

lead the battle.

What is so dangerous is that

although Verhoeven may just be

making a satirical mockery within his

film, his point is not well under-
stood. We're obviously not going to

cheer for the bugs — that would go

against every standard of movie M
ciation (meaning how could the good
guys be so ugly and the bad guys so

hip and innocent?). Make no mis-

takes, Starship Troopers is no genre

revisionism, but rather a confused

work that is as unsettling as it is

morally depressing. If the countless

decapitations and missing limbs

won't leave a bad taste in your
mouth, then how about the irrespon-

sible displays of misogynistic cliches

and silly references about how war
may be hell, but it sure can be an

exciting time.

Starship Troopers follows the

wanna-be maturing of unlikely hero,

Johnny Rico (Casper Van Dien). a

spacy stud and stereotypical football

jock who joins the war effort to

impress his flirty girlfriend. The rest

of the one-dimensional characters

who complete the film's cast support

no other purpose than to fall victim

to the bug's "tyranny" and take a

stand for patriotism in their efforts.

Yet. these characters are far less

interesting than their enemies, who
resemble the magic of computer-gen-

erated images and the keen crafts-

manship that Verhoeven possesses.

These bugs are the perfect soldiers.

void of fear and intelligence and as

relentless as hell. They follow the

commands of the brain IttMCtl and,

when one is captured for research by

a nerdy telepath (Neil Patrick

Harris), he is able to sense that the

bug is merely scared. Of course this

doesn't mean we should perhaps

attempt to communicate, but rather

it's just another victory for our this

glorious war.

\ erhoeven once again uses his

trademark technique of the mock
news footage that he first introduced

in RoboCop. His absurd commercials

and political TV programs add some

much needed humor to Starship

Troopers' intensity. The only point

where we are led to think that this

film's premise is wrong is during a

futuristic take on "Crossfire." The lib-

eral panelist adds that maybe we
could end this feud if we just stop

colonizing their planet. If that were

the case, however, then Verhoeven

would run the risk of making a film

that criticized war and where would

the fun be in that?

Starship Troopers is an event of a

movie, from it: portrayals of a futur-

istic high school (which isn't reallv

any different than today) to basic

training, an attempt to mimic a great

war movie like Full Metal facket, and

all the way up to its gruesome, yet

exhilarating battle sequences. As dis-

turbing and just plain weird as it is,

Starship Troopers defines the concept

of bang-for-your-buck excitement.

Never has a film been so painfully

naive and unmistakingly brutal. It

just can't make up its mind if it wants

to be petty teen melodrama or a

frightening look at the future of soci-

ety.

On the upside, Starship Troopers

represents a world where people

struggle for identity and human char-

acteristics against the backdrops of

technology gone out of control.

However, this little essence of dignity

can't save this film from its own
destructiveness. Regardless of how
exciting and well crafted a film is, it

should not be an excuse for careless

societal satire. Verhoeven really

should be ashamed of himself. C-
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Do the Following Careers Interest You?
Retail Buyer

Visual Merchandiser

Manufacturer's Sales Representative

Look into the apparel Marketing major!
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Family Case Worker
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Interview with RG1S
Inventory Specialists on the

Campus Center Concourse

December 2nd
, l'\ 10 \ & 11"

9:00am to 3:30pm

couRTtsv Tipptrr studios

Johnny Rico (Casper Van Dien) warns the Mobile Infantry of an approaching Tanker Bug in Starship Troopers

MATTHEW RYAN
May Doy

IGGY POP TRIBUTE:
WE WILL FALL/Vanous

NCEX
1499CD

CLUB NRG, VOL. 1

Various

NOFX
So Long And Thanks For All The Shoes

HACKERS 2 SOUNDTRACK
Various

14*9CD
10"c«...

JONATHA BROOKE
10« Wings

THE TOASTERS
D L.T.B GYD

MUSIC • SOFTWARE

i

SPACE MONKEYS
rhe Daddy ( >l rhem All

MOVIFS - BOOKS
*t a m-fr®MEDIA^PLAY

All product ihown at everyday low price.

STORE HOURS: MON SAT: 10AM tOPM; SUN: II AM- 7PM
I HAMPSHIRE MAIL: MON THURS: 10AM <?:30PM; FRI SAT: 10AM 10PM; 1 1 AM 6PM

Hampshire Moll 1 .11-7 1413! ' • Newington Commons Plata

Stateline Plaio (60) 253 47 • Crossroads Buckland Hills i) 648 5870

NHL
continued from page 10

the league lead with 18.

Uh, yeah, that is "good."

And, we all can now officially say
— even "Dandy" Don Cherry — he's

good. I think we'll keep him.

Don't get me started. I just might
start singing the Finnish national
anthem on your collective

you-know-whats. and you don't want
that — even if 1 did know it, that is.

• I know that I've said this before,

but just when the NH1. and its players

get a chance to distance themselves

from the moral destitude of other

major sports, they shoot themselves in

the foot. Speaking of feet, the

Washington Capitals' Chris Simon
firmly inserted one into his mouth this

past weekend, throwing a racial slur at

Kdmonton's Mike Crier.

In contrast to good, this is real

"bad."

One, the use of racist language in

any sense or form is one of the lowest

human activities of all. And two, one

of the lowest human activities of all is

especially worse when it comes from a

fellow minority.

Simon is an American Indian, and

he says the reason why he still wears

his hair long (yeah, try and pick on

him about his long hair and he'll

string you up by it) is because he

wants to stay close to his roots. In a

time when we as a society still deal

with insinuous and asinine racial com-

ments on a daily basis, from the likes

of our former UMass Wonder-coach
|ohn Calipari and so-called

funny-guys like Fuzzy Zoeller. this

situation only adds fuel to the fire.

Even us as Anglo-Saxons have

done enough damage, but when
minority goes up against minority, it

especially hurts.

I'm into the fire of competition that

drives the hockey player, and 1 was

known back in my days to talk some

trash as well, but this goes way too far.

Shame isn't the word for this.

Idiocy is more like it.

forma Kansanen is a Collegian

columnist.

UM swims past Huskies
Back-to-back wins for women's swimming and diving season

By Michael Kobyianski

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts women's
swimming and diving team took a

bite out of the Northeastern
Huskies on Tuesday afternoon at

the (oseph R. Rodgers Pool.

The Minutewomen upended
their state counterparts by a score

of 167-125, behind strong perfor-

mances from freshman sensations

Sarah Newell and
Shannon Rowell.
With the victory,

UMass now sports a

2-1 mark in dual

meets this season.

"I was happy with our perfor-

mance today," UMass coach Bob
Newcomb said. "Our times were a

little slower, but 1 kind of antici-

pated that because we had two
meets so close together. I was very

pleased with the intensity that the

team had. We were very aggres-

sive in our swims and we finished

our races very strong."

Newell took home three

first-place finishes against the

Huskies (100 breaststroke, 200
breaststroke, 200 individual med-

ley), while fellow classmate

Rowell was victorious twice, win-

ning the 100 and 200 backstroke.

Other Minutewomen who had

first place finishes were Karen
Sonnwald in the 200 freestyle,

Barbara Hickey in the 500 free,

and Lta Lansky in the 200 butter-

fly. The 200 medley relay squad of

Rowell, Newell, Andrea Spencer,

UMass IB/

Northeastern 125

and Marci Hupp was ;ilso ;i win-

ner. The 400 free rait) team of

Spencer. Hupp, Amy Mullen and

lulie Dragon rounded out the da\

with a first- place finish.

Massachusetts picked up its

first win of the young season on

Saturday afternoon at Rodgeri

Pool, defeating Providence

College. 179-63. Newell was
again the star of the day. as she set

a new school record in the 200
breaststroke in

only her second
collegiate meet.

The Dillshurg.

Pa. product set the

new mark with a lime of 2:24.28,

eclipsing the old mark of 2:24.04

that was set by Melissa Waller

during the 1988-84 campaign.

"I wasn't looking to break the

record so soon." said Newell, who
also finished first in the 200 !M

against Providence. "In the back

of my mind I knew that 1 wanted

to break it eventually, but to do it

so soon was sort of a surprise
"

Hupp took first place twice,

winning the 100 free and the 200

free. Senior Barbara Hickey won
the 1.000 free, while Sonnwald

won the 500 free. The 200 medle\

relay team of Rowell. Newell.

Spencer and Hupp also finished

first with a time of 1 :5l .61

.

"The meet on Saturday was an

A-plus," Newcomb said. "It w;is

one of the best performances In

UMass squad in November since

I've been here."

In addition to their performance

in the pool. Newcomb has also

been pleased with the strong team

unity of the Minutewomen.
"The girls are there for each

other." Newcomb said. "We're try-

ing to continue to improve our

team environment around here,

because we want the girls not only

to become better athletes, but bet-

ter people as well."

But Newcomb is not the only

one who has noticed the family

atmosphere that the

Minutewomen share.

"It's good to see how together

this'team to," Newell said. "We're

a very close team, and that's some-

thing that helps you out when
you'lt coming in as a freshman."

UMass opened up its 1997-98

season on Oct. 24 with a 204-96

loss to Boston College. Newell fin-

ished first in the 100 breast. 200

breast, and the 200 IM.

I've sort of forgot about the

first meet because we've done so

much since then," Newcomb said.

Newcomb also said that he is

hoping the Minutewomen are able

to match last year's third place

finish in the Atlantic 10 champi-

onships, and to continue swim-

ming like they have in the last two

meets.

Minutewoman Notes: UMass
will swim the rest of its meets dur-

ing the month of November in the

friendly confines of Rodgers Pool.

The Minutewomen will host

Boston University on Saturday at

3 p.m.. and St. lohn's on Nov. 22

at noon.

football
continued from page 10

game gave us a few mote reasons to

affirm the fact that Brent Musberger

could very well be America 'i "Dork

Boy," the pompous loser you love to

hate.

Here's the scene. Two minutes Lit.

third quarter. Missouri had just tied

the Huskers. ABC Hashes to a shot of

Larry Smith, the Miz/.ou coach

Enter Brent.

"If I didn't know better, I'd iwear

that was a tear in Larry Smith's eye
"

With two minutes left. In the third

quarter.

I'm sorry, but college football

coaches don't cry with 17 minutes kit

in a tied game. If they did, they'd be in

another line of work.

(Family counseling? Hallmark

graphic designer?).

This is just another example of a

sportscaster trying to act as though

thev are smarter than the viewer, a

crime Bob Costas committed repeat-

edl) in the World Series (like giving

us Mike Hargrove's life story and

how much it would mean to him to

win a World Series— in the fifth

inning of Game 7). and one

Musberger is prone to commit on a

weekly batto.

A little advice, guys. Listen to Keith

lackson. There's a reason we love

him.

Luke Meredith is u Collegian

columnist

Collegian Sports... Keep your eye on the ball!
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llondon $296

Cancun $314

ULos Angelas $355
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Travel ^_
CIF.tr Cwncil on InifrmiiMui

FiikiiiomI Evhintt

44 Main Street

Amherst

(413) 256-1261

HEROIN ADDICTION
ONE DAY DETOX UNDER
GENERAL ANESTHESIA

(and other comprehensive strategies)

Minimias or Eliminates Severity

of Withdrawal

Posi-Detox Medications Control

("rr-vin^s

Nationally Retrograded Substance

Abuse Specialists

Safe and Confidential

Hospitals in Mass. and Maine

%The IJniQual Network of

Addiction Medicine

781-304-3171

The Gold Standard' of Care

10% off All Silver Jewelry
Now • November 22

Wherpin
*flmherat
f*ftn Uou * Great Se,ectlon ol ,*ri,ds

(Set..
y Candles

» Sweaters

* Clocks

•* Potter)

Y IliHS &G.0VCS

August

Silver Jewells

y Picture Frames

•* Incense & Oils

Tapestries

•* Cards & Journals

y Stationary

Hemptwlne

9f N. pleasant St flmherst. Mfl

• 443-256-0276

^
• Free Estimates

• Lifetime Warranty

• Auto Glass Replacement

• Car & Truck Rental

Q10SM0BILE

^ inutnnan
VOLKSWAGEN

Patricia Dolan
SALES REPRESENTATIVE ®

TEL. 617 275 8000
FAX 617-271 1325

39 NORTH ROAD
BEDFOR0. MASS 01730

North Amherst Motors
Collision Repair Center <°n bus route one mile ,rom UMass)

78 Sunderland Road, North Amherst, MA 549-2880

CHECK OUT A GREAT CLASS!

.rSttR EDUCATOR *nmc
l ri»ir»P IH It C>)tr

SilrlKv i.(."l.l. " Not'hl

MT. FARMS 4 '584-91 53

MT FARMS MALL

jam
Peer Health Educator!...

...Inn about tool stuff

Jml workskept it till riiiJiiei kills ni Gmk iril.

...|ivi lit condoms lit! itkir jiidill it

tki Cmpis Cuter hi! special eve»ts.

...mke ittf Midi.

...MAKE A DIFFERENCE!

Gattaca (PG-13)

Today Thursday (5:50)

Switchback (R)

Today - Thursday at (5:30) 8:20

I Know What You Did

Last Summer (R)

Today • Thursday at (5:50), 8:30

Mad City (PG-13)

Today -Thursday a» (5:40), 8:30

Kiss The Girls (R)

Today - Thursday at 8:20

Hampshire 6 • 584-7550 Hampshire Mall

Bean (PG-13)

Today - Thursday at (5:40), 8:30

Red Corner (R)

Today - Thursday at (5:30), 8:30

Starship Troopers (R)

Today - Thursday at (5:20), 8:30

Boogie Nights (R)

Today - Thursday at (5:00), 8:10

Devil's Advocate (R)

Today - Thursday at (5: 1 0), 8:20

Seven Years In Tibet (PG-13)

Today at (5: 10),

Thursday at (5:10), 8:20

PEER HEALTH EDUCATION

COMMUNITY HEALTH/EDUCATION 213/214

6 Credits - 2 Semester Commitment Required

For permission of the instructor call the

Division of Health Education 577-5181.

Class will meet on Wednesdays from l:25-3:55pm

Priority is given to those who meet with the instructor

before November 19.

UMass

Student

- ^ega

Services

FREE confidential

professional legal

services for UMass
students!

OITi

i&
Write for The Collegian

We're always looking for new writers, so come on

down and speak with one of our editors or call

the newsroom at 545-1762.

<V
<b

^niversa^^

26th Anniversary
Sale Savings

November 10-15 Open 'til 8pm all week

Win a $ 1 9OOO Zanna
Shopping Spree

downtown Amherst

• t^WNOi V\K\^MV-\c/T^

J»>¥-

Your Source For:

Concerts, Theatre, Ballet,

Sporting Events & Sold Out Shows

Even Gift Certificates!

AND MUCH MORE!

Ticket City Call TICKET CITY at 617-787-2370

Ticket* far til occMloni

Thrt<
Sold Out

Show*}MM
Call 617-787-2370

Friday. Saturday

and Sunday Nights

November

28. 29. and 30.

at the

Worcester Centrum

*** IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT***
IMU HI CilSIRAlION IQR.SPRINi; l^S

IMUK.RAM H \( I- Ml N I li-ST

J.vtrs:will he <

>

922 Campus Center

545-1995 Cull Toihm

RNOAY, NO\ IMP.! 1U>
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Collegian Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS AUTO FOR SALE

University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

SNOWBOARDING CLUB'S
FIRST TRIP TO OKEMO
Nov 22. $32 includes bus and

lift ticket. Contact Brad and

Colin at 665-0110 or e-mail

snowbord@stua< umass.edu

Interested in exploring the

deeper meaning of life 7

Discussion group forming

Call 665-8132 for more info

APARTMENT FOR RENT

2 bedroom apartment for

rent or room to rent. 253-

6423

2 Bedroom Apt.

Easthampton. $485 per

month Take over lease

ASAP 527-9410

AUTO FOR SALE

86 Subaru GL SON 4WD.
auto, 116k miles, no rust.

Asking $1950. Call 549-4211

1988 Chevy Nova
Hatchback Automatic,

103,000 miles. $1500 New
brakes, tires, exhaust. Very

good condition. 253-4646

Purchasing a used car?

Having your car repaired? Do

you know your legal rights?

Call The Student Legal

Services Office, 922 Campus

Center, 545-1995

Wanted: Junk Cars Cash

paid everyday. 1-800-649-

4795

82 Volvo 240DL Reliable,

frame gd, new parts, 200k

miles $750 or B/0 253-4685

84 Jeep CJ7 4x4. hardtop,

132.000+ miles, automatic

Need to sell fast. Needs
some work $925 or make an

offer Call Luis ©549-551

4

EMPLOYMENT

Jobs For The Environment

Campaign with MassPirg to

reduce pesticide use.

Flexible schedule

$50-$75/day

Call Terry ©256-6434

CRUISE SHIP & LAND-
TOUR EMPLOYMENT
Learn about national/int'l

Cruise Lines and Land-Tour

companies. Excellent bene-

fits + bonuses! World Travel!

Many workers earn up to

$2,000+/mo Call Cruise

Employment Resources: 517-

336-0573 Ext. C5001

1

Oriver CDL Class B
Experienced. Part-time. Good

pay Good equipment.

Flexible hours. 256-0499

NATIONAL PARK
EMPLOYMENT- Discover

how to work in America's

Parks, Forests & Wildlife

Preserves. Competitive

wages + bonuses!

Seasonal/year-round. For

employment information,

call: (517)324-3081 ext.

N5001

1

LAST CHANCE- LEGAL
ASSISTANTS WANTED
November 14, 1997 is the

last day to apply to The
Student Legal Services Office

about a Spring 1998

Internship! Get hands-on
experience in the legal field.

Work directly with attorneys

EMPLOYMENT
and clients Earn up to 15

undergraduate credits. No
experience in the legal pro-

fession required— training is

provided. Contact The
Student Legal Services Office

today: 545-1995, 922 Campus

Center

600 watt California Amp
and 350 watt Bass Tube.

Asking $250 Call 6-2002

Computer & Printer

Toshiba Laptop T2110. 486

with Windows 95, WP, HP
Desk Jet Printer. $700. Chris

253-0258.

Notebook PC: Hitachi; 166

mhz Pentium; CD ROM;
loaded with stuff; high per-

formance system. 665-8131

FOR SALE

Phish Tickets Great seats

at great prices. City Tickets

(800)865-8070

Watch batteries, ear
piercing, eyeglass repairs,

jewelry restoration, diamond

engagements, wedding rings.

Silverscape Designs, 264 N.

Pleasant St., Amherst. 253-

3324 Open Daily.

COMPUTERS!
New P166MMX from $995.

Laptops, peripherals.

ZarVision 582-9198

V/MC/AMEX

Laptop Notebook Works
good. $150. Good for school

Call Steve (41 3)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for

computer. Works great. Call

CPC (41 3)584-8857

MISCELLANEOUS
ATTN: ENTREPRENEURS
profit 1300% with the easi-

est money making system

ever designed. Investment

required. 1-800-925-0984

PERSONALS

To Stud Puppy You're so

sweet Being with you is

such a treat. I can't wait until

it's time to meet. Love, Lovey

Bear

ROOM FOR RENT

Room for rent in 4-bedroom

apt $300/month inc. elec.

Available Jan 1. Call 549-

9959

ROOMMATE WANTED

Very quiet roommate
wanted in Amherst on

busline $260/month plus 1/3

utilities. 256-5402, 253-9457

ROOM WANTED

Senior male looking for one

room house or apartment

within a mile from campus
starting Jan/Feb. Call Chris

267-3904 after 5:30

SERVICES

Acupuncture and Herbal

Care Special prices. 549-

6542. Licensed Acupuncturist

(MA#278) National Board

Certified

Lose Weight Now
• Control Appetite

• Increase Energy

• All Natural Products

• Doctor Recommended
• 30 Day Money Back

Guarantee

Call (800)923-0498

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for

free testing and assistance.

549-1906

TRAVEL
EARN FREE TRIPS & CASH
CLASS TRAVEL needs stu-

dents to promote Sprin

Break 1998! Sell 15 trips

travel free! Highly motivat-

ed students can earn a

free trip & over $10,000!

Choose Cancun, Bahamas,
Mazatlan, Jamaica or

Florida! North America's
largest student tour operator!

Call Now! 1-800-838-6411

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK 98

Free food and drinks!

Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica

and Florida from $399
Organize a small group and

travel FREE! Highest commis-

sions and lowest prices. Call

Surf & Sun Tours to become

a campus representative

(800)574-7577

SPRING BREAK
Largest selection of Spring

Break destinations including

cruises! Group discounts and

free trips available

Epicurean Tours 1-800-

231-4FUN

TRAVEL
Spring Break "Take 2" hir-

ing Reps! Sell 15 Take 2

free. Hottest destinations!

Free parties, eats, and

drinks! Sunsplash 1-800-426-

7710 or www sunsplash-

tours.com

WANTED
Exercising Women needed

for a Zinc supplementation

study. Ages 18 to 35 years,

vegetarians, and exercising

at least 3 times per week
Call Sujatha at 549-5065

Sell/Trade your preowned

games and systems. Call

Let's Play at 549-4505

Just

imagine

what

a

Classified

could

do

for

you.

Personals Policy Rates
I. Ad personals MUST bt- proofread by Catlap

.i-es before payment and acceptance of

Ihe classified

2 Last name* MAY SOT lw used m pmwntk ()\|\

tnd imt'aU an allowed The only excep-

tions are fa hirihda* or < ongratulalHins panonA m
wtm h t tm the full name may be u»ed

I Phon* numbers are not allowed in personals NO
EXCEPTIONS

4 Addresses are not allowed in personals this means
dorm room numbers as well

> Personals or a threatening or derogatory nature are

iHit aueolahle Personals of a vindictive or libelous

nature are not acceptable Personals may not be

used lor the purpose ot h,

6 Proi i hi UMd bl [M-rsonals

7 The pcnoiwl MCttOfl M fet [><rsonals only The per-

sonals ncHon may SOI be used to

roommates, .idvertisc

8 All personals must have the name, signature Mid

L Mass I D number ol Ihe student placing the as

filled in on Ihe insertion order Son students must
provide -i ».ii'ii rjriw m* num-

h orrJed on nV insert'.

.

misrepresentation is suhjeti to

penalties under Ihe l.ns

9 The Collegian reserves the right Id WftJM n IB MM
Jh.it due- not meet the Coltegian s stan

dards in accordance with the Itatuttf of Ihe

iftji f.i Mass* h

Students

20<£ per word/day

All others

40<£ per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
fleas*1 wrlle i Ir.irlv and

legibly. We are not responsible 'or errors result-

ing from illegible handwriting or lypt

Standard Headings
ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT
ENTERTAINMENT

FOR SALE
FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET |

TRAVEL
TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

WEDNESDAY. NOV. 12

Dunce — Israeli Folk Dancing will

take place in Grayson Residence Hall

from 8:30-10 p.m. Sponsored by Hillel.

Drama — The Not Ready for

Bedtime Players will perform in the

Field Classroom in Orchard Hill at 8

p.m.

Film — Italian Club Film Night

will be held in the Foreign Language
Resource Center, classroom 2. in the

Herter Hall basement, at 6:30 p.m.

Cinema I'aradiso (1989) in Italian

with English subtitles. Refreshments

will be served.

Meeting — The UMass Poetry
Society will hold it* weekly meeting

at 7 p.m. in the Student Union, Cape
Cod Lounge. Bring poetry for your-

self or another to read. For more
information, call Chanel at 546-6301
or len at 546- 6776.

THURSDAY, NOV. 13

William Schade
about his

Gallery Talk

will speak

works, "Gotta- Have-It- Ancient
Inspiration: Artist Books" at 4 p.m.

at the Mount Holyoke College Art

Museum.
Lecture — Betsy Reed pretefltl

i iiiin -I nu-: Capitalism,

Community and Lesbian & Gay
life " at 12:30 p.m. in the Campus
Center, room 803. Part of the GLBT
Studies Lecture Series and is

co-sponsored by the Stonewall
Center. GLBO GSO, Women's
Studies and the Chancellor's Task
Force on GLBT Matters. For more
information, contact the Stonewall

Center at 545 4824.

Lecture — "Discrimination
against lews" from 7-9 p.m. at the

Hillel House. Sit in on this one
credit course given by Lauren
Levin, Eastern States Civil Rights

Director. Anti- Defamation
League. All visitors are welcome.
Panel Discussion — "Reading

Diana" will be held at 7:30 p.m. in

Gamble Auditorium at Mount

Holyoke College. An interdiscipli-

nary panel will discuss the cultural

meaning of the life and death of

Diana. Princess of Wales, and the

myriad reactions to her funeral.

Sponsored by the Five College

Women's Studies ReMtrsh Center.

Panel Discussion — "Promise
Keepers: What Are They
Promising?" critics provide infor-

mation about and respond to The

Promise Keeper. Video showing
from 4-5 p.m. and panel discus-

sion from 5-6:30 p.m. in the

Hampshire College East Lecture

Hall. Main Lecture Hall and
Franklin Patterson Hall. Sponsored

by the Hampshire College Civil

Liberties and Public Policy

Program. For more information,

call 582- 5645.

FRIDAY, NOV. 14

Service — Shabbat Service at 6

p.m. at the Hillel House.

NOTICES
Art Contributions — The Student

Union Visual and Performing Arts

Space is looking for contributions to

the "Southern Asian Cultural

Exhibition" which will show in the

spring of 1 998. If you have anything

from artwork to crafts depicting

Asian culture, and would like the

opportunity to participate in this

exhibition, contact Amanda at

545-0792.

Art Exhibition — The Student

Union Visual and Performing Art

Space presents "We Are More Than
You See, Part II" an exhibition of art

by blue-collar and clerical union

members a UMass from Friday. Nov.

7-Friday, Nov. 14. Gallery Hours
are Monday-Thursday 10 a.m. -5

p.m. and Friday 10 a.m.-3 p.m. The

gallery is located in the south side of

the Student Union Building.

Art Exhibition — An exhibition of

more than thirty one-of- a-kind

artist books and scrolls by William

Schade will be on view from Nov.

1 1 through |an. 25 at the Mount
Holyoke College Art Museum.
Museum hours are Tuesday through

Friday, I 1 a.m. to 5 p.m. and
Saturday and Sunday, 1-5 p.m. The

museum is closed on academic holi-

days from Wednesday, Nov. 26
through Monday, Dec. 1 ar.d from

Tuesday. Dec. 16 through Monday,
|an. 6. For more information, call

538-2245 or fax 538-2144.

Club — The UMass Amateur
Radio Club Station W1PUO is

returning and looking for people to

join in Ham radio. Anyone interest-

ed in radio/electronics and a desire

to learn and communicate are wel-

come. The club will sponsor FCC
approved volunteer examination ses-

sions for all license levels. I or more

information, contact Richard
Strycharz NIMFT at 549-6000 est.

6000 or leave I message at Facility

services.

FYts are public service announcements printed

daily. To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the

Managing Editor by noon the previous day.

Contest — Spectrum Fine Art and

Literary Magazine is now holding a

BOVBf contest. The winner will have

their artwork printed on the 97/98

issue. The final deadline is Dec. 2 at

5 p.m. Pick up an entry form in the

Student Union, room 406E or just

bring the artwork by.

Food Drive — The UMass NSSL-
HA chapter along with Amherst
Survival Center are sponsoring a

food drive in honor of hunger
awareness month. Bring non-perish-

able food to Arnold House. School

of Public Health, throughout
November.

Notice — Spring semester intra-

mural basketball team rosters are

being accepted through Nov. 19 in

Boyden, room 215.

£
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Daily Listings sponsored by:

TV LISTING SPONSORSHIP FOR SALE
INQUIRE @ 545-3500

a HSCN Bulletin

Board

3 CBS/3 Hartford

« CBS/4 Boston

B ABC/5 Boston

B PBS/57 Springfield

"7 HSCN Movie Ch.

B UPN/20 Hartford

B Weather Channel
ID NBC/30 New

Britain

11 Fox/61 Hartford

IB PBS/24 Hartford

13 WOCH&HSCN
1«* International

\*\ UMass Academic TV
17 HSCN Programming

IB TV-19O ABC/40 Springfield

•98 NBC/22 Springfield

CNN
14 CNN SI

EB Headline News
IB UCTV
17 TBS

IB BET

KB TV Land

Univision

31 Comedy Central

3B Cartoon

Much Music

545-

3500

WEDNESDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
wvrr
wTic

-

WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
A*E
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN"
TiFT
"MTV"
NICK
"SOFT
TLC
TNT
USA
HBO

e

I

3E WiihbontX

Ntwt X
Full HOUM X

Cheera!

CrMtUTM

NewtX
Mad Abo. You

MAX [ 1
EUsElI 1

6:00 6:30
BualnaaaRpT

x CBS Newt

CBSNewa
ABC Newt

Imp.

Family Matter*

Newahour With Jim Lehrer X
Inaida Edition

Inaida Edition

BoyWortd

NBC Newt

Mad Abo. You

NBC Newt

SlmptonaI~

Judo*

NBCNtw*
Bualneea Rpt

ABC Newt

Med Abo. You

Northtm Eipoeurt X
Family Mattert

WorldViaw f
Comic Cabana IMato-leuah

Set Wlnga (R)

Up Clot
Supermarket

SportacenteT

Kbt

7:00 7:30

Extra X

Freeh Prinea

Whaat-Forlune

Judy I
onlght

Seinfeld i
Wheat-Fortune

Real TV It

Living Edana (In Stereo) X

EM. Tonight

Nanny X

Chronicle X
Freeh Prince

Jeopardy! X
Judge Judy I
Hard Copy X
Fratter I

Newahour With

Jeopardy! X
Jim Lehrer I

Seinfeld X
Seinfeld X
Coach X

FraaterX

FraaterX

Coach X
Lew* Order X
MonevtlneX

Daily Show (F

Croetfirt X
&

Gimme Shelter

Stein't Money

9

C Campus

8:00 8:30

Nanny X
Spin City X
Slater, Sitter"

Murphy Brown

Noya "Super Bridge" (In Stereo) X

Murphy Brown

Pub!!., eye (In Stereo) X
[

Chicago Hopa "White Trash" X

Oharma-Greg

PubHc Eye (In Stereo) X
[

Chicago Hope "White Trash" X

Smart QuyX Wayan* Bro*.

All-New Whan Bloopers Attack

Star Trek: Voyager X
All-New Whan Blooper* Attack

Beverly HMa, 90210 (In Stereo)

All-New Whan Bloopers Attack

Uvtng Edena (In Stereo) XLiving Edene (in stereo) A
Spin City X IDharma-Greg"

Star Trek: Voyager X

9:00 9:30 710:00 I 10:30

NOVEMBER 12, 1997

Making-Nova

Newt I

Drew Carey I

3rd Rock-Sun

Ellen < IPrimetime Uve I NewaX
Steve Harvey New*

Working X ILaw a Order fl

Sentinel "Storm Warning/' X |N*w»

3rd Rock-Sun |WortfngX

Party ot Ftye (In Stereo) X ~
Law a Order X

Grace Under

Star Trek: Next Qener.
~

[Tonight Show

Vibe

arty c

rdRo3rd Rock-Sun

Nova "Super Bridge

IWorklngX

idge"(lnster

ILaw A Order X
SlmpaonaX"

tereo)I

Orew Carey X | Ellen X I Primetime Uve X
Sentinel "Storm Warning" X |N*w*

NBA Baeketball New York Kndis ai Toronto Raptors (Live; X
Biography: "Hap"

Prime New* X

Wild Disc

> New* X IBurden-Prool Larry wng uve m,

"This It Splntl Tip" (1964, Satire) QwWophar Quail

M'A'S'H X
Inade-NBA

Kenny Loggine: Live by Request (Live)

ovary

yersCh

forest of Fear"

Intimate Portrait

Behind the MTV

Figure H Out

Twilight Zone

Homettme(R)

MO Live

Tiny Toon

TwWgNZone

Kung Fu: Legend

HomeHme (R)

Baywatch(Rj (In Stereo)!

Lrteatorte*m

MTV 500 (In Stay)

PBA Bowling Touring Players Championship

1
|Un»otved Mysteries (In Stereo)

DougI IRugralaX

Time Trax "The Scarlet KoaJT"

Home Again (Home Again

Lola a Clerk-Superman

t Stereo) X Highlander: The Sanaa I
-li %idMiWuM sat>n te .a-^r»Owrc**aruoni»6)Srt>alTG-i:

fmsvln W)itN^WW*, t
***+ Th« Gr«duata"(19g7, Comedy) Dmim Horrmari. 'PG'

Beavls-Butt.

Hay Arnold! X
Beavis-Butl

College Basketball Georgia or N C State vs Princeton or T<

Happy Day* X
Seaqueet DSV (In Stereo) X
Wondr-Weathr See Tek I

H*ai^7l»<1,CcfTHKty)M Murray. Harold Ranw
Walker, Te«as Ranger I p.iy

Discover Megarin*

World Today X~
South Park (R) |Make-Laugh

State v». Princeton or Texas

Behind the MTV 500 Uve (Ft)

Wonder Year* I Bewitched

Forever Knight (In Stereo) X
Medal ol Honor: Vietnam War

Aaal World X I Austin Stories

I Love Lucy X
I
Odd CoupleX

11:00 11:30
,

People-Here

Lata Show X
LateShowX
NtghtHneX

News

Tonight Show

Charlie Roaa (In Stereo;

Deep Spate
9~

Tonight Show

New* X TNlghtHne X
Seinfeld X |Real TV X
Ht'.iXhlkriPi»y"{19M)

Law 1 Order "The Blue Wall"

Sport* lllus

Daily Show Stain'* Money

Juetlce FHea "Fugitives" (R)

SportscenterX

Homicide: Lite on the Street X
Lovaline (In Stereo)

Sighting* (R) (in Stereo) X
Super Structure* ol the World

Taxi » rNewhartX

Time Trax The Scarlet Koala"

«« l
7he&A*Mui»'(1896, LVma) Tom Baranrjar. R'

X

* t)rftyAnrile«P«a)"(1996)CalriarlneM«y Stewart

»«» wA'S-rf
,

mT0
L
ComaoV) fJwitld&Atiarayid.

*+*b ^cw irirha Heart" (19ft4.r^ama)Satty Field. PO'X
» TJanoaroi/s A*hdi"(l99S) Michelle PleWler. [On the Sat (R)

Calling Dr Kevorkian

**
<g Dr. Kevt

Twcufrv* 0*dwOrr(1996,

Wondr-Weathr jSea Tek II (R)

Silk Stalking* "Stat Signs" X

SuapanaelKurlRysael'l

*V> "Or* Good Turn' (1986) 'R'

Deed Man'* I
F**t Track (R) (In Stereo) X I

"Mtirtto"
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Bruno By C. Baldwin

rt« TWIN CITIfS AM. kO
AtAT I'M M IMJOYlNb HWl
Mtt» MUM ir4 CUL1UM . AMD TH(
r(*a*Lf AW ettALtv wn t

uTSTV

Robotman By Jim Meddick

PW. BtVOtO.'.. Wi »>,RRW OF

»W WEART WES LEAP ANDW 10INS

^TtNS^E!

L\Kt ^UJCR 0R8S PIVJCK6P

FR0N\TWt FiP^fcrA^MT P-BOJE,

T^tV "PINKIE -VW/W rVNf

Drabble By Kevin Fagan
Dilbert By Scott Adams

WELL , THAO" DEPENDS
ON KA.NY FA.CTOR5

INVOLVING FEA,TOrVt5

AND US^GL.

R

DO NOU ENGINEERS HAVE
^ SECRET PPoCT TO
LOITHMOLD ML USEFUL
INFORMATION? VOU
HAVENT ANSWERED ONE
QUESTION AND IT'S

urv"\ ALREAOV .

.

LOE HEAR JUST THE

YOU GAVE TlrAE OF DAY.

INFOR- HE COOULD
rAATION TQ HAVE FOUNO
AAARKETING OUT ANYWAY!

lZ
I3^fel^ ^^3*sNC / M_

Mallard Fillmore By BruceTinsley

iwe c*y* vee&& THe

8 Years in Braces By Eric Petersen
t r-

Hirt&etP'irlTfleMiBZDR

^\n?P/_^Wr*5-~.

fYt»J OtOAJrT CiO to \_
! H«S f<otv)ei<AL'7

' f>.rt HE '

j
0J*V^ oro£ ah --xyjft

[C\,DfJt.—<. F*\lfc»J»S ! s ' f . -J)

LOAAJr THEM TT. TG£u T, %

Ptf re/g^f^ .-s. -. •

Mflf.ES AW EEttvE 1

( (

•
-

m ;

i

Non Sequitor By Wiley

\TC A TWo-PIECE
LoUNGE CUAie...

VT You WANT TWE
CUAiP ALoNE, I'LL

TAKE «» TOR IT.

ir YoU WANT TUE
UU4BAND TUAT
GoEt W\TU IT,

I'LL PAY You «»...

\rW 11-12

Thatch By Jeff Shesol

Loser Crew By Alan DeMonde

X doW ge.* it, SWve...

WSy doi'1 wo»>»e^ twt/-

re.\vm my pWo«\«_

calls1
"

TWoxt's becox^ia you
don't CCKrry ck rtine-

rrVtiliimt.+e.'- Grlocl*. couplet*
wifh a sile^ce^ <\r\&

TWtoxV's pz-oloqUy -for-

r*ie-''

>y/^ 13. A^^
Leedee By Mike Rybiclci

If MMPflNlte HRE KINP

eNOUOHTOFUNPMYCAM-
«l6N,WCa, THEN I'M

GONNA Be POIITC eN0U6H
TOTHkNIc 6M, PUBLICLY

W6AR IT ON MN $teeVE,

e*TDepeAK.«CRe,rtt
$H0M -iOU WHAT I M6*N

TIEBV
TE-XkCO.

HAIR BV
VALVOtNE.'

f

I UtWb h KVJltVJrV THPfT YovJ

CAlvJ F\CTUA\ly GtT P.t.

CRtb'.TS -foK PLf\y'tr4&

fR'iS^t HtRE •*

Guys, dogs cnro pt^v

FR',5BK. 5or^r2 r-'.LTl-fY

(iXJTT C0ULb PBSS

R Cour.se fYT -^

THE ZOO. V

50 IVWdE

THEy'H GRRR 1

.

G'VE Vbg \
CRtb'.TS

\

FOrV
:i-o

Scratch; ng w
/oo^5ELF.

i

H©rOSCQp«5
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) —

You are going to have to work

quickly today to get things in order

before shifting gears. A mystery is

waiting to be solved.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — You will be tracking down

some info today in order to come up

with some important and necessary

answers. Trust your gut; follow a

hunch.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-)an. 19)

— It is important for you to keep

track of even the most minute facts

and figures today. You may be

required to explain a coincidence.

AQUARIUS (|an. 20-Feb. 18) —
You must avoid spreading yourself

so thin today that you cannot keep

track of everything under your con-

trol. Do not forget to delegate

responsibility.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) —
You may find yourself coordinating

many things today. Focus on achiev-

ing the result that you have had your

eye on the longest.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
Your attention must not be wasted

on issues that do not concern you

today. Focus instead on those things

which involve your direct influence.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
You may not understand just what is

expected of you today, and instruc-

tions you receive aren't likely to

help. Use your initiative — carefully.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20) -

You must strive to do things in an

established manner today in order to

avoid the kinds of criticism that you

have attracted in the past.

CANCER (June 21-|uly 22) —

Personal contentment is very likely

to be a major concern for you today.

Perhaps you are trying to achieve too

much at one time. Simplify.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) — You

can learn a great deal through simple

observation today. Keep your eyes

and ears open for messages meant

for others, but which concern you.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) —
You can enjoy your day in a manner

that is unique and unexpected. Do
not even try to fit into a mold that

someone else has made for you.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) — A
compromise of sorts is in order at

this time. You must stay the course,

but your focus along the way may
have to shift in a very subtle man-

ner.

Close to Home By John McPherson

S -- 'rt.'>*».»*l*«-»4J»l b

REFRIGERATOR
SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM

* of the D^iy

44 If a woman has to choose between

catching a fly ball and saving an infant's life,

she will choose to save the infant's life with-

out even considering there are men on mm

-Dave Barry
base.

Today#s P.C. Menu
Caff 545-2626 for more information.

Yel another technological advancemenl
for couch potatoes.

Franklin

LUNCH
Chicken Breast Sandwich

Sloppy |oe

Ravioli Alfredo

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Broccoli St Cauliflower Casserole

Mesquite Chicken Sandwich

Worcester

ACROSS
1 Nutty confection

7 Costa del—
10 Shopper's rveed

14 Dull
1 5 Newspaper "

—

Today"
1 b Job-safety org.

1 / t-orty winks
1 8 Fabric surface
ia Gleam
20 Message carrier

23 Villains
expression

26 Female
sandpiper

27 Melissa's
nickname

28 Sailors
28 Like peas in a —
30 1 in — Alley

31 Actor Silver

32 Get the blue
ribbon

33 Overwhelms
37 "Who — to

say?"
.*» Pub brew
39 Exploit

40 Yale alumnus
41 Exercised

(authority)

43 Thing, in law
44 Tank
45 Sullivan and

McMahon
48 Above: poet.

47 Trait carrier

48 Wall painting

51 Ghost—
chance

52 Gardeners'
purchases

53 Routinely
56 Father
57 "— OK by me!"
58 Deposed
62 Amaze
63 Society-column

word
64 Peace pact
65 Longings
66 Skllf

67 Evergreen

DOWN
1 Negative votes
2 Kimono tie

3 Colorado Indian

4 Spouts
5 Fur-trading
name

6 Bears or
Raiders

7 Got a tan
8 Midwestern

Indian
y Heindeer

herder
10 —on

connecting lo

AOL
1

1

Capri and
Wight

12 Drives away
13 Like some cats

PREVIOUS PU2ZLE SOLVED

wwwwwnnfjr.1 bunnsH
IHIIi Ml»JU

HKMMfllMt-i HHUfflldWH
ffiWIZJWM M.'.IMUl WMMH
mhh uiioaw yam
-U£4ffiBH4rjl4 IslUittNIZlMM

WvV-m nr.iitTi

Nwiiiu Ganaiia aggi
MM Mil aSHUHWHHg
111 2-87 © 1 907. Untt«d F«*rur» Syf**c»l»

21 Pressed
22 Pictures
23 Type ot vote
24 Singer Judd
25 Baseball's

Banks
zy Heaps
30 Tough question

32 Duck walk
33 Agency
34 River

embankment
36 Large antelope
36 Locations
42 Yeasts, eg

46 Pnntiny
method

47 Hot spnng
48 Rumpled
49 Combine
50 "Late Show"

feature
51 River mammal
52 Drink noisily

54 Columbus' ship

55 Scads
59 Greek letter

60 And soon
abbi.

Bi uoior

LUNCH
Grilled Steak Sandwich

Homemade Chicken Pot Pie

Rotini w/ Tomato Meat Sauce

Rotini w/ Tomato Lentil Sauce

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Cauliflower Eggplant Casserole

Pastabilities

Cheese Lasagna

Hampshire
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roil

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Barbecued Pork on a Bun

Grilled Chicken Sandwich

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Fried Shrimp Dinner

Berkshire

LUNCH
Grilled Steak Sandwich

Mesquite Chicken Sandwich

Rotini/Tomato/ Lentil Sauce

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Handcut Cod Sub

Penne w/ Tomatoes & Spinach

Pastabilities

IV
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NCAA tournament on horizon for UMass
Minutewomen resume rivalry with Crimson this Sunday at Ohiri Field in Cambridge

By Jormo Konsonen
Collegian Staff

If the road is what the

Massachusetts women"! soccer team

bad la get used to the past month
and ,i half of the season, then why
not ju~t be consistent?

Following their Atlantic 10 cham-

pionship title won last Sunday, the

No. It» Minutewomen received the

automatic hid to the NCAA
Tournament — their 15th appear-

ance out of lo tournaments, and the

third most in NCAA history.

Yetterda) afternoon, the seeding!

for thi- year's tourney were released.

and it could be said that consistency

WW the main factor. Once again, the

Minutewomen will hit the road for

their first round opponent, culminat-

ing a stretch that has (pen the team

travel for six of the last seven weeks
- aiul once again, they will face

Harvard at 1 p.m. this Sunday, as

they did laM season.

On Nov. 17. 199t> the two teams

laced off in the first round match at

Ohiri 1 ield. with what could be easily

termed as a classic evolving into a

third overtime period.

Then-junior defender Erica

tverson finished off her one- goal day

with a long cross that flew into the

Crimson penalty area, and as a

Harvard defender tried to head the

hall away, the own goal capped off a

I S2-minute match that gave UMass
the 2-1 win.

I he two perennial Northeast
Region powerhouses will face off

once again, and UMmi coach |im

Rudv like- the bracket his team has

been put in.

If the\ defeat Harvard, an easier

second-round opponent appears in

the winner of the George
Mason/Maryland in College Park.

Md. I a<t year, the Minutewomen had

to lace then-No. 4 Connecticut in the

second round, so this year might hold

,i different result than a 2-0 loss in

199b — it I Mas- can get that far.

"We're in a real good bracket."

Rod) said. "We ended up dodging all

the monsters in the first two rounds,

hut we're disappointed because we
didn't get a higher seed, and it seems

People are strange,

but, the Alliance is

even stranger
There is nothing stranger in this

world than college football rankings in

November.

Consider this.

Nebraska, the old No. 1. beat the

current No. 25 team on the road. For

this, it loses the top spot.

Michigan beats the old No. 2. Penn
State, bj 2p points on the road, and

are undefeated in the best conference

in America, lor this it gets the No. 1

ranking.

Hut onk in one poll.

I lorida St beats the old No. 5.

Luke Mi ii Jiili
dn

College FuotbalL

\oith Carolina, by 17 points on the

road Uso undefeated.

I or thi- it gets the No. I ranking.

But onl\ in one poll.

It gets better

1(1 V The Bruins are 7-2. enough

to he No. 9 in the country. Fellow

PAC Id school Washington St is

hind the strong arm of "Pimp

Daddy of the Year" from runner Rvan
I eal

tin- the Cougar- are No. 14.

Hmmmm...
Wisconsin i- $-2. and play in the

Big 10. The Badger- are No. 25. LSU
' and plays in the SFC. The

No. I I

.

I could go on and on (Georgia No.

7?i. hut that would be beating a dead

'l whatever dead animal you

choose in beat. (We here at the

Collegian advise you not to beat any

dead animals, though. I

\iv there solutions?

Well, of course there are. If thev

wanted if avoid this mess in the

future a meSS that i- annual as

leave- changing, or bad sitcom- on

Murph) Brown?) the) could

do something Obvious!) the Alliance

(all hail (he mighty Alliance i isn't

doing any goml
But il the) took the winners of the

Btj hi. Big East, PAC- 10. SEC. ACC.
Big I 2 and tW( hid- (lot

which the WAC, Mid American and
Hame could fight l thev tould

settle thi- thing on the field, and leave

the poll- to what thev should be lot-

Something to debate, not the

an-wei

But then. I imagine someone out

'uiild still complain. But they'd

be front either North Texas or
Bow In | and that's a hell of a

i to lake than someone Irom

Mi< higan like it is now
Rooty Sellwag of the Week Award...

This week- Nthuf-ka Missouri

Turn to FOOTBALL page 7

they didn't factor in our strength of

schedule. If you play a weaker sched-

ule, and you win your conference tour-

nament. I guess you're picked higher.

"But hey. we're glad to be there.

Last year was a tough draw, but this

year is almost perfect for our younger

teem."

The Ivy League was not as strong

this season as prior years, but

Harvard was still able to capture the

title without the services of last sea-

son's National Player of the Year

finalist, Emily Stauffer.

For the rest of UMass' regional

rivals, UConn will host Mid-America

champion Fairfield, and Hartford will

hot) the Patriot League champion,
Colgate. Contrary to previous sea

sons, UConn and UMass are not in

the same bracket, which is good news
except for the fact No. 1 North
Carolina is in the Minutewomen's
bracket.

Women s basketball begins

with preseason experience

By Jackie Leroux

Collegian Staff

IORMA KANSANSN I COUEGIAN

The A-10 title got the Minutewomen into the NCAA tournament, and they will travel to Harvard in the first

round this Sunday at 1 p.m.

The Massachusetts women's
basketball team played in an exhi-

bition game Monday night at the

William D. Mullins Center that

was really more of a two-fold test

for the Minutewomen —
a test to see how well the

team has come together

thus far. and a test of

their potential.

Despite losing 61-60 to

Rossiyanka. a squad on tour from
Russia, the Minutewoman rookies

proved their talents, and showed
they have definite promise for the

future. With the game coming
down to the wire in the final min-

utes. UMass coach joanie O'Brien

let her freshmen handle the pres-

sure.

"Ouite obviously, if we were
trying to win, 1 would have made
some substitutions, since I had

my entire starting five on the

bench for the last five minutes,"

O'Brien said. "But this game was
about learning, and the young
kids were able to put themselves

in a position to win."

UMass put in a solid first half,

and began the second with a

six-point lead. The Minutewomen
managed to increase that lead to

nine points with 16:50 left in the

half, but two straight three's by

Rossiyanka's Yelena Novak got

the Russian team on a 12-0 run

that put them up, 45-40.

UMass guard Kelly Van Huisen

hit two foul shots to bring her

team within a point, but

Rossiyanka's 6-foot-2 center

Yelena Nikopolskaya quickly

drilled a three to protect the lead.

For each basket the

Minutewomen made in the next

several minutes, Rossiyanka had

an answer. Forward Yolanda
Rayside made a layup to bring the

Minutewomen within two, but it

was immediately followed by a

layup from Anna Monakhova.

UMass

Rossiyanka 61

Another three pointer from
Novak and a layup from
Nikopolskaya put Rossiyanka up
by seven.

This was followed by an 11-4

run by the Minutewomen that had

the score knotted at 57 with 5:44

remaining. The score was stuck

there until

Rossiyanka's Julia

Fedoseyeva made
the first of a

one-and-one to

put the Russians up by a point.

With both teams over the foul

limit, free throws played a key

role for the remainder of the

game.

Freshman Kathy Coyner had a

chance to give the Minutewomen
the lead when she was fouled by

Nikopolskaya. The call was hotly

argued by Rossiyanka coach Pavel

Nurazar, and UMass' Lucia

Madajova, who speaks six lan-

guages, quickly stepped in and
explained the call for him. Coyner

missed both free throws, but

redeemed herself shortly after

when she stole the ball and made
a layup with under a minute to

go-

The basket put UMass up
59-58, but two free throws by

Nikopolskaya put the visitors

back in front by a point. The
game was tied yet again when
freshman Kara Trent hit one of

two free throws, but Fedoseyeva

won the game on a free throw
with less than four seconds left in

the game.

Van Huisen had a team high 1 5

points in the game, followed by

Alison MacFarland and Kara
Tudman with nine each, and
Trent with seven. O'Brien blamed

poor transition defense and
missed free throws for the loss.

"Our transition defense was
poor, which probably cost us the

game," O'Brien said. "They all

missed at least one free throw.

But they were able to get those

first game jitters out of the way."

Four-year NCAA run ends for UM
By Jim Eltringham

Collegian Staff

Perhaps winning became too much of a habit —
perhaps only so many years can be spent in the

lire of every challenger to the Eastern

water polo crown. Whatever the reason, the

No. IC Massachusetts men's water polo

team finally felt the sting of defeat this past

weekend in the Collegiate Water Polo

Association Eastern Championships.

With two seconds left in Sunday's title game,

|ohn Vassig's top-comer goal gave Queens a 1 0-9

victory over UMass. The Royals become the only

I astern team other than UMass to make the

NCAA Final Four in water polo.

On Saturday. UMass notched a couple of

one-goal victories to advance to the finals, beating

Slippery Rock by a 12-11 score and downing No.

18 St. Francis. 9-8.

lunior Brian Stahl. the Minutemen's offensive

UMass 9

Queens 10

spark all year, netted four goals to lead the team

over Slippery Rock. Saturday evening. L'Mas-

opened up a 7-3 lead going into the fourth quar-

ter. St. Francis, which had upset No. 1 2 Navy in

the first round, responded with a five-goal barrage

in the final period, but came up just

short of the upset bid.

The Minutemen found themselves

coming back from a large deficit

against Queens in the championship
game.

After a back-and forth first hall, the SCOTS stood

knotted at 4-4 at halftime. The Royals quickly

scored out of the break, slamming two quick

two-pointers past sophomore goalie Richard

Huntley.

"That's the only time in the game that we didn't

follow game plan." UMass coach Ru-- Yarworth
said. "We left open their two shooters and paid for

it. I had to burn a time out. which came hack to

hurt us in the end."

Down by four goals, the Minutemen staged a

ferocious rally, pounding home five straight scores

to take the lead. 9- 8. However, the time out taken

early in the third quarter came back to haunt

them. Midway through the fourth quarter, a

Queens penalty gave UMass a man-advantage.

Bu: the Minutemen. having just one time out left,

could no) afford to stop play to set up an organized

attack. UMass failed to score on the possession.

Queens tied the contest with just over two min-

utes left The Minutemen offense had two opportu-

nities in the final minute, but each time the tough

Royal defense held strong. With two seconds left.

V a-sig — the tournament's MVP — fired his goal

into the UMass net.

The Minutemen will finish up their season this

weekend with an appearance in the Eastern

Collegiate Athletic Conference Tournament.

"Next season starts now," Yarworth said, billing

the upcoming competition as an early start for the

1 998 campaign.

Minutewomen drop vital match in A-10
Meyers and Drennan lead team in loss

By Jamie Jee

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts volleyball

team fell to host Virginia Tech last

Saturday in a bitterly-contested

five-game marathon match. The
Hokies upended UMass.
15-15. 15-15, 15-9.

1 1-15. 15-5 at Cassell

Coliseum. The
Minutewomen are now
7-9 in the Atlantic 10,

12 I 5 overall.

The fifth game of this match
decided it. and it was all Va. Tech.

The Hokies put together a severe

.429 hitting attack percentage,

while UMass stumbled in the fifth

game, mustering a -.100 percent-

age, while committing six errors.

Before that, the Minutewomen
alternated game scores with the

Hokies. battling back in the second

game to nip Va. Tech by two
points

The trademark UMass defense
tailed to click however, and the

team looked sluggish in the third

game. But. the Minutewomen
strung together several well-timed

passes, and freshman setter

Jennifer Drennan rallied the team.

Drennan contributed with some
kev sat! for sophomore middle
blocker |ill Meyers, senior outside

hitter Lesley Nolan and sophomore

outside hitter Sarah Watters.

Yet. il seemed the Minutewomen
had gotten to an ail-too familiar

UMass

Va. Tech 3

point and were running on empty

for the fifth game.

The bulk of the motion came
from the Hokies late, and it came
late in the game proving to be deci-

sive. The win positioned Va. Tech

in a three-way tie for fourth place

in the A-10, and dropped
UMass to a game behind

in the chase for the final

playoff spot in the post-

season championship.

Minutewoman coach
Bonnie Kenny said earlier this sea-

son that "it was our lack of intensi-

ty and desire that killed us." and

the same seemed to be true in this

case. UMass could not turn away
much of what the Hokies dished

out when it game down to the

points that mattered.

Despite the loss, Meyers pound-

ed out 24 kills to go with 1 I digs

and six blocks and has served as a

bright spot during a frustrating

conference stretch for UMass.
Meyers ranks in the top five in the

A-10 in both kills and hitting per-

centage, and in the top 10 in

blocks, strengthening her bid for

A-10 honors. She also posted
back-to-back double- doubles for

the Minutewomen, totaling 15

times the sophomore has accom-
plished the feat this season.

The Minutewomen will look to

shake up the standings next week
as they continue their conference

road stretch at Fordham and
George Washington.

COUHTiSY MtCHA HEIATIONS

Sophomores Jill Meyers (right) and Kari Hogancamp, and the
Minutewomen volleyball team, had to deal with a tough A-10 loss to

Va. Tech this past weekend.

Looking backward;

while Selanne fires,

Simon is plain tired

Looking backward into the few

years (the few years, lortna?) that I 've

been a columnist here at the Daily

Collegian, the one thing I can't be

faulted on is the blatant exhibition of

my national pride.

You see, I'm an American citizen...

But. I'm from Finland.

From the endless touting of anything

of worth that evolves from my home-

land - like Ajax of Amsterdam's |ari

Litmanen to Notre Dame soccer's

Anne Makinen (well, not her at all.

but how 'bout lighting up UConn the

lortna Kanganen

other day in the Big East final?) to the

Montreal Canadien's Saku Koivu — in

my oh-so objective mind, it really

doesn't come much better than any-

thing wearing the old blue and white.

Those are the colors of the Finnish

flag, you dimwit!

Once again, the neverending spout

of nationalistic sentiment emanates
and I just have to say...

How 'bout that Teemu Selanne?

With a season that has seen his

cohort in crime, a selection to the

1997-98 All-Holdout team in Paul

Kariya. spend all his time on the

neighborhood pond instead of the

Arrowhead Pond, Selanne has contin-

ued to show the NHL he has game.

You know, the dominant trait relat-

ing to the "game" gene, not the reces-

sive trait relating to the "game" gene of

my other countrymen like Mikko
Makela. |armo Kekalainen. etc. I

could go into my thoughts on the

whole argument concerning the domi-

nant and recessive traits concerning
the "dork" gene in all of us, but that's

another topic altogether.

Speculation surrounded the Finnish

international at the start of the season.

and everybody wanted to know if he

could bring his scoring touch to the ice

with Kariya long gone and hard to

find.

(It has been rumored that Kariya

was seen with lennifer Capriati a few

weeks back, carrying a 12-pack of

Natty Light while they checked into a

Super Eight motel in Anaheim.) Hey.

just kidding.

Coming off a natural hat trick on
Monday night against San lose — oh.

you don't know what a natural hat

trick is?

Well, it's three goals in one period,

and that's "good."

So, coming off a natural hat trick

against the Sharks. Selanne's natural

goal scoring ability has now put him in

Turn to NHL, page 7
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"Like, gag me
with a spoon"

The '80s introduced

the word "like," bad
pop, big hair and
materialistic atti-

tudes. So why do
we like the decade
of decadence so
much? (see Arts &
Living, page S).

Hit me with

your best shot!

Kim Lamson and
the Massachusetts
field hockey team
head to Virginia for

the first round of

the NCAA's (see
Sports, page 16).

WORLD

Colombian reporter

sixth slain this year

BOGOTA, Colombia (AP) — A
Gunman shot and killed a 36-year-

old radio journalist in his home in

northern Colombia, his widow said

Tuesday — the sixth Colombian
reporter slain this year.

Francisco Castro Menco was
killed Saturday in the small town of

Majagual, 270 miles north of

Bogota.

"We don't have any information

about who the murderers were or

the motive for the crime," Castro's

wife Rosario told The Associated
Press by telephone.

She said Castro owned and ran

the local radio station for five years,

had no enemies and had never
received any threats on his life.

However, Castro was also an
unsuccessful candidate for the
Sucre state assembly in Colombia's

Oct. 26 elections, which were
marred by a guerrilla sabotage
campaign that forced at least 2,000
candidates to withdraw.

At least 53 candidates were
killed prior to the election.

Majagual is in Sucre state, where
leftist rebels and their paramilitary

foes are locked in a bitter struggle

— and the victims are mostly civil-

ians suspected of siding with one
side or the other.

NATION

Spielberg being sued
for copyright violation

LOS ANGELES (AP) — The author of

a historical novel about a slave ship

rebellion is suing the makers of the

movie Amistad, claiming Steven
Spielberg's DreamWorks studio used
the book without permission.

An attorney for the studio says nov-

elist Barbara Chase-Riboud is trying to

claim a copyright on history and that

her lawsuit is without merit.

|ohn Shaeffer, Chase-Riboud's
lawyer, has asked U.S. District Court

|udge Audrey Collins to order
DreamWorks to turn over a video of

the movie, which Spielberg directed,

and a finished screenplay. Shaeffer said

earlier drafts of the screenplay showed
entire characters and scenes were lifted

from Chase-Riboud's 1 989 book "Echo

of Lions."

Among the similarities between the

novel and the movie, Shaeffer said yes-

terday, is the character played by
Morgan Freeman. Freeman stars as

Theodore joadson, an abolitionist.

Shaeffer said the character appears in

the novel, but not in the historical

record, thereby suggesting
DreamWorks and Spielberg stole it.

"Big deal," said Bert Fields, an attor-

ney for DreamWorks. "The world was
filled with abolitionists. A lot of them
were black. The characters are totally

different."

Like the novel, Amistad is based on a

revolt on a Spanish slave ship in 1839.

The several dozen slaves attempted to

sail home but were captured and tried

in American courts.
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Fair share could increase funding

by forcing state to support schools

Thursday, November 13,1997

By Tamar Carroll

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts State Senate is considering a bill

designed to ensure consistent state funding for public-

higher education.

Last Thursday, the Senate Ways and Means Committee

released Fair Share, legislation which uses a

formula-based system to determine the funding needs of

each institution.

Fair Share stipulates that students and the state should

each pay their "fair share" of the cost of higher education.

Using standards established by the Carnegie Commission.

Fair Share would have community college students pay

one-forth the total cost of their education in tuition and

mandatory fees and state college and university students

pay one-third the total cost.

The remainder of the cost of education would be met
through state and federal funding and private fundraising

by the campuses themselves.

The need of each campus is determined by the legislature

with a formula also used by 24 other states which bases

funding on the number of students, the program distribu-

tion and the size and age of the facilities, among other fac-

tors.

Any need above that met through tuition and fees would
be met by state funding and private donations.

Senator Stanley Rosenberg (D-Amherst), the chair of the

Ways and Means Committee, said that Fair Share would

help eliminate low budgets in rough financial years b)

compelling the state to support public higher education.

"The goal is to create predictable funding for the public

colleges and universities and that students pay a fair share

and the state is forced to pay its fair share." Rosenberg
said. "We are trying to prevent there being a lot of bad

years."

Rosenberg said that although the past five fiscal years have

resulted in relatively good budgets for public higher educa-

tion from the legislature, there is nothing to prevent the

legislature from downsizing the budgets, as it did in the

1 980s, if the economy sours.

"The status quo is good right now. but there is no guaran-

tee that those circumstances will stay the same."
Rosenberg said. "What we are trying to do is take that

unpredictability out. That would be historic, and that i-

our goal."

The Fair Share bill also provides matching funds from the

legislature for private monies raised by the institutions.

"We will match their contributions." Rosenberg said. "For

every ptivate dollar given, the state will give 50 cents, to

stimulate outside giving."

The matching funds portion of the bill was put in place

two years ago. The legislature gave $1 1 million to the

University of Massachusetts system in matching funds in

fiscal year 1997 and $14 million in fiscal year 1998.

Eventually, Rosenberg said, the goal is $55 million from

the legislature in matching funds.

This is the third year Fair Share is before the legislature.

The past two years, the bill passed the Senate but died in

the Ways and Means Committee of the House of

Representatives.

The full Senate has to approve the bill before it goes on to

the House. Rosenberg said he hoped that if the Senate gets

the bill to the House earlier than in the past, it will have a

greater chance of being passed this year,

lason Veccio. student coordinator of the Student Center

for Education, Research and Advocacy (SCERA), said that

Fair Share would benefit students by creating stable fund-

ing for public higher education.

"It definitely has its advantages." Veccio said. "It creates

stability for all the campuses."

However, Veccio said he would like to see "more aggres-

sive" legislation that would reduce the cost of education

for students.

"From a student perspective, they need to somehow
change the formula. I think that one-third may be too

high," Veccio said.

Veccio said that the way the formula is applied to

Massachusetts schools is unfair because it leaves tuition

and fees for Massachusetts students among the highest in

the nation.

"It just can't be right," Veccio said. "There needs to be

some kind of effort to lower student costs and increase the

quality."

The current political and economic conditions of the state.

Veccio believes, would allow a more ambitious bill to pass

the legislature.

"We need to be exploring even more aggressive legislation,

and place more of an emphasis on student costs," Veccio

said. "Still, Senator Rosenberg definitely deserves our
thanks for initiating discussion about investing in public

higher education."

Central coffee
LAUREN KOSKY COLLEGIAN

Students perform at a open mic at Van Meter's Coffee House
Tuesday night.

SGA names

committee

chairpersons

By Victoria Groves
Collegian Staff

One motion was passed and
committee chairs were
announced at last night's meet-

ing of the Student Government
Association (SGA) undergradu-

ate student senate at the
University of Massachusetts.

Senator Paul Ferro
(Commuter Area) put forth a

motion to alter the current "no
vote" procedure to account for

abstentions during voting at sen-

ate meetings.

"Whereas, the current voting

procedure of Ayes, Nays, and
"No \otc-" is very confusing to

many senators... abstentions are

a widely used and effective

means of properly expressing a

legislature's true opinion," wrote

Ferro.

The motion was given a nega-

tive recommendation by the

Administrative Affairs commit-
tee and Chair lennifer Casasanto

(Southwest Area) addressed the

senate to explain the lack of sup-

Turn to SGA, page 2

Alfred talks on Native Americans in Canada
By Jill Carroll

Collegian Correspondent

In the United States, there are basic principles

in the law that respect the autonomy of Native

American people that Canada does not have, said

Dr. Gerald Taiaiake Alfred in a lecture last

Friday.

"Canada is about 50 years behind the U.S. in

regard to Native American rights," Alfred said.

Canada has basically denied the lands of

Native peoples, and as a result, the fight to main-

tain their land has divided the Native peoples.

Many Indian leaders are focusing on the
money, travel and status of being in the Indian

leadership community and lose touch with their

own community, said Alfred. The leaders co-op.

or sellout, to the Canadian government. They
want different things than the communities they

represent.

The grassroots community wants to return to

traditional forms of government. According to

Alfred, they believe the only way to "invigorate

Natives again is by bringing back Native values."

The grassroots community wants a non-coer-
cive governme-nt that respects the peoples'
autonomy and a consensus-based design for mak-
ing decisions that doesn't separate the people
from the leaders and respects the role of women.
Alfred said.

"L sing this Native style of government is die

only way to exist with some integrity as Native

people." Alfred said.

The attitude of the Canadian government
toward letting Natives have their own government
is "m> long as you do it our way, we'll give you
power." Alfred said.

According to Alfred, the Indian leadership sup-

ports this idea because it will bring in government
money. They believe, "We must move forward,

integrate into outside institutions," Alfred said.

"The question as a leader is: Are you just going

through the motions, not thinking who you
answer to, or are you aware and thinking and
serving the community, making a con-scious
attempt to further the interest of your community
and not the government?" Alfred said.

"We are almost at an impasse because we have

a leadership committed to integration, but a

grassroots community who want to go back to the

traditional." Alfred said.

"Canada has been effective in dividing out-

communities by drawing some close and pushing

others away, and we're playing right into their

hands," Alfred said.

According to Alfred, part of the reason Canada
and the United States are so inflexible towards
Native Americans is because of myths and inaccu

racies in history.

"A big problem in society in general is the mis-

interpretation of History." Alfred said.

"Native people have not capitulated to the extent

we think they did. We think Natives are in the

position they are in because they signed away
their land, but this is not true in Canada. There

wasn't any understanding they were giving their

land away. They thought they were sharing it with

the Europeans." Alfred said.

"We have to take a mullifaceted approach to

attack myths and undermine prejudice. We need

to attack on a legal basis. The relationship

[between Native Americans and the Canadian
government! is unjust to the people and unjusti-

fied in terms of workability. Native Americans in

Canada couldn't make a land claim or have
non-natives give them money for a land claim

until 1972," Alfred said.

"The Natives only control their land six inches

deep. If they want to pull out a weed and its roots

are over six inches long, technically thev have to

ask permission of the government before they do
It," Alfred said

Native Americans have a value system in their

culture ol welcoming and acceptance to newcom-
ers, for several generations Whites and Nathe
Americans lived peacefully together. Natives
accepted the Whites with open arms for several

reasons.

In many of the tubes there had been prophe-
sies of the white man coming and white repre-

sents peace in the Native American culture. There
is a phrase meaning respect given to all people

from all places unci races called "Tomorrow
Wampum" that natives live by. This open wel-

come laid the groundwork lor European domi-
nance in the future, said Alfred.

Nathcs were subject lo plagues unimaginable

today Thev were losing 70-90 percent of their

populations, The white settlers took over while

the) were weak. said Alfred. The Native- were
subject to the whim ol people on the outside said

Alfred

"There wa- the assumption the Native
Americans would die oil in a lew generations. It

wa- this assumption thai led the Canadian gov-

ernment to pass the "Indian Act in 1851.

It was a law to organize the disposal of Indian

land when the Natives are gone. It stated that

Indians can use the land until the last Line dies

off. This is an inherently racist premise that says

eventuallv Native- will die oil >>r go awav. and it

is still used todaj " Ufred said.

Now the numbers ol Native Americans are

growing and because of the premise that Native

Americans are a de feated people, it is hard for

the L anadian government to relate to them as a

powei . Ufred said

The lecture was sponsored l\v The losephine

White Eagle Cultural Center, the Native American

Studeni Association ami AISI S.
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Police, EWC respond to

fourth acquaintance rape

By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

ON THE INTERNET

www.umass.edu/rso/colegian

Exposure
LAimtn Kosrv v coutciAN

The cold weather and bare trees expose a few animal nests above campus yesterday afternoon.

A fourth acquaintance rape in the

past month was reported to the

University of Massachusetts Police

on Tuesday. The alleged incident

occurred on Nov. 7 in an Orchard
Hill Residence Hall

Campus police and the
Fverywoman's Center (EWC) stall

are concerned about the number of

reports in a short period of lime,

but are also relieved that women are

coming forward and reporting the

sexual assaults.

"Its unfortunate that rape occurs

at all. hut knowing what the delmi

tion of rape is. I know it goes on all

the time." UMass police detective

loanne O'Connor said. "Often peo
pie discount it because it happens
with someone that they know on
some level, but rape is rape

Rachel Thornhurn, Assistant
Director of the

Counselor/Advocate program at

EWC described the major dillei

ence between acquaintance rape

and stranger rape.

"^ on can't uust anybody that you

thought you could after vou have
been raped hv someone vou know."
Thornhurn said, "whereas with

stranger rape, anybody has the

potential ol harming vou."

O'Connoi said thai society has

the misconception that stranger

rape is more harmful than acquain-

tance rape,

"Unfortunately, soeietv looks at

stranger rape as more upsetting

because Ihej can envision someone
lushing out from the bushes and
attacking a person, but no one
wants lo believe that a family mem-
ber or friend can rape." O'Connor
-aid

Victims trv to fix the situation in

their minds h\ figuring out what
the) could have done differently,

said Thornburn. like locking their

doors at nighi oi not walking on a

dark, unlit path.

"Main times there is shame and

embarrassment b> the victim

because the person was a li lend of

the Family or a family member."
Ci\ onnof added

Turn to EWC page 2
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Campus Police Log
Alarm — Fire

//

A malicious fire alarm occurred

in Pierpont Residence Hall.

Annoying Behavior

Viir. 7

An individual in Machmer Hall

reported receiving a threatening let-

ter.

Now 8
Christopher R. Sarowsky. 19, of

4 2 Mill St., Dennisport was arrested

in Brett Residence Hall for disorder-

ly conduct and malicious destruc-

tion of property.

An individual reported someone

standing on ledge of McNamara
Residence Hall. Window was found

secure and no one was found.

Individuals in the Campus Center

were found in possession of illegal

ticket -

Nor. 9

Firewotks were being set off in

the bowl area on Orchard Hill

Drive.

Burglary/Breaking and Entering

Nov. 7

A vehicle parked on Kennedy
Road was broken into. A radar

detector was stolen.

A vehicle was broken into in

parking lot >2 on Massachusetts

Avenue.

A vehicle parked on Fearing

Street was broken into.

Nov. 8

Three vehicles in parking lot 32

on Massachusetts Avenue were bro-

ken into.

A vehicle was broken into in

parking lot 49 on Orchard Hill

Drive.

Disturbance

Nov. 9

A fight was reported on the 4th

floor of Mackimmie Residence Hall.

Health/Safety Hazard
Vn 1

A fire extinguisher was found
near roadway on Clark Hill Road.

Two dumpstcr Hies were report-

ed in the Newman Center parking

lot on N. Pleasant Street.

Nov. 9

An alarm was reported sounding

in a residents room in Washington

Residence Hall.

Larceny

Nor. 7

A license plate was stolen from a

vehicle in parking lot 63 on Metal

Cralts Building Road.

An individual from |ohn Quincy

Adams Residence Hall reported his

Playstation and Nintendo stolen

from room.

An individual in Lederle

Research Building reported $200
stolen form his wallet.

Three computer mice, pads and a

computer chair were stolen from

Lederle Research Building.

Nov. 9

An individual from Butterfield

Residence Hall reported a coat

stolen.

Hubcaps were reported stolen

from a vehicle in parking lot 63 on

Stockbridge Road.

Nov. 11

An individual reported a bicycle

stolen.

Recovered Stolen Motor Vehicles

Now 9

A vehicle stolen from parking lot

1 1 on Stadium Drive was recovered

at exit 1 5 on the Mass. Pike.

Suspicious Vehicle

\(M. 9

K.n hcimc D. Burke, 19. of 138

Sylvester Rd., Northampton, was
arrested on N. Pleasant Street for

operating a motor vehicle on a side-

walk, failing to submit to a police

officer and giving a false name to a

police officer.

Suspicious Person/Activity

NOV. 9

Kali K. Robinson, 25. of 93
Munroe St., Roxbury. was arrested

in |ohn Quincy Adams Residence

Hall on five warrants, assault and

battery and trespassing after a writ-

ten notice.

Nov. 1

1

Sean S. Person. 29, of 225 W.
Main St., Dudley, was arrested on

Sylvan Drive on a warrant.

Traffic Stop

Now 10

Paul ). O'Brien, 41, of 519 E.

River St, Orange, was arrested on
Northampton Road for disorderly

conduct, speeding 50mph in a post-

ed 35mph zone, and failing to use a

turn signal.

Vandalism
Nov. 7

Two vehicles were damaged in

parking lot 33 on University Drive.

Spray painting was reported on

the walls of the 8th floor lounge in

Coolidge Residence Hall.

Nov. 8
Racial graffiti was written on an

elevator wall in McNamara
Residence Hall.

SGA

Barrels of laughs
LAURIN KOSKY \ COLLEGIAN

Cast members from "This Side Up," an improv comedy group,

entertain students in the Creenough basement Tuesday night.

EWC
continued from page 1

Both the police department and EWC want rape victim- sur-

vivors to know they have control over the decision to prose-

cute.

O'Connor said there is a myth among victims that if they

choose to report the rape, they must prosecute.

"Victims have a great deal of say if the prosecution goes for-

ward... they can choose to stop it at any phase." she said.

According to Thomburn. when a person is raped, legally, it

is a crime against the state and not the individual. "It is possi-

ble to go forward in the prosecution without the victim- sur-

vivor," Thomburn said. "However, it is very rare that a prose-

cution will continue or win without the victim- survivor."

If a victim-survivor chooses to stop the prosecution, the

case can still be prosecuted up to 10 years from the date the

se\ual assault was reported under statute of limitations, said

O'Connor.
In addition, any evidence that was obtained at the time of

the sexual assault or at the time of the report can be used dur-

ing prosecution.

We try to collect evidence in the form of clothing and bed-

ding. Anything that may contain hairs, fibers or semen sam-

ples." said O'Connor.

In addition to collecting physical evidence, police also try to

determine who the first person was that the victim told about

the sexual assault.

"This person becomes known as the fresh complaint and

they can testify if the victim decides to prosecute, although the

information is second hand, the fresh complaint is the excep-

tion to the hearsay rule," explained O'Connor.

When a rape is reported to the police department, the offi-

cer finds out if the victim, whose name remains confidential,

has any injuries, requires any medical attention and if the per-

son is safe in their environment.

"lust because a person doesn't have cuts and bruises on the

outside doesn't mean that there aren't any internal injuries. In

addition, the victim is also tested for STDs and AIDS."

O'Connor said.

"Any officer can handle the case, but we like to have an offi-

cer who has been trained in sexual assaults." she said.

The EWC provides counselor/advocates who educate the

victims on information about law enforcement, legal, medical

and social services. The counselor/advocates may also serve as

a liaison between the victim and any other agencies to which

the incident is reported. Short term counseling is also

offered to victims for a maximum of 1 5 weeks. Anyone who
has been sexually assaulted or is concerned about someone

who has may calf the KWC's 24-hour hotline at 545-0800 and

talk to a counselor/advocate.

All of these services are free and confidential and open to

the Five College community and all Hampshire County resi-

dents.
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port.

"The committee felt the absten

tions would be a 'no vote' and per-

haps a weak way to say 'no'...

There is ample time to get more

information if you're not sure what

you're voting on," Casasanto said.

The motion was passed by a

two-thirds vote in the senate.

Seven committee chairs were

also announced at last night's meet-

ing: Ways and Means, Seth Avakian

(Southwest Area); Administrative

Affairs. Jennifer Casasanto

(Southwest Area); Elections

Procedure, Benjamin Gaumond
(Southwest Area); University

Policy, Carl Litsch (Commuter
Area); Public Policy, Becky

Friedman (Southwest Area);

Women's Issues, Amy Pellegrino

(Orchard Hill Area); and Public

Relations, Brian Palmucci

(Commuter Area).

Gregory Lozier was appointed to

the Student (udiciary after much
debate on the senate floor.

According to the SGA
Constitution, the president has 30

days to appoint someone to a

vacancy in the judiciary. If she does

not do so, the senate is able to vote

someone into that office.

However, since the senate was

not aware of how long the position

was left vacant, President Lia

Wong moved to appoint both

Lozier and Megan DeMariano to

positions in the Student ludiciary.

"Regardless of when [the posi-

tions) opened up. the President

beat the senate to this," said Peter

Kilbourne. speaker of the senate,

who eventually ruled both appoint-

ments dilatory.

Lozier was appointed later in the

night through another procedure.

"I want to be on the judiciary

because I think it needs to be

active. They have problems... we
need a judiciary that works, right

now it doesn't," said Lozier.

There was some controversy over

the appointments because it was

not formally posted that Wong was

looking for individuals to fill the

vacancies in the judiciary.

"How would we know that these

positions were vacant if they

weren't posted?" said Neil Collins

(Commuter Area).

"1 personally would not want to

just grab any person. 1 would rather

get someone with experience. These

names were forwarded to me by the

previous Attorney General." Wong
said.
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Do you think that the proposed parking

garage for the town ofAmherst is needed?

"Yeah, I think it's needed
because any construction is

good. Good for people and
good for jobs.

"I think it's needed because

everyone parks in the CVS lot

and you can get tickets there."

"Absolutely not! There are

very little parking problems...

you may have to look around

but there's parking... if you
build a garage it will create traf-

fic problems... who gains by

that?

"Yes, whenever I go into

town I can't find a spot."

"Yeah, there's a need for "Yes. there is an insufficient

more parking especially during amount of parking around here

the winter. You can't park on and it's expensive to pay park-

the streets once it starts snow- ing tickets."

ing."

"Yeah, there's absolute!} no

parking during dinner time I

think a garage is an awesome
idea."

Keith Bloggier

senior, resource economics

Sunderland

Maria Vozella

junior, B.D.I.C.

Sunderland

Irwin Spiegelman

political activist

Amherst

Dan Amato
junior, psychology

Orchard Hill

Kristina Tolentino

junior, communications

Amherst

Karen Mullen

junior, nutrition

Amherst

Chong Bang
senior, marketing and economics

Sylvan

Friedman resigns as SWAG governor
By Victoria Groves

Collegian Staff

Daniel Friedman has resigned from his position as gov-

ernor of Southwest Area Government (SWAG) as of last

Friday.

Elected to the position last spring, Friedman cited lack

of student interest and involvement as his reasons for

resigning as governor.

"Residents of Southwest didn't care if programs were

running well or if we had them at all," Friedman said.

SWAG held one event so far this semester, a

Halloween party, that in Friedman's opinion was poorly

attended.

Lieutenant governor of SWAG Emily Livingston,

according to the area government charter, assumed the

position of governor when Friedman resigned. According

to Livingston, however, she will not be permanently

accepting the position.

"Automatically [Livingston] becomes acting governor

because [ Friedman] has resigned officially," said Peter

Kilbourne, speaker of the senate.

"1 just don'; want to do it if 1 can't commit the full time

to being governor," Livingston said.

She also agreed that there were problems with the resi-

dent involvement in SWAG activities.

"I don't think there was a strong attempt by the gover-

nor and by us as a whole to connect with Southwest,"

Livingston said.

Livingston would like to remain lieutenant governor

and is currently discussing with other officers who will

eventually become Governor and how to become more

effective.

"First off we should internally get ourselves organized.

We also talked about Southwest Week. We want to use

most of our money towards that this year." Livingston said.

According to Livingston. SWAG has spent $3000 on

programming for Southwest in conjunction with other

organizations this semester.

Friedman expressed interest in being involved in SGA
as a senator instead of leaving student government com-

pletely.

"Area government is supposed to be straight advocacy

and ! vasn't able to do that. So it may be better in the

Senate," Friedman said.

SWAG is currently accepting applications From resi-

dents of Southwest to fill the position of SWAG appointee

to the undergraduate student senate.

Prof. Jones lectures on business world;

claims innovation and enterprise valued
By Victoria Groves
Collegian Staff

Professor Anita |ones of the

University of Virginia spoke yester-

day afternoon at the Morrill Science

Center on "Innovation: The
American Way: Unspoken Compacts

and Unsealed Covenants." This was

the third in a series of lectures spon-

sored by the Computer Science
department at the University of

Massachusetts.

lones lectured to a crowd of

approximately 100 and discussed the

business world and the values it

places on innovation and enterprise.

She explored some of the unwritten

and unspoken relationships between

organizations and the business

world.

"There are some visions thai sit

behind investments government
makes... it is vers good that the

investments government make are

spread across various places." lones

said.

lones also spoke about the impor-

tance of universities and small busi-

nesses being able research new tech-

nologies as they evolve.

"Let smart people get to the tech-

nology... there needs to be an invest-

ment to making it possible for

researchers at universities and small

businesses to gain access to fabrica-

tion." lones said.

lones was the director of defense

research and engineering for

President Clinton during his Hist term

of office. She was also responsible for

the Defense Advanced Research

Projects Agency, oversaw tin

Department of Defense laboratories

and served a* principle advisor to the

secretan of defense on defense relat-

ed scientific and technical matters.

lones has also published over 55 tech

nical articles and two books on com-

puter software and systems.

There are two more lectures slated

Foe this academic sear. Alex IVntland

ol the Massachusetts Institui.

Icchnologv Media Lab. who will

speak on "Smart Rooms, Smart
Clothes," Wednesday, Dec. 5, and

Christen Papadimitriou ol the

Universit) of California Berkeley,

who will speak on "Computational

Aspects oi Organization Theory." on

Wednesday, Maj 6, 1998. Ml talk-

take place In Motrill North -

>29 at 4 p.m.
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Women weigh in on Promise Keepers
Several weeks ago. I wrote a column about the

Promise Keepers, the evangelical Christian men's

group that is enjoying enormous popularity. The
group has received a lot of praise for its ability to rally

men to commit themselves to being better husbands and

lathers, but also has been criticized for encouraging men
to reclaim their role as the head of the family.

After that column was published.

many Promise Keepers challenged

me to ask women how the> feel

about the Promise Keepers. So I

asked women il the) would want to

be married to a Promise Keeper.

Here is what they said:

Many Promise Keeper wives

Wide in to describe the wonderful

changes that have taken place in

their husbands since joining the

organization. "My three daughters

have seen a dad who is more atten-

tive and compassionate and responsive to their feelings,"

writes a woman who describes herself as a "Promise

Reaper." "It is time for men to take up the reins of lead-

ership— and it starts in the home... (It) then goes out to

the community, the state, the country and then the

world."

Indeed, there were a surprising number of women
who wrote in support of the male leadership role. "I am
willing to "submit* myself to someone who is looking out

for my best interest instead of just his, loves and cares lor

me, would la> down his life for me." writes one reader.

A Massachusetts woman describes herself as a former
feminist who has seen the light: "Yes! Yes! Yea] I would
like for every woman to be involved with a man who
believes in the honorable promises that the Promise
Keepers outline. With a foundation like that in their rela-

tionships, hopefully they will avoid much of the pain

nianv of us 'older' women experienced."

And Ian says in an e-mail that even though she has

experienced a lot of autonomy in her lifetime— she had a

master's degree and four years of Peace Cotps experience

under her belt before she married at the age of 3 1— she-

is happy to submit to her husband. "The president of the

United States makes decisions which I do not like but I

am bound by them. My husband (who has less education

and is eight years younger than I) may make decisions

FOCUS ON WOMEN

with which I disagree, but he has to give an account to

Coil for his choices
."

finally, several women said that they would love to see

their husband take charge and give them a break: "Yes, I

would love for him to become the leader of the house-

hold," writes a reader. "I could use the vacation!"

But for every reader who pined for a Promise Keeper,

there was one who said no
thanks. "I don't [care] if one of

these 'Promise Keepers' licks my
floors and toilet bowls clean —
no way would I be married to

one," writes Valerie in an e-mail.

"My answer is an emphatic no
way. Sounds like a bunch of men
looking for sheer numbers to

unite their home-life power
trips," writes Gretchen from
Indiana (who. incidentally,

reports that her Promise Keeper
ex-husband is delinquent in his child-support payments).

"I find it very strange that the Promise Keepers and
their wives don't believe two rational, grown people who
love each other can't come to a mutual decision," writes

C.P.. whose conservative Christian parents were very dis-

appointed when she discovered feminism. "They said 1

would be a very unhappy woman some day and would
not have a good marriage. They were very wrong about

that."

"I think it is great that these men are so involved in

working hard on their family situations." writes Kathy, a

65-year-old grandmother of 11. "However, 1 do not

believe that it has to relate to whether they are the 'boss'

in the family— that seems to point up their insecurities.

"

Indeed, many women noted this paradox. "Do men
have no better self-image that they have to have authority

over women to be men?" asks loanna from Kansas

Finally, Patricia proffered an alternative definition of

masculinity: "My husband is a man in the true sense of

the word. [He] is my best friend, my partner... My hus-

band does not need to the 'head' of the household, which
stems from his confidence, self-assurance and the fact

that he truh likes himself."

Sara Eckel is a nationally syndicated columnist. Send
comments to the author in care of this newspaper or

send her e-mail at saraeum@aol.com.

The winter of our discontent
There's something very soothing about the first lew

flurries of the season. It sort of eascades down,
charismatically light, and with a chilly breeze rat-

tling the old bones, thoughts of hot chocolate, sleds and
4:30 p.m. sunsets fill the air. Winter is much maligned the

rest of the year, but when it finally comes, its intrinsic

beauty always catches me in a bit of nostalgic wonder.
There's something about the harshness of a

New England winter that breeds a healthy

dose of Puritan chastity.

Of course. I hate Puritans.

I also hate winter. And the whole
"intrinsic beauty, nostalgic wonder" bit? I

haven't owned a sled in years, and hot

chocolate makes me want to hit the men's

room. Repeatedly.

Let's not kid ourselves. Winter's coming.

I wore a sweater and a fleece jacket today,

and I froze my ass off. I found my gloves

when I cleaned out mv closet on Saturday,

and became depressed' when I realized that _
__

it was a good thing I found them, because ^^"^^^
I'm going to need them soon. Like tomorrow.
Thanksgiving's in two weeks, the signpost for the coming
of cold weather, and you know who came up with that

one. (Yep. Puritans.)

My winter jacket is five yean old (and it used to be so.

so cool). I don't have winter boots because some kid stole

them from Boyden while I was playing intramural hoops
lust winter.

There will be no "intrinsic beauty" this veur.

I say we get summer back. At least until April.

You know why?
Because I want to get a peeling tan. I want to run up

the electric bill bv blasting the air conditioning. I want to

throw things at the TV watching the Red Sox split a dou-

bleheader with Kansas City. I want to be able to go out to

the bars wearing a T-shirt and drink because it's so damn
hot. (Yeah, that's it.) I want to tell my friends I'll go run-

ning with them, and then fall asleep while they whine
about how lazy 1 am. I want to do shots of tequila, lick the

lime and know that it just tastes better when it's 80
degrees out. I want to get a sunburn. I want to play bas-

Luke Meredith

ketball until I can't stand, and then go swimming, whining

about how I'd be playing better if it wasn't so not out. 1

want to see chicks wearing shorts and t-shirts.

Even the ones that shouldn't.

I don't ski. I don't get in snowball fights with the neigh-

bors. I don't luge. I'm not overly friendly to Canadians. I

don't watch old tapes of Debbie Thomas pulling off a

triple-axel at the 1998 Olympics and go
practice figure skating on the pond in the

backyard. (And if you remember Debbie
Thomas. God bless ya'.) I don't own a win-

ter hat. I'm not going to buy a winter hat. I

don't have many pairs of thermal socks. I

hate slush, 1 hate snow and I hate icicles.

I do, however, love PowerAdes on a hot

summer day. 1 love Flavor-ices. I love cold

Busch Light (which tastes much better

when you re financial outlook is like mine.)

I love cook-outs with lames Taylor's

"Sweet Baby lames" in the background. I

______ love drunken wiffle-ball games with my~~

~

l—
fellow Mill Valley brothers, where talking

smack is much more important than the score. I love

being forced to watch the NBA playoffs. I love playing

catch.

I even love pollen.

I don't like shoveling snow. I don't like looking forward

to another wintersession in a dead Amherst. I don't like

wet socks. Hell, I don't like socks.

For those of you who love winter, God bless ya'. I'm

sure checking trail openings at Loon is more exciting than

I realized. And hey, college basketball's in the winter. I'll

give you that.

But it gets dark early. It's cold. You can't walk to the

mailbox in shorts. Winter seems to make me want to put

on a Soundgarden album and stare at the bare trees out

the window.

I'd rather put on a |immy Buffet album, stare at a cold

Busch Light, play wiffleball barefoot and bitch about "this

damn heat."

With my five year-old winter jacket safely tucked into

my closet, collecting dust.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian Columnist.

The Collegian Editorial page needs new writers. We want you to write humor, politics, satire, lifestyle,

or any of a thousand other styles — let us be as broad as the student body is.
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The Doublethink of the '90s
Superior wages await you

Nike was burned once again when
an internal report on working condi-

tions by accounting firm Ernst and
Young was leaked to the press. The
report describes a factory near Ho
Chi Minh City where employees were

working an average of 65 hours a

week to earn an entire $10. Besides

great wages. Ernst and Young also

looked at the quality of the work
environment
and discovered

the factory

exceeded local

standards for

carcinogens by

a mere 177
times. But lest

you begin wor-

rying, it should

be known that

Nike has an "action plan" to deal

with the situation. They also have

reassuring words spoken by PR rep-

resentative Vada Manager. "There's a

growing body of documentation," he

says, "that indicates that Nike work-

ers earn superior wages and manufac-

ture products under superior condi-

tions." Mr. Manager would not say

where they were growing their docu-

ments, or which fertilizer they were
using. (New York Times, I 1/8)

"You've Come a Long Way, Baby"
In 1950. Citibank had $25 million

in gold bars sitting in the Federal

Reserve Bank of New York. But they

had a slight problem. The bars had
these nasty looking swastikas embla-

zoned on them. Worse yet, gold
taken from Holocaust victims, polite-

ly referred to by historians as "non-

monetary gold." was contained in the

bars. Perplexed as to what to do.

Citibank turned to the U.S. Treasury

Department, who came up with the

simple solution of melting the gold,

or "purifying" it. and recasting it with

the fine words, "United States of

America." emblazoned on them. They
described this, using a nicely sani-

tized verb, as a "reissue." And how
does Citibank explain how their firm

could have trafficked in Nazi gold?

merican
L Newspeak
liayne Cjrytting

According to spokesman lack Morris,

"This all happened in an era when
there wasn't as much introspection

about this kind of transaction." I

mean, where would we be without

the new improved introspection on
Wall Street today? (New York Times,

11/2)

The great swooshing sound revisited

Sometimes it helps to cast fresh

light on old

problems.
For exam-
ple, when
NAFTA
began, crit-

ics predict-

ed that

greedy U.S.

corpora-
tions would

shut down their U.S. plants and
reopen them in Metico. But thanks to

a recent report by ic-hn Sweeney of

the Heritage Foundation, we can now
see the situation in its proper per-

spective. It turns out that industries

like our automobile makers have not

been fleeing the country. Instead says

Sweeney. "The automotive industry

—

one of the most important sectors of

Michigan's economy— has engaged
in greater cross-border, intra-industry

specialization since NAFTA went into

effect." Now isn't that a more posi-

tive way to describe corporate flight?

Mexico specializes in production, we
specialize in... ("NAFTA's Positive

Impact on the United States." 1 1/6)

Class divisions in the cat world

In Bloomfield. Ohio, two
teenagers broke into an animal shel-

ter late at night and beat 16 cats to

death with baseball bats. No known
motive. Should this offense have
been punished as a mere misde-
meanor or treated seriously as a

felony worth a possible 10 years in

prison? For the jury in this case, the

whole issue turned on how much
each cat was worth. A felony in

Ohio requires at least $500 of prop-

erty damage. Thus the prosecution
had to prove that each cat was

Letters to the Editor

worth $31.25. If the cats had been

pure bred Siamese, there's no ques-

tion the killings would have been a

felony. But in this case the cats were

strays and defense attorney Kirk

Daily successfully argued that

because the shelter got them for

free, they had no economic value.

There's a valuable lesson for

teenagers here somewhere.
Meanwhile rumor has it the jury is

hard at work on a math book based

on the trial with problems like "How
many cats can Bob and Ed club il

thev are worth $20 a piece..." (AP.

11/7)

The rural renaissance

Long declining farming communi-
ties have found two new ways to

prop up their economies. The New
York Times reports the growing
prison industry has become "a tool

for rural development." Small towns

are now competing hard for the

once feared "hotels," because, in the

words of Mayor Ruth Carter of

Canon City, Col., "We have a nice

non-polluting, recession-proof
industry." Reassuring news. At the

same time, many family farms are

now abandoning growing vegetables

for the more lucrative field of "agri-

tainment" or "agritourism." They are

opening their farms to city slickers

hungry for authentic old time experi-

ences, and charging money for hay

rides, petting zoos, u-pick fruits, and
corn mazes. Says farmer Rich
Hodgson, "Entertainment farming is

the wave of the future for small
farmers." And it took our country
how many years to evolve the con-

cept of "entertainment farming"?
(New York Times. 11/2)

Special thanks this week to

Michael G. Smith and Marten Ultee.

Send your own examples of cutting

edge advances in Newspeak to

wgrytt@blarg.net and we'll enter you
in the 1999 drawing for an
American Newspeak T-shirt!

Wayne Crytting is a syndicated
columnist. More American
Newspeak can be found on the Net

at www.scn.org/newspeak.

In defense

ofsoaps

To the Editor:

I was appalled and disgusted by the letter to the editor

that appeared (Nov. 10) about soap operas. This guy was
rude, obnoxious and had no idea what he was talking

about. I have been watching soap operas for the past 13

years, and my brain hasn't been damaged in any way.

Watching these shows has taught me about legal proceed-

ings, relationships and crime. Yes. I know, most of the

storylines on these shows are ridiculous. But they are still

enjoyable to watch. Do you see people saying that men
who sit around all weekend watching football and stuff-

ing their faces with pizza and beer are losing brain cells. I

don't think so.

Soap operas are a way for people to get away from the

stresses of their life by escaping to another world that is

not reality. These fantasy shows give people an escape for

a few hours a day. What is the crime in that? People also

make puns that soap opera stars can't act. Well, why
don't they try memorizing 40 pages of dialogue every day.
all year long. All these other shows have to do one show
a week for only 7 months out of year. Try comparing that

to the number of episodes that a soap opera puts on every
year.

This writer went over the line when he said that soap
operas rot the brain, but he went too far when he
brought "Party of Five" into this. This is definitely one of
the best shows on television. With Bailey's bout with
alcoholism and Charlie's recent diagnosis of Hodgkin's
disease, this is a show that really deals with real life. I

still don't know how this show escaped an Emmy nomi-
nation.

So. I think that before anyone continues to ridicule
soap operas and make puns at their dedicated viewers,
maybe they should sit down for a few days and actualh
watch them.

Rana Meyer
Amherst
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There is something about the '80s — a kind of

>yn<istv "- type nostalgia that's got everyc

ore.

Personally, the big hair days never appe r

being rather short, I caught onto the

mis craze even before it was cool.

But the '80s... it's like this decade thai

ngs for And if you had to look back and c

ich decade, every one had a distinguishing

tic.

lor instance, back in the '50s, jaaajaa—aaaaa—aai
\one was jumping under desks Seema (

I buying bomb shelters, in case the tmmmm
l.-ds" ever decided to launch a few
s it us.

the '60s, we had the civil rights mo\
Istock and a bunch of other things parents would
> not have their children know about.

Ihc forgettable '70s brought us Star War* disco

i id , ling and ""The Mary Tyler Moore Show."

But the '80s — geez, like, where to start?

I in -utv vou all remember when "like" became the

vord — kind of like "smurf." Everything

\ ne ever said anything anymore, it was
like, and I was like..." You get the

picture. ^^H
Then there were the colon The '80s shepherded in

all hues obnoxious, from outrageous lime green to

pink Make-up went garish with blue eyeshadow

of it ) und bright pink lipstick. The louder you wer
cooler you were.

Next up was music. If there was anything

defined the '80s, it was the music. There was the

thesizer stuff, the wearing of underwear as outer

ments. the heavily painted faces and above all -

ble-gum pop.

There were some great groups in the '80s, incl

-_—1_^^B—^, Duran Duran, Def Leppard.

Thompson Twins and the Bai

Back then, music was just fi

downright silly. 1 mean, rea

Defini

»an«atirkar
*

an Bi

its was
ie Holl

It

at cool

n- com
ir- half

b- And
tuck

ng Kea
tie Bi

es. ever

nd with

a Ste

It it W!

the wi-

ywood
;levisto

song like "Walk Like An Egyptian
st.inds less than a snowball's chance

in hell these days.

In musk;, not only did Madonna
first appear on the scene in the

'80s, we also got some gems with

New Kids on the Block who
didn't hang tough for long. We
also had Tiffany, who made her

money in the shopping malls of

America and Debbie Gibson,

who couldn't auster past a fool

ish beat.

wasn't just music which defined the 80s It

whole concept on entertainment — fricluding

and television,

ion was way funnier back in the '80* that

d just be nostalgia and old age talking. Take sit

jr instance; all problems could be solved in a

• or less (if you take time out for commercials).

one symbolized the decadence and "me " atti

the '80s more than "Family Ties'* Ale*. P.

you also had the neighborhood bin where

knew your name in "Cheers." Pierce Brosnan.

crazy cracks about movies, teamed up with

ie Zimbalist to catch the bad gu\ on

ington Steel." For adult drama, no oik could

teat the glamour of "Dynasty" or the cold edge

to "Dallas." Everyone liked lawyet - again

when the firm of Mackenzie Bracknian took

to the air on "L.A. Law."

Television also spawned teen idols. In

the '80s, teen magazines featured

pin-ups of such noteworthy >oung

actors and actresses like Tina

Yothers, Fred Savage, Kirk Cameron

and Alyssa Milano.

Since we also had cable in the

'80s, we all started watching more

stuff and -uddenly. we were watching music on televi

sion.

MTV first hit the air in the early '80s, playing more

music in a day than it does in a week now. MTV made
an entire generation of stars — including Madonna,
who sureh without MTV's help, would not have been

able to become the star she is now.

And ol course, you can't talk about the '80s and noi

mention Hollywood. Movies back then were mote
about excitement and glamour more than substance

Top Gun took on the Russians and made a star out ol

Tom Cruise, while lennifer Gray and Patrick Swazu
turned out for Dirty Dancing. Molly Ringwald headed

up the Brat Pack in films like For Keeps and The

Breakfast Club and John Cusack starred in the teenage

comedy Say Anything.
In the 80's Bill Gates came on the scene with a new

language. BASIC and a new operating system MS DOS
It was also when Apple Computers reigned supreme

personal computers took off and Sony introduced the

Walkman. 1
Above all, the '80s were a decade of fun and sheer

indulgence. Anything went — the chewier the better

In times like now, with so much to think about, it's n<

wonder people long for the glittery and carefree atti

tudes of the '80s.

Seema ( iangatirkar is a Collegian colurnnist.
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Huqe, tike,

giant purse

High tops With

glitter laces

The '80s were about honest

Unlike today, whet**
tic purpose, the '80s Wete

gence. The more obnoxiout

was the material girt,

nounce, lohn MeH
"Cougar" and Michael

musical endeavors rather

Die hair was high and

'80s still haunt ui with
'

Here, I've tried to <xmp
ehee«e.

I ) Girl muate

women could

Go- Go's, B*
face) proved that

guts and glamour

we love the
*

us that girls did really "just wanna have fun,"

; Even cooler than tho*e Corey guys, the jpoup «aet

j in the 80s have left behind a true legacy av I

ngwald, Anthony MiclweJ Hall, hidd Nelsor*,

McCartfrjr, femilio Esteve*, A% Sheedy, Rob
even fitafflri Moore $howed u» pre-(ana post)

that we could understand.

Some have hh it b%. some have eunk fntb the

•tyes, fm Sixteen Candles. St, Elmos Pint, Tlw
"

'fink heve become legends in thtlr own tfnv,

i would have been without John Hughe*' mbvjns.

it Was permed, crimped, feathered, frosted or teased

it was tails for the guys and stdtN-porvyMrft*. Ni
get. the cooler you were, no matter how much AtJfte~N|<

?One* upon a time there was royalty that ruled this land. The

release of this album, a true staple

•ard spiral Jackson is on these

our hearts with "Billie lean" and
the one." It makes me wonder

tercize and let warmers, off the

no ledger exclusive to the gym.
.Throw in some Miami Sound

i l-iakn, Poison. Metatlica, Cinderella,

on and on and on. In full spandexed

onto the scene and forever changed the

hair and more make- up than their

heart attacks and sent a clear

Jungle!* Thanto Axl!

Broderkk brought playing hooky to

Turn to EISA , page 6
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Six years for an

hour ofJanes?
By Marty Keane
Collegian Staff

JANE'S ADDICTION
Brandeis Univ. - Gosman Center

Nov. 7

WA1 IMAM, Man. — Halloween came a week

lute lor ihe 5,000 of io who packed Branded
I diversity's Gosntari Cental on Frida) night.

I lie luck) ticketholders idiuats were trading:

hands lor up to $100 a piece OUttide) wew treated

to an over-the- top visual extravaganza, complete

with rmsterious masked men and scantily-clad

dancing girls. Voa, it's true - Perry Farrell.

Lollapalooza founder, is back in the high life,

again.

lane's Addiction, the driving force that bridged

the gup between the hair metal of Motley Crue and

the grunge of Nirvana returned to live action alter

.i m\ \eur hiatus lot the wildly anticipated "l-ltz

\1 \|\ Party Tour."

If not for a few unfortunate (and unforeseen)

incidents, it probably would have been remem-
bered as one of "those" shows; you know, the kind

of concert you endlessly brag about to your friends

ad nauseam.

Even Still, it was a memorable event, if ultimate-

ly a bit disappointing. There was no surprise open-

ing set bv Smashing Pumpkins (as there was in

Chicago a few days earlier) — in fact, scheduled

opener Goldie didn"t even show up. Also, a

planned mid-set SCOUStk jaunt to a small stage in

the middle of the gym was scrapped due to extenu-

ating circumstances.

A* Farrell, guitarist Dave Navarro, drummer
Stephen Perkins and bassist Flea (on loan from the

RHCP) were ripping through the opening "Ocean

Size,' the unthinkable happened. The teeming
throngs of jaeked-up adolescents made a huge
push toward the stage, much like what happens at

every concert these days in a general admission

venue.

This time however, the barricade at the apron of

the stage gave way and caused a mini-emergency.

The band promptly stopped pluying and left the

stage while the damage was cleared. Thankfully.

Waltham KMTs reported no serious injuries.

Alter a brief intermission, the band returned

and played an incendiary (albeit brief) hour-long

eacorelesi set consisting mostly of better-known

songs from their last two studio albums. 1988's

\ Hilling's Shocking and 1990's Ritual de Io

Habitual.

"Ain't No Right" sounded a bit sluggish but the

band quickly shifted into overdrive on a raucous

"Stop!" which brilliantly combined Ilea's lunki-

fied bass thumping with Farrell's shaman-like
presence in a glorious blast of sheer energy.

"Three Days" was an epic opus, as was a majestic

"Classic Girl." A sing-a-long "lane Says" recap-

tured the spirit of the early '90s and the closing

"Ted, lust Admit It..." left the crowd salivating for

more. Too bad they didn't get their wish.

More of a trick, than a treat if you ask me, but

still one hell of a trick.

Soundgarden's A-Sides reeks of corporate greed
A-SIDES

Soundgarden

A&M
\\ hen asked to describe- the latest release from the now

defunct Seattle heavy metal/grunge hand Soundgarden. I

am at an utter loss Perhaps Butt-head put it beM when he

said (many a tiniei "What the hell is this a
Indeed, the mete thought ol a "Greatest

Hits" compilation front this seminal, ground-

breaking hard rock group is quite oil-putting

folks. I am lorrj to SS] that this one recks ol

pure greed m>IcI> on the part o( their

record company. It all begs one question

\\ hv now?
Vlmittcdly a major tan of Chris Cornell

and company, the songs here are near (law-

less in both concept (sludgy, slow riffs over

Cornell's piercing voice) and execution (crisp and

hard-hitting without any grandiose trappings). A- Sides'

main problem, besides being a shameless example ol crass

commercialism, lies in the tact that with a cut -and-paste

collection of songs like this, they inevitably lose much of

their potency due to the running order. Instead, buy

Suptrunknown. besides being one of the truly great

albums of the decade, it's all the Soundgarden you'll ever

need.

While it is fun to hear them progress liotn ComeU'l vio-

lent waitings on "Flower" to the admirable vocal restrain] ol

"The Day I Tried to Live." A-Sides simply does not do

Soundgarden justice.

The album's only previously unteleased song — and cur-

rent single — "Bleed Together" certainly is no "A-side."

Recorded during the "Down On The Upside" sessions, the

song was left off that album, a clear indication that it wasn't

among the lb best tracks that did make it onto the record.

A&M is simply raiding the vaults: I guess their new Blues

Traveler release isn't exactly selling like hotcakes. Hey. it's

just in time for the holidays tt>o! While the actual music is

definitely A worthy reason to purchase this. A-Sides is mere-

ly a lame exercise in milking a Dead (cash) cow dry. (Marty

Keane l

DOTS AND LOOPS
Stereolab

Elektra

Kile under easy listening — very easy. Maybe even too

casv

On their ninth LP and fourth major label release.

Stereolab's Doss and Loops (Flektral fails to maintain the

progressive musical stylings that have earned them their pro-

lific, indie-status.

Technically, (composition/instrumentation) the IP is

flawless. Stereolab's attention to production details pavs-off.

resulting in virtual walls of sound, which match the master

ings of such bands as Spiritualized, My Bloody Valentine or

Tortoise tlohn McEndre was ||lc man in the production stu-

dio).

But somewhere between the tour dates and studio se-

sions. Tim Cane and Laetilia Sacliet. the songwriters forgot

how to create. French a-la-1960-something-pop/orchestral

jazz is dead (and I dare say. boring). As a close friend of

mine recent!) said, "lust because ibex sing in French, doesn't

make them avant-garde."

Sure, their more daring tracks, like "Refractions in the

Plastic Pulse" and "Diagonals." tease the listener because

thev oiler a delicious taste of the wonderful, pop-perfection

that Sterolab has been in the past on lull-lengths such as

Lmporer Tomato Ketchup and Retried i.cotplasm.

Dots and Loops is Stereolab's most accessible album to

date ibl a reason because' it has so much mass appeal

that its single. "Miss Modular." mav be MTV's next Buzz

Clip.

Mav be Turn On la recent Stereolab project which delves

further into esactronlca) stole the greatness from tHs album,

en maybe the top ol the college chart- i- Stereolab's new

ambition. C- (Jonathan Liberty)

KING BISCUIT FLOWER HOUR PRESENTING.. .K3GY POP
IggyPop

King Biscuit Records

Culled lien ii the King Biscuit Mower I lour live

concert series, the ought to be Icgcndai

)

Pop's luly 19. 1988 performance from Boston's

ill fated Channel Club is atypical of Pop In

other wends, it's a typical incendiarv affair

as Pop (beirn lames Newell OstSrhcrg) rips

through a 17 song set of mostly 80s solo

material, with a lew Stooges gems thrown in

for good measure.

Backed bj an impressive array of crack musicians com-

prised of \ndv McCoy (Hanoi Rocks) on guitar. Alvin

Gibbs (Lk Subs) em bass. Paul Garristo (Psychedelic I in- 1

on drums and Seamus Beaghen (Madness) on keyb

the set of songs performed on KM III' /ggy Pop (King

Biscuit) succeeds m making the connection between his

early pre punk Stooges material and his then current

album Instinct, which was a bit of a let-down alter 1986s

David Bowie produced Blah Blah Blah.

\ civ raielv do performers come along who can infuse the

ridiculous amount of raw. unhindetcd force (hat Iggy Pop

does Among the highlights are a surprising!) forgotten "Kill

i ity* and the Stooges classics "1969." "I Warms Be Your

Dog" and "No lun," a tune routinely covered by the Sex

Pistols. Pop excels in writing songs about being bored with

nothing to do. I le mav look like hell, but he proves here that

he can rock like Satan's palace as well. A- (M.K.)

The University of Massachusetts'

Something Every Friday Presents:

THE B-fHARP JAZZ QUARTET
"Jazz On A Sunday Night'

.**

California based jazz group on its East Coast Tour performs one free concert.

Also Featuring "The Art Gecko Sextet"
liti|> »»» umav.edu iampw.1 evcnn \<M him

Vviimiics M5-34O0

I hi- stnc\ is mauV pmiihlc h> a grunt from the

I At.isv Auvili.irv Scmecs Department,

..II.. i tm Student Affair*, and the

IMIMMMMWr..

Please Note: This Room Change!!

Sunday, November 16, 1997

I Mass Campus Center Aud., 8pm

COUHTtSV |ACK 8LAMSSEKG

The members of Soundgarden, from left: Chris Cornell, Matt Cameron, Kim Thayil and Ben Shepard.

Elsa
continued from page 5

new. philosophical levels in tin- classic '80s Hick. By far

one of the hest movies of our time. We all shared hi-

as he raced around Chicago in a collector's edition

Ferrari, while his pals hack at school handed together to

"Save Ferris." He gave high schoolers everywhere some-

thing to aspire to. Is it any wonder we turned into

Generation \ '.'

8) Synthesizers. Will we ever be able to forget the

theme to Beverly Hills Cop'' It's doubtful. Enough saiel.

9) Breakdancing. I don't know what it was all about,

but somewhere along the line somebod] thought it would

be cool to spin around on the Door, and it seemed to

catch on. wearing pleathei everything, with lots ol tip-

pers and bandanas tied everywhere, these giixs were cool.

um... yeeh. totally red!

10) ATARI. Back in the '80s. it was all about a moving

square shooting lines at another moving square, and we

called them video games. There were no graphics, there

w.is no Mil. '95. It was joysticks and Space Invaders We
didn't need PlayStation to keep us entertained for hours.

it was all in the hands ol Pacman.

The '80s will he around for a while, kind of like the

decade that won't die As teat] a thought as that may be.

there still remains a certain mystique about a decade

whose catch phrase was "gag me with a spoon." So revel

in the cheese, enjoy the shallowness of the days before

political correctness was an issue. Go ahead, listen to Pat

Benalar. roll your pant legs and get that hair up there,

just leineinhei don" I tuke any of it seriously.

Bias A-llcrris a Collegian staff member
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GLBT Issues
Thursday, November 1 3, 1997

UMass "Pride" Alliance not living up to its title

The Pride Alliance is a group of gay, lesbian and bisexual

individuals and their aeeepting allies. For many of the mem-
bers ol this organization the name is an oxymoron. Pride is,

as described by Webster's New College Dictionary, "proper

respect for oneself; sense of one's own dignity or worth; self

respect."

I attended one of the first Tuesday night gatherings for

the Pride Alliance (then called the Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay,

Transgender Alliance). There was a fairly large turnout. I

attribute this turnout to those who have gone before us in

the battle against homophobia. I was feeling proud to be

there and participate.

A paper was passed around for individuals to sign, so to

speak. The disconcerting part of this little exercise was the

fact that there was a column where, if you desired, the

LBGTA would be "discrete" when calling. 1 have always

been an advocate of honesty and integrity. I got this from

going to church and from my parents during my formative

years. (Yes church. Many self-proclaimed Christians have it

wrong; God is about love not hate, but that is another

issue.)

As an older student who has already dealt with the issue

of whether or not to be out, I thought, "Well, they will do

what they wish." However, I have not been to another gen-

eral meeting of this group.

One of the results of the first meeting was a discussion

about changing the name of the organization. It was

announced that the new name was "Pride Alliance ." Excuse

me? Pride. 1 see that, perhaps in my old age, 1 had forgotten

what pride is. I'd better go and check with Mr. Webster.

Yep, the definition hadn't changed. So, pride, as it stands to

reason, is something one should display as long as you

don't cross over into the realm known as conceit. Make

sure you mark me in this column of "discreet." I want to be

proud.

For the record, I do not con-

done the outing of individuals. If

someone wishes to remain in the

closet, that is their prerogative. However, 1 do not take

into exception the individuals who claim to be proud and

have pride when they cannot be honest with those around

them, or with themselves for that matter. How can an

individual have "self respect" if they are living a lie? What

kind of "dignity" would make an individual misrepresent

his or herself when the subject comes up. Where is the

"worth" in denying that someone of the same sex is your

partner? Where is the "self respect" in cowering from who

you are?

Ron lenker

Oh yes, it is really hard in this day and age to be out. Not

as difficult as 20 or even five years ago, but it is still hard.

There are many ramifications to being out and honest. The

possibility of not getting a certain job. It may have hap-

pened to me just three weeks ago; I'm not sure.

Furthermore, if it did. I do not want to work with a boss

who's mind is closed. That closure would hamper progress

be it technological or otherwise. Will that stop me? Not on

your life!

The possibility of your parents having a fit. They will get

over it and if they don't, why would you want some-

one in your life who doesn't really get over it and

love you? Do you really want to have parents that

are in love with what they think you are? (Well,

maybe, if they are paying for your tuition. Everyone has his

or her price!) My parents took it hard too. They still love

me and express it in the same way they always have. Sure

there was a period of adjustment. Now when I show up

without my partner, the first thing my mother says is,

"Where is Dan?"

Now for the great part, you know the shame you feel

every time you tell the little "white lie." You know, the one

about "Michelle" whose name is actually Mike, or "Robert"

who happens to be Roberta. There is no need to feel that

shame if you are honest. You know how one lie begets

another? The way things have a tendency to snowball?

Gone, just like that! You will sleep better and be so much

happier. Yes, it is really, really hard at first and there are

going to be people, even so-called friends, who will turn

their back on you. So who needs friends like that anyway?

Only by being out and honest can anyone expect to be

accepted. If you know someone who is a liar, regardless ol

his for her sexuality and you are sure of that fact. I would

venture that you would not trust that individual. I wouldn't

expect you to. I certainly wouldn't. Furthermore, if that

individual lied to you. would they steal from you also?

What other sort of things would they do (or not do for

that matter). I am not saying that a liar is also a thief, but I

certainly wouldn't want to have them around. So I wonder,

why would anyone want to have people around who are not

honest? I believe you will find that most people don't care

who you love, but they do care if you are honest in your

dealings with them.

One of the most interesting things I found out during my

process is that it gets easier and easier. Yes, sometimes I

may hesitate and rehash it all again, however, honesty is the

best policy.

Ron Lenker is a UMass student.

Dealing with homophobia
Homophobia is not something

that I experience often. Since 1 have

been at UMass, 1 can count only two

situations where I had homophobia

targeted at me. Since the beginning

of the semester, the GLBT commu-
nity has been far more visible than it

has been in recent history. The
result: heightened harassment.

At the beginning of the semester,

1 walked in on a work situation

where a woman came out as a les-

bian. She immediately received a

death threat from
her co-worker. The

Katie Thoennes

inactivity and empathy.

Why didn't I take the time to

organize a protest of the Campus
Center business which allows its

employees to give homophobic
death threats and still work there?

Why didn't anyone else who saw or

heard about it act up?

I didn't because I wasn't the vic-

tim. At least not this time. I believe

that nothing happens with these acts

because, for the most part, we aren't

the victims; not directly. But ulti-

mately, we are. It

affects me to know

supervisor referred

to me as "her dyke

friend" when I began asking ques-

tions. All of this happened right in

the Campus Center. As of now. the

homophobic worker is still

employed there while only having

received a very short suspension.

More recently, columnists from

the GLBT page in the Collegian

have been receiving harassing phone

calls. As I walked through the

Southwest Area last week, I saw

homophobic slurs cast across a win-

dow and wall.

This upsurge of ignorance and

hate brings up a couple of things for

me. One is a direct reaction to the

homophobia itself. The other is

some questions directed to the

GLBT community.

We all know the routine of homo-

phobia: person is insecure, person

internalizes self-hate, person targets

other people so he/she can feel bet-

ter about his/her low self- image.

My suggestions to you (I do hope

you're reading.) are: A) get some

help; gay people won't go away, but

your homophobia can. and B) get a

hobby; we're all busy, who's got

time to be a homophobe?
My second reaction is geared

towards the GLBT community
(myself included). For the most part,

it is really easy to be queer in this

area. It is comfortable, and that is

how it should be. Yet 1 think the

comfort fosters a certain element of

that I wasn't the tar-

get, but that next

time, I might be. It makes me angry,

it makes me uncomfortable. Most of

all. it makes me sad.

Several years ago, I dated a

woman who had been gay- bashed.

She still carries scars. She was
attacked by a gang because she and

her friends looked "too gay." To
ignore this and say that it does not

affect me is ignorance at its best.

In this area, where I can get by, I

am not comfortable enough to be

silent. The GLBT community, at

times, has been pacified into a

comatose -like state of inactivity.

When one person gets called a "fag"

or a "dyke." it's our responsibility to

act up. I'm pissed that homophobia

happens and I am not going to shut

up.

I believe in change; and I carry

the responsibility of improvement. I

hope to leave this Earth knowing

that I left it better than it was when

I came in. I hold myself accountable

and I hold others responsible as

well. Even though many of us can

get by living here in Amherst, we
cannot afford silence on any level.

We have a responsibility to chal-

lenge hate wherever we see it.

What's the use of being out of the

closet if we aren't making any

noise? Get pissed. Get loud. Make

change happen. Queers fight back.

Katie Thoennes is a UMass stu-

dent.

A day full of fun
"Circus Amok," a transgendered circus based in New York, visits the UMass Student Union Ballroom.

Do you want your

voice heard?
Come down and write for

GLBT Issues!

Contact Rachael Pepe at

5-1762, or leave

a note in my mailbox, locat-

ed in the Collegian. COME
ON DOWN!

Why tell people anything anyway?

Time to end the "-isms"

Brenda fitzpatrick

There is no single "Queer identity" or "Queer communi-

ty." just one-dimensional stereotypes. Queers are of all

socio- economic, racial, ethnic, gender and political back-

grounds. The only oppressive force we, as queers, all expe-

rience is homophobia, albeit in multiple forms. So. should

the queer community just focus on ending homophobia?

What about racism, classism and sexism? These "other"

oppressions are often labeled coalition issues; and thus,

they are transformed into issues separate from the queer

community and of lesser importance than homophobia.

Sexism, racism and classism are not issues I work in

coalition with, they are my issues. I

can't say: "Wouldn't it be nice to work

with that group over there who is work-

ing against classism?" It's not a choice

for me. It is my issue. Note: it is a privilege to "choose"

your issues. It is a privilege to be able to "choose" to fight.

I am more than just queer. The "Queer Community" is

more than just queer.

Ending homophobia will by no means end oppression.

Oppression has many faces, and homophobia is just one.

With the increasing number of positive queer media fig-

ures, it is becoming increasingly less acceptable to be

openly homophobic in the media. Yet. among all the new

positive queer characters on TV shows and in movies, they

are almost always white and/or middle to upper class.

Like so many others, will we queers who are white and

upper class stop fighting once we get a sliver of "privilege

pie" put upon our plate? After all. our stomachs are

already full from the other privileges we benefit from. In

the struggle for our rights, we need to start fighting for

and stop accepting scraps. You don't get full or strong

from eating scraps. All you get is satiated and pacified like

the dinner table so that we. as living creatures, all receive

our equal share.

I want to live in a world where 1 don't always have to

look over my shoulder. A world where I can hold a girl's

hand and not have to worry about getting beaten up^ or

asked by someone if they can "watch us get it on." A

world where I don't gel ignored or glared at in a store if I

don't look rich enough. A world where 1 don't have to

,worry about trusting male friends. A world where people

don't abuse drugs or alcohol because they don't know

how to be alive and they think they're not worth anything

anyway. A world where people don't tell

you you're stupid and beat you up just

because of what they see when they look at

you. In general, a world without labels and

hierarchies of power. I want a lot.

Now. there is a lot of talk in and beyond the queer com-

munity about diversity and the need to foster inclusive

communities. But no one talks about how to actually do it.

How do we create a queer identity based upon hetero-

gony? And once we have done that, how do we work in a

heterogeneous community where everyone has different

visions of what the queer community should be and what

it means to be queer? Most of all. how do we work to end

oppression?

I, like so many others, don't have the answers. I am

reduced to mere rhetoric with heavy breathing but no

clearly defined way of making my proposals a reality. I

may be a child, but I will not be a good little girl and

sit still in silence waiting for someone else to find the

way for me. First off, change begins by learning to

respect yourself and others. That's the foundation for

change.

Scenario: December (any year), hol-

idays, family party. Uncle |oe pulls you

aside and says. "Soooo. those college

buys must be after you! How many

boyfriends do you have?" (Annoying

laughter from Uncle loe.) You say,

"Well Uncle |oe. I am happily living

with my lesbian lover." Uncle Joe

drops his plate of cheesecake on your

Mom's new living room rug. has a

heart attack and everybody gives you

that. "Now why did you have to go

and do that for?" look.

People ask me why I feel the need

to tell people 1 am queer. My answer

to them is that people automati-

cally assume I have a boytriend

or that guys must be knocking

down my door. Just because I

take an English class doesn't mean I'm

an English Major. This reply doesn't

seem to cut it though. The next ques-

tions are usually: Why do you feel the

need to have pride marches? Why
can't you just accept it and be on your

merry way? Why do you need to

throw it in 'my lace? I don't care what

you do. just don't do it around me.

Yes. it is a very personal thing and I

could keep it to myself. However, if I

don't tell anyone, how will I find gay

resources, make queer friends, or find

a partner? 1 mean, secret code only

goes so far! Me being quiet about

who I am is me being ashamed of who

I am.
If I get a new job. am I going to

keep that to myself? That new job will

become a part of me. a new identity I

will add to the many other hats I wear

in my daily life. We all have many
identities: father, daughter, brother.

Catholic. Muslim, writer, chemist,

philanthropist, etc. No one would

have a problem hearing if I were a

chemist,
which is a

personal
identity, so

why should it matter to hear if I were

a homosexual? It is just another way

of life.

Pride is really the biggest factor in

all this. When I came "out" I wanted

to tell everybody I came into contact

with. It took me 20 years to figure

out who I was and 1 wanted to tell

everybody about my big accomplish-

ment. If we don't have these parades

and festivals, we cannot show our

Elana Mendelson

unity and pride. We need for others

to see we are here and we are not

going anywhere. We need those who

are still locked in those closets of

shame to see we are here and we are

proud.

"To Be"

The chosen people are us

The ones who love their fellow man

and woman
We struggle to be & deserve to be

who we want to be

We were made like any other

human being on this earth

But we are not the same

We have to fight harder & be

stronger

than everyone else

Because we are not attracted to the

opposite sex

We find strength in each other

And as we watch our brothers &
sisters

emerge from the darkness .

Our right to be

here grows

Elana Mendelson is a UMass stu-

dent.

Home is where the hate is

a pig before its slaughter. Rather, we must work to rebuild Brenda Fitzpatrick is a UMass student

Papa says don't talk too

loud, don't walk too free,

don't eat too much.

But Papa don't tell me what

to do when she holds my
hand and draws pictures

on my back.

Papa says don't let anybody

beat you at anything, and

Papa Says

always be the best.

But Papa don't tell me to

calm my heart when she

doesn't call. He don't tell me
to dry my tears when my mind

races.

Papa says right is right, wrong

is wrong and sin is sin.

But Papa don't know the

electricity that surges through

me when I feel her heat on

my neck.

Papa don't know exactly

what right is. what wrong

is. what sin is, or who I

am.

famila C. Beasley is a UMass stu-

dent.

I've been thinking a lot about some

things that have happened in my
dorm this week. I came home after a

meeting last Monday night and

saw that the bulletin board on

my floor which dealt with queer

issues had disappeared during

the hour and a half of my absence.

For about three weeks, it stayed up

without incidence. But last Monday.

all of the information was gone from

the board.

I found this so strange because I

am the Resident Assistant on my
floor. I would have taken the board

down when it was time to put up a

new one. I asked some people who

were around if they knew or saw

anything peculiar, but no one seemed

to.

Did this person take the stuff down

because they couldn't look at it any

more? Was it too much that there

was positive stufl on the wall about

being homosexual"5 Well. I am not

sorry that the information was up. I

think that it is important that people

are exposed to different cultures and

lifestyles other than their own. Also,

this information may have been able

to help some people who are strug-

gling with their own sexual orienta-

Donnie Roberts

Hon.

Then on Tuesday, my Assistant

Resident Director informed me about

another act

of hate. He
showed me
newly writ-

ten homophobic and racist graffiti in

the men's bathroom on my floor.

Two days; two different acts of

hate where I live.

These two incidences have brought

up a lot of feelings for me. I am defi-

nitely taking them personally. I

should not have to live wondering if

the next act will be directed at me.

Should I be watching my back? Is

this just the beginning of a new wave

of hate in my home?
I cannot put my finger on anyone

in particular in my building who
would think that these acts are an

acceptable thing to do. Everyone

seems so cool. But someone among

my neighbors apparently can't deal

with living in a place where educa-

tional information about "coming

out" is on the wall. Someone among

my neighbors feels like hate graffiti

needs to be written on the walls. 1

don't want to believe that someone

that 1 live with probably hates me for

being gay. How do 1 know that it i-

not the person I just exchanged "hel-

los" with when we crossed in the hall-

way?
Now. I feel less sure about how

much to trust the people that 1 live

with. I should be able to feel totally

comfortable being who 1 am in my
home. But how can I find comfort

when hate is rearing its ugly head?

Sometimes I wish that the people

who take action with hate would sign

their names and could be held

accountable for what they do. It sure

would make things easier. At least

then 1 could try to have a discussion

with them and share my thoughts

about exactly why homophobia is not

cool.

So, these incidents have caused me
to return to an understanding that

homophobia can and will affect me
for the rest of my life. 1 cannot escape

it. Wherever I go. there are going to

be people who do things that are

rooted in ignorance. 1 refuse to go

back into the closet and ignore these

things. Acts of homophobia need to

be identified so that people get the

message that they are not acceptable.

Donnie Roberts is a UMass stu

dent.
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Building a meal with Ramen
I have to start thi> week'l col-

umn with a correction and an apol-

ogv. II you ••pied hist week's recipe

fot Pumpkin and Shrimp Curry,

vou might have noticed the lack ol

ke> Ingredient — the pumpkin!

Well, it tamehow got lost in trans-

lation. It should have appeared in

the list of ingredients in between

the lemon juice and the chicken

broth. The recipe culls ^^^^^^
loi no can of pumpkin

flesh (again, not that

pie tilling stuff!).

Simple enough, right?

Hey. no scorn or blame

allowed

On to this week's _
theme: The old reliable

""

— the package ol Ramen noodles.

It is. without a doubt, one of the

most essential staples of a dorm
room exUtence. There is nothing

better for a quick meal, especially

before (or alter) a long night of

keg stands. I nlortunately. old reli-

able can turn into "not that again"

very quickly — unless, that is. you

give it a tweak and treat it as a

component of a fully balanced

Asian meal, for about $3 or $4

and a little of your precious time.

\ou can ha\e a killer feast. Also,

it's easy to make enough to feed a

hungry pack or keep you nourished

for a good couple of days.

This dorm room recipe for lo-

mein is made using creative substi-

tutions for a lot of the specialty

ingredients usually found in more
"authentic" versions. 1 think you'll

find it smokes just the same. And,

as I am compelled by my con-

science land "Big Brother") to say.

whenever and wherever you're

cooking, think safety land flavor)

first. Always have a fire extinguish-

er close by and be sure to provide

for proper ventilation. Rock and
boil!

Louie's Loaded Lo-Mcin
Ingredients:

2 packages Ramen style noodles

5 Tbs. vegetable oil (not olive oil

^^^^^^^^^_ — its "smoking

Dormroom
Gourmet

by

Louis Davis

point" is too low

and will burn
under the crazy

high heat of the

stir-fry) 2 eggs,

beaten

2 tsp. minced
garlic (fresh or

prepared)

2 tsp. minced ginger (fresh or

prepared)

1/2 Lb. "protein" (you can use a

piece of steak meat, boneless
chicken breast, pork loin, shrimp,

tofu or tempeh — or a combo to

your liking) all (but shrimp) cut

into thin, narrow strips (referred to

as julienne) about 1/4 inch by 1/4

inch by 1 & 1/2 to 2 inches long

2 quarter-inch thick slices of

baked deli ham, julienned (option-

al)

1/2 cup broccoli (stems julienne

and florets cut into bite-sized

pieces)

1/2 cup red bell pepper, juli-

enned
1/2 cup carrots, shredded or cut

into match stick sized strips (car-

rot is very dense and will not cook

properly unless cut this thin)

4 scallions (green onions), green

parts only, chopped diagonally (on

the bias) into 1 inch pieces

For Sauce:

1 iup "Ramen broth" (explana-

tion included later in recipe)

1/4 cup son sauce

1 Tbs. Worcestershire sauce

2 tsp. Dijon mustard

2 tsp. ketchup

1 Tbs. honey or sugar

2 tsp. sesame oil

1 Tbs. corn starch

1 tsp. pepper (pref. white)

1 tsp. red pepper flakes (option-

al)

Procedure:

1

)

Bring four cups of water to a

boil and cook noodles until just

pliable (they are going to cook

more later, so don't overcook).

Reserve one cup of the hot water

and then drain and rinse under

very cold water (this is called

"shocking" and it stops the cook-

ing process). Put the noodles aside

and toss with the sesame oil (or

substitute with vegetable oil). In a

bowl, mix the hot water into one of

the seasoning packets, stir to thor-

oughly dissolve and allow to cool.

Mix together the rest of the sauce

ingredients in a separate container.

2) Place a wok or a large skillet

over medium heat, allow to heat

up, add 1 Tbs. of the oil and
scramble the eggs. When cooked

through, remove from pan and set

aside.

3) Turn the heat up to high, add

the remaining oil and add the gar-

lic and ginger, stirring often until

you can smell the aromas. Next

add your protein of choice and the

ham (if using). Stir constantly for

two minutes or until mostly
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Uncle Sam explores dark issues
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LIQUOR SPECIALS

YOU HAVE TO SEE IT TO BELIEVE IT!

BuckShot Liqueur

Jagermeister

J&B Select

Jack Daniels

Country Cocktails

Micro Kegs
In Stock

J
9.
W ?S0 ml

I 14.
99

'750m|
I

MICRO BREWS

Otter Creek l
|

Oktoberfest

Saranac *4. /
(Black • Tin. Pale Ale. Golden. Amber)

Wachusett Brewing Co. M?.
99

/,
(Pale Ate. I PA, Nut Brown. Winterlest)

Harpoon Ale & I.PA

Beer Specials
Rolling Rock

1 2 -pack bottfei

Bud Dry
Ca* Bottles

Busch & Busch Light
JO- Pat k Cant

).W Dundee Honey Brown
1 2-pack bottles

1/2 Keg Special:

Rolling Rock

DISCOVER. VlSA.'MASTERCARD ACCEPTED OPEN 9am to 1 1 pen

RT 9 EAST/ 338 COLLEGE ST (413)253-5384 / TAKE 1-91 TO EXIT 19 / RT 9 east

Full Redemption
Center

11 .18.9? 4 p in

RTTEHTIOH EHGIHEERIHG MID COMPUTER SCIENCE MAJORS

WHY 5HQULD YDU
—O DD A CD-DP?
BET ADVICE FROM
-O THE EXPERT5!

Listen to UMRSS alumni talk about co-op opportunities at:

O Pratt t Whitneyr\O Uanasse Hagen Brustlin Inc—

—

O Sybase

s- O Monsanto
Find out how
Co-ods worked for them!

Tuesday, Houember 18th al

Marcus Hall 131

?v Campus

UPCOMING CAMPUS CAREER NETWORK EVENTS
Welcome to Field Tuesdays. Wednesdays. SThursdays

Experience Sessions 3pm Campus Center Rm BCW
Find nut how to get started on the road to success with Internships and c:o-opsl

Hot off the press opportunities at: The Boston Blobe. Reebok. Yankee Candle. BE. Newton

Marriott. Putnam Investments and many morel

Engineering Presentation
Pratt&Whitney
vanesse Hangen Brustlin Inc

Sybase
Monsanto

November IB 4pm Marcus 131

Mechanical Engineering

CMI Engineering

Him tni .il. I nmpiitff System-. I ny crlnij

Chemical. Mechanical Engineering

Resume Bisk Registration Mondatjs 3:45

For Seniors Thursdays Ipm
Sn in 1 1| is for spring recruiting starting soon
You must have completed the disk registration m order to apply

Campus Center 9B5
Campus Center 90S

Hey folks, welcome to another Four Color Commentary.

vour mhiiyc tot wittt'l happening in the comic industry.

Befon we dive into this week's reviews, 1 need your help on

a little survey I'm conducting. I want all of you comic read-

er! with access to computers to send me an e-mail at

Scribe 1 974#M)Lcom. and tell me what you think is the

greatest comic siory ever produced. It can be a graphic

novel, a single-issue story, a miniseries. or perhaps even

crossover. I'll tally up the results and publish them along

with my own thoughts in a future column. Now,
onto the review*;

I'ucle Sam tt\ tDC/Vertigo. $4.95)

Writer: Steve Darnall Artist: Alex Ross

"I want out. Clad in star-spangled

rags, a man named Sam wanders the

streets of an anonymous American city,

struggling to remember his true identity

But he's plagued by voices that carry him on a

time-traveling journey to the dark heart of America...and

hint at his own violent past. Is he Uncle Sam, or one of

U.S.?" So reads the back cover of this latest thought provok-

ing offering from DCs Vertigo line. Well, perhaps

"thought-provoking" isn't a strong enough adjective to

describe this new two-issue prestige- format series. It's an

intensely dark, sardonic, hard-hitting commentary on the

evils that ovist in our country on all levels, or at least it tries

to be. The first issue is a bizarre tapestry of powerful images

and rambling narratives, assaulting you with a barrage of

obvious and cryptic examples of how America is a lost, cor-

rupt society politically and socially. Through violent flash-

backs, Sam recalls being present through atrocities such as

massacres during the American Revolution, the lynching of

a black slave, the last stand of the great Native American

Black Hawk in Illinois, and in the most powerful section of

the comic. President Kennedy's assassination in 1963.

During a bloody montage of the shooting brilliantly painted

by Ross, Darnall writes: "ask not what your country has

done for you, but what your country has done to you." A
chilling and thought-provoking twist on Kennedy's famous

speech. Towards the end of the book, after attending a cam-

paign rally for an unscrupulous senator, Sam seems to

remember his true identity when a false Uncle Sam tells him:

"you used to be somebody, now you're nothing" (obviously

a double meaning, since America isn't what it used to be

either). Sam then realizes he must set things right and return

the country to greatness, but the question still plagues him,

was America that great to begin with? Uncle Sam is not an

i comic to read, of.en.m.es it becomes mcohc.vn. and

drifts away from its focus, but it docs us |ob etfeet.veK

nonetheless. It will have vou questioning the decisions this

country has made in the past, and the relevance they have in

today's society. In short, it will nuke you think. Something a

lot of comics out there just don't accomplish. I he lulls

painted artwork by Alex Ross (kingdom Come) i« gorgeous

and as always, is reason enough alone to buy this book. But

don't buy it just because its Ross... buy it to make yourself

Fantastic lour #1 (Marvel #2.99) Writer:

Scoti Lobdell Artist: Alan Davis

The first of the four "Heroes Reborn" titles

to return the Marvel diUUCUn back to regu-

lar continuity has our favorite superhero fami-

ly called out to Paris to investigate vet anoihei

"dimensional disturbance.'' The trouble turns

out to be a race of beings from another dimension

called "The Ruined" who select a voting environmental

activist to be their leader and set out to 'cleanse and

purify" the Earth. This was a disappointing first effort

for the new creative team of Lobdell and Davie. It was a

standard, cliched Fantastic Four adventure with a preach)

moral lesson about pollution and grecdv corporations ray

aging the planet thrown in for some reason. It's not that this

issue was terrible, it's just that it wasn't very good either.

The characters were handled reasonably well, the art was

very nice and it was good to see the Thing veiling "It's clob-

berin time!" again. However, the big problem 1 had with the

comic was the fact that it made no effort to lie in with the

Heroes Reborn: The Return miniseries. In the last issue ol

that, we saw the Fantastic Four fall to F.arth when the star

ship they were traveling in from the Heroes Reborn world

exploded after crashing through the dimensional border.

FF#1 immediately shows the group at a secret base in the

Antarctic. Where did this base come from? How did the Fl

gain back their memories? Do they siill remember the

Heroes Reborn world? What happened when they tried to

return to Four Freedoms Plaza and saw that it was occupied

by the Thunderbolts? These are important questions thai

Lobdell simply avoided, but addressing them would've made

for an infinitely more captivating comic book than this

mediocre outing. My advice is to save vout cash lor the

return of Mark Waid and Ron Garney on Captain America

#1 shipping this week. C
Jeff Carter is a LMuss student Four Color Commentary

appears on Thursdays

Oceans of Times best album of 1997?
Okay, jazz fans, you've read me giv-

ing praise to this disc, that disc and

the other disc, and have read my criti-

cisms of more lackadaisical

efforts, but this time 1

believe jazz has

found its defini

tive record-

ing, at

least for

1997.

Oceans
Of Time by drum-
mer Billy Hart

(Arabesque) has so

much of what
makes good jazz:

groove-based phras-

ing, abstract compo-
sitions that take on
high-degree perfor-

mance in different parts and combina-

tions, emotive timbre (or. tone color-

ing) and a disc that is well-produced

and has a disturbingly perfect song

sequence that seems almost natural.

That is, natural in a way
that if it were in

any other

order,
i t

would not

be the

mind-bend-
ing work
that it is.

|oi n i ng
veteran
drummer
Hart (whose

work from the '60s on has been heard

with artists ranging from Herbie

e>v J06UUA eoYD

>

Hancock's Mvvandishi group, Antonio

Carlos lobim. Fddie Harris and too

many more to listi arc saxophonists

)ohn Stubblefieid and Chris Potter,

violinist Mark Feldman. pianist David

Kikoski. bassist Santi Debriano. and

guitarist David 1 iuc/vnski.

Together, this septet discs right into

Stubblefield's "One For Carter* with a

vengeance. This tune features one ol

the most intensely laid-out drum solos

00 the album. Listening on. vou will

reach "Teule's Redemption.''

A walk-through, if you will follow

along: Quiet, open beginning, with

fast bass figures squirming around the

space. The musicians play randomly,

but it is all doomed lo come together

into a stirring mixiuie that is at once

somber and last paced. Feldman
states the creep) theme on violin as
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RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Featuring "Sarmat" (your <hoi<e)
$ 1 6

LOSE OUT!
"30-Pack" cans

Reg. $9.99 NOW 5,^"

Genny Summer Brew!
$ 2." after $300 MalMn Coupon

(while Supplies Last)

"MICRO MADNESS CONTINUES'

Oregon

Mill City
ALL FLAVORS I

Smuttynose

Petes

Mix & Match "TWO" 6-pks . . .

$
9 Wow! 2

L
Delivery Available • OPEN 9:00AM to ll:O0PM • Vita/Mastercard • All Beers Plus Deposit •
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PANDA EAST
CHINESE RESTAURANT & SUSHI BAR

"We bring Chinatown to you"

&BEST CHINESE RESUURAN1 IN THE VALLE^
SINCE 1987

1UUGU fTlU KETtU

Starting At $3.95

7 DAYS A Wl

for sushi.

sashimi and
teriyaki is

Available

telephone: (41 3) 256-8923 / 256-8924 fax: 253-1 1 73

103 North Pleasant St. Amherst, MA 01002

Delivery Express: 549-0077
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the ensemble supports and responds

to him.

Each instrumentalist in their solos

on "Teule's Redemption" desires to

break the bonds of time (and the

recording studio), but are held baek in

the thought that their comrades also

have something meaningful to "say."

When it all ends, you are left with

both an overwhelmed mind and a feel-

ing of glory.

Then you look at the CD case and

realize there are six more mental can-

nonballs to come, among the best of

which are "Shadow" (wherein Hart

gives different rhythm and timbre to

each instrument's solo, bringing to

mind the soloists' individuality),

"Mindreader" (just the title alone is

enough to send a chill up the spine —
great bass/drum duet right in the mid-

dle of this one) and the last tune

"Offering," by Debriano, which show-

cases one last time the fact that so

much talent on one disc should be

illegal for what it does to even the

most devoted of jazz listeners. Best

|azz Album of '97? So far, yes, I'd

say.

Woah. Now how will any of the

other discs 1 comment on follow that

one? Well, we have another veteran

from even further back in jazz historv

(the '50s>. this being pianist Horace

Silver whose il)s work probably got

praised at (he time lor its soulful origi-

nalitv as Oceans Of lime did above.

Not thai he's lost his piano skills. His

chord runs mj|| shout with a

gospel-like joy on the new Impulse!

recording A Prescription For The
Blues, yet his compositions ground
safely in the dominant style of the

'51K "hart 1 bop." which Silver I along

with Sonny Rollins and a couple oth-

ers) basically invented.

Michael and Randy Brecker <sa\

and trumpet, respectively), Ron Carter

on bass and lewis Nash help out

Silver on his follow-up to 1995's suc-

cessful The Hard-Bop Grandpop.
"Whenever Letter Plavs The Blues"

plays off the Gershwins' "It Ain't

Necessarily So" and "Free At Last"

resonates with a declarative theme and

solos by all. Not bad.

Other releases recentlv include that

of Andv Summers, former Police gui-

tarist, on his RCA/Victor album, Tlte

Last Dance Of Mr. X. which brings

back Summers' chorus- effected

sound, with King Crimson's Tony

Levin lending lolling, smooth bass and

Greg Bissoneiic's fine, encompassing

drum style on board as well. This trio

dips into rock, and early Mahavishnu

Orchestra-type of fusion for a fine mix

b> a guitarist WOOM sound is integrat-

ed into pop through his association

with Sting and Stew C'opeland.

What doesn't work so well (yet

does have its Funky bright spots) is

Brian Tarquin's Last Kiss Goodbye
with (he This Is Acid lazz label on it,

which tries | U mix London acid-jazz

(a la Brand New Heavies) and the

fusion of lefl Beck and |ohn

McLaughlin with an American edge.

Problem is. he left the edge some-

where behind on his way to the stu-

dio, and things came out a wee bit too

"smooth ." Tarquin definitely has tal-

ent and if you dig your jazz with a

drum machine and svnths. you won't

be disappointed. Like to see him in a

live group setting, like on "One
Arabian Night" and "Third Stone

From The Sun" bv Hendrix. the two

real interesting tunes on this disc

(which skirls Kennv G-dom). Now
that's scary.

loshua Boyd is a Collegian colum-

nist.

gourmet
continued from page 8

cooked.

4) Add all the veggies (except the scallions) and stir

fry until they are "crisp-tender."

5) Add the noodles to the pan and toss well allowing

them to reheat and fry a little. Break up the reserved

scrambled egg into bite sized pieces and add to the pan.

6) Mix together the cooled Ramen broth and the sauce-

mixture and add to the skillet. Allow to the sauce to boil

and thicken (which it will do because of the cornstarch)

and toss well with the rest of the ingredients in the pan.

At the last minute, add (he scallions. toil well, remove

from pan and begin chowing!

Louis Davis is a Collegian columnist. You can e-mail

him with any culinary questions, or with any comments

about this column at LouicMX" uol.com. The Dormroom
Gourmet appears on Thursdays.

COURTESY ROCKY SCHNtCK

Horace Silver looks at the safety of "be-bop" — the '50s style which he helped invent.

[r '- i-J

Write for The Collegian

We're always looking for new
writers, so come on down and
speak with one of our editors or

call the newsroom at 545-1762.

Thinking of studying
5? abroad next ye^r?

Why not Korea?
Study mEnglish or Korean

a\ Ycmsei University, ^

Seoul, Korefl

•International business

•E«st Asian Studies N
•International TZeiaVionans

•Korean Language
'

'

<ij

W Application Doedline:
Spring 9 fc : Klov 21st

a3aW F*tl 9 8: M«reh 1st
\ JL

He YO?-
* wants vanttros

-i -.that

vselfcare.

\Contraaptim

Packaged together for Double Protection

CarePlus
71 gives you I simple-to-use methods

to help prevent HIV (AIDS), sexually
transmitted diseases (STD's), and Pregnancy

when used together, each time you have sex.

Now available at leading stores.

For more information: 1 - 600 -611- SELF

featured
sandwiches

Y0URE L00KIN' AT THE RIGHT PLACE FOR PLENTY OF GREAT DEALS!

Don't Drink
and Drive

.

The Bluewall $4.65

The Vermonter $4.65

Reuben $4.65

Black Russian $4.65

BLT $3.65

Italian Sub $3.65

Vegi Sandwich $4.00

Honey Cured Ham $4.25

Budweiser. &

CASE 30-12 OZ. CANS
*14

* Off

MILLER HIGH LIFE &
GENUINE DRAFT
& IK, HI 5M4
CASK .10.1207. (ASS m ^hdW • fDIR

NEWCASTLE
BROWN ALE
6 I'K ROTTI.K

Roast Beef $4.25

Roast Turkey $4.25

Genoa Salami $4.25

Pastrami $4.25

Corned Beef $4.25

Beef Bologna S3 65

HARPOON
I.F.A.. AUi.MIX
T2PK BOTTLE

KOCH'S GOLDEN
ANNIVERSARY
CASE 2-12 PK. CAN

1/2 KEGS
Ml), BVM.T.BVOiCK.'
MICH, MICH LT.

A.MBKR HOCK. LIVE. ICh IKHSK. RED IMKi

Turnina Leaf <
CHARDONNAVr' J ^
CABERNET SAVVIGNON.
MEREOT, ZINFANOEL.
FVME Bl^ANC. J. RIESUNC. 750 ML

CARLO ROSSI
ALL FLAVORS
4.0 LT

1 SUTTER HOM1 ^_W willir ZINf iNDl I S^^i

POLAND SPRINGS
VODKA
1 TSLT

Sff9>

- SEAGRAM'S V.O. SALE $16.49
^ CANADIAN whiskky mL _m REBATE -4.00

mm17SL
FINAL

COST

ABSOLUT CITRON
750 ML

CANYON ROAD
MKRLOT
7S0ML

MERIDIAN
CHAROONNAY
750 ML

m
SG

t} BACARDI RUM
,t LIGHTA DARK
'x4 750 ML

We Accept

Cans and Bottles

for Redemption

HADLEY
253-9344

NORTHAMPTON
586-3007
63 E3 rj

HOLYOKE
534-4555

SALE PRICES

TMURS. 11/13/97 THRU
WEDS. 11/19/97

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS

mml'HJH JH 'i!
JJ[-^li.;j['.l[ ' i{flUjLuiiii-
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Come Along and
Write for Arts!

Snockgrass a relaxed groove listen

fVIRY THURSDAY • »-3aM
18+

PROPER PRESS & IPREQUIIUP
StartiBf tridmy • •pa-lwa 18+

PMAL HOUSE
College night

Party Mix Muilc
WIO. NOV. 36 • 7:30-11:30

TEEN NIGHT
Ami 15-19 Prop«r ID A Dr»»»

LIVE MUSIC
m. NOV. 14 • 1:00PM 18+

SLIPKNOT
SAT. NOV. 15 • 7:30 PM tits

HMKK OF IT All
HZO

ff) |M| nil. NOV. It • 7:30 PM 21+

A TRIBUTE JO mDiMM
tawm nMFT»> pflMMEs.

ii/rwn fi»r« jumr johmo*.
wiutf «e rr» swrn

JCMT KWrWr (M MAKOim
THE HORNETS

TMUIS. NOV. 20 • 7:00 PM 18+
RECORD DCLEASE PARTY

The Stone Coyotes

(2> Ftl. NOV. 31 • 0:00 PM 21+
OHE CAMMED FOOD ITEM AT THE DOOR

The Swinging SteaHs

'j& SAT. NOV. 33 • 7:00 PM i&k

SKAVOOVIE
& THE EPITONES

Big D & The Kids Table. Johnny
Too Bad & The Strlheouts. The
Agents. Fabulous Fruit Brothers

Ftl- NOV. 20

STAIND

We've got a whole batch of new
releases in the acoustic pantheon this

week, so let's get right to them, start

ing with a few from our lovely neigh

ben in Cambridge. Mass., Rounder

Records.

Doing Our fob is the live

product of a December
1996 live run in the

Midwest by multi-instru-

mentalists |ohn

McCutcheon and Tom
Chapin (also singer/song-

writers— busy men, eh?).

While their tunes may be

redundant in their ideas of

righteousness between all

humans, growing up over

the hill and the foolishness

on television news these

days, some songs are truly

resonant of fine musician-

ship and singing.

Woody Guthrie's

"Pastures Of Plenty." McCutcheon's

"Dead Man Walking" (inspired by

Sister Helen Prejean's book of the

same name which Tim Robbins made
into a great movie last year), and the

nice young-love romance of

McCutcheon & Chapin's "Heaven
Help" all succeed in doing their job of

entertaining even the casual listener.

Even better than Doing Our job is

the re-issue of singer/songwriter

Michael Hurley's 1980 Snockgrass

(Rounder) album, with music that is

not nearly as riotous and humorously

profane as the disc cover, but instead

sinks into a relaxed late-night acoustic

groove. Songs like "O My Stars," with

its stunning vocal harmonies by Hurley

and fill Gross, and others with more

deadpan humor Hke "Sweat l ucy" and

•| Heard The Vote* Of A forkchop"

convince me that Ne» England cer-

tainly hud a real treasure in it> hands

with this Vermont native,

And. SneBy, Ebt die Rounder cttace

the compilation called Coal Mining

Woman Into diec take* recordingi

done over the last 20 Of 10 yens

£>x noitl) by female bluegrass

uttota like Hod Dickon, the

Reel WorM Suing Hand and

Sarah Gunning, all on the

topic of the biggest induttrj

in the Appalachian sections ot

Wee) Virginia and Kentucky.

Since coal mining has long

been one oi the most danger-

ous occupation- a person

could have, many ol these

songs are sad recollections ol

either individual accidents or

the whole deadl\ history of

coal workers. Dickens' "The

Mannington Mine Disaster" is especial-

ly poignant on that topic. There are

also more upbeat songs praising the

hard- working men and women in the

occupation and protest songs concern-

ing benefits foe die workers.

Out now on Sugar Hill Records is

the "newgra-s" project. Chesapeake's

latest album Wsf Pressure. Mixing con-

temporary countr) sounds with blue-

grass and singer songwriter ethics, the

band, led by main songwriter T.

Michael Coleman, moves through

songs that arc blessed with splendid

harmonics (Linda Rondstadt con-

tributes to one song I. and virtuosic

instrumentation on both acoustic and

electric instruments. Their songs

address love, destim and generally liv-

ing life to its fullest some of these

idea- are treated originally while some

aren't, but the lyrics take a back seat to

the instrumental vigor of the quartet.

Prom the 50s, we have two collec-

tions of folk re-issued on another

Ma—achusetts-based label: Rykodisc's

Tradition subsidiary. Instrumental

Music Of The Southern Appalachians

is a collection of 1 956 field recordings

in Virginia and North Carolina.

Multi-instrumentalist Hobart Smith

fiddles and plays banjo on several

tracks tall tracks are traditional, passed

down from generations past) with

finesse, while Etta Baker plucks

acoustic and resophonic guitar to a

stately, ringing result on "Railroad Bill"

and "Goin" Down The Road Feelin'

Bad" (yes. Deadheads, it is the same

tune). Other tunes are spun off from

dulcimer and harmonica, all bringing

to mind the green peaks of the region

from which these recordings were

made.

Odetta's ,4/ The Gate Of Horn is our

other Tradition re- issue and was her

second album, and her first with

accompaniment (Bill Lee — Spike's

father — lends acoustic bass accompa-

niment). Odetta's broad voice sweeps

through "The Lass Of The Low
Country," "Midnight Special" and

moves along the humorous fairy tale

effects of "The Fox" with equal effect.

Again, all the songs on At The Gate Of
Horn are basically acoustic traditionals

that Odetta fans like Bob Dylan did

their best to carry on into their own
music and thus carried over into our

own generation.

loshua Boyd is a Collegian colum-

nist.
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Garth Fagan Dance Troupe

to reveal aesthetic brillance
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By Emily Trask

Collegian Staff

The Garth Fagan Dance Troupe

will bring a thrilling evening of perfor-

mance to Amherst. Now in its 26th

year, this extraordinary company has

gained tremendous recognition over

the years for its dynamic choreogra-

phy and aesthetic brillance.

Garth Fagan Dance resonates with

the philosophy and styl- _^______—

—

mm>—
istic essence of its The thpmPS of his
Founder and Artistic ' fie inemtS UJ mz
Director, Garth Fagan. choreographed
who has developed a • r ~M
vivid dance form that is pWCeS Spring jrOtn

a synergy of modern, ^ Tories Urld
jazz. Afro-Caribbean ""*

.

and ballet traditions. mUSWal tradltlOrlS

comX
hX^ of different cultures

at the Fine Arts Center. an(J experiences.
tonight at 8 p.m.

The evening will

open with the prelude Discipline is

Freedom, the company's showcase set

to music by Abdullah Ibrahim and

Max Roach. This piece reveals the

various eclectic idioms that contribute

to the Garth Fagan dance style and

capture in its title the spirit and motto

of the company itself.

Three Post Cards consists ol a suite

of three dances including Post Cards:

Pressures and Possibilities set to the

music of Roots II by David N. Baker.

The company will also perform to the

music of The Preservation Hall |azz

Band in the crowd pleascr

Tourinj lubika 1924. The mini- epic

Nkanyii with Han, there. Family,

and Tomorrow is I masterpiece ol

movement and refers to the Sasaburu

tradition ol revering life, ancestors,

elders, ehldien and each other.

The evening will conclude with the

uncompromising Garth lagan classic

Grioi Saw York, which emerged out

of groundbreaking collaboration with

Wynton Marsalis and New York
sculptor Martin

Puryear. This dynam-

ic performance cele-

brates New York in

all its beauty and

squalor.

Garth I Bgan

formed the Company

in 1970 in Rochester.

New York, where

from the very begin-

ning the artistic sig-

nificance of his work

has been inextricably

bound with the diverse character ol

American culture. The themes of his

choreographed pieces spring from the

stories and musical traditions ol dif-

ferent cultures and experiences. His

dancers, too, are unmatched in their

originality, umanneied approach and

virtuosity.

Tickets for the performance can be

purchased b> calling lite line Arts

Center lio.x Office at (413/545-2511

or 1-800- call-LJMAS. ticket prices

are 5)0, $25. S/5 for adults. $8 for

children 17 and under, and $5 for

live College students.

Ethan Hawke discusses his latest underdog role in Gattaca
By Amy SeKvyn

Associated Press

Klllgore Smudge
the Dancing

• 0:00 PM 18+HL.

iNom
e and Shoot \*kW I

.

\g Bear TZlitd

NEW YORK — Ethan Hawke has

absolutely no future. That is, unless he

can fool people into believing his

genetic composition is, well, perfect.

Ethan Hawke? No future? Sounds

ridiculous, doesn't it?

Don't tell that to Andrew Niccol.

the New Zealand screenwriter/director

who has cast Hawke in the sci-fi

thriller. Gattaca. Hawke pbyi Vincent

Freeman, a "faith birth"— or nonengi-

neered individual— in a society where

progeny are designed in petri dishes.

diseases are eliminated and more desir-

able traits are engineered into the pop-

ulation. Faith births are only suited for

janitorial work

In an interview, the 26-year old

Hawke talked about Gattaca. gene

pools, perfection, the Dalai Lama and

magazine covets.

"All of us have been told we can't

do things we want to do," says Hawke.

"It's the whole question of whether or

not we can find the strength to go

ahead and believe in ourselves."

Man, not as Superman, but as

Underdog — that's what drew Hawke

to the Gattaca project. The actor says

he wanted to explore the question of

how individuals realize dreams in the

face of overwhelming odds.

And this busy actor, whose credits

include critical successes like Dead

Poet's Society, A Midnight Clear and

Reality Bites, says he's quite familiar

with the underdog role.

Hawke was born in Austin. Texas,

then moved to Princeton. N.|.. as a

young boy. He started taking acting

classes at Princeton's McCarter

Theater, larding his first professional

acting job at age 1 5 in George Bernard

Shaw's Saint loan. Hawke's screen

debut followed shortly when he was

cast at 14 in the film Explorers.

He'l been working steadily since

then, though Hawke says it hasn't been

-mooth sailing.

"I've had mv share of people telling

me I'm absolutely no good at all. I've

got those storie-.'' Hawke admits,

laughing. "I went in for a soap opera,

and the person at the soap opera called

my agent and asked. Win would you

send such an untalentcd. snotty little

creature in here'.''

SAT. NOV. 39 • 8:30 PM 21+

TEXAS FLOOD
Opium for the Masses

THUBS. DIC. 4 7:00 PM ttti

ONE KINO DOWN
Cause tor Alarm/Hold Strong
Divided by Hate/ x Tripwire x

**+ I I ir\l IADCLIQUORS

SAT. DIC. * • 7:00 PM ~?57

THE ALLSTONIANSMESTON
and THE MARSHES
Record Release Party

SUN. DSC. 7 • 7:00 PM tiki

TESTAMENT
Overcast/barrett

Shadows Fall ^XHinS. DSC. 1 1 • 7:00 PM uu

SHOOTYZ GROOVE
UPCOMING

UT.M(. 13 MUCHU
HU.MC. II KAHt WHMIH llmriUm »

fit. MC. 16 L0SSTU1 ROM MUS
lit. UN. ) lUHJI MM ii<

AaVasNs tKketi ovsNiobW at 1st NwltompiM la* o

Via 86*e l-BOO-THl TICK. Strswtorrtn Uoiii Si

ti The tetsasl to fcsaWll, AUsrt **«« m Gr««*lWM.

raSmWrtliwM

- OvrWl m lalwuj I I VMM- lr<

lO PEARL STREET,

lrt!f://v»v»w.virtual-volley.<oi»i/|>eorl-jtreel

....413-584-7771*****

Natural Light Ice

Bud Ice & Ice Light

Red Hook All Flavors

Red Dog & Ice House

Lowenbreau

Bud & Bud Light

24-12oz cans

30 Packs

6packs

12 Packs

7oz 6 Packs

1/2 Kegs

$8M +DEP

$1549 +DEP
$4" +DEP
$6" +DEP

$269 +DEP

$ 39"+DEP

49

Tele-Check for

your personal check

• Check Qui Our Other Qrtmt Im §tort Specials *

Goldschlager 107°Schapps 750 ml $ 14"

Southern Comfort 1.75 Liter $ 16

Bacardi Limon 750 ml $ o49

• Quantity discounts always available *

"November Wine Special: Get 15% off Any

6 Bottles (of non-sale Item) Wine

We want to be your favorite Liquor store

6 University Drive

at Newmarket Center, Amherst

Study in Spain & Cuba
The

V^cntcr for

C^ross- Cultural

Study

Visit our representative:

Iucm1.iv. Nov. 4

llt.ini - 2pm
UMass Student

tenter c loncourse

Seville, Spain

• Semester, Academic Ye.ir. January, & Summer terms •

• Courses n .ill levels taught m Spanish • Small classes • College credit •

• Financial aid • Hoinestays • Internship'. • I ieUI trips • email •

Havana, Cuba

Winter tf> Summer tonus • 3 week. 4-crcdit i nurse in English or Spanish

Call lor catalog aiul tree video

1-800-377-2621

cccsfrti rocker ^ am
http://vvww.cccs com

H3mHSm
CHECK OUT A GREAT CLASS!

JMM^--
Peer Health Educator!...

...Inn about ceil stuff

...tuck workilMftt ii t»« ritiiiici kills sasj Greek tret.

...§ive nt teiiiMi lit! itkir j toe
1

its it

tki Cimpii Center hi
1

special iviitt.

...Mike hi/ friiie
1

!.

...MAKE A DIFFERENCE!

PEER HEALTH EDUCATION

COMMUNITY HEALTH/EDUCATION 213/214

6 Credits • 2 Semester Commitment Required

For permission of the instructor call the

Division of Health Education 577-5181.

Class will meet on Wednesdays from l:25-3:55pm

Priority is given to those who meet with the instructor

before November 19.

[LHP3 vi&y yjJXEU
Movie, Game, and. System Rentals

Al Movtea $.«• / dayll

The best of the new releases!

f>tX / Saturn / N64 / Genesis / SNES

Buy-SeH-Trade Gaines * Systems

9 East Pleasant Call us at

(Near "The Pub") 549-4505

Mrs: Sun, Men, Wed, Tnur, Fri 2*0-7:30

Sat 12*0-7:30

dated Tuesday

rfRAVEL]
: SMART!
I

l

I

l

l

l

i

I

l

I

I

l

l

l

FROM BOSTON
laglMlng Nov I

I

I

On Way RounrJIrlp |

LONDON
$162 $295

PARIS
$218 $399

ROME
$274 $473

MADRID
$226 $41

5

>«te*^•i*»

SelMdultl Mights.

| Farts la •ortdwlli d»sllnjllo«s.|

(urailiatsii avallabi*

Watkand surcf\argas may apply

\ Customs-Immigration tans apply
J

I Fans sublect to charge without I

I notlcs mt I student ID. cards
|

may be required

RISM TRAVEL
545 Filth Ave .NY. NV 1001/

212-986-8420*

800-272 9676

DIVERSITY ACTION
COMMITTEE

CAREEREXP0
Representation from corporations, military, retail, government

agencies, private Institutions and law enforcement agencies

As many as 60 participating companies and agencies have thousands of

positions to fill, from entry-level to high tech. They Include:

Accountants, Administration. Analysts, Banking, Board Designers, Bookkeepers. Carpenters.

Cashiers Clerical Computers, Correctional Officers, Couriers. Customer Service, Data Entry.

Education Engineers, Finance, Food Service, Franchisee/Dealer, Gov't. Agents, Healthcare (all posi-

tions include Doctors, Nurses, therapists. Clinical. Radiology. Ultrasound, etc.). Housekeeping,

Insurance Law Enforcement, legal. Management, Marketing, Merchandising, Many Military

Occupations Office Support, Plumbers. Police Officers, Programmers. Recruiters. Research

Scientists, Retail, Sales, Secretarial, Security, Software. Store Management, telecomm,

telemarketing, transportation. Warehouse, and many more.

Partial list of participating companies offering thousands ofJobs and positions:

Account Pros

American Express Financial

Advisors

Bell Atlantic

Bradlees

Copy Cop

CVS Pharmacy

Enterprise Rent A Car

First Security Services Corp.

Monster Board

Museum of Fine Arts

Private Healthcare

Prudential

Sears Tire Group

Starbucks

Tufts Health Plan

U.S. Army

U.S. Marine Corps

U.S. Secret Service

...AND MANY MORI

Va7**%%

World
Trade
Center

Boston

Till RSDAY,

N0VKMBER 13,

10 am -5 pm

Free shuttle every 10 minutes

on Summer SI. across Irom South Station.

Plenty ol parking ol ihe World Trade Center.

for Directions, coll <617i 439-5000.

* Free Admission * All Are Welcome * Bring Resumes

/H
M

"The Strong Breed"
Melissa Coakley stars as Efada in a scene from The Strong Breed, a play by Wole Soyinka. The play opens

tonight at the Hallie Flanagan Studio Theater at Smith College at 8 p.m. and runs through Saturday and the

weekend of Nov. 19-22. Tickets are $5 general and $3 students and seniors.

HEROIN ADDICTION
ONI l)\i DETOX i NDER
GENERAL ANESTIBSIA

land oak*! lomprtlnnsisf StraSSSJaSS)

Minimizes on Eliminates Severit)

,.| Withdrawal

p. .!
I letax Medicatii «s ( ontral

Cravings

National)) Rccogniaed Substance

\hiiM Spactaliets

s.iic and Confidential

Hospitals in Mass and Maine

f The I'niQual Network of

Addiction Medicine

781-304-3171

The (ioUl Standard' oj
( 'an

CNA's
EXPLORE OUR REWARDS
$500 SIGN-ON BONUS!*
S10 PER DIEM RATE ON

WEEKENDS
Sunrise 1K.iIiIk.iu ( orporanon,!

national leader in qualir) transitional,

ong term and subacute healthcare let

vices, has cmortunttics available (brdtdi-

..Hal and caring < NAi

ELAINE HEALTH AND
REHAB CENTER

NURSING STUDENTS WEI ( OMI !

t NA TRAINING < I Ass

STARTING DE< EMBER 3rd

EVENING < l ASSES \\ All ABLE
Full-time, pan time, mother's hours sad

pcrdteni opportunities arc avilablc

during .ill shirts

Interested candidates, please apph. in per

son or contact: Kaon Graves, Stall

Coctrdinator, Elaine Health and Rehab,

20 North Maple St, Hadley, MA 01035.

Phone (413) 584-5057
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BUCK
KNIVES Police Eniiipment

H/TEC

SAVE 30%
on over 8,000 items

in stock ai the

AMHERST DROP ZONE!

TWO DAYS ONLY!
£ Saturday & Sunday • November 15 & 16

(9am-8pm) (12pm-5pm)

C5
CD
S9

Kix Country 97.9
Live Broadcast(ipm-3pm)

on Saturday w/C.J. Berry

and Great Giveaways!

as

WHMP 99.3 |
Live Broadcast (1pm-3pm)
on Sunday w/Nick Danger

and Cool Free Stuff!!

I AMHERST DROP ZONE
The Valley's largest Genuine Army/Navy Store

-
>

Rt. 9 in Hadley, next to McDonald's

413-585-5800
—Jhr~ UNCLE" MIKES Firearm Accessories «nCiCe
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frfiliiversary s

26th Anniversary
Sale Savings

November 10-15 Open 'til 8pm all week

Win apl,OOO Zanna
Shopping Spree

f^-i)

Brightman makes her own way
By Matt Wolf
Associated Press

LONDON I iist. >uu notice the

hair, the impossibly long extensions

lulling »iliiii>st to the waist that sup-

plements what would otherwise he a

clote-to-the-MM bob showing off

those iaucer-likc eyes.

Then there'i the voice, a multioc-

ta\c trill thai admirers find thrilling

and detractors dismiss as a pseudo-

claMJcaJ warble.

And let us not forget the audience

members — many of them on this

occasion German, just as many mid-

dle-aged — who arrived to cheer

Sarah Brightman. a singer once

famottl as Andrew l.loyd Webber's

wile and the star of Phantom of the

Opera, but who is now going it

alone

"I'm an artist who is moving on

to other things." Brightman was say-

ing one recent day. not 24 hours

after she had brought a Royal

Albert Hall crowd of some 4,500 to

its feel.

In the past, Brightman's public

has been a West End and Broadway

one. A former singer-dancer with

the group Hot Gossip, she appeared

in the chorus of the original London

production of Cats and later mar-

ried the show's composer, Lloyd

Webber, appearing in his song cycle

Soup and Dance.

His very own "angel of music,"

Lloyd Webber wrote the part of

Christine Oaae in Ihe Phantom of

the Opera for his new bride, threat-

ening to cancel the Broadway run in

1988 if Brightman was not allowed

to transfer with it from London
alongside Michael Crawford. She

took over the female lead in her

husband's Aspects of Love, but

Brightman by then was preparing to

move on — out of both the mar
riage and out of musical theater in

an attempt to refashion herself a* ,i

classical chanteuse.

Now on a German concert tour,

and with the release of the Time to

Say Goodbye album in the United

States, the 17-year-old Brightman \s

striving to distinguish herself from

the silver-voiced soubrette who
married a millionaire.

"Right from the beginning.
Andrew said about me that I wa- |

talent in my own right." said

Brightman, eyes widening with sin-

cerity, "and the reason he wrote for

me was because 1 was a talent and

he loved my voice and he said.

"Without me. Sarah would do things

anyway.'

"In a way, everything he said now
that I'm apart from him and doing

my own thing is coming to fruition."

she said. "I'm doing what I always

wanted — building my own niche."

A divorce settlement reported at

$10 million has no doubt helped,

but Brightman insists she never was

one to live off the loot: "I'm not

going to say money doesn't mean
anything. It makes the world go
round: there has to be a flow of

money."
And yet, she said, "It has not

been my goal in life to have lots of

money. My pleasure comes from
doing what I do, and I'd get very

sick if I couldn't do that. I'm just

naturally a very creative person, and

I have to get that all out of my sys-

tem."

You believe Brightman when she

suggests a performer's life as Mrs

L. W. was no bed of roses, even if

she won better reviews on
Broadway as Rose Vibert in Aspects

than she ever did in Phantom.
Reviewing the earlier show, then-

2

•Free People

• Betsey Johnson

• Bulldog

• Esprit

• Dollhouse

• Danskin

• Soda Blu

• Calvin Klein

Lingerie

•XOXO
• Co-operative

• Tripp NYC
• Buffalo Jeans

• Candies

• Chinese Laundry

Shoes

• And Lots More!

\cn )ork Titnat chiel critk I rank

Rich compared Brightman to i chip

munk. Even now. the barbsstick,

with Britain's Daily Exprasi news

paper t h i ~ month referring to

"Sarah's fundamental pointless-

ness
."

"I was sheltered, obviously, In a

was with Andrew because of all "I

the things he had and the people

looking after us. but in awa) that

made me more exposed.'' -he said,

"I couldn't just st.md there and he-

vulnerable and say. Hey, I'm just a

girl who has a Hat down the road.'

because, of course, people s,i\.

"Well, you're so lucky: you're mar

ried to the composer.'

"Of course. I was making in> mis-

takes in public, and thai was lining

branded all over the papers.'' ghe

said. "Psychologically, thai really

threw my confidence. I have to light

it all the time
"

Looking back on the Phantom
phenomenon, she said. "It was not a

positive time, hut to the general

public it was an incredibly positive

time because look at what Phantom
became, has done, and whai it's

going to do in the future."

"We had to go through a lot of

problems, but that happens to

everyone at some point." Brightman

said. "At leasi what came out ol it

was an enormous big hit and some-

thing that will go on for a long time

and give a lot of people pleasure

even though I didn't have s loi oi

pleasure doing it."

Brightman's current beau ol six

years is record producer Frank
Peterson, whose German home she

now shares, though the performer

keeps a London flat and a "really

peaceful place surrounded by farm-

ers and countryside" 20 minutes
outside Milan. Italy

.

"I have another life now. I have

my own thing going all over the

world."

How to find the Collegian.

It is in 113 Campus Center.

you are

25 CENTRAL
1 50 Main Street • Northampton, Mass.

Located Downstairs at Thornes • 413-586-8017

Marshal!

downtown Amherst V.

Dont Let The

Marshall Catch

You Going

Anywhere Else!

Collision
Repair
& Auto
Body
•Imports and other unibotly

vehicles are our specialty

• Users of Sikkens paint

products

• Accepted by all insurance

companies for collision

repair or glass repair

53 S. Prospect St.

Amherst Center
256-8157
Shop Reg. #RS1212

^ College Night
Sponsored by

1008 N. Pleasant St.

D.J by Cool Regg
Spinning the best

Dance Music

-Friday-

Phenomenon Friday

Special Guest DJ.

Creek Social Event
Sponsored by IFC

D.J. by Cool Regg

V/p Comtn5 Event*

-November 19-

Live Band
L A B B
60*8 - 90's

Rockn'Roll

-November 20-
From the •aune people
who brought you the

WTONSTT?* BASW

Craze Promotions
Wild Turkey shoot out

Special Guest DJ.

Specials of the Mcntri

•Molson Ice & Golden
12az bottles

•Gin A Ionic

•Hairy Navel $2

J
Ht. Farms Mall

Rt. O Hadley
586-2774
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Hey. I may be a Patriots fan. but

I'm al>o ;i realist.

Mow about Boomer Esaison's

petlomuiiue against the hapless

Colls on Sunday? The southpaw

led Cincinnati to two second half

touchdowns in relief of |eff Blake

to propel the Bengals to their third

win of the year.

Oh. and about those Colts,

they're getting really pitiful (as if

they weren't terrible already). They

brought in Kerwin Bell and for-

mer Heismann trophy winner

Gino Torreita to try to stop the

bleeding against Green Bay. That

wound is going to stay nice and

frwh thi- week, and possibly for

the rest of what will probably be

an 0-16 season. You know, at

least the\'ll gel a real quarterback

in Peyton Manning with the num-

ber one pick.

Unlike Luke. I am not fortunate

enough to have an Uncle Bill (I do

have an Uncle Bob and an Uncle

Anthony), but I do ha\e a Majokev

and a Merola. Majokev (yet, that's

his nickname) and Merola ui.k.a.

Sillas — it's a long story about a

strip club) are the kind of kids thai

you wore friends with in high

school that everyone made fun of

but really liked deep inside.

So I called both of them this

week but neither of them were
home. Therefore. I am without

their precious prediction for their

inaugural segment

Instead, I'll give you my predk

tions: Patriots ovel the BtlCS,

Baltimore over Philadelphia and
Indianapolis over Green Bay (just

kidding).

Michael Kubylanski is a

Collegian staff member

Donaghue
continued from page 16

would be expected of her in

September. In rime, the wh able to

cautious!) |oln her teammates in

regulai practice*, but there Ml Mill

work tii be done.

Some weeks later, OB Sept. 20 at

Vermont, Rebecca Donaghue placed

fourth overall and second on the

team with a time of 18:4V It had

taken over tout months, but the

record holder had gone trom being

in crippling pain that made walking

a problem to competing with the

conference's best. By the lime the

Atlantic 10 championship* came on

Nov, 1. Donaghue was running at

full speed

And so she and the

Minutewomen got down in the

pouring rain just prior to race time.

Donaghue subsequently went out

and became the second woman in

history to win a second conference

title, adding to her legacy, which

includes being the first UMass

woman to qualify for nationals, a

feat she has accomplished since she

was a sophomore two years ago.

Hei exciting victory after such a

trying rehabilitation lightened
Donaghue's grasp on cross country

immortality.

Of all people though. Rebecca
Donaghue cared perhap> the least

about her personal accolades —
especially in comparison with the

team victory, this year's being the

third in three years.

"She's not a cocky individual,"

said Martin. "She doesn't like to be

recognized by herself in front of the

whole team. She's quiet and laid

back, certainly more in it for the

team than for herself."

After a glorious day in the rain in

Virginia. Donaghue and her team-

mates celebrated in the most appro-

priate way possible.

"After the race," said Donaghue,
"we went sliding in the mud."

Woods, Leonard led

tales of success in

1997 PGA season
By Ron Sirak

Associated Press

Lowell
continued from page 16

and several people who would be

far happier at the corner of Second

Ave. and St. Mark's Place, in the

epicenter of New York's East

Village, than any place in the 415

area code.

Advantage: Amherst
The Alumni Cup: The final word
and the ultimate hockey measuring

stick. UMass didn't want to get

involved until it got its feet on the

ground, but was pressured into the

series starting in 1995-96. as a

third year program, against a

Lowell team that went to the

NCAA quarterfinals after a big win

at Michigan State. Now, UMass has

won both cups, but has its work
cut out for it in a quest for a third.

UMass must defeat the River

Hawks tomorrow, and again on
Feb. 8. or risk rearranging the

Mullins Center trophy case. Still

the Minutemen have won it twice

to date so...

Advantage: Amherst
So. you see. after falling behind

2-1 and 4-3, UMass gets some late

goals to rally and win the battle

both on the ice tomorrow and off it

today. 6-4 with an empty-netter. to

set up an early February
winner-take-all tussle for the third

straight year.

Leigh Torbin is a Collegian colum-

nist.

Blazers jump start season at 5-1
By Bob Bourn

Associated Press

PORTLAND. Ore. — The
Portland Trail Blazers sure are feel-

ing good about themselves.

Those testy troublemakers of yore

are a picture of poise and harmony
on a five-game winning streak.

At 5-1. their best start since 1992.

the Blazers share the lead in the

Pacific Division with the Los
Angeles Lakers and Seattle

SuperSonics.

"I feel like this right now is the

best time of my career.'' said the

Blazers' maestro Kenny Anderson

"I feel so good about the chances

here. I trust everybody in this locker

room. When you have trust with

your teammates, being a point

guard, you feel that much better."

The Blazers might be 6-0 if not

for Anderson's sore ankle and Isaiah

Rider's troubled past. Neither

played in the season opener against

Seattle, a 91-83 Portland loss. The
Blazers have not lost since.

Anderson, who missed nearly all

of the preseason because of a

sprained left ankle, has scored 20.

24, 24, 28 and 29 in Portland's win-

ning streak. He had 1 1 assists to go

with his 29 points in an 86-82 win

over Detroit Monday night, a game
in which he brought the Blazers back

from a 12-point halftime deficit by

scoring 1 5 in the final quarter.

"These are definitely all-star num-

bers." Portland coach Mike
Dunleavy said. "And it's not even

numbers because statistics don't tell

the story of what kind of shots he's

making, coming up with big plays

when we really need them."

Many thought Anderson had his

best season last year, his first in

Portland.

"I'm going to have a better one, I

think." Anderson laid. "I don't like

predictions, but it feels good."

Monday's victor) marked the third

time in four tries that Portland has

trailed after three quarters and won.

"Great character, great firepow-

er." Rider said. "A lot of those

games, I've come through and had a

big third quarter or fourth quarter,

as well as Kenny. We know we have

good offensive power.

"To get down, to get upset when
you're down five or seven points is

ridiculous, when you know thai can

be a three-minute turnaround."

Except for a missed practice, an

offense Dunleavy shrugged off with

a $1,000 fine' Rider has been

notable for his basketball rather

than his off-court meandering*.

After returning from his two-game

NBA suspension to open the season.

he averaged 22 points over four

games before he dipped to 1 2 against

Detroit. Still, he had nine in a crucial

third-quarter comeback and has

taken up Dunleavy's challenge to

become a defensive specialist.

The old man among the young-
sters, Arvydas Sabonis, who turns

33 next month, has had four consec-

utive double-doubles in points and
rebounding and his injury-worn legs

look fresher than they have since his

first few months in the NBA two
years ago.

The highly paid frontline of

Rasheed Wallace and Brian Grant,

both power forwards by nature, is

still a work in progress, with
Wallace usually playing small for-

ward and Grant doing the dirty

work on the boards, where he's

averaging 1 1 rebounds a game. Off

the bench are a mix of veterans and

youngsters in |ohn Crotty. Stacey

Augmon, lermaine O'Neal. Vincent

Askew and Kelvin Cato. Gary Trent

will figure in the equation when he

returns from a shin injury.

Dunleavy. a welcome change from

the intense P.|. Carlesimo. gets

much of the credit from the players.

"He's great for our ball club."

Anderson said. "He's real loose. He-

lets the guys have a lot of input.

He's detailed and knows what he

wants. It's great for our team. I'm

happy with this whole situation.

- A season that started as a soli-

tary portrait of Tiger Woods ended

as a complex collage in tribute to

the depth of talent on the PGA
Tour. The images that linger should

be pasted in a scrapbook - 1997 was

a keeper.

The warmth of Tiger's smile and

the determination of lustin's scowl.

The elegance of Lrnie's swing and

the magic of Davis' rainbow.

The exuberance of European
Ryder Cup fans.

Memories of Hogan.
Woods brought unprecedented

attention to golf, but the game pro-

duced the moments that made the

year memorable.

The season started with Woods'
near hole-in-one to beat Tom
Lehman at the Mercedes
Championships, setting off a Tiger

frenzy that continued through his 12-

stroke victory at the Masters and fol-

low-up win at the Byron Nelson
Classic.

"Phil Mickelson won four tourna-

ments last year." Woods said about

the possibility of winning the Grand
Slam. "It's just a matter of winning

the right four."

But after winning three of his first

eight tournaments this year and
shooting in the 60s in 20 of his first

34 rounds. Woods was victorious

once in his final 12 starts and shot

in the 60s only 15 times in 47
rounds.

"Realistically, it's next to impossi-

ble to win all four." Woods said in

August when asked again about the

Grand Slam. "How about just being

in contention."

One indelible memory was the

exquisite tempo of Lrnie 1 Is' swing

on his 5-iron on the 7 1st hole at the

U.S. Open, a swing that had all the

urgency of someone hitting balls on

the practice range. The purity of

that swing was matched only by the

look of anguish on Lehman's lace as

his 7-iron second shot on the same

hole bounded into the water.

"I'd give anything in the world for

a mulligan," Lehman said after Lis

won.
After the 21-vear-old Woods won

wMw.umass.edu/rso/colegian • That's right just one L KAI
CHI

WE DELIVER

586-2774
Sun -Weds Thurs-Sat

noon-midnight noon-2am

GOLDEN KEY
NATIONAL

HONOR SOCIETY

ATTENTION !

Annua! Reception

When: November 1 6, 1 997

Time: 1:15 p.m.

Where: Campus Center

General Membership
Meeting on Tuesday,

November 18, 1997
Campus Center Room 101

the Masters and I Is. 21, won the

U.S. Open, it seemed onl\ filling

that luslin Leonard. 25, v\ould win

the British Open.

With his hat stitched with the

word "Hogan" pulled rightlj against

the British breeze at Royal Troon,

l sonard attacked the course witl

face that never betrayed anything

except

concentration.

The key shot came on the 7 I si

hole when he made a J5 fool birdie

putt to take the lead for the Inst

time all week, pulling one ahead of

lesper Panic*, ik

"I just knew from about '•> led out

that it was right in the center >>l the

hole," Leonard laid. "That's when

the hair on the back ol mj neck

stood up."

Shortly after returning home to

Texas. Leonard received a handwrit-

ten congratulations note from Ben

Hogan. The note look on even

greater meaning on |ul) 25 - five

days after the British Open • when

Hogan died.

The sorrow at Hogan's passing

gave way to the pure joj ol hearing

stories told and retold about the

greatest shotmaker the game has

ever known.

An eerie replication of the magi

cal link between I conard and

Hogan occurred the next month
when Davis Love III won his first

major title at the PG \

Championship, a tournament played

several times b) his lather, a teach-

ing pro who first exposed his M ,n

tothe game and who died in a 1988

plane crash. "The son of a PC V

member." Love said just moments
after he walked beneath •> glorious

rainbow onto the final green at

Winged loot. "Who would have

thought?"

Love. Leonard and Woods took

only 2 1/2 of a possible 15 points ;n

the Ryder Cup and Europe won 14

1/2-15 1/2 ai valderrama in Spain.

The pain fell hv the Americans was

matched b\ the exhilaration of

Luropean captain Seve Ballestera

"It's a dream come Hue. not onlv

because the Rvdei Cup WBI played

in Spain but because we won. " said

Ballesteros. who fought to bring the

Ryder Cup to his homeland

Write for sports....

It will make you

feel good!

O R S E
MUSIC HALL

20 Center St Northampton

ALL AGES
ALL THE TIME

trtursday, november 13, 10 pm

Beraie Worrell &
Hie Woo Warriors
Parly with P funk's keyboatd wirotd, SI2 50 odv

friday, november 14, 10 pm

Cordelia's Dad
explore AmetKon toots music, S7 odv

monday, november 17, 7 & 10 pm

The Fabulous
Thunderbirds

the Delevontes open, SI 7.50 adv

tuesday, november 18, 8:30 pm

Merl Saunders &
The Rainforest Band

plus One Step Bf-yond 11 2 50

Wednesday, november 19, 10 pm

Jonathan Fire*Eater
thwitticol ollemopop, S5 odv

rhursday, november 20, 7 pm

Shaver
roadhouse honky tonk, SMndv

friday, november 2 1 , 7 & 1 pm

The Nields
plus lump Little Children, SI 2 odv

Saturday, november 22, 7 pm

JiHSobule
plus Willie Wisely SI odv

Saturday, november 22, 10 pm

Belizbeha
iivnnt dink from Burlington S6 odv

NOVEMBER 23 GREYB0Y All STARS

TICKETS For the Record, at the .

Northampton Box Office or call 586-8686.

?4 HOUR CONCERT INfO

413 584 0610

Change should add up;

'Noles still in the hunt

Thompson

l v er since l was a youn
watching the NBA, I've loved
Charles Barklcv. I enjoyed his

in-your-face attitude and his
call-it-as-l-see-it was of going
about things. I thought too manj
pro athletes spent ioi> much time
polishing their image hv saying what
everybody wants to hear so the] can
win the Man of the Veai award.
Chuck was different.

However, a lew weeks ggo, ||lL
.

Round Mound id ^^^^^^
Rebound went ami ^^^ m̂̂ m
linallv made himsell too ^^^^^1
conservative for me to

handle. Harkles told reporters that

not onlv should women not be SIVA
referees or in the military, but that

their place was "behind their man.''

Thank you, Newt Gingrich. I

thought 1 would have to check bista

ry books to get an ideal that fascist

The onlv real question here is

whether or not Chuck's wile,

Maureen Berkley, has allowed him
to stop sleeping on the coach
yet...

While on the subject ol pro has

ketball. I will make one earl) season

prediction: Anfernee llardawav will

be the league s Most Valuable Player

come season's end. Hi- -witch over

to shooting guard lor the Orlando
Magic will give him more freedom
to improvise, and we'll see I'cnnv

give Michael lordan some serious

competition for the scoring title as a

result, lust look what happened late

last vear when he played 2 guard.

The man dominated games the was

M| and Hakeem Olajuwon have
been known to. Mark mv words,
Penny will be MVP.

In the world of boxing. 1 winder

Holyfield has done il again. The
Real Deal just continues to batter

contenders one after another.

Lennox Lewis is next in line after

Holyfield slugged the crap out ol

Michael Moorer this past weekend.

I would like to personally extend a

thanks to Lvancler lor being able to

brutally beat up on people inside

the ring without brutal!) beating up

on people outside the ring. Some ol

his contemporaries haven't figured

that out set. unfortunately. Usually

the perpetrators of "extra-curricu-

lar" activities are under the belt ol

Don King; Mike Ivson being the

obvious, prime example What does

this sav about the man with the big

hair? Nothing thai we don't know

already or that Andrew Dice Clav

hasn't said in one of his stand-up

routines.

On to the next subject, now. I

have been a die hard Patriots fan

-nice I could pOBSiM) be a die hard

fan of anything (except, perhaps eat-

ing and sleeping and things like

that). However, their slamming ol

the Bills in Buffalo does not have me
convinced that the Pats are back on

trtck. lei's lace il. New Lngland

^_^_____ always plays the Hills

f!^I—
well, and without |imKot^^^ Kelly, those guv>

aren't legitimate con-

tenders. Against teams that don't let

the ballbov play quarterback, the

Patriots have an extremely hard

tune, and even when the ballboy is

taking the snaps (the fats), the red.

white and blue snuggle sometimes. I

love them, but they need to beat

somebod) with a pulse to win my
confidence back. The) get a chance

next week against the Buccaneers in

lampa Bay.

Down at the college level, my AP
vote (if I actually had one) goes to

Florida State and their underappre-

ciated quarterback. Thad Busby.

Yea, I am a big Seminoles fan, and
vc's. I have been waiting a long time

to be able to justify calling them No.

1. hut now I think it's true. If the

AP poll is so interested in over-

whelming whuppings of pathetic

teams, like Nebraska has been doing

all vear long, then Florida State's

overwhelming whuppings of solid

teams should bode well for them.

Bobbv Bow den's Nolei dominated
fifth ranked North Carolina this

weekend, proving again that thev 're

in the hunt for a national title. Also.

last week's No. I. the Cornhuskers.

just barely beat Missouri on
Saturday, and according to the AP
trend, letting a team get within 40
points of them will mean sure death

when the rankings come out.

Finally, I'd like to congratulate the

Massachusetts women's cross coun-

t ix team one more time on winning

their third Atlantic 10 championship

in a row two weeks hack. Oh. and to

all you folks out there who think

cross country is a minor sport: "ton

irv running live kilometers in signifi-

cantly less than 20 minutes. If it was

an easy task, we'd all be doing it.

Thank you.

Selh Koenig is a Collegian Staff

Member.
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the Minutew omen's senior goalkeeper

and tri -captain, is the reliability

Thompson not only brings to the

team, but to their co-responsibilites

as the last line of defense

"She's a mainstay player, and with-

out her, we couldn't tie the connec-

tion between the defense and the

midfield together." Dion said. "Last

vear. she became more vocal, and her

role became more and more impor-

tant. Honestly, I don't know what I

would do without her.

"I didn't realize how much I would

miss her until I played summer ball

this year. It seems that <he is not that

important in the minds of most peo-

ple, but not in my mind."

A down and up season

During a tumultuous season that

has thrown everything but the

kitchen sink at the Minutewomen.
Thompson ha- been the consistent

component in the UMass lineup. Due
to the insinuous influence ol injuries.

players like senior Erica Iverson and

junior Sophie Lecot have

flipped-ITopped and flew to varying

spots around the pitch — almost
more than |ohn Belushi's stage antics

during his Blues Brothers da\s

Through all of this. Rudy has bad

Thompson to rely on. and she has

started in her sweeper position in

every game this season, and in 40 out

of 41 matches in the previous two
seasons. So. like the sun rising in the

east: like Larry Bird hitting a

game-winning shot: and. like death

and taxes. Thompson has been the

rock of the Minutew oman defense.

"We've played and survived with-

out players like Robin Smith and

Erica Iverson. but the one person we

could not do without is Amanda."

field hockey

COLLEBIAN SPORTS WE'RE ON TOP OF IT!

Mm
AUTO STRUCK RENTAL

North Amherst
Motors

Weekend Special

Noon Friday to Monday AM - Starling at $59.95

A Collision Repair Center

78 Sundertand Rd

North Amherst. MA
«or*

549-RENT fc-O* ^

• Cars • Mini Vans

• Trucks

• Cargo Vans

• 15 Passenger Vans

• Low Daily/Weekly/

Weekend Rates

• We Rent to

Qualified Drivers

21 years or Older

• Direct Billing To

Insurance Co.

(On bus route - one mile from UMass)

haircuts *\o.
25 n pleasant ? amhtrs? 256 0733
145 mam *t

SUPPLIES ^

A terrific selection of magazines, binders,

notebooks, pens, pencils, paper clips, printer cartridges, T-

shirts, art supplies, calendars, candy, toys, stationary SV ^|^
the best card shop in the Valley! mm

M-Hastings ,Inc.— Ni-wwlrah-r ,.nil stiitiomr-*-^ '

'Conveniently located in the center ofAmherst"
AS South Pleasant St • 2S3-Z840
OPEN: Weekdays S a.m. to 9 p.m.

Sundays. S a.m. to S* p.m.

>r—,. am

amc
} tit* r *, i S /«

MT FARMS 4-584-9153

Oattaca (P6-13)

Today - at (5:50)

Switchback (R)

Today - at (5:30), 8:20

I Know What You Did

Last Summer (R)

Today -at (5:50), 8:30

Mad City (PO- 13)

Today - at (5:40), 8:30

Kiss The Oirls (R)

Today at 8 20

Hampshire 6 • 584-7550 Hampshire Mall

Bean (PG-13)

Tndny- at (5:40), 8.30

Red Corner (R)

Today -at (5:30), 830

Starship Troopers (R)

Today -at (5:20), 8:30

Boogie Nights (R)

Today at (5:00), 8:10

Devil's Advocate (R)

Today- ot (5: 10), 8:20

Seven Years In Tibet (PG-13)

Today -at (5:10), 8:20

Rudy said. "She has tremendous
courage, and she has fouitht olf a hel-

lucious hack this SMSOn, She's m a

can't -make--mistakes position on the

field, and she knows that.

"She is just a big, big-time player

lor us."

The dedication Thompson has put

into the UMass program the past

three veais is partly due to her strong

competitive Streak, but it is also due

to the fact that she has the pride of

the uniform. In this down and up sea-

son. Thompson has had to deal with

more than a lack of recognition, but

the lack of recognition from the

underclassmen concerning the tradi-

tion of this storied program.

In the end. it is all about doing the

UMass uniform justice, whether
Thompson is recognized or not. After

two tough losses to Georgia and
Clemson two weeks back, the intense

emotion she puts into the game
shined through for all to see — and

will again be seen this weekend
inst Harvard.

"This season, we had to totally

reintroduce what our team stood for.

but 1 think the newcomers have fit in

pretty well." Thompson said. "It's dif-

ficult to come right into a new situa-

tion and mold as a team, but the

thing is that we are UMass y t ,u have

to play for your school, and play to

win.

"I was in tears after the Georgia

and Clemson games because I

couldn't remember the last time wc

lost two games in one weekend. It's

all about losing, and the newcomers

don't know what it means to go to

the NCAAa, and then all your work

ends in a second. We are I Mass. and

you have to keep remembering that,

and keep going and winning."

continued from page 16

Atlantic 10. and I Mass has played the

Nittany Lions as recently as last year

tthe game was a UMass 4-3 overtime

win at Connecticut).

The series between the teams, which

dates back to 1979. stands 5 "> in

UMass' favor.

The Nittany Lions have fared well

with a tough schedule this year. Thev

played North Carolina to overtime

before falling. t>-5. Thev picked up a

2-1 win over lames Madison and a 4-3

victory against UConn.

Penn State played in two tilts against

Atlantic 10 opponents. West Chester

and Temple. UMass' tournament oppo-

nent won both. 5-1 and 2-0. respec-

tively.

The tournament's top lour seeds.

which will all host this weekend'*
action, all receive llsja* JSjai inrl jpjies » JNn

I seed North Carolina, the two time

defending national champ, will meet

the winner of Saturday's IConn-lames

Madison matchup. Both the Huskies

and Dukes received at-large bids after

falling in their respective conference

tournaments.

Second-seeded Old Dominion, the

Colonial conference champ, will face

off against either America Last winner

Northeastern or Ball State. The
Cardinals, the Mid-America titlest.

advanced to the NCAA* alter a play-in

win over Holy Cross, the Patriot

League champion.

V 4 seed Maryland, the third of

three Atlantic Coast Conference teams

which received at-large bids (The ACC
does not have enough schools which

play field hockey, therefore the confer-

ence ekies not have an automatic bid.),

will pla\ the winner of Saturdav's

^Princeton Boston College game. The
Tigers won the Ivy. while BC wrapped

up the Big East automatic berth.

Cahillane
Rt 9 t? Howard Johnson's in Amherst

48 Damon Rd, Northampton

Amherst I Northampton

549.8099 1 584.8099

on the Web @ http://www.cahillane.com

Now Featuring

the ultimate 4-WD
Jeep Grand Cherokee

& Dodge Caravan

LEASING

RENTALS

Great Selection ol Heads

y Candles

Wherein

Can you
V3f£t« . . « Sweaters

* Clocks

*. Potter)

r Hats A Gloves

* Bap 4 I'lirses

August

10% ofi Ml Stiver lewelrj
\n« - \n\cinliri 22

Silver Jewelrj

y Tit lure Frames

•+ Intense X Oils

Tctpcslries

» Cards & Journals

y BtaUonafj

Hemptwlne

97 N. pleasant H >i%nhv.T*t. Mfl

4-13-256-0276

MgfmiWBI

USICC FRIDAYS 10PM - 1AM

BOWL LIVE DJ - LIGHT SHOW
FULL GLOW BOWL Prizes

RETRO SATURDAYS 10pm - lam

IJO'S LIVE DJ - LIGHT SHOW
FULL GLOW BOWL - Prizes

Saturdays &
Sundays

Noon to 5pm
$1.99 per

Game

hoops
continued from page 16

Chris Burgess are four of last

year's top preps, but their playing

time could be limited because the

Blue Devils also have a number of

talented athletes remaining.

Steve Wojciechowski. Trajan

Langdon and Roshown MacLeod
are likelv to start for the Devils.

and Coach K. has practically an

entire second team he could go to

if the situation dictates.

It goes without saying that

Duke's instrastate rival, North
Carolina, consistently turns out

talent that helps the Atlantic

Coast Conference maintain its

rank as college hoop's premiere

league. This year is no different.

The look to the Tar Heels'

coaching staff will be very differ-

ent, however, with the dean of the

game — Dean Smith — gone
from the sky blue bench. Smith's

longtime assistant. Bill Gulhridgc

takes over and Smith's presence

and influence will undoubtedly
still be felt.

Carolina has their go-to guy back

in Antawn lamison. and with good

reason, lamison can make things

happen in the paint, but he lacks an

outside game. It is not necessary for

him to be on the perimeter, but

strength away from the basket will

help his pro chances. Still, he nearly

averaged a double-double last sea-

son. Believe this, lamison will be

gone alter this year.

As always. Kentucky will have

at least a share of control in the

Southeastern Conference. New
coach Tubby Smith has big shi>es

to fill now that Rick Pitino has

opted for Celtic green over

Kentucky bluegrass.

Scott Padgett and |amaal

Magloire lead the charge for the

Wildcats, who have lost five

first-round draft choices in the

last two \ears.

The challenge for SKC suprema-

cy should come from South
Carolina, whose three-guard
line-up propelled the Gamecocks
to stardom last year. But the other

USC bottomed out with a

first round loss to Coppin State in

the NCAA tournament.

In order for the Gamecocks to

advance this year, backcourt
mates B.|. McKie and Melvin
Watson will need to return to the

lorm that bolstered them last vear
* * •

And of course, what preseason

column would be complete with-

out attempting a preseason

All-America list. Here goes:

Point guard — Bibb) The kid

has talent, and although he has

some tough competition in the

form of Wojciechowski and little

known Earl Boykins of I astern

Michigan, he possesses the

all-around game that will earn

him All- America accolades

Shooting guard — Chad Austin

shot 38.7 percent from J- point

range and averaged 17 points per

game. He plavs for Purdue, which

is why many don't even know who
he is. Pure shooter, straight butter

Small forward — Clemson 's

Greg Buckner is a true small for-

ward at b-foot-4. and he is the

heart and soul of that Tiger team.

His contribution cannot be mea-

sured in mere numbers, but what

he does that can be quantified puts

him among the small Forward elite.

Power forward — This one is

tough. Both Kansas' Raef
LaFrentz and lamison have the

necessary skills, but LaFrentz has

a better all-around game. If

lamison finds a jump shot, he's

got as good a chance as anyone at

Player of the Year, but right now.

LaFrentz is the man.

Center — The essence of an

All-America team is to have the

nation's best player at each posi-

tion. That means there shouldn't

be an All-America team with live

forwards, even if some are short

and some are tall. Therefore.

Baylor's Brian Skinner gets the

nod at center. Watch for him.

you'll miss him otherwise and

you'll regret it.

Casey Kane is a Collegian

columnist.
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Spew. Spray. Splatter.
Got an opinion? Throw it up

on College Club's

Hear your e-mail by phone!

Chat • Message Boards • Personal Web Pages

E-mail • Voicemail • Student Stories

www.collegeclub.com
or call toll-free (888) E MAIL ME

COLLEGE

CLUB

Ticket City
Ticketi for »ll occMtom

Your Seurce For:

Concerts, Theatre, Ballet,

Sborting Events & Sold Out Shows

Even Gift Certificates!

ANP MUCH MORE!

Call TICKET CITY at 6)7-787-2370

as";; Msk
Call 617-787-2370

Friday. Saturday.

and Sunday Nights

November

28. 29. and 30.

at the

Worcester Centrum

«T
MEMBER
O.C.M.P.

\
WB ACCBPT
ALL MAJOR

CREDIT CARDS.

hlORTHAKiPTOhl BOWL

Can We Build One For You?
Serving Sandwiches, Bagels 8e Lox,

Fresh Soups &r Salads, Take Out.

• DELIVERIES GALL 549-6314 *

• OPEN UNTIL 9p.m. •
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Collegian Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS I AUTO FOR SALE

DO YOU SPEED? Lei a

Veteran Police Officer

teach you how to BEAT
and AVOID speeding tick-

ets ! M Call (800)580-0211

8Xt2

S N W B A R D I N G
CLUB'S FIRST TRIP TO
OKEMO Nov 22. $32
includes bus and lift ticket

Contact Brad and Colin at

665-0110 or e-mail snow-

bord@stuaf.umass.edu

Interested in exploring

the deeper meaning of

life? Discussion group

forming. Call 665-8132 for

more info.

University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

APARTMENT FOR RENT

2 bedroom apartment
for rent or room to rent.

253-6423

2 Bedroom Apt.

Easthampton $485 per

month. Take over lease

ASAP 527-9410

AUTO FOR SALE

86 Subaru GL SDN 4WD.
auto, 116k miles, no rust.

Asking $1950. Call 549-

4211
*

1988 Chevy Nova
Hatchback Automatic,

103,000 miles. $1500.

New brakes, tires,

exhaust. Very good condi-

tion. 253-4646

Purchasing a used car?

Having your car repaired 9

Do you know your legal

rights? Call The Student

Legal Services Office, 922

Campus Center, 545-1995

Wanted: Junk Cars Cash

paid everyday. 1-800-649-

4795

82 Volvo 240DL Reliable,

frame gd, new parts, 200k

miles. $750 or B/0. 253-

4685

EMPLOYMENT
Experienced yard, leaf

and gutter work. Part-time.

$6 per hour 549-0413

Jobs For The
Environment

Campaign with MassPirg

to reduce pesticide use.

Flexible schedule

$50-$75/day

Call Terry @ 256-6434

CRUISE SHIP & LAND-
TOUR EMPLOYME NT-
Learn about national/int'l

Cruise Lines and Land-Tour

companies. Excellent ben-

efits + bonuses! World
Travel! Many workers earn

up to $2,000+/mo. Call

Cruise Employment
Resources: 517-336-0573

Ext. C50011

Driver CDL Class B
Experienced. Part-time.

Good pay. Good equip-

ment. Flexible hours. 256-

0499

EMPLOYMENT
NATIONAL PARK
EMPLOYMENT- Discover

how to work in America's

Parks, Forests & Wildlife

Preserves. Competitive

wages + bonuses!

Seasonal/year-round. For

employment information,

call: (517)324-3081 ext.

N50011

LAST CHANCE- LEGAL
ASSISTANTS WANTED
November 14, 1997 is the

last day to apply to The

Student Legal Services

Office about a Spring 1998

Internship! Get hands-on

experience in the legal

field. Work directly with

attorneys and clients. Earn

up to 15 undergraduate
credits. No experience in

the legal profession

required— training is pro-

vided. Contact The
Student Legal Services

Office today: 545-1995,

922 Campus Center.

FOR SALE

Computer 486 20meg
RAM, 4xCD ROM, 2

540meg hard drives. $150

Call Jon 459-5873

Kastle Skis

Fibertube 203cm. $150.

XTC03 $125. 200cm.

Brand new. 665-3295

600 watt California Amp
and 350 watt Bass Tube.

Asking $250. Call 6-2002

FOR SALE

Computer & Printer

Toshiba Laptop T21 10 486

with Windows 95, WP, HP
Desk Jet Printer. $700
Chris 253-8258

Notebook PC: Hitachi;

166 mhz Pentium; CD
ROM; loaded with stuff;

high performance system.

665-8131

Phish Tickets Great

seats at great prices. City

Tickets (800)865-8070

Watch batteries, ear
piercing, eyeglass

repairs, jewelry restora-

tion, diamond engage-
ments, wedding rings

Silverscape Designs, 264

N. Pleasant St., Amherst.

253-3324 Open Daily

COMPUTERS!
New P166MMX from

$995. Laptops, peripher-

als. ZarVision 582-9198

V/MC/AMEX

Laptop Notebook Works

good. $150. Good for

school. Call Steve

(413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for

computer. Works great

Call CPC (413)584-8857

MISCELLANEOUS
DARE TO SPEED!!! Let a

Veteran Police Officer

teach you how to BEAT
and AVOID speeding tick-

ets!!! Call (800)580-0211

ext 3.

MISCELLANEOUS
ATTN: ENTREPRE
NEURS profit 1300% with

the easiest money making

system ever designed.

Investment required 1-

800-925-0984

ROOM FOR RENT

Looking for 1 female to

share 4 bedroom apart-

ment in Alpine Commons
with 3 females. 2 full

bathrooms. Right on bus
route. $300/month (every-

thing included) Starting

1/1/98. Call Cara at 256-

6351.

Need a place for the
winter? Get a room close

to campus. Call Cristina

549-0605

I'm graduating! Take
over my room in a 6 bed-

room house. Great house,

good company. 1.5 miles

from campus.
Washer/Dryer. For more
info call Lianne at 253-

9898

Room for rent in 4 bed-

room apt. $300/month inc.

elec. Available Jan 1. Call

549-9959

ROOMATE WANTED
Very quiet roommate
wanted in Amherst on

busline. $260/month plus

1/3 utilities. 256-5402,

253-9457

ROM WANTED
Senior male looking for

one room house or apart-

ment within a mile from

campus starting Jan/Feb.

Call Chris 267-3904 after

5:30.

SERVICES

Lose Weight Now
• Control Appetite

• Increase Energy

• All Natural Products

• Doctor Recommended
• 30 Day Money Back

Guarantee

Call (800)923-0498

Pregnant? Need help?

Call Birthright of Amherst

area for free testing and

assistance. 549-1906

TRAVEL

RELIABLE SPRING
BREAK TOURS
Bahamas, Cancun & Ski

Trips! FREE FOOD AND
FREE DRINKS! Sign up

before Nov 30. Organize a

group- travel free Call for

details and free brochure.

Call 1(888)SPRING BREAK
Today!

Spring Break and other

travel Special rates for

students. Call Travel

Network at (201)533-0300.

1-800-699-4988 outside

NJ.

Book Early And Save!

Great Spring Break desti-

nations. Best prices. Free

parties, drinks, and food.

Call Eve 546-21 11

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK

TRAVEL

Spring Break "Take 2"

hiring Reps! Sell 15. Take

2 free. Hottest destina-

tions! Free parties, eats,

and drinks! Sunsplash 1-

800-426-7710 or

www.sunsplashtours.com

1-800-234-7007
hi ip /jwww cndletsiuiniiierlours con

EARN FREE TRIPS &
CASH

CLASS TRAVEL needs
students to promote
Spring Break 1998! Sell 15

trips & travel free! Highly

motivated students can
earn a free trip & over

$10,000! Choose Cancun,

Bahamas, Mazatlan,

Jamaica or Florida! North

America's largest student

tour operator! Call Now!
1-800-838-6411

SPRING BREAK 98

Free food and drinks!

Cancun, Bahamas,
Jamaica and Florida from

$399. Organize a small

group and travel FREE!

Highest commissions and

lowest prices. Call Surf &
Sun Tours to become a

campus representative

(800)574-7577

SPRING BREAK
Largest selection of Spring

Break destinations includ-

ing cruises! Group dis-

counts and free trips avail-

able Epicurean Tours 1

800-231 -4FUN

The most
popular

question on
Campus:

"WHAT ARE
YOU DOINQ
IN THAT
BOX?"

The Answer:

SELLINQ
COLLEQIAN
CLASSIFIEDS

Come
and
see

us

today!

Personals Policy Rates
AH person, tK Mt 51 Ik- (..<•* iirftKi by CoHeH'

- ItfNKe payment and m t cpUm e ot

I

•s MrW NOT be used in personals *)M>
e* .*nd initials are allowed The (inly excep-

;k»ns are lor hirtbdav or < onuralukltions pet Ml
r.ill iwrne mav be used.

Phone numbers in- not .ilUyw**d m per*'

Addresses are not allowed in personals this means
dorm room numbers as wet).

Personals Of a threatening or derogatory nature are

not acceptable Personal* ot a vindictive or libelous

«re not acceptable Personals mav not be
ijved tor ihf purpose ot harassment

!« uM-d m personals

7. The personjK ^-< lion It fof ptnOAftll ""K 'be per-

-+x.tKMi may N< >r ba ux-d t<> m-\\ ii.

r(jomm,iti-\ .liKrrliM- meeting! t'ti

H All p<*wmal> nuisl hav,e the narru- signature, and

UMlSS 1 U number ot the student placing the as

tilled in on the insertion onto NcM-ftudaflBJ must
p'o\i.!

I tbe license nurn

ber mial t on the insertion order. Use ot

t.ilse hi rtiofl is subier ! to

penalties undtf the law

itrvtf the ri^ht tn telusV or to edit

any pe> [ian'j Man
dards m acCQfdaitCa with the statutes n? \u>

Commonwealth ai M.issat husefts

Students

20<£ per word/day

All others

40£ per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
Pfriff vsnte t ItMrlv and

legibly. We are nnl mponaflstl fol errors result

inR from illegible handwriting or type.

Standard Headings
ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT
ENTERTAINMENT

FOR SALE
FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

THURSDAY, OCT. 13

Gallery Talk - William

Schade will speak about his

works."Gotta-Have-It-Amie
nt Inspiration: Artist Books" at

4 p.m. at the Mount Holyoke
College Art Museum.
Lecture — Betsy Reed pre-

sents "HomoEconom.es:
Capitalism. Community &
Lesbian & Gay Life" at 12:30

p.m. in the Campus Center,

room 803. Part of the GLBT
Studies Lecture Series and is

co-sponsored by The
Stonewall Center, GLBO
GSO. Women's Studies and
the Chancellor's Task Force

on GLBT Matters. For more
information, contact the

Stonewall Center at 545-^824.

Lecture — "Discrimination

against Jews" from 7-9 p.m.

at the Hillel House. Sit in on
this one-credit course given

by Lauren Levin. Eastern

States Civil Rights Director,

Ami- Defamation League. All

visitors are welcome.

Panel Discussion —
"Reading Diana" will be held

at 7:30 p.m. in Gamble
Auditorium at Mount Holyoke
College. An interdisciplinary

panel will discuss the cultural

meaning of the life and death

of Diana. Princess of Wales,

and the myriad of reactions to

her funeral. Sponsored by the

Five College Women's Studies

Research Center.

Panel Discussion —
"Promise Keepers: What Are

They Promising?" critics pro-

vide information about and

respond to the Promise

Keeper. Video showing from
4-5 p.m. and panel discussion

from 5-6:30 p.m. in the

Hampshire College East

Lecture Hall and Main
Lecture Hall. Franklin

Patterson Hall. Sponsored by

the Hampshire College Civil

Liberties and Public Policy

Program. For more informa-

tion, call 582- 5645.

FRIDAY, OCT. 14

Sen-ice — Shabbat Service

at 6 p.m. at the Hillel House.

SATURDAY, OCT. 15

Comedy - MISSION

IMPROVable will be perform-

ing their free weekly comedy
improv show at 8 p.m. in the

Campus Center, room 163.

Entertainment — Open Mic.

bring your poetry, improv and

instrumental or vocal talent to

the Southside Room next to

the Hampden Theater in

Southwest. Come early at 7:30

p.m. to sign-up. Open Mic
starts at 8 p.m. Refreshments

will be served by Java Hut.

Sponsored by S.W.A.G. and

the UMass Poetry Society. For

more information, call Chanel

at 546-630 1 or Jen at

546-6776.
Lecturei'Music — Modkhe

Gebirtig: Der :inger fun noyt,

a lecture/musical program
written and performed by

Fraidy Katz and The Klezical

Tradition, will be presented at

8 p.m. in Pratt Auditorium at

Mount Holyoke College.

Sponsored by the Mount
Holyoke College Art

Museum.
Sports — UMass Women's

Ice Hockey vs. MIT at l p.m.

in the Mullins Center practice

rink.

NOTICES

Art Contributions — The
Student Union Visual and

Performing Arts Space is

looking for contributions to

the Southern Asian Cultural

Exhibition which will show in

the spring of I998. If you have

anything from art work to

crafts depicting Asian culture.

FYts arc public service announcements printed

daily To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the
Managing Editor by noon the previous day.

and would like the opportunity

to participate in this exhibition,

contact Amanda at 545-0792.

Art Exhibition — The
Student Union Visual and

Performing Art Space presents

"We Are More Than You See.

Part II" an exhibition of art by
blue-collar and clerical union

members a UMass from
Friday, Nov. 7 - Friday, Nov.
14. Gallery Hours are

Mon.-Thurs. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

and Fri. 10 a.m. - 3 p.m. The
gallery is located in the south

side of the Student Union
Building.
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Daily Listings sponsored by:

TV LISTING SPONSORSHIP FOR SALE
INQUIRE @ 545-3500

HSCN Bulletin

Board

Hartford

Boston

Boston

Springfield

Movie Ch.

Hartford

ID

CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN
UPN/20
Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
International

UMass Academic TV
HSCN Programming

TV-19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

31

3 CNN
a CNN SI

Headline News
UCTV

1 TBS

B BET

TV Land

Univision

Comedy Central

Cartoon

Much Music

545-

1500
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WVIT 10 Ntwt NBC Newt Enl. Tonight Hard Copy X Friendt X Union Square Seinfeld X |Veronice ER "Fathers and Sons" X Newt Tonight Show

WTIC o 11 Horn* Imp. Simpsons X Seinfeld X Fratler X Living Single Between Brot. Scarlett Police Cheeet 3 Newt Simpaona X Deep Space 9

WWLP o K Ntwt NBC Newt Wheel-Fortune Jeopardy! X Friendt X Union Square Seinfeld X [Veronlce ER "Fathers and Sons" X newt Tonight Show
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Daily Show [R]
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Figure It Out Tiny Toon Doug I RugrettX Allen Strange JHeppyDeytX Wonder Year* |Bewftched 1 Love LucyX [Odd Couple X Ml Newhart X
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USA Baywatch "Baywatch Angels" Highlander: The Serkra X Walker, Teiaa Ranger X **<i "A Kiss Before Dyirg"(1991, Suspense) Mat! Dion. Silk Stalking* "Crime of Love"

HBO
MAX
SHOW

Si (530) ** "On» bizf^ummtr" *.*W"G««ipor(l98l, Drama) vtel Gibson, Mark'lee 'PG' X The rViohf flier" (1 997, Horror) Miguel Ferrer. 'R' Comedy Htfl Inside the NFL (In Stereo) X

&
*** Indian Summer* (1993. Comedy-Drama) Alan Artln. PG-13" ** "Sunset oW4n/(4$$6. Drama) William Hokjen. B |*t% "Unlawful tn!ry-(1992,Susp»r IRutielfflf

(4*5) *** 'T3andrV(1982. Biography) Ben Kingsley. 'PQ' t«* "Morta/T7iouflhfs"(1991) Demi Moore. W |e*% "juoe*(1996, Drama) OirWophar Eeelettonj Kate Wind
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Bruno By C. Baldwin Robotman By Jim Meddick
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SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) —

Travel is in the picture iud;i>. and

you'll want to be sure you're getting

the best bargain you ean. Time i> n
the essence right now
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — There is no real reason to

spend money on Iuxuia today when
there are so main practical things

you can concentrate on at this time.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— You must watch for any negative

emotion that nia\ stand between

you and harmony at this time.

Beware of jeaKuisv in particular!

AQUARIUS (|an. 20-Feb. 18) —
You can achieve something that

attracts a great deal of attention —
or. if you pla\ your cards right, you

can be completely overlooked.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) —
You are going to want to be out of

the spotlight as often as possible

today. The things you have to do

you'll want to do in private.

ARIES (March 21-April 19)

It is important that you let someone

follow his or her instincts when
tending to duties you have assigned

to them today. Be flexible, not rigid.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)

Take care you don't come acrosi Bl

too arrogant or aggressive today.

You never know when someone will

be in a position to judge you.

GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20)

You will receive some news toda]

which can prove good or bad,

depending on how you adjust your

modus operandi after you hear it.

CANCER (|une 2i-|uly 22)

Though you may be afraid of being

found out todav. there is no reason

to think that any revelation can

threaten to hurt you.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) — You
are going to want to be there for a

friend or famiK member who needs

assistance today. You have been
promising support; now you can
j:i\e it.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) —
What seems positive may prove to

be quite negative when all is said

and done — and vice versa.

Opposites are prominent all day

long.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) —
The meaning of an important mes-

sage may vary slightly, depending

upon who is interpreting it. Trust

your instincts when disagreement

arises.

Close to Home By John McPherson
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I t^lf/AHKS FOR CALLWb 7»£
\f HOMEWORK HOTLW£. WHERE
{ HELP IS JU5T /I PHOtfE CALL
V.AWAY. AND S/. 95 A* HOUR*

Quote of the Day
44 Let us be thankful for the

fools. But for them the rest

of us could not succeed. ^}
-Mark Twain
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Alex Trebek's secret moonlighting job.

ACROSS
1 Jai —
5 Oxidizes
10 Exercise system
14 Formal attire

15 Many times
1

6

Once — a
midnight . .

."

17 Sleeping
18 Sherlock

Holmes creator

19 Actor James —
20 Job-hunters'

handouts
22 French explorer

24 Actor Chaney
25 Frontiersman

Carson
26 Warship
30 Porch
34 Facility

35 Serious

37 Standard
38 Hirt and Gore
39 "Ben —

"

40 Seize
41 State. Idaho

43 Lap dogs
45 Singer Ono
46 Place for a

stage
48 Is against

50 Groove
51 Young lollow

52 Steel mill

56 Broadened
60 Mata —
61 Type of candle

or numeral
63 Dilly

64 Similar

65 Tennis champ
Chris

66 Actress Adams
67 Bell

68 Lasting
impressions?

69 Not take

DOWN
1 Lab-culture

medium
2 Earring's place

3 Impresses
greatly

4 Pamper
5 Mice and kin

6 Flying saucers:

abbr
7 Pig's digs

8 Archer
William —

9 Moved
stealthily

10 Uxmal's locale

11 Gemstone
1? Aim
13' of Green

Gables'
21 Extinct bird

23 Galahad's title

26 Sumptuous
meal

27 Writer Ellison

28 Edition

29 An anesthetic
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30 Olive-green
bird

31 Taboo items

32 Ducks mate
33 Pulpits

36 Razor-billed

42 Term of

endearment lor

Clementine
43 — out

dwindled
44 First-aid

devices
45 Swiss singer

47 Well-known

Pharaoh
49 Walk softly

52 Carpet type

53 Warm-water
shark

54 The Emerald
Isle

55 Roam
56 Kind of hog
57 Art-class

model
58 Director

Kazan
59 " in the Sun"
62 Fellows

Today#s P.C. Menu
Call 345-2626 tor more Information.

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Broccoli Royale

Veal Parmesan Sandwich

DINNER
Szechuan Beef and Broc

Baked Ziti

Grilled Sneeze

Worcester
LUNCH

Chicken Cutlet sandwich
Penne/ltalian Sausage Sauce

Lightburger

DINNER
Szechuan Beef and Broc

Hancut Cod Sub
Szechuan Tofu and Broc

Chicken Cacciatore

Hampshire
LUNCH

Veal Parmesan Sandwich
Hamburger on a Roll

Charbroiled Chicken sandwich

DINNER
Szechuan Beef and Broc

Baked Ziti

Berkshire
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Wuster Breakfast Sandwich

Ziti/Tomato Sauce

Lightburger

DINNER
Szechuan Beef and Broc

Szechuan Tofu and Broc

Chicken Cacciatore

Pastabilities

Stuff

Night Editoi

Photo Technician

Copy Editor

Production Supervisor

Production Staff

Morfc McGrolfi|

louren Kotky!

Melissa Tauber I

Sam Smullin I

Janni. Huang I

Angie Annas. I
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Thompson is the center of theUM defense
Junior sweeper recognized by team, but not the A- 10

By Jorma Kansanen

Collegian Staff

If your judgment on the worth and

impact of Amanda Thompson was

old) based on All-Tournament. All—

Conference, All-Region and
All-American selections, you would

not know she even existed.

Truthfully— for the mast part, that

is.

II sou just used those cri-

teria to judge what she

brings to the No. 20
Massachusetts women's soc-

cer team, the fact folder on

the junior defender would
have moths Using out of it. If

you asked one of those

so-called experts about
Thompson, the scene would

turn into someth'ng like a

spaghetti western; a ghost

town, with some unseen
cowpoke whistling in the

background, while tumble-

weeds fly through the windy, desolate

scene.

Well, as we all know, experts can be

wrong — for the most part, that is.

But. in this case, they are very wrong.

In her three years in the Pioneer

Valley, the sweeper has quietly estab-

lished a solid defensive reputation, and

is popularly considered the rock of a

historicalh strong UMass defense, and

with all of the praise and the hoopla of

the establishment and media put to the

side.

As the selections for the

All-Conference team were numbly
announced at the Atlantic 10 banquet

last Thursday night in Cincinnati.

Thompson's name was not heard.

Going into this Sunday's first-round

NCAA match against Harvard, a sec-

ond-team selection in her freshman

year has been the only plaudit on the

defender's shelf at UMass.

In an affirmation sense, that bothers

her.

"Actually it did bother me, and I

was real upset after last weekend,
because I set high goals for myself,"

Thompson said. "1 kind of lost some
confidence. But I talked to coach, and

he told me the team does think that

I'm a big benefactor in our success.

Unless you're Sara
Whalen [from UConn],
and are a real flashy

player, sweepers are

pretty much the unsung

heroines.

"I am a stay-at-home

defender, and I like to

organize, so I would
rather be noticeable
with that. The recogni-

tion I get from the team

does mean a lot to me,

but every once in a

while I wish I could be

recognized outside of

that."

The line of people to give

Thompson the recognition she

deserves starts with coach |im Rudy
himself. He agrees that the true

defender is not recognized more than

the flashy defender, but what he

wants out of his junior defender is

solidity— which mirrors his opinions

on her as a player.

"The first thing about defenders is

that the visual attackers will be the

first to be recognized," Rudy said. "On
this year's All-Conference team, where

were the defensive specialists? A lot of

coaches don't nominate those kind of

players because of a lack of stats, but I

nominated her.

"I'll put her on my Ail-American

ballot. Her worth is not lost on me, but

quality, efficient play is lost in those

kind of choices."

COORTtSr MEDIA RELATIONS

Amanda Thompson

Now you see her, now you don't

Recognizability is not the key to the

defensive game: which, in a nutshell is

Thompson's game.

For one thing, a defender's job is to

defend.

Simple enough — easy like a Sunday

morning, so to say.

Yet, in some cases, a defender does

more than defend. In recent UMass
memory, current players like Erica

lverson and past ones like F.rin Lynch

could do a little bit of everything —
and, with a passion. From the backline

to midfield to the final third, those

kind of defenders found opportunities

to contribute to every part of the game.

However, the reason why those kind

of defenders are able to do a little bit

of everything is because one defender

can do the most important part of

defending — defend, and with a pas-

sion. If that explanation confuses you.

then look up the word "defender" in

the Minutewoman dictionary, and you

will find Thompson's face right next to

it.

Her stay-at-home style is what

UMass relies upon, and the sacrifice of

the spotlight has given her teammates

the chance to shine.

"Coming in as a freshman. Erica

was real excited because it meant that

she could move into a more forward

position," Thompson said. "My posi-

tion definitely helps them get forward,

because they know that I'll be back

there. Tactical decisions come into fac-

tor, and because of injuries the coach

has had to move people around, but

me and Danielle [Dion) joke around

that the coach can't take away her

sweeper.

"Everybody is accustomed to me
being in the center, and it's alright

with me."

What is more than alright to Dion.

Turn to THOMPSON, page 13

Amanda Thompson has been a mainstay as the last line of defense for

this year's soccer team.

A battle amongst the

Masses; comparing

Amherst and Lowell
Tomorrow night, the Alumni Cup, annually awarded

to the winner of the annual UMass/UMass Lowell hock-

ey season series, will be up for grabs beneath the big

green roof at Mullins.

The River Hawks took the first of this year's three

meetings. 6-4. last month and can skate away with the

Cup for the first time ever with a win. This worries me
because I know that this branch of the state university

system is the superior one, and to prove it I've broken

things down scientifically on a category-by-category

basis.

PC Mascots: UMass changed from Redmen to

Minutemen in 1973 (trend-setting long before it was
popular), adopting a sym-
bol that represents both the SSBMHBiiiiMBBaasssaB***

Commonwealth and the Leigh Torbin
brave colonists of the^^^^
1770s. self-trained militia who resisted an oppressive

English government to fight for their liberty. UMass
Lowell changed to a fictional bird from Chiefs just a

few years ago. partly to sell more merchandise.

Advantage: Amherst
Literature: Amherst offers Emily Dickinson, Lowell

gave the world lack Kerouac. I've never been big on

poetry, yet I feel I can relate more to Kerouac's beatnik

Bible, having spent good chunks of time myself On the

Road. Advantage: Lowell

Location: Lowell is 30 minutes from the greatest col-

lege town in America. Amherst is 30 minutes from

either Springfield. Hatfield, Westfield, Deerfield and

even Chesterfield. Add 'em all up and, compared to

Beantown, you've got about as much excitement as

IH 'i Nickcrson Field these days.

Advantage: Lowell

Civic Reputation: Amherst is known for academia,

Lowell is known for decrepit 175 year old factories and
mills.

Advantage: Amherst
Native Musicians: UMass gave us the Pixies, one of the

original creators of American punk and a band that

actually wrote a song called "UMass." I can't think of

anyone from Lowell that's played an arena larger than

their own garage, and in an up-to-the-second poll

everyone else currently in the Collegian newsroom is

completely stumped too. Advantage: Amherst
NHL Alums: Lowell has a pair of alums in the NHL.
Craig MacTavish and Calgary goaltender Dwayne
Roloson. UMass has none yet.

Advantage: Lowell

Music Festivals: Here we used to have something called

a Spring Concert where bands you'd actually heard of

(Phish, Beastie Boys, Fishbone. Blues Traveler et. al.)

played for free. Lowell, meanwhile, unlocks its doors

for a pretty fair city-wide Folk Music Festival every

summer. Returning to the great arbiters of music, Bob
and Minds Torbin seldom miss the Lowell Folk Music
1 e-tival, but skipped last year's big pond-side Redman
g'g

Advantage: Lowell

Variety of courses: Flipping through the pre-reg guide.

you can sign up for Existential Philosophy in your

choice of English. French. German or Spanish,
Readings in Italian Facism. the Coml.it Department's

Decadence class (I hear they teach from the Motley

Criie hits album Decade of Decadence), or the

Sociology course Sexuality. Gender and the Law. I've

never seen a Lowell course guide, but somehow I doubt

they offer these courses.

Advantage: Amherst
Diversity: UMass Lowell is a eomnuter school of

6.000 fairly homogenous suburban Bostonians.
Amherst has people from everywhere; beachy
California girls, numerous foreign exchange itudents

Turn to LOWELL, page 12

Field Hockey preps
for NCAA tourney
By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

IOKMA KANSANEN/COUECIAN

Vicky Browne and the Massachusett's women's
soccer team are heading to Virginia this weekend to

face Penn State in the first round of the NCAA's.

For capturing the Atlantic 10 tour-

nament title, the Massachusetts field

hockey team was rewarded with an

automatic berth in the NCAA tour-

nament.

Yesterday, the Minutewomen
learned their tourney fate. Saturday.

UMass will play Big 10 tournament

champion Penn State at Virginia. The

Cavaliers (18-2) received the No. 3

seed and a first-round bye. Thes will

play the Penn State-UMass winner

on Sunday.

The Nittans Lions (17-5) tied for

the regular season conference crown

with Michigan, and the two teams

met for the league's tourney title.

Penn State claimed the 2- 1 victory to

secure an automatic berth into the

national tournament

UMass finished the regular season

runner-up to West Chester. The
Minutewomen earned the confer-

ence's automatic berth with a 3-1

A- 10 tourney championship win
over the Golden Rams.

Penn State is a relatively familiar

opponent for the Minutewomen. The

school was formerly a member of the

Turn to FIELD HOCKEY, page 13

AFC teams

prepare for

playoff push
Since it seems like the NFL column

starts off every week with the

Patriots, I've decided to end that

trend.

Instead, let's talk about the lets.

Last year lets was an acronym for

"just end the season." but now it

stands for a team that is tied for first

place in the AFC East, in reality, the

only reason why they're tied for first

is because they have a cupcake sched-

ule and yes... the coaching of Bill

Parcells.

They may have gotten screwed over

on Sunday, thanks to the great offici-

ating of the crew who ruled that

Glenn Foley's pass to Wayne Chrebct

on a key fourth down was incomplete,

but hey, there's your payback for

Michael Kobylanski
nil

'/ he \H I

Drew Bledsoe's "incomplete" pass to

Shawn Jefferson a few weeks ago.

And as for those terrific calls— I

have two words for you: instant

replay. Bring it back, but just put a

damn time limit on it.

Anyway, Seattle is doing its best to

make the playoffs for the first time in

almost a decade. Warren Moon lit up
the porous San Diego secondary on

Sunday to improve the Seahawks to

6-4. Seattle does have the luxury of

playing four of its final six games
against teams with less than .500

records, but their games against

Kansas City on Nov. 23 and San
Francisco in the season finale on Dec.

21 will test the true mettle of this

team

.

Arrested Development once sang a

song about Tennessee. Well guess

what? The Oilers are also threatening

to make a playoff run as well, but face

a little tougher road. It's all up to

Steve McNair and Eddie George. I

hope that the Oilers make it (and

hopefully they won't blow a 35-3

lead this time), hut we'll just have to

wait and see.

I guess that I've put the Patriots off

long enough. They annihilated Buffalo

by putting on their best all-around

display of the season. But don't start

thinking Super Bowl just yet. The real

test comes on Sunday when they will

travel to the Big Sombrero to face the

Sues.

The winner of this game should

catapault into the playoff hunt, while

the loser may find themselves hitting

a brick wall. Both teams have tough

schedules the rest of the way, and a

win on Sunday would be a nice

momentum booster for the final five

weeks.

The Broncos pummeled Carolina

on Sunday, showing the nation once

again that they are the team to beat.

Turn to NFL page 12

Donaghue reigns as A-10 champ
By Setfi Koenig
Collegian Staff

When the Massachusetts
women's cross country team trav-

els to Franklin Park in Boston for

the NCAA District 1 qualifying

meet this Saturday, senior

Rebecca Donaghue will be one of

the Minutewomen's best chances

for advancement.

Two Saturdays ago. the

two-time defending Atlantic-10

champion UMass runners proba-

bly appeared strange to their

opposition. A few eyebrows were

probably cocked in the direction

of the team just prior to the soggy

1997 conference championship.

"Right before A- 10s, somebody

put the tape, 'Come On Eileen'

into the van," explained senior

Christy Martin. "We all started

dancing in the rain, just before we
ran our asses off."

While the competition was
tightening up in the cold, wet

weather— mentally and physical-

ly— the Minutewomen were
light-heartedly dancing to the beat

of a different drummer. Right in

the middle of it all was Rebecca

Donaghue. the reigning confer-

ence championship victor.

"We had this '80s party." said

Donaghue. "I had this tape with

'Come On Eileen' b> Dexy'i
Midnight Runners and everybody

loved it. We played it right before

the race."

One might think a competitor

like Donaghue would have been

getting psyched up for the race in

the traditional sense... standing

alone, breathing slowly and doing

some light stretches— like are

usually seen on advertisements lor

Nike. One might have expected
the school record-holder in the

indoor 1600m and the outdoor
1500m to be soberingly serious.

like a monk in painful self-evalua-

tion as the race grew closer. What
the average fan doesn't know,
though, is that the senior had as

much of a reason as any to lead

the team in pre-rare jubilation.

Before the season began, it wasn't

clear if she'd be able to ably com-
pete at all. much less take part in

the conference championship.

She had recently suffered from a

bad case of bursitis in her heel.

"I wore these shoes that were

way too small." said Donaghue.
"One day thes rubbed my heel and

then we did this really hard work-

out. Then I couldn't walk. I tried

to run through it. but eventually I

had to stop tunning.

T had it all summer long and it

forced me to stop doing track at

the end of the year. It hurt me
because I loved track. I saw a

physical trainer and I couldn't

wear shoes— only sandals. I had

to water-run in pools and ponds."

Banished from land training,

Donaghue continued her summer
workouts by running in deep
water to avoid stress on her heel.

This training was tiresome and
unlullilling at times, hut the senior

iptain pressed on. Slowly and

tediously, she worked her way
hack on land.

"In August. I would go to a

Hack and run around twice." said

Donaghue. "I'd walk a little and

sec if I could do it again."

However, the 800 meters that

constitute two trips around a regu-

lation track were nothing com-
pared to the five kilometers that

Turn to DONAGHUE, page 12
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Rebecca Donaghue won the Atlantic-10 individual

women's cross country title for the second straight year.

Duke returns; UNC, Kentucky looking good
The preseason rankings are out. The favorites have

been picked. The first games are in the books. Ladies

and gentlemen, the 1997-98 col-

lege basketball season has begun.

There are officially only 1 38

days until a new king is crowned

in the world of college hoop.

Or will there be a new king?

Arizona, last year's champion,
returns everyone from their banner campaign. Not only

does Lute Olscn have one of the nation's premier point

t ,isr\ K.iih

guards in Mike Bibby. but he also has a strong support-

ing cast — led by senior Miles Simon - and a wealth

of post MMM experience.

This w.,:- supposed to be the

year for the Wildcats. But. they

surprised everybody by maturing

at a rapid rate and at the

expense of favored Kansas and

North Carolina. An impressive

feat anyway, but more so considering Arizona compiled

a .500 record in its last eight Pac 10 games.

Only nine teams have won back-to-back NCAA
titles, and it will take more consistency than the

Wildcats displayed last year in order for them to

become the 10th.

The last team to achieve the back-to back feat will

likely challenge Arizona for court supremacy. The Duke
Blue Devils not only have a strong returning group,

coach Mike Krzyzewski has also brought in what is

widely considered the best recruiting class in the coun-

try. Elton Brand. Shane Battier. William Avery and

Turn to HOOPS, page 13
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Legends of

their game
NYC outfit Sick of it

All plays with the

Misfits and H20 at

Pearl St. tomorrow
night. Check out
our preview (Arts &
Living, page 6.)

Huskies bark up
UMass tree

Tight end Kerry

Taylor and the
Minutemen will try

to keep Mike
Hodges from hav-

ing the most losses

in UM history (see

Sports, page 1 2).

WORLD

China may release

political prisoners

BEI|INC (AP) — China may free

one or more prominent dissidents in

the next few weeks as a gesture of

good will toward America, the U.S.

ambassador said yesterday.

Ambassador (arnes Sasser said he

was disappointed China did not

release anyone during President |iang

Zemin's visit to the United States,

which ended Nov. 3. |iang has so far

withstood U.S. pressure to release

political prisoners.

"But time has not run out on that,

and there's still, I think, hope that in

the next few weeks a prominent dissi-

dent or dissidents will be released,"

Sasser told reporters

Sasser did not say who he hoped
would be freed or mention any spe-

cific indications from Chinese officials

that they were planning to release

political prisoners soon.

China has sometimes freed dissi-

dents on medical parole. The families

of two of the most prominent impris-

oned democracy campaigners, Wei
lingsheng and Wang Dan, say both

prisoners are suffering from serious

ailments, which may make them eli-

gible for release.

NATION

Strawberry company
president pleads guilty

SAN DIECO (AP) — The former

president of a company that supplied

Mexican strawberries that made more
than 200 Michigan schoolchildren ill

with hepatitis pleaded guilty yesterday

to lyino and other counts.

Frederick L. Williamson pleaded

guilty in U.S. District Court to conspira-

cy, making false statements and mak-

ing a false claim. He could be sen-

tenced to up to five years in prison and

fined $250,000 for each of the three

counts.

Williamson also pleaded guilty on
behalf of Andrew & Williamson Sales

Co. of San Diego, which could be fined

up to $500,000 per count.

Andrew & Williamson Sales Co. and

its former president were indicted by a

federal grand jury for allegedly lying

about the source of its fruit.

Sentencing was scheduled for Feb. 2.

Williamson, who remains an officer in

the company, remained free in the

meantime.

Under a settlement agreement the

company agreed to pay $1 . 3 million in

civil damages plus a $200,000 criminal

fine over the next five years. The com-

pany also will have to pay an undeter-

mined sum to states for cleanup, dam-

ages and the cost of destroying berries.

Remaining counts in the indictment

will be dropped Williamson's son, Fred

|r., who is also an officer in the compa-

ny, said the government's charges

stemmed from "a single transaction in

a minor and now-discontinued seg-

ment of our business. It is and was an

anomaly that will not be repeated." In

March, more than 260 children and
teachers developed hepatitis A after

eating frozen strawberries in the

Michigan school lunch program.
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MassPIRG's hunger
awareness week to

benefit local shelters
By Julie Siegal

Collegian Staff

Sleeping outside in the cold

autumn weather, skipping meals and

donating canned goods to local

homeless shelters are some ol the

events University of Massachusetts

students can take part in during

Hunger and Homelessness week.

The seven-day event, which runs

from Nov. 16-22. is sponsored bs the

University's chapter of the

Massachusetts Public Interest

Research Group (MassPlRG).

The annual event is a national cam-

paign founded by PIRG, which tom-

es its energy solely on the issue ol

hunger and homelessness.

MassPIRG's main goal is to raise

awareness on campus, said Allison

Roberts. MassPlRG campus organiz-

er. Last year the group raised S1.000

in donations through campus-wide

events.

MassPlRG urges students to

donate their time, if only for one

event out of the week.

"Students don't realize how impor-

tant their part is in the campus com-

munity." Roberts said.

It's also a great way for student

organizations to fulfill their commu-
nity service obligation, she laid

This year, Hunger and
Homelessness week will kick off at

5 p.m. on Sunday. Nov. lb at the

Campus tenter, room 9 17. A
photo exhibit will display black and

white picture- ol area loup -hel-

lers.

Hunger and Homeles-ncs- contin-

ues on Monday, Nov. 17. with a ser-

vice day at Amherst Sur\i\ul Center

on Sat., Nov. 22.

A Fast for Hunger will take

place on Tues.. Nov. 18 on cam-

pus for people who wish to partic-

ipate. The faster* will wear a col-

ored ribbon to signify fasting and
donate the money they normally
spend on lunch and dinner to

MassPlRG.
The money collected from the

last will be distributed to survival

centers and various organizations in

the community, according to

Roberts.

Students will collect spare change

for the Quarter Drive for Hunger
from 12-7 p.m. on Wed. Nov. 19.

Lust year's event raised $1,000 alone.

Roberts said.

On Thursday, Nov, 20. volunteers

will get the opportunity to leave the

comfort of their dorm rooms, apart-

ments or bouses and take part in the

All-American Sleep Out at the cam-

pus pond from 5 p.m. to 9 a.m. on

Friday.

A speaker will lecture on the i-sue

of being homeless and participants

will collect pledge- for every hour

the) spend sleeping outdoors. The
money collected will go to local

homeless shelters.

The sleep-out is a great way for

students to see the other side of soci-

ety Roberts said.

"People don't normallj see other

people sleeping in boxes in menial

conditions." she -aid. "Especially not

in the chilly weather.''

If students can't do any of the

events, MassPlRG members urge

people to donate canned goods,

which will be picked up on Fri., Nov.

21 by the "Hunger Bu-. which col-

lect- Eood from all of MassPIRC'i 27

campus chapters.

"We're (UMass) probabl) at the

end of the route." Roberts said. "So,

when the bus arrives it'll already be

Turn to HUNGER, page 3

Rally together
CHRISTOPHER A CESNtK' COUECIAN

Dan Miller and Dickie Wallace hand out literature informing students of the GEO situation.

U.N. withdraws arms inspectors
By Robert Reid

Associated Press

UNITED NATIONS — Refusing to

let Iraq dictate who can inspect it-

weapons, the United Nations decided

yesterday to withdraw all arms
inspectors from Iraq after Saddam
Hussein ordered Americans on the

U.N. team out immediately.

The decision to only leave a skele-

tal crew in Baghdad came after Iraq

would not even let the six American

inspectors stay until today and fly

out.

Instead, the Americans, plus an

unspecified number of other team

members, left Baghdad about 1 1 p.m.

for a grueling drive through the

desert to the lordanian border. It was

expected to take at least 10 hours to

reach Amman, the (ordanian capital.

About 70 other weapons monitors

planned to leave today. U.S.

Ambassador Bill Richardson declared

that Iraq was in "open defiance" of

the United Nations. "I think there are

going to be some serious conse-

quences," he said, without elaborat-

ing. The U.N. Security Council met

yesterday afternoon to discuss its

next moves in the escalating crisis.

Earlier. Iraq's deputy prime minister.

Tariq Aziz, hinted Baghdad might

shut down what remains of the U.N.

monitoring operation if the non-

Americans were withdrawn.

The inspectors were charged with

making sure Iraq eliminates its long

range missiles and other weapons of

Turn to INSPECTORS page 2

Palestine to declare statehood in '99 Nutrition center proposed

By Ibrahim Barzak

Associated Press

GAZA CITY. Gaza Strip — The Palestinian! will

declare statehood in 1999 at the end of their five-year

interim period ol autonomy regardless ol whether Israel

agrees, Vaasei \iaiat -aid yesterday,

Arafat's remarks angered the Israeli- who -ay a unilater-

al declaration of independence would violate understand-

ings that neither side will do anything to prejudice the out-

come of talks on a permanent peace agreement.

In such an accord, to be reached by Mas 1999. Israel

and the Palestinian- must agree on the nature of the

emerging Palestinian entity, and it is widely believed it will

include provisions for Palestinian statehood in parts ol the

West Bank and Gaza Strip. The five-year autonomy peri-

od began in May 1994 with the start of limited Palestinian

self-rule in the West Bank and Gaza. Talks on a perma-

nent peace agreement base not set begun because Israel

and the Palestinians arc still arguing over implementation

ol parts of the interim agreement.

I ot example. Israel has yet to start pulling back troops

in the West Bank in three stages, as promised earlier this

scar. Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu has said he

would not hand over any land until Arafat has made a big-

ger effort to rein in Islamic militants responsible for more

than a dozen suicide bombings in Israel since 1994.

Anfal said Thursday he would bring his people state-

hood as promised, regardless of the state of the negotia-

tions.

"I want to tell them that we will be able to implement

w hat ssc promised our people," Arafat told reporters after

a meeting with the Canadian foreign minister. Lloyd

Axworthy.

"The interim agreement is five years. Three years of it

has passed, and we are waiting for the next two years to

declare [statehood),* Arafat said in his halting English.

"At the end of the five years, our target will be to establish

our independent state."

Turn to STATEHOOD, page 2

By Tamar Carroll

Collegian Staff
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Wonderful waterfall
The beauty of a waterfall can help sou put sour mind at aas*

U.N. releases

Congo report

By Philip Waller

Associated Press

GENEVA — A "climate of terror"

prevails throughout Congo under

President Laurent Kabila's rule,

according to a U.N. human rights

report released yesterday.

"The regime has eliminated the

civil rights to life, liberty and physical

integrity." the report said.

But the report does credit Kabila's

government with ending looting, oth-

erwise reducing crime and making

cities safer since his rebel forces took

over the country, formerly known as

Zaire, and ousted dictator Mobutu
Sese Seko in May.

In Congo's capital. Kinshasa.

Celestin Lwangi. Congo's justice min-

ister, called the report "a little flimsy"

and lambasted its author, U.N. apt-

cial investigator Roberto Garreton.

Garreton said he based his 50-page

report on information from U.N. offi-

cials, humanitarian organizations and

other sources. His conclusions

echoed those in a report by the

Lutheran Church, he said.

The report, delivered Tuesday to

the U.N. General Assembly, says "a

climate of terror" prevails throughout

the Congo. It blames the atmosphere

on the virtually unopposed victory by

Kabila's forces, the settling of old

scores and the alleged atrocities com-

mitted by Kabila's forces during their

8-month campaign to topple Mobutu.

There had been a "budding transi-

tion to democracy" during the last

years of Mobutu's 32-year regime.

Garreton said. But the record of the

first few months of Kabila's rule

"seems less than satisfactory."

In May. Kabila announced a

timetable for elections in 1999. but

Turn to KABILA, page 2

If the dream of faculty in the nutri-

tion and exercise science depart-

ments is realized, athletes and coach-

es from across the country will be

coming to the University of

Massachusetts for nutritional coun-

seling.

Stella Volpe and Robin Levine of

the nutrition department, in conjunc-

tion with Priscilla Clarkson of the

exercise science department, have

proposed the creation of a Center for

Nutrition in Sport and Human
Performance at UMass
The Center would link the depart-

ments of nutrition and exercise sci-

ence and the division of athletics to

study nutrition and athletic perfor-

mance, with a goal of providing

nutritional counseling for optimum
performance in sports to athletes

and coaches at UMass and across

the country, as well as to recreation-

al athletes interested in improving

their performance in physical activi-

ty.

Levine said the Center, which
would be the first of its type in the

country, would be a resources for

athletes and coaches at UMass and in

the larger community
"We will be a source of accurate

information for the communits.
svhich doesn't always have access to

credible sources," Levine said. "We
will bring them accurate nutritional

information."

Through a combination of

research, education and outreach,

Volpe said, the Center would serve

UMass, the Pioneer Valley, and the

Commonwealth.
Facultv and students in the nutri-

tion and exercise science depart-

ments would collaborate with UMa—
varsity athletes in researching the

effects of nutrition on their perfor-

mance.
"UMass athletes will have more of

an opportunity to be involved in

research on performance that can

help give them information to

enhance their own performance."

Levine said.

Faculty in the Center would devel-

op new elective courses, such as

Levine's course on Eating Disorders,

in athletic performance and sports

nutrition.

The Center would also develop

educational materials, such as the

sport nutrition newsletter recently

put out by Volpe and Levine. for

UMass and the community, and
present and conduct workshops
for athletes, coaches and nutrition-

ists.

In addition, the Center would pro-

vide a centralized number and loca-

tion for people to receive individual

counseling.

"This ssill make us more
u-er-friendly," Levine said. "We
are trying to take resources that

exist and combine them in one
place for a more synergistic

power."

Eventually, Volpe said, the

Center's outreach activities would
extend across the country.

"Our goal is Massachusetts and

then New England and then to be

nationally known." Volpe said. "We
want this Center to be put on the

map. We want people to look to

UMass to say they are the experts in

ports nutrition."

The Center would be based in

Turn to CENTER page 3

Director of Food Services

Richard Rossi dead at 59
NORTHAMPTON — Richard N.

Rossi, 59. of 31 Dana St.. died due

to cardiac arrest last Friday at

Cooley Dickinson Hospital. He was

the director of Food Service at the

University of Massachusetts

Rossi graduated from the

Stockbridge School of Agriculture

at LJMass. A native of

Northampton, Rossi attended local

schools. Besides serving as director

of food service at UMass. he was

also a food consultant to the New
York Giants.

He leaves his wife. Sandra
(Carlson) Rossi; his mother, Agnes

(Gazzillo) Rossi; two sons, Todd
N. and Tyler F., both of

Northampton: a daughter.

Samantha Rossi Ko'akowski ol

North Andovei; two broth 1

Anthony of Bclchertown and
Donald |. of Northampton; rim

ters. Rosemary A. Gorman of

Northampton and Marcia N
Shumway of Williamsburg.

There will be a memorial set

Tuesday morning at the Edwards
church with a private burial In

Spring Gtove Cemeiery in Florence.

There are no calling hours.

Memorial contributions may be

made to the Richard N. Rossi

Memorial Scholarship Fund in the

Hotel, Restaurant and Travel

Administration Program at UMass
in care of Auxiliars Service Office,

WorCSStet Dining Commons.
•\mherst, 01001

— Jonathan Liberty
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Briefs
Awards
A $1.4 million grant from the

National Science Foundation
(NSF) has been awarded to Gei

Avrunin. prolcssor of inathcnuttic-

and statistics at UMass.
The NSF grant, which was

awarded lor research on the affec-

tive linking of computet systems,

will fund a four-year project

Avrunin is working on in conjunc-

tion with UMass computer science

professors Lori Clarke and Leon
Osterweil.

The group> research could even-

tually be used in the development

ol compute! systems used in areas

such as air traffic control, airline

reservation systems, and the moni-

toring of hospital stations.

lulius G. Fabos. professor of

landscape architecture and regional

planning at UMass. is the 1997

recipient of the prestigious

American Society oi Landscape

Architects (ASLA) Medal, the

highest award of ASLA.
The ASLA Medal is awarded to

individuals who have made extraor-

dinary contributions to the proles

sion of landscape architecture and

whose work has had a unique

impact on the profession through

landscape architectural design,

planning, writing, or public service,

on a scale to impact public welfare

and life nationally or international-

ly-

Fabos is a pioneer in the field of

landscape planning, having estab-

lished Metrolitan Landscape
Planning (METLAND) interdisci-

plinary research group during the

early 1970s. METLAND was one

of the earliest groups to advance
the use of the geographic informa-

tion system (CIS).

\No. Fabos i- a well know D

authority on greenway planning,

which is the protection and man-

agement of the fragile landscapes

along rivers, streams and coasts.

and linking parks and open spaces

with those areas in the creation ot

greenway networks.

Nicholas Dines and Mark
l.indhult. professors of landscape

architecture and landscape
design, also received merit

awards for communication from
\l SA.

Profs, publish

UMass English professor and
writer in residence lay

Neugeboren has published a col-

lection of 15 short stories titled.

Don't Worry About the Kids
(University of Massachusetts
Press)

The collection is the second of

his career and includes many
prize-winning works that have
appeared in magazines such as The
Atlantic Monthly. Gentleman's
Quarterly, and The Gettysburg
Review.

Local politics

For any students, professors, or

staff interested in speaking with

state representative Ellen Story

(D-Amherst). she will be holding

office hours in Amherst on Friday.

Nov. 21 from 9:30-10:30 a.m. at

the Bangs Community Center in

Amherst.

statehood

"The blue bus is calling us...

P river, tfhere you tabid' vsT
To the Collegian!

(jot milk?)

continued from page 1

In an interview with the Israeli

daily Yediot Ahronot published \

terday. Aralai -aid: "We will declare

the establishment of a state whether

Netanyahu want- US to Ol not... even

if part of the state remains under

occupation and contains settlements.''

Netanyahu's senior aide. David Bar-

lllan. said a unilateral declaration of

statehood would \iolate earlier agree-

ments "because it prejudices negotia-

tions on the final status."

Netanyahu has staunchly opposed

Palestinian statehood, saying he

would only approve Palestinian

autonomy in parts of the West Bank

and Gaza Strip, with Israel remaining

in charge of foreign affairs and exter-

nal security

In London yesterday, Netanyahu

told British members of Parliament

that he believed a final peace settle-

ment was "within reach" if the

Palestinians accepted that they could

not have full attributes of statehood.

"Do we agree, for example, that

the Palestinians will build a large

army that could import weapons.
missiles and so on that could be

placed on the hills above Israel? The

answer is no. \^>o we agree that this

Palestinian entity could make military

pacts with Saddam Hussein? ...The

answer is no." he said.

Arafat told "i ediot he preferred to

win statehood a- a result of negotia-

tions, but that he might have no choice

to make a unilateral declaration

because of the deadlock in the talks.

In remarks to reporters, Arafat

accused Netanyahu of dragging his

feet in the negotiations. "The Israeli

government is trying to waste time."

Arafat said yesterda>

Bar-Ulan blamed the Palestinians

for the deadlock, saying they had

failed to live up to their commitment

to fight terrorism. Both Arafat and

Netanyahu are to meet later this week

with Secretary ol State Madeleine

Albright.
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Empty room blues
A room found in the Campus Center has seen livelier days

Kabila
continued from page 1

preparations still have not been started, Garreton said.

Kabila's governing alliance is the only authorized party

in Congo and is dominated by ethnic Tutsis and former

exiles who lived abroad during Mobutu's rule, the report

says.

Kabila now has "absolute control" over the country, the

report concludes.

Garreton, originally appointed by the 53-nation

U.N. Human Rights Commission in 1994 to investi

gate conditions in Congo, angered government sup-

porters with a report in the spring that said he had

found strong evidence of mass graves in territory con-

trolled by Kabila's forces where refugee camps also

were located.

The government's ire toward Garreton hasn't faded. "I

don't see how he, a Chilean, has a valid opinion," Lwangi,

the justice minister, said of Garreton's report.

The Kabila government has said repeatedly it would

allow a U.N. commission to investigate allegations that

Kabila's forces had killed Rwandan Hutu refugees, but

permission has always been withdrawn.

Garreton was appointed by the United Nations to lead

the investigation, but after the Kabila government accused

him of bias, he was replaced in August by Atsu Koffi-

Amega of Togo.

The 23-member U.N. investigating team has been

stymied since by the government in its attempt to search

for evidence of mass graves.
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inspectors

i

continued from page 1

mass destruction, as the Security

Council ordeied it to at the end of

the 1991 Gulf War. The council will

not lift trade sanctions against Iraq

— imposed after Iraq's 1990 inva-

sion of Kuwait — until those terms

are met. Iraq implemented the expul-

sion order one day after the council

voted unanimously to condemn Iraq

for its Oct. 29 decision to kick out

the American inspectors.

It also flapped a travel ban on

Iraqis who interfere with the inspec-

tions but avoided any explicit threat

of military force. Iraq had put off

implementing its expulsion order

until the council finished its debate.

Richard Butler, the head of the

U.N. team admitted Thursday that

pulling all inspectors out would
severely hamper the U.N.'a ability to

ensure that Iraq is not building

weapons of mass destruction. But

Butler, an Australian, said the United

Nations could not tolerate "this ille-

gal separation of nationalities"

"Therefore, I will withdraw all

|
inspection | staff tomorrow and leave

a skeleton staff at the Baghdad center

to sustain our facility pending resolu-

tion of the present crisis." Butler

said. Butler said he hoped the depart-

ing team members could return when
"the conditions are acceptable."

He added that U.S.-manned U-2

spy planes would continue to fly over

Iraq despite Baghdad's threats to

shoot them down.

In Paris, the French Foreign

Ministry condemned the expulsion.

France is among the Western powers

most sympathetic to Iraq. "The exe-

cution of its Oct. 29 decision is unac-

ceptable," the ministry statement

said. It regretted that Iraq has failed

to "show its will to cooperate fully

with the special commission, which

remains the only way for Iraq to suc-

ceed in having the embargo
removed."

For the last 1 1 days, Butler has

insisted on sending along

Americans on U.N. inspections, and

each time the Iraqis have barred

the U.S. inspectors from entering

suspected weapons sites. Last

week, Butler accused Iraq of taking

advantage of the suspension of

inspections to move sensitive

equipment and tamper with cam-

eras that monitor weapons sites

around the clock.

Iraq claims Americans dominate

and manipulate the U.N. Special

Commission, which conducts the

inspections, to keep the sanctions in

place.

After more than six years of

inspections. Butler's team says Iraq is

still trying to conceal information on

its weapons programs.

Earlier yesterday, Aziz said again

that Iraq was willing to cooperate

with the U.N. weapons inspectors

— except for the Americans. Aziz,

who arrived here Monday for the

council debate, said Iraq "is ready

to continue its cooperation with"

the non-American inspectors and
allow them to perform their duties

"fully."

Aziz said, however, if Butler decid-

ed to remove the entire team, "he will

bear the responsibility for his deci-

sion."
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full of food."

later that night, a Hunger Music-

lam will be held at Pearl Street

Night Club in Northampton. The
event will be open to people of all

ages, and will include MassPlRG
members from all over
Massachusetts.

The conclusion of Hunger and
Homelessness Week will begin at 5

p.m. on Mon., Nov. 17, when stu-

dents can buy $2-3 tickets for the

most popular event, according to

Roberts, the Oxfam dinner, which
will be held in the Campus Center

auditorium.

The room will be divided into first,

second and third- world countries,

with students eating food from the

world country to which they are

assigned.

Hunger and Homelessness Week is

a great opportunity for students to

center

give a part of themselves to people

who need the help, said Veronica

MacDonald. MassPlRG member and

junior psychology and anthropology

major.

"It'll do a world of good,"

MacDonald said. "These things just

can't backfire."

MacDonald is pleased with last

year's results and envisions this year

to be bigger and better.

"We pretty much reached our

goals [last year|," she said. "We
have so many volunteers (this year],

I think it'll be better. I'm opti-

mistic."

MassPlRG will advertise for

Hunger and Homelessness in upcom-

ing weeks and will set up informa-

tion tables in the Campus Center for

students who wish to sign up and get

more information on the week 'i

events.

continued from page 1

the department of nutrition and

funded from private donations.

Volpe and Levine are working
with the Development Office to

investigate potential corporate

sponsors.

The Faculty Senate voted at their

last meeting, held Nov. 6, to

approve the establishment of the

Center.

Provost Cora Marret. the Board

of Trustees, and the President's

Office must now approve the

Center before it can be estab-

lished.

Levine said she hopes the Center

will get approved soon so that faculty

can begin meeting the need of the

community for sports nutrition coun-

seling.

"lust the little bit we have done

tells us how great the need is,"

Levine said. "We would like to meet

the need."

New AIDS drug

not very effective

By Paul Recer

Associated Press

CHRISTOPHER A CESNtK COILECIAN

Learning in a new environment
Student attend class in the Student Union, across from the Munchy store.

Unabomber trial jurors questioned

By Richard Cole

Associated Press

SACRAMENTO, Calif. — The defense struggle to save

Theodore Kaczynski's life continued to dominate jury

selection in the Unabomber trial today, as the defendant

closely watched the faces of those who will decide his

late.

When questioning of prospective jurors resumed this

morning, one of the first to be interviewed said he was a

supporter of capital punishment, and said he believed that

Kaczynski was probably guilty of the charges against him.

"From what I saw... he was the one that did it." the

man said. "I guess I'm not committed to it. but it appears

that way." But another prospect confessed tearfully that

she could not impose execution under any circumstances.

"I could not vote to put a man to death," she said, cry-

ing. "I'm sorry."

Kaczynski. 55, faces a 10-count federal indictment in

four of the Unabomber's 16 bomb attacks between 1978

and 1995. The four bombings killed two Sacramento men

and left two professors disabled.

The math professor turned recluse, arrested last year at

his remote Montana cabin, could face the death sentence

a convicted. He also faces a later trial in a fatal New
Icrsey bombing. Eleven jury candidates were interviewed

Wednesday, the first day of jury questioning, and four

were excused for hardship or cause. Prosecutors and the

defense will seat a panel of 12 jurors and six alternates

|ury selection was expected to last a month. On
Wednesday, defense lawyer ludy Clarke fired repeated

questions at a Rush Limbaugh fan who said he favored

capital punishment because "the recidivism rate alter the

death penalty is zero." But the man insisted he would fol-

low the law and the judge's instructions, and he was not

dismissed.

Also allowed to stay was an elderly man who said the

death penalty "does not serve a useful purpose.' When

pressed, the man said he could impose death, because it

is the law of the land." While jury candidates marched in

and out Wednesday, some of the key action took place on

paper. The defense filed documents opposing a motion

from prosecutors that seeks to bar Kaczynski from offer-

ing a mental defect defense

U.S. District ludge Garland Burred has yet to rule on

whether he will allow such a defense.

Prosecutors oppose the mental delect defense partly

because Kaczynski has refused to submit to government-

selected psychiatric testing. They say without that, the)

cannot counter expert testimony from the defense.

The defense said prosecutors can adequately prepare by

having their experts review other materials, including

Kaczynski's writings.

"The government does not seek to level the playing field,

but essentially ask- fot a guilty verdict and a death sentence

before the trial begins." the defense argued in the papers.
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U.S. to issue gold dollar

WASHINGTON — The dollars

going gold and the quarter's get-

ting a face lift under legislation

passed by the House yesterday and

sent to President Clinton.

The bill, passed by voice vote,

authorizes the treasury secretary to

create a gold-colored dollar to

replace the Susan B. Anthony dollar

as well as new quarters honoring

the 50 states. Beginning in 1999.

Treasury will issue five new quar-

ters a year, each commemorating a

state, the states will be honored in

the older they entered the union.

"This program will not only be

educational for people of all ages.

and promote pride among our

state-, but it will make getting

change a lot more interesting." said

Rep. Michael Castle. iR-Del.).

sponsor of the legislation.

The head of George Washington

will ivntain on one side of the quar-

ters, with the other side, now earn-

ing the American eagle, to carry

designs distinctive to the states. They

will be- designed b) the treasury sec-

retary together with state officials.

the Citi/ens Commemorative Coin

Advisory Committee and the

Commission on Fine Arts.

The bill, which has already been

approved by the Senate, directs the

secretar) not to choose any frivo-

lous or inappropriate designs. It

doe- not say who or what should

replace suffragist Susan B. Anthony

on the face of the dollar coin. That

design is left up to the Treasury sec-

retary. The Anthony coins, minted

from 1979 to 1981. have been

largely unpopular, parti] because

they look and I eel too much like a

quarter.

Paper dollars will continue to be

printed.

"While I think many Americans

will use a dollar coin if it is easier

to distinguish from the quarter, the

general public is not ready to part

with the dollar bill." Castle said.

WASHINGTON — A drug "cock-

tail" that revolutionized the treatment

of AIDS is unable to wipe out reset

voirs of virus hiding in certain blood

cells, researchers find in a discover]

that dims hopes for a cure.

The finding means that patients

may have to take the AIDS drugs for

the rest of their lives - while hoping

for new types ot treatment to stamp

out the final traces of infection by the

virus that causes the disea-c.

Three separate team- ol scientists

reported finding evidence that the

HIV virus lurks in inactive white-

blood cells in patients who have been

taking the drug cocktail for up to

three years and seem otherwise v irtu-

ally free of the virus

Two papers, by researchers from

four different laboratories, will be

published Friday in the journal

Science. Another paper, bv scientists

at the National Institutes ot Health,

will be published later this month in

the Proceedings of the National

Academy of Sciences.

Combinations of drugs that block

two enzymes that the HIV viru- u-e- to

reproduce have been enormouslv effec-

tive in stopping the infection. In thou-

sands of patients. HIV virus in the

bloodstream has been reduced to near

undetectable levels, and CD4 blood

cells, the principal target of HP/, have

rallied to normal levels. The success of

the drugs raised hopes by some experts

that HIV could be eradicated com-

pletely from the bodies of patients.

"Although we held out hope that the

eradication hypothesis might pan out. I

don't think that people really thought it

would," said Dr. |oel Gallant of lohns

Hopkins University, one of the co-

authors of a paper in Science.

Despite the disappointment. Dr.

Robert F. Siliciano of lohns Hopkins

said that studies did find good news.

He said none of the latent viruses stud-

ied had developed a resistance to the

drug cocktail that has so successfully

controlled the infection. This mean-.

he said, that as long as HIV patients

continue to carefully and diligently take

the three-drug cocktail "they have an

excellent chance of surviving the infec-

tion for a long time without developing

symptoms of the disease."

All three of the studies found the

latent virus in what are called resting

CD4 lymphocytes. These are immune
svstem white blood cells that are

primed to defend against antigens

from bacteria or from other foreign

molecules. Until they encounter anti-

gens that are their specific targe"f>the

blood cells are inactive, or resting.

He's on a mission so secret, even he doesn't know about it
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Death penalty fails in unjust system Fubar

When the Massachusetts House of Representatives

voted on whether or not to reinstate the death

penalty, something that has not been in use

rim 1973, they were voting on a bill which would radical-

ly alter the legal landscape which exists today. For instance.

in a case such as that of Louise Woodward, she may be on

death row now. despite juror's claims that they cannot be

sure whether or not she is truly guilty. The death penalty is

not merely an inappropriate form of punishment for those

convicted of murder, it is also an assignment of responsibil-

ity to those who would enact the bill and those who would

apply the bill. The attempted passage of this bill was an

opportunity created by a collection of heinous crimes over

the past year, which have raised doubts in people's minds

to whether or not the death penalty is a bad idea or not.

The answer to that question is an unequivocal "yes." the

death penalty it a bad idea. For two rea- ^^^^^^^^^m
sons in particular. The first is that it is a

Nathan
measure which is intended to deter

ajjajaBBaaaaiBBBBBSBi

crime. Yet. historically it has had little

to no effect in doing so. In this instance, the death penalty

would ultimately serve no purpose, since if it is not going to

deter crime, what good is it going to do? Provide mental

gratification to those suffering the anguish of losing a loved

one to a murder? Again, research has been done which has

disproved this theory, showing that the death penalty in fact

provides little gratification when all is said and done. If the

death penalty can serve neither of these purposes, then is it

really something that should be adopted in Massachusetts?

The second reason for arguing against the validity of the

death penalty has to do with the state of the legal system in

the United States. Punishment such as the death penalty

can truly only be deemed appropriate when the legal sys-

tem itself is perfectly just. Again, consider the case of

Louise Woodward. What if she is not guilty, as she claims

and in fact the prosecution had a difficult time disproving?

If the death penalty were in effect, and she had been sen-

tenced to death, the state would be licensing the killing of

someone for whom there were doubts as to their guilt. The

state would be executing someone who was not necessarily

guilty (although the truth may never be revealed one way

or trie other) and who is only 19 years old. If the state of

Massachusetts says that you are not responsible enough to

buy alcohol until the age of 2 1 . an age typically considered

adulthood, then how can the state convict you based on

your being responsible for your actions at 19. if they will

not consider you an adult until you are 21? Even more so.

the bill which was presented before the House would have

allowed the execution of anyone aged 14 or older. How
can the state justify its representation of people as

non-adults until they are 21, but try them as adults when

they are 14? But. returning to the state of our legal system,

it is certainly not unheard of for an innocent person to be

convicted of a crime, neither is it unheard of for them to

be sentenced to death. Take for instance the case of

Mumiaa Abu-|amal, a journalist who in 1982 was charged

with the murder of a police officer in Philadelphia, Pa. In a

trial which bordered on the obscene, )amal was convicted

and sentenced to death. As soon as the case ended, early in

1983, evidence disproving lamal's guilt began to surface.

Soon a mound of evidence stood in contradiction to his

guilty conviction, and his lawyer began filing appeals.

Today, 1 5 years after his conviction, he still sits on death

row. Not only have his appeals fallen on deaf ears, they

^^^^^^^^^ have fallen on the same ears of judge
mmmmmm^^^ Sabo. who conveniently has had all of
Mea»£}^^^^ lamal's appeals routed to his court-

room. Sabo is the same judge who
presided over the initial trial, in which (as can be proven

today) evidence was tampered with and hidden, testi-

monies were coerced, and |amal himself was not allowed

to speak in his defense. Mind you, it is not that he chose

not to speak on his own behalf, he was physically

restrained from doing so. Today, his appeals are still pend-

ing. But nonetheless he remains on death row, awaiting his

execution. His trial is known internationally as a perver-

sion of justice. And it all occurred in the U.S. legal system,

it is simply an example of the injustice which our legal sys-

tem, any legal system, is capable of. With this being the

case, can we honestly say that the death penalty is just?

Can we possibly say that it is right to legitimize the exis-

tence of the death penalty, in the context of a legal system

which is clearly flawed, and incapable of assuring a fair,

impartial trial?

Surely, there are innocent victims of crime in the

United States. But. there are also innocent victims of the

legal system. The Massachusetts House of Representatives

vote on this bill resulted in an 80-80 deadlock, which in

effect defeated the bill. In the end, the passage or failure

of this bill came down to one representative, who
switched his vote, changing an 81-79 passage of the bill,

to a defeat. This representative took a step forward to

assert the reality that our legal system cannot be trusted

with the responsibility inherent in giving it the death

penalty, to use at its whim.

Nathan Mealey is a UMass student.

Essential moral values
On a recent rainy Wednesday afternoon I went to

the Black Sheep bakery to get some studying

done. Hoping to take advantage of what little

outdoor light there was, I took a seat facing the window

that, incidentally, was next to the trash can. After a few

minutes had passed, a young woman came around and

attempted to deposit her garbage bag into the trash bar-

rel, somehow managing to miss the can entirely and

instead spraying the contents of her half-eaten sandwich

in a wide arc across the floor. Obeying the laws of

physics, a large blob of mayonnaise did not follow the

aforementioned arc and instead came to an unceremoni-

ous halt directly beneath my chair. The woman looked up

at me meekly, uttered a detached "Whoops, sorry" and

them scurried off. Certain she had gone to get some nap-

kins to clean up her mess, I was quite surprised when,

through the window. I saw her climb ^^^
into a car with two of her buddies and

drive off. â HBI_
Now. you might not expect that

this incident would trigger anything other than mild dis-

gust, but it managed to put me into a philosophical

mindset for quite a while. After a little thought. I con-

cluded that this little mishap was a perfect, everyday

example oi a problem in our society that is too infre-

quently addressed.

This leads me to a word which many of you. with very

good reason, probably find utterly distasteful. That word

i^ morals.

Before you tear up this newspaper in rage and disgust,

let me explain that I wish to make a clear differentiation

between two different categories of moral values.

The first group encompasses those beliefs that are infre-

quently though of as being "traditional" in American cul-

ture. This includes some downright silly ideas, such as

making premarital sex into a "sin." which have given real

moral values a bad name. It hasn't helped that a certain

breed of obnoxious "family values" politician has seized

upon these distorted morals and turned them into an elec-

tion year crusade of Good vs. Evil.

Because modem society has hopelessly entangled morals

with Sunday school repression, many of us have made a

deliberate effort to purge them from our lives. One line of

ninj! insists that because all morals are relative, having

no morals at all is just as good as anything else.

Jason Davis

There are, however, moral values that are not relative,

are not tied to any one religious doctrine, but instead cut

across all realms of spiritual thought and human culture.

Something that we frequently forget is to treat other

living creatures with basic kindness. This does not mean

that you should never be critical of someone, or that you

must never kill an annoying mosquito. It is simply recog-

nition of the essential value that other beings, be they

mice, trees or human beings, have in and of themselves.

1 realize that this point could be debated endlessly,

but I stand firm with the notion that human beings, on

the whole, have become far too self-centered. Whether

it is an offensive and loud neighbor keeping people

awake, or a shopping mall developer who sees nothing

wrong with destroying fragile wetlands, we humans
have a lot to leam about living with a kind and humble

_^_^_^^^^^ attitude. On a larger scale, the

results can be seen in misplaced

_____ military aggression, the massive,

widening gulf between the rich and

the poor, and in global ecological destruction.

One moral value that has been thoroughly ignored,

and even scorned by modern society is the idea that we
should limit our consumption in order so that others do

not have to live in constant suffering. Although you may

hear otherwise, it is a fact that there is a limited amount

of material wealth on this planet. While this material

wealth is very great, it is not so great that we can be as

greedy as we choose without affecting the well being of

either nature or of other humans.

It is also well known that we have an almost unlimit-

ed desire to obtain more material wealth, even when we
live perfectly comfortably. Tragically, our economic,

social and political systems are designed to encourage

this desire, and to harness it in the eternal attempt to

"create" ever more wealth. This, as you know, simply

and effectively divides us into economic winners and

losers, and the winners always gain to the detriment of

the losers.

The list could go on. It is important to remember that

precisely because so many of the problems we face stem

from warped moral values, they are amenable to change.

Healing our inner selves will inevitably lead to a better

outer world.

lason Davis is a UMass student.
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BY GARRY TRUDEA

Write for Ed/Opl
The Collegian Editorial page needs new writers. We want you to write humor, politics, satire, lifestyle, or any of a

thousand other styles — let us be as broad as the student body is.

Anyone who is interested by email (letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu). fax (545-1592), or by dropping it off at the

Collegian offices for Dan Bodah.

Vice chancellor Sue Pearson recently

talked to the ( 'olttgum about the

recent contract negotiation* with GEO
According to Pcanon, they have

recently taken a turn for the better
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Apparently, however, the tact that this

optimistic turn has coincided with an

increasingly vocal and activist GEO
is little more than some kind of wacky

coincidence, for according to Ms
Pearson, GEO's recent letter-writing

campaign "didn't make any particular

difference" to the administration's

bargaining strategy

Ms Pearson's next job is undoubtedly

to put a positive spin on the Teach-in

Good Luck

Letters to the Editor

Supporting GEO
in the interest of all

To the Editor:

Supporting the Graduate Employee Organization in its

struggle to win a fair and equitable contract from the

administration is not solely an act of political conviction

on my part as an undergraduate, but also one of self-inter-

est.

I am amazed at the profound ways that graduate

teaching assistants effect my academic experience as an

undergraduate. One-fourth of my classes have directly

leaders, or all of the above. Had I not been a transfer or

had 1 not taken so many courses at the other four col-

leges, I am sure this percentage would be higher, like

many of my undergraduate peers' experiences. In this

way GEO members, who are our TAs. TOs and ARDs,

are essential to the quality of our lives as undergradu-

ates. They have played the role of intellectual and acade-

mic mentors, provided us with course content as well as

additional resources on how to enter graduate school,

offered counselling on professional and career concerns,

and have been understanding of our individual academic

and personal needs when evaluating our work and help-

ing us learn.

How else have graduate students affected me in their

role as Teaching Assistant? The first time I ever had a

teacher who wasn't white was here at UMass. Sadly

enough my hometown of Redding. Conn., full of all its

"educated" white folk, for some mystical reason didn't

have the sense to include in its teaching staff any person

from a racial minority. Though the administration agrees

there need to be more graduate students who are from

racial minorities they haven't done enough to make any

real changes. GEO's contract includes demands for more

TAs of color.

GEO's struggle to gain a fair wage agreement,

Affirmative Action concessions, the creation of a flexible

child care center, and an expansion of their basic medical

coverage are not frills or irrational proposals. They are

necessary to properly sustain those of us undergrads who
wonder if they should support the GEO campaign for set-

tling a fair contract, to tell the administration your educa-

tion is important to you and so must then be those who
are committed to teaching you.

Linda Vannoni
Easthampton

But seriously...

let's keep Maine

To the Editor:

This letter is in response to the editorial by Seema
Gangatirkar "Sale today. California" (Nov. 12).

Ms. Gangatirkar's idea of selling useless' states is nei-

ther good nor funny. If the idea doesn't seem ridiculous

enough, how about the fact that she presumed to pick,

"without prejudice," states that we could all do without.

I'm sure that most students would be not be pleased with

her trying to make this sound like a fathomable idea. That

is her first mistake. Her second is to assume that she

knows anything about these states. Has she ever even

been to these states?

First of all. I'm 99 percent sure that she hasn't even

been to the places in Maine that she touted as 'gor-

geous'— the obvious tourist traps. For her information.

Maine does not merely have L.L. Bean outlets. Maine has

the only major L.L. Bean store in the world, where it all

began in the early 1900s. She probably doesn't know that

this store is open 24 hours a day, 565 days a year; does

she think this might have had something to do with the

multibillion dollar success of the company?
Gangatirkar says that Maine has nothing to offer.

How about that boost to the economy? That's just one

company. What about paper companies that produce

the paper the Collegian publishes Gangatirkar's editori-

als on? What about the American Skiing Company, that

owns every major mountain from Vermont to Maine?

As for other things Maine has to offer, how about top

colleges like Bowdoin, Bates, and Colby, or the UMaine

system?

I'm sure that one could find plenty of people from other

states willing to defend them just as I have. I would have

if 1 knew anything about those states. Unlike Gangatirkar.

I do not presume to know about them. Maybe some other

students would care to enlighten her, so we won't have to

entertain any more of these ridiculous ideas.

eao@student.umass.edu

GEO settlement

not so close

To the Editor:

The Collegian headline of the Wednesday, Nov. 12

cover story which reads, "GEO and Administration come

closer to agreement," misleads the reader to believe a set-

tlement is right around the corner. After 20 months of

negotiations, the Administration has finally made some

movement in a positive direction, but our substantive

issues (educational access, affordable childcare, livable

wages and adequate healthcare) remain unresolved. While

we too look forward to a speedy resolution of our con-

tract, such a settlement will be contingent upon the

Admistration's continued movement in the right direction.

Mahmood Ketabchi

GEO President

Media needs to speak

on Iraqi position

To the Editor:

For the U.S. an important confrontation is building at

the United Nations over Iraq. Iraqi officials are insisting

on a date for the ending of United Nation sanctions

because responsible U.S. officials have publicly stated that

as far as the U.S. is concerned, sanctions will not end so

long as Saddam Hussein rules in Iraq. Therefore, Iraq

feels justified in charging U.S. members of the United

Nations Inspection teams with endlessly inventing and

creating confrontations: that they are instructed by U.S.

officials to find ways and means of provoking the Iraqi

officials to acts calculated to justify the continuation of

sanctions.

Iraq is taking the matter of its' ban on U.S. members of

the Inspection teams to the U.N. Security Council

because it believes the U.S. position — tying the end of

sanctions to Saddam Hussein's removal from power — it

is a violation of the United Nations Charter and makes a

mockery of long established, global rules of conduct for-

bidding any nation from interfering in the internal affairs

of another.

The media has largely been silent on the central point of

the Iraqi position. This is unfortunate because the Security

Council is not likely to take lightly the United Nations

being a party to such a blatant, high level attempt at deter-

mining who rules in Iraq. Already sentiment within the

United Nations is heavily weighted against the continua-

tion of sanctions against Iraq. If Iraq is able to prove that

U.S. members of the Inspection teams have acted improp-

erly in carrying out the mandate given them, the U.S. may
be in for a major defeat in the world body.

The media's failure to prepare Americans for this possi-

bility by refusing to fully report the Iraqi position will con-

tribute to the growing loss of confidence of the American

people in the role of the press, radio and TV.

David G. DuBois
Visiting Professor

lournalism/Afro-Ant. studies
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NoHo hosts hardcore event The different reasons why we watch films

Why do we go to the movies? I've

thought about this question many
times and I understand the answer is

different for each of us. Some of us

look at films critically, while others

just wish to enjoy the sheer entertain-

ment that movies can offer. In a

movie theater we can witness every

range of emotion and live vicariously

through situations that could never

occur in our real lives.

The same of course could be said

about a novel or even a television pro-

gram. Yet, what separates these dis-

tinct mediums is the magnitude that

film offers when viewed in a theater. I

am not talking about celebrities and

our fascinations with them or even the

whole idea of Hollywood and the

images of the movie star and how we

associate these concepts with power,

fame, and even to some extent the

American dream. These concepts, in

my opinion, have ruined the innocence

and integrity of movie-making, substi-

tuting the desire to tell a story creative-

ly with the desire to merely make a

blockbuster. But even more important

ly, why did film have to turn from etc

ative expression to a $1 billion busi-

ness? In general, why must passion be

put aside so that someone can take the

risk of becoming rich?

With all bitterness behind. I. along

with millions of people every week

still go to the movies. Still we must

admit, when was the last time any of

us were truly blown away by what

we saw? We all look for different

things and each of us can read the

same film countless ways. I recently

discussed Starship Troopers with my
roommate, as we both argued what

the film really meant and how well it

made its point. I found the film to be

COURTESY |OHN FAILS

Hardcore legends Sick of it All hit Pearl Street tomorrow night.

By Adam Dlugacz

Collegian Staff

So you are a typical hardcore kid and you came to

I Mass with all these hopes of great shows... and there

was nothing. Sure, there have been a handful of decent

shows but you've all been waiting for that show you had

me around. Well your time has come.

TornbfroAv' night at Pearl Street in Northampton, the

"fi.irdcoV,
1-' event of the s-ernvs1iT arrives as H2D. Sick Of

It Ml. and the Misfits hit (he Valley.

1 1 20 have been around for Rv< years, and after two

albums, two 7"s. and countless tours they have proven

they can swing with the big boys. H20's first self titled

album on Blackout Records immediately captured the

ears of the hardcore community by combining the

melodies of the D.C. and California punk scenes with an

attitude that could only come from New York. H20
championed standing up for yourself, being an individ-

ual, supporting your friends, and being a part ol the

hardcore eommunin
This year H20 released their second LP Thicker Than

Water on Lpitaph Records. Despite the change in labels,

II2Q came back with a vengeance and a sound that was

in your face and raw then their first LP. Embracing

the KWnds of hardcore/punk pioneers like Minor Threat.

7 Seconds, The Clash, and the Descendants. Thicker

than Water is easily one of the albums of the year.

However, as amazing as they are on record it hardly

compares to M20's live show. Frontman Toby Morse is

an absolute nut on stage and the band is tighter than

New York City gridlock. You know it's a treat when a

hand a^ good as this is opening.

Sick Of It All. at this point in their careers, may just

be the biggest band in hardcore. Sick Of It All has

attained their position through respect, great song writ-

ing, and the fact that they may be the best live show

ever. Sick Of It All started off as a small hardcore band

out of Queens in the mid-'80s. whose first release WSJ

an EP on Revelation Records. Since then they've

released four classic full lengths and have signed to

Atlantic Records. But unlike most bands who have been

around as long as Sick Of It All, they never lost sight of

their goals, they never lost their integrity, they never

tried to be what they're not or let their success get to

their heads. It is for those reasons that kids everywhere

flock to even Sick Of It All show.

Last year Sick Of It All released "Built To Last." the

title alone being a true testament to what they are. and

even though it's their fourth full-length album, it is easi-

I) one of their best. While most bands try to progress

with their sound. Sick Of It All remembered what punk

was about and released an album ot 1 4 go for your

throat hardcore anthems. Live. Sick Of It All is still one

of the most intense bands around with classics like

"Clobberin Time." "Pushed Too Far." "Pay The Price,"

"My Life," and "Friends Like You" joining newer songs

like "Scratch The Surface." "Step Down." and "Built To

I .ast."

Okay by now you are probably drooling all over \oui

self and wondering how you will be able to walk aftct

Saturday when you realize there is still one more band.

That's right, the Mi-lit- back from the dead. For those ol

you who don't back in the day when bands like Minot

Threat. Black Flag, the Descendants. Circle ferks, Bad

Brains were forming this whole punk rock hardcore

shindig, the Misfits were right there with them.

While most punk bands were eSDOUtfauj individuality

and going against the grain, the Misfits were actually

doing it. Clad in make up and leather outfits and singing

about the dead, torture chambers, raping and pillaging,

the Misfits were not a band readily embraced by the

Christian Right movement.

Even though the Misfits broke up in the '80s. and

although Danzig is too busy trying to be serious to -ing

for them the Misfits are back. While their last album was

well received it is the older material, that we will be

there for. The Misfits were a band who made an impact

on almost all punk and hardcore bands today because

while they were scary and weird they had a sense of

humor and an ability to write some great songs.

H20. Sick Of It All. ami the Misfits play at Pearl

Street \ight in Northampton tomorrow night, tickets are

$15. The doors open at 7 p.m. and the show is all ages.

an irresponsible display of fascial

politics and gruesome violence A
film which was unsure il it wanted to

be a great commentary on war and
propaganda or if it just used those

criticism- as backdrops for the cast

of "^0210" going to war.

\1\ roommate was able to see the

film's entertainment value and accept

it as such. How could we see the

same film and have such different

points of view? Neither ot us are right

or wrong— its ju-t our opinion— but

it made me think about why we go to

the movies. Do we ^^^_________.
learn

film should be taken for face value

unless of course its purpose is obvious.

We can read into anything as deeply as

we desire which doesn't mean that that

was the director and screenwriters

points, yet at least film is communica

live medium worthy of discussion.

I do not have the answers to the

questions I have raised, other than the

fact that people simply enjoy movies

for their own personal reasons. Film is

a craft, as well as a theoretical art

form, and it should be appreciated on

each of these levels. Different movies

made to

•academy of music opera House 5848435
Ia, W|*r^iv* aww.*v-

NORTHHAMPTON, MASS.

except to

about our society

and humanity or do
we just want to lose oarseives within

the story?

As we -it and vkw a film in a the-

ater, something miraculous occurs.

The lights begin to dim, images form

on the screen, we clutch our popcorn

containers and candy bar wrappers

and anticipate what we have in store

for us. For approximately two hours

we can forget who we are and even

where we are. The outside world is

incidental and forgiven to us, as we
watch a story unfold literally before

our very own eyes. Film is important

for these reasons, it gives us opportu-

nities to peacefully escape everyday life

and indulge in the truest sense of the

concept ol entertainment.

Obviously, how we view these films

is quite unique to every individual \-

in the case of my roommate and

myself, we realized each of us antici-

pate certain things from viewing a film

that may not be important to others.

Whereas many of u- come to expect

that a film should have underlining

messages the majority of u- assume a

Adam Levine

are

reach countless

target audi-

ences, and the

reasons why so many are unsuccessful

is more than just a matter of opinion.

The industry does not look favorably

on the freedom of expression if they

feel it may not sell. This is an entirely

whole other argument but the ramifi-

cations are apparent and the quality

thus suffers.

What is important is why do we still

go see them? Is it because we just like

the idea of going to the movies? That

we can appreciate them for whatever

they can provide? Or do we need

movies to offer a separate, more
manipulated reality, to take our minds

of the reality that we must continuous-

ly confront. These reasons, 1 suppose,

are what keep film interesting and

worthy of discussion. If we all view a

film for different reasons than this par-

ticular medium is given more depth

and should thus be taken as seriously

as all other forms of art. Anyway, for

whatever reason you wish; keep cine-

ma alive!

Adam Le\'ine is a Collegian colum-

nist.

Tabla player visits UMass
By Emily Trask

Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

Asian Dance and Music Program pre-

sents Maestro Ali Akbar Khan and

Pandit Swapan Chaudhuri, one of the

world's finest Tabla players, who will

give a special concert in celebration

of the 30lh anniversary of the inde-

pendence of India and Pakistan.

Ali Akbar Khan's family traces its

ancestral tradition m juu,siv. to Mian

Tansen. a lbth century musical

genius and the court musician of

Emperor Akbar. His father.

Allauddin Khan, is recognized as the

greatest figure in North Indian

Classical Music in the 20th century.

Born in 1922 in East Bengal

(Bangladesh), Ali Akbar Khan began

his musical studies at the age ol

three, gave his first public pen

mance at age 1 3, and in his early 20s

became the court musician of the

Maharajah of lodhpur. Since this aus-

picious beginning. Khan has gone on

to win the highest artistic awards in

India and also in his adopted home-

land, the United States. Having won
both the "President of India" medal

(twice) and the Padma Vibhushan.

Khan is regarded as a "National

Living Treasure" by the government

of India. In the United States. Khan

has been awarded the prestigious

MacArthur Fellowship, the "genius

grant." and this summer it was

announced that he was awarded a

National Heritage Foundation
Fellowship.

Ali Akbar Khan's playing of the

Sarod-a long-necked lute, which is

richer in sound and has a greater

dynamic range than it better-know

cousin, the Sitar is distinguished by

his expressive use of implied har-

monic effects. h\ his startling, seem-

ingly spontaneous use of stops and

intervals, and by the electrifying,

and often explosive., instrumental

effects he is able to coax from his

instrument. Swapan Chaudhuri is

Khan's Ion-time accompanist, and

his Tabla playing follow- the virtu-

osi displays in Khan's performance

with a vigor and excitement that

must be seen to be believed. As the

drummer. Chaudhuri 's role is not

iust to keep the beat, but to provide

a complex counterpoint around
which the notes of the Sarod will

flow. A concert by Ali Akbar Khan

and Swapan Chaudhuri is an experi-

ence in many levels of music, as

their music is simultaneously playful

and profound.

Ticket*, for Maestro Ali ikbar

Khan and Pandit Swapan Chaudhuri

are $20 and S/5. with S5 tickets

available for students and children

under 17. Call the line Krtt Center

Bo* Office at 545-2511 or

I-800-99V-UMAS for tickets or

information. Rowker Auditorium is

located in Stoekhridge Hall.
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B Sharp swings into the Valley

By Emily Trask

Collegian Staff

|.i// foi >i Sunday Night will be the theme as the

( slifomis based B Sharp |azz Quartet, makes one

musical appearance in the Student Union ballroom at

niversit) ol Massachusetts OH Sunday at 8 p.m.

I his Free show* is sponsored bj Something Every Friday

,i series o) special eventa on the UMass campus. Also

(eetured on the program will be the UMass jazz per-

iers, "The Art Gecko Sextet."

I Ik- B Sharp la/.z Quartet is led by drummer Herb

Graham |r. and features saxophonist Randell Willis.

pianist Rodney 1 ec and baufctl Osama Afifi. This band

hat been hailed as one of the brightest hopes lor the

future oi BCOUBtk jazz and alter three years together, the

I- breaking through to new levels of artistry and

popular appeal.

I heir fourth and latest album. "Tha Go Round"

marks a high point in the bands development.

According to drummer, composer, and founder Herb

Graham |r.. "it's a snapshot of where «W are now." The

members are "willing to be more expressive... and

speak in voice they have developed over the course of

the pasl several resets

I he B Sharp |azz Quartet has cultivated a very

diverse audience (from hard-core jazz heads to younger

modern rockers), fliis summer, the band played its first

European tour, including Holland's world -famous

North Sea la// Festival, the Molde |azz Festival in

Norway. The International Istanbul la// Festival, and

the L nbrta and Pescara jan Feati in Italy. These dates

come at a time when the band is being booked into

major dome-tic ja// festival! M well Monterev San

lose, and the Detroit Montreal |aa festival, to name |

few

Nothing, however, came easy. B Sharp has paid its

dues over the past lew year- with an indie rock styled

load schedule, playing jazz clubs, rock clubs, colleges

and more. "This band is a working band." lays drum-

mer Herb Graham. "We've made a conscious effort to

be out OH the road Sometimes that means playing to a

jazz audience and sometimes it means playing to a guy

with orange hair and a ring in his eyebrow-and frankly.

I like them both."

The band incorporate- everything from hip-hop to

alternative rock in their creative improvisation, and are

OH a mission to attract the disaffected I ruin the pre-

dictable rock. pop. and alternative scene while keeping

long-time jazz devotees satisfied. Alter years of working

on this incorporation and several years on the road.

B-Sharp is maintaining their commitment to the lineage

that runs back through Miles and Tranc.

litis program is tpontorea In Something Every Friday

at the L niwrsitx Massachusetts, tor more information

please eall Joseph lolson at 545 -5M0.

Britain goes hip with "Cool Britannia"
By Maureen Johnson

Associated Press

LONDON — The Lord Chancellor

wants to shed his black silk tights and

long white wig. The prune minister

entertains fatten leaden in a Steal and

glass skyscraper with not an Old Master

in sight His wile ruffles traditionalists

by wearing trOMOri to lunch with

Queen Flizabelh II at Balmoral Castle.

It's all part of "Cool Britannia. * the

Old Country going hip. shaking of! ii-

iheme-park image oi castles, iweeds.

titles, stodgy food, class divisions, prellv

green fields and royal pageantry.

For Prime Minister Tony Blair, the

modernization o! Britain — "New
Britain" is the official buzzword — is

more than a PR amdae.
It's a rebranding mission, backed up

with think tanks. Web sites, design

awards and grand plans for the millen-

nium to reflect this nation as a paceset-

ter in the stuff of the '90a, from

telecommunications to fashion to globul

financial services

"I want people like you to admire

Britain for what we are. not for what we

have been," Blair told leaders of the 54-

nation Commonwealth of Britain and its

former colonies, meeting in Edinburgh

last month.

On that occasion the Hrtl big

international event in the

Scottish capital since Blair- I abot

Party swept to power in May — bands

of pipes, drums and -willing kilts were

out.

Instead, premiers and presidents

watched a country some still saSOCttSl

with plumed governors and "Rule

Britannia" projecting itself through

glitzy videos, Bashing Internet images

and xylophones

And that's not the half of it.

The British Tourist Authority has

started using the slogan "Cool

Britannia" and. in September, jazzed up

its logo, adding a touch of yellow and

green around the red. white and blue of

the Union lack.

British Airways, now the world's

biggest international carrier, this sum-

mer replaced its Union lack-style tail

logos with an array of colorful designs

from around the world.

The Lord Chancellor, the country's

chief legal officer, yearns to look like an

American or continental judge, wearing

just his own hair and a simple gown

instead of his daily 17-century garb of

», short panls. silk stockings and

buckle shoe

-

And the treasury chief Chancellor of

hequer Cordon Brown, i.

eyebrows by attending a black-tie din-

nct as guest of honor in a business suit

Critics accuse the Uibor administni

tion — led by the 44 -year-old Blair,

Britain's youngest prime minister this

century — of trashing tradition and sue

eumbing to faddtshness.

"It's I silly phase A govemmenl is

not an advertising agency." Douglas

Hurd, the lormei loieign secretary in

the defeated Conservative Party govern

ment. told BBC radio. "Most of the

things we are good at are rooted in the

past."

However, much of Britain's pomp

and pageantry is the result ol a 14th-

century version of brand-imaging — put

together by the Victorians, citizens ol a

great industrial and imperial power with

a widowed, reclusive queen.

"It was the means ol protecting the

might and majesty of Britain behind a

sad. frumpy, little old lady who went

into her shell because her consort was

dead," says Peter Walker, president-

elect of Britain's Institute of Public

Relations. "It worked."
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KENT
Big Ass Truck

Upstart Records

Whether they're called Big Butt

Truck or Large Derrierc Vehicle,

doesn't really matter. Big Ass Truck

pretty much kicks ass, period.

On their second, and most recent

album. Kent (Upstart Records), this

sextet mixes such a varied plethora of

musical styles that it makes them vir

tually impossible to categorize

which makes for an

interesting listening

experience.

Although their

sound certainly

brings to mind the

musical style of the

Red Hot Chili

Peppers with songs like

"Sweetness" and "Theem
From." Big Ass Truck still manage

to remain distinctly different.

The Memphis-based band's

diverse array of instrumentation,

which not only includes the usual

guitars/bass/drums, but also an

organ, keyboards, horns and even a

D| whose turntable scratching adds

it's own cool sound to the mix.

Combined with their unique blend of

soul, hip hop. r&b. rock and ska

makes them a rather impressive lot.

Kant's infectious rhythm and

pulse-pounding beat, along with the

influences of the six eclectic mem-

bers, make for one funky album,

['hough for the time-being their (bl-

owing may be small and main-

y local/home-based, more

; \
|

and more people are begin-

: 1 f\ ning to appreciate their

I ll/r^ musical prowess. This
•-'

-
' ^aw branching out has

clearly helped — this

week they played the

Iron Horse in nearby

Northampton.

After listening to the

constant bombardment of sound

and music, the listener will no doubt

feel like they just got hit head-on by

a big ass truck. B (Christina

Morais)

The Arts & Living section is always look-

ing for new writers. Stop by the Collegian

or call 545-1491 for more information.

Just do it.

COUHTtSY HAMMIRHtAD PRODUCTIONS

Fabulous Flubber
Robin Williams stars as Phillip Brainard in flubber, which opens Thanksgiving weekend.

Men's XC
at NCAA
qualifier
By Scott Hamill

Collegian Staff

Pats and Bucs try to find September form
By Fred Goodall

Associated Press

The Massachusetts men's
cross-country team wraps up their

season this weekend with the NCAA
District One qualifier meet tomor-

row. The Minutemen have had a rela-

tively successful season, placing fifth

in the Atlantic 10, after they were
predicted to finish seventh. The A-10
Championships two weeks ago pro-

duced success, with senior Ryan
Carrara finishing tenth — his first

All-Conference berth.

Now UMass faces it's biggest meet

of the season, running against all

Division I schools in New England

and New York. Of the 35 teams in

the meet, two will qualify for the

National Championship, with a possi-

ble third team gaining a wild card

berth.

Coach Ken O'Brien predicts that

his team will finish somewhere
around 15th. which would please

him. "I'd like to see five guys in the

top 100," O'Brien said. He's looking

for his star, Carrara, to finish in the

top 25-30, and would like to see the

next four runners no more than a

minute behind.

He sees his goal of 1 5th overall as

a modest one. as his team has worked

hard the past two weeks.

"These two weeks have been as

good as the two weeks prior to the

A-10s," O'Brien said. He is con-

cerned as to how his young team will

do in the meet. "They've all run six or

seven meets, but each meet is new
for all of them," he said, implying

that each course has its own unique

features that the runners have not

encountered yet.

Overall, O'Brien is pleased with

his team's performance so far this

season, and is looking to this meet as

a means for more experience for his

young team.

UMass polo

in ECAC
tournament

TAMPA, Fla. — The games grow

in magnitude each week, and so

does the anticipation.

The New England Patriots, seek-

ing the form of last year's AFC
champions, take on the Tampa Bay

Buccaneers, inching closer to end-

ing a NFL-record streak of 14 con-

secutive losing seasons.

The teams were the toast of the

NFL through September, only to

hit lulls last month that both feel

are behind them. The Patriots (6-

4) stopped a three-game losing

streak la-t week, while the Bucs

(7-3) have won two straight in

hailing a similar skid.

"Everyone goes through those

periods. You like to win as

you're going through them, but

nobody plays to that high level

for lb weeks. That's the goal.

That's what you shoot for. But

it- hard to do," Tampa Bay

coach Tony Dungy said.

"I was on a team (in Pittsburgh)

that won a Super Bowl, and we

were 14-2. And we went through

that period where you weren't

playing as well as you wanted to,

but you were still able to win."

Still, the Patriots and Bucs
are in a good position head-

ing into Sunday's first meet-

ing between the teams in

nine years. New England is

tied for first in the AFC East

and Tampa Bay trails Green
Bay and Minnesota by one
game in the NFC Central.

A Bucs victory would be a mile-

stone: the team would clinch its first

non-losing season since 1982. while

also taking a big step toward earning its

first playoff berth in the same period.

For the Patriots, the struggle is

to establish a new identity under

first-year coach Pete Carroll.

whose methods are constantly

compared to those of Bill Parcells,

who led New England to the Super

Bowl last season.

"There's an obvious contrast

that can be made, and has been

made, and will continue to be

made. He is such a strong figure,

and has been so successful, and

has such a unique and obvioui

style, that it really make- ll

to compare with anybody,'

Carroll said.

The Bucs have answered ikep

tic- who questioned whether they

could win conslstentl) on the

road by compiling a 4-1 record

after winning just once awav from

home last season. They're 4 In

domed stadiums, historically

tough venues for Tampa Bay. and

only one Bucs team (1979)
reached seven victories faster

than this vear's club.

By Jim Eltrinqham

Collegian Staff

The No. 10 Massachusetts men's

water polo team will have a chance

to end their season with a win at this

weekend's Eastern Collegiate Athletic

Conference (ECAC) Tournament.

For the Minutemen (23-9, 7-2

Collegiate Water Polo Association),

this competition will be both the cap-

per of a successful 1997 season and

an early beginning for the 1998 cam-

paign.

UMass is coming off a second

place finish in the CWPA Eastern

Championships last weekend, falling

to Queens, 10- 9, in the title game.

The heartbreaking loss left the

Minutemen out of the NCAA
Tournament for the first time in five

years

"Next season starts right now."

said UMass coach Russ Yarworth of

his squad's heartbreaking defeat.

"We're not going to nationals, but

we're starting the work for going to

Inext year's] nationals this weekend."

With only a pair of seniors

(co-captains |.C. Limardo and Marc

Staudenbauer) departing due to grad-

uation, the 1998 squad will be very

similar to this year's edition — with

the possible exception of a more

intense hunger.

"Maybe this year during practices

we had the complacency of champi-

ons at times, and now we won't have

that." Yarworth said. "When you're

the team chasing the team that won

[the title), the motivation factor's a

little higher."

"I'm not dumping on the kids —
they worked hard and probably

played the games of their lives |last

weekend.) But when you're the chal-

lenger... you're playing to win.

whereas the champion sometimes

plays not to lose."

Though it's a consolation tourna-

ment, the ECAC competition will fea-

ture several top-flight teams, includ-

ing George Washington, and

Bucknell. First round play will com-

mence on Saturday, and UMass will

begin "next year" by battling

Villanova and George Washington in

the opening round, with the champi-

onship game on Sunday. The compe-

tition will be hosted by Brown

University.

Coilegian Classifieds

THE ONLY WAY TO

'Sell it

Buy it

>Do it

GRADUATION

$400 Bucks of Incentive*

Hot Looks

Great Performance

Drives Like a Shoebox

Looks Like a Shoebox

Land Big Job
Interview After Interview

Working Two Jobs

Summer Home Living Back With Parents

Nobel Prizes
Join Bowling Team

£*£#*

Excitement wr Rapture i«r Bliss
Boring wr Dullsville nr Miss

,0V p> O M T I A C.
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©1997 GM Corp All rights rwarv«d Ahvay» wtor lately b«*i, wron wt* oif bogi
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women s hoop
continued from page 1
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put togethtt .i MroM rookie cam-

paign, finishing ^ith 10.7 points

and 4.1 assistl per game. Now a

lophotnorc, opponents »ill likel)

ko on \ iin Ilui>(.'ii on the perime-

ter. Ha ofl season UaatiMj could

go a long wa) in helping her main-

tain the lolt> standard she set for

beneU ^ yea ago.

The Minutewomen will also look

for juntoi r« kral'i to return to

the form -he displayed Mora knee

surget\ sidelined her for a year and

a hall.

Monday'l game allowed

Minutewoman coach ioanie

O'Brien the opportunity to play

everj healths member of her

squad (Lucia Madajova will likel)

be out until December with stress

fractures and laywana Brailles

will be out for the year).

O'Brien w.i- alio able to give

significant playing time to her

newcomers, even keeping them in

the game during the last minutes

to prepare them for future crunch

situations.

"This game was about learning."

O'Brien said. "The thing about

exhibition games i> a lesson I

learned from lack Leaman when I

first slatted here: the team that

wins the game is the team that

learns the most."

Kara Trent. Kathy Coyner and

Nick) Vallieres are UtMass' three

freshmen, all saw time at the two

guard position. Rekiya Penton. a

sophomore who sat out last season

because of academic regulations.

-aw time at forward.

But O'Brien said her team still

has things to learn.

"We got beat on some things."

the said. "Our transition defense

was poor and we missed a lot of

tree throws."

Those will be two key areas

O'Brien will look at on Sunday,

when the Minutewomen face off

against Wagner. The two teams

met last year, with UMass pulling

out a 70- 67 overtime win at

Sutter Gym.
"Wagner is not a real big team,"

O'Brien said. "They are athletic in

the post and they have two or three

j-point shooters. They are a good

-olid basketball team. They might

want some revenge after the way

we won the game last year in their

gym."
Van Huisen was UMass' second

leading scorer against Wagner last

year with 15 points and eight

assists. Kara Tudman added seven

points and three boards.

Don't let the weather get you down!

Get active! Collegian Spons

CHECK OUT A GREAT CLASS!
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PEER HEALTH EDUCATION

COMMUNITY HEALTH/EDUCATION 213/214

6 Credits - 2 Semester Commitment Required

For permission of the instructor call the

Division of Health Education 577-5181.

Class will meet on Wednesdays from 1:2 5-3:55pm

Priority is given to those who meet with the instructor

before November 19.
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26th Anniversary
Sale Savings

November 10-15 Open 'til 8pm all week

Win a $ 1 1OOO Zanna
Shopping Spree

downtown Amherst

Minutemen skate for Alumni Cup
By Jormo Konsanen
Collegian Staff

Redemption comes in many forms.

A five-cent bottle or can. A belated anniver-

sary present of a dozen roses to your — once

again — current girlfriend.

Or. more importantly, you get back at your

sworn enemy with a real dastardly, underhanded

trick.

That is what the Massachusetts hockey team

will try to do once again to its logistical listei

campus in Lowell tonight at the William D.

Mullins Center (7 p.m.). After a tough 1-4 start

to the season (0-3 in Hockey East), that began

Oct. 24 with a 6-4 loss to the River Hawks In

North Billerica, the Minutemen will be looking

for sweet redemption in their hunt for their

third consecutive Alumni Cup.

The Cup is awarded to the winner of the sea-

ion series between the two campuses, and
UMass is already down one game in their effort

to win the honor reportedly created to boost

Lowell as the "better" hockey program. If tradi-

tion and historical success are main factors in

the judgment of the worth of a program, then

maybe the River Hawks (4-2, 2-1 HE) haw an

edge on the Minutemen.

However, the fact of the matter is that UMass
has been dastardly and under headed, winning

the first two editions of the Cup. and only a loss

tonight will lake that away from the campus in

the Pioneer Valley.

For UMass coach |oe Mallen. he wants to use-

that home advantage to his advantage this week-

end, and get the race for the Cup evened up at

one game apiece.

"One thing that has sort of caught up to us is

the fact we've only played one of our first five

games at home this season." Metier) said. "We
played well enough against Boston College |a

3-1 home opening loss|. but not well enough to

win. We want to use our home advantage to our

advantage."

Last season's HE Rookie of the Year sopho-

more forward Greg Koehler picked up I hat

trick in the season opener for both teams, help-

ing him to the lead in scoring for Lowell (seven

goals, two assists I. Freshman |eff Boulanger is

three points behind Koehler (three goals, three

assists), with five players tied at five points

behind the two forwards.

For offensive success, the Minutemen will

have to get more than 19 shots off on goalteniler

Martin Fillion, as they did in the season opener,

due to the senior's more-than- mortal marks of

a .867 save percentage and 3.43 goals-

against-average going into their seventh game ol

the season.

After senior forward Tim Lovell (three goals,

three assists) took the ice by storm in UMass'

first three games, the senior co-captain was held

scoreless last weekend in the team's split at

Nebraska-Omaha. But, other players like senioi

Chris Fawcett, as well as junior Tim Hirsch'l

gamewinner in their 3-2 win last Pride) night,

got on the board for the Minutemen last week-

end _ a good sign for what has been properly

defended by opponents as a one-line team.

Going into the Lowell game, and Saturday

night's game in Schenectady, N.Y. against

Union and their All-American goalie Trevor

Koenig, the goal is to get more goals from other

plavers on the team.

"We needed drastically to get some other guys

in the scoring column, and right now, I feel that

a couple of them are about to break out,"

Mallen said. "We have to face two good goal-

tenders this weekend, and it will be a situation

for us to find a way to beat them.

"If you score on screens, tip-ins and

rebounds, no matter how good a goalie is.

they'll not be able to save those opportunities,

and we've been working on that in practice."

V-ball faces crucial matches in A-10 play
By Jamie Jee

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts volleyball team will finish up

their road schedule for the season after when take

on Fordham and George Washington this weekend.

Both matches will be crucial as a post-season berth

is at stake for the Minutewomen.

UMass is currently one game behind the

Colonials in the Atlantic 10 standings and if the

Minutewomen string together two victories this

weekend, they will still have to hope Virginia Tech

and Duquesne fall, as they are also a game ahead of

UMass.
Xavier is tied with the Minutewomen and the

team hopes to see them drop out of contention this

weekend. As it is, UMass no longer controls its

own destinyand will have to cross their fingers.

TWO DAYS ONLY!
|— 13~

>«J

i Saturday & Sunday • November 15 & 16
(9am-8pm) (12pm-5pm)

BUCK
KNIVES Police Equipment

SAVE 30%
on over 8,000 items

In stock il Uii

AMHERST DROP ZONE!

The Minutewomen are certainly not ready to

fold, however, and are looking to work harder than

ever to do their part in a last-ditch tournament bid

effort.

"We still have a positive attitude." coach Bonnie

Kenny said. "We do know are backs are against the

wall, though."

UMass has found itself in this position after

losing to a strong Rhode Island squad and being

edged out by Virginia Tech last weekend.

"We've been concentrating on fundamentals."

Kenny said. "We've concentrated on our outside

hitters, and we're going to let IWatters,

Hogencamp. and Nolan] duke it out."

Last weekend sophomore outside hitter Sarah

Watters totalled 25 kills and 52 digs for the

Minutewomen while fellow sophomore outside

hitter Kari Hogancamp added 12 kills and 16

digs in the loss to

Virginia Tech. Both
sophomore middle
blocker |ill Meyers and

senior outside hitter

Lesley Nolan con-

tributed by combining
for 42 kills against the

Hokies.

The team has contin-

ued to play well indi-

vidually for the most

H/-TEC

part, but their train has been derailed lately due

to a lack of combining those efforts to win sever-

al close matches.

"We haven't had ail six players play well at the

same time," Kenny said. The key for UMass this

weekend will be team unity, probably for both

playing and praying.

The Minutewomen will first face an underrated

Fordham squad at Rose Hill Gym in the Bronx.

"Their outside hitters do a pretty good job."

Kenny said. "Ours will have to be even better."

The Lady Rams are led by outside hitter Cind>

Vojtech who leads the team in kills and hitting

percentage. UMass will hope to shut her down
with Meyers in the middle and move on to the

marquee matchup versus the Colonials.

GW is 18-11 and have won four of their last

five. They're led by sophomore outside hitter

Theresa Ridder and have a dangerous freshman

in team hitting leader lulia lahnke. In this match

as well, the theme will be containment. The

Minutewomen remember how good this team can

be if their hitters are not challenged early and

often.

"GW is a tough squad and we're going to have to

go all out," Kenny said. "We'll have to be hitting at

least in the .200s to be in a position to win."

"That's all we can think about for these last four

games," Meyers said. "We may not have fate but

we still have desire."

WHMP 99.3
*-' Live Broadcast(1pm-3pm) Live Broadcast (1pm-3pm)
5 Kix Country 97.9

t(1prr

on Saturday w/C.J. Berry on Sunday w/NIck Danger

e and Great Giveaways! and Cool Free Stuff!!
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Study in Spain & Cuba
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C^ross-C^ultural

Study

Visit our representative:

Tuesday, Nov. 4

10am - 2pm
UMass Student

Center Concourse

Seville, Spain
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Havana, Cuba
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You're fun, outgoing and have great interpersonal skills. You

believe that work and play can go together. An you have

the natural, American style that defines Abercrombie &

Fitch. Fit this description? Then maybe you should be

working at Abercrombie over the holidays.

If you're heading home for the holidays and want to have

fun (and get great discounts), you can be a Brand

Representative at Abercrombie & Fitch while hanging out

during break. Just stop by the Abercrombie store near you

and fill out an application when you're home for

Thanksgiving break.
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by junior Shane Stafford. Stafford
has thrown for 2,262 yards this sea-

son, 19 touchdowns and only eight

interceptions. |unior Tory Taylor,
who was Yankee Conference
Rookie of the Year in 1995 as a

tailback, has been converted to
flanker. Taylor is averaging 17.9
yards per touch this season, with
42 receptions and 121 all- purpose
yards per game.
"We need to make it difficult for

them to throw the football... |but)

the first thin| we need to do is stop

the run. and make some plays on the

ball, which we've had trouble doing
lately," Hodges said.

Bright spots for UMass have been
few and far between. But the play of
freshman tailback Marcel Shipp has

given the Minutemen some hope for

the years ahead. Shipp has gained

646 yards so far in 1997, and with

84 yards on Saturday Shipp will

break the record for rushing yards

by a freshman set in 1990 by |ohn

lohnson. According to Hodges, the

feat has is even more remarkable
considering Shipp has been battling

a bad ankle all season.

"We've had a great tradition of

running backs here (at UMass|. and
he certainly fits in with that tradition.

I think he's going to have an out-

standing career here," Hodges said.

(unior linebacker Khari Samuel's

feats have been well documented local-

ly, but Samuel has been honored on a

national level for his play this season.

The Sports Network announced on
Tuesday that Samuel is one of 10 final-

ists for the Buck Buchanan award,

given annually to the nation's top

I-AA defensive player.

"It's amazing because these

awards usually go to players on
teams that are having great sea-

sons." Hodges said. "We've had
some great players here, and he's the

first (to be up for the Buchanan
award). 1 think it's a tribute to him.

and the hard work he's put in. I

think he's very deserving."
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soccer

Emily Stauffer, a National Player of

the Year candidate in 1996, side-

lined this year due to family rea-

sons.

UMass has had more than their fair

share of injuries this fall including

Burrill and Robin Smith to knee
injuries, Brooke Bartlett and
Kurowski with nagging calf injuries,

and sickness encircling senior defend-

er Iverson, Kurowski and Burrill as

well, the list goes on.

Molly McGrew and Smith are still

continued from page 12

they both played this season. Harvard

lost 5-0 midway through their season

while UMass lost 2-1 in overtime in

their six game.

A year has past and both rosters

have experienced extensive landscap-

ing work, most notably for UMass the

installation of seven freshmen and

America East Player of the Year
transfer Sophie Lecot to catapult the

offense.

Harvard has acquired six fresh-

man but has suffered the loss of

mens hoop
continued from page 12

to win a pair of Massachusetts state titles, looked comfort-

able at the point and running the floor.

The diminutive guard admitted after the game that he

needs to adjust to passing the ball into the post as the

first option rather than dishing off to the wing for spot

up jumpers.

Lari Ketner, who will be receiving most of those

dump down passes, scored 18 points in the win despite

having to fight through double teams and zone defenses

— tactics that will be employed by many coaching

staffs this season.

The Marathon Basketball roster reads like a Who's Who

not 100 percent, and lecot. who just

recently developed a possible case ol

bursitis in her knee had to miss out

on practices this week and are all ten-

tative for this weekend.

"Who knows whose going to be

back from injur)', we do know we are

going to show up to play." coach |ini

Rudy said. "The injury thing is the

same, we don't know till game time."

of college players that nobody remembers.

Players from Jackson State. Chicago State and

Eastern Washington litter the roster. Forward Charles

Minlend, who played his college ball at St. (ohn's. is

the only player that non-rabid college hoop fans have a

chance of recalling.

Minlend played for the Red Storm from 1992-'97.

including missing two seasons. The 6-foot-6 swingman

started all 27 games for St. lohn's last season and aver-

aged 14.1 points and 7.8 assists for the 1 3-14 Red Storm.

He surpassed the 1000-point plateau in a 70-82 loss to

Villanova at Madison Square Garden on Dec. 7.

COURTESY MEDIA RELATIONS

Rumors about coach Mike Hodges' future have surfaced this week as

UMass ends its season on Saturday against UConn.

field hockey
continued from page 1
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goalie to the cage this time around.

But Zowie Tucker is no stranger to

tough games and top-notch oppo-

nents. The freshman keeper has seen

most of the action in front of the

UMass goal this season, and was not

scored upon in last weekend's A- 10

tournament.

UMass' route to the NCAAs was

through the conference tourney. This

is the first year the Atlantic 10 was

awarded an automatic berth into the

national event. Last year, a victory in

a play-in game was necessary in

order to advance.

Penn State won its way into the

NCAA tournament by defeating

Michigan in the Big 10 tournament.

2-1. The Nittany Lions and
Wolverines shared the regular season

league crown.

The Minutewomen will look to con-

trol the field of play early in the game,

putting intense focus on the first 10

minutes of each half. That time period

has been a key area of concern for

Shea, who has also said that UMass
must first focus on its own play.

"We can't worry about who we are

playing, we have to focus on our-

selves." Shea said.

Regional host Virginia compiled an

18-3 record and won the regular sea-

son Atlantic Coast Conference title.

The Cavaliers fell in the ACC tourna-

ment to UNC.
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New England Rugby Football Union

Women's Division III Tournament

Mount Holyoke College • South Hadley, Massachusetts

Saturday and Sunday, November 1 5th and 1 6th

First game starts at 10 a.m. both days

.am-v'/** Questions?

call Ari Mastro

at 495-5818

Western New England College School of Law

ChaUengiifg Intellects

CfjWnging Jrerspectives

The decision to pursue a law degree is I major

eommitment. The school you choose must offer a

philosophy, an environment, and a faculty that will

ensure success throughout your education and heyond.

That's why we invite you to attend our next Open House

Meet with the faculty. Ask the hard questions. Cheek out

the lihrary. Find out ahout career services We have the

acccssihle faculty and the resources you need for a suc-

cessful legal education.

OPEN HOUSE FOR
PROSPECTIVE LAW STUDENTS
Saturday, November 22, 12:30-4: 1 5pm

S. Prestley Blake l>aw Center

1215 Wilbraham Road.

Sprin^eld, MA
For reservations and 1 iff

i an i

more information call: fi WeStem
i ,

a 7S2 i tor £s New England
College800 782-6665

School of Law
Springfield. Massachusetts

Visit our Website M http://www.lnw.wncc.edu
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EMERGENCY CLOSING POLICY
AMHERST CAMPUS

Closing Options '

Watch or Llastasri

Wftmri

What will t>« mtfctmtl

What won't tw» afnaotaxS

Dalaayvd Op*»nlr>y
Until 1 i OO am

(mumiri pmrlod 1 O SO mm)

starting at O OO am

Ctoaad All Day

starting at e OO am

Closed During Day

whan dscided

Cancellation of
Evening Activities

starting at 2 OO pm

STAY TUNED TO YOUR RADIO FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Amhsrat (WTC*. VWUA. IWWX WTTT) Brettlaboro fVVKVr. WTSA) Orssnfisld fVVH-A/

rvxrs/ rVOAM; Hartford (WTtC. WHCN; Northampton (WMMP) Orangt (WCAT)
r.ttsnsid rv-veec s*v»«k> South Dss>m*lo) (WRVQj Springfield rv-vwvft/. WAce. waoy
v***AS. tvGOflrv, wvwLP-rv> Wars fWAWej Weatflsld (WNNZ) Worcsstsr fwvr>AG;

Campus Dorms (MSCKi)
<•• alphabsrtlcal Hating balow for rraquancy numban)

Clattvat Day Care Offices Activities Textbook Annex TOC Restaurant/Lounge
Meetings University Store Convenience Stores Continuing Education Bluewsll I

Snack Bars at Physical Plant. Whilmora, and Hampden

Dining Commons Health Services Hotel Police/Security Coffee Shop Physical Plant
Conference Services University Operstor

Other sreea as pre-designated (consu/t your Dmpmrtmont Hmmd)

Athletics.
Floe Art*, and
Mulllna Center

Athletic. Fine Arts, and Muslins Center events will tske place as scheduled i

announcement is made on local radio stations

AIMatlca Information: Sports Intormetlon Moi Lins o**5-2«i39
Plna Art* Information 84B-281 1. 945-01B0, or 549-04*0
Mulllna Cantar Information: S4VO-3001

riles.-, .• seajaj aSaj

Library
Academic
Calendar end

iiion

Exam period

SatySun/hoUday

Information

see will run unless announced separately on local radio stations
Can 545-1633 for recorded message

Same as University

Delayed Opening
Until 10:30 am

The Library will make every effort to open
Call Library Hours Mot Line 54S-Q414

Listen to Radio or call Library Hours Hot Line 54SQ414

Call Emergency Closing Hot Line 646-3630. watch Housing Service Cable Network (HSCN)
or OO to WWW UMASS EDU (click on Timely Informatton or University Services)

> vatrtacai «no tt*a information aps»i*ao fo>

ss

imtitt option

WACE-
WAQY
WARE
WBf CWORK
WORK

730
lOOO
12SO
1420
lOI 7
1-V40

WCATWOAM
WHAI
WIMP
WHYN
WKVT

700
1S20
1240
14VOO

WMAS
WtMINZ
WTAO
WTIC
WTSA

1490
1.41!

SoO
1080
14SO
14)30

WAQY
WBEC
WCAT
WFCR
WHAI
WHCN

102 1

10S6m o
aa a
9S 3
tose

WHMP
WHYN
WKVT
WMAS
WMUA
WPVQ

"autometsd until O OO am -- refer only for pot,siP*S ssrly afternoon or avaning ciosnr>p>.

WOO a; TV Channel so WWLPTV Channal 22

RESCHEDULING OF FINAL EXAMS ON OFFICIAL SNOW DAYS
]

FALL 1»»7

In order to reachedule flnad examination* in cue of anow. two alternate exam penoda have been devised. They
are 6:30 p.m. and 8:45 p.m. each exam day. The uae of theae alternative periods in the event of closings is

outlined below. In addition, the academic calendar includes Monday. December 22. as an official snow day in

the event that the University is closed December 20. This policy goes into effect ONLY if the University if

officially closed. The anow day "hot line" is 545-3630. If the University is open, all exams are expected to take

place a* scheduled. Each 'acuity member should inform his or her class of the planned time and location

or the rescheduled Hnal exam In the event or a anow day. All rescheduled exams will be held in the same

location as published in the final exam schedule.

l/l/im l.'ntvrnttv it clottd until 10:30 a.m.
8:00 am rescheduled to 6:30 pm same day

10:30 am held as originally scheduled
1:30 pm held as originally scheduled

4:O0 pm held as originally scheduled

If tHm UnivmrtUy is clatmmt aM day but op* ting.
6:30 pm same day
8:45 pm same day
r. in pm next exam day
8:45 pm next exam day

8:00 am Dec. 22
ii in am Dec. 22

8:00 am rescheduled to

10:30 am rescheduled to

1:30 pm rescheduled to

4:00 pm rescheduled to

aaasav
1 :30 pm Dec. 20 rescheduled to

4:O0 pm Dec. 20 rescheduled to

If ine Univmrstty it clotmtl all afternoon ana aU mvmning.
8:00 am held as originally scheduled

10:30 am held as originally scheduled

1:30 pm rescheduled to 6:30 pm next exam day
4:O0 pm rescheduled to 8:45 pm next exam day

except:
1:30 pm Dec. 20 rescheduled to 8:00 am Dec. 22
4:00 pm Dec. 20 rescheduled to III Ml am Dec. 22

tf tHe University It elated alt day and all evening:
8.0O am rescheduled to

hi li) am rescheduled to

1 : 30 pm rescheduled to

4:00 pm rescheduled to

except:
19 rescheduled to

19 rescheduled to

20 rescheduled to

20 rescheduled to

20 rescheduled to

20 rescheduled to

I JO pm Dec.
4:00 pm Dec.
8:00 am Dec.

in hi am Dec.
1 : 30 pm Dec
j i hi pm Dec.

6:30 pm next exam day
8:45 pm next exam day
6:30 pm exam day after next
8:45 pm exam day after next

8:00 am Dec. 22
10:30 am Dec. 22
8:00 am Dec. 22

Ml hi am Dec. 22
I ill pm Dec. 22
4:00 pm Dec. 22

PARKING SNOW POLICY
AMHERST CAMPUS

In Effect From 12/1/97 to 4/1/98

The Amherst Campus Parking Snow Policy affects OVERNIGHT parking (1 OO A M lo 7 OO A M )

and parking during a SNOW EMEROENCV CLOtlNO period

OVERNIOHT PARKING <1:0O A.M. to 7:00 A.M.):

PARKING ALLOWED
Lot 24
Lol 27
Lot 30
Lot 41
Lot 42
Lot 62

Lot 02
Lot S3
Lot SS
Purple Lots
Yellow Lots

Lot 25 fnorfri of romdwmy to ya/tow tot only)

Lot 32 (wast of Lincoln Ave only)
Lot 43 inctuOIno Thatcher Way feitcepl mt motors)
Lot 46 (axcoot ml molars)

PARKING ALLOWKO - OAfi-V vVITM APPROPRIATE PERMIT

Lot 21
Lol 29
Lol 47

Lot SO
Lol 94

PARKING NOI ALLOWED
Lot 26
Lot 31
Lot 33
Lot 34
I ol 4(>

Lot 64
Lot 66
Lol 67
Lol 66
Lol 71

North Village
Lincoln Apts
any posted reserved i

Lot 25 (south of tha roadway to yoHow lot)

Lol 32 (oast of Lincoln Ave only)

Lol 45 (except by spaciml permit only)
any campus roadway (IncluOtno Southwest horseshoe)
any parking meter

SNOW EMERQENCY PARKING - - ESSENTIAL PERSONNEL:

During e snow emergency closing period essential personnel who report to work may only park In trie following areas

Lot 2 1 (west of Southwast)
Lol 26 (wast of Physical Plant end north of roadway to yellow lot only)

Lot 3 1 (north of Bnolnmmnna end Lodortm Graduate Research Cantar)

Lot 32 and 34\ (south of WhHmoro and SOKt)
LOt 62 (south of Morrill Science)

SUOOElTIONt / IDEAS FOR PARKING "SMART" ON A SNOW DAY:

1 Use tha UMass bus sarvloa
a Car pool rides whenever possible
3 Walk if possible
4 Have someone drop you off _ _
5 If apace la not available m your assigned lot. go to either Lot 26 or yellow lot (both wast of Physical Plant) During enow

contsiltons It Is not possible to guarantee normal lot capacity will be available

6 If you receive a parking citation end Relieve « was improperly issued you may appeal It at Parking Services witn.n 2 1 days

from the dele issued Appeals can be submitted in writing appealed In person by the Hearing Clerk or emailed
(heenngOedmln umass edu).
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Collegian Classifieds
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

DO YOU SPEED? Let a

Veteran Police Officer teach

you how to BEAT and AVOID

speeding tickets!!

Call 1-800-580-0211 ext 2.

Interested in exploring the

deeper meaning of life?

Discussion group forming.

Call 665-8132 for more info.

AUTO FOR SALE

Purchasing a used car?

Having your car repaired? Do

you know your legal rights?

Call The Student Legal

Services Office. 922 Campus

Center, 545-1995

Wanted: Junk Cars Cash

paid everyday. 1-800-649-

4795

APARTMENT FOR RENTI EMPLOYMENT

Room Available Jan 1st 2

bedroom apartment in

Puffton Private bathroom.

$270/month Non-smoker

female preferred Call 549-

2980

Take Over Our Lease
Puffton Village 1 1/2 bed-

room renovated Heat/Hot

Water included $660/month

Available end of Dec. 548-

8922

2 bedroom apartment for

rent or room to rent. 253-

6423

2 Bedroom Apt.

Easthampton $485 per

month. Take over lease

ASAP. 527-9410

AUTO FOR SALE

1988 Buick Century

Wagon Tip top shape Great

winter car $3000 or B/0

(413)253-2232

86 Subaru GL SDN 4WD.
auto, 116k miles, no rust

Asking $1950 Call 549-4211

1988 Chevy Nova
Hatchback Automatic,

103,000 miles $1500. New
brakes, tires, exhaust. Very

good condition 253-4646

Help Wanted Hadley Office

has 15 part-time positions

available. Hours Mon-Fri

10am to 2pm and 4pm to

9pm. Weekend shifts also

available. No experience

required. Will train Starting

pay is $6 plus bonuses. Call

584-0215

Jobs For The Environment

Campaign with MassPirg to

reduce pesticide use

Flexible schedule

$50-$75/day

Call Terry ©256-6434

CRUISE SHIP & LAND-
TOUR EMPLOYMENT-
Learn about national/int'l

Cruise Lines and Land-Tour

companies. Excellent bene-

fits + bonuses! World Travel!

Many workers earn up to

$2.000+/mo. Call Cruise

Employment Resources: 517-

336-0573 Ext C5001

1

NATIONAL PARK
EMPLOYMENT- Discover

how to work in America's

Parks, Forests & Wildlife

Preserves. Competitive

wages + bonuses!

Seasonal/year-round. For

employment information,

call: (517)324-3081 ext.

N5001 1

EMPLOYMENT
Marketing Help Needed
$10/ hour. Part-time 1-800-

390-4848 ext 146

LAST CHANCE- LEGAL
ASSISTANTS WANTED
November 14, 1997 is the

last day to apply to The

Student Legal Services Office

about a Spring 1998

Internship! Get hands-on

experience in the legal field.

Work directly with attorneys

and clients. Earn up to 15

undergraduate credits. No
experience in the legal pro-

fession required— training is

provided. Contact The

Student Legal Services Office

today: 545-1995, 922 Campus

Center.

FOR SALE

Notebook PC: Hitachi: 166

mhz Pentium, CD ROM:
loaded with stuff, high per-

formance system. 665-8131

Phish Tickets Great seats

at great prices. City Tickets

(800)865-8070

FOR SALE

2 Phish Tickets Centrum.

Nov 28. B/0 Jason 549-0246

Nutrition Supplements
Creatine 400G. $29

Designer Whey Protein $26

Met RX $38

Fat Burners & More...

Call: 253-1850

Kastle Skis

Fibertube 203cm. $150.

XTC03 $125 200cm.

Brand new. 665-3295

600 watt California Amp
and 350 watt Bass Tube.

Asking $250. Call 6-2002

Computer & Printer

Toshiba Laptop T21 10. 486

with Windows 95, WP. HP

Desk Jet Printer. $700 Chris

253-8258

Watch batteries, ear
piercing, eyeglass repairs,

jewelry restoration, diamond

engagements, wedding rings.

Silverscape Designs, 264 N.

Pleasant St., Amherst 253-

3324 Open Daily.

COMPUTERS!
New P166MMX from $995

Laptops, peripherals.

ZarVision 582-9198

V/MC/AMEX
Laptop Notebook Works

good $150 Good for School.

Call Steve (413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for

computer. Works great. Call

CPC (413)584-8857

FOUND
Found- Locket with 2 pic-

tures in it. Gold etc Call

549-6102 to describe or stop

by The Collegian Box on

Concourse Tuesdays or

Thursdays, 11-2, to describe.

MISCELLANEOUS
EARN

S750-S1500/WEEK

Raise all the money your

group

needs by sponsoring a VISA

fundraiser on your campus.

No investment & very little

time

needed. There's no obliga-

tion, so

why not call for information

today

Call 1-800-323-8454x95.

MISCELLANEOUS
DARE TO SPEED!!! Let a

Veteran Police Officer teach

you how to BEAT and AVOID

speeding tickets!!!

Call 1-800-580-0211 ext 3

ATTN: ENTREPRENEURS
profit 1300% with the easi-

est money making system
ever designed Investment

required 1-800-925-0984

ROOM FOR RENT

Looking for 1 female to

share 4 bedroom apartment

in Alpine Commons with 3

females. 2 full bathrooms.

Right on bus route.

$300/month (everything

included) Starting 1/1/98.

Call Cara at 256-6351

Need a place for the win-

ter? Get a room close to

campus. Call Cristina 549-

0605

I'm graduating! Take over

my room in a 6 bedroom
house. Great house, good
company. 1 5 miles from

campus. Washer/Dryer For

more info call Lianne at 253-

9898

Room for rent in 4 bedroom

apt $300/month inc. elec.

Available Jan 1 Call 549-

9959

ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES

Know Your Rights Do you

have questions about your

rights? Do you think your civil

rights have been violated?

Find Out! Contact The

Student Legal Services

Office, 922 Campus Center,

545-1995.

Rental Problems?
Questions about your

lease/security deposit deduc-

tions? Questions about sub-

letting/assigning leases?

Questions about the condi-

tion of your new house or

apartment? Contact The

Student Legal Services

Office, 922 Campus Center,

545-1995

Lose Weight Now
• Control Appetite

• Increase Energy

• All Natural Products

• Doctor Recommended
• 30 Day Money Back

Guarantee

Call (800)923-0498

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for

free testing and assistance.

549-1906

TO SUBLET

Take Over Our Lease 1

bedroom apartment at

Colonial Village. $440/month.

Start Jan 1 Call 253-6401

TRAVEL

Jan '97-May '97 Quiet envi-

ronment preferred in Amherst

area. Contact Bryan (508)840-

0151

Very quiet roommate
wanted in Amherst on

busline. $260/month plus 1/3

utilities. 256-5402, 253-9457

TRAVEL

Quebec City-

Ski/Snowboard Trip Dec 5-7.

Two nights hotel, bus, 2 days

riding. $149. 545 3437.

UMass Ski N Board Club

Spring Break '98- Sell

Trips, Earn Cash, & Go
Free!!! Student Travel

Services is now hiring cam-

pus reps, group organizers

Guaranteed lowest prices to

Jamaica, Mexico. & Florida

Visit us @
www.ststravel com or call 1-

800-648-4849

Jamaica SPRING BREAK 7

days in Negril from $529 Go

with who you trust UMass
Ski N Board Club 545-3437

New Year's Party- Quebec
City 5 days/4 nights. R/T bus

and Hilton Hotel. Call 545-

3437

Killington: Ski & Party

Week Jan 4-9. 5 nights

condo/5 days skiing $285

Call 545-3437

Spring Break and other

travel Special rates for stu-

dents Call Travel Network at

(201)533-0300 1-800-699-

4988 outside NJ.

SPRING BREAK
Largest selection of Spring

Break destinations including

cruises! Group discounts and

free trips available.

Epicurean Tours 1-800-

231-4FUN

Spring Break Take 2" hir-

ing Reps! Sell 15. Take 2

free. Hottest destinations!

Free parties, eats, and

drinks! Sunsplash 1-800-426-

7710 or www.sunsplash-
tours.com

WANTED TO RENT

Needed- 1 1/2 to 2 bed-

room apartment for the

Spring Semester Prefer

Puffton or Brandywine. Will

take over your lease. Call

Perry 549-5079

It

once was
LOST,
but now

its

FOUND.

Thanks
to the

Collegian
Classifieds,

Classifieds

are

available

in the

BOX
on the

concourse

or charge by

phone.

545-3500

Personals Policy Rates
I. All pefv>fwK MUST rx> prootrrad b> Cotk-nutn .lav

nplovee* before payment and acceptance ot

the claa

J Ldtt nanM* fcM\ NOl bl umnI m ptflOflttaV ONLV

wtm md inWah m allowed The onb,

M fu birthday or < onu'atulatiom personal*, in

which i as*' the lull name mav be used

| Ptani numlviv ar. m.i Ol*mid In pcnofUtaV NO
,< ins

4 Addre*se» are not allowed m personals, this means

dorm room numbers as well.

*> Personals ol a threatening or ilerogatorv nature are

*-|j(Hble PfeffONh «>t a vindutiv*- OM libelous

; table Persi.naK mav MM !•*-

Protaniiy mav not be used in personals

The personals se< tion k tor personals only The per

sonals section may NOT be used to sell items, seek

roommates, advertise meeting, ett

All personals must have the name, signature, and

L Mm I [) HJIliWl nl th» student pUctng the as

tilled ifl on the insertion order Non-students must

provide l ..tlul driver \ ItctflM wd the license num-

UM be recorded on the insertion order Use ot

false idenliiK at.on or misrepresentation is NbfaKl to

penalties under the law

The Collegian reserves the njihl to refuse or to edit

any personal that does not meet the GoMtfMfl * stan-

dards in accordance with the statutes ot the

Commonwealth ni Massac husctt.

Students

20£ per word/day

All others

40tf per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
I'lr.isr wriM • li'.irK .mil

leKibly. We are not WaponaMa hi i-rior- mull

inn Hum illeRinlr handwriting <" type

Standard Headings
ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT
ENTERTAINMENT

FOR SALE
FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
,

TRAVEL
TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

FRIDAY. NOV. 14

Panel "Women in

Unions/Lnion Women" with Dale

[Vielchcr, D;iitsha Miller. Adriana

Meneses and Charlotte Coates, 1

1

a.m. -12:30 p.m.. Campus Center.

room 804.

Rally — GEO Rally, noon- 1 p.m.

at the Front Steps of the Student

Union.

Reading — "Worker's
Re;iding>AV orkers' Art," noon-1
p.m. in the Student Union Gallery'.

Slide show — "The Low Down
Laid-Off Downsizing Blues." with

professor of economics NtttC]

Folbre. I O- 1 1 :30 a.m.. Campus
Center, room 162-175.

Service — Shabbat Service at 6

p.m. at the Hillel House.

SATURDAY, NOV. 15

Comedy MISSION
IMPROVable will be performing

their tree weekly comedy improv

show at 8 p.m. in the Campus

Center, room 163.

Entertainment — Open Mic. bring

your poetry, improv and instrumen-

tal or vocal talent to the Southside

Room next to the Hampden Theater

in Southwest. Come early at 7:30

p.m. to sign-up. Open Mic starts at

8 p.m. Refreshments will be served

by )ava Hut. Sponsored by S.W.A.G.

and the UMass Poetry Society. For

more information, call Chanel at

546-6301 or )en at 546-6776.

Lecture/Music — Modkhe
Gebirtig: Der zinger fun noyt. a lec-

ture/musical program written and

performed by Fraidy Katz and The

Klezical Tradition, will be presented

at 8 p.m. in Pratt Auditorium at

Mount Holyoke College. Sponsored

by the Mount Holyoke College Art

Museum.
Sports — UMass Women's Ice

Hockey vs. MIT at 1 p.m. in the

Mullins Center practice rink.

SUNDAY, NOV. 16

Lecture — Inter-Religious

Dialogues entitled "Obstacles to and

Empowerment for Religious Life at

UMass" 7-9 p.m. in the Campus
Center. 1 62- 1 7 5. Representatives

from Baha'i Faith Community.
Muslim Student Association, Hindu

Students Association, and United

Christian Foundation.

NOTICES

Art Contributions — The Student

Union Visual and Performing Arts

Space is looking for contributions to

the Southern Asian Cultural

Exhibition which will show in the

spring of 1 998. If you have anything

from artwork to cufts depicting

Asian culture, and would like the

opportuniiy to participate in this

exhibition, contact Amanda at

545-0792.

Art Exhibition — The Student

Union Visual and Performing Art

Space presents "We Are More Than

You Sec, Part II" an exhibition of

art by blue-collar and clerical

union members a UMass from

Friday, Nov. 7 - Friday, Nov. 1 4.

Gallery Hours are Mon.-Thurs. IO

a.m. - 5 p.m. and Fri. IO a.m. - 3

p.m. The gallery is located in the

south side of the Student Union

Building.

Art Exhibition — An exhibition of

nunc than 30 one-of-a- kind artist

books and scrolls by William Schade

will be on view from Nov. 1 1 thor-

ough |an. 25 at the Mount Holyoke

College Art Museum. Museum hourt

are Tuesday - Friday. 1 1 a.m.-5 p.m.

and Saturday and Sunday. I -5 p.m.

and is closed on academic holidays

from Wednesday. Nov. 26 through

Monday, Dec. I and from Tuesday,

Dec. 16 thorough Monday. Ian. 6.

For more information, call 538

2245 or fax 538-2144.

Club — The UMass Amateui

Radio Club Station W1PUO is

returning and looking for people to

join in Ham radio. Anyone interest-

ed in radio/electronics and a desire

to learn and communicate are wel-

come. The club will sponsor FCC
approved volunteer examination ses-

sions for all license levels. For more

information, contact Richard

Strveharz N 1 MFT at 549-6000 e\l.

6000 or leave a message at facility

services.

Contest — Spectrum Fine Art and

Literary Magazine is now holding a

cover contest. The winner will have

their artwork printed on the 97/98

[•Me. The final deadline is December

2 at 5 p.m. Pick up an entry form in

the Student Union, room 40be or

just bring the artwork by.

Food Drive — The UMass NSSL-

HA chapter along with Amherst
Survival Center are sponsoring a

food drive in honor of hunger aware-

ness month. Bring non-perishable

food to Arnold House, School of

Public Health throughout November.

Interviews — ^The Search

Committee for the position of Vice

FYK are public service announcements printed

daily. To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the

Managing Editor by noon the previous day.

Chancellor for Research has invited

three candidates to campus for inter-

views. The meetings will consist of a

public forum for faculty and staff

from 3-4:30 p.m. and a public forum

for students from 6-6:45 p.m. in the

Whitmore Administration Building

Board Room on the following dates:

William A. Baeslack. Associate Dean

for Research and College

Development. College of

Engineering. Ohio State University.

Monday, Nov. 17 and Frederick W.

Byron, Interim Vice Chancellor for

Research, UMass. Wednesday. Nov.

19.

Intramural — Spring semester

intramural basketball teams are

being accepted through November
1 9 in Boyden. room 215.
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Horoscope;
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) —

You will find yourself serving oth-

ers on more than one occasion

today. What can you learn from a

new turn of events? Are you willing

to learn?

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — That which seems most

unusual will prove most fascinating

to you today. You must take care

that you're not being deceived.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— Someone in your immediate cir-

cle may not be playing by the rules,

and it will be up to you to see that

any inappropriate behavior is

stopped.

AQUARIUS (|an. 20-Feb. 18)

— Something you've dreamed of

doing for quite some time mas be

more than possible in the neat-

future. Today, you can begin

preparing in earnest.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) —
Good news on the home front

should enable you to approach a

challenge at work with new cnerg>

and enthusiasm Spread the word to

others!

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —

You may not be able to believe cer-

tain reports which paint you in an

unfavorable light. Fortunately, oth-

ers won't believe them either!

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
Take care that you're not risking too

much in the name of fun. This is not

the time to manage your money irre-

sponsibly. Avoid gambling today.

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20) —
Slow and steady wins the race

today; the more patient you are. the

more you'll enjoy your rewards. You
will have earned them!

CANCER (|une 2l-|uly 22) —

You may be entering a period

marked by uncertainty or sadness,

but if you keep moving forward it

needn't last long. Avoid self-indul-

gence.

LEO duly 23-Aug. 22) — You
may be able to uncover a new talent

today which can bring you attention

and profit in the near future. Much
depends on the timing.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) -

You may see yourself in a very dif-

ferent light today. Indeed, with a lit-

tle work you can charge a great deal

about yourself and start anew.

LIBRA (Sept. 25-Oct. 22) —
Personal problems needn't last long

— nor must you give them any

more attention than they demand
before they vanish from sight. Stay

Close to Home By John McPherson

^^7!^c7oSefc^oneScompj?f77r^otn «»,. j,. :
<-.. ll-liw >« i*

Quote of tJHe JT>«*y

• £ Say that my mom said it
/

-Overheard

(possibly by your mom)

Today's D.C. Menu
Call 545-2626 for more information.

Franklin

sf<fikei»-

LUNCH
Crazy Chicken Pucks

Tiny Tuna Noodle Casserole

Pleasant Pizza

Franklin's Famous Fabulous Lunch Surprize

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

Super Spaghetti/Sausage/Sauce Supper

Terrific Tofu Fajita

1 /4 pound Boogor Burger

Worcester
LUNCH

Grilled Cheese/Grilled Cheese on Wheat

Sloppy |oe (aka. Dirty Frank)

Spaghetti/Tomato Sauce

Vegan Sloppy |oe (vegans can be sloppy too!)

DINNER
Fajita of Chicken

3 Cheese Macaroni

Tri-Bean Casserole (with 3 beans)

Italian Sausage/Grinder Roll (pastabilities)

Having successfully completed her shopping

without a major tantrum, Linda now had to run the

hanowing gauntlet ol toy and candy dispensers.

ACROSS
1 Recipe amt
5 Desert plants

1 Calendar boxes
14 Sweater material

1

5

Part of HOMFS
16 Water, in Baja
17 Merely
18 Tiny particles

19 Cure
20 Spring flower

22 Natural gift

24 — of this world

25 Rani s garment
?6 Stonoworkers
29 — sprouts

33 Tolerate

34 Mournful cry

36 — Kippur

37 Pantry item

38 Cows homes
39 Leaf part

40 Quiet — mouse
4

1

Mine entrance

42 Toll

44 Carve, in a way
47 Hair preparation

48 Keep
49 Santa — . desert

wind
50 Gully

53 Cuticle problem
58 "— Chealing

Heart"

59 Manifest

61 Film

62 Mona —

63 Staircase post

64 Terber
65 Writer Haley
66 Common —
67 Window frame

DOWN
1 Deuces
2 City on the

Rhine
3 By oneself

4 Building

material

5 Maps
6 Vehicle
7 Harvest
8 Brokaw or

Selleck
9 Hooks up
10 Showy flower

1

1

Script-writer

James
1

2

Chinese money
unit

13 Seasoning
21 Sandhill

23 Canine
comment

25 Virtuous one
26 Parrot

27 Embarrass
28 Moses

mountain
30 Stringed

instruments
31 Kitchen wraps
32 Stroll

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

UUlSlTli

SBCdi BHoaci rauwci
nmaa hbhbb anaci

I1MI7]

as mmm roam

HlElA TIE Rl lOIPIPlOISItlbl

liimu now
s M E L

H A R 1

A K I N
'. O N 6

L N E y
I U L U
E D 1 E

|n E A L

997. united Trnihir* Syndicate

34 Walked in

water
35 Jackie's

second mate
38 Party

decorations
42 'King —'
43 Slight

variations

45 Chest
46 Miniature, as a

dog
47 Baseball great

Mickey —

50 Clan of the

Cave Bear-
heroine

51 Make muddy
62 Ploy
53 Shaped with an

axe
54 Mars, to the

Greeks
55 Verdi opera
56 Lodges
5/ Jacobs wife

60 Goose
formation

Hampshire
LUNCH

Cowburger (aka. Hamburger)

Chicken Pucks

Handcut Cod Sub (with fish)

Grilled Sneeze with Cheese

DINNER
Poultry Fajita (chicken)

Baked Fish with Herb Stuffing

Baked Fish on Herb Stuffing

Baked Herb Stuffed with Fish

Berkshire

LUNCH
Gargantuan Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Crazy Grilled Cheese on Crazy Wheat Bread

Berkshire's Berserk Pizza

Sloppy |oe or Vegan Sloppy |oe

DINNER
Crazy Chicken Fajita

Dirty Duchess Meat Pie

Tri Bean Casserole with 3 Beans

Italian Sausage/Roll (pastabilites)
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Boston teams

regain status;

fans hopeful

Optimism in sports is hard to

come bj iflj m Borton,

too long ego, the Patriots

ware on I plane to New Orleans to

plaj in the Super Bowl. New
England tans were in their glory.

I verybodj loved the Patriots.

Tries lost, hut the> were still the

\l (. Gump* with a dynamic offense

and i hard-working defense. Things

were looking good.

Pete Carroll came in and said all

the right things. The Pats started off

the tenon 4 0, and Carroll was The

Man A bump in the road (more like

a land mine) and all of a sudden

Dick MaePherson's calling in the

pla\ I to I lugh Millen all over again.

UMass looks for "Miracle at McGuirk, II"

Coach Hodges on hot seat as dismal 1997 season comes to close

By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

THANC VO ; COLLEGIAN

junior linebacker Khari Samuel is

a finalist for the Buck Buchanan
award for l-AA Defensive Player of

the Year.

Last season's Connecticut-Massachusetts football

game has become known as "The Miracle at

McGuirk" after UMass scored

20 points in the last eight min-

utes to beat the Huskies 39-38.

The win gave the Minutemen a

winning season 16-5), and

helped to erase the memories of

some very tough losses down the

stretch.

But no matter what happens

when UMass (2-8, 1-6 A-10)

hosts UConn at 12:30 p.m. this

Saturday at Warren McGuirk

Football

Massachusetts
vs.

Connecticut

Saturday, 12:50 p.m.

losses this season. The 1997 season has turned into a

nightmare the past three weeks, and if the Minutemen

can't pull out a win over the Huskies. UMass will end

the 1997 season 2-9, the first team in school history

ti> lose nine games.

I"he tailspin has left many won-

dering about the status of Hodges.

He said at the beginning of the

season that he needed to get the

Minutemen out of a so-called

"6-5" rut, utter 5-6, 6-5 and 6-5

records the past three seasons.

But 2-8 wasn't what he had in

mind. And with his contract up

after the season, questions have

been swirling about what direc-

tion UMass athletic director Bob
?>aturaa> at wancn mv.vju.ir. — —

-
— --

-

Alumni Stadium, it's going to be hard to erase the Marcum will take concerning Hodges, who is 34-30

in six seasons at the helm.

"It's been a very disappointing season, and this li

not | situation any of us want to DC in. But it is the

reality," Hodges said. "We'll sit down with Mr.

Marcum very shortly and dJiCUM (he future of UMsn
football, just like we do at the end of every season."

There is still a game to be played on Saturday, and

UMass will be facing a much better team than the one

the) beat in 1996. UConn — who unlike

Massachusetts will finish their season next week — is

6-3 (3-3 Atlantic 10). The game, which at one time

was to be "The Bermuda Bowl." WH rescheduled for

McGuirk Stadium when plans to play the game in

that tropical locale fell through.

The UConn offense is currently ranked fourth

in Division l-AA. at a clip of 36.8 points per

game. The Huskies have a balanced attack, led

Turn to FOOTBALL, page 9

Minutewomen atNCAA Championships
UMass attempts to fulfill Johnston's prophecy

Rick Pitino came to Boston to take

over the Celtics and people went

nuts. He made a lot of trades, cut a

lot of players and nobody cared

because he's Rick Pitino. the genius

behind a college hoop dynasty.

1 le let Rick Fox go and kept Pervis

Ellison, but he\ it's Rick Pitino.

Anyway, point is people felt good

about the C's again. Pitino could suit

up Rigo Nunez and Tom Menino and

fans would -till cough up megabucks

for FleetCenter seats.

But. now that it's obvious how
long Pitino's project will take, seven

game.- into the season, fans are

yelling and booing at the FleetCenter.

The Bruin- are at the top of their

division under new coach Pat Burns.

They're plu\ing grind-it-out. tough,

good ol' Bruin hockey, and people

are liking it.

Nobody's been down on the B's

thi- season >ei because they've been

busv picking on the Celts and the

Pats.

Nobodj ever dares be optimistic

about the Red Sox.

Back to the point. Fickle fans

aside, what- happening in Boston is

a ressurection. There's a certain

glimmer of hope around the Boston

ports scene whereas a couple sea-

sons ago... well, there was UMass
ba-ketball and Bill Parcells sound

bites.

Pitino ha- a young Kentucky...

uhh. Celtics team running and gun-

ning — yeah they misfire a lot, but

they're fun to watch, and they get

better every game.

I he Bruin- are well on their way

to a playoff berth while building a

foundation for years to come with

players like |oe Thornton and Sergei

Sanwonov and Kyle MacLaren.

The Patriot- are still one of the

youngest team- in the league. As of

now. they're in the playoffs. What's not

to love about the way the Pats go at it?

Umm. the Red Sox ... never mind.

Boston Sports tans take for grant-

ed the historj they have — a history

that only a handful of cities in the

world can match. Optimism
wouldn't be so hard to come by if

the Sox would iust get a damn pitch-

ing stall.

• \ proposed list of candidates to

resurrect the fallen UMass football

ram:

I Mass water polo coach Russ
Yarworth led hi- team to four

straight Eastern titles and two con-

-ecutive final fours. He has never

won le-s than 57 percent of his

games in one season. He continually

recruits top talent despite battling

with the Californian dominance of

the -port His rapport with his play-

ers || unmatched. Now. if you could

play football in s pool...

I heard George Seitett is going to

take over in Dalla- next season, so

Barry Swit/.er will be looking for a

job. Swit/er is a gu\ who can handle

ntrovert) and scrutinizing media.

ome guy writes a

fire the coach column. Swilzer

would be cool with that.

Kenny, from South Park Now,
there's a guy that knows how to

handle adversity, He'd be a great

coach. He die- in every episode,

but somehow he finds the -trength

to pkk up the pieces (pun intend-

ed) ami press on. He'd have a top-

notch coaching staff, I mean Kyle

and Stan and Cartman — beat

that,

II bout the Minuteman'' IK -

,it , me ainway. The fans

enull i el mad at him. and I

bet he ) . greet interview

-n't in any hun\ to

hire h C|. Simpson will be

lookini "i ou know, he - I

perfect fil - legendary running

hack al s litionel running back

College Maud Shipp would love it.

I ol living has got to be

cheaper in Amherst than in

llifornia. And nobody would give

him any (lack.

Fred Hurlbrink, ]r It a Collegian

columni$t

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

Sitting in a classroom in Boyden Building, soaking wet,

excited and exhausted after winning the Atlantic 10 tour-

nament, Massachusetts field hockey player Erica lohnston

waited for the interviews to begin.

The question came: "What are your thoughts on the

NCAA tournament?"

lohnston's answer didn't surprise BBBBBBBBBBB|BBBB1
anyone who knew her. The brash

confidence shined through as she

said, "Two more games and then the

final four."

Unfortunately for the junior for-

ward, Massachusetts coach Patty

Shea arrived at the classroom door-

way in time to hear her player's

remark. Shea shook her head and

smiled.

If the Minutewomen are to make lohnston's prophecy

a reality, they must start with Penn State, the

first-round opponent they wi

Field Hockey

Massachusetts
vs.

Penn State

@ Virginia

face tomorrow at noon.

The game will be at the site of the tourney's No. 3 seed,

Virginia.

The NCAA only seeds the top four teams in the tourna-

ment. All host first and second round action and all have

opening round byes. Two-time defending champ North

Carolina received the No. 1 seed, while Old Dominion

picked up the second seed and Maryland wrapped up the

No. 4.

UMass last faced Penn State in a neutral Held con-

test at the University of Connecticut. The

Minutewomen emerged victorious from the overtime

contest. 4-3. The majority of the strength that the

^^^__^^_ Nittany Lions showed, however, is

still present in State College.

Of the three players who found

the back of the UMass net, two
remain on the Nittany Lion roster.

In addition, Penn State's goalie,

lamie Smith is back in goal for Penn

State.

However, the power that fueled the

Minutewoman victory has not yet left

Amherst. Johnston scored the sudden

death game-winner and a second-half goal, and mid-

fielder Kate Putnam tallied to send the game to over-

time.

Unlike, Penn State, though, UMass will send a new

Turn to FIELD HOCKEY, page 9
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Vicky Browne and the Massachusetts field hockey team look to

advance in the NCAA tournament.

Crimson and Minutewomen are banged up

but press on into NCAA tournament field
'

double-digit scoring with three goals and four assi-t- tor

By Kathleen Ralls

Collegian Staff

The Minutewomen — including Brooke Bartlett — travel east to take

on Harvard in an NCAA first round match.

The unknown.
There's no fear, but not much knowledge floating

about either, with both teams suffering from problematic

injuries that have forced both to vary their lineups and

inevitably, their game style.

The history-

Last week at the Atlantic 10 tournament the

Massachusetts women's soccer team (17-4-1, 11-0

A-10) was hoping to overturn last ^^^^^^^^m
year's decisive loss in the final. This

weekend, the Minutewomen are focus-

ing on repeating last year's first round

NCAA success over Harvard

University, in which they won 2-1 in a

thrilling triple overtime on Erica

Kerson's goal in the 1 32nd minute.

The No. 17 Crimson — three-time

defending Ivy League champion —
earned an automatic bid and are play

ing host on Sunday at 1 p.m. at Ohiri Field to the No. 20

Minutewomen in the first round of the NCAA tournament.

This is the third time in four years these two teams

have faced each other. The other was in 1994, when

UMass defeated Harvard 3-0 at home.

Harvard (11-3-2, 6-1 Ivy), a low-scoring squad, has

outscored their opponents only 28-16. The Crimson is

led by junior forward Naomi Miller, with six goals and 1

1

assists for 23 points, (unior forward Decon Bingham fol-

lows with 1 3 points, Linsday Minkus has 1 1 points and

Ashley Berman rounds out their only players in

Women's Soccer

No. 20 Massachusetts

@
No. 1 7 Harvard

Sunday, 1 p.m.

10 points.

"The\ are I deceptive team in scouting reports,"

UMass coach )im Rudy said. "They don't have any super-

stars but they have a lot of good players

For the first time in Massachusetts history, three play-

ers accumulated more than 30 points a piece. All A-10

second team selection Kara Green tallied 12 goals and 14

assists, for 38 points tollowed by A-10 All-Conference

selections Emma Kurowski with 13 goals and nine assists

for 55 points, and Sophie Lecot completing the triumvi-

__^__^—^^^_ rate with 12 goals and seven assists

for 31 point-

The defense has been solid all year

for UMass as well, with Iverson and

goaltender Danielle Dion both receiv-

ing A- 10 All-Conference honors,

alongside sweeper Amanda
Thompson and senior Liz Rutherford

with Amy Burrill rounding out the last

line of offense. And that is exactly

why UMass has been able to be so

versatile with positions with players like Burrill (seven

points), and Iverson being able to step it up on the offen-

sive side and become the fourth leading scorer on the team

with 16 points.

"If our people take advantage of our opportunities and

we don't miss any layups like we have been lately." Rudy

said. "Then we should do okay."

Possibly the only way to gauge both teams is their

matches versus nationally ranked Connecticut, whom

Turn to SOCCER, page 9

UMass ready
for Marathon
By Fred Hurlbrink, Jr.

Collegian Staff

With senior captain Tyrone Weeks and junior Charlton

Clarke back in the lineup, tomorrow night's game against

Marathon Basketball at the William D. Mullins Center

should be a better exhibition of what the Minutemen can

put on the floor.

Game time is

scheduled for 7

p.m.

Weeks and
Clarke missed last

Friday's contest

against Converse
All-Stars (a 79-77

UMass victory) due

to a violation of

team rules. After

^^McnWijiskeihall^

Massachusetts
vs.

Marathon Basketball

Saturday, 7 p.m.
s-

the game. UMass coach Bruiser Flint refused to comment

on which rule the two violated.

Despite the absence of Flint's only two scholarship play-

ei- with more than one year of college experience, the

Minutemen held on to beat a vagabond crew of former col-

lege stars and NBA castoffs.

Prop 16 sophomore Monty Mack hit a 15-foot jumper

horn the wing with two seconds left to break the 77-77

tie, after the young Minutemen had surged back from

deficits as large as lb.

Mack started in the backcourt with freshman Jonathan

Define, who took Clarke's place in the starting five.

DePina. who teamed up with Mack at South Boston High

Wagner is first real test

for 1997 Minutewomen
By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

Monday's game against Rossis anka

was the first test of the season for the

Massachusetts
women's basket-

ball team. And the

Minutewomen
learned a lot from

the 61-60 loss,

but that was exhi-

bition.

Sunday's game
against Wagner.
UMass' 2 p.m.

season opener at

the William D. Mullins Center, is for

real.

The Minutewomen bring a bal-

anced attack to the table, with solid

experience in both the backcourt and

the paint. Senior CO captains Snbyria

Mitchell and Kara Tudman provide

stable anchors of

Women's Basketball

Massachusetts
vs.

Wagner
Sunday, 2 p.m.

-easoning at both

ends of the court.

In addition,

UMass will look

for continued
success from
sophomores Kcllx

Van Huisen and
Alison
MacFarland.

Van Huisen

Turn to WOMEN'S HOOP, page 8
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Sophomore pivot man Ajmal Basit will exhibit his tal-

ents against Marathon Basketball Saturday.
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"Selling

the Drama"

Live played at the

Mullins Center last

week to a far from

sold-out crowd.
Check out the
review inside (see

Arts (t Living, page

6).

Hodges resigns

after UConn loss

Football coach

Hodges tendered his

resignation moments

after UMass lost to

UConn 49-9 to end

their dismal season

at 2-9 (see Sports,

page 10).

WORLD

Kidnapped American
released in Columbia

BOGOTA, Colombia (AP) — An
American geologist kidnapped
eight months ago by leftist rebels

at a remote gold mine has been
released after a relatively small ran-

som was paid, authorities said yes-

terday.

Frank Skee, 44, and a

Colombian colleague, Hermes
Torres, were freed Saturday in the

southern state of Narino, near the

border with Ecuador, by the

Revolutionary Armed Forces of

Colombia, U.S. and Colombian
officials said.

Skee said in a telephone inter-

view that neither was mistreated,

that both were in good health and

that they smoked cigarettes and
played chess with their rebel

guards to fight boredom.
Initial ransom demands topped

$1 million, but in the end less than

$50,000 was paid after negotiators

persuaded the rebels that Skee's

employer had very little money,
said the sources, who spoke on
condition of anonymity.

Many companies with opera-

tions in rebel strongholds make
such payments to the guerrillas in

return for being left alone. Those
that don't tend to have employees
kidnapped.

NATION

Netanyahu to discuss

peace talks in U.S. visit

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Israeli Prime

Minister Benjamin Netanyahu arrived

here yesterday at the start of a three-

day U.S. visit facing questions about a

long-simmering dispute over Jewish

identity and stalled peace talks with

the Palestinians.

Netanyahu was to address both

issues in a speech last night to almost

4,000 leaders of U.S. and Canadian

Jews at the Council of |ewish

Federations' annual General Assembly.

Many are concerned with a proposed

law that would formalize the monop-
oly of Orthodox religious authorities

over conversions to |udaism in Israel.

Earlier, Netanyahu canceled a sched

uled news conference and did not

answer reporters' questions during a

meeting with Indianapolis Mayor
Stephen Goldsmith.

"He's got a speech to prepare

before an important |ewish gathering

and he asked for a timeout," said an

Israeli government spokesman, speak-

ing on condition of anonymity.

Since its founding 49 years ago,

Israel has counted on cash from |ews

in the United States and elsewhere to

help pay for economic development,

social services and military operations.

The proposed Israeli law on conver-

sions marks the climax of a long-stand-

ing dispute between the Orthodox
stream of |udaism, which adheres to a

rigid interpretation of |ewish law, and

the more liberal Conservative and
Reform movements, which want to

adjust |udaism to modem life.
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GEO not giving up on contract negotiations
By Julie Stead

Collegian Staff

Despite snowy weather conditions

on Friday, hundreds of students and

teaching assistants collectively partici-

pated in the Graduate Employee
Organization's (GEO) teach-in and

rally, in which graduate student

employees warned the University of

Massachusetts administration that giv-

ing up on contract negotiations is the

last thing on their minds.

"We have to let [Associate

Chancellor] Sue Pearson know we're

serious about the negotiation process,"

said GEO vice-president Jennifer

Fasulo at Friday's rally inside the

Student Union. "We're tired. Twenty

months is too long."

GEO has been bargaining with the

administration for a new contract for

over 20 months and not until Friday

Nov. 7 have both sides begun to reach

some agreement, according to

Pearson.

The main issues GEO wants in a

new contract — fair wages, child care,

affirmative action and health care, are

reasonable and realistic proposals

GEO members said.

Graduate student employees at

UMass currently earn on average
between $6.000-$7,000 a year,

approximately half of teaching assis-

tants' earnings at the University of Con
necticut.

The teach-in was not a strike, how-

ever, according to GEO members, but

a "symbolic protest of the lack of

respect and fair treatment we receive

as grad workers on this campus."

TA perspectives on the teach-in

Over 200 sections, or approximately

4,000 students took part in Thursday

and Friday's teach-in at the Campus
Center and Student Union.

The Student Union Ballroom, Cape

Cod Lounge and Cape Cod Annex
were three of the largest spaces

reserved for the teach-in, with up to

four classes occupying each space at

once. Some Registered Student

Organizations (RSOs), however, also

loaned out their offices for the day.

The Teaching Assistants (TAs) who
participated said they felt the teach-in

was a good way to show the adminis-

tration the grad employees are sticking

WONNf YANG / COLLEGIAN

Friday's GEO rally brought people from the Student Union to the Whitmore Administration Building for further

negotiations on a 20-month contract, ending in December 1 997.

together until a new con tract is writ-

ten.

Chris Erickson, a political science

373 "Contemporary Political Theory"

TA, said he brought his classes to the

Student Union Ballroom because the

coursework he was teaching on politi-

cal space complemented the issues of

the leach-in.

"This fits in beautifully with the

coursework," Erickson said. "It's also a

good forum to express the frustration

as TAs and it shews we're working
together as a team."

Erickson said he is upset with the

lengthy contract negoti ations and said

the undergraduate students will be

affected the most.

"Some of us have to work two jobs

so there's less time to prepare for

class," Erickson said. "Unless we're

willing to make a huge sacrifice else-

where, students are the ones that have

to pay."

TA Heidi Marshall, who taught her

German 1 10 class in the Cape Cod
Lounge, said her students are just as

con- cerned about GEO acquiring a

contract as are GEO mem bers them-

selves.

"The kids seem to think it's a good

idea, especially when it depends on get-

ting better, more qualified TAs who
don't get offers from other places,"

Marshall said.

Luis Saenz de Viguera, a Spanish

230 TA. said he gave his students a

choice on whether or not to attend

class in the Student Union Ballroom.

Five students out of the normal class

size of 1 5 attended Friday's class.

"We as TAs had a choice," Saenz de

Viguera said. "We're not depriving our

students of their right to be taught, but

at the same time we're making our

point."

Student perspectives on the

teach-in

Most students expressed their sup-

port for graduate em ployees by attend-

ing Friday's teach-in and rally and said

Turn to GEO. page 2

Undergraduates

respond to rally

By Sarah J. Kimmel
Collegian Staff

The Graduate Employee
Organization's (GEO) fight to

settle a new contract has expand-

ed outside the classroom. Last

week's teach-in and rally

brought over two hundred dis-

cussion groups and classes taught

by Teaching Assistants (TAs)
into the Campus Center and
Student Union.

The question being asked is

not only how the teach-in will

help the graduate students, but

how it affects University of

Massachusetts undergraduates
who depend on the TAs to teach

them.

"I see a TA as a student
teacher," said freshman (essica

Fink. "They are getting hands-on
training for their future. If they

are getting paid that's great, but I

think dental care and everything,

that's ridiculous. They're still

students and under the

University."

Fink's Theater 100 discussion

group met in their regular class-

room as scheduled. Several TAs
opted for their regular settings,

rather than Student Union loca-

tions, because of exams.

Many students said that the

TA's decision to conduct class

rather than go on strike shows
their consideration for their stu-

dents and their passion for their

jobs.

Senior Yen Naman said. "1

think that this teach-in shows

Turn to TEACH-IN. page 2

Tim O'Brien speaks tonight Town parking garage options debated

at Student Union Ballroom
By Jonathan Liberty

Collegian Staff

Renowned autho: Tim O'Brien

will present a lecture entitled, "The

Writer's Life," in the Student Union

Ballroom tonight at 8 p.m. The lec-

ture, which is sponsored by the

Distinguished Visitors Program
(DVP). is free and open to the pub-

lic.

O'Brien, who is an award-win-
ning author and former national

affairs reporter for the Washington

Post, was selected to speak in

accordance with DVP's purpose to

"keep the University of

Massachusetts community sensitive

to world affairs and happenings."

O'Brien received the National

Book Award for fiction in 1979 for

Going After Cacciato. while the title

story from the novel The Things
They Carried won a National
Magazine Award.

Published in 1990, The Things

They Carried was chosen by the edi-

tors of The New York Times Book
Review as one of the best books of

the year.

Both Time magazine and The

New York Times Book Review cele-

brated O'Brien's most recent novel,

In the Lake of The Woods, as one

of the best works of fiction in 1994.

Currently. O'Brien is working on a

novel.

A native of Worthington, Minn.,

O'Brien graduated from Macalister

college in St. Louis. He then served

as a foot soldier in Vietnam from
1969 to 1970. Upon returning to

the United States, O'Brien pursued

graduate studies at Harvard
University.

As a Registered Student
Organization (RSO). DVP is

financed by the Student Activities

Trust Fund (SATF) which is funded

by the undergraduate students at

UMass.
According to a DVP statement,

they invite "individuals whose expe-

rience in politics, science, humani-

ties, media, or arts qualify them to

interpret and raise questions about

life in all its dimensions."

In the past, DVP has sponsored

lectures by Ralph Nader, Allen

Ginsberg, bell hooks, Angela Davis,

Kurt Vonnegut. and many others.

By Paul Hayes
Collegian Staff

AMHERST It's bigger, but its also better.

This was the message supporters of the larger Meyer

and Meyer parking garage plan attempted to drive

home with Amherst Town Meeting representatives as

the parking garage debate continued last Thursday

night.

Currently two garage plans, one designed by the

Meyer and Meyer architectural firm slated to cost $4.8

million and contain 292 spaces, the other by Peter

Kitchell planned to cost $4 million and consist of 215

spaces, are vying for town meeting acceptance.

Elisa Campbell, speaking on behalf of the Meyer plan

(a.k.a. Boltwood Place), said the plan hides cars in the

building, and enhances the existing pedestrian area of

the Boltwood Walk site where the garages are slated to

be built.

"Cars are where cars belong, people are where they

want to be — with other people," Campbell said.

Campbell said the Boltwood site should be a people

place, and not a road or a driveway as it would be if the

Kitchell were approved.

The Meyer garage would provide an edge which will

compliment the buildings on North Pleasant street, and

would frame spots for people to relax in, Campbell

said.

"Create the edge, and people will come." Vice Chair

of the Parking Garage Committeee David Williams said.

Proponents for the Kitchell plan say that the Meyer

plan is not aesthetically pleasing, and does not comple-

ment surrounding buildings.

Yet Campbell said beauty need not be sacrificed for

an increased number of spaces.

The building will be built with finishes matching sur-

rounding buildings, and not a stand alone structure said

Williams.
"1 think a parking lot can be equally as ugly as a

garage," Campbell said. "But there's no reason why a

parking garage can not be an attractive building."

The area that presently exists is an eyesore, you can

only improve it, Zanna co-owner Adam Lussier said.

Many downtown businesses support the Meyer plan.

"1 am absolutely, unequivocally in favor of the Meyer

Plan." Lussier said. "We have a parking defecit down-

town, and we need to create a defined area where peo-

ple are guaranteed a parking space."

Black Sheep owner Nick Seamon said that when he

moved to Amherst in 1975. there were no malls and

Amherst was where people shopped.

There used to be two hardware stores, a grocery

store, and shoe stores in Amherst center; but these

stores were put out of business by the growth of bigger

and more accessible stores built on Route 9 in Hadley,

Seamon said.

"The malls sucked all the life out of Amherst, and the

Town Meeting did nothing about it." Seamon said.

"They're guilty as charged."

Seamon said that Amherst is a one-dimensional

town, but a parking garage would be a step towards

remedying the situation.

"You can't get a stereo, a guy can't get a good pair of

shoes in Amherst anymore." Seamon said. "Don't stu-

dents need car stereo's? leans?"

Turn to MEETING, page 3

Iraq braces for possible attack as

U.S. continues military buildup

www.umass.edu/rso/coUoion

BAGHDAD. Iraq (AP) — Iraq

ordered Baghdad hospitals to evacu-

ate non-cmergency patients yesterday

in preparation for a possible U.S. air

attack over Saddam Hussein's refusal

to comply with U.N. weapons inspec-

tions.

Thousands of Iraqi civilians, mean-

while, flocked to Saddam's palaces in

Baghdad and industrial installations

around the capital to join other peo-

ple serving as human shields.

The United States yesterday

pressed forward with its military

buildup, sending the aircraft carrier

USS George Washington through the

Suez Canal toward the Persian Gulf.

Kuwait and Syria, which supported

strikes against Iraq during the 1991

Persian Gulf War, said they were
opposed to the use of force in the

current standoff, which began on
Oct. 29 when Iraq decided to expel

American weapons inspectors work-

ing for the United Nations.

"We do not support any military

action against Iraq," said Kuwait's

foreign minister, Sabah al-Ahmed al-

Sabah.

Kuwait usually is unsparing in its

criticism of Iraq, which invaded the

emirate in 1990, triggering the Gulf

War.

At the end of the 1991 war. the

United Nations ordered Iraq to

destroy its weapons of mass destruc-

tion and sent in a multinational team

of inspectors to monitor Iraqi compli-

ance.

Last month, Iraq asserted that the

American inspectors were spies

intent on prolonging U.N. economic

sanctions imposed after the Kuwait

invasion. Though the Security

Council warned of consequences if

Iraq expelled the monitors, Iraq went

ahead with the move Thursday, deep-

ening fears of a military strike.

Richard Butler, the chief U.N.
weapons inspector, warned in an

interview with CNN that Iraq could

resume building biological weapons

within a week.

In Baghdad, fuel rationing forced

U.N. monitors overseeing an oil-for-

food program to halt their work yes-

terday. The monitors, who were
unable to drive to work, said they

expect to send teams out today after

they secure fuel supplies.

The tightly monitored program
allows Iraq to sell $2 billion in oil for

six months in exchange for food and

other humanitarian goods.

Iraq, fearing the United States

might target oil refineries and storage

tanks in the event of a military strike,

announced Saturday it was introduc-

Turn to IRAQ, page 2
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Recycle and get sweet everythings!
|enna Monroy, a biology lab associate and UMafs alumnus, and Erin Leete, a junior BDIC major, offer free

food in exchange for recyclables last Friday afternoon in the Campus Center Concourse.
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teach-in
continued from page 1

the dedication of them [TAs] as teachers to their stu-

dents while still demonstrating through GEO's uniform
actions that there's a problem, without harming the

education of the students. This is an action that

deserves a lot of respect."

The graduate students are asking for a higher salary,

dental care and child care, amongst other things.

Kirsten Walser is a junior and a former employee of the

Grassroots Day Care, which is for children of UMass
employees and some studcnt>

"There is very little child care here for both graduate
and undergraduate students. There are ver\ few slots

available for these children. I don't see how, without

childcare provided, these students can afford rent, food,

tuition as well as care for their children." Walser said.

"1 definitely think they deserve more benefits such as

child care," said post-graduate student Lori Gilmore.
"They do a lot of work and are underpaid."

The TA's low income is of concern to their students.

There is a fear that the TAs will be forced to get second
or third jobs to pay for living expenses and will not be

able to focus on their teaching duties.

"I think the TAs deserve such things as dental bene-

fits and that I deserve to have them concentrate more
on my needs as a student and less on another job,"

senior Rob McDonald said.

YVONNE YAN(.

TAs held classes in the Student Union this past Friday, supporting GEO's demand for a new contract.

Iraq
continued from page 1

ing gasoline rationing.

The government yesterday ordered

non-emergency patients to be
removed from hospitals in Baghdad.

It was not clear how many people
would be evacuated.

Hassan Abdel labar. a doctor at

Baghdad Central Hospital, said the

hospital would only accept emer-
gency cases "because we are expect-

ing a strike by the Americans."

The United States and Britain,

meanwhile, worked to rally support

for strong action against Saddam.
"He is not a man that is going to

listen to any language of reason or

sweetness unless the person using it

Is also carrying 'a big stick." British

Prime Minister Tony Blair said in a

BBC television interview.

Secretary of State Madeleine
Albright cut short a visit to Qatar
and left for neighboring Bahrain.
Kuwait and Saudi Arabia to discuss

the standoff.

In Qatar. Albright lashed out at

Baghdad for refusing to compk with

U.N. resolutions demanding the elim-

ination of its weapons of mass
destruction.

"Unfortunately for the Iraqi peo-

ple, instead of meeting these require-

ments, for six years, Saddam Hussein

has lied, delayed, obstructed and
tried to deceive." she said.

In Iraq. Foreign Minister

Mohammed Saeed al-Sahhaf called

for a peaceful solution to the crisis.

"The use of military force has
proven that it does not lead to solu-

tions, but to a complication of mat-
ters," he said in remarks broadcast

on Iraq television and carried by
Egypt's Middle East News Agency.

Intent on rallying support for Iraq,

Deputy Prime Minister Tariq Aziz
planned to begin a tour of North
African countries with a trip to

Morocco yesterday. Most Arab states

oppose military action against Iraq.

"All Arab countries are in solidari-

ty with Iraq," Syrian Defense
Minister Mustafa Tlass told al-Hayat,

a London-based newspaper.
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Exiles finance

deadly attack

at Cuban hotel
MIAMI (AP) — Cuban exiles in

Miami raised $15,000 to pay a

small group of criminals from El

Salvador to set off bombs in

tourist hotels in Cuba, according
to a published report yesterday.

The bombings, which killed en
Italian tourist, were the work of a

ring of Salvadoran car thieves and
armed robbers who met during
military training, the Miami
Herald reported, citing anonymous
sources in the local exile commu-
nity.

Money to finance the bombings
was raised by Luis Posada
Carriles, a veteran of the exiles'

secret war against Cuban President

Fidel Castro, the paper said.

Posada was charged and acquit-

ted of a terrorist bombing in 1976
that killed 73 people on a Cuban
jetliner. He spent nine years in a

Venezuelan jail, but escaped in

1985 and settled in El Salvador
under a false name.

Posada reportedly approached
Miami exiles in mid- 1996, using

his renown as an anti-Castro war-

rior to solicit wealthy Cuban-
Americans for money.
"He contacted Miami and said

he had reliable Salvadorans, young
men from the military academy,
ready to go into Cuba and set off

small explosives in tourist hotels,"

one Miami exile, who wasn't
named, told the newspaper.

Cuban police have said a

Salvadoran confessed that he was
offered $4,500 per bombing and
charged that the money came from
the Cuban American National
Foundation, an anti-Castro lobby

based in Miami. The foundation

denied any involvement in the

bombings.

"Some of the money came from
big names, but not the well-known

(anti-Castro) organizations," said

another unidentified exile. "In fact,

some little guy, a small business-

man, who apparently just closed a

big deal, handed over an envelope

with several thousand in cash."

Exile sources also said the deal

with the Salvadorans was for no
more than $3,000 per mission.

The Herald's exile sources
declined to identify the donors,

saying the cash probably violated

U.S. neutrality laws that prohibit

plotting armed operations against

other nations.

Eleven bombings targeting

Cuban tourist hotels and a restau-

rant from April 12 to Sept. 4
wounded six people in addition to

the tourist who was killed

The Herald interviewed a dozen
Salvadoran sources and saifl Its

findings largely supported the

Cuban police version of the bomb-
ings — that they were carried out

by the Salvadorans, not internal

anti-Casto dissidents.

Police in Cuba arrested one
Salvadoran in the bombings. Raul

Cruz Leon remains in custody
there, charged with six of the

bombings. He appeared on Cuban
state television Sept. 15 and said

he acted completely alone on his

bombing mission.
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they are disgusted by how long GEOs

contract negotiations are taking.

Senior history and anthropology

major Andrea Murphy said it is good

for all students to show their support,

regard less of their undergraduate or

graduate status.

"It's important to stand together,"

Murphy said. "This is ridiculous. The

administration should be ashamed it's

taking so long."

junior STPEC major Liz Karney said

most of her classes are taught by TAs

and if TAs are teaching most classes,

she should be paying less to attend the

University.

"I should be paying less." Karney

said. "And if I'm going to pay the same

amount, then TAs should be getting

paid more [for doing a professor's

work]."

Sophomore biology major Adam
Lajeunesse, who is in favor of GEO,
simply said "the school just hates

spending money."

Not all undergraduates, however,

believe the teach-in was beneficial to

their needs.

A student who declined to give his

name out of fear that his statement

would be held against him by his TAs

said he was forced to attend class in

the Student Union because a quiz was

given in one of his classes.

"The TAs are using grades as a force

to bring us here." he said. "It's an

unethical move on the part of GEO.
I'd rather see them go on strike."

He said no person should be forced

to attend the teach-in. but some TAs

are using tactics like quizzes and atten-

dance to compel their students to

attend.

"We're being treated like slaves," he

said. "They're using us as a human
shield to keep them from going on

strike."

Other students said the teach-in

wouldn't accomplish anything and it

may even be harmful to undergradu-

ates.

"The teach-in isn't going to do any-

thing," said Steven lanvrin, senior

English major. "The only thing that's

going to come out of it is all these kids

[in the Cape Cod Lounge] won't learn

what they normally would in a class-

room."

He said filling a lounge with three to

four classes is dis trading to not only

the students in the classes, but other

students who normally utilize spaces

like the Cape Cod Lounge as a study

area.

"It's a distraction, I can't concen-

trate," (anvrin said. "I can barely read

the paper."

The rally and march to Whitmore
At noon on Friday, GEO held a

rally inside the Student Union, in

which members, promised a lair new
contract for all luaduktteatu
employees.

"Sue Pearson — we are not walking

;m u> ,* said" GEO president Mahmooa
Ketabchi during the rally. "We're
going to fight and fight hard to get a

good deal for our members because

they are hard-working people."

Ketabchi warned the administration

GEO is taking their contract negotia-

tions seriously and they will not walk

away until a settlement is drawn.

Eighty-eight percent of the Spanish

and Portuguese classes are taught by

TAs, so asking for higher wages is not

unreal istic, said GEO vice-president

Jennifer Fasulo.

"It's insulting the University feels it

can pay grad employ ees such

appalling salaries," Fasulo said.

The top 10 administrators at the

University earn an aver age $100,000 a

year, she continued.

"If you took one-third of the top 10

administrators sala ries, we could

afford a child care center and the)

would still make more than anyone at

the University." Fasulo said.

GEO requested $300,000 for a new

child care center as one of their pro-

posals for a new contract and Fasulo

said she doesn't understand why the

University can't fund the amount
requested if the University allegedly

has $20 million in surplus reserve

funds.

The enrollment of diverse graduate-

students has been declining every year,

which Fasulo said is another problem

GEO wishes to mend in a new con-

tract.

There has been a 49 percent decline

in African-American graduate stu-

dents, with 35 departments having no

African- American graduate students

at all. according to Fasulo.

In asking for a more diverse gradu-

ate student enrollment, Fasulo told the

administration to "put your money
where your mouth is and fund an affir-

mative action proposal."

Speakers, in addition to graduate

employees, expressed their opinions at

the rally in favor of GEO acquiring a

new contract.

Tom Juravich of the MSP faculty

union told the audience GEOs lack of

diversity and low wages is the same
thing that faculty face at the University

every year.

"A great university is a place that

treats its workers well," luravich said.

"That includes people who serve in the

cafe teria, people who clean the streets

and yes, its graduate students."

Charlotte Chandler-Coates,
President of the American Federation

of State, County and Municipal
Employees (ASME), local 1776 com-

mended graduate employees on not

"selling out."

"I believe you need and deserve

everything you're asking for."

Chandler-Coates said.

The administration wants to settle

the contract just as bad as GEO does,

she continued.

"Go to the top and get the rich peo-

ple to support you," Chandler-Coates

said.

Tom Taaffe, co-chief negotiator for

GEO, warned both graduate and
undergraduate students that due to the

lack of diversity among graduate stu-

dents, as well as undergrads. the next

generation will be more racially and
socially segre gated than it is now.

In addition to there being 35 acade-

mic departments wwJ»«©ub«»#vy
"frican-AmoBican students. laaife
slid there arellso 1 1 departments
with no ALA.VA graduate students.

I'epartments (on campus) are
almost exclusively male," Taaffe said.

"1 guarantee the next generation will

be white and male. Decisions from our

lives will come from the chosen few.

not from all of us."

At the conclusion of the rally at

12:45 p.m.. approxi- mately 50-75
students marched the GEO bargaining

team in the snow to Whitmore for con-

tract negotiations at 1 p.m.

Associate Chancellor Susan Pearson

could not be reached for comment
about Friday's bargaining session.
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UM presents religious lectures
By Sarah J. Kimmel
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts is presenting a free

seminar entitled "Inter-Religious Dialogues" this week to

address religious and spiritual searching among college

students. This multicultural series is the beginning of a

new organization, the UMass Inter-Religious Project, cre-

ated by UMass history professor Will lohnston.

lohnston, a specialist on European intellectual history

and the history of religion, has joined together with the

assistant dean of students Merle Ryan to create this pro-

ject. It is their goal through these dialogues to encourage
students to learn more about the diverse avenues for spir-

ituality available to them.

"At least three-quarters of students are looking for

some sort of spirituality that they can adopt. They are

being bombarded by a variety of religious and secular

messages, and they don't know how to sort them out,"

lohnston said in a press release. "The Inter-Religious

Project will not only help students clarify their own tradi-

tions, but enable them to enlarge their spiritual identity

to include aspects of other traditions."

Each evening's event will be planned by a different

Registered Student Organization (RSO) on campus and

will consist of a panel of three to five speakers, each from

a different religious tradition. Each panel will be chaired

by a representative from the sponsoring RSO.
The seminar began last night with "Obstacles to and

Empowerment for Religious Life at UMass" in Campus
Center room 162. This panel incorporated representa-

tives from the Bahai'i, Muslim, Hindu and Christian

Associations.

Monday night's panel will consist of Kimberly Ouinell,

a representative of the Baha'i Faith Community,
Christopher Carlisle, UMass Episcopal Chaplain. Dick

Teresi, Co-author of "The God Particle," and UMass
microbiology professor. Albey Reiner. The group will be

discussing "Science and Religion" in Herter 23 1

.

On Tuesday the discussion will be "Connecting to the

Divine: Do We Need Clergy?" There will be representa-

tives from the Baha'i Faith Community, the Islamic

Society of Western Massachusetts, Keshet at Hampshire

College, the Pagan Students Association, and Valley

Zendo. This will be held in the Campus Center lb3C.

"Our Environment: Spiritual and Moral Choices" will

be the topic of Wednesday's panel discussion in

Hasbrouck 134. Guest speakers from Mount Holyoke

College, Temple Emmanuel in Lowell, and Gordon
College will be leading a talk about the choices a college

student may need to make about their religion in a dormi-

tory setting.

The week will come to a close with a panel made up of

representatives of the Baha'i Faith Community, the

Islamic Society of Western Massachusetts and Wesley

United Methodist Church. This group will discuss the

eternally controversial topic of "Life After Death" in the

Campus Center room 163.

To those interested there will also be a follow up dis-

cussion in the Campus Center on December 3.

"There's a need among people of all backgrounds for

some sort of faith. Hopefully, through out project, we
can provide an avenue for that questioning," Johnston

said.

Walk like an Egyptian...
Alpha Phi Alpha hosted an elegant "Evening on the Nile" celebration last Sunday in the transformed Campus

Center Auditorium.

Hungary votes to accept NATO invitation
By Alex Bandy
Associated Press

BUDAPEST. Hungary — Hungarian

voters overwhelmingly accepted

NATO's invitation to membership yes-

terday in a show of support the gov-

ernment hoped would convince cur-

rent alliance members that the cost of

expansion is justifiable.

With nearly 90 percent of the votes

counted, election officials said 85.4

percent of ballots supported NATO
membership and 14.6 percent were

opposed. Nearly 50 percent of

Hungary's 8 million eligible voters par-

ticipated, they said.

Hungarian President Arpad Goencz

thanked voters. "Membership in

NATO will exclude the possibility of a

great war." he said over state-run tele-

vision.

Foreign Minister I.aszlo Kovacs said

in an interview he had "never reck-

oned" there would be such a high

share of "yes" votes.

The 16 current members of the

North Atlantic Treaty Organization

extended invitations this summer to

Hungary and two other former Soviet

-

bloc nations: the Czech Republic and

Poland. Hungaiy was the only one to

put the matter to a popular vote.

First, however, Hungarian leaders

had to fight voter apathy, which has

plagued the country since reform com-

munists led Hungary to free elections

in 1990.

In recent weeks, the Socialist gov-

ernment campaigned intensely to stir

interest, seeking to ensure that at least

25 percent of the electorate turned out

— a requirement for the results to be

binding.

The country was blanketed with

placards proclaiming "Fateful Decision

— Nov. 16" and "Yes to NATO."
Budapest was decked out as if for fes-

tivities, with red. yellow and blue city

flags hung on all main streets.

Prime Minister Gyula Horn termed

yesterday's vote a "fateful moment" for

Hungary.

Voters faced a simple question: "Do
you agree that the Republic of

Hungary should guarantee its security

meeting
continued from page 1

Those businesses which will be

most affected by the construction

of a parking garage are those locat-

ed at Boltwood Walk.

Walker Lee, owner of Walker's

Grill which faces out onto
Boltwood Walk, said he'd be happy

to deal with any inconvenience con-

struction may create for his busi-

ness.

"Anything they did in that area

would improve business in the long

run," Lee said.

Construction would also impede

food and beverage delivery to

Boltwood area businesses, but Lee

said he is not concerned about it.

"Delivery people will want to

bring us stuff still," Lee said. "It

will be their problem, not ours."

A plus of the Meyer plan is that it

would force delivery trucks, which

impede traffic at Boltwood Walk,

out onto planned delivery zones on

North Pleasant and Main streets,

Williams said.

"The trucks can be put on the

streets where the urgency to hurry

up is," Williams said. "Now they

want to sit at Boltwood Walk all

day."

The Meyer plan also contains an

enclosed trash storage area.

"There wiil be no more dropping

mattresses in the dumpster."
Williams said. "We've seperated the

trash, cars and people from one
another."

Snow removal from the upper

deck of the Meyer garage will be

done by removing an upper rail and

having a pick- up truck with a plow

push the snow into a dumptruck at

ground level.

The Meyer plan would allow
pedestrians to go totally under
cover to Main and North Pleasant

Streets, and has been backed by the

Disability Access Advisory
Committee IDAACJ.
ReaMlU the DAAC gave include

the Meyer plans discouraging
motorists from using Boltwood
Walk as a thruway, and that cov-

ered walkways would protect the

handicapped.

I>;iuc Ben Ezra, in his minority

report from the DAAC. said that

while the Meyer plan suits disabled

citizens needs better now, both
garage plans need to make improve-

ments in their disability access, and
both plans could be made suitable

to the needs of the disabled in the

next stage of planning.

"Placing a barrier in the road
could eliminate Boltwood as a

thruway." Ben Ezra said. "We don't

need a $4.8 million garage."

In regards to payment for the

Meyer Plan. Select Board member
Bryan Harvey said that a $3 million

state grant and $1.8 million in

Amherst parking revenues would
cover the cost, adding that there

would be no drain on town proper-

ty taxes.

1 ;kh garage plan has used differ-

ing values in determining their cost.

which is akin to comparing apples

and oranges. Harvey said.

Currently the Kitchell cost esti-

mate is $4 million and the Meyer
COM estimate is $4.8 million.

"But if you compare apples and

apples." Harvey said, "only a

$427,000 difference between the

two plans is estimated on a level

playing field."

Harvey said to the audience that

if they thought the town might need

extra parking at any time in the

future, then the time to add that

parking is now because it would be

cheaper to build more spaces as

part of the Meyer plan.

"(The Meyer Plan] is a bigger

facility, but the cost is not much
bigger," Harvey said.

The Amherst Finance Committee
said that the price differential

between the Mever and Ki*"heU
plans is less than estimates suggest

because the Meyer plan puts money
aside for land acquisition, while the

Kitchell plan does not.

The Amherst Redevelopment
Authority (ARA), which owns land

vital to the construction of a garage

at Boltwood Walk, said it would be

more likely to hand the land over to

the town if it accepted the Meyer
plan, indicating that if the Kitchell

plan were accepted the price for the

land could be higher.

Yet the Finance Committee's
minority report stated that a garage

would lower the occupancy rates of

meters all over town, and would
increase traffic, noise and pollution

downtown caused by an estimated

300 car per hour turnover rate.

The minority report continued
that a garage will not solve the

town's parking problem because
the parking system is broken, due
to broken meters, sporadic meter
enforcement and few parking
spaces.

Chinese prisoner released for medical aid

By John Leicester

Associated Press

BEIIING — Ailing but unrepentant. China's most promi-

nent pro-democracy campaigner was released from prison

and left yesterday for medical treatment in the United States.

Wei lingsheng. who has spent all but about six months of

the past 18 years in prison, left aboard a flight to Detroit, his

sister and brother told the Associated Press. They said he

hopes to return to China but didn't know when he would be

able to.

The 47-year-old Wei. who suffers from heart problems,

high blood pressure and other ailments made worse in

prison, was released on medical parole, said Wei Ling and

Wei Xiaotao. They said he had been unable to get adequate

treatment in prison for worsening medical problems.

The dissident had said previously that he didn't want to

leave China. But his poor health and harsh prison conditions

compelled him to leave, his siblings said. But they also said

he remained committed to his belief in democracy.

"He is firm and unshakable. No situation would make him

give up his pursuit and ideals," Wei Ling said. "He thinks

the sacrifices he has made for a just cause are worthwhile."

Wei's release came less than two weeks after Chinese

President |iang Zemin returned from a state visit to the

United States. Chinese officials had denied suggestions they

would release Wei or other dissidents as a goodwill gesture,

describing the prisoners as common criminals.

But Chinese leaders are also sometimes happy to see dissi-

dents go into exile because they frequently sink into obscuri-

ty. None, however, has ever been as high-profile as Wei,

who has been mentioned for years as a leading contender for

the Nobel Peace Prize.

Wei was not informed of his release until late Saturday,

his sister said. Wei was allowed to spend about five hours

with his family yesterday moming in a guesthouse near

Beijing's airport before boarding the plane, Wei's brother

and sister said. It was the first flight Wei had ever taken in

his life.

For Wei's father, the family reunion was "joy tempered

with sorrow because his son had been imprisoned for 18

years," Wei's sister said. "It's given our family lots of suffer-

ing, both mental and otherwise."

Since last year. Wei had been placed under 24-hour watch

in a cell with two glass walls and a light that was never

switched off, his sister said. He was imprisoned on a salt

farm east of Beijing. Human rights groups appealed to

Clinton before Jiang's trip in late October to demand the

release of Wei and other dissidents. Wei was first arrested in

March 1979 in the crackdown on the Democracy Wall pro-

democracy movement.

A former soldier and electrician, he was one of dozens of

Helicopters rented to aid flood victims
By Haroun Hassan

Associated Press

by joining NATO?" Older Hungarians

have vivid memories of 1956. when
Soviet tanks crushed the Warsaw Pact's

bloodiest revolt against communist rule.

"1 just joined NATO," one elderly voter,

business executive ludit Kozma. said. "I

voted 'Yes' because of our history."

Younger people also want the country to

be firmly part of the West, seeing NATO
membership ;is a stepping stone to the

trade and prosperity of the European

Union.

Incentives for endorsing NATO were

therefore strong. But the government

hoped a high turnout and powerful vote

for the alliance would help press the

case for expansion with reluctant NATO
member governments, where many law-

makers worry that growth will be expen-

sive.

MOGADISHU. Somalia — Aid
agencies trying to reach hundreds of

thousands of people marooned bv mas-

sive and deadly flooding said yesterday

they have rented four helicopters to

help with the task. The agencies a

week ago appealed for helicopters and

aluminum boats, saying they had the

food, medicine and shelter materials

but no means of getting the supplies to

those in need. The month of flooding

has cut access to many communities

and washed out airstrips.

Large areas of southern Somalia

between the Ethiopian border and the

Indian Ocean coast are inundated, and

as many as 2.000 people have died.

The Somali Flood Response coordinat-

ing office estimates as many as

210.000 people have fled their homes

to escape the rising water.

The helicopters, which were rented

Croat South Africa at a cost of $1.7

million each for a month of usage,

were expected to arrive within a few

days, said Wendy Driscoll, a spokes-

woman for CARE International in

Nairobi.

"The helicopters are key to the relief

efforts involving military boats, C-130

and Buffalo planes." she said.

The aid agencies fear that the |uba

and Shebelle rivers, which originate in

central Ethiopian highlands, may
merge to create an inland sea covering

eight regions and 60 square miles.

The flooding is the worst in three

decades, according to the U.N.

Children's Fund, which so far has iden-

tified 1.000 bodies. That number was

expected to rise.

David Neff, CARE's country direc-

tor for Somalia, said Saturday that any

dean count below 2,000 "has got to

he conservative." Aid workers were

having trouble getting accurate figures

because thev were still unable to reach

vast areas. Michelle Quintaglie, a

spokeswoman for the U.N. World
Food Program in Nairobi, said yester-

day.

The middle Shebelle river continued

overflowing its banks yesterday about

55 miles north of the capital,

Mogadishu, said Abdi Osman Aden, a

spokesman for the relief committee of

the Hawadle clan. "Seventy five per-

cent of the people in Hiran and Middle

Shebelle are now living without food

and shelter." Aden said after the com-

mittee met in north Mogadishu. "There

is an outbreak of malaria and diar-

rhea."

Aden had no estimate of the number

of people normally living in the area.

A Red Cross convoy carrying blan-

kets and plastic sheeting was expected

yesterday to reach Belet Huen. about

185 miles north of Mogadishu, said

|osue Anselmo, a spokesman for the

International Committee of the Red

Cross in Kenva.
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Step down, Carlin
James Carlin's recommendations to eliminate

tenure and to create a dual-track system in which

professors would choose to either teach or con-

duct research display both his ignorance and his

inadequacy to fulfill his role as chairman of the Board

of Higher Education.

Carlin's recommendations are built on the false

assumption that University of Massachusetts faculty

are lazy free-loaders who barely work seven or eight

hours a week and receive "every fringe benefit God
ever invented

"

Carlin clearly did not bother to research his claims.

If he had, he would discover that nothing could be fur-

ther from the case.

UMass Amherst faculty are a distinguished and dedi-

cated group of scholars and educators. They have cho-

sen to stay with an institution that over the years has

been grossly undersupported by the state — because

they care about their students.

Carlin does not recognize that tenure is necessary to

protect the intellectual freedom of the faculty — to

allow them to teach what they feel is right, even if their

views differ from those currently in favor with the pub-

lic.

Carlin also fails to understand the purpose and value

of | research university. It is precisely that dual goal of

research and teaching that defines UMass. Students

come here to engage with and be taught by faculty who
are doing first- rate research in their field — not to be

taught by faculty who never conduct research or to

share a campus with faculty conducting research that

students do not learn about or participate in.

A man so openly hostile to educators and so care-

less about his own ignorance is clearly not fit to lead

public higher education in Massachusetts. He should

return to the private sector he so idealizes before he

suggests any more damaging courses of action for pub-

lic higher education.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion

of the Collegian editorial board.

Corruption at its best
The United States hit a new low this month. A case of

injured workers charging their employer with vari-

ous crimes is nothing new. This case, however, is

clouded in controversy.

For years, the U.S. government insisted there was noth-

ing special to the Groom Dry Lake, located within the

Nellis Air Force Range in Nevada. It wasn't until a case of

environmental crime was brought to Nevada's judicial sys-

tem that the United States would even acknowledge the

existence of a "military operating facility" at the location,

which has somehow come to

be called Area 51 by interest-

ed individuals. Though its

existence was long denied, the

photographs taken from
mountain peaks just outside

the Nellis Range show other-

wise. It has since come into

public knowledge that the

U-2, SR-71 Blackbird and

F-l 17 Stealth Fighter were all

tested at the base.

The charge was quite grim.

Several workers claim that

while working at the base,

they were seriously harmed by

toxic smoke produced by the

burning of toxic waste in open

pits the size of football fields.

"These workers were told

repeatedly that since this place

does not exist, federal laws do
not apply here." says lonathan

^^^^^^^^^^^^^™
Turley (http://cnn.com/US/9711/06/area.5l/). Turlev is

the law professor representing the workers. In addition to

the workers, there are widows of two men who died from

extreme poisoning. Despite the severity of the charges, the

case was overturned on grounds of national security.

This month, an appeal to federal court was considered.

In this situation. President Clinton intervened. "Under a

presidential determination, which must be made annually,

Clinton has decreed that evidence related to [the workers')

deaths or injuries is a top-secret matter of national security

and cannot be disclosed." according to the Las Vegas Sun.

Even before this event, Clinton exempted Area 51 from

release of classified documents by invoking the Military

State Secrets Act, which "says that the government does

not have to release any evidence," according to CNN.
This type of occurrence cannot be allowed to repeal

itself. What we have here is a simple case of the govem-

Justin Smith

nient breaking its own laws to protect the criminals that

run our country. President Clinton is only marginally a part

of the problem, since the base was built sometime during

the 1950s.

This recent case is only a small part of the big problem

with Area 51. For example, did you know that merely tres-

passing onto the base can be punishable by death? Yes, it's

true. The one road leading to the base from the small town

of Rachel, Nevada, has a very intimidating warning sign

which reads, "Guards are authorized to use lethal force."

Let me get this straight. If I, a

tax-paying U.S. citizen, were

to try to do some private inves-

tigating into how my tax

money is spent. I could be

killed for it? Sure, this sounds

like democracy to me.
Furthermore, the border to the

base is unmarked save for a

few bits of orange tape, per-

haps to avoid attracting atten-

tion. So. theoretically, it is pos-

sible to wander onto the base

at night accidentally.

Oh, and about those

guards... they are very

well-known to the residents of

Rachel for their intimidating

manners. They are always
dressed in camouflage, with no

insignia of any type — a bla-

tant violation. They are also
^^^^^^^^^^^^^

verv well armed, each carrying

several guns. They never engage in conversation with

locals, though Ihev seenffib glare at them as they drive past

in their unmarked white |eep Cherokee^

By now. this must sound like some sort of post- apoca-

lyptic sci-fi thriller. I'm sure the inhabitants of the sur-

rounding region, as well as the workers fighting their

uphill court battle, wish it were science fiction.

This is supposed to be a country of the people, for the

people and by the people. When did we vote to install a

national security clause into law? We never did. When did

we approve the building of a highly classified military base

in Nevada and then choose to forbid our own entry into it?

We never did. To anyone who cares about what little free-

dom the American public still has. or the lives lost in this

travesty. I urge you to write and complain to any politician

you can.

Justin Smith is a UMass student

Point/Counterpoint on Iraq
The Ed/Op page will be running a point/counterpoint feature on the escalating tensions

between the United States and Iraq. Anyone interested in expressing their opinion on this issue

is urged to submit an editorial. Editorials should be well-researched and well-written. 600-800

words long, and must be received by 9 p.m. on Wednesday, Nov. 19. It suitable columns are

received earlier, the Point/Counterpoint may be moved forward, so it is important to submit

your editorials as soon as possible.

Submissions can be dropped of at our offices in the Campus Center basement, e-mailed to

"letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu," or faxed to 545-1592. Please put them to the attention of Dan
Bodah, Ed/Op Editor.

W© encourage our readers to

respond to the contents of the Coilegian through letters to the editor.

Letters must be typed, no more than 400 words, and include name, address, and phone number

for confirmation purposes. They can be submitted to Editorial/Opinion Editor. Daily Collegian,

113 Campus Center Basement. UMass Amherst MA 01003, or by email to:

letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu Letters may be edited for length, clarity, and style.
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End police brutality now
Our officials are all talk and no action when it

comes to ending police brutality.

According to the Department of lustice.

47.000 cases of police brutality were reported in the

United States between 1986 and 1994. Of those. 293

were prosecuted. In my home state of New lersey, a

police officer has never been incarcerated after killing

a civilian, according to the New lersey Coalition

Against Police Brutality.

But the August brutalizing of Abner Louima. a

Haitian immigrant, in New York City may finally

bring action. f^MBaTaTaTaTaTaTaTaTaTa

The Congressional Black Daryle Latm
Caucus is demanding change, as is aaaaaTaTaTaTaTaTaTaTaTaTaaaTa^aaT"

the New York-based Center for Constitutional

Rights. Both groups came to Washington. D.C. in

mid-September to call attention to the problem.

Rep. |ohn Coynurs announced at the, Congressional

Black Caucus' 27th annual conference that select

members of the House ludiciary Committee will hold

hearings on police brutality. Rep. Sheila lackson-Lee

and Rep. Bobby Scott are on that committee and

were on hand. "We are hear to listen, but we are also

here to act." lackson-Lee told an enthusiastic crowd.

Individuals, mostly from New York and New
lersey, went before C-SPAN cameras, often filled

with tears, to tell how police have harassed, threat-

ened or assaulted them, and to tell of loved ones

they have lost to policemen.

For too long, elected officials and police organiza-

tions have been turning a blind eye to these

accounts.

Why, for example, does New York mayor Rudolph

Giuliani feel compelled to voice his outrage and

scream for the death penalty when a police officer is

killed, yet remain silent when the roles are reversed?

Giuliani attacked Bronx District Attorney Robert

lohnson for not seeking the death penalty after an

officer chasing a suspect fell on a broken mirror and

bled to death. However, when a Navy veteran was

killed by a police officer. Giuliani distanced himself

from the incident and barely commented on it.

Then there was the case in Elizabeth, N.J. last

October, where a police officer brutally assaulted a

17-year-old boy who accidentally ran into his cruis-

er. The local Fraternal Order of Police attempted to

wage a campaign to oust the judge who rightly con-

victed that officer.

We seem to be on the right track, but as we
learned from the Rodney King case, it is not that

Bf^HaTaaaaaBaal simple. For true reform, we must

Hit Jenkins revamp the entire criminal justice

MMem. We must reign in vague

laws that allow police officers to harass citizens and

walk away scot-free. Many at the Congressional

Black Caucus conference supported the idea of a

community .polite-njyje-w board with subpoena pow-

ers to monitor the police, something that is set up in

New York but was ignored by Giuliani until the

Louima case forced him to respond.

We should also call to task the folks in

Washington. Ron Daniels, head of the Center of

Constitutional Rights, organized a demonstration

outside (he lustice Department building on the same

day as the Congressional Black Caucus and met with

Attorney General Janet Reno. According to Daniels,

the attorney general's office is supposed to issue a

report on police brutality each year. "We're not

aware that such a report has been issued, and if it

has been issued, we don't hear about it," he said.

The Congressional Black Caucus focused on a

number of issues, from affirmative action to the

plight of black farmers — all very important sub-

jects. Every other effort we make, however, comes to

naught if the issue of police brutality continues to go

unchecked.

Daryle Lamont lenkins is a guest columnist from
Somerset. NJ.

Letters to the Editor

Negative first impression

To the Editor:

In the Nov. 7 Collegian a letter was written by Chris

lohnson of the Revolutionary Anti-Imperialist League

(RAIL). To be quite frank, it was pointless and rude.

The letter rambled on about how RAIL hates families,

the United States, and the entire white portion of the

human population of the Planet Earth. This brought me
a negative first impression of lohnson and his organiza-

tion.

lohnson tells us that blacks are 15 percent of the

monthly drug users, yet are 74 percent of prison inmates

convicted on drug charges. Perhaps he forgot that acts

such as dealing and transporting such substances are

also illegal. I guess such acts aren't crimes, or that is

what lohnson was thinking when he stated "You can't

argue blacks commit more crimes, look at drug charges."

Another of lohnson's statements I found interesting

was this: "Crime has nothing to do with incarceration

and the whole system is just a charade to weed out most

of the whites and send the blacks and Latinos to jail." I

would love to know the source of this "information.' I

bet I could find it in a stall in the men's room.

It is true that things are not perfect in our nation.

However, when groups like RAIL start to complain

about how they think everything sucks, it gets annoying.

Whining solves nothing. Local comedian Dennis Leary

sums up this point best when he says "Life sucks, get a

helmet."

Adam Bossi

abossi@student.umass.edu

Study abroad is possible

with support from parents

To the Editor:

I am writing in response to Brenda Santos' column
regarding financial aid and study abroad.

I studied abroad in Egypt last year through UMass
International Programs and had a very different experi-

ence from Santos. First of all, I found the International

Programs staff to be very helpful before my departure. I

realized, however, that my financial aid payment would
not arrive until mid-October, and planned accordingly.

My parents were able to provide me with support

until my financial aid check arrived, and I was able to

use my credit card to make up for the rest.

International Programs does provide many opportuni-

ties for study abroad and a student can use his or her

financial aid while abroad, as well as apply for other

scholarships.

I hope Santos' column does not make anyone hesitate

to look into studying abroad. If you plan carefully and

talk to people at International Programs and Financial

Aid, it can all be worked out to enable you to go!

Dan Cork
Sylvan
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one TIME
Pandoras box: Fear removed for treasures to shine

i

Pandora had a box of internal

treasures that she kept deep within

her soul. Pandora feared for many
things in her life. Fear of life,

death, acceptance, failure and even

success; she was very insecure.

Because of this, she
vowed to herself that

she would make sure
that no one would be
able to view her box of

talents. Song, dance,
poetry, drawing and
speaking were the trea-

sures stored in

Pandora's box.

With all of her might,

she continued to sup-

press her dreams and
talents, because
inwardly she feared
how the world would perceive her.

She feared to try. She feared to fall.

Pandora feared so much that it

began to take away from her soul.

Her soul was torn within. Pandora

felt there was no hope. With
nowhere to turn she went to her

room everyday. Pandora's face

slowly became dull.

She was not stilled by her beauti-

ful self-warmth. She did not know
that it was okay to pat her own
back. Never did she acknowledge
the treasures that lay in her internal

box. Instead, she stayed behind her

own shadow, and her talents

remained hidden.

Inside Pandora's room she
would create her special place; her

"quiet place." This space was where

no one in the world would be able

to watch her. The quiet place was

the only place she would open up.

To create her quiet space.

Pandora would take a scented can-

dle and place it in the middle of her

room. With the room dark, a fluo-

rescent red glare from the candle

would give her face a creamy
brown glow. Closing her eyes and

smeiling the candle, she would wait

for the proper moment to open her

box of treasures. Feeling the spark

AUanaE. Todmar

in her eye, Pandora would then

decide it was safe to open her trea-

sures in her quiet space.

She would first start by finding

music to sooth her mood. "Will it

be R kelley so that 1 can feel sensu-

al? Or will it be Kirk

Franklin and the

Family, because 1

have had a hard
week?" she asks her-

self.

Choosing Kirk
Franklin to listen to.

Pandora starts to

take in deep breaths.

She then flares out

her arms, making
them feel very

light. As if she is a

dove flying, she

begins to move her upper body in

snake-like motions. Allowing the

internal rhythms of dance to move
her, she slowly allowed the trea-

sures to release from her box.

Now moving with arms in the air

and her head to guide her, Pandora

started to move her waist and legs.

Lifting her legs to the rhythm of the

inspirational song, her calf and
thigh muscles began to contract to

the fast pace of the song. She
counts, 1-2-3, 1-2-3. A bead of

sweat trickled down the side of her

head. Pandora had fully opened her

box.

Swaying now. her dull face began

to have a bright glow from the deep

expressions that she used to explore

her dance expression. Her room,
which emanated the gloom that

Pandora would feel, was now a safe

haven for her creativity to shine.

Her quiet space was one that had

no boundaries.

Taking out a piece of paper,

Pandora began to write her inner

feelings. Not caring about proper

grammar, she used "ain't," "dat,"

and "whateva" to say what was on

her mind.

With her treasures of song and

dance in her quiet space, Pandora

realized that her time was up. The
thought of closing her treasures in

again depressed her further.

Something unusual happened that

day.

Pandora began to speak to her-

self. She also spoke to an unknown
presence that she felt in the room.

"Whoever you are, 1 would like

to say that I am very glad that you
brought me onto this earth. 1 know
I am beautiful. I know that we all

have specific tasks that you want all

of us in the world to fulfill. But

why on earth did you give me these

treasures instead of others? Why
did you lavish me to be able to do
all of these things? Why can't I be

like everyone else? Why is my path

so uncertain? I am torn within. I

love my treasures, but 1 wish I

could find a way to take them with

me wherever I go."

After saying this. Pandora sat

still with her eyes closed. Seeking a

sign from above, she began to rock

back and forth. Listening to her

spirit, she realized that she always

had the power to keep her box of

treasures out for the world to see.

The problem she had was that she

did not acknowledge her own voice,

song, dance, and poetry for the

beauty that it had. From that day

on. Pandora's box has always
stayed open, and the creamy glow

on her face forever replaced the

dull one she used to have.

We can all learn from Pandora.

Many of us respect our fear to the

point where we lose a piece of our

soul. For too long, money has been

the motivation for success. The
only true success lies where your

heart is. If one fulfills their heart's

purpose, every need will fall into

place without effort. With heart,

you will be the best that you can be

because you love what you are

doing. Take a heart check today

and make sure that your Pandora's

box of treasures isn't hidden.

Alana E. Todman is a Collegian

columnist.

Sista, Sista: I love you, empress
In the spirit of the Million Women

March. I write this essay of thoughts

and feelings, not as a reaction, but as

a means of expression.

For the limited media coverage that

was provided, 1 was honored and joy-

ous by the sight of my black women
as they marched in harmony and pur-

pose in Philadelphia on Oct. 25.

Various Shades, complexions and

ethnic cultures, alike. I viewed dark

women.
Brown women, bronze-skinned

women, copper-coated women, old

and young women.

Kenny LtKOSteHaitians. Puerto

Ricans, Cape
Verdeans,
Dominicans, Jamaicans. Ethiopians.

South Africans, Nigerians.

It was one of the most beautiful

and decorative scenes I've ever seen.

I felt strong and magnificent as

black women from all over the world

gathered and began a process of

redemption, reconciliation, and con-

tinued the revolution.

Indeed we are living in an age

where Luke, Little Kim, and Foxy

Brown dominate images of the media,

and thus send subliminal messages to

our young brothers and sisters of how
Eurocentric we, as decedents of

Nubians and Egyptians, have become

in our 500 years existence in the

Western Hemisphere.

We take refuge in demeaning, dis-

respect and morally devaluing our

women. Taking over the reigns of dis-

gust and outright atrocity, the epito-

me of oppressors, who enjoyed these

practices as we were kept in shacks,

bondage, and on the fields of their

great "cotton, tobacco, and indigo

empires."

As our women stood on auction

blocks, being stripped of their clothes

and womanhood, Caucasian males,

mostly drunk and old. placed orders

and prices, seeing who would be a

sexual mistress to be raped and deval-

ued constantly.

And they are still guilty for these

acts.

I watch my sister. As she becomes

the first female of my family to attend

a major institution (Boston

University) on a first-year scholar-

ship. Seeing her represent her wom-
anhood and blackness. I see my moth-

er and my aunts as they struggle to

send their respective children to insti-

tutions of higher learning, knowing

the misfortunes of being working-

class parents, without spouses and

understanding the plights of being

Haitians, in a nondemocratic
American system.

Developing into a black man is a

difficult task. I may say I am one, but

will I be perceived as one from my
black women? Lack of respect for my

mother, cursing my sister, and physi-

cally confronting my little brother,

things I've been guilty of in the past,

are not the necessary attributes need-

ed to mature into a true black gentle-

men.
Being a black man means support-

ing, embracing and loving the black

woman. All of them, spiritually, and

mentally. One of them, physically.

We thrive on the competitiveness

of sexually mistreating them. All for

props, recognition and the sake of

providing them with an illness that far

reaches any diagnosed
cancer.

We are placing you, my
queen, in a position to

bear bastard children, become a

housewife and occupy two jobs to

maintain a healthy home and environ-

ment, so that your sons may not end

up like "their father," and your

daughters will become the spouses of

"a good black man." Believe me when
I say it. I've been there.

We have become susceptible to

Victorian thought, and Utopian prac-

tices, as I watch you stroll in spring

and summer with daisy dukes, and

small tops that reveal to us what we
should keep sacred. We long for

Luke's Peep Show and Freaknik. so

we may be enticed by what society

deems as acceptable beauty.

Sista, Sista; I love you empress.

From the times where our dynasties

ruled Africa, and beyond. I painted

portraits of you on walls of great

pyramids, and on leaves of papyrus. I

saw you from afar, when my captives

concealed my manhood in chains and

cuffs, and you stood there with our

children and great burdens on your

back, burdens 1 continue to place by

not treating you as the bearer of life.

You are the true womb of my
nation.

And it is true that, just as a woman
is responsible for bringing us in the

world, they sure as hell can take us

out. I realize this now. I may say that

I will atone for all I have done to you

and done behind your back, but the

point is that it has transpired. So. it is

truly in your hands to forgive me. a

black man lost.

This is a rendition of how a true

male of the African diaspora feels

about his Sista.

1 listen in the winds, of how my
brothers talk about you as sexual

objects, and how you, my sista, view

us as objects and the derogatory

terms that flow from each of lips.

Though these words (bitch, nigga.

ho. dog, tramp, hoochie. piece of ass)

are explicit in an article such as this,

they are evident. We use them in our

everyday vocabulary.

They are part of our "Ebonics."

There is a large gap between us.

There has to be. For we even date and

marry outside of our race, diaspora

and ethnic cultures.

So, may we address the problem?

I take full responsibility for my
actions, and so should all of us, both

male and female. We are a collective

mind, spirit, and body.

Everything I do indirectly reflects

and influences you. And everything

that you do indirectly reflects and

influences me.

Why should we disrespect, insult

and demean each other?

I have a young nephew who was

brought into the world about 4 years

ago. He resembles basically each male

in my family, from his father (my
cousin), all the way to my brother. I

try to make an attempt to be around

for him. at the convenience of my
cousin's schedule, and try to spend

quality time like any uncle, or family

member would do for a young child. I

might joke with him. when a beautiful

Sista approaches him and calls him

cute, and tries to pick him up.

Comments like asking Rivard |r.,

his name, to ask them for their num-

ber, and to the movies may pop out of

my mouth.

For all the harmless fun that may
imply. I still promote the disrespect of

you. And this may psychologically

intertwine with his thoughts; and

looking up to me, he may deem this

as acceptable behavior.

We will not change the tides as we
continually womanize, and degrade

our mothers, aunts, sisters, and
daughters as slave masters and politi-

cians have done, for the past 500
years, and to this day in the year of

1997.

You, my empress, have always

marched in millions for the enhance-

ment of African-kind. But, we truly

felt your force in Philadelphia.

I wrote my sister, at Boston
University, a letter a couple of weeks

ago, outlining how 1 felt about her

reaching the pinnacle of college, and

preparing herself for a professional

career, as a professional woman.
"You are now the bearer of the

torch for our family; As the first

woman to graduate from private

school, and attend a prestigious col-

lege, you have successfully made your

rite of passage as a strong Haitian,

black woman."
You will encounter many obstacles,

and deviation. Do not let these tem-

porary factors hold you down. For

you will arise, and I will be there

alongside you, if not always physical-

ly. I will accompany you intellectually,

spiritually, and sub-consciously."

In the spirit of Umoja (Unity), 1 say

Peace!

Kenny Lacoste is a Collegian corre-

spondent.

A study of the black identity

Dr. Bill. Cross

African-American students from UMass and the

four surrounding colleges are needed as participants

in an important study that will be taking place this

November through the first part of December. To
understand what the UMass-Penn State Black

Identity Study is all about, a few comments need to

be made to put

things into perspec-

tive. Perhaps the

three most "investi-

gated" aspects of

black folk is our 1Q, our family structure and our

identity development. I want to address the last

domain, as black identity development has been my
life long passion.

Recall that the Black Social Movement of the '60s

and '70s had two phases, a civil rights phase (circa:

1954 through the late 1960s) and the black con-

sciousness of black power phase (about 1965 to the

late 1970s). Both the phases had an identity dynam-

ic; however, it is the second phase which gave birth

to concepts of "blackness," black identity or black

consciousness, and the stages of Nigrescence (a

French term that means the process of becoming

black). From about 1970 up to the present, new
black Ph.Ds, mostly in psychology, produced hun-

dreds of essays and empirical studies exploring the

relationship between black identity and such vari-

ables as achievement motivation, self-concept and

reference group orientation, coping mechanism,
internalized racism, and development across the

lifespan.

One of the best examples of this literature is the

new. must-read text by Beverly Tatum titled, Why
Are All The Black Kids Sitting Together in the

Cafeteria? Aside from Tatum's work, many
researchers have often been too "quick" to design a

measure of blackness one dav. and use it in the field

the next. The result is that students and scholars of

black identity have only one or two measures of

identity that are reliable and valid. The trend is

changing. Robert Sellers of the University of

Michigan has recently published what appears to be

a very promising measure. Another attempt to

design a new measure with state-of-the-art psy-

chometric properties is being explored right here

at UMass.
The UMass-Penn State Black Identity Project

is, as the name suggests, a joint venture involving

scholars from Penn State and UMass. Beverly

Vandiver, an African-American Counseling

Psychologist, heads the Penn State operation, and 1

have the honor of steering the UMass effort. In both

instances we are joined by a cluster of graduate stu-

dents. For example, on my team are Christopher

Lester, Ojae Beale. Torin Moore and Teeom
Williams. We are now into the third year of field

testing our emerging measure, and with each field

testing, the instrument seems to be getting stronger.

We are very excited about the fact that instead of

trying to measure only one or two elements of black

identity, our measure seeks to tap into six or seven

dimensions. If we are successful, our measure will

be able to document just how variable black identity

is from one person to the next. Starting about now,

Ojae, Chris and other data collectors will be knock-

ing on your door to ask for your participation in the

current field testing effort. We hope many of you

will help us out.

Finally, we also hope that in the not too distant

future, we will be reporting back to you that our

multi-year and step- by-step process has paid off in

the creation of a black identity measure that is reli-

able and valid. Harambee.
Bill Cross is a professor in the School of

Education at UMass.

An example of commitment:

Alpha Phi Alpha
Community service, in my opin-

ion, is one of the most effective and

visible ways that black people can

take an active part in improving
their communities. Service to others

who are less fortunate than you
shows a tremendous amount of

character and compassion; especial-

ly today in a soci-

ety that seems per-

sistent in spread-

ing a message of

apathy and selfish-

ness.

In a society

where the mentali-

ty is. "F**k the

world, don't ask

me for s**t!" it is

quite reassuring

that there exist

some institutions

geared towards
helping our communities become
better places to help ourselves and

our children. One such organization

is Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity. Inc.

Although "Evening on the Nile"

happened a week ago. the lasting

significance of the event was that it

was an example of the continual

commitment that the Alphas have

shown towards their agenda of com-

munity service. The theme of the

evening was "Building our Future

through Service and Education,"

and the fraternity of Alpha Phi

Alpha has a well documented histo-

ry of being pioneers in such ven-

tures.

In 1920. Alpha Phi Alpha started

the initiative "Go to High School.

Go to College." This came about for

meeting the necessity

of African-Americans
seeking higher educa-

tion after high school.

Seventy-six years later,

the Alphas continued

this initiative by con-

ducting a nationwide
"Finish High School,

Go to College" pro-

gram in 1996.

In addition to par-

ticipating in acts of

service, the Alphas
took the time to give

much deserved recognition to those

individuals and organizations that

are also champions of service to all.

During the "Evening on the Nile,"

an awards commemoration took

place. Awards were given to Renee

Lopes and Delphine Quarles —
women who have given so much to

the UMass community. Anyone who
has thrown a program knows how
important it is to have Delphine on

your side.

And how many of us would be

here today, ducking that nasty

pre-registration fee or getting into

classes, if it wasn't for the kindness

and Whitmore-savvy of Renee
Lopes?
Too many times these women

have helped their community self-

lessly. Their only motivation is their

love for their people. But on the

"Evening on the Nile," they were
fjjjajly given the kind of recognition

that people like them deserve.

The "Evening on the Nile" itself

was a community service. It was a

way of reminding us that we all

have a local, and global responsibili-

ty to our communities. We can carry

out this responsibility by participat-

ing in college activities like RSOs.

the radio, UVC. student protests, or

even writing for your school news-

paper.

Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity is a

good model of an organization that

shows a commitment to community
service, but you don't have to be a

part of a fraternity or a sorority to

affect change in your community.

There are plenty of organizations to

join to implement change in your

community. But the commitment all

begins with you as an individual.

Gregory H. Casimir is a Collegian

columnist.

The Plight ofa People: Possessing

knowledge of black inventors

"While growing

up, I never came
across an object

or technology

which someone
told me was
invented by a

black person.

"

Have you ever heard the common statement,

"Black people haven't contributed anything to our

society?" This comment usually implies that black

people have never invented anything — no technolo-

gy, no ideas.

I have to admit, while growing up. I never came

across an object or technology

which someone told me was
invented by a black person.

This weekend, though. 1 came
across a book that I've had for

a while, but never really read.

What I found was very inter-

esting and informative. There-

is a whole section on black

inventors and their inven-

tions. The book is entitled.

Encyclopedia of Black

Folklore and Humor, by

Henry David Spalding. The
book as a whole is excellent,

but I especially enjoyed the

section on black inventors. I

just thought I'd share with

you a few of those inventors and their inventions.

A man by the name of Benjamin Banneker was

born in 1731. He was an inventor, mathematician

and a gazeteer. He built the first clock to be made in

America. He predicted the solar eclipse of 1789 and

he published, Benjamin Banneker's Almanac, which

was in circulation for more than 10 years. What I

found to be his greatest accomplishment was his

input in the layout and blueprints of what was to

become the capitol of the United States

Washington, D.C.

To further compound this achievement when the

head of this six man team (who basically designed

the layout for D.C.) all of the sudden resigned and

went back to France — with the plans, mind you —
it was Banneker that reproduced the entire blueprint

from memory!
Charles Drew, born in 1904, was a medical

researcher. Dr. Drew, often called the father of the

Edgar Barros

and preserving blood. His technique saved countless

lives in World War II. Korea and Vietnam. He went

on to establish the first blood bank in England. He

was also appointed director of the American Red

Cross blood donor project. By the way, this great

doctor attended school at neighboring Amherst

__ College.

Garrett A. Morgan was an inventor born in

1877. The gas mask that is used in the mili-

tary today is a modified version of Morgans
"gas inhalator" mask. Morgan's brother and

two friends once saved seven men trapped

200 feet below lake Erie in a gas and smoke

filled tunnel. His "gas inhalator" lead to the

development of present day gas masks.

Morgan also invented the automatic

stop-sign, which he sold to General Electric

for $40,000.

Daniel Male Williams, a doctor, was born

in 1856. He was a pioneer in open heart

surgery. This procedure has since saved

countless lives all over the world. He also

founded Provident Hospital in Chicago,

which helped put an end to the racial

inequalities that prevented Chicago's black doctors

from utilizing the cities hospitals.

Other black inventors include A.B. Blackburn,

who invented the railway signal and spring seat for

chairs; Sarah Boone, who invented the ironing

board. O.E. Brown invented the horseshoe and T. A.

Carrington invented the cooking range. W.D. Davis

invented the golf-tee. J. H. Hunter invented portable

weighing scales and D.F. Jackson invented the gas

burner. D. lohnson invented grass receivers for J. A.

Burr who invented the lawn mower. J.L. Love
invented the pencil sharpener. A. Miles invented the

elevator. W.M. Richardson invented the child's car-

riage and J.W. Smith invented a lawn sprinkler. |.

Standard invented a refrigerator and G.T. Woods
invented a steam boiler furnace.

All of these inventions are patented and can all be

found in Spalding's book. Interesting information,

huh?

blood bank, invented the technique for separating Edgar Barros is a Collegian columnist.
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Live dying an agonizing death

KENNETH W f> SCOTT / COtUGIAN

Live played a less than spectacular performance at the Mullins Center last week.

By Kevin Monahan
Collegian Staff

UVE / REEF

William D. Mullins Center

Nov 13

Playing to a far from sold-out

crowd at the Mullins Center last

Thursday night. Pennsylvania rock-

ers Live came to town to promote

their third album Stent Sumadhi.

proving once again that bland com-

mercial rock can at least fill half of

a large venue.

Frontman F.d Kowalczyk —
placed prominently upstage from

the rest of the band members —
exhibited the kind of raw emotion

that could only be described as bad

acting. Kowalczyk's attempts to

connect with the audience came off

as half-hearted and contrived. Live

failed to give their "all" at any

point during the show, demonstrat-

ing their lack of connection both

with the crowd, and with each
other.

Choosing u set consisting mostly

of the mcUiucrc matciidl fiuin

SecrjnBmmmvmami flecenf

Throwing Copper (the album that

boosted the band into a top slot in

the alternative radio rotations).

Live chose to ignore their superior

debut album. 1991*1 Menial
leieelry.

The fact that the) chose to play

their accessible, generic son^s thai

blend into the mainstream, rather

than the songs that earned them a

fan base and recording contract

explains why longtime listeners ate

becoming disillusioned with the

entire genre of music that labels

itself "alternative rock."

With an audience vibe that tin-

kered between positive and neutral.

Live opened the show with a cut

from Secret Samadlu. The tnostl)

ban stage with a white backdrop,

appeared derivative when starkly lit

against the band members dark

clothes and black equipment —
resembling an early Cure video.

The most positive reactions

elicited by Live came when they

played the singles familiar to every-

body in attendance. Songs Rich as

"Selling the Drama" pleased the

crowd, as well as Kowalczyk's dedi-

cattytl of I lie V\ ait re-.*, from
Throwing Capper, to "Vnyonc who
has ever worked in lood service."

-
.
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Their barely hour-long set was
followed by an encore ol the hit

single "Lightning Crashes."

Cigarette lighters raised high into

the air, the crowd — singing

along with Kowalczyk — helped

fuel the moment enough to give

one chills. It was one of a few

redeeming moments.

The more interesting act

Thursday night were openers
Reel'. They were an appropriate

guest for Live, since neither

band's music can be described M
innovative Hailing from
England, Reel attack their audi-

ence with loud guitar-driven

rock which sounds more
American than British. However,
their mostly inconsistent perfor-

mance still managed to command
attention from a largely disinter-

ested audience.

Whether it be jumping into the

aisles or sitting in a chair. Reef

kept people watching by exerting

energy in short, random bursts.

Putting their soccer game back-

stage on hold, singer Gary
Stringer offered some insights to

their musk
He describes their Style Sri

"fresh tip" and "fueled by |edi

mind tricks." and the wavering

from typical Bntish pop on their

second album Glow as "a good
thing." After opening a few more
shows with Live, Reel will he

embarking on a small U.S. club

tour.

/ - "
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SPOT THE COULeGE
FRESHMAN IN THIS PICTURE.

It's just as difficult to spot the

Massachusetts Army National Guard

member in this picture as it is in your

school. That's because many Guard

members are students - just like you.

You can join your friends and receive

training just one weekend a month ard

two weeks a year while attending college

full-time!

The Guard can help you afford an

education with the 100% Tuition Waiver,

good at 28 participating State Colleges

and Universities, and a great paycheck.

And some colleges even give academic

credit for Guard service and training.

If you have the desire to gain

valuable skills and experience, you

can in the Massachusetts Army National

Guard. Find out haw you can be in

the picture.

Call today:

1-888-NG-PRIDE

(1-888-647-7433)

MASSACHUSETTS

^YOU
safcAN

HEROIN ADDICTION
ONEPAY DETOXUNDP
(,t\rK\I WrSIHtMV

(and other comprehensive strategies!

Minimis* iw Eliminate! Scvcrit)

,'! W nhdrjwal

ivm Decern MedkcaHon Contral

Haii millj fatmriml Ssbeeaoce

Abuse S|vii.ilists

Vilc .inj < imfidenlial

HoteatuUlnMMe endftSriaa

The I'niQual Network of

Addiction Medicine

781-304-3171

The 'Gold Standard' afCart

r
Schedule of Events for the (JRKAT AMKKICAN SMOKKOUT:

Tuesday. November 18 •Look for Health Education Campui Canter Table with

exciting information on Tobacco

Wednesday. November 1° •Look for Health Education < kunpui ( Center Table with

exciting information on Tobacco

•7pm kick Hutts Tobacco ( Cessation Support Group,

( lampua ( !enter, room HOI

•8 pm "Pack of Lies". A shocking film discussing the

role of advertising in the Tobacco Industry, Campus

Canter Room 81 1, discussion to follow.

•Look for Health Education ( lumptis ( fencer Table with

exciting information on Tobacco

•Today is quit day!!!

•lpm Licensed Acupuncurist, I a mi M. Curry, to do dis-

cussion, demonstration, and possible treatment for

Smoking ( Cessation. ( >.unpus ( Center Room 805

TOBACCO
IS A DRUG

1

TOO.

Thursday. November 20

New changes in store for "Days"?
Hello my fellow soap fans and wel-

come to another edition of "Soap
Chat." Before 1 sink my teeth into

this week's agenda, I'd like to quick-

ly mention a certain someone's letter

to the editor last Monday entitled

"Soaps Really Do Suck." II you
didn't happen to catch the "argu-

ment" tl use the term loosely), this

Certain someone criticized the con-

tent of soaps .is being "trash" ami
implied that fans of the genre were

somehow lacking in the brain's

department. Ouch! Well. I

promised myself that

wouldn't dignify such crap

with a response, but I've

had a slight change of

heart. Why? Quite simply

because he had the audacity to insult

my intelligence and furthermore that

of every other soap fan. If he had
kept his criticisms and insults to the

matter at hand (the soap opera
genre) I would've simply turned the

other cheek (I mean, if I had a penny

for every time someone has criticized

the genre, I'd be a rich man... maybe
even rich enough to be able to afford

the tuition here).

Ah... I feel much better. Now for

the meat of my article. Recently the

infamous lames E. Reily jumped the

"Days of Our Lives" ship as head

writer (although he still remains with

the show as a consultant) to make
room for Sally Sussman. Although

her actual stories have set to air,

there have been small changes in the

show's ambiance (Remember, these

are just some preliminary opinions

It's still too early to give a hearty cri-

tique).

"Days of Our Lives" has always

been one of those guilty pleasures for

me (kind of like the Spice Girls).

Like "Melrose Place." which 1 think

is a hoot, it can be so vapid and
campy that it almost becomes a paro-

dy of itself and the genre. Is it fun?

You bet! I mean, if you're looking

for a serious drama. "Days" is clearly

not it but at the same time, that's

what is so refreshing about it and

what sets it apart I torn the test. The
show is its own entity. That's why
the show has become one of the

most popular (along with "General

Hospital") soaps on TV and I'm glad

to see that Miss Sussman hasn't tam-

pered with it (so far). Susan's still as

funny as ever, if not more and the

theatrics are just fl outrageous as

they used to be.

The one thing that has impressed

me about the recent changes is the

element of tragedy that, until a few

weeks ago. had been sorely missing

from the show. The scenes involving

Roman and his mother in the hospi-

tal (as Roman clung to life) were
incredibly touching and were a much
welcomed and needed change of

pace. It's always good to throw a lit-

tle tragedy Into the mix. So far, I'd

say that Miss

^___^^_^___ Sussman is

holding up
quite nicely

and has a firm

grasp of the

elements that

has made the

show such a

success. I'm
giving her a B
(subject to

change in a few months if need be).

Here's a few suggestions I'd like

to make :

• Continue with the

Mike/Carrie/Austin triangle, l-'inally

you've found one that's actually

interesting. I especially like seeing

Carrie struggle with her feelings... I

think it adds an interesting dynamic

to an Otherwise boring character.

• Have Sami focus her energies on

something other than Austin (I'm at

my wit's end here). How much story

are they going to pump out of this

stale and insipid plot? There is hope,

however, as recent developments
have hinted that she may dig her

claws into breaking up Marlena and

|ohn. The possibilities are tantaliz-

ing!

• Continue to keep Kileen. prefer-

ably Kristin, in the spotlight. She's

such an enigma and Eileen has

proven to be one of the few aces

"Days" has up its sleeve. Don't

ignore this gem. I'd love to see

Kristin duke it out with Stefano too.

Can you imagine. Dimera rt,

Dimera, Oh. I'd love it!

• Stop having the characters talk

to themselves ever) few seconds.

Actions and situations imply a char-

acter's state of mind. We don't need

Kristin to tell us that she's crazy! We
can draw our own conclusions sU

please... give us a little credit.

There are some exciting happen-

ings this week on our fave soaps.

Here's | lew I thought worth men-

tioning (don't miss them).

Guiding Light: Revs and Cassie

discover their true bond and unite to

take down Annie and Alan. Abigail

snaps with fatal'consequences.

General Hospital: Stefan con-

fronts Alexis! Bobbie and Carly

share a "kodak" moment (this I have

to see to believe. One more thing...

it's been rumored that December 8th

is going to be a crucial day. It's been

said that the s*** hits the fan and

that after that day nothing will ever

be the same. Could it be that Bobbie

linds out the truth about Carly'.'

One Life To Live; Max's children

are kidnapped.

Port Charles: Rex's game claims

another fatality (main character...

who could it be?)

All My Children: Tim comes up

with a plan to send lanet back to jail.

In a bit of news, there has been some

mumbling that Natalie make a return

visit to Pine Valley very soon (in

what form is anyone's guess but

mine is that she'll return as a ghost).

Sink or Swim:

Sink:

• Bo on "Days." Talk about denial!

He's giving advice to Mike saying

that eventually he'll get over Carrie

just like he "got over Hope." So

much for her being the love of his

life. It took all of what... three min-

utes for hint to move on (if you want

to call BHBe moving on).

•
I know I've said this before but

Tint on "All My Children" is really

starting to gel to me It anyone needs

to be locked away in an asylum, it's

him. Shut up already!

Swim :

• The custody trial begins on

"Young & the Restless" between

Phyllis and Michael. Let the games

begin.

• Vanessa Marcil (Brenda on

"General Hospital"). I'd like to give

a shout out to one ol daytime's most

underappreciated actors (still no

Emmy). Her portrayal of the

betrayed and heartbroken Brenda

has been stunning (especially her

encounters with lason and the lemale

reporter at the Outback). I hope her

passion and depth is acknowledged

at next year's Daytime l.mmys. I also

want to express what a riot this

whole condom issue between Sarah

and Nik is. Thanks for the laughs

"GH!"
• "AW's" blackout. Never has a

blackout been so much fun... and

passionate 1

• Eve and Chris on "PC." Forget

Scott and Eve, these two are a much
more interesting duo.

If anyone has any comments oi

questions, I'd love to hear Irom
them.

facet PtitHing il a Collegian

columnist. Oacstions ami comments

about this column can be e-mailed

a t )fa n n i ngQ s t u den t . uma s s .edit.

Soap Chat appears on Mondays

Is the man getting to you? Are you tired of the

Energizer bunny? Would you rather be in Hawaii? Get

away from it all. Write for Arts & Living. Youll like it.

Jackal (R)

Today -at (5:30® 2.50), 8:10

The Man Who Knew
Too Linle (PG)

Today - at (6:00 @ 2.50), 8:20

Mad City (PG 13)

Today- at (5:40 @ 2.50), 8:10

I Know What You Did

Last Summer (R)

Today - at (5.50 @ 2.50), 8:20

Bean (PG 13)

Today- at (5:40@ 2 50), 8:40

Red Corner (R)

Today -at (5:30 @ 2.50), 8:30

Starship Troopers (R)

Today -at (5:30® 2 50), 8:30

Boogie Nights (R)

Today -at (5:10® 2.50), 8:20

Devil's Advocate (R)

Today- at (5.20® 2.50), 8:20

The Little Mermaid (G)

Today - at (550 @ 2.50), 840
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ATTENTION UMASS STUDENTS!
Student tickets will go on sale Monday, November

24 for the UMass Men's Basketball games on

December 14 versus Boston College at the Fleet

Center in Boston and on December 23 versus

Connecticut at the Hartford Civic Center. Tickets

are $20 each for the Boston College game and $15

for the Connecticut game and can be purchased at

the Athletic Ticket Office in Curry Hicks Cage from

8:30am to 5:00pm Monday Through Friday. There

is a Limit of 2 tickets per student for both of these

games and only cash, credit cards and the U cards will

be accepted. No Checks!

Penn State ends UM season 5-4
By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

Penn St.

UMass

In collegiate field hockey, the penal-

ty comer is a dangerous thing. It is a

distinct advantage for the offensive

team, which can pile as many as six Of
seven people onto the circle.

The defensive team, meanwhile, has

only four field players
and a goalie with which

to protect its cage.

Saturday against

PeiM State in NCAA
tournament first- round action, penal-

ty corners proved to be
Massachusetts' downfall.

The Lady Lions (18-5) converted

on three of their eight comer opportu-

nities to stave off the Minutewomen
(13-10). 5-3.

"UMass played better than the way

we were thinking they would." Penn

State coach Char Morett said. "But

our comers came through lor us."

Penn State lost to Virginia. 4-2, in

the second round yesterday.

The catalyst in the Lions' win was

Dawn Lammey. a junior midfielder

who came into the game as Penn
State's leading scorer. Lammey fin-

ished the game with a goal and four

assists.

Lammey's cause was aided by the

efforts of Traci Anselmo. A sopho-

more midfielder, Anselmo connected

on two penalty corner goals.

The Minutewomen. who have

focused on maintaining defensive

pressure in the game's first 10 min-

utes, went on the offensive

early in the game. A feed from

junior Kate Putnam found fel-

low junior Lrica lohnston, and

the forward put away a shot

just 2:18 into the game.

The Lady Lions evened the score at

one apiece on the first conwr goal of

the afternoon, just over 12 minutes

into the first half. Kim Hicks and

Lammey were credited with the as>ists

on Anselmo's tally.

"We scored first, which is what we

wanted to do," UMass coach Patty

Shea said. "But we let them right back

in. Their corners really hurt us."

A minute and a half later, UMass
went to a combination that has

worked for it all year long, lunior mid-

fielder Vicky Browne found lohnston

with a long assist, and lohnston beat

Penn State goaltender |amie Smith for

her second ol the afternoon.

Penn State, in return, again louU'd

to \ii-clmo on the penults DOmcr. The
sophomore did not disappoint, as

I.amines and llick^ sol up her second

of the game.

The Lions linalK claimed the lead

with 1:33 left in the half on a Tr;ic\

I arson goal.

Freshman Krister) Schmidt knotted

the game for third lime with her unas-

sisted goal early in the second hall

Schmidt, who entered the game lilth

on UMass' scoring chart, finished her

rookie campaign with I 1 points on

five goals and one assist.

Alter Schmidt's tally. Penn Slate

found its groove and worked past the

Minutewomen for a pair of scores.

Sonjc Yolla, whose sister Streya

played for UMass from 1992 through

her senior year as captain in 1995,

capitalized on a penalty corner for the

eventual game-winner. Lammey and

Heather Corlaski were awarded the

assists at 54:07.

Lammey capped her afternoon by

scoring a goal of her own late in the

game. She worked the unassisted tally

past UMass goalie Zowk Tucker with

under five minutes to play.

men's hoop
continued from page 10

points during the Marathon run.

With 6:47 to go, Basil checked

back in and immediately made an

impact. The 6-foot-9 forward
came down with a rebound on the

defensive end and the Minutemen

pushed the ball up the floor. Mike

Babul spotted up on the wing and

knocked down a three-pointer to

cut the Marathon lead to 59-53.

After a pair of Minlend
three pointers built the Marathon

lead back to 65-55, UMass went

on a 10-1 run to close within

66-65 on a Mack (14 points)

jumper with 54 seconds remain-

ing.

Minlend grabbed an offensive

board and made a lay-up to push

the lead back to three. Flint called

a play for Mack, but the

Minutemen couldn't convert and

Mack didn't get a shot off before

the buzzer.

"UMass is going to win a lot of

ball games," Marathon coach

Glenn Sergent said. "1 can't see

them winning the Atlantic 10, but

they'll certainly raise Cain."

LAURIN KOSKY V COLLEGIAN

Sophomore Ajmal Basit defends

a Marathon palayer in the first

half of Saturday's loss.

soccer coach
continued from page 10

and evaded that all year, and when
the offense didn't produce, the

defense came through for us.

"Today's game reflected the fact

we are young, and realistically, young

people tend to make mistakes, and

you just hope to minimize those as

much as you can. We'll be better for

this in the long run."

For one of the youngsters, fresh-

man Brooke Bartlett. now it is not a

matter of the future, but a matter of

the present. The loss ends the stellar

four-year NCAA runs of the

Minutewomen's tri-captains — Dion,

Erica Iverson and Liz Rutherford —
and while she will have a chance to

taste NCAA success again, they will

not.

"This is very disappointing, espe-

cially for the seniors." Bartlett said. "I

feel very bad for them because we
could have gone farther this season.

and I have three more to go. and they

don't."

Iverson has been a catalyst for

UMass the past few seasons, never

more than the 2-1 triple overtime

win last season over Harvard in the

first round of the NCAA's. The
then-junior defender scored the

equalizer in regulation, and her

crossing pass resulted in the

Crimson's own goal in the 132nd
minute of the late fall classic.

To her. in the name of payback

alone, there never was any better

motivation for Harvard to come out

and win this NCAA rematch.

"I can't think of a better pep talk

than to remember what we did to

them last year," Iverson said.

"Frankly, they came out as the better

team, and they deserve to go on."

This is the end of the road for last

weekend's A- 10 Tournament MVP,
and three-time All-Conference selec-

tion, but Iverson will save her good-

byes for much later. An injury-rid-

dled season from the start for the

entire team ended the way it started

— with questions lingering in the air.

"It hasn't hit me yet." Iverson said.

"I think I'll probably cry a little later.

Right now. it's just... it was cold, it

was tough. But. I don't know if the

cold was the problem, or if it still was

our leftover injuries, but I think we
would've had a better chance if we
were 100 percent."

continued from page 10

packed press room that he didn't

think he could coach again. After

20 years at Massachusetts. Hodges
said that the University has become
too much a part of his life and he

would love to stay at UMass in

another capacity if possible.

Marcum called Hodges "an asset to

any athletic program," and said he

would like to keep Hodges in the

athletic department in an as-yet

undetermined capacity.

Hodges came to UMass in 1978

after nine years as an assistant

coach at Colby College. Hodges was

an assistant under Bob Pickett from

1978-1986. before becoming defen-

sive coordinator under |im Reid.

Hodges replaced Reid, the popular

and current Richmond coach, in

1992. Hodges was named New
England Division 1 coach of the

year in his first half, after leading

UMass to an 8-3 record.

"I've got great memories of

UMass," said Hodges, citing last

scar's "Miracle at McGuirk" and

the 1978 NCAA playoff win over

Nevada-Reno as some career high-

lights.

"This is a great football program

with a fantastic tradition, and I've

been extremely proud to have been

a part of it for 20 years. I love this

football program, but it's time to

make a change. UMass needs a

jumpstart, someone to come in and

shake things up."

Hodges said he had been disap-

pointed with some of the recent the

Minutemen had posted in recent

years. UMass went 5-6 in 1994 and

6-5 in both 1995 and 1996. Hodges

knew 1997 would be tough, he said,

because of the youth of his team,

but added that injuries made this

season "ridiculous."

Marcum said he has already

received inquiries about the open-

ing. Bill Strickland, who recently

moved from Sports Information

Director to Associate Athletic-

Director for External Affairs, will

chair a search committee to be

filled out shortly.

"I feel very comfortable with

what I've done here, and I feel very

proud of what I've (accomplished]."

Hodges said. "We did it the right

way. we did it my way."

football
continued from page 10

Saturday's numbers helped catapult

him over former greats Rene Ingoglia

(656 yds.) and (ohn (ohnson (729

yds.) for the record.

Hodges had the pleasure of coach-

ing each of these men and admits that

Shipp is in a class of his own.

"We had a brand new offensive

line in there, and he's still ripping off

some numbers." Hodges said. "He's a

humble man. With his work ethic,

he's going to be something special."

Shipp still has three years left to

dazzle at UMass, unlike eight of his

teammates. Defensive ends |eron

Alston and Mike Dawson, defensive

tackle Mike Batelli. quarterback

Anthony Catterton, free safety Bryan

Mooney. wide receiver Darryl

Thomas, offensive lineman Geoff

Thomas and defensive back lason

Thomas all suited up for the final

time Saturday. Though a small gradu-

ating class, Hodges knows they made
a big impact on the program.

"They've stuck together through

some tough times," Hodges said.

"When you go 2-9, there can be some

ugly things going on in the locker

room. But these kids went out there

and played like hell."

women's hoop
continued from page 10

short. Meanwhile, the Minutewomen
challenged consistently at the Wagner

end of the court.

Van Huisen. who hit the shot that

silenced the Seahawks last season, fin-

ishing with a career-high 24 points,

two assists and three rebounds.

"Kelly was Kelly," O'Brien said. "She

got into a good flow. The difference

between this year and last year for her

was her decisions. She knew when to

shoot the three, when to pass."

Van Huisen combined with fellow

sophomore Alison MacFarland (14

points) to bolster UMass.

"A big difference for both Kelly and

Alison is their conditioning. This time

last year I think they were both saying,

'Lord, have mercy,'" O'Brien said.

After UMass closed the first half on a

Tez Kraft jump shot that increased the

UMass edge to 16, the Minutewomen
carried their momentum into the sec-

ond frame. A pair of three-pointers

from Van Huisen spurred a 15-0

UMass run, that continued until

Deandra Teague's jumper stopped the

onslaught with just under 13 minutes

remaining in regulation.

Wagner, though, could not chip

away at the Minutewomen advantage.

Twice in the game's last 10 minutes the

Seahawks. who saw only limited action

from senior Susan Moffet, were within

21 , but they could not move any closer.

The win puts UMass in good position

heading into a four- game, three-week

road swing.

"This week, we're going to focus on

taking care of our business," O'Brien

said.

Van Huisen
continued from page 10

started 25. She was second on the team

in scoring, first in three point field goal

percentage, and second in assists. She

stayed at UMass over the summer, lift-

ing weights and conditioning herself.

"1 think my stamina is what's really

picked up this year, compared to last

year. " Van Huisen said. "Now I feel

like I can just keep on going."

Coach O'Brien also pointed out an

improvement in Van Huisen's maturity

level and her decision making.

"I think the biggest difference

between this year and last year was her

decisions, when to spot and shoot the

three and when to take it to the bas-

ket."

"She really does it all," Roecker said.

"She hits the three, she drives, she fin-

ishes, she pulls up, she plays great D,

You can't really say enough about her."

IOHMA KANSANEN\COLL£GIAN

Mike Hodges paces the sidelines in the first half of Saturday's 49-9 loss.

The entire coaching staff was fired following Hodges' resignation.
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Understanding Eating Disorders:

Strategies for Friends and Families

Tuesday, October 14, 1997
Room 904-08

6:30 - 8 p.m. - Murray Lincoln Campus Center, UMass

I think my roommate has an eating disorder.

How can I be sure? What should I do?

I think my sister is anorexic and she isn't getting any help.

How can I convince her to see a professional?

Who should I suggest.. Where should she go?

I'm concerned about my friend who has bulimia.

She says it's under control, but I don't think it is.

I'm really afraid... What can 1 do to help?

If you are concerned about someone who you know or suspect is struggling

with an eating disorder, come lo this informal workshop to explore how you

can help and cope with these issues.

For more information, please call University Health Services

Health Education at 577-5181 or General Medicine 2 at 577-5314

k

TRI-STATE FAIRS '

10AM-400PM I

1-91 MoiIik.: \> ijnvigflgritonto
|
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|

I tables) featuring fie IBM/PC compatible •

I market from 'jll systems lo libraries of
J

| CDs. it's all here Ad-n S7 ea. wilt) id |
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CENTER AMHERST
SUN, NOV 23

ATTENTION
february 1PP8 Graduates

If you are a member of the February 1 998

Sraduatins class who received Federal

Perkins Loans while enrolled at UMass

you should have recently received a

certified letter about those loans.

We know this is a very busy tirrWl|r

yodke^e've mailed this information

rat«rlha\i havins you attend a nteetins.

re are serious consequences

TM return these documents by

7 as instructed in our letter.

If you haven't received our letter but think

that you should have or if you have any

questions about what you did receive,

Call 545-2377.

JjoCibay <W2Kas5

CCotfjing $a(e

On the Campus Center Concourse, in

front of the university store.

Great deals on Gifts for Yourself and
your favorite umass fan!

Official UMass Clothing

Starter™ Jackets, Sweatshirts, T-Shirts.

Shorts, and more...

ALL AT HOT DISCOUNTS. SOME AS MUCH AS

50% OFFTHE ORIGINAL PRICE!!

!

University Store
In the UMass Campus

CENTER

Homes:

M-F TO 5 SAT. 1 I TO 4

(413)945-2618

5^3 (n*j c2tS.

We accept AMEX, Discover, MC, Visa, and the UCard!
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Collegian Classifieds
APARTMENT FOR RENT! AUTO FOR SALE

University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

Room Available Jan 1st

2 bedroom apartment in

Puffton Private bathroom.

$270/month. Non-smoker

female preferred. Call 549-

2980

Take Over Our Lease
Puffton Village. 1 1/2 bed-

room renovated. Heat/Hot

Water included.

$660/month. Available

end of Dec 548-8922

2 Bedroom Apt.

Easthampton. $485 per

month. Take over lease

ASAP. 527-9410

AUTO FOR SALE

1985 VW Quantum
Wagon, auto, new parts,

needs work. $600 or B/0.

Call 549-1995

1982 Honda Civic Good

running condition.

Reliable. $350 or best

offer Call 549-71 58

1988 Buick Century
Wagon Tip top shape.

Great winter car. $3000 or

B/0. (413)253-2232

1988 Chevy Nova
Hatchback Automatic,

103.000 miles. $1500.

New brakes, tires,

exhaust. Very good condi-

tion. 253-4646

Purchasing a used car?

Having your car repaired?

Do you know your legal

rights? Call The Student

Legal Services Office, 922

Campus Center, 545-1995

Wanted: Junk Cars Cash

paid everyday 1-800-649-

4795

EMPLOYMENT

Young Entrepreneurs-

We are looking to sell our

odd job/temp service.

Perfect for business or

management grads. 582-

7956

Help Wanted Hadley

Office has 15 part-time

positions available. Hours

Mon-Fri 10am to 2pm and

4pm to 9pm. Weekend
shifts also available. No

experience required. Will

train. Starting pay is $6

plus bonuses. Call 584-

0215

CRUISE SHIP & LAND-
TOUR EMPLOYMENT-
Learn about national/int'l

Cruise Lines and Land-Tour

companies. Excellent ben-

efits + bonuses! World

Travel! Many workers earn

up to $2,000+/mo. Call

Cruise Employment
Resources: 517-336-0573

Ext. C5001

1

NATIONAL PARK
EMPLOYMENT- Discover

how to work in America's

Parks, Forests & Wildlife

Preserves. Competitive

wages + bonuses!

Seasonal/year-round. For

employment information,

call: (517)324-3081 ext.

N50011

FOR SALE

2 Phish Tickets Centrum,

Nov 28. B/0. Jason 549-

0246

Nutrition Supplements

Creatine 4O0G. $29

Designer Whey Protein

$26

Met RX $38

Fat Burners & More...

Call: 253-1850

Kastle Skis

Fibertube 203cm. $150.

XTC03 $125. 200cm.

Brand new. 665-3295

Computer & Printer

Toshiba Laptop T2 11 0.486

with Windows 95, WP, HP

Desk Jet Printer. $700.

Chris 253-8258

FOR SALE

Phish Tickets Great

seats at great prices. City

Tickets (800)865-8070

Watch batteries, ear

piercing, eyeglass

repairs, jewelry restora-

tion, diamond engage-

ments, wedding rings.

Silverscape Designs, 264

N. Pleasant St., Amherst.

253-3324 Open Daily.

COMPUTERS!
New P166MMX from

$995. Laptops, peripher-

als. ZarVision 582-9198

V/MC/AMEX

Laptop Notebook Works

good. $150. Good for

school. Call Steve

(413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for

computer. Works great.

Call CPC (413)584-8857

Found- Locket with 2

pictures in it. Gold etc.

Call 549-6102 to describe

or stop by The Collegian

Box on Concourse

Tuesdays or Thursdays, 11-

2, to describe.

INSTRUCTION

Jiyu Kon Self Defense

Learn Karate and Aikido.

Classes- $50/month.

Mondays, Wednesdays,

Fridays, 7:30- 9:00pm at

The Club. Rte 116,

Sunderland. For more info

call 253-6930

MISCELLANEOUS

EARN
$750-$1500/WEEK

Raise all the money your

group

needs by sponsoring a

VISA

fundraiser on your cam-

pus.

No investment & very little

time

needed. There's no obliga-

tion, so

why not call for informa-

tion today.

Call 1-800-323-8454x95.

ATTN: ENTREPRE-
NEURS profit 1300% with

the easiest money making

system ever designed.

Investment required. 1-

800-925-0984

ROOM FOR RENT

One room available on

Main St. On bus route and

short walk to town. Call

259-9282. Available imme-

diately.

Looking for 1 female to

share 4 bedroom apart-

ment in Alpine Commons
with 3 females. 2 full

bathrooms. Right on bus

route. $300/month (every-

thing included). Starting

1/1/98. Call Cara at 256-

6351.

I'm graduating! Take

over my room in a 6 bed-

room house. Great house,

good company. 1.5 miles

from campus
Washer/Dryer. For more
info call Lianne at 253-

9898

Room for rent in 4 bed-

room apt. $300/month inc.

elec. Available Jan 1. Call

549-9959

ROOMMATE WANTED

Jan '97-May '97 Quiet

environment preferred in

Amherst area. Contact

Bryan (508)840-0151

Very quiet roommate
wanted in Amherst on

busline. $260/month plus

1/3 utilities. 256-5402,

253-9457

Looking for a

roommate?
Place your

Classified here.

SERVICES

Rental Problems?
Questions about your

lease/security deposit

deductions? Questions

about subletting/assigning

leases? Questions about

the condition of your new

house or apartment?

Contact The Student Legal

Services Office. 922

Campus Center, 545-1995.

Legal Questions? The

Student Legal Services

Office offers free legal

assistance to fee-paying

students. Contact us at

922 Campus Center, 545-

1995.

Lose Weight Now
• Control Appetite

• Increase Energy

• All Natural Products

• Doctor Recommended
• 30 Day Money Back

Guarantee

Call (800)923-0498

Pregnant? Need help?

Call Birthright of Amherst

area for free testing and

assistance. 549-1906

TO SUBLET

Take Over Our Lease 1

bedroom apartment at

Colonial Village.

$440/month. Start Jan 1.

Call 253-6401

Classifieds,

they do a

body
good.

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK

RELIABLE SPRING
BREAK TOURS

Bahamas, Cancun & Ski

Trips! FREE FOOD & FREE

DRINKS! Sign up before

Nov 30. Organize a group-

travel free. Call for details

and free brochure. Call

(888)SPRING BREAK
Today!

BOOK EARLY AND
SAVE!!

Great Spring Break desti-

nations. Best prices. Free

parties, drinks and food.

Call Eve 546-21 11

Quebec City-

Ski/Snowboard Trip Dec 5-

7. Two nights hotel, bus, 2

days riding. $149. 545-

3437. UMass Ski N Board

Club

Jamaica SPRING
BREAK 7 days in Negril

from $529. Go with who
you trust. UMass Ski N

Board Club 545-3437

New Year's Party-

Quebec City 5 days/4

nights. R/T bus and Hilton

Hotel. Call 545-3437

TRAVEL

Killington. Ski & Party

Week Jan 4-9. 5 nights

condo/5 days skiing. $285.

Call 545-3437

Spring Break and other

travel Special rates for

students. Call Travel

Network at (201 (533-0300.

1-800-699-4988 outside

NJ

WANTED TO RENT

Needed- 1 1/2 to 2 bed-

room apartment for the

Spring Semester. Prefer

Puffton or Brandywine.

Will take over your lease.

Call Perry 549-5079

CLASSIFIED
FREQUENCY
DISCOUNTS

The following

discounts are

contigent upon
consecutive

repetition.

Runs
5

10

15

20

25

30

Discount
5%
10%
15%
20%
25%
30%

Every Day for

one semester
35%

Personals Policy Rates
1 All personal* MUST be proofread by Cottegtan clas-

sified employees before payment and acceptance of

the classthed

2 Last names MAY NOT be used in personals ONLY
firsi names and initials are allowed The only excep

lions are for birthday or congratulations personals, in

whuh case the lull name may be used.

J Phone numbers are not allowed in personals NO
EXCEPTIONS

4 Addrfeies are not allowed in pettonal*. mis meam
dorm room numbers as well.

5. PersokaK m a tfwwfening or derogatory nature are

not Jtceptdbje Personals of a vindictive or libelous

nature are not acceptable Personals may not be

used for the purpose of harassment.

b Profanity may Ml br used m personals.

7 The personals section is ti* prrsondk only the per-

sonals section may NOT be used tu sell items, seek

roommates, advertise meettngs^ett

8 All personals must have the name UfMtura, tnd

UMass ID. number of the Hud*rH pl.u tng the as

filled in on the insertion tvdn Non-students must

provide a valid driver's liiense and irw* luense num-

ber must be recorded on the tar. Use of

false identification ** miweptvst-ntdtii.n is subject to

penalties under the law.

4 The Collegian reserves the riRht to refuse ih to edii

any personal thai does not meet the Collegian'* stan

dards in accordance with the statutes of the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

Students

20£ per word/day

All others

40tf per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

Standard Headings

NO REFUNDS.
Please write clearly and

legibly We are net re*pon»ible tor errors result-

ing from illegible handwriting or type.

ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

ENTERTAINMENT
FOR SALE

FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES

SUMMER SUBLET
TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

MONDAY, NOV. 17

Stfid Drive— Bfuxl driw rrcrri II am -5pjn.il

the Davis Baaroom at Smth Cofcge and from 2-8 p.m

inGrecnough

Conference — "Class Intersections" a week-long

focus on issue* ofdan andcMm on campus and in the

community including: workshop — The Phfalls of

Pnvanantn Maldng a Public University Private" from

noon-2pm in the Campus Center, room 91 1 ; video and

discussion — "Where did you get that Woman?" with

professor loyce Berkman. 4-6 p.m. in the Campus
Center, room Ml; video series from 7-9 pm in the

Campus Center, room 801 ; workshop— "Ctasism and

Anti-Semitism" with Larry Goldbaum. Director of

UMass lewish Affairs, from 7- 9 pm in the Campus

Center, room 801
Greek Life— The Sisters of Alpha Ch Omega would

He to invitea University women to attend a study break

from 7-8 pm on the nineteenth floor of lohn Adams

Tower. For information or a ride, call Lauria at

549-8459.

lecture— Eleanor Townsfcy , a professor of sociology

at Mount Hofyoke Cofcge. wi give a Worts-in-Progress

talk entitled "Wives' and Husbands' Housework

Rermnc Gender. Ctasand Social f>s«rabilrty" at 4:50

pm in Gamble Auditorium at Mount Hoivoke Cofcge

Sponsored by the Five College Women's Studies

Research Center. For more information, cal 558-2022

Ijecbm— bsw-RdfcSous dialogues entitled -Science

and Religion" from 7-4pm in Herter 251

.

Meeting — The Western Mass. Uran-Unrx User's

Group iWMlUUGi is holding a second orgarazaounal

meeting from 6-8 pm in Mori* Science Center South

Buiiivrcom}l90F.B
Workshop— "The Phf* of Privatization: Making a

Public University Private" from noon-2 p.m. in the

Campus Center, room 91 1. Part of "Class Intersections,"

a week long focus on issues of dass and dassism on cam-

pus and in the corrrnunity

TUESDAY, NOV. 18

Blood Orhv — American Red Cross Wood drive 1

1

am - 5 pm in Davis Ballroom at Smith College and

from IO50aju-450p.rniithtCanxxisCenter.roam

101.

Conference — "Class Intersections" a week-long

focus on issues of class and dassism on campus and in

the ccrnmunity nduding: paid discussion and speakout

— "From Our Side of the Tracks: Vbfcaa of Working

Class Students. Staff, and faculty" facilitated by Tom
Cooh. from 12:50-2 pm ii the Campus Center, room

9ll;workshop— "Trr Giovving Divide Inequality and

the Roots of Eamxrac Insecurity" facilitated by Kabce

Yeskd and leny Koch- Gonzalez, from 4-6 pm in the

Campus Center, room 91 1; keynoK talk — I inda Stout.

Executive Director of the Peace Pevelupment Kmd will

speak on "A House Divided: Dismantling the Invisible

Wafc of Ctasism" from 7-9pm in the Cat npus Center,

room 804.

Discussion — Rand Richards Cooper, author of Ihe

tast to Go and ftg as lift. Stories Ahtxil Mm will he

reading and discussing selections from his works at 8

p.m. at Wooton's Books. Sponsored by the Amherst

Cofcge Creative Writing Center.

Iiif rrnuttm Session— Sorority formal rush 98 iifor-

matjon session, from 7-9 pm in the Student Union

Battrocm Question and answer session, slide show and

chapter infccmarjua For mure inforniatiun. contact Liz at

549-8025.

lecture — Lakshmi Goparaju, a Five College

Women's Studies Research Associate from Syracuse

University, will give a oolluquiuni entitled "Patriarchy and

Sanaa) in India Inipticaticcis to AIDS Spread" at 7:50

pm in Gamble Auditorium at Mount Holyoke College.

Sponsored by the Five College Women's Studies

Research Center For more information, please call

558-2022.

Ltwure— "Union Organizing and Women Workers

in the Global Economy" by Maritc Vulland. Assistant

Director of Organizing for UNITE, at 5 pm. in the

Neilsun Browsing Room at Smith Cofcge.

lecture — Inter-religious dialogues entitled

"Connecting to the Divine: Do We Need Clergy?" from

7-9pm in the Campus Center, room 165C
Meeting— General meeting of I labitat for I tumanity

at 7 pm in the Campus Center, room 801. For more

information, call Kevin at 546-6567.

,\te*ing— The Index (UMass yearbook) will hold its

general meeting at b:50 pm in the Student Uraon. room

504. All students arc invited. For mure information, con-

tact fill Vnlkian at 54V0848.

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 19

Conference — "Class Intersections" a week-long

focus on issues ofetas andctamm on campus and in the

community including: workshop — "Frontliie Workers

Speakout" from noon- 1 pm in the Campus Center,

room I62; workshop — "Welfare. Workfare. What's

Fair?" with Mary Sutherland, from 4-6 p.m in the

Campus Center, room I68; workshop - "In the Activist

Kitchen: Dear/vety Cooldng up Trouble" b> Art for a Fair

Economy, from 7:50- 9:50 pm. in Campus Center,

room 1 74.

Entertainment - "Not Ready for Bedtime flayers" at

8 p.m. in Franklin Patterson E Lecture Hall at

I lampshirc College

Him — Italian Ckih film Night featuring "Milk- Bulk

Bki" in Italian with Fj0ish subtitles at 650 pm in the

Fore^ji Lar^uage Resource Center, classroom 2. hase-

ment of Herter Had.

Unure — Inter-religious dialogues entitled "Our

Fjivironment: Spiritual and Moral Choices" from 7-9

p.m. in Hashrouck 1 54.

Meeting — The Health Education Division at

University Health Services sponsors a Tobacco Cessatkn

Support Group that meets from 7-8 pm ii the Campus

Center, room 80I. Come get peer support, pnfcssiunul

counsefcng. proven quit tips and advice. The group i* free

and no registration is necessary, lust drop by or call

577-5I81 for mere information

Meeting — The UMass Theatre Guild is holding ,i

meeting at 7 pm in the Campus Center, room 165C All

are welcome.

NOTICES

An Conmhutions— The Student Union Visual and

(Worming Arts Space is looking for corrmbutions to the

Southern Mm Cuhtwil h.thiliiati which will show in

the sprite of 19* If «u have anything from artwork to

crafts depicting Asian culture, ami would Bkc the oppor-

tunity to participate in this othibiriin. contact Amanda at

5454)792.

trr giMhUill — The Student Unk«i Visual and

IVrfumiing Art Space presents "Elan Vital" by brace

Starmer from Monday. Nov. 17-Nuv 21 with an open

rng reception on Nov IK trout 5-7 p.m. Gallery Hours

are Mun.-Thurs 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. and Fri. 10 am - 5

p.m. The MB*) k k«.ai«l B thi- south side of the

Student Unkxi Building

Art Exhibirum — An exhibition of nxire than 50

one-of-a- kind artist books ami scrolls h\ V illiam

Schade will be on view from Nov. 1 1 thruugh Ian. 25 at

the Mount lloltokc College Art Museum. Museum

hours are Tuesday Friday. 1 1 a.m. - 5 p.m. and

. and Sunday, I -5 pm. and is closed on acade-

mis bOMUyi front Wednesday. Nov. 2b through

Monday. Dec. I and from Tuesday l>ec 16 through

Monday. Ian 6 For more infomwtion, call 558-2245 or

fax 558-2144

CM IV 1 Mass Amateur Radio Club SiatKii

W1PUO is returning and looking for people to joffl in

I lam r.«lio. Anyone niletvsted in mdkvy&lroriics and a

desire to learn ant) communicate are wdecme The ekib

will spore** KX' approved volunteer examination ses-

skins for all Ikense kMB for more information, contact

Rkhnrd Slrychar/ MMIT at M9 6000 ext 6000 or

leave a message at facility services.

CofifcM— Spectmm Fine Art and literary Magazine

is now liolding a cover contest. The winner will have

their artwork printed on the 97/<W issue. The final dead-

FYls are public service announcements printed

daily. To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the

Managing Editor by noon the previous day

Brie is December 2 at 5 pm Pick up an entry form in the

Student Union, room 406E oi just bring the artwork by.

Entertainment — Amherst College IJepartment of

Theater and Dance's production of Allan I lasts '.

U»t«tt> on Tuesday. Nov. 18 and Wednesday. Vis 19

at 8 pm. in Kirby Theater, Amherst College. Admisskn

is free, reservations are suggested. Call the box office at

542-2277, between 1-4:50 pm weekdays and until 8

p.m performance nights.

food Drive— The UMass NSSIHA chapter along

with Amherst Survival Center are sponsoring a food

drive in honor of hunger awareness month Bring

rein-perishable food to Arnold I louse. School of Public

1 leahh thnughout November

/iawi iews— The Search Committee for the position

uf Vice Chancellor for Research has invited three candi-

dates to campus for interviews. The meetings will consist

i< a public forum for faculty and staff from 5-4:50 pm.

and a public forum for .students from 6-6:45 pm ii the

Whitmure Administration Building Board Room on the

following date: Frederick W. Bvron. Interim Vice

Chancellor for Research, UMass. Wednesday. Nov. 19.

hmmnaak— Spring semester intramural basketball

teams are being accepted through November 19 in

BcwJen.rocm2l5.

sV
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Hartford

Boston

Boston

Springfield

Movie Ch.

Hartford

CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN
UPN/20
Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 rrarTroro'

WOCH & HSCN
International

UMass Academic TV

HSCN Programming

TV-19
I ABC/40 Springfield

! NBC/22 Springfield

S3 CNN
84 CNN SI

88 Headline News
SB UCTV7 TBS

SIB BET

SB TV Land

3D Univision

31 Comedy Central

3B Cartoon

Much Music

MONDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
WVIT
WTIC
WWLP

545-

3500
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WTBS
A&E
CNN
COM
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ESPN
LIFE

MTV
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TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW
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NBC Newt
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B
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George a Leo
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American TroMuroe

Brooklyn South (In Stereo) X
Connecticut Journal (R)

NawtX Late Show X
Late Show I

'Fired Up X Cerollne leaked Truth Dateline (In Stereo) X

Ally McBoal "The Dirty Joke"
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Bad Abo. You ' Seinfeld X INHL Hockey: Boston Bruins at Ottawa Senators (Live
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Charlie Roee (In Stereo) ~

Tonight Show

Deep Space 9
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Law a Order "Ciade lo Grave" [Biography: Edward Murrow Potrot The Underdog

Money CroeaflreX Prime New* X |Burden-Proof | Larry King UveX

Comic Relief
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Twilight Zone
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Kung Fu: Legend
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Twilight Zone
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TlmeTra»'
,
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Home Again |Home Again"
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World Today I
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Wonder Year* |BewitchedHey Arnold! X Happy Pay* I
Wonder Year* I

Bewitched move Lucy

**>/, "ThtLiJimiXrAin'im. Science FBBon) Pierce frosnan Jail Fahey.

trf,—,. u^-hinaa rPi IQreat ErjvDtlane (R) Trauma-ER

Road Rule* Parte (R) Loveline

I Love Lucy X [Odd Couple X Taxi I

Etrgeme Machine* (R) |On>at Egypflana (R)

WCW Nftro (In Slereo Live) I WCW Nttro (R) (In Stereo) X
Wetfcer, Teia* Ranger X
»*V> "Th» Cfwrote*

** "GnM»»"

Stargete SG-1 (R) (In Slereo)

wto*W(l996)Sirtoad.'PG-iy

(•J97li,MuMJii>nTt«volta.(lnS

(Rl (In Stereo) X |eH "Bart) Win"

Allen Returr

Reel TV X
Coach X

Sportelllu*. MoneyllnaX

Daily Show |Steln'a Money

IX
Time Trait "Split Image" (R) X
Extreme Machlnee (R)

WWF War Zone (In Slotoo) X~ 'X
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Robotman By Jim Meddick
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8 Years in Braces By Eric Petersen
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SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) —

Take time out to assess situations as

they develop today, and you can

avoid the kinds of pitfalls which

threaten others quite regularly.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — You are on the verge of an

error which could set you back

quite far. However, you can avoid

any such misstep if youre prudent

and prepared.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— See if you can't negotiate for a

little more time and a little more

money before going ahead with a

newly assigned project.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) —
Now is the time for you to take a

more aggressive approach to solving

a problem that has been hanging

over you for some time.

PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20) —
You may have a chance to redefine

yourself in some way today, provid-

ed you are willing to adopt a new

approach as soon as possible.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
Someone may be trying to put you

off the scent today, but you are not

likely to be swayed by anything so

obvious and heavy-handed.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
Seek out those who share your

point of view, and you'll be able to

work more efficiently in a coopera-

tive setting. Do not be too stub-

born.

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20) —
You are in a favorable position at

this time, but you don't want to risk

it by asking for too much from

those who are in authority.

CANCER (June 21-|uly 22) —

A little careful prodding should

land you the information you

require at this time. Take care that

you don't give away all your secrets.

LEO (|uly 23-Aug. 22) — Today,

you may find yourself in a difficult

position which requires more in the

way of tact and diplomacy than you

are used to exercising.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) —
Pacing is all-important today, and

you will enjoy the benefits of good

timing and the occasional break

almost immediately. Do not push

yourself.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) —
Others are counting on you to take

the reins very soon and lead them

out of professional danger. You
have what it takes; don't delay!

Close to Home By John McPherson

Q«c>te c>T the I>i»y

H Word - noun, an affirma-

tion, a term to acknowledge

or support a statment. 99
-NYC Breakers Glossary of

breakers termanology

Today's P.C. Menu
Call 545-2626 for more information.

Franklin

LUNCH
Shrimp Egg Roll

Subgum Fried Rice

Spinach & Mushroom Quiche

Mac & Cheese

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Royal Zuchinni Beef Parmesan

Penne w./ Tomato & Spinach

Quarter Pound Burger

Worcester

"Thee* ore fwo divergent opinions on how best

to treat you. I'm convinced you need a triple

bypass. Your HMO says all you need to do is

rub this $14 tube ol salve on your chest.

ACROSS
1 Kimono sash
4 Lose color

8 Nibbles

12 Persia, today

1

3

Director Kazan
14 Wander off

16 Social mislil

1

7

Narrow escape
19 Alaskan bear

21 Actor Beatty

?? Soap-making
ingredients

23 Religious group

25 Gold fabric

27 Against the

current

31 Like some funds

35 Right this

minute'

36 Wide lie

38 Spol lor dancing

39 Chowder
ingredient

41 Type of energy

43 Bivouac
44 Citrus fruit

46 Pacific island

group
48 '— whiz 1

"

49 Orders
51 Fidgety
53 Fellow

55 Lurch
56 Terner of

filmdom
59 Vase

61 Pekoe portion

65 Most creepy
68 Talking bird

69 Patronage
70 Manufacture
7

1

Legal eagle, for

short

72 Like a dungeon
73 Goddess of

discord

74 Look al

DOWN
1 Popular cookie

2 Poet
3 Charge with a

crime
4 Irresponsible

5 " — hands on
deck!"

6 Singer
Celine —

7 Artist s stand

8 Curve
9 Like a pro

player

10 Waiter's burden

11 Rescue
12 Pen's contents

15 "Certainly!"

18 Dutch cheese
20 Atmosphere
24 Tortilla treats

26 Type of pie?

27 Family member
28 Guided a rati

29 Hindu teacher

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

TrToIHraata hhhw
HBras nanao hobo
odd Human nemo
ansa oldo aasHo®

anna bsqq
naizjHHH naanaaan
asooo anas ranna
UWU BDK1HH IIMia
@qhq ansa hhhbb
aanaiaaaa (anaaaa

uiihe! aaaa
HEEjnara tuna ehbb
Haan neaaa dhho
ODDS HKOna EHSQ

amaa sans
tl 1707 © 1997. United Oetur« Syndicate

30 Grinding tooth

32 Practice

33 Peaks
34 Swings along
37 Gentler

40 Soft shoe
42 Flower-shaped

food garnishes

45 To the —
degree

47 To— precisely

50 Novelist Bellow

52 South
American

animals
54 Heyday
56 Turkish official

57 Moll
58 Roman's

garment
60 Not far

62 Computer-
storage unit

63 Feed Ihe kitty

64 Merry
66 For shame'"
67 Compete in a

slalom

*-
2 '

1

4 5 6
'

I

1
1 9 10

13 14 15

16 17 18

19 20 -23 24 lb ...-
27 28 29 33 34

35 37 38

39 B4 42JH
44 46 47 48

49 51 52

|ar~ 54

p- < <

6S

1
t

f,q

§" l
r y

LUNCH
Mac & Cheese

Meatball Grinder

Rontini / Tomato Sauce

Spicy Black Bean Burger

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Souithern Fried Steak

Mandarin Tofu

Potato Mushroom Delight

Hampshire
LUNCH

Hamburger on Roll

Chicken Cutlett Sandwich

Turkey-Bacon-Swiss Pita

Grilled Cheese

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Manicotti in Sauce

Berkshire

LUNCH
Mac & Cheese

Hamburger on Roll

Spicy Black Bean Burgei

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Pineapple Ham Steak

Mandarin Tofu

Pastabilities
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Massachusetts football coach Mike Hodges resigns
Coach leaves I j^H UM blown out

after 20 years ^^ ^H 49-9 in finale
By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

Massachusetts football coach Mike Hodges, saying

the program needed a "shake-up." resigned Saturday,

moments after the Minutemen's season-ending 49-9

loss to Connecticut. Hodges guided UMass to a 34-31

record in his tenure, but took the blame for this year's

2-9 record, the worst campaign by Massachusetts since

1953. Hodges coached at UMass for 20 years, the last

six as head coach.

The entire coaching staff has also been fired, accord-

ing to UMass athletic director Bob Marcum. A nation-

wide search for a replacement will begin immediately.

"Every decision I have made in the past six years has

been based on what I feel is best for this program...

and I think that what is best for this program is that I

resign as the head football coach," said Hodges in the

post-game press conference. "We need some new lead-

ership in here. This program needs a new direction."

Hodges said he met with Marcum on Friday, Nov. 7,

the day before a 33-8 loss to winless Boston University,

to inform Marcum of his decision. He said he told his

family earlier in the week, and informed both his staff

and players right before the game on Saturday. Hodges
maintains that, despite speculation Marcum probably

wouldn't have renewed his contract — due to run out in

May 1998 — the decision to step down was entirely his.

"I talked about the situation last week," Hodges said.

"And Mr. Marcum certainly didn't try to talk me out of

it, I can tell you that."

UMass suffered through a dismal 1997 campaign,
one that saw the Minutemen limp to its worst record

(2-9) since a 1- 7 mark in 1953. The Minutemen fin-

ished the season with four straight losses, by a com-
bined score of 173-39. UMass lost five games at

Warren McGuirk Stadium, which opened in 1967, for

the first time ever, and lost six games by over 20
points. But the biggest knock on Hodges had been his

inability to win a conference title. The current drought
— UMass hasn't won a conference title since 1990 — is

the longest since I960.

Hodges, well-liked by players, fans and the media
and long known for his loyalty to the school, told a

By Corey Peter Goodman
Collegian Staff

Connecticut

Massachusetts

Turn to COACH page 7
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Massachusetts football coach talks about his career, moments after resigning on Saturday. UMass finishes at

2-9, their worst record since 1953.

The University of Massachusetts football team knew its

season finale contest with Connecticut Saturday would be

a farewell game to its eight graduating seniors — most of

whom spent four years in Amherst.

However, UMass football said good-bye to 20 years of

football history when head coach Mike Hodges resigned

minutes after his team was trampled by the Huskies,

49-16, before 2,870 at Warren P. McGuirk Stadium.

Despite compiling 457
yards of total offense, the

Minutemen (2-9, 1-7) put

the ball in the end zone only

once in 59 minutes of play.

Three crucial turnovers put a dent in UMass' final num-
bers. UMass added a late score with just 15 seconds
remaining in the game. This failure to convert near the

goal line led to a frustrating afternoon and season for

Hodges.

"This game was a mirror of the whole season," Hodges
said. "We moved the ball well all day, but we turned it

over. You can't afford to do that."

Connecticut (7-3, 4-3) erased any hopes of a "Miracle

at McGuirk II" with 28 points in a span of just over nine

minutes to open the second half. UMass trailed at the half,

21-3.

Connecticut quarterback Shane Stafford went to the air

more often than not in the second half, racking up 260
yards in the final two quarters. Stafford finished the day

with three touchdowns on 14-for-26 passing for 340
yards. He was not sacked once.

UMass quarterback Anthony Catterton had an excellent

day in the losing effort. In his final collegiate performance,

Catterton completed 16 passes for 245 yards and a touch-

down. He was sacked three times.

The highlight of the afternoon for UMass was the per-

formance of freshman tailback Marcel Shipp. The
Paterson, New Jersey product capped off a tremendous
season with a 121 yard effort on 17 carries. Shipp also

had 75 yards receiving and 33 yards of kickoff returns.

With his success on the ground. Shipp became UMass'

top freshman back ever with 766 yards on the season.

Turn to FOOTBALL, page 7

Harvard cuts Minutewomen season short

Cold weather, fluke goals do in

No. 20 Massachusetts in Boston
By Jorma Kansanen
Collegian Staff

Harvard '

Massachusetts

CAMBRIDGE — As sports

metaphors go, if you dip from the

well too many times, it will run dry.

Nevermind geographical science, the

influence of watersheds on well

water and so on. If you rely on
something too much, it just might

run out on you.

After the No. 20 Massachusetts

women's soccer team's 2- loss to

No. 17 Harvard in

the first round of

the watershed of

Div. I competition
— the NCAA
Tournament — the

well was literally dry. A recently

slumping offense which still bragged

three players to score over 30 points

this season was ineffectual from the

start, and after two first half goals of

the fluky nature, the Minutewomen
could not bounce back in the mor-
tally cold conditions at Ohiri Field.

The first 20 minutes of the match
was all UMass, and after a shot from
sophomore Emma Kurowski flew

over the crossbar in the first few
minutes, a golden opportunity to get

an early lead blew away in the

bone-chilling wind.

In the 16th minute,
Minutewoman freshman Kara Green

fought off two defenders on the

right flank, and then served the ball

into open space to the right of

sophomore goalkeeper Anne
Browning. Sophomore Kate Webb
had Browning on a one-on-one. but

the recent propensity to knock the

ball up towards the keeper's hands

for the UMass offense instead of low

and to the corners struck the team
again, and a prospective 1-0 score

was still knotted at 0-0.

After that the Crimson took over

the game, allowing
only seven shots on
Browning, while forc-

ing senior keeper
Danielle Dion to make
16 saves by game's

end. Two goals by freshman
walk-on Erin Aeschliman at the

29:45 and 42:56 marks — the first

two of her career — capped the win

for Harvard, and they now face the

winner of yesterday's George
Mason/Maryland match next week-
end.

For UMass coach fim Rudy, the

lack of a consistent offensive pres-

ence the past few weeks can be
wrapped up in one word.

"Experience," Rudy said. "We
have our weak spots, and our soft

spots in terms of injuries and youth,

and playoffs are when you exploit

those factors. We've sort of avoided

Women's hoop open
with 72*47 victory
By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

After last Monday's exhibition game
against Rossiyanka, Massachusetts

women's basketball coach (oanie

O'Brien called the preseason game a

learning experience.

Yesterday, in their

season opener at the

William D. Mullins

Center, the

Minutewomen (1-0)

put what they have
learned thus far on display, and cruised

to their first win in impressive fashion,

72-47 over Wagner College (0-1 ).

The game represented a complete

turnaround from the last time the two

teams met. Last year, a last-second

three- pointer from Kelly Van Huisen

lifted UMass to a 70-67 overtime win

in New York. This time around, the

Minutewomen wasted little time in

putting the game out of reach.

It took a while for both teams to find

Massachusetts 72

Wagner

the basket, but when they scored, they

did so from downtown. Five of the first

six baskets from the field — for both

teams — were from beyond the arc.

Unfortunately for the Seahawks, only a

pair fell their way.

The spark UMass created on offense

resonated with its defense, lust under

six minutes into the first

half. Wagner was with-

in five, 1 1-6. Intense

defensive pressure from

the Minutewomen.
however, allowed the

Seahawks no closer. In fact, with 4:18

remaining in the period, UMass held its

largest lead of the first half, 31-12.

"Their press looked like it was in

midseason form." Wagner coach Pam
Roecker said. "Their press was more of

a factor today than it was last year. We
had a hard time getting into our offen-

sive sets. It took 1 8 seconds to get the

ball into any kind of play."

When the Seahawks did find a play,

the effort more often than not fell

Turn to WOMEN'S HOOP, page 7

Turn to SOCCER, page 7
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Senior Erica Iverson battles for the ball in yesterday's 2-0 season-end-

ing loss to Harvard in the first round of the NCAA Tournament.

UMass* Van Huisen
drops 24 on Wagner
By Jackie Leroux

Collegian Staff

Marathon squeaks out win overUM 68-65

Ajmal Basit closes gap with 1 7 points , J 2 rebounds
By Fred Huribrink, Jr.

Collegian Staff

THANC VO / COllfClAN

Despite a late surge, UMass
dropped its final exhibition game
to Marathon 68-65. The
Minutemen open their season next

Saturday night at Fresno St. in a

midnight start.

Despite a late second half rally by the Massachusetts

men's basketball team, Marathon's long range bombers
kept the Minutemen at bay and allowed for

a 68-65 victory at the William D. Mullins

Center Saturday night.

Marathon led from the gun to the finish

line, hitting 10 three-pointers (seven in the

second half) and building leads as big as 1 3 in the second

half — a Charles Minlend trey made the score 46-33 at

about the 1 3-minute mark.

Minlend was 5-for-6 from behind the arc (4-for-4 in

the second half) and led Marathon with 26 points and 1

2

rebounds. Mark Meredith was 4-for-7 from downtown
and chipped in 16 points.

After Marathon took its 1 3-point lead, Ajmal Basit

took over.

Lari Ketner — who was 4-for- 1 7 from the field — hit

a pair of free throws to close the gap to 1 1 , then Basit

went on a personal 8-2 run. He had three offensive

rebounds in that stretch, and scored on four straight

UMass possessions to draw the Minutemen within five

points, 48-43.

Marathon
j

Massachusetts 6E

"He can play like that," said UMass coach Bruiser Flint

of Basil's assault in the second half. "He has the talent,

he just has to put his mind to it. He's got great hands —
balls just come to him. If he comes to play, he's gonna be

one of the best players in the conference."

Basit finished the game with a

team-high 17 points and 12 rebounds
(nine offensive).

"I don't think I played that good. I

missed a lot of easy shots," Basit said.

"Since we're getting good shots and missing. I think

that's a good thing because we're not going to miss them
all year."

UMass hit 8-of-43 shots in the first half. Chris

Kirkland had the best percentage of any Minuteman in

the first 20 minutes — he was l-for-3 (33 percent). The
triumvirate of Ketner, Tyrone Weeks and Charlton

Clarke was a combined 5-for-24 in a first half that didn't

see a UMass point until after four minutes had gone by.

Weeks subbed in for Basit with the score 48-43, and

Marathon continued its long-range assault. Meredith
scored eight straight points and Minlend added a trey to

push the lead up to 59-50. The South Boston connection

of Monty Mack and lonathan DePina tried to keep UMass
close with seven

Turn »o MEN'S HOOP, page 7

Sophomore guard Kelly Van Huisen

has single-handedly scared away the

Wagner Seahawks. When Wagner head

coach Pam Roecker was asked whether

she would like to continue their series

with the Massachusetts' women's bas-

ketball team, she responded by asking,

"When does Van Huisen graduate?"

In yesterday's blowout of the

Seahawks. Van Huisen dominated. She

had 24 points, on 9 for 16 shooting.

She also grabbed three rebounds, two
assists and a steal.

She's a great player." Roecker said.

"We thought we had one of our best

players on her. She's just so quick, so

strong, very aggressive at both ends."

iMst year, Van Huisen was the hero

for UMass when they took on Wagner
in the Wagner Christmas Tournament
last December. After playing poorly in

regulation, Van Huisen scored all nine

of UMass' points in the overtime peri-

od, including a three pointer that won
the game for the Minutewomen.

"I -ist year might have been a fluke,"

Van Huisen said. "This year I just came
out and got into the flow of things real

quick, and shot the ball well."

Last year Van Huisen was named to

the All-Atlantic 10 Rookie team. This

year she was named to the Atlantic-10

second team, but Roecker was quick to

put her on the first.

"I think she's got a real shot to be an

Atlantic- 10 first- teamer this year, to

make the jump from the second team

and just go right to the first." Roecker

said.

Kelly was a pleasant surprise for

UMass head coach loanie O'Brien last

year, quickly making herself a key play-

er. She played in all 28 games, and

Turn to VAN HUISEN. page 7
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A film about
making movies

Mark Wahlberg,
Julianne Moore and

Burt Reynolds star

in Boogie Nighti, a

film about the

porno industry (see

Arts & Living, page

5).

No brotherly

love lost

L~!l

Chris Fawcett and
the Massachusetts

hockey team lost to

Lowell on Friday

but defeated Union

on Saturday (see

Sports, page 1 0).

WORLD

Canadian group up in

arms over Stern

TORONTO (AP) —A broad-

cast watchdog group complained

of abusive and sexist remarks by

"shock jock" Howard Stern and

reprimanded the two Canadian

radio stations that carry his show.

The Canadian Broadcast

Standards Council, established by

the industry to oversee its own
ethics code, ruled Nov. 1 1 that

Montreal's CHOM-FM and
Toronto's Q- 1 07 violated the code

when they aired offensive remarks

by Stern.

Stem, who revels in controver-

13 generated by his New York-

based syndicated show, made an

explosive debut in Canada in early

September. On the first show, he

referred to French Quebeckers as

"peckerheads" and "scumbags"

and belittled their efforts to pro-

mote the French language over

English.

The watchdog council said

each episode of Stern's show in

the first week of September con-

tained "abusive or discriminatory

comments aimed at French-

Canadians and other identifiable

groups."

NATION

Nichols implicated in

arms robbery

DENVER (AP) —Armor-pierc-

ing ammunition found in Terry

Nichols' home after the Oklahoma
City bombing was stolen from an

Arkansas gun show business, a

partner in the business testified

yesterday. The ammunition found

at Nichols' home was separated

into small plastic bags stamped

"l.C." indicating it was military sur-

plus, said Karen Anderson, who
runs a gun show business with

Roger Moore. Ms. Anderson said

she knew the ammunition belonged

to their business because the EC
marking came from a stamp she

has owned since childhood.

In 1989, Ms. Anderson and

Moore formed a gun-show business

called American Assault Co., or

The Candy Store, specializing in

"exotic ammunition." she said. In

the business, she sold ammunition,

while Moore sold guns.

Authorities say Nichols robbed

the business of $60,000 worth of

explosives, ammunition and cash in

November 1994 to finance the

bomb plot. Defense attorneys have

questioned whether the robbery

ever happened, contending Moore

was a friend of Timothy
McVeigh's. Ms. Anderson testified

as prosecutors won motions paving

the way for Moore's testimony.
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Kelly Van Huisen scored 24
points yesterday as UMass opened
the season with a 72-47 thrashing

of Wagner.
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Alcohol on campus: history of the problem
By Tamor Carroll & Jonathan

Liberty

Collegian Staff

Editor's note: This is part one of a

three-part series concerning the pre-

sent state of the use and abuse of

alcohol within the University of
Massachusetts and Amherst commu-
nities. The series will run consecu-

tively today, tomorrow and
Thursday.

Every weekend, thousands of

University of Massachusetts students

get drunk. And every weekend, the

repercussions are felt throughout the

campus and the surrounding commu-
nity.

A November
1996 Project

Pulse survey

found that 85
percent of UMass
students identify

themselves as

drinkers, and that

75 percent of

those students

were intoxicated

in the past

month.

Over one-third

of the drinkers reported consuming

four to six drinks per sitting and 56

percent reported drinking once or

twice a week.

The drunk students frequently

harm themselves and others in the

community as they create distur-

bances, vandalize dorms and bars.
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start fights with each other and
bystanders, sexually assault fellow

students and drive drunk.

On Nov. 10, the Monday before

Veteran's Day (a day with no sched-

uled classes), intoxicated students

kept UMass police busy with alco-

hol-related calls, according to

Deputy Chief Barbara O'Connor.

Between 11:22 p.m. and 3 a.m.,

police were called to deal with sever-

al noise complaints, a vandalized car,

a "Round Robin" in violation of the

liquor code and a 1 5-person fight in

Southwest Residential Area alone.

"On an average Monday night

those calls are not going to exist, and

this was even on a night when a lot

of people had gone home,"
O'Connor
said.

The Project

Pulse survey
also revealed

problematic
effects of stu-

dent drinking.

Students
reported that

45 percent of

drinkers had
gotten into a

car with a

drunk driver

at least once in the past year, while

17 percent had driven drunk.

Thirteen percent of the drinkers

experienced trouble with police and

nine percent injured themselves

while intoxicated.

Sally Damon, community health

"Alcohol removes inhi-

bition and gives you per-

mission to act in ways

you ordinarily

wouldn't, " Sally Damon,
community health edu-

cator at UHS.

educator at University Health

Services (UHS) said that drinkers

engage in many of these problem

behaviors because alcohol has

impaired their judgement.

"Alcohol removes inhibition and

gives you permission to act in ways

you ordinarily wouldn't," Damon
said. "Alcohol is often used to forget

about problems of physical or emo-

tional pain."

In the town of Amherst, drunken

behavior has resulted in a flood of

calls for service to the Amherst
police department. In the fiscal year

1995-96, 1,155 noise complaints

were registered, while there were

4 1 3 accounts of vandalism and 1 32

fights. In directly alcohol-related

charges, there were 55 DUI's, 110

open containers and 71 improper

persons in possession of alcohol.

In addition to engaging in problem

behaviors, students who drink heavi-

ly may experience short-term health

problems such as nausea, vomiting,

suppressed immune system and

black-outs. They also risk incurring

long-term health problems such as

liver disease, depression and sleep

disorders.

Trina Hope, coordinator of the

Response Team at Cooley Dickinson

Hospital in Northampton, said doc-

tors and nurses in their emergency

room have noticed "far more" alco-

hol related incidents this fall than in

the past, including stabbings, fights

and assaults.

"Many of the incidents that are

treated in the ER don't make the

news, like fights and people with

pancreatitis," Hope said. "Suicide

attempts related to substance abuse

normally wouldn't happen if the per-

son wasn't drunk."

Problems highlighted by recent

events

The many issues surrounding stu-

dent drinking, although longstand-

ing, were brought into focus this

semester by several high-profile

events on-campus and in the sur-

rounding community.

In early September, fights and
stabbings on Hobart Lane and Main

Street resulted in sophomore Luis

Cerda being stabbed in the neck with

a broken beer bottle and sophomore

Stephen Murphy ^^_________
repeatedly kicked

and punched in

the head.

These assaults

led to increased

awareness of the

problematic effect

of student drink-

ing on the com-
munity, which
became even more
apparent later

that month.

At the Homecoming
game, Sept. 27

football

campus authorities

were disturbed by the rampant exces-

sive drinking at tailgating parties and

resultant inappropriate behavior.

Chancellor David K. Scott vowed to

end abuse of alcohol at tailgating.

"1 had observed that tailgating at

the football game was a disaster

waiting to happen... and so I have

decided to discontinue the experi-

ment where tailgating was allowed as

a waiver of our policy against con-

sumption of alcohol in open spaces."

Scott said. "This experiment has

been a failure, and it will be discon-

tinued starting Oct. 25."

In the early morning hours of

Sept. 27. junior Adam G. Prentice

was found dead due to massive

bleeding after a fall through a cam-

pus greenhouse roof. The cause of

his fall is still being investigated by

UMass police, however toxicology

reports indicated Prentice's blood

alcohol level was 0.12 — above the

legal driving limit of 0.08.

His death,

along with
nationally publi-

c i z e d

alcohol-caused
deaths of stu-

dents at

Massachusetts
Institute of

Technology and
Louisiana State

University in

^^^^^^^^__ September and
August, respec-

tively, forced administrators to criti-

cally evaluate alcohol abuse on cam-

pus.

Campus responses

Scott appointed Associate

Chancellor Susan Pearson to head a

Turn to ALCOHOL page 3

"On a campus this

size, any attempts at

banning [alcohol] will

not be effective. It is

just not feasible.

"

Chancellor David K.

Scott"

Winter's first snow
results in five arrests
By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

MIAN MCD€»MOTT\ COUEGIAN

Ice, ice, baby
Sara Zuckerman, a senior management major, practices a few moves after co-teaching a figure skating

class at the Mullins center ice rink yesterday afternoon.

Following the first snowfall,

University of Massachusetts police

were busy responding to on campus

snowball fights, which resulted in the

arrest of five individuals.

UMass Police responded to more

than 15 calls of snowball fights on

campus beginning shortly before mid-

night on Friday until the early morning

hours on Sunday.

At 1 :48 a.m. police responded to an

individual throwing snowballs at other

individuals in Butterfield Residence

Hall.

Rijik S. Gupta. 19, was arrested for

disorderly conduct and assault and

battery because he failed to comply to

the request of police officers to stop

throwing snowballs.

Early Sunday morning, police

arrested four individuals on the comer

of Sunset Avenue and Massachusetts

avenue for throwing snowballs.

Brett M. Owens, 18, and Eric M.

I^agstein, 20, were arrested for disor-

derly conduct, assault and battery with

a shod foot and resisting a police offi-

cer making a lawful arrest.

Two other individuals, Ryan

Matthew Owens. 19, and Michael

Robert Palaza, 19, were also arrested

at the scene for disorderly conduct

and resisting a police officer making a

lawful arrest.

All four individuals attempted to

flee the scene to avoid arrests.

According to UMass Police Chief

Jack Luippold, two of the responding

officers were injured while making

the arrests, one receiving shoulder

injuries and the other receiving elbow

injuries.

Luippold said that while one indi-

vidual was being arrested another

individual got in the middle attempt-

ing to stop the arrest and resulting in

the officers' injuries.

In addition to responding to calls

concerning snowball fights, a major

concern of the UMPD was making

sure no groups of UMass students

went to Amherst College, Luippold

said.

Following a winter storm last spring

semester, a large group of UMass stu-

dents went to Amherst College to have

a snowball fight. Many windows and

other items on the Amherst College

campus were broken as well as a few

people being injured from the snow-

balls.

UMass participates in the O'Brien speaks on importance of stories

Great American Smokeout
By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts stu-

dents, faculty and staff who smoke

and have been thinking about quit-

ting can begin on Nov. 20 during the

17th annual Great American
Smokeout.

Beginning today thru Nov. 20,

health educators from University

Health Services will be sponsoring a

table in the Campus Center con-

course to provide information and

support to those trying to quit.

Prizes such as t-shirts will be given

to those who turn in a pack of ciga-

rettes for attempting to quit. In addi-

tion, stress kits will also be distrib-

uted.

The health educators will also be

sponsoring other events on
Wednesday and Thursday in an

effort to get more students to partic-

ipate in the Smokeout and to let

them become familiar with support

and services available to them.

Tomorrow, a movie titled, "A
Pack of Lies," will be shown, which

portrays the role of advertising in

the tobacco industry and how they

peg certain populations.

Also tomorrow night, students

have the option of attending a hyp-

nosis session from 7- 9:30 p.m. The

session, which is sponsored by the

Amherst Tobacco Control Program,

is free but participants must
pre-register by calling 256-4077.

Kathleen Pew, Director of the

Pioneer Valley Hypnosis Institute,

will lead the session and offer cop-

ing strategies and relaxation tech-

niques to help the fight nicotine

addiction.

On Thursday, the day of the Great

American Smokeout, Acupuncturist

Lynn Curry will hold a lecture, dis-

cussion and demonstration at 1 p.m.

in Campus Center room 805.

"The Great American Smoke Out

is a day where nationally people are

asked to quit smoking for a day. Not

smoking for one day can already

have a positive effect on a person's

health," said Suzanne Gillert. Health

educator from UHS.
According to information released

by the American Cancer Society, 20

minutes after a person has stopped

smoking, blood pressure returns to a

level close to that before the last cig-

arette and the temperature of the

person's hands and feet increases to

normal.

After eight hours of no smoking,

the carbon monoxide levels in the

blood stream drops to normal and

24 hours with out smoking decreas-

es a person's chances of a heart

attack.

"The Smokeout is very successful

in having people thinking about

smoking and thinking about quit-

ting," Gillert said. "It is very difficult

for many people to quit smoking.

Most are not successful on their first

try."

According to Gillert. the average

person tries eight times to quit

smoking.

"For some people the Smokeout

may be their goal to stop smoking,

for others it may be the first step in

the right direction. For many, it is

Turn to SMOKE OUT page 3

By Tamar Carroll

Collegian Staff

Award winning author Tim
O'Brien said it is the stories of every-

day life that matter in the end.

Last night, in the University of

Massachusetts Student Union
Ballrooom, O'Brien spoke to over

250 students and faculty about his

life experiences and the inspirations

for his writing.

In his lecture, entitled "The

Writer's Life," O'Brien sought to

show the importance of stories to all

I MCrXUMOTT COUEGIAN

Tim O'Brien enjoys a laugh dur-

ing his lecture yesterday night,

which was sponsored by the

Distinguished Visitor's Program.

of our lives.

"I don't know anything except sto-

ries — they matter to me," O'Brien

said. "Stories somehow matter in our

lives, they have a capacity to help us

heal, to console us, and to make
sense of our lives."

His job as a fiction writer, O'Brien

said, is to tell people stories that

express the truths of his life in ways

that will "somehow squeeze your

hearts and make you feel a little of

what I felt [at that time in my life]."

To demonstrate his point, O'Brien

captivated the audience with three

stories from his youth.

The most powerfull of the three

chronicled his agony in deciding

whether to flee to Canada to avoid

fighting in the Vietnam war.

During the summer of 1968, while

he awaited his induction into the ser-

vices in August, O'Brien said, he got

a job at a meat factory butchering

pigs.

The constant presence of blood at

the factory tormented O'Brien with

premonitions of the war in Vietnam

and ultimately drove him to flee to

the Canadian border.

"You can imagine what my dreams

were like that summer," O'Brien said.

"For me, that factory was not just a

metaphor for Vietnam it was all

around me."

One day. O'Brien said, he cracked

and drove north for eight straight

hours, approaching the Canadian

border and safety from the draft.

"Rationality left me and I just ran

for my life." O'Brien said.

He wound up staying in a place

called the Tip Top Lodge for the next

six days, agonizing over his decision.

"Those were the six most impor-

tant day of my life." O'Brien said.

This was a trillion times worse than

Vietnam. I felt as thought I had been

split in half."

Ultimately, he was unable to leave

his country and the people he loved

forever.

"I could have been in Canada,"

O'Brien said. "But I knew 1 was not

going to Canada. I knew 1 was a cow-

ard and that I would be going to

Vietnam. I knew that I was not capa-

ble of saying no to this war. I was ter-

rified of exile."

A few months later, O'Brien said,

he was being shot at as he walked

through rice patties in Vietnam.

O'Brien then surpised the audience

by revealing that the three stories

were not actual moments in his life.

Although he did agonize over

whether to skip the draft in the sum-

mer of 1968, he never drove to the

Canadian border. He created those

scenes to dramatize his situation and

make it "larger than life".

"These stories are all made-up,"

O'Brien said. "I am a fiction writer.

That's my job."

However, O'Brien said, the factual

truth of the stories was not the

important thing.

"The fact that something is invent-

ed should be irrelevant to big issues

of truth." O'Brien said. "I was giving

you access through make-believe to

the truth of what I was."

Good fiction writing. O'Brien said,

condenses a life into its critical

points.

"You boil things down into what

one feels is the distilled essence of the

matter." O'Brien said. "That's what

good stories can do. They're built on

a kernel of truth, but they go way
beyond it."

Turn to O'Brien page 2
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Campus Police Log
Accident — Property Damage
Nov. 13

Eric B. Rogers, 23, of 58
Wright St.. Westport Conn., was
arrested on Infirmary Way for

operation a motor vehicle under
the influence of liquor and leaving

the scene of property damage.
Nov. 14

A two vehicle accident occurred

in parking lot 40 on Hicks Way.

Annoying Behavior

Nov. 15

An individual from Dwight
Residence Hall reported receiving

threatening e-mails.

Apples were being thrown at

parked cars from Van Meter
Residence Hall.

Nov. 14

Bottles were being thrown from

Pierpont Residence Hall.

Snowballs were thrown at

Housing maintenance staff from

Van Meter Residence Hall.

Nov. 15

A snowball fight occurred on
Infirmary Way.
Snowballs were being thrown

on )ohn Adams Road.

A snowball fight occurred on
Orchard Hill Drive.

A snowball fight occurred in

Southwest Circle.

A snowball fight occurred in

Clark Hill Road.

A snowball fight occurred on

lohn Adams Road.

Rijik S. Gupta, 19. of 11 Indian

Springs Rd., Milton, was arrested

for disorderly conduct and assault

and battery.

A snowball fight occurred on
Massachusetts Avenue.

A snowball fight occurred on
the Southwest Mall.

Assault & Battery

Nov. 13

A physical altercation occurred

between drivers of two vehicles as

one driver turned into parking lot

43 on Eastman Lane. The incident

is under investigation.

Burglary/Breaking and Entering

Nov. 15

A individual from Mackimmie
Residence Hall reported $350
stolen from room.

Disturbance

Nov. 14

A snowball fight was reported

on Infirmary Way.
Nov. 15

A Round Robin on the second
floor on Butterfield Residence
Hall was dispersed.

A fight occurred in the Student

Union Ballroom.

Family Offenses, Domestics
Nov. 14

A verbal argument occurred
between individuals in Patterson

Residence Hall.

Nov. 15

A dispute between individuals

in Coolidge Residence Hall was
referred to Residential staff.

Larceny
Nov. 13

A telephone was reported stolen

from an office in Thompson Hall.

An individual reported illegal

use of his credit card in the
University Store. The purchase
amount was $250.
A Fernald club shirt and hat

was reported stolen from a display

case in Fernald Hall.

An individual reported illegal

use of his credit card in the
University Store. The purchase
amount was $156.

Hubcaps were reported stolen

from a vehicle in parking lot 29
on Clark Hill Road.

Nov. 14

Packages were reported stolen

from the Cluster Office in John
Adams Residential Hall.

Nov. 15

A resident from Kennedy
Residence Hall reported a Sony
Playstation and a cartridge stolen.

An individual from Wheeler
Residence Hall reported 60 CDs
were stolen.

Nov. 16

A car phone was stolen from a

vehicle in parking lot 22 on
University Drive.

A snow board was reported
stolen from a vehicle in parking

lot 29 on Clark Hill Road.

An individual from lohn Adams
Residence Hall reported his

U-card stolen.

A resident of Cashin Residence

Hall reported his wallet stolen

from room.
Nov. 17

An individual from Emerson
Residence Hall reported laundry
stolen.

Suspicious Person/Activity

Nov. 16

Brett M. Owens. 18, of 21
Longwood Ave., Brockton and
Eric M. Lagstein, 20, of 677
Ranapo Valley Rd.. Oakland, N.)..

were arrested on Massachusetts
Avenue and Sunset Avenue for

disorderly conduct, assault and
battery with a dangerous weapon
(shod foot) and resisting a police

officer making a lawful arrest.

Ryan Matthew Owens, 19, of

120 Forest Ave., Brockton, and
Michael Robert Palaza, 19, of 396

Walnut St., Bridgewater, were
arrested on the corner of

Massachusetts Avenue and Sunset

Avenue for disorderly conduct
and resisting a police officer mak-
ing a lawful arrest.

Vandalism
Nov. 13

A window was smashed in the

front door of Coolidge Residence

Hall.

Nov. 14

A bathroom window was
smashed in Pierpont Residence
Hall.

Several window screens were
destroyed on the third floor of

Cance Residence Hall.

A vehicle in parking lot 1 1 on
Stadium Drive was damaged.

Graffiti was written on a bath-

room stall in Tobin Hall.

Graffiti was written on a bath-

room stall in Gorman Residence

Hall.

Graffiti was written on a wall in

Brett Residence Hall.

Nov. 15

Two vehicles in parking lot 32

on Massachusetts Avenue were
damaged.
A fire alarm speaker in Kennedy

Residence Hall was damaged.
Recycling bins and sani-cans in

parking lot 1 1 on Stadium Drive

were damaged.
A window was smashed in a

resident's room in Mackimmie
Residence Hall.
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Panel discusses God and science

The seated members of yesterday's panel were, from left to right, Dick Teresi, Albey Reiner, Kimberly Quinell,

and Christopher Carlisle.

By Sarah J. Kimmel
Collegian Staff

The second panel discussion of the

Inter-Religious Forum took place last

night from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. in Herter

231. The discussion, entitled "Science

and Religion," argued the relationship

between the two fields.

The forum, created by Universin d
Massachusetts history professor Will

lohnston. is currently a week-long
series that will hopefully, according to

lohnston, result in future events.

Johnston's goal is to encourage stu-

dents to learn the diverse avenues tor

spirituality that are available to them in

the Five College area.

"If you study religions," lohnston

said, "you see that they have common
traits and aspirations. The
Inter-Religious Project will not only

help students clarify their own tradi-

tions, but enable them to enlarge their

spiritual identity to include aspects of

other traditions."

The panelists for "Science and
Religion" were Albey Reiner. Dick
Teresi, Christopher Carlisle and
Kimberly Quinell.

Reiner is ;i UMass microbiology pro-

lessor and the recipient of the 1994

Case Massachusetts Teacher of the

Year Award. He received his PhD in

molecular biology at I iarvard.

Teresi is the co-author of "!Tic God
Particle" and a journalist for several

magazines such as The V«W York

Times Book Review. The Wit York

Times Magazine, I'enthouse and The

Lutheran.

Carlisle is the UMass Episcopal

Chaplain. He received his theological

degrees from Harvard and Yak.

Quinell is a senior at Mount llolyoke

College majoring in chemistry and
minoring in hiology. She is a represen-

tative Of the Baha'i faith Community, a

religion which emphasizes science edu-

cation and feels collectively that science

should be considered an act of warship.

Each panelist began by stating their

view of the debate between science

and religion. The topic centered

around truth and the quest for that

truth. The main argument is that the

general mindset ol scientists is that

the] need proof to believe something.

Teresi said. "Religious beliefs should

survive all evidence... Your beliefs

tend to be unlalsifiable... they can't be

proven true but they can't be proven

false either. Scientists belic\c what's in

pencil. The) are supposed to be able to

get rid of their in a moments notice

[once the old information is proven

lalse|."

Other topics discussed were the

importance of education, the appear-

ance of physical miracles, the use of

language. The Big Bang Theory, faith

and spirituality.

Quinell brings science and religion

together hy saying that "they both rely

on a great deal of faith."

Reiner drew a similarity between the

two faculties using the duality ol sins

saving that, "the greatest sin in science

is to throw away data."

The second hour of the discussion

was used lor questions Irom the audi-

ence Many asked of the meaning of

God and the essence of spirit. The final

question was asked hy Sam Dean, a

I Mass graduate student, who
answered all of these questions using a

word thai was not mentioned once in

the previous two hours.

He said. "The essence of God is

love."

O'Brien
continued from page I

O'Brien's lecture was sponsored by the Distinguished

Visitor's Program (DVP), which strives to "keep the

University community sensitive to world affairs, issues

and happenings" by bringing prominent and diverse

thinkers to campus. The next speaker in the DVP series

will be noted author Rav Bradburry. who will be at the

Call 586.7772

>?
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ALANA lecturer to speak at UM
Voy Fernandes

Collegian Correspondent

Another prominent Al.ANA series lecturer is set to

speak here at the University of Massachusetts.
Professor lose Rossy-Millan, will be lecturing on "The

State of the Latino community in the U.S.: Challenges
and Opportunities" in the Campus Center Auditorium at

7 p.m. Rossy-Millan is visiting UMass as part of the

Latin American Lecturers, sponsored by the Office of

ALANA Affairs.

Professor Rossy-Millan has taught Latin American
Studies, Cultural Diversity. Psychology and Human
Services at several campuses including the City

University of New York (CUNY). Professor
Rossy-Millan effectively blends facts, humor and anec-

dotes to engage students in an honest examination of

commonly held assumptions about contemporary Latino

issues.

Born in Santuree, Puerto Rico, Professor Rossy-Millan

attended the University of Puerto Rico where he complet-

ed a B.A. and an M.A. degree in counseling. He earned a

second M.A. in Psychology from The State University of

New York (SUNY). and is a doctoral candidate in

Clinical Psychology at Antioch New England graduate

school.

Combinations of his own life mixed with those of his

former students and clients is what makes Rossy-Millan

entertaining and inspirational. An activist himself in

Puerto Rico, Rossy-Millan can effectively motivate

today's college students to assume a more active role in

defense of their beliefs.

In response as to why this particular lecturer had been

selected among many others, Nelson Acosta, Director of

Office of ALANA Affairs said, "We wanted to bring a

speaker who could provide some of that information and

could talk about issues on a national perspective and who
could bridge all the gap in the Latin-American communi-
ties."

Professor |ose Rossy-Millan comes to campus as part of

the ALANA lecture series

lose Rossy-Millan is who came to mind.

The ALANA lecture series provides a diversified list of

lecturers for the ALANA students on or off campus at

UMass. The series gives students of color a chance to

hear from lecturers with similar backgrounds to speak on

issues that promote the awareness of their surroundings.

Behind you!
Cory |assen, a sophmore mechanical engineering major, and Stephen Sarro, a sophmore majoring in plant

and soil science, heave a snowball at Dylan Shmulsky, a sophmore building materials and wood technology

major.
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alcohol
continued from page 1

50-person task force to review the

current campus alcoholic beverage

policy and the "wide range of iMMl
related to the use of alcohol by mem-
bers or our community."

"I think it is an extraordinai il>

important issue," Pearson said. "All

of what we do as a University

requires, at a minimum, to ensure

the safety and well-being of mem-
bers of the community. A sensible-

alcohol policy is an essential part of

that."

The tr.sk force, which includes

approximately 10 student members,

began to meet in late October.

Subcommittees of the task force are

considering issues such as education-

al programs, counseling, and con-

sumption of alcohol off- campus, at

fraternities and sororities, and in

dormitory rooms.

"There has been a great deal of

discussion about the need for greater

educational programs and on-cam-

pus weekend programming which

does not include alcohol," Pearson

said. "We are looking for attractive

alternatives and we will make some

recommendations about that."

The task force is scheduled to pre-

sent its recommendations to the

Chancellor's Executive Advisory

Committee for consideration before

Thanksgiving.

State reactions

At the same time that Scott called

for a review of the existing alcohol

policy at UMass Amherst, the state

Board of Higher Education met to

discuss a system-wide policy.

Feelings were running high from

the media attention to Prentice's

death, and lames Carlin. chair of the

Board, and Stanley Koplick,

smoke out

Chancellor of Higher Education,

called for a ban on alcohol at all

state schools ut the Oct. 14 meeting.

The ban was immediately criti-

cized by Scott and other administra-

tors, faculty, and students, who
overwhelmingly opposed the idea in

their Oct. 22 referendum vote.

"On a campus this size, any
attempts at banning (alcoholl will

not be effective." Scott said. "It is

just not feasible."

The action that was actually

passed by the entire Board of

Higher Education, however, did not

call for a ban. but for a "re-evalua-

tion and strengthening" of current

campus alcohol policies.

The Board asked each campus'
Board of Trustees to examine
existing alcohol policy and look

for ways, including stricter

enforcement and increased educa-

tional programs, to "eliminate
underage consumption of alco-

holic beverages and curb binge
drinking."

flly Court, student representative

to the Board of Higher Education,

said the Board's intention was to

emphasize reducing underage
drinking.

"This is a recommendation and
the focus is on underage drinking,"

Court said. "I think statewide
there's going to have to be a serious

investment in educational and
counseling services dealing with

substance abusers."

Current direction

The Board of Trustees are sched-

uled to discuss the alcohol policy at

their meeting in the first week in

December. They are now expected

to recommend that each Chancellor

be given the authority to draw up a

specific policy for each campus,
under guidelines established by the

Board of Trustees and the

President's Office.

Thomas Robinson, Vice

Chancellor of Student Affairs, said

the Trustees will likely require that

each Chancellor ensure the campus'

policies are in accordance with all

federal, state and local laws, and

that programs for education and

counseling are put in place on each

campus.
"Each Chancellor will need to

institute compliance with those

laws," Robinson said. "Every cam-

pus is different. Within that con-

text, each campus could develop an

appropriate policy."

Scott said that he and the

Chancellor's Executive Advisory

Committee will use the recommen-
dations of the Alcoholic Beverage

Task Force in forming a new policy.

"We will work to incorporate the

Task Force recommendations into

our current policy." Scott said.

"Some issues may be able to be

adopted immediately, others might

need specific Board approval."

The challenge now is to see if the

new policies will have a substantial

impact on student behavior.

Scott said he is hopeful that they

will.

"Yes, 1 am optimistic. There is a

lot of experience on the task force

and we have pretty good policy

already in place," Scott said. "One
issue is better enforcement of our

current policies."

Collegian staff members Leigh
Faulkner, Victoria Groves and
Paul Hayes contributed to this

article.

continued from page 1

the first time they experience what it is like to not smoke

for a day," she added.

Gillert and other Health educators made bulletin

board kits for all Resident Assistants. Each kit contains

information on relaxation techniques, tips on how to

quit and how to support a friend, as well as the top 10

lies about the tobacco industry.

"People need to know there are more ways to quit

smoking than quitting cold turkey." Gillert said.

In a press release issued by the American Cancer

Society (ACS) how-to-quit tips were offered.

Some of these tips were: throw out all cigarettes

matches and lighters, clean out ashtrays, hold a pen or a

pencil, chew gum or carrots, drink plenty of water and

juices and avoid caffinated liquids which causes the

desire for nicotine.

In addition to these tips the ACS also offered tips to

those trying to help someone to quit: keep in close con-

tact with the person via phone or in person, help them

keep a good sense of humor by telling jokes, watching a

funny movie or going to a comedy club, agree to give up

something that you are addicted to such as chocolate or

coffee; prepare a survival kit full of carrot, celery, sugar-

less gum, straws and candy.

Besides this weeks sponsored events, UHS also holds a

"Kick Butts" support group every Wednesday in the

Campus Center room 801 from 7-8 p.m.

Anyone with questions or concerns about the Great

American Smokeout events or the "Kick Butts" support

group may call the health education office at 577-5181.

visit us at http://www.umass.edu/rso/colegian
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A different point of view

A

Is
the American judicial system

really nothing more than a farce

perpetrated and perpetuated by a

nation of misguided individuals? I

don't think so. but many people in

Great Britain seem to think so.

Last Wednesday, a Cambridge jury

convicted British au pair Louise
Woodward of second-degree murder.

Monday morning, judge Hitler B.

Zobel reduced the sentence to

manslaughter.

Monday morning, at about 10 a.m..

1 innocently turned on CNN and was

instantly assaulted by a barrage of

media activity. The news of fudge

Zobel's decision ^^^^^^^^
was impending, and Don
on both sides of the ogggmjBi
Atlantic, people
awaited his decision in a state of

pants-wetting anticipation.

With the decision came the obliga-

tory reactions from the press, the peo-

ple and the experts. Because the press

and the experts, while informative,

ultimately prove boring, the news
media needs to rely upon a slew of

"just plain folks* to provide the real

excitement in a story. In this case,

they turned to the patrons of a pub in

Elton. England.

Throughout the trial, I had been
privy to the reactions of outraged
Britons bemoaning the fate of their

country-woman as she was heartless-

ly persecuted by the big, bad
American judicial machine. As such, I

was not surprised when I saw that

CNN had deployed a dependable,
tough cookie of a reporter to field

real, human reactions in the afore-

mentioned pub.

Despite the fact that a general

spokesperson was supposed to make
a statement for the people, our hero-

ine didn't have any trouble finding

two people ready, willing and able to

vent their anger and frustration over

the plight of their country-woman to

viewers all over the globe.

Throughout the case, I was struck

by the loyalty Louise Woodward's fel-

low Britons had showed the embat-

tled au pair, but even as I watched
them urging Louise to be strong,

something about their loyalty proved

to be somewhat stomach-churning.
What do these people really have in

common with Louise Woodward
other than citizenship?

Had she done anything to distin-

guish herself prior to killing Matthew
Eappen? How cruel we all were! Not
only is O.I. Simpson an American citi-

zen, but he was able to parlay a loot

^^^^^^^^^^ ball career into
~~

\ ., successful stints

IgggjBglgBjIBBBBBgBg 111 both blOild-

casting and act-

ing. Where was the national solidarity

behind O.I.? Did Louise Woodward
ever do anything nearly as endearing

as portraying Leslie Nielson's delight-

fully wacky and accident-prone side-

kick?

What I think it all boils down to is

that the British in general, think that

all Americans are. in general, stupid.

And 1 think that sentiment would
appear to extend to our judicial sys-

tem.

What brought me to this conclu-

sion was the fact that whenever one
of Louise Woodward's British sup-

porters was asked to comment on the

proceedings, their arguments were
always emotional, never based on the

actual facts of the case. They thought

she was innocent because, to the

British psyche, a nice young English

girl could never do something so base

and evil.

The facts of the case are thrown
out. In the minds of many Britons,

the case is no longer about a dead
infant, but about a judicial system so

out of whack that they would dare to

accuse a nice English girl of such a

heinous crime. The case is no longer

about emotionally shattered and
grieving parents, but about a sadistic

judicial system that exists solely to

persecute poor, innocent English girls

in a brutal and public manner.

Now, I'm not debating the facts of

the case, whether or not she's guilty

of murder, manslaughter or merely of

being in the wrong place at the

wrong time. While the state is trying

to ensure that justice is served, the

British people condemn our judicial

system because, heaven forbid, we
chose to prosecute one of their own.

While there is a certain measure of

animosity between Americans and

the British: generally speaking, we all

go home friends at the end of the

day.

So why the sudden loss of trust? Is

it so unreasonable to think that a

British teenager could have commit-

ted such a crime in the United
States? Certainly, the British proba-

bly think that American teenagers are

capable of much worse, and they

would be right.

Matthew Eappen is dead, nothing

can change that. Louise Woodward
may bear the responsibility for that

death. Perhaps she isn't guilty.

Perhaps the child would have died

even if Louise had never crossed the

Atlantic. But why is it so inconceiv-

able to so many that Louise
Woodward is responsible? What I'm

really asking here is this: Do the

British really have so little respect for

our country and our judicial system?

Is it possible to accuse one individual

without incurring the wrath of an

entire country?

It would be a shame it a case that

should be about the death of an
8-month-old infant is remembered
only because of the anger the British

people felt when America had the

audacity to accuse one of their own of

nothing short of murder.

Doug Clinton is a UMuss student.

Last call

"W elcome to the University of

Massachusetts touch tone registration

system. We are now accepting pre-regis-

tration requests for Spring 1998. Please

enter your nine digit student ID."

If this recording doesn't make you cringe, I'd be

hard pressed to find something that does. And yet,

besides the fact that we're warned in advance that

these are merely "requests" and the likelihood that

we'll get everything we want is null; I can't help but

get a little weepy-eyed as 1 enter

my branch code and four-digit ^^^
personal ID. ^^Karet^ori

This is my last pre-registration. ^^^^^^^^^^
I'm among the ranks of the graduating class of

1998. I've been through numerous pre-registrations

and numerous add/drops. I've felt the sting of rejec-

tion — "Your request cannot be processed. The sec-

tion you requested is over-enrolled" — as well as the

elation of victory — "You have added HRTA 100.

Section one." I've spent hours on the phone entering

random six-digit schedule numbers with the hopes of

adding something, anything. "You have added," dra-

matic pause. "Biochemistry 496."

Um... no.

So I've spent just as much time frantically flipping

through the course book, armed with my action code,

to drop the unintentional}. But all that

doesn't come until February. We can find some solace

in not knowing which classes we won't get. And they

are bound to be a few. Ignorant bliss, perhaps?

But pre-registration has a whole other gamut of

problems. Pin numbers. Why do I get mine in

the mail? Why do some people have to see their advi-

sors? Regardless, you've got to love the handy, easy-

to-follow guide entitled "How do I find my academic
dean?" (see page 1 1, pre-reg guide). It runs something
like this. If my major is... (locate your major on the

page). I should go to... (trace your finger down until

you come across a building and room number). My

major is (ournalism. so if need be. 1 report to the Arts

and Sciences Advising Center. E24 Machmer Hall.

But here's a little hint. If you need that page to send

you in the right direction, don't even bother to pre-

register. You shouldn't be in college anyway.

And then there's the stress of not having a major at

all. Freshmen and sophomores need not worry... yet.

But juniors? And seniors, God forbid. By the time

fourth year roles around you usually settle for any-

thing because panic sets in. Impulse decision. You
declare a major so that you can take""^ classes in that department. But until

newak^^^^ you see that dean (page 11 again),

get signed in, and deliver the canary,

gold and goldenrod copies to the appropriate destina-

tions, you're out-of-luck. (Which one is goldenrod,

anyway?) Even in your major there's a matter

of what to take. At this time of year this becomes a

common topic of conversation. We all exchange infor-

mation on our blow-off classes as well as updates on
reformed blow-offs (that info is essential). Some peo-

ple pore over course guides, talk to professors, plan

out their entire schedules on those dandy grids. Gotta

love 'em. But I'm not that ambitious. People like me,
well, I tend to register for any 12 credits now, only to

suffer during add/drop as I approach every professor

with the same tired story: I'm a senior and I need this

class to graduate. Oh, but not this time,

because I only need six credits to graduate. I've been

introduced to the fine world of senior billing and I

really can register for absolutely anything. I have suc-

cessfully completed all the requirements for my major

and my minor. My gen-eds are history (Did I take a

history?) Six credits, the last two classes of

my college career. But as I enter the six-digit

schedule number I'm requesting. I'll try not to get too

choked up.

Because, chances are. I won't get those classes any-

way.

Karen Sonnewald is a UMass student.
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Peace or pieces?

While reading the Collegian the

other day. my eyes ran into the cover-

age of the Hillel House memorial for

Yitzhak Rabin, the late Israeli Prime
Minister, who was assassinated in

1995 by a lewish fanatic.

However, the coverage had some
strange points that aroused my atten-

tion and also raised some questions.

The coverage says that students who
held the memorial (35 participants it

said) are not/don't represent "the stu-

dents of UMass." This is what the

coverage reveals later. I'm not against

the memorial. I'm against the false

language used in reporting.

This is no the point. One of the

participants, the report says, spoke
about how Rabin's murder was "a

defining point in her life and the lives

of the audience." Well, what audi-

ence? The Israelis? The Zionists? Or
the lews? Or the UMass students?

But again, this is not the point.

The point is peace in the Middle
East. Rabin was/is a hero for many
Israelis. That's fine though it's quite

hard, for me at least, to forgive or

forget his past against the

Palestinians and the Arabs. Yet. his

positive steps toward the road of

peace can hardly be denied by any-

body. Unfortunately, these great steps

toward peace are now intentionally

ruined by the Israeli Prime Minister.

After two long years of Rabin's death

and after almost a year and a half of

Netanyahu's coming to power, no
step forward has been taken simply

because the Israeli government still

has "many promises and peace agree-

ments to break."

1 was touched by the participants'

words and dreams about peace. But,

the question is: do the participants

believe in peace as it should be: giv-

ing the Palestinians their occupied
land and their right to have their

state? I really wonder if my col-

leagues of the Hillel House were hav-

ing their concept of a just and com-
prehensive peace in their minds while

they were having this memorial. Any
true desire for change must be
equipped with both hope and anger.

It's quite easy to have hope but it's

quite difficult to work for change
equipped with anger and nourished
by self-criticism.

It's time to abandon your wild

Zionist dreams and. as a rising, you
should do the best of your effort to

make peace become a shining reality

Letters to the Editor
in the Middle East. The birds of

peace, which are left no chance to

live as Mr. Netanyahu can't afford to

see them around, need your efforts so

that they can survive. Let peace for

the Israelis and the Palestinians as

well prevail. The state of Israel can

be safe when the Palestinians restore

their denied land and have their

denied land and have their state, the

state of Palestine.

Shaban Mikawy
UMass visiting scholar

A response

to Goodall

To the Editor:

In Uzzell v. Friday, the Federal dis-

trict court of North Carolina ruled

that the University of North Carolina.

Chapel Hill could not set racial quo-

tas on the composition of the Student

Senate. Their decision was based on
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of

1964, the same act upon which the

Supreme Court upheld the affirma-

tive action in Regents of the

University of California V. Bakke.

The case Mr. Goodall has stated

has nothing to do with this, since the

issue of electoral districts is not the

actual cause for the debate. The
ALANA caucus is not an electoral

district, it is a coalition of interest

groups that has been granted special

recognition above all other groups.

This is illegal.

1 ask Mr. Goodall to read the opin-

ion in Uzzell V. Friday and see how
the Court addresses the issue of
whether ALANA appointed represen-

tatives have to be ALANA students.

The Court says that the law applies

even if the quotas are inferred, mean-
ing that the appointments are given

to groups with a bias, no matter who
they choose as their senators.

This legal theory is actually not

"half-understood... downright twist-

ed." It is crystal clear. I ask Mr.
Goodall not to refer to legal theory

he has not even read. I assume he did

not read the opinion of the Court, as

he asks in the beginning of his letter

for the title of the case.

The legal arguments for this case

are extremely strong, with more than

adequate precedent to back them up.

Now, with the Senate clearly break-

ing the law, how can we senators

expect the resolutions we pass to be

respected. And furthermore, how can

we call this government legitimate?

Carlos Alvarez

Wheeler

Don 't give up
on family love

To the Editor:

This letter is in response to Ron
Lenker's article "UMass 'Pride'

Alliance not living up to its title" that

appeared in the Collegian on Nov.
1 3. Ron said, "They (parents) will get

over it and if they don't, why would
you want someone in your life who
doesn't really get over it and love

you? Do you really want to have par-

ents that are in love with what they

think arc you? (Well, maybe, if they

are paying for your tuition.)"

I totally agree that if you tell a

friend about it, and they don't want
to be your friend, then they are not

worth having as a friend. But families

are another story.

I recently told my parents that I

had a girlfriend. Since I have shared

that part of my life. I haven't really

spoken to my parents. The only
things that they can say to me is how
abnormal 1 am. They have forbidden

my sister to visit me up at school, and
due to the unacceptancc of all this,

my girlfriend and I have broken up.

I am almost 21 -years-old, and for

my entire life (up until I told them) 1

have had 100 percent of their love. It

is crazy for Ron to just say deal with

it and who needs them anyway. I am
happy to hear that his mother treats

him no differently now, but that is

not the case for many. No one should

give up on the love from their fami-

lies. And it is not about having par-

ents supporting you as far as tuition

goes. It's much more than that. It's

about emotional support and having

your parents love you no matter who
you are.

It doesn't matter who you are. or

who you fall in love with. I am just a

normal girl who happened to fall in

love with a girl. My parents don't
understand this, but that is not
enough for me to throw away my
entire life with them. I can not forget

about my parents or my girlfriend; I

can not give up on love from any of

them. It is not so easy to say they are

not worth it. because they are.

Danielle Golio

Amherst

Point/Counterpoint on Iraq

The bd/Up page will be running a point/counterpoint feature on the escalating tensions between the United States and Iraq. Anyone interested

in expressing their opinion on this issue is urged to submit an editorial Editorials should he well-researched and well-written. 600-800 words

long, and must be received by 9 p.m., on Wed . Nov. 19. If suitable columns are received earlier, the Point/Counterpoint may be moved forward.

R it is important to submil your editorials as soon as possible.

Submissions can be dropped of at our offices in the Campus Center basement, e-mailed to "letiers«»oitvms.oit.umasi edu", or faxed to

545-1*92. Please put them to the attention of Dan Bodah, Kd/Op Edilor.
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Marky Mark hits the big screen
Boogie Nights explores the "dirty world" of adult filmmaking

COUHTKVG LEFKOWIT7

Mark Wahlberg sheds his modeling career to star as Dirk Diggler in Boogie Nights.

By Adam Levine

Collegian Staff

BOOGIE NIGHTS
Directed by Paul Thomas Anderson

w/ffi Mark Walberg, Julianne Moore, Burt Reynolds

Playing at Hampshire Six Theater

Boogie Sights is one ol those films that attempts to sati-

rize the movie industry. Like its piedeeesseis. which

include Sunset Boulevard. Ed limn/. The Player.

Swimming with Sharks and main others, this is a movie

about making movies and even more importantly about

being a movie star.

A movie star is a tern with numerous connotations,

and Boogie Sights tries to dig deep into what it all really

means to be big. powerful and famous. However.
Anderson's sophoniore gig is an unusual film about very

unusual movies. Boogie \ighls takes place on the other

side' of the trucks from the the glamorous, glorious world

of Hollywood land, and being a star in this realm doesn't

neccesarilv mean you have to have Tom Cruise's eyes or

luli, i Roberts' smile; in Dirk Digglei's case, you just need

to be very well endowed.

Boogie \iglus follows a what-goes-up-must-come-
ei ashing -back-down mentality focusing on the life of a

pornographic film icon. Dirk Diggler (Mark Walberg). At

the story's beginning, which takes place in the height of

the 70s disco inferno, Diggler (that wasn't his original

name, he later changed it when he started making films) is

barely a teenager, but nonetheless is facinated with

becoming a star. Anderson captures his frustrations and

his relentless yearning to make something out of his life.

Diggler stares wild eyed into his mirror envisioning a day

when he has overcome the traumas of his bored suburban

life equipped with ruthlessly domineering parents in a

world where escape appears uobtainable.

Eventually Diggler meets porn director extraordinaire

lack Horner, played by Burt Reynolds in his best role

since Oeliverencc.whc) woes him into joining his bizzare

cast of stuggling misfits who seemed to given up hope at

Hollywood stardom. In exchange for their hopeless

dreams, they surround themselves around Horner forcing

to find contentnesa by settling for acting roles in pornos.

Anderson's best work is here as he introduces the naive

young Diggler to Horner's crew allowing him to be swal-

lowed up in this dirty world of adult filmmaking. All the

while. Anderson expresses the camradery that these char-

acters share', after all the) are all in the same boat, just

wanting to be stars in a world that forces us all to strive

Turn to BOOGIE page 6
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a week-long focus on issues of class and classism on

campus and in the community, taking place at UMass,

Amherst November 13 -November 21, 1997

TUESDAY JOUEHBER 18

Panel Discussion & Speakout FROM OUR SIDE OF THE TRACKS:

VOICES OF WORKING CLASS STUDENTS , STAFF, AND
FACULTY, facilitated by Tom Coish 12:30-2PM

Campus Center Room 91

1

Workshop: THE GROWING DIVIDE : INEQUALITY AND THE
ROOTS OF ECONOMIC INSECURITY, facilitated by Felice

Yeskel and Jerry Koch-Gonzalez, 4-6PM, Campus Center Room
911

Keynote Talk: LINDA STOUT, Executive Director of the Peace

Development Fund and author of the recent book, Bridging the

Class Divide will speak on A HOUSE DIVIDED: DISMANTLING
THE INVISIBLE WALLS OF CLASSISM, 7-9 PM,

Campus Center Room 804

visit web page: http://www.umas8.edu/stonewall/classinter.hmtl
- . - - - -

—- - ! '

STA Travel offers

student discounts

on domestic

travel, too

800-777-0112
www.sta-travel.com

STA Travel

.

the world's \»>its\

student travel

organization.

Who says b-sides are no good?
By Marty Keane
Collegian Staff

SCI-FI LULLABIES

Tf»e London Suede

Nude/Columbia

Without question, The London
Suede (known simply as Suede to

the rest of the world) kick-started

the Britpop revolution of the early

'90s. Before their first single was

even released, the UK weekly music

press had anointed them as the

"Best New Band in Britain" and

their self-titled debut instantly

became the fastest selling debut in

UK history. So much for taking the

scenic route to the top.

Since their inception in 1989

(back when current Elastica

front-woman Justine Frischmann

was a member), The London Suede

have, over the course of three stu-

dio albums and more than a dozen

singles, amassed an impressive cata-

log of glam-infused pop songs deal-

ing with quintessential^ British

themes.

They have also accumulated a

couple dozen primo quality b-sides

which have been criminally with-

held from American ears — until

now. Sci-Fi Lullabies

(Nude/Columbia) is a marvelous

collection of 27 of these "lost

songs" sprawled over two discs

which subtly chronicle the evolu-

tion of a band that many in America

have never even heard of, but cer-

tainly should.

Unfortunately, their perceived

upper-crusty, Anglophilic focus —
whether justified or not — has

proved to create insurmountable

odds in their quest to make signifi-

cant inroads here. So much in fact

that while all of their albums have

sold well into the millions over the

globe, The London Suede have

barely elicited a blip on the rock

Richter scale here in the States.

1994's Dog Man Star sold a paltry

28,000 copies despite a heap of

positive press clippings.

After the exceptionally gifted gui-

tarist/songwriter Bernard Butler

left, many wrote the band off for

good, including long-time fans and

those in the notoriously fickle music

press. It didn't help matters when
front-man Brett Anderson recruited

a then unknown 17-year-old ama-

COUDTESY PAT POM

English popsters, the London Suede, have recently released Sci-Fi

Lullabies — a collection of b-sides spanning their entire career.

teur, Richard Oakes. to be Butler's

replacement on guitar.

After taking some time off to

regroup, The London Suede
returned with their strongest album

yet, the brilliant Coming Up. More
simplistically. it does just fine with-

out the grand, sweeping gesticula-

tions that permeated The London
Suede and Dog Man Star.

A major hit throughout Europe,

Canada and Asia. Coming Up
wasn't released here until this past

spring, where it garnered almost

uniformly positive reviews but was

met with commercial indifference.

What was a'so amazing about

Coming Up was the plethora of

good material from those sessions

that didn't make it on to the final

10-track album.

The entire second disc of Sci-Fi

Lullabies is devoted to these

b-sides, and the hauntingly beauti-

ful "Europe Is Our Playground"

(from the "Trash" single) closes the

first disc on a quietly powerful note.

Even still, Sci-Fi Lullabies is not

entirely comprehensive, doing away

with a few of their more self-mas-

turbatory numbers — the silly

"Digging A Hole" among them.

With such a prosperity of quality

songs to choose from, trimming the

fat was clearly a wise move.

The first disc is littered with

standout songs, including the Use

staple "My Insatiable One." a

Turn to SUEDE page 6
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ATTENTION UMASS STUDENTS!
Student tickets will go on sale Monday,

November 24 for the UMass Men's Basketball

games on December 14 versus Boston College at

the Fleet Center in Boston and on December 23
versus Connecticut at the Hartford Civic Center.

Tickets are $20 each for the Boston College

game and $ 1 5 for the Connecticut game and can

be purchased at the Athletic Ticket Office in

Curry Hicks Cage from 8:30am to 5:00pm
Monday Through Friday. There is a Limit of 2

tickets per student for both of these games and

only cash, credit cards and the U cards will be

l accepted. No Checks!

(5ift giving time is fjere again!

The University Store has gifts for
everyone on your list. hundreds of

items in stock for less than $20!

don't miss our holiday
specials on the campus

Center Concourse and In

the Store.
Af.'Mf r;-:i

ate

University Store
In the UMass Campus

Center

Hours:

M-F 9 to 3 Sat. 1 1 to 4
(413)545-2619

STA TRAVEL
Wr'vr I'ppn ttK-rf

We accept AMEX, Discover, MC, Visa, and the HCard!

^
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boogie
continued from page 5

COUHTESVG UFKOW1TZ

Julianne Moore and Mark Wahlberg share a private moment in Boogie Nights.

for fame. When their dreams are shattered, they find

refuge anywuv the> can and that's where Horner fits in.

there's a lot of money in adult enertainment. and Horner

will exploits it any way he can.

Throughout the '80s, Diggler climbs the ranks of

the adult filmniaking world winning awards and turn-

ing profits, and eventually his ego catches up with

him. As brilliant as the first hour of Boogie Nights is,

the remaining hour and a half loses focus in its pur-

suit of chronicling Diggler's transition away from the

innocent broken youth and concentrates on the mon-

ster that he has evolved into. Anderson also runs away

in tangets with several sub-plots, that although feature

interesting situations and characters, they are still ran-

domly juggled about within the narrative. Points in the

film Itmj far to away from Diggler and Horner pick-

ing up on the stories of secondary character! far too

late in the game. As concentrated as the first half of

the film was the conclusion, still quite well made.
Licks locus and forces the film to be much longer in

duration than neccessary.

After the extremely disappointing Lost World,

lulianne Moore returns to the world of semi-indepen-

dent film in the best role of her career. She plays the

illustrious pom goddess Amber Waves, a dissatisfied

human being who turns her personal negativity into

the hope she shares with others, especially Diggler.

She takes on the role of Diggler's mother figure

(which is a bit unnerving considering the) have sex on

camera) yet she transcends the purity of innocence

trapped in a bitter, slcii/y world. Through her,

Anderson creates the ttuelv unsettiling aspects of his

film, where sex and scxualit\ find an uncomfortable

middle ground. These concepts are far from desensi-

tised yet somehow manage to be played out with a

sense of humor and a naive innocence that is shocking

in how natural it all appears (I won't go into specifics,

given the nature of the subject matter at hand).

Boogie Nights could have been one of the greatest

character studies about the idea of stardom. Its nostalgia

works well but is often difficult to digest as it struggles

to capture every essence of '70s and '80s sub-culture in

a movie that's already far too long. One of the most
memorable scenes is | debate that Homer has with a big

shot producer over switching from film to video. "I'm a

filmmaker* he shouts and at this point we see the real

focus of Boogie Sights. Once again this is a film about

making films and when it loses that direction, Boogie

Nights fails to make the Statement! it so wants to make.

However, this is still a fascinating work from a truely

talented director and an excellent cast. It captures a

world we are all intrigued by. but just don't understand.

Bougie Mghts sets out to help us understand, and even

justify our fascinations with wanting to be a star. B

Shaq, Lakers jump out

with early start, 8-0
By Beth Horns
Associated Press

INGLEWOOD. Calif. — The Los

Angeles Lakers haven't been this

good since Magic lohnson startled

basketball with his first retirement in

November 1991.

The only NBA team besides

Atlanta (10-0) without a loss this sea-

son. Los Angeles tied the record for

the best start in franchise history at 8-

with a 121-95 rout of the

Vancouver Grizzlies on Sunday.

"Everybody's loving it," guard Nick

Van Exel said. "The main thing is we
just got to keep it up, can't have any

letdowns, got to keep playing the

same way."

A bit of history awaits Tuesday at

Utah, where the Lakers could surpass

the 1987-88 team with their ninth

consecutive win. That club wasn't

exactly shabby. Led by Kareem
Abdul-jabber and lames Worthy, the

Lakers of 10 years ago won 62 games
and the NBA championship for their

fifth and final title of the 1980s. "It's

a lot of pride right now," Van Exel

said. "We want to try and go unde-

feated as long as we can."

The Lakers' streak — longest at

any time since February 1996 and the

best mark since Del Harris became
coach four years ago — includes wins

over Utah, New York, Dallas, San
Antonio and Houston. They became
the first NBA team in nearly five

years to sweep the "Texas Triangle."

"It looked like it was going to be a

pretty tough first month," Harris

said. "We're halfway through and
have managed to beat some pretty

good teams and to put away the

teams that were not as high up in the

standings."

Van Exel was as perfect against

Vancouver as the Lakers' unblem-
ished record. He went 9-for-9 from
the field and hit all six of his V point

shots for 24 points.

"I had to cool off," he said after his

final 3-pointer gave the Lakers a 34-

point lead in the third quarter. "I

have to save some of it for Utah. I

don't want to waste all of it."

Los Angeles has lost five straight

regular-season games in Salt Lake
City, where the Lakers' last win came
in December 1994. "When we take

the floor to warm up, every Utah fan

will be in his seat. There will no late

arrivals. The place will be rocking,"

Harris said.

"That was one thing that helped us

so much in San Antonio and
Houston. We were able to draw off

the energy of the crowds there

because it's full and they're ready for

a game. These people (|azz fans) are

ready for a game and it should be

high energy." The Lakers opened the

season with a 104-87 win over the

Jazz at the Forum nearly three weeks

ago. But O'Neal and Campbell
missed the game with injuries.
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Water polo

takes ECAC
Tourney 3-1
By Jim Ertringham

Collegion Staff

The Massachusetts men's water

polo team, absent from the NCAA
tournament for the first time in five

years, at least had an opportunity to

end 1997 on a positive note. The

Minutemen won the Eastern

Collegiate Athletic Conference

Tournament this past weekend, post-

ing a 3-1 record

in the double
elimination com-

petition.

UMass, finish-

the season

UMASS

tng at 26-10 (7-2

suede
continued from pnge 5

glammy ode to gender- bending lust

and the fuzz-drenched guitar

anthem "Killing Of A Flash Boy."

But it's the emotive splendor of
' \U Dark Star" that is the true

jewel of this compendium.

Previously released on the now
out-of-print Stay Together F.P. this

grand opus spotlights Butler's

trademark rolling guitar riffs let

against an elegant keyboard silhou-

ette.

For the uninitiated, now's your
chance to "discover" The London
Suede. Those who have already
been indoctrinated, consider Sci-Fi

lullabies a fruitious mining expedi-

tion for losf gems. A

And they're off!

COURTESY MEDIA RELATIONS

The Massachusetts women's cross country team finished a disap-

pointing 10th this weekend at the NCAA qualifier.
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CNA's
EXPLORE OUR REWARDS
$500 SIGN-ON BONUS!*
$10 PER DIEM RATE ON

WEEKENDS
Sunrise Healthcare Corporation, a

national leader in quality transitional,

long-term and subacute healthcare xer-

vkes, has opportunities available tor dedi-

cated and caring CNAs

ELAINE HEALTH AND
REHAB CENTER

NURSING STUDENTS WELCOME!
CNA TRAINING CLASS

STARTING DECEMBER 3rd

EVENING CLASSES AVAILABLE
Full time, part time, mother's hours and

per diem opportunities arc avilable

during all shifts

Interested candidates, please apply in per

son or contact: Kathv Craves. Stat)

Coordinator, Elaine Health and Rehab,

20 North Maple St, Hadley, MA 01035.

Phone (413) 584 5057

Collegiate Water Polo Association),

took home the ECAC title with a 9-6

decision over George Washington.

Saturday's opening round saw the

Minutemen rout Villanova, 16-5.

Junior All-East first teamer Brian

Stahl netted a team high three goals

and freshman goalkeeper |.R. Vander

Wall notched 19 saves in a rare start

(first stringer Richard Huntley did

not make the trip). Later on in the

day, UMass fell to George

Washington, 9-8, in an overtime

thriller. Sunday brought host Brown

in a semifinal battle. The Minutemen

proved to be poor guests, defeating

the Bears 12-8.

The title game, a rematch against

GW, was a tough, defensive contest

through the first half. Then, in the

third period, UMass netted four

scores, gave up none, and never

looked back. Junior Aldo Roman,
who registered seven goals on the

weekend as well as stellar defensive

play, was named tournament MVP.
"The ECAC is the largest confer-

ence in the country, as far as member
schools go," UMass coach Russ

Yarworth said. The tournament was

sponsored by the U.S. Olympic
Committee as part of a program to

nurture developing sports. For

Yarworth, it was an opportunity to

take stock of next season's squad —
all fourteen players who made the

trip played in every game.

"We didn't go down there Jsayingl

'we've got to work hard and win,'"

Yarworth said. "Before each game I

told the guys I have three requests.

One, is to play hard; two is to enjoy

it; and three is to have positive inter-

actions between each other and the

officials. By and large we accom-
plished that."

But despite those accomplished
goals and the ECAC title, Yarworth

and his squad will remember this sea-

son for the CWPA Eastern

Conference title game against

Oueens, when the royals registered

the game winning goal with just two
seconds left. But out of pain comes
hunger.

"My summation of the seasons

comes down to two seconds,"
Yarworth said. "All the hard work
was lost with two seconds. It's no
one's fault... we've got to work hun-

dreds of hours to overcome those two
seconds."
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Work Local

to Your Home
Mornings, Evenings,

and Weekends
Taking Inventory

Paid Training

Advancement
Potential

Equal Opportunity Employer

Interview with RG1S
Inventory Specialists on the

Campus Center Concourse
December 2nd

, 3', 10", b 11
,h

9:OOam to 1:30pm

Schedule of Events for the GREAT AMERICAN SMOKEOl JT :

Tuesday. November 18

Wednesday. November 19

TOBACCO
IS A DRUG

TOO.

Thursday. November 20

•Look for Health Education Campus Center Table with

exciting information on Tobacco

•Look for Health Education Campus Center Table with

exciting information on Tobacco

•7pm Kick Butts Tobacco Cessation Support Group,

Campus Center, room 801

•8 pm "Pack of Lies". A shocking film discussing the

role of advertising in the Tobacco Industry, Campus
Center Room 811, discussion to follow.

•Look for Health Education Campus Center Table with

exciting information on Tobacco

•Today is quit day!!!

•lpm Licensed Acupuncurist, Lynn M. Curry, to do dis-

cussion, demonstration, and possible treatment for

Smoking Cessation, Campus Center Room 805

-J
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hockey
continued from page 10

ty. With just over I 1 minuto to
play, wnior co captain Btud
Norton picked off a past al I owell's
blue line ;ind fired a shot that tailed
over Pillion and ricocheted off the
ptadfbui in from of the net where
freshman Nick Stephens pounced
on it. knotting the game at 4-4.

Nicholiihen provided the
game winner lot I owell in over
time.

UMass rebounded with a con-
vincing win against the Skating
Dutchmen of Union College. 4-1 . at

Achilles Rink in Schnectady, N V
on Saturday.

v-ball
continued from page 10

win.

In a match that took just over an
hour to complete, sophomore out-

side hitter Kari Hogancamp paced
the Minutewomen with It) kith, 1 I

digs, and an impressive .438 attack

percentage. As a team, UMass hit a

stellar .374. taking advantage of a

porous Pordham defense.

Here's the situation.

UMass is in a fifth place tie with

Xavier. GW. Duqaesne, and
Virginia Tech are a game ahead of

the duo with a 9-9 conference
record.

For UMass to be packing their

bags for Dayton University (the site

of the tournament) come Sunday.
the Colonials would have to lose

both matches (vs. Xavier, vs.

Dayton). Duquesne would have to

beat Virginia Tech. but lose to St.

Bonaventure (1-17 in the A-10).
The Minutewomen would have to

win both their home dates this

weekend when they take on Temple
(first place 18-0 in the conference)

and La Salle.

"The odds aren't with us, but it

could happen. I've seen stranger

things happen," Kenny said.

Friday's match versus Temple is

set for a 7 p.m. start. When the

two teams squared off in Philly in

late October. Temple took the

match in four sets.

Dont Forget

to pick up
< i

Basketball"-

Prieview.

Every fan's

guide to this

years team.

Coming out

December

Second.

Duke tops AP,
Illinois St lands

24th b-ball rank
NORMAL. III. (AP) — Excitement

is building at Illinois State, ranked No.

24 in Yesterday's AP college basket-

ball poll, its first appearance on the list

since 1983.

The Redbirds climbed into the rank-

ings after a 101-66 win Sunday over

Oakland (Michigan) in the season

opener.

"We're very excited about that and

we hope it's a good barometer for the

progress our program has made," said

coach Kevin Stallings, one of college

basketball's hot, young coaches. But

the Redbirds have their work cut out

for them against Wisconsin tonight,

especially playing without the services

of two starters and a key reserve.

"It will be significantly more diffi-

cult," Stallings said yesterday. But he

spoke of his team's "good bench, with

all 14 of these guys back from last year

and they really understand the necessi-

ty of being able to fill in."

Illinois State replaced Texas, which

lost two games in the Coaches vs.

Cancer Classic, and fell from its No.

22 preseason ranking.

The Redbirds last appeared in the

rankings in February 1983. They were

ranked for three weeks that season,

reaching as high as No. 16.

Elsewhere in the poll, the five lead-

ers were unchanged from the presca

son.

Arizona, Kansas, Duke, North
Carolina and Clemson again led the

balloting, in that order. The defending

national champion Wildcats kept their

30 first-place votes and had 1,685

points, 16 more than Kansas — which

had 28 No. 1 votes.

Duke had seven No. 1 votes — a

loss of one — but still two more than

North Carolina, which picked up that

first-place vote. South Carolina

climbed to sixth place, switching

places with UCLA, after beating

Maryland. Purdue moved to eighth

with its defeat last week of Long
Island University — exchanging spots

with Kentucky.

Xavier, which has yet to play,

rounded out the Top Ten. New
Mexico. Connecticut and Fresno State

again ranked 1 1 through 1 3.

Iowa switched places with Stanford

after demolishing a pair of opponents

last week while Utah. North Carolina

Charlotte, Temple. Oklahoma and

Rhode Island rounded out the Top 20.

Mississippi, Louisville, Indiana. Illinois

State and Georgia filled out the rank-

ings.

Temple, which beat Indiana on

Friday, had the biggest jump from the

preseason poll, moving from 24th to

18th. That loss dropped the Hoosiers

from No. 17 to 23rd. the same dis-

tance Georgia fell to No. 25 alter split-

ting two games in the Coaches vs.

Cancer Classic.

NBA
continued from page 1

and the NBA in scoring. The
multi-million dollar man has played

just five games this season, due to

"injuries," yet he is back averaging a

trite 27.8 points per game.

Might I add, as a brief side note.

right behind him in NBA scoring

leaders is The Admiral and first half

of the twin towers... David
Robinson. Tim Duncan's partner in

crime is averaging 26.4 points per

game.

Last year's oh-so-deserving NBA
Most Valuable Player, the Mailman.

is certainly delivering on the floor

this year. Karl Malone is averaging

23.1 ppg. definitely an MVP.
Oh, and where is his "Airness." in

the rankings? I stand corrected. The
$33 million man is ranked third with

an average of 24.8 points per game.

Michael |ordan is being closely

hunted down by my New |ersey

Nets' Sam Cassell with 24.0 ppg.
M.|. is definitely worth the money

he is getting paid, don't you think?

Especially when the Bulls are

holding fourth place when the

Milwaukee Bucks, revamped
Charlotte Hornets and undefeated

Hawks own better records. For gosh

sakes, the defending champs are

ranked 13th in the NBA with a 6-4

record and a .600 winning percent-

age.

Maybe that's the reason why the

Bulls are looking to other means to

obtain a win and become the team

they used to be. Going along with

the trend of no-name players, the

Bulls have recently signed former

Wake Forest guard Rusty LaRue. In

college LaRue was a two-sport
standout, playing both basketball

and football. It's now time to look

for a turn around.

Last Saturday the Bulls took on

Shawn Kemp and his Cleveland

Cavs. Da Bulls squeaked out a win

by nine points. The final was a

defensive showing of 79-70. The Big

Thunder from Down Under Luc
Longley. and lordan were the only

two players from Chicago to score in

double digits.

Anyway, back to the Lakers.

Shaquille O'Neal, Kobe Bryant.

Nick Van Exel, and Eddie [ones

make one heck of a team. The
Lakers have now matched the best

record in franchise history. Winning

their eighth straight last Sunday.

L.A. is now 8-0 on the season.

The Lakers are now the only other

undefeated team other than the

Atlanta Hawks. On Sunday, L.A.

crushed the "challenging" Vancouver

Grizzlies by a impressive score of

121 to 95. Eddie Jones scored 28

points on the night and Nick Van
Exel posted 24 points. At the half

the California "powerhouse was up
21 points on the Grizzlies.

fn closing thoughts, how about
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rVlULLIIMS
CENTER AMHERST
SUN, NOV 23

amc
Silt mi' i~ CitMrn \,.< hilil iinili-i B in

MT. FARMS 4*584-91 53

MT FARMS MALL

Jackal (R)

Today -at (5:30 @ 2.50), 8:10

The Man Who Knew
Too Little (PG)

Today - at (6:00 @ 2.50), 8:20

Mad City (PG- 13)

Today -at (5:40® 2.50), 8:10

I Know What You Did

Last Summer (R)

Today -at (5:50 @ 2.50), 8:20

Hampshire 6 • 584-7550 Hampshire Mall

Bean (PG- 13)

Today- at (5:40@ 2.50), 8:40

Red Corner (R)

Today - at (5:30 @ 2.50), 8:30

Starship Troopers (R)

Today -at (5:30 @ 2.50), 8:30

Boogie Nights (R)

Today -at (5:10 ©2.50), 8:20

Devil's Advocate (R)

Today- at (5:20® 2.50), 8:20

The Little Mermaid (G)

Today - at (5:50 @ 2.50), 8:40

IAUREN KOSKV COLLEGIAN

Women's volleyball finished the weekend 1-1 against George Washington and Fordham.

Cessell and his New lersej Nets'.' The

new team is armed \\\\\\ hot new

players and a hot new logo. The
Meadowlanda is now actuall) selling

more than 1 ,000 tickets per game.

The Nets are now in second place

That's right. I said second place!

With a record of 5-3, New ferae] ii

behind onl> the Miami Heat and New
York Knicks, both tied lor first with

6-1 records. Al soon ;is New |erse\

gets to pla\ that extra game. the> will

be holding the first position in the

Atlantic Division once again.

lustr/r; Riahl is a Collegian staff

member.

This winter

the Salvatii

hell rin^ino

Call 586-5243 for information about volunteering in this area.

fy We're worker-owned. We do it all, we do it cheap.

"""Y '* Ji
~~ ' days a weel<

CollectivcCopies

71. S. Pleasant. Amherst

(413)256 6-425

*f
MEMBER
O.C.M.P.

*s(t3SGi,«s*\
WI ACCKPT
ALL MAJOR

CREDIT CARDS.

Can We Build One For You?
Serving Sandwiches, Bagels &? Lox,

Fresh Soups &? Salads, Take Out.

• DELIVERIES GALL 549-6314 •
* OPEN UNTIL 9p.m. *

^,G6M07 HfWflUSft

IMN.tVaio^^

OS SPRINGFIELD
YMPHONYORCHESTRA

CLASSICAL ROMANCE
Saturday, November 22

at 8 pm

MICHAEL SUSSMAN, clarinet

Springfield Symphony & UMass Orchestras

MOZART - Clarinet Concerto

BRUCKNER - Symphony No. 4 ("Romantic")

Marshall

Tickets:

Prices range from $7 - $35

Half-price for youths (4-17)

Vitit the SSO Box Office. 7S Market Plate, (behind

Johmon's). Springfield. Mon.-Fri., '):30 AM - 4:30 I'M

Call 413-733-2291

Dont Let The

Marshall Catch

You Going

Anywhere Else!

Collision
Repair
& Auto

\

Body

I
Co-ipoiuorrd b>r UMASS FINE AR I S CENTER

S|*,nl .uppon Irom PllFR I'AN HI A MM ^

•Imports and other nninody

vehicles are our specialty

•Users of Sikkens paint

products

•Accepted by all insurance

companies lor collision

repair or glass repair

53 S. Prospect St.

Amherst Center
256-8157
Sho,, Reg. #KS1212 J
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ACTIVITIES

A Panel Discussion

"Our Environment: A Spiritual

and Moral Choices"

Buddhist, Christian and

Jewish

perspectives on responsibili-

ties towards the environ-

ment

Wednesday. November 19,

7pm, Hasbrouk 134

Free

Questions? Call Hillel 549-

1710

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Attention University

Women!
Sorority RUSH Information

Session- Nov 18, TODAY! 7-

9pm, Student Union

Ballroom Question &
Answer Session, Slide Show,

& much more. Come see

what we are all about! For

more information contact

549-8025

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Room Available Jan 1st 2

bedroom apartment in

Puffton Private bathroom

$270/month. Non-smoker

female preferred. Call 549-

2980

Take Over Our Lease

Puffton Village 1 1/2 bed-

room renovated. Heat/Hot

Water included. $660/month

Available end of Dec. 548-

8922

2 Bedroom Apt.

Easthampton $485 per

month. Take over lease

ASAP 527-9410

AUTO FOR SALE

1965 VW Quantum Wagon,

auto, new parts, needs work

$600 or B/0 Call 549-1995

1982 Honda Civic Good run-

ning condition. Reliable. $350

or best offer Call 549-7158

1988 Buick Century

Wagon Tip top shape. Great

winter car. $3000 or B/0.

(413)253-2232

1988 Chevy Nova
Hatchback Automatic,

103,000 miles. $1500. New
brakes, tires, exhaust. Very

good condition. 253-4646

Purchasing a used car?

Having your car repaired? Do

you know your legal rights?

Call The Student Legal

Services Office, 922 Campus

Center, 545-1995

Wanted: Junk Cars Cash

paid everyday. 1-800-649-

4795

EMPLOYMENT

Jobs For The Environment

Campaign with MassPirg to

reduce pesticide use.

Flexible schedule

$50-$75/day

Call Terry ©256-6434

Young Entrepreneurs- We
are looking to sell our odd

job/temp service Perfect for

business or management
grads 582-7956

EMPLOYMENT
Need Holiday

Cash?
If you

i have

the

Hadley you a

Rl SI ARCH
INTERVIEWER

We start out interviewers

at S5 live regular

merit increases and have

flexible scheduling options,

If you are available Mon-

Thur evenings and can

work at least 20 Hrs/ Wk.

call us at 413-587-1607 tor

more information or to-

arrange a personal

interview An Equal

Opportunity Employer

Help Wanted Hadley Office

has 15 part-time positions

available. Hours Mon-Fri

10am to 2pm and 4pm to

9pm. Weekend shifts also

available. No experience

required. Will train Starting

pay is $6 plus bonuses. Call

584-0215

CRUISE SHIP & LAND-
TOUR EMPLOYMENT
Learn about national/int'l

Cruise Lines and Land-Tour

companies. Excellent bene-

fits + bonuses! World Travel 1

Many workers earn up to

$2,000+/mo. Call Cruise

Employment Resources: 517-

336-0573 Ext C5001

1

EMPLOYMENT
NATIONAL PARK
EMPLOYMENT- Discover

how to work in America's

Parks, Forests & Wildlife

Preserves. Competitive

wages + bonuses!

Seasonal/year-round. For

employment information,

call: (517)324-3081 ext.

N5001

1

FOR SALE

2 Phish Tickets Centrum.

Nov 28. B/0. Jason 549-0246

Nutrition Supplements

Creatine 400G. $29

Designer Whey Protein $26

Met RX $38

Fat Burners & More...

Call: 253-1850

Watch batteries, ear

piercing, eyeglass repairs,

jewelry restoration, diamond

engagements, wedding rings.

Silverscape Designs, 264 N
Pleasant St., Amherst. 253-

3324 Open Daily

COMPUTERS!
New P166MMX from $995

Laptops, peripherals.

ZarVision 582-9198

V/MC/AMEX

Laptop Notebook Works
good. $150. Good for school.

Call Steve (413(295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for

computer Works great. Call

CPC (413)584-8857

HAPPY BIRTHDAY ROOM FOR RENT
Happy B-Day MDI It's been

a great 2 years. I love you

and wish you the most happi-

ness possible. MD2

HOUSE FOR RENT

4 Bed Cottage Type House
NoHo, No pets. $900+
Skibiski Realtors 584-3428

INSTRUCTION

Jiyu Kon Self Defense
Learn Karate and Aikido

Classes- $50/month.

Mondays, Wednesdays,
Fridays, 7:30- 9:00pm at The

Club. Rte 116, Sunderland.

For more info call 253-6930

Gold Hoop Earring Lost

somewhere on campus
11/13/97. Please call

Melanie at 549-6672

MISCELLANEOUS

ATTN: ENTREPRENEURS
profit 1300% with the easi-

est money making system

ever designed Investment

required. 1-800-925-0984

ROOM FOR RENT
One room available on

Main St. On bus route and

short walk to town. Call 259-

9282 Available immediately

Looking for 1 female to

share 4 bedroom apartment

in Alpine Commons with 3

females. 2 full bathrooms.

Right on bus route

$300/month (everything

included). Starting 1/1/98

Call Cara at 256-6351

I'm graduating! Take over

my room in a 6 bedroom
house. Great house, good

company. 1 5 miles from

campus Washer/Dryer. For

more info call Lianne at 253-

9898

Room for rent in 4 bedroom

apt $300/month inc. elec.

Available Jan 1 Call 549-

9959

ROOMMATE WANTED

Jan '97-May '97 Quiet envi-

ronment preferred in Amherst

area. Contact Bryan (508)840-

0151

Very quiet roommate
wanted in Amherst on

busline. $260/month plus 1/3

utilities. 256-5402, 253-9457

SERVICES

Rental Problems?
Questions about your

lease/security deposit deduc-

tions? Questions about sub-

letting/assigning [eases?

Questions about the condi-

tion of your new house or

apartment? Contact The

Student Legal Services

Office. 922 Campus Center,

545-1995

Lose Weight Now
• Control Appetite

• Increase Energy

• All Natural Products

• Doctor Recommended
• 30 Day Money Back

Guarantee

Call (800)923-0498

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for

free testing and assistance.

549-1906

TO SUBLET

Take Over Our Lease 1

bedroom apartment at

Colonial Village. $440/month

Start Jan 1 Call 253-6401

TRAVEL

Quebec City-

Ski/Snowboard Trip Dec 5-7.

Two nights hotel, bus, 2 days

riding. $149. 545-3437.

UMass Ski N Board Club

Jamaica SPRING BREAK 7

days in Negril from $529. Go

with who you trust. UMass
Ski N Board Club 545-3437

TRAVEL

New Year's Party- Quebec

City 5 days/4 nights. R/T bus

and Hilton Hotel. Call 545-

3437

Killington: Ski & Party

Week Jan 4-9 5 nights

condo/5 days skiing. $285

Call 545-3437

Spring Break and other

travel Special rates for stu-

dents Call Travel Network at

(201)533-0300. 1-800-699-

4988 outside NJ

WANTED TO RENT

Needed- 1 1/2 to 2 bed-

room apartment for the

Spring Semester. Prefer

Puffton or Brandywine. Will

take over your lease. Call

Perry 549-5079

Classifieds

Half Price Specials
place an add on a:

Monday: and receive 1/2

price Birthdays.

Tuesday: and receive 1/2

price Personals.

Students 1 0e / word

Non-students 20c / word

Visit our "box" on the concourse or

charge by phone. 545-3500

Personals Policy Rates
Ml pergonals MUST be proofread by Cotbgtan clas-

siited employee* before payment and acceptance ot

ihe tlasviiied.

Lasl names MAY NOT he used in personals. ONLY
tirvt names and initials are allowed. The only excep-

tions are tor birthday or congratulations personals, in

whuh case the foil name may be used
. Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO
EXCEPT
Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means
dorm room numbers as well.

Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are

not acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous

nature are not acceptable Personals may not be
used tor the purpose of harassment.

b. Profanity may not be used in personal

v

7. The personals section is tor personals onlv th
sonals veition nuv NOI bl um <l I" kU '

roommates, advertise meetings < !.

8. All personals must have the name, signature, and
UMass ID, number ot the UudJtfti pw log the as

tilled in on th<* insertion ond lent* must
provide a valid driver's license and the Hi en** nuOl

ber must be recorded on the Innftlo

talse identification or mttrepn it>i*tt to

penalties under the hm
9. The Collegian reserves the right to igftan at to edit

any personal that does not meet the i

darcK in accordance with the statutes of the
Commonwealth of Massack.

Students

20£ per word/day

All others

40£ per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
Please write < ie.irly and

legibly. We arc not responsible foi drrore result

iriR from Illegible handwriting or type.
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TUESDAY, NOV. 18
Tuesday, Nov. 18

Blood Drive — American Red Cross blood
drive 11 a.m. - 5 p.m. in Davis Ballroom ai

Smith College and from 10:30 a.m. - 4:JO p m.
in the Campus Center, room 101

.

Conference — Class Intersections" a

week-long focus on issues of class and classism

on campus and in the community including:
panel discussion and speak out "From Our Side

of the Tracks: Voices of Working Class
Students. Staff, and Faculty" facilitated by Tom
Coish. from 12:50-2 p.m. in the Campus
Center, room 91 1; workshop- "The Growing
Divide: Inequality and the Roots of Economic
Insecurity" facilitated by Falice Yeskel and lerry

Koch- Gonzalez, from 4-6 p m in the Campus
Center, room 91 1, keynote talk- Linda Stout.

Executive Director of the Peace Development
Fund will speak on "A House Divided:
Dismantling the Invisible Walls of Classism.
from 7-9 p.m. int he Campus Center, room
804.

Discussion — Rand Richards Cooper,
author of The Last to Go and Big as Life:

Stories About Men will be reading and dts-

caaain| selections from his works at 8 p.m. at

Woolon's Books Sponsored by the Amherst
College Creative Writing Center.

ti — Suroritv formal rush
'98 information session, from 7-9 p.m. in the

Student Union Ballroom. Question and answer
teuton, slide show and chapter information.
For more information, contact Liz at

S4H X02V
Lecture — Lakshmi Goparaju. a Five College

Women's Studies Research Aitociate from
Syracuse University, will give a colloquium
entitled "Patriarchy and Sexuality in India:

Implications to AIDS Spread" at 7:50 p.m. in

Gamble Auditorium at Mount Hotjroke College

Sponsored by the Five College Women's
Studies Research Center. For more information,

please call 558-2022
Lecture — "Union Organizing and Women

Workers in the Global Economy" by Marite
Volland. Assistant Director of Organizing for

UNITE, at 5 p.m. in the Neileon Browsing
Room at Smith College.

Lecture — Inter-Religious dialogues entitled

"Connecting to the Divine: Do «, Need
Clergy?" from 7-9 p m. in the Campus Center,

room I65C.
Meeting — Amnesty International meeting

at 7 p.m. in the Suffolk Room For more infor-

mation, call the office at 545- 1925
Meeting — Genreal meeting for Habitat for

Humanity at 7 p.m. in the Campus Center.
room 801. For more information, call Kevin at

546-6567.
Meeting — The Index il Hsu yearbook)

will hold its general meeting at 6: 50 p.m. in the

Student Union, room 504 All student' art
invited. For more information, contact lill

Aordkian at 545-0848

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 19

Conference — "Class Intersections" a

week-long focus on issues of claai anil

on campus and in the community including
workshop- "Frontline Workers Speakout" from
noon-l p.m. in the Campus (.enter, room I62:

workshop- "Welfare. Workfare, What's Fair?"

with Marv Sutherland, from 4-6 p.m. in the

Campus Center, room 168; workshop- "In the

Activist Kitchen: Creatively Cooking up
Trouble" by Art for a Fair Economy. From
7:50- 9:50 p.m in Campus Center, room I74.

Inhriainment — "Not Ready for Bedtime
Players" at 8 p.m. in Franklin Patterson F

I ecture Hall It Hampshire College.

I dm — Italian Club Film Night featuring

"Milk- Bolle Blu" in Italian with English suhti

the, II b:5U p.m. in the Foreign Language
Resource Center, classroom 2. basement of

Hertet Hall

Lecture — Inter-religious dialogues entitled

"Oui Environment: Spiritual and Moral
Choices" from 7-9 p.m. in Hasbrouck I 54.

Mating — The UMass Poetry Society will

hold its next meeting at 7 p.m. in the Studeni

Union. Cape Cod lounge Bring your own poet-

tntfllie else's 01 just come and listen

For more information, call Chanel at 546-6501
or |en at 546-6776.

Hefting The Health Education Division

at University Health Services sponsor! I

Tobacco Cessation Support Group that meets

from 7-8 p.m. in the Campus Centc
801 Come get peer support, professional court.

scling. proven quit tips and advice. The group
is free and no registration is necCSMT] lull

dron m or call 577-5181 for more information

Ma-ting — The UMass Theatre Guild is

holding a meeting at 7 p.m. in the Campus
Center, loom I65C. All are welcome

THURSDAY, NOV. 20
r onfertnet "Class Intersections"

week-long focus on issues of class and classism

on campus and in the community including

lecture- "Opening Another Closet: looking at

Issue' of Class in the GLBT Community by

\ssi'tant Plofessoi of Economics Lee Badge!.

12:50-2 p.m. in the Canipu. Center, room SOJ;
workshop- "In the Activist Kitchen: Creatively

Cooking Lip Trouble" l>\ the group Art for a

f Mi Economy, noon -2 p.m. and 4-6 p.m in the

Campus Center, room 101: panel- "Classism on
Campus: Do the I nioni Help?" with Fred
Wuliuui, 4-b p m. in the Campus < enter, room
405: panel dissuasion and -pcakout- "From our

Side ol the Tracks: Voices of Working Class

Students. Staff, and Faculty" 4-6 p.m. in the

Campus Center, room 905: videos- "Various
Videos on Issues of C lass and Classism" 7-9

p.m. in the Campus Center, room 804
/ Mure — Inter-religious dialogues entitled

" life After Death" from 7-9 p m. in the
Campus Center, room I6SG

I'aem- Reading — lames Tate reads from his

poem
, K p.m. at Memorial I lall Part of the Fall

W47 Visiting Writers Series sponsored by the

\l IV in English Program.
Reading/Discussion -- Rafael Campo. prac-

ticing physician, gay Cuban American, and win-

hi ol the National Poem Scries ms)j Open
Competition will read and discuss selections ol

nil works at 7 p.m. at Food for Thoughi Hook
Store in Amherst. Presented by Amherst
College Creative Writing Center's Reading
Series

NOTICES
Art Contributions — The Student Union

\ isual and Performing Arts Space is looking for

contributions to the Southern Asian Cultural

Exhibition whish will show in the spring of

1998. If you have anything from artwork to

crafts depicting Asian culture, and would like

the opportunity to participate in this exhibition.

contact Amanda at 545-0792.
t rr / fhibition The Student Union Visual

and Performing Art Space presents "Elan Vital"

by lanice Stanmcr from Monde] , Not 1 7 - Nc*.

.

21 with an opening reception on V>\ 18 from
5-7 p.m. Gallery Hours are Mon.-Thurs. 10

am - 5 p.m. and Fri 10 am - 5 p.m The

fallen I- located in the south side of the Student

niori Building.

\n Exhibition — An exhibition of more than

50 one ol-a- kind artist books and scrolls by

William Schade will be on view from Nov 1 1

through Ian. 25 at the Mount Holyoke College

Art Museum. Museum hours are Tuesday -

Friday. II a.m. -5 p.m. and Saturday and
Sunday, 1-5 p.m and is closed on academic hol-

idays from Wednesday. Nov. 2b through
Monday. Dec I and from Tuesday, Dec. 16

through Monday. Ian 6 For more information,

call 558-2245 or lax 558-2144.

Club — The UMass Amateur Radio Club
Station WII'L'C) is returning and looking for

people to loin in Ham radio Anyone interested

in radio/electronics and a desue to learn and
communicate arc welcome The club will spon-

soi I C C approved volunteer examination ses-

i ill ncenae levels Foi more information,

contact Richard Strychan NlMFTai 549-6000
ext 6000 oi leave tnessaaaat facttttj services

( loniesl Spectrum Fine Art and Literary

Maga/inc is now holding a cover contest. The
winner will have their artwork printed on the

47/^8 issue the hnal deadline is December 2 at

FYls are public service announcements printed

daily To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the
Managing Editor by noon the previous day.

5 p.m. Pick up an entry torm in the Studeni
Union, room 406F. or jusi bring the artwork by

I nnrtainment — Amherst College
Department of Theater and Dance production ol

Allan Mavis's Morocco, on Tuaaday, Nov I8and
Wednesday. Nov. 19 at 8 p.m. in Kirby Theater.

Amherst College. Admission is free, reservations

are suggested. Call the box office at 542-2277,
between 1-4:50 p.m. weekdays and until 8 p.m
performance nights.

Food Drive — The UMass NSS1.IIA chapter

along with Amherst Survival Center are spon-

soring a food drive in honor of hunger aware-
ness month. Bring non-perishable food to

Arnold House. School of Public Health through-

out November.
Interviews — The Search Committee for the

position of Vice Chancellor for Research has
invited three candidates to campus for inter-

views. The meetings will consist of a public

forum for faculty and staff from 5-4:50 pm. and
a public forum for students from 6-6:45 p.m in

the Whitmore Administration Building Board
Room on the following date: Frederick W
Byron. Interim Vice Chancellor for Research.
UMass, Wednesday, Nov. 19.

Intramurals — Spring semester intramural
basketball teams are being accepted through
November 19 in Boydcn, room 215

2
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Northern Exposure X Law A Order "Ana" 1 Biography: Audrey Hepburn •Happy Fami»s"(l992,Myslary John Thaw, Kevin Whatety. Law b Order "Trust" IB

CNN ffl 23 WorldView X Moneyllne X Crossfire X Prima News X Burden-Proof Larry King Live X World Today X Sports lllus. Moneyllne X
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Horoscopes
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) —

An official ruling of some kind may

seem limiting al first, but you'll real-

ize that you actually have much more

influence than expected.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) Yau ma;, bt called upon to

arbitrate a conflict between two

friends today. Take care that \ou

don't let your own feelings get in the

way.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— Someone is trying to get in touch

with you at this time: make yourself

available. A Cancer or Leo native has

i special request to make.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) —
A friend may be in need of sonic

advice or assistance today. Do what

you can to help, but don't sacrifice

your own progress at this time.

PISCES (Feb. I9-Mareh 20) —
You are in need ol an expressive out-

let at this time, you have a good deal

to say. and all you require is the

opportunity and the audience.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) -
You don't want to do things out of

order todav. Prioritize and make a

detailed schedule — and stick to it,

regardless of anv obstacles.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
You may be juggling a number of

conflicting thoughts and feelings at

this time. Take care that you don't let

lomeonc else influence you too

much.
GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20) —

You may have to make special

arrangements to meet with someone

whose assistance you will need soon.

Get to know him or her as well as

possible.

CANCER (|une 21-|uly 22)

Potential for success is high at this

time, and all that stands in your way

is your tendency to put things off

until the last minute

LEO (|uly 25-Aug. 22) - You are

feeling far more domestic than

expected at this time There is plenty

to do around the home, and it can

provide vou with much contentment.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) -

You are interested in changing the

way things are done at home or at the

work place, but you're going to have

to work hard to persuade others.

LIBRA <Vpt 2VOc« 22) — You
needn't give too much credence to

your critics at this time. Continue

along the course you've made for

yourself. Focus on details.

Close to Home By John McPherson
i ip m i BSaaaaassjWaaaiaa*SeWeT^psssMppjl

>F tH«3 Day
££I don't make monkeys, I just

train 'em

-Pee Wee Herman

Today's P.C. Menu
Call 5*5-2626 for mere information.

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

BBQ Pork on a Bun

Vegan Falafel Sandwich
Falafel Sauce

DINNER
Chinese Beef and Peppers

Italian Tortellini Stir Fry

Sausage Grinder

Pain

*U,L I c x. OJi£ .'-rtscMeGCOWSmf. COM *NfA «HPTM . *- //'ilS

'Whoa, Hold up, Bertl What do we have here In

the back seat?l A little book titled How to Sweet

Talk Your Way out ol Any Speeding Ticket'!"

Worcester

ACROSS
1 Puppeteor Baird

5 Playing marble
10 Applaud
1

4

Surrounded by
15 Cost
16 Hearty's partner

1

7

Weaver's need
18 Hippopotamus
20 Theme
22 Showed the way
23 Passion
24 Agitates

26 Peach center

27 Part ot a tootball

team
30 Previous
34 Go to extremes
35 No. in Marseilles

36 Actress Adams
37 Slimpy'3 pal

38 Reference book
41 Citrus cooler

42 Pari of a toot

44 Appropriate

45 Prepared
potatoes

Af Furtive
behavior

49 Mill

50 Small
51 Thick and

shaggy
5? Bank robber s

pursuers
55 Horace's

"

Poetica"
56 I arge antelope
60 High society

63 Netman
Nastase

64 Wharf
65 Aquatic

mammal
66 Market
67 Bastes
68 Poor
69 Shoe part

DOWN
1 Serene
2 Melville novel

3 Brawl
4 Valentine-giver,

maybe
b Spring mo.
6 Auto part

7 Donates
8 Frosted
9 Always, to

Tennyson
1 Snort with glee

1

1

Pie-crust
ingredient

12 In addition

1

3

Look closely

19 Type ot pin

2 1 Actress Jane -

25 Cut oH
26 Straw hals
27 Singer Day
28 Happening

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

HED HHHH HDDS
M
RIA
PlR Dl IC

LI 1 1

A

Tin
O SIEIS Hit

A

Gmau ODmB
iHHHQsanci ramamfaii

BBQKi HMflOlil HHIDQ

HfflHH IdHBH

nasas mnrae 0000
ranmia hboh hhh

V 18 97 G 1997 United Feature Svrdcale

29 Suburban sight glance
49 Fumed30 Age

31 Spud state

32 Sea duck
33 Thin, as a

voice
35 King Cole
39 Speedometer

info

40 Stash
43 Towing ropes
46 Fashionable

51 Animal
52 Beagle babes
53 Mayberry kid

54 Erupt
55 Johnson of

"Laugh -In"

57 Toward shelter

58 Cleo's river

59 Wooded valley

61 Pro and
48 Cast a sidelong 62 Make an effort

LUNCH
Grilled Chicken Sandwich

American Grill Burger

Spaghetti

Sorrow

DINNER
Chinese Beef and Peppers (CBP)

Tilapia Santa Fe (TSF)

Curried Chick Peas (CCP)

Pastabilities: Veal Parmesan (PaVP)

Hampshire
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

BBQ Pork on a Bun

Charbroiled Chicken Sandwich

No Apolgies or Explanations

DINNER
Chinese Beef and Peppers

Chicken Stew

(Shirt/Shoes Required)

Berkshire

LUNCH
Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Hot Pastrami on Rye

Ziti

Pad Thai

DINNER
Chinese Beef and Peppers

Greek Style Lemming Chicken

Curried Chick Peas

Pastabilities: Stuffed Shells

Today's Staff

Night Editor .

Photo Tethnmon

Copy Editor

Production Supervisor

Production Staff
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Hockey loses 5-4 thriller against Lowell
By Corey Peter Goodman
Collegian Staff

Since the start of the 1997 sea-

son, success has been just inches

out of the Massachusetts hockey

team's reach.

Despite competitive efforts

against Boston University, Boston

College and UMass-Lowell earlier

in the season. L Mass emerged
winless. In fact, heading into

Friday night's tilt against Lowell,

UMass had only one win in five

tries — an out-of-conference vic-

tory at

Nebraska-Omaha.
This weekend.

UMass played five

strong periods. But it

wasn't good enough to earn them

a sweep of the weekend series

with UMass-Lowell and Union
College. Friday night, UMass fell

to Lowell, 5-4. before crushing

Union. 4-1, on Saturday evening.

Friday's game against Lowell

was delayed 75 minutes while the

season's first Nor'easter terror-

ized Massachusetts. The
Minutemen appeared to wait an

additional 20 minutes before
showing up, letting Lowell con-

trol the first period tempo.

However, UMass rallied from a

three-goal deficit in the late

stages of the second period and in

the first half of the third period to

force an overtime session. Just

32.8 seconds from a tie, Lowell

senior captain Mike Nicholishen

fired a shot at UMass goaltender

Brian Regan that deflected off a

crowd in front and trickled into

the net for the game-winner.

"We showed a lot of guts and
pride at home," Massachusetts
coach )oe Mallen said. "But we
can't afford to give up that many
shuts and expect to win."

Regan faced 37 River Hawk
shots on the evening, 14 of which

came during an all-out barrage by

Lowell in the first period. UMass
mustered only 2 shots on Lowell

netminder Martin Fillion in the

period, and 23 in the game.

Minutes after freshman Kris

UMass-Lowell

UMass-Amherst 4

Wallis pulled UMass to within a

goal at 2-1 midway through the

second period. Lowell responded
with two quick tallies within a

minute of each other.

A dejected Minutemen group,

trailing 4-1 with under a minute
to play in the second period, was
rejuvenated by the effort of two
freshmen. Wallis — seeing
extended time with senior Dan
luden injured — rushed over
Lowell's blue line, circled around
the net before finding fellow
freshman Matt Smith at the blue

line. The defense-

man moved in on
Fillion and fired

the puck between
his legs. UMass

nailed Lowell 4-2 heading into

the third period.

Massachusetts coach |oe Mallen

realized that the third period
would be a crucial one towards
the team's future. He told his

team to "keep the play simple."

"lust get one goal back at a

time," Mallen said.

An energized Minuteman team
took the ice during the final peri-

od. Keeping the puck in Lowell's

zone and becoming the aggressor.

UMass created a handful of

opportunities in the first few sec-

onds.

With over a minute gone by,

senior co-captain Tim Lovell took

a pass from senior defenseman
Mike Gaffney just short of center

ice. Lovell moved over the blue

line, faked a shot and sent a

Lowell defender sliding, then
moved in closer and fired a wrist

shot just over Fillion's glove into

the top corner of the net.

The goal electrified the Mullins

Center crowd of 1.756. Trailing

4-5 and scrapping for an equaliz-

er. Lovell was hacked from
behind by a Lowell defender. The
player's stick damaged his shoul-

der and caught him in the mouth
as Lovell skated slowly to the

bench for repairs.

Angered by the no-call. UMass
once again stepped up the intensi-

Turn to HOCKEY page 7

|0«MA KANSANEN / COUEGIAN

Freshman Matt Smith and the Massachusetts hockey team finished the weekend 1-1 with a win over Union

on Saturday.

Hawks hit streak;

M] and the Bulls

struggle for win
Yeah, yeah, yeah, the undefeated

Atlanta Hawks, what else is new?
Coming off of an exhilarating 8° 13

win over those challenging Los

Angeles Clippers, the Hawks extend

ed their undefeated tenure to 10-0

last Sunday.

With this win. the Hawks continue

to hold the NBAs best record. Led

Justin KiulJ
on the

NBA
by Dikembe Mulombo. Atlanta is

now just live wins short ot th«

league record of 15 itrmiitiii wins io

start a season. I send my sincere Con-

grats to the most deserving Lenny

Wilkens.

But the Hawks. 10-0? Why the

Hawks? What ever happened to the

dynasty in Chicago? Or my New
Jersey powerhouse? Or better yet,

the blues and funk out of Utah?

The Hawks roster doesn't even

consist of "big" names. The majority

of the team is has-beens and
wanna-bes. with the exception of the

revitalized Mutombo, that is. Names
like Smith. Corbin. Gray,
Henderson, Brown, and Livingston

are the bulk of the roster. One ques-

tion... who are these people?

Then there are the two older,

more experienced, also known as

burnt-out guys: Mookie Blaylock

and Christian Laettner.

I guarantee the Atlanta Hawks will

not break or even come close to

breaking the NBA record of 15

straight wins to start a season. 1

think thej better just enjoy being the

best team in the East... for now.

Please fee I free to quote me on

that.

Anyway, enough about the unbeat-

en, unchallenged Hawks. How about

those "equally emphasized and
equally noted" undefeated L.A.

Lakers?

Shaquille O'Neal and his Lakers

are the hottest thing in the West.

Kazaam is leading both the Lakers

Turn to NBA. page 7

UMass' Donaghue falls as XCC
takes 1Oth in District I Qualifier

Swimming and diving splashed,

injuries plague UMass squad
By Serb Koenig

Collegian Staff

Two Saturdays ago, at Bull Run Park in Centerville,

Va.. the Massachusetts women's cross country team dealt

with pouring rain as they fought their

way to their third consecutive
Atlantic 10 Championship. One
would think that the weather could

only get better when the team trav-

eled to Franklin Park in Boston for

the NCAA District I Qualifier, as a

rain storm is considered one of the

worst omens on a cross country
meet.

Sadly, mother nature had worse in

mind when the Minutewomen took

the course in Boston, as the one
thing possibly worse than a rain

storm, a snow storm, swept over
Massachusetts.

"The course conditions were not

great." UMass coach Julie LaFreniere

said. "I guess you could describe the

race by saying we were running on

cold, wet, mashed potatoes."

UMass, expecting perhaps a fifth

to seventh place overall, pulled in

tenth in the qualifying meet. The
main disappointment came when
two-time A-10 individual champion
and number one runner Rebecca
Donaghue took a tumble late in the

race.

"Rebecca Donaghue had been running in the top five

all race long," A-10 coach of the year LaFreniere said,

"and then she fell, and basically didn't finish the race.

That really hurt the team. She tried to get up and contin-

Sharon Tillotson

ue, but she couldn't feel her feet because they were so

cold and numb."
When Donaghue, the '.earn leader, fell out. the remain-

ing Minutewomen took on the added responsibility.

Seniors Christy Martin and Katie Greenia led the charge,

placing 32nd and 33rd respec-

tively with times of 19:29 and

19:30.

"It hurts to have your num-
ber one runner go down, but

the team stayed together well."

LaFreniere said.

"Katie Greenia had one of

the better races of the season. I

was impressed with her finish.

Her problem had been the last

1000 meters. She had been
tightening up. but this time, she

stayed nice and loose."

But, the team could not over-

come the loss of Donaghue, a

possible Olympic hopeful.

Under ideal circumstances, the

senior co-captain probably
would have placed in the top

five and advanced to the

National Championships in

Greenville, N.C.

"This is not a course for the

finesse type runners."

LaFreniere said, "and I would

say Rebecca and Christy are

that type of runner."

The weekend's weather made for a disappointing meet,

but with the indoor track season coming up, the

Minutewomen look to capture another A-10
Championship, and take one more shot at the NCAA
Championships.

By Michael Koby lanski

Collegian Staff

University Health Services is

probably starting to get tired of see-

ing members of the Massachusetts

women's swimming and diving team

in the office.

The Minutewomen suffered their

second loss of the season on
Saturday afternoon, falling to

Boston University 182-117.

primarily due to the fact

that University of

Massachusetts has been
stricken with the flu bug.

Several swimmers were either out of

commission or less than 100 per-

cent for the loss to the Terriers.

With the defeat. UMass now stands

at 2- 2.

Lia Lansky, Karen Sonnwald.
Shana Strothers, Barbara Hickey,

and Irina Kosenko were just a few

of the walking wounded for a

UMass squad that picked up only

two of 16 first place finishes.

"I'm not disappointed with the

UMASS 117

way that we swam against BU.
We've been dealing with a lot of

sick people all year long,"

Massachusetts women's swimming
and diving coach Bob Newcomb.
"We haven't been able to put a full

team together for a meet yet."

Freshmen Sarah Newell and lulie

Dragon had the lone first place fin-

ishes for the Minutewomen. Newell

placed first in the 200 breast with a

time of 2:26.40, while
Dragon placed first in the

50 free with a time of

25.44.

"That was a big step for

lulie by getting her first collegiate

win. She has progressed phenome-
nally in the few months that she's

been with us," Newcomb said.

Other bright spots on the after-

noon included Lyndsay Crenshaw,

who had a pair of second place fin-

ishes, and lulie Alexander.

"Lyndsay did a great job. She's

been swimming with a lot of intensi-

ty." Newcomb said. "And we've
asked lulie to do a lot of different

things. She's doing a lot of stuff that

she hasn't done before and she's

swimming well."

Newcomb was also quick to point

out the fact that he also sees

improvement in his diving team.

"The divers have done well. They
are improving from week to week,"

Newcomb said. "Stacie Haymes was
second in the three-meter by only

eight-tenths of a point."

UMass will next hit the water on
Saturday afternoon when they will

host St. |ohn's. But, for right now,

Newcomb is hoping that he will

have a full squad for the meet.

"I'd like to see the whole team
together. We were hoping for that

to happen last weekend, and now
we're hoping that it will happen this

weekend. We've been trying to

patch things together the best that

we can." Newcomb said. "St. lohn's

is a talented team. From what I've

seen, they are pretty strong in the

freestyle events and a little weaker
in the other events. But we can't

take a team like them lightly."

COUXTf SY MEDIA RELATIONS

V-ball prepares for tournament
By Brett Mauser
Collegian Staff

And down the stretch they
come...

Three horses neck and neck.
Two horses only a volleyball's

length behind. In what
has been a very exhilarat-

ing 1997-98 edition of

Atlantic 10 volleyball,

the final weekend will

decide everything.

The Massachusetts volleyball

squad finds itself hoping and
praying for the near impossible to

occur, vaulting them into the con-

ference tournament over
Thanksgiving weekend.

With a 1-1 record this past

weekend against George

UMass

Fordham

Washington and Fordham. the

Minutewomen can no longer con-

trol their own destiny. It looks as

though the fourth and final play-

off spot in the tourney will have

been decided by a matter of

points.

On Sunday afternoon.

UMass (13-16. 8-10 in

the A-10) and GW went
at it. going kill for kill,

point for point. Finally,

it was the Colonials who
came out on top. handing the

Minutewomen a disappointing
15-6. 5-15, 15-12, 5-15. 13-15

loss.

"The match was very well-con-

tested' " coach Bonnie Kenny
said. "Both teams played very

well, but in the end. we just got

beat."

Senior outside hitter Lesley

Nolan was a highlight reel special,

coming up big in the loss while

collecting 18 kills and 22 digs.

Sophomore middle blocker fill

Meyers continued another banner

year, picking up her 1 5th double-

double on the season with I 7 kills

and 1 1 digs.

"Lesley played incredible volley-

hall this weekend. She played like

a senior, playing well defensively

and at the net," Kenny said.

On Saturday, the future had
never shown so brightly. UMass
handled the Rams of Fordham
very easily to split the season
series with a 15-4, 15-7. 15-7

Turn to V-BALL page 7
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Let's talk

about sex

The Not Ready for

Bedtime Players is

educating stu-

dents all across
campus about the

issues of safe sex

(see Arts & Living,

page 6).

Hard one
to bear

Women's soccer

coach |im Rudy,
along with the

I
»"«--jall ana rieia)

hockey programs,
had to weather a

tough, wintery
weekend (see

Sports, page 10).

WORLD

Albright meets with

displaced Afghans

PESHAWAR, Pakistan (AP) —
Against the backdrop of a dusty plain

near this remote corner of Pakistan,

Madeleine Albright listened intently

as a group of luckless young Afghan

women talked in somber tones about

their fate as refugees.

"We are tired of our lives in exile,"

one woman told the U.S. secretary of

state yesterday. Another spoke of the

pain of being virtually destitute

despite an advanced education in

finance and economics.

Another told how her life had
taken a fateful turn the day thieves

broke into the family home in

Afghanistan. She fled but her sister

died when she leaped from a sixth-

floor window trying to escape.

As a woman and a two-time
refugee herself, once from Nazism
and once from communism, Albright

could identify with these star-crossed

Afghans — but only to a point.

"It's very hard for me to sit here to

compare myself to you; I have been

very lucky, as have my friends,"

Albright said after hearing the tales of

six women.
The six were among about IS

women, all clad in traditional Islamic

head covers, who met with Albright

on a cloudless afternoon at the Nasir

Bagh refugee village.

NATION

FDA approves new
blood thinner

WASHINGTON (AP) — Heart
attack and stroke patients are

about to get a new blood thinner

that may lower their risk of repeat

attacks slightly better than aspirin.

But doctors must decide if clopi-

dogrel, approved by the Food and
Drug Administration Monday, pro-

vides enough extra benefit to justi-

fy paying more than the pennies a

day that aspirin costs.

"It will probably boil down to

how various physicians and health

care providers weigh the cost,"

said Dr. Sidney Smith |r., former
president of the American Heart
Association, who hasn't yet decid-

ed whether to prescribe the drug
to his own patients at the
University of North Carolina,
Chapel Hill.

The manufacturers, Sanofi Inc.

and Bristol-Myers Squibb, declined

to disclose a price, saying they
would announce it when clopido-

grel begins selling, by prescription,

early next year. It will be sold

under the brand name Plavix.

But new drugs typically are

priced higher than older competi-

tors, as companies try to recover

the millions of research dollars that

went into the medicines' develop-

ment.
Thousands of Americans take

half an aspirin or a baby aspirin

every day to help prevent the

blood clots that lead to heart

attacks and strokes.
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UMass alcohol policy comes under fire
By Jonathan Liberty

Collegian Staff

Editor's note; This is part two of a

three-part series concerning the pre-

sent state of the use and abuse of

alcohol within the University of
Massachusetts and Amherst commu-
nities. The series will conclude
tomorrow with a critical look at the

future state of alcohol at UMass.

As the University of Massachusetts

Alcoholic Beverage Policy Task Force

and the Massachusetts Board of

Higher Education decide the future

of the alcohol pol-

icy, the existing

policy is being
critically analyzed

by student lead-

ers, educators and

counselors, resi-

dence hall staff

and the citizens of

Amherst.

Under the cur-

rent alcohol poli-

cy, alcohol abuse

at UMass has
become a ram-
pant problem both at the University

itself and in the town of Amherst.

Vital questions, such as where did

the alcohol policy fail, how does cul-

ture affect alcohol abuse, and what

programs are available to assist stu-

dents with alcohol problems, have

become a focal point for the UMass
and Amherst communities.

The pitfalls of the current policy

The current alcoholic beverage

policy, which is located in the

Undergraduate Rights and
Responsibilities handbook, has been

harshly criticized throughout the fall

semester.

Michael Burchell, Area Director of

Southwest/North, said he supports

the existing policy in dealing with the

basics of underage drinking, but says

that it leaves much room for educa-

tion and prevention.

"I've been here for six years and

the alcohol policy here, as compared

to other schools, is very lax,"

Burchell said. "It's very simple and
provides a lot of space for students

to do a lot of stuff."

According to Burchell, one of the

reasons for the lax alcohol policy is

the University's focus on students'

rights.

"My perspective is that this

University is very based within stu-

dents' rights and not students'
responsibility," Burchell said.

"Students who are 21 -years-old

have the right to drink, but they do
not have the right to infringe on oth-

ers," said Community Health
Educator Sally

Damon. "This

isn't about not

drinking, it's

about making
the community
safe and having

respect for your

self and every-

one around
you."

Whereas stu-

dents in the

dormitories are——^""""
"""" allowed to have

up to 10 people in one room (with

both residents of that room being

present), drinking behind closed

doors has become increasingly easy,

forcing much more pressure on RAs
to enforce the policy.

"They [the students] want to be

able to drink and do drugs because

they are used to parents and teachers

and other adults just looking the

other way," said Residential

Education Alcohol Program (REAP)
Coordinator Sandra Whitcomb. "The

RAs have to try to control these situ-

ations."

"While the RAs do all they can to

enforce the alcohol policy, you can't

tell when someone is drinking behind

a closed door," said UMass Deputy

Chief Barbara O'Connor.

"I have received a lot of e-mail

from parents about what goes on in

the dorms," said Chancellor David

K. Scott. "It doesn't seem very

healthy what goes on in some

" It's not about drink-

ing, it's about drinking

with responsibility. I

think people can drink

responsibly, but our cul-

ture is about drinking to

excess.

"

— Barbara O'Connor

Standing strong
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This tree on the grounds of Amherst College has somehow main-

tained to hold its leaves through the first snowfall of the season.

Militants to blame for massacre

places."

"What ends up happening is policy

gets created and then RAs have to

take care of it," Burchell said. "The

RA staff has a hard enough time

enforcing the alcohol policy as it

stands."

If a new policy is created, enforce-

ment will be one of the crucial

issues, said O'Connor.

"You can't ban alcohol and not

give police any enforcement tools,

we would need some bylaws to help

us enforce the policy." O'Connor
said.

"The general consensus that's

beginning to emerge is that the cur-

rent policy with some modifications

is a reasonable policy which needs

better enforcement," said Associate

Chancellor and Alcoholic Beverage

Task Force Chair Susan Pearson.

Into Amherst
Besides causing problems at the

University, alcohol abuse by

off-campus students has also trou-

bled the town of Amherst.

"Amherst used to be pretty damn
quiet," said Black Sheep owner and

22 year resident of Amherst, Nick

Seamon. "When the drinking age

was raised to 21, colleges banned
alcohol, and drove kids into town."

"My responsibility as a select

board member is the health, welfare

and happiness of all residents of

Amherst, not only off-campus stu-

dents, but also the residents of

Amherst, who are negatively affected

every single weekend of the year,"

said Hill Boss, a select board mem-
ber and a 14-year resident of

Amherst.

"I don't think there's a reason stu-

dents and older people can't

co-exist." said Walker Lee, owner of

Walker's Grill and Amherst resident

since 1973.

But according to Boss, "this year is

worse than last year, and last year

was worse than the year before."

During the fiscal year 1995-96.

the Amherst police department
received calls of service for 1 153

noise complaints. 413 accounts of

By Torek El-Tablowy

Associated Press

MIAN MCDtKMOTT ,' COUtCJAN

The Massachusetts women's swimming and diving team lost this weekend to Boston University. ON THE INTERNET

www.umatf.adu/rio/coUgian

LUXOR, Egypt — Militants

blamed for most of the violence in

Egypt's five-year Islamic rebellion

claimed responsibility yesterday for

the revolt's deadliest attack: the mas-

sacre of 62 people at an ancient tem-

ple crowded with tourists.

The al-Gamaa al-Islamiya, or the

Islamic Group, said in a faxed state-

ment that Monday's attack was a

failed attempt to take hostages to

trade for the freedom of their spiritu

al leader, a blind Egyptian cleric

jailed in the United States for plot-

ting to bomb New York landmarks.

The sandstone terraces of the

Temple of Hatshepsut were blood-

stained yesterday, but dozens of

tourists warily returned. Many others

were fleeing the country, however,

and agencies were scrapping tours —
spelling trouble for Egypt's impor-

tant tourism industry.

President Hosni Mubarak visited

the temple on the Nile River's West

Bank across from Luxur to reassure

tourists, and replaced his interior

minister, blaming him for lax securi-

ty-

Thirty-one of the dead were Swiss,

police said. The others included eight

Japanese, five Germans, four Britons

— including a child — a Bulgarian, a

Colombian and a French citizen.

Seven of the dead were still unidenti-

fied. There were 24 people wounded.

Police shot the six attackers as they

Turn to MASSACRE, page 2

vandalism. 371 disturbances, 132
fights and 60 liquor law violations.

While 65 arrests were made for dis-

orderly conduct.

According to Boss, stronger
University action against students in

Amherst who are causing the prob-

lems is one possible solution.

"Off-campus students are enrolled

as on campus students are and have

the same standing and same tuition

as on- campus students, yet in refus-

ing to apply the student code of con-

duct equally to on- and off-campus

students, the University creates two
different classes of students," Boss

said. ^—^^—hhmb
According to

Boss, the town
should enforce
open container,

public intoxica-

tion and under-
age drinking laws

— rather than
ghing students a

slap on the wrists

— the maximum
penalties should
be enforced.

The method of

dealing with alco-

hol has changed
over time, ^^——^—

—

changes including the town's institu-

tion of keg and open container laws,

said Amherst Police Chief Donald

Maia.
"1 think the problem lies with keg

parties, and illegal selling of alcohol.

People have gotten into fights as a

result, and the kids just drink." said

Traffic Enforcement Officer Willie

Wheeler.

According to Boss, banning the

sale of kegs is a possible solution to

large, off-campus parties.

"[Kegs J are the cheapest possibk

way of letting people get intoxicated;

and it allows for the sale of liquor

without checking licenses —
off-campus residences and fraterni-

ties sell cups or admission, which is a

clear violation of the law," Boss said.

However, according to Damon,
kegs are not as responsible as the

general attitude at fraternity parties.

"The problem with fraternities is

that most of the brothers are already

heavy drinkers. They have
self-selected that environment to live

in because they want to be around
others who want drink as much as

they do," Damon said.

"In general, 1 think that the major-

ity of Amherst people are happy that

the University students are here, and

wouldn't want it any other way,"
Boss said. "But in regards to the

drinking problem, it depends on the

proximity to the school.

"People within shouting distance

of the school are

livid," Boss said.

"I've seen an
increase in alco-

hol abuse the

past three years

and I've heard
similar senti-

ments from oth-

ers as well, cul-

minating this fall

in various
injuries and a

death." said

Amherst Town
Manager Darry
Del Casto.

"No one can force

someone to get help

with an alcohol prob-

lem unless it is a legal

matter. You can have
all of the services in the

world, but the student

has to want to get the

help.

"

— Sally Damon
The "cultural policy"

How much could a new policy

affect the abuse of alcohol on cam-

pus? Problems with alcohol tran-

scend party atmosphere, peer pres-

sure, availability of alcohol or any

sort of policy. AJcohol abuse is part

of American culture, according to

O'Connor.

"It's not about drinking, it's about

drinking with responsibility. I think

people can drink responsibly, but our

culture is about drinking to excess,"

O'Connor said.

"The fact is it [alcohol abuse] does

effect the environment and the quali-

ty of life for other people in the resi-

dence halls," Scott said. "It's not just

individual's issue, it is the communi-
ty's issue."

Turn to POLICY, page 2

Conference examines roles of

clergy among different religions
By Paul Hayes
Collegian Staff

What do you get when you put a Muslim, a Judaic, a

Baha'i and a Zen Buddhist on a panel?

The answer: A very thoughtful, intriguing and insightful

discourse.

Representatives of each of these four apparently dis-

parate religious groups came together last night to take

part in a panel discussion entitled "Connecting to the

Divine: Do We Need Clergy?" as part of the

Inter-Religious dialogues program sponsored by the

UMass Inter Religious Project which is being held all this

week.

The members of the panel. Kamal Ali of the Islamic

Society of Western Massachusetts, Ellen Rosenthal of the

Hampshire College Jewish organization Keshet. Sabrina

Asress of the Baha'i Faith Community and Issho Fujita of

Valley Zendo each had their own interpretation of whet

clergy and their necessity were.

Ali, who is a spiritual guide — or Imam — of Islam said

that "clergy" were not necessary.

"Clergy," he said, implied men who served as intermedi-

aries between people and a higher power, where as the

Imam were men chosen from a community whose job it

was to instruct other Muslims on their holy text, the

Koran.

"Islam is a verb, something you do and it's incumbent

for Muslims to remember the Koran for their own edifica-

tion and practice." Ali said.

The other panelists agreed that they did not believe their

spiritual leaders were direct links to God.

lust as Imam function in regards to Muslims. Rabbis

help provide lews with answers. Rosenthal said.

"Rabbis are social workers, social helpers and teachers,"

Rosenthal said. "Mainly teachers because not everyone has

the opportunity to study the Torah."

Like Muslims, Jews are also people of the book,

Rosenthal said.

Japanese Soto Zen Buddhists, on the other hand are not.

Fujito described the monks who taught him as very com-

mitted practitioners who helped him to avoid the pitfalls of

everyday life.

Similar to Ali's description of Muslim Imams. Buddhist

monks teach submission to religious laws, and endeavor for

their pupils to live spiritually all day in everything they do.

Unlike the other three religions, the Baha'i have no spiri-

tual leadership. Asress said.

In the Baha'i faith, children of members are expected to

investigate every religion, and then at the age of 15 judge

for themselves which religion they feel they believe in,

Asress said.

Baha'i parents will direct their children to information on

religions, and then leave the rest up to them. Asress said.

"The greatest cause of bereavement in man is ignorance

and blind imitation." Asress said, "[Baha'i belief! depends

on your own reason and judgement."

If, at 15, a child chooses to remain Baha'i, that means

they accept all religions as "different pages in the same

book," Asress said.

Ali said that if it weren't for the guidance of Imam and

the scholarship of Islam, he never would have overcome

his youthful tendencies towards dancing and girls.

Fujita said that he learned Buddhist traditions such as

offering his dinner to Buddha because if he didn't, his par-

ents didn't let him eat. Then he accidentally entered a one

week retreat at a Zen monastery, which he found difficult.

"It was painful and boring." Fujita said, "but then deep

in my soul I felt I'd come home."

The religions each reflect different fingerprints of faith,

Ali said, but like fingerprints each was recognizable in the

others.

KENNETH L MC DONAID'rCHltCIAN

Moderator Krishna Windt was joined by panel members Sabrina Asress, Kamal Ali, Ellen Rosenthal and Issho

Fujita.

.
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"Alcohol use among student is

beginning at earlier ages."

Whitcomb said. "These students

enter the University with
well-established drinking prob-

lems ."

According to UMass
Community Health Educator Sally

Damon, a person's drinking prob-

lems greatly depends on their fam-

ily backgrounds.

"The family's attitude around
alcohol can strengthen or weaken
the problem." Damon said.

The perception of many college

students, according to Burchell. is

that drinking is part of the college

experience and that everyone is

supposed to get drunk.

"There needs to educational
intervention." Burchell said.

"Many students who live in

apartments or dorms where there

is constant drinking don't know
how to not drink." said Trina
Hope. Coordinator of the

Response Team at Cooley
Dickinson Hospital.

According to Whitcomb, stu-

dents who are able to stop drink-

ing while in counseling often go
right back to it after they leave due
to the cultural climate.

"It's very hard for students to go
through treatment in an environ-

ment where substances are readily

available." Whitcomb said.

"We have many students who
stop drinking, but many need
more help and once they leave

here, they go right back into the

environment that celebrates drink-

ing," Whitcomb said.

Counseling programs
Although many resources, such

as the REAP. Mental Health
Services, University Health
Services, employee assistance pro-

gram, alcohol and drug education

program and substance free hous-

ing, are available at UMass, stu-

dents usually have to be mandated
by the courts or Housing ludicial

system before they go for help.

"No one can force someone to

get help with an alcohol problem
unless it is a legal matter." Damon
said. "You can have all of the ser-

vices in the world, but the student

has to want to get the help."

According to Whitcomb, so far

this semester at REAP, 43 students

were referred by courts, 33 by
Residential Directors and five

were self-referred.

"The court has always been
good about referring people to see

us," Whitcomb said. "They want
students to get help and do not

feel as if fining them does any
good."

Sally Damon, UMass
Community Health Educator, said

that during this semester 1 to 15

friends of students come into the

health center because they are con-

cerned about a friend's drinking

habits, while only two or three stu-

dents have come in by themselves.

"What has been interesting for

me is the extent to which we
already have a phenomenal educa-

tion program for students: health

programs, residential programs.

REAP, Everywomen's Center,

Greek Affairs — we've got a lot of

stuff here," said Vice Chancellor

for Student Affairs Tom Robinson.
"1 know that we put a lot of energy

into these programs."

"The key to helping these stu-

dents is being respectful and let-

ting them know that we really do

care about them and their future,"

Whitcomb said.

Collegian staff members Paul
Hayes, Victoria Groves, Leigh
Faulkner and Tamar Carroll con-

tributed to this article.

massacre
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tried to escape.

Authorities said one was a mem-
ber of al-Gamaa, the group that

claimed responsibility for the attack.

Al-Gamaa has been a main target

of police battling a violent campaign
aimed at overthrowing Mubarak's
secular government and turning

Egypt into a strict Islamic state.

The government has arrested and
jailed thousands of suspected radi-

cals, put hundreds on trial and exe-

cuted 63 people in the past five

years. But al-Gamaa and similar radi-

cal groups are difficult to fight

because of their small, loosely con-

nected cells.

Last year, al-Gamaa took responsi-

bility for killing 16 Greek tourists at

a hotel near the pyramids on the edge

of Cairo. The group also claimed an

assassination attempt on Mubarak
while he was visiting Ethiopia in )une

1995; he was unharmed.

In its statement yesterday, the

group said the gunmen's "brave"

hostage attempt went awry because

police opened fire too quickly, forc-

ing militants to return fire. It accused

police of showing negligence toward

the safety of tourists.

"The government forces dealt

lightly with the lives of the tourists

and the citizens, leading to the

falling of this great number of dead,"

it said.

Witnesses, however, said the six

gunmen opened fire as soon as they

entered the temple grounds, spraying

wildly with automatic weapons and
killing 58 foreign tourists and four

Egyptians. A coroner's report said

some victims were stabbed after

being shot. One Swiss survivor said

the "very young" gunmen calmly shot

victims who had dived to the ground

or run for cover behind temple pil-

lars.

Rosemarie Dousse, the Swiss
tourist shot in the arm and the leg,

hid under the bodies of other tourists

for at least an hour.

"They made us get down on our
knees. And then they started shoot-

ing. A man who was very heavy fell

on top of me and the lady behind me
also covered me," she said. "Then
they started again — shooting those

who were still alive, in the head."

Police gunned down one attacker

at the site and the five others after

they hijacked a bus. Authorities

counted only six gunmen, but the al-

Gamaa statement said nine others

escaped.

It said it had hoped to trade

hostages for the release of Sheik
Omar Abdel Rahman, imprisoned
for plotting to blow up the United

Nations building and other New
York landmarks.
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Missile did not down TWA plane

?

KENNETH I MC DONALD/ COUEGIAN

Getting ready for winter
A squirrel stops in its tracks to pose for the camera as it forages for the last remaining acorns on the

ground.

By Pat Milton

Associated Press

NEW YORK — A CIA video simulation released m
terday concludes that witnesses to the crash of TWA
Flight 800 saw the breakup of the doomed plane in the

seconds after the initial explosion, not the explosion

itself.

What some people thought was a missile hitting the

plane was burning, leaking fuel from the jet after the

front part of it had already broken off FBI officials said

as they formally called off their criminal probe.

"Following 16 months of unprecedented investiga-

tion... we must now report that no evidence has been

found which would indicate that a criminal act was the

cause," Assistant Director lames Kallstrom said.

The Paris-bound jet blew up over the Atlantic shortly

after takeoff |uly 17, 199b. killing all 230 aboard.

Families of victims looked on as Kallstrom discussed the

FBI probe, one of the largest criminal investigations in

U.S. history. He said the FBI had spent $14 million to

$20 million on the investigation.

The video simulation — which victims' families had

viewed earlier — included vivid recreations of what wit-

nesses miles away on Long Island or other aircraft said

they saw that night.

"All 244 witnesses we firmly believe told us what they

saw," Kallstrom said after the video was played. Most

witness accounts are remarkably similar, he said.

The witnesses saw the disintegrating plane well after

the center fuel tank blew up. the FBI concluded. Because

sound travels more slowly than light, they heard the

sound of the blast seconds later. That made them think

On/off switches offerred for air bags
By Catherine Strong

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The govern-

ment decision to allow some
motorists to get on-off switches for

air bags has thrust the controversy

over the safety devices into the laps

of parents such as Nina Kaull and

Deanna Popielarz.

"I have mixed feelings about it. 1

just don't know," said Mrs. Kaull,

who ferries her own 6-year-old and a

neighbor's children to school in

Washington nearly every day.

But Mrs. Popielarz, who car pools

to school with her four children and

other families' kids in Saginaw,

Mich., said, "I'm considering it. 1

think it's great to have the option."

Motorists at risk of injury from air

bags — including short adults and

those who drive car pools and must

have a child in the front seat — will

be allowed to fill out a federal form

and have the on-off switch installed

starting Jan. 19.

It's a response to the outcry over

87 deaths from air bags in low-speed

crashes. Most were unbelted or

improperly belted. Air bags, now
mandatory in new cars, also are cred-

ited with saving 2,600 lives.

Even as they announced the liber-

alized rule for giving some motorists'

control over the safety devices, feder-

al officials hastened to emphasize

they believe people would be better

off leaving their air bags on and

keeping kids out of front seats. "We
have made a difficult decision. Now
it is the public's turn to make theirs."

Transportation Secretary Rodney
Slater told a news conference.

White House spokesman Mike
McCurry called it "a common-sense

solution."

President Clinton promised last

December to make it easier for

motorists to get air bags deactivated.

Under the new rule, vehicle own-

ers in these four categories can get

the on-off switches:

-Those who must put children in

the front seat because they are in a

car pool or have large families and

must use every seat.

• Those who cannot sit at least 10

inches from the air bag. • Those

with medical conditions in which the

air bag poses a special risk.

• Those who must put rear-facing

infant seats in the front seat.

"This is a practical solution that

allows you to turn off the air bag for

someone at risk and turn it back on

to preserve the lifesaving benefits for

everyone else." said Slater.

The National Highway Traffic

Safety Administration will start

accepting requests for the switches

Dec. 18 and allow dealers and repair

shops to start installing them Jan.

19.

People such as Mrs. Popielarz

know the ball is in their court. The

estimated cost of an air bag switch

— $150 to $200 — wouldn't stop

her from getting one, she said. And

she would like the front seat in her

minivan to transport more kids when

necessary.

"But the problem would be if you

forgot to turn the air bag back on for

an adult, or turn the switch off for a

child," she said.

Nobody knows how many con-

sumers will deactivate air bags —
although some auto officials have

estimated it could be several million.

Automakers, insurers and safety

advocacy groups all emphasized that

the vast majority of people benefit

from air bags. They spent much of

the day advising consumers to buckle

up children properly and put chil-

dren age 12 and under in the back

seat. Some 40 percent of children

ride unbuckled.

"Only someone who is very close

to, or on top of, an air bag as it first

begins to inflate is at risk of serious

inflation injury," said Brian O'Neill,

president of the Insurance Institute

for Highway Safety.
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Schedule of Events for the GREAT AMERICAN SMOKEOUT:

Tuesday. November 18

Wednesday. November 19

TOBACCO
IS A DRUG
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Thursday. November 20

•Look for Health Education Campus Center Table with

exciting information on Tobacco

•Look for Health Education Campus Center Table with

exciting information on Tobacco

•7pm Kick Butts Tobacco Cessation Support Croup,

Campus Center, room 801

•8 pm "Pack of Lies". A shocking film discussing the

role of advertising in the Tobacco Industry. Campus

Center Room 811, discussion to follow.

•Look for Health Education Campus Center Table with

exciting inform at ion on Tohacco

•Today is quit day!!!

• lpm Licensed Acupuncurist, Lynn M. Curry, to do dis-

cussion, demonstration, and possible treatment for

Smoking ( Cessation, ( lampus Center Room 80S

they were seeing the start of the crash when in fact they

were watching its end. the agency said.

"Today there is no evidence that anyone saw a missile

shoot down TWA Flight 800." the videotape concluded.

The FBI's withdrawal leaves the investigation in the

hands of the National Transportation Safety Board,

which has scheduled hearings for next month. The NTSB
has indicated no probable cause will be declared until

late 1998.

Earlier, Kallstrom addressed the question of friendly

fire, perhaps a U.S. missile test gone awry — a con-

tentious issue that investigators repeatedly rejected.

"Concerning the issue of friendly fire, we conducted a

total and thorough investigation." Kallstrom said. "Of

course we asked the military the tough question — Did

you do it?' — and of course the answer was no." But the

FBI analysis of hundreds of eyewitness interviews and

satellite and radar data only explained what witnesses

saw. not whether a missile or bomb brought down the

jetliner, Kallstrom stressed. Other evidence led investiga-

tors to rule out a bomb or a missile, however, he said.

Kallstrom said more than 500 agents dispatched to the

scene were joined by investigators from the NTSB,

Federal Aviation Administration, State Department, and

numerous local and state law enforcement agencies.

Agents conducted more than 7,000 interviews and

spoke with scores of workers at Kennedy Airport and in

Athens, Greece, where the plane stopped before coming

to New York.

They reviewed 911 calls of reports of suspicious cars

or boats along the coast and at Kennedy for two months

before the crash and inspected marinas throughout the

region.

Tommy, can you hear me?
The cast of The Who's Tommy rehearse a scene from their upcoming performance. The shows will be held

from Dec. 4-7 in the Student Union Ballroom.

The University of Massachusetts'

Something Every Friday Presents:

Comedienne/Actress

Robin
Montague

Friday, November 21, 1 997

UMass Campus Center Auditorium, 8pm
"Face Off" shown following performance (approx. 9:30pm)

"Face Off" starring John Travolta and Nicholas Cage,

Will also be shown on Sunday, November 23, 8pm & I Opm,

in the Campus Center Auditorium
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Campus Activities: 54S-3600
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President Bulger's new office
Apparently Billy Bulgers outgrown his old office.

I lining raised millions of dollars, he figures he
should be able to enjoy a little of it himself.

Actually, he's going to be enjoying a lot of it. The lease

on his old office on unfashionable Tremont Street is run-

ning out. so he figures he'll take the opportunity to

upscale. And he's doing it in a big way. His new office is

one of the most desired addresses in

the city. located on Boylston Street,

it's the workplace of the richest and
nu'si politically connected of Boston.

Where else could Billy work?
Maybe somewhere where rent isn't

$1 million a year. I think that would
make a lot of us here in the land of

crumbling buildings feel a lot better.

It seems odd to me that the man
whose politically astute enough to iise

to the position of President of the

Senate would be able to figure out

that spending a cool million on him-
self would probably be an unpopular
move.

It's also strange that someone who's been in politics

so long doesn't realize how tight state budgets are. 1

don't remember the exact figures, but his old office was
significantly cheaper. That extra money could have done
a lot here. It could have provided a lot of students with

full or partial scholarships. It could have upgraded some
of our hideous living and learning areas. It could have

funded a few extra professorships, or provided for more
research. It could have helped our TA's out of poverty.

In other words, it could have been devoted to the real

mission of I Mass: providing a high-quality, affordable

education.

I shouldn't be so harsh. I think Billy's just getting con-

fused I laving spent so much energy using private univer-

" You '11 have a much
easier time convincing

people that UMass
needs money ifyou're

not sitting in a brown-

stone.
"

Gcrrit Deyoung

sity tactics to raise money, it must be hard to stoop to

public accoutrements. I'm sure Neil Rudenstein. presi-

dent of Harvard, has a great office. Billy must be jealous.

Sorry big guy, but until you make that big leap into the

world of private academia, your going to have to surren-

der your high-class tastes. Besides, as long as we here

have to live in cinder-block cells, why should you get a

posh office? There are plenty of ways

to gussy the old one up. Do what we
do: slap up a few posters. Make a

beer can pyramid. Get a carpet rem-

nant — nothing makes an otherwise

ugly tile floor a little more welcom-

ing. Houseplants do wonders for an

otherwise barren workspace. But
you're busy (so make sure you get the

kind you don't have to water too

often).

See? You'll make it in the old

office. No, you won't get to hobnob
with your power-wielding buddies at

the coffee maker, but I was under the

impression that you're pretty well connected as it is.

Besides, you'll have a much easier time convincing people

that UMass needs money if you're not sitting in a brown-
stone. And they'll probably be much happier to give it if

they see that you're not going to waste it on frivolities.

I'm sure you know that many of us here work quite

hard for our education. In fact, I remember you sharing

with us the story of your plight, of how hard you had to

work to get through school. So surely you must under-

stand why we don't want to see our money being spent

on your office.

Please Mr. Bulger, stay where you are. Don't go squan-
dering all that money you've raised. Or at least, if you
have to waste it on something, waste it on us.

Gerrit Deyoung is a UMass student.

Point/Counterpoint on Iraq
The Ed/Op page will be running a point/counterpoint feature on the esca-

lating tensions between the United States and Iraq. Anyone interested in

expressing their opinion on this issue is urged to submit an editorial.

Editorials should be well-researched and well-written, 600-800 words long,

and must be received by 9 p.m. on Wednesday, Nov. 19. If suitable columns
are received earlier, the Point/Counterpoint may be moved forward, so it is

important to submit your editorials as soon as possible.

Submissions can be dropped of at our offices in the Campus Center base-

ment, e-mailed to letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu, or faxed to 545-1592.
Please put them to the attention of Dan Bodah, Ed/Op Editor.

—
,

Support needed for bilingual education

The new wedge issue in

California is the "English
Language Education for

Immigrant Children'' initiative. It

proposes to abolish bilingual educa-

tion and will probably appear on
the ballot in 1998.

The propo-
nents of the

anti-bilingual
education initia-

tive. Ron Unz
and Gloria Malta

Tuchman. may
very well be sin

cere when they
say they want to

help children. But

African-Americans
need to support bilin-

gual education and
vote this initiative

down. If not for altru-

istic reasons, then for
it pmad, the ini- pragmatism s sake,

since an attack on
bilingual education is

just the first step in a
renewed onslaught

against the public-edu-

cation system.

native wi
unleash further

attacks on the

public-education

s\Mem
Schoolchildren

and their parents

will bear the

brunt of this sin

gle- minded agen-

da. For the mostpart,
bilingual-educa-

tion programs do what they're sup-

posed to do — help immigrant kids

enter the mainstream. They Mtist
kids from non- English speaking

backgrounds to acquire

English-language skills. Successful

examples have depended on a com-
mitment from the local administra-

tion, and resources from the school

district, to make such programs
work.

One of the most successful mod-

__^_____^_ els originated

at Eastman
Avenue
Elementary
School in Los
Angeles. It

evolved into

Project
MORE., and
now this cur-

riculum is

used at several

other schools.

Admittedly,

bilingual edu-

cation has in

some cases
been flawed in

its implemen-
t a t i o n .

Occasionally,

school bureau-

cracy pits

teacher against

teacher, favor-

ing those with bilingual skills. This
too often sets Latino professionals

against their black and white peers.

There must be parity, and the sys-

tem cannot ignore the years of hard

Gary Phillips

work put in by teachers at the
expense of making thoughtless
staffing dec'sions.

Yet this does not invalidate the

overall worth of bilingual educa-
tion. The trick is getting the details

right, not in scrapping the entire

undertaking.

African-Americans need to sup-

port bilingual education and vote

this initiative down. If not for altru-

istic reasons, then for pragmatism's

sake, since an attack on bilingual

education is just the first step in a

renewed onslaught against the pub-

lic-education system.

We need to recognize an assault

on minorities when we see one.

And we need to recognize an
assault on public schools, where
most of us send our kids.

Right-wing forces are sensing the

opportunity. Groups such as the

Christian Coalition want to gut

public schools by transferring pub-

lic money to religious and other pri-

vate schools. Does anybody remem-
ber Proposition 174? That was an

initiative to enact vouchers in

California in 1993. That effort

failed.

The fight against bilingual educa-

tion is just another attempt to

weaken public schools.

Gary Phillips is the project direc-

tor of the Multicultural
Collaborative in Los Angeles.
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The hoofs of a swinish multitude
aIf we let our Young Folks grow Head-Strong, and

if we grow Afraid of compelling them to the
Wholesome Orders of our Families, we have even

given them up to Ruin. " — Cotton Mather.

The third deadly sin in this four-part series on the neo-

puritanical war against liberty and pleasure is the sin of

talking. Or. to be more specific, talking out of turn,

speaking without having been spoken to, mouthing off,

which is to say — protesting. The protest ban issued late

in the summer by Chancellor Scott under the innocuous-
sounding title "Guidelines for Responses to

Demonstrations on University Property," participates

fully in the onslaught of resurgent Puritanism.

Political protesting, especially by large groups gathered
in demonstrations, and building
occupations, is a point of precise

intersection in the trajectories of
liberty and pleasure. The cases of

smoking and drinking, which we
dealt with in previous columns, are

about our liberty to enjoy pleasure.

In the case of protesting and free

speech, it is rather a matter of tak-

ing pleasure in exercising our liber-

ty-

Student protest, as the anxious authorities are only too

aware, especially of the kind we have generally seen here

at UMass, is after all not just a matter of political action.

It also takes the highly threatening form of the carniva-

lesque — an overturning of the usual order where social

hierarchies are inverted, reversed and disturbed.

Students literally take the place of administrators, who
then have to negotiate, from an uncomfortable position

of weakness, to recover their territory and authority. For
those who protest, such actions are serious and risky, but

also thrilling and extremely exiting, not least of all from
the frisson of defying authority. As in any carinvalesque,

extraordinary experiences of all kinds are commonplace.
Administrators and other authorities, on the other

hand, experience "this strange chaos of levity and feroci-

ty" as the ultimate threat, which also explains why their

reaction during the Goddell protest was characterized by

weeping, fainting and extreme emotional outbursts.

Sleazy politicos such as Rep. Murphy sought to exploit

the protest by demanding draconian crackdowns. Right-

wing faculty extremists, led by Professor Robert Costrell

of economics, demanded mass arrests and police action.

Scott and Bulger were quick to respond with the new
"Guidelines." without which, as Edmund Burke warned.

"Learning will be cast into the mire and trodden down
under the hoofs of a swinish multitude."

As Chancellor. Scott quickly established his absolute

hostility to freedom of speech. His mentality is that of vil-

War Against
Pleasure
^Hussein Ibish

lage tyrant, with an obsession for secrecy. Needless to

say. his assertion that his new protest ban was developed

with "extensive input from our campus" is an utter, bald-

faced lie. It was yet another of his brutish edicts.

In Scott's handling of the Goddell protest, we have

seen (as Charles Merill predicted) several kinds of bad
leadership, since Scott behaved as both coward and bully

at the same time. During the protest, Scott was nowhere
to be seen. He had fled to Mexico, on a vacation which
he unconvincingly insists was, by extraordinary good for-

tune and complete coincidence, planned many months in

advance.

In any event, he had no compunction about leaving his

overwrought underlings to deal with the crisis. Upon
returning, Scott continued to allow various subordinates,

especially the (former) Provost

Pat Crosson to take the fall for

fearless leader.

During summer, when all was
quiet, coward morphed into

bully. Scott issued his protest

ban and sent all students a

threatening letter warning them
to keep quiet or else.

Scott and his cronies say that

they are not opposed to protest and free speech, as long

as they are not "disruptive." Law and order versus anar-

chy, you see. But authorities seldom object to so-called

protests which they can define and control.

As an example of this, see Mike Thelwell's celebrated

essay on the 1963 March on Washington. "The Castrated

Giant," for a description of how the Kennedy administra-

tion used the march by strictly regulating what could be
said, and not said, at the march. Official and approved
placards were the only signs allowed. A. Philip Randolph
ensured that |ohn Lewis' speech, which included a pas-

sage describing Kennedy's policies as "too little, too late."

was rewritten at the last minute to avoid any embarrass-
ment to Kennedy.

In fact, what the Chancellor wishes to exterminate is

the possibility of another student protest and building-

takeover that is defined not only by its political serious-

ness, but also by its carnivalesque transgressions.

Scott's protest ban is therefore one of the most egre-

gious offensives from the culture of mediocrity and con-
formity.

This "protest ban" merely invites another such
takeover and protest. As such, it shares another defining

charcteristic of the Puritan approach to smoking and
drinking: it is intrinstically self-defeating and doomed to

failure.

The "swinish multitude,

won't stand for it.

Hussein Ibish is a UMass graduate student.

that is to say people, simply

Thank you
rom a sistai>

To the editor:

This letter is written in response

to Kenny Lacoste's article in the

Nov. 17 issue of The Daily

Letters to the Editor

Collegian. On behalf of myself and
other black women I would like to

thank Kenny for writing such a

beautiful article. It is nice to know
that there are still some true brothas

out there who queens. I can only

hope that the black men who do not

have respect for their black sistas

whom they refer to as (bitch, ho.

tramp, hootchie and piece of ass)

along with the black women who
disrespect themselves and the
brothas actually learned something
from your article. Thank you from a
sista.

Shaneka N. Atherley

Southwest

We encourage our readers to respond to the contents of the Collegian
through letters to the editor.

Letters must be typed, no more than 400 words, and include name,
address, and phone number for confirmation purposes. They can be sub-
mitted to Editorial/Opinion Editor, Daily Collegian, 1 1 3 Campus Center
Basement, UMass Amherst MA 01003, or by e-mail to:
letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu

Letters may be edited for length, clarity and style.
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U.S. Mid-East policy continues to implode

Young Iraqis at a cotton and textile factory in Baghdad demonstrate to

attack.

ASSOCIATED PRESS

show their willingness to be human shields in case of an American military

The ongoing "showdown" with

Iraq provides yet another
indication of the catastrophic

implosion occurring in United
States' Middle East policy.

The empty bluster and hollow
threats from the Clinton regime are

starting to make even the most cred-

ulous observers wonder if something

isn't dreadfully wrong.

The back-drop to the latest "cri-

sis" is the horrific sanctions forced

on Iraq by the United States since

August of 1 990.

This unprecedented sanctions

regime, which National Security

Advisor Sandy Berger boasted "are

the most pervasive sanctions ever

imposed on a nation in the history of

mankind." has proven to

be a genuine weapon of

muss destruction.

There is, however, very

little recognition here that the

United States has presided over the

genocidal killing of well over a mil-

lion Iraqi civilians in the past seven

years.

On the rare occasions that the

subject is raised. American leaders

generally try to blame the victim,

suggesting that the fault lies, not

with those who designed and
enforce the sanctions, but somehow
with the Iraqi government.

And as for the moral question

raised by the needless deaths of mil-

lions of Iraqis. Madeline Albright

told "60 Minutes." "We think it's

worth it." This from a woman who
has recently been investigating her

family's suffering during the

Holocaust in World War II.

Western diplomats have been fair-

ly blunt in stating that, whatever the

official policy might be. the sanc-

tions will never be lifted as long as

President Saddam Hussein and the

Is i .nil Party remain in power.

The sanctions, as well as the "no

fly zones," are explicitly designed to

destroy the Baghdad government's

sovereignty in Iraq and create condi-

tions that will lead to the overthrow-

ing of Saddam by starving the popu-

lation.

The struggle, therefore, is over

who is to exercise ultimate sover-

eignty over Iraq — the Iraqi govern-

ment or the American Empire.

Iraq's "outrageous" action, which

is the supposed cause of the current

crisis, was to demand simply that

the U.N. weapons inspection teams

not include U.S. citizens. This is a

normal and reasonable sovereign

request, of a kind made this year by.

among others new Congolese leader

Laurent Kabila and Israeli chieftain

Bibi Netanyahu.

The Iraqis have been, so far quite

successfully, trying to take advan-

tage of the collapse of the two other

key U.S. Middle East policies — the

Oslo accords in Palestine and the

"containment" of Iran.

The Oslo accords, which are the

centerpiece of U.S. Middle East poli-

cy, have been systematically disman-

tled by the extremist Israeli Prime

Minister Netanyahu since his elec-

tion a year ago. Recently. Netanyahu

put the final nail in the Oslo coffin

by declaring the Oslo treaties effec-

tively null and void and renouncing

Israel's Oslo process commitments

Not only has this wrecked U.S.

policy in the Middle East complete-

ly, but by refusing to discipline the

recalcitrant Israelis, the U.S. has

greatly damaged its regional and

Hussein Ibish

international credibility.

The collapsed Doha Economic
Conference this week clearly demon-
strates the scope of the disaster.

The U.S. is seen as having no con-

trol over its most dependent
client-state, and because of discred-

ited eccentricities in the American
political and campaign finance sys-

tem at that.

The U.S. campaign to isolate Iran

has been totally demolished this

summer with the signing of the $2

billion oil deal between Iran and the

Total corporation of France. It is

increasingly clear Washington's
anti-Iranian stance has isolated the

United States, not Iran.

Moreover, the U.S. has had bitter

disputes in past

months with both
Russia and China
over trade issues in

the Middle East, neither of which
nave been impressed by American
bullying. Therefore, Russia, China

and France — all U.N. Security

Council Permanent Members —
have little regard for U.S. Middle

East Policy these days.

Added to this is the wide-spread

realization that the American sanc-

tions on Iraq are a total failure in

their implicit aim of overthrowing

Saddam. Iraq's recent assertion of

sovereignty arises almost naturally

in this context.

There is. therefore, almost no
international support for the initial

U.S. impulse to attack Iraq. Even

U.S. dependencies in the Persian

Gulf have objected to an attack on

Iraq.

The U.S. had to quickly climb

down from its early bluster of the

first two days of the dispute, when
continuous and explicit threats of

bombing were routine.

Even Washington analysts have

realized that they have been com-
pletely outmaneuvered this time.

The sanctions cannot be increased

and more bombing will not succeed

where the thousands of other

American bombs failed

It is clear to everyone that if the

U.S. does attack Iraq under this

filmiest of pretexts and against the

demands of the international com-
munity, it will only serve to bring

forward the day when the sanctions

have to be lifted.

Already in the Middle East, and
increasingly around the world, the

question is what shall be the long

term role of Iraq. The U.S. was con-

fident that Saddam would be over-

thrown after the Gulf War and,

when that didn't happen, attempted

a series of bungled and bizarre CIA
coup plots to oust him. all of which

were fiascos.

The idea that torturing the Iraqi

people and murdering millions of

them with the sanctions would lead

them to remove their President on

behalf of the American Empire has

proved to be another mirage. What,

then, is to be done?
In responding to Iraq's latest

assertions of sovereignty, the

Clinton regime has demonstrated
that it has no idea how to handle the

problem other than lashing-out in a

clearly counter-productive and
excessive manner.

American desperation can be

gauged by the preposterous claims

that Iraq has a serious chemical and

biological weapons program.
President Clinton says "I want you

to... think about it in terms of the

innocent Japanese people that died

in the subway..." I'll bet he does.

The U.N. Inspection team, led by

the uncouth Australian Richard
Butler, have listed the most basic

Iraqi industries as "dual use" facili-

ties, meaning that under certain con-

ditions they could be used to make
something suspect. So much for vac-

cine labs and fertilizer factories, so

much for 20th century technology in

Iraq, so much for rebuilding.

The western media have swal-

lowed the ludicrous "Iraqi weapons
of mass destruction story" hook, line

and sinker. After all, the Gulf War
was the source of one of the most

cynical and effective propaganda
campaigns of all time. Fabricated

tales of Iraqi brutality in Kuwait,

most notoriously the legendary
"babies thrown out of incubators"

fairytales defined the debate, even in

the U.S. Senate.

Of the non-existent dead babies.

President George Bush said "there's

no horror that could make this a

more obvious conflict of good versus

evil..." A few days later he declared

President Saddam Hussein to be

"worse than Hitler."

In the current dispute, this same
combination of fabricated Iraqi

crimes and extreme hyperbole to jus-

tify U.S. aggression against Iraq

re-emerged on cue.

The New York Times has become
so overwhelmed with hysteria that it

described Saddam Hussein in terms

of "the threat that he represents to

the biosphere, the envelope of air

and water that he proposes to infest

with pestilences that respect no
political boundaries." As evidence

the Times warns that Iraq could
have access to anthrax. Perhaps we
should inform Richard Butler and
Madeline Albright that UMass
Professor Curtis Thome has been
conducting anthrax research for the

Pentagon over in Morrill Hall for

years.

The rest of the world knows far

better than to be fooled by this

transparent propaganda. Even in

nations which participated in the

Gulf War and have little love for

Saddam Hussein, both the horror of

the sanctions genocide and the

absurdity of the recent weapons alle-

gations are increasing the* sehae tfcat

the U.S. has gone too far this time.

For example. Egypt's semi-official

Al-Ahram newspaper scoffed at the

ridiculous weapons allegations and
pointed out that Butler and the

American inspectors have been sys-

tematically "contriving disputes over

extremely trivial details so as to pre-

vent the U.N. inspection team from

declaring its mission accomplished.

The aim is to continue starving and

besieging the Iraqi people in order

to exclude them from the power
equation in the Arab world, without

the slightest regard for their human
rights and under the banner of the

United Nations

If the United States decides to

attack Iraq under these circum-
stances, it will only be shooting

itself in the foot.

So far. Iraq seems to have suc-

ceeded in reasserting its sovereignty

and demonstrating the moral and

political bankruptcy of American
policy in the Middle East.

Hussein Ibish is a UMass gradu-

ate student.

Iraqis in Baghdad demonstrate their national pride and unity.

Note from the editor

Since the Gulf War, the U.S.

sanctions on Iraq have caused

considerable damage to the

livelihood of millions of innocent
Iraqis. The recent barrage of

anti-Arab propaganda promulgated
by the U.S. media has managed to

once again place a veil of misunder-

standing over the eyes of the

American public.

Coverage in everything from the

local press to the ubiquitous

CNN has given its audience

"Middle East commen-
taries" that offer only gener-

alizations and distortions. Once
again, Iraqis are portrayed as viola-

tors of human rights as they are forc-

ing civilians — children included —
to form a human fortress in order to

protect the infrastructure of their

country from possible U.S. air strikes.

Iraqis are also portrayed as owning a

blind and irrational devotion to the

"madman" Saddam Hussein.

CNN has labeled the conflict,

"Showdown with Iraq," indicating a

degree of media bias that can only be

described as war propaganda. In a

Sunday morning CNN news report,

an Iraqi civilian was quoted as say-

ing, "there are 22 million Iraqis.

Even if the U.S. kills 3 million of us,

we'll still be here." This statement

echoes the Iraqi people's defiant

"down with America" stance and
uncompromising commitment to

their national independence. Of
course, in the eyes of the western

media, this pride only further dis-

plays the Iraqis' irrational, inhuman
and uncivilized nature. In essence,

the great American propaganda
machine has given public legitimacy

which serves as a green light for fur-

ther attacks by U.S. forces.

What is neglected in the supposed

critical coverage on this affair are the

numerous and ongoing protests

against the U.N. sanctions throughout

the world, and the well-over one mil-

lion Iraqi deaths through starvation

and disease which they have caused.

Also deliberately ignored is the

connection between the U.S. pressure

on Iraq as compared with its lack of

pressure put on Israel. However, this

striking contradiction is being heavily

scrutinized in the international press.

Also completely neglected in the

American press is the U.S.'s reason

for involvement with Iraq to begin

with. The "down with the U.S.A."

sentiment in Iraq suggests that the

issue is one of national independence

and self-determination for Iraqis. The
self-appointed U.S. role as the uni-

versal police for the

internal affairs of all

peoples is seen at its

most brazen in Iraq.

Christine Soil

Therefore it is hardly just the Iraqis

who see themselves as a small nation

besieged by a great imperial power.

The issue of Iraq is highly relevant

to Multicultural Affairs, in part

because the coverage given to it by

major presses has had an anti-Arab

and anti-Islamic character. This
stereotyping has conditioned main-

stream Americans to view all people

from the Middle East as terrorists,

fundamentalists, or innately insane —
giving no regard whatsoever to their

ideas or political perspective. A per-

fect example of this is the lack of

news coverage given to the opinion of

most Middle Eastern people, not to

mention the the rest of the world, on
the question of Palestine.

In short, the Third World, and its

freedom, is one of the crucial compo-
nents that defines our multicultural

society. These issues are as impera-

tive to multicultural affairs as home-
lessness, welfare and even the honors

college debate. The effects of

American imperialism directly affect

disadvantaged peoples in this country

and the rest of the world by perpetu-

ating and increasing injustice.

Whether it is poverty and economic

insecurity, the ostracism of entire eth-

nic groups or specific ideologies, or

further attempts that make education

inaccessible to the many, the ongoing

struggles that occur inside the U.S.

are defined by and organically con-

nected to freedom struggles through-

out the world.

Christine Soh is the Multicultural

Affairs editor.

ASSOCIATED PUfS;

Deputy Prime Minister Tariq Aziz (center)

Iraq: a commentary

Dr. Barbara Niniri Aziz

ASSOCIATED MESS

Is
the United States so self-cen-

tered and dependent on gangster-

ism and military prowess that

Washington really thought it could

bully through any policy it wanted, for

as long as it wanted? International

coolness to America's call to sanction

Iran was surely the signal that a limit

had been reached.

It is difficult to imagine that the

United States did not anticipate the

current confrontation with Iraq, and

thereby avoid a great deal of embar-

rassment. Not only is Washington
unable to bully

other countries

into towing the

American line as

it did in 1991. It simply fails to under-

stand the internal dynamics of the

region.

Does Washington not realize how
mutable the Middle East is, and there-

by how Arab nations can change, and

even — lord forbid! — overcome
enmities and lapses with each other?

Did they not notice Iraq strengthening

ties with Iran, overcoming differences

with Syria, building contacts with

Egypt, meeting Gulf state representa-

tives? Did the White House not hear

Saudi, Arab Emirate and Egyptian

pleas for the embargo to be eased

because of the mountain of dead creat-

ed by sanctions-related food and med-

ical shortages?

Perhaps the perceived callousness of

Arabs gives Washington the idea that it

can inflict any amount of punishment

at Iraq without stirring the Arab peo-

ple. Well, it seems. Washington was
wrong.

Now. it's the callousness of the West

which is under scrutiny worldwide. No
Arab or Muslim today feels that the

U.S. together with Britain has not gone

too far with its really stubborn, mur-

derous sanctions policy. People every-

where (but here) can assess the U.S. —

directed U.N. weapons inspection his-

tory for themselves. Their singular con-

clusion is: the process is a scam to keep

the sanctions in place, to allow U.S.

domination of the U.N.. to redefine the

very concept of sovereignty, and to get

rid of as many Iraqis as they can (while

welcoming the most educated of the

refugees to U.S. shores).

The growing international disdain

for American dominated U.N. policies

extends far beyond the Middle East. It

exists in China and South Asia, across

Africa and Latin America. The entire

world public is no

longer fooled.

The message they

hear is: "Step out

of line and this is what you get."

But Baghdad has not relied only on

ethical issues and the principle of sov-

ereignty. It has also capitalized on its

past economic record in the Middle

East. It may be very much weakened

today, but Iraq still counts in the con-

text of the regional economy.
Lebanon's trade with Iraq before 1 982

constituted 60 percent of its com-
merce. Jordan's economic dependence

was probably higher. Turkey also did

well in Iraq. Palestinians were recipi-

ents of Iraqi largesse.

Washington seems not to notice

these things however. It may be too

busy watching Saddam's inner circles.

trying to find someone who will pull

the trigger. Is this the kind of leader-

ship Americans can condone? Is it

what they want their taxes to support?

Is this the framework they want their

foreign affairs experts and battalions of

foreign correspondents to work with-

in?

Dr. Barbara Nimri Aziz is an
anthropologist and journalist who fre-

quently travels on assignment to the

Arab World (including Iraq) and has

been closely following developments in

Iraq since 1989.
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New release from UMass Hallraker A nice mix of comedy and safe sex
J —-
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I'd like to start this week's column

by apologizing to the people at the

SPACE in Worcester. 1 think they

are doing a great job and I did not

mean to single them out in last

week's column about their rule on

no dancing. The issue of dancing is a

sticky one and I ^^^^^^^^^mi
u
.

nd" !";d
.

, *,at K lam
the SPACE is try-

ing to dissuade
violence, not dancing. Yes, there is a

difference. Look for an interview

with the people who run the SPACE
in the upcoming weeks.

HALLRAKER: The Method of...

(Sike Records)

Well it's finally here, and it rocks.

When punk started there were no

rules or formulas or even precedents

for the bands to follow, the bands

were just playing fast, angry music.

That is why bands like the Sex

Pistols, Bad Brains, Black Flag.

Minor Threat and the Circle jerks

were so special; they knew that the

key ingredient was playing raw
aggressive music. While punk and

hardcore are still exciting, too many
bands revert to formulas (many of

which are amazing) and end up
sounding stale. There have been a

couple of exceptions like Swiz and

Kiss It Goodbye and now Hallraker.

Hallraker consists of liin Belisle

on vocals, lim Pion on guitar, |im

Shea on bass and Chris Bevalaqua

on drums, are trying to make sonic

thing that is loud and furious. When
you start listening to The Method

Of.... you notice that each song,

while short, is

Dlu ac:
trying to pack as

^^mm much as it possi-

bly can before it

ends.

The CD starts off with "Small

Sunshine," a rocking but Swiz influ-

enced number — after that the bla-

tant comparisons end. The CD then

proceeds to cut through you like a

buzzsaw, never allowing you to

catch your breath. The second track.

"Concrete." lulls you with its catchy

intro before pummeling you.
"Hometown-Heroes," one of the

best songs on this album, is about

growing up in a town that you do
not fit into. When Belisle screams

"All 1 know is what I'll never be I

can live with what I'll never be and I

can die with what's inside of me and

1 can hate as far as you can see," he

is more than convincing.

There is no doubt that Hallraker

is an angry band, but unlike most

bands today, they are angry at the

status quo. "Twenty On One," I

Eating Disorder Programs
Fall 1997

Sponsored by University Health Services

Eating Disorder Assessment Program
Por Individuals - with Nutritionists. Mental Health Clinician.

Physician and/or Nurse Practitioner. Tuesdays or Fridays

Confidentiality Assured.

Call 577-5314. General Medicine S

Friends and Family Group
Single sessions for those concerned about somebody with an

eating disorder. Call 577-5314,

General Medicine S.

Peer Support Group
For those struggling with anorexia, bulimia, or compulsive

overeating. Wednesday 4:30 -6 pm. at the Campus Center.

Room number posted by elevator. Confidentiality Assured.

Call 577-SS14, General Medicine «.

Peer Health Connections

A confidential phone line for help around eating disorders, your-

self or someone you bnow. Call 577-5168.

song that questions gang mentality

and asks if you're really tough if you

only fight when the numbers are in

your favor. On "American
Bandscam" they lament the ideology

of major labels exploiting bands to

sell records. Like Black Flag.

Hallraker sees what's wrong with

society and the people in all scenes,

and they are speaking out against it.

On "Machinery," another song off

the demo and my favorite song, is a

battle cry as this band proclaims

they're right to offend you.

Hallraker is not a band going qui-

etly into the night; they are going to

fight every step of the way in order

to achieve their goals. They admit it

won't be easy on "Launchramp." —
"live and learn this fact of life we
fall we die sometimes when it all just

seems so real we run we hide this

time around will be mine."

Hallraker. like most of us, knows
life isn't easy, but they also know
that is part of what makes it worth

living. 1 promise you, Hallraker will

rock your world, because they are

not trying to meet a standard other

then their own and they know some-

times the only way to make it in this

world is to fight. A
This weekend in Greenough on

Friday night, Tipping Canoe.
New|erseyFairPlan and Six Going
On Seven will be playing. On
Sunday. Converge, Fall In, Gandiva

and 40 Days Rain will be playing at

the SPACE.
Adam Dlugacz is a Collegian

columnist.

By Alex Iglesias

Collegian Staff

They are known as the "Not Ready

For Bedtime Players" an improv

group. One could say they are present

day crusaders, on a mission across

campus to educate the lives of their fel-

low student body. But how can,""
improv group educate, if they're only a

comedy act?

"It's a great way to hear about these

issues without being lectured by

adults," said junior psychology major

Gina Bognanno.

The truth is that these 10

"sex-crazed" comedians have more to

offer than just a few laughs. Every

Wednesday night the group performs

their 20-skit show. Led by company
manager, Mike Harrigan. the "sex

troop" makes appearances all across

the University of Massachusetts. Each

performance, the group rides in with

only one practice a week, but is still

winning praise from the audience.

"It was the most orgasmically infor-

mative show I've ever seen," said

senior linguistics major Tommy
Mangam.
These campus crusaders are what

many consider to be peer educators.

Forget your sex education seminars of

the past, the "Bedtime Players" have a

lot more in store for the sexually uned-

ucated mind. It's a lesson on condoms,

STDs, alcohol abuse, relationships,

homosexuality and domestic violence.

In a simple word, it's life. And for

many students on the UMass campus,

"it is a reality," Harrigan said.

At times, many of the skits have

been written by students who have

faced some of these daunting realities.

In a paralyzing skit performed by Brian

Burns each week, the day is still to

come when the audience hasn't cried.

In his five minute monologue about his

trials with the AIDS virus, Burns rips

out the hearts of his audience, while

still managing to capture a glimpse of

hope in his marked days.

Yet the show isn't entirely an hour

and a half of sorrow. Behind some of

the more tragic stories, the "hormone

raging" members display some of the

most hilarious and, at times, shocking

antics. It is one of those shows that has

the audience saying, "I can't believe

they did that," while still finding it

somewhat intriguing. Perhaps the rea-

son being is the all out lesbian

encounter demonstrating dental dams,

in the appropriately titled skit, "Taste

Test." Or maybe it was even the clever-

ish mnemonics such as "Yetta Yeast"

or "Henry Herpes."

Either way it is no holds bar for the

zany group of sex educators. As

always, their mission is simple and

very sincere. They want to teach you.

make you laugh as mucn as they can.

and hopefully make at least a smidgen

of a dent.

"I'm really glad to be doing this

because it educates people. As the date

rapist which I play, I hope my impact

will reduce the amount of rapes which

occur," said cast member Rob
McDonald.

"Everyone who writes us back any

feedback, is always a victory," said cast

member Patti Lynott.
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MT. FARMS 4 • 584-9153
MT FARM^MALL

Jackal (R)

Today -at (5:30 ©2.50), 8:10

The Man Who Knew
Too Little (PG)

Today - at (6:00 @ 2.50), 8:20

Mad City (PG- 13)

Today -at (5:40 @ 2.50), 8:10

I Know What You Did

Last Summer (R)

Today -at (5:50 @ 2.50), 8:20

Hampshire 6 • 584-7550 Hampshire Mall

Bean (PG- 13)

Today- at (5:40@ 2.50), 8:40

Red Corner (R)

Today - at (5:30 @ 2.50), 8:30

Starship Troopers (R)

Today- at (5:30@ 2.50), 8:30

Boogie Nights (R)

Today -at (5:10 @ 2.50), 8:20

Devil's Advocate (R)

Today- at (5:20 • 2.50), 8:20

The Little Mermaid (G)

Today - at (5:50 @ 2.50), 8:40

ALEX ICLfSIAS I COUEGIAN

The Not Ready For Bedtime Players offers a unique blend of comedy

mixed with important issues concerning sex education.

University Dental Associates

Dr. David A. Brown • Dr. Marjan Z. Kr*»d6^>tist

Ccttivienient Hours • Insurance Accepted
New families welcome •Dentistry for Children

Cosmetic Dentistry

.7 Amherst Rd, Sunderland 4*3-300!

How to spend
your college years

You should spend your college years wisely.

Study hard, have fun, and carry The Associates

MasterCard Card. You'll get:

• 3% cash back on purchases*

• Discounts on brand name merchandise

• No annual fee

• Credit line up to $2,500

jiflSS^Card

ctt., 3HSV*
"»**

Call toll free1-888-SEND-ONE
*See Rebate Terms and Conditions accompanying the credit card.

Associates National Bank (Delaware)
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continued from page 10

eled to Virginia for the game-'.' And.
on one day's notice us well.

Love that NCAA Tournament
committee...

• And for the No. 20 women's
soccer team, that love could not be
more tangible than a NCAA first

round rematch with No. 17 Harvard
last weekend — at Ohiri Field in

Cambridge of all place I,

Uh. what? Now, let's take a deep
breath...

So, a team that plays a lesser
strength of schedule (four opponents
made the NCAA's), and loses two
games to the top regional teams in

No. 5 Connecticut (5-0) and
Hartford (2-0) gets home ucUuiuage
over a side who has a stronger
national strength of schedule (si\

opponents who made the
Tournament), while losing a 2-1
nailbiter to UConn.

That's logic for you — damn,
Socrates must be rolling over in his

grave.

Both the Crimson and the

Minutewomen had to deal with sig-

nificant personnel losses this season.

and in a legitimate tearjerkei , last

year's National Player of the Year
finalist Emily Stauffer did not play

for Harvard due to her brother's

bout with leukemia, while UMass

had six Marten graduate.

Um, yeah — no Homer istic senti-

ments, but that is also just a little

slanted to the Minutewoman's side.

But all kneejerk sentiments aside,

the 2-0 loss to the Crimson last

Sunday afternoon hurt in more ways

than one.

While a rebuilding season evolved

into a 17-4 mark going into

NCAA's; with three players breaking

the 30-point barrier for the first time

in school history; and conference

dominance being restored in their

third A 10 title; all that was sec-

ondary to the fact the team did not

advance to the second round of the

NCAA's for the first time since

1991.

Never mind the initial NCAA
committee screw up, UMass would
still have hosted George Mason in

the first Sweet 16 match held in

Amherst since 1993. On top of that,

the success of 1993's Final Four
squad helped inspire me to cover the

team the past two years.

Isn't it strange how the circle

becomes complete, even in a dark

hour? My final fall season was hell in

a bucket, but hey. at least I enjoyed

the ride...

lorma KanumSH is a Collegian

columnist.

football
continued from page 10

In the beginning of the year, 1 picked

Washington to win the national title.

And they tried. Real hard.

But after this week's loss to UCLA
(a game they tried really hard to win),

the Huskies now have three losses

But hey, they've won seven, right'.'

It's not so bad. I guess.

The way 1 see it. Washington will

win about 80 percent of the games I

thought they would. In baseball, if you

bat .800. you'd be the best player ever.

Right?

So in a way. it was a great pick. Great

picks make me happy and fuzzy inside.

Puffy cloud ranking — 8 (Because

we all feel good).

Uncle Bill's Line of the Week...

Uncle Bill e-mailed me, but I can't

find it. My guess is he would have said,

"Washington tries real hard. Luke. Be
nice to them in the paper."

Uncle Bill puffy cloud ranking— 10.

I guess that means we're all happy
now.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian colum-

WC WINGS
WEDNESDAY NIGHTS

9:30 - CLOSE

LOSE WEIGHT NOW!
I Our products are: You will:

• Doctor Recommended • Feel more energy

100% Natural • Lose up to 30 LBS in 30 days

• Guaranteed • Have more willpower

FREE SAMPLES

CALL: (413) 259 1922

©
a week-long focus on issues of class and classism on

campus and in the community, taking place at

UMass, Amherst November 13 -November 21, 1997

UIEDHESDflY,NOUEHBER 19

Workshop: FRONTLINE WORKERS SPEAKOUT, 12-1 PM
Campus Center Room 1 62

Workshop: WELFARE.WORKFARE, WHAT'S FAIR?

with Mary Sunderland, 4-6PM, Campus Center Room 168

Workshop: IN THE ACTIVIST KITCHEN:

CREATIVELY COOKING UP TROUBLE
A hands-on workshop in political theater and creative action.

Learn to get your message across powerfull, creative ways, and

spice up your events with humor, symbolism, and striking visuals.

By Art for a Fair Economy. 7:30-9:30 PM
Campus Center Room 174

Other flctiuitlSS IflC'.Ude: Street Theater Performances, Tabling and Leafleting by

STPEC students. Videos on Housing Cable Network

visit web page: http://www.umass.edu/stonewall/classinter.hmtl

Just do it...

|0«MA KANSANEN'COILECIAN

Senior Tom O'Connor and the hockey team try to get back in the

Hockey East race, facing Providence College this weekend in a

home-and-home series. Came time is 7 p.m. Friday night at the

Mullins Center.

Ticket City
Tickets for *ll occasions

Your Source For:

Concerts, Theatre, Ballet,

Sporting Events & Sold Out Shows

Even Gift Certificates!

ANP MUCH MORE!

Call TICKET CITY at

617-787-2370

for Prices and Showtime*!

s.,,1.

err*-

Tickrt*!
TICKET
Ho*

Call 617-7S7-2370

rrid.iv, Saturday, and

Sunday Nights .

November

28, 29, and 30,

at the

Worcester Centrum

hoops
continued from page 10

15. Coppin State coach Fang
Mitchell

16. Princeton and the Tigers' text-

book back door cut.

1 7

.

Feb. 5 — when Duke and North

Carolina meet in the Dean Dome.
18. Feb. 28 — when Duke and

Carolina meet in Cameron Indoor
Stadium.

19. Washington's twin towers, Todd
MacCulloch (7-foot- 0) and Patrick

Femerling t7 I). MacCulloch shot 68
percent from •' e field and averaged

14.2 points pe'game.
20. Because with 43 years and 772

wins under his belt, Mt. St. Man's Jim

Phelan now holds the title as win-

ningest active coach. And he's graduat-

ed 95 percent of his athletes.

2 1

.

Because you never know what
St. loseph's coach Phil Martelli will

say next.

22. Iowa's Kent McCausland. the

nation's best 3-point shooter — 52.2

percent from behind the arc last year.

23. For the guys: the Louisville

Ladybirds dance team.

24. Because this could be Corey
Benjamin's last year at Oregon State.

He is, after all. a irtomore.

25. Because Charles Williams jum

may make an appearance in a

Cincinnati uniform this year.

Also receiving votes:

• Pepperdine. Having lelani

Gardner and omm'A Givens only

helps.

• Hawaii's backcourt. They're good,

but no one knows about Anthony
Carter and Alika Smith.

• Pacific center Michael
Olowokandi will be the dominant big

man in the Big West.

• To see if Lantont Long can make
New Mexico fans forget about Charles

Smith
• UNC-Charlotte's DeMarco

lohnson. the 49ers best player and the

likely player of the year in Conference

USA.
• Mississippi's Ansu Sesay.

• Three of the best guards you may
never see: South Carolina State's

Roderick "Moo Moo" Blakney.
I C Santa Barbara's Raymond Tutt:

and Murray State's DeTeri Mayes.
• Marquette's Aaron Hutchins.

• Because there's always some magic

come March.

Casey Kane is a Collegian columnist.

Meyers
continued from page 10

getting better. The key for us a team is

to be calm, yet intense."

Among those serving as an inspira-

tion to Meyers was her high school

coach Cami Ciarelli, who played the

game professionally before becoming a

coach, and Dionne Nash, a teammate

of her's last season.

"Coach always worked hard,"

Myers said. "Last year, I thought

Dionne Nash really stepped it up. She

just made up her mind to stop strug-

gling. As far as this year. 1 think

[freshman outside hitter] Lymarie
Llovet's worked hard as well as

Lesley.

"I know, and the rest of us know,
that we'll have to step it up next sea

son. I know there's going to be pres-

sure on us, but we're not going to let

up. My mindset is to get the ball and
be confident with it."

WEDNESDAY

frl/ICC.

BEER OF
THE week:

ROLLINi
ROC

ROLLING
ROCK

..INK

EWE

IDO
SOU

msmioney rlRfflR
Don't Forget Thursday Nirc

Pr€* Snack Baskets 9-12

Emn
«**•*• &
mmtm NtWton PVTA

K Your Community

LJfik To The

ttmm trim Northeast i

»**• MOTH*
tawmmm

BridppBr!

L^ke^eeM flf^'la^Jiai

itnteiom

WUMngtc*

800-343-9999

BOSTON
NEW YORK

DAILY
EXPRESS SERVICE

Amherst, Peter Pan Terminal. 79 S Pleasant St

Umass
Campus Cntr or SW Hampden Dinning Common

Northampton. Peter Pan Terminal 1 Roundhouse Plaza

•TRAVEL;
! SMART! !

FROM BOSTON
•gliding Nov 1

I

I

Oh Way Rotindtrlp |

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

LONDON
$162 $295

$218 $399

$274 $473 I

I

$226 $415 I

1 Scheduled HlgMi.

|MM 10 MtldwlH MIllnillOH. I

I

Eiralliaisaa available

• Weekend surcharges may apply

' Cuilomi-lmmlgration tans apply

I fares subject to change without

notice mil student ID cards

may be required
I

RISM TRAVEL
Mb Fill* A»c NY MY 100t/

212 986-8420*

800-272-9676

A Healthy Investment in Your Future

Health Care. Those two words have

been the source of much discussion

recently. Probably because we as a

nation know the importance of

investing in a healthy future.

So do millions of patients who
choose chiropractic as their

preferred source of health care.

The chiropractic beliefs in fitness,

nutrition, prevention, and natural

maintenance make good sense.

Wellness, you see, is the normal

state of being.

New York State government

agrees. They have recently passed

the Insurance Equality hill that

mandates insurance coverage for

chiropractic care.

For over 75 years, New York

Chiropractic College has upheld a

tradition of excellence in chiropractic

higher education. Our combined

traditions, old and new, have built the

base from which the chiropractic

doctors of the future are created.

Choose New York Chiropractic

College. A healthy investment tor

today and tomorrow.

Visit with the NYCC representative

at the Graduate and Professional

School Fair on October 29,

10:OOAM-3PM, University

Career Center.

I NEW YORK
Ik,. CHIROPRAc in

COLLEGE

21MI Rimlc m Sriw.a Falli,

NY 11MR-0MI0

Phone I1MM 30<0

W2M-NYCC (6922)

UV568-M)S7

K mill mrnlnnw**nvi i dlu

WQttlass CCotfjing anb

(Sifts for tfje ^odbays

UMass Nike Basketball
Clothing

UMass Polarfleece Vests and
Jackets

Lots of warm Hats and Mittens
for adults and children!

-VitVn HUH " iAMHER '

University Store
in the UMass Campus

Center

hours:

M-F 9 TO 5 SAT t 1 TO 4

(413)545-2619

We accept AMEX, Discover, MC, Visa, and the UCard!

S
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Collegian Classifieds
Bruno By C. Baldwin Robotman By Jim Meddick

University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

ACTIVITIES

A Panel Discussion

"Our Environment: A
Spiritual and Moral

Choices"

Buddhist, Christian and

Jewish

perspectives on responsi-

bilities towards the envi-

ronment

Wednesday, November 19,

7pm, Hasbrouk 134

Free

Questions? Call Hillel 549-

1710

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Room Available Jan 1st

2 bedroom apartment in

Puffton Private bathroom

$270/month Non-smoker

female preferred. Call 549-

2980

Take Over Our Lease
Puffton Village. 1 1/2 bed-

room renovated. Heat/Hot

Water included.

$660/month. Available

end of Dec. 548-8922

2 Bedroom Apt.

Easthampton. $485 per

month Take over lease

ASAP 527-9410

AUTO FOR SALE

1987 Olds Delta 88
Power seats, doors, etc.

New tires. $1000 or B/0.

586-8164

1985 VW Quantum
Wagon, auto, new parts,

needs work $600 or B/0.

Call 549-1995

AUTO FOR SALE

1988 Buick Century
Wagon Tip top shape
Great winter car $3000 or

B/0. (413)253-2232

Wanted: Junk Cars Cash

paid everyday. 1 -800-649-

4795

EMPLOYMENT

Part-Time Job
Available Collegian

Classifieds, on-campus,
earn great experience,

flexible hours. Apply now
for next semester.

Applications are available

at the Collegian Office, Rm
113, Campus Center

LIVE-IN Room/Board +

Salary & TIPS Two open-

ings Dec. 19 to early/mid

April or longer Do dishes,

rooms, wait tables, prep,

etc. in southern Vermont

inn. Work hard Must be

energetic and pleasant.

Call today- Elaine

(802)874-4140

Jobs For The
Environment

Campaign with MassPirg

to reduce pesticide use.

Flexible schedule

$50-$75/day

Call Terry ©256-6434

Young Entrepreneurs
We are looking to sell our

odd job/temp service

Perfect for business or

management grads. 582-

7956

EMPLOYMENT
CBUISE SHIP & LAND
TOUR EMPLOYMENT
Learn about national/int'l

Cruise Lines and Land-Tour

companies. Excellent ben-

efits + bonuses! World
Travel! Many workers earn

up to $2,000+/mo. Call

Cruise Employment
Resources: 517-336-0573

Ext. C5001

1

NATIONAL PARK
EMPLOYMENT- Discover

how to work in America's

Parks, Forests & Wildlife

Preserves. Competitive
wages + bonuses!
Seasonal/year-round. For

employment information,

call: (517)324-3081 ext.

N50011

FOR SALE

N64- 2 Games. 2

Controllers. Call 546-1384

Laptop Computer and
Printer with software.

$725 or B/0. 253-0258

Willpower In A Bottle

Lose Weight
Doctor Recommended

100% Natural

Moneyback Guarantee

1413)259-1922

2 Phish Tickets Centrum,

Nov 28. B/0. Jason 549-

0246

FOR SALE

Nutrition Supplements
Creatine 400G $29

Designer Whey Protein

$26

Met RX $38

Fat Burners & More ...

Call: 253-1850

Watch batteries, ear
piercing, eyeglass

repairs, jewelry restora-

tion, diamond engage-
ments, wedding rings.

Silverscape Designs, 264

N. Pleasant St., Amherst.

253-3324 Open Daily.

COMPUTERS!
New P166MMX from

$995 Laptops, peripher-

als. ZarVision 582-9198

V/MC/AMEX

Laptop Notebook Works

good. $150. Good for

school. Call Steve

(413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for

computer. Works great

Call CPC (413)584-8857

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Silly Boy,

Happy Birthday. I love you.

Love,

Silly Girl

Happy B Day MDI It's

been a great 2 years. I

love you and wish you the

most happiness possible

MD2

HOUSE FOR RENT

4 Bed Cottage Type
House NoHo, No pets

$900+. Skibiski Realtors

584-3428

Gold Hoop Earring Lost

somewhere on campus
11/13/97 Please call

Melanie at 549-6672

MISCELLANEOUS

ATTN: ENTREPRE-
NEURS profit 1300% with

the easiest money making

system ever designed.
Investment required. 1-

800-925-0984

ROOM FOR RENT

1 bedroom in 3 bedroom
apartment Female prefer-

able $325/month. Jan 1st

to end of May. Call 253-

2961

One room available on

Main St On bus route and

short walk to town. Call

259-9282 Available imme-

diately.

Looking for 1 female to

share 4 bedroom apart-

ment in Alpine Commons
with 3 females. 2 full

bathrooms. Right on bus

route. $300/month (every-

thing included). Starting

1/1/98. Call Cara at 256-

6351.

Advertise

in the

CLASSIFIEDS!

ROOM FOR RENT

I'm graduating! Take

over my room in a 6 bed-

room house. Great house,

good company. 1.5 miles

from campus.
Washer/Dryer For more
info call Lianne at 253-

9898

Room for rent in 4 bed-

room apt. $300/month inc.

elec. Available Jan 1. Call

549-9959

ROOMMATE WANTED

Share a huge room off

campus Live closer than

the dorms 1549-9951

SERVICES

Acupuncture and
Herbal Care Special

Prices 549-6542. Licensed

Acupuncturist (MA#278)
National Board Certified

Know Your Rights Do
you have questions about

your rights? Do you think

your civil rights have been

violated? Find Out!

Contact The Student Legal

Services Office, 922
Campus Center, 545-1995

Rental Problems?
Questions about your

lease/security deposit

deductions? Questions

about subletting/assigning

leases? Questions about

the condition of your new
house or apartment?
Contact The Student Legal

Services Office, 922
Campus Center, 545-1995.

SERVICES

Lose Weight Now
• Control Appetite

• Increase Energy

• All Natural Products

• Doctor Recommended
• 30 Day Money Back

Guarantee

Call (800)923-0498

Pregnant? Need help?

Call Birthright of Amherst

area for free testing and

assistance. 549-1906

TRAVEL

Quebec City-

Ski/Snowboard Trip Dec 5-

7 Two nights hotel, bus, 2

days riding $149. 545-

3437 UMass Ski N Board

Club

Jamaica SPRING
BREAK 7 days in Negril

from $529. Go with who
you trust. UMass Ski N
Board Club 545-3437

New Year's Party-

Quebec City 5 days/4
nights. R/T bus and Hilton

Hotel. Call 545-3437

Killington: Ski & Party

Week Jan 4-9. 5 nights

condo/5 days skiing $285

Call 545-3437

Spring Break and other

travel Special rates for

students. Call Travel

Network at (201)533-0300.

1-800-699-4988 outside

NJ.

Play

Collegian

Jeopardy

The
Classifieds

for

200 pts.

Answer:
A square

object on the

concourse that

sells classified

adds.

Question:
What is the

Classifieds

Box?

Come
and

see us

Today!

Personals Policy Rates
I. All personals MUST be proofread by Coilegun rla*-

Tiployees before pavment and acceptance of

the clasMtied

2 Last names MAY NOT be uwd in personal*. ONLY
tirst name* and initial* are allowed. The only excep-

tions are for birthday or congratulations personals, in

which case the full name may be used.

J. Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO
TIONS

1 \ddWws are nci allowed *n personals, this means
warn number* as well.

aft ,>' a threatening or derogatory nature are

not arc potable Personals of a vindictive or libelous

nature are nol acceptable Personals may not be
used for the purpose of harassment

6. Profanity may not be used in personals.

7 The personals section is for personals only The per

sonals section may NOT be used to sell items, seek

roommate*, advertise meeting'. ME
8. All personals must have the name, signature, and

UMass 1.0. number ot the student placing tht a*

tilled in on the insertion order Non-*tudents must
provide a valid driver's license and the license num
ber must be recorded on the insertion or<l« <

talse identification or misrepresentation is subject to

penalties under the law.

9. The Calleftian reserves the right to retuse or to edit

any personal that does no: meet the Collegian •• Man
dards in accordance with the statute* of the
Commonwealth ot MaUM hus*tts

Students

20yt per word/day

All others

40yt per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
PltMso write t Icarlv and

legibly We are not responsible for erret

ing from illegible handwriting or u \x-

Standard Headings
ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT
ENTERTAINMENT

FOR SALE
FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 19

Conference— "Class Intersections."

a week-long focus on issues of class

and classism on campus and in the

community including: workshop,
"Frontline Workers Speakout" from
noon- 1 p.m. in the Campus Center,

room 162; workshop, "Welfare,
Workfare. What's Fair?" with Mary
Sutherland, from 4-6 p.m. in the

Campus Center, room 1 68: workshop.

"In the Activist Kitchen: Creatively

Gxiking up Trouble" by Art for a Fair

Economy, from 7:30- 9:30 p.m. in

Campus Center, room 174.

Discussion — "Our Environment:

Spiritual and Moral Choices" a panel

diacUMtotl with Buddhist. Christian,

and lewish perspectives at 7 p.m. in

Hasbrouck 134. The second event in

the Hillel series "Making Choices
about Loving, Living, and Dying"
open to the public and sponsored by

many organizations on campus.

Entertainment — "Not Ready for

Bedtime Players" at 8 p.m. in Franklin

Patterson E. Lecture Hall at

Hampshire College.

Film — Italian Club Film Night fea-

turing Mille Bolle Blu. in Italian with

English subtitles, at 6:30 p.m. in the

Foreign Language Resource Center,

classroom 2. basement of Herter Hall.

Lecture — Inter-religious dialogues

entitled "Our Environment: Spiritual

and Moral Choices" from 7-9 p.m. in

Hasbrouck 134.

Meeting — S.H.A.B.. the Student

Health Advisory Board, will meet at

5:30 p.m. in University Health
Services, room 304. All are invited to

attend.

Meeting — The UMass Poetry
Society will hold its next meeting at 7

p.m. in the Student Union, Cape Cod
lounge. Bring your own poetry, or

someone else's or just come and listen.

For more information, call Chanel at

546-6301 or |en at 546-6776.

Meeting — The Health Education
Division at University Health Services

sponsors a Tobacco Cessation Support

Group that meets from 7-8 p.m. in

the Campus Center, room 80 1 . Come
get peer support, professional counsel-

ing, proven quit tips and advice. The
group is free and no registration is

necessaiy. Just drop by or call

577-5181 for more information.

Meeting — The UMass Theatre

Guild is holding a meeting at 7 p.m. in

the Campus Center, room 163C. All

are welcome.

THURSDAY, NOV. 20

Conference — "Class Intersections"

a week-long focus on issues of ckiss

and classism on campus and in the

community including: lecture.

"Opening Another Closet: Looking at

Issues of Class in the GLBT
Community" by Assistant Professor of

Economics Lee Badget. 12:30-2 p.m.

in the Campus Center, room 803:

workshop. "In the Activist Kitchen:

Creatively Cooking Up Trouble" by

the group Art for a Fair Economy.
noon-2 p.m. and 4-6 p.m. in the

Campus Center, room 101: panel.

"Classism on Campus: Do the Unions

Help?" with Fred Wulkan. 4-6 p.m. in

the Campus Center, room 905; panel

discussion <ind speak out. "From our

Side of the Tracks: Voices of Working

Class Students. Staff, .md Faculty"

4-6 p.m. in the Campus Center, room
903; videos, "Various Videos on

Issuei of Class and Classism" 7-9

p.m. in the Campus Center, room 804.

Intramural Sports — The
Intramural Holiday Basketball

Tournament playoffs will begin at 6

p.m. in Boyden Gym.
Lecture — Inter-religious dialogues

entitled " Life After Death" from 7-9

p.m. in the Campus Center, room
163C.

Mating — Spectrum Magazine will

be having I general meeting at 5:30

p.m. in the Campus Canter, room 910.

All arc welcome to attend. If you have

any questions, please call 545-2240.

Meeting — Ballroom Dance Club is

holding its weekly meeting from

5:30-7 p.m. in Totman 101. Come
learn dances like the swing, foxtrot,

tango and more. Everyone is welcome,

no experience necessary, we teach you

there.

I'octry Reading — lames Tate
reads from his poetry. 8 p.m. at

Memorial Hall. Part of the Fall 1997

Visiting Writers Series sponsored by

the M.F.A. in English Program.

Reading/Discussion — Rafael

Campo, practicing physician, gay

Cuban American and winner of the

National Poetry Series 1993 Open
Competition will read and discuss

reflections of his works at 7 p.m. at

Food for Thought Book Store in

Amherst. Presented by Amherst
College Creative Writing Center's

Reading Series.

FRIDAY, NOV. 21

Conference — "Class

Intersections" a week-long focus on

issues of class and classism on cam-

pus and in the community including:

FYls are publk service announcements pnnted
daily To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phone number ot the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the
Managing Editor by noon the previous day.

workshop. "Racism and Classism"

with Professor Barbara Love, 10
a.m.-2 p.m. in the Campus Center,

room 162-175; speak out, "Students

as Workers: Students Speak out
About Working Conditions and
Economic Insecurity." sponsored by

the Undergraduate Employees
Organization, noon-2 p.m. in the

Campus Center, room 803: work-
shop. "In the Activist Kitchen:
Creatively Cooking up Trouble" by

Art for a Fair Economy, noon-2 p.m.

in the Campus Center, room 911;
panel. "Class and Disability" with

Pt'ofeSSOr Patricia Silver. 4-6 p.m. in

the Campus Center, room 803; cul-

tural evening. "The Anti- Classism

Cabaret" from 7-9 p.m. in Bartlett

65.

Daily Listings sponsored by:

TV LISTING SPONSORSHIP FOR SALE
INQUIRE @ 545-3500

HSCN Bulletin

Board

Hartford

Boston

Boston

Springfield

Movie Ch.

Hartford

CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN
UPN/20
Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
International

UMass Academic TV
HSCN Programming
TV-19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

3 CNN
a CNN SI

Headline News
B UCTV
TTBS

BET

B TV Land

Univision

1 Comedy Central

B Cartoon

Much Music

545-

3500

WEDNESC>AY EVENING C- Campus NOVEMBER 19, 1997
C 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30

WEDH © 1* Wishbona X Business Rpt. Newthour With Jim Lehrer X Scientific American Frontier! Mytteriet of Deep Space X Mark Ruaaell People-Hera Newport Jazz Festival

WFSB O 3 NatraX CBS New* Intide Edition Real TV X Nanny 1 Murphy Brown Public Eye (In Stereo) X Chicago Hope "Winging It' NewtX Lata Show X
WBZ o It) Nam CBS Newt Extra X Ent Tonight Nanny n Murphy Brown Public Eye (In Stereo) X Chicago Hope "Winging It" X Newt Lata Show X
WCVB «» 'Si NawaX ABC Newt Intide Edition Chronicle X Spin City X Dharma-Greg Drew Carey X Ellen X Primetlme Live X NewtX Nightline X
WLVI
WHDH

o Full House 1 BoyWorld Freth Prince Freth Prince Sister, Sister Smart Guy I Wayant Broa. Steve Harvey Newt Star Trek: Next Genet.

Q NSm NBC Newt Wheat-Fortune Jeopard/ 1 All Star TV Censored Bloopers 3rd Rock-Sun Working 8 Law A Order "Blood" (In Stereo) News ITonight Show

WTXX 1 ChatrtX Mad Abo. You Judge Judy X Judge Judy X Star Trek: Voyager (In Stereo) Sentinel "Red Ice" (In Stereo) News [Grace Under Vibe

WVIT 10 News NBC Newt Ent. Tonight Hard Copy X All Star TV Censored Bloopers 3rd Rock-Sun [Working X Law t Order "Blood" (In Stereo) News Tonight Show

WTrC o 11

22

Homt Imp. Simptont g
NBC Newt

Seinfeld X
Wheel-Fortune

Frailer X Beverly Hills. 90210 Deadline

'

Party of Five "Truth Be Told" X News Simptont X Deep Space 9

WWLP o Hwa Jeopardy! X All Star TV Censored Bloopers 3rd Rock-Sun Working X Law t Order "Blood" (In Stereo) Newt Tonight Show

WGBY a> .Ii Creature* Butlnett Rpt. Newthour With Jim Lehrer 1 Scientific American Frontiert Mark Ruaaell Strip Show (In Stereo) X Charlie Roaa (In Stereo)

WGG8 © 20 Htwtl ABC Newt Seinfeld X FratietX Spin City X |Dharma-Greg Drew Carey X Ellen X Primetlme Uve X Newt X INightline X
WSBK
WTBS

Mad Abo. You Mad Abo. You

Family Matters

Seinfeld X NBA Baaketbafl Boston Celtics at New Jersey Nets (Live) Newt M'A'S'H X Seinfeld X [Real TV X
Family Mattara Coach X Coach X NBA Basketball Orlando Magic al Cleveland Cavaliers (Live) X Intde-NBA *** "(nfama/ArTa«"11990)

A»E Northern Exposure K Law A Order "Consultation"

:

Biography: Lucrezia Borgia American Juttice 20th Century Law A Order X
CNN
COM CD

21

10

WorldViaw S Moneyline I CrottfirtX Prime Newt X Burden-Proof Larry King Uve X World Today X Sporta lllua. MoneylineX

Comic Relief | Make-Laugh Daily Show (R) Stein's Money Pulp Comics II *+ StaSmokin"V South Park [South Park (RJ Daily Show Steln't Money

DISC Strange Planet Catapults " (R) Gimme Shelter (R) Wild Discovery "The Platypus" jDiacover Magazine Our Favorite Toya Juttice Filet "Out for Justice"

ESPN fj) Up Close Sporttcenter |College Basketball: Preseason NIT Second Round • Teams TBA |College Basketball: Preseason Nil Second Round - Teams TBA ]Sporttcenter

LIFE Cfl Supermarket Debt Intimate Portrait "Sally Field" Unsolved Mytteriot (In Stereo) "Beyond fair" (1996. Drama) Qina McKee, Sylvester McCoy. Homicide: Ufa on the Street x
MTV CD MTV Live (In Stereo) My So-Called Lite lit' '>«>r>i Batvia-Butt Beavit-Butt. Countdown to the 10 Spot Real World X Auatin Storiet Loveline (In Stereo)

NICK © Figure H Out Tin^Toon Doug X |Rugratt X Kenan A Kel Happy Daya Wonder Yeara [Bewitched I Love Lucy X Odd Couple X Tan I INewhart X
SCIFI (U twilight Zone Twilight Zone Returrectlon ArtUU. Stones Seequett DSV "Bad Water" I ** "Circuitry M«n"(1990, Science Fiction) Jm Metzler. ffl Returraction Amaz. Stories)

TLC fft | Hwnetlme (Ft) Hometime (R) Home Again Home Again Wondr-Wealhr {Sea Tek II Myttery of the Sphini (R) [Real America: 41 Hourt (R) Wondr-Weathr |Saa Tak II (R)

TNT fD Kung Fu: Legend Loia A Clark-Superman *** "e/0or»oo"(1967, western John Wayne, Robert Miichum. |t* "Th*Pmcp»r{ 1987, Drama) JametBelushi

USA W Baywatch "Forbidden Paradise" Highlander: The Series X Walker, Tenet Ranger X "Sub Down"(1997, Suspense) Stephen Baldwin (In Stereo) * |Silk Stalkingi (R) (In Stereo) X
HBO U) (5:15) "Pitying Dtngtrous" HH WHn»$itoth»£ucution" 1994)'PG-13' IRalnmaker-let ttV, "It These Wtfs Could 7Mr"(1996) R' X |«*» "Stood and Wme'i 1996) Jack Nicholson X
MAX (D (4:30) |*e "Big Top PSa-saVd J68) Paa-wea Herman ***'i 7h» Nutty Prct$$sof[\963, Comedy) Jarty Lawit. B **Vi Passenow5r(1992)Wa»ley Snipw. 'R' Intide Out (R)

SHOW © **S "Rtscutn Storms ol Courtgt - Two Woman" (1997) tVi "The Tie Thai ftndj"( 1995, Suspense) Daryl Hannah 'R'l Dead Men • [Faat Track "Triangle" (R) X Ts% Party"

Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dllbert By Scott Adams

Non Sequitur By Wiley Children for Sale By John B. & Luke D.

Loser Crew Comics By Alan DeMonde Thatch By Jeff Shesol
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Horoscope^
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) —

You may receive an important call or

message today that can bring about

some profound changes in your life

— if you take the right steps.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — You are looking for something

that may not be available to you just

yet. As is so often the case, you're

ahead of your time!

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)

— You can be of great assistance to

someone in need without even know-

ing it today. All you have to do is be

a positive example to others.

AQUARIUS (|an. 20-Feb. 18) —
That which seems most promising

today is worth pursuing. Build your

momentum, and see where this wave

of activity can lead you!

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) —
Someone close to you may not under-

stand a recent decision, but after

some discussion he or she will back

you all the way.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) — A
collaborative effort can pay off hand-

somely today. Take care that you

don't try to run things in a

single-handed manner; share the

jobs!

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
Today, lend your time and energies to

a project that someone else may have

started, but in which you believe

wholeheartedly.

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20) —
You are waiting on several others

who are taking their time in getting

back to you. You may have to move
ahead without having all the informa-

tion.

CANCER (|une 2 I Inly 22) —

Concentrate on raising the quality of

the work others are doing today.

Show them what can be done — and

how — and profits can increase.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) —
Someone who doesn't know you well

may try to impose on you today. If

you have the time to spare, see

what's what; otherwise, say no!

VIRGO (Aug. 25-Sept. 22) —
You may be waiting for someone to

contact you about a promotion, a

change in duties, or a financial

arrangement. Be patient!

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) — Be

sure to give yourself the time you

need to recuperate from unusual
efforts at this time. Do not make the

mistake of thinking you're invinci-

ble.

Close to Home By John McPherson

F-Mt"

Quote of tJH«e Day
££ Poor people send their

children to school to become
bastards. Rich people teach

them at home. JJ
-Gerald Barzan

trx&mmiw

Mr. Hagy couldn't resist pulling out his

remote-control frog at least once a year.

Today's D.C. Menu
Call 343-2636 for m»rm Ii

Franklin

LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Turkey Bacon Swiss Folded Pita

Meatball Grinder

Harvest Burger

DINNER
Turkey Tenderloin

Roast Beef w/ Black Pepper Crust

Rice

Grilled Chicken Sandwich

Worcester

ACROSS
t Inquires

5 Lamb —
9 Inca city

14 Swamp
15 Eugene O'Neill's

daughter
16 Nimble
17 Summer-tun

item

19 Gas
20 Zsa Zsa's sister

21 Crooked
22 Bedding plant

23 Delivered (a

message)
25 Embraced
26 Society gal

27 Recount
30 Like Yale's walls

33 Stubborn
34 Method
36 Electric sign

37 Baseball's
Stengel

38 Car part

39 Fish catcher

40 Pipe sealer

41 Large blossom
42 Hairstyle

44 Caribbean liquor

45 Ireland,

poetically

46 Goal
50 Porch
52 Nursery need
53 Bottom edge

54 "Aida"

composer
55 NASA photo
57 Valleys

58 Actress Archer
59 Algerian port

60 Romantic
appointment

61 Changed colors

62 Join metals

DOWN
1 Fossil resin

2 Strainer

3 Cattle

enclosure
4 Part of a mm
5 Spider's lair

6 Squirrel away
7 Nothing but

8 Comrade
9 Horseback

troops
10 Kampala s

locale

11 Fastens
12 Sate
13 Above poet

18 Prepared grass
tor fodder

22 Livery

24 Yemen's port

25 "The Wizard of

Oz" actor

27 Bad-tempered
28 Minnesota

baseball player

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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29 Gel a salary

30 Tavern
31 Prexy s asst

32 A little bit

33 Conductor's
stick

35 "—
, team!"

37 Ancient
measure of

length

38 Pack firmly

40 Continue
41 Sidewalk

edges

43 Hollow stones
44 Bankrupted
46 Liable

47 Windy City

airport

48 Flower part

49 Make
corrections in

50 Back
51 Paris airport

52 Pika
54 Computer abbr
55 Furious

56 Elsie, e g

LUNCH
Hamburger

Vegetarian Egg Roll

Elbow Macaroni w/ Tomato Sauce

Vegan Falafel Sandwich

DINNER
Turkey Fillet w/ Pesto Sauce

Stuffed Shells and Sauce

Roman Rice and Beans

Pastabilities

Hampshire
LUNCH

Hamburger
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Taco
Grilled Cheese Sandwich

DINNER
Turkey Tenderloin

Roast Beef w/ Black Pepper Crust

Berkshire
LUNCH
Taco

Grilled Chicken Sandwich

Vegetable Taco
Scrod

DINNER
Turkey Tenderloin with Sun Dried Tomato Pesto

Roast Top Round of Beef

Rotini w/ Garden Vegetables

Pastabilities
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Fall season falls apart for '97 UMass teams
lt*l all over... almost (ex: check

bottom of page).

With regrets and resignation, I

h;i\ e begun to bid my last fall sports

IlllUOll here at the Collegian good-

b\c. and I would say this has been

the most interesting one of all.

Four years ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Jornia Kansanen

And like a m
drunk uncle.

winter dropped a heavy load on our

proverbial couch last weekend.

Not only did the first snow of the

lt«D0n provide a less- than-cheery

welcome to the winter, and not men-

tioning Rebecca Donaghue's fall

from grace in her NCAA cross coun-

try qualifier, three of our fall sports

suffered bone- chilling losses. After

snow on Friday, it poured on

Saturday for the Massachusetts foot-

ball team:

• In the larger scheme of UMass

life, the resignation of coach Mike

Hodges actually can be considered a

good thing.

When 1 started here, the memories

of Yankee Conference champi-
onships were still fresh. However,

the once-storied program had

__^^^^_ evolved into a static

and stationary state

M of non-existence the

past few seasons,

and while teams like Boston
University chose options like total

dissolution in the face of financial

hardship, something just had to be

done.

But. as I took my
little-less-than-focused photos at

the post-game press conference last

Saturday — after a 49-16 defeat to

Connecticut of all teams (you know,

our arch rival) — I could not help

but feel sorry for Hodges. He is legit-

imately one of the classiest guys in

the Athletic Department, and to have

the weight of a faltering program

with a budget of approximately 1 .9

million a year on your shoulders can

actually be considered a bad thing.

Simply put, the burden of both the

past and the present was too much
for Hodges. With the inevitable jump

to Div. I-A on the horizon, the pos-

turing he would have had to do to

court administration, alumni and —
most important of all — the Faculty

Senate, is not a job for a nice guy.

Nice guys finish last, right? And

with a 2-9 record, that was certainly

the case this season for the football

team

Good luck on the links, coach.

• With the loss of All-Everything

Kyle Rothenberger to graduation,

and the departure of coach Pam
Hixon to the U.S. National Team,

great things were not expected out of

the No. 16 field hockey team this

season. Granted, the team had a

solid senior class, received a top

facility in renovated Garber Field,

and former Iowa coach Patty Shea

was as good a replacement for Hixon

as anybody. But, still...

Those suspicions were confirmed

as the Minutewomen stumbled out

of the gate, starting the season with a

5-7 record. But that lack of success

would not last, and as soon as the

season was written off, UMass came
through with three wins over nation-

ally ranked opponents (then-No. 9

Ball State, No. 10 Syracuse and No.

8 Providence).

All that talk was out the window,

and a door of opportunity for the

Minutewomen to grab their 15th

NCAA Tournament appearance
began to slowly open. That automat-

ic ticket/bid to the holy land of colle-

giate endeavor was through their

conference tournament, and home

sweet home was the place for their

5-1 win in the A- 10 final over No.

1 1 West Chester.

As the history of the program
began to percolate into my mind,

hopes were high for NCAA success,

but the oh-so knowledgeable NCAA
committee informed UMass they

would not stay in their region in the

first round. The decision came down

a day before they had to travel —
and it was against Penn State at

Virginia in the first round.

From word of mouth alone, we in

the Campus Center basement found

out that one of our NCAA partici-

pants this fall did perform well

against the Nittany Lions, but fell

5-5.

Gee, 1 guess that hurt. But, how
would we know when a grand total

of probably a dozen or so fans trav-

Turn to FALL page 7

THANC VO/COUEGIAN

This fall season, football coach Mike Hodges dealt with the

speculation on his coaching future with his resignation last

weekend,...

THANC VO/COUtGIAN

Field hockey coach Patty Shea had to weather her team's

slow start, and a road first round NCAA match on one day's

notice, while...

IORMA KANSANfN/COLlEGIAN

Women's soccer coach )im Rudy's team defeated CW and

coach Shannon Higgins-Cirovski in the A-10 final, but the

Minutewomen fell to Harvard in the NCAA's.

Twenty'five reasons

to watch NCAA
basketball this year

The season is young, and most fans

are still in somewhat of a layover peri-

od that bridges the football and bas-

ketball gaps. Can't quite get into the

early college hoop action? Well, we're

here to help.

Twenty-five reasons to watch col-

lege basketball this year — (Why 25?

Because that's all that will fit).

1

.

To see what life is like after Dean

Smith.

2. To see if Arizona both, a)

deserves its No. 1 preseason ranking,

Casey Kaoe

and b) can repeat as NCAA champion.

5. Duke's incredible recruiting class

— Chris Burgess, Elton Brand.

William Avery and Shane Battier.

4. Because Brian Ellerbe may be

able to corral and control the talent at

Michigan.

5. Valparaiso's Bryce Drew. For the

past three years he has made his coach

and father Homer look great. This year

should be no different.

6. Two words: Raef LaFrentz.

7 Two more words: Antawn
lamison

8. Illinois State. Coach Kevin
Stallings returns 14 players, including

marquee power forward Rico Hill.

Watch them — the Redbirds won't

disappoint.

9. Charles |ones. The Long Island

University guard is poised to defend

his title as the nation's leading scorer.

10. Because Lester Earl will join an

already strong Kansas team in

mid-year.

1 1. Because Lamar Odom could

join an already strong Rhode Island

team in mid-year.

12. To see Temple's vaunted zone

defense and the havoc it wreaks on

opponents.

15. Because you never know which

Fresno State Bulldog is going to be

arrested next.

14. Father-son matchups: Southern

California coach Henry Bibby against

Arizona point guard Mike Bibby and

Kentucky coach Tubby Smith against

Georgia guard G.G. Smith

Turn to HOOPS, page 7

l.uki- Meredith

Dont worry, be happy;

negativity is way out,

and so is our CFA guru
Negativity brings us all down, and that's why positivity is

what I'm all about.

The end of the year is always a time of reflection, and so 1

say we take time to reflect on the teams that have given their

fans a warm, fuzzy feeling inside. Something along the lines

of "Purdue won. again? Ohh. that's great."

No negativity this week. All warm, fuzzy clouds. All happy

sunshines. All love.

Because dammit, we deserve it.

The Top Eight Puffy, Happy Cloud "Pleasant Surprises" of

the Year...

1

)

Michigan — The Wolverines are always near the top,

but Brian Greise answered the quarterback question, and

the defense is the best in the country. They still have to face

Ohio St.. but the Penn St. thrashing proved to the nation

that the> are far real.

Puffy cloud ranking— 10.

2) Washington State — Right state, wrong team. This was

supposed to be Washington's year, but Ryan Leaf and the

Cougars have given

the eastern half of

the state a warm,
fuzzy feeling.

Puffy cloud

ranking— 9.5

5) UCLA —
Another PAC-10 love story. After a decade of disappoint

ment. the Bruins have put together a memorable season,

behind I strong year from Skip Hicks and the fulfilled poten-

tial nl Cade McKnown.
Puffy cloud ranking— 8.5

4) Purdue — A revival in Lafayette. Happy, happy

thoughts fill Boilermaker country. See what happens when

you throw the fixrtball?

Puffy cloud ranking — 8.5

5) Mississippi State — I don't know anything about

Mississippi St. Nothing. Starkville. Miss sounds to me like

the wrong place to get a flat tire. But they're 7-2, which sur-

prised the hell out of me.

Puffy cloud ranking— 8

6) Kansas Slate — Rumor has it KSU is the domain of all

of Knw'l backward chumps, whereas KU is a bastion of

intellectual progress in a sea of com and truck stops. Maybe,

but the layhawks have a horrible football team, and Kansas

State is 9-1 . So at least in one area. KSU dominates Kansas.

Puffy cloud ranking — 8

7) Missouri — The Nebraska game put Mizzou football

mi the map. and for the first time in a long time, fat alumni

and friends of the program will get to spend a week in semi-

tropical bowl paradise

And he; . isn't that what college football is all about?

Puffy cloud ranking— 7

X) Arizona State — For ASU this season, the script read

as follows: Cute run last year, nice Rose Bowl, lose lake

Plummer, slip to 6 I."

Well, they're gonna be in a bowl game again, though not

the Rose Destiny darlings usually don't stay at the top the

next yeai (see: 1995 Phillies). Props to the Sun Devils.

Puffy cloud ranking— 7

Booty Schwag of the Week Award. .

.

The Boon Schwag is usually negative. So we'll have to try

n hinder than usual right now.

Beat with ine.

Turn to FOOTBALL page 7

Facing postseason elimination, sophomore hitter Jill Meyers has given volleyball...

Three sides to this season's story
By Jamie Jee

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts volleyball team is heading towards

the end of its season this year, although they are praying

they will be playing two more weekends instead of one. A
lot of people think a postseason berth is a stretch now

because the Minutewomen's destiny is out of their hands.

It may not come about, but even head coach Bonnie

Kenny has "seen stranger things happen."

However, without sophomore middle blocker Jill

Meyers, the Minutewomen might not have even had a

chance. With her all-around game — serving, blocking

and killing — she has continued to shine through the

team's season highs and lows, serving as a refreshing con-

stant.

Meyers knows it may take a miracle for them to make it

to Dayton, Ohio, the sight of this year's Atlantic 10

Championship Tournament, but she's confident that she

won't be alone in trying to overcome the odds.

"We have a lot of good players." Meyers said.

"Sometimes though. I think we're too nice, which may be

because of our youth. We have started to work even hard-

er, though, simply because none of us like to lose."

Meyers realizes that their chances of going to the post-

season may be slim, but with all but two players (outside

hitter Lesley Nolan and middle blocker Michelle Paciorek)

returning next year, she can only be optimistic

"At rimes we've had some difficulty playing together."

Meyers said. "That's one thing we've been working hard

on — combining our individual talents for the team's

good. We want to show people that we do have pride and

with many of the same people coming back next year. I

COUKTW MIDtA MIXTIONS

Sophomore Jill Meyers has served up an all-around

game for the Minutewomen this season...

COUPTf SV MFDIA RELATIONS

Leading the team in blocks with 3.80 per match...

think that's what they'll see.

"We're going to have to learn to fight and stop feeling

sorry for ourselves."

Next year, Meyers will have good company when it

comes rime for the Minutewomen to dig down and fight.

She'll have fellow super-sophomores Kari Hogancamp

and Sarah Watters to lead at the outside hitter position as

well as five other freshman, including fab-frosh lennifer

Drennan.

Both Meyers and Hogancamp hail from Huntington

Beach, Ca., spending this past summer playing together on

the sunny western beaches, and perfecting their games.

The pair have also had plenty of opportunities to share

their constructive criticism on and off the court — being

roommates here at UMass.

Hogancamp has had plenty of opportunities to set up

Meyers for one of her trademark spikes, as Meyers cur-

rently leads the team in kills and is fifth in the A- 10 with

3.80 a game. Meyers also leads the team in hitting per-

centage (fifth in the A- 10) and blocks (tenth in the A 10).

Last weekend Myers pounded out 28 mote kills and hit

for an impressive .500 percentage in the win over

Fordham. She also grabbed her 16th double-double of the

season, strengthening her bid for A-10 honors

"I think I've filled in as a leader at times," Meyers said.

"When we all know something's missing, I've tried to

work hard and provide a good example by being consis-

tent."

Meyers is an All-District I and All-A- 10 Conference

candidate, despite playing in only her second year. A pos-

sible addition to her list of honors is an Academic All

America selection, excelling in the classroom with a 5.90

cumulative GPA in her freshman year.

"I've always loved sports." Meyers said. "As I was about

to start high school I started to think more and more

about volleyball. I played soccer and basketball too. but I

gave it all up because this is what I wanted most."

That love for sports runs in the family far Meyers. Her

aunt just happens to be Ann Meyers-Drysdale, member of

the Basketball Hall of Fame, and her uncle, Dave Meyers,

played in the NBA for the Milwaukee Bucks.

"I think I'm lucky to have come from such a tough

school | in volleyball]." Meyers said. "1 had a friend who
was ranked as the No. 2 player in the nation, and I think

that made me a lot stronger. I still need to learn more

shots, though, especially now that I have a larger responsi-

bility."

But that is what |ill Meyers is all about. No matter how

she's playing, she knows there's always room for improve-

ment.

"I think I've gotten stronger which has been key in an

ongoing process of improvement." Myers said. "I've also

tried to work on my leadership skills and be consistent.

"I'm going to try to accept a leadership role, and I real-

ize that getting frustrated, whether it's with myself or my
teammates, doesn't accomplish anything. We all have to

work hard and learn to fight."

Meyers knows better than to be naive about the future,

and looks forward to the challenges awaiting her and the

team.

"I'm always looking to have a great all-around game."

Meyers said. "It's important for me to communicate, and

stay relaxed. The more sets I get the more respect there is

in the middle which can only lead to our outside hitters

Turn to MEYERS, page 7
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And kills, while both rank her in the top ten in the

A-10.
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Giving praise

where it's due

Every day, the
employees of the
University, whether
they're form OIT or

dining services,

make students' days

go more smoothly
(see Arts & Living,

page 5).

Party like

it's 2000
junior pitcher

Danielle Henderson
was selected to a

pool of 60 players

this week that will

compete for spots

on the 2000
Olympic team (see

Sports, p. 16).

WORLD

Rain rids city of haze,

helps control forest fires

JAKARTA, Indonesia (AP) — It

rained heavily in Southeast Asia yes-

terday, and the skies were virtually

free of the choking haze that has

endangered the health of millions

for several months. "The whole
region is clearing," said Wong Teo

Suan of Singapore's Meteorological

Services. "Whatever remains behind

should be doused by rain."

However, firefighters in Indonesia

said it could be some time before

the monsoon rains extinguish all

the forest fires that caused the

haze. In the meantime, the govern-

ment was continuing efforts to pro-

duce rain artificially, by cloud seed-

ing, the lokarta Post newspaper
reported.

The number of fires still burning

yesterday was not immediately
known, because heavy clouds have

prevented blocked satellite surveil-

lance, said Kuri Purnamasari, a

spokeswoman for Bapedal, the gov-

ernment's environmental monitor-

ing body.

As of the weekend there were
*VH1 JfVfll Hffl|uT"-Trot spots? But

since then, Kuri said, the rainfall has

been heavy on Sumatra, Borneo
and New Guinea, where fires have

been raging since July.

NATION

HIV treatment beneficial

for accidental exposure

BOSTON (AP) — Treating doctors

and nurses with the drug AZT after

accidental on-the-job exposure to

the AIDS virus dramatically reduces

the risk of infection.

A study conducted by the U.S.

Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention confirms the wisdom of

this approach, which is already wide-

ly used in hospitals where such expo-

sures occasionally occur. The results

also give new ammunition to those

who suggest morning-after treat-

ment for people who get exposed to

HIV through other means, such as

sex or sharing drug equipment.

The risk to health care workers

who suffer needle jabs and other

exposures to contaminated blood is

small. On average, about 0.3 percent

of exposures lead to infection.

For many years, hospital personnel

routinely took AZT — the oldest

AIDS drug — after such accidents.

Data published in today's issue of

the New England /oumal ol Medicine

demonstrates just how well this

works: it cuts infection by 81 per-

cent.

The CDC has changed its recom-

mendations for post-exposure treat-

ment as new medicines have
become available. It now suggests a

combination of the drugs AZT and

3TC for lower risk exposures, such as

blood splashes. It says those two,

plus a protease inhibitor called indi-

navir, should be taken by workers

who are accidentally stuck with HIV-

tainted needles.

EXTENDED FORECAST
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Campus provides alternatives to drinking
By Julie Siegal

& Jonathan Liberty

Collegian Staff

Editor's note: This is the final part

of a three-part series concerning the

present state of the use and abuse of

alcohol within the University of
Massachusetts and Amherst commu-
nities.

By mid-December, the fate of

alcohol consumption at the

University of ^^_^^__^^_
Massachusetts
will be decided.

The Board of

Trustees, which
will make its rec-

ommendation to

the University, is

expected to rec-

ommend that

each chancellor

be given the

authority to draw
up a specific pol-

icy for their

respective cam-
pus under guidelines established by

the Board and the President's

Office.

Once the guidelines are given to

Chancellor David K. Scott, the cur-

rent alcohol policy will be re-creat-

ed. Issues such as enforcement, edu-

cation and alternatives to drinking

will become the focus for the direc-

tion of the new policy.

"We don't want to

have policies we can 't

enforce. That's even

worse, because it under-

mines the credibility of

many policies the

University has."
— Tom Robinson

As Scott said, "No one is calling

for a ban right now. It's a more rea-

soned, balanced approach."

Enforcement: a policy within a pol-

icy

When Westfield State became a

dry campus this fall, new enforce-

ment policies were one of the most

vital aspects involved.

At Westfield. first-time alcohol

offenders are suspended from cam-

_____^^^^^ pus lot live con-

secutive week-
ends; are

required to per-

form five hours
of community
service and have

to pay $50 to

take an alcohol
and drug educa-
tion class.

Second-time
offenders are sus-

pended from
—-^—^—— housing, while

t h i r d - t i m e

offenders are expelled from the

school.

"They're trying to scare you out

of drinking." one underage
Westfield sophomore female said,

"it hasn't solved anything."

According to Scott, the campus
might, "look at harsher punish-

ments so people know we are seri-

ous about it. Some more severe

penalty would kick in earlier."

Sue Pearson, the Chair of the

Alcoholic Beverage Task Force,

said, "the general consensus that's

beginning to emerge is that the cur-

rent policy, with some modifica-

tions, is a reasonable policy which

needs better enforcement."

If stricter enforcement becomes I

staple of the new policy, increased

stress would be placed on resident

ulstantl (RAs). Presently, as stat-

ed in the /997-9cS Residence Hall

Manual, "the Resident Assistant's

role is to: inform students of the

Alcoholic Beverage policy," and to

"report all violations of the polic)

to the appropriate University staff ."

According to Area Director of

Southwest/North Michael Burchell.

RAs already have enough difficulty

enforcing the current polics.

"I don't believe the residential life

staff is in a position to enforce a

polic\ that would be more strictly

controlled." Burchell said. "The RA
staff has a hard enough time enforc-

ing the alcohol policy as it stands."

"We don't want to have policies

we can't enforce," said Tom
Robinson. Vice Chancellor for

Student Affairs. "That's even worse,

because it undermines the credibili-

ty of many policies the University

has."

Student Government Association

(SGA) president l.ia Wong
acknowledges an alcohol problem

on campus, but denies
stricter alcohol polics will

that a

combat
abuses

"It is not appropriate to legis-

late," Robinson said. "It's impossi-

ble to legislate student behavior."

Instead of enforcement and more
severe punishments, alternatives to

drinking are a vital part of minimiz-

ing the amount of alcohol abuse on

campus, according to Robinson.

"We need to look at the level of

activities on ____^^__^^_
campus and
think about
how to maxi-
mize the

resources we
have."
Robinson said.

"/ certainly think there

needs to be more going on,

but I think the focus needs

to be a concerted effort.

Everyone has to support it.

There 's issues on campus

like drinking and people say

it 's a problem but no one

wants to go to the next

step."

—Jose Tolson

An innovative

alternative

Senior
anthropology
major Paul

C h i r i c h i e 1 1 o

spends his

weekends at

the bars in

downtown
Amherst, at

off-campus
parties, going to the movies, or just

simply "hanging out" with friends.

What else is there to do?

The University of Massachusetts

offers few weekend alternatives to

drinking, or so it seems.

Although the University has over

200 Registered Student
Organizations (RSOs) on campus,

such as the Outing Club, the Ski

Club and the Paintball Club, stu-

dents either don't take advantage of

them or are just not aware.

"Part of the reason people feel

there's not enough going on is

because RSOs do fund-raising so

much, they are too busy to advertise

what they actu-

ally have for

events," said

lose Tolson,
assistant direc-

tor for the

Campus
Activities
Office.

After hearing

many com-
plaints from
students about
the lack of

weekend activi-

ties on campus.

Tolson came up
with the idea

for a program
called
"Something

Every Friday," which has been in

existence for over two years.

Although the program wasn't

Turn to POLICY page 2

SGA to honor Rosenberg

as its Legislator of the Year
By Victoria Groves

Collegian Staff

lAUMN KOSKV \ COUIGIAN

Setting the stage
Jennifer Bean, a junior theater major, and Laura Hale, a sophomore theater major and cast member of "The

Passion of Dracula," set up the stage for the UMass Theater Guild production.

A motion was passed at last night's

Student Government Association

(SGA) meeting of the Undergraduate

Student Senate at the University of

Massachusetts to award the SGA
"Legislator of the Year" award to

Massachusetts Senator Stan

Rosenberg.

According to the motion, brought

forth by Sen. lennifer Casasanto
(Southwest Area). "Sen. Stan

Rosenberg has demonstrated to be a

legislator of excellent standing, and...

has proven himself io be a dedicated

leader to the UMass community and

to all the students by advocating for

the UMass Budget increase."

"Stan Rosenburg is arguably the

most powerful person in the state.

Historically, we have honored a legis-

lator... he's a great ally to students

and alumni at this University," said

Brian Tirrell, Student Trustee.

According to Marc Kenen. staff

coordinator for the Student Center

for Fducational Research and
Advocacy (SCERA), this is the fifth

year that the SGA has given out the

award.

Two students were also appointed

to the Student ludiciary and sworn in

b\ Senate Speaker Peter Kilboume.

The motion to appoint Megan

DeMariano to the judiciary was ruled

dilatory at last week's meeting but

was passed last night.

"I'm looking forward to working

with the other justices and would
appreciate your endorsement."
DeMariano, a former SGA senator,

said to the senate body.

I.aurance Lee was also successfully

appointed to the Student ludiciary

"I want to get involved with the

SGA and serve the student body as

best as I can... I'm not a politician.

I'm interested in legal issues.

SGA President Lia Wong present

ed the senate with the Executive

Cabinet's Legislative Agenda for the

current academic year. The agenda

addressed 14 points, on which the

cabinet is requesting the Senate's

support. They include the creation of

a Course and Teacher Evaluation

(CATE) Guide, support for the

reconsideration of using the state

logo by the University of

Massachusetts and support for the

renaming of institution buildings

from American presidents to influen-

tial Americans.

"The University of Massachusetts

should strive to be a place which

embraces diversity in all facets," read

the agenda.

"I'm a little confused about the

president's agenda... some of these

Turn to SGA, page 2

New Iraq solution proposed Annual discount ski sale starts today
Local ski vendors support University's Ski 'N' Board Club

By George Geddo
Associated Press

GENEVA — Secretary of State

Madeleine Albright rushed to

Geneva yesterday for a middle-of-

the-night review of a Russian pro-

posal for ending the standoff with

Iraq. President Clinton insisted any

arrangement must include the return

of weapons inspectors.

In Washington, Clinton said anew
that the United States wants a

peaceful solution to the three-week

crisis but that Iraq could set no con-

ditions on the inspectors. "That's

our top line, that's our bottom line,"

he said.

Russian Prime Minister Yevgeny

Primakov invited Albright and the

foreign ministers of France and
Britain to this traditionally neutral

city to detail a plan he worked out

with Iraqi Foreign Minister Tariq

Aziz for resolving the latest crisis in

the Persian Gulf.

"A certain program has been
worked out that allows us. we think.

to avoid... a confrontation, to avoid

the use of force and achieve a settle-

ment," he said, refusing to elaborate.

Even as Clinton strengthened
American military power in the

Gulf. U.S. officials encouraged
Russia and France to use their influ-

ence with Iraqi President Saddam

Turn to IRAQ, page 3

By Ken Tarro

Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts Ski 'V Board Club

will be holding its annual ski sale starting today and con-

tinuing until Saturday Nov. 22 in the Student Union

Ballroom.

The sale, the 28th of its kind, will include Five local ski

shops selling over $} million worth of brand name ski

and snowboard equipment as well as winter clothing at

discount prices.

"Basically, it's last year's equipment selling cheap." said

lay Yozura, president of the UMass Ski N' Board Club.

Also attending the sale will be representatives from

area mountains such as Killington. Mt. Tom. Stratton and

Mt. Snow, who will be giving out information and selling

season passes

Throughout the sale there will also be hourly giveaways

including lift tickets to local mountains, a trip to

Turn to SKI, page 3

Talk focuses on classism

By Jill Carroll

Collegion Correspondent

ON THE INTIPN1I

www.umaM.edu/rso/colegian

The first problem is admitting

that classism exists in this country,

said Linda Stout, author of Bridging

the Class Divide, on Tuesday in the

keynote address of "Class

Intersections," a week long focus on

issues of class and classism.

"In this country classism is an

invisible force and that makes it

much more powerful," Stout said.

"Admitting there is classism takes

away its power."

Stout is also the Executive

Director of the Peace Development

Fund. A national foundation whose

goal is to fund social justice groups

at a grassroots level around the

United States.

Stout had early experiences with

classism growing up in a

low-income family and living in a

trailer.

"When I was a little girl, I

remember spending hours and
hours picking up all the little pieces

of trash around our trailer, thinking

then people wouldn't call me (white

trash) anymore." Stout said.

Stout discussed "invisible walls"

that promote classism.

The "wall of language" is discrim-

ination because of the way people

speak.

When Stout was speaking at

Harvard l.aw a student got up and

told her that if she used correct

Turn to CLASSISM, page 3
Arik Colbath, the Ski 'N' Board club advisor, and other club members form a chain to unload merchandise for

the Ski Sale that starts today.
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nun ions ure not in the best inter-

etl of the mMte and 1 oppose
them." said Sen. Paul Ferro

(Commuter Area), referring

ipecificall) to renaming institu-

tion buildings, and a request to

extend the authority of the

Student Attorney General.

lirrell called for the senate

bod> to look at the agenda as a

tool to create further legislation.

"We slu>uldn"t always highlight

the negative... we should tr> to

build on what's there." Tirrell

said.

The senate also voted last night

to allocate $ 1 1 00 to Zeta Psi fra-

ternity for repairs to their build-

ing to meet fire code require-

ments.

policy
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originally created to decrease drink-

ing on campus, Tolson said the con-

troversial issue was lodged in the

back of his mind as he tried to

invent a weekend program to cater

to students' needs.

Funded by the Office of the Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs and

Auxiliary Services, "Something
Every Friday" has been attracting

more students every year since its

start. Tolson said.

In the past, the free program has

offered comedian impressionists, a

magic show, a psychic fair this past

Halloween, an escape artist, a fire

breather and various musical
groups. After individual perfor-

mances, recent movies like Face Off
and Air Force One are shown.

The program was "a little slow

starting off," according to Tolson,

but has approximately doubled
since it began three years ago.

Tolson's main goal in creating

the program was to offer events

that were not already happening on
campus.
"We wanted first-run movies for

free," Tolson said, "but we tend not

to have large (musical) bands
because UPC (University

Productions and Concerts) already

does that
"

To make sure the program con-

tinues to offer events students
would be interested in. Tolson
books acts through program maga-

zines, speaking to other universities

and entertainment agents.

Friday turnouts prove successful,

but Tolson said he thinks the pro-

MONTEREY
SUMMER
LANGUAGE

gram could do better if it expanded
into the residence areas.

The only real problem is the lack

of performance space in residence

areas, according to Tolson.

"Something Every Friday" hopes

to have something every Saturday

in the future to further meet stu-

dents' needs and to replace week-

end drinking, but Tolson said a

combined effort is needed to mend
the alcohol issue on campus.

"I certainly think there needs to

be more going on, but 1 think the

focus needs to be a concerted
effort," Tolson said. "Everyone has

to support it. There's issues on
campus like drinking and people

say it's a problem but no one wants

to go to the next step."

RSOs as alternatives

With the hundreds of RSOs
offered on campus, many students

do not get involved or are not

aware of them due to lack of pub-

licity, according to Amy
D'Agostino, president of the

Outing Club.

RSOs offer many activities, some
of which fall on weekends, but

more weekend activities could be

offered, D'Agostino said.

The Outing Club offers programs

almost every weekend, with fewer

winter events due to harsh weather

conditions.

Newcomers are strongly urged to

join the Outing Club, D'Agostino

said, if kayaking, hiking, canoeing,

white-water rafting, rock climbing

and cross-country skiing are among
their interests. The club also takes

overnight trips to their cabin in

New Hampshire.

To help decrease drinking on
campus, more activities and pro-

grams should be offered and publi-

cized to the students, D'Agostino

said.

"It's a good idea to offer more."

she said. "Half the reason why I

chose this university is because of

everything it offers."

Men's crew club is another RSO
that offers its members weekend
alternatives to drinking.

The club members are constantly

kept busy with practices six days a

week plus occasional double ses-

sions. Races are held on the week-

ends.

"That's enough to keep people
from drinking," said Frank Nocito,

who is part of the crew club.

It's also understood that drinking

during the racing season is prohib-

ited, Nocito added.

The Crew Club is open to anyone
from novice to expert, with approx-

imately 60 people currently
involved.

Central is "weH"-involved
Central residence area also is

involved in trying to control alcohol

consumption on campus by offering

its Wellness Program.

The program, which began in

1988, focuses on providing a "safe"

alcohol and drug-free space, accord-

ing to Erica Piedade, Residence
Director for Baker, Chadbourne and

Greenough dormitories.

The "safe" space is currently
located on the first and third floors

of Greenough dormitory.

Students who have past or cur-

rent problems with drugs and alco-

hol are urged to apply to live on the

wellness floors, along with students

who simply want to live a life with-

out the smell of beer, vomit, trash

and marijuana, Piedade said.

The number of students who
apply to live on the wellness floors

far exceeds the space available,

however. Converting all of

Greenough to wellness has been

considered. Piedade said, but con-

flicting views about this idea have

curbed the process

"Some people think it's critical

(to convert the whole dorm), but

others said it's important to have

two non- wellness floors so stu-

dents can see reality, what really

happens outside the dorm," Piedade

said.

Creating wellness corridors in

other residential areas where drink-

ing and drugs are prevalent has also

been considered, but failed to get

off the ground.

With talk of converting the

University of Massachusetts to an

alcohol-free or "dry" campus.

Piedade said the problem of alcohol

consumption on campus will not be

solved unless alcohol and drug edu-

cation accompanies the ban.

"Education is critical." Piedade

said. "Especially peer education.

That will have a much larger effect."

The issue of alcohol on campus is

much more complicated than it

appears, according to Piedade. The

University already has policies stating

students under 21 years old are for-

bidden to drink on campus, she said.

For policies to work, health edu-

cation through peer guidance must

be implemented, in addition to

more alternative weekend activities

like late-night movies, gyms that

are open overnight, drug-free par-

ties and shuttle buses to transport

students to these "after-hours"

functions. Piedade said.

Drinking on campus can decrease

with the right solutions, she said,

but at the same time, students are

the ones who will make the final

decision.

"The more you clamp down, the

more they resist," Piedade said.

Students' reactions to a dry campus

Although an alcohol ban is being

considered by the administration

and alcohol-free weekend programs

currently exist and have proved

somewhat productive, students mj
drinking on campus will never end.

"I don't think the problem would

decrease if there were more RSOs,"

said Ruth Rutman. an undeclared

freshman. "People do what they warn

to do whether there are clubs or not.

There will just be more people gel

ting in trouble for it if there's a ban."

An average weekend for Rutman.

she said, is attending parties, espe-

cially when the weather is warm,

renting movies and dining out.

"I've never heard of 'Something

Every Friday.'" Rutman said. "Bui I

might go during the winter because

it's something to do."

Students might attend programs

like "Something Every Friday," but

alternative activities would not slop

the majority of the student popula

tion from drinking, said State\

Kosloff. a freshman apparel market

ing major.

Sophomore communication major

Chris Lavigne commutes to campus

from Springfield and said he occa-

sionally spends his weekends in

Amherst at off-campus parties.

The reason why drinking among
students is so popular is because of

the freedom students receive living

away from home, Lavigne said.

"When you're in high school,

(drinking at college) is the thing you

hear about the most," Lavigne said.

The freedom of being indepen-

dent and living without parental

rule is the main reason for abundant

campus-wide drinking, he added.

Collegian staff members Paul

Hayes, Victoria Groves. Leigh

Faulkner and Tamar Carroll con-

tributed to this article.
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Killington and pairs ol skis.

Today, local radio station
whmp-IM will be broadcasting
live from the sals from noon until 2

p in. Than, from 4 to t> p.m..
WPKX-FM will also be broadcast
ing trom the event. Both radio sta

tions will also be participating in

giveaway!.

Along with the sale the Ski 'V
Board Club will be presenting the

movie Dreamer, an extreme skiing

and Miowboarding film, which is

being shown exclusively in Western
Massachusetts

Most oi the money raised during

the sale will go toward discounting

the Ski 'N' Board Club's skiing and
snowboaiding nips

"We want to discount student

trips to keep things as cheap as we
can," Yo/uia said.

"l.cain To Ski and Snowboard." is

one of the club's first trips and it

takes place on Dec 1 3.

For a $25 charge, the trip includes

lessons, full-day ski or snowboard

rental, mountain pass, round-trip

bus ride, breakfast and an apres ski

dinner. However, experienced skiers

and snowboarders may also attend

this trip but their fee will not cover

lessons or rentals

Some of the most popular trips

that the Ski 'V Board Club hosts

are its weekend tups to Quebec,
Canada. This year includes the

Winter Carnival weekend and \cw
Year's Eve weekend.

The ski sale will run from noon to

9 p.m. today and l-riday and from 10

a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturday. Dreamer

will be shown today at 6. 8 and 10

p.m. in the Campus Center
Auditorium.

There will be Ski 'V Board Club

representatives present at the sale to

answer any questions relating to

memberships or the ski club trips.

classism
continued from page 1

grammar she would be better under-

stood. Stout replied that if that student

went to where she lived, he would not

be understood.

"It's not a matter of saying that my
language is right and yours is wrong."

Stout said. "It's about not discriminat-

ing because of the way someone
speaks."

There are "walls of knowledge"

because of the differences in education

between classes, said Stout. There is

this expected knowledge that the work-

ing classes who usually received inade-

quate education lack.

Stout said people would talk of his-

torical events that she hadn't heard of.

"It wasn't until I was much older

that I found out about the Japanese

internment camps during WWII. The

football coach taught history in my
high school." Stout said.

"When I tell middle class people I

had to drop out of college because the

boarding price was raised, they asked

me why I didn't apply for more schol-

arships or go to a cheaper school. I tell

them I didn't know I had those

options, they weren't open to me."

Stout said.

"I define poverty as the lack of

options. They [the middle class) do not

even understand it is a privilege to

have options."

"People just assume everyone has

the options to go to college. That if you

work hard enough you can have those

options," Stout said.

Stout works to organize working

class people to get involved in the

issues that aftect them.

The common perception that "work-

ing class people are too busy surviving

to get involved in the Union and justice

issues is totally inaccurate. If you go to

them and tell them what is going on

they are very willing to get involved,"

Stout said.

"But I truly believe working class

people are the majority of this country

and with allies in middle class people

who want change we have a powerful

force that cannot be stopped," Stout

said.

The talk was part of Class

Intersections week which is sponsored

by USA/MTA. SEIU/Local 509, The
Office of ALANA Affairs,

AFSCME/Local 1776, GEO/UAW.
The Stonewall Center. Office of

Human Relations. Everywoman's
Center. Staff Training and
Development, Department of

Economics. Labor Relations and
Research Center, STPEC.
Labor/Management Workplace
Education Program, Chancellor's

Counsel on Community, Diversity, and

Social lustice and the Massachusetts

Society of Professors.

WUraq

Fog and frost

LAUREN KOSKV \ COLLEGIAN

A dense fog blocks much of the sunlight early yesterday morning in

central.

continued from page 1

Hussein.

State Department spokesman
lames P. Rubin said Albright had not

been informed in advance about the

Russian proposal.

As she arrived in Cairo from New
Delhi for a refueling stop, she told

reporters. "Iraq must let the weapons

inspectors get back to their vital

work of preventing Iraq from build-

ing nuclear, chemical or biological

weapons and it must permit those

inspections to proceed without inter-

ference or conditions."

Albright cut short a trip to India

— she already had canceled a stop in

Bangladesh — to attend the Geneva

meeting.

Blast kills 23

in south India

By Omer Farooq

Associated Press

HYDERABAD. India — A car

bomb tore through an Indian film

studio's gala kickoff for a new
movie yesterday, killing 23 people

and injuring 3 1 among a throng of

movie-makers, fans and journal-

ists.

Police suspected the bombing

was the work of political rivals of

the movie's producer, a lawmaker

in Andhra Pradesh state.

The explosive-packed car deto-

nated as hundreds were leaving fes-

tivities for the start of filming at D.

Rama Naidu studio in Hyderabad.

800 miles south of New Delhi.

It punched a crater six feet wide

and two feet deep in the ground

outside the studio, spraying flesh,

blood and splinters on streets and

homes for hundreds of feet

around. The death toll was expect-

ed to rise as police searched the

neighborhood.

A car carrying six television

journalists took the brunt of the

blast, which blew the vehicle sev-

eral feet in the air, witnesses said.

All six inside the car died.

Hyderabad police chief Ram
Pratap Singh said many of the

injured lost limbs; seven were in

serious condition. The wounded
included the movie's star. Mohan
Babu, a popular actor in the

region's Telegu-language films.

Police found the engine of the

car that carried the bomb and
identified its owner, a govern-

ment employee based in

Bangalore. 300 miles south of

Hyderabad. Police did not say

whether they believed the man
was linked to the attack.
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The Little Mermaid (G)
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The doublethink of the '90s
The new spin on trees

Last year the timber industry' discovered it couldn't sell

salvage logging on federal lands to Congress. But what to

call it? Representatives Helen Chenowith and Bob
Schaeffer. both from Colorado, finally found an answer. Its

name is the "Community Protection and Hazardous Fuels

Reduction Act." aimed at eliminating the build-up of the

well known hazardous fuel known amongst the uncultured

as "trees." More specifically, it's aimed at culling "predom-

inantly" dying timber.

But the best part is in the fine

print, where we discover the

depth of the timber industry's

concern for the environment in

these words: "Because of the

strong concern for the safety of

human life and property and the

protection of water quality, air

quality and wildlife habitat, a

sale... shall not be precluded because the costs of the sale

may exceed the revenue derived by the sale." Looks like

you gotta go to a Weyerhauser lobbyist to find genuine

environmentalism. (H.R. 2458)

The new and improved moon

No longer will the moon be wasted on young lovers if

advertisers Gary Betts and Malcolm Green have their

way. The two London ad execs have announced plans to

turn the moon into a giant billboard. After consulting

with NASA scientists, the two believe they have a feasible

plan for projecting corporate logos onto the moon's sur-

face using reflected sunlight from two large umbrella

shaped mirrors.

In the scientific community, the major debate seems to

be over how and not whether to project brand names
onto the moon. French scientists have reportedly come
up with a cheaper way to get corporate logos into space

using reflecting satellites.

Meanwhile, the news agency Reuters treats this as a

promotion for the moon, adding that now "the moon
could be more than just a part of the solar system."

(Reuters. 10/27)

Playboy consciousness in Utah

After making a surprising attack on the moral climate

of Salt Lake City, Brigham Young University has been

forced to remove four nude statues from an exhibit of the

works of Auguste Rodin. Campbell Gray, director of the

BYU Museum of Art, refused to display works like

Rodin's "The Kiss" displaying the embrace of a naked
man and woman because it would disrupt the exhibit.

"We have felt." he said, "that the nature of those works

are such that the viewer will be concentrating on them in

a way that is not good for us."

But would all viewers have the purity of their concen-

mencan
L Newspeak
Wayne Qrytting

tration disrupted by the nudity? Apparently not. In the

original AP story. Gray is quoted as saying the decision

was complex and reflected not only Mormon religious

views, but "the school's interpretation of the moral cli-

mate of the surrounding community..." Sounds like a lot

of dirty minds out there in Utah. (AP, 10/27)

Writers improve their IQs

Years ago, culture critics commonly bemoaned the fate

of authors whose novels became popular and were subse-

quently bought by Hollywood.
They called it "selling out."

because the studios would
inevitably dilute and emasculate

any original literary effort.

But times have changed. With
studios now offering millions to

buy book by authors like Michael

Crichton and |ohn Grisham, an
important change has occurred.

Warner Brothers producer Denise Di Novi reports that

"A lot of authors have gotten smart. They're laying out

their books like movies; they're delivering what you need

for a movie." That means a lot of short snappy scenes and
roles for strong male leads. In fact, the smarter authors

build their lead character with one of the half dozen top

male stars in mind already (those being Tom Cruise.

Harrison Ford, Tom Hanks, Mel Gibson and Brad Pitt).

Now there's no problem with independent authors selling

out. (New York Times, 10/27)

Microsoft invests in Metaphors

Microsoft has gotten itself in hot water with the gov-

ernment over its practice of threatening computer manu-
facturers with yanking Windows operating systems from
them if they don't include Internet Explorer in their com-
puters.

For the benefit of those of us with I.Q.s under 200,

they were kind enough to have one of their English

majors come up with a metaphor to explain why their

web browser needed to be "fully integrated" with
Windows. Here it is: "Ford would not allow one of its

dealers to pull the factory installed engine out of a

Mustang and substitute a Chevy engine."

So the Internet Explorer is really the "engine" of

Windows? Essential to its operation? And with all their

billions. Microsoft can only produce this mouse of a

metaphor? Just as good is this Microspeak rationale for

extending its monopoly: "We're simply preserving the

customer experience with the product we've built." If

only all companies were as dedicated to preserving
important customer experiences... (New York Times,

10/27)

Wayne Grytting is a syndicated columnist. More
American Newspeak can be found on the Net at

www. sen.org/newspeak.

Learning to fly
Have you ever seen a lawn chair that can fly?

Well, if you haven't, listen up.

My friend Ian goes to law school in Maryland. He once
told a bartender he was going to be the next president of

the United States of America. Wrote it on a napkin. The
napkin made the wall behind the bar.

We were all so proud of him.

Anyhoo (and think Mrs. Poole in "The Hogan Family"

when you go "any-hoooooooo..."), Ian hears about the

weirdest things in his readings, where people who live in

our country do things that defy explanation.

There were some great ones, like the guy who was
arrested for breaking into a candy machine— in the lobby

of a police station — or the guy who
jogged off a 200-foot cliff (his wife said he
zoned out' on runs), or the guy who
strapped an F- 16 engine to his car and
flew into a wall.

All very interesting tales. But when I

heard this one, I fell off my lawn chair.

This was among the nominees for the
"Darwin Award," an award handed out to

the person who, by their death, does the

most to improve the overall gene pool.

All I can think of when I was told this

story was "wow." This guy had an interest-

ing day. All while sitting in a lawn chair. ^^Luk^\l
Consider this.

There was a guy who decided he wanted to fly (let's call

him "Maverick"), so he attached 40 weather balloons to a

lawn chair.

A lawn chair.

Attaches chair to his Jeep by tieing lawn chair with
string. Cuts string. Figures he'll float a few hundred feet.

Brings along a b.b. gun.

The theory? He'll shoot down individual balloons, and
float down to safety. Cuts string, starts floating. Within a

short period of time. "Maverick" has floated 7.000 feet in

the air.

In a lawn chair.

Doonesbury

Gust of wind conies. "Maverick" now 1 1 ,000 feet in the

air. Throws b.b. gun overboard, the thinking being if he

shoots down the balloons, he'll fall to his death. (Which,

of course, none of us want to see).

"Maverick" has now floated over Los Angeles
International Airport, where he's being picked up on
radar. Helicopters are sent out to save him. but the wind
generated from the propellers keeps pushing him further

out to sea.

"Maverick" eventually survives.

There are a few questions that popped in my mind
when I heard this.

One. Where do you get 40 weather balloons? Do you
walk into Meteorologists Inc. and go. "Uh
yes, my name is ')oe' and I work at The
Weather Channel. I need 40 weather bal-

loons for uhhh. stuff."

Pause. Look at new thermometers.

"Hey. are those the new barometers?
Yeah, might be in the market for a new
one. Cause you know. I work at The
Weather Channel."

Two. If you're the guy who picks up
"Maverick" on radar, what do you say to

your supervisor?

"Ummm sir. there's a guy in a lawn chair

with balloons tied to the armrest floating

over that last Pan-Am flight."

"A what?"
"A lawn chair, sir."

A lawn chair.

Three. If "Maverick" was bright enough to figure out

how to get 1 1 .000 feet in the air while sitting in his lawn

chair, how come he wasn't bright enough to figure out it

might not be safe to actually fly 1 1 ,000 feet in a lawn

chair?

And believe it or not. "Maverick" didn't win the Darwin
Award. Because he's still alive.

No word on the status of the lawn chair.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian columnist.
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Columbia misrepre-

sented in coverage

To the Editor:

I have received with surprise two
first-page news articles in The Daily

Collegian about my country.
Colombia.

It seems that the only purpose of

these articles is to create a bad
impression of my country. I know
that we have a lot of problems, but

also we have a lot of good things.

I do not know what your editorial

policy is, but I am pretty sure that I

do not understand it. Why is it

important for your readers to know
that in Colombia some journalist was
killed in a tiny town far away from
the capital? And an American geolo-

gist was released? Please take care of

big news about Colombia: interna-

tional trade, political situation, envi-

ronmental issues, etc.

With your news about Colombia
you are making American people
believe that we live in constant con-

flict in every part of our territory, and
that is not true.

I do not want to be in the position

of a Colombian friend, who was
asked by an American after reading

your paper: Do you kill everybody in

Colombia?

Marco Vasquez
mvasquez@student.umass.edu

Says Alvarado
misunderstands
role of Peace Corps

To the Editor:

I feel compelled to respond to

some of the issues raised in your arti-

cle about Elvia Alvarado (Nov. 12).

During her presentation on Nov. 10

she expressed criticism of Peace
Corps volunteers (PCVs) in her
country, saying that "not one Peace

Corps worker" had ever offered

assistance to her and that organiza-

tions like the Peace Corps do not

help the Honduran people. I believe

these statements unfairly insinuate

that PCVs are not doing valuable

work, in Honduras and elsewhere,

and I would like to clarify for your

readers the role of PCVs in develop-

ing countries around the world.

PCVs are invited by host govern-

ment ministries to provide technical

assistance that contributes to devel-

opment at the national level. In this

regard. Alvarado is correct in saying

that Peace Corps' work is coordinat-

ed by the Honduran government.
Typical collaboration between host-

governments and the Peace Corps
involves xhi identification of the host

country's needs, the elaboration of

job descriptions and choosing sites

for the volunteers. PCVs commit two
years of their life to work in a variety

of technical sectors (health, educa-

tion, environmental management,
small-business development, etc.)

during which time they also become
integrated members of their host

PttoUVH GULF.

communities.

I believe Alvarado is incorrect in

saying that PCVs "...work only for

the bourgeoisie." While I am not per-

sonally familiar with Peace Corps
activities in Honduras, my seven-year

affiliation with the organization

(mostly in Africa, as a volunteer and

then as a technical trainer) and now
as a recruiter here at UMass, has

shown me otherwise. Most volunteers

1 met worked at the "grassroots" level

and were committed to the ideals of

personal empowerment among the

host-country nationals with whom
they lived and worked for the pur-

pose of improving people's lives in

the long-run and breaking a cycle of

dependency that often serves to

maintain poverty.

I should add that PCVs, as invitees

into their host countries, are prohibit-

ed from becoming politically active

concerning affairs internal to those

countries. While both PCVs and
Alvarado are striving to make posi-

tive changes in Honduras, their

approaches appear to differ. While I

personally admire the civil rights

work that Alvarado is doing, her
approach concerning the highly-

charged political issue of land reform

is one that would preclude PCV
involvement.

Michael |. Simsik

Peace Corps Representative

for the Five College Region

Pure idiocy

To the Editor:

Everyday I sit down for lunch
with a copy of The Collegian to read

with my meal. I make it a point to

read the editorial section. Yet,
there's something fishy I've noticed

since 1 started reading these editori-

als, they all seem to have one thing

in common, they're stupid. I often

find myself questioning who's to

blame for these moronic editorials,

the morons who write them, or the

moron who edits them? I figure it

must be some combination of the

two, but which one I'm not sure.

Mostly the editorials I read are just

poor attempts at sounding intelli-

gent. Take for instance the editorial

I read today, about morality and
mayo, what a total piece of crap.

Then there's those editorials written

by Luke Meredith. Those have to be
some of most idiotic pieces I've ever

read, they're not funny because he's

a good writer, they're funny because

he's so stupid. So I suggest to you
that instead of publishing poorly
written editorials on stupid things

like The Promise Keepers, who's
[sic) only real amusement value is

how bad the editorial is, you publish

editorials that are inherently amus-
ing. I've come up with a few sugges-

tions for topic [sic] for which to

write about: "Why meat is better

than vegetables," "Guns solve prob-

lems." "Dogs and God are the keys

to a wise life." and "America is

going down the sh**hole because of

you, you liberal commie fagot [sic]

hippie Jew bastards." At least if you
published editorials like that. I could

laugh a clean laugh, not one tinged
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Letters to the Editor

with the knowledge that my college

newspaper publishes editorials for

people with an intellect that of a 15

year-old.

Ted Hart

ehart@elux3 .cs.umass.edu

Police are victims

ofobscene injustice

To the Editor:

This letter is in response to Daryle

Lamont Jenkins' editorial ("End
police brutality now," Nov. 17).

Jenkins gives many examples of injus-

tice with police brutality. Although I

don't condone police violence, what
do you expect

.

Police are victims to some of the

most obscene cases of injustice and
we expect them to be robots and take

it on the chin. Who do you think

these people are? Ask any officer on
the street how many times they

arrested the same drunks, wife beat-

ers, drug pushers, thugs, stalkers,

murderers, rapists, only to be
released back into society. Police offi-

cers see this every day, however, we
expect them not to get frustrated,

angry or mad at this. We seem to for-

get the simple fact that these police

officers put their lives on the line

everyday for people who seem
ungrateful.

Don't ask me to get upset if some
punk gets the back end of a police

flashlight because he's giving the offi-

cer some lip, or when a drunk driver

(pulled over for the seventh time) is

treated like a pinata. More than like

ly, this is the only form of punish-

ment that they will ever receive or

remember. If you want to end police

violence, give the police a justice sys-

tem that actually works.

Picture yourself walking to your
car and you see some kid breaking
into your car and stealing your radio.

Would you explain to the person that

what he's doing is a crime and he has

to wait with you until the police

come, or would you kick his ass a lit-

tle to remind him that stealing is not

an accepted form of shopping. If jus-

tice doesn't work, crime will thrive

and that's what we're seeing in soci-

ety today. In Singapore, a person is

given seven lashes with a rattan cane
for vandalizing a car. Now do you
really think that kid will ever vandal-

ize a car in Singapore again? I think

not. I believe if we instilled this form
of punishment into our legal system
these forms of punishment will [sic]

continue to plague our society.

But until then, remember that

police are humans and want the same
out of life as we do. They want
respect for what they do. And consid-

ering all the bull-sh** that they see

and have to put up with, it's

absolutely amazing that we don't
have even more police distributing
their own form of justice. If you treat

an officer with respect, you will
receive the same respect right back.
And in my opinion, street justice may
actually prevent crime.

Brian Angelo
Sylvan
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Recognizing the workers of UMass

Clockwise from top left, the DC. Workers shown are

Larry Curlianmo, Jon Burr, Vic Keedy, Glenn

Wegrzyn. Peter Mcullough, Rosemarie Knight, Lisa

Marie Strop, Greg Wegrzyn, and Oenebe Samad

t's morning TV sun rises oti a sleeping campus. At first

ihe trees and buildings stand alone to greet the

waxing sunlight. Dew coats row upon row of bicycles,

patiently waiting to be unlocked — free once more to

zip around Amherst at breakneck speed. Steam swirls

from random vents, sharply contrasting the cold air. But for

asional chirping Wrd, all is quiet. .

.

Or is it? Throughout the univenhy, people are already

up and about. While the vast majority of us are hitting the

snooze button for yet another time; dedicated men and

women are already well into the*- work day. By the time

e\ en the most eager student is stirring, preparing to face

anothet exciting day of academia. the scent of staling bacon

I fried potatoes Is drifting out of the dining halls, newspa-

pers are being ddivered all around the Amherst area, cam-

pus stores are lifting .flWaf.#&•» and getting ready for the

new dav. and countless other activities are underway.

When the campus tonally conies foHy to life, we hardly

think twice about these things. As we have so many days

before, we take them for granted and hardly imagine that

things could be any other way. We waltz into the dininp

halls, stomachs growling, grab a tray, pile pancakes on our

plates, chew, swallow and leave. On the way to

class, we hardly notice that despite the walkways

being covered in snow the day before, they are

now nearly snow-free. Upon sitting down in

class, the fact that the room is heated and

quite clean considering hundreds of students

used it yesterday, is ignored.

The amount of work done each day

around UMASS is staggering. But what is more staggering

is the amount of it that goes unnoticed by most of us here

on campus. Mamtainers arc responsible for cleaning each

and every dormitory every day. The physical plant has to

oversee an astounding variety of issues — ranging from

electricity to plumbing to heating to air quality Evt

box around the univc; onitored by campus police

continuously around the clock. Computer technicians not

onlyhac I
with problems that users have but are also

responsible for keeping the entire tent up and

operational. To list all of the things done evet

the workers of UMass would fill s< if the

Collegian. Picture for a moment i'y that had

such work

Groggy. «it of hed and drag \

sell down the hall to the bathroom. Limping

into." ihe handle, anticipating

a w;n day. and

scream as a fft water rushes out.

mghly, yet unpleasantly, «w«
reminds you that you
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bagel and gi "iih to the find tht

locked ami the dining hall dark

you shrug your shoulders and decide to the

library to get in some early morn i lying
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Vi a few mimn hive tng and rubbing your hand-

together alizc that you'i tot getting ludying
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<.-:, to polish off a program that's due the ne\t da> fen
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., m .:. ...
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el und.
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should I
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311, Sugar Ray to play Mullins
By Adam Dlugacz

Collegian Staff

On Monday night, most ol you

will hopefully be at the Mullins

Center enjoying 51 1 and Sugar Ray

in concert It'l perfect that two

bands Who arc devoted to having a

good time will be here in time to

rescue >ou from the winter dol-

drums. Both bunds exude fun, and

I \ou wiggle your butt to the line

sounds, you will be witnessing two

finely- tuned live acts.

Sugar Ray. hailing from Orange

County. Calif lirsi experienced

success with their debut album
/ tmonad* and Brownies— you
know, the one with Nicole Eggert

on the cover. Despite tours with

Cypress Hill and the Sex Pistols and

their single "Mean Machine" being

embraced by the social critics

Bo;i\ i> and Butthead. they still had

not reached the level of fame they

were striving for.

Enter 1997 and the release of

their follow-up album Floored.

While Sugar Ray was still a band

reiving on muscular riffs derived

from years of listening to T.S.O.L.,

the bead Kennedy's and Kiss, it

was the reggae flavored "Fly" that

made them iter*, "Fly." which fea-

tures a guest appearance from
dance hall ruler Superfly. was
immediately embraced by the radio

and MTV and could be considered

the song of the summer.

"Fly" represents what Sugar Ray

is about — a band made up of five

people who just want to rock and

have fun. While most bands are still

wrapped up in the depression of the

grunge era. Sugar Ray envisions life

I giant keg party and they're

doing their best to provide the

soundtrack for it. Don't mistake

"Ely" as a representation of the

band. Their other songs rely on dri-

ving guitars to keep the dance floor

moving.

311 is almost the more mature

side of Sugar Ray. While 31 1 still

wants to party and exude the good

things in life, they do it with a more

restrained and relaxed outlook. If

Sugar Ray makes you want to

pound a beer and go on a panty

raid. 31 1 makes you want to smoke

a spliff and chill out.

311. hailing from Omaha, Neb.,

first experienced underground suc-

cess with their debut album Music.

Music quickly captured the ears of

the skateboarding scene with their

combination of Bad Brains riffs

with a mellower dub influenced

part. Espousing the virtues of

cannabis, they scored a minor hit

with the infectious "Do You Right."

Their follow-up album. Grassroots.

showed the band moving in a mel-

lower direction and losing some of

their punk influences for more of

reggae sound.

I995's self-titled album blew up

and pushed 3 1 1 onto the forefront

ol the American music scene.

Reverting to the harder sound of

Music, the band saw the singles

"All Mixed Up," "Don't Stay

Home" and "Down" rise to the top

of the alternative and mainstream

charts. Perhaps signaling the end of

the guitar driven angst and depi>

sion of Nirvana and Smashing
Pumpkins and even Green Day. 31

1

asked what do you really have to be

mad at? Rather then being down
about the troubles of the world,

311 sang about appreciating what

we have and taking a more opti-

mistic approach to things. Their

infectious tunes were the perfect

soundtrack for their lyrics and the

kids were happy to see a band that

didn't make them contemplate sui-

cide.

311 has most recently released

Transistor, a 21 -track opus merg-

ing aspects of dub. hip-hop, funk

and punk to fully represent the

sound they're striving for. The new

album may simply be one of the

happiest records ever released as

sound effects add a space-like swirl

to the sound. The band has not for-

gotten that they are in a position to

do some social service as they

attack racism from a unique per-

spective. Rather than taking the

hostile approach that most people

do toward racists, they choose to

extol the virtues of racial harmony.

That is the essence of 31 1; they are

Turn to S1

1
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COURTESY DANNY CLINCH

31 1 stops into the Mullins Center on Nov. 24.
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Let us help you
prepare for your
holiday parties!

Candles
Taper, Votive, and More

Incense and Potpourri
Stick, Cone, etc.

TABLE LINENS
Napkins, and more...

Food Service
Wine Racks, Cheese Knives,

AND MORE...

Cookbooks
Including ethnic fare

Cards and Wrap
For many holidays!

^VTKINS BE THE HERO AT
J^rJfc) FARMS THIS YEAR'S

Caunthif Mafikat thanksgiving

Rlc. 1 16 & Day Road. South AmhcrM. MA **AMILY
(413) 253-9528 • (800) 594-9537 GATHERINGl

Take Home a Pie From Atkins!

Straw/Rhubarb

^UNIVERSITY Of MASSACHUSETTS AMHfRST

University Store
in the UMass Campus

°»Zs HOLIDA Y GIFT IDEASFOR EVERYBUDGET!
m.f9to5 sat 1 1 to 4 everyda y, throughout the UniversityStore

(413)545-2619

Blackberry s&**WST
Cream pies

Peach

_
Apple

Mince

Pumpkin

Cherry

Pecan

Raspberry

Blueberry

Meringue

Apple/t 'ranberry

Order early to insure your choice and pick up time.

253-9528
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WIN SIX FREE TICKETS
Visit us on the web and find out how to win six free*

iound-Hip tickets anywneie American flies in the

continental S See web poge lor rules and specifics

Special Low air Fares
Sign up for College S/l/W Fares"

and Net SAAver Fates'" announcing special savings

to selected destinations via your e-mail

Receive travel Certificates
Receive American Airlines/Citibank* Student Travel

Savings Certificates when you're approved for a
noonnuaWee Citibank, credit card

^analr.CBrTOCDiieqe

tta Get Out Of Town.

ire finals

nk You can enter )o win

ciway, |ust click in And check ouf

COLLECT A
V
ADVANTAGE" MILES

Enroll in the AAdvontoge travel awards

program and also born about many other

ways to travel for less with American

AmericanAirlines
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Why the cocaine rise in women?
Cocaine, once the glamour drug of

the "80s. is back with a vengeance. It is

no longer limited to the wealthy
white-collar class of America. The
casual use of cocaine by middle-class

teenagers and college-aged students is

on the rise. The question we must ask

ourselves is why. Why do so many
young women choose to use cocaine?

According to The National
Clearinghouse for

Drug Information, 1.7

to 3.1 percent of all

12- to 17-year-old
females were considered cocaine users

in 19%. The statistic jumps consider-

ably when regarding females aged 18

to 25, of which anywhere from 7.2 io

10.4 percent were considered cocaine

users.

In the years between 1975 and
1994, figures showed that around 4
percent of 18- to 25-year-old females

were cocaine users, and about 1 to 2

percent of 12- to 17-year-old females

were cocaine users.

It is hard to determine why there

has been such a rise in general drug

use. It is even harder to determine

exactly what lures high school and col-

lege-aged women into the realm of

cocaine abuse.

To understand the possible reasons

why women use the drug, we must
first understand how cocaine affects

the body. The most obvious effects of

cocaine include appetite suppression,

increased libido, decreased emotional

sensitivity, an increased sense of capa-

bility and euphoria. The after-effects

include headaches, moodiness and lack

of energy. One of cocaine's driving

forces is its addictive nature — people

want more and more of the drug just

to avoid the possible after-effects.

Often, cocaine use (and that of all

addictive drugs to an extent) is part of

a larger problem in young women —
dependency on men. Since cocaine is

an expensive drug, many women users

find themselves in tight financial binds

due to their habit. However, these

binds can sometimes be eliminated by

involvement in relationships with men.

The relationships are not necessarily

sexual (though some are, leading to the

birth of the term "cocaine whore").

Often, addicted men will support their

user friends who happen to be women.
Gloria Steinem claimed that

drug-dependent women are "male

junkies," defined as "people who need

regular shots of male approval and

presence, both professionally and per-

sonally."

The parents of one 16-year-old

cocaine user never understood where

their daughter obtained the money
needed to sustain a drug habit as large

as hers. The young woman admitted

that it was a boyfriend and male

friends who had introduced her to the

drug, as well as sustained her habit.

When these friends could no longer

support her, she began to deal large

quantities of marijuana.

This reliance on men for financial

support is an example of how female

cocaine users today, like users in the

past, often depend

on men for their

habits.

However, we
Meghann Porter

also see that young women today,

more independent in many aspects of

their lives, are able to self- support

their habits, if need be (usually by sell-

ing drugs).

There are some disorders commonly

seen in many drug- dependent young

women. These include agoraphobia

(the fear of going outside or leaving

one's house), depression and eating

disorders. Each of these conditions

relate to the user's perception of her-

self, and/or her life situation.

Author and medical doctor losette

Mondanaro once documented that 80

percent of agoraphobics are women,

and 20 percent of these women are

chemically dependent. It can be

assumed that such women turn to

drugs to help handle the stress of being

outside their homes, their safe sur-

roundings.

An eating disorder, be it overeating

or a case of bulimia, often goes hand in

hand with drug use. In these cases,

using drugs is a method of furthering

the intensity of the weight loss (or

gain). Anorexics ai.J bulimics, howev-

er, are more likely to use stronger nar-

cotics, such as cocaine or crystal meth,

to suppress their appetites and increase

motivation levels. Since many amphet-

amines are legally prescribed, it is easy

to see why speed and other "uppers"

have become popular drugs among
compulsive dieters.

Depression, however, seems to

attract a wide range of drug abusers,

including alcoholics. One young
woman, afflicted with mild depression,

admitted to using hallucinogens

because they are "the ultimate escape

from your problems."

Many other sufferers of depression

turn to cocaine to uplift them during a

depressive "low." Denise, a seven-

teen-year- old girl recovering from

cocaine addiction and depression,

commented. "I used Icocaine] to pick

me up... it energized me when nothing

else could."

A woman will often turn to drugs

when she feels that her social support

group is not sufficiently caring for her.

This includes many children of drug

users, as well as sufferers of the afore-

mentioned disorders.

It is not surprising that many young

cocaine users started abusing other

drugs at an early age. The pattern of

starting out with cigarettes and drink-

ing, leading to marijuana, leading to

hallucinogens and finally leading to

hard drugs, is prevalent among young

female users.

An interesting aspect of cocaine use

today is that there are many young

people using it on a "casual" basis.

Denise commented on the increasing

availability of cocaine: "When I first

started, I didn't really know anyone

who dealt, but now 1 could name off

four or five dealers in my hometown
and a bordering town. ..[cocaine] is

definitely available everywhere —
cities and small suburbs."

This availability is likely one of the

reasons that so many young people

have tried cocaine. Denise stated that

she knows many of her friends have

tried cocaine, and that they will do a

few lines at parties to keep them
awake and energized. As for her

friends who do not use cocaine, she

says that none of them have ever con-

fronted her about the issue: "Everyone

at a party knows who amongst them

uses coke, but it never becomes an

issue. When four or five people cram

into a closet or bathroom with a mir-

ror, you can't not know what's going

on."

For Denise, it was her lack of desire

to eat, and subsequent weight loss,

that led to her realization that she had

a cocaine problem. She said, "I

couldn't go through any extended peri-

od of time without [cocaine]. Towards

the end, I would be blowing lines in

the bathroom between classes."

After several attempts at rehab, as well

as an arrest for possession of cocaine,

Denise finally began the road to recov-

ery.

As Denise explained, there are many

young people who are not yet addict-

ed, but who use cocaine when it is

readily available or accessible. Many
will admit to using cocaine if it is put

in front of them, but they do not use it

on a daily, weekly, or even monthly

basis. Because of cocaine's tendency

to keep a user awake, it has become a

sort of party drug.

However, the sad reality is that

more and more young women are

becoming addicted. With cocaine's

increased availability, as well as the

low self-esteem apparent in many
young women, addictions will proba-

bly continue to rise. As Denise put it,

"you never think you're going to be

addicted —it just sort of happens."

Meghann Porter is a UMass student.
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Boys , outta my way please
Have you ever noticed the small

differences that pervade the daily

life of a woman? The nuances of

social interaction, the ways we are

expected to behave in the presence

of men (boys) all

didn't move. We stared icily at

each other during this duel of

"who will move it first" (or "who
will give in first"). It was a

full-fledged battle of honor and
bravery.

day?
Believe me. these

rules of social inter-

action and "etiquette" are quite

different from those a man is

expected to endure, and they are

really beginning to irritate me.

About 10 minutes ago, I was
leaving the graduate tower after

my math class. 1 was approaching

the exit doors and a guy had just

walked through those doors

towards me. He was directly in my
path.

He continued walking straight

toward me. assuming I would
move, of course. He looked right

into my eyes the entire time, seem-

ing to be challenging me.

Laura Bcmella
At the last

moment, before we
would have collided,

he stepped out of the way, still

glaring at me with hateful,

macho-lovin' eyes.

Oh, pardon me, sir (who
appeared to be my age) I I guess I

was supposed to scamper quickly

out of your way with a giggle and a

high-pitched apology? I certainly

wasn't supposed to challenge you.

or to keep walking along my merry

way. just as "oblivious" to your

presence as you pretended to be to

mine!

So. gals, how often does this

type of thing happen to you?

It happens all too often for me.

Geez, what do you know! I I am sick of being expected to

move for some guy, to go out of

my way for some guy, to cower
from some guy, to apologize for

nothing to some guy. So I don't. 1

don't cower away from anybody,

and 1 rarely apologize when I "get

in someone's way."

Maybe this makes me a rude,

impolite bitch (gasp! there's that

ugly word!), but I do not care.

I mean, really, whose "way" is it

in the first place? Why is it natu-

rally his way and not my way?
Why should any "way" belong to

you rather than to me?
God, guys, get out of my way. if

you please! Go right ahead and
scamper, dart, giggle and apologize

to me in cute, squeaky voices!

Maybe it would make up for all

those times you shot me evil,

red-eyed glares when I didn't per-

form such petty, humiliating ges-

tures for you.

Laura Barcella is a Collegian

staffmember

To shatter the "glass ceiling"

It can be quite disconcerting to know that 1 am going

through all these tests, writing all these papers, spending

endless late nights trying to keep up with the homework,

only to find that once 1 have my diploma, I may not be

making the same money as a man.

It is frustrating to know that in 1996. full-time working

women were only making 75 percent of men's median pay.

according to the Bureau of Statistics. It is

frustrating to know that with a college degree.

I may still be making about as much as a man

with only a high school degree. The question

that lingers in my mind is "why?"

In an article in a 1995 New York Times. Marie C.

Wilson, president of the Ms Foundation for Women, was

quoted as saying, "Historically, when women start to domi-

nate the field, the pay goes down and the prestige will go

down, in particular where many of those women are

non-white."

When a woman wants to advance in her career, we hear

that she "slept her way to the top," or she must be a

"bitch."

Kelly Parent

War agianst breast cancer continues
By Laura Barcella

Collegian Staff

Breast Cancer Awareness Month (October) may be

over, but the battle against breast cancer continues year

round.

On Thursday, Nov. 13, members of Alpha Delta Phi

fraternity and Peer Pals participated in a campus-wide

Breast Cancer Awareness Day in memory of Allison

Lesofsky. Lesofsky died of breast cancer this past

October at the age of 30.

The purpose of the day's events was to raise aware-

ness of the disease and its effects on young women.
Through the distribution of information in the Campus

Center, as well as informal discussions on Nov. 1 3, over

700 local women received information about breast can-

cer and how to conduct a breast self-exam.

The event was organized by UMass student Brandee

Helbrick in conjunction with the American Cancer

Society, who provided all printed material.

Helbrick, a graduating senior, explained why she

coordinated the day's events: "Allison Lesofsky was one

of my friends who died of breast cancer at the age of 30.

She left two children behind... We always hear that

breast cancer affects women 40 and older, but people

under 40 die of breast cancer every day."

When asked why she focused the Awareness Dai on

UMass women, Helbrick said. "By targeting the college

community, if we get people now. we might be able to

nip Ibreast cancer] in the bud."

Helbrick asserted that it i*- important for young

women to realize that breast cancer i>. not something

which only affects older women, and ihm e;nl> detection

can lead to cure.

"Breast cancer affects younger women, but there isn't

a lot of information out there to let us know that.,.

Those under 40 could recognize it early enough [to treat

it], but they might not." ^;iid Helbrick.

As well as organizing last week'- Breast Cancer

Awareness Day events. Helbrick is the founder ot Peer

Pals, a group which discusses learning disabilities .md

their effects on people.

One in eight women will be diagnosed with hiL.ist

cancer at some point in their lives, mid ;i woman die^ ol

breast cancer every 12 minutes. Earl) detection, howev-

er, is the key to survival.

The American Cancer Society currently recommends
that women of all ages practice monthly breast ex.mis.

and that those over 40 should receive mammograms
once a year. Women under the ;ige of 40 who have a his-

tory of breast cancer in their families -hoiild receive

mammograms on a regular b;i i-

Protection for women not far away

j

Kelly Parent

"]ust leave him," your friend says.

"You can move back home with

us," your mother tells you.

"Why is it so hard to just walk

away? I won't let him hurt you
again," your brother reassures.

But you know within your heart

and soul that it's not that easy. The

man that you plan to marry can be so

kind at times that you think it could

make up for the bad

times when he has

hurt you.

But you also know
something else. This

man that you lay next to at night has

given you his own reassurances. He
has told you that you belong to him

and no one else. That he will find you

if you try to leave him. That he will

hurt you if you try to leave him.

What can you do? You know you

must leave before the beatings get

worse, before he punches you or

slams you against the wall.

According to the FBI Uniform
Crime Reports, every 15 seconds a

woman is beaten by her husband or

boyfriend. While you read these sen-

tences, two or three women have

been beaten.

The fact is that we all know at least

one person, if not at school or work,

then personally, who has been affect-

ed by domestic violence. Domestic-

violence knows no prejudice. It

affects women despite race, class,

religion and socioeconomic status.

What is a woman supposed to do
when she feels trapped in a relation-

ship and she has literally nowhere to

go, especially if she has children?

In these battered relationships,

over 50 percent of the abuse involves

children. In addition, 63 percent of

young men (between the ages of 1

1

and 20) who are serving time for

homicide have killed their mothers

abusers.

Women are five times more likely

to be killed by their

husbands during sepa-

ration than after

divorce. The statistic-

of women being killed

by their husbands have gone up, from

a woman being killed by her batterer

every 22 days in 1990, to a woman
being killed by her batterer every

eight days in 1994 (Massachusetts

Department of Public Health).

What do all these facts and Ststtis-

tics tell us? What do they tell the

women who want to leave?

Fortunately, there is a shelter in

nearby Holyoke that was designed to

help women, and to give women a

place to go. It is the

Womanshelter/Companeras Program.

and its location is secret to protect

women and children from their

abusers.

The Womanshelter/Companera.
started in 1980, is a non- profit

organization run by volunteers. ;i-

well as a daily staff of 12. to provide

emergency shelter and services for

battered women and children. To
date, these dedicated workers have

helped approximately 20,000

women.
The organization also offers ^up-

port and Outreach groups, chiidcare

programs, community education and

a legal assistance program named
LEAP. LEAP, the Legal Emergency
Assistance Program. w;i- created to

ii-Mst women in filing restraining

orders, getting accompaniment into

court proceedings and information on

planning s.itetv Al ;i first siep to get-

ting help, they also otter ;i 24 hour

confidential hotline.

How You Can Help:

The Womanshelter/Companeras is

having its sixth annual Spirit of

Auction Benefit on Dec. 3 at the

Yankee Pedlar. Route 5

(Northampton Street) in Holyoke. at

6:30 p.m. The tickets cost S3. There

will be a live auction .is well a- a

silent auction, in which people can

bid at their own leisure. Many busi-

nesses have generously donated
gifts, including computers, gift cer-

tificates and an airline trip. Guests

can also win nionev in a SO/50 t.il

fie.

All are invited, and the fundrais-

er's proceeds go to the

Woniiinsheltei /Comp.inoras program

information will be given about the

shelter and its program-, including

the volunteer program. If you would

like information about the organiza-

tion, or if you wish to have .> peakei

for youi organization, call 538-9717.

It you or someone you know is ,i

victim of abuse, call (4l>l 55b 1628.

Kelly Parent is a ' \tass student.

Why more boys should be feminists
I think the best thing that could happen lor women

right now is if men would learn more about women's

issues. If more men learned of the challenges that

women face today, they could help make changes that

would increase women's rights in the

long run.

Women already know of all the issues

that make their lives harder. They've

experienced double standards, salary dif-

ferences, "glass ceilings" and the expectations to be pret-

ty, thin and successful. Most guys 1 know are pretty liber-

al, and they understand about these and other issues that

affect women. 1 know some male feminists, and I think

this is the coolest thing to see. Men need to be feminists

and support women in gaining equal status in society.

Women speaking up about gender inequality is not a

new thing. Since the beginning of the women's suffrage

movement in the 1920s women have been fighting active-

ly for equal status in society. Although we have come a

long way from those early accomplishments, there is

much more that needs to be done.

The first step in creating a social change is to question

the present state of society. I hope that people didn't

have to think too hard back then to realize it was unfair

that women couldn't vote. Even though it's obvious to us

now that women are "smart" enough to vote, in those

times, society was dominated by the attitude that women
couldn't make this type of decision or take such an

action.

The men and women who fought for women's suffrage

made it happen by liberating people from some of their

old ideas of gender roles. With persistent dedication.

these fighters wrote articles, gave speeches and rallied

people to think intelligently about the state of society and

Chrissy Brown

women's rights. Victory happened because sodetj was

finally convinced that social change needed to be made.

How are women going to in. ike permanent social

changes with only themselves fot support? You
shouldn't have to be a woman to care

about women's issues The struggles

that women lace affect the rest of loci

ety.

A guy should be able to understand

that the reason his girlfriend might kick sell esteem is

because she doesn't think she can compare to all the

images she sees in the media ol tall, skinny models who
are airbrushed to perfection.'' A man should care that

his sister isn't earning as much mone] as a man in the

same job, because of her gender A father should be

concerned when his daughter snuggles to make it to

the top of her company but can't get a promotion

because of the "glass ceiling." A husband should realize

that his wife may be burned out because she has been

trying to meet society's stiict definition ol the success-

ful woman: to juggle the demands of being a ^-uipa*

sionate mother, a loving wife and a

career-woman all at one*.

Men need to know about the issues thai affect women.

from the most obvious examples of external forms ot >ev

ism. racism, double standards and the like, to internal

subtle issues that destioy silently, such as the need to fill

fill the impossible ideals of being successful, sociaM

skinny, beautiful, compassionate and soon.

By learning about women's issues — and identifying i

feminists — men can be part of the solution. When tl,

issues that primarily Involved women begin to Involve tl

other half of society, lasting changes can be m;nle

Chrian Brown is u I Mass student.

Unfortunately, even in this day and age. in the public

view, the woman's job is still at home parenting. No one

could be more aware of this biased view than the mother of

Matthew Eappen. the child who died in the recent, well-

known "au pair" case. The child's mother received a great

deal of criticism, and much of the blame, for leaving her

child at home in the first place. The father, of course, is not

the one being criticized for not sacrificing

his work to stay home with the child.

It's disturbing, isn't it? Well, it should

just make us more determined to shatter

that "Glass Ceiling" we are constantly being drilled about,

because progress is being made at a turtle's pace.

When my mother was starting out at my age, it didn't

matter what kind of degree a woman had. Most women had

to start out as a secretary, or in some other stereotypical

"woman's position." The problem now is usually higher up

on the job ladder, and that's where we must make more of

a difference. We just want to prove ourselves as equals, and

be treated that way.

Kelly Parent is a UMass student.

Woman thy name is not frailty

If you are woman let me hear you roar.

If you cringe to the sound of defeat let me hear you roar.

If tears fall to your eyes when you must succumb, let me hear you roar.

If you bend in what ever direction the wind blows then reassert yourself of your important e as

the givers and takers of life.

There is a voice within each of us that yeams to be echoed

The voice which is muffled inside of you is voiceless unless it reverberates in passing ear

Let the lessons and warnings of our givers of life be vibrations of encouragement

We all haveth a contribution, make certain yours is repeated for times to come

not in mockery but in reverence

Let evil dispel this truth to be told

For it has no good intent.

A voice was borne inside let it roar with almighty wisdom.

— by Voy Fernandes

\
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Guild shows passion for Dracula Duran Duran alive and kicking
By Emily Trask

Collegian Staff

To kick oil their Pall 1997 lea-

ion, ilu- 1 niwrthj oi Massachusetts
Theater Guild will present The

l>ussu>n of Dracula. The play, which

is a loose adaptation of Brain

Stoker*! novd Dracula, celebrating

its 100th annivanarj thli year, will

run from No* 20 22 at 8 p.m.

IVERY THURSDAY • 9-2om
18+ ^rrm.turxn^

nwnrw
PROPER DRESS i. ID REQUIRED

Starting Friday • ••> 18+

PflAL HOUSE
COLLEGE NIGHT
Party Mix Music
WED. NOV. 36 • 7)30-11:30

TEEN NIGHT
*g*i 15-19 Proper ID A Dreis

LIVE MUSIC
THUKS. NOV. 30 • 7:00 PM 18+

RECORD REUASC PAJtrV

There will also he matinee on Nov.

22 at 2 p.m.

Beginning in 1 4 1 I England, al the

home ol Dr. Seilrie Seward (which

happens to be attached 10 an insane

asylum), the tcene li set for horror.

Seward (played b> Erik

Bergmann) brings two world-

renowned doctors to his house in an

attempt to help his niece. \V ilemenia

Mnrra) d aura Hale), who has con

traded I disease which no one can

diagnose.

Dr. Van Zandt (Michelle

Oueleltei. and Professor Van
Helsing (Robert Davis), soon arrive

on the scene to trj and figure out

what is wrong with poor
\\ ilemenia.

In the mean time, one of

Seward'l patients. Mr. Redfield

(|ohn Ka/Jouskas) has fallen under

the power of a mysterious figure,

who soon makes his grand appear-

ance at the Seward household, leav-

ing everyone wondering who he is

When Dr. Van Helsing begins to

luspect the identity of the mweri
ous stranger, the mayhem begins.

The show, which has taken seven

months to come to fruition, "is suc-

cessful for me because it is an inter-

action between four basic theatrical

elements: acting, special effects,

lighting and sound. It is a compli

cated show, said Producer/

Production Manager Ari Teplitz.

Being the first show of the Season,

Teplitz added, "everyone is really

excited. We have worked very hard

on this show. We want it to be a

fantastic experience for all who are

involved."

Tickets are $6 for the general

public and $4 for students and
seniors, lor tickets or more informa-

tion call (413) 545- 2511 or

I -800-999-UMAS. The Passion of

Dracula is partially funded by a

grant from the I'MASS Arts Council.

tX3 c^J CX3

The Stone Coyotes

t) m. NOV. 31 • 8:00 PM 21+
TWO CAMMED FOOD ITEMS

OR TWO DOLLARS AT THE DOOR

VENICE
The Swinging Steaks

I SAT. NOV. 33 • 7:00 PM Aft

SKAVOOVIE
& THE EPITONES
Johnny Too Bad & The Strikeouts,

The Agents. Fabulous Fruit Brothers

II. NOV. 3S • 8:00 PM

STAIND
Klllgore Smudge and Shoot

the Dancing Bear

SAT. NOV. 3* 8:30 PM 21+

TEXAS FLOOD
Opium for the Masses

ATTENTION
febmary 1998 Graduates

If you are a member of the February 1998

graduates class who received Federal

Perkins Loans while enrolled at UMass

you should have recently received a

certified letter about those loans.

We know this is a very busy time for

youfsawe've mailed this inforrn6jj6n

rather than having you attend a meeting.

However, there are serious consequences

if you fail to return these documents by

12/1/97 as instructed in our letter.

If you haven't received our letter but think

that you should have or if you have any

questions about what you did receive,

Duran Duran, from left, is made up of Nick Rhodes, Simon Le Bon and Warren Cuccurullo.

By Adam Levine

Collegian Staff

Ca: 545-2377.

GRANDSTANDS

Duran Duran will inevitably be forever condemned

to the ranks of "80s nostalgia — a label which is not

entirely worthy of their innovative brilliance. However,

while most of their former colleagues disappeared as

'80s trends began to fade in the wake of a new decade.

Duran Duran has proved to be more than a pop music

memory.
With the release of their eleventh album, the fore-

runners of the second wind of the British invasion have

returned, and for the first time without any of the orig-

inal three Taylors. Their latest. Medoizaland, is their

most accomplished work since l984's Seven and the

Ragged Tiger, and features an updated attitude with

extremely recognizable Duran style. Krontman heart-

throb Simon LeBofl and band founder Nick Rhodes

continue their band's petscrverence far into the '90s BS

the only original members. With the help of guitarist

Warren Cuccurullo. who teamed up with the band in

'93 for The Wedding Album. A new Duran Duran has

emerged to proceed into the new millennium.

Although Duran Duran has never succeeded in

rekindling their flame to the level at which it once

shone, their existence in our current decade is >till far

from trivial. In fact, I he Wedding Album launched

Duran Duran into the '90s with their best selling

album to date. Alter I verv average collection of cover

songs paving tribute to the bands that inspired them,

McJazzaland introduces a new sort of concept for

Duran Duran. an album which resemble- a darker side

of these former glam boys. Equipped with a more con-

temporarv attire, including Armani suits and toned-

down hair, their new album features an array of inter-

national loundl with a locus on technology and friend-

ship, and a cynical look on the world around us as our

century comes to a close.

With the electronic intra that blast- it- away into the

aggressive "Big Bang Generation." the stage has thus

been set foi Uedazzatand. Incidentally, Duran Duran

In lucked off their recent tour at Boston's Orpheum

with thi- same order, featuring Simon entering the

stage, the title song intro served ai i dramatic

entrance. The album's third track (and current single).

Turn to DURAN DURAN. page 1
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THU8S. DIC. 4 • 7:00 PM *<ft

ONE KING DOWN
Cause for Alarm/Hotdstrono/Hallraher

Divided by Hate/ x Tripwire x

FBI. DSC. S • 7:00 PM fib

DAYS OF THE NEW
LETTERS TO CLEO

Marys First

SAT. DIC. 6 • 7:00 PM «ft

THE ALLSTOHIAHSAVESTOH

and THE MARSHES
Record Release Party

Shoeless Joe/Radiation Kings

SUN. DSC. 7 • 7:00 PM tiki

TESTAMENT
Overcast/Barreti'ihadows Fall/Pleasurt Crush

TMUSS. DSC. 1 1 • 7:00 PM t-\ 4fcj£eft

5H00rrZ GROOVE£»
Rtsiratm/Hypnotic KicMmbatanu Burnslte

MEZmCSaMkll
m.Mcu auHvnuw lit

UI.MC.il MUCUII tit

HI.MM9 aUKMISMUl lit

uT.Mc.io luatniu ua»m
m.Mcit lOMTiii no* MAIZ lit

vstlobic st the Northampton loi oHne.

>ot> 8686 1800 THI TICK, Slrowbeni "

-J H Aashetst, Aooui Mvik

m Oetlet m (nfvta 1 1 Side Record* in NortkaieolM St* °SS6

1 O PEARL STREET,

http://www.virtual-vollty.coni/peorl-street

«.* #41 3-584-777 1 *****

JQh I bb HAH-fM-LiMlt_l_

4URSOAY

.

KARAOKE
W/ DIVA PROOOCTIOHS BY LAURIE

Thomas Major

Quartet

Souled Out Sunday

Soul & Hip Hop DJs

• Decades

Lonesome Brothers

UPCOMING SHOWS

NOV. 30 HOSPITAL

DECS MENTOS & THE NEW HORIZONS

DEC. 7 CLEMENTINE

SHARON AMERICAN

Northampton <Exrt 18 off 1-91)

RififiMlll

CX3

OUR GREAT SALE PRICES WILL GIVE YOU PLENTY TO BE THANKFUL FOR ... COME IN AND SAVE!!!

Don't Drink
and Drive

8I0W 1WI
AT THE

mtW GfiSW STATIC)!
( \kh HUM DINNER SPECIALS MONDAY THROUGH THURDAY

I ROM i "I'M IRIDAY4 6PM AND SUNDAYS Ii.IG-TM

$6.99 - $10.99

CASE OF 30-12 01 CANS

BUSCH.& BUSCH
~~~UGifT'

*fO"

Genuine Draft
REGULAR A LIGHT
CASE OF 24-1 2 01 WBOTTLES

SAM ADAMS &
PETES WICKED
ALL FLAVORS
6 PK BOTTLES

( IHHiM IKOM

PRIME RIB. SHRIMP & SCALLOPS DEPOT. LASAGNE,

CHICKEN PARMESAN AND LOTS MORE!

HEINEKEN & AMSTEL
12 PK BOTTLES

m

NATURAL LIGHT & ICE
CASE OF 24-12 01 CANS „ W

tflP

$2.00 off

'

Sunday Brunch

with this ad!

01 In «.wid through IMI ""

11

Home of

I
'

i "V I'l. is mi Street

Down Town Northamton
586 5366

ml. .11 1

CHARDONNAY, MERLOT. C
CABERNET SAVVIGNON,
ZINFANDEL, FUME BLANC,
J. RIESLING TSOML

FRANZIA
5 LT. BAG IN A BOX

CHABLIS,
WHITE GRENACHE. BLUSH.
CUVEE BLANC, FRENCH COLOMBARD, RHINE
CHILLABLE RED. WESTFIELD RED

s6
BERINGER
White Zinfandel tsoml

KENDALL - JACKSON
Vintner's
Chardonnay tsoml

f£MW£
ri

i

VODKA 1.TSL

BACARDI RUM SALE $14.99
UG

"tIl

A nARK
MAIL-IN REBATE -2.00

FINAL

COST

CANADIAN MIST SALE $11.49
1TSL

MAIL-IN REBATE -3.00

C.K. MONDAVI
CHARDONNAY, MERLOT.
C 'ABERNETSAUVIGNON
1.SLT

s9
COLUMBIA CREST

Merlot
TSOML

Semillon-

Chardonnay
TSOML

(I V. .. ^ i Ul *

JKI.I lr>
\ns unworn win

12 PK. CANS

SS3
.
9
DIP

j^q*
9

CHATEAU STE MICHELLE
GEWURZTRAMINER
TSOM

CORBETT CANYON
CHARDONNAY,
CABERNET SAUVIGNON,
MERLOT 1SJ

FINAL

COST
s3

MARTINI & ROSSI

V2 KEGS
BUD. BUD LT, «»•

BUD ICE, MICH., ^
MICH. LT, AMBER BOCK,
UTB, ICEHOUSE, RED DOG

+ DIP

ASTI SPUMANTE
TSOML

SALE $7.99

MAIL -IN REBATE -2.00

Seagrams7 sale $12.99

BLENDED MAIL-IN REBATE -3.00

WHISKEY HNAL tt^%99

x ABSOLUT VODKA
I TSOML

sn

FINAL

COST

FREXINET
Cordon Negro Brut
TSO ML

SS9>

KORBEL
Extra Dry-Brut

TSOML

BALLATORE
SPUMANT

750 Ml sa

.77,e

GLENLIVETm̂sar TSOML

SINGLE MALT SCOTCH
DEWARS WHITE LABEL
SCOTCH
775 s28
IRISH CREAM
REGULAR* LIGHT TSOML

mm ITS

'49

TANQUERAY GIN
TSOML

I
FRANGELICO
Hazelnut Liqueur
TSOML

. .. .

mm

*ff

We Accept

Cans and Bottles

for Redemption

AT THESTOP& SHOP PLAZA
HADLEY NORTHAMPTON HOLYOKE
253-9344 586-3007 534-4555

SALE PRICES
THURS. 11/20/97 THRU

WEDS. 12/3/97
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Focus on blues

&Ann-Margret
Well, with all the jazz I have to

talk about over the next month of

classes. I'm afraid I'll be talking

about basically my last blues disc for

this year. So, blues fans, I apologize,

I love y'all just as much as I love the

music itself.

And who better have we had in

this century to bridge the pleasantly

ragged folk-blues of the '20s with

the '60s revival of folk and blues

(out of which the world was award-

ed the Rolling Stones, Bob Dylan

rtses

6V JO&lUA &OVD

sure you keep those e-mails pouring

into scribel9749aol.com. I'm still

welcoming opinions on what you

think is the greatest comic story

ever put to print, so put down that

issue of Spawn and get hackin'

'

Before we get into this week's big

rant, I'm giving myself the "goofball

of the week" award for not giving a

grade to Uncle Sam #1 in last

Thursday's column. If you still care,

I gave it a B+. Now, back to our

regularly scheduled column:

Back in March, DC did the

unthinkable by replacing

super- strength, invulnerability.

heat and X-ray vision,

and his trademark
majestic flight.

Superman was
now billed as the

"Man of Energy*
because he was
essentially trans

formed into a living

bolt of lightning, able to zap

himself from place to place in

streak of blue and white electricity.

Bullets no longer bounced off his

chest, they simply passed through

back from comic fans and the gener-

al public ranged from "he

needed the change, he

was getting boring,"

to "Change
Superman's cos-

tume? Why don't

you replace the

stars with

machine-guns and slap

a giant roaring Tiger on the

American flag while you're at

it!" If you happen to be one

of those people who feels

changing Superman is like sand-

running around.

Yep, you heard me. Two.
In the 64-page Superman Red /

Superman Blue special due on store

shelves in mid-December,
Superman gets spilt up into two
separate beings. Both are identical

to each other, except one sports the

white and blue costume, while the

other one wears a red and white

version of the crappy disco outfit.

Oh, and it gets better. Both men can

change into Clark Kent, and the red

one? He's a hot-tempered loose

cannon who makes decisions the

just who is responsit

atrocity? Nope, it's not the editorial

staff at Marvel who brought us the

Spider-Man "Clone Saga" (though

this has their handiwork written all

over it). The answer is Dan Jurgens,

and Superman Red / Superman Blue

is just more proof that this man
doesn't have an original idea left in

his head. Yes. the man who killed

Superman is trying desperately to

recreate something he knew he

could never top. Since the "Death of

Turn to COMIC page 10

Eric Clapton) than Mississippi John

Hurt? Legend is a collection of

spare, quiet acoustic performances

of Hurt's own brand of storytelling

tunes in a graceful singing style that

is its own amongst the bawdiness of

other old blues legends.

Probably the most recorded of all

blues tunes, "C.C. Rider," especially

brings to mind the more melodic

blues styles from before electrifica-

tion. Another standard, "Nobody's

Dirty Business" (also recorded as

"Taint Nobody's Business" by most

artists) is completely reworked into

a rolling style from its usual slow

pace. He preludes "Stack-O-Lee"

(or "Stagger Lee," whichever

spelling you prefer — same subject)

with the spoken story of this "bad

man, the cruel Stack-o-lee" as he

knows it. It's one of those stories

that gets passed from blues genera-

tion to blues generation. Into the

'90s the Grateful Dead were telling

it to whole new generations. Legend

is indeed a great collection from a

master of acoustic Delta blues.

Ah, the young and the restless of

the jazz world: saxophonist )avon

lackson's latest Blue Note gem Good
People consists of seven tunes

exploring the realms of Ornette

Coleman's harmolodics concepts at

the same time as providing some

deep down groove-based jazz.

lackson is accompanied by a fantas-

tic young cast that revolves around

drummer Billy Drummond, bassist

Peter Washington, organist John

Medeski (yes, that Medeski of

"...Martin and Wood" fame) and

guitarist Farced Haque. There are

special guest spots by former Living

Colour guitarist Vernon Reid and

percussionist Cyro Baptista.

The title Good People refers to

the dedications Jackson makes in his

songs. Tony Williams' "Emergency"

(done originally by the late, great

drummer's fusion group Lifetime)

is, of course, dedicated to Williams.

Haque puts in a great dirty rock/jazz

solo here. Reid and Haque duet with

each other while accompanying
lackson in the group's rendition of

Carlos Santana's "Flor De Canela,"

as climactic as most Santana songs

get. lending another gracious dedica-

tion to a lion that's still roaring.

Since we're on a sort of guitar

rock/jazz fusion strain, this would be

a great time to introduce the latest

release from the dark, experimental

mind of bassist/producer/label

owner Bill Laswell. His group

Arcana combined his fluid fretless

bass talents with spacy-techno

effects and the fountain of drum-

ming talent that was the soul of the

aforementioned Tony Williams. Arc

Of The Testimony, recently released

on Laswell's productive Axiom label,

slides between the more open jazz-

scapes of "Gone Tomorrow," and

"Calling Out The Blue Light" and

the thunderous guitar crashes by

Buckethead (that's a name there) on

"Illuminator" and "Returning." This

is '90s jazz/rock fusion at its best!

Blue Note should really focus

their attention on the immense
arranging talents of lackson instead

of on the crack talent of vocalist Bob

Dorough. Sure, he has credentials:

he is the creator of "Schoolhouse

Rock," which we all grew up with,

and he wrote most of the music for

that series. However, his vocali

climb that ladder to horrid Ethel

Merman-type phoniness. If he

learned to sing without that annoy-

ing Vegas-meets-your
cousin's-wedding-band style, maybe

he might find his true genius, but

for now he ought to concentrate on

"Schoolhouse Rock" and not worry

Turn to JAZZ, page 10
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Sunfiire

$400 Bucks of Incentive*

Hot Looks

Great Performance

Drives Like a Shoebox

Looks Like a Shoebox

Land Big Job
Interview After Interview

Working Two Jobs

Summer Home Living Back With Parents

Nobel Priies

•
Join Bowling Team

Bar Excitement »ar Rapture «r Bliss
Boring aar Dullsville aar Miss

1,«y p O N T I A C.
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Call 1-800-SUNFIRE
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comic

HORSE
MUSIC HAIL

20 Center St Northampton

ALL AGES
ALL THE TIME

friday, november 21, 7 & 10 pm

The Nields
fhildten. S i 2 odv

Saturday, november 22, 7 pm

Jill Sobule
jyWe Wisely SI odv

Saturday, november 22, 10 pm

Belixbeha
avon! funk from Buflington S6 odv

Sunday, november 23, 7 pm

Cliff Eberhardt
acoustic music treasure 510 adv.

monday, november 24, 7 pm

Jeff Tweedy &
Jay Bennett off Wilco

f Doiron opens, SI 2 odv

fuesday, november 25, 7 pm

Andy Summers
of Hie Police

atmospheric guitar fusion, $16 odv.

friday, november 28, 7 pm

John Scofield Trio
WMUA presents great jail guitar. SI 6 odv

Saturday, november 29, 7 pm

Quetzal
pan latin folk ouhestro SI I odv

december 1-3', 7 pm

Arlo & Abe Guthrie
three nights wrH» o Wk love S22 50 odv

DEttMBBt 3: HELIUM 10 PM

Tl<"KrrS: foPta Record o» the

Northampton Box Office or coll 586-8686

continued from page 9

Superman" tag* rejuvenated ike

Man >'i Steel'i sluggish lalei and

waning popularity In 1993, 'urgent

has tried ever) trick in the book to

regain that momentum and e.ct
|

pic reading Superman comici again

Ik's brought back Bizarro and the

bottled citj ol Kandor, he destroyed

Metropolis, he put Superman on
trial, and he even finalij married

Clark and l ok (What's next, hing-

ing back Comet the super hoi

Bui what hirgeas fails to understand

is that Superman readers don't ssant

gimmicks, the) want s^cll written

stories and good artwork, Most
importantly, the) want Superman in

his original costume. It's time to

clean house on the Superman line

and get some creators involved that

truly have respect lor the character

and will bring sonic fresh, colorful

set classic ideas to the Superman
world

1 he oOth annis ersars of

Superman in l
LW is the per feet

time to return the character to glorj

and bring in people like Mark Waid,

Kurt lusiek, Mike Allred, Alan
Moore, Evan Dorkin and Paul Dini

ti> make Superman great again, lor

me. Superman will always be the

rush ol adrenaline and the sense of

child-like wonder I felt when
Christpher Reese first pulled away

jazz

his shirt to reveal thut huc^

underneath. Or a timeless, graceful

Curt Swan rendering ol the Man of

Steel breaking apait a chain as bill

lets bouncing harmless!) nil his

chest. Superman is an icon.

Superman is a legend. Superman is

a s\mbol for justice, loi freedom,

for the kid who always dreamed of

Using in all of us. lie can be that

was again. \\ ake up. I K\
Wow. this is a pretty painful col-

umn this week. If sou thought
changing Superman's costume was

in bad taste, wait til sou hear sshal

lopps has done. They get my "bad

taste ol the decade" award for their

shameless 52-page Princess Diana

Once Upon a rime. special

released yesterday. This $3.95.

magazine-sized is nothing more
than a tacks, greedy, and downright

disrespectful attempt by Topps to

exploit Diana's tragic death and
empty the pockets of her adoring

tans. With a sparse script by

Dwight Jon Zimmerman cobbled

together from years of press releas-

es, and artwork copied directly

from photographs of Diana by

Brenda Starr creator Claude St.

Aubin. this book is a disappoint-

ment on all levels. Shame on sou

Topps.

Ieft'Carter is a I Mass student.

COURTf SV ALISON DYER

continued from page 9

about making more albums like the

recent, flat effort ol Right On My
Way Home.

I oi the "Re-issue of the Week"
award, we must hand it to the

quirks pop-jazz of The M llirt

Collection. You won't find any

names from the la// Hall of Fame
here (except mas be vibraphonist

Red NorVO), but the music on this

Razor & Tie reissue ol Hilt's hit

singles and the full content of his

hip vocal 1964 duet album with

then-23-year old Ann- Margret. is

too light-hearted and humorous in

its 'bus schmaltz qualities to not like

it. Between flirt's bouncy instru-

mental! on trumpet with a

mid-sized ensemble, and his low

baritone voice singing with

Ann- Margret 's sensual soprano, it's

all just so swingin". cool daddy!

Joshua Boyd is a Collegian

Collumnist.

Sugar Ray (left to right), Murphy Karges, Rodney Sheppard, Mark McCrath, Stan Frazier and D.|. Homicide, will

open for 311 next week.

311
continued from page 6

asking their listeners to sit back
and relax and contemplate their

actions rather then being impulsive

and reactionary.

si 1 and Sugar Ray should pro-

vide you with one of the better live

shosvs you have experienced. Both

bands exude having a good time,

which should be the essence of any

rock show. And in the past, both

bands have proven they are up to

the task. Sugar Ray will whip you

into a frenzy of action while 311

soothes you with their happy vibes.

3 / / and Sugar Ray will be per-

forming at the Mullins Center on

Nov. 24. Tickets are $20 in

advance and are on sale non at

The Mullins Center Box Office and

at all Ticketmaster Locations.

Tickets may also be charged by

phone by calling Ticketmaster at

(4

1

3 1733-2500. Doors open at 8

p.m.

en*— *-?

!JU SCHOOL SUPPLIES^
A terrific selection of magazines, binders,

notebooks, pens, pencils, paper clips, printer cartridges, T-

shirts, art supplies, calendars, candy, toys, stationary or

the best card shop in the Valley!

!L A- 1 Hastings,Inc.
aej asBBk ^#— V'*,*!. -;«l.-r and Stationer-*—w '

Conveniently located in the center ofAmherst"
4S South Pleasant St 2S3-2S40
OPEN: Weekdays S ajn. to 9 pjiK

Sundays. S a.m. to 9 pjn.

iCDMPOTER
• A AWV WiniSIUDLNI ID

FAIR c^SALE
TRI-STATE FAIRS
10AM-400PM

1
1-91 Noft! en.: » Jtrvig «gtH onto

•'.e 9 • « MMM al SupWs onto

Re 1 '6N Srst 'gr« to agM ten to

C«*t 191 S taktt*!H>

BiiyTt whole-sale pr ces rirjnt at t"e Shaw
Iron up to 60 companies (150 exhiSit

tables) featuring tie lBM/pC campai^ie
market From 'jll systems to libraries ol

C3s. t's all nere ACm %t »a. with ad

$6ea alter 1.00 pm $4 ea w/ac crly

MULLINS
CENTER AMHERST
SUN, NOV 23

f
Have

USICC FRIDAYS 10PM - 1AM

BGWL LIVE DJ - LIGHT SHOW
FULL GLOW BOWL - Prizes

RETRO SATURDAYS 10pm • 1am

JfcC'S LIVE DJ - LIGHT SHOW
FULL GLOW BOWL - Prizes

Saturdays &
Sundays

Noon to 5pm

$1.99 per

Game

hionTHAKirroH bowl

I f BW M* II V

Z THIS~ FRIDAY 3

J 2h fliii trail *
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Thanksgiving

dinner with

the trimmings
Finally, it's on to this week's

recipe. It's Thanksgiving time and 1

have come up with a real cool way to

make a stuffed turkey dish in the
Dormroom style.

This dish is made with a boneless

turkey breast (which you can get in

any supermarket). In the past, I have
always had a problem with the breast

meat coming out too dry, but I found

a killer solution: a root beer brine!

Duran Duran

Dormroom
Gourmet

by Louis Davis

continued from page 8

entitled "Electric Barbarella," con-

tinues with Medazzaland's explosive

beginning featuring a traditional

Duran Duran style femme fatale as

the song's lead character. The song

is inspired by the sci-fi classic

Barbarella, which stared lane Fonda

and gave Duran Duran their name.

Their stage design at the show also

paid homage to these roots, with

what appeared to be tin foil used to

establish a space- age campy feel.

The remainder of Medazzaland
lowers itself by a few octaves but

continues nonetheless at a worthy

pace. Haunting tracks such as "Out

of my Mind" and "Michael You've

Got Alot to Answer For" appear as

personal testimonies to Simon's

friends and loved ones, and are led

by a melodic bittersweet sound as a

result of Rhodes' musical talent.

Other songs such as "So Long
Suicide" and "Be My Icon" allow for

Cuccurullo's wailing guitars and are

kept at a constant fast pace by the

uncredited rhythm section. These

songs, when played live, take on

whole new dimensions, and are

equally as fantastic a display of

Duran Duran's abilities on stage as

well as in the studio.

Last Thursday's show primarily

focused on their new material with

only a few remembrances of the

Duran Duran of the past. Including

almost the entire new album, which

was a bit excessive, a strange mix of

classic songs were displayed, includ-

ing "Hungry Like the Wolf." "Is

Anybody Out There." "Save a

Prayer" and "A View To a Kill."

Although the band did include an

encore, the well known h- side to

"New Moon On Monday" entitled

"Secret October" and other songs

from their earlier years were passed

over and numerous people could be

heard after the show was over

yelling in disgust about their exclu-

sion of "The Reflex."

Although a more well-rounded

set of crowd pleasers may have

made the night all the better, they

played their new material with the

relentless effort of proving that they

are not just a band from the past.

but one of the future.

Tragedy did strike when a slew of

technical problems disrupted the

show's continuity. Despite a

half-hour interruption to fix the

broken amp. Simon did attempt to

please his impatient audience with

the help of the former singer of

Missing Persons (a band in which
Warren was a member of before-

joining Duran Duran). While
Warren played an a powerless gui-

tar, Simon and his friend sang out to

the audience, the fact that the mic

wasn't working didn't make for a

great number, but his attempt was

thoughtful. Right when nothing

could get worse, Simon's mic again

lost energy in the middle of the

encore favorite "Rio." However, this

did not stop nearly ever) member of

the sold out audience from singing

along as loud as they could, creating

a magnificent Rock and Roll experi-

ence.

Their studio work along with their

live performances prove that Duran

Duran will not disappear into the

night, but instead, they will keep try-

ing to remain contemporary and

innovative. Their persistence seems

to be paying off quite well with a

new release worthy of an A-.

A brine is typically made up of salt,

sugar, water and spices and is used to

add texture, flavor and moisture to a

food before the final cooking (think

ham).

Well, 1 took this idea out for a spin

and found that the turkey came out

perfect: both extremely flavorful and
moist, with a dark, golden crispy

exterior. To top it all off, I paired it

with a cornbread and sausage stuff-

ing which helps to categorize the

meal as pure comfort.

Root Beer Roasted Turkey Breast

with a Cornbread and Sausage
Stuffing

Ingredients:

• 1 1/2 pounds boneless turkey

breast with skin on (Ask the person

behind the meat counter to "butter-

fly" it and pound it out into a big, flat

oval about 1/2 inch thick.)

• 1 Tbs. olive oil

• 2 tsp. honey .

For brine:

• I can root beer (preferably the

all natural kind)

• 11/2 cups water

• 1 12 cup soy sauce

• 1/4 cup maple
• 3 garlic cloves (crushed, not

peeled)

• 1 inch cube of fresh ginger root,

roughly chopped (or 2 tsp. pow-
dered)

• 1/2 tsp. red pepper flakes

• 1/2 tsp. liquid smoke
• 1 1/2 Tbs. Salt

For Stuffing:

• 4 cups cornbread dry stuffing

mix tor cube up some old store

bought cornbread)

• 3/4 lb. breakfast sausage (bulk,

not link— or at least out of casings)

• 2 small onions ichopped small)

• 4 cloves garlic (minced)

• 2 stalks celery (chopped small)

• 1 1/2 cups chicken stock (or

water)

• 1 14 cup fresh parsley

• 1 Tbs. poultry seasoning

• 2 tsp. white pepper

• salt to taste

Procedure:

1

)

Place all the brine ingredients in

sauce pot and bring to boil. Reduce

to simmer and cook for about 10 to

15 minutes. Remove from heat and

allow to cool completely.

2) When the brine is cool, combine

it with the turkey and store in the

refrigerator for a couple hours and

up to three days.

3) To make the stuffing, in a large

pot over medium heat, start cooking

the sausage, breaking it up with a

spoon. When it starts to look mostly

cooked, add the onions to the pan

and cook for about 10 minutes until

they are slightly brown.

4) Add garlic and celery and cook

for two more minutes. Add the pars-

ley, seasonings and the stock and

bring to a boil. As soon as it boils,

remove from heat and stir in the

stuffing mix or the cubed bread.

Make sure it is all incorporated and

allow it to cool.

5) Set toaster oven to bake mode

and preheat to 350 degrees.

6) Remove turkey from brine and

dry off completely with paper towels.

Place skin-side down on a cutting

board. Place a long mound of the

stuffing in a line down the middle of

the turkey oval (lengthwise). Make

sure that it is tapered so that there is

less at the tips. Now fold the right

side of turkey over the mound and

roll it up like a sleeping bag so that

the stuffing is completely encased in

the turkey. Make sure that the sink is

on the outside. Transfer to a baking

dish. The extra stuffing should .be

placed in an oven-proof bowl and set

aside to cook first in the microwave

for eight minutes and the under the

broiler of the toaster oven right when

the turkey comes out.

7) In a small bowl, mix together

the oil and honey and rub it on the

outside of the turkey. Place the

turkey in the oven and bake for an

hour.

8) Remove from oven and allow to

rest for about 10 minutes. Place on a

clean cutting board (don't cross-

contaminate) and make 1/2 inch

slices with a sharp knife. Serve with a

can of cranberry sauce and some

green veggies and you've got yourself

a casual-mini-Thanksgiving meal

hang.

Louis Davis is a Collegian colum-

nist. You can e-mail him with any

culinary questions or any comments

about this column at

LouisXO@aol.com. The Dormroom
Gourmet appears on Thursday.

Compaq Presario 1090ES Notebook

• 1 50MHz Pentium* processor

• 16MB RAM (expandable to 48MB)

• 1 4GB hard drive

• 11.3" Dual-Scan SVGA flat-panel display

• 128-bit Accelerated Graphics

• Internal 33.6K modem

• internal I4X Max Cu'UGm

PremierSound Audio System

• Ntrv/o:k-.-eady (Ethernet PC Card)

• Comprehensive software bundle

for school and home

• Three-year limited warranty

(carry in, pick up)
2

Just

beyond

your stack of

classwork is a well-

deserved holiday. What

better time for something that'll

make next year easier? With the Compaq

Presario 1090ES, you can download photos off

the Web, grab facts from the CD encyclopedia, drop them

into your report and e-mail it to your professor. And at only 7.3

pounds, you can do it at school, at home, even at the pizza shop

But while Compaq sells more computers than any other company on earth, this

offer is not long for the world. It's good only until December 31, 1997 or while supplies last.

TO ORDER YOUR OWN CALL 1-888-215-8872 m-f 7-7 icst); Sat 9 3 (cst)

For more information, visit your campus computer store.

COMPAQ.
www compaq.com/education

n

pentiimy
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NFL
continued from page 16

8-3. The Packers must play all .500

or better teams now to finish out

the season, and Tampa Bay certain-

ly has the momentum factor with

the Pack losing to the lowry Colts

last week and Minnesota getting run

over by Barry Sanders in a 38-15

loss to Detroit.

Brett Favre vs. Trent Dilfer

makes the call less of a toss- up
though. Minnesota gets to visit the

surprise New York lets who are still

a game up on the Pats.

• Speaking of Barry, though, he's

been like a fine wine as of late —
only getting better with age.

. He turned in a 108-yard perfor-

mance last week, the ninth consecu-

tive time he has eclipsed the

100-yard mark. That ties him with

Walter Payton for second on the

all-time list in that category, with

iron man Marcus Allen currently

sitting atop it with 1 1 straight.

He should have no trouble

extending that streak as the Lions

host the Colts. Despite their upset

over the defending champs, their

defensive line still looked like Swiss

chesse.

• Staying in the NFC, the 49ers

beat the Panthers 27-19 last week
for their 10th consecutive win. The
last time they did that, in 1994.

they won the Super Bowl. In down-
ing Carolina, they clinched the

division title and the last team to

do it as quickly was — yes I have

to say it — the 1985 Chicago
Bear6.

Steve Young should pick apart

the Charger secondary this week,

although he shouldn't have to do
much considering San Diego strug-

gled against Oakland's mediocre
defense last week, while facing the

best in the league this Sunday.
• |ohn Elway and the Denver

Broncos, along with the 49ers, a

potential Super Bowl team, took
one on the chin, or should I say the

foot, from the Kansas City Chiefs.

Pete Stoyanovich's 54-yard field

goal squeaked through the uprights

to lift them over Denver for a

24-22 win despite Terrell Davit's

127 yard rushing performance.

'Da Raiders travel to Mile-High
Stadium to meet the Broncos in the

Monday Night Football game this

week while the Chiefs visit Seattle,

led by the resurgence of Warren
Moon and ex-Buckeye Joey
Galloway.

Even with last week's loss, the

Broncos are still the team to beat in

the AFC with a 9-2 record,
although K.C. is now just a game
behind them in the West at 8-3. A
Bronco-49er Super Bowl would be

an awesome matchup, although I

can't count out either of the current

conference champs as of yet.

• Last week, we saw the first tie

since 1989 between the Baltimore

Ravens and the Philadelphia Eagles,

who seemed to don the motto
"Refuse to Win".

The Ravens get to host the
Arizona Cardinals who are led by

rookie quarterback lake Plummer.
Plummer set a rookie record last

week throwing for 388 yards on
22-33 passing.

If Raven QB Vinny Testaverde is

on, we could definitely see a

shootout. The Eagles face

Pittsburgh, a team that is tied for

the AFC Central lead partly due to

the running of "The Bus" Jerome
Bettit and the second half heroics

of Kordell Stewart.

• The New York Giants still lead

in the NFC East, with Dallas and
Washington a game behind.

They visit the 'Skins at Jack Kent

Cooke Stadium for the Sunday
Night game, and will have to find

some sort of running game to throw

against the weak Washington line if

they are to hold that lead.

Picks of the Week: I'm going to

be brave this week. I'll take the

re-focused Pats over Miami, and for

Seattle to upset Kansas City later in

the day (you just try to rough up
Warren Moon).
Quotes of the Week: It is

"quotes" this week because I

couldn't pick and choose between

these. K.C. LB Derrick Thomas,
who became the 15th player to

record 100 sacks Sunday, on the

tussle he had with Elway: "He
wouldn't give it to me. I said, '|ohn,

come on, that's 100. Give me the

ball." Note: Elway has been sacked

by Thomas 16 times.

Tackle Bruce Armstrong, when
asked if the Paradise mosh pit inci-

dent would have happened last year

under head coach Bill Parcells:

"Why, is he a doorman at the

club?"

Jamie fee is a Collegian colum-

nist.

The UMass Theatre Guild Presents:

I
,-- >

Tickets on sale at

the FAC Box office,

545-251

1

or at the door*

Bowker Auditorium ** students and

Dracula

seniors

$6 Adults
Nov. 20, 21 & 22

8:00 pm
w/ a Saturday

Matinee at 2:00 pm
Fop more info. Call 343-C4I5

This production was made possible
(in part) by a grant from the UMass

Arts Council

CNA's
EXPLORE OUR REWARDS
$500 SIGN-ON BONUS!*
$10 PER DIEM RATE ON

WEEKENDS
Sunrise Healthcare Corporation, a

national leader in quality transitional,

long-term and subacute healthcare xer-

vices, has opportunities available for dedi-

cated and caring CNAs

ELAINE HEALTH AND
REHAB CENTER

NURSING STUDENTS WELCOME!
CNA TRAINING CLASS

STARTING DECEMBER 3rd

EVENING CLASSES AVAILABLE
Full-time, part-time, mother's hours and

per diem opportunities are avilablc

during all shirts.

Interested candidates, please apply in per-

son or contact; Kathy Graves, Start

Coordinator, Elaine Health and Rehab,

20 North Maple St, Hadley, MA 01035

Phone (413) 584-5057

THE OFF-CAMPUS MEAL PLAN

The Union Grill

Terri Yaki's

Block & Barrel

Bowl & Bread

T-Mex

A ^X
>. 1 T-MEX

Totally Maodcan

9 & *

&R*<Zd

'*" im

mW--, . **m M

MmTji Snm

1 erri YaJci i

NOW AVAILABLE

located in the basement of the Student Union Building

NHL
continued from page 16

and Colorado's Patrick Roy (553
saves) have faced this season, and
that's a good sign for the team.

Don't get me started on Doug
Gilmour, and rookie sensation Patrick

Elias, who leads the league in game-
winning goals. Nice, nice, nice.

• Urn, I did not forget about the hir-

ing of Mike Kecnun at Vancouver. I'm

just trying to not admit it to myself.

When I didn't know jack about
Keenan (you know, way back in the

good old days of leather helmets and
one- toothed smiles?), 1 actually

thought he was a quality coach.

No, no, no. All you Rangers fans just

shut up now.

The two reasons why your team won
the Stanley Cup were becuuse. I.) you

played the VanooWrW Canucks, and 2.)

captain Mark Messier

I judge quality by staying power, and

even a nutcase like Scotty Bowman has

only coached three tBSBll in the pail

20 or so years (Buffalo, Montreal and

Detroit). Keenan has bested that mark
in only the last decade, and the debacle

of St. Louis is indicative of the true

coach Keenan is — that is, a nickname

of Richard.

Give him a second chance? Talk to

Messier on that one.

• I've bam hearing a lot about m>

man Ray Bourque t i i i > MMon, Hid ll

hasn't been all good Bolton Globe

columnist Kevin Paul Dupunt has led

the bashing, and I'm trying not to

admit it to myself, but he might be

right.

No, he's not right.

I \en though Ray is not the Raj thai

we all grew up to love ia> .t playei

man. just w a player), lie's still better

than half of the defentman out there in

the NHL. Veah, like he would eare,

but I'm here foryOU, man.

forma Kdnsantn is u Collegian

columnist.

IORMA KANSANEN/COUFCIAN

Ray Bourque (77), shown here at the ceremony commemorating his all-time scoring mark for the Boston Bruins

last season, has faced criticism this year for his reportedly declining defensive play.

fSpiritjy'Usl

LIQUOR SPECIALS
Jagermeister '14."

YOU HAVE TO SEE IT TO BELIEVE IT!

BuckShot
101 proof Liqueur

99 Bananas

*9.W/ 7S0

l^,9*' 750 ml

1 /4 KEG SPECIAL
Harpoon s55.°°
Winter Warmer

MICRO BREWS
Wachusett *9.w'i2p«k

Brewing Co. »*«*mok»>'

Pale Ale, I.PA, Nut Brown, Winterfest

Old Harbor *5.»»'.i,p^k

Pilgrim Ales
Nut Brown Ale, I.PA.

Paper City »4/»mw
Brewery boU*

Dam Ale, Irish Parish, Cabot Wheat

Ipswich
Brewing Co.

.Ale, Dark Ale

>sr

BEER SPECIALS
Bud fit »14. 4'

Bud Light
Case Bottles

Miller High Life 6 s10."
Miller Genuine Draft
30-pack Cans

Michelob 6
Michelob Light
1 2-pack Bottles

Molson Golden &
Molson Ice
1 2-pack Bottles

Micro Kegs
In Stock

DISCOVER. VISA MASTERCARD ACCEPTED OPEN 9am to 11pm I Full Redemption
RT 9 EAST/ 338 COLLEGE ST (413)253-5384 /TAKE 1-91 TO EXIT 19/ RT 9 east | Center

2,000-3,000

Work tocol

to Your Home
Mornings, Evenings,

and Weekends
Taking Inventory

Paid Training

Advancement
Potential

24 hours a day
1-888

>rtunlty Empk

•5889

14-1788

12-6150

16-5655

§3*0750
'37-8938

Interview with RG1S
Inventory Specialists on the

Campus Center Concourse
December 2nd

, 3'\ 10", & 11"

9:OOam to 3:20pm

r
Schedule of Events for the GREAT AMERICAN SMOKEOl JT :

Tuesday. November 18

Wednesday. November 19

TOBACCO
IS A DRUG

k

TOO.

Thursday, November 2d

•Look for Health Kducation Campus ( 'enter Table with

exciting information M1 Tobacco

•Look for Health Education Campus Center Table with

exciting information on Tobacco

•7pm Kick Butts Tobacco Cessation Support Group,

Campus Canter, room S01

•8 pm "Pack of Lies". A shocking film discussing the

role of advertising in the Tobacco Industry, ( >.tmpus

Center Room 81 1, discussion to follow.

•Look for Health Lducation ( lampus ( Center Table with

exciting information on Tobacco

•Today is quit day!!!

•lpm Licensed Acupuncurist. Lynn M. Curry, to do dis-

cussion, demonstration, and possible treatment for

Smoking ( Cessation. ( /ampus Center Room 80S

The Pack look to sack the Cowboys Redemption is on Drew Bledsoe s mind
By Arnie Stapleton

Associated Press

GREEN BAY, Wis. — Forget
about that debade at Indianapolis,
the Green Bay Patkcr> art- pumped
up to face their tormentors, the
Dallas Cowboys.
"We always said it would be dif-

ferent if we got them at l.ambeau
Field," wide receiver Antonio
Freeman said. "This Sunday, they'll

be here."

The team, the city, the state —
heck, fans all across the country —
have been waiting for this game
since the schedule came out.

T-shirts proclaiming "The
Showdown in Titletown" aie every-

where. So are tickets, if you're
willing to cough up $400, the price

of two pieces of newly issued
Packers stock.

"It's going to be a special kind of

excitement," Freeman said.

"Everybody that's a football fan
will be watching this game."
The Cowboys have beaten the

Packers seven straight times since

1993 — all at Texas Stadium —

including three times in the play-

offs. The men with the stars on
their helmets arc making just their

second trip to l.ambeau Field since

Bart Starr beat them in the fabled

"Ice Bowl" 30 years ago, and it's

their first visit to Green Bay since

Oct. 8, 1989.

"All I know is the whole world's

been looking forward to this

game." free safety Eugene
Robinson said.

"This is the game to see who's
America's team," said strong safety

LeRoy Butler, who never hid his

tiustrutiun when Carolina beat the

Cowboys to reach the NFC champi-
onship at Lambeau in lanuary.

Tight end Mark Chmura said the

Cowboys represent unfinished
business.

"I think a lot of people look at

last year and. you know, we beat

everybody but Dallas," he said.

Even rookies who have never
lost to the hated Cowboys are well

aware of the importance of this

game, even with back-to-back trips

to division co-leaders Minnesota
and Tampa Bay following Sunday's

^ Guy's uqUo^

* *n'endry Set^
2 Locations means you can always see the Bis Guy
Rt 1 1 6 Sunderland Rt 63 N. Amherst

j * c e/\o/> next to Cumberland Farms

i

665-5030 549-3555

Eating Disorder Programs
Fail 1997

Sponsored by University Health Services

Eating Disorder Assessment Program
For Individuals - with Nutritionists, Mental Health Clinician,

Physician and/or Nurse Practitioner. Tuesdays or Fridays

Confidentiality Assured.

Call 577-5314. General Medicine S

Friends and Family Group
Single sessions lor those concerned about somebody with an

eating disorder Call 577-5314,

General Medicine 2.

Peer Support Group
For those struggling with anorexia, bulimia, or compulsive

overeating. Wednesday 4:30 -6 pm. at the Campus Center.

Room number posted by elevator. Confidentiality Assured.

Call 577-5514, General Medicine 2.

Peer Health Connections

A confidential phone line tor help around eating disorders, your-

self or someone you know. Call 577-5168.

<§»
Class

iNTOaiOM
a week-long focus on issues of class and classism on campus

and in the community, taking place at

UMass. Amherst November 13 -November 21, 1997

THURSDAY, HOUEMBER 20

Lecture OPENING ANOTHER CLOSET:

LOOKING AT ISSUES OF CLASS IN THE GLBT COMMUNITY, by

Assistant Professor of Economics Lee Badgett,

12:30-2PM Campus Center Room 803

Wopkshop IN THE ACTIVIST KITCHEN :

CREATIVELY COOKING UP TROUBLE,
by the group Art for a Fair Economy, 1 2-2PM

and 4-6PM Campus Center Room 101

Panel: CLASSISM ON CAMPUS: DO THE UNIONS HELP?
with Ferd Wulkan, 4-6PM Campus Center Room 903

Panel Discussion & Speakout : FROM OUR SIDE OF THE TRACKS: VOIC-

ES OF WORKING CLASS STUDENTS, STAFF, AND FACULTY, 4-6PM

Campus Center Room 903

Videos: VARIOUS VIDEOS ON ISSUES OF CLASS AND
CLASSISM, 7-9PM, Campus Center Room 804

visit web page: http://www.uma8s.edu/stonevvall/classinter.hmtl

showdown.
Top draft pick Ross Verba of

Iowa was pulled aside by guard
Aaron Taylor and quarterback
Brett Favre.

"Brett came up to me earlier this

week and said, This is bigger than

the Iowa-Iowa State game,'" Verba

recounted. "So, I really don't need

to be told that much more."

The game has been circled on

both team's calendars for a long,

long time.

"But it has a different flavor than

what everybody predicted,"
Cowboys coach Barry Switzer said.

Because the Cowboys stumbled

early, falling to 4-5 before winning

their last two, and Green Bay (8-3)

was riding high until Sunday, when
it scored 38 points and still lost to

the worst team in the NFL.
"It's almost comical how people

view these games," Packers coach

Mike Holmgren said. "At the

beginning of the year, they were
printing up T-shirts, hats, all that

stuff. Then, all of a sudden, both

teams are not 11-0 and everyone's

in a panic."

By Howard Ulman
Associated Press

FOXBORO, Mass. — Drew
Bledsoe is itching for his next game
after one of the toughest weeks of

his NFL career. He must wait until

Sunday when the New England
Patriots, struggling to stay in the

AFC East race, are home against the

Miami Dolphins, who share the divi-

sion lead with the New York Jets.

"When you come off a poor per-

formance one week, it just becomes

a situation where you can't wait to

get back on the field and prove your-

self." said the two-time Pro Bowl
quarterback. "It's [yesterday | and 1

wish we could be playing [today]."

He should be available.

Chances are he won't spend the

evening at the Paradise nightclub in

Boston as he did last Thursday.
That's when he and two teammates

took their infamous dive from the

stage just three days before his team

sank to one of its worst perfor-

mances in years, a 27-7 lo^ in

Tampa Bay.

The players were questioned by a

Boston detective Tuesday in connec-

tion with a serious injury to a

woman at the club where they went

to see the rock group Everclear.

Police said yesterday none of the

players would be charged.

Bledsoe is guilty, though, of poor

play and a lack of leadership at the

central position of the offense.

Unless he improves, a season that

began with such promise for the

quarterback and the defending AFC
champions could end without a play-

off berth.

"When he's not on. It's hard for

us to be on," coach Pete Carroll said

"And when he is on, we can click."

They didn't last Sunday when
Bledsoe threw for 117 yards, the

fewest since he was a rookie in

1993, and failed to throw a touch-

down pass for the first time this sea-

son.

He said that was probably his

worst gams Since eighth grade.

"It was just a nightmare peifoi

mance lor us offensively," Bledsoe

said. "It really brings you down and

(when) you pile it on top of all the

other stuff that's going on ... it just

compounds it, makes it a bad week.''

The Patriots (b-5) won their first

four games, while Bledsoe had 12

touchdown passes and three inter-

ceptions. Since then, thes are 2-5

and he has nine scoring passes and

nine interceptions.

Bledsoe, hardly a vocal leader.

hasn't rallied his teammates.

"I don't think he's the recognized

leader of this team," Carroll said.

"He does lead at times but he if not

the obvious guy to step into the hud-

dle of the whole team and lead the

charge."

That assessment doesn't seem to

bother Bledsoe, who recognizes that

an impassioned speech "would be

outside my personality. It would
come across as lake and it wouldn't

be effective."

Collegian Web page: http://www.umass.edu/rso/colegian

OlOSMOBILE

JHittuttmati
VOLKSWAGEN

Patricia Dolan
SALES REPRESENTATIVE ®

TEL 617 275 8000
FAX 617-271 1325

39 NORTH ROAD
BEDFORD. MASS 01730
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Ticket City
Tkkttl for til mcmoni

Your Source For:

Concerts, Theatre, Ballet,

Sporting Events ft Sold Out Shows

Even Gift Certificates!

AND MUCH MORE!

4| Call TICKET CITY at ,\

617-787-2370

for Prices and Showtimesl

T><?«-*

Call 617-787-2370

Friday, Saturday, and

Sunday Nights

November

28, 29, and 30,

at the

Worcester Centrum

KM
CHI

WE DELIVER

586-2774
Sun -Weds Thurs-Sat

noon-midnight noon-2am

Marshall
Steinbeck

Complete Auto Collision & Painting

Service

(413) 256-8157
53 So. Prospect St. Amherst, Mass. 01002

STATE REG. RS #1212 MA LIC. #1398

Free People

Betsey Johnson

Bulldog

Esprit

Dollhouse

Soda Blu

Calvin Klein

Lingerie

XOXO
Co-operative

Tripp NYC
Buffalo Jeans

Candies

Chinese

Laundry Shoes

• And Lots

More!

25 CENTRAL
150 Main Street • Northampton, Mass.

Located Downstairs at Thornes • 413-586-8017
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PANDA EAST
CHINESE RESTAURANT & SUSHI BAR

"We bring Chinatown to you"

&8EST CHINESE RESTAURANT IN THE l/ALLE^
SINCE 1987

for sushi,

Sashimi and

VLMH

Starting At $3.95

7 DAYS A WEEK

Teriyaki Is

Available

7*

telephone: (413)256-8923/256-8924 fax: 253-1173

103 North Pleasant St. Amherst MA 01002

Delivery Express: 549-0077
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Collegian Classifieds
APARTMENT FOR RENT! EMPLOYMENT

University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)5451592

Room Available Jan 1st 2

bedroom apartment in

Puffton. Private bathroom.

$270/month Non-smoker

female preferred. Call 549-

2980

Take Over Our Leas*
Puffton Village 1 1/2 bed-

room renovated. Heat/Hot

Water included $660/month.

Available end of Dec 548-

8922

2 Bedroom Apt.

Easthampton. $485 per

month Take over lease

ASAP 527-9410

Dodge Colt 1989 Two door,

standard Very reliable

$1400 or best offer Call Wen
at (413)532-8184

Nissan 240SX 89 Excellent

condition, all extras. New
tires, brakes, clutch, muffler.

$4400 or B/0 Marcos 549-

6926

Subaru StationWagon
1987 For Sale High mileage

but runs great $1300 or B/0

Call Franziska 253-2163

1987 Olds Delta 88 Power

seats, doors, etc New tires

$1000 or B/0. 586-8164

1985 VW Quantum Wagon,

auto, new parts, needs work

$600 or B/0 Call 549-1995

1988 Buick Century
Wagon Tip top shape Great

winter car. $3000 or B/0
(413)253-2232

Wanted: Junk Cars Cash

paid everyday. 1-800-649-

4795

Need Holiday

Cash?

it Inive

• >tmg

.lie- '

mployers,

RESEARCH
INTERVIEWER

terviewers

at S5 ' regular

merit I have

flexible scheduling options

If you
J
ible Mon-

ind can

ast 20 Hrs Wk
call us at 413-587-1607 for

more information or to

arrange a personal

interview An Equal

Opportunity Employer

Can you write good project

proposal? Then make brisk

money. Call Evelyn 256-4176

Urgent.

Part-Time Job Available

Collegian Classifieds, on-

campus, earn great experi-

ence, flexible hours Apply

now for next semester
Applications are available at

the Collegian Office, Rm 113,

Campus Center

LIVE-IN Room/Board +

Salary & TIPS Two openings

Dec. 19 to early/mid April or

longer. Do dishes, rooms,

wait tables, prep, etc. in

southern Vermont inn. Work
hard Must be energetic and

pleasant. Call today- Elaine

(802)874-4140

EMPLOYMENT

Jobs For The Environment

Campaign with MassPirg to

reduce pesticide use.

Flexible schedule

$50-$75/day

Call Terry ©256-6434

Young Entrepreneurs- We
are looking to sell our odd

job/temp service. Perfect for

business or management
grads. 582-7956

CRUISE SHIP & LAND-
TOUR EMPLOYMENT
Learn about national/int'l

Cruise Lines and Land-Tour

companies Excellent bene-

fits + bonuses! World Travel!

Many workers earn up to

$2,000+/mo. Call Cruise

Employment Resources: 517-

336-0573 Ext. C50011

NATIONAL PARK
EMPLOYMENT- Discover

how to work in America's

Parks. Forests & Wildlife

Preserves. Competitive
wages + bonuses!
Seasonal/year-round. For

employment information,

call: (517)324-3081 ext.

N50011

FOR SALE

Laptop Computer
Printer with software,

or B/0 253-0258

and
$725

Willpower In A Bottle

Lose Weight

Doctor Recommended
100% Natural

Moneyback Guarantee

(413)259-1922

2 Phish Tickets Centrum,

Nov 28 B/0 Jason 549-0246

FOR SALE

NUTRITION
SUPPLEMENTS
Creatine 400G $29

Designer Whey Protein $26

Met RX $38

Fat Burners & More...

Call: 253-1850

Watch batteries, ear

piercing, eyeglass repairs,

jewelry restoration, diamond

engagements, wedding rings

Silverscape Designs, 264 N
Pleasant St., Amherst. 253-

3324 Open Daily

COMPUTERS!
New P166MMXfrom $995

Laptops, peripherals.

ZarVision 582-9198

V/MC/AMEX

Laptop Notebook Works
good $150 Good for school

Call Steve (413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for

computer. Works great Call

CPC (413)584-8857

HOUSE FOR RENT

4 Bed Cottage Type House

NoHo, No pets $900+
Skibiski Realtors 584-3428

MISCELLANEOUS

ATTN: ENTREPRENEURS
profit 1300% with the easi-

est money making system

ever designed. Investment

required 1-800-925-0984

PERSONALS

Bojj, Happy 2 year
anniversary. Boy does time

fly when you're having fun.

Hope the best of it continues.

I love you, Alan

PERSONALS
Congratulations Dan!!!

Just add it to the list of

amazing things you can do! I

am so proud of you, the toys

can't stop being so jolly!

ROOM FOR RENT

Room For Rent Private

home, furnished, kitchen priv-

ileges, parking, laundry,

quiet, friendly $335 a month

Jan 1st. Barbara 549-4853

One bedroom for rent in 4

bedroom house in Leverett.

Oil heat, washer/dryer, yard.

$275+. Available immediate-

ly. Call 548-8081

Room For Rent in house On

bus route Close to center of

Amherst. Available immedi-

ately. Call Sheldon @ 253-

9410

1 bedroom in 3. bedroom
apartment. Female prefer-

able. $325/month Jan 1st to

end of May Call 253-2961

One room available on

Main St On bus route and

short walk to town. Call 259-

9282 Available immediately.

Looking for 1 female to

share 4 bedroom apartment

in Alpine Commons with 3

females. 2 full bathrooms.

Right on bus route.

$300/month (everything

included) Starting 1/1/98.

Call Cara at 256-6351

I'm graduating! Take over

my room in a 6 bedroom
house. Great house, good
company. 1 .5 miles from

campus. Washer/Dryer For

more info call Lianne at 253-

9898

ROOM FOR RENT
Room for rent in 4 bedroom

apt. $300/month inc elec

Available Jan 1. Call 549-

9959

ROOMATE WANTED

Looking for female to share

two bedroom apartment in

Puffton $320/month. On bus

line. Call Candy 549-9293

Share a huge room off-

campus. Live closer than the

dorms! 549-9951

SERVICES

GET NOTICED! Number One
secret to resume writing for

college students and gen-x.

Send $6 00 check/money
order + business size SASE
to: Nina Smith, 507 Central

Avenue, No. 2, New Haven,

CT06515

Rental Problems?
Questions about your

lease/security deposit deduc-

tions? Questions about sub-

letting/assigning leases?

Questions about the condi-

tion of your new house or

apartment? Contact The
Student Legal Services

Office, 922 Campus Center,

545-1995.

Lose Weight Now
• Control Appetite

• Increase Energy

• All Natural Products

• Doctor Recommended
• 30 Day Money Back

Guarantee

Call (800)923-0498

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for

free testing and assistance.

549-1906

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK

1-800-234-7007
Itttp vu*w.wn(ll«%S3tjniiiit;rtouf :> tun

RELIABLE SPRING BREAK
TOURS

Bahamas, Cancun & Ski

Trips! FREE FOOD & FREE
DRINKS! Sign up before Nov
30. Organize a group- travel

free. Call for details and free

brochure. Call (888ISPRING

BREAK Today!

Spring Break and other

travel Special rates for stu-

dents. Call Travel Network at

(201)533-0300 1-800-699-

4988 outside NJ.

SPRING BREAK 98

Free food and drinks!

Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica

and Florida from $399
Organize a small group and

travel FREE! Highest commis-

sions and lowest prices. Call

Surf & Sun Tours to become

a campus representative.

(800)574-7577

Book Early And Save!

Great Spring Break destina-

tions. Best prices. Free par-

ties, drinks and food Call Eve

546-2111

Quebec City-

Ski/Snowboard Trip Dec 5-7

Two nights hotel, bus, 2 days

riding $149 545-3437

UMass Ski N Board Club

TRAVEL

Jamaica SPRING BREAK 7

days in Negril from $529 Go
with who you trust. UMass
Ski N Board Club 545-3437

New Year's Party- Quebec
City 5 days/4 nights. R/T bus

and Hilton Hotel. Call 545-

3437

Killington: Ski & Party

Week Jan 4-9. 5 nights

condo/5 days skiing. $285

Call 545-3437

Spring Break and other

travel Special rates for stu-

dents. Call Travel Network at

(201)533-0300. 1-800-699-

4988 outside NJ

COLLEGIAN
CLASSFIEDS

available

on

the

concourse

or

visit

our

friendly

office

in

the

campus

center

basement

Personals Policy Rates
All penoruls MUST be proofread by Collegian clas-

sified employees bHore payment and acceptance of

the classified

Last names MAY NOT be used in personals ONLY
first names and initials are allowed. The only excep-

tions are for birthday or congratulations personals, in

which case the full name may be used.

Phone numbers are not allowed im personals M)
EXCEPTIONS
Aiddresses *ve not allowed in personals this means
dorm room numbers as well.

Personals of a threatening o# derogatory nature are

not acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous

nature are not acceptable Personals may not be
used for the purpose of harassment.

f>. Profanity may not be used in personals

7. The personals section is for personals only. The per-

sonals section may NOT be used to sell items, seek

roommates, advertise meetings eti

8. All personals must have the name, signature, and
UMass ID number of the student placing the as

filled m on the insertion order. Non-students must
provide a valid driver's .Ujyeo>*' ""' th '' '" *'ns** num
ber must be retordecTon the 'Insertion order Use of

false identification or misrepresentation is subject to

penalties under the law

9 The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit

any personal that does not meet the Collegian's stan-

dards in accordance with the statutes of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts

Students

20(t per word/day

All others

40<£ per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and

legibly We are not responsible for errors result-

inn from illegible handwriting or type

Standard Headings
ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT
ENTERTAINMENT

FOR SALE
FOUND 12 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

THURSDAY. NOV 20

Conference — "Class
Intersections" a week-long focus on

issues of class and classism on cam-
pus and in the community includ-

ing: lecture- "Opening Another
Closet: Looking at Issues of Class

in the GLBT Community" by
Assistant Professor of Economics
Lee Badget. 12:30-2 p.m. in the

Campus Center, room 803; work-
shop- "In the Activist Kitchen:
Creatively Cooking Up Trouble" by

the group Art for a Fair Economy,
noon-2 p.m. and 4-6 p.m. in the

Campus Center, room 101: panel-

"Classism on Campus: Do the

Unions Help?" with Fred Wulkan.
4-6 p.m. in the Campus Center,

room 905; panel discussion and
speakout- "From our Side of the

Tracks: Voices of Working Class

Students, Staff, and Faculty" 4-6
p.m. in the Campus Center, room
903; videos- "Various Videos on
Issues of Class and Classism" 7-9

p.m. in the Campus Center, room
804.

Intramural Sports — The
Intramural Holiday Basketball
Tournament playoffs will begin at 6

p.m. in Boyden Gym.
Lecture — Inter-religious dia-

logues entitled "Life After Death"
from 7-9 p.m. in the Campus
Center, room 163C.

Meeting — Spectrum Magazine
will be having a general meeting at

5:30 p.m. in the Campus Center,

room 910. All are welcome to

attend. If you have any questions,

please call 545-2240.

Meeting — Ballroom Dance Club
is holding its weekly meeting from
5:30-7 p.m. in Totman 101. Come
learn dances like the Swing.
Foxtrot. Tango and more. Everyone

is welcome, no experience neces-

sary, we teach you there.

Meeting — The Peer Mentors
Network will be meeting from
6:30-8 p.m. in the Campus Center.

Information Desk will direct you to

exact room. Meetings are for stu-

dents and community members to

support and discuss issues concern-

ing disabilities. All are welcome to

attend. The topic will be

Disclosure. For more information,

call Peter at 545- 4602.

Poetry Reading — James Tate

reads from his poetry, 8 p.m. at

Memorial Hall. Part of the Fall

1997 Visiting Writers Series spon-

sored by the M.F.A. in English

Program

.

Reading/Discussion — Rafael

Campo, practicing physician, gay

Cuban American and winner of the

National Poetry Series 1993 Open
Competition will read and discuss

reflections of his works at 7 p.m. at

Food for Thought Book Store in

Amherst. Presented by Amherst
College Creative Writing Center's

Reading Series.

FRIDAY, NOV. 21

Conference — "Class

Intersections" a week-long focus on

issues of class and classism on cam-

pus and in the community includ-

ing: workshop- "Racism and
Classism" with Professor Barbara

Love, 10 a.m. -2 p.m. in the

Campus Center, room 162-175;

speakout- "Students as Workers:

Students Speak out About Working
Conditions and Economic
Insecurity," sponsored by the

Undergraduate Employees
Organization, noon-2 p.m. in the

Campus Center, room 803; work-

shop- "In the Activist Kitchen:

Creatively Cooking up Trouble" by

Art for a Fair Economy, noon-2
p.m. in the Campus Center, room
911; panel- "Class and Disability"

with Professor Patricia Silver, 4-6

p.m. in the Campus Center, room
803; cultural evening- "The Anti-

Classism Cabaret" from 7-9 p.m. in

Bartlett 65.

SATURDAY, NOV. 22

Service — Shabbat service at 6

p.m. at the Hillel House. )oin this

special service which will be led by

UMass Professor Julius Lester.

Comedy MISSION
IMPROVable will be performing
their free weekly comedy improv
show at 8 p.m. in the Campus
Center, room 163.

Sports — Women's Ice Hockey vs

Skidmore College at 1 p.m. in the

Mullins Center practice rink.

NOTICES

Applications — The Campus
Mediation and Negotiation Team is

accepting applications for its train-

ing this January 12-16.
Applications are available for any

UMass student at 222 Hampshire
House, Legal Studies. For more
information, contact Leah at

545-5882.
Art Contributions — The Student

Union Visual and Performing Arts

FYls are public service announcements printed

daily. To submit an FVI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the
Managing Editor by noon the previous day

Space is looking for contributions

to the Southern Asian Cultural
Exhibition which will show in the

spring of 1998. If you have any-

thing from artwork to crafts depict-

ing Asian culture, and would like

the opportunity to participate in

this exhibition, contact Amanda at

545-0792.

Art Exhibition — The Student
Union Visual and Performing Art

Space presents "Elan Vital" by
lanice Starmer from Monday, Nov.
17 - Nov. 21 with an opening
reception on Nov. 18 from 5-7

p.m. Gallery Hours are

Mon.-Thurs. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. and
Fri. 10 a.m. - 3 p.m. The gallery is

located in the south side of the

Student Union Building.

Jfc

Daily Listings sponsored by:

TV LISTING SPONSORSHIP FOR SALE
INQUIRE @ 545-3500

a HSCN Bulletin 83 CNN
Board 84 CNN SI

3 CBS/3 Hartford BB Headline News
a CBS/4 Boston SB UCTV

ABC/5 Boston 87 TBS

PBS/57 Springfield 88 BET
"7 HSCN Movie Ch. SB TV Land

UPN/20 Hartford 3Q Univision

Weather Channel 31 Comedy Central

10 NBC/30 New 38 Cartoon

Britain 33 Much Music

ti Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford18
13 WOCH & HSCN
14
14

International

UMass Academic TV 545-
17 HSCN Programming

IB
BO

TV-19
1 ABC/40 Springfield 3500
NBC/22 Springfield

THURSDAY EVEN

WEOH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
WVIT
WTIC
WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
AtE
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK

"SCfT
TIC
TNT
USA
"hbo"
MAX
SHOW

o

©

£

C 6:00
12

3

f
20

2«

WithborwX Business Rpt.

MOWS JL CBS News

CBS News

NtwtX ABC Newt

Full House I Boy-World

Cheers I

Home Imp

Creature*

News!
Mad Abo. You

Family Matters

NG
6:30

NBC Newt

Mad Abo. You

NBC Newt

Simpsons i~
NBC
Butlnee* Rpt.

ABC News

Mad Abo. You

Family Matter*

Northern Exposure I
WorldvTewI

Comic Relief [Make-Laugh

Wing* "Firestorm in Dresden"Wing* "Fi

Up Close

Suparmi

MTVUv
arket Debt

7:00 7:30
Newthour With Jim Lehrer I
Inside Edition

EslriX

Inside Edition

Fresh Prince

Wheel-Fortune

Judge JudyX
Ent Tonight

Seinfeld X
Wrteet-Forlune jJeopardy! X

Real TV X
Ent. Tonight

Chronide X
Fr*»h Prince

Jeopardy! I
Judge Judy X
Hard Copy X
Fraeier X

Newthour With Jim Lehrer X
Seinfeld X
Seinfeld ft.

CoechX

Fratter X
Frailer X
Coach X

Law A Order "Censure" X
Moneyllnel CroaeflreX

Dally Show (R)

Gimme Shatter

Sportacantar

Uv* (In Slereo)

Figure It Out |Ttny Toon

Twilight Zona

Hometjme (R) ]Homatlm* (R)

Kungfi

my
Twilight Zona

Baywet( I ThtCitch "The Contest"&(5:30) »» 'lndepen<lenc»pay"(\m YVi Smith. 'PO-I?

X

Stein's Money

a.
Wkend Klckoff

Intimate Portrait

My So-Celled Lite (In Slereo)

OougX [Rugretil

Time Trai "A Stranger in Tine"

Home Again |Home Again

Lot* A Clark-Supermen

Highlander The Series X~

C - Campus

Blrdwatch

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30
Women'* College Batketball: Preseason NIT - Teams TBA

NOVEMBER 20, 1997

Promleed Land "The Winner" Megnoele Murder (In Slereo) 48 Hour* (In Slereo) X
Mytteryl "The Sculplreas" X

Promited Land "The Winner'

20/20 X
*** "Edward Scruottmds" (1990, Fantasy) Johnny Depp. [New*

Friend* X |Unlon Square

Honey, I Shrunk the KJda X
Friend* X |Unlon Square

World's Deadllett Swarm* X
Friends X
This Old Ht*.

20/20 X

Union Square

Doctor*

MoeahaX ICIueieae X
«»'A"Slc^Co*f (IWI.Drtjne) Brian Boaworth.

Diagnotit Murder (In Stereo) 4» Hours (In Stereo) X
"MeduM'i CWQ997, Suspense) Christopher NotlTl

Seinfeld X Veronica

Fame LA. (In Stereo) X
Seinfeld X |Veronica

World's Scarlett Police Sting*

Seinfeld I jVtronica

ER "Freak Show" (In Slereo) X
Grace Under

ER "Freak Show" (In aereopiT

Myttery! The Sculptress" X
ER "Freak Show" (In Stereo) I

New* X LateShowX
Late Show X

Star Trek: Next Gener

NightHnel

Vibe

[Tonight Show

SimpaoraX"

Medusa's Chid"(Ml, Suspense) Chrittophar NottUff

IBrtdeahead Reviewed

Tonight Show'

Deep Space 9

Tonight Show

Malcolm-Eddie Malcolm-Eddie Newt

Biography "The Gampinos First Family of Cnme" (R)

Prime New* X [Burden-Proof |Larry King Uve X
t*V> "CadHac Utn' (1990.

oof |LarryKir>

Cornady) Hobln

Wild DiKQvery: Salmon jlnto Unknown [Movie Magic

College Football Southern Methodist at Texas Christian (Lot) I

M'A-S'H I
«* Rocky IV" (1985. Drama) Sylvester Stallone, fella Shire.

Unexplained "UFO Cults"

World Today X
Comic Relief [Make-Laugh

Wings "Guardians of tie Night"

Unsolved Myttarle* (In Stereo) I fr* "Twin S*»rt'[M9i, Smpanaa) Steptenle Kramer

Baavie-Butt.

Secret of AkliT Happy Day*

Be*vis-Butt

Seaquett DSV "The Regulator

Medical Detect I Without Warn

*t "ThaPiindpaf'^Wl, OnirMI

Walker, Texts Ranger X

<htA "Place* in the Hwrf (1964, Drama) Sally Field. 'PG' X
(516) *** "Ws Way Home''|*»Vi Wo" (1992, Satire) Oust*

Real Sports (R) (In Stereo) I~ *« "The Last

Wh "A V$ty^Saouir(\m SrWtey Long

Howard Stem

Wonder Years

: Private Party (R) fin Stereo)

Bewhched [I Love Lucy I [Odd Couple X
*V> "Uandnid* 1993) Brian Couarii Reeurrectiofi

Saving the Sphinx

Jama* Beluthj, Louis OoatettJr

[Micro Invader* (R)

» "Price Around* (1990,

Newt X
Fraeier I

Nightline X
Real TV I

Law A Order "Apocrypha" X
Scoria Mue

Dally Show IStein't Money

MoneyHne X

Justice Filet "Ugly Secrets'^

Sporttcenter X
Homicide: Ufa on the Street

T

Lovellne (In Slereo)

TaiTx [Newhart «

Time Trax "A Stranger in Time"

Medical Detect [Without Warn.
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Robotman By Jim Meddick
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UKE P. UTTLt SCHOtX GIRU."

Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dilbert By Scott Adams
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DOGBF-BJ RESEARCH CO.

FIRST QUESTION : WHAT
OOOOlD TOU LOSERS DO
IF K SrAALL OOG U)ITH

GLASSES TOOK ADVANTAGE
OF W?

COE COOULD COMPLAIN
TO T\A.E...<JrA... WHO-
EVER HANDLES THAT

SORT OF
THING! YEAH!

IT COSTS FIFTY BOCKS
TO FILE A COr^AINTjJ

ANO TEN
BOCKS TO

BORROW
A PEN.

Monkey Socials By Mookie Jackson
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Thatch By Jeff Shesol
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5P&AKING SHAKING.
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Non Sequitor By Wiley 8 Years In Brcaes By Eric Petersen
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Mallard Fillmore By Bruce Tinsley
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Kompus Kids By Adam Souliere
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Horoscopes
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) -

You will require I great deal of

energy to IM things through today,

so you must be tun to ne;it your

body in the manner it deserves.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — FOCUS on the intellectual side

of arguments today and you'll come

to understand that you can talk

your way out of almost anything!

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— You may be unusuallv mischie-

vous today, tempted to drop every-

thing and do the first irresponsible

thing that comes to minJ.

AQUARIUS (|an. 20-Fcb. 18)

— You will have to communicate

clearly and honestly with others

today if you want to see your plans

come to fruition on schedule.

PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20) —
Progress today depends upon your

ability to tnal yourself and others.

Once you give someone else a job

to do. let him Ot her do it!

ARIES (March 2 1 -April 19) —
You may not have all the informa-

tion you need to circumvent an

anticipated obstacle today. Patience

is indeed a virtue at this time.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
lou have been following the rules

lately, but you have not been doing

so in a creative and productive

manner. Take advantage of loop-

holes!

GEMINI (May 21-June 20) — A
friend may advise you to do away
with tradition and adopt a new way
of doing something. Do not make
any hasty decisions.

CANCER dune 21-July 22) —
You have been waiting for some-

one else to come through long

enough; today, you may have to

take the bull by the horns and go it

alone.

LEO (|uly 25-Aug. 22) — It is

important that you delegate author-

ity as much as possible today. You
will lessen your burden, and
encourage others to do good work.

VIRGO (Aug. 25-Sept. 22) —
Take time out from your busy
schedule to indulge a loved one in

a flight of fancy. Together, you may
be able to discover a new romantic-

outlet.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) —
You may be receiving the kind of

help you don't need at this time.

Today, make it clear just what you

require, and ask for it directly.

Quote of tJHe JT>«ay

Do you masticate with 32 of

your hard, white friends?

-Mr. Donkey Noodles

Attention student

artists:

Are you interested

in drawing a comic for

next semester. If you
are come on down to

the Campus Center

Room 113 and see

Laura Stock. Do not,

however, fail to bring

her some samples of

your comic strip.

Todqy#« P.C. Menu
Coil 545-2626 §•§• mmr* ImfmnmmtUm.

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Broccoli and cCheese Boboli

Fiesta Rice and Cheese
Scrod

Worcester

LUNCH
Tacos

Hungarian Noodle Bake

Ziti with Tomato Sauce

Vegetable Taco

ACROSS
1 Reach across

5 Pnnce of India

9 Subdue
14 Cartoonist Peter

15 Runner /atopek

16 Excessive
17 Scream and

shout
18 British subway
19 Straighten

20 One celled

animals
22 Wished for

enviously

24 Snoops
26 Octopus habitat

27 Come by
30 Froggiest

35 Urges
36 Type of chop
37 Luau dance
38 Stool pigeon
39 Patella

42 Greet formally

43 Affirm

4b Ope ra song
46 Hamburger

extra

48 Rustic
50 Tired

51 Musical note
52 Some parties

54 Eternal

58 Sharpest
62 Snafu

63 Mil truant

65 Pollster Roper
66 Licorice-like

flavoring

67 By oneself

68 Down in the

dumps
69 Loathed
70 Ship's steenng

mechanism
/I Attendance

DOWN
1 Poet Teasdale
2 Baby buggy:

Brit.

3 - Domini
4 Journalist's

need
5 Keep
6 Entertain

7 Crane's arm
8 Actor Guinness
9 Tremble
10 Turn loose

1

1

Work on text

1

2

Racing sled

13 Borrows
opposite

21 Invigorating

23 Japanese city

2b Blacksmith's

job

27 TV's Winfrey

28 Cheer at the

Met

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

(AlslKlsLtaciHioiPHciuizTcTol
mHB@ SHOO nSDHU
raan nmiiiH unmHa

WWra UTJHHHHDH

EJHMCa SDHEd UOHtl

raaHHHMa liimra

hhhbo wanH Hiira

BQHHH QCimH HHE3E]
1T|R|Y|S1TMDIY|E|DMW1E|L|D|
11?0 97 © '997 United Feature Syndicate

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Charbroiled Chicken Sandwich

Macaroni and Cheese
Scrod

Berkshire

LUNCH
Tacos

Spaghetti/Meatballs Tomaotoe Sauce

Meatball Grinder

American Grill Burger Scrod

EASTSIDE GRILL NIGHT

Chicken & Crawfish Creole Gumbo

Pork Loin with Mustard Crust

Apple Chutney
Horseradish Sauce

Barbacued Salmon

Ginger Black Beans

29 pole ramy day
31 Killer whale 49 Oozed
32 Jazz pianist 50 Ski race

Blake 53 Bikini e g
33 Sailing 54 Nursemaid

vessel 55 Actress

34 Like a lion's LoHobngida
coat 56 Leave

36 Llama country 57 Cummerbund
40 Backs of necks 59 Ms. Fitzgerald

41 Type of bear 60 Grass fungus
44 Solitary one 61 Heavy book
47 Money for a 64 Misfortune

1
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BC flunks out;

All hail Hodges
The Beanpot hockey tournament rec-

ognizes the best college team in the city

of Boston and last year it was won by

Boston University. In the age of Title IX.

women's hockey has bloomed to the

point that a women's Beanpot was
awarded to the Huntington Hounds
from Northeastern.

After BU dropped its baseball pro-

gram in 1 994, the definition of "Boston"

was broadened to include UMass for the

baseball Beanpot, and the Minutemen
have hopped on the Pike, as opposed to

the green line, to win the last two.

As the city's lone Division I-A school.

Boston College probably feels it has the

best chance of besting cross-town rivals

BU, Harvard and Northeastern on the

gridiron, but USA Today and this

Leigh Torbin

week's Sagarin computer ratings say

something else.

Sagarin says...BC is the third best

football team in the hub, ranking 94th,

behind Northeastern (76) and Harvard

(81).

Sagarin also says...The Atlantic 10

isn't too shabby compared to the Big

East. Five A- 10 teams are rated higher

than BC. Until being routed by New
Hampshire last week, BU (1-9) was

actually ranked ahead of Rutgers. Even

after moving up after their loss to

Miami, The State University of New
jersey is still ranked behind Rhode
Island (2-9) and normal A- 10 member
Dayton.

Also Prairie View A&M is ranked

ahead of both Washington and Florida.

Oh. sucker, "Sagarin didn't say." Go to

the back of the line you nit-wit. Stand

on one leg while you're at it. Sagarin

didn't say again, you los^r.

• It's always a shame to see the poli-

tics that plague so many big time sports

seep into the relatively pristine world of

hockey, but it's happening again, and

has nothing to do with Paul Kariya

holding out, refusing an offer of $70
million Disney Dollars from Anaheim.

Speculation abounds that

Wilbraham, home of Friendly's as the

big sign on the Pike will tell you, is also

home to an Olympic casualty. Bill

Guerin has proven he can win— taking

BC to the NCAA final four, the New
lersey Devils to the Stanley Cup in 1995

and the USA to the gold at the 1996

World Cup — but he might not get a

chance in Nagano.

The scrappy forward was mysterious-

ly left off the team, reportedly because

of issues stemming from his contract

holdout with Los Diablos. So, led by

Brett Hull, several American players are

mumbling about boycotting the

Olympics in support, arguing that issues

with an NHL team should not effect

standing with the national team.

The Olympics were originally a time

when the ancient Greeks would put their

political differences aside in the spirit of

good-natured competition. We appar-

ently live in a day and age where issues

like the Cold War can be resolved, but

apparently issues with pro teams are

even harder to settle than international

incidents in today's culture.

• I would be remiss this week without

offering my own tip of the ever-present

cap to Mike Hodges. Football coaches

can be arrogant, obnoxious SOBs, but

Hodges was the eternal antithesis and
the embodiment of a great guy.

It isn't easy to walk away from some-

thing after 20 years (I assume, I've only

been on this Earth for 22 on Saturday)

and Hodges did it with as much class

and dignity as possible amidst a dismal

season. It's often said that Hodges, or

anyone, is a great guy, but seldom is it

the absolute truth.

He's openly supportive of all UMass
teams and the coaches of those teams

reciprocate. Hodges has been spotted

watching Softball games in the rain,

(does Tom Osborne do that in nice

weather?) Hodges would be spotted at

soccer and Held hockey games during

breaks while in-season. He was every-

where and proudly cheering — seem-

ingly forever.

If you're reading this over a hamburg-

er in the Franklin DC, in the middle of a

Psych 101 lecture, or in your )A dorm
room high above Southwest, you proba-

bly weren't bom when Hodges arrived

in Amhetst. The year was 1978 and
Fleetwood Mac and a spry, young Stevie

Nicks dominated the air waves for the

first time.

Both of Hodges' daughters graduated

from UMass. and one of them still

works at the school — ensuring that

numerous others get their UMass
degrees like she did.

Maroon and white is quite literally in

the man's bloodstream, and while he

admits the program needs a transfusion.

he clearly does not. It's quite likely that

Athletic Director Bob Marcum will find

a position for someone you simply can't

afford to let go entirely.

Newly-promoted Associate AD for

External Affairs Bill Strickland has

been placed in charge of the search

committee to find a replacement for

Hodges as coach. It's possible

Strickland will find a more qualified

coach to lead the Minutemen into

Division l-A— hopefully.

But. in terms of an all-around person

for the job, he can't find a better man.

Leigh Torbin is a Collegian colum-

nist.

A-10 has become well-guarded
St. Joseph's Bey & URVs Wheeler lead strong conference backcourt

By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

The A-10's rise to the upper

crust of conferences can be

attributed in part to a recent

string of great guards.

This year is no exception.

The A-10 preseason
All-Conference teams were
announced at the conference's

Media Day back on Nov. 6, and

four guards were

named to the

first team:
including St.

Joseph's senior
Rashid Bey, who
was also named preseason
Player of the Year. Bey led St.

joe's to the Sweet Sixteen last

season, where they fell to

national finalist Kentucky.

All A-10 First Team
Rashid Bey- senior guard, St.

loseph's

Lenny Brown- junior guard.

Xavier

Gary Lumpkin- junior guard,

Xavier

Yegor Mescheriakov- junior

forward. George Washington

Tyson Wheeler- senior guard.

Rhode Island

Men's Hoop

Notebook

Camp in Indiana over the sum-

mer by Hoop Scoop magazine.

Clark has spent the last two
summers playing AAU ball with

the Boston Basketball Amateur
Club |BABC|, along with Monty
Mack and lonathan DePina.

"We're very excited Scott has

decided to come to UMass."
Flint said. "He is a pure
two-guard who has great quick-

ness and size. I
Clark |

plays the

game with a

lot of emotion
and intensity,

just the way
we play here

at UMass. He
should be a great fit for our pro-

gram."

All A-10 Second Team
Rasheed Brokenborough-

junior guard. Temple
Lari Ketner- junior center,

Massachusetts

Donnie Carr- sophomore
guard. La Salle

Tyrone Weeks- senior forward,

Massachusetts

Alexander Koul- senior cen-

ter. George Washington

Minutemen nab Clark...

UMass coach Bruiser Flint

announced Friday that the

Minutemen have received a

national letter of intent from
6-5 shooting guard Scott Clark,

a senior at Milford Academy.
Clark was named the

fifth-best guard at the Nike

Pre-season accolades...

Mack and DePina are expect-

ed to make quite a first impres-

sion on the A-10 this season.

Both first-year guards — Mack
sat out 1997 because of Prop 16
— have been named to the

A-10's All-Rookie team.

Great Alaska Shootout...

The Minutemen will get a

chance to prove their

1997-1998 motto "Have Game,
Will Travel" pretty quickly, i

After Saturday's midnight open-

er at Fresno State, UMass trav-

els to Alaska for the Great
Alaska Shootout, a tournament
they won in 1991. UMass will

spend Nov. 26-Nov. 29 in the

chilly locale, which includes the

likes of North Carolina. UCLA
and Purdue.

Massachusetts will open on
Wednesday, Nov. 26 against

Southwestern Louisiana, fol-

lowed by a date with either

Purdue or

Alabama-Birmingham. The
Minutemen will play three

games, regardless of whether
they advance to the finals or

not. The semi-final and final

rounds will be broadcast on
ESPN.

LAU«EN KOSKY 'COLLEGIAN

Lari Ketner (4) and Tyrone Weeks (34) fight for a rebound against

Marathon Oil last Saturday night in the Mullins Center.

Bitterness?

Just say no
I could go on and on about the

Patriots' debacle last Sunday. I

could comment on how there have

been few New England teams that

were as totally dominated. I could

talk about Drew Bledsoe and his

mosh pit incident at an Everclear

performance, and how it "didn't

affect (his) game." I could explain

how Max Lane can open up holes

on Thursdays, but not on Sundays.

1 could be bitter — but I'm not.

Kicking off Week 13, the Pats

host the Dolphins this Sunday, and

Jamie Jee

they'll be looking to knock them off

the pace for the AFC East title. I'm

going to bet that New England can

get more than just a first down in

the first half.

No matter how much more free-

dom the Pats may have in the

post-Parcells era. they know it's

time to get their act together. If

their previous losses weren't a

wake-up call, their embarrasment
in Tamba Bay certainly was. Tampa
Bay visits 'da Bears — a deceiving

1-10 — who will have to stop a

feisty Mike Alston and a calculat-

ing Trent Dilfer.

The Patriot secondary will be

tested by Dan Marino's arm who,

as we saw Monday night, can still

thread the needle. )immy Johnson's

defense isn't bad, but its not

Dallas, and the Pats can run on it.

That could take some pressure off

Bledsoe, and we know what Drew
can do when he's confident.

• Although the AFC fast remains

interesting, there's a division in that

other conference that's stirring up
some talk.

Yeah, the NFC Central. There are

the defending Super Bowl champi-

ons still atop the division, but both

the Vikings and the Bucs now own
identical records to Green Bay's at

lurntoNFL. page 12

UM athletes honored by USA and region
By Jorma Kansanen
Collegian Staff

Some people want to party like it is

1999, but for two members of the

Massachusetts Softball team, the year

2000 is more on their minds.

This week, junior pitcher Danielle

Henderson and senior first baseman
Kim Gutridge were selected by USA
Softball to a pool of 60 players that

will participate in international com-
petitions leading up to the 2000
Olympics in Sydney, Australia.

The pool of 60 players will be bro-

ken up into three-tiers, with the top

tier representing the nucleus of the

current national

team.

Henderson, who
was a third-team
All-American, a

Women's College
World Series

All-Tournament
selection and the MVP of the NCAA
East Regional held here in Amherst

last May. was selected to the second

Massachusctts

Notebook
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junior pitcher Danielle Henderson, along with senior Kim Gutridge, was
selected by USA Softball to compete against international competition in

preparation for the 2000 Olympics.

tier level.

Gutridge lias already played twice at

the national level, being a member of

the- U.S. squad that

qualified for the

1998 ISF Women'sWorld
Championship and

the 1999 Pan-
American games
this past summer,

and was selected to the third tier level.

For Henderson, the culmination of

a lifetime of work can evolve over the

next two years into a possible spot on

the defending gold medal-winning
squad.

"I'm thrilled, especially looking at

some of the names on the list with

me," Henderson said. "It's nerve

wracking, but this will help me reach

mv goal of going down to Australia for

the Olympics.

"Now, I feel that I am one step clos-

er and the dream is becoming more-

real."

• Selections for the Northes!

Regional All-America team in field

hockey were announced this week as

well, and by no surprise. I Mass was

well represented.

The Minutewomen's leading scorer

this season, junior Erica lohnston, was

selected to the first team, while
seniors Sharon Hughes and Amy Ott

and junior Kate Putnam were given

second team honors.

The first team selection wraps up a

stellar season for lohnston. who led

the team with 24 goals and three

assists for 51 points and was named
the MVP of the Atlantic 10

Championship, was selected to the

A-10 All-Conference team and was a

four-time A - 1 Player of the Week.
Hughes and Ott were the rocks of

the Minutewoman defense this past

season, with Oil being named to her

second consecutive A-10
All-Conference team this past MMOCI

For Putnam, this is her third sec

ond team Northeast Regional sclee

tion. after being named to

All-Conference team for the first time

this year

• Sophomore guard Kelly Van
lluisen was named the WHMP/UMass
Athlete of the Week at the sports lun-

cheon yesterday, with this being the

first time she has received this honor.

Van Huisen scored a career-high 24

points, on 9-16 shooting that included

a perfect S-3 from three- point range,

in the Minutewotnan's 72^7 disman-

tling of Wagner College in their season

opener last Sunday afternoon at the

Mullins Center.

A preseason A-10 second team
selection, Van Huisen was named to

the A-10 All-Rookie team last year.

The previous career-high for the

native of Haverhill was in UMass'
75-60 win over Korie Hlede and
Duquesne, with Van Huisen scoring

21 points in the A-10 quarterfinal

win.

The next game for the

Minutewomen will be next Tuesday,

as they head to Hartford to face the

Hawks of said city.

IORMA KANSANEN/COI LEGIAN

junior Erica lohnston, the Minutewoman's leading scorer this season,

was named to the first team Northeast Regional team this week.

From New Jersey with love: the Devils are at the top of their game
Despite the fact that Newark

International Airport scares the hell

out of me (especially after my
Midnight Express- like experience

coining back from England two years

ago. Inn's that another column) and

the New lersey Turnpike is literally a

highway of hell, I like the Garden
State.

It has an amazing view of the New
York City skyline, especially at the

break of dawn when the sun shines

off of the Twin Towers.

It has Bruce

It has |on Bon |ovi...no. I'll have to

take hack that one.

It has Rutgers. ..damn. I'll take

back that one,

too.

But, whatever
— they do have

the Devils, and
I'm a big, big fan.

And not just

because I picked them as the upset

special this season in the Eastern

forma Kansanen

Conference, but because they're a

rock solid team.

Calling the Arena Formerly Known
As Brendan Byrne home. New k*M)

has once again

made a niche for

themselves at the

top of the confer

eiue With a 14-5

record, while onh
being one point

behind Philadelphia for the confer-

ence lead, the Devils have stuck to

their guns this season — defense.

Well, actually to their unlikely gun

in All- World goalie Martin Brodcur

The Montreal native has once again

stepped up as the premier goallender

in the NHI . with an outstanding 1.65

GAA and an anemic .950 save per

eentage. It is appropriate that hockey

games are mostly played at night,

because this guy is sucking the blood

out ol opposing offenses

Get it'.' Devils - vampires? Aah.

just forget about it

If Brodeur is not the starter for the

Olympic team this February in

Nagano, then, then, then... I don't

know, I'll be mad. but not mad
enough to stop watching the
Olympics.

But. I dig! csv

But it is not all Brodcur. and his

defense has kept the number of shots

allowed on him down. He is not even

close to the numbers that

Washington's Olaf Kolzig (471 saves)

Turn to NHL, page 12

— + "f-
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The queen of punk,

Exene Cervenkova

The Replacements
and X return with

career retrospec-

tives, one sinks and

one swims. We sort

it all out (Arts &
Living, page 5).

Tark the Shark
battles Bruiser

Two coaches with

great nickna.nes

face off as the

Minutemen travel

to Fresno State to

run with a talented

Bulldog squad
Saturday night (see

Sports, page 1 0).

WORLD

Burglars make off with

$1.7 million in jewels

LONDON (AP) — Two armed
robbers stole gems worth roughly

$1.7 million in a rooftop raid on a

workshop used by Cartier jewelers,

police said Thursday.

Scotland Yard said two masked
men broke into the fifth floor work-

shop through a skylight Wednesday
evening, threatened two workers
with shotguns and tied them up
before escaping with a haul of valu-

ables.

There were reports that up to

SI 00 million of finished jewelry,

uncut stones and precious metals

were stored in the English Art Works

space on New Bond Street. But

Cartier's managing director, Arnaud

Bamberger, estimated that less than

J1.7 million in jewelry and gems
were taken.

Vendome Luxury Croup SA —
which owns Cartier — said the

stolen jewelry was of no "significant

value" and did not belong to

clients. The workshop was insured,

it said.

Britain's largest recent robberies

were a $40 million gold bullion raid

from Brinks-Mat in 1983, and a raid

several years later on a safe deposit

box center opposite Harrods depart-

ment store that netted robbers $48

million.

NATION

Principal suspends

1 ,200 students

BALTIMORE (AP) — When the

principal of a troubled high school

ordered students to report to their

homerooms to pick up their report

cards, hundreds refused and gath-

ered at the front doors, chanting:

"Hell, no, we won't go!"

Principal Alice Morgan-Brown sus-

pended 1,200 of Northern High's

1,800 students. She said Thursday's

mass suspension was meant to show
she's serious about maintaining
order.

Parents are outraged. They say the

principal and the school are out of

control.

And the interim schools chief,

Robert Schiller, criticized Morgan-
Brown for her action. Yesterday she

rescinded the suspensions while

Schiller held out the possibility of

disciplinary action against her.

"I am disturbed a*, taking this kind

of mass action," he said. Ms.
Morgan-Brown ordered the suspen-

sions on Monday — to take effect

yesterday — after hundreds of stu-

dents refused to pick up their report

cards at trie end of the school day.

Students complained that forcing

them back to their homerooms for

the last 1 5 minutes of the day would

have forced them to miss their buses

home.
The high school in north

Baltimore is an area of tidy brick

houses and well-kept yards where
professional and working-class fami-

lies live.
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Amherst gets parking garage;

Kitchell plan approved Wed.
By Paul Hayes
Collegian Staff

AMHERST — Compromise carried the das as a parking

garage design was finally chosen at the Amherst Town
Meeting on Wednesday night.

An amended form of architect Peter Kitcheli'l garage

plan, created only hours before the Town Meeting began,

was approved by a vote of 1 35-57. which cut close to the

two- thirds vote of 128-64 needed for the motion to par*.

The Kitchell plan, which calls for an underground

garage, was changed to include the possibility of future

upward expansion in the wake of Monday's defeat ol the

larger Meyer and Meyer architectural linn's garage pro-

posal by a vote of 100-95.

This possibility of expansion is facilitated by the rein-

forcement of the garage's foundation, in order to support

the weight of future parking decks.

According to Kitchell, the compromise was ottered to

him by Town Meeting members Steve Calcagnino and

Alan Root, and they and Town Manager Barry Del

Castillo. Select Board member Bryan Harvey, and Alan

Peterfreund spent four hours hammering it out.

Del Castillo and the Select Board had originally backed

the Meyer plan.

Kitchell said that the compromise maintains his original

$4 million project estimate, and preserves his garage's

image despite the prospect of an above ground structure.

David Ross, of precinct nine, who entered the parking

debate supporting KitcheU's plan, then switched over to

supporting the Meyer plan, supports the compromise and

said it blows his mind that people would not vote for the

compromise plan.

"I can't imagine how we can shoot ourselves in the foot

by voting against leaving our options open in the future,"

Ross asked. "Why rob ourselves of the ability to meet

changing times and trends?"

Tom Asher, of precinct eight, said that he felt people

were holding onto their garage loyalties like talismen,

rather than proposals needing to be massaged and worked

on.

Many potential garage opponents were concerned that

the garage would take away from Amherst's image.

Yet UMass professor Howard Ziff argued that this was

a wrong perception.

Rising in support of this article, I'm not saying we
must bow our heads to the juggernaught of the future, this

[compromiae] article does the opposite," Ziff said. "[By

voting for it] we face the juggernaught of Route 9 and the

malls — and we'll do the best we can."

Original Kitchell

Some supporters of the original Kitchell plan, though,

felt betrayed by the compromise.

Town Meeting member and former Kitchell supporter

\ ince O'Connor, angered by the compromise, said that it

went beyond the scope of the original plan.

"If an above ground deck is built, the aspects of the

Kitchell plan which got public support — such as the park

Turn to PARKING, page 2

Alumni pres. "lives" on campus
Qoodhue spends two nights in Washington, recalls experience

By Tamar Carroll

Collegian Staff

Alumni Association President

Robert Goodhue asked the

University of Massachusetts faculty

to "tell their stories* to the citizens

of the Commonwealth.
Goodhue addressed the faculty

Senate at their meeting yesterday

and told them about his experiences

living at the University in October.

On Oct. 23-24. Goodhue stayed

in Washington Tower and attended

classes h) order to learn about ^tu

dent life at UMass. He was extreme-

ly pleased with what he saw. for the

most part. Goodhue said.

"It was a tremendously positive

experience." Goodhue said. "I was

certainly rejuvenated.*

He was especially impressed \y ith

the quality of teaching he observed .

"The level of instruction we I

superb." Goodhue said. "I just want

to thank you for the great job you

do teaching the students."

However, he was upset to hear

that several students had been dis-

couraged from coming to UMass by

their high school guidance counsel-

lors.

"The only negative thing about

my experience brings me to my cru-

sade and that of the Alumni
Association,* Goodhue said.

"Several students told me that their

guidance counsellors had expressed

disappointment with their choice ol

school."

Goodhue said it was imperative

las the I Btversit* and the Alumni

Association to take proactive mea-
sures to challenge the poor percep-

tion of the University held by some
guidance counsellors and other state

residents, especially in Eastern

Massachusetts.

"We can and we must change this

view," Goodhue said. "Their atti-

tude towards you is born of igno-

rance."

Goodhue said he is aware of the

faculty's many academic accom-

plishments, but many citizens are

not. The solution. Goodhue said, is

for the faculty themselves to stress

their achievements to leaders and

voters in the Commonwealth.
"Write the Speaker of the House

|of Representatives], the Senate

President and the governor."

Goodhue said. "Thank them for

their support in recent years, and

tell them about your students and

your research and their importance

to the nation and the world. You'll

be surprised by the responses you

get"

Goodhue announced the comple-

tion of the Alumni Association's

first Strategic Action Plan, which he

said will augment financial support

to faculty and the W.E.B. Du Bois

Library.

"Among our primary goals is to

increase support of faculty and stu-

dent programming." Goodhue said.

The Alumni Association plans to

give financial awards to faculty for

Turn to ALUMNI, page 2
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Looking into the future
An area high school student rehearses for tonight's performance of

"Looking into the Future" at Hampden Theatre.

Carey barred from election

By Kevin Garvin

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Four days after

Teamsters President Ron Carey was

barred from a rerun election, a court-

appointed overseer requested a 45-

day delay in the election yesterda) bl

order to investigate charges of

improper fund raising against chal-

lenge! laine^ p. Holla

Benetta Mansfield, the interim

election officer, told U.S. District

Court fudge David Edelstein that if

the investigation was not complete at

the end of 45 days, she would still be

able to set a new timetable for voting.

Nominations for new candidates

were due on Dec. 5, but with Carey

vowing to appeal and Mansfield

under orders to investigate Hoffa

there vwis little hope that deadline

could be met.

"Under the timetable now set by

Turn to HOFFA, page 3

"Art for a Fair Economy" holds workshop on classism
By Jason Eiseman

Collegian Staff

As part of a week long conference

focusing on issues ol class and classism.

the group "Art for a lair Economy'

held a workshop entitled "In the activist

Kitchen: Creatively Cooking Up
Trouble." a skills workshop focusing on

using artistic and creative ways to alert

the public to the growing gap between

the have's and the have not's.

Andrew Boyd. Arts and Direct

Action Coordinator for United for a

Fair Economy, and self-proclaimed

minister of culture, led the workshop

of what he called "artful activism.''

The workshop takes participants

through a series of theater exercises,

before analytically discussing wealth

and the political theater. People who
go through the workshop are welcome

to join a street performance that will

be going on throughout the afternoon

today. "It's popular art that's of politi-

cal use." Boyd said.

"A workshop on how to do theater

and cultural events in support of con-

cerns of the growing divide between

the wealthy and the rest of the folk."

slid lerry Koch-Gonzalez, an alumnus

of the School of Education and an

Amherst resident who attended the

workshop. * It's just another way to

help people know about how the rich

are getting richer and the rest of us are

not." he said.

Bovd uses food metaphors to

describe some of the actions of his

group, which explains the culinary title

of the workshop. He is also the author

of the organizing manual for United

for a Fair Economy, called "The
Activist Cookbook."

With "recipes" such as "3-Minute

Meals: A buffet of quick and dirty

actions and simple ways to spice up rou-

tine events." this book is written to help

anyone who wishes to become active in

the war against economic inequality.

One of the "cuisine's" Boyd

described was called saturation poster-

ing. United For a Fair Economy lets up

posters on the Internet that people can

download, and then organizes several

days throughout the year in which

groups can get together nationally and

saturate an area with posters.

Boyd described the national organi-

zation, established in 1994. as a group

dedicated to stop the "growing eco-

nomic divide* between the wealthy

and the rest of the people.

Boyd uses the popular arts to alert

people to the problem ol this econcnk
di\ ide. flic Class Acts Theater Troupe.

is pan ol the \rt for a Fair Economy.

According to Boyd Class Acts has

played at the Ben and lerry's share-

holders meeting, and for the Canadian

Labour Congress.

According to a release by United for

a Fair Economy advertising the work-

shops. Martin Hanratty. Organizing and

Education Director for the Canadian

Labour Congress said. "This workshop

gave a whole neyv meaning to the word,

'theater' Not only did I discover it was

something I personally could do, but I

saw how it could be a potent political

tool in our organizing work."

Class Acts will play at the

Anti-Classism Cabaret Tonight at

Battlett Auditorium, room 65, from

7-9 p.m.

Views on life

debated in re

By Victoria Groves
Collegian Staff

The last discussion in a five put

series of inter-religious dialogues

took place last night at the

University of Massachusetts regard-

ing views on life after death.

Members from three different

religions participated in the discus-

sion, all of whom believe in some

sort of life beyond death
' Is there life after death? It's

really not a question. The newer i-

yes. If there wasn't, there would be

no meaning to this life. There
would be no justice." said

Mohammed Ali Hazratji. represen-

tative of the Islamic Society of

Western Massachusetts,

Panelist Carol Rutftetn, member
of the Baha'i Faith Community,
also attesteil to the existence of life

after death, but believes it to be a

non-physical place.

"Since the soul is non-physical,

the next life is a BOtl physical

place. It does not have time or

space. But we do know that there

are rewards and punishments for

this life." Rutstcin said.

Representing the Christian reli-

gion, loan Hansen, a forensic ps\

chologist and member of the

after death

ligious series

Wesley United Methodist Church

spoke about the Christian view on

the afterlife.

"Christianity doesn't define the

afterlife and that mystery is some
of the fascination." Hansen said.

Hazratji acknowledged the fed

that no one is sure what lies

beyond this life, but read passages

from the Koran to support his

views.

"Logically, how can we be sure

[of life alter death |
.' The dead lolks

have not come back to tell us.

Science is not going to help us. it

doesn't tell us what will happen in

the future. But God has revealed it

in the last testament." Hazratji

said.

"People who did not get justice

here will get justice there, because

He is the final judge."

I very religion seems to focus on

a life alter death. We don't know
what it is. yve can only hope and

wish. Life after death, whatever

that may be. makes sense." Hansen

said.

The Baha'i faith believes that

religion is one vast historical

process and that the purpose of

this life is to become acquainted

Turn to LIFE, page 3

Classism issues discussed

in class panel discussion
By Erin M. Baumgartner

Collegian Correspondent

Fluorescent pink and yellow stickers

posing the question. "One percent of

the U.S. owns 40 percent of the

wealth... what's your share?" were

plastered along walls and posters at the

University of Massachusetts, advertis-

ing the week- long programs discus-

sions and performances dealing with

issues of classism at the University and

in the community as a whole.

The most recent of these events

was a panel discussion and speakout

called, "From out side of the tracks:

Voices of working class students,

staff and faculty."

The programs consisted of a small

"panel" of mostly students who were

willing to share their stories of social

class and their encounters, past and

present, with classism.

Thomas Coish, head attorney for

student legpl services, acted the moder-

ator of the discussion. Coish explained

the importance of such a pan .!

"Issues of being from t working

class or poorer class are not well dis

cussed, and many students at this

University come from those classes.

There is a myth in the United States

that we are a classless society which

provides equal opportunity for every-

body. This is not really entirely true."

Given this introduction, the discua-

sion yyas opened to students. Most of

the discussion revolved around issues

of classism at the I nivcrsity.

Freshmen Keryn Gormen brought

up the dilemma ol applying for finan-

cial aid at a large university,

"When we had to fill out the

FAFSA forms, it yyas ridiculous." she

said. "My mother hail to send them

back about four times to get a good

package, and each time explain that it

was just her Income that we were liv-

ing off of. I was also sui prised when I

saw how many Wealthy people there

are here. I thought it would be more

middle class people. I have become
very aware of the division between
myself anil other people."

Coish sympathized with Gorman's

situation

"It's interesting. If you are truly

very poor, then you will get great

packages and financial aid but once

you cross that line to the

middle/lower class you're not going

to be given anything." Coish laid

Maria Santoro, a sophomore raised

in a "ridiculously hard -working fam-

ily" discussed economic smius m the

social perspective

"I think it's very hard to have

wealthy friends here I ast night for

example, my friends were all talking

Turn to CLASSISM ,
page 2

Clinton waits

for Iraq's move
By Terence Hunt

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Refusing to

trust Saddam Hussein, President

Clinton said yesterday he would

"wait and see" whether Iraq

allows weapons inspectors to

resume work. The White House
insisted Saddam would not be

rewarded for retreating and sent

more militarv force to the Persian

Gulf.

"This is not over." declared

Sandy Berger. the president's

national security advisei

Three weeks after triggering an

international showdown. Saddam
suddenly revoked his ban on
American weapons inspectors in

Iraq. U.N. inspections chief

Richard Butler said that if all goes

well they would be "back in busi-

ness on Friday."

Underscoring U.S. skepticism

about Iraq, the Pentagon contin-

ued its buildup, dispatching F- 16

and F-15 fighters, B-l long-range

bombers, refueling planes and sol-

diers to man Patriot air defense

missiles.

The White House insisted

Saddam got nothing for backing

Turn to IRAQ, page 3
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parking
continued from page 1

HM will have to be removed."

O'Connor said, **( the compromise)
will lead to the defeat of the original

article itself."

Harry Brooks, ol precinct six. sup

ported the original Kitchell plan

because of the way it turned
Boltwood Walk into a pleasant area,

but opposed the compromise propos-

al.

"Another story is exactly what I

never wanted." Brooks said. "I don't

feel we need to duplicate

Northampton.

"

Roger Wallace said that there is lit-

tle possibility of a parking deck being

built.

"If anyone in 1 3 years of Town
Meeting thinks it'll be easy to add a

parking deck, they're crazy." Wallace

said. "People from the Town Meeting

are crazy — in a positive sense —
and would never get a deck a

two-thirds vote."

Hwei-Ling Greenuy. whose dis-

trict includes McLellan Street and

the Southwest Dorms, said she

voted against the compromise
because it did not fit her vision of

Amherst.

"By attracting more cars, the cen-

ter becomes more congested,"

Greenuy said, "more congestion will

deter pedestrians from coming into

town."

In regards to downtown business-

es, most of which supported the larg-

er Meyer plan because it would bring

more customers to the area. Greenuy

is not concerned.

Amherst has a student base of over

25.000 at both UMass and Amherst

College within walking distance of

downtown, giving business a broad

base of pedestrian shoppers, Greenuy
said.

"I say to businesses wanting more
business, go to Northampton where
there is a garage," Greenuy said.

Meyer supporters

Some former supporters of the

Meyer plan were also a little disgrun-

tled at the resulting compromise.

[Nickl Seamon, owner of the Black

Sheep Deli, said that the compromise
garage was not big enough, and criti-

cized the town for not taking a proac-

tive approach to it's problems.

"They want to preserve the town
the way it was." Seamon said. "But in

doing nothing it still changes — there

are no longer diverse shops, and the

theater is almost gone."

Ira Bryck said that if the town
doesn't go forward, it goes backward.

The Northampton garage was
built to accommodate double the

city's estimated parking need, where

as the Amherst garage is planned to

.kv ommodate only half of down-
town Amherst parking need. Bryck
said.

Bryck said that he'd been locked

out of the Northampton garage
because it was full to capacity on
numerous occasions, and that people

couldn't find a single person opposed

to the Northampton garage now.

Ziff said that compromise
shouldn't make everyone completely

happy, and in fact should make no
one completely happy.

"The time comes when we should

say 'it's not our paradise, but it's

good enough,'" Ziff said.

Downtown problems

Town Meeting representatives of

precinct five, the precinct including

Boltwood Walk and downtown
Amherst, had conflicting views on
whether or not their constituents

wanted or needed a garage.

"For a year my constituents in the

Clark House and Ann Whalen
Apartments have been saying 'don't

put in a garage, it's my front yard,'"

Lisa Feldman said.

Feldman said that she supported

the original Kitchell plan because it

would be finished quickly, in six

months; but the compromise creates

a perpetual uncertainty for the areas

elderly and disabled residents about

future inconveniences.

The compromise plan would
involve these residents in a potential-

ly exhausting, hard and lengthy fight.

Feldman said.

The parking garage would increase

noise, pollution and congestion in

town, Raleigh Turner said.

Pat Church voted against the com-

promise because her constituents had

not given her the O.K. to vote for a

garage with unlimited possibilities.

"I was going to vote on Kitchell's

(original] plan," said Church, "but I

don't believe in this compromise."

Many Town Meeting members sup-

ported the original Kitchell plan

because they thought it was not "real-

ly a garage," a supposition which
under the compromise is falsely held

Turner said.

"I want to tell you it's really a

garage." Turner said, "it can and will

be built up. there's always going to

be a need for parking."

Logistics and financing

Some town meeting representa-

tives questioned the financing of the

compromise plan.

Ruth Hook, of precinct two, voted

against the compromise because she

felt there were too many financial

questions left unanswered.

"It'll cost more than $4 million to

reinforce the foundation." Brooks

said.

Turner said that the town would
have the $4 million in state funds the

town is using for the garage until the

year 2001.

"We have time to think before we
leap," Turner said.

Acquisition by the town of land

owned by the Amherst
Redevelopment Authority (ARA),
essential to construction of a garage

at Boltwood Walk, would be

$100,000 cheaper with the accep-

tance of the compromise plan, ARA
member Larry Kelly said.

The ARA may give the land over to

the town for construction of the com-

promise garage plan, which they

would not have done had the original

Kitchell plan passed.

Previously the ARA had taken the

position that they might have given

the land over to the town at no charge

if the Meyer plan was accepted.

In regards to the sort notice given

on the compromise, Finance
Committee acting chair Brian Morton

said it would have been nice for the

committee to have made a thoughtful

opinion on it.

Yet he said that he was not uncom-

fortable with it.

Select Board member Hill Boss

said he also found out about the

compromise proposal at the last

minute, and said that in all levels of

government there is nothing unusu-

al about last minute compromises.

A building committee will now be

formed by the town to ensure that all

design and construction aspects of the

next phase of garage development

meet town approval and specifications.

Trie committee will consist of three

members who supported the Meyer
plan, three who supported the

Kitchell plan, and three more judged

by these six to be "garage neutral."
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Campus Police Log
Accident — Property Damage
/Vow. 18

A minor two vehicle accident

was reported on Stockbridge Road

Annoying Behavior

Nov. 18

An individual was reported for

bothering others in the DuBois
Library.

An unruly individual was
removed from a bus on Presidents

Drive.

Fireworks were reported in

I.each Residence Hall.

Larceny

Nov. 17

An individual reported illegal use

of a debit card in the Campus Center.

Nov. 18

An individual reported a parking

permit stolen on Natural Resources

Road.

A bookbag was reported stolen

from Lederle Reaearcfa rower,

An individual reported illegal UBS

Ol credit card in |ohn Ouincy

Adam-- Residence Hall.

Vov. 19

An individual reported scientific

journals stolen from Middlesex

House
The front wheel and shock were

reported itoleo from u bicycle on

Orchard Hill Drive

Traffic Stop

Nov. 19

lames K. Harris. 21 . of 37

Brenda In.. Belchertown. was
slopped on Southwest Circle and

charged with operating a motor

vehicle alter revocation of registra-

tion plate.

Vandalism

Vov, 17

A windshield was reported

mathed on a vehicle in Lot 71 on

Maim IiiiiHH Ave.

A swastika was found on an ele-

vatoi panel in MeNamara Hall.

Vov. 18

A window was broken OB a vehi-

cle in Lot 1 1 on Stadium Drive

A window was broken on a vehi-

cle in I oi 80 on Lincoln Apartment

Drive.

Damage was done to a vehicle in

I oi 22 on University Drive

Damage was done to a vehicle in

Lot 22 on University Drive.

Damage was done to a vehicle in

Lot ii on Stadium Drive.

Homophobic graffiti was written

on an elevator panel in Washington

Residence Hall.

Nov 19

Homophobic gratliti was written

on an elevator panel and stairwell

in Coolidgc Residence Hall.

Pornographic material was

affixed to a mural in Baker

Residence Hall.

classism
continued from page 1

about spring break. They kept asking me to go with them
but I can't. It's not matter of I don't want to go with

them and have fun, it's that 1 couldn't afford it." Santoro

said.

Santoro feels fortunate to have been raised in a working

class family.

"My parents have instilled in me a great sense of values

and I appreciate things so much more than most people,"

Santoro said.

Coish spoke of the dire economic situations which some

students are placed in. and said that they receive little to

no assistance or sympathy from the University.

"I know a lot of people are laced with money problems

and when it spirals out of control and they face suspen

lion, eviction or expulsion," Coish said. "Students who

have financial problems gel treated pretty shabbily. It is

one of my dreams that the students of color and the white

working class students will form a coalition on this cam

pus. work toward'- consciousness raising and finally make

some changes."

alumni
continued from page 1

teaching, research and community service. Goodhue
said, and to eventually fund an endowed faculty chair.

Goodhue also told the Senate not to worry about

Board of Higher Education Chairman lames Carlin's

recent attacks on tenure.

"His bombastic attacks are nothing more than that."

Goodhue said. "If they become more, be will experience

my fury and the fury of our 170.000 alumni."

Faculty Senate President lohn Bracey said he was
reassured by the support of the Alumni Association and

the administration on the issue of tenure.

"We should be aware that we are not in this fight

alone." Bracey said. "We have strong support in our

alumni and our administration."

In other business, the Research library Council pre-

sented the last three white papers (preliminary plans)

on library restructuring to the Senate.

The papers are the result of the library Staffs plan-

ning efforts to improve the library system at UMaM in

the coming years.

They outline goals for the library system and offer

possible ways of meeting those goals. For example,

one goal is to improve the service* and appearances ol

the main floor. An expansion into the current court-

yard area is one possible method of achieving this goal

which is outlined.

lulie Brigham-Grette. the acting chair of the council,

asked for faculty response to the papers, while Margot

Crist, Director of Libraries, said it is essential to plan

for the future of the library system.

"We are seeing a timeline where these facilities will

be less and less adequate in the coming years." Crist

said. "Absolutely we have to think of what the future is

for those spaces."

Wednesday'! article entitled "A nice mix of comedy and safe tax,"

Bedtime Players actor Brian Burns hat the AIDS virus. The character he portrays in the tex-edutaHee the-

ater production has AIDS. The Collegian regrets the error.
BBBBBBBBB
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Kaczynski shows annoyance

as Unabomber trial heats up

Hoffa

By Linda Deutsch

Associated Press

LAUREN KOSKV • COLLEGIAN

Bird's eye view
A view from high atop Herter Hall gives us a bird's eye view of the goings on at Haigis Mall.

life
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with our spirituality.

"There is a relationship between

how one lives this life and the

nature of the soul after death. It is

not permissible for us to know com-

pletely what is beyond this life. If we
knew what the next life was like, we
would not want to stay here,"

Rutstein said.

The panel discussion was moderat-

ed by UMass Baha'i junior Erica

Stengel.

"(The panel discussionl is such a

wonderful opportunity for all these

religions to share ideas." Stengel

said.

According to Will lohnston. a his-

tory professor at UMass. the

Inter-Religious Project was created

only eight weeks ago.

"Eight weeks ago none of this

existed. With the help of very active

students, well over 200 individuals

came to one or more [Inter—reli-

gious dialogue] event," lohnston

said.

The week of lectures was planned

and hosted by students from the

UMass Inter-Religious Project. A fol-

low-up discussion and planning for

future events will take place on
Wednesday. Dec. J, from 7-9 p.m. in

Campus Center 805.

Community rallies behind

parents of new sextuplets

SACRAMENTO, Calif. —
Theodore Kaczynski showed a flash

of annoyance yesterday when a

prospective juror disparaged the

Unabomber's 35.000-word, anti-tech-

nology manifesto.

"I read part of the manifesto and

quit reading it after I while." said I

businessman during jury questioning.

The defendant, an irritated expres-

sion on his face, took off his glasses

crossed his arms across his chest and

rocked back and forth in his chair at

the man's remarks.

The man was dismissed from the

jury pool after saying he strongly

believed Kaczynski is the Liuibomber,

and insisting that he would not be

able to set aside his opinion.

Questioning of potential jurors has

focused on their views of the death

penalty. U.S. District |udge Garland

Burrell |r. is seeking a pool of 64

prospects from which lawyers will

choose the final 12 plus six alternate*-.

Five prospects were allowed to

remain yesterday, bringing the total

of qualified panelists to 37.

Prospective jurors interviewed yes-

terday said they wished society didn't

need the death penalty, but said if

warranted by a horrible eriine. they

could impose what a middle-aged

man of Vietnamese ancestry called "a

neceesar) evil

"

"It would be unpleasant, but in life

we have to make some uncomfortable

decisions," he said.

As jury selection proceeds, prose-

cutors and the defense have been
skirmishing over how much jurors

will be told about Kaczynski's mental

health.

Wednesday, the government
released undated journal entries in

which Kaczynski allegedly wrote. "I

intend to start killing people," and
insisted he was not a "sickie."

Documents filed by psychiatrists

for the defense, meanwhile, portrayed

the defendant as a tortured genius

plagued by schizophrenia but unwill-

ing to acknowledge he was mentally

ill. Prosecutors have objected to the

defense introducing claims of mental

tllnese at trial because Kaczynski has

refused to be examined by govern-

ment psychiatrists.

The 55-year-old former professor is

accused of 16 bomb attacks that

killed three people and injured 29.

He is charged here with four bomb-
ings that killed two Sacramento men
and maimed two others. The govern-

ment is seeking the death penalty.

By Sharon Cohen
Associated Press

CARLISLE, Iowa— They rolled

out the new van yesterday with seven

new names brightly stenciled on the

side.

Seven car seats will follow. And
apple juice for 16 years. By then, it'll

almost be time for those seven col-

lege scholarships. Oh, and don't for-

get the seven years of free cable. It

will be hooked up. of course, in a

new house, designed to accommodate

14 little feet.

Bobbi and Kenny McCaughey took

their place in medical history on
Wednesday when they became parents

of septuplets, four boys and three

girls. By Thursday, it seemed as if they

had won the lottery, seven times over.

Corporations across America stum-

bled over each other to be the first to

show their generosity, pledging every-

thing from free groceries for a year, a

lifetime supply of diapers (that's

about 31,500). toys, a washer and

dryer, lumber, steel, paint, windows

and other materials needed to give

the McCaugheys a new roof over

their heads.

"It's very humbling," Ken
McCaughey Sr., grandfather of the

seven, said yesterday outside

Missionary Baptist Church.

The outpouring of gifts — includ-

ing a 1998, 15-seat van donated by

the dad's employer, a Chevy dealer —
is just part of the grand plan to help

the McCaugheys as they raise their

septuplets and 2-year-old daughter,

Mikayla.

Townspeople in this hamlet of

3.400 — make that 3.407. according

to a new sign here — are also doing

everything they can.

"We get people calling all the time

saying, 'You make sure you put me
on that baby-sitting list!" said grand-

mother Valerie McCaughey. who her-

self received a steady stream of

casseroles. Ellen Wamer, a neighbor,

might be on the top of that list. "I

plan on running across the street

every now and then to say. 'OK. it's

time to take a break."' said Mrs.

Warner, the mother of two boys.

'Monetary [assistance] is fine, but

they'll need, the emotional support,

too!"

Iraq
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down. Officials emphasized that the

United States stood ready to veto

any efforts by Russia or others to

ease the United Nations' tough

sanctions against Iraq.

"There is absolutely no under-

standing. There's no ileal. There's

no concessions," Bergcr said at a

White House briefing.

However, officials also said the

United States would support

increasing the amount of oil Iraq is

permitted to sell to raise money to

buy food and medicine.

While the United States asserted

that Saddam had failed, the three-

week crisis exposed divisions

among allies about the use of force

against Iraq. And it allowed

Saddam to once again assert him-

self on the world stage. But it also

focused world attention on Iraq's

efforts to acquire weapons of mass

destruction.

The test of the allies' unity and

resolve could come as early as

today when a U.N. special commis-

sion meets to make arrangements

for inspections. Rufsia.-wrth some
1

;rench support, may try to narrow

the monitoring. Saddam has con-

tended the U.S. inspectors were

actually spies.

Clinton, at a prayer breakfast

with religious leaders, said, "The

I nited States must remain and will

remain resolute" in preventing

Saddam from developing nuclear.

chemical or biological weapons. "In

the coming days we will wait and

see whether he does, in fact, com-

ply with the will of the international

community."

Iraq reversed course under an

arrangement brokered by Russia,

which promised to press for the lift-

ing of sanctions. Iraqi Deputy
Prime Minister Tariq Aziz said

Russia had promised to work for I

"just and fair diplomatic solution."

But he acknowledged that the U.N.

Security Council's permanent mem-
bers had offered no specific com-

mitments.

The United States declared it was

not party to the Russian deal. "It is

not binding on us or on the L.N

Berger said. "It is not something

that we are obligated to in any

respuct. or the L.V"
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the court, neither the interim election

officer nor the membership will know
on Dec. 5 the status of previouslv

nominated candidates. " Mansfield

wrote. Edelstein, who administers a

1989 consent decree the union signed

with the lustice Department to avoid

racketeering charges, has swiltly

granted requests for delays on two

previous occasions toil yt

The order to investigate Hoffa came

Monday from Kenneth Conboy. anoth-

er court-appointed officer involved in

the federally monitored cleanup ol the

union. At issue is $1.8 million in

small, unitemized donations to Hoffa.

Conboy disqualified Carey from the

rerun, ruling that he had taken part in

a series of schemes that resulted in

$885,000 being funneled from the

union treasury into his campaign cof-

fers. The 1996 contest was annulled.

Carey has said he will appeal, but

there is doubt that Edelstein will

reverse Conboy. Meanwhile, a federal

grand jury in New York and the

union's Independent Review Board

were investigating. The Care] cam-

paign welcomed Mansfield's petition,

expressing confidence that her probe

would spell trouble for Hoffa. Hoffa

spokesman Richard l.cebove accused

Mansfield and the lustice Department

of conspiring to give Caiey's support-

ers time to find a successor.

"Obviously the opposition is in

complete disarray, and this is nothing

but a stall tactic to help their next

chosen candidate put a campaign
together." Leebove said.

Carey's decision to appeal squelched

talk among his supporters about a new

candidate to take on Hoffa.

George Cashman, a Boston local

president, was interested in a run hut

lacked the support of the union's

hard-core reformers. Tom I.eedfiam.

head of the union's warehouse divi-

sion, was another contender with

close ties to the reform CBUCUS,
Teamsters for a Democratic Union.
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Tax act is good for working women
Newt Gingrich supports it. The Christian Coalition

supports it. The Traditional Values Coalition sup-

ports it. And so should even feminist in America.

I'm retelling to the Marriage Tax Elimination Act. a mea-

sure tcveniK introduced in the House by Republican Reps.

David Mcintosh of Indiana and lerry V\ eller of Illinois.

The bill aims to eliminate the "marriage penalty" from

mr tax system. What is the marriage penalty? Basically,

it is the way that the tax code forces married spouses to

file their taxes jointly and thus

pushes them into a higher tax

bracket. It's why a married couple

who each earn $30,000 a year will

have a higher tax bill than an

unmarried couple with the exact

same earnings. The Marriage Tax
Elimination Act would give married

couples the option of filing sepa-

rately so that they may avoid this

penalty. And while it has largely

been viewed as a conservative mea-

sure, its main beneficiaries will be working women.
Because they are the ones who have suffered the brunt of

the marriage penalty. In fact, traditional, single-earner

families do not even pay a marriage penalty. But for

some reason. Democrats have shied away from the bill.

At press time only about a dozen of the bill's 222 sup-

porters were Democrats.

"This is a bill that Democrats and feminists should

definitely support." says Edward McCaffery. law profes-

sor at the University of Southern California and the

California Institute of Technology. "But unfortunately,

they are asleep at the wheel." As McCaffery points out in

his recent book "Taxing Women" (University of Chicago

Press), the "marriage penalty" is essentially a tax on

working wives. Because the joint filing system compels

married couples to identify a primary earner and a sec-

ondary earner, and usually the wife falls into the latter

category. Therefore, from an accountant's point of view,

the wile's first dollar of income is taxed at the point

where her husband's income has left her. If the husband

is making substantially more money than the wife, the

couple may even conclude that it is not worth it for the

wife to eam income. In fact, McCaffery's book details

FOCUS ON WOMEN

the plight of one woman who realized that her job was

actually losing money for her family.

The marriage penalty is not the only factor that can

make working prohibitively expensive for American

women. Social Security is another problem. In fact, when

the system was designed in the I
tJ30s. discouraging wives

from working outside of the home was actually one of the

intents of this system. MeCal'len quotes | leading mem-

ber of the Social Security Council as saying that the sys-

tem would "take away the urge (for

the married woman) to go back and

compete with the single woman."

Here's how it works: The sec-

ondary earner (again, usually the

wife) is entitled to Social Security

credit for her own OR half of her

husband's income, whichever is

greater. So women who don't earn

income and women who earn less

than half of what their husband
earns are both getting the same

Social Security credits. In both instances, the family is

receiving no Social Security credits on the wife's labors,

and 150 percent credit on the husband's. Because the

wife will receive the exact same benefits whether she

works or not, the incentive is for her not to work.

It's the same with health benefits. Two-income cou-

ples usually end up with superfluous benefits. That

might not seem like a big problem, but think of how
much better off they'd be if they had the option of

receiving cash payments instead. This would come at no

cost to the employer, as the company would merely

transfer the money being sent to the insurance agency

and instead put it into the pocket of the employee.

Hopefully, someone in Congress will tackle the issues

of Social Security and medical benefits for working

wives. I had always assumed that someone would be a

Democrat. But as the marriage-penalty bill has proved,

one cannot be fussy about these things. If the Democrats

won't throw working women this lifeline, then we should

be only too happy to take it from the Republicans.

Sarah Eckel is a nationally syndicated columnist.

Send comments to the author in the care of this newspa-

per or send her e-mail at saraeum@aol.com.
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Letters to the Editor

Fan of Live responds

To the Editor:

1 am writing in response to Kevin Monahan's review

of the Live concert held last Thursday night at the

Mullins Center.

I believe that Monahan was completely off base with

the entire article. Not only was it a great show, but one

well worth raving about. Before Monahan makes such

harsh criticisms, 1 think he should get his facts straight.

I ii--t of all. they did not perform for "barely an hour."

In fact, with the encore, the show lasted almost two
hours. Next, the band did not ignore music off their first

album. "Beauty of Grey." which is on Mental lewelry.

happened to be the second song they played. As far as

them playing mostly music off their "mediocre" album
Secret Samadhi. this is only logical seeing as how it was
"The Secret Samadhi World Tour."

Monahan's criticisms about Edward Kowalczyk's per-

formance, referred to as "bad acting," are completely

unfounded. Kowalczyk expressed an energy that can

only exist through a live performance. Regardless of the

performance, the music itself should be more important

than the actual presentation.

If Monahan were a true Live fan, he would have been

interested in any of the songs they performed, not just

their most famous tracks, or in his words, "songs that

earned them a fan base."

Taking everything into account, I think it is fair to say

that Monahan's malicious review was preposterously

inaccurate. Thursday night's Live concert was a great

show, and while Monahan is entitled to his own opinion,

as a journalist he should not exaggerate and distort the

facts.

pales beside an even more serious problem for students

seeking a first-rate education at UMass. Faculty are now
retiring. In droves. And they are not being replaced. A
potential disaster lies around the corner. In the next few

years, close to three quarters of the professors in many
departments will have reached retirement age. These

losses are coming on the heels of others. In order to cut

costs in the wake of the state budget crisis of the late

1980's. the University lost two hundred tenured faculty

and replaced less than 5 percent of them. Astonishingly,

there are at present no plans to hire new faculty. In fact.

the University plans to cut at least another 200 profes-

sors.

Thus far, the I Mass faculty have managed to stall

their courses and continue to function productively in

the face of sustained adversity. The faculty cannot con-

tinue to do so if new professors are not hired in large

numbers. Starting now. And the high-caliber people

UMass has attracted in the past will not come to a uni-

versity where tenure is not an option, where research

and teaching are not integrated, where distinguished

faculty achievements are insulted and assaulted instead

of rewarded. If corporate-minded politicians who want

to continue "downsizing" UMass have their way. stu-

dents will soon be going to a dumbed-down university,

an anti-university where they may come to class only to

find themselves waiting, and waiting, and waiting for a

professor to show up to teach them. Welcome to

(D)U(MB)Mass.

Richard Burt

Assoc. Professor of English

Cortney Drury
Southwest

Dissatisfied with

coverage on Iraq

Welcome to

(D)U(MB)Mass
To the Editor:

lust when things were looking up at UMass — after

we suffered a 32 percent cut in state support (the biggest

in the nation), four years of no pay raises for faculty,

buildings and classrooms left unrepaired and a library

budget so decimated the University almost lost its

accreditation status — Acting Governor Celluci and his

attack dog lames Carlin have unleashed a new assault.

This time they're after the faculty. They w»nt an end to

tenure, an increase in faculty teaching load, and a

two-tier system in which some faculty teach and others

do research.

As bad as this latest assault on the faculty may be, it

Doonesbury

To the Editor:

I would like to express my dissatisfaction to

Christine Soh, the Collegian'* Multicultural Affairs edi-

tor's editorial regarding the American press's treatment

of Iraq, which appeared in the Wednesday. Nov. 19,

1997 issue of the Collegian. The editorial was Ms.
Soh's attempt to fight back against the "malicious"

Western media, which has stigmatized Iraqis and fel-

low Middle Easterners as fanatic terrorists, or at least

as active haters of the U.S. Ms. Soh claims that the

U.S. press offers "only generalizations and distortions"

of the truth regarding the nature of Iraqi society, and
concludes the article by basically saying that there

should be an end to "the ostracism of entire ethnic

groups or specific ideologies." Despite her noble pro-

posal, Ms. Soh very conspicuously points the finger at

the state of affairs in Israel twice, claiming that the

issues surrounding Israel are heavily ignored by the

press in the fifth paragraph, and makes a vague

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

assumption as to what is "the opinion of most Middle

Eastern people, not to mention the rest of the world,

on the question of Palestine" in the end of the seventh

paragraph.

In case Ms. Soh hadn't noticed, the Iraqi government

has very clearly violated the United Nations' code
regarding inspection of nuclear weapons. It is for this

reason that the western press has shifted its interest

towards Iraq, and uncovered a stream of protests against

the U.S. and Israel in the process, which were heavily

documented. This had as much to do with the Iraqi gov-

ernment as it did with the wtfSfertt press. If the Iraqi gov-

ernment was so concerned for its public image it

wouldn't construct nuclear weapons, or allow these

vicious protests to go on in front of western photogra-

phers. The Iraqi government is obviously interested in

"War Propaganda," but Ms. Soh only mentions the Iraqi

government once in her editorial, and fails to mention

the nuclear weapons issue as a possibly valid reason for

the western press's ostracism of Iraq and its inhabitants.

Why did Ms. Soh mention Israel twice in her article?

neither one of her ill-founded remarks had any place in

an article that was suppose to discourage "ostracism of

entire ethnic groups or specific ideologies." I agree with

Ms. Soh that the Israeli national affairs are in the spot-

light of the Western press at the moment, but her

assumption that the press is generally ignoring the pres-

sures put on Israel, and the sad state of affairs in Israel

is simply ludicrous. The respective tones in the ending of

Ms. Son's seventh paragraph ("Lack of news coverage

given to the opinion of most middle eastern people, not

to mention the rest of the world on the issue of

Palestine"), and her other comment regarding the Israeli

issue are insinuating that the world is strictly

pro-Palestine. In reality, the world is heavily torn

between humanitarian sentiments for the Palestinians

and the concern for Israeli security. This is a perfect

example of the type of vicious "generalizations and dis-

tortions" which Ms. Soh is trying so hard to protest

against, and by writing opinions that will invariably

"ostracize" an ethnic group (Israel in this case) Ms. Soh

does nothing short of contradicting herself.

Michael Colin

McNamara

Mid-East
peace policy
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To the Editor:

In response to the Nov. 19 Collegian article. "U.S.

Mid- East policy continues to implode," I want to

express my aversion to the argumentative and insulting

nature of this article. I'm no journalist, and I'm not pre-

tending to be one here, but I would like to encourage

writing that genuinely seeks the truth while offering real

solutions. I also want to initiate alternate views to some

of the issues brought up by Hussein Ibish.

The language of this article is filled with petty and

demeaning statements with factual reporting seemingly

only included to illustrate irrelevant details. Hussein

Ibish portrays the view that he is against everything

American and that Iraq has always been in the right. The
article draws a hard line against this conflict and seems

unconcerned with truth or facts, only winning a war of

words against the other side, presumably the equally

biased die hard pro-American voices. I think it is clear

that both governments have performed poorly in this

conflict and that, as in every reality, the lines are mud-
dled in shades of gray and there are very few good
guy/bad guy scenarios.

None of this is conveyed when degrading descriptions

are used to belittle opponents. There was rhetoric like

this for every antagonist to Iraq in this article. The U.S.

was continually called the American Empire, the Israeli

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu was the Israeli

chieftain, the Israelis as a whole were called recalcitrant.

(1 had to look that one up. if you're wondering it means

resistant to authority.) and the head of the U.N.

Weapons Commission. Richard Butler, was described as

uncouth without explanation. Madeline Albright was

even put down for investigating the suffering of her fam-

IfilrTtfg WWTT7"i*ift>n"1 know* why that's a bad thing,

unless it was to explain that she's lewish and maybe that

alone implies that she is an enemy to Iraq.

I am sure that when CNN or The New York Times

uses this kind of language to describe the Iraqi govern-

ment. Hussein Ibish would be the first to condemn their

unprofessional attitude, and rightfully so. Why then

should those tactics be used on such an embarrassing

scale?

From my point of view, the article could have a very

strong message, saying that the U.N. sanctions against

Iraq, influenced by the U.S. are wrongfully persecuting

the Iraqi people. It is a common account in the history of

American foreign policy, where the U.S. manipulates

conditions in other countries creating conditions favor-

able to the U.S. In my opinion, this has lead to countless

acts of immorality. But in Iraq. I believe that the policy

was at least motivated by a clear and universally benefi-

cial goal of allowing the Iraqi citizens to establish a new
government. This policy, though, has failed miserably,

and innocent people are paying for it.

Instead of focusing on this, however, the article

seemed insistent on trivializing the threat of Saddam
Hussein and the need to monitor him. I believe that this

argument is pure emotional opinion and not based on

the facts. This recent conflict began when Richard Butler

wrote Iraq's Deputy Prime Minister and asked that the

U.N. Weapons Commission be allowed access to certain

suspected weapons facilities. The request went unan-
swered and then the U.S. members of the commission
were ejected from the country and Iraq threatened to

shoot down American U-2 spy planes viewing Iraqi ter-

ritory. That's not proof, but it doesn't sound like some-
body with nothing to hide.

According to The Boston Globe, Iraq imported 17

tons of the raw materials to make anthrax. When the

weapons commission first went into Iraq, they found
videotapes of anthrax being tested on animals. British

intelligence estimates that Iraq has 900 pounds ot

anthrax and still has the missiles to deploy them.
Considering Saddam Hussein's past record, that is a risk

that has to be addressed

It is naive to think that Iraq is no longer a threat to

other countries. It is the U.N.'s and America's responsi-

bility to make sure that Iraq is not given another mili-

tary opportunity to attack another country. On the con-

trary, they would be held accountable if Saddam
Hussein was allowed to cause further destruction in the

region.

I believe that it is necessary for the weapons inspec-

tors to return to Iraq and that the country be under con-

tinued surveillance. It also seems equally obvious that

the sanctions be reevaluated. This is apparently where
the conflict is headed as Russia negotiates a settlement

and the U.S. offers its token relief by proposing to allow

Iraq to sell more oil to buy food and medicine. Despite

the threatening stances taken by the U.S. and Iraq it

appears, and hopefully will turn out that peaceful settle-

ments can be made.

Steve Barg

Amherst
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The Christmas season is upon us, let the greatest hits parade begin
By Marty Keane
Collegian Staff

BEYOND AND BACK
X

Elektra

ALL FOR NOTHING/NOTHING FOR
ALL

The Replacements

Reprise

I cry fall, as the inevitably inane

Christmas decorations begin appear-

ing out of nowhere, box sets and

best-of retrospectives by old favorites

start crowding out new releases on

record store shelves. They're sure

sellers for the holiday season, and any

profits are pure gravy for the labels,

which in most cases already own the

material.

Billy |oel. the Doors, the Beach

Boys, Joan |ett & The Blackhearts,

lohn Mellencamp, the Pixies and

Soundgarden are just some of the

proven moneymakers that have been

conveniently repackaged this year.

But in a new twist, this year's list also

includes a couple bands that —

despite their huge influence on later

"alternative" outfits — never quite

succeeded on the same level: X and

the Replacements.

With newer alt-rock entries still-

ing left and right despite the indus-

try's best efforts, capitalizing on nos-

talgia for the progenitors is a logical

move. But it's certainly not as any as

slapping together another Billy |oel

collection: fans of X and the 'Mats

tended to be obsessive about them —
they bought all their records. So the

compilers of each two-CD retrospec-

tive had to dig deep into the vaults to

find stuff those listeners might be

missing.

X's Beyond and Buck il lektra)

pulls it off, including some genuinely

relevant rarities in the context of a

vivid portrait of the band's history.

But almost all the "previously unre-

leased" material on the

Replacements' All For

Nothing/Nothing lor All (Reprise)

should have stayed that

way, and the set brushes

over some of the band's

best work as if it never

even happened.

Beyond and Back is

a flashback to the last

time the Los Angeles

music scene really mat

tered, back when the city

was an incubator for hardc

punk. The booklet is filled with fond,

witty reminiscences by the band's

contemporaries, including Mike Mess

of Social Distortion, Pat Smear of

the Germs, original Black Hag singer

Keith Morris. Concrete Blonde's

lohnette Napolitano and Go-Go lane

Wiedlin. There are also some by

famous fans — lakob Dylan.

Matthew Sweet, and. oddly. Icnnifer

|ason Leigh. While they're all bla-

tantly nostalgic, they do evoke the

climate that spawned X.

When 1982's Under the Big Black

Sun and 1983's More Fun in the New
World failed to attract anything more

than critical acclaim. X responded b\

nudging its sound toward the main-

stream. It proved to be the band's

undoing. Billy Zoom left soon after

the faux-metal flop Ain't Love Grand

and See How We Are, recorded with

Dave Alvin of the Blasters on guitar,

gained some middle-of-the-road

converts but lost just as many ol the

faithful. After a five-year hiatus came

the country-inflected Hey /.cus!. but

by then it was obvious the band was

running on fumes, and one middling

live album Unclogged) and one lour

later. X was done for good.

COURTESY KEN MARCUS.

The seminal proto-alternative outfit X gets the retrospective treatment on Beyond and Back.

The Arts desk is

looking for writers
who are interested
in writing about
movies and fine
arts. Come down
and talk to Adam
Levine or Emily

Trask or call them
at S4S-1491.
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Jackal (R)

• Today at (5 00) . 8:00. 10:50 • Sat at 1 50,

(5 00). 8 00, 10:50 • Sun at 1 50. (5 40). 8 30

The Man Who Knew Too Little (PG)

•Today al8:10- Sat at 200,810. -Sun at 200.830

Rainmaker (PG13)

•Today at (4:50), 7 50. 10 40 -Sat at 140.

(4:50), 7:50, 10:40 • Sun at 1 40. (5:30). 8 20

Boogie Night* (R)

• Today at (4:40), 7 40, • Sat at 1 30, (4:40),

7:40 -Sun at 1 30. (5 10)

Devil'* Advocate
• Today at (4:40). 10 40 • Sat at (4 40). 10 40

• Sun at (5:50)

Red Corner (R)

. • Today at 10:50 • Sat at 10 50 • Sun at 8 20

Hampshire 6 «584 7550
Hampshire Mall

Bean (PG 13)

Today at (5:20). 8 00 10:40 -Sat- Sun at
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Anastasla (G)

• Today at (5:10), 7:50. 10:10 • Sat- Sun at

12 30, 2 40. (5:10), 7 50. 10 10

Starahip Troopers (R)
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Sun at 1:10, (4 50). 7:30. 10 00

Midnight In the Garden of Good and Evil (R)

• Today at (4:40), 7 40. 10 40 • Sat- Sun at 1 00.

(4:40). 7:40. 10 40

Mortal Combat 2: Annihulation (PG 13)

• Today at (5 00). 7:50. 10 10 -Sat- Sun at

12 30. 2:40(5 00). 7 50, 10 10

Walt Disney s The Little Mermaid (G)

• Today at (5 30). 8 00. 1020 • Sat- Sun at

12 40 2 50 (5 30). 8 00 10 20
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Beyond and Back captures the

joumey, speed bumps and all, though

il wise!) goo li^ht on X's later work.

Ol the 44 selections, 27 are previous-

ly unrtlcascd. so rather than album

version of gems like "We're
Desperate" and "Blue Spark," for

example, we get the rare, pre-album

Dangerhouae single of the first and a

Mudio alternate ol the second.

One crucial difference

between the X set and the

Replacements set is that

the compilers of Beyond
and Back — among
them band members
|ohn Doe, Kxene
Cersenkova and
drummer Don

Bonebrake — went the

extra mile to license the

early stuff from Slash. The only

effort the Replacements made
toward putting together All I or

Nothing/Nothing For All was
approving its release, and the label

rep who handled the job took the

path of least resistance.

The first disc acts as a greatest-hits

package, collecting four songs from

each of the band's four Sire albums

(Sire, like Reprise, is a Warner Bros.

affiliate). The other disc is filled with

l< sides, unreleased stuff, and a live

track from the same period. Apart

from recording dates, absolutely no

context is given for any of these

tracks, which is nothing less than

criminal,

But the worst omission is that of

the three albums and one EP the

Replacements cut for the

Minneapolis indie Twin/Tone
between 1981 and 1984. Without

that material. All Tor Nothing is noth-

ing close to all, tracing only half the

curve of the band's career, and the

downward half to boot.

The Replacements at their best

captured the inspired boredom and

self-doubting honesty of singer and

guitarist Paul Westerberg's songs. As

the pressure to crack the charts took

its ugly toll, he became more and

more self-absorbed and gave the rc-t

of the players less and less to work

with. Even the excellent Sire debut.

Tim. isn't as good as its immediate

predecessor, Let It Be. And BS in.

herent (more literally than you think)

U their initial offering. Sony H«,

Forgot to Take Out the Trash, may

be, its accidental charms are still

preferable to the polished final whim-

per that was 1990s All Shook Down
Let's give Sire the bend it of the

doubt and say Twin/Tone wouldn't

license the early material. But still,

those years are barely even men-
tioned in the booklet. Founding gui-

tarist Bob Stinson got the boot

(reportedly for the substance abuse

problem that eventually killed him

two years ago) just before the band's

fourth album. Pleased to Meet Me,

yet from the liner notes and photo^

you'd think that his bland replace-

ment. Slim Dunlap. was the princi-

pal guitarist. Actually, the set doe-

include an outtake of "Can't Hardh
Wait." a song ruined by the

Memphis Horns on Pleased to Meet

Me. that was recorded with Stinson

during the Tim sessions. Too bad It's

the only worthwhile rarity here.

Like X's. the Replacements' book-

let is reminiscent rather than histori-

cal, but the voices are mostly indus-

try types and critics, cooing about

so-called private moments shared

with Westerberg.

The Replacements themselves were

without question half- assed (they'll

even admit to this); indeed, they were

endearingly so, Bui that's no excuse

for a half-assed retrospective. As
with X and so mam other

proto-alternative bands thai tried to

make the leap, their marginal succ^

was their ruin, and the least the\

deserve is an honest eulogy.

Beyond and Back — A-
\ll For Nothing/Nothing Fur All

D+
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The UMass Theatre Guild & University Productions and Concerts

Present

The Legendary Rock Opera by Pete Townshend o

Conceived and Developed by Pete Townshend & Kit Lambert

Book By Pete Townshend & Des McAnuff

Lyrics and Music by Pete Townshend

December 4th
, 5

th
, 6th at 8 P.M.

6th and 7
th at 2 P.M.

Student Union Ballroom

UMass - Amherst

UMass Students and Senior Citizens: $5

General Public: $7

Tickets Available At:
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Julie Doiron to share bill with Wilco duo
By Marty Keane
Collegian Staff

Much like fellow Introverted

pseudo-t'olkie Elliott Smith,

Canada's lulie Doiron lerenel)

documents her life through
music. Sparse arrangement* OB

her acoustic guitar seise us the

sonic backdrop lot her distinc-

tive blend of introspective frank-

ness.

Following the demUc ot

Canadian indie darling! Eric'

I

Trip — a group In which she

played beei Doiron set out on

her OWB, writing longl and tour-

ing. Herflni lolo offering, I996'i

Broken Girl, wai relented on her

own Sapp) Recordi label and was

showered with a good deal of

acclaim in her native land,

although tew Si.iumJc took

notice.

She recorded her second
full-length for the Seattle baaed

COURTESY IUIIE DOIRON CUYTOR

Canadian |ulie Doiron opens for )eff Tweedy and |ay Bennett of Wilco

at the Iron Horse Monday night.

indie giant Sub Pop. the emolive-

1\ moving Loneliest in the

Morning, in Memphis with help

from Have Shouse of the Grifters

and Howe Gelb of Giant Sand,

among others.

Seeing as her musical blueprint

could easily be titled "My life as

an open book," it's interesting

that she lives happily with her

husband and two children in

Sackville, New Brunswick. On
Monday night at Northampton's

Iron Horse. Doiron lakes a break

from domestic bliss as she shares

twith a backing band) what
should be a fine double bill with

left Tweedy and lay Bennett of

\\ llco.

As for the headlining duo of

rweedj and Bennett, fans can

expect them to play a hearty

helping of tunes oft wilco'l first

two albums. \.M and this year's

two-disc opus Being There. Both

OUtingl are prime examples ot

why Wilco. along with Son Volt

and the layhawks. are at the fore-

front ol the current alternative

country movement. As a result ot

Tweedy s time in the seminal

alt country/rock outfit Uncle

Tupelo, he has gained a reputa-

tion as one of America's premier

songwriters, an accolade he's

fully earned. Monday night

should provide a glimpse as to

w h)

.

Icff Tweedy and fay Bennett of

Wilco, along with lulie Doiron

play at \orthamptons Iron

Horse Music Hall on Monday
November 24 at 7:00 p.m.

Tickets are $12 and the show is

all ages. Call 584-OblO for more

information.
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COURTESY DEPARTMENT Ol MUSI. H DANCE

The University Chamber Choir performs Sunday at 4 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium.

Bowker hosts University Chamber Choir
By Emily Trask

Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

Chamber Choir and Madrigal Singers,

under the direction of Dr. K. Wayne
Abererombie, will perform a joint con-

cert this Sunday at 4 p.m. in Bowker

Auditorium.

The group's conductor. Abererombie

has twice been awarded a grant from the

UMass Office of Research Affairs to

specifically bestow the music ol Bach to

the University. ITte funding from this

grant allowed Abererombie to take part

in the Oregon Bach Festival under the

world renowned conductor Helmuth

4g$>? Affordable 12^
jewelry Natural Fiber Scarves

Blouses Skirts Dresses

Skirts

India Print
Bedspreads

, ncense
Candles

SO to 50%
off selected
Clothing

CreatGilt.
Visa

^Fri-SPM
ercantile Sun 12-5

Northampton- 18 Center St
Amherst-Carriage Shops

Daily 10-6^

The UMass Theatre Guild Presents:

Dracula

Tickets on sale at

the FAC Box office,

545-251

1

or at the door.

Bowker Auditorium $4 students and

seniors

$6 Adults
Nov. 20, 21 & 22

8:00 pm
w/ a Saturday

Matinee at 2:00 pm
For more info. Gall S45-G415

This production was made possible

(in part) by a grant from the UMass
Arts Council

Rilling. Over the past five years, the

Chamber Choir has performed one piece

by Bach each year: the Motets Nos. 1

and J, two cantatas and the Magnificat.

This concert will feature the Bach

Motet No. 2, "Der Geist Hilft." for

double choir. Abererombie enjoys

drawing on many languages and cul-

tures to enhance his choral pro-

grams, in order to give leave singers

and listeners a feeling through music

of the similarities and contrasts of

cultures and historical periods.

The Chamber Choir will also per-

form "Frogs: A Choral Suite," a suite

d six settings of haiku.

"1 expected a flippant, comical

approach to the subject, but

Dinerstein's pieces turn out to be ele-

gant humor comparable to the subtle

Style and wit of haiku. These a cappella

pieces are challenging, often in six

parts, and reflect a very original com-

posar'i voice," Abererombie aid.

Norman Dinei stein WM 00 the lac-

uhj ol the Universin of Cincinnati for

mam vears. He is relatively unknown

by the general public, although among

choral and compositional circles he is

a highly respected figure.

Drawing on the English tradition of

great church music, the Madrigal

Singers will perform several pieces bj

William Byrd. a Roman Catholic com-

poser who was I favorite of Lli/abcth

1, a protestant. Selected movements

from Byrd's "Mail foi I our Voices"

will be heard, along with several ol his

madrigals, particular!) " Sussannah

Fayre." taken from the apocryphal

book "Sussannah and the I Iders."

Tickets for thi* event arc $4 for Shi-

dents, seniors and children and S8 for

the general public. Thev can be pur-

chased through the Fine r\rtt Center

box office (545- 251 1 > or at the door
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hockey volleyball
continued from page 10

for Providence hi then home opener.
the Friars dropped a 2\\ lu*>. to last

leaion'l conference cellar dweller
Northeastern. The next night, PC had
to go to overtime to beat Union
College at home, and that 5 4 win
started a itreeif in which the Friars

won the next four out of live games.
Diminutive 5-foot- 5 junior for-

ward Mike Omicioli leads the team
in scoring with three goals and
seven assists, and sophomore
Fernando Pisanl is second In team
Scoring with live goals and four
assists. Freshman goaltender Boyd
Ballard has made Frian tans tem-
porarily forget about the departed
Dan Dennis with a 40 mark, and a

.915 save percentage.

Providence is coming off a 5-5 win
against Lowell last Sunday night, the

same team that beat UMass by a 5-4

score in overtime last Friday night.

With 52.8 seconds left, senior cap-

tain Mike Nicholishen threaded a see-

ing-eye. wrist shot through a pack of

players in front of senior goalie Brian

Regan for the game-winner.

The loss of the Alumni Cup —
which goes to the winner of the sea

son series between the sister campus-

es — to the River Hawks was a sting-

ing one, but the Minutemen were

able to bounce back the next night

with a 4-1 win over Union. Senior

forward Dean Campanale scored two

goals for UMass in the win. while

senior defenseman Brad Norton
added three assists for a total of six

on the season, good for the team
lead.

Mallen liked what he saw out of

his team for two periods last I ridav

night, and for a complete game
against Union. At this point of the

season, the Minutemen need to Start

emphasizing the positives to get into

the win column.

"We really showed a lot of jump
after our slow start." Mallen said. "At

our Saturday morning coaches meet-

ing, we wanted to deal with the posi-

tives overall, and the negatives with

some individuals

"We needed to come out with

some positive energy for our game
against Union and get a win. and we
did that.

"

The Lowell game brought about a

pair of firsts loi I Mas-, as freshmen

Kris Wallis and Nick Stephens both

scored their first career goals in the

comeback bid. It was a good sign for

the team that in the eight goals it

scored over the weekend, leading

scorer Tim I ovell dour goals, three

assists) was directly involved in only

one.

"Some of our freshmen really

stepped up their play, and they're

starting to earn their playing time."

Mallen said. "They're keeping within

themselves, and sticking to our sys-

tem of play, doing what we want

them to do on the ice."

rTRAVEL]
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continued from page 10

(117. Ilth).

"II I'm not involved with vollevball

over Thanksgiving it will certain!) feel

different," Kenny said. "But no matter

what happens this has been a greal

group to be able to coach thi* season.'

The Hue test d the weekend lor the

Minutewomen will come against

Temple. The Owll are led bj outside

hitters Tamu Cooper and Sharia

Bryant who are deadly at the net I he]

come in as the No. I team in the A-10
vviih | perfect 18-0 record.

The Minutewomen appear ready to

face the challenge.

"I've liked our wink ethic," Kenny

said. "Ilopelullv we'll play a little bet-

ter this weekend and maintain consis-

tent) and intensity."

II I Mass can do that, it's a possibil-

ity it can contain Temple and possibly
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extend the season II not. it will be the

last collegiate matches toi senior out-

side hitter Lesley Nolan and fellow

graduate, middle blocker Michelle

Paciorek. Both will he sorely missed

next year as thev have certainly left

their respective indelible marks on the

program and those associated with it.

Nolan leaves as one of the best

Minutewomen volleyball players ever

as she joined Dionne Nash as the only

players to eclipse 1 .000 digs and 1 .000

kills.

Paciorek leaves after earning the

title "Ms. Get It Outta Here" by unify-

ing all three I Mass career block
records.

"If we don't make it I know they

won't like it either." Kenny said. "That

will be why we'll have to work that

much harder this spring."

women s swimming
continued from page 10

man Shannon Rowel! in the 100 and 200 backsiioke. senior

Karen Sonnwald in the 200 free, sophomore I ia l.ansky in

the 200 fly, and senior Barbara Mickey in the 500 free...

Newcomh is in his 14th year at the helm of the UMass
women's swimming and diving team. New comb was the

New England Swimming and Diving Coach of the Year in

both W88 and 1989. The women's team has compiled a

92-61-1 mark during Newcomb's tenure... The
Minutewomen will hit the road following Saturday* meet

for a stretch ol three in a row away from the friendly con-

fines of Rogers Pool. The Penn St. Invitational will be on

Dec. 4 6. followed up by a trip to sunny (and much
warmer) West Palm Beach. Fla. on )an. 5 for the Lake

Worth Invitational. The road trip will round out with a hike

over to Interstate 95 to battle Rhode Island and La Salle in

Kingston. R.I. on |an 9-10. The Minutewomen will then

round out their season by hosting Dartmouth, Connecticut

and Fordham. and traveling to New Hampshire and Rutgers.

Koenig

men s swimming
continued from page 10

finishing at a 1:25.58 clip.

The key to UMass' dominance
over the BL [ squad came from dou-

ble victories hy four Minutemen in

eight different events

Anderson was first as he took

both the 50 free (21.121 and 100

tree (48.12). It was then

Wlaniewski's turn as he managed
to capture both the 200 back
(1:55 54) and 200 individual med-

le\ t 1:59.67).

Freshman Billy Brown would not

be left out and made his own dual

win contribution as he claimed the

100 breasi stroke (59.57) and the

200 breast (2:10.12) titles, fellow

freshman Matt Andrews joined in

as he won the 200 fly ( 1:55.25)

and the 500 flee (4:45.58).

Alter I Mass' two meets this

weekend the Minutemen have a

two week hiatus to focus them-
selves for their first invitational of

the year (and to cat lots of turkey,

ol course).

After their first invitational the

Minutemen have nearlv a month

before their next meet which will

be similar to the type of races they

will see after they travel to Penn
State. Thev will travel to West
Palm Beach. Fla. for the annual
Lake Worth Invitational on |an. 5

before they have to quickly regroup

for their third invitational meet in

a row, |an. 9-10 at Rhode Island.

After that the team returns to its

regular season schedule, as the

Minutemen gear up for a run at a

third straight Atlantic 10 title.

continued from page 10

Monday Night Football trio. When
watching the big Monday night

game, you can just see Al Michaels

and Dan Dierdorf rolling their eyes

when Gilford says something stu-

pid. Case in point: One game a cou-

ple of years ago the Bills were play-

ing on Monday night. The Buffalo

punter at the time, Rick Tuten, trot-

ted onto the field to punt the ball,

and Dierdorf came out with the

quip. "Rootin' Tuten to give a

bootin!" Gifford. unable to let the

joke stay humorous, added, "and

everybody will be hootin' and hol-

lerin', too!"

No. 4: Pat Summerall. Okay. 1

know I'm going to get heat for this

one, and he's not nearly as bad as

Glanville, but in my mind, he

belongs here. 1 know what you're

thinking, that he's been in a booth

with |ohn Madden so long it feels

natural. Well, if you'd been wiping

KAI
CHI

WE DELIVER

586-2774
Sun -Weds Thurs-Sat

noon-midnight noon-2am

with sandpaper all your life, that

would feel natural, too. What hap-

pens, is Madden makes a comment,
and Summerall will follow up with

something that seems like it's kissing

his ass in complete agreement.
Summerall is a yes-man. and he

lacks a personality. Even
play-by-play men need some kind of

personality.

Best No. 1: Marv Albert. Say
what you want about him, but

Albert's accomplishments have
finally put him in the same sentence

as some of the more prominent fig-

ures in history. Of course, those fig-

ures are J. F.dgar Hoover and, well, I

guess Pac Man, but they are no less

prominent. Sexual prowess aside,

Marv Albert is one of the best there

is when it comes to calling football

games
No. 2: Al Michaels. Michaels saves

Monday Night Football from Gifford's

idiocy. He knows his stuff, and he can

follow the action with intelligence and

confidence. While listening to him. the

game makes sense and is interesting.

No. 3: Sean McDonough. He cer-

tainly isn't tlashy, but he's solid, and

in this day of complete morons mind-

ing the mics, he makes the cut.

No. 4: Keith lackson. Football is a

complex sport, but when a good old

boy like lackson throws in his two

cents, it seems so much more down to

earth. Oh. and he agreed to be on

those Bud Bowl commercials a few

years back in a valiant effort to resur-

rect what was a proud tradition of

beer bottles playing football before

Budweiser watered down their adver-

tising scheme. It was a noble try.

Keith, and we salute you.

This rounds off my best and worst

booth tenders. Look for these guvs

when watching the games, and use the

remote control accordingly.

Seth Koenig is a Collegian staff

member.

University Dental Associates

Dr. David A. Brown • Dr. Marjan Z. Khodadoust

Convienicnt Hours • Insurance Accepted
New families Welcome 'Dentistry for Children

Cosmetic Dentistry

r Amherst Rd, Sunderland 665-5005
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GREAT SEATS
AT UNBELIEVABLY LOW

PRICES!!

• HARTFORD, NOV 26
• WORCESTER, NOV 28-30

CITY TICKET: 1-800-865-8070

ATTENTION
| February 1998 Graduates 1

If you are a member of the February 1998 ^
Sraduating class who received Federal ^
Perkins Loans while enrolled at UMass

you should have recently received a

certified letter about those loans.

We know this is a very busy time for

you so we've mailed this information

I han having you attend a meeting.

However, there are serious consequences

if you fail to return these documents by

12/1/97 as instructed in our letter.

If you haven't received our letter but think

that you should have or if you have any

questions about what you did receive,

Call 545-2377.

£^3 tit] C3T3.

a week-long focus on issues of

class and classism on campus and in the community, taking place at

UMass, Amherst November 13 -November 21, 1997

FRIDAY, HOUEMBER 21

Workshop RACISM AND CLASSISM,

with Professor Barbara Love. 10AM-12PM.

Campus Center Room 162-1 75

Speakout STUDENTS AS WORKERS
STUDENTS SPEAK OUT ABOUT WORKING CONDITIONS AND

ECONOMIC INSECURITY, sponsored by Undergraduate Employees Organization,

12-2PM

Campus Center Room 803

Workshop IN THE ACTIVIST KITCHEN
CREATIVELY COOKING UP TROUBLE,

by Art tor a Fair Economy. 12-2PM,

Campus Center Room 91

1

Panel CLASS AND DISABILITY, with Professor Patricia Silver

4-6PM Campus Center Room 803

Cuuubai Evfninc. THE ANTI-CLASSISM CABARET, featuring Boston-based Art for a

Fair Economy presenting a variety of skits, music by Tom Juravich and Sandy Mandel.

and readings by UMass workers, 7-9PM,

Bartlett Auditorium, Room 65

The University of Massachusetts'

Something Every Friday Presents:

Comedienne/Actress

Robin Montague

Friday, November 21,1 997

UMass Campus Center Auditorium, 8pm
"Face Off" shown following performance (approx. 9:30pm)

"Face Off" starring John Travolta and Nicholas Cage.

Will also be shown on Sunday. November 23. 8pm & I Opm,

in the Campus Center Auditorium.

For mor« information, check out our website at:

hrtp:/^www umass edu/campact/events/sef.htm

Campus Activities: 545-3600

This series is made possible by a grant from the

UMass Auxiliary Services Department.

the Office of the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs, and the

DAILY COLLEGIAN

NOW HIRING
ALL SHIFTS

COMPETITIVE WAGES
• FlodbLe sdrediLe

cround classes

• Mxiday, Wednesday,

H±fe/ Srifts

• Tuesday, Thurscfe/

2TiftS

• Discounted Maals

• Ehjcyable Wok

Atmosphere

• Advanoament

Cfpor oirities

Please check out our Website: hctp: wvnw.umass.edu campacc events calcndarl.htm

Join the Burger King® Team Today!

You will be working for people who
really care about you as an individual.

Apply Within
353 Russell Street (Route 9) « Hadley, MA
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Collegian Classifieds
APARTMENT FOR RENT! EMPLOYMENT

University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

FOR SALE

2 Bedroom Apt.

Easthampton. $485 per

month. Take over lease

ASAP 527-9410

AUTO FOR SALE

Dodge Colt 1989 Two
door, standard. Very reli-

able. $1400 or best offer.

Call Wen at (413)532-8184

Nissan 240SX 89
Excellent condition, all

extras. New tires, brakes,

clutch, muffler. $4400 or

B/0 Marcos 549-6926

Subaru StationWagon
1987 For Sale. High

mileage but runs great.

$1300 or B/0. Call

Franziska 253-2163

1987 Olds Delta 88
Power seats, doors, etc.

New tires. $1000 or B/0.

586-8164

1985 VW Quantum
Wagon, auto, new parts,

needs work. $600 or B/0.

Call 549-1995

1988 Buick Century
Wagon Tip top shape
Great winter car. $3000 or

B/0 (413)253-2232

Wanted: Junk Cars Cash

paid everyday. 1 -800-649-

4795

EMPLOYMENT

Can you write good pro-

ject proposal? Then make
brisk money. Call Evelyn

256-4176 Urgent.

Part-Time Job
Available Collegian

Classifieds, on-campus,

earn great experience,

flexible hours. Apply now
for next semester.

Applications are available

at the Collegian Office, Rm
113, Campus Center.

LIVE-IN Room/Board +

Salary & TIPS. Two open-

ings Dec. 19 to early/mid

April or longer. Do dishes,

rooms, wait tables, prep,

etc. in southern Vermont

inn. Work hard. Must be

energetic and pleasant.

Call today- Elaine

(802)874-41 40.

Jobs For The
Environment

Campaign with MassPirg

to reduce pesticide use.

Flexible schedule

$50-$75/day

_J^TBiTy_©256-6434

Young Entrepreneurs-

We are looking to sell our

odd job/temp service.

Perfect for business or

management grads. 582-

7956

CRUISE SHIP & LAND-
TOUR EMPLOYMENT
Learn about national/int'l

Cruise Lines and Land-Tour

companies. Excellent ben-

efits + bonuses! World
Travel! Many workers earn

up to $2,000+/mo Call

Cruise Employment
Resources: 517-336-0573

Ext. C5001

1

Phish Tickets Great

seats at great prices. City

Tickets (800)865-8070

Laptop Computer and
Printer with software

$725 or B/0. 253-0258

Willpower In A Bottle

Lose Weight

Doctor Recommended
100% Natural

Moneyback Guarantee

(413)259-1922

Nutrition Supplements
Creatine 400G. $29

Designer Whey Protein

$26

Met RX $38

Fat Burners SMore ...

Call: 253-1850

Watch batteries, ear

piercing, eyeglass

repairs, jewelry restora-

tion, diamond engage-
ments, wedding rings.

Silverscape Designs, 264

N. Pleasant St., Amherst.

253-3324 Open Daily.

COMPUTERS!
New P166MMX from

$995. Laptops, peripher-

als. ZarVision 582-9198

V/MC/AMEX

Laptop Notebook Works

good. $150. Good for

school. Call Steve

(413)295-2027

FOR SALE

Color VGA Monitor for

computer. Works great.

Call CPC (413)584-8857

Found- Keys in Reading

Room on 11/18/97. 256-

0304

ROOM FOR RENT

1 bedroom in Salem
Place on Main Street.

Private parking, washer,

dryer, dishwasher. On bus

line $325/month. Jan 1st

to end of May. No summer

hassle. Call 253-2961

Room For Rent Private

home, furnished, kitchen

privileges, parking, laun-

dry, quiet, friendly. $335 a

month. Jan 1st. Barbara

549-4853

One bedroom for rent in

4 bedroom house in

Leverett. Oil heat, wash-

er/dryer, yard. $275+
Available immediately.

Call 548-8081

Room For Rent in house

On bus route. Close to

center of Amherst.

Available immediately.

Call Sheldon ©253-9410

One room available on

Main St. On bus route and

short walk to town. Call

259-9282 Available imme-

diately.

ROOM FOR RENT

Looking for 1 female to

share 4 bedroom apart-

ment in Alpine Commons
with 3 females. 2 full

bathrooms. Right on bus

route. $300/month (every-

thing included). Starting

1/1/98. Call Cara at 256-

6351.

I'm graduating! Take
over my room in a 6 bed-

room house Great house,

good company 1.5 miles

from campus.
Washer/Dryer. For more
info call Lianne at 253-

9898

Room for rent in 4 bed-

room apt. $300/month inc.

elec. Available Jan 1. Call

549-9959

ROOMMATE WANTED

Looking for female to

share two bedroom apart-

ment in Puffton

$320/month. On bus line

Call Candy 549-9293

Share a huge room off-

campus. Live closer than

the dorms! 549-9951

SERVICES

GET NOTICED! Number
One secret to resume writ-

ing for college students

and gen-x. Send $6.00
check/money order + busi-

ness size SASE to: Nina

Smith, 507 Central

Avenue, No. 2, New
Haven, CT 0651

5

SERVICES

Rental Problems?
Questions about your

lease/security deposit

deductions? Questions

about subletting/assigning

leases? Questions about

the condition of your new
house or apartment?

Contact The Student Legal

Services Office, 922
Campus Center, 545-1995.

Pregnant? Need help?

Call Birthright of Amherst

area for free testing and

assistance. 549-1906

TRAVEL

Spring Break '98- Sell

Trips, Earn Cash, & Go
Free!! ! Student Travel

Services is now hiring

campus reps, group orga-

nizers. Guaranteed, lowest

prices to Jamaica, Mexico,

& Florida. Visit us @
www.ststravel.com or call

1-800-648-4849.

Quebec City-

Ski/Snowboard Trip Dec 5-

7. Two nights hotel, bus, 2

days riding. $149. 545-

3437. UMass Ski N Board

Club

Jamaica SPRING
BREAK 7 days in Negril

from $529. Go with who
you trust. UMass Ski N
Board Club 545-3437

New Year's Party-

Quebec City 5 days/4

nights. R/T bus and Hilton

Hotel. Call 545-3437

TRAVEL

Killington: Ski & Party

Week Jan 4-9. 5 nights

condo/5 days skiing. $285.

Call 545-3437

WANTED
Looking for any women
cigar smokers for my
Journalism class assign-

ment. If you are interested

please call Rana at 253-

2099.

COMING SOON

NEW
CLASSIFIED
HEADINGS

©
JUST ONE MORE WAY THE

CLASSIFIEDS MAKE YOUR LIFE

EASIER

Personals Policy Rates
1 All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian clas-

sified employee* before payment and acceptance ot

the cUmmra.
2. la*t names MAY SOT be used in personals ONLY

tirsl ntfim and initials are allowed. The only excep-

tions .if.' i.. i btrirul.n i n i u'ltfMtulattons personals, in

which i ase (he full name may be used

( Phon> Mowed m personals. NO
rows

4 Addfe*.*«-> are not allowed in personals this means
dmm room numriers as wojl,

>.Ws oi a threatening or derogatory nature are

n.-' 'i i t-irtdhtf Personals ot" a \irwir<nve or libelous

nttm are not KCtptaMt. nwtonala' may not Im*

I trie purjiose of harassment.

h Profanity may nol be used In personals.

7 The personals section is fa personals "''v The per-

sonals section m.iy NOT be used 10 sell items s*tA

roommates, advertise meeliru:

8. All personals must have the name itpuUfll md
UMass ID. number of the student plating the as

filled m on the invrtion order Non -students must

Kovide a valid driver's license and the license num
r must be recorded on the insertion ordt <

false idVnWficalion or misrepresentation is subjeel lo

penalties under the law.

4 The C.oliegtan reserves the right to refuse

any personal that does nol meet the Coltegun > st.in

dards in accordance wilh the statutes ot the

Commonwealth oi Massachusetts

Students

20<£ per word/day

All others

40£ per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
Please write < learly dnd

legibly, We .ire nol responsible lor errors result-

ing trom illegible handwriting or Ivix 1

Standard Headings
ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT
ENTERTAINMENT

FOR SALE
FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

FRIDAY. NOV 21

Conference— "Class Intersections,"

a week-long focus on issues of class

and classism on campus and in the

community including: workshop —
Ritcism and Classism" with Professor

Barbara Love. 10 a.m.-2 p.m. in the

Campus Center, room 162-175;
speakout — "Students as Workers:

Students Speak out About Working
Conditions and Economic Insecurity",

sponsored by the Undergraduate
Employees Organization, noon-2 p.m.

in the Campus Center, room 803:
workshop — "In the Activist Kitchen:

Creatively Cooking up Trouble" by

An for a Fair Economy, noon-2 p.m.

in the Campus Center, room 911:

panel — "Class and Disability" with

Professor Patricia Silver, 4-6 p.m. in

the Campus Center, room 803; cultur-

al evening — "The Anti- Classism

Cabaret" from 7-9 p.m. in Bartlett 65.

Discussion The Tibetan
Students Association will celebrate

Buddha's Descent on Earth with a

discussion and video titled. "Future of

Tibet," 7 p.m. in Campus Center 101

.

Service — Shabbat service at 6

p.m. at the Hillel House. |oin this

special service which will be led by

UMass Professor lulius Lester.

SATURDAY, NOV. 22

Comedy — MISSION:
IMPROVable will be performing its

free weekly comedy improv show a' 8

p.m. in the Campus Center, room 165.

Sports — Women's ice hockey vs

Skidmore College at 1 p.m. in the

Mullins Center practice rink.

SUNDAY, NOV. 23

Hike — Explore Mt. Toby, meet at

1 p.m. at the Hillel House.
Sponsored by the lewish

Environmental Group.

Blood drive — American Red
Cross blood drive from IO:3U
a.m.-4:30 p.m. in the Campus
Center, room 101.

MONDAY, NOV. 24

Educational Social— An education-

al social featuring the movie "Color of

Fear". This is an opportunity to bring

our often separated houses together lo

learn about how racism affects us and

how to break down racism in our com-

munities and society from 7-9 p.m. in

the Campus Center, room 101.

Rim — Italian Club Film Night.

"Fiorile" in Italian with English sub-

titles, at 6:30 p.m. in the Foreign

Language Resource Center, class-

room 2 in the basement of Honor
Hall Annex.

NOTICES

\pplications — The Campus
Mediation and Negotiation Team is

accepting applications for its training

this lanuary 12-16. Applications are

available for any UMass student at

222 Hampshire House, Legal

Studies. I or more information, con-

tact Leah at 545-5882.

Art Contributions — The Student

Union Visual and Performing Arts

Space is looking for contributions to

the Southern Asian Cultural

Exhibition, which will show in the

spring of 1998. If you have anything

from artwork to crafts depicting

Asian culture, and would like the

opportunity to participate in this

exhibition, contact Amanda at

545-0792.

,4rr Exhibition — "Here I am
Now!" a glimpse into the lives of

Cambodian and Vietnamese youth

through images. Nov. 24-Dec. 6
with an opening reception on Nov.

24 at 6 p.m. in the Wheeler
Gallery in Central Residential Area.

Art Exhibition — The Student

Union Visual and Performing Art

Space presents "Elan Vital" by

lanice Starmer from Monday, Nov.

17-Nov. 21 with an opening recep-

tion on Nov. 18 from 5-7 p.m.

Gallery Hours are Mon.-Thurs. 10

a.m. -5 p.m. and Fri. 10 a.m. -3

p.m. The gallery is located in the

south side of the Student Union

Building.

Art Exhibition — An exhibition of

more than 30 one-of-a- kind artist

books and scrolls by William Schade

will be on view from Nov. 1 l-|an.

25 at the Mount Holyoke College Art

Museum. Museum hours are

Tuesday-Friday. 1 1 a.m.-5 p.m. and

Saturday and Sunday, 1-5 p.m. and

is closed on academic holidays from

Wednesday. Nov. 26-Monday, Dec.

1 and from Tuesday, Dec.

16-Monday. |an. 6. For more infor-

mation, call 538-2245 or fax

538-2144.

Club — The UMass Amateur
Radio Club Station W1PUO is

returning and looking for people to

join in Ham radio. Anyone interested

in radio/electronics and a desire to

learn and communicate are welcome.

The club will sponsor FCC approved

volunteer examination sessions for

all license levels. For more informa-

tion, contact Richard Strycharz

N1MFT at 549-6000 ext. 6000 or

FYls are public service announcements printed

daily To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the
Managing Editor by noon the previous day.

leave a message at facility services.

Fill-A-Bus — Help fill a PVTA
bus with clothing, toys, and non-per-

ishable food to benefit needy individ-

uals and families in the Amherst area

on November 24 and 25 and
December 1-5 from 11 a.m.-3 p.m.

daily in front of the Student Union.

Volunteers to staff the bus and col-

lect donations needed. Contact the

UMass Community Service Program
at 545-3368 for more information.

Food Drive — The UMass NSSL-
HA chapter along with Amherst
Survival Center ate sponsoring a

food drive in honor of hunger
awareness month. Bring non-perish-

able food to Arnold House. School

of Public Health throughout
November.
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Daily Listings sponsored by:

TV LISTING SPONSORSHIP FOR SALE
INQUIRE @ 545-3500

HSCN

CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN
UPN/20

Bulletin

Board

Hartford

Boston

Boston

Springfield

Movie Ch.

Hartford

Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
International

UMass Academic TV
HSCN Programming

TV-19D ABC/40 SpringfieldM NBC/22 Springfield

11

is
13
14
14
17
IB

S3 CNN
84 CNN SI

SB Headline News
UCTV7 TBS

3B BET

B8 TV Land

3D Univision

31 Comedy Central

3B Cartoon

33 Much Music

545-

3500

FRIDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI

WHDH
WTXX
WVIT

WTIC
WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
VYTBS

ASE
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK
SCIF1

TLC
TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

O

o

o

GD
CD

u Wishbone tr

3 News if

4 News

News 8

Full House

Cheers X
News

Home Imp

u News

Creatures

2± Newt X
Med Abo. You

2!

21

6:00

Femlly Metiers

6:30
Business Rpt.

CBS News

CBS News

ABC News

Boy-World

NBC News

Mad Abo. You

NBC News

Simpsons X
NBC
Business Rpt.

ABC News

Med Abo. You

Northern Eiposure I
Family Matters

WorldViewX

Comic Relief [Make-Laugh

Sea Wings "The Scout" (R)

Up Close

Supermarket

SportscenteT

7:00 7:30
Newshour With Jim Lehrer X Wash. Week

Inside Edition

Extra X
Inside Edition

Fresh Prince

Wheel-Fortune

Judge Judy X
Ent. Tonight

Seinfeld X
Wheel-Fortune [Jeopardy! X
Newshour With Jim Lehrer X

Real TV X
Enl. Tonight

Chronicle X
Fresh Prince

TtoRoMord Fibs: Mt^r and Mis<l*m«anon'(\9S7, Dn»n«)H

Sabrlna-Wltch |Teen Angel X |
Funniest Home Videos'

Jeopardy! X
Judge Judy X

Players "Con Amore" X 1 Dateline (In Stereo) X

Hard Copy X
Frssler X

Players "Con Amore" X
Visitor "Going Home" X

Wash. Week

Seinfeld ¥
Seinfeld R

Coach X
Law! Order X

Frssler X
Frasier K
Coach X

MoneyllneX ICrossflreX

Paula Poundstone

Qlmroe Shelter (R)

Debt

MTV Uve (In Stereo)

Figure H Qui

Swamp Thing

Hometjroe (Rj

Tiny Toon

Swamp Thing

Kung Fu: Legend

Hometlme (R)

Beywatch 'Wnqswepl" (RflM
HM

Storyteller X
"

** "U!1ltNiktt

Intimate Portrait

Vacation Week in Rock

Doug I
Night Stalker X*

Rugrats X

Home/a Again IHome AgaJn~

Lois > Clark-Superman
Highlander: The Series X

'

Inside the NFL (In Stereo) X*
(1988]

«** "7nefl^P^r»"( 1989, Comedy) Kevin

Pofatr/WM

8:00

C - Campus

8:30
Well St. Week

9:00 9:30
Connecticut Journal

The Roddord Fits: Uurdet and Mitdameanonyw, Drama)X

*«« "Ww FmmetfBooerflator (1988, Fantasy) Bob HoexJriT

10:00 10:30
NOVEMBER 21, 1997

Llvttyhcod "Shift Change" X
Nash Bridges "Bombshell" X

McLaughlin

News x
Nash Bridges "Bombshell" X
20/20 X News X

Homicide: Life on the Street X
»*» "Trading Ptoo»"(1983, Comedy) Eddie Murphy, Dan Aykroyc Grace Under

Players "Con Amore" X

Sabrlne-Witch

Wall St Week

Teen Angel X

Dateline (In Stereo) X
Millennium (In Stereo) (PA) X
Dateline (In Slereo) X
Community IFotow Money"

Funniest Home Videos

Star Trek: Voyager (In Slereo"

«t ItertHouit' (198». Drama)

Biography: John F", Kennedy Jr

Prime NewsT
Brett Butler

Wild Discovery

Burden-ProoT

JensaneQ.

Jurassic Reef"

| College Basketball: Georgetown vs Wake Forest

Sentinel "Red Ice" (In Stereo)

Patrick Swayia, Kelly Lynch.

America's Castlee (R)

Larry King LiveX

Homicide: Life on the Street X

Homicide: Life on the Street X
Llvelyhood Shift Change" X
20720 X

MaAf*H X

11:00 11:30
Religion

Late Show X
Late Show K

NlghtHneX

Star Trek: Nam Genet.

ITonlght Show"

Vibe

Seinfeld X
ITonlght Show

Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

Tonight Show

Deep Specs 8

News I
Seinfeld X

NlghtHneX

Frasier I

1 Night Stand

Unsolved Mysteries (In Stereo)

Beavie-Butl

Kablam 1

BesvisButt

Wonder Years Bewitched
IHappy Days

o The LaW(1979, Horror) Katharine Ross. (In SJanjoT

tfUomnnot

Pulp-Ill

Storm

Grand Tour (H)

World Today I

"National Lampoon's Animalnousf^m^
Law I Order "Right to Counsel'

Lounge Liz.

angaTW
BaaketbaJI: Preseason NIT Second Hound

Sit

Sports Itlus. [MoneyBna 1
M, Comedy) Oik

Justice Files (RJ

Teams TBA~fiSportacenlsf

Yol (In Stereo)

Truth: Staking flac*'(1993) Shanna Reed. | Homicide: Life on the StreeTT

Real America: 48 Hours [Great CHJeiipf the Ancient

Unplugged (In Slereo)

11 Love Lucy X [Odd Couple 1

NBA Baaketball New Jersey Nets at Boston Celtics (In Slereo Live) X
Vtckdmlr'lmi,.frama^urt ""**»". ^lam BakVin. (In Slereo) 1

Friday the 13th: The Settee X
Killer Vtrua(R)

~

llnede-NBA

*V>"ThaQHmm*tMan

TiiTT
Night Stalker X

Lovekne

Newhartx

Real America: 48 Hours (R)~

** "Start/

"(3™fS4„-

**H "The CaNs 6u
',* "The Minor Hail

Man" (1996) Steven Seagal. X I "Mean Guns" (1997, Drama) Christopher Lambert, Ice-T. -R' I
Jiy'ilWcomedyiJimCarray.Wi a'X 1* "Potonbf. The AiawSaotafan' (1997)KB
»> Two Facts- (1998) Barpm Suspend StargaleSGIBrocaOwde [Hunger (R)X

196?

Chris Rock X
Inside Out

"Hoed Mews"
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Bruno By C. Baldwin
WOVJ, -IrtUT WAS

MOntte. TKAM MOT. sfeu
Mil LOVEU. PRVJNO
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Children for Sale By Jon B. & Luke P.

I am so depressed I feel like I'm in this pit I can't crawl out

of As soon as something goes right, ten more things go

wrong I have no future There's nothing out there for me
There's nothing left but

No, I've decided it I'm going on Oprah

\

Horoscopes
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — You can get things done
well ahead of schedule today it you

stick to what you know has to be

accomplished iirst. Be sure to pri-

oritize.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— Do not jump to conclusions

today regarding a friend's feelings:

you may not be seeing things as

the\ leaih are. Avoid a conflict.

AQLARILS (|an. 20-Feb. 18)

— An energy disturbance of sorts

may keep you from adopting a pro-

ductive rhythm during the first

part of the day. later, all should

even out.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) —
You ma> have to endure a delay of

sorts today, not because of any-

thing you could control, but

because of the system. Be patient.

ARIES (March 2 1 -April 19) -

You can impress others with your

creative etiergv today, but can you

inspire them to match you In your

effort!? livening will bring the

answer.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —

You are going to have to be clear

and instructive when speaking to

those younger than yourself today.

You have 1 responsibility to fulfill.

GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20) -

Following someone else's example

may not be as easy as it seems
today. You will have to trust your

instincts on numerous occasions.

CANCER (|une 2l-|uly 22) —
Though you're a firm believer in

the truth, today you may have to

tell something of a lie in order to

get to a larger truth later.

LEO (|uly 25-Aug. 22) —
Loved ones may be worried by

your apparent lack of involvement.

You can put everyone at ease by

revealing vour motives.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) —
You may be after something that is

confusing to others, but a brief

explanation will have many clam-

oring to support you.

LIBRA (Sept. 25-Oct. 22) —
Ycfu will be expected to do more
for yourself than usual today. Look
at this as an opportunity to prove

vou have what it takes.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)

—

You may be having trouble cutting

through red tape and dealing with

bureaucratic slowdowns today.

You are in the right; give it time.

Close to Home By John McPherson

Quote of the JT>ay

Everything will work

out in the end**
-UMass Outing Club motto

Today's P.C. Menu
Call 343-3626 tow more information.

"Oh yeah, now I remember. The roofing

contractor left a message saying you
should call him ASAP."

Franklin

LUNCH
Tart n' Tasty Taco

Vegetable Taco (also tart n' tasty)

C-C-Clam Roll

Reuben Sandwich on Rye

DINNER
Savory Baked Chicken

Risotto Italiano

Spaghetti/Tomato Lentil Sauce

Burger of Ham (beef, actually)

Worcester
LUNCH

Captain's Catch on Sesame Roll

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Fettucini/Tomato Sauce

Black Eyed P's

DINNER
Savory Baked Chicken

Pineapple Ham Steak

Korean BBQ Tofu

Pastabilities: Ravioli Alfredo

ACROSS
1 Blemish
5 Roomy
10 Kept secret

13 Capital of Peru
14 Incus
15 Empty
16 Tel —
1 7 Tidies the

garden
1 8 Aid and
1 9 "Loded" place

20 Shade of red

?? Deliberate

together
24 space
25 Wis neighbor
26 Giant in fairy

tales

28 Precise
32 Time period

33 Waiter's checks
37 Small stream
38 Tricks

40 "T he Mouse —
Roared"

41 "Lovely—,
meter maid"

42 Cookbook amt
43 Stop
44 Request
46 Nabokov novel

48 r- lash Hood
51 Water or

electricity

55 Women's wear
58 Dreary

60 Industrial safety

agcy
61 Cornea lan

Steve —
62 Honolulu s spot

63 Beat
64 Lift

65 Zoo favorite

66 Young fellow

67 Miss — . of

"Gunsmoxe"
68 Vegas machine

DOWN

PREVIOUS PUZ2LE SOLVED

J U E L L

u N D U L

A I l G N
E T E D

BBDHS HBO

Shut noisily

Kind of duty

Protein -building

acid
Black bird

Legit

Married . . .

With Children"

star

7 Manifest

8 Faction

9 If not

10 Nun's attire

1 1 Peace goddess
1? Discourage
15 Oblong gem
21 Neither's

partner

23 Take a chair

26 Bauxite, eg
27 Vapor
28 Gool
29 Caesar s dozen

HDD HKltttfWnU SHE

bus Banna
mnama stan bbish
mOBB SBBK HHfflCl

HEjr 1LLL!
11 ?i 97 © 1997. Unrted F»«ljre Synflic»l«>

30 Model Carol —
31 Nonsense
32 Sixth sense

abbr
34 Triumphant

exclamation
35—reliel

36 Sault — Mane
38 Hwy
39 Neighbor of

Can
43 Lo- — not

fattening

45 Luau garland

46 Certify

47 Cartoon king

48 f-oroiddinglook

49 Turkish official

50 Plant parasite

51 Dark
52 Fans' favorites

53 Footpath
54 Boor
56 Place tor

picnics

5/ Jai

59 Baseball

strategy

Hampshire
LUNCH

Moo Moo Burger

Choco Mountain Chicken Pucks

Wario's Catch on Sesame Stadium Roll

Bowzer's Castle of Grilled Cheese

DINNER
Toad's Baked Chicken

Glazed Harvest Ham a'la Donkey Kong
Mario Kart Casserole

Yoshi's Valley of Pez

Berkshire
LUNCH

El Cap-i-tan's Catch on Sesame Roll

Fettucini/Tomato Sauce

Grilled Milk Product (cheese) Sandwich

Black Bean Chili

DINNER
Savory Baked Chicken

Broccoli Stuffed Flounder (with stuff stuffing)

Tempeh Stir Fry

Pastabilities: Ravioli Alfredo
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N-Y. fans are

obnoxious,

aren't they?
Are all New York sports fans obnox-

ious ' Yes.

It's a curse that every year the

Collegian is blessed with the presence

of at least one obnoxious New York

sports tan.

This year, the tradition has contin-

ued.

As 1 sat with one of my sports

cohorts on Wednesday at the weekly

snorts luncheon, reveling in the speak-

er's lambasting of my so-called nega-

tive article on our fall sports, that

whiney voice whispered in my ear once

again.

"How about those Rangers?"

UM has pair with Friars
By Jorma Kansanen
Collegian Staff

Sophomore defenseman Dean Stork will be on of many Minutemen need-

ed to step up this weekend in a home-and- home with Providence

\\ hen you are PC, you go out of your way to deal with

offensive matters But then, you also go

out of your way to deal with defensive

matters

For all of you out there in PC land,

the Providence College Friars will make
their first appearance of the season at

the William D. Mullins Center tonight

at 7 p.m.. facing the Massachusetts

hockev team in the front half of a

home- and-home series. The
Minutemen will travel to historic

Schneider Arena for Saturday night's

game, with game time also scheduled for 7 p.m.

I liars coach Paul Pooley will be bringing his

neutral-zone trap defensive philosophy to the Valley, but

PC (5-2. 1-2 in Hockey F.astt will be looking to turn up

Hucke-

the offense on UMass (2-5, 0-4 HE). After losing last

year's season series to the Minutemen. UMass coach |oe

Mallen feels the Friars will be dangerous in more ways

than one for tonight's game.

'For one thing, they'll be looking

for revenge because we took two out

of three against them last year."
' Mallen said. "And another thing,

Massachusetts *hey're on a ro
r
'}

an
f.

** .^v?™four in a row. Overall, the league is a

lot better this year then the last few

years, and Providence is one of those

teams that have stepped up.

"They've played well so far, and if

a we can get on the winning side against

them, this will be a great opportunity

for us to get back in the conference race."

The season started out with a less-than appetizing loss

VS.

Providence

Yot\ujht@^pAn.

Turn to HOCKEY, page 7

UMass
"What happened to your Red Sox

this year?"

"Gee. how about the lets at the top

of the AFC East? And, the Pats are

really playing well lately, huh?"

Well, first of all, he was serving me
lunch, and cleaning up my dirty plates

(and by the way, with no tip because

he was a bus boy at a UMass function).

Secondly, he's from New York, and

he's a lets fan — there has to be some-

thing wrong with that. Thirdly, there's

a difference between reality and expec-

tations. In the spirit of this column.

let's take each question one-by-one:

"How about those Rangers?" —
Yeah, how about that geriatric ward?

It's obvious that a team emphasizing

free agent acquisitions, thus ballooning

u>ur -alary, while not using your farm

sv-tem will have a certain amount of

success. Truthfully. Wayne Gretzky

would make the 5-14-5 Calgary

Flames look good. Really. He would.

But. the fact is when you replace an

All-World talent like Mark Messier

with a china doll like Pat LaFontaine.

you replace an aging superstar with an

ssjkuj superstar who will shatter when

he falls. l.aFontaine has a propensity to

suffer concussions, which as we all

know (except in the inimitable wisdom

of GM Neil Smith) is not a good thing.

But. the team is just old — flat out.

That was the problem last season, and

it will be a problem again this season.

That is why Messier wanted to leave,

because Smith can't get that fact

through his thick skull.

OK, the Bruins are 1 1-7-5. and the

Rangers are 7-7-4. That could be

enough said, but it isn't.

The B's were not expected to do well

this season, even with the addition of

coach Pat Burns. But through prudent

free agent acquisitions, and with

emphasis placed on youth, Boston has

put together a team which has used

timely goal scoring from three lines to

establish a winning record.

Youth has been served.

The reality for New York is it is

expected to win, even with the loss d
Messier, and it is mediocre.

\\ hat happened to your Red Sox

this year?" — Once again, the BoSox

were not expected to be a great team

this past year, but the Yankees were. If

you thought the Red Sox would have a

better record than the Yanks at the end

oi this p;iM season then you really need

to seek some help.

lust one question: who traded away

p pitching ptospect in T»ny Armas

|r. for a non-defensive entity like Mike

Stanley? Yeah, if he was a great acqui-

sition, then why will he probably be

suiting up for someone else next sea-

son''

Hideki Irabu. That could be enough

said, but it isn't.

Once again, the fact is New York

was expected to return to the World

Series again this year, and they lost to

that team — oh, that so-called door-

mat team — yeah. Cleveland.

I won't get into the

Gareiaparra-leter debate.

But. basically, Boston went with

\outh this season, and New York went

with a bunch of old farts. In that sense.

I'll take the Red Sox youngsters against

whatever youth the Yankees po-

And oh. W I got Pedro Martinez.

A prudent free agent acquisition,

eh? Say no more.

( .,; : //«ir about the Ids at the top

<>l tlic Mt I ml?" — Gee. how about

one of the least difficult schedules in

the NFL this season? Right now, the

Pats are awful, but they do play one of

the hardest schedules this season. II

the] stumble just a little, teams like

Green Bay and Denver make them

pay for their transgressions

The Pats might be on the verge of

playoff elimination, but they do have

the better divisional record, and that

is" what the AFC East will come down
to this -en-on.

Youth vs. experience. Expectations

vs. reality, Out of the gates. New
"t ork might have the lead, but Boston

will win it down the stretch. Gee, why
didn't he mention the Celtics (5- 6)

andtheKnicks(6-4)?
Don't >'et me started on that one.

forma Kansanen is a Collegian

o&tumnitt,

By Fred Hurlbrink, Jr.

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts men's basketball team will

begin its quest to reach the NCAA tournament for

I seventh straight season Saturday night on the

west coast when it takes on Fresno Stale.

The game will be televised on ESPN2. sched-

uled for midnight.

The No. 15 Bulldogs (1-0) met the Minutemen

for the first time last season and handed UMass a

good, solid 102-81 whipping at the William D.

Mullins Center. Massachusetts native Chris

Herren lit up Mullins for 25 points, including

three 5-pointers, to lead the barrage.

Herren, a junior, is one of two starters return-

ing to a patchwork squad of talented transfers and

newcomers. The 6-foot-5 guard is considered one

of the more explosive backcourt players in the

country.

Herren led the Bulldogs with 17.5 points per

game last season and shot 5b percent from

beyond the arc. Raler Alston will join him in the

backcourt
this season.

taking the

place of the

graduated
D om i n i c k

Young.
Alston, a

playground
legend from

Queens.
NY., has

the ability

around

Men s Basketball

Massachusetts

No. 13 Fresno State

Saturd

a

v. Midnight-

LAUREN KOSKY COUEGIAN

The UMass men's basketball team will start its regular season slate this weekend with a trip to Fresno

State on Saturday.

to elevate the game of the players

him with his all around skills, according

to the Fresno State coaching sta*T.

Daymond Forney is the other returning Bulldog

starter. The senior forward was Fresno's leading

rebounder last season and trailed only Herren in

scoring average (14.2).

"I think he can be our most improved player,"

Fresno State coach lerry Tarkanian said. "He has

a chance of being a great player this year."

Terrance Roberson, a 6-foot-7 forward, is the

only other current Bulldog who was on last year's

roster. Last season, Roberson averaged 9.0 ppg
and led the Bulldogs with a .495 5-point field

goal percentage. He will likely come off the bench

behind Forney and talented transfer Tremaine

Fowlkes.

Fowlkes played at California for two seasons

and was the Pac-10 Freshman of the Year in

1995. He is a versatile swingman who has the

strength to bang inside with the big men.

Fowlkes rounds out a talented squad that needs

only to worry about creating a chemistry.

"This is the best personnel since I've been

here." Tarkanian said. "I like our team.

Potentially, we can be very good."

Potentially, this could be a well-played basket-

ball game. Both teams come into the contest with

certain things to prove.

The Bulldogs have to prove that they can play

together and keep everybody happy. The
Minutemen. on the other hand, have to show that

the chemistry they have already developed can

translate into production on the court.

Krone Weeks and Charlton Clarke will be the

staples of what UMass wants to do this season.

The two leaders of the Minutemen did not play

well against Marathon after sitting out the

Converse game due to violation of team rules.

They will be looked upon to step up their play

against a tough Bulldog team.

LAUREN KOSKY / COLLEGIAN

Sophomore Sarah Watters hopes

to serve some winners up in a criti-

cal A-10 weekend.

UM v-ball

has crucial

A-10 slate

By Jamie Jee

Collegian Staff

For the Massachusetts volleyball

team, that light at the end of the sea-

son has now neared. Although the

Minutewomen need to beat a strong

(undefeated in the Atlantic 10)

Temple team before they can even

hope for the right circumstances that

will usher them into the postseason,

coach Bonnie Kenny and the rest of

the team know that they still have

two matches left.

UMass will finish out its regular

season at the Curry Hicks Cage
tonight against La Salle and Saturday

against Temple. Both matches start at

7 p.m.

"There are a lot of variables we
don't have any control over now. but

it could still happen," Kenny said.

"Hopefully, we can catch them off

guard after Rhode Island, when
they're not thinking about us and

maybe if they're preoccupied with the

tournament."

If UMass is to play in the A-10
tournament this Thanksgiving,

George Washington (9-9, tied for

fourth) would have to lose against

both Xavier (8-10. tied for seventh)

and Dayton (14-4, third). That's not

all though. After beating both

Temple and La Salle, the

Minutewomen would have to hope

for a Duquesne (9-9. tied for fourth)

victory over Virginia Tech (9-9. tied

for fourth) and for the Dukes to

somehow lose to St. Bonaventure

Turn to VOLLEYBALL, page 7

The best and worst offootball callers

Too often in sports columns these days, things are

printed that are common knowledge. Let's lace it. as

sports hnis. we all know who is good and who is bad,

and to have someone tell us their opinion on that is just

boring sometimes. What is printed

less, but is just as much a part of

watching the games, is the evalua-

tion of the people in the booth.

Seth Koenig

Now that football is reaching the juicy part of the

schedule. I feel it's time to evaluate those who present

the games to us

Here are my worst and best four:

Worst No. 1: lerry Glanville If you've watched a

game with Glanville as a commentatot. no explanation

is needed here. His whiny Texas accent and his annoy-

ing tendency to compare everything to Elvis make him

easily the worst there is. To Glanville. Drew Bledsoe

and |ohn l.lwav are "Texas quarterbacks," despite

ntvei having anything to do with the state of Textt.

You figure it out.

No. 2: Brent Musbeiger. ABC keeps Musberger on

college ball as long as it can. which is an indecency in

itself, but when the wild card weekend rolls around...

well, there's only one "Frank. Al,» and Dan." and there's two games

^^^ foi \BC to televiae. Musberger
*"^^^B— makes it | point to add as much

false drama to a game as he possibly can. If a

low ranked team was to kie k an early field goal against

a high-ranked team. Musberger would be the announc-

er to start yelling about an ama/ing upset victory in the

making, and how the lower ranked team's offensive

coordinator's grandmother's goldfish died two years

earlier and how much that game meant to him because

of that.

No. 3: Frank Gilford. Frank is the runt of the

Turn to KOENIG, page 7

UMass swims with
St. John's at home
Women look to buck injuries

By Michael Kobyianski

Collegian Staff

Minutemen face weekend pair
By Jamie Jee

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts men's swim-

ming and diving team has jumped

out to a quick 2-0 start this yen IS

its have cone out and soundly
beaten two strong squads |{|

Providence and Boston University,

The Minutemen hope to continue

that streak this weekend as they

take on Columbia in a 6 p.m. meet

time tonight and St. lohn's at I

p.m. Saturday. Both meets will he

held at the loseph R. Rogers Pool.

UMass will be finishing up a

four-meet homestand to start off

the season before it travels to

Universit) Park. Pa. to take part in

the Penn Slate Invitational on Dec.

S and 6.

The Minutemen alreadv defi

Providence bj the score of 152-90

and whipped BU last week.
205-95.

UMass once again face talented

squads In Columbia and St, lohn's

but will go into this weekend-

games riding a wave. In the win

over the Terriers (he Minutewomen
relay squads went wild and set two

records in the process

The 200 medley relay team of

junior Brian Wisniewski. sopho-

moie Billy Hunter, freshman Diego

Alcala. and senior Sean Anderson

set the record time of 1:55.92

The 200 free relay team of

Anderson, leflfof Kerry Hucston.

Alcala. and sophomore Henry
Turner set a record of their own

Turn to MEN'S SWIMMING page 7

Once upon a time they were both

Redmen.
But, as the social acceptability of

school mascots has changed, so have

the nicknames. And while
Massachusetts changed its nickname

to Minutemen in the 1970s, St.

lohn's made the switch to the Red

Storm earlier this decade.

Nicknames aside, both schools will

square off against each other in a

showdown at high noon on Saturday

in a women's swimming matchup at

loseph R. Rogers Pool.

"St. lohn's is a talented team. They

are stronger in the freestyle events

than in the other events, but we can't

take them lightly," UMass coach Bob

Newcomb said.

The Minutewomen are coming off

a 182-1 17 loss to Boston University,

but have other problems to deal

with, such as injuries. The 2-2

Minutewomen will be looking to

finally piece together a full squad for

the first time this season on

Saturday.

UMass will also be looking to

avenge last year's heartbreaking loss

to St. lohn's. The Red Storm eeked

out a 122-121 win last season in

lamaica. N.Y. Overall, the two

schools have split their two lifetime

meetings.

A pair of freshmen paced the

Minutewomen against BU last

Saturday. Sarah Newell and lulie

Dragon picked up the lone victories

for UMass in a meet which saw the

Terriers win 14 out of 16 first place

finishes.

Newell also won three races earlier

in the week in a meet against

Northeastern and is continuing to

emerge as the team's most consistent

swimmer. On the other hand,

Dragon continues to show superb

progress since arriving in Amherst,

as evidenced by her first ever colle-

giate victory on Saturday.

This meet will round out the slate

for UMass in the month of

November, a month that has seen the

Minutewomen go 2- 1 thus far. After

diving into action against the Red
Storm. UMass will not hit the water

again until Dec. 4 in the Penn State

Invitational. The next dual meet of

the season for UMass will not be

until 1998. when the Minutewomen
will host the Big Green of

Dartmouth on lanuary 18.

Minutewoman Notes: In addition to

Newell's three victories against

Northeastern, the Minutewomen also

received individual wins from fresh-

Turn to WOMEN'S SWIMMING page 7
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Soap
dish

The world of soap
operas are con-
stantly changing.
Check out who's
hot and who's not

(see Arts & Living,

page 5).

Fresno State

makes statement

jerry Tarkanian':

Fresno St. Bulldogs

showed the country

why they're ranked

No. 1 3 after beat-

ing UMass 82-64
Saturday night (see

Sports, page 1 0).

WORLD

North Korea agrees

to joining peace talks

SEOUL, South Korea (AP) —
North Korea agreed to join four-

party Korean peace talks only

because it was assured the agenda

will include the withdrawal of

U.S. troops from South Korea,

North Korea's Foreign Ministry

said yesterday.

"It has been promised that the

talks will focus on the U.S. troop

pullout and the conclusion of a

peace agreement between (North

Korea) and the U.S., as we
demanded." the North's official

Korean Central News Agency
quoted an unidentified Foreign

Ministry spokesman as saying.

"That is why we agreed to hold

the talks." the spokesman said. It

was North Korea's first public

reaction to an agreement reached

in New York last week among the

two rival Koreas, the United

States and China to open Korean

peace talks in Geneva on Dec. 9.

The report is contrary to South

Korea's contention that North
Korea had dropped its long-stand-

ing demand for a" U.S. troop pull-

out as a condition to the peace

talks.

NATION

Dionne quints warn
against exploitation

NEW YORK (AP) — Multiple

births should not be seen as

entertainment or a marketing
tool, the surviving Dionne quin-

tuplets warned the parents of the

Iowa septuplets.

In a letter printed in Time mag-

azine's Dec. 1 issue, Annette,

Cecile and Yvonne Dionne tell

Kenny and Bobbi McCaughey
their septuplets' lives "should be

no different from that of other

children."

"Multiple births should not be

confused with entertainment, nor

should they be an opportunity to

sell products," the 63-year-old

sisters wrote.

Conceived before the era of

fertility drugs, the five identical

sisters were born on May 28.

1954, in Ontario, Canada.
Weighing less then 2 pounds
each, they were the first known
surviving quintuplets and became

a tourist sensation.

Three movies were made of

their lives and Dionne dolls were

the rage of the 1950s. The girls

lived in "Quintland." a virtual

theme park across the street from

their family, where the girls were

put on display. As many as 6,000

people a day would watch them

play behind a one-way screen.
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Do the Write Thing participants

witness peace process at work
IJM'Dartmouth TA voices

opinion onJFK conspiracy
By Michelle Fongemie

Collegian Correspondent

BRYAN SCHWART^MAN COLLEGIAN

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and his wife Sarah, receive an award from the General Assembly of

the Council of Jewish Federations.

By Bryan Schwartzman
Collegian Staff

Editor's Note: Bryan Schwartzman is the Jewish Affairs

editor for the Collegian. He attended a workshop for Jewish

Journalists called Do The Write Thing. The workshop was

held in conjunction with the 66th annual General

Assembly for the Council of Jewish Federations. Do The

Write Thing participants were given media access to

General Assembly events.

INDIANAPOLIS — Prime Minister Benjamin

Netanyahu and President William lefferson Clinton (via

satellite), along with other members of the

Israeli/American political establishment presented their

viewpoints on the Middle East Peace Process to the 66th

General Assembly for the Council of (ewish Federations

(C|F).

Both leaders reaffirmed their belief in the peace process,

but offered few specifics to the over 4.000 delegates from

six countries who attended the General Assembly.

The General Assembly is the annual gathering of repre-

sentatives from the CJF, the largest lewish organization in

North America. The C|F holds political and economic

influence on the national and international sphere.

The delegates of the General Assembly, who essentially

represent North American ludaism. were anxiously await-

ing remarks pertaining to the staling peace process. This

past January, the Netanyahu government signed the

Hebron Accords with the Palestinian Authority, arranging

partial Israeli military deployment from the West Bank

City. However, all sides agree there have been no signifi-

cant breakthroughs since then.

Issues which have not yet been agreed upon include: the

final status of lerusalem, the possibility of a safe passage

between the West Bank and Gaza, and the prospects for

Palestinian air and sea ports.

Netanyahu addresses General Assembly

On Sunday night, the Indiana Convention center was

filled to capacity and was crawling with security for an

evening which was attended by both the Governor of

Indiana. Frank O'Bannon, and the mayor of Indianapolis.

Turn toCJF,page2

A presentation entitled "The
Conspiracy to Kill |FK," given

Wednesday night by Chris Basley.

attempted to prove that |ohn F.

Kennedy was not killed by Lee
Harvey Oswald, as the Warren
Commission concluded.

Basley, currently a teaching assis-

tant at University of

Massachusetts-Dartmouth, has

been researching the Kennedy
assassination since 1 988.

The presentation began with film

footage of the actual shots that

were taken at Kennedy. Basley

immediately said the film shows
Kennedy's head being blown back-

ward, not forward like the Warren

Commission tried to prove.

The Warren Commission, in its

final report, concluded that the

deadly shots were taken by Lee

Harvey Oswald from a sixth floor

window of the Texas Schoolbook

Depository. The Commission con-

cluded that there were three shots

fired.

Basley, however, provided infor-

mation which said the contrary.

First of all, Basley said, not only are

there audio tapes which recorded

seven distinct shots, but people

around the grassy knoll gave state-

ments that they heard shots and

saw smoke coming from this grassy

area.

Basley spoke of one witness, a

Vietnam veteran who was sitting on

the curb with his family below the

grassy knoll, who gave a statement

to police that he heard bullets

whizzing by his ears. Basley provid-

ed slides of this witness and his

family ducking their heads with

bodies flat on the ground.

Slides were shown of a puff of

smoke coming from the area of the

grassy knoll, as well as the mysteri-

ous figure which the Warren

Commission dismissed as a tree.

Basley pointed out however that

there are consecutive film shots of

the grassy knoll area and the "tree"

disappears.

"I can guarantee you that there

was nobody there with a chainsaw

that day," Basley said.

In addition to the photos Basley

said there is medical evidence that

shows what the Warren
Commission concluded was false.

Basley showed a slide of the state-

ments made by the doctors who
treated Kennedy.

The Warren Commission stated

that the deadly shot came from
behind and went from the back of

Kennedy's neck through the front

of his neck. The statement made by

Dr. Ronald (ones however, said

"The hole was very small and very

clean cut, as you would see in a bul-

let that is entering rather than exit-

ing from the patient."

This in itself, Basley said, "was

enough evidence to prove that the

shot did not come from the Texas

Shoolbook Depository," which was

located behind the car Kennedy
was riding in.

However, there was more med-

ical evidence Basley said. The
Warren Commission stated in its

report that there were three shots

fired, and one of the shots went

through Kennedy's upper chest,

then through Governor Connely's

back, then through Connely's right

wrist and finally through Connely's

left thigh.

A picture of the bullet which the

government claimed did all this

damage was printed in one of the

26 printed volumes of the findings

by the Warren Commission. The
bullet appears in perfect shape. A
non-government funded agency,

Basley said, decided to do a test of

their own. A corpse was used with
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Environmental Horticultural club returns to UMass campus
By Jason Eiseman

Collegian Staff

A once defunct Registered Student

Organization (RSO) has been revived

this semester by several students who
have renewed the Environmental
Horticultural (Envhort) club.

"Right now. we're just trying to get

things started," said Steve LeClair. a

second-year Stockbridge, nursery man-

agement major.

"I was looking for something to do

on campus that was related to mv
field," LeClair said

"The whole club just gives us a

chance to try something, to see what

we can accomplish, and what we can

learn from it." said Helen Mezger.

junior plant and soil science major.

Students not only joined Envhort to

further their interests outside of the

classroom, but also to meet other peo-

ple with similar interests.

"It [Envhort] gives us a chance to

build some really good friendships."

IxClair said.

Thomas Boyle, professor of horticul-

ture, is the faculty advisor for Envhort.

"They wanted to go up and beyond

the classroom experience." Boyle said.

The members of the Envhort club

have just finished their first fundraiser,

selling 22 Thanksgiving centerpieces

which they arranged themselves.

Envhort is already working on addi-

tional fund raisers.

The Envhort club will soon be taking

orders for Christmas wreathes, and will

be selling some items at the annual

UMass Holiday Show. On the first

Friday in December, floral design stu-

dents sell their work at the Holiday

Show. On Dec. 5, at French Hall room

105, the Envhort club will also take

part in the show.

Many of the flowers and wreathes

which the club is designing have been

donated by various places. Bulbs from

Holland were donated, and will be used

for a Valentine's Day fundraiser. The

bulbs, which were placed in a "growing

media" and "panned," were put in a

cooler in Bowdage Greenhouse.

"We planned them just right, so

they'll be ready for Valentine's Day,"

said Christine Rivera, second-year

Stockbridge commercial floriculture

major.

Envhort will use the money raised to

take a trip or get a speaker. According

to LeClair and Boyle, the group may
take trips to horticultural sites such as

Naumkeag. which is famous for its

beautiful gardens. Envhort may also go

to several garden shows in the spring

and visit nurseries and commercial

greenliouses.

The club does not exclude students

from outside the horticultural majors,

and welcomes students from all differ-

ent majors.

"We try not to get too in depth or

technical," LeClair said. "I'm learning

just as much as everyone else."

According to several members, the

best way to get involved with Envhort

is to attend one of their meetings at the

French Hall Library at 5 p.m. every

Wednesday.

Focus on Latino identity

at UMass lecture tonight
TSA event celebrates Vwba Duechen

By Gregory Cosimir

Collegian Staff

Tonight, at 7 p.m. at the Malcolm

X Cultural Center, lecturer and poet

Minister Muhammad Abdullah will

be speaking about an array of topics

centering around the meaning of the

"true Latino" identity, and the

importance of black and Latino

unity.

This event is sponsored by the

Collegiate Coalition for Black Males

for Community Consciousness. Phi

Beta Sigma Fraternity Inc., Zeta Phi

Beta Sorority Inc., Black Student

Union, Office of ALANA Affairs.

Casa Domincana, Haitian Student

Association. AHORA and the

Distinguished Visitors Program.

Muhammad Abdullah, formerly

known as Diogenes
Rodriguez-Muhammad, has been

working in community service for

over 25 years. In 1972, he helped

establish the first Spanish Mosque in

New York City, and served as its

minister under the leadership of the

Honorable Elijah Muhammad and

Minister Louis Farrakhan.

Muhammad Abdullah is also a the-

ater director and a writer. He was
nominated best director in 1982 for

his interpretation of Don Quixote.

He performs poetry and satires about

the Spanish and English speaking of

those of African and Native

American descent.

He is a founding member and the

coordinator of the Confraternity for

the Education and Development of

the Afro-Latin American
(CEDALA), which was formed with

the purpose of correcting the

mis-education of the historical dis-

tortion of Latin American culture,

and to promote unity among people

of the African and Native American

diasporas.

Muhammad Adbullah has trav-

elled to South America, and
acquainted himself with the leaders

of the Afro-Latin human rights and

liberation movements. He appears

regularly on TV, radio talk shows,

college campuses and community
events, lecturing on many provoca-

tive subjects: topics dealing with

identity and slavery, and subjects

with African- American,
Afro-Latino. Native indigenous and

Muslim themes.

By Jill Carroll

Collegian Correspondent

The newly formed Tibetan Students Association (TSA)

sponsored their first event last Friday to celebrate Lhaba

Duechen (Buddha's decent on earth).

The event included a discussion of issues presently sur-

rounding Tibet and a video concerning the United States'

deeming of most favored nati. m MMl 10 China

Tibet, where Buddhism is the prominent religion, is locat-

ed in Asia, above India and Nepal and to the west of China.

In 1 949, China invaded Tibet in an attempt to colonize the

the country. Over a million people died due to starvation, tor-

ture and execution. Many Buddhist monasteries were

destroyed and the Dalai Lama, the spiritual and political

leader of Tibet, and thousands of Tibetans fled from the

country.

Today, people in Tibet can be imprisoned and tortured for

non-violent expression of their views or for carrying a picture

of the Dalai Lama.

Some of the questions discussed during the TSA meeting

were why China invaded Tibet, was Tibet ever historically

free and what could Americans do to help. T h o n d u p
Tsering, who was bom in Tibet and a founding member and

general secretary of the TSA, said Americans can inform their

local congressman or become aware of some of the compa-

nies that do business in Tibet, for example some toys are

manufactured in Tibetan prisons.

Tsering said at the moment China has a state-sponsored

movement of Chinese into Tibet. He is hopeful that ultimate-
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Iraqi weapons watch to continue
ByWaielFaleh
Associated Press

BAGHDAD, Iraq — U.N. experts

spread out in and around Baghdad

yesterday to search for chemical, bio-

logical and nuclear weapons, while

helicopter crews watched overhead

for any suspicious activity on the

ground.

For the roughly 75 weapons moni-

tors, who include four Americans, it

was the second day back at work after

a 24-day U.N. standoff with Saddam
Hussein. Inspection team chief Nils

Carlstrom refused to say what the

inspectors were finding, saying only

that the Iraqis were cooperating.

"We have had clear access into the

sites without problems." Carlstrom

said.

Iraq's inspection liaison officer.

Hussam Mohamed Amin. insisted the

U.N. experts came across nothing ille-

gal in their daylong search of nine

sites, which he said was "conducted

... in a professional, scientific and

objective way."

Despite the cooperation. Iraqi U.N.

Ambassador Nizar Hamdoon told

Turn to IRAQ page3
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Express yourself M u ,

Dan Perrone, a freshman environmental science major, kicks off MassPirg's Fight Hunger and Homelessness

Week with an emotional photo exhibit last Monday evening in the Campus Center.
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ly Tibetans will be able to go back to

Tibet because it is very costly for China

to control the country.

The mission of the TSA is to educate

young people to the realities of Tibet

and to translate awareness into action

through non-violent political, econom-

ic and social campaign.

The celebration of Lhabab Duechan

is held on the 22nd day of the ninth

month on the Tibetan calendar.

According to Tsering, in the

Buddhist religion it is believed that at

the age of 41 . Buddha goes up to heav-

en where he is reborn, and to show

thanks to the mother for this, he stays

in heaven and teaches. While he

is in heaven, there is no teacher on

earth. Then on the 22nd day of the

ninth month. Buddha returns to earth.

The first meeting of the TSA was a cel-

ebration to mark this occasion.

The TSA has about 40 members and

is open to any students or faculty from

the five college area.

Tsering said there is a diverse group

in the TSA, which includes Tibetan

students along with people of all races,

UMass and Five College faculty and

students.

In addition to Tsering, Karma
Dolma, TSA president, and Yeshi

Chodon, TSA program officer, are

founding members.
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Stephen Goldsmith. The evening culminated with
Netanyahu's address.

"I am convinced that only this government is capable of

uniting the people of Israel behind a permanent peace set-

tlement with the Palestinians and a peace treaty with

Syria," said Netanyahu, who canceled a scheduled |MM
conference earlier in the day.

"Our hand is also extended to our Arab neighbors," he

said.

Netanyahu said Israel is always willing for peace, but

aMM will not come M the expense of security. He said the

final status of Jerusalem must remain the undivided capital

of Israel, and that Israel would not relinquish control of air

and sea space, for fear of terrorism.

"I have not drawn an> precise maps to define what we
have in mind for an agreement with the Palestinians," he

said.

"But 1 know that 1 represent a broad national consensus

when I declare that the lordan Valley must be Israel's

strategic border," Netanyahu said.

He also commented on the stability of the nation and

the strength of the economy.

"We have already surpassed the European average for

individual income, and we are on the way to making Israel

one of the most developed and prosperous nations in the

world," he said.

Prime Minister supports Clinton

In a perceived snub. President Clinton said he did not

have time to meet with Netanyahu during his American

tour, while Clinton did host Leah Rabin and Shimon Peres

in the White House last week.

However, Netanyahu expressed support for President

Clinton and his stance on Iraq (with regard to the

President's pressure for the expulsion of weapon's inspec-

tors].

"At this moment, when his is facing down Saddam
Hussein, President Clinton deserves to know that all who
cherish peace and freedom support him," he said.

On Tuesday evening, Clinton addressed a smaller audi-

ence via satellite transmission. He thanked the C|F for sup-

porting him. but did not discuss the performance of the

Likud government or the peace process.

"Saddam Hussein cannot be allowed to expel weapons

inspectors," Clinton said.

Likud government criticized

Chairman of the Labor party (the opposition party to

Netanyahu's Likud government) Ehud Barak questioned

the Likud government handling of the process and his eco-

nomic policy.

"We cannot accept a peace process or an economy
which is going backwards." said Barak in an address to the

General Assembly Monday afternoon.

Barak said he does not want Rabin's assassination to

have been in vain and that the government should pursue a

more active role in the peace process.

However, Barak did not support the Oslo accords when

it came before the Knessett (Israel's legislature) several

years ago.

Barak said he would not support the division of

lerusalem or an autonomous air and sea port for the

Palestinian authority.

"In order to live together, we must live apart," Barak

said, in a press conference following his address.

He also said while Israel's technology industry may be

booming, the government has not helped conditions in the

periphery of Israeli society. Life is still difficult in develop-

ment towns and there are far too many homeless, he said.

Independent assessment reached

The peace process has not bates* helped by the present

government, said Ehud Ya'ari in an address made specifi-

cally to participants in the Do The Write Tiling program.

Ya'ari is the Commentator for Arab Affairs for Israel

Television and is one of the most well known journalists in

"Oslo should be perceived as a breakthrough, a break-

through into deadlock." Ya'ari said.

He said while he disagrees with Netanyahu, he does

believe the Prime Minister cannot take the risk of giving

control of air and sea space for fear of terrorism.

Ya'ari believes that the only way to secure peace is for

Israel to enter a tri-lateral agreement with lordan and

Palestine This agreement would give Israel control of the

lordanian border, thus acting as a buffer for any possible

attacks on Israel's most strategically vulnerable border. In

exchange, Ya'ari believes Israel should give up control ol

East lerusalem. an idea very few politicians on either the

left or the right have embraced.

"A united lerusalem is an illusion; lews don't go to Eat*

lerusalem and Palestinians don't go to Jewish lerusalem

except for manual work." he said.

If the West Bank and Gaza are granted sovereignty, it

will only be enough territory to house roughly half of the

people who identify themselves as Palestinian. He said any

final peace must discuss the fate of Palestinian refugee-,

and Israeli Arabs.

"It is in our interest to make peace with all of the Israeli

Arabs, not just some of them," he said.

The role of the diplomat

"No matter how difficult the process there will be

peace... because there is no other alternative," said United

States Envoy Dennis Ross.

Ross, who was the mediator who negotiated the Hebron

accords, discussed his philosophy of diplomacy and what

needs to be done to secure peace, with the assembly on

Tuesday morning.

"Those who are opposed to peace can't have hope," he

said.

All peace processes must go through three phases. Ross

said that first a psychological intent for peace must be

established, then there must be a written manifestation or

conceptual agreement, and finally the realization of the

textual peace.

Ross said the 1991 Madrid peace conference symbolized

a psychological agreement. Oslo represented the conceptu-

al agreement and the as yet undetermined final status of

the region will be the textual agreement.

"It's not a question of if, but when there will be peace

and how many innocent people die before it is reached,"

Ross said.

Students voice their opinion

Students in the Do The Write Thing program had a vari-

ety of reactions after witnessing and participating in

media/political events.

"I was quite disillusioned with Clinton and Netanyahu's

speech," said Neil Simon, a sophomore at Northwestern

University.

Throughout the conference, Simon did live updates sev-

eral times a day for his campus radio station.

"I expected |the situation in Iraq] to be played as a larg-

er issue than it was at the General Assembly. War is not

far from the minds of many families of the US military and

I was hoping more attention would be given to that volatile

situation," Simon said.

"Even if what they said | Netanyahu and Dore Gold.

Israel's ambassador to the United Nations] is untrue, polit-

ical babble. I think they made a great team and learned a

lot about the realities right now." said Barbara Heller, a

theater student at the University of Florida, Gainsville.

Ben Pastcan, a student at the University of Southern

California and an editor at The Leviathan, a (ewish stu-

dent publication said, "Today, the Palestinians are being

treated the same way we |the lewsl were once treated in

Egypt. Is that justified, does that bring security to Israel?"
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approximately the same bone struc-

ture of Connely and a shot was
riied into just the wrist of the skele-

ton, using the exact same type of

bullet that was pictured in the find-

ings.

The bullet used in this test, said

Bailey, was clearly bent out of

shape, and this resulted only by
shooting it at one wrist, let alone

through the body of Kennedy and
Connely, as the Warren
Commission concluded. Basley

showed a slide of the bullet that the

Warren Commission said was used

and the bullet that was used in the

teM, and ihe one used in the test if

clearly bent out of shape.

"I think right there is enough
proof to show us that one bullet

could not have done all that,"

Basley said.

There is other, more obvious

evidence which proves that Lee

Harvey Oswald is an innocent man,

Basley said. After the shooting,

there was a police officer that ran

into the Depository building and
haw Oswald standing there drink-

ing a Dr. Pepper. This was approxi-

mately one minute and 30 seconds

after the shooting. The police offi-

cer is sure it was Oswald he saw.

"Oswald supposedly took the last

shot from the sixth floor window,

wiped off the prints on the gun

(because the gun that was found

had no prints on it), hid the gun,

and then ran across the sixth floor

of this large building, ran down five

flights of stairs and got in line, fum-

bled to get change out of his pocket

and buy a Dr. Pepper," Basley said.

"This was impossible," Basley

said. Basley pointed out ihat foot-

ball players wete brought in by a

non-government funded agency

and asked to do the same thing in

90 seconds or less.

"They didn't even come close,"

Basley said.

In addition to all this evidence

alone, there was even more infor-

mation which Basley said he found

intriguing.

When Kennedy's body was

shipped off to Maryland, it was

wrapped in a white sheet and

placed in a very heavy large brass

coffin. When it arrived in Bethesda,

people who were witness to the

unloading of the body said that it

arrived in a small tin coffin, much

like those used to carry dead sol-

diers in Vietnam, and also, the

body was in a zip-up bodybag.

Worse than this inconsistency

Basley said, was that there was lit-

erally a portion of Kennedy's brain

that was missing. Basley showed

the audience slides of the drawings

that were made of Kennedy's skull

before the trip to Maryland, and

then what Kennedy's brain looked

like when it arrived in Maryland.

Part of Kennedy's brain was indeed

missing.

"This inconsistency is absolute

nonsense," said Basley. "This part

of his brain was gone and hasn't

been seen since."

Towards the conclusion of his

lecture, Basley brought up one

more fact he said the audience

needed to know. The shots that hit

Kennedy were dead on shots, said

Basley, pointing specifically to the

shot right below the Adam's apple

in the middle of the neck.

"All his (Oswald's] buddies in

the Marines said that he was a

lousy shot," Basley said. On a scor-

ing sheet, which Basley showed on

a slide, an official record indicated

that Oswald scored a 191 on his

shooting test. A score of 190 was

needed to get the lowest score of a

marksman.
"A low marksmen qualification

indicates a fairly poor shot," were

the words of A.G. Fidgem |r., Lt.

Colonel U.S.M.C. the signature of

whom appeared on the official doc-

ument that Basley showed the audi-

ence.

According to Basley, the gun that

they found on the sixth floor of the

Depository had a scope that was 1

1

inches off, and it was an older

model rifle where the shooter of the

gun had to cock the barrel himself.

The shots alone, Basley said,

occurred at too close an interval to

be shot from that gun. Again,

Basley pointed out, outside

non-government funded agencies

tested the same type of gun alleged-

ly used, and even an expert shooter

could not make the shot that

Oswald supposedly made, let alone

make the shots fired that close

together.

"No expert riflemen could do

what Oswald allegedly did that

day," Basley said.

Pointing to a slide showing the

26 volumes which documented the

findings of the Warren
Commission, Basley said, "There it

is, 26 volumes of junk."

Basley's presentation, which usu-

ally runs about four hours he said,

was cut down to about two and a

half hours for the presentation

which was held in the Southwest

area Hamden room.

The presentation was coordinat-

ed by Keri Heffernan. a Resident

Assistant in the lames/Emerson

cluster of Southwest.

Postal strike aids

e-mail, couriers

By Barbara Bor st

Associated Press

TORONTO — The courier busi-

ness is booming and e-mail is gaining

new fans by the day as Canadians

cope with a nationwide postal strike.

For many, the inconvenience is

minor, but for charities and mail-

order businesses girding for their

busiest season of the year, the 5-day-

old strike is a disaster in the making.

Solicitations aren't getting out, and

the dollars aren't coming back.

The Canadian Union of Postal

Workers, which is demanding high-

er wages and job security, has

promisedto deliver social-security

and welfare checks during the

strike.

Canada has had two other postal

strikes in the past 10 years, but this

one is less disruptive to some
Canadians because of advances in

telecommunications.

"1 use a lot of e-mails, and that's

really convenient," said Ruth

Sawatzky, of Langley, British

Columbia. "They (the strikers) may

be out of luck if they don't go back

to work, as more people are going to

catch on and send stuff other ways."

Timothy Taylor, a Vancouver

management consultant, said he uses

e-mail and couriers at work, and

isn't worried about possible

Christmas-card delays.

For mail-order businesses, though,

things aren't so easy. |ohn

Gustavson, president of the

Canadian Direct Marketing

Association, said the strike is having

an "immediate and devastating"

impact.

Lands' End. the Wisconsin cloth-

ing catalogue company, arranged in

advance for Loomis Courier Service

to deliver its Canadian orders, then

found out Loomis couldn't handle

the volume. It now advises cus-

tomers there may be delays and is

seeking alternatives. L.L. Bean of

Maine suggests Canadians add a fee

to cover Federal Express delivery of

its outdoor clothing and gear.
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Attention!
Marta MacRostie of Amherst, Steve

justice theatrics in a Stonewall Center

Boston organization called United for

Thebesge of Amherst, and Ana Smith of Amherst, enjoy a little economic

sponsored activism workshop, taught by Andrew Boyd, from a non-profit

a Fair Economy, last Wednesday evening in the Campus Center.

Iraq
continued from page 1

NBC's "Meet the Press" that Iraq will

persist in barring the inspectors from

Saddam's palaces, citing national securi-

ty concerns.

"The only sites that we will restrict to

them are the sites that are directly relat-

ed to the president, and we think that

those sites should not be visited,"

Hamdoon said.

Three carloads of nuclear experts were

among those at work yesterday. The

nuclear team leader, who refused to

identify himself, told reporters he hoped
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to enter "sensitive" sites but would

not elaborate.

Helicopter crews backed up the

U.N. teams on the ground, there to

take high-resolution photographs and

watch for any suspicious activity dur-
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America can abide a gay ambassador Uf€(r4
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Columnists are always searching for news events that are

ripe for parody, but sometimes the news outdoes us.

Sometimes the news is parody. Such is the case concerning

the nomination of lames C. Hormel as ambassador to

Luxembourg. Hormel. an openly gay businessman and heir

to the processed-food company of the

same name, was nominated to the post

by President Clinton, and the nomina-

tion was approved by the Senate Foreign

Relations Committee earlier this month.

But recently the appointment hit a

snag. Two Republican senators — lames

M. Inhofe of Oklahoma and Tim
Hutchinson of Arkansas — have blocked

the nomination, delaying the vote until

next year. The senators say they have a

few problems with the San Francisco philanthropist, but

they want to make one thing very clear: their objections

have nothing to do with the fact that Hormel is gay.

"Our concern is about this nominee's political views."

Inhofe spokesman Gary Hoitsma told the Sew York Times.

"He's been an outspoken promoter of things like same-sex

marriages, things that we don't agree with." Do you under-

stand that distinction?

Perhaps Hutchinson spokeswoman Sue Hensley can clar-

ify: the problem, she told the Times, was Hormel's "long

history of actively promoting the gay rights agenda."

See. the senators don't think it's a problem that Hormel

is gay. They aren't against gay people. They don't think we

should start arresting them or lynching them or burning

their homes or anything like that.

No, the problem with Hormel is that he supports gay

rights. So you can see how that's very different. It's one

thing to allow homosexuals to eat and sleep and breathe,

but we don't actually have to give them rights. Sure our

Declaration of Independence might say "All men are creat-

ed equal" but that doesn't mean gay men (and certainly not

gay women!). All that stutt about Lite, Liberty and the

FOCUS ON WOMEN

Pursuit of Happiness — it's just not applicable here.

The senators' loopy logic on gay rights isn't even the

most astonishing part of the situation. After all, there is a

very vocal minority of Americans who truly believe all of

the above. While the rest of the country is watching

"Ellen," they are sending faxes and work-

ing phone banks and trying to convince

our leaders that Americans really care

what their neighbors are doing in their

bedrooms.

No, the most astonishing part is their

suggestion that Hormel could actually do

damage to their agenda as ambassador to

Luxembourg. I mean, this is a country

that is smaller than Rhode Island. Are

we to believe that Inhofe and

Hutchinson wake up screaming in the middle of the night

at the thought of a gay takeover of U.S.-Luxembourg rela-

tions?

Somehow, the senators must have gotten it into their

heads that making a show of their anti-gay bias will score

points with the voters back home. And the troubling part

is, this isn't a completely outrageous calculation After all.

they will certainly win the hearts of the aforementioned

wowsers. And thus far, it's unclear whether such brazen

acts of bigotry will hurt their standings with the rest of

Americans.

Because while it's great that most Americans have better

things to do with their time than fret about the sexual pref-

erences of others, this indifference toward homosexuals can

be a problem if it means we are unconcerned when their

civil rights are violated.

Tolerance is simply not enough. We need to let politi-

cians like Inhofe and Hutchinson know that it is bigotry,

not homosexuality, that the American people will not abide.

Sara Eckel is a nationally syndicated columnist.

Send comments to the author in care of this newspaper

or send her e-mail at saraeum@aol.com.

Letters to the Editor

Police brutality

a serious problem

To the editor:

In response to Mr. Angelo's letter

(Nov. 20) "Police are victims of

obscene injustice" — are you jok-

ing? I certainly hope so. Not only

are your points unfounded, they are

blatantly ignorant. The police are

the only victimizers in any case of

police brutality. You say you
"...don't condone police vio-

lence..." yet your letter is filled

with justifications for police vio-

lence.

You make the point of saying

that if people were subjected to a

little t)it of "...police distributing

their own form of justice" then

things would be a whole lot better

in the country. I have one thing to

respond to that with: wrong! The
police in this country already con-

sider themselves, for the most part,

above the law. If we gave even
more power to the police, it would

be both a tragedy of justice and the

destruction of any kind of social

freedom left in this country. The
police already have proven them-

selves to be racist fascists in most
cases.

If you don't believe me, then how
can you justify the beating of

Louima Abner this summer in

Brooklyn, New York while cops
yelled racial epithets at him? Is it

because it was his fourth offense

speeding? No. Is it because he was
running from the police, resisting

arrest, and they attacked him in the

streets? No. He was subjected to

acts of sodomy, while under police

custody in the police station. No
one deserves this type of treatment.

Your ignorance of the facts, and
obviously of our freedom of speech,

really and truly shines through with

your statement "Don't ask me to

get upset if some punk gets the

back end of a police flashlight

because he's giving the officer some
lip..." Whatever happened to our
freedom of speech? Time and time

again the police have arrested, shot,

beaten and killed innocent victims

because they said things that the

cop didn't like, or agree with.

Who gives them the power to

shoot someone because they may

represent a different point of view?

lust because they wear a badge,

they can do what they please? No.

They are still subject to the same
laws and rules that we are subject

to.

The cries that you make for an

increase of power for the police

force culminate with "If you want

to end police violence, give the

police a justice system that actually

works." You want to give the police

even more power? So the next time

a police officer commits an act of

wanton and uncalled for violence,

instead of hiding behind the blue

wall of silence, they can sit in the

open, tell us that he beat the hell

out of someone, and there isn't a

damn thing we can do about it?

I just can't wait for the day that

you're driving through Louisiana

and you get pulled over for being

from out of the state and the police

harass you. Only then do I think

you will be able to see the igno-

rance in your statements. If there is

anything the police need, it's less

power, or at least a stronger system

of checks and balances.

What your letter boils down to is,

if someone doesn't look and talk

the part of the middle of the road,

law-abiding citizen, then the cops

should be allowed a free-for-all on

that individual. If you're looking

for a totalitarian state, where the

people live in constant fear of the

police striking them down for no
reason, then please, by all means
immerse yourself in an Orwellian

novel. For me, and hopefully the

rest of us, I will continue to try and
educate people about the horrors of

police brutality.

Todd Kennedy
Greenough

Expecting good food

from the dining halU

To the Editor:

I must totally disagree with Brian

Surette's reasons for the lack of

quality food in our dining commons
(Nov. 20). He has missed the point

altogether.

Now, you probably think I am
just another student complaining
about the dining commons' (DC)
food. Regarding students like me,

Surette finds himself "wondering
what exactly these students are

expecting."

I challenge him to take a look at

(and taste of. for that matter) the

food served at other large, public

state schools, most of which cost

less to attend than UMass does. Go
to Kansas University and see the

difference There is absolutely no

reason why underclassmen, who are

forced to be on the meal plan,

should be fed unsavory "food."

The main problem is our food

delivery service. Since the director

of Food Service has just recently

passed away, we should take this

opportunity to change the food

provider of our dining commons.
Perhaps the equipment used to

cook the food is also a part of the

problem. I urge the Food Service

administration to look into the meal

service method of other large uni-

versities, such as Kansas, and
mimic their practices.

Also, if I recall correctly, we are

paying more for our meal plans this

semester than last semester and,

with that increase in cost, we are

supposed to see an improvement in

the quality of food. Considering

that you are a freshman, Mr.
Surette, I guess you didn't realize

that. I am still waiting for the

improvement. That is what I

expect, Mr. Surette.

Geoffrey Harm
Southwest

In defense

of Meredith

To the Editor:

Everyday at breakfast, lunch and

in between classes I glance over the

Collegian. One of the pieces I first

look for is Luke Meredith's column.

Being a Merrimack Valley boy
who finds some of life's meaning-

less instances funny, I feel the need

to respond to an attack-filled, ram-

bling letter written by Ted Hart.

While I don't feel the need to

write a long, babbling letter, I just

wanted to give Hart a bit of advice.

It's easy to tit back in front of the

computer and complain. But

instead, why don't you take some
time and write what you would
consider a "non-idiotic" editorial.

Maybe if your writing is half

decent, then the Collegian will pub-

lish your column every week and

that way you and your followers

will have something to look for-

ward to.

Luke Meredith, keep those

columns flowing.

jason B. Grosky
grosky@student.umass.edu

To the Editor:

We are writing in response to the

letter by Ted Hart (Nov. 20). This

is for all of the Luke Meredith fans

out there. He is a smart, witty and

entertaining writer. He has the

uncanny talent of being able to put

down on paper what many other

people (Hart not included) are

thinking.

While the majority of the other

editorials address social issues fac-

ing our society, Meredith's humor-
ous comments on ordinary, every-

day events bring the lighter side of

life to the editorial page.

It is a shame that Hart is unable

to find in himself even the slightest

trace of a sense of humor, so that

he, too, may laugh out loud as he

forms a mental picture of a man in

a lawn chair floating by an airport.

Anne Devoy and Heather
Peterson

Southwest

Photo request

To the Editor:

Please run a picture of Laura

Barcella in the next issue of the

paper so that if I ever run into her I

know to get out of her way. and not

to hold the door open for her.

Michael Martineau
Orchard Hill

The President's new digs

To the Editor:

It is important to set the record

straight concerning the University

of Massachusetts President's Office

move for Gerrit Deyoung
("President Bulger's new office,"

Nov. 19) and any others who have

been grossly misinformed of the

facts.

First, readers of the Collegian

should understand that Mr.
Deyoung's recent column on the

move was based on a distorted

report in another newspaper. It is

clear he made little, if any. attempt

to verify any of his information.

We strongly believe that our
move from 18 Tremont St. to One
Beacon St. — not a Boyleston St.

brownstone as Deyoung claimed —
is both strategically and financially

sound.

Mr. Deyoung acknowledges he

"can't remember the exact figures"

regarding the move, so allow me to

refresh his memory.
We had an opportunity to bring

four Boston-based University func-

tions under one roof, to establish a

downtown business education cen-

ter for the University of

Massachusetts-Boston, assume an

existing state agency obligation to

pay for this space, and receive a

highly- attractive long-term rental

agreement. For those reasons, the

move to One Beacon St. was a

no-brainer for the University, state,

taxpayers and students.

Combining these functions, some
of which were scattered around
downtown Boston, at 18 Tremont
St. would have cost $840,000 at

current advertised rates. Combining
them at One Beacon St. costs a

total of $872,175 (not the $1 mil-

lion claimed by Deyoung). The for-

mer office space, however, did not

have the room for us to combine
these key University functions,

which we consider vital to our
effectiveness.

The move allows the University

to do several things. It will estab-

lish a downtown Boston classroom

presence for the University for the

first time in a quarter century. This

will attract a whole new set of stu-

dents to the University and help us

forge links to the corporate center

of Massachusetts.

The move will also strengthen

links between the University of

Massachusetts Foundation, the

University's fundraising arm, and
the President's Office as part of the

effort to more aggressively raise

private funds. This is an established

priority of the Governor and
Legislature, one we strongly agree

with because it will result in more

support for scholarship, student

services and academic programs.

At One Beacon St. we will be

able to achieve a closer working
relationship with the Donahue
Institute's economic development
and public service programs. We
can also bring the University
Building Authority in-house, which

is projected to save additional

money and streamline our five-

year, $434 million facility improve-

ment program, a large portion of

which is being targeted toward the

Amherst campus.

In moving to One Beacon St. the

University has secured a long-term

(7.5 years) rental rate that is far

below current market rates. No new
state dollars are being spent

because the University is assuming

a portion of lease already held by

the Massachusetts Housing Finance

Agency.

The rental rate at One Beacon St.

is $29.50 per square foot. Similar

downtown office space ranged from

$56 to $45 per square foot as of

|uly. In 2005. the final year of the

One Beacon St. lease, the

University will pay $54.50 per

square foot, significantly less than

today's rents in downtown Boston.

The projected 1998 rate for 18

Tremont St. is $28 per square foot

and would likely increase in suc-

ceeding years. The lease was due to

expire in December.
Also, the One Beacon St. lease

contains a "no-tax- escalation

clause," meaning the University is

protected from increases in proper-

ty taxes. When the lease expires,

the University has the option of

renewing the lease for an additional

10 years at a below-market rate.

This move was about positioning

the University for the future and
building on its recent success of

cutting costs to students, increasing

standards, and building public a

private support.

If Deyoung would like to inspect

these new offices, he's more than

welcome, lust tell him not to go in

search of the presidential brown-
stone on Boyleston St.

lohn Hoey, Director of

Communications
President's Office
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Waltros to leave "Guiding Light," Hunter Tylo sues Spelling
Well, thtrc'l tome bad news on

tfa< "Guiding Light" front this week.
Sources close to the show have said

that Cynthia Waltros (Annie) has
decided to leave the soap after her
contract expires (I believe it's in

lanuary of next year). The actress
apparently wants to test her wings.
That's a huge loss to the show con-
sidering the fact that she is one of
the reasons, if not the reason, for
"GL's" recent Nielsen revival (the
show has continued to show its high-

est ratings ever). She's been nothing
short of exceptional (certainly always

entertaining) in her portrayal of the

over-the-top Annie Lewis and is one
of the reasons 1 started watching
"Gl." again after a long dry spell —
that and because it's my "job" (or at

least that'l what I tell my Dad when
he asks me why 1 watch "that" crap).

There are no plans to recast the role,

a smart move on "GL's" part. 1

mean, could anyone replace Cynthia

and not seem lame in comparison.
It's a dark day in Springfield, my
"GL" friends.

There are a few more notable
departures this week... Diego
Serrano has reported that he will

leave "As the World Turns" after his

contract expires in (anuary, which
doesn't come as much of a shock to

me since he's been reduced to a prop

these last few months.

Renee Allman (Danielle) has been

axed by "Port Charles" due to story-

line reasons. She dies this Monday
from injuries sustained in the car

accident (another victim of Rex's

manipulations). Sniff...! was rather

fond of her character too. It's a

shame thai such great drama has to

come at the Danielle's expense.

There's been rumors concerning

the axing of Laura Harring from

"Sunset Beach." What a stupid

move! Note to "Sunset Beach,"

you need all the help you can

get and firing one of the more
talented actors doesn't help

matters. Maybe the fact she-

could actually act intimi-

dated the other cast

members...

In case you haven't

heard. Hunter Tylo

(Taylor, "Bold &
Beautiful") has

filed suit

against Spelling

Enterprises claiming that she was

"wrongfully" terminated from
"Melrose Place." She was originally

slated to play the role of Taylor (a

role that has been more than ade-

quately filled by the talented Lisa

Rinna) but was let go after she

announced that she was pregnant.

There's been much heated debate

about the issue (it's been in the

headlines for months now) and I

thought I'd throw in my two cents.

I'm not endorsing the dismissal of

pregnant women from their jobs but

at the same time 1 can understand

Spelling's argument (at least in this

one instance). Why he hired Mrs.

Morality to play the role of "MP's"

nastiest vixen is beyond me. I mean
this is (he woman who was quoted as

saying that she refused to conform to

"Melrose's" style and she wanted to

play the moral right of the show (I

wasn't aware that the show had one.

Isn't that part of the appeal?).

Generally, a dismissal of this sort

is discrimination, plain and simple,

unless it in some manner impairs the

person's performance. In this case, I

think it does to

the extent that

it limits the

character's
options and
potential (Can

you picture a

pregnant Tylo
throwing
Michael down
on the bed and
straddling him,

with a mini skirt

on no less). The

head writers would have to com-
pletely retool their earlier conception

of the character, scrap their plans

and find a way to work around it
—

clearly a royal pain in the butt

(always has been in the industry).

One more thing. Tylo is all too

aware of how the industry works.

Part of the reason she was hired was

because of her looks (Spelling is

notorious for hiring only the most

beautiful and glossy... Heather
Locklear, Antonio Sabato |r.. need I

say more). Is it a flaw? Yes, but it's

often the way the industry is and she

knows it. It's the industry she's a

part of and the one that has made
her a success.

As much as we hate to admit it,

we like seeing hotties like Vanessa

Marcil and Steve Burton strut their

stuff, who with a pulse wouldn't?

She knows the score — this is just

her chance to whine about it. Is it

justified? Maybe. Does it stink? Yes.

Is she a victim? Only |udge |udy can

decide.

1 was recently reminiscing about

the old days of the soap world with

my friends about "Santa Barbara"

and 'GH's" stories of the past and it

got me thinking about daytime's

crowning achievements, daytime's

best. I thought about the time on

"One Life To Live" when Tina (the

only Tina as far as I'm concerned)

accidently killed Cord's mother dur-

ing their struggle. Marlena's posses-

sion on "Days of Our Lives" and the

beautifully written love story

between Stone and Robin on "GH."

Next week I thought I'd dust the

cobwebs in my brain and, with the

help of my friends, pull together the

top 10 most incredible moments in

soap opera history. I could really use

your help though so if you have any

special moments that you think are

worthy, I'd love to hear them.

Sink or Swim:
Sink :

THE ARTS & LIVING DESK IS LOOKING FOR A RESPONSIBLE PER-

SON TO COVER FILM. APPLICANTS SHOULD HAVE KNOWLEDGE OF

FILM, STRONG WRITING SKILLS AND BE COMMITTED TO REVIEWING

UP TO TWO FILMS A WEEK. THOSE INTERESTED IN WRITING ABOUT

FILM SHOULD FILL OUT AN APPLICATION AND SUBMIT A SAMPLE

REVIEW OF A MOVIE TO THE COLLEGIAN. STOP BY THE
COLLEGIAN OR CALL 545- 1361 AND TALK TO SEEMA
GANGATIRKAR OR ADAM LEVINE FOR MORE INFORMATION. GET

INVOLVED. YOU'LL LIKE IT.
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• Shane on "Another World." Stop

whining and get over it. Vicky's

made her choice and desperation is

so unbecoming to your dashing
image. Forget Eric — I'm beginning

to think that this guy is Sami's twin

(they both seem to carry that desper-

ation gene).

• James' betrayal on "Bold and the

Beautiful." Hope the sanctimonious

jerk suffers for what he's done to

Sheila... and he has the gall to say

that she fights dirty.

• The current game of musical

chair writers on "All My Children"

and "AW." I'll be addressing this

later because it's definitely detrimen-

tal to the soaps.

Swim :

• I forgot to mention this last

week but I want to give a shout out

to Vanessa Marcil and Steve Burton

(Brenda and |ason on "GH") for

their little confrontation. It was some

pretty powerful stuff, had me glued

to the seat.

• The kidnapping of Max's chil-

dren. Gives |ames DePaiva the

chance to shine and he has not disap-

pointed. "OLTL" has been fantastic

as of late and is without a doubt one

of daytime's best kept secrets. If

you're not watching, sucks to be

you...

• Finally Gloria has snapped out of

her annoying coma. I was discussing

this very matter with an acquain-

tance of mine at the Bluewall and we
both agreed that she definitely goes

through these phases. Annoying and

naive one moment then cool the

next.

• Laura and Stefano's confronta-

tion on "Days." Did you catch the

two of them at each other's throat

last week? Meow.
• Victoria and Ashley's little feud

at Cole's cabin on "Young and the

Restless." Never has bad been so

much fun!

Jacob Fanning is a Collegian

columnist. You can e-mail him with

any comments or questions at jfan-

ning@student.umass.edu. Soap Chat

appears on Mondays.

o@o((y ®ay$
Classes end
12! now's the time
to get gifts for
your friends!

Give yourselfa gift
this holida yseason!

Did you know that the
University Store returns
all of its profits to the

Campus Center?

It's true! Every student who
shops at the ustore gives a
gift to themselves and the

whole campus!

We ACCEPT
AM EX,

DISCOVER,
MC,
VISA,

AND THE
UCARD!

njNWWT* or HUUCHJXm A

university Store
In the UMass Campus Center

Hours:
M-F 9 to 5 Sat 1 1 to 4

(413)545-2619

(&pecia( J^oCibay (Events:

Holiday UMass Clothing Sale
Ends Today!

Campus Center Concourse

Holiday Book Sale
Starts Mon. Dec. 1

!

Campus Center Concourse

Ray Bradbury Book Signing
Mon. dec 8, 1 pm - 4pm

Campus Center Concourse

Card and Wrap Showcase
Every Day

in the University Store!

;iiii|)iis Activities Office I 'resen ts \

New York City Bus rip
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Please check out our Website: http: www.umass.edu campact events calendar2.htm

Work Local

to Your Home
Mornings, Evenings,

and Weekends
Taking Inventory

Paid Training

Advancement
Potential

• ii •n
24 hours a da\

-RGI
Equal Opportunity Employer

Interview with RG1S

Inventory Specialists on the

Campus Center Concourse

December 2nd
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9:00am to 3:30pm
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NASA approves decision

to rescue tumbling satellite

By Marcia Dunn
Associated Press

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. —
Astronauts aboard the space shut-

tle Columbia will attempt a daring

satellite rescue — the first in 5

1/2 years — under a plan

approved by NASA yesterday

after considerable study.

More than anything, the space

agency wants to avoid a collision.

The slowly spinning, 3.000-pound

satellite could do serious damage

if it struck the shuttle or the two

spacewalkers during tonight's sal-

vage effort.

Mission operations representa-

tive Bob Castle told reporters the

risk of a collision is "very, very

small."

"We feel very confident that

this is going to work." Castle said

at a news conference. "The crew

is quite capable of doing this. The

flying tasks of bringing the orbiter

up close to the tumbling space-

craft, I think, are very doable."

The $10 million reusable sci-

ence satellite, called Spartan, has

been tumbling out of control since

Friday, when Columbia's crew

released it. saw it wasn't working

and then failed to recover it with

the shuttle robot arm.

When the six astronauts last

saw it, before the shuttle backed

off to a safe distance. Spartan was

spinning at a rate of two degrees a

second, making a full revolution

every three minutes. It's a 5-foot

cube with the ends of an 11 -foot

telescope protruding from oppo-

site sides.

Castle said engineers are confi-

dent the satellite won't be spin-

ning any faster when astronauts

Winston Scott and Takao Doi try

to catch it with their gloved hands

— if anything, it might be rotating

more slowly if a control system

kicks in.

Here's the plan:

The spacewalkers will be posi-

tioned on opposite ends of a plat-

form that spans the shuttle cargo

bay, their feet secured by straps.

Pacific Rim focus of economic summit
By Terence Hunt

Associoted Press

They'll lean all the way back as

Columbia creeps up to the satel-

lite, their backpacks brushing

against the cargo bay rfttt,

"It's going to take a consider-

able amount of patience."

explained Mike Hess. NASA's
lead spacewalk officer. "They may

just have to sit and wait until it

rotates into a position in which

they can grab it."

Once the Spartan satellite is

between the two men at head

level and the 20-inch-diameter

telescope tube is pointed their

way, they'll reach out and grab

the ends of the tube at the same

instant. Then they'll gently lower

the satellite into the cargo bay.

"We don't expect it to be too

particularly difficult although

they're going to have to be care-

ful." Hess said.

The other option that was con-

sidered — having Scott grab the

satellite by himself while standing

on the end of Columbia's 50-foot

robot arm — was deemed to be

more difficult and dangerous.

Hess estimates it will take two

hours for Scott and Doi to cap-

ture Spartan, leaving four hours

for them to test an extendible

crane intended for NASA's future

space station.

The spacewalkers were sup-

posed to test more station equip-

ment, but the tasks were nixed in

order to save the satellite. One of

the biggest casualties is a free-fly-

ing robotic camera that would

have hovered behind the astro-

nauts and observed their work out

in the cargo bay.

"That's unfortunate," Hess said.

"Perhaps we'll fly it on another

mission."

If Spartan is rescued and its

malfunction can be corrected by

computer commands — and if the

shuttle has enough fuel — NASA
might consider sending the craft

back out for the two days of solar

observations it missed. Castle

said.

But that's another worry for

another day.

VANCOUVER, British Columbia — Trying to

calm global jitters about economic turmoil in Asia,

President Clinton set a reassuring tone yesterday for a

summit with Pacific Rim leaders, declaring. "This is

the time lor confidence in the future of Asia." He was

joining other leaders to craft a package of interna-

tional financial support.

As leaders arrived for the Asia-Pacific Kconomic

Cooperation forum, several thousand demonstrators

marched in unity protesting a variety of causes. Street

artists, bagpipe players and drummers mingled with

the protesters, who hoisted signs reading "Workers

solitary has no borders" and "Stop China's genocide

in Tibet." In two days of talks beginning today, the

1 8-nation Asia-Pacific leaders will endorse a financial

rescue effort led by the International Monetary Kund

with additional resources provided by wealthy

nations such as the United States and lapan.

"The IMF is a first line of defense; then perhaps we

might need a second line of defense," Canadian

Prime Minister lean Chretien said at a news confer-

ence after a meeting with the president. "I think

that's the right approach," Clinton agreed.

Nonetheless, he dismissed Asia's mounting bank

failures, currency devaluations and stock market

plunges as "a few little glitches in the road here,"

adding, "We're working through them."

At the airport, there was a steady stream of VIP

arrivals in the rain. Chinese President liang Zemin

landed at midday, followed several hours lutet by

lapanese Prime Minister Ryutaro Hashimoto. Clinton

will see them separately today. The meeting with

liang comes just days after Wei lingsheng, China's

ino>t prominent democracy advocate, said that only

continued pressure from the West could help free

more Chinese political prisoners.

Clinton's reassuring words could not erase the fact

that Asia's tunnoil has produced doomsday scenarios

of a global economic downturn if the situation isn't

stabilized. On the eve of the summit, the crisis

claimed its biggest victim as South Korea was forced

to ask for a $20 billion-plus bailout.

lutrlier. Indonesia received emergency IMF funds

of $23 billion, while Thailand got $17 billion. All

three nations were represented in discussions here.

Thailand — the first country ravaged by the cur-

rency crisis that has swept Asia — cautioned that if

the summit's outcome were "anything less than large

and dramatic." there would be a worsening of the

economic turmoil. That warning spurred the 18

nations represented here to produce an expanded

agreement to tear down tariffs and open trade in nine

.ii e.is. from environmental products to toys, covering

$1.5 trillion of commerce.

The president said the IMF deal would not require

an enormous investment from any one country. "Our

commitment is limited but significant enough" to

send a reassuring signal in tandem with allies, he

said.

Clinton arrived here with a weakened hand, after

Congress — led by his fellow Democrats — refused

to give him expanded trade negotiating Nthorit)

The president also was embarrassed by Congress

rejection of his request for $3.5 billion in additional

financing for the IMF.

Pointedly offering a rosy assessment. Clinton said,

•| think this is a time for confidence in the future of

Asia and confidence in the future of our relationship

with them." Indeed there are fears that Asia's prob-

lems will dampen demand for U.S. exports and slow

the American economy.

On the summit's eve, IMF envoys arrived in South

Korea to begin their financial rescue mission. South

Korean Finance and Economy Minister l.im Chang-

yuel said his government will use the IMF's interven

tion to overhaul its inefficient economy.

"It's shameful to try to overcome a foreign curren-

cy crisis with the help of the IMF, but it could rather

serve as a good opportunity if we use it to strengthen

the long-term growth potential of our economy," Un
said.

Clinton was upbeat in Vancouver about South

Korea, the world's 11th largest economy. "Certainly,

1 don't see how anyone could be less than hopeful

about the long-term prospects for the South Korean

economy given their achievements over the last lew

decades."

Commerce Secretary William Daley, meanwhile,

prodded lapan to use economic reforms to boost

domestic demand to cut the soaring U.S. trade deficit

with Tokyo, which climbed 6.9 percent in September

to $5.1 billion. Daley said he wants lapan "to make

sure these trade numbers do not get out of hand."

Iraqi sanctions will not end

unless Hussein cooperates
By Jim Abrams
Associated Press

Aid workers held captive
By Haroun Hassan

Associated Press

MOGADISHU, Somalia — Clan

elders negotiated yesterday for the

release of five U.N. and European

Union aid workers, held captive for

two days in a dispute between rival

factions in northeastern Somalia.

U.N. officials were closely moni-

toring the talks in EI Ayo, a town on

the Gulf of Aden coast, said a source

who spoke on condition of anonymi-

ty

It was impossible to determine

whether the hostages had been

harmed.

Fighters with the Wasangeli sub-

clan kidnapped the five aid workers

Friday, apparently in retaliation for

the seizure of a Palestinian business-

man by a rival subclan, the

Marjeteen, earlier that day. the

source said by satellite telephone

from El Ayo. The Palestinian — a

partner of two Somali charcoal deal-

ers — was freed yesterday as part of

the negotiations. The reason for his

kidnapping was not clear.

Attempting to rescue the hostages,

the Marjeteen attacked the Wasangeli

late Saturday, resulting in the deaths

of two fighters on each side, the

source said.

The five hostages include one

British employee of the European

Union and four United Nations aid

workers: two Kenyans, an Indian and

a Canadian, a U.N. source said on

condition of anonymity. One of the

Kenyans was a woman, sources in El

Ayo said yesterday. The five were

taken at gunpoint from a boat

moored off El Ayo, in the northeast

corner of the self-declared indepen-

dent Republic of Somaliland. The

region declared its independence

from the rest of Somalia in 1991

.

WASHINGTON — Bolstered by a

strong endorsement from U.N.

weapons experts. American officials

stressed yesterday that Iraq has no

hope of seeing economic sanctions

lifted as long as it balks at total

access for inspectors trying to ferret

out biological and chemical weapons.

"It is clear that there is a massive

amount of work that has to be done

there, especially in the chemical and

biological inspection areas,"

President Clinton said in Vancouver.

British Columbia, at a trade summit

of Pacific Rim nations. Clinton said

he is determined that weapons
inspectors be free to carry out their

mission.

Baghdad's United Nations ambas-

sador countered that sanctions

should be lifted now. The Iraqis have

destroyed their weapons themselves,

he said.

"The sanctions will stay in place.

There is no hope of them being lift-

ed" so long as Iraq continues to

obstruct weapons instructors and

ignore other U.N. resolutions

imposed after the 1991 Persian Gulf

War, Defense Secretary William

Cohen said on NBC's "Meet the

Press."

"They are nowhere close on any

front. So we don't see sanctions

being lifted. There's absolutely no

reason to do that," the U.S. ambas-

sador to the United Nations, Bill

Richardson, added on "Fox News
Sunday."

U.N. weapons inspectors resumed

their work in Iraq Saturday after a

three-week standoff sparked by Iraqi

President Saddam Hussein's demand

that Americans be removed from the

team and contention that sanctions

crippling Iraq's economy be ended.

Yesterday the roughly 75 U.N. moni-

tors, including four Americans,

fanned out around Baghdad as heli-

copter crews overhead watched for

suspicious activity on the ground.

Inspection team chief Nils Carlstrom

refused to say what they were find-

ing but said the Iraqis were cooper-

ating.

U.S. officials have emphasized the

crisis is not over because Iraq contin-

ues to withhold access to 63 sites,

including Saddam's 47 presidential

compounds. Cohen spoke of a "pat-

tern of deception and lies, deceits

and cover-ups" including conceal-

ment of biological and chemical

weapons that could kill millions of

people.

"We don't know at this point

whether he (Saddam) simply has had

a change of tactics or a change of

heart," Cohen said. "Based on past

experience. I suspect it's more a

change of tactics."

The U.N. weapons experts, known

as UNSCOM. supported that view

Saturday in a report to the U.N.

Security Council that agreed banned

weapons remain concealed. The
report recommended an even stricter

inspections regime and rejected

efforts by Russia to ease sanctions.

UNSCOM chief Richard Butler,

on NBC, said the United Nations

must stand firm on Iraq because

"Iraq is a test case for something

much wider," whether people in the

21st century will live under a cloud

of potential biological and chemical

destruction.

On the other side. Iraq's U.N.

ambassador. Nizar Hamdoon, specu-

lated Saturday on CNN over the pos-

sibility of a new confrontation over

the weapons inspectors unless

Russia, which has been more sympa-

thetic to Iraq and helped broker a

deal allowing inspections to resume,

can persuade the United Nations to

allow changes in the team.

Septuplet mom released;

babies getting stronger
By Jordan Lite

Associated Press

CARLISLE. Iowa — Septuplet

mom Bobbi McCaughey left the

hospital and returned home yester-

day while her seven babies stayed

behind in intensive care, continuing

to impress doctors with their

resilience.

Even the last-born of the seven

— |oel Steven — who had been list-

ed in critical condition shortly after

Wednesday's birth and was dubbed

"underdog" by doctors, was taken

off a ventilator yesterday and

upgraded to fair condition.

"Last week we had very high

expectations for these babies, and

to this point, they have fulfilled all

of those expectations remarkably

well." Dr. Robert Shaw, director of

the Iowa Methodist Medical Center,

said yesterday on CBS' "Face the

Nation."

Mrs. McCaughey, 29. arrived yes-

terday afternoon at her home in

Carlisle. 10 miles south of Des

Moines, with her husband. Kenny-

Hospitalized for more than a

month, she walked into her home
slowly and without anyone's help.

The McCaugheys made world-

wide news when their septuplets

were born by Caesarean section

nine weeks' premature. Doctors

have said the babies will be hospi-

talized into lanuary.

Kenneth, the first-born, has been

breathing on his own since Friday.

The other five — two boys and

three girls — remain in serious con-

dition at Blank Childrens Hospital's

neonatal intensive care unit.

In Carlisle, about 100 members

of Missionary Baptist Church,

where the McCaugheys worship,

gathered to celebrate what they say

is a miracle birth.

"Our hearts are so full this morn-

ing, we can hardly speak." said

Mrs. McCaughey's uncle, the Rev.

Henry Hepworth of lnnisfale.

Alberta, as he led the congregation

in a prayer of thanks. The altar

where Bobbi and Kenny

McCaughey were married in 1992

was decorated with four "It's a

boy" and three "It's a girl" balloons.

About 15 reporters scribbled

notes through the service and later

converged upon family members,

while camera crews crowded
around relatives outside.

But the family appeared to be

growing weary of the media atten-

tion.

"We would like to get back to

normal as soon as can be," said Peg

Hepworth, Mrs. McCaughey's
mother.

In a letter printed in Time maga-

zine's Dec. 1 issue, the surviving

Dionne quintuplets warned the

McCaugheys that multiple births

should not be seen as entertainment

or a marketing tool.

"Multiple births should not be

confused with entertainment, nor

should they be an opportunity to

sell products," the 63-year-old sis-

ters, Annette, Cecile and Yvonne

Dionne. wrote.

Conceived before the era of fer-

tility drugs, the five identical sisters

were born on May 28, 1934. in

Ontario, Canada. Weighing less

then 2 pounds each, they were the

first known surviving quintuplets

and became a tourist sensation.

Rev. Hepworth said he was in

awe of the McCaughey babies.

"They're all delicate, but they are

so perfect." he said. "There's not a

bent nose or squashed head in the

bunch." Mrs. McCaughey's father.

Bob Hepworth, said holding the

babies was thrilling.
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South Korea can ask for more funding than that given

WASHINGTON (AP) — For the second time in two

weeks, the Clinton administration is telling Americans that

streets are getting safer in all regions of the country.

Two of the most feared crime categories, murder and

robbery, showed declines of 9 percent each from lanuary

to July compared with the first six months of 1996. the

FBI announced yesterday.

"It's no accident." President Clinton said in a statement.

"With community police at the center of our efforts, we

have worked to give communities the tools they need to

rid their neighborhoods of gangs, guns and drugs."

Clinton said his next priority was to take on juvenile

crime. The preliminary figures from the Uniform Crime

Reporting Program — culled from the nation's law

enforcement agencies — also showed drops in motor vehi-

cle theft, aggravated assault, arson and burglary.

lust last Saturday, in a separate survey, the lustice

Department touted figures showing that violent crime

dropped 10 percent below the previous year.

The most significant drop of 17.6 percent was in rapes

and sexual assaults, according to the National Crime

Victimization Survey conducted by the Bureau of lustice

Statistics.

"Crime has been falling for several years, because policy

makers, law enforcement and ordinary Americans are

coming together to do the right thing," Attorney General

lanet Reno said in a statement. "President Clinton has put

more police on the streets, and more people are coming

forward to work with them. Now we must build on our

progress by doing more as a nation to keep young people

on the right path."

The FBI reported the Northeast had the largest decrease

in serious crime — 6 percent — followed by 5 percent in

the Midwest and West and 3 percent in the South. All the

figures are compared with the first half of last year.

The latest FBI figures show:

• Violent crime decreased 5 percent, and property crime

was down 4 percent.

• Aggravated assault fell 3 percent, forcible rape 2 per-

cent, arson decreased 9 percent, motor vehicle theft and

burglary 5 percent each and larceny-theft 4 percent.

• All the nation's cities showed a decline in serious

crime for the six-month period, with cities of more than

250,000 population recording an average decline of 6 per-

cent. Suburban areas saw a 3 percent drop, rural areas 1

percent, the FBI said.

By Paul Shin

Associated Press

SEOUL, South Korea — International Monetary Fund

envoys opened their South Korean rescue mission yester-

day, promising to help the nation through an economic

crisis with global implications.

The three-member delegation, the first of two from the

IMF, came to study the country's financial sector before

setting terms for a $20 billion-plus aid package being

sought by South Korea.

The second IMF delegation, due in Seoul early this

week, will check on South Korea's general economic

condition.

A meltdown in South Korea's economy, the world's

11th largest, would have a profound impact worldwide.

Nearly a third of South Korea's imports come from the

United States and lapan.

"We're here to help the Bank of Korea and the South

Korean government." Peter Haywatd. a member of the

IMF delegation, said at a news conference at Seoul's

Kimpo Airport.

The officials refused to comment on Seoul's tentative-

target of a $20 billion-plus bailout package, but said

South Korea can ask for more funding than that given to

Thailand and Indonesia earlier this year. Indonesia

received emergency IMF funds of $23 billion, while

Thailand got $17 billion.

Former Treasury Undersecretary leffrey Shafer, lead

official for dealings with the Asia Pacific Fconomic

Cooperation bloc, has said he thinks South Korea needs

at least $50 billion.

Earlier yesterday. South Korean Finance and Economy

Minister Lim Chang-yuel said his government will use

the IMF's intervention to overhaul its inefficient econo-

my.

"It's shameful to try to overcome a foreign currency

crisis with the help of the IMF, but it could rather serve

as a good opportunity if we use it to strengthen the long-

term growth potential of our economy," Lim said.

H< said his government is prepared lor radical changes

in its growth-oriented economic policy, and South

Korea's economy will emerge even stronger if it succeeds

in eliminating inefficiency with the help of the IMF.

The IMF's conditions for providing a bailout are

expected to include tighter government spending and

elimination of debt-ridden banks, which will result in

higher unemployment.

separatists attacking religious leaders; Aronghan still recovering
s\. •_.... . , . . r. ..• l v:_:: •„ i,........i ..ilmi. ,.r,,mi mm. "Rusiness is had lliirhurs cant e

By Charles Hutzier

Associated Press

KASHGAR, China — Imam
Aronghan Aji looked the image of

respectability as he set out in clerical

robes and white turban to lead morn-

ing prayers at the ancient Adighar

Mosque.
But the leader of state-sanctioned

Islam in China's rugged western

reaches never made it. He was
stabbed by assassins intent on wiping

out Chinese rule. A year and a half

later, the dignified octogenarian's

health is frailer, his gait slower, his

psyche shaken and his assailants'

message clearer.

"Bribed and incited by separatists,

these people were told others would

rally around them if they killed patri-

otic uligious leaders," said Imam
Mamatmin, an aide to Aronghan.

A call to rise up is reverberating

among Muslims in China's Xinjiang

region. Separatists, better financed

and better armed than ever before,

are feeding on age-old fears and new

discontents. Anti-Chinese sentiment

has grown explosive on a volatile mix

of religious ferment from the Islamic

world, nationalism from newly inde-

pendent Central Asian countries and

anger that Chinese migrants seem to

be getting richer while native Turkic-

speaking Muslims remain poor.

Although small in number, the sep-

aratists can count on support from

disaffected Muslims at home and a

network of lobbyists championing

their cause from Istanbul to

Washington.

Since attacks began in early 199b,

pro-Chinese clerics have been assassi-

nated in at least four cities — seven

on one day alone; bombs exploded

nearly simultaneously on three buses

in the regional capital of Urumqi; and

a border city erupted in a riot. The

separatists also are suspected of

blowing up a bus in Beijing. 1.400

miles away.

Authorities have closed mosques,

conducted mass arrests and deployed

army patrols, but the attacks have

continued. Months after last

February's riot in Yili, police were

uncovering plots for more unrest and

finding caches of guns, explosives

and separatist propaganda, the state-

run Xinjiang Daily reported.

Western investors keen on devel-

oping Xinjiang's oil reserves are

already being warned by industry

analysts that the violence may disrupt

their business.

Friction in Xinjiang is a function of

geography. Through its rolling grass-

lands, snow-capped mountains and

forbidding deserts run rich oases that

form China's best land routes to the

rest of Eurasia.

The ancient Silk Road that carried

luxury goods between China and the

Roman Empire traversed Xinjiang

(pronounced sheen-jyahng). British

spies fought Russian agents, first

imperial and then Bolshevik, for

influence in the region in the espi-

onage epic known as "the great

game."

"The history of Xinjiang is one of

great game politics and the new great

game is bigger and badder than the

old great game." said Dru Gladney.

an expert on China's Muslims at the

University of Hawaii.

As China opened Xinjiang's once

closed border over the past decade,

Muslim traders and pilgrims traveled

the region and brought back radical

views of Islamic nationalism. Saudi

Arabia. Turkey and Iran have sent

money to spur trade and religion and

sway public allegiances. From
Afghanistan come arms and opium

Talk in the bazaars of Urumqi and

Kashgar. an oasis cit> on the western

border, is not of revolt but resent-

ment. Uighurs, members of

Xinjiang's largest ethnic group, com-

plain that incoming ethnic Han
Chinese have unfairly benefited from

the still poor area's recent rapid

growth.

Few Uighur faces are found among

the oil workers in the Tarim Basin, a

Texas-sized wasteland. A new town

of gleaming white-tile buildings built

to service the industry in the ancient

caravan town of Korla mainly houses

4.500 workers from other parts of

China. Anger swells even in Kashgar.

an overwhelmingly Uighur city near

the Kirghiz and Tajik borders where

Chinese influence seems limited to

the writing on shop and street signs

and a statue of Mao Tse-tung.

The border trade that helped the

city thrive a few years ago has stag-

nated. A swath of the city's huge

bazaar set aside for small traders

from neighboring countries stands

empty, much of their business taken

over by state firms.

"Business is bad. Uighurs can't get

permission to do the things that the

Han get easily. Conflict between us is

becoming more intense." said Adil.

an unemployed Uighur hanging out

in Kashgar's new town center.

Despite the simmering resentment.

Uighurs in Kashgar seem to farm,

trade and worship without regard to

the Chinese, whom thev outnumber
3-to-l.

Muslim men young and old crowd

by the thousands into the 550-year-

old Adighar Mosque, Xinjiang's

largest, for midday prayers. Imam
Aronghan insists his state-sanctioned

mosque is flourishing harmoniously

and free from government interfer-

ence. The imam, a member of

Xinjiang's top government advisory

body, would not answer questions

about the attempt on his life on May
12. 1996. His assistant. Imnm
Mamatmin, described the assassins,

later caught by police, as people from

hoop
continued from page 10

Clarke and Herren, who had been exchanging unpleasantries all night, got

into a series of brief altercations during the stretch. There were no fouls

called, but Freano'l intensity went up a notch afterwards.
The Minutemen led by as much as eight points in the first half, thanks

to a decided advantage in the paint. Weeks was joined by junior center

Lari Ketner, each of whom scored 10 points in the first half. UMm
jumped out to an early 11-3 lead, thanks to an early 8-0 rebounding
advantage. The Minutemen kept the lead for most of the first half, but

with time running out Clarke was called for a five-second infraction, and

celebrated juco transfer Rafer Alston buried a deep three-pointer to bring

Fresno within one at halltime.

Mike Babul, in his first start since early last season, scored six points

and added seven rebounds. Monty Mack struggled from the floor, going

6-for-20. but still knocked in 15 points. Clarke added five points and

eight assists.

hockey

Massachusetts (0-1)

Babul 5-7 0-0 6. Weeks 8-16 4-4 20, Ketner 8-16 0-0 16, Clarke

1-7 2-2 5. Mack 6-20 0-0 15, DePina 0-1 0-0 0, Smith 0-1 0-0 0. Basit

1-7 0-0 2. Totals 27-75 6-6 64.

Fresno St. (2-0)

Fowlkes 5-9 0-0 10, Roberson 7-11 0-0 19, |ones 8-14 0-0 16,

Alston 3-6 2-2 10, Herren 8-16 1-4 19, Forney 2-6 2-2 6, Porter 0-0 0-

1 0, Abney 0-1 0-2 0, Laurie 0-0 0-0 0, Farley 1-2 0-0 2. Totals 34-65

5-11 82.

Halftime-UMass 35. Fresno St. 34. 3-Point goals-UMass 4-13

(Mack 5-9. Clarke 1-4), Fresno St. 9-19 (Roberson 5-8, Alston 2-5,

Herren 2-5. Fowlkes 0-1). Fouled out-None. Rebounds-UMass 52

(Weeks 15). Fresno St. 31 (Roberson 9). Assists-UMass 20 (Clarke 8).

Fresno St. 20 (Herren 6). Total Fouls-UMass 16. Fresno St. 14. A
10,220.

continued trom page 10

PC's Troy Lake notched the

game-winner at 12:00 of the final

period when he took advantage of a

wide open net following a series of

misses up close.

The Minutemen's rally from 4-1

down Friday night fell just short as PC
added a late empty net goal and

escaped the Mullins Center with a 5-3

win.

Once again. Massachusetts coach

|oe Mallen received exceptional

efforts from his freshmen group.

"These guys are playing a good

brand of hockey," Mallen said. "They

are earning more and more playing

time."

Trailing 2-0 midway through the

second period, freshman R.|. Gates

broke out with |eff Blanchard on a

2-1 break and fired a wrist shot in

between Ballard's legs.

The Friars added two more tallies

before freshman Matt Smith pulled

UMass to within two goals again at

12:50 of the third period. Attacking

late, Fawcett punched in the rebound

off a Dan |uden rush to make the

score, 4-3.

Massachusetts had several opportu-

nities in the final moments of the

game, but came up empty.

"That kid (Ballard) made all kinds

of big saves tonight. But we can't put

ourselves in positions to win and not

finish it," Mallen said. "We're so close

to doing that now. it's ridiculous."

Mallen also felt that four controver-

sial calls from the officiating crew

pi ccnted UMass from getting back in

the pug.
cond period shot from Steve

MacKinnon appeared to ricochet off

the inside of the net. but MM mi»nri

Then, with L Mass Jose to killing off

a 2-man advantage for PC. Dean

Stork was whistled for a borderline

cross checking call. The resulting

goal was contested when two Friars

appeared to be lurking in Regan's

crease. Then, a l.ovell goal was disal

lowed after an official claimed he

kicked the puck in.

"When you're the new kid on the

block, there's I lot of things that hap-

pen out there that you just don't

understand." Mallen said.

friars
continued from page 10

three straight games against the

Huskies, which will signify this

attempt to get back into the conference

race. Even last season's HE doormat

team. Northeastern, has three confer-

ence wins to their credit this season,

and winning a three-game series over

them is not as automatic as it seemed

at the start of the season.

UMass has already lost the season

series against two conference oppo-

nents (Providence and Lowell), and

are down one game to both Boston

College and Boston University. So, the

Minutemen need to take the season

series against teams like Northeastern

and Merrimack to expect to finish

above the ninth spot in HE.

Expecting to take two out of three

games against national powers like No.

2 BU. No. 5 New Hampshire. No. 6 BC
and No. 9 Maine is an uphill battle at

best — but crazier things have hap-

pened. With a season-high 45 shots on

freshman Boyd Ballard last Saturday

night, the 5-3 loss was not for a lack of

trying. For UMass coach Joe Mallen.

the team needs to continue that kind ot

effort if they want to get back into the

hunt, and if they do, the wins will

come.

"I don't think playing Northeastern

is going to be easier than playirtg

Providence right now." Mallen said. "If

we continue to get those types of shots

on goal, we're going to win games in

this league.

"All we have to do right now is hold

the fort, work on the positives, and just

keep moving forward. We certainly

can't erase anything we've done so far,"

Mallen said.

One important player for the

Gobble.
Cobble!

Minutemen that would like to erase

this weekend is senior defenseman

Mike Gaffney. After a stellar junior sea-

son that saw him miss the all-time

scoring mark for a defenseman b\ unl>

two points. Gaffney's game has sput-

tered so far this season.

You could see the Worcester native's

game stall out Friday night after he

accidentally knocked in a goal at the

7:23 mark of the second period. Then,

after UMass took a 3-2 lead on

Saturday night, a lapse on his defensive

zone coverage resulted in Doug
Sheppard's goal at the 3:22 mark of the

second period. Gaffney was stripped of

the puck behind the net by Ion Coe.

and a bang-bang play with Sheppard in

front of the net tied the game.

For Mallen, his play has been a

microcosm of the hit-and- miss play

plaguing the team. If he can get his

proverbial engine to work on all cylin-

ders. Mallen sees a brighter future for

both him and the team.

"Mike potentially is a better player,

and recently, he's been trying to find

his own game." Mallen said. "The good

news is that his better hockey is ahead

of him. and when he as well as some ot

our other veterans kick in with some

better performances, that's when things

will start to turn around.

"It'll look like everybody is firing on

all cylinders on the same night, and

that's what we haven't got so far this

year. We need all our guys to work

hard on the same night."

This season's restart for the

Minutemen could be against Vermont,

so you better watch. I know 1 will.

lorma Kansanen is a Collegian

columnist.

IORMA KANSANEN\COUfGI»N

UMass sophomore Jeff Blanchard battles PC's |ason lalongo for the puck in Saturday night's game at Schneider

Arena.

volleyball

continued from page 10

tion. held her own. passing for

27 assists and recording 12

digs.

Temple upped their record

to a perfect 20-0 in the

Atlantic Ten conference and

will move onto the conference

tournament as the number
one seed.

Against l.aSalle. Nolan lead

the charge once again, hiitin^

I solid 448 at the net with I !

kills and no errors on 29

attacks, to go along with two

service aces. Meyers also

played well, registering ten

kills and five digs.

The roles, when compared

to the Temple match, were

reversed as it was the

Minutewomen who were hin-

dering the LaSalle attack.

l.aSalle hit .000 on the night

while UMass countered with a

.214 hitting percentage.

"We did what we were
needed to do. Whether we go

or whether we don't go. we're

playing to win." Kennv said

alter the l.aSalle match.

The answer to that is that

the Minutewomen will not

make an appearance on

Thanksgiving weekend in

Dayton. The Temple match
proved to be only for pride as

with a George Washington
win on Friday night over

Dayton. UMass was officially

knocked out of the battle for

the fourth and final playoff

spot.

"I think this was a rebuild-

ing year, but down the road,

although I won't be around to

help them, I know this team's

gonna rock." Nolan laid

"They're definitely on their

way up."

!

LOSE WEIGHT NOW!
Our products are: You will:

• Doctor Recommended • Feel more energy

• 100% Natural • Lose up to 30 LBS in 30 days

• Guaranteed • Have more willpower

FREE SAMPLES

CALL: (413) 259-1922

M

5
<

* JC Penney
k-Mart

Media Play

EJMS&
over 60

other Great
Stores

Students Want it.

Students Need it...

For the Holidays!

STlUtNT TltSDAY DLSt-OCNTCARD

A SliUanl KMWti Pr»jf«»'

Rome" H»dlts.MA -

|| <S6-5700

1**-

exteiMk* hoMay hour*.

Friday 11/28 Sam - 10pm
Saturday 1 1 29 1 0am - 10pm

Sunday 1 1 /30 10am - 7pm
•••••

Isn't It Good To
L Be A Student?
^•^ •*

WIICrBfl
;-&%*£ y'i'^r'i-^^

CANCUN
AMAICA
FLORIDA

:all today! Spoc* Is limttaa

1 300648-4849
On campus coll

Giancarlo Ctmco

J!»«c.( ©4IM4MH7
1 344 Ashton Dt HtVwtt*' M0 7*0*8

anc] FREE Siudv MEDICATIONS for youR

ASTrlMA AS pART of A RESfARCr, Slink.

• At Uast 1 * years old

• Have liAd asthma For

at Least one year

• ARE A NON'SMoltER

"<S?>"

i

m JSfiL. COME SEE OUR NIFTY

w-W88' % 2 HOLIDAY

VeW 0§ DECORATIONS

w
.«

iSKfcS

Stun. Day S«rvic* '

BUM Directly To

Intunnct Company

FowjJ • WIndthWdt
R*plactd

1997

Jpodbay

(Events

North Amherst
Motors

A Collision Repair Centsr

78 Sunderland Rd , Nor* Amherst, MA

•$« 549-2880
^H (On bus route • one

f mile from UMassI

-A

CaII NOW 415-584-4010

o$o((y ®ay$

<3tft giving time is tjere again*.

starting
Wednesday
November 1 9

Holiday UMass Clothing Sale

Wed. Nov. 1 2 - Fri. Nov. 2

1

Campus Center Concourse

Holiday Book and Gift Sale

Mon. DEC. 1 - FRI. DEC. 1 2
Campus Center Concourse

Holiday Card and Wrap
Showcase
Mon. Nov. 1 5 - Fri. Dec. I 2

in the university Store

Holida y Gift Ideas for
EVERYbudget!
Every da y, throughout the Univers/tyStore

Some events may not run every day during their

scheduled slots Visit the Campus Center

Concourse or the University Store if you have

OIIFSTIONS

AWARD WINNING LOCAL SERVICE

• Full Service Autobody

Insurance Approved

• Full Selection of genuine

GM Goodwrench parts.

• Mass. State Inspection

Station #3243

• Fine Selection of

new and used cars & trucks.

• Ask about our FREE 18 point maintenance check

CASf
Rte. 5 8. 10

Whatley, MA
4136658733

4W£
m e n t

30mhc
DICKINSON ST • BETWEEN RT 9 & MAIN ST • 253-3444

Coming

AMATEUR MIGHT
Ladies must apply in person

Our beautiful VIP Room i.v ai ai table for private parties

North of 91, Exl. 22. Ta»(*' Rlc. .5 If 10 North 2 miles

South of 91, Ext. 24 Ta^c.s if 10 South 2 Miles

EVERY MONDAY NIGHT IS

FOOTBALL NIGHT

at the Castaway Lounge with

4 Beautiful Exotic Dancers

Starting at 4pm til lam

$2.00 Draft Michelob & Bud Ice

All other days entertainment

Starting at 7 pm till 1 am
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Collegian Classifieds
/ 1 i Campus Center

APARTMENT FOR RENT | EMPLOYMENT

2 Bedroom Apt.

Easthampton $485 per

month. Take over lease

ASAP 527-9410

AUTO FOR SALE

Nissan 240SX 89
Excellent condition, all

extras. New tires, brakes,

clutch, muffler $4400 or

B/0. Marcos 549-6926

1988 Buick Century
Wagon Tip top shape.

Great winter car. $3000 or

B/0. (413)253-2232

Wanted: Junk Cars Cash

paid everyday. 1-800-649-

4795

1986 Dodge Charger 60k

miles $1200 BO Call

Lorraine

EMPLOYMENT

CAT LOVERS
Looking for someone inter-

ested in having two love-

able cats live-in. We will

retain ownership of the

cats and we will pay for

food, litter, and vet care.

You provide the home and

the love! Call for details.

546-4550

Attention Slackers!!

Use e-mail? Know others

who do? Little effort = Big

money! Call (800)546-0744

Part-Time Job
Available Collegian

Classifieds, on-campus.

earn great experience,

flexible hours. Apply now

for next semester.

Applications are available

at the Collegian Office, Rm
113, Campus Center.

LIVE-IN Room/Board +

Salary & TIPS. Two open-

ings Dec. 19 to early/mid

April or longer. Do dishes,

rooms, wait tables, prep,

etc. in southern Vermont

inn. Work hard. Must be

energetic and pleasant.

Call today- Elaine

(802)874-4140.

FOR SALE

Dining Table and other

furniture. Must sell now!

Call 665-0241

WANT MY SAX? Conn
Tenor Saxophone. $200.

Needs new pads. Call

Katherine 546-7065

Khish nckets breat

seats at great prices. City

Tickets (800)865-8070

Willpower In A Bottle

Lose Weight

Doctor Recommended
100% Natural

Moneyback Guarantee

(413)259-1922

Nutrition Supplements
Creatine 400G. $29

Designer Whey Protein

$26

Met RX $38

Fat Burners & More-
Call: 253-1850

Free Motorola Pagers

Limited Supply. Great x-

mas gift. 1-800-784-6452

ID# 624421

FOR SALE

Unfinished
LA Wood, Inc.

401 Main St.

Amherst, MA
Formerly Loc. Video To Go
l ubn — MwAnifi _ futon*

Wooden <k*hn Jnrn— D«*k fa Dmwcn

Furniture
Watch batteries, ear

piercing, eyeglass

repairs, jewelry restora-

tion, diamond engage-

ments, wedding rings.

Silverscape Designs, 264

N. Pleasant St., Amherst.

253-3324 Open Daily.

COMPUTERS!
New P166MMX from

$995. Laptops, peripher-

als. ZarVision 582-9198

V/MC/AMEX

Laptop Notebook Works

good. $150. Good for

school. Call Steve

(413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for

computer. Works great.

Call CPC (413)584-8857

! & !/2 month old Iguana

needs a home BADLY! All

included $60 or B0. Jill

546-4933

FOUND

Found- Keys in Reading

Room on 11/18/97. 256-

0304

HAPPY BIRTHDAY ROOM FOR RENT

Hannah Mary Donovan
Happy 30th Birthday Big

Girl!

Your Loving Sister

Wallet lost maybe in

Machmer or Berkshire DC.

Purple with zipper covered

with daisies. Please call

546-4727

ROOM FOR RENT

Bedroom Available Jan
1 $342.50/month includes

heat and hot water.

Contact Kelly 253-1898

Room in house in South

Amherst. $375/month, ALL

INCLUDED. Next to bus

line. Start 1/1/98. Call

253-9452

1 bedroom in Salem
Place on Main Street.

Private parking, washer,

dryer, dishwasher. On bus

line. $325/month. Jan 1st

to end of May. No summer

hassle. Call 253-2961

One bedroom for rent in

4 bedroom house in

Leverett. Oil heat, wash-

er/dryer, yard. $275+.

Available immediately.

Call 548-8081

Room For Rent in house.

On bus route. Close to

center of Amherst.

Available immediately.

Call Sheldon ©253-9410

One room available on

Main St. On bus route and

short walk to town. Call

259-9282. Available imme-

diately

Looking for 1 female to

share 4 bedroom apart-

ment in Alpine Commons
with 3 females. 2 full

bathrooms. Right on bus

route. $300/month (every-

thing included). Starting

1/1/98. Call Cara at 256-

6351.

Room for rent in 4 bed-

room apt. $300/month inc.

elec. Available Jan 1. Call

549-9959

ROOMMATE WANTED

Looking for female to

share two bedroom apart-

ment in Puffton.

$320/month. On bus line.

Call Candy 549-9293

Housemate needed for

spring semester. Share

with 2 grads.$283 / month

available Jan 1.549-4492

SERVICES

Know Your Rights Do
you have questions about

your rights? Do you think

your civil rights have been

violated? Find Out!

Contact The Student Legal

Services Office, 922
Campus Center, 545-1995.

GET NOTICED! Number
One secret to resume writ-

ing for college students

and gen-x. Send $6.00

check/money order + busi-

SERVICES

ness size SASE to: Nina

Smith, 507 Central

Avenue, No. 2, New
Haven, CT 0651

5

SPRING BREAK

Pregnant? Need help?

Call Birthright of Amherst

area for free testing and

assistance. 549-1906

1-800 734-7007

Classifieds

are available in the

"BOX " on

the concourse

or

call us at

545-3500.

TRAVEL

Book Early and Save
Great Spring Break desti-

nations. Best prices. Free

parties, drinks and food.

Call Eve 546-21 11

RELIABLE SPRING
BREAK TOURS

Bahamas, Cancun & Ski

Trips! FREE FOOD AND
FREE DRINKS! Sign up

before Nov 30. Organize a

group- travel free. Call for

details and free brochure.

Call (888)SPRING BREAK
Today!

Book Early and Save!

Great Spring Break desti-

nations. Best prices. Free

parties, drinks and food.

Call Eve 546-21 11

Killington: Ski & Party

Week Jan 4-9. 5 nights

condo/5 days skiing $285.

Call 545-3437

WANTED

Looking for any women
cigar smokers for my
Journalism class assign-

ment. If you are interested

please call Rana at 253-

2099

COMING SOON

!

NEW
CLASSIFIED
HEADINGS

Just one more way the

Classifieds make your life

easier.

Personals Policy Rates
1 All personals MUST be proofread by Collegian clas

sifted employees before payment and acceptance of

the classified

2. Last names MAY NOT be used in personals ONLY
first names and initials are allowed- The only excep-

tions are for birthday or congratulations personals, in

which case the full name may be used.

i. Phone numbers are not allowed in personals NO
EXCEPTIONS

4. Addresses are not allowed in personals this means
dorm room numbers as well

5 Personals at a threatening or derogatory nature are

not acceptable Personals of a vindictive or libelous

nature are not acceptable Personals may not be
used for the purpose of harassment.

Profanity may not be used tn personal*

The personal'., section is for personals only. The per-

sonals >ettK>n m.i\ N( if Ik- used to -»ell items, seek

roommates advert tve meetings *l<

All personals must have the name, signature, and
UMass ID. number of the student placing the as

filled in on the insertion order Non-students must

provide a valid driver's license and the license num-
ber must be recorded on the insertion order. Use of

false identification or misrepresentation is subject to

penalties under the law

. The Collegian reserves the right Id refuse or to edit

any personal that does not meet the Collegian's sun
dards in accordance with the statutes of the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts

Students

20vt per word/day

All others

40vt per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and

legibly. We are not responsible tor errors result-

ing from illegible handwriting or type.

Standard Headings
ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT
ENTERTAINMENT

FOR SALE
FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

MONDAY, NOV. 24

Blood Drive — American
Red Cross blood drive from
10:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. in the

Campus Center, room 101.
Educational Social — An

educational social featuring
the movie Color of Fear. This
is an opportunity to bring our
often separated houses
together to learn about how
racism affects us and how to

break down racism in our
communities and society from
7-9 p.m. in the Campus
Center, room 101

.

Film — Italian Club Film
Night, Fiorile in Italian with
English subtitles, at 6:30
p.m. in the Foreign Language
Resource Center, classroom 2

in the basement of Herter
Hall Annex.
Meeting — The UMass

Outing Club is holding a gen-

eral meeting at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center, room 142
including "Everything you
Need to Know About State
Parks" slide show. Everyone
welcome.

TUESDAY, NOV. 25

Meeting — The Index
(UMass Yearbook) will hold
a general meeting at 6:30
p.m. in the Student Union,
room 304. All are invited.
For more information, con-
tact Jill Aordkian at

545-0848.

NOTICES

Applications — The
Campus Mediation and
Negotiation Team is accept-
ing applications for its train-

ing this January 12-16.
Applications are available for

any UMass student at 222
Hampshire House, Legal
Studies. For more informa-
tion, contact Leah at

545-5882.
Art Contributions — The

Student Union Visual and
Performing Arts Space is

looking for contributions to

the "Southern Asian Cultural

Exhibition" which will show
in the spring of 1998. If you
have anything from artwork
to crafts depicting Asian cul-

ture, and would like the
opportunity to participate in

this exhibition, contact
Amanda at 545-0792.
Art Exhibition — An exhi-

bition of more than 30
one-of-a- kind artist books
and scrolls by William
Schade will be on view from
Nov. 1 l-|an. 25 at the Mount

Holyoke College Art Museum.
Museum hours are Tues-Fri,
1 1 a.m.-5 p.m. and Saturday
and Sunday, 1-5 p.m. and is

closed on academic holidays
from Wednesday. Nov. 26
through Monday, Dec. 1 and
from Tuesday. Dec. 16
through Monday. Ian. 6. For
more information, call

538-2245 or fax 538-2144.
Club — The UMass

Amateur Radio Club Station
W1PUO is returning and
looking for people to join in

ham radio. Anyone interested

in radio/electronics and a

desire to learn and communi-
cate are welcome. The club
will sponsor FCC approved
volunteer examination ses-

sions for all license levels.

For more information, con-
tact Richard Strycharz
Nl MFT at 549-6000 ext.

6000 or leave a message at

facility services.

Fill-A-Bus — Help fill a

PVTA bus with clothing, toys

and non-perishable food to

benefit needy individuals and
families in the Amherst area
on Nov. 24-25 and Dec. 1-5

from 1 1 a.m.-3 p.m. daily in

front of the Student Union.
Volunteers to staff the bus
and collect donations are
needed. Contact the UMass
Community Service Program
at 545- 3368 for more infor-

mation.
Food Drive — The UMass

NSSLHA chapter along with
Amherst Survival Center are

sponsoring a food drive in

honor of hunger awareness
month. Bring non-perishable
food to Arnold House. School
of Public Health throughout
November.
Internships —

Environmental and Hunger

FYls are public service announcements printed

daily. To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phorie number of the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the

Managing Editor by noon the previous day.

Internships available for

credit. Opportunities include
helping to organize a Five
College Earth Day, protecting

Endangered Species and orga-

nizing the Spring Hunger
Clean-up. For more informa-
tion, call Robyn at 545-0199.
Notice — The Student

Employment Office will be
closed on Friday, Nov. 28.
Work study students who
work at one of our off-cam-
pus agencies can pick up
their paychecks on
Wednesday, Nov. 26 after 10

a.m. On Friday, Nov. 28. pay-
checks can be picked up after

10 a.m. at financial aid ier-

vices. 255 Whitmore.
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TV LISTING SPONSORSHIP FOR SALE
INQUIRE @ 545-3500

u a HSCN Bulletin

S Board
3 3 CBS/3 Hartford

ll a CBS/4 Boston
U ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

$ 7 HSCN Movie Ch.

UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel
•3

5 io NBC/30 New
»c Britain

*K ii Fox/61 Hartford

ia PBS/24 Hartford

u
13 WOCH & HSCN
14 International

14 UMass Academic TV

X 19 HSCN Programming

IB TV-19
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aa1 NBC/22 Springfield

83 CNN
84 CNN SI

SB Headline News
SB UCTV
W7 TBSa bet

SB TV Land

30 Univision

31 Comedy Central

3B Cartoon

Much Music
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Robotman By Jim Meddick
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Horoscopes
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — Your originality is on the

rise, and you might encounter more

than your share of criticism for try-

ing something unconventional.

CAPRICORN (l)ec.22-Jan. 1°)

— After I long period of productivi-

ty today, you may be tempted to sit

back and let others take control.

This is not a * ise choice just yet.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18>

— You will have no trouble follow-

ing the rules today, but later you'll

feel the urge to get out of the game

altogether. Time for a vacation?

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) -
1 ast night's dreams are likely to

Sta) \\ ith you throughout much of

the clay Their impact on your mood
is likeh to be quite dramatic.

AR1KS (March 21-Aprll 19) -
You will receive a message from

someone who is unable to fulfill his

or her end of I bargain. Do not over-

react; simplv change your plans.

TAURUS (April 20-Ma.v 20) -
YOU may not want to be quite as

aggressive as usual today, but if you

are too laid back you may find that a

competitor can overtake you easily.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20) -
You will be in a position to make
decisions for many people today.

Do not try to be dictatorial: get the

input of those around vou.

CANCER (June 21-July 22) -
The only mistake you can make
today is that of inactivity. Owe you

are on the move and keeping busy

,

success is assured in some way or

another.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) - You
will not be able to trust that your

lead over a competitor will last.

You must be willing to explore

options and investigate new
avenues.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) -
Surely, you have a head for busi-

ness, but today it may seem as

though facts and figures are as for-

eign to you as a message from outer

space.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) -
The more optimistic and lightheart-

ed you can be about serious matters

today, the more likely you are to

overcome obstacles.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) -
It is time today to get in touch with

a friend who has been out of the pic-

ture for some time. Together, you

can come up with quite a plan.

Close to Home By John McPherson

"» «F liHci JE>i*y

££ I'd rather have a bottle in

front of me than a frontal

labotomy. 22
-Tom Waits

Today#s P.C. Menu
Caff 545-2626 for m»n Mormuttlom.

f mtu: oaetCKmr&tvmivitrvc. com "*"w^ -' fi<tirP^

'Yeah, well, where's Karhie Lee now?!

Franklin

LUNCH
Mesquite Chicken Sandwich

Italian Sausage Grinder

Pizza

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

Beef Stroganoff

Tofu Fajita

Chicken Hoagie on Grinder Roll

Worcester
LUNCH

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Fish Munchies

Ziti/ltalian Sausage Sauce

Szechuan Tofu and Broccoli

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

N.E. Lite Style Cod
Tofu Fajita; Squash Bake

Stuffed Shells

Hampshire

ACROSS
1 Sea captain's

command
6 Compass

heading
10 Skin an apple
14 Actress Reese
1

5

Actress Chase
16 Muslim prince

1 7 Satan
18 Pace
19 Caesars

garment
20 Transport to

Mars
22 Sand hills

23 Furrow (the

brows)
24 Roofing piece
26 Halloween

creature

29 Elm or oak
31 "I'm Dancing as

Fast — Can"
32 Airport inlo

33 Kernel
34 Docks
38 Footwear
40 Pen point

42 Set start ofl

43 Not bumpy
46 O'Hara mansion
49 Alice's

coworker
50 Reporter's

question

51 "Out. fulmer

52 Golfer's peg
53 Drains
57 Young foxes

59 Composer
Copland

60 Beverage
choice

65 Soft light

66 Ram or steer

67 Iman, e.g.

68 Freeway part

69 Flush
70 Iron

71 Stared at

72 Garden intruder

73 Make fun of

DOWN
1 Puts 2 and ?

together

2 Gore, to Clinton

3 Part of TA.E
4 Wily

5 Natural gifts

6 Voting age, for

many
7 Jai —
6 town
vamooses

9 Make lace

10 Bedding plants

1

1

Surrounded by

12 Abnghl star

1

3

Clean the slate

21 Father

22 Part of a place

setting
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25 Command to a
mule

26 Mrs Truman
27 Molecule part

28 Mexican menu
item

30 Revises
35 Floaling device

36 Lmery board
37 Wild plum
39 Showed

submission (to)

41 Acrobatic feat

44 Like 67-Across

45 Cultivate

47 Banister

48 Try
53 Bird of prey
54 — Peninsula
55 Lying down
56 Barrel part

58 Made an oath

61 Out of the wind
62 Notion
63 Loch—

monster
64 "Do ii or—!"

66 Seagull

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Italian Sausage Grinder

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

Beef Stroganoff

Berkshire
LUNCH
Pizza

Hamburger on Roll

Ziti/Tomato Sauce

Macaroni, Lentil and Tomatoes

DINNER
Beef Stroganoff

Chicken Fajita

Tofu Fajita

Stuffed Shells in Sauce
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No* 13 Fresno beats UMass 82-64
Young backcourt

stymied by pressure

from athletic 'Dogs

By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

You really couldn't have asked for

a tougher opening night assignment.

The Massachusetts men's basket-

ball team had to travel over 3,000

miles to open the 1 997-98 season at

No. 1 3 Fresno State Saturday night.

The site, sold out Selland Arena, was
a hos-

tile
Fresno^

Massachusetts 64
gym
filled
with a

sea of Bulldog red. and the

Minutemen had to open against a

Fresno squad with a stable of talent

that rivals coach |erry Tarkanian's

UNLV teams of the late '80s. And
though fhey put up a fight, UMass
ran into a team determined to show
a national TV audience to believe the

hype.

The Minutemen stormed out of

the gates, and even took a 35-34
lead into halftime, but a tenacious

pressure defense unravelled the

young UMass backcourt in the sec-

ond half, and Fresno State ran away
with an 82-64 win. Fresno (2-0)

shot 59 percent in the second half,

including six of eight from
three-point land, and outscored
UMass 48-29 in the second half.

Despite an outstanding game from
senior captain Tyrone Weeks, who
scored 20 points and pulled down 1

5

rebounds, the Minutemen fall to 0-1.

The story of the game was
Fresno's press, which broke down
UMass' guards and led to 22
turnovers. The Bulldogs came out in

the second half and got UMass out

of its game, led by Massachusetts
native Chris Herren. Herren. a junior

guard from Fall River who trans-

ferred from Boston College, followed

up on his 25-point performance in

last year's 101- 82 Fresno win over

UMass at the Mullins Center with 19

points and six assists.

According to Flint, junior guard
Charlton Clarke ran out of gas in the

second half after a solid first half,

and Fresno's intense pressure took

UMass' young guards out of their

game.

"They got all over us [in the sec-

ond half] and we got 22 turnovers,

which killed us," said Flint on the

WHMP post- game show. "They
made us play at a much quicker pace

in the second half, and we just start-

ed throwing the ball everywhere."

Fresno won the game with an
impressive run early in the second

half that turned a one-point deficit

into an eight point Bulldog lead.

Turn to HOOP, page 7

V-Ball ends season

without A-10 bid
By Brett Mauser
Collegian Staff

UUBEN KOSKY -COLLEGIAN

UMass junior guard Charlton Clarke dished out eight assists, but Fresno St. beat the Minutemen 82-64 in the

season opener.

In an emotional weekend, the

Massachusetts volleyball team
could only muster up one victory,

which wasn't good enough to pro-

pel them into the Atlantic Ten
championships in Dayton. The fan

support was there, the adrenaline

was there, but the Minutewomen
couldn't pull through.

This weekend summed up the

entire 1997 edition of UMass vol-

leyball. Since the beginning of the

conference schedule, the

Minutewomen couldn't beat the

teams they needed to beat in

order to be regarded as a power
in the conference.

On Saturday, the unblemished

Temple Owls came into town and

beat on the Minutewomen
(14-17, 9-11 in the A- 10), dis-

tinguishing themselves as the

class of the A- 10, with an over-

whelming 15-4, 15-8. 15-9 victo-

ry. UMass was able to pick up a

victory against LaSalle, defeating

them in convincing fashion, 15-7,

15-7, 15-2.

With the loss came the end of

two very fine careers at UMass.
Seniors Lesley Nolan and
Michelle Paciorek played in their

final matches in a UMass uniform.

Prior to the match, the two who
have had an immeasurable effect

on the volleyball program at the

university, were presented with

commemorative game balls in

honor of their outstanding play.

The Owl team, who themselves

only have two seniors on the

squad, overpowered the

Minutewomen at the net, outhit-

ting them .317 to .000. They were

led by their Sharia Bryant — sis-

ter of Los Angeles Laker Kobe
Bryant — and Tamu Cooper, who
collected 1 1 and nine kills respec-

tively. The Owls knocked down
43 kills to the Minutewomen's 32,

while committing 20 less errors

(12 to 32).

The Minutewomen suffered a

tremendous setback this weekend
with the void freshman setter

lennifer Drennan left at the net.

Drennan was unable to play this

weekend due to an illness.

Sophomore outside hitter/setter

Kari Hogancamp, who has been

one of the more consistent hitters

on the team this season, was
forced to distribute the ball in

place of Drennan.
"1 think we did a great job

adjusting to Kari setting the ball.

Changing setters really affects hit-

ting and timing," Coach Bonnie

Kenny said.

In her final match. Nolan led

the team with nine kills, but was

disappointed with having to close

her career with a loss.

"Well, unfortunately. 1 don't

think we played as well as we
wanted to play tonight, but look-

ing back. I couldn't have asked

for anything better." said the

senior originally from Mission

Viejo. Calif.

Nolan and Paciorek certainly

left her marks on the UMass
record books. Upon leaving,

Nolan hangs it up as UMass'
leader in digs with 1,483. service

aces with 172. and double- figure

dig matches with 75. Paciorek

put her name in the books by

ousting all previous blocking

records. She retires as UMass'
all-time leader with her 339 total

blocks, 7 5 solo blocks, and 264

block assists.

"It's hard to get over the fact

that this is it, my four years here

are over, and that I'll be out into

the real world in a matter of

months." said Paciorek, who is a

fan favorite. being from
Sunderland.

Sophomore middle blocker |ill

Meyers picked up eight kills and

six digs on the night, while
Hogancamp. playing out of posi-

Turn to VOLLEYBALL page 7
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The UMass volleyball team lost

out on a chance to play in the

A-1 tournament this weekend.

UMass hockey squad swept by Providence College
Massachusetts hockey

struggling for victories

Minutemen play well;

but fall twice to Friars

By Corey Peter Goodman
Collegian Staff

Providence

Massachusetts

Providence

Massachusetts

If good guys and good efforts were recognized in

the standings, the Massachusetts hockey team would

be faring much better in Hockey Fast. But as it

stands. the

Minutemen remain
winless in conference

play, following a pair

of tight losses to the

Providence College Friars this weekend.

UMass (2-7, 0-6 HE) dropped Friday's home
contest, 5-3, before falling Saturday in Providence

by the same count.

In the midst of its best hockey of the season,

UMass, unfortunately ran into a hot goaltcnder in

Friar freshman Boyd Ballard. After winning the fob

from then-starter Mark Kane. Ballard has posted six

straight victories. The
streak continued this

weekend as Ballard

stopped 71

Minutemen shots to

preserve two conference victories for PC that moves
their record to 6-3. 3-2 HE.

Saturday evening, UMass entered an electric

Schneider Arena in desperate need of the weekend
split. But it was PC who struck first, scoring when
junior Mike Omicioli poked a loose puck past Brian

Regan 1 8 seconds into the game.

UMass and PC engaged in a back and forth first

period before sophomore Nathan Sell evened the

score at 9:49. Shorthanded. Sell picked off a pass at

UMass' blue line, skated the length of the ice and

beat Ballard with a wrist shot right side.

After Omicioli put PC up again less than a minute

later, Tim Lovell tied the game when he fired the

rebound from a Chris Fawcett shot off the cross bar

and into the net. UMass and PC were locked up.

2-2. after the first intermission.

An outstanding effort by freshman Kris Wallis in

the opening stages of the second period gave UMass
their first Hockey East lead since they led 1-0 at

Boston University on October 31. However, the

advantage was short-lived when a series of penalties

and defensive blunders cost UMass three consecu-

tive goals.

lOHMA KANSANEN COLLEGIAN

Turn to HOCKEY, page 7

Senior Tim Lovell beats Friar goalie Boyd Ballard for his fifth goal of the season last Saturday night, but UMass lost 5-3 to

Providence.

The Massachusetts hockey team dropped two
games to Providence College this weekend, both by

5-3 scores.

Now, 1 could go on and on about some distinct

facet of both games relating to specifically why both

losses to the Friars (7-2, 3-2 in llockc> East) came
about for the Minutemen (2-7, 0-6 HE), because

that's what this space is earmarked for — the story

behind the game story.

But, I would rather take you on a little ride, so hop
on aboard, and let's take a few steps back into the

recent past...

A few years back. I owned a 1985 Oldsmobile

Cutlass Supreme. Out of the minor things my new

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ acquisition^^^™^^™^^^^™^^^^^^™ wrong^Jhrrr^ansaneri^^ with it, one
of the frus-

trating encounters I experienced with it was a clogged

fuel line.

When the car was going downhill, and had
momentum, it ran perfectly, and me and my Olds felt

like a million bucks. However, when the car was
going uphill, the engine sputtered and would stall.

Simply said, when it had momentum — even with its

fixable problem — it still ran.

A few years back, I began covering UMass hockey.

Out of the minor things the new program has had
wrong with it, one of the frustrating encounters I've

experienced with the team is the proverbial clogged

fuel line.

When the Minutemen get on a roll ("downhill," so

to say), they hit on all cylinders and everyone
involved feels like a million bucks. However, when
things have not gone UMass' way ("uphill." so to

say), everything begins to sputter and any comeback
bid stalls. Simply said, when the team has momentum
— even with this fixable problem — they still do a lot

of good things on the ice.

Such was the case again this weekend, and 1 am
not saying that UMass is a 1985 Olds Cutlass
Supreme in a conference that at this time rides like a

1997 BMW. What I am saying is if the team does not

fix the problem of losing quickly, they will be left at

the side of the road when it comes to conference plav-

off time.

After tomorrow night's game against Vermont at

the Mullins Center (7 p.m.). the Minutemen will have

Turn to FRIARS, page 7
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Stage

right

The UMass Theater

Guild's Passion of

Dracula won rous-

ing applause and a

standing ovation.

Find out why inside

(see Arts & Living,

page 6).

UM looks

for insurance win

Kara Tudman and
the women's bas-

ketball team travel

to Insurance-land
for their second
game of the season

against Hartford
(see Sports, page
10).

WORLD

Van Gogh still life

a potential rip off

AMSTERDAM, Netherlands (AP)—
Created only to decorate his room, the

bright sunflowers painted by Vincent

van Gogh caused an international stir

when one of the famous works drew a

record $39.5 million bid ten years ago.

The same painting is at the center of

attention again. This time, the art

world wants to know whether the

Japanese insurance company that

bought the still life in fact paid for a

masterful fake.

Van Gogh's first "Sunflowers" painting

was created in August 1888 while he

was living in Aries, France. Most art

experts agree this original masterpiece

— 14 flowers set against a pale yellow

background — now hangs in London's

National Gallery. A near replica that

Van Gogh created later is said to be in

the Van Gogh Museum in Amsterdam.

The Yasuda Fire and Marine Insurance

Co. believes it holds a third

"Sunflowers," the work it bought at

Christie's auction house in 1987. to try

to determine, once and for all, the

authenticity of the work.

Benoit Landais, a French writer who
says he spent five years investigating

works by the Dutch post-impressionist,

contends that Yasuda's "Sunflowers"

was actually painted by French artist

Claude-Emile Schuffenecker

NATION

Telecommunications

agreement on table

WASHINGTON (AP) — The gov-

ernment is about to make it easier

for foreign companies to enter the

U.S. telecommunications market,

and that eventually could lower
international rates for American
callers.

The Federal Communications
Commission's action, expected
Tuesday, will implement a historic

telecommunications trade agree-

ment reached in February. The
United States will be the first country

to implement the pact.

The FCC plan would take effect by

|an. 1.

Regulators say the changes will

attract more foreign companies —
they don't know how many — to

provide or invest in international

phone services between the United

States and other countries, thereby

boosting competition and lowerinq

consumer prices. The plan affords

foreign companies easier entry into

the U.S. domestic long-distance busi-

ness, but regulators are emphasizing

potential lower prices for internation-

al services because that's what for-

eign companies are most interested

in.

They can provide those services

more cheaply and efficiently than

interstate long-distance service, reg-

ulators say.

U.S. customers on average pay 72

cents a minute for international calls

and 12 cents a minute for domestic

calls, the FCC says.
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Israel struggles with pluralism,

American Jews face questions
By Bryan Schwartzman
Collegian Staff

Editor's Note: Bryan Schwartzman is

the lewish Affairs editor for the

Collegian. He attended a workshop

for lewish Journalists called Do The

Write Thing. The workshop was held

in conjunction with the 66th General

Assembly for the Council of lewish

Federations. Do The Write Thing par-

ticipants were given media access to

General Assembly events.

INDIANAPOLIS—The Israeli govern-

ment does not wish to alienate North

American Jews, but with the recent

controversy surrounding religious plu-

ralism and non- Orthodox conver-

sions, they may have done just that.

Over four thousand delegates at the

66th General Assembly (GA) for the

Council of Jewish Federations (C|F)

anxiously awaited the Israeli establish-

ment, including Prime Minister

Benjamin Netanyahu and Minister of

Finance Yaakov Ne'eman. to make
sense of the current situation.

The Orthodox coalition in the

Knessett (Israel's legislature) along

with religious leaders are pushing for

bill which would only recognize

Orthodox conversions performed in

Israel. The bill angered North
American lews, 80 percent of which

identify with the Conservative or

Reform streams of ludaism, because

the bill appears to raise questions

about non-Orthodox lewish identity.

"1 want to state at the outset as

emphatically as 1 can: no one, nobody,

can deprive a Jew of his |ewishness,"

said Netanyahu in his address to the

General Assembly.

Netanyahu took on difficult task of

easing the North American lews while

trying not to anger his Orthodox sup-

porters in Israel. The issue is more a

symbolic one than a practical one, he

said.

The bill would only affect several

hundred immigrants (mostly spouses

of lews) seeking non-Orthodox con-

versions, and would not affect conver-

sions performed outside Israel, or the

status of Reform and Conservative

lews. Netanyahu said this is a great

opportunity to resolve an issue which

has divided Israeli's since the state

was established 49 years ago.

"I don't want to go into the details of

this controversy. All sides have agreed

to a suspension of three months to

allow Minister Ne'eman to work out a

solution," he said to an audience

which clapped politely, but did not

cheer enthusiastically.

Ne'eman was appointed last |une to

head a committee on conversions to

ludaism. The committee, which has

five Orthodox members, one Reform,

and one Conservative, has met over

40 times and is trying to solve the reli-

—Jil
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GEO Read-In inside Chancellor
Scoffs Office

History graduate students Tom Conroy, left, and Leo Maley, right,

participate in yesterday afternoon's GEO read- in inside Chancellor

Scott's office. The read-in was in protest to graduate students' lack

of a contract.

gious divide which has characterized

ludaism for the last 200 years.

Ne'eman urged GA delegates to sup-

port the committees efforts to create a

compromise on religious pluralism.

"We're trying to grapple with issues

that are threatening to drive a wedge

between North American lews and

the State of Israel," Ne'eman said.

Ne'eman discussed a few specific pro-

posals, one of which was an idea to

create pluralist schools (with

Orthodox, Conservative, and Reform

instructors) to teach those seeking

conversion about Halakha, Jewish

law.

"The unity of the Jewish people must

be the ultimate goal of our commit-

tee," Ne'eman said.

Labor Party Chairman Ehud Barak

criticized Netanyahu for his willing-

ness to alienate American Jews.

"I will never support — and the Labor

Party will never support — any legis-

lation that threatens to divide the

lewish people," Barak said to an

enthusiastic crowd.

"Israel's strength is magnified by the

strength of countless others," Barak

said.

Yet it will be extremely difficult for

Ne'man's committee to produce a

compromise which all sides can agree

upon.

Professor Alec Lubuvsky, a member

Turn to QUESTIONS page 3

J I Iraqi arms

sites searched
By Waiel Faleh

Associated Press

BAGHDAD, Iraq — U.N. arms mon-
itors searching for Iraq's banned
arsenal inspected 1 1 sites without

interference yesterday — including

pharmaceutical factories where bio-

logical or chemical weapons could be

produced.

But a new confrontation could still

develop if U.N. inspectors try to

search dozens of other sites, includ-

ing President Saddam Hussein's

many palaces, which Iraq considers

sensitive to national security.

An American U-2 spy plane, which

Iraq has threatened to shoot down,

made another flight into Iraqi air-

space yesterday, its third since the

crisis over weapons inspections start-

ed more than three weeks ago.

A Pentagon official in Washington

said the flight over central Iraq —
part of the U.N. weapons inspection

program — was completed without

incident.

Monday's inspections went smooth-

ly, as they have has since they were

resumed Saturday. "They have had a

normal inspection day with no prob-

lems reported." said Allan Dacey, a

British spokesman for the U.N. moni-

tors.

He said the inspectors were search-

ing for missiles and biological, chemi-

cal and nuclear weapons, as well as

examining arms imports and exports.

Some inspectors flew in helicopters

to check for any inappropriate activi-

ty on the ground; U.N. inspectors

have accused Iraq of sneaking docu-

ments out the back doors of weapons

sites even as inspectors were entering

the front.

The arms inspectors' job is to certify

that Iraq has complied with U.N. res-

olutions requiring it to eliminate

weapons of mass destruction in line

with treaties that ended the 1991

Persian Gulf War. Economic sanc-

Turn to IRAQ, page 2

North-South brinkmanship about global warming
By Charles J. Hanley
Associated Press

ON THE INTERNET

www umass.edu/rio/coUgian

NEW YORK — lust a week before final talks, negotiators

are still searching for a formula for limiting energy use in

China and other developing countries to help fight global

warming in the next century.

If they fail, so may the global warming treaty in the U.S.

Senate.

Compromise ideas are on the table, including one from

Brazil that American diplomats are studying. But the

North-South jockeying over the climate treaty is expected

to go down to the wire, in what one environmentalist calls

a "game of brinkmanship."

Representatives of more than 140 nations gathered yes-

terday in Kyoto. Japan, for 10 days of talks to strengthen

the 1992 climate change treaty, in which industrial

nations pledged to cut emissions of carbon dioxide and

other "greenhouse" gases to 1990 levels. Because those

voluntary goals were not being met, governments decided

in 1995 to negotiate mandatory rollbacks. That same year,

an authoritative scientific panel warned that il emissions

of the heat-trapping gases were not controlled, rising

atmospheric temperatures would raise sea levels and dis-

rupt the global climate. Any of several major issues in the

complex negotiations could stall progress. The proposed

mandatory cutbacks, for example, range from holding

emissions at 1990 levels by 2012, as favored by the

United States, to cutting them by 20 percent below 1 990

levels by 2005.

But the North-South issue may be one of the toughest to

Internet pornography

shakes up UM Boston

SGA & student paper
BOSTON (AP) — University of

Massachusetts officials are investi-

gating student government officers

who allegedly used school comput-

ers to display pornographic pictures

from the Internet. But administra-

tors also are lambasting the editors

of the student newspaper for dra-

matizing the allegations by printing

one of the sexually explicit images

on the front page.

"They could have gotten people's

attention with clear, concise writ-

ing as opposed to reproducing
these pornographic scenes on the

front page of the paper." university

spokeswoman Annemarie Lewis

said.

Regardless of the means, the pub-

lication of the picture on the front

page of Friday's Mass Media news-

paper had achieved dramatic ends

yesterday.

Many students and administra-

tors said they were offended by

the partly obscured image of a

naked woman engaging in a sex

act with a second person: two
other photos inside showed com-

puter terminals, allegedly inside

the student government offices,

with other pornographic images

displayed.

"We were all offended by these

images and the fact that there

seemed to be a conspiracy going

on in the student government
office here to maintain them on

their computers." editor-in-chief

Sam Farrington said.

Lewis said the incident would like-

ly hasten a university-wide policy

now under consideration to prohib-

it the use of university equipment

for sending, receiving or viewing

pornographic images. That, said

Farrington. was the idea.

"We wanted to make sure that it

was taken seriously," Farrington

said of the front-page picture,

which he said was "a challenge to

people to do something about it."

"We believe something good is

going to come of this," he said.

"We think there will be positive

changes."

Farrington and other editors have

been summoned to a meeting with

university administrators Tuesday
"about their lack of judgment,"
Lewis said.

An undergraduate English major.

Farrington said the editors will

attend the meeting.

"I don't want to avoid dialogue

about this, and 1 may have a few

questions for the administration

here as well," he said.

"We want to know whether they

knew anything about" the alleged

misuse of university computers by

student government officers.

The officers could not be located

for comment Monday.
The weekly Mass Media usually

distributes 3,000 copies on the

urban campus of 12.680 students,

but printed 4.000 of Frida> 'l issue.

Board of Health advances

enactment of smoking ban
By Paul Hayes
Collegiun Staff

AMHERST — In less than three

weeks, it may be illegal to smoke in

Amherst bars.

This will be the case if the Board of

Health approves a ban which would

extend the town's current ban on

smoking in public places to include

bars.

However, local bar owners and

supporters were given a chance to

persuade the Board of Health that it

would be unwise to ban smoking in

bars during a recent Board meeting

held last Thursday evening.

The Board states, in their town
smoking regulations, in part, that the

ban's coverage is to be extended

because:

"Conclusive evidence exists indicating

that intentional and unintentional

inhalation of tobacco smoke causes

cancer, respiratory and cardiac dis-

eases, negative birth outcomes, aller-

gies and irritations to the eyes, nose

and throat.

"Environmental Tobacco Smoke
(ETS) has been designated as a Class

A carcinogen by the Environmental

Protection Agency (1993).

"There are no known safe le\eN of

exposure to environmental tobacco

smoke."

The Board is concerned that the

risk of unhealthy ETS exposure
threatens bar patrons and employees,

who in return have said that they

understand the risks of ETS, and feel

they are unnecessarily being told by

the Board what's good for them.

Each opponent of the pending smok-

ing ban who wanted to speak at the

meeting was given four minutes to

address the Board.

Eugene O'Neil. a smoking ban

opponent and owner of the Old
Amherst Alehouse, came away from

the meeting feeling that his and other

bar owners' words had little effect.

"The whole meeting was useless."

O'Neil said. "They had their minds

made up last June."

The meeting was not the last

opportunity for people to voice their

opposition against the ban.

Community members who oppose

the smoking ban may still write letters

Turn to SMOKE, page 3

resolve. The 1995 decision exempted developing nations

from binding targets. It was acknowledged that the indus-

trial world bore greater responsibility for loading the

atmosphere with carbon from burning coal and oil.

But sometime in the next century the fast-developing

South is expected to overtake the North in production of

greenhouse gases. China's emissions, for example, are

projected to double by 2010. Northern industries fear

competition from a South free to burn all the cheap coal it

wants.

In a resolution last |uly, the U.S. Senate threatened to

withhold ratification of any treaty that did not impose lim-

its on developing countries.

Washington's negotiators proposed requiring developing

nations to agree, by 2005, to a timetable for later cutbacks.

But strong opposition killed that idea in preliminary talks

last month As the Kyoto meeting nears. diplomats are bar-

gaining over alternatives, in talks at this month's Asia-

Pacific conference in Vancouver. B.C., and in video tele-

conferences between Washington and world capitals.

The Brazilian proposal for a "clean development fund"

has gained some attention.

"It seems the United States sees possibilities there as a

way to get the developing countries into things," said

Samoa's U.N. ambassador. Tuiloma N. Slade, negotiator

for island nations endangered by global warming's rising

seas

Under Brazil's plan, industrial nations that fail to meet the

treaty s emissions targets would pay fines into a fund to

finance clean energy and other projects that cut emissions

in the developing world.

BRIAN Ml r>l«M

The beaten path
A scene yesterday afternoon near the campus pond.
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Speed 3: The Food Drive
Andrea Soh, a sophomore anthropology major, distributes leaflets for the "Fill-A-Bus" clothing and toy drive in front of the campus center yester-

day afternoon. Donations for the Amherst Survival Center will also be accepted today from 1 1 a.m. to 3 p.m.

continued from page 1

tions. imposed after Iraq's 1990

invasion of Kuwait thai led to the

war. have devastated the Iraqi MM-
Oan Despite the latest cooperation

in Baghdad. American and Iraqi offi-

cials were still arguing over whether

inspectors should iMfCh Saddam s

many presidential compounds

In Washington, deputy White

House national security ad\i^er

lames Steinberg said the United

Nations had "clear authority" to

look at the 47 presidential com-

pounds.

"These presidential palaces seem to

be getting larger, more numerous.

U.N. weapons inspector Richard

Butler said Monday on ABC televi-

sion. "How manv palaces can one

have?"

Bill Richardson, the U.S. ambas-

sador to the United Nations, also

demanded the inspectors "have full

access to all the sites."Were talk-

ing about 47 presidential sites. 63

sites the Iraqis have deemed do not

deserve access. How can you do

your job?" he said. "This crisis is far

from over."

But Iraq, citing national sovereignty

and security, has long rejected the

inspectors' contention that they

should be free to visit any suspi-

cious site.

Check out the Collegian at:

http://www.umass.edu/rso/colegian
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Airport security

concerns linger

By Jonathan D. Salant

Associated Press

WASHINGTON Over
Thanksgiving, hundreds of thou

sands of travelers will walk to airport

gates through security equipment

that still does not check for plastic

explosives and board airplanes

where many packages haven't been

screened for bombs. Seven yean

alter a presidential panel urged drag-

Ik improvements in airport security,

federal officials are just now begin

ning such long-awaited change- i*

the profiling of passengers to identils

security risks and the mandator)

matching of bags to passenj'

Critics say the changes, some of

which take effect )an. 1 , have taken

too long and fall short of racommen-

dations the Federal Aviation

Administration was first urged to

implement in 1990. That's when
numerous potential holes in the air-

port safety net were identified by a

presidential panel convened after a

plastic explosive hidden by terrorists

inside a radio cassette player

destroyed Pan Am Flight 103 over

Lockerbie, Scotland.

Several times since then, most

recently by a panel headed b>

Vice President Al Gore, govern-

ment reports have stressed the

importance of closing holes in the

airport security system. "Thev

totally and consciously failed to

address the screening of passen-

gers and hand-carried baggage

from an explosives detection

standpoint," former FAA security

chief Billie Vincent said. "They

really failed miserably in looking

at the overall system." Added Sen.

Alfonse D'Amato, R-N.Y., a mem-
ber of the commission that stud-

ied security after the Flight 103

bombing: "Not much has

changed. It doesn't even take a

great deal of sophistication to

bring about a tragedy."

FAA officials say they are

addressing many of those con-

cerns. To help. Congress boosted

the FAA's 1998 budget by $785
million, to $9.1 billion, including

about $100 million for security

improvements and an additional

$44 million for research and
development.

"We are very much well on our

MQ to have the security situation

in the United States more effec-

tive in preventing acts of terror-

ism." said Cathal Flynn. the FAA's

assistant administrator for civil

aviation security.
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Don't send money.

Don't call home for cash. Call us for
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How do you think campus safety can be

improved?
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"There should be security

on duty just browsing

where they know a lot of

students will be at night,

like by the Newman Center

and by Southwest."

Monique Ward
HRTA, senior

Southwest

"I was shocked at how dark it

is on campus. Going from the

library to any building there are

very dark areas. I try to avoid

being on campus at night."

Brigid Ryan

Graduate Student

Sunderland

"We could have a few more

of those yellow phones and

possibly more lights. Every

time I walk under the Fine

Arts Center at night I'm afraid

someone's going to jump

me."

Julia Swanson
Spanish, junior

Central

"There needs to be more

police officers to patrol around.

Most of the time when I see

them there's an accident. They

should keep an eye out and

know the campus."

Min Wei Lam
undeclared, junior

Northeast

"Better lighting, more walk-

ing security and a few more
call boxes wouldn't hurt."

Ernie Casado

graphic design, junior

Southwest

"I think there should be

penalties for people who go

by security without signing in

to ensure safety."

Russell Ikasalo

undeclared, sophomore

Sunderland

questions
smoke

continued from page 1

of the committee, said, "this is a real opportunity to

solve this divide."

The Conversion Bill has brought to the surface a

question that has lingered, mainly, who is a |ew?

Questions involved include who is an appropriate

Rabbi to perform a conversion, and how many laws

do converts follow?

There are many streams to Orthodox Judaism but

generally it stems from Eastern Europe and advo-

cates a strict interpretation of Jewish law, while

Reform and Conservative Judaism have their roots

in 19th century western Europe, and attempt to

blend ludaism with the realities of modern life.

Israel is largely comprised of Orthodox and secular

lews; the Reform and Conservative movements are

very small in Israel. A popular Israeli Socialist senti-

ment is the synagogue 1 don't go to is an Orthodox

one.

"Today we are divided and pitted against each

other," said Ben Pastcan, a participant in Do The

Write Thing, and a student at the University of

Southern California.

pull quote-"Were trying to grapple with issues that

are threatening to drive a wedge between North

American Jews and the State of Israel." said

Ne'eman.
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to the Board as a method of recourse,

said Pub. Rafters and Seasons owner

Jerry Jolly.

According to Jolly, anyone wanting

to can write the Board of Health at 30

Boltwood Walk. Amherst, Mass.

01002.

O'Neil said the letters won't make

a difference because the Board has

already made a decision.

Yet, O'Neil said the ban is useless

because there is no one to enforce it,

and added that if enforcement was

left up to the bar owners, he would

not enforce the ban.

Similar sentiments have previously

been voiced by Mike's Westview Cafe

owner Trudy DiNatale and Spoke
owner Douglas LeBlanc.

The idea of a smoking ban in bars is

akin to the idea of an alcohol ban at

UMass, in that neither can be ade-

quately enforced, (oily said.

According to Jolly, these sentiments

are shared by his lawyer Steve

Winniman.

"My clients can't enforce these reg-

ulations," Winniman said, "and they

won't enforce them."

The Board of Health has already

written up a revised set of town
smoking regulations, which include

bars as non- smoking areas.

Individuals who illegally smoke in

bars face a $50 fine for each infrac-

tion, and bars will be fined $100 for

each day they refuse to comply with

the ban.

In Section 7 of these regulations, it

is undetermined who will enforce the

no smoking measures. The only iden-

tified enforcement authority is the

town health inspectors.

The regulations state that these

inspectors will, "on their regular

restaurant inspections, check for com-

pliance with these [no smoking] regu-

lations."

Other than this, the regulations

only maintain that any citizen may file

an anonymous complaint with the

Board to initiate enforcement of these

regulations.

It is written in Part 2 of Section 9

that enforcement of these regulations

shall be implemented by the Amherst

Health inspector or his/her designee.

While it is unclear who this designee

would be, it has been the Board's

hope to avoid a situation similar to

that in Belchertown.

The Belchertown Board of Health

has already implemented a smoking

ban it cannot enforce.
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Winter Session '98

Why Winter Session?

• Catch up so you can graduate on time

• Focus on just one class, one set of homework assignments

• Make up lost credits

• Take a usually overenrolled prerequisite for your major

• Earn three credits in three weeks

Smaller classes mean more individual attention.

Winter Session '98
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Giving thanks

Karen

Turkey, football, an inflatable

six-story Snoopy, and a drunk

uncle. What do these things

have in common?
Thanksgiving.

It was almost 400 years ago that

this holiday began. Pilgrims.

Indians, harvests. It had been a bad

winter for those fellas. It was time

to celebrate. It was time to give

thanks.

And although the tradition hasn't

been lost, much of ^^^^^^^^
its meaning has. *
Thanksgiving has

been reduced to

"Turkey Day." Eat. drink and be

merry. It has become a holiday of

sheer gluttony. For a lot of us,

Thanksgiving simply marks the

beginning of the Christmas shopping

season. But how many of us truly

look at what we have, who we are,

and find a reason to say, hey. I'm

thankful.

This year, that's what I'm doing. I

have a lot to be thankful for:

Antonio's. Who isn't thankful that

we have this fine establishment in

Amherst? I'm partial to potato-

bacon, chicken blue-cheese, and
beef taco. I don't mind the line. I

don't mind the crowd. And I'm eter-

nally grateful that plain old cheese

went back to a buck a slice. I'm
thankful for Antonio's.

I'm thankful for my friends, an
assorted bunch though they are.

There are some that dust me off

when I've fallen into a big pile of

"What -have- I-gotten-my self-into-
now?" There are some that, not only

laugh at me, but laugh with me —
and help me to laugh at myself.

^^^^^^^^^^^ There are the
^^^^™^^^^™ ones thatNonmvakl^ remind me that

most of the
things 1 worry about really aren't a

big deal. Really. There are the boys
on Shumway that have become my
social workers, my exhibitionist

neighbors that frequent Walker's
grill, the girls in Mackimmie who
are the only, (and I really mean
only), ones who share my nostalgia

and appreciation for New Kids on
the Block. For all these people, I'm

thankful.

I'm thankful for my summer
roommate, my best friend since
birth. After all these years of college,

with her in Miami and me in

Amherst, we've managed, not only

to grow up, but grow closer.

I'm thankful for Florida, my home
state. And even though when people

think of Florida, images of pink
plastic flamingos and neon green

come to mind, along with thong
bikinis, halter tops, and roller-blad-

ing faux blondes. 1 can't help but

love the place. Everyone moans
about the crime, the elderly popula-

tion, and the "tackiness" of the

whole scene. But those are the same
people that I run into when I'm

home for spring break. I'm thankful

for Florida.

I'm thankful for a lot. I think

most of us are. But we're usually

caught up in the hectic daily rou-

tines of life and can't seem to find

joy in the little things. That's all it

takes. The simple pleasures. It can

be anything. A person, a place, a

thing. As long as you're thankful for

something.

So come Thanksgiving day, as you

sit around the table with your family

or your friends — as you're eyeing

the bottle of Chardonnay — take a

moment to think. And take a

moment to say, "Thanks."

Karen Sonnwald is a UMass stu-

dent. "note, ho \wmm mwc wuwns...

The big birthday
There are odd things that happen on birthdays that

are a lot bigger than simply being a year older. For

one thing it is a year closer to death.

But every so often you hit a milestone. My 21st birth-

day kind of came and went. No big deal. 1 think most

people consider 21 to be the most important milestone,

but for me it's this one, 25.

Lately I have been thinking about __^^^^^^^
where I have been and what were the

big stories and events that shaped the

last 25 years.

I can cover kindergarten through eighth grade pretty

quickly. The Pope and President Reagan were shot and

we sent get well cards. Neither Reagan nor the Pope
responded. My second grade teacher. Mrs. Marrion, shot

me down.
The bands Quiet Riot and Menudo were my favorites

and we bombed Mahomar Quadafi in Lybia. This was my
first effort at journalism for my school paper. I sent a

Joe Fountain

copy to my then-hero Peter Jennings at ABC and, like the

Pope and Reagan, he didn't respond. My fourth grade

teacher, Ms. McDonald, shot me down.
The most important thing that happened during those

years was the space shuttle disaster. I remember it like

yesterday. We were sitting class and boom! It was all

over.

^^^^^^^MHB Then of course sweet sixteen. The
Celtics won the World Championship

^H and I drank my first beer. I was 13.

Maybe that's why my 21st birthday

was no big deal.

High school was a little better because the Berlin Wall

fell. Although 1 actually missed it happen (which was
really funny). One day I am sitting in class about a week
after the fall and my teacher says to the class. "1 still can't

believe the Berlin Wall has fallen."

I said, "Yeah, the Berlin Wall will never fall."

I think it was somewhere in here I had my first big

crush, Natalia Kalinina. Yes, (ustin, defecting to the

Soviet Union before the fall of the wall was a bad idea to

meet a gymnast. But hey, I was an immature kid.

The other major event during the old high school years

was playing football. Besides Kate Colon wearing my
football uniform and giving me a kiss before the

Thanksgiving Day game these were the highlights for

high school.

My political years have been odd since I have been
described as an over-eager kid, somewhat bumbling,
somewhat naive by a local journalist who shall remain

nameless. 1 think I have done a pretty good job. I ran for

city council once and have worked on several campaigns.

The biggest thing I have done thus far is to help the

Ward Representation campaign going and start a new
fight for civil rights in Springfield.

Though I think it will be my time here at UMass that 1

will remember as be my best years. I meet so many great

people and made so many great friends. I am going to be

sad when I graduate.

I think I will always love the nickname Sloppy Joe. No
other nickname can possibly befit the genre of being at

UMass.
However, it is not just friends and parties that I am

going to remember. My professors who really took the

time to get to know me over the years are really imponant

too.

Stephen Oates' Civil War and Kennedy classes were the

best.

John Brigham, who helped me file the lawsuit against

Springfield. If it wasn't for his Constitutional law class

Springfield might not be fighting for Ward representation.

Dean Robinson in political science is just brilliant. His

class on black politics was one of the most thought pro-

voking classes 1 have taken and it was the best of all my
political science classes.

I love UMass.
loe Fountain is a Collegian staff member.

Faith no more

oe

A couple of Saturdays ago, I

attended an evening Mass at

the Catholic church in down-
town Amherst.

A friend of mine, whom I consid-

er to be highly enlightened, persuad-

ed me to go with him, because he

felt that we both needed to find

some sort of spiritual guidance that

is lacking in our lives. In order to

find this guidance, he felt that

attending Mass, a

practice he and I had ^^^*
both been brought up ^^^^^
to follow to gain a

sense of our spiritual self and estab-

lish a set of guidelines by which to

live, would somehow bring us both

back to "the right path."

Like the typical 20-year-old
American Catholic, I had not
attended a Mass since Christmas for

a variety of reasons. The main one
being that church, to me. does not

coincide with what 1 think life is all

about at this stage — I don't feel

like making myself feel guilty all the

time over little things, although I am
very interested in finding spirituali-

ty-

When I entered the church at 4

p.m. on that overcast Saturday, it

was just as I remembered it. There

were towering stained glass win-

dows with the depictions of the

saints and the Virgin Mary, and the

stations of the cross aligned the sides

of the interior leading up to the

depiction of the crucifixion above

the altar. These sights are meant to

evoke the spirit in each parishioner.

One thing that I also noticed

about the church was that my
friend and I were part of a group of

about four college-age people in

attendance. The rest of the congre-

gated group was made up of people

middle-aged or elderly. This is

something
^^^^^^^^^^^™ which dis-
SuHt^Hi^^^^ turbed me

a little bit.

because I remembered the Catholic

church at home and how 1 could

always count on seeing many of my
peers with their families consistent-

ly attending every Sunday. True,

this was a Saturday Mass, and even

back home Saturday Masses tended

to draw an older crowd. But this is

Amherst, where the lifestyle of col-

lege kids is to stay up and wake up
late. I figured the time when I

would see the largest number of

college-age people, if at all, would
be at the Saturday Mass. But there

were only four of us.

Once the Mass and the priest

recited the prayers and the congre-

gation responded. I realized that

this was not the place where my
friend and I would find our long lost

spiritual guidance. The entire cere-

mony was lifeless, devoid of any

spirit. The priest gave his call

monotonously, and the congregation

gave its response robotically.

The Mass ended and my friend

commented to me that the Catholic

church is outdated, that its ceremo-

ny needs to be more conducive to

the elements of the time. He didn't

really elaborate because afterwards

he had to go to work. About a week
later he told me he was thinking of

going to Colorado to find some rela-

tives and study Buddhism.

My own response to the Mass
was disappointment. I did not feel

uplifted, much less that I was going

to be saved. I was paralyzed by the

whole experience, trapped between
the values I had become accustomed
to living by and the actual preaching

of these values.

The basic point of the whole story

is that neither of us were satisfied

spiritually by the experience of

attending church, and the fact that

very few people our own age were
in attendance shows that our peers

felt the same way. This leads me to

ask two questions: First, is there a

lack of spirituality among people
our age. or just among people our

age who are Catholics? Second, if

there is a lack of spirituality among
people our age, what has it been
replaced by, or has it been replaced

at all?

loe Sullivan is a UMass student.
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Attribution

correction

To the Editor:

While the Collegian's coverage of

the parking garage saga in downtown
Amherst has been generally accurate, I

would like to correct some information

on comments and attitudes attributed

to me.

In last Friday's story (Nov. 14) a

comment I made in addressing Town
Meeting, referring to the structural

support necessary to carry the load of a

town park ("a cubic yard of dirt

weighs as much as a small car" etc)

was credited in error to Larry Kelly.

In the Nov. 21 Collegian. I am char-

acterized as "disgruntled" over the

compromise. Though I strongly sup-

ported the Boltwood Place garage plan.

I supported and praised the compro-

mise on behalf of the Parking to the

People Coalition, both at the Select

Board meeting that evening, and in an

open letter distributed to Town
Meeting members and other interested

parties.

While I agree with the point attrib-

uted to me about Amherst's garage

plan being much less capacity than the

projected need (while Northampton's

garage is much bigger than the parking

deficit reported at the time of its

approval). I did not make that com-

ment.

I never know how much to believe

of what 1 read in the press, when every

time I read something I know about

(like what I said and felt) is inaccurate.

Deadlines notwithstanding, more care

is needed in getting the words, the

intentions and the speakers properly

aligned.

Ira Bryck

Amherst

Letters to the Editor

Thanksgiving

Grinch

To the Editor:

Someone has taken our "Celebrating

25 Years" sign from the wall outside

the Curtain Theater. We can't imagine

why. It has no commercial value — it

was just a piece of plywood with yel-

low and blue scene paint, but it meant
a lot to us. It was a source of pride and
an invitation to celebrate. It also repre-

sented many hours of hard work by
student volunteers who helped design,

paint, and put it up.

Now it's gone and we feel a real

sense of loss. If anyone knows where it

is, would you please help us get it

back? Let's not let the Grinch who
stole Thanksgiving think no one cares.

Richard Trousdell

Chair, Theater Department

Differing views

refreshing

To the Editor:

This letter is written in response to

the articles written by Christine Soh.

Hussein Ibish and Dr. Barbara Nimri

Aziz which appeared in the
Multicultural Affairs section on
Wednesday, Nov. 19. I would like to

thank these authors and the Collegian

for finally presenting views on the con-

flict between the United States and
Iraq that are not totally and completely

biased. Every other article I have read

or news reports I have watched has

been nothing short of American propa-

ganda praising President Clinton for

standing up to that "madman" Saddam
Hussein.

While I believe myself to be a fairly

patriotic citizen who generally sup-

ports my country and actions taken by

my government, for the last two weeks

I have only been disgusted with the

behavior of my government and the

media. The remarks and the actions

taken against Saddam Hussein and his

people have simply been distortions

and generalizations. There has been

very little focus on the facts of the situ-

ation. Instead, the media forces

Americans to see Iraq as a country

filled with irrational people who blind-

ly follow an even more irrational leader

who will undoubtedly lead to the

demise of their country.

It was so refreshing to read articles

that not only offered a differing opin-

ion, but also presented facts that are

omitted from everything else I have
seen. Obviously, the American govern-

ment and the media do not want the

people to know that the Iraqi people

are adamant about their commitment
to their leader and to their indepen-

dence, that so many other countries in

the Middle East are offering their full

support to Saddam Hussein and that

the sanctions placed on Iraq by the

U.N. (led by the U.S.) are causing hun-

dreds ol thousands of needless deaths.

If the American public was aware of at

least some of these facts, surely the

actions that are being taken against

Iraq would not be praised, but seen for

what they really are... utterly despica-

ble.

If I can see beyond the war propa-

ganda presented in every story cover-

ing this conflict, then anyone can.

Some people may just need a little

help. So, to the authors of these
enlightening articles and to the

Collegian for publishing them, 1 com-
mend you and give you my sincere

appreciation.

Nicole Rothgeb

Orchard Hill
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Don't stop the singing, yet
By what sends

the white kids

I ain't sent:

I know I can't

be President.

What don't bug
them white kids

sure bugs me:

We know everybody

ain't free

Lies written down
for white folks

ain't for us a—tall:

Liberty and (ustice-

Huh! — For All?

crimination. 1 attribute their opinion

to a lack of experience in life, since

most have not tried to enter the work

force or get a loan for a major pur-

chase such as a home. In fact the arti-

cle puts forth the notion

Terrell M. Hill

L.angston

Rhymes"
Hughes, "Children's

During the Civil Rights Movement
of the I950's and 1960's, one song

that was very popular was, "We Shall

Overcome." Any time we see a video

or news clip we are led to believe that

the message of the song no longer has

validity or purpose in America. 1 sug-

gest otherwise.

A recent poll of (300 black teens)

published in the November 24, 1997

issue of Time showed 77 percent of

the black teen respondents believed

they had never been a victim of dis-

that kids today no
longer see race in the

same light as their par-

ents. So are we to infer that America

has done away with her race prob-

lem? I believe that many in our soci-

ety, and more particularly on our

campuses, would like to think so.

The majority of white Americans

just cannot believe that there is still

racial discrimination in the United

States, hence the big uproar over the

continued use of affirmative action

programs. They see the limited num-

ber of (reported) racial incidents as

being caused by a very small pocket

of radical whites, such as the Ku
Klux Klan. skin heads, white sepa-

ratists or similar groups.

They believe racism is no longer

the norm on predominantly white

college campuses, and go as far as to

consider these institutions multicul-

tural bastions. They deny the reality

of discrimination and racism in edu-

cation and society as a whole. They

feel the problems expressed by blacks

are created in their own minds. Even

some blacks have begun to support

such ignorant dogma. Shelby Steele

(a black man), contends that most

black students have "an unconscious

need to exaggerate the level of racism

on campus — to make it

a matter of the system,

not just a handful of stu-

dents."

I know that whenever black people

bring up issues of injustice, they are

thought of as whining or complaining

by white people. Many whites would

argue that blacks are just looking for

a scapegoat for their own lack of abil-

ity. In the view of Martin Seligman:

"The reflex of thinking racism'

when thwarted or when justice is not

done produces more hopelessness,

giving up, and depression than do

these alternatives. Racism,' the 'sys-

tem,' and "white people' are just as

destructive explanations as I'm stu-

pid' or I'm lazy' ever were."

Seligman is not alone in his mode
of thinking. Richard Bernstein, states

"there is a predominating antiracist

ethos on campuses" and that college

and university administrations are

eager to assuage the anger of minori-

ty students." Allan Bloom, sees col-

lege campuses as places populated by

white students who "just do not have

prejudices anymore."

I find the poll and the varied opin-

ions rather annoying. While it may be

true that people are not hung in pub-

lic (as far as we know) anymore, have

the attitudes of the lynch mob's chil-

dren really changed? We are all

socialized, and for that matter, we
are all socialized on a personal level

by those closest to us. If this is true,

how can we grow up with views

opposing those of our most trusted

educators — our parents? We can

have our views changed or chal-

lenged, that is only after we have

been presented with new informa-

tion. This typically occurs when we
enter college.

Many predominantly white colleges

and universities have takes serious

measures toward educating their stu-

dent body around issues of diversity

and race. Although these programs

are not making gigantic strides, they

are making some headway nonethe-

less. However, 1 would like to cau-

tion those who see these efforts as

proof that all of our troubles are

behind us.

|ust as there are proponents of

such measures, there are still many
more who see these same efforts as

negative. In their opinion, "the values

of excellence and tolerance are fre-

quently viewed as under attack from

misguided administrators, radical

professors, multiculturalists. and stu-

dents and professors of color." Many
of the same people who argue that

blacks are always complaining and

"crying wolf" about their lives are the

same people who argue against multi-

cultural or diversity courses being

mandatory or even present at colleges

and universities. They see this new
awareness and inclusion as a sort of

academic revolution headed up by

black students and faculty. Some
even argue that these students and

faculty have gained control of the dis-

cussions and curricula planning at

many schools. 1 would like to know
where black people are in control.

Public perception and media hype is

amazing!

Bloom argues that there is "a large

black presence in major universities,

frequently equivalent to the black

proportion in the general popula-

tion." Actually, there are only two

traditionally white schools in the

country that have black enrollments

exceeding the national census figure

of about 12 percent. They are Wayne
State in Michigan (24 percent) and

Brooklyn College in New York City

(21 percent). I would be remiss if I

did not add that these school are in

urban areas with heavy black popula-

tions.

Arthur Schlesinger sees the addi-

tion of multicultural courses into

school curriculum as an "invasion of

American schools by the Afrocentric

curriculum." Ironically enough.

Schlesinger has titled his book. "The

Disuniting of America." I contend

that unless something was untied

from the start it cannot be disunited.

Everyone speaks of opportunities

all too often, but the reality is blacks

have to fight for everything they get

from the "womb to the tomb."
Society is quick to point out blacks

who have "made it" in America, such

as Michael |ordan, Clarence Thomas,

and Oprah Winfrey. We know that

these people and those in the same

genre are truly exceptions and defi-

nitely not the norm for black people.

Whites are always looking for those

"exceptions that prove their rule."

At colleges all over the country,

black students are finding thai the>

are really not as welcome as the

scholars, media, and others would
have them to believe. In my opinion,

black people have made sonic

progress in this nations, but we still

have a long way to go. Y'ALL KIM'
SINGING!

Terrell M. Hill is a CM ass

Graduate student.

Iraq and Black America
Black America, as an international

people, needs to be politically con-

scious and be concerned about the

stand-off between the United States

and Iraq. The screams of "Stop the

genocide against Iraqi people"

is similar to "Stop the

genocide against black]

people" in America. Bothi

are people who are dying
(^

by the thousands and both

are terrorized by
;

the U.S. govern-

ment. The
|

stand-off concerns (

all human beings.

This stand-off^
relates to the U.S.j

,+a.jbleuiA wi

St m
nationals. Libya and it

resource, nationalization,

and the Sudan's human rights issues.

The stand-off is about profit and

securing oil. gas and markets. Iraq

holds the second largest oil reserves in

the world and is also rich in other

resources. Must President Suddam
Hussein allow the continued exploita-

tion of his country by U.S. and multi-

nationals? No. Must Black America

allow the continued exploitation of

our communities by outsiders? The
answer is no.

We need to turn off our televisions

us the media continues to depict Iraq

as a threat to world peace possessing

weapons of mass destruction (even

though weapons of mass destruction

are held by Europe. America and
Israel). Each day you stay brain-

washed, more Iraqis are suffering and

dying. The death toll is up to

I J00.000 since the end of the Gulf

War and is rising. The television has

and continues to make the victim look

like the criminal and the criminal look

like the victim. You have innocent

American soldiers believing they're

going to war fighting for democracy

when in truth, they are fighting to

keep multinational corporations rich.

That's sick.

During the seven years of U.N.

inspections and sanctions. Iraq was

investigated from border to border.

Satellites, spy planes and land moni-

toring devices have been used to

record every Iraqi movement. Iraq

must be watched to prevent it from

being powerful enough to defend

itself and have the upper-hand in

negotiations of its resources.

Europe and America have already

carved out and taken possession of

most of the African continent and

have subjected many of the

natives to servile positions.

Owning the land and the

resources is the best and

Jucu «ii) ul consuming
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development have a

direct link to darker

nation's underdevelopment, internally

and abroad.

Now, the dark nations are saying

enough. Nigeria. Libya. Sudan, Iraq

and other African and Arab countries

are no longer going to settle to have a

few profit at the expense of a mal-

nourished and uncultivated nation.

Industrialized Europe and America is

now facing a rising Africa. Arab, and

dark world.

The question then becomes does

America and Europe take a human
position and atone for their past and

present sins or continue repress and

exploit weaker nations?

This is a human issue and we as

human beings must not support any

country or corporations that are

responsible for the racist oppression

in Iraq and other countries through-

out the world.

America has been and is a racist

country, and if the United Nations is

dominated by America than the

United Nations takes on racist poli-

cies regardless of who delivers the

policies.

Alton Byrd is a UMass student.

A Multicultural note
Calling all campus organizations!

The Multicultural Affairs page is your

opportunity to address some of the issues

facing all students of

Voy Ferntiiidescolor, news or campus
events. Or maybe if you

just want to throw the

Multi page a line, go right ahead. We will

be more than happy to try and address any

news.

We want to hear from you, RSO's. It is

imperative that any event involving student

participation is fully recognized. It is the

only way to let the Pioneer Valley and the

rest of the UMass campus know the posi-

tive as well as the not-so- positive status of

the students at UMass.

to submit any information as to date, time

and place of campus events or activities so

that we may prepare ourselves for your

events. It is the ONLY way news

can cross our tables.

We want to be up-to-date with

news involving anyone or anything

in the UMass community. We also want to

represent the UMass community fairly in

editorials and any news breaking news.

If you are interested in dropping us a

line, stop by the Collegian or call 545-1851

to notify us of any news that is relevant to

students.

Express yourself or be expressed by oth-

ers!

Voy Fernandes is a Collegian staff mem-
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What's going on, Baby!
1 have some things that I want to say to you.

I wish that I had said them long ago, but you know

me, sometimes my thoughts are so noisy that 1 swear

everyone can hear them. I see you, continuing to be

strong. Laying there, on your back, trying to be brave.

Baby you can cry. You have earned that right. 1 cry.

I cry all the time. Behmd closed doors. I know you

told me that it was okay for men to cry. but like

everything else you have told me. it usually takes time

for me to understand.

Thank you. Thank you for everything. I could tell you

from now until eternity and it still would not be

enough.

As time goes by I realize this more and more.

You are the greatest.

Thank you for putting up with my bull for all of these

years. You have been hurt so much by me that I feel the

pain. I'm sorry. Thank you for the sacrifices.

Do you remember when you stayed up what seemed

like

half of tbe.night to sew my Joseph costume for the

4th Grade Christmas Pageant?

Thank you for the Quality Time.

I loved sitting with you after school telling you about

my day.

I always saved a dollar from lunch so that I could by

snacks for us.

Thank you for making me a man.

Everything I see is because of you

Not a day goes by that I don't think of that.

That is why I played the game so hard.

I have to represent you.

And till the day 1 die, I will continue to shine.

This is what you saw 21 years ago. You made it happen.

I Love You. You are my inspiration. Forever, you will

always be my first love, even though you can say you

loved me first.

It amazes me where I have reached. I wish you could

really see.

Sometimes my life seems so perfect, but it's not. I wish

you could really see.

BE STRONG, but I don't have to tell you that. I pray

every night that you will once again be happy.

Every time that I look into your eyes, or hear your

voice. 1 know.

When you regained consciousness on what you thought

was your death bed. you did not ask for your daughters

or your sons. You asked for me, your grandson.

It scares me. That kind of love. 1 don't know if I have it.

But. it is good to see that it exists

Walk with the King. Baby.

— Aren Lee Kong

Campus Perspectives
Compiled by Voy Fernandes • Photos by Brian McDermott

How do you feel about the proposed and
soon to be established honors college?

"I feel that the University

wants to bring in better, more
talented students to help the

standards of the school

[UMass],UMass is a safety net

[for students]. [The University]

wants to become one of their

top choices"

Neb Abebe
freshman, engineer major

"I guess to allow an opportu-

nity for people to get an above

average education for average

cost (especially for in-state stu-

dents)."

Brooke Hauser
sophomore, biology major

"I think it's a good idea to

bring in a lot of money, but it

may cause some separation

between honors college and reg-

ular students."

Michael Chiavaroli

junior, theater major

"It could either isolate the stu-

dents or it's not going to create

any change at all. It seems open

but could be dangerous. It could

keep money from going into

other programs. It's more about

the funding."

Hayden Vales

freshman, undecided

'The University needs to focus

on a little more than bringing

more white kids to UMass. It's

funny how they [the University

find money for other things but

not for students.
"

lames Ware
graduate, animal science

"Good teachers are going to

wind up going to the Honors
College. It's going to cause too

much animosity."

Marlelene Shaflk

psychology major
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Guild's Dracula

sucks audience in
By Karen Evans

Collegian Correspondent

THE PASSION OF DRACULA
Bowker Auditorium

Nov. 13-15

The University of

Massachusetts Theater Guild

closed its production of The
Passion of Dracula, Saturday, in

Bowker Auditorium, to rousing

applause and a standing ovation.

Directed by English major

lustin Smith, The Passion of
Dracula is a play loosely based

on the gothic novel by Bram
Stoker.

For the most part, the story

follows the typical Hollywood
portrayal, with Rhydwyn Davies

who made his entrance as Count

Dracula in a cloud of fog and a

swirling cape. The major differ-

ences between Stoker's novel

and The Passion of Dracula are

in the setting and a few changes

to the traditional cast of charac-

ters.

The play opened up on the

well designed set of the study of

Dr. Seward, played by Erik

Bergman, with the comical
antics of Seward's maid
Margaret, played by Elizabeth

Bean.

Bean, along with John
Kazlauskas. who played

Dracula's servant Renfield. did a

fair job of lightening the more

macabre scenes with quirky
humor.
Act one progressed through

the burgeoning romance of

Wilhemina Murray, Seward's
niece, and Jonathan Harker,
played by Laura Hale and left'

Devergilio.

In contrast, the first act ended
with the dramatic and bloody
death of Dr. Helga Van Zandt
(Michelle Alyse Ouelette) who
was carried on stage by her
hot-headed lover. Lord Gordon
Godalming (Carl Bromley).

Acts two and three told the

story of the hero's struggle and
Dracula's eventual downfall,
surprisingly at the hands of

Wilhemina.

There were some great special

effects, including a cross which
burst into flames during a strug-

gle between Dracula and
Professor Van Helsing (Robert

Davis), who discovers and
reveals Dracula's true identity.

The actual passion of Count
Dracula was somewhat lacking

and, at times, it seemed as

though he expressed more anger

then passion towards the object

of his desire. Wilhemina.

Although many of the men's
lines were lost in too much
yelling and difficult accents, the

Guild's production of The
Passion of Dracula was
admirable for its intensity and
drama.

Efforts to snare viewers questionable
By Lynn Elber

Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — Exclusive! This

all-new column is coming to you via

your daily newspaper. For the first

time! Unless you're reading it on the

Internet — exclusively and for the first

time on your computer!

Or maybe you're scanning it while

bundling the week's papers. Then it is

new and exclusive pre-recycling!

Welcome to the world of promotion

as practiced by television, where the

effort to snare attention creates a ques-

tionable kind of delicately measured

hype and sleight of hand.

And it took — what else? — the

Marv Albert case to alert (OK, annoy)

us. On his recent song-and-dance tour

after pleading guilty to misdemeanor

assault charges, the fired sportscaster

dueted with Barbara Walters on ABC's
"20-20" and Larry King on CNN.

Albert claimed his accuser lied, said

reports of his kinky sex life were exag-

gerated, but admitted he went through

an "experimental" phase.

Enough said? Hardly.

Because Albert still had dates on

CBS' "The Late Show with David
Letterman" and NBC's "Today." where

he faced Katie Couric. So how could

these Marv-come-lately networks per-

suade viewers to tune in again?

"First live interview with Marv
Albert!" trumpeted a promotional spot

for "Today" (first on broadcast, that is.

after King on cable). That required

Letterman's show to engage in pin-

point bombing, announcing Albert's

"first live interview before a studio

audience!"

And here's what viewers got for

investing more time in Marv: His

claim that his accuser lied, that

reports of his kinky sex life were
exaggerated but he did, indeed, dab-

Unfinished
LA Wood, Inc.

401 Main St.

Amherst, MA
Formerly Loc. Video To Go
Cube* —• BookcuM — Futoiu

Wooden clothn dryen~> Dctk & Dnwn

Furniture

LOSE WEIGHT NOW!
|
Our products are: You will:

Doctor Recommended • Feel more energy

• 100% Natural • Lose up to 30 LBS in 30 days

• Guaranteed • Have more willpower
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CALL (413) 259 1922

The UMass Theatre Guild & University Productions and Concerts

Present

The Legendary Rock Opera by Pete Townshend
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Conceived and Developed by Pete Townshend & Kit Lambert

Book By Pete Townshend & Des McAnuff

Lyrics and Music by Pete Townshend

December 4th
, 5

th
, 6th at 8 P.M.

6th and 7
th at 2 P.M.

Student Union Ballroom

UMass - Amherst

UMass Students and Senior Citizens: $5
General Public: $7

Tickets Available At:

T I X
UNLIMITED
8 4 8-041241) BOX Of F ICE

For more info Call UPC at 545-2892

or UMTG at 545-0415

ble in sexual experimentation.

"I just thought I had to tell the

truth." Albert told a wisecracking

Letterman.

"I had to get the truth out," he told

a severe-looking Couric.

If truth be told, we felt used,
hooked by a promise of something
new and fed stale mush. There was
no outright deception; Albert was
delivered live, as promised.

Why we accept mere delivery,

however, reflects how open to manip-

ulation we can be even when we rec-

ognize it. And what pushover^ we an
when we don't or when the approach

borders on flimflam.

A recent ABC spot for "Home
Improvement" showed fill (Patricia

Richardson) kissing a man other than

her husband (Tim Allen).

Watching the show, however, we
find it was a dream sequence — a

silly come-on for a smartly written

episode about longtime marrieds try-

ing to put the heat back in their rela-

tionship.

It's unfortunate what the pressure

of the November ratings "sweeps"
can do. But that's a small cheat com-
pared to the serious offenses.

Consider the apparent show biz

tidbits delivered in an "Entertainment

Tonight" — like format by Rob
Weller. a onetime anchor for that

program. In the spots, labeled "Movie

News." Weller gives us a peek at

what's in theaters — from Disney,

that is.

These are, it turns out, well-dis-

guised advertisements for Disney

movies, with the only hint coming in

an oblique reference to Disney distri-

bution unit Buena Vista Pictures,

probably not a widely recognized

connection.

Fooled us.

"Then we've done our job," said

one pragmatic Disneyite.

An ad masquerading as a promo
for a nonexistent news report. Now
that's slick. But it's still not the worst

kind of hucksterism.

That honor goes to the genuine TV
news shows that have developed the

habit of alerting viewers to potential-

ly important stories, then withholding

key facts to force people to keep

watching. Local programs are the big

culprits.

An L.A. commercial break in an

afternoon talk show includes this

booming announcement:
"Construction accident at a

Southland high school! Students and

teachers injured. We'll have the lat-

est" — but not until an upcoming
newscast. Until then, we're left guess-

ing about the school involved.

Or a weathercaster pops up
between sitcoms to ask "Is a major

storm headed this way? Find out on

the 1 1 o'clock report." A station

flashes a photo of a mountain lion

with the shrill admonition "Is this

stalking your neighborhood?" Until

the answer is revealed, better stay

inside and glued to your set.

Toying with the news and with

viewers does not tend to foster trust

in broadcast journalism.

But that's not the point, of course:

drawing the attention of viewers is.

And if playing carnival barker or

snake-oil salesman is the easiest way,

so be it. Those who do have plenty of

company on TV, where you can't

always get the bald truth.

Unless someone finally delivers

Marv Albert without the toupee
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Watch what

you eat this

Thanksgiving
By Ted Listokin

Associated Press

The Good Book tells us that

"man hath no better thing

under the sun than to eat, and

to drink, and to be merry."

But as we move into the holi-

day season, a word to the wise

might be more appropriate: too

much food and drink can be

the perfect recipe for heart-

burn, discomfort, and other

digestive problems. For many
people, holiday times spell a

time for heavy feasting, such as

second and third helpings of

turkey, ham and mashed pota-

toes — and frequent trips to

the punch bowl.

But a pinch of moderation

and a dash of common sense

can help prevent holiday dining

from turning into a bout of

heartburn and the discomfort

that goes with it.

Pacing yourself and taking

the time to enjoy the food you

eat can help prevent some
problems, but it also is impor-

tant to monitor when and what

you eat and drink. Watch out for

the late afternoon or evening

party — so commonplace during

the holiday season. The cornu-

copia of food and drink usually

presented can be a prescription

for a raging case of heartburn,

constipation, or worse.

Fatty foods, such as rich

deserts, turkey and all its trim-

mings, and ham all work to

make the digestive system toil

harder. Fatty foods, which gen-

erally are tastier, are also the

more difficult food items to

digest.

But despite their best inten-

tions, many people overdo their

holiday cheer. If this is the

case, over-the-counter medica-

tions, such as antacids or hista-

mine receptor antagonists, are

effective in reducing the garden

variety of heartburn symptoms
and indigestion. But these same N

medications also can mask or

reduce symptoms of more seri-

ous digestive problems, such as

peptic ulcers and esophageal
diseases.

Here are some other tips to

avoid holiday gastric problems:

Avoid an excess of alcoholic

drinks or caffeinated beverages,

such as coffee, tea, or colas, (all

these drinks increase reflux of

stomach acid into the esopha-

gus). Limit the amount of fried

or high-fat foods that you eat.

such as gravies, sausage stuffing,

and ham. for example. If you are

on an exercise regimen, continue

it through the holidays. Try to

avoid eating and drinking late at

night, or going to bed with a

full, heavy stomach. If you have

to, stay up for a few hours to

give yourself time to digest your

food.
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women s swimming
continued from page 10

and Static Haymes in 3-meter diving.

"Stack) Haymei did a great job of
diving." Newcomb said. "She finished

first in the three meter diving and sec-

ond in the one meter diving. In fact,

all three of our divers had good days.

Andrea also had a good day.

"She accomplished a lot of great
things and la swimming very well at

this point in the season."

Newcomb was also quick to point

out the performance of Alexander.

"Julie was second in the 500 free,

and she had a personal best time,"

Newcomb said. "She was also third

in the 100 breast. She had a great

last length of the 100 breast, and
overall, she had a tremendous

meet."

Now getting back to that other wish:

a healthy team.

Health was a concern for the

Minutewomen over the past few

weeks, but Newcomb did see several

swimmers return to action over the

weekend.

"Hickey swam and finished first in

the 1000 free, which was something

that I didn't expect, and Hupp and

Lansky also came back," Newcomb
said. "The only swimmer who is still

out is Karen Sonnwald. But the team

will have a few days off after practice

on Wednesday night, and I think that

this break will help us get healthy

again."

men s swimming
continued from page 10

Alacla in the 100-freestyle, B.|.

Brannan in the 500-freestyle, and Ed
Hefferon in one-meter diving. Finally.

Alcala. Turner, Davey, and Anderson
teamed up to take the 400-freestyle

in a time of 3:1 1.91.

The Minutemen also had several

second place finishes in the triumph

over St. John's.

Brannan was second in the

1000-freestyle. while Andrews fin-

ished second in the 200-freestyle.

Tim Church took second in the
1 -meter diving, while Rich Slingluff

finished second in the 200-fly.

Henry Turner was second in the

100-freestyle. while Chris Arsenault

took second in the 200-backstroke.

Flynn was second in the

500-freestyle. while Heffernon was

runner-up in the 3-meter diving.

The Minutemen had the luxury of

opening up their season with four

consecutive home meets.

Now, as UMass will head into the

meat of their schedule, the rigors of

road travel will have to be dealt with

by coach Russ Yarworth and his

crew.

First, the Minutemen will be travel-

ling to Penn State for the Penn State

Invitational on Dec. 5-6, then it will

be West Palm Beach, Florida for the

Lake Worth Invitational on Jan. 3.

and finally Kingston, Rhode Island

for the Rhode Island Invitational on

|an. 9-10.

UMass will return home |an. 18th

with a meet against the Big Green of

Dartmouth.

NBA
continued from page 10

McMahon, and. well, 1 guess Ty
Detmer (close enough), have gain

respect almost immediately. With
the gridiron program they have over

there, it's understandable.

If you're in the NBA as a Cougar,

it takes a long time before people

decide that they have to reckon
with you.

Shawn Bradley is an NBA
Cougar. Straight out of BYU,
Bradley was a beefy 225 pounds
and was a "project" from the begin-

ning. Philadelphia drafted him and

he was booed out of town. New
Jersey picked him up. but opted to

snag Sam Casst.ll out of Dallas.

So Bradley, the now 260-pound
center, is having an outstanding

year for the otherwise hapless

Dallas Mavericks.

260 pounds? Say it ain't so. Well,

he still looks like a toothpick, but

that's a given when you're as tall as

he is.

But, he's certainly held his own
in this game of giants. He averages

a double-double, registering 15

points and ten rebounds a contest.

Perhaps Bradley will never be

regarded as one of the game's pre-

miere centers, but he will demand
his silent respect.

Hey, if Aretha Franklin can

demand it from people, I think a

7-foot-6 Cougar can do it.

Brett Mauser is a Collegian staff

member.
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Sophomore guard Kelly Van Huisen capped off her WHMP/UMass
Athlete of the Week Award with her A-10 Player of the Week selec-

tion. After tonight's game at Hartford, UMass will travel to Ohio

State for Sunday's 2p.m. game.

Pats offense in a slump,

stats down from '96-97
By Howard Ulman
Associated Press
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FOXBORO — It's an offense
most teams would love — Drew
Bledsoe, Curtis Martin, Ben Coates

and Terry Glenn. So why is it so

hard for the New England Patriots

to get into the end zone? The AFC's

highest scoring team last season has

just one offensive touchdown in

each of its last two games. And after

scoring 15 offensive touchdowns in

winning its first four games, it's

managed 13 in its last eight, five of

them losses.

"You hate to not be able to score

on offense," running back Curtis

Martin said yesterday, "It's an awful

feeling."

The Patriots (7-5) did beat the

Dolphins 27-24 on Sunday, tying

Miami for second-place in the AFC
East, one game behind the New York

Jets. But two of New England's

touchdowns came on interception

returns and the third was a trick play

— Dave Meggett's option pass to

Troy Brown.

One week earlier. New England

nearly was shut out by Tampa Bay.

Oniy a 6-yard pass from backup
quarterback Scott Zolak to backup

tight end Lovett Purnell with 8 sec-

onds left prevented that us the

Patriots lost 27-7.

"We're not pressing yet." Brown
said of the Miami game. "We won the

game We had some nice drives and

didn't get any points." The Patriots

only had the ball seven times to 12

for the Dolphins because Miami
recovered two onsides kicks and New
England's defense scored twice. Yet

the offense settled for field goals after

getting first downs at the Miami 20-

yard line and the 12.

Despite the win, the inconsistent

performance wasn't especially com-
forting to coach Pete Carroll.

"Coaching is kind of constantly

being uncomfortable." he said. "We
would think going into the season

that we would be leading with the

offense and scoring points.

"That's not happening, so there's a

lot of ways to win games." It's just

that they can't expect to return two

interceptions for touchdowns every

game.

"You hate to have to depend on

the defense." Martin said. The
Patriots most powerful offensive

weapons haven't produced the way
they did last year when they went to

the Super Bowl. Glenn, who set an

NFL rookie record with 90 catches

last season, has been hampered by

injuries and has just 27 receptions.

That's enabled defenders to pay more
attention to other receivers, like

Coates.

Martin and Bledsoe haven't

matched last season's performances

either.

Through 12 games last season.

Martin rushed for 895 yards com-
pared with 1,094 now. But his rush-

ing touchdowns are down from 1 3 to

4.
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Rainmaker (PG 13)

Today at (5 30). 8 20

Wed. Thur at 1 40. (4 50). 7:50. 10 40

Boogie Nlghta (R)

Today at (5 10)

Wed Thur at 1:30. (4 40), 7:40

Devil'a Advocate

Today at 8 20 • Wed. Thur at (4 40) 10 40

Red Corner (R)

Today at 8 30 • Wed. Thur at 10 50
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Hampshire Mall

Bean (PG 13)
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Wed Thur at 1 50. (5 10)

Starehlp Troopers (R)

Today at (5 30). 8 20

Wed, Thur at 1:40. '4 50). 7 30. 10 00

Midnight In the Garden of Good and Evil (R)

Today at (5 10). 8 20

Wed. Thur at 1 30. (4 40), 7:40. 10 40

Mortal Combat 2: Annlhulatton (PG 13)

Today at (5 40). 8 30

Wed. Thur at 140. (5 00). 7 50. 10 10

Walt CXiney t The Little Mermeld (G)

Today at (5 50). 8 40

Wed. Thur at 2 00 (5 30), 8 00. 10 20
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Collegian Classifieds
APARTMENT FOR RENT EMPLOYMENT

University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

2 Bedroom Apt.

Easthampton. $485 per

month. Take over lease

ASAP 527-9410

AUTO FOR SALE

Nissan 240SX 89
Excellent condition, all

extras. New tires,

brakes, clutch, muffler.

$4400 or B/0. Marcos
549-6926

1988 Buick Century
Wagon Tip top shape.

Great winter car. $3000

or B/0. (413)253-2232

Wanted: Junk Cars
Cash paid everyday. 1-

800-649-4795

EMPLOYMENT

CAT LOVERS
Looking for someone
interested in having two

loveable cats live-in.

We will retain owner-

ship of the cats and we
will pay for food, litter,

and vet care. You pro-

vide the home and the

love! Call for details.

546-4550

Attention Slackers!!

Use e-mail? Know oth-

ers who do? Little effort

= Big money! Call

(800)546-0744

Part-Time Job
Available Collegian

Classifieds, on-campus,

earn great experience,

flexible hours. Apply

now for next semester.

Applications are avail-

able at the Collegian

Office, Rm 113, Campus

Center

LIVE-IN Room/Board +

Salary & TIPS. Two
openings Dec. 19 to

early/mid April or

longer. Do dishes,

rooms, wait tables,

prep, etc. in southern

Vermont inn. Work hard.

Must be energetic and

pleasant. Call today-

Elaine (802)874-4140.

FOR SALE

1 1/2 month old igua-

na needs a home
BADLY! All included.

$60 or B/0. Jill 546-

4933

WANT MY SAX? Conn

Tenor Saxophone. $200.

Needs new pads. Call

Katherine 546-7065

Phish Tickets Great

seats at great prices

City Tickets (800)865-

8070

FOR SALE

Unfinished
LA Wood, Inc.

401 Main St.

Amherst, MA
Formerly Loc. Video To Go
Cutot — BuokcMM ^ Fulon*

Woudra cloth.hn> Dnk *. Ort-n

Furniture

Willpower In A Bottle

Lose Weight

Doctor Recommended
100% Natural

Moneyback Guarantee

(413)259-1922

Nutrition

Supplements
Creatine 400G. $29

Designer Whey Protein

$26

Met RX $38

Fat Burners & More...

Call: 253-1850

Watch batteries, ear
piercing, eyeglass

repairs, jewelry restora-

tion, diamond engage-

ments, wedding rings

Silverscape Designs,

264 N. Pleasant St.,

Amherst. 253-3324

Open Daily.

COMPUTERS!
New P166MMX from

$995. Laptops, peripher-

als. ZarVision 582-9198

V/MC/AMEX

FOR SALE

Laptop Notebook
Works good. $150. Good

for school. Call Steve

(413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for

computer. Works great.

Call CPC (41 3)584-8857

FOUND

Found: Red Neatbook
with Theater and
Japanese notes in park-

ing lot between FAC and

Franklin. 6-5148

Wallet lost maybe in

Machmer or Berkshire

DC. Purple with zipper

covered with daisies.

Please call 546-4727

ROOM FOR RENT

Room in house in

South Amherst.

$375/month ALL

INCLUDED. Next to bus

line. Start 1/1/98. Call

253-9452

Bedroom Available
Jan 1 $342.50/month

includes heat and hot

water. Contact Kelly

253-1898

One room available

on Main St. On bus

route and short walk to

town. Call 259-9282.

Available immediately.

ROOM FOR RENT

Room for rent in 4 bed-

room apt. $300/month

inc. elec. Available Jan

1. Call 549-9959

ROOMMATE WANTED

Very quiet roommate
wanted in Amherst on

bus line. $260/month
plus 1/3 utilities. 256-

5402. 253-9457

Looking for female to

share two bedroom
apartment in Puffton.

$320/month. On bus

line. Call Candy 549-

9293

SERVICES

Rental Problems?
Questions about your

lease/security deposit

deductions? Questions

about subletting/assign-

ing leases? Questions

about the condition of

your new house or

apartment? Contact The

Student Legal Services

Offices, 922 Campus
Center, 545-1995.

GET NOTICED!
Number One secret to

resume writing for col-

lege students and gen-x.

Send $6.00

check/money order +

business size SASE to:

Nina Smith, 507 Central

Avenue, No. 2, New
Haven, CT 0651

5

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need help?

Call Birthright of

Amherst area for free

testing and assistance.

549-1906

TRAVEL

Killington: Ski & Party

Week Jan 4-9. 5 nights

condo/5 days skiing.

$285. Call 545-3437

WANTED

Looking for any
women cigar smokers

for my Journalism class

assignment. If you are

interested please call

Rana at 253-2099.

WANTED TO RENT

Jan-May 97 One bed-

room apartment/room.

Will take over your

lease. Call Franky 665-

7831

NEW
CLASSIFIED
HEADINGS

Just one more way the

Classifieds make your life

easier.

Personals Policy Rates
Ml personals MUST be proofread by Coltegitn das
sifted employees before payment And acceptance of

the classified

Last names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY
first names and initials are allowed The only excep-

tions are for birthday or congratulations personals, in

which case the full name may be used

Phone numbers are not allowed tn personals. NO
EXCEPTIONS
Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means
dorm room numbers as well

.

Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are

not acceptable Personals of a vindictive or libelous

nature are not acceptable. Personals may not be
used for the purpose of harassment

b. Profanity mav not be used in personals.

7 The personals section is tor personals only. The per-

sonals section may NOT be used to sell items, seek

roommates, advertise meetings, etc

8 All personals must have the name, signature, and
UMass ID number of the student placing the as

filled m on the insertion order Non-students must
provide a valid driver's license and the license num-
ber must be recorded on the insertion order. Use of

false identification or misrepresentation is subject to

penalties under the law

9. The Coltegmn reserves the right to refuse or to edit

any personal that does not meet the Collegian's stan-

dards in accordance with the statutes of the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

Students

20tf per word/day

All others

40tf per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

Standard Headings

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and

legibly We are not responsible for errors result-

ing from illegible handwr'ting or type?.

ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT
ENTERTAINMENT

FOR SALE
FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES

,

PERSONALS
ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES

SUMMER SUBLET
TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

TUESDAY, NOV. 25
Meeting — The Index (UMass Yearbook)

will hold a general meeting at 6:30 p.m. in the

Student Union, room 504. All are invited. For

more information, contact |ill Aordkian at

545-0848.

THURSDAY. NOV 26

Thanksgiving Dinner — If you cannot get

home for the holiday. The Stonewall Center is

offering a Thanksgiving Potluck Dinner, includ-

ing movies, music, food and conversation.

Members of the GLBT community and allies

are welcome to attend. RSVP by 5 p.m. on

Tues.. Nov. 25 at 545-4824.

NOTICES

Applications — The Campus Mediation and

Negotiation Team is accepting applications for

its training this lanuary 12-16. Applications are

available for any UMass student at 222

Hampshire House. Legal Studies. For more

information, contact l.eah at 545-5882.

Art Contributions — The Student Union

Visual and Performing Arts Space is looking for

contributions to the Southern Asian Cultural

Exhibition which will show in the spring of

1998 If you have anything from artwork to

crafts depicting Asian culture, and would like the

opportunity to participate in this exhibition, con-

tact Amanda at 545-0742

Art Exhibition — An exhibition of more than

30 one-of-a- kind artist books and scrolls by

William Schade will be on view from Nov. 1

1

through )an. 25 at the Mount Holyokc College

Art Museum. Museum hours are Tues .
- Fri.. 1

1

a.m-5 p.m. and Sat., and Sun,. 1-5 p.m. and is

closed on academic holidays from Wed., Nov. 26

through Mon.. Dec. 1 and from Tues . Dec. 16

through Mon.. |an. 6. Tor more information, call

558-2245 or fax 538-2144.

Club — The UMass Amateur Radio Club

Station WIPUO is returning and looking for

people to join in Ham radio. Anyone interested

in radio/electronics and a desire to learn and

communicate are welcome. The club will spon-

sor FCC approved volunteer examination ses-

sions for all license levels. For more information,

contact Richard Strychara N1MFT at 549-6000

ext 6000 or leave a message at facility services.

Fill-A-Bus — Help fill a PVTA bus with

clothing, toys, and non-perishable food to bene-

fit needy individuals and families in the Amherst

area on Nov. 24 and 25 and Dec. 1- 5 from 1

1

a.m.-3 p.m. daily in front of the Student Union.

Volunteers to staff the bus and collect donations

needed. Ccrtact the UMass Community Service

Program at 545- 5568 for more information

Food Drive — The UMass NSSI.HA chapter

along with Amherst Survival Center are sponsor-

ing a food drive in honor of hunger awareness

month. Bring non-perishable food to Arnold

House. School of Public Health throughout

November.

Internships — Environmental and Hunger

Internships available for credit. Opportunities

include helping to organize a Five College

F.arthday. protecting Endangered Species and

organizing the Spring Hunger Clean-up. For

FYls are public service announcements pnnted
daily. To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phone numlier of the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the
Managing Editor by noon the previous day

more information, call Robyn at 345-0199.

\otuc — The Student Employment Office

will be closed on Fri.. Nov. 28. Work sluih vtu

dents who work at one of our off-campus agen-

cies can pick up their paychecks on Wed Nm
2b after 10 a.m. On Fri.. Nov. 28. paychecks can

be picked up after 10 am. at financial aid ser

vices. 255 Whitmore

Have s warm THankJsivinsl
from year frtei%I$ at the C©N«ste^

Daily Listings sponsored by:

TV LISTING SPONSORSHIP FOR SALE
INQUIRE @ 545-3500

HSCN Bulletin

Board

Hartford

Boston

Boston

Springfield

Movie Ch.

Hartford

IO

II

ia
13

%a
17
IB

CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN
UPN/20
Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
International

UMass Academic TV

HSCN Programming

TV-19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

mm cnn
84 CNN SI

Headline News
SB UCTV7 TBS

BET
TV Land

SO Univision

31 Comedy Central

38 Cartoon

Much Music

545-

3500

TUESDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
WVIT
wnc
WWLP
WQBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
AAE
CNN
COM
DISC
ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK

SCIFI

TLC
TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

O
«L^_

o

at
©
re

t2

4

22

20

23

2»

Newshour Wifh Jim Lehrer ^

T.

News

News «

Full House I
News

Cheers S

Home Imp.

News

Creatures

NtwtX
Mad Abo. You

Family Matters

CBS News

CBS News

ABC News

Boy-World

NBC News

Mad Abo. You

NBC News

Simpsons JC

NBC News

Business flpt.

ABC News

Mad Abo You

Family Matters

Northern Exposure Cicely" S
WorldView K

Tompkins Sq. |Ma»«-L«ugh

Wings "Hugging the Deck" (R)

Supermarket |0tbt

ma

3
Up Close [Sportscentar

MTV Live (In Stereo)

Figure H Out
[
Tiny Toon

Twilight 2.

Hometime(R) |Homttim« (R)

riny

Twilight Zona"

Kung Fu: Legend

Biywatch (P.) (in Stereo

G. Auriemma

Inside Edition

Extra X
Inside Edition

Fresh Prince

Wheel-Fortune

Judge Judy 3.

Ent Tonight

Seinfeld X
Wn—(-Fortune |Jeopydy! X

Women's College Basketball Iowa al Connecticut. (Live

Real TV X
Ent Tonight

Chronicle X
Fresh Prince

Jeopardy! X
Judge Judy X
Hard Copy X
Fritter X

Newshour With Jim Lehrer X
Seinfeld «

Seinfeld .«

CoachX

FrastorX

Frasier 8

CoachX

Law & Order K.

MoneylineX ICrottflrtX

Dally Show (R) |9tein's Money

Gimme Shelter (R)

C - Campus

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 I
10:00 I 10:30 11:00 11:30

JAG "People vs. Rabb" X
JAG "People vs.Rabb"!

Grace Under I Soul Man X
««« "Honey, I

NOVEMBER 25, 1997

Liberty! The American Revolution (In Stereo) (Pari 3 of 3) X
"indefensible: lie Truth About Edward Bwnr)/oan"(1997, Drama) INewaX
'Indefensible: The Truth About Edward Bmnnlgan" (1997. Drama)

Home Imp. Spin City K"

Mad Abo. You Newsradio "« Frasier

MoaahaK
Mad Abo. You Newsradio X

the Kids" (1989. Fantasy) Rick Moranis.

Clueless X Malcolm-Eddie

Frasier

X

Just Shoot Me

In the House

Just Shoot Me

t«% "Home Alone 2: Lost In New York" (1992) Macaulay Cutun.

Mad Abo. You Newsradio R

Nova "Avalanche!" (In Stereo)

Grace Under Soul Man X

Frasier X [Just Shoot Me |Datellne (In Slereo) X

NYPD Blue "Lost Israel" X
News

Dateline (In Stereo) X
News [Grace Under

Dateline (In Stereo) X
News

Llbertyl The American Revolution (In Slereo) (Pari 3 ol 3) X
Home Imp. Spin City V,

MoaahaX [Clueless I | Malcolm-Eddie [In the House

**V> took Who's r<fchj}"(l989, Comedy) John Travolta.

Biography: Rasputin Monk

Prima News X
Comedy Half

Burden-Proof

Work! of PItcovtry

Night Stand

College BaiketbaB: Maui Invitational Semifinal - Teams TBA

Intimate Portrait

My So-Called Ufa (In Stereo)

"

Doug X IRugrata l"

Time Tra» Fire and Ice" (R) X
Home Again |Home Again

Lola 1 Clerk-Superman

Highlander: The Series X~

«o "Lucas (1966, Drama) Corey Haim. (In Sletao) 'PG-13' tf

,(5:30)**'/i"A

|* "A Fiie Ma«"(19B6) Ted Danaon PG' X
Sfar Is Bom" (1 976, Musical) Barbra SlraJsand"

Unaotved Mysteries (In Slereo)

Beavis-Butt

Secret of AfeT" Happy Days

Beavis-Butt

Saaquaat DSV "Pholon Bullet

Trauma II: Life in the ER

NYPD Blue "Lost Israel" X
News IM'A'S'HX |M'A'S'H X JReal TV X
«* « "Robin Hood" ( 1 973, Adventure) Voices of Peter Ustinov.

News

News t(

Vietnam Mem
Late Show «

Late Show 8,

Nightline X
Star Trek: Next Oner.

Vibe

|Tonight Show

Simpsons X
Tonight Show

Deep Space 9

Tonight Show
Charlie Roaa (In Slereo)

News I Nightline 8

Touch ol Frost ApptOprlaK Adults" (R)

Larry King UvtX
Young Comedians

New Detectives (R)

World Today X
Viva Variety [Make-Laugh

CIA-Secret Warriors

Law k Order u

Sports lllus.

Daity Show
Moneyline X

Justice Files (R

Cottage Basketball Maui Invitational Semifinal Teams to Be Announced (Live

"Convictions"(\W, Drama) Blair Brown, Cameron Bancroft. X
MTV Live (R) (In Stereo)

Wonder Years [Bewitched

Forever Knight (In Stereo) X
Survival in the Sky (R)

Beavis-Butt

I Love Lucy X [Odd Couple K.

Beavis-Butt.

Tefcwar "Promises to Keep" X

NBA Basketball Los Angeles Lakers al Miami Heal (In Slereo Live) X
Survival in the Sky (R)

Insde-NBA

Walker, Texas Ranger X |
Boxing Manuel Gome? vs Shane Mosley (In Slereo Lrve) X

** "Dear God" (1998, Comedy) Greg Kmnear. (In Sterao) 'PG' X
*'* "Mission: impossible" \\^%, Mr»nl\m) Tom Cruise 'PG-13'

** 'i "The Mirror Has Two faces" ^935) Barbra Streisand"

Stein's Money

sportacentaT

Homicide: Life on the Street X
Loveline (R) (In Slereo)

TaxlX iNewhart X
Time Trax "Fire and Ice" (R| X
Trauma II. Life in the ER (R)

« "The Stterlmi)

Silk Stalkings (R) (In Slereo) X
Alien Besurr. \*** "Independence Da/" ( 1 996) Will Smith, m
** "The Trigger Cffacf (1996) Kyle LtecUchian |"rango-Cth

#» "Things to Do in Denver When You're Dead' (1995) 'R'
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Bruno By C. Baldwin Robotman By Jim Meddick
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Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dilbert By Scott Adams
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INSTALLING AN ISON LINE

FIRbT tOE NEEO TO fAAKcE

SURE YOU* PHONE LINE
IS CONNECTED TO OUR
NETWORK.

I'LL VAN* THE LOIRE
WHILE fOU LISTEN
FOR A vCOHUfAP"

SOUND AT THE
CENTRAL OFFICE.

Mallard Fillmore By Bruce Tinsley 8 Years in Braces By Eric Petersen
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SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dcc.

21) — Now is the time for you to

attempt a conversion: it will allow

you to look at things from a more
positive, enthusiastic perspective.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— Today, even the most routine

endeavors will seem quite tricky,

and much of your time will be spent

solving odd little puzzles. Hang in

there.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) —
While you may have doubted your

instincts in the recent past, you can

express yourself with renewed confi-

dence today.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) —
You may be feeling a little out of

sorts during the first part of the day.

Perhaps you've been overdoing it in

some way recently.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
While others are clinging to the

adage that "moderation is the key",

you are more likely to go to

extremes in a variety of ways today.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
You may be considering a move of

some sort at this time, but you

mustn't back out of a recent deal

you made with someone in authori-

ty-

GEMINI (May 2l-)une 20) —
You may have to find a substitute

for something you seek today, as it

may be completely unavailable to

you at this time. Be flexible.

CANCER (|une 21-|uly 22) —
You may have to dig deep into your

bag of tricks today in order to come
up with just the right strategy for

dealing with a stubborn problem.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) — You

can cut your work time in half today

simply by making a concrete plan in

advance and sticking to it. Efficiency

is the key!

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sepl. 22) —
You shouldn't take for granted the

fact that you are in the lead today.

One of your competitors is on your

tail, and he or she is unwilling to let

up!

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) —
Keep an eye on the clock today; your

use of time will make the difference

between success and failure — if not

today, then one day very soon.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) —
You mustn't back down once you've

taken a stand. The fact that you can

hold your ground will say more than

any argument you could conceive.

Clese to Home By John McPherson

e-/VO//:ClOS£ 7VHIW£GCOrv)PUacjrVE.COM wwvuejc«fttt<*n

:IMI(CI^(§EL1CY

Quote of tJH*e JE>;»y

££ There are two kinds of college stu-

dents; Jocks and Nerds. As a

Jock, it is my duty to give Nerds a

hard time. JJ
-Homer Simpson

^fitf" 11-25

"OK, Mrs. Morris. I need to have you
scoot as far to your left as possible."

ACROSS
1 In the red
6 Sci-ri crafl

10 Shoe part

14 Mexican title

15 PBS series

1

6

Adam's son
1 / Certain Indian

native

1

8

Tehran's place

19 Skin opening
20 Alphabet letters

21 Calabash
24 Heed
25 Bohemian
26 Rich pastry

29 Small flies

32 Pour liquid over
33 Quarry
34 "—

. team!"
37 Swimming

stroke
41 Speedometer

info

42 Lock part

43 Greased
44 Wrap
46 Sightseer's

"must"
47 Stare

open-mouthed
49 Had on
50 Balloons and

streamers
54 Kind
57 Not "pro"

58 Traveler

Marco —
59 Basketball star

Baylor
61 Court jester

62 Writer Wiesel
63 Cowhand's loop
64 Tangy
65 Luge or

toboggan
66 Milkshake

accessory

DOWN
1 Industrial safety

agcy
2 Fish trap

3 Taverns
4 Head motion
5 Dirtier

6 Concord
7 Knox, e.g.

8 Egg-shaped
9 Reasonable
10 Mists
1

1

Approximately
12 Cheerful
13 Beseeched
22 Above, to Keats
23 Pistol: slang
24 Kiln for hops
26 Wax-coated

cheese
27 Brilliant move
28 Luxuriant
29 Broil

30 Without ice

31 Writer Rand

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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33 Till the soil

34 Ivy League
school

35 Wide-spouted
pitcher

36 TV's Hawkeye
38 Kunstlor s org
39 Becomes less

fine

40 Frost
44 Went bad
45 ' Alibi," Tom

Selleck tlicK

46 Inmate

47 Italian port

48 Costner or
Gibson

49 Courted
50 Foolish
51 Mimics
52 Type of road
53 Tennis player

Nastase
54 Inventor

Sikorsky
55 Mona —
56 Was aware of

60 House site

Today'* P.C. Menu
Caff 545-2036 for wot* information.

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Hot fit Heavy Chicken Wings
Macaroni and Cheese
Cheese and Macaroni

DINNER
Creek Style Lemon Chicken

Southern Fried Steak

Caponita with Pocket Bread

Chocolate Chicken Pot Pie

Worcester
LUNCH

Mesquite Chicken Sandwich
Texas Chili

Spaghetti with Meat Sauce

Vegan Falafel

DINNER
Creek Style Lemon Chicken

Sicilian Spaghetti wA/egetables

Pastabilities

|immy Hoffa

Hampshire
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Charbroiled Chicken Sandwich
Chicken a la King/ Rice

6t Other Assorted Army Surplus

DINNER
Creek Style Lemon Chicken

Southern Fried Steak

Southern Fried Nothing
Southern Fried Southern Fry

Berkshire
LUNCH

Macaroni and Cheese
Spaghetti with Tomato Sauce

Meatball Grinder

Harvest Burger

DINNER
Boneless Pesto Chicken

Sicilian Spaghetti wA/egetables

Pastabilities

Country Style Ribs

[odav's SiaH

Night Editor

Photo Technician

Copy Editor

Production Supervisor

Production Staff

Stamm I

i McDermonl
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UM plans to redeem heartbreaker
A different UVM returns to sight of their 4-3 overtime win with five seconds left

By Jorma Kansanen

Collegian Staff

One year. 1 1 months, 16 days and

however many hours ago, the

Massachusetts hockey team experi-

enced one of the most bone crushing

defeats in the William D. Mullins

Center era.

On Dec. 9, 1995, the UMass faced

off with then -No. 4 Vermont in a

game that was slated to be a one-sided

affair — on the side of the

Catamounts, that is. With thoughts of

past upsets in mind, like their 4-2 win

over then-No. 1 Maine on Jan. 28th of

the same year, the Minutemen took it

to the ECAC powerhouse.

The game went into overtime on

two goals in the third period by

then-sophomores Chris Fawcett and

Dean Campanale. but the heartbreaker

ensued as All-American Martin St.

Louis fed J.C. Ruid for the 4-3

game-winner with only five seconds

left in the game.

Revenge is a dish best served cold.

Payback is a circular concept — like

karma.

Either or both of those statements

will be in effect tonight at 7 p.m. at the

Mullins Center as the two teams face

off once again in their annual regional

rivalry. For UMass coach |oe Mallen,

that loss to the Catamounts was espe-

cially hard, and so was his recovery

from it.

"To my recollection, I just remem-
ber the blood rushing up to the back of

my neck after Ruid scored that goal,

getting mildly upset and I wasn't able

to loosen up for about four days after-

ward." Mallen said. "They were a top

four team at the time, and that was a

real tough loss for us at that point of

the season.

"Rick Pitino said the other day that

you shouldn't use revenge as a moti-

vating factor, but hopefully the guys

that were on that team will keep that

loss in the back of their minds as they

take the ice."

The resumption of the rivalry

between the two state schools was
prompted by both Mallen and UVM
coach Mike Gilligan. but that was

then, and this is now.

Almost two years later, UMass is

not the same

the NCAA Tournament last march in

Worcester, the Burlington, Vt. resi-

dents have stum-

team, but

Vermont is a total

opposite of the

team that reached

the Final Four in

the 1995-96 sea-

son. Including St.

Louis. the

Catamounts have

also graduated
two of their other

superstars, the other half of the

"French Connection," Eric Perrin and

All-American goaltender Tim Thomas.

UVM is now on the opposite side of

national success.

After their season-ending loss to

Denver University in the first round of

Men's HockeX
Massachusetts

vs.

Vermont

Mullins Center. 7pm

bled out of the gate

this season with a

1-6-2 record. That

mark includes a

0-2-1 home
record in the his-

torically hostile

confines of

Gutterson Field

House, while only

salvaging a 2- 2 tie

versus rival Dartmouth at home this

past weel'end.

Vermont has had a tough time try-

ing to replace the immense offensive

void left behind by Perrin, St. Louis

and Ruid, while scoring more than

three goals in a game only once this

£

A
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Senior Dean Campanale scored the game-tying goal in the third period

against UVM in 1995, but UMass eventually fell in OT, 4-3.

UMass swimming takes two
By Michael Kobyianski

Collegian Staff

UMass

St. John's

Massachusetts women's swimming and diving coach

Bob Newcomb doesn't have the luxury of

keeping a genie bottled up in his office for

the sake of convenience alone.

So, when the head man for the

Minutewomen wanted two wishes to

come true in Saturday afternoon's meet against the Red

Storm of St. John's, he really couldn't be too greedy —
what would be better, a healthy squad for the first time

this season, or a victory?

Well, Newcomb and his squad had to "settle" for a

131- 1 12 win over the Red Storm. With the victory, the

Minutewomen now improve to 3-2 on the season.

"We had a very good meet," Newcomb said. "We did

a good job of responding well to a one point loss that we
had agaiiiM u.cni last year."

Freshman Sarah Newell, sophomore Andrea Spencer,

and junior Julie Alexander each posted top 10 all-time

marks in UMass history in the victory.

Newell posted a time of 1 :07.46 in the

100-breaststroke. a mark that was good

enough for second place on the UMass
career chart. Spencer won the 200-indi-

vidual medley with a time of 2:11.59, the third fastest

time in the school history in that event. Finally.

Alexander finished second in the 500- freestyle, a mark
that was the 1 0th fastest in school history.

Other Minutewomen who had victories on the after-

noon were senior Barbara Hickey in the 1 000-freestyle.

Turn to WOMEN'S SWIMMING, page 7
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The women's swimming and diving team continued their successful start to the season with a win over

St. John's last Saturday afternoon.

season, a 7-4 loss to Lake Superior

State on November 1. Andreas
Moborg leads the team in scoring this

season with six points (one goal, five

assists), with Stephane Piche right

behind him at five points (one goal,

four assists).

The loss of Thomas between the

pipes has been hard as well, with three

goalies sharing playing time this sea-

son. Andrew Allen has seen the most

action for Vermont, compiling a 1-3-2

record with a 3.25 GAA and a .894

save percentage, while James Tiemey
(0-2, 4.00 GAA) and Marty Philips

(0-1, 4.70 GAA) have also seen some
time in the Catamount net.

"They have had a tremendous
amount of change on their team, and

they lost a lot of outstanding players to

graduation," Mallen said. "But we've

gone through some change as well,

and despite both of our records, it

should still be a good game."

Senior Brian Regan (2-6, 3.73

GAA, .881 save percentage) continues

to be the man in the Minuteman net.

However, he had to deal with a lot of

vulcanized rubber this past weekend
against Providence, with the Friars

racking up 77 shots on the goaltender

in consecutive 5-3 losses.

Those two losses have officially

dug a tough hole for UMass in the

HE conference race, and after

Vermont, three straight games
against Northeastern lie on the hori-

zon — the first of them this Saturday

evening at the Mullins Center (7

p.m.). Mallen believes the team can

get some positive things out of their

offensive output from this past week-

end, but not so much on the defen-

sive side of play.

"I thought Saturday's game against

Providence was more than winnable,"

Mallen said. "We outplayed them, but

we didn't outscore them. Offensively,

we had our best game of the season,

but defensively, we left a lot to be

desired.

"We need to take one game at a

time, and not look backward, but not

look too forward. Our confidence is

up, but we just need the little things to

happen for us."

Minutemen
walk to win
By Michael Kobyianski

Collegian Staff

Even though the weather outside

has been hovering around the freezing

point lately, the Massachusetts men's

swimming and diving team continues

to be "en fuego."

The Minutemen kept their 1997-98

record unblemished at 4-0 with a

convincing 171-72 rout over St.

John's on Saturday afternoon at

Joseph J. Rogers Pool in Boyden
Gymnasium.

Leading the way for UMass on the

afternoon were senior Sean Anderson,

junior Brian Wisniewski, and fresh-

m e n

Billy
Brown
and
Matt

Andrews. Together, the four teamed

up to win the 400-medley relay.

However, on the personal side, all

four swimmers accomplished impres-

sive individual wins. Anderson won
the 50-freestyle with a time of 21.34,

and Wisniewski took the 200-back-

stroke in 1:59.65. Brown was a win-

ner in the 200- breaststroke with a

mark of 2:09.62, and Andrews cap-

tured the 200-fly in 1 :59.50.

However, the Minutemen only

rolled the Red Storm due to the con-

tributions from several other swim-

UMass

St. John's

mers.

In addition to the performances by

the aforementioned quartet, UMass
also received victories from Simon
Flynn in the 1000-freestyle, Diego

Turn to MENS SWIMMING page 7

Women s hoop faces

Hartford Hawks
By Jackie Leroux

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts women's
basketball team heads to West
Hartford tonight to take on the

Hawks of Hartford University.

The game is the first in a series of

tough road games for the

Minutewomen. After Hartford

they will play away games at Kent,

Ohio State, and Maine, before

finally returning home on Dec.

7th.

UMass looks to continue its

excellent play

Women's Basketball

Massachusetts
vs.

Hartford

@ Hartford, 7pm

tonight, com-
ing off of a

7 2-47
thrashing of

Wagner
College in its

season open-

er on Nov.
16th.

Hartford,
on the other

hand, is looking to rebound from

a season-opening loss against

Yale. A small school from the

America East conference,
Hartford is being led this year by

Maureen Dilulia.

Though a top-notch player.

Dijulia is coming off a less than

productive game against Yale.

Through forty minutes of play, she

only put in four points and three

rebounds.

The Hawks are coached by

Allison Jones, who is now in her

sixth year as head coach at

Hartford. Jones holds a 131-96
career record, and a 57-80 record

with the Hawks. Hartford had a

less-than-spectacular year last

year, finishing with a 15-12
record, only good for fourth in

their conference.

The Minutewomen have had a

full eight days since their last

game to prepare for the Hawks. In

the game against Wagner, UMass
put in a solid team effort, giving

every player a chance to hit the

court. UMass forced 23 turnovers

in the game, and out-rebounded

the Seahawks. 43-38.

Sophomore guard Kelly Van
Huisen had a strong performance,

pouring in a career-high 24
points. with her former
career-high (21 points) occurring

against Duquesne in 'nst year's

Atlantic 10 quarterfinals. She was

9-16 from the field against

Wagner, including a perfect 3-3

from three- point land.

UMass overpowered Wagner
from the start, jumping out to an

8-0 lead. Usingm^mh a full-court

press, the

Minutewomen
shut down
Wagner's
offense, pulling

out a 9-0 run
and taking a

39-23 lead into

the half.

UMass contin-

ued its pressure through the sec-

ond, holding the Seahawks score-

less through the first 7:11, while

putting in 15 straight unanswered

points.

Senior guard and co-captain

Sabriya Mitchell also had a strong

performance, putting in nine

assists and ten points for the

Minutewomen.
Van Huisen was rewarded for

her efforts last week by being

named the WHMP/UMass athlete

of the week at last week's UMass
sports luncheon. This week, the

Haverhill native was rewarded yet

again by being named the A- 10

Player of the Week. This is the

first time this season that Van
Huisen has won this award.

Last year, she was twice named
Rookie of the Week, and was
named to the A-10 All-Rookie

team. Ironically. Van Huisen was
named an A-10 Player of the

Week once last year for hitting a

game-winning three in an over-

time game against Wagner.

COUEOAN Fill

Fifth-year senior guard, and co-captain, Sabriya Mitchell and the

Minutewomen will look to start the season off with a 2-0 record at

Hartford tonight.

Difference is Knight and day for Cavs: Stanford alum is the cream of '97 crop
On draft day. Brevin Knight sat and waited...

And waited... and waited.

The former Stanford superstar didn't really care

where he would end up, but he just wanted to contin-

ue his basketball dream. Projected as a low lottery pick

by many writers across the nation, Knight became the

one player in every draft that seems to slide down the

ranks.

Finally, with the 16th pick, the Cleveland Cavaliers

nabbed the Cardinal's all-time leader in assists and

steals.

Perhaps, by being selected by coach Mike Fratello

— of all coaches — Knight had to be a tad bit on the

pessimistic side going into training camp. With Terrell

Brandon coming off a career year, and the Cavaliers

still sporting their sloth-like offensive mentality, it

didn't look as though the pick made sense.

That was until The Trade.

Fratello showed his belief in Knight immediately.

With complaints from both the fans and the front

office for lack of excitement, Fratello shipped Brandon

and power forward Tyrone Hill to Milwaukee in a

three way deal that brought Shawn Kemp to town.

To go with that, Fratello brought in swingman

Wesley Person via trade, and rookies Derek Anderson

and 7-foot- 3 breakthrough Zydraunas llgauskas. the

center/giant who sat out last year with an injury after

the Cavs used a first round selection on him.

Although the Cavaliers find themselves at 6-6, and

in the midst of a dogfight in the Central Division, they

have yet to blend together as a team. Only time will

tell what this team of five new starters can, and will,

do. Inconsistency is the only facet of the game that can

hold the sky blue, orange, and black

down.
One night, they'll drop a home

game to Orlando in overtime after

losing a 20-point lead in the fourth

quarter. Another night, they'll go on
the road and dispose of the

Minnesota Timberwolves by 23, and the Bulls at home
by 2 1 . Go figure.

Knight has been the center of attention since his

arrival. Despite being dubbed as "too small for the

NBA" all his life, the 5 foot 10 (it's a stretch) catalyst

of the Cleveland offense is challenging for Rookie of

the Year honors.

I know. I know. Tim Duncan is putting up some

huge numbers down in San Antonio, but consider this.

Knight is tops in the NBA in steals with a dash over

three a game. He is fifth in the league in assists with

8.8 a night, while coming in sixth among point guards

in the assist/turnover ratio category. Those numbers

easily outdo any other rookie.

Give the man a break, he's a munchkin.
• I'll go out on a limb and say that the Los Angeles

Lakers are having a pretty decent year. Not even I

could have prognosticated an 1 1-0

start, especially with the schedule

they had to endure.

If the Lake Show is going lo

show up in the record books for

the best start to an NBA season,

they certainly won't have to play

their best basketball to come up with the illustrious

16-0 mark. In the next five games, the Shaq-less

Lakers take on five teams with a combined record of

19-39.

One of the opponents is Miami, who. without their

own superstar, Alomo Mourning, has been carrying

on quite well without the Georgetown alum, jumping

out to a solid 8- 4 record.

Remember Isaac Austin, the guy who came out of

nowhere and won the Sixth Man Award last year?

The same guy that I was bashing a few weeks ago?
Well, he played kind of well against Toronto on

Saturday. He had to settle for a 33-point, 22-rebound
performance.

Not too shabby for a night's work.

In their quest for 16, the Lakers also have to "deal

with" going to Denver, Toronto, and Boston, and also

a home date with Philadelphia. Shouldn't be much of a

problem.

What would be better than a Celtic triumph to break
the streak? With that, we could inch towards basket-

ball's version of a rapper-like East Coast-West Coast

rivalry, much like the one we had in the Bird/Magic
days...hmmmmm.

• From the campus of Brigham Young University

have come some athletes with storied careers. Some
have moved onto bigger and better things. Some have

not.

If you're a Cougar, you either get respect or you
don't.

If you're in the NFL as a Cougar, Steve Young. Jim

Turn to NBA. page 7
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All mixed up
at Mullins

31 1 brought their

unique stylings to

the Mullins Center,

but it wasn't neces-

sarily a great show.

Check out the

review (see Arts &
Living, page 5).

Not so

foolish games

The Massachusetts

basketball team
heads to the Home
of Jewel to partici-

pate in the Great

Alaska Shootout
starting tonight (see

Sports, page 8).

WORLD

Baghdad to U.S.:

Drop 'hostile policy
7

BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — Iraq

warned the United States yesterday

to drop its "hostile policy" toward

Saddam Hussein if it hopes to

resolve the standoff over U.N.
inspections of presidential palaces.

While officials in Baghdad and
Washington differed over whether
UN weapons inspectors had the

right to search Saddam's many
palaces, the teams completed their

fourth day of searches at 12 industri-

al, agricultural and oil sites yester-

day, the Iraqi News Agency report-

ed.

One team flew in a helicopter

over a site outside the capital, the

agency said, looking for suspicious

activity on the ground. In the past,

inspectors have accused the Iraqis of

sneaking materials out the back
even as inspectors entered a site.

The U.N. team says it has not

tried to visit any of the sensitive

areas, including the palaces — some
of which include orchards, farms

and warehouses — where the

inspectors believe Saddam is hiding

weapons, chemicals and documents.

Iraq has not interfered with the

inspections, which resumed Saturday

after a three-week break caused by

Saddam's decision Oct. 29 to expel

American members of the team.

NATION

Mob tied to boost in

health club's stock

NEW YORK (AP) — Reputed mob-
sters were charged yesterday with tak-

ing part in a scheme by executives of an

Arizona health-club chain to manipulate

the company's stock.

The arrests of 18 individuals, with a

1 9th expected to sunender later in the

day, were announced at a news confer-

ence where authorities warned the

securities industry to be wary of mob
influence.

"The mob has never seen a market

that they didn't want to manipulate,"

said James Kallstrom, assistant director

of the FBI's New York City office.

Members of the Cenovese and
Bonanno crime families infiltrated

HealthTech International Inc., a Mesa,

Ariz., owner of health and fitness cen-

ters, said U.S. Attorney Mary |o White.

Some of the defendants made more

than J1.3 million in illicit profits

through a scheme in which the compa-

ny's assets and stock price were artifi-

cially inflated, White said.

The indictment alleged that the mob
was brought in to raise pressure on

stockbrokers to push the value of the

stock up. HealthTech was a penny stock

whose shares traded over the counter.

Trading in the company's stock was sus-

pended Nov. 14. Cordon Hall, chair-

man and chief executive officer, and )oe

KirVham, formerly the compan/s senior

vice president and president of its med-

ical operations division, were among
those charged in a racketeering indict-

ment that could bring the defendants

up to 40 years in prison.
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Campaign to Ban Landmines
makes stop at Student Union

Teamsters' Carey charged

in campaign money scheme

By Tomar Carrol

Collegian Staff

By Kevin Galvin

Associated Press

KEN MC DONALD / COLLEGIAN

Senior history major Tom Gryta signs a protest letter that will be mailed

to President Clinton, as Richard Trenholm, a world federalist, looks on.

The U.S. Campaign to Ban

Landmines made the University of

Massachusetts Student Union one of its

final stops on its national tour yesterday.

Campaign members brought their

educational materials to campus to

encourage UMass students and commu-

nity members to support a world-wide

ban on landmines.

Loung Ung, the public relations direc-

tor for the Campaign, said landmines

kill 26,000 people worldwide each year.

She also pointed out that landmines

remain dangerous for decades after they

are planted.

"Landmines never end. We are still

digging up landmines from World War
11," Ung said. "Refugees can't resettle in

their homelands because the mines are

still active."

Ung asked students to send postcards

to President Bill Clinton urging him to

join in signing the Landmines Treaty to

ban all landmines, which is scheduled to

be ratified by 1 1 5 countries next week in

Ottawa. Canada.

The U.S. administration has said it

will not sign the treaty as it is written

and has asked for a 9-year delay in

implementation of the treaty.

Ung said that U.S. support of the

treaty would cause other countries to

sign on as well.

"The United States has a lot of

power," Ung said. "If the U.S. signs the

treaty, so will 60 other countries."

Ung also said that the U.S. military

does not need to use landmines, refuting

one of the arguments the administration

has used in asking for a delayed imple-

mentation of the ban.

"He IClinton] said we need landmines

for military utilities," Ung said. "We are

the strongest military in the world. We
have the capacity."

Activists like Ung hope that a com-

prehensive ban will stop landmines from

WASHINGTON — A federally

appointed board filed internal

union charges against Teamsters

President Ron Carey yesterday just

hours after he announced he was
taking a leave of absence. The
charges brought by the

Independent Review Board fol-

lowed an earlier decision by a

court-appointed election officer to

disqualify Carey from a rerun elec-

tion against lames P. Hoffa. The
election officer found that Carey

participated in a scheme that used

$885,000 from the union treasury

to bolster his campaign. Carey has

denied the charges.

The review board's decision was

announced late yesterday after-

noon, but the report was not imme-

diately available. The board, which

consists of two former federal

judges and a labor lawyer, oversees

the ongoing government effort to

fight corruption in the Teamsters

union.

Earlier in the day, Carey asked

the union's general board for a

leave of absence "in the best inter-

est of the membership and the

Turn to CAMPAIGN, page 2

Bosnian Serb vote polarized
By Katarina Kratovac

Associated Press

PALE. Bosnia-Herzegovina — Latest results from the

Bosnian Serbs' election indicated yesterday that the first place

showing by supporters of war crimes suspect Radovan

Karadzic is not enough for them to form a majority govern-

ment.

Partial and unofficial results released by the Bosnian Serb

electoral commission showed the pro-Karadzic Serb

Democratic Party coming in first with 33 percent of the vote

and its potential allies, the ultranationalist Radicals, in third

place with 19 percent.

But their thin majority was almost certain to be diluted by

the Muslim votes cast outside Serb-ruled territory, which

have yet to be counted. The 150,000-300,000 Muslim

refugees would be unlikely to support the Serb parties that

led the campaign to purge the territory of other ethnic

groups.

Muslims were expected to vote for the Muslim-led Parry

for Democratic Action, or for parties that could join forces

with Karadzic's chief rival. President Biljana Plavsic.

According to the results released yesterday, her Serb National

Alliance garnered 20 percent of the vote, and the Socialists

— potential Plavsic allies — came in fourth with 1 2 percent.

The remaining votes counted so far went to smaller par-

ties. Seats in the 83-member parliament will be allocated

according to vote totals.

"No party will have an absolute majority, nor will any

coalition," predicted Zivko Radisic. president of the

Socialists Any final result still will need to be certified by the

Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe, which

supervised the elections.

Acknowledging that the pro-Plavsic party had become a

force to reckon with since its birth only a few months ago,

Serb Democratic Party leader Aleksa Buha said his party had

scored only a relative victory," the Bosnian Serb news

agency SRNA reported. Karadzic's chief aide, Momcilo

Krajisnik. said in an interview that he feared fraud among

Muslims who cast ballots in the Muslim-Croat federation.

The conflict between Plavsic and Karadzic burst into the

open this summer, leading to violent clashes between the two

sides. Plavsic is supported by the West because she is more

willing to respect the Dayton peace accords, which envision a

united Bosnia composed of a Serb sub-state and a Muslim-

Croat federation that allows freedom of movement for all eth-

nic groups.

ITic United States and its allies hope that Karadzic will

weaken as Plavsic gains in stature, making it easier to bring

the former Bosnian Serb leader to trial for his alleged war

crimes.

Though forced out as leader after being indicted by a U.N.

tribunal. Karadzic continues to wield power behind the

scenes. Plavsic has accused Karadzic and his allies of corrup-

tion. The hard-line camp says she has weakened the Bosnian

Serbs by cooperating with international officials.

Vlado Vrkes. another ruling party leader, said the elections

'confirmed the strength of the [Serb Democratic Partyl as

the leading political party. The international community must

understand that we intend to stay united."

ON THE INTERNET

www.umats.edu/reo/colegton

She's got a ticket to ride
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reform movement." The move was a

new low for labor reformers as

their champion left under a cloud,

but it cleared the way for a candi-

date to step forward to challenge

lames P. Hoffa.

Carey denied any wrongdoing in

a letter to the union's general

board. And he said anew that he

would appeal the decision of a

court-appointed monitor who
barred him from the rerun.

While Carey challenged the

integrity of a key witness against

him, former campaign manager |ere

Nash, he acknowledged that it

would hurt his supporters if he
stayed on the job while pursuing an

appeal that few believe he can win.

"It is a sad day when the word of

a convicted criminal prevails over

the word of a man who has stood

for integrity all his life." Carey said.

"In spite of this injustice, I believe

it in the best interest of the mem-
bership and the reform movement
that 1 remove myself from 1BT deci-

sion making while I fight my
appeal." Carey's decision came one

day after a federal auditor was
named to oversee the finances of

the 1 .4-million-member

Turn to CAREY, page 2
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Give me some steam
John Langlitz, an employee of Palmer Paving, operates a

steam-roller. The tar is being laid down in order to have a staging

sight for a large crane which will be disassembling some of Old

Chapel in the near future.

Pentagon warns of chemical

& biological weapon growth
By Susanne M. Schafer

Associated Press

Shah Rosenthal, a senior sports management major, waits for her transportation home as a bus waits off in

the distance. Haigis Mall will be crowded today with many college students taking the bus home for the

break.

WASHINGTON — More than 25

nations have or may be developing

nuclear, biological and chemical

weapons and ways to deliver them.

Defense Secretary William Cohen
said yesterday, calling the threat

"neither far-fetched nor far off."

"The front lines are no longer

overseas." said Cohen, releasing a

report that said Americans could fall

victim to such an attack, because

criminal organizations and cults —
as well as nation-states — could

deploy such weapons.

These weapons are "the poor

man's atomic bomb — cheaper, easi-

er to produce and extremely deadly."

the defense secretary said. Cohen
said that while headlines have been

full of the United Nations' struggle

to ferret out such weapons of meet

destruction held by Saddam
Hussein, "the threat is not limited lo

Iraq." Even so. the defense tetiOUq
said. Saddam apparently has been

able to produce enough deadly toxin

"to kill every man, woman and child

on the face of the earth."

The report focused on Middle

East and North African nations and

singled out Iran. Iraq. Libya and

Syria as trouble spots. They "are

aggressively seeking NBC weapons

and increased missile capabilities

and constitute "the most pressing

threats" to stability in the region, the

study said.

The Pentagon declined to list all

25 nations mentioned in the report,

calling the information classified.

But it did specify other nations

such as North Korea. China, India.

Pakistan and Russia, whose pro-

grams may pose a threat to the

United States.

On a positive note, the report wel-

comed "a dramatic reduction in the

threat from the countries of the for-

mer Soviet Union." Six nations "that

might have become nuclear powers
— Ukraine. Kazakstan. Belarus,

North Korea. South Africa and Iraq

— have been turned away from that

path." it said.

The study, the second such

Pentagon report on the proliferation

of weapons of mass destruction,

largely repeats last year's report. But

it warns that if a conflict again

breaks out in the Persian Gulf, some
form of the weapons is likely to be

used, particularly since several

nations there have used them in the

past.

The new report includes a section

on Syria for the first time. It notes

Syria's growing SCUD supplies,

many received from Iran and North

Korea, its ability to produce chemi-

cal weapons and its infrastructure

Turn to WEAPON page 2
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Mandela accused of stabbing youth
By PatReber
Associated Press

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa — One of Winnie
Madikizela-Mandela's former bodyguards insisted vcsut

day he saw her stab a young activist who was later found

dead. But in one of many contradictions at the Truth

Commission hearing on President Nelson Mandela's ex-

wife. Katiza Cebekhulu conceded he couldn't see the

body very well and only surmised later it must have been

the slain youth.

These hearings could affect the political future of the

woman once known as "the mother of the nation."

The commission is holding the week-long hearing on

Madikizela-Mandela and her notorious bodyguards as

part of its investigation of apartheid-era human rights

abuses. While it lacks power to press criminal charges,

the commission can hand over evidence to police for

investigation.

Madikizela-Mandela, 63, has survived a turbulent

public and personal life to retain her status as a leading

figure in the governing African National Congress. She is

running for deputy president of the party at next

month's national conference, and could make a bid for

deputy president if the ANC wins the next national elec-

tion in 1 999.

Cebekhulu's testimony yesterday differed from his pre-

vious accounts of 14-year-old Stompie Seipei's death.

and also varied from descriptions given by others who
were in Madikizela-Mandela's house on the day of the

1 988 slaying.

In the most dramatic moment so far at the hearing,

Cebekhulu repeated an allegation published in a book
that he saw Mandela's ex-wife plunge a shiny object into

a body.

"I saw her killing Stompie," he said, pointing at

Madikizela-Mandela. who gazed back sternly. "I wit-

nessed Stompie's death. It took place in Winnie's

house."

In the book "Katiza's Journey, " by journalist Fred
Bridgland, Cebekhulu said he saw Seipei's body carried

out and watched Madikizela-Mandela stab it.

But yesterday, he said he was unable to clearly see the

body or tell if it was Seipei, who had been accused of

being a police informant. Cebekhulu said he figured out

later the body must have been Seipei's.

Mandela was imprisoned at the time of the December
1988 slaying; the couple separated in 1992 and divorced

last year. The 1988 incident led to Madikizela-Mandela's

1 99 1 conviction on charges of kidnapping and being an

maty to assault.

Madikizela-Mandela's confident, smiling demeanor at

the start of the hearings Monday shifted to a pensive,

subdued manner yesterday. Cebekhulu's account yester-

day differed from earlier testimony by Xoliswa Falati, a

former ally of Madikizela-Mandela, and Pelo Mekgwe,
one of three other young men who were brought to

Madikizela-Mandela's house with Seipei and beaten.

Cebekhulu said he handed Madikizela-Mandela a whip
that she used to beat the four, while both Falati and
Mekgwe said Madikizela-Mandela only used her hands
or fists before leaving the room. Her bodyguards then

continued the assault, they said. Nevertheless, the testi-

mony added to the litany of accusations that Madikizela-

Mandela and her bodyguards, known as the Mandela
United Football Club, carried out a reign of terror in the

name of political solidarity in the Soweto black township

a decade ago. Madikizela-Mandela and Falati were both

convicted at the 1991 trial and received six-year prison

sentences. Madikizela-Mandela eventually paid a $3,200
fine on appeal, while Falati had her sentence reduced to

two years in prison, which she served. Falati said yester-

day she sought help from Madikizela-Mandela in 1988
because she was told that young men staying at a

Methodist church home in Soweto were being sexually

abused.

weapon
continued from poge 1

capable of supporting a biologi-

cal warfare program. Asked
why more information about
Israel's purported nuclear pro-

gram was not included in the

report, Cohen said the study

was geared toward those

nations who threaten America,

and Israel does not pose such a

threat.

The report does, however,
state that Syria has vigorously

pursued development of chemi-

cal and biological weapons, as

well as ballistic missiles, "as a

means to counter what it per-

ceives as Israel's superior con-

ventional forces and presumed
possession of nuclear
weapons."

The Pentagon has had to beef

up its detection, decontamina-

tion and emergency response
equipment to respond to a

potential attack by chemical
and biological weapons. Cohen
has requested $1 billion to pay

for the improvements

campaign
continued from page 1

being planted and stockpiled.

The United Nations has estimated

that two million landmines are currently

planted each year, while only 100.000

are removed.

Ginny Schneider, founder of the

Alliance for Conventional Weapons
Disarmament in Northampton, coordi-

nated with the Campaign to bring the

tour to the Pioneer Valley.

Schneider arranged to have
anti-mine postcards, designed by

Hadley resident Glenn Ruga, available

for students to sign and mail to Clinton.

Over 300 people signed the cards,

which were available in the Student

Union. Schneider said.

"It went very well," Schneider said.

"We got a lot of cards signed and had

an opportunity to educate people, some
of whom didn't even know what land-

mines are."

Several UMass students from the

Cambodian Students' Association also

worked with the Campaign to encour-

age people to sign the cards.

Heap Sin, a senior mathematics
major, said he volunteered to work with

the Campaign because of the impact of

landmines on his home country.

"I asked people to sign the petition

because of the victims of these land-

mines in my country, Cambodia," Sin

said. "The U.N. estimates that seven

million landmines still exist in

Cambodia. Many people, including chil-

dren, women and elderly, are the vic-

tims of these mines. They get blown up
for just going to a river for a drink or to

the woods for some vegetables for din-

ner."

Sin was hopeful that the postcards

would have an impact on U.S. policy.

"I think that if many of us do it, it

will have a big impact on Congress and

in the White House," Sin said.

The Campaign traveled to

Northampton later in the afternoon.

Several speakers, including Ariel

Brugger, a landmines activist from New
Hampshire, and Representative )ames

P. McGovem, were scheduled to talk

about the treaty.

Schneider also invited anyone inter-

ested to attend a briefing on the treaty

by Mark Sternman, aide to Senator

|ohn Kerry. Sternman will be at the

American Friend Service Commission
office, 140 Pine Street, Northampton
on Mon., Dec. I at 1 1 a.m.
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Campus Police Log
Accident — Property Damage
Nov. 22
A minor two-vehicle accident was reported on

Massachusetts Ave.

Nov. 23
A vehicle was forced off the roadway on

Massachusetts Ave. The offending vehicle fled.

Nov. 24
Dominic D. Roberson, 21, 14 Thompson Dr..

Randolph, was arrested on Commonwealth Ave. for

operating a motor vehicle while under the influence

of alcohol, second offense, and failure to use care in

stopping.

Annoying Behavior
Nov. 21
An individual reported that a vehicle almost hit

her on Orchard Hill Drive. The operator was spo-

ken to.

Nov. 22
Fireworks were reported in Mary Lyon Residence

Hall.

Nov. 23
Residential staff was assisted with an unruly

group in Cashin Residence Hall.

Nov. 25
An intoxicated individual was reported to be

bothering residents in John Adams Hall.

Assault and Battery

Nov. 25
An individual reported being punched in the head

in Hamlin Hall. A showcause hearing will be sought

through the court.

Disturbance
Nov. 22
A fight was reported in progress on the third

floor of Brooks Residence Hall.

An earlier fight resumed outside of Brooks
Residence Hall.

A large fight was reported in progress on
Butterfield Terrace. Amherst police were notified.

Nov. 23
A fight in progress was resolved in Hamlin

Residence Hall by staff and police.

A large fight in the lobby of Patterson Residence
Hall was dispersed.

A verbal altercation took place on Infirmary Way.
A verbal altercation was resolved on the

Southwest Mall.

Nov. 25
Staff requested Police assistance in Baker Hall.

Drug Law Offenses

Nov. 21
Richard L. Fater, 19, 129 Ferry St.. Marshfield.

was arrested in Cance Hall for possession of a Class

D substance.

Michael F. Riehle. 18, 11 Jaime Ct., Mt. Tabor.

New Jersey, was arrested in Cance Hall for posses-

sion of a Class D substance.

Family Offenses, Domestics

Nov. 22
Two individuals were reported fighting near

Robsham Visitors Center on Massachusetts Ave.

Nov. 23
Martin F. Jones, 28, 50 Hermitage Dr..

Springfield, was arrested at the DuBois Library for

violation of an abuse prevention order.

Larceny
Nov. 22
A lounge chair was stolen from Cashin Residence

Hall.

Initials were spraypainted on Worcester Dining

Common.
Nov. 24

Investigation of a possible larceny took place in

Coolidge Residence Hall

An individual reported a purse stolen from the

Mullins Center.

Traffic Stop

Nov. 22
Samuel J. O'Connor, 17. 23 Reservation Rd..

Easthampton. was arrested on Massachusetts Ave.

for operating a motor vehicle while under the influ-

ence of alcohol.

Casey K. Laushway, 19, 41 Birchland Ave.. East

Longmeadow, was arrested for underage possession

of alcohol, operating a motor vehicle with a sus-

pended license, and trespassing.

Vandalism
Nov. 21
Damage was done to a vehicle in Lot 32 on

Massachusetts Ave.

(Voi-. 23
A window was smashed in Patterson Residence

Hall.

A windshield was smashed on a vehicle in Lot 50

on John Adams Rd.

Lights were smashed in a hallway and bathroom

of Pierpont Hall.

A window was smashed in a vehicle in Lot 32 on

Massachusetts Ave.

A window was broken in Morrill Greenhouse.

Graffiti was reported to be directed towards staff

in an elevator and on a wall in Kennedy Hall.

Damage was done to a vehicle in Lot 49 on Van
Meter Rd.

Damage was done to a vehicle in Lot 71 on
Massachusetts Ave.

Nov. 24
A windshield was smashed on a vehicle in Lot 32

on Massachusetts Ave.

Nov. 25
Damage was done to a vehicle in Lot 49 on

Windmill Ln.

A window was broken in Thoreau Hall.

Carey
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International Brotherhood of
Teamsters. Under the union's con-
stitution,

Secretary-Treasurer Tom Sever
will run the union during what
Carey said would be a temporary,

unpaid leave.

"This is obviously a moment of

sadness for the Teamsters' image,

that another Teamsters president

leaves in disgrace," said Hoffa cam-
paign spokesman Richard Leebove.

"But for the 1.4-million-members.

this is liberation day from the cor-

ruption... of Ron Carey."

Carey remains popular with the

union's reform wing despite the

federal rnonitor's finding against

him because, his backers say, he

was successful in opening up a

notoriously corrupt union to its

members.
Three Teamsters presidents,

including Hoffa's father Jimmy,
have gone to jail, and a third died

under indictment. The federal gov-

ernment stepped in in 1989
because, it alleged, organized crime
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had become a pervasive influence in

the union.

But his decision to pursue an
appeal had frustrated the reform-

ers' efforts to put forth a new chal-

lenger to Hoffa.

"Today's announcement will not

stop the reform train." said Ken
Paff. director of Teamsters for a

Democratic Union, a 22-year-old

reform caucus which convened 600
activists in Cleveland over the
weekend. "The TDU convention
showed that the reform movement
is united, committed and r°eady to

win the upcoming election for the

Teamsters president."

Three of Carey's former cam-
paign aides, including Nash, have
pleaded guilty to swapping
Teamsters donations for contribu-

tions to Carey's coffers, and several

witnesses have said that Carey was
aware of their scheme.
A federal grand jury investigation

is continuing, as is an inquiry by
investigators for the court-appoint-

ed Independent Review Board.
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What are you thankful for?

"I'm thankful that I have a fam- "I'm thankful that the semester

ily to go home to this ends in three weeks."

Thanksgiving."

"I'm thankful that all my
Gen-Eds are done."

Tom Vezina

junior/resource economics

Amherst

leanette Sergent

sophomore/communication and
psychology

Southwest

Carla Costa

sophomore/journalism

Central

"I'm thankful that I have friends

to welcome me into their home this

year because I'm not able to go

home to my close family."

Sarah Yadeta

sophomore/STPEC
Orchard Hill

'I give thanks for my family." "Pete's Wicked Winter Brew"

Mike Smith
senior/exercise science

Southwest

Sean Maloney
frcshman/pre-communication
Southwest

Accused Unabomber rejects prosecution's mental testing
By Richard Cole

Associated Press

SACRAMENTO, Calif. — Theodore Kaczynski has

turned aside another effort by prosecutors to get a reading

on his mental health, a prosecutor said yesterday.

Last week. U.S. District |udge Garland Burrell Jr.

ordered the defense to ask Kaczynski again to undergo at

least limited neurological examinations for prosecutors

aimed at detecting any brain damage.

On Monday, the prosecution gave the defense a list of

test-- the government wants to perform on Kaczynski.

Prosecutor Robert Geary told Burrell this morning that

Kaczynski had rejected all five proposals.

Some testing may yet be possible, but defense lawyers

want more specifics before discussing the subject with

Kaczynski again. Geary said.

Burrell said today that he would consider what steps to

take next.

At one point during the discussion. Kaczynski showed a

flash of anger, throwing a pen across the defense table, then

spoke in a heated whisper to defense lawyer |udy Clarke.

The discussion was a replay of a hearing Friday on the

testing issue, which Kaczynski had deliberately skipped.

Kaczynski 's lawyers have suggested they want to pursue

a mental health defense but say their client refuses to sub-

mit to prosecution testing.

Defense lawyers say his refusal is grounded in belief

that there's nothing wrong with him. a position which they

say is symptomatic of schizophrenia. Prosecutors say he has

simply refused to cooperate.

Kaczynski, the 55-year-old math professor turned hermit,

is accused of four bombings that killed two Sacramento

men and injured two others. He has pleaded innocent to all

charges, including a third fatality in a New Jersey bombing

that is the subject of a later trial.

|urv selection resumed this morning with the questioning

of a Sacramento-area rice farmer who said he was a strong

supporter of the death penalty. The man added, however,

that the O.J. Simpson murder trial had soured him on the

legal system.

By today, a jury pool of 36 members has been chosen. At

least 64 candidates will be selected before the field is nar-

rowed to 1 2 jurors and six alternates.

One of the most dramatic moments of the trial so far

came Monday, when a juror who knew little of the case

appeared shocked when told Kaczynski was accused of

building and mailing bombs that killed two people.

"Did you do that?" she gasped, looking directly at

Kaczynski. The defendant stared back at her but showed

no reaction.

The woman had just been asked by Clarke how she

would feel about imposing the death penalty on a person

who mailed bombs with the intent of killing the recipi-

ents.

The woman turned to Clarke and repeated her inquiry,

saying: "Is that what he's done?"

The woman, who said she purposely insulates herself

from the news, stayed in the jury pool. Another was dis-

missed because she taught at a school where the widow of

victim Gilbert Murray did her student teaching.

In a poignant moment, the teacher said a colleague who
lived across the street from Murrays had been close to

Murray's wife — until the bombing.

"Then they put bars up on the windows of her home."

the woman said. "She doesn't see her much anymore."

Meanwhile. Kaczynski's brother headed to California in

hopes of saving his brother's life.

~ SPORTS ~

women s hoop hockey college hoop
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DiJulia.

Over the next eight minutes the

Minutewomen scored 19 points to

Hartford's two. in a run keyed by for-

wards Yolandu Rayside and Alison

MaeFarland. The Hawks could not

hit anything, ending the first half

with a score of 32-15.

UMass kept things up in the second

half, opening with a 10-3 run. The

energized Minutewomen kept it

together throughout the remainder of

the game, holding the Hawks to just

four field goals in the second half.

With 10:08 left in the game.
UMass had its biggest point spread at

31. with a score of 49-18. UMass
matched that advantage with the

final score.

Kraft had a scare with 8:2 1 to go in

the game, when she collided with

Humbert, knocking her left knee. Kraft

had surgery on the knee a year ago to

remove torn cartilage, but she only suf-

fered some swelling from the accident.

"It gave me more of a scare than it

hurt." Kraft said. "It's going to be a

little stiff for a few days, but I think

I'll bounce back."

Kelly Van Huisen, UMass' usual

top-scorer, was quiet, but Rayside

and Kraft stepped up in her place.

Rayside had a career-high 1 4 points,

on 7-of-l 1 shooting. She added five

rebounds and a steal.

"I've been working on |my
offensel." Rayside said. "I think I

worked at it to ihe point where it

came without me thinking about it."

"She's been working hard."

O'Brien said. "And every day she gets

I little better."

Kraft also added power to the post

with 13 points and a team-high 10

rebounds, matching her career high.

continued from page 8

freshman Jean Francois Caudron
stood there unguarded, waiting to

poke it in.

However UMass controlled the

first-period play, creating a number

of scoring chances. Just over a

minute into the second period,

Blanchard — moving in on Phillips

— was rear ended into the net by a

Catamount defenseman. Blanchard

took out Phillips and the puck was

carried into the net to even the

game.

Ten minutes later. Blanchard
notched his second goal of the night

when senior co-captain Brad Norton

hit him in stride with a picture-per-

fect two-line pass. Blanchard moved
in and beat Phillips with a wrist shot,

glove side.

hockey side

UMass had waited all season long

for the real Jeff Blanchard to show

up. After showjng a world of poten-

tial with five goals in his freshman

campaign, Blanchard — the nephew

of Hall-of-Famer Bobby Orr — has

been slow to regain the momentum
that proved he was one of UMass'

pure goal scorers. Blanchard had only

one goal heading into Tuesday's

game.

However, his two-goal resurgence

wasn't enough to erase the

Minutemen's two-game skid.

"He was an old nemesis of mine in

the junior ranks, and he scored 1 2 or

so goals against me." Phillips said.

"But hey, as long as we scored more

goals than him. then I feel real good

about this game."

Vermont (2-6-2) — in the midst

of its worst season in years —
posted just its second win to erase

a six-game winless streak.

However, the Catamounts have

had nothing but success against

the Minutemen over the years. In

fact. UMass hasn't topped
Vermont since taking a 4-3 deci-

sion in 1971. This streak includes

the heartbreaking 4-3 loss at the

hands of Vermont in 1995. But

according to Mallen. this defeat

was more painful.

"Two years ago they were a top

four team, and losing that game
was a tough one to take." Mallen

said. "But this was a winnable game
for us. and at the moment, this is a

hell of a lot more distressing."

continued from page 8

his team needs to find the way to victory, not defeat.

"After killing Tim ILovelll's penalty. I really thought

we put ourselves in a good position to win," Mallen said.

"But all three groups, defense, offense and goaltending.

have to come together at the same time. We have to find

a way to win, not to lose.

"In 20 years of coaching, I know that we have a good

team here. But these guys have to show up, night in and

night out. We got to put the finishing touches on how to

win."

Those finishing touches on how to win will have to be

learned without Lovell. Due to collegiate rules and regu-

lations, his slashing major and game misconduct will

force him out of UMass' next game against

Northeastern.

"The fact of the matter is that teams are going after

him." Mallen said. "He needs to defend himself even more

than before, but that's not the way to do it, and now he's

out for the next game."

UVM has had to find a way to win without the ser-

\ices of three All -Americans this season — forwards

Eric Perrin and Martin St. Louis, and goaltender Tim
Thomas. Up to this point of the season, the Catamounts

have felt the same pain that UMass now feels.

For Catamounts coach Mike Gilligan. his team has

had the edge in play in a lot of games this season, and

u,is noi able to get that elusive win. Now. he believes

the Minutemen can find a way to win. even after this

loss.

"UMass had the edge in play most of the way through

the game, and after killing that five-minute major, they

seemed to feed off of that." Gilligan said. "UMass has

been bitten by the same snake we've been bitten by this

season. They just need to get past this loss and move on."

The only solace UMass can get out of this game is the

fact that this is a non-conference loss. The more impor-

tant games for the Minutemen lie on the immediate hori-

zon, taking on Northeastern in the next three games, with

the first of their two home games this Saturday night (7

p.m.).

continued from page 8

playing level and the pro paycheck (sec

also: lerry Stackhouse. Rasheed
Wallace. Stephon Marbury. Marcus
Cainby Kevin Garnett and Kobe
Bryant, among others).

When players stay for the duration of

their careers (LaFrentz) or at least the

majority (Jamison, a junior who will

likely leave after this year) thereof, it

helps promote the game in the eyes of

younger players and in the eyes of fans.

The college game is vastly different

from the NBA. and fans of the lower

level can easily be turned off by the

supersonic turnover. By maintaining top

talent, both by having established play-

ers stay in school and blue chippers go

to school, the college game thrives.

• Thankful for small guards. Those

guys who stand under 6-feet provide

some of the most amazing highlight reel

footage. The most prominent diminu-

tive player, Eastern Michigan's Earl

Boykins. may be small in stature at

5-foot- 5. but he makes up for what he

lacks in height with his skills. The kid

can flat out play.

Sports Illustrated was dead-on when

it did its college basketball preview

issue and put some of the spotlight on

the vertically challenged point men.

And fans in this area are fortunate,

because the Atlantic 10 is rich in small

guards.

• Thankful that the northern half of

the Pac 10 is getting some recogni-

tion. Washington coach Bob Bender

played for two of the toughest pro-

grams in the country when he was in

school — Indiana and Duke. Now
he's spearheading a revitalization

effort in Seattle that has seen a

marked upswing in the past few sea-

sons. Todd McCullough. a potential

All-American, and a huge one at that,

should help UW's rise

Oregon State has benefitted from

inci eased exposure generated by Corey

Benjamin. The sophomore may not gar-

ner much more attention in Corvallis.

he could be gone at the end of the year

(see also: Stackhouse. et a\.)

• Thankful that Chris Herren will sit

out for a few weeks in order to get his

life back in order. It seems young Mr.

Herren has a small substance cibuse

problem.

Can't say it's surprising though. After

all. Herren does play at Fresno State.

• Thankful that another year of col-

lege basketball has begun.

Casey Kane is a Collegian columnist.
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Thank you for calling, please hold

A I write this. I've been on
hold on the telephone for

about 20 minutes now. Love

that. Especially since there is an auto-

mated voice which comes on every

five or n minute- 10 tell me that yes.

dm know I'm still there and that my
call is important to them.

I'm glad for the assurance, other-

wise I'd feel sorely neglected.

Being placed on hold is one of those

trials of the mod- ^^^^^^^^
ern-age. While I ^"^^^^^^^
love and embrace
all sorts of gadgets

and gizmos which will make my life

easier. I'm starting to miss the sound

and inefficiency of the human.

With computers, fax machines and

modems, it should be easier than ever

to get in touch with someone. Or so

you'd think.

I've found that technology makes it

easier to avoid that human interaction.

For example, take a simple phone

call to government agency. But keep

in mind, if you don't have a touch tone

phone, you haven't a snowball's chance

in hell of ever lalking to anyone at all.

So. back to our hypothetical phone

call.

The phone hardly rings on the other

end before a computer voice squeaks,

"Hello, you have reached the

Department of Useless Functions."

Following a brief introduction, you

will then be presented with a menu of

options. You can press one to talk to

someone about the situation of excess

methane in the air. By pressing two,

you can get in touch with someone to

discuss the politics of Indonesia. If you

choose to go with number three, you

will be able to find out more informa-

tion than you need to know about the

mating habits of a hamster. Option
four provides a method of complain-

_^^^^^^^__ ing. Keep in

mind that you
anUiUirkar^^ may wa nt to

complain, but
under the new computer-generated

menu, it doesn't mean that anyone will

necessarily ever hear your complaint.

But anyway, depending on who you

are calling, the menu of options can be

either very long or very short. If you're

very lucky and know the proper exten-

sion, you can just skip the gibberish

and proceed to the next set of menus.

However, for the most part, you've

got to listen to the whole rigmarole.

Confusion arises when you can't define

your problem exactly. Say you want to

know more about hamsters in general,

but you don't necessarily want to know
about a hamster's sex life. Well, you

could go with number three, or you

could just press zero for the operator.

A lot of times, this operator is off to

lunch. But on the off chance you actu-

ally get to speak to the operator, he or

she probably will treat you like an
idiot, since you obviously couldn't

navigate the "user friendly" menu.

At this point, you're probably so

aggravated that you'd hang up if you

didn't need the information about
hamsters too badly. Eventually, you'd

get to the right extension, but only

after being on hold for a while.

Really, telephones are marvelous
inventions. There is so much you can do
over the telephone these days— provid-

ed you can actually get in touch with

anyone at the other end. Disregard for a

moment this era of computerized voices

and menus. Think for a moment about

that person you simply must get in

touch with before a certain deadline.

There's a new game going around

these days called "telephone tag."

Anyone with an answering machine or

voice mail can play.

It's very easy: first you call and leave

a message. Then the person you called

is "it." The game can go on for a couple

hours or a couple weeks — that's the

beauty of telephone tag. The fun never

ends. In fact, I've had entire conversa-

tions with people over voice mail. I've

developed a personal relationship with

an answering machine to the extent

that when I actually do get someone on

the line, I'm completely baffled.

"Uh, gee. it's great to talk to you, but

could I please talk to your voice mail?

I'd feel so much more comfortable with

that," is my typical reaction if I ever get

any of my friends on the phone.

Fun on the telephone doesn't end
here.

Remember the days when a sales-

person would call you at dinnertime

and try to sell you a complete set of

Encyclopedia Britannica?

These days, thanks to CD-ROM
and the Internet, you don't need ency-

clopedias anymore. But you also don't

have to talk to the salespeople.
Because now computers can call you.

Yes, now you don't even have to call a

computer yourself — it will actually

call you. While you're enjoying your
traditional Thanksgiving dinner, a

computer could call up and try to sell

you something you really don't need.

There's one advantage to this system:

it's much easier to say "no" to a com-
puter than to say it to a real person.

In sum, technology is pretty cool.

Given the wonders of the telephone,

we actually gather a lot of information

in a short time — all from the comfort

of our homes. But with advancements
in technology, we also lose the human
touch. There is comfort inherent in

the voice of another human who can,

potentially, answer all your questions.

As for me, I'll be spending this

Thanksgiving on hold.

Have a happy and safe holiday.

Seema Gangatirkar is a Collegian

columnist.

AHARbKACE.

We encourage our readers to respond to the con

tents of the Collegian through letters to the editor.

Letters mutt be typed, no mere the* 400 words, end

include name, address, and aaeae number for confirmation

purposes. They ean bo submitted to Editorial/Opinion Editor,

faily Ctlhfitt, 113 Campus Center Basement, UMass

\ Amberst MA 01003, or by email to:

\ letters@oitirms.oit.umass.edu

Letter* may be edited for leaaejth, clarity, and style.

The Dating Game
I

hate dating.

First of all. I don't do it nearly enough to have a

freakin' clue. Secondly, I have a crap car (Buick

Skyhawk, vintage '84 complete with rust spots and loose

belts). And. finally, my luck just doesn't allow for a suc-

cetafid night.

I've had two dates this semester. Some guys out there

might be jealous. Some guys out ^^^^^^^^^^^^
there have two dates tonight.

Before this September it had
been three years since I went on my
last date, which was really one of my first dates — and it

wasn't even really a date. It was the first time 1 went out in

public with my now ex-girlfriend.

We went to McDonald's. 1 told you I don't have a

freakin' clue.

It was after this stupid bonfire pep rally at my high

school that we first held hands — on the way home from

the Golden Arches. From then on. there was no dating.

We were together. No pressure to pick the right restaurant

or say the right things to make conversation. And no worries

about a stray belch here and there. That was the life — she

even paid every now and then. How 'bout that fellas?

But that life is all behind me now. I'm 20-years-old and
I have to leam how to date all over again. Where are we
going? What are we doing? Is she going to have fun? Are
we going to hook up afterwards?

Ahhhhhhhhhh!

This isn't supposed to be frustrating. I'm supposed to be

happy that I tricked some girl into going out with me in the

first place, right? Yeah, well...

I guess I can take solace in the fact that there are thou-

sands of guys on campus who haven't even had the fortune

of brushing up against a good-looking girl this semester, let

alone had the chance to date two of them. But, they don't

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ feel my pain. They aren't familiar with the

F I M IU "

l, I
pressures, the anxiety of all this.^^^nrmtm^^^^ lm hoping my u(ter ciueiessness win fade

with time, though it seems the older I get.

the less I know. I'm hoping that I can make some money
and upgrade my "car" status. But I know my luck won't

soon be changing.

Alright, my first date this semester was with a girl who
I've been friends with for quite a while. She's cute and
funny and we get along great. She apparently had been
interested in me before and, now that I was single, I figured

what the heck.

After hooking up a couple times, she was reluctant to

actually go out on a date because we were such good
friends.

Whatever.

We went out to Bertucci's one Friday night. Half-way
through dinner she tells me she thinks dating's a bad idea.

Guess I should have let her pick the restaurant.

Okay, so my next date — a good two months later —
looked a little more promising.

This girl is flat-out gorgeous. She's smart and basically

too good for me. We were both pretty excited to find that

the other was interested in dating, so we went out last

Sunday.

So, on the list of "Things To Not Have Happen On A
First Date," how high do you think running out of gas

ranks?

Yup, my crapbox (the gas gauge doesn't work) sputtered

out right on University Drive. She had AAA so we were
good, but still... not the best impression to make. Oh yeah,

by the way, she was in the middle of telling me how she

had just had one of the worst weekends of her life.

Uh, way to go!

All was not lost, we got towed to a gas station and finally

made it to dinner. The food was good and the conversation

was pleasant and fairly constant. 1 had a good time. But,

while picking up the tab with my credit card (for the first

time), I think 1 forgot to tip the waitress.

But still, stress shouldn't be so prevalent on a damn first

date. You need to have fun, enjoy the company and get to

know the other person — or at least enough so that you

can go out again.

1 dropped her off at the dorm, and she said we would go

out again.

I guess that's a good thing. I'd like that.

So. dating might not be so bad.

But we're not going to Bertucci's and I'm not driving.

Fred Hurtbrink, /r. is a Collegian columnist.

The doublethink of the '90s
History Rewriting 101

One of the common myths of the '90s has been

put io i est. Cynics complain that when book pub-

lishers are bought out by large corporations, their work is

inevitably compromised. )ust the opposite was demon-
strated by attorney Gary Reback at a conference on
Microsoft sponsored by Ralph Nader.

Recently the Gates monolith
bought out Funk & Wagnell's
Encyclopedia to use for their on-

line Encarta version. Funk &
Wagnell's originally had an entry

on none other than Bill Gates
himself, describing him as a

"tough competitor who seems to

value winning in a competitive

environment over money." A ter-

rible sentence. After the takeover, this same phrase was
improved to "known for his corporate contributions and
educational organizations." Obviously a much better ver-

sion of history. (Seattle PI. 1 1/14)

Life in the Fast Lane
The defeat of fast track authority for the President set

off warning bells in our leading newspapers. The Wall
Street Journal warns that the Democrats have become "a

wholly owned subsidiary of the trade unions," bought
outright with "cash, pure and simple." Even worse, they

warn "what is going on at the AFL-CIO is a takeover by
the American Left."

This last remark came as a surprise to the American
Left, last seen at a 1991 Anti-Gulf War rally. Meanwhile.

the New York Times produced a lasting rebuttal to the "fla-

grantly false rhetoric" spurred on by "labor's campaign
money." Reverting to a killer syllogism, they said, and lis-

ten carefully: "But American wages closely mirror
American productivity. Trade can not threaten productivi-

ty, so it does not threaten the wages of most American
workers." Good to see the old carnival shell game still has

practitioners. (New York Times
11/13, Wall Street Journal 11/11)

Selling Culture

Want to see dinosaur fossils? A
major touring dinosaur exhibit now
affords you the opportunity to view

not only real fossils but anatomical-

ly incorrect replicas made for the

movie The Lost World.

All of this is thanks to a growing

partnership between public museums and corporate spon-

sors. Faced with declining public funding, museums are

earning praise for the fine job they are doing marketing

themselves to major sponsors.

For example, the Smithsonian's 150th anniversary

exhibit has displays by Intel. Discover Card. MCI and

Trans World Airlines. Business Week reports that

"Corporate America has become bolder in turning gal-

leries into an extension of their marketing plans."

(Business Week 11/10)

Who's on First?

The transit system in Washington, D.C. has finally

solved the problem of high rush-hour fares. Responding

to complaints that Washington's high rush-hour fares did

merican
L Newspeak
Wayne Qryttinfl

not bring better service, assistant general manager Peter

Benjamin is reported as responding that the bus service

no longer had special "rush-hour" fares. These were now
their "regular" fares. And the fares during off peak times

were no longer "regular" fares, but the "discount" fares.

The upshot is that bus service customers could not

expect better service during rush hours because they were
now only paying regular fares. A brilliant solution.

(Washington Post 11/13)

Reasons to Buy American
In Oakland, nine bison escaped from the city's zoo. I

know you are probably thinking "So what." but you obvi-

ously haven't heard the rest of the story.

Before the bison could wreak havoc in the streets of

Oakland, clever employees found a way to lure them
back. First they tried putting some mouth watering hay in

front of them. When that failed they went to a tried and
true American product.

Yes, they put slices of Wonderbread in front of the

dumbfounded bison and stopped them in their tracks.

The bread that builds strong bodies 1 2 ways proved to be

100 percent more effective than hay in attracting the half

ton mammals. What an endorsement. Can't wait to see

Langendorfs next ad campaign. (Reuters 1 1/13)

Special thanks this week to Marie Birnbaum and Tom
Langdon. Send in your own examples of cutting edge
advances in Newspeak and we'll enter you in the 1999
drawing for an American Newspeak T-shirt!

Wayne Crytting is a syndicated columnist. More
American Newspeak can be found on the Internet at

http://www. scn.org/newspeak
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Letters to the Editor

Advocating
caution, change

To the Editor:

A recent letter by A. Bossi railed against "pointless

and rude" comments by a Revolutionary
Anti-Imperialist League (RAIL) member that conviction

and imprisonment for crimes in America falls most heav-

ily upon "oppressed nations" such as the black and
Latino subcultures. Mr. Bossi saw no big deal that blacks

comprise 1 3 percent of monthly drug users, yet make up
74 percent of prison inmates convicled of drug charges.

(And he wondered if RAIL sources were graffiti from the

stalls of a men's room.)

The same day that Mr. Rossi appeared in the

Collegian. I noticed other newspaper coverage of a

report by the Massachusetts attorney general that

"white-collar crime is fueled by the lack of a jail threat."

A.G. Scott Harshbarger's report indicated that of e\ et)

100 individuals and corporations convicted of white vol

lar crimes, two-thirds never get jailed. To these people

(who often prey upon the elderly), theft and embezzle

ment setm no more than interest-free loans if they get

caught and complete windfalls if they don't. Harshbarger

urged jail-time for white-collar criminals to try to reduce

the "fraud tax" that costs Massachusetts residents bil-

lions of dollars every year.

(White collar criminals are not blacks or Latinos, but

are overwhelmingly upper- and middle-class white

males, particularly those who steal the most, as I learned

in history and sociology classes at UMass.)

Fraud is rampant this time of year. An "Extra" TV
expose reported that charitable-donation fraud will bilk

U.S. citizens out of two billion dollars in the

November/December holiday season. So check the char-

ities before you give to them, or only go with the

bell-ringers and others that have a proven track record.

Life may not be perfect (or "it sucks" to quote Mr.

Bossi). but by realistic caution, constructive criticism,

and (r)evolutionary change things can get improved. As I

wrote these words, a radio newscast said that next year's

automobile insurance rates will drop an average of $25.

because the A.G.'s office has aggressively been prosecut-

ing insurance fraud.

loliu Furbish

Amherst

Understanding
can stop racism

To the Editor:

I read in interest, and for the most part agreement, the

piece about racism written by Terrell M. Hill on the

Multicultural page. I agree that America still grows
racism like a cancer in its vital organs, perhaps more
covert than in years past, but deadly just the same. It is

with my sincerest hope that with mutual understanding

of cultures and backgrounds that Amctica can stop the

spread of this pernicious disease.

1 disagree with Hill's view that those of us who were
raised by racist parents grow up to be racists ourselves

Before my teens I came to realize that people are people,

no matter what their color or ethnic background. I

looked into their hearts not at their skin to base my opin-

ions of them.

I feel a little uncomfortable with those who would
blame me. because I am white, for their social issues

I do not deserve to be stereotyped any more than any-

one of color

I feel I have broken the chain, broken the perpetuation

of unfortunate prejudices. If I leave nothing else to my
daughter, it will be a love of mankiixl With God's Mesa
ing she and I will leave this world I batter place than we
found it to be.

Yes. Terrell M. Hill, we do need to keep singing,

blending our rich voices multicultural history.

Marilyn Cardano
Monson
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Sugar Ray and 311 played a decent show at Mullins Center
By Adam Dlugocz

Collegian Staff

MNNtTH W P SCOTT / COllECIAN

Sugar Ray tried to "Fly" Monday night at the

Mullins Center, riding the success of their debut
album.

First of all it might be that the William D. Mullins

Center has the worst sound system in the Northeast, and

although that should be beside the point, it sounded like

lead vocalist Nick Hexum was singing into a tin cup. The

acoustics were so terrible that by the time most of the gui-

tar reached the audience it sounded like indistinguishable

noise.

Now for the bands. Sugar Ray did an admirable job

opening up, and although Supercat wasn't present for

"Fly" it didn't stop the crowd from getting into it. Lead

singer Mark McGrath mugged and danced accordingly

and prompted the crowd to shake its "thang." Despite

being plagued by the terrible sound system beast Sugar

Ray set the tone for the night.

31 1 opened up with "Transistor," the title track of their

new LP. After that they proceeded to plow through a set

comprised of an equal balance of songs from all four of

their albums. It was nice to see that 31 1 didn't forgo the

songs that helped them rise to the top in favor of their

hits. Not that they ignored their hits by any means. Songs

like "Feel So Good" off of Music and "Lucky" off of

Grassroots were two highlights of the set.

The biggest problem with 3 1 Is set was that they seem

to be struggling with stardom. 31 l's rise to the top was

meteoric and it doesn't seem that they are really prepared

for stadium sire shows. For one. the light show going on

in the background was needless grandeur. The giant disco

balls and the psychedelic backdrops, as well as two

screens that descended upon the stage during certain

songs, seemed better fit for Spinal Tap or Kiss.

While bassist P-Nut danced around the stage like a

demented mannequin, it seemed that he was the only one

who knew how to properly utilize all the space provided.

While lead singer Hexum tried to reach out to the fans,

the banter was mostly reduced to chastising the crowd for

throwing shoes on stage (then again can you blame him?)

and asking whether or not the crowd was having a good

time. Esse Martinez, the other lead vocalist, looked a lot

more comfortable when he was behind the turntables; he

slinked around the drum kit as if he didn't know how to

properly interact with the throngs of fans screaming for

them.

Finally, the drum solo and Hexum throwing his discard-

ed t-shirt into the crowd were as necessary as air condi-

tioning in the North Pole.

Then again, perhaps 31 1 was just responding to the

needs of the crowd. The crowd loved it every time

Martinez dipped his knees in dance or Hexum stripped off

another layer of clothing. The crowd also danced with

abandon, never letting up. even for the slower songs. It

did, however, feel like Hexum was less then enamored

with the crowd as he glared at them menacingly a couple

of times and seemed truly distressed that they did not

know who HR from the Bad Brains was. Either way. 31

1

needs to come to terms with their stardom.

Despite the above, the songs were good. Playing a

decent mix of all of their albums, they managed to serve

up a nice representation of all of their sound styles. Hits

like "Jack O' Lantern Weather," "All Mixed Up."

"Beautiful Disaster" had the fans dancing like it was the

end of the world. The band was crisp and tight and

seemed to benefit from the years of non-stop touring. 3 1

1

covered the pro-marijuana song "Where's the Herb" by

HR of the Bad Brains, which was met with a welcome

response by the crowd. "Unity" off of the Music album

was a great representation of 31 l's ability to bring togeth-

er people from all musical scenes, and was one of the

highlights of the show. The encore of classics "Do You
Right" and "F—K the Bulls—t, It's Time To Throw
Down" revitalized the crowd for one last opportunity to

dance.

There is no doubt that 3 1 1 are trying to cope with their

fame, but they have fun on stage and try to promote an

active, enjoyable show. Then again, their forays into

arena- rock have them biting off Spinal Tap and Kiss and

not looking very good in the process.

Finally, when one takes into consideration that 311

played nearly an identical set the last time they played the

Mullins Center you wonder if they're simply doing what

KSNNETH wT SCOTT / COLUCIAN

Reluctant superstars 311 returned once again to

the Mullins Center to dazzle their audience with their

funk.

Verve, Blue Note issue holiday releases Coppola directs new Grisham adaptation

ne i

In this expanded Holiday edition of Jazz/Blues Weekly,

I'll be looking at a number of new releases and re-issues

by two of ja//'- hugest labels: Verve and Blue Note.

S.i \inan Booker Ervin. trumpeter Freddie Hubbard, and

trombonist Bennie Green are three of Blue Note's recent

artists with '60s and '50s releases re-issued under B.N.'s

"Connoisseur Series." which specializes in mostly rare

hard- bop recordings.

Ervin's The In Between, from 1968. shows in the most

straight-ahead, predominantly upbeat jazz the power of

this tenor man's tone. However. Ervin isn't really the

'"star'' of the album, despite being the session leader and

composer of all the songs.

Trumpeter Richard Williams melodically hits some

notea high above the staff on "The Muse" (one

of the best tracks on the disc, it has a

beautiful Mid-Eastern flavored int

and great soloing in the main

body). Lenny McBrowne
(drums) and Cevera (efries

(bass) follow the harmonies

and rhythms of the music

smoothly, adding some of

their own personal creations. Pianist

Bobby Few's solo on the title track is

simply tremendous.

1 know that 1960 wasn't during the

most creative period for jazz, despite

the outbreak of Ornette Coleman's

"harmolodics" theories, but still, one

would expect more from a young
Freddie Hubbard on his Gt>//fg Up session from that year.

Kspecially in the company of McCoy Tyner (piano), Paul

Chambers (bass). Philly )oe |ones (drums), and Hank

Mobley (tenor sav).

Often times on this album, even in concentration, I

couldn't see where one song ended and another began.

They all seem to run together. Hubbard's approach to

this, his second album as a leader (at age 22) tends more

towards proving his technical prowess, which he does

have and has illustrated in his more than 30 years in jazz

to present. Sacrificed is creativity. By 1960. the style of

hard-bop had been mined on thousands of albums by

hundreds of artists and it would seem the well had gone

dry.

Hence the repetition on Going Up. The themes on the

album's songs, like Kenny Dorham's "Asiatic Raes." and

Mobley 's "The Changing Scene" are nicely put. It is too

bad those couldn't have been mined for solo output

instead of just bland chord changes. Also. |ones is just I

monster all over the disc, giving it all some much-needed

power.

Two years earlier, trombonist Bennie Green took a tn
lei. with tenor saxman Gene Ammons and drummer Elvin

lones in company, into the famous Van Gelder studio in

Hackensack. N.I. The mu.-ie from that session turned up

on Soul Stirrin . Green's own solo style is very much like I

trumpet in its clear brass timbre — quite unlike

Hubbard's then-boss I.). lohnson's warmer tones on

trombone. That's not a bad thing because it separates

Green as an individual.

The staccato rhythms of Green. Ammons and second

tenorman Billy Root in the theme lo "We Wanna Cook"

presage true jazz-funk by almost 10 years. In "That's All."

a tender ballad, all the soloists' tones are very vocal and

reflect singing. "B.G. Mambo" has a predictably

I .atin ja// intro and that phrase is repeated before each Of

the solos, all accompanied by the expressive tones of a

young Elvin lones, bassist Ike Isaacs and pianist Sonny

Clark

Fast forward into the '90s. Sadao Waianabe. one Of the

biggest names in Japan through his jazz output in both

America and his nalive country, has joined up with NYC
keyboardist Bernard Wright for his third album for Verve

called Go Straight Ahead n Make A l^ft. This is a down-

right fine, funky mix of R&B. Latin and Sadao's

fusion/bebop alto sa\ styles.

Often on this disc, there are smooth segues between

songs, such as the ballad "Nightly Yours," which changes
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right into "Episode," a chill number in which bassist

Stephen Teele outlines some fine runs under Watanabe's

sailing sax. The moody "First Flight" has a bit of syncopa-

tion that sets in funk aspects, with the first and second

beats accented. The whole album is a nice live effort that

was smart to stay away from the formulas of "smooth

jazz."

Also on Verve is the latest effort from a veteran of the

'50s, the most productive days of jazz it would seem:

Kenny Barron's Things Unseen. Throughout this effort,

pianist Barron's ability to compose romantic, mysterious

and just plain swift melodies and imaginative changes

for soloing is highlighted. The album kick? off with

"Marie Laveau." an elevated tune with a nicely off-kilter

meter, and the terrific muted trumpet of

Eddie Henderson's thorough phras-

ing. Guitarist John Scofield puts

in many great solos through-

out, especially on
"Christopher's Dance." a

number featuring

Barron, Scofield, violin-

ist Naoko Terai and percussionist

Mino Cinelu. (Barron and Cinelu

recorded an experimental duo
album last year on Verve titled

Swamp Sally.) The upbeat num-
bers cook, and the slower num-
bers move the soul, thus Barron's

mission is complete.

Let's turn now completely to

jazz guitar. Three recent albums on different labels are

especially of note, and all of the guitarists represented

play with their own individual idioms and voicings. |ohn

McLaughlin has long been regarded as one of the best

ever in jazz, as well as for his experiments with rock and

international music, and so we'll regard his latest release

The Heart of Things (Verve) first.

McLaughlin's cast includes the amazing drum/percus-

sion team of Dennis Chambers and Victor Williams

respectively. Matt Garrison on electric bass (his father

was Jimmy Garrison, who was bassist for John Coltrane's

legendary early '60s quartet), |im Beard on keys, and Gary

Thomas on saxophones. Thomas takes most of the solo

spots on the album, illustrating that McLaughlin is not

greedy as a leader. The album's crisp production brings

out an R&B/fusion flavor that is not unlike Watanabe's

aforementioned disc.

McLaughlin is not completely silent, of course. His

solos on the opener "Acid |azz" and "Mr. D.C." are the

big winners on this platter of amazing poly-rhythmic

drumming (we've gotten a lot of that in this |/B column
— a good week for rhythm), sinewy vocal-like bass lines

and searching sax excursions engaged in rigorously tight

modal pieces and overall jams.

Steve Kahn if no slouch himself. His way of construct-

ing melodies by thirds and other close, melodic chords is

quite interesting, especially when allied with yet another

classic beat-chopper on drums, the great lack Defohnette.

Also appearing with several 16th runs all over his bass,

swerving around the melody like a slalom skier, is John

Patitucci. Got My Mental (Evidence) is such an example

of this team's mastery of tunes by Keith larrett. Lee

Morgan and Wayne Shorter. Ornette Coleman's
"R.P.D.D." opens the disc with a melody that dances

around some tonic, teasing the listener.

Finally, we leave you with the product of a 1980 team-

ing of two jazz guitar masters playing almost alone (they

have a bassist behind them). The Guitarchives label

released Tal Farlow & Lenny Breau's Chance Meeting and

we should be thankful this holiday they unearthed this

gem. Farlow's clean, old-style Charlie Christian ethics

paired with the more modern (yet respective of the past)

style of the younger Breau, on his seven-string guitar, is a

terrific combination of fast runs, counterpointed melodies

and a cross-generational exchange of ideas. The standards

"Cherokee," and "Satin Doll" are especially indicative of

the greatness paired together 1 7 years ago.

Joshua Boyd is a Collegian Columnist

By Adam Levine

Collegian Staff

JOHN GRISHAM'S THE RAINMAKER
Directed by Francis Ford Coppola

with Matt Damon, Danny DeVito,

Claire Danes

Playing at Mt. Farms Four Theater

There are certain prominent
aspects to any |ohn Grisham story

that by now we should all take for

granted. First of all. there's always

that disadvantaged underdog, the

struggling young lawyer who mirac-

ulously beats the clients' oppressor

in the closing arguments. Also and

perhaps more importantly, Grisham
never misses an opportunity to com-

ment on the bureaucracy of

cut-throat corporate law.

By now. each of Grisham's screen

adaptations, it would seetn, contain

that one major predictable premise:

a gigantic criticism of modern day

legal justice. However, this always

appears in the guise of our pop cul-

ture facsinations with courtroom
dramas, good looking young lawyers

fighting against the monstrous pow-

ers that be. Grisham has found the

perfect formula for hokey morality

tales that somehow demand our

attention despite the fact we know

every word spewing out of each

character's mouth long before they

even say it.

No one can fault Grisham for hav-

ing his heart in the right place, he

most definitely gives us something to

ponder, but c'mon already. We have

seen this same story too many times

before and even a top grade director

like Francis Ford Coppola doesn't

contain the magic to give The
Rainmaker a new spark. Coppola
should, however, deserve a certain

amount of credit for making one of

the better Grisham adaptations: yet

the fact that such an accomplished

director would take on this chal-

lenge in the first place sets the mind

in motion. Through his long career.

Coppola has risen the ranks to

become one of America's most well

respected filmmakers, and the

unfortunate duds he has helmed
along the way therefore call for a

degree of forgiveness.

The Rainmaker really can not be

described as a bad film as a result of

its technical superiority, but its

inherent weaknesses also can not

live up to expectations that we
would assume from the director of

The Godfather Trilogy. The
Conversation and Apocalypse Now.
The '90s have not been kind to

Coppola as he has failed to repro-

duce his magnificence. Thanks can

be given to the corporate world of

Hollywood, which frowns on the

kind of personal expression which

can't be measured in dollars and box

office revenues. As a result. Coppola

has been saving his pennies hoping

that his major studio work will help

him continue his dream which he

started with when he founded hi-

own production company American

Zoetrope.

From this point ol view, we can

see Coppola's attraciion to

Grisham's novel, the story of a

young, vulnerable protagonist who
decides to attempt an overthrow of a

greedy insurance company. With
idealism as his only weapon, not to

mention the street smart comic
antics of a self-proclaimed sidekick,

played by Danny DeVito. Rudy
Baylor (Matt Damon) overcomes the

usual obstacles in the most formula-

ic Grisham style. Coppola could

have made this film as an outer) to

the injustices forced upon him hv

Hollywood, yet personal symbolism

isn't the first thing that will come to

one's mind when thinking back on

The Rainmaker. Rather, this cut and

dry tale of good and evil can fulfill a

harmless two hours of decent enter

tainment.

The Rainmaker follow- every lin-

ear convention that Coppola and fel-

low movie brat disciples, like Brian

DePalma and Martin Scorsesst,

fought to reinvent in the '70s. In

aaatnee, The Rainmaker is an exam-

ple of the trap that was set foi

Coppola and other filmmaker! like

him. a trap they just can't teen to

escape from.

First tini- front man Matt Damon
(Courage Under Fire) plays an

exceptionally endearing role, which

at times loses touch with its senslbV

ity. He is supported by a who- who
assortment of secondary character

actors including |ohn Volght, who i-

still maintaining his respectable

comeback. As the head weasel in the

insurance companies defense, he is

excellent at using every ounce of

pretentious charisma to intimidate

the young Baylor. Supporting a slick

suit and perfectly trimmed hair,

Voight is recognizable aa everj

stereotype associated with a big shot

defense attorney.

DeVito is equally as charming

from the other side of the spectrum.

His comic relief is not <>nl\ vvel

corned but entirely u necmaitj to the

otherwise overly melodramatic
script. The fact that he hasn't r

the bar exam after six attempts
doesn't stop him from arguing in

court. When asked by Baylor how he

gets away with it. DeVito's character

replies matter-of-factly, "There's so

many lawyers in this town, the

judges don't have time to figure out

who's got a license." Nonetheless, he

takes the naive Baylor under his

wing preaching to him the lack of

ethics amongst those who practice

the law and even manages to give a

believable justification about ambu-

lance chasing.

Claire Danes leads the uninterest-

ing subplot which struggles to find

its niche within the film's main
focus. She plays a battered wife

whose jock husband threatens to kill

her if she ever leaves him. The only

compelling, and rather disturbing,

aspect is when he throws her against

walls slapping her face, all while

pleading "Why can't you see that I

love you." Baylor witnesses one of

these outrages and decides to rescue

her. almost immediately falling in

love and helping her to plot against

her husband. Danes' performance is

by far her most mature yet.

Unfortunately, this entire subplot

seems improperly intertwined within

the rest of the narrative, where both

parts almost compete with one
another for attention and the oppor-

tunity to outdo the other.

The remainder of the cast includes

a satirical performance by Mickey

Rourke (Angel Heart. Diner) as the

-leazy head of the law firm which

hires Baylor after law school.

Rourke looks more like a cross

between a pimp and hit man than

even the schinalt/iest of attorneys.

Rourke does do quite well making

his performance far over the top.

but when his screen time meets an

untimely finish, you can't help but

wonder the point.

Mary Kay Place. Dean Stockwei],

Roy Scheider, Danny Glover and

even Randy Travis complete the cir-

cle of guest -tars. The real Iters of

the film however are Coppola and

Grisham and despite the author's

knack for repetitive cliche.

Coppola's technical work still con-

tain- hi- unique personal flair For

those who enjoy these not so sus-

penseful legal dramas. The
Rainmaker will definitely be a treat.

yet for Coppola fans who still

haven't given up on him yet. maybe

you should just wait to see how his

next project turns out. At the risk of

seeming cruel, keep in mind thi- is

-till one of the better Grisham adap-

tations. C+

The Arts & Living section is always
looking for new writers. Stop by the
Collegian or call 545-1491 for more
information.Just do it.

The Arts & living desk is looking

for a responsible person to cover

film. Applicants should have
knowledge of film, strong writing

skills and be committed to

reviewing up to two films a

week. Those interested in writing

about film should fill out an

application and submit a sample review of a movie down to the

Collegian. Stop by the Collegian or call 545-1361 and talfe to Seema

Gangatirkar or Adam levine for more information. Get inuolued.

You'll like it.
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Collegian Classifieds
APARTMENT FOR RENT! EMPLOYMENT

University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

2 Bedroom Apt.

Easthampton $485 per

month. Take over lease

ASAP. 527-9410

AUTO FOR SALE

1986 Dodge Charger 60k

miles $1200 or B/0. Call

Lorraine 253-4826

Nissan 240SX 89

Excellent condition, all

extras. New tires, brakes,

clutch, muffler $4400 or

B/0. Marcos 549-6926

1988 Buick Century
Wagon Tip top shape

Great winter car. $3000 or

B/0 (413)253-2232

Wanted: Junk Cars Cash

paid everyday 1-800-649-

4795

EMPLOYMENT
CAT LOVERS

Looking for someone inter-

ested in having two love-

able cats live-in. We will

retain ownership of the

cats and we will pay for

food, litter, and vet care.

You provide the home and

the love! Call for details.

546-4550

Attention Slackers!!

Use e-mail? Know others

who do? Little effort = Big

money! Call (800)546-0744

Part-Time Job
Available Collegian

Classifieds, on-campus,

earn great experience,

flexible hours Apply now
for next semester

Applications are available

at the Collegian Office, Rm
113, Campus Center.

FOR SALE

Phish Tickets Great

seats at great prices. City

Tickets (800)865-8070

Willpower In A Bottle

Lose Weight

Doctor Recommended
100% Natural

Moneyback Guarantee

(413)259-1922

Nutrition Supplements

Creatine 400G $29

Designer Whey Protein

$26

Met RX $38

Fat Burners & More...

Call: 253-1850

Watch batteries, ear

piercing, eyeglass

repairs, jewelry restora-

tion, diamond engage-

ments, wedding rings

Silverscape Designs, 264

N. Pleasant St., Amherst.

253-3324 Open Daily

COMPUTERS!
New P166MMX from

$995 Laptops, peripher-

als ZarVision 582-9198

V/MC/AMEX

FOR SALE

Unfinished
LA Wood, Inc.

401 Main St.

Amherst, MA
Formerly Left Video To Go
C'ubm —• Buufctur* — Fuluna

WikmJtii ilochrt dnm— D*«k 4> IHvMrn

Furniture

Laptop Notebook Works

good $150 Good for

school Call Steve

(413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for

computer. Works great

Call CPC (413)584-8857

Free Motorola Pagers

Limited supply. Great

x-mas gifts 1-800-784-

6452

FOUND

Blue spiral bound note-

book found in Campus
Center near TV. Pick up at

Info in Campus Center.

Found Friday, 11/21.

Found: Red Neatbook
with Theater and

Japanese notes in parking

lot between FAC and

Franklin. 6-5148

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Happy 21st Birthday

Crissy!

From your friends on 5th

floor Field

ROOM FOR RENT

Room in house in South

Amherst. $375/month ALL

INCLUDED. Next to bus

line Start 1/1/98 Call

253-9482

Bedroom Available Jan
1 $342 50/month includes

heat and hot water
Contact Kelly 253-1899

One room available on

Main St On bus route and

short walk to town Call

259-9282. Available imme-

diately

ROOMMATE WANTED
Very quiet roommate
wanted in Amherst on

bus line $260/month plus

1/3 utilities 256-5402,

253-9457

Looking for female to

share two bedroom apart-

ment in Puffton.

$320/month. On bus line

Call Candy 549-9293

Housemate Needed for

spring semester share

with 2 grads $ 283/ Mo.

available Jan 1. 549-4492

SERVICES

GET NOTICED! Number
One secret to resume writ-

ing for college students

and gen-x. Send $6 00

check/money order + busi-

ness size SASE to: Nina

Smith, 507 Central

Avenue. No 2, New
Haven, CT 06515

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need help?
Call Birthright of Amherst

area for free testing and

assistance. 549-1996

TRAVEL

"SPRING BREAK
CRUISE"

Soak up the sun

Play in the sand

Dance in the moonlight

And, oh yeah,. ..Party!

Don't be left at the dock

Book your cabin now
The price is right

Call 1 -888-41 1 -7447

Get your free gift

SPRING BREAK 98

Free food and drinks!

Cancun, Bahamas,
Jamaica and Florida from

$399 Organize a small

group and travel FREE!

Highest commissions and

lowest prices. Call Surf &
Sun Tours to become a

campus representative

(800)574-7577.

Killington: Ski & Party

Week Jan 4-9. 5 nights

condo/5 days skiing. $285

Call 545-3437

WANTED TO RENT

Jan-May 97 One bed-

room apartment/room.

Will take over your lease

Call Franky 665-7831

To Place a

Classified, visit us

on the concourse or

call us at 545-3500.

THE
CLASSIFIEDS
ARE MAKING

THE HEADLINES

They're coming !

Starting next week
The Classifieds will have

new headlines available.

Auto Parts

Childcare

Computers

Pets for Sale

Rides Wanted

Tutor Wanted

And Many More...

Personals Policy Rates
All penonjls ML ST be prooiread by Collefftjn clas

sifted employee* before pavfwm and acceptance o*

tbecljN-

i
net MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY

first name* and initials are allowed. The only e»uep

M km nirthd.is or congratulations personals, in

which case the full name mav be used.

numbers are not allowed in personals NO
H Mf

Addresses are not allowed in personals rhi» means
dorm room numbers as well.

. Personals of a tmeatening or derogatory nature are

not acceptable Personals of a vindictive or libelous

nature are noi acceptable Personals mav not be

used ior the purpose of harassment.

fj Profanity may not be used in partonjk*

7 The personals sect (>'. ils nnly. The per

HAM MCtiM may NOT be used to sell items seek

roomni matingi »-u

8 All personals must have the nam.

UMass I.O. number of the student pMCtng the .i*

filled in on the insertmn pflrfci New turJenh must

provide a valid drivff I \k rfWt wn4 'he luense num-
ber must he reroided on the Imerttq

KtOn is subject to

HMMv under the law.

*» The Cutttgun rwctygi (hi oght to ptfen

any personal that does not meet the ( ollt-uun s Man
darn's in aciordanie with the statute of the

Commonwealth <»t MutM husetts

Students

20<£ per word/day

All others

40yt per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
PIMM Wtthl i li'.irly and

leRibly. We are not responsible tor errors result-

ing trom illegible handwriting or type.

Standard Headings
ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT
ENTERTAINMENT

FOR SALE
FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

THURSDAY. NOV. 27

Thanksgiving Dinner — If

you cannot get home for the

holiday. The Stonewall Center

is offering a Thanksgiving
Potluck Dinner, including
movies, music, food and con-

versation. Members of the

GLBT community and allies

are welcome to attend. RSVP
by 5 p.m. on Tuesday, Nov. 25
at 545-4824.

NOTICES

Applications — The
Campus Mediation and
Negotiation Team is accepting

applications for its training

this (anuary 12-16.
Applications are available for

any UMass student at 222

Hampshire House, Legal

Studies. For more informa-

tion, contact Leah at

545-5882.
Art Contributions — The

Student Union Visual and
Performing Arts Space is

looking for contributions to

the Southern Asian Cultural

Exhibition which will show in

the spring of 1998. If you
have anything from artwork

to crafts depicting Asian cul-

ture, and would like the

opportunity to participate in

this exhibition, contact

Amanda at 545-0792.

Art Exhibition — An exhibi-

tion of more than 30
one-of-a- kind artist books

and scrolls by William Schade

will be on view from Nov. 1

1

through Jan. 25 at the Mount
Holyoke College Art Museum.
Museum hours are Tuesday
through Friday. 1 1 a.m.-5

p.m. and Saturday and
Sunday, 1-5 p.m. and is

closed on academic holidays

from Wednesday, Nov. 26
through Monday, Dec. 1 and

from Tuesday, Dec. 16

through Monday. Ian. 6. For

more information, call 538-

2245 or fax 538-2144.

Club — The UMass
Amateur Radio Club Station

W1PUO is returning and
looking for people to join in

Ham radio. Anyone interest

ed in radio/electronics and a

desire to learn and communi-

cate are welcome. The club

will sponsor FCC approved

volunteer examination ses-

sions for all license levels.

For more information, con-

tact Richard Strycharz
N1MFT at 549-6000 ext.

6000 or leave a message at

facility services.

Fill-A-Bus — Help fill a

PVTA bus with clothing,

toys, and non-perishable
food to benefit needy individ-

uals and families in the

Amherst area on Nov. 24 and

25 and Dec. 1- 5 from 1 1

a.m.-3 p.m. daily in front of

the Student Union.
Volunteers to staff the bus

and collect donations needed.

Contact the UMass
Community Service Program
at 545- 3368 for more infor-

mation.

Food Drive — The UMass
NSSLHA chapter along with

Amherst Survival Center are

sponsoring a food drive in

honor of hunger awareness

month. Bring non-perishable

food to Arnold House, School

of Public Health throughout

November.
Internships —

Environmental and Hunger
Internships available for

credit. Opportunities include

helping to organize a Five

College Earthday, protecting

Endangered Species and
organizing the Spring
Hunger Clean-up. For more
information, call Robyn at

545-0199.
Notice — The Student

Employment Office will be

FYls are public service
announcements printed
daily. To submit an FYI,

please send a press release

containing all pertinent
information, including the

name and phone number of

the contact person to the
Collegian, c/o the Managing
Editor by noon the previous

day.

closed on Friday, Nov. 28.

Work study students who
work at one of our off-cam-

pus agencies can pick up their

paychecks on Wednesday,
Nov. 26 after 10 a.m. On
Friday, Nov. 28, paychecks
can be picked up after 10 a.m.

at financial aid services, 255
Whitmore.
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Daily Listings sponsored by:

TV LISTING SPONSORSHIP FOR SALE
INQUIRE @ 545-3500

HSCN Bulletin

Board

Hartford

Boston

Boston

Springfield

Movie Ch.

Hartford

IO

11

12
13
14
14
17
IB

CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN
UPN/20
Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
International

UMass Academic TV

HSCN Programming

TV-19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

13 CNN
14 CNN SI

KB Headline News
IBUCTV
17 TBS

IB BET

TV Land

Univision

31 Comedy Central

31 Cartoon

33 Much Music

545-

3500

WEDNESCAY EVENING C- Campus NOVEMBER26, 1997

c 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 I 11:30
WEDH f» u Wiihbooe X Business Rpt. Newihour With Jim Lehrer X Championship Skating Vaudeville: "An American Masters Special" (In Slereo) X Vanithing Act John Ringling

WFSB O (3) Ntwtl) CBS News Inside Edition Real TV X Nanny X Murphy Brown Public Eye (In Stereo) X Chicago Hope 'Cabin Fever X New*X Late Show X

WBZ O (4) New* CBS News Extra 1 Ent Tonight Nanny X Murphy_Brown Public Eye (In Stereo) X Chicago Hop* "Cabin Fever" X News Late Show it

WCVB O 5 News 1 ABC New* Inside Edition Chronicle X Spin City X Dharma-Greg Drew C*r*y X Ellen X Primetime Live X News X JNightlin* X
WLVI f> Full House 1 Boy-World Fre*h Prince Fr**h Prince Smart Guy 1 Smart Guy X Wiyana Bro*. Wayans Bros. News Star Trek: Next Gener.

WHDH O News NBC New* Wheel-Fortune Jeopardy! X World* Greeted Magic IV (In Stereo) X Lew A Order "Shadow" X New* ] Tonight Show

WTXX (i; dwil Mad Abo. You Judge Judy X Judge Judy X Star Trek: Voyager (In Stereo) |Sentinel "Dead Certain" X New* ]Grac* Under Vibe

wvrr 10: News NBC News Ent. Tonight Hard Copy X World's Greatest Magic IV (In Stereo] X Law A Order "Shadow" X News Tonight Show

WTIC o 'Hi Horn* Imp. Simptons X Seinfeld X FraslerX *** 'flootoe or* In* Year" (1993, Comedy) Thomas Ian Nicholas. New* Simpson* X Deep Space 9

WWLP o U Ntw« NBC New* Wheel-Fortune Jeopardy! X World's Greatest Magic IV (In Stereo) X Law A Order "Shadow" X News Tonight Show

WQBY «i tl; Crtaturtt Business Rpt. Newthour With Jim Lehn Vaudeville: "An American Masters Special" (In Stereo] X Jack Lemmon (R) (In Stereo) X Charlie Rot* (In Slereo)

WGGB <R ;2o; NtwsX ABC News Seinfeld X FraaierX Spin City X |Dharma-Gr*g Drew CareyX |EII*nX Primetime Live X N*W* X Nightllne X
WSBK (I) Mad Abo. You Mad Abo. You Seinfeld X FratlerX Star Trek: Voyager (In Stereo) Sentinel "Dead Certain" X ..—

News M'A'S'H X Seinfeld X Real TV X
WT8S m Family Mailers Family Matter* Coach « Coach X NBA Basketball Miami Heal al Orlando Magic. (Live) 3 NBA Baaketbal : Kings al Clippers

A*E (D Northern Exposure X Law a Order Old Biography "John Gotti" (R) American Justice 20th Century (R) Law A Order "Snatched" X
CNN m 23 WorldView !( Moneytine X CroecflreX Prime New* X [Burden-Proof Larry King Live X World Today X Sport* lllu*. Moneytine X
COM CB (10 Tompkins Sq. |Make-laugh Daily Show (R) Stein'* Money **H 'Cadillac Man"(1990, Comedy) Robin Wekams. South Park (R) |Mak*-Laugh Daily Shew Stein'* Money

DISC Q) Modern Combat Aircraft (Ft) Gimme Shelter IR) Wild Discovery: Moose | Discover Magazine ''Weather" CIA-Secret Wvrior* Justice File* Against Our Kids"

ESPN CD College Baiketball Preseason NIT Semifinal - Teams TBA College Baaketball Preseason NIT Semifinal - Teams lo Be Announced. (Live)

LIFE © Supermarket [Debt Intimate Portrait "Celre Dion" Untolved Myderie* (in Stereo) "A Friamfs Betray*/* (1996, Oram*) Sharon Lawrence. Homicide: Life on the Street X
MTV Beat of Sports* Music My So-Called LHe (In Stereo) BeevhvButl IBeavisButt. Sex In the '90* (In Stereo) Real World X Austin Stones Loveline (R) (In Stereo)

NICK Rugrats X Rugrat* X Rugrats X | Rugrat* X Rugrat* X [Happy Day* Wonder Year* |Bewttched I Love Lucy X Odd Couple « Taxi X INewhart X
SCIFI

TLC
ro Twilight Zone Resurrection Time Tra« "Showdown" (R) X Seequett DSV (In Stereo) X Forever Knight (In Stereo) X Sighting* (R) (In Stereo) Time Trax "Showdown" (R) X
fit | Hometime (R) Hometime (R) Home Again ]Home Again Wondr-Weathr [Sea Tek R Deep Ocean* "Ocean Voyages" Deep Ocean* "Ocean Frontiers" Wondr-Weathr |See Tek II (Rj

TNT <n Kung Fu: Legend Loit A Clark-Superman **** "Jaws"(l975, Horror) RoyScheidef, Robert Shaw. |**v> "Jaws ? (1978, Horror) mo i Schetder.

USA <p Baywatch "Heal the Bay" (Ft) X *** 1B*e* to th$ Futm Part It" 1989, Fantasy) Michael J Fox I*** "Back to fw future Part III" (1990, Adventure) Michael J. Foxji Silk Stalking*

HBO CI) (5 00) "A Walk in the Clouds"X Real Sport* (R) (In Stereo) X **Vi "Maximum fl»x"(1996)Jean-Ciaude Van Damme R'X "Mean Guns" (1997, Drama) Christopher Lambert, Ice-T "R" B
MAX «1 *** "Romao » Jukat" (\936. Drama) Leonardo DtC»pno. 'PG- 13' HH "Hamwihe Spy" (1 996) MWtelkt Traehtenberg. 'PG'

X

*W "Thinner" (1998) Robert John Burke. 'FfB AboveLaw

SHOW © (5:30) *# "Bingo" (1991) 'PG' |"T7iePfno**»St»«on"(l987) Arian* Richards. \"Tht Ruby ftinj" (1397, Fantasy) Emrfy Hamilton. Dead Man's |F**t Track (R) (In Slereo) I * "HeriLme"
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SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — There is no need to advertise

your feeling or opinions at this time;

others will know what you are think-

ing soon enough.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— You have a great opportunity

today to extend yourself and explore

possibilities you haven't considered

yet; don't miss it!

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) —
This is a good day to cheek in with

friend or colleague and get the most

Up_to- date news on events that

influence you from afar.

PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20) -

You may have the feeling of deja vu

throughout the day. You may have

some psychic connection with an

Aries native. Get in touch.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) -

Keep business straightforward and

honest at all times today. The
moment you try to take advantage of

another, you risk a major defem

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
You may be fighting against the

onset of frustration or depression

today. Focus on those things that

give you a sense of accomplish-

ment.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20) —

You are ahead of the game, though

you may feel that there are certain

issues you haven't addressed well.

Have an honest talk with a ban.

CANCER (|une 21-)uly 22) -

Your spirits are sure to be lifted by

contact with those who were so

much a part of your life in the past.

Call or write them today!

LEO (|uly 25-Aug. 22) — You
may be tempted to challenge the

rules in some way today. You can do

so successfully, provided that you do

your homework and investigate

fully.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) — A
co-worker may be slow to pick up

on your particular mood today. What

you accomplish at this time can have

far-reaching effects.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) — You
need a little more firsthand informa-

tion at this time. Do not neglect

sources that have only a limited

amount to offer.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) —
Today, make your demands in writ-

ing. Keep things official and
above-board every step of the way.

Do not stoop to underhanded
means.

Close to Home By John McPherson

Quote of tHe Day
& 6 Thanksgiving is a special

time... Jimmy Walker used to

say dy-no-mite. *^
-Adam Sandler

e /i9aitictos*roHont&cofv>vse*ii--mn •V'/a-Tr"

Today's P.C. Menu
Caff 545-2626 few aaorw information.

"Isn't genetic engineering amazing? Two years

ago who would have even Imagined

such a thing as a Turkipede?!"

Franklin

LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Spicy Black Bean Burger

Grilled, Sandwiched Cheese

Massachusetts Daily Collegian on Bread

DINNER
CLOSED

go home and ask yo' mama

Worcester
LUNCH

Mac n' Cheese
Meatball Grinder

Rotini/Tomato Sauce

Red Beans

DINNER
Quarter Pound Burger

Breaded Chicken Fingers

Vegan Ravioli w/ Tomato Sauce

Pastabilities: pasta

Hampshire

ACROSS
1 Earthenware pot

b Prepared apples

10 Finish-line

marker
1

4

"The Clan of the

Cave Bear-
author

1

5

Slow down
16 Injured

17 Bad-smelling
18 Comic —
19 Writer Ambler
20 Egypt's neighbor

22 Toenail for

elation, e.g.

24 Lounge
27 Small wetghl

28 Autumn flower

32 Pamphlet
35 UN member
36 Slug's cousin

38 Loud blast of

music
40 Stick

42 Boredom
44 Grill ad|unct

45 Loosens
47 Comedian Kaye
49 Nutntious grain

50 Robins homes
5? Mexican ranch

54 Nip and —
56 Knocks
57 Quarrel

60 Setting

64 Fly high

65 Tropica vine

68 Norse god
69 Pierre's girl

70 Nudge
71 Peel
72 Social misfit

73 List of

candidates
/4 Orange pekoe

and Earl Grey

DOWN
1 Rowers' needs
2 Hawaiian feast

3 — a hand
4 Acid's opposite

5 Network of "The

Nanny"
6 Morsel
7 — avis

8 — out scraping

by with

9 Take off

1 Rising bodies of

warm air

11 Ambiance
12 -and proper
13 And soon:

abbr.

21 Habitual
complainers

23 Clothing

25 Area
26 Large antelope

28 VCR button

29 Nile dam
30 Lift

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

llwl I INK ITfToTI

saciHii] mwao Him
raounwm niiinci hhhij

L4UJNB

mum

QSG
A VV

MHldh

D
R A

1 1 ?6 97 © 1997 Uniisd r«iilur» SyndKale

31 Ms Shore
33 Poultry buy
34 Group of three

37 Of the moon
39 Soul-singer

James
41 Made hand

motions
43 Ancient

Peruvian
46 Paycheck pari

48 Puppy noises

51 Butchers'

needs

53 Accompany
55 Whales' food

57 Where Caesar
lived

58 Ringlets

59 Ah and the

Forty Thieves
61 Singer Adams
6? Actress Foch
63 Concludes
64 — Diego
66 Last bul —

least

67 Reverence

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich
Grilled Cheese

Grilled Cheese on Bread

DINNER
CLOSED

No soup for you!

Berkshire
LUNCH

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Charbroiled Chicken Sandwich

Tri Bean Casserole with 3 Beans

Tri Bean Casserole with 2 Beans

DINNER
Breaded Chicken Tenders

Quarter Pound Burger

Vegan Ravioli w/ Tomato Sauce

Pastabilities: pasta
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UMass looks to heat up in Alaska
By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

Grea^iaska Shootout

Massachusetts
vs.

Southwestern Louisiana

Tonight, Midnight

In the past two years, the

Massachusetts men's basketball team's

motto "Have Game, Will Travel" may

have been rough— playing several Top

25 teams away
from home early

in the season —
but at least it

wasn't this cold.

After spend-

ing their last two

regular season
tournaments in

Hawaii, UMass
travels to Alaska,
^

"

land of Eskimos, oil spills and pop

stars named Jewel, for the Great

Alaska Shootout, a three-game tour-

nament that starts tonight and runs

through Saturday.

The Shootout, to be held in

8,000-seat Sullivan Arena, includes

seven past champions — North

Carolina (1980, 1985).

Alabama-Birmingham (1984), Seton

Hall (1988), UCLA (1990). Purdue

(1993), UMass (1991) and the

Minutemen's first round opponent,

Southwestern Louisiana (1981). USL
beat a Georgetown team that eventu-

ally lost the national championship

on a Michael Jordan jumper that

April, a Washington State squad fea-

turing Craig Ehlo, and Marquette to

win the Shootout.

The tournament tips off tonight

with a doubleheader. Purdue and

UAB get things started at 10 p.m.

EST, followed by UMass'
second-ever meeting with the Ragin'

Cajuns at midnight. USL's claim to

fame is the fact that it was UMass'

opponent in the "Final Rage in the

Cage," the last home game (Jan. 29,

1993) in the Curry Hicks Cage. The

Minutemen beat the Cajuns, 84-74,

before opening the William D.

Mullins Center Feb. 4. 1993 against

West Virginia.

The Minutemen, who have been on

the road since last Friday and won't

come back to Amherst until Dec 1.

enter the tournament at 0-1. after I

season-opening 82-64 loss to No. 13

Fresno St. UMass was led by senior

forward Tyrone
Weeks, who had
20 points and 1 5

rebounds in the

loss. Junior center

Lari Ketner had 16

points and 10

rebounds, and
helped key a 52-3

1

rebounding edge.
^^^^^^^^ Prop 16 sopho-

more Monty Mack had 1 5 points.

USL comes in 1-1, after losing to

Mississippi St., 78-65, on Saturday.

The Ragin' Cajuns beat Virginia

Commonwealth, 77-7 1 , to open the

season.

USL won't have their two top scor-

ers from last season, senior guard

Chris Manuel and senior forward

Reginald Poole, for the Alaska

Shootout. Poole has been bothered

by a leg injury, but did not make the

trip to Alaska because he violated

team rules. Manuel won't be eligible

to play until Dec. 17 because of acad-

emic difficulties.

The Cajuns are led by Oklahoma

transfer Tyrone Foster. Foster, a

senior guard, is averaging 13.5 points

a game for USL. Forward Chris

Snowden is second on the team at

11.5ppg.
Unlike most regular season tourna-

ments, the Great Alaska Shootout will

be played for seedings 1-8. which

means everyone is guaranteed three

games, win or lose. The winner of the

UMass-USL game will face the

Purdue-UAB winner on ESPN at 9:30

p.m. EST. Thanksgiving night will fea-

ture the marquee match-up. No. 4

North Carolina vs. No. 8 UCLA at 9

p.m. EST on ESPN.

Minutewomen thrash

Hawks with tough D
By Jackie Leroux

Collegian Staff

Massachusetts 64

Hartford

HARTFORD — The
Massachusetts women's basketball

team continued its winning ways

last night. The Minutewomen trav-

eled to the University of Hartford,

and gave the Hawks a sound beat-

ing, 64-33.

The win is the sec-

ond in a row for

UMass, opening its

season at 2-0, and

the Minutewomen
are exuberant.

It's nice," forward Tez Kraft said.

"Because I can honestly say that since

I've been here we haven't won our

opener, so it's nice to start off 2-0,

especially with a long trip to Ohio in

front of us."

The Minutewomen have been

working on their defense, and it paid

off for them last night. The Hawks
(0-2) couldn't buy a basket, and

were held to a 17 percent field goal

percentage. Hartford shot a horren-

dous 8-for-47 from the field. In con-

trast. UMass was 28-for-56 (50 per-

cent).

"We forced some shots, and they

missed a lot of open ones," UMass

coach Joanie O'Brien said. "We
played hard, we did a lot of good

things, and we were very active with

our hands."

Hartford jumped out

to an early lead in the

first half, with guard

Tracy Stolle attempting

to take command. She hit a 3- point-

er to open the game and followed it

shortly after with a layup. Forward

Desiree Humbert added two free

throws to put Hartford up, 7-2, but

that was the end of the lead.

From there UMass went on an 8-0

run to put the Minutewomen ahead,

10-7. Hartford tied things up, 10-10,

on a 3-pointer from guard Maureen

Turn to WOMEN'S HOOP, page 3

A world of thanks

in college basketball

j
—~ HUI CAO I COUfGIAN

|unior guard Charlton Clarke will look to control the tempo in the Great

Alaska Shootout.

Great Alaska Shootout
m

Came 1, Nov. 2n, IttflBp.m^ Winner of Game 1

1

Game 7, Nov 28. 9 30 p.m. Winner of Game 7

Game 2, Nov. 'iri, midnight

Southwestern Louisiana

Winnei of Game 2

North

r_

Gam* 3, Nov. V, 0:00 p m

UCLA~

Winner of Game 9

L

Game 12. Nov 2«J, midnight

I

1

Champion _J

Game 8. Nov. '28, midnight Winner of Game 8

Game 4, Nov. 27. midnight Winner of Game 4 iJ
L -.

1 already have that warm holiday

feeling, knowing I will see my family

when I get home (of course, I'm a

commuter, so that happens every

night), the anticipation of carving the

Thanksgiving swordfish (things are

different in our family) and some

solid college basketball.

1 have a lot to be thankful for, but

doov the college hoop world:

• Thankful that Steve Alford is still

in the game. The former Indiana star,

the one who pro-

pelled the

Hoosiers to the

1987 title, is the

coach at

Southwest
Missouri State.

Though his first two seasons with the

Bears have been less than NCAA
tournament-caliber, he has put

together a conference contender

already. Of course. State was over-

shadowed last season by the stellar

rise of Kevin Stalling s Illinois State

program through the ranks of the

Missouri Valley Conference.

Still. Alford is what college hoop is

all about. After his freshman year at

IU. during tryouts for the Olympic

squad. Michael Jordan bet Alford

$100 he wouldn't last all four years

with Bob Knight. Alford cashed in.

and the experience he gained at

Indiana has been invaluable.

• Thankful that Neil McCarthy

isn't New Mexico State's former

coach, McCarthy is still involved with

collegiate athletics— which in itself is

Casey Kane

a scary thought. When the NCAA
was debating legislation that would

have junior college players sit out a

year after transferring to a Division I

team, many said the rule was aimed

at stopping the abuses within

McCarthy's system.

When he was coaching. McCarthy

routinely recruited suspect students

who had the ability to put the ball in

the basket. And suspect is quite gen-

erous.

Hopefully,
with Lou
Henson in as the

Aggies' new
coach (on a $1 a

month pay

scale), both the

on- and off-court affairs will be more

successful.

• Thankful that the experimental

new rules will only be used in a few

games. Now, the 40-second shot

clock isn't that bad, after all, there

used to be a 45-second edition. But,

having the game played in 10-minute

quarters simply feels ridiculous. It's

like the designated hitter, it under-

mines the purity of the game.

• Thankful that Antawn Jamison

and Raef LaFrentz both returned for

another year. Although I will admit

that I hate North Carolina, the fact

that Jamison and LaFrentz returned is

a boost for collegiate basketball. All

too often top talent leaves the ama-

teur ranks for a chance at the pro

Turn to COLLEGE HOOP, page 3

Catamounts scratch out Minutemen in overtime

UM falls to UVM
on weak goal in OT
By Corey Peter Goodman
Collegian Staff

Vermont

Massachusetts

overtime

Despite controlling 58 minutes of the action,

the Massachusetts hockey team skated away from

last night's tilt against Vermont feeling like they

had finally hit rock bottom.

"In 20 years of coaching, I know that we have a

good team here," UMass coach Joe Mallen said.

"But these guys have to show up, night in and

night out. We've got to put the finishing touches

on how to win."

Leading 2-1 with under two minutes to play in

the game, UMass (2-8, 0-6 Hockey East) failed

to clear the puck from in front of goaltender

Brian Regan and Vermont defenseman Jason Reid

flipped it in off his backhand, evening the score

and sending the

game into overtime.

Minutes later

while UMass was
clearly dejected,

forward Eric

Lundin beat Regan

with an unscreened slapshot from beyond the

blue line to account for the 3-2 final.

Despite compiling only 24 shots to the

Catamounts 36, UMass clearly enjoyed more

quality opportunities as it kept Catamount goal-

tender Marty Phillips sprawling all evening

However, the Minutemen's inability to capitalize

on several opportunities up close proved to be the

death of them.

"We need to generate offense, and the

coaches have been telling us to work it to the

goal," sophomore forward Jeff Blanchard said.

"We need to work for our breaks, and concen-

trate on it a lot more. We can't look too far

ahead, and they capitalized on their opportuni-

ties. But I'm optimistic we can turn this thing

around."

Vermont struck first when junior Simon

Tremblay angled in from Regan's right side, jar-

ring the puck loose in front of the net where

Lovell loses his head,

will sit outNU game
By Jorma Kansonen

Collegian Staff

IORMA KANSANIN / COUIGIAN

Turn to HOCKEY, page 3 Freshman Kris Wallis just misses on a scoring opportunity in the second period of last night's 3-2 OT loss to Vermont.

If losing were a sickness, the Massachusetts

hockey team would be preliminarily diagnosed

with a real bad head cold.

Why? Because it is happening at the worst

tim possible, and it is something they can not

seem to get rid of — no matter how hard

UMass does not want it to happen.

Last night at the William D. Mullins Center,

the Minutemen (2-8) had their game against

Vermont (2-6-2) tightly gripped in their

CCM's, and revenge was in hand for a 4-3

overtime loss they suffered to UVM two years

ago.

But midway through the second period, the

team lost the services of star forward Tim
Lovell for the game on a five- minute slashing

major, and consequently, the game miscon-

duct. After killing the penalty, UMass found a

way to overcome that setback, and took con-

trol of the game with a goal by sophomore Jeff

Blanchard at the 1 1:39 mark, his second of the

game.
However, whatever control the Minutemen had

established in the game burnt out and faded away

in the final minutes.

The Catamounts seemed to bury themselves

on junior Simon Tremblay's penalty with 3:17

left in the game. However, the Minutemen could

not put the game away as senior Dean
Campanale — who scored the goal that sent the

game played two years ago at the Mullins Center

into overtime — committed a boarding penalty

1 :08 later.

On the ensuing four-on-four, UMass found

the way to lose the game as UVM got the

game-tying goal by junior Jason Reid at the

18:19 mark, and fellow classmate Eric Lundin

scored the game-winner only 1:29 into over-

rime.

Losing is a disease that the team is stricken

with now, and for Minutemen coach Joe Mallen,

Tom to HOCKEY SIDE, page 3
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Volume CVII Issue 60

A landmark

recording

The Beach Boys'

Pet Sounds album
gets the box set

treatment from the

groundbreaking
sessions. Check out

our review (see Arts

& Living, page 6).

UMass goes

2 - 1 in Alaska

Tyrone Weeks and

the Massachusetts

men's basketball

team took third

place in the Great

Alaska Shootout
(see Sports, page
12).

WORLD

Father seeks waiver

of murder sentence

BATTLEFORD, Saskatchewan (AP)

— A father is seeking a rarely granted

waiver of punishment in a hearing

today into what he insisted was the

mercy killing of his disabled daughter.

A Saskatchewan jury convicted

Robert Latimer on Nov. 5 of second-

degree murder, which carries a mini-

mum sentence of life without a

chance of parole for 1 years.

lurors, clearly torn by the case,

strayed from sentencing mandates to

recommend that Latimer be paroled

in one year. Latimer's lawyer, citing

jurors' statements that even the mini-

mum sentence was unjust in the

killing, has asked |udge Ted Noble to

strike down the sentence as constitu-

tionally prohibited cruel and unusual

punishment.

An appeal is expected if Noble

rejects the request in today's hearing.

Latimer admits carrying his sleep-

ing 12-year-old daughter, Tracy, out

to the cab of his pickup truck in

October 1993, then piping in carbon

monoxide until she died.

He said he acted to end the suffer-

ing of his daughter, who had cerebral

palsy and had repeated operations on

her back, hips and legs.

Unable to walk, talk or feed herself,

the girl weighed less than 40 pounds

at death.

NATION

Christmas shopping

in full swing

NEW YORK (AP) — Shoppers packed

the nation's stores and malls in the first

days of the holiday buying season, but

many went straight for sale racks and

bought only when the price was right.

Stores that offered deep discounts

and low prices fared best over the

Thanksgiving weekend, retailers said

yesterday.

"Christmas time is no different than

the rest of the year," said Kurt Barnard,

a retail consultant and president of

Barnard's Retail Trend Report.

"Shoppers want to get more for their

money so they favor stores that offer

the best prices."

Despite mediocre sales for much of

this year, retailers are optimistic about

this Christmas season. But many are

finding they must go to great lengths

to lure in shoppers.

Many stores unlocked their doors

before dawn Friday, while others stayed

open 24 hours a day. Some offered

extra discounts to early morning

arrivals — as much as 50 percent.

Discounters and moderately priced

department stores like Wal-Mart,

Target and Sears drew in flocks of con-

sumers with special promotions, good

prices and wide selections of merchan-

dise.

"The big deals offered early Friday

drove in shoppers," said Ken Volk, mar-

keting director for mall developer

Simon De3artolo Croup in the New
York City area. "We had hundreds of

people on line at many of our malls

before 7 a.m."
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Fill-A-Bus donations

to aid families in need
By Jonathan Liberty

Collegian Staff

Garden of stone
The Student Union garden is showered in a glory of light and rain.

Iraq blames U.N. for deaths
Qovemment holds funeral procession yesterday for Iraqi children

For the fifth year. University of

Massachusetts students, staff and fac-

ulty will participate in Fill-A-Bus, a

University- wide effort to fill a PVTA
bus with donated clothing, toys and

non-perishable food items.

The bus, which was donated by

UMass transit, was stationed at the

front steps of the Student Union on

Nov. 24 and 25 and will continue to

be available from 1 1 a.m. to 3 p.m. on

Dec. 1 through 5.

"Our main goal is to fill the whole

bus," said Eleanor Jerome, a

Massachusetts Campus Compact
(MACC) leader. "We've had a lot of

participation, the people here are very

responsive."

"It's important to give back to peo-

ple in need." said UMass women's ice

hockey team member Kathleen Lahey.

"[Fill-A-Bus] helps raise awareness in

a community where it is very' hard to

make people aware."

"This is the time of year when we

need to reach out to people," said

senior sociology major Melissa

Hernandez. "Many people don't have

the luxuries of coats and toys — this is

my chance to give something back
"

The women's ice hockey team will

be working on Tuesday, staffing the

bus, collecting donations and handing

By Waiel Faleh

Associated Press __
BAGHDAD. Iraq — Perched atop cars and taxis, nearly

100 small wooden caskets were paraded through the Iraqi

capital yesterday in a government-sponsored funeral pro-

cession for children whose deaths Iraq blames on U.N.

sanctions.

As rain sprinkled down, thousands of Iraqis walked next

to the caskets, shouting "Down with America!"

"There is no God but God. and America is God's

enemy." the crowd chanted as the coffins — many decorat-

ed with photos — moved along Al-Rashid Street, the city's

main thoroughfare.

Iraqi officials said the youngsters, some just babies, died

for lack of food or medicine in the past two days. They

blamed the deaths on U.N. sanctions imposed on Iraq after

its 1990 invasion of neighboring Kuwait. The sanctions

prevent Iraq from exporting its oil. its main foreign curren-

cy earner, and have devastated the country's economy.

It was not possible to confirm independently the number

of children dying or the cause of their deaths.

Also braving the rain were the U.N. arms inspectors

who must certify that Iraq has eliminated its weapons of

mass destruction before the sanctions can be lifted.

Iraq maintains it has fulfilled the U.N. Security Council

resolutions, but the arms inspectors have accused

President Saddam Hussein's government of hiding

weapons or the means to make them. Ten U.N. inspection

teams visited 21 sites yesterday and also flew over in a heli-

copter for an aerial inspection, the official Iraqi News

Agency said.

INA quoted Maj. Gen. Hussam Mohammed Amind,

chief of Iraq's National Monitoring Common mi. ;i- living

no one interfered with the inspectors during their visits.

Iraq issued a statement late Saturday urging the world to

accept its invitation for U.N. experts and diplomats to visit

dozens of Saddam's presidential palaces, which arms

inspectors believe may be used to hide weapons.

The statement defended Iraq's refusal to allow the U.N.

arms inspectors now in the country to take part, sa\ing

their presence in the palaces would threaten Iraq's sover-

eignty.

The inspections were called off for three weeks after

Iraq refused to allow American inspectors to take part,

claiming they were spies. When Iraq threw out the

Americans on Nov. 13, U.N. officials withdrew other

inspectors in protest the next day. The government agreed

to the Americans' return Nov. 22 under a Russian-mediat-

ed plan.

Sharif fights Pakistani conspiracy
By Kathy Gannon
Associated Press

ISLAMABAD, Pakistan — Prime

Minister Nawaz Sharif made a defi-

ant television address to the nation

yesterday, accusing both the chief

justice and president of conspiring to

bring down his embattled 10-month-

old government.

"I have uncovered a greater, deep-

er conspiracy. But 1 will fight," Sharif

pledged.

It was the latest angry charge in an

escalating political feud that has pit-

ted the prime minister against the

chief justice, divided the legislature

and supreme court, drawn in the

president and put the army chief in

the unlikely and unsuccessful role of

peacemaker.

The feud has all but paralyzed the

government for two weeks, heighten-

ing fears that Pakistan's powerful

military will step in to end the dis-

pute by once again seizing control —
something it has done repeatedly in

the past.

While the feud raged on in the cap-

ital, Islamabad, army Chief of Staff

Gen. lehangir Karamat met with

senior generals in neighboring

Rawalpindi, where the army is head-

quartered.

There was no word on the outcome

of the emergency meeting. Last week,

an army statement said Karamat had

intervened as mediator "in the

national interest to gain respite from

the headlong rush into an irretriev-

able constitutional crisis." As the

weekend drew to a close, that head-

long rush appeared to be gaining

speed.

Sharif accused both President

Farooq Ahmed Leghari and Chief

lustice Sajjad Ali Shah of obstructing

Parliament and plotting to unseat

him.

"They have done a great crime

against the people. I will not allow

the people to become a victim to this

conspiracy." the prime minister said.

Earlier in the day of charges and

countercharges, the chief justice

accused Sharif of engineering a

Supreme Court mutiny against him.

He issued an order warning any

mutiny-minded Supreme Court jus-

tices to fall in line behind him.

Shah also canceled a Supreme
Court hearing that rebellious

Supreme Court lustice Saeeduzaman

Siddiqi had set for today to decide

whether Shah should keep his job.

Opponents contend that Shah was

improperly promoted to chief justice

ahead of more senior judges.

Siddiqi had asked 15 of the 17

Supreme Court judges to meet on the

issue. In canceling the hearing. Shah

said that Sharif had engineered the

Remember those less fortunate

out flyers.

"1 decided it would be a good thing

for the team to participate in," said

Lahey. who is a School of

Management sophomore. "It's very

easy for us to get a whole bunch of

people together all at once."

"A lot of people don't know about

more than what goes on around cam-

pus," said |erome, a junior legal stud-

ies major. "There needs to be more
leadership programs at UMass. People

can learn a lot from each other."

"We need to take time out for out-

reach. If students left UMass and went

to less privileged areas, it would open

a lot of eyes," said Hernandez, who
was a Boltwood Project supervisor.

All collected donations will be

delivered to the Amherst Survival

Center on Dec. 5. The Amherst
Survival Center provides clothing,

food and hot meals to needy families

and individuals free of charge.

Besides the bus. students have been

organizing to collect donations in

dorms, fraternities and sororities and

various other sites around campus.

"Not many students take initiative,"

Hernandez said. "Instead they take a

back seat."

"More students need to take part in

community service projects. There is a

very small amount of UMass students

Turn to BUS, page 2
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Smashed
This Campus Center entrance door was the victim of an attack over

the holiday weekend.

U.S., U.N. seek resolution,

diplomacy in Iraqi dispute

By John Diamond
Associated Press

Dan Perrone a freshman environmental science major, listens to Hwei-Ling of Amherst speak about the

wonders happening at Not Bread Alone, an Amherst soup kitchen, during the Oxfam Banquet Dinner, which

ended MassPIRG's Hunger and Homelessness Week, last Monday evening in EaTthfoods.

WASHINGTON — Top U.S. and

U.N. officials toned down their angry

rhetoric against Baghdad yesterday,

speaking not of air strikes or Iraqi

"human shields" but of using diplo-

macy to resolve a dispute with

Saddam Hussein over weapons
inspections and of easing hunger in

Iraq.

As Iraqi demonstrators accused the

West of starving Iraq's children.

Ambassador Bill Richardson, the U.S.

envoy to the United Nations, and

U.N. Secretary General Kofi Annan

both voiced .i willingness to improve

the flow of food and medicine to

Baghdad as soon M this week.

The powerful U.S. force on patrol

in the Gulf will remain as long as

President Clinton considers it neces-

sary. Richardson said. But he also

made it clear that the U.S. priority is

keeping the dispute on a diplomatic

level, even if it means putting up with

temporary Iraqi obstructionism

"We're not going to put any artifi-

cial deadlines." Richardson said on

NBC's "Meet the Press." when asked

how long the United States would tol-

erate Saddam's refusal to fully comply

with U.N. resolutions. "Our policy

has been steady, it's been measured...

we want diplomacy to work."

In a later appearance on CNN's
"Late Edition" Richardson said that

with the return of U.N. weapons
inspectors to Iraq, "The situation has

eased a little."

Richardson said the Clinton admin-

istration is willing to consider boost-

ing the food and medicine flowing to

Iraq through a program that allows

the Baghdad government to sell oil

for humanitarian supplies. And he

said that decision would have nothing

to do with Saddam's opposition to

allowing a U.N. weapons team to

inspect scores of presidential palaces

for evidence of Iraqi chemical, biolog-

ical and nuclear weapons programs.

"We see that as a separate, not

linked issue," Richardson said.

In a separate television talk show

appearance. Annan struck a patient

tone on access to Saddam's palaces,

saying thai negotiations later this

week between Iraqi officials and chief

U.N. inspector Richard Butler may
settle the impasse.

"We have had difficulties, but at

the same time, we have to recognize

TumtoU.N.,page2
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View from a Mary Lyon window
A rainy day greeted everybody returning from the Thanksgiving weekend on Sunday.
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continued from page )

helping out: we have 17.000 students,

ami only 1 .000 of them take part,"

Hernandez said.

After the bus is delivered to the

Amherst survival center, discussions

will take place about what needs to

exist in the area, what students can do
to help, and the importance of student

involvement and interaction within

the greater Amherst community.

Other groups sponsoring
Fill-A-Bus are Massachusetts Public

Interest Research Group (MassPIRG),

Alpha Sigma Phi. Interested Women
of Latina Promoviendo Comunidad
and SHARE.

U.N.

Come On In Out Of The Plain!

3 floors • stores galore • food & more

dictionary / six bucks • cup o'joe / a buck • "For Dummies" guides / nineteen bucks

beaded curtain / nine bucks • book bags / from eighteen bucks

Genko (for mental sharpness) / fifteen bucks • magic stone / twelve bucks

Armani hoseiry / nine bucks • Lucky jeans / sixty eight bucks

shower caddy / eleven bucks • CK boxer shorts / eighteen bucks

Hard Candy lipsticks / sixteen bucks

MARKETPLACE

"under the big qreen awning"

On the bus route • Open Mon -Tue - Wed 10-6. Thur - Fri - Sat 10-9; Sun 1 2-5

150 Main Street, Northampton

continued from page )

that the teams have been able to

accomplish a lot." Annan said on
ABC's "This Week" program. "It's

their palaces and their decision whom
they invite, but that's not what we are

interested in. We are interested in the

government giving access to the

inspectors to go wherever they sus-

pect illegal material may be hidden."

Annan said three U.N. Security

Council members — France. Russia

and China — remain opposed to the

use of force against Iraq. Even for the

United States to strike Iraq unilateral-

ly, Annan said, would require a sud-

den turn of events.

"If there were to be a provocation,

for example, if the Iraqis were to

shoot at the U-2s threatening U.S.

pilots, one never knows what would
happen," Annan said of the American
surveillance planes making flights

over Iraq.

Earlier yesterday, thousands of

Iraqis gathered in downtown Baghdad
shouting "Down with America!" and

taking part in a mass funeral for

dozens of children whose deaths Iraq

blamed on U.N. sanctions. Annan is

studying a report by UNICEF that

thousands of Iraqi children are dying

each week in part as a result of the

internationally imposed sanctions on
the Iraqi regime. The U.N. chief said

both the amount and quality of food

going to Iraq must increase and that

new equipment may be needed to

purify drinking water to prevent the

onset of dysentery.

"It will be necessary for us to

increase the amount of (Iraqi] oil sold

so that we can bring a better basket

of food to the Iraqi people," Annan
said.

Richardson said he expects Annan
will ask to increase the amount of oil

Iraq can sell from $2 billion to $3 bil-

lion for the next six months. The pro-

gram of oil for food is to come up for

renewal in the United Nations next

Friday.

Funds
UMass astronomer ludith

Young recently secured start-up

funds for a sunwheel. including

$6,000 from the National

Aeronautics and Space

Administration. $2,500 from the

University's Healey Endowment

and $2,500 privately raised funds.

By creating a large circle of

upright stones, each standing two

to three feet tall, the stones of a

sunwheel align perfectly with the

rising and setting sun at the times

of solstices and equinoxes.

The UMass sunwheel, which is

located in the Southwest corner of

the campus near McGuirk stadi-

um, is the only one in the country

located at a university.

Young had the site surveyed to

accurately locate north, south,

east and west and spent a year

observing sunrise and sunset.

Stakes were then hammered into

specific points in the field. Large

rocks, weighing about 500 pounds

each, replaced the wooden stakes

earlier this year, creating a prelim-

inary stone circle.

By the year 2000 Young hopes

to have sufficient funds to add

more than a dozen 10-foot-tall,

rough-cut, granite pillars outside

of the preliminary circle, so that

the sunwheel will be visible in all

seasons regardless of snow or tall

grass.

The public is welcome to visit

the sunwheel at any time.

Projects

In a joint project of the

University of Massachusetts and

Mexico, MAN Technologie AG,
Munich, Germany, has won a

competitive bid to do the critical

design work for a large millimeter

wave telescope (LMT) to be built

on Cerro LaNegra Mountain in

Central Mexico.

A radio telescope like the LMT
brings into sharp focus faint radio

signals which began their journey

earthward when the first stars in

the universe were created, allow-

ing researchers to better study the

origin of galaxies, stars, planets

and life itself.

The $50-60 million project is

the largest scientific undertaking

ever by the University or the gov-

ernment of Mexico. Half of the

funding will come from Mexico,

while the other half will conk

from the U.S.

When the project is finished.

astronomers will be able to use the

telescope from campus through

remote observing via computer

links.

It is hopeful that the project will

be done by the year 2000, but

post-construction testing may take-

two to three years beyond that.

Lecture

Alex Pentland, the Academic

head of the Media Laboratory at

the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, will deliver the fourth

Distinguished lecture Series.

titled "Smart Rooms, Smart
Clothes." sponsored by UMass and

the computer science department.

The event, which is free and

open to the public, will be on

Wed.. Dec. 3 in Morrill North,

room 329 at 4 p.m.

Pentland's expertise is in com
puter systems that can follow peo-

ple's actions, recognizing their

faces, hand gestures and facial

expressions, and learning their

preferences as well as how they

express themselves.

Pentland was recently listed in

Newsweek as one of the 100

Americans most likely to shape

the next century.

Conferences

Lee Edwards, dean of the

College of Humanities and Fine

Arts, Hanlvn Davies. head of the

art department, Ann Ferguson,

head of the women's studies pro-

gram, and Bruce Laurie, head ol

the history department, recenti)

took part in a national conference

on the future of the humanities in

higher education.

The annual conference, which

was sponsored by the Council ol

Colleges of Arts and Sciences.

took place in New Orleans. La.

Participants discussed creative

responses to such issues as shrink-

ing budgets, advances in technolo-

gy, and trends in interdisciplinary

studies nationwide.

— compiled by Jonathan
Liberty
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from Ernie before the holiday weekend.

JANUARY CLASSES
Title

Keyboardmg For Information Processing

Introduction To Dance

Computer Literacy

Introduction To The Internet

English Composition I

English Composition II

Intermediate Grammar Review

French Skills Practice I

History Of The American People Since 1 865

Counseling Skills

Winter Outdoor Recreation

Practical Nursing Practicum

Introduction To Prof Nursing And The Nursing Process

Principles Of Psychology

Responding To Emergencies And Community CPR
Spanish Skills Practice I

Spanish Skills Practice II

Oral Communication: Public Speaking

^r. Days Time Course Dates

1 MTW F 9-12:15 1/2-1/7

3 MTWThF 9-12 1/2-1/21

1 MT ThF 9-12:15 1/8-1/13

1 TWThF 9-12:15 1/14- 1/20

3 MTWThF 9-12 1/2- 1/21

3 MTWThF 9-12 1/2- 1/21

2 MTWThF 10-12 1/2- 1/21

2 MTWThF 9-12 1/6- 1/16

3 MTWThF 9-12 1/2- 1/21

3 MTWThF 9-12 1/2-1/21

2 MT ThF 12:30-4:30 1/2- 1/16

2 TWThF 8-3:30 1/2- 1/22

1 days and times to be arranged

3 MTWThF 9-12 1/2- 1/21

3 MTWThF 9-12 1/2- 1/21

2 MTWThF 9-12 1/6- 1/16

2 MTWThF 9-12 1/6- 1/16

3 MTWThF 6-9 p.m. 1/2- 1/21

Take a course during January Intersession!

You can complete a one, two,

or three credit course during January.

Register through Tuesday, December 23, 1997

Classes begin Friday, January 2 and run through

Wednesday, January 21 . 1998 - unless otherwise noted.

(No class on Monday, January 19, Martin Luther Kim; Day)

To register, call 413-774-3131, ext. 272

Israeli troops

may pull out

of West Bank
By Hilary Appelman
Associated Press

IERUSA1.F.M — Israeli Cabinet

voted yesterday to go forward with a

promised troop withdrawal from the

West Bank — but set no date and

made the pullout conditional on
Palestinians doing more to fight terror-

ism.

Sixteen Cabinet ministers approved

the move, and two abstained. The min-

isters made no decision about the

extent of the withdrawal. Critics have

said adding conditions gives Islamic

militants a chance to scuttle the pullout

by staging attacks in Israel — as they

have done in the past, prompting

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu to

halt peace talks temporarily.

Still. Marwan Kanafani, a

spokesman for Palestinian leader

Yasser Arafat, was cautiously opti-

mistic.

"It's encouraging to finally see the

Israeli government decide to abide by

the agreements that we spent a long

time with them to reach," he told The

Associated Press.

Kanafani said the Palestinians would

have to "wait and see" what kind of

conditions Israel attached to the with-

drawal. But Hanan Ashrawi, a minister

in Arafat's Cabinet, rejected Israel set-

ting any conditions for a withdrawal

promised in agreements already signed

by Netanyahu's government. "We are

not willing to accept unilateral Israeli

measures." she told CNN. A statement

issued by the Israeli Cabinet indicated

it would carry out just one redeploy-

ment — rather than the three promised

in the existing Israel-Palestinian agree-

ments.

The statement also said Israel would

continue "strengthening" its settle-

ments in the West Bank, despite con-

demnations by both the Palestinians

and the United States.

Cabinet Secretary Danny Naveh said

Netanyahu, Foreign Minister David

Levy, Defense Minister Yitzhak

Mordechai and Infrastructure Minister

Ariel Sharon would meet soon to come

up with an exact plan for the withdraw-

al and for beginning talks with the

Palestinians on a final peace settlement.

Up until now, Palestinians have

refused to enter final status talks with

the Netanyahu government — mostly

for fear that it would not agree to their

demand for statehood.

Naveh did not give a timetable for

the withdrawal, refusing even to say

that it would be carried out by mid-

1 4M8 — the deadline set in the Israel-

Palestinian agreements for all three

redeployments to be completed.

Attention all
Collegian staff mem-

bers:

Applications for
spring 1998 editorial
positions are cur-
rently being accept-
ed. The deadline for

applications is
tomorrow at 5 p.m.

A mandatory

,

all—staff meeting and
Candidate's Night

will be held
Wednesday, Dec. 3 at
7 p.m. The location

will be posted in the
newsroom.

Voting for editorial
positions will take

place Dec. 4—5 in the
Collegian offices.

Pizza

Calzones

Subs

Buffalo Wings

Fast Free Delivery

Sunday - Thursday:

3:30 PM -1:30 AM

Friday & Saturday:

3:30 PM - 2 AM

Medium Two Topping Pizza & Two 12 oz. Sodas

only $9.
95

1

THE OFF-CAMPUS MEAL PLAN

The Union Grill

Terri Yaki's

Block & Barrel

Bowl & Bread

T-Mex

-\.o(

:'/n<\ TMEX
Totally Mexican

s *

S«*ot St SttcuL

1 erri Ya*rci f

NOW AVAILABLE

ll*^4ik food]
risracn court

|

located in the basement of the Student Union Building
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The pirates beat the FCC
Freedom of speech in the United States may be

catching up with radio broadcast technology — final-

ly.

Governments can't grant the right to speak freely:

th;it we have automatically. It's a "basic human
right." As far as free speech is concerned, govern-

ments have no jurisdiction.

That is, unless a government attempts to impose

laws restricting open speech. Which is exactly what

the U.S. Federal Communications Commission (FCC)

does as part of its mission.

The FCC is not, on the surface, an official state

censor. But in its attempts to

organize and parcel out the avail- ^a»f*»*»*»*l^a»Ja»*»a

able frequencies for radio broad- ^^^^^Daniel
cast, the FCC has mandated that ^ml^^-^^^^™
"the minimum power for an FM broadcast station

which a construction permit applicant may request is

100 watts... new FM stations will not be authorized

to operate with less than these minimums."

The effect of this rule is to limit free speech.

Readily- available technology allows radio stations to

broadcast in the range of 10 to 20 watts with an

investment of perhaps $250 — not much more than

the cost of a decent stereo system or some good win-

ter clothes.

Ten to 20 watts is enough to cover a few miles. In

other words, a community. This is why the people

starting small- scale, unlicensed stations most often

calls themselves the "community radio" or "microp-

ower radio" movement. "Pirate radio" is another

term they'll go by, because if the government won't

free the airwaves, the movement will.

In contrast to the affordability of micropower sta-

tions, major investments are required to build a 100

watt. licensable station. Investments in the range of

$100,000.
This keeps ordinary folks from having access to

programming on radio, instead making sure that the

airwaves remain in the hands of large businesses and

institutions. The arguments in favor of micropower

broadcasting share much in common with the well-

established necessity of community access channels

an cable television systems.

Happily, recent news from a court case between

community station Free Radio Berkeley and the FCC
indicates a big legal step has been taken toward

declaring the FCC's attempt to silence such broad-

casters unconstitutional.

According to Free Radio Berkeley manager
Stephen Dunifer. Federal District Court ludge
Claudia Wilken announced on Nov. 12 "in favor of

Stephen Dunifer and Free Radio Berkeley. Her ruling

denies the FCC's motion for summary judgment for a

permanent injunction, states that she has jurisdiction

in this case and that the FCC's regulatory structure is

unconstitutional."

The "permanent injunction" that the FCC sought

meant that Free Radio Berkeley would've been put

off the air for good. The "summary judgment" part

means that the FCC was asking the

i^MHHaM judge to refuse consideration of the

Bodah First Amendment issues involved.

Well, two strikes for the FCC!
The Free Radio Berkeley case isn't over, but at

least now there is hope that an outdated and repres-

sive FCC will be forced to honor our rights.

It is true that without some organization, radio sta-

tions could potentially interfere with each other and

crowd the dial so that none come in clearly.

However, there are usually a large number of open

frequencies in any given locale. Besides, with the

weak output and small range of a micropower or

community radio station, interference problems can

be easily worked out.

The FCC. if it exists at all, should be spending tax

money working out problems exactly like these,

rather than operating to transfer public airwaves to

private corporations. I don't even have space to get

into the stupidity and hollowness of most commercial

radio programming here. It is sufficient to note that

the airwaves belong to the public and should be

available to all.

Let's hope that ludge Wilken's decision opens the

way for many and varied community stations to oper-

ate openly and without fear of paying tens of thou-

sands of dollars in fines for exercising free speech.

Incidentally, the FCC may be striking back — out-

side the courts. An FCC team is allegedly on an East

Coast Tour in a blue pickup with a white cap and a

big antenna, sweeping for micropower stations. Two
stations in Florida and one in Philadelphia were shut

down recently. It's not clear whether these iictions

are connected to the court loss against Free Radio

Berkeley, but the possibility shouldn't be dismissed.

Daniel Bodah is a Collegian columnist.

"No thanks!" giving
Pushed and bumped, with two sticky pints of Sam

Adams dripping along my arm, I return to the table.

It's a familiar scene: a small, smoke-filled room, token

pool table and jure'b'tiy iliftfed away in the back — the

J;^Mc-febuW»flri bar.'Ybu know, the ones that are

empty 90 'pWceflt of the' time, except

for that traditional rite of passage. ^™"^^tT^
Like so many salmon swimming up ^^^^Cnns

stream, hordes of college students ^^^^^^^^^
return to town, packed shoulder to shoulder in the

once forbidden downtown watering hole tossing back
one-dollar bottles of Bud. Waiting at the table are two
high school friends home for Thanksgiving. With
months of catching up to do and the prospect of gradu-

ation looming on the horizon, the setting has all the

ingredients for a relaxing evening of holiday cheer.

Except for "that guy"— or girl, as the case may be.

As one eye expertly monitors the overflow of beer,

which has by now burnt a stain into my shoes, the

other scans the crowd for a free path to the table. After

ducking under the cloud of cigar smoke spewed forth

by the resident Norm Peterson impersonator, I find my
spot. Then tragedy strikes.

With an innocent tap on the shoulder, the next 30

minutes of my life is sucked into a social black hole.

"Hey! What's going on, man? Home for

Thanksgiving, huh? What have you been up to?" he

asks innocently enough.

After racking my brain for the next five seconds, I

realize that there is no chance I will remember his

name so I decide to take the defensive. With a simple.

"Not much," I try to step by him. but to no avail.

"Well, my last four years have been crazy! 1 started

out at UMass-Lowell. and... ah. that didn't work out."

Whoever this guy was, he was kicked out of two
schools and his own home, dated an alcoholic and was
now trying to earn enough cash to go back to school. A

sad story, no doubt, but I wonder if the fact that we
had both graduated from the same high school four

years ago warranted this outpouring.

After recounting my own tale in kind, my eyes dart

back to my friends. No help. As I take a step forward,

in hope of trying to get back to my pals.

*i»»»»»»»»»»»»»ma»al "that guy" introduces me to "that girl."

Stamm -Oh, my God! How are you? It's been
^^^^^^^^™ so long." she informs the entire bar and

the rest of eastern Massachusetts.

Apparently, she was also a long-forgotten high

school peer, and from the way she was speaking. I

guess we were good friends. In fact. I was waiting for

her to mention "love child" and "child support." but

thankfully she didn't.

As my eyes glaze over and the thick foam of my beer

begins to evaporate, my brain takes control. "Really,

you work in a salon? How interesting. You mean your

hair really isn't that blond? Get out!"

No luck.

Sitting across the bar were two of my closest friends

in the world. For the past four years, we've made an

effort to keep in touch, but you can never really know
what someone is up to when they are gone for so long.

There was a time when I really would have been inter-

ested in catching up with the forgotten peer, or at least

pretended that I was. But this time. I neither cared nor

had any desire to rekindle a superficial flame that never

burned.

Besides, I missed a great story from my friend Rob,

the end of which involved a road trip to Notre Dame, a

Winnebago, and the loss of a large security deposit for

undisclosed reasons.

At least I know that for the friends that really matter,

conversation doesn't flow only on account of a holiday

and pitchers of cheap beer.

Chris Stamm is a Collegian columnist.
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Front-page porn
Editors at the University of Msemi hlllllln Bfltfmi news-

paper came across a gold mine of a story last week, but tar-

nished it ;is soon as they got their hands on it.

Discovering that their student government's computers

were being used to access Internet pornography was an

alarming issue, worthy of a front-page expose — the actual

pornographic photos, however, were

not.

Because of the Mass Medium irre-

sponsible editorial decision, the mien

tion of the university community and

the taxpayers of the Commonwealth
has largely been focused on the paper,

and not the source of the problem

the student government officers and

their advisors. This. I presume, was not

the goal of the newspaper.

Or was it? After all. the Mass Media

sat* fit to print an extra thousand

copies in addition to their regular

weekly run of 3.000. fat what pur-

pose? To ensure that even mure copies
^^^^^^^^^^™

of the raunchy front page would be lying around to offend

the student body? Or maybe with the hopes that some
copies would circulate off campus, where young children

could see the titillating cover and learn that pornography is

wrong?

Mass Media Editor-in-Chief Sam Farrington told the

Associated Press "we wanted to make sure that it was taken

seriously" in an explanation for printing the sexually explicit

pictures on the cover. So, essentially, the only way he

thought readers would pay "serious" attention would be to

further exploit the naked women depicted in the porno-

graphic scene by making sure everyone ^aw it.

It almost makes the paper's actions worse than those of

the student government officers.

And as far as garnering appropriate levels of attention, the

l#0M Mt'.lia editors were oveneatoui to the point of being

stupid. All you need is a 48-point bold, banner headline

across the top of the page with the word "pornography" in it

somewhere, and you've grasped your readers' attention.

Issues like this face editors of newspapers everywhere —
it's what you do about it that can make or break you. and

"All you need is a

48-point bold, banner

headline across the top of

thepage with the word

"pornography " in it some-

where, andyou vegasped

your readers ' attention.

"

Laura Stock

the story. If you do it right, you're a hero. Do it wrong, and

you're a muckraking tabloid whose credibility just went

down the toilet.

The repercussions of the Mass Media's poor editorial

judgment extended beyond the walls of their own news-

room. As soon as rumors about front-page pom leaked to

other media, the Collegian was deluged

with phone calls from reporters who
thought we printed it.

As Managing Editor here, I fielded

all of the inquiries, promptly re-direct-

ing callers to the Boston campus. I felt

a strange mix of pride that it wasn't the

Collegian which acted so irresponsibly,

and anger that once people heard
"UMass newspaper" and "pom." they

called us.

Even family members who heard rid

bits on the news approached me and

other staffers over Thanksgiving break,

asking if it was the Collegian which
^^^^^^^^^

printed the pictures.

In fairness to the Mass Media. I didn't have all of the

background information they did in making the call on the

photos. What I do know is there are certain responsibilities

unique to running an independent college newspaper (Mass

Media just became independent last spring).

There is no financial or educational support from the uni-

versity, yet you are considered the paper of, and for. the uni-

versity. It is the constant endeavor of the college newspaper

staff to prove that while they strive for the same profession-

alism of other, revenue-based papers, they are still students

learning as they go.

What the Mass Media did for all independent student

newspapers was bring us backwards a little in our efforts to

prove we are a responsible medium.
Every newspaper sets its own standards, however, and

while other papers refuse to print the f-word, the Mass
Media may be content to depict it right on the cover.

They should realize, though it is their job to be the watch-

dog of their student government — and in this case, every-

one just wound up being dogs.

Laura Stock is a Collegian columnist.
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Don't stop the singing, yet!

By
what sends

the white kids

I ain '' sent:

I know I can't

be President.

What don't bug
them white kids

sure bugs me:
We know everybody

ain't free.

Lies written down
for white folks

ain't for us a-tall:

Liberty and fustice —
Huh' — for all?

— Langston Hughes, "Children's

Rhymes"

During the Civil Rights

Movement of the 1950s and 1960s,

one song that was very popular was

"We Shall Overcome." Any time we
see a video or news clip in reference

it will have us believe the message

of the song no longer has validity or

purpose in America. 1 suggest other-

wise.

A recent poll of 300 black teens

published in the Nov. 24. 1997

issue of Time magazine showed that

77 percent of the black teen respon-

dents believed they had never been

a victim of discrimination. I

attribute their opinion to the lack of

experience in life, since most have

not tried to enter the workforce or

get a loan for a major purchase such

as a home. In fact, the article puts

forth the notion that kids today no

longer see race in the same light as

their parents. So. are we to infer

that America has done away with

her race problem? I believe that

many in our society and more par-

ticularly on our campuses would

like to think so.

The majority of white Americans

just cannot believe that there is still

racial discrimination in the United

States. Hence, the big uproar over

the continued use of affirmative

action programs. They see the limit-

ed number of (reported) racial inci-

dents as being caused by a very

small pocket of radical whites, such

as the Ku Klux Klan, Skinheads,

white separatists or similar groups.

They believe racism is no longer

the norm on predominantly white

college campuses, and go as far as

to consider these institutions multi-

cultural bastions. They deny the

reality of discrimination and racism

in education and
society as a whole.

They feel the prob-

lems expressed by

blacks are created in their own
minds. Even some blacks have

begun to support such ignorant

dogma. Shelby Steele, a black man,

contends that most black students

have "an unconscious need to exag-

gerate the level of racism on cam-

pus... to make it a matter of the sys-

tem, not just a handful of students."

I know that whenever black peo-

ple bring up issues of injustice, they

are thought of as whining or com-

plaining by white people. Many
whites would argue that blacks are

just looking for a scapegoat for their

own lack of ability. In the view of

Martin Seligman: "The reflex of

thinking 'racism' when thwarted or

when justice is not done produces

more hopelessness, giving up and

depression than do these alterna-

tives. 'Racism,' the system,' and

'white people' are just as destructive

explanations as 'I'm stupid' or 'I'm

lazy' ever were."

Seligman is not alone in his mode

of thinking. Richard Bernstein,

states "there is a predominating

antiracist ethos on campuses" and

that "college and university admin-

istrations are eager to assuage the

anger of minority students."

Allan Bloom, sees college cam-

puses as places populated by white

students who "just do not have prej-

udices anymore."

I find the poll and the varied

opinions rather annoying. While it

may be true that people are not

hung in public anymore (as far as

we know), have the attitudes of the

lynch mob's children really

changed? We are all socialized and

for that matter we are all socialized

on a personal level by those closest

to us. So, if this is true how can we
grow up with views opposing those

of our most trusted educators, our

parents? We can have our views

,^_^_^____ changed or chal-

nr 11 \ A USII lenged, that is only

lerrellM.. nlll after we have been
* presented with new

information. This typically occurs

when we enter college.

Many predominantly white col-

leges and universities have taken

serious measures toward educating

their student bodies around issues

of diversity and race. Although

these programs are not making
gigantic strides, they are making
some headway nonetheless.

However, 1 would like to caution

those who see these efforts as proof

that all of our troubles are behind

us.

Just as there are proponents of

such measures, there are still many

more who see these same efforts as

negative. In their opinion, "the val-

ues of excellence and tolerance are

frequently viewed as under attack

from misguided administrators, rad-

ical professors, multiculturalists and

students and professors of color."

Many of the same people who argue

that blacks are always complaining

and "crying wolf" about their lives

are the same people who argue

against multicultural or diversity

courses being mandatory or even

present at colleges and universities.

They see this new awareness and

inclusion as a sort of academic revo-

lution headed up by black students

and faculty. Some even argue that

these students and faculty have

gained control of the discussions

and curriculum planning at many

schools. I would like to know where

black people are in control. Public

perception and media hype is amaz-

ing.

Bloom argues that there is "a

large black presence in major uni-

versities, frequently equivalent to

the black proportion in ;he general

population." Actually, there are only

two traditionally white schools in

the country that have black enroll-

ments exceeding the national census

figure of about 12 percent. They are

Wayne State in Michigan (24 per-

cent) and Brooklyn College in New
York City (21 percent). 1 would be

remiss if I did not add that these

schools are in urban areas with

heavy black populations.

Arthur Schlesinger sees the addi-

tion of multicultural courses into

school curriculum as an "invasion of

American schools by the Afrocentric

curriculum." Ironically enough,

Schlesinger has titled his book, "The

Disuniting of America." I contend

that unless something was united

from the start it cannot be disunited.

Everyone speaks of opportunities

all too often, but the reality is

blacks have to fight for everything

they get from the "womb to the

tomb." Society is quick to point out

blacks who have "made it" in

America, such as Michael lordan,

Clarence Thomas and Oprah
Winfrey. We know that these people

and those in the same genre are

truly exceptions and definitely not

the norm for black people. There

are whites always looking for those

"exceptions that prove their rule."

At colleges all over the country,

black students are finding that they

are really not as welcome as the

scholars and media would have

them to believe. In my opinion,

black people have made some
progress in this nations, but we still

have a long way to go. Y'all keep

singing!

Terrell M. Hill is a UMass
Graduate student.

Open letter to my brother: Expressions
™ . «. . i » _ __ J i_i_ ^1. 1 »-*--* nil ,>.., An ie rrrtcc ih**» riV*»l

ft

I
trust that you will so live

today as to realize that

you are masters of your

own fate. If there is any-

thing you want in this world it is

for you to strike out with confi-

dence and faith in self and reach

for it. because God has created it

for your happiness wheresoever

you may find it in nature. Nature

is bountiful: nature is resourceful,

and nature is willing to obey the

command of man — Man the sov-

ereign lord: man is supposed to

hold dominion and take possession

of this great world of ours.
"

— Marcus Garvey

Sandler |my younger brother] —

For as far as I can remember, we
have not been close males in our

family structure. Only in the past

couple of years have I seen any

kind of bond developing into a

positive relationship where we
have actually benefited from each

other's guidance: me to you. and

you to me.

I am reminded of a conversation

we had after I attended the Million

Man March on Oct. 26. 1995. You

had asked me about ,the overall

effect of the March on me, as a

young black man. That was some-

thing to ponder.

I took in the words and advice

on how to maintain myself at lite

University of Massachusetts at

Amherst. From dealing with the

UMass women, to the pressures of

drinking and smoking (it was too

late for all that) and balancing my
social and scholastic lives. I look at

sou. and the manner in which you

gaze at me when I talk to you. and

how you don't help but listen.

Though we vary in age by six years,

we have never had the chance to

sit down and have the discussions

of how to be a man, to ask the

questions you might pose to me
about adulthood.

Seeing that our father deserted,

departed and abandoned us about

eight years agd. I can't help but

feel the urge to stress to you that

no one in life is going to have the

prolonged effect on you that 1 have

(and will) until I leave this earth. I

am the only person that can help

you become the man you need to

be.

I was there the morning after

Ma gave birth to you at Mount
Auburn Hospital in Cambridge. I

saw as you were held in our

father's arms and we posed for a

picture: Lily lour sister] and I on

either side of him. I watched you

evolve into Ma's little man, becom-

ing the epitome of what she want-

ed out of a son. Something I failed

miserably at doing in my youth.

Maybe God was watching me.

my first five years on the planet,

and decided I would become what

I ultimately did. I was a pain in the

ass. 1 was temperamental. 1 con-

stantly brought trouble in the

house. I even cursed at Ma and

Daddy (I can't believe that he

left!).

I wasn't the greatest son in the

world, but God knows I tried. You
have seen the punishment I put her

and Lily in, always bailing me out

of some predicament. Calling the

police on me. Even sometimes
kicking me out of the house with

tears rolling down her cheek, andyou
watching;

almost
i n f 1 u -

enced by
these
decisions.

She tried

her hard-

est and
damnest
to keep
me off

t h e

streets of

Boston,
so I

wasn't
involved
in shoot-

ing, deal-

ing and

Look at the news.

California has

already legally

denounced affirma-

tive action, a large

reason why I am in

college, and why I

attended

Buckingham,
Browne and Nichols.

Kenny Lfuoste

destroying my life, knowing 1 had

the potential to succeed.

You know how it is to live in a

strict household, and it didn't help

my rebelling almost every other

day. Sandler, it is hard being a

young black man in America, with

all these risks and factors that we

are so easily susceptible to. Trust

me, I have witnessed all of these.

AIDS, drugs, prison, sex and

lack of male role models are some

of the principle attributes to why
we are a dying breed and looking

in the mirror at socioeconomic
extinction.

Look at the news. California has

already legally denounced affirma-

tive action, a large reason why I

am in college, and why 1 attended

Buckingham, Browne and Nichols.

Imagine living in a society ruled by

|im Crow and segregation. That's

what our future brings forth if we

do not act now, and propel the rest

of our community, our family, our

friends. We need more generals in

the fight, for we have too many
privates.

Sandler. I was a lost cause after

our father left. 1 was entering my
manhood with the supervision of

Ma and Grandma. I did not know
which direction to turn to. I had

lost my only outlet into how to

become an adult.

I assumed he knew everything.

Ma didn't know, she was just a

woman, I thought. Grandma was

too old. I didn't get along with Ma
in those days. 1 was caught in the

mainstream trying to find the posi-

tive male in so many other clusters.

individuals and black men. 1 tried

to overlook the fact that these

weren't family members. The reali-

ty was that they were only doing a

9-5 occupation, of making sure

that 1 graduated. And, once that

was achieved, they would loosen

their hold and haul me off into the

real world.

We have a history of being

humiliated, beaten, chastised,

molested. Thus, we watched help-

lessly as our women, mothers, sis-

ters, aunts, grandmoth-

ers and daughters were

raped maliciously and
repeatedly whipped and

forced to bear their

slave master's children,

who would become sub-

jected to life as bastard

children, as you and I.

Do you hear me? These

were our
great-great-great-great

grandfathers, mothers,

aunts and uncles that

suffered and died, and
we just take advantage

of this and live.

Ma gets mad when I

feed your brain with
"Pro-black ideology."

There is a reason. We
take so much advantage

of our history that it is ridiculous.

We learn about the white interpre-

tation of history (that's right.

HIS-story). We don't learn from

our perspective, which is the true

interpretation.

It is essential that you do not

adopt any images from this society

on what it is to become successful.

The same nation that kidnapped

our ancestors from their native

homelands, killed millions of our

diaspora in a genocide and exploit-

ed their physical superiority in the

building of this country is the same

nation that will poison you with

false information on how Abe
Lincoln was the "Great

Emancipator" and thai George
Washington chopped down the

cherry tree: that white folks ended

segregation and freed the slaves

because they wanted to. Bull.

On |uly 7th, you turned 14. and

1 couldn't be there for your birth-

day. In lune. you graduated eighth

grade with honors and I couldn't

be present at that momentous
occasion. I saw the pictures and

witnessed the joyous glee and

admiration that was shown on your

face, and how it looked like you

did not miss your brother like I

missed our father at my gradua-

tions. I saw how you clutched your

black friends and Ma. I was
ashamed of myself for not being

there when you really needed me. 1

was thinking of myself and going

through my transformation as teen

approaching adulthood. It is far

too common that our black men
are not reaching back. Essentially

all we do is cross the river and

anchor the boat to shore.

Now, you are approaching sex

and women. Please treat them with

respect and dignity, and you will

always be blessed. 1 know you've

kept in mind how I had three, four

and five girls calling the house, and

how 1 gave them the same lines.

How I constantly talked about sex,

with my boys, in front of you.

There are epidemics out there

called teen pregnancy and STDs. I

don't know what I would do if you

fell victim to these factors. I have

had sex in the crib. Ma doesn't

know about it, but I am mature in

telling you. because I don't feel

good about my past actions and

neither should you.

With your older siblings in col-

lege. \ou stand alone in the house

that has produced many a good

time, and many a bad one. You are

now the man of the house and you

have to do your job in supporting,

aiding and comforting Ma in any

way you possibly can. For this is

her time. It has always been her

time. You know that Boyz II Men
song. "Mama, Mama" (1 think,

from the Soul Food soundtrack), it

has really helped in realizing that I

put her through 20 years of misery.

Please, don't do the same.

God is watching you, Sandler.

He has his eyes fixed on us. So

what can we do? Become as suc-

cessful as you can. Get into college

and graduate with honors. I am
telling you this because that is all

people told me. That is what the

world measures the black man by.

if he didn't go through prison,

shoot anybody or drop out of high

school.

You're a good ball player as

well. Use that to pimp the system

that keeps pimping our brothers in

the NBA and in college. I feel

strong that you will make me
proud and Ma joyous. This is your

rite of passage. The same rite of

passage that we were accustomed

to in Africa. Our manhood was

tested, and we were put into the

jungles and woods to see how we

would survive outside of our vil-

lages and clans. When we were

successful, we were honored and

given the title of men. so that we

may be with the women.
I am nearly complete with my

rite of passage, as you are now
entering it. You know your

strengths and weaknesses. Sandler,

know your opponents and the rules

they abide by. And remember, I

will always be the black man,
model, mentor and brother that

you need.

Don't hesitate to contact me
anytime you need my guidance and

support.

Tell Ma and Lily I love them.

Peace.

Kenny Lacoste is a UMass stu-

dent.

Seize the moment
{£? I 1 here are years that ask

I questions and years
"- that answer"

— Zora Neale Hurston

This is the time of year when
celebrations begin and the year

slowly winds down to a finish.

Out with the old and in with the

new. At the dawning of each year

we usually take time to reflect,

reassess and set new goals, and

it's good that we do. But, in reali-

ty, each moment is a potential

turning point and each breath

offers a chance for a new begin-

One ofntng
God's greatest

gifts to us is that

any time or place

along our journey we can make a

fresh start.

Living in balance is the goal.

Maintaining balance is our chal-

lenge as obligations and responsi-

bilities press in around us. Our
commitments to ourselves are the

first we let go of causing living to

hurt. Our body weakens, our

mind becomes muddled and our

spirit grows weary.

So often we lose sight of how
capable and courageous we are

and the distance we have trav-

eled. Despite our personal chal-

lenges and the many forces

arrayed against us. the great

majority of black folks are getting

on with their lives. Despite the

straits we are in, we must cele-

brate the distance we have come.

The chaos in the world doesn't

htve to be our reality. We can

choose sanity, order or whole-

ness. We often forget that we
don't belong to our responsibili-

ties, boyfriend, girlfriend, parents

and schoolwork. Rather, we have

responsibilities and relationships.

They are our gifts and challenges;

God's way of engaging us and

MiUkent Jmkson
|

focusing our attention on the

spiritual lessons that are often

difficult to live.

In the inspirational guide

Lessons in Living, Susan L.

Taylor (editor-in-chief of

Essence magazine) describes

humans as spiritual beings of

light and love, sent forth to learn

how to live in balance in the

material world. The daily dramas

that seem so overwhelming »re

meant to challenge, season and
inspire us to keep correcting our

course and putting our faith in

the laws of love and reciprocity.

The greatest
challenge is stay-

ing mindful that

each of us is a

world of authority.

We must remember that we ate

miraculous beings and have spe-

cial contributions to make.
Listening inwardly, quietly and
faithfully each day must become
our highest priority.

Susan Ban Breathnack. author

of the bestsclling Simple
Abundance, A Daybook of
Comfort and Joy, suggests for the

new year (instead of making reso-

lutions) write down your most
private aspirations, those long-

ings which you have rucked away
until the time seems right. Trust

that now is the time. Ask the

questions.

Take a leap of faith and begin

your new year by believing in

yourself. You don't need any-

one's permission or encourage-

ment to take the reigns of your

life into your own hands. Living a

balanced life demands that we
take into account all our needs

and assume responsibility for

making time to make them come
true.

Millicent Jackson is a

Collegian columnist.

Scrappin' for crumbs
Whatever happened to helping a

brother or a sister when they were

down? Why do we walk right on them,

instead?

Here we are. at an institution that

already weeds out those individuals

that are not serious or dedicated, but

still we chose to bicker over things that

make little or no

sense. Let's get

past that pettiness

and concentrate

on the things that are a little more pos-

itive.

While I was having a conversation

with a peer of mine, the idea of net-

working among each other came up.

We asked each other: Why is it that

the minority communities are divided?

What do we hope to gain by further

dividing our opportunities which we

will present to each other later in life?

I have the answer to those questions.

Instead of looking at the bigger pic-

ture we chose to zoom in on the comer

of the picture. Take a good look at

yourself and where you will be in a few-

years. How are you going to get there?

Is it by the content of your character,

the hard work that you have put forth

or the influential people that you have

kept in touch with? If you guessed the

influential people, you guessed right.

We, as minorities, need to realize

that stepping on each other is not the

way to go about building a network of

opportunities. When I say stepping on.

I mean letting our cultural or monetary

differences get in the way of the uplift

-

ment of our people.

We are here to further understand

our importance in the chain link net-

working. Each of us possesses the

capability to be somewhere in five or

10 years to benefit the next generation

of our peers. See

the college expe-

rience as some-

where to begin.

AJbertina Fernandes
j

All the cultural RSOs that deal with

trying to further the understanding of

their culture is a start. But even there

we can't seem to be one community

and recognize the significance of every-

one in the ALANA community.

I know that many of you have heard

the saying "united we stand, divided

we fall," but here at UMass and every-

where else in the United States, I'm

pretty sure that saying is actually

"divided we stand, united we fall."

Realize how i- .portant we are to

one another.

Acknowledge the countless opportu-

nities we present to one another. Have

we forgotten why we came here in the

first place? Lend me a helping hand

and 1 will more than gladly lend you

one. We are not here to scour for

crumbs but rather chunks; chunks that

make a difference, not cause more divi-

sion.

Albertina Fernandes is a Collegian

columnist.

My Loud Silence

My quiet death occurs when the loudest stay

asleep

In my future mind, grim will reap

Outside misery glides depriving lives, scream-

ing

"Death to Birth of young minds!"

Increasing all my losses, crying two fold

Dividing my only life's hold on grips of reality

Conquering me quickly so I see sadly

A last stand fallen by many that leave

Microscope slides to view the few left

Lost, caught, trapped in the greed

Process of elimination, rest in peace

Slow to see, snow in the Summer round the

nucleus of me
Change the environment, no species diversity

Now its succumbing to be a true UNI-versity

Catalog perfect don't you see!

One me to every three, less are here as we
speak
How many do we lose before we pull back

what we deserve?

I scream completely unheard

My loud silence — Eric L. Estremera

/
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Trials & tribulations of a soap fan
Hello my fellow soap fanatics. I

hope you had a lovely Thanksgiving

despite the countless and slightly

annoying pre-emptions that plagued

our beloved soaps. Must we suffer

through another oh so boring
Macy's parade (an event that wasn't

entirely without its theatrics... who
knew Barney could be so danger-

ous).

1 hate to admit it. but I actu

ally missed a great deal of the

soaps this week, due to pre-

emptions and some other
details (Thanksgiving is

always one crisis after

another). I feel awful,

withdrawal pains and
all. but hey, stuff hap-

pens! Usually I

move heaven and
earth to watch
them.

I've only missed a total of four

or five episodes of "General
Hospital" during the last five years.

I can't lie. "GH" has always been

my baby (we all have one). I've

been watching for 1 1 long years

now (God. I feel so old), so if 1

seem a little partial, feel free to give

me a nudge.

Speaking of missing my faves. I

have a minor dilemma. I'm con-
vinced the University is out to get

me. Generally, my policy regarding

pre-reg is to schedule my classes

around my fave soaps (I'm all too

aware of how ridiculous 1 am, so

save your breath. The scary thing

is. I'm not alone). Thanks to the

pain in the butt scheduling this

year, that won't be happening. I

have a conflicting class that I can't

get out of and on a Monday and
Friday no less (crucial days). For

some reason or another all of mv

classes are between the hours of

one and four o'clock or even better,

all at the exact same time. What's

up with that? I'll be a second
-emcster junior next semester so my
choices were limited. I bit the bul-

let and let the University rake me
over the coals once again.

I know, tough life (the drama
queen in me
has to com-
plain).
You're
probably
thinking,
"Hello,
that's what
they invent-

ed
' VCRs

for."

I have one
but it's so
prehistoric,

I'm not even sure if programming is

an option not to mention the fact

that I often flip between the various

soaps. Try programming that into

your VCR. I hope Santa's extra gen-

erous this year (hint, hint Mom... I

know you read this) and buys me
the grandaddy of all VCRs.

Still. 1 feel like fighting back. I

think we should fight for a Soap
Opera Appreciation Day(s), making

it illegal for the University to

deprive us of more than two soaps

on a Monda> and Friday. We could

storm Whitmore shouting, "Hell

no, we won't miss 'Days'!" until

they buckle. Ah... I amuse myself.

Well, I mentioned that I'd be

announcing daytime's 10 most
memorable moments this week but

I've decided to push it back a week.

It's turning out to be quite the race.

I'd like to thank those of you who
e-mailed me with your suggestions

as well as the "All My Children"

ladies at the Blue Wall. They were

great! So far. there are a few that

seem to be leading the pack includ-

ing B.|.'s death on "GH" (a crowd

fave), Marty's rape on "One Life To
Live" (never before has the crime of

rape been portrayed in such a bru-

tal and honest way), Marlena's pos-

session and Susan's "wedding" on

"Days of Our Lives."

I've decided to can the "Sink or

Swim" section this week for lack of

either of the two. I do want to give

a quick "swim" to Peter's return on

"Days," which has been a breath of

fresh air. The next few weeks
should be fun. My fellow "Days"

friends would also like to give a

special "swim" to Peter in the buff.

"Why put the darling in clothes

when he looks so yummy in next to

nothing?" You ladies are bad!

In response to the constant berat-

ing of soap opera actors, I thought

I'd remind the skeptics that some of

Hollywood's finest got their start or

appeared in daytime.

Let's see if you can choose which

ones and the soaps that they

appeared in. I'll announce the

results next week.

a) Leonard Nimoy
b) Tom Cruise

c) Robin Wright
d) Dustin Hoffman
e) Vivica Fox
f) Demi Moore
g) Al Pacino

h) Elizabeth Taylor

Jacob Fanning is a Collegian

columnist. Any questions or com-
ments about this column can be

e-mailed to

jfanning@student.umass.edu. Soap
Chat appears on Mondays.

Pizza

Calzones

Subs

Buffalo Wings

^o*
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Fast Free Delivery

Sunday - Thursday:

3:30 PM -1:30 AM

Friday & Saturday:

3:30 PM -2 AM

Any Large Four Topping Pizza

only $9:''J

May not be combined w/other coupon or offer Expires 2/28/98
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IT AIN'T EASY,
BUT IT'S SMART
Winter Session '98

Why Winter Session?

• Catch up so you can graduate on time
• Focus on just one class, one set of homework assignments
• Make up lost credits

• Take a usually overenrolled prerequisite for your major
• Earn three credits in three weeks

Smaller classes mean more individual attention.

Winter Session '98

January 5-26

Pick up a blue course catalog at Continuing Education in

Goodell Bldg. or anywhere on campus; in town at stores,

restaurants, banks.

Or call 545-0107 and we'll send you one.

Check out the updated course list at www.umass.edu/
contined/

Winter Session

Division of Continuing Education

University of Massachusetts Amherst

The Division of Continuing Education is

vtsan

iihuj

mnu 13 o
~..

^iTTI

moving to 358 N. Pleasant St. in January.

A major moment in pop history

COURTESY EMI-CAPITOl

The Beach Boys' Pet Sounds album stands as one of pop music's landmark recordings.

By Marty Keane
Collegian Staff

THE PET SOUNDS SESSIONS BOX SET

The Beach Boys

Capitol

lt"s reulh a shame that The Beach Boys couldn't have

jouiush ridden into the sunset like their '60s counterpart

The Beatlo.

As eas\ M it ma\ be to simply dismiss them as those

interminable purvtyon of schmaltz who brought us to a

place ("Kokomo") where I never want to go in the late

'80s. it would be a gru\e injustice to preclude the earlier

achievements ol these true innovator-.

Guided bv the Incontrovertible genius ol Brian Wilson.

The Beach Boys did more to shape- and define pop music'''

now -passe trademark melodicism. harmony and song

structure in contemporary terms than anyone, sa^e maybe

for those four lads horn Liverpool ol course.

Viuheu WH their pervasive and wide reaching impor-

tance more prominently on display than on the Boys' leg

endary Pet Sounds, unquestionahh one ol the finest hand-

ful of albums made. Ever, When no less an authoritv than

Paul McCartney lively admits to it being the key inspiration

for The Beatles' Sgt. Pepper's l.onclx Hearts Cluh Hand

maMcrwork, one has to stop and take pause.

Spread over four discs, The Pet Sounds Sessions Box Set

(Capitol) releases for the first time several alternate mixes,

session highlights in stereo, vocal and instrumental-only

version of the original album, as well as what technology

robbed our ears from hearing lor so many years — a first-

ever Stereo mix ol all I 3 songs, supervised by Brian W ilson

Included are extensive notations and commentary from the

sessions key players: lyricist Tony Asher and the other

Beach Bovs among them An encyclopedic introduction

and historical essa\ with interviews and production note-

eloquently penned by Beach Boys historian David Leaf also

helps add a much needed historical perspective.

Although one of music's more reclusi\e and generally

unusual figures, Wilson did have an uncanny knack lot

picking out the perfect pop hook and fusing it with vo.n inl-

and intricate harmonies, deep-rooted with an erstwhile

sense of melody and composition.

One only needs to hear the first few bars of the opening

"Wouldn't It Be Nice" to fully appreciate his formidable tal-

ents as a composer, songwriter and producer. Hie KM is

pure gravy I torn an a capella tagged version of "Cod Only

Knows'' to the Original piano demo lor "Don't Talk (Put

Your Head On My Shoulder)." Pet Sounds Sessions allows

Turn to BEACH, page 7
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Goodman's recordings reissued The search for the perfect guitar
By Joshua Boyd
Collegian Staff

THE COMPLETE RCA VICTOR SMALL
GROUP RECORDINGS

Benny Goodman
RCA/Victor

During the "50s, one of the biggest

names in music, clarinetist and
big-band leader Benny Goodman,
would often record in trio and quartet

lormats between periods of immense
big-band productivity. Three discs of

these types of recordings lot the oldest

j.i// label in history. RCA/Victor.
were released this fall. Comprised of

recordings between 1935-39. the

whole set would certainly make a

great gift idea for Golden Age jazz

fans this season (even if that fan is

yourself).

From Goodman's crooning vocal-

izations on clarinet to the romantic,

innovative piano stylings of Teddy
Wilson, from the famous drumming of

Gene Krupa to Lionel Hampton's
haunting performances on vibra-

phones, the listener gets a full plate of

sounds to just sink right into like a hot

spring. Speaking of sound, the

RCA/Victor engineers who made the

transfers from original metal parts

(which were the prime medium used

for studio recording in those days), in

cooperation with re-issue producer

Orrin Keepnews. have done wonders

with these mostly-unissued songs.

Taking these performances in

chronological order (as they are pro-

grammed to appear over the three

discs), one can truly hear how the

group emerged, even when you get to

the third disc and the original lineup is

gone with only Goodman and Hamp
remaining with other sidemen. In

1935. the group's first session includ-

ed only Goodman. Wilson and Krupa,

recording tunes like "After You've

Gone," which is presented here in two

takes, the second of which is quite

upbeat and verges on be-bop. which

would be invented about a decade

later. "Who?" from this session, is a

track that is ruled by Wilson's interest-

ing voicings.

The next two sessions took place

about nine months later in April of

1936, with a gentle alto vocal track by

Helen Ward on "All My Life." Krupa

puts in a dark tom-tom interlude,

dueting with Goodman on the

Gershwins' "Oh Lady, Be Good." The

year of 1936 was quite productive

indeed, with four more sessions, all

with the addition of Hampton's vibes

(and on occasion, his vocals as well).

"Hamp" is often almost sinfully funky,

for the '30s, on the tracks

"Vibraphone Blues" and "Dinah."

Disc Two features mostly sessions

from 1937. the quartet's prime, if you

will. "Tea For Two" showcases classic

harmonies between Goodman and

Hamp. as well as a conclusion in

which everyone was "playin' hot." as

the expression went back then. The

spontaneous improvisation of these

groups especially come to bear over

two takes of the song "Avalon." In the

lirst. things Mem a little loose, howev-

er. Wilson lends some great melodic

piano runs in a rockin' solo; in the sec-

ond take, things are much more cohe-

sive, and Krupa adds some more com-

ments to the solos.

The third disc in the set finds the

classic Goodman quartet split up, with

Dave Tough replacing Krupa. Tough

is a lot less present than Krupa, and

seems to just keep a low profile (prob-

ably why Krupa is much more remem-

bered today than Tough is). This quar-

tet whips through "Dizzy Spells" in a

refraining melody and fast tempo giv-

ing justification to the title.

Eventually, Wilson also left the

band to pursue solo projects, leaving

the listener with a band comprised of

Goodman. "Hamp." less Stacy on
piano and Buddy Schutz on drums on

"Opus 3/4," the last tracks on disc 3.

Despite the lineup changes, this 1939

track (again, offered in two takes) pre-

sents some of the smoothest, swinging

playing by all, as well as a great mas-

tery of the complex rhythm by Schutz

on both takes. The re-issue of the

songs on these three discs presage the

era of be-bop. and for that, it is an

important collection. A

COURTESY EM!-( APITOl

Brian Wilson (left) was the singular mastermind behind The Beach Boys' keen sense of harmony and melodi-

cism.

beach
continued from page 6

insight into the bridging of the gap between singles-driven

pop and a more album-based way of communicating

thoughts. This transformation would pave the way tor the

concept -driven ideas of Pink Floyd and other '70- act-

While the 13 tracks that comprise the album properly

poring a glorious canvas on which pop music is painted in

vibrant colors, the newly uncovered bits from the cutting

room floor further complete the painting, including early

incarnations of their eventual signature song "Good

Vibrations." a wondrous ode to the simple joys of sun. lun

and surf.

For anyone who professes to have even a fleeting interest

in pop music (that includes all you R.F.M.. Pearl lam.

Oasis and even Sonic Youth fans). I he Pet Sounds

Sessions Hox Set is a historical, musical document of mon-

umental proportions. A+
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Work local

to Your Home
Mornings, Evenings,

and Weekends
Taking Inventory

Paid Training

Advancement
Potential

24 hours a d<

1-888-242-RI
IuqI Opportunity firoptoyor

Interview with RGIS

Inventory Specialists on the

Campus Center Concourse

December 2nd
, \\ 10\ 6 11

,h

9:00am to 3:30pm

By Paul Megahey
Associated Press

NEWTOWNARDS. Northern

Ireland — Amid an aroma of glue,

varnish and wood dust, craftsmen in

leather aprons whittle and polish each

piece of a hand-built Lowden — the

favorite guitars of Eric Clapton, Boz

Skaggs and Mary Chapin Carpenter.

The Lowden Guitar Co. Ltd. ships

more than 1 .200 a year to enthusiasts

worldwide from its workshop in

Newtownards, east of Belfast. Some
buy the guitars as investments, others

because they like to play nothing else.

"It's just not possible to make the

perfect guitar," said George l-owden,

46, who's been trying to do so ever

since he founded the company 24

years ago in a room above a post

office.

"It's a constant learning process.

You have to learn from that one gui-

tar in 10 that isn't quite right." he

said, leaning against a bench in his

private workshop, the air heavy with

the smell of timbers stacked for dry-

ing in the roof space. He picked up a

piece of Alaskan spruce from a table

cluttered with carving tools, hammers

and the carcasses of half-built instru-

ments. The wood already bore the

round hole associated with any

acoustic guitar, but Lowden focused

on the grain.

"I love to take a piece of wood and

try and imagine the sound it will pro-

duce and how to get the best out of

it," he said, noting that the tighter the

grain is, the deeper the tone tends to

be.

"There are so many ingredients to

consider: the age. the dryness and the

grain of the wood, the design of the

guitar and. of course, the work you

put into it."

Lowden's attention to detail has

made his guitars among the most

valuable in the world. They retail

from $2,500 for the most basic model

up to $15,000 for a one-of-a-kind

commission.

"I'm left-handed. And I wanted a

slightly wider fret board to allow my
fingers to fit,* said Billy McCoy.
who's played the pubs and clubs of

Ireland and Britain for the past three

decides — and last year bought his

first Lowden from the factory for

$3,000.

"It's got such a pure sound. Every

note resonates and reverberates

around the guitar body, and it plays

so smoothly It's so loud my wife

won't let me play it when the TV's

on." said McCoy. 50, who plays in a

Belfast blues and soul band, Otis and

the Elevators.

Since he performs in an electroni-

cally amplified world, his Lowden sits

permanently on the sofa in his home.

"Every time I come in. I pick it up

and play it."

Most Lowdens are ordered direct

from the plant, and second-hand

models are rare in Irish shops.

"There are plenty of other good,

cheaper guitars." said Chris Campbell

of Marcus Instruments, one of the top

three guitar stores in Belfast, where

more than 100 hang from the walls,

polished and freshly strung to play —
none of them Lowdens.

WORLD AIDS DAY EVENTS
DECEMBER 1 - 5, 1997

The Arts &

Living section is

always looking

for new writers.

Stop by the

Collegian or call

545-1491 for

more informa-

tion. Just do it.

Mom. December 1 - *rl. December I

THI PIVI COLLEGE AIDS QUILT
Children's Art Display: Knowing Someone with AIDS

Umass Campus Center

Men. December 1 - 7t>M - Movie Might

And Me Bmmd Play* Om - Stonewall Center

Sponsored by the Stonewall Center and Pnde Alliance.

Wee. December 9 - • t>M

Tke Net Ready for Bedtime Player*

Greenough Basement

Thurs. December 4 - H.J0 PM
Brown Bag Lunch - Amy Hoffman discusses her recent

book, Hospital Time: Taking Can of Friends with AIDS

Campus Center, Rm. 803 Sponsored by the Stonewall

Center and Food for Thought Books

Thurs. December 4 - • *M
The Not Ready lor Bedtime Playeri

Graduate Student Lounge

Friday December S - 4 PM (B«g™»t student um«i steps)

CANDLELIGHT VIGIL - Join us for a candlelight walk

in remembrance of those who died of AIDS and in sup-

port of those living with HIV. Following the walk we
will have a speak out and refreshments.

Speak out - 7 PM - Cape Cod Lounge

Sponsored by Health Education, UHS, Pride Alliance, Queer

Peer Education, the Stonewall Center, and the World AIDS

Day Committee

LOOR POR CAMPUS CtNTER TARLIS ALL WEIR
A remembrance tree, AIDS ribbons, a remembrance

book, quilt squares and other thoughtful activities will take

place at the tables

Sponsored by the University Health Services Health Education

Divisor and Pride Alliance

o$o((y &ays.
Jtofibay ^ooR €>a(e

On the Campus Center Concourse, in

front of the university store.

Great Deals on Books for Yourself and
your favorite bookworm!

most priced under $20!

hundreds of titles. many are full-color
collectors' or "coffee table" books!

Shop now to avoid last-minute shopping
and long holiday lines!

*

UNrVtRSTTY (V MASSACMUSH'S AMHERST

UNIVERSITY STORE
in thi UMass campus Ccnte*

MT 9 TO 5 SAT IITO*

(413)B4S2019

!

We accept AMF.X, Discover, MC, Visa, and the UCard!

LttM^lU^^lUsfetRWfli

end

(graduating

bunch of

^ar <ffR# T

• The Collegian Graphics Department is Hiring

Advertising Designers for Spring '98. Anyone interested is welcome

to stop by our office1 in the Campus Center basement

and fill out an application.

• General computer know-how and experience with

Quark/ Pagemaker, Illustrator and Photoshop encouraged.
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Filling in
Sophomore Nathan Sell took Tim Lovell's spot on the No. 1 line against Northeastern, and scored his second shorthanded goal of the season.

Interested in a Challenging and

Exciting Career

that will put your

Social CpJX^s 'nt0 Action?

Consider a career in

ClinicalSocial Work . .

.

To find out more, attend the

Smith College School for Social Work

Information Day

Saturday, December 6, 1997

2:00 p.m.

Wright Hall Auditorium

Smith College

For more information, call (413) 585-7960.

Pizza

Calzones

Subs

Buffalo Wings

Fast Free Delivery

Sunday - Thursday:

3:30 PM -1:30 AM
Friday & Saturday:

3:30 PM - 2 AM

Any arge Four Topping Pizza

. only $9.
95

May not b« combined w/other coupon or offer Expires 2/28/98

Great Gifts
Bags Stoc)ciqg_Stiiffers Hats
Jewel

r

t| Natural Fiber Scarves

Blouses Skirts Dresses

Of A
Earrings IV. J\

* Bracelets

1 1 \^/ Sweaters

CandlU
Ch*1nS TOUS

India Print
Bedspreads

OD to 50%
off selected
Clothing

^**^ Vnknights 9PH Dec. M -23

Mercantile ^Vft
Northampton- 1 8 Center St.
Amherst-Carriage Shops

,

La Cucina di

'•%

of Amherst 30 Boltwood
*

r—

-

Monday Night Football Special!!
Back by popular demand: Specials running Monday - Thursday!

1 Large Cheese Pizza $6»9G

1^ 1G Free Buffalo Wings
"Must MZn tiVn "Ad~When CrUc r in

9!

"

Any Large 1 Topping
SW.BO

Delivery Only.
Net Valid in

"

Kcsldrdunl

Any Cal/cnc
H

Offer Expires S/3I/9S

Festivals for the film lover

By John Horn
Associated Press

TORONTO — You can go lo the

movies. Or you can travel to the

movies.

Film festivals, once the province of

Hollywood moguls and movie nuts,

have become legitimate tourist desti-

nations. For vacationers who want a

dose of culture in their getaways, be
tivals provide far more enrichment —
and entertainment — than the Old

Faithful slide show. And when's the

lust time you bumped into a movie

star at Yellowstone National Park?

Four of the world's best film festi-

vals are in North America: the

Sundance in Utah, the Telluride in

Colorado, the Palm Springs

International in California and the

Toronto International. They don't

rival the glitz of the famous French

festival at Cannes, but that's part of

the draw. Unlike at Cannes, you can

actually watch the movies rather than

just watching the movie stars.

Advantages of festivals are three-

fold. You can see a lot of really good

movies in a short period of time, you

can discover some of the year's best

movies long before they reach your

neighborhood, and you can indulge

personal interests such as documen-

taries.

The Palm Springs Festival focuses

on foreign films submitted for Oscar

consideration. It was among the first

showcases for Holland's Antonio's

Line (1995), Macedonia's Before the

Rain (1994) and France's Wild Reeds

(1994). Among the supplemental

programs at the 1 997 Toronto expo

of some 300 films were groups of

Balkan works and African films.

Telluride. emerging as one of the

most creatively programmed festivals,

r» nth, offered world premieres of

director Oliver Stone's V-Turn. |ohn

Sayles' \liri With QtUU and Paul

Slirader's/tpit/ort.

The Sundance Festival, founded by

Robert Redford in the ski resort town

of Park City, is the world's top show-

case of American independent

movies. Among Sundance discoveries

are sex. lies, & videotape. Shine, The

Brothers McMullen and Quentin

Tarantino's breakthrough feature,

Reservoir Dogs.

At any given festival, it's easy to

mix film-going with more typical

vacation activities. Since the

Sundance Festival is in lanuary. many

Park City visitors spend the morning

skiing and the late afternoon and

evening at the movies. A week
before, in Palm Springs, you can play

golf on one of the desert's dozens of

championship layouts before settling

in for the films.

Toronto's festival is just after

I.abor Day. Even without the movies,

Canada's largest and most metropoli-

tan city is a great destination: World-

class theater and art museums, great

restaurants, an underground city ol

shops and, best of all. a favorable

exchange rate. Currently, the U.S.

dollar goes about 30 percent farther

in Canada than it does at home.

Telluride's festival, usually just

before Labor Day, is set in a small,

picturesque Rocky Mountains town

that is probably the most restful of

the four stops.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

Interested in writiiig

for Arts?

Stop by t&e Collegian

or or call 545-1491 for

more information.

LOSE WEIGHT NOW!
I

Our products are: You wW:

• Doctor Recommended • Feel more energy

• 100% Natural • Lose up to 30 LBS in 30 days

• Guaranteed • Have more willpower

FREE SAMPLES

CALL: (413) 259 1922

Wr

pMrfoSr**%rcr* ^375 V2
PRI^E.'

Eating Disorder Programs
Fall 1997

Sponsored by University Health Services

Eating Disorder Assessment Program
For Individuals - with Nutritionists. Mental Health Clinician.

Physician and/or Nurse Practitioner. Tuesdays or Fridays

Confidentiality Assured.

Call S77-S3I4. General Medicine 9

Friends and Family Group
Single sessions tor those concerned about somebody with ajl

eating disorder Call S77-S3I4,

General Medicine 8.

Peer Support Group
For those struggling with anorexia, bulimia, or compulsive

overeating. Wednesday 430 -6 pm. at the Campus Center

Room number posted by elevator. Confidentiality Assured.

Call S77-S3M. General Medicine 1.

Peer Health Connections

A confidential phone line tor help around eating disorders, your-

self or someone you bnow Call 577-5168.
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Lari, Lari...

THANC VO \ COUEGIAN

Lari Ketner and the Massachusetts men's basketball team open up the 1997-98 home season tomorrow night against 1997 Sweet Sixteen squad

College of Charleston.

We here at the

Collegian,

want to wish

you

HAPPY
HOUDAYS!

There is a Difference!
Silence is Golden. No child 1

V.

Mt. Farms 4 «584 9153
Mt. Farms Mall

Jackal (R)

Today - Thurs. at (5:40) , 8:30

Starship Troopers (R)

Today -Thurs at (5:40), 8:30

Rainmaker (PG1 3)

Today -Thurs at (5:40), 8:20

Alien: Resurrection (R)

Today - Thurs at (5:50), 8:40

Hampshire 6 • 584 7550
Hampshire Mall

Bean (PG 13)

Today -Thurs at (5:50)

Anastasia (G)

Today -Thurs at (5:40), 8:40

Flubber (PG)

Today - Thurs at (5:30), 8:30

Midnight In the Garden of Good
and Evil (R)

Today - Thurs at (5:10), 8:20

Mortal Combat: Annihilation (R)

Today -Thurs at (5:30). 8:30

Boogie Nights (R)

Today -Thurs at (5:20), 8:20

The Man Who Knew Too Little (PG)

Today -Thurs at 8:40

AmeriCorps Info Session:
Anyone searching for

information on the 450 different

programs, and in search of the

answer to What is AmeriCorps?'

are enouraged to attend.

MEET VISTA/NCCC/TEACH FOR
AMERICA/CITY YEAR/CITY
WORKS/YOUTH BUILD - reps

Campus Center Rm 911

Tuesday. December 2" 7:30-8:30

FMI: 546-3337 or lme*hoob«student uma*s i

Come to Barnes & Noble
at Boston University & Northeastern's

JOB FAIR!

and get off to a great start this winter..

i»
jKpLM

PmtmrEmn
&"Jgfm Ntter.

•p<»Y
igg2«*oK A rmmm Newton PVTA

1% •gJBSwd •,- i
*!*!**

If you want a fast-paced job that will

get your winter off to a great start,

it's here at Barnes & Noble at Boston

University, Boston's best source for

books... and the best choice for retail

jobs. Find out more at our JOB FAIR

on December 1 1th.

You could be a sales associate - just

long enought to get us through the

winter rush and get your bank
account in shape Get here early

enough and you could be hired on
the spot!

WEDNESDAY,
DECEMBER 4TH

10AM - 3PM
CAMPUS CENTER

CONCOURSE

If you WBM to urt ;i closer look M us, Kit can't come to our

JOB FAIR, call (617) 236-7402 for more information.

Wi- .ire :m equal opportunity employer.

Barnes ft? Noble
AT BOSTON UNI VI RSI n

liWlMB

\h mtmtm
Meuaw rimwt*

NtwHmo Haft*

Brldrjtjpctrt

N**ttecMfe

tfcMf YMfc*

LjjiK To The

tut* Northeast!

PMWafehfca

taMMW

WMWngtM

800 343-

BOSTON
NEW YORK

DAILY
EXPRESS SERVICE

Amher st. Hater Pan Torminal. 79 S Pleasant St

Umass
Campus Cntr. or SW Hampden Dinning Common

Northampton. F>?er Pan Terminal 1 Roundhouse Plan

hoop
continued from page 1

2

led by Amawn [unison (23 points,

9 rebounds) who was named the

tournament's Most Outstanding
Player.

UMass took on Seton Hall in the

third-place game and came away
with a 7 3-60 win over the Pirates.

Ketner had his most effective

game of the season against an
undersized Seton Hall squad. The
6-foot- 10 junior poured in a sea-

son high 21 points and pulled
down 10 rebounds. Ketner had two
blocked shots, and was 7-for-7 at

the free throw line.

Ketner averaged 17.3 points. 8
rebounds and 4 blocks in the three

games. For his efforts, he was
named to the all- tournament team.

Weeks was also placed on the

all-tournament squad. He averaged

12.3 points and 10.3 rebounds
throughout the tournament and was
1 1 -for- 1 1 at the charily stripe.

In the first round. UMass defeat-

ed Southwestern Louisiana. 80-64.
despite going into halftime tied,

37-37.

Clarke led the way with 20 points

and lix assists and Mack dropped
18 (7 -of- 12, 2-of-4 3-pt.) on the

Ragin' Cajuns. Ketner and Weeks
hud 17 apiece. Casey Green. USL's

all-tourney team representative,

had 25 points off the Cajuns' bench
on the strength ot five 3-pointers.

Minuieman Notes: Mike Babul,

1

1

i u ^ far. has started all four games
at the contested small forward spot

for UMass. He scored 13 points in

Alaska and played solid defense in

the three games holding the three

opposing starting small forwards to

17 total points... Ketner's 12

blocked shots were tops in the tour-

nament. Only one other team had
double- digit blocks
i Alaska-Anchorage, 14)... Winston
Smith sal out the Seton Hall game
due to multiple minor injuries...

Mack put up 40 shots in the tourna-

ment... All-Tournament Team:
Ketner and Weeks; Austin and
Miller (Purdue); Toby Bailey and
Baron Davis (UCLA); Vince Carter

and Ed Cota (UNO; Green (USD;
and Shaheen Hollowav (Seton
Hall).

hockey
continued from page 12

three unanswered goals just 1:12

into the second off another tally by

Gates. Wallis and sophomore )eff

Blanchard circled the puck in the

Northeastern zone, with Wallis get-

ting off a shot and Gates firing home
the rebound for the 2-1 score.

The game appeared to be on the

Minutemen's side with sophomore
Nathan Sell's shorthanded goal at

the 8:15 mark, giving the team a 3-1

lead, but that was not to be.

At the 9:26 mark, freshman Sean
MacDonald beat a flopping Dileo

for the 3-2 game, and just 1:14

later, freshman Brian Cummings
made the short comeback bid com-
plete with the gametying goal. The
Huskies were able to tie up UMass
in the third period, allowing only

six shots on Robitaille. Newson
beat Dileo on a wrap-around shot

at the 10:40 mark, and the game
was ail theirs with a 4-3 final.

Mallen liked the continuing
hard work from freshmen like

Wallis and Gates, and hopes the

return of Lovell and Regan to the

lineup for this weekend's
home-and-home series with the
Huskies will bring about better
results.

I 'uw our younger guys really

play a good, hard brand of hockey
that I'm looking for." Mallen said.

"If they continue to play that way,
and perhaps we get our No. 1

goalie and Tim Lovell back in the

lineup, and we will see some pret-

ty good things."

football
continued from page 12

touchdown to Keyshawn lohnson
that tied the game at 10 with 7:19

remaining in the third quarter.

lohnson found a hole in the Bills'

secondary and beat safety Kurt
Schulz in the end zone for his fifth

TD this season. |ohn Hall added a

22-yard field goal for the lets

Defensive end Phil Hansen
helped give Buffalo a 10-3 lead

when he sacked O'Donnell from
behind, forcing a fumble that was
recovered by safet'j Henry |bnes

with 1:22 remaining in the first

half. Christie then kicked a 49-yard

field goal with 36 seconds left.

Both teams had problems hang-

ing onto the ball in a steady drizzle.

The lets, who lost starting offensive

lacklo lumbo Llliott and David
Williams to injuries, gained just 30
yards rushing. New York also lost

cornerback Aaron Glenn, who hurt

his knee in the first quarter.

The Bills made their first drive

look easy. Thomas picked up 15

yards on a pass from Collins to

start the drive, and rookie
Aniowain Smith ran for 20 yards to

set tiff Reed's score. Reed made a

quick moved before beating line-

backei Mo Lewis, caught Collins'

short pass at the 5 and skidded into

the end /one.

Express Lunch guaranteed to be served

within 10 minutes of ordering or we'll

buy dessert! 1 1 :30a.m. 'till 2:00p.m.

• Reasonably priced selection

of soups, salads.

&. sandwiches

• Please \ our appetite with

voui choice of a 5" personal

pi:za

• A healthy, hearty selection

of something veggie

• Great British Par

• Open 11:30 am - I am
• Serving Lunch, Dinner,

and Late Night Menu
• 1 : Taps of Fresh Ales

ex Lagers, Cider c* Home-

made Draft Root Beer

• Live Entertainment Thurs,

Fri, and Sat: The Valley''s

Best Blues, RcaB, and

More- I C juntod ismg . No Cmer

;RST
fe ^

-eSEWlvc
\J n n \a p a m v V-J"COMPANY
36 North Pleasant St, Downtown Amherst 253-4400

We Accept AH Major Credit Cards

Asthma Sufferers
llr*ili"ilV 1 1 II I k*jv ti 1 3 fil 1 21

1

hm\ FREE Siutly MEDICATIONS ton youu

ASIHMA AS |>ARI i>\ A RrSfcAlK ll SH (ly.

("(Hi Af*Fi

• At It asi 1 > vi-aks old

• HAVf rtAd ASTHMA foR

M It \S\ ONI \l Ms

vmkt It

i.

Wm PC PFVwnKV w9WWf

CaII NOW 415-584-4010
i>. i
>

.
'
.
'

.
.

'
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Collegian Classifieds
University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 F<ix: (413)545-1592

AUTO FOR SALE

1989 Subaru Station

Wagon 4x4, standard,

excellent condition.

$2200. (978)544-3783

1988 Buick Century

Wagon Tip top shape.

Great winter car. $3000

or B/0. (413)253-2232

1986 Dodge Charger

2dr Hatch. 60k miles.

Good gas mileage.

$1200 or B/0. call lor-

raine (4 1 3)253-4826

Wanted: Junk Cars

Cash paid everyday. 1-

800-649-4795

EMPLOYMENT

Summer Management
Opportunities Open

across Mass. for the

Summer of 1998. Earn

$600-$800 per week.

For more info please call

College Pro Painters at

(888)277-7962

EMPLOYMENT

CAT LOVERS
Looking for someone

interested in having two

loveable cats live-in. We
will retain ownership of

the cats and we will pay

for food, litter, and vet

care. You provide the

home and the love! Call

for details. 546-4550

Attention Slackers!!

Use e-mail? Know oth-

ers who do? Little effort

= Big money! Call

(800)546-0744

FOR SALE

Brother 3600D Word
Processor Like new.

Only 6 months old. $100.

Baby Bearded Dragons,

"The Best Pet Lizard,"

$45 each. Call Stan at

(413)256-0185

Willpower In A Bottle

Lose Weight

Doctor Recommended

100% Natural

Moneyback Guarantee

(413)259-1922

FOR SALE

Watch batteries, ear

piercing, eyeglass

repairs, jewelry restora-

tion, diamond engage-

ments, weoding rings.

Silverscape Designs,

264 N. Pleasant St.,

Amherst. 253-3324

Open Daily.

COMPUTERS!
New P166MMX from

$995. Laptops, peripher-

als. ZarVision 582-9198

V/MC/AMEX

Laptop Notebook
Works good. $150. Good

for school. Call Steve

(413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for

computer. Works great.

Call CPC (413)584-8857

Free Motorola Pagers

Limited supply. Great X-

mas gifts. 1-800-784-

6452

FOUND

Blue spiral bound
notebook found in

Campus Center near TV.

Pick up at Info in

Campus Center. Found

Friday, 11/21.

ROOM FOR RENT I ROOMATE WANTED
Walk To UMass Large,

quiet, comfortable for

male graduate/profes-

sional. $75/week.

(413)549-1578

Live Uptown
$275/month. 253-2979

Looking for one male

to share four bedroom

apartment in Alpine

Commons with three

males. Two full baths.

$300/month. Everything

included. Starting ASAP.

Call Josh 253-6481

Room in house in

South Amherst.
$375/month ALL

INCLUDED. Next to bus

line. Start 1/1/98. Call

253-9482

One room available

on Main St. On bus

route and short walk to

town. Call 259-9282.

Available immediately.

ROOMATE WANTED

Very quiet roommate
wanted in Amherst on

bus line. $260/month

plus 1/3 utilities. 256-

5402, 253-9457

Looking for female to

share two bedroom

apartment in Puffton.

$320/month. On bus

line. Call Candy 549-

9293

Housemate Needed
for spring semester
Share with 2 grads.

$283 / Mo. Available

Jan. 1 . 549-4492

SERVICES

Rental Problems?
Questions about your

lease/security deposit

deductions? Questions

about subletting/assign-

ing leases? Questions

about the condition of

your new house or

apartment? Contact The

Student Legal Services

Office, 922 Campus
Center, 545-1995.

GET NOTICED!
Number One secret to

resume writing for col-

lege students and gen-x.

Send $6.00

check/money order +

business size SASE to:

Nina Smith, 507 Central

Avenue, No. 2, New
Haven, CT 0651

5

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need help?

Call Birthright of

Amherst area for free

testing and assistance.

549-1906

TRAVEL

Book Early And Save!

Great Spring Break des-

tinations. Best prices.

Free parties, drinks and

food. Call Eve 546-211J

RELIABLE SPRING
BREAK TOURS

Bahamas, Cancun & Ski

Trips! FREE FOOD &
FREE DRINKS! Sign up

before Nov 30. Organize

a group- travel free. Call

for details and free

brochure. Call

(888)SPRING BREAK
Today]

SPRING BREAK 98

Free food and drinks!

Cancun, Bahamas,

Jamaica and Florida

from $399. Organize a

small group and travel

FREE! Highest commis-

sions and lowest prices.

Call Surf & Sun Tours to

become a campus repre-

sentative (800)574-7577.

WTRI need a two
bedroom apt for

Spring. Will take over

TRAVEL

lease. Amherst pref.

Dan 546-2035

Jan-May 97 One bed-

room apartment/room

Will take over your

lease. Call Franky 665-

7831

WANTED

1-800 734-7007

COLLEGIAN
CLASSFIEDS

available

on

the

concourse

or

visit

our

friendly

office

in

the

campus

center

basement

The most
popular

question on
Campus:

"WHAT ARE
YOU DOINQ
IN THAT
BOX?"

The Answer:

SELLINQ
COLLEQIAN
CLASSIFIEDS

Come
and
see

us
today!

Personals Policy Rates
1 Ml pergonal* MUST be proofread by Collegian clas-

sified employee* before payment and acceptance of

the clarified

2 Last names MAY NOT be used in personals < >M>
tttv names and initials are allowed. The onK eviei>

tton* are for birthday or congratulations personals, in

which case the full name may be used
V Phone numbers are not ajkwld m panpnats NO

fXUPTlONS ' **•*
^^

4 Addresses are not allowed in personals, this means
dorm room nufflhers as well

5 Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are

not acceptable. Personals of a vindictive or libelous

nature are not acceptable. Personals may not be
used for the purpose of harassment

h Profanity may not be used m personals.
T The personaU fJWKMMh only Ihe per

socials section may NOT be > m, seek

roommates advertise meetings #t.

8 All personals must have the WHIt, signature, and
UMass ID numbe' i the as

tilled in on |fa^ins4'T. .students must

InviVs lifense and the lit enw oom-
turdejon the insertion order. Use of

talis idenftiki)h<>n iw misrepresentation is subject lei

under the law
The Collegian reserves the right to f«6jm <* to edit

any personal thai does not meet the ( aJfafMfi s stan-

dards in accordance with the statutes of Ihe

Commonwealth ot Massachusetts

Students

20£ per word/day

All others-

40y? per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and

legibly. We are not responsible tor errors result-

ing from illegible handwriting or type.

Standard Headings
ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
COMMUNITY EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT
ENTERTAINMENT

FOR SALE
FOUND (2 DAYS FREE)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOUSES FOR RENT
INSTRUCTION

LOST

, MUSICIANS
MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

MONDAY, DEC. 1

Film — "And The Band Played On" at

7 p.m. at The Stonewall Center to cele-

brate World AIDS Day. For more infor-

mation, contact The Stonewall Center at

545-4824.

Meeting — UVC-TV 19 is holding its

final general meeting of the semester at 7

p.m. in the UVC Studio located in the

Student Union, next to the Hatch. New
members are always welcome. For more

information, call 545-1 356.

Movie— U|A and Israel Affairs present

movie night at 7:50 p.m. at the Hillel

House.

TUESDAY, DEC 2

Informational Session — AmeriCorps

info session featuring Cista, NCCC, Teach

For America, City Year, City Works,

Youth Build and more. Find out about the

many different AmeriCorps programs that

allow young people to earn money for col-

lege while helping the environment, edu-

cation, republic health, unmet human
needs and public safety. Any AmeriCorps

alumni from five college campuses who
would like to know what's new are also

encouraged to attend. From 7:30-8:50

p.m in the Campus Center, room 91 1.

For more information call 546-3337, or

fmeskoob@student.uma.^.edu.

WEDNESDAY, DEC 3

Dancing — Israeli folk dancing from

8:30-10 p.m. in Grayson dorm. Orchard

Hill, l.eam a new dance, review an old

one. No experience nccessan . Sponsored

by Hillel.

Discussion — "A Palestinian/lew ish

Dialogue for Peace in the Middle East"

Najat Arafat Khelil and Reena Bernards,

co-founders of the Palestinian and IcwMi

American Women's Dialogue Project in

Washington, D.C. will diicuu
Israeli-Palestinian relations at 7:30 p.m. in

Memorial Hall. For more information, call

545-9642.

Entertainment — "Not Ready For

Bedtime Players" performing at 8 p.m. in

Greenough Basement in Central.

Informational Session — The Peace

Corps representative for UMass and the

Five College area will present general

illfl llllfc in on the Peace Corps and how

to become a volunteer from 7-8 p.m. in

ihe Campus Center, room 905- 909. All

students from any major arc encouraged

to attend, with a special emphasis on grad-

uating seniors. For more information, call

the Campus Peace Corps office at 545-

2 1 05 or come by the office in Stockbridge,

room 1 1 2 during office hours, Mon. 9

a.m. -3 p.m.. Tues. and Thurs. 1-5 p.m.

Meeting — Inter-religious dialogues

follow up discussion and future planning

from 7-9 p.m. in the Campus Center, see

info desk for room.

Workshop — A free workshop

"Introduction to Psychodrama" from 7-9

p.m. in the Curtain Theater. Come experi-

ence how theater can be used for

self-exploration. Registration is limited.

For more information or to sign up, call

Marlena Applebaum at 549-8556 or

e-mail at marlena@student.umass.edu.

NOTICES

N Applications — The Campus
Mediation and Negotiation Team is

accepting applications for its training this

lanuary 12-16. Applications are available

for any UMass student at 222 Hampshire

House. Ixgal Studies. For more informa-

tion, contact Leah at 545-5882.

Art Contributions — The Student

Union Visual and Performing Arts Space

is looking for contributions to the

Southern Asian Cultural Exhibition which

will show in the spring of 1998. If you

have anything from artwork to crafts

depicting Asian culture, and would like

the opportunity to participate in this exhi-

bition, contact Amanda at 545-0792.

Art Exhibition — An exhibition of more

than 50 one-of-a- kind artist books and

scrolls by William Schade will be on view

from Nov. 1 1 through |an. 25 at the

Mount Holyoke College Art Museum.
Museum hours are Tuesday - Friday, 1

1

a.m.-5 p.m. and Saturday and Sunday.

1-5 p.m. and is closed on academic holi-

days from Wednesday. Nov. 2b through

Monday, Dec. 1 and from Tuesday, Dec.

16 through Monday, )an. 6. For more

information, call 558-2245 or fax

538-2144.

Club — The UMass Amateur Radio

Club Station W1PUO is returning and

looking for people to join in Ham radio.

Anyone interested in radio/electronics and

a desire to leam and communicate are

welcome. The club will sponsor FCC
approved volunteer examination sessions

for all license levels. For more informa-

tion, contact Richard Strycharz Nl MFT at

549-6000 ext. 6000 or leave a message at

facility services.

Craft Fair— Annual Holiday Craft Fair

from 9 p.m. to 4 p.m. on Dec. 5, 4 and 5

in the Lincoln Campus Center Concourse.

The craft fair will feature artists from

around New England exhibiting hand

crafted pottery, jewelry, clothing, cards.

FYh are public service announcements printed

daily To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the

Managing Editor by noon the previous day.

candles and other items. In addition to the

1 8 professional exhibitors there will be

8- 1 students showing their work.

lUI-A-Bus — Help fill a PVTA bus

with clothing, toys and non-perishable

food to benefit needy individuals and fam-

ilies in the Amherst area on December

1-5 from 1 1 a.m.- 3 p.m. daily in front of

the Student Union. Volunteers to staff the

bus and collect donations are needed.

Contact the UMass Community Service

Program at 545-3368 lot more informa-

tion.

Internships — Environmental and

Hunger Internships available for credit.

Opportunities include helping to organize

a Five College Earthday. protecting endan-

gered species and organizing the Spring

Hunger Clean-up. For more information

call Robyn at 545-0199.

Jfc

Daily Listings sponsored by:

TV LISTING SPONSORSHIP FOR SALE
INQUIRE @ 545-3500

HSCN Bulletin

Board

Hartford

Boston

Boston

Springfield

Movie Ch.

Hartford

14

CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN
UPN/20
Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
International

UMass Academic TV

HSCN Programming

TV-19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

CNN
34 CNN SI

88 Headline News
SIB UCTV
817 TBS

SIB BET

88 TV Land

3D Univision

31 Comedy Central

38 Cartoon

Much Music

545-

3500

MONDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
WVIT
WTIC
WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS

-MI-
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK
SCIFI

TLC
TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

CD

(D

12 Wishbone It

Mews I

28

6:00

CBS News

Newt CBS News

Newsl
Full Houee Tt

Cheert T.

Newt

Home Imp.

Creature*

Newtl
Med Abo. You

Family Matlert

6:30
Butinett Rot.

ABC Newt

Newthour With Jim Lehrer JC

held* Edition IRmITVI
Extra I Ent Tonight

Inside Edition

Boy-Wortd

NBC Newt Wheel-Fortune

Mad Abo You

NBC

Judge Judy TC

Simpson* X
NBC New*

Business Rpt.

ABC Newt

Mad Abo You

Family Matters

Northern Expoeure I
WorldView X
Lounge Ui. |Make-Laugh

7:00 7:30

Fresh Prince

Ent. Tonight

Seinfeld X
Wheel-Fortune

Chronicle X
Freeh Prince

Jeopardyl

X

Judge Judy X
Hard Copy X
FratlerX

Jeopardyl I"
Newthour With Jim LahrarX

Open Pantry Telethon

Seinfeld X
Coach*

C - Campus

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 I 10:00
Ipi Ntombt "An African Dance Celebration" (In Stereo)

Red-Noted Reindeer

Red-Noeed Reindeer

Touched by a Dolphin X
7th Heaven "I Love You" (R) X
Sudden-Susan

In the House

Jenny X

Sudden-Susan

In the House

Jenny X
Melroaa Place (In Stereo) X
Sudden-Susan |Jenny X

Cybill t

c7b¥x"
Qeorgtalao

QeorgtaLeo"

Sam'mbeneo

Brooklyn South (In Stereo) X

DECEMBER 1,1997
10:30 I 11:00 I 11:30

Cirque du Soieil

iBrooWyn South (In Stereo) X
NFL Football: Green Bay Packers at Minnesota Vikings. (In Stereo Live) X

Newt X
In Stereo)

Late Show *
Late Show *

Buffy the Vampire Slayer X
Carolina

Good Newt X
Caroline

Fired Up*
Sparks (R) X
Fired Up*
I io the World"

Dateline (In Stereo) X
IGrace Under

Dateline (In Stereo) X

Dateline (In Stereo) X
Ally McBeel "Boy7

Carolina [ Fired Up X
Andre Rleu: The ChrlaHnat I Love [Humor Your Street (In Stereojx"

Touched by a Dolphin X ~
|NFL Football: Green Bay Packers at Minnesota Vlings

Star Trek: Next Qener.

ITonlght Show
Vibe (R)

Slmpaona X
Tonight Show

Deep Space »

Tonight Show

NHL Hockey: Botton Bruins at Carolina Hurricanes. (Live)

[Charlie Roaa (In Stereo)

In Stereo Live) X

Coach X
Law A Order "Wedded Bliss" X
Monevtlnel ICroeenretf

Wlnga "The Falkland Surpris?

Dally Show (R)

!
Gimme Shelter"

Stein's Money

»«-» 'A CMtntt S»ry (1983, Comedy) Pater BMiigtley"

Biography: J C Penney

Prime Newt X Burden-Proof

Wild

UpCloee

SupermarketSupei

MWl

Sportacenter

Debt

Dvejln Stereo)

Figure It Out

Twilight Zone

Renovation

Tiny Toon

Returrectlon

Renovation

Kung Fu: Legend

Beywetch (In Stereo) I
(5:00) a«S "Into the Homtttoyf'

INFL Prime Monday

H«yipV(t^, Comedy) fllcki Li

Dtecoven/: grialy Raging

Intimate Portrait

My Soiled Lite "Halloween"

Ipougl IRugretsI
"

TlmaTnM(R) (in Stereo) X
Home Again I

Home Again

Lola * Clark-Superman

Highlander The Serbe X
Ufeetoriee | Storyteller X

a/frttov''(1t>»8. Con^fochaal Kaatcn. Eft tA
1 1

"The Invkibl* My (1MB. ComaoV) Jay Underwood. "Fti

Unsolved Mytteriee (In Stereo)

Parte (R) IBeevie-Butt.

Polrot "Yellow Iris"

.Mad Abo. Youj Real TV X
** "Wile ftno"(Hei, Adventure) Klaus Maria Brandauer.

Larry King Live X
iMIst Merpte (Part 2 of 2)

I
Planet: "Lightning" (R)

World Today I
Lounge Let |Make-Laugh

Sports lllut

Raging Planet "Avalanche (R)

Dally Show

Justice Files "Bad Medicine

Hey Arnold!* [Happy Deyt

Seaqueet DSV (In Stereo) X

Figure Skating Champagne on Ice.

lflftGll^iEaEMmMttEmzz

(In Stereo) 3

Extreme Machlnee (R)

Smart Sax (R) (In Stereo)

Wonder Years IBewrtched

Knight

detifl)

Forever

Landslide* (R)

"Hunled" X

WCWNHro (In Stereo Live) X
Walker, Texae Ranger X |WWF Raw (In Stereo) I
t* rBooui"(1986, Farttty) Whoopi Goldberg. (In Slereo)

'

e»*lTW|l8PS, Drama) AJfetio. Ftobart Be nW (In

Po'OB

Slereo

I Love Lucy I
Mitt. Genesis

Dana jl

Odd Couple I

Cyber Warrior* (R)

Law A Order "Rage" X
Moneyflne X
Stein t Money

Cheerleadlng |Sportacente7

Homicide. Life on the Street"!

Loveline (R) (In Stereo)

Taxi X INewhart X
Time Trax (R) (In Stereo) X

WCW Wtro (R) (In Stereo) X
Extreme Machine* (R)

WWF War Zone (In Stereo) I |Silk Stalklngt "Glory Days" X

Stargete SG-1 (R) (In Stereo) X |«W'ft'< ifr Party" (1996, Comady-Qrama) Eric Robert*. 'R' X

Ctaeelc Whitney: In Concert From Washington, DC. (In Stereo)WW lee'iChameaxyi"(l99S)'H
l l

*S"toon"(199S)'R'X
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Brmio By C. Baldwin Robotman By Jim Meddick

Drabble By Kevin Fagan

^ (CARO5T0S6ND:

Dilberl By Scott Adams

A.SOK, AT THIS COrAPMW,

cot think oofc interns
ARE AS IMPORTANT AS
rAINKS TO A fMNK
COAT. j

/vs. »\ r°k

Ji m

UrA... fAINKS DO
NOT ENJOV ANY
OF THE BENEFITS
Of THE ttlNK COAT.

Ml

*ND
THtVRE I rAUST

GOOO REPORT YOU
eat in; TO THE
TOO.' ANAIjOGY

j

POLICE

.

1

(

r •-) DO ^
jr^cJV A
llr\\ /fm

Mallard Fillmore By Bruce Tinsley Leedee By Mike Rybicki

^rM/9e fH«3?eie

)t?u-toAVbip
AM !£$
AotfT...

JH& -me otitez

ftiJIA Jot** AMP

rWc rt*otogrtPi»e^

a»-TK«T M&r*

THr* «feM4TUHr*
$0TTA

Sty JM ACTU*Uy PBNMN J\ ^

*fi@L «r^

1 kNrAxJ ft Gvjy With

TourettetS" SyNbRo^e,

^\)T HE ST\JT7BUD

so st \y,tosiT .a..

A

HEbSfty, *Hj there.

You riYjrHRFu-fu-ro-Fj-

S-SOHA/.

"

LMCXU
1

TW's TuU
THE USUftV

b<& Of

iNSOeSTNiTY-

Sol Gcrr H;^

ft JOB Rt

THE bftwt-Tn«.\l

v

Non Sequitor By Wiley Children for Sale By Luke D. and Jon B.

Mr Cuervo. I need your advice Vou see. I know I'm a little chubbier

than the other girts, and I can't help but feel like an outcast in

today's society I know that I don't quite fit the

current definition of 'pretty* None of the boys

will even look at me How can I rid myself of

this self-loathing and pity?

Tick Tick, bl*n«. Imn't you

reilzslhtt you «r0 fIII njr Into rhoV

very cterflotypes you caaV to tvottfy*^!^

Wo percori on earth con toll you hew to

feel. Ac long ic you tttnk for youtoaV, I

no onp osteon should moke you foal

Iowa thon them. Vou om you, •ne'lt \

Ic your mind wNrh holt" the true )

boiuty. J_

Oh thank you. Mr Cuervol You've freed me from

my social chains! I'm liberated, to do as I please

without feeling self-conctous and afraidl

How can I ever repay you?

Turn off the fati

Monkey Socials By Mookie Jackson
Thatch By Jeff Shesol

HO. we
ARtNtr
TMKING
PC11TIW.

JUST TULVWJR
Pr\R6NT5 WHAT
wve eetN up
"TO,Pt*R.N0UnNP
NOUR SeNrVTOR

BlMtKTDH.

/

wea,Rec*NTi,v,wtve
PROPOSeP CX«P0RnTT: 6P0K-
90R9HIP OF CAMPAIQN9 ANP
STRIP-MINth»6 ON TrtC MOON.
MAR<5,"n)0.

H©r©scgpss
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — You must try very hard to get

in touch with someone who is wait-

ing to hear from you, but who may
not be where you expect him or her

to be.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— There is little danger that you will

not fulfill the expectations of others

today, but your own are a bit harder

to satisfy. Keep trying!

AQUARIUS (|an. 20-Feb. 18) -
You may feel as though you are

under the gun today as you strive to

finish an important project. Indeed,

the deadline is approaching quickly.

PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20) —
You can do better at work today if

you approach your chores with the

same enthusiasm as you do your

recreational activities. Lighten up!

ARIES (March 21 -April 19) —
You may receive a promise today

from someone who is in no position

to give it. You must discern the dif-

ference between fact and fiction.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) — It

is not too likely that you will be

tripped up in some way today, but

you still must take great care when
crossing unfamiliar ground.

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20) —
Yes. it's time once again to play a

guessing game with someone who
doesn't want you to know what he or

she is doing. Trust your instincts.

CANCER (June 21-|uly 22) -
You may hear from someone today

who has information to offer which

is either good or bad, depending on

your unique perspective.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) — Do you

have what it takes to come through

for someone who is depending on

you at this time? Today, you'll know
for sure one wav or the other.

VIRGO (Aug. 25-Sept. 22) —
Those who gravitate toward you

today will benefit from your positive

energy and your willingness to give

them the attention they need and

deserve.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) —
You can give someone the second

chance that he or she has been wait-

ing for today. Take care, however,

that you aren't making matters

worse.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) —
You are going to have to work hard-

er than expected to collect associates

with special abilities to help you

with an upcoming project.

Close to Home By John McPherson

? of tiHo JE>**;y

££ We want something that

feels good.

-Overheard

Today#s P.C. Menu
Caff 545-2*520 for mor

Franklin

LUNCH
Turkey Tetrazzini

Hamburger on a Roll

Lentil Chili

DINNER
Chicken Breast with Rice Stuffing

Spaghetti/Italian Sweet Sausage

Italian Tofu Balls & Sauce

Qtr. Pound Burger

ACROSS
1 District

5 Mare or stallion

10 Barge
14 Strong metal

15 Dialect

16 Desire
17 Twinge
18 Roof structure

19 Cleopatra's river

20 Lazybones
22 Less colorful

24 Tennis shots

26 Bronte's
governess

27 Bed covering

31 Relieves

35 "— to Billie Joe"
36 Fly high

37 Tiny
38 Took the bus
40 Twist
43 Kill

44 Smiles
46 College gal

48 Had a snack
49 Musician Hayes
50 Saloon keeper
52 Wise Men
54 Lion's ruff

55 Wing part

58 Song words
62 Follow closely

63 Stallone role

66 Short-tailed

rodent

67 Curved molding
68 Response to a

pun
69 Jug
70 Body of water
71 Glancing at

72 Out of danger

DOWN
1 Fastens (a

dress)
Verbal
Taboo
Swallow
Cultured person
Harem room
Umbrella part

8 Use a certain

iron

9 Manicurist's

board
10 Rays
11 Baby bed
12 Act like a wolf?

13 Tinier

21 Pigeons cries

23 Greek war god
25 Headliner
27 Welsh dog
28 Smells
29 Newspapers

and radio

30 Novelist Jong
32 Greens

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

2

3
4

5
6
7

BRuTlM MWmSR HOBO
) mam

Mlil=ILT. HI7H3HH MHHGJ

MilRIM EllflMOGlIi
DBHEIEI H0HI1S

EnmQ annua sees
HH0@ HH0O0 0HHQ
1? 1 H7 O 1997. Unrted Feature Syndicate

33 Delight

34 Craftier

39 Used glossy
paint

41 Standard
42 Manage
45 Blemish
47 Contradict

50 Type of fission

51 An attack of —
fear

53 Canyon

55 On the summit
56 Shakespeare-

an villain

57 Legal claim

59 Corn Belt

state

60 Musical
symbol

61 Bone-dry
64 Me. to Miss

Piggy
65 Forbid

Worcesi«r
LUNCH

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

American Chop Suey

Spaghetti/Tomato Sauce

Macaroni, Lentil & Tomatoes

DINNER
Chicken Breast with Rice Stuffing

Black-Eyed Peas

Pastabilities

Ravioli Alfredo

Hampshire
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Turkey Tetrazzini

DINNER
Chicken Breast with Rice Stuffing

Spaghetti/Italian Sweet Sausage,

Berkshire

LUNCH
Turkey Tetrazzini

Hamburger on a Roll

Lentil Chili

DINNER
Chicken Breast with Rice Stuffing

Shrimp & Sausage jambalaya

Penne with Tomatoes & Spinach

Pastabilities
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UMass third in Alaska Shootout Women's hoop earns

Minutemen return

to three-guard set

By Fred Hurlbrink, Jr.

Collegian Staff

UMass

SW Louisiana

Purdue

UMass

UMass

Seton Hall

Massachusetts basketball coach Bruiser

Flint wasn't going to wait for another 6-9

start.

With his frontcourt in foul trouble —
ami No. 5

Purdue con-

trolling the

game despite a

late first-half

surge by UMass — in the third quarter of

the Minutemen's 82-69 Great Alaska

Shootout semifinal loss to the

Boilermakers,
Flint went to

t h e

three-guard
offense.

Freshman point guard lonathan DePina
was the quickest player on the floor, and

had provided a spark in UMass' 13- 3 sec-

ond-quarter rally that pulled the

Minutemen
within 31- 26.

Lari Ketner,
who got into

early foul trou-

ble, picked up his third personal two min-

utes into the second half. Soon thereafter,

Flint made the switch, putting DePina on

the floor with Charlton Clarke and Monty
Mack.
DePina stabilized the backcourt while in

the game, moving Clarke from the point to

shooting guard. Mack (13 points) also

appeared more comfortable with his former

high school point man running the show.

The initial experiment, however, back-

fired.

With Ketner (14 points, 10 rebounds and

5 blocks) on the bench for much of the

time and Tyrone Weeks playing with three

fouls, Purdue's big men — Brad Miller and

Brian Cardinal — instigated a quarter-end-

ing 16-6 run to give the Boilermakers
(5-t ) a 56-42 lead at the end of three.

The Minutemen (2-2) trailed by double

digits the rest of the way. They drew within

10 late in the game on three Mack free

throws to make the score 71-61, but were

held at bay by Chad Austin (20 points) and
clutch Purdue foul shooting (22-of-23 in

second half).

Purdue met No. 3 North Carolina in the

Shootout final. The Tar Heels won. 73-69,

holiday split in Ohio
Tez Kraft scores a career-high

to lead Minutewomen past Kent
By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

Only two members of the

Massachusetts women's basketball

team got to go to their home state for

Thanksgiving. Tez Kraft, one of the

two, took advantage of that opportu-

nity and helped lead the

Minutewomen to a road trip split in

Ohio.

UMass defeated Kent Friday night,

67-*5, and fell 59-56 to Ohio State

yesterday afternoon.

The Minutewomen
move to 3-1 on the

UMass

Ohio State

UMass

THANC VO V COIUGIAN

Turn to HOOP, page 9

Freshman lonathan DePina played well in Alaska, leading UMass to a third place finish in the Great

Alaska Shootout.

season.

Kraft made the

most of her homecoming Friday

night, as she scored a career-high 23

points on 11 -of- 15 shooting. She
also contributed seven

rebounds off the

bench.

lunior Yolanda
Rayside also bolstered

the UMass cause with

a double-double. Rayside collected

14 points on 7-of-9 shooting and a

game-high 1 3 rebounds.

The Minutewomen used an 18-5

first half run to distance themselves

from Kent. Sabriya Mitchell sparked

the run with a pair of uncontested

3-pointers, as UMass went ahead
27-11.

Rayside scored 1 2 of her 14 in the

second half, but Kent used a 9-0 run

late in the second half to pull within

one with 2:28 remaining. Alison

MacFarland sealed the win for

UMass with a pair of free throws.

Kelly Van Huisen scored 1 1

points, while Mitchell finished with

eight points and a career-high 12

assists.

Though the result was positive, the

game was sloppy, with a season-high

35 turnovers on the UMass side.

Yesterday, it was Van Huisen who
led the charge for the Minutewomen,

as she scored 21 points in the losing

cause at Ohio State's St. lohn Arena.

But UMass had no answer for the

Buckeyes' Larecha (ones, who posted

a game-high 29 points, (ones keyed

Ohio State's successful comeback
bid with 21 points in the second

frame.

The Minutewomen utilized an

1 1-2 run late in the opening half,

during which Van Huisen and Kraft

provided all of the offensive power,

to take a 34-25 lead into the locker

room. After intermission, UMass was

able to build to a lead as large as 1

4

points, including a lead by the same

margin with just under eight minutes

remaining in the game.

However, |ones

went to work for Ohio
State, scoring 1 1

unanswered points to

pull the Buckeyes
within three with five minutes left in

regulation.

After UMass' Rayside. who fin-

ished with a

team-high eight

rebounds, brought the

lead back to six, (ones

nailed a pair of

3-pointers to even the

score. Jamie Lewis closed the door

on UMass with a trey with eight sec-

onds left.

Kraft was the only other

Minutewoman to finish in double fig-

ures in points at Ohio State, as she

scored 14. Kara Tudman and
MacFarland each contributed eight.

Mitchell did not score for UMass,
but added seven defensive rebounds

and a team-high 10 assists in the

effort.

UMass was able to better control

its turnover problems, though the

Minutewomen still committed 22.

lones was the only Buckeye player

in double figures, as Lewis provided

the second-hardest scoring punch
with nine points.

The loss is the first of the season

for the Minutewomen, who will travel

to Orono, Maine to face the Black

Bears on Thursday. Game time is 7

p.m. That will conclude UMass'
four-game road swing, and the

Minutewomen will return home for a

Sunday matinee against Holy Cross

and a Thursday night meeting with

Connecticut.

Patriots win, Jets lose;

teams share AFC lead
FOXBORO. Mass. (AP) — Drew

Bledsoe is finding his touchdown touch

in time to lead another New England

Patriots stretch run toward the play-

offs.

He threw two scoring passes yester-

day after going two games without

one, and the Patriots held on for a 20-

1 7 victory over the Indianapolis Colts,

lim Harbaugh's second scoring pass,

an 11-yarder to Sean Dawkins with

1:08 left, cut the lead to three, but the

Patriots recovered the onside kick and

ran out the clock.

The Patriots (8-5), who have six

wins against teams with losing records,

moved into a tie for the AFC East lead

with the New York lets, who lost to

Buffalo. But New England has no soft

spots in its remaining games at

lacksonville. at home against

Pittsburgh and at Miami.

In Bledsoe's four other NFL seasons,

New England made the playoffs twice

and was 5-0 and 4-1 in its last five

games those years. The Patriots, who
beat Miami 27-24 last Sunday, have a

chance for another 5-0 finish.

Indianapolis (1-12), whose only win

was against NFL champion Green Bay

two weeks ago, missed a chance to

beat both Super Bowl teams from last

season. The Colts trailed the Patriots

just 13-10 after three quarters, but

Bledsoe made sure there would be no
upset this time.

Bledsoe, who had eight scoring pass-

es in his first two games but only 1 3 in

his next 10, threw a 3-yarder to Sam
Gash and an 18-yarder to Troy Brown.

Adam Vinatieri added field goals of 32

and 48 yards for New England.

Harbaugh's 18-yard scoring pass to

Aaron Bailey on third-and-goal and
Cary Blanchard's extra point made it

13 10 with 4:54 left in the third quar-

ter. The Colts trailed 13-3 at halftime.

managing only a 24-yard field goal by

Blanchard.

Tailback Dave Meggett. who threw a

scoring pass against Miami, made
another big play when he returned a

punt 47 yards to the Indianapolis 28-

yard line with 32 seconds left in the

third quarter.

Curtis Martin then ran 10 yards and.

on the first play of the fourth quarter,

Bledsoe connected with Brown in the

end zone for a 20- 1 lead.

Bledsoe completed 20-of-33 passes

for 204 yards, while Harbaugh was 22-

for-41 for 310.

Bledsoe was sharp early, throwing

for first downs on the Patriots' first

five third-down plays as they took a

10-3 lead on Vinatieri's 32-yarder.

The Patriots capitalized on a

turnover for their first touchdown.

Marshall Faulk fumbled on
Indianapolis' fourth offensive play, and

Willie Clay recovered at the Colts 44-

yard line. Bledsoe completed 5-of-6

passes on the drive, ending it with his

pass to Gash.

On their last possession of the half,

the Colts moved from their 20 to the

Patriots 24. but Blanchard's 42-yard

field goal attempt went wide left. New
England took over 59 seconds before

intermission and Bledsoe completed 4-

of-5 passes for 32 yards and rushed for

4 yards, setting up Vinatieri's 48-yard

field goal.

ORCHARD PARK. N.Y. (AP) —
Despite their vast improvement this

season, the New York lets still couldn't

beat the Buffalo Bills. The Bills scored

a first-quarter touchdown for the first

time in 1 7 games, and Todd Collins hit

l.onnie lohnson with a 62-yard scoring

pass in the fourth quarter in a 20-10

victory over the lets yesterday.

lohnson, who had dropped three

passes earlier in the game, caught the

ball at the 40. ran over safety Victor

Green and beat linebacker Dwayne
Gordon to the end zone with 12:47

remaining. Thurman Thomas gained

104 yards on 18 carries and moved
into ninth place on the career rushing

list with 1 1.325 yards. It was Thomas'

first 100-yard game since Oct. 27.

1996. when he had 1 19 against New
England.

The Bills (6-7) broke a three-game

losing streak and beat the lets (8-5) for

the sixth straight time. A New York
victory would have guaranteed the lets

their first winning season since 19KX

The lets, who started the day in sole

possession of first place in the AFC
East, are now tied at the top with New
England, which beat Indianapolis 20-

17 Sunday.

Buffalo scored a first-quarter touch-

down for the first time since Nov. 24,

1996. on Collins' 28-yard pass to

Andre Reed 3:49 into the game. Steve

Christie kicked field goals of 49 and 34

yards for the Bills

Neil O'Donnell completed 25-of-47

for 292 yards, including a 29-yard

Turn to FOOTIAU, page 9

Hockey woes continue in 4-3 loss to NU
By Jorma Kansanen
Collegian Staff

Northeastern

UMass

Sometimes a coach will make a

roster move to spark a team out of

a slump. Usually, that roster move
will either result in the team solv-

ing the dilemma at hand, or will

not solve anything at

all.

In the

Massachusetts hock-

ey team's 4-3 loss to

Northeastern last

Saturday night at the William D.

Mullins Center, neither result was

evident. In two pregame roster

moves. UMass coach Joe Mallen

decided to start sophomore goal-

tender Dan Dileo over senior

incumbent Brian Regan, and had

to mix up his lines due to the

one-game suspension of senior

forward Tim Lovell.

After another end of the game

defensive collapse in last Tuesday

night's 3-2 overtime loss to

Vermont, where UVM scored the

gametying goal with 1 :4 1 left and

Regan was beat for the game-win-

ner on a slapshot from outside the

blueline. the team needed some
kind of defensive spark.

The Minutemen
played with a defi-

nite sense of defen-

sive purpose
against the Huskies

(6-5-1, 5-3-1 in

Hockey East), allowing a

season-low 19 shots on Dileo,

while getting 33 shots off on
sophomore goalie Marc Robitaille.

But Dileo's first start ever for

UMass was an unenigmatic one,

and as sophomore Bill Newson
scored the eventual gamewinner at

the 10:50 mark of the third peri-

od, Dileo had let in four goals —
three of the marginal variety — on

only 16 shots.

With a 2-9 record now, and a

paltry 0-7 in Hockey East confer-

ence action, that kind of spark did

not light the fire of victory. The
roster move did spark the team to

raise their game to the next level,

but their problem of losing has not

been solved yet.

But for Mallen. the problem was
on the scoring side of things, not

on the defensive side of things.

"I still thought we outplayed

them, and outworked them,"
Mallen said. "The difference is

that we couldn't bury the puck,

and they did. We had great

chances, and Robitaille made
some great saves.

"I had never seen Dileo play in a

full game, and I wanted to see how
he could do. I thought the time

was right, and from there on, it's a

one-goal game. If we bury our

chances, it's a win."

The game started off with a

quality scoring opportunity for

Minuteman sophomore Dean
Stork, but his slap shot from the

right point was nabbed by
Robitaille at the 16:14 mark of the

first period. |ust 24 seconds later,

though, freshman Matt Keating

scored on Northeastern's first shot

of the game, giving the Huskies

the early 1-0 lead.

At the 12:35 mark of the period,

freshman Kris Wallis continued

his strong play of late with a

one-man show. Breaking though

the middle of the offensive zone.

Wallis got a shot off on Robitaille,

collected the rebound behind the

net and fed fellow frosh R.|. Gates

in front of the net for his second

goal of the season — all in one
motion.

UMass received the second of

Turn to HOCKEY, page °
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Sophomore Jeff Blanchard tallied two goals and two assists this past weekend in a loss to Northeastern.
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How high

can you go?

Barbra Streisand
and Celine Dion
team up on a duet

and release individ-

ual albums (see Arts

h Living, page 6).

UMass hosts

home opener

Bruiser Flint and the

Massachusetts
men's basketball
team hosts College

of Charleston in the

home opener
tonight at 7:00 (see

Sports, page 1 2).

WORLD

Jackson calls for free

elections in Kenya

NAIROBI. Kenya (AP) — (esse

lackson, a new U.S. envoy to

Africa, called yesterday for free

election! in Kenya, where the

opposition accuses President
Daniel arap Moi of trying to rig

the vote. "If these elections are as

they ought to be — world-class

elections, open, free, fair, non-

violent — it is going to help
Kenya," lackson said during a

meeting with Moi at his State

House office.

The 73-year-old president, who
is seeking a fifth five-year term,

s;iid: "Of course, democracy is

what we are all after. ...(It)

would give the people the right to

choose the leaders they want."

Kenya's political opposition con-

tends that Moi and his Kenya
African National Union party are

working to sway the Dec. 29 vote

in their favor.

lackson arrived in Nairobi late

Sunday for a two-day visit ahead

of Kenya's second general elec-

tion since the east African nation

returned to multiparty politics in

1991.

NATION

Airline security beefed

up with wire severing

CHICAGO (AP) — A commuter
airline tightened security yesterday

after wires connected to a plane's

backup braking system were sev-

ered.

FBI agents and investigators from

the Federal Aviation

Administration were trying to deter-

mine if the five wires on the 64-pas-

senger plane had been deliberately

cut. said FBI spokesman Bob Long.

Over the weekend, an FAA official

who spoke on condition of

anonymity told The Associated
Press that the wires were not frayed

and that it appeared wire cutters

had been used.

The severed wires were discovered

Saturday during normal mainte-

nance on the British Aerospace ATP
twin-engine turboprop flown by

Chicago-based United Feeder
Service. The plane had arrived at

O'Hare Airport the day before from

South Bend. Ind.

No one would speculate on when
the damage occurred. Airline offi-

cials said the plane had arrived

without incident and sat on the

ground about seven hours before

the problem was discovered. Airline

spokesman Bill Mkhk said the com-

pany had told its employees to be

vigilant and enforce security mea-

sures strictly.
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Stoneyard built for Old Chapel's

spring clock tower renovations
By Paul Hayes
Collegian Staff

Many students may have wondered
why the grassy common in front of

the Old Chapel has been made to

resemble a parking lot.

The area was paved as part of a

project to renovate the chapel clock

tower.

The cleared area will be fenced off

to serve as a stoneyard. once renova-

tions begin on the clock tower early

next spring, said Richard Nathorst,

project manager for the University

Facilities planning department.

The purpose of a stoneyard is to

hold the chapel's stone pieces while

the process of renovation takes place.

The tower will be taken down brick

by brick, and the bricks will be put in

the stoneyard, Nathorst said.

Stones will be numbered so that they

will all be placed in the exact same
positions when the tower is rebuilt.

Nathorst said.

Nathorst is aware that students

may be upset by the removal of the

grassy common, and said that the

common will be returned to it's origi-

nal condition later next year.

"It's important for people to

understand that everything will

appear exactly the same as it did

before [the renovation] started,"

Freshman Jennifer Nagle

dead after long illness

aRIAN MCD€RMOTT\ COUEGIAN

Caution tape circles the Coodell commons before its paving last week.

Nathorst said, "we will restore it in

every aspect to the way jr was before

we started, except that the |tower]

will be secure."

The tower renovation project is

expected to cost over $1 million in

university funds. The renovations of

the tower's clock faces and chime are

being funded separately by a dona-

tion from the Class of 1944. Nathorst

said.

The project will begin in either late

February or early March, and is

expected to last nine months.

Nathorst said.

Built in 1884. the Old Chapel is the

second oldest building on campus
after South College.

The Old Chapel functioned as the

school chapel until 1915, when
Bowker Auditorium was opened, and

it then served as the school library

until the Gooddell Building was com-

pleted.

A nineteenth century tower clock

was installed in 1890, and up until

Turn to CHAPEL, page 2

University of Massachusetts
freshman Jennifer A. Nagle, 19,

of Brockton died Monday Nov.
24 at Brigham and Women's
Hospital in Boston after a long

illness.

Born in Stoughton, Nagle
attended Northfield Elementary

School in Northfield and gradu-

ated from Cardinal Spellman
High School in 1996. Nagle was
enrolled as a member of the

Class of 2000 at UMass as a bio-

chemistry major.

She lived in Van Meter
Residence Hall while attending

the University and took a leave

of absence due to her illness.

While in high school, she was a

member of the National Honor
Society, Peer Ministry and the

Volleyball team. Nagle attended

classes at the Art Institute of

Boston, and specialized in oils

and photography.

She was a volunteer at the St.

Joseph's Manor Nursing Home in

Brockton and a former Sunday
School teacher for of the

Brockton Prince of Peace

Lutheran Church.

In addition, she also participated

in benefit walks and drives for

AIDS research, hunger and
homelessness.

She also enjoyed attending

concerts and visiting Harvard
Square.

She is survived by her father

Peter C. Doody of Keene, N.H.,

her mother Charlene M.
(Murphy) Doody, her step- father

Peter C. Nagle of Brockton, a sis-

ter Judith A. Doody of Abington
and two brothers Scott C. and
Gregory M. Doody both of

Brockton; her maternal grandpar-

ents Ralph and Rita Murphy of

Norwell and several uncles, aunts

and cousins.

Funeral services were held last

Saturday at the Prince of Peace
Lutheran Church by Rev. Beatrice

Michael Brown. Following crema-

tion, interment took place at the

Calvary Cemetery, Brockton.
Arrangements were made by
Russell Funeral Home of

Brockton.

—Leigh Faulkner

Protesters are represented

in lawsuit against police

That holiday spirit...

Bill Littlefield hangs holiday lights in his hometown of Amherst yesterday afternoon.

BRIAN MCDERMOTTN COlLfCIAN

PLYMOUTH (AP) — Lawyers
representing 25 American Indians

who were arrested on Thanksgiving

during an annual protest threatened

Friday to take legal action against the

police.

But the police chief said he had
reviewed the incident and concluded

that his officers had acted properly,

while one of the first 12 protesters

arraigned admitted to disorderly con-

duct and paid a fine.

"A civil rights case is prominent in

everyone's mind." said Michael
Altman, an American Civil Liberties

Union attorney representing the

group said after the arraignment
Friday in Plymouth District Court.

"There will be an offensive."

Meanwhile, extensive publicity about

the incident resulted in additional

complaints.

"It's a national disgrace that law

enforcement still wants to treat Native

Americans as they did in the 1800s,"

said Michael Graham of Roland,

Okla., head of a group called United

Native Americans, which is calling for

November to be set aside as First

American History Month in honor of

American Indians.

The Plymouth incident began
when police confronted hundreds of

American Indians and others, many of

them members of the United
American Indians of New England,

staging their annual "National Day of

Mourning" protest in the town wbere

Pilgrims celebrated their first

Thanksgiving.

Prosecutor Ruth Kechejian said

police tried to block the protesters,

who she said were loud and unruly

and were blocking traffic. When they

wouldn't move, Kechejian said, police

were met with profanity and pushing

and shoving.

Capt. William O'Meara, who com-
manded the police, said the Indians

were given repeated warnings and
time to disperse. He said they did not

have a parade permit required for

them to march.

The protesters had interfered last

year with the annual Pilgrim's

Progress march of costumed re-enac-

tors to a worship service on top of

Burial Hill, police said Friday. But not

enough officers we»-e working at the

time to stop them and the service had

to be canceled.

"They would have been arrested

last year if we had sufficient officers,"

Police Chief Robert Pomeroy said.

This year. Pomeroy said, he had 20
extra local police officers, 1 5 state

police and some Plymouth County
Sheriff's Department officers on
hand.

Twenty-five protesters were arrest-

ed. One admitted Friday to disorderly

conduct and unlawful assembly and

was fined $50: a student from
Maryland, she said she did not have

time to return for further hearings.

Eleven pleaded innocent and were

ordered back to court on Jan. 29. The

Turn to PROTEST, page 2

Inmates try to undermine the

testimony of Michael Yandle

Providers to make net kid-safe
By Jeannine Aversa

Associated Press

CONCORD, N.H. (AP)— Three
New Hampshire prison inmates tes-

tified yesterday that another inmate

who fingered his former associates

in a deadly armored car robbery
betrayed them to get out of prison.

Michael Yandle told other inmates

he could face the death penalty if he

refused to cooperate with federal

prosecutors, the prisoners said.

However, Yandle never was charged

with a capital crime.

"He told me to tell (defendant)
Mikey (O'Halloran), I was fighting

for my life. ... I'm going to do what I

have to do to get out,'" prisoner

Leonard Kenney testified yesterday.

Instead, Kenney offered to help
Michael O'Halloran's defense.

"I know he was a rat," said Kenney,

who is serving time for burglary.

Yandle "was desperate to get out."

Five men from the Charlestown sec-

tion of Boston are on trial for a

series of bank and armored car rob-

beries in New England and Florida

from 1990 to 1995. Two armored
car guards were shot and killed on

Aug. 25. 1994, during a robbery
outside the NFS Savings Bank in

Hudson.
Yandle, 33, was the first person
artested after that robbery, on
charges he stole a car connected
with it.

For some time, Yandle refused to

break the "code of silence" that pre-

vailed in Charlestown. where resi-

dents know that helping police can

get them killed. Yandle was convict-

ed in 1995 of lying to the grand jury

about the Hudson robbery and
obstructing justice, and sent to

prison.

Finally, however, Yandle agreed to

testify and became the first in a

series of witnesses who broke the

"code of silence" and took the stand

against the defendants. As a result,

he was released from prison in

October.

Yandle testified in October that he

was a good friend of O'Halloran
and also knew defendant Anthony
Shea.

According to another inmate.
Ronald Wilson, who is in jail for

assault. Yandle often bragged about

his involvement in the Hudson rob-

bery.

"He (Yandle) said he and his broth-

er were more or less involved in

Hudson." Wilson said. "He said he

had stopped up there at T-Bones
restaurant a couple of times while

he was scoping out the scene of the

bank at Hudson."
Yandle also told Wilson that he had

set on fire a white Mazda 929 that

was connected with the deadly
Hudson robbery. Hours after the

robbery, police found the Mazda
burning in a parking lot. Inside,

they found money and bank bags

from the robbery, along with a bul-

letproof vest and a jumpsuit.

Yandle "said he disposed of the

white Mazda." Wilson said. "He
said he torched it. abandoned it."

Yandle testified in October that he

left the Mazda and keys with
O'Halloran. However. Kenney said

that Yandle had told him.

O'Halloran had nothing to do with

getting rid of the car.

Assistant U.S. Attorney David
Vicinanzo said that Yandle — who
was in jail for the first time — may
have exaggerated his role in the

Hudson robbery because he wanted
other prisoners to think he was
tough and "connected."

WASHINGTON — The online industry, hoping to

keep government intervention at bay. promised yesterday

to do more to help parents keep Internet smut away from

their kids.

Building on pledges made to President Clinton in July,

industry groups at a three-day meeting discussed how to

educate parents about anti-smut screening and how to

highlight Internet sites that are clean enough for kids.

Still, "Technology is not a replacement for good par-

enting," said America Online Chairman Steve Case. "I

think technology is a supplement that gives parents the

tools to make the choices that they think are appropriate."

The Center for Democracy and Technology, a group

that works to protect computer users' civil liberties, says

all major providers of Internet access to consumers offer

screening technology free or at a nominal cost. Those

providers, serving 14 million households, include AOL,
AT&T WorldNet, CompuServe. Prodigy and Erol's. But a

survey of 750 families by the monthly Family PC maga-

zine found that only 26 percent use screening software,

most of them because it is built in to their web browsers

or offered by their online service providers.

lust 4 percent of parents use screening software when
they buy and install it on their computers, the magazine

survey said. America Online, the Walt Disney Co.'s online

service, Time Warner, MCI and the Children's

Partnership, a child advocacy group, are among the orga-

nizations announcing new initiatives that include educat-

ing parents on the use of software that blocks access to

adult -oriented sites.

The Center for Democracy and Technology, mean-
while, has commitments from online and software compa-

nies to help parents choose screening software that best

suits their needs and values, deputy director Danny
Weitzner said, though he wasn't sure how that would be

accomplished.

A group that includes including Yahoo! Inc. and

WebTV is promoting a new Web site, smartparent.com.

that seeks to help parents educate themselves and their

children about the dangerous side of the Net. Time
Warner also said it will take steps to teach kids about

online safety.

"People will be more familiar with what's available to

them," said Kathryn Montgomery, president of the Center

for Media Education, an advocacy group that wants to

make the Internet safer and more educational for chil-

dren. "This is the beginning of the discussion, not the end

of one."

The efforts gTow out of a White House meeting this

summer that Clinton said yielded a consensus on "how to

pave the way to a family-friendly Internet without paving

over the constitutional guarantees to free speech and free

expression."

The Supreme Court in lune struck down a law

designed to keep cyberspace's seedy side away from chil-

dren. It said the 1996 Communications Decency Act, in

attempting to protect children from indecent material on

the Internet, improperly restricted the free-speech rights

of adults.

Hoping to avoid a v-chip for the Internet, representa-

tives from the computer-related industries have been

working on voluntary efforts to make the Internet a safer

place for youngsters. The White House has said it wants a

solution "as powerful for the computer as the v-chip will

be for the television that protects children in ways that are

consistent with America's free-speech values." Next year

Turn to INTERNET, page 3

Gov. Pataki signs bill allowing hemophiliacs to sue

By Donna Liquori

Associated Press

ALBANY. N.Y. (AP) — Gov.
George Pataki signed legislation yes-

terday allowing hemophiliacs who
contracted the AIDS virus or their

survivors to sue drug companies th;it

allegedly provided tainted blood-clot-

ting substances.

"I approve this extraordinary legisla-

tion to ensure that hemophiliacs
infected with HIV/AIDS in this man-

ner have their day in court." Pataki

wrote in his approval message. "Only

in the most exceptional and com-
pelling cases should the state expand

limitations period to revive time-

barred claims."

Under the new law. which opens a

two-year legal window, suits may be

filed immediately. The companies in

question are: Bayer Corp.'s Cutter

Laboratories, Alpha Therapeutic
OCorp.. Baxter International Inc. and

Rhone-Poulenc Rorer.

Turn to PATAKI. page 2
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Attention all Collegian staff members '

The deadline for applications for

spring 1998 editorial positions is

today. Completed applications must be

submitted to the Managing Editor by 5

p .m.

mandatory, all-staff meeting and

Candidate's Night will be held tomor-

row at 7 p.m. The location will be

posted in the newsroom. If you are

running for a position but cannot

attend Candidate's Night, you must
speak to Laura Stock or Chris Stamm

today

.

Voting for editorial positions will

take place Dec. 4-5 in the Collegian
offices

.

More information and applications are

available in the newsroom.
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of the Ovary, graduate comparative literature stu-

gets some studying done.

TbH » tough BrJfSSkm." said Erie.

Weinberg, the lawyer handling the

Mk of the cases, said Monday 'But

for the people who opted out (of the

settlement >. I don't think it was a

matter of money. I think they chose

tocominoe on because they want to

have a sense of righting for justice

for what happened to them"W*
were *ery angry.* Denise Maloney.

whose husband, lames Leftom died

of AIDS in 1993 at the age of 42.

tatd Monday. "We were told it was

an act of God. no one was at fault,

it couldn't have been foreseen."

Malones. whose husband was a

Wall Street broker and a hemophili-

ac, lived with him in Yorktown
Heights in Westchester, and has

since moved to New Jersey

protest
conAnued •cm poQe

'

other 1 3 were to be arraigned on

Tuesday.

PotncToy said be had reviewed

videotapes of the incident and read

bis officers' reports, 'and I am com-

pletely satisfied with how the officers

conducted themselves."

Airman asked the judge to order

the videotapes preserved as evidence.

Protest leaden said the police

seemed to have been lying in wait for

them
The cops refused to negotiate.' said

one. Mabtowin Monro. "They were

hi -K-- .- bssssmsj
'

John G Sapiel. 66. of Falmouth,

another protester who wi

said that most had moved off the

street as asked after the first few

arrests, but they also were arrested

anyway and Maced.

Police denied they used Mace,
i they did say they used small

i of pepper spray, but only on

people who were unruly during their

arrests.

Protesters said they would not

hesitate to return next year. "We
don't need a permit to march and we
will not stop coming to Plymouth."

said one. Moonanum fames.

'Clearly the town of Plymouth and

the Plymouth police department have

I war on Native Americans."

wi
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WINTER SESSION 1998 at Fitchburg State College

NICARAGUAN BIOLOGICAL
RESEARCH
Study Abroad Program
Offered in collaboration with the University of Mobile (Central American

Campus at San Marcos) this two-week program runs January 3-18, 1998.

Enroll in six credits (undergraduate or graduate), exploring the topography

of volcanos, cloud forests and tropical islands of Central America.

COURSE TOPIC: Tropical Biology (6 credits)

• Accommodations in university dorms

• Meal Plan

• Shuttle service from airport to San Marcos

• Access to university facilities and services

( or more information, call the International Education Office at

(978)665-3089 or the DCCE Office at (978)665-3182.

THIS IS THE BREAK
YOU'VE BEEN WAITING FOR
College Students: While you're home for semester break, why not

take a course or two at Fitchburg State College? In just a few weeks,

you can earn credits in English, art education, philosophy, psychology,

sociology or computer science. Both graduate and undergraduate,

our credits are transferable to virtually any college in the country.

WINTER INTERSESSION - Dec. 17 - Jon. 16

Register Today with the Division of Graduate and Continuing

Education. Phone-In, Fax-In, Mail-In, Walk-In or E-Mail!

P.S. - For those of you who would like to plan ahead, ask about our summer

course schedule, which this year includes amazingly affordable credit studies
K v

abroad in Rome, Italy and Dublin, Ireland.

Reno works for decision rejecting appeals
By Michael J. Sniffer,

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Attorney General |anet Rmo
worked yesterday on documents laying out her

expected decision to reject Republican appeal- for

an independent counsel to investigate telephone

fund raising by President Clinton and Vice

President Al Gore.

"No, not yet," Reno replied when asked yetterdaj

whether she had reached her final decision! on

independent counsels for Clinton. Gore and for-

mer Energy Secretary Hazel O'Leary She predict

ed she'd decide on Tuesday.

That's the deadline for her to relay her rulings to

a special court that is in charge of selecting inde-

pendent counsels. Aides to Reno said no word

would be sent to the court yesterday.

But these aides said Reno's detailed review d rec

ommendations by the Justice Department's cam-

paign finance task force suggested she would fol-

low their advice BgsdltSl Meking appointment- ol

independent COUTUell fol Bit} Of the three Retire*.

Repubfkani on Capitol Hill have been predicting

that outcome for day-.

That decision wuuid mean Reno had rejected the

view in a memo FBI DfrectOI l.uuis |. Freeh sent

her: That the broad range of allegation- supported

a request for an independent counsel. Reno has

-aid the law require- her to find evidence that spe-

cific (clonic- may have been committed rather

than to refer "some big blob" of allegations to a

counsel.

Republicans have complained that Reno has

focused too narrowly on the telephone calls. But

justice Department official- -aid the task force is

investigating a host of campaign fund-raising

allegation- and figures, that indictments of two

Democratic fund rai-et- are likely later this

month and that if any of the-e avenues of investi-

gation lead to Clinton or top administration fig-

ures. Reno would a-k for an independent coun-

sel.

They say the independent counsel statute, com-

bined with written requests from Republicans on

Capitol Hill, have momentarily pushed the tele-

phone fund raising to a decision point, but a

decision against seeking a counsel in this

instance would not exonerate top administration

offkiall in other elements of the probe.

The (ustice Department task force has concluded

that the 114-year-old statute that bars solicita-

tion of campaign contributions in federal offices

was aimed at protecting federal workers from

shakedowns by their bosses and has never been

u-ed to prosecute officials for telephoning citi-

zens at home or work in pursuit of donations.

The counsel statute requires Reno to follow

lu-tice Department prosecution precedents.

C'inton has said he may have made such calls

but can't recall them. Aides have testified he did.

but most apparently were from the White House

living quarters which are not covered by the law.

US will support S. Korea

IMF bail-out package

By Martin Crutsinger

Associated Press

Scientific inquiry

BRIAN MCDERMOm COLLEGIAN

Paul Stephenson, a graduate student in plant biology, works on an

experiment in Morrill Science center yesterday morning.

internet
continued from page 1

new TV sets are expected to have a

computer chip that would allow par-

ents to block unwanted programs.

Instead of seeking new legislation to

force the computer industry to shield

children from Internet smut — as

some in Congress are doing and some

anti-pornography groups want — the

Clinton administration is pushing a

system of voluntary restraints. That's

welcome news for the industry and

electronic civil liberties groups, which

fought to overturn anti-smut provi-

sions in the 1 996 telecommunications

law.

But some civil liberties and free-

speech groups worry that screening

software may inadvertently block out

useful material for kids.

"Parents must be truthfully informed

about what these so-called blocking

technologies would censor from their

children including a wide range of

artistic, educational, political materi-

al," said David Mendoza, executive

director of the National Campaign for

Freedom of Expression, an advovacy

group against censorship. Jerry

Berman, chief of the Center for

Democracy and Technology, acknowl-

edges some problems, but says: "We
think filtering is the right road. Are

there problems? Absolutely. The

ACLU is right to point out that there

may be pressures toward one v-chip

for the Internet, or certain kinds of

censorship."

The American Library Association

has a list of family-friendly Web sites

parents can access separately or

Were on line, get the Collegian anytime yon want @
http://vMvw.umass.edu/rso/colegian

WASHINGTON — The United

States stands ready to support a

financial bailout plan for South

Korea if that country accepts the

tough conditions of the International

Monetary Fund, President Clinton

said Monday. Treasury Secretary

Robert Rubin cautioned the adjust-

ment period for the Koreans would

be difficult.

Neither Clinton nor Rubin would

speculate on how much money the

United States might contribute, but

the administration stressed that the

funds would be provided only as a

second line of defense should an ini-

tial package assembled by the IMF

prove inadequate. "I favor a strong

agreement with the IMF that would

actually restore financial stability

and confidence in South Korea," the

president said. "And if such an

agreement could be made then I

would favor the United States par-

ticipating along with Japan, much
the same way we did in the recent

matter involving Indonesia."

Indonesia, Thailand and the

Philippines all sought IMF help this

year amid a wave of Asian currency

devaluations, bankruptcies and bank

failures. South Korea, the world's

11th largest economy, originally

asked the IMF for $20 billion but

said last week it would need far

more.

In a statement yesterday, the

World Bank said it was prepared to

make a "substantial and rapid"

contribution to the South Korean

rescue package.

The South Korea rescue package-

was being modeled after l $40 bil-

lion effort launched in October for

Indonesia. In that case. $23 billion

was put up by the IMF and other

international lending agencies.

including the World Bank, with the

United States pledging an addition-

al $3 billion as part ol a $17 billion

package of back-up resources

should the initial amount not prove

sufficient to stabilize the

Indonesian economy.

Clinton said the United State-, in

helping Indonesia and Mexico earli-

er, had insisted that they accept "a

rigorous plan that had a high likeli-

hood of success in restoring long-

term health and stability ."

The president said the Mexicans

"took a lot of hit- to their econo-

my, but it rebounded much nunc

quickly than anyone thought it

would, and they paid the motuv

back to us ahead of time and at a

profit."

In the ca-e of the Mexican curren-

cy crisis, the United State- wa-

forced to take the lead in pledging

$20 billion in what eventually grew

to a $50 billion international res

cue package. South Korea and the

other Asian countries that have

been forced to turn to the IMF help

this year are facing hurdles similar

to those that Mexico -ucces-tully

overcame. Rubin said. It will be

essential for the Asian countries to

stick with their IMF-approved
reform programs even if in the

early stage- "the adjustment period

is difficult.' Rubin -aid.

Only 2 weeks of class left

BRIAN MCDHMOTT- COLLEGIAN

Getting ready for Thursday...

As the Dec. 4 opening night nears for the cast and crew of Tommy,

freshmen Shira Helt, Tamara Garabedian, and Tara Keading assist in

the preparations.

IT AIN'T EASY,
BUT IT'S SMART
Winter Session '98

Why Winter Session?

• Catch up so you can graduate on time

• Focus on jusj^ne class, one set of homework assignments

• Make u^isS V edits

The End is near...

At, fcfc A

> Take ;.£?£/!iaUy overenrolled prerequisite for your major

• Earn three credits in three weeks

Smaller classes mean more individual attention.

Winter Session '98

January 5-26

Pick up a blue course catalog at Continuing Education in

Goodell Bldg. or anywhere on campus; in town at stores,

restaurants, banks.

Or call 545-0107 and we'll send you one.

Check out the updated course list at www.umass.edu/

confined/

Winter Session

Division of Continuing Education

University of Massachusetts Amherst

The Division of Continuing Education is

Ofclasses, that is!

THE LAST DAY OF CLASSES IS DECEMBER 1 2. THE
NEXT TWO WEEKS ARE YOUR LAST CHANCE TO GET

GIFTS FOR YOUR FRIENDS BEFORE EXAMS. DON'T LET

YOU FRIENDS GO HOME FOR A MONTH WITHOUT

SOMETHING TO REMIND THEM OF YOU.

/ ^
Stop in today, and let us help

you pick the perfect presents.
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University store
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(413)545-2619
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I'm sorry, but*
Back when times were simpler,

(or at least I am assuming so)

cave-people (to avoid offense,

I'll say Neanderthals) commu-
nicated with grunts and obvious

hand signals. Babies (young
humans), in the same way, use only

their available faculties to get the

message across to others that they

need to be fed. What makes no sense

to me. however, is when we, as a col-

lectivc society, went absolutely

berserk and —.___^^^^_
decided

that |ohn Cleese hit it right on the

head when he said, in The Life of

Brian, "You can't have bubies Stan,

you haven't got a womb! Where is

the fetus going to gestate. are you

going to keep it in a box?" (For an

in-context referral, go rent the

movie, it's worth the $2.50.)

That brings me to the point that

the American population has lost its

sense of humor. I'm sure that some

readers were offended at the last

comment. IT

that

every little thing

must be analyzed

and given a "politically correct"

name.

Here is a case in point: I went to

high school in a fairly moderate city

in Rhode Island (and yes, there are

other cities in Rhodey besides good

ol Providence, you just have to look

hard to find them), where the mayor

decided to make a change that would

"benefit everyone in the city." no

doubt. Well, we all know how offen-

sive the phrase "man-hole cover" is,

so it was deemed necessary to

change it to "person hole cover."

Honestly, I am all for finding

non-offensive ways to represent

touchy subjects such as the names of

ethnic groups or the differences in

the sexes. (I hear that there is a

movement going on now to say that

both men and women are equal in all

respects, but that is just a rumor.)

Listen up. as much as we want to

have equal rights for all, which is a

great pursuit, there are differences in

the sexes. Men and women should be

able to hold the same jobs at the

same rate of pay. but we have gotten

to such a point that you are chas-

tised for actually trying to express

the fact that men have physical

aspects that women do not. I think

K. Lawrence McDonald
WAS A PUN, A
IOKE. For the

love of God.
lighten up. Can I even say that with-

out getting into trouble? Everyone

who thinks that they are so "bad"

because they are watching "South

Park," I have an update for you.

Compared to the humor that can be

seen on BBC (British TV for all you

Yanks), the humor of our beloved

Eric Cartman is weak and ignorant.

Don't get me wrong, I put every-

thing down on Wednesdays to watch

the show; it is a refreshing break

from the monotony of Martha Stuart

and Kathy Lee Gifford peppering

the channels. Even "Saturday Night

Live," which made its reputation

upon being "cutting edge," has

become decidedly lame. It has

become a little racier in the past sea-

son or two, but I think that the days

of "Mr. Robinson's Neighborhood"

are gone. Maybe we can hope for the

"Church Lady" or something. Of
course it would now have to be

called the "Non- denominational

Person with Possible Agnostic

Beliefs."

Another thing, teaching (hmm.
how about non-influential informa-

tional presentation to minors?)
schools, particularly on the high

school level, have gone absolutely

•

hog-wild (sorry if I offended any

farmers reading the paper). Again, 1

consider myself a liberal, but how
the hell can you teach a history les-

son about the Crusades without
mentioning the fact that they were
wars (violent differences) based on

the different beliefs in God? (Oops, I

guess I slipped.) There were other

reasons as well — money and territo-

ry come to mind — but it is ludi-

crous not to mention God. I know
that not everyone follows the same
faith, that is the beauty of America,

and we are very lucky compared to

other countries where independent

thought is suppressed. However, I

feel that it is a terrible lie to tell to

the "future of America" that history

is not black or white, but gray. I was
lucky enough to go to a private

school where we did not have to fol-

low the state curriculum of political-

ly correctness/cowardliness.

But, I am worried that schools are

breeding over sensitized robots that

will not be able to form their own
thoughts. Future voters who will

overload if a wrong "equation" is

entered into their "computer." Times

are changing and the "sheep" men-

tality is growing in numbers (sorry to

all the shepherds out there), and it is

becoming harder to have an individ-

ual view in today's society.

Personally, 1 feel that color is just

a color, and I will try to find the least

offensive way to refer to people that

are different than me. That is a per-

sonal choice. Equal rights between

race and sex are the right way to go,

and everyone should look in that

direction, lust make sure that you are

doing it to be true to yourself, pri-

marily as well as others. Baaa...

baaa...

K. Lawrence McDonald is a

Collegian staff member.
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Big business is watching you
Imagine how you would feel if you discovered

your employer was reading your e-mail and lis-

tening in on your phone calls. Imagine how you

would feel if your comings and goings in the

office were watched by video cameras and elec-

tronic sensors. And think of how you would react

if your boss reserved the right to inspect your body

fluids.

Sound like an Orwellian nightmare? Actually,

it's merely a description of many
workplaces across the United

States. Because as technology

becomes more sophisticated, many
employers are finding new ways to

monitor employee behavior.

Indeed, a recent American
Management Association survey of

906 large and medium-sized com-

panies found that 35 percent of the

respondents occasionally use some
form of electronic surveillance on

their employees. Drug testing is

also on the rise, with American companies helping

to make the manufacture of equipment and chemi-

cals for drug tests a $300 million industry.

And the changes keep coming. Already many
businesspeople have traded in their trusty office

keys for pin numbers — which enable employers to

track employee whereabouts. At CBS News head-

quarters in New York, employees actually wear

coded badges that a scanner reads as they come to

work each morning. And a company called

FOCUS ON WOMEN

Hygiene Guard is currently test-marketing a system

that tells employers if workers have washed up

after taking a powder.

Indeed, there appears to be no limit to what our

employers will one day be able to know about us.

The Chicago Tribune reports that engineers at

Microsoft are currently hard at work on a two-way

video system. That's right — it's a computer that

watches you as you watch it.

Already. Microsoft has

successfully created a

computer that "knows"
when an employee leaves

her desk. It can also deci-

pher some distinguishing

characteristics — for

example, it can tell the

difference between a

large man with a beard

and a petite woman with

long hair. This, says

Microsoft brass, is only

the beginning.

I don't want to sound paranoid here but wasn't

this, urn, EXACTLY what George Orwell was talk-

ing about in 1984? Sure, he said it would happen a

decade ago, and, sure, he said that this behavior

would come from the government and not big busi-

ness. But you have to admit — the guy was pretty

close to the mark. Because it's not just employees

who are being watched. It's consumers too.

Every time we make a long-distance phone call,

Letters to the Editor

use a credit card, subscribe to a magazine, place a

catalog order, use a frequent-shopper card or surf

the Internet, corporate America takes note. Our
data is continually being swapped and sold, with

magazines selling subscription Ksts to direct-mail

companies and credit agencies selling lists of Visa

holders to department stores. The average con-

sumer, reports USA Today, is currently on at least

25 different marketing databases, and there are

more than 15,000 specialized lists.

Even more insidious is the way our information

is trafficked on the Internet. Think those trips to

the Hanson Lovers site are your little secret? Think

again. Because chances are your computer has

squealed on you. If you've done a fair amount of

net surfing, then you probably have a "cookie" file

stored on your hard drive that keeps track of many
of the Web sites you visit. Online advertising agen-

cies are able to access your cookie file, see the

places you've surfed to, and custom-tailor ads for

you. Which is why that ad for Hanson's CD
popped up while you were innocently downloading

today's stock reports.

Once again, I don't want to be an alarmist. Just

how corporate America could misuse their knowl-

edge of our preferences on blue jeans and breakfast

cereals, I cannot say. But I do think that we should

keep a close eye on big business. Because of this we
can be sure: Big Business is definitely watching us.

Sara Eckel is a syndicated columnist. Send com-

ments to the author in care of this newspaper or

send her e-mail at saraeum@aol.com.

Ym with the band
In

case you don't know, there

will be a great show at the

Mullins Center tonight. At say,

around 7 p.m. People will be

cheering and screaming, arms will

be waving, feet will be stomping.

And if you are one of the thou-

sands present ^^^^^^^^^^
the

^m
Casev

Radio Free

awareness

To the Editor:

I am writing to thank Collegian

columnist Daniel Bodah for his edi-

torial concerning the legal victory

for Free Radio Berkeley. Although I

don't echo Mr. Bodah's empas-
sioned move for the outright aboli-

tion of the Federal Communications

Commission, I do agree that the

FCC must be held to much tighter

scrutiny. There are serious First

Amendment issues at hand here and

I urge anyone who subscribes to the

slippery slope' theory to research

low wattage radio to see that the

FCC is not looking out for your

interests, as it is obliged to do.

Recently, one such violation of

civil rights has occurred much clos-

Doonesbury

er to home than California. Radio

Free Allston of Boston was shut

down over the Halloween holiday.

Radio Free Allston is a station

broadcasting without an FCC
license because of a 19-year-old

ban on community radio. The First

Amendment guarantees that the

government shall make no provi-

sions abridging Americans' freedom

of speech, and the Communications

Act of 1934 declares that the FCC is

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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to act in the on behalf of the public

interest, necessity, and convenience.

The FCC does not uphold the

Constitution and has forgotten

about the public interest.

Last year, Congress passed a bill

which allows one radio company to

control up to 50 percent of a radio

market. The FCC claims that this

move is in the public interest. Still,

they deny the public access to the

airwaves in favor of big business.

For information about how the

FCC and the U.S. government is

defecating on your First

Amendment rights, consult the fol-

lowing web sites:

www.fcc.gov (site for the Federal

Communications Commission)

www.freeradio.org (site for Free

Radio Berkeley)

www.tiac.net/users/error/radiofre

eallston/index.html (site for Radio

Free Allston)

Thanks for bringing this issue to

your readers,

Kevin Donoghue
Westfield State College

kdonoghuel@foma.wsc.mass.edu

to see

Massachusetts m__
men's basket-

ball team take on the College of

Charleston, make it a point to

check it out.

You see, I'm not talking about

the hoop team, though, I know
from experience the Minutemen
can host a dandy affair. No, I'm

talking about the UMass Hoop
Band.

That's right, the band. If you
doubt that I'm serious about the

frenzied ambiance and the terrific

show, simply pay attention during

any time-out.

The Hoop Band provides musi-

cal accompaniment to the

Minutemen's fan support. With a

barrage of songs ready at a

moment's notice, the band can

electrify the crowd.

The band's director, Thorn
Hannum, is just as loud and spirit-

ed as any of the Mullins faithful.

Check that: he's louder, given the

fact that he helps lead cheers with

his megaphone.
The band even has its own CD

out; a compilation of everything

from "Sanford and Son" to the

theme from ESPN's
"Sportscenter."

It's easy for me to grasp and
comprehend the dedication and
intensity the band has developed.

Last year, Hannum and several

members of the group graciously

invited me to sit in with them. I

accepted and did so during last

year's Fordham game.

I was nervous when I got to the

game, especially considering I was
about half a decade removed from

the last time I picked up an alto

saxophone. I hoped that I would

be able to sort of fade into the

background, since 1 new I would

most likely not be able to keep up

with the experienced players. Of
course, I got to play the second

alto part, but it figured I was right

in front of a microphone.

^^^^^^^ Still. the
\^^^^^^^^ members of the
^v<mt^^^^^ band wasted no

time in making
me feel comfortable. I was given

one of the maroon and white
rugby shirts that are their uni-

forms. And just about everyone in

the entire saxophone section

assured me things wouldn't be as

bad as I thought.

All things considered, it wasn't

that bad. And if you take away my
jitters and the several (read: many)
off-key notes I proceeded to hit

during the evening, everything

actually went well.

More than anything, though,
being in the band for an evening

gave me a different perspective on

hoop games. I have been to games
as a fan, I have been to games as a

member of the media, but being in

the band was different.

As a fan of the sport, I have,

over the years, grown to appreciate

both the game itself and the

atmosphere that surrounds the

unique world that is college hoop.

Most people associate cheerlead-

ers with the sport, mascots and
fans. Most people think of the

band, too, but it's not always the

first thing mentioned. The people
in the UMass Hoop Band are giv-

ing Minuteman fans reason to put

the band at the top of that list.

So, if you want to see a couple
of college kids put on a great
show, head on over to the Mullins

Center at about 7 p.m. tonight.

The players will be in the school
colors, fans will be cheering, and,
if you're interested, the men's bas-

ketball team will be playing as

well.

Casey Kane is a Collegian
columnist.
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More loathing in the tents of Zion
Part One: Israel and the Arabs

In recent months, the schisms in

Israeli society and the Zionist move-

ment exposed by the Rabin assassina-

tion have blossomed beautifully.

They constitute, without question,

the most serious divisions since the

founding of the Israeli state 50 years

ago, a period of

Palestine. The goal is to ensure that,

when contemporary asymmetries in

technological capacity and interna-

tional relations return to a more nor-

mal equalibrium, the State of Israel

does not go the way of the Crusader

State (which most readers have prob-

ably never even

Hussein Ibishunprecedented
loathing.

One of the most divi-

sive issues involves Israel's relation-

ships with its Arab neighbors and the

Palestinians.

Loathe thy neighbor

The dispute can be described as

being essentially between two camps
— consolidationists and expansion-

ists. In political terms consolidation-

ists are largely to be found in the par-

ties associated with the Labor coali-

tion, whereas expansionists tend to

be clustered around the Likud block.

Loathing emereges, in this case,

from incompatable evaluations of the

state of the Zionist project and the

future of the Israeli state. The consol-

idationists, are more or less content

with the present condition of the

Israeli state.

They point out that, through a

combination of expulsions and immi-

gration, Israel has created a solid

lewish majority within its de jure bor-

ders. Through a series of wars, it

extended its de facto control to all of

Palestine. Its military security is

unwritten by the most potent military

in the region, courtesy of the U.S.

taxpayer, and topped off with one of

the world's largest nuclear arsenals.

It enjoys the diplomatic protection of

the United States, which thanks to

unrivaled lobbying and campaign

contributions by American Zionists,

gives unconditional support to Israel.

The Palestinians, Zionism's main

rival and victim, are throughly dis-

possesed, disenfranchised and defeat-

ed.

Thus it is argued by the consolida-

tionists that the Zionist movement

has acheived its main aims — the cre-

ation of a militarily secure Jewish-

dominated state in Palestine.

Consolidationist thought has

moved on to the next challenge —
how to ensure the long-term viability

of this colonial European-ruled

enclave in the Arab World. Those

with a sense of history recall, after

all. that for over two hundred years

there was a European-ruled,

Christian dominated state in

heard of).

This concern

began to emerge in

ruling cricles in Israel by the early

1980's, with former hawks like

retired chief of military intelligence

Yehoshafat Harkabi and General

Matti Peled warning of the long-term

danger to Israel of permanent isola-

tion in the Middle East.

Rabin and the consolidationists

saw the post-Gulf War environment

as the perfect opportunity to address

this issue while keeping maxium
Israeli control of the West Bank and

without allowing for the creation of a

Palestinian state.

The Rabin (and Clinton) plan was

that Israel could lay the foundations

for normalizing its role in the Middle

East and develop an aura of legitima-

cy by making limited consessions to

the Palestinians through the Oslo

process.

This would formalize and legit-

imize Israeli de facto sovereignty over

the West Bank by creating a set of

Palestinian bantustans: small, isolat-

ed pockets of "autonomy" where the

Arab rabble would be policed by

their own quislings rather than Israeli

troops. Meanwhile, and quietly, land

expropriation and settlement activity

would continue apace, leading to

eventual formal annexation at some

probably distant future date.

In this way, Rabin sought to pacify

the Palestinian cities, please the

United States, give the Arab nations

and others the excuse to open trade

and diplomatic relations with Israel,

and defuse international condemna-

tion of ongoing Israeli colonial activi-

ty-

To the expansionists, however, this

plan constitutes a complete betrayal

of Zionist principles, which dictate

for both religious and/or historical

reasons total Jewish rule in all of

Palestine: Expanison thought holds

that since Israel has won such a total

victory over the Palestinians, with the

Arabs in divided disarray and the

United States ruling the global roost,

now is not the time for any conces-

sions at all, however slight. The idea

is rather to expand settlements as

Israeli soldiers take aim at Palestinian civilians.

quikly as possible, and move rapidly

to full formal annexation of most of

the West Bank.

Palestinian autonomy is bad

Zionism, they argue. Worse, they sus-

pect that this process cannot be con-

trolled as Rabin promised.

Expanisonists fear that granting

autonomy to Palestinians leads to

dangerous international expectations

and ultimately makes a Palestian

state of some kind inevitable.

Yigal Amir, who murdered Yitzhak

Rabin, represented the extreme form

of expansionist rejection of Rabin's

Oslo plans. But Bibi Netanyahu's

brand of politics has always partici-

pated in similar rhetoric and

embraces most of the same attitudes

as Amir, which is why Rabin's

widow. Leah, continues to point the

finger of blame at Bibi. "I want to

stress and I stress again that 1 do not

release Benjamin Netanyahu from

responsibility for this becuase he par-

ticipated in the incitment," she said

recently, adding "I will not forget and

I will not forgive."

I loathe you to death

Loathing in Israeli society on this

issue has become violent to the point

of murder and continues to increase

in intensity.

This is because, in the eyes of both

camps, the other is threatening the

very foundations of the Zionist pro-

ject. The expansionists fear that the

autonomy consessions will lead to the

creation of a Palestinian state on the

West Bank and the permanent loss

for the Zionist movement of lands

held central to the Zionist dream.

What is the Negev desert, or even the

twenieth century "green-field" city of

Tel Aviv, to the Zionist cause com-

pared with Hebron, Jerico,

Bethlehem, Nablus, Ramallah, and so

many other sites assocaited in the

Bible with the ancient Hebrews in

whose name Zionism stakes its claim

to Palestine?

These places, not to mention East

Jerusalem, are held by many expan-

sionists to be of greater significance

to Zionism than most of the territoriy

in the Israeli state. The sight of an

Israeli government policy that might

one day put Israeli rule over such

places at risk is anathema to expan-

sionists and produces profound and

occasionally murderous loathing.

Consolidationists, on the other

hand, fear that by failing to take

advantage of this unprecedented

opportunity to gain regional legitima-

cy and accpetance, expansionists are

condemning Israel to a future of con-

stant warfare. Rather than secure the

gains made by Zionism in establish-

ing the present Israeli state, expan-

sionists are placing the entire project

in long-term jeopardy by refusing to

come to terms with the rest of the

Middle East. Expansionism looks sui-

cidal and fanatical to consolidation-

ists. in other words, bitter loathing

ensues.

This loathing has come to the point

where Ya'acov Perry, head of Israeli

internal security (GSS) told the

Kneset on Nov. 12 "The political

argument is cutting us up and divid-

ing us and, in my opinion, we are

almost heading for civil war. It's defi-

nitely possible to conclude that, in

light of the atmosphere of intolerance

and because political argument is get-

ting worse and exceeding reasonable

proportions, that people aren't will-

ing to hear the other side. This is an

Loathing in action

Arab East |erusalem.

atmosphere which could definitely

result in violence, incitement, and

calls for death and, as a result, in

another political assassination." He

added that it could easily come from

the political left.

Loathing Mussobbi

The specter of assassination is so

great in Israeli politics now that one

of the prinicple accusations hurled

between rivals is almost always that

of "incitement" to murder.

Prime Minister Netanyahu has

aquired the unflattering nickname of

"Mussobibi," the use of which is

often associated with chants of

"death to Netanhayu," "there is a

Yigal Amir of the Left," and "you

said safe peace, you turned out to be

a manaic."

Labor Party MKs at an August

meeting declared "We have to bop

off Netanyahu's head" and "Hit

Netanyahu — shoot in all directions."

The Israeli right hit back with the

Hatzofeh daily accusing Rabin's close

colleague, Shimon Peres, of being the

mastermind behind the Rabin mur-

der. Accusations that Peres used a

Shin Bet agent to get Amir to shoot

Rabin continue to circulate.

An index of the degree to which

the Israeli left and the consolidation-

ists loathe Netanyahu is the manner

in which Nurit Peled blamed him per-

sonally for the death of her 13-

year-old-daughter who was killed in

a suicide bomb attack in Jerusalem in

September. Peled, a childhood friend

of Netanyahu, said "I hold the gov-

ernment of Israel responsible for the

death of my daughter. I really believe

it is the fault of the Israeli govern-

ment more than the terrorists. Israel

is breeding terrorists by heaping

these humiliations on the

Palestinians. By behaving like con-

querors, we've brought it on our-

selves."

For his part, Bibi can loathe with

the best of them. Recently he touched

off a firestorm of outrage when he

was overheard explaing to an elderly

Rabbi that because of their attitude

towards the Palestinians. "the left

have forgotten what it means to be

Jewish." By "the left," Netanyahu was

generally understood to have been

referring to at least half of Israeli

society.

ASSOCIATED PWSS

Israeli police remove Peace Now protesters from buildings occupied by Israeli settlers in

Finding a place in America
Asian? American? Asian-

American?
I was born in good-ole

Boston. It's the city where you can

feel the most American. Heck, it's

where Paul Revere rode his horse

to warn that the British were com-

ing, the site of the Boston Tea

Party, and where the U.S.S.

Constitution
Lilian Chan

would have to be some tourist

from either Japan or China. But,

I'm not.

I don't consider myself to be an

Asian because, for one, I wasn't

born in Asia. Also, my relatives

from Asia have told me that I am
an American through and through.

Three years ago, I went to Hong
Kong with my moth-

resides. Who
wouldn't feel patri-

otic living there?

I'd consider myself to be an

American because I was born in

the U.S. and grew up with "Sesame

Street," "Mr. Rodger's

Neighborhood," the Babysitter's

Club book series, and a lot of

Coca-Cola (too much if you ask

me). For a little while. 1 truly felt

as if 1 belonged in this country—
that nothing was different about

me. But then, someone would

make a comment about my ethnici-

ty which would immediately shat-

ter my false sense of identity.

Just last weekend, I was in New
York when this old white guy came

up to me and said. "Konichiwa"— what is it with people saying

that to me?
Some people probably look at

me and don't even consider me to

be an American. A foreigner is

more like it. Because 1 don't have

blonde hair and blue eyes, how

could I possibly be an American? I

er to visit my aunts

and uncles. Even
though 1 looked like

everybody else, I was considered

different. I asked my aunts and

uncles how they could tell I was an

Ameican. They said it was the way

I walked, the way I talked, and the

way 1 carried myself.

It's funny how I have to travel

thousands of miles to be consid-

ered an American.

So, aside from the remarks I get

about the color of my skin, why do

1 feel as if I don't quite belong? I

never before understood why until

a friend of mine talked to me a lit-

tle more about Asian-American

studies. Basically, I have no clue as

to what my forefathers achieved in

this country I call my home. For

example, I never knew that the

first Asians to arrive in this coun-

try were the Filipinos. I always

assumed that it was the Chinese.

And, there's so much more I don't

know.
It would be an ideal situation if

there were an Asian- American

studies department here on cam-

pus. But, one may ask, don't we

already have an Asian studies

department? Yes, but there's a big

difference between that and Asian-

American studies.

Asian studies deals specifically

with the customs and cultures of

Asian countries such as Japan and

China.

Asian-American studies, on the

other hand, deals with the experi-

ences of Asian immigrants. For

example how it felt to travel to

another country not knowing the

custom and the culture. It also

speaks of the experiences of those

in this generation and the next. I

would be able to better relate to

these people becasue they would

help to strengthen the ties that I

have to this country. Their history

would make me to better under-

stand the present.

I would like to have someone to

look up to. People of European

descent have Ben Franklin. John F

Kennedy, and countless others to

be proud of. Where's my Ben

Franklin and |ohn F. Kennedy?

Bruce Lee can only take you so far

as someone to be proud of.

Isn't it time that another history

— another facet of America — be

recognized?

Lillian Chan is a Collegian staff

member

To loathe, honor and obey

Because most of the senior figures

in the Israeli national security estab-

lishment are strongly consolidation-

ists, like former Chiefs of Staff Rabin

and Barak, there is a complete break-

down of communication and coordi-

nation between Bibi and his generals.

As soon as Bibi came to power, his

associate Uzi Landau accused the

generals of being "lackeys" of the

Labor Party, and they were frozen

out of the highest-level strategic dis-

cussions. As Netanyahu moved to

dismantle the Oslo process, senior

officers began to publicly criticize

Bibi's provocative actions such as

opening a tunnel under the al-Aksa

mosque.
In Oct. 1996. Prof. Zeev Maoz

warned that relations between Bibi

and the generals were so bad that

there was the possibility of an army

coup to oust Netanyahu. Maoz wrote

that "There is a crisis of confidence

between the government and the

army on political grounds."

A group of 33 prominent officers,

mostly reservists, wrote a public let-

ter to Netanyahu accusing him of

"making every possible effort to drag

us into an unjstifiable war and

destroy any hopes of peace."

"Our motivation to fight has been

reduced and without it we do not see

how we would be able to take part in

the next war," they pointedly added.

The crisis of confidence between

the government and the military con-

tinues to deteriorate. In late

September, Netanyhau's cabinet

rejected the unanimous assessment

of the entire Military and national

security services that Yassir Arafat's

continued cooperation with Israel

depends on progress in the Oslo

process talks. The Likud govern-

ment, due to its expansionist ideolo-

gy, refuses to accept the Israeli mili-

tary's perfectly obvious opinion that

without progress, Arafat has no

incentive to cooperate with Israel.

Therefore, at present, there is no

basis for discussion between the gov-

ernment and the military in Israel on

one of the most basic issues of

national security — the relationship

with the Palestine National

Authority.

This dispute has also emerged in

regard to Israel's occupation of

southern Lebanon. Last week. Major

General Amiram Levin, head of the

Israeli army's Nothern Command,
called for a unilateral Israeli with-

draw! from Lebanon, only to be

rebuked by government officials.

This has been a terrible year for

Israeli occupation forces in Lebanon,

with over 200 Israeli troops killed

since January.

The most stunning incident

involved an ambush by Hizballah,

Amal, Lebanese Army and local

farmers on a squad from the elite

Shayetet 13 naval commando unit.

These Israeli troops were apparently

on a terrorist mission designed to

murder or kidnap Lebanese cleric

Abdel Amir Qabalan. It was obvious

that the Israelis had been set up.

Capt. David Schick, retired deputy

commander of Shayetet 13, said that

"In my opinion, a double agent

informed Hizballah that an operation

would take place."

It is widely recognized that

although an official inquiry naturally

found that there was no double agent

involved, someone leaked the infor-

mation to the Lebanese who knew

when, where and how Israel's elite

troops would be found.

What is less discussed is that the

"double-agent" senario, in which the

Israeli military is penetrated at a

senior level by agents of Hizballah, is

actually a best-case scenario.

Far more troubling is the possibili-

ty that there is no such double-agent,

but that a combination of wanting to

withdraw from south Lebanon, dias-

aproval of recklesss terrorist attacks

on clerics, and. above all, loathing

for Bibi could have led officers to

forward this information to the

enemy gratis. Certainly, such an

action would fall well short any

potential coup. And recall that in

giving up Shayetet 13, one is hardly

sacrificing fresh-faced conscripts

straight from mother's bosom but

rather elite commandos who have

been decribed as "in normal terms,

psychotic."

Unthinkable? In previous times,

perhaps.

But at present Israel lives in the

era of Netanyahu, days of bile and

loathing.

Hussein Ibish is a Umass graduate

student.

Plymouth rocked by police violence
Note: The following is a press release

released on Nov. 28. 1997 by United

American Indians of New England

(UAINE), the organizers of the 28th

Annual National Day ofMourning. The

Plymouth event last Thursday was

stopped by police violence as 150-200

participants marched to protest the

treatment of Native Americans.

According to UAINE co-leader

Moonanum fames (Wampanoag).

"Native people have no reason to cele-

brate the arrival of the Pilgrims. We
want people to know the truth about

Thanksgiving. The Pilgrim Progress

pawtle is nothing more than a glorifica-

tion of genocide and a monument to

racism.

"

Some of those who were arrested

were arraigned on Thursday. The

remaining will be arraigned this morn-

ing.

This year, we chose to let the Pilgrim

Progress parade march without interfer-

ence from us. We were not even in

town when they marched. Our leaving

them alone makes no difference to the

cops and to the town fathers of

Plymouth.

Clearly, the only one with a right to

march in Plymouth are the descendants

of the Pilgrims. Clearly the only ones

with a right to speak in Plymouth are

the descendants of the Pilgrims.

Every inch of this land is Indian land.

We do not need a permit to march on

this land. We do not need a permit to

assemble on this land. We do not need a

permit to march on this land. We do

not need a permit to assemble on this

land. We do not need a permit to raise

our voices in protest.

Plymouth was turned into an armed

camp of cops yesterday. The racism and

cruelty of "America's home town" were

on display for the world to see.

Yesterday, the cops conducted a care-

fully orchestrated campaign of harass-

ment and brutality. As supporters began

to arrive for National Day of Mourning,

cops were videotaping them. They had

police informers planted in the crowd.

Our negotiators made every effort to

speak to the cops about our maraching

peacefully The cops refused to talk with

them. They gave no warning before they

charged into the crowd and began mak-

ing arrests. We had women and chil-

dren grouped at the front of the march

to make it clear that we did not wasn't a

confrontation. The cops did r.ct care.

The cop assault was completely unpro

voked.

They arrested 25 of us. They knocked

people to the ground and forced pepper

spray into their mouths and eyes. They

even put pepper spray into the eyes of

an 8-year-old boy and an II -year-old

boy. They arrested people who had

stepped to the sidewalk and tried to get

away. They knocked people to the

gound and then charged them with

assault and battery.

Clearly the town of Plymouth, the

Plymouth police. Massachusetts state

troopers and other police forces have

declared war on Native Americans and

those who support our struggle. We will

not be intimidated by these police terror

tiictics.

We have all of this on videotape.

There is no doubt but that we are telling

the truth about what happened

Every single person arrested yester-

day was guilty of only one thing: daring

to stand up and support the Native

struggle.

We want to thank all of the people—
from the four directions — who were

arrested yesterday for staying strong.

We want the press to know that the

cops were particularly brutal to our

black sisters and brothers who stood

with us. We would also like to thank

those who stood by us by raising bail

money and rallying outside of the

Plymouth Police station until each of us

was released.

Word has spread quickly about the

police riot in Plymouth

ye«»<»rHa[Thursdayl. We have phone

calls and e-mails pouring in from

Native people and non-Native support-

ers everywhere, asking what they can do

to help us.

If the powers that be think that we

are going to be intimidated by their

police terror tactics, they are wrong. It

will only strengthen the resolve of

United American Indians of New
England and many others to fight back

against racism and police brutality.

We have come to Plymouth every

year since 1970 for National Day of

Mourning. We will not stop aiming to

Plymouth. We will continue to raise our

voices in protest.

We are not vanishing. We are not

conquered. We are as strong as ever.
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The diva meets Dion
in comparison of style
By Seema Gangatirkar

Collegian Staff

Coming up on the tracks of last year's Falling Into You, Canadian

chanteuse, Celine Dion's latest features some of the biggest names in

music.

HIGHER GROUND
Barbra Streisand

Columbia Records

LET'S TALK ABOUT LOVE
Celine Dion

Epic Records

In "Tell Him," the duet featuring

Celine Dion and Barbra Streisand,

there's more to the song than a tender

ballad. Rather, the song pairs two of

the greatest pop female vocalist, pro-

viding a tantalizing comparison of the

diva and the quiet Canadian.

The differences between the two

women are instantly clear. While
Streisand excels technically, picking

vocally difficult songs, Dion focuses

her attention more on emotion.

Both women have impressive cre-

dentials to fall back on. Dion's 1996

release. Falling Into You. garnered a

Grammy in both the Album of the

Year and Best Pop Album categories,

along with a Grammy for Best Pop
Performance for "Beauty and the

Beast."

Streisand, a successful director and

actress, has 36 gold albums. Only the

Beatles and Elvis Presley have more.

In addition, her 24 platinum records

(including 1 1 multi- platinum) have

secured Streisand's status as the high-

est- selling female recording artist

ever.

Streisand first made her mark in

Broadway in / Can Get It For You
Wholesale — a performance which
earned her the New York Drama
Critics Award and also received a

Tony nomination. Since that early per-

formance, Streisand has moved into

all aspects of the arts, including

directing and acting. Her last two
directorial projects were The Prince of

Tides and The Mirror Has Two Faces.

The Mirror Has Two Faces turned

out to be the catalyst for Streisand

and Dion's initial meeting. The love

theme from the movie, "1 Finally

Found Someone," was to have been

performed at the Oscars by Natalie

Cole, but at the last minute, Dion
stepped in to perform the piece.

The next day, Streisand sent Dion a

note that read, "Next time, let's do
.wgether."
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Songwriter David Foster ("St.

Elmo's Fire") teamed up with Linda

Thompson and Walter Afanasieff to

come up with "Tell Him," a song
which is featured on both albums.

On "Tell Him," Streisand manages

to leave her ego behind for the almost

five minutes the song runs. Her calm

and confident vocals, giving advice to

the more shaky and emotional Dion,

show that Streisand is able to step

back from her many laurels for a

moment and share the spotlight.

On Higher Ground, Streisand takes

a more inspirational tone than she

has effected in the past. Streisand

pairs a Rodgers & Hammerstein tune,

"You'll Never Walk Alone" from
Carousel with Frankie Laine's 1953 "I

Believe," for an unconventional take

on two classic songs.

Vanessa Williams' fans might rec-

ognize the second track, "Higher
Ground." Streisand manages to inject

some feeling into the song, just

enough to make "Higher Ground" the

spiritual ballad it is intended to be.

Both "At The Same Time" and "On
Holy Ground" are slow songs, neither

of them remarkable in terms of lyrics

or emotional meaning. Streisand turns

the album around though with her

next two offerings, "If I Could" and

"Circle."

"If I Could," dedicated to her son,

Jason, is about a parent eventually let-

ting go of their child. Cheesy lyrics

aside, Streisand makes this one work
simply because she believes in what

she is singing.

The same philosophy underlines

"Circle," a song about the circular

nature of life. Streisand really puts her

heart into this song, making it one of

the highlights of the album.

Streisand continues the spiritual

journey with "The Water Is

Wide/Deep River." The song is slow

and unremarkable. It's on songs like

this one that Streisand strives only

technical perfection, rather than grab-

bing the listener's ear.

Both "Leading With Your Heart"

and "Lessons To Be Learned."

Streisand closes out the I2-track

album with the hauntingly beautiful.

"Avinu Malkeinu" — probably the

best track on the album and the one
where Streisand mixes both her pow-
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Kline weathers the

Ice Storm flawlessly
By Adam Levine

Collegian Staff

THE ICE STORM
Directed by Ang Lee

with Kevin Kline, Joan Allen,

Sigourney Weaver
Playing at Academy of Music

The Ice Storm is a time capsule

of sorts, spanning less than three

days within the intimate and bitter-

sweet lives of two suburban
Connecticut families on the verge

of destruction.

It is Thanksgiving in the

mid-1970s. The Vietnam War is

over, Watergate has erupted and

now the aftermath of the '60s cul-

tural and political revolution must

be faced. Director Ang Lee (Eat.

Drink. Man. Women. Sense and
Sensibility) uses this powerful story

to demonstrate America's once and

for all loss of innocence and the

disintegration of how society for-

merly conceptualized the family

system.

There are no heroes in this film,

no commentary on right and
wrong. In fact, we are not allowed

to be swallowed up by nostalgia,

rather we are forced to witness the

true history of the final quarter of

the 20th century. It's a time when
teenagers' own quest for under-

standing sexuality was paralleled

by their parents' attempts of coping

with the concerns of the sexual lib-

erations brought on by the radical

changes of the '60s. It was also a

time when America was forced to

deal with one of its most difficult

periods of transition in modem day

history, a breaking away from puri-

tan values and rigid standards

when people could finally admit

they were unhappy and seek the

means of bettering their existence.

Yet, these freedoms were still new
and as Lee's film demonstrates,

America needed time to under-

stand what effect the '60s would
have on the '70s and perhaps much
of America's future to come.

The conclusions Lee's characters

face are breathtaking and heart-

breaking in how both extraordinary

and average they really are. On the

surface, they would appear as your

everyday family: a husband, a wife

and two children. What i> to

haunting is that none of them

desired to hurt one another. The>

only wanted to live in the happi

ness that every family deserves, hut

time is often a very dangerou-

weapon. Kevin Kline delivers u

flawless performance as the father

of the Hood family. He is having an

affair with his neighbor's wife,

played by Sigourney Weaver. She

has grown bored with her own hus-

band, but Kline serves nothing

more than a temporary distraction.

Kline's wife, played by loan Allen.

has lost affection for him and not

knowing of his affair, she begins to

separate herself from him. and per-

haps a bit from her children as

well.

Kline still manages to seek hope

with his unsatisfactory surround-

ings. He is tired of the people in his

life turning their backs to him but

nonetheless he naively struggles to

maintain a glimpse of wonder
about the world around him. His

character is both so innocent and

broken at the same time that the

complexity it offers is one of the

most rewarding performances in

recent time. As he prays to make
sense of his own world he thus wit-

nesses his children's bitterness as

well. He is a good father but with a

tormented soul. His daughter,

played by Christina Ricci. is the

quintessential angst-ridden young

teen who sits in awe of the evening

news in bitter disgust of Nixon's

Watergate Scandal. She taunts

Sigourney Weaver's son. played by

Elijah Wood, with adolescent MXU
ality all the while seducing his

younger brother.

Each of the character'* motions

are filled with hesitancy and awk-

wardness. This allows the audience

to genuinely believe that these are

the character's own words and not

a polished performance taking

place in front of a camera and sur

rounded by a film crew. How inti-

mately involved one could find

themselves becoming in the story'*
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Barbra Streisand aims for Higher Ground on her new album, featuring songs of inspiration.
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erful vocals with emotion, lifting the

song to more the technical perfection.

Dion, whose past success with

Falling Into You. blossom 1
- with

sell confidence on Let's Talk About
Love. The album is aptly named,
because most of the songs are indeed

about love. But it's the love songs

where Dion has had the most iUCCew ,

with hit- like "Because You Loved

Me" and "The Power of Lose.'

However, since her debut English

album. Unison, in September of

1990, all of Dion's albums, including

Unison. Celine Dion. Colour of M\
Love and Falling Into You. have

reached platinum status

But those albums, especially

Unison and Colour of My Love, fea-

tured onl\ few solid offerings from

the Canadian chanteuse. whose
knowledge of English in 1990 was
shakv. Celine Dion spawned four Top
40 hits, including the Grammy-award
winning "Beauty and the Beast."

Falling Into You. for the most part
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was an experimental album for Dion,

featuring some songs originally

recorded for her Francophone release,

D'Eux. But with the help of "Because

You Loved Me" and "It's All Coming
Back To Me Now." Dion captured top

honors at the Grammys — giving her

the confidence which is so apparent in

Let's Talk About Love, her best

English album to date.

Dion's status as one of the

best-selling recording artists gives her

the clout to assemble some of music's

legends.

Let's Talk About Love opens with

Carol King's "The Reason." followed

by the Bee Gee's "Immortality " Both

songs provide a strong lead-in to the

15-track disc for Dion, setting the

tone for the rest of the album.

On "Immortality." the Bee Gees

provide the background vocal, while

Dion manages to echo the Gibb broth-

ers' trademark whispery sound.

"Treat Her Like A Lady" gives Dion

songwriting credit — her first on an

English album. The funky song is

more fun than some of the other

up-tempo pieces Dion has attempted

in the past.

Other album highlights include a

cover of "When I Need You" and

"Us," both heart-felt love songs, that

Dion absolutely shines on.

No Dion album would be complete

without a love song from a major

motion picture and this album is no

exception. This time around, it's "My
Heart Will Go On," from Titanic. "My
Heart Will Go On" is a lush, beautiful-

ly orchestrated song, giving Dion the

opportunity to do what she does best

— projecting depth and emotion.

A duet with Streisand is one thing,

but a duet with Luciano Pavarotti is

another and Dion was able to do both.

"1 Hate You Then I Love You" gives

Dion the chance to sing with the great

tenor. Unfortunately, the attempt is

less than spectacular, giving the album

one of its biggest disappointments.

While it's hard to imagine Pavarotti

singing a pop song, it's even more dif-

ficult to discern why this particular

classic would have been picked. And
on another sour note, neither Pavarotti

and Dion manage to make the connec-

tion with each other — leaving two
stellar artists singing for no one.

The album closes strongly with

David Foster's "To Love You More"

and the sweet ballad, co-written by

fellow Canadian, Bryan Adams. "Let's

Talk About Love."

The two women have varying

styles, but they both still know how to

get the message across, whether it be

through emotional or technical ability.

Higher Ground. B. Let's Talk About

Love. A
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RE-LOAD
Metallica

Elektra

Let's clarify one point here

before I continue. Metallica is the

best heavy metal group of all time.

This is not merely this humble
writer's opinion but rather an

indisputable fact, one that was
firmly etched in stone sometime
late in Ronald Reagan's second

term.

There is really no need to

re-hash all the details of how they

brought metal up from the "under-

ground" and almost singlehandedly

legitimized its existence or how
they brought new complexity and

depth to thrash.

With all the changes in metal,

throughout the phenomenon of

"mousse abuse" bands to trie rise

and subsequent tumble in coolness

and mainstream appeal the genre

has taken. Metallica has always

remained the unquestioned leader

of the metal movement — firmly

entrenched in the public's con-

sciousness as the "real deal."

So then, what's the "real deal"

with Re-Load (Elektra)? Is it real-

ly a new album, is it a clever

"re-mix" job like Bush's new
release? Is it a bunch of leftover

b-side's from last year's Load?
According to the album's press

notes, it's "neither a repeat, a

re-hash or a re-claiming of old

material."

While it took Metallica eons to

follow-up 1991 's ultra-

mega-huge self-titled effort,

known to nearly everyone now as

the "Black Album," the gap
between albums has been signifi-

cantly shortened this time around

as the bulk of Re- Load was origi-

nally laid down during Load's
1994-95 writing and recording

sessions.

It's no wonder then that

Re-Load has an eerily similar

sound to its predecessor, both son-

ically and dynamically — which

isn't necessarily an altogether good

thing considering that Load was a

decidedly mixed affair, a work that

saw Metallica settling into a peri-

od of uneasy maturity.

Under the guidance of producer

Bob Rock. Metallica has stream-

lined its sound even more on
Re-Load, cutting away most of the

twisting, unpredictably complex

time signatures and the

mind-numbingly fast riffs of lead

guitarist Kirk Hammett that tran-

scended their earlier releases.

What's left is overly polished —
and disappointingly straightfor-

ward — heavy metal.

Interestingly. Rock's attempts at

expanding their sonic palette have

made them seem even more con-

ventional than ever before, espe-

cially on songs like "Bad Seed"

and "Devil's Dance."

What saves the album from
total mediocrity is the continued

development of front-man lames

Hetfield's lyrics. Their strong lyri-

cal content has always been one of

the key characteristics that has

allowed Metallica to rise to the top

of their game, and Re-Load tunes

like "Carpe Diem Baby" illustrate

this strength brilliantly.

Still, if you're a Metallica fan,

Re- Load is well worth the money.

It doesn't really disappoint, even if

it fails to reprise the ground break-

ing stature of the almost flawless

Master of Puppets, Kill Em All or

Metallica. And besides, an "aver-

age" Metallica album is still light

years better in quality than any-

thing else in the heavy metal game
these days. B-

ice

continued from page*

narrative could be, at times, almost

painful. You feel as if you are an

unwanted observer, a voyeur peeking

through the cracks in the walls as you

watch this family's foundation slip

away.

At the same time, you can not

remove your eyes from what you are

witnessing and it appears all to true

at times even recognizable to situa-

tions about things we have all heard

about or even experienced for our-

selves. We sit and prepare for the cli-

max, which is also being anticipated

by the characters on screen in the

form of an actual ice storm.

Simultaneously, with their own lives

becoming frigid and broken, their

environment also is plagued as every

tree branch, every inch of road, every

natural and unnatural aspect of

nature becomes crystallized in ice.

Kline's son properly serves as the

story's narrator. He is returning home
from boarding school for the

Thanksgiving break along the way
relating his own family struggles to

comic book characters. He too is

forced to make sense of the concept

of coming of age, but being away
from home he in essence the outsider.

From his point of view, Lee can tell a

tragic tale, which at times is nearly

hysterical and others passionately dis-

turbing. Kline's son watches the peo-

ple around him move in circles hop-

ing to realize a solution to problems

they don't understand. At the time of

the film's powerful conclusion we are

still left wondering whether tragedy is

really enough save other people's

lives, is their new understanding

which can be found in the existence

of pain? Or does the ice just melt

away with the knowledge that winter

isn't over yet? A+
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Kansas City blows by Niners
fty Dov* Goldberg

Associated Prets

Denver clinched a playoff spot

by winning in San Diego. The

Kansas City Chiefs, who trail the

Broncos by a game, could end up

with a bigger prize — the AFC
West title and home field in the

playoffs.

With its 44-9 win that emphati-

cally ended San Francisco's 11-

game winning streak Sunday, the

Chiefs (10-3) got past the biggest

hurdle left on their schedule. Their

three remaining games are against

teams with a combined record of

1 3.26 — Oakland at home, at San

Diego and New Orleans at home,

making them a good bet to finish

13-3.

Denver has just two losses. But

the Broncos must go to

Pittsburgh (9-4) on Sunday,

then play at San Francisco (11-2)

on a Monday night before finish-

ing at home to the Chargers.

One loss and the Chiefs would

tie them, but Kansas City has the

tiebreaker because it would have

one division loss (in Denver open-

ing day) to two for the Broncos,

who lost in Oakland and Kansas

City.

Are the Chiefs really that good

or are they like the 1995 team?

That one finished 13-3 to lead the

AFC then promptly lost its first

playoff game — at home to the

Colts.

The '95 team won three games

in overtime, all of them

improbably. This year's Chiefs

beat both the Broncos and 49ers

with Rich Gannon, their backup

quarterback, and got through a

tough five-game stretch wiiu a 4-1

record — also beating Pittsburgh

at home, Seattle on the road and

losing in )acksonville, where the

laguars have now won 13 straight.

Yes, the win over Denver was

by a hair — Pete Stoyanovich's 54-

yard field goal — but 44-9 is hard-

ly a squeaker.

The defense, always solid under

Marty Schottenheimer, is younger

and quicker with four second-year

men — safeties Jerome Woods and

Reggie Tongue, linebacker Donnie

Edwards and tackle |ohn Browning.

And Derrick Thomas, injured the

first half of the season, is just

rounding into All-Pro form.

On offense, the running back by

committee, led by Marcus Allen,

picked up 153 yards against the

NFL's best rushing defense, and

Andre Rison gives the Chiefs the

deep threat they've always lacked.

Gannon's success allows them to

take their time nursing starter Elvis

Grbac and his broken collarbone.

"In the last two weeks, we've

beaten the two best teams in foot-

ball." Rison said. "What does that

make us?"

Actually, the Seattle game was

sandwiched between Denver and

San Francisco.

But the point is made.

NFC LEAST: From 1990

through 1993, three NFC East

teams won four straight Super

Bowls (Giants, Redskins, Cowboys,

Cowboys). It won't happen this

year.

Four of the five teams in the divi-

sion lost to outsiders this week and

Philadelphia, the only winner, bare-

ly survived a 44-42 shootout at

home against Cincinnati and

Boomer Esiason, who once a year

becomes Superman for a few

weeks.

That means it's likely that only

the division winner will make the

playoffs. If the season ended now,

Minnesota, Tampa Bay and Detroit,

all from the Central, would be the

wild cards.

But it also means the Cowboys,

who wrote themselves off following

their Thanksgiving Day loss to

Tennessee, are still very much in

the race. In fact, a scenario that

gives Dallas its sixth straight title is

not so far-fetched.

If the Cowboys win their final

three games (Carolina, at

Cincinnati and the Giants), they

would finish 9-7. That meais the

Giants (7-5-1) would have to lose

two games and the Eagles and

Redskins (6-6-1) one each.

All are perfectly capable of that,

and one of the Giants' losses would

be to Dallas. The other? They're at

the Eagles on Sunday, then play

host to Washington.

The Eagles and Redskins meet in

Washington the final Sunday and

the Eagles, 0-5-1 on the road, also

have to go to Atlanta, which has

won three straight. Still,

Philadelphia could have the best

shot because it seems to have found

a quarterback in Bobby Hoying.

The problem for Dallas? Probably

not playing well enough to win

three straight.

TAKING THE BUS: Bill Cowher

knows how chancy things get with

kickers. After all, his Steelers were

the second of two straight teams to

lose on yesterday night because of

last-second botched field goals.

So he's avoided the conventional

route in Pittsburgh's two overtime

wins. In the first, the Steelers beat

the Jaguars 23-17 on a 17-yard

shovel pass from Kordell Stewart

to Jerome Bettis. On Sunday, the

Steelers beat the Cardinals 26-20

on a 10-yard run by Bettis.

"This is not the greatest way to

win a game," Bettis said. "We want

to win a game in the third quarter,

not the fifth." Whatever, it seems

safest to ride The Bus.

PARITY OR MEDIOCRITY?
Arizona is 3-10, tied with St. Louis

for the NFL's third worst record.

Yet the Cards have played eight

games that have been decided by

three points or less or gone into

overtime. They've won two and lost

six. the latest Sunday's overtime

loss to Pittsburgh. Reverse that and

they're 7-6, or right in the middle

of the race in the NFC East (or

Least).

JOBS IN THE GLOBAL MARKET
Being Asian Bilingual Is Your

Ticket to Success.

Interview with the world's top

companies at the Pan-Asian Job Fair.

Past Participants have included:

Adobe System, Exxon, Fidelity

Investments, Johnson A Johnson,

Procter A Gamble, and morel

January 30, 1998
Sheraton Boston Hotel

39 Dalton Street, Boston, MA

To register or get more information, contact:

International Career Information, Inc.

Phone: 1 800 859 8535

http://www.rtcl.com/acw • e-mail: |flnfoOrtci.com
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Houston is in a first place tie, having bounced back

from an awful start to record an 8- 5 record thus far.

With Hakeem sidelined due to knee surgery which will

keep him out of action for two months, the old Chuck

Wagon needs to show some signs of his Sixer days.

Berkley put up career numbers, even for his NBA cam-

paign, against the Golden State Warriors on Saturday

night. Not that the P.|. Carlesimo and the Oakland

Bombers have ever been widely recognized for their

stingy defense, or one |o« Smith, for that matter, but

the Rockets embarrassed the Warriors on their home

floe. Berkley netted 15 of his 43 points in a 27-0 run

that quieted the Warrior faithful (if that's possible). To

go with that, Chuck corralled 15 rebounds and a sea-

son-high four steals.

Whoa, whoa, whoa. . wait a minute. 27-0 run? Heh

heh heh, 1 guess that's why they're 1-13, huh?

• As for those aforementioned Washington Wizards,

when is this team going to put it all together? Last year,

we saw glimpses of the talent this team has. Coach

Bernie Bickerstaff took over the team mid-season while

the then- Bullets were in the thick of a playoff race. The

capital thought it had a savior as coach. The last time

that happened in D.C. was when Wes Unsold guided

the Bullets to the promise land in the late seventies.

The Wizards have their own Big Three. Chris

Webber, luwan Howard, Rod Strickland. How can

you go wrong, right? Well, apparently there's some sort

of leakage in the engine because the Wizards are just

struggling. At 5-11, they are in familiar territory. In or

near the basement. Maybe the savior is the Philadelphia

76ers. Without these guys, perhaps the Wiz's fan sup-

port would do a disappearing act of their own.

• Can I say one thing?

I hate everything there is to say about Reggie Miller.

In fact the Indiana Pacers as a team just nauseates me

('cent Larry). Any player that has any sort of signifi-

cance to Larry Bird's pigeons are all just so one-dimen-

sional. Upon a visit to Market Square, coaches worry

about Miller, Rik Smits. Dale DivU, and Mark

Jackson among others. Miller shoots, as does Smits.

Davis rebounds, and Jackson dishes the dimes, that

about sums it up.

But 1 guess that's okay, considering the Pacers are

holding their own in a very tough Central Division

There are like 800 teams in the Central Division, first of

all but 1 think the Pace can consider it a moral victory

to find themselves with a better overall record than

Michael Jordan's Bulls.

Miller gets all the press. Not that that's one of the bene-

fits of being a "superstar," but give me a break, the man

hasn't earned a single hustles point since he first stepped

foot in Indiana some ten years ago.

Reggie Miller shoots free throws well. Reggie Miller

shoots the ball well from behind the arc. Reggie Miller is a

pure shooter. Quiz time: find the common word.

If you ask me, good ol' Reg is about the last person who

should be referring to himself in the third person.

Recognize this, friends. If basketball was a shooter s

game, then, heck, this UCLA product would be one of my

first choices, but you know what? It ain't.

Brett Mauser is a Collegian staff member.

Williams off to Diamondbacks
ByKenBerger
Associated Press

CLEVELAND, Ohio — Matt

Williams was traded by the Cleveland

Indians to the expansion Arizona

Diamondbacks today for Travis

Fryman and left-hander Tom Martin,

The Associated Press learned. As part

of the trade, Williams agreed to a $45

million, five-year contract extension

with the Diamondbacks and the

Indians will receive cash. The deal was

scneduled to be announced at 5:30

p.m. EST.

Williams, 32, batted .263 last season,

his first with the Indians, with 32

homers and 105 RBIs.

Fryman. 28, was acquired by

Arizona from the Detroit Tigers on

Nov. 18 in a trade the night of the

expansion draft. He hit .274 last season

with 22 homers and 102 RBIs, topping

20 homers and 100 RBIs for the second

straight season.

Martin, 27, was 5-3 with a 2.09 ERA
for Houston last season. He was select-

ed by the Diamondbacks with their first

pick of the second round of the expan-

sion draft.

Williams was entering the final year

of a contract that would have made

him Cleveland's highest-paid player in

1998. After failing to sign Williams to a

contract extension, the Indians tried to

trade him to Arizona on the day of the

expansion draft but the deal fell

through.

Indians general manager |ohn Hart

said at the time that he wouldn't trade

Williams unless there was an "impact-

type deal." Fryman will make $6.5 mil-
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lion in 1998, the final year of his $25

million, five-year contract.

Williams, who won his fourth Gold

Glove at third base last season,

expressed an interest in playing for

Arizona because his children live there.

Williams and his wife were divorced

this year. The Indians acquired

Williams from San Francisco on Nov.

13, 1996, for infielders Jeff Kent, Jose

Vizcaino, outfielder Trenidad Hubbard,

pitchers Julian Tavarez and Joe Roa and

$1 million. Cleveland was looking for

power to guard against the departure of

free agent Albert Belle, who later

signed a $55 million, five-year contract

with the Chicago White Sox.

Williams, who played the first eight-

plus years of his career in the National

League, was slow to adjust to AL pitch-

ing. At the end of July, he was hitting

.239 with 23 homers. He showed flash-

es of his tremendous power when he

tied a major league record by belting

five homers in two days on April 25-26

at Milwaukee.

While not as consistent or produc-

tive as Belle, Williams led a complete

overhaul of the attitude in the Indians'

clubhouse. Williams and Marquis

Grissom and David Justice — two

more former NL players — replaced

the sullen, volatile days of Belle and

Kenny Lofton with a quiet confidence

that guided an 86-win team to its sec-

ond World Series in three years.
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Leon Lett returns to Cowboys
By Jaime Aron
Associated Press

IRVING, Texas — Leon Lett

returned yesterday from a yearlong

suspension for drug use, with some
kidding from his Dallas Cowboys
teammates and lot of serious expecta-

tions.

Instead of calling the star defensive

tackle by his nickname 'the Big Cat."

teammates referred to him as Michael

)ordan because he played so much
basketball during his layoff.

But the fact Lett returned in good

shape is no laughing matter. The
Cowboys desperately need him to

tighten their run defense — which

slipped to 22nd in the NFL during

his absence — to keep their slim

playoff hopes alive.

"Teams have been running on us

pretty good and now Leon's going to

have to have something to say about

that," Michael lrvin said. "The pres-

sure is on. Leon. 1 know you just got

back, I understand that. I've been

there, done that. But, hoss, do you

not feel that world above your shoul-

ders? Please, help
"

Lett, 6-foot-6 and 290 pounds,

didn't seem to have missed a beat

while going through drills Monday
alongside fellow defensive tackles.

He was quick out of his stance and

he threw around a tackling sled as

fiercely as ever. The faded No. 78 on

his blue practice jersey added to the

feeling that he'd never been gone.

"He didn't look like a guy we just

got off the street." coach Barry

Switzer said. "He looked like the Big

Cat. He made plays, had a big smile

on his face and was glad to be back."

Lett looked good enough that

Switzer expects to use him for about

40-50 snaps Monday night against

Carolina.

"He's very athletic," defensive line-

man Tony Casillas said. "It won't

take him long to get back in the rou-

tine."

In addition to helping stop the run,

Lett's ability to draw double-teams

should help the pass rushers. And,

having another fresh body gives the

Cowboys more flexibility in their

ever-shuffling rotation of linemen.

"Since I saw him walk through the

locker room, my legs have started

coming back," joked Casillas. who
stands to get the most extra rest after

having started in Lett's place.

Lett, a notorious nontalker, did not

make himself available to reporters

after practice. Casillas said Lett was

quiet even during practice.

"I think he gave a couple of meows

out there, but Leon didn't say a

whole lot," Casillas said.

Lett. 29, forfeited more than $1.5

million in salary during his absence,

which was caused by a third strike

against the NFL substance abuse pro-

gram. Should he falter again, he

could be banned from ilie league.

Many teammates felt he let them

down. They were without him for

four games in 1995 after his second

violation and thought he had his

addictions under control.

Chicago
stymied
By Mike Nodel

Associated Press

UM's Woodson beats Manning
By Jim Suhr

Associated Press

ANN ARBOR. Mich.— As
Charles Woodson hoisted the Walter

Camp Award on Monday honoring

the nation's lop college football play-

er. Michigan's two-way standout

hoped his campaign for the Heisman

Trophy got a lift.

In its 31 years, the Camp award

has been a barometer to Heisman

voting in a fashion similar to the way

New Hampshire's primaries have

foreshadowed outcomes of presiden-

tial elections.

Only five times has the Camp
award gone to a player who did not

win the Heisman. the last time in

1990 when Notre Dame's Raghib

"Rocket" Ismail won the Camp and

Brigham Young quarterback Ty

Detmer won the Heisman.

"If the Heisman doesn't come

around, it doesn't," Woodson said.

"I'll still be happy."

Michigan coach Lloyd Carr also

won an award yesterday. For guiding

the No. 1 Wolverines (11-0) to Rose

Bowl and the brink of their first

national title since 1948, Carr won

Walter Camp Football Foundation

honors as this season's top college

coach.

The awards — named after the

former coach at Yale and Stanford

in the late 1800s — are chosen by

the coaches and sports information

directors from Div. I-A schools.

Woodson and Carr will formally

receive the awards at a banquet at

Yale in February. "As is the case

with any award, it's due to the

efforts and dedication of a lot of

people," Carr said Monday, crediting

his assistants and players.

"No coach could ask for the kind

of group of young people who have

played here with such spirit and

enthusiasm that would have made

Walter Camp happy."

Woodson joined former

Pittsburgh star Hugh Green as the

only defensive players to win the

Camp award. Green won it in 1980.

the year South Carolina halfback

George Rogers won the Heisman.

Though no defender has won the

Heisman. Woodson is the co-

favorite with Tennessee quarterback

Peyton Manning.

"In a year when no one has

stepped forward, Woodson deserves

the Heisman," said Mel Kiper, an

NFL draft analyst for ESPN. "He

hasn't had any bad games, he's

made a difference on both sides of

the ball, and he's elevated

Michigan's defense to one of the

best in college history.

"The Heisman's for the MVP on

their team, and Charles has made

the difference for Michigan."

Woodson has seven interceptions,

1 1 receptions and four touchdowns

this season.

In the Michigan's season-ending

victory over Ohio State, Woodson

caught a 37-yard pass to set up

Michigan's first touchdown,

returned a punt 78 yards for another

score and thwarted a Buckeyes rally

with an interception in the end zone.

All Woodson can do now about

the Heisman is wait until Dec. 13,

when the award is announced.

"I think the play on the field is the

only thing that's going to move me
toward the Heisman," said

Woodson, who will decide after the

Rose Bowl whether he will forego

his senior season to enter the NFL
draft.

hoop
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out- rebounded all four opponents

so far— including a whopping 52-3

1

advantage against Fresno. But Flint

isn't all smiles, because he knows

many of those were offensive

rebounds, which means the

Minutemen haven't been hitting their

shots.

"Rebounding can be good and bad.

We're a good rebounding team, but

when you have a lot of offensive

rebounds it means you've missed a

lot of shots." Flint said. But I think

we've done a good job offensively

and defensively rebounding."

Flint has been pleased with the

play of sophomore forward Mike

Babul who has started all five games

at small forward.

"1 thought he kept some balls

alive, and hit some shots, and that's

the key for him," Flint said. "As long

as he can do that, he can help us."

UMass' inexperienced backcourt

has performed as expected so far.

There have been some mistakes, but

Flint says he has seen improvement,

even from the Fresno St. game, in

handling pressure defense.

According to Flint. "We need to

get more consistent guard play. They

sort of learned on the job [in

Alaskal. The better they play, the

better we play."

THANC VO ( COLLEGIAN

Freshman point guard |onathan DePina will continue his growth against

the Cougars.

<Wkt** it'% ail

DEERFIELD, III— Phil Jackson

and Michael Jordan say they feel

betrayed by Scottie Pippen, who has

said he'll never again play for the

Chicago Bulls.

lackson said yesterday that the

Bulls have recovered from the initial

shock of Pippen's public trade

demand last week. But the coach also

said there might be lingering resent-

ment even if the All-Star forward

changes his mind and returns to the

team he helped win five NBA titles.

"It's all right to hold it against

Scottie." Jackson said. "We care

about Scottie, but we're going to hold

this against Scottie because he's walk-

ing out on us, there's no doubt about

that.

"Some things are personal and

some things are public. Publicly, we

like Scottie, but personally there's

always going to be a... residual effect

of having gone to bat for Scottie."

lordan didn't talk to reporters yes-

terday but said after Saturday's game

that he was "disappointed, very disap-

pointed, that (Pippen) hasn't been

able to put aside his dealings with

management." Pippen claims that

general manager Jerry Krause and

owner Jerry Reinsdorf have disre-

spected him by dangling him as trade

bait, most recently last June, and by

paying him only about $2.7 million

this season under terms of a contract

extension he signed in 1991.

Considered one of the NBAs 50

greatest players ever, Pippen is ranked

1 22nd on this year's salary list.

Pippen. who hasn't played this sea-

son after undergoing foot surgery, is

expected to be healthy in two to four

weeks but has said he won't wear a

Bulls uniform again.

Jackson and Jordan said they might

not have returned this season had

Pippen expressed his unhappiness

during the summer.

"There is that kind of feeling: "Hey,

we came back to do this job together

and Scottie ducked out the door,'"

Jackson said. Said Jordan: "It would

have made a big difference in terms of

me and Phil and a lot of other players.

I'm pretty sure management would

have changed the whole" structure of

the team.

Jackson said Jordan probably

wouldn't have come out of

retirement in 1995 had Pippen not

urged him todo so.

"I don't think Michael forgets the

fact that when Scottie was here alone

in '94 and '95, that he was... saying.

Come on back, come on back,

Michael, and help me out with this

load."' lackson said. "So I'm sure

Michael's going to get back at Scottie,

hold his feet to the fire."

Jordan already has said that he'll

retire for good if Jackson leaves as

planned after the season. The Pippen

situation merely reinforces that feel-

ing, but lordan said he won't let it

"ruin my last year."

"I'm going to enjoy the game and

go out with a smile instead of sad-

ness. I've always dreamed it to be that

way. and I'm not going to forget

that." Jordan said. "I'm not going to

jump off the ship now, in the middle

of the season. If the ship's going to go

down. I'm certainly going to be on it

when it goes down."

The Bulls were 72-10 two years ago

and 69-13 last season — the best

records in NBA history. They are 9-7

this season without Pippen. their sec-

ond-leading scorer and rebounder,

primary ballhandler and top defender.

"Sometimes these things are really

what derail basketball clubs." Jackson

said. "The expectations, the exaltation

of being a championship team, all

those things go out the window with-

out Scottie Pippen."

Pippen didn't talk to reporters yes-

terday, and lackson said there was no

indication how long it would take to

resolve the situation. "It could take a

month, six weeks, two months."

Jackson said. "The trading deadline is,

what. Feb. 19?

IORMA KANSANEN I COLLEGIAN

Minister of Defense
Senior Brad Norton leads the Minutemen into action this weekend in a

home-and-home set against Northeastern.

pool
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and that I try not to get frustrated

and take things too seriously,"

Newell said.

Newell will also play water

polo for UMass this spring as

soon as her swimming season

concludes. In addition, Newell is

carrying a full course load and

has much of her time occupied

with swimming, water polo, and

class work. Whether it's practice

at 5 a.m. or class in the middle of

the afternoon, Sarah Newell

seems to be in the right place at

the right time.

"I'm on scholaiship for swim-

ming, but I really love water polo.

I wanted to do both here at

UMass. and fortunately. I could."

said Newell.

Finally, there is one thing that

does not separate Newell from

the thousands of other freshmen

who matriculated at UMass this

fall: being away from home for

the first time.

"It was hard at first because I

was homesick and tired of every-

thing. I know that I wouldn't be

happy if 1 wasn't doing as well as

I am. but I'm glad that I decided

to come here."

And if Newell continues to

rewrite the UMass record books,

then Newcomb will be happy,

too.

Pizza

Calzones

Subs

Buffalo Wings

Fast Free Delivery

Sunday - Thursday:

3:30 PM -1:30 AM

Friday & Saturday:

3:30 PM - 2 AMiS/ZV^

Large Cheese Pizza

only $6
M

May not be combined w/other coupon or offer E«pires^/JS/98^ _^ _ _ _ __
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University Dental Associates

Dr. David A. Brown • Dr. ^4^%;^?$?$™
Convienient Hours • insurance Accepted

New families Welcome -Dentistry for Children

Cosmetic Dentistry

laT^AmhTrslRd, Sunderland 6*3-5005

Barnes SC Noble
College Bookstores

at Boston University N Northeastern

JOB FAIR
*>***

Ifyou want .i Ust-f.ucd job th.it will

get vour winter OR to .< great start, it i

iicrc.it Barnes & NoMeCoflege

Bookstores. Boston's best source for

books. . .and the best choke for ret.ul

Q*

(3*

l\^« &
**1l**Z+

a**K*<>°*£t*hooks. . .aim tne nest crum >>" *»•—
<e

»»*- . c

jobs, find out more at our JOB FAIR p S^° ' *ot*

on December 4th

You could be a sales associate -just

long enough to get us through the

winter rush and get vour bank

account in shape. Get here earn

enough and you could be hired on

the spot!

G?
&**

y QUAliry foR FREE Study RfUttd CAI

ANd FREE Study MEDICATIONS km vour

AStHMA AS pART of A RESEARCH Study.

asi 1 5 yiARs old

- HAvt Um\ 4SIHMA fOR

Al IfASl ONt VtAR

" Are a NON'SMokfR

1

LOSE WEIGHT NOW 1

Our products are: You will:

• Doctor Recommended • Feel more energy

. 1 00% Natural • Lose up to 30 LBS in 30 days

. Guaranteed • Have more willpower

FREE SAMPLES

CALL (413) 259-1922

&JS3****
THURSDAY,

DECEMBER 4TH
10AM - 3PM

CAMPUS CENTER
CONCOURSE

If you want to get a closer look at us, but can't comt lo our

10B FAIR, call (617) 236-7402 for more information.

Barnes I Noble College Bookstores, Inc. is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

MEMBER
O.C.M.P.

wa ACC1PT
AL I MAJOR

CREDIT CARDS.

NOW 415-584-40101

Can We Build One For You?
Serving Sandwiches, Bagels &? Lox,

Fresh Soups 8c Salads, Take Out.

• DELIVERIES CALL 549-6314 *
• OPEN UNTIL 9p.m. *
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Collegian Classifieds
113 Campus Center

APARTMENT FOR RENT | COMPUTERS FURNITURE FOR SALE PETS FOR SALE | ROOMMATE WANTED

Take Over Our Lease- 2

bedroom apartment Located

on bus route Starting Jan 1.

256-8399

AUTO FOR SALE

89 Nissan 240SX Excellent

condition All extras. New
muffler, clutch, tires, brakes.

$4400 or B/0 M9-6926

1986 Dodge Charger 2dr.

hatch, 60k miles. Good gas

mileage $1200 or B/0. Call

Lorraine 253-4826

Purchasing a used car?

Having your car repaired? Do

you know your legal rights?

Call The Student Legal

Services Office, 922 Campus

Center, 545-1995

1987 Honda Accord 5

speed, 158k. Great condition.

Mike 584-6637

1989 Subaru Station

Wagon 4x4, standard, excel-

lent condition. $2200

(978)544-3783

1986 Dodge Charger 2dr

Hatch 60k miles Good gas

mileage

$1200 or B/0. call lorraine

(41 3)253-4826

Wanted: Junk Cars Cash

paid everyday 1-800-649-

4795

COMPUTERS
COMPUTERS!

NEW P166MMX from $995

laptops. peripherals

Zarvision 582-9198

V/M.C/AMEX

Laptop Notebook works

good $150 Good for school.

Call Steve (413) 295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for

computer, works great Call

CPC (413) 548-8857

EMPLOYMENT
Applications are available

for Tour Guides. Student

Admissions Rep and Summer

Orientation Jobs at

Admissions Center

Activists

S250-S400/week

Holiday Jobs For The
Environment

Work with the Sierra Club on

an urgent campaign to:

• Protect endangered

species

• Prevent habitat loss

• Stop clear cutting in our

NATIONAL FORESTS

Work over the holidays and

beyond Career

Opportunities.

On-campus interviews today

at 11. 1,3. 7.

in Campus Center #178 or

call Amy at 256-6434

January Jobs Use your win-

ter break to make money 24
week fun promotions around

country. Great for the

resume Outgoing and inde-

pendent people call (800)783-

4237 Attn: Joe. Collegiate

Advantage

Summer Management
Opportunities

Open across Mass for the

Summer of 1998. Earn $600-

$800 per week. For more info

please call College Pro

Painters at (888)277-7962

Attention Slackers!!

Use e-mail? Know others

who do? Little effort = Big

money! Call (800)546-0744

NEW FUTON White mat-

tress with beautiful oak

frame Free delivery $275 6-

0137

LOST & FOUND
LOST Gold bracelet chain

style with lobster claw 527-

3454

GREEK ANNOUNCFMEN

Freshman, Sophomore,
and Junior Women invited

to Open Rush- Sigma Kappa

Sorority. Wed., Dec. 3. 6-

8pm. located behind Hillel

Call Beth 549-7035.

JEWELERY
Watch batteries, ear

piercing, eyeglass repairs,

jewelry restoration, diamond

engagements, wedding rings.

Silverscape Designs, 264 N

Pleasant St., Amherst. 253-

3324 Open Daily.

MISCELLANEOUS FQRW^ 1

Brother 3600D Word
Processor Like new Only 6

months old $100

Willpower In A Bottle

Lose Weight

Doctor Recommended
100% Natural

Moneyback Guarantee

(413)259-192?

Free Motorola Pagers

Limited supply. Great X-mas

gifts.

1-800-784-6452

PERSONALS
NICOLE,

You're the coolest kid I know.

besides myself of course.

Happy Birthday!

Love,

Heather

Baby Bearded Dragons,

"The Best Pet Lizard," $45

each Call Stan at (413)256-

0185

CAT LOVERS
Looking for someone inter-

ested in having 2 loveable

cats live-in. We will retain

ownership of the cats and we

will pay for food, litter, and

vet care. You provide the

home and the love! Call for

details. 546-4550

RESUMES
GET NOTICED! Number One

secret to resume writing for

college students and gen-x

Send $6 00 check/money

order + business size SASE

to: Nina Smith, 507 Central

Avenue, No 2, New Haven,

CT 06515

ROOM FOR RENT

Cheap rooms for

Wintersession Live close to

campus Only $150 Includes

heat/hot water. Call Jason

549-0958

Live Uptown $275/month.

253-2979

Looking for one male to

share four bedroom apart-

ment in Alpine Commons
with three males Two full

baths. $300/month.

Everything included. Starting

ASAP. Call Josh 253-6481

Room in house in South

Amherst. $375/month ALL

INCLUDED Next to bus line

Start 1/1/98. Call 253-9482

One room available on

Main St. On bus route and

short walk to town. Call 259-

9282. Available immediately

One bedroom is available

in Cliffside Apartment. Call

Franky 665-7831

Very quiet roommate
wanted in Amherst on bus

line $260/month plus 1/3

utilities 256-5402, 253-9457

Looking for female to share

two bedroom apartment in

Puffton $320/month. On bus

line Call Candy 549-9293

Housemate Needed for

spring semester

Share with 2 grads. $283 /

Mo
Available Jan. 1 .

549-4492

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for

free testing and assistance

549-1906

TUTORS
TUTORS

Bilingual tutors for part-time

paid assistance to students

speaking Cape Verdian/

Portuguese, Chinese, Khmer,

and Spanish Contact ESL /

Bilingual Office at (41 3)549-

9857 Amherst Public Schools

An Affirmative Action/ Equal

Opportunity Employer

WANTED TO RENT OanlOflSS PJZZ6I

I need a two bedroom apt

for Spring Will take over

lease. Amherst pref Dan

546-2035

Jan-May 97 One bedroom

apartment/room. Will take

over your lease Call Franky

665-7831

256-6100

2 LARK CHOSC *13N

Q2CAIZOHES »8M

QtCAUONtS *15"

No Coupons Needed w/ Specials

Free Delivery!

TRAVEL

Spring Break Travel

with SunSplash Tours.

Lowest prices, guaranteed!

Jamaica, Cancun, Barbados,

Bahamas, Panama City.

Daytona, Key West, Puerto

Rico, South Padre Island

Book before December 22!

Call Jason 549-0958

SPRING BREAK 98

Free food and drinks!

Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica

and Florida from $399

Organize a small group and

travel FREE 1 Highest commis-

sions and lowest prices Call

Surf & Sun Tours to become

a campus representative

(800)574-7577

Check if

Out!

The Classifieds

have NEW
Headings

Personals Policy
I All personals MUST be proofread by LoUefjMn rlas-

,-mplovw before payment and acceptance .1*

the cl

in.es tM\ NOT be used in personal!. ONLY
,.mes and initials are allowed. The only excep-

irthday or congratulations personals, in

is hu h 1 jse the full name may be used.

1 Phone numbers are not allowed in personals NO
FM FPTIONS

4 Addresses are not allowed in personals this means

dorm room numbers as well

1 threatening or derogatory nature are

not acceptable Personals of a vindictive or lihelmjs

H » aiceptable Personals may not be

t R the purpose of harassment.

Profanity may not be used in peisnnals.

The person.ils Md I '<" Liersonals only The per

.... ttofl maj N< it !»• us.<l in sell items, seek

roommates, advertise meetings M
All personals must have the name, signature, and

UMass I D nuteber "I the student placing the as

filled 111 on Hi- rdei Non-students must

provide a valid driver's license and the license num-

ber must Lm retarded on the ItuciUuii order. Use of

misrepresentation is subject to

undei the law

The ( Ullefun reserves the right to refuse or to edit

rsonal that does not meet the Collegians Stan-

dards in accordance with the statutes of the

commonwealth ot Massai husertv

Rates
Students $2.00

20<£ per word/day min./cl.n

All others NO REFUNDS
4UC DGT word/day 1*0

* tmrn Ml . m tvp»

NEW Standard Headings
ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMBsiTS
APARTMENT FOR

RENT
AUTO FOR SALE
AUTO PARTS
CHILDCARE

COMMUNITY EVENTS
COMPUTERS
EMPLOYMENT

ENTERTAINMENT
FURNITURE

QRIEK ANNOUCEMENTS
HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HEALTH & BEAUTY
HOUSES FOR RENT
HOUSES FOR SALE
HOUSESITTING
JEWELERY

INSTRUCTION
LOST A FOUND (3

DAYS FREE)
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS FOR

RENT
MISCELLANEOUS FOR

SALE

MOTORCYCLES
MUSICAL INSTRU-

MENTS
MUSIC LESSONS

M U8IC IAN6 WAftrTEO
PERSONALS

PETS FQR SALE
RESUMES

RIDES WANTED
ROOM FOR RENT
ROOM WANTED

ROOMMATE WANTED
SERVICES
SPORTS

STEREO St CD EQUIP
SUMMER SUBLET
TELEVISIONS FOR

SALE
TICKETS

TO SUBtfT
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
TUTORING SERVICES
TUTOR WANTED
WANTED TO RENT
WANTED GENERAL
WORLD WIDE WEB
YARD SALES

TUESDAY, DEC. 2

Informational Session — AmeriCorps info

featuring Vista. NCCC. Teach For

America. City Year. City Works, Youth Build

and more Find out about the many different

ir- aaajmaj 'hat allow young people

to earn money for college while helping the

•nent. education, republic health, unmet

human need; and public safely. Any

AmeriCorp- alumni from Five College campus-

es «ho would like to know what's new are also

encouraged to attend. From 7: TO-*: 30 p.m in

the Campus Center, room *J 1 1 . For more infor-

mation call 546-3337. or

lmc-skoobsSstudent.umass.edu.

nig — The Index (UMass yearbook)

will hold it's general meeting at 6:10 p.m in

the Student Union, room 304. All are invited

For more information, call fill Aordkian at

545-0848

WEDNESDAY. DEC. 3

Duming — Israeli folk dancing from

8:30-10 p.m in Grayson Dormitory. Orchard

Hill. I.eam a new dance, review an old one. No

experience necessary Sponsored by Hillel.

Discussion — "A Palestinian/lewish

Dialogue for Peace in the Middle East." Najat

Arafat Khelil and Reena Bernards, co-founders

of the Palestinian and lewish American

Women's Dialogue Project in Washington. DC
will discuss Israeli-Palestinian relations at 730

p.m. in Memorial Hall. For more information,

call 545-9642.

Entertainment — "Not Ready For Bedtime

Players" performing at 8 p.m. in Greenough

Basement in Central.

Informational Session — The Peace Corps

representative for UMass and the Five College

area will present general information on the

Peace Corps and how to become a volunteer

from 7-8 p.m. in the Campus Center, room

905- 909. All students from any major are

encouraged to attend, with a special emphasis

on graduating seniors. For more information,

call the Campus Peace Corps office at 545-

2105 or come by the office in Stockbridge.

room 1 12 during office hours. Mon. 9 a.m. -3

p m.. Tues. and Thurs 1-5 p.m.

Meeting — Inter-religious dialogues follow

up discussion and future planning from 7-9

p.m. in the Campus Center, see info desk for

room

Workshop — A free workshop "Introduction

to Psychodrama" from 7-9 p.m. in the Curtain

Theater Come experience how theater can be

used for self-exploration Registration is limn

cd For more information or lo sign up. call

Marlena Applebaum at 549-8556 or e-mail at

marlenafffstudent umass.edu.

THURSDAY, DEC. 4

Discussion — Amy Hoffman will discuss her

recent book "Hospital Time- A Memoir of

Taking Care of Friends with AIDS" at 12:30

p.m in the Campus Center, room 803. Part pi

the GLBT Studies Lecture Series and li

co-sponsored by The Stonewall Center. 01 H

GSO. Women's Studies, and the Chancellor's

Task Force on GLBT Matters. For more infor-

mation, contact the Stonewall Center at

545-1824

Entertainment — "Not Ready For Bedtime-

Players" performing at 8 p.m. in the Campus

Center, graduate lounge

Lecture — Anti-Semitism Today from 7-9

p.m. at the Hillel House entitled

"Anti-Semitism in the International Arena."

Come sit in on this one credit course given by

Lauren levin. Eastern States Civil Rights

Director, Ami- DefM—tton Leefttt. Ml visitors

arc welcome.

NOTICES

Application* — The Campus Mediation

and Negotiation Team is accepting applica-

tions fo< its training this lanuary 12-16.

Applications arc- available for am I Mass stu-

dent al 222 llamp-huc House. I apA SuiJus

Pot more Information, contact l.eah at

MS 5882.

Irl Contribution* — The Student Union

Visual and Performing Arts Space is looking

lor contributions to the Southern lsi.ru

Cultural I thibitUm which will show in the

spring ol 1998 II |sM base anything from

artwork to crafts depicting Asian culture, and

would like the opportunity to participate in

this exhibition, contact Amanda at

545-0792

Iri / xlubition An exhibition of more

than 30 one-of-a- kind artist books and

i|. bj William Schade will he on view

from Nov I I through Ian. 25 at the Mount

Holyokc College Art Museum Museum hours

are Tues. - Fri . 1 I am 5 p.m. and Sat. and

Sun.. 1-5 p.m. and is clo-ed on academic

holidays from Wed.. Nov. 26 through

Monday. Dec. I and from Tues.. Dec. 16

through Mon.. Ian. 6. For more information.

call 538-2245 or fax 538-2144.

Auditions — The Not Ready for Bedtime

Players arc holding auditions for next semes-

ter on Mon.. Dec. 8 at 8 p.m. in the Campus

Center, room 163.

(/,;/, _ The UMass Amateur Radio- Club

Station WIPUO is returning and looking for

people to join in Ham radio. Anyone interest

ed in radio/electronics and a desire to learn

and communicate are welcome. The club will

sponsor PGC approved volunteer examination

bom lor all license levels. For more infor-

mation, contact Richard Strycharz N1MFT at

549-6000 ext. 6000 or leave a message at

facility services

Craft Fair — Annual Holiday Craft Fair

from 9 p.m to 4 p m. on December 3. 4. and

5 in the Lincoln Campus Center Concourse

The craft fair will feature artists from around

New England exhibiting hand crafted pottery,

jewelry, clothing, cards, candle, and other

items In addition to the 18 professional

exhibitors there will be 8-10 students show

ing their work

FYls are public service announcements printed

daily. To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phone number of (he

contact person to the Collegion, c/o the

Managing Editor by noon the previous day.

FiU-A-Bits — Help fill a PVTA bus with

clothing, toys, and non-perishable food lo

benefit needy individuals and families in the

Amherst area on Dec. 1-5 from II a.m.-3

p.m daily in front of the Student Union.

Volunteers to staff the bus and collect dona-

tions needed. Contact the UMass Community

Service Program at 545-3568 for more inlor

mation.

Information Session — The Domestic

Exchange Program will be holding informa-

tion sessions from 445-5:45 p.m. in the

Campus Center, room 805 on Dec. 3 and 4.

For more information stop by the office in

Machmer E-26.

Internships — Environmental and Hunger

Internships available for credit Opportunities

include helping to organize a Five College

I .mhdav. protecting Endangered Species and

organizing the Spring Hunger Clean-up. For

more informalion. call Robyn at 545-0199.
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Daily Listings sponsored by:

TV LISTING SPONSORSHIP FOR SALE
INQUIRE @ 545-3500

3 HSCN Bulletin

Board

3 CBS/3 Hartford

4 CBS/4 Boston

B ABC/5 Boston

m PBS/57 Springfield

"7 HSCN Movie Ch.

m UPN/20 Hartford

B Weather Channel

ID NBC/30 New
Britain

II Fox/61 Hartford

IB PBS/24 Hartford

13 WOCH&HSCN
14 International

14 UMass Academic TV

IT HSCN Programming

IB TV-19

BO ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

r

CNN
CNN SI

Headline News
UCTV
TBS

BET

TV Land

Univision

31 Comedy Central

38 Cartoon

Much Music

TUESDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
vrax
wyrr

NtwiX ICBSNews Inside Edition

I

6:00 6:30
Newshour With Jim Lehrer 3C G Auriemma

CBS News Iran's.

Nml
Full HouM X

Cheers X

WTIC "3"
(fi)

CuUCUl
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS

545-

3500

A&E
CNN
COM
DISC
ESPN

TLC
TNT
USA

Cr—iufM

News X

Family I Coach X
Mid Abo. You Mad Abo. You SdnttltlX iFrarttx

7:00

: - Campu s

Woman'* Colteo* BMkrtbll Villanova al Connecticut (Live)

~
BiUy Graham Cniaada X

Intlde EdMon iChtonideX

Frtah Prinea Frath Prlnca

NBC Nawt Ent. Tonight Hard Copy X Choline

NBCNawa Whaal-Fortuna

'fVitoy ftaaltthall College ol Charleston al Massachusetts
. . .. . I - « laa h.. ta\ rW ir*l._l»»«

WortdVttwB

HBO
MAX
SHOW

8:30 9:00

JAG 'Smoked" (In Stereo) X
Grace Under

Wheat-Fortune Jeopardy! X Caroline

"YosT Judge Judy X Judge Judy X Moeeha(R)X

SimiionTx" SelnleldX FraalerX Awencan Comedy Honors (In Stereo) X
_ I.. z7z

—.... -i..i it rs..ni; n» INiartMit n Y Mad Ab

Michael Hayes "Slaves" X

Soul ManX
1990. Suspense

Atlanta* Olympic Glory
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9:30 I 10:00 I 10:30 I 11:00 I 11:30

Michael Haye* "Slaves" X
Home Imp. ISptnCHyX

Theresa Russeli, Jeff Fahey.

"

Pellaventura (In Siereo) X
10-Faaclnatlmj People

News

Newsradio X Mad Abo. You |Just Shoot Me

Clueless (B) X
Newsradio X

Spice Glrls-Never Enough

Dateline (In Stereo) X

Mad Abo. You I
Just Sl"x>t Me

~[New*radioX |Mad Abo. You jJust ShqgjMe

^Yanfir Concert From the Ta| Mahal and Forbidden City

Coach X
Law f. Order "Prisoner ot Love

Crossfire I
TMalte-Laugh Dally Show (R) [Stein's Money

Gimme Shelter

Moe*ha(R)X

:

I CIueles*

«o "Honey, I Si

Home Imp. I
Spin City ff

Biography: Sam Walton

Spice Glrls-Never Enough

1989, FatTtogy) ftl* Mcwtls.

Silent Witness "Only the Lonely

Pellaventura (In Stereo) T. NewsX

Mam R"news jl

Star Trek: Next Qener

Grace Under

Dateline (In Stereo) X
News

Dateline (In Siereo)X

Late Show X
Late Show X
Nlgntline X

Vibe

[Tonight Show

Simpsons II

Tonight Show

News

Deep Space 9

Yannl: Concert From the Taj Mahal and Forbidden City

- - - » -- ~ IfclauM. IT IllUklU.

Tonight Show

10-Fascinating People INews X I NIgritilna X
Newt IM'A'S'H I M'A^S'H X Real TV XTTWW1 )" " * '• 1— '

I
,,

«*« "T7w Hoc*»lwr"(1991, Adventure) Bin Campbel

***

ipny: aam naiion »».. .—... >,..., ...
,

News X iBurden-Proof limy King Uve X iLandmlnee-Ataasslna

-Scnvhtno W*T(\to, faUlJlJrfW Melanle Grffith. ^^
wnver/Hunters |New DetKtive. Ilnvlsibte Place*

'

Subtropolis

Law 4 Order X
Sports Blue

Daily Show

MoneyllnsX

Debt

I wild Discovery: I ~|New Detective* MUMa *«»» Subtropolis
,

cLj^̂ GrealEW-Prov^nce^ V-gT 10^.^6^^^^^^
Stein'* Money

Justice Files "Serial Killers" (R)

Kung Fu LFu: Legend

'«tch t tit ;

My Sc-Called Ufe (In Stereo)

IRugrats

TimeTraK "The Contender"

:

Renovation Home Again IHome Again"

Secret oil Alex [Happy Day*

SeaquestOSV (In Siereo) X

rWi. tm lBeavl»-Butt MTV Live (R) (In Siereo
- * 4 '.'; rn = '_ '-' - " '»—«*-

trauma II: lite In the ER

Lots t gars-Superman

M0
£06)

the Day" X " Highlander: The Serte* T
7«my |«» "Mr. tVr»»"(1994i Paul Raiser. po-iT"~

1^Bu*/"(1996) Rid Monw* PO'¥
I.UU WW aiyvwj v ..,.^ ...- — = ,

l> IRace rfw &n"(1996. Drama) Halle Berry (In Stereo) PG X

Wonder Year* [Bewitched

Forever Knight (in Stereo) x"

Volcano - Path ol Deduction

I Love Lucy X

Homicide: LMe on the Street X

Odd Couple"!

Tefcwar "Stay ot Execution X
Cyber Warrior* "Inlu War-' (R)

Trauma «: Lite In the EH ivwcano - rmm m ^m-i""." _
1. Lulii

MBi a..Hh.ll Seattle SuperSonics at Washington Wiiards (in stereo Live)X I***4**
^r-r.—» __j. „ r—

!

*—-- rsK.^.. h,^., u. in»/ fwVsndU (In Siereo Live 3

Walker, Texaa R

**"> "On*

OniCS 81 WJWlllluruii timim. y """" ' ~ ,' —

—

Iftoxlno Charles Brewer vs Joey beGrandis (In Siereo Live) X
txas Ranger X |Bo»ing Charles brewer vs j

a file 0a' (1996, Comedy) Michelle Plerfler. PG' X
A. ""*. A R.j f f 1 rvuit ai:.k..i r\n,^iUp '

Lovellne (R) (In Siereo)

TariX INewhertl
"

Time Trax The Contenderx"

Trauma II: Lite In the ER(R)

Women a Sports: Girls Do..

ISilk SUIklngs (R| (In Stereo) X
«t» 'Vamprt in Bnx*Vn"(189S)Eddki Murphy. |ComedyJem '

*e "flraton Affow" (
1 998, Adventure) John Travolta. TfH

r«Iv^a^1^^.Mcborm«nd 'R' \
r̂li^m^F^ IWomen

I
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By C. Baldwin
Robotman By Jim Meddick

too ftMew, JAY, VOf HOAOS
AMWT TWt OUKtsttt hMY HO»W
A*tC TOvl STUc KOPiisK. 10 rttJb A
t>U*foSf; TO THIS JOuRNCY?

XSAH in WOT OUITC fttAOY

TO FACt THE MUSIC MID <jO HOnC.
I'M SOM. TKli JU»T TAorotATti

IHimsiHO iri A rWT

OK- SO XtAf«£ (jVITCASTS WOn\ M4 pMIW
eotf>fVJVWTX Mtt) MOW 130 N&W TO pWVJET

TO Uft \N NVD&6RU SOBURBl^

ItrsStt-rXOOCK
INTROLWCTION TO THE
tY\CX>tftrs\ tfcrV WWtRt
TOBGG\M WtPtTO

NP^AR fcRWEH "Wet W
t«T WHfe, NOR HOTVCY WM6

Drabble By Kevin Fagan
Dilbert By Scott Adams

i

^u^^Je^e)Ocotw
NORrA.'
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I wear v eetvenfuce
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Mallard Fillmore By Bruce Tinsley Kampws Kids By Adam Souliere
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THfVT Covins.
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Noa Sequitur By Wiley Monkey Socials By Constant Jones
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Children for Sale By Jon B. & Luke D

Attention Student Cartoonists!

Your comic could be here next semester! Bring

uour samples to the Collegian office, and tell Laura Stock

{hat your comic is better than these Student Hacks and

Main-Stream Sellouts.

Don't make us bring lieold" back.

Ho
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — You can make arrangements

today which will serve you well in the

near future. Be sure to give a superior

all necessary information.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)

— Though you've been struggling

with a certain dilemma for some

time, today you're likely to enjoy a

revelation which brings about a solu-

tion.

AQUARIUS (fan. 20-Feb. 18) —
There is more to life than profit, and

yet your sense of worth is so tied up

in monetary gain right now that you

may not know it — yet.

PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20) —
Take care that you are not being

penny-wise and pound-foolish in

your attempts to make your money

go a long way. Guard against unwise

spending.

ARIES (March 21 -April 19) —
You should be able to plan well

today, even for those things you can-

not anticipate. Trust previous experi-

ence to see you through.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
The quality of time spent with family

and loved ones today is of far more

importance than the quantity. Even a

short visit can be valuable.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20) —
This is a good day for breaking

through personal barriers of all

kinds. Concentrate on doing what

you said you'd do — and doing it

well.

CANCER (June 21-July 22) —
You may come up against someone

who is unwilling to let you be cre-

ative with the rules at this time. Be

patient; don't become defensive.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) — You
may find yourself grappling with one

or two difficult concepts today —
both pragmatic and philosophical.

Discuss things openly.

VIRGO (Aug. 2J-Sept. 22) —
Your memories of a highly creative

and profitable time can inspire you to

strive for something today that may

have been out of reach in the past.

LIBRA (Sept. 25-Oct. 22) — Put

yourself in another's shoes today and

you'll be able to understand why
there has been tension between you

recently. Make amends!

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) —
You may receive a recommendation

for a job or project that excites you

and has you yearning for more in the

way of career opportunity.

Mr Cuarvo. I need your help againl You see,

alter you showed me the way of the pure. I

started a woman's group to help others with the

same problems I had The problem is all these

foreigners keep joiningl I mean, gawdl Do

these people actually think they deserve my

help? They all just need

to go back to their /^ irg^

own countries! What \

should I do? /
You'll never

understand mtj

pam.

Close to Home By John McPherson

Quote of the t>i»y

Ci I had to buy that guy a new

hat last time.

-Lane Meyer

Today's P.C. Menu
Call 343-2626 far mar* information.

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Hungarian Noodle Bake

Native American Tacos

Vegeterian Native American Tacos

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Meatloaf Italiano

Ratatouille

Kaptain's Katch on a Roll

Worcester

"Guess how many stUches you've got,

within three, and we'll grve you 10

percent off your bill!"

ACROSS
1 Follower of

Krishna
6 Pub orders

1 1 Phonograph
abbr.

14 Celestial hunter

15 A Mexican
Indian

16 Mine find

17 Martinique
volcano

18 Cheer at the Met
19 Flying rodent

20 Zone
22 Emulated

Danielle Steel

24 Dresses
28 Connected
30 Shack
31 Brooklyn's— Island
32 Luxurious
33 Reacted to a

ghost story

37 Rooster's mate
38 Chill ingredients

30 Command to a
mule

40 Ulterior motive
43 Unsophisticated
45 ActOr Eastwood
46 Aromatic seed
47 Work period,

usually
50 Most lemony
51 Dairy-case buys
52 Mogul Griffin

53 Guy's date
54 Giant
57 Smidgens
62 Mischievous

one
63 Law
64 Burst forth

65 Dawn goddess
66 Sense organs
67 Tattered

DOWN
1 Dance
2 Anger
3 Zip
4 Bambis mother
5 Dig up
6 Infants

7 Poet Pound
8 Timetable info

9 Race (an
engine)

10 Expressed
displeasure

11 C3POof"Star
Wars"

12 Chatter
13 Distributed

21 Antique auto
23 Comedienne

Martha —
24 Omega s

opposite
25 Fax s ancestor

26 Jeer
27 Election

winners
28 Like a ball

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

011)190 DHDiaci unarms
Had® aamtra raoani
Hiiwrjiwra ruBEsmmsH

HELDrg SDQS
huhi HHnti Hmann
GHSHH ffitUIlGlH @HHO

MMMIO HQH

LUNCH
Clam Roll

Ziti/ Cheese or Tomato Sauce

Native American Tacos

Vegeterian Native American Tacos

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

lamaican Beef Patty

Bean & Rice Stuff

Past Abilities

Hampshire

canwa ranKiN

DDDO HHGDCDH QSHI1

IdHCJIjl UDDlflEHHHH
12-2-97 O 1997. United P^ahjie Syndicate

29 Purposes
31 Gregorian —
33 Fishing device
34 German river

35 Roof
overhangs

36 Resided
38 fcdge
41 Numerical

prefix

42 Sparkle
43 Bolder
44 Crawling insect

46 Remote
47 Stray calf

48 Remember
the—!

49 Squeals
50 Backpackers'

shelters
52 Kitchen spice
55 Wedding vow
56 "— the season"
58 "Are you a man— mouse7 "

59 Egyptian
boy king

60 Fit

61 Shoat's
home

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Tacos

Charbroiled Chicken Sandwich

Mystery Meal

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Meatloaf

(Come on, you've got

1 39 meals left.)

Berkshire
LUNCH

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Chef's Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Tacos

Vegeterian Taco

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Meet Loaf

Bean & Rice Stuff

Ravioli Alfredo

\
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Clark up
for Hall
Sox still have gaps

in the outfield

The immortal lack Clark is now
eligible for the Hall of Fame. It's

about time.

At the thought of that, Leo
Durocher just rolled over — twice —
in his grave.

Clark could hit the long ball, no
doubt. But, what else did he do? He
came to Boston and hit 28 home
runs, or something. Then he filed for

bankruptcy, 'cause you know how
hard it is to live on $2 million dollars

a year. So, he didn't exactly endear

himself to local baseball writers.

Clark struggled to hit around .250

for his career. He wasn't exactly the

most nimble of first basemen. He
didn't even hit a monumental num-

Fred HurlhrinU, Jr.

lki;c\*all

ber of homers.

He is a strapping guy with a

Hollywood face, but that doesn't

make him a Hall of Famer.

What does make a Hall of Famer?

It's gotta be more than just numbers.

A player has to exude a presence, a

passion for winning — the will to be

a great player. This guy has to have

baseball cards on kids' walls all over

the country.

Now, Gary Carter. . . he's a Hall of

Fame player. One of the best

all-around catchers in any era, Carter

emphasized the importance of a

backstop being more than a back-

stop. His prolific bat and defensive

skill propelled the Mets to the '86

World Series Championship... I for-

get who they played.

Carter probably has the best

chance of any of the nine first-time

eligible players to be voted in.

Bert Blyieven was no slouch in his

day either. He spent 107 years with

the Minnesota Twins, winning con-

sistently. He was a strikeout pitcher

in his hay-day, but adjusted as he got

older and was still an effective hurler

when he retired.

If personality were a trait that

baseball writers took into account,

Rick Dempsey would be a shoo-in.

Dempsey was a serviceable major

league catcher for a number of years,

but his best asset was his spirit. He is

widely known as one of baseball's

all-time pranksters and one of the

most well-liked men in the game.

Other first-timers on the ballot:

Brian Downing (Angels' outfielder):

UMass alum Mike Flanagan
(Orioles'/Blue Jays' pitcher); Pedro
Guerrero (Dodgers'/Cardinals' first

baseman); Carney Lansford (Red
Sox/Athletics' third baseman);
Willie Randolph (Yankees' second

baseman).

This is one of the weakest classes

in years to be up for induction.

Carter won't get in on the first ballot,

and he and Blyieven are the only two

with a legitimate shot at being voted

in. T/.- Old-Timers committee will

be the only hope for Guerrero, Clark

and Lansford. The others should just

enjoy their retirement.

Sure-fire inductees won't be so

hard to come by with next year's

class.

Some guy who pitched in Texas for

awhile will be on the ballot soon.

Nolan Ryan. I think his name is.

He'll be joined by Robin Yount
and George Brett to name a couple

of other players that have a good shot

at nabbing some votes.

I don't know though, Nolan Ryan
vs. Mike Flanagan?

• The Red Sox continued their

string of earth-shattering off-season

moves this winter by trading for

Jimmy Hurst and signing

18-year-old Japanese outfielder

Kenichiro Kawabata.

Hurst is a minor league outfielder

formerly of the Detroit Tigers organi-

zation. He is so valuable that it took

a player to be named later to wrestle

him from the Tigers. Apparently he is

a slugger in the Troy O'Leary mold...

if there is such a thing.

Kawabata is the first non-pitcher

from Japan to sign an American
major league contract. Straight out of

high school. Kawabata says he has "a

big dream."

The Red Sox are obviously uneasy

about their outfield situation.

O'Leary isn't an everyday outfielder

for a contender, neither is Darren
Bragg and Michael Coleman may not

be ready to be a full-time big-lea-

guer. Wilfredo Cordero is long gone.

Trot Nixon's stock hasn't just fall-

en, it has practically disappeared, and

lose Malavc is a career minor lea-

guer.

Despite having a wealth of depth

in the infield, and suddenly an upper-

crust pitching staff, the Sox need to

address their porous outfield if

they're thinking playoffs.

Fred Hurlbrink. ]r. is a Collegian

columnist.

UMass opens home slate against Cougars
By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

For the Massachusetts men's basketball team, opening

the 1997-1998 season with a 10-day road trip in California

and Alaska looked like a daunting challenge when the

schedule came out in September.

But after four games, the Minutemen are right where they

wanted to be— 2-2, with flashes of brilliance against No.

1 3 Fresno St. and No. 5 Purdue, and a solid 40 minutes of

basketball in beating Seton Hall 73-60 Saturday. But

UMass coach Bruiser Flint knows there is still work to be

done before his team starts to play like he wants them to.

Enter tonight's opponent, College of Charleston. One
year removed from being the national media's small college

illiam D. MuHins Center

7:00 p.m.

basketball

About Tomght's Game

Minutwn«n enter tonight » content with Charleston 2-2. alter beating Seton Hall

73-60 in the third place game in last week s Great Alaska Shootout. Charleston

beat Maryland in the rirst round of the 1997 NCAA tournament, and almost

upended eventual champion Arizona in me second round- Coach John Kresse is

441-112 vn 18 years at the helm of the Cougars

darlings— boasting a 29-3 record, a first round NCAA win

over Maryland and a narrow loss to eventual champion

Arizona will get you— the Cougars are 3-0, but return only

one starter, Jermel President, who is injured and will not

play tonight.

Flint says that, despite a decidedly small lineup,

Charleston will present match-up problems for UMass
because of their athleticism and because they can penetrate

well.

"They're all about 6-foot-5, they all put it on the floor,

and they all dribble-drive, they all shoot, so that's a tough

match-up for us. especially for our big guys... |and| John

Kresse is one of the best coaches in the country," Flint said.

The Minutemen will trot out the same lineup for the fifth

straight game, something a banged-up UMass team

couldn't do at the beginning of last season. Leading the

charge is Junior Lari Ketner, who is averaging a team-high

17 points, eight rebounds and 3.5 blocks a game. Ketner

scored 21 points, 10 rebounds and two blocks against

Seton Hall, and 16 points and 10 rebounds against Fresno

State.

"When Lari takes his time he's as good as anybody... The

one thing I thought he did during the trip was play better

defensively," Flint said. "I thought he did a great job on

[Purdue center] Brad Miller."

Ketner and senior forward Tyrone Weeks have keyed a

monstrous post presence for the Minutemen. UMass has

Turn to BASKETBALL page 9
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Freshman Rafael Cruz and the Minutemen host College of Charleston for the first home men's hoop game tonight at the

William D. Mullins Center.

Newell makes waves for women's swim
By Michael Kobylanski

Collegian Staff

Life in the swimming pool was
not always as easy as a first-place

finish for Massachusetts freshman

sensation Sarah Newell.

Turn back the clock to a little

over a year ago. Newell, then a

senior at Cumberland Valley High

School was debating whether or not

to swim during her final campaign

after just getting over mononucleo-

sis. She eventually decided to swim,

and in the process made a decision

which would shape her future.

"I almost didn't want to swim my
senior year, but I decided to go

through with it and just finish it

out," Newell said. "I ended up hav-

ing a good season, and now I'm glad

that 1 didn't give up. After all, look

where it got me now."

Where swimming has landed

Newell is here in Amherst. The
Dillsburg, Penn. native narrowed

her final two choices to UMass and

Maryland, but chose to be a

Minutewoman in the end.

"I learned about UMass from a

girl that swims here, and she spoke

highly of the coaching staff." Newell

said. "I had more fun on my recruit

ing trip here than I did in Maryland,

and I was pretty sure that I would

go here."

But the ironic point which lies

behind the recruiting of Newell to

the Pioneer Valley by UMass
women's swimming and diving

coach Bob Newcomb was that she-

was known more for her accom-

plishments in water polo than in

swimming. You sec. Newell was on

a squad that won four Pennsylvania

state championships in water polo

during her four years at Cumberland

Valley, and was topped off by win-

ning the Eastern Regional* in her

senior year.

On an individual note. Newell

was a four-year letter winner in

both swimming and water polo, but

picked up the majority of her •COO-

lades in water polo, where she was

an All- State selection, a

second-team All-F.astern selection

in her junior year, and a first-team

All-Eastern selection in her senior

year. Still, the icing wasn't on the

Women's swimming freshman Sarah Newell has ascended to the top of the ranks for the Minutewomen.

cake just yet. as Newell was named
Ail-American in her senior year.

"Sarah's high school has a great

reputation for water polo, and that's

how we first learned about her."

Newcomb said. "Pennsylvania is a

great swimming state too, and we
were lucky to get our hooks into

her."

Now, getting back to the swim-

ming side of Newell, this "diaper

dandy" has already made a huge

splash for the swim team this win-

ter. She broke the school record in

the 200 breast stroke in only her

second collegiate meet against

Providence on Nov. 8. She swam
the second fastest time in UMass
history in the 100 breast stroke

against St. John's on Nov. 22.

Newell has 10 first place finishes in

five meets for the Minutewomen
already this year — and the season is

only half over.

"I'm very excited with the way
that Sarah is swimming. She was
just outstanding in her first ever

home meet when she broke the

school record in the 200 breast."

Newcomb said. "She's really

improving even more now and she's

learning how to really swim races.

Sarah is only going to get better."

Newell is equally as pleased with

her performance in the pool thus

far.

"I was really excited when I broke

the record because I was working

hard and it was nice to see it pay

off," Newell said. "Like I said

before, this was a long-term goal

that I had in the back of my mind.

Now I guess I have to readjust my
thinking and set some new goals."

Newcomb also has been
impressed with Newell in several

other respects

"Her technique is just beautiful.

I'm sure that she is only going to

improve and get stronger over the

next few years. The only negative

thing about hei is that she doesn't

believe that she can go as fast as we
think that she can. She's not fully

convinced that she can get to

Nationals, but we think that she can,

especially because of the positive

work ethic that she has
"

And just what does Newell have

to say about herself?

"I think that I'm hard-working

Turn to POOL page 9

Old
timers:
Rockets trio look

for elusive ring
It seen lilt c ( ci since Kevin

Garnet! leapt from the high school

ranks to the pro hardwoods, basket-

ball fans have argued that

18-year-old "men" are not mature

enough for the NBA. Perhaps that's

true, case in point. |ermaine O'Neal.

There's the argument that all the

talent the college game oilers leaves

too early for super- stardom. If that's

the case, then all the flair, ability, and

emotion that these youngsters offer is

going to waste. The reason?

Old means good.

The Houston Rockets are about as

Brett Mau>er

the NBA
old as an NBA team gets Hakeem
Olajuwon. Charles Berkley, and
Clyde Drcxler define the word "vet-

eran." And let's just say that Kevin

Willis and Eddie lohnson aren't in

their prime, either.

Or maybe this quintet of future

Hall-of-Famers (Willis is a

long-shot, but go with it) is in their

prime. Their talents as individuals

have come and gone, but Rudy
Tomjanovich has this squad working

as one unit. All five are former All-

Stars. Barkley and Olajuwon have
won theii Podoloffs (Most Valuable

Player award) already. As players,

they've done their job. But Barkley's

hand is still feeling devoid of some
jewelry.

Rudy realizes this. He realizes that

this year is not only for the city of

Houston, but for Barkley. who yearns

for that ring that will put a cap-tone

on a glorious career. The Big Thin
(apologies to Boston fans) want to

play out their careers with one more
season of smiles and cheers. To do
this, teamwork is of the essence.
Teamwork, they indeed have. That's

the difference between the RoofeM
and. say. the Wizards (more on them
in a moment).

Thirteen games Into the season.

Turn to NBA page 8

The Massachusetts
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"Hey, Hey,

Mamma"
Led Zeppelin
returns with a com-
pilation of live

recordings from
the BBC spanning
from the late '60s

thru early '70s (see

Arts St Living, page
5).

UMass claws

Cougars

With 20 points from
Lari Ketner, the
Minutemen beat
the College of

Charleston, 52-40,
to open Mullins for

the 1997- 98 sea-

son (see Sports,

page 1 2).

WORLD

Rape victim wins
fight to have abortion

DUBLIN, Ireland (AP) — The par-

ents of a 1 3-year-old pregnant girl

who says she was raped have
dropped their legal battle to prevent

her from traveling to Britain for an
abortion.

British newspapers said the girl,

who has not been identified, was
said to have been accompanied by a

foster parent and a health official to

an abortion clinic in northwest
England yesterday.

The girl, one of 12 children in a

family living in two trailer homes
parked beside a road on the out-

skirts of Dublin, has been at the cen-

ter of a national debate on abortion,

a highly emotional issue in this over-

whelmingly Roman Catholic coun-
try.

Abortion is permitted only when a

woman's life is in danger. No other

exceptions, including rape or incest,

are granted.

Lawyers for the parents told the

Supreme Court on Monday they will

not appeal against rulings by two
lower courts allowing the girl to go
to Britain for an abortion.

The girl has been in the care of

welfare officers since saying she was
raped by one of her father's friends

14 weeks ago. A man in his 20s has

been charged with the crime.

NATION

Judge makes ruling

in breast implant case
NEW ORLEANS (AP) — The judge in

the nation's first class-action lawsuit over

silicone breast implants ruled yesterday

that only the eight original plaintiffs can

try to win damages from Dow Chemical

Co, not the 1,800 women who were
once part of the class.

The ruling comes three months after

a jury decided Dow Chemical was negli-

gent in testing silicone for implants, lied

about the possible risks and plotted with

Dow Corning Corp. to hide potential

health dangers.

The 1 ,800 plaintiffs will have to argue

individually that breast implants made
them sick, rather than arguing as part of

the same group, |udge Yada Magee
ruled.

The same jury is scheduled to resume

the trial on |an. 7 to determine damages.

Magee said the claims by the 1,800

women were too dissimilar to group all

in one lawsuit because they had
received various types of implants, at dif-

ferent times and suffered different dis-

eases. And since the implants were put

in over a 30-year period, different legal

standards had to be used for each plain-

tiff, the judge wrote.

Dow Chemical owns half of Dow
Corning, one of the biggest implant

manufacturers.

Uneeda Laitinen, a breast implant

recipient now living in Bay St. Louis,

Miss., said she will never give up trying

to collect the money even if she can no
longer participate in the Louisiana case.

"I even have it in my will — what I want

done in my case if I die before I get to

court," Ms. Laitinen said.
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Tibetan Students Association ! Timber!

fears another act of vandalism
By Jonathan Liberty

Collegian Staff

Although the University of Massachusetts Tibetan

Students Association (TSA) has only existed for 13

days, they have already been vandalized twice.

Formally instituted as a Graduate Student
Organization (GSO) on Nov. 21, members of the TSA
said that they now fear another act.

Two incidents

The TSA's information board,

which is located in the

Curriculum Studies program cor-

ridor of Hills North, was first

vandalized at the end of the

third week in November.
Information posted on the

oppression of "Tibetans in Tibet

under Chinese Communist
Occupation." was torn down.
"When it first happened, we

took it lightly." said Thondup
Tsering, a founding member of

the TSA and a doctorate student

in the School of Education. "It

was clear that whoever had done
was displaying their anger and

"We don't see any rea-

son why this has to be

done. It takes me back to

occupied Tibet, where

oppression was an every-

day occurrence. This van-

dalism is an extension of

the oppression in Tibet.
"

-Thondup Tsering

contacting campus authorities about the vandalism.

In order to increase awareness, the TSA, will be fly-

ering the campus and the Five College community.
On their press release, the TSA lists their "Policy on

Acts of Vandalism." "No act of vandalism will be con-

doned or tolerated," is the first statement of the poli-

cy.

"We don't see any reason why this has to be done,"

Tsering said. "It takes me back to occupied Tibet,

where oppression was an everyday occurrence. This

vandalism is an extension of the oppression in Tibet."

"The two acts of intentional
""~~~""""—"^^^~ destruction of information on

Tibet brings up images of the

political and cultural genocide
that is going on in occupied
Tibet by the Chinese govern-
ment since 1949," reads the

TSA Objectives.

hostility."

"We knew that the first incident might have been

random," said Karma Dolma, another founding mem-
ber of TSA and School of Education doctorate stu-

dent. "But then we saw the pattern developing."

After the TSA replaced the information, it was van-

dalized again over Thanksgiving break. In this inci-

dent, the TSA's information was torn down and
ripped into shreds.

"We fear that there might be a third incident,"

Dolma said. "Now that the vandal has taken action,

they might get more nasty."

TSA responds
According to Tsering and Dolma, they are currently

An open invitation

According to Dolma, the TSA
invites all interested persons to

contact them concerning the

accounts of vandalism.

"The vandal must examine
his, or her, relationship with the

TSA and see if their are any
grounds for this," Dolma said.

"As students, as human beings, we need to seek as

much information as we can about other dogmas,"
Uolma said.

In their first meeting of the semester, nearly 40 stu-

dents signed up to participate. According to Tsering,

the ethnicities of the students included
African-American, Native American, South American,
Spanish. French, white and others.

"We are open to everyone," Tsering said.

"We are really into multiculturalism," Dolma said.

"We are trying to establish respect between students,

regardless of their race."

The TSA is located in 919 Campus Center and can

be reached at 545-2896.
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An employee of JfkL's tree service removes a dead tree from in

front of the Student Union yesterday morning.

Reno rejects GOP demands

for independent counsel in

fundraising investigation

Group heads to Philadelphia to

seek Mumia Abu-JamaPs release

By Michael J. Sniffen

Associated Press

ON THE INTERNET

www.umaM.edu/rso/colegian

WASHINGTON — Attorney
General lanet Reno yesterday rejected

Republican demands to seek an inde-

pendent counsel to investigate tele-

phone fund raising by President

Clinton and Vice President Al Gore,

saving the calls were outside the scope

of federal law. She also rejected a spe-

cial prosecutor to investigate allega-

tions former Energy Secretary Hazel

O'Leary solicited a charitable contribu-

tion in return for meeting Chinese
businessmen. In her explanation. Reno
said Clinton's fund-raising calls in

October 1994 were made from the

White House private quarters, not the

president's offices.

"This places the calls outside the

scope... of (federal election law) which

applies only to solicitations for hard-

money contributions occurring within

the federal workplace," she wrote.

Reno went right to the deadline

before making her long-expected deci-

sions. Congressional reaction was
immediate.

Senate GOP leader Trent Lott called

Reno's decision a tragedy. Sen. John

Glenn. (D-Ohio). praised Reno for act-

ing courageously despite "tremendous

political pressure" from Republicans.

Late yesterday morning, she took the

unusual step of crossing Pennsylvania

Avenue from the lustice Department

to FBI ht ^quarters to meet Director

Louis |.
r

.h, who was openly at odds

with her in pushing for an independent

counsel. Their meeting was brief.

"This public spectacle of division

between our chief law enforcement

officers is a further blow to public con-

fidence," said Sen. Charles Grassley.

(R-lowa).

Even before the decision was
announced. Republican Rep. Dan
Burton, who chairs a House committee

investigating campaign finance,

announced he would bring Reno and

Freeh to Capitol Hill next Tuesday to

explain their differences. Burton him-

self is being looked into by Reno's

campaign finance task force.

Reno's deadline was set under the

independent counsel law because the

received a Sept. 3 request from a

majority of Republicans on the House

ludiciary Committee. She also opened

parts of the investigation on her own.

Her decisions were transmitted to a

special court, which is responsible for

selecting independent counsels,

according to officials who requested

anonymity. That court must approve

any formal public release by Reno of

her decisions and the explanation for

them. Reno scheduled a public state-

ment late yesterday.

By Joseph Fountain

Collegian Staff

This Saturday in Philadelphia, "People's International

Tribunal for lustice" will take place to expose the alleged

injustice committed against Mumia Abu-lamal in his 1981

arrest and conviction for the killing of a police officer.

The tribunal will be held at the Blue Horizon, 1314
North Broad Street at 9 a.m.

Western Massachusetts supporters of the tribunal hope

the Philadelphia event will help expose the cover up of

evidence as well as the collaboration of government agen-

cies in obstructing Abu-|ama!'s release.

According to Nick Camerota, Western Massachusetts

Coordinator of the National People's Campaign the tri-

bunal will expose new evidence that will clear Abu-|amal

of the murder of Philadelphia Police Officer Daniel

Faulkner.

The tribunal is being supported by over 100 endorsers

including the National People's Campaign founded by

former U.S. Attorney General Ramsey Clark. Clark will

also be one of the main participants at the Saturday
event.

"The tribunal will be composed of an international

panel of prominent jurists, labor and community activists,

who will hear evidence on the charges," Camerota said.

"Witnesses will be heard who were barred from testifying

during Abu-lamal's trial."

Abu-lamal has been on death row for 16 years. Two
years ago, Abu-lamal's death warrant was rescinded

shortly before his scheduled execution. His case has

drawn worldwide attention, spawning a number of books,

televised documentaries and a series of internationally

coordinated protest demonstrations aimed at stopping his

execution and re-opening his case.

"New evidence that points to Abu-|amal's innocence

has surfaced during the past two years, yet he continues

to be denied a new trial," Camerota said.

Those interested in more information concerning the

Saturday tribunal, and fact sheets and videos about the

Abu-lamal case can call the Western Mass. Branch of the

National People's Campaign at (413) 538-8537.

Online industry will report child pom
By Jeonnine Averse

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Almost like

cybercops. the online industry will

report child pornography to law
enforcement officials, Vice President

Al Gore announced yesterday at a

conference on ways to make the

Internet a safer place for America's

kids.

Roughly 10 million children now

En garde!
KfN MCDONAIDN COUfC.IAN

Lundan Abelson, a freshman pre-psychology major, and Mike Mahoney, a freshman pre-journalism major,

fence yesterday afternoon.

surf the net.

Industry groups covering 95 per-

cent of home Internet users will help

enforce existing laws against child

pornography. Gore said. Under the

policy. Internet providers would
remove child pornography from their

own bulletin boards and services,

said Donna Rice Hughes, a spokes-

woman for Enough Is Enough, an

advocacy group trying to get child

pornography off the World Wide

Powerful dru

AIDS-related
By Heather Lalley

Associated Press

CHICAGO — A progressive brain

disease that attacks most AIDS
patients was halted — and in some
cases reversed — when treated with a

powerful class of AIDS drugs, a study

presented yesterday found.

HIV-encephalopathy. which leads

to a loss of mental and motor func-

tion, stabilized or improved in a

majority of patients treated with pro-

tease inhibitors, a family of AIDS
drugs proven to have a powerful

effect on the virus, according to

results presented at the annual meet-

ing of the Radiological Society of

North America. Dr. Christopher
Filippi. director of neuroradiology at

New York's Weiler Hospital, and

researchers at Yale-New Haven
Medical Center studied 16 patients

with AIDS dementia. Magnetic reso-

nance imaging scans showed that

dementia stabilized or almost com-
pletely disappeared in 89 percent of

the patients given protease inhibitors,

Filippi said.

Bright white patches are present in

the brain scans of patients with

dementia. The patches appear darker

in patients treated with protease

inhibitors.

Web.
Gore also talked about the

National Center for Missing and
Exploited Children's toll-free hot line

to report incidents of child sexual

exploitation, including child pornog-

raphy, online. Together these two ini-

tiatives will make a big difference in

the ability of parents and law
enforcers to work together to keep

Turn to ONLINE, page 2

gs may slow

brain disease
The disease, which affects more

than two-thirds of all AIDS patients,

continued to progress in 86 percent

of those not given the drugs. Filippi

said.

The findings are particularly signif-

icant given the success of protease

inhibitors in treating many of the

physical symptoms associated with

AIDS, he said.

"What good is it to prolong the

body when the brain goes?" Filippi

asked.

It is unclear how or why protease

inhibitors affect the central nervous

yton, he said.

The drugs, which first appeared on

the market in early 1996. have been

shown to reduce the number of infec-

tions and deaths in AIDS patients

when taken in combination with

other drugs, such as AZT. Protease

inhibitors work by blocking the pro-

duction of protease, an enzyme cru-

cial to the virus' survival.

One researcher who was not

involved in the study said he is not

convinced by the new findings. Dr.

David Simpson, director of the

neuro-AIDS research program at

New York's Mount Sinai Medical

Center, said magnetic resonance

imaging is not the best way to deter-

mine the progression of dementia.
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A room with a view
Northeast residence area stands out in yesterday's sunlight from the 1 2th floor of the Lederle Graduate Tower.
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online
continued from page 1

children safe on the Internet. Gore

said.

"It is a warning to criminals and a

promise to parents there are Internet

police for those activities that are ille-

gal, and they will capture and punish

those who abusr the Internet to harm

and hurt our children," Gore said.

The Justice Department was unable

to say how many crimes against chil-

dren occur over the Internet because

it does net break out those figures

from overall statistics, said a

spokesman, John Russell. But the

number of all child pornography

cases filed in federal court increased

by 1 29 percent in 1 996, he said.

"The Internet is a faster, cheaper

and safer way for child pornogra-

phers to move their product so the

child pornographers are using it, as

are pedophiles in search of their

prey," said Raymond Kelly, an under-

secretary at the Treasury

Department, which also is involved in

enforcing anti-child pornography

laws.

Even though he welcomed the

industry's efforts to keep kids away

from smut on the Net, Gore warned

the industry that it better come up

with ways to protect children's priva-

cy, shield them from exploitative

marketing and provide them with

more "safe" places to go online.

"If Internet sites for kids continue

to feature advertising blurred into

entertainment and targeted directly to

children, parents may soon shut off

the Internet," Gore said. "If there is

not an effective industry-led solution,

you might as well prepare yourself for

a massive, nationwide backlash that

will stunt the growth of this exciting

resource.

"

Federal regulators, prompted by

rising incidents reported by watchdog

groups, are on the lookout for Web
sites with exploitative and manipula

tive marketing to children.

Gore said the Commerce
Department will hold conference on

this and other issues next year.

Building on pledges made to

President Clinton in July, industry

groups discussed on Monday — the

first day of a three-day conference

how to educate parents about ami

smut screening and how to highlight

Internet sites that are clean enough

for kids. The Supreme Court in )une

struck down a law designed to keep

cyberspace's seamy side away from

children.

Robert Peters, president of

Morality in Media, which wants to

get illegal pornography off the

Internet, called the conference a

"public relations gimmick intended to

saddle parents with an impossible

burden and to discourage Congress

from putting the primary responsibili-

ty on those who create harmful con-

tent."

"To them I say blocking your own
child's access to objectionable

Internet content is not censoring —
that's called parenting," Gore said.

"And, a parent's right to block offen-

sive speech is as fully protected by

the First Amendment as the right to

issue that speech."

Bodyguard likely to testify against Mandela
By Tom Cohen
Associated Press

JOHANNESBURG. South Africa — The man
once charged with protecting Winnie Madikizela-

Mandela from harm showed up yesterday bearing an

embroidered cloth that elegantly indicated he was
ready to bring her down.

Jerry Richardson, once Madikizela-Mandela's chief

bodyguard, made the cloth during prison time served

for the killing of a 14-year-old — a murder he is now
expected to testify that Madikizela-Mandela ordered.

"Jerry v/s Winnie," it read.

Richardson is scheduled to testify before the

Truth and Reconciliation Commission today, just

before Madikizela-Mandela takes the stand to rebut

a string of witnesses who have accused her of

approving of and ordering assaults, torture and
killings a decade ago.

Yesterday, witnesses told of routine beatings

handed out by Madikizela-Mandela's gang, called

the Mandela United Football Club, as discipline for

defying her.

"You wouldn't defy Winnie, and whenever you
defy her, you were called an informer," said Gift

Ntombeni, who said he was severely beaten after

Madikizela-Mandela's daughter Zindzi accused him
of being a police spy.

Residents of the black township of Soweto were

so angry at these actions that they burned
Madikizela-Mandela's house, and the mainstream
anti-apartheid movement distanced itself from one

of its most revered leaders.

Madikizela-Mandela has long denied the allega-

tions before the Truth Commission, which is investi-

gating apartheid-era human rights abuses for a report

aimed at promoting reconciliation in South Africa.

She was convicted in 1991 of kidnapping and
being an accessory to the assault of Stompei Seipei

and three other young men at her Soweto home.

Initially senter.ed to si\ years in prison, she eventu-

ally paid a $3,200 fine on appeal.

Nelson Mandela was in prison during this time.

Released in 1990. he was then elected president in

the country's first all-race elections in 1994. The
couple separated in 1992 and divorced last year,

with Madikizela-Mandela then adding her maiden
name to her married name.

Seipei was found dead a few days after the

assault, and Richardson was convicted of his mur-

der. He is serving a life sentence, and his lawyer,

Tony Richard, has told the Truth Commission that

Richardson will admit to killing Seipei and others.

Richardson is seeking amnesty from the Truth

Commission and must make a full confession in

order to qualify.

Madikizela-Mandela never applied for amnesty,

and the hearing that began Nov 24 and will con-

clude this week is separate from the commission's

consideration of amnesty for Richardson.

Attention all

Collegian staff
members:

A mandatory all-staff meeting

and Candidates Night will be held

tonight at 7 p.m. The location will

be posted in the newsroom. If you
cannot attend, see Laura Stock or

Chris Stamm.

Voting for editorial positions will

IT AIN'T EASY,
BUT IT'S SMART
Winter Session '98

Why Winter Session?

• Catch up so you can graduate on time
• Focus on just one class, one set of homework assignments
• Make up lost credits

• Take a usually overenrolled prerequisite for your major
• Earn three credits in three weeks

Smaller classes mean more individual attention.

Winter Session '98

January 5-26

Pick up a blue course catalog at Continuing Education in

Goodell Bldg. or anywhere on campus; in town at stores,

restaurants, banks.

Or call S45-0107 and we'll send you one.

Check out the updated course list at www.umass.edu/
confined/

Winter Session

Division of Continuing Education

University of Massachusetts Amherst

The Division of Continuing Education is

moving to 358 N. Pleasant St. in January.

Campus Activities Presents

Something Every Friday

A Weekly Series Of Special Events

This Week:

' Comedian
Todd Parker

• Todd has been featured on Fox's

"Married With Children" and

MTV's "Singled Out"

Also Featured On The Show Will Be

Singer "Jon O"

Campus C«nt«r
Auditorium

- Friday, December 5,

1997 At &00ptn

The Movie "Air Force One" Will Be Shown
Following The Program At

approx. 9:30pm

TOTAL SPINE-TINGLING EXCITEMENT!

. II \ UKIS4 IN |f \u\\

AIR
l()K( I ()\l

Visit Us On The Web:

http://www.umass.edu/campact/events/calendar.htm

Campus Activities: 545-3600

This Series Is Made Possible By A Grant From The

Vice-Chancel lor For Student Affairs; The UMass

Auxiliary Services Office and:

DAILY COLLEGIAN

Yeltsin says warheads will be cut
By Vladimir Isachenkov
Associated Press

5TOCKHOI M. Sweden — A clMrf) tired Boris Yeltsin

gave often-surprising answers at a news conference venter

day. forcing his spokesman to tone down a declaration he

made ;ilx>ut cutting nuclear warheads.

He also misidentified German) and lupan as having

nuclear weapons and confused listeners with references to

Sweden and Finland. The Russian president, who is 6b.

underwent open-heart surgery in November ol last year

hut has appeared generally strong since then.

Speaking to reporters alter meeting with Prime Minister

Ooeran Peraeoa, Yeltsin unexpectedly announced the

weapons cut.

"I am saying here for the first time that we are unilaler

ally slashing the numher of our nuclear warheads hy one-

third," Yeltsin said, tagging his declaration onto the

answer to a question. An hour later. Yastrzhembskv said at

a briefing that a proposal to deepen mutual Rusiian-U.S.

nuclear cuts had been discussed on a preliminary basis at

the Helsinki summit with President Clinton in March.

But "this issue is not on the negotiating table." he added.

"It has been the initiative Russia has been actively promot-

ing. It existed on the level of heads oi slate and the pic-i

dent has decided to make it public. It's a unilateral initia-

tive but it does not mean a unilateral step to cut v capons."

the spokesman said. Asked by reporters about Yeltsin 's

condition, Yastrzhembskv said that Yeltsin spoke when he-

was "a little bit tired" at the end of a long day. The Russian

president was on the first day of a three-day state v isit to

Sweden.

At one point on his comments, the Russian president

mistakenly listed Germany and lapan as among the world's

nuclear weapons stales

I le also confused listeners with a long statement about

Russia's 1940s fighting with Finland, a statement that may

have been more appropriate for a visit to Finland than one

to Sweden.

Yeltsin, who had a quintuple heart bypass operation a

war ago. looked stiff and hesitant later yesterday as he

arrived for a banquet with King Carl XVI Gustaf and

Queen Silvia He had appeared generally robust when

arriving in Sweden yesterday morning. Yeltsin had made

similar surprise announcements before. In Paris last May,

Yellsin said Russia would remove nuclear warheads from

all its weapons targeting the West. Russian officials later

explained Yellsin only meant taking pre-programmed tar-

gets nit ol the missiles.

Regarding yesterday's statement, Yastrzhembsky said

new weapons cuts will only become possible after the

Runian parliament's lower house, the State Duma, ratifies

the 1991 START II agreement with the United States to

cut their nuclear arsenals. Washington has ratified the

agreement.

That agreement calls for the United States and Russia

each to reduce their nuclear warhead stocks to 3,500.

down from an estimated 8.000.

U.S. State Department spokesman lames P. Rubin said

Tuesday thai START II ratification remains Washington's

top priority on weapons reductions, but "any reductions by

the Russians in their nuclear forces would not be some-

thing we'd be against."

Yeltsin announced in September that Russia would

remove 500 tons of weapons-grade uranium and 50 tons

ol plutonium from its military stockpiles.

South Korea to sign baibut package
By Pauline Jelinek

Associated Press

SEOUL, South Korea — South

Korea and the International

Monetary Fund have agreed on a

multibillion-dollar bailout for South

Korea's beleaguered economy and

will sign an accord today, officials

said.

"There will be no more negotia-

tions." said Finance and Economy
Minister l.im Chang-yuel. emerging

yesterday evening from the hotel

where IMF and South Korean nego-

tiators were finalizing a pact

reached after several days of

marathon bargaining.

IMF director Michel Camdessus is

to fly in from Bangkok, Thailand,

this morning to sign the deal. I mi

said.

He did not disclose the amount of

the loan.

Earlier yesterday. Camdessus said

there were "several major difficul-

ties" holding up the bailout. "This

takes time with the 1 1th economic

power of the world, with a diversi-

fied and advanced economy," he

told a news conference in Kuala

Lumpur, Malaysia. The negotiations

appeared stalled yesterday morning

alter an all-night bargaining session

in which South Korean officials

apparently resisted some of the

tough medicine prescribed by the

IMF delegation.

Neither Camdessus r.or Korean

officials would identify the sticking

points. But South Korean news
media, quoting unidentified sources.

reported thai the two sides succeed-

ed in striking compromises yester-

da\ evening.

A main breakthrough came when

the I M i softened its position and

accepted South Korea's way of deal-

ing with its debt-ridden merchant

banks, the reports said.

Earlier yesterday. Seoul ordered

nine of the country's 50 merchant

banks, or finance companies, to sus-

pend business until the end of the

year. light of the banks were told to

put then finances in order by March

or face liquidation. The ninth was

given only until |an. 1.

An assistant finance minister,

Chung Duk-koo. said the two sides

compromised and agreed to lower

South Korea's economic growth to

5 percent next year. The IMF had

reportedly insisted on a 2.5 percent

growth rate.

South Korea also accepted budget

cuts, higher interest rates, bigger

taxes, a wider opening of its finan-

cial market, and tightened financial

supervision over the nation's chae-

bol, or conglomerates, the reports

said.

Those conglomerates, which have

numerous subsidiaries cross-funded

by family members, are accused of

absorbing the bulk of available bank

loans to the detriment of smaller

companies. South Korea turned to

the IMF on Nov. 21. It said last

week that the amount needed would

be "far more than the $20 billion"

bailout it originally sought.

IMF loans come with strict condi-

tions, which would force a belt-

tightening in a country accustomed

to decades of rapid economic
growth. Despite its financial woes.

South Korea predicts its gross

national product will grow by about

t> percent this year. Analysts say the

IMF solution will raise unemploy-

ment from the present 2.5 percent

to up to 7 percent in 1998. forcing

an estimated 1.5 million people out

of their jobs, the highest number
since the 1950-55 Korean War.
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True players
Not Ready for Bedtime Players Patti Lynott, Rob McDonald, Emily Robertson and Bryan Burns have some

fun. They will stay up late for 7:30 p.m. auditions on Dec. 8 in the Campus Center.

Unabomber evidence delayed
Cabin is Icey for defense to claim Kaczynski's mental illness

By Richard Cole

Associated Press

SACRAMENTO, Calif. — The dark, cramped cabin

where Theodore Kaczynski allegedly built his bombs has

been turned over to defense lawyers who call it their key

piece of evidence. But its transfer to this city where

Kaczynski's trial is being held was delayed yesterday.

The entire cabin was to be trucked more than 1 .000

miles from Malmstrom Air Force Base in Montana, where

it was stored after the Unabomber suspect's arrest.

A Malmstrom spokesman said early yesterday morning

that the cabin had left the base before dawn, but base offi-

cials said later that that report was erroneous and the

transfer was on hold for the time being. No explanation for

the delay was immediately available. Meanwhile, in

Sacramento, jury selection resumed yesterday for the math

professor turned hermit charged in four bombings that

killed two men and injured two more.

Kaczynski. 55. built the cabin outside Lincoln. Mont., in

the early 1970s. FBI agents raided the 1 0-by- 1 2-foot shack

in April 1996. They found a treasure trove of evidence

allegedlv linking him to Unabomber bombings that killed

three people and injured 29 between 1978 and 1995.

But it is defense lawyers, not the prosecution, who want

jurors to see the cabin as part of their effort to show that

Kaczynski suffers from mental illness.

"You really cannot understand this guy's life unless you

can get in that cabin." lead defense attorney Quin Denvir

has said. Fifty-five juror prospects were in the pool as of

this morning. Once 64 prospects have been selected. 12

jurors and six alternates will be chosen from among them.

One jury candidate underlined the heavy burden the

defense will face.

"In the media, the Unabomber and Ted Kaczynski are

considered one and the same," the young mother of three

said. She added: "1 think that's unfair" — but acknowl-

edged she, too. suspected the same.

The defense appears less concerned with Kaczynski's

conviction, however, than with saving his life in the penal-

ty phase

The defense offered its most intense probing yet as it

cleared through an anti-abortion activist who opposes the

death penalty. In a legal contradiction. Kaczynski lawyer

|udy Clarke must try to change the positions of those jury

prospects who insist they can't decree death for her client,

lurors must be willing to at least consider the death penal-

ty, or they are excluded from the case.

"The great irony is she has to take the people with the

strongest conviction against putting this man to death and

try to pull them the other way." said Laurie Levenson,

associate dean of Loyola University Law School in Los

Angeles.

"But she hopes they will later spring back like rubber

bands." Levenson said' "What she has to do is a temporary

conversion." The challenge Monday was a white-bearded

man who said he had searched his soul and didn't believe

he could sign a verdict of death.
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Dialogue for Peace

in the Middle East
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Nanjat Arafat Khelil & Reena Bernards

Co-founders of the Palestinian and dewish American

Women's Dialogue Project in Washington, DC

Wednesday, December 3
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Memorial Hall
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Free and open to the public. Wheelchair accessible.

Sponsored by the Office of Jewish Affairs and Everywoman's Center.
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Hatch FOOD
COURT

Located in the Student Union Basement

Great Food Where You Least Expect It.

Brought to you by Campus Center Food Services
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The scarlet letter 6t#wgpy»Kw*iUcMcwtfe uf.9.

So. having banned smoking, restricted drinking and

forbidden protesting, are the dark forces of the

neo-puritan onslaught satisfied?

On the contrary, the crusade to save us from ourselves

shows every sign of gaining momentum. Our modern day

Cotton Mathers, with or without black cloaks, starched

bands and steeple-crowned hats, scour the New England

landscape for new sinners to mortify and new sins to

purge.

A particularly nasty little document entitled "Proposed

UMass Policy on Consensual Relations" takes aim at that

greatest of foul human indulgences — sins of the flesh.

It had to happen. After issuing their pious edicts

against smoking, drinking and
talking, how long could the neo-

puritans resist an all out assault on

fucking?

The policy attempts to regulate

who may have sex with whom, and

goes far beyond restrictions against

romances between professors and

students enrolled in their classes.

It classifies as "faculty mem-
bers." for purposes of sex regulation, not just professors

and instructors. It includes "any other individual with

responsibility for the education of students." Presumably

this also includes graduate and undergraduate TAs,

tutors, advisors, library staff, etc.

All of these individuals are instructed not to have "con-

sensual amorous relations" (i.e. sex) with all students,

specifically those "with whom they do not have a direct

professional responsibility."

In other words, according to this policy. University

employees of almost any kind are not supposed to sleep

with any student, no matter who, when or how. Brilliant.

Proceeding from the plausible assertion that "rape isn't

about sex but is always about power." the geniuses on

this complete cowpat of a committee have discovered

that all sex is fundamentally about power.

Their key assertion is "Because of the fundamentally

asymmetric nature of the relationship between faculty

member and student, serious questions exist about

whether consent on the part of the student can be freely

given."

Remember please that in this context, faculty member
doesn't mean just professor, but all kinds of other people.

Moreover, these situations don't involve students and

those who teach their classes but anyone with a job

involving some sort of "responsibility for the education of

students."

A 28-year-old marketing senior meets a 25-year-old

graduate TA in the French department at a bar. What
does the policy tell us? Why. that the 25-year-old TA has

so much inherent power over the 28-year-old senior that

the 28-year-old can be more or less coerced into sex and

lacks the ability to say no.

Very few graduate TAs were aware, until this policy

enlightened us, that along with our meager pay and bene-

fits, our jobs provide us with the ability to seduce or

coerce sex out of any undergraduate on campus. Now we
know.
This idiotic reduction of romance and sexuality to

meaningless "power equations," seeing it as a locus of

danger and abuse, a realm of humanity that needs to be

vigilantly regulated by the authorities, is typical of the

pseudo-morality of the neo-puritan movement.

The proposed policy embraces its New England Puritan

heritage directly by resurrecting the scarlet letter.

It decrees that "Where a con-

flict of interest or potential con-

flict of interest exists, in the

context of an amorous relation-

ship between a faculty member
and a student, the faculty mem-
ber involved shall notify the

department head." Even more
ominously, it threatens that

"The reporting of such a rela-

tionship shall be subject to disclosure." In the case of two

employees. "The reporting of such a relationship shall be

public information."

The scarlet letter, public disclosure of prohibited sexu-

al activity, clearly provides the template. Recall that sexu-

al encounters between students and anyone "with respon-

sibility for the education of students" are all not only

inherently proto-rapes, but also "potential conflicts of

interest."

If you are gay and don't feel comfortable in announc-

ing that fact to a homophobic world, if you have sex with

the wrong person, Chancellor Scott will have you outed.

This attempt to divide the campus into camps of peo-

ple who are authorized or prohibited from enjoying their

sexuality with each other is the most odious symptom of

the neo-puritan plague yet to emerge.

The culprits responsible for this rabid prudery, includ-

ing Sue Pearson, Glen "Lazerus" Gordon, and lanet

Rifkin, owe us all a humble and contrite apology.

The neo-puritans seem bent resurrecting, in a new
politically correct and liberal guise, a modern version of

"the whole dismal severity of the Puritanic code of law."

This vicious assault on liberty and pleasure is by any

reasonable measure a far greater offense than any of the

pleasures under neo-puritan attack. Those of us who
smoke, drink, speak freely and have unauthorized sex

occupy both the intellectually sound position and the

moral high ground.

Even Hawthorne's miserable, guilt-ridden Dimmesdale

came to realize that in a land of New England Puritans,

"We are not, Hester, the worst sinners in the world."

Hussein Ibish is a UMass graduate student.
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We encourage our readers to respond to the contents of the

Collegian though letters to the editor.

Letters must be typed, no more than 400 words, and Include

name, address and phone number for confirmation purposes.

They can be submitted to Ldltortal/Opinion Editor. Dally
Collegian. 113 Campus Center Basement. UMass Amherst

MA 01003. or by e-matl to: letters@oltvmsjoit.umass£du

Letters may be edited for length, clarity and style.

Letters to the Editor

Was it bad manners
or sexism?

To the editor:

Thank you in advance for taking

the time to read my response to

"Boys, outta my way please."

Please accept my sympathy for the

oppressive rules of social interaction

and etiquette that have been forced

upon you by men. If the incident you

described was indeed a gender issue,

I would like to apologize on behalf of

courteous men for the enormous
injustice you received at the entrance

to the graduate tower. However. 1

would like to propose that gender

had nothing to do with it and per-

haps you could suggest a better

example that supports your point. If

the violation of your right to walk
where you want was deliberate I'd

bet that it was a result of something

called bad manners. I know that peo-

ple have directed their unyielding

path at me before and rather than

taking the time to note their gender I

meekly step aside. Have you heard

the prediction for the meek?
I feel that the "Boys, outta my way

please" article was counterproductive

to your goals. Although you probably

have a point about double standards

in etiquette, your article did not sup-

port it. My sister studies women's
issues at another university and when
she applies her effort to an issue it

seems more legitimate. My sister is

surely passionate about her work and

beliefs and I gather that you are too.

However, I don't think she decides to

use "ugly" words when she presents a

point. You, on the other hand, knew
the word was ugly and you used it

anyway. I took this as a case of bad

manners and assigned no gender
label to it. Another reader (perhaps

the same person who got in your
way) might be more put-off and
develop a generalization about "femi-

Doonesbury

nists." Maybe I don't understand how
a journalist is supposed to reach a

target audience. Maybe there's some

sort of shock effect that can add extra

emphasis to an argument in the

absence of legitimate support. Do
you really want to embrace this writ-

ing style and have it associated with

your name and/or cause? You also

made generalizations about guys and

you may know that generalizations

aren't accepted favorably by every-

one. Perhaps one way to improve the

situation you described would be to

appeal to guys. If you intended

progress rather than persecution, you

could avoid the use of insulting gen-

eralizations. I sincerely hope that the

majority of the guys that you have

encountered throughout your life

haven't actually expected you to "go

out of your way for, cower from, or

apologize for nothing to" them.

Christopher Knight

Amherst

BY GARRY THUDLAU

A student guide to the all-nighter

"All-nighters are a nec-

essary evil; there simply

aren 7 enough hours in a

semester to get all that

partying in, along with

the studying. So, about

24 hours before the

exum, panic sets in and
the alT-mghler oegihs'.

"

Seema Gangatirkar

With finals coming up, I think it's time to

address that all important issue of pulling

the all-nighter. Most people here have

pulled an all-nighter at one point in their college

career; some people have made a science out of

all-nighters.

There is a pride inherent in pulling all-nighters;

inadvertently fellow students will

brag about how they stayed up all

night to finish that 15 page paper

on the eating habits of a wombat.

The euphoria of an all-nighter

lasts about 10 minutes into the

start of the first morning class.

Even toothpicks might not be able

to prop open weary eyes.

All-nighters are a necessary

evil; there simply aren't enough
hours in a semester to get all that

partying in. along with the study-

ing. So, about 24 hours before- the

exam, panic sets in and the

all-nighter begins. % *

The classic all-nighter begins

early in the evening, say around

6:30 p.m.. after dinner. Most people don't begin with

the intention of staying up all night — rather, they fool

themselves into thinking an early start means an early

night.

Ah, but don't take the art of procrastination lightly.

At 6:30 p.m.. it's time to get started. Sharpen up

those pencils, clear off the desk, find an eraser and get

plenty of paper. Bathroom breaks are also necessary

when getting ready to study. Along the way to the

bathroom (especially if you live in the residence halls),

it's so easy to be sucked into a conversation.

Most of your conversation will be centered around

how much you have to study and how you've just got

to get going or you'll never pass.

At 7 p.m., you're back in your room, ready to get

started. If you're anything like me. you have to first

clean the room before being able to sit down with the

books. For me. that means rearranging my closets,

picking up stuff from the floor, filing away
decades-old mail, etc. Sometimes, in a real burst of

motivation, it's also time to take out the trash and the

recycling.

At 7:15 p.m.. it's time to check out what's on the

television. Invariably, you have to choose between

"Entertainment Tonight" and "Hard Copy." And

despite the fact that the hour between seven and eight

in the evening is a television graveyard, it's still an

early night and you need to unwind for the day. So,

7:23 p.m. catches you watching the foibles of "ET"

regular. Lucy Lawless, (a.k.a "Xena. Warrior

Princess").

Around 7:47 p.m., the munchies start to set in, even

^____^_^^ though dinner was just over an

hour ago. It's time to make a trip

to the supermarket, where you

proceed to load up the cart with

traditional all-nighter foods like

Cheez-Whiz, Doritos and of

course, that old staple, coffee.

By 9:01 p.m., you're back home,

well-fed and relaxed. It's time to

put the pot of coffee on and start

thinking about getting organized

for the night.

A;. 9:07 p.m.. you drink you'

vufTce and tlren make a rripHJtaV

bathroom or kitchen to wash ttu

muf out-TWa is also an ideal Hfjne

to stop and chat with friends you

haven't seen in a couple hours or

so.

At some time before 10 p.m., you realize that the

exam is approaching at an exponentially faster rate

than it was three hours previous. Now the exam is less

than 1 2 hours away. But first, it's time for a snack.

After the snack, it's time to settle down for about 32

minutes with the books. You barely get past the histo-

ry of the Dark Ages before it's 1 1 p.m. and you're just

dying to catch the local news for the latest from

Springfield, Hartford and Boston.

At 11:35 p.m., there is another gasp of realization:

the exam is now a mere 1 hours away.

It's at this point that the all-nighter begins in

earnest. Armed with plenty of snacks, coffee, several

sharpened pencils and your favorite studying music,

you head off to the most quiet and least distracting

place you know.
Bleary eyed at 6 a.m., you can now brag to everyone

in your class how you started studying at 6:30 the

night before and stayed up all night to get the work
done.

Everyone will be impressed; but you won't care.

You'll be too tired. You vow never to do this again.

Yeah, right.

Seema Gangatirkar is a Collegian columnist.

Write for Ed/Op!
The Collegian Editorial page needs new writers. We
want you to write humor, politics, satire, lifestyle or

any or a thousand other styles— let us be as broad as
the student body is.

We especially encourage material that relates to cur-

rent issues at UMass.
Anyone who is interested should submit material by
e-mail (letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu) , fax
(545-1592), or by dropping it off at the Collegian
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Editorials should be 500-700 words long and should
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Holiday musical goodies for all

NEW FORMS
Ron/' Size / Reprazent

Talkin' Loud/Mercury

Drum 'n hass — a British hybrid

of reggae bass and electronic beats

— has yet to break through in this

America. Can New Forms (Talkin'

Loud/Mercury), honored as

England's album of the year last

month (beating excellent releases

from Radiohead and Primal

Scream), do what Goldie's 1995

drum 'n bass landmark. Timeless.

couldn't?

It's highly unlikely, but you don't

have to be a rave regular to appreci-

ate Roni Size's cut-and-splice com-

posing abilities. His linky textures

and bubbling polyrhythms are

anchored by fat, upright bass

and an array of vocalist:

these aren't "songs" with

verse-chorus structures

but the title track.

"Heroes" and "Share the

Fall" (all bunched on the

first of two discs), have a
~>»*~"~

sinuousness and sensuality that

invites repeated listening, even

without the aid of hallucinogenic

enhancements.

The second disc is dominated by

more abstract mood pieces, in

which Size and his burgeoning

Reprazent posse demonstrate their

mastery of drum 'n bass fundamen-

tals; the mood-altering,

mind-bending manipulation of both

time and space.

Easily one of the most innovative

and original releases of the year.

New Forms is a fine example of

what can be accomplished with

imagination and unhindered artistic

vision. A (Marty Keane)

BBC SESSIONS
Led Zeppelin

Atlantic

This archival set documents live

recordings twith minimal overdub-

bing) by one of the giants of British

blues-rock. While the sound quality

isn't pristine, the thrilling immedia-

cy of Led Zeppelin's performances

contained on BBC Sessions

(Atlantic) more than compensates.

Widely bootlegged by collectors

for decades, the sessions' official

release is long overdue. The high-

voltage, almost hysterically pitched

first disc documents the band flex-

ing its muscle during its inaugural

year, 1969. The quartet cuts a

broader emotional swath on the

second disc, culled from a 1971

Paris concert that includes early

versions of "Stairway to Heaven,"

"Black Dog" and "Going to

California."

The raw, ragged guitar work of

limmy Page is exhilarating as he

dances over the top of |ohn

Bonham's atom drum
bop and the inclu-

sion of two songs

that had previously

never been
released by the

band in any
form, Eddie
Cochran's
Something

Ise" and "The Girl

— which takes its

from legendary
1 Love"

inspiration

Tennessee bluesman Sleepy |ohn

Estes — are most noteworthy.

At times, the handful of longer

tracks (including the obligatory

18-minute "Dazed and Confused")

evokes the excesses of Zep's only

previous live release, The Song

Remains the Same, but mostly BBC
Sessions is a vivid reminder of why

this band's legend has only expand-

ed since its 1980 demise following

the unexpected death of Bonham.

A (M.K.)

AQUARIUM
Aqua
MCA

As two of at least six identical

tracks with perky keyboards and

trite lyrics, "Barbie Girl" and

"Lollipop" work fine for the dance

floor, but calling them "social com-

mentary" is a bit of a stretch. Still

though, they are both catchy as hell,

even if they are ultimately shallow

guilty pleasures.

Fortunately, lead vocalist l.enc

Grawford Nystrom ihowi better

range on the more complex materi-

al, particularly the Latin-flavored

ballad "Good Morning Sunshine"

and the atmospheric "Turn Back

Time."

Aqua will need her vocal abilities

even more on the next album if they

don't come up with another gim-

mick. B- (M.K.)

DECONSTRUCTED
Bush

Trauma/lnterscope

Bush's Deconstructed
(Trauma/lnterscope) is the musical

equivalent to last night's Chinese

food. No matter how hard you try

and reheat it, something just isn't

quite right.

Not surprisingly. Deconstructed

is as limp and unappetizing as a

leftover egg roll. In other words,

there is no substitute for the gen-

uine article.

Consider the following: a third

generation, bottom tier grunge

band, remixed by electronic lumi-

naries? I don't think so. And while

I'm at it, who the hell thought up

such an utterly revolting concept

anyway?
Popular music's downward

descent into the abyss continues.

Gee, maybe for next Christmas

Gavin and his cadre of lame

Nirvannabe's will go carolling. The

presence of Tricky and Goldie and

their creative genius are the only

saving graces here. Even they can

only do so much with a band thai

released "Everything Zen" as a sin-

gle. D- (M.K.)

URBAL BEATS
Various Artists

Polygram

Urbal Beats: The Definitive

Guide to Electronic Music

(Polygram), is a superb collection

of techno music performed by

Turn to TRAX. page 8

Five College

art galleries

Amherst College — Mead
Art Museum. Currently on dis-

play: The Fold Art of

Twentieth-Century Japan
(through luly 1998),

Branching: The Art of Michael

M azure. AC '5 7, Illegal

Camera: Photography in the

Netherlands during the German
Occupation. 1940-45.

European Art (through Dec.

15), The Cult of Lord Jeff

(through Ian. 12). Hours:

Mon-Fri 10 a.m.-4:50 p.m.;

Sat-Sun 1-5 p.m. Call the

Museum at 545-2535.

Hampshire College — Main

Gallery. Harold P. Johnson

Library. Hours: Mon-Fri 8:30

a.m.-4:50 p.m.; weekends 12-

4.50 p.m.

Mount Holyoke College —
Art Museum. Currently on dis-

play: How to Remember?
Designing the United States

Holocaust Memorial Museum
(through Dec. 14). Houis:

Tue-Fri 11 a.m.-5 p.m.;

Sat-Sun 1-5 p.m. Call

558-2245 for more informa-

tion.

Smith College — Print

Room, Museum of Art. Hours:

Tue, Fri & Sat, 9:50 a.m.- 4

p.m.; Wed-Sun, noon-4 p.m.:

Thursday, noon-8 p.m. Call

585-2770 for more informa-

tion.

University of Massachusetts

— Augusta Savage Gallery,

New Africa House. Hours:

Mon-Tues 1-7 p.m.: Wed-Fri

1-5 p.m. Call 545-5177 for

more information.

University of Massachusetts

— Hampden Gallery,

Southwest Residential Area.

Hours: Mon-Fri 5-7 p.m.,

Sunday, 2-5 p.m. Call

545-0680 for more informa-

tion.

University of Massachusetts

— Herter Art Gallery, Herter

Annex. Hours: Mon-Fri 1 1

a.m.- 4 p.m. Call 545- 0976
for more information.

University of Massachusetts

— Student Union Visual and

COURTESY |AM£S SMOLUA

Look at those bags under their eyes!
Psychedelic noise popsters Helium hit the Iron Horse tonight for a

10 p.m. show that promises to showcase some inventive guitar work

and twisted melodies. Tickets are available by calling 586-8686

Turn to ART, page 8

Bluesrock legend Led Zeppelin returns from the dead on the stellar BBC Sessions

SMART!
FROM BOSTON
Beginning Nov. 1

One Way Roundtrip

LONDON
$162 $295

PARIS
$218 $399

ROME
$274 $473
MADRID

$226 $415
Scheduled flights.

Fares to worldwide destinations.

Eurail passes available.

Weekend surcharges may apply.

Customs-immigration taxes apply

Fares sub|ecfto change without

notice. Intl. student \.D. cards
may be required.

Prism tra vel
545 Firth Ave. NY. NY 10017

212-986-8420*

800-272-9676

There is a Difference!
Silenc* l« Golden No child under 6 in ..ny

PC 13 or R i.ii.il (ilt

Mt. Farms 4 «584 9153
Mt. Farms Mall

Jackal (R)

Today - Thurs. at (5:40) , 8:30

Starship Troopers (R)

Today -Thurs at (5:40). 8:30

Rainmaker (PG1 3)

Today -Thurs at (5:40), 8:20

Alien: Resurrection (R)

Today - Thurs at (5:50), 8:40

THE FINE ARTS CENTER SI KH S

6 s7n/r.F.?y 5 chhmm* i {.mut mmi\ ?

With their fresh jazz

harmonies, soaring vocals

and seamless ensemble

work, five-time Grammy-

award winners Take 6 set

the new standard for a

cappella singing. Take the

time. Take a friend. And don't miss the chance to Take 6.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 6, 8PM, CONCERT HALL

S»Onso*(0 iv WRNX »NO EaSTmam»ton Savings 8«s«

Hampshire 6 '584 7550

Bean (PG 13)

Today -Thurs at (5:50)

Anastasia (G)

Today -Thurs at (5:40). 8:40

Rubber (PG)

Today - Thurs at (5:30), 8:30

Midnight In the Garden of Good
and Evil (R)

Today -Thurs at (5:10), 8:20

Mortal Combat: Annihilation (R)

Today -Thurs at (5:30), 8:30

Boogie Nights (R)

Today -Thurs at (5:20), 8:20

The Man Who Knew Too Little (PG)

Today -Thurs at 8:40

52 50 IT*., l.fi NkM W$tum ,m) '

ri.;.~ no P.i.

Barnes SC Noble
College Bookstores

at Boston University « Northeastern

JOB FAIR
to**

I

Call 54S-2S11 or 1-800-999-UMAS for tickets

Visit our Website at www.WMSi.eee/fac/facitml

« OWI < I Willi 1 «M K « I Ml If

.1 W
Finearts
Center
WHvmsmoa
MAJSAOiusrrrs

AMHWiT

It's just as difficult to spot the

Massachusetts Army National Guard

member in this picture as it is in your

school. That's because many Guard

members are students - just like you.

You can join your friends and receive

training just one weekend a month and

two weeks a year while attending college

full-time!

The Guard can help you afford an

education with the 100% Tuition Waiver,

good at 28 participating State Colleges

and Universities, and a great paycheck.

And some colleges even give academic

credit for Guard service and training.

If you have the desire to gain

valuable skills and experience, you

can in the Massachusetts Army National

Guard. Find out how you can be in

the picture.

Call today:

1-888-NG-PRIDE

(1-888-647-7433)

MASSACHUSETTS

Ifyou want .i fast-faced job that will

et your winter on to .i grc.it start. it->

here .it Barnes & Noble College

Bookstores, Boston's hot source tor

books, . ..iikI the best choke fol retail * &sC°*T et^*^
jobs, find out mote at ourJOB FAIR q> S

*

0< ^ot*

on December 4th ^ v*\
e

Gf

^ K\e&* . „*•*«

#/•

You COUad be a sales assot late - just

bng enough to get us through the

winter rush and get vour bank

account in shape. Get here early

enough and you could be hired on

the spot!

0?

THURSDAY,
DECEMBER 4TH

10AM - 3PM
CAMPUS CENTER

CONCOURSE

If you want to get a closer look at us, but can't come to our

JOB FAIR, call (617) 236-7402 for more information.

Barnes « Noble College Bookstores, Inc. is on Equal Opportunity Employer.
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New Bad Brains leads

recent Hardcore releases

On the stage
COURTESY UMASS THEATER DEPARTMENT

Assassins, a musical composed by the legendary Stephen Sondheim, hits the Rand Theater beginning tonight. The play takes the audience into

the minds of presidential assassins, John Wilkes Booth and Lee Harvey Oswald, and forces the audience to question the feasibility of the "American

dream." Play runs tonight through Dec.6 and Dec. 10-1 3. Tickets are $7 and $9. For tickets, call 1-800- 999-UMASS.

1 hope you all had a good

Thanksgiving. My holiday was spent

listening to the new Hallraker,

Maximum Penalty. Union 13 and

Bad Brains albums. Tomorrow, One

King Down, Hallraker anJ Cause

For Alarm will be playing at Pearl

Street. Be there or be a stain.

OMEGA SESSIONS
Bad Brains

Victory Records

It's the Bad Brains, so you should

buy it. Honestly there's nothing I

can say about this

band that you
haven t heard
before; they pretty

much started hardcore and no one

has really ever exceeded their work.

This EP has versions of "I Against

I," "I Luv I |ah" and "Attitude" and

two unreleased songs "Stay Close

To Me" and "At The Movies." The

sound quality on this is excellent,

one of the best I have ever heard

from the Brains and the two unre-

leased tracks are awesome. Look,

just buy this listen to it and share

the smile I've had since I got this.

A+

BOUNCING SOULS
Bouncing Souls

Epitaph Records

This is the Bouncing Souls' third

release, their first on Epitaph, and

the first one that doesn't contain a

whole bunch of previously released

stuff. The Bouncing Souls were
always one of the few bands who
could manage to straddle the fine

line between punk and hardcore.

The Souls had the drive and intensi-

ty of hardcore, the introspective

lyrics more akin to emo, punk
melodies, and they were loved by

all.

So why did they have to mess
with that formula? It seems the

Souls are headed in a more oi.

melodic punk sound and while it's

great to hum to, it's just not the

same. They also have seemed to

embrace some incredibly stupid

lyrics on songs like "East Side

Mags," "The Toilet Song" and the

lounge song "The Screamer." The

song "I Like Your Eyes" would have

been funny if SNFU hadn't done the

same song on "Cannibal Cafe" over

10 years ago.

Don't get me wrong. This is still a

good album. Songs like "Cracked,"

"Low Life" and "Single Successful

Guy" are vintage

Bouncing Souls
and could have
fit nicely on

either of their first two albums. One
major highlight of the LP are the

hardcore attack of "East Coast F—

k

You" which espouses the virtues of

the East Coast, like harsh weather

and good pizza, and how it pro-

duces better punk music. Another

highlight is "Shark Attack" which

features two members of the

Vandals and is like an extended
predatorial version of the

Descendants "1 Like Food." B

SATISFACTION IS THE DEATH OF
DESIRE

Hatebreed

Victory Records

I've never been a fan of tough guy

hardcore or metal- influenced hard-

core and those are the two cate-

gories Hatebreed fit into. Remember
that Blackout compilation that came

out a long time ago featuring bands

like Raw Deal, Sheer Terror, and

Outburst? Well, Hatebreed would
have fit in perfectly on that album.

Hatebreed hammers you with an

intense blend of metal-influenced

hardcore as lead singer Jamey |asta

spits forth his lyrics of hatred and

despair — there's no PMA in

Turn to HATEBREED, page 7

Mariah Carey flutters on Butterfly
By Elsa Alien

Collegian Staff

BUTTERFLY
Mariah Carey

Columbia

Back with her seventh (count

them, seven!) album. Mariah Carey

seems to be determined to prove that

she can croon her way up the pop
charts once again with her latest

album Butterfly (Columbia). Sure to

become a massive commercial suc-

cess, teeny-boppers everywhere can

rest assured that they will get what
Carey has provided on her former
albums, with little to no change.

Unfortunately, for those of us who
no longer fall into the teeny-bopper

category, this album does little to

offer anything that strays from the

standard Mariah Carey ballad formu-

la that most of us are familiar with.

Butterfly does not give much in the

way of surprises for the listener.

Once again. Carey has collaborated

with well-known rappers on two
tracks for this album, providing a lit-

tle bit of funk to an otherwise mellow

album. Coming off the overwhelming

success of her 1996 collaboration

with Wu- Tang Clan's OI' Dirty

Bastard on the hit sung "Fantasy,'

Carey has brought in rappers Mate
and The Lax for Butterfly's first -in

gle. "Honey."

With the backing of mega-produc-

er, star rapper and all- around cool

guy, Sean "Puffy" Combs who pro-

duced two trucks on this album for

his own company. Bad Boy
Entertainment. "Honey" stands out

on this album as one of the more
memorable tracks due to the contri-

bution of Mase and The I.ox. who
make this one of the few songs on the

album with a noticeable beat.

"Breakdown." the second Puff

Daddy produced tune on Butterfly,

features guest rappers Krazie Bone
and Wish Bone from Bone
Thugs-N-Harmony. Once again, it is

the rapping and arrangement that

makes this song noticeable. Mariah
does give it a slight edge, however
providing a smoothed- out singing

style, similar to the steady rap flow

provided by the members of Bone
Thugs.

"The Roof" is the one ballad that

strays (slightly) from the standard

Mariah Carey format and it shows
Mariah herself — without assistance

from any rappers — getting a little bit

funkier than usual, lowering her

voice an octave or so (thank God!)

and providing a slow, almost seduc-

tive groove.

The remainder of this album is a

series of forgettable ballads. Trite

lyrics and a style that seems to have

been manufactured on an assembly

line make the songs on Butterfly seem

to blend right into one another, pro-

ducing a sleep-inducing rhythm.

This latest effort from the soprano

diva lacks the freshness and sincerity

that has appeared in some of her pre-

vious work, proving that she is capa-

ble of it, and is not likely to compel

repeated listening. Fortunately for

Carey, strong efforts and backing
from some big names in hip-hop lift

this otherwise boring album up to

somewhat reputable standards.

The talent is there, for sure.

Unfortunately, Butterfly lacks the

material necessary for an album to

truly take flight. C+

Pizza

Calzones

Subs

Buffalo Wings

Fast Free Delivery

Sunday - Thursday:

3:30 PM -1:30 AM
Friday & Saturday:

3:30 PM - 2 AMkflHfc

Large Cheese Pizza
only $6,

,J

May not be combined w/otnef coupon or offer. Expires 2/28/98

r^etWc*
77 Beech Street

Greenfield. MA 01301
For All Occasions. Your Chanot Awaits

Greenfield: (413) 774-7171

Northampton: 1-800-974-7171

QUp (iHaBaaclrueettB

mlv QLtxllztnaxt
*5 A FRHE AND RESPONSWU PRESS ^J

Sponsored by:

COURTESY NAOMI KAITMAN

Mariah Carey is back with the uneven Butterfly, a work dominated by ballads.

sted about writing for your college newspaper? You
think you know something about film and movie related

events? Tfee Collegian Is looking for a new film reviewer for
next semester and applications are being accepted now. AH we
ask for Is a one to two page writing sample about a recent film
yon have seen and then come on down to the Collegium office

mpti* Center Basement) for a short Interview. Ask for
Adam Levine or Seema Gangatlrkar.

• Delivered FREE to all otvcampus

mailboxes

• Available at select on'Campus

locations

• Available at all home games

The Massachusetts

DAILY COLLEGIAN
New England's Largest College Daily

113 Campus Center,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 01003

Phone: (413) 545-3500 • Fax: (413) 545-1592
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some of the most popular artists in

the genre.

Featuring tracks from artists such

as Prodigy, the Chemical Brothers.

Orb and Underworld. Urbal Beats is a

great compilation to own for anyone

with a budding interest in electronic

music. The 16 tracks on the disc

blend so well together it is hard to

imagine that these songs were not

meant to follow one another as they

do here.

Prodigy starts off the album with

"Poison" from their Music for the

lilted Generaton LP. Although
"Poison" is one of the weaker tracks

from Prodigy, it gives the album the

type of opening that tells the listener

that the best is yet to come as Urbal

Beats only gets stronger as the album

progresses. Solid tracks from Future

Sound of London and Orbital drive

the album on, while high points such

as Rabbit and the Moon's "O.B.E.,"

Underworld's "Born Slippy," and

Portishead's "Sour Times" make lis-

tening to the compilation more than

worthwhile. Other tracks from
Everything But the Girl and Goldie

also fare well.

A superior collection of the best

electronic music has to offer, Urbal

Beats: The Definitive Guide to

Electronic Music is certainly one not

to miss. A- (Kevin Monahan)

BIG WILLIE STYLE

Will Smith

Columbia

Rapper-turned-actor Will Smith

returns to the genre he helped spread

to mainstream America in the '90k on

Big Willie Style (Columbia), but his

delivery is stiff, the lyrid unsure and

often muddled
The few, somewhat edg\ Mtoctkxu

with one-time partner D| |a/./> K'll

score, but the boring, seemingh
radio-ready tracks sound as flat as

Smith's voice and aren't catch)

enough to merit air time. Hi- reflec-

tion* on superstardom grate and his

boasts of lyrical superiority are pre-

tentiousness personified. D iM.K.)

USALOEB
Firecracker

DGC

While the geekishK attractive Um
Loeb gained a No. 1 single with the

unexpected hit "Stay," everything C«M

she's released has fallen flat, due to

paper-thin arrangements and Loeb'l

voice, which lacks any power.

Firecracker (DGC) is more of the

same touchy-feely songs about sweet

nothings except it all fails to make an>

sort of impression, either good or bad.

It's like unflavored jello. the very epit-

ome of blandness. F (M.K..)

art

The testosterone-infused hardcore purveyors Hatebreed return with a release on Victory Records

I Hatebreed

continued from page 5

Performing Arts Space, Student

Union Building. Over the Edge.

Hours: Mon-Thurs 10 a.m.-5 p.m.,

Friday 10 a.m.- 3 p.m. For more

information, call 545-0792

University of Massachusetts —
University Gallery, Fine Arts

Center. Currently on display:

Cigoli's "Dream of lacob"

(through Dec. 14) and Drawing in

Late Sixteenth- Century Florence

(through Dec. 14), Heroic Painting

(through Dec. 14) Hours: Tues-Fri

11 a.m.-4:30 p.m.; Sat- Sun 2-5

p.m. Call 545-3670 for more inlor

mation.

The University of Massachusetts

— Wheeler Gallery, Central

Residential Area. Hours:

Mon-Thurs 4-8 p.m.; Sun 2 5

p.m. Call 545-0680 for more infor-

mation.
— Compiled by Seema

Gangatirkar

continued from page 6

lamey's world. The songs go from

fast parts to breakdowns to fast

parts again and keep up a fairly con-

sistent pace. In fact, they almost

never change and that's one of the

problems on this album. After the

fourth track, I had to keep looking

at my stereo to see if it was a differ-

ent song yet. Finally, Hatebreed's

message of hatred, bitterness and

the feeling of isolation in this world

have all been conveyed before.

Hatebreed's a good band and

Victory has done them justice in the

studio, though it will just never be my
thing. 1 guess I'm not tough enough. C

EAST LOS PRESENTS...
Union I 3

Epitaph Records

Maybe Hatebreed should ask

Union I 3 how to cut a pissed-off

punk album. Union 13 consists ol

five people from the Mexican sec-

tion of Eastern l.os Angele-. These

five men have faced economic strife,

racism, classism and a culture that

looked down upon their desire to

play punk rock and blew up.

This album is 16 tracks of pure

punk aggression. Half of the lyrics

are in Spanish and half are in English

and they all scream out against the

injustices of American culture and

the hardships endured by the band

members while growing up. Union

13 has taken elements of early

Suicidal Tendencies with a bit of 7

Seconds thrown into the mix to pro-

vide you with a great album. Yes,

you have probably heard this all

before but Union 13 makes it sound

freth and new again, this is punk

lock. B+

Other news...

Snapcase has broken up. Sheer

Terror. Burn and Quicksand are

back together. Chamberlin has

signed to a major label and added a

gospel singer. The new 25 Ta Life is

out. Converge is now on EVR.
Lifetime just played their last offi-

cial show ever in Philadelphia. Sons

of Abraham and Millhouse have

new full lengths out on Exit

Records. New Yorks Hardest Pt. 2

featuring H20. Agnostic Front, 25

Ta Life and Murphy's Law amongst

others will be out soon. Vision of

Disorder is working on a new
album. That's all folks.

Adam Dtugaci is a Collegian

columnist.

www.umass.edu/rso/colegian

Pizza

Calzones

Subs

Buffalo Wings

Fast Free Delivery

Sunday - Thursday:

3:30 PM -1:30 AM
Friday & Saturday:

3:30 PM - 2 AM

Medium Two Topping Pizza & Two 12 oz. Sodas

only $9*
May not be combined w/othei coupon or offer Expires 2/28/98
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WINTER SESSION 1998 at Fitchburg State College

NICARAGUAN BIOLOGICAL
RESEARCH
Study Abroad Program
Offered in collaboration with the University of Mobile (Central American

Campus at San Marcos) this two-week program runs January 3-18, 1998.

Enroll in six credits (undergraduate or graduate), exploring the topography

of volcanos, cloud forests and tropical islands of Central America.

COURSE TOPIC: Tropical Biology (6 credits)

• Accommodations in university dorms

• Meal Plan

• Shuttle service from airport to San Marcos

• Access to university facilities and services

For more information, call the International Education Office at

(978)665-3089 or the DGCE Office at (978)665-3182.

THIS IS THE BREAK
YOU'VE BEEN WAITING FOR
College Students: While you're home for semester break, why not

take a course or two at Fitchburg State College? In just a few weeks,

you can earn credits in English, art education, philosophy, psychology,

sociology or computer science. Both graduate and undergraduate,

our credits are transferable to virtually any coliege in the country.

WINTER INTERSESSION - Dec. 17 - Jon. 16

Register Today with the Division of Graduate and Continuing

Education. Phone-in, Fax-In, Mail-In, Walk-In or E-Mail!

P.S. - For those of you who would like to plan ahead, ask about our summer

course schedule, which this year includes amazingly affordable credit studies

abroad in Rome, Italy and Dublin, Ireland.

\i
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All hail to the victors valiant?
'97 Michigan faced with reality

Oh, how the mighty have fallen...

Even with a 1 1-5-1 record going into this weekend's

game against Lake Superior State in tropical Sault Ste.

Marie. Mi. (that's supposed to be sarcasm, people), the

Michigan Wolverines have fallen from their success in

recent years.

"What the hell?" you blurt out with a certain sense of

mockery. "And may we ask what controlled substance

you've been sniffing lately?" Well, the wondrous smell of

holiday cooking, but that's besides the point.

Truthfully, the Wolverines have to

reassess what exactly they're doing

wrong — 1 mean, it took them all the

way up to Mar. 1 of last season to

record their third loss, and they're

already at that point. Never mind the

fact they are not ranked in the top five

of the nation... but you have to understand, this is a step

down for Michigan.

They were the No. 1 team of the whole land last sea-

son, winning 25 games in a row at one point, but that

was until Boston University handed their season to them

with a 5-2 defeat in the NCAA Tournament semifinal

(damn, that sucked, didn't it?). And, don't forget they

were the defending national champions as well before

that loss to BU, so judging by the teams' recent history,

they usually bring some good things to the ice.

Like any collegiate team that has to deal with gradua-

tion and the possibility of players leaving early for the

professional ranks, the Wolverines have actually began to

look human.
Now. breathe with me.

The loss of four of their top five scorers, including

NCAA West Regional MVP in |«son Botterill, a First

Team All- American in |ohn Madden and — oh yeah —
the Hobey Baker Award recipient and Michigan all-time

scoring leader in Brendan Morrison, will do that to a

team.

Are you okay? Take another breath, and let's contin-

ue...

|ornut Kansani'ii

of losing more than three games
The Wolverines have actually countered these blasted

human-like tendencies with one of this season's Hobey

finalists in senior right wing-er Bill Muckalt.

Paired up with the likes of Morrison in the past, tally-

ing 64 points last season on 28 goals and 58 assists,

Muckalt seems to be doing fine with 25 points so far this

season: good for the top spot in the Central Collegiate

Hockey Association (CCHA) in points, goals (14),

power-play goals (six) and game-winning goals (four).

Not too shabby.

But all the Maize and Blue talk is

about senior goaltender Marty
Turco. and for both good and bad

reasons. Turco is about to eclipse a

former Wolverine standout in

Steve Shields (remember last sea-

son's NHL playoffs where he

backed up the injured Dominik Hasek for Buffalo?),

being only six victories shy of the all-time Division 1

NCAA record of 1 1 1 wins.

"But" (and like Lays' potato chips, you can't have

one), Turco has established his 11-5-1 mark this season

by only having to make 22.86 saves a game. Damn,

that's easy.

But really now, if this sounds like I'm throwing stats at

you for plain stats sake, then... it's true.

Come on, I live in Amherst! How the hell am I going

to make it to a Michigan game? But watch out come

March, because you never know. We all might still get a

chance to see Michigan take the ice this season — at the

NCAA Final Four held this year at the FleetCenter.

Even though they've taken a step down in the rank-

ings, they are Michigan, and they'll be around.

• Urn, Hockey East is good. Remember the next time

you see UMass play, or think why the team has struggled

in the conference this season, that this is the top confer-

ence in the nation, with four of the nine HEA teams in

the top ten (BU, New Hampshire, Boston College and

Maine).

lorma Kansanen is a Collegian columnist.
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Warriors act

on Sprewell
By Dennis G*orgato<

Associated Press

COURTESY MICHIGAN MtOIA RELATIONS

The goal for the Michigan Wolverines this year is to raise the CCHA play-

off championship trophy once again.

OAKLAND, Ca. — Banned from

practice and team facilities yester-

day, Latrell Sprewell was in jeop-

ardy of having his four-year, $52

million NBA contract terminated

following an attack on coach P.].

Carlesimo.

The three-time All-Star and lead-

ing scorer for the Golden State

Warriors was suspended without

pay for 10 games after two con-

frontations with Carlesimo at prac-

tice Monday.
During the first, Sprewell put his

hands around the coach's throat

and reportedly threatened to "kill"

him; during the second, 20 minutes

later, he landed a glancing punch to

Carlesimo's neck. In the aftermath,

the team tried to sort its options,

which include trading Sprewell,

patching things up between player

and coach, or terminating his con-

tract, signed just two summers ago.

In a letter to Sprewell informing

him of the suspension, the team

said it reserved the right to termi-

nate his contract under Section 16

of the Uniform Player Contract,

which says players must "conform

to standards of good citizenship

and good moral character" and pro-

hibits "engaging in acts of moral

turpitude." The suspension will

cost Sprewell about $940,000 in

salary.

football
continued from page 12

I didn't make this up. I swear.

New Mexico 24, USC 16

Sports Humanitarian Bowl

Utah St. (6-5) vs. Oregon (8-3)

This one either.

Oregon 21, Utah St. 10

Independence Bowl

LSU (8-3) vs. Pittsburgh (6-5)

Proving once and for all that

Shreveport. La. is the perfect place to

spend the holidays, LSU thumps a

very overrated Pitt squad.

LSU 45, Pitt 7

Carquest Bowl

West Virginia (7-3) vs. Georgia

Tech (7-4)

A very intriguing match-up, but

one the Mountaineers should win.

Question. Does the winner get a free

oil change for their coach?

West Virginia 26, Georgia Tech 19

Holiday Bowl
Colorado St. (9-2) vs. Iowa (7-4)

I like the Rams to go all the way...

CSU 34. Iowa 24

Alamo Bowl
Purdue (8-5) vs. Oklahoma St.

(8-3)

Could very well qualify for the

most random bowl in the history of

random bowls. Purdue romps, and

San Antonio declares 1998 "Year of

the Boilermaker."

Purdue 28, OSU 14

Sun Bowl
Arizona St. (7-4) vs. Missouri (7-4)

Sun Bowl, Sun Devils? Oh yes, it's

the karma.

ASU 14. Missouri 15

Liberty Bowl
Southern Miss (8-5) vs. Ole Miss

(7-4)

Ole Miss gets to play Southern

Miss because they beat Mississippi

St. But the game's in Memphis. Go
figure. Bowl officials watch in horror

as Liberty Bow' officials outlaw blitz-

ing and offensive linemen, and put in

the old schoolboy standby "1—
Miss-iss-ippi, 2—Miss-iss-ippi.

5-Miss-iss-ippi..."

Southern Miss 28, Ole Miss 24

Fiesta Bowl
Syracuse (9-3) vs. Kansas St. (9-3)

Phrase most likely not to be said in

Tempe before the Fiesta Bowl. "Gee,

sure glad we got the Big East Champ
this year."

Syracuse 23, Kansas St. 10

Cotton bowl

UCLA (9-2) vs. Texas A&M (9-2)

Texas A&M could very well be the

worst 9-2 team since the 1987

Milwaukee Brewers. UCLA is hot,

and all the Aggies thumping of Texas

proved is they can beat a bad team in

the rain.

UCLA 38, Texas A&M 7

Outback Bowl
Wisconsin (8-4) vs. Auburn (9-2)

Auburn's pretty good —
Wisconsin's pretty good. A toss- up,

which you might be doing while

watching this one, given the game's

11 a.m., |an. 1 start. Go easy on the

champagne, sir.

Auburn 27, Wisconsin 17

Gator Bowl
North Carolina (10-1) vs. Virginia

Tech (7-4)

North Carolina should win this

game by at least four touchdowns.

UNC four touchdowns, Virginia

Tech no touchdowns.

Citrus Bowl
Penn. St. (9-2) vs. Florida (9-2)

The best non-Alliance (all hail the

mighty Alliance) bowl, besides that

pesky Rose Bowl. Hey Steve

Spurrier. Remember when you said

u PI

qQ?S* * Free Estimates

• Lifetime Warranty

• Auto Glass Replacement

• Car & Truck Rental

AMAICA
ORII

1 800 6
$

4S
#

-4849

North Amherst Motors
Collision Repair Center <°" **» routo one mite ,rom UMaS3)

78 Sunderland Road, North Amherst, MA 549-2880

» 0' "•"•«•* M0 ?'07«
94IS-SM-1147

LOSE WEIGHT NOW!
I Our products are: You will:

• Doctor Recommended • Feel more energy

• 1 00% Natural • Lose up to 30 LBS in 30 days
1 • Guaranteed • Have more willpower

FREE SAMPLES

CALL: (413) 259 1922

LMKSt PfiCtt®YHP
Gold Rings Starting at

$199
Wed. to Fri.
Dec 3rd to 5th
10am to 3:30pm

at the

^

^ j USM [ • 1

they couldn't spell Citrus Bowl with-

out" "UT"? Well. I think UF will do

this year.

Penn. St. 20. Florida 15

Sugar Bowl
Florida St. (10-1) vs. Ohio St.

(10-2)

Could very well have been a

national championship match-up,

and if there were a playoff, both

squads would be factors.

Florida St. 57. OSU 35

Peach Bowl
Clemson (7-4) vs. Georgia (9-2)

I hate the Peach Bowl. You should

too.

Georgia 28, Clemson 6

Orange Bowl
Nebraska (11-0) vs. Tennessee
(10-1)

Should be a classic, but given

Nebraska's recent success in bowls

and wealth of talent, look for the

Huskers to wear down those pesky

Volunteers.

Nebraska 24. UT 21

Rose Bowl
Michigan (11-0) vs. Washington St.

(10-1)

Michigan will complete it's first

national championship season with a

thumping of the Cougars.

Michigan 19. WSU3

Booty Schwag of the Year...

Sporting News picked these clowns

to win the national championship.

But Colorado stumbled to a 5-6

record, and will not go bowling this

season.

To the Buffs, I salute you. You've

earned the last ever Booty Schwag.

Uncle Bill's Line of the Week...

Uncle Bill is a wise man. and even

though he picked Penn. St. to win the

national championship, he still gets

props from this end.

I mean, hell. I picked Washington,

right7

Thanks from Dookie...

Thanks to all the fans, including all

housemates, past and present (for

keeping my head at its present size),

the UMass baseball team — for both

Booty Schwag advice (good and bad)

and to say things like "Luke, a few

problems with the column this

week," but still give the love (Puleri,

Robbie, Seth, Cookie, Scotty, lay,

limmy, Thistle, Goatie and all the

rest. There, your names are in the

paper. I expect free keg cups from

now on. Forever).

Thanks to all editors, past and pre-

sent, who let words like "dookie" and

"pimp daddy" seep into the UMass

conscience, before they got cut.

Thanks to Dave for his picks, (you

were right about UNC, kid), Sammy
for the lersey perspective (Hey,

Rutgers will be there. Just keep wait-

ing) and Slump for being the cru-

dest, but best editor, I've ever had.

To all the fans I have yet to meet,

thanks for the love, and just remem-

ber this Booty Schwag is a noun,

"Whoa Nellie" is an adjective, and

"take the under" is a verb. I think.

And to all the people who think I

may have been a little silly in the past

two years, I'll only say this.

You missed the point.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian

columnist.

Check cut the

CcBetian'i new and
impuvMlWebpate.

He'reat

HWH.umass.edu
iM/uleglan

Auditions For

Not Ready

For Bedtime

Players

jWi
Monday, December 8 - 7:30 pm

Campus Center Rm. 163C

For more information call the Health Education Division of the

University Health Services and ask for Sally or Mike 577-5181

New tjjringi!
The Collegian Graphics Department is

hiring Day Advertising Production
Designers for Spring '98.

Please stop by our office which
is located in the Campus Center
Basement to fill out an application.

General computer know-how and experience
with Quark/Pagemaker,

Illustrator and Photoshop encouraged-

*r

\

hoops
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perimeter jumpshots by senior power
forward Tyrone Weeks. Weeks racked

up his fourth double-double, scoring

12 points to go along with 10
rebounds.

"The run was based on defense,"

Weeks said. "We told ourselves that

we needed to make a run to put these

guys away. We played good defense.

shots started to fall, and everything

just worked out."

The run left UMass with a 17-point

lead with just 5:30 left in the game.

But UMass, according to Flint, has

had the problem of not being able to

put teams away. Charleston cut the

lead to 10. 48-38, with 2:24 left, but

Ketner finished the Cougars off with

a pair of baskets.

The Minutemen started off the

game by completely shutting down
the Cougar offense. College of

Charleston didn't score until the

13:03 mark, by which time UMass
had built an 8-0 lead. Although
Ketner had a rough first half from the

field (3-of-l0), UMass still pushed

the lead to 17-5 on an Ajmal Basit

jumper with 4:38 left in the half.

Charleston didn't find its touch until

very late in the half. The Cougars

made only three field goals in the first

17 minutes, but rattled off six straight

points to close to 19-14 at halftime.

Sedric Webber, who led the Cougars

with 20 points, pulled down a

rebound and finished with a layup

with only three seconds left to close

the gap.

Ketner got UMass back up by 11,

30-19, with six points in the first

three minutes of the second half.

Included in Ketner's performance last

night were three blocked shots, all of

which were resounding. The last one,

which came at the end of the

Minutemen's second half run to put

Charleston away, drew chants of

"Lari. Lari" from the Mullins Center

crowd.

The roller coaster ride that has

been the UMass backcourt dipped a

little last night. The guards only

scored nine points, and Monty Mack,

who had been second on the team in

scoring at 14.8 points a game, regis-

tered only six points last night.

Charlton Clarke accounted for the

other three. Jonathan DePina, who
had shown flashes in Alaska, did not

score and handed out only one assist

in 16 minutes.

notebook
continued from page 12

The overall play of the freshmen

class this season has steadily moved

upwards, and on that note, Gates can

have fellow frosh Kris Wallis to

thank for his HEA honor. Wallis

assisted on both of Gates' goals, and

the two tallies for the freshman from

Plainville, Conn, now ranks him in

second place in goals scored on the

team with three.

Head of the Class

An early end to this season for the

Massachusetts volleyball team — due

to not qualifying for the Atlantic 10

postseason tournament — has no

consolation involved whatsoever in

it, but for two members of the

Minutewomen, something tangible

can definitely be salvaged.

Sophomore middle blocker fill

Meyers and senior middle blocker

Michelle Paciorek were recently hon-

ored for their competitive and acade-

mic success with conference and dis-

trict awards, respectively.

Meyers received her second con-

secutive A-10 Volleyball

All-Conference team selection last

week, and Paciorek was named to the

1997 University Division

GTE/CoSIDA Academic All-District

1 Volleyball Team.

The sophomore from Huntington

BedchfCa. recorded 441 kills. 100

centage this season, and was named

to the All-Toumament teams of the

Loyola Marymount Tournament and

the Penn State Invitational held earli-

er in the fall. Meyers' average of 3.99

kills a game ranked her third in the

A-10, and her .292 hitting percent-

age was fifth-highest in the confer-

ence.

The senior from Sunderland con-

tinued her history of academic
strength with her second consecutive

nomination to the All-District team,

holding a 3.72 cumulative GPA in

environmental science. Last year,

Paciorek was honored by the A-10
for her studies, being named to the

academic all- conference team.

Star of the Week
While the campus was getting

ready for Thanksgiving last week,

senior swimmer Sean Anderson was

picked as the WHMP/UMass Athlete

of the Week last Wednesday at the

sports luncheon.

Anderson took five first-place fin-

ishes in the Minutemen's victories

over Columbia and St. John's, posting

individual victories in the 50-freestyle

in both meets (21.33 and 21.34

respectively). The Hebron, Conn,

native was also a member of three

first-place relay teams: the 400 med-

ley and freestyle against St. lohn's and

the 200. medley against Columbia.
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i Pizza

Calzcmes

Subs

Buffalo Wings

Medium Two Topping Pizza & Two 12 oz. Sodas

only $9*

Fast Free Delivery

Sunday - Thursday:

3:30 PM -1:30 AM
Friday & Saturday:

3:30 PM - 2 AM

May not be combined w/other coupon ot offer Expires 2/28/98

UMass

Student

Legal

Services

Office

FREE confidential

professional legal

services for UMass
students!

922 Campus Center

545-1995 Cull Today!

Babul
continued from page 12

paint to vie for offensive rebounds

and his tremendous leaping ability

allows him to out-rebound more

physical, bigger opponents.

Babul scored the second basket

of the game by slipping into the

weak side and tipping in a miss

among three Charleston rebound-

ers.

More than anything, Babul final-

ly seems comfortable on the court,

more aware of what exactly his role

is on Flint's squad. Unlike last seu

son, he is making good decisions

while handling the ball. When the

6-foot-b North Attleboro native

does make a mistake, he now has

the ability to not let that one error

distract him and compound into

three or four costly miscues.

On the young season Babul is

averaging 5 points, 2.8 rebounds

and 22.4 minutes per game. These

are not staggering numbers, but

when compared to last season, the

marked improvement is easy to see.

Babul scored a total '>l J8 pohtti

last season in 25 panics. In Ave

games already tin* teaaon he has

notched 25 points. His activii\ cm

the boards is seen in an incVMM "t

nearly a rebound per game. But

more importantly, his athletkltm

inside has translated into a higher

number of team rebounds for the

Minutemen.
Whatever the numbers, Babul

has taken advantage ot his oppor-

tunity with the Minutemen*

basketball

KEN MCDONALD/COUECIAN

)unior Guard Charlton Clarke gets stymied on this offensive possession, mirroring his tough night

against the College of Charleston. Clarke was only able to score three points on six rebounds.

ef^10C WINGS
WEDNESDAY NIGHTS

8:30 - CLOSC

continued from poge 12

Second, iherc is the posribiJit) >jI tele

\isiun expanse. Oftentimes, when big

name oomei caffing, the television execi

are nut lat behiiul And when teams pet

mi air it means money, money, money.

And with th.n l\ exposure cams the

posNibili:\ of Latching more WUSBSUiWI

student*, which meant more tuition and

more money.

I"hat* all well and good lor teams like

Georgia Southern, \rkamai State and

But what doei it do for the big

name schools? Relative!) nothing,

except give the Bchoob a win or two that

the) would have had to otherwise fight

for.

That's whal makes the situation

unlike the one that ha* plagued Dtvison

I football With no national champi-

onship to decide a once and-for-all

winner, football team* have had to 1*1)

on Impressing the poll voters. That

meant thai team* had to run up the

core in an) game possible; eas\ wins

over cupcake schools meant highei

point total* which meant more VO

which meant a better chance at a cham-

pionship.

Ol course, earl) seaaon tournament*

have done much to destro) the course ol

crcampuli- action SO mans teams have

taken. Tournament* like the Great

Alaska Shootout and the Maui
Invitational, as well a* the Preseason

\IT have combined high profile schools

with potentially lesser known opponent*

and the resuh ha* been successful.

In fact, thi* year's field in Alaska fea-

tured three national!) tanked teams —
North Carolina. LCI \ and Purdue. The

Maui Invitational boasted the \l
r

* pre-

season No. I Arizona. Duke and

Kentucky

.

The trend these tourneys have set i* I

good start, and hopeful!) it vvill onl)

grow as it continues.
* • *

In the wake ol Chris Hen-en'* depar-

ture from the Fresno state hoop team,

the university lia* decided to remove an

inflatable beer can which decorates the

inside lit it* arena.

Ilenen. the Bulldogs' leading SCOrei

la*t season and the catalyst in I SI

Nov. 22 win over Massachusetts,

walked aw as from coach let r\

laikanian* team la*l week in order to

concentrate on cleaning up hi* *ub-

stance abuse problem.

I resno State officials, therefore, decid-

ed it wasn't too cool to have the Bulldog-

run onto the lliK>r at the start of each

game through an silver inflatable tunnel

that resembles a Coon beer can. Coon
sponsors Fresno's annual tournament.

\ Coors spokesman told the Fresno

Bee thai he doubted an inflatable tunnel

would make a person an alcoholic, but

that didn't matter to school personnel

I don't know about you, but simph

seeing the thing on T\ and Imagining

having to run under might Ix; enough to

J,,,. . .

I
kuiu is a C ollegian columnist.

Eating Disorder Programs
Fall 1997

Sponsored by University Health Services

Eating Disorder Assessment Program

For Individuals - with Nutritionists. Mental Health Clinician.

Physician and/or Nurse Practitioner. Tuesdays or Fridays

Confidentiality Assured.

Call 577-53 14. General Medicine 3

Friends and Family Group

Single sessions for those concerned afepjii somebody with an

eating disorder Call 577-5514,

General Medicine 2.

Peer Support Group

For those struggling with anorexia, bulimia, or compulsive

overeating. Wednesday 4:30 -6 pm, at the Campus Center.

Room number posted by elevator. Contidentiality Assured.

Call 577-5514. General Medicine 9.

Peer Health Connections

A confidential phone line for help around eating disorders, your-

self or someone you know Call 577-5168.

ATKINS
SzJk FARMS

Caunthtf Mahkat
Rlc. 1 16 & Day Road, Sooth Amherst, MA

(4 1 3) 253-9528 • (800) 594-9537

CAN'T FIND THAT
JUST-RIGHT
GIFT FOR AUNT
BETTY THIS
HOLIDAY ?

^2
A Gift OfGood Taste Is Always Welcome!

How about a Gift Basket chock

full of healthy and delicious

treats from Atkins!? We
can deliver your gift

locally or mail it for

you anywhere in the U.S.

-s"

Your're sure to find that something

special for the hard-to-buy-for

person on your list!

Pick up something at the store or call for a catalog today.

Order early to insure your choice and plenty of time for

delivery.

A GIFT TO YOU FROM THE A
UNIVERSITY STORE ~
JOGGERS' WlNDBREAKER

~fc3u/« CP^~ $35.99 RFG $44 99

JOGGERS' WlNDBREAKER PANTS
, I',,.*. £^>.Vr $31.99 HEOS39 99

RUSSELL™/THE GAME™ HATS
^^Wrf-/ $9.99 MO $12.99

CHAMPION™ LOCKER ROOM TEES
^> wi-nStatv LOW

Last Day of Sale-

Sat. Dec. 6, 1 997

PRICES

""ITieToTiegiaii™"

Graphics Department

is Hiring Day

Advertising

Production designers

for Spring '98

WE ACCEPT AMEX.
Discover. MC. Visa.

AND THE UCARDl

UNIVERSITY STORE
In thi UMam Campus Center

Hours:
M-F9to5Sat. 1 1 to 4

(4 i 3) 545- 261 9£wWWWW*&s*w

BSsSf

Don't make an udder mistake ana miss out,

come join tne nera!

Anyone interested is welcome to stop by our office

in the Campus Center basement and fill out an

application. General computer know-how and

experience with Quark/Pagemaker. Illustrator and

Photoshop encouraged.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Community Service Program-

Anthropology Department is

sponsoring a 2 credit course

Spring Semester which meets

Thursdays. 4:00-5:30pm A ser-

vice learning class project in

rural Virginia doing construction

work during Spring Break is a

requirement The trips costs

$150 maximum but we will do

fundraising- possible scholar-

ships available Call 545-3368

for information

APARTMENT FOR RENT

1 bedroom at Pufflon Village

$545 Includes heat Available

1/1/98 Please call 549-9221

Take Over Lease 1 month free

rent Heat/Water Free! Move in

anytime! Call 549-7105

Take Over My Lease One bed-

room apartment. $550/month

inclusive Call Tariq Odeh 665-

5599

Take Over Our Lease- 2 bed-

room apartment Located on bus

route Starting Jan 1 . 256-8399

AUTO FOR SALE

1988 Saab 900S Fully loaded.

CD/Tape/Radio, sunroof $3900

orB/0 Call (413)546-7081

1990 Pontiac Sunb>r4 High

mileage, as is $800 FJ/0 Leah

665-1276

88 Toyota Pick-Up 125k. runs

well $1 100 firm. 367-2651

89 Nissan 240SX Excellent con-

dition All extras New: muffler,

clutch, tires, brakes $4400 or

B/0 549-6926

1986 Dodge Charger 2dr.

hatch. 60k miles. Good gas

mileage $1200 or FJ/0 Call

Lorraine 253-4826

AUTO FOR SALE

1987 Honda Accord 5 speed.

158k Great condition Mike 584-

6637

Wanted: Junk Cars Cash paid

everyday 1-800-649-4795

COMPUTERS

Brother 36000 Word
Processor Like new. Only 6

months old. $100. (413)256-

0185

COMPUTERS!
New P166MMX from $995.

Laptops, peripherals. ZarVision

582-9198 V/MC/AMEX

Laptop Notebook Works good

$150 Good for school. Call

Steve (413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for com-

puter Works great Call CPC
(413)584-8857

EMPLOYMENT

Applications are available

for Tour Guides. Student

Admissions Rep and Summer
Orientation Jobs at Admissions

Center.

Activists

$250-$400/Week

Holiday Jobs For The
Environment

Work with the Sierra Club on an

urgent campaign to:

• Protect endangered
species

• Prevent habitat loss

• Stop clear cutting in our

NATIONAL FORESTS
Work over the holidays and

beyond. Career Opportunities

On-campus interviews today at

11.1,3.7.

in Campus Center #902 or

call Amy at 256-6434

EMPLOYMENT FOR SALE
Take home speakers or a

16mm film camera for the break

Camera perfect for Film/Comm
Majors Call Sid at 549-6857
Free kittens 2

Willpower In A Bottle

Lose Weight

Doctor Recommended
100% Natural

Moneyback Guarantee

(413)259-1922

LOST & FOUND IROOMMATE WANTED

Summer Jobs!!!
On campu* Intorvtew* Dae 11th

CAMP MAIHOUA MOUTH
.ocated In Southern Maine

Currently Miring 98 Summer start

It you have experience working with

;hildren we may have a place for yoi

his Summer in Maine
' At CNN you will develop your com
nunicatjon, problem solving, teaching

nd leadership skills Most importantly

»e otter the opportunity to work witr

uds & staff from around the work) anc

icross the US in an exciting anc

'awarding environment

Call now!

rate. 800-440-0136 or
www.campnaahoba.com

c*;

January Jobs Use your winter

break to make money. 2-4 week
fun promotions around country.

Great for the resume Outgoing

and independent people call

(800)783-4237 Attn: Joe.

Collegiate Advantage

Summer Management
Opportunities

Open across Mass. for the

Summer of 1998 Earn $600-

$800 per week For more info

please call College Pro Painters

at (888)277-7962

Attention Slackers!!

Use e-mail? Know others who
do? Little effort = Big money!

Call (800)546-0744

Free Motorola Pagers
Limited supply. Great X-mas
gifts

1-800-784-6452

FOUND

Found- Astrophysics
Textbook in Campus Center
Call (413)467-3420

FURNITURE

NEW FUTON White mattress

with beautiful oak frame. Free

deliveiy $275.6-0137

GREEK ANNOUNCEMENTS

Freshmen, Sophomore and
Junior Women invited to Open
Rush- Sigma Kappa Soiority.

Wed., Dec 3. 6-8pm. Located

behind Hillel. Call Beth 549-7035

for more info.

JEWELERY

Watch batteries, ear pierc-

ing, eyeglass repairs, jewelry

restoration, diamond engage-

ments, wedding rings.

Silverscape Designs, 264 N
Pleasant St, Amherst 253-3324

Open Daily

LOST & FOUND

Women's Black Wool Coat
Southwest area along Fearing

St Reward offered. Call Kara at

6-2495

Gold bracelet chain style with

lobster claw. 527-3454

PETS FOR SALE

Baby Bearded Dragons, "The

Best Pet Lizard." $45 each Call

Stan at (413)256-0185

CAT LOVERS
Looking for someone interested

in having two loveable cats live-

in We will retain ownership of

the cats and we will pay fcr

food, litter, and vet care. You

provide the home and the love!

Call for details 546-4550

ROOM FOR RENT

I'm graduating! One bedroom

available in three bedroom
apartment in Puffton Village

Paid thru Feb 1 . Move in Jan 1

$230/month. Heat included. Call

549-6729 Brian

Large bedroom available for

Wintersession- 5 minute walk to

campus $400 Call Omn 549-

9972

Quiet room. Downtown
Amherst Available end of

December Lease. 253- 4236

9am-9pm

Furnished room available in a

4 bedroom Amherst house.

$300/month. Near bus route. For

more details call Tina 253-6428

One bedroom perfect for two in

two bedroom apartment in

Sunderland. Mindy 665-1 276

Cheap rooms for

Wintersession Live close to

campus Only $150 Includes

heat/hot water Call Jason 549-

0958

To share two bedroom apart

ment in Brandywine. Rent start-

ing Jan 1. Call Tara 549-4390

Looking for one male to share

four bedroom apartment in

Alpine Commons with three

males. Two full baths
$300/inonth Everything includ-

ed. Starting ASAP Call Josh
253-6481

2 roommates wanted to share

3 bedroom in Puffton Available

Jan1 Call 549-8564

Roommate Wanted- 6 bed
room house, Amherst
$210/month Own room (spa-

cious), wood heated, pool table.

Call 549-7177

One bedroom available in two

bedroom apartment. Walk to

Uptown and UMass On bus line

$270/month plus utilities Call

253-4613 Available 1/98.

One bedroom is available m
Cliffside Apartment Call Franky

665-7831

Very quiet roommate wanted
in Amherst on bus line

$260/month plus 1/3 utilities.

256-5402, 253-9457

Looking for female to share

two bedroom apartment in

Puffton $320/month On bus

line Call Candy 549-9293

SERVICES

Decorator Service

Beautify your home- wallpaper,

painting, staining Expert work-

20 years exp Free estimates

Call (413)533-6213 South Hadley

Place

SERVICES

GET NOTICED! Number One
secret to resume writing for col-

lege students and gen-x. Send

$6.00 check/money order + busi-

ness size SASE to: Nina Smith,

507 Central Avenue, No 2, New
Haven, CT 06515

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for

free testing and assistance 549-

1906

STEREO & CD EQUIP

Marshall Speaker For Sale
4x12 Cab LOUD! Great condi-

tion Must sell! $500 or best

offer Call Mike at 546-0955

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK TRAVEL

WANTED TO RENT

Jan-May 97 One bedroom
apartment/room Will take over

your lease Call Franky 665-7831

Oantones Pizza

256-6100

2 Motmm '13M

ffMUNaW '8"

QtCAUONU M5"

Q 2 OH / TOWNS '1

5

M

No Coupons Needed w Specials

Free Delivery!

your

Classified

HERE

SPRING BREAK 98

Free food and drinks' Cancun,

Bahamas. Jamaica and Florida

from $399. Organize a small

group and t.avel FREE! Highest

commissions and lowest prices

Call Surf & Sun Tours to become

a campus representative

(800)574-7577

TUTORS

TUTORS
Bilingual Tutors for pan-time

paid assistance to students

speaking Cape
Verdian/Portuguese.

Chinese. Khmer, and Spanish

Contact ESL/Bilingual Office

at (413)549-9857

Amherst Public Schools

An Affirmative Action/

Equal Opportunity Employer

Check

it out I

The
Classifieds

have NEW
Headings

Personals Policy
1 All personals MUST be pfoofread bv Collegtan dm-

n»plovws before payment and acceptance erf

tnp dfMMM
2 Latf rumes MAY NOT be used in personals ONLY
AM names -»nd initial* are allowed The only excep-

tions are for birthday or congratulations personals, in

wtiith tase ihe full name mav be used

1 Phone numbers are not allowed in personals NO
exceptions

4 Addresses are not allowed in personals this means
dorm room numbers as well

i Persoiuls ot a threatening or derogatory nature are

not M-teptabte. Personals ot a vindictive or libelous

nature are not .icceptable. Personals may not be
, M i>i harassment

b Profanity may not be used in personals

7 The personals section is for personals only The per

sonars section may NOT be used to sell items, seek

roommates, advertise meetings, etc.

8 Alt personals mutt have the name, signature and
UMass ID. number of the student placing the as

filled in on the insertion order Non-students must

provide a valid driver's license and the license num
ber must be recorded on the insertion order Use ot

false identification or misrepresentation is subject to

penalties under the law
9 The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit

any personal that does not meet the CcW/egian % sian

dards in accordance with the statutes of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts

Rates
Students $2.00

20C per word/day min./day

All others NO REFUNDS
40tf per word/day

l
:

NEW Standard Headings
ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR

RENT
AUTO FOR SALE
AUTO PARTS
CHILDCARE

COMMUNITY EVENTS
COMPUTERS
EMPLOYMENT

ENTERTAINMENT
FOR SALE
FURNrTURE

GREEK ANNOOCEMENTS

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
HEALTH a BEAUTY
HOUSES FOR RENT
HOUSES FOR SALE
HOUSEStTTING
JEWELERY

INSTRUCTION
LOST & FOUND 13

DAYS FREE)
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS FOR

RENT
MOTORCYCLES

MUSICAL INSTRU-
MENTS

MUSIC LESSONS
MUSICIANS WANTED

PERSONALS
PETS FOR SALE

RESUMES
RIDES WANTED
ROOM FOR RENT
ROOM WANTED

ROOMMATE WANTED
SERVICES
SPORTS

STEREO & CD EQUIP

SUMMER SUBLET
TELEVISIONS FOR

SALE
tickets
to sublet
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
TUTORING SERVICES
TUTOR WANTED
WANTED TO RENT
WANTED GENERAL
WORLD WIDE WEB
YARD SALES

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 3

Dancing — Israeli folk dancing
from 8:30-10 p.m. in Grayson dorm,
Orchard Hill. Learn a new dance,
review an old one. No experience
necessary. Sponsored by Hillel.

Discussion — "A
Palestinian/|ewish Dialogue for Peace

in the Middle East." Najat Arafat

Khelil and Reena Bernards,
cofounders of the Palestinian and
lewish American Women's Dialogue

Project in Washington. D.C. will dis-

cuss Israeli-Palestinian relations at

7:30 p.m. in Memorial Hall. For
more information, call 545-9642.

Entertainment — "Not Ready For

Bedtime Players" performing at 8

p.m. in Creenough Basement in

Central.

Informational Session — The
Pe;ii.e Corps representative for

UMass and the Five College area will

present general information on the

Peace Corps and how to become a

volunteei from 7-8 p.m. in the

Campus Center, room 905- 909. All

students from any major are encour-

aged to attend, with a special empha-

sis on graduating seniors. For more
information, call the Campus Peace

Corps office at 545- 2105 or come
by the office in Stockbridge, room
1 1 2 during office hours, Monday 9

a.m. -3 p.m., Tuesday and Thursday
1-5 p.m.

Meeting — Inter-religious dia-

logues follow up discussion and
future planning from 7-9 p.m. in the

Campus Center, see info desk for

room.

Meeting — The UMass Poetry
Society will hold a meeting at 7 p.m.

in the Campus Center, room 178.

Elections will be held and anyone
who has attended three or more
meetings may vote. For more infor-

mation, contact Tim at 546-0819 or

Chanel at 546-6301.

Workshop — A free workshop
"Introduction for Psychodrama" from
7-9 p.m. in the Curtain Theater.

Come experience how theater can he

used for self-exploration.

Registration is limited. For more
information or to sign up. call

Marlena Applebaum at 549-8556 or

e-mail at

marlena(<*student.umass.edu.

THURSDAY, DEC. 4

Discussion — Amy Hoffman will

discuss her recent book Hospital

Time- A Memoir of Taking Care of

Friends with AIDS at 12:30 p.m. in

the Campus Center, room 803. Part

of the GI.BT Studies Lecture Series

and is co-sponsored by The
Stonewall Center, GLB GSO.
Women's Studies and the

Chancellor's Task Force on GLBT
Matters. For more information, con-

tact the Stonewall Center at

545-4824.

Entertainment — "Not Ready For

Bedtime Players" performing at 8

p.m. in the Campus Center, graduate

lounge.

Lecture -- Anti-Semitism lecture

today from 7-9 p.m. at the Hillel

House entitled "Anti-Semitism in the

International Arena." Come sit in on

this one credit course given by

Lauren Levin, Eastern State- Civil

Right- Director, Ami- Defamation

League. All visitor- are welcome.

Meeting — The Peer Mentor's

Network will be meeting at 6:30 *

p.m. in the Campus Center, -ee into

desk for exact room. The meetings

are lor students and community
members to support and discusi

issues concerning disabilities. All art-

welcome. For more information, call

Peter at 545-4602.

FRIDAY, DEC. 5

Hlootl Drive — American Red

&OM Hampshire Counts chapter will

hold a blood drive from 10:>0 a.m. to

4:30 p.m. in the Campus Center,

room lb8C.

Eilm/Talk — The classic film Dr.

Strangelove or llou I Leaned to Stop

Worrying and Love the Bomb will be

shown at 7 p.m. at Stim Auditorium,

Amherst College, followed by a talk

entitled "The> are still trying to get us

to love the bomb." given by Ira

Helfand. M.D.. a member of the

Hampshire chapter of Physicians for

Social Responsibility.

Floral Exhibit — The Annual
Holiday Floral Exhibit of flower

arrangements by UMass and
Stockbridge students in the

Introductory and Advanced Floral

Design courses will be held from
I 1:50 a.m. to 5 p.m. in French Hall.

room 105.

Service — Shabbat service at 6

p.m. at the Hillel House. Welcome
the Sabbath with a bit of song and

prayer.

Vigil/Rally — World AIDS can-

dlelight vigil at 6 p.m. at the

Student Union entrance. Speak out

and rally at 7 p.m. in the Student

Union Cape Cod Lounge
Sponsored by the UMass Pride

FYls are public service announcements printed

daily To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phone number ol the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the

Managing Editor by noon the previous day.

Alliance, Health Education.
University Health Services and The
Stonewall Center. For more infor-

mation, call the Stonewall Center at

545-4824

NOTICES

Applications — The Campus
Mediation and Negotiation Team is

accepting applications for its training

thi- |an. 12- 16. Applications are

available for any UMass student at

222 Hampshire Houie, Legal

Studies. For more Information, con-

tact Leah at 545-5882.

Auditions — The Not Ready for

Bedtime Players are holding auditions

for next semester on Monday. Dec. 8

at 8 p.m. in the Campus Center,

room 163.
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Daily Listings sponsored by:

TV LISTING SPONSORSHIP FOR SALE
INQUIRE @ 545-3500

HSCN Bulletin

Board

Hartford

Boston

Boston

Springfield

Movie Ch.

Hartford

IO

CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN
UPN/20
Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
International

UMcss Academic TV
HSCN Programming

TV-19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

13 CNN
» CNN SI

IB Headline News
MUCTV
17 TBS

! BET

IB TV Land

Univision

31 Comedy Central

3B Cartoon

Much Music

545-

3500

WEDNESDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHOH
WTXX
wvrr
wnc
WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
AIE
CNN
COM
DISC

1SPN"
Tire-
MTv
NICK
SCIFI

TLC
TNT
USA
"hbo-
MAX
SHOW

o

&
S

CD

12 Wiahhone It

rfcwtX

5 Newt I

»
6

20

n

2.

6:00

Full HOUM X

ChMn X
Newi

Home Imp,

Ntwi

CrMturet

Newt X
Mad Abo You

Family Mattart

6:30
Bualnaaa Rpt. Ntwthour With Jim Lthrer S

CBSNtwi Iniidt Edition

CBSNawa
ABC News

Boy-World

NBC News Wheel-Fortune

Mad Abo. You

NBC Newt

Judge Judy X

Simptont X
NBC Newt

Butinett RpT

ABC Newt

Mad Abo You

Northern Expotura I
Family Matttri

WoridVlew X
Lounge Lii. |Mafce-Laugh

Wlngt (R)

Up Clou

SuperroarheT

SportKtnter

BeW

7:00 7:30

Extra X
Inside Edition

Fresh Prince

Ent. Tonight

Seinfeld X
Wheel-Fortune

Real TV X
Ent, Torvght

Chronicle X
Fresh Prince

Jeopardy! X
Judge Judy

:

Hard Copy X
FratierX

Jeopardy!!

Newthour With Jim lehrer X
Seinfeld IT

Seinfeld I

Coach X

Fritter X

C - Campus

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30
Ytnnl: Concert From the Taj Mahal and Forbidden City

Charlie Brown

Charlie Brown

Spin City It

Sister, Sister

3rd Rock-Sun

Garfield

Garfield

Driirma-Creg

Smart Guy X
Tony Penza X

Star Trek: Voyager "Displaced

' ITon3rd Rock-Sun [Tony Otnzalt

Beverly Wilt, 90210 (In Stereo)

Public Eye (In Stereo) X
Public Eye (In Stereo) X

Chicago Hope "Positrve IDs"

Drew Carey I
Wayani BrotT

3rd Rock-Sun

Ellen X
Chicago Hope Positive IDs"

Steve Harvey

Working X
Sentinel "Warriors" (In Stereo

)

3rd Rock-Sun |WorkJng X
Party ol Five "Adjustments""!"

3rd Rock-Sun [Working X3rd Rock-Sun fTonyOanzaX

Gael Force - An Irish Musical Event (In Stereo;

SpinCHyX |Oharma-Greg [Drew Carey I | Ellen X

DECEMBER 3, 1997
10:00 I 10:30 11:00 11:30

Yanni: Concert From the Taj Mahal and Forbidden City

Primetime Live X

DtWIne (In Stereo) X
|Grace Under

Dateline (In Stereo) X

Dateline (In Stereo) X
Over New England

Primetime live X

N#wi X

Newt X

Late Show X
Late Show X
Nightline X

Star Trek: Next Gener.

News

Vibe

| Tonight Show

Nvwt

Simptont X

NHL Hockey: Boston Bruins at Philadelphia Flyers (Live;

Coach I

Law A Order Sisters of Mercy"

Moneylinel

Dally Show (R)

Gimme Shelter

Crossfire X
Stein's Money

E

MTV Live (In Stereo)

Figure It Out

Twilight Zone

Renovation

Tiny Toon

Twilight Zone

Renovation

Kung Fu: Legend

Baywatch "Deep Trouble" X Highlander: The Series I

(5:30) * »e "i 'The Hunt tor Red CtafocV (1 990) Stan Coonery

Intimate Portrait

[CoHege Bartetball Great Eight -Louisville vs North Carolina [College Batketbin Graal Eight - Kentucky vs Purdue (Live)

My Stalled Ufa (In Stereo)

Doug I IRugrattX

Time Trai "Night of the Savage"

Howe Again |Home Again

Lott I Clark-Superman

(51b) Wr
eat Vunston Ch*ckt ln'11996. Comedy) 'PG

r

^Veeltendai Bvnles ir (1993) PG' X

NBA Basketball I os Angeles Lakers at Denver Nuggets (Live) X
Biography: Wootworths

Prime Newt X [Burden-Proof

American Jutttce (R)

Larry King Live X

Wild Ditcovery: Rains Came [Discover Magazine "Deception'

Insde-NBA

20th Century

World Today I
South Park (R) [Vrvt Variety

Invisible) Placet "Underworld''

Seinfeld R

Tonight Show

Deep Space 9

Tonight Show
Charlie Roee

Nightline X
Real TV X

«Trinilantl&A*(1985

Law I Order "Big Bang X
Sporttlllut. IMoneyllne i"

Daily Show |Sttin't Money"

Justice Flies (R)

Unsolved Mytteriet (In Stereo]

Real World X
Hey Arnold! I

Reel World X
Happy Days

Seaquest DSV Whale Song" X
Wondr-Weathr SeaTekll

*«"/ 'Vip.rjr^Q)rxfecr'(1994, Suspense) Steven Bauer,

Real World X
Wonder Years

Reel Work) X
Bewitched

Forever Knight "Father's Day"

ESUH« "Support Your LocaV ffien»ff (1969, Comedy) James Gamer. I»«* -

Wtlker, Texat Ranger X [ 'Wien Danger Follows You Horne" (199^

Reel World X
I Love Lucy X [Odd Couple X
Sightings (R) (In Stereo) X
Connections HI "Feedback" (R)

Shoot the Clock: Fitting

U2 Live From Mexico CHy

Taxi X INewhartX
-

Titwe Trtx "Night ol the

Wondr-Weethr|5eeTek ll

ycwLr^<Ountkjnfer'(197t)JamaaGjr»r

(hWatoniB

(1996, Suspense) Kurt Russell. 'R'*5"W "Top S*cmtT (1964. Comedy) Val Kilmer (In Stereo) i^~
**t "Execufivf OecWi'

Towder"(1995, LVami) Mary Steenburgen. 'PG-13 X

Tenacious D

rsiik

* "DwcGou" 1996;

Stalkingt (R) (In Stereo) X
>) Gf«g ionnear. "PG X1

I"

•The-Contpiiracy ot fMr"(1996, Suspense) Leslie Hope.
'

R' X"
Dead Man t Gun (In Stereo) X |U2 Live From Mexico City
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Bru n o By C. Baldwin Robot man By Jim Meddick

'rW, I WA.I euiCVTlO«4lMGi ''MtfP.JAI, tHIV IS T«t
WHtTMia. 1*1* ^m e»-rit-t- A I two. rvwet we vhow-wjt
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SHOW US WHAT IT IS NCU

DO IN W« ECECTRiCAXC/
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Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dilbert By Scott Adams
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£Aa\OT»£RPOR
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K)CnAfcvTDOiOs>400
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JOAAfc ^Crv
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I^jM'TA .A.

AJAE VOU SUP£ THT.S 15

COHERt I REPORT THE
fAISUSE. Of ANALOGIES?
YOU'RE DRESSED VEWV
ODD.

THAT'S THE
fAOST

FRIGHTENING
OUTFIT I'VE

EVER SEEN.

3YOU HAVEN'

SEEN rAE IN
BICYCLE
PA.NTS.

Mallard Fillmore By Bruce Tinsley Sven By Steven Higgins

fr'ly «nJVriWr~nHc<f it nijr'fj sih«l
]

Non Sequitur By Wiley

\ MB
NEVEfcBSrVGr
TROUBLE <p
wntt

Loser Crew Comics By Alan DeMonde

1" jgey^

I

"Cougk Cou^
I ProbUrv,?! 7 ''

Attention student cartoonists!

Now's the time to think about securing a regular spot on the Comics page for next semester. Bring a sample of your strip to Laura Stock, Managing Editor, by Dec. 12 for

consideration. There is a mailbox marked "Cartoon Submissions" in the Collegian newsroom, 113 Campus Center.

Strip cartoons must be drawn to fit in a 2-inch by 6 1/4- inch space, in black ink; paint, felt tip markers and flair pens work best - ballpoint pens are fanned because

thev photocopy horribly No 2 pencils and blue ink do not work well; dark artists' pencils work better. We will also accept cartoons on d.sk for MACs saved in PageMaker or
1

QuarkXPress Type as an EPS or TIFF.

Submissions will be judged on humor, originality, good taste and artwork quality. It is helpful if you have an advance idea of how many strips you would like to run per

week.

Horoscopes
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — You can give others some
information today which will prove

more than interesting. If they use it,

the results will surprise them.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— You mustn't let yourself feel as

though you're following a routine

at this time. Much depends upon
your own sense of involvement.

AQUARIUS (|an. 20-Feb. 18)

— Quality control is likely to be a

big concern of yours throughout

the day. Do not let anyone try to

get away with less than par at this

time.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) —
You may have trouble determining

where you stand in a complicated

personal relationship today. Take

time to consider all sides.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
Time alone must not be ill-spent

today. Be sure to tend to solitary

duties just as you would if you were

answering to someone in authority.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
Focus on those who need your help

today. You have time to spare, and

it is best spent assisting others. Be

gracious and generous.

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20) —
You must be sure to remember
times and dates today as you make
plans for the next few days. Write

things down; maximize your margin

for error.

CANCER (June 21-|uly 22) —
The easy will be hard and the hard

easy today. The stars will demand
that you keep your eyes and ears

open at all times and stay ready.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) — You

shouldn't have to spend a great

deal of time catching up with your-

self today. Once you begin, you can

move forward at every moment.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) —
Solutions are likely to be offered

again and again today, but you

must be able to overcome a person-

al problem on your own.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) —
The more you get to know someone

with whom you are expected to

work, the more likely you will be to

perform up to par. Do not be bash-

ful!

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) —
A sudden realization may have you

changing course or backtracking

before the day is out. You have

room to maneuver today.

Close to Home By John McPherson

* of tl-i<3 Day
££ Sex is not the answer. Sex

is the question. 'Yes' is the

answer. 33
-Anonymous

Today's D.C. Menu
Call 545-2626 for more information.

"Well I'll b«l Sheila, It's another electronic listening

device! Santa's helpers must have bugged our

house to see who's being naughty or nicer

Franklin

LUNCH
Grilled Chicken Sandwich

Hot Pastrami on Rye

Ravioli/Tomato Sauce

Vegan Ravioli

DINNER
Roast Pork

Chili Cheese Puff

Quarter Pound Burger

Quarter Pound Swiss Burger

Worcester
LUNCH

Grilled Chicken Sandwich

Fettuccini/Tomato Sauce or

Tomato Meat Sauce

Lentil Chili

DINNER
Roast Pork

Clieese Spinach Strudel

Savory Stuffed Peppers

Tortellini

Hampshire

ACROSS
1 Tiny fly

5 Award
10 One of the

three B's

14 Gray wolf

15 Nimble
16 Hawaiian feast

17 Molecule part

18 Type of numeral
19 Work or play

20 Two-spots
22 Groan inducers
24 Blonde shade
25 Science

magazine
28 Lane
30 Broadcast
35 Physicians' org

36 Go on the —

;

flee

37 A Judd
38 Largest
41 Wild
43 Hamburger extra

44 Presidential

nickname
45 Grand— Opry
46 Gets up
47 Cured (fish)

50 Bear: Lat
53 Circle part

54 Duck's dogs
58 Go over
62 On the ocean
63 Jargon

66 '77 whale
movie

67 Hog fat

68 "Lone Ranger"
star Clayton —

69 Vivacity

70 Racing sled

71 Talked
72 Melody

DOWN

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

1 Happy
2 Brief letter

3 — Ben Adhem
4 Alley denizen
5 Frontier

badge-wearers
6 Self-esteem
7 Faint

8 Type of clock

9 Soviet founder
1 Ave.
1

1

The Clan of

the Cave Bear"
author

12 Relief org

13 Centers
21 Sixth sense
23 Goddess of

hunting
25 Electrical unit

26 Kind ad
27 Muscat native

28 Caravan stop
29 Make lace

31 Singer Jams

CinmBHJ QBRHB
E Li!DEE OHOBE

SQIH

mna
SBQH

|AlT|T| I 1R]E|SMR|E1L AIT1E1DJ

nanciDE hhhbh
ranmora HmmHHflHHH]
[alien uuqkih man
N O G R i N om N A I V E

c I I N T B N N E L

A Y T T M E T A R T E £J T

g_ I E raraaa
G A L MT A nH i O T AIS

i M P [eidi I c i Hi R U PIT

|MMM I3WHHW UIDUIIH
12-3-9/ O 1997. Urtad F«.tur» Syrdicat.

32 Whirlybird 51 Paper units

blade 52 Hone
33 Writer Zola 54 Off the—

:

34 Cut into cubes weird

39 Foot part 55 Isaac's son
40 Follow 56 Brokon-off

41 Hoover's org glacier

42 Snappy answer 57 Lose color

44 Alias 59 Singer Guthrie

48 Beginning of 60 Glance over
school 61 Dangle

49 Repeated 64 Gun*
sounds 65 Mork's planet

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Macaroni and Cheese

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

DINNER
Pineapple Ham Steak

Turkey Divan

Berkshire

LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Sweet Potato Quesadilla Wrap
Grilled Portabello Mushrooms

DINNER
Roast Pork

Cheese Spinach Strudel

Hot & Spicy Vegetable Pasta

Pastabilities
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Tired Minutemen suffocate College of Charleston
Babul's minutes increaseKetner scores 20 points;

L/M holds Cougars down
By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

Massachusetts

College of Charleston 40

Something funny happens to a basketball team when

the> travel 4,518 miles to start the season, then come

home to open up their home schedule two nights later.

They get tired. Real tired.

The Massachusetts men's basketball team, not so Fresh

off a 10-day journey through California and Alaska, bat-

tled jet lag and a feisty College of Charleston defense to

win their 1997-98 home opener 52-40 last night at the

William D. Mullins Center. The game set numerous

records for offensive futility, for both teams, but in the end

Massachusetts coach Bruiser Flint was just happy to get

this one over with, and push his team over .500 (5-2).

"let lag ain't the

word," Flint said.

"I'm just happy that

we won. I was
scared to death of

this game... The trip was brutal, we didn't get back until

late Sunday night. [College of Charleston] had been off for

a week, and I knew how tired I was and I wasn't even

playing and 1 didn't have to go to classes, so 1 knew the

guys would be a little tired. I thought they gave me a great

effort."

The 52-40 final score is by far the lowest total in the 54

game history of the Mullins Center, breaking the old

record of 104 set in March 1993 against St. Joseph's. The

halftime score. 19-14. broke records for offensive inepti-

tude by both UMass and a Mullins opponent. Charleston

tied a record for least field goals made by an opponent. 1 5.

and didn't register a shot from their half-court offense for

the first 13:35 of the game. Both teams combined to go

1 5-55 from the floor in the first half.

But as much as the Minutemen struggled to put points

on the board, they made up for it with a suffocating

defense. UMass out-rebounded the Cougars 44-29, and

blocked 1 1 shots. According to junior center Lari Ketner,

who scored 20 points on 9-of-22 shooting, many of the

players, including himself, are still recovering from a bru-

tal Alaska trip. Thus UMass focused on defense

"We wanted to come out and play good defense, that's

what we wanted to come out and establish that." Ketner

said.

"As far as offense, guys are a little bit tired from the

trip... | because of that] shots are coming up short or they

aren't getting the right touch. 1 think we played good

defense considering we were so tired."

The key to UMass' third victory of the young season was

a 1 7^4 run that turned a slim 30-24 lead into a comfort-

able 47-30 advantage. Charleston pressured the UMass

backcourt into some turnovers, which they converted to

easy baskets on their end. But the Minutemen re-asserted

themselves by spreading out the offense, led by a pair of
KEN MCDONALD COLLEGIAN

Turn to HOOPS, page 9

Senior forward and
52-40 win over Colleg

team captain Tyrone Weeks scored 12 points and pulled down 10 rebounds in UMass'

e of Charleston last night at the Mullins Center.

and so does production
By Fred Hurlbrink, Jr.

Collegian Staff

When an opportunity presents itself, especially in sports,

it is wise to take advantage of it.

Massachusetts sophomore forward Mike Babul has been

presented with such an opportunity. He was granted the

starting job at the beginning of the season by UMass coach

Bruiser Flint, and with every game he seems more com-

fortable on the floor.

Now, Babul's chance to prove himself has been

enhanced even more.

Fellow sophomore Winston Smith — with whom Babul

has been battling for playing time — is sidelined indefinite-

ly with a knee injury. Smith reaggravated a previously torn

ACL in his right knee against Purdue and his season may

be in jeopardy.

"He'll be evaluated on Thursday and he could miss the

rest of the season," Flint said.

The silver lining in this cloud is simply that Babul will

sec extended minutes in Smith's absence, and will get the

chance to continue his improvement over last season's

sporadic effort.

"We need | Babul | to step up and start playing," Flint

said. "We need him to play |with confidence] since

[Smith] is going to be out."

Babul's line last night, at first glance, was nothing to

shout about, but his overall performance on the court

spoke volumes.

He had just six points. He also had four rebounds (three

offensive), a team-high four assists (also a career-high),

two blocks and just one turnover in 29 minutes.

"He's getting better; he's playing with a lot more confi-

dence," Flint said of Babul. "He's doing the things we need

bin to do, .vhich is keep balls alive, get the ball to the

post. He's not turning the ball over.

"He's playing great defensively." Flint said.

Babul's greatest contribution to the Minutemen (3-2)

early this season has undoubtedly been his defense.

In the four games prior to last night's 52-40 victory

over the College of Charleston, Babul (primarily) held the

opposing starting small forwards to 17 points.

In his 29 minutes last night. Babul spent time defending

three Cougars. One of the lucky contestants was Carl

Thomas who came in as Charleston's leading scorer at

19.0 ppg.
Off the bench. Thomas was held scoreless (0-for-4) in

23 minutes. The Cougars' starting small forward, Carlos

Brown, had eight points (3-for-7 from the field, l-for-4

from the line) and Marc Himes hit on two free throws to

account for his point output.

Babul also crashed the boards effectively and kept balls

in play contributing lo the Minutemen's 22 second chance

points on the night.

His quickness and hustle allow him to slide into the

Turn to BABUL, page 9

Honors program
UM athletes rewarded for their efforts

By Jorma Kansanen
Collegian Staff

There have not been too many
things the Massachusetts hockey

team can take pride in lately —
especially with a 2-9 start (0-7 in

Hockey East). Yet, the little things

can help turn

things around,

and earlier this

week, a

Minu te man

IttMchusetta

Notebook
was given
something he
can put on his shelf.

On Monday, freshman forward

R.|. Gates was named Hockey
Fast Rookie of the Week for his

two-goal effort against

Northeastern last Saturday night

at the William D. Mullins Center.

This is the first HEA honor of the

season for UMass player.

Gates' performance was one of

the few highlights in the team's

disheartening 4-3 loss to the

Huskies, but payback can come
quickly for the Minutemen. This

weekend, the two teams will play

a home-and-home series, starting

Friday night at Matthews Arena in

Boston (7 p.m.) and resuming
Saturday night

at the Mullins

Center (8

p.m.).

With a win-

less conference
record, a rela-

tively strong performance last

Saturday night against

Northeastern should be built upon
with the return of senior forward

Tim Lovell (one-game suspen-

sion) and senior goaltender Brian

Regan (coach's decision) to the

lineup.

Turn to UMASS, page 9

'97 magnum opus according to our CFA guru
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y

W GATES .1MmbJ

After two seats, a handful of booty and the eyes

of the college football world firmly fixed on me
(well, not really, but haven't I always said it's fun

to pretend?), it has come time to say goodbye.

This is it.

The last ever "Luke Meredith on College

football" column in the pages of the Collegian.

Mo more Booty Schwag.

No more Friends of the Program.

No more Uncle Bill (well,

actually. Uncle Bill will be alive

and well long after I'm gone).

No more Pimp Daddy.

Rumor has it 1 have to go out

and get a real job in May.

And although some might sa>

the "Booty Schwag" may not have a place in some

crap-ass local paper, the last two years have bol-

stered my belief that just because there are sup-

posed "right ways" to write, the ones who keep it

Luke Meredit*
on

real do it their way.

But there's still business to attend to.

The bowls, though tentative, are almost ready to

be cued up. My picks are also tentative. Be gentle.

/.<;.s \ egas Bowl
Air Force (10-2) vs. Notre Dame (7-5)

Notre Dame is the worst team in college football.

The worst. I have no idea who Air Force has, but

that doesn't matter. In the ulti-

mate late-90s ironic twist, the

storied Fighting Irish end their

season b) being crushed in the

unholiest of places. I as Vegas.

Father Flanagan, you'll want to

cover your eyes for this one.

Air Force 38, Notre Dame 14

Aloha Bowl
Washington (7-4) vs. Michigan St. (7-4)

The year's most disappointing team,

Washington, meets the year's most inconsistent.

Michigan St. Washington will vindicate all those

who thought they'd win it all (including me) by

blowing out Michigan St.

Washington 30. Michigan St. 10

Motor Citv Bowl
Marshall (8-2) vs. Virginia (7-4)

After years of Division l-AA obscurity (gee.

wonder what that's like), Marshall celebrates its

first ever bowl bid by beating the Cavs, in a game

that begs us all to ponder. "Why?"
Yes. indeed — why.

Marshall 38. Virginia 7

lnsight.com Bowl
New Mexico (9-2) vs USC (6-5)

Turn to FOOTBALL, page 8
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Freshman R.|. Gates has a right to celebrate being named Hockey

East Rookie of the Week with his two goals against Northeastern last

Saturday night.

Do you really

Popcorn State
Look at any television listings lately?

The sports schedules, specifically. If you

noticed anything about the early season

it was probably that marquee early sea-

son match-ups are becoming more fre-

quent.

Unfortunately, they are still a relative-

l\ toreign concept, and coaches arc still

quick to schedule early season cu|xakes

to boost their own records

It's | common practice, former
Massachusetts men's basketball coach

|ohn Calipari used 10 have a name for

these random,

sniall-blip-on-the big radar screen-th

at-is- college hoop teams — Popcorn

State.

And most of the

time, the fan loses

out when the

November and
IXxember TV sched-

ules read like this:

Kentucky vs. a team you've never heard

of, 7 p.m. ESPN2; UCl.A vs. another

team you'll never hear from again, 9:30

p.m. F.SPN: Indiana vs. | team whose

only chance to make the NC AA tourna-

ment is through its conference's auto-

matic bid. 4:30 p.m. ABC.

It happens all the time, and the

schedules lor final Four favorites reads

like a who's who of the Division I bot-

tom tier.

The best (or worst, depending on

unit personal point of view) is when
there are Division I schools, particularly

those with a penchant lor scoring,

against Division II schools you've prob-

•bh nsvti heard ol - and will proba-

bly never hear from again, at least until

the early part of next vcar's season.

Case in point: long Island

like popcorn?

s your place
University. Let it be known that LIU

has in its starting lineup the nation's

most prolific scorer. Guard Charles

Jones averaged 3 1 points per game last

season.

And that's not all the firepower the

Blackbirds possess. They also hive

Richie Parker. A New York City high

school phenom. Parker was away from

the college game for a while as he bat-

tled back from trouble with the law.

He's back, and combined with lones.

the Blackbirds are dangerous.

Hspecially if you happen to be

Medgar Kvars College of Brooklyn. You

see, LIU played a game against the

Division II

school last

week and
handed Medgar

Evars a loss

that was tough

to swallow.

Why? Because the Blackbirds set a

new school record for most points in

the game. Medgar Evars' 62 points is

not a bad score, but it was no where

close to touching LIU's I 79.

That's right. One hundred
seventy-nine points,

lones had 53 points himself.

Of course, there are benefit! for the

smaller schools, even il scheduling the

collegiate hoop giants usually translates

into an inevitable loss. First, there is the

increased gate receipts (i.e. money,

money, money). Fans storm smaller

teams' venues when a headliner comes

to town. People pack arenas in the

hopes of seeing their hoop idols play

live-and- in-person.

Turn to BASKETBEALL, page 9
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Upside down...
COUJCIAM (ILt fHOTO

The Massachusetts men's gymnastics team will start off their sea-

son with the UMass Open this Saturday night at 7 p.m. in the Curry

Hicks Cage.
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Tis the

season

P*
Looking for holiday

gift ideas? The

Collegian has some

for you (see Arts &

Living, page 5).

Looking for a
ray of sunshine

Yolanda Rayside

and the women's
basketball team
take on Maine
tonight (see Sports,

page 1 6).

WORLD

Doctor convicted of

euthanasia in Norway
OSLO, Norway (AP) — The first

Norwegian doctor ever tried in a

mercy killing case was convicted yes-

terday of premeditated murder in a

key test of the country's laws on

euthanasia.

Christian Sandsdalen, a retired 79-

year-old physician, said he gave a

lethal dose of morphine to multiple

sclerosis victim Bodil Bjerkmann, 45, at

her request in |une 1 996.

He wrute to the public prosecutor

admitting the killing, and demanded
that he be tried to test the laws. He

pleaded not guilty to first-degree mur-

der when his trial opened in Oslo City

Court last month and yesterday said

he would appeal his conviction. In its

ruling, the court said it was proven

that Sandsdalen gave the lethal dose

— at his patient's request — in what

he considered an ?rt of mercy for

someone who was dying and in terri-

ble pain. However, the court said

Sandsdalen did not try hard enough to

find another solution, such as prescrib-

ing stronger pain killers to ease the

women's suffering.

After pronouncing the doctor guilty

of iirst-degree murder, the court found

so many mitigating circumstances that

it indefinitely postponed sentencing.

Considering Sandsdalen's age, that

means he may never be sentenced.

NATION

Bomb blast kills

expecting mother

LOUISA, Va. (AP) — A pregnant

woman was killed early yesterday

when a bomb exploded outside her

apartment, apparently as she picked

something up off the sidewalk.

Tammy Lynn Baker, 24, was killed

around 4:30 a.m. by a blast that was

heard for miles around. It blew off Ms.

Baker's hand, blew holes in the front

of her apartment and dented a nearby

car. "She never knew what hit her,"

said Louisa Police Chief Ashland

Fortune.

Police said they had no suspects.

Ms. Baker was up early to go to her

job for a construction company in

nearby Charlottesville, Fortune said. A

neighbor heard a car start just before

the explosion, so Ms. Baker might

have been letting her car warm up
when the bomb went off, the chief

said. Ms. Baker, who was due to give

birth on |an. 15, lived alone in her

apartment near the business district in

Louisa, a town of 1 ,088 people about

50 miles northwest of Richmond.

"She was quiet, sweet, always a

smile," said Sam Metallo, a director of

Starview Management in

Charlottesville, which owns the apart-

ment. "We've been thinking all morn-

ing about who would do that, and we
don't have a clue. She had no known
enemies and no arguments."

Bomb and arson experts from the

state and the federal Bureau of

Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms

weren't sure what kind of bomb
exploded, because fragments were
widely scattered.
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SGA passes motion

calling for emergency

lights in all bathrooms
By Victoria Groves
Collegian Staff
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ON THE INTERNET

Six motions were passed by the

undergraduate student Senate at

last night's Student Government
Association (SGA) meeting at the

University of Massachusetts.

Senator Brian McManus present-

ed a motion that would request

Housing Services to allow students

to enter through rear doors in

Southwest buildings that are usual-

ly locked.

The motion, which passed on the

Senate Hoot, requests that Housing

Services reevaluate its "policy of

alarming the back doors of the

towers during the hours that the

front doors are unlocked... and

report back to the SGA within 30

days its justification for the contin-

uation of this policy, or unlock the

doors."

"This will be a great convenience

to residents, especially in ||ohn

Adams and |ohn Quincy Adams
Residence Halls ] ... my experience

has been that there is no need to

lock these doors," McManus said.

Also passed was another motion

written by McManus calling for

emergency light installation in every

residential bathroom on campus.

"This is a very serious motion...

it creates a safety hazard., it's state

law that there have to be lights in

these bathrooms. They have to do

it. " McManus said.

Presented by Sen. Paul Ferro

(Commuter Area) was a motion to

construct a 12-foot high chain link

fence around the horseshoe basket*

ball court in Southwest Residential

Area.

The fence would prevent basket-

ball players from having to "chase

loose balls down the grassy hill or

into the street," and would not

enclose the court on the side facing

the Munchy Store.

"It would be in the best interest

of students to install a fence." Ferro

said.

"It's for students, and that's what

we're here for," said Sen. |odi

Bailey (Orchard Hill Area).

A motion also passed last night

was presented by Senators Amy
Pellegrino (Orchard Hill Area) and

Michael Rossettie (Southwest Area)

called for Select Committees within

the Senate to be allowed to exist for

one academic year or until their

specified task is carried out. Select

Committees are created to deal with

specific issues by the Senate.

"This gives the Select Committee

an actual time limit to work with-

in." Pellegrino said.

A sum of $2,800 was given by

the SGA to the UMass Men's Crew

Club from the finance reserves for

an upcoming training trip to Florida

at last night's meeting as well.

Senate Speaker Peter Kilbourne

also informed the Senate body that

a pilot program will begin in the

spring to lock all doors in

Turn to SGA,. page 2

Cheap Art?
LAUREN KOSKY V COUEGIAN

Paul Fata, of Providence, R.I., exhibits his work "Cheap Art" at the

Craft Center's Holiday Craft Fair.

LAUREN KOSKV COLLEGIAN

Cleaning Up!
Rosalie Rocore, the only female employee of UMass Landscape services, removes posters from a lamppost

on campus yesterday.

Israelis strike over pension plan
By Jack Katzenell

Associated Press

IERUSA1.F.M — Israel's 700.000

public employees went on strike

yesterday, crippling transportation,

medical care, utilities and other

vital services in a dispute over pen-

sion funds. Union leaden were

meeting with the finance minister

to try to negotiate an end to the

walkout.

With workers off the job. the

national airport turned away (lights,

hospitals turned away non -emer-

gency cases, and Israelis postponed

wedding and funeral I lor lack of

proper government permit*.

Amir Peretz. chairman ol public

employees' huge Histadrut union,

said the strike would continue

unless worker! received written

assurances from finance Minister

Yaakov Neeman regarding their

demands for guaranteeing pension

funds. The negotiations were at the

urging of Israeli President Ezer

YVeizman.

The strike also affected govern

nient office! and many state-owned

industries. Private industries were

not affected.

By late afternoon, a labor court

ordered some of the worker*,
including bank employees and gov-

ernment workers, back to their jobs.

It also issued a temporary back-to-

work order for employees at the

National Water Carrier — which
brings water from the fertile north

to central Israel and the Negev
desert — ordering them to icstaff at

minimum levels.

The Histadrut refused to comply

Turn to ISRAEL, page 2

Nations sign land mine treaty
United States, China among Ice)- countries maintaining holdout

By David Crary

Associated Press

OTTAWA — Goaded into action by a global

grassroots alliance. 125 nations began signing a

treaty yesterday to ban anti-personnel land mines —
a treaty the United States has refused to endorse.

As mine victims in wheelchairs and jubilant

activists looked on, Kofi Annan, the secretary-gen-

eral of the United Nations, praised the treaty as "a

historic victory for the weak and vulnerable of the

world."

Also attending the ceremonies were observers

from major holdout nations — such as the United

States — which now face increased pressure to sup-

port the treaty.

When activists began campaigning for such a ban

seven years ago, some people felt this achievement

was out of reach. Those who didn't were filled with

elation yesterday.

"Here we have 125 governments recognizing tiiat

the tide of history has changed." said 'ody Williams,

who shared this year's Nobel Peace Prize with her

anti-landmine coalition. "It's a new definition of

superpower. It is not one. it il everybody. We are

the superpower."

Williams shared the podium at the ceremony with

Annan and Canadian Prime Minister lean Chretien.

Canada — which was the first nation to sign

Wednesday — played a pivotal role in persuading

other nations to form an unprecedented alliance

with non-governmental agencies in pushing for a

ban.

It is an alliance that has shamed the world and

enlightened it." Annan said. "It has. for once, made

the international community a living, thriving reali-

With so many countries lined up to sign, the cere-

mony is scheduled to continue through today while

Turn to MINES, page 2

Study: half of the Amazon
ready to go up in smoke

By Todd Lewan
Associated Press

www.umau.adu/rso/cobgian

At least half of the Amazon rain for-

est is a tinderbox ready to go up in

smoke, raising the specter of an eco-

logical disaster that may wipe out the

world's largest wilderness.

About 1 2 percent of the 2 million-

square-mile jungle is already gone, and

burning has been so intense in recent

months that a lake caught fire and

people in jungle cities are being treat-

ed for respiratory ailments

And now, a new seven-year study

suggests the burning may get much
The rain forest — even at its

pristine core — is dangerously dry and

flammable because of logging, delilxi

ate burning around its edges and Kl

Nino The Associated Press obtained

the research this week.

In one test in October, American

and Brazilian scientists threw a match

on kerosene that had been sprinkled in

small parcel of undisturbed jungle in

Paragominas in the eastern Amazon.

Normally the moist vegetation

wouldn't catch.

But this time. 300 acres went up in

llames

"We're on the edge of a catastro

phe," said Daniel Nepstad. a scientist

for the Woods Hole Research Center.

a Massachusetts-based institute that

conducted the research at five test

viic^ across the Brazilian rain lores!.

"A lot of the Amazon has lost its

capacity to protect itself from fire.

When the forest is this dry. small fires

can turn into giant ones and take off

into primary forests."

Steve Schwartzman. director of the

F.nvironmental Defense I unci, said the

research shows that the danger to the

rain forest "has been taken to another

level."

"Suddenly, it's gone from a slow.

Turn to AMAZON, page 2

Liquor advertising

to be investigated

by FCC panel
WASHINGTON (AP) —

Twenty-five House lawmakers

asked the Federal Communications

Commission yesterday to open an

investigation into liquor advertis-

ing on TV and radio.

"We are concerned that left

unchecked our nation's airwaves

will become flooded with addition-

al messages that drown our chil-

dren in images of academic and

athletic success to be gained by

drinking liquor." the lawmakers

wrote in a letter to the PCC'l new

chairman. Bill Kennard.

Last month. Kennard said the

issue of what role, if any. the gov

ernment plavs in regulating

whiskey and other "iquor prod-

ucts deserves serious attention.

but he didn't promise to open an

inquiry.

To do that. Kennard needs the

support of at least three of the

FCC's five commissioners. Thill

far, only Susan Ness backs open-

ing an inquiry Ness is a holdover

commissioner and the other lour

are newly appointed.

The Idler spcu headed In Rep.

|oe Kenncdv (D Mass.) includes

the signatures of three

Republicans: Reps. |.C. Wattl ol

Oklahoma, fame* Hansen of Utah

and Michael Castle of Delaware.

I Ik- old FCC, under Chairman

Reed llundl, deadlocked on the

issue in |uly. meaning the agency

was unable to proceed on an

inquiry I asi year the liquor indus-

try abandoned a decades-old poli-

cy of not airing liquor ads.

Boxing out
A plethora of boxes placed outside the Munson Hall Annex

i
i
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Israel
continued from page 1

with either order.

The strike was called because of a

dispute with the government over

pensions, wage agreements and gov-

ernment plans for privatization.

Peretz was also angered by remarks

by Neeman earlier this week.

Referring to union activists,

Neeman said: "We don't need ene-

mies from outside. We have among

us bombs... homemade, exploding

mines

bombs."
Peretz rejected Neeman's subse-

quent apology and the strike went

ahead despite an earlier appeal by

Weizman to resume negotiations.

The strike reportedly cost the

Israeli economy $10 million in just

the first day, and Prime Minister

Benjamin Netanyahu warned it

could scare away foreign

investors.

Slip and slide

Students walk on a muddy path by the Campus pond yesterday afternoon.

LAUMN KOSKY \ COU1CIAN

Blue Cross plans to cut hospital payments
BOSTON (API — The Massachusetts Hospital

Association yesterday labeled as "unacceptable" a

Blue Cross and Blue Shield plan to cut hospital pay-

ments as a means of making up for what a new law

requires it to pay for uninsured residents, and urged

the plan be rescinded.

Blue Cross of Massachusetts pays a portion of the

costs hospitals assume for treating patients without

insurance. But the company said Tuesday it would

divert those payments to a new state pool that has

been set up to cover hospital costs for the state's

estimated 700.000 uninsured residents. That will

effectively cut reimbursements to the hospitals by 5

percent beginning Ian. 1. Massachusetts Hospital

Association President Ronald Hollander said the

Blue Cross action was "outrageous" and was
"intended to undermine the law reforming the

uncompensated care pool, flaunt the intent of the

Legislature and abandon those who most rely on

(reimbursements for uncompensated care): the

uninsured."

But Blue Cross said it is simply redirecting the

money from the hospitals to the new fund that will

be administered by the state Division of Health Care

Finance and Policy. The division, in turn, it said, will

pay the hospitals.

"In an industry where no one is immune from the

aggressive financial targets our market demands, it

is difficult to find a solution that balances the inter-

ests of providers, payers and the public," said Dale

M. Lodge, Blue Cross senior vice president for

health services contracting.

Hollander responded that the law establishing the

new uncompensated care fund 'was based on the

principle of shared responsibility among hospitals,

business, insurers and government to support the

safety net for the uninsured."

He said Blue Cross should do its part and called

upon the company to continue making payments at

their current level to the hospitals.

While the Blue Cross announcement Tuesday out-

raged hospitals and irritated legislators, it pleased

businesses.

Blue Cross now pays hospitals about $1 billion a

year. Based on that, it is obliged to pay about $20
million into the Uncompensated Care pool.

Insurance companies had not paid into that pool,

but a law enacted last )uly requires them to con-

tribute a total of $100 million a year.

Hospitals will pay $2 1 5 million a year, and federal

and state governments will provide $100 million.

Student Affairs Special Services

UNDERGRADUATE
COMMENCEMENT

- Preliminary Information -

The following preliminary information

has been prepared to assist seniors and their parents

in planning for

Undergraduate Commencement.

COLLEGIAN GRAPHICS ... YEAH
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delegates hold roundtable discus-

sions on the next steps — notably

raising funds to aid mine victims

and clear away the estimated 100

million mines scattered round the

world.

"Let us swear to the hundreds of

thousands who have been mur-

dered by land mines that we will

not turn back," said Chretien,

whose government pledged $70
million over five years. "This

slaughter must end."

The treaty requires signatories to

destroy their stockpiles of mines

within four years and remove
deployed mines within 10 years.

Major holdouts refusing to sign

include the United States, Russia,

China, Turkey, Iran, Iraq. Libya,

India, Pakistan, Egypt, Israel,

North Korea, South Korea and
Vietnam. Many of these countries

sent observers who participated in

discussions about mine clearance

and other technical issues.

"We're part of this process,"

Ambassador Karl Inderfurth, the

chief U.S. observer, said in an

interview. "The United States is in

a very special position, and other

countries understand that." The
United States has said it could sign

the treaty only if exemptions were

made to protect its troops in Korea

and allow continued use of its

anti-tank munitions. Inderfurth

said Clinton has asked U.S.

defense officials to address both

these problems with a tentative

goal of signing the treaty in 10

MSGA
continued from page 1

Southwest and Orchard Hill

Residential Areas 24 hours a day in

an effort to fully utilize the UCard
swipe system.

I told [Housing Services] they

were going to face some discon-

tent," Kilbourne said.

A representative from Housing
Services will be attending a future

Senate meeting to discuss the pro-

gram further, according to

Kilbourne.

Amazon
continued from page 1

incremental process of cutting

virgin rain forest to a potential-

ly catastrophic situation," he

said.

The alarm comes as represen-

tatives from more than 150

nations gather in Kyoto, lapan

in hopes of finding solutions to

global warming, which some
scientists say is worsened by the

burning of rain forests.

Tropical forests absorb large

amounts of carbon dioxide, one

of the gases that traps solar heat

and is thought to increase glob-

al warming. Also, the burning

adds to the atmosphere's car-

bon accumulation.

And this year, the Amazon
and other rain forests have been

scorched like never before.

Burning of Indonesian forests

has released as much carbon in

1997 as all fossil fuel emissions

in Europe.

"If you put Indonesian burn-

ing and Amazon burning

together, you'd see that more of

the world was on fire in 1997

than ever in recorded history,"

said Thomas Lovejoy, an eco-

logical consultant at the

Smithsonian Institution in

Washington.

Philip Fearnside, an

American scientist at Brazil's

National Institute for Amazon
Research in Manaus, said burn-

ing half of the Amazon would

release 35 billion tons of carbon

into the atmosphere — the

equivalent of 6 ye'..V worth of

worldwide fossi! tuel emissions.

"That'll turn up global warm-

ing a notch," he said.

The Woods Hole research is

the first hard evidence that sug-

gests the Indonesia scenario

may soon be repeated across

the Amazon. In October,
researchers dug 35-foot shafts

into the clay soil of unlogged

Brazilian rain forest at five dif-

ferent sites. Several years earli-

er, they had struck water

deposits thick at that depth.

This time, nothing.

Date:

Time/Place:

Eligibility:

Listings:

General:

Tickets:

Housing:

Student
Speaker:

Information:

Sunday. May 24, 1998

1 0:30-1 1 :45 am, at McGuirk Alumni Stadium (rain or shine).

To be eligible to participate in the May 1 998 Commencement ceremony, a student must pay

the "Graduating Fee" and be scheduled for graduation in February 1 998, May 1 998, or

September 1 998. Students scheduled for February 1 999 graduation who wish to attend

the May 1 998 ceremony must file a "Petition to Participate in an Earlier Commencement",

which is available at the Registrar's Office, 207 Whitmore.

The year of graduation is established by the Registrar's Office Questions in this regard as

well as questions about degree requirements and graduation credits should immediately be

referred to the Registrar's Office "Senior Staff." 207 Whitmore, 5-0555.

Only Seniors of record as of April 1 , 1 998, will be listed in the Commencement Program

book (because of printing deadlines!

If you have a full Privacy Request on file but choose to be listed in the Commencement
Program book, you must notify the Dean of Students Office not later than the close of busi-

ness on March 24,1 998, that you wish to have the "privacy" removed. Otherwise your

name will not be listed

There is no Commencement rehearsal. A Commencement Information Brochure will be

mailed to seniors and their parents in March Included will be information about announce-

ments, caps and gowns, disability services, food services, on campus housing, parking and

shuttle services, seating for seniors , suggested routing, video tape orders, when and where

to assemble, and the yearbook. An update with details about the ceremony will be distrib-

uted with caps and gowns (in May) and in one of the last issues of the "Collegian"

Tickets are NOT required, and there is no limit on the number of guests you may invite.

Guest seating is unreserved

Sufficient residence hall space has been reserved on May 23 to accommodate prepaid

guests who request this option Details will be in the brochure

Those interested in being considered for Student Speaker are advised to watch for ads in the

"Collegian" The deadline for submitting proposals is February 11,1 998 Contact 5-3464 for

furthci information

Please call the Visitors Ceruer at 545-0306.

You know you're good.

R e a Good

Here's your chance to shine!

Collegian Graphics • Now Hiring
stop by and pick up an application

113 Campus Center

Congratulations to all concerned. Good luck with Finals.

y^f

idenf ^ff<- special c_>ei^uices
Student Speaker

Undergraduate Commencement
vs t/iere somet/iina uou would JiJie to sau before

yraduatina? ~7f so, you are invitedto su6mit

aproposalfor consideration as t/te

(Student C'om/nencement cSpeaAer.

I

Graduating Amherst Campus
Senior (Class of 1998).

Your proposed speech should

be of general interest to

graduating seniors as well as

to parents and other guests,

and address your Impressions

and experience^) both acad-

emic and extra-curricular.

Submit approximately throe

word-processed/typewritten

pages, double-spaced, or the

equivalent of 3-5 minutes

speaking time. Speeches
exceeding this NmJt wH not

be considered.

TK

Authors' names win be delet-

ed (by a non-voting staff per-

son) after which a committee
of students (majority), staff,

and faculty win review the
proposals. Three to five

Individuals wM be Invited to
-audition" before the commit-
tee (In March), after which
the speaker wM be selected.

Wednesday, February 11,

IMS, 4:30 p.m.

Paul ft Appleby, Chair,

Student Speaker Selection

Committee, 305 Whitmore

1545-MM).

i
%.

Tanglewood

director quits

after 1 3 years

LENOX, Muss (AP) — In the

latest resignation at the

Tanglewood Music Center, the

summer music school's artistic

director hai quit after 1 3 years.

I.eon Heisher announced his

departure in an angry three-page

letter to Boston Symphony
Orchestra Conductor Seiji Ozawa
and trustees that was released

Monday in Baltimore where
Fleisher teaches at the Peabody

Conservatory.
His departure means three of

the top lour men have left the

prestigious music school run by

the BSC) since Ozawa dismissed

Administrator Richard Ortner last

year.

Orchestra spokeswoman
Caroline Sfflech ig said Ozawa did

not want to comment on the res-

ignation.

fleisher. a pianist, conductor

and teacher, accused Ozawa,
Ellen Highitein, who was recently

appointed director of the center

by Ozawa. and trustees of "unpro-

fessional, unprincipled, duplici-

tous and totalis sell-serving"

behavior.

Pianist Gilbert Kalish expressed

similar views when he resigned

Oct. 29 as chairman of the cen-

ter- faculty, a post he held for 12

of the nearlv 2» years he served

on the faculty.

Six other faculty members have

also resigned — some in protest

— including Custav Meir, head of

the conducting program: Margo
Garrett, coordinator of vocal

activities; )ulius Levine. a bassist;

William Purvis, a hornist: Donald

MacCourt. a bassoonist; and |oel

Krosnick, a cellist.

Krosnick, a member of the

lulliard String Quartet, said that

he will fulfill that group's pledge

to offer a workshop at the center

next summer, but will not serve as

a faculty member or chamber
music coach.

Ozawa complained about the

faculty and its programs and said

Boston Symphony players were

not fully used as teachers.

Fleisher. Kalish and others did

not agree but held a series of

meetings last summer about

Ozawa 'l concerns.

Highstein." fleisher wrote say-

ing he could not do that.

Pomp and praise at former

Malawi dictator's funeral

By Angus Shaw
Associated Press

www.umass.edu/rso/colegian

LILONGWE, Malawi — Kamuzu
Banda, one of Africa's last old-style

dictators, was entombed yesterday

with military pomp and praise for his

fight against colonialism — praise

that obscured his three decades of

brutal rule.

At least 80,000 people surrounded

the tomb in Lilongwe's central

Capitol Hill park, watching more

with curiosity than emotion as the

bronze-and-gold casket arrived on a

gun carriage. Soldiers fired a 19-gun

salute.

A military band played "Auld Lang

Syne," and trumpeters sounded "The

Last Post" as the casket was lowered

into a stone tomb. Hundreds of sup-

porters waved outstretched hands in

a gesture of farewell.

President Bakili Muluzi, who
ousted Banda in this Central

African nation's first democratic

elections in 1994, made only

oblique reference to Banda's dicta-

torship in which thousands of polit-

ical opponents were killed, tortured

or jailed without trie! "He that dies

pays all his debts," Muluzi said.

quoting from Shakespeare's "The

Tempest."
Muluzi. in a brief eulogy during

the eight-hour ceremony, said the

nation mourned the founding father

who led Malawi to independence

from Britain in 1964.

"1 had no grudges against him. I

fought against his system of govern-

ment under one-party rule." he said.

Muluzi described Banda "as a truly

remarkable man" whose light lor

independence sent "shock waves and

cracks into the colonial empire that

ruled this region."

He added that Banda showed
statesmanlike qualities when he-

accepted defeat in the first multi-

party elections in 1994 forced by a

freeze on Western aid and anti-gov-

ernment riots.

Muluzi ordered a state funeral in

recognition of Banda's role as

Malawi's founding father and a fight-

er for freedom in southern Africa.

About 10.000 people, including

other African leaders, attended a

rain-drenched memorial service out-

side the cream-and-rose Summer
House at a $100 million palace

Banda built and used once before his

ouster.

Cablevision rents Radio City

By Tim Whitmire

Associated Press

NEW YORK — Cablevision

Systems Corp., which already owns

most of Madison Square Garden, is

taking control of Radio City Music

Hall and its famed Rockettes, a source

familiar with the negotiations said yes-

terday.

Cablevision will acquire the the-

ater's current leaseholder. Radio City

Productions, and will sign a 25-year

lease on the art deco landmark in

Rockefeller Center, said the source,

who spoke on condition of anonymity.

Radio City is best known for its

leggy Rockettes dance troupe and pop-

ular holiday pageant.

Rockefeller Center's landlord,

Tishman-Speyer Properties Inc., will

continue to own the 65-year-old the-

ater. But Cablevision, which will oper-

ate it through its MSG subsidiary, will

invest $25 million in a restoration, the

source said. Monthly rent on Radio

City reportedly will be about $1 mil-

lion.

The new Radio City Music Hall

lease comes after a year of negotia-

tions, the source said.

Cablevision bought half of Madison

Square Garden, home of the New

York Knicks and Rangers, in March

from partner ITT Corp. as part of

ITT's ultimately successful effort to

repel a hostile takeover by Hilton

Hotels Corp. The price was at least

$650 million. The company currently

owns 90 percent of the Garden and is

negotiating to acquire the rest, said a

source familiar with the company,

who demanded anonymity.

In |une. Cablevision announced it

would team with Rupert Murdoch and

cable's Tele-Communications Inc. to

form a national sports network. Fox

Sports Net. to compete with FSPN.

Radio City opened on Dec. 27.

1932, and has been a venue for con-

certs, stage shows and films.

Rockefeller Center, the midtown

Manhattan office complex that is

anchored by Radio City, has shown

profits of $500 million since a new

ownership group took over in July

1996. one source said. At the same

time. Tishman-Speyer has been work-

ing to attract mote upscale retailers to

the complex.

Campus Activities Presents

Something Every Friday

A Weekly Series Of Special Events

This Week:

Comedian
Jedd Parker

Todd has been featured on Fox's

"Married With Children" and

MTV's "Singled Out"

Also Featured On The Show Will Be

Singer "Jon O"

Campus C«^ter
Auditorium

Friday, December 5,

1997 A* 6:00pm

The Movie "Air Force One" Will Be Shown

Following The Program At

approx. 9:30pm

TOTAL SPIHE-TINGLING EXCITEMENT!
An Unt>ehr..,blt Pomvrtul film '

II VUKIs( »\ I I lit I)

ATR

Visit Us On The Web:

http://www.umass.edu/campact/events/calendar.htm

Campus Activities: 545-3600

This Series Is Made Possible By A Grant From The

Vice-Chancellor For Student Affairs; The UMass

Auxiliary Services Office and:

DAILY COLLEGIAN

Two of a kind
A noticed trend seen in the library yesterday afternoon.

LAUREN KOSKY CCH.IIC.IAN

Attention all Collegian
Staffmembers:

Voting for Spring 1998 Editorial positions will

take place today and tomorrow in the Business

office from 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. Make sure to fill out

a ballot!

Skilled with a camera?

The Collegian photo department is now
accepting applications for next semester.

Interested photographers should call Ken,

Thang, or Lauren at 545-1701 or stop by 113

Campus Center with a portfolio.

December '97

ARTS °N CAMPUS
A monthly calendar brought to you

by the UMass Arts Council.

Events
Thursday, December 4

THEATER The Who's Tommy 8

p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom.

$ 545-2511 or 1-800-999-UMAS.

Dec. 4 -7, with 2 p.m matinees on

Dec, 6 & 7 only.

DANCE University Dancers in Con-

cert 8 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium.

$ 545-2511 or 1-800-999-UMAS.

Dec 4-6

Friday, December 5

MUSIC Merry Maple Tree Light-

ing Minuteman Marching Band,

George N. Parks, director and Tho-

mas P. Hannum, associate director.

5:15 p.m. in Amherst Town Com-

mon. 545-2227.

COMEDY Todd Parker Part of the

Something tvery Friday series a

p.m. in the Campus Center Audito-

rium. 545-3600.

Saturday, December 6

4 MUSIC Take 6 8 p.m. in the

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall. $

545-251 1 or 1-800-999-UMAS.

THEATER Mission Improvable (im-

provisational theater). 8-1 1 p.m. in

Campus Center room #163. 546-

5225. Aiso will be held Dec. 1
1-

13.

Sunday, December 7

MUSIC )azi Brunch 11 am -1

p.m., Franklin Dining Commons

545-2804.

MUSIC Annual Holiday Concert

University Chorale, Richard du

Bois, director. 2 p.m. in Bowker Au-

ditorium. $ 545-251 1 or 1-800-999-

UMAS.
MUSIC Opera Gala. Opera work-

shop, Dorothy Ornest and Steven

Coombs, directors. 4 p.m. in Be-

zanson Recital Hall. $ 545-251 1 or

1-800-999-UMAS. Reception to

celebrate Dorothy Ornest's 38 se-

mesters with Opera Workshop to

follow concert

Monday, December 8

IECTURE Ray Bradbury, science

fiction writer. 8 p.m. in the Fine

Arts Center. $ 545-3600.

Tuesday, December 9

MUSIC )azz (And Beyond) for the

Holidays! University Jazz En-

semble, leffrey Holmes, director. 8

p.m. in Bowker Auditorium. $ 545-

2511 or 1-800-999-UMAS

Wednesday, December 10

MUSIC Student Composers Con-

cert. 8: 1 5 p.m. in Bezanson Recital

Hall.

Thursday, December 1

1

MUSIC December lazi. Chapel

|azz Ensemble & lazz Lab Band,

David Sporny & Chris Oberholtzer,

directors. 8 p.m. in Bowker Audi-

torium. $ 545-2511 or 1-800-999-

UMAS.

Friday, December 12

MUSIC Young Winds Winter Con-

cert Youth Wind Ensemble, Neil

Freebern, director. 8 p.m. in the

hnc Arts Center Concert Hall. $

545-251 1 or 1-800-999-UMAS.

& 5-College students can attend afly.

Fine Arts Center event for only $5!

• funded in part by a grant from the

UMass Arts Count il

Exhibits
AUGUSTA SAVAGE GALLERY*
545-5177

BFA Thesis Exhibitions:

Anthony Loving
Meg Thorton
Dec 8-12
Opening Reception: Dec. 8, 5-7 p.m

BFA Thesis Exhibitions:

Patricia Hickey
Susan M. Fontaine
Dec. 15-19
Opening Reception: Pet 15,5-7 p.m.

HAMPDEN GALLERY*
545-0680

18th Annual Graduate Group Show
Dec 4-16

Opening Reception: Dec. 4, 4-6 p.m.

HERTER ART GALLERY*
545-0976

MFA Thesis Exhibitions:
Anne Faith LaPrade
Yeon Choi
Dec 8-12

Opening Reception: Dec. 8, 5-7 p.m.

STUDENT UNION VISUAL &
PERFORMING ARTS SPACE*
545-0792

BFA Thesis Exhibitions

Nov 1 7-Dec 1

2

Opening Reception: every Monday at

4:30 p.m.

UNIVERSITY GALLERY*
545-3670

Heroic Painting
Through Dec 14

WHEELER GALLERY*
545-0680

A Collective Visual Portrayal

Nov. 24-Dec. 6

BFA Thesis Exhibition

by Bill Porter

Dec 15-18

Opening Reception: Dec. 1 5, 5-7 p.m.

ARTS COUNCIL INFORMATION:
Plan Ymir Spn^ tv™** ^Q^f

Apply for funding from the Arts Counc il to support your art event.

The Council awards grants to UMass organizations, such as RSO's.

Stop by and share your ideas, we'll help you get started... This

year's remaining grant application deadlines are:

February 4 and March 11. 12/97
UMass Arts Council, 101 Hasbrouck Lab, 545-0202
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The doublethink of the '90s l« £fefl (3ASsg
Buy Nothing Day
The Adbustcts organization, out of

Vancouver. Canada, bat produced a

commercial that has tailed to meet the

high standards of our three major net-

works.

Against the backdrop of a pig. the

ad questions overconsumption. calling

on consumers to participate in Buy

Nothing Day on the day after

Thanksgiving. Despite having cash in

hand, the ad was rejected by NBC
because, in

the words
of VP
Richard
Gitter. the

ad was
"inimical to

our legiti-

mate busi-

ness inter-

ests." An understandable reply.

But CBS went even further in a let-

ter rejecting the commercial, announc-

ing that Buy Nothing Day is "in oppo-

sition to the CUntnl economic policy in

the United States." They did not say if

criminal penalties would be invoked

against nonconsumers. (Wall Street

iournal. 11/19)

The "I have a dream" department

Coca-Cola has clearly found a

visionary new leader in their new chief

executive. M. Douglas Ivester. In his

first public speech. K ester urged his

fellow executives to "expand the hori-

zons of our businesses, and the hori-

zons of our thinking."

To demonstrate his point, he told

his audience the typical person drinks

only four ounces of soft drink out of an

average of 64 ounces of liquids pot

day. "That still leaves our industry."

said Ivester, "with 60 ounces to go

after. Put another way — we're only

tapping four 64ths of the opportunity ."

Such utter waste. And what a sense

of mission. Can't you see thousands of

Coke employees Ji earning of leading

the way to a world where the remain-

ing 60 ounces have been reclaimed

from the clutches of milk, fruit juice.

merican
L Newspeak
Wayne Cjryttim]

water and lattcs'' t \t9OCiUt04 Press,

ll/3>

The muckraking press

Popular magazines are finding a

sine way to produce quality feature

Mories on Hollywood celebrities. They
let them pick their own writers.

The Wall Street Journal reports that

magazines now routinely let major
st.ns veto questions, topics and
reporters who "look for the bad news."

a- Good
Housekeeping
editor Ellen

Levine so deli-

cately puts it

Critics claim

this results in

celebrity puff
pieces that are

just cogs in the

culture industn 's marketing plans.

But Vanity lair editor Graydon
Carter has a good retort. He says,

"You can only have so many tough

things in an issue and I think it's fool-

ish to waste it on an actor." We are

still waiting to Jis oxer what consti-

tute- a "tough thing" for Vanity lair.

\\\ all Street Iournal. 11/18)

Do it yourself spy kits

Is productivity lagging at your com-

pany? Well. ABC Asia Pacific may have

the answer. Spy cameras sell for only

S2.20U apiece and for a limited time

only, you can actually buy one and get

the second lice. Savs CEO leffrey Tan,

"Productivity really does go up with this

system You see a vesj quick return on

your investment in any business
"

Not only will installing the "Spy

Eyes" system act as a deterrent to

theft, but Mr. Tan reports it can help

managers see if employees are really

working and to "reduce unjustified

management complaints."

This is bound to make it popular

with workers. Summing up. Tan says.

"It's a helpful tool for people who
want to stay in control." Sounds like it

should prove even more popular with

executives and dominatrixes. t Reuters,

11/21)

"Come let us reason together"

For years, the management of the

Los Angeles Times had talked about

adding a weekly personal health sec-

tion. Nothing happened until advertis-

ing VP Robert Brisco spoke the magic

words: "You know we've been getting

all these HMO ads."

And presto, there was a health sec

tion. Such is life under the stewardship

of Times Mirror CEO and former baby

food tycoon Mark Wiles, who has

turned ad executives like Brisco into

"partners" with news editors.

Individual news sections are being

designed from the beginning by the

marketing and news departments (or

partners) and are expected to show a

profit. The process is known as

"streamlining cooperation," a phrase

chosen over the more pejorative "sell-

ing out." {New York Times, 11/17)

Privatizing censorship

After efforts to censor the Internet

via the government fell short, private

industry has stepped in to fill the

breach. Four of the largest search

engines have agreed to "self-regula-

tion."

"Censorship is being contracted

out," says attorney Robert Corn-

Revere. Taking the lead is Lycos,

which has "thrown down the gauntlet"

to other search engines to block sites

that provide adult content or who
refuse to agree to provide ratings of

their contents.

The latter would be a crime under a

bill introduced by Sen. Patty Murray,

aptly named the "On-line Cooperative

Publishing Act." Under it, sites dis-

cussing sexual issues would simply

become invisible to search engines

whether they "cooperated" or not.

Fortunately it's not censorship because

it's not the government doing it.

tACLU Press Release. 11/5)

Wayne Grytting is a syndicated

columnist. More American Newspeak
can be found on the Internet at

http://www. sen. org/newspeak.

The price offame
Some girl at Time-Out last yen

asked me what it was like to

be famous. I said I didn't

know, but I'd tell her when 1 got

there.

Yes, I'll never see her

again (which, believe me,
isn't a bad thing), but she

gave me an idea for a

slot)

Ladies and gentlemen,

a semi-treasured nugget
from the back of my head.

one that has brewed since

last spring. (Think of this

as a B-side, like "Yellow

Ledbetter")

But then. I'm no Eddie

Vedder.

Neither is pop-culture ™^^™
icon Kevin Bacon. Mr. Bacon, star

of such hits as "The Big Picture."

"Tremors" and the vastly underrated

"He Said. She Said" (for which he

should have won an Oscar), can be

connected to everyone on the planet

within six references.

But Kevin Bacon, though a leg-

end, is not alone. We all know
famous people. Or know people who
know famous people. Or know peo-

ple who know people who once met
famous people.

My connections might be a bit

odd.

I'll start oil with my friend |en.

|en goes to Michigan St. She
e-mailed me with the news she
went to the Michigan St.— Penn. St.

game last week with none other
than...

Chris Webber's brother.

Apparently "Little Webber"

Doonesbury

Luke Meredith

(which is what he is to those in the

know ) is currently matriculating at

"State" (which is what M S U is

called to those in the know).

But it gets better.

This summer
|en met my friend

Fthan.

Anv way. Ethan
has a dad named
I i>\. Fox writes

for the New York

Times, and has
special glasses for

his many TV
appearances. Fox
writes books. I

once did a paper

on Fox. (I got a
^^^^^^^^^ C.) Long story.

F.than knows a kid named Travis.

I rav is. well. Travis doesn't know
anybody, Except...

Pat. Pat lives in Kansas, but grew

up in Chicago, down the street

from . .

.

Fred Savage. They're good
friends. Pat also is an actor, and
stood in the background during a

pivotal scene in last week's
"Kay watch." Pat lived this summer
in I V with our other friend D.|.

I) I (no relation to P.|.) is a

stand up comedian. Rumor has it he

is opening a show for...

Famed neurotic Richard Lewis.

D.|. knows Ian (of the Maryland

lam). Ian used to he a baseball star

when he was little. (But hey.

weren't we all?) He used to play

baseball a lot. and was good friends

with a kid down the street by the

name of...

Tony Saunders, number one pick

of the expansion Tampa Bay Devil

Rays.

Saunders used to pitch for the

Braves, who once faced the Blue lays

in the World Series. The Blue lays

once had a right fielder named...

George Bell. I know George Bell.

In the summer of 1987, George
Bell was playing right field for the

Toronto Blue lays, and making an

assault on the record books. P.|.

took me to Fenway Park to see a

Red Sox game, and George Bell

started signing autographs. I'm in

line with every kid from Melrose to

Chelsea, clamoring for a piece of

Bell. When 1 finally get to him, he

looks at me, fresh off a signing

tirade that left every kid in the park

clutching his signature, and said, "If

I have to sign for you. I have to sign

for everybody."

I said "But George, you already

have signed for everybody."

But George was off to right field,

shagging fly balls (probably dropped

half of them).

I myself have met a few famous

people in my time. I once met
"Rowdy" Roddy Piper at the

Lawrence YMCA. I once walked by

Grant Hill in an airport. I once
showed the drummer from Extreme

where the peanut butter was at

Shaw's in Salem. N.H. (oh, jobs in

high school).

Now that 1 think back, I think I

know what I should have said to

that girl at Time-Out. I should have

told her the George Bell story.

Maybe she knew him.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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Letters to the Editor

Carlin responds
to editorial

To the Editor:

I am fascinated by how totally

dedicated the academic community
is to freedom of speech as long as

they agree with what's being said.

Bring up a subject such as tenure,

increased faculty tenure, more judi-

cious research and it appears that

freedom of expression ends... and
the reaction is "step down."

Interestingly, nobody asked any

of us on the Board of Higher
Education to "step down" as we
supported the two best higher edu-

cation budgets in decades, the locat-

ing of Commonwealth College on
University of Massachusetts
Amherst campus, raising admissions

standards, the endowment incentive

matching program, providing over

$1 million of scholarships to vale-

dictorians and salutatorians from
our state's high schools, a multimil-

lion dollar capital expansion bond
bill, tens of millions of dollars for

short- term repairs and mainte-
nance on our campuses and for

technology improvements... I could

go on and on.

I got a telephone call yestem iv

from a member of the

Massachusetts Legislative leader-

ship who, upon reading your editor-

ial, offered to file a bill in the next

session to grant me tenure as

Chairman of the Board of Higher

Education. An interesting thought.

lames F. Carlin

Chairman of the Board of Higher
Education

Natick

America is like

a very bad actor

To the Editor:

I would like to make some
remarks regarding Michael Colin

and Steve Barg's letters to the editor

(Nov. 21). Coming from Egypt, my
views, though different from those

of the two writers, may help shed
some light on the issues in question

(U.S. policy in the Mideast. Iraq

and Israel).

Mr. Colin is surprised that

Christine Soh, the Collegian' s

Multicultural Affairs editor, refers

to the idea that the "issues sur-

rounding Israel are heavily ignored

by the Western and American
press."

What Mr. Colin didn't want to

speak frankly about, and what Ms.

Soh was referring to, is why Israel's

brutal acts against the Palestinians,

its blockage of the peace process, its

nuclear weapons and its U.S. -sup

ported defiance of U.N. resolutions

for almost 50 years now are ignored

by the Western and American press

Why. every Arab asks, docs the U.S.

close its eyes (which are wide open
at Iraq) to the nuclear weapons in

Israel?

I also believe that Ms. Soh's point

that the U.S. press oilers "only gen-

eralizations and distortions" is

absolutely right. This is not con-

fined to the Iraqi issue but is quite

applicable to the Arab world, to

give one example Who is responsi-

ble, if not the Western and
American press, for portraying
Arabs solely as a host of militant

Islamists and crazy terrorists'.'

In Culture and Imperialism,

Edward W. Said quotes an article

from the Winter 1990-91 issue of

Foreign Affairs magazine. The arti-

cle says Saddam Hussein "came
from a brittle land, a frontier coun-

try between Persia and Arabia, with

little claim to culture and books and
grand ideas v Said savs. the arti-

o)e] perfect!) encapsulates the sorrv

stale of knowledge and power that

gave rise to Operation Desert

storm. The writer doesn't know that

even school children are aware that

Iraq was the seat Abbasid civiliza-

tion, the highest flowering Arab cul-

ture between the ninth and 12th

centuries. Abbasid civilization pro-

duced works of literature still read

.is Shakespeare, Dante and Dickens

aie still read. As a capital city,

Baghdad is also one ol the greatest

monuments of Islamic art. To imply

that Iraq and its citizens had no
relation to hooks and great ideas,

says Said, is to be amnesiac about

Sumcr. Hammurabi, Assyria, and all

the great monuments of ancient
Mesopotamian civilisation, whose
cradle Iraq is. This is but one exam-
ple of the American press's arbi-

trary "generalizations and distor-

tions" of the icality ol "others."

In his letter. Mr. Barg is angry
about the "degrading expressions"

used by Hussein Ibish. Are you jok-

ing. Mr. Barg? Ibish describes

America as "American Empire,"
Benjamin Netanyahu as "Israeli

chieftain." Richard Butler as

"uncouth." etc. What kind of lan-

guage. Mr. Barg. is used by the

American government and pi

when talking about the Iraqis?

Doesn't this language "belittle

opponents"? And what kind of lan-

guage. Mr. Barg, is expected from
an angry person defending his peo-

ple who are heavily oppressed, belit-

tled and misrepresented?
To establish a new government in

Iraq is nobody's business but the

Iraqi people's. It's a simple matter

of sovereignty. Mr. Barg sounds
quite American when he writes:

"It's the U.N.'s and America's
responsibility to make sure that Iraq

is not given another military oppor-

tunity to attack another country."

Again, are you joking? What kind of

language is that — don't you think

it sounds imperialistic?

If the U.N. has the right to Jo its

job, what on earth gives America
the right to usurp the role the U.N.
should play? America, believe me. is

exactly like a very bad actor who
has. by sheer force, occupied (he

stage and is trying to force the audi-

ence to enjoy the monotonous and

sickening show it tirelessly perforins

every day and night.

Many Americans, I believe, need

to be un-American to know about

the lies sold to them by the

American government every day.

Shabban Mikkawy
Amherst

Guilt is essential

to spirituality

To the Editor:

I would like to respond to |oe

Sullivan's column ("Faith no more."

Nov. 25). As an undergraduate stu-

dent at UMass some 18 years ago, I

can identity with the desire for spir-

itual nourishment that Mr. Sullivan

describes and with his feeling of

frustration at the Sunday vigil Mass

he attended at St. Brigid's parish in

downtown Amherst.

It is an unfortunate fact of life

that not every Mass is a Christmas

banquet and not every community
gathered at Mass will be comfort-

able for each person in attendance.

The Catholic community at

UMass worships at the Newman
Center at 472 North Pleasant Street.

There are several Masses offered

each Sunday. The most popular
with students is the 7 p.m. Mass on

Sunday evening. It is common to

have bOO students gathered for wor-

ship: Mr. Sullivan is likely to find

many he would consider his peers.

He is also likely to find many of

them share his struggle with ques-

tions of spirituality, such as "Who
am I?." "Who is God for me?" and

"What is my relationship with God
and other people?"

The Newman Center is a very

large facility on campus that walks

with students. Catholic and other-

wise, as they probe these questions.

Each person's journey to faith will

have its own unique blessings and
challenges that require a unique and

individual response. I wish Mr.
Sullivan many blessings on his per-

sonal journey.

One aspect of Mr. Sullivan's col-

umn requires special comment He
desires spirituality without guilt,

which in my experience is no spiri-

tuality at all. Healthy guilt is what
impels a person to growth in rela-

tionship with God.
My own relationship with God

has taken many twists and turns tot

the past 18 years after UMass. I am
now a student in a Catholic semi-
nary preparing to become a Catholic

priest. I would encourage every stu-

dent lo investigate their relationship

with God as deeply and thoroughly
as they can, and to use the resources

that are on campus to assist them
on their journeys.

I'llm I Gawienowski
Gaucho||G@aol.com

class of '80
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Does this

Christmas list look

familiar: gotta get

presents for Dad, a

brother or two. your

boyfriend, Grandpd.

maybe some assort-

ed uncles and some
guy friends. A lot to

handle, especially it

you haven't got a

clue what's on a

guy's wish list this

holiday season.

Well. /-i

don't Casey

Indulging

the taste
guns

Over-crowded stores, no parking

spaces, long iines, miserable sales peo-

ple, stressful family get-togethers, and

rude shoppers, unfortunately these

aspects have become all too familiar

representations of the season that

once used to epitomize hope and good

wiU toward man.

We spend many long and— ,,
miserable hours in cmily
search of the perfect

gifts, which will proba-

bly end up being

returned anyway. It

seems
that we have been

trapped in a vicious

commercially-dri-

ven cycle, propelled

by greed and self-

ishness, which
keeps us from see-

ing the true mean-
ing of the holiday

season.

While most of us are

caught up in out own holi-

day nightmares, there are

many among us whose lives.

all year long, are filled with

the prospect of hunger.
hen- 1

' -snc-ss.

and despair.

Here is a list

of local chari-

ties that are

desperately in

need of supplies

for the holiday season.

Each organization has indi-

cated their need for specific

items.

The Amherst Survival

Center has asked for food,

both perishable and non-perishable,

possibly items for holiday dinners.

Due to the cold weather, there is a

large demand for warm hats, large

jackets, warm socks, mittens, gloves,

scarves, blankets large male clothing

and shoes. Items can be dropped off

Turn to t»V»NG. page 6

worry.

We are

here
t o
help
with our random
assortment of

potential gifts for

guys.

If there is a col-

lege, high school or

junior high

school-age guy on

your list, there two

chances (slim and
none) he wouldn't

want a video game
system. PlayStation,

Sega Genesis and
Nintendo 64 all top

the list of

arcade-action
favorites. But, if

your wallet can't

take such a Super

Mario hit, try a

video game. Priced

around $50 apiece,

there is sure to be a

game for any guy on

your list.

If you want to

head in the electron-

ic direction, but

don't think video

games are quite up
that someone spe-

cial's alley, consider

a discman or, if the

guy is still stuck in

the early '90s, a

walkman. And of

course, vou»- option*

are virtually pV*»

less if you decide to

pur-
chase
a n y

CDs or

tapes.
Keep

in mind that

music tastes, like

personalities, vary,

so make sure you do

a little sleuthing to

find out his musical

preferences (i.e.

Dad may net love

that Sublime CD as

much as you do).

Of course, there

are other options in

the area of electron-

ics: two-head VCRs
are priced around
$100, if your sweet-

ie has his eye on
that; or electric

razors or beard
trimmers, because

your brother has to

look distinguished

for the office.

it electronic

devices are not your

thing, well how
about clothes? I'm

Turn to HIM. page 7

Sending holiday cards is convenient,

but admit it. they eventually get thrown

away. Giving flowers is nice, but admit it,

after a few days they wither and die.

Morbid, eh?

But, food remains... for at least a week

or so under proper storage and refrigera-

tion, and a few months in the freezer, if

you're lucky.

As my friends and associates know
already, when I want to show my
immense appreciation for times well

spent, and for a two-way respect that

goes beyond the normal every day, I give

food.

And, there is no better time to give

food than the holidays.

Whether it is a

fun b'^Jorma
four-course J ^

mcul for a

group of special

people in your
life (I do some-

thing like Caesar salad, risotto, pasta pri-

mavera and chocolate-covered strawber-

ries for dessert), or if it is something as

simple as cookies or my favorite Finnish

Apple Pie (apples dredged in brandy with

walnuts and raisins) for one or two close

friends, food is something that transcends

time and space, and 1 give it as much as

possible.

Truthfully, do you remember the card

y>ju received from Aunt Betty a few years

ago? You know you don't...

However, do you remember Aunt
Betty's pumpkin-cheese cake — or maybe

her triple-layer German chocolate cake —
she brought over to your house a few

years ago?
You know you do, and you'll beg her

over and over to cook it again.

If you're a semi-experienced cook, go

with the meal deal.

You don't have to go wild, but a simple

salad, maybe some garlic bread (or any

bread), a pasta dish (because everybody is

Taking the stkess out

of holiday shopping
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Looking for the

perfect gift?
Collegian photographers Thang Vo

&. Kenneth W.P. Scott search high

and low for the perfect gifts for

this holiday season.
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WHAT %m mm r waits roh chhistkas
Alright, it's that time of the year

again! Time t J pick out the best

gifts ever for the special women in

your 'ife. Don't panic — I'll make

it easy for you this year. Choose a

few suggestions off the following

list, and you'll be safe from gift

purgatory.

What does she really want for

Christmas? Here goes:

Something fun — Yes, you

heard me, get her something fun.

Choose something that will bring

out the little kid in her personality

and get her smiling and laughing.

Need some specifics? Head to a

toy store or th? children's section

of a book store and try to imagine

what would most appeal to her

How about a box of bright

crayons and a coloring book? A
new water gun? Maybe a pair of

roller skates? You get the idea —
nothing serious or uptight in this

group. One caveat- the gift should

be fun for her — no remote con-

trolled cars or war games unless

she's really into them.

Something sexy — Whoa, I'm

not necessarily suggesting black

lingerie here. The idea is to give

her something that will make her

feel sexy by appealing to

h

/eri kaj uj apKc«.....B .v I"! a I "
~~

her senses. A fuzzy l^tSkdiTJ V-a\ so * •"

sweater, very soft j* ^. •/>- f f a strategic

gloves, or her favorite mttr?Tw \,' , .i* could win

scent are all possibili

ties.

Something good to

eat (or drink) — No. we don't live

or. bread and wine alone, but we
do enjoy a really wr^at meal when

it comes our way. If you're lucky,

the women in your life enjoy as

wide a variety of fine food and

drink as this woman does, making

your shopping easy as pie. A box

of rea/Vy good chocolates, a nice

bottle of wine, or dinner at her

favorite restaurant are great chok-

es. As always, keep her tastes in

mind — vegetarians will not

appreciate a steak dinner and
cheesecake will not be a good
choice for the lactose intolerant.

Something prac-

tical — I know this

boring, but

c gift

you
points all year.

Case in point: my
dad's gift of Triple A seemed

staid at first glance, but when my
radiator leaked all over Route 95.

I was never more grateful for a

gift. That Leatherman he gave me
actually comes in pretty handy,

too. Remember, random hoi'*e-

hold appliancs do not *"all into

this category — make sure your

gift will really be useful to her,

and you will have succeeded in

your mission.

Turn to HR . page 7
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Tommy opens tonight in S.U.B.
By Emily Trask

Collegian Staff

The Universit> a| MMWliimill Theatre Guild and

University Productions and Concerts will present the

legendary rock opera Tommy in the Student Union

Ballroom tonight through Saturday at 8 p.m. and on

Saturday and Sunday at 2 p.m.

"It is about Tommy, who is a deaf, dumb and blind

pinball wizard and messiah." said Michael Hickok.

the co-light designer and cast-member of Tommy. "It

takes you into Tommy's mind, which is his world,

where he livcv"

Tommy, who is played by Rob O'Brien, is deaf,

dumb and blind because of a traumatic childhood

experience. Although he still possesses some of his

perceptions, he has no way of overtly expressing him

self His struggle to express the feelings and thoughts

that are in his head is chronicled through the rock

opera, but these perceptions affect the reality of the

show, so that nothing is what it seems.

"It questions our perceptions of reality, especially

of good and evil and the gray areas in between." said

director Michael Dziura.

"See me. hear me, touch me, heal me," the most

famous lines from the rock opera, and have been

plastered all over the UMass campus, are the words

of Tommy's older self in an attempt to cry out to

other people to heal his younger self and vice versa.

Eventually, Tommy splits into two characters

"I love it. I feel like all of my theater experience

has been leading up to this show. I have always want-

ed to direct Tommy," added Dziura.

Tommy is a huge show with a full rock band and

loads of lights. As the Guild's musical production of

the semester, Tommy promises to be a mind-blow-

ing, cathartic, loud, rocking experience for the audi-

ence. The stage of the auditorium has been extended

into the boundaries of the audience in an attempt to

bring the audience face to face with the action of the

show.
"It will take the audience through dark depths and

then bring them back again, taking them full circle,"'

said Hickok. Both cast and crew are hoping to fill the

450-seat auditorium of the Student Union.

Conceived and developed by Pete Townshend and

Kit Lambert, the Theatre Guild took a lot of liberty

with its production of Tommy.
"It is different than any of the other productions

that have been done." said Dziura. "It's a great show,

everyone should come see it."

Tickets for this show are $5 for senior citizens and
UMass students. Tickets for the general public are

$7. Tickets are available at Tix Unlimited at

545-0412 and Northampton Box Office at (413)
586- 8686. For more information call UPC at

545-2892 or UMTG at 545-0415. This show is spon-

sored in part by the Massachusetts Collegian.

|

Adobe Illustrator 6.0 Adobefhotoshop 4.0.

power mac 860Q*zip driuts*syquest 88/66 'film scanner 'flat bed scanner *cd burner-quark xpress

Adobe illustrator, photoshop, paqemaker, acrobat, dimensions*freehand*netscape*paqe maiNuer 706 fonts..

GET SOME

!

——
-pr; if you're a design student looking for professional industry Qijq rkXPfOSS

~~
tF experience and want to work with the top equipment

*""
jp] and software then look no further the collegian graphics

~
department is now hiring advertising designers for

—f— spring '98. anyone interested is welcome to stop oy our

," J office at 103 campus center and fill out an application
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MUSIC HALL

20 Center St Northampton

ALL AGES
ALL THE TIME

thursday, december t
t
8:30 pm

Strangerolk
soulful, rootvwientetfgtoove rock, S10 odv.

friday, december 5, 7 pm

Voices of Winter

Anne Hills, Priscilla

Herdman & Cindy
Mangsen

folk s thiee best viwev SI 1 50 adv

friday, december 5, 10 pm

Percy Hill
the Granite State's too groovesters, S8 odv.

Saturday, december 6, 10 pm

Jazz Mandolin
Project

Sunday, december 7, 9 pm

Moxy C?uvoiif
smart, fun oS .oyiooves, SI 1 odv

tuesday, december 9, 7 pm

Robert Bradley's

Blackwater Surprise
plus Colony, S8 odv

Wednesday, december 10, 7 pm

Eric Burdon's I Band
the original rod n toll Animal SI7 50adv

'V

friday, december 12, 10 pm

2 Skinnee J's

DECEMBER 13 ABDUL BAKI & NEW ROOTS

TICKETS For the Record at the

Northampton Bo« Office or call 586-8686

24 HOUR CONCERT INK)

4 13 584 0610

There is a Difference!
i child under 6 in any

PG 13 or R rated film after 6pm.

Mt. Farms 4 •584 9153
Mt. Farms Mall

Jackal (R)

Today - Thurs. at (5:40) ,
8:30

Starship Troopers (R)

Today -Thurs at (5:40), 8:30

Rainmaker (PG13)

Today -Thurs at (5:40), 8:20

Alien: Resurrection (R)

Today - Thurs at (5:50), 8:40

Hampshire 6 «584 7550
Hampshire Mall

Bean (PG 13)

Today -Thurs at (5:50)

Anastasia (G)

Today -Thurs at (5:40), 8:40

Flubber (PG)

Today - Thurs at (5:30), 8:30

Midnight In the Garden of Good
and Evil (R)

Today - Thurs at (5:10), 8:20

Mortal Combat: Annihilation (R)

Today -Thurs at (5:30), 8:30

Boogie Nights (R)

Today -Thurs at (5:20), 8:20

The Man Who Knew Too Little (PG)

Today -Thurs at 8:40

interested in a Challenging and

Exciting Career

that will put your

^ocial Qooceros into Action?

Consider a career in

ClinicalSocial Work . .

.

To find out mere, attend the

Smith College School for Social Work

Information Day

Saturday, December 6, 1997

2:00 p.m.

Wright Hall Auditorium

Smith College

For more information, call (413) 585-7960.

Ric Ocasek keeps on driving
By David Bauder
Associated Press

NEW YORK — His wife
undoubtedly disagrees, but Ric

Ocasek is not the most huggable of

personalities

Tall ai.a lanky, his angular fea-

tures have only recently softened

with age. He favors black in his

leather jackets, hair and sunglass-

es. Polite and personable in private

conversation, he rarely ipeaki
from the stage.

And no matter how engaging the

melodies, Ocasek's music as a solo

artist and with the Cars is best

known for its icy, metallic sheen

and deadpan vocals. Warm is

never the adjective that comes to

mind.

"That was the intention with the

Cars. We tried to be cold," he said.

"If we couldn't be over the top, we
wanted to be under the top."

Now, he sees a surly band like

Oasis has made it "cool to be cold

again."

That may put Ocasek in the right

place at the right time. Stocked
with players from young, alterna-

tive rock bands, Ocasek's fifth solo

album is higher energy and higher

volume than much of his work.

Yet the songs themselves could

fit comfortably on any of the

albums he's made through the

years, ones that produced such hits

as "You Might Think," "Let's Go"
and "Shake It Up."

"I have the strong sense that

these are all chapters in the same

book," he said. "You're getting the

15th chapter of it."

Ocasek had been concentrating

on producing other people's music

over the past couple of years when

Columbia sought him out as an

artist.

He convened players from Hole,

Nada Surf and Bad Religion,

bands with whom he's worked
with over the years. Former Cars

keyboardist Greg Hawkes also

came along, and Smashing
Pumpkin Billy Corgan — whose
cover of the Cars' "You're All I've

Got Tonight" is one of Ocasek's

favorites — also participated in

sessions.

Despite his own production
experience. Ocasek gave Corgan
control of the knobs for five

songs. The two met after Ocasek
attended a Smashing Pumpkins
show and became friends.

The title, Troublizing. is

Ocasek's made-up word to

describe the album's theme. "It's

kind of about people's troubles,

but it takes a funny look at

them." he said.

Hole bass player Melissa Auf
Der Maur may be the most

intriguing participant^ She asked

to add her vocals and the result,

particularly on the song, "Hang
on Tight," lends the project a cer-

tain playfulness. The tune is the

album's high point, the one thai

best marries Ocasek's knack for

catchy melodies and edgy
arrangements

Auf Der Maur's vocals are ;i

counterpoint to short, clipped

verses of the typical Ocasek song

A Ian of poetry who has written ;i

couple of books of verse, he likes

phrases 'hat leave an Impression

but not necessarily a lasting

image: "It's the velvet circus in

your head." and "Tinkertoy nie

into tears."

Ocasek said he likes books that

he can pick up and start reading

from somewhere in the middle

which tends to rule out most Ik

tion and narratives. It's no sur

prise his songs, bereft of confes-

sional lyrics and stories, fit the

same pattern. That's one of the

reasons why the public knows lit

tie about Ocasek, despite his sta

tus as one-half of a celebrity cou-

ple in a celehrity-obsessed time.

He's married to supermodel
Paulina Porizkova.

"You may not find out about

my life, but you find out how I

feel about life," he said of his

writing.
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Fight the cold

with an easy

French stew
It's cram time. Thanksgiving

break is over, the leftovers are
gone, it's cold outside and finals

are coming up. My remedy for this

syndrome is to make a large crock
of a warm, filling, satisfying and
comforting stew that lifts the spir-

its and recharges the brain.

The Cassoulet is one of my
favorite preparations of this kind
of dish. It originated in the
Southwest of France in the region

known as Languedoc. The three
towns that make up this "fertile

crescent" of cold weather gastrono-

my also claim responsibility for the

creation of the infamous French
Onion Soup. They also compete
with the Germans for the title of

best Sauerkraut makers.

The classic version of Cassoulet

calls for the use of three or four
different kinds of meats including a

duck or goose confit (brined,
cooked in its own fat and then pre-

served in the cooking fat), pork
(usually roasted) and lamb. These
meats are mixed together with
white beans that were cooked in an

aromatic broth and then served in

a crock with a crispy, well- sea-

soned, bread crumb crust.

This Dormroom version uses
readily available substitutes for

many of the more esoteric ingredi-

ents and cuts out about three days

worth of preparation without sacri-

ficing the essence of the dish. This

is a great meal for making on a

DORMROOM
GOURMET

by

Louis Davis

Sunday and feeding yourself all

week long. Or, bring this to a pot-

luck or a tail-gaiter, feed an army
and be a star!

As always: whenever and wher-

ever you're cooking, think safety

(and flavor) first. Always have a

fire extinguisher close by and be

sure to provide for proper ventila-

tion. Rock and boil!

Louie's Kickin' Cassoulet

Ingredients:

• 2 Tbs. olive oil

• 1/4 lb. smoked bacon (roughly

chopped)
• 2/3 cup flour

1 Tbs. black pepper

1 Tbs. salt

1 1/2 tsp. dried thyme

1 1/2 tsp. dried tarragon

1 1/2 tsp. dried marjoram
1 tsp. dried oregano

• 1 tsp. dried rosemary
• 1 tsp. dried savory

• 1 tsp. fennel seeds

• 2 bay leases, ground into a fine

powder
• 1 1/2 lbs. boneless chicken

thighs cut into 2" cubes
• 2 large onions (or 4 small)

chopped into a medium dice (about

1/4" squares)
• 1 large carrot (or 2 small)

chopped into a medium dice

• 8 cloves garlic, minced
• 1 stalk celery, chopped into a

medium dice

• 1 large kielbasa (or other simi-

lar sausage) chopped into 1
" cubes

• 1 1/2 lbs. boneless smoked
pork butt (or Canadian bacon) cut

into 1/4" by 1/4" by 2" strips

• 3 cans white beans (cannellini,

kidney or navy)
• 3 cans chicken broth (or 5

cups bouillon)

• 2 cups bread crumbs
• 4 Tbs. olive oil

• Salt & pepper to taste

him her
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not talking your average no-brainer

necktie, save that for Father's Day.

Instead, how about a sweater, sweat-

shirt, button-down shirt or rugby?

Aeropostale usually has some pretty

good combination deals (buy one, get

the second half off) on a wide variety

of shirts and sweaters.

Or, if you are willing to plunk down
the cash, options abound across the

spectrum. Sports coats and full suits

are ideal for the soon-to-be-tycoon in

your life. But if your list is full of

sports fans, authentic and replica

sports jerseys could make great gifts

(you can personalize them with the

guy's name, or with the name and
number of his favorite player).

What's that you say? You have a

sports fan, but can't afford the $200
Mo Vaughn jersey. Why not look into

the possibility of getting him some
sports tickets. This versatile gift can fit

just about any price range (the Celtics

have seats, albeit not great ones, for

only $10 apiece) and time frame (if,

say, your family i« going away for the

holiday, you can catch a hockey game
when you get back).

And of course, if all your ideas are

missing the bulls-eye with your athlet-

ic guy, he'll be sure to love a subscrip-

tion (or renewal) to Sports Illustrated,

or any of the other magazine of inter-

est. Remember though (lights should

be flashing and bells should be ring-

ing) SI is the one with the swiinsuit

issue.

But wait, what if the man on your

list prefers home improvement show*.

to NBA action? Not to worry. There

are countless reasonably-priced con-

struction items out there that will tick

le his fancy. Check out Sears and their

Craftsman line or places like Home
Depot. Stay away from the advanced

stuff (no buzz saws) for the rookie

repairman, otherwise shop away and

you'll have that guy fixing everything

in sight faster than he can say "Bob
Vila, get a load of me." A little hint,

you can find all inclusive tool sets

(screwdriver, wrench, hammer, etc.)

that would be great for an apart-

ment-bound college guy lor girl)

Other gifts that could find their way

into your shopping basket: watches or

jewelry (chains and the like): for the

kid or the young at heart, check out

toy stores for action figures or board

games, and the traditional gift certifi-

cate (great if you are not sure about a

particular guy's tastes).

There is no guarantee that you will

find a cure-all to your Christmas
shopping blues in this short list, but it

might help get you started, lust

remember, don't wait until Dec. 24 to

get started, or those guys will all end

up with socks and fruitcakes.

Casey Kane is a Collegian colum-

nist.

continued from page 5

Something indulgent — Find out

what she loves, and give it to her.

I ven better, give her lots of it. The
adventuress might love ski passes or a

weekend trip to the mountains. CD's,

posters or other paraphernalia from

her favorite band(s) are sure to please

the music lover. Concert tickets are

one step better. The latest hardcover

from her favorite author or a print

from her favorite artist — just make
sure you take the time to find out

some of her true loves in life, and you

CM t go wrong.

Now you're prepared: get set, ready

and shop! (She'll love you for it!)

Tamar Carroll is a Collegian staff

member

Procedure:

1) In a large stock pot over a

burner set to medium heat, add

olive oil and bacon and cook, stir-

ring often, until the fat has been

rendered (leached out) from the

bacon, and it just starts to turn

brown and crispy. Remove the bits

and reserve for later. Turn up the

heat to high.

2) In a large shallow bowl, com-

bine the flour with all of the herbs

and spices and mix well. Add the

chicken pieces to the bowl and toss

them around with a fork until they

are all completely coated with the

spiced flour. Remove the chicken

from the bowl while gently shaking

off the excess coating. Reserve the

remaining flour mixture for later

use.

3) Add the chicken to the pot

(without crowding it in the pan)

and allow to brown, turning each

piece to cook evenly. When done,

remove from the pan, allow to

drain on paper towels and reserve

in the fridge.

4) Add the onions to the pan and

cook for about 7 ..linutes, stirring

often, until brown (caramelized,

not burnt!). Add the carrots and

cook for 5 more minutes. Then add

the garlic and the celery and stir

while cooking for another 3 min-

utes. Now sprinkle the reserved

flour-spice mixture into the pan

and stir well for another 2 3 min-

utes (by doing this, you are taking

a short-cut to creating a "roux"

Turn to GOURMCT, page 8

Compaq Presario 1090ES Notebook

• 1 50MHz Pentium" processor

• 16MB RAM (expandable to 48MB)

•1.4GB hard drive

• 11.3" Dual-Scan SVGA flat-panel display

• 1 28-bit Accelerated Graphics

• Internal 33.6K modem

• Internal UX Max CD-ROM

• PremierSound Audio System j

• Network-ready (Ethernet PC Card)

• Comprehensive software bundle

for school and home

Three-year limited warranty

(carry in, pick up)
2

Just

beyond

your stack of

classwork is a well-

deserved holiday. What

better time for something that'll

make next year easier? With the Compaq

Presario 1090ES, you can download photos off

the Web, grab facts from the CD encyclopedia, drop them

into your report and e-mail it to your professor. And at only 7.3

pounds, you can do it at school, at home, even at the pizza shop.

But while Compaq sells more computers than any other company on earth, this

offer is not long for the world. It's good only until December 31, 1997 or while supplies last.

TO ORDER YOUR OWN CALL 1-888-215-8872 m-f 77(cst) sat 9 3 |CST)

For more information, visit your campus computer store.

COMPAQ.
www Compaq com/education

111

in®
Pentium*
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at 1200 N. Pleasant St.. N. Amherst,

in the husemen t of the brick school-

house

The Helen Mitchell Family
Outreach Program has indicated a

need for slightly used, but preferably

new toys 'or children of all ages,

which will be distributed to low
Income fattOk in be dropped

off Dee. 17-18. at the Lutheran
Church
The Amherst Shelter For

Adolescents \M in desperate need of

from orange juice and other fruit

juices for children. Also needed are

socks and underwear for boys and
girls, as well as bras for adolescent

girls. The shelter is located at 685
West St.. Amherst.

The Food Bank of Western
Massachusetts is need of food items

that are non-perishable and high in

protein such as pasta, tomato sauce,

tuna fish, peanut butter, etc. If you are

interested in coordinating a food drive

within your dormitory or organization

for The Food Bank of Western
Massachusetts please contact Nisa

Zalta at 247-9738.

Necessities, an organization based

in Northampton which serves the

needs of homeless mothers and chil-

dren, is in need of everything and any-

thing, especially personal items, tooth-

paste, deodorant, in order to make

care packages They
also need towels,

sheets. children's

clothes and toys.

Items can be dropped

off at 16 Armory St,

located off of Pleasant

St.. Northampton.

The Northampton
Survival Center Food

Pantry needs non-
perishable food items

like peanut butter,

tuna, canned vegeta-

bles, cereal, soup,

pork and beans. They

are open from
Monday to Friday

from 9-4 p.m. It is

best not to bring stuff

on Tuesday and
Thursday morning,
but drop-offs are

accepted after 7 p.m.

on these days. The
Center is located on
265 Prospect St.

about a half a block

away from the

Y.M.C.A.

lessic's House is a

homeless shelter in

Northampton which
serves anyone who is

in needs of assistance.

PHOTO THANC VO

Toy stores in the malls rake it in every year with displays like

this one in the window of Toyr 'R Us.

Flaua Promotions & RS Productions

r ^OSTIN VIAAE
(TOKMaj»rtro

DJ Kevin - Club Metro
DJ Arthur Lau-NYG

ScitwrcLdy Dee c5tH

FREE P/V3ER GIVE AW/WS
DRlhiK SPECIALS

under si 's Club Metro D0f«i "N
21* ss INFO: 582.9898 %«+

They are in need of linens,

sheets, blankets and tow
els which are in good
shape. Also needed are

diapers and non-food
items. Donations can be

dropped off at 143 West

St, Northampton.

Big Brother and Big

Sister of Hampshire
County has asked for

donations of art supplies

such as crayons, paints,

markers, paper, glue, etc.

The art supplies will be

distributed to the big

brother and big sister vol-

unteers to use with their

children. The Big Brother

and Big Sister offices are

located in the Bangs
Community Center, up the

stairs and on the right.

The best time to drop stuff

off is in the morning, but

to ensure that someone
will be there call ahead at

253-2591.

Not Bread Alone a cen-

ter for homeless mothers

and children needs chil-

dren's toys, hats, and mit-

tens. Also needed are

women's sundry and per-

sonal care items. The cen-

ter is located at 17 Seelye

TrWVELI
SMART!

;
FROM BOSTON
Beginning Nov. 1

One Way Roundtrip

LONDON
$162 $295

PARIS
$218 $399

ROME

I

I

I

I

$274 $473

St., Amherst, MA. next to the Police

Station.

On campus, there also some oppor-

tunities for students to make dona-

tions. The Newman Center is spon-

soring a Christmas Giving Tree. Those

interested in participating can pick up

an ornament from the giving tree.

Each ornament indicates the age and

gender of the person who is in need of

a gift. The wrapped gifts, bearing the

identifying tag must be returned by

Dec. 14 to the Newman Center. The

gifts will be distributed on Dec. 1 5 to

needy families in the Amherst areas.

The University of Massachusetts

Community Service Program in con-

junction with UMass Transit, Alpha

Phi, Interested Women of Latina

Promovoviendoha Sigma Comunidad,

MassPIRG. MACC Leaders. Umass
Women's Ice Hockey Team and
SHARE are sponsoring the fifth annu-

al "Fill-A-Bus" Clothing, Food, and

Toy Drive. Members of the Women's
Ice Hockey Team Mindy Corr and
Amber Conboy, who assisted in the

drive on Wednesday afternoon said

that the drive was going well and that

it was mostly students who were
donating things. The drive which
began on Dec. 1 will run through

Friday from 1 1 a.m. until 3 p.m. The

drive will benefit the Amherst Survival

Center.

If the holiday blues have gotten a

hold of you, make yourself feel better

by helping those who are less fortu-

nate than you. Helping someone else

will help to put life in perspective by

forcing those of us who are over-

whelmed by petty holiday worries to

realize that they are infinitesimally

small in comparison to the nightmare

of poverty. Although we should try to

help those who are in need all year

long, it is especially important to

return the symbols of hope and good

will to the holiday season.

Emily Trask is a Collegian staff

member.

gourmet
continued from page 7

that will eventually aid in the

thickening of the stew. Also, by

including all the seasonings in

the flour, the dish is infused

from early on with all those

incredible flavors that will come

out in the rest of the cooking).

5) Add the kielbasa, the

smoked pork, the white beans

(with all the liquid in the cans)

and 2 cans of the chicken broth.

Stir well and bring up to a boil

(at this point, the consistency

should be a little loose and

soupy. If it's not, add more

chicken broth) and then quickly

turn the heat to low and allow

to simmer for 45 minutes.

6) At this point, the stew

should begin to thicken up. Add

the reserved chicken pieces and

bacon and cook for 15 more
minutes. Season with salt &
pepper to taste.

7) At this point, you can ladle

a serving into an oven-proof

bowl, mix the bread crumbs up

with the olive oil and sprinkle

the mixture on top of the stew

in the bowl. Place the bowl

under the broiler of a toaster

oven and allow it to become
crispy (about 5-6 minutes) and

serve it up! Serving suggestion:

Allow the Cassoulet to cool,

cover it well and store it in the

fridge. When you want to eat,

follow step seven, except before

you sprinkle and broil, nuke for

3-4 minutes first, then proceed

as stated. For a party, adjust the

size of the bowl, the time in the

nuke, the size of the broiling

oven (etc..) for the size of the

crowd. I hope you all enjoy!

Louis Davis is a Collegian

columnist. You can e-mail him
with any comments about this

column or any culinary ques-

tions in general at

LouieXO@aol.com.

MADRID I

$226 $415 I

Doors Open
AT 9PM
18+

Scheduled flights

Fares to worldwide destinations
Eurail passes available

Weekend surcharges may apply
Customs-immigration taxes apply
Fares subjeeffio change without
notice. Int'l. student \.D. cards

may be required.

Prism tra vel
545 Fifth Ave.. NY. NY 10017

212-986 8420*

800.-272-9676

Are you sick of telemarketers trying

to sell you stuff you don't need?

Do from) you want to escape f r<

credit card companies?

$tt cuiHUf frvtoK it all aid co*kc

evnite fr»i> Ait* & J.UU*ty.
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WINTER SESSION 1998 at Fitchburg State College

NICARAGUAN BIOLOGICAL
RESEARCH
Study Abroad Program
Offered in collaboration with the University of Mobile (Central American

Campus at San Marcos) this two-week program runs January 3-18, 1998.

Enroll in six credits (undergraduate or graduate), exploring the topography

of volcanos, cloud forests and tropical islands of Central America.

COURSE TOPIC: Tropical Biology (6 credits)

• Accommodations in university dorms

• Meal Pian

• Shuttle service from airport to San Marcos

• Access to university facilities and services

For more information, call the International Education Office at

(978)665-3089 or the DCCE Office at (978)665-31 82. ^

THIS IS THE BREAK
YOU'VE BEEN WAITING FOR
College Students: While you're home for semester break, why not

take a course or two at Fitchburg State College? In just a few weeks,

you can earn credits in English, art education, philosophy, psychology,

sociology or computer science. Both graduate and undergraduate,

our credits are transferable to virtually any college in the country.

WINTER INTERSESSION - Dec. 17 - Jon. 16
Register Today with the Division of Graduate and Continuing

Education. Phone-In, Fax-In, Mail-In, Walk-In or E-Mail!

P.S. - For those of you who would like to plan ahead, ask about our summer

course schedule, which this year includes amazingly affordable credit studies

abroad in Rome, Italy and Dublin, Ireland.
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Creative jazz to provoke the ear

V
nts tf#»B8 W*
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How wfrahing it li to stun with
some imugimiim .iiiui/ing recordings

for one of my finul columns. Yes. the

folkl ut the always mystical ECM
label (best known for housing many
recordings of Keith larrett, |;ick

Deiohnette and Dave Holland) have
recently issued a couple

of discs that pro

voke though

to follow

t h e

music,

and to

fully
immerse oneself

into the creative

current of the

electrical signals

that become
jazz.

Selected
Signs I is the

most recent

anthology by the Europe -based label

(distributed in the U.S. by BMC), and
features tracks swinging from the

bebop-based to more romantic, open

sounds, illustrating the diversity of

ECM's 1<W releases. The progressive

be-bop of trumpeter Tomasz Stanko's

"Svantetic" is followed by the daunt-

ing solo piece "Gorrion" performed

by Dono Saluzzi on bandoneon
(which is not unlike accordion).

The meditative "Morning," with

star-gazing saxophone work by Tore

Brunborg on pianist Misha Alperin's

piece, as well as "Past Present" by

flugelhorn player Kenny Wheeler's

quartet, with the guitar of Bill Frisell

creating a stained-glass window to

view it all through complements more
moving, and chaotic pieces. The short

conversation between drums & other

percussion on Marilyn Mazur's
"Creature Talk" and the "out there"

version of the traditional "Motherless

Child" by |oe Maneri's quartet are

two such tracks. This collection is a

museum of international jazz commu-
nication.

Besides featuring the far-off tropi-

cal storm that is "Free Above Sea"

that shows up on Selected Signs !.

lack Delohnette's Oness (ECM) is lull

of many other fine musical adven-

tures.

Along with Don Alias (percussion).

Michael Cain (piano; not the actor,

mind you), and the young (erome
Harris (guitar), the drummer/com-
poser launches into pieces of epic pro-

portion, such as

"Priestesses Of
The Mist"

(15:10).
"Jack

I n "*to
(12:35) and the

double feature

"From The
Heart/C.M.A."
(27:32), all

amazing and
individual on
their own.
Deiohnette is

proof that one can travel through the

jazz world for 30+ years and still have

ideas to send shivers down even the

biggest cynic's spine.

The first major tribute to the late

jazz singer Ella Fitzgerald is out now
on Verve, and has been put together

by veteran singer Dee Dee
Bridgewater with help by many oth-

ers. Dear Ella, with a title taken from

the final track on the album written

by Kenny Burrell and performed by

just that guitarist and Bridgewater in

duo, is a tribute that features this

vocalist in big band, combo, trio and

string orchestra contexts. Fitzgerald

was most often heard in front of such

combinations, and so Bridgewater

wanted to corne as close to

Fitzgerald's surroundings as she

could.

Employing Ray Brown, Ella's main

rms-ist and husband, was a good first

step — actually, as the story goes, he

prodded her to do the project.

Despite all new arrangements for this

album, it does not sail too far past

standard jazz. It's not meant to be a

creative innovation, but instead a

"thank you" to the First Lady Of
Song. "Undecided" succeeds most in

its bluesiness with the big band, but

"Slow Boat To China" is also a stand-

out with trio. The disc could be com-

pletely empty if it had not been for

Bridgewater's wonderful, sugary

voice. Ella's grateful. I'm sure.

Now for a quick re-issue rundown

for this week. RCA Victor's 80th

Anniversary. Vol. 7. 1980-1989 is

another collection this week that com-

bines different manifestations of jazz.

There's the electric funk of Steve

Coleman's "Tschnaz," and the

Brecker Bros. "Jennifer;" the quiet,

sweet vocal tracks by Chet Baker,

Cleo Laine and Carmen McRae; and

other areas, like Roy Hargrove's

be-bop oriented "Whisper Not," and

Hugh Masekela's Afro-pop/jazz

hybrid "Uptownship." It's all here,

collected from RCA's biggest '80s

albums.

Earl Hines Plays Duke Ellington.

Vol. II (New World) follows up a pre-

vious 2-disc set with more solo per-

formances by one of the most
well-known jazz pianists of this cen-

tury. "Fatha" Hines recorded these

tracks between 1971 and 1975, and

played only the Ellington tunes that

could be arranged for piano — inter-

esting liner notes by Bill Weilbacher

tell the story behind the music. The

bass runs on "In A Mellotone" take

over the melody, as the chord runs on

"It Don't Mean A Thing" outline that

song's theme. You can't not like this

stuff.

After commenting on some of Blue

Note's Connoisseur Series releases.

I'll finish off my overview with Baby

Face Willette's organ jazz presented

on his Face To Face album from

1961. Although the spaces reserved

for solos take on typical hard-bop

cliches, the main choruses of the

tunes are where true greatness lies.

Not that the solos are a waste of time

— check out the way Willette uses his

volume pedal for expressiveness at cli-

maxes, or guitarist Grant Green's bit-

ing semi-distortion effects. Quite a

nice session, though "Swingin' At

Sugar Ray's" and "Whatever Lola

Wants" stick out the most.

Joshua Boyd is a Collegian colum-

nist.
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Pizza

Calzones

Subs

Buffalo Wings

**o> Fast Free Delivery

Sunday - Thursday:

3:30 PM -1:30 AM
Friday & Saturday:

3:30 PM -2 AM

rl

Jl1

A/rt>

Any Large Four Topping Pizza

only $9.

'

May not be ccmbined w/other coupon or offer Expires 2/28/98

IT AIN'T EASTt,

BUT IT'S SMART
Winter Session '98

Why Winter Session?

• Catch up so you can graduate on time

• Focus on just one class, one set of homework assignments

• Make up lost credits

• Take a usually overenroiled prerequisite for your major

• Earn three credits in three weeks

Smaller classes mean more individual attention.

Winter Session '98

January 5-26

Pick up a blue course catalog at Continuing Education in

Goodell Bldg. or anywhere on campus; in town at stores,

restaurants, banks.

Or call 545-0107 and we'll send you one.

Check out the updated course list at www.umass.edu/

confined/

Winter Session

Division of Continuing Education

University of Massachusetts Amherst

The Division of Continuing Education is

moving to 358 N. Pleasant St. in January.

Despite wait, Star Wars lives on
Hey kids, welcome to yel another Four Color

Commentary, your source for all the happenings in

the world of graphic literature. Apparently, I have a

legion of computer illiterate fans out there who just

can't seem to figure out how to send me comments

and suggestions at scribel974@aol.com.

Either that, or rampant apathy is

infecting comic readers

across the pioneer valley *3£v«y
Tft^fMvT^

COMMENTARY
••Jiff Carter

like mad cow disease

Come on folks, start

zapping me some
e-mail or else I'm going

to fill this column up
with reviews of Valiant

and Sonic the Hedgehog
comics! Ask yourselves, do
you feel lucky? Well, do ya punks?

Ahem, now onto this week's column

It's time to wake up and face reality folks, the

new Star Wars movie is not coming out until May
25, 1999.

Let me repeat that.

May 25, 1999. Ouch.

Even though the film, which stars Ewan
Macgregor (A Life Less Ordinary). Liam Neeson

(Schindler's List). Natalie Portman {The

Professional) and 10-year old lake Lloyd (tingle All

The Way), wrapped up filming back on Sept. 26.

George Lucas and his cadre of techno wizards at

Industrial Light & Magic still have 18 months of

special effects and post-production work to com-

plete. After the success of the "Special Edition"

i;e-issues of the Star Wars Trilogy last winter, the

entire free world is chomping at the bit to lop down

$8 for Star Wars: Episode I, (the new film's tenta-

tive title). But with a year and half to wait, how will

Star Wars fans' rabid appetites be satiated? Luckily,

the fine folks at Dark Horse Comics provide plenty

of quality Star Wars comic books to keep us busy

while we're waiting to find out how young Anakin

Skywalker turns to the dark side and becomes every-

one's favorite heavy-breathing baddie, Darth Vader.

However. Dark Horse almost lost Star Wars last

summer. Back in August, the license to produce Star

Wars comics, which Dark Horse owned since 1991,

expired. A massive bidding war then took place

between several major comic publishers to acquire

the highly lucrative Star Wars properties, which are

considered "hot sellers" in a sluggish comic market,

especially with the forthcoming brand new trilogy of

movies. |im Lee's Wildstorm comics. Rob Liefeld's

Awesome Entertainment, and even the big

Kahunas at Marvel Comics made pre-

sentations and argued for the rights

to produce comics featuring Luke,

Han and others. In the end. Dark

Horse was granted a renewal of the

license, and Star Wars fans every-

where let out a collective sigh of

relief. Could you imagine a Star

Wars comic drawn by Lee or Liefeld?

Wed have a hulking, teeth-clenched

Han Solo, and a six-inch Princess Leia with a

44DD chest, eight inch waist, and legs up to her

neck!

To keep fans occupied in 1998. Dark Horse's

big Star Wars project is Crimson Empire, a

six-issue miniseries written by Dark Horse publisher

Mike Richardson with art by Kilian Plunket

(Shadows of the Empire). Crimson Empire follows

the adventures of a lone Imperial Royal Guardsman

(those cool red guys who said zilch in Return of the

ledi) who tries to defend the honor of the Emperor

when another guardsman makes a play for the

Imperial throne. Also coming out way in 1998 is

Vader's Quest, by Darko Macan (Grendel Tales)

and Dave Gibbons (Watchmen), which takes place

between Star Wars and The Empire Strikes Back,

and tells the story of how Vader finds out who
destroyed the first Death Star and the ramifications

that information has on his future. Star Wars novel-

ist Kevin J. Anderson writes two Star Wars series in

1998, Tales of the /edi: The Redemption of Ulic Oel

Droma and ledi Academy: The Leviathan of Korbos.

Last, but certainly not least, the well-written and

drawn adventures of cult hero Wedge Antilles and

his X-Wing Rogue Squadron will continue through-

out 1998. So you see. Star Wars is alive and well

and there's a bounty of reading material out there

for the |edi in all of us. May the force be with you!

Turn to STAR WARS, page 1
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^Liquor Specials"
Jamison »l5.

9,;"° m'|

Bailey's '16." '*>'

Beefeater »l2.*"7i0ml
I

YOU HAVE TO SEE IT TO BELIEVE IT!

MICRO BREWS
Sam Adams
Lager + Winter Lager

Oregon IPA

Brooklyn
Brown Ale, Pale Ale, IPA. Lager > 2-P»* *°«^

,9 «
BoWei
t- dep

Softies

* dep

kxtU
• ay

Stolkhnaya

Bacardi Limon

Micro Kegs
In Stock

l^ #
"'750 ml

Smutty Nose
Chuck Wheat

x4."
BoM/es

BEER SPECIALS
Bud Dry
30-paik Cans

Busch + Busch Lite
Case Bottles

Cenny Summer Brew »1 ."
pack • dtp

OISCOVER. VISA MASTESCAOD ACCEPTED - OPEN 9am to 11pm

HT 9 EAST / 338 COLLEGE ST (413)253 538-1 I TAKE 1-91 TO EXIT 19 - BT 9 east
Full Redemption

Center

oNr lOVe. oNe HeART. ONe GReAT PARTY!!!

IT'S THAT TiMr OF VrAl? WWrN THOUSANDS OF STtrrNTS COMr

TO JAMAICA TO FrrL AlBiGNT - FOR AN UNBt-B.it-VABa.e- PRiCt.H

PACKAGE INCLUDES:

• Round-Trip Airfare

• ? Nights Hotel

Accommodations

• Round-Trip Airport

a Hotel Transfers

^isss*
M«*u

• Free Welcome. Beach

a Evening Parties

• Free Admission to

Night Clubs

• Discounts on Restaurants.

Water Sports a Side

Incursions

• Negril Packages

Available trom $459

• Professional On-Site

Tour Reps

• Complete Weekly activities

Program Offering Optional

Sunset Cruise. Booie Cruise.

Toga Party a More!

• Free Bonus Party Pack

SUN SkPtLASM TOURS
i 600-426-7710

*'GGV wAJ?Llf

CONCF|?T r,
r

STUfDtrNT TRAVrL SrRViCrS
A 300-643-4349

Pre* it per person baud on quad occupancy NY BWI/Wash Cleveland. Cincinnati Columbus Nashville New Orleans. Philadelphia. Pittsburgh departures

Other cities may qoaHty tor reduction or require surcharge US and Jamaica departure ta«es (currently $57) and $9 handling charge additional

Add $30 tor 3*3.7,6796 bookings Rates increase $30 on 12/15/97 Peak week suicharges/ott week discounts may apply Restrictions and cancellation penalties apply

Limited availability Subfect to change without notice Call tor lull details on hotel selection ami availability
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Rock's endearing misfits
By Marty Keane
Collegian Staff

KENNETH W P 5COTT\COLLECIAN

Robert Smith (pictured) and the Cure performing at the Orpheum
Theatre Tuesday night.

THE CURE (WBCN X-MAS RAVE)
Orpheum Theatre

Dec 2

BOSTON — During the begin-

ning of the Cure's show in the OOXJf

confines of the Orpheum Theatre.

Robert Smith addressed the ador-

ing throng and confessed "it's fun

doing stuff we don't normally do."

Of all the bands that emerged in

the immediate aftermath of punk
rock in the late '70s. the Cure
quickly became one of the most
enduring and popular, thanks in no
small part to Smith's ability to fuse

the brain of |im Morrison and the

soul of the Pillsbury Doughboy. As
the first non-heavy metal band to

make it into the arenas, the Cure
have always transcended simply
being the world's most popular
goth band.

In performing several

lesser-known, but equally impor-

tant songs over 18 songs and 100

minutes, the Cure gave those lucky

enough to be in attendance (the

show sold out in four minutes)
something many undoubtedly
weren't sure they wanted, but

wound up embracing just the same.

Those comments he made early

on waxed quite prophetic as the

evening wore on during a perfor-

mance that saw the quasi-goth
English quartet eschew merely just

playing the hits. What many expect-

ed to be a night spent reflecting

back on their recently released

Galore singles compilation was
instead a mining expedition for lost

gems.
Sure, they peppered the set with

a few old standbys ("Fascination

Street." "High"), but the majority

of songs were either minor singles

("10:15 Saturday Night," "Never
Enough") or older tracks culled

from their creative burst in the

mid- '80s, including the mesmeriz-
ing opener "Shake Dog Shake" and
"One Hundred Years."

Not surprisingly, the show's cli

max was the regal synth- pop num-
ber "|ust Like Heaven." easily the

Cure's best song, and incidentally.

Smith's favorite. Drenched in a

dense fog that engulfed the band in

a haze of smoke, chubby Bob
weaved a sublimely twisted juxta-

position of melancholy and bliss,

delivered in his permanently sniffly

voice.

By and large, what sets the Cure
apart from their contemporaries
lies in the fact that most of their

songs' backbone is anchored by the

synthesiser instead of the guitar.

The guitar plays an important role,

but mostly in a rhythmic capacity,

adding textures and tone.

Two songs that eschewed this

formula were tunes that serve to

bookend their almost 20-year
career. Newly released, the

so-silly— it's— brilliant "Wrong
Number" is a gregarious slab of

Wire-derived power pop driven by

a credibly angular guitar groove.

Anchored by Smith's oversized
Gibson, the song's outro ended up
sounding like a jet engine preparing

to take-off — signifying the Cure's

subtle turn towards conventional

rock 'n roll. "Killing An Arab," a

song off their first demo tape dat-

ing back to 1979, had a similar rau-

cous feel to it, with chunky riffage

and hard-hitting drums.
Oh. and for those of you who

must know, yes he was dressed in

all black, yes his hair was a mess
and yes he had baby-doll slabs of

red lipstick on his lips.

The Collegian... the Cure for all your ailments

Wide array of gift ideas

for Grateful Dead fans

By Joshua Boyd
Collegian Staff

Editor's Note: This is the first

of a 2-part column focusing on

the wide breadth of Grateful
Dead and Dead-related items

released recently.

With all the millions of fans

the Grateful Dead left behind in

their wake following the Aug. 9,

1995 death of Jerry Garcia
(causing the end of the Dead in

turn), the recording industry has

seen a large number of tribute

discs, new projects by former
members and lots of archival live

material released from their

wealthy vaults. If there's a

Deadhead you know and love,

you may want to look into the

following items to bless their

Christmas with fine music. You
may want to put it on your own
wish-list. There are no bad
albums in this column.

•First released at a mega-party

at the Revere, Mass. Wonderland
Ballroom in October, Dick's

Pick's 9 (Grateful Dead
Records) is the latest from this

seemingly (hopefully) never-end-

ing series of Dead performances

chosen by the band's personal

archivist Dick Latvala.

The new 3-CD set features the

full show from Sept. 16. 1990 at

Madison Square Garden. This

show was only the second show
featuring Bruce Hornsby on
piano and harmony vocals in his

two-tour stint with the band.

This is also the first recording of

the Dead in its last incarnation:

Keyboardist Vince Welnick
replaces Brent Mydland who had

died less than two months

before.

The music itself is mostly

amazing, with that dark reverb

that only the MSG can product-

over it all. The veterans truly put

the spotlight on their two new
keyboardists. The full blues solo

ing on "Little Red Rooster," the

piano etude qualities of "He's

Gone->No MSG |am" and

assorted other spots over the

three discs prove this in victori-

ous glory. Not that the other

members of the band were
slouches.

In "Cassidy." everyone mounts

a trail to a high climax, and they

repeat that in "Deal." Near the

end of the show, on disc 5. they

end "Morning Dew" with a beau-

tiful crescendo. Also, Mickey
Hart and Billy Kreutzmann trot

out both their trap/world percus-

sion-drumming skills as well as

their mindbending electronica

devices. I say keep 'em coming.

Dick!
• Does somebody you know

need good reading material over

this break? Despite being basi-

cally an encyclopedia. The
American Book Of The Dead
(Fireside) is a fine read-

through. Author Oliver Trager's

entries are critical where they

need to be (less-than-average

songs; album reviews), and
always laced with exquisite

biographies of well over 100 fig-

ures in music who were either in

the Dead, associated with them,

or influenced them. Not only

that, but you get the stories and

history behind the thousands of

songs that made their way

Turn to DEAD, page 1
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The hits and misses of '97 TV season] The romantic sadism of Woody Allen
November was quite a month for television. From the

demise of our adolescent cult-heroes Beavis & Butt head
to "ER" moving out of the emergency room and going to

California for an episode, the much-vaunted November
sweeps period provided for some interesting and often

compelling viewing.

Still though, the current season

has been on the whole mostly
uneven, with even old reliables

"The Simpsons" and "Seinfeld"

experiencing some mis-step*

Here then, is a thoroughly opin-

ionated look at this season's hits

and misses

HITS:
• "South Park" (Comedy

Central, 10 p.m., Wednesday).
Without a doubt, Eric Cartman is

the funniest character on televi-

sion. Along with his cohorts and
the inventively humorous bit play-

ers, they somehow manage to

incite furor and offend nearly

everyone in 30 minutes — and
that's not easy. Who knew being Hitler for Halloween
could be funny?

• "The Daily Show" (Comedy Central. M p.m.,

Monday Thursday). Probably the most consistently hilari-

ous half hour of television on a nightly basis. Former
ESPN anchor Craig Kilborn presides over deliciously sar-

castic mayhem every night and eggs his guests to get more
questions right than Kathy Ireland during "5 Questions."

• "Dharma & Greg" (ABC, 8:30 p.m., Wednesday).

One of a handful of freshman shows that has shown
promise. "Dharma & Greg" features the mismatched love

story between a serious and up-and-coming lawyer and

his free- spirited wife, played by the season's only break-

out star thus far, |enna Elfman.

• "Saturday Night Live" (NBC, 1 1:30 p.m., Saturday).

Even though every skit after Norm MacDonald's
Weekend Update (which is a hoot) is lame, this season

has provided some of the funniest moments in years.

Anyone who saw New York Mayor Rudy Guiliani's guest

spot on the |oe Pesci Show or MacDonald's take on Larry

King know where I'm coming from.

• "ER" (NBC, 10 p.m., Thursday). Almost since its

inception four years ago, this hospital drama has topped

Nielson's ratings as the most watched show on television.

This season has seen the show take some chances with

their well-oiled machine. The "live" season premiere was

Tube Notes
by

Marty Keane

interesting only in concept, but Ro-s (George Clooney)

and Greene's (Anthony Edwards) trip to California illus-

trated why this show is — in addition to the highest rated

— the most compelling. The reason is simple; the rich

character development and eminently compelling story-

lines that the most accomplished ensemble cast in T.V.

since "L.A. Law" has to work

with each week ensure the show's

continuous quality.

• "Law & Order" (NBC, 10

p.m.. Wednesday). Much as their

counterparts in the ER, this gritty

police/legal drama succeeds in pro-

ducing gripping episodes through

thought- provoking dialogue,

interspersed with Det. BrifCo'l

(|erry Orbaeh) smarmy sense of

humor and District Attorney lack

McCoy's (Sam Waterston) crusty

demeanor. After winning the

Emmy for Best Drama, it's about

time this show is being shown the

limelight after languishing in rela-

tive obscurity for several years.

MISSES:
• "lenny" (NBC, 8:30 p.m.. Monday). Easily the lamest

show this season, featuring the woefully over-exposed

Jenny McCartney and her dead father, played by George

Hamilton. The (supposed) humor is utterly sophomoric,

pandering to people's lowest common denominator.

Worry not though, even the hype machine at NB Must C
can't keep holding onto this trash.

• "The X-Files" (Fox, 9 p.m., Sunday). The long, ardu

ous trek downhill continues as this once-worthy creature

of Chris Carter becomes ever more entrenched in weird-

ness. Even last week's attempt at period noir came off as

contrived and just plain puzzling.

• "Brooklyn South" (CBS. 10 p.m., Monday). Set in

Brooklyn, this new entry into the overcrowded cop drama

genre is a bit too pretentious, and unrealistic. I mean, how

are we supposed to relate to NYPD who look like pretty

faces from Hollywood.
• "Fired Up." "Suddenly Susan." "Caroline in the City"

(NBC, Monday nights) Can anyone tell the difference

between these three female sitcoms? Does anyone care?

Women on television deserve better than this.

• "Melrose Place" (Fox, 8 p.m., Monday). What was

once a guilty pleasure for many has morphed into a laugh-

ably bad melodrama of sleaze and stupidity.

Marty Keane is a Collegian columnist.

COURTESY BRIAN HAMILL

Woody Allen, shown here directing Mia Farrow and |udy Davis

Husband and Wives, has made his mark on filmmaking.

in

Star Wars
continued from page 9

Review: Captain America #1

(Marvel, $2.99)

When I saw this comic on the

shelf two weeks ago, I could've

sworn there was a heavenly light

pouring through it. This is the

one comic I have been breathless-

ly waiting for since Marvel gave

Mark Waid and Ron Carney the

shaft and handed Cap over to

Rob Liefeld for that woeful
"Heroes Reborn" project. After

reading it. I was not disappoint-

ed. Waid and Garney are back
with a vengeance, delivering a

tightly scripted, beautifully illus-

trated Captain America story full

of good ol" slam-bang action and

adventure. The Sentinel of

Liberty has never looked better

boys and girls. This might be

Marvel's highest quality book and

I can't wait to see what happens

next. A
\eff Carter is a Collegian

columnist

Dead

The Arts & Living section is always

looking for new writers.

Stop by the Collegian or call 545-1491 for

more information.

fust do it.

continued from page 10

through the Dead's repertoire and

the studio/live albums, as well as

recommendations on the best per-

formances of certain songs circulat-

ing on live tapes

• After the Dead disbanded fol-

lowing Garcia's death late in the

summer of 1995, the surviving

members all went their separate

ways. Some followed musical
endeavours that they'd been work-

ing on off to the side of the Dead.

Weir had been playing small clubs

A theatres with Rob Waterman.
who plays the slick electric 6-stiing

stand-up bass, since the late '80s

Teaming up with other musicians.

the two formed their current band

Ratdog in the earlv '90s

However, Weir/Wasserman Live

(Grateful Dead) was recorded

mostly at a 1988 club date and

gives listeners an early look at this

decade-old partnership. The music

on this CD is luxuriant with Weir's

completely unique songwriting. lay-

ering the lyrics of |ohn Perry

Barlow (and even a poem by

Rudyard Kipling on "The
Winners") under chord progres-

sions that resound in a part of the

mind the listener was unaware they

possessed.

While "Looks like Rain" and

"Throwing Stones" would be most

familiar to Deadheads, they are

nicely reworked for just acoustic

guitar and Wassennan'j virtuosic

bats abilities. "Eternity." taped

from 1992. and "Easy To Slip"

(which has since become a Ratdog

standard at their shows) win the

most points for their breadth of

suund and splendid lyrics, but the

whole disc is indispensable and is a

must-have.

Dick's Picks, Vol. 9 and
Weir/Wasserman Live can be

ordered through Grateful Dead
Mercantile at 1-800-225- 3 323.

They are not available in stores.

By Adam Levine

Collegioo Staff

Woody Allen is one of the few true

austere American directors. For over

three decades he has both entertained

and inspired through his multi-dimen-

sional talents as an actor, filmmaker,

comedian, writer and satirist of

Western society. He has instilled humor

in subjects so long conceived as taboo

ranging from masturbation and infideli-

t\ !u politics and religion Despite his

falls from glory within the world of

Hollywood as well as the public eye, we
can not deny the influence Allen has

had on international cinema. Now with

Deconstructing Harry, his 27th film as

both writer and director which opens in

December, Allen attempts once again

to prove his unique, sophisticated film-

making styles to the world.

First gaining recognition in the early

'60s as a comedian and actor, Allen

made his presence in Hollywood
known in 1965 with his scripts for

What's New Pussycat and What's Up
Tigerlily His hilarious reworkings of a

Japanese film where he overdubbed the

dialogue with his own absurd sense of

comic brilliance led What's Up
Tigerlilly to become an instant cult clas-

sic. In 1969 he took his first shot at the

director's chair with Take the Money

and Run, but it wasn't until his 1971

sophomore effort Bananas that he was

recognized as on the road to genius sta-

tus. Throughout these years we have

come to adore his nebbish New York

eccentricities, his thick framed glasses.

his lovable however nerdy persona, his

urban neurosis, but most importantly

his ongoing quest for love which almost

always betrays him in the end. No one

has ever made the romantic comedy as

delightfully sadistic as Woody Allen

Here are just some of the highlights

from his exceptional career

Everything You Always Wanted to

Know About Sex but Were Afraid to

Ask (1972) — Inspired by the classic

book, Allen's reworking of human sex-

uality. Divided into separate chapters

which discuss issues of sexual curiosity.

Includes Gene Wilder's confessions of

bestiality and a gigantic breast conquer-

ing the countryside.

Sleeper (1973) — The highlight of

Allen's work in the '70s. A futuristic

Turn to ALLEN, page 12
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Auditions For

Not Ready

For Bedtime

Players
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Monday, December 8 - 7:30 pm

Campus Center Rm. 163C

For more information call the Health Education Division of the

University Health Services and ask for Sally or Mike 577-5181

KARAOKE
W/ DIVA PRODUCTIONS BY LAURIE

^Memos
'The New
Horizons

Dec. 13 Love Bomb

Northampton (Exit 18 off 1 91)

584 4830

COME TO LIQUORS 44 AND SAVEAL0T OF "DOUGH!DOUGH!DOUGH?
MaTXMM

Hatch FOOD
COURT

Don't Drink
and Drive

Located in the Student Union Basement

Great Food Where You Least Expect It.

Brought to you by Campus Center Food Services

Pizza

Calzones

Subs

Buffalo Wings

*\0M Fast Free Delivery

Sunday - Thursday:

3:30 PM -1:30 AM
Friday & Saturday:

3:30 PM -2 AM

Large Cheese Pizza

only $6.'

May not be combined w/othef coupon or offer Expires 2/28/98

University Dental Associates

r, ivtd A. Brown • Dr. Marjan z. KhfKladousT

Convienient Hours • insunp^H
New tomiltes welcome •Dentl

;tk Dentl

|t*7 Amhtut lid, Sandcrli

MILLER HIGH LIFE &
GENUINE DRAFT &
GENUINE
DRAFT LIGHT
CASE OF 30-1 2 01 CANS

^EljŶ M
i ut

HARPOON &
RED HOOK
ALL FLAVORS 6 PK. BOTTI IS

sa + 0FP

BrCK'>BEER
LIGHT A DARK
12 PK. BOTTLES

cwhrW
r"/jtl'»(t.V

V
6 PK. BOTTLES

9

sa + DEP.

KOCH'S GOLDEN
ANNIVERlSARY
light a ice
case 2-12 pk. cas

9
+ DEP.

ROLLING
ROCK
1/2 KEGS t% + OfP.

Ml KEGS
BVn,BVl)LT.,RII>l< I

MICH., MICH. IT, MICH.
AMBER BOAC. LIT, RE:D lUHi. ICEHOVSE

SZ9+ DEP

/KciicLlan
CHARHOSSAY

A

CABERNETSAVVIGNON
750 ML

CARLO ROSSI
ALL PLAVOKS
too

GLEN ELLEN
WHITE UNFANDEl
750 ML

CONCHA Y TORO
CMAMDONHAX, \tl KIOT.

CABERSET, MERI.OT.
Ml V1GNON, SI Mil I (is

ISO

POPOV VODKA
175 *103

ANDRE CHAMPAGNE
Al.l.tl AYORS
750 ML s2

91T"
MH El) RIM 175

flElSCHMANNs
PREFERRED H
WHISKEY

175

SALE '11.49

MAIL-IN REBAJt -3.00

'' $^P49
COST
*8*'

Jhc

GLENLIVET
SINGLE MALT SCOTCH

750 ML

AMARETTO DI SARONNO
750 ML sta49

We Accept

Cans and Bottles

for Redemption

HADLEY
253-9344

NORTHAMPTON
586-3007ESQ

HOLYOKE
534-4555

SALE PRICES

THURS. 12 4 97 THRU
WEDS. 1210,97

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS
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Weaver reprises Ellen Ripley role
Alien: Resurrection fails to show audience anything new

shopping
continued from page 5

dal deals before noon.

Catalogs — Catalogs offer a great way to shop from

home and have everything delivered to your doorstep just

in time for Christmas. Some catalog compunies will even

wrap your present and attach a Christinas card. You might

be taking a chance by ordering clothes, but for the most

part, catalog companies have a fairly liberal return policy.

Be assertive — Shopping malls at this time of year are

nasty. Don't be afraid to be aggressive when you have to

be. At the same time, don't be rude. Letting people push

you around will make shopping a less than enjoyable expe-

rience.

Ask — If you can't find what you are looking for. track

down the salesperson and ask. During the rush, things get

misplaced or maybe the item you're looking for is out of

stock. Asking will take away some of the aggravation and

make shopping easier for you.

Indulge — Shopping is hard work. If you're starting to

feel the first pangs of frustration, take a deep breath and

head for a scoop shop or cookie place for a sweet treat.

Take a load off, put the bags down and simply relax.

However, avoid coffee — it'll make you more jittery and

nervous.

Shopping is never easy, but with a few deep breaths and

some careful planning, you can make it a more enjoyable

experience.

Seema Gangatirkur is a Collegian columnist.

food
continued from page 5

going to get their ham or turkey during the holi-

days) and a pie (either homemade Or store bought)

will make your friends swear eternal devotion to

y

°And no pun intended, you kill a whole bunch of

holiday birds with one stone — or something like

If you're not an experienced cook, then when is a

better time to learn? Come on. don't you want to

screw up those chocolate chip and macadamia nut

cookies over and over again? You know you do —
don't lie to me.

My advice is to start small, like those pre-pro-

grammed recipes you find on chocolate chip bags,

or on the back of Bisquick boxes. Those tecipes are

there because they're simple, not like the quadru-

ple-layer chocolate and almond torte I'm famous

for — on the other side of the pond, that is.

Most of all, just have fun. A famous cook from

Georgia, who gave me his amazing recipe (through

a airplane magazine) for Brunswick Stew, said

something like, "Food is all about getting people

together and having a good time... and I like being

the person who can do that."

That's what it is all about. Happy Holidays.

lornw Kansanen is a Collegian columnist.
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Winona Ryder, pictured here in Little

in Alien: Resurrection.

Women, takes on a different kind of role when she joins Sigourney Weaver

By Bryan McAllister

Collegian Correspondent

AUEN: RESURRECTION
Directed by Jean-Pierre Jeunet

with Sigourney Weaver, Winona
Ryder, Ron Perlman

Playing at Mt. Farms Theaters

The movie sequel is getting much
easier to make these days. No
longer are deceased villains, or

heroes for that matter, really gone

for good. Thanks to genetic engi-

neering, Hollywood can bring back

its best bad guys — just imagine a

cloned laws haunting the waters

again. Or while they're at it. why
not make a whole school of killer

sharks Luckily, this hasn't hap-

pened yet. because for once the

movie industry had a decent idea.

They decided to bring back one of

the greatest action heroes in film

hisu r| I Hen Ripley. It s just too

bad they couldn't resurrect a better

movie as well.

Ripley and her aliens have a deep

history, and Alien: Resurrection.

the fourth installment, doesn't

bother to explain much of it. It's a

good idea to have seen the pnvkMH
Alien film- before \iewing this one.

However, you don't need much of

an Alien IQ to appreciate another

flawless performance by Sigourney

Weaver. She truly stands above the

material — still motherly and car-

ing, yet tougher and more sardonic

than ever before. She gets hit with

a barbell and only suffer- a nose

bleed, and she firebombs a lab in

the film's most disturbing scene.

Oh. and it also seems she's not

quite human anymore, because her

blood oozes acid and she even has a

curious physical affection for the

aliens Hey. what's a horror movie

without

Mien: Resurrection begins 200
years after the last movie and
Ripley's suicidal death. The evil

"Company" of government officials

has cloned Ripley in order to

remove the alien queen in her stum

ach. and they plan to breed the

alien in order to use its offspring

for genetic purposes. Like in all

Alien movies, the Company com-
pletely underestimates their cap-

tives despite warnings from Ripley

like "She's a queen. She'll breed.

You'll die." And what do you

know, this is basically a summary

of the movie.

Weaver's exchanges with the

Company and crew members from

a transport freighter are among the

film's best moments. The movie
luckily manages to maintain the

sarcastic and playful humor that

always elevated the series above the

rest of the crowd. There are also

few welcome surprises — Winona
Rvder as a crew member with a

secret of her own. an engaging bas-

ketball scene showing off Weaver's

toughness, and a beautifulh shot

underwater et piece featuring

some nasty swim. ting aliens.

The Alien series ha- always been

a director's dream. Ridle> Scott

(CI lane), lames Cameron
(Terminator 2) and David Fincher

{Seven) all challenged the genre

with their inventive filmmaking.

The latest edition to this group ll

lean-Pierre (eunet {The City oftosi

Children), no slouch himself when
it come- to style. He produces some

good moments early in the film,

namely a montage of Ripley hatch-

ing out of I cocoon like substance

and the aliens' escape from their

glass prison. The production design

and special effects are also very

well done, especially considering

the complex movements of the

aliens and the actors' interaction

with the sets.

However, the major challenge of

anv sequel is to show the audience

something they haven't seen

before, without sacrificing the

theme and tone of the original.

This is where Alien: Resurrection

tuffer*. What made the first three

movies so special was their calcu-

lated suspense and subtle touches.

This was done through stylistic

direction, photography mixing light

and dark and morose music at just

the right moments. They exhibited

the "less is more" theory — sus-

pense was created from not show-

ing something, instead of placing it

in front of us like conventional

horror movies. Unfortunately,

that's exactly what Resurrection is

— conventional. It shows us every-

thing, meaning more aliens, more

action and much more gore. Alien

» was criticized for being to slow

and dialogue-based, so this fourth

installment is pumped up to the

max. While entertaining, many
scenes are more disturbing than

scary, especially as we discover

that Ripley is more alien than

iiuman.

The Alien movies set the stan-

dard for mixing science fiction and

horror. Recently, with movies like

The Relic and Event Horizon, that

standard has dropped. Alien

Resurrection isn't a bad movie at

all. but it certainly doesn't re-raise

the -tandard. It does. howe\ei.

-how off the diverse talents of

Sigourney Weaver, who saves the

day again, literally. But it's too bad,

by the film's end. that she can't

save the possibility of another

sequel. C+

«i« »

The calm before the
An overhead view of the soon-to-be

PHU i O KENNETH WP SCOTT

storm...
crowded Holyoke Mall.

Allen
continued from page 1

1

adventure starring Allen has a man who
woke up from an operation 200 years in

the future. This film is the quintessential

comical homage to the classic dystopia

novels.

Annie Hall (1977) — Allen won
three Academy Awards for this amazing

revisionist look at the genre of the

romantic comedy. Annie Hall also

served as a gateway to the more serious

side of Allen's talents which he focused

more on in later '80s. The film was a

fascinating blend of comedy and reali-

tic drama worthy of its place in film his-

tory.

Manhattan (1979) — One of his ear-

liest confessions of his fondness for

younger women, which as we all know

got him into quite a bit of trouble in the

years to come. With the skyline of New
York serving as the backdrop, this

comic drama attempted to enter the

lives of Manhattan's inhabitants.

Zelig (1983) — This mockumentary

is one of Allen's most interesting works.

Taking place at the height of the roar-

ing '20s Allen pokes fun at this period

of American history as man under psy-

chiatric observance for his ability to

physically alter his appearance and per-

sonality to match whoever surrounds

him.

Purple Rose of Cairo (1985) —
From one point of view a heartbreaking

romantic comedy and from another

direction an intriguing insight into our

obsessions with movie stars.

Crimes and Misdemeanors (1990)

— This overlooked drama about guilt

and repentance may be Allen's finest

script to date. Staring Martin Landau

as wealthy doctor who mu»1

whether to kill his meddling mistress.

KAI
CHI

WE DELIVER

586-2774
Sun -Weds Thurs-Sat

noon-midnight noon-2am

er
MEMBER
O.C.M.P.

\
Wl ACCBPT
ALL MAJOR

CREDIT CARDS.

I

Can We Build One For You?
Serving Sandwiches, Bagels &? Lox,

Fresh Soups 8e Salads, Take Out.

• DELIVERIES CALL, 549-6314 *
• OPEN UNTIL 9p.m. *

Pizza

Calzones

Subs

Buffalo Wings

Fast Free Delivery

Sunday - Thursday:

3:30 PM -1:30 AM
Friday & Saturday:

3:30 PM -2 AM

Medium Two'Trjpping Pizza & Two 12 oz. Sodas

only $9.
95

May not btr ' nmbined w/other coupon or oPer Expires 2/28/98

aafcSsjM^aMra^^

featuring "Rolling Rotk" 12 pk bottles
$6

The "12-Paclc" Special!

Sam's "Winter Lager"

Pete's
"Winter Brew"

Yo
#

ur

Sam's "lager" Choice.

Mill City "Old Nutcracker"

Genny Summer Brew $
5 30-pk.

"MICRO MADNESS CONTINUES"
HarpoonCatamount

Mill City
ALL FLAVORS

!

Petes

Mix & Match "TWO" 6-pks . .

.

• Delivery Available • OPEN 9:00AM to ll:00PM • Vita/Mastercard » All Bern Plm Deposit

»

PANDA EAST
CHINESE RESTAURANT & SUSHI BAR

'We bring Chinatown to you"

&&EST CHINESE RESTAURANT IN THE VALLE^
SINCE 1987

for sushi,

Sashimi and
teriyaki is

available

telephone: (413) 256-8923 / 256-8924 fax: 253-1

1

103 North Pleasant St. Amherst, MA 01002

Delivery Express: 549-0077

IIMH

STARTING AT $3.95

7 DAYS A Wl

hoops
continued from page 16

sold out, hut linvh lull.

The l.T^b is the lowest turnout lor

any UMass game mi far thi- Mtton,
Each of the three games in AUlka
had a sellout 8.700 in attending and
the Minutemen drew 10,220 at

Prano State.

Torbin
continued from page 16

I've never heen I huge husketball

Ian, but I'd always look Forward to

the games just because ol the elec-

tric atmosphere and to hear the iu.tr

that would tumble unmullled
through Mullini. I'd like to hear it

again starting Saturday.

Leigh Torbin is a Collegian
columnist.

NFL
continued from page 16

off).

Now that I've talked about how
strong the NFC Central is, let's talk

about how weak the Other two divi-

sions are. The NFC West is just piti-

ful. The first place team can't beat a

team over .500. and the other four

teams have trouble beating anybody

at all. Need I say anything else.'

The NFC Eaat is just a mess. Right

now the Giants are the front runners,

but either Washington. Philadelphia,

or Dallas has a ehanee to win the

division. Now the 'Skins have to put

|eff Hosteller at quarterback, thanks

to the broken hip suffered by Gus
Frerotte. which will either be a bless-

ing or a curse. The I agles have been

too inconsistent, and should fold over

the final three weeks \nd as far as

Dallas. I hate these guys. It's going to

take more victories and less com-
plaining to keep the Cowboys from

hitting the links a little earlier than

they are accustomed to.

\ioviiig o\ei to the AFC, the pic

ture is just as fuzzy, with nine teams

battling for six playoff spots.

Someone has to win the Alt' East,

and Pittsburgh, [acksonville, Kansas

City and Denver appear to be

shoo-ins. That leaves the other two

AFC Fast teams. Seattle and
Tennessee, playing for one spot.

Whoever gets it will be the team

that wants it 'he most. We'll just

hjVC to see who that Is.

I am well aware of the fact that

there are plenty of big game-
remaining to be played over the final

three weeks of the season. However,

by the time I write my next column

in a couple of weeks, most ol the

playoff spots will already have been

decided. So even though you proba-

bly don't care. I'm going to give you

my playoff predict ion- anyway.

The AFC: Denver. Kansas City,

lacksonville. Pittsburgh, the lets, and

of course. New England. I rea!l\

wanted to pick Tennessee to make
the post season, but I can't ignore

the lets.

The NFC: San Francisco. Green

Bay. Tampa Bay. Minnesota. Detroit

and the Giants will make the

post season The other three NFC
East teams will try to pull out a last-

second surprise, but it will be to no

avail.

I'll keep you in suspense with the

playoff lowdown. Alter all. we'll

have to see how many mistakes I

made when I sit back down and

write this in a couple of weeks.

Until then, sit back, relax and

enjoy the games.

Michael Kpbylanski is a Collegian

staff member
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Golden State star

attacks Carlesimo

during team practice
By Jim Litice

Associated Press

Toe the Line!

Mike Babul has provided a much needed spark as small forward for the Massachusetts men's basket-

ball team.

It took only a few days for some-

body in the NBA to step forward and

make Scottte Pippen look good. The
trick will be to keep it from becoming

a parade.

On Monday, Latrell Sprewell. a

three-time All-Star with Golden
State, attacked his coach — not once,

but twice. Sprewell had been feuding

with P.J. Carlesimo since training

camp and apparently wanted out in

the worst way. But attempts to

accommodate him with a trade were

stalled.

So when the first-year coach got on

him in practice one more lime for

being lackadaisical. Sprewell came up
with a way to kick-start the proeesv

And this is where he went Pippen

several steps better: According to

news accounts, instead of simply

demanding a trade. Sprewell put

Carlesimo in a stranglehold and told

him. "I'm going to kill you. You better

get me off this team, or that's what

I'm going to do." Twenty minutes

later. Sprewell returned to the court.

He took another swipe at Carlesimo's

head before teammates could pull him

away. Within hours, the Warriors sus-

pended Sprewell without pay for at

least 10 games, which will cost him

$440,000. Then they threatened to

invoke a morals clause in the standard

players contract and cancel what

remains of the four-year, $32 million

deal he signed two summers ago.

But Carlesimo and general manag-

er Garry St. lean insisted that a "dia-

logue" with Sprewell might still,

somehow, convince them to lessen

the penalty.

This is clearly wishful thinking.

Since coming into the league in 1992,

Sprewell has proven himself the worst

kind of prima donna in a league

increasingly loading up on them. With

this latest rebellion, he can now claim

to head the class of talented young

malcontents who respect no one in

authority and nothing that even hints

of discipline. Sprewell has now defied

three of the four coaches the Warriors

hired during his tenure and helped

force the trades of Tom Gugliotta and

Tim Haidaway, both of whom went

on to become stars elsewhere

That's what people mean when
they call the NBA "a player's league."

Because of how much money is now
at stake, and because one great plaver

can make the difference between

feast and famine, he often holds sway

over a franchise. And if a franchise is

desperate enough, a player like

Sprewell. who puts up great numbers

playing only for himself, gets to call a

disproportionate number of the

-hot-.

The sad thing is that this lesson

was supposed to have been learned a

few years ago. That's when Michael

lordan went off to play baseball and a

league-wide panic set in to come up
with replacements. The clubs threw

fat. guaranteed contracts at players

like Sprewell, Isaiah Rider, Derrick

Coleman, Kenny Anderson, Chris

Webber, etc.. and the NBA star-mak-

ing machine went into overdrive.

Accorded a status they didn't

deserve, paid a salary they didn't earn

and tolerated even when they acted

out. many of those players developed

a warped view of life.

The scary thing is it could get

worse before it gets better. Richard

l.apchick, who heads Northeastern

University's Center for the Study of

Sport in Society and helps the NBA
run its rookie orientation programs,

says the league's discipline problems

will grow as its average age keeps

dropping.

And the generation coming in has

had a lot more to contend with than

its predecessors did.

"When Larry Bird and Magic broke

into the NBA, AIDS was unheard of

and crack was known only on a few

street comers in the ghetto," he said.

"You've got more and more kids

who grow up living on the edge, and

they come to like it, because it's what

they know. And all of these kids —
not just the basketball players who
become millionaires — are proving

tougher to socialize."

Perhaps because the code of the

street is silence. Sprewell hasn't apol-

ogized, hasn't said a word in public

Since the altercation. That is no big

upset, because he quit talking to the

media months ago, right after reports

that he and the coach were not get-

ting along. Honest.

The league front office hasn't said

much, either. Rod Thorn, the NBA
executive in charge of disciplinary

matters, said the incident appeared to

be a team matter and that the

league's investigation was continuing.

Commissioner David Stem, on hand

Tuesday night for the opening of a

new arena in Washington. D.C., sim-

ply stated the obvious: "We recognize

that sometimes people step over the

line, and sometimes they step very far

over the line. This one looks — with-

out having all the facts — like some-

one went into the stratosphere."

I
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Software

£ean*t, mme afout yac&i <utH$ua

rftipeitsatioA up id £2S<MM>
II be provided to tiwty partfc.|>aiih

The University Store
all the best gifts for youi

favorite computer user.

Games, entertainment,
educational, internet,

productivity, and more!

HARDWARE AND COMPUTER
ACCESSORIES TOO'.

We accept
AMEX. Discover.
MC Visa, and
THE UCARD!

UNIVERSITY STORE
In the UMass campus Center

Hours:
M-F 9 to 5 Sat. 1 1 to 4

(413)545-2619

^M^^W^^^S^ ^7^^ <7^^^^^ v*^

Marshall
Steinbeck

Complete Auto Collision & Painting

Service

With their fresh jazz

harmonics, soaring vocals

and seamless ensemble

work, five-time Grammy-

award winners Take 6 set

the new standard for a

cappella singing. Take the

time. Take a friend. And don't miss the chance to Take 6.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 6, 8PM, CONCERT HALL

S«5nSO«(0 »v WRNX ano EASTMAMrroN Sahncs Bank

Coll 545-2511 or 1-800-999-UMAS for tickets

Visit our Website at www.umoii.edu/foc/rachtml

CONKI CI WITH YOUR CI \W R!

(413) 256-8157
53 So. Prospect St. Amherst, Mass. 01002

STATE REG. RS #1212 MA LIC. #1398

"Lonesome Brothers"
Dec, 7th
Drink Specials

|

22oz. Petes
Winter Brew

S300

Never a Cover • SKVKN O'S • 665-87XX

Route 116 IN SINDKRI.AND (5 miles N of UMass exit)

—BBB&
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Collegian Classifieds
APARTMENT FOR RENTi EMPLOYMENT
2 bedreom Mill Hollow $540 Jan 1

* v 549 3759

University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

EMPLOYMENT ROOM FOR RENT

Ont bedroom •portmontf availabla

Jarvfeb HI Please contact the

ftandywine Office at 549-0600

1 bedroom al Pufrton Villaee $545

Includes heat Available 1/1/98 Please

call 549-9221

Take Over leaao 1 month free rent

Heat/Water Free 1 Move in anytime' Call

5497105

Take Over My Laaaa One bedroom

apartment S550.month inclusive Call

Tariq Odeh 665-5599

AUTO FOR SALE

Geo Prizm 1SS0 '55.000 Very reliable

Well maintained (records) Blue Book says

$2600 Asking. $2000 256-1645

ISM Saab 900S Fully loaded.

CD/Tape/Radio, sunroot $3900 or 8/0

Call 14131546-7081

ISM Pontiec Suakird High mileage, as

is $600 B/0 Leah 665-1276

IS Toyota Pick -Up 125k. runs well

SilOOfim- 367 2651

IS Nissaa 240SX Excellent condition All

extras New muffler, clutch, tires, brakes

$4400 or B'O 549-6926

19S6 Dodge Ckargar 2dr hatch. 60k

miles Good gas mileage $1200 or B/0

Call Lorraine 253-4826

1917 Honda Accord 5 speed. 158k

Great condition Mike 584-6637

Wanted: Junk Can Cash paid everyday

1 -800-649-4795

COMPUTERS
Laptop Notekeok Woms good $150

Good tor school Call Steve 14131295-2027

Color VGA Monitor tor computer Works

great Call CPC 1413684-8857

EMPLOYMENT

Customized Help. Customized Wealth

st twenty callers 1506039 4784

Applications are available lor Tour

Guides. Student Admissions Rep and

Summer Orientation Jobs at Admissions

Center

$2S0-$400/Waak

Holiday Jobs For The Environment

Work with the Sierra Club on an urgent

campaign to

• Protect endangered species

• Prevent habitat loss

• Stop clear cutting in out NATION-

AL FORESTS

Work over the holidays and beyond

Career Opportunities

On-campus interviews today at 1 1 . 1 . 3. 7,

in Campus Center #1 78 or

call Amy at 256-6434

January Jo** Use your winter break to

make money 2-4 week lun promotions

around country Great tor the resume

Outgoing and independent people call

1800)783-4237 Attn Joe Collegiate

Advantage

Summer Management Opportunities

Open across Mass (or the Summer of

1998 Earn $600-$800 per week For more

into please call College Pro Painters at

18881277-7962

Summer Jobs!!!
On campua Interviews Dec llttt

CAMP MA1HOUA MOUTH
.ocated in Southern Maine

Currently hiring '98 Summer start

HI you have experience working with

children we may have a place lor yoi

[his Summer in Maine
• At CNN you will develop your com
Tiumcation. problem solving teaching

ind leadership skills Most importantly

ive otter the opportunity to work witf

<ids & staff from around the world anc

across the U S In an exciting anc

-awarding environment

Call now!

Tele 800-448-0136 or
www campnaahoba com

r Tuesday and Thursday mornings

beginning Jan Hampshire Fitness Club

S7/hr plus membership Call 256-6446

i Slackers! I

Use e-mail' Know others who do1 Little

effort x Big money' Call (8001546-0744

Collegia* Graphics

Now hiring for Spring Semester Come

work for New England's largest College

Daily Positions open

Day Graphics advertising pioduclion

Nioht Graphics editorial production

Stop by our office in the campus center

basement and fill out an application

Research Interviewers
AM Associates is looking for a tew reii

able people wvitti good communication

and computer skirls who are available to

work a minimum 20 hours per week

And wiN be available over winter break.

Evening and weekend assignments are

cuTrentry available We offer flexible

scheduling options, access to hearth and

dental plans and paid training The

starting wage is $5 75-Hr with regular

merit increases Free transportation rrom

PVTA Bus bne is provided For more
information or to arrange a personal

413-587-1607

FOR SALE
Burton 6.1 Air Snowboard with bind-

ings $150 or B/0 Call Colin 546-2968

For Sale- Two pairs of skis K2 and

Salomom Almost brand new $200 each

or B/0 Call 546-6152

Take home speakers or a 16mm Mm
camera for the break Camera perfect tor

Film/Comm Maiors Call Sid at 549-6857

Free kittens 2

Willpower In A Bonis

Lose Weight

Doctor Recommended

100% Natural

Moneyback Guarantee

(4131259-1922

FOUND
Found- Silver ring and silver earrings

at Mullins Center after 31 1 concert Call

Beth 546 2585

Found Astrophysics Textbook is

Campus Center Call 1413)467-3420

JEWELRY
Watch batteries, ear piercing, eve

glass repairs. iewelry restoration, dia-

mond engagements, wedding rings

Silverscape Designs. 264 N Pleasant St

Amherst 253-3324 Open Daily

Lost Wednesday near Boyden Gym

Purple lippared notebook with nega-

tives and printing paper Call 3670266

Women s Black Wool Coat Southwest

area along Fearing St Reward offered

Call Kara at 6-2495

Gold bracelet chain style with lobster

claw 527-3454

MISCELLANEOUS

Looking lor concert photos? Ken 549-

7242

PERSONALS

Congradulations

Dan and Joel-

Good luck and have tun'

Love you. Deb

Thai's great Dan,

Did you send those letters

ROOM FOR RENT
Bedroom in Puflton Private bathroom

Available Jan 1st $267/month Female

prelerred Call 549-2980

I'm graduating! One bedroom available

in three bedroom apartment in Puftton

Village Paid thru Feb 1 Move in Jan 1

$230/month Heat included Call 549-6729

Brian

Large bedroom available for

Wmtersession- 5 minute walk to campus

$400 Call Omn 549-9972

Quiel room. Downtown Amharst

Available end of December Lease 253-

4236 9am-9prn

Furnished room available in a 4 bed

room Amherst house $300/month Near

bus route For more details call Tina 253

6428

One bedroom perfect for two in two bed-

room apartment in Sunderland Mmdv
665-1276

Cheap rooms lor Winterseision Live

close to campus Only $150 Includes

heat/hot water Call Jason 549-0958

ROOM FOR RENT
To share two bedroom apartment in

Brandywine Rent starting Jan 1 Call Tata

549-4390

room apartment in Alpine Commons with

three males Two lull baths $300/month

Everything included Starting ASAP Call

Josh 253-6481

2 roommates wanted to share 3 bed-

room in Putfton Available Jan I Call 549-

8564

Roommate Wanted- 6 bedroom house.

Amherst $210/month Own room (spa-

cious), wood heated, pool table Call 549-

7177

One bedroom available in two bedroom

apartment Walk to Uptown and UMass

On bus line $270/month plus utilities

Call 253-4613 Available 1/98

One bedroom is available in Clitfside

Apartment Call Franky 665-7831

Vary quiet roommate wanted
Amherst on bus line $260/month plus 1/3

utilities, 256-5402. 253-9457

SERVICES

I need someone willing to let me pho

tograph them getting then body pierced

for Photo Protect. Will pav Nicole 256-

3005

Legal Questions? The Student Legal

Services Office offers free legal assis-

tance to fee-paying students Contact us

at 922 Campus Center, 545-1995

DECORATOR SERVICE
Beautify your home- wallpaper, painting

staining Expert work 20 years exp Free

estimates Call (4131533-6213 South

Hadley

GET NOTICEDI Number One secret to

resume writing for college students and

gen-x Send $6 00 check/money order *

business size SASE to Nina Smith. 507

Central Avenue, No 2, New Haven, CT

06515

Pregnant? Need help? Call Birthright of

Amherst area tor tree testing and assis-

tance 549-1906

STEREO & CD
EQUIPMENT

Marshall Speaker For Sale

LOUD' Great condition Must sell' $500 or

best offer Call Mike at 546-0955

TO SUBLET
Take Over Lease Feb 1st 2 bedroom

apaitment at The Boulders $725.

heat/hot water included On bus line 256

1415

TRAVEL

TRAVEL

Book Early A Save I

Great Spring Break Destinations' Best

prices Free parties, drinks, and lood Call

Eve 546-21 II

SPRING BREAK
Free lood and drinks' Cancun, Bahamas.

Jamaica and Florida from $399 Organize

a small group and travel FREE 1 Highest

commissions and lowest prices Call Surf

& Sun Tours to become a campus repre

sentative 1800)574 7577

Spring Break and other travel Special

rates tor students Call Travel Network at

(201)533-0300 (8001699 4988 outside NJ

RELIABLE SPRING BREAK TOURS
Bahamas, Cancun & Ski Trips! FREE FOOD

& FREE DRINKS' Sign up before Nov 30

Organize a group travel free Call for

details and free brochure Call

(888ISPRING BREAK Today'

PLEASE ADD A BLACK
BACKGROUND WITH
WHITE LETTERS! I!

SPRING BREAK TRAVEL with

Sunbplasn Tours Lowest prices, guaran-

teed' Jamaica. Cancun, Barbados,

Bahamas. Panama City. Daytona. Key

West, Puerto Rico, South Padre Island

Book before December 22! Call Jason

549-0958

SPRING BREAK 98

Free food and drinks' Cancun, Bahamas.

Jamaica and Florida ttom $399 Organize

a small group and travel FREE' Highest

commissions and lowest prices Call Surf

& Sun Tours to become a campus repre-

sentative (800)574- 7577

WANTED TO RENT

I need a one bedroom apartment for

Spfing Will take over lM

ferred Dan 5467035

SPRING BREAK
CmOM frsm»»»?

?l«rM« CrsmJt?
WOW MOUMO (UP*/

1-800-234-7007

Check

it out

!

The
Classifieds

have NEW
Headings

Gantoriss ?'\zm

256-6100

2 LAKGC CHKSf •13"

• 2 CAUONtS »8M

• 4 CALZ0NFS MS00

9 2 LRG 1 TOPPINGw
No Coupons Needed w/ Specials

Free Delivery!

The most
popular

question on
Campus:

"WHAT ARE
YOU DOINQ
IN THAT
BOX.7"

The Answer:

SELLINQ
COLLEQIAN
CLASSIFIEDS

Come
and
see
us

today!

Personals Policy
1 All pmonaH MUST be proofread ns Collegutn ctav-

iffied ure payment and acceptance ot

Ihe ct.v

1 last namr. MAY NOT be u*ed in personal* ONI V

. ime* and initials are allowed The o<v

ire tor htrthdav o* mnRratulatiom personal*, in

whu h ( a»e the lull name may be U)

l Phon* rHHnfaan art not allowed m personal*. NO
EXCEPTIONS

4 Addresses are not allowed in personals this means
dorm room nunbm I

5. Pent-r . atom i"-

not acceptable Personals ot a sindtctive or libelous

nature are not acceptable Personals may nut be
used lor the purpose of harassment

.UK may no! Iw used m jjersonals

7. The personal-, section is for personal* only The per-

sonals section may NOT be used to sell items, seek

roommates, advertise meetings, eft

6 All personals must have the name, signature, and
..trnber ut the student placing the as

tilled in on Ihe insertion order. Non-students mustC- driver s license and the license num-
ir must be recorded on the insertion order. Use of

talse identitK ttion or misrepresentation is subject to

penalties under the lavs

9. The Collegium reserves the right to refuse or to edit

• oial that does not meet the Collegian's stan-

Bfdancf kvlrti the statutes of the

Commonwealth ot Massachusetts

Rates
Students

20<t per word/day

All others

40tf per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS

NEW Standard Headings

PlcaSC wnle r le.irlv anil

legibly. We are not assponsibSB fa

error-. tesilNllH farm illt'Kiblc

handwriting or type.

ACTIVITIES
AMMOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR

RENT
AUTO FOR SALE
AUTO PARTS
CHILDCARE

COMMUNITY EVENTS
COMPUTERS
EMPLOYMENT

ENTERTAINMENT
FOR SALE
FURNITURE

GREEK ANNOUCEMEVTS

HAPPY BWTHOAY
HEALTH & BEAUTY
HOUSES FOR RENT
HOUSES FOR SALE
HOUSESITTING
JEWELERY

INSTRUCTION
LOST Si FOUND (3

DAYS FREE)
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS FOR

RENT
MOTORCYCLES

MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS
MUSIC LESSONS

MUSICIANS WANTED
PERSONALS

PETS FOR SALE
RESUMES

RIDES WANTED
ROOM FOR RENT
ROOM WANTED

ROOMMATE WANTED
SERVICES
SPORTS

STEREO «. CD EQUIP.

SUMMER SUBLET
TELEVISIONS FOR

SALE
TICKETS
TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
TUTORING SERVICES
TUTOR WANTED
WANTED TO RENT
WANTED GENERAL
WORLD WIDE WEB
YARD SALES

THURSDAY, DEC. 4

Discussion — Attn Hoffman will dis-

til-- her recent book Hospital Time— .4

Memoir of Taking Care of Friends with

Mils :it 1 2:30 p.m. in the Campus
Center, room 803. The diseu><ion i^-

part of (he GI.BT Studies Lecture Series

and is to-sponsored by The Stonewall

tenter. GLB GSO. Women's Studies

and the Chancellor's Task Force on
GI.BT Mailers. For more information,

contact the Stonewall Center at

54V4S<24
Ijiicrtainment — "Not Read\ Kir

Bedtime Players" performing at 8 p.m.

in the Campus Center. Graduate
I nunpe.

•are — Anti-Semetism lecture

today from 7-4 p.m. at Ihe Millel House
entitled " Anti-Semili-m in the

International Arena." Come mi in on
thK one credit course given b\ Lauren

I.e. in. Eastern State-* Ci.il Rights

Director, \nti- Defamation League. All

visitor! .in' »<-kome.

Information Session The Dome-tic

Exchangt Program will be holding infor-

mation sessions liom 4:4i 5:45 p.m. in

the Campus Center, room 805. For

more information stop by the office in

Machmer E-26.

Meeting — The Peer Mentors'
Network will be meeting at 6:30-8 p.m.

in the Campus Center. See info desk for

exact room. The meetings are for stu-

dent- and community members to sup-

port and discuss issues concerning dis-

FRIDAY, DEC. 5

abilities. All are welcome. For more
information, call Peter at 545-4602.

Blood Drive — American Red Cross

Hampshire County chapter will hold a

blood drive from 10:30 a.m. to 4:30

p.m. in the Campus Center, room 168C.

hilm/Talk — The classic film Dr.

Strungelove or How I learned to Stop

Worrying and Love the Homb will be

shown at 7 p.m. at Stirn Auditorium,

Amherst College, followed by a talk

entitled "They ate still trying to get us

in love the bomb." given by Ira Hclfand.

M.D.. a member of the Hampshire
chapter of Physicians for Social

ResponsibiliU

I loral Exhibit The Annual Holiday

Floral Exhibit of flower arrangements

by UMass and Stockbridge students in

the Introductory and Advanced Floral

Design courses will be held from 1 1:30

a.m. to 5 p.m. in French Hall, room
105.

Service — Shabbat service at 6 p.m.

at the Hillel House. Welcome the

Sabbath with a bit of song and prayer.

Vigil/Rally — World AIDS candle-

light vigil at 6 p.m. at the Student

Union entrance. Speak out and rally at 7

p.m. in the Student Union Cape Cod
Lounge. Sponsored by the UMass Pride

Alliance, Health Education. University

Health Services and The Stonewall

Center. For more information, call the

Stonewall Center at 545-4824.

SATURDAY, DEC. 6

Comedy — MISSION IMPROVable
will be performing their free weekly

comedy improv show at 8 p.m. in the

Campus Center, room 163.

NOTICES

Applications — The Campus

Mediation and Negotiation Team is

accepting applications for its training

this lanuary 12-16. Applications arc-

available for any UMass student at 222

Hampshire House, Legal Studiev I M
more information, contact Leah at

545-5882.

Art Exhibition — An exhibition of

more than 30 one-of-a- kind artist

books and scrolls by William Schade

will be on view from Nov. 1 1 through

Ian. 25 at the Mount Holyoke College-

Art Museum. Museum hours trrj

Tuesday - Friday. 1 1 a.m.-5 p.m. and

Saturday and Sunday. 1-5 p.m. and is

closed on academic holidays from

Wednesday, Nov. 26 through Monday.

Dec. I and from Tuesday, Dec. 16

through Monday. Ian. 6. I or mure infor-

mation, call 538-2245 or fo 538 2144

Auditions — The Not Ready for

Bedtime Players are holding auditions

for next semester on Monday. Dec. 8 al

7:30 p.m. in the Campus Center, room

163.

Club — The UMass Amateur Radio

Club Station WIPUO is returning and

looking lot people to join in Ham radio.

Anyone interested in radio/electronics

and a desire to learn and communicate

are welcome. The club will sponsor FCC
approved volunteer examination ses-

sions for all license levels. For more
information, contact Richard Strycharz

NIMFT at 549-6000 cxt. 6000 or leave

a message at facility service*.

/ nttrtainmettt - Amherst College

Department of Theater and Dance pro-

duction of "Italian American
Reconciliation* at 8 p.m. on Dec. 5, 6

and 7 in Fayerweather Studio Theater.

Amherst College. Admission is free,

reaervarJoM are suggested. Call the box

office Bl 542-2277. between I- 4:30

p.m. weekdays and until 8 p.m. perfor-

mance Rights.

Exibii — "Orchids and Works of

Sculpture" al the Durfce Conservatory

opening Dec. 5 from noon- 6 p.m. and

continuing through Dec. 10

Conservatory hours are Monday- Friday

8:30 a.m.- 4:30 p.m. Sponsored by the

Amherst Orchid Society and Sculpture

Department of UMass.

FM-A %U Help fill a PVTA bus

with clothing, toys and non-perishable

food bo benefit needy individuals and

families in the Amherst area on

FYls are public service announcements

printed daily. To submit an FYI, please

send a press release containing all perti-

nent information, including the name
and phone number of the contact person

to the Collegian, c/o the Managing Editor

by noon the previous day.

December 1-5 from II a.m.- 3 p.m.

daily in front of the Student Union.

Volunteers to staff the bus and collect

donations needed. Contact the UMass
Community Service Program at

545-3368 for more information.

Internships — Environmental and
Hunger Internships available for credit.

Opportunities include helping to orga-

nize a Five College Earth Day, protect

ing Endangered Species and organizing

the Spring Hunger Clean-up. For more
information, call Robyn at 545-0199.

Normal — Spectrum Magazine is tak-

ing submission for the next edition of

the magazine. The deadline is Feb. 12.

For more information, call the office at

545-2240 or come by in the Student

Union, room 406E.

i
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Daily Listings sponsored by:

TV LISTING SPONSORSHIP FOR SALE
INQUIRE @ 545-3500

HSCN Bulletin

Board

Hartford

Boston

Boston

Springfield

Movie Ch.

Hartford

CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN
UPN/20
Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
International

UMass Academic TV
HSCN Programming

TV-19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

CNN
CNN SI

Headline News
UCTV
TBS

BET

TV Land

Univision

31 Comedy Central

38 Cartoon

Much Music

545-

3500

THURSDAY EVEN NG

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
wvrr
WTIC
WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
AtE
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
TirT"
TyfTv"

NICK
"SCTrT

TLC
TNT

HBO
MAX

S

i
Wishbone X
news a.

NewsX
Full House X

CheersX

»

SHOW

6:00
Business RpT

CBS
CBS News

ABC Newt

Home Irrtp.

Creelurea

NewsX
Mad Abo. You

6:30
Newshour With Jim Lehrer X
Inside Edition

Extrs X
Inside Edition

Boy-World

NBC News

Mae ADO. You

NBC News

Simpsons j

NBC News

Business RpT

ABC News

Mad Abo. You

Family Matters |
Family Miters

Northern Enpoeure X
WortdVlew X

um [Malta-Laugh

Wkige"EyesinlheSky'(R)

Up£
Superm

MTVlB

SoortscenteT

7:00 7:30

Fresh Prince

Wheat-Fortune

Judge JudyX
£nt. Tonight

Seinfeld X
Wheel-Fortune 1JeopefdyTx

Reel TV X
Italian Americans (R) (In Slereo) X

Ent Tonight

Billy Graham Crusede X
Promised Lend (In Stereo) X | Megnosls Murder (In Stereo)

Chronicle X
Fresh Prince

Dangerous World : The Kennedy Years (In Stereo) X

Jeoperdyl X
e«« "Clean and Sofrer-(l9e8,

Judge Judy I
Herd Copy X
FrasierX

Friends (R) 1

Living Single

Newshour With Jim LehrerX
Seinfeld X IFraslerX

Seinfeld X
Coach *

Frasler X
Coach X

Lew t Order "Blood Is Thicker

MonoytlnsX" Crossfire X~
OeilyShow(R)

tieM

Gimme Shelter (R)

jNFL Tonight

Stein's Money

Intimate Portrait

Uve (In Stereo)

Figure It Out

Twilight Zone

Tiny Toon

My So-Celled life (In Stereo)

ftenovetlon

KurtgTu: Legend

Renovation

tch "Promised Land" XBeywetch "Promised It

;»,-MfTayySois7r7
»U 'U»,nlnul> ri(lll

DougX ]RugratsX

Time Tras (R) (In Stereo) X~
Home Again |Home Again

lots i CtenVSupsnnsti

Highlander: The Series I~

C - Campus

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 1 10:00 I 10:30
DECEMBER 4, 1997

Ptsgnosls Murder (In Stereo)

Andres Bocelll: Romsna In Concert (R)

Kty Veers (In Ste

Prima) Mlcnsei'Keeton,

Friends (R) X |Union Square
[
Seinfeld (R) X | Veronica

Honey, I Shrunk the Kids X
Friends (R) I Union Square

Friends (R) X [Union Squsre

Between Bros.

Indlen Motorcycle Memories ]M'

Feme LA. "The Guru" X
Seinfeld (R) X

l
Veronica

St 3 Hope St "Hate Crimes" X
Seinfeld (RjXIVeronlcs

Dengerous World: The Kennedy Years (In Stereo) X

Delleventurs "Dreamers" X
Dellaventura "Dreamers" I
2V20X

ER "Union Station" (In Stereo)

Grace Under

ER "Union Station" (In Slereo)

ER "Union Station" (In Stereo)

11:00 11:30
mnngup This Old Has

LsteShowX
late Show X

Star Trek: Next Garter

NtgmUneX

Vibe

ITonlghtShow

Simpsons X"
Tonight Show

Deep Specs

"Hickory OicKory Dock" (In Stereo) (Part I ol 2) X

Star Trek: Voysgsr "Displaced" Sentinel "Warriors" (In Slereo) lNews"

20/20X rWWt X

»«W "uncommon Vtlot"l\9S3, LVsms) Ger>e Hackman. Robert Stack.

Biography: The Marshall Fields See Teles (R)

Prime News X IBurion-Proof | Larry King Live X
Unexplained (R)

~Croco<m'6un(ltt"(\m, Comedy) Psul Hogin,

ovefy: 5
no Livt

) Psul I

NFL Football: Tennessee Oilers st Cincinnati Bengals (Live) X

M'A-S'H X
<K TvMc^iUrjn u

(llr32)SeenCcAnir7

World Today X
Lounge Li*. | Pramrum

Wings "The Best Trap" (R)

Unsolved Mysteries (In Stereo)

Perls (R) IBsevis-Butt.

Secret of Alex |Happy Psys

Seequost DSV "The Stinger ""X

Medical (Meet [Without Warn.

Terror in lrVShKfciit'(19Q5, Suspense) Mercy Walter

MTV Live (R) (In Slereo)

Wonder Yesrs [Bewitched

Forever Knight (In Slereo) X~
Volcano Daredevils (R)

Watker, Texes Ranger X |»«Vi "Slop)

»«»ijBW» , lt^7,.WaA)lwiDttit^

s

TBA

I Love LucyX |0dd Couple X
VR.S "Parallel Lives" (In Slereo)

Puffy Tour (R)

Connections III (R )

Ve Escape From Afcitru'jm, Adventure) Clrtt Eastwood, Psmck McQoohsn
|
Rough Cut

>^,V»Sr*)rr(l9K)SytvssterSteTkin7i

Frasler X ReelTVX

Show
FtMtwood

NlghtHneX

Law I Order X
Sports lllus.

Daily Show
MonoyHnoX
Stain's Money

Justice Files "Murder One" (R)

NTLSportscenterX

Homicide: Life on the Street X
Lovelrne (R) (In Slereo)

Tsxl* IreswTsirTl"

Time Trax (Rffin Stereo) X
Medical Detect

l
Without Warn"

t*K %*venV(3aie-(iako\

T1S88

!wff
LatiffraiiraggEsaj

»T4i^>^<l&,Cc<ne£)"Jsrr^ _ |« TrwQtoC^^i^CMrioaeLe^'ff .

(5:MrcV«CWpV !«» "Bijnsiw^ilflrK Sclent |*eV»
,

'Se^r»»nj'(t986) Roddy Piper. 'R' l»* ^>verMs''(196S)RlckRoi .

JWioW
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Bruno By C. Baldwin
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Robotman By Jim Meddick

Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dilbert By Scott Adams

BUT I TOLPMOU BNNtK

Kis~J

UrWCMD^OOMAKe
e\*3AMOU)eCU??

BeCAOOfc MOO SAID
WiNlr4rSRlOOUX>r4'T ee
t?eACN COG. Ar40TW££

srt
Is

I USED TO BE PHIL, THE

RULLR OF HECK. TAX

PITCHSPOON COAS FEARED

LbV ALL WHO COrAfMTTEO

rMNOrV SENS.

frV
1 * I

DO 3
re T

\\JLbs4

THEN I KADE THE.

fAISTAKE OF MERGING
COITH A COMPANY
THAT A»\p^ES NON-
ALCOHOLIC BELB.

HfVVE

11/

SAI0 Wt'O
SYNERGY H!

t\Ki®l IT 60AS

JUST A BAD
PON.

Monkey Socials By Mookie Jackson

1-UV SL.OC> Ui HAT Akl foj) '^LCAoSt r^y COCX«. HAT

cSo-r STOLInI-

/Ot? c-oortStX \\

Thatch By Jeff Shesol

NOIAI.WHDStVifrPteTAeY

eupneMtxT&wweTD
WDULC? NOT OR.

Micmcte

!

"VITA M»Nli\,
,
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A& COLORFUL A CAST OF
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WAIT- LOOK WHO'&HeRCf
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Non Sequitor By Wiley Mallard Fillmore By Bruce Tinsley

Kampus Kids By Adam Souliere
Leedee By Mike Rybicki
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SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — You may want to take a break

regularly today to cheek out how
things are going outside your own
domain. Keep tabs on new develop-

ments.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— You may not be in a position to

call all the shots today, but you can

perform well no matter who is in

charge. Trust yourself.

AQUARIUS (|an. 20-Feb. 18)

— You cannot blame yourself for

what happens to another because

he or she has been out of touch.

You have been trying to maintain

contact.

PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20) —
You may feel as though you're in a

slump at this time, but the current

lull is only teinpoiat\. and vou'll be-

up to par when the time COM.
ARIES (March 21-April 19) — A

strange and unexpected situation can

prove once and for all today that you

are a clutch performer. You have

what it takes to conic through.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
Someone may be waiting for you to

make even the slightest mistake so

that he or she can exploit it to ^uii

his or her own needs. Use caution.

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20) — It

shouldn't take you long to tend to

routine affairs today. During evening

hours, a surprise presents itself and

requires immediate attention.

CANCER (|une 21-|uly 22) -

You may not be feeling up to par

today — emotionally or physically or

both. Still. \ou can accomplish one

thing of great value.

LEO (|uly 23-Aug. 22) Seek

the advice of someone who has been

in your shoes, and you'll realize that

your instincts are keen and trustwor-

thy. hV yoursell at all times.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) — It

is your turn to play hero today — if

\ou so choose. What you accomplish

can win you the admiration of many
and improve your self-esteem.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) —
Your plans may have to change
today as a result of unexpected cir-

cumstances which effect a close

friend or relative. You can adjust

with ease.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) —
You must be ready to go the distance

today. Do not look for the quick fix

or the easy way out, but instead bear

down and do what you must.

Close to Home By John McPherson
nprpr'W! i 'mmxmfiw/Kw vt .wi

Quote of t)H<3 JT>.ay

; We arc not all vibrant, fun-

loving sex mainiacs.

-Grandpa Simpson
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Today's P.C. Menu
Call 545-2626 for isior* Information.

"Cosgrove, g«l back newel'

ACROSS
1 Oater group
6 Pep
9 Kind of bear
14 Wedding-party

member
1

5

Nabokov novel
16 Wipe out
17 Nursery

purchase
19 Charters
2C Enemy
21 Has a cold

22 Unspoken
23 Type of sale

25 More impolite

26 Sniff

29 Box
31 Small bowl
32 Bossy's

necklace
36 Type of beam

or chair

37 Assist

38 Negative votes
40 Releases, as

steam
43 Literary genre
45 Con
46 Tower
47 Happening
50 Hobgoblin
51 On — nine

ecstatic

52 Roman road
54 — Wiedersehen
57 Excuse

58 Bubbly drink

61 Misrepresent

62 Above, to Keats

63 Wear away
64 Scoff at

65 Beatty of films

66 Gold bar

DOWN
1 Huff and —
2 Norwegian

capital

3 Loafer, e.g.

4 Baste
5 Before
6 Insipid

7 Matinee man
8 Tumblers' pads
9 Worry
10 Mountain

nymph
11 Spear
1

2

Up and about

1

3

Take five

1 8 Less common
23 America's Cup

contender
24 Malt brew
25 Not cooked
26 "Sort of suffix

27 Tack
26 Colossal

29 Category of

fiction

30 School of

whales
33 Vostibule
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34 Cougar's home
35 Stringed

instrument

37 Shipboard
direction

39 — forth begin

41 Grittier

42 Toronto's prov

43 Gale or

blizzard

44 Mo with no
holidays

47 Actress Barkin

48 Sheer fabric

49 Jazz pianist

Blake
50 Facial hair

51 Taxis

52 Computer-
screen
graphic

53 X51 — I sing"

54 Excited
55 Loosen
56 Paws
59 Can province

60 Prince Valiants
son

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Pizza Casserole

Vegan Falafel Sandwich w/falafel sauce

DINNER
Breaded Chicken Tenders

Jamaican Beef Patty

Shells w/Mushroom sauce

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Worcester

LUNCH
Hot Turkey Sandwich

Elbow Macaroni/Tomato Sauce

Vegetable Lo Mein

DINNER
Breaded Chicken Tenders

Black Bean Quesadilla

Vegan Black Bean Quesadilla

Pastabilities

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Charbroiled Chicken Sandwich

Barbecued Beef on a Bun

DINNER
Breaded Chicken Tenders

Jamaican Beef Patty

Berkshire

LUNCH
Hot Turkey Sandwich
Hamburger on a Roll

Harvest Burger

DINNER
Breaded Chicken Tenders

lamaican Beef Patty

Pasta Shells w/Tomato Basil Broth

Pastabilities

s Mat
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Green Bay,

UMass hoop

need backers
From the "I've got a bridge lo sell

you real cheap" department...

The Green Bay Packers aiv looking

for a few backers. The nation's frosti-

est franchise is issuing shares of its

stock for $200 a pop. Problem is. this

stock will never pay dividends, can not

be resold, is not recognized by the

Securities and Exchange Commission.

and only offers extremely limited vot-

ing rights, representing exactly

0.0000195 percent ownership of the

Lambeau Leapers. The entire offering
of 400.000 shares represents about 8

percent of the club's outstanding

Leigh lorhin

shares and exactly zero percent of the

profits.

Basically, in exchange for a pair of

100-dolIar bills that I don't expect to

see until the AT&T people stop whin-

ing about the phone bill (translation.

when the Packers replace Brett Facte

with Bart Simpson), you get a nice

piece of paper with both your name
and the Packer logo on it.

Pretty sweet deal for the Pack, who
plan on using the money to improve

Lambeau Field. They're getting 200
bucks basically in exchange for noth-

ing. So, in response. I'm following my
sports idols.

lust drop off a $200 check at the

Collegian made out to yours truly and

you will receive 0.0000195 percent of

the say in the content of this column
on a week-by-week basis in the

spring. I will also accept cash, and
remember to make those checks out to

Leigh Torbin, not Lee. I hate that.

What does all of this show nacdy?
Even in the remote outpost of life that

is Green Bay, Wis., all that H
these days is the money, cash, dough,

moolah, dinero. bread— whatever.

They're talking Greenbacks in Green
Bay.

I guess Puff Daddy's right. It's all

about the Benjamins, or in my case the

Abrahams and Georges. Ohhhhh yeah,

with my salary, it's all about the

Georges baby! And I'm not even talk-

ing about GW on the dollar bill. I

mean his likeness on the quarter.

• Life has been hectic lately. I've

gotten very little sleep since we got

back here, and I might not touch my
pillow again until Monday night. This

presents a problem for me because I

like to live in a dream/fantasy world

sometimes. A devout Parrothead. I let

my imagination flow and believe in the

concept of a St. Somewhere.
While I might be missing this beau-

tiful place. I still have another to keep

me going... the wonderful world of

SportsCenter. Lately there's been no
problem, real life's more bizarre than

anything I could conjure up:

• Suppose 1 told you even two years

ago that a late- November game
between Syracuse and Miami in the

Orange Bowl, with the Big East title at

stake for the 'Cuse. would draw just a

shade over 25,000. That and do you
realize that on Dec. 51. while the

Hurricanes will be drinking a few
Hurricanes, Pittsburgh will play in the

Independence Bowl.

• Suppose I told you that the UConn
women, who come to Mullins a week
from tonight, would beat URI 101-58.

So much for an off-year sans Shea
Ralph. Heads up loanie

• Suppose I told you that the prides

of the south suddenly compare differ-

ently. Within a week of the release ol

his new album, a Billboard record 12

singles off of Garth Brooks' new CD
Sevens would wind up on the country

singles chart, but a week or two Into

the season, only seven SEC teams are

on the women's hoop chart, lust HVU1

Top 25 teams?? Guess it's a down
year for the SEC with only time "I

those seven in the top ten.

• Suppose I told you about this

whole Latrell Spreewell- P.|.

Carlesimo thing. 1 won't even dignify

the sordid episode with commentary.
It sickened me like my 21st birthday.

• Suppose I told you that Bruiser

could bring a team that was minutes

away from last year's NCAA Sweet 1

6

into Mullins and a whopping crowd of

7,556 apathetic mostly season ticket

holders would show up.

If you're reading this, odds are you
have some interest in the team and a

big-time college atmosphere — it

might even be why you came here to

begin with — and if you skipped
Tuesday night you should be aahinad
of yourself. Likewise, if you went and

sat on your thumbs the whole time

that could almost be worse. Stand Up!

Stand Up. damnit!

lust a few years ago the roof would
come off of that place when St.

Bonaventure or Duquesnc came to

town on a Monday during
Wintersession. Tuesday's display was
absolutely pathetic and that was exact-

ly the lackluster type of first half that

people talk about when they say a tiers

crowd could have been a factor.

Unfortunately for those of us who sat

through the 19-14 frame, the apathy

in the seats helped translate into a

Tyro ?.., TORBIN. page 13

Women's basketball team to visit Maine
Kelly Van Huisen and friends

looking to trap the Black Bears
By Jackie Leroux

Collegian Staff

Hill (,AO j C I I

Kelly Van Huisen and Massachusetts women's basketball team travel to Maine to take on the Black

Bears today.

The Massachusetts women's bas-

ketball team will look to return to

their winning ways tonight when they

take on the University of Maine.
UMass is coming off their first los> ot

the season, a 59-56 defeat at the

hands of Ohio State. They w ill travel

to Orono. Maine for tonight's game,
scheduled for 7:50 p.m.

UMaine will also be looking to

rebound tonight, after losing to No,

25 Wisonsin in the title game of the

Dead River Classic Tournament. The
Black Bears had defeated lames
Madison University

in the first round to

advance to the title

game, but were
defeated by the

Badgers 97-80.

A member of the

America East

Conference, Maine
has control of the

standings with a 2-1

overall record and a

1-0 conference record.

The Black Bears are being lead this

season by superstar Cindy Blodgett. A
senior guard. Blodgett is averaging

28.7 points and 4.7 rebounds. She is

currently on the verge of breaking

several records. Blodgett needs 19

points tonight to up her career total

to 2.406, and surpass Rachel
Bouchard as the all-time leading

scorer in school and conference histo

She currently has 2.587, and needs

755 more to break the NCAA
Division I record for career points

(5,122). The record is currently held

by Patricia Hoskins of Mississippi

Valley State. Blodgett could also

become the first woman to lead the

nation in scoring for three consecu-

tive seasons. She has led the nation

for the past two seasons, an achieve-

ment attained only once before in

women's basketball and only four

times in men's.

Blodgett scored 52 points in the

game against Wisconsin and 2 5

Wmncn^Raskctball

Massachusetts
@

Maine
'Ionight, 7:30 p.m._

against lames Madison. Blodgett has

scored in double-figures for 61 con-

secutive games. She was named to

the Dead River Classic

All-Tournament Team. She is also a

two-time America East Player of the

Year and was the America East

Tournament Most Outstanding Player

for the past two years.

Another strong contributor for the

Black Bears is sophomore center

lamie Cassidy. Cassidy scored 25

points against Wisconsin and was
also named to the All- Tournament
team.

The Minutewomen have a 5-1

record after splitting two road games
in a Thanksgiving trip to Ohio. The

Minutewomen
defeated Kent,

67-65. before

falling to Ohio
State. The
Minutewomen
did have a 14

point lead in

the second
half, as late as

the 7:54 mark.

But the

Buckeyes went on an 11-0 run, keyed

by junior Larecha Jones, (ones then

hit two straight threes to seal the

game for Ohio State.

luniors Tez Kraft and Yolanda
Rayside continued their surprising

play. Kraft had a season-high 25
points against Kent, and Rayside put

up a double-double with 14 points

and 1 5 rebounds. Kraft is now averag-

ing 14.8 points per game, and Rayside

is averaging 8.0 rebounds per game.

Sophomore guard Kelly Van
Huisen has also continued her strong

offensive play thus far this season.

She scored 21 against Ohio State,

including a perfect 5-5 from
three point range, and had a solid 1

1

against Kent. She is currently averag-

ing 16.5 points per game, and is

shooting over 65 percent from
three-point range.

Tonight's game was a late addition

for both schools. They were both
scheduled to play Stanford, but a late

change in Stanford's academic sched-

ule forced the Cardinals to cancel

both games.

Basit and Smith injured for UMass
By Fred Hurlbrink, Jr.

Collegian Staff

THANC VO COLLEGIAN

Lari Ketner has led the charge so

far for the Minutemen.

Massachusetts sophomore power forward Ajmal
Basit went down clutching his right knee in the KC-
ond half of Tuesday night's 52-40 win over the

College of Charleston.

After a few minutes on the floor. Basit walked

off to the bench with help from UMass trainer Ron
l.aham. He sat out the rest of the game, but is

expected to be ready to play Saturday when the

Minutemen host Marshall.

"He'll be okay," UMass coach Bruiser I lint said

"He'll be ready to play Saturday at 12:50: he'll be

limping until then."

Basit. who was expected to see increased min-

utes backing up both Lari Ketner and Tyrone
Weeks, has played inconsistently thus far. He Is

averaging 4.4 points and 5.0 rebounds per game.

Basit (who was on crutches yesterday) appeared

to be in agony while on the floor alter twisting his

knee, so in the wake of Winston Smith's injury, the

fact that Basit walked away is a blessing for UMass.
Smith, who has been sharing time with Mike

Babul at small forward, aggravated a previously

torn ACL in his right knee last Friday night against

Purdue in the Great Alaska Shootout. The injur\ i-

considered serious, and pending an evaluation

today, the sophomore swingman could miss the

rest of the season.

Babul has been the starter thus far and has

responded with consistent improvement marked by

trademark, tenacious UMass defense.

Twin Towers

KaCner and Weeks - widely regarded as one of

the best forward tandems in the nation — certainly

made an impression on Charleston coach |ohn

Kresse.

Alter the game. Kresse gushed over the physical

play of the two Minuteman inside forces.

"They are both legitimate first round draft picks

in the NBA." Kresse said. "Weeks is a Larry

lohnson-type player"'

I any lohnson might be a stretch, but Weeks is

certainly making his own mark for the Minutemen
and a good case for himself in next summer's NBA
entry draft.

Tuesday night. Weeks recorded his fourth dou-

ble-double in live games this season with 12 points

and 10 boards. Weeks is now averaging 1 5.8 points

and I 1.2 rebounds per contest, including a sea

son high 20 and I 5 against I resno State.

The tandem is even more impressive, though.

The two have combined to average 51.4 points.

19.8 rebounds and 5.8 blocks in their first five

games.

That includes a game against Purdue in which
the duo ran up against another of the nation's

finest frontcourt pairs. Brad Miller and Brian

Cardinal are as versatile a pair of big men as col-

lege hoops has seen in a while, but Ketner and
Weeks kept the two in check.

Miller, considered one of the nation's best cen-

ters, was held to 14 points and five rebounds by

Ketner. who played most of the game in foul trou-

ble. Miller also committed a game-high seven
turnovers. Cardinal had I 5 points, but eight came
from the foul line.

Weeks and Ketner combined for 22 points and
17 rebounds (Ketner had five blocks), even though
both were in foul trouble for the duration of the

game.

Sell out?

For the first time in the 54-game history of the

William D. Mullins Center, a UMass men's basket-

ball game did not sell out.

The reported attendance last night was 7,556, a

far cry from the capacity: 9,495. With the walk-up
crowd, the attendance appeared to be closer to

8.500 for the home- opener.

I ast season, the Mullins Center was continually

Turn to HOOPS, page 13

Can the Pats win AFC East title?

NFC East race is too close to call

Michael Kobelanitk

the NFL

What can I lay 7 I he Patriots

fielded the onside kick this week.

It wasn't pretty, but it was a viuo
iy o\et the Colt- The I 12 Colts.

that is. Ihcv

ma) have beat
the Packets, hut

they're still teni

hie

Now th

test cotnei foi

Pele Carroll and his crew . I ight and
five with three fames left. Three
tough games, that is Pittsburgh.

•mille and Miami are not cup-

cake teams by am means The math
is fairl) simple: win all three and
move on to the playoffi I ose all

three and the New England media
will h;n r, i field • !•> 1'iii not going

to make an) prediction* now, but

from a standpoint 01 a Patriot! fan,

I'd just like to sa\ that I'd rather be

Watching Drew Bledsoe hook Up
with Ben Coales than Neil
O'Donnell connect with Wayne
Chrebei tn an early lannaiv playofl

affair. All I can ia) is d. Pats

This has b) far been one ol the

most (
i mfutini yean in recent Nil

history, Dallas is near the bottom of

the NFC East, while Tampa Bay is

near the top of the NFC Central. It's

not Oakland who is battling for a

playoff spot out
west, but Seattle

instead.

When you
watch a San
Francisco game.
lerry Rice is not

out there fielding passes from Steve

Young. A nasty torn anterior cruci-

ate ligament and medial collateral

ligament can do that lo you.
i Hopefully he will continue his

"miraculous" recovery and return

for the playoffs.)

Players like Michael Irvin, Mark
Brunell, Bryce Paup and Ricky
Walters are not leading their teams

with career years. Instead it's guys

like Mike Alston, Brad lohnson,
and Eddie George who have their

teams in the playoff hunt. I don't

know il you really care, but this is

one ol the things that make you go
hmmm.
One of the more consistent play-

ers not only this year, but over the

entire decade, is Barry Sanders.
What can I sa\ about this human
highlight reel? Well, he is (like

myself) a legend The man is just

unstoppable He has II consecutive

100 yard games, and needs only a

little more than 400 yards in his

final three games to break the 2.000

yard plateau. But what's even more
Important to Barry is that the I ions

make the playoffs, which they prob-

abl] will (even though Scott

Mitchell is their quarterback I

Continuing with the NIC Central

theme, it seems very plausible that

the Norris Division will send four

teams to the playoffs this vear

Green Be) is at the top ol the divi

sion. or exactly where they're

expected to be. while Detroit.

Minnesota, and of course, lamps
Bay. have all been pleasant surpris-

es. The Bucs are also in good shape

to host plavolf game if they finish

Itrong, So. with a little help from
the 49ers. the Hues may even end up
in San Diego on Super Bowl Sunday
(as long as they don't have to play in

weather below 42-degrees at kick

Turn to NFL. page 13

Start stretching
UN |iir«A<

The Massachusetts men's gymnastics team hosts its first meet of
the season on Saturday at 7 p.m. in the Curry Hicks Cage.

>AILY COLLEGIAN
Volume CVII Issue 65

Drew Barrymore's
long lost sister?

Kay Hanley and
Letters To Cleo play

Pearl Street tonight

as part of 99. 3s
Snow Show '97.

Check out our pre-

view (see Arts &
Living, page 5).

UMass looks to

trample Marshall

The Thundering
Herd stampedes
into UMass to run

with Mike Babul
and the
Minutemen, look-

ing for an upset vic-

tory (see Sports,

page 1 0).

WORLD

Libyan witness says

CIA behind bombing
BERLIN (AP) — After recanting his

alleged confession implicating Libya

in a 1986 disco bombing, the prose-

cution's former star witness yesterday

said the real mastermind was the
CIA.

Prosecutor; had expected Musbah
Abulghasem Eter, who worked at the

Libyan Embassy in then-communist
East Berlin, to testify against his four

co-defendants and implicate Libya in

the attack on a Berlin disco favored

by U.S. military personnel.

Two U.S. servicemen and a Turkish

woman died in the April 5, 1986,
explosion and about 230 others were
injured. Then-President Reagan
accused Libyan leader Moammar
Cadhafi of ordering the bombing
and retaliated with deadly air strikes

on two Libyan cities.

Eter, 40, went on trial last week
along with two other employees of

Libya's former embassy in East Berlin

and two German sisters. Charges range

from murder and attempted murder to

being an accessory to a crime.

Prosecutors said Eter had con-
fessed and turned state's evidence.

But he surprised the court on
-Tuesday by denying na ox .his Jour co-

defendants were involved, and testi-

fied that the Libyan Embassy had not

approved it either.

NATION

Gore creates second
deputy chief post

WASHINGTON (AP) — Vice
President Al Gore, who's made no
secret of his plans for a presidential

campaign in 2000, is strengthening

the ranks of his senior staff. But White
House officials insist no one there is

looking beyond 1998.

In a round of personnel changes
announced yesterday, Gore created a

second deputy chief of staff post. It

will be filled by Pat Moore Ewing, a

veteran communications adviser to

Democratic campaigns, including

Pennsylvania Sen. Harris Wofford's
1 994 re-election effort.

Monica Maples Dixon is to fill the

other deputy chief of staff position,

which was vacated when David
Strauss moved to the Pension Benefit

Guarantee Corporation.

Dixon is executive director of the

House Democratic Caucus, which
sided with President Clinton — and
against Minority Leader Dick
Gephardt — in the administration's

unsuccessful bid for "fast-track"

authority in trade negotiations.

This early in the game, Gephardt is

considered Gore's chief rival for the

2000 Democratic nomination.

One Gore aide, asked about the

personnel decisions, privately
acknowledged the vice president was
"beefing up for the future." But
White House officials say 2000 is off

Gore's radar screen and electing a

Democratic majority to Congress in

1998 is his and Clinton's sole political

concern right now.
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Police still searching for clues

in September death of Prentice
Two months after the death of

junior Adam G. Prentice, campus
police are still trying to answer ques-

tions in the unsolved case and piece

together events that led to his death.

University of Massachusetts
Police Chief lohn Luippold would
not comment on the investigation

but said, "we are still seeking any-

one who might have information
about Adam s death."

Police urge any student who was
on North Pleasant Street between
Pufton Village and Morrill Science

Center and may have seen or been
with Prentice the night of Sept. 2b
or early Sept. 27 between midnight

and 1:30 a.m. to call police at

545-0813.

According to Luippold, police

have been unsuccessful in their

search for anyone who was with

Prentice around the time of his

death.

Prentice, 21, died early Sept. 27
after he fell through a greenhouse
roof near the Morrill Science
Center. His cause of death was list-

ed as massive bleeding and toxicolo-

gy reports indicated that Prentice

was intoxicated at the time of his

death. — Leigh Faulkner

UHS prohibits holiday decorating
By Sarah J. Kimmel
Collegian Staff

With the holiday season nearing full swing, many peo-

ple are decorating their environments with symbols repre-

sentative of the season. This is not possible for the

employees of University of Massachusetts Health Services

(UHS). For the past three years, the UHS staff have not

been allowed to display any holiday decorations anywhere

on the premises.

Three years ago Bemadette Melby was hired us the new
Director of Health Services. She created a policy that pro-

hibited holiday decorations during the winter holiday sea-

son.

One reason for this may be that by decorating for spe-

cific holidays, people who do not celebrate these days may
feel left out of uncomfortable. Mane HI. a nursing assis-

tant at UHS, said that this could be avoided.

"We have many different ethnic groups represented

here at Health Services. We want to recognize them all,"

Fil said.

"Bernadette said that she didn't want to offend people

from other countries who may not celebrate the predomi-

nant holidays," Kerstin Stemple, a nursing assistant, said.

"We want to educate those people about the holiday-'

Not only are these decorations banned in the halls and
waiting rooms of the UHS building, but also in the offices

of the employees.

"We can't even hang our cards up in our own offices."

said loselyn Koldy, who is also a nursing assistant at UHS.
Koldy and her colleagues want to have a holiday party

this year. This has been a desire of theirs for the past three

years, but hasn't been allowed.

"We were going to have a holiday party here at work. It

wasn't allowed... We tried to change the name to a 'end of

the season party' but that was also denied because it

sounded like we were trying to get rid of the students,"

Koldy said. "We just want to have a holiday party together

as a faculty community."
The nurses also planned to have a mitten tree this year

in order to collect mittens and then donate them to the

Women. Infants, and Children (W1C) Foundation. This

project was also denied because the tree could be consid-

ered a Christmas decoration.

"We just wanted to help the unfortunate who may not

be able to do as much... it's the spirit of the season,"

Koldy said.

The nurses, however, did not give up.

"Instead of doing a secret holiday swap this year, we are

making a collection and donating it to help out local areas

that need it," Fil said.

In contrast to the bare walls of the inside of the facility,

the security booth outside UHS is decorated with both a

Christmas tree and a wreath.

"That is the first thing everybody sees when they drive

in." Koldy said. "If it can be out there I don't see why it

can't be in here."

In addition, when looking out of the windows of the

Obstetrics and Gynocology wing located on the third floor

of UHS. one can see the Chancellor's house in full

Christmas decor. Koldy said. "If the Chancellor's house
can display the feeling of the season, why can't we?"

The nurses believe that the decorations during this sea-

son boost the morals of both patients and faculty.

Tum to UHS. page 3

Orchids and art
KENNETH W P SCOTT \ COLLEGIAN

Amherst Orchid Society and the Sculpture Dept. here at UMass put on a show at the Durfee Conservatory
starting today and running until Dec. 10. (This image has been digitally manipulated.)

Scott against further

financial restructuring

KENNETH W P SCOTT ( COLLEGIAN

Professor Ann Ferguson, director of the Women's Studies program
speaks at the final Faculty Senate meeting.

By Tamar Carroll

Collegian Staff

Chancellor David K. Scott
warned that the dramatic financial

restructuring and reallocation the

University of Massachusetts is in

the process of undergoing cannot

continue in the future.

"Enough, I say," Scott said. "No
more."

At yesterday's Faculty Senate
meeting, the last of the semester.

Scott discussed the financial

restructuring and reallocation the

University has undergone since

1994 and is set to undergo under
his Strategic Action Plan through

the year 2001.

Scott stressed the magnitude of

the restructuring and reallocation

— $24.5 million from fiscal years

1996-2000 alone — and said' that

this scope can not be maintained by

the University in the future.

"No one should live under the

illusion that what has been done in

the past 10 years can be done for

another five years." Scott said.

The University accomplished this

restructuring and reallocation main-

ly by shifting resources from per-

sonnel to infrastructure.

In the past four years. 237 faculty

positions were vacated. 32 percent

of these positions were left unfilled,

allowing funds to be shifted to

other areas of the budget, such as

infrastructure and information tech-

nology. The downsizing of the fac-

ulty, in addition to the redesign of

administrative services, will con-
tribute $14.7 million to the

University budget during Strategic

Action.

Reallocation within the
University's departments and divi-

sions, such as the shifting of faculty

to new areas, will contribute 59 ;<

million to the campus budget in this

time frame.

The monies created through
restructuring and reallocation will

fund all new programmatic invest-

ments made during this time peri-

od, as increaMI from the state legis-

lature will be absorbed by mandat-
ed costs such as salary increases

Scott characterized the restruc-

turing and reallocation effort made
by the University as equal or superi-

or to efforts in the same areas being

made by corporations such as

I.B.M..G.E. andGM.
"Allowing that it had to be done,

we should be proud of what we
have achieved here." Scott said. "I

Turn to FUNDS, page 3

Canadian postal workers end strike

1 By David Crary

Associated Press

OTTAWA — Threatened with heavy

fines, Canadian postal workers grudg-

ingly ended a two-week strike yesterday.

Still, they vowed to show defiance by

misdirecting corporate mail and han-

dling regular letters even if unstamped.

Most of the 45,000 strikers returned

to their jobs at midday, complying with

back-to-work legislation passed by the

federal government Wednesday night.

Workers who defied the order faced

fines of $700 a day.

The Canadian Union of Pum.iI

Workers said employees would find

other ways to show their bitterness

over the back-to-work order, which
imposed a wage increase below that

offered by the postal service during

contract talks.

A prime target will be mail sent by

government agencies and big corpo-

rations, said union president Dairell

Tingley.

UMass Board of Trustees

approves new alcohol policy

Mars surface once like Earth s

Findings pump life into possibility of finding evidence of life

WORCESTER. Mass. (AP) — A
new alcohol policy has been
approved by the University of

Massachusetts' Board of Trustees,

but administrators say stepped up
enforcement and better education are

needed to curb excessive drinking.

The board of trustees voted
Wednesduy to approve an alcohol poli-

cy for its five campuses that's intended

to crack down on underage drinking.

The vote follows a recommenda-
tion in October by the Massachusetts'

Board of Higher Education that all

state colleges and universities ban
most alcohol use on campus.

"We're trying as hard as we can to

make people understand there's a set

of norms, a set of rules, that they're

expected to adhere to," said Robert

Karam, president of the board.

The new guidelines fall short of an

out-and-out ban on alcohol on cam-
pus. They include strict adherence to

the drinking age and all laws govern-

ing alcohol, and intolerance of alco-

hol abuse. Students who are of age

are prohibited from drinking on cam-
pus with underage students or pro-

viding them with alcohol.

In many ways, said Karam, the

new guidelines are a restatement of

the old rules.

"They're not that different, but very

clear." he said. By voting on new alco-

hol guidelines, both the higher ed
board and the UMass board of trustees

were responding to the deaths this fall

of two students — one at the University

of Massachusetts in Amherst and the

other at the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology. Karam said the UMass
board of trustees Hopped short of an

all-out ban. because we do not believe

that's a practical application of what
we as tru-tces,

| I administrators, can

possibly be expected to do with the

thousands of youtn on our campus." he

said.

Karam characterized a ban as fool-

ish, impossible to administer and
probably illegal.

"Amherst has 15.000 residents," he

said. "It's I city Are we going to sa\ to

that city. 'You can't bring alcohol into

that city?' Are we going to say to stu-

dents. 'You can't drink, so we'll push
you to Northampton, we'll push \ou

into cars, and we'll feel good about it"'"

He conceded, however that the

schools could do I better job with

enforcement and education.

David K. Scott, chancellor at

UMaSS-Amhem, Htid the new guide-

lines aren't that much different from

the university's current rules.

By Paul Recer

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The Pathfinder robot uncovered
evidence that Mars was once warm, moist and more like

Earth than its forbidding surface might now suggest

All of this is "a shot in the arm for the possibility of

finding evidence of life" on the Red Planet, said one
researcher. "The body of evidence returned by Pathfinder

are suggestive that conditions had been conducive for the

formation of life early in Mars' history," said Matt P.

Golombek. a Pathfinder mission scientist and lead author

of a research report in the journal Science.

Golombek said several lines of evidence have produced
a strong consensus among scientists that Pathfinder land-

ed |uly 4 on a Martian plain that was sculpted by liquid

water sometime in the past and that such water proves the

planet once was a warmer, more life-friendly place.

Although Pathfinder and its faithful wheeled rover,

Sojourner, found no definite evidence of life, the report in

Science said the spacecraft studies "appear consistent with

a water-rich planet that may be more Earthlike than previ-

ously recognized, with a warmer and wetter past in which
liquid water was stable and the atmosphere was thicker."

Finding evidence of liquid water, said Golombek, "is a

shot in the arm for the possibility of finding evidence of

life. If there was no liquid water, then there would be no
need to search lot life on Mars."

"There's nothing we found that would preclude life on
early Mars." said |ohn T. Schofield of the let Propulsion

Laboratory, the California Institute of Technology agency

that ciintrolled Pathfinder for NASA.
"Because there was liquid water billions of years ago, it

is conceivable that there could have been life." said H. ).

Moore of the U.S. Geological Survey, one of the principal

researchers with Sojourner. "The liquid water makes that

a possibility."

Liquid water would mean that Mars was much warmer
than the minus-100-degree temperatures experienced by

Pathfinder, the researcher- -av in Science. This, in turn,

means that the atmosphere on Mars was then much thick-

er than now. the researchers say.

Moore said Sojourner, the small-wheeled rover that

roamed for more than 1 70 feet around the landing site,

found a number of rocks that bear a strong resemblance to

rocks that on Earth are formed in the presence of water.

He said rocks named Shark. Prince Charming and Fnder
all appear to be conglomerates, or rocks formed of smaller

pebbles bound together by a matrix, such as clay. Such
rocks are formed by water forces on Earth, said Moore.
Some rocks also bore evidence that they may have

formed on a lakeshore or even underwater, suggesting that

water at one time possibly pooled on Mars, said Mixire

Moore said a search for life will be a part of NASA's
continuing exploration of Mars, but he warns that "it is

very much a crap shoot. Mars is a big place and where
would you go to look? It is a very tough question."

It's unlikely that a search lor life will turn up bones
sticking out of Martian sand somewhere More likely, any

Martians that ever lived may have been microscopic, he
said.

Golombek said it is unlikely there will be final answers

about Martian life until samples are returned from the Red
Planet. And even then, finding evidence ol life would be

only a "very remote possibility," he said

NASA plans to send lander- to Men in 2001 and 2003

that will scoop up samples that IMJ be returned to Earth

on another mission now planned lot 2005.
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Survey says...

KENNETH W P SCOTT \ COIUGIAN

Tom Apple of Forsight Land Services is taking measurements to determine an elevation for a topographical

map.

! I I

Campus Activities Presents

Something Every Friday

A Weekly Series Of Special Events

This Week:

' Comedian
Todd Parker

• Todd has been featured on Fox 's

"Married With Children" and

MTVs "Singled Out"

Also Featured On The Show Will Be

Singer "Jon O"

Campus Center
Auditorial

- Friday, December 5,

1997 At S:00pm

The Movie "Air Force One" Will Be Shown

Following The Program At

approx. 9:30pm

TOTAL SPINE-TINGLING EXCITEMENT!
. An Un4tHtt**IHr *9Wr1ul film •

II VMKIM >N Hiltli

AIR
!<)R< I oni;

Visit Us On The Web:

http://www.umass.edu/canipact/events/calcndar.htm

Campus Activities: 545-3600

This Series Is Made Possible By A Grant From The

Vice-Chancellor For Student Affairs: The UMass

Auxiliary Services Office and:

Campus Police Log
Accident — Property Damage
Dec. 2
UMPD assisted Amherst Police

at an accident scene on East
Pleasant Street.

Alarm—Fire

Dec. 2

A smoke bomb was set off in the

8th floor of John Adams Residence

Hall.

Animal Complaint
Dec. 3

UMPD were asked to check on
the well-being of a dog locked in a

vehicle on Massachusetts Avenue.

Annoying Behavior

Dec. 1

A dispute occurred between indi-

viduals in Thompson Hall.

An individual reported annoying
behavior by two individuals in

parking lot 22 on Stadium Drive.

Assist Agency
Dec. 4

UMPD assisted Amherst Police

with a large fight on North Pleasant

Street.

UMPD assisted Amherst Police

with two more fights on North

Pleasant Street.

B&E/Burglary
Dec. 2
A vehicle in parking lot 1 1 on

Stadium Drive was broken into.

Property worth $250 was stolen.

Dec. 3

A vehicle was broken into in

parking lot 43 on Thatcher Way.

Disturbance

Dec. 4

A fight was reported in Pierpont

Residence Hall.

Health and Safety Hazard

Dec. 4

A leaf fire occurred in the bowl

area in Orchard Hill Residential

Area.

Larceny

Dec. 1

An individual from |ohn Adams
Residence Hall reported a bicycle

stolen.

An individual reported a credit

card stolen from John Adams
Residence Hall.

Gas cans were reported stolen

from Tillson Farm.

An individual reported his wallet

stolen from Crampton Residence

Hall.

Dec. 2
An individual reported his moun-

tain bike stolen from Cashin

Residence Hall approximately three

weeks ago. A large sum of money

was in the bike bag. Estimated

value $1000

A license plate was stolen from a

vehicle in parking lot 1 1 on

Stadium Drive.

Two individuals from )ohn

Adams Residence Hall reported

being billed for credit cards they

never requested or received.

An individual reported a wallet

stolen from Bartlett Hall.

Dec. 3

Staff from Herter Hall reported a

microwave stolen.

An individual reported a license

and credit cards stolen from the

Mullins Center.

Vandalism

Dec. 1

A window was smashed by a

water balloon in |ohn Adams
Residence Hall.

Film may have caused shooting
By Ted Bridis

Associated Press

WEST PADUCAH, Ky. — The 14-year-old boy accused

of fatally shooting three fellow students may have been

influenced by a Leonardo DiCaprio movie that depicts a

young man killing a teacher and students, a prosecutor

said yesterday.

Michael Carneal acknowledged viewing The Basketball

Diaries, a 1995 film based on the life of New York poet

|im Carroll, a former high school basketball player who
turned to drugs, Commonwealth's Attorney Timothy
Kaltenbach said.

"These movies are a factor. People come up with some
of these ideas," Kaltenbach said.

The film includes a dream scene, in which Carroll

shoots classmates and a teacher, and several scenes depict

religion in a negative light.

Carneal is charged with opening fire on students at the

conclusion of an informal daily prayer meeting Monday
morning in the lobby of Heath High School. Three girls

died and five other students were wounded.
One of two girls who remain hospitalized has been par-

alyzed from the waist down, Principal Bill Bond said

today. Missy Jenkins, 15, was in stable condition. The sec-

ond girl, Shelley Schaberg, 14, was in satisfactory condi-

tion and expected to be released from the hospital soon.

Without going into specifics, the prosecutor said evi-

dence has surfaced that Carneal had planned the crime for

as long as a year. Kaltenbach said others possibly knew of

plans for the shootings and another arrest was possible.

"If someone engaged in the planning process, they will

be punished," he said.

. .Sheriff frank. Augustus said Wednesday he had a "gut

feeling" the shooter didn't act alone.

Kaltenbach, who plans to seek the maximum penalty of

life without parole for 25 years for Carneal, said the boy

has shown little emotion during interviews.

"The thing that struck me was the lack of emotion to

acknowledge what he had done to the victims and to him-

self... and to his parents," he said.

Augustus said he wondered whether the five guns car-

ried into the school — a pistol with extra ammunition,

two rifles and two shotguns — were for accomplices.

Augustus said, however, that he didn't anticipate other

arrests.

The boy remains in a juvenile detention center in anoth-

er part of the state, charged with murder, attempted mur-

der and burglary. Authorities say he stole the guns from a

neighbor's garage on Thanksgiving Day.

On Wednesday, Carneal's older sister, Kelly Carneal.

returned to classes for the first time since the shootings.

Afraid she would be ostracized, she found instead class-

mates who welcomed her with a remarkable sense of for

giveness.
,

Bond said one student confided to him that he was

uncomfortable being in classes all day with the 17-year-

old sister, a senior who is expected to be the class valedic-

torian.

"We talked for a long time, and we talked about anger

and controlling that anger, and that anger is a natural

thing," Bond said. "There's some anger, yes, but he dealt

with it and spent the rest of the day with Kelly. He under-

stood that she's not the person who did this."

It was Miss Carneal who drove her brother to school on

Monday, but authorities said they believe she didn't know
what he had planned. The rifles were wrapped in a quilt, a

bundle he explained were props for a science experiment.

Funeral services for Nicole Hadley. 14, Kayce Steger,

15, and Jessica lames, 1 7. and will be held today.

Book
SlGNINGS
The University Store is

sponsoring a series of
celebrity book slgnings

between now and the end of
the school year,

all slgnings will take place
on the Campus Center

Concourse across from the
University Store.

Ray Bradbury
One or Science Fiction's most

PROLIFIC WRITERS!

mon. Dec. 8 - 1 pm to 3pm

Jay Neugeboren
Pont Worry About the Kids

Weds. Dec. 10-1 2pm to 1 pm

Bob Ryan
The Four Seasons

Weds. Dec. 1 7 - About 1 pm
After the Sports Luncheon

We accept
AMEX. Discover.
MC. Visa, and
THEUCARD!

University Store
in the UMass Campus Center

Hours:
M-F 9 to 5 Sat. 1 1 to 4

(413)545-2619

it
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Come On In Out Of The Plain!

3 floors • stores galore • food & more

dictionary / six bucks • cup o'joe / a buck • "For Dummies" guides / nineteen bucks
beaded curtain / nine bucks • book bags / from eighteen bucks

Genko (for mental sharpness) / fifteen bucks • magic stone / twelve bucks
Armani hoselry / nine bucks • Lucky Jeans / sixty eight bucks

shower caddy / eleven bucks • CK boxer shorts / eighteen bucks
Hard Candy lipsticks / sixteen bucks

"under the big green awning"

On the bus route • Open Mon -Tue - Wed 10-6; Thur - Fri - Sat 10-9- Sun 12-5 •

150 Main Street, Northampton

UHS
continued from page 1

"A child came into urgent care on
Wednesday and was very excited

about the lights that had been hung
up," Fil said. "The lights were taken

down the same day... I think this

lowers moral.

To UHS employee. Sara Aierstuck,

this issue could have been handled

differently.

"This could have been handled
without animosity and we, as a facul-

ty, could come together... The people

who want to decorate are not people

who want to jam Christmas down
people's throats. They are people
who recognize diversity," Aierstuck

said.

Melby's only response to these
statements was that, "part of my job

is to hear the voices of many and cre-

ate a safe and comfortable environ-

ment lor all people."

"This case is about the conflict

between the right to express your
religion versus the separation
between church and state," said

Michelle Leaf, a staff attorney who
is employed by Student Legal
Services.

"The problem Um't that they are

banning Holiday decorations, it's that

they're banning only winter holiday

decorations," Leaf said.

UHS allows the staff to decorate

for other holidays such as

Halloween and Valentine's Day.
These holidays originated as Saint

Hallow's Eve and Saint Valentine's

Day. both of which have religious

derivation. "By not prohibiting or

allowing all decorations they are dis-

criminating against the season."

Leaf said.

Several years ago there was a simi-

lar controversy in Amherst concern-

ing a Christmas tree at the lones

Library. The Board of Library

Trustees decided to remove this tree

due to lack of multiculturalism. This

generated many letters from towns-

people who were upset about this

action. Rather than completely disre-

gard the holidays the Board of

Trustees decided to have a multicul-

tural display.

"I have not had the opportunity to

research this issue," Leaf said.

"However, generally speaking, in

cases concerning public displays of

religious symbols the courts would
consider a number of issues."

One of these issues is the question

why this ban is on only for winter

holiday decorations. These seasonal

holidays include Christmas, Yule,

Chanukah, Three Kings Day and
Kwanzaa.

"Another issue that the courts

would look at is the rationale of this

policy. Is this policy prohibiting the

free exercise of religion? One must
ask if holiday decorations are reli-

gious symbols," Leaf said.

Melby refused to comment on
these issues.

Koldy said that she is concerned
about the legality of this issue.

"We feel that it is not a state law

that we can't celebrate a holiday...

[Melby] has to be more open minded
and let other people leam about cul-

ture. She should perceive the holi-

days as more than just a gift and a

tree, it's people uniting."

funds
continued from page 1

will stack it up against G.M.... and all of the other

transformative companies today. We have done as

much."
However. Scott said, the University will achieve

its practical maximum efficiency by the end of

Strategic Action and cannot continue this restruc-

turing and reallocation effort past 2001.

The University will continue to need a b percent

increase in its budget each year. Scott said, and
reallocation will only be able to supply 1 percent of

that.

The other 5 percent will have to come from a

special investment from the state legislature, Scott

said.

"We will not live with less than b percent

growth," Scott said. "We need to make a new pitch

for a special investment in this University. We need

tw begin planning now. because the year 20^ L will

T ' . . . .1 —

be on us soon."

In other Faculty Senate business, Professor Brian

O'Connor of the Biology Department discussed the

Dec. 3 meeting of the University's Board of

Trustees.

At that meeting, the Board of Trustees approved

an Alcohol Policy for the University which does not

differ markedly from the previous policy.

However, O'Connor noted, it does specify that

no advertisement of alcohol be permitted on cam-

pus, a change in policy.

Professor Anne Ferguson, director of the

Women's Studies Program, presented Vision 2000,

a set of recommendations for achieving gender

equity on campus compiled by the New England

Council of Land-Grant University Women.
The report lists nine broad recommendations,

including ending gender^biaaijmd dijerimination

i,' *\

'> ;
- ,

','•- '•' '
.

against women in the curriculum, implementing

diversity initiatives, and ending sexual harassment

and violence against women, as well as specific

steps to take to implement these recommendations.

Ferguson, on behalf of the Status of Women
Council, asked the Senate to endorse in principle

the nine recommendations in Vision 2000.

However, several Senate members strongly

objected to this motion, and requested that the var-

ious councils and committees have an opportunity

to review the report.

Professor Joseph Larson, chair of the Rules

Committee, proposed a substitute motion, which

accepted the report from the Status of Women
Council and referred it to the Senate's various

councils and committees for approval by Feb. 5,

1998.

The Senate passed this substitute motion.

Say "No" to crack
This crack meter measures the separation of one of Hasbrouck Lab's

stairwells.

when you sNews, you lose!

right for News, or the dog gets it!

IT AIN'T EASY,
BUT IT'S SMART
Winter Session '98

Why Winter Session?

• Catch up so you can graduate on time
• Focus on just one class, one set of homework assignments

• Make up lost credits

• Take a usually overenrolled prerequisite for your major
• Earn three credits in three weeks

Smaller classes mean more individual attention.

Winter Session '98

January 5-26

Pick up a blue course catalog at Continuing Education in

Goodell Bldg. or anywhere on campus; in town at stores,

restaurants, banks.

Or call 545-0107 and we'll send you one.

Check out the updated course list at www.umass.edu/
confined/

Winter Session

Division of Continuing Education

University of Massachusetts Amherst

The Division of Continuing Education is

moving to 358 N. Pleasant St. in January.

AgggggggtifSgCaL AgggggggggfigfilL

T Win
& Tickets!

To the 3rd Annual

Commonwealth
Classic

UMass Minutemen
vs.

Boston College

dec. 14, 1997 at the

Fleet Center

Come register to win in the
University Store between
now and Dec. 1 0, 1 997 OR
SEND IN THE ATTACHED ENTRY

FORM.

The drawing for two (2)

tickets to the
commonwealth classic will
be held at 4:30pm on weds.
Dec. 1 in the University
Store. You need not be

present to win.

Entry Form must be completely
filled out. one entry per customer
Please. No Purchase Necessary.

WE ACCEPT
AMEX. Discover,
MC. Visa, and
THE UCARD!

University Store
in the UMass Campus Center

Hours:
M-F9T0 5SAT. 1 1 TO 4

(413)545-2619

Mail-In Entry Form
Entry form must be completely filled out to win.

Name:

Address:

When was the last time you visited

the University Store?

Did you buy anything? What?

DO YOU HAVE ANY COMMENTS FOR US?

Phone:

Birthday:

Return to: Ticket Giveaway
University Store
Campus Center
UMASS. MAO 1O03

IS THERE ANYTHING WE DON'T CARRY THAT
YOU THINK WE SHOULD?

WHERE DO YOU USUALLY GET THOSE
ITEMS?

ALL ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BEFORE
4:OOpm on Weds. Dec. lO, 1997. Sorry.
BUT WE CAN BE NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR LOST
OR LATE ENTRIES.
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The not-so Promised Land
Last spring I truly believed that I was entering the

Promised Land. I had dreams of tossing those

wretched shower shoes once and for all. saying m\

good-byes to the process of signing friends into my build-

ing and never again having to worry about being caught

using the men's bathroom.

Yes, joy of all joys, I was moving off-campus.

Our real estate agent was like a Messiah when he showed us

a lovely second-floor bungalow, located on scenic, tree- lined

Main Street. The only question we had for him was "where do

we sign?" 1 wrote the biggest check I ever hope to write,

we had to cover deposits, first and last

month's rem arid other, as of yet undis- "^T^
-

closed, expenses, and we were in. My two ^^^^^^I^SH
roommates and I. we were golden!

Fast forward to the present. The land is not so promised

any more. Living off campus is not as easy as just having

mommy send the rent check every month.

Aforementioned Messiah (a.k.a. real estate agent) has

morphed into a complete sketch-ball, getting our oven and a

light fixed requires written requests and a lot of waiting.

(The light got fixed, we gave up on the oven.)

Speaking of ovens, that reminds me of food, of which we

rarely have any. Open up our refrigerator on an average day

and here is a list of what you will find:

spaghetti sauce

salsa

cheese

water

Groceries are a rare commodity. The idea of going to Stop

& Shop actually sends shivers down my spine, that is, when

I actually have the idea of going, which is rare. As bad as

the DC is. at least there are always milk and Fruit Loops

aplenty to keep you fed.

Another major issue is a means of transportation to and

from campus each glorious morning. When I was on cam-

pus. 1 dreaded that walk under the tunnel from Southwest

to the reality of class and work every day. But at least if I

was running three measly minutes late, the tunnel would

still give me access, so I could get to Bartlett on time. Unlike

the PVTA. which cruelly forces punctuality onto the tardiest

of us all. Only too often do I find myself sprinting across

Main Street, dodging traffic, shoes untied, hair soaking wet.

in order to catch the 8:52 bus. I can see the bus driver

mocking me, a disheveled streak flying across the road. For

those of you considering off-campus living, a word of

advice, don't bother ever running for the bus. The doors will

inevitably close while you are just out of range to bang for

the driver to re-open them.

Then there's the issue of the $140 gas bill we just got.

What?! It's amazing the amount of crude language that can

spew forth from the mouths of three otherwise elegant

young ladies when they find out that somebody wants to

charge them $140 dollars to stay warm.

So if you ever come to visit me now, be

Allen sure to bring an extra sweater because"^"^™* the heater dial has been banished back

down to the 65 degree realms, making our apartment seem

only slightly warmer than the Yukon. I've been seriously

considering moving my room to the freezer, I think it's a lit-

tle bit wanner.

Then there's the kicker. Thanks to certain events occur-

ring in houses on Hobart Lane, certain properties also

owned by our favorite real estate company, parties of more

than 15 (15!?!) people are strictly prohibited in our house.

We weren't told this when we signed, but rather through a

letter sent by a lawyer in September. We frantically searched

for ways around this one. Do they mean 15 people pet

apartment? Fifteen people per occupant? Fifteen people per

room? Fifteen people per keg? We're still working on this...

So, what it boils down to is a reality check that inevitably

comes. The perks of off-campus still far outweigh the sacri-

fices, such as not having to worry about picking up communi-

cable diseases from the bathroom, no fire drills at three in the

morning when it's raining and the privilege of being able to

bum all the incense and candles that your little heart desires.

lust watch out for that thermostat and make sure you know

your bus schedules and you should be okay

As for me. I'm going to go home, put on a down jacket, eat

some cheese and throw on my shower shoes for old times

sake (no. 1 didn't actually throw them out. they were the cool

ones from |. Crew.), all the while screaming expletives over

the still unpaid heating bill.

Elsa Allen is a Collegian columnist.

Letters to the Editor

Article unjust

to Amherst church

To the Editor:

This letter is written in response to

"Faith no more" by |oe Sullivan. Not

only did the author make unknowl-

edgeable and ignorant conclusions

about the amount of Catholic faith

among college students, he also put

down the beautiful Catholic church

in downtown Amherst.

The author attended one Mass at

this church, and because onlv a few

college-aged people were in atten-

dance, he concluded that few people

his age found satisfaction in going to

church. Has he ever heard of the

Newman Center? If he wants proof

of spirituality in college students,

then my advice to him is to go to a

Sunday evening Mass there. He is

sure to find hundreds of people his

age who go there every week to cele-

brate their faith in God. Also. I

don't see how he expected to be

"uplifted" or "saved" by attending a

single Mass. Spirituality is gained

over time, it doesn't just appear
overnight.

The author also did the church he

attended a great injustice by calling

its ceremony "lifeless." I have attend-

ed this church and feel it has a great

sense of community. The priest even

gave high-fives to the parishioners as

he departed from the altar, and wel-

comed my roommate and me back as

we left. Any typical 20-year-old

Catholic should know that the

Catholic church is about community
and giving to others, not simply

about going to church in an attempt

to gain spirituality.

The next time Mr. Sullivan writes

about an issue such as this one. I

suggest he gains more knowledge of

the topic before making any conclu-

sions. 1 also invite him to attend one

of the evening Masses at the

Newman Center. I'd like to see if his

opinion changes.

Annemarie Walson
Amherst

Gonzaga U.

no "popcorn " team

To the Editor:

In reading Casey Kane's article

regarding the scheduling strategies ol

"Big Name" college basketball pro-

grams, I was surprised to discover a

significant oversight. Surely a college

basketball columnist would do her

homework before belittling Gonzaga
University as a "popcorn" opponent

and a "small-blip-on-the
-big-radar-screen." Since college bas-

ketball seems to be Ms. Kane's area

of expertise, she might have paid

attention to the box scores of the past

few weeks.

At the "Top of the World Classic"

in Fairbanks. Alaska (Nov. 21-23).

your "popcorn" school proceeded to

annihilate perennial Sweet Sixteen

participant Tulsa 78-40. Next, the

Gonzaga "no-names" edged 1996
Final Four participant Mississippi

State 70-68. To close out the week-

end. Gonzaga, dubbed by Dick Vitale

as "The Princeton of the West"
embarrassed ACC power and 5th

ranked Ciemson 84-71 to win the

tournament With a record of 6-1,

Gonzaga is ranked #34 in the USA
Today poll and #36 in the AP poll,

17 spots ahead of one very local "big

name."

This success has not been a flash in

the pan. Gonzaga has averaged 20
wins over the past six seasons,

including a trip to the NCAA
Tournament in 1995 and trips to the

NIT in 1994 and 1996. Between
1994 and 1995, Gonzaga also had

the third longest home winning
streak in Division I (33 games).

In the future. I suggest that before

you belittle teams like Gonzaga. do
your homework!

|on Kinloch

UMass
graduate student

Former Gonzaga
basketball player
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First week survival guide

The summer before your first

year at college is one filled

with anticipation, excitement,

nervousness and sadness. You have

finally made it through nursery, ele-

mentary, middle and high school.

The road that started with nap time

and building blocks has taken a

sharp turn into the world of profes-

sors and final exams.

Now you. the student, must learn

to live and succeed on your own.
You are now in a world where you

do not know everyone, mom and
dad can't always lend advice and
most of your professors do not even

know your name, let alone get on

your back for a missed assignment.

Here are a few helpful hints and
reminders to get through your first

week at school, away from home.

The move-in day is a long, hot

and tedious day at UMass. The
preparation for this day starts in

the summer when you are waiting

for your housing assignment. You
must pray every night to whomever
you worship and beg for a dorm
with less than five floors. When
you receive the housing assign-

ment, whether you are on the first

floor or the 21st floor, make sure

you are well packed, and the han-

dles won't break on the way up.

Make sure that every item essential

to your living standards is packed

because the campus store is not

sympathetic to those whom might

have forgotten shirts, notebooks,

computer software, or even a teddy

bear.

Next, make sure that you room-

mate and you arrive at different

times. Move in day becomes very

difficult when two sets of parents,

brothers, sisters, girlfriends,

boyfriends, aunts, uncles or

whomever else decides they would

like to help you are stuffed into a

room that seems smaller than the

ones they showed at orientation.

Finally after everything is put away

and the last tears are shed, it is time

to break the silence and decide

what you and your "new friend" are

going to do.

The remaining days before classes

start are probably the most awk-

ward of them all here at UMass.

You must prepare yourself for the

first full day of cafeteria food. This

is when you might have to make a

Mike (irons

late journey to the Campus Store

and purchase some Pepto-Bismol.

Next, after you have walked enough

around campus and can not possibly

hold anymore liai party livers, you

return to your room with enough
scrap paper to last you a lifetime.

After you become bored of watching

TV, you must decide what to do for

the rest of the night. You could

make yourself present at one of

many frat parties, or more than one.

Entertainment could also be found

by checking out a movie, or possibly

driving into town. Those too tired to

go out. or still fighting stomach
pains, end up pulling out their little

black books and adding to their

already outstanding phone bill.

Finally, when the noise dies down at

four o'clock in the morning, you fall

asleep.

Tne first and remaining days ol

classes that will end out the week
are those that you have never expe-

rienced before. You might find

yourself in a class that will eventu-

ally cover the material you learned

in eighth grade, or in a class that

seems like a foreign language
taught in English. Once you have

your schedule all squared away,

you must leave for class about 20

minutes early to make sure that

you find the building, and get a

seat in an auditorium that seats

two hundred, but for some reason,

there are 250 signed up for the

class. Next, once the professor has

told you what books are needed,

you must leave yourself about a

day and a half to buy your books at

the Textbook Annex.

Finally, you must become accus-

tomed to your ID. card and the key

to your room. Make sure that after

you wake up and sleep walk down
to the bathroom, you roommate is

there to let you in, or that you have

your key with you. If you are

unlucky and got locked out of your

room you will then walk downstairs

to the Cluster Office in hope of a

spare: however, you will find out

that it is never open when you
might need it. After you have been

locked out once you will not need

to worry because you will make
sure it will never happen again.

What seemed like an eternity has

finally ended and the week is over.

Life at home is behind you. but not

forgotten. Your stomach is now
feeling better, and the first pound
of the Freshman 15 has been
acquired. You have become accus-

tomed to your schedule, and your

classes have slowly decreased in

size. The l.D. card and key have
become like a third hand, and your

door never seems to be locked.

Now, life at college is slowly turn-

ing into just another year of

school.

Mike Grohs is a UMass student.
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Grammy-winning Take 6 to play F.A.C.
By Seema Gangatirkar

Collegian Staff

Leaving traditional instruments behind and using only

their voices, the Grammy-award winning group. Take b

will take the stage at the Fine Ait- Center Concert Hall

tomorrow night at 8 p.m.

Take 6, an all-male a cappella group specializing in

vocal jazz, has won seven Gramim awards, five Doves

(gospel music) as well as honors from Downbeat maga-

zine. Add to that a Soul Train Music Award and Black

Radio Exclusive Vocal group of the year, and it becomes

clear why the six young men have become one of the most

acclaimed and influential group- in pop music.

The group, which consists ol Claude McKnight, Mark

Kibble, loe Kibble. Alvin Chca. Cedric Dent and Dai id

Thomas, is known for their rich socals and harmony.

Take 6 specializes in gospel music, but mixes spirituals

with the traditions of ja// and rhythms and blues.

According to a press release. Take b believes in the power

of the message to come through to create something posi-

tive in what they see to be a "world ol negativity."

The group started out at a small southern college a- a

four member a capella gospel group, originally named The

Gentlemen's Estate. In 1987. with performances at local

churches and campuses to their credit, the group moved
to -ign with Warner/Reprise records and officially became

known as Take 6.

Since then, the group ha- appeared on movie sound-

tracks, including Die* Tracy, Do the Right Thing. Boyz N
the Hood and Glengarry Glen Ross. Notable appearance-

include performing with Shania Twain at the Country

Music Association Awards, a- well as recording or per-

forming with the like- of k.d. lang. Don Henley. Queen

1 adfah, lame- Taylor, Kenny Rogers. |oe Sample and Ray

Charles

The group's latest album is Brothers, features a remake

of the Earth. Wind and Lire hit "Sing a Song" and "You

Don't Have To Be Afraid I he spiritual "lesu- Makes Me
Happy" focuses on the Take 6 tradition of recording inspi-

rational songs. Other albums include He is Christmas

i 1992) and loin the Hand (1994).

lake 6 Will perform Saturday night at the Fine \rts

Center at the L niversity of Massachusetts. Tickets for this

concert are $25. S20 and SI 5. Tickets for children 17 and

under are 5<S' and tickets for five College students are S5.

For tickets or more information, call 545-2511 or (800)

999-L MAS.

By Kevin Monahan
Collegian Staff

COURTESY IOSEPH CUITICE

Boston popsters Letters To Cleo play 99.3's Snow Show '97 tonight at Northampton's Pearl Street.

well for the absence of keyboards

and horns.

As Kay Hanley told the Collegian

in an interview at the start of the

tour promoting Go!. "We're defi-

nitely more of a live band than a stu-

dio band... our albums are a like a

work in progress."

Letters to Cleo will be playing

tonight as part of 99.3's Snow
Show "97. They will be sandwiched

in between openers Mary's First

and 99.3's newest child prodigy

Days of the New — whose hit sin-

gle. "Touch, Peel & Stand," (bear-

ing a striking resemblance to Alice

in Pearl's Stone Garden) is current-

ly the flavor-of-the-week at

WHMP.
Hanley and company are also

appearing at an autograph session at

B-Side Records in Northampton at

3 p.m. this afternoon.

I ittk has come out of the Boston

lock scene in recent years and one

might expect more from the city

from which spawned the Pixies

However, the infectious bubblegum

pop of the Beantown quintet

1 etters to Cleo is hands down one

of the best — and underrated —
hand- to come out of Boston in a

long time.

Like most of the female fronted

Boston rock acts (luliana Hatfield.

Tanya Donneley). Letters to Cleo's

bask sound can be defined by a

cute, girlish voice over a loud rum-

hie of guitars. The distinctive ele-

ment of Letters to Cleo's songs is

their infectiously catchy tunes that

linger in your rrHnd long after you

have stopped listening to them.

The Cleo's newest release, Go!,

marks a departure from their pre-

vious releases. Lead vocalist Kay

Hanley's songwriting skills have

matured during the two years

since their last album

—

Wholesale

Meats and Fish. On Go!, Hanley

sounds more like a woman who is

angry than a teenager who is

depressed.

With Jason Sutter of Boston's

lack Drag (an opener for Cleo dur-

ing the opening hometown shows)

replacing Tom Polce on drums, the

Cleos are coming back to Pearl

Street tonight — their first area

appearance since playing Smith

College's spring concert earlier this

year. Letters to Cleo, in their live

shows, are given the opportunity to

play with their instrumentation.

With just two guitars, a bass, and

drums on stage — they compensate The Grammy-winning a capella group Take 6 perform at the Fine Arts Center tomorrow evening

INTI ESSION 1 998 at Fitchburg State College

NICARAGUAN BIOLOGICAL
RESEARCH
Study Abroad Program
Offered in collaboration with the University of Mobile (Central American

Campus at San Marcos) this two-week program runs January 3-18, 1998.

Enroll in six credits (undergraduate or graduate), exploring the topography

of volcanos, cloud forests and tropical islands of Central America.

COURSE TOPIC: Tropical Biology (6 credits)

• Accommodations in university dorms

• Meal Plan

• Shuttle service from airport to San Marcos

• Access to university facilities and services

For more information, call the International Education Office at

(978)665-3089 or the DGCE Office at (978)665-3182.

THIS IS THE BREAK
YOU'VE BEEN WAITING FOR
College Students: While you're home for semester break, why not

take a course or two at Fitchburg State College? In just a few weeks,

you can earn credits in English, art education, philosophy, psychology,

sociology or computer science. Both graduate and undergraduate,

our credits are transferable to virtually any college in the country.

WINTER INTERSESSION - Dec. 17 - Jon. 16

Register Today with the Division of Graduate and Continuing

Education. Phone-in, Fax-In, Mail-In, Walk-In or E-Mail!

PS. - For those of you who would like to plan ahead, ask about our summer

course schedule, which this year includes amazingly affordable credit studies

abroad in Rome, Italy and Dublin, Ireland.
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VISIT OUR WEB SJTE AT WWW.FSC.EDU

Division of Graduate and

Continuing Education
w;s (,(,;. iiM
1 ,i\: 47N-6ov*fn8

1 m til: d^ii"Kudu

Admissions

NOO-70i-W)2
W7vm>VH44
I ,t\: uV.s-M^.-JMO
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Professional

Development Center
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Taking their music to new heights
Helium re-invent the wheel musically, hut without the fanciness

Grateful Dead will never die

COURTESY STEPHEN APICILLA-HITCHCOCK

Helium raised their music to new heights at the Iron Horse Wednesday night.

By Alexandria Li pica

Collegian Staff

HEUUM
Iron Horse Music Hail

Dec. 3

NORTHAMPTON — At first, it

was really hard to tell whether Mary
Timony. lead singer and guitarist of

Helium, was really pissed off, or just

too engrossed in her music to smile.

Yet. •Rex seeing her and her band-

m.itL-s perform live the other night,

my vote is for the latter. But don't be

mistaken. What Helium lacked in

facial enthusiasm and conversation

between songs, they made up for in

the presentation and quality of their

music.

After hearing Helium's newest

Matador release, The Magic City. I

was eager to find out how this trio

from Boston accomplished such an

intricate sound on stage and I was
skeptical if they could, in fact, be suc-

cessful. To much enjoyment and sur-

prise, all doubts were pushed aside

within the first few minutes of their

performance and they proved not to

disappoint.

Playing to a small but substantial

crowd. Helium had the uncanny
ability to transport those gathered

on the Iron Horse's dance floor to a

land of rainbows and unicorns; a

place where gallant gentlemen ride

white horses and rescue their

damsels in distress.

Don't be fooled though. Helium

is not weak and fruity but rather

the opposite. Timony's voice is

grating but not annoying — her

lyrics were dark and mysterious and

enchanting all at the same time.

Her throaty vocals left a chalky, dry

feeling in your ears while the pierc-

ing chime of her guitar made the

room echo with an eerie glow as a

warm tingle spread across your

body from your eyebrows to the

tips ol sour toes.

It was quite interesting to see

how Helium created the special

effects that are present on their

albums. Thanks to the superior

drumming of Shawn Devlin. Ash
Bowie on bass and the addition of a

keyboardist, it was pleasing to hear

that nothing was lost in the CD to

live show transition. Songs like

"Aging Astronauts" and
"Clementine" were close to. if not

idealy perfect, and "Vibrations"

packed such a punch that it was no

wonder that they used it as their

opener.

There was no moshing. no push-

ing or shoving and no senseless

individuals "accidentally" spilling

their beer on you. It was as though

everyone in the room had come to

this show for one reason, and that

was because they genuinely wanted

to enjoy the music — something

that has become far to infrequent

when it comes to concerts these

days.

Editor's Note: This is the second of a 2-part column

focusing on the wide breadth of Grateful Dead and
Dead- related items released recently.

After the death of The Dead, drummers Mickey Hart

& Billy Kreutzmunn pursued their own ideal situations.

Hart's was the Mystery Box project, which toured on
1996*1 first Furthur Festival, and had a Rykodisc album

as well. Kreutzmann's was the lure of the exotic ocean.

He moved out to Hawaii and spent most of his time pur-

suing his obsession with scuba diving, and general

marine studies. However, earlier this year, things

creeped out of the islands that Kreutzmann was back

behind his kit in a new rock trio.

Now we have Backbone (CD.), the powerful self-titled

debut comprised of singer/songwriter/guitarist Rick

Barnett, bassist Fdd Cook, and drummer Kreutzmann.

The album swings between modem blues style ("Sittin'

Here Thinkin'"), updated takes on the '60s Motown sound

("Nothing's Different") and '70s Motown sound — read:

Marvin Gave — ("Ocean laughter"), as well as just pure,

no regrets rocking ("Preserve The Blues").

Through most of the disc. Kreutzmann's drumming
brings to mind the stripped- down R&B- influenced

beat he lent to the Dead's debut in 1967. There are

some points on this disc where the later, more present

Billy K comes to bear, such as on the album's big jam

spaces on "Only Son" (simply the best track on here),

and "Farthchild." Bamett's voice howls through most

songs with a modem blues tinge, and his guitar skills are

well-versed between clean funk and blues and dirty trio

rock. Cook's bass playing is admirable also.

• The voices from the past are calling. Donna lean

(Godchaux) MacKay's voice, which is one of the major com-

ponents to the '70s Dead sound, had a range which went

between gentle crooning on harmonies to lanis )oplin-style

wailing. Well, past tense need not be used further.

Donna lean (Muscle Shoals Records) has been released

and fans of the Dead, and blues-oriented pop in general,

should be glad we have this chanteuse back on the mic.

You 'Heads out there will be glad to know she's stuck

with her strong straight-ahead alto delivery and ousted the

sometimes frightening screams of her Dead days.

Teaming up with her second husband, bassist David

MacKay (her firs, was the late Ke. h Godchaux th

Dead's main '70s keyboardist, who died in a HMO CM

crash) and other musicians from her child and adult

hood home of the Soul Capitol that is Muscle Shoals,

her band has crafted an often funky, ol.en iwmM mil ol

songs You get many variations on the Mum pop genre,

from the Bo Diddley-ish opener "Mercy, to the ha.

groove of "American Beauty." Then there il the gentle

roots-rock-based "The Heart Needs" to cloK il out.

Welcome back, Donna, we missed vou!

• The end of the Dead also brought about man) trib-

utes like saxophonist David Murray's jtB t«M on the

Dead "Dark Star," and two collections ol reggae versions

of classics called Fire On The Mountain. VoU 1 A 2, Last

year the modem big band llluminati led bv loc Gallant

put out a whole re-working of the Deads 75 maaterpksce

Blues For Allah. That orchestra's new effort, live, VOL -

(Relix) moves on to some other long*. Imagine a string

arrangement with "Plavin' In The Band : A space *ff

Vegas take on Garcia/Hunter's "Love In I he Afternoon ;

and sensual gospel-based vocals b> Dclli Santi ovei .ill ol

it. You will find some interesting bits on this line disc.

• Grateful Dead Records is proud to announce theii

first release that has (almost) nothing to do with the

Grateful Dead. On Another Stoney Evening. Dfria

Crosby and Graham Nash's heavenly harmonics are

draped gently over the 15 acoustic guitar with vocals

arrangements of CSNY classics like "Wooden Ships

and "Guinevere," as well as the lesser known times like

Crosby's "Traction In The Rain" and the solemn!)

upbeat "Used To Be A King." Their interactions with the

audience are quite humorous and reveal how Stone) the

evening really was.

Be sure not to also miss the 2 f 1-69 2 disc set

released by Arista and Grateful Dead in accordance, and

the spectacular concert video Downhill From Here.

released late this past summer, and featuring greal docu-

mentary-quality footage of most of the lull lulv 17. |4*<v)

concert at Alpine Valley in Wisconsin.

Most of the discs above except 2-1 1 69 and Live,

Vol. 2 are available via Grateful Dead Mercantile .it

1-800-223- 3323.

Joshua Boyd is a Collegian columnist.
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Call today! Spaca is limited

1800648-4849
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On campus «('

fcancarlo Grieco

@413-S4*-2U7

Auditions For ^>m.hi$$

Not Ready

For Bedtime

Players

Monday, December 8 - 7:30 pm

Campus Center Rm. 1 63C

For more informatiorycall the Health Education Division of the

University Health Services and ask for Sally or Mike 577-5181

.

$

Great Gifts
Bags Stocking Stuffers

Jewelry Natural Fiber

Blouses Skirts Dresses

Hats
Scarves

Ol «
arrinqs IV J\'9

16it
Candles

Bracelets

\^/ Sweaters
Chains Toys

India Print
Bedspreads

Merry
X'ltus

Gloves

Socles^
Luther .£

,

ji,

Sol*

Cards

Chinese
Shoes

•VMugs

Dresses

SO to 50%
off selected
Clothing

J1** Veekniohts 9PM Dec. M -23

ercantile Sun 1Z-5
Daily 10-6

Northampton- 18 Center St.
Amherst-Carriagp. Shops^

r?
*
t4

N*wRoeM»

MfWYorft*

raiMal!>hl&

VWkmmjton

Baltimore

WMMngtM

800-343-9999

VW BOSTON
|
7 NEW YORK

DAILY
EXPRESS SERVICE

Amrrcrst, Hater Pan Terminal. 79 S Pleasant St

Umass
Campus Cntr. or SW Hampden Pinning Common

Northampton, Peter Pan Terminal 1 Roundhouse Plaza

pshireM

JC Penney • BIG Kmart • Media Play
Bath & Body Works • EMS • AMC 6 Theatres

Electronics Boutique • Kay Bee Toys

Plus Over 60 Specialty Shops & Restaurants

One Stop. Easy Parking. Close By.

Vw

Route 9
Hadley

Ksi^
Enter the

Hampshire Mall's

TOY CHEST GIVE-AWAY
Over $500 of prizes for

kids Big & Small.

Details avertable at Customer Service Desk
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10am- 10pm, Sunday 10afcv7DT7pm • 413-586Stoow

men's basketball
continued from page 10

Marshall opened the season on
Nov. 22 by blowing out Bluefield St.

1 18-60. and followed that up with a

67^19 over Radford on Nov. 24. Both
games were in the Thundering Herd's
home court, the Henderson Center

UMass is eoming off Tuesday's
52-40 win over Charleston, in which
the Minutemen battled fatigue from
the season-opening trip to Alaska to

beat the Cougars. I.ari ketner >cored

20 points and pulled down nine-

rebounds to lead the Minutemen who
held Charleston to a Mullins Center

record low for points in a half (14)

and a game. Tyrone Weeks registered

his fourth double-double with 12

points and 10 rebounds.

One of the goals for this year's

team is to go undefeated at the
Mullins Center. Coach Bruiser Hint

feels it is important to get a few wins

before the home crowd knowing the)

won't see his team again until they

Minutemen run with Bulldogs and Wildcats
pits George Washington at the

Mullins Center on )an. 10.

"We didn't feel like we took care

of our home court last year like we
were supposed to." said Flint of the

1996-97 Minutemen, who went 8-4

at the Mullins Center. UMass was
39-2 in the first four year's of the

building'l existence.

Minutcman Notes: Sophomore for-

ward Winston Smith, who has been

plagued by a torn ACI. he re-aggravat-

ed during the Purdue game, will apply

for a medical redshirt. Smith will sit

out the rest of the 1997-98 season,

and have surgery in late December.

"I believe Winston Smith is mak-
ing the right decision for himself,"

flint said in a statement released last

night, "tie's had a more difficult time

dealing with the knee swelling this

year. It's better for him to correct the

problem now and avoid more serious

injuries in the future."

By Serb Koenig

Collegian Staff

In national collegiate magazines and newtpa-

pers, NCAA athletes arc often indirectly defined as

superhuman students whose aura is fueled h> the

bright lights of huge arenas or stadiums. Outside

of the spotlight, it seems, competition docs not

exist.

The Massachusetts men's indoor track team

competes outside that spotlight.

Silently, away from Tyrone Weeks and the head

line- grabbing hockey player Tim l.ovell. there BK
athletes working as hard as anyone on campus.
Somewhere, far from the star linebacker Khari

Samuel, there are individuals training so intense!)

Men's gym to host
UMass Open at Cage

ihc\ make themselves siek and there is no fame

or fortune waiting lor them around the comer as a

reward.

I Mass tiack coach Ken O'Brien can only be lal

islied when he thinks of the sell motivation that

drives his runners. O'Brien can probably remem-

ber the feeling personally, as he held the confer-

ence record in the half-mile for 10 years. Now,
after 31 years at the helm ol one of the most

respected track squads in the northeast, O'Brien

lias seen and admired this in his athletes. ;is the

perennially solid Minutemen have continued to

perforin at a very high level year alter year.

"lor some athletes to play well, they need

10.000 fans and a band and cheerleaders,"

O'Brien said. "The external rewards lock a place in

their personality. In other sports, you don't need

the other stuff. You can win and do well without

the band."

There Will be no hand when UMass takes the

track against Vale and Sew Hampshire at Boston

University tomorrow for the first meet <>f the

1997 98 season.

Still, the Minutemen will compete to the best oi

their ability. O'Brien takes with him into the meet

an impressive resume built by his 31 years of over

all success, which includes 15 Yankee Conference

titles; three New Kngland titles; two IC4A titles;

and six All-American performers. This experience,

along with the talent of runners like junior sprinter

Tom Toye. will lead the Minutemen this weekend

in Boston

women's basketball

Minutemen n
William D. Mullins Center

1:00 p.m.

WMDA WHMP '*
*' ' **•* WCCB40

Marshall Thundering Herd 21

basketball

Probable Starters-Massachusetts

MMy MKk, tot Ctarttn Cta-tt, Jr. 6

l«i Ktwsr, Jr. C

TyrsM Wssks, Irl MSu SMS. to T
MARSHALL
UNIVERSITY

About Saturday's Game

The Minutemen will be looking fol tluir MOond str.nght win .it hunu- and third (MrVttdU .itter heating the

College ol t hdrli->ton, 53-40, on TuckUj Sophomore forward Wbwton smith is out t--r the mmod due to a

^aggravated At I in his right ram he i» appiYing f"i .t im-dnal ftdrMrl MmhfJI I two wins this season are

gains! Radford and PfitfrrH

By Sanford Appell

Collegian Staff

women s swimming
continued from page 10

first real opportunity to put a full

team together."

"I'm looking for the team to swim
well this weekend. We're going

there realizing that the group that

we are facing is really good, but 1

don't want the team to get unnerved

because of that," Neweomb said.

"This meet will be good preparation

for the A-10's. We'll need everyone

to step up."

Following the Penn State

Invitational, the Minutewomen will

have to deal with another layoff. In

fact, the team is done for the year.

The calendar year, that is. UMass will

travel to West Palm Beach, Florida

on |an. 3 for the LakeWorth
Invitational.

"We'll get a lot of good training in

over the break and the meet will

give us the opportunity to swim the

longer 50-meter course," Neweomb
said.

The Massachusetts men's gymnas-

tics team opens up the 1997-98 cam-

paign hoping to repeat last season's

brilliant 8-0 performance

UMass is in gear for tomorrow
night's opener at the Curry Hicks Cage.

The Minutemen will host the UMass

Open which will bring in some other

stellar squads. Army, Syracuse and

Vermont among others will compete.

UMass will be directed by coach

Roy Johnson, who is entering his 20th

season with the program. While main

of last year's top players will return,

an undefeated season is always tough

to replicate.

"Last season was a terrific time for

the program," )ohnson said. "We will

be very competitive this year but we
did lose a few key members of our

team, which is to be expected. We
have 1 2 freshman who need to sii-p in

and help the team."

The big losses came from the rings

team. Ruslan Shupak and Chris Funk

were the leaders in that category. The
Minutemen look to Jeff LaValie and

Stephen Pryor in particular to fill

their roles.

UMass remains very deep on the

parallel bars with Lavalle and Pryor

again expected to be the anchors. Phil

Lieberman and Dan Young are also

expected to provide strong routines

on the bars.

Coach fohnson will look toward a

group of freshmen to contribute on

the pommel horse

"I expect some of our newcomers
like |.|. Hershey, Andy Leis, and D.|.

Surgent to really help out with the

pommel horse." lohnson said.

"Basically. I'm expecting a lot of out-

put from the freshmen in general to

overcome the losses
."

While last year W8J an overwhelm-

ing success, iosing to Temple in the

EICL championships by 0.25 was a

frustrating way to go out.

"We performed really well in the

championships," lohnson said "We
just came up against a reallv StrOTif

team and were outmatched. But the

whole team should be proud of what

the) accomplished."

I his year promises to be another

momentous vear for the Minutemen.

In addition to putting out another

quality squad. UMass will play host

to several of the biggest east coast

gymnastics events of the year. In

addition to this weekend's Open.
Amherst will be the site ol the New
England Championships and the

NCAA East regionals.

"We have a lot to prove this year,"

lohnson said. "We would love to have-

good showings as we host these big

events. It is very important for people

to gel a feel for what our program is

all about."

continued from page 10

Summer Ivan is Holy Cross' sec-

ond-leading scorer with 12.8 ppg.
Sophomore guard Veronica lutras

leads the team in assists with 51 (8.5

apg) on the season

In the Crusaders' 86-67 win over

Siena Wednesday night. O'Brien col-

lected 26 points and 12 boards. She

was followed by Anna Kinne, who
finished with 1 3. and Veronica |uttas.

Ivan and Lara Marcsisin, who had

nine each.

W e have to realize that this is one

game." UMass' O'Brien said of the

Maine loss "Now it's time to get

ready and play with emotion.
Otherwise, we're going to have two
more tough games right away."

Members of the graduate sports

management department will he at

the Hampshire Mall tomorrow after-

noon to promote Sunday's game with

the Crusaders during their

Hampshire Mall Madness event.

Material from \\ Ml \ I M irtv.s

used in this article.

hockey
continued from page 10

Mallen has rearranged his No. 1 line.

With the steadily improving play of

two of his freshmen, HE Rookie of

the Week R.|. Gates and Kris Wallis.

Mallen has decided to pair those two

forwards up with his senior standout

Tim l.ovell. who will return from a

one-game suspension.

Support UMass
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SPOT THE COLLEGE
FRESHMAN IN THIS PICTURE.

It's just as difficult to spot the

Massachusetts Army National Guard

member in this picture as it is in your

school. That's because many Guard

members are students - just like you.

You can join your fnends and receive

training just one weekend a month and

two weeks a year while attending college

full-time!

The Guard can help you afford an

education with the 100% Tuition Waiver,

good at 28 participating State Colleges

and Universities, and a great paycheck.

And some colleges even give academic-

credit for Guard service and training.

If you have the desire to gain

valuable skills and experience, you

can in the Massachusetts Army National

Guard. Find out how you can be in

the picture.

Call today!

1-888-NG-PRIDE

(1-888-647-7433)

MASSACHUSETTS

Students at these oolle£t>

came pack rrom the holidays Dean 8 3-^Xeefc

more gfirted. So can you! Winter Session

ASSUMPTION BRYANT HARVARD MASS BAY UMASS
BENTlfY BU HEIDELBERG NORTHEASTERN UNH
BRIDGEWATER CAUfORNIA KXY CROSS PROVIDENCE UNIVERSITY

STATE LEHIGH ^TONEHILL COLLEGE,

FRAMINGHAM CORK,

FRANKUN AND IRELAND

MARSHAU. • ' URI

y
U VERMONT
VANDERBILT

W VIRGINIA

• WESLEYAN
WHEATON

AND

__ ^TiBSBSBSSkA ^4,' / 37 MORE
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H weeks over the winter holidays,liarn three college credits in just thr

at Dean i unique .Veelerated hunter Session. Bring \<mr derive closet

Improve a pue. ^"atisly oouibc distribution requirementi II you need

iranslerame credits List, Dean Continuing Education makv- il easy. Flexible

course schedule-, including days and evening*. Learning ii locused, intanss

and rewarding. Cnoosc Irom Business, Marketing, Computers, English,

Math, Social Studies CUaste begin Decembei
1

", end human 16.

Register now hy mail, phone, hi\ or walk-in. Free

parkin.; and (j)-aeeessihle. For more information,

call 8(H)-87()-63W „ r 508-541-1629.

Rcifistrxitiim Is ( ht-ifoituj

Monday - Inufsswji 8: }0 a.m. - (i-.M) p.m.
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Mt. Farms 4 '584 9153
Mt. Farms Mall

Jackal (R)

•Today at (5:10). 8:10. 10.50 • Sat at 2:00,

(5 10), 8.10, 10:50 • Sun at 2:00, (5:40), 8:30

Starship Troopers (R)

•Today at (5:10). 8:10. 10:50 • Sat at 2:00, (5 10)

8:10.1030 'Sun at 2:00.(5.401. 8:30

Rainmaker (PG1 3)

• Today at (4:50). 7 50. 10:40 • Sat at 1 40,

(4:50), 7:50, 10:40 • Sun at 1:40. (5:30). 8:20

Alien: Resurrection (R)

• Today at (5 00). 8:00. 10:40 • Sat at 1:50.

(5:00), 8:00. 10:40 • Sun at 1 50. (5:50), 8:40

$2 50 (Tswi Lit*) Special E

Show* Daily im>
~

Hampshire 6 *584-7550
Hampshire Mall

Bean (PG 13)

• Today at (520) 8 00 10:20 • Sal at 12:40. 2 50

|

(520). 8:00, 1020 • Sun at 12 40. 2:50. (5:50). 8:40

Anastasia (G)

•Today at (5 10). 7:50, 1010 'Sal at 12:20. 240
(510). 7:50. 1010 • Sun at 12 20. 2:40 8:40

Rubber (R)

• Today at (5:00), 7 40. 1 1 • Sat at 1 2:30. 2 40.

(5:00). 7:40. 10:10 • Sun at 12:30, 2:40. (5:30). 8X
Midnight In the Garden ot Good and Evil (R)

• Today at (4:40). 7 30, 10:20 • Sat at 1 00.

I (4:40) 7:30. 1020 • Sun at 1.00. (5:101. 8:20

Mortal Combat 2: Annihulatlon (PG 13)

• Today at (5:00), 7.40, 10:00 • Sat at 12:30. 2 50

(5:00). 740. 1O00 • Sun at 12-30. 2:50, (5 30). 8:30

Boogie Nights (R)

• Today at (4:40). 7:30. 10:20 -Sat at 1 .10.

(4 40) 7:30, 10:20 • Sun at 1:10. (5:10). 8:20

Home Alone 3 Special Sneak Preview

• Sunday only (5:00) Slay over and see

Anastasia" Free -^

AT THE GATES OF SMITH COLLEGE
DAILY 7 & 9:15 /YOUR LAST WEEKEND TO SEE IT!

It's 1973, a year of waterbeds, Watergate and wife swapping in

the suburban Connecticut town of New Canaan.

Kevin Kline Joan Allen and Sigourney Weaver

"A stunning achievement.

One of the year's best."

"••**.
A certain Oscar' contender."

Storm
*t ScRltNPIIT 1Q°7 Onnii Fttm fisiiwsil >

ACADEiWYJIUSIC Q*tojfae Northampton 5B4-8435

Look
nan!

Don't forget A
Mom & Dad

nfici'f'y £)<tjr*

WE ACCEPT AMEX.
Discover. MC. Visa.

ANDTHEUCARDl

• » •- » #- »-»^

Sweatshirts &
Wind Pants

,o..>
r«V<"

r^ •"•*/" I
' '***

rn » t »«/.-

-^^•«-«'. » t ~l.. »*«

collegiantg raph i cs •

stop by and pick up an application .

113 Campus Center

Sweaters

{ *>»*.i/ *• C »*rr^n

*«.» !-«•<••»«* .»» $55.99

UNIVERSITY STORE
IN the UMass campus Center

hours:
m-f 9 to 5 sat. 1 1 to 4

(413)545-2619

*^1^^1^^*^1*Sr*
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ANNOUNCEMENTS AUTO FOR SALE

University of Massachusetts •Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592
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APARTMENT FOR RENT

2 bedroom apartment- The

Boulders $695 Free heat Call

Jesse 259-9188

1 bedroom apartment avail-

able 1/98. Close to campus
Mark 549-5326

2 bedroom- Mill Hollow $540

Jan1. Call Tracy 549-3759

One bedroom apartments
available Jan-Feb 1st Please

contact the Brandywine Office at

549-0600

1 bedroom at Puffton Village

$545 Includes heat Available

1/1/98 Please call 549-9221

Take Over My Lease One bed

room apartment $550/month
inclusive Call Tariq Odeh 665-

5599

AUTO FOR SALE

M Honda Civic $250 Reliable

runs fine, but needs new clutch.

253-6585

Geo Prizm 1990 155.000 Very

reliable Well maintained
(records) Blue Book says $2800
Asking $2000 256-1845

1988 Saab 9O0S Fully loaded.

CD/Tape/Radio, sunroof $3900
or B/0 Call (413)546-7081

1990 Pontiac Sunbird High

mileage, as is $800 B/0 Leah

665-1276

well $1100 firm 367-2651

Customized Help. Customized

Weelth. 4-Real First twenty

callers. (508)339-4784 or e-mail

ideal® ici.net

89 Nissan 240SX Excellent con-

dition All extras New: muffler,

clutch, tires, brakes. $4400 or

B/0. 549-6926

1986 Dodge Charger 2dr,

hatch. 60k miles Good gas

mileage $1200 or B/0. Call

Lorraine 253-4826

Wanted: Junk Care Cash paid

everyday 1-800-649-4795

COMPUTERS

Laptop Notebook Works good

$150 Good for school Call

Steve (413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for com-

puter Works great. Call CPC
(413)584-8857

EMPLOYMENT

Aerobics Instructor

January and Second Semester

Some mornings. Hampshire
Fitness Club 256-6446

Part-time change over crew
and post-event cleaners needed

at the Mullins Center Must be

available nights and weekends

and willing to work Apply in

person. Mullins Center 2nd floor.

830-5:30pm

Janitor Tuesday and Thursday

mornings beginning Jan
Hampshire Fitness Club. $7/hr

plus membership Call 256-6446

Applications are available
for Tour Guides, Student
Admissions Rep and Summer
Orientation Jobs at Admissions

Center

Activists

$250 $4O0/Week
Holiday Jobs For The

Environment
Work with the Sierra Club on an

urgent campaign to:

• Protect endangered
species

• Prevent habitat loss

• Stop clear cutting in our

NATIONAL FORESTS
Work over the holidays and

beyond Career Opportunities

On-campus interviews today at

11.1.3.7,

in Campus Center #178 or

call Amy at 256-6434

January Jobs Use your winter

break to make money 2-4 week
fun promotions around country

Great for the resume. Outgoing

and independent people call

(800)783-4237 Attn: Joe
Collegiate Advantage

Summer Management
Opportunities

Open across Mass. for the

Summer of 1998 Earn $600-

$800 per week For more info

please call College Pro Painters

at (888)277-7962

Attention Slackers!!

Use e-mail? Know others who
do? Little effort Big money!
Call (800)546-0744

FOR SALE

Burton 6.1 Air Snowboard
with bindings $150 or B/0 Call

Colin 546-2968

FOR SALE
For Sale- Two pairs of skis

K2 and Salomom Almost brand

new $200 each or B/0. Call

546-6152

Take home speakers or a

16mm film camera for the break.

Camera perfect for Film/Comm
Majors. Call Sid at 549-6857
Free kittens 2.

Willpower In A Bottle

Lose Weight

Doctor Recommended
100% Natural

Moneyback Guarantee

(413)259-1922

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

A Crayola Crew Birthday

Happy Birthday Ronita

RO-RO
Love Ya Red

From Green & Blue

JEWELRY

Watch batteries, ear pierc-

ing, eyeglass repairs, jewelry

restoration, diamond engage-

ments, wedding rings

Silverscape Designs, 264 N
Pleasant St., Amherst. 253-3324

Open Daily

LOST & FOUND

Found- Silver ring and silver

earrings at Mullins Center after

311 concert Call Beth 546-2585

Lost- A gold bracelet on 12/3

between 10- 11 am around Haigis

Mall or Bartlett 65 Extreme sen-

timental value. Reward offered.

Call 6-4632

Lost Wednesday near Boyden
Gym- Purple zippered note-

book with negatives and print-

ing paper Call 367-0266

Women's Black Wool Coat
Southwest area along Fearing

St. Reward offered Call Kara at

6-2495

LOST & FOUND IrOOMMATE WANTED
Gold bracelet chain style with

lobster claw 527-3454

MISCELLANEOUS

Looking for concert photos?
Ken 549-7242

ROOM FOR RENT

Room in house in South
Amherst. $375/month ALL
INCLUDED Next to bus line

Start 1/1/98 Call 253-9482

Bedroom Available Jan 1

$342.50/month. Includes
heat/hot water Contact Kelly

253-1899

Bedroom in Puffton Private

bathroom. Available Jan 1st

$267/month. Female preferred.

Call 549-2980

I'm graduating! One bedroom
available in three bedroom
apartment in Puffton Village.

Paid thru Feb 1. Move in Jan 1.

$230/month Heat included. Call

549-6729 Brian

Large bedroom available fur

Wintersession- 5 minute walk to

campus $400 Call Omri 549-

9972

Quiet room. Downtown
Amherst Available end of

December. Lease 253- 4236.

9am-9pm

Furnished room available in a

4 bedroom Amherst house
$300/month. Near bus route For

more details call Tina 253-6428

One bedroom perfect for two in

two bedroom apartment in

Sunderland. Mindy 665-1276

Cheap rooms for

Wintersession Live close to

campus. Only $150 Includes

heat/hot water Call Jason 549-

0958

Female roommate/s wanted
to share a 2 bedroom- Boulders

Apts Amherst. On bus line

Available Jan 1st or sooner
259-2995

Roommate Wanted Jan 1

Behind Victory Market. 4 bed-

rooms. W/D $300+ 549-9130

To share two bedroom apart

ment in Brandywine Rent start-

ing Jan 1 Call Tara 549-4390

Looking for one male to share

four bedroom apartment in

Alpine Commons with three

males Two full baths

$300/month Everything includ-

ed. Starting ASAP. Call Josh
253-6481

2 roommates wanted to share

3 bedroom in Puffton. Available

Janl Call 549-8564

Roommate Wanted- 6 bed
room house, Amherst.
$210/month Own room (spa-

cious), wood heated, pool table

Call 549-7177

One bedroom available in two
bedroom apartment Walk to

Uptown and UMass. On bus line.

$270/month plus utilities Call

253-4613. Available 1/98

One bedroom is available in

Cliffside Apartment Call Franky

665-7831

Very quiet roommate wanted
in Amherst on bus line.

$260/month plus 1/3 utilities

256-5402, 253-9457

SERVICES

Know Your Rights Do you have

questions about your legal

rights 7 Do you think your civil

rights have been violated? Find

Out! Contact The Student Legal

Services Office, 922 Campus
Center. 545-1995

SERVICES
Oecorator Service

Beautify your home- wallpaper,

painting, staining Expert work-

20 years exp Free estimates

Call (413)533-6213 South Hadley

GET NOTICED! Number One
secret to resume writing for col-

lege students and gen-x. Send

$6 00 check/money order + busi-

ness size SASE to Nina Smith.

507 Central Avenue, No 2, New
Haven, CT 06515

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for

free testing and assistance 549-

1906

TO SUBLET

Take Over Lease Feb 1st 2

bedroom apartment at The
Boulders $725. heat/hot water

included. On bus line. 256-1415

TRAVEL

"Spring Break Cruise"

Soak up the sun

Play in the sand

Dance in the moonlight

And, oh yeah, ...Party!!!

Don't be left at the dock

Book your cabin now
The price is right

Call 1-888-411-7447

Get your free gift

Can tones Pizza

256-6100

Q 2 LARK CHffS? '13M

QlCAUONES *8"

QtCAUOKS MS00

Q2£X0/70mNf '15N

No Coupons Needed til Specials

Free Delivery!

WANTED TO RENT
I need a one bedroom apart

ment for Spring Will take over

lease Amherst preferred Dan

546-2035

Spring Break 98- Sell Trips.

Earn Cash. & Go Free!!! Student

Travel Services is now hiring

campus reps/group organizers

Guaranteed, lowest prices to

Jamaica. Mexico, & Florida

Visit us @ www.ststravel.com or

call (800)648-4849.

Looking for

a DEAL??

FOR A
LIMITED TIME

ONLY

The Classifieds

presents a new
headline.-

BOOKS FOR
SALE

eed to sell your
books? It's EASY
and CHEAP. Just

place Classified.

ONLY
10c/ 'word

Personals Policy Rates
I All personal* MUSI be proofread bv Coihgian daB>
•Mm employees tietore payment and acceptance ot

.' LaM name-, MM NOT bff used m personals. ONLY
RvM names and initials are allowed. The onK

vshit h cm ihe tull name mav be used
J Phone numbers are not allowed in personaK M )

l\( [I
1

4 Addresses are not allowed in personals this means
dorm room numbers as well

"i Persoc. M deroRalory nature are

not * i i - trve or libelous

nature an raj at i epiable Personals m.e.

umhI iitr the pi -^ment

6 Profanity may not be used in personals

7. The personals -»e< ban is tor personals only The per-

sonals section may NOT lw use*! ID sell items seek

roommates MVPflfM IMHR|
8. All personals must have the name, signature iftd

I [1 number ot the student plating the as

hi led in Dfl tht insertion nrdet Npn ttudwitl miW
pros nil i (fat license num
ber musi U r.i orcM on the insertion order. Use ot

false identity
|
rawntnton hi mfafecl to

penalties under the Iflf

9. The Collegian nmnrn t the rtghl to nrfutw <> r to edit

any personal ttwd dfte* not meet the ( othgian s stan-

dards in afco^dani.* with the statutes ot the
("ommonwe'alth of Masva< huMtti

Students

20<£ per word/day

All others

40C per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
Ple#se write I le.irK aod

WV at" not responsible (or errors

resulting from illegible handwrittm* Of type

NEW Standard Headings
ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR

RENT
AUTO FOR SALE
AUTO PARTS
CHILDCARE

COMMUNITY EVENTS
COMPUTERS
EMPLOYMENT

ENTERTAINMENT
FOR SALE
FURNITURE

r.BfTH AMMOU<-J=MtUTS

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
HEALTH a BEAUTY
HOUSES FOR RENT
HOUSES FOR SALE
HOUSESITTING
JEWELERY

INSTRUCTION
LOST Si FOUND 13

DAYS FREE)
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS FOR

RENT
MOTOPr-YCI FS

MUSICAL INSTRU-
MENTS

MUSIC LESSONS
MUSICIANS WANTED

PERSONALS
PETS FOR SALE

RESUMES
RIDES WANTED
ROOM FOR RENT

- - ROOM WAIMTE©
ROOMMATE WANTED '

SERVICES
SPORTS -'i-**

STEREO A CD EQUIP

SUMMER SUBLET
TELEVISIONS FOR

SALE
TICKETS
TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
TUTORING SERVICES
TUTOR WANTED
WANTED TO REMT .

WANTED GENERAL
WORLD WIDE WEB
YARD SALES

FRIDAY, DEC. 5

Blood Drive — American Red
Cross Hampshire County chapter
will hold a blood drive from 10:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in the Campus
Center, room I68C.
nim/lulk — The classic film Dr.

Sirungelove or How I learned to

Stop Worrying and Lore the Bomb
will be shown at 7 p.m. at Stirn

Auditorium. Amherst College, fol-

lowed by a talk entitled "They are

Still Trying to Get Us to Love the

Bomb." given by Ira Helfand.
M.D.. a member of the Hampshire
chapter of Physicians for Social
Responsibility.

floral Exhibit — The Annual
Holiday Floral Exhibit of flower
arrangements by UMass and
Stockbridge students in the
Introductory and Advanced Floral

Design courses will be held from
1 1:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. in French
Hall, room 105.

Sen-ice — Shabbat service at 6

p.m. at the Hillel House. Welcome
the Sabbath with a bit of song and
prayer.

Vigil/Rally — World AIDS can-

dlelight vigil at 6 p.m. at the
Student Union entrance. Speak out

and rally at 7 p.m. in the Student

Union Cape Cod Lounge.
Sponsored by the UMass Pride

Alliance, Health Education.
University Health Services and The
Stonewall Center. For more infor-

mation, call the Stonewall Center
at 545-4824.

SATURDAY. DEC. 6

Comedy MISSION
IMPROVable will be performing
their free weekly comedy improv
show at 8 p.m. in the Campus
Center, room 163.

Sports — Women's Ice Hockey
vs. Boston University at 1 p.m. in

the Mullins Center practice rink.

MONDAY. DEC. 8

Auditions — The Not Ready for

Bedtime Players are holding audi-

tions for next semester at 7:30 p.m.

in the Campus Center, room 163.

NOTICES

Applications — The Campus
Mediation and Negotiation Team is

accepting applications for its train-

ing this lanuary 12-16.
Applications are available for any
UMass student at 222 Hampshire
House. Legal Studies. For more
information, contact Leah at

545-5882.
Art Exhibition — An exhibition

of more than 30 one-of-a- kind
artist books and scrolls by William
Schade will be on view from Nov.
1 1 through |an. 25 at the Mount
Holyoke College Art Museum.
Museum hours are Tuesday -

Friday, 1 1 a.m. -5 p.m. and
Saturday and Sunday, 1-5 p.m.
and is closed on academic holidays

from Wednesday. Nov. 26 through

Monday, Dec. 1 and from Tuesday.

Dec. 16 thorugh Monday, |an. 6.

For more information, call

538-2245 or fax 538-2144.

Art Exhibition — Works by 13

members of the Williams College

art faculty will be featured in

"Artist/Teacher: Group Faculty

Exhibition," opening Dec. 6 ai the

Williams College Museum of Art,

and continuing through March I.

Museum hours are Tues.-Sat. 10

a.tn.-5 p.m. and Sun. 1-5 p.m.

Club — The UMass Amateur
Radio Club Station W1PUO is

returning and looking for people to

join in Ham radio. Anyone inter-

ested in radio/electronics and a

desire to learn and communicate
are welcome. The club will sponsor

FCC approved volunteer examina-

tion sessions for all license levels.

For more information, contact
Richard Strycharz NIMFT at

549-6000 cxt. 6000 or leave a

message at facility services.

Entertainment — Amherst
College Department of Theater and
Dance production of "Italian

American Reconciliation" at 8 p.m.

on Dec. 5, 6 and 7 in Fayerweather

Studio Theater. Amherst College.

Admission is free, reservations are

suggested. Call the box office at

542-2277. between I- 4:50 p.m.

weekdays and until 8 p.m. perfor-

mance nights.

Exhibit — Orchids and Works of

Sculpture at the Durfee
Conservatory opening Dec. 5 from
noon- 6 p.m. and continuing
through Dec. 10. conservatory
hours are Mon-Fri. 8:30 a.m.
-4:30 p.m. Sponsored by the
Amherst Orchid Society and
Sculpture Department of UMass.

Fill-A-Bus — Help fill a PVTA
bus with clothing, toys, and
non-perishable food to benefit

needy individuals and families in

the Amherst area on Dec. 5 from

FYls are public service announcements printed

daily To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent inlormation,
including the name and phone number ol the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the
Managing Editor by noon the previous day

1 1 a.m.-3 p.m. daily in front of the

Student Union. Volunteers to Staff

the bus and collect donations need-

ed. Contact the UMass Community
Service Program at 545-5368 for

more information.

Internships — Environmem.il
and Hunger Internships available

for credit. Opportunities include
helping to organize a Five College
Earth Day. protecting Endangered
Species and organizing the Spring
Hunger Clean-up. For more infor-

mation, call Robyn at 545-0199.
Vormal — Spectrum Magazine is

taking submission for the next edi-

tion of the magazine. The deadline is

Feb. 12. For more information, call

the office at 545-2240 or come by
in the Student Union, room 406E.
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Daily Listings sponsored by:

TV LISTING SPONSORSHIP FOR SALE
INQUIRE @ 545-3500

HSCN Bulletin

Board

Hartford

Boston

Boston

Springfield

Movie Ch.

Hartford

lO

II

12
13
t4
14
1*7

IB

CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN
UPN/20
Weatfier Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
International

UMass Academic TV
HSCN Programming

TV-19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

31

CNN
a CNN SI

B Headline News
UCTV

"7 TBS

B BET

TV Land

Univision

Comedy Central

Cartoon

Much Music

545-

3500

FRIDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
wvrr
wnc
WWIP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
A4E

DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK
SCIPI

TLC
TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

S

CD

U.
n

23

30

2«

6:00
WithborwX

Ntwt X

"— »•
ntrwi JL

FuIIHoumX

ChMTtX

Horn* Imp.

CrMturw

NawtX
Mad Abo. You

6:30
Bwin—t Rpt.

CBSNtwt
CBSNcwt
ABC News

Boy-World

NBC
Mid Abo. You

NBCNtwt
S)mp»on>l!

NBC Now*

Bu»ln»M Rpt

ABC Nowi

ktod Abo. You

Fimily Mttlori Ftmily M«ttfI

Northtm Expowro X
WorldVltwX

Lounga Ui |MMct-Uugh

Wlnoi "Instant Triunder" (R)

Up Clow

Suponrufkol [Pobt

7:00 7:30
Ntwthour With Jim Lthrar X
Inud* Edition

Extra X
Inaida Edition

Fraah Prinoa

Whaal-Fortuna

Judga Judy X
Ent Tonight

SalnWdX
Wh—l-Fortuna |Joopardyl X

RaalTVX
Ent Tonightronight

iim

C - Campus

8:00 8:30 9:00
Andra Rieu: Th« Chrittmaa I Lovt

Pooh and Chriatmaa

Pooh and Chriatmaa

I Family Matlan

Family Matttri

9:30 10:00 10:30
DECEMBER 5, 1997

Andra Rtau - Tha Vianna I Lovt (In Stereo)

Slap by Slap

Slap by Slap

•» -Wife Chrt*m*s"h9M, Musical) Sing Croat)*, Danny Kaye.

FraahPrlnca [«»H ^Lfr)»Orttmm>fQ/rr(t^,r>arfw)bi>n«Kaalon

JaopardylX

Judga Judy I
Hard Copy Jt"

FraalarX

Nawahour With Jim Latin*X
SamWd X F-atiar X
Saintald X
Coach I

NBA Baakatbal

Coach X
Law I Ordar "Guardian" X
Monayllna X"
Daily Show (R)

Sportaoantar

Gimrna Shanar (R)

Croaaflra X
Stain'i Monty"

Ptayara "Rashocon" (In Stereo) |0atalina (In Stereo) I
^^tyf>w^(19W,CTima)Jc«phOcfc»Mi^
hayeri "Rashocon (In Stereo) Datatint (In Stereo) X
VraHof "Going Home" X
Playact "Rashocon" (In Stereo)

With Weak

Sabtina-WHch

Wall St Weak

Boy-World

MHIannlum "Covenant" (R) X
(In Stereo) X

Boston Cerlics al Miami Heal (Live)

Grinch-C'mai IFHntitonae Chriatmaa Carol

Public HomingX
Saorlna-Wrtch |Tean Angel X

Naah Bridgaa "Found Money"

Nath Bridget "Found Money"

20/20 X

Homicide: Ufa on tha Street X
Grace Under

Homicide Ufa on tha Street X

Homicide: Life on the Street X Newt

11:00
Andre Rieu

News K

Newt X INIghtline X
Star Trek: NeirtOener

11:30
Wath. Week

Lata Show X
Late Show ff

Vibe

[Tonight Show

Seinfeld X
Tonight Show
Deep Space 9

Tonight Show

Biography: Neiman Marcus

Prima Newt X IBurden-ProoT

*»*TASron/(199l,ComooY

MTV Live (In Stereo)

Figure ft Out [Tiny Toon

Swamp Thing

Renovation

Kung Fu:

Swamp Thing

Renovation

Ch Tha Runaways" XBaywatcn ineHunaways M

(5:30) "Arptoa li:Jh*Snpt»f" Inaida tha NFL (In Stereo) 1

ofr'lHaYrief thtV (1996) Mtcheee Trtcrittnbtrg. WTTB
Orami

Intimate Portr»H

lOutatda tha Unee

Wild Ditcovery: Yellowstone

Putty Tour (R)
[
Week in Rock

DougX |RugrataX

Night Stalker "Bad Modtano" I
Home Ailoai

Car

Home Again

Lola * dart-Superman

Highlander: The Sanaa X

»«'/. •krk Q'(i W5, Drama) Coco Yam. {In Stereo) 'PO'

Oarla(R)

|
Jeff Gordon

Kabtaml

(In Stereo)

Beavte-Butt

America's Catties

Larry King Live I
Sieve Martin, Victoria Temant

TStorm

NASCAR Wlnaton Cup Awarda

%k^wl*moty?AUarwtolTnMUo>*'{W
l
Orm*)

Yol (In Stereo)

4am: jHappyPayt [Wonder YeertJ Bewitched

"Look m»f$ Hajpanari to Roumtn/t Baby* (1976, Horror)

20/20 X

»«» "Hi/Tying
1

the Hendsnohl

NawtX Nightline «'

Real TV X

Grand Tour

World Today X
Oftsidee Tick R

Fangal "The Super Predators"

Live)

Straight Dope (R) (In Stereo)

I Lovt Lucy X |Odd Couple X
Friday the 13th: The Series

Connoctiona III (R) Real America

llnede-NBA

Real America: M Houra |KWer Weather |Tornado (R)

NBA Basketball Utah Jazz al Portland Trail Blazers. (In Slereo Live) I
Walker, Tern Ranger T |»»» T)f3hn«Jlorwi«r)d(rTar»7Tyi»()/Drx>m

« rSoto'Qwe) Mario Van Peoblet^TG-iyX |"fl»rJrw'(t997, Ao\ranture) Rutoer Hauor. A 1 X |
Making of Fair C

FraalarX

(1987, Fantasy) John Uhpow.

Law & Order If

Sports lllut.

TickX"

Monayllna X"
Tick X

Juatlce Fries Women al Risk"

Sportaoantar"x~

Homicide: LUe on the Street X
LoYQilno (R) (In Slereo)

TaiiX iNewhartl
Night Stalker Bad Medicine" X

ll America: M Hours (R)

"High

196ft Drama) Tom CrulsaJIn Stereo) PG X \**t "Bmklngth* Wivts" (1996, Drama) Emily Wateon, ffl
HkjTi"( 1996) Jon Lovtz.

I

PQ-13''~JBoiIng Frtnkie Liles vs. Andrei Schkalikov, (Uve)

Chrit Rock X
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Bruno By C. Baldwin
Fea-uWo, i'vi NEVEA TotO
YOU. I AWICT 100 KO«£
TKAN ANtONt EL St rvt EVI1H
MCT THAT tvCN tKWM I'VC
OH EM HATtO VOU THAT I'

<OMP(LUD ToiaMQS YOU

Robotman By Jim Meddick

Mallard Fillmore By Bruce Tinsley Dllbert By Scott Adams

CkU VOU HELP
ME CORITE

»\ RESUrAE?f~

VES, FOR ^
LKRGEFEE..

HOOO OO T KNOUJ
YOU'RE QUA.LIFIEO?

fcHECKrAY

[ RESUfAE

I'rA HAVING TROUBLE.

BELIEVING THW VOU

INVENTED COFFEE

Thatch By Frank Cho Drabble By Kevin Fagan

PR MIRACte OFFERS WP
Tt) TM6 AFFUCTtP.. WHIL6
WtPING FAITH WITH

T«e finicky.

WHV 9TUFF W0UR FnC€
WITH" 1CK.'- &PINACH
WHEN VOU CAN POP k

PtLt, Of BCTA CAR0T6N6*

cn

fc
^0UUi

WHV LOAPUPON- U6H(-
5ALM0N WrteN VOU CAN
SWALLOW A 6UPPUM6*n

OF VITAWIN P?

u>HA^^ReHCX)0OIN^3
^TTIHG OCH0N, MONES -

BUNCM?? PO»4T SOU
KEAUZeiT 5?!

huReeu)eeK5r%)W".
HCXJ'bUOULOeeKONNVNjG
^ROU^4P LlVCe A HERwOO^
luCeCK,5PREAC>tNG MOU
IOM CWe^R »\MD 0RIVMN6

eueesBoos wure.'

^tWX^TI . ...

eKXXDN'T
souee

n-5

Non Sequitor By Wiley Leedee By Mike Rybicki

TOMB QF THE

UNKNCrrVN W>fVl£R
MUMpai , vvHrooirsau

Ttj. Qu'.Tf TtLLiM&THftT

i^ftiE STKntK mss ;m

THE E'.xARRE REhNftMTS

OF ft T\J*EDO:

THE PbnjtS,

COllftR, cVxait.E

hNb CuFFS.

IAEK) UJEArV Tu^EUOS AT
UJEM);n&s. Trf.S Sft/S

To U>0iT\EM, "P\FT£R Jrts

bowE StU'.Pp'.nG For Voo,

Tw ?ot ON THE

Rest OF W SH:ht

VotjWihtoGtr Vw&lv".

(XrJLD F\

lAjOmftN

ftSk For
-7

NOU), lai NEVER

SE[ P\ FeimlE

STKrTER Va)ERR',N&

r) Vt'.L.

V

Monkey Socials By Constant Jones

1*>KUTUS.X NftD ADVI«V

0\A UW% 5<t

.

+S

\

Sven By Steven Higgins

*
Ir*,

X X>o mot. OMTjte.ST>i«rA?

LOVf.

rAt of A TeVovtte

rot on r*7 KMt£fc....f4

^lilf

Horoscopes
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21 ) — You may not know when you
have crossed the line today, but

someone close to you will tell you
when it is time to mend your ways.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— You may not be able to avoid

distractions today, but when it

comes to intrusions you must pui

your foot down. Concentration is

the key.

AQUARIUS (|an. 20-Feb. 18)
— You mav not score the success

you expect today, but surprise divi-

dends will come to you as a result of

your initial efforts.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) —
You can't afford to send in the sec-

ond- or third-string today. Only
those who perform best under pres-

sure will be able to get the job done.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
An arrangement made some time

ago may fall apart quite suddenly

today — but youll be able to pick

up the pieces and profit handsome-

ly.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
You won't be able to read people's

minds today, but if you study their

behavior with care you should be

able to anticipate their decisions.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20) —
Accuracy is the key today; you won't

be able to get away with any guess-

work at this time. Focus on facts and
figures; assess unusual options.

CANCER (|une 21-|uly 22) -
You will need up-to- date informa-

tion today in order to do your job to

the best of your ability. Do not be

premature; wait until you have the

facts.

LEO (|uly 23-Aug. 22) — You
may encounter an unexpected chal-

lenge today, but with all your prepa-

ration you should be ready for any-

thing. Do you feel up to it?

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) — It

is time to address a difficult situa-

tion at home, and you'll need a good
deal of cooperation in order to come
up with a permanent solution.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) —
You don't have all the answers
today, but you should know where
to start. Someone close to you will

come up with a kev idea.

SCORPIO (Oct. 25-Nov. 21) —
You can't afford to sit by and watch

someone else call the shots today.

You must take a more active,

aggressive stance at this lime.

Close to Home By John McPherson

Ouote c>F tJHe Day
4£ All the leaves are brown,

and the sky is grey. 2^

-The Mamas and the Papas While Jock kept the Watkins distrocted in the
kitchen, Muffy combed their house for their

secret block book of baby sitters.

ACROSS
1 Vista

5 Bandleader
Artie —

9 Mass
12 Singer

Fitzgerald

1 3 Fable writer

15 Alter

16 Intends
17 Blue Grotto site

18 Fencing weapon
19 Aerobic togs
21 Corn parts

23 Chills

24 Actress — Dawn
Chong

25 Minted
28 Fermentation

agent
33 Wedding bands
34 Zip —
35 Edges
36 Outdated
37 Pen name
38 Regulation

39 Fish trap

41 Inquisitive

42 Last Greek letter

44 Seepage
46 Untie
47 Ooh and —
48 Dollar fraction

49 Stimulated (an

appetite)

53 Opposed
57 Verdi opera

58 Goddess ol

peace
60 Presidential

prerogative

61 Animal shelters

62 Juicy fruit

63 Actor Jennings
64 Highest moun-

tain in Crete
65 Draft of air

66 A sight for—
eyes

DOWN
1 Entree meat
2 Tennis pro

Nastase
3 Pollster Roper
4 Squandering
5 Holy
6 Chiefs
7 Viper
8 Type of force

9 Yawn
10 Pitcher

Hershiser
1

1

"So long" and
"ciao"

1 4 Drills through

15 Plywood layer

20 Some fighter

pilots

22 Traitor

25 Throng
26 OPEC vessel
27 New Delhi's

country

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

p O S S m q 1
'/f L A R

u s H E MllA D rj R A s 1

F L O W cfn p Oo a E N T S

anaH
DdfflEJBrj

BfflHHB]
WUUlsl

hi

IS|A|U|CIeIrMC|0|W|B|F_ L L

mowa uara m A Y 1

i-lE|T|S|0 F|rBS|A T 1 R E

AlN T| t||J R Ft E T

w
1=1

11 Om
IZ1M
!•] II II

10WHH

A L 1 B
0*

H
E

AIMIP A G N E

B E 1 1 f 1 lii rj n O D E

s N E E 'M- E 'iM N G O 1

I2-S47 O 1997 Unit«dF»»lu'« Synd.cate

28 Idaho capital

29 "An apple

30 Vexes
31 Picture

32 Nile dam
34 Wooden shoe
37 Site of

Disneyland
40 Lanats
42 A Chaplin
43 Reasons
45 — King Cole
46 Map

explanation
48 Religious rule

49 Dry gully

50 Hurried

51 — St. Vincent
Millay

52 Sketched
54 Fictional

captain

55 Mix
56 Painted

tinware

59 Inventor
Whitney

Today's P.C. Menu
Cmll 343-2626 it

I

LUNCH
Cheesey Chicken Casserole w/ Cheese

Hot, Beefy Beef Sandwich
Fish in Batter

Fish in Eeevil Batter

DINNER
Friday's Fried, Feathery Chicken

Serendipitously Stuffed Shells in Suave Sauce

Gargantuan Grilled Steak Sandwich

You Yearn for Yummy Yellow Yams

Franklin

Worcester
LUNCH

Evil Hamburger or Harvest Burger

Evil Krabbycake Sandwich

Raditore/Evil Tomato or Alfredo Sauce

Evil Vegan Falafel Sandwich

DINNER
Rockin' Rotisserie Glazed Chicken

Shrimpi Shrimp Scampi Pasta

Voluptuous Vegetable Gumbo Casserole

pasta: Shrimp Scampi Pasta

Hampshire
LUNCH

Cowburger
Grilled, Cheesed Sandwich

El' Cap-i-tan's Catch/Sesame Roll

Hampshire's Hairy Harvest Surprize

DINNER
Rotisierie Glazed Chicken

Stuffed Shells in Sauce

Fettuccini Affredo

Fettuccini Cornholio

Berkshire

LUNCH
Crazy Krabbycake Sandwich

Chef's Grilled Cheese Sandwich
Disgruntled Student's Grilled Cheese

Rad Ratatouille

DINNER
Rosy Rotisserie Glazed Chicken

Perfectly Peculiar Pineapple Ham Steak

Vagabond Vegie Gumbo Casserole

Surprizingly Stuffed Shells in Savory Sauce



Sports
The Massachusetts

Friday, Decembers, 1997

SprewelPs

punishment
not enough

The news out of the Bay Area has

not been good these past few days,

first the architect of the '49eM
dynasty (and all-around Football

God) Eddie DeBartolo had to step

away from his duties as owner due to

a pending indictment in Louisiana

regarding fraud. After the unbeliev-

able series of events regarding the

area's NBA Warriors though,

DeBartolo's legal troubles have sud-

denly become back page news.

Before going on further, let's get

something clear. What Latrell

Sprewell (admittedly) did to his

coach, P.|. Carlisemo, was perhaps

the most reprehensible act in all of

sports since ... well, ever.

Mike Tyson biting off Holyfield's

ear, that's bad enough, but physically

,i--aulting and then threatening to kill

your coach because he's looking for a

'little mote hustle in a practice drill?

What is the world of sports coming

to?

Simply put, if anyone other than a
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superstar athlete did this, they would

have spent Monday night in jail:

which is where Sprewell should be

locked up. incidentally.

Perhaps taking a cue from Dick

Vermeil and the St. Louis Rams, the

Warriors on Wednesday night decid-

ed to terminate Sprewell's $30+ mil-

lion contract immediately. The team

should be applauded for finally tak-

ing a stand against uncontrollable

athletes. It's about time athletes were

treated for who they really are — the

same as the rest of us.

David Stern took a step in the

right direction by banning Sprewell

from the league for a year, but that

might not be enough — do some-

thing that will force this street thug

to reflect back on what it means to

respect authority

• In other NBA tidbits, the entire

Scottie Pippen situation is Chicago is

giving the World Champs another

headache they just don't need right

now. With Dennis Rodman playing

listless basketball and with underrat-

ed guard Steve Kerr still on the

mend, the Bulls can do without

Pippen's personal feud with general

manager jerry Krause If Pippen's as

mature as he says he is. he'll be back

on the court before the end of the

year — with the Bulls.

• While we're on the subject of the

MBA, it looks like the league already

has another generation of super-

ltart-tn- waiting with the Lakers'

Kobe Bryant (easily the league'*

most-improved player thus far),

Kevin Garnet! of Minnesota and

Damon Stoudamire — currently

teammates with Marcus Camby in

Toronto — but looking to get out

now that Isiah has jumped ship for

the Peacock.
• Before I continue. Michigan's

Charles Woodson should (and prob-

ably won't) win the Heisman Trophy.

He's the finest player in game by a

country mile.

• Here * Mime for all you Patriot''

fans to ponder — life without Bill

Parcells. While the Pats have strug-

gled all season long under the anony-

mous guidance of Pete Carroll, the

Meadowlands hasn't seen such

excitement since the glory days of the

Giants under... Parcells.

Regardless of his sour disposition

and tyrannical tendencies, the man
can flat out coach, and more impor-

tantly, can strike the fear of god in

Ml players — a trait sorely lacking in

mam NFL coaches, most notably the

soon-to-be-fired Dave Wannstcdt in

Chkafo.
Inhereting an almost identical ros-

ter from a 1-15 lets squad last year.

Parcells suddenly has his team on

track to make the playoffs for the

first time in years, and a first-ever

division title isn't at all out of the

question.

• With baseball fans settling in

for the long, hard winter, consider

the plight of the Arizona

Diaaaonbacks. Thanks to a superior

marketing plan, local television

rights revenue and the hungry fani

of Phoenix, owner |erry Colangelo

has amassed an almost $400 mil-

lion war chest of capital to spend

on tree agents

With over $80 million in salary

already committed on the left side

of the infield for lay Bell and Matt

Williams. look for the

Diamondbacks to become competi-

tive very quickly, much like the

Marlins and Rockies. So much for

snuggling expansion teams.

• College basketball is off to a

fine start and if early season results

(defeating quality Arizona and FSU
teams) are any indication, next

week's game for the Minutemen at

Allen Fieldhouse against Kansas

should prove to be a real test for

Bruiser* squad.

UMass faces off with

HE-leading Huskies
Minutemen change up first line

By Jorma Kansanen

Collegian Staff

This weekend, the Minutemen will

face off against the Huskies ol

Northeastern in a home-and-home
series, with UMass visiting St.

Botolph St. and Matthews Arena in

Boston tonight (7 p.m.), while resum-

ing the series tomorrow night at the

William D. Mullins Center (8 p.m.).

In one sense, the season has been a

chilling suspense thriller for (he

Minutemen so far, with the 2-9 team

(0-7 in Hockey East) treading the

line of winning but not breaking on

through to the victorious side. In the

last six games, ___—^_^^

mark, and at the top of the HE with a

5-3-1 conference record.

The top of HE is I high place for

the Huskies right now, especially for

a very young team, but that luccea*

has to be tempered with the fact that

nationally ranked teams like Boston

University. Maine and New
Hampshire have played two fewer

conference games.

Crowder realizes that fact, but he

will take what he can get in such a

tough conference.

"Basically, we're finding ways to

win," Crowder said. "Its not pretty.

and its not exciting, but at the end of

the 60 or 65 minutes, it has been

^^^^^^^^^ ending up good

Massachusetts
vs.

Northeastern

UMass has gone
1-5, while only

being outscored
23-19 in that

span.

UMass coach

Joe Mallen has

emphasized the

positives in prac-

tice this week. ssssisssissIisssiiiibbbi

especially after watching the game

tape from last Saturday night's loss to

the Huskies.

"We've worked on this team this

week to be focused, and to stay pott-

live," Mallen said. "There's no reason

why we can't beat this team, but we

need to make our own breaks. After

reviewing last Saturday's game, 1 was

not discouraged at all with our play."

In another sense, something some-

what chilling, yet not that suspense-

ful. but still thrilling for coach Bruce

Crowder and the Huskies have been

their start to this season. After being

the cellar dwellers of HE last season.

Northeastern now stands at a 6-5-1

Men's Hockey

1 lome-and-Home

for us.

"Obviously,
we're happy with

our success, but

we also know that

a lot of other

teams have not

played a lot of

league games. So.

we can't get too

ahead of ourselves."

After being the bottom two teams

in HE last season, UMass and
Northeastern are a series of contrasts

this season — the Minutemen have

found ways to lose, while the Huskies

have found ways to win.

"They're not catching the breaks,

and last Saturday night, they out-

played us for two periods," Crowder

said. "But these things start to snow-

ball on you, and if you don't think

you can catch a break, you won't."

In an effort to get that first confer-

ence win of the season tor his team.

Turn to HOCKEY, page 7
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Sophomore Ajmal Basit and the Minutemen host the Thundering Herd of Marshall tomorrow at 1 p.m.

Minutemen host Herd
UMass looking for win before long road stretch

By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

Well, iit least the 'Popcorn State"

portion of the slate only lasts a

week.

And to give the Massachusetts

men's basketball team credit, even

the Popcorn State'- they're playing

aren't ,i- bad a- they used to he.

I \la-- ha- opened up the Mullins

Center with two deceivingly tough

non conference opponents, some-

thing a lot of big-time schools don't

Mter muscling out ;i 52-40 win

over the College of Charleston at the

Mullins Center. UMass looks to

make il two in a row tomorrow
when thev entertain the Marshall

Thundering Herd at the Mullins

Center at I p.m.

Tomorrow- contest will mark the

last home game for the Minutemen

until |an. 10. In that time. UMass
will travel to Kansas, Las Vegas.

Cleveland. Hartford and Boston, in

their quest to prove the UMass
adage "Have Game, Will Travel."

However, the task at hand II

Mid-American Conference member
Marshall (2-1), long known more

for football than for basketball.

Mai -hall had considerable trouble

putting the ball in the net in their

last outing, the Thundering Herd

lost to Chattanooga 57-47. the low-

est -coring output for a Marshall

team in seven years.

After finishing first in the

Mid-American Conference'

Division in 1997. Marshall has been

picked to finish fifth out of six

teams in the East this season. The

Thundering Herd went 21-10 in

1945-97, but were bounced in the

first round of the MAC tournament

and did not see po-t season action.

The Thundering Herd have gotten

S lew solid performances from their

-i.liters, led by sophomore guard

Deon Dobbs. Dobbs is second on

the team in scoring at 13 points a

game, including 24 in a win over

Bluefield State. Down low, Marshall

will look to junior center Terrell

McKelvy, who has scored 10.7

point- game, and a team- high 1

1

rebounds per outing. Forward

Carlton King leads the team with

13.3 points a game

Turn to MENS BASKETBALL, page 7
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Sophomore forward Jeff Blanchard battles on the boards against

Vermont.

Blodgett singlehandedly beats UM
By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

THANC VO t OIUGIAN

UMass head coach |oanie O'Brien

faces tough stretch.

Maine guard Cindy Blodgett went into last

night- game against the Massachusetts

women's ba-ketball team needing 19 point- in

order to become the all-time leading scoter in

Black Hear and America I list Conference record

books.

With her 40-point performance. Blodgett, a

senior, not only claimed the top spot on the two

scoring lists, hut helped Maine (3-1) to an 82-68

win over the Minutewomen (5-2).

"Cindy Blodgett's 40 points is what killed US,"

UMass coach loanie O'Brien -aid. "We wanted to

make her go to her right every time she got the

ball, because she doesn't -hoot as well with her

right hand. But she always found her left hand

whenever -he got the ball."

Blodgett passed Rachel Bouchard, who stood

atop the li-t with 2.405 points. Blodgett is now 695

points away from the Division 1 mark of 3,122.

Kelly Van Huisen suffered against the prolific-

guard, scoring only seven points.

"Tonight we made it into an individual game,

and we can't plav that game." O'Brien said.

But. according to O'Brien, it was not just

Blodgett's play that hurt the Minutewomen: UMass

also had its fair share of mental

error-.

"There was a lack of intensity,"

she -aid. "Players who have been

-tepping up didn't show up mental-

ly. There may be some changes to the line-up come

Sunday."

There were, however, a few bright spots for the

Minutewomen. Sabriya Mitchell pocketed a

career-high 17 points and committed only four

turnovers. Fez Kraft finished with I 5 points.

Kara Tudman played her butt off," O'Brien

said. "We just didn't get manv chances to get her

the ball. Rekiya IPenton] changed some things in

Maine l

Massachusetts 68

the game with her athleticism. I should have gotten

her into the game earlier."

Maine's intensity denied the Minutewomen the

ball at nearly every turn, especially in the opening

frame.

"They scored so easily in the first half." O'Brien

-aid. "As a result, we couldn't get into our game

They also dominated the paint."

UMass will not have much time to

rest, as the Minutewomen host

intrastate rival Holy Cross at the

William D. Mullins Center. Sunday at

2 p.m. On Thursday, the Connecticut Lady Huskies

come calling for a 7 p.m. tilt.

The Crusaders, who played to an 1
1 -point loss

at UConn in their season-opener, are led by

6-foot- 1 junior forward Amy O'Brien. O'Brien is

averaging 30.0 points per game and has led the

Crusaders (4-2) in scoring and rebounding in all

six contests.

Turn to WOMEN'S BASKETBALL, page 7

Women's swimming dives into Penn State Invitational
By Michael Kobylanski

Collegian Staff

\lur keeping thing- in the north-

east for the opening month of the

ii. the Massachusetts women's

swimming and diving team will

broaden its horitons this weekend

when it travels to ll.ippv \ .illcv lot

tin- Penn State Invitational

The Minutewomen, who current!)

sport a 5 2 mark, will go 10 battle

against the like- of Penn Stale. St.

BonaventiiK'. and Blown in the

two <Li\ event.

"Ihi- i- one ol ihe best collective

groups i hat we have ever faced."

UMass coach Boh Newoomb -aid.

"Penn State wa- ranked in the Top

20 l.i-t year, and we've never compet-

ed against a Top 20 team before. St.

Bonaventurt won the I
Atlantic 10|

last vear. and Brown is a very good

hv League school.' he said.

Host Penn State carries I 3 i over

all mark. I ! record into the Big 10

into thcil invitational Ihe I ad)

lion- are a large squad, and are dom-

inalcd piimaiiK DJ freshmen and

suphomorei * >m ot i total roataf ol

32 swimmers, there are only seven

-eni.

St Bonaventure brings a talented

quad to State College this weekend.

The defending A- 10 champs have

four All-A- 10 swimmers and the

kie ol the year on their roster.

Nevertheless, the Bonnies are also a

young -quad, as over half of the

team is either I Ite-hnian or sopho-

more
Brown brings a 2-0 record to

Pennsylvania this weekend. The
Beais are a senior laden club who
hai already upended Harvard and

Dartmouth.

UMass has been out of action

since Nov. 22, when they faced St.

John's. After taking a few days off

for Thanksgiving break, which
allowed the team to recuperate and

get back to full strength, things look "We have the vast majority of our

promising for the Minutewomen this team back now and we are relatively

weekend. healthy," Neweomb said. "This is our
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now
Days of the New
headlined a

triple-bill show at

Pearl Street. Also

playing were
Mary's First and
Letters to Cleo (see

Arts & Living, page

6).

$400 million in deferred maintenance atUM
By Tamar Carroll

Collegian Staff

Minutemen hold

off Herd

Despite blowing a

22-point lead,

UMass held on to

beat Marshall,

61-59, at the

Mullins Center
Saturday (see

Sports, page 1 0).

WORLD

Confessed killers

seek amnesty

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa

(AP) — The confessed killers of a

black civil rights leader were to

resume their quest for amnesty

today in the Indian Ocean city of

Port Elizabeth, where Steve Biko last

was seen alive.

At September hearings before the

Truth and Reconciliation

Commission, former apartheid police

described how officers slammed
Biko's head into a wall in 1977 and

chained him crucifixion style to a

gate for 24 hours.

Biko died within a week, after

being driven naked and without

medical attention 660 miles to the

Pretoria prison.

Five former policemen have

admitted accidentally killing Biko.

Their testimony was interrupted to

allow a national celebration of the

20th anniversary of Biko's death on

Sept. 12.

Biko was labeled a terrorist by the

apartheid government for preaching

that blacks should take pride in their

culture and fight for control of the

country. His death provoked interna-

tional outrage and mobilized the

anti-apartheid movement at home.

His short life — Biko was 30 when he

died — was the subject of the 1987

film, "Cry Freedom."

NATION

Gore wants
to be President

Editor's Note: This is the first of a

two-part series examining the state

of facilities at UMass. Today's story

focuses on the problem of deferred

maintenance. Tommorow's focuses

on possible solutions.

For over 40 years, repairs and

maintenance on UMass buildings

have been systematically postponed,

in many cases indefinitely.

It's called deferred maintenance,

and its shadow is looming larger

and larger over the University of

Massachusetts campus.

Leaky roofs have gone unpatched.

not only leaving rotting ceilings and

floors, but classrooms that must be

vacated when it rains.

Critical systems, such as heating,

ventilation and electric, have not

been updated since the 1950s. The

result is laboratories, like those in

Goessman, which must be closed

because of poor ventilation, and

offices, like those in Bartlett. which

can't be equipped with computers

because of dust accumulation.

The majority of buildings on the

UMass campus were built in the

50s and '60s and have received

very little maintenance through the

years. Their main systems are wear-

ing out, and there is not enough

money in the campus budget to

carry out the necessary repairs to

keep these buildings functional.

The clock is ticking, and the situ-

ation on campus is worsening.

The result is a campus littered

with buildings which will increas-

ingly be unable to serve their con-

WASHINCTON (AP) — President

Clinton is worried that Vice President

Al Core won't stand up for the

Clinton White House's centrist poli-

cies during an expected protracted

battle for the Democratic presiden-

tial nomination against liberal Rep.

Dick Gephardt, Time magazine

reported.

"The president and first lady

are understandably concerned

that there's going to be a lot of

pressure on the vice president to

move left to cut off Gephardt," Al

From, president of the centrist

Democratic Leadership Council,

is quoted as saying.

Rut when push comes to

shove, Al Gore will run as a New
Democrat." From said. "The les-

son of Clinton 1992 is that you're

better off keeping to the middle in

a primary." The "New
Democrats" follow the left-of-cen-

ter ideology of the Clinton White

House: balanced budget, tighter

welfare laws, economic growth.

In a recent interview aboard Air

Force Two. Gore told Time he

wants to be president more than

t\ a

.

"It's probably an impolitic

remark," he said, "but it's true."

Former and current advisers

aj Gore needs to humanize his

approach to campaigning.
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stituents — the faculty and students

of UMass.

The scope of the problem

The University recently finished a

survey of the location and extent of

deferred maintenance on campus.

Vice Chancellor for

Administration and Finance Paul

Page said the University hired

Vandcrbuilt Construction Company

to work with the Physical Plant staff

in assessing the amount and severity

of deferred maintenance in the

University's buildings.

"We have been concerned for a

period of time relative to the condi-

tions of our facilities," Page said.

"So. two and a half years ago we

started a comprehensive study to

take a systematic look at each one

of our facilities and quantify the

scale and scope of deferred mainte-

nance."

A team of architects and engi-

neers completed a visual inspection

of all major buildings on the UMass

campus and met with maintainers

and users of the buildings to find

deficiencies.

The team examined the structural

soundness of the buildings, the con-

dition of their major systems, their

general appearance and their com-

pliance with building codes.

"We looked at over nine million

square feet," |im Cahill. director of

facilities planning, said. "The roofs,

mechanical equipment, electrical

service to the buildings, windows,

lights, code deficiencies... these

were examined and catalogued."

The team's findings were disturb-

ing — they documented $593 mil-

lion in current deferred mainte-

YVONNt YANG \ COUIGIAN

This rotting floor at Boyden Gymnasium, caused by a leaky roof, is one example of deferred maintenance creat-

ing problems at UMass.

nance alone.

"That is a lot of money," Page

said. "There has been a huge invest-

ment in this place, and it is loosing

its value. Ultimately, it plays out at

the level of those who occupy and

need buildings."

This figure includes noticeable

deficiencies such as the rotting floor

in Boyden Gymnasium, the leaking

roof of Cheneworth Laboratory and

the missing floor tiles in Bartlett

Hall.

It also includes less visible, but

important, deficiencies such as the

poor air quality in Bartlett Hall, the

lack of ventilation in Goessman
Laboratory and the deterioration of

heating and cooling systems in sev-

eral buildings.

"These are things users might not

notice until they don't work." Cahill

said. "Two-thirds of the problems

are hidden."

However, this figure does not

include costs for modernization

(updating buildings for modern
technology and use), furnishings,

such as broken chairs and desks, or

infrastructure, such as underground

pipes and roads.

Turn to MAIN, page 2

Renowned sci-fi writer

Ray Bradbury to speak,

sion hooks at UM toda\
By Sarah J. Kimmel

Collegian Staff

"Reliving the Goodell Takeover"
Reliving last year's takeover is the theme of an event tonight in the Campus Center Auditorium. The event

will begin at 7 p.m. with guest speakers, and will be highlighted by "A Living Documentary on Goodell. a

film by senior communications and theater major Andre Collins. The event, which is free and open to the pub-

lic, is sponsored by the Office of ALANA Affairs.

Tonight at 8 p.m.. in the Fine Arts

Center, the University of Massachusetts

Distinguished Visitors Program pre-

sents renowned author and futurist Ray

Bradbury, who will deliver a lecture

entitled. "The Great Years Ahead."

There will also be a book signing recep-

tion on the Campus Center Concourse

this afternoon from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m.

Bradbury is the author of such sci-

ence fiction novels as Fahrenheit 451,

The Martian Chronicles. The Golden

Apples of the Sun. Tlic Illustrated Man
and Something Wicked This Way
Comes. He has also recently released

two new works which are a short stun

collection. Driving Blind, and his First

major book in over eight years, Quicker

than the Eye . He will speak not only on

his works but also on his futuristic

views, which cover a wide range of top-

ics.

As a novelist, short story writer,

essayist, playwright, screen writer (for

lohri Huston's Moby Dick, which was

filmed in Ireland), a poet, an Academy

Award nominee, an Emmy winner (for

the teleplay of The Halloween Tree),

and a theme park consultant (for Walt

Disney Enterprises where he designed

Spaceship Earth at Epcot Center),

Bradbury has written more than 300

published works.

Since 1985. Bradbury has adapted

42 of his short stories for the Ray

Bradbury Theater on USA Cable

Television. He is the recipient of sever-

al awards, including, the O. Henry

Memorial Award, the Benjamin

Franklin Award, the World Fantasy

Award for lifetime achievement, and

the Grandmaster Award from the

Science Fiction Writers of America.

Bradbury's works evoke the themes

of racism, censorship, technology,

nuclear war, humanistic values and the

Turn to BRADBURY, page 3

Speakers address importance

of dialogue in peace process

Reno under fire

By Laurie Kellman

Associated Press

By Elana Premack

Collegian Correspondent

Tying personal experiences to the

broad issue of the Middle East peace

process. Reena Bernards and Dr.

Najat Arafat Khelil addressed

approximately 20 University of

Massachusetts students and commu-

nity members on Wednesday, Dec. 3.

The speakers discussed the impor-

tance of dialogue in resolving con-

flict between Palestinians and lews.

Trained in conflict resolution,

leadership and organizational devel-

opment. Bernards and Khelil formed

the Palestinian and lewish American

Women's Dialogue Project in 1989

following the Palestinian intifada.

Sensing a need for understanding

between the two groups, the women
began the dialogue with 20 women.

10 Palestinian Americans and 10

lewish Americans.

"We want to put a face on the

enemy, to understand that we both

have suffered and that we have to

recognize the suffering of each

other." Khelil said. "We have to

appreciate that each one of us has a

side to the issue."

The personal experiences of both

Khelil and Bernards contributed to

their desire to create a dialogue.

Khelil's hometown of Nablus, West

Bank, was occupied in 1967. the

same time she was receiving her edu-

cation in the United States. At the

time, her education was stressed

over her connection to the conflict.

"The issue of the conflict was
somewhere deep in my heart, except

it was not occupying mc." Khelil

said.

It was her return to her home in

1977 that opened her eyes to the

need for peaceful coexistence

between lews and Palestinians. For

the first time she was able to human-

ize Israelis and began to believe that

there could be a fair solution to the

conflict.

"1
|
previously I

thought no solution

could be achieved except by having a

Palestinian State on the land of

Palestine." Khelil said.

Bernards was raised in the United

States with a strong lewish back-

ground — her father was a conserva-

tive rabbi, her mother a Hebrew
school teacher. Bernards said her

view Ot Israel was extremely positive.

"Israel was the savior of the lewish

people." Bernards said. "It was an

incredibly creative, new country that

came out of the ashes of the

Holocaust

On a 1968 trip to Israel, the then

13-year-old Bernards witnessed

firsthand the feelings of Palestinians

toward lews. Visiting the occupied

West Bank, she faced Palestinians

angry at lews for being in their town.

While Bernards acknowledged that

this initial experience produced only

an unconscious understanding of the

BssssH at hand, it was an understand-

ing still, and one that provided a cat-

alyst for her future actions, including

the creation of the dialogue project

Khelil said that the need for lead-

ers to give an incentive for Israelis

and Palestinians to move in the

WASHINGTON — Republicans

threatened Attorney General |anet

Reno with contempt of Congress yes-

terday over her decision to forego an

independent counsel's investigation of

White House campaign fund raising.

One GOP senator, Orrin Hatch of

Utah, said he's asking FBI director

Louie Free* to bypass Reno, his boss,

and investigate allegations ol

Democratic impropriety in fund rais-

ing.

"1 have no doubt that the political

appointees in the department who

have been influencing her are doing

nothing but protecting the president,"

Senate ludiciary Committee chairman

Hatch said on CBS' "Face the Nation."

Sen. lohn Glenn (D-Ohio) shot

back: "Was it protecting the president

when she appointed four independent

counsels that all took aim at the White

House?" Before the cameras were

turned on. Glenn flashed Reno a

thumb-to-forefinger OK sign and told

her he admired her for standing up to

her principles on the independent

counsel decision.

On Tuesday. Reno announced her

decision not to request a court-

appointed independent counsel to look

into fund-raising calls that President

Clinton and Vice President Al Core

made from the White House In a 69-

page brief and accompanying news

conference, she said they had broken

no federal laws.

Furious over Reno's decision

Republicans used yesterday's talk

show circuit to lob a series of threats

at her and the lustice IX-parltncnl.

Trinkets for sale

YVONNl VANG \ COUIGIAN

Students' artwork, created in the Student Union Craft Center, are

displayed at the Holiday Craft Fair on the Campus Center Concourse

last Friday afternoon.

Turn to PEACE, page 3 Turn to RENO page 3

t
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Tree
Trees are the carriers of our watery burdens.

62 confirmed dead in plane crash
By Maura Reynolds

Associated Press

IRKUTSK. Russia — The crew of a military cargo jet

said nothing before their fiery crash to provide clues to

what had gone wrong, Russian safety officials said yester-

day, baffled by the disaster in a Siberian city.

Investigators were studying at least eight scenarios for

Saturday's crash — including contaminated fuel or inade-

quate de-icing in the 5-degree weather — but had few

leads as to what actually happened, said Emergency
Situations Minister Sergei Shoigu.

"We're not trying to hide. We're just trying to gvt you

the truth," Shoigu said.

The jumbo jet-sized air force plane, carrying 23 people,

crashed about 20 seconds after takeoff, plowing into a

five-story apartment building and clipping an orphanage

with its wing.

The 100 tons of aviation fuel in its tanks exploded,

engulfing surrounding buildings in flame.

"There was fire. Flames. There were no people.

Nothing but flames." said Galina Dmitrovna, one of the

first emergency workers to arrive.

Yesterday. 1 ,400 rescue workers searched the charred

wreckage, hunting for more victims beyond the 62 adults

and children confirmed dead.

Twelve people — including four children — had been

hospitalized with burns. Many were in serious condition,

officials said. Pools of aviation fuel dotted the ruined

neighborhood, and the stench of burned wood and fuel

hung over the area.

Residents climbed among the fragments of their homes,

looking for belongings. Ice covered many of the gutted

apartments — water from firefighter's hoses had frozen in

temperatures that fell to 20 degrees below zero overnight.

One woman, whose husband was missing, sobbed as

she pointed at the burned shell of her apartment.

"All 1 can find are my kitchen knives." she said, begging

people to find her husband.

Most of the remains found so far were minute or badly

burned, making identification almost impossible, investi-

gators said. "When I say we have a fragment, it means we
have something like an elbow." a distraught Shoigu said.

He denied Russian media reports that the pilot radioed

he had lost power in two engines just seconds after taking

off.

"They didn't manage to say anything about what was

happening," he said of th* crew.

The 1
1 -year-old An- 1 24 had just passed a safety inspec-

tion in November, officials said.

Scenarios being considered included the possibility that

the plane was loaded with substandard fuel that caused

the engines to stall; the cargo may not have been properly

secured and broke loose during takeoff; pilot error or

improper de-icing.

The plane's black box flight recorders were recovered

and sent to Moscow, but air force officials said it would

take days to analyze the data.

All An- 124s have been grounded until the cause could

be determined, a Defense Ministry spokesman said. He
declined to gi\e his name.

JANUARY CLASSES
Title Cr. Davs lime Count Dates

Keyboarding For Information Processing 1 MTW F 9-12:15 1/2- 1/7

Introduction To Dance 3 MTWThF 9-12 1/2-1/21

Computer Literacy 1 MT ThF 9-12:15 1/8- 1/13

Introduction To The Internet 1 TWThF 9-12:15 1/14- 1/20

English Composition 1 3 MTWThF 9-12 1/2- 1/21

English Composition II 3 MTWThF 9-12 1/2- 1/21

Intermediate Grammar Review 2 MTWThF 10-12 1/2-1/21

French Skills Practice 1 2 MTWThF 9-12 1/6-1/16

History Of The American People Since 1865 3 MTWThF 9-12 1/2- 1/21

Counseling Skills 3 MTWThF 9-12 1/2- 1/21

Winter Outdoor Recreation 2 MT ThF 12:30-4:30 1/2- 1/16

Practical Nursing Practicum 2 TWThF 8-3:30 1/2- 1/22

Introduction To Prof. Nursing And The Nursing Process 1 days and times to be arranged

Principles Of Psychology 3 MTWThF 9-12 1/2-1/21

Responding To Emergencies And Community CPR 3 MTWThF 9-12 1/2-1/21

Spanish Skills Practice I 2 MTWThF 9-12 1/6- 1/16

Spanish Skills Practice II 2 MTWThF 9-12 1/6- 1/16

Oral Communication: Public Speaking 3 MTWThF 6-9 p.m. 1/2- 1/21

Take a course during January Intersession!

You can complete a one, two,

or three credit course during January.

Register through Tuesday, December 23, 1997

Classes begin Friday. January 2 and run through

Wednesday, January 21. 1998 - unless otherwise noted.

(No class on Monday. January 19, Martin Luther King Day)

To register, call 413-774-3131, ext. 272

main
continued from page 1

Also, the $393 million only
accounts for things that are bro-

ken now. It does not include
renewal costs, anticipated costs

for systems which are expected to

wear out in the near future.

"This is a very conservative
number," Cahill said. "It does not

include furnishings, and anything

below $10,000 in costs was not

even recorded."

So, Cahill said, to actually bring

the campus into top condition
would cost much more than the

$393 million.

"We never put that kind of
money into this work," Cahill said.

"That is why we have the problem
we do."

A problem with a history

During the '50s, '60s and '70s,

the University built a tremendous
amount of buildings — 80 percent

of today's campus — as it experi-

enced a dramatic growth in enroll-

ment.

All of the capital budget was put

into new building during these

decades, and very little money was
allocated for maintenance work.

As time went on and allocations

from the state legislature were
meager, money was shifted from
maintenance to fund payroll and
other expenses.

"It [maintenance! has not gotten

the attention to the degree that it

needed in the past," Page said.

"Theoretically, we should have
been putting money away over
those 30 years. There were other

hungry mouths out there during

that period. You make other

choices."

Now. those buildings are wear-

ing out, and repairs that should

have been made years ago have

generated a slew of additional

problems which will cost millions

to fix.

"It is an insidious spiral. If you

don't do maintenance in the begin-

ning, problems become more
expensive to fix," Earl Smith,

director of the Physical Plant, said.

"The less attention you pay to it,

the worse it becomes in a coin

pound way."

The University will be dealing

with the legacy of that building

spree — the $393 million in

deferred maintenance — for the

coining decades.

"It is a result of continued
under-investment by institutions

in their facilities," Page said.

"Over time, it will come back and

create a road block for you."

Hindering the educational process

Across the campus, deferred

maintenance is directly impacting

the quality of education students

at UMass receive.

"This is impeding our basic mis-

sion, which is to educate stu-

dents," Smith said.

The poor state of facilities puts

constraints on the quality of teach-

ing and learning which is achieved

at UMass.
At a minimum, faculty cannot

take advantage of technological

advances in their research and

teaching.

In extreme cases, classes have

to be cancelled because of leaky

roofs and other maintenance

problems.

"It is not an environment con-

ductive to people doing their best

work," Chancellor David K. Scott

said.

The condition of facilities will

also play a significant role In the

success or failure of the University

in achieving national prominence

as a major research University in

the coming decades.

"If we are going to move to be

in the AAU (Association of

American Universities! this is

going to hurt." Page said.

Perhaps most disturbingly,

deferred maintenance has been

allowed to accumulate to the point

where campus buildings will have

to be abandoned.

"In the next 20 years, we will

see buildings falling down," Scott

said. "It will just create a lot of

problems."

This was already the case with

the University Apartments, which

were closed this fall because the

University could not pay for the

needed repair work on the build-

ings to be done.

Clearly, these repairs cannot

continue to be postponed with out

the campus suffering significant

results.

"It has gotten to the point where

we are saying the campus can not

afford to ignore it," Cahill said.

WONNf VANG \ COLl£CIAN

These buildings were abandoned this fall by the University because repair costs were too high. If deferred

maintenence is not addressed promptly, more buildings may have to be closed

IT AIN'T EASY,
BUT IT'S SMART
Winter Session '98 .

Why Winter Session?

• Catch up so you can graduate on time

• Focus on just one class, one set of homework assignments

• Make up lost credits

• Take a usually overenrolled prerequisite for your major
• Earn three credits in three weeks

Smaller classes mean more individual attention.

Winter Session '98

January 5-26

Pick up a blue course catalog at Continuing Education in

Goodell Bldg. or anywhere on campus; in town at stores,

restaurants, banks.

Or call 545-0107 and we'll send you one.

Check out the updated course list at www.umass.edu/
contined/

Winter Session

Division of Continuing Education

University of Massachusetts Amherst

The Division of Continuing Education is

moving to 358 N. Pleasant St. in January.

Bradbury
continued from page 1

importance Of in imagination. He-

addresses issues of the future and
shows how some advances in technolo-

gy can go drastically wrong. To this

day. the acclaimed author uses only an

old Uishioned typewriter to write out

his -tones.

The author was bom in Wuukcgan.

111. in 1920. He began to write when he

was 12 and moved to Los Angeles

when he was 14. He is a lover of

Shakespeare and a strong advocate of

the library Although he never went to

college, upon his high school gradua-

tion in 1938, Bradbury spent much of

his time in the library until he 'graduat-

ed' there at the age of 28. He now lives

in Ijos Angeles

Admission is free for UMass under-

graduates with student identification

.

$2 for faculty, graduate students and

students of the other Five Colleges uith

student identification, and $4 for all

others

Reno
continued from page 1

Rep. Dan Burton, chairman of the

House Government Reform and
Oversight Committee, said on "Fox

News Sunday" that the panel will con-

sider recommending a contempt of

Congress charge if she refuses to com-

ply with its subpoena seeking Freeh's

memo endorsing an independent
counsel.

"We're going to reach maybe a little

crisis here." Burton said. Asked
whether he would cite Reno for con-

tempt, he said: "That's the step we'll

have to look at next."

But with a chuckle, he acknowl-

edged an inherent problem with that

action: "Obviously if we cited her for

contempt, it would have to go to the

lustice Department for carrying out

that contempt citation. And she would

be making the decision on that."

Reno did not rule out sending

Burton the memo, with sensitive

information blacked out.

On "Face the Nation," Reno insist-

ed: "I'm not protecting anybody. If I

were protecting people, I'd close up

the shop and go home."

She added that Clinton and Gore

are not out of the woods. "We have

not closed this investigation in any

way," she said. "No one has been

exonerated."

Republicans contended that's not

reason enough for her to continue an

investigation of the man who appoint-

ed her, which both the GOP and FBI

director Freeh consider a conflict of

interest. Hatch surprised Glenn on the

program with the disclosure that he

plans to send Freeh a letter today ask-

ing him to investigate Democratic

fund-raising irregularities separately

from Reno, even though the FBI is

part of the justice Department.

"He should conduct an independent

investigation without regard to the

lustice Department, other than report-

ing to them and cooperating with

them and talking to them," said

Hatch. "He should do it independent-

ly, because that's the only way we're

going to have, it seems to me. a way

around these conflicts of interest that

clearly exist."

Hatch's House counterpart,

ludiciary Committee Chairman Henry

Hyde (R-lll.) said his panel will hold

hearings on how to overhaul the

lustice Department — with a critical

eye trained especially on the Public

Integrity Section, which advises Reno

on the fund-raising probe.

"The stick-flickin' kid"

YVONNE YANG \ COLLEGIAN

Andrew Bergeron, a freshman Art major, demonstrates his homemade Andy's stix to Joseph Nichols, a

freshman French major, on the Campus Center Concourse last Friday.

peace
continued from page 1

direction of peace was of major concern. She said that

Israelis would respond to a promise of security while

Palestinians want sovereignty, self-determination and the

establishment of a Palestinian state.

Although support for the peace process is high among
both lews in Israel and the United States as well as

Palestinians, many consider the current Israeli govern-

ment responsible for a setback to the peace process.

"Would a shift in the government in Israel contribute

to success in the peace process? Yes. yes, yes, yes, yes,"

Bernards said.

In addition. Khelil said that Perez's slowness in acting

on the peace process after Yitzhak Rabin's death also

played a role in leading to the current deadlock.

The role the United States government has been play-

ing in the peace process has affected Palestinian views.

The lack of government action in support of Palestine

has led to an eroding of the support of the peace process.

Projects like Bernards and Khelil's dialogue will hopeful-

ly lead Palestinians, at least in the United States, to a

more positive view.

Director of Jewish Affairs Larry Goldbaum said that

he views the dialogue as a model for people to talk to

each other as human beings and to begin to move
through conflict, and he hopes to create a similar dia-

logue at UMass.

"The dialogue should not end here, but should start

here," Goldbaum said.

Boston man wants new trial, apology

Release of Spielbergs new film may be blocked

By John Horn
Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — The premiere

of Steven Spielberg's historical slave

ship epic "Amistad" is competing for

attention with another drama open-

ing this week: a courtroom con-

frontation that has turned personal

and vitriolic.

The director's new DreamWorks
studio is accused of stealing the story

for the movie that Spielberg calls

"perhaps the most important of my

career." In turn, DreamWorks is

attacking the integrity of the award-

winning novelist who filed the law-

suit. Barbara Chase-Riboud.

A judge is to hear arguments today

on whether she should block

Wednesday's release of the film,

about slaves who revolted at sea

aboard a Cuban ship and won their

freedom in pre-Civil War U.S. courts.

Lawyers on both sides say U.S.

District |udge Audrey Collins is

unlikely to stop the debut in New
York and Los Angeles. A preliminary

showing was held Friday in New

Haven, Conn., where much of the

original story unfolded more than

150 years ago. President Clinton saw

"Amistad" Thursday in Washington

and showings are set for Tuesday in

Rhode Island, where parts of the

movie were filmed. However, mil-

lions of dollars could be at stake.

Studio attorneys say Chase-Riboud

is using the movie's imminent open-

ing to pressure DreamWorks into a

$5 million settlement. The fledgling

studio says it lias invested $71) mil-

lion producing and marketing
"Amistad."

BOSTON (AP) — A Boston man who says he spent 6

years in prison after police framed him wants a new trial.

Two prosecutors involved in the case told The Boston

Globe they now question whether police got the wrong

man, and a judge has urged state authorities to take a

fresh look at the case.

"He knows. He knows what he did." said Christopher

Harding of Officer Terence O'Neil. who may have lied on

the stand to win Harding's conviction.

"Hopefully, out of this. I get my name cleared," he told

the Globe.

On Aug. 17. 1989, Harding, 36, had just spent three

weeks at a truck-driving school so he could earn enough

to move his family out of the projects in the Mission Hill

section of Boston. The night before he was to take his

truckers' license test, friends wished him luck by throw-

ing a street party for him.

He drank too much, but didn't want his wife to know.

So he passed out on a staircase in the building he'd

grown up in. At 1 a.m., Officers O'Neil, lustina Mitchell

and Michael Stratton were in the projects following up

on a report that a body had been dumped in a garbage

bin.

They heard a gunshot and split up, O'Neil heading off

in one direction. Mitchell and Stratton in another.

O'Neil saw Deron )ones, who had been shot once, run-

ning toward a walkway between two buildings.

He said he saw two assailants chasing lones; one shot

at him twice. Then O'Neil said he told them to drop their

weapons, and one gunman fired at him. Then the gun-

men kept running through the walkway.

One of the gunmen. Dwayne Owens, was caught —
but just how he was caught isn't clear.

O'Neil first testified he did not cuff Owens, then under

cross examination said he couldn't recall. Then last year

he testified he did take the time to cuff Owens and then

chased the other suspect. It's also unclear what Officer

Stratton was doing. He testified he stood at the end of

the walkway — where the gunmen were headed — and

saw Harding shoot the victim. But he doesn't explain

how he could have failed to apprehend Harding, who
was presumably running right toward him.

Four months later, ballistics tests showed only three

shots were fired from the gun that hit (ones — not four,

as O'Neil testified. And Mitchell has offered versions of

events that differ slightly from Stratton's. Although she

was ordered not to testify at Harding's trial, she later tes-

tified she was unable to identify Harding as the other

gunman.
What did happen was that Harding was arrested, tried

as a would-be cop killer, convicted and sent to prison —
even though no physical evidence linked him to the case.

This year. Owens was brought to trial on federal racke-

teering charges — a trial that cast fresh doubt on

Harding's guilt. One of Owens' drug-ring lieutenants,

Keillen Smith, turned against him and said it was Owens'

cousin, Robert Owens, who shot lones because he sus-

pected he had robbed him.

Another witness testified he saw the Owens' cousins

together just before the shooting, and Harding was
nowhere to be seen. The only non-police witness recant-

ed his previous identification of Harding.

NTER SESSION 1998 at Fitchburg State College

NICARAGUAN BIOLOGICAL
RESEARCH
Study Abroad Program
Offered in collaboration with the University of Mobile (Central American

Campus at San Marcos) this two-week program runs January 3-18, 1998.

Enroll in six credits (undergraduate or graduate), exploring the topography

of volcanos, cloud forests and tropical islands of Central America.

COURSE TOPIC: Tropical Biology (6 credits)

• Accommodations in university dorms

• Meal Plan

• Shuttle service from airport to San Marcos

• Access to university facilities and services

For more information, call the International Education Office at

(978)665-3089 or the DGCE Office at (978)665-3182.

THIS IS THE BREAK
YOU'VE BEEN WAITING FOR
College Students: While you're home for semester break, why not

take a course or two at Fitchburg State College? In just a few weeks,

you can earn credits in English, art education, philosophy, psychology,

sociology or computer science. Both graduate and undergraduate,

our credits are transferable to virtually any college in the country.

WINTER INTERSESSION - Dec. 17 - Jon. 16
Register Today with the Division of Graduate and Continuing

Education. Phone-In, Fax-In, Mail-In, Walk-In or E-Mail!

P.S. - For those of you who would like to plan ahead, ask about our summer

course schedule, which this year includes amazingly affordable credit studies

abroad in Rome, Italy and Dublin, Ireland.
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VISIT OUR WEB SITE AT WWW.FSC.EDU

Division of Graduate and

Continuing Education
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Media should admit racial bias
(i~\ Jf ake sure she's white and middle class."

I\/I That's what an editor once wrote on a

-L JL story proposal of mine. I had pitched a

profile of a woman who had been the

victim of a crime and now helps others in similar sit-

uations. After many discussions with the magazine, I

was on the verge of getting a contract. There was

just that one final caveat: She had to be white.

The comment struck me like a 2-by-4. though I

really shouldn't have been surprised. I had always

know that racial bias existed in _^_^^_^__
the media— that there is a gen-

eral assumption that the public

is more interested in stories

about white people than about

other races. However. I had

The intense attention

the McCaughey septu-

plets have received—
expuciu?^

h expressed quhe S
° the lightly updates on

The story was a go because my their pWgreSS, the OUt-
subject was white. If she had . - „_„•*..
beer, black. I would not have pOUWlg OJ geneWSlty
received the assignment Her

fmm corpora te
story would not be considered J

.
r

.

worth telling. Because she was America SayS a lot

"'Urn reminded of that conver- about the tWO-tiered

sation when i see the way the nature of American
media and the nation has

responded to the story of the COmpOSSlOn.
seven little white babies born in ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Iowa. The intense attention the

McCaughey septuplets have ^^m
received — the nightly updates

on their progress, the outpouring of generosity from

corporate America — says a lot about the two-tiered

nature of American compassion. Because in

Washington last May there was another miracle —
one that occurred without the aid of expensive fertil-

ity drugs.

A group of sextuplets was born to an African-

American couple. The parents. Linden and laqueline

Thompson, saw a brief bit of media attention after

the babies were born, but it quickly faded. The
Thompsons were then left to raise their five babies

tone was stillborn) in their small apartment, on the

income from Linden Thompson's two jobs. A group

called Sisters in Touch tried to generate donations

for the family, but with little success. "We had a let-

ter-writing campaign writing churches to ask for

Sara Eckel

help. We got no response," Lynda Bugg of Sisters in

Touch told The Washington Post.

Indeed, it was only after this disparity was
brought to light that the Thompsons started to

receive comparable assistance. One might argue that

it was not race that worked against the Thompsons,

but rather the simple fact that they didn't break any

records. The first set of surviving American sextu-

plets was born in 1993, and since then two others

have come into the world.

But these babies — the second

and third sets of sextuplets — also

enjoyed a high amount of commu-
nity and corporate largess. The
Hayner sextuplets. born in 1996,

were the fortunate recipients of a

Ford van, free baby formula, a

year's supply of free diapers, and a

year and a half's worth of Beech-

Nut baby food. The Boniello sextu-

plets, born last March, prompted
the donation of a minivan. diapers

and a free college education for

the brood.

But private industry did not see

a public-relations opportunity in

the Thompsons, lust as my editor

did not think that her magazine's

readers would be interested in a

black woman's tragedy, corporate

America did not think that con-

sumers would be impressed with^~~ its sponsorship of a black family.

And this begs the question: Are they right? Is it true

that we are more interested in white babies in the

heartland than black babies in the city? Is it true

that we care more about a crime victim when she is

white? After all, these producers and editors and

sponsors are only trying to give us what we want, to

tell us the stories they think we want to hear.

And so it is up to us to either tell them that they

are wrong — to say that they have underestimated

us in their assumption of our racial bias — or else

admit that they are right. Because, as the old

Alcoholics Anonymous saying goes, you can't solve a

problem until you admit that you have one.

Sara Eckel is a syndicated columnist. Send com-

ments to the author in care of this newspaper or

send her e-mail at saraeum@aol.com.

We encourage our readers to respond to the contents

of the Collegian through letters to the editor.

Letters must be typed, no more than 400 words long,

and include name, address and phone number for con-

firmation purposes.

They can be submitted by mail to Ed/Op Editor, Daily

Collegian, 113 Campus Center, UMass, Amherst MA
01003; by email to letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu; or by

fax to (413) 545-1592.

The Collegian reserves the right to edit letters for

length, clarity, and style.

Ed/Op is looking for new writers!

The Ed/Op desk is currently seeking new columnists. The
way to get involved is by submitting pieces for us to con*
sider publishing. They should be 600-800 words long,

well-written, and have a point. There are no restrictions on
topics, but we are especially interested in pieces on cam-
pus politics, satire, and work that takes an unexpected
perspective.
Editorials can be submitted by e-mailing letters®

oitvms.oit-ttmass.edu or in person to the Collegiaa offices

in the Campus Center basement. Call Dan Bodah at
545-1491 for more information.

Doonesbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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The doublethink of the 90s
Most creative downsizing of

the English language

AT&T's official 1 50-page

downsizing manual leaked out and just

in time for those of you who still speak

of employees being fired or even laid

off. No more. When AT&T fired

40.000 workers (as we would say in

Oldspeak) they were really just carry-

ing out a "force management program"

aimed at

reducing
an "imbal-

ance of

forces and
skills."
Got it?

Let's go
o n

Employees not invited back are simply

labeled "unassigned" and a dismissal

notice is an "involuntary offer" to work
elsewhere.

Even though AT&T speaks proudly

ofmaintaininga loyal corporate family

.

Human Resources VP lames Meadows
warns that "People need to look upon

themselvesas vendorswhocometothis

company to sell their skills." lobs, he

says, are being replaced by "projects"

and workers need to see themselves H
"contingent."

Somuchforfamily values. Welcome
to the ageof the Kleenex. However, not

to despair. At least in one department,

family values and old fashioned loyalty

still matter. While 40.000 jobs have

been unassigned, none have been in PR
orhuman resources. Get the picture.

The Miss Manners "Defense of

Normalcy"award
When Atlanta tidied up its streets for

guests at the Olympics, Anita Beatry of

the AtlantaTaskForceon the Homeless

revealed that 9.000 arrests had been

made of homeless persons in the pre-

ceding 1 2 months — four times more
thanthepreviousAtlantareeord.

Cityofficialswereassistedbya tough

new ordinance destined for Newspeak

fame. The law allowed police to arrest

peoplefor"actinginamannernot usual

for law- abiding individuals" in park-

ing lots and garages. Those who had

been determined to be acting "not

usual" could be sentenced to up to six

months in jail or to a public works pro-

ject.

The law is a prime candidate to be

struck down by the courts but we have

to admire Atlanta for standing up for

"usual" behavior and making their

streets safe for

the sensibilities

of Sunday
school teachers

from Omaha.

"Mother of All

Welfare
Mothers"
award

Congratulations to the Lockheed

Martin Corp. for winning the coveted

"Welfare Mother of the Year" award

for 1996. This defense company
walked away with the honor for receiv-

ing approximately $1 billion from the

Defense Department to cover merger

costs.

Yes. you read that correctly. The
Pentagon has a "long-standing federal

policy" in place to encourage industry

consolidation as a means of cutting

costs, according to Lockheed's CEO.
Norman Augustine. It has created

incentives for poor struggling compa-

nies like General Motors and General

Dynamics to merge with smaller rivals

and receive what critics call "payoffs

forlayoffs."

This year the program fought off a

challenge when Rep. Christopher

Smith's (R-N.|.) bill toenditdied in the

Senate. Nodoubt many ofyou are won-

dering what happened to competition

and the glories of the free market. Well,

getwithit."Thetimesarea'changin."

Best law of the past two decades

Selling marijuana may actually be

legal in Arizona thanks to an obscure

law passed in 1 983. In that year, the

state legislature thought it had a clever

idea. Not only would they arrest mari-

juana dealers, they would also charge

them with selling without a "Cannabis

and Controlled Substances Dealers

License" and failing to pay a state tax of

$10perounce.

Many years later Peter Wilson, chair

of the state National Organization for

the Reform of Marijuana Laws, decid-

ed to take the law to court. He argued

that the state could not have such a per-

fect Catch-22, it could not first make
you pay ($100) forthe privilege ofdeal-

ing pot and then arrest you for it. By

issuing licenses to sell marijuana, he

argued, thestatehad tacitly acceptedits

legality.Thecourt agreed.

Thecase has sincebecome a legal hot

potato. But now for the rest of the

story. . . Guess whomade it possible for

marijuana selling to become legal?

Guess who opened the door to lives of

terrible addiction?... A Republican

legislature. Shockingbut true.

Best defense ofAmerica's security

In the wake of the discovery of the

FBI files on 900 prominent
Republicans, one of 1 996s finer scan-

dals, it was revealed that the federal

government (not counting the CIA)

spent $5.6 billion in 1 996 just to keep

secretdocumentssecret.

Togivesomeperspective. this sum is

twice the budgets of the FBI and the

DEA combined and one third of Bill

Gates pocket change. The sum
reflects, said Rep. David Skaggs. "a

document classification system stuck

on autopilot ..." producing numbers of

secret documents that range in the bil-

lions.

Asexpected, about 90 percent ofthis

was the Pentagon at work. But also on

the list was the Department of

Agriculture, our award winner, which

spent $1,1 5 3,000 to keep documents
secret, lust what are they hiding?
Illinois' poultry production? Iowa's

corn output? Whatever, we can now
rest secure in the knowledge that our

agricultural secretsaresafe.

Wayne Grytting is a syndicated
columnist. More American Newspeak
can be found on the Internet at

http://www. scn.org/newspeak.
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Black Affairs
Monday, Decembers, 1997

Note from the editor
Words can not begin to express how much of

an impact being the Black Affairs editor for

the past four semesters has had on my life.

When I look back on it all (the humble beginnings of

Mr. Gregory Casimir and myself, co-editing freshman

year and then going it solo) I feel that I've been truly hon-

ored and privileged to have been the vessel from which

the views and opinions of black students, professors,

scholars and activists flowed. To be able to have served

my community in the capacity that 1 have has truly been

one of the most memorable experiences of my life. I've

had the honor of working with some of the most intelli-

gent and thought provoking writers, poets, authors and

scribes to ever grace page five of your Dotty Collegian.

Yet. despite it all, as this is the last Black Affairs page

of the semester, it is also the last time I will be its editor.

1 won't be returning to Black Affairs next temctter, not

because of any ill incident, but because 1 feel that it's time

to take things to a new level in my quest to educate

myself and, in turn, help bring about change in the black

community 1 love so much.

Fortunately (or unfortunately, depending on what side

of the fence you're on) I'll still be writing at the Daily

Collegian and submitting pieces to Edgar Barros, who

will be taking over the Black Affairs page next semester.

Many of you have seen pieces by Edgar throughout the

page this semester (peep the piece below), and it's very

evident that he's going to keep spittin' the truth in the

face of the devil (.whatever form he may take). I can't

speak enough on the confidence that I have in Edgar.

He's one of those I speak of when 1 talk about brothas

and sistas "who know."

1 don't want to be long and dramatic with this, because

there are a lot of phat pieces on this final page and 1

know y'all want to get to them. But, before I bounce, let

me give full props to those who have been there from day

one and have remained ever consistent.

First of all, I have to give props to Mr. Casimir for his

dedication to the page over the past four semesters. He's

been holding it down since the beginning and will always

get crazy respect and admiration from me.

I'd also like to thank Allana E. Todman for her wis-

dom, time and insight; and for having the first consistent

Black Affairs column. One Time for the Mind.

Special thanks go to Millieent lackson, Omar Gayle,

Suki Seetheraman. Stephanie Hope (not lohnson), the

Dr. Manning Mai able and every writer, poet, student or

professor that has ever contributed to the Black Affairs

page at any point in its history. Black Affairs is the voice

of its people and all of you have helped in establishing

that voice. There is no Black Altairs without you.

I also have to give full, full props and thanks to Lyle

Henry. This brotha has helped me out when I just knew 1

didn't want to stay in the fight. Thanks, black.

The legendary Frederick Douglas quote, "Without

struggle, there is no progress," has seemed to be the

theme for every ALANA student on this campus. We've

all worked hard to get everything we have. Black Affairs

will continue to be a vessel for the people, by the people.

With intelligence, audacity, determination, spirit (and a

little style) we will continue to tear down the walls of

oppression and unlock the shackles of ignorance from

the minds of our brothas and sistas. As long as oppres-

sion and ignorance exists, so shall our fight to stop it.

Peace and stay in knowledge.
— Humphrey brown III

The finish line

The semester is just about

over. Classes are coming to

a close and the parties

(whack as they were) are coming to

an end. When the dust has finally

settled and you ask yourself, "What

have I gained this semester?" what

will your answer be?

For you freshmen, you should

have begun to understand the

meaning of some of the sacrifices

that your parents are making to

send you to college. When you go

back home and see the same heads

chilling on the block, doing nothing

with their lives, it kind of makes

you see that getting out of bed to

go to class really. isn't so difficult

after a |l.

You should have also begun to

develop a sense of independence.

Going home every weekend really

takes away from the college experi-

ence. You're outside on your own

for the first time: nobody is around

to tell you when to study or do your

homework. The way you start off

your academic career during your

first semester often sets the tone of

how you will progress throughout

the years to follow, so it's impor-

tant to get off on the right foot.

You have to motivate yourself to do

well in school and, at the same

time, be responsible for accom-

plishing basic domestic chores like-

doing laundry and cleaning your

room.
Many of you have to find jobs,

because not a lot of us have the lux-

ury of having dad and mom send us

money when we need it. We begin

to start paying our own bills, and

understanding the prudence of

managing a budget when the money

is coming out of our own pockets

and not someone else's.

Part of what makes college so

Gregory H. Casimir

exciting, yet difficult, is the fact

that we live here at school. It's no

longer like high school when you

dealt with individuals for 6 hours

out of the day. and then you left.

Now, you have to interact with

these people on a daily basis; not

only in class, but at the DC (Deadly

Chemicals), parties and in your

own dorm. Sometimes, you may be

rooming with the very same person

you can't stand.

College challenges one's commu-
nication skills. You have to learn

how to be firm without being

bossy, cool without sounding apa-

thetic, and intellectual without

being condescending. This applies

when dealing with one another on a

daily basis, when approaching

teachers and in relationships.

Oh, relationships. Yes, relation-

ships can often make or break a

semester. Many of us are beginning

to encounter our first real relation-

ship in life at college. Many of you

will begin to understand the subtle

differences between "seeing some-

one" and "talking to someone" the

hard way, of course. Playas will

encounter playa hatas, and dogs

will eventually get dogged out by

the very same cats they were chas-

ing. Those involved in long distance

relationships will start to decide

whether the distance will make
them more distant, or whether the

time honored adage holds true:

Absence makes the heart grow
fonder.

When finals are over, and all is

said in done. I hope that all of you

have had many pleasant experiences

that made this semester enjoyable,

and 1 sincerely hope you learned

your lessons from the bad ones, and

remembered them as well.

College is really all about grow-

ing up. and out. It's a time for you

to expand yourself in every area of

your life.

Lift weights and get that better

body, join that student activity and

help change campus life, try your

hand at radio. TV, or try writing for

the Collegian. Don't be one of

those people who say, "Damn 1

wish I had done..." Now is the time

to do it. It's okay if you didn't get

to do it this semester; you've got

plenty of time in the next one.

That is, if you were smart enough

to cross this finish line.

Gregory H. Casimir is a Collegian

columnist.

Not too long ago and not far

enough away, my spouse

and 1 endeavored to bring

a group of friends to a Northampton

eating establishment that consistent-

ly produced, in my own relatively

jaundiced opinion, the best pizza in

town.

This was to be the culmination of

a wonderful day of conviviality. The

friend, whose company we rarely

have the time to enjoy, made efforts

to provide the precious commodity

of free time in hope that we might

commiserate for a while. A motley

collection of quasi-academics and

professionals across the country, we

were a pretty well educated, intel-

lectually stimulating, polite group, it

we weren't all too modest to say so

for ourselves. We had spent the day

basking in the glories of Western

Mass.: a candle maker with

Disneyesque allusions here, a glacial

pothole there. A good or at least

expensive time was had by all, but

now, we were hungry.

We entered our restaurant of

choice tentatively, quietly dismayed

ai the lengthy line of patrons all

clamoring to taste such delights as

could be procured at such an estab-

lishment. To our delight, we were

told that our wait would not be long

as we were a large group and could

be seated in a section reserved for

such numbers. We sat down gleeful-

ly as providence had sincerely

shined on us. The very size of our

group working to our advantage.

Yet, evil winds were yet ablowing.

Our waitress came to our table

and euphoria of our future culinary

repast, as well as our rapture in a

day in the company of friends, was

dashed as we all realized that which

we had so conveniently and foolish-

ly forgotten... we were black.

Yes, I know. How could one for-

get such a thing with all the efforts

made to remind. Whether it be tele-

vision, movies, books, an itinerant

Pizza in purgatory
Mafioso university head cracking

down on student protests, incarcer-

ation rates or talk radio, white folks

(no. not you, those other, mean
ones) are doing their best to remind

us of the simple facts of racialized

life. But we had. indeed, forgotten

"In our deep and utter

foolishness, we request-

ed new glasses. Big mis-

take. Having forgotten

that we were black, we,

in addition, forgot that

we should have been

thrilled beyond belief to

be accepted as patrons.

Asking to have a clean

glass was a gross breach

of racial etiquette.
"

G.L.Mazard Wallace

(as much as one can in this area).

As happens on occasion, a couple

of people in our party had what we

will refer to as "dense food parti-

cles" on their glasses. In our deep

and utter foolishness, we requested

new glasses. Big mistake. Having

forgotten that we were black, we. in

addition, forgot that we should

have been thrilled beyond belief to

be accepted as patrons. Asking to

have a clean glass was a gross

breach of racial etiquette. Yet, we
persisted in our folly. After our

waitress angrily took one glass

back, the foolhardy among us

decided to speak to the waitress,

assuring that our dinning experi-

ence could continue without ran-

cor. Such hopes proved inconse-

quential as the waitress was found

just in time to be overheard com-

plaining loudly to others of our

most heinous of transgressions.

And yet, it was not the pain of

becoming "they" or "those people"

that ultimately gave our group
pause, it was that we knew better,

yet had acted without thought.

Sometimes, despite the best laid

plans of white mice and men, black

people forget, and it's time we apol-

ogized to white people. We attend

predominately white institutions

(that damnable affirmative action),

we try to move into predominately

white neighborhoods, we sometimes

procure decent jobs (that damnable

affirm::!:'.'? action) or open our own
business (that damnable reversal of

the lynching law). We even date

white people on occasion (that

damnable reversals of anti-misce-

genation law). We should know bet-

ter. We've gone too far and it's time

black people took responsibility for

their actions.

The next time you go to a restau-

rant (this is for black people), call

ahead. Ask politely if the restaurant

serves black people. Don't laugh.

It's called common courtesy. This

way you won't show up and get bad

service, because blacks aren't sup-

posed to be served. If they do serve

blacks, ask if you can complain if

there are any problems. That way,

you know if dense food particles on

your glass are your problem or their

problem.

Regarding other issues such as

employment, housing, dating or

traffic stops, use common sense.

Call ahead. Don't be afraid to ask.

White people don't want to dis-

criminate against you, but when
you show up unannounced, what do

you expect? Remember... when
you're black, be considerate, call

ahead.

G.L. Mazard Wallace is a UMass
student.

Plight of a People: III media

Labor organizing and the black poor

The most important election to

take place this fall was largely

unreported in the press. There

were no public debates, no campaign

slogans or posters, not even a bumper

sticker. There weren't even any candi-

dates running for office. This selection

was not about personalities, but

power. At stake was potentially the

economic future of millions of people

across the country.

Since the passage of the draconian

1996 welfare bill, the survival of sev-

eral million poor women and children,

the majority of whom are blacks and

Utinos, became at risk. Hundreds and

thousands of Aid to Families With

Dependent Children (AFDC) recipi-

ents have been forced into various

"workfare" schemes. In New York

City, for example, many AFDC recipi-

ents are required to work 20 or more

hours each week in order to receive

their modest payments. These women

usually work In jobs normally associ-

ated with the lowest wages: cleaning

public toilets and streets, mopping

hospital floors, picking up litter in

subway stations. Few women receive

proper equipment for their jobs.

Health and safety safeguards are virtu-

ally nonexistent. Frequently women

assigned to work outside are not even

provided with toilet facilities.

Several decades ago. the

Association of Community
Organizations for Reform Now,

known as ACORN, began building a

progressive, human rights movement

among America's poorest and most

oppressed people. Today. ACORN has

over 200,000 members. In its latest

initiative. ACORN began a campaign

in New York City to achieve union

representation status for workfare

Dr. Manning Morable

workers. Some political "experts"

thought that ACORN's efforts to orga-

nize recipients was quixotic at best.

Welfare mothers, for the most part,

have no personal history or experience

in unions. Besides, organized labor

had traditionally viewed poor people's

problems and concerns as being irrele-

vant to its own interests.

This October. New York City's

35,000 workfare participants were

given the choice to determine whether

they desired to have union representa-

tion. Over a period of four days, about

17.300 people cast ballots at 250

polling sites across the city. The elec-

tion results were clear: almost 1 7,000

workfare workers voted in favor of

organizing a union, with barely 300

voting against. The vote showed with-

out a doubt that "welfare mothers"

recognize the exploitation of labor

inherent in the workfare program.

The most important factor in

rebuilding the black freedom move-

ment lies in the linkage of distinct yet

overlapping constituencies within the

African-American community. Two
critical groups here are the low wage

workers and welfare recipients. There

is often tension and misplaced hostili-

ty between black workers who earn

barely more than the federal govern-

ment's minimum wage and poor peo-

ple who have been unemployed for

years, or those who barely manage to

survive on public assistance. Both

groups are manipulated against each

other, to protect the interests of

employers who want to keep labor

costs low. The only long- term solu-

tion to this dilemma is to bring poor

people into the organized labor move-

ment.

The NAACP, Urban League and

other civil rights organizations need to

follow ACORN's lead in reaching out

to organize the most oppressed people

within Black America. The vitality and

vision of our movement must be

judged not against the economic gains

of the black middle class, but within

the material conditions and prospects

for those black folk who have the

least. As we elevate and empower
workfare workers, we advance the

interests of our entire community.

Dr. Manning Marable is a professor

of history and Director of the Institute

for Research in African-American

Studies at Columbia University. New
York City.

"The Amerikan

media has and
always will con-

tinue to depict

black people as

wild, uncontrol-

lable savages.

"

Edgar Barros

Latrell Sprewcll. a thug?! This is what the

American media is portruying him to be. We
all know that Sprewell is not an innocent

altar boy. but I don't think that he is getting a fair

shake with the media.

The Friday. Dec. 5 issue of

USA Today is a prime example.

Those of you who saw its front

page witnessed a first hand
misrepresentation of a man
who made a mistake. For those

who did not notice what I'm

talking about, let me enlighten

you.

They ran a picture of P. I.

Carlisemo and Latrell Sprewell

together, in the same section.

Carlisemo's picture is a regular

picture. Well, what is a regular

picture, you might ask? I don't

know, but I know what is not a

regular picture. In Sprewell's

picture, he has his mouth stretched wide open and

his arm up in the air. His complexion appears to be

darkened, much like Time magazine darkened OJ.

Simpson's complexion, in order to make him appear

black.

This helps to promote the American media's image

of black being a synonym for evil or destructive.

Of all the pictures available of Latrell Sprewell.

this is the only one USA Today could come up with?

If USA Toda\ is lacking decent pictures of Sprewell.

I can supply them with a few decent ones. I have

plenty of basketball cards of Sprewell. ones with very

nice pictures. But let us not kid ourselves, that pic-

ture was no mistake. Their intention was to make

Latrell look like an animal. Their whole purpose in

running that picture on the front page (next to P.J.

Carlisemo's. "Hey I'm just an innocent victim." pic-

ture) was to make the black man look like an animal.

Let us be honest with each other now. If Latrell was

a white man. he would not be depicted in this man-

ner. Did you ever see any wild, evil looking pictures

of Terry Nichols and Timothy McVeigh in the paper?

Now these are true animals.

I feel that I need to give such examples to make my

point that the American media is racist. As soon as a

black man steps out of line, he is persecuted by the

media. As soon as he stops playing the game, the

media eats him up. It happened with 0|. Simpson.

He was pronounced guilty by the media months

before the trial was over. 1 could go on arid on about

the American media. For those of you local folks, do

you remember the Reggie Lewis situation? The

media, with no real evidence, was promoting the late

Reggie Lewis as a cocaine addict. The man

was dead for months, but they kept eating

away at him. The heart condition that had

been affecting him since he was a teenager

was the real cause of death. "No", said the

Amerikan media, it was cocaine. Any little

chance they get at making a black man look

bad, they will take it.

How come we don't see President Bill

Clinton being portrayed as the adulterer that

he is? How come the media jumps down
Louis Farrakan's throat every chance they

get? When Michael lordan's father was mur-

dered, they said it was because of his gam-

bling problems. The Amerikan media has and

always will continue to depict black people as

wild, uncontrollable savages.

I do not agree with Latrell Sprewell's course of

action, but like my man Chris Rock said, "I under-

stand." We do not know what Carlisemo has been

saying to Sprewell since he took over as coach of the

Warriors. What exactly does "verbal abuse" mean?

Words can be very strong. We are not being told by

Carlisemo or the media, about what Carlisemo has or

was saying to Sprewell in the past months and at the

time of the incident. Mr. Latrell Sprewell is not some

wild "street thug" who needs something to "make

him reflect back on what it means to reflect authori-

ty." He is a man who made a big mistake, which he is

currently paying a big price for — period. Because of

the simple fact that he is a black man, the Amerikan

media is depicting him. as just another stupid

"nigga".

The fact that this is happening to Sprewell. while

Carlisemo is being depicted as a poor white man just

trying to do his job, is not a coincidence or an isolat-

ed situation. The fact that you turn on your televi-

sion to watch the daily news, and you see every petty

crime committed by a black or Hispanic person

reported in detail is also neither a coincidence nor is

it an isolated situation. It is planned! By whom?
Who do you think? The Amerikan media is managed

by. and works for and in favor of. the only true citi-

zens of this nation.

Edgar Barros is a Collegian columnist.
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Audience interest divided at Days of the New show at Pearl Street
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Despite their huge base of fans here in the Valley, Letters to Cleo chose not to headline a show at Pearl Street.

DAYS OF THE NEW
Pearl Street

Dec. S

NORTHAMPTON — To say that

99.3 WHMP FM's Snow Show at

Pearl Street Nightclub in

Northampton was a mixed bag of

goodies may be putting things too

simply. Such an inconsistent show
could only be thoroughly enjoyed by

audience members who arrived in

time for the band they wanted to see,

and then left as soon as their set was

over. The lineup — consisting of

Mary's First, Letters to Cleo. and
Da\ a of the New — is the key element

of the explanation as to why Friday

night's show divided the audience's

interest.

Etch band's musical style differs

greatly, but since all three bands are

featured artists on WHMP. the station

must have thought their listeners do

not change the dial setting when
something they don't care for is aired.

Mary's First started off the night's

festivities with their grating brand of

fuzz guitar driven pop rock. Although

technical problems plagued their set,

the band was able to demonstrate

their musical talents. However,

Mary's First undermined their above

average instrumentation with their

brainless lyrics. Their set served well

for its purpose as a warm-up act — it

got the crowd excited, but not too

excited.

Second on the bill were Boston

rockers Letters to Cleo. Their nearl>

hour long set of quirky power pop

consisted of a careful mix of material

from their three LPs — Aurora Gory

Alive, Wholesale Meats and Fish, and

their newest release Go!. Starting off

with "Demon Rock." Letters to Cleo

immediately roused the audience and

kept up their exuberant energy

throughout their set.

With lead guitarist Michael

Eisenstien and bassist Scott Riebling

jumping around the stage, and lead

singer Kay Hanley's voice ranging

from a girlish whisper to a violent

scream, the band pleased the audi-

ence with their insanely bouncy

melodies; including their current sin-

gle "Anchor" and the chirpy hit "Here

and Now."
The headlining act, Days of the

New, must be given respect for their

attempt to revive grunge rock. But

once their influences become clear,

much of the allotted respect is lost. In

a day and age when everything has

been done, it is difficult to be original.

But originality is what Days of the

New need in order to make their

music palatable. With Nirvana now

defunct. Soundgarden calling it quits,

and Pearl lam drastically adapting

their music, the Seattle sound has

been exhausted and we've seen it all

before.

Able to grip the audience's atten-

tion firmly with their hit single

"Touch. Peel & Stand." Days of the

News set had its strong points.

However, the \ocals' attempting to

sound like Kurt Cobain. Chris

Cornell, and Kddic Vedder all rolled

into one caused their performance to

fi/zle out quickly; and when the har-

monization is obvious lor what it is

— a lame try to sound like Layne

Stanley and lerry Cantrell — one

must ask themselves, "why they don't

just go home and listen to Alice in

Chains'"

Due to the fact that Letters to

Cleo's fan base is strongest in

Massachusetts, it would make sense

for them to be billed before the

newer, lesser known bands. But since

their current single, "Anchor" does

not receive the national exposure that

"Touch, Peel & Stand" does, Letters

to Cleo chose not to headline. Cleo's

Mike Fisenstien explained.

"You don't want to follow the No.

1 song in the country," he said. "It's

sort of anti-climactic
."

Play attacks the American dream
By Bryan Schwartzman
Collegian Staff

ASSASSINS
Rand Theater

Dec. 5

With the production of Assassins, the University

Department of Theatre decided against the innocent boy

meets girl musical. The music and lyrics of Stephen

Sondheim tackles American politics and history from the

perspective of individuals who were so alienated that

they had to strike out against the men who made history

Director Maxwell Mount combined varied scenen

with a sound cast to convey the musical's haunting mes-

sage in a provocative way. The musical extracted presi-

dential and would-be presidential assassins throughout

American history and has them interact in ways that are

both humorous and powerful. The ironic number

"Unworthy of your love" finds |ohn Hinckley (attempted

to assassinate Regan) and l.ynette "Squeaky" Frome

(attempted to assassinate Ford) both declaring their love

for respective inspirations. |ody Foster and Charles

Manson.
Near the end of the play, a scene more explicit in its

serious implications finds |ohn Wilkes Booth (assassinat-

ed Lincoln) in the Texas Schoolbook Depository trying

to convince Lee Harvey Oswald to assassinate President

Kennedy. These types of encounters, which would not

have been possible in history without time travel.

attempt to identify common themes and motivation

through different periods of American history which

would convince an individual to kill the president.

In "Interior of a bar." Leon Czolgosz (assassinated

Mckinley), played by Michael Dratt. performs a vivid

monologue about his life in a bottle factory. Draft's phys-

ical mannerisms force the audience to confront the

working class/immigrant voice in the play and in

American life. Czolgosz. originally from Poland and

Guisepe Zangarara (attempted to assassinate Franklin

Roosevelt), who was of Italian dissent, through their spe-

cific actions help to shatter the myth of "The American

Dream." for all who come to these shores.

The cast members really performed their cameos as

disenchanted individuals who see their acts of violence

as a service to the world.

Assassins, which first appeared off-Broadway in 1990

was not received well due to the outpouring of

"Americanism," surrounding Operation Desert Shield.

This rendition of the play is an entertaining and disturb-

ing look at the role assassins have played in American

history.

Who is naughty, who is not in soaps
Hi soap fans! Christmas is almost upon us and Santa's

checking that list to see if the boys and girls of daytime

have been naughty or nice.

If there's any justice in the world of soaps, Dimitri.

Tim ("All My Children"), Eric ("Days of Our Lives") and

Shane ("Another World") of the "brat pack" and Brooke

("Bold & the Beautiful") will all be inhaling coal this

year.

I can't help but love the bad girls of daytime, Carly

("General Hospital"). Annie ("Guiding Light"),

Molly ("As The World Turns"), Blair ("One Life

To Life") and Kristin ("Days") for making
naughty oh so nice to watch though. A word to

Santa: don't mess with these ladies, just give

them the gifts and pray they don't bite your

hand off. Speaking of gifts...

"General Hospital" and "Guiding Light" are, by far,

the shows to watch this week.

On the "GH" front: Bob Guza's (writer extraordinaire)

stories finally begin to air this Monday (until now he's

been wrapping up Richard Culiiton and company's sto-

ries) and. oh boy. all hell breaks loose.

One of "Port Charles'" finest and most eligible bache-

lors takes a bullet. Brenda flips out and Carly's world

comes crumbling down around her with some unsettling

consequences as well, as its fai r

share of unexpected surprises. Sound intriguing? That's

just the beginning of what Guza has promised to be a

whirlwind of drama.

Let me just give you a little scoop too (if you're not a

fan of scoops, feel free to scroll down a line or two), the

big payoff is almost here as Bobbie finds

out the truth about Carly (late this week

or next week) and Carly announces the

paternity of the baby after making a

startling discovery (it's not who you

think it is!) "GH" is back with a

vengeance.

One of daytime's best kept secrets,

"GL" isn't without its share of theatrics

either as Reva, Michelle and Abigail find

themselves trapped in a burning inferno. You won't

believe who comes to their rescue! Expect this mess to

throw Michelle's life into a tailspin (as if she hasn't had

enough) as she tries to cope with the consequences

(you're dying to know the details, but yot're not going to

hear it from moi... for once!).

One more thing. Annie's send-off is fast approaching

and it's going to be big. so program those VCR's (if you

Turn to SOAP, page 8
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EXPRESS SERVICE
Amherst, Peter Pan Terminal. 79 S Pleasant St

Umass
Campus Cntr. or SW Hampden Dinning Common

Northampton, Peter Pan Terminal 1 Roundhouse Plaza343

Express Lunch guaranteed to be served

within 10 minutes of ordering or we*!!

buy dessert! 1 1 :30a.m. 'till 2:00p.m.

• The Lunch Menu with

something for everyone

• Fresh soups, salads, and

sandwiches

• Daily vegetarian specials

• 1 2 Taps of Fresh Ales &
Lagers, Cider & Draft Root Beer

• Open 1 1 :30 am - 1 am
• Serving Lunch, Dinner, and

Late Night Menu; brunch on

Sundays at 1 1 am
• Seafood specials Thur. - Sat.

• Live entertainment

Thur. - Sat. from 1 0pm
to closing. Never a Cover!
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OPENS DECEMBER 2 £5 EVERYWHERE
36 North Pleasant St, Downtown Amherst

We Accept All Major Credit Cards 2 5 3-4400

ART GALLERIES
Amherst College — Mead Art

Museum. Currently on display: The
Fold Art of Twentieth- Century lapan
(through luly 149«i. Branching: The
Art of Michael Mature, AC '57 (opera
Oct. 17), Illegal Camera, Plunography

in the Netherlands during the German
Occupation, 1940-45. European Art

(through Dec 15), Vie Cult ofLord h'fl

(through )an. 12), C*ti La Guerre
(through February 1998). Hours:
Mon-Fri 10 a.m.-4:30 p.m.; Sat-Sun
1-5 p.m. Call the museum at

545-2335.

Hampshire College Main Gallcn.

Harold P, lohnson Library. Hours:

Mon-Fri 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.. week
ends 12- 4:50 p.m.

Mount Holyoke College — Art

Museum. Currently on display: How to

Remember? Designing the United
States Holocaust Memorial Museum
(through Dec. 14). Hours: Tue-Fri 1

1

a.m.-5 p.m.: Sat-Sun 1-5 p.m. Call

538-2245 for more information.

Smith College — Print Room,
Museum of Art. Currently on display:

Ctgoli's 'Dreams of Jacob" (through

Dec. 14). Kinships. Family Images

(through Ian. I ). Amazonian Activity

(through Ian. 31), Colorful Tales

ithrough Dec. 14). Hours: Tue, Fri &
Sat 9:30 a.m.- 4 p.m.; Wed-Sun
noon-4 p.m.; Thursday noon-8 p.m.

Call 585-2770 for more information.

University of Massachusetts —
Augusta Savage Gallery. New Africa

1 louse. UFA Thesis Shows (throughout

December) Hours: Mon-Tues 1-7 p.m.;

Wed-Fri 1-5 p.m. Call 545-5177 for

more information.

University of Massachusetts —
Hampden Gallery, Southwest

Residential Area. The 18th Annual
Graduate Group Show (through Dec.

lb). Hours: Mon-Fri 3-7 p.m.. Sunday

2-5 p.m. Call 545-0680 for more infor-

mation.

University of Massachusetts —
Heater Art Gallery, Herter Annex. MFA

COUftTEV HtBTH AM CAiUHV

"Aztec," by Frank Ozereko, is on display at Herter Art Gallery.

Thesis Exhibition (through Dec. 12)

Hour*: Mon-Fri 11 a.m.- 4 p.m. Call

545 0976 for mare information.

University of Massachusetts

Student Union Visual and Performing

Arts Space, Student Union Building.

Hours: Mon-Thurs 10 a.m.-5 p.m.,

Friday 10 a.m.- 3 p.m. For more infor-

mation, call 545-0792

University of Massachusetts —
University Gallery. Fine Arts Center.

Currently on display. Cigoli's "Dream

of Jacob" Ithrough Dec. 14) and
Drawing in Late Sixteenth Century

Florence (through Dec. 14). Heroic

Painting (through Dec. 14). Hours:

Tues-Fri 1 1 a.m.-4:30 p.m., Sat- Sun

2-5 p.m. Call 545-3670 for more infor-

mation.

The University of Massachusetts —
Wheeler Gallery. Central Residential

Area. Hours: Mon-Thurs 4-8 p.m.; Sun

2-5 p.m. Call 545-0680 for more infor-

mation.
— Compiled by Seema Gangatirkur

Jones shines

in Howe play
By Michael Kuchwara
Associated Press

NEW YORK (AP) — Is there any

role the amazing Cherry loncs can't

play?

Not likely.

In "Pride's Crossing." a sweet-

tempered scrapbook drama which

opened yesterday at Lincoln

Center's Mitzi Newhouse Theater,

the actress portrays Mabel Tidings

Bigelow, a flinty New England
matriarch in her 90th year, looking

back on her considerable past.

In the course of the woman's rec-

ollections. |ones becomes a 10-year-

old girl, a curious teen-ager, a

robust English Channel swimmer
and a married Massachusetts
matron. She invests each of them

with such a fierce truthfulness that

you instantly believe you are seeing

the same woman at various stages

in her long life.

Playwright Tina Howe, author of

"Coastal Disturbances" and
"Painting Churches." has created a

comfy, cozy remembrance, chock

full of good cheer. Conflict and dis-

turbances are kept to a minimum.
In one scene, for example, the infir-

mities of old age are played for a

comic effect that teeters but never

quite tumbles into sentimentality.

Howe skillfully spins elegant dia-

lofttf'aTid create* credible charac-

ters, starting with the formidable

Mabel.

Turn to JONES, page 8

Jazz concerts highlight week
By Seema Gangatirkar

Collegian Stan

The University of Massachusetts Music Department

will kick oil the holida\ MMC« with two concern this

week.

Tomorrow night, the Universin |.i// Lnsemble will

perform a concert of holiday iiiumc Thursday night, the

Chapel |u// Ensemble and the la// 1 ab Hand will share

the stage fot ;i tribute to Miles Davis. Both concerts will

take place at Bowker Auditorium at 8 p.m. on their

respective nights.

Ellington, Tchaikovsky, Kenton and an assortment of

familiar holiday songs are on the program for the

I niversitj |azz Ensemble This conceit marks the first

time that Professor |clfre> Holmes, director of the

I nsemble, has dedicated a concert solely to holiday

music.

The program begins with that ever popular holiday

standby. Tehaiko\ sky's \utcracker Suite, performed as

a classical arrangement for brass instruments by David

Sampson A |a// \ersion of the Suite, arranged by Duke

Ellington, will provide a striking contrast in styles

Stan Kenton's Christmas Album will include "The

Twelve Days of Christmas" and "O lannenbaum."

Other performing groups will be joining the

Universin la// lnsemble. including the Acafellas.

Thursday night, in conceit titled "December |azz,"

two jazz groups will pay tribute to Miles Davis and fea-

ture big band numbers on their programs

The |azz Lab Band, directed by Chris Oberholt/cr.

will perform a program ot 'Period Pieces" - music-

inspired by the Big Bands of the '40s. Among the pieces

to be performed will be |erry Mulligan's "Swing

House " An arrangement of Tommy Dorsey's "Getting

Sentimental Over You" by I lie Richards adds a Latin

groove to the jazz piece. Also on the program is an

arrangement by Holms of the Duke Ellington/Billy

Strayhom tune. "Chelsea Bridge

Under the baton of Professor David Sporny, the

Chapel |azz Ensemble, will pelform a program of music

composed by Miles Davis

"This music is great for the students in the ensem-

ble," Sporny said in a press release. "Many of them have

never heard these tunes — now they'll get the chance to

play them."

Considered an innovator in the be-bop. "cool" jazz

and funk/fusion styles, Davis career spanned five

decades and some of the highlights will be featured

Thursday night, including Tour." "All Blues." "Israel."

"Seven Steps to Heaven" and "Someday My Prince Will

Come."
Tickets for both concerts are 13 for University stu-

dents: $4 for senior citizens, other students and chil-

dren; and $8 for the general public, tickets are avail-

able at the Fine Arts Center Hox Office or at the door

the evening of the performance. Call 545-251 1 for more

information.

COUKTBY DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC H DANCt

Ben Griffin will perform with the University Jazz Ensemble in tomorrow night's concert at Bowker Auditorium.

2.000 -3,000

1 Work Local

to Your Home
Mornings, Evenings,

and Weekends
Taking Inventory

Paid Training

Advancement
Potential

line

24 hours a day

1-888-242-RGI
fqual Opportunity Employer

Interview with RGIS
Inventory Specialists on the

Campus Center Concourse

December 10", & IT
9:00am to 3:30pm

i *

WIN
Tickets!

To the 3rd Annual

Commonwealth Classic

UMass Minutemen
vs.

Boston College

Dec. 14, 1997 at the

Fleet Center

USTORE STAFF AND FAMILIES NOT ELIGIBLE.

REGISTER IN THE UNIVERSITY

STORE TO WIN BETWEEN NOW
AND DEC. lO, 1997.

the drawing for two (2)

tickets to the
commonwealth classic will

be held at 4:30pm on weds.
Dec. 10 in the University

Store. You need not be
present to win.

Entry Form must be completely
filled out. one entry per customer
please. No Purchase Necessary.

WE ACCEPT
AMEX. Discover.
MC. Visa, and
THE UCard!

*^*^*^*^*^*0ilM>Si*
Hours:

M-F9TO 5 SAT. 1 1 TO

(413)545-2619
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Music to the ears
COURTESY DEPARTMENT Of MUSIC k DANCE

Ryan Dexter, a member of the Chapel |azz Ensemble, rehearses with the

group, in preparation for Thursday night's concert.

continued from page 6

know what's good for you). Annie's

ihMtrici BMJ be a lot of things but

boring... never!

I thought I'd mention ;i few things

about the state of several soaps.

"AMC" — It must be the year of

the sleaze on "AMC." Decent men
are becoming an endangered species

as shown by slimes like Dimitri. Tim.

|im and the new fellow on the block,

Mr. Cardiologist. This guy's got

something big on Allie and obvioush

isn't against milking it for everything

it's worth. Looks or no looks, this

guy's creepy. Some other quick

notes, someone seriously needs to

kill Tim, what is Erica thinking, or

not thinking for that matter? This

isn't cops and robbers my dear and

you might actually end up... break-

ing a fingernail or so. Not to mention

the fact that living life on the run

isn't exactly going to help your

daughter's anorexia.

"AW" — Ugh... does Shane ever

stop, and furthermore why is Lila so

caught up with such a loser? Girl,

you don't need a man and you cer-

tainly don't need that fool. Sniff,

about Amy Carlson tlosie) leaving

the show. Her last air date is |an. 14.

Her spunk will be missed.

"Days" — Why oh why must I be

tortured on a daily basis with this

Marlena and |ohn romance — now
she goes and gives the ring back?

Seriously, the sight of the sanctimo-

nious Marlena and her whipping boy.

|ohn, make me want to vomit at this

point. A word to Eric, stop trying to

dictate your mother's love life and

get your own. On a good note

though. I can't wait for the Peter

story and I'm loving every minute of

I The End is near.

Of classes, that is!

The last day of classes is December 1 2. The
next week is your last chance to get gifts fol

your friends before exams. don't let you
friends go home for a month without something
to remind them of you.

Stop in today, and let us help
you pick the perfect presents.

UNIVERSITY STORE
:n -xr UMam i Jf'lPT^ 1 1 1* 1

HOURS-

14139 C4S26IS

].?$o((y <4)ay$

We accept AMEX, Discover, MC, Visa, and the UCard!

Kiistin's scheme. Looks like I may
get that Dimera vs. Dimera match-up

after all.

"B&B" — News is. Rick Forrester

is the next victim of SORAS (Soap

Opera Rapid Aging Syndrome). Out

with the younger, slightly out of

shape boy and in with the much
older stud. Don't you just love

soaps?

"Young & and the Restless" —
Poor Nina! I feel awful about what

she's going through (about that half-

wit stealing her man). Maybe now
she can finally find a man who is

deserving of her affections.

"PC" — It's so good seeing

Dominique back, even though it is

just a spirit. I wish they could find a

way to bring this gem back to life,

lake, you should have pulled the trig-

ger and Lucy, hope you nail that

slime, Rex. If anyone can do it. it's

definitely the ex-queen of deception.

I thought I'd divide daytime's top

10 storylines into two parts, throw-

ing out the first five this week and

the next five next semester and leave

you panting for more. In picking the

top 10 1 asked around (friends and

acquaintances at the Bluewall), tal-

lied your e-mail opinions and threw

in a few of my own. Here's the run-

down so far...

• Marlena's possession on "Days."

It may have been wacky but it was

fun and it's the reason the show orig-

inally snagged the No. 2 spot in the

Neilsen's. It is the reason we hate

"Days." but at the same time, it's the

reason we love it.

• Marty's rape on "OLTL." Some
powerful stuff mostly due to the

heart-wrenching performance given

bv Susan Haskill (Marty).

• B.l.'s death on "GH." Never
have I cried so much during an
episode. I keep telling myself, "lay,

it's a show for cryin' out loud," but it

was to no avail during those scenes.

• The Loving Murders on
"Loving." It was the end of the read

for "Loving" but it didn't go down
without a fight. The suspense was
killing me (I skipped one of my class-

es heshman rati so I could catch the

killer's identity. It was the beginning

of what would become one of my
favorite pastimes).

• The Robin and Stone romance
and his death from AIDS. Not only

was this one of the most touching

love tragedies I have ever seen but it

was one of the most educational as

well. In spreading AIDS awareness

(realistically. I might add) even the

skeptics had to swallow their pride

and admit that daytime was doing a

good deed. It doesn't get much bet-

ter than this my friends.

In closing, I'd just like to throw

out a few "Swims:"
• Sarah Brown as the wounded

Carly on "GH." Sarah was incredible

during her confrontation with
Bobbie at the hospital (calling

Bobbie a "phony witch"... yeah ).

• Robert Kelker Kelly (Shane) on

his departure from "AW." He said

he's had "enough of the industry."

Good riddance with an attitude like

that. Bite the hand that feeds you
and it's bound to bite back.

Thanks for reading and see you all

next semester!

Jacob Fanning is a Collegian

columnist. He can be reached at

jfanning@student.umass.edu. Soap
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~A*E YOU INTER-

ESTED IN WHITING

A COLUMN FOn WE
ARTS & UVINO SEC-

TION NEXT SEMES-

TER?

we're looking
for writers who
are willing to
write a music
column on a spe-

cific genre once
A MONTH.

WE ARE ALSO
LOOKING FOR PEO-

PLE TO COVER TELE-

VISION, VI9E0S,

BOOKS AND MORE.

IF YOU'RE INTER-

ESTED, HOP BY THE
COLLEGIAN OR CALL

545-1361 AND ASK
TO SPEAK TO
SEEMA.

Jones
continued from page 7

"Pride's Crossing" begins in the

present with Mabel slowly, painful-

ly using a walker to make her way
across a bedroom, lones' physical

transformation is nothing short of

astonishing. She becomes the elder-

ly woman by using no makeup, just

a contortion of her face and a quav-

ery voice that carries a hint of

Katharine Hepburn.
Howe's play, divided into 12

short scenes, alternates between
present and past. Director lack

O'Brien stitches them together

seamlessly, letting them ebb and

flow naturally. Yet many scenes are

punctuated by costume changes,

STS (spring break)

1x2

12/8

p/u from

12-5

cr

most involving |ones. They allow

the audience to watch her age or get

younger simply by changing her

dress.

The plot is wafer-thin, presenting

a memory rather than a complete,

tidy story. In the present, the

cranky Mabel receives visitors from

France, her middle-age granddaugh-

ter and young great-granddaughter.

It is the Fourth of July weekend,
and Mabel is determined to play

croquet, a game she says has gone

totally out of fashion — much like

herself.

"I always wanted to be

Charlemagne — soldier, emperor,

scholar. Now there was a life." the

old woman declares. And then

Howe proceeds to tell that Mabel

made a pretty good shot at life. too.

Except" for' (ones, the actors portray

two or more roles — so you get fine

performers such as Dylan Baker

playing everything from an affable-

geezer to a crusty Irish maid. Young
lulia Mcllvaine is remarkably natur-

al as two different little girls. And
Angie Phillips has several bright

moments as the older Mabel's per-

petually perky caretaker.

"Pride's Crossing" looks terrific

on the theater's thrust stage with

the audience perched above the

apron-like playing area. Set design-

er Ralph Funicello has done up
everything — from swirling cur-

tains to bedspreads — in various

shades of white. Robert Morgan's

stylish period costumes follow the

same pale color pattern. And every-

thing has been lighted with a gold-

en glow by Kenneth Posner.

lones made an astounding trans-

formation in her last New York
stage appearance, going from
mousy, dutiful daughter to steel-

hearted spinster in the Broadway
revival of "The Heiress." Her
changes here are no less sensational

— and there are more of them,

each one accompanied by her fabu-

lous smile, a ^h>. yet sew grin that

is absolutely captivating. Miss this

remarkable chameleon at your own
peril.
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Bean (PG 13)

Today at (5:50), 8:40

Mt. Farms 4 *584 9153
Mt. Farms Mali

Anastasia (G)

Today at (5:40), 8:40

Jackal (R)

Today at (5:40), 8:30

Starship Troopers (R)

Today at (5:40), 8:30

Rainmaker (PG1 3)

Today at (5:00), 8:20

Alien: Resurrection (R)

Today at (5:50), 8:40

Rubber (R)

Today at (5:30), 8:30

Midnight In the Garden of

Good and Evil (R)

Today at (5:10), 8:20

Mortal Combat 2:

Annihulation(PG 13)

Today at (5:30), 8:30

Boogie Nights (R)

Today at (5:10), 8:20
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LOSE WEIGHT NOW!
Our products are: You will:

• Doctor Recommended • Feel more energy

• 100% Natural • Lose up to 30 LBS in 30 days

• Guaranteed • Have more willpower

FREE SAMPLES
CALL: (413) 259-1922

La Cucina di

&N>*b*»
of Amherst 30 Boltwood
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The Right Place to Be!

3 Barbers Everyday
Unisex Hair Styling

Guys A. Gals

Layer Cuts

Flat Tops

Fades

r/ip/j.-rCurs

Razor Cuts

Kids (ills

Appointment Not Neccessary

$« „ 4 Barbers
$9&up Wed. to Sat

mljeret

fjarbers

Tel. 253-1722
40 Main Street. Amherst. MA
(Next to Newbury ConUCt)

Hour*: Mon- Frl, 8-5:15"" • Sat 8-4:45""

&

Monday Night Football Special!!
Back by popular demand: Specials running Monday - Thursday!

h—

-

1 Large Cheese Pizza ##%##

f^ 1C Free Buffalo Wings

Must MZn tiVn "Ad"When"6rUering!

Any Large 1 Topping
ST.SO

ONE STOP SHOPPING EXTRAVAGANZA'

Delivery Only.
Net Valid in

Any Calzcne
S+.OO

i#H
L5S!22SSL „7„™ SX^XiStSSSSl

TUESDAY, DEC. 9
THRU
THURSDAY, DEC. 11

lOAM-SPM
STUDENT UNION
BALLROOM

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL 549-1 710
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hockey
continued from page 12

"One thing that was obvious was
that we had a lot of great scoring
chances early in the game." Mallen
said. "Not one or two, but a multi-
tude. Lately, though, we've run into
some tough goaltenders like
Robitaille and (Providence Friar
goalie) Boyd Ballard, and we've had a
hard time putting the puck in the net.

but that shouldn't he an excuse
"It doesn't matter how nice the

goal looks, it matters it it is scored or
not. We've been trying to make our
goals look pretty lately, when we'll

take the ugly ones right now."
Saturday night's game opened with

a golden scoring opportunity for
freshman forward Kris Wallis, who
broke in on Robitaille off the opening
faceoff. But. the Northeastern goal-

tender was able to force the
right-handed Wallis to his backhand,
and the puck squirted wide.

The pace of the first period was all

UMass, and a period of quality
attacking zone pressure resulted in

another good scoring chance in the

15th minute of the period.
Sophomore Nathan Sell broke in on
Robitaille, but once again, Robitaille

was able to make a stick save on
Sell's wrist shot to maintain the
scoreless game.

But. the lucky break went the
Huskies way at the 1 7:21 mark of the

period, and a questionable call went
against the Minutcmen.

Senior goalie Brian Regan was
knocked to the ice and interfered

with by a Northeastern player, but

head referee |ohn Gravalese did not

think it was a penalty and play con-

tinued. Before Regan could recover,

freshman Brian Cummings' wrap-
around shot found the net for the 1-0

advantage going into the second peri-

od.

"I thought we played really well in

the first period," Mallen said. "But

like it always seems to happen, we
have a great chance at one end of the

ice, and it results in a counterattack

goal for the other team.

"They were able to seize their

opportunities in transition, and we
just didn't pick up the open man."

A strong first period digressed into

a sluggish second period for UMass.
and the inability to clear the puck out

of their defensive zone forced the

team to commit penalties. The failure

to clear the puck brought about
sophomore Bobby Davis' goal at the

7:42 mark, and the offensive momen-
tum was on the Huskies side, even

with the slight lead of 2-0 going into

the third period.

That lead was boosted up to 4-0 on
two early goals by sophomore Todd
Barclay and freshman Sean
MacDonald respectively in the final

stanza for Northeastern, and after

Cummings' second goal of the game at

the 9:00 mark, Regan was pulled in

favor of freshman goalie Markus
Helanen.

Last week's HE Rookie of the Week,
freshman R.|. Gates, kept up his scor-

ing pace for the Minutemen at the

10:51 mark, capitalizing on a rebound

from a shot by senior Brad Norton to

negate Robitaille's shutout bid.

UMass line struggles

lead to 2-10-1 record
Front line not getting job done
By Corey Peter Goodman
Collegian Staff

If you're curious why the

Massachusetts hockey team sits alone

;it the bottom of Hockey East l'iok no

further than its front line. While coach

|oe Mallen has shuffled his lines franti-

cally all season in an attempt to devel-

op combinations that play well together

oil a regular basis, the results just

haven't been there.

With its 10 losses and one tie so far,

I Man (2-10-1, 0-&-1 HE) is barely

averaging two goals a game, which
doesn't amount to much in college

hockey.

It was the same story this weekend
as the Minutemen scored just two goals

in two nights against the Hockey East

front-running Northeastern Huskies
(7-5-2, 6-3-2 HE). After escaping

Matthews Arena in Boston Friday night

with a 1-1 tie, UMass welcomed the

dogs into its backyard Saturday
evening for the sequel, but got bit hard,

5-1.

The Minutemen didn't give them-
selves much of a chance Saturday,

compiling just 10 shots during the first

two periods and squandering the few

opportunities that Husky netminder

Marc Robitaille allowed. A two-goal

lead rocketed to five goals in the early

stages of the third period — goaltendei

Brian Regan was then removed for

heshman Markus Helanen — and the

Minutemen were left gasping for air.

"We had great scoring chances early

and didn't score," Mallen said. "If we
bury a couple of those chances, it's a

different game."

The Massachusetts attack looked ;i

bit sharper Friday night. UMass
attacked Robitaille who was forced to

women's hoop

make 24 saves, including five huge
stops in the third period that helped

send the game into overtime.

However, the story of the game was

UMass goaltender Brian Regan. The
senior, who had struggled of lute, -~.it

out last Saturday night's game before

making his triumphant return to the

net Friday. Stopping M Husky shots

Regan had his best outing of the sea-

son.

A disciplined first two periods

turned into a free-for-all in the third

period as both defenses seemed to lose

their composure. Regan, after being

beaten for the only time with a wrist

shot near side in the second minute of

the period, stoned four Husky break-

away opportunities — two in the final

three minutes before overtime.

"Brian Regan played terrific down
the stretch," Mallen said. "He made
some key saves for us under pressure."

But what happens when Regan isn't

at his best; the trend is, the Minutemen

re losing handily. Scoring opportuni-

ties aren't being taken advantage of.

and the pressure always seems to be

placed on the shoulders of Regan, who
is forced to keep UMass alive in

low-scoring games.

The responsibility has to lie with the

coaching staff, which has yet to find a

place) in the lineup where senior Tim
Lovell's abilities can be harnessed.

Starting out the season on the first

line with leff Blanchard and Steve

MacKinnon, l.ovell now plays along-

side freshmen R.|. Gates and Kris

Wallis — an experiment used this

weekend that showed flashes of poten-

tial, though not in numbers.

Lovell. the much-heralded transfer

from Maine, has had trouble fitting

into the Massachusetts offensive

men 's hoop

IORMA KANiANfN '

Senior defenseman
O'Connor

scheme. He has tallied only three points

since a loss to Boston University on
Oct. H.

MacKinnon — UMass' top returning

scorer from last season — is having

similar trouble getting back on track.

Since the season began, MacKinnon has

slipped down to the third line, where he

has rejoined Blanchard and sophomore
Nathan Sell. There, he has been virtual-

ly ineffective, not scoring a goal since he

had two on opening night at UMass-
l.owell — when he played with Lovell

on the first line.

In their place, the freshmen contin-

gent of Gates. Wallis, and Matt Smith

have shouldered the scoring burden.

Gates is second only to Lovell for the

team lead in goals with four, and Wallis

has chipped in with two goals and four

assists as well. Smith, a second-line

defenseman. has scored three goals and

added two assists.

With the supporting cast behind

MacKinnon and Lovell and an experi-

enced core of defensemen. UMass has

loaded itself with the potential to do
damage in Hockey East. However, the

potential on paper hasn't been realized

on the ice yet and because of it UMass
has just one lonely point in the stand-

ings.

continued from page 12

play — the difference between a

61-59 win and a 59-58 loss.

Basit — playing with a minor
sprain in his right knee — had 10

points and three rebounds in 18

minutes off the bench. He account-

ed for all but one point from the

Minuteman reserves. Chris
Kirkland was l-of-2 from the foul

line in 16 minutes.

lunior center Lari Ketner. who
scored half the Minutemen's points

in the second half (13), finished

the game with 17 points, 10
rebounds and four blocks to lead

UMass.
Weeks chipped in 12 points and

I season-low four rebounds for the

Minutemen, whose post presence
continues to dominate. UMass
scored 43 points in the paint and

held Marshall to 22.

"I've been in college basketball

for 20 years and that's the most
physical basketball team I've ever

seen and had to play against,"
White said. "They're tremendous
around the basket; they're just so

big and strong."

"In the first half they just physi-

cuiiy dominated us," he said.

UMass didn't allow the Herd to

score until 5:25 into the game
when Young hit a jumper. Marshall

went another 4:36 without scoring

again, and at one point, UMass was
up. 30- 8.

In the first 10 minutes of each of

UMass' two home games, the

Minutemen have allowed a total of

four points. Two of those points

came on a fast-break dunk.

Meredith
continued from page 1
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basket like UMass."
The problem for UMass right now

is the backcourt. They're young, very

young — leaving junior Charlton
Clarke playing point guard. But Flint

has said time and time again Clarke

isn't a point guard, which leaves

UMass without experience at either

the one or two spot. Mack's gaffe at

the end. which could have cost the

Minutemen the game, happened
because UMass didn't have an expe-

rienced point guard for that situa-

tion, Flint said. With three guards in

their first year of college ball, Flint

knows he has to let them grow up
on the battlefield, because he has no
choice.

But UMass did pull it out
Saturday, its third straight win. At

4-2, the Minutemen are well ahead

of last year's pace after six games.

The Minutemen were 2-4 at this

point in 1996, after losing to Fresno

St. 102-81 at home.
"Last year we would have lost this

game," Flint said. "But this taught us

a lesson. When you get a big lead,

you have to put teams away. Like

I've said, it's going to be ugly some-

times until guys get comfortable. But

this is my team, and I know what we
have to work with. I think we'll be

okay."

There are things Flint knows his

team has to learn, especially his

young backcourt. But he said after

the game like Saturdays in the "old

days," coaches would send teams
right back out on the court for an
impromptu practice. But given the

wish, Flint said he wouldn't work on
breaking a press, shooting free

throws or any of that. He'd be work-

ing on one thing, he said.

Conditioning. Good old-fashioned

laps.

And if this were the old days, Flint

might have had his team running
laps all the way to Kansas.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian
columnist.

continued from page 1
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committed a foul on UMass forward

Yolanda Rayside, who found herself

at the line with exactly one minute
left to play. Rayside hit her first

attempt, a shaky attempt at that, and
missed her second, putting the score

at 66-64.

"That free throw was an Al

Maguire crier," Gibbons said. "It

must haved bounced around about

eighteen times before it went in."

From there UMass converted on
Holy Cross fouls, making six free

throws, four from Van Huisen and
two from Trent. O'Brien managed a

layup for the Crusaders, but it wasn't

enough, as Trent's free throws sealed

the game for the Minutewomen.
"I thought we lost the game in the

first half." Gibbons said. "We were

too hesitant against their pressure in

the backcourt... and too hurried in

the frontcourt. We made adjustments

at halftime. but I think we just dug
ourselves into too deep a hole in the

first half. Being down to UMass by

10 is like being down to other teams

by 20, just because of the way they

play."

Sloppy play prevailed throughout

the game, with UMass commiting 29
turnovers and Holy Cross, 2H.

"It wasn't a pretty game," UMass
cpach loanie O'Brien said. "Each,
forced the other team into doing
some things they didn't want to do.

but fortunately we made some shots

when we needed to and hit some free

throws down the stretch, and kind of

snuck this one away."

UMass Daily Collegian, The perfect gift for the holidays!

MOM WILL LOVE YOU!!!!!!!!!!

Auditions For

Not Ready
For Bedtime

Players

SEAl&Sf

Monday, December 8 - 7:30 pm
Campus Center Rm. 163C

For more information call the Health Education Division of the

University Health Services and ask for Sally or Mike 577-5181 .

CASf
Rte 5& 10

Whottey, MA
413 665 8733

Coming
AMATEUR NIQHT

Ladies must apply in person

Our beautiful V.I.P Room is aiaitahU- for private parties

North of 91, Ext. 22, Ta^c Rte. 5 Is 10 Worth 2 miles

South of 91, Ext. 24 1 af^e S U 10 South 2 Miles

PROUDLY PRESENTS:

EVERY MONDAY NIGHT IS

FOOTBALL NIGHT
at the Castaway Lounge with

4 Beautiful Exotic Dancers
Starting at 4pm til lam
Door prizes given away

during the game!
$2.00 Draft Michelob & Bud Ice

All other days entertainment
Starting at 1 pm till 1 am

H-S.U*
DAY SKI &
SNOWBOARD LIFT TICKET
NIGHTS LODGING. LUXURY
CONDO. FULLY EOUIP
DAYS & NIGHTS OF COLLEGIATL
PARTIES. CONTESTS ETC

Students from over 150 U S. Colleges

Group Leader & Campus Rep Discounts

4239

, |g CORUHM iKohOl
|

|. ClM«> It II

!*gb ggggj

in 1*9 Amp
Call or E Mail lor a tree color brochure

www.sk/frove/.fom

1-800-999-SKI-9
MORI SPACE JUST AOOtD FOR WITillRBRIAK I JANUARY) & SPRTOBRIAK

pshireM
JC Penney • BIG Krmrt • Media Play

Bath & Body Works • EMS • AMC 6 Theatres
Electronics Boutique • Kay Bee Toys

Plus Over 60 Specialty Shops & Restaurants

One Stop. Easy Parking. Close By.

Enter the
Hampshire Mall's

TOY CHEST GIVEAWAY
Over $500 of prizes for

kids Big & Small.

Details available at Customer Service Desk
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

rs: Mon.-Sat. 10am- 10pm, Sunday lOairwpm • 413-586^60^

I The End is near.

Of classes, that is!

The last day of classes is December 1 2. Th
next week is your last chance to get gifts fol

your friends before exams. don't let you
friends go home for a month without something
to remind them of you.

tore
in tmk i Mam camf m Oiktct

HOUR.:

UFj>ToB8AT I ITO4
UI3IS46 ZSI9

Stop in today, and let us help
you pick the perfect presents.

We accept V \l I \ . Discover, MC, Visa, and the L'Card!

*^*^*^*^^^*J^1*Si*
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Collegian Classifieds
University of Massachusetts • Phonv: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

ANNOUNCEMENTS APARTMENT FOR RENT

SORORin Kl ^ll

Feb. Sili- l
>ili

Rcuismitu >n

in ilu i

(. < )|ik mi' w h. il iu u

For m.i'K in/n

m;
TALKING ACROSS DIFFER-

ENCES: EXPLORING COM-
MON GROUND & CONFLICT

(2 Credits. Spring Semester)

Your experience is needed!

Participate in a 10 week
Intergroup Dialogue course.

Sections offered: 1) WHITE
WOMEN & WOMEN OF COLOR.

Zl PEOPLE OF COLOR & WHITE

PEOPLE, 3) PEOPLE OF LATINO

HERITAGE & PEOPLE OF

AFRICAN HERITAGE. Issues dis-

cussed Race relations on col-

lege campuses. Race & culture.

Interracial dating. Affirmative

Action. Immigration etc Enroll

now at the Residential

Arademic Program Office. 5th

floor- JQA or 159 Hills South

APARTMENT FOR RENT

2 bedroom apartment- The

Boulders. $695 Free heat. Call

Jesse 259-9188

1 bedroom apartment avail-

able 1/98. Close to campus.

Mark 549-5326

2 bedroom- Mill Hollow $540

Jan 1 Call Tracy 549-3759

One bedroom apartments
available Jan-Feb 1st Please

contact the Brandywine Office at

549-0600

1 bedroom at Putfton Village

$545 Includes heat. Available

1/1/98. Please call 549 9221

Take Over My Lease One bed-

room apartment $550/month
inclusive. Call Tariq Odeh 665-

5599

AUTO FOR SALE

82 Honda Civic $250 Reliable,

runs fine, but needs new clutch

253-6585

Geo Prizm 1990 155.000. Very

reliable Well maintained

(records) Blue Book says $2800

Asking $2000 256-1845

1990 Pontiac Sunbird High

mileage, as is $800. B/0 Leah

665-1276

88 Toyota Pick-Up 125k. runs

well. $1100 firm 367-2651

89 Nissan 240SX Excellent con-

dition All extras New: muffler,

clutch, tires, brakes $4400 or

B/O. 549-6926

Wanted: Junk Cars Cash paid

everyday 1-800-649-4795

CHILOCARE

Occasional childcare needed

for 14 year old boy for evenings

and overnight when both par-

ents are working. Need some-

one willing to commit for Spring

Semester. Call Fred or Calla 548-

9057

COMPUTERS

Laptop Notebook Works good

$150 Good for school. Call

Steve [413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for com-

puter. Works great Call CPC
(413)584-8857

EMPLOYMENT
Day Care Lunch Cook &
Shopper. 17 hrs per week, $7

per hour Classroom Subs.

Variable Schedules. $6.25 per

hour Route 63. Leverett. Call

Susan 548-9674

YOU WANT CASH
MONEY??!! Do you know how
to drink warm soda and eat a

pound of lima beans??!! Be a

part of the new comedy tape

"AMERICA'S GREATEST BELCH-

ES & FARTS " Send your best

burps and farts on tape (audio,

video, micro) to us. CASH paid if

you make the cut! Maniac
Marketing: 357 Cherokee St

Marietta. GA 30060 Need more

info? Call the GAS LINE
(770)590-5233

New Students Program
Summer Positions

Seeking active extraverts with

2.5+ GPA May 27 to July 18,

1998 Salary plus, room, board &
health coverage Applications at

Admissions Center

Apply now to be a Tour Guide,

Summer Counselor, Student

Admissions Representative

Applications available on the

concourse

Aerobics Instructor

January and Second Semester

Some mornings. Hampshire
Fitness Club 256-6446

Part-time change over crew
and post-event cleaners needed

at the Mullins Center Must be

available nights and weekends

and willing to work. Apply in

person. Mullins Center 2nd floor

8 30-5:30pm

Janitor Tuesday and Thursday

mornings beginning Jan
Hampshire Fitness Club. $7/hr

plus membership Call 256-6446

Applications are available

for Tour Guides, Student

Admissions Rep and Summer
Orientation Jobs at Admissions

Center

EMPLOYMENT
January Jobs Use your winter

break to make money 2-4 week
fun promotions around country.

Great for the resume. Outgoing

and independent people call

(800)783-4237 Attn: Joe.

Collegiate Advantage

Summer Management
Opportunities

Open across Mass. for the

Summer of 1998. Earn $600-

$800 per week For more info

please call College Pro Painters

at (888)277-7962

Attention Slackers!!

Use e-mail? Know others who
do? Little effort = Big money!

Call (800)546-0744

FOR SALE

CP Conga Drum $90 16"

Zildjian Thin Crash $80. Pearl

Cymbal Stand $30 Excellent

condition Melissa 665-7353

Burton 6.1 Air Snowboard
with bindings. $150 or B/O. Call

Colin 546-2968

For Sale- Two pairs of skis

K2 and Salomom Almost brand

new. $200 each or B/O Call

546-6152

Free Motorola Pagers

limited Supply Great x-mas gifts.

1-800-784-6452 ID# 624421

Take home speakers or a

16mm film camera for the break.

Camera perfect for Film/Comm

Majors. Call Sid at 549-6857

Free kittens 2

Willpower In A Bottle

Lose Weight

Doctor Recommended
100% Natural

Moneyback Guarantee

(413)259-1922

JEWELRY
Watch batteries, ear pierc-

ing, eyeglass repans. iewelry

restoration, diamond engage-

ments, wedding rings

Silverscape Designs. 264 N
Pleasant St, Amherst „ J 3324

Open Daily.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Happy Bithday Cathy, Rob, &
David Love Thang

Jessica Happy Birthday I hope

you had a great 21st Now you

can party with the big girls!

Love. Joy

LOST & FOUND

Lost- A gold bracelet on 12/3

between 10-1 1am around Haigis

Mall or Bartlett 65 Extreme sen-

timental value. Reward offered

Call 6-4632

Found- Silver ring and silver

earrings at Mullins Center after

31 1 concert. Call Beth 546-2585

Lost Wednesday near Boyden

Gvm- Purple zippered note-

book with negatives and print-

ing paper. Call 367-0266

MUSICIANS

Marshall Speaker For Sale

4x12 Cab. LOUD! Great condi-

tion. MUST SELL! $500 or best

offer Call Mike at 546-0955

ROOM FOR RENT

1 bedroom apt Av 1/98 Close

to Campus. Mark 549-5326

Looking for male to share

large room in 3 bedroom apart-

ment. Great location uptown
$250/month. Ask for Fitz 253-

9359

Large bedroom in renovated

3 bedroom Puffton apartment

Available Jan 1. $375/month
549-6857

ROOM FOR RENT IrOOMMATE WAN 1 FD TRAVEL

1 room in 2 bedroom apart-

ment Available Jan. End Call

549-6082 ASAP

UPTOWN
Room for rent in house

for 1 or 2 persons

$210/month Available 12/22

549-9275

Room in house in South
Amherst. $375/month ALL
INCLUDED Next to bus line.

Start 1/1/98 Call 253-9482

Bedroom Available Jan 1

$342 50/month Includes

heat/hot water Contact Kelly

253-1899

I'm graduating! One bedroom
available in three bedroom
apartment in Puffton Village.

Paid thru Feb 1 . Move in Jan 1

$230/month Heat included. Call

549-6729 Brian

Furnished room available m a

4 bedroom Amherst house
$300/month Near bus route For

more details call Tina 253-6428

One bedroom perfect for two in

two bedroom apartment in

Sunderland. Mindy 665-1276

Cheap rooms for

Wintersession Live close to

campus. Only $150 Includes

heat/hot water Call Jason 549-

0958

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female roommate/s wanted
to share a 2 bedroom- Boulders

Apts Amherst On bus line

Available Jan 1st or sooner

259-2995

Roommate Wanted Jan 1

Behind Victory Market. 4 bed-

rooms, W/D $300+ 549-9130

To share two bedroom apart-

ment in Brandywine Rent start-

ing Jan 1. Call Tara 549-4390

2 roommates wanted to share

3 bedroom in Puffton Available

Jan 1 Call 549-8564

One bedroom available in two

bedroom apartment Walk to

Uptown and UMass On bus line

$270/month plus utilities Call

253-4613 Available 1/98

Very quiet roommate wanted
in Amherst on bus line

$260/month plus 1/3 utilities.

256-5402. 253-9457

SERVICES

Looking for a place to live?

Seeking a new roommate?
Offering a Winter Session sub-

let? Commuter Services &
Housing Resource Center can

help you! Call 545-2145 to place

your listing or stop by 428
Student Union Building. M-F.

10am-5pm

Legal Questions? The Student

Legal Services Office offers free

legal assistance to fee-paying

students. Contact us at 922
Campus Center, 545-1995.

Decorator Service

Beautify your home- wallpaper,

painting, staining. Expert work-

20 years exp Free estimates

Call (413)533-6213 South Hadley

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for

free testing and assistance. 549-

1906

TO SUBLET

Take Over Lease Feb 1st 2

bedroom apartment at The
Boulders. $725, heat/hot water

included On bus line. 256-1415

A*k «h»u< our Ug«ndary
fr«« Parry P«ck*a««

*^arri<4ica

irCane an
Th' b«»< M««l »Un

#D»y?»na * Manama City

CALL FOR fREE INFO ?ACK
Sun Splash Tour*

1-800-4^6-7710

SPRING BREAK TRAVEL

i
I

R

I95H

SPRING BREAK
CfltClM fr*n Jmi

fr*n*«
WW HimiNO KIPSI

1-800-234-7007
hup;.

WANTED TO RENT
I need a one bedroom apart

ment for Spring Will take over

lease Amherst preferred Dan
546-2035

Looking For A Deal?
Sell your Books through the

Classifieds! Its EASY and CHEAP
ONLY IOC / word

Personals Policy Rates
All personal* MUST be proofread bv Coll^ian ilas

iV'ove« betore payment and acceptance ot

the classified

Lay names MAY NOT be used in personals. ONLY
nnt names and initials arc allowed The only excep-

tions are lor birthday or congratulations personals, in

vshu h ( ,t\*" the lull name may be used

number* ate not allowed in person

m an not allowed in personals, this means
dorm room numbers as well

Personals nt a threatening or derogatory nature are

not acceptable Personals ot a vindictive or libelous

nature are not acceptable Personals may not be
used lor the purpose ot harassment

Profanity may not be used in person.iU

The personals section is tor personals only The per-

sonals NCUon m.tv NOT be used to sell items, seek

roommates, advertise meetings, etc

All personals must have the name, signature, and
UMass ID number ot the student placing the as

tilled in on the insertion order Non-students must

provide a valid driver's license and the license num-
ber must be recorded on the insertion order. l*se ot

false identification or misrepresentation is vubiect to

penalties under the law

The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit

any personal that does not meet the ('.'ollegi^n's stan-

dards in accordance with the statutes of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts

Students

2 Oct per word/day

All others

40ct per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly dnd

legibly We are not responsible for |

resulting front illegible handwriting ot type.

NEW Standard Headings
ACTIVITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT
AUTO FOR SALE
AUTO PARTS
CHILDCARE

COMMUNITY EVENTS
COMPUTERS
EMPLOYMENT

ENTERTAINMENT
FOR SALE
FOR RENT
FURNITURE

GREEK ANNOUCEMENTS
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
HEALTH * BEAUTY
HOUSES FOR RENT
HOUSES FOR SALE
HOUSESITTING
JEWELERY

INSTRUCTION
LOST ft FOUND (3

DAYS FREE)
MUSICIANS

MISCELLANEOUS
MOTORCYCLES

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
MUSIC LESSONS

MUSICIANS WANTED
PERSONALS

PETS FOR SALE
RESUMES

RIDES WANTED
ROOM FOR RENT
ROOM WANTED

ROOMMATE WANTED
SERVICES
SPORTS

STEREO It CD EQUIP

SUMMER SUBLET
TELEVISIONS FOR

SALE
TICKETS
TO SUBLET
TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION
TUTORING SERVICES
TUTOR WANTED
WANTED TO RENT
WANTED GENERAL
WORLD WIDE WEB
YARD SALES

MONDAY, DEC. 8

Auditions — The Not Ready for

Bedtime Players are holding audi-

tions for next semester at 7:30 p.m.
in the Campus Center, room 163.

Meeting — Hillel public affairs

committee at 7 p.m. Meet at the

H'llel House and walk to Claudia's

to discuss issues that are critical to a

strong lewish presence on campus.

TUESDAY. DEC. 9

Booksigning — Current scholar-

ships in Women's Studies at the

Five Colleges. Come meet the
authors from the five college area at

a booksigning reception at 7:30
p.m. in the Dickinson House Living

Room, Mount Holyoke College, for
more information, call 538-2022.
Meeting — The Index, UMass'

yearbook, will hold its general meet-

ing at 6:30 p.m. in the Student
Union, room 304. All are invited.

For more information, contact |ill

Aordkian at 545-0848.

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 10

Blood Drive — American Red
Cross, Hampshire County chapter

blood drive from 10:30 a.m. - 4:30

p.m. in the Campus Center, room
165.

Entertainment — Not Ready For

Bedtime Players will perform at 8
p.m. in the Pierpont Lounge.

Film — Italian club film night at

6:30 p.m. in classroom 2 of the

Foreign Language Resource Center

in the basement of Herter Hall

Annex. Curo Diano will be shown
in Italian with English subtitles.

NOTICES

Applications — The Campus
Mediation and Negotiation Team is

accepting applications for its train-

ing this January 12-16.
Applications are available for any
UMass student at 222 Hampshire
House, Legal Studies. For more
information, contact Leah at

545-5882.
Art Exhibition — An exhibition

of more than 30 one-of-a- kind

artist books and scrolls by William

Schade will be on view from Nov.

1 1 through |an. 25 at the Mount
Holyoke College Art Museum.
Museum hours are Tuesday -

Friday, 1 1 a.m.-5 p.m. and
Saturday and Sunday, 1-5 p.m.

The museum is closed on academic

holidays from Wednesday, Nov. 26
through Monday, Dec. 1 and from
Tuesday, Dec. 16 through Monday,
|an. 6. For more information, call

538- 2245 or fax 538-2144.

Art Exhibition — Works by 1

3

members of the Williams College

art faculty will be featured in

"Artist/Teacher: Group Faculty

Exhibition," opening Dec. 6 at the

Williams College Museum of Art.

and continuing through March 1.

Museum hours are Tues.-Sat. 10

a.m.-5 p.m. and Sun. 1-5 p.m.

Auditions — UMass Theater
department is holding auditions for

"Coyote Gets Sober" on Dec. 8 and

9 from 7- 10 p.m. A co-production

of New WORLD Theater and the

losephine White Eagle Cultural

Center and will be performed Feb.

7 and 8 at 8 p.m. in Hampden
Theater. For more information, call

New WORLD Theater at

545-1972.

dub — The UMass Amateur
Radio Club Station W1PUO is

returning and looking for people to

join in Ham radio. Anyone interest-

ed in radio/electronics and a desire

to leam and communicate are wel-

come. The club will sponsor FCC
approved volunteer examination
sessions for all license levels. For

more information, contact Richard

Strycharz N1MFT at 549-6000
ext. 6000 or leave a message at

facility services.

I.xltihit— Orchids and Works of

Sculpture at the Durfee
Conservatory opening Dec. 5 from

noon- 6 p.m. and continuing
through Dec. 10. conservatory
hours arc Mon-Fri. 8:30 a.m. -

4:30 p.m. Sponsored by the
Amherst Orchid Society and
Sculpture Department of UMass.

Internships — Environmental
and Hunger Internships available

for credit. Opportunities include

helping to organize a Five College

Larihday. protecting Endangered
Species and organizing the Spring

Hunger Clean-up. For more infor-

mation, call Robyn at 545-0199.

Notice — Spectrum Magazine is

taking submissions for the next edi-

FYls are public service announcements printed

daily. To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent intormation,

including the name and phone number ol the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the
Managing Editor by noon the previous day

tion of the magazine. The deadline

is Feb. 12. For more infonnation,

call the office at 545-2240 or come
by in the Student Union, room
406E.
Notice — The UMass Arts

Council's next deadline for Single

Project/Event Grants is on
Wednesday, Feb. 4 at 5 p.m. for art

events occurring after Feb. 24.

Guidelines for application forms
are available at the Campus
Activities Office. 41b Student
Union or at the Arts Council
offices. Hasbrouck 101-103 or on
computer disk at PC Software
Support. Lederle low rise, room
Al 18. Please call the Arts Council

at 545-0202 for help with applying

for a grant or to discuss your ideas.
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Daily Listings sponsored by:

TV LISTING SPONSORSHIP FOR SALE
INQUIRE @ 545-3500

HSCN Bulletin

Board

Hartford

Boston

Boston

Springfield

Movie Ch.

Hartford

10

11

ia
13
14
14
17
IB

CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN
UPN/20
Weather Channel

NBC/30 New
Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
International

UMass Academic TV
HSCN Programming

TV-19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

3 CNN
4 CNN SI

:B Headline News
m uctv
!"7 TBS

! BET

IB TV Land

Univision

31 Comedy Central

33 Cartoon

Much Music

545-

3500

MONDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI

WHOH
WTXX
wvrr
wnc
WWLP
WQBY
WQQB
WSBK
WTBS
A4E
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

"MTV"
NICK
SCIFI

TLC
TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

I
2

o
I
«

6:00
WiihbontX

CBSNww
CBSrfcw.

NtwtX
FuMHoumS

CtMtrtX

Horn* Imp.

Crwrtur**

N*w* X
Mad Abo You

ForrtHy Wittft

6:30
BualnaaaRpt

ABCNtwt
Boy-World

NDL rwWI

Mm) Aba You

NBCNawt
Stmpiont

NDC nfwfl

Bu*>n***Rpt.

ABC Mm*
Mud Abo. You

Northfn iKpo«uriX
Family Mattara

WortdVlawI

(4;00) IMrtahLtugrT

Wlnga "Eaglei ot trw Crown"

Up Clow

7:00 7:30
Nawihour With Jim LthrarX
Inaid* Edition

Extra X
ln»iot Edition

Freih Princ*

Wheat-Fortun*

JudgtJudyX

Em. Tonight

SdnWdX
Whaat-Fortun*

RmITVX
Ent Tonight

Chronic)* X
Froth Princ*

J*opardy! X
Judy Judy X
Hard Copy!
FrastorX

Jooowdyll

Nowihour With Jim Lohrw X
SotnMdX IFrwIwI

SolnWdX
Andy Griffith

FratiwX

LmaOrdarX
Andy Griffith

IrwX ICroMfiraX

Dolly Show (R) |St»in't Monoy
Wonoylir

Doily Sh

Glmmo Shotlor

K67
Uvt (In Slorao]

OougXft—iMonttora

Twilight 2on»

PionovtHon

Kung Fu: Logond

Twilight Zona

Intlmito Portril

C - Campus

8:00 8:30 9:00
Andrea Boctlli: Romania in Concert

Coaby (R) X Raymond

Coaby (R) X Raymond

Talaa From the Tomb

7th Heaven (In Stereo) I
Sudden-Susan Mad Abo. You

Malcolm-Eddie Malcolm-Eddie

Sudden-Suaan |Mad Abo. You [Caroline

Billboard Mualc Award* (In Stereo Live) X~

Cybill X
CybillX

DECEMBER 8, 1997
9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30

Carraraa, Domingo, Pavarottl With Mahta "The Three Tenors in Concert"

George a Leo Brooklyn South (In Stereo) X
George a Lao Brooklyn South (In Stereo) X

News X

NFL Football Carolina Panthers at Dallas Cowboys (In Steroo Live) X

Lata Show X
Lata Show X

Bufty the Vampire Slayer X
Carotin*

Good New* X
Naked Truth

Spark* (Rj X
Naked Truth

Sudden-Sutan |Mad Abo. You ICaroMn* [Naked Truth"

News

Datatln* (In Stereo) X
News I Grace Under

Dateline (In Stereo) X

DataUne (In Stereo) X
Members' Choice

T*l*» From the Tomb

Malcolm-Eddl* |Malcolm-Eddlo

»» ,

TVhafAgoirfBob7"(199),COTedy)Bi«Murray:

Star Trek: Next Gener

News

Vibe

| Tonight Show

SimpaontX
Tonight Show

Deep Space 9

Tonight Show

NFL Football Caiolina Panthers

Good News. X ISpark* (R) X
at Dana* Cowboy*. (In SHrao Lw*) X

*"*> "The flascuays Down Und*f^(t9l

Charlie Rote (In Slereo)

Biography: Jacqueline Kennedy

Prima News t IBurden-Prool

*** "Something two" (1966, Comedy)

Judy Collin* Christmas at the Blltmor*

Larry KinKingLlv

JeflDani

Live if

nwls, Melanie Oram
World Today X

[Make-Laugh

NFL Prim* Monday

Wild Discovery: Australia

Scraarrill Video (In Stereo)

Angry Bwv»f»|Kabl«m:;n

Tim* Trai "F»oa ol Death" X
Horn* Again I

Horn* Again

Lot* * dark-Supafman

ghlander: The ft»rw* IB*ywitch(R)X

^•ttirt SrWap^lflKlChriiFarW.miy IStoryti

QY. ^WW"(19<^SNrW^.r» Mll3 *
tfAltult Mterio" (' 995, Adventure) Toran CauueTi

eller

Rnr

Unaohrad MytUrt** (In Stereo)

Darla(R)

Hey Arnold! X
Beavis-Butt

Happy Day*

S**»|u*«l DSV "Hide and Seek"

Roawell (R)

WCW NKro (InSJerao Live) X

Carrier - Fortraaa at S*« (R) X
Figure Skating: Work) Championships

Vn th» Second
"

Unplugged (R)

Wonder Year*

Trfr^.TTTaftTVMl.TT;

In Slereo)

Men's and Ladws'.(R)

Wonder Years Love Lucy X
** "Dtmntton AHy" (1977) Jan-Michael Vroent

Parle (R)

M.T.Moore

Allen Secret*: Ara* 51 (R)

Walker, Texas Ranger X [WWF Raw (In Slreo) X

Allen Secrets: Ar»* 51 (R)

WCW Nttro (R) (In Stereo) X

You lRealTVX
"~

(1990) Voices ol Bob Newhart.

Law a Order "Extended Family

Sports lllu*. Moneytin* X
Daily Show

Justice Flits (R)

Stein's Money

Chotrtoedlng |Sport*conte7

Homicide: Lite on the StreefT
Lovtln* (R) (In Slereo)

Taxi .* NtwhtrlX
Time Trax "Face ol Death" X
Ro*w*H(R)

t»* "The Oodtettwr, Pan ffl" (1990, Drama) Al Paono (in Slereo) R' X
WWF War Zona (In Slereo) X

[Tenacious D

«» "Sptct jot"(1996, Fantasy) Micftid Jordan. 'PO'X

StargattSG-t "ColdLazams |»fn> The oVrJcaga" (1 996, Cqnedy) Robin WMiamt.KM

Silk Stalking* Daddy Dearest"

Mr. Show With ["Donktoo'

»* "Bad toB$ck~ (1998) Michael Hooker. KX I ''SVpeyirt Ltf
|«»Xov»rMg"(l995)'R'
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Bruno By C. Baldwin Robotman By Jim Meddick

Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dllbert By Scott Adams

l'lv\MX/\LON&
IW TWO CAR.

I COOLD OXAMGfc
D/VD'5 (Xm& STATtOi

WHEN VOU'RE C0T.TH

A COOrAAN, EVERY-

THING YOU SAY
WILL LOWER HER
OPINION OF

\OU.

BUT I CAN GIVE HER
COrAPLIrAENTS, RIGHT?

=r;

NO.' THAT'S

the worst
4 thing/

x
COOrAEN KEEP A LOG
OF ALL COfAPLIrAENTS.

THEY ANALYZE THE

PATTERN TQ IDENTIFY

NEGATIVE
SHOULD I

USE AAY

REAL
NArAE?

Thatch By Jeff Shesol Mallard Fillmore By Bruce Tinsley

W HERCe n UTTCe ^
IN9IP6R INFOR-
MATION.., I'M

MING PUBLIC.

WITH WHAT?
YOUR FetLtNO^
f-OR eU7f\WTH
wee?

NO, NO,,

ftome
Funic.
LIKE A

Business
P0t9.'

you &IN&0. rwt

SeUlNG SHHRt&
INm. TRIPP
BISCUIT, INC I

yjju canwe -to QKpf A fttx*a£
ffvy*tr oily

AfWl .

MZ&*, Art?

swJ2 »oa^

Non Seqwitur By Wiley Kampus Kids By Adam Souliere

I'm PIJEASfcb TO
Announce THAT TH6

New s.6.«.PR6Sttwr

voTet> ort eY You.

iTHt 5TUD6NT5 of
'

...IS Efcic CAPrmflN

FRon^ ScvtTH PARK,

djoLcftADC'. Xs €RXC
|*t«Ue TONXaWT ?

Monkey Socials By Constant Jones
Leedee By Mike Rybicki

htLU> %t<tr\j*,. -J. t^ttv

Abvict oh tJwt o»»t

Q,uS,s^f#\K

VAn*~ TUt "ETtCNAL.

Qoisti**.... Vbo r-»osT Loo^

PfctP vj itv<i«s> voofc<*,-F ,

AN> \MV\tki vo^ NK. «'pV,
StM. yoOC ^.ovA- Tt) lOWWtt
A«^ s¥t#v THt etjT of yoa*.

LiFfc utsHifii, yoo v>c«.i

b«<»>6 S«'"«*T*/»rjfc tuffltStff.

*

Ptont 5ft/ TEW NickMftiMS

ll'.kt THL TMtt(\NS OK THE

BwiS PRE SLUHS F\6A',nST

NPn"iN/E Pwerkans Mb

TOLtRATED F0R,
X

Pik/V OTHrA KiNti

OF PEOPLE.

U)rW hEDUT THE Boston

CE'JCS? Qfk THE 5;n&lE

rr\OST DEROtPiTOR/ TEAl^

Nr\mt iM SPORTS, THE
If Tb-CVi 4 ?

FiGHfT.Nt TR',SH
V ?

PWtj FRWO^lY, T UO'.SH

THEY Vjftb ft TErM^ CWltb

THE HalW.ES.

For. THEfV\.

"Go.UVt'J'.es!!

Zb RcoT

THE Ow/JER
COOLD bOOBLE

HS TrlE fVVs^OT.
-Vj

Horoscope;
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — You may have to address u sit-

uation today which allows one or two

mysteries to develop before the day is

out. You must come liom behind.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— You must he specific and com-
plete in your instructions to others

today. Do not leave anything out, and

don't leave anything to the imagina-

tion.

AQUARIUS (|<in 20.-Fcb. 18) —
You are likely to tackle everything on

the schedule today, but you'll have to

do some things out of order. Be cre-

ative, flexible and a little daring.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) —
You may feel as though a current

duty is a waste of your time — but

those in authority know jusl how
good it is for vou right now.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
You are going to have to come up
with a few imaginative solutions

today if you expect to get the results

\ou seek. Superiors may be sur-

prised.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
Do not leave anyone in the dark

today, particularly those individuals

in charge. You don't want anyone

doubting vour methods or motives.

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20) —
You may have to make excuses for

others today, but when it comes to

answering charges yourself you
must be straightforward and honest.

CANCER (|une 21-|uly 22) —
You may not have quite as much
time on your hands today as you

thought, so you're going to have to

pick up the pace as soon as you can.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) — With

every passing minute today you may
find yourself becoming more frus-

trated about something you cannot

identif) easily. Talk to friends.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) —
Certain chance encounters may tax

your memory today. Be sure that

you take down names and numbers
before all is said and done.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) —
You can put yourself in a better

position to negotiate today, provid-

ed you have not been doing any-

thing that can be interpreted as

unfair.

SCORPIO (Oct. 25-Nov. 21) —
The more open and outgoing you
can be today, the better off you'll be

tomorrow — particularly when it

comes to the pursuit of romance.

Close to Home By John McPherson

Wffi*

Quotes of the JOiiy

GET 'EM

OUT! »
-The Infamous Ben Bertocci

- .X'-Nv-^....<>>

'{fWooFtWooFf)

Today's P.C. Menu
Call 343-16*6 for m»rm Information.

Franklin

LUNCH
Grilled Chicken Sandwich

Cheese Strata

Chiligetti

DINNER
Oriental Stew

Fried Shrimp Dinner

Parm!

Quarter Pound Burger

Worcester
LUNCH

Charboiled Chicken Sandwich
Low-phAt nick

Fettuccini/Tomato /Meat Sauce

Golden Burgers

DINNER
Beef of Gabe

Fried Shrimp Dinner

Tofu Fajita

Manicotti in Sauce

Hoping to break out of their traditional mold, the

Mormon Tabernacle Choir performs the balking

dogs version of "Jingle Bells."

ACROSS
1 Cut of meat
5 Bear: Lat.

9 Field sound
12 Less hazardous
1

3

Not spicy
14 Actress Albright

16 Lightning

by-product
1

7

Severe storms
19 Affirmative

response
20 Skinned

(an apple)
22 Eight voices

23 Singer Irene —
24 Place in Turkey
25 Go ashore
28 Extend a

subscription

30 Marry secretly

31 Exceedingly
32 Curved lines

36 Jai —
37 Tropical vine

36 Noose
39 Quick
40 Highest point

41 Type of charmer
42 Staffers

44 Served, as tea

45 By mouth
48 Water bird

49 Fox trol or waltz

50 Pale-faced

52 By way ol

55 15 is hv

5 or 3
57 Grinding

material

59 Bad mood
60 Page
61 Wedding-dress

fabric

62 Cunning
63 Barrels

64 Flip (a coin)

DOWN
1 Level (a

building)

2 Flying saucers:
abbr

3 "Of Mice
and —

"

4 Get ready
5 Shadow
6 Irritate

7 Coasted on ice

8 Woodworking
tool

9 Kind of nut

10 Major artery

11 Birch

12 Oriental sauce
1 5 Movie temer
18 District

21 Clumsy boat
23 24-Across. eg
24 Writer Seton
25 Fell on — ears
26 Singer

Fitzgerald

27 Feathery wraps

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

ranutY; Milium hhbI
L:

L L aBJa E SO i'BJv A n Y
A 1 M H W AJpIn

dBFT
D S P E E

L E O TAR EIR1N E L S
nHHH sail

cjo
Rl N

N A c
cio D e
LI A s

TIEIR
M
A W

ama id

DIR A I N A GIEMLIOIOISIE1N
Hum h«ejo

w H E TITIE :>Wa GIAII N s T

A 1 D a 5^ N ft a L T O
D E N M 01 £l O 'fli M L

1 D A wji N O n C

I2 0-97 O 1997 Uiiteo F e»ljre Syndicate

28 Paper units

29 Sea eagle
31 Bad habit

33 Hearty laugh
34 Soft drink

35 Exceeded the

limit

37 Woman
41 Earliest

43 Quebec's
Sept- —

44 "Annabel Lee-
poet

45 Al — not m

agreement
46 Drizzles

47 Block for

hammering
48 Cooks
50 Have — in

one's bonnet
51 Smelting

residue
52 Animal docs
53 Tall flower

54 Wnter Rand
56 Sort

58 Chairman —

Hampshire
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Donkey Noodles

American Chop Suey

Grilled Alicia Sandwich

DINNER
Beef Fajita

Ravioli with Tomato Sauce

Grain Alchohol

Berkshire

LUNCH
Noelle on a Roelle

Rotini with Tomato Sauce

Golden Burger

DINNER
Beer Fajita

A big farewell to Kada

Tofu Fajita

Man in Sauce
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Herd almost pulls upset, butUM survives 61-59
UMass blows 22-point edge;

almost loses before quiet crowd

By Fred Hurlbrink, Jr.

Collegian Staff

Massachusetts 61

Marshall !

If ever a team deserved to win, the Marshall
Thundering Herd did Saturday afternoon.

The Massachusetts men's basketball team blew a

20-point halftime lead, and with 3.6 seconds left

Marshall had a chance to at least send the game into

overtime after a Monty Mack shot clock violation.

Freshman point guard Travis Young's desperation

runner came up short as did the Herd, 61-59, in front

of a listless 7.107 at the William D. Mullins Center.

Marshall (2-2) was held to 15 points (5-of-23 from

the floor) in the first half by a swarming and energetic

UMass defense, but scored 44 points in the second

frame to rally from a 35-15 halftime deficit.

"In the old days, you'd come back and practice after

a game like this," said

UMass coach Bruiser Flint

of his team's performance

in the second half. "They
[the NCAA] don't let you

do things like that anymore. Some people can get away

with it; 1 can't.

"We just didn't put them away," he said. "The inten-

sity wasn't there. They thought [Marshall] was going

to lay down, and they didn't."

After an Ajmal Basit dunk gave the Minutemen
(4-2) a 54-35 lead with 6:08 left, the Herd went on a

scoring stampede.

Led by VonDale Morton's nine points (seven in the

final 1:49), Marshall went on a 24-7 run to close out

the game. Morton's only points of the game came in

that run. Young had six points in the rally and led the

Herd with a game- high 19 points.

"They came up with the balls at the end, and they

made big shots at the end," Flint said of Marshall's

late run.

With 40 seconds to go, Morton drained a 3-pointer

to make the score 61-59. Charlton Clarke broke the

Marshall pressure and held for a final shot to make it a

two- possession game.
Clarke swung the ball to Mack, who Flint said

thought the shot and game clocks were in sync. Mack
tried to run out the clock but instead turned the ball

over and gave Marshall one last chance.

With no timeouts, Young pushed the ball up the

floor and tried to pass off to the wing. Tyrone Weeks
tipped the pass back to Young, whose shot grazed the

bottom of the rim.

"I just wanted to try to push the ball up and get a

good look," Young said. "It just didn't work out that

way.

"

"We had never really been in that situation, because

of our youth," Marshall coach Greg White said. "But.

we got the ball in. we got it to the scrimmage area and
we got a shot. We just missed it."

Had it not been for a little luck on the Minutemen's
side, the Thundering Herd could have used those 3.6

seconds to run the clock out themselves.

Basit grabbed an offensive rebound with 5:09 left in

the first half and, among three Marshall defenders,

threw up a wild shot that somehow fell in. Basit was

fouled on the "shot" and converted the three-point

Minutemen collapse after half;

hoop not putting teams away
When Marshall's freshman point guard Travis Young

was a kid, he and his friends all knew about the UMass

basketball program.

To Young, UMass isn't just another basketball school.

It's "UMass"— accent on the U — and the way the

Massachusetts men's basketball team played in the first

half reminded Young of the UMass he envisioned before

facing them.

What team the Minutemen reminded Young of in the

second half is anyone's guess.

The developing saga of the 1997-98 edition of the

Minutemen took an interesting turn in the second half of

Saturday's 61-59 win over Marshall at the William D.

Mullins Center. After a first half as good as possible for

this time in the season, UMass took its 55-15 halftime

lead out to the floor thinking the Thundering Herd

would lay down and let the Minutemen cruise to the easy

win.

Luke Meredith

Marshall didn't

lay down. In fact,

they almost went

out and beat

Jlmo*
BRIAN MCDERMOTT \ COLLEGIAN

Turn to MEN'S HOOP, page 9
Charlton Clarke keyed a first-half surge that saw the Minutemen lead by as much as 30-8.

UMass. Keep in mind this comes four days before the

Minutemen saddle up to quite possibly the toughest

assignment in college basketball — No. 2 Kansas, at

Allen Fieldhouse, Wednesday night.

Marshall spent the last 6:08 Saturday outscoring

UMass 24-7, and after Monty Mack misjudged the time

on the shot clock in UMass' last possession, the

Thundering Herd was left with 3.6 seconds to possibly

beat the toughest team on their schedule on the road,

after being down 23-3 at its lowest point.

But Young's desperation shot fell by the wayside, and

UMass survived. And while the band played the school

alma mater "When Twilight Shadows Deepen," like the>

always do, and a polite crowd of 7,107 cheered its skep-

tical approval, the UMass basketball team left the floor

without the swagger of a team that had just won its third

straight game.

Bruiser Flint has been concerned about the team's

inability to put teams away, fears that intensified follow-

ing Saturday's second-half collapse.

"We just didn't put them away." Flint said. "It's like

I've been saying all season. They thought Marshall was

going to come out and lay down, but they didn't. Our
intensity level dropped and they got back into it. It start-

ed to balloon, and all of a sudden [they're right back in

it]"

Maybe the most disappointing thing about the collapse

was that it came on the heels of the best 20 minutes of

basketball UMass has played this year. The Minutemen
dominated every phase of the game in the first half, pres-

suring Marshall with a suffocating defense that com-

pletely clamped down any offensive flow the Thundering

Herd had. For the second game in a row. UMass made

an opponent look like it had never played basketball in

the first half. Much of that defensive presence can be

attributed to the play of junior center Lari Ketner and

senior forward Tyrone Weeks, whom Marshall coach

Greg Wright called one of the best, if not the best, post

combination in the country.

"They are the most physical team I've seen in my 20

years of coaching." Wright said. "And they play off that

physicality. No one in the MAC is as tough around the

Turn to MEREDITH, page 9

UM takes close one from HC
By Jackie Leroux

Collegian Sports

The Massachusetts

women's basketball

team received a scare

from the Holy Cross

Crusader's yesterday.

but still managed to come out victo

Massachusetts 72

Holy Cross r

rious. In a game that was decided

by fouls and free throws, the

Minutewomen beat Holy Cross
72-66.

"It was a great

college basketball

game." Holy Cross

head coach Bill

Gibbons said. "It was definitely a

THANC VO / COLLEGIAN

Kelly Van Huisen led the UMass women's hoop team with 1 8 points in

the Minutewomen's 72-66 win yesterday.

great one for the fans."

Despite what was a very sloppy

first half, for both teams, UMass led

for most of the game and by as

many as 10 at halftime. But the

Crusaders came out more composed

in the second half, and UMass
began to see its lead slip twsy. Holy

Cross put together a 7-2 run to

bring it within four points with 6:20

remaining. Minutewomen rookie

guard Kathy Coyner hit two free

throws to put the Minutewomen up

by five, but Crusader guard Anna
Kinne nailed a three- pointer and

followed it shortly after with a free

throw to pull her team within two.

With both teams well over the

foul limit, the game turned to the

free throw line from there. UMass
forward Tez Kraft sank two with

4:48 remaining to put the

Minutewomen back up by two, but

it was soon followed by a fast break

layup from Holy Cross' Veronica

lutras. |utras then fouled Kraft, and

Kraft converted one of her two free

throws to put UMass up 60-57.

After a time out, Kinne was fouled

by Kraft, but missed both of her

free throw attempts. She did man-

age, however, to get her own
rebound, and kick the ball out to

Marcisin, who drained a three to tie

the game at 60.

UMass guard Sabriya Mitchell hit

a jumper to take back the lead with

3:04 left to play. Sophomore guard

Kelly Van Huisen followed it with a

three to up UMass' lead to five, but

her shot was immediately followed

by a three from Kinne.

Van Huisen finished the game
with a team-high 18 points, but

sprained her left knee in the waning

seconds, making her questionable

for Thursday's game against

UConn. Kinne set a new
career-high for herself with her

game-high 1 9 points.

With 1:21 left, guard Kara Trent

committed a foul, putting Crusader

Monika Rothemich at the line.

Rothemich made her first shot, but

missed the second, leaving Holy
Cross down by just one lutras then

Turn to WOMEN'S HOOP page 9

Hockey ties, fells to Huskies
By Jorma Kansanen
Collegian Staff

Saturday night at the William D. Mullins

Center, the Massachusetts hocke\ team

dropped its eighth conference game of the

year, losing 5-1 to Northeastern (7-5-2

overall. 6-3-2 Hockey East). The home
loss comes on the heels of Friday night's 1-1 tie with the

Huskies at Matthews Arena, which resulted in the first

conference point of the season for the

2-10-1 Minutemen (0-8-1 HE).

The tale of two one-goal garner fot

UMass this weekend could not have been

written more differently. Friday night's

overtime game was a tightly fought contest to the end,

with the drama of senior Bryan Fit/.gerald's first career

goal for the Minutemen bringing a tie out of the clutches

of defeat, but Saturday night's game digressed into offen-

Northeastern .

Massachusetts 1

Northeastern

Massachusetts

sive paucity.

The Minuteman offense was only able to get off three

shots on sophomore goaltender Marc
Robitaille in the second period on Saturday

— a period that saw the pace of play

become muddled in a flurry of matching

penalties for both sides.

Any momentum UMass had after a

come-from-behind tie on Friday was lost, with five unan-

swered goals to start the game for the Huskies (two of

them in a span of :27 in the third period)

proving to be the stake in the heart.

For UMass coach |oe Mallen, it was
another case of goal scoring chances
missed, and while the team's offense has

been ugly of late, he wants it to get uglier — as in, the

style of the goals.

Turn to HOCKEY, page 9

Better Ingredients.

Better Pizza.

"Ourpepperoni, itaiian sausage, ham. mushrooms.

green peppers, black olives, and onions are better.

And we'llprove it toyou in just one bite ofour WORKS pizza.
"

IOHMA KANSANEN COLUCLAN

A scoring chance by senior Tim Lovell (No. 7) is surrounded by Huskies in Saturday night's 5-1 loss to

Northeastern at the Mullins Center.
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FREE DELIVERY
AND CARRYOUT

Better Ingredients.

Better Pizza.

Call Your Papa

For Free Delivery:

Hadley

331 Russell St.

586-7772

TOPPINGS:

Extra Cheese

Onions

Green Peppers

Jalapeno Peppers

Pepperoni

Sausage

Italian Sausage

Ham

Beef Topping

Bacon

Mushrooms

Anchovies

Black Olives

Banana Peppers
(Only available at some locations

I

Pineapple
(Only available at some locations

)

39336

BETTER PIZZA

One Large with The Works

Expires 30 days. Not valid with any other otter

Valid only at participating locations Customer pays

all applicable sales tax Additional toppings extra

**»
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BETTER PIZZA

Family Special

One Large with The Works

& One Large Two Toppings

Expires 30 days. Not valid with any other otter

Valid only at participating locations Customer pays

all applicable sales tax Additional toppings extra

A^Pll^,col\

BETTER PIZZA

One Large One Topping

Expires 30 days. Not valid with any other otter

Valid only at participating locations Customer pays

all applicable sales tax Additional toppings extra
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Time, love

and hair loss

Michael Bolton,
showing the
reverse effects of

Rogaine, returns on
the schmaltzy All

That Matters (See
Arts & Living, page

9).

Massachusetts'

Ail-American Girl

Erica |ohnston was
named an
Ail-American after a

stellar campaign for

the UMass field

hockey team (see

Sports, page 1 2).

WORLD

American jailed on
spying accusations

MOSCOW (AP) — Russia's intelli-

gence agency dismissed speculation

yesterday that charges against an
American accused of spying will be
reduced.

Richard L. Bliss was questioned yes-

terday in the southern Russian city

where he was detained Nov. 25 after

making land surveys, the regional

office of the Federal Security Service

said.

He was freed from jail on Saturday

on his U.S. employer's written guaran-

tee that he would stay in Rostov-on-

Don and be available for questioning.

The Federal Security Service, the

main successor to the Soviet-era KGB,
had indicated over the weekend that

the charges might be reduced,
according to news reports. But yester-

day, agency spokesman Sergei

Corlenko said there were no signs

they would be changed any time
soon.

"Those who spread such rumors
are at best rushing ahead of the
events, and, speaking more candidly,

they are engaged in wishful thinking,"

Corlenko said.

Russia bowed to heavy U.S. pres-

sure to release Bliss, with Vice

President Al Core, Secretary of State

Madeleine Albright and the U.S.

ambassador intervening on his behalf.

NATION

Drugs nation's leading

childhood concern

WASHINGTON (AP) — Americans

overwhelmingly believe drugs are the

most serious problem facing children

today, with crime and the breakdown
of home life trailing behind, a survey

finds.

The poll, released yesterday, sug-

gests those who focus on family values

are winning the battle for public opin-

ion over those who say it is more
important to improve the social condi-

tion of children, said the study's direc-

tor, Robert Blendon, a professor at

Harvard University.

"The family values side has really

caught on in the American mind," he
said. "All the issues that relate to kids

in poverty have not caught on in the

last decade."

A similar survey conducted 11

years ago also found drugs to be the

top concern.

But while the breakdown of home
life was a close second in 1986, with

46 percent mentioning it, just 22 per-

cent see it as a serious problem today,

according to the survey, which was
sponsored by the Robert Wood
Johnson Foundation and conducted
by the Harvard School of Public Health

and the University of Maryland.

While 28 percent of Americans
were concerned about child and sexu-

al abuse in 1 986, fewer than 2 percent

of people mentioned it this year.

By contrast, this year's survey

showed 24 percent of Americans con-

cerned with crime, which didn't regis-

ter in 1986.
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Facing the challenge of deferred maintenance
By Tamar Carroll

Collegian Staff

Editor's Note: This is the second in a two-part series examin-

ing the state offacilities on the UMass campus. Yesterday's story

focused on the problem of deferred maintenance. Today's story

focuses on solutions to that problem.

The University of Massachusetts is beginning to tackle the

problem of deferred maintenance.

Under Chancellor David K. Scott, funding for maintenance

and repair work has increased significantly. Through his

Strategic Action Plan, he allocated $8.5 million for deferred

maintenance in the years 1996 to 2001.

This money comes out of the campus' operating budget, so

what Scott is doing is taking funding from other areas — mainly

payroll — and shifting it to the facilities budget to pay for

deferred maintenance.

This shift of campus funds, in addition to money from a state

bond bill, has allowed the campus to begin repairing its build-

ings.

Facilities Planning Director |im Cahill said that the continued

investment in deferred maintenance has allowed the University to

initiate a program of classroom renovation.

"There is a definite commitment there with a stable investment

of funds," Cahill said.

The renovated classrooms in Machmer Hall, the renovated lec-

ture room in Thompson Hall and the renovated and modernized

Mahar Auditorium are the first signs of this investment.

Classroom renovation is scheduled to continue, with 20 per-

cent of all classrooms on campus slated to be refurbished in three

years.

However, administrators are concerned that even this increase

in funding for deferred maintenance is not enough.

A growing problem
The $8.5 million, in addition to the state funds, will not allow

the University to diminish the amount of deferred maintenance

on campus, because even as repairs are made, other facilities

continue to deteriorate.

"This will only keep us even for the next five years or so,"

Scott said. "It is a good start, but the problem will escalate and

the situation will begin to worsen."

As time goes on, more and more buildings will reach the end

of their lifespan and will require repairs to remain functional.

"We are not spending enough to protect the current value of

our facilities, so deficiencies continue to grow, "Cahill said. "We
know we need to do something there."

In order for the University to make an actual improvement in

the amount of deferred maintenance on campus, the funding for

repairs must be dramatically increased.

The problem is the enormous scope of deferred maintenance

on campus, and the resultant huge sums of money needed to

eliminate the deficiencies.

A recent study conducted by the Physical Plant found it would
cost at least $393 million to fix just what is currently broken on

campus. As campus buildings continue to age, millions more will

be needed for repairs and replacements in the coming decades.

The challenge for the University is to find sources of funds for

deferred maintenance.

THANO "DISCO" Vo \ COLLEGI AN

A shot of the recently constructed Conte National Polymer

Research Center.

According to administrators, it will not be an easy task.

"The amount of money needed in the next 20 years to improve

is so great, it is hard to see what strategy to use at all." Scott

said.

Possible funding sources

In order to budget funds for deferred maintence, Scott has dra-

matically reduced the number of faculty and staff on campus.

Under the early retirement plan, a large percentage of faculty

and staff who have left the University have not been replaced.

"It has been done at the expense of reducing faculty and staff

in the retirement plan," Scott said. "We've been making funds

for investment in infrastructure by not rehiring personnel. It's an

attempt to strike a balance between people and the environ-

ment."

In the past four years, the University has lost 75 faculty posi-

tions alone, upsetting many faculty members and students.

"Clearly, it is worrisome to the campus," Scott said.

Scott does not think this trend of downsizing the faculty and

staff in order to fund infrastructure can be continued in the

future. And certainly. $393 million can not be carved out of the

campus budget.

If the campus is to make serious improvement in deferred

maintenance, alternative sources for funding must be found.

"The magnitude of the problem is not one that we can fix out

of the operating budget." Scott said. "There will have to be a

variety of strategies: internal help, private fundraising and state

support."

Appealing for state support

Part of the purpose of the Physical Plant study. Vice
Chancellor for Finance and Administration Paul Page said, was
to document the extent of the problem, so the University can

make a stronger case for state funds.

"lit] lays out in a stark way the magnitude of the problem."

Page said. "Can we now make a more persuasive case for funding

from the legislature?"

The administration plans to meet with legislators and other

state officials in the coming months to impress upon them the

severity of the problem. The first such meeting is scheduled for

this Friday.

"It is such as huge problem... we need to get an awareness of

that at all levels of government," Scott said.

Administrators are hopeful that the legislature may issue an
additional bond bill to fund more maintenance and repair work.

"We need to ask the state to do their part and play their role,"

Cahill said.

However. Cahill said, it is also important for the state to raise

its spending cap. so that the University will have an opportunity

to actually use all the funds appropriated by the legislature.

Currently, he said, the governor's office has imposed a low
spending cap, which keeps the University from using all the

funds allocated to it by the legislature.

"The money isn't going to work," Cahill said. "The state needs

to adopt a higher spending cap."

Soliciting private donations

Historically, benefactors have been reluctant to give money
designated specifically for maintenance and repair work. In gen-

eral, people prefer to donate funds for new buildings and facili-

ties, rather than for revamping old ones.

This is a mind set the campus will have to work to change,

Scott said. People may be more willing to help fix a particular

building or section of campus, so that is how the University will

approach prospective donators.

"Renovate a particular room or lab for something they are

interested in. The restoration of a historic part of campus." Scott

Turn to MAINTENANCE. page 2

From Mr- Electro to Fahrenheit 45

1

;

author recounts influences in lecture
By Sarah J. Kimmel
Collegian Staff

Last night, acclaimed science fic-

tion writer Ray Bradbury addressed

a full auditorium at the University

of Massachusetts' Fine Arts Center.

Bradbury has written over five hun-

dred published works, among those

are The Martian Chronicles, The
Illustrated Man. Something Wicked
This Way Comes and Fahrenheit

451.

Born in Waukegan. Illinois,

Bradbury began writing at the age

of twelve after meeting the

sideshow feature, Mr. Electro,

when the traveling carnival came to

his town. In his lecture. Bradbury
spoke of his encounter with this

unusual man who allowed himself

to be electrocuted. While being

electrocuted the man would often

touch the tip of his metal sword to

the heads of the watching children.

He reached his metal wand out so

that the tip touched Bradbury's
nose and exclaimed. "Live forever."

The next day. while returning home
from his uncles funeral. Bradbury

commanded his father stop the car.

He ran down to the carnival to
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Renowned author Ray Bradbury signs books in the campus center yes-

terday afternoon.

speak to Mr. Electro. He described

this as "running from death to life."

At the carnival Mr. Electro intro-

duced the young Bradbury to the

other carnival workers such as the

illustrated man and the bearded
lady. The two sat and talked. In this

conversation the elder man told

Bradbury that the two had met
before, in a battle in Paris in 1918.

two years before Bradbury was
born. Mr. Electro said that

Bradbury had died in his arms in

France and that the two had the

souls of besi friends. Bradbury said.

"This was the catalyst that helped

me on the road (to writing)."

Bradbury describes this incident

as a pivotal point in his life. A few

days later he started to write stories

and he has not stopped doing so in

65 years.

His discovery of the Buck
Rogers' comic strip at age nine, the

World's Fair and a friend who built

dinosaurs in his basement are also

events that Bradbury said, "changed

his life forever." That old friend

that recreated the dinosaurs is still

close to Bradbury. He is film maker
Ray Herryhouser. The two. though

mocked in their youth, grew
famous together, and Bradbury
handed Herryhouser an Oscar in

1991. They promised each other

that they, "would love dinosaurs

forever, and would grow old but

never grow up".

In his teens. Bradbury moved to

Los Angeles with his family.

Though he never formally attended

college, the writer describes ten

years when he attended the library.

From ages 18 to 28. Bradbury spent

all of his time in the library. There,

in the basement of the University of

California at Los Angeles library, he

wrote Fahrenheit 451 on a dime
typewriter. The machine cost ten

cents for a half an hour. Bradbury

said, "After $9.80 and nine days, I

had finished the book."

Bradbury is not only noted for his

novels and short stories. He has

also written several screenplays,

including his first motion picture.

Beast from 20,000 Fathoms, which
was filmed by Warner Brothers in

1952 and Moby Dick, which was
directed by |ohn Huston in 1953.

After wanting to work with
Huston for several years. Bradbury

finally had the opportunity with
Melville's novel, Moby Dick.
Bradbury told the story of how he

sent three of his pieces, Dark
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Goodell lives through film
Documentary recounts student struggle

By Julie Siegal

Collegian Staff

Students were protesting and
chanting, missing classes to brave the

cold, winter weather to support their

peers and demanding their rights for

a more diverse campus be met by the

University of Massachusetts adminis-

tration.

It was the occupation of the

Controller's Office in the Goodell
building, which lasted from March
3-8 during the spring semester of

1997. And it happened again last

night, except this time on film.

Sponsored by the Office of

Al.ANA Affairs, senior communica-
tions and theater major, Andree
Collins premiered his video last night

in the Campus Center auditorium at

7 p.m. The video entitled, "The
Living Document." recounted the

six-day Goodell takeover for fresh-

men who were unaware of the situa-

tion and other students to look back

and relive the experience.

"I was hoping to bring out a few

people who didn't know what
Goodell was all about." Collins said.

"I hoped to send a message and
re-motivate people. That was my
aim."

Collins said last night's turnout

would determine his success, but had

nothing to worry about as most of the

chairs set up in the auditorium were

occupied by students who applauded

the documentary from beginning to

end.

The idea of making "The Living

Document" hit Collins a couple of

weeks after the takeover, so he start-

ed working on it soon after and
presently continues to recall the

events in his mind.
"1 think about it everyday." Collins

said.

The 90-minute video began with a

peaceful panoramic view of the cam-

pus, followed by a rush of students

filing into Goodell. preparing them-

selves for their almost week- long

stay.

The list of demands facing students

of color at UMass. including diversifi-

cation of the undergraduate student

population and more financial aid

and financial aid services for under-

graduate students, were highlighted

in the video.

But negotiating with the adminis-

trators was not the only thing on the

students' minds, as shown in Collins'

documentary.

"The students united to prove we
are one." said director of the office

for ALANA Affairs. Nelson Acotta,

before the movie presentation.

And the students did just that,

according to the video

Students interviewed in "The
Living Document" said the ongoings

inside Goodell were more than what

was just shown on local evening
newscasts.

Turn to GODDELL. page 3
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Andree Collins speaks before the showing of his film

'Reliving the Goodell Takeover."
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Campus Police Log
Accident Personal Injury

UMPD assisted Amherst Police at

the scene of a vehicle/pedestrian wed-

dent on North Pleasant Street.

Accident—Property Damage

I

A past hit and run accident that

occurred in parking lot 63 on
Stockbridge Road was reported.

.

A rwo vehicle accident occurred on

Mullins Way.

Dec. 7

A two vehicle accident occurred on

Wellington Road. One \ehicle left

the scene. Amherst Police were noti-

fied.

Annoying Behavior

Dec. 5

Glass was thrown from Moore
Residence Hall.

An individual reported fire extin-

guisher spray on his vehicle in park-

ing lot 44 on Sylvan Drive.

Dec. 8
A verbal argument occurred

between individuals at Lincoln

Apartments.

B&E/Burglary

Due 5

A vehicle was broken into in park-

ing lot 1 1 on Stadium Drive. A stereo

ilcn.

A resident from Emerson
Residence Hall reported that her

room was broken into. Keys and ID

were stolen.

A room in Gorman Residence Hall

was broken into, drawers were ran-

sacked.

Dec. 6
A vehicle was broken into in park-

ing lot 49 on Orchard Hill Drive.

Dec. 7

A two-way radio was stolen from a

vehicle parked next to Mahar
Auditorium The radio was recovered

in a trash can after investigations.

Disturbance

Dec. 6
UMPD received a report of a fight

in progress in |ohn Adams Residence

Hall.

Family Offenses. Domestics

Dec 6

A resident requested an individual

be removed from a room in

Washington Residence Hall

Dec 7

A loud argument occurred on
Commonwealth Avenue between two

individuals.

Health and Safety Hazard

Dec. 8
Amherst Fire Department extin-

guished a fire in a bus shelter on
North Pleasant Street.

Larceny

Dec 4

Staff from University Health

Services reported a stolen telephone.

A pan was stolen from a vehicle in

parking lot 1 1 on Stadium Drive

Dec 6

A bicycle was reported stolen from

Franklin Dining Common.
A license plate was stolen from a

vehicle in parking lot 32 on
Massachusetts Avenue.

Dec. 7

A license plate was stolen from a

vehicle in parking lot 1 1 on Stadium

Drive

A bicycle was reported stolen from

the Fine Arts Center. Estimated value

$120.

License plates were reported stolen

from two vehicles in parking lot 33

on University Drive.

A back pack was reported stolen

from the Campus Center

A bicycle WM reported stolen from

I't cedents Drive.

Liquor Law Violations

IK, -I

Brad C Crosby. 20. RFD Box #2

780. Arlington. VT. was arrested in

Kennedy Residence Hall for disorder-

Iv conduct and possession of liquor.

Suspicious Person/Activity

Dec fl

Darrell C. Stevenson. 20. of 21

lerome St.. Medford. was arrested at

Webster Residence Hall for posses-

sion of burglarious instruments and

three attempts to commit a crime.

Guy |. Demetrius, 19, of 66 Milton

Ave.. Dorchester, was arrested at

Webster Residence Hall for posses

sion of burglarious instruments and

three attempts to commit a crime.

Van D. lohnson. 19. of 886
Huntington. Boston was arrested at

Webster Residence Hall for posses-

sion of burglarious instruments and

three attempts to commit a crime.

Erhurogho E. Oruma. 20. of 1

Paseo Boriken. Boston.

was arrested at Webster Residence

Hall for possession of burglarious

instruments and three attempts to

commit a crime.

Traffic Stop

Dec. 5

loshua D. Warnock. 18. of 74

Glendale Rd.. Northampton, was
arrested on Fearing Street for oper-

ating a motor vehicle with a sus-

pended license and no inspection

-ticker.

Dec. 6
Orion ). Palmer. 20. of 3

Plumtree Rd.. Sunderland, was
arrested on East Pleasant Street for

operating a motor vehicle with a

suspended license, possession of a

Class D drug, operating a motor
vehicle with a revoked registration

lames E. Beaulac. 20, of 62
Marion St., Fitchburg, was arrested

on the Southwest Mall for operating

a motor vehicle under the influence

of alcohol.

Dec 7

Christian M. Baxter, 21. of 35

Amity Place. Amherst, was arrested

on Massachusetts Avenue for oper

ating a motor vehicle with an

expired inspection sticker, not hav-

ing a registration and operating a

motor vehicle with a suspended
license.

Vandalism
Dec. 4

An individual reported swastikas

were written in a McNamara
Residence Hall elevator.

A vehicle was damaged in parking

lot 1 1 on Stadium Drive.

Dec. 5

A window was smashed
Grayson Residence Hall.

A vehicle was damaged in the

Campus Center Garage.

A vehicle was damaged in parking

lot 1 1 or. Stadium Drive.

Dec. 6
Homophobic graffiti was written

in an elevator in Washington
Residence Hall.

Housing was notified of broken
glass in an elevator in Kennedy
Residence Hall.

A rock was thrown through a

window in Worcester Dining
Common.
Dec. 7

Three vehicles had their wind-

shields smashed in parking lot 32

on Massachusetts Avenue.

A card access reader at Kennedy
Residence Hall was damaged.

A vehicle was damaged in parking

lot 44 on Sylvan Drive.

maintenance
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said. "We will have to capture peo-

ple's imaginations with specialized

targets."

Internal strategies

There are other things the campus

can do to improve the situation,

such as ensuring that funds are

spent in the most economical and

resourceful manner.

"It's a big problem, but there are

things that we can do," Earl Smith,

director of the Physical Plant, said.

"Take the money we do have and

resources we can get and put them

where we they need to go."

The campus should also begin

planning now for the maintenance

of newer buildings, such as the

Mullins Center and the Conte
National Polymer Research Center,

so that history does not repeat itself

thirty years down the road.

In the future, when new buildings

are put up, trust funds for mainte-

nance should be included in their

budgets, so that when things break,

they can be fixed in a timely man-

ner.

"We need to establish facilities as

a top priority and develop a

long-range perspective," Cahill said.

"We should be establishing endow

ments for new buildings, so that the

money will be there to make repairs

as they are needed."

Conclusions

It will take a combination of state

funds, private donations and inter-

nal work to combat deferred main-

tenance on campus.

The size of the problem itself is

intimidating, but the consequences

of not addressing it are unaccept-

able.

The campus community and the

state need to change their attitudes

toward facilities in order for the -it

uation to improve in the coming

decades.

"The bottom line is that there

needs to be continued adequate

investment in facilities," Cahill said.

"That hasn't occurred at this

University."

Flight transcript released
By Pot Milton

Associated Press

Lawyers allege drug use a factor in Terry Nichols trial

By STEVEN K. PAULSON
Associated Press Writer

DENVER — Terry Nichols' lawyers attacked

the credibility of star witness Michael Fortier in

the Oklahoma bombing case yesterday, calling to

the stand a doctor who testified that a drug

Fortier admits abusing causes paranoia and mem-
cry blackouts.

"People get hyper... They feel they're being fol-

lowed. Dr. Michael Abrams said of methamphet-

amine. "They're open to suggestion to fill in the

gaps.

Fortier. who previously testified that Nichols

was present when Timothy McVeigh took Fortier

to a storage shed containing explosives, has

admitted using the illegal drug regularly. Defense

lawyers contend that because of his methamphet-

amine use. his testimony cannot be trusted.

Abrams. a drug expert from the Broadlawns

Medical Center in Des Moines. Iowa, testified

that sustained use of methamphetamine causes

users to become suspicious and to suffer mood
swings. He said the drug kills parts of the brain,

leaving gaps in their memories similar to alco-

holic blackouts. Users can even reach a point

where they kill themselves, "or they kill other

people, he said.

Prosecutor Patrick Ryan noted that out of an

estimated 4 million users nationwide, only 10

percent to 20 percent suffer serious problems.

In his testimony. Fortier said that McVeigh

took him to the storage shed outside Kingman.

Ariz., prior to the bombing and that Nichols was

present, loading something into a truck.

Fortier said McVeigh had told him about his

plan to bomb the Alfred P. Murrah Federal

Building to avenge the 1993 government siege at

Waco, Texas.

McVeigh said someone else was in on the

plan, but did not say who. according to Fortier.

Fortier also testified that McVeigh and Nichols

appeared to have disagreements shortly before

the April 1995 bombing, which killed 168 peo-

ple.

In other developments Monday, two witnesses

invoked their right not to testify. |ason Hart and

Shawn Morris were brought to Denver in cus-

tody but sajd they would take the Fifth

Amendment if called to the stand, their lawyers

said. .'
.

BALTIMORE — In the final

moments before TWA Flight 800
blew up, pilots chatted about restless

passengers, a wildly fluctuating fuel

gauge and how the jet was climbing

faster than normal, like a "homesick

angel."

At the end, there is an abrupt,

tenth-of-a-second noise that trails off

into silence, possibly the sound of the

center fuel tank exploding.

The 54-page transcript released

yesterday during the opening of fed-

eral hearings into the July 17, 1996.

disaster was described by investiga-

tors as routine conversation, reveal-

ing nothing unusual leading up to the

blast aboard the Paris-bound flight

that killed all 230 people aboard.

Having ruled out a bomb or mis-

sile, investigators are searching for a

mechanical explanation for the

explosion in the Boeing 747's center

fuel tank. Their goal: to prevent

something similar from happening

again.

The weeklong hearings are

intended to gather facts, and a

probable cause will not be deter-

mined until late next year.

National Transportation Safety

Board Chairman lames Hall

warned victims' relatives attend-

ing the hearings that they might
want to leave the room before

another exhibit — a videotape

simulation that chronicled the dis-

aster second by second, picking up

where the cockpit voice recorder

left off.

It shows the explosion, the nose

of the plane shearing off, while

the fuselage continues to rise.

Suddenly, the plane slows and

begins dropping, diving for a long

time before bursting into flames

and crashing into the Atlantic

Ocean off New York's Long
Island. On the transcript, a com-

ment from TWA Capt. Ralph
Kevorkian, six minutes before the

explosion, appeared intriguing and

a little eerie.

"Seems like a homesick angel

here," Kevorkian said, using pilot

lingo to say the plane was climb-

ing faster than normal. "It's bleed-

ing off airspeed," Capt. Steven

Snyder responded, implying that

the minor increase in speed was

not a problem. "Yeah," Snyder

said, ending that discussion.

Investigators have said the

flight data recorder showed noth-

ing unusual.

Then, two minutes before the

explosion, Kevorkian said: "Look

at that crazy fuel flow indicator

there on No. 4. See that." Alfred

Dickinson, the NTSB chief inves-

tigator, testified that it is not

unusual for the indicator to fluc-

tuate. Investigators cautioned that

the transcript can be misleading if

parts are taken out of context.

Dickinson said the pilot communi-
cations seemed routine.

THIS IS

THE LAST WEEK

OF "WELCOME"
THIS SEMESTER!

SESSIONS WILL START
AGAIN NEXT SEMESTER
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UPCOMING CAMPUS CAREER CENTER NETWORK EVENTS:

STRATEGIES FOR SUCCESS
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Have | c • been actively looking for an internship or have
you already found an internship and need to know what
to do nov%r* Come to a strategies for success meeting.
Get important papers for your placement and tips on

how tn he successful an the job.

IT AIN'T EASY,
BUT IT'S SMART
Winter Session '98

Why Winter Session?

• Catch up so you can graduate on time

• Focus on just one class, one set of homework assignments

• Make up lost credits

• Take a usually overenrolled prerequisite for your major
• Earn three credits in three weeks

Smaller classes mean more individual attention.

Winter Session '98

January 5-26

Pick up a blue course catalog at Continuing Education in

Goodell Bldg. or anywhere on campus; in town at stores,

restaurants, banks.

Or call 545-0107 and we'll send you one.

Check out the updated course list at www.umass.edu/

confined/

Winter Session

Division of Continuing Education

University of Massachusetts Amherst

The Division of Continuing Education is

moving to 358 N. Pleasant St. in January.
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"I'm going to sleep!" I'm going to drink a Guiness

stout.""

"Go home.'

Christina Versailles )"stin Soares

freshman/undecided sophomore/wildlif and fisheries

Sylvan Southwest

Diana Nappo
senior/education

Amherst

"I'm going to go to sleep

and hibernate."

Ben Paille

senior/computer science

Northampton

"Leave."

Brendan Baranek-Olm stead
sophomore/civil environmental

engineering

Northeast

"I'm going to St. Martin in

the Caribbean."

Jennifer Clark

senior/psychology

Amherst

goodell ray

continued from page 1

They retold the ways in which stu-

dents who occupied the building

helped each other out in any and
every manner possible. They ate

together, talked together and slept

together in unity and in reach for a

common bond.

"One word comes to my mind -

solidarity," said Goodell supporter.

Kola Olosunde before the video.

The occupation of Goodell was not

a single effort. Olosunde said,

because "all races were represented

in the three-fold effort."

In his speech before the video.

Acosta said without the takeover,

students wouldn't be where they are

today.

"Progress with the University of

Massachusetts has been slow and

painful," Acosta said. "But progress

has been created by students."

He said that if not for students,

certain buildings on campus would

not have the names they do today.

"The New Africa House was origi-

nally called Mills dormitory," Acosta

said. "Students had to take over to

get the new name."

He also said the W.E.B. DuBois

Library was renamed, due to the

efforts of UMass students.

Acosta said without students' rally-

ing efforts. Massachusetts will soon

resemble California in that some sec-

tors of affirmative action will be

taken away, leaving law schools with

no people of color because affirma-

tive action discriminates against

them.

The video and presentation last

night could not have happened if not

for students giving their time and

energy, Acosta said.

"This documentary tonight is

about sacrifice," he said. "It's not

about people of color. ALANA or

non-ALANA, young or old, under-

graduate or graduate. It's about mak-

ing UMass better and that's the good

thing about Goodell."

Olosunde said the occupation of

Goodell marks an important day in

the history of UMass because it

brought about new understanding

and new commitment.

"The occupation was called an

ALANA grievance but it was the

plight of all students," Olosunde said.

Those who occupied Goodell have

succeeded, Olosunde said, but giving

up is not to be found in the near

future.

"We succeeded, but are we done,"

Olosunde said. "Let us continue to

hold true to "The Living Document."

continued from page 1

Carnival, The Martian Chronicles

and The Illustrated Man, to Huston,

and said, "If you like what I write

half as much as I love your work, call

me." Two years later the two decided

to collaborate their talents and make

the motion picture, Moby Dick. The

only problem was that Bradbury had

never read the story of Moby Dick.

Huston told the author to read as

much as he could and to write some-

thing down. That night Bradbury told

his wife. "I have to read a book
tonight and do a book report tomor-

row".

The reason Bradbury was select-

ed to do this screenplay was
because Huston believed that

Bradbury sounded like Melville.

This is because, according to

Bradbury, the two authors had the

same influences. These are a love

for Shakespeare, a love for the

Bible and a love for dinosaurs.

"Of things in your life that quite

often people tell you to throw

overboard, you've got to grow up.

you can't pay attention to this any-

more, you can't pay attention to

that, why not? Why can't you have

as many loves as you want to

have? Hell, I've got dozens of

loves, there's room for all of

them," said Bradbury.

Bradbury has just completed The

Wonderful Ice Cream Scoop star-

ring Edward lames Olmos. a movie

that will not be in theaters, but

will be placed directly on the

shelves of video stores. He is

working on the motion picture of

his Fahrenheit 451 which will star

Mel Gibson and be in theaters next

July. His latest book. Driving

Blind, is a collection of short sto-

ries and is now available by Avon

Press.

This program was financed and

organized by the Distinguished

Visitor's Program, an organization

dedicated to educating the UMass
community about world affairs.

Check out the Collegians web page

at

http://www..umass.edu/rso/colegian

TV or not TV
BRIAN MCDERMOTT , CCXUGIAN

Yeon Choi, an MFA student in computer art and design, polishes televisions for her show in Herter Annex

yesterday afternoon.
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A Healthy Investment in Your Future

LOSE WEIGHT NOW!
I

Our products are: You will:

Doctor Recommended • Feel more energy

• 100% Natural • Lose up to 30 LBS in 30 days

Guaranteed • Have more willpower

FREE SAMPLES
CALL: (413) 259-1922
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Health Care. Those two words have

been the source of much discussion

recendy. Probably because we as a

nation know the importance of

investing in a healthy future.

So do millions of patients who

choose chiropractic as their

preferred source of health care.

The chiropractic beliefs in fitness,

nutrition, prevention, and natural

maintenance make good sense.

Wellness, you see, is the normal

state of being.

New York State government

agrees. They have recently passed

the Insurance Equality bill that

mandates insurance coverage for

chiropractic care.

For over 75 years, New York

Chiropractic College has upheld a

tradition of excellence in chiropractic

higher education. Our combined

traditions, old and new, have built the

base from which the chiropractic

doctors of the future are created.

Choose New York Chiropractic

College. A healthy investment for

today and tomorrow.

Visit with the NYCC representative

at the Graduate and Professional

School Fair on October 29,

10:00AM-3PM, University

Career Center.

k NEW YORK
i. CHIROPRACTIC
COLLEGE

2360 Route 89 Seneca Falls.

NY 13148-0800

Phone: 315/568-3040 or

800/234-NYCC (6922)

Fax: 315/568-3087

E-mail: enrolnow«*nycc.edu
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Clean air bad for business
What does a meeting of

world leaders in Kyoto.

Japan have to do with your

lifestyle or future? The
answer is, "One heck of a lot!" The
subject will be global climate

change and what should be done to

control it and protect our environ-

mental future.

The international global climate

meeting is the culmination of

United Nations-sponsored negotia-

tions that have been taking place

since 1995, when 160 nations

agreed to review the

progress of the 1992 Rio de

Janeiro "Framework
Convention on Climate
Change." To comply with

terms of the Rio agreement,

the United States and other

developed countries under-

took efforts to voluntarily reduce

emissions of greenhouse gases.

Despite significant progress in a

short period of time, some signato-

ries of the Rio agreement viewed

voluntary efforts as insufficient and

pressed for legally binding mea-
sures. A number of participants are

seeking to reach an agreement in

Kyoto that will bind participating

nations to specific goals and timeta-

bles for reducing greenhouse gas

emissions. The proposal being con-

sidered would require deep reduc-

tions in carbon dioxide emissions

between 2005 and 2010.

Here's the catch. Some develop-

ing countries, including China,

India, Mexico and Brazil, have
insisted that they be exempted from

participating in a binding agree-

ment that would require them to

cut their greenhouse gas emissions

(which are among the highest in the

world.)

Unfortunately, most proposals

currently on the table exempt these

countries from binding commit-
ments and President Clinton has

agreed to their exemption. The
United States and other developed

countries will have to stabilize

emissions at 1900 levels by
2008-2012 and reduce them to

even lower levels five years there-

foctlS on

Environment
Harry C. Mford

after, while the Administration's

official position does not require

developing nations to participate.

So, here we are offering to cut

U.S. energy use by as much as 25 to

50 percent, which would do
immense damage to the U.S. econo-

my and severely change Americans'

standard of living and lifestyle

while exempting developing
nations, whose growth in emissions

will offset the progress made by our

sacrifices. Exempting developing

countries would also put U.S.

industries at a competitive disad-

vantage, force companies and jobs

overseas and devastate key sectors

of the U.S. economy.

All of this and it may not be nec-

essary. Scientists do not have a pre-

cise understanding of this issue.

Analysis by Electric Power
Research Institute, among others,

clearly shows that nothing we do in

the next 15 to 20 years will have an

appreciable impact on 2050.

Sufficient time exists to develop

technology that will lower overall

costs. So what's the hurry?

The hurry will hurt our urban

communities and households. The

cost of gasoline will rise 40 to 50

cents per gallon. The cost of other

energy sources, including electricity

and natural gas, will rise 30 to 40

percent. Plant and manufacturing

facility expansion will, at best, be put

on hold — and at worst, exported to

China, India and other nations that

will not have to bite this bullet.

Minority-owned businesses striv-

ing to prosper and to provide an

economic safety net to at-risk com-

munities by employing urban resi-

dents will face increased overhead

costs and rising costs for goods and

services. Layoffs, business closings

and urban blight will return. All of

these increased costs will offset our

great economy and put us on the

track toward inflation.

The above scenario will certainly

happen if we don't wake up. The
President should revisit the strategy

and come up with a "win, win, win"

solution: a win for the environ-

ment, for developed and developing

nations, and for minority- owned
businesses and urban communities.

We must all work together so that

we all carry our appropriate weight.

Harry C. Alford is the President

and CEO of the National Black
Chamber of commerce.

Wallets dont make good friends

I

have this friend. He has absolutely no control over

his wallet. All day long his brown wallet pushes him

around and makes him do things he doesn't want to.

I'm telling you this wallet is just plain evil.

I actually doubt that it's a wallet at all because the thing

can't stand to have money in it. The second money goes

in, it starts to complaining: "You know, now that you've

got a couple of extra dollars, why don't you give Tony and

the guys a call and head uptown? What do you think?"

You know how wallets can be. They aiways get their

way.

This friend of mine, he's broke. So it pains me to see

him being pushed around like this.

Truth be known, he's not all that

thrifty and he'll be the first one to

admit that to you. But I'm not so sure

the wallet hasn't brainwashed him. It

seems to be the root of all his prob-

lems.

Example: This friend gets ten dol-

lars in a Thanksgiving Day card from

his parents. Immediately after putting

the money into his wallet, the little

piece of leather starts acting up

"I suppose you
can 't really blame
these guys for
doing what they
do. If I were
cramped up in a

piece ui icauici >luii> ailing up. . * . . ' .

"Listen. I got a couple of dollars here. DOCKet all day
Why don't you and me go get our- lnrl „ I uJOljIH
selves some Antonio's. A couple of l%~f ' lK * VVvJiAlu.

slices, maybe. Go ahead, it's on me." VWOably Want tO
So my friend goes to Antonio's *\ . . « . i

and the wallet buys him the pizza, get OUt in MC
As he's driving back to campus, he rsriPYl flYlfl WrtXliVlP
realizes that he doesn't want to park

uPcr* U '*U UJ****'**
in the yellow lot and walk all the trie UeSH aU.

"

way back to the dorm with the pizza ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
box. So, he parks outside the build- ^^^^^^^^^^^^^7^^^^^^

The next day. as my friend is run-

ning around yellow lot puzzled and frightened because he

can't find his car, he remembers the pizza and how he

parked outside his building. As he lies down on the cold

pavement and cries, he knows that his car is resting com-

fortably at North Amherst Motors, fraternizing with the

other cars there.

Now the wallet doesn't even have to speak up. My
friend just pulls out all the money he has and gives it to

the guy smoking cigarettes behind the plexi-glass window.

It's a vicious cycle. The wallet causes him to spend

money, which causes him to make a poor parking deci-

sion, which causes him to spend more money.

The worst case scenario is when the wallet and the

credit card team up. The credit card isn't into Antonio's

as much as he is a nice sit-down meal — (udie's or

Applebee's is more his speed. And to relax after a big

meal, he just lies down on the table.

His little brother, Express Check, is

always taking notes and learning from

his big brother's movements. Right

now, he's into the gas and grocery

scene, but I can tell he's going to hunt

bigger game when he grows up.

I suppose you can't really blame
these guys for doing what they do. If I

were cramped up in a pocket all day

long 1 would probably want to get out

in the open and breathe the fresh air.

They must feel like they always have

this pressure on them, and I guess they

do.

So my message to you is be careful.

My friend has crossed the line. His wal-

let has clearly established who wears

the pants in their relationship. Learn

from his mistakes. If you have plastic

or leather friends, make sure you can

control them.

They're wild animals, and if they get

out into the open more than they

should, they're going to bite you. So

keep all this in mind when you go to

the mall to do your Christmas shopping and you see

everybody waving their animals in the air.

lust because everybody else is getting bit, that doesn't

mean you have to.

Bob Trombley is a UMass student.

We encourage our readers to respond to the
contents of the Collegian through letters to

the editor.
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UHS has become
Christmas Grinch

To the Editor:

The Grinch who stole Christmas

is alive and well and works at

UMass. Shame, shame, shame.
Where doe.; Ms. Melby get off telling

the staff and the UMass family (stu-

dents, etc.) that they can't celebrate

the upcoming holiday's with decora-

tions when they are up at the

Chancellor's house.

The idea that she doesn't want to

offend the different ethnic groups is

just a lame excuse. Even the Cooley

Dickinson Hospital Emergency
Room, which sees a much broader

spectrum of the population, has a

tree up. and while the other units

may not have a tree, they do have

decorations which celebrate all peo-

ple. I'm not aware that we have
offended anyone with these decora-

tions, in fact, a majority of the peo-

ple really enjoy them.

So Ms. Melby. maybe you aught to

reexamine your thoughts on the holi-

days and maybe come up with a dif-

ferent solution that will celebrate

people, not isolate them.

Pat Cohen
Florence

R.N. at CDH
To the Editor:

About the UHS holiday decora-

tion banning situation: The whole

PC thing has gotten way out of con-

trol. As a Jewish person. 1 am used

to Christmas holiday decorations.

True, when I was in the first grade. I

felt "left out." but as I grew up I

realized there's something called

reality. The reality is that I am a

minority in the United States and
therefore, there will be certain holi-

days most people will celebrate that

I do not. I understand most of my
friends will be singing carols, deco-

rating trees and yes, putting up
bright colored lights and wreaths.

Instead of being a situation that

makes me feel "uncomfortable," as

Bernadette states, this will be a

source of pleasure to me. To know
that my friends are feeling good,

that they are in festive moods, will

make me happy. I have decorated

trees with friends and colored
Santas with little children. This does

not make me less Jewish — this

makes me a friend

Holiday celebration of any kind is

a means of bringing community
together. Why ruin the positive

things in our community because
somebody wants to whine about
another thing that's "not fair" or

"not equal"?

We live in a melting pot of cul-

tures here at UMass (and in this

country) and I'm tired of us all hav-

ing to walk on eggshells because we
are constantly afraid someone will

cry "inequality!" I'm tired of the

people who make up the "rules of

equality" on paper but do not really

Letters to the Editor

practice them. I believe in equality

but 1 do not believe in a government

that tries to create it by control.

I don't need to hide celebrating

one of my holidays, in order to be

fair. I'd rather celebrate mine and

smile when my friends celebrate

theirs. We are people, we are differ-

ent and the sooner we start teaching

one another about our differences in

a positive way, rather than making

up silly rules like "no happiness at

UHS allowed," the sooner we will all

really start to be "equal."

Following Bernadette's reasoning,

maybe I shouldn't get a birthday

cake for my little sister. The children

in her class who don't celebrate

birthdays in |uly might feel "left

out."

Ms. Melby is ostracizing those of

us who don't celebrate Christmas

more by making those who do resent

us. Meanwhile, Ms. Melby never

asked us (the minorities) if we mind

ed the Christmas decorations. 1 defi-

nitely never complained.

The staff at UHS does not seem to

be hanging up crosses all over the

clinics, praising "|esus Christ our

Lord" and requiring patients to per-

form the threefold benediction
before they can receive their pre-

scriptions. Seems like they just want

to put up some lights, some tinsel

and some sweet joyful cards from
people they love. There is nothing

exclusionary about that.

Chill out Bernadette and stop

being such a Scrooge. If a child at

the doctor's office is scared, why not

have some decorations up to make
him smile?

lackie Cohen
Northampton

Iran 's practices

inhumane
To the Editor:

While the Western media portrays

the newly elected President of Iran.

Mohammad Khatami, as a "liberal

reformer," the Islamic regime of Iran

continues its act of brutality against

Iranian people. In October 1997.

three men and three women charged

with prostitution and engaging in

sexual relations outside of marriage

were sentenced to death by stoning

in Khazar Abad, near the city of Sari

in northern Iran. News of the ston-

ing was reported by Salam, a daily

newspaper in Iran and international

news agencies including Reuters.

Statistics on death by stoning are

obviously difficult to obtain, even

though one instance of this barbaric

act is indefensible. However, based

on information from human rights

organizations, thousands of women
have been killed by this revolting

exercise of violence and suppression

since the Islamic regime came to

power in Iran. The Iranian govern-

ment uses religious justification for

the flagrant violations of interna-

tional human rights standards.

KUPER

Under the Islamic penal code in

Iran, any form of association or

friendship between the sexes outside

marriage is punishable by Hogging,

imprisonment, forced marriage and

stoning to death. For adultery, the

penal code accords stoning or Hog

ging depending on whether the

accused are married or unmarried.

The law stipulates the life of the

stone which must be used in stoning

to ensure maximum suffering ot the

accused through a slow and agoniz-

ing death. According to the Islamic

penal code in Iran. "In the punish-

ment of stoning to death, the stone*

should not be too large so that the

person dies on being hit by one of

two of them; they should not be so

small either that they could not be

defined as stone*."

Stoning is particularly cruel and

inhumane form of punishment, but

it is j»4t one example cl gross

human rigtfT* yjolalions in Iran The

Iranian government has established,

and new president Khatami main-

tains, a legal, social and economic

system of gender-apartheid with no

evidence of improvement.

In the so-called Western democ-
racies and in the U.S.. the siletKe

around the Iranian government's
acts of violent repression in the

name of religion reflects economic

and political interests of the inter-

ests of the capitalist world. At be*t.

the brutality against women in Iran

is often justified under the guise of

cultural relativism and respect for

non- Western culture. Human value

and dignity knows no border.

Inhumane and reactionary tradi-

tions, religious or otherwise, must
not be tolerated. Stoning must be

condemned outright. Only a united

and collective protest can end the

barbarism of the Islamic regime of

Iran.

Mahmood Ketabchi

Amherst

Two Allen works
left out

To the Editor:

I am writing in response to Adam
Levine's article published on Dec. 4.

His article was about Woody Allen

and his amazing career. 1 am in

agreement with Mr. Levine. Allen is

truly one of the best American direc-

tors. Levine's acknowledgement of

Woody Allen was l welcomed sin

prise when I read this paper.
However, it amazes me that Mr.
Levine could summarize Allen's

career and leave off Hannah ami
Her Sisters (14*<r-) and liullets over

Broadway (1994). These are two
glaring omissions from his list It is

astonishing that anyone who is a fan

of Allen would forget to mention
these films when discussing the
highlights of his career.

(ererny Sala

Dickinson
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More loathing in the tents of Zion:
Israel and the Jews

More than a decade ago. Rabbi
Irving Greenberg warned, in an essay

entitled "Will There be One Jewish

People in the Year 2000?" that divi-

sions between different branches of

the lewish faith were leading to a

period of unprecedented alienation

and, perhaps, an irrepara-

ble schism.

Twelve years ago, these

warnings were dismissed

as exaggerations. During

the current period of

unbridled loathing however, many
are being forced to reconsider.

"The language of argument has

turned into the language of deligiti-

mation." says Greenberg. "This is

not the language of family members
fighting. This is the language of

divorce."

Loathe me tender

Because of the nature of the Israeli

state, this quarrel goes far beyond

questions of theology and denomina-

tional identification and assumes a

crucial political dimension.

Since the election of Bibi

Netanyahu, Israel has been governed

by a coalition that relies on ultra-

Orthodox religious parties for its

majority in the Kneset.

These parties have won the back-

ing of Bibi for a series of new laws

which would codify and expand the

Orthodox control of the state reli-

gious machinery in Israel.

These laws are designed to coun-

teract rulings by the Israeli Supreme
Court that might open areas of

exclusive Orthodox power to Reform

and Conservative participation.

One law, for example, would codi-

fy existing practice whereby only

conversions to ludaism carried out

by Orthodox rabbis would be consid-

ered genuine by the Israeli state.

Another law would prevent Reform
and Conservative rabbis from partic-

ipating in religious councils.

The sum of the new measures
would be to ensure the continued

monopoly of Orthodox control over

the official Rabbinate of the Israeli

state.

The power of the Rabbinate in

Israel is such that it determines what

'one's/official ethnicity is, -who one
may marry, where one may be

buried, etc. Traditionally this

arrangement has been deployed
mainly as a vehicle to enforce a sys-

tem of apartheid against Palestinians.

But the new laws and atmosphere

threaten to extend discrimination

into the Jewish community as well.

Already women have to ride in the

back of buses in Tel Aviv, and a

number of streets in Jerusalem are

closed to all traffic on the Sabbath.

including one of the main roads.

All this is seen as tending towards

the creation of an Orthodox theocra-

cy which increasingly draws distinc-

tions between "real" (Orthodox)
Jews and others.

Tough loathe

Orthodox leaders

refused to accept compro-
mises suggested by a com-
mittee set up by

Netanyhau. The proposal

would have left the Orthodox with

final control on all social and reli-

gious matters, but would have
allowed for some Reform and
Conservative participation.

In order to justify their power-
grab, many prominent Orthodox rab-

bis have embarked on a campaign of

vitriolic loathing.

Israel's Sephardic Chief Rabbi.

Eliayhu Bakshi-Doron. has led the

way. In July. Bakshi-Doron made
remarks that were widely interpreted

as endorsing the murder of Reform

lews. In explaining a Torah story, he

described Zimri as "the first Reform

Jew." According to the Torah, Zimri

was murdered by Pinchas for marry-

ing a non-Jewish woman.
"This is not." the rabbi explained,

"a matter of revenge, but this is

about the salvation of the people of

Israel, as when a doctor operates and

cuts... A doctor spills blood, but we
accept his behavior because it is

done in order to save the life of the

patient. This is described in the

Torah. It is a fact, it is about extrem-

ist behavior, and the Torah praises

extremism."

As leaders of the Reform move-
ment pointed out, this is "a deliber-

ate slander of a large segment of

world Jewry and an incitement to

hatred and violence," and that

according to Bakshi-Doron, murder
is justified "if its purpose is to save

the Jewish people from the plague of

Reform."

In October, Bakshi-Doron added
that Reform rabbis are "clowns who
bring shame to the terms rabbi' and

Judaism'," and that recognizing

them would demonstrate contempt
for the Torah.

Bakshi'DorOn's ally and predeces-

sor as Sephardic Chief Rabbi, of

Israel. Rabbi Ovidia Yosef. demand-
ed the expulsion of Reform Jews

from Israel. In October, he declared

that "The Reform... do not belong

with the people of Israel." "These

people should be cast out, vomited

out, so that they will not remain in

Israel," Rabbi Yosef said, who is the

spiritual leader of the Shas party, an

important member of Netanyahu's

coalition.

Harsh words have been backed-up

with violent deeds.

The Mevasseret Zion nursery

school, which is associated with the

Reform movement, was torched by

arsonists on August 51. lewish

Agency Chairman Avraham Burg
condemned the attack, saying

"Yesterday's arson of a kindergarten

is today's declaration of civil war
and tomorrow's readiness to spill

lewish blood."

Such statements by the leadership

of the Jewish Agency, which is the

leading international Zionist organi-

zation and the group which directed

the creation of the State of Israel

during the first half of this century,

have produced a serious backlash

from the Orthodox leadership.

Rabbi Bakshi-Doron called on all

political parties to leave the Jewish

Agency and found a separate interna-

tional Zionist organization that

would strongly oppose the participa-

tion of Reform and Conservative

rabbis.

Shas party leader Rabbi Aryeh
Deri agreed, saying "We should leave

the lewish Agency and leave it to the

Reform people alone, who can stew

in their own juice."

There has also been a disturbing

series of synagogue vandalisms in

Israel recently. On Yom Kippur, a

Conservative synagogue's glass door

was smashed by a rock and its

mezuzah was torn off its doorpost.

On Oct. 7, vandals painted swastikas

and "Damned Wicked Ones" on the

entrance to the Harel Reform syna-

gogue in Jerusalem.

Most shocking, perhaps, are the

incidents involving attempts by

groups of non-Orthodox Jews to pray

in mixed-gender groups at the

Western Wall in Jerusalem. During

Shavuot. in June, a group of about

1 00 Reform and Conservative Jewish

men and women attempted to hold a

service towards the back of the

Western Wall Plaza.

The worshipers were spat upon,

taunted with cries of "Nazis," and
their prayer shawls torn off. The
group was then pelted with garbage

and human excrement, reportedly

th+tfrwnfcom the wmefows ol the

adjacent i cshn at Ptrrat ¥o^ f

Final|f, the group was expelled from

the Wall Plaza by the Israeli police.

In August, on the fast of Tisha

B'Av, another egalitarian group of

mixed-gender worshipers were
expelled from the Wall Plaza by the

police acting on orders of the

Ministry of Religious Affairs.

My money lies over the ocean

Among other problems, this dis-

pute has created something of a cri-
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Moskowitz in Jerusalem
American millionaire Irving Moskowitz, center, is greeted by right-wing lawmaker Benny Elon, left, and

Israeli settlers in the East Jerusalem Palestinian neighborhood of Ras al Amud. Moskowitz has funded settlement

activity by Israeli extremists in Palestinian areas of Occupied East Jerusalem.
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Israeli Chief Rabbis
Rabbi Eliyahu Bakshi-Doron, the Sephardic

spiritual leader of the Shas Party, right.

Chief Rabbi of Israel, and his predecessor,

ASSOCIATED PRESS

Rabbi Ovadia Yosef,

sis for the Israeli state by producing

disillusion and loathing in many
parts of the American lewish com-
munity that have traditionally been

generously Zionist.

The problem is Israel's depen-
dence on the billions it receives each

year from the United States govern-

ment and private Zionist organiza-

tions. Alienating large segments of

the lewish population of the United

States puts the umbilical cord to

those American billions in jeopardy.

Loathing comes primarily because

the new laws strike at the \ery

nature of Israel as an ethno-national-

ist state. Israel is unique among
nation states in as much as it defines

itself as dedicated, not to the people

who live in it. least of all the millions

of Palestinians, but to the "lewish

people of the world" (without specif-

ically defining that set).

The ongoing religious battle has

"brought to the forejhe long Matiding

tension in the Zionist movement
between conceptions of Israel and

lewish idei.'.in as principally racial

and ethnic, based on presumed ties

of consanguinity (a sort of extended

tribalism), or principally religious.

It has been the understanding of

most Zionists, especially in the

United States, that Zionism was
based on the ethnic model of lewish

identity. This understanding has

been shaken by the recent Orthodox
attempt to codify their control of

state religious affairs in Israel in a

way which denies the legitimacy of

Conservative and Reform Judaism.

To add fuel to the fire. The
General Union of Orthodox Rabbis

of the United States earlier this year

issued a statement declaring that

Conservative and Reform Judaism
are "not Judaism at all" but "differ-

ent religions altogether."

American lews, who are over-

whelmingly non-Orthodox, are out-

raged. Bibi's new laws even invoke

visions of some day being denied

automatic Israeli citizenship. Is this

what we have been paying for. they

ask. Many are appalled to see the

Israeli government moving to secure

the exclusive right to determine who
is lewish to Orthodox rabbis who
have described them as "apostates"

and "infidels."

Rabbi Schorsch. a leading

Conservative rabbi, has even called

for the elimination of the Rabbinate.

When a lot of us look out the win-

dow, we neglect to see beyond the

surface. All we see is our reflection in

the window panel. We hardly see past

the glass to the people on the other

side. We are satisfied with only seeing

what we have in front of us because

we assume this is all we have to see.

But everything we have to work with

has a history of its own as

well as connections that go

beyond our un- dynamic
mirror. We do not remem-

Aspiring to the legacy of Goodell

Ua

ber that most of the "everyday privi-

leges" we take for granted were won
by students from years-ago, like

co-ed dormitories, extended library

hours, or even being able to be on
campus-wide committees.

One semester ago. while 1 was cam-

paigning for this position, hundreds

of students from all over the Pioneer

Valley were taking part in the Goodell

Takeover. Together, we stood for

Affirmative Action, child care, finan

cial aid for need -based students, aca-

demic and support programs for

ALANA students and non-ALANA
students, among other things. A few

of the demands were met while we
were in Goodell; a definite 21 out of

the original 40 demands were signed

by student negotiators and adminis-

trators in "The Living Document," an

agreement to get us out of Goodell

and continue negotiations outside.

These continued negotiations were to

finalize the 21 demands listed in the

signed agreement and to work on the

remaining 19 demands. And so, the

negotiations did not end when we all

came out of the six-day occupation;

they have continued for the past

semester albeit unsuccessfully.

^^^_^^^_^ So, where are we
|»» now? Only a handful of
WVOny those who participated

I in Goodell are trying to

maintain the flame of activism.

Consequently, since the take-over, I

have seen more than what I would
have liked to for the past eight

months. There is a lack of respect

from the administrators toward the

negotiators and the demands them-

selves. Because of where the negotia-

tions are going, there is a great poten-

tial that we will be where we were
before Goodell, even though our situ-

ation has improved since the 1992
takeover. While the administrators

have traditionally blamed student

apathy for these concessions not

being put into effect. I tend to think

that we have worked for the campus
and for our own rights. I have wit-

nessed numerous negotiating meet
ings — as a negotiator — and I have

seen the blatant attempt to undermine

the efforts of the students by the

administrators. Why, just last

Thursday, our negotiators were
scheduled to meet with the adminis-

trators. A week and a half before

finals, and the administration stands

us up. This is but one example of the

"progress" the administration says we
are making.

While we thought we would even-

tually work on the remaining 19

demai'ds, this has not happened. The

negotiators have worked with admin-

istrators for the past semester on the

question of accountability for the first

21 demands.

There is a practiced sentiment

expressed to the students by the

administrators that they really do not

have to take the students seriously.

Why? Because they feel that students

in general do not care, but we do.

Consequently, there are no results.

How can there be when they take

their responsibility and their con-

stituency —the student body— light-

ly? We are the administrators' first

priority as students of a Land Grant

Institution, but this is not reflected in

the actions of the administration. The
run-around between students and

administrators must end.

I have been a witness and partici-

pant in this administrative

run-around because 01 my role as

President. I have attended numerous

meetings where the discussion always

ended up revolving around the issue

of communication. Therefore, the

entire university is well aware of the

problem surrounding issues of com-

munication which exists on campus.

Even so. it continues as a "favorite"

topic in meetings. What is conse-

quently side tracked are discussions

regarding such topics as: What solu-

tions can we come up with to curb

our poor communications? Are fund-

ings being used appropriately and in

their best capacities? Must children

and their student parents suffer

because our child-care system is inad-

equate?

We must unite now. Let Goodell

be the flame that leads our way. It

should not be the one thing which we
rely on for results. That lies within

each of us. A little effort makes ,m,l

contributes to great changes.

Inactivity leads to nowhere. Do not

stand by the sidelines as an observer

What you do not voice will never be

gained. None of us can assume that

someone else will have the foresight

that can speak for us. That in iisell i^

presumptuous

lust think, if someone had taken

the initiative to do and fight for what

we now need and believe in. we
would not need to snuggle now. We
do not have to struggle and stand up

which he said was "without a scintil-

la of moral worth," and the with-

holding of private aid to Israel.

lewish Americans are particularly

outraged by the notion that conver-

sions conducted by Reform or

Conservative rabbis are not legiti-

mate. Since marriage to people who
are not from Jewish families is com-
mon among lewish Americans, and

often involves a conversion conduct-

ed by a Reform or Conservative
rabbi, the implications are shocking.

To many it seems to say: "you may
be lewish, but your rabbi and syna-

gogue are not," and even worse: "you

may be lewish, but your wife and
children are not."

This loathing has expressed itself

in the increasing distance between
American Zionist groups and the

Israeli government on a range of

issues. Most dramatically, last week
The Conference of Presidents of

j^ajor Arnerican. Jewish
"Organizations, tor the first time in

its history, failed to back an Israeli

Prime Minister in a dispute with an

American President .

Labor Party leader Ehud Barak is

trying to use this loathing among
lewish Americans to access those

lovely billions for his next campaign.

His fundraising trip to the United

States focused on his opposition to

the new religious laws. Barak met
with tycoons such as Edgar
Bronfman of Seagrams. Dan Abram
of Slim Fast. Morton Mandel of

Premier Industrial, and Jack

Bendhiem. He even met with some
backers of the Likud such as Ronald

Lauder of Estee Lauder and
Laurence Tisch. formerly of CBS-TV.

Holy Cow
Of course, not all Jewish

Americans are repelled by the Ultra-

Orthodox movement. In fact, the

sugar-daddy bankrolling some of the

most extreme Zionist settlers in

Jerusalem. Hebron and other occu-

pied territories is an American bingo

tycoon named Dr. Irving Moskowitz.

"Who is the Prime Minister of

Israel?." his followers ask. "Dr.

Irving Moskowitz." is the half-joking

answer. Moskowitz' latest settlement

activity, at Ras al-Amud in East

Jerusalem, was a dramatic interven-

tion designed to further bury the

peace process. It was strategically

placed to cut the largest Palestinian

for what should already be ours. That

is our fundamental right to strive,

llourish. and share knowledge in a

warm, diverse, understanding, and
supportive environment, one which

we could really call UMass Amherst.

I can not hope to represent all the

views of the campus as Student
President without being spoken to. I

can not begin to claim I know all. I

do not. I can only achieve that if my
colleagues, my fellow students, would
speak up and voice their concerns.

To think, "well, someone else will do
it eventually" is not good enough. To
complain after the fact is not "a solu-

tion." We have a responsibility to

ourselves, as well as to others, to

speak up. to stand up for what we
believe in, not merely to complain

through letters of grievance. And def-

initely not through letters attacking

another student who did something

you disagreed with but which you

yourself failed to do anything with.

The last thing we need is to attack

one another and not concentrate on

what is more important: the pertinent

issues which effect all of us here,

now. and the students to come. Stop

this internal conflict. Look at the big

picture, and of the future of the stu-

dent body.

Lta Wong is the Student

Government Association President.

section of Jerusalem in half.

Netanyahu was forced to negotiate

with Moskowitz and accept a com-

promise.

Moskowitz' attitude towards the

Palestinians is "whether there are

Arabs in the way or not, the sacred

principles of classic pioneering

Zionism must override all else."

Moskowitz' fanatical followers, in

groups such as Ateret Cohanim.
dream of one day demolishing the

Dome of the Rock and the al-Aksa

Mosque in preparation for construct-

ing a lewish Temple on the site.

According to certain traditions,

the area would have to be first

entered by priests purified with the

ashes of a perfectly red heifer which

had never been yoked. One group
claims to be raising a completely red

heifer and discussion about the

approved method of its ritual sacri-

fice andbuming are underway. , )U
Moskow.itz' funding anjd. enwm

agement of the "third temple fanut

ics has infuriated Israelis who are

committed to secularism and consoli-

dation.

"We Israelis seethe with fury when
a |ew who never joined us as a sol-

dier or a taxpayer not only pontifi-

cates on how to manage our most
sensitive affairs, but also actively

meddles in them," wrote Amotz
Asa-El in the leruslem Post.

Another leading consolidationist,

Gershom Gorenberg, wrote in

Ha'aretz that "Yitzhak Rabin acted

like a sober driver who has forgotten

that there are also drunk drivers on
the road. Netanyahu and, especially,

IJerusalem Mayor Ehud) Oimert are

inviting the Temple-drunkards' to

take hold of the steering wheel,
while the citizens of Israel are in the

back seat — like little children who
have fallen asleep and who are not

wearing seat belts."

From the start of the Zionist pro-

ject, there has been the question of

partition in Palestine between Jews
and Arabs.

But loathing in Israeli society has

come to the point where a columnist

for the lemsalem Report suggested

recently that perhaps Palestine
would also have to be partitioned

into two states: one for the
ultra-Orthodox the other for the rest

of the Israelis.

Hussein Ibish is a UMass Graduate
Student.

Asiatic

Understanding

Speaking the words of Apostasy
from lessons learned in a
Eurocentric haze.

From a whiteness that shined too
bright to be denied.

Ignorance prevailed. Ignorance
condoned.
Lost in their rhythm
I fought to find my rhyme,
Of songs sung in Talsouge
tongue

A brown skin man reborn.
From Moro lore, the knowledge
gained

as Resistance and Aggression
consumed,
my thoughts, my dreams, my
prose.

Reflected those, lost like me.
In Amerikan hordes,
fell my Amerikan dreams.
And for the People of the Sun,
subdued and succumbed.
a child of tribal blood seeks trib-

al love.

With unity to spew this
Apostasy,

my Rage, my words, to comfort
me.
And an Asiatic Understanding
from the Eurocentric loss.

by. ). Rasul Yusah
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Did UMass Boston press the point

when publishing Asian women porn?

UMass-Boston:

Exposing a history of objectification

Viraphank

Douanymany

The University of Massachusetts -

Boston is scrambling to douse a fire

burning relentlessly since three
weeks ago. What is threatening to

encroach upon major sections of
this commuter school gave rise to a

Dec. 3 rally convening over 100
people. The multi-racial group of

men, women, students, staff, facul-

ty, and community
leaders who organized

the event demanded
the apology and dis-

bandment of two stu-

dent organizations. Muss Media —
the weekly school newspaper — and
the student government.

Mobilization jump-started after a

5-inch by 7-inch image of an Asian

woman engaged in a sex act occu-

pied the front pages of 4.000 copies

of the Nov. 20 issue of Mass Media.

It was accompanied by a news arti-

cle alleging that student senate com-
puters were being used to create a

web-site of Asian women pornogra-

phy.

Shortly after hitting news stands

across campus 1,700 copies were
recalled while some others were
speculated to be stolen and
destroyed. Protesters viewed the

editorial decision to place the photo

on the front page and others like it

in consecutive pages as racist and

sexist while supporters of Mass
Media saw it as harmless freedom

of speech.

The precipitous

The first signs of smoke were
detected well over a year ago. when
a white female senator of the

Student Government Association

(SGA) complained that senate com-

puters were being used to down
load and store scores of Asian
women pornography from the inter-

net. The SGA leadership failed to

put a stop to this practice despite a

clear policy that prohibits individu-

als from creating personal files.

When complaints fell on deaf ears

in the administrative level, the same

individual then went to Mass Media

as a last resort. Mass Media ran the

story — along with the pornography
— and so ensued the flamqs. Before

they knew it. instead of enjoying

commendation for the coverage.

Mass Media was fielding charges of

inappropriate and irresponsible

behavior along with the SGA they

were condemning.

The story unfolds

To this day. the editors of Mass
Media stand behind their decision.

To show the explicit picture was, in

their view, necessary to elicit a com-

munity response. However, accord-

ing to protesters, while this visual

went on the front page with mini-

mal censorship, the story that

accompanied it failed to provide

sufficient empathy and critical

information for and about Asian

women. While the editors and
authors of the article may have felt

good about the story concerning

student elected representatives

using student government comput-

ers to download internet pornogra-

phy of Asian women, according to

Associate Professor Peter Kiang.

"the hidden, multi-layered mean-

ings of that controversy went unad-

dressed in what Mass Media head-

lined: "Senate Undresses Asian

Concerns."

Addressing Asian women's con-

cerns

Asians make up well over half the

world's population with China and

India at the top. What does it mean
when many of our Asian women are

dependent upon the sex industry?

What does it mean when prostitu-

tion runs rampant around American

military bases stationed in countries

such as Thailand and the

Philippines? What does

it mean when U.S.

imperialism is inextrica-

bly tied to weakening
those nation's

economies to the point that prosti-

tution is the only viable trade?

What does it mean that the faces of

AIDS victims have been increasing-

ly Asian women? What does it

mean when Japanese and European

men make up the majority of the sex

industry's clientele? What does it

mean when Iraqi and North Korean

women are suffering from economic

sanctions imposed by the United

States and its western allies? What
does it mean when Asian women
are still being bought and sold to be

used as domestic laborers and

can be imported as mail order

brides into this country? What
does it mean that a Laotian

woman in California faces three

times the risk of complications

in pregnancy due to a lack of

adequate health care in compar-

ison to white women? What
does it mean when Asian
women are the preferred work-

ers of low paying, temporary,

and menial work that offers no

health care or other benefits?

Highlighting the need for

Asian-American studies

I went down to

UMass-Boston with two other

Asian- American women on
this campus: the SGA president

and a close friend. We heard of

the rally through the Five

College grapevine. We were
excited to support people that

had the vision and the foresight

to turn a negative experience

into a rallying cry for social jus-

tice.

Tracey Tsugawa was a fea-

tured speaker at the Dec. 3

rally. She did her postgraduate

work at the Amherst campus
before heading down to Boston

one year ago to serve as the

Executive Director of the

Asian-American Resource
Workshop (AARW). Although we
did not arrive in time for her

speech, for those of us who were

fortunate enough to be in her

Asian-American Studies class in

which she co- facilitated with grad-

uate student Lucy Burns, imagining

what she did say was not so hard.

Ironically, we learned that she was

teaching this year's Asian-American

Women's class for UMass-Boston
which was not provided with new
money to hire a full time professor.

A look at our University

Although there is an Institute for

Asian-American Studies (IAAS) at

UMass-Boston, just like there is a

Gaston Institute for Latinos and a

Trotter Institute for

African-Americans. UMass-Boston

can at best offer an Asian-American

Studies concentration.

At least it's better than what
UMass-Amherst can boast. As far

as progress for ethnic studies on the

Amherst campus, the University has

yet to fulfill the ethnic studies

demand arrived inside the Goodell

takeover. This semester, Asian-

American histories and experiences

are absent once again in the curricu-

lum. There is currently no one
teaching Asian- American Studies

here.

Now, if you think our student

senate is any better, think again.

We have got members of the

Republican Club serving as our rep-

resentatives who are writing

motions to do away with affirmative

action and supporting other

motions that give away a significant

portion of our $90 student activities

fee paid each semester to groups

such as Zeta Psi to repair their fra-

ternity house and thousands of dol-

lars more to the men's crew team so

they can pay for hotel stays while

training in sunny Florida. Check

out the previous two senate meet-

ings.

Corruption does not fall too far.

Viraphunh Douangmany is a

Collegian staff member.

In the past two weeks, the

UMass-Boston campus has been

stirred up by voices of protest

against acts of racism and sexism

against Asian women. The Nov. 20

issue of Mass Media,
UMass-Boston's student newspaper,

ran a cover expose
about an archive of

pornographic photos of

Asian women, down-
loaded from the inter-

net, existing in a com-

puter file managed by the UMB stu-

dent senate. Mass Media's coverage

has been criticized for its poor use of

media's potential for subversion and

exposure of acts of violation. The
story it ran contained sensationalized

headline and explicit photos from

the archive while also reporting that

the senate had failed to address

internal complaints about the photos

for a year.

Soon after the issue came out,

members of the UMB community,

spearheaded by the collaborative

efforts of the Institute for

Lucy Mae

San Pablo Burns

Asian-American Students, Asian

Student Center, and Dr. Peter

Kiang, began organizing to demand
actions against individuals account-

able for such acts of violation. Chi

Ngo, a senior at UMB, wrote in a

public letter to the chancellor that

she has never felt

as "disturbed or

unprotected at

UMB until [she]

saw the porno-
graphic photos on

the first page of the Mass Media."

She pointed to the connection
between exploitative images and
representations to violence against

women and Asians. Dr. Peter Kiang

saw the recent events in the context

of the exclusion of

Asian-Americans in the political

and educational arenas of this coun-

try. He stated that "it is the respon-

sibility of the university to provide a

positive learning environment that

reflects the diverse students and
communities served by

UMass-Boston."
One of the things that these

recent events reiterates to me is the

license taken to continually exploit

women and Asians because sexism

and racism against Asians are still

not clearly named as such. It is not

sexist to indulge in images that vio-

late and exploit women and it is not

racist to objectify Asians because...

where do Asians belong in the

black and white racial paradigm in

this country anyway? It's only

racism when those two colors are

involved. These events clearly point

to the need to broaden that para-

digm and the need for inclusion of

marginalized others in the racial

dialogue. The details of this event

exposes the long history of objecti-

fication of Asian women through

dominant representations of them

as over sexualized, mute servants of

any man.
The issues exposed from this do

not just concern members of the

Asian community, women, nor the

UMB community. These are issues

we must also deal with here. One of

the most marginalized communities

on this campus are the students of

color. This campus is still denied of

Asian-American Studies and other

programs focused on ethnic and

world studies. While our counter-

parts on the west coast have been

gaining knowledge that prepares

them for the issues of the 21st cen-

tury regarding a diverse America

and a shrinking world, we at

UMass-Amherst are still left to

occupy buildings, stage protests,

educate our own institution, which

were all done in the west coast over

thirty years ago. Invisibility of the

history and issues of a community
that has been a significant contribu-

tor to the rise of this country as a

"leader of the world" is cheating the

students of a necessary knowledge

to dwell in the present and future

American and global society.

Thus UMB realized after a collec-

tive protest demanding immediate

actions not only towards the

accountability of Mass Media and

individuals of the student senate but

also institutional accountability for

its exclusive curriculum. To contin-

ue building on the efforts of Dr.

Peter Kiang to establish

Asian-American Studies at UMB,
the administration committed to hir-

ing a full time faculty member to

teach courses on Asian- American

Studies focusing on women's issues.

The voices of protest have made it

clear to the UMB administration

that it cannot continue to ignore the

absence of Asian-American Studies.

Although UMB offers many more
courses on Asian American Studies

than UMass-Amherst (that is,

UM-Amherst offers a course once a

year), it still does not grant a certifi-

cate, nor does it have a program nor

department, of Asian-American
Studies.

Universities in the east coast are

waking up to the call responded to

on the west coast more than three

decades ago. Collective student

demands have moved students at the

University of Maryland. University

of Connecticut at Storrs, and now
UMass-Boston closer to being capa-

ble of participating fully in the com-

plexities of a diverse America.
Students at UMass Amherst must

join together, build on the lessons

learned from Goodell and others

before that, to claim what they need

and what is theirs.

Lucy Mae San Pablo Burns is a

UMass graduate student.

Looking into the 21st Century:

The need fot Asian-Ametican Studies

The fall Goodell negotiations:

a summary of give & take results

It's been eight months since the

Goodell takeover. As promised in the

commitments made by the administra-

tors, the student negotiating team has

met with the administrative negotiat-

ing team six times this semester. It is

difficult to chart the

progress of negotiations

that are as complex as

these, but from the stu-

dent's point of view, we are presenting

some highlights to inform students the

overall tenor and trend of the meet-

ings. These are some of the commit-

ments that we have grave concerns and

questions about.
• In our discussions regarding

increasing the percentage of ALANA
undergraduate and graduate students

on campus: while there is an overall

agreement that this is a good idea we

do not agree with the administration

that the ALANA graduate student

population is 1 5 percent right now. We
are stuck on different ways of comput-

ing the data which is the main cause of

discrepancy at the meetings. We feel

negotiations are not about understand-

ing how each side is calculating per-

centages, but about the invisibility of

ALANA graduate students on campus.

• We have had lengthy discussions

on the commitment to reduce holds on

students records due to outstanding

bills. The administration has regularly

presented to the student negotiators

status reports on this commitment. We
are looking forward for a discussion on

the process that is being followed to

fulfill the commitment. The process

has not been spelled out clearly

although a lot of discussion has taken

^^^^^^^ place around it. We ask

., -« the administration to

Deeplka Wlarya help us by letting stu--^-"—""
dents know the process

that will be used to honor the commit

ment it made in March, 1 997
• Regarding helping individual stu-

dents resolve financial aid problems:

we have not received any definite plan

that will be implemented. This com-

mitment is of great significance to

many students who run into financial

aid difficulties. The promise to resolve

some financial aid problems is a huge

step for many of us. For the sake of

these negotiations, it is important for

students to know what financial aid

"problems" can be resolved; what the

students need to do from their end:

how will the financial aid office inform

students of opportunities to resolve

some of these problems. We still do

not know which financial aid problems

the university has committed to

resolve. We would like, on behalf of

students, to be informed on this mat-

ter.

• There is an agreement which
reads: "sufficient budget for ALANA
recruitment needs; continuous

As the United States moves into

the 21st century, it is time for all peo-

ple to move forward, especially with

respect to race relations in this coun-

try. However, to do this, we must

always remember the past. Change

can take place when we
learn, explore, analyze, and

criticize the history of this

nation. Part of this work
involves the process of studying the

various cultures within this society in

order to help each other understand

why inter and intra ethnic conflict

occurs, why discrimination against

minorities is still prevalent, why there

is continued violence against people

of all races and ethnicities, and why
talking about multiculturalism and

diversity is not enough.

There should be a demand for

more courses in the curriculum that

explore the diverse history, litera-

tures, and cultures of American peo-

ple. This includes the exploration of

the experiences of Asians in America,

who have been a part of this land-

scape for more than 1 50 years. Yes,

that's right, the Filipinos in as early

as the 1 500s lived along the coast of

California. Although there are at

least 143,392 (1990 Census data)

Asians and Pacific Islanders living in

Massachusetts alone, the study of this

group has yet to be examined in

depth. Does anyone know why
Asians from China. Japan. Vietnam.

Thailand, the Philippines. Cambodia.

India. Pakistan. Laos, and other

Asian countries and Pacific Islands

and are still coming to

Nina Ha

came

America? Do you know about their

lives, their experiences as railroad

workers, farm laborers, picture

brides, refugees, and immigrants? Do
you know how much they have con-

tributed to the economic wealth and

superpower of this nation?

Isn't it about time you did

know? Don't you think

that you have a right to

know'.'

Asian-American studies, as a

movement, began during the 1960s

Civil Rights Era. At this time, the

Third World Student Liberation was

formed at San Francisco State

University to challenge the adminis-

tration regarding its policy towards

people of color on campus. These

students demanded that classes be

taught by faculty of color about the

history, lives, and experiences of eth-

nically diverse groups in America. In

fact, this student protest eventually

led to a strike and the shut down of

the University. The outcome was a

program in ethnic studies, the hiring

of a more ethnically diverse faculty,

and a reconceptualization of what the

institution should be teaching and

producing. As Shirley Hune wrote in

her article "Opening the American

Mind and Body: The Role of

Asian-American Studies," in Change

(November/December 1989).

"Asian-American studies is part of an

effort to change education in all its

facets, with an emphasis on making it

more equitable, inclusive, and open

to alternative perspectives."

Over 25 years later, racial politics

is a cornerstone of American society.

It is marked by bitter divisiveness and

controversy that can only be held by

acknowledging the past in order to

move into the future. With globaliza-

tion and transnationalism becoming

more prevalent in our market econo-

my, ethnic studies does play a power-

ful role in transitioning America over

to the new millennium. Whereas
many people still believe that

African-American, Asian- American,

Chicano, and Women's Studies are

only supplemental to U.S. history, I

propose that ethnic studies has

always been a part of U.S. socio-eco-

nomic, historical, and cultural dis-

course. Unfortunately, some universi-

ties are still resistant to this reality.

Nevertheless, there is a growing need

for students and all people, whether

or not they are of Asian, Latino, or

African descent, to know their

diverse history in order to interact in

a more global and world wide per-

spective.

Whereas students on the west

coast in universities like San

Francisco State University. UCLA,
UC Berkeley, UC Santa Barbara, and

UC San Diego have had a long tradi-

tion of Asian-American Studies, stu-

dents on the east coast and in the

Midwest are currently demanding
courses that educate themselves

about an unexplored history and liter-

ature of people who have, for the

most part, been ignored, effaced, or

subsumed under other issues.

Students east of California are con

tinuously taking actions to assert

their right for a curriculum reflecting

the diversity of this country. On
Monday's Remembering Goodell, we
were reminded of the spring 1997

take back of Goodell Building which

outlined the need for more courses

and programs on ethnic studies. Not

too far from here, students of Mount

Holyoke also occupied a building late

spring to convey loudly to the admin-

istration their unmet curriculum

needs. Students have a right to know

about Japanese internment.

Anti-Asian Immigration laws. US
military involvement in the

Philippines, Korea, and Vietnam and

many other concerns as well. This

history and knowledge must be

passed on to new generations who
have not had the chance to study and

examine closely how the past still

affects their lives today. They have a

right not to remain ignorant of how
the racial politics of the past influ-

ence the politics of the future. Each

student must be given a chance to

fully examine their location and posi-

tion in history. We know that for us

to participate in such exploration, we
must demand for a knowledge base

that is broad enough to reflect the

diversity of this country.

(Asian Studies is offering an intro-

ductory course on Asian American

Experience this spring, Asians 201.

Monday evenings. This course is the

only one at UMass to begin to exam-

ine specifically the experiences of

Asians in America.)

Nina Ha is a graduate student in

the English department.

review." We have not been told what a

sufficient budget is. Who decides?

The support programs or someone
else? Recruitment is directly related to

admissions and for many years

ALANA students have felt that not

enough effort is made towards
ALANA recruitment — undergradu-

ate and graduate. We consider it a

responsibility of the university to

inform its student body what it

intends to do other than simply say

that it has made this commitment. We
realize the definition of "sufficient"

will change as time goes Ly. but for

now. what is sufficient budget? We
would like this to be spelled out.

• A commitment has been made to

encourage Opportunities for students

to study Native-American. Irish.

Latin-American and Asian American

cultures. We are aware that some
opportunities do exist to pursue acad-

emic interests in these areas.

However, we would like to be

informed what form the "encourage-

ment" would take. We realize it is not

possible for the university to start pro-

grams in these fields without going

through the proper channels (the fac-

ulty senate), we would like to know
what the administrators had in mind

when they made this commitment. It

is necessary for this commitment to be

spelled out exactly.

• Finally, there is a commitment to

increase need-based financial aid

through allocations and fund raising.

The latter half of the commitment
reads: "through FY98 budget requests

and five year private support goal of

$5 million " A commitment of this

nature could have a deep impact on

the lives of many students. The stu-

dent negotiating team is not clear on

what the proposed increase is for

FY98. More financial aid creates

opportunities for more need-based

students to come to the university.

The negotiating team has not heard

anything on this commitment from the

administration even though it is in a

position to inform students on what to

expect in FY98.

The commitments from the univer-

sity that were made on March 8th. are

indeed impressive. It clearly shows a

move in the right direction. However,

in the past eight months, having sat

through several meetings with the

administration, the student negotiat-

ing team has no clarity on how the

commitments are to be put into effect.

We have no way of knowing what will

be done and when will it be done to

ease the concerns of ALANA students

on this campus. Without the necessary

knowledge, the commitments merely

resemble a list of good intentions that

did not go anywhere.

Deepika Marya is a UMass gradu-

ate student.

Note from the editor

As 1 toy out this page, student Andre

Collins is preparing his documentary

"Reliving die Goodell Takeover." His

efforts, as well as those of our faithful

and dedicated student negotiators and

countless others who remain nameless,

are sacrificing mete time and their per-

sonal Hves to continue the struggle we

named GoodeB. They are re-shaping a

legacy that was left for us by students

who graduated either two years ago or

ten, students who never graduated, and

thov whose passions were never Justi-

fied. Certainly, they know that all

along, they have stood on the shoukkn

of their ancestors whh each generation

getting closer to their goats, forever

implementing progress.

Our struggles wtl never be in vato.

So concludes a semester of

Multicultural Affairs.

Christine Son
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UMTG director- show gets back

to Tommy's original rockin roots

By Karen Evans

Collegian correspondent

Friday night the Student Union

Ballroom pulsed to the music of

Broadway's popular musical, The

Who's Tommy.
Brought together by the efforts

of the UMass Theater Guild

(UMTG) and University

Productions and Concerts (UPC),

the show was a stunning perfor-

mance both for its music and its

acting.

The musical begins with a very

energetic overture, pantomiming

the marriage of Captain Walker

(Bill Dempsy) and Mrs. Walker
(Susan Boyle). Assisted by a fantas-

tic ensemble cast, Captain Walker

is whisked away to war on his wed-

ding night, leaving his wife and

unborn son to believe that he has

been killed.

Years pass and when Walker

escapes from the P.O.W. camp he

returns home to find that Mrs.

Walker has taken a lover (Tim

Fisk). A scuffle ensues between the

two men, and Walker pulls out a

gun. killing the lover.

The tragedy of the play is that

ten-year-old Tommy (Michael

Levey) witnesses the murder. The

boy is so traumatized by this, he

goes deaf, dumb, and blind from

the shock and fear.

It is when the parents have gone

out and left Tommy with the comi-

cal, though alcoholic, Uncle Ernie

(lennifer Bean) and the sadistic

cousin Kevin (Christopher Cook),

that Kevin discovers Tommy's
amazing ability. Even though he is

blind and deaf, he can play pinball

better than any of Kevin's seeing

friends.

As Tommy grows older (Rob
O'Brien), his mother and father

attempt several "miracle cures"

which range from a doctor (Tim

Fisk) who shoots himself full of

drugs, to the Acid Queen (Fatima

Elmi) who sings a fantastic song

about curing the boy with sex.

When these cures fail, Mr.

Walker is approached by Hawker

Oaime Perez) who takes Tommy to

Pinball competitions, and act one

ends when the two champion pin-

ball players (Evan Hickok and John

Okanish) sing the hit song "Pinball

Wizard."

Act Two opens with an "under-

ture" and a pantomime of Tommy
dreaming that his father has shot

him as a young boy. Following this

are a few more of the hospital

scenes in which Tommy is poked

and prodded and abused in various

ways by the hospital staff.

What finally ends up being the

cure for Tommy's trauma is his

mother. Instead of taking her own

life, or Tommy's, she points her

husband's army revolver at the

television, and "smashes the mir-

ror."

The end of the play is a dramatic

realization for Tommy, that star-

dom cannot end his pain, and that

the people who follow him don't

really understand him at all.

Instead, he must face his family

and forgive his father.

Tommy started out as concept

album by The Who in 1968, and

has gone through many changes

since it has become a hit musical,

even being adapted by the UMTG
for this performance.

Director Michael Dziura said in

his director's note, "We have tried,

in our own small way, to get back

to the roots of Tommy: rock n' roll,

social commentary, and theatrical

experimentation."

There were a few problems with

the headset microphones. A few

times they got bumped out of place

and the volume was lost. There

were a few scenes played out

downstage that could not be seen

by certain sections of the audience,

but overall the performance was

flawless. The band was superb, and

the acting and singing was wonder-

ful.

By Adam Levine

Collegian staff

John Cusack portrays magazine writer )ohn Kelso in Midnight In The Garden

believe carries around enough poison

to kill the entire city, and delightful

drag queen named The Lady Chablis

(playing herself) who is more than

pleased to spend time with Kelso. As

if Kelso wasn't intrigued already,

things can only get stranger. He
spends an evening at William's man-

sion, which was formerly owned by

songwriting legend lohnny Mercer,

and is there introduced to the high

class members of Savannah society,

including two rather pristine women
who share stories of their husband's

suicides. Shortly after this unique

evening has come to a finale,

Williams is charged with the murder

of his hunky 20-year-old employee

Danny Hansford, a part grossly over-

.Ktol.by up and coming Brit stud

|ude Law.

The remainder of Midnight follows

the experiences of Kelso who is actu-

ally following Williams as they each

search for an adequate defense as

well as substance for Kelso's book

about his time spent in Savannah.

Although, the film is enticing, it can't

help but lose focus as it struggles to

incorporate the other factors of

Berendt's book, which do not have

the time allotment to properly coin-

cide with the ongoing murder trial,

lack Thompson displays some of the

finest talent the film has to offer as

Williams lawyer. Thompson's charac-

ter is the leader of this section of the

movie, with comical yet often

thought provoking commentary con-

cerning the case. Not only does he

keep up with better known actors

such as Cusack and Spacey. but sur-

passes them at times with one of the

least pretentious closing argument

speeches depicted in the history of

Hollywood courtroom dramas.

Eastwood has once again proven

himself worthy of breaking free of his

stereotypical associations. Midnight

is the farthest place he can be from a

bad tempered San Francisco cop or

the Western gunslinger absent of a

name, and he survives in this unfa-

miliar realm quite nicely. He brings

the essence of Savannah to life with

his strange cast of eccentric misfits

but maintains a grounded level to

refrain the film from being far to over

the top. A particular scene when
Williams and Kelso visit a voodoo

priestess at the cemetery at the wake

of midnight is so cleverly constructed

it puts chills down your spine.

Although Midnight at times leaves

you wondering what the purpose of

this movie is, as it spreads away in

random tangents, again a hopeful

attempt at staying loyal to the novel,

the film maintains enough intrigue to

keep it fresh and altogether interest-

ing. Like many adaptations, if you

haven't read the book you may enjoy

a bit more of what Midnight has to

offer. Still Midnight in the Garden of

Good and Evil, for no other reason,

is a story about one of the most

bizarre places on the continental

United States, and its story should be

told. B

of Good And Evil.

MIDNIGHT IN THE GARDEN Of
GOOD AND EVIL

Directed by Clint Eastwood

with John Cusack, Kevin Spacey, Jack

Thompson

Playing at Hampshire Six Theater

Throughout the 1980s and on into

the early '90s a reporter from The

\, ii' Yorker magazine. |ohn Berendt,

realized that truth can often be far

stranger than fiction. He later proved

this to the world with the publication

of his book "Midnight in the Garden

of Good and Evil" an engaging

expose which chronicled his unique

experiences visiting the southern par-

adise of Savannah. Georgia.

Alter being published in 1994.

Berendt's book has continuously

remained on the New York Times

best sellers list and established the

city of Savannah as a trendy hot spot

for curious tourists. As critical as the

book was at exposing the beautifully

eccentric true life characters of the

cit\ . it nonetheless became positively

referred to in Savannah as simply

"the book."

Inevitable, the time came to adapt

this literary phenomenon into film

form, but a question arose: how do

you transform a book where nearly

every chapter focuses on a specific

character or incident? The entire first

half of the novel refrains from any

linear narrative at all. and only a wor-

th\ screenwriter with a tremendous

amount of creative freedom could do

lattice, not only to Berendt's work,

but to the city of Savannah as well.

|ohn Lee Hancock, whose magnifi-

cent script for A Perfect World.

which went virtually unnoticed by

the public and was panned by the

critics, managed to adapt Midnight

into ;i screenplay and presented it to

former collaborator Clint Eastwood.

who had directed A Perfect World.

The end result is a very decent film

which appears as charming as the

book, but unfortunately much of the

essence is lost.

Eastwood uses |ohn Cusack {Say

Anything, Gross Point Blank) to rep-

resent Berendt himself, but now his

last name is Kelso, by having Cusack

play a New York journalist who bai

come to Siivannah to write an article

for his magazine. The focus of his

article is to describe the elaborate

Christmas parties hosted by a

wealthy antiques dealer named |im

Williams (Kevin Spacey). The film's

greatest moments are at these points

when a bewildered Cusack walks

about the city in complete awe. His

eyes appear fixated on the wonders

around him. the classic architecture,

the beautiful scenery, and the elegant

atmosphere, as if to say "I have never

seen anything like this in my life."

twood establishes his film's

charm by introducing the local inhab

itants. a man who walks an empty

leash, another gentleman who people

«*
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CREDIT CARDS.

CanWe Build One For You?
Serving Sandwiches, Bagels 8c Lox,

Fresh Soups &? Salads, Take Out.

• DELIVERIES CALL 849-6314 •
• OPEN UNTIL 9p.m. •

amc
Difference'

"a child under

Mt. Farms 4 •584-9153

Mt. Farms Mall

Jackal (R)

Today at (5:40), 8:30

Starship Troopers (R)

Today at (5:40), 8:30

Rainmaker (PG1 3)

Today at (5:00), 8:20

Alien: Resurrection (R)

Today at (5:50), 8:40

Hampshire 6 -584 7550
Hampshire Mall

Bean (PG 13)

Today at (5:50), 8:40

Anastasia (G)

Today at (5:40), 8:40

Flubber (R)

Today at (5:30), 8:30

Midnight In the Garden of

Good and Evil (R)

Today at (5:10), 8:20

Mortal Combat 2:

Annihulation(PG13)

Today at (5:30), 8:30

Boogie Nights (R)

Today at (5:10), 8:20

ATTENTION all DECEMBER GRADVATES

Great jobs.

Great pay.

Great environment.

Fven theugh the semester is ®ln\«st «ver

the Arts % Living desk is l«#king f«r

pe«ple te write fer next semester. Se

call the Cellcgiem «nd «sk f#r Seem© «t

Get on the fast track with MBNA New England.

As MBNA Now \ ngland continues to grow, exciting career opportunities are

becoming increasingly available at our offices in Belfast and Camden, ME

Career opportunities are available in

• Customer Assistance

• Customer Satisfaction

• Marketing Activation

I he exceptional work environment you II hnd at MBNA New Iugland

implemented In professional, enthusiastic people, an unparalleled

compensation and benefits package, and an unlimited opportunity to excel

It's time to consider your future!

NFW tNQI ANO"

I or full-time positions in Camden and Belfast, ME
call David Wyllie at 1-888-417-6262 or

207-318-7205. Or fax your resume to 207-138-7215.

Visit us on the Web at: www.mbnainternallonal.com

r ' »\/> »\/j Wit

f^l
ROUTE 9

HADLEY, MA

YEAR 'ROUND
http:/Awwwi«vainat/-mrburfl«r/^

&
mrjpSH • Free Estimates

• Lifetime Warranty

• Auto Glass Replacement

• Car & Truck Rental

North Amherst Motors
(On bus route - one mile from UMassl

Collision Repair Center

78 Sunderland Road, North Amherst, MA 549-2880

SUM
r>>v> oisi o l^min across Vermont Border
UAT i>KI a
SNOWBOARD LIFT TICKET
NIGHTS LODGING. LUXURY
CONDO. FULLY EQUIP.

DAYS & NIGHTS OF COLLEGIAT
PARTIES. CONTESTS ETC.

Students from over 150 U.S. Colleges

Group Leader <S Campus Rep Discounts

Only

. PIMM noli: T»t lilll

act to tomumt ilcolml

in Cinadi ii 18

PARTY!".
T*SNQW!,

Call or E-Mail lor a tree color brochure

www.skitravel.com

1-800-999-SKI-9
MORE SPAN JUST ADDED I0R WINIIRBrUAK (JANUARY) ft SPRINGBRLAK

MINI
MALL•97
ONE-STOP SHOPPING EXTRAVAGANZA.

_ . I N«w EnjUnd u an UM cmployfTwm Oppolimity'Aftirnutiw Action f moloytr

©1997 M8NA Anwnc.a Bank N »
CIA0 PI 70997

TUESDAY, DEC. 9
THRU
THURSDAY, DEC. 11

10AM-5PM
STUDENT UNION
BALLROOM

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL 549-1710

New Bolton album nothing new

COURTESY/ NAOMI KAITMAN

The newly coiffed Michael Bolton returns with more over- the-top love songs on All That Matters.

track mixed with elements of R&B. too much to hope that Bolton could
By Seema Gangatirkar

Collegian Staff

All THAT MATTERS
Michael Bolton

Columbia Records

Those looking for surprises should

not look on Michael Bolton's latent.

All That Matter.',. I mm the fi-st track

"Safe Place From The Storm," Bolton

relies on his deep-throated and ptat

ing vocals to cur) him through CD
of mediocre songs.

Bolton, whose career began in a

heavy-metal band, turned his career

around in the mid '80s ;is ;l soft-rock

balladeer. With hits like "That's

What Love Is All About" and a cover

of Otis RedrHngs' ''

t Sit tin* On) The
Dock of the Bay." Bolton made I

name for himself.

It wasn't until 1^89. with the

felease o) Soul Provider, that bolton

limed himself into a bonalide Top
40 artist . Soul Provider spawned five

Top 40 singles, including "How Am I

Supposed To Live Without You"
(originally written by Bolton for

Laura Brannigan) and "How Can We
Be Lovers

."

1// That Matters solidifies Bolton's

position as a soul singer, with verv

little departures from earlier releases.

The album opens with "Safe Place

From The Storm." a song co-written

with Diane Warren Bolton is unin-

spiring and utterly mechanical as he

sings. Part of the problem could be

the weak and mush) lyrics, exempli-

fied best by the chorus: "Come on

out of the rain and into my arms/ run

to me, to a low that- Nile and warm/

I'll be yours, your safe place from the

storm." The other part of the prob-

lem is that the song sounds exactly

like previous recordings by Bolton.

Bolton teamed up with Babylacc

for "The Best of Love." a smoother

The song is a departure for Bolton's

usual ballad style, but at the same
time, he whines more than usual on

this track and coupled with uninspir-

ing music and bored backing vocals.

"The Best of Love" fails to capture

the ear.

"Lets Make a Long Story Longer"

is a more upbeat selection and proba-

bly one of the highlights on the CD.
Bolton exudes confidence while

singing — probably because this par-

ticular song gives him more to work

with than the first two tracks did.

Also. Bolton does better on songs

that have a faster tempo, rather than

when he sinks into some of the slow-

er songs.

Diane Warren's "A Heart Can
Only Be So Strong" is up next, giving

the album its first real strong music

and lyrics combination and on this

romantic tune. Bolton doesn't whine

or try too hard. He even injects some

real feeling into the song.

With the strong lead in of the two

previous sones. it would be almost

JAPAN! JAPAN!
AFOrxI one of the largest English conversation

schools in Japan, currently seeks enthusiastic

professionals to teach English in one of our 230

branch schools located throughout Japan.

Recruitment will be conducted beginning of

February in Boston. BA/BS degree required.

ESL teaching preferred. These positions are

salaried and offer benefits and housing assis-

tance. For consideration, please send resume

and one-page essay stating why you want to

live and work in Japan by January 9th to:

AEON Intercultural Corporation

203 N.LaSalle, Suite 2100

Chicago, IL 60601 (EOE)
yteoN

JOBS IN THE GLOBAL MARKET
Being Asian Bilingual is Your

Ticket to Success.

Interview with the world's top

companies at the Pan-Asian Job Fair.

Past Participants have included:

Adobe Systems, Exxon, Fidelity

Investments, Johnson & Johnson,

Procter & Gamble, and morel

-

i
s

t
s
s

i

January 30, 1998
Sheraton Boston Hotel

39 Dalton Street, Boston, MA

To register or get more information, contact:

International Career Information, Inc.

Phone: 1 -800 859-853

S

http://www.rlcl.com/acw • e-mail: |flnfo#iicl.com

CMna • Hong Kong todU • Mooed* • Japan • Korea

Malaysia • PhlHppfciet • Singapore • Taiwan • Thailand • Vietnam

2,000 -3,000

Work Local

to Your Home
Mornings, Evenings,

and Weekends
Taking Inventory

Paid Training

Advancement
Potential

508-821-

m-657
617-464

536w
13-737'

gym

keep it up for the fifth track.

Tallin'." Tallin" returns to the

R&B mood that Bolton vet at the

beginning of the CD with "The BeM

of Love." Once again, Bolton is

bogged down with weak 1> rics (the

song was written by Tony Rich)

beginning with "Angels heard me
callin'/Saw the mountain
crumble/Fell in love with the wind/

And all the time I spent/Dreamin' of

you." The pleading tone of the song

is enough to make even the strongest

Bolton fan cringe.

The album ends on a positive note

— the theme from Disney's

Hercules. "Go the Distance. " It's

probably the tact that the nog is a

complete departure from any of the

other album which makes it a stand-

out. It also shows thai Bolton doesn't

need to rely on tired love songs to

|oos| up his CD't.

Ml That Matters is pure Michael

Bolton — nothing new. nothing excit-

ing or experimental. In other words,

we've heard this before. C

continued from page 9

"1 was not expecting to do this well in the first meet,"

Lois said. "I'm glad I could help the team with a strong

routine."

The rings team was another strong point for the

Minutemen. Their tally was not far behind the pommel

horse at a 36.7. Hershey earned a 4.4 and Ben Kendall

gained a 9.25.

There were some other outstanding individual perfor-

mances from the Minutemen. lunior Phil Leiberman

picked up a 9.55 on the horizontal bats und Stephen

Pryor came up with a 4 7 in that same event.

"Those two routines were brilliant." Johnson said.

"Stephen and Phil really displayed a lot of talent during

Tribe signs

Kenny Lofton
By Ken Berger

Associated Press

CLEVELAND — In a stunning turnaround, the

Cleveland Indians yesterday signed Kenny Lofton and trad-

ed Marquis Grissom and pitcher left )uden to Milwaukee

for three pitchers including Ben McDonald. Lofton,

Cleveland's career steals leader who played for the Indians

from 1992-96. agreed to $24 million, three-year contract

with his former team. He will get $7.5 million in each of

the next three season, and Cleveland has an option for

2001 at a minimum of $8 million and a maximum of $9

million, depending on his performance. If the option isn't

exercised. Cleveland must pay a $1 .5 million buy out.

In addition, the Indians agreed to a two-year deal with

pitcher Dwight Gooden worth $5.b75.000.

Cleveland got Lofton for significantly less than the four-

year deal worth about $40 million he rejected last year.

Grissom. acquired with David lustice from Atlanta for

Alan Embree and Lofton on March 25. was sent to the

Brewers for McDonald and relievers Ron Villone and Mike

Fetters, according to baseball sources who spoke on the

condition they not be identified. The moves reunited

Lofton, a four-time Gold Glove and five-time AL stolen

base champion, with the team he led to the World Series in

1995.

Cleveland traded Lofton. 30. late in spring training

because they were afraid he would sign with another team

after the 1997 season. The speedy leadoff hitter had an

injury-plagued, sub-par year with Braves, hitting .333 with

only 27 steals.

Grissom and Justice led the Indians to the World Series

for the second time in three years, taking leadership roles

on a club whose personality made a complete reversal from

the volatile days dominated by Albert Belle.

The unlikely reunion of Lofton and the Indians effective-

ly reduces the blockbuster Cleveland-Atlanta trade to this:

The Indians gave up Embree for lustice. and got three

pitchers on top of that. The Braves have no regrets became

the deal allowed them to clear money to sign the best Hatt-

ing rotation in baseball to long-term contracts

McDonald, a 6-foot-7 power pitcher known for a big-

breaking curveball. was 8-7 with a 4.06 ERA for the

Brewers last season, but made only 21 starts because of

shoulder injuries.

Fetters was set to be Milwaukee's closer, but pulled a

hamstring in spring training and lost the job to veteran

Doug Jones. Fetters was 1-5 with a 3.45 ERA and six saves.

Villone gives the Indians another quality left-hander in

the "bullpen to complement Paul Assenmacher and Tom
Martin, acquired the recent trade for Matt Williams.

Villone was 1-0 with a 3.42 ERA, striking out 40 in 52 2-3

innings.

this event. It's really great to see performances like that at

this stage of the season
"

After picking up this victory, the Minutemen now have

a month until their next event in which coach lohnson

will be preparing them for the tough winter ahead.

"We don't compete until the 10th of lanuary at West

Point." lohnson said. "So we have plenty of time to

improve and ready ourselv

"The season is not won by one meet. Hopefully our

skill levels and concentration will continue to improve.

The main goal is to stay focused and to continue to get

better. This should be a really good year for our pro-

gram
"

24 hours a

1-88
>ortunity Employer

Interview with RG1S
Inventory Specialists on the

Campus Center Concourse

December 10", & 11

9:00am to 1:30pm

IORMA KANSANEN COUEGIAN

Turnaround?
The hockey team hopes to end it's losing ways this

weekend when they face Princeton and Dartmouth.

Pi'ish your limits, and help students push theirs.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS I APARTMENT FOR RENT EMPLOYMENT

ISORORITY lU SH
Feb, ith- Oih

Registration

1 2/ 8-

I

in the ( .iui|mi-

( lenter t *>iu > mrsi

1 !onu* see wli.it we're

aboui !

For more m/»».
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TALKING ACROSS DIFFER-

ENCES: EXPLORING COM-
MON GROUND & CONFLICT
(2 Credits, Spring Semester)

Your experience is needed!
Participate in a 10 week
Intergroup Dialogue course.

Sections offered: 1) WHITE
WOMEN & WOMEN OF COLOR.

2) PEOPLE OF COLOR & WHITE
PEOPLE. 3) PEOPLE OF LATINO

HERITAGE & PEOPLE OF
AFRICAN HERITAGE. Issues dis-

cussed: Race relations on col-

lege campuses, Race & culture.

Interracial dating. Affirmative

Action. Immigration etc. Enroll

now at the Residential

Academic Program Office, 5th

floor- JQA or 159 Hilis South.

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Take Over Lease Feb 1st 2

bedroom apartment at The

Boulders. $725. heat/hot water

included On bus line 256-1415

2 bedroom apartment- The

Boulders $695 Free heat Call

Jesse 259-9188

1 bedroom apartment avail-

able 1/98 Close to campus
Mark 549-5326

2 bedroom- Mill Hollow $540

Jan1 Call Tracy 549-3759

One bedroom apartments
available Jan Feb 1st Please

contact the Brandywine Office at

549-0600

1 bedroom at Puffton Village

$545 Includes heat. Available

1/1/98 Please call 549-9221

Take Over My Lease One bed-

room apartment $500/month

inclusive Call Tariq Odeh 665-

5599

AUTO FOR SALE

82 Honda Civic $250 Reliable,

runs fine, but needs new clutch.

253-6585

Geo Prizm 1990 155.000. Very

reliable Well maintained

(records). Blue Book says $2800

Asking $2000. 256-1845

1990 Pontiac Sunbird High

mileage, as is $800 B/0 Leah

665-1276
.

89 Nissan 240SX Excellent con-

dition. All extras. New: muffler,

clutch, tires, brakes. $4400 or

B/0 549-6926

Wanted: Junk Care Cash paid

everyday 1-800-649-4795

CHILOCARE

Occasional childcare needed

for 14 year old boy for evenings

and overnight when both par-

ents are working Need some-

one willing to commit for Spring

Semester Call Fred or Calla 548-

9057

COMPUTERS

Laptop Notebook Works good

$150 Good for school. Call

Steve (413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for com
puter Works great Call CPC
(41 3)584-8857

Drivers Wanted Spring

Semester No classes before

10am Must be hard working

and have reliable transportation.

$10/hour 6-8 hrs/week Contaci

Ryan or Lyle at The Collegiar

545-3600 or come to the

Campus Center Basement.

Day Care Lunch Cook &
Shopper, 17 hrs per week, $7

per hour. Classroom Subs.

Variable Schedules. $6 25 per

hour. Route 63. Leverett. Call

Susan 548-9674

YOU WANT CASH
MONEY??!! Do you know how
to drink warm soda and eat a

pound of lima beans??!! Be a

part of the new comedy tape

"AMERICA'S GREATEST BELCH-

ES & FARTS." Send your best

burps and farts on tape (audio,

video, micro) to us. CASH paid if

you make the cut! Maniac
Marketing: 357 Cherokee St.

Marietta, GA 30060. Need more

info? Call the GAS LINE

(770)590-5233

New Students Program
Summer Positions

Seeking active extraverts with

2.5+ GPA: May 27 to July 18,

1998 Salary plus, room, board &
health coverage. Applications at

Admissions Center

Apply now to be a Tour Guide.

Summer Counselor, Student
Admissions Representative.

Applications available on the

concourse.

Aerobics Instructor

January and Second Semester.

Some mornings. Hampshire
Fitness Club. 256-6446

Part-time change over crew
and post-event cleaners needed

at the Mullins Center. Must be

available nights and weekends
and willing to work. Apply in

person. Mullins Center 2nd floor

8:30-5:30pm

EMPLOYMENT
Janitor Tuesday and Thursday

mornings beginning Jan
Hampshire Fitness Club. $7/hr

plus membership. Call 256-6446

Earn $75- $100
Untrained males needed for exc

sci study over winter session

Call Steve

WINTER BREAK JOBS
Associates has openings avail-

able- over Winter Break For a

few reliable people with good

communication and computer

skills who are available to work

a minimum of 20 hours per

week. Including 1 weekend shift,

evenings and weekend assign-

ments are currently available.

We offer flexible scheduling

options, access to health and

dental plans and paid training

the starting wage is $ 5.75/ Hr

with regular merrit increases

Free transportation from PVTA
busline is provided. For more
info or to arrange an interview

call 413-587-1607. An equal

Opportunity employer.

January Jobs Use your winter

break to make money. 2-4 week
fun promotions around country

Great for the resume. Outgoing

and independent people call

(800)783-4237 Attn: Joe
Collegiate Advantage

Summer Management
Opportunities

Open across Mass. for the

Summer of 1998. Earn $600-

$800 per week. For more info

please call College Pro Painters

at (888)277-7962

Attention Slackers!!

Use e-mail? Know others who
do 7 Little effort = Big money!

Call (800)546-0744

FOR SALE

CP Conga Drum $90 16"

Zildjian Thin Crash $80. Pearl

Cymbal Stand $30. Excellent

condition Melissa 665-7353

FOR SALE

For Sale- Two pairs of skis

K2 and Salomom Almost brand

new $200 each or B/0 Call

546-6152

Willpower In A Bottle

Lose Weight

Doctor Recommended
100% Natural

Moneyback Guarantee

(413)259-1922

HOUSE FOR RENT

4 BED HOUSE Good location,

Northampton. For Jan. $925 plus

utilities Skibiski Realtors 584-

3428

JEWELRY

Watch batteries, ear pierc-

ing, eyeglass repairs, jewelry

restoration, diamond engage-

ments, wedding rings

Silverscape Designs, 264 N
Pleasant St.. Amherst 253-3324

LOST & FOUND

lost- Black Fresh Water
Pearl Bracelet Lost Friday

12/5. Call 253-8967

MISCELLANEOUS
WINTER HEAT TIPS! Don't

turn your thermostat below 60

during winter break or you risk

broken water pipes for which

you are responsible (not the

landlord) This is an expense you

do not want If you are going

away for only a few days ask

your landlord to check the

house. If you have questions or

want more information call

Commuter Services at 545-0865

or come to 428 Student Union.

MUSICIANS

Marshall Speaker For Sale

4x12 Cab LOUD! Great condi-

tion MUST SELL! $500 or best

offer. Call Mike at 546-0955

ROOM FOR RENT
Quiet room, downtown
Amherst Available end of

December Lease 253-4236

9am-9pm

Room available in Main St

apartment. Parking and heat

included. Call Paul or Miki 253-

1450

Bedroom Available Two bed-

room apt $216/month On bus

route Call 665-41894 Ask for

Scott

Looking for male to share

large room in 3 bedroom apart-

ment Great location uptown
$250/month. Ask for Fitz 253-

9359

Large bedroom in renovated

3 bedroom Puffton apartment.

Available Jan 1. $375/month
549-6857

1 room in 2 bedroom apart-

ment. Available Jan End Call

549-6082 ASAP
UPTOWN

Room for rent in house

for 1 or 2 persons.

$210/month Available 12/22.

549-9275

Room in house in South

Amherst. $375/month ALL
INCLUDED Next to bus line

Start 1/1/98 Call 253-9482

Bedroom Available Jan 1

$342 50/month Includes

heat/hot water Contact Kelly

253-1899

I'm graduating! One bedroom

available in three bedroom
apartment in Puffton Village.

Paid thru Feb 1 Move in Jan 1.

$230/month Heat included Call

549-6729 Brian

Furnished room available in a

4 bedroom Amherst house.

$300/month. Near bus route. For

more details call Tina 253-6428

ROOM FOR RENT

One bedroom perfect for two in

two bedroom apartment in

Sunderland Mindy 665-1276

Cheap rooms for

Wintersession Live close to

campus. Only $150. Includes

heat/hot water Call Jason 549-

0958

ROOMMATE WANTED

Bedroom available in

Sugarloaf $333 monthly Call

665-3558

Prefer female non-smoker to

share house in Belchertown Call

323-9268

Apartmentmate Wanted: $220

plus 1/2 electricity Right on bus

line Female, non-smoker. Call

253-4982. Available Jan 1.1 998

Looking for 1 person to share

large room in two bedroom apt.

Starts Jan 1. Call Brad or Mike

549-3992

Female roommate/s wanted
to share a 2 bedroom- Boulders

Apts. Amherst On bus line

Available Jan 1st or sooner

259-2995

Roommate Wanted Jan 1

Behind Victory Market 4 bed-

rooms, W/D $300+ 549-9130

To shore two bedroom apart-

ment in Brandywine. Rent start-

ing Jan 1 Call Tara 549-4390

Roommate Wanted- 6 bed-

room house. Amherst
$210/month Own room (spa-

cious), wood heated, pool table.

Call 549-7177

One bedroom available in two

bedroom apartment Walk to

Uptown and UMass. On bus line.

$270/month plus utilities Call

253-4613 Available 1/98.

Very quiet roommate wanted
in Amherst on bus line.

$260/month plus 1/3 utilities

256-5402, 253-9457

SERVICES

Know Your Rights Do you have

questions about your rights? Do
you think your civil rights have

been violated? Find Out! Contact

The Student Legal Services

Office. 922 Campus Center. 545-

1995

Looking for a place to live?

Seeking a new roommate 7

Offering a Winter Session sub-

let? Commuter Services &
Housing Resource Center can

help you! Call 545-2145 to place

your listing or stop by 428

Student Union Building, M-F,

10am-5pm.
DECORATOR SERVICE

Beautify your home- wallpaper,

painting, staining Expert work -

20 years exp Free estimates

Call (413)533-6213 South Hadley

Pregnant? Need help? Cali

Birthright of Amherst area for

free testing and assistance 549-

1906

SPRING BREAK TRAVEL

-

Ask »b«u( our lcg«nd*ry
Fr«« Party Packages

*3<3rp<aica

tCancun
Th' h<st M«al -eiun.

in th* business!
*t>ayf°na *Pan»rra City

CALL FOR fR££ INFO ?ACK
Sun SplasJi Tours

1-800-426-7*710

Personals Policy Rates NEW Standard Headings
ML Si be proofread by Collegian cldi

-t-> before payment and acceptance ot

theclaa

.nes MAY NOT be used in penonals ONLY
ones .ind initials «m» allowed The only encep-

1

' Mhday or congratulation* personals, in

whn h i ase the full name may be used.

\ Phone numbers are not allowed in personals NO

4 Addres*-> .««- not allowed in personals trm means
dorm ruum numbvrs as well.

1

i threatening or derogatory nature are

iamb ot a vindictive or libelous

nature jre not .itteptable Personals may not be
M (he purpose ot harassment.

6. Profanity may not be used in personals

7 The personals section is tor personals only. The per

soruls section may NOT be used to sell items seek

roommates, advertise meetings, etc

8 All personals must have the name, signature, and
UMass ID number ot the student placing the as

tilled in on the insertion order. Non-students must

provide a valid driver's license and the license num-
ber must be recorded on the insertion order Use ot

false identification or misrepresentation is subject to

penalties under the taw.

9 The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or to edit

any personal that does not meet the Coltegijtn'* stan-

dards in accordance with the statutes of the

Commonwealth ot Massachusetts

Students

20£ per word/day

All others

40v? per word/day

$2.00
min./day

NO REFUNDS
('lease write dearly and

leRibly. We are nol responsible for errors resull-

in(j from illegible handwriting or type.

ACTIVITIES
ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR RENT
AUTO FOR SALE
AUTO PARTS
CHILOCARE
COMMUNITY EVENTS
COMPUTERS
EMPLOYMENT
ENTERTAINMENT
FOR SALE
FURNrrURE
GREEK ANNOUCEMENTS

HAPPY BSTTHOAY
HEALTH & BEAUTY
HOUSES FOR RENT
HOUSES FOR SALE
HOUSESITTINO
JEWELERY
INSTRUCTION
LOST » FOUND
II DAYS FREE)

MUSICIANS
MISCELLANEOUS
M9CELLAMOUS FOR RENT

MOTORCYCLES

MUSIC LESSONS
MUSICIANS WANTED
PERSONALS
PETS FOR SALE
RESUMES
RIDES WANTED
ROOM FOR RENT
ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED
SERVICES
SPORTS
STEREO « CO EQUIP

SUMMER SUBLET
TELEVBONS FOR SALE
TICKETS
TO SUBLET
TRAVEL
TRANSPORTATION
TUTORING SERVICES
TUTOR WANTED
WANTED TO RENT
WANTED GENERAL .

WORLD WIDE WEB
YARD SALES

TUESDAY, DEC. 9
Auditions { Mass Theater department is

holding auditions for "Coyote Gets Sober" from

7-IO p.m A to- production of New WORLD
Theater and the losephine White Eagle Cultural

Center and will he performed Feb. 7 and 8. at 8

p.m in Hampden Theater. For more informa-

tion, vail New WORLD Theater at 545-1972

Book signing — Current scholarships in

WoSMO'l Studies at the Five Colleges. Come
meet the authors from the 5 college area at a

i'ning reception at 7 10 p m. in the

Diddnaon House Living Room, Mount Holyoke

College i.n mme information, call 558-2022.

•ig — The Index. UMass yearbook, will

holJ us general meeting at 650 p.m. in the

Student L'nion. room 504 All are invited For

more information, contact till Aordkian at

taaasfj International last meet-

ing of the semester at 7 p.m. in the Campus

Center, room 801. For more information, call

545-1975.

Party — Holiday party sponsored by Alpha

Chi Omega from 7-8:50 p.m. at 58 Nutting

Ave. For rides call Lauria or Danika at

549-S459.

WEDNESDAY. DEC. 10

Blood Drive — American Red Cross.

Hampshire County chapter blood drive from

10:50 a.m. - 4:50 p.m. in the Campus Center,

room 165.

Entertainment — Not Ready For Bedtime

Players will perform at 8 p.m. in the Pierpont

Lounge.

hilm — Italian club film night at 6:50 p.m.

in classroom 2 of the Foreign Language

Resource Center in the basement of Herter Hall

Annex "Caro Diario" will be shown in Italian

with F.nglish subtitles.

THURSDAY, DEC 11

Lecture— Christian McEwen presents a let

tureon"A Celebration ofTomboys" at 1 2:50 p.m

in the Campus Center, room 805 as part of the

GLBT Studies Lecture Series and is co-sponsored

by Food for Thought Books. The Stonewall

Center. GLB GSO, Women's Studies and the

Chancellor's Task Force on GLBT Matters. For

more information, please contact the Stonewall

Center at 545-4824.

Slide-lecture — Kim Tripp, director of the

Smith College Botanic Garden, will describe a

recent plant-collecting tripduring a slide-lecture,

titled "A China Expedition" at 4:50 p.m. in the

Neilson Library Browsing Room at Smith Col lege

NOTICES

Applications— The Campus Mediation and

Negotiation Team is accepting applications for its

trainingthis January 1 2- 1 6. Applicationsareavail-

ablefor any UMass student at 222 Hampshire

House, Legal Studies For more information, con-

taclLeahat 545-5882

Art Exhibition— Anexhibitionofmorethan50

one-of-a-kind artist books and scrolls b> William

Schade will be on view from Nov. 1 1 through Ian

25 at Ihe Mount Holyoke College Art Museum

Museum hoursarcTues.-Fri.. 1 1 a.m.-5p.m. and

Sal. and Sun . I-Sp.m.and is closed on academic

holidays from Wed., Nov. 26lhroughMon,Dvv I

and from Tuesday, Dec. 16 through Mon Jan. b

For more information, call 558-2245 or fax

558-2144

\n Exhibition—Worksby thirteen membersof

ihc Williams College art faculty will be featured in

"Artist/Teacher: Group Fatuity Exhibition."

opening Dec 6al(heWilliamsCollegeMuMumul

Art. and tontinuing through March I Museum

hours arc Tues. -Sat. IOa.m.-5p.m.andSun. 1-5

p.m.

Club — The UMass Amateur Radio Club

Siation W I PUO is reluming and looking for peo-

ple to join in Ham radio. Anyone interested in

rad lo/elev Ironies and a desire to learn andtommu-

nivaie are welcome The tlub will sponsor FCC

approved volunteer examination sessions for all

license levels. For more information, contact

Richard StrytharzN I MFTat 549-6000 exl 6000

or leaveamessageat facility services.

/ (MM — Orchids and Works of Sculpture at

Ihe Durfee Conservatory opening Dec. 5 from

noon-6p.m. andcontinuingthrough Dec. 1 ^con-

servatory hours are Mon-lri 8:50a.m. -4:50 p.m.

Sponsored by the Amherst Orchid Society and

Sculpture DcparitnentofUMass

Internships — Environmental and Hunger

Internships available for credit. Opportunities

include helping to organize a Five College Earth

Day. protecting Endangered Species and organiz-

ing the Spring I lunger Clean-up For more infor-

mation, call Robynat 545-0199.

V. in c— Spectrum Magazine is taking submis-

FYls are public service announcements
printed daily. To submit an FYI, please
send a press release containing all perti-

nent information, including The name
and phone number of the contact person
to the Collegian, c/o tne Managing Editor

by noon the previous day.

sion for the ncxtedition of the magazine The dead-

line is I eh 12.Formoreinfonnation,calllhei'llni

at545-2240orcomebyintheStudentUnion.room

40bE

Notice— The UMass Arts Council's next Jead

line for Single Project/Event grants is on

Wednesday. Feb. 4at5p.m forarteventsoceurring

after Feb. 24 Guidelines for application formsare

available at the Campus Activities Office. 416

Student Union or at the Arts Council offites.

Hasbrouck 101-105 or on computer disk at PC

Software Support, Lederle low rise, nmin MIX
Please call the Arts Council ai 545-0202 for help

with applying for a grant or lo discuss your ideas.

^̂
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C 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30
WEDH M

I
1 Withbon*. X Business Rpt. Newshour With Jim Lehrer X John Tesh: The Avalon Concert (In Stereo) John Tesh Live at Red Rocks (In Stereo)

WFSB ft 3 MsmsX CBS News Inside Edition Reel TV X JAG "Defenseless" (In Stereo) Michael Hayes (In Slereo) X 48 Hours (In Stereo) X NewsX Late Show X

WBZ o if) Newt CBS News Extra G Ent Tonight JAG "Delenseless" (In Slereo) Michael Hayes (In Stereo) X 48 Hours (In Stereo) X news Late Show X

WCVB 5 News i: ABC News Inside Edition Chronicle X Grace Under [Soul Man X Home Imp. |NYPD Blue "Lost Israel" (In Stereo) (Part 2 of 2) NewsX Nightline X
WLVI Full Houm £ Boy-World Fresh Prince Fresh Prince **''i "My Blue Heawn"(1990, Com sieve Marti News Star Trek: Next Gener.

WHDH n New* NBC News Wheel-Fortune Jeopardy! X Mad Abo. You Just Shoot Me Frasier X Frasier (R) I Dateline (In Slereo) X News | Tonight Show

WTXX 1 CtWMlX Med Abo. You Judge Judy X Judge Judy X Moesha (R) X Clueless X Malcolm-Eddie In the House News [Grace Under Vibe

WVIT 10. Ntwi NBC News Ent. Tonight Hard Copy X Mad Abo. You Just Shoot Me ]Frasier X Frasier (R) X Dateline (In Stereo) X News Tonight Show

WTIC n 11 Horn* Imp. Simpsons X Seinfeld X FraalerX *H "Son-in-Law" (1993, Comedyl Paufy Shore. On SI News Simpsons X Deep Space 9

WWLP © 21 Msw* NBC News Wheel-Fortune Jeopardy! X Med Abo. You jJust Shoot Me [Frasier X Frasier (R) X Dateline (In Stereo) X News Tonight Show

WGBY CD t Srssturs* Business Rpt. Newshour With Jim Lehrer X Italian Americana (In Stereo) X Little Italy (In Stereo) Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

WGGB CP 20 NswsX ABC News Seinfeld X Frasier « Grace Under Soul Man X Home Imp. NYPD Blue Lost Israel' (In Stereo) (Part 2 of 2) News X iNightline X
WSBK Q> Mad Abo. You Mad Abo. You Seinfeld X FraalerX Moesha (R)X Clueless X Malcolm-Eddie In the House |News |M'A*S'HX M'A-S^H X |Real TV X
WTBS 6E> Family Marian Family Matters Andy Griffith Andy Griffith ****dctapussiK"(1983, Adventure) Roger Moore, Maud Adan «**«* "Moonrakef'WSL

AtE CD Northern Expoaura X Law A Order The Biography: Stanley-Livingstone Story of Magic "Mystery in America" X Law A Order "Indifference" 1

CNN sD WorldVitwX Moneyline X Crossfire X Prime News X ]Burden-Proof Larry King Live X World Today X Sports lllus. Moneyline X
COM ro 130 Comic Cabana |Makt-laugh Daily Show (R) Stein's Money Aspen Comedy Festival II (R) Sinbad: Brain Damaged (R) Viva Variety {Make-Laugh Daily Show Stein's Money

DISC Wing* "fty Nav}r (R) Gimme Shelter R) Wild Discovery: Desert New Dehctives Code Red: submarine Rescue Justice Files "Young Guns" (F

ESPN n> Up ClOM Sportscenter ICoRege BasketlMil Fresno Stale al Temple. (Live) |College Basketbi

LIFE (ji Supermarket Km Intimate Portrait Unsolved Mysteries [In Slereo) "A Ditlemnl Kind or" Christmas" (1996. Drama) Shelley Long. X Homicide: Life on the street X
MTV m MTV Live (In Slerec My So-Called Ufa Pressure" Dana Mi iBeavia-Butt. MTV Live (R) (In Stereo) Beavie-Butt. Beevis-Butt.

|m.T. Moore

Loveline (R) (In Slereo)

NICK fp Figure It Out Tiny Toon DougX IRugratsX Secret of Alei |Happy Days Wonder Years Wonder Years I Love Lucy X Taxi X INewhart X
SCIFI f[) Twilight Zone Scream2 Time Tra» "Revenge" (R) X Seaquesl DSV (In Stereo) X ** "Crash and 9um"(1990, Science Fiction) Paul Ganus Time Trax "Revenge" (R) X
TLC f\t 21 Renovation Renovation Home Again |Home Again Sldeehow (R) |Rrtuals ot the world (RJ Sideshow (R)

TNT fD Kung Fu: Legend Lola t Clark-Superman NBA Basketball New York Knicks al Chicago Bulls (In Slereo Live) X |lnsde-NBA ** "Above the flm" (1994)

USA Qj Beywetch ft) X Highlander: The Series X Walker, Texas Ranger X ] Boxing Herol Graham vs Vmny PmieMa (In Slereo) Silk Stalkinga Freudian Slip'

HBO <D (S:4S)**V> 'Fandango" (1985) Kevin Costner. X | Amittad First ** "Slat Tmk. First ConlacT (1996) Patrick Stewart. PG-13'

X

Dregtime (In Stereo) X **» "She's lh»Oi9"(1996)"R'

MAX CD **"> "Fto»7 Genius" (1985, Comedy) V«l Kilmer PC X *** 'Thai Jbmg You Do.'"(1996) Tom Everett Scott 'PG' X *Vj "Relentless tv Ashes to Ashes" (1994) Inside Out (R)

SHOW © "Sou/SurvM)«"(1995.a)rTv»oV-Or«ma)UnMcSrur,c. 'PG-13' ** "Changing Haoifs"(1997) Moita Kelly. !*'? "Tne Mirror Hat Two Ftou"{IWBlJarDra Streisand Women

Bruno By C. Baldwin Robotman By Jim Meddick

Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dilbert By Scott Adams
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Thatch By Jeff Shesol
By Mike Rybicki
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Horoscope;
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — You may be fighting against

a sudden onset of fatigue today.

You can get things done, but you're

going to have to pace yourself.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— Like your Sagittarius neighbor,

you may find your energy waxing

and waning in an inconsistent fash-

ion throughout the day.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20.-Feb. 18)

— You may have to bend the truth

slightly today in order to ensure the

success of a new plan. Take care

that you don't stoop to falsehood.

PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20) —
Your perceptions can benefit others

today, so you must be willing to

share your thoughts and feelings

freely whenever possible.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
It shouldn't take you long to get

started today — and if it does, you

know that there is something wrong

with the way you've laid your plans.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
Do not allow a minor error to

develop into a major crisis today.

As soon as you spot the mistake.

take steps to correct it; don't delay.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20) —
You have waited long enough to

put the last piece of a puzzle into

place. Do so today, and you'll find

that taking the next few steps is

quite easv.

CANCER ()une 21-July 22) —
You are eager to get to the more
creative part of a project. You have

planned thoroughly, and now it's

time to have a little fun!

LEO (|uly 23-Aug. 22) — You
may find yourself immersed in

some kind of administrative work
today. Take care that you don't

leave something until the last

minute!

VIRGO (Aug. 25-Sept. 22) —
You may have the chance to make
a new friend or two before the day

is out — all in the process of get-

ting some routine work done ahead

of schedule.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) —
You feel as though fortune is smil-

ing upon you today. Do not take

chances at this time; follow your

own rules carefully for best results.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) —
Stick to the plan today and you'll

come out on top. The moment you

try to improvise, you may be risking

some of your success.
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Closo to Homo By John McPherson

Quote of tJH«e Day
Curiouser and Curiouser

-Alice (in Wonderland)

12-?

M,hjn&„ 'M7 JO"i' Mi.Pm'Wu'DaJ r> li^»t'«al "»« i,ir,Kalt

"Oh, that? I thought I told you. Dateline NBC is

going to tesature us in a segment titled 'Working

Couples: Who Does the Brunt ot the Housework?'"

Today's P.C. Menu
Call 343-2636 for near* ImfrmeHon.

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Kielbasa Grinder

Chicken Burrito

Mad Piece of Alicia

DINNER
Pineapple Ham Steak

(Chicken) Breasts with Rice Stuffing

Eggplant Cutlet

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Worcester
LUNCH

Stir Fry Pasta and Vaegetable

Ziti/ Tomato Sauce

Chicken Burrito

Bean Burrito

DINNER
Quarter Pound Burger

Chicken Parmesan

Harvest Burger

Pastabilities

ACROSS
1 Sixth sense:
abbr

4 Fume
9 Passed out the

cards
14 Society-column

word
1 5 Actor Costner
16 One-celled

plants
1 7 Peace Nobelist

of 1 989
19 Subarctic forest

20 Correct (a
manuscript)

21 Signified
23 Changed colors
?4 Maratnoner
27 Humid
30 Horsemen
32 Paving material

33 Clouded
37 Hazard a guess
39 Well-liked
40 Hot pepper
42 Use a baton
43 Sled
44 Ending for

"auction"
45 Withdraws

formally
48 Plumbing

problem
50 Avarice
51 Roman poet
55 Ballroom dance
57 Sports complex

58 "Eek?" producer
60 Scuba diver's

spot
64 Greek

philosopher
65 Join forces

66 Paid athlete

67 Actress Hayes
68 Heroic tales

69 Sault — Marie

DOWN
1 Finished
2 Sordid
3 Martinique

volcano
4 Type of row?
5 Actor Gibson
6 Roe
7 Kipling novel

8 Glossy paint

9 Information

10 Large antelope

1

1

Stirring up
12 Trail behind
1 3 Iced —
18 In addition to

22 Blunder
24 avis

25 Declare
positively

26 Nongentleman
28 Food Irom

heaven
29 Pnmp
30 Picks over

31 Toys on strings

33 Made a choice

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

amrau mtiHra man

ansa umiarjido

SBSBS QHtfO HQHH
an mil umizi=i Htaniarj

HHHD
ranraas HHraaia ana
H iXtBlEa
HBO IHHEB UB0H

1? 9 97 © 1997 United Feature Syndic*!*

34 Arbor
35 Type of song
36 Mongrel
38 Wooden ptn
40 Secret

language
4

1

Not up yet

43 Jeans' partner
46 — on incite

47 Spring flower
49 Preschool

staple
51 Bobby ot the

NHL
52 Certain

assistants
53 Motionless
54 "Platoon-

actor
56 Gas used in

signs
57 Pub offenngs
58 Speedometer

info

59 Bullfight cheer
61 "—Clear

Day .
."

62 Tractor-trailer

63 — premium:
scarce

Hampshire
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Charbroiled Chicken Sandwich

Chicken Burrito

Saucy Slice of Steph

DINNER
Quarter Pound Burger

Chicken Breasts with Rice Stuffing

Krunchy Kurty Bird

Lisa Lisa and Strawberry |am

Berkshire
LUNCH

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Doubleplusgood Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Chicken Burrito

Bean Burrito

DINNER
Quarter Pound Burger

Hot & Spicy Chicken Wings
Harvest Burger

Pastabilities



Attention Sports Staff:

There will be a mandator) meeting of all Sport-. Smtl OH

lhuiMlav at 500 p.m. Any questions, call Casey Kane at

54 5 0719. SPORTS
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Ketner, Weeks shore up UM's inside game

The Massachusetts men's hoop team is 4-2 heading into tomorrow

Kansas.

By Fred Hurlbrink, Jr.

Collegian Staff

Defense wins champi-
onships.

The Massachusetts
men's basketball team has

played suffocating, cham-
pionship-level defense in

its first two home games,

allowing 29 total first-half

points at the William D.

Mullins Center.

In the first 10 minutes

of each game at Mullins,

the Minutemen have given

up two buckets — four

points.

The physicality of the

UMass interior defense is

phenomenal. Lari Ketner

and Tyrone Weeks have
combined to clog up the

paint and negate any post

presence the opponent
might have.

Ketner is fast becoming

one of the dominant cen-

ters in the nation with his

instinctive shot-blocking

skills and his evolving
offensive repertoire.

With Weeks' pure
rebounding skills and the

shear size of Ketner,

teams are hard-pressed to

compete with the UMass
big men — especially with

a consistent Ajmal Basit

coming off the bench.

In turn the perimeter

defense is that much
stronger when Ketner and

Weeks are dominating and

staying out of foul trouble.

Charlton Clarke and
Monty Mack are both big

physical guards who can

frustrate opponents with

their strength.

Mack has shown the

ability to be a strong

one-on-one defender, but

his interest in the game
seems to wane in and out.

KEN MCDONACDn COLLEGIAN ^^
fa ^j,, ^ & tigh ,

s game with No. 3 end. and though not spec-

tacular, he's not a liability

on defense

The player that epito-

mizes UMass coach
Bruiser Flint's defensive

scheme is sophomore
small forward Mike Babul.

He is constantly in

someone's face, always
around a loose ball. The
team's best leaper. he can

sneak into the paint and
grab rebounds away from
bigger players. An off-sea-

son conditioning regimen

has Babul in better shape

than he was last season,

and now he can compete
on a more consistent

basis.

Opposing coaches have

seemed overwhelmed by

the size and tenacity of the

UMass defense. Marshall

coach Greg White called

the Minutemen the most
physical team he's ever

seen, and College of

Charleston coach |ohn
Kresse was so impressed

with Ketner and Weeks
that he called them both

legitimate first round NBA
draft picks.

Nice touch

Weeks was a perfect

15-for-15 from the foul

line in the first four games

of the season, but in two
games at Mullins he has

yet to attempt a free

throw. Weeks, whose per-

centage has improved
every season, came into

this year with a career

.701 mark at the charity

stripe.

All dressed up...

joining injured forward

Winston Smith in street

clothes last Saturday was
freshman Ronell Blizzard.

No explanation has been

given for him sitting out,

but he has yet to play a

minute for UMass this sea-

Men's gymnastics

capturesUMass open
By Sonford Appell

Collegian Staff

Picking up where they off last mi
son. the Massachusetts men's gym-

nastics team captured the UMass
Open on Saturday night.

The Minutemen pulled away from

the pack of competitors to finish with

a total score of 218.65. UMass rival

Temple fished second among the

also-rans with 211.09. Army took

third place with 204.1 and Syracuse

placed at 191.8

"Beating Temple was impressive

since they knocked us out in the tour-

nament last year," coach Roy Johnson

said. "However, the payback really

comes at the end of the season, not at

the first meet."

Nonetheless, the Minutemen
received a big boost by beating the

Owls so early on.

"It was good for the team to get

this victory." Andrew l.eis said.

"Temple beat us by so little last year.

and we wanted to prove that we
could take them. It was a very satisfy-

ing victory."

The UMass performances on the

pommel horse proved to be the dif-

ference in the meet. The Minutemen

came away with their highest score in

this event by posting a 57.25.

"Our pommel horse squad is so

much potential," lohnson said. "They

can only get better, hopefully to the

point of being one of the best pom-

mel horse teams in the country."

Leis led the way with a terrific rou-

tine that earned him a 9.65.

freshman J. J. Hershey chipped in

with a 9.2 and Lloyd Alquist scored a

9.1.

Turn to GYM, page 9
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The UMass men's gymnastics team opened up the season on a winning

note.

Men's indoor track wins opener UM's Johnston All-American
By Seth Koenig

Collegian Staff

Led by junior Tom Toye from Scarborough. Maine, the

Massachusetts men's indoor track team bested six other

schools in its season opening meet at Boston University.

The Minutemen outscored the second place Universiu of

. Hampshire by ten, 106-96. on the heals of Toye, who

qualified for the IC4A Championships in three separate

events.

The junior was victorious in the 200 meters, placed sec-

ond in the 55 meter dash, and took part in the first place

4\400 meter relay team. His time of 2 1 .99 in the 200 meters

missed the schooi record, which he set, by .02 seconds.

loining Toye with IC4A qualifying times were teammates

junior Neil Concepcion and freshman Marc Sylvander in the

400 meter dash, placing first and second respectively In the

55 meter hurdles. Ben Baraldi recorded New England

Championship qualifying time with a fourth place. 7.89 sec

ond showing. Senior Scott Price, who joined To
Concepcion. and Sylander in the first place relay team, also

penciled himself in at the New England meet with a 6.62

second time in the 55 meter dash.

In the field events. Andre Roach and |an Stevens also

worked their way into the New Englands in the triple jump

and shot put respectively. Roach, a junior, won the triple

jump with a 45-5 5/4 bound.

Following UNH in the seven team meet was Yale with 85

points, Maine with 52, Providence with 46, the boat, BU,

with 40. and Bentley with six

The dominating performance by UMass was a pleasant

turnaround from the inconsistent men's cross country sea-

son, during which the Minutemen did not win a single meet.

Senior Ryan Carrara, the team's number one runner this fall,

paced the Massachusetts distance crew with an 8:30 3000

meter run.

The meet is a good sign of things to come for the

University of Massachusetts, as the Minutemen held eleven

top tout places in the meet, winning four events outright.

Coach Ken O'Brien, in his thirty-first season as the UMass

skipper, will take this victory into a nearly five week sched-

uling dry spell, as the next competition for the squad is not

until fan. 17 at Hanover. New Hampshire for the New
England Challenge Cup trials. Many of the teams present

this weekend will compete at the annual NECC meet in

January.

Randy Moss Heisman hopeful
By Jim Vertuno

Associated Press

HUNTINGTON. W.Va — When
Kandv Muss showed up at Florida

State, coach Bobby Bowden was

almost giddy over his new wide

receiver

He can run. he can jump, but

what he does best is run like a

scalded dog." Bowden said before

ran afoul of the law and was

kicked off the team.

A year and another school later,

hasn't stop running. And no

one can catch him.

"Nobody in America can cover

him." Ball State coach Bill Lynch
said iftet MOSS caught live touch-

down parses in Marshall's 42-16

victory against the Cardinals

The only sophomore among this

year's Heisman Trophy candidates.

Moes set the Division I A singl

son mark with 25 receiving touch-

down- live covering 70 yards or

mom - and has caught 90 passes

for 1.647 yards to set a Mid-

American Conference record. In

eaaona, he has scored 53 TDs
foi Marshall.

He's doing this with people

putting triple coverage on him."

Marshall coach Bob Pruett said.

"They doubled and triple-teamed

Randy, but he always seems to I mil

a way to make big plays." At 6-foot

J Mot is taller than most defensive

i he I taster, with 4.25

I in the 40-yard -dash. He bJm

got an impressive 39-inch vertical

leap and huge hands with

tentacle like fingers that rarely drop

passes

The 1997 Randy Moss highlight

film begins with a 90-yard touch

down against Army.

Cradling a screen pass behind

the line of scrimmage on his own
five. Moss took off across the field.

faking two linemen off their feet.

stilt-arming another defender, hur-

dling yet another and, without los-

ing a step, accelerating down the

left sideline while the rest of the

field seemed to be in slow motion.

Already named the MAC player

of the year and a finalist lot the

Biletnikoff Award given to the

nation's best receiver. Moss js set

ting new standards for receivers,

having scored at least one touch-

down in each of his 27 college

games

But Moss says he would rather

watch the Heisman Trophy ceremo

ny Dee. I 3 on his living room teles

i

than in person He is one of

four players invited to New York for

the ceremony

"I think just for the fact that

I'm coming out of a small school

here in Huntington, it would be very

difficult for me to win it," Moss
said.

Hopefully it's not that big of a

factor, but deep down inside I think

it is."

Moss' college career was almost

over before it began.

One of West Virginia's most

celebrated high school athletes.

Moss was headed to Notre name-

but the Irish revoked the scholar-

ship after he was charged with

attacking another studant at DuPont

High School.

Moss pleaded guilty to batten

and was sentenced to 30 days in jail.

He was allowed to delet Most of the

sentence until alter his freshman

year in college.

Florida State was quick to roll

out the welcome mat, but a year

later rolled it back up when Moss

violated his probation by smoking

marijuana. A one-year jail sentence

was reduced a month later to time

served after he completed algebra

ami speech communications classes

in a work-study program.

Although Moss never played at

Florida State, Bowden was well

aware of his talent.

"He's just got so many tools,

limitless tools," the coach said after

watching Moss practice.

After his release from jail. Moss
walked on at Marshall and scored
.">8 touchdowns, leading the

Thundering Herd to the Division I-

AA championship and a 15-0

I This season. Marshall (10-2)

returned to Division I-A after a 28-

year absence and faces Mississippi

in the Motor City Bowl on Dec. 26.

But can a wide receiver in the

MAC win the Heisman? For that

matter, can a wide receiver from

any school win it? The last receiver

to win it was Michigan's Desmond
Howard in 1991.

"If the Heisman Trophy is for

the best college player who does the

most for his team, I think Randy
deserves a shot." said Marshall

quarterback Chad Pennington.

"When the offense needs a big play,

he - going to make one almost every

time-
Nonetheless, the award is

expected to go to players at

higher profile programs such as

Tennessee's Peyton Manning.
Michigan's Charles Woodson, or

Ryan Leal at Washington State. But

by-one, Moss has made believ-

I
h of his opponents.
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Erica Johnston earned second team All-America honors for a stellar 1997 campaign for the UMass field hockey

team.

As if her stellar season weren't

enough, Massachusetts field hockey

forward Erica Johnston has been

named to the National Field Hockey

Coaches Association 1997 Div. I

All- American second team.

Johnston, the 29th Minutewomen
to receive All-America honors in

field hockey, was UMass' leading

scorer this season with 24 goals,

three assists and 51 total points.

Her goal total places lohnston

fourth on the all-time single season

list in that category, while her 51

points ranks her fifth all-time for a

single season.

In addition to being named to the

coaches' second team. Johnston was

named to the Northeast Regional

All-American team, the Atlantic 10

All-Conference team. She was also

named A- 10 Player of the Week
four times.

An offensive catalyst the entire

season, Johnston tallied in all but

three regular season games in which

the Minutewomen had at least o\\^

point. UMass finished the season

13-10.4-1 in the A-10.

In the A-10 tournament,
Johnston helped the Minutewomen
to their second straight title. She
earned Most Valuable Player acco-

lades for her four goals in the tour

ney.

— Catty Kane
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Take

this!

A capella singing

sensation, Take 6,

dazzled their audi-

ence with their finest

tunes with a memo-
rable Christmas per-

formance Saturday

(see Arts & Living,

page 5).

Get the

point?

Freshman guard
lonathan Depina
will be the point
man for the UMass
basketball team
tonight in

Lawrence, Kansas
(see Sports, page
10).

WORLD

Murder suspect to

be extradited

AMSTERDAM, Netherlands (AP)

— Amsterdam district court judges

yesterday approved the extradition

of an Irishman linked to the killing

of a prominent Dublin crime
reporter.

The suspect, Brian Meehan, was
expected to appeal. In addition,

the extradition request must be
approved by Justice Minister
Winnie Sorgdrager.

An extradition request charged
Meehan, 31, with involvement in

the |une 1996 slaying of Veronica

Cuerin, who reported extensively

on Dublin's underworld bosses for

the Sunday Independent.

Meehan is accused of driving a

motorcycle alongside Guerin's car

while it was stopped at a traffic

light on the outskirts of Dublin,

while his passenger opened fire on
the 36-year-old journalist. During
his extradition hearing, Meehan
told the three-judge panel he was
innocent. Meehan's lawyer also

claimed his client could not be
guaranteed a fair trial in Ireland

due to intense media coverage.

Meehan, who was arrested in

Amsterdam earlier this year, faces

a maximum life sentence if con-
victed in Ireland.

NATION

Higher prices part of

antf^moking campaign

WASHINGTON (AP) — Increasing

the cost of cigarettes by $1.50 a pack

would reduce teen smoking only if

combined with other anti-smoking

measures, two of three specialists told a

House subcommittee yesterday.

"There is no single magic bullet,"

DePaul University psychology professor

Leonard Jason told the House
Commerce subcommittee on health

and environment. "The best approach

is a combination of tools, including

restricting access and advertising,

school-based programs and price

increases."

Economic studies show that just a 1

percent price increase reduces overall

smoking among adults by about 4 per-

cent and teen smoking by 7 percent,

said Michael P. Eriksen, director of the

Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention's Office on Smoking and
Health.

A third witness — Howard Beats, a

George Washington University profes-

sor who has worked as a consultant for

R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. — disagreed.

He said the most effective approach

would be educating teen-agers about

the consequences of smoking and
imposing penalties for tobacco use.

Several members of Congress have

introduced bills that would raise prices

by $1.50 a pack, and anti-smoking

groups have taken up the call in hopes

that Congress will act next year on the

tobacco settlement reached between

tobacco companies and state attorneys

general in June.
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Prentice family asks students

for answers concerning death
By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

Two months after the death of their son, the parents of

Adam G. Prentice, Barbara and Dennis Prentice, are still

facing many unanswered questions about events that

occurred on the night of his death.

The Prentices believe there is at least one student on

this campus who was with Adam at the time of his death,

and accordingly, they issued a statement to the University

of Massachusetts community asking for help.

"The friends and family of Adam Prentice believe he

was not alone on the night of his tragic fall through the

greenhouse roof on Friday, Sept. 27 between 12:30 p.m.

and 1:30 a.m.

"As the holiday season approaches, our prayer is that

we are blessed with the truth about what happened to

him so we can begin the painfully slow process of heal-

ing," Mrs. Prentice said.

Prentice, 21, died early Sept. 27 after he fell through a

greenhouse roof near the Morrill Science Center. His

cause of death was massive bleeding. Toxicology reports

indicated that he was intoxicated at the time of his death.

Since Adam's death. Mrs. Prentice feels he was not

alone when he fell through the greenhouse.

"You just don't do something like this alone regardless

of sobriety," she said.

In addition, Mrs. Prentice said Adam was 5-foot-3

inches tall.

"The roof to the greenhouse was as tall as he was.

Someone had to be there to help boost him up," she said.

In addition to believing that Adam was accompanied

by friends at the time of his death, Mrs. Prentice also

questioned whether Adam was being chased and running

away from someone.

The UMass Police Department does not have any evi-

dence to indicate this might be true.

"I truly believe that a mother's intuition is usually 99.9

percent correct," Mrs. Prentice said.

According to UMass Chief of Police John Luippold,

Prentice's case remains open, however, investigators have

been unsuccessful in their search for anyone who was

with Prentice the night of his death.

Luippold refused further comment on any other details

of the investigation.

"We want to appeal to anyone who may be afraid of

going to the police or the DA's office," Mrs. Prentice

said.

The Prentice family has requested that anyone with

information about their son's death contact them at

(508)362-7978 or (508)362-4804 or e-mail

barpren@capecod.net.

"If you saw Adam that night between these hours, have

knowledge of someone else who did, or details regarding

his fall, we would love for you to answer our prayer,"

Mrs. Prentice said.

Flowers (or a cold day

Amherst gathers in support ofNIOT
By Paul Hayes
Collegian Staff

AMHERST — Over 300 people

filed past the display window of

Amherst Typewriter, which only

months before served as the touch-

stone for a community movement
against hate, to gather in support of

the Not In Our Town (NIOT) coali-

tion at the Amherst Cinema on
Sunday.

The gathering consisted of the

showing of the movie Not in Our

Town which documents the efforts of

Billings. Mont, residents to combat
hate crime in their community, and

featured a number of speakers includ-

ing author and Mt. Holyoke profes-

sors Andrea Ayvazian and Beverly

Ann Tatum and Amherst Typewriter

owner Robert Green.

The movie portrayed Billings as a

friendly, family-oriented community
located in an area (the Pacific

Northwest), which is also where the

Aryan Nations are attempting to

establish their homeland.

These groups began by distributing

hate flyers, and committing minor
acts of vandalism. This soon escalat-

ed into major desecrations, violence

and acts of intimidation.

The Billings community was fortu-

nate in that they acted early, and
together, to fight the hate.

They formed a coalition Not In

Our Town, the model for the

Amherst group of the same name, in

which people of all religions, races

Turn to NIOT, page 2
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Evan Gerber, a resident of Belchertown, looks at his display at the

Mini-Mall. The Mini-Msll is Hillel House's annual fundraiser and will

continue through Thursday in the Student Union Ballroom.

Iraq says U.N. inspectors investigates kindergarten
ByWowlFoieh
Associated Press

www.umass.edu/rso/colegian

BAGHDAD. Iraq — U.N. weapons

inspectors visited 34 sites in Iraq yes-

terday, including a kindergarten, the

Iraqi News Agency reported.

The visit to the Baghdad school

caused "a scare among the children and

their teachers," the state-run agency

quoted Maj. Gen. Hussam Mohammed
Amin as saying. Amin is director of

Iraq's National Monitoring Committee.

Israel will not

be rushed into

troop pullback
By Revital Levy-Stein

Associated Press

EILAT, Israel — Facing U.S. pres-

sure for a speedy and substantial

troop pullback in the West Bank.

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
said yesterday that Israel would not

be rushed into a decision.

"When we are dealing with such a

fateful process — and in the West
Bank we are talking about the heart

of the country — we will not act

quickly and nastily." Netanyahu
said. "No outside pressure will help.

Before we have an agreement with

the Americans, we need to reach

agreement in Israel."

U.S. Secretary of State Madeleine

Albright has said she expects
Netanyahu to provide a more "credi-

ble" withdrawal plan at their Dec.

17 meeting than he has offered to

date.

Last week, Albright told

Netanyahu she wanted Israel to hand

over at least 12 percent of the West
Bank to Palestinian control in the

next stage, the Israeli dailies Haaretz

and Maariv reported yesterday.

But Netanyahu faces strong oppo-

sition to such a significant pullback

from right-wing coalition allies, and

many Israeli commentators believe

he is stalling to avoid a crisis at

home.
"There is talk of American pres-

sure," Netanyahu said during a visit

to this Red Sea resort. "The pres-

sure that I feel is the responsibility

of dealing with the future of our
country. ...Nothing will force our
hand."

Netanyahu would not say how
much land he was ready to hand
over. He reportedly has floated
plans to add 6 percent to 8 percent

of the West Bank to the 27 percent

of the territory where the
Palestinians now have full or partial

autonomy.
In a meeting with his Cabinet

ministers Monday. Netanyahu was

Turn to PULLEACK. page 2

which keeps tabs on the inspections.

It was not immediately clear why the

inspectors wanted to check the building

that housed the kindergarten, and offi-

cials at the U.N. Special Commission

could not be reached for comment.

The commission is responsible for

monitoring Iraq's compliance with U.N.

resolutions that call for the elimination

of its weapons of mass destruction.

U.N. trade sanctions imposed after

Iraq's 1990 invasion of Kuwait cannot

be lifted until the inspectors certify that

the weapons have been destroyed.

The news agency said 28 of the

inspection visits were made without

advance warning, including stops at

civil training centers and a printing

house.

Amin was quoted as saying that

"searching such places signals that the

Special Commission is affected by

American intelligence information

against Iraq, which claims Iraq is still

keeping... prohibited weapons."

Iraq has long accused the United

States of providing misleading informa-

tion to the inspectors in order to keep

the punishing sanctions in place.

In October, Iraqi leader Saddam
Hussein announced that U.S. inspec-

tors would be expelled on the grounds

that they were spying. The U.S. inspec-

tors were ordered out Nov. 1 3, and the

United Nations ordered the other

inspectors to leave.

The inspections resumed Nov. 22

under a Russian- brokered deal, and no

major confrontations have been report-

It's hip to be square...
KEN MC DONALD COLLEGIAN

A different view from the balcony of the TOC of the Flagstone Concourse.

ed since.

The head of the Special Commission.

Richard Butler, is due in Baghdad later

this week to discuss "sensitive sites"

such as presidential palaces that Iraq

does not want to be inspected. The
Iraqi News Agency also reported that

Vice President Taha Yassin Ramadan
met yesterday in Tehran with U.N.

Secretary-General Kofi Annan. Both

are attending the three-day summit of

the Organization of the Islamic

Conference.

Faculty creates

Jewish group
By Jason Eiseman
Collegian Staff

A group of lewish faculty mem-
bers have organized an informal

group, the lewish Faculty and Staff

Group, to celebrate being Jewish.

Richard S. Ellis, professor of

mathematics, and Marilyn Kushick,

professor in the music and dance
department, are co-chairs, and
co-founders of the group.

"We're not a religious organiza-

tion." Ellis said. "I want to set up an

environment where people can cele-

brate being Jewish."

The group works closely with the

University of Massachusetts Hillel

House and Rabbi Saul Perlmutter.

Executive Director, and organizes

activities involving lewish students

and faculty on campus.

"We don't have a full time staff,"

Ellis said. "(Rabbi Perlmutter) pro-

vides the space for meetings.
Everybody is welcome, some people

read Hebrew . some don't."

Some of their activities include a

"mini-conference" in each of the last

three years, a Torah study group,

and bringing in speakers and holding

luncheons.

Ellis says that the goals of the

group are "as broad as the lewish

people are broad."

Turn to GROUP, page 2

Talks aim "to reduce tensions" on Korean penninsula
By Clare Nullis

Associated Press

GENEVA — A first day of talks that aimed to

transform a tense. 44-year truce on the Korean

peninsula into a permanent peace adjourned yester-

day with little outward sign of progress.

"Ongoing" was all North Korea's delegation

leader, Kim Kye Gwan, would say when the day of

talks ended. Diplomats from South Korea, the

United States and China said nothing publicly.

This round of talks continues through today.

Peace negotiations could drag on for years, and

just getting the North and South together in the

same room to discuss a permanent peace was con-

sidered a major breakthrough. Only an armistice,

not a peace treaty, was signed to end the Korean

War in 1953.

"The shadow of the Cold War is still hanging over

the Korean Peninsula," China's vice foreign minister

said in an opening speech.

"We know for sure that the future course will still

be long and difficult," Tang liaxuan Mid.
"Nevertheless, we have already struck a good begin-

ning."

In Washington. Defense Secretary William Cohen
and his South Korean counterpart said the talks

"provide the most realistic means to reduce tensions

and achieve lasting peace on the Korean peninsula."

In a joint statement, they "expressed the hope that

all participants would make sincere efforts to

achieve substantial progress."

One of the many stumbling hlixks to progress is

North Korea's desire for a withdrawal of 37.000

American troops in South Korea. The North Korean

delegation raised the issue again yesterday, accord-

ing to South Korean journalists briefed by diplo-

mats. The North, they said, also pressed the

American delegation for an end to an economic
blockade in force since the Korean War and for

direct talks between Washington and Pyongyang.

South Korea said the armistice — which it period-

ically accuses the North of violating — must be

respected pending a full peace deal, according to the

journalists

The Korean War began when more than 60,000

North Korean troops, armed by the Soviet Union,

invaded the south on luly 25. 1950. U.S. forces were

ordered in two days later as part of a U.N. force,

which advanced across North Korea in the coming

months until the Chinese drove them back.
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Law-breakers
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A flock of seagulls blatantly ignores a sign by the campus pond.

continued from page 1

und backgrounds worked to prevent

the spread of hate crimes.

The Amherst chapter of NIOT is

also a group dedicated to fighting

prejudice, and abolishing acts ol

hatred.

Among the acts NIOT opposes are

name calling, violence to people, and

the vandalism of property in the

name of hate.

The coalition was created follow-

ing the vandalism of Amherst

Typewriter, owned by Green, which

had a display window shattered, dis-

play items broken and stolen, and

feces smeared on the store exterior.

Ayvazian said that the films

reminded her of nuclear free zones

established in the I980's, and that

towns should create racist free zones.

She amended this to allow for the

fact that every community will have

some racism, and called tor

anti-racist zones.

"When I encounter an anti-racist

community, people are daily trying to

prevent racism," Tatum said.

Green said that Amherst is not a

racist town, and while racist people

do live within its bounds they cur-

rently do not take away from its over-

all character.

"Amherst is not Utopia," Green

said. "But it's about the closest I've

ever been to it."

The vandalism occurred just after

Green had moved Amherst

Typewriter from its previous location

where it had been for 20 years.

The move cost Green a lot of

money, and he looked forward to fall

semester returning students for

income.

"I invested all I could scrape and

borrow into n?w inventory, anticipat-

ing the return of students," Green

said, "|the vandalism | hit me like a

ton of bricks."

Following the vandalism. Green

was in utter dismay about what he

should do next, and out of despera

tion he called up a local minister who

hosts a radio show on Sunday morn-

ings.

"I told the minister I need a

pr.iui."" Green said, "and not long

alter the phono started ringing, and

for the next few days I could not

work without people coming in from

everywhere."

Speakers urged for the crowd to

put the Green incident in its proper

context, und to view it not as an iso-

lated incident, but as part of a contin

uing pattern of racism in American

history.

At Sunday's NIOT gathering.

Green reiterated his thanks to the

Amherst Community for rallying

around him and supporting him in

his hour of need.

Green said there is a need to keep

such NIOT together in order to pro

vide other victims with support.

"I and other victims need to know

you will be there." Green said, "I'm

no coward, but I'm afraid these peo

pie will come back."

Reasons Green gave for this fear

include harassing phone calls he hat

repeatedly received, a known member

of a racist organization appearing in

Amherst Typewriter under the guise

of browsing and a poster for

Sunday's event being set on fire.

Despite being urged to forget the

incident. Green insisted that it must

be remembered.

"We need to remember it," Green

said. "We need to send the message

that this sort of behavior won't he-

tolerated."

pu
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back Chicago cab drivers walk out
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evasive when asked whether
Albright had set a minimum.

"Yesterday, I clearly asked Bibi

whether (Albright) dictated a cer-

tain percentage, whether he had to

come to the next meeting with cer-

tain percentages," Public Security

Minister Avigdor Kahalani told

Israel radio, referring to Netanyahu
by his widely used nickname. "I did

not understand his answer."

As part of a U.S.-brokered agree-

ment, Israel has agreed to pull back

troops in the West Bank in three

stages by mid-1998. The
Palestinians rejected the first pull-

back offer of 2 percent in March as

insufficient. Israel recently declared

readiness to withdraw troops from

an as yet unspecified area in a sec-

ond stage, on condition that the

Palestinians do more to fight terror-

ist groups.

By Alexandra Zavis

Associated Press

CHICAGO — Office workers, out-of-town visitors and

Christmas shoppers were left standing on snowy street

comers yesterday as Chicago cab drivers staged a one-day

strike over a proposed ordinance they say endangers their

lives.

The measure would increase penalties for cabbies who
turn down customers or refuse to drive in crime-ridden

parts of Chicago. Six cabbies have been slain over the past

year — the latest, a 58-year-old Yellow Cab Co. driver

who police say was shot by a 14-year-old passenger the

week of Thanksgiving.

"I'm not risking my life for the city," declared 42-year-

old Mansur Nazih, who was planning on working yester-

day just long enough to earn the $60 a day he pays to

lease his cab. "I have a family. I have kids at home."

lust 30 of 1 ,200 radio dispatch drivers were working

yesterday morning at Yellow Cab, which handles an aver-

age of 4,000 calls per day. spokeswoman Ian lohns said.

Checker Taxi Association said it was operating with 20

percent of its 1,760 drivers.

"Feet, do your stuff," said Mitch Ray, a Michigan busi-

ness who was in Chicago for a conference at a hotel. "I

don't know where we're going for dinner tonight, but it

will be somewhere close." Only a few cabs were to be seen

at O'Hare and Midway airports, but extra limousines and

airport shuttles picked up the slack, said city Department

of Aviation spokeswoman Monique Bond. She said there

were no major delays.

Guests at the downtown Fairmont Hotel had to wait 20

minutes during the morning rush hour for taxis, which are

usually lined up in front, doorman Boutros Abraham said.

Some people shared rides. Others opted for limousines,

and a few decided to walk.

At the Renaissance Chicago Hotel, managers doubled as

chauffeurs for the day, ferrying guests around the city in

hired minivans. The proposed ordinance, which would

increase the maximum penalty for turning down a cus-

tomer from $500 to $750, goes before the City Council

today.

group
continued from page 1

Ellis listed several goals for the

organization. The first was build-

ing a safe and welcoming environ-

ment in which UMass faculty and

staff can speak to each other,

learn from each other and can

deal with issues about being

lewish.

The group also seeks to "foster

a cohesive, communicative and
interactive Jewish community on

campus." Perhaps most important

to Ellis is the goal of serving as a

resource for lewish students at

UMass.
"We wanted to be as inclusive

as we can," Ellis said. "I'm happy

and I think it serves a full-time

purpose."

On Nov. 16. the group held one

of its mini-conferences, and
according to Ellis, there was a

"very good turnout." Ellis also

said that they must gear activities

to resources, and receive small

grants from national Hillel to run

their conferences.

Ellis said that the group has no

agenda. "If someone is interest-

ed... fine." he said. "People are-

very confused about being

lewish."

The group has been sponsoring

events for three years, and Ellis

said they will continue to try to

build a community.
"It's important enough to do,"

Ellis said. "It's very gratifying."

airs <Spec/af c3eraices
Student Speaker

Undergraduate Commencement ^
Js t/iere somel/iinyyou wouldli&e to say oe/or

aracfuatina? Jfso, you are invited to suamit

aproposalfor consideration as trie

<S>tudent C'om/nencement Speaker.

tore

I'A

^

Graduating Amherst Campus
Senior (Class of 1998).

Your proposed speech should

be of general interest to

graduating seniors as well as

to parents and other guests,

and address your Impressions

and experience(s) both acad-

emic and extra-curricular.

Submit approximately three

word-processed/typewritten

pages, double-spaced, or the

equivalent of 3-5 minutes

speaking time. Speeches
exceeding this limit wM not

be considered.

Toe

Authors' names will be delet-

ed (by a non-voting staff per-

son) after which a committee

of students (majority), staff,

and faculty will review the

proposals. Three to five

Individuals will be invited to

-audition" before the commit-

tee (in March), after which

the speaker will be selected.

Wednesday, February 11,

1998, 4:30 p.m.

Paul R. Appleby. Chair,

Student Speaker Selection

Committee, 305 Whttmore
(545-3484).
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Campus Activities presents
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% Happy Holidays
TO YOU.

The University Store is your
Holiday Headquarters.

With Amherst's widest selection
of gifts for everyone your list,

we can help you get your
shopping done early!

Stop in today to see our huge
collection of cards and special
gifts items.

Please, come by for a visit and
let us help you get set for this

special time of year.

Happy holidays!

"Scared Scriptless"

"Scared Scriptless" High Energy, Quick Wit, and ability to wring Humor from

the most incongruous of situations makes the group a HIGH POINT of the

New York comedy scene!" jffi 'MiM^ftpfrlrtllfc^CKSTAGE

Student opener: Chris Walsh -

UNIVERSITY STORE

Houm-
W0TO8a»T I 1 TO4

(4131040 2610

WE ACCEPT AM EX. DISCOVER
MC, Visa, and the ucard

Movie: "EVENT HORtZ
"Event Horizon" featuring: Lfiwre

December 14 at 8 & 10PM
y.

.
*, ':••"-

Visit u« on m« Web:
http //www umass edu/campact/evsnts/calander htm

Sponsored by Campus Activities through a grant from the Umass Auxiliary Services and the Vice-Chancelor lor Student Aflalrs
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Global warming negotiations

wind down after nine days
By Charles J. Hartley

Associated Press

KYOTO, lapun — Haggling over

chenrimy, calendars and the future of

Earth's atmosphere. European and
U.S. negotiators worked through the

night and into early today to save a

historic deal to control fuel emissions

across ihe industrial world.

The U.S. delegation to the global

wanning talks in Kyoto eased its posi-

tion by offering deeper gas reductions,

but clung to features of the proposed

ement 'hut the Europeans called

"loopholes."

Despite their remaining differences,

both sides sounded determined to suc-

ceed h the 9-day-old negotiations

headed toward a deadline late today.

"We still have far to go," said Stuart

E. Eizenstat, the chief U.S. negotiator.

"Nevertheless, we are hopeful that...

we will be able to bridge the gaps."

"I think we are making genuine

progress." Britain's environment min-

ister. Michael Meacher, said after key

talks broke up about 2:30 a.m., to

resume later in the morning.

Earlier, lapanese Prime Minister

Ryutaro Hashimoto telephoned the

leaders of Germany, Italy and Britain

to ask that their delegations take a

more flexible position in the talks,

lapan's Kyodo news service reported.

It said Hashimoto also planned to

call President Clinton. If the disagree-

ment between the United States and

Europe is settled, an overall deal

would be presented to the 1 50-nation

conference today for consensus

approval.

The accord would wrap up two

yean of negotiations to strengthen the

1992 Climate Change Treaty by set-

ting legally binding limits on 34 indus-

trial nations' emissions of such green-

house gases as carbon dioxide and

methane.

It could help set the energy course

for much of the world well into the

21st century, from how we generate

electricity to what we drive.

Governments are expected to take

tepi such as converting coal-fired

power plants to gas. encouraging

development of more fuel-efficient

automobiles and lifting subsidies that

keep fossil fuel prices low.

The treaty had set only voluntary

goals for industrial nations to roll

back greenhouse gas emissions to

1990 levels by 2000. Because few

countries were meeting that goal, gov-

ernments decided in 1995 to negotiate

mandatory cutbacks.

The gases, mostly byproducts of

tossil fuel burning, trap the Earth's

heat when they accumulate in the

atmosphere.

An authoritative U.N. scientific

assessment in 1995 found global tem-

peratures rose slightly in the past cen-

tury, apparently in part due to human

activities, and would rise up to 6

degrees more by 2100 if emissions

were not controlled.

Such warming would shift climate

zones, disturb weather patterns and

raise sea levels — because of melted

glaciers and heat expansion of the

oceans — flooding islands and low-

lying coastlines.

Clinton has proposed that 1 990 lev-

els be retained as the binding goal, to

be achieved between 2008 and 2012

The European Union proposed a more

ambitious plan: cutting emissions by

1 5 percent below 1990 levels by 2010.

The trans-Atlantic argument over

targets and timetables dominated the

conference.

The United States contended its

"zero" plan actually amounted to a 30

percent reduction from what U.S.

emissions would be in 2010 if no con-

trols were imposed.

The Europeans objected that as the

world's biggest emitter of carbon

dioxide — 24 percent of the global

total — America needed to do more.

Vice President Al Gore, in a one-

day visit Monday, authorized the U.S.

delegation to come off its "zero" posi-

tion. By yesterday, European sources

reported the U.S. team was offering

reductions of more than 5 percent.

The complex, highly technical talks

offered negotiators many ways to

adjust the balance among parties: the

chemical compounds to be covered,

the year-by-year timetables, the "base-

line" years for measurement.

The Europeans objected to "loop-

holes" in the U.S. position, especially

the American idea of international

trading of emissions quotas — allow-

ing U.S. plants, for example, to obtain

the right to continue emitting by buy-

ing "rights" from countries that under -

utilize their quotas.

The Americans wanted to cover up

to 50 percent of their emissions cuts

via such "offshore" reductions. The

Europeans wanted to limit traded

quotas to one-third of a nation's cut-

back requirements.

Another U.S. demand — that devel-

oping countries also submit to binding

reductions — met even tougher oppo-

sition.

Throughout the years of talks,

developing countries have been

exempted from mandatory emissions

cuts. But the U.S. Senate threatened

to withhold ratification of the protocol

unless it extended the cutbacks to

some Third World nations.
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The shadow knows...
Mike Kelley, a sophomore art major, and Erin MacEachen, a senior art major, talk by the Fine Arts Center as their shadows are projected on the

wall nearby.

Leader of FBI's probe into Flight 800 retires
BALTIMORE. MD. (AP) — lames Kallstrom.

who led the KBI's investigation into the explosion

of TWA Flight 800 and helped bring down scores

of organized-crime figures during a 28-year

career, said yesterday he will retire from the

agency at the end of the month.

"My time has come." the FBI assistant director

and chief of the agency's New York office said in

an interview with The Associated Press.

"I have to take care of my family and make

sure my daughters are educated properly. I don't

leave because I want to leave, but it is time for

me to think about other responsibilities." he said.

Kallstrom. 54. said he will take a job as senior

executive \ice-president at MBNA Inc., an. inter-

national bank and credit card company based in

Wilmington, Del.

Kallstrom, who is two years short of the FBI's

mandatory retirement age. said he was "honored

to run the flagship office of the FBI and I leave it

in good hands."

Kallstrom became a familiar face to Americans

during daily news conferences after TWA Flight

800 exploded on |uly 17, 1996, killing all 230

people on board.

Two weeks ago, Kallstrom called off the

agency's massive criminal investigation into

whether a bomb or missile was responsible, say-

ing no evidence of foul play was found.

The National Transportation Safety Board is

continuing an investigation into mechanical fail

ure, and is holding hearings this week in

Baltimore on its findings.

Colleagues said Kallstrom had considered

resigning last year but decided against it before

the TWA investigation was completed. "It was

not in my character to leave before the TWA
Flight 800 investigation was concluded. I thought

I owed it not only to the bureau but to the vic-

tims' families and to the American citizens," he

said yesterday.

Kallstrom has found friends among the families

of those who died in the explosion.

"I love this man." said Michel Breistroff. a

Paris man who lost his Harvard-educated son in

the explosion. Breistroff said he had grown to

trust Kallstrom despite his own doubts at times

about the openness of the U.S. investigation.

COME SUPPORT THE UMASS
MINUTEWOMEN AS THEY TAKE ON

THE CONNECTICUT HUSKIES
THIS THURSDAY, DEC. 11™ AT 7:OOPM

IN THE MULLINS CENTER!

The Best Deal Of The Year For The Ultimate High!

Gift Certificates For the

1998 Season
(April - November)
At An Outstanding

Discount

If Purchased Before Dec. 31 st!

Tandem Skydlve 8125 (Normally Si 85)

Static Line Jump 81 20 (Normally 81 75)

Call The UMass Skydiving Club Office

At 545-0005
Or Jumptown

Orange, IMA At 1-800-890-5867

o@o((y ®ay$

BOOK
SlGNINGS
The University Store is

sponsoring a series of
celebrity book slgnings

between now and the end of
the school year,

all slgnings will take place
on the Campus Center

Concourse across from the
University Store.

Jay
Neugeboren

Author of

IMAGINING ROBERT &
DON'T WORRY ABOUT THE KlDS

WEDS. DEC. 10-

2PM TO 1 PM

Bob Ryan
The Four Seasons

Weds. Dec. 1 7 - About 1 pm
After the Sports Luncheon

"I

WE ACCEPT
AM EX. Discover.

MC. Visa, and
the UCardI

PSD

UNIVERSITY STORE
In the UM*»« Camhk Cknt¥R

Hours:
M-F 9 to 5 SAT. 1 1 to 4

(413)545-2619

o
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The bird-feeder

War on Liberty

and Pleasure

Editor's note: This is the final

installment of a five-part feature

analyzing the emergence of a New
Puritanism,

"It is an amazing Vengeance of

God, that gives a Sinner up to Sin

for Sin, and Curses a Sinner for one

Sin. by Leaving him to another." —
Cotton Mather

Having thoroughly dissected the

most egregious specifics of the

neo-puritan assault on liberty and

pleasure through which we are liv-

ing, the question that remain-, is:

\Vh> is this

happening now
and what does

it mean?
Of course,

like all social

phenomena,
this resurgent

politically cor-

r e c t

Puritanism is. as they say. over
determined. But we can certainly

start by identifying some of its key

aspect

v

If nothing else, the neo-puritan

ethic is a perfect symptom of

Clintonism. a "distinguishing char-

acteristic." It is the liberal impulse

drained of all of its politically pro-

gressive elements, leaving only a

hollow shell of hypocritical moraliz-

ing.

What could be more appropriate

in a society governed by a man
whose policies, such as welfare abo-

lition, have devastated the impover-

ished and many communities of

color, and who at the same time

launches a phony crusade of empty
rhetoric preaching against racism

and demanding compassion?
Having run up against an iron

wall of corporate resistance, liberal-

ism has been emptied of its socio-

economic reformism agenda.
Instead, it turns its attention today

to the "sins" of the individual, seek-

ing to reform society one person at a

time.

Rather than pursue a political pro-

gram designed to correct some of

this society's savage inequalities or

advance an egalitarian vision. PC
Puritanism steps into the void left by

an tvaporated liberalism, and
renews the call for a "Utopia of

human virtue."

In this sense neo-puritanism is

doubly harmful, since it is not only

socially destructive, but it also dis-

torts an otherwise admirable and
useful impulse: the yearning to make
the world a better place.

It also draws upon an ever-increas-

ing sense of social claustrophobia,

that was
Ob 8i:r v d

as earl\ as

1984 by
Frances
Ferguson
in her arti-

cle on the

Hussein Ibish "Nuclear
Sublime."

It is. as Slavoj Zizek notes, an

"enhanced awareness of how others

threaten us. of how totally we are

'exposed' to them." to the point

where "every contact with others is

perceived and experienced as a vio-

lent encroachment."

Most dangerous of all is the enjoy-

ment of others, which, in such an

atmosphere, cannot simply be toler-

ated but is always experienced ai I

theft of one's own enjoyment
Therefore, like its Olde New

England predecessor, PC Puritanism

is defined by the gnawing fear that

somebody, somewhere is having a

good time.

What's next? Fatty foods?
Provocative dancing? Profane lan-

guage? Short skirts? Raucous, dis-

ruptive laughter? Or what about

that great Amherst sin, the sin of

parking?

Our local, contemporary Cotton

Mathers have managed to go one
better, for while their 17th and 18th

century forbears were concerned
exclusively with human morality. PC
Puritanism extends its sphere of

interest.

For example, the Daily

Hampshire Gazette in its Nov. 8-9

Issue featured an article entitled:

"Bird-feeder debate: are we making
the birds too fat and happy?" The
writer explains that "In general, the

argument goes that birds become
dependent on human handouts and
lazy about finding food on their

own..."

There you have it — the neo-puri-

tan logic of the Clinton era follow-

ing itself into patent absurdity.

Think of the bird-feeder next time

the Amherst Board of Health tells

you not to smoke, Sally Damon tells

you that drinking is bad because it's

too much fun, or Chancellor Scott

tells you protesting is disruptive and
who he thinks you shouldn't have
sex with.

This is not to say that we should

necessarily resolve, like Sir Epicure

Mammon, to dine on "The tongues of

carps, dormice, and camel's heels...

The beards of barbels, served, instead

of salads; Oiled mushrooms; and the

swelling unctuous paps of a fat preg-

nant sow, newly cut off, Dressed with

an exquisite, and poignant sauce." Or
to search, as Norman Mailer vowed,

always for "an orgasm more apoca-

lvptic than the one which preceded

it."

The idea rather is to recuperate

the sense that pleasure is good in

and of itself; that bitter resentment

of other people's enjoyment is per-

\erse. and that guilt attached to hav-

ing a good time is neurotic.

These are fundamentally life-

affirming concepts, as opposed to

the dismal, deadening affect of neo-

puritanism.

So. resolve to allow those around

you to enjoy those little pleasures

which enrich life unmolested, and
save your moral outrage for those

political and economic crimes that

make this world so unjust and gen-

uinely immoral.

Oh, and remember the birds of

the air: they neither sow nor reap,

yet your heavenly father feeds them.

Hussein Ibish is a VMass gradu-

ate student.
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And the winner is...

As the end of the year approaches, it's time to

make mention of some dubious achievements of

1997.

Every year, people do things that are less than intu-

itive, leaving the rest of us asking. "Why the hell would
someone do something stupid like that?"

This year, the award winners are less than stellar and
their achievements (or lack thereof) border on the

sketchy side.

Should Have Stayed in Bed: Poor Marv Albert, what
u sear he's been having. The former NBC aportacaatei

pleaded guilty to various sex offenses, including forcible

sodomy and biting. Ouch. Adding to the humiliation, in

an interview with Barbara Walters

he even had to admit to wearing
women's underwear. At least she

didn't ask him about his toupee

Stand By Your Man: Every year, some celebrity male
has an affair, the press lind^ out about it. and the

wife/girlfriend smiles bravely and sticks by her man.
Past recipients of the award include Hillary Clinton and
Elizabeth Hurley. This year, the award passes to Kathie

Lee Gifford. who stuck by her man. even after the

Enquirer published steamy pictures of Frank Gifford

and his paramour. Give Kathie Lee credit — after learn-

ing of the affair, she was at a loss for words for all of 10

minutes

Father of the Year: Michael lackson was in the run-

ning lor this one before led Turner fired his son at a

gala dinner, while announcing the merger of Time
Warner. The words "You're toast" really warm the

heart, don't they? And this is the guy who gave the

United Nations $1 billion to heal the world's ills M\
advice? Start closer to home.

Must Not See Television: What was NBC thinking

when they gave lenny McCarthy her own show?
Contorting faces into hideous expressions and being
generally inane does not equal a hit comed\

At least NBC is smart enough to acknowledge its dis-

asters and has pulled "lenny" off the air. Now. if only

the network could do something about "The Naked
Truth." "Profiler." "Fired Up." "Union Square" and
"Players

''

Tuning the Organ: Remember |ohn Wayne Bobbitt?

This notable character (whose claim to fame is the dis-

memberment of his penis by former wife Lorena
Bobbitt) dabbled for a while in the porno industry (with

his big hit Uncut), settled a paternity suit and now has

found his place as a minister in the Universal Life

Church. Now, would you really want to be blessed by

this man?
Tuning the Organ II: While on the subject, we can-

not ignore the 14-inch prosthetic attached to Mark
Wahlberg's groin for the film Boogie Nights.

Me Too: This one goes to Bill Clinton. Most presi-

dents before Clinton have had their little battles.

Reagan bombed the heck out of Libya, Bush had the

Gulf War. lohnson took on Vietnam
ma»wmmmm»Mmmmmmmm*M*m while Truman and Eisenhower sent

Secma Gangatirkar troops into Korea. Not to be left out

of the presidency's tradition of bop-a-

Doonesbury

ping countries over the head. Clinton jumped at the

chance to send some pretty big boats into the Persian

Gulf, in an attempt to scare the pants off of Saddam
Hussein. Hussein backed off. which is a good move,
because as Air lorce One showed us this summer — we
like our presidents tough.

Unhappily Ever After: Will the Donald ever find hap-

piness in marriage? Apparently not. Donald Trump and

wife Maria Maples split after three years of marriage.

You have to give Trump credit — he got out just before

their marriage contract would've forced him to pay the

former model a hefty sum for any breakup. Maybe he

can buy a new supermodel with his savings.

Want A Lift: Eddie Murphy has all the good inten-

tions at heart — he's really a nice guy. So what was he

doing at 3 in the morning, driving a transsexual prosti-

tute around? He claims he was just being a nice guy.

giving a prostitute a ride home. Whatever. I suppose in

L.A.. It's common sense that most happily married men
hit downtown in the wee morning hours to drive prosti-

tutes home — a public service of some kind.

At least we have a nominee for next year's "Stand By

Your Man" award: Murphy's wife, Nicole. And she

doesn't have to worry about how to handle the stress of

such an honor. She can always ask Kathie Lee for point-

ers.

Seema Gangatirkar is a Collegian columnist.
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A hero indeed
It

is something special when
your idols turn out to be really

good enough to hold the spot.

You know when you get a hero in

your head, someone who stands

for certain essential parts of what

you are striving to be. the spirit of

your future self, you might as well

call them a

hero. When esnesissssssssssssssssnsi

you're younger Michael
and dreaming, ^taaaaaaaawataaaawm

instead of living your life, they

make the awe complex rise up in

you.

Have you ever felt this? I bet

you have. Whenever you hear
their name, sec their picture, find

something related to them (no
matter how distant or esoteric

sometimes), all the day stops and

you have to go off and bask in the

great thing. Find out more.
Absorb, in the hopes, of maybe
becoming more like them, or just

feel the intensity of their life, and

live vicariously in something more
powerful for a moment. Isn't it

just great when these best people,

on whom you stupidly put impor-

tance, based on nothing but hope

and a kind of religious fervor, turn

out to be wonderful, human, good
and. most terrifically of all. worth

being your particular heroes?

It happened to me.

Ray Bradbury came to campus
this week. For the past three years

the old man has been my hero. I

found out about him by accident. I

wandered into the science fid ion

section of a book store, bored and

hoping for something better than

what I had been reading. Since I

am a bibliofreak. I constantly need

new books. I can't stop reading. I

am addicted, quite literally. There

is an error in my genetics that

makes me dependent on ink and

paper pulp (with pretty illustra-

tions and photographs as my extra

boosts of vitamins).

I needed a fix.

All of a sudden the name
Bradbury pops into my head, and I

go searching.

WBmwtBMBwamwwmamm I'd heard the

Viedeiros name batted
around before.

but I'd never picked up one of his

stories. I was a book snob. I sup-

pose. I thought science fiction was
some mutt dog that everyone
kicked around and only pet when
the labradors and collies had gone
home. But then 1 found
Bradbury's name on the shelves.

and saw the title The Halloween
Tree. All of a sudden my heart

started pounding. My blood
rushed; muscles clenched. I

snatched it up. read the back. Put

m\ eyes back on the shelf, scanned

more titles... Something Wicked
This Way Comes. I'd heard of

that, too!

Now mind you, I may never
have been into science fiction, but

I've always been wrapped in my
own fantasy world, a wonder
world where Pippi Longstocking
lives and vampires bite, where
magic happens and charms can be

made and broken. I've been lost in

that world since I was two and
thrilled by leaves (tree leaves, yes,

one of my passions to this day).

Anything or anyone that can make
me wonder, and seems sincere and
thrilled about wondering, and
feels wonder to be a passion as

dangerous and full-blooded as any
in the world, is my downfall. Or
my saving grace, maybe.

Well, this Bradbury was another

one of the freaks of that world!

He was one of those beautiful

creatures who wonders and cre-

ates ;md loves. I'm a creature ol

love too. though I may never have

said it that way before reading

Bradbury. It's true. And since peo-

ple hoiieolly in love cling to simi

l.n loves I jumped to this person,

oil) birthed twin brother!

Anyhow. I read as many books

of Bradbury's that I could find

(and from there a whole bunch ol

science fiction that I'd hitherto

ignored for no good reason but

ignorance). Every book was a

thrill. When he came here this

week, he turned out to be as good

M the pages. He was real flesh and

blood magic. Things turned out

right.

It is the finest thing in the world

to have happen, to have a thing

turn out right. It reaffirms that

there are good things in this

world, things that rejuvenate and
revive amidst all the deformities,

failures, pains and atrocities. And
these things help bring us through
this life alive. And thank god for

them, because if they didn't exist

we'd all go insane, whether we
realize this or not.

Thank god for heroes that turn

out to be heroes. Thank god for

Ray Bradbury. And you know
what? Thank god for friends,

because in the end. that's all 1

think we want heroes to be. And
hopefully our lives will be sur-

rounded by tons of heroes, tons

of f tie nils that save our lives

every day. I know mine is. Thank
god.

Michael Medeiros is a UMtttl
student.
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A capella group harmonized the FAC Hallraker shines as Valley's best HC
By Robert Skrinyoz

Collegian Correspondent

TAKE 6
Fine Arts Center

Dec. 6

The Line Arts Center Concert Hall

housed a spectacular display of vocal

prowew, musicianship and six great

entertainers as Take b performed last

Saturday night. Opening the ihow

with a pseudo-radio promo, the

group was in fine form as they deliv-

ered a healthy balance from several

of their albums.

Consisting of (from highest to low-

est) Claude McKnight. Mark Kibble.

David Thomas, |oey Kibble, Cedric

Dent and Alvin Chea, Take 6's sound

OURTLSY EMPIRt STUDIO

The well dressed men from Take 6 combine their voice talents to create

a truly enticing musical experience.

TATE.*}
.Y s'r Jf ,'( ,V ,f ,f ,r *< '< 'f '< '*( '< '< '< 'f '< '< '<

Drink Specials

22 oz. Rolling Rock Bottle $2.99

Seabreeze $2.00

20 oz. Miller Lite Draft $1.99

NO COVER

CHARGE

tT4«»'»J , ««.T^

'KB

1/2 Price

Appetizers 'til

10:30 p.m.

LOSE WEIGHT NOW!
|
Our products are: You will:

• Doctor Recommended • Feel more energy

1 00% Natural • Lose up to 30 LBS in 30 days

Guaranteed • Have more willpower

FREE SAMPLES
CALL: (413) 259-1922

is derived by melding gospel, pop and

jazz — the latter they acknowledged

by their a capella rendition of Miles

Davis's "All Blues."

Midway through the performance,

they sang a four song Christmas let,

beginning with "Oh! He is Christmas"

from the album of the same name. I

stunning arrangement of "Little

Drummer Boy." "Hark the Herald

Angels Sing" and "Oh Come All Ye

Faithful."

The enthusiastic audience seemed

disappointed at the brevity of the

Christmas portion of the show, but

the group soon made up for that by

racing through their "So Much 2

Say." with breakneck tempos and

angular harmonies — not a piece for

the faint of heart.

Soon afterward. Take b brought the

house down with the track from their

first album, David and Goliath, that

originally sparked the interest of

Warner Brothers Record*. The song

depicts a narrative tale about the

redemption of a rough boy and a

mean old giant that exclaims "Boy.

I'm gonna give you a spankin!" A
cover of Ambrosia's "You're the

Biggest Part of Me" set a slower

mood, as did their own "Milkv-White

Way."
One of the highlights of the show

was near the end. with a humorous,

soulful and explosive duel between

Cedric Dent and Mark Kibble, on

"Mary Don't You Weep. Martha
Don't You Moan." With a part-spe-

cific sing-a-long at the end, this con-

cert, which is dedicated to the retiring

Frederick Tillis, professor of music

and Fine Arts Center director, and

whose photo retrospective can be

seen in the Concert Hall Lobby, came

to a smashing end.

While there were some minor (laws

in the performance, they are more
than forgivable when one realizes that

none of the members have perfect

pitch. Take 6 had a personable inter-

play with the audience, but at times

their preaching. positi\e as it was,

took away from the momentum oi the

show. A devoutly Christian group.

Claude McKnight had this to say in

1 990: "We want to reach people, but

human nature says that if you hit me
over the head with something, I don't

care how good it is, more than Ukelj

I'm not going to want to hear it."

For more about the group, check

out Take 6 central at

http://people.unt.edu/~ddas/takeb Jit

ml.

COURTESY VICTORY RECORDS

Warzone member Raybeez proved that the spirit of Hard Core still

thrives, and as a result, he will be surely missed.

V2

am

It's the end of another semester and

I onJj got one letter. It seems that all

ol you backpack wearing vegan war-

lion are slacking. I saw Hallraker in

Burlington. Yt.. this weekend and they

played one of the
pBajaJ«Js^HBaM

most intense ^et'~ I

have seen. We ^mm^kmmmm\\\\\\\\\\\\\

really don't appreci-

ate Km special ii is that we can we a

band like Hallraker every weekend, I'd

like to take a moment here to wish Bev

good luck on the West l

Hallraker's playing a bunch of shows

before the end ol the month and I

highly recommend you check them

out. I saw the band. Saves The Day. in

Vermont. They're new. featuring

ex-members of Mouthpiece; they're on

I \ R. and it you miss Lifetime, \oull

love these guys.

I saw Holdstrong. Cause For Alami

and One King Down at Pearl Street

last Thursday. I missed Hallraker

because the show actually started on

time. What's that about? Everyone

knows it's not a hardcore show it it

doesn't start over an hour late and the

uuuuuuuummmmmm̂ m̂ m̂ m̂ headlining band

niuairz doesn't play

^J££^ m̂ un,!] altcr mid,

night when half

the crowd has left. It was nice to see a

lot of young kids at the show. On the

other hand, it was depressing if this is

the future of hardcore. First of all,

Cause For Alarm is hardcore and One
King Down and Holdstrong are metal.

Second of all. kicking over your head,

punching the air in a circular pattern.

covering youi lace and throwing hay-

makers and dancing one at a time is

idiocy, not hardcore. And someone

once told me that metal has no nega-

tive impact on the scene.

\ovv for some reflections on the

year. Lifetime and CR broke up leaving

two glaring holes in the scene.

However newer bancis like By The
Grace of God, In My Eyes. Union 1 3.

Get Up Kids, as well as Saves The Day

are looking to fill those holes. On
another positive note we saw bands

like II20. Ensign, Shutdown. Rain On
The Parade. Ten Yard Fight, Hands

Tied, Kill Your Idols, Floorpunch and

Rancor raise a big middle finger to

metal and hung real hardcoie back.

We also saw bands like Sick Of It All

and Killing Time return to their roots

with brilliant albums.

In local news, Hallraker finally

released their debut CD. If you don't

have it you just don't know. )ust About

Done released a 7" that is sure to have

you shaking your booty, lust About

Done also set a record for most consec-

Utive shows played in Van Meter or

Greenough. Tipping Canoe and
Monster Squad have emerged as two

newer bands in the area. The Marshes

released their second full length on Dr.

Strange Records — unfortunately, it

didn't get in time to be reviewed.

One of the best new labels to

emerge this year was Exit out of Long

Island. Exit released amazing albums

by Silent Majority. Indecision.

Tripface. Sons of Abraham. Millhouse

and Motive. Victory was also busy

releasing albums by Snapcase. Strife,

Integrity. Bj The Grace of God. Cast

Iron Hike and Hatebreed.

The saddest event of the year was

the death of Warzone frontman

Raybeez. Raybeez will always be

remembered as the one person who
tried to keep the hardcore flame alive

bv singing in the pit and always helping

out the kids. Although I'm sure

Raybeez is looking down on the scene

from up above.

Turn to ADAM, page 6

MINI
MALL97
ONE-STOP SHOPPING EXTRAVAGANZA!

FTIilCANCANCUN
JAMAICA
(FLORIDA

Call today! Spac» ie limited

1800648-4849
On— call

eioncario6fie<e>

<aJ413-S4*-2M7

>5

77 Beech Street

Greenfield, MA 01301
For All Occasions. Your Chanot Awaits

Greenfield: (413) 774-7171

Northampton: 1-800-974-7171

4SUN
TUESDAY, DEC. 9
THRU
THURSDAY, DEC 11

10AM-5PM
STUDENT UNION
BALLROOM

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL 549-1710

Only

$239
,

DAY SKI &
SNOWBOARD LIFT TICKET
NIGHTS LODGING. LUXURY
CONDO. FULLY EQUIP.
DAYS & NIGHTS OF COLLEGIATE.
PARTIES. CONTESTS ETC. \i

Students from over 150 US. Colleges •AttjjK PARTyTn
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• Free Estimates

• Lifetime Warranty

• Auto Glass Replacement

• Car & Truck Rental

North Amherst Motors
(On bus route - one mile from UMass)

Collision Repair Center

78 Sunderland Road, North Amherst, MA 549-2880
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Mt. Farms 4 '584 9153
Mt Farms Mall

Jackal (R)

Today at (5:40). 8:30

Starship Troopers (R)

Today at (5:40), 8:30

Rainmaker (PG1 3)

Today at (5:00), 8:20

Allen: Resurrection (R)

Today at (5:50), 8:40

hnp://Wrtml valUy.cam/j

Hampshire 6 •584 7550
Hampshire Mall

Bean(PG 13)

Today at (5:50), 8:40

Anastasia (G)

Today at (5:40), 8:40

Flubber (R)

Today at (5:30), 8:30

Midnight In the Garden of

Good and Evil (R)

Today at (5:10). 8:20

Mortal Combat 2:

Annihulation (PG 13)

Today at (5:30), 8:30

Boogie Nights (R)

Today at (5:10), 8:20

10C WINGS
WEDNESDAY NIGHTS

8 30 - CLOSE

VAYNITCIS...

BEER OP
THE week;

MINK OP
THi VftfcK;

D0N7 FORGET THUXSVAY MITE..

FKEE SNACK BASKETS 912
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UMass
continued from page 10

points and 1.3 assists per game thus

far.

Tonight, though, the marquee
matchup won't be in the baekeourt.

but rather under the boards.

LaFrentz and Pierce will do battle

with the UMass tandem of junior

Lari Ketner and senior Tyrone
Weeks. The Minuteman pair is aver-

aging 51.0 points. 18.8 rebounds and

V8 blocks per game while the Kansas

combo is averaging 4 1 .0 points. 20.2

rebounds and 3.7 blocks per contest.

Even though the layhawks have

played teams the caliber of Arizona.

Florida State and Maryland (their

only loss. 86- 83). they have yet to

match up against a team with the

combination of talent and size that

UMass has in the paint.

"(Ketner] has really improved

"defensivelv He's netting a lot better

position and blocking shots." Flint

said. "|Weeks| is my steady. 1 get

12-15 points and 10-12 rebounds

that's what he's doing every night."

Minuteman Notes: The last time

these two squads met. at the lohn

Wooden Classic in 1994. Kansas

won. 81-75, despite I oil Roe's 33

points and 10 rebounds for then-No.

1 UMass... LaFrentz. then a fresh-

man for the No. 7 layhawks, started

at power forward and scored 18

points while grabbing nine

rebounds... Four current NBA play-

ers were involved in that game:

Vaughn (14 points. 1 1 assists); Greg

Ostertag (9 points. 5 rebounds): Scot

Pollard (12 points. 5 rebounds);

Marcus Camby (2 points, 5

rebounds).

Minutemen 4-2

Allen Fieldhouse

*30p.m.
Radio

|
WMUA WHMP
•1.1 »»

t V
ESPN

No. 3 Kansas Jayhawks 9-1

Probable Starters Massachusetts

basketball

u.*

uvtu

IrJF

r.Jr.'C

iCtarta.Jr S

.*•»

About Tonight* Game

LMiv, ci<iw into thi> gam* riding a thrw-ganw winning streak The Jayhawk). beat Penn Monday night

•.inn their (irst game o( the season to then-No 3 Maryland. Wr& Raet LaFrentz. top candidate tor

National Player ol the Year honors, and Un Ketner. l<W6-97 Bastrtxll Times New. omer of the '(ear -qnar, ott

in one of the nation's marquee center match-ups this season

hockey

IORMA. KANSANtN/COUEGIAN

Get your hands in the air...

Sophomore Mandy Mosby will look to build off her stellar fresh-

man season for the Minutewomen this year. UMass will start their

season over intersession on Jan. 1 7.

Hurlbrink
continued from page 10

The gold glove center fielder

agreed to a five-year contract worth

$31 million, opting for the fifth year

guaranteed with the Orioles and less

money than he was originally looking

for.

• Anderson's former teammate.

Ben McDonald was involved in a

whirlwind day on Monday in the race

for next summer's American League

pennant.

McDonald was acquired by the

defending pennant winners, the

Indians, for Marquis Grissom and

well-travelled anomaly |eff |uden.

The Indians also got UMass alum

Ron Villone and Mike Fetters, a pair

of quality setup men.

Fetters was immediately traded to

Oakland for pitcher Steve (I used to

be a top prospect) Karsay.

Also, at the same press conference.

Cleveland G.M. lohn Hart announced

that the Indians had signed Dwight

Gooden to a two-year deal.

Oh yeah, the Tribe re-signed

Kenny Lofton too.

What does it all mean, you ask?

Well...

With McDonald and Gooden (if

healthy) joining at least Jaret Wright

and Charles Nagy in the rotation and

Lofton jump starting a line up with

|nn Thome. David lustice, Manny
Ramirez, Travis Fryman and Sandy

Alomar, the Indians should be okay

for next season.

Yeah, they'll be alright.

• The Blue |a>s apparently didn't

learn from last season's debacle and

are continuing to sign old. old players

who are on their last leg.

Toronto agreed to terms with

34-year-old Mike Stanley and
35-year-old former lay Tony
Fernandez. The Blue lays committed

$9 million to a catcher whose back is

so bad he's now a DH with a bad

back and an over-the-hill shortstop

who now has to play second base.

But, Tim |ohnson is poised to

become one of the majors' top man-

agers, so the Blue lays did something

right.

• The Red Sox are enhancing their

present by investing in the future and

returning to their past

I he Boston Globe reported

Monday that the Sox were close to

closing a deal with ace Pedro
Martinez worth $50 million over five

years. G.M Dan Duquette is finally

starting to piece together his puzzle

and is not about to let one of the

league's dynamic arms to slip away.

Also joining the 1998 Red So\ will

be former Boston ace Dennis
Eckersley. The 43- \ ear-old closer

was dealt from Boston to the Chicago

Cubs in 1980 for Bill Buckner (he

played first base, or something — I

forget). He rejoins Boston to letve as

part-time closer and part-time tutor

for Tom Gordon who looks to con-

tinue'tiis assimilation.

Maybe more importantly than these

moves in themselves is the impast

the) will have on Danny Boy's

chances of re- signing Mo
Vaughn.

All Mo wants is to be- assured that

the Sox are committed to winning.

It certainly looks like the) are.

I reel Hurlbrink, )r is a Collegian

columnist.

continued from page 10

weekend, I stood there staring at the

Daily Hampshire Gazette article

chronicling the upset of then-No. 1

Maine on |an. 28. 1995 in the training

room.

Ih.it was a real good day — but as

far from the here and now as humanly

possible.

Names like Bonneau, Norris and

Manganaro began to come to mind

(with the impact those kind of players

made on the squad), and mingled with

names like Lovell, and both a theory

and a dream team sort of emerged.

lust imagine the story it would

make...

Sal. Rob, Warren and Tim come to

the Pioneer Valley.

You see. only three seasons separate

the intangible offensive impact of

Manganaro, last season's wonder duo

of Bonneau and Norris and the natural

goal scoring ability of one-hall of the

Current co-captaincy in ixivell.

lust imagine the team they would

have made...

All are great players, with

Manganaro ^Providence Bruins),

Bonneau (Portland Pirates) and Norris

(St. John's Maple Leafs) all logging

time in the American Hockey League

right now, while Lovell will be doing

so after his impending graduation. The

first three players took the ice together

in the 1994-95 season, with

Manganaro leading the team in scoring

with 46 points (23 goals, 23 assists).

But Sal's stay here was shortened by

sitting out one year due to his transfer

from Boston College, which forced him

to only play two seasons with UMass.

while one of those was snapped in half

with a broken knee cap suffered in the

opener of the 1993-94 season. His

offensive effect was real, but not tangi-

ble, because what he brought to the ice

was something you can not put in a can

— dedication, and a penchant for the

crazy side of the game.

The final verdict of both Bonneau

and Norris' careers for the Minutemen

speak for themselves: second and third

respectively on the career assists and

scoring lists, and Norris just outpaces

Bonneau by one goal for second place

on the career goals list with 73.

Lovell. a star transfer Iroui Maine.

has been hard-pressed to extract linn

self from the JOM) of the opponents

top checker this season, due to the fact

that he is the top scoring threat lor the

team. With that lack of team-wide

offensive diversity, Mallei) has been

forced to flip-flop his line pairings

more than a full night's stage diving In

an attempt to find that right coinbina

tion.

Only a few breaks, and years, aepa-

rate the possibility of having one of the

most potent scoring attacks in the

country, lust imagine Bonneau and

Norris finally having the natural goal

scorer to pair up with them in Lovell,

and Manganaro anchoring a line with

current Minutemen like Steve

MacKinnon and left Blanchard.

But that kind ol Stuff is for dream-

ers. Instead of thinking of the past, the

reality is cad, Minuteman need to find

inside of them those aspects ol the

game; especially if the team is going to

move ahead. After four years working

with this team, and witnessing wins

over Maine. I know it is not in the

realm of dreams. Koo-koo-ka-choo.

jorma Kansanen is a Collegian

columnist.

COU.EGIAN FILE PHOTO

Sal Manganaro

Adam
continued from page 5

The Hardcore Awards Of The Year

Best Album: / ilv (
if \ Spectator —

Silent Majority

Worst Album. Watch It Hum —
Cast Iron Hike

Best New Band: I he Get Up Kids

Best Comeback: killing Time
(even if it was onl> for a while) tied

with Revelation Records who
released killer albums b) Kiss It

Goodbye, Ignite and Better Than A
Thousand and who fast singed In M)

Eyes, Battery and Flliot.

Best Local Band: Hallraker (like

there was even a question about this

one).

Best Rumor: That Gorilla Biscuits

were back and had signed to Atlantic-

Records.

Best Show: Sick Of It All and H20
al Pearl Street.

Worst Show: 311 at the Mullins

Center. So it has nothing to do with

hardcore, but it was still one of the

worst shows 1 have ever seen.

Best Reissue: Omtga Sessions

Bad Brains

Least Anticipated Comeback:
Bum, come on Chaka, Orange 9mm
not paying the bills?

Band That Should Break Up:

Earth Crisis (the) siill suck) and any

band that sounds like Earth Crisis

(One King Down for example).

Adam Dtugac: is a Collegian

columnist.
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Campus Center Concourse
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'
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Win
Tickets!

To the 3rd Annual

Commonwealth Classic

UMass Minutemen
vs.

Boston College

dec. 14, 1997 at the

Fleet Center

Register in the University

Store to win between now
and Dec. lO, 1997.

The drawing for two (2)

tickets to the
commonwealth classic will

be held at 4:30pm on weds.
dec. 1 o in the university
Store. You need not be

present to win.
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In the UMass Campus Center
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Campus Center:
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st Floor - Room 162

Friday, December 12
Monday, December 15
Tuesday, December 16
Wednesday, December 17
Thursday, December 18
Friday, December 19
Saturday, December 20

9AM
9AM
9AM
9AM
9AM
9AM
ID AM

5 PM
5 PM
5 PM
5 PM
6 PM
6 PM
5 PM

Textbook Annex
Friday, December 12
Monday, December 15

Tuesday, December 16
Wednesday, December 17
Thursday, December 18
Friday, December 19
Monday, December 22
Tuesday, December 23

9 AM
9 AM
9 AM
9 AM
9 AM
9 AM
9AM
9AM

4 PM
4 PM
4 PM
4 PM
4 PM
4 PM
4 PM
4 PM

Hampden in Southwest
Wednesday, December 17
Thursday, December 18
Friday, December 19
Saturday, December 20

10 AM
10 AM
10 AM
10 AM

5 PM
6 PM
6 PM
4 PM
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ANNOUNCEMENTS | APARTMENT FOR RENT

SORORin HI ^H
EMPLOYMENT

Feb. 5th- 9th
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February Auditions- "TM Triba"

Student film Comedy Script

Available Only:

royr®student umass.edu

TALKING ACROSS DIFFER

ENCES: EXPLORING COMMON
GROUND & CONFLICT 12 Credits.

Spring Semester)

Your experience is neededl

Participate in a 10 week Intergroup

Dialogue course Sections ottered 1)

WHITE WOMEN & WOMEN OF

COLOR. 2) PEOPLE OF COLOR &
WHITE PEOPLE, 31 PEOPLE OF LATI-

NO HERITAGE & PEOPLE OF
AFRICAN HERITAGE Issues dis-

cussed: Race relations on college

campuses. Race & culture.

Interracial dating. Affirmative

Action. Immigration etc Enroll now
at the Residential Academic
Program Office. 5th floor- JCA or

159 Hills South

APARTMENT FOR RENT

One Bedroom Brandywine
Apartment Available January-

August Call 549-7330

Take Over Lease Feb 1st 2 bed-

room apartment at The Boulders

$725. heat/hot water included On
busline 256-1415

2 bedroom apartment- The

Boulders $695 Free heat Call

Jesse 259-9188

1 bedroom apartment available

1/98 Close to campus Mark 549-

5326

2 bedroom Mill Hollow $540 Jan

1 Call Tracy 549-3759

One bedroom apartments avail

Me Jan-Feb 1 st Please contact the

Brandywine Office at 549-0600

1 bedroom at Putfton Village

$545 Includes heat Available

1/1/98 Please call 549-9221

Take Over My Leas* One bedroom

apartment $500/month inclusive

Call Tanq Odeh 665-5599

AUTO FOR SALE

Purchasing a used car? Having

your car repaired7 Do you know your

legal rights 7 Call The Student Legal

Services Office, 922 Campus Center.

5450995

12 Honda Civic $250 Reliable, runs

fine, but needs new clutch 253-6585

Geo Prizm 1990 155000 Very reli-

able Well maintained (records) Blue

Book says $2800 Asking $2000
256-1845

99 Nissan 240SX Excellent condi-

tion All extras New muffler, clutch,

tires, brakes $4400 or B/0 549-

6926

Wanted: Junk Cars Cash paid

everyday 1-800-649-4795

CHILDCARE

Occasional childcara needed for

14 year old boy for evenings and

overnight when both parents are

working Need someone willing to

commit for Spring Semester. Call

Fred or Calla 548-9057

COMPUTERS

Laptop Notebook Works good
$150 Good for school Call Steve

1413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for computer

Works great Call CPC (413)584-8857

EMPLOYMENT

Eern $75-9100

Untrained males needed for Exc Sci

Study over Wintersession Call Steve

@ 253-4952

)

Winter Session &
Immediate Openings

Hadley office has 30 openings

for the winter session.

Office Hours: 1 AM to 2 PM
8. 4 PM to 9 PM Saturdays 8.

Sundays also available

• Fun Atmosphere

^penente Ktquined

• On Bus line

• Flexible Schedule

• Only Mmut« From Campus

r or Interview

Accounting Position- Spring

Semester
Flexible hours, fun environment

Generate reports, data entry. Call

Ryan or Maureen at 5-3500

Collegian. 113 Campus Center

Basement

Winter Break Employment
$7 50/hr Amherst New England

Call Center 253-0583

Put A Border Around The Ad!!

!

Drivers Wanted Spring Semester

No classes before 10am Must be

hard working and have reliable

transportation $10/hour. 6-8

hrs/week Contact Ryan or Lyle at

The Collegian 545-3600 or come to

the Campus Center Basement

Day Care Lunch Cook & Shopper, 1

7

hrs per week, $7 per hour

Classroom Subs, Variable Schedules,

$6 25 per hour Route 63. Leverett

CaHSusan 548-9674

Apply now to be a Tour Guide

Summer Counselor. Student

Admissions Representative.

Applications available on the con-

course

EMPLOYMENT
YOU WANT CASH M0NEY??ll Do

you know how to drink warm soda

and eat a pound of lima beans7?!!

Be a part of the new comedy tape

"AMERICA'S GREATEST BELCHES &
FARTS ' Send your best burps and

fans on tape (audio, video, micro) to

us CASH paid if you make the cut'

Maniac Marketing 357 Cherokee St

Marietta. GA 30060 Need more
info7 Call the GAS LINE (770)590-

5233

New Students Program Summer
Positions

Seekmn active extraverts with 2 5+

GPA May 27 to July 18, 1998
Salary plus. room, board & health

coverage Applications at

Admissions Center ^^____
Apply now to be a Tour Guide,

Summer Counselor, Student

Admissions Representative.

Applications available on the con-

course.

Aerobics Instructor

January and Second Semester.

Some mornings Hampshire Fitness

Club 256-6446

Part-time change over crew and

post-event cleaners needed at the

Mullins Center Mus> be available

nights and weekends and willing to

work. Apply in person Mullins

Center 2nd floor 8 30-5:30pm.

Janitor Tuesday and Thursday

mornings beginning Jan Hampshire

Fitness Club $7/hr plus membership

Call 256-6446

January Jobs Use your winter

break to make money. 2-4 week fun

promotions around country Great for

the resume Outgoing and indepen-

dent people call (800)783-4237 Ann

Joe Collegiate Advantage

Summer Management
Opportunities

Open across Mass for the Summer
of 1998 Earn $600-$800 per week
For more info please call College Pro

Painters at (888)277-7962

FOR SALE

Versace Jeans Brand new with all

tags Size 28. stone denim. $175

original. $99 or B/0 Perfect gift

546-0947

FOR SALE
CP Conga Drum $90 16" Zildjian

Thin Crash $80 Pearl Cymbal Stand

$30 Excellent condition Melissa

665-7353

For Sale- Two pairs of skis K2

and Salomom Almost brand new
$200 each or 8/0 Call 546-6152

Willpower In A Bottle

Lose Weight

Doctor Recommended
100% Natural

Moneyback Guarantee

(413)259-1922

FURNITURE
Need to sell 3 month old full size

bed at the end of Dec for $90 or best

offer Call Marc at 253-9220

HOUSE FOR RENT

4 BED HOUSE Good location.

Northampton For Jan $925 plus

utilities. Skibiski Realtors 584-3428

JEWELRY

Watch batteries, eer piercing.

eyeglass repairs, jewelry restoration,

diamond engagements, wedding
rings Silverscape Designs. 264 N
Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3324

Open Daily

LOST & FOUND

LOST Black Fresh Water Peerl

Bracelet Lost Friday 12/5 Call 253-

8967

LOST- Black Valero Wallet in

Newman Ctr on Dec 4th by the

phones. If found please call Erin at

253-1529

MISCELLANEOUS

WINTER HEAT TIPS! Don't turn

your thermostat below 60 during

winter break or you risk broken

water pipes for which you are

responsible (not the landlord) This is

an expense you do not want If you

are going away for only a few days

ask your landlord to check the house

If you have questions or want more

information call Commuter Services

at 545-0865 or come to 428 Student

Union.

MUSICIANS
Marshall Speaker For Sela 4x12

Cab LOUD" Great condition MUST
SELL' $500 or best offer Call Mike

at 546-0955

ROOM FOR RENT
Cheap rooms lor Wintersession

Live close to campus Only $150

Includes heat/hot water Call Jason

5490958

TO SUBLET

Take over our 2 bedroom Apt.

Cliffside in Sunderland $660 / mo

All utilities On bus line
.
665-0235

ROOM FOR RENT HROOMMATE WANTED

1 room in 4 bedroom apt in

Northampton Jan to Aug $300 a

month Call 585-5851

Room Available 12/22 Great loca-

tion on Lincoln Avenue $250
includes utilities Call 549-1910

Quiet room, downtown Amherst
Available end of December Lease

253-4236 9am-9pm

Room available in Main St apart-

ment Parking and heat included

Call Paul or Miki 253- 1 450

Bedroom Available Two bedroom

apt $216/month. On bus route. Call

665-8894. Ask for Scott

Looking for male to share large

room in 3 bedroom apartment Great

location uptown $250/month Ask

for FiB 253-9359

Large bedroom in renovated 3

bedroom Puffton apartment
Available Jan 1 $375/month 549-

6857

1 room in 2 bedroom apartment

Available Jan End Call 549-6082

ASAP

1 Room in renovated 3 bedroom
Puffton Apartment Avail Jan 1st

$260/ mo Call Dan 549-7054

UPTOWN
Room for rent in house

for 1 or 2 persons

$210/month. Available 12/22.

549-9275

Bedroom Available Jan 1

$342 50/month Includes heat/hot

water Contact Kelly 253-1899

Furnished room available in a 4

bedroom Amherst house
$300/month Near bus route For

more details call Tina 253-6428

Roommate Wented Own bedroom

$300/month On bus line Call Jen

2592995

Bedroom available in Sugarloaf

$333 monthly Call 665-3558

Prefer female non-smoker to

share house in Belchertown Call

323-9268

Apartmentmate Wanted: $220
plus 1/2 electricity Right on bus

line Female, non-smoker Call 253-

4982 Available Jan 1. 1998.

Looking for 1 person to share

large room in two bedroom apt

Starts Jan 1 Call Brad or Mike 549-

3992

Female roommate/s wanted to

share a 2 bedroom- Boulders Apts

Amherst On bus line Available Jan

1 st or sooner 259-2995

Roommate Wanted Jan 1 Behind

Victory Market 4 bedrooms, W/D
$300+ 549-9130

Roommate Wanted- 6 bedroom

house. Amherst $210/month Own
room (spacious), wood heated, pool

table Call 549-7177

SERVICES

Decorator Service

Beautify your home- wallpaper,

painting, staining. Expert work- 20

years exp Free estimates Call

(413)533-6213 South Hadley

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549-1906

TO SUBLET
Spring Sublet Starting on Jan -

May Or Jan, - Aug Two bedroom at

Sugarloaf Semifinished. Rent $660

but I will pay 100/ mo Free heat

call 665-9101

TRAVEL

RELIABLE SPRING BREAK
TOURS

Bahamas. Cancun 8t Ski Trips! FREE

FOOD & FREE DRINKS' Sign up

before Nov 30 Organize a group

travel free Call for details and free

brochure Call (888)SPRING BREAK

TODAY!

SPRING BREAK TRAVEL

,

Spring Break

Ask aj>»u< our legendary
fr«« Parry Packages

*CariCUn
Th* b«S< M«al Vliiri

in th* business.'
#Dayr°na *Panama C-ity

CALL FOR fX££ INFO ?ACK
Sun Spl*vsJi "Tours

1-800-426-7710

LOOKING FOR A
DEAL?

Sell your books through

TheClassifieds.

It's EASY & CHEAP!

ONLY 10c /word

Personals Policy Rates NEW Standard Headings
mi SI t» iw(»otrt*ad bv Coitegun clas-

km payment and acceptance ot

rm MAi NOT be used in personals ONLY
nes jnd initials are allowed The only extep-

..^rat illations personals, in

•i ttM- lull name may be used
Phone numbers are not allowed in personals NO

not dlloswd m personals this means
-im numbers as well

1

i thieate*ning or derogatory nature are

not acceptable Personals ot a vindictive or libelous

- ,ue not acceptable Personals may not be
UMd '<>r the purpose of harassment

<i Protanitv may not be used in personals

7 The personals section is lor personals only. Tin- per-

sonals section may NOT be used to sell items nsk
roommates, advertise meeting M

8. All personals must have the name, sipnaluie tnd
UMass ID. number ot the Mudtnl pl.i< >hr the as

filled in on the insertion order Non-students must

eovide a valid driver s tfcaWfcM and the Hem*
•t must be recorded on the insertion ordei

talse identititation or misiepresent.it ion if lUbjad to

penalties under the law.

9. The Collegian reserves the right to ratal
any personal that does not meet the GoAflgtfat.

dards in accordance with the statutes of the
Commonwealth ot Was*a< husetts

Students

20<£ per word/day

All others

40<£ per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and

legibly. We are not responsible lor errors result-

ing Irom illegible handwriting or type.

ACTIVITIES
AMMOUNCEMiNTS
APARTMENT TOR HDVT

AUTO FOR SALE
AUTO PARTS
CHILDCARE
COMMUNITY EVENTS
COMPUTERS
EMPLOYMENT
ENTERTAINMENT
FOR SALE
FURNTTURE
GREEK ANNOUCEMEWTS

HAPPY BaTTHOAY
HEALTH 8, BEAUTY
HOUSES FOR RENT
HOUSES FOR SALE
HOUSESITTING
JEWELERY
INSTRUCTION
LOST Si FOUND
13 DAYS FREE!

MUSICIANS
MISCELLANEOUS
MECEUANEOUa FOR RENT

MOTORCYCLES

MUSICAL INSTRUMENT!

MUSIC LESSONS
MUSICIANS WANTED
PERSONALS
PETS FOR SALE
RESUMES
RIDES WANTED
ROOM FOR RENT
ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED
SERVICES
SPORTS
STEREO A CD EQUIP

SUMMER SUBLET
TELEVCaONS FOR SALE
TICKETS
TO SUBLET
TRAVEL
TRANSPORTATION
TUTORING SERVICES
TUTOR WANTED
WANTED TO RENT
WANTED GENERAL
WORLD WIDE WEB
YARD SALES

WEDNESDAY. DEC. 10

Mood Drive — American Red
Hampshire County chapter

blond drive from 10:30 a.m.-4:30

p.m. in the Campus Center, room
165.

Entertainment — Not Ready For

Bedtime Players will perform at 8

p.m. in the Pierpont Lounge.

Film — Italian club film night at

6:30 p.m. in classroom 2 of the

Foreign Language Resource Center in

the basement of Herter Hall Annex.

Curo Diario will be shown in Italian

with Lnglish subtitles.

THURSDAY. DEC. 11

Comedy — UMut*l This Side Up
comedy improvisation troupe at 8

p.m. in the Campus Center, room
163. hosted by MISSION
IMPROVabk.

lure — Christian McEwen pre-

setrti ;i lecture on "A Celebration of

Tomboys" at 12:30 p.m. in the

Campui Center, room 803 as pan of

the GI.BT Studies Lecture Series and

It co sponsored by Food for Thought

Books, The Stonewall Center. GLB
Women's Studies and the

Chancellor'i Task Force on GLBT

Matters. For more information,

please contact the Stonewall Center

at 545- 4824.

Slide-lecture — Kim Tripp, direc-

tor of the Smith College Botanic

Garden, will describe a recent

plant-collecting trip during a

slide-lecture, titled "A China
Expedition" at 4:30 p.m. in the

Neilson Library Browsing Room at

Smith College.

FRIDAY. DEC. 12

Comedy — Montclair State's

Possible Side Effects comedy impro-

visation troupe at 8 p.m. in the

Campus Center, room 163. hosted bv

MISSION IMPROVable.
Concert — The Hampshire College

Chorus will perform Mozart's Missa

Brevis. K. 275, and Lou Harrison's

Mass to St. Anthony at 8 p.m. at

Grace Church on the Amherst Town
Common.

Service — Shabbat Service at 6

p.m. at the Hillel House.

NOTICES

Applications — The Campus
Mediation and Negotiation Team is

accepting applications for its training

this lanuary 12-16. Applications are

available for any UMass student at

222 Hampshire House, Legal

Studies. For more information, con-

tact Leah at 545-5882.

Art Exhibition — An exhibition of

more than 30 one-of-a- kind artist

books and scrolls by William Schade

will be on view from Nov. 1 l-|an. 25

at the Mount Holyoke College Art

Museum. Museum hours are

Tuesday-Friday. 1 1 a.m.-5 p.m. and

Saturday and Sunday, 1-5 p.m. and

is closed on academic holidays from

Wednesday. Nov. 26 through
Monday, Dec. I and from Tuesday,

Dec 16 through Monday, |an. 6. For

more information, call 538-2245 or

fax 538-2144.

Art Exhibition — Works by 1 3

members of the Williams College art

faculty will be featured in

Ani.st/Teacher: Croup Faculty

Exhibition, opening Dec. 6 at the

Williams College Museum of Art. and

continuing through March 1.

Museum hours are Tues.-Sat. 10

a.m.-5 p.m. and Sun. 1-5 p.m.

Club — The UMass Amateur
Radio Club Station WIPUO is

returning and looking for people to

join in Ham radio. Anyone interested

in radio/electronics and a desire to

leam and communicate are welcome.

The club will sponsor FCC approved

volunteer examination sessions for all

license levels. For more information,

contact Richard Strycharz NlMFT at

549-6000 ext. 6OO0 or leave a mes-

sage at facility services.

Exhibit — Orchids and Works of

Sculpture at the Durfee Conservatory

opening Dec. 5 from noon- 6 p.m.

and continuing through Dec. 10. con-

servatory hours are Mon-Fri. 8:30

a.m. -4:30 p.m. Sponsored by the

Amherst Orchid Society and
Sculpture Department of UMass.

Internships — Environmental and

Hunger Internships available for

credit. Opportunities include helping

to organize a Five College Earthday,

protecting Endangered Species and

organizing the Spring Hunger
Clean-up. For more information, call

Robyn at 545-0199.

Notice — Spectrum Magazine is

taking submission for the next edi-

tion of the magazine. The deadline is

Feb. 12. For more information, call

the office at 545-2240 or come by in

the Student Union, room 406E.

Notice — The UMass Ar

Council's next deadline for Single

Project/Event grants is on
Wednesday, Feb. 4 at 5 p.m. for art

events occurring after Feb. 24.

Guidelines for application forms are

available at the Campus Activities

Office, 416 Student Union or at the

Arts Council offices, Hasbrouck
101-103 or on computer disc at PC
Software Support, Lederle low rise,

FYls are public service an.iouncements pnntxd

daily To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent inlormation,

including the name and phone number of the

contact person to (he Collegian, c/o the
Managing Editor by noon the previous day

room AII8. Please call the Arts

Council at 545-0202 for help with

applying for a grant or to discuss

vour ideas.

JT* The Tuesday Night Staff wishes all

a peaceful exam period...

and a prosperous holiday season.
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Bavwatch (R) (In Slereo) X
t
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Vs. Scrooge"(l997, Fantasy) Ccely Tyson (In Slereo) X

» "Michttl Count" (\9m. Drama) Llam Naason 'FV T.

"Kingpm" (1996. Comedy) Woody Harralton 'PG- 1
3' 3E
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Titanic Flrat loo* (In Slereo)
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Dead Man'a |
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Bruno By C. Baldwin Robotman By Jim Meddick
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Drabble By Kevin Fagan DHbert By Scott Adams
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GRUNT
GPvUNT.

YOU'RE
RIGHT.

GRUNT.

ALL YOU OO IS

GRUNT A.NJD

a,gree: COITH
fAE

I'O G>E LYING IF I SAID
I DIDN'T LIKE IT.

VOU'RE. AN EXCELLENT
CONVERSATIONALIST. .

.

Mallard Fillmore By Bruce Tinsley

l&frM

Loser Crew Comics By Alan DeMonde
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Hty Steve, do you

believe in God?''
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Non Sequitor By Wiley Sven By Steven Higgins

Thatch By Jeff Shesol
Leedee By Mike Rybicki
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H©r©$c©peS
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — You may be fighting against a

sudden onset of fatigue today. You
can get things done, but you're going

to have to pace yourself.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— Like your Sagittarius neighbor,

you may find your energy waxing

and waning in an inconsistent fash-

ion throughout the day.

AQUARIUS (|an 20-Feb. 18) —
You may have to bend the truth

slightly today in order to ensure the

success of a new plan. Take care that

you don't stoop to falsehood

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) —
You may encounter an unexpected

obstacle later in the day. Fortunately,

you are well prepared to take any

necessary evasive action.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
This is a good day to pursue any kind

of money-making opportunity. You
can't have too much cash available

to you at this time.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
You will be relying on others quite

heavily at this time. Be prepared to

give careful instructions more than

once whenever necessary.

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20) —
You may be called upon to relieve

someone who is unable to complete

a task. Take care that you don't take

on more than vou can handle.

CANCER (June 21-|uly 22) — It

is important that you consolidate

your efforts today in order to maxi-

mize efficiency. You can make a

tough schedule work for you.

LEO (|uly 23-Aug. 22) — Others

may be waiting for you to make a

tough decision of some kind today —

while you are waiting for them lo

come up with options.

Communicate!
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) —

You will need more information

today before starting a small

money-making project. Your sched-

ule demands that you get it right the

first time.

LIBRA (Sept. 25-Oct. 22) —
Others are likely to gravitate to you

all day long once they get wind of

your new idea that may positively

affect their earnings.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) —
You may have to say "no" to some-

one who comes to you with an offer

of extra work today. The fact is.

you're ready for more advanced
endeavors.

Close to Home By John McPherson

Oikhc of the Day
QQ The right to be heard does

not automatically include the

right to be taken seriously. U
-Hubert Humphery

Today's P.C. Menu
Call 545-2636 #*r later* Information.

"Will you knock it oft with th©

Chicken Soup for the Soul' excerpts!

ACROSS
1 Designer

Cassini
5 Musician Hayes
10 SlorVs cousin
14 Autobahn car
1

5

Tanker problem
16 Created
1

7

Obstacle
18 Insect stage
19 Conspiracy
20 Mexican-menu

items
22 Attacks
24 King Cole
25 Key letter

26 Glasgow natives

29 Wane
32 Clean the slate

36 South of France
37 Without ethics

39 Gangster s rod
40 Photographer's

device
43 Illuminated
44 Certify
45 French river

46 Chores
48 Alas, native

49 Upholstery
material

50 Colorado Indian

52 Soak, as flax

53 Pollen producer
57 Formal attire

61 — Fria Arizona

nver
62 Speedy
64 By — . learning

method
65 18-wheeler
66 Nonsensical
67 Writer Wiesel
68 Nuisance
69 Cafe customer
70 Office fixture

DOWN
1 Place to dry

hops
2 Moon goddess
3 Wax-coated
cheese

4 Huge
5 Speck in the

ocean
6 Healtn resorts

7 Ambiance
8 PartofTA.E.
9 Jewelry

fastener
10 Damage
1

1

Java's neighbor
1

2

Statue of a god
13 Match parts

21 — Palmas
23 Place for books
26 Refine ore

27 Eyelashes
28 Playwright

Clifford

29 Overact

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

Franklin

LUNCH
Chicken Breast Sandwich

Sloppy )oe

Ravioli Alfredo

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Broccoli & Cauliflower Casserole

Mesquite Chicken Sandwich

Worcester
LUNCH

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Homemade Chicken Pot Pie

Rotini/Tomato Meat Sauce

Rotini/Tomato Lentil Sauce

DINNER
Roast Turkay

Cauliflower Eggplant Casserole

Pastabilities

Cheese Lasagna

Hampshire
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30 Skeletal parts

31 Lively

33 One more time
34 Impudent
35 Ms. Merman
37 Talent
38 Feign
41 Preference
42 Dawdled
47 Persian Gull

nation
49 Irritate

51 Unearthly

52 Less polite

53 File

54 "The African
Queen"
scriptwriter

55 Periodontist's
concerns

56 Actress Delany
57 Prong
58 Mete (out)

59 Elevator name
60 Hunt
63 Boone or Sajak

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Barbecued Pork on a Bun

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Fried Shrimp Dinner

Berkshire

LUNCH
Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Mesquite Chicken Sandwich

Rotini/Tomato Lentil Sauce

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Handcut Cod Sub
Penne w/ Tomatoes St Spinach

Pastabilities
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Minutemen take on Jayhawks at Allen Fieldhouse
By Fred Hurlbrink, Jr.

Collegian Staff

After >i\ games lu-t leaton, the

Massachusetts basketball team was

floundering below sea-level with a

2-A record (one of those wtal coin

ing against Division 11 Chaminadei.

This season the Minutemen nave

reverted their fortune* and started

off the campaign 4-2. Despite the

record! though, the biggest difference

between these two SMSOB1 is

undoubtedly the seventh game.

I .jsi season, the I Mass contingent

had the luxury of regrouping in its

seventh game. Alter a sound thump

ing at the handl oi Fresno State at

home, the Minuieinen played host SO

Drexe) and stayed the Dragons handi-

ly, 69 48
There will be no such luxury this

real cilier six games as the

Minutemen head out to Lawrence.

Kansas and hallowed Allen

fieldhouse to take on the powerful

lav hawks oi said state universi-

ty tonight.

The game can be seen on ESPN.

Tip-off is scheduled for 9:30 p.m.

"From what 1 hear | Allen

fieldhouse | is a crazy place to play,"

UMass coach Bruiser Flint said.

"They're the third ranked team in the

country, but we're going to go out

there and try to do the things we do."

The layhawks. under the steady

guidance of coach Roy Williams, are

constant national title contenders.

Led by a pair of probable NBA lot-

tery picks in senior Raef LaFrentz

and junior Paul Pierce, and with two

blue-chip recruits (Eric Chenowith

and Kenny Gregory) already making

an impact, Kansas is off to a 9-1

start.

LaFrentz was the preseason

front-runner for National Player of

the Year honors and has done noth-

ing to hurt his chances of grabbing

that hardware.

BRIAN MCDERMOTT/COU.ECIAN

Mike Babul, Lari Ketner and Charlton Clarke will face the imposing atmosphere of Allen Fieldhouse and the No.

3 jayhawks tonight at 9:30 p.m.

The 6-foot- 11 senior center is

averaging 21.9 points and 10.9

rebounds per game so far. His top

performance came against Arizona

when he scored 32 points in a 90-87

win over the defending national

champs.

With Pierce, they form the most

dynamic frontcourt combo in the

nation.

Pierce, a junior, is averaging 19.1

points, 9.3 rebounds and 3.0 assists

for KU, and had his best outing in an

overtime win over Arizona State

when he scored 28 points and
grabbed nine rebounds along with

two steals and two blocks.

Either LaFrentz or Pierce has been

the layhawks' leading scorer in each

of the team's first 10 contests.

Chenowith and Gregory compli-

ment the starting five well and can be

lethal off the bench. Gregory backs

up both guard positions and is the

team's fourth-leading scorer at 10.3

ppg. Chenowith is averaging 8.1

points and 6.0 rebounds per game
and leads Kansas with 23 blocked

shots.

Ryan Robertson, Billy Thomas and

T.|. Pugh round out Williams starting

five — Robertson taking over the

point guard position that for four

years was run by current Utah Jazz

guard jacque Vaughn.

The point guard position is where

the Minutemen are having most of

their troubles with junior Charlton

Clarke out of position, and freshman

lonathan DePina not quite ready to

take over.

"DePina and I Rafael] Cruz are get-

ting better everyday," Flint said.

"DePina has been a little up and

down."

Clarke played well overall at the

Great Alaska Shootout but has strug-

gled in the last two games, both at

home. He scored 1 1 points and had

three assists in a pair of Minuteman

wins.

DePina has yet to prove that he's

comfortable running the show on a

consistent basis. He's averaging 2.2

Turn to UMASS. page 6

Skiing heads into winter with high hopes
MacConnell has Holden and Muliero leading the men's and women's squads

By Aaron M. Saykin

Collegian Staff

f (KIHTISY MIDIA RELATIONS

Sophomore Tom Holden will be the No. 1 man for the Minutemen as

they head into the winter season..

Embarking upon the 38th year

in his tenure with the

Massachusetts skiing program.

78-year-old coach Bill

MacConnell is extremely opti-

mistic about the chances of both

the men's and women's squads in

1998.

After posting a second-place

finish in the Eastern College Ski

Conference last winter, the

Minutemen look to ascend to the

top of their league on the

coat-tails of highly-talented junior

All-American Thomas Holden.

"He's a very impressive person."

MacConnell said of the Lincoln

native, who is also an academic

All-American. "He is a talented

skier and a very good student."

As the top male skier on the

Minutemen squad, Holden will

occupy the No. I spot on the ros-

ter. The No. 1 spot will bring the

attention of all his opponents and

teammates, especially after burst-

ing into the spotlight his sopho-

more season when he first earned

All-American recognition.

Behind Holden will be freshman

and Michigan native lordan

Kingdon, who opted to attend a

distant UMass instead of schools

from his area. Following the

promising Kingdom in the line-up

will be junior Todd Fowler, who
doubled as the goalie for the

men's soccer team in the fall.

Senior co-captains Eric

McCormack and lason Cranston,

and senior lustin Rouleau are

expected to occupy the fourth,

fifth, and sixth positions on the

team.

Having returned the heart of

their roster from last season,

expectation may be high for the

men's squad, which MacConnell

feels .will be in contention for the

top spot in their league.

We are fielding a stronger

team, and it's going to be exciting

for u? this year." MacConnell said,

who has also been a Forestry and

Wildlife Management professor at

UMass for nearly the past 50

years. "I would be amazed if we
do not make it to the regionals."

The women's squad will also

feature a premier performer this

winter, and senior captain Leah

Muliero will attempt to regain her

previous NCAA qualifying form

after a serious knee injury which

occurred last February — midway

through the season. As the most

talented skier on the

Minutewomen roster. MacConnell

feels that Muliero is "a solid racer,

who will give us some good lead-

ership."

Skiing behind Muliero will be

junior Katie Keane, who will

attempt to improve upon what

MacConnell called "an outstand-

ing performance" last winter.

Sophomore Heather Shea, fresh-

man Margaret LaBombard, and

Maryann Shirley will round out

the top five for the women's team.

In addition to Eastern College

Ski Conference powerhouses such

as Plymouth State College and

Boston College, the Minutemen
and Minutewomen will have to

contend with two new additions to

the conference.

MacConnell feels that new
arrivals Colby Sawyer College and

New England College may provide

a hurdle in both of their path to

the championship.

"We have strong teams return-

ing, and we have picked up some

good transfers," MacConnell said.

"But, there are two new colleges

in the league, and that may make
things more difficult."

After a training-camp program

spanning from Dec. 26 until their

first meet on Ian. 17,

MacConnell's squads will open

their season as host to the UMass
Tournament held on the friendly

slopes of Berkshire East, and will

feature each member of the

Eastern College Conference.

BRIAN MCDfRMOTT COUECIAN

Alongside senior Tyrone Weeks, junior Lari Ketner will duel with Kansas'

forward tandem of Raef Lafrentz and Paul Pierce for domination in the

paint.

Lonely eyes turn to past;

Where have they gone ?

Where have you gone, Sal

Manganaro? Our campus turns its

lonely eves to you. . . and with that said,

how about Warren Norris, or maybe

even Rob Bonneau?

The times have been lean as of late

for the
-jj-jjjj^ijjjjb*

Massachusetts
|ormahockey team, inn ^^^^^

roring the 2-10-1

night, I lapsed into humming a Simon

and Garfunkel classic, and my
thoughts ushered in a Haiti of Dreams

kind of mindset.

As I stood outside the locker room

waiting for UMass coach |oe Mallen to

^^^^^^^^^^^ make his appear-

^mmmm"mm̂ m m̂
ance before the

Kanssinei^^ media. I remi-

nisced with a

record (0-8-1 in Hockey East) they've

compiled up to this point of the sea-

son.

Yes, it's as bad as it looks.

But. in an effort to dissuade some of

the dissatisfaction felt after a hard 5-1

loss to Northeastern last Saturday

longtime hockey volunteer upon the

players and occurrences of my
four-year Minuteman hockey journey.

With the recent offensive woes for

UMass being never better documented

than in two one-goal games over the

Turn to HOCKEY, page 6

|ORMA KANSANEN TIM I I C.IAN

Former Minuteman forward Warren Norris now suits up for the St.

John's Maple Leafs of the AHL.

Winter is here, and hot stove baseball is getting warmer and warmer
I he Hot StOWS ha- been burning up lately II •

• Darryl Kile I
>>od quality pitcher, but appar

entl\ he I not that bright of a guy.

Ltably the biggest free agent (Ml <>H Season, Kile

signed a hell\ three vear contract this past week with the

i lo Rockies, Now. he'll he making half Ml Haiti in

I tekl where ^urveball pitcher- go SO die.

Kile posted I career year in 1997 with the Houston

Astros, pitching half his game- in the Astrodome where

long IK hall- |Q SO die

the Astrodome i- one Of the most pitcher InendK eta

diums in the majors. With the dome, there's no wind to

push the ball out. and curvcball pitchers like Kile —
can be confident with their best pitch and worry little

about deep flies carrying out of (he

park.

\ot ill C I

Vinny Castilla is proof that the

rarified air in the Rockies makes

average hitter- into monsters. If

( sstJlM played half his games in the

Astrodome, he'd hit maybe five, six home runs a seaeotl

Kile is no average pitcher, though. He ravaged the Nl

I red Hurlbrink, Jr.

this season with a steady diet of benders and garnered Cj

Young consideration for his breakout campaign. But. tak

ing his show to Coors Field might signal the end of his

short-lived Ail-Star career.

With the Rockies. Kile will try to

do what Greg Harris and Bill Swift

before him could not do.

Harris and Swift both signed with

the Rockies after having career

years, bolting San Diego and San

Francisco respectively for the cooler, thinner, richer air of

Colorado

Swift has suffered a deluge of injuries, but neither

pitcher was able to come close to duplicating the perfor-

mances that earned them those lucrative contracts with

the Rockies,

Kile is by far the most talented and proven of these

three hurlers, but hta decision to bolt Houston for the

money in Colorado might just have cost him a career.

• Brady Anderson has finalized a deal with the

Baltimore Orioles that will likely keep him patrolling

Camden Yards for the duration of his career.

Turn to HURLBRINK. page 6
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The year
in review

As 1997 draws to a

close, check out

what the Arts &
Living staff thought

was the best and
worst of the year

(see Arts & Living,

page S).

UMass Starrs up
for Husky battle

Tez Kraft and the

UMass women's
basketball team
takes on
Connecticut at 7

p.m. at the Mullins

Center. (See

SPORTS, page 14.)

WORLD

U.N. team to start field

work in Congo today

KINSHASA, Congo (AP) — U.N.

investigators finally got the go-ahead

to begin interviewing residents today

in a town where President Laurent

Kabila's forces allegedly slaughtered

Rwandan refugees, often in full view of

townspeople.

Team members met with Congo
officials yesterday in the northwestern

town of Mbandaka, and the officials

pledged to assist the probe, team

leader lose Diaz said.

Seventeen U.N. investigators and 1

local workers have set up camp in

Mbandaka, a remote town with no

electricity or clean water. In addition to

interviewing residents, the investiga-

tors will do visual surveys of sites where

bodies are allegedly buried. The inves-

tigation has been stalled repeatedly

since July over differences between the

U.N. team and Congolese officials. Last

month, U.N. Secretary-General Kofi

Annan threatened to pull the investiga-

tors out unless Kabila allowed them to

visit alleged massacre sites.

Rwandan Tutsis who fought for

Kabila are accused of massacring the

Rwandan Hutus in retaliation for the

1994 genocide of more than 500,000

Tutsis by Hutu extremists. The refugees

had fled their homeland to escape

punishment for the Hutu-orchestrated

slaughter there

NATION

Judge orders shooting

suspect tried as adult

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A judge

had little choice yesterday but to

order that a teen-ager be tried as

an adult on charges of gunning
down three fellow classmates in a

school lobby, lawyers said. Under

Kentucky law, anyone at least 14

years old who commits a serious

felony using a firearm is considered

an adult.

Michael Carneal is 14 and used a

handgun in the killing of three stu-

dents Dec. 1, police allege.

Carneal appeared before |udge

Donna Dixon at a short hearing

yesterday that was closed to the

public and the media.

Dixon ruled that her decision

would not be made public, saying

it was confidential under the state's

juvenile laws. She also ordered
lawyers on both sides not to dis-

cuss the case.

But legal experts said the judge

had only two choices: order that

Carneal be tried as an adult or set

him free for lack of probable
cause.

Carneal was not set free. After

the hearing he was returned to the

unidentified juvenile detention

center in another part of Kentucky

where he has been held since the

shootings.

"|udge Dixon's made a very cau-

tious, safe ruling that no one needs

to talk about," said Charlotte Scott,

a former prosecutor and public

defender now in private practice.
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GEO vows to continue grade-in;

moves to avoid violation of code
By Tamar Carroll

& Jonathan Liberty

Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts teaching assistants

brought their work to Chancellor David K. Scott's

office lot the second day in a row yesterday.

Yesterday, however, the graduate students stayed out-

side the office foyei In order to comply with the

University's Picket Code and a ^____^^__
request from Scott.

After the first da) "I the grade-in

held by the teaching assistants,

which began at 9 a.m. Tuesday, Scott

declared the protestors in violation

of the Picket Code, claiming they

were disrupting the normal activities

of his office.

While the stated intent of the job

action may have been dissent, in fact,

it was disruptive," Scott said in a

press release.

The teaching assistants graded

papers and exanu, read, held office hours and talked in

the foyer of Scott's office in the Whitmore

Administration Building from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Tuesday.

Scott felt that these actions, intended to gain visibility

for the Graduate Employee Organization (GEO) and to

pressure the administration to settle the 22-month long

graduate student contract negotiations, prevented his

Staff from completing their normal work.
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"Therefore. I am telling students who plan to take-

part in this job action, that they must move and vacate

the space where in > staff work," Scott said.

If the students didn't move. Scott said, he would

institute disciplinary hearings against them, in accor-

dance with the Picket Code.

GEO leaders and teaching assistants disagreed with

Scott's charges that their actions were disruptive.

lames Shaw, a teaching assistant in the Sociology

Department who participated in

the grade-in both days, -aid the

TAs did not stop Scott's stall from

yetting their work done.

"I think it is a bogus claim,"

Shaw said. "We didn't disrupt any

University businesv"

"We were very careful to ensure-

that the picket code was not violat-

ed by the grade-in." said GEO
member Dickie Wallace.

"For Scott to say that we're vio-

lating the code so suddenly is

absurd." said labor center and

GEO member |on Zerolnick. "We challenge the admin-

istration to find one item of violation."

However, GEO decided to move the grade-in to the

hallway outside of Scott's office yesterday in order to

comply with his instructions.

"Scott had to do something so people in Boston don't

Student Senate speaks with

Housing Director Gilbert

about 3 .5 percent fee hike

"For Scott to say that

we're violating the code

so suddenly is absurd ...

We challenge the admin-

istration to find one item

of violation."

GEO member |on Zerolnick

Turn to GEO. page 2

LAUREN KOSKY I COUtCIAN

Makin' Copies!

Douglas Thornton |r., Account Representative and Gary Lawrence demonstrate the abilities of a Canon

copier at the Canon Product Show in the Campus Center yesterday.

By Victoria Groves

Collegian Staff

East night's meeting of the

Student Government Association

(SGA) Undergraduate Student

Senate began with a presentation by

Michael Gilbert, Director of Housing

at the University of Massachusetts.

Starting this spring semester,

buildings in both Orchard Hill and

Southwest Residential Areas will be

locked for 24 hours a day. Gilbert

spoke to the senators about this pilot

program and addressed concerns

that they had.

"One of the things we focus on is

the needs of the full community.

With that in mind we've made some

changes to enhance security... We
are asking residents to live with this

new system for a semester while we

study it," Gilbert said.

Depending on the outcome of the

pilot program, buildings in Central

Residential Area may be included

later in the spring semester, fol-

lowed by Northeast and Sylvan

Residential Areas the following fall

semester.

Gilbert also presented the senate

with the Housing Services budget for

the 1999 fiscal year. Housing cost-

will be increased by 5.5 percent for

students who live on campus in a

double room, or by about $86.

Reasons for the fee increase

include residence life enhancements,

enhanced security and increased

stipends for Residential Assistants.

"We had two choices— pass addi-

tional fees onto students or reallo-

cate money within our budget. If we

reallocated, we would be looking at

less services and activities... we are

asking students to tighten their belts

because we are in budget straits,"

Gilbert said.

Later in the meeting a motion was

passed to create a schedule for repre-

sentatives from University

Productions and Concerts (UPC) to

report to the SGA on progress

toward its annual Spring Concert.

"This isn't a hostile motion against

UPC. it's just asking them to come
and tell us what's going on. It's a

proactive thing." said Senator Brian

McManus (Southwest Area) who
presented the motion.

Another motion written by

McManus also passed on the Senate

floor. It concerned University Health

Services (UHS) and their cancella-

tion of the annual holiday party, the

implementation of a policy which

forbids the display of holiday decora-

tions anywhere on the premises and

the cancellation of a charity

fund-raiser for the Women, Infant

and Children's Foundation.

The purpose of the motion was to

support the staff of UHS and "their

desire to celebrate the holiday sea-

son".

"The Undergraduate Senate of the

University of Massachusetts believes

that diversity and multiculturalism

should be celebrated, not sup-

pressed," McManus wrote.

Passed unanimously also last night

was a motion to add a referendum

Turn to SGA. page 2

Timeline set for installing

24-hour card entry systems
By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

Beginning next semester, all resi-

dence halls in Southwest and

Orchard Hill Residential Areas will

be on 24-hour card access.

Currently, residence halls with or

without card access are open

Monday through Friday until 8 p.m.

and locked all day on weekends.

However, the purpose of this securi-

ty measure is to stop people from

wandering in residence halls where

they do not belong.

"With card access, we can grant

people appropriate access 24 hours

a day," said Michael Gilbert,

Director of Housing.

"We don't have the capability of

putting this type of security in place

with keys," he said

While some students may see

24-hour card access as inconve-

nient, Housing services and Public-

Safety are hoping that many stu-

dents will realize the importance of

safety in residence halls.

"People have to change their pat-

terns of behavior in order to make

places on this campus safer,"

Gilbert said.

"This system will minimize the

opportunity for individuals to wan-

der around residence halls for the

purpose of stealing, soliciting and

peeping," said UMass Chief of

Police lohn Luippold. "If it stops

one thief or one individual from

being hurt, then I think it is well

worth it."

Despite card access, Luippold

said that students should always

take pro-active measures in keeping

their belongings safe, which means

having their rooms locked at all

times.

However, upgrading security isn't

cheap.

According to Gilbert, Housing

fees will increase 3.5 percent or $86

per student next fall.

In addition to residents who live

in the buildings, many residence

halls in Southwest and Orchard Hill

also have classrooms to which stu-

dents need access.

Students are taking classes in the

residence hall class rooms will be

granted access to those halls but

Turn to LOCKS, page 2

Clashes drag out NAACP calls

treaty discussion vote on members

admitted crime

www.umass.edo/rso/colegian

Miller, 61, dies

after long illness

Gertrude Miller. 6), of Turners

FaBs, died Sunday, Dec. 7 after a long

illness.

She was employed by the

University of Massachusetts for 1

5

years. She worked at the Mather

Career Center until 1988, when she

transferred to the Public Safety

rjepartrnent, where she worked as a

secretary to the Chief of PoKce for the

past eight Year*-,

Miller is survived by her son

Michael Miller ofTexas

Funeral services will be held Dec.

16 at 11 a.m. at McCarthy Funeral

Home on Proepoct Street in Turners

Falls. Call hours begin at 10 a.m.

Sculpture stolen Saturday
Amherst Brewing Company offers reward

Victoria Groves

Collegian Staff

A sculpture was stolen from the

Amherst Brewing Companv last

Saturday night and the management is

offering a $100 reward for its return.

The plaster sculpture of a woman
was s H)lcn off of a wall while the

restaurant was open, between approxi

IMter) 12:30 and 1:50 a.m.. according

to Stephen Gates, genet sj manager

"It's funny that they got her out, but

at (he same time it's part of the atmos-

phere... She was here since day one

and was part of the family. Now she's

missing." Gates said.

Gates also wanted to stress that

charges will not he pressed if the

sculpture is returned and is surprised

that someone was able to steal it off

the wall with staff and patrons nearby.

We re amazed that someone did it.

Congratulations on their ability, but

we would just like to have her hack."

Oatts said.

The sculpture is approximately two

leet long bv tWO feel wide, and is light

brown in color. Anyone with any

information should contact Amherst

Brewing Company at 255- 4400 and

ask lot Steve or lohn.

By Charles J. Hanley

Associated Press

KYOTO, lapan — The world's

nations bickered into the final hours

last Thursday as they considered a his-

toric agreement to reduce fuel emis-

sions of industrial countries in the 2
1
st

century to guard against global warm-

ing.

If approved, the Kyoto Protocol will

set an energy course for much of the

world for decades to come.

"The eyes of the world are upon us

now." chief U.S. negotiator Stuart

Eizenstat declared in a contentious

post-midnight session of the Kyoto cli-

mate conference. "We have an oppor-

tune SO do really something good."

On a final day that stretched into the

next morning, the future of the carbon-

loaded atmosphere hung on the calm

click of calculators as negotiators in

conference back rooms set budget peri-

ods, apportioned quotas and toted up

emissions of the 'greenhouse" gases

linked to global wanning.

Eventually, U.S. officials said, a

grand European-U.S.-lapancse com-

promise took shape: The European

Union would reduce its greenhouse

emissions by 8 percent below 1990 lev-

els, the United States by 7 percent, and

lapan by r> percent

Twenty-one other industrialized

countries would meet similar bind-

ing targets, and the reductions

would be achieved between 2008

and 2012. All are committed to cut

even deeper after that. But an under-

pinning of the reduction scheme —

Turn to KYOTO, page 2

By Paul Shepard

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — NAACP board

members have called a Dec. 20 meet-

ing in Chicago to decide whether an

influential colleague can keep her post

after admitting she took more than

$15,000 from a leukemia-stricken

associate.

Several board members suggested

the vote on Hazel Dukes could go a

long way in determining if the

National Association for the

Advancement of Colored People, the

nation's oldest and largest civil rights

group, can improve a reputation tar-

nished in recent years by fiscal impro-

prieties, leadership battles and muted

civil rights advocacy.

All of this weakens and hurts the

organization." said lulian Bond, a for-

mer Georgia lawmaker and an

NAACP board member. "There is no

justification for what she said she did.

There is no rationale."

Bond has joined a growing chorus

of ethics on the 64-metnber board

who want Dukes to follow the wishes

of the group's executive committee

and resign.

"It would be in her best interests

and the best interests of the organiza-

tion for her to leave." said Leon

Russell, a board member from Florida.

"This issue goes to our credibility as a

gToup. and if we are supposed to rep-

resent people across the nation on civil

rights matters, we should try to avoid

ethical problems on our side."
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only during class rirnci

According to Assistant Director of

Housing Services Sharon Shevltn.

during add/drop period next semes-

ter while students are planning their

schedules, changes to students ID
cards will be processed every day.

"Students who will be adding a

class in a residence hall will need to

add that class before 4 p.m. the day

before the class meets in order to

ha-. e accctt to the building."

Sheviin explained.

B;. Spring of 1999. Housing
Services plans on having all five resi-

dential areas on 24-hour card access.

The plan is for Central

Residential Area to have limited

card attest nest semester, where

doors will lock at 8 p.m. Monday
through Friday and will be locked

all day or. the weekends. Next Fail.

Central will go to 24-hour card

access, and Northeast and i

Residential Areas will have card

access systems installed. Northeast

and Sylvan will become 24-hour

card attest in the Spring of 1999.

Following Northeast and Syhan.

plans will be distussed to install

card attess boxes at the doors
which lead to the hall rooms.

Currently. Thoreau and Cante
Residence Halls in Southwest arc on

a pilot piogtatn that grants residents

access through the second door.

beat
There was a farewell dinner for

Affirmative Action aad Equal
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aight as the negotiator meeting

1 the lack of

r turnout at the i

"We naked le-

thal they would come a tittle late.

But nothing hke that happened." said

Decpika Marva. Graduate Student

Senate GSS rVessdem.

Members of the administration

insist that there was an agreement
that there would be no astcting on
Dec. 4 due to the iciiicmcnt dmncr

didn't have a meeting, one

thing I thmk has happened is that

there has not been consistently the

same set of students at these meet-

ings. That may have been one of the

reasons (for the confusion].' said

Marcellette Williams. Deputy
Oaa-ca In
Some student negotiators believe

lack of ummuimcm by the adminis-

tration to follow through with the

G Mac ifBCMM 1

1

Their attitude as of late at the

[bargaining) table has been less than

productive, there's a lot of work
left to be done. If the administration

is serious, they will take the time to

include students in the

"When something like this hap-
pens it's just disappointing- I'm not

saying this is a huge grave error..- ia

•-: . - . .: . ":.:-r,-' -.: ':.

nation* did aot go wen at all from
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.

thing like tins just exacerbate* the

Marya said.

Both William* and Thomas
Robinson. Vice Chancellor for

Student Affairs agree that on several

occasion* n *>a» disrutard with stu-

JtM MSJM _i" .'• shsl "•'.''. aaaJn bt

reported thai the administration

chose not to show up at the ibh liiag,

I'm sure if you ask, someone has to

'let* up to knowing about this i
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that then last-
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I would repre-

I interna! tonal

effort to control energy use for the

re—m» goad One leading L-S. emi-

ronmentalisi. loan Adams of the

Natural Resources Defense Council,

hailed it as "inanensely important.*

i_-.-v.i_r- BM "pan MMMM* "MM*
h _ished the targets «crc more ambi-

tious. Unhappy business leaders.

UMjusrhit, partscussrty from the LS
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"*A C bad discussed Jihe astcting

cancellation} no less than five or sit

timet. I'm terribly sorry for the

confusion. There was no intent to

Mow anyone off. Obviously there
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The Goodell Takeover which

occurred last March was a protest in

response to the administration's

refusal to comply with the AL *A \

agreements of 1992. Issues ranged

from child care to minority enroll-

ment at the University of

Massachusetts

But a key judgment — from the

Senate — was yet to come.

Because the Kyoto outline did not

mandate reductions by developing

countries, it was exprrtrd to face an

uphill struggle for ratification in

Washington Senate Majorm Leader

Trent Lott said the body "will not rati

h a flawed treaty
"

The key Kyoto compromise tame

Monday after the White House freed

the VS. negohator*' hand to nwve off

a less bold plan. And the talk- got a

User boost -hen Ryutaro Hashimoto.

prune minister of japan, telephoned

President Clinton and European leaders

m search of more last-minute flexibility

Clinton had originally proposed that

emissions be cut only to. not below,

1990 level* between 200. and 2012.

The European Union had favored a

more ambitious plan; cutting emission!)

by 15 percent below 1990 levels b>

2010
The final plan is a complex, highK

technical document whose many van

able features gave negotiators leeway

to find middle ground in manv

REDUCTIONS
The .arbor dioxide and

nitrous oxide, products of fossil fuel

combustion; methane, emitted b\

orga- and three "halocar-

bons.* substitute* for banned ozone-

damaging substances The targets

range from the minus-8 percent level

jrope to a 10 percent increase

allowed Iceland because it has an alu-

minum smelter coming on line.
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Photo Savvy?

The Collegian Photo
Department is now accepting

applications for next semester.

Interested photographers should

stop by 113 Campus Center with a

portfolio andfill out an application,

or call 545-1701 and talk to

Lauren.
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UM expands Math faculty
By Ron Ventresco

Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts

department of mathematics and sta-

tistics has added three new faculty

members this semester. The
Retirement Incentive Succession
Planning Program (RISPP). has

cleared the path within the depart-

ment for hiring younger professors.

The three new associate profes-

sors. David llorntrop, )ohn Tsimikas

and Rinat Kedem, are currently

teaching introductory courses within

the department.

llorntrop said. "Within the mathe-

matics department, a student can

make very good choices among the

classes offered. " llorntrop. who is

teaching Calculus 131. has an exten-

sive background in problem solving

through computer simulation.

Despite his adeptness with com-

puters, he warns students. "It's a

common misconception that

machines cannot make errors. A
machine can never replace a thinking

person, though it certainly can

enhance that person's understand-

ing."

Tsimikas has spent the past three-

years doing post-doctoral work at

Harvard University. His primary

locus is bio- statistical research,

which has included analyzing the sta-

tistics on cancer research, magnetic

resonance, ultrasound and CT imag-

ing. He teaches introductory statis-

tics for business majors, but hopes to

receive a grant for work in the New
England journal of Medicine.

"A good deal of statistical research

involves putting some structure on

your intuition," Tsimikas said. "If

someone is nervous about a certain

mathematical formula it's usually

because they can't see the big pic-

ture."

Right now. Tsimikas is concerned

with preparing his students for

what's out there, always emphasizing

that the work they are doing in

school has practical applications that

they will need to use in the years

ahead.

Kedem has spent recent years

doing post-doctoral research at

Kyoto University in lapan and the

University of California at Berkeley.

She also teaches Calculus 131, with a

class of about 25 students, and is

positive that students will be able to

get more out of calculus than in the

large auditoriums with hundreds of

students. Kedem, being mainly inter-

ested in physics and inter-global sys-

tems, encourages students to take the

same approach to mathematics.

"Physicists want to answer a spe-

cific question and will use any mathe-

matical method to help find it,

whereas mathematicians tend to

study structures within a particular

sub-field," she said. "If you move

into a field from a different point of

view, you're likely to ask questions

that have never been asked before,

you have a different perspective and

different source of answers."

These bright and innovative young

professors have taken tenure track

positions, or more simply, plan to

spend a great deal of time at UMass.

The content of the courses they are

teaching now may not have changed

much in the past 30 years, but given

time and freshness of approach, they

are confident they will make a differ-

ence.

"We in the department of mathe-

matics and statistics are exceedingly

delighted to have three new, young,

vibrant faculty members," said

department chair Donald St. Mary.

"The department is currently in the

midst of a major rejuvenation of the

faculty ranks and the focus of the

process is on junior level appoint-

ments. We are extremely pleased to

have brought to the University three

such promising individuals who work

on the cutting edge of modern mathe-

matical science."

Korea, China,

United States

launch talks
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By Alexander G. Higgins

Associated Press

GENEVA — North and South

Korea, brought to the negotiating

table by the United States and

China, declared yesterday they

had "tucceetfuily Inaugurated"

talks for a permanent peace

agreement 44 years after the end

of the Korean War.

Chinese Vice Foreign Minister

Tang liaxuan said the historic

opening two-day session "marks a

very good beginning."

Stanley Roth, U.S. assistant

secretary of state, said the four-

nation talks were "cordial and

productive."

But expectations were low for

the first meeting, which mainly

was a get-acquainted session that

allowed each side to state its main

demands and then discuss how to

proceed.

just the fact that South and

North Korean diplomats faced

each other in the talks — and

mingled at two cocktail parties —
was regarded as a breakthrough.

The North Koreans stressed

that they want the United States

to withdraw its 37,000 troops

from the South on the grounds

that they are causing the tension

on the Korean Peninsula.

The U.S. delegation responded

that the tension resulted from the

communist North's "excessive

reliance" on the military.

A U.S. official, who briefed

reporters on condition of

anonymity, said the idea of con-

sidering troop reductions was

"way ahead of the process" and

said there would be no talk about

troop reductions in the four-party

talks.

The U.S. delegation, which

includes military officers, was dis-

appointed that the North Koreans

omitted the military from its team

at the talks, said the official.

The next session lasting "some

days" will be held in Geneva on

March 16. said Roth, who chaired

the first round. Lower-level offi-

cials will meet in Beijing in

February to work on the agenda.

"We now can begin to raise our

expectations," said the U.S. offi-

cial, but he added the talks may
last fnT vpars

LAUREN KOSKV / COLLEGIAN

'Tis the treeson

A plentiful variety of Christmas trees at the Amherst/Pelham Boy Scout Christmas tree Sale in Amherst yester-

day afternoon.

U.S., seven other countries to fight

high-tech cyber-crimes together
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By Cassandra Burred

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The United States and seven other

industrial nations agreed yesterday to work more dosely to

catch high-tech criminals who lie. cheat, steal by computer.

Attorney General lanet Reno and 1 5 counterparts from

Canada, France, Germany. Italy, lapan. Russia and the

United Kingdom met in Washington for the first time to

build the international relationships they hope will give

them an edge in matching wits with slippery computer crim-

inals.

"Twenty-first century technologies are going to change

how we live, and make many things easier." Reno said. "But

computers and networks are also opening up a new trontier

of crime."

National boundaries no longer restrict criminals, Reno

said. "For instance, we know now that a criminal can sit in

one countiv tnd disrupt a computer system in another coun-

try thousands of miles awa>."she >aid. "if we are 10 keep up

with cybercrime, we must work together as never before."

The group of justice and interior ministers agreed on a

general plan including more computer training for law

enforcement personnel in each country and the establish-

ment of high-tech contacts who will be available to officials

in each country on a 24-hour badt, "Each nation has com-

mitted to develop faster ways to trace attacks coming

through computer networks so that we can quickly identify

the hacker or criminal who is responsible." Reno said. Each

nation also has agreed to devote more time and resources to

crimes committed by international criminals who escape

extradition. "Those of us that conduct domestic prosecution

of our nationals in lieu of extradition agree to pursue such

prosecutions with the same commitment of time, personnel

and financial resources as are devoted to the prosecution of

serious crimes committed within our own territory," said a

seven-page communique the officials released yesterday.

"Too often, a criminal will flee a country and return to his

or her own homeland, hoping to escape justice if extradition

is not possible." Reno said. "Now, that will change. What's

more significant is that this agreement applies not just to

computer crimes, but to all types of otherwise extraditable

crimes." Computer criminals are hard to track because glob-

al computer networks allow anyone to communicate with

others around the world inexpensively and often anony-

mously, said Scott Charney, chief of the lustice

Department's computer crime and intellectual property sec-

tion. . .

"As a result, people who are interested in doing criminal

things can attack computer systems from anywhere in the

world and use computer systems to facilitate traditional

offenses, like distribution of copyrighted material or child

pornography," he said.

The countries also agreed to:

-Take steps to preserve important information on comput-

er networks. "In taking this step, information will be less

likely to be tampered with by criminals or erased by routine

vwem update procedures," Reno said.

-Review their legal systems and update laws to make sure

they address electronic crime adequately.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AMHERST

Ottice ot the Chancellor

374 Wnitmore Administration Building

Box 38370
Amherst MA Q',003-8370

(413) 545 2211

December 9, 1997

To the Campus Community

In response to inquires about religious holiday displays on campus, I wish to bnng to the

Mention of the community our current guidelines concerning displays on University^property

vZAdelines have been issued before, and we continue to welcome feedback and suggestions

in order to improve them in the future.

^(W>A'C^. ^*»~C.»Tg

David K Scott

Chancellor

Guidelines Regarding Religious Symbols, Decorations and Displays

The First Amendment protects the nghts of individuals to freedom of rehgion and the nghtto

freely express their rehgious beliefs through speech and symbols However, the F.rst Amendment

also prohibits public institutions like state universities from endorsing religion, or non-religion, or

favoring one religion over another

As a result the University should protect the right of individuals to celebrate religious holidays by

decorating their personal space (eg, residence hall rooms, desk tops), but the University should

not promote religious observance or encourage official use of public property to promote

religious displays - except for educational purposes In some cases a persona space may be a

desk in a public space, but we should realize that space as personal space Rehgious displays «n a

public space outside or ins.de campus buildings should be sponsored by groups or md.vtduals

rather than the University Moreover, the University will set aside appropriate areas for any

woup to erect private displays of religious symbols for a limited time during rehgious holidays

Such displays should identify the sponsor, explain the purpose and meaning of the display, and

note that the display is not sponsored by the University

Any individual or organization wishing to place a private religious display in a public space on the

grounds of the campus should make their request to the Physical Plant Customer Service

Department at 545-0600 The Customer Service Department considers proposals for such

displays on criteria unrelated to content such as the location of other dtsplays and events,

availability of electrical power, public safety concerns and so on

Those responsible for implementing these guidelines should exercise sensitivity and care m

interpreting them and in distinguishing between private expression and University sponsorship

telephone: (41 3) 256-8923 / 256-8924 fax 253-1 1 73

103 North Pleasant St. Amherst MA 01002

Delivery Express: 549-0077
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Spotlight exposed

Brian Sc

Anew Store has atlived in Anhont'a Marketplace oi

ideas, and. according to libertarian theory, sjyj voice

.kids depth and meaning to the marketplace and

strengthens our democratic society. The question in any

society that claims freedom of the press/speech is. what

happcni to the marketplace when an idea appears contrary

to all that is socially responsible?

A newspaper. Ihe Spotlight, which is being sold through

\ ending machines in Amherst and on campus has brought

this question to our community. An article which appeared

in last Friday's Daity Hampshire Gazette repotted that in a

somewhat ironic twist, the vending machine (located in

front ol &MK Cafe) was defaced with a Star of David — a

lewish symbol What in the newspaper

could possibly evoke a i espouse typical-

l> scribed to neo Nazis?

Lauren Levin, who works for the

Anti-Defamation League (ADD was quoted in The

Gazette as saving "It's probably the most widely read

extremist publication in America today... What I'm curious

about is why they have suddenly cropped up in Amherst?"

According to information provided by the ADL. The

Spotlight, founded in 1975. is the mouthpiece of the Liberty

I ohhy and it- founder Willis A. Carlo. "Since its founding

in 1955. the Washington. D.C.-based Liberty Lobby has

gradually grown to become the most influential and active

anti-Semitic propaganda organization in the United

States." according to literature distributed by the ADL.
Willis A Carto has been an activist for extremist conser-

vatism since the 1950s. He founded the Populist Party,

which in 1988 ran David Duke, former Ku Klux Klan

Grand Wizard, for President. In 1979. Carto founded the

Institute for Historical Review, the leading proponent of

Holocaust revisionist material.

The paper contends that lews fabricated their own geno-

cide to gain world support, and that Israel is plotting to

conquer the entire Middle East. The paper has also called

into question the notion of hate crimes, and referred to

homosexuals as "misfits.

"

We're not shy about pointing out the undue influence

the Israeli lobby has on Congress." said Spotlight

spokesman Michael Piper in the Ga.ette

So what is this publication of bigoted and distorted ideol-

ogy doing on our campus, and what should we as con

corned citizens do about it? Well, for one thing, it's well

disguised. The tabloid contains articles that address similar

topics as many well respected advocacv journals.

"The | information) is more subtle, it works with people's

prejudices and could increase them," said Lisa Lipshire, of

Northampton, a clerk at the |ones Library.

When Lipshire discovered the newspaper and was
informed of its content, she was so upset she contacted the

Gazette, the Collegian, and attended Tuesday night's

Amherst Civil Rights Review commission, where the topic-

was addressed,

ssjssssssssssjssjssjssssjji Larry Goldbaum. director of the

hwartXman Office of lewish Affairs, presented

nformation about the paper and
Liberty Lobby to the commission. The commission dis-

cussed the complex issue but has not decided if it can or

should take action. Currently a permit is not required to

install a vending machine as long as it does not interfere

with pedestrians or traffic. As a journalist I hate to sav it.

but maybe this policy should be reconsidered.

Goldbaum said he is not advocating censorship but he

would like people to be informed about where Ihe

Spotlight is coining from.

Member*, of the University community need to make it

clear that racist material does not have a place here. If you

don't take my word for it (and I always encourage one to

question what they read) go to Haigis mall, buy a copy, and

see for yourself. Otherwise, don't waste 50 cents in sup-

porting this cause; instead, write letters to the newspaper

and voice disapproval. It's OK to legitimately challenge a

publication, but it's not OK to vandalize its boxes or harass

its supporters.

Every voice, opinion and perspective deserves to be

heard in the marketplace. Well. The Spotlight has had its

opportunity, so let's collectively scrutinize these ideas

and show the Liberty Lobby that its rotten apples will not

sell in this market.

Bryan Schuartzman is a Collegian Columnist.

We re not in Kansas
We're supposed to be in

Kansas

But we're not.

Somebody in this vast University

forgot to fill out a form in time. We.
(being Fred and I) had no plane

tickets. Hard to go to Kansas with-

out plane tickets.

But hey. I'm not bitter.

This was supposed to be a trip to

remember. Funny stories about
underage I red sneaking into bars,

nick-nacs with layhawks on them,

hotel towels stolen. Oh what a trip

it would have been.

And oh. I think we're in "I 1st

Land."

Where this trip would have
ranked on this list is

under debate. I red

just may have puked
on Lari Ketner's
sneakers at the game,
which would have
made it a bad trip.

Fred may also have
been arrested outside

the Holiday Inn in

Lawrence. Kan.
yelling "Where are niv

pants!'.'" while holding

a Natty Light in one-

hand and a layhawk ^^^^^^
cheerleader in another. Then it

would have been a good trip.

Highly unlikely, but nonetheless

good
I figured I'd end the semester the

W*) it began. With stories about my
life. Though it may seem I talk

about them every week. I really do
irv to talk about other stult It JUS)

never works that wav

Besides, what would you do if I

Started writing things like. "Tuft's

greatest contribution to 19th-centu-

ry America was his ability to bal-

ance \ ictorian values with his flip-

pant sense of jingoistic urgency
."

Ponder that one while we spend

lanuary apart. Oh. I'm not doing
much during break, just taking a

French class and chilling really. I

promise to take some of that time to

think of more columns witnout sto-

ries of my life.

Until then, though, you'll just

have to deal.

"Of WaffleHouses." April 1988

When' 1 was 13. we Ibeing the

Meredith famffy) droite to Florida

from Methuen (oh, what a drive).

We went to Disneyland, Wet and

Wild and this warehouse in

Tallahasse where I bought a Florida

Gators t-shirt. We
ate at a

WaffleHouse in

rural Georgia.

Quite a trip, a trip

we won by filling

out a form at

Romano's, the pizza

place down the

street. Highlights
included eating at

the WaffleHouse
Big waffles, kid. Big

waffles.I .uke Meredith

"Rainy Days and Mondays,'
1995

'
April

When I was 20, we (being the

future Mill Valley family) went to

Plymouth State for the weekend. It

rained, and we got really drunk and
rolled around in the mud at a party

that featured keg-tossing. Big guys,

throwing kegs and beating each
other up.

Afterwards, my friends went to

the Laundromat while I fell asleep

watching a Braves-Phillies game.
The Braves lost.

Oh. and there were no Mondays

involved, but it's always good to

include a Carpenters reference

when possible.

"Chumbawumba Dreaming.''
October 1997

Highlighted by hearing the song

currently gripping the nation three

times, along with an interview with

the band. (Do you know they're like

40?). This trip, which I wrote a pre-

view for (newspaper talk), included

me getting kicked out of a bar for

passing out on a bar stool.

Quote to take from the famed
Lowell trip: The bartender told

Walshie (my friend). "Your friend's

gonna have to leave " Whereupon
Walshie responds. "Why? He's just

sleeping."

Some people just don't get it.

Rock on. Walshie. and thanks for

everything.

"City of Steel." April 1987

Easter 1987 was spent at Uncle

Chuckie's house. Me. my brother

Mike and cousin Chuckle spent our

days pretending we were in Bon |ovi

(I was |on, of course) and drinking

up to a case of Coke apiece.

Highlights include family videotape

of me yelling at team members in a

wiffleball game we did not win. fol-

lowed by me puking up said case ol

Coke on the road to Amish country

the next day. Possibly the best trip

ever.

And if Fred and I were in Kansas.

we may have been puking up a case

of something, probably not Coke.
Whether that would have been a

better way to spend our time is still

up for debate.

Lord knows we never would have

been able to score a wiffleball game
in Lawrence.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian
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Urgent information
Since there is nothing better to do

in the next week but study and

absorb nights full of reading and

listening (o classical music. 1 have

decided to give you a spectacular look

into ihings you would probably not

think of because of being flustered by

responsibility and deadlines.

A good song to listen to while con-

templating sexual activity, or actually

having it, is "World In My Eyes" by

Depeche Mode. The lyrics, let alone the

seductive and almost

slothfully slivering m""^^^^J™
music, are intense. ^^^^^anli<»

"Let me take you on

a trip, around the world and back, and

you won't have to move — you just sit

still. Now let my body do the moving,

let my hands do the soothing, let me
show you the world in niv eyes Let me
take you on a ship, on a long, long trip

— your lips close to my lips. All the

Islands in the ocean, all the heavens in

motion, let me show you the world in

my eyes."

Good colors to wear in contrast to

snow: Qrange. blue, yellow and red.

Good music to listen to during the

winter: Opera in the morning and clas-

sical music ifi the evenings. (Luciano

Pavarotti in "Nessun Donna" and Bach

with "Air")

Good things to think about: What
you will be doing next summer, how
many Frappuccino (mmm-creamy
blend of coffee and milk) drinks you

should have available, and what CDa
you would get it you had Si 000 and an

open door to the Wiz.

Good things to worry about:

Nothing

Good things to do with friends in the

limited time you have to spend with

them: Hook up: cuddle up: make cre-

ative art pieces; get into an argument

and stop being friends; don't feel alone

and get stoned; or drink white wine

and smoke cigarettes until you laugh at

everything you say.

Good things to feel: Calm, prepared

and "tine!" (Wait, how are you?)

Good things to say to people you

won't see until next semester, next

year, or in another lifetime: "I guess I'll

see you next lifetime." "Nice seeing von

(yeah, whatever)." "Eat your heart out

son." "You never was a friend of me."

"Have a repair-
aaaBBBBaSBBBBBBBBBBBaaBB ing or restoring

DeSimone^^^ break, "Howeva
far away, I will

always love you." Or ask, "Do you

want to hang out the night before you

leave and get intoxicated?" and "Can

we be friends forever'"

Good things to notice: Ani DiFranco

changes the color of her hair frequently

but she always looks good unywav: my

teachers and I have formed some sort

of relationship: literature offers more

than a little and the pathetic fact that

UMass students rallied for beer this

year rather than equality, an end to

racism or sexism and/or a belter educa-

tion. (Doesn't that sav something to

you'.' It should.)

Good things to do wkh a lover: Be

naked all the time: laugh and smile and

know; undress them by unbuttoning

their shirt with your teeth; take a bath

together (or shower); smoke cigars and

read the Wall Street Journal: nibble on

your lover's ear while thev are trying to

read.

Good things to dream about at night

(because the days are filled with trau-

matic stress and anxiety): floating on a

ship through clouds of peace; sitting on

an empty beach with a crushed Ice

cocktail and a colorful magazine; or

making love to the Method Man or that

woman from FR.

Good things to forget: Where the

party is; how much a bag costs; how

many drinks it takes you to start

spilling them and getting to know you'

conversations over the telephone.

Good things to remember: Where

and when your tests are; appointments

you should make with teachers; time

allotment for meals (and a half-hour

more to relax alter them); how long it

will lake you to pack your stuff and go

home and feasible study schedules (and

a cheat sheet - just joking).

Good things to SB] to yourself when

you think you will fail a final: "I don't

care;" "Like one test can matter in the

grand scheme of things;" "A racist and

sexist institution could never have the

pleasure u\ measuring my wisdom cor-

rectly ."
(I personally enjoy the "I don't

care. I don't care" suggestion )

Good things to say to yourself when

you know you are going to ace a final:

"I should smoke a big phat blunt:" "I

should do nothing for 12 hours but lie

in bed and repeat to myself (like a

lunatic) 'I made it. I made it, I made-

it!!!:" "I should drive through campus

with my windows down and my
sun -roof open (even though it's winter)

and blast "No Sleep Til Brooklyn"

until the CODS pull me over for lunacy.

Good things to do if you don't like

this article 0t don't find it humorous in

a beneficial wav: stick it. forget about it

in general, denounce the writer and
move on. or write your own f*ing arti-

cle and see how it goes

Good luck, good break, and remem-
ber happiness, freedom, and the ability

to do nothing — and indulge in every

moment of it — lies one short week
avvav.

Dahlia DeSimone is a UMass stu-

dent

Letters to the Editor

CAMERA responds

to Ibish editorials

To the Editor:

When Collegian readers open the

newspaper and find an article by

graduate student Hussein Ibish. they

probably know by now that it will be

replete with distortions.

Consider Ibish's Dec. 2 reference

to Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin

Netanyahu's "opening
J
of 1 a tunnel

under the al- Aska mosque" in Sept.

199b. While many initial reports

made this erroneous claim, virtually

all mainstream publications now con-

cedf that the tunnel does not go

under al-Aska mosque, nor under the

Temple Mount on which the mosque
lies. |n fact, after visiting the site

Taleb a-Sanaa. an Arab member of

Israel's Knesset, stated "I did not see

excavations under Al-Aska The tun-

nel goes under the wall |in the direc-

tion of the Temple Mount |, but it is

impossible to pass there because of

the water that has accumulated."
llerusalem Post International

EdltiM, Feb. 8. 1997).

Presenting selective information is

nothing new to Ibish. On Oct. 14. he

relets to the assassination of Dr.

Fathi Shiqaqi. whom he describes as

simply a "Palestinian leader." He
does not tell leaders that Shiqaqi was

head ol the Islamic lihad terrorist

organization responsible for multiple-

suicide bombings and other attacks

against Israelis. (Compare this with

Ibish's Nov. I I description of

Netanyahu as an "extremist "i

In the same Oct. 14 article. Ibish

claims he was "excoriated" by CAM-
ERA (Committee for Accuracy in

Middle Fast Reporting in America),

among others, for his 1995 article

"demonstrating" that the Zionist

movement has "consistently relied

upon assassination" to achieve its

political goals. Not true — CAMERA
"excoriated" Ibish because we want-

ed Collegian readers to know the

truth about his writings.

Given his past record of deception,

and in light of his current writings.

there is no reason to believe thai

Ibish's future work will be any more
accurate or responsible. The
Collegian would rightly not provide a

forum for slander against gays and

lesbians. It would rightly not allow

slanders against African-Americans

Of any other minority. Why then the

double standard in continuing to

offer Hussein Ibish a forum to Stan-

der Israel and the lewish people?

Iiishua Chadajo
Rersearch Coordinator

CAMERA

UHS is the Grinch

To the Editor:

A horrible disease has been grow

ing for some time Potitcal correct

ness. what a horrible sickness. PC
seems based upon politeness, which is

gTeat, but it has festered. In my opin-

ion, being loo civil is rude and idiotic.

As I read the front page of the Dec. 5

Collegian, I saw that UHS was. and

continues to be, plagued with this ill

ness during the holiday season.

Three years ago. Bernadette Mclby

was hired as the director for UHS. In

an attempt not to offend people from
other countries who do not celebrate

the predominant holidays, she creat-

ed a policy that bans holiday decora-

tions during the winter holiday sea-

son.

This is one of those cases where
something stmts off with the best ol

intentions and ends up in discontent.

Staff at UHS are disallowed from
even hanging cards up in their offices

A mitten tree was planned on being

set up to collect mittens for the needy,

even this was disallowed. See the con-

nection?

Now. I will be quite frank. Not
allowing the stall of UHS to give the

building a little holiday character is

absurd. I feel that hospitals in general

appear rather bleak. This season gives

workers a chance to brighten the

place and spread a little holiday cheer

I do not think decorations for the hol-

idavs of this season offend many peo-

ple. Some may be religiously signifi-

cant, but in general, decorations arc

simply put up because they make peo-

ple happv

All across the world this is the sea

son of cheer, giving, peace on earth.

and so on; except at UHS that is I

sympathize with the staff and
patients. As a lover of this season, I

encourage others to voice their opin-
ions concerning the Grinch-likc Spirit

that Infest! l IIS Have a safe and
happy holiday season.

Adam Bossi

Southwest
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With this summer's Lilith Fair

music festival, female artists were

brought to the forefront of the

music industry. With the

spotlight squarely on the

women's shoulders, one
person in particular

emerged as a spokes-

woman of sorts —
McLachlan.

Lilith Fair was McLachlan's brain child, a vision she dreamed of

making a reality. The reality couldn't have been a bigger success.

Named after the first wife of Adam in lewish mythology, Lilith

was designed to showcase the strength, versatility and universal

appeal of female artists. McLachlan did not have to work haid to

sell the idea to her colleagues. Jewel. The Indigo Girls, Sheryl

Crow, Joan Osborne, Fiona Apple, Paula Cole, Lisa Loeb,

Emmylou Harris and MacLachlan herself were among the featured

performers.

Playing 30 cities in 40 days, Lilith Fair packed audiences into

venues across the nation. And the message McLachlan intended to

send to the public — recognizing the power, strength and beauty

of women — was well received.

There were critics of McLachlan's idea before it even came to

fruition. People want Lollapalooza and H.O.R.D.E. and the other

men-dominated summer tours, they said. People won't pay to see

a bunch of women musicians, they said, and the snide jeers began.

Producers of Lilith Fail said they heard the tour called everything,

including Breast Fest and Est Fest.

But the idea and the eventual product was a success. And it

rocketed McLachlan into the public's eye. Her latest album.

Surfacing, became an instant success behind both Lilith and the

album's first single, "Building a Mystery."

McLachlan's previous album. Fumbling Towards Ecstasy.

brought the Canadian native attention with such songs as

"Possession" and "Hold on." Her other albums include Touch,

Solace and her acoustic set. Ihe Freedom Sessions.

CASEY

KAXK

With her newfound success, McLachlan found herself at the

center of a media blitz. Over the summer countless magazines fea-

tured the singer on their covers, heralding the fresh emergence of

the women's rock movement.

And in the middle of all that has happened to her over

the past year. McLachlan found time to marry her

boyfriend and drummer.

Though she is not the first person to promote women in

the music industry, Sarah McLachlan is a pioneer. She took the

vision of a celebration of women and music and made it a reality,

capturing the hearts of fans across the nation.

Sarah McLachlan is the 1997 Collegian Arts & Living Artist of

the Year.

Casey Kane is a Collegian columnist.
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1997's finest in the world of music The Best and Worst Films
Marty Keane — Music Editor

TOP 10 ALBUMS:

1 .) Radiohead — OK Computer
Destined to be one of the three or four most impor-

tant albums of the decade, anyone who professes to

be even a casual fan of music who does not own this

masterpiece should be ashamed. What makes OK
Computer the finest release of the year (by a country

mile) are serpentine arrangements, psychedelic

orchestrations and pretty melodies underscored by

the most inventive guitar work since My Bloody

Valentine's landmark Loveless album in 1991. Throw

in Thorn Yorke's anguished lyrical psyche that bares

all. and you've got something special.

2.) Daft Punk - Homework
A club-oriented blend of progressive techno, house

and funk with bits of hip-hop-styled breakbeats

thrown over chunky, rolling rhythms, this French D)

duo created what was perhaps the most thoroughly

enjoyable (and instantly addictive) album of '97.

3.) The London Suede — Coming Up / Sci-Fi

Lullabies

Taken together, both these albums brilliantly show-

case why The London Suede — and Brett Anderson

in particular — are the most consistently compelling

pure guitar pop band around. Forget about Third Eye

Blind and Matchbox 20; if you want to hear truly

enthralling three-minute singles and equally strong

b-sides. listen to these two releases.

4.) Guided By Voices — Mag Earwhig!

With the recruitment of glamstcrs Cobra Verde,

Robert Pollard's idiosyncratic songs have a tougher

backbone, with louder guitars and pummelling

drums. It also sees GBV encapsulating its past while

reflecling on the future, as on the bittersweet "1 Am
Produced."

5.) Spiritualized — Ladies and Gentlemen We Are

I looting In Space

Another aptly titled release from Jason Pierce's

seminal space rock ambassadors, Ladies and
Gentlemen... boldly stakes out new territory some-

where in between lush symphonies and astute mini-

malism.

6.) Pavement — Brighten The Corners

Since the demise of Kurt Cobain. Pavement has

pretty much become the only American band with

any witty social commentary to contribute to the

music scene. On their fifth full length, Stephen

Malkmus explores laid-back sarcasm in his

wise-assed lyrical abstractions while his bandmates

compensate for a lack of noise with nifty tempo

changes.

7.) The Verve — Urban Hymns
Coming back after an 18-month absence, The

Verve returned in triumph with a collection of reflec-

tive songs wrapped in almost trance-inducing

melodies. Having the killer single "Bitter Sweet

Symphony" as the album's backbone helped.

8.) Mouse On Mars — Audioditacker

Playing a type of music that can loosely be called

"techno- pop," Mouse On Mars prove that electronic

music doesn't need to be played through expensive

gadgetry — a simple sense of imagination can some-

times be just as interesting. Like their neighbors

Kraftwerk and Can. experimental progressivism is

king for this Cologne duo.

9.) Roni Size/Reprazent — New Forms

Will this be the breakthrough drum 'n bass album

here? Probably not. but with Roni Size's

cut-and-splice composing abilities, New Forms suc-

ceeds with its linky textures and bubbling

polyrhythms, anchored by fat, upright bass and

diverse vocals.

10.) Elliott Smith — Either/Or

An achingly beautiful, often brutally honest assess-

ment of life. Elliott Smith showed us there exists a

poignancy in simplicity.

TOP 10 SINGLES:

1.) "Bitter Sweet Symphony" — The Verve

"Toxygene" — Orb
2.) "Song 2" — Blur

3.) "Hypnotize" — Notorious B.I.G.

4.) "Insomnia" — Faithless

5.) "Da Funk" — Daft Punk
6.) "Wannabe" - Spice Girls

Turn to ALBUMS, page 10

By Adam Levine (Film Editor)

This w;is. honestly, one ol ihe

miiosi disappointing displays ol what

the lilm Industry, both independent

and corporate, hail to nfler this

entiie decade I he ycai t-n l ovct yet,

and maybe within the next lew

weeks a small amount of ivdeniplion

could oiciii with new releases such

as [misttid, Deioiisttieting Henry.

Ihe Hig tewbowski and perhaps

evw Scream,^ No one knows Sv |iai

the Christmas lime .rush has in More

K.i Havquhe yet. but Bar now I ean'i

even llunk ol thai inanv Hints worth)

ol an Oscar rwrninotiofl

ilk following lisi demonstrates

whal I believed lo be lelatively the

Ixst and worst ol the lot. and even a

lew which I didn't dare to wife

And the winners were:

I Donitie Brasco Praise is

deserved to Mike Newell loi his Hi -i

attempt ai the gangster genre and his

untaxing insight to the nthci side ol

the mafia, the one we wen' ncvei

before allowed in sec M PacinogBve

one ol the besl performances ol I
n--

cnliic iinvi'i as I eltv Rtiggiero. a

delniinl'li/eil fool sitkliei Im .1 New

imecled his careei with this hhtci

sweet tale ol a 'man's lasi chpocc lo

save Ins laniily. as well as himself,

from a haunting past Set in the Kick

woods oi 'Florida. Fonda portrays

I Ice. a humble beekeeper struggling

to reconcile his s t ,ti s misfortunes

and rekindle am sense ol meaning

front his withdraw n life.

V //;.• lull Monty Nol in a long

lime has a corned) been mi fresh, so

intelligent, and sU hilarious as ilus

British export about a forgotten

inJiiMiial town and it" Inhabitants

When the mill slutis down, a group

ol its former employees decide thev

can make money In showing it all oil

I

I

in assuming you all know what I

mean i

Runners Up: / \ Confidential,

Gross Pouile lilattk Ihe Game and

the soon to be released Wag tin-

no:

I In Ix.iiom ol tin- barrel:

l Batman A Robin Di»es ihis

nile even need an explanation 'This

once promising franchise has |ust

gotten worse and worse with every

new addition, and lo. I Schumacher

i.ikini' over I iin Burton's position.

deep linden uvel

identity became a mystery to even

himsell

2. Dream with the I ishes 1 he

.Inc. loiial debut hv I inn lavloi CUR

lamed the most intriguing narrative

structure seenin years fhishxtmaasj

io ilk freedom that Independent Rlw

c an oiler starred I >av id Arquerfc as a

suicidal voveui whose lile Ivconi.

intertwined with a terminal!) ill man

liking his own untimely death

V Ihe I ilih I lent, at \ da/vlmp

display ol coloi and light, this lilm

moves ai an explosive speed, where

every breathtaking niomeni

bewilderment oi irs/human eye

I I
/,•<•'- Gold I'elet FotKJ i

latal innlilke ever

2. I osi World Ihe lii-t lunissie

I'aik w highlight oi the suinmei

of '9>. but Spcilbcrg'«i latest sequel

pio\i ill. it when you make a copy

Irom ihe original you always lose a

degree ol sssalit) In tins case the

degree ol qstaiit) could have been

measured in WnVx. as ihi darker,

more innaiiiie conclusion based *n

Mil hael Crteftlon's best selling

novel should have leni.iiind on that

lortodrkii island:

3. Kiss the Girls Mthough n

contained somfc'inter*' iiing camera

oik- ol the weakest plots ol the veat

I he talented Morgen I iceman
slioiilil have thought iwue In fore

iU , is I i no |o icplav his tole from

Sevan

A Suburtmi A bunch ol pit

lions, drunk, wanna lx- artisl

hij'h school grads bang around tits

t ucle K. talking il oul how di-

lied lliev are with lli-u pathetic

\iioilu-i example ol pi

,n luge.

> //(, Siiiiii I lands down
worst nuivii ol ihe do ade! ITii

had no direction, no preinisi and tal-

entless performances by I lizabeth

Sinn- and \al Kilmei Walchin

movie, one would lliink it was n

even edited, but rather tin lini

proilui i was from film found in a

camera which had bo n lefl on m a

closet

Runnei up Spawn
I leu s a list of lite top li

I • In In i see:

I Kull the Comturcr l\ stud

n nit tti i Kevin Soibo made the move

lo Ihe silver seres n Willi llin I

looking middle age action flii k

Hauling a dead on pse that l in

change into a sexv piince' - SorbO

mu- 1 have had ihe adventure ol his

lile.

> lluhhci \noiher lemaki

. I.i I. movie about a dun

a- il lit, \utty frofesso wasn't

enough I lie special > Hi

kintla cool, but then

all about some goopi

, in, . I', -i/i er.

Mellale s Navy Hollywood has

sunken lo a whol, n, w low

llnv have nol one. but i

lions ithive il you • ounl ilk I

Bunch s,.,, uch ol \ick ai

shows.

I t thousand
"Shakespeare in i hi

suniiN like a ihlillin

i W. 'rial honilhlt \ilildlllili

Somehow oi othei litis

lo ihe ihiiiiIvi one sj>oi in t« i

box office revenue, t-ianied. il

one w.i- Inn, but whv m.

lonavidei

Layout & Design by Josh Sylvester
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Campus Center:
1
st floor - room 162

Friday, December 12
Monday, December 15

Tuesday, December 16
Wednesday, December 17
Thursday, December 18
Friday, December 19
Saturday, December 20

9AM
9AM
9AM
9AM
9AM
9AM
10 AM

5 PM
5 PM
5 PM
5 PM
6 PM
6 PM
5 PM

Textbook Annex
Friday, December 12

Monday, December 15

Tuesday, December 16
Wednesday, December 17

Thursday, December 18

Friday, December 19
Monday, December 22
Tuesday, December 23

9 AM
9 AM
9 AM
9 AM
9AM
9AM
9AM
9AM

4 PM
4 PM
4 PM
4 PM
4 PM
4 PM
4 PM
4 PM

HAMPDEN IN SOUTHWEST
Wednesday, December 17

Thursday, December 18

Friday, December 19
Saturday, December 20

10 AM
10 AM
10 AM
10 AM

5
6
6
4

THE MASSACHUSETJ S DAILY COLLKCilAN

GLBT Issues
Thursday, December 11,1 997

Honesty is a responsibility
. I i f .i .L_. . -* * * I...... um tr\warr\ rVtli]

l came out by mistake a couple of
timet this part year. I say "by mistake"
not because I was trying not to come
uui, In because I never really thought
thai it would make any difference if my
Friends knew I ssas bisexual and the

topic jual hadn't come up.

It seems like you have to be hiding

your sexuality as a precondition to

revealing it. and I never tried to hide. As
it happens, though, no
one really wonders
whether a man in a

long term heterosexual

relationship i- "straight" or not.

I was at work one das and a supervi-

sor was listing all the different diversity

categories represented by our staff. I

mentioned that yes, we did have a hi

Staffer, namely me. My co-workers
were all rolls cool and affirming and all

that, but they were also really surprised.

It sva^ their Surprise that got me think-

ing...

Hie same bask scenario happened a

while later when I was painting with

some friends. I was talking about a zany

hitchhiking adventure I had in my
friend Chris' hometown in which a guy

who gave me a ride was really after

something else. One of my friends

asked. "Why didn't you just tell him you

weren't gay?" Well... that wouldn't

i calls have been true, and I said so.

Y an, m\ friends were surprised, but

vet) accepting, (Bless them.) And again.

it was their surprise that got me think-

ing.

Why is it that my being a bisexual

doesn't seem extraordinary to me, but is

obviously a very notable fact for my
friends? What does that say about the

sorts of assumptions people make alxiut

another's sexual orientation? Do 1 have

a responsibility to make my own orien-

tation known to others?

1 guess living in a

Daniel Bodah town in Ohio where it

seemed like everyone

was queer (What? In

Ohio:' Yes. it's true.) made it seem nor-

mal to me. People there generally abid-

ed by the saying "don't assume I'm

queer, don't assume I'm not."

Northampton has a similar atmosphere.

It's really great to be somewhere that

has gotten over this obsession with

judging people's sexuality and making it

a big deal. Isn't that what we all want to

achieve anyway?

But that isn't the case at UMass. it

isn't the case in my hometown, it isn't

the case almost anywhere. I'm realizing

that the vast majority of the time, sexual

orientation is political, and grounds lor

making "deviants" from the norm feel

marginalized.

I do have a responsibility to be (inn

and open about my own orientation,

and an obligation to resist any oppres-

sion it brings my way. Not only that.

but I think letting people know goes a

long way toward changing their atti-

tudes and assumptions about homosex-

uality.

Ions of people have queer friends

and just don't know it. If someone is

prejudiced against queer folk, when

they find out their own friends are

queer, they'll base to think again about

their biases. Knowing a friend is gay

will probably make someone question

their prejudices more than any amount

OJ Statistics, newspaper articles, rational

arguments, or education.

Another issue bete is that, because I

haven't had a relationship with a guv in

a couple of years, it's vc r> easy lor peo-

ple to assume I'm hetero. Bisexuality is

easier to hide than being gay because

you have a pretty big chance of being

able to have a relationship that no one

questions.

This. I think, makes my responsibility

to be open even greater. Since sexual

orientation a political. I need to be clear

about which side I'm on. I owe it to all

til m) queer brothers and sisters. I owe

u to all the homophobca of the world.

and I owe it to myself.

Like the bumper sticker says, we are

everywhere. Sexual preferences are very

personal — although they clearly have

political implications — and it's stupid

to assume anything from outside

appearances.

Daniel Bodah it a Collegian colum-

nist.

YVONNt YANG/COLLEGIAN

World AIDS day candlelight vigil

Students walk with lit candles in remembrance of others last Friday night in front of the student union.

Questions she asked her psychiatrist, answers he never gave her

Wh) da I
s.i\ the opposite ol

what I leer.'

Because Your tongue

always slips

on its own fast sweat

and your mind
i- on course

like sandpaper

I low docs my son make me feel?

Like sour arms are two sticks

protruding from an

ancient tree trunk.

and your eyes on fire

Lare filling

his room with smoke.

Why can't I sec myself?

The mirrors on your walls

whisper lies

behind your back you

quickly turn to catch them

in the act but they alwass

see you coming.

Why do I feel like a child?

Because sou came

silently sliding

out of your own body,

seconds

after your son's

birth.

Why do I hate to be given a i

flower?
Wordsworth picked

the last

nue flowers,

yotl base no \

for the old poet's

crimes.

Will I ever write a great poem?

Yes, sou are the

pope of your poetry

sour mind is the Vatican

just co in and close its

len doon
heavy behind you.

Sarah Croiier is u I Mass stu-

lent.

Liberty and justice for all?
.- .- A I I iL.. . ,, . i , i air h,",iltll '

L
Rem Unker

The Declaration o

Independence reads. "We hold

these truths to be self-evident,

that all men are created equal,

that they are endowed by their

Creator with certain unalienable

Rights, that among these are Life.

liberty, and the pursuit of

Happiness." The "Pledge of

Allegiance" ends with the words

"with liberty and justice for all."

From "The Gettysburg Address":

"fourscore and seven years ago

our fathers brought forth on this

continent, a new nation, con-

ceived in Liberty .

and dedicated to

the proposition

that all men are

created equal."

You know, it really isn't about

"gay rights" at all. Any thinking

person already knows this.

However, due to some leaders in

the gay community claiming to

want "gay rights," and thanks to

the media's portrayal of the quest

for equality as a "gay rights" issue.

they have poisoned the water, so

to speak. (Besides. .."gay rights"

makes for a much more volatile

headline.) There are 1000 differ-

ent "rights" that straight people

take for granted. These very same

rights, some of them promised by

the Constitution, are not available

to people who cannot marry t he-

person they happen to love.

Gays have served in the armed

forces ever since their conception.

Therefore, the "don't ask, don't

tell" rhetoric is bogus. Of course,

some people in control of the

armed forces would have you

believe that gays are not present in

the armed forces. These same peo-

ple would have you believe that

gay people cannot be leaders and

that their presence would cause

the members to not perform as a

cohesive unit. Again, not true.

One of the greatest military lead-

ers of all time, Alexander the

Great, had quite a cohesive unit. I

wonder if he was forced to "not

tell."

lennifer Bottoms, who hails

from Virginia, no longer has the

custody of her child. This came

about due to the fact that she is a

lesbian. There are those who think

she is "unfit" due to this. I am
unaware of anyone who has lost

the custody of their child because

thev were seen as "unfit" for being

a "heterosexual."

Many gay and lesbian people

are not given the

right to attend the

needs of their loved

ones in a hospital

once the "family" has stated that

they do not want anyone present

who is not family. Often the sig-

nificant other is kept out of the

decision making process due to

interfering family members. My
advice to those of you in a com-

mitted relationship who do not

have wills, living wills, medical

powers of attorney and durable

powers of attorney is to get it

done today. These documents may

not solve all your problems, but

they can sure go a long way in

establishing the pecking order

when your loved one isn't capable

of indicating it.

The family of a friend of mine

who was lying in the hospital

dying of AIDS complications man-

aged to keep me away. I was the

closest person to Mike. These

same people were the ones that

would not help him brush his

teeth, the same ones who would

not hold his hand or give him the

human touch. Not even so much
as a hug. let alone a kiss. They

would not even brush his hair for

him or put salve on his chapped

lips.

How about the "right" to add

your spouse or the child of your

spouse to your health insurance

plan at work. Straight? Not a

problem. You just have to pay a

little extra in a premium. Gay or

Lesbian? In most cases, forget it.

No matter how much you plan to

pas.

Many people still think that

AIDS is a gay disease. If someone

finds out you are gay, even today,

they may still assume that you are

infected with HIV. One of the

lastest growing groups of new HIV

infection is college-aged individu-

als between the ages of 18 and 25.

Now I know that last statement hit

a little too close to home for some

people. Anyone who believes that

the irresponsible behavior which

leads to HIV infection is not hap-

pening on this campus just needs

to eat lunch at a dining hall and

keep their ears open.

I had donated over a gallon of

blood before the AIDS pandemic.

I haven't been infected with the

Hl\ virus, and I don't intend to.

Had I continued to donate at the

rate I was donating, I would have

contributed over 20 gallons of

life- giving blood to help someone

in need. However, as an honest

individual. I cannot donate blood

while people who are members of

one of the fastest growing groups

of HIV infection can donate. I

realize that all of the donations are

screened, and look how many
more people could be helped if all

could give.

In closing, until everyone in this

country gets the same rights, per-

haps we should change the words:

all men are not created equal: Life.

Liberty, but not the pursuit of

Happiness: and with liberty and

justice for some.

As I leave you with these

thoughts, may your winter break

find you surrounded by those you

love and those that love you.

Ron Lenker is a UMass student.

Little Buttons
You have always had a fascination with little buttons rows

of tins fasteners caning between my breasts so i wear

my litHc * lute shirt with the little plastic buttons and

you lick youi teeth with expectant salivation my

sister's teeth shined like that once when she made six

ripe peaches disappear with slippery swallows until

she was nauseous you're like that will you eat my

ripe skin so fast you'll get allergic and then what will

you do on a wet and moonless night when my juices

are sticky like summer sex like the August i lost my

virginity in those purple panties with the big white

dots stealing around my ankles, every bite then was

like swallowing pieces of summer itself, now i'm just

a halo of tiny hairs in a little white shirt begging you

to suckle my circumference, as i watch you through

aureloe irises all i can taste is the smell of me in your

morning breath kisses makes me push my nose into

your mouth like a cat sniffing tunafish exhales the

scent peels my peachfuzz skin cleaving my seed like

you used a watermelon knife i

am
anxious-

and you know exactly how to push.

Danielle Camveau is a I Muss graduate student.
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TEGLY peer leader tries to educate fellow students
.
* - ... _ »ir^c „i„„u„. ..„, wk,n n,™,k.rs nf the <rav communitv elance at the adver- heterosexual, middle-aged busira

Alter seeing mam ol my fellow gay friends chain smoke

excessively. I knew' that it was necessary for me to take a

stand against the harmful and overpriced products. I often

find ms'sell resentful whenever seeing other gay. lesbian,

bisexual and transgendered (GLBT) individuals use tobacco

products. I strongly leel that GLBT smokers are just adding

to the high statistic of the numbers of people who smoke.

This is why I became a tobacco peer leader for a youth tobac-

co awareness program located in Boston. It is the Tobacco

I ducation lor Gnv and Lesbian Youth (TEGLY).

I ! ( ;n has actually made me more of an advocate for a

smoke lice environment As a peer leader. I educate others

alxiut thie scheme of the tobacco advertisement companies.

Ms goal is to make the GLBT community aware that we are

specifically being targeted because we are perceived as a

groups tliat has low self «steem and is more likely to start

smoking than most other groups in society.

The cigarette industry seems not to worry about hiding the

blatant fact that it does not care one way or another if we

grow deathly ill from the use of their products. The money-

drisen corporation! will do anything to sell us their products.

This N exactly why images of the ideal man and woman

cover billboards on buses and sports arenas around the

world. In fact, there is an average of five to six nicotine

advertisements within a gay magazine as opposed to an aver-

age ol two to three in a magazine geared towards heterosexu

als. The industry has succeeded in raking in multi-million

dollars annually . Many of us, as a whole, have been proven

gullible by the inconsiderate, uncaring, money-hungry busi-

ness whenever sve purchase their products.

Cigarettes kill more Americans than AIDS, alcohol, car

accidents, fires, illegal drugs, murders and suicides com-

bined. Smoking cigarettes annihilates a total of 420.000 indi-

viduals annually! New individuals who are just starting to

smoke provide direct proof that cigarette advertisements are

succeeding in their goal. The goal is to get new people to

start buying and using their products as others are dying

from it. Once a smoker dies, the cigarette companies loose a

percent of their profit Money thriving industries are obvi-

ously not going to put up with a loss of business when their

customers pass assay flierefore. they target a younger, newer

audience. More specifically, a young, gay audience. One main

reason why young CI IV I individuals bus their products is

because we statistically are more destructive to our bodies

than heterosexuals due to the intense homo

Dylanphobia we arc so commonly subjected to.

They don't care how long their customers

live, if you haven't already noticed It appears

that thev care even less about the well being ol the Gl BT

community. To the cigarette industry, we are just mother

minority that has fallen into their trap. In the opinion of the

tobacco business executiscs, gass are targeted because we

have little IWSrBW ami are so insecure in ourselves that we

get hooked on stub a poisonous anil addictive chemical as

nicotine. Tire government. Catholic church and media have

discriminated against the gay community, hence making us

teel unequal to heterosexuals and not as good as them V i

result, mans people believe that members q| the CI Bi com

munity feel a greater need to fit in and DS siewed as ordinary

everyday people.

When members of the gay community glance at the adver-

tisements showing the strong, attractive men as well as the

stick-thin, fashionable and beautiful women smoking or

chewing tobacco, we begin to idealize the unrealistic portray-

als of the cigarette models The industry puts forth a great

deal of effort in choosing these models. It knows that society

tends to favor desirable and idealistic bodies of both genders.

The companies are also well aware that society tends to

accept with open arms men who play aggressive roles and

women who play dependent roles. Therefore, the money-dri-

ven company hand-selects models of both genders to fit

these roles.

Cigarettes and chewing tobacco are two products that the

gay community has turned to with the hope that a cancer-
'

causing cigarette in our hand will make the

nrlff* GLBT individuals who smoke feel and

j I
appear less different in society. Many of us

believe that cigarette products allow the gay

population to kvl mote sell assured and fell like they have

more control over their lives I low long do you think it will

take us to reali/e that tobacco will cause more harm than

good? How long will it be before the cigarette industry has

secretly chosen us as one ol their main targets when advc

ing? Haven't we come to terms with the fact that the state

legislatures enforce even more laws that further restrict our

rights with the money spent purchasing tobacco? We are giv-

ing OUT hard earned moncs to the cigarette industry who

gives a portkm of their profit trom the sales tax to the gov

eminent who then creates even mote homophobic policies

that restrict the rights ol our community. While the white,

heterosexual, middle-aged businessmen are gaining from the

profits, countless numbers of us within the gay community

are being killed by the deadly mixture of cancer- causing

chemicals.

The message that we all need to become more aware of is

that the tobacco industry is no joke. They should not be

taken lightly because they really do mean business. I strongly

feel that the corporate executives of the companies have lost

all their sense of humanity. To them, attaining wealth is far

more important than being concerned for the individuals

who are sick and dving from nicotine use

Although tobacco has been in existence and commonly

smoked or chewed long before the pilgrims settled in

America, it is hazardous to your health. A warning to all

smokers, particularly to those in the GLBT community: the

tobacco advertisement industry is in the process of outsmart-

ing the smokers and taking advantage of us all. We cannot

continue to be outsmarted by them. We have to take a stand

against hazardous products Be aware of their secret plots

and do not fall for their falsifying and deceiving advertise-

ments.

Cigarettes will not turn you into a professional athlete or a

supermodel, nor will it present vou from sticking out in a

crowd, despite what the tobacco ads are mistakenly attempt-

ing to indicate. Cigarettes will, however, cause sarious tonus

of death-causing cancers ; ,nd lotce you to spend great sums

of money supporting the addiction. In the long run. quitting

the use of your nicotine products will not only be beneficial

to you. but to the rest of the C.I BT community as well.

Dylan Larke is a LMass student.
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Some great gift ideas for comic book lovers
Ahh... 4 p.m. sunsets, malls

bursting to the leuni with sweaty,

disgruntled people and kathie I ee

Gifford with her arm around
Kenny O butchering
"Silent Night" on
national television.

Yes. Christmas is

indeed here once
again boys and girls

and Lord knows it

tough to find suitable gilts

for that special comic geek on jfOUI

holiday list Well, teat not loya

readers. I'm here to UVC win Col

lective butts and oiler up BOOM sue

gestiont, so pay attention. Trade

paperbacks and graphic novels arc a

quick, eaaj Christmas gift, and

there'i I wealth of outstanding
material out there to choOM from.

Best of all. graphic DOVels and

TPB's ollei a complete itotj for one

price, ranging from $10-30. Here's

a list oi five of the best, so just pick

one. plop dDwp the cash, wrap it.

and relax lot the "Peanuts" holiday

special.

5) Kingdom Coins (DC, $14.95)

This fully -painted storj by Mark
Waid and Alex Ross chronicles the

adventures of Superman. Batman,

and other DC heroes 20 years into

the future as they struggle to pre-

vent Armageddon.
4) The Watchmen (DC. $19.^5)

Written bv dark English acribe Alan

Moore. Watchmen depicts a bleak

world where luperheroei have been

abolished, but are forced to

come out ol retirement

to prevent World
Wat III It is ;i ills

turbing and highly

realistic commen-
tan about psycho-

logical and physical

effects on superheroei
and the world they protect

3) Squadron Supreme
.Marvel. $24.99) What hap-

pens when a bunch of super-

heroes decide it would be best If

the) tuled the world and made all of

the important decisions'.' find out in

this ground-breaking Story that

pre dated even I lie Watchmen
Written by the late \laik

Gruenwald. this story is available in

TPB form for the first time ever.

and the ink even includes

Gruenwald's cremated Bshes. (Man.

that's just creeps I,

2i Sin dry (Dark Horse. $10-20)

Whether it's \ Dame io Kill For,

That Yellow Bastard, or even the

self-titled original. Frank Miller's

Sin City always delivers a hard- hit-

ting, fast-paced. se\y crime noir

thriller in stark black and while.

You can't lose with any of them.

[)Batman:The Dark Knight

Returns (DC. $12.95 (Arguably the

single greatest comic itorj evei

written, Dark Knight takes us to a

dark dystopian future Gotham City

wherea middle-aged Bruce Wayne
is forced to come out of retirement

and become Batman once again to

combat the forces of evil that plague

his city and his mind. Truly a revo-

lutionary work. Miller torever

changed the way comics were per-

ceived and helped to spawn the

"grim and gritty" craze that swept

through comics in the 1980s. This

is just a small sampling ol what's

out there, and there's lets of other

great stuff to choose from such as

Fax Prom Sarajevo, Freacher:Gone

Texas. CircndclW ar Child.

Marvels, Death. I he High Cost of

Living, and countless others. Get
out there and get shopping!

Review: Spider Man / Kingpin:

To the Death (Marvel. $5.99)
Writer: Stan Lee Artist: |ohn
Romila let's see here, how would
Stan Lee describe this comic?
Probably like this: "A magnificent,

mirthful, menagerie of morality and

malice manufactured in the Mighty

Marvel Manner! "Ol' Stan sure loved

his alliteration. But you know some-

thing'' As corny as that above state-

ment sounds, he's right on the

money. This comic perfectly cap-

tured the spirit and essence of the

late '60s early '70s when Stan and

"|azzy" |ohn had their memorable
run on Amazing SptderMan. It's a

simple, straightforward tale with

hold, dynamic artwork by the man
who many teel is the "definitive"

Spider-Man artist. The only bad
thing I can find to say about
Spider-man / Kingpin is the $6
cover price. Too bad they couldn't

lower the pi ice to reflect the era.

but for Stan "The Man" Lee and
"lazzy" |ohn Romita. six bucks is a

steal. B+
The Rumor Mill: ( Hey kids, a

new section! )

• Wolverine may get his adaman-

tium skeleton and claws back just in

time for the 1998 summer crossover

• Sandman writer Neil Gaiman
mav be coming to Marvel in 1998 to

write an all-new Dr. Strange title.

• |oe Quesada and Jimmy
Palimotti's Event Comics could

become partners with Marvel in

1998. moving their studios into the

13th floor of Marvel's Manhattan
office building.

• Look for a three way crossover

involving Batman. Startnan, and
llellboy in the summer of 1998 with

art by llellboy creator Mike
Mignola and a script by Starman
writer lames Robinson

(eff Carter is a Collegian colum-

nist

A look back on music's most notable moments in
4

97

BEST LIVE PERFORMANCE:
David Bowie at Huston's Orphtum

Theatre. Sept. ~>0 Performing a selec-

tion of songs equally represented

between lost 'gems ("Panic In

Detroit." "Quicksand "). old favorites

("Fashion." "Scan Monsters") and
newer material ("Dead Man
Walking." "Hallo Spacehoy ") the

Thin White Duke pleased every one as

he re-invented his impressive catalog

of art-rock tunes. Oh, and to lop it

off he threw in a couple of Velvet

Underground covers for good mea-

sure.

At 50 years young. Bow ie is clearly

a man on top of the world. His exu-

berance and vigor put men half his

age to shame and considering that

he's married to a supermodel, lives in

the Swiss Alps and is worth just over

$900 million dollars, it's even more

apparent that his one true joy in life is

music, and what a joy his music is.

Honorable mention to The lesus

Lizard, simply the finest live rock 'n

roll band on the planet.

BEST TREND:
Mori coneertgoers wearing ear pro-

tection

The recent marked increase in con-

ceit attendee! wearing ear protection

is good news, especially considering

the decibel levels achieved inside con-

cert halls. Considering that the loud-

ness is on par with that ol an airplane

during take- off (and the ground
ciews all wear industrial sized noise

mufflers i it can't hurt to protect

something that can't be replaced

when it's gone. And for the skeptics,

ves. you can hear just fine, often more
clearer.

WORST TREND:
The decline of American rock

music

The continued lack of any excite-

ment to be generated from any newly

emerging American rock band is espe-

ciallv disheartening considering the

demise of \ir\ana and Bill Berry's

recent departure from R.I ..VI.. two
torchbearets of the genre. While
artists across the Atlantic continue to

move ahead and experiment with new

sounds (the grating Chumbawamba
and Bush excepted). America offers

us such alternative luminaries as

Sugar Ray. Third Eye Blind and
Smash Mouth. While imitation is the

sincerest form of flattery, the degree

of recycling is getting a bit ridiculous.

With the exception of Beck. I chal-

lenge anyone to name a viable pies

ence in American music within the

mainstream that has created a memo
table release in the past year that even

merits a second listen. There simply is

nothing around that reaches a mass

audience that has anything worth a

damn to say.

BIGGEST DISAPPOINTMENT:
Oasis — He Here Now
After threatening to take over the

world (a feat they accomplished in

large measure overseas), Oasis

returned with their third, and weakest

album to-date. Thus far. the album
has been met with a barely lukewarm

reception in record stores, possibly

due to the fact that Noel Gallagher's

once concise pop songs have suddenly

mutated into five-, six-, and even

nine minute dirges of repetitive cho-

ruses and empty melodies. Who says

change is always for the better?

BEST LIVE ALBUM:
Ani DiFraneo — Living In Clip

BEST ALBUM COVER ART:
Bjork — Homogenic

MOST OVERLOOKED:
The Bells — The ( Inmate Seaside

Companion
Built To Spill — Perfect From Now

On
Hooverphonic — A New

Stereophonic Sound Spectacular

Beth Orton — Trailer Park

Eric Matthews — The Lateness of

the Hour

STILL WAITING:
Liz Phair.Nine Inch

Nails. ..Hole. ..My Bloody Valentine...

NOT GONE BUT FORGOTTEN:
Weezer... Candle box. ..The

Presidents of the United
States...Chumbawamba (almost)

http:// www.umass.edii/rso/colegian
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A review of some

of the events of '97

Jonuory _____

• O.J. Simpson wins custody

of his children, Sydney, age 11,

and lustin, age 8.

• Former Beatle, Paul

MaCartney, 54, is awarded a

knighthood by Queen Elizabeth

II.

• Bryant Gumble, 48. leaves

NBCs "Today" show.
• Eileen McGann, 48, bids

adieu to toe-sucking hubby and

former Clinton political advisor,

Dick Morris. 48.

• Hollywood Madam Heidi

Fleiss. 51, sentenced to prison

for 57 months for tax evasion

and laundering of prostitution

profits.

• Two female cadets leave the

Citadel, citing intolerable abuse

and harassment.
• Ennis Cosby murdered.
• Princess Diana tours Angola

in support of land mine ban.

• Bill Clinton inaugurated for

second term.

he believes Ray is innocent in the

shooting death of Martin Luther

King Jr.

• George Bush. 72. parachutes

out of a plane.

• AIDS epidemic grows out ol

control in Russia and the

Ukraine.
• Allen Ginsberg passes away.

• Ellen DeGenerges "comes

out" in life and on television.

• Colin Powell heads the non-

partisan "Presidents Summit for

America's Future."

• Tony Blair is elected Prime

Minister of the United Kingdom.

• Tiger Woods becomes the

youngest winner of a Masters

competition and the first

African-American to win any of

golfs four major tournaments

• Tara l.ipinski. 14. becomes

the youngest figure skating

world champion since Sonja

Henie.
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May

February

• Bill Cosby admits to affair

with Shawn Thompson 25 years

ago. Thompson's daughter.

Autumn Jackson, was convicted

of an extortion attempt against

Cosby.
• Civil judgement passed

against O.J. Simpson.
• Madeline Albright named

Secretary of State.

• Deng Xiaoping, Chinese pre-

miere, passes away.
• Baby boy born to Michael

lackson and his wife, Deborah
Rowe.

March

• Dolly, the sheep, is first

mammal ever cloned from a sin-

gle adult cell.

• Hale-Bopp Comet, last seen

4,200 years ago, makes an

appearance in the skies.

• Civil unrest erupts in

Albania.
• Dalai Lama visits Taiwan,

upsetting Chinese leaders.

• Heaven's Gate Cult commits

mass suicide in California.

• Princess Diana puts evening

gowns on the auction block.

• Joanna Pacitti, 12, fired from

Broadway's Annie, in favor of

Brittny Kissinger, 8. Pacitti sues

to get her job back.

April

• Dexter King, 36, tells

69-year-old James Earl Ray that

• Peruvian hostage crisis ends

after 126 days.

• A 63-year-old woman gives

birth to healthy baby girl, setting

a Cuiness World Book record.

• Brooke Shields. 51, marries

Andre Agassi, 26.

• Martina Hingis becomes the

youngest ever number one tennis

player.

• Michael Kennedy accused of

affair with 15-year-old baby sit

ter.

• Mike Royko passes awaj
• Donald Trump and Maria

Maples Trump split.

• Deep Blue (computer by

IBM) defeats chess champion
Gary Kasparov.

June

• Lt. Kelly Flinn, first and only

female B-52 pilot, discharged

from Air Force over affair.

• Mattel introduces "Becky." a

wheelchair bound friend of

Barbie.

• Supreme Court gives

go-ahead tb Paula lones to sue

Bill Clinton for sexual harass

ment.
• Aluminum cars hit the mar-

ket with models from Audi and

Plymouth.
• Bob Dylan, 58. hospitalized

with heart condition.

• Gigapets, more annoying
than the real thing, are intro-

duced.
• The Bible Code claims to

predict the future.

• Timothy McVeigh convicted

Torn to YEAR, page 10

Even though the semester is

©lrT\©8t ever the Arts % Living

desk is l©@king f®r people t©

write f@r1 next semester. §• call

the C©llegi©n ®md ©isk f@r <Seen\<_*

at S4S-1861.

Students at these colleges

came back ironi the holidays

more girted. So can you!

Dean's 3-Week

Winter Session

ASSUMPTION BRYANT HARVARD MASS BAY UMASS
BENTlfY BU HEIDELBERG NORTHEASTERN UNH
BRIDGEWATER CALIFORNIA HOY CROSS PROVIDENCE UNIVERSITY

STATE LEHIGH -STONEHILL COLLEGE.^^- FRAMINGHAM A| CORK,
FRANKLIN AND f*- IRELAND

' MARSHAU

!

r

URI

U VERMONT
VANDERBILT

W VIRGINIA

'». || WESLEYAN

E**T"_*__^
WHEATON

AND
37 MORE

( I) N I I \ 1'
I N G I I) ' C A T I <) N

Eatfl three college credit! in juit three weeks over t_ winter holidays,

at Dean's unique Accelerated Writer Session. Bring your HfTN doNC
Improve a £tm\v. S>atisry course distribution requirements. If rati need

__*•__ credits fast, Dean CoOti__| education R_M it Mty, 1 lexihk-

N -tlu-dules, Loclu_a| days and evenings, l-earnin,; h I,hu-,-,I, (nil .

and rewarding. Choose from Business, MarU-tin^, Computer-, Enf_k,
Math, SoC_ Mndies. Classes kiiii December 29, end January If).

Register now by mail, phone, (ax or walk-in. Free

parking and (Jj-aeeessinlc lor more information,

call 800-870-6369 or 508-541-1629.

Registration Is On-jjor'm/

Monday - Innrsdav 8: 30 a.m. - (>:30 p.m.

I'ruuy 8:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

NEW Saturdays L)cc.l 3, 20, 27 4:(X) a.m.- noon

Dean
A pnvarr iwv^ear coBegp

FRANKLIN, MA

As 1W8 approaches, the Collegian
pays tribute to some of the notable
figures who left us this year.

Diana Princess of Wales
Thousands of mourners surround-

ed the royal palaces during the
month of September patiently wait-
ing to pay their respects to their
beloved "Knglish Rote." Diana, the
Princess of Wales, was killed last

August along with her boyfriend
Dodi Fayed and their driver.

Given the title "Queen of Hearts,"

Diana was more than just the mother
of the future King of England. The
huge display of affection shown by
people over the world was a demon-
stration of the legacy that Diana left

behind. She was famous for who she

was, not what she was.

Called the "I't iucess of the People"

by the Prime Minister Tony Blair,

Rev. Dr. Wesley Carr in his opening

remarks said of Diana at her funeral

at Westminster Abbey. "Diana pro-

foundly influenced the world, she-

was someone for whom, from afar,

we dared to feel affection."

Over 1 .900 mourners gathered in

and outside of Westminster Abbey as

well as two billion television viewers

around the world who watched her

funeral on the morning of Sept. 6 to

say goodbye to the beloved princess.

A vocal activist for many charities

world-wide, Diana was the

spokesperson for an organization to

ban landmines, as well as a friend

and activist to those inflicted with

and dying from the AIDS virus. It has

been said by many that Diana found

meaning in her life by helping others.

While the media-frenzy surround-

ing the death of Princess Diana has

almost died down, her memory will

live on through $395 plate sets,

1 2-inch porcelain figurines and com-

IN MIMORY
memorative stamps. (Emily Trask)

Mother Teresa

The tiny woman who took up the

burden of the world's poor and
downtrodden, 87 year old, Mother

Teresa, died almost one week after

the death of Princess Diana. She was

admired for her endless work with

the poor, sick and the dying, and she

was even called a living saint.

Despite her worldly fame. Mother
Teresa was modest and resistant to

publicity. She retained her simplicity

and humility throughout her life.

(Emily Trask)

Gianni Versace

Called "the Medici of the

nineties," by the New Yorker, Gianni

Versace, world renowned fashion

designer, died in July of this year.

Known for his extravagant lifestyle

and clothing designs that were any-

thing but boring, Versace has been

said to have been instrumental in

joining the rock industry and the

fashion industry. His designs have

been popular with famous musicians

such as David Bowie, Tina Turner

and Courtney Love (Emily Trask).

Michael Hutchence
In the dawn of the MTV genera-

tion. Australian rock 'n roll band
INXS became a household name.

Fronted by Michael Hutchence,

INXS had spawned numerous hit

songs with their sixth album Kick.

Some of those hits included "Need
You Tonight" and "Devil Inside."

Hutchence passed away on Nov. 22

in Double Bay, Australia at the

Ritz-Carlton, in an apparent suicide.

Coroners believed Hutchence hung
himself, although there are conflict-

ing reports of a drug overdose.

Family and friends were shocked by

Hutchence's actions, reporting that

Hutchence had been happy over the

last few months.

Hutchence gained the reputation

of a party animal, by admitting his

drug abuse and his penchant for

beautiful women. Often compared to

Mick Jagger and |im Morrison,

Hutchence molded a sultry singing

style, which attracted the attention

of the media.

Hutchence is survived by his

daughter. Heavenly Hiranni Tiger

Lily, and his girlfriend Paula Yates.

Hutchence, who would have been

38 on |an. 22, will be gTeatly missed

by millions all over the world who
were touched by his talent. (Steven

Trachtenbroit)

Allen Ginsberg

The famed Beat Generation poet

Allen Ginsberg died in April of 1997

at the age of 70. Rising to promi-

nence in the 1 950s, Ginsberg revolu-

tionized the role of poetry in the

United States with the straightfor-

wardness of his expressions (Emily

Trask).

Notorious B.I.G.

Once Brooklyn drug-dealer turned

Gangsta Rapper, Chris Wallace, was

assassinated in March. His ironically

titled album Life after Death sold

689,000 copies in the first week of

release. The Faith Evans/ Puff Daddy

single which was dedicated to

Notorious B.I.G. also achieved great

prominence. (Emily Trask)

|ohn Denver
As a folk singer, John Denver won

hearts with his hits like "Annie's

Song" and "Rocky Mountain Heart."

An activist for the environment,

Denver also enjoyed adventure and

flying. (Seema Gangatirkar)

Some of best jazz found on reissues
I weep. I sob. I am going to miss

this column quite a bit. Over the last

year, I hope that my mission to

inform you, the reading public, on as

many diverse forms of two

of the oldest cate-

gories of music

in this land,

jazz and
blues,

and to

I e t

you
know what
available

stores to hear,

was fulfilled.

That would
make me feel

quite satisfied.

It seems to

me that despite

some contemporary jazz being com-

pletely amazing in its sparks of inno-

vation and texture, a lot of the best

jazz is still found on re-issues.

Fantasy, Inc., a company stemming

from Berkeley, Calif., which is in

charge of the catalogs of many old

jazz and blues labels, both large and

small, independent. Prestige was one

of the larger imprints from the '50s

through the '70s. Innovatne sa\

player Gene Amnions' 1970 album

The Black Cat and his '71 effort

with fellow tenorman Sonny Stitt on

)ou Talk That Talk have been com-

piled on one compilation in Fantasy,

e>v 0O644UA eovp

>

Inc. s series Legends Of Acid la::.

On both these albums, Amnions
was helped by the often- rocking,

always soulful guitarist George
Freeman, whose contribu-

tions alwass win the

listener over
on a given

tunc.
"The
Black
Cat.

"

t h e

opener of this

compilation is

a shuffling

soul-blues, and

it is placed
amongst bal-

lads with
strings, funky
jazz, and even

Amnions' romantic re-casting (with

string! ayain) of George Harrison's

"Something." Yeah, you get quite a

mix. The tunes with Stitt are mostly

organ-jazz, with fine contributions

there by Leon Spencer. On the fat.

driving number. "The People's

Choice." Amnions shows his skills

with the Varitone — electric tenor

sax. One can hear, clear as day.

Amnions' contributions to the trip-

arid hip-hop sampling catalogs of

today.

The great composer/arranger
Benny Golson's Summer of 1964

trip to Sweden yielded Stockholm

Respect & truth in the Zone
By Josh Sylvester

Collegian Staff

"You gotta give respect just to earn respect."

Respect. The motto behind the music of Shootyz

Groove. With Sense and Season on lyrics. Dose on the

drums, Donny on the guitar, and Paul "freaklove" on the

bass. Shootyz brings their dedication to hip-hop. visceral

guitars and funky rhythms together in harmony, making

more than just music.

They attempt to bring their feelings, emotions and mot-

tos to the listener. They bring visions of respect, truth, jus-

tice and freedom into their music, and create a rhythm that

is addicting.

From their first album until now. Shootyz Groove has

gained an unusual following. Setting off the band's career

was the raucous Respect EP. « no-holds-barred live

recording from Oueens, N.Y. This was the band at their

rawest and most primal state. *

Following closely behind was the band's first full-length

release LIVE, (lamming In Vinous Environments) which

showcased more of the unique style.

Combining musical tastes from many backgrounds, such

as rock. rap. reggae, jazz and metal, Shootyz creates their

own style of music. This style breaks them apart from the

rest, and gains a following from all over the world.

"As a band we listen to every kind of music there is,"

Sense boasts. "Basically it all comes to the table when we

record and write."

After the release Respect, the band began touring with

the likes of The Mighty Mighty Bosstones and 311,

Shootyz began making quite a name for themselves.

During this time, they kept the creativity flowing, writing

and recording. They released Live /./. V.E, a compilation of

live recording of their hits from I.I.V.E..

After a long touring stint, the band hit the studios

again, and recorded Hipnosis, which would showcase

more of the, band's talents, giving more diversity to their

music.

Shootyz Groove will be "in the zone" at 7 p.m. tonight

at Pearl St. in Northampton. The show is all ages, tickets

are available at the door, or by calling 1413)584-7771.

Sojourn, with Golson's and others'

music played by the international

|azz Orchestra (a son oi otknomcr,

wheraai It'l basically just Swedes

and Americans in the lineup). This

was released originally by Prestige,

but is now ,i pari "I the Limited

Edition segment ot Fantasy. Iric 'l

highly successful Original |azz

Classics series. The music on here,

with lilting woodwinds, and strong

brasses over jazz rhythms, is perfect

in its arrangement and voicings. The

haunting, sad alto flutes on "I

Remember Clifford" are brought to

cathartic grief, reminiscent of opera,

by the brass section. Do check it

out.

Other recent releases on the

Original Jazz Classics strain, are

Please Send Me Someone To Love, a

1969 date by the late, great pianist

Phineas Newborn. |r.. and Woody
Shaw's 1972 effort Song Of Songs.

Not only do these two albums illus-

trate the breadth of variety within

this series (which encapsulates well

over 500 jazz discs on the market

today), but they were also originally

released on Contemporary Records,

and were both produced by Lester

Koenig (with help from brother |ohn

on Song Of Songs).

The Koenigs' production on both

is superb, especially in the way

Lester laid down the already power-

Turn to JAZZ, page 10

HORSE
MUSIC HALL

20 Center St Northampton

ALL AGES
ALL THE TIME

friday, december 12, 10 pm

_ Skinnee J's
hip hop osHoboogie, S6 odv

Saturday, december 13, 7 pm

Ellis Paul
plus Peter Mulvey

goigeous poetic folk songs S8 odv

COURTESY TRISTAR PICTURES

|ohnny Depp stars as FBI agent |oe Piston, alias Donnie Brasco,

who infiltrates the notorious Bonnanno mob family.

UVC television debuts new comedy show
By Seema Gangatirkar

Collegian Staff

"Union Square" may be facing

tone competition from the University

of Massachusetts' UVC-Channel 19

in the form of a new sketch comedy.

"Mass Hysteria." which airs in the

8:30 p.m. spot opposite NBC's sit-

com.
The show debuted on UVC in the

middle of October and according to

the producer of the show, |osh

Splansky. its format is similar to net-

work sketch comedy shows like

"Saturday Night Live" and "Mad TV."

"It was my idea," Splansky said. "1

wanted to do the show."

Splansky advertised for writers in

April and then cast the show in

September and early October. The

first episode of "Mass Hysteria" was

taped Oct. 19 and aired less than a

week later on Oct. 23.

"We've done a fictional documen-

tary of 'South VaiV," Splansky said of

the work done to date. "We've had

one about a date where the guy

showed up in a dress."

The "guy in the dress" is sopho-

more theater major lason Shomer.

Shomer said he gets recognized for

that particular role a lot.

"It's great," Shomer said.

Working on the show entails a lot

of work. According to Shomer. the

cast usually receives the script on

Wednesdays.
"1 sometimes take the script to

class," Shomer said.

The cast and crew then spend up to

seven hours taping two episodes every

other Sunday afternoon.

Shomer. who is also a member of

the Mission: IMPROVable troupe,

said, "I have no weekend, but I love

every minute of it."

The show also provides a way for

students to get hands-on training in

the making of a show. Splansky, a

junior communications major, han-

dles most of the directing, editing and

some of the writing. But "the point is

everyone gets to try what they want to

do," Splansky said. "(People] can look

over shoulders and when they ffeel]

comfortable, they can try it."

"Mass Hysteria" airs on UVC tele-

vision on Thursdays at 8:30 p.m.

Reruns are aired on Tuesday. This

Monday, the station will air a "Mass

Hysteria" marathon, including a

"Best Of" episode.

Marshall
Steinbeck

Complete Auto Collision & Painting

Service

the Arts & Civmg st<***|

(413) 256-8157
53 So. Prospect St. Amherst, Mass. 01002

STATE REG. RS #1212 MA LIC. #1398

Saturday, december 13, 10 pm

Abdul Baki &
New Roots

Studio One style teggoe, S6 adv

Sunday, december 14, 7pm

Richard Shindell
great guir_ftsl and sowjwnter, $10 udv

monday, december 1 5, 7 pm

Nightnoise
Celtic meets jazz and classical SI 7 50 adv

tuesday, december 16, 8:30 pm

Hospital

Kltts David Poe
rnasoft rock, S5atmedoot

friday, december 19, 7 & 9:30 pm

Tommy Makem
Irish singer WMUA presents SI 5 adv

Sunday, december 2 1 , 7 pm

Dave Mallett
plus Dann Robinson SI 4 odv

DEC 26 Ian 3: NINE NIGHTS Of FIRST NIGHT

TICKETS: For the Record, at the

Northampton Box Office or coll 586-8686.

24 HOUR CONCERT INFO

413 584.0610

SPORTS CHANNEL, KSPN, ESPN2, MSN
Under N«w Management M si^ t"Ts,nru iTTonr

overEDOD

sq, feet

Live Music by the

'Catamount
Band"

Friday & Saturday

Drink Specials

Bud, Bud Light,

RBjclieloDe usjsW

Never ;i Cover • SIN IN OS • 665-S7SX

Route 116 IN SDNDKRLAND (5 miles N of UMass exit)

KEYBOARD SHOP
Over 50 Keyboards!

YAMAHA
PSR-530 PORTABLE ONLY $599

e General MIDI XG compatible

e Host port for computer sequencing

e Larger LCD Display

Full line of Yamaha Portables starting at $149

All Yamaha portables includes 2 Free _MM
Discoubted Lessons. ValuPak. 2 Year Guarantee

Labor & Parts 100 * Trade to withinn I year

on RD. Springfield, MA 4 13-543- 1002

1?H0PSOUND SHOP
Sound Reinforcement Recording

4 TRACK RECORDER
for all your recording needs

including thE YAMAHA MT-50

$399

._illJ

MUSIC SHOP
QUICK TIME METRONOME ONLY $19.99

OVER 2,000 POPULAR SHEETS & BOOKS
FOLDING MUSIC STAND ONLY $11.95

PICK UP OUR 16 PAGE SALES CATALOG!

LUDW1G 3 PIECE DRUM SET ONLY $579|

includes hardware

Snare Drum Package only $129

Large selection of drumsets. cymbols. hard-

ware, & Latin Percussion

GUITAR SHOP
ACOUSTIC GUITAR PACKAGES $249.99

Takamine Ibanez

|Kach pakage includes strap & bag <»r case, strings .picks video, and tuner

ELECTRIC GUITAR PACKAGES
Peavy Guitar. 1 5 watt amp. bag. cable, video $299.99

Ibanez Guitar, 15 wan amp, bag. cable, video $299.99

HAMER Guitar, travel amp, bag, cable, video $199.99

• 2 FREE LESSONS With Any Package

LOOK FOR IIS IN

—-

—

ANTIC YEll.OW PAC.ES
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albums
continued from page 5

7.) "Not If You Were The Lilt lunkie On
t atih" — The Dandy Warhols
8.i "You're Gorgeous" — Babybird

9.) "Breathe" — Prodigy

10.) "Autumn Sweater" — Yo La Tengo

Kevin Monahan — Arts & Living Staff

TOP 10 ALBUMS:

1 . 1 Portishead Ponishcad

rornshead's ityle of trip-hop i* both innova-

tive and addictive, Beth Gibbons' VOCBN propel

this album to grcame-v

2.) Bjork — Homogmiic

Rjork'i latest Uvea up to the high expecta

tions given by its predecessor! Fans will not be

disappointed.

S.) White Town — Women in Technology

Synth soundl direct from the '80s given a

•^0s techno treatment. Lots of fun.

4.) Blur — blur

Blur kicks Oasis' ass. Despite the drastic

departure from their usual Style, their latest

release grows on you.

5.) David Bowie — Earthiing

Changing styles and genres i- one of Bowie's

trademarks faking Outside one Itep further,

Bowie integrates electronic beats into his indus-

trial flavored music.

6.) Various Artists — Lost Highway
Soundtrack

Ignore the chces\ Nine Inch \ails song. The
other tracks from David Bowie. Lou Reed, and

German heavy metal band Rammstein make
Trent Reznor's second attempt at producing a

soundtrack one of the year's best. The
Smashing Pumpkins' "Eye" is one of Billy

Corgan's finest achievements.

7.) Radiohead OK Computer
The impeccably, layered guitars drive this

album to the overdub hall of fame.

8.) Sunshine Blind — Liquid

The best goth-rock album of the year. Check
out their cover ot flock of Seaguils' "I Ran."

9.) The Cure — Galore

The best greatest hits collection of the year.

I he fact that it consists of old material almost

kept it off the list. But the 18 songs on Galore

follow each other in perfect order.

10.) Morrissey — Maladjusted

The poster boy for Prozac's latest is not his

beat, but keeps up the gloominess one would

expect from him since his days in The Smiths.

Adam Dlugacz — Arts & Living Staff

TOP 10 ALBUMS:

1.) Silent Majority — Life of a Spectator

You know how certain songs give you chills

every time you hear them? Well, I've played

this album to death and it still gives me chills.

Albums like this make me proud to be into

hardcore.

2.) Kiss It Goodbye — She Loves Me. She
/.ores Me Not...

This album is brutal and emotional. It

destroyed me. This is heavy hardcore the way
the gods intended to have it played.

J.) Lifetime — ferity's Best Dancers
Well it's their last album but it is pretty close

to emotional punk perfection. Lifetime has a

was of putting all those feelings you have into

words and letting you know that someone out

there does understand.

4. ) Sick Of It All — Built To Last

The title says it all. The kings of hardcore

came back and reclaimed their throne with this

album.

5.1 Hallraker — The Method Of
They combined the best of Black l-'lag. Swiz,

Bad Brains and. of course, the Descendants.
This album was like a baseball bat upside the

head reminding us of what hardcore is sup-

posed to sound like, fresh. Innovative and
pissed off.

6.) Common — Someday It Will Ml Make
Sense

He changed his name and added a whole lot

of jazz to his style and he still released the

hip-hop album of the year. This is an intelli-

gent album, something that hip-hop was in

desperate need of.

7.) H20 — Thicker Than Water

1 love this band and everything they do.

These guys really broke out on this album and

established themselves at the top ot the melodic

hardcore genre.

8.) Radiohead — OK Computer
An emotionally haunting album. Radiohead

have released a challenging, beautiful album.

Not bad for a bunch of Britpop dorks.

9.) Blur — blur

These guys have so much attitude you have

to love them. Plus, "Song 2" is easily the

catchiest and best pop song I've heard in a

while.

10.) The Wu-Tang Clan — Wu-Tang Forever

Maybe a double disc was a bit excessive,

then again when you consider the wealth of

talent in the Clan it makes sense. No. this

wasn't the classic their first album was, but

Wu- Tang continues to define a genre and set

the standard for modern day hip-hop. The
world is theirs.

WE HAVE PLENTY OF GIFT IDEAS FOR THE HOLIDAYS!
MM

SUNDAY;
Don't Drink
and Drive

LITE & LITE ICE
CASE OF 30-1 2 01 CANS

sia + 0tf>. m
KEYSTONE LIGHT tMUM 0fl
CASE OF 30-12 OZ CANS *fll-e ** »*
—

.

MAIL -IN REBATE -4.00

FINAL

COST mtLW :>

9
MR

ICEHOUSE &
RED DOG
CASE OF 30-12 01 CANS *ff+ 0f/>

HMICHEL0B &
UMICHELOB^^C
18-12 01 CANS 9

DM

SAM ADAMS
WISTER LAGER A LAGER
12 PK BOTTLE

CORONA EXTRA
12 PK. BOTTLES

ss + DtP.

sa + oen

CATAMOUNT ALL FIJiVORS
6 PK. BOTTLES

CIDER JACK
ALL FLAVORS
iFX< 1 1 IIISG SPICE)
6 PK BOTTLES

sa
ROLLING ROCK
CASE OF 24-12 01 BAfi BOTTLES

WINE OF THE MONTH IT

/Kexidian
CHARDOSNAY A
CABERNETSAVVIGSON
7S0ML

41maden SALE $7.49

MAIL-IN REBATE -1.50

FINAL «£
CHABLIS. BLUSH, pncr T
GOLDEN,

LU,i '

WHITE GRENACHE, RHINE
5 LT BAG-IN-A-BOX

RENEJUNOT
RED A WHITE
1SLT

Sg9i

CORBETT CANYON
WHITE ZINFANDEL
1.50 s4
GEORGES DUBOEUF
1997 BEAVJOLAIS-VILLAGES NOVVEAU
7S0ML

JEKEL
CHARDONNAY
7SQML

s8
FETZER
EAGLE PEAK MERLOT
7S0ML

Va KEGS sm
Bt I). HI I) IT, BVD ICE. ^
MICH., MICH. IT.,

MICH. AMBER BOCK,
LITE, ICEHOUSE, RED DOG

0«

SUTTER
TiOME
CHARDONNAY, CABERNET SAVVIGNON A
MERLOT
1SLT

HARVEYS
BRISTOL CREAM.

750ML

rEMma
VODKA /.si

sia
BACARDI RUM SALE $14.99
ughtadark MAIL-IN REBATE -2.00

t
m

FINAL

COST

^wtadaM^cu/f. SALE $16.49
MAH -IN REBATE -4.00

FINAL

COST

smtg7S0ML

AMARETTO DI SARONNO
750ML ^^ ^>,A | t.

• --
Isia

FREIXENET
CORDON NEGRO BRIT
7S0MI

*g*

MARTINI & ROSSI SALES799
astispumante

MAIL-IN REBATE -2.00

s

J©' final SMW99L >
COST

*****

MOET & CHANDON
WHITE STAR CHAMPAGNE
WML

COFFEE LIQUEUR tsoul

DEWARS WHITE LABEL
„ SCOTCH

i&rjjk 7.751

RISH CRFAM nssa BF

COURVOISIER V.S.

COGNAC C«r 99
7S0ML

S1S9

1 7SL

CANADIAN MIST 5ALEm49
MAIL-IN REBATE -3.00

FINAL

COST

SEAGRAMS 7 BLENDED
WHISKEY SALE $12.99

MAIL-IN REBATE -3.00 re-

FINAL

COST
s9

mm
E&JBRANDY
7S0ML

0b
GLENL1YET
SINGLE MALT SCOTCH
750ML

s21a9

CHIVAS REGAL
SCOTCH
7S0ML

We Accept

Cans and Bottles

for Redemption

HADLEY
253-9344

NORTHAMPTON
586-3007
rann

HOLYOKE
534-4555

SALE PRICES
THURS. 12 11 97 THRU

WEDS. 12 17 97

BlE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS

year
continued from page 8

of Oklahoma Bombing and sen-

tenced to death.

• Brad Pitt and Gwyneth
Paltrow break off engagement.

July

• Apple Computer signs deal

with Microsoft.

• Princess Diana killed in ear

accident.
• Lilith Fair tour kicks off.

• Space Station Mir undergoes

massive repairs to fix a hole in the

station's hull.

• Supreme Court reports that

online speech, sexually explicit or

not, is protected.

• Hung Kong returned to

China.
• Princess Diana's gowns raise

$3.2 million for charity.

• Jacques Cousteau passes
away.

• Pathfinder lands on Mars and
sends home picture of the red

planet.

• Mike Tyson bites off Evander
Holyfield's ear.

• Diet pills linked to rare heart

disorder.

• Gianni Versace murdered by

Andrew Cunnan.

Septemibet-

August

• Cambodian leader Pol Pot

brought to trial.

• Congress balances the budget.

• Bill Cosby agrees to blood test

to determine paternity of Autumn
lackson.

• Suicide bombers kill 1 3 and

wound 170 in attack on a

lerusalem market.
• Novelist Janet Dailey accused

of plagiarizing fellow author.

Nora Roberts.
• )im Carey and Lauren Holly

separate.

• Mother Teresa passes away.

• William Weld denied ambas-

sadorship to Mexico.

October
• Clinton signs rent subsidy leg-

islation.

• Bob Dole offers to testify in

Senate hearings to respond to sug-

gestions of campaign finance

impropriety during 1996 election

bid.

• John Denver killed in airplane

accident.
• Author lames Michner passes

away.

November

• British au pair Louise

Woodward. 18, set free after con-

victed of murdering 8-month-old

Matthew Happen.
• Million Woman March takes

place in Philadelphia.

• Saddam kicks United Nations

inspectors out of Iraq.

December

• Anti-obesity drug approved

by FDA.
• TWA Flight 800 investigation

closed.

— Compiled by

Seema Cangatirkar

jazz
continued from page 9

ful piano style of Newborn. Newborn
is a mix of Ellington, Tatum and,

well, himself all through the disc,

and his lines are tremendous. Ray
Brown on bass and Elvin (ones on

drums lend support.

Song Of Songs is a heavenly effort

with progressive jazz all over. The
bass lines sing, the instrumentation

with two saxophones, flutes, and
Shaw's bold trumpet is all nicely

stated, and instead of things going

the "theme->solo chords" way of

boring, standard jazz, melodies
space themselves over the forty-odd

minutes, allowing a more attentive

listen.

Well, now that I've just put down
the "theme->solo chords" type of

jazz, it will be hard for me to defend

the hard-bop of Blue Note's latest

series of re-issues. The latest run

moves through a concept of covers

of pop songs. Grant Green's / Want
To Hold Your Hand. Hank Mobley's

Reach Out! till Be There), and
Donald Byrd's Mustang all take on

the songs that create the titles for

these albums.

Green puts a bossa nova twist on

his cover of Lennon / McCartney's

big '63 hit; Mobley (with amazing

contributions all through the disc

from guitarist George Benson) gives

a drive to the Four Tops' oldie,

and... well, Byrd and songwriter

Sonny Red were hoping that Red's

"Mustang" would become a jazz hit.

All three of these discs have a smokv

feel about them. Great names like

McCoy Tyner, Elvin |ones. Woody
Shaw, and jimmy Heath are splat-

tered like billboards throughout the

playing credits. A fine batch by one

of jazz's greatest labels.

Well, there you all have it. I hope

that there is someone out there who
will carry the "|azz/Blues Weekly"

torch. Feel free to come to the

Collegian and talk to someone. I

thank you all for reading, and I also

thank the helpful folks at For The
Record in Amherst for their info on

new releases.

Joshua Boyd is a Collegian colum-

nist.

ah mi mmum m wnmttQ a column m*
we akts & uvme seem* nutstMcmn?

WEUE LOOKING FOR VWrtnS WHO AH WILLING

to wnm A music COLUMN on a shcific gcnke

ONCE A MONTH.

WSAH ALSO LOOKING FOX PEOPLE TO COVE* TELE-

VISION, VIPE0S, BOOKS ANV 1*0*1

if youke irnmsm, stop ey the miemao*
CALL 543-1361 AND ASK TO SHAK TO SEEMA

WHAT ARE YOU DOING THIS BREAK?

Mount Snow

JOB FAIR
DECEMBER 13

(call if you can make it or apply on-line)

On-The-Spot Interviews with

Department Supervisorsfor

Ticket Sellers, Child Care,

Food & Beverage Staff,

Custodial, Parking Attendants,

Housekeepers, Ski Patrol,

Ski & Snowboard Professionals,

and much more!

Main Base Lodge
10 am - 2 pm

Work Hard. Play Harder.
If you cannot attend, please Contact: The Human RsSOaNH
Department. Mount Snow Resort, West Dover VT 05336

(802) »M 3833, or apply on line at www.mountsnow.com

presents
continued dom page 14

Ralph back for the night.

• I d get Barry Switzer something
to do during Dallas Cowboys games.
Couldn't help but notice his role in
Monday night's home loss to
Carolina Every shot of him, he's sit-

ting there on the sidelines with the
headset on. arms folded, not saying a
word. He doesn't carry any notes. He
just sits there and watches the game,
like the rest of us for the most part.

which is something that disturbs me
because how hard is it to coach the
Cowboys anyway'.'

"Uh. Michael you go deep and
Troy's going to throw it to you,
O.K.? Yeah, that's right, on two
Nate."

The only time Switzcr's mouth
opens on the sidelines is when he's

saying something that prompts |ohn
Madden to chime in with a "don't
read lips." Maybe that's why lerry

(ones insists on a sideline seat, so
Barry's got someone to talk to. Even
Mark Fidrych used to talk to the ball.

Silence isn't always golden.

• Now that the New York lets have
lost two in a row and handed first

place in the division over the home
town team, I'd get all the guys you've

been seeing around campus lately

with their shiny new lets hats their

old brown paper bags back. Now, I

do know some legitimate let fans on
this campus and I have an awful lot

of respect for them having suffered

through some lean years in Foxboro
and being a Red Sox fan.

However, there are a lot of shiny

new |et hats on this campus being

worn by random people for some rea-

son. It would be one thing if it were a

cool logo you're sporting (like the

recent influx of Marlin stuff) but it's

green. The Barenaked Ladies
wouldn't even buy you a real green

dress — that's cruel.

The only thing that's green and
gets distributed to the masses around

here either have shamrocks on them
or come from the DC.

• Well, that's another semester of

somewhat entertaining and free space

filler on a weekly basis. Next week.

whether you're off to San |uan. San

Diego, Schenectady or Schnecksville,

happy trails to you until we meet

again.

Leigh Torbin is a Collegian colum-

nist.

mens hoop
continued from page 14

UMass in a big game
The junior guard answered the pres-

sure and dropped a clutch 22 points

on Kansas. He emerged from the dol-

drums of two poor showings on his

home court. He ran rampant over the

layhawks backcourt.

He became Mike Williams with his

30-foot bank shot against Temple or

any number of other heroic efforts. He
became Lou Rou or |im McCoy against

Syracuse in the 1992 tournament.

He truly became a part of what bas-

ketball here has been all about since

|ohn Calipari gave birth to "UMass
basketball."

Clarke and his teammates proved they

were still UMass and gave notice that

UMass basketball was still in the ring.

Fred Hurlbrink, jr. is a Collegian

columnist.

gymnastics— Comhuskers coach Osborne calls it a career
continued from pag9 14

good on the bars and |ill should

contribute on the floor, vault and
beam."

However, like all teams in the

long run. the important thing is foi

the team to wink cohesively and
apply their skill. The goals of this

year's Minutewomen gymnastics

team is like every year, the Big

show... Nationals

Compared to last season's sched-

ule this yeax'l has many new teams

added to it. Schools such as \im\.

SUNY Cortland. Ithaca. Arizona,

N.C. State and Northeastern will

be uncharted territory for Coach
Kuzara's gymnasts.

By Tom K^rte

Associated Press

LINCOLN. Neb (AP) — Tom
Osborne retired as football coach at

Nebraska yesterday, ending an era at

the school in which he became one of

the game's most successful coaches

and the Comhuskers ruled the sport.

He will coach the No. 2

Comhuskers against No, 3 Tennessee

in the Orange Bowl on (an. 2 and

said he may stay on until February if

he can be of help to the team.

Assistant coach Frank Solich will suc-

ceed Osborne.

The announcement came came one-

day after the 60-year-old coach
laughed when asked when he plans to

retire. "I don't know," he said

Tuesday at his weekly news confer-

ence. "It could happen anytime."

But Osborne had admitted that he

doesn't see himself hanging on forev-

er." 1 don't think I can do that until

I'm 70," he said. The coach, who had

been diagnosed with an irregular

heart beat, weathered criticism in

recent years over his decisions to

allow players facing criminal charges

to stay on the field.

He came under sharp criticism in

1995 for his decision to reinstate slat

tailback Lawrence Phillips to the

team even after Phillips pleaded no

contest to charges of assaulting a for-

mer girlfriend.

For a quarter-century. Osborne
and Nebraska have been perennial

powerhouses, winning consecutive

national titles in 1994 and 1995
while compiling a 254-49-3 mark
with 24 straight bowl appearances.

"Tom Osborne was one of the great

coaches in college football for all

time," Miami Dolphins coach |immy

lohnson said. "He has a tremendous

amount of class and respect from all

of his peers." The Comhuskers (12-

0) may have a shot at a third national

title in four years — if they win the

Orange Bowl and top-ranked
Michigan loses to Washington State

in the Rose Bowl.

Osborne retires as the sixth win-

ningest coach in Division l-A history,

behind Bear Bryant. Pop Warner.
Amos Alonzo Stagg. |oe Patemo and

Bobby Bowden.
Osborne's decision follows the

recent retirements of two of the most

prominent coaches in college sports

— Eddie Robinson of Grambling. the

winningest coach in college football:

and Dean Smith of North Carolina,

the winningest coach in college bas-

ketball. Osborne, who has spent 25

seasons as head coach at Nebraska,

reached his 250th career victory on
Nov. I with a 69-7 defeat of

Oklahoma. He leaves at the top of his

game. The Comhuskers are 59-3 over

the past five years with five straight

1 1-win seasons, an NCAA best.

Osborne was an assistant coach to

Bob Devaney'^ team that won titles

in 1970 and 1971. Devaney picked

Osborne as his successor in 1973.

In 1984, o. borne underwent
bypass heart surgetv Alter Nebraska's

77-14 win over Iowa State on Nov.

15, he was hospitalized overnight for

tests for an irregular heartbeat. He
said he was diagnosed with atrial fib-

rillation, a varied heart beat that can

cause strokes or heart attacks.

But Osborne, who had high choles-

terol before his heart surgery I 3 years

ago, has insisted that he feels fine

although he has changed his diet.

He said he still works out — run-

ning or lifting weights — about 30

minutes daily. A few weeks ago. he

even jokingly challenged reporters to

a three-mile run.

Osborne grew up in Hastings, the

son of a minister. He showed athletic

in a number oi spurts — football,

basketball and track. After his 1959

graduation from Hastings College in

1959. he played three seasons in the

NFL — two with the Washington
Redskins and one with the San
Francisco 49ers — as a wide receiver.

Ouch!!!
HUI CAO / COUECIAN

Women's basketball Kelly Van Huisen is out for the season with a

torn ACL which she injured in the closing moments of Sunday's

game win over Holy Cross

Martinez Price Tag: $75 Million
By Enrique Rojas

Associated Press

SANTO DOMINGO, Dominican

Republic (AP) — Pedro Martinez *aid

yesterday he had agreed to a record-set-

ting $75 million, six-year contract with

the Boston Red Sox.

Martinez said Boston has two option

years that could raise the total amount

of the contract to $92 million ovei

eight years. There was no immediate

word from the team. |im Bronner. the

pitcher's agent, declined comment.

"I'm a little ashamed to sav how

much I signed for," Martinez, the 1 997

National League Cy Young Award win-

ner, told Radio Universal.

Earlier reports had said Martinez

was close to signing a $50 million, five-

year deal with the team.

The total dollars and the average

salary of $12.5 million would be a base-

ball record. The largest package to date-

is Gary Sheffield's $61 million, six-year

contract with Florida that starts next

season. The highest average salary is

the $11.5 million Greg Maddux will get

in his $57.5 million, five-year contract

that starts with Atlanta next season.

Martinez was acquired by the Red

Sox from Montreal on Nov. 18 after

going 17-8 with a major-league leading

1 .90 ERA. He had 305 strikeouts, sec-

ond in the majors behind Curt

Schilling.

Martinez made $3,615,000 last sea-

son and was eligible for salary arbitra-

tion this winter and free agency after

next season. "I thank God that I was

chosen to show the people that with

effort they can do anything." Martinez

said "I come from a world of much
poverty and. thanks to God. I've been

able to get to where I am today."

KM
CHI

WE DELIVER

586-2774
Sun -Weds Thurs-Sat

noon-midnight noon-2am

\ \ /y. We're worker-owned. We do it all, we do it cheap.

— 7 days a week.

CollectiveCopies

I ivint, Amh.

(413)256 6425

HIE ":^
TO SCHOOL SUPPLIES ' «
off A terrific selection of magazines, binders,

^k^ notebooks, pens, pencils, paper clips, printer cartridges, T

M
shirts, art supplies, calendars, candy, toys, stationary Sr

the best card shop in the Valley! *w

M-HastingsJnc.
N, ws,l, ill, r .Hut SlHtinlH I —*—

'

*

"Conveniently located in the center ofAmherst"
4S South Pleasant St • 2S3-2S40
OPEN: Weekdays 5 a.m. to 9 p.m,

Sundays. S a.m. to 9 p.m.

>r~

Eating Disorder Programs
Fall 1997

Sponsored by University Health Services

Eating Disorder Assessment Program
For Individuals - with Nutritionists. Mental Health Clinician.

Physician and/or Nurse Practitioner. Tuesdays or Fridays

Confidentiality Assured.

Call 577-5314, General Medicine 2

Friends and Family Group
Single sessions tor those concerned about somebody with an

eating disorder. Call 577-5314.

General Medicine 2.

Peer Support Group
For those struggling with anorexia, bulimia, or compulsive

overeating. Wednesday 4:30 -6 pm. at the Campus Center.

Room number posted by elevator. Confidentiality Assured.

Call 577-5314, General Medicine S.

Peer Health Connections

A confidential phone line for help around eating disorders, your-

self or someone you know Call 577-5168.

IVIBtV THURSDAY • «-2om
^t brio i Biccirr

{tt<tTi ^rr^r
PROPER DRESS i. ID REQUIRED

ANIMAL HOUSE
COIUCE NIGHT
" If^wlW9 ""fr jjj

******

DIC 2ia 30 • 7:30-11:30

TEEN NIGHT
Af 13-19 Pjajjat IP * Pr—

NIW TIM'S IVI... DOWNSTAIRS 18+

STASH w
UPSTAIIS *^

18+ NEW YEARS DANCE PARTY
LIVE MUSIC
THtnS. 0K. 1 1 • 7:00 MM

smorn
GROOVE

YOU HAVE TO SEE IT TO BELIEVE IT!

.cimc
rtii ' m .. Did,

-.,(,..„ p .• ("..>iri..i Nn child u»d*i 6 " .'"»

pi. it ft n ...i.-.t film nrhpi *m>"'

Mt. Farms 4 «584 9153
Mt. Farms Mall

Bean (PG 13)

Today at (5:50), 8:40

Anastasia (G)

Today at (5:40), 8.40

Jackal (R)

Today at (5:40), 8:30

Starship Troopers (R)

Today at (5:40), 8:30

Rainmaker (PG1 3)

Today at (5:00), 8:20

Alien: Resurrection (R)

Today at (5:50), 8:40

Flubber (R)

Today at (5:30). 8:30

Midnight In the Garden of

Good and Evil (R)

Today at (5:10), 8:20

Mortal Combat 2

Annihulation (PG 13)

Today at (5:30), 8:30

Boogie Nights (R)

Today at (5:10), 8:20

Liquor Specials
Glenmorangie $23.""'0"'

Kahlua , 15.*' 7SOm

Bobmay Saphire •IS."' 750 ™

Absolut '12.9*'
1""

Captain Morgan 19 w 7SOm
.Spiced Rum

MICRO BREWS

Wachusett

BEER SPECIALS

Longtrall

Heineken &
Amstel 1? packs

Micro Kegs
In Stock

DISCOVER VISA MASTERCARD ACCEPTED - OPEN 9am to 11pm

iBijiHiMijijHtiMMmm
Full Redemption

Center

Pi

——
^8\~a\irf i* a** ^

IEXAM WEEK SPECIAL
UMass Cotton Tees
from TLC Sportswear

Introductory Low Price $8.99!
Regularly $ 1 2.99

assorted styles

Just in time for the Holidays!
Hurry in for best selection

Restraint/Hypnotic KIcH

Imbalance/Burnslde

f II. OIC. 1 3 • 7:00 PM

P^T! 1st Annual ?
River Holiday Hooha

with Paul Cebar
& the Lonesome Brothers

FREE Admission

Downstairs 9:00pm 1®+

MILL RIVER BAND
Brotnerman

18+ MT. OSC. 13 • SiSOPMM CREEKM.
IfflJ SUN. OIC. 14 • 7:00 PM all

CANDERIA
Pushbutton Warefare/Zatch 13/Stlgmata

Dud Eyes Under/Crossthread

TMUtS. 0K. IS • 7:00 PM *o&

CMOSE/milL TRUTH
Cave In/Scattered Remnams/Evllutlon

FBI. OK. If • »i00 PM 21+

CD Release Party

SAT. OK. SO • SlOO PM *<&

BLACK REBELS
Ftl. OIC. 26 • ftOO PM 18+

LOBSTERlFmmi
SAT. JAN. 3 18+

TRAILER PARK
Propellers

UPCOMING
. JAN. 1* IMIHCMM MITT M km,,
. JAN. II TMMintl AlAfM

•THE-TICK

• M.ll -i
UISKV4R Sf.1V

We accept AMEX, Discover. MC, Visa, and the UCard!

*y*W* *y*W^^ ff^r^ jJp^W^ rJ^Var^ ff^^a^^

tit I6B6 I 100 THE !ll« Una!
. ... J. ... ,,.- o. ,J,„»„k„

„„ 0vM„ «, l.l„lo ( I S<*, «.,.,di m QOQO-OSC

1 O PEARL STREET,NORTHAMPTON
h t

f
p : / /www. virtual volley.com/peotl-iMfct

413-584-7771
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ANNOUNCEMENTS I AUTO FOR SALE

University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

Collegian Staff: Have a great

break' See you next semester If you

are graduating- Best of luck m the

future 1 Happy Holidays'

February Auditions- "The Tribe"

Student Film Comedy Script

Available Only

royrfflstudeni umass edu

SORORITY RUSH
Feb. Stli- l)th

i: S- 12/12

( lentcr ( mn i mrsc.

( i line sec wli.ii we're

nKnii !

Fi >) iiimv mjn.

call Una

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Large 2 bedroom next to bus stop

HeaVHot Water included Call 259-

1860

One Bedroom Brandywine
Apartment Available January-
August Call 549-7330

2 bedroom apartment- The
Boulders $695 Free heat Call

Jesse 259-9188

1 bedroom apartment available

1/98 Close to campus Mark 549-

5326

2 bedroom- Mill Hollow $540
Jan I Call Tracy 549-3759

One bedroom apartments avail-

able Jan-Feb l st Please contact the

Brandywine Office at 549-0600

1 bedroom at Puffton Village
$545 Includes heat. Available

1/1/98 Please call 549-9221

Take Over My Lease One bedroom
apartment $500/month inclusive

Call Tanq Odeh 665-5599

12 Hondo Civic $250 Reliable, runs

fine, but needs new clutch 253-6585

Geo Prion 1990 155.000 Very reli-

able Well maintained (records) Blue

Book says $2800 Asking $2000
256-1845

99 Nissan 240SX Excellent condi-

tion All extras New muffler, clutch,

tires, brakes $4400 or 670 549-

6926

Wanted: Junk Cars Cash paid

everyday 1 800-649-4795

COMPUTERS
Laptop Notebook Works good
$150 Good for school Call Steve

1413)295-2027

Color VGA Monitor for computer

Works great Cali CPC (4131584-8857

EMPLOYMENT
Unemployed Over Winter Break?
Work tor The Sierra Club to protect

our endangered species Positions

available here in Amherst and across

the country Great pay, excellent

experience Call Mary at 256-6434

I IkpWan:

Winter S ;ssion &
Immediate Openings

Hadley office has 30 openings

for the winter session.

Office Hours: IOAM to 2 PM
& 4 PM to 9 PM. Saturdays &

Sundays also available.

• Fun Atmosphere
• No Experience Required

• On Bus Line

• Flexible Schedule

• Only Minutes From Campus

Gill 584-0215

For Interview

EMPLOYMENT
WINTER BREAK JOBS

Abt Associates has openings avail-

able over the Winter Break tor a few
reliable people with good communi-

cation and computer skills who are

available to work a minimum of 20

hours per week, including 1 week-

end shift Evening and weekend
assignments are currently available

We offer flexible scheduling options

access to health and dental pidiis

and paid training The starting wage
is $5 75/hour with regular merit

increases Free transportation from

PVTA Bus Line is provided For more
information oi to arrange a personal

interview call 1413)587-1607

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Eam $75-9100

Untrained males needed for Exc Sci

Study over Wintersession Call Steve

® 253-4952

Accounting Position-

Spring Semester
Flexible hours, fun environment
Generate reports, data entry Call

Ryan or Maureen at 5-3500
Collegian, 113 Campus Center
Basement

Winter Break Employment
$7 50/hr Amherst New England
Call Center 253-0583

Drivers Wanted Spring Semester

No classes before 10am Must be

hard working and have reliable

transportation. $1 0/hour 6-8

hrs/week Contact Ryan or Lyle al

The Collegian 545-3600 or come to

the Campus Center Basement

Day Care Lunch Cook & Shopper, 1

7

hrs per week, $7 per hour

Classroom Subs, Variable Schedules,

$6 25 per hour Route 63, Leverett

Call Susan 548-9674

YOU WANT CASH MONEY??!! Do
you know how to drink warm soda
and eat a pound of lima beans?? 1 1

Be a part of the new comedy tape

AMERICA'S GREATEST BELCHES &
FARTS " Send your best burps and
tarts on tape (audio, video, micro) to

us CASH paid if you make the cut'

Maniac Marketing 357 Cherokee St

Marietta, GA 30060 Need more
info' Call the GAS LINE 1770)590-

5233

EMPLOYMENT
New Students Program Summer

Positions

Seeking extraverts with a 2 5* GPA
May 27 to July 18. 1998 Salary plus,

room, board & health coverage
Applications at Admissions Center

Apply now to be a Tour Guide,

Summer Counselor, Student
Admissions Representative
Applications available on the con-

course

Aerobics Instructor

January and Second Semester
Some mornings Hampshire Fitness

Club 256-6446

Part-time change over crew and

post-event cleaners needed at the

Mullins Center Must be available

nights and weekends and willing to

work. Apply in person. Mullins

Center 2nd floor 8 30 5 30pm

January Jobs Use your winter

break to make money 2-4 week fun

promotions around country Great for

the resume Outgoing and indepen-

dent people call 18001783-4237 Ann
Joe Collegiate Advantage

Summer Management
Opportunities

Open across Mass for the Summer
of 1998 Earn $600-$800 per week
For more info please call College Pro

Painters at 1888)277-7962

FOR SALE

Dynastar V9 190cm Quick Turning

Mogul Ski & Binding. Used 10 days

$180 Call Dan (9781249-7441

Fridge, Cell Phone, Pager. Sub
Woofei, Car CD. Bike and Tables

Call (413)546-2716

Versace Jeans Brand new with all

the tags Size 28, stone denim, $175
original, $99 or B/0 Call 546-0947

For Sale- Two pairs of skis K2

and Salomon Almost brand new
$200 each or B/0 Call 546-61 52

Willpower In A Bottle

Lose Weight

Doctor Recommended
100% Natural

Moneyback Guarantee

(413)259-1922

FURNITURE
Need to sell 3 month old full size

bed at the end of Dec for $90 or best

offer Call Marc at 253-9220

HOUSE FOR RENT
4 BED HOUSE Good location,

Northampton. For Jan $925 plus

utilities Skibiski Realtors 584-3428

JEWELRY

Watch batteries, ear piercing,
eyeglass repairs, jewelry restoration,

diamond engagements, wedding
nngs Silverscape Designs, 264 N
Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3324
Open Daily.

Watch lost Sat Night Tigger

Watch with green band Reward
546-6622

Lost: Black Valero Wallet in

Newman Center on Dec 4th by the

phone If found please call Erin at

253-1529

MISCELLANEOUS
WINTER HEAT TIPS! Don't turn

your thermostat below 60 during

winter break or you risk broken
water pipes for which you are

responsible (not the landlord). This is

an expense you do not want If you

are going away for only a few days

ask your landlord to check the house.

If you have questions or want more
information call Commuter Services

at 545-0865 or come to 428 Student

Union.

PERSONALS

HAPPY GRADUATION JIZMM!
CONGRATULATIONS and we love

youl! Seaver, Ralls. Manero and the

rest of the EX-CONS

ROOM FOR RENT I ROOMATE WANTED TRAVEL
1 room in 4 bedroom apt in

Northampton Jan to Aug $300 a

month Call 585-5851

Room Available 12/22 Great loca-

tion on Lincoln Avenue $250
includes utilities Call 549-1910

Quiet room, downtown Amherst
Available end of December Lease

253-4236 9am-9pm

Room available in Main St apart-

ment Parking and heat included

Call Paul or Miki 253-1450

Bedroom Available Two bedroom
apt $216/month On bus route Call

665-8894 Ask for Scott

Looking for male to share large

room in 3 bedroom apartment Great

location uptown $250/month Ask
for Fitz 253-9359

Large bedroom in renovated 3

bedroom Puffton apartment
Available Jan 1. $375/month 549-

6857

1 room in 2 bedroom apartment

Available Jan End Call 549-6082

ASAP.

UPTOWN
Room for rent in house

for 1 or 2 persons

$210/month Available 12/22

549-9275

Furnished room available in a 4

bedroom Amherst house
$300/month Near bus route For

more details call Tina 253-6428

Cheap rooms for Wintersession
Live close to campus. Only $150
Includes heat/hot water Call Jason

549-0958

Apertmentmate Wanted: $220

plus 1/2 electricity Right on bus

line Female, non-smoker Call 253

4982 Available Jan 1.1998

Looking for 1 person to share

large room in two bedroom apt

Starts Jan 1 Call Brad or Mike 549-

3992

Female roommate/s wanted to

share a 2 bedroom- Boulders Apts

Amherst On bus line Available Jan

1st or sooner 259-2995

SERVICES

Rental Problems? Ouestions about

your lease/security deposit deduc-

tions? Ouestions about

subletting/assigning leases 7

Questions about the condition of

your new house or apartment?
Contact The Student Legal Services

Office, 922 Campus Center, 545-

1995

DECORATOR SERVICE
Beautify your home- wallpaper,

painting, staining Expert work- 20

years exp Free estimates Call

(413)533-6213 South Hadley

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549-1906

TO SUBLET
Spring Sublet starting on Jan-May

or Jan-Aug 2 bedroom at Sugarloaf

Semi-furnished Rent $660 but I will

pay $100/month Free heat Call 665-

9101

Take over our 2 bedroom apart-

ment! Cliff side in Sunderland
$660/month All utilities On bus

line 665-0235

SPRING BREAK

RELIABLE SPRING BREAK
TOURS

Bahamas. Cancun & Ski Trips' FREE

FOOD & FREE DRINKS' Sign up

before Dec 20 Organize a group-

travel free Call for details and free

brochure Call (888ISPRING BREAK
Today

!

SPRING BREAK TRAVEL

Spring Break

ROOM FOR RENT I ROOMATE WANTED

Wintersession Rooms- Singles or

doubles available Fraternity, close

to campus $200 Call Bob 549-6143

One room in renovated three bed-

room Puffton apartment Available

Jan 1 $260/month Dan (4131549-

7059

Roommate Wanted Own bedroom

$300/month. On bus line Call Jen
259-2995

Bedroom available in Sugarloaf

$333 monthly. Call 665-3558

Prefer female non-smoker to

share house in Belchertown Call

323-9268

TRAVEL
Spring Break 98

Free food and drinks' Cancun,
Bahamas. Jamaica and Florida from

$399 Organize a small group- travel

FREE! Highest commissions and low-

est prices Call Surf & Sun Tours to

become a campus representative

(800)574-7577

Ask »h«u« our legendary
fr«« ?arry Packages

*^arnaica
r

*Cancun
Tk* i>«»r M«al VUn
in th* ]>u.siri«.*-s7

*Dayr»na *?anama Cjfy

CALL FOR rR££ INFO PACK
Sun SplavsJi Tours

Personals Policy Rates NEW Standard Headings
1 Ml personals MUST be proofread bv Collegian clav

ees before pavment arxJ acceptance ot

the classified

.' La. n^me*. MAY NOT he used in personals ONLY
first name*, and initials are allowed. The onk m ep-

tions are tor btrthdav or (ongratulations personals in
k
i i ax- the lull Mm niav be used

i Phone numbers are not allowed in personals NO
EXCEPTIONS

4. Vid'esse*. are not allowed to personals this means
' dorm room numbers as well

5. Personfliy r»( a threatening of derogatory nature are
not acceptable Personals nt a vindictive or liheinu*

nature are not acceptable. Personals may not be
used tor the purpose of harassment

Protamrv may not be used in personals.

The personals section is tor personal* only The per-

sonals section may NOT be used to sell items, seek
roommatf> dwtfN RtMttfngaV ''''

AM personals must have the name iteutun
i MkBM I D number ot the student plating the as
tilled tn on the insertion ordei Notl Student! must
MOvMt ,i valid drivers license and the In en
her mutt tie R . insertion order c H i<i

talse identification or misrepresentation n luhjti t to

under the law.

The Collegian reserves the right to refuse or Ic edi'

vr, m nOAjJ thai duel not meet the i
i

dards in accordance with the statutes of the
Commonwealth ot Massat husetts.

Students

20yt per word/day

All others

40v? per word/day

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
Please write clearly and

legibly. We are not responsible for errors result-

ing from illegible handwriting or type.

ACTIVITIES

APAKTIVeNT FOR UNT
AUTO FOR SALE
AUTO PARTS
CHILOCARE
COMMUNITY EVENTS
COMPUTERS
EMPLOYMENT
ENTERTAINMENT
FOR SALE
FURNITURE

HAPPY BWTHOAY
HEALTH A BEAUTY
HOUSES FOR RENT
HOUSES FOR SALE
HOUSESITTINO
JEWELERY
INSTRUCTION
LOST a FOUND
13 DAYS FREE!

MUSICIANS
MISCELLANEOUS

MOTORCYCLES

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
MUSIC LESSONS
MUSICIANS WANTED
PERSONALS
PETS FOR SALE
RESUMES
RIDES WANTED
ROOM FOR RENT
ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED
SERVICES
SPORTS
STEREO A CD EOLNP

SUMMER SUBLET
TELEVSONS FOR SALE
TICKETS
TO SUBLET
TRAVEL
TRANSPORTATION
TUTORING SERVICES
TUTOR WANTED
WANTED TO RENT
WANTED GENERAL
WORLD WIDE WEB
YARD SALES

THURSDAY, DEC. 11

Thursday, Dec. 1

1

Comedy — UMass's This
Side Up comedy improvisation

troupe at 8 p.m. in the Campus
Center (room 163)— hosted by

MISSION IMPROVable.
Lecture — Christian

McEwen presents a lecture on
"A Celebration of Tomboys" at

12:30 p.m. in the Campus
Center (room 803) as part of

the GLBT Studies Lecture
Series and is co-sponsored by
Food for Thought Books, The
Stonewall Center. GLB GSO,
Women's Studies and the
Chancellor's Task Force on
GLBT Matters. For more infor-

mation, please contact the
Stonewall Center at 545-
4824.

Slide-lecture — Kim Tripp.

director of the Smith College

Botanic Garden, will describe a

recent plant-collecting trip

during a slide-lecture titled "A
China Expedition" at 4:30 p.m.

in the Neilson Library
Browsing Room at Smith
College.

FRIDAY, DEC. 12

Comedy — Montclair State's

Possible Side Effects comedy
improvisation troupe at 8 p.m.

in the Campus Center (room
163) hosted by MISSION
IMPROVable.
Concert — The Hampshire

College Chorus will perform
Mozart's Missa Brevis, K. 275,

and Lou Harrison's Mass to St.

Anthony at 8 p.m. at Grace
Church on the Amherst Town
Common.
Meeting — The Tibetan

Students Association is having

a meeting at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center (room
165-69).

Sen'ice — Shabbat Service at

6 p.m. at the Hillel House.

SATURDAY, DEC. 13

Comedy — Tuft's Cheap Sox

comedy improvisation troupe

at 8 p.m. in the Campus
Center, room 1 63, hosted by

MISSION IMPROVable.
"

Party — Pre-Chanukah party

at 8 p.m. at the Hillel House.

NOTICES

Applications — The Campus
Mediation and Negotiation
Team is accepting applica-

tions for its training this

January 12-16. Applications

are available for any UMass
student at 222 Hampshire
House, Legal Studies. For
more information, contact
Leah at 545-5882.

Art Exhibition — An exhibi-

tion of more than 30
one-of-a- kind artist books

and scrolls by William Schade
will be on view from Nov. 1

1

through |an. 25 at the Mount
Holyoke College Art Museum.
Museum hours are Tuesday -

Friday, 1 1 a.m. -5 p.m. and
Saturday and Sunday. 1-5

p.m. and is closed on academ-
ic holidays from Wednesday,
Nov. 26 through Monday,
Dec. 1 and from Tuesday,
Dec. 16 through Monday, |an.

6. For more information, call

538-2245 or fax 538-2144.
Art Exhibition — Works by

1 3 members of the Williams
College art faculty will be fea-

tured in "Artist/Teacher:
Group Faculty Exhibition,"

opening Dec. 6 at the

Williams College Museum of

Art, and continuing through
March I . Museum hours are

Tues.-Sat. 10a.m.-5 p.m. and
Sun. 1-5 p.m.

Club — The UMass
Amateur Radio Club Station

W1PUO is returning and
looking for people to join in

Ham radio. Anyone interested

in radio/electronics with a

desire to learn and communi-
cate is welcome. The club will

sponsor FCC- approved vol-

unteer examination sessions

for all license levels. For more
information, contact Richard

Strycharz N1MFT at

549-6000 ext. 6000 or leave

a message at facility services.

Internships —
Environmental and Hunger
Internships available for

credit. Opportunities include

helping to organize a Five

College Earthday, protecting

Endangered Species and
organizing the Spring Hunger
Clean-up. For more informa-

tion, call Robyn at

545-0199.
Notice — Spectrum

Magazine is taking submission

for the next edition of the

FYls are public service announcements printed

daily To submit an FYI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phone number of the
contact person to the Collegian, c/o the
Managing Editor by noon the previous day

magazine. The deadline is

Feb. 12. For more informa-
tion, call the office at

545-2240 or come by in the

Student Union, room 406E.
Notice — The UMass Arts

Council's next deadline for

Single Project/Event grants is

on Wednesday. Feb. 4 at 5

p.m. for art events occurring

after Feb. 24. Guidelines for

application forms are avail-

able at the Campus Activities

Office, 416 Student Union or

at the Arts Council offices,

Hasbrouck 101-103 or on
computer disk at PC Software

Support, Lederle low rise,

room A 1 1 8. Please call the

Arts Council at 545-0202 for

help with applying for a grant

or to discuss your ideas.

-< a HSCN
Bulletin Board

17 HSCN Programming

c IB TV-19
£ a CBS/3 Hartford

a CBS/4 Boston
SO ABC/40 Springfield

c s ABC/5 Boston
88 NBC/22 Springfield

Q aa cnn
E B PBS/57 Springfield
.1
(•J 34 CNN SI

S/
"7 HSCN Movie Ch.

^. 88 Headline News
9 B UPN/20 Hartford
^ aa uctv

B Weather Channel

4, ia NBC/30
87 TBS

2
U
00

New Britain aa bet

ii Fox/61 Hartford aB TV Land

ia PBS/24 Hartford 3D Univision

X 13 WOCH & HSCN 31 Comedy Central

m 14 International 38 Cartoon

UMass Academic TV 33 Much Music

THURSDAY EVENING c- campus DECEMBER 11, 1997
C 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30

WEDH O u Newthour With Jim Lehrer X Women's CoHeim Basketball Connecticut at Massachusetts. (Live) Fleetwood Mac (In Stereo) Keeping Up This Old Hse.

WFSB o 3. Hews! CBS News Inside Edition [Real TV X Promised Land (In Stereo) X Diegnosis Murder (In Stereo) Dellaventura "Dreamers" X News X Late Show X
WBZ o 4 News CBS News Extra X Ent. Tonight Promised Land (In Stereo) X Diagnosis Murder (In Stereo) Dellaventura "Dreamers" X News LeteShowX

WCVB S News « ABC News Inside Edition Chronicle X Nothing Secred (In Stereo) X Cracker "An American Dream" 20/20 « News Nighttine X
WLVI o Full House £ Boy-World Fresh Prince Fresh Prince **t'/i TVrwfe Hunter, Black Heart" (1990, Drama) Clint Eastwood. News Star Trek: Next Gener.

WHOM o News NBC News Wheel-Fortune JeoperdylX Friends X [Union Square Seinfeld X [Veronica's CI ER "Obstruction ot Justice" X News |Tonight Show

WTXX s Cheers X Med Abo. You Judge Judy X Judge Judy X Honey, 1 Shrunk the Kids X Fame LA. "Christmas Episode" News |Grace Under Vibe

WVIT 10 News NBC News Ent.Tonight Hard Copy X Friends X Union Square Seinfeld X | Veronica's CI. ER "Obstruction ot Justice" X News Tonight Show

WTIC

WWLP
WGBY

o 11 Home Imp. Simpsons X Seinfeld X FraaierX Living Single Between Bros. 413 Hope SI (In Stereo) X News Simpsons X Deep Space 9

o 21 News NBC News Wheel-Fortune JeoperdylX Friends Union Square Seinfeld X |Veronica's CI. ER "Obstruction ol Justice" X News Tonight Show

1 Creatures Business Rpt. Newshour With Jim Lehrer X Mystery! "Parol" "Hercule Poirot's Christmas" (In Stereo) X | Keeping Up Apipearancea

WGGB
WSBK
WTBS

30 News K ABC News Seinfeld X FrasterX Nothing Sacred (In Stereo) X [Cracker "An American Dream" 20/20X News X Nighttine X
Mad Abo. You Mad Abo. You Seinfeld X FraaierX e*Vi "Vo*jnfeers"(1985, Comedy) Tom Hanks, John Candy. News |M'A*S'HX FraaierX Real TVX
Family Mailers Family Matters Andy Griffith Andy Griffith *** "For Your fyes Onry"( 1981, Adventure) Roger Moore, Carole Bouquet. ***'t/ve ana i.»f i

AAE
CNN

CD
CD

1

CD
®
O)

21
' 30

Northern Exposure I Lew A Order "Apocrypha" X Biography: WinchellVoice Sea Tales "Battleship Potemkm" Unexplained "The Mars Rock" Lew 1 Order "Star Struck" X
WorldView 1! MoneylineX Crossfire X Prime News XjBurden-Proof Larry King Live X World Today X Sports lllus. IMoneytine X

COM
DISC

ESPN

Premium |Make-Laugh Deity Show (R) ** Vorro. (he GayBlada" (198', Comedy) George Hamilton. Offsides | Premium Town Hall

Wings ' Top Guns" (Ft) Gimme Shelter (R) Wild Discovery: Yellowstone [Slave Ship Battleship (Pan 1 ol 2) Justice Fees (R)

Up Close Sportscenter | Pro Bowl Selection Show |College Football Awards (Live) Sportscenter X
LIFE

MTV
NICK

CB Supermarket Debt Intimate Portrait Debbie Allen" Unsolved Mysteries (In Stereo) **W 711 Be Home lot Crvrslmas"(i988, Drama) Hal Hofcrook. Homicide: Life on the Street X
MTV Live (In Slerec My So-Called Life (In Stereo) Daria (R) IBeavis-Butl Real World Reunion (R) (In Stereo) IRea) World X Scream 11 Video (R) (In Stereo)

€B

21

Figure II Out Tiny Toon Doug X IRugrets X Secret of Alex |Happy Days Wonder Years [Wonder Years [1 Love Lucy X |M.T. Moore TaxiX NewhartX

scin

TLC
CD
m

Screem2 Twilight Zona Time Trai (R) (In Stereo) X Seequesl DSV (In Stereo) X * t "Ouinf»/"(l979, Science Fiction) Paul Newman, Bbi Anderston. Time Trax X
Renovation Renovation Home Again |Home Again Secrete Revealed (Pan t ot 2) Secrets Revealed | Bermuda triangle Secrete Revealed (Part 1 of 2)

TNT fD Kung Fu: Legend Lois 4 Clark-Superman «** "Cocoon" (1985, Science Fiction) Don Ameche, Wilord Brimley. |RoughCut **» -Cocoon" (1985)

USA ffl Beywatch "Face oi Fear' (R) X Highlander: The Series X Walker, Texas Ranger X |**% "The Bate"(1992, Biography) John Goodman (In Stereo) X Silk Stalkings (R) (In Stereo) X
HBO at * * "Dear God" ( 1 998, Comedy) <Sreg Kirmear. (In Stereo) 'PG' I * "Soto"(1996) Mario Van Peebles. PG-13 X |Boxing (In Stereo) X Inside the NFL (In Stereo) X
MAX
SHOW

eo »» Three Ws/iei"(1995, Drama) Panic* Swayze. 'PG'

X

*** "Bob t Carol i Ted t Alice" {\969) Natalie Wood 'R' j*» XtmctiS Chongs Nee Dreams" {\»\)K \"Heat"(

«< Summei SchooT[\967, Comedy) Mark Harmon. 'PG-13'X ** "HionSerwo/ Hrgri"(1996) Jon Lov«2. 'PG-13' |»* "Dtmolfon High" (1996) Corey Halm . W |"BastirrJc>UorCart>lrii"(l996)

Bruno By C. Baldwin Robotman By Jim Meddick
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Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dllbert By Scott Adams
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Sven By Steve Higgins
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Horoscopes
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dcc.

21) — You may not be able to take

on a full-time project right now,
hut vou should he able to lend a

hand to those who seek your coun-

sel today.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|mi. 19)

— You can anticipate coming
events with a good deal of confi-

dence at this time. Do not try to

second-guess others; concentrate on

yourself.

AQUARIUS (|an 20.-Feb. 18) —
Now is no time to make decisions

which could have a long-term effect

on a key relationship. Let things

develop as a matter of course.

PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20) —
Concentrate on matters of indepen-

dence and self-esteem today. What
you most want to do will offer

unbelievable benefits; give it a try.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
Time will be on your side for the

most part today, but you mustn't

take for granted your good fortune

in this regard.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
Be sure to offer suggestions when-

ever called upon today. There may
be a time when you will want to

take vour own good advice.

GFMINI (May 2l-|une 20) —
The differences between what you
are doing now and what you were
doing even as much as a year ago

may not be as dramatic as you
expected.

CANCER (|une 2l-|uly 22) —
You can take full advantage of per-

sonal contacts today and make them
work for you in the professional

arena.

LEO (July 25-Aug. 22) — You
should be ready for the next step a

little bit ahead of schedule today.

Those in charge are sure to be

impressed.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) —
Preparation is the key to success at

this time. Take care that you sched-

ule your time in such a way that you
are free to make spot decisions.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) —
Someone may be waiting for you to

come through with an answer to a

key question regarding future possi-

bilities at the workplace.

SCORPIO (Ocl. 23-Nov. 21) —
Take care that you are not so eager

to make a little more money at this

time that you say "yes" to a project

you cannot complete.
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Franklin

LUNCH
Burger on a Roll

Broccoli )oyale

Veal Parm

DINNER
Szechuan Beef and Broccoli

Baked Ziti

Grilled Sneeze

Worcester

Before we waste your time and mine, let's see

If you can fit through this opening."

ACROSS
1 Type of game
6 Party

10 Ship's personnel

1

4

Cliff side nest

15 Sherbets
16 Verdi opera
17 Twist

18 Collection (of

literary works)
20 Piano

composition
22 — on acts like a

grandparent
23 Put out

(heat, eg)
24 Roman road
26 Strolled

29 Breakfast food
33 Speaker's place

34 Like pretzels

36 Snakelike fishes

37 Prince Valiant's

son
38 Mermaid's home
39 Healthy
40 Hogs
42 Twitch
44 Grant, as land

45 Feet
47 Worships
49 Business-letter

abbr

50 Celt

51 — acid

54 — Mountains m
Tibet

58 Alternative to

paint

61 Increases
62 Be fond of

63 Confined
64 Blue-pencils
65 Kill, as a

dragon
66 Impulsive

67 Varnish
ingredient

DOWN
1 Cut
2 Brave one
3 Mr Sevareid
4 Architectural

pieces
5 Bean, eg
6 Fairy-tale

character

7 Teen bane
8 Permit
9 Fire residue

10 Dieter's

measure
11 Brawl
12 Boundary
13 No two —

about it

19 Polish-German
river

?1 Disencumbers
24 Tiny amounts
25 Strive

26 Get used to

27 Novelist Puzo

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

mail BSD
Baron mnQDH Began

ansa mauHra raraara
12- "-97 © 1W?. United Feature Sy^dtcale

28 Gambling
game

29 Entreaties

30 Postpone
31 Skate
32 — Park,

Colorado
35 Poplar
41 Director

Kubrick
42 Use a chair

43 Sir's

companion
44 Clash

46 Quit
48 Costing more
50 Circumference
51 Leather-

working tools

52 Post
53 Actress Chase
54 tgg producers
55 Sale words
56 Big Foot's

cousin
57 Soc
59 IRS month
60 Green shade

LUNCH
Chicken Puck

Bow Ties/ Italian Suasage Sauce

Light Burger

Scrod

DINNER
Szechuan Beef and Broccoli

Cod Sub
Szechuan Tofu and Broccoli

Chicken Cacciatore

Hampshire
LUNCH

Burger on a Roll

Charbrioled Chicken Sandwhich
Veal Parm

Scrod

DINNER
Szechuan Beef and Broccoli

Baked Ziti

Rachel's Birthday Cake (ok just kidding)

Berkshire
LUNCH

Worcester Breakfast Sandwhich
Burger on a Roll

Ziti/Tomatoe Sauce
Lightburger

DINNER
Szechuan Beef and Broccoli

Szechuan Tofu and Broccoli

Chicken Cacciatore

Pastabilities
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Minutemen drop thriller to Kansas
Despite leading most of game, Massachusetts falls short at buzzer

By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

LAUREN KOSKY / COIUGIAN

Lari Ketner arid the Minutemen traveled to Allen Fieldhouse last night to

face the Jayhawks of Kansas.

The Massachusetts men's basketball

team came inches away from pulling

off one of it's biggest upsets ever last

night, and proved to a national ESPN
audience that UMass basketball is

indeed alive and well.

Given no chance by

naysayers who rated No.

3 Kansas as much as a

17-point favorite,

UMass (4-5) scratched,

clawed and hung with

the layhawks. But pre-season Player of

the Year Raef LaFrentz's tip-in with

20.2 seconds on the clock gave the

layhawks (10-1) a thrilling 73-71 win

at Phog Allen Fieldhouse in Lawrence,

Kan. last night.

UMass, who has struggled from the

field so far this season, shot 55 percent

from the field and 78 percent from

three-point range.

The Minutemen answered every

challenge from the layhawks, but KU
responded like the great team they are,

pulling out a win in what goes down as

one of the best games of the early

1997-98 college basketball season.

Both teams battled in the game's

waning moments, matching each other

clutch shot for clutch shot. Charlton

Clarke, who scored 22 points, hit a

three- pointer with 43.3 seconds left

Kansas

Massachusetts 71

to tie the game at 71-71. LaFrentz fol-

lowed with a tip-in on the other end.

and UMass was left with 16 seconds to

answer.

Monty Mack, who scored 19 points,

had the ball stripped away, but Clarke

stole the ball back in transition. Clarke

threw up a runner with two seconds

on the clock, and the ball hit the side

of the rim. Lari Ketner

grabbed the rebound,

but his put-back fell

short. Despite UMass
coach Bruiser Flint's

fervent pleas for a

foul, Kansas survived for it's 50th

straight home win.

"Not to take anything away from

our effort, but we can't be satisfied by

coming to Kansas and almost win-

ning." Flint said. "This is a game we
could have won."

The second half was a see-saw bat-

tle, but UMass held the lead until the

6:20 mark, when Billy Thomas's dunk

off a KU steal gave the layhawks a

56-55 lead.

After matching buckets for four

minutes. Mack responded with the

biggest basket of his seven-game
career with 2:08 to go, coldly knocking

down a three-pointer to tie the game

at 68-68.

UMass dominated in the first half,

despite 1 1 turnovers. Led by Charlton

Clarke's 1 1 points, including a perfect

three-for-three from behind the arc,

the Minutemen held a capacity crowd

of 16.300 inside Allen Fieldhouse

quiet much of the first 20 minutes.

The Minutemen's young backcourt,

which had played poorly in Saturday's

narrow win over Marshall, grew up in a

hurry in one of the nation's toughest are-

nas. Clarke hit 5-of- 6 three pointers.

Mack 2-of-3, as the much maligned

backcourt combined for 45 points.

Ketnei scored 14 points, and Tyrone

Weeks added eight points and eight

rebounds, but both battled foul trouble

in the second half. Weeks picked up his

fourth foul at the I 3:48 mark of the

second half. Ketner with 7:47 to go.

LaFrentz scored 16 points and

picked up 1 3 rebounds, and Pierce

added 1 7 points.

Clarke and Minutemen let nation know 'UMass basketball' still in ring
Massachusetts basketball fans have seen this

before, time and time again. But, it never gets old.

A match-up of hoop heavyweights of which only

ESPN is worthy. A game with superstars and

super-hype that meant something grand to both pro-

grams.

One team still slightly in shock from their first loss

of the season, the other still trying to prove thev

belong in the center ring.

By all rights the Minutemen had no reason to

expect to come away with a win against the No. 3

Kansas layhawks. Not in Lawrence. Kan. Not in hal-

lowed Phog Allen Fieldhouse. Not on lames Naismith

Court.

Not a chance.

UMass flew out to Kansas on the coattails of an

abysmal second-half performance against the sacrifi-

cial Marshall Thundering Herd, whom the

Minutemen onlv beat 6 1 -59.

The layhawks don't lose at home. They had won 49

straight games before this in front of the "Rock-|ock-

layhawk"-screaming, rabid Kansas fans.

UMass was on the wrong end of a 1 7-point spread

and just at the beginning of a gauntlet through which

only the Minutemen would try to pass (consecutive

road games against Kansas, BC. Colorado, UConn and

Cincinnati). They were overmatched in a hostile envi-

ronment and optimism was anything but plentiful.

Not a chance. Not on this night.

But. this was UMass basketball again, and as the

contest wore on. and the grinding Minuteman
defense and opportune offense wore down and frus-

trated the layhawks. there was a chance.

The Minutemen wouldn't have it any other way.

Monty Mack and Charlton Clarke were out of their

minds — out of their bodies for that matter. Lari

Ketnei played head-to-head and shot-for-shot with

Raef LaFrentz. who in all probability will be the con-

sensus National Player of the Year when all is said

and done.

And the UMass basketball team was inches away,

seconds away from beating the mighty layhawks.

Clarke's runner with two ticks left went hard off

the glass, sliding off the front rim and Ketner's follow

was impeded by LaFrentz's desperate attempt to

swat the rebound away. Ketner and the ball fell to

the hardwood on Naismith court along with the

chances for a UMass conquest.

Clarke, on this night, without a doubt stamped his

imprint on UMass basketball with a performance

that would only ever be witnessed in a game of this

magnitude.

His Minutemen had every opportunity to die, to

relent under the pressure of Kansas' greatness, the

pressure of the (ayhawk fans, the pressure of being

Turn to MEN'S HOOP, page 1
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Charlton Clarke scored 22 points last night, one off his career-high, as

he and Monty Mack combined for 41 points.

Present for

Sox fans, so

we give too
Christmas, Hanukkah. Kwannza

(whatever you observe) reportedly

came early for Sox fans yesterday as

Amherst College's own Dan
Duquette finally saw the reason in

opening his checkbook, inking Pedro

Martinez to a massive contract, six

years for $75 million, making him the

highest paid player in baseball.

In an effort to make those foolish

enough not to root for the Red Sox

gleeful today, I think ill give out

some Christmas presents of my own.

I don't exactly get paid by the hour at

work so if you don't get one. tough

sh**. That's what you get for not

dropping off that $200 check last

week like I said to.

• Wouldn't it be something if Tom
Osborne's resignation yesterday WM
tendered because he's going to take

the vacant UMass job? Ooooh. it

feels nicer out there already. Supp
Ditka's recent tirade was for the

same reason... Amherst Ambitions.

There, the gift of pleasant thoughts

Enjoy, but now lot MOM mere tangi-

ble gifts

• I'd get some sunscreen for the

hockey team. Yup folks, they're oil to

Princeton tomorrow which is a

"good" trip in a certain way.

Princeton's the southernmost point

on the eastern college hockev road

map. Ooooh, New lersey in

December, makes >uu want to break

out those Buffett CDs. Coronas and

lawn chairs, doesn't It?

Also. I'd get one of my favorite

teams on campus the resiliency of

Kenny from South Park. This kid

dies every' week, often in a gruesome

manner, but next Wednesday night

he's back good as new and on top of

the world like nothing ever hap-

pened. That sliding down the flag

pole or microwave thing was all just

a bad dream or something. He gets

knocked down, but he gets up again.

You're never going to keep Kenny

down.
The team could take something

from the kid who makes Bob Dylan '|

diction seem like lames Earl |one-

• I'd give |oanie O'Brien the great-

est gift of all. a healthy Kelly Van
Huisen for UConn tonight. Of
course, fair is fair though, so I'd have

to reciprocate by giving Geno Shea

Turn to PRESENTS, page 1
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No. 3 Huskies come to Mullins in regional rivalry
Minutewomen without leading scorer; Van Huisen done for season with ACL tear

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

Tonight the Massachusetts
women's basketball team will

play one of its most important

games of the season, and the

Minutewomen will be without

one of their most important play-

ers.

Sophomore guard Kelly Van
Huisen. UMass' leading scoici. is

out for the rest of the year —
starting with tonight's 7 p.m.

contest against No. 3 Connecticut

at the William D. Mullins Center

— after tearing the ACL in her

kit knee late in the game against

Holv Cross. HBH^MBMBBM
She will

apply for a

medical red-

shirt.

Van Huisen
suffered the

injury with
1 1 seconds to

go in

Sunday's
game against

the Cruiaderi

-iV'onrwiVs I \.isUf thilll

Massachusetts

vs.

#2 Connecticut

lonmht. 7nm\mk
after taking the ball on an
inbounds past,

"Kelly's not just a good player,

she's a leader." UMass coach
loanie O'Brien said. "She makes

everyone around her better. It

hurts us not to have her."

Even with Van Huisen. the

Minutewomen (4-2 ) would have

to play at their top level against

the Huskies, one of the toughest

women 's teams in the nation.

"Can we beat them? Well be a

long ihot, iusi like anyone else.

But we are capable." O'Brien
said.

The Minutewomen are no
strangers to lough games, includ-

ing those in which UMass is a

heavy underdog. Two vears ago at

the Mullins Center, perennial

Final Four contender Stanford

came to town and walked away
with a loss at the hands of the

Minutewomen.
Bui only a few players who

were in that game remain on the

UMass rosier. Still, according to

O'Brien, there is a similai keling

of anticipation surrounding
tonight's game.

"There is a lot of anticipation."

she --aid. "We've Mill |0l MHM of

the kids who were in that game.

They remember the feeling They

also remember the feeling of

going to the NCAAs that year and

the intensity surrounding that

game.
"This will be a lot like those

games. There will be a crowd
here like we haven't seen in quite

a while. The key is to follow our

game plan, to control what we
can and play our game," O'Brien

said.

The game UMass has played

over the course of the young sea-

son has been a successful one. In

six games, the Minutewomen
have had four different high scor-

ers and four different top

rebounders. This spreading of the

^^_l^ wealth will have

to continue now
that Van Huisen
will be on the

bench.

"That changes
things because it

hurts our num-
bers and rota-

tion." said

O'Brien of Van
Huisen's absence.

"""She was our lead-

ing scorer and that's a void we
have to fill. People like Tez Kraft

and Kara Tudman are going to

have to step up and help us offen-

sively."

The step up should not be a

difficult one for Kraft, who is

directly behind Van Huisen on

the scoring chart. In fact, the

junior forward's 14.7 points per

game is just slightly behind Van
Huisen's 15.2, and her 6.0

rebounds per game ranks second

on the squad.

But the attention of the oppo-

nents' guards will now sit square-

ly on Sabriya Mitchell's shoul-

ders. The fifth-year senior point

guard is averaging 7.0 ppg, but

her mark does not always neces-

sarily come in the scoring depart-

ment.

Mitchell has dished out 46
assists already this season.

"Sabriya is a person who's
going to have to control things,

against UConn and the rest of the

season." O'Brien said. "When she

feels good and confident everyone

tends to feel that way too."

The Huskies come into the

matchup with a perfect 8-0
record, four players averaging in

double figures in scoring and one

of the nation's top players in

Nykesha Sales.

Sales, who leads the team with

17.9 ppg. recently dominated in

UConn's game at Notre Dame,
going 10-for- 10 from the floor

and finishing with 21 points.

"She's one of the most com-
plete players in the country.

We're going to have to try to

keep a body on her and not let

her get the big numbers," O'Brien

said.

O'Brien, however, is not as

concerned with the individual

matchups as she is with her own
team's focus.

"We need to slow them down,

press them," O'Brien said. "We'll

try some matchup zone and try to

make them think more about us

than about themselves.

"They're a great team." she

said. "If only one person steps up

we could be in for a long night."

Women s gym
looks toward

stellar season
By Justin Rudd
Collegian Staff

\Q I rOlllGiAN

Massachusetts' Sabriya Mitchell lead the Minutewomen in the much

anticipated New England matchup of UMass and UConn at the William

D Mullins Center tonight.

The 1997-1998 gymnastics sea-

son is upon us. On Ian. 17. 1998.

the Massachusetts women's team

will bring in the new year when
they open up their season in

Springfield taking on Ithaca

College and SUNY Cortland.

UMass comes into their season

opener carrying tons of confi-

dence. The team is coming off of

arguably it's best season ever.

Going undefeated at home, they

competed in the Mullins Center for

the first time, closing out the sea-

son with an impressive 14-4
record. The Minutewomen also

captured their second straight

A- 10 championship followed by a

finale of taking a respectable
fourth place finish in the NCAA
Northeast regionals.

Looking on to the upcoming
season, the women's gymnastics

team has suffered a substantial

loss in the graduation of co-cap-

tains Tara Swartz and Lianne
Laing.

"We are losing two great

all-arounders ( all-eventers).

which equals eight events total,

but we now have five new faces on

the squad which equal 12-14
events we are gaining." said assis-

tant coach Mae-Mae Leung. "The

loss of Tara and lianne will hurt

but now we have more depth than

we ever had."

Over the past few seasons, the

gymnasts have matured and
learned, growing into a strong
team with inspiring leaders. With
the graduation of the two senior

captains. Laing and Swartz, there

are a few new names to keep an

eye on. The 1997-1998 UMass
women's gymnastics team will be

led by senior co-captains Penny
LeBeau and Karen Maurer.

This year's new additions are

four freshman and one junior
transfer from LSU. Fans should
keep an exclusive eye on returning

sophomore Mandy Mosby and
freshmen top recruits hi! Fisher

and Mary Moore.
"Mandy is really coming into her

own right now and she is a great

all-arounder." Leung said. "As for

Mil and Mary, both are very strong

competitors. Mary is especially

Turn to GYMNASTICS, page 1
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Devilishly

spicy

Mel B and her Cirl

Power comrades
return on the disap-

pointing Spiceworld

(see Arts & tiving,

page 6).

Friday, December 12, 1997

Left by the

Rayside

Despite 1 points and

seven boards from
Yolanda Rayside, the

Minutewomen tell to

No. 3 Connecticut,

63-44, in front of a

record 6,005 at

Mullins (see Sports,

page 1 0).

WORLD

Religious terrorism

condemned at summit

TERHAN, Iran (AP) — Closing a

three-day summit, leaders of the

world's Muslim nations strongly con-

demned religious-inspired terrorism

yesterday declaring that "the killing

of innocent people is forbidden in

Islam."

But the joint declaration of the 55-

member Organization of the Islamic

Conference made no mention of the

Middle East peace process or sanc-

tions against Iraq, underscoring dif-

ferences among nations bound by

faith but divided by politics.

The statement followed divisive

debate by delegates who differed

widely on issues that ranged from the

faltering peace process to relations

with the United States and policies

toward Iraq. In a sign of the disagree-

ments, the peace process was not

specifically mentioned. But the decla-

ration sharply criticized Israel for

what it described as "state terror-

ism."

It called for the creation of a

Palestinian state with |erusalem as its

capital and demanded that Israel stop

building settlements in "occupied"

Arab land.

"Dialogue is a key to peace, coex-

istence and building mutual confi-

dence," Iran's President Mohammad
Xhatami said in«a closing speech.

NATION

Judge cracks down
on Microsoft practices

WASHINGTON (AP) — A federal

judge yesterday ordered Microsoft

Corp. to quit a controversial practice

of requiring computer makers to dis-

tribute its Internet-browsing pro-

gram
U.S. District Court |udge Thomas

Penfield Jackson, however, rejected a

justice Department request to fine

the software giant J1 million a day

for what the government claims were

violations of a 1 99S court order.

Jackson issued the decision in

response to a justice Department law-

suit aimed at blocking what govern-

ment antitrust officials said were anti-

competitive practices by Microsoft.

Jackson referred the dispute to a

court official, known as a special mas-

ter, to rule on the legal issues raised

in the case. The judge ruled that part

of the 1995 court order "does reach

Microsoft's controversial licensing

practices in some respect" but said

the ultimate question of whether

Microsoft was violating the agree-

ment "remains to be decided."

"Without the benefit of further evi-

dence in the record, an attempt to

answer that question would be pre-

mature," Jackson said. In the interim,

he said Microsoft "shall cease and

desist., from the practice of licensing

the use of any Microsoft personal

computer operating software... on

the condition, express or implied,

that the licensee also license and pre-

mstall any Microsoft Internet browser

software."

EXTENDED FORECAST

Today Saturday Sunday

c? <o ^
HIGH: 38 HIGH: 36 HIGH: 28

LOW: 21 LOW: 16 LOW: 9

UMass police search

for Cage peeping torn

The University of Massachusetts

Police ate searching for a peeping

torn who was seen Tuesday. Dec. 9,

in the Curry Hicks Cage.

According to Wednesday's police

department press release, "a man
was in the women's locker room
watching a woman take a shower."

The female, who has not been

identified, told police she spotted

the perpetrator looking over the

shower stall.

She was able to give Campus
police a description of the male.

According to a composite

released by UMass police, the sus-

pect is described as a "white male,

5-foot-8 to 6-feet tall, 18-21 years

old, with short, wavy, light to dark

brown hair, dark brown eyes, clean

shaven, slender build and lace."

He was wearing a "blue Henley

type shirt and light- colored blue

jeans."

// anyone has information

regarding this incident or suspect,

call Public Safety at 545-2121.
— Leigh Faulkner

Classe Cafe closing after 15 yrs
By Paul Hayes

Collegian Staff

Statue stolen from

Durfee Conservatory

INSIDE
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After spending all semester on a

class project, freshman Michelina

Solitro and senior Ryan Lambert

were shocked to discover that their

4-foot 6-inch wood sculpture had

been stolen from Durfee

Conservatory.

The ash wood chiseled sculpture of

a naked woman standing with her

arms reached above her. is 9 inches

wide and weighs 70 pounds.

It was discovered missing at 8:30

a.m. Wednesday and was last teen

at approximately 5:30 p.m. on

Tuesday evening, according to

University of Massachusetts Police

Officer David Biack who Filed the

larceny report from Solitro and

Lambert.

The sculpture was on exhibit in the

Durfee Conservatory garden was part

of a class project for Art 261:

"Subtractive Woods Culture."

Based on the description of the

sculpture given by the two stu-

dents. Officer Black suspects that

one or two people were involved in

the larceny, but police have no

leads.

The sculpture is worth $500 not

including time for labor, according to

police.

If anyone has any information on

the disappearance of this sculpture,

call Public Safety at 545-2121.
— Leigft Faulkner

AMHERST — The Classe Cafe, an

institution in Amherst for the past 15

years, will close by Dec. 31 to make way

for the expansion of neighboring

Bruegger's Bagels, Cafe owner Christine

Lau announced last week.

Robert L. Shumway (RLS)

Properties, owners of the building that

houses both the Cafe and Bruegger's,

did not offer Lau a chance to renew the

Cafe's lease which lapsed last

December, Lau said.

Many citizens and business owners

who are upset that the Cafe is closing

down, who view the Cafe a forced clos-

ing by a larger and more powerful cor-

poration, have organized a rally in sup-

port of the Cafe on Saturday at 8 a.m.

Yet Robert Shumway of RLS said

that while Cafe patrons don't want Lau

shut down, Lau hasn't contacted RLS
about the matter.

Shumway said Lau had not told him

that she wanted to stay, and added that

the Cafe would not have closed down if

Lau had taken steps to prevent it.

"Had [attempts to save the Cafe]

occured 60 or 90 days ago we could 've

done something," Shumway said. "Now

we might be too late."

Shumway also said that allegations

that RLS asked for the Cafe to pay for

expensive renovations it couldn't afford

were a clear exaggeration.

Lau said the Cafe will close down per-

manently at the end of the month,

despite friends' efforts to find another

location for the Cafe, because relocating

would be too expensive.

"I could take out a huge bank loan,

but that's not really an option," Lau

>•
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Turn to CAFE page 2 Effective Dec. 31, Classe Cafe will be shut down.

GEO continues to pressure

administration on contract

By Tamar Carroll

Collegian Staff

Up, up and away
This red-tailed hawk was spotted Wednesday looking for a snack high atop a utility pole.
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Yesterday, in the third day of their

grade-in. the Graduate Student

Employee Organization (GEO) at the

University of Massachusetts continued

to challenge Chancellor David K.

Scott's interpretation of the University

Picket Code.

For the third day in a row. Teaching

Assistants brought their work to the

Whitmore Administration Building to

urge the University administration to

accept their demands for child care,

dental coverage and other bcnefitl and

bring their 22-month long contract

negotiations to a close.

The Teaching Assistants began yes-

terday's protest at 9 a.m. in the hall-

way outside Scott's office. On
Tuesday, the first day of the grade-in.

the teaching assistants had sat inside

the foyer of Scott's office, grading

papers and exams and talking to each

other.

Tuesday night, however, Scott

declared that the graduate students

were disrupting the normal activities of

his office and were therefore in viola-

tion of the Picket Code.

Scott requested that the students

move outside of his office and said he

would institute disciplinary actions

against them, under the Code, if they

did not leave. _
On Wednesday, the TA's complied

with Scott's instructions and moved

their grade-in to the hallway outside

his office, although they disputed his

claim that they had been disruptive.

Yesterday, GEO decided to once

again send TA's into the foyer of

Scott's office.

"We sent three people into the

Chancellor's office suite, sitting on the

couches," GEO Vice President lennifer

Fasulo said.

Fasulo said GEO took this action

because tbey disagreed with Scott's

judgement that the TA's were disrup-

tive and because they were told by

Vice Chancellor for Graduate Studies

Charlena Seymour that their actions

were legal under the Code.

"It was our understanding from

Charlena Seymour that we could do

this." Fasulo said.

Kim Marcello, a Teaching Assistant

Turn to GEO. page 3
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Iraqi group says

800 were killed

CAIRO, Egypt (AP) — Saddam
Hussein's Iraqi government has exe-

cuted more than 800 prisoners in the

last two weeks, an Iraqi opposition

group claimed yesterday.

The Iraqi Broadcasting Corp.. the

information wing of Iraqi dissident

groups in exile, claimed the execu-

tions were linked to the recent crisis

over U.N. weapons inspectors in Iraq.

"The death toll is expected to

increase as the executions are still

continuing," the group said in a state-

ment faxed to The Associated Press in

Cairo.

The executions were ordered by

Qusai, the younger son of Saddam

and the head of Iraq's security appa-

ratus, the group said. The claims

could not be independently verified.

The Iraqi government tightly controls

news and does not comment on

claims bv dissident groups.

The exiled group, which operates

from London and an autonomous
Kurdish area in northern Iraq, did not

say how it obtained its information. It

gave no information on the alleged

victims. The first word on the report-

ed executions came Tuesday when
another dissident group based in Iran

said 450 detainees had been recently

hanged or executed by firing squads.

Yesterday's statement said the e\e

cutions were carried out by firing

squads and electrocutions in the Abu
Ghraib and Radwaniyah prisons. It

said some bodies have been returned

to families with signs of torture.

Qusai. 31. has been viewed as

Saddam's heir apparent since his

elder brother, Odai, was seriously

wounded in an assassination attempt

on Dec. 12. 1996.

Israel to withdraw troops

By Dan Perry

Associated Press

TEL AVIV. Israel — After weeks

of foot-dragging. Prime Minister

Benjamin Netanyahu is ready to agree

to a more significant pullout from the

West Bank in response to U.S. pres-

sure. Israeli media reported yester-

day.

Although officials are not publicly

confirming specifics, the Maariv daily

reported that Israel will propose with-

drawing troops from at least 10 per-

cent of the West Bank.

However. Netanyahu adviser

David Bar-Ulan said it was unclear

whether a detailed proposal for a

troop redeployment could be put

together by Wednesday, when
Netanyahu is to meet in Paris with

U.S. Secretary of State Madeleine

Albright.

Albright has said she expects to

hear details then on a significant pull-

back offer. The Americans expect

Israel to hand over at least 1 2 percent

of the West Bank in the next pullback

— one of three promised by mid-

1998, according to media reports.

Bar-lllan denied reports that Albright

was increasingly impatient with the

Israeli government. "The Americans

understand that this is a difficult

political maneuver for Netanyahu,

Turn to ISRAEL, page 3

AIDS awareness at UM
By Paul Teves

Collegian Correspondent

University of Massachusetts stu-

dents have taken it upon them-

selves to get involved in the fight

on AIDS.
The Southwest Residential Area

Community Development
Assistants put together a program

surrounding World AIDS Day on

Saturday. Dec. 6. The program tar-

geted Southwest Area residents.

The purpose of the event was to

raise AIDS awareness amongst

Southwest Area Residents and

raise funds for a Pediatric AIDS
foundation.

"The goal was to bring AIDS
awareness to campus, and we also

made some money to contribute to

the Pediatric AIDS foundation,"

event coordinator Vicky Milo said.

"We will also send the remaining

paper prayers to a local hospital, as

an upbeat get well symbol."

The Center for Diversity and

Development provided each build-

ing in Southwest with bulletin

board material to help raise cam-

pus awareness.

On Dec. 1, area residents got

together to make paper prayers,

which are a lapanesc tradition,

given to people when they are sick.

The paper prayers were made as an

act of healing for those afflicted

with the AIDS virus.

In Conjunction with this event,

the Residential Assistants gave the

residents an opportunity to make a

Turn to AIDS, page 3

Kiss the pig
Watch a faculty member kiss a pig for charity, today at noon in

Holdsworth Hall. Pucker up!

\
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said.

Shumway said he had reason to believe that Lau no

longer wanted to continue as owner of the Cafe, which

Lau denies.

"1 wculd have liked to have kept |the Cafe I for a

couple of more years, and then to have sold it to some

nice couple who could have kept (the Cafe] alive," Lau

said.

According to Shumway. he and Lau had been dis-

cussing the matter for two to three years, which he

considered more than enough time to make a decision.

Bruegger's representatives expressed an interest in

expanding into the Cafe's space for the past three

years, Shumway said.

The Bruegger's in Amherst, which has a seating

capacity of about 20. is the smallest Bruegger's in the

area and is in need of expansion. Bruegger's employees

said.

Gary Coriarty, Bruegger's regional manager, was

away on business and could not be reached for com-

ment.

Community response

The closing of the Cafe has surprised and saddened

many members of the Amherst communit\

.

"It's gonna be a sad day in Amherst when [the Cafel
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Pioneer Valley Coffee Company is closing

down at the end of this month.

mm,' said Rich Micelotta. daily mail carrier to the

Cafe.

Andrea Ko-ewski, a waitress at the Cafe, said that

k'l a shame it has to close because it's a landmark.

"There reall> isn't anything comparable to it in

Amherst," Kosewski said.

Paul Borgeois and Tom Schicker. both graduate mu

dents in physics at the University of Massachusetts,

had developed a ritual of going to the Cafe at least

once a week during this semester

Borgeois, who also attended UMass as an under-

graduate, said he's disappointed that the Cafe is clos-

ing, because it's a good place with good food.

"I just started coming here this year, and 1 like to go

to local establishments, and make it a point to frequent

local places." Schicker said. "1 think you get better

quality in a place like this."

Nicole Nemec, a graduate student in the

MFA/English program at UMass, said she first went

into the Cafe because' of its large pink and blue neon

clock.

"It epitomize* this places style," Nemec said. "[The

Cafe] seems like a landmark, it has the attitude of a

landmark."

Cynthia Kennison has come to Amherst once a

week for 10 years, and has frequented the Classe Cafe

for much of that time.

"I'm very sorry it's closing," Kennison said, "it's one

of the neat places to eat."

Kennison also appreciates the changes in artwork

provided by local artists which adorns the Cafe's walls.

"A number of people who come here every day are

losing their home," Classe employee lessica Nemore

said.

Bruegger's employees said some Classe supporters

have gone into Bruegger's and complained.

The Bruegger's employees, who normally make
around S5 an hour and have nothing to do with the

decision of expanding the business, are the recipients

of some criticism for the fate of the Cafe.

"I've worked in a number of other Bruegger's, and

the customers a here are normally the most friendly,"

one Bruegger's employee said, "but they're taking it

out on us."

1 Used to Be a Tree owner Donna Bartell, who
believes it's wrong to expand at the expense of another

business, said she is not necessarily against Bruegger's.

"Bruegger's has been in Amherst for 1 1 years and

has been a good neighbor," Bartell said. "Truth is, if

Bruegger's was being forced out of town, we'd rally in

support of them."

Bartell said that a problem is that some landlords set

rents at a rate which can only be met by national cor-

porations, but Shumway responds that they have done

nothing wrong here and should not be put in the posi-

tion of the "bad guy."

Protestors of the closing of Classe are gathering sig-

natures in addition to the planned protest, and Bartell

had already collected 73 signatures over the past cou-

ple of days.

Businesses also displayed flyers to advertise the

rally, with one notable exception being Lau herself.

Yet even if Lau does not endorse the rally, Bartell

said that the rally is also in support of Amherst small

businesses in general.

Small business concerns

In addition to the Classe Cafe, the Pioneer Valley

Coffee Company (PVCC) is also pouring its last cup

this month after operating for seven years in down-

town a Amherst.

"We appreciate our customer loyalty, we've had

people come in here since day one." PVCC owner An
Nunes said.

The loss of PVCC and the Cafe, compounded by the

loss of Kinko's this summer, has Amherst small busi

ness owners concerned.

Larry Pumer, owner of Valley Books, said that as a

small business owner what happened to the Cafe made
him angry.

"I've lost my lease before, and I know what it feels

like," Pumer said. "Bruegger's knew they were getting

a lease, they had the means to renew it."

The closing of the cafe is seen by many as another

concession to big business in Amherst.

"It's too bad, the Cafe was one of the few original

businesses we got going," Ren's Mobil employee

Bertram Stewart said, "everything else is all chains,

commercialized."

Schicker said that he noticed that on North Pleasant

street, especially in the SIS building, there are mostly

chain stores, including Pizza Hut and Mystery Train

Used Records.

"How many chains can you pack onto one street?"

Schicker asked, "I don't even see Al-Bums [used

records] anymore."

Nemec said that she found small stores to be part of

Amherst's charm.

Campus Police Log
Accident—Personal Injury

0*C 10

A witness reported se«in| >

vehicle hit a pedestrian on North

Pleasant Street. The victim

not injured, and Amherst Police

was notified.

Accident—Property Damage
I hx 8
A two-vehicle axident occurred

on Clark Hill Rotd. No injuries

were reported.

Due y

A two-vehicle accident occurred

in parking lot 71 on Massachusetts

Avenue.

An unattended vehicle struck a

second vehicle pushing it into a

third vehicle on Physical Service

Plant Road.

Dte. 10

A vehicle backing up struck a

parked vehicle on Franklin Dining

Common Service Road.

Vehicle backed into a parked

vehicle on Hicks Way.

Alarm—I- ire

Dec 9

A trash can was on fire near a bus

shelter on North Pleasant Street

Larceny

Dec. 8
An individual from |ohn Adams

Residence Hall reported property

stolen from his room.

Dec. 10

An antenna was stolen from a

vehicle in parking lot 22 on
University Drive.

A wood sculpture was stolen

from Durfee Range Estimated

value $500.

An individual from MacKimmie

Residence Hall reported cash

stolen lorm his room.

Suspicious Person/Activity

/V, >/

A man was in the women's lock-

er room watching a woman talking

a shower in Curry Hicks C age

Vandalism

Dec H

Curbing was thrown through a

window and door at Clark

Greenhouse

A vehicle was damaged in park-

ing lot 33 on University Drive.

Dk s>

A window on the 6th floor ol

Grayson Residence Hall was

smashed, falling ejaai nearly hit

tow individuals walking by.

Papers were set on fire in Brown

Residence Hull

A mirror was broken on a vehi-

cle in parking lot 22 on Universiu

Drive.

A vending machine was dam-

aged in Knowlton Residence Hall.

Dec. 10

Flyers were affixed desks

throughout Machmer Hall.

Warrant Service

Dae. //

loshua |. Menke. 19. of 8 Emilio

Dr., Franklin, and Russell Leete,

19, of 6 Park View Cir., Westford.

were arrested in |ohn Adams
Residence Hall for distributing a

Class D drug.
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Campus Activities presents

*GEVERYFRIDAY
Professionals

Seared Seriptless"
Comedy Improv

"Scared Seriptless" High Energy, Quick Wit, and ability to wring Humor from

the most incongruous of situations makes trw group a HIGH POINT of the

New York comedy scene!" jA M^m\\W fcfcACKSTAGE

M Friday, De

Mov.e: "EVENT HORIZON" to

Event Horizon" featuring: Uwren<
December 14 at 8 & 10PM

Visit us on the Web
http /'www umau edu/campact/events/calande r htm

Sponsored by Campus Activities through a grant from the Umass Auxiliary Services and the Vice-Chancetor for Student Affairs

AIDS
continued from page 1

quilt square, which was incorporated

into the AIDS quilt in Washington.

D.<

On Saturday, Dec. 6 the paper
prayers were on display in the

Southside Room of the Hampden
Dining Commons. They were avail-

able to be purchased for a small

donation to the Pediatric AIDS foun-

dation.

The event was carefully organized

by Milo, CDA in Kennedy Residence

I iall, along with the other Southwest

Residential Area Community
Development Assistants. The CDAs
also worked with Health services on
this event.

Milo said the CDAs hope to repeat

the event next year.

"It's something we would like to

continue in the fuivre and we would

also like to work with Health
Services more next year to see if we
can draw more publicity," Milo said.

"We would have liked to have done

better, but we did accomplish some
of our goals."

Israel
continued from page 1

and that we are discussing the future

of Israel," he told The Associated

Press.

The initial plan floated by Israeli

officials last month said Israel would

hand over only 6 percent to 8 per-

cent of the West Bank to the

Palestinians in the upcoming pull-

back.

The Palestinians, who now have

full or partial autonomy in 27 per-

cent of the West Bank, expect much
more — and it was not certain that

even the improved offer would be

accepted. A first pullout offered in

March was rejected by the

Palestinians as too skimpy, and never

implemented. The Palestinians also

expect to be in control of 90 percent

of the West Bank after the third pull-

back.

GEO
continued from page 1

in the freshmen Writing Program, was

one of the three TA's who brought

their work into the office in hopes of

encouraging the administration to

agree to a contract

"Alter we looked into it. it seemed

like it was not a violation |of the Picket

Code |, as long as we were quiet."

Marcello said. "So we sal in there very

quieth
."

The students had been in his office

for about half an hour, when Scott

again declared them in violation of the

Picket Code and threatened to begin

disciplinary hearings against them if

they did not leave.

Fasulo said the three students

choose to leave the office foyer and

move back into the hallway because

GEO has a bargaining session with the

administration tomorrow.

"At that point, we decided that

because we have a bargaining session

tomorrow, we will wait to see what

kind of movement they will make,"

Fasulo said. "They are presenting us

with a counter-proposal tomorrow. If

we don't see significant movement, we

will make a determination about

whether to challenge the enforcement

of the Picket Code."

Kay Scanlan, spokesperson for the

University, said Scott will undertake

disciplinary actions against any stu-

dents who continue to stay in his

office.

"The Chancellor remains firm that

the graduate students' presence in his

inner office is disruptive and he will

not allow it," Scanlan said. "He is pre-

pared to start identifying and disciplin-

ing any students that are disruptive."

A group of seven undergraduate stu-

dents from the Undergraduate Student

Employee Organization and Race

Talks marched into Scott's office and

presented Associate Chancellor Susan

Pearson with a letter declaring their

support for GEO and their disapproval

of Scott's invocation of the Picket

Code.

"We as concerned undergraduates

are outraged that the administration

has used the guidelines (rj the picketing

code to censor GEO's undisruptive

presence at the office of the

Chancellor," the letter read.

Nikki Morse. I senior Social

Thought and Political Economy
(STPEC) major, said the administra-

tion was wrong in using the Picket

Code for this protest

"As undergraduates, we are con-

cerned about the way the administra-

tion has been stalling on the contract

and e pecially b> the way the Picket

Code has been used during this

action," Morse said.

"GEO has waged a completely fair

contract campaign," added Linda

Yannoni. a senior STPEC major. "The

administration should deal with them

in a fair manner."

GEO President Mahmood Ketabchi

said GEO the grade-in has been useful

in bringing the campus' attention to

the contract negotiations, and so will it

will be continued until Friday, Dec. 19.

"It has been effective," Ketabchi

said. "It got our message out that we
are still trying to get our contract."

Scott and Vice Chancellor Charlena

Seymour were unavailable for com-

ment.
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B-i-g Tu-bba
David Brien plays his tuba along with other musicians on the concourse yesterday.

SUM
Comp. sci. professor's textbook rated No. 1

By Jason Brightman

Collegian Correspondent

A University of Massachusetts pro-

fessor's computer science textbook

ranks as the country's best selling

text in its field.

Associate computer science profes-

sor Dr. Charles "Chip" Weems
co-authored the top ranked book
Programming and Problem Solving

with C++. The text instructs comput-

er science students how to program

computers using the C++ language.

"We believe out books arc popular

because we design them entirely with

the needs of the students in mind,"

Weems said. "We regularly hear from

students who have bought our books

because they are much more helpful

than other assigned texts."

Weems co-wrote the book with

Nell Dale of the University of Texas

and Mark Headington of the

University of Wisconsin. The book,

published by |ones and Bartlett, out-

sells every other college computer sci

ence textbook in the country, accord-

ing to a study done by the publisher

Weems also directs the Universiu 't

specialized parallel architectures

research group, which has developed

a heterogeneous parallel processor to

support real-time, knowledge-based

computer vision. The goal ol the

group is to build a computer which

would enable robots to use vision to

guide their interactions with their

surroundings.

Before arriving at UMass. Weems
attended Oregon State University

where he earned his U.S. and M.A.

degrees in computer science. WcenU
earned his Ph.D. in computer science

from UMass in 19M.
Weems began teaching at UMass

in 1979 as I teaching assistant, and he

currenth teaches two courses in com-

puter architecture. He has written U
uthored eight other textbooks

for introductory programming cours-

es involving languages such as Pascal

and Ada.

In addition to writing computer sci-

ence textbooks and conducting archi-

tecture research, Weems gives public

astronomy presentations at Amherst

College's Bassetl Planetarium through

the Amherst Area Astronomy Club.

Of his interest in astronomy
Weems said. "When you deal all day

in things that are measured in

nanoseconds and microns, its refresh-

ing to step back and think about a

subject involving eons and light

>cars."
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Summer 1998

Research Experiences for Undergraduates

MIT Haystack Observatory
Undergraduate science,mathematics and engineering students

are invited to apply for summer research positions at the MIT

Haystack Observatory in Westford. MA. Research projects

include radio astronomical studies, atmosphenc physics investi-

gations, and hardware and software development for data acqui-

sition, processing, and recording systems. The positions are

nominally three months in duration (June-August) and carry a

stipend of $1 300- 1 500/month depending on academic level and

experience. Women, minorities and students with disabilities are

encouraged to apply For further information and application

materials write to:

Director / REU Program

MIT Haystack Observatory

Off Route 40

Westford. MA 01 886- 1 299

Tel: (978) 692-4764

Fax: (781)981-0590

email: judy@newton.haystack.edu

Application deadline is 9 February 1998

MIT is an affirmative action/equal opportunity employer.

Even

Card 8c Print

Framed 8c Matted
Prints from Portal

Ready to hang!

INTRODUCTORY special- 20% Off
\*0c((y £>a,ys

ALL Boxed Christmas
Cards

DON'T MISS ANYONE ON YOUR LIST!

CLEARANCE- 25% OFF

UNIVERSITY STORE

Mount

4131 MS 2619

We accept AMEX. Discover.

MC. Visa, and the UCard!
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Theirs and Yours.
Join AmeriCorps, the domestic Peace Corps. By tutoring kids, restoring streams and

parks, building playgrounds, helping communities hit by disasters, serving in a health

clinic, or meeting other important needs, you'll help others succeed.

When you join AmeriCorps for one year, you get:

• A living allowance and health care

• Skills for your future

• Deferment of qualified student loans

• Almost $5,000 for education

• An experience you'll never forget

Sound interesting? For more information contact

Farhad Meskooby, your AmeriCorps Campus Rep at

fmeskoobOstudent.umass.edu

or call 1-800-942-2677 (TDD 1-800-833-3722).
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A Christmas wish list

The following is a list of Christmas wishes I have

this holiday season:

1 . No more naked woman on the front cover ofl

magazines. I would like for once to see women with

clothing since it is winter time, on the front

pages of magazines. If you walk in to the University Store,

you are attacked — not that it is their fault — by the sell-

ing of skin. I think that women can sell magazines without

selling ourselves in the process. I would for once like to

see I half clothed woman with some interesting topics in

the magazines they are on the cover off.

2. An in-depth coverage of what kind of life 0.|.

Simpson has now since the Goldmans came into his life.

The Inquirer every now and then has a ^^^^^^^^^^
story of where O.I. Simpson is going

golfing when the poor man has noth-

ing left but his kids. They could have

left him with him with some dignity like maybe his tro-

phies but no — he had to go and mess with that Nicole

Brown-Simpson which serves him right. O.I.. you had it

all once but now you have definitely lost it. The press can

cruel be at times. Would you like your leg back?

3. See Martin taken off of television and replaced with

the Simpsons. Martin is the most idiotic show that has

ever crossed the path of television. His show was funny at

first, but his humor slowly played out when he started act-

ing like himself. The story lines started getting repetitive

and everything else became predictable. Maybe he should

get some pointers from Matt Groening. The Simpsons

make Martin look like Michael lackson on crack.

4 Will Smith in a movie that has no one-liners, a full

sentence would be nice every once in a while. I have no

words for this wanna-be rapper and actor. You suck at

both, the only thing you have left is stand-up comedy.

Maybe that crowd of people will lack the common sense

to not know better than be there listening to you.

5. For President Clinton to personally ban "The lerry

Springer Show." "The Ricki Lake Show," "The Maury
Povich Show" and "|enny lones" from national television.

Alhertina Feinandes

These shows are part of the problems in American society

not the solutions. They perpetuate the dysfunctional

families and people syndrome and make them instant

stars. Hey Mr. President, do something besides getting

your knees scraped.

6. For the sitcom "Seinfeld" and "Frasier" to be on

every channel, every hour of the day. 1 must admit that

anyone with a sense of humor knows these two shows

deserve constant air time. I'm always rolling on the

ground when these two shows come on T.V.. The produc-

ers of these shows are truly geniuses of their times.

7. For the soap operas to actually have a virgin in their

new cast of characters to come to the shows. If everyone

sleeps with everyone then it takes the

fun out of watching someone lose their

virginity on the show. 1 don"t think^^^^^^^^~
anyone can name one virgin on any of

these shows except for the toddlers.

8. Give Mariah Carey some dancing lessons so the next

video she does with Puff Daddy, she's actually moving in

one direction or another. Maybe there is hope for her

dancing abilities.

9. Put Sinbad on Seinfeld as Kramer's lover. This com-

bination of humor and foolishness would be a sight for

sore eves

10. For David Letterman's Top Ten to be about Marv
Albert. No one deserves public humiliation unless you

give the public something to humiliate you with. Make
him weep and wish he had never done that, Dave.

1 1

.

Somebody call the hair police on lanet [ackson's

new 'do. I know that she wants to be accepted by black

people, that's a little on the extreme side. Maybe a wash,

dry and a set would do you her some justice.

12. The final thing that 1 want to for Christmas is to see

Dennis Rodman play NBA basketball in a dress. He
doesn't have to iron the dress but maybe he'll have to a

get it a few sizes smaller so that he won't trip over the

tresses while he is rebounding.

Albertina iemandes is a Collegian staff member.

It's in the air
It's

the holiday season, it's in the

air. The crowded malls and the

waiting in lines, screaming chil-

dren posing on "Santa's" lap. over-

priced fruit baskets, and the strain of

pulling that Christmas tree from the

attic so that the kids can help deco-

rate it. It's calling that friend or rela-

tive who got on your nerves three

years ago to say "Merry Christmas,"

and to wish their family well.

It's balancing and re-balancing

that checkbook, and spending way
too much over budget because it's

the "gift of the year" ("Tickle me
Elmo" for example.) It's making two

lists, one filled with gifts to buy. the

other filled with gifts you hope to get

yourself. The mad rush for sale items

and dealing with nasty sales people

behind the registers. The attempt to

spruce up last year's Christmas party

outfit to save you the humiliation of

buying a new one. It's hearing those

Christmas carols one too many times

while you shop, drive your car, and
then try to go to sleep at night. It's all

of these things and so much more.

It's December, and the holiday sea-

son, for some people, starts at the

end of the summer. For others, it

becomes more official the day after

Thanksgiving, or better known as the

"biggest shopping day ever." Yes, it

ma) be all of the things mentioned
above, but the seasons come and go
so fast that we hardly take the time to

realize what the holidays are about.

For me. the holiday season is a time

of recollection. A time to give thanks.

and to think back throughout the year

of my accomplishments, failures, my
friends, family, and me. How did 1

grow as a person? What have I learned

and what have I been able to teach?

What did I like best? Least? Where am
I heading in life, and am I happy?

Today, it's hard to

determine what the

holidays really mean
to people. Some people

are dedicated and
committed to the reli-

gious aspects of the

holidays, while others

are hung up on what
they want and what

they '11 buy.

-ulee Galitskv
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Most years, I have been very satisfied

with my yearly results, and they contin-

ue to be successful as I recall 1997 and
prepare for 1 998. A lot has occurred in

the past 12 months, like seeing my
brother for the first time in six years.

The overall feeling of completing
another year is positive. Why? The hol-

iday season is a very magical time of

the year, where we can take a brief

look back into the past and take a

brighter step into the future. It's

accepting who we are. taking care of

our health, and loving the fact that we
are alive to take it all in and appreciate

it. It isn't about spending lots of

money, it's about spending lots of

thoughts, and sharing lots of love.

Today, it's hard to determine what

the holidays really mean to people.

Some people are dedicated and com-
mitted to the religious aspects of the

holidays, while others are hung up on
what they want and what they'll buy.

It seems a little lost, but the spirit is

still within all of us. When this time

of seat tolls around, it's hard not to

get some sort of happy feeling inside

our hearts about the warmth, the joy,

and the magic of the holidays.

And when the paper from those

delicately wrapped presents is every-

where in the house, and the cat has

eaten the tinsel again for the third

>car. and you haven't kissed anyone

under that mistletoe, and you have

three cents in your checkbook, while

the guy on the highway cuts you off

in the traffic to the crowded mall,

you actually make amends with that

friend or relative, receive one more
fruit basket too many, you'll smile...

and realize that it's all worth it,

because it's only one day out of the

year. So, make it worth your while

and avoid pulling out any hair, and
enjoy it while it lasts, because it's the

holiday season and it's the right thing

to do, because... it's in the air.

lulee Galitsky is a UMass under-

graduate.
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Basketball support
disappointing

To the Fditor:

The other night I made a long trip to Amherst to

attend the men's college basketball game between
UMass and the College of Charleston at the Mullins

Center, and I must say that I was appalled at the lack of

support shown the Minutemen by the student popula-

tion. The student sections were half empty, resulting in

the smallest crowd ever for a regular season men's bas-

ketball game in the new building. And they were quiet,

rarely standing or cheering (I do acknowledge, however,

that it was far from an exhilarating contest.)

Often one hears the complaint that the University is

not treated with the proper respect that it deserves. One
measure of that respect is support for a major college ath-

letic program. In my mind, there is no excuse for any 19

or 20- year-olds to not take a couple of hours out of a

school night a few times a year to support their basket-

ball team. Most of the home games are weekend after-

noons — I expect sellouts for those games. But the three

other weeknight home games also deserve sellout crowds.

I implore the many undergraduates on campus who
have even the slightest interest in college basketball and
want to see your university represented by a team that

you can be proud of, to attend all remaining home
games and scream your lungs out! A raucous full house

can be exactly the extra edge a team needs to win a

close game, and it's something UMass will need against

schools like Rhode Island, hated Temple, and even more
hated George Washington. I will be driving an hour and

40 minutes each way to support Coach Flint and the

players; many more students than showed up last night

should be able to walk however long it may take them
to the Mullins Center and cheer this team on, too.

Steve Nazarro
UMass class of 1971

Dracut, MA
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Letters to the Editor

demand that you permit them to respectfully continue

their two week grade-in. We are also present to let you

know we. as undergraduates, the Pioneer Valley organi-

zations and the undergraduate RSO's we are a part of

are watching the UMass. Amherst administration and

the responsibility Chancellor Scott has in dealing with

this matter fairly.

Linda Vannon
Nicole Morse

UMass Undergraduates

Senate funding
wasn't patronage

Undergraduates
supporting GEO
To the Editor:

We as concerned undergraduates are outraged that

the administration has used the guidelines to the picket-

ing code to censor GEO's undisruptive presence at the

office of the Chancellor. By sitting and reading in the

Chancellor's office on Tuesday, Dec. 9. the GEO mem-
bers and supporters were not in violation of the picket-

ing code. Regardless of how the administration per-

ceives its offices, they are public spaces and by law

should be open to students, employees and concerned

citizens. We do not agree with the issuing of this sum-

mer's "Guidelines to the Picketing Code," the clear

threat which was intended by it. and the manner in

which you are now employing it.

GEO's respectful and well organized contract cam-
paign this fall has been broadly supported, not only by a

well informed majority of its membership, but by a

growing number of organized undergraduate, Amherst

and Pioneer Valley residents and community organiza-

tions. We demand that as a representative of the admin-

istration. Chancellor Scott deal respectfully and fairly

with GEO. Not only has their current grade — in action

not warranted the harsh and irrational response it has

received, but the administration is showing its disrespect

for GEO members, all students and campus employees

by not honoring their lawful right to protest and express

concern regarding their just contract campaign.

We are not interested in escalating this matter, it is

neither in our interest, nor in the interest of the GEO
contract campaign which we endorse. We are here to

To the Editor:

As a proud member of the UMass Republican Club

and a SGA Senator, I was outraged to read the article

by Virapanh Douangmany on Dec. 9. in the

Multicultural Affairs page, in which the Republican
Club was unfoundedly slandered at the close of the arti-

cle. However, the article may be a mixed blessing, as it

gives me the opportunity to dispel many of the myths

surrounding the Republican Club and the Senate.

It is true that a number of members of the UMass
Republican Club were ako elected to serve in Senate. It

was not part of some plan for world domination.
Members of the Republican Club logically are interested

in politics. They were elected because people liked what
they had to say. Perhaps they do not have the same
political ideology as Douangmany. but that does not

make them sinister, corrupt, evil. mean, horrible people

that Douangmany stereotyped them as. Members of the

Republican Club who are also members of Senate are

not forced by anyone to vote one way or the other. They
are answerable to their constituents, not the club.

More than two-thirds of the motions that go through

Senate are not political party issues. The two motions

Douangmany criticizes, the allocation of money to Zeta

Psi and the Men's Crew Club, were non-political issues.

The money allocated to Zeta Psi was not merely to help

them make repairs to their house. The brothers were
going to be evicted if the fire system was not brought up
to code. I. as a senator, was not about to throw a house
full of people onto the street to try to find housing
mid-semester (which would also put a long standing,

hard working RSO into a tailspin.) The Republican
Club had absolutely nothing to gain by this motion and
it wasn't a patronage issue. In fact, some senators who
are involved with the Republican Club voted the motion
down. The sentiment of the Senate, however, over-
whelmingly felt this was an emergency issue that

required emergency funding.

Douangmany's second criticism, funding the Men's
Crew Club asked for funding not to spend some leisure-

ly vacation at the beach, but because crew is an incredi-

bly expensive sport. The Men's Crew Club does an
incredible amount of fund raising and has a member
participation in those fund raisers that would make any
club envious. The Crew Club already trains during the

year early in the morning when the rest of campus is

snug in their beds. They needed the money so they can
train in Tampa over winter break. Members already
spend a huge amount of money out of their own pockets
so they can participate. Unexpected costs came up and
the balance would be too much for many to cover.
Again, the Republican Club had nothing to gain and this

was not a patronage issue. Again, the senate over-
whelmingly supported the Crew Club. In closing, the
next time Douangmany decides to trash a group because
they have a different political ideology, I hope the facts,

not the bias are presented.

Amy Pellegrini)

Grayson
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Spice Girls go global; No Doubting

new video; Trainspotting returns

Either way when the final roll is called

Rakim will be somewhere near the top

of the list of MC's.

Well it's been quite a while since

Rakim has done anything new, but

he"s back without Kric B. You may be

glad to know that he has not gone the

gangster route and that producers Pete

Rock and Premier have filled Eric B's

Timberlands rather nicely. The prob-

lem with Rakim's return is that this is

an uneven album with too much filler

for such a legend.

Tracks like "The 18th Letter." "It's

Been A Long Time," and "Guess
Who's Back" are Rakim in classic form

featuring that slow intense flow that

made him famous. Even the radio

friendly "Remember That" in which he

reminisces over the good old days will

get your head noddin.

Unfortunately tracks like "Show Me
Love" and "Stay A While" are love bal-

lads that only serve to show that you
will never confuse Rakim for LI. Cool

|. The "It's Been A Long Time" and

England's Spice Girls truly have the world in their hands... Or do they?

SPICEWORID
Spice Girls

Virgin

The ultramegahuge entity that is the

Spice Girls has run into a few speed-

bumps lately. Alter banning photogra-

phers from shooting their performance at

a Spanish awards show and subsequent-

ly being booed off the stage, they have

recently fired their management and.

more importantly, the songwriting team

that penned such teen anthems as

"Wannabe." "2 Become 1" and "Say

You'll Be There." There are stones

abound in the tabloids o( a sordid affair

between Bab) Spice and lead manager

Simon Fuller. Is the facade beginning to

crumble? Alter listening to the follow-

up to the multi-platinum Spice, the

answer is unfortunately yes.

Spiceworld (Virgin) does have its

moments, us on the salsa-tinped
rhythms ol the first single "Spice Up
Your Life" and the inesistible.

although hokey. pop pleasures of

"Never Give Lp On the Good Times

"

In the end though, it kills short of their

debut in terms of the sheer quality of

the material. Whereas Spice had at

least five legitimate singles, the new
effort (serving u the soundtrack to

their upcoming film) lacks its immedi-

ate catchiness and charisma.

There are several bright spots howev-

er, and in truth, all the Girls have to do

well is to look good and execute the

songs well. Still though, the only Girl

with am discernable qualitative (i.e.: tal-

ent not based purely on looks and sex

appeah ii Metafile C — a.k.a. Sporty

Spice I Ian is the sole distinctive voice

Of the lot and she carries much of the

singing duties on her own.

Clearly though, something is lack-

ing. Perhaps fa just overexposure, but

Spiceworld ultimately rings hollow.

C+ (Marty Kcana)

SHOULD GOO FORGET: A RETROSPEC
TTVE

The Psychedelic Furs

Columbia/Legacy

In the liner notes of this compre-
hensive new career spanning compila-

tion. Scott Schinder describes "the

Psychedelic Luis as the missing link

between the Set Pistols and Nirvana."

This unfortunate understatement of

one of the most influential post new
wave bands, nonetheless, proves the

tremendous impact in which the Furs

have had on contemporary music

In 1980, The Psychedelic furs
released a brilliantly innovative debut,

which served as Britain's long awaited

answer to The Velvet Underground
and placed frontman Richard Butler

among the most eccentric of rock'l

creative geniuses. Throughout their

career, (he furs solidly contained the

position of cult Status, perhaps luckily

never quite breaking their way to

mainstream success, except of course

for the single Pretty in Pink."

Should God forget is an essential

• collection spanning through the best

moments ot theii seven studio albums,

going far more in depth than their pre-

vious greatest hits effort All oj Thli

unil \othing. In addition to all of their

more notable examples of song writing

brilliance, such as haunting earliei

' works like "Imitation of Christ" and
"Sistci Europe" thil album contains

h ol their singles, additional high-

lights, and previously unrealeased live

ngS, including a surprise version of

"Dumb Waiters." Also included is

"Hacks/Radio" which could only pre-

viously be heard on the UK single.

This comp may not be necessary for

those who already possess all the Furs

material, but for the newer fan this is

crucial introduction. This retrospective

should keep the memory of The
Psychedelic Furs alive and continue to

allow their music the recognition it has

always deserved. A (Adam Levine)

UVE ON IETTERMAN
Various Artists

Reprise

The new live on Letterman
(Reprise) CD is a eclectic mix to say

the least. Integrating various itytet of

music and genres may have sounded
like a good idea on paper, but the

songs on the compilation — for the

most part — stand well on their own.

but not as a collection.

Lou Reed's version of his Velvet

Underground classic "Sweet lane" is

arguably the best track on the collec-

tion, only rivaled by R.L.M.'s "Crush

With Eyeliner." The other

performances on the ^
album vary from coming

close to excellence
(Patti Smith. Aretha
Franklin), to faring

reasonably well

(lewel with Flea), to

not worth mentioning.

A simple look at the

artist and song lineup should

alert people that this CD is not worth

buying, since only one or two songs

will be desired by any given person.

Since so many artists appear on "The

Late Show." maybe it would make
sense to have a large! audience in

mind. A video also would have been a

belter idea. C (Kevin Monahan)

UVE IN THE TRAGIC KINGDOM
No Doubt

Interscope Home Video

Now the music and antics of No
IXnibt can be experienced in the priva-

cy of one's own home with the recent

release ol the group's first home video.

Live In The Tragic Kingdom
(Interscope Home Video). This live doc-

ument is 92 minutes of non-stop move-

ment, mid-driffs. spitting, swearing and

sweating, as well as the occasional ass

(drummer Adrian Young moons the

audience just before an encore of

"Spidcrwebs").

The four member band give their

hometown fans in Anaheim, CA a

semi-entertaining show, performing"

all their popular songs, from "Don't

Speak" and "Sunday Morning" to

"Excuse Me Mr." as well as several

audience favorites. The highlight of

the show is when lead singer Gwen
Sietani gets all the men in the crowd
to sing along the refrain in "lust A
Girl." Clearly, this is reason alone to

watch this video.

The show ends with a two-song
encore, including "Spidcrwebs" and a

cover of The Beatles "Ob-La-Di. Ob-
La-Da." Members from Goldfinger

and Owen's older brother Lric join in

on the festivities

Besides being fun. live In I he tragic

Kingdom reveals No Doubt to be |

band that has become successful not

because of sheer luck, but rather

because they are niusicallv competent
They arc as good live as on record, and

that says a lot. R (Christina Morais)

ONE DAY im ALL MAKE SENSE
Common
Relativity

"Guess Who's Back" remixes only

serve to ensure that you'll stop the CD
before they get on.

The crown jewel of this album is

"New York (Ya Out There)". The
song, which is a magnificent tribute to

New York, shows how Rakim can

make his words and images jump out

of the speakers. Needless to say the

song is destined to be a classic.

The 18th Tetter (Universal) is a good

album no doubt, it's just that maybe we

expected too much from Rakim's
return. It seems that Rakim is trying to

feel his way back into the game and in

that case this release is fine. Then again

Rakim practically invented this game
and you'd think his return would be

more triumphant. B (A.D.)

TRAINSPOTTING #2
Various Artists

Capitol/Premier

From just a glance at the companion

piece to the soundtrack of last year's

Trainspotting, one's first thought

would have to be: Why?

The original was one of the best film

soundtracks of 1996. selling more than

500.000 copies in the U.S. The recent-

ly released Trainspotting: Music From

the Motion Picture, Volume #2

(Capitol/Premier) is a blatant attempt

to cash in on the success of the original

soundtrack. As a result, the second

installment is not nearly as much fun

as the original.

The reason for Trainspotting #2's

inferiority is due to the overwhelming

amount of filler. Although they are

good songs in their own right, many ol

the songs on the album did not appear

in the film. Tracks like David Bowies

"Golden Years" and |oy Division's

"Atmosphere" are included here, justi-

fied in the liner notes as not making t he-

original cut, or "wanted to use it in the

film but couldn't find the right spot."

An unnecessary companion piece to

the excellent original, the album is not

all that bad. but... Why? C+ (K.M.)

COURTESY SPICE CIKLS LIMITED

Common, the artist formerly known
as Common Sense, has in many ways

represented hip-hop in it's truest form.

Rather then riding the jocks of the air-

waves. Common has always done his

best to present hip hop in a creative and

true manner, lust check out his classic

"I Used To Love Her" for reference

The first single off his new album,

"Retrospect For Life," (featuring Lauryn

Hill) has Common rapping about the

responsibilities of being a parent and the

regrets of abortion without the typical

gangster styling. The line "Too many
sisters can say their mothers but not

wives" fully represents Common's desire

to convey a positive message to the hip-

hop communitv

.

The biggest difference between pre-

vious efforts and One Day It'll All

Make Sense (Relativity) is that

Common, along with producer Derek

Dudley, have reached into the vault to

pull out some butter jazz beats. Don't

fret though; Common is still firing

out ill lines on tracks like

"Invocation," "Real Nigga
Quotes," and "My City" to

keep MC's wishing they

were him.

Besides Lauryn Hill,

there are guest appear-

ances by De La Soul,

Cm l-o, Black Thought,

and Canibus. The De La
track 'Gettin Down at the

Amphitheater" shows the crew kicking

buck with Common and dropping
some hilarious verses. Cee-Lo gets

serious on "G.O.D." as him and
Common contemplate good and evil

and whose to blame for the troubles in

the world. Canibus. fresh off of album
stealing moments on The Firm and

Lost Boys, provides | nice hard con-

trast to Common's laid back flow.

Finally one of the most touching

tracks is the last one "Pop's Rap Part 2"

where Common father Lonnie Lynn
speaks on the responsibilities of being a

lather and a man, something we all

need to hear. This album shows
remarkable growth and maturity on
Common's part and in a time when too

many MC's are rapping about Mafioso

fantasies, a process more of us should

go through. A (Adam Dlugacz)

GOODBYE
Dubstar

Polygram

One listen to Dubstar's wispy pop

and you're smiling like you just kissed

for the first time, thinking that life really

is like a teen magazine. The breaking up

is hard to do lyrics might have been torn

from a girl's diary. But poor Sarah

Blackwood sings with such a lovely,

candy-coated voice that you can't quite

take her seriously, even with lyrics like

"I'm the knee in your groin."

The songs all sound the same and
the techno break-down at the end of

the .ilbum is a little bit forced. Nothing

revolutionary, but it tastes sweet
nonetheless. B- (M.K.)

THE 18TH LETTER

Rakim

Universal

Some may remember Rakim as the

man who dropped the hip-hop classic

I ik B tor President. Some may
remember him as the firsi MC to effec-

tively bring consciousness to the micro-

phone Or some may remember him as

the illest MC who Oouid end anyone's

hip-hop aspirations with one verse.

A last look at acoustic music
Although it seems like it's over before it began, it still gives

me great pleasure to present my final installment of the only

column in the Collegian about American acoustic music (that

narrows it down pretty well, I'd say). I hope you sans pickup

pluckers out there get some insight on who is putting out

some fine albums in this wide category.

On his new Shanachie album. Seasons, Roads & Faces, gui-

tarist Rich O'Brien chooses the open spaces of the West for his

inspiration. This album features O'Brien's vocal-like soloing on

both guitar and mandolin in a long line of (most

ly) instrumentals from the Tin Pan Alley

jazz. Tex- Mex, and bluegrass idioms.

You've got to love the two-step

feel of the traditional There's

An Old Spinning Wheel" and

the South of The Border
croonings by guitar, dobro.

fiddle, and other stringed instruments on

"Santa Rosa Serenade" and "Swing 42."

There's not much to dislike on this disc

full of short jams which should bring a

smile to flatpickers everywhere.

Besides the guitar, the mandolin has

probably had the most effect on
acoustic music in this century.

Kenneth "lethro" Burns, a virtuostic

mandolinist was one half of the old-time duo Homer and

lethro, and was recorded for the last time in 1987 and

1988, with rhythm guitar help from his student Don
Stiemberg on Bye Bye Blues (Acoustic Disc). This disc is

grounded in a bit of repetition, but Bums' timing and pick-

ing are aspects to behold. Running through both traditional

tunes like "leanine. I Dream Of Lilac Time," as well as jazz

standards like Duke Ellington's "Mood Indigo," and
"California Here I Come." the disc in « good introduction to

acoustic string-instrument jazz.

A more varying and comprehensive collection is that of

Dave Apollon's The Man With The Mandolin (Acoustic-

Disc). With a fine biography in the liner notes, and produc-

tion both by David Grisman, this celebrity on the '30s-'40s

mm to,

BY OOSOJA BOYD

vaudeville circuit comes to life. The two discs of music-

takes the listener over the 25 years (1930-56) of Russian

native Apollon's prime. Whether it was true European tan-

gos ("A Media Luz," "You, The Night, The Music"), tradi-

tional jazz style ("Tiger Rag," "Shine"), or pop standards

like "Smoke Gets In Your Eyes." Apollon was able to adapt

in emotion and technique to any style he was faced with.

Okay, so the music on this year's Best Of Austin City

Limits: Legends Of Country Music and last year's Best Of
Austin City Limits: Country Music's Finest

Hour isn't overflowing with strictly

M^_^ w acoustic performance, never-

^ift^r* theless, country always

^^fc^^ta seems to be associated
^s^B/

Jg^ with acoustic guitars, and

^f^ often songs originate in

that medium. Even on

the more electric performances like

Loretta Lynn's "You Ain't Woman
Enough," or Roy Clark's ripping

instrumental "Under The Double

Eagle," you can just imagine how
close the relationship is to old-time

bluegrass music on both.

For true and clear acts in the

acoustic realm, check out Alison

Krauss & Union Station's cover of the Motown hit "Baby.

Now That I've Found You" on the Country Music's Finest

Hour volume, and Doc & Merle Watson's "Way
Downtown" on legends OfCountry Music.

Both of these discs are well worth looking into, despite a

large lack of true acoustic performance, as they are graced

with k.d. lang's emotional vocals on "Three Cigarettes In

An Ashtray," Roger Miller's own "King Of The Road." and

Patty loveless' rocker "The Blue Side Of Town."

So, boys and girls, that does it for me. Time to close up

shop here, pick up my Ibanez Performance and walk on

down the road, stopping to pick a sweet tune now and

again. Happy Holidays to you and yours.

loshua Boyd is a Collegian columnist.

Minutemen have full plate on break
By Corey Peter Goodman
Collegian Staff

Midway through its season, having

earned just one point in Hockey East,

the Massachusetts hockey team has

struggled to put together consecutive

strong efforts. Last Friday, the

Minutemen (2-10-1) played their best

60 minutes of hockey in a 1-1 tie at

Northeastern, before getting crushed by

the Huskies, 5-1 , the following night.

Approaching a three-week respite

over the holidays. UMass needs not

only a positive showing this weekend

but a pair of wins against two
non-conference opponents. Tonight

the Minutemen travel to Ivy League-

country where they'll take on the

Princeton Tigers at Hobey Baker

Memorial Rink at 7 p.m. They return

home Sunday for an afternoon affair

against Dartmouth College at 2 p.m.

Since the reinstatement of its pro-

gram. UMass has had little success

against the Tigers. Princeton — a mem-
ber of the Eastern Collegiate Athletic

Conference (ECAC) — blew out

UMass, 8-1 . in 1994 followed by a 4-0

blanking of the Minutemen in 1995.

UMass stole a win in 1 996, 3- 1 , before

getting trounced, 7-2. last season.

The Big Green of Dartmouth have

yet to find an identity in the ECAC.
Posting an overall 2-3-1 record,

1-3-1 ECAC, Dartmouth has been

on the winning end of two blowouts

and on the losing end of three before

tying Vermont on Nov. 22. UMass
will be just their second non-confer-

ence opponent of the season and
their first opponent in three weeks.

UMass will look for revenge
against Dartmouth after dropping a

heartbreaker last season in Hanover,

6-5. Then- senior Warren Norris

scored a goal with 33 seconds left in

the third period. However, the rally

was cut short and UMass lost the sec-

ond of three games in a mid-season

stretch.

The Minutemen will depend on

senior co-captain Tim Lovell to har-

bor the storm and help lift UMass
from its current six-game winless

streak. Over this stretch, the

Minutemen have received consider-

able contributions from their fresh-

men corps. Forward R.|. Gates has

tallied four goals so far this season,

ahead of defenseman Matt Smith
with three goals and forward Kris

Wallis with two.

After the Dartmouth game this

year. UMass will take off for a

three-week vacation before returning

to action |an. 3, 1998 at Army.
A two-game set at Air Force. Ian.

9-10, is followed by a

home-and-home set against HF. rival

Merrimack College, Ian. 16-17.

The next weekend, |an. 25-24. the

Minutemen will host the front end of

a home-and-home series with Boston

College. The Minutemen dropped
their first meeting of the season with

the Eagles, a 3-1 home loss on Nov.

2.

UMass opens up the spring semes-

ter with a home date against

Providence on |an. 30. The
Minutemen dropped a pair of identi-

cal decisions to the Friars, 5-3, on
Nov. 21-22.

Men's swimming on hot start
By iomie Jee

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts men's swimming and diving team

continued its great start this season when they finished sec-

ond in the Penn State Invitational last weekend.

The team effort was propelled by some outstanding indi-

vidual performances, most notably by standout freshman

Billy Brown.

At State College, Pa. it was Brown, who hails from sunny

Fullerton, Ca.. who grabbed the reins early and never

looked back. Brown won his event, the 200 breast stroke, in

a time of 2:03.20 and set the school record in the process.

Brown doubled up by winning the 100 breast and finished

third with a 58.13.

Fellow freshman Matt Andrews also had a great race and

grabbed second place in the 200 fly with a time of 1 :52.67

moving him into second on the UMass all-time list for the

event.

For senior Sean Anderson, the return trip to his former

college went well as he placed third in the 50 free, swim-
ming a 20.84.

lunior Brian Wisniewski continued the run on thirds tak-

ing one in the 200 free, coming in at 1 :40.84. Also pitching

in was junior B.|. Brannan who also took third, this time in

the 500 free with a 4:36.74 clip. Finishing up in the top three-

grouping was freshman Chris Arsenault competing in the

200 back and placing with a 1:52.74.

The team will have plenty of time to do some further fine-

tuning as they have until |an. 3 until their next meet. The
team will travel to West Palm Beach, Fla to take part in the

1-ake Worth Invitational.

The Minutemen, under reigning A- 10 Coach of the Year
Russ Yarworth, are looking to win their third A- 10 title in a

row this season.

BC
continued from page 10

beating.

Defending National champion
Arizona beat the Eagles by 30 points,

99-69. at the Maui Invitational. The next

day, BC was soundly beaten by Atlantic

10 member George Washington. 76-64.

The Eagles' only win in I iawaii cams
against Division II host Chamfnade. led by

Antonio Granger's 1 7 points and I 3

rebounds, BC came away with an 81-72

victory.

The other loss on the Eagles' docket

came last Thursday as Syracuse disposed

of them. 70-52.

Wednesday night, the Eagles hosted

ever-danperotis Fairfield and in front of

3,216 at the Conte Forum won a 77-65

decision.

Granger leads the young Eagles in

scoring with 16.3 points per game. He
ajaa .iverages 6.4 rebounds per game
and leads the team with 21 3-point-

After BC. the Minutemen face a

treacherous stretch of road games.
Flint has Colorado (in Las Vegas)
UConn (in Haitford) and Cincinnati

(in Cleveland) lined up within a span
of seven days starting on Dec. 20.

Then a week later. UMass starts the

A- 10 schedule at defending A- 10
East and tournament champion St.

loseph's.
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memories side
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that I could do more than "write,"
then that was your choice. I hope you
sleep well tonight. And now for my
last musical reference !n a column
space forever...

Its all over now, Baby Blue. Peace.

Kathleen Ralls — Congrats Marc!
My friends call me The Rock (they

really do) for my lack of sentimental-

ism and "mushiness" but I do have
the capacity to look back fondly... at

the intramural field hockey success
(it was a conspiracy) and good times

of Sweet Caroline
w/Allison/Casey/Tamar/Kara —
remember our motivation — "She's
ugly (or she's my ass), so we have to

win!" We, the Ex-Cons, (AEPI, Mike
D., D & Molly), it's our last chance,

spring softball '98! |orma — sitting

on the grassy knoll, watching our sec-

ond-half comeback kids (women's
soccer) make us proud, was a blast!

Court — *H*y Tat Boy!" The Cool
Crew, I knew someone would want
to be my friend down here sooner or

later! Fred, thank you (really),

Chelmsford girls represent, Love Star

Driver. Marty — keep the door open,

thanks for you-know-what night. It

was a Collegian event! Hey Stamm,
"Nice bum, where ya from?" Garv...

we've been through a lot.

ChelMelrose — CDDL — "Hmmh.
surprised you didn't know that!"

Luke (aka Running Man), 2-3, high

game — check for bruises! You're no
Tommy Ralls but yeah, we would
have hung out. Stick by your
"wingspan" theory, maybe someday
you will make the squad!

Coaching Staff

lackie Leroux — All in all, it's been

a pretty happy semester, so I can't

really say there's anything that makes

me cry, just memories I look back on

with a smile. I spent the fall covering

men's soccer, and even though they

didn't quite compare with the

women, (okay, they weren't close,

given a head-to-head matchup, the

women would probably kick the

mens' butts), I still had a great time.

I'm still in awe of Mike Butler and his

incredible scoring touch. He is "Da
Man" when it comes to soccer. (I

even have the cover of my media
guide with his picture on it hanging

on the wall in my dorm room!) I also

have to give thanks and props to

Kobyianski for stepping in and help-

ing me out.

After soccer 1 finally got the

chance to cover my favorite sport

when I was assigned women's basket-

ball. Casey, it's been great so far, and

there's more to come! Of course, I'll

also never forget "gettin' my groove

on" with Casey at P,ruddy's„,and,

Kobyianski too... "I'm starting to feel

nice, and that was two beers ago!"

Jonathan M. Place — No. 1 memo-
ry was watching football coach Mike

Hodges dethrone himself after a 2-9

season. He was a great guy and to see

him leave the team he loved for over

20 years was a sad thing. However,

the football season did bring some
great memories to me and my beat

partner, Mr. Goodman... the Maine
Game. Losing 49-6 in the pouring

rain, getting our broadcast shut off

because the great Maine facilities put

us outside of the pressbox instead in

it. Lightning doesn't really hurt.

Riding home with Scott McConnell

after Texas lost to UCLA 66-3 on the

same weekend. (Scott, it really is a

good word)... the Buffalo Game.
Crossing an eight-lane highway to

get to the game. No problemo. The
Gin and Steak Restaurant — no win-

dows, just two really big brown doors

with cow horns sticking off them.

Needless to say. we didn't go in... the

Villanova Game — going to Philly. I

recommend lim's Steaks on the cor-

ner of South and 4th... making it to

the UMass @ BU hockey game during

the national anthem because 1 had to

fix Corey's car window — Bean's

Window Repair, just ask for Mark.

Bob Ryan was a great half-time

guest. Gerry Callahan was too good

for us. I guess I know who's getting a

Christmas card. Ohio on
Thanksgiving. Missy Coyner Rules!

When loanie says 9:30. she means
9: 1 5. If you're in Ohio and in need of

a tie. stop by the Men's Warehouse

and ask for L|. He may not know
anything about ties, but he knows his

high school basketball.

Corey Peter Goodman — Therel

are, of course, a few pleasant memo-:

ries sandwiched around that miser-

able, depressing football season. Not,

formally meeting Bob Ryan and*

Gerry Callahan because Place wasj

scared they'd like me better.

Learning that the highways of
p

Amherst. N.Y. are not safe to walk|

on at night... Coffee and politics in a

Buffalo cafe... McConnell's favorite'

expression. Tiny red hot dogs, al

Black Bear specialty... Two-toothJ

Bertha, not very attractive but. man]

can she make a mean meatball sub.

Place obsessed with crushing a'

UMass hockey defensemen's testi-^

cles... my debut on the radio. Raw^

talent. I know.

And finally to lorma. It's been!

short and unpleasant. But I promise!

if you stay we'll see a UMass hockey
f

victory next semester. Scouts honor.

Casey Kane — There are onlyj

about 25 or so people on this campus!

who can truly understand what thej

field hockey team has been through^

in the past three years. There haverf

been three different coaches, crazy

schedules, players who didn't return,

injuries, etc. Yet despite all this the

Minutewomen captured their second

consecutive Atlantic 10 tournament
title this fall (their first under coach

Patty Shea). They fought through
some rough spots in their schedule

and never gave up. Unfortunately,

there are never as many people as

there should be at those games.
These women are amazing and
deserve all the recognition they gel

(and more).

Of course, so does another bunch

of talented field hockey women —
the members of Sweet Caroline. My
first ever intramural experience was
great, thanks in large part to my won-
derful team. I had never played goal

before, but I'll be back there next

year if you'll have me. Thanks guys.

Leigh Torbin — My Dita/USA
Misty-Eyed Memory didn't come
easy this semester. There were no
triple overtime own goals in NCAA
games, no trips to Oklahoma, no
hockey wins over Maine and, amidst

a heavy classload and an unexpected-

ly high workload at my other job,

absolutely no sleep. I'll take only that

the fall was the semester to say that

you never know what's coming up
around the bend. One day you're set

with working with one team, but

then its a different one the next day

and another the next. 1 forget the

exact number but I think I did some-

thing for something like seven sepa-

rate teams one weekend this fall.

There just isn't one vivid memory
that stands out but the whole unfor-

tunate Hodges situation conies clos-

est. He really is the man.
Whether it was a great steak din-

ner with a couple of friends or

numerous plates of Ground Round
wings, the memories of this fall seem

to run away from those who run

except right to the dinner table.

Besides I worked with so many teams

this fall I feel I couldn't pick a

favorite because I'd just be pissing a

lot of people off if I mentioned some-

thing from one team and not theirs.

So, with the lack of material I wel-

comed my first title sponsor as I gear

up already for a May senior column
that's already half written and 1

promise will make you laugh and cry.

You'll love it. But for now, remem-
ber: Dita. we speak field hockey.

Hot Dog Vendors

Aaron M. Saykin — Although most

of you recognize me as the field hock-

ey writer, I actually began the fall

season covering the men's tennis

squad. The move troubled me at first,

as I began to enjoy my visits to the

team's practices (Mostiv because, the

women's squad practiced alongside

them). Well, anyway, one afternoon I

dropped in to find both teams prac-

ticing (as if they wouldn't be), and

this bright-eyed female came jogging

towards me with her tennis racquet,

hospitably inquiring as to whether or

not she could be of any assistance,

instead of dropping an opportunistic

pick-up line on her, I settled for the

whereabouts of coach Dixon (turned

out to be a major faux pas because

all the guys at the paper rave about

this anonymous athlete). Before 1 had

the chance to return to tennis prac-

tice in my journalistic bravado, I was
transferred to field hockey. My old

Latin teacher used to tell me "carpe

diem" — should have listened!

Anyhow, my transfer was good.
Coach Shea's field hockey team won
the A-10 title. I got to work with

newly-elected sports editor and fel-

low Holyoker Casey Kane, and Anne
Milmoe of Media Relations hooked
me up with a ton of stats and free

food and soda in the press box.

lustin Rudd — Yes. it is true I am
just a freshman but I come with expe-

rience. Hey lorma. remember when I

came down here, a lonely lost high

school senior with tons of ambition?

Thanks for the assistance and grand

tour of Collegian Sports. I'll never

forget my first beat, negotiating with

Luke in the Campus Center: "What
do you want? Women's Tennis you

got it!" "Oh, O.K., I guess."

Switching off with Kobo, then desert-

ed by my partner. Next up... the infa-

mous NBA column. Cas where are

ya' bud. How about my Nets, and
Colts. Oh did I forget lim's Steaks a

great place for a true Philly cheeses-

teak... average digestion time one-

minute 45 seconds. To Scanzani,

thanks for the guidance and please

send my best to Boggs and the boys.

Lets not forget my recent Colts victo-

ry over former Patriots coach Bill

Parcels and the lets. Hey, Mike-

thanks for showing me the true vvav

to interview, I never knew how to put

on Tinactan. All joking aside I'm just

a freshman but I have heard stories

and met the man. Let's hand it to the

dedicated and hard-working Mike
Hodges. I'll close with my first day

here, Luke taught me how to type

UMass... Casey says BIG UM, little

ass.

Seth Koenig — My first semester

here at UMass hasn't produced any

misty eyes for me. Yeah, I get pretty

worked up every week when the

Patriots squander a 20-point lead

with a minute and a half to go, but I

usually resort to swearing and throw-

ing things instead of getting misty

eyed... Perhaps the most memorable

event I had the pleasure of writing

about here with the Collegian was
Rebecca Donaghue's second consecu-

tive individual Atlantic 10 victory for

the Massachusetts women's cross

country team. There is no doubt in

my mind that she is one of the great-

est athletes that UMass ever pro-

duced. The story she told me about

the team dancing in the rain before

the meet will forever be etched in my
mind.

lamie |ee — Um. yeah, memories.

Let's see, let's see, where to begin.

Well, chronologically is always a safe

bet. I was assigned to cover women's

volleyball at the beginning of the.

semester by the "management" and

basically hoped that I wouldn't embar-

rass myself after my first article. I was

able to talk to one of the most success-

ful coaches here at UMass in head

coach Bonnie Kenny and cover a great

team (not to mention getting to eat

with them a few times). I just want to

wish seniors Lesley Nolan and
Michelle Paciorek good luck after they

leave school. They were both awesome
and I'm sure they're not done with vol-

leyball yet. Thanks to the girls I did

features on. Kari Hogancamp and lill

Meyers, for having the patience to lis-

ten to a few questions that probably

seemed a little dumb. Thanks to the

whole team for bearing with me on

those Thursday morning practices

when I may have pulled you aside for

some "insight." Things have gone fairly

smooth so far and. no Laura 1 don't

hate you. It was fun talking to the bas-

ketball players on media day and see-

ing a few practices that have just a lit-

tle more dunking in them than high

school ones. Now its time to move on
to the winter season though. The NFL
is coming to a close as well, but the

best games are still ahead of course.

It's hard to say how vulnerable Denver

is. Most teams are il Kordell Stewart's

on in the second half (and he usually

is). We'll m though. Oh yes. Kudos to

the Pats (for winning) and the lets (for

losing).

Things can only get more interest-

ing from here.

Michael Kobyianski — Fred says

that I can't have memories because

I'm only a freshman, but I'm going to

prove him wrong. 1 can't forget game
number one, UMass- Michigan
women's soccer, the heartbreaking

loss to UConn a month later, watch-

ing Mike Butler become the new all-

time leading scorer in mens' soccer

history, and best of all, getting my
horn taken away from me at

Midnight Madness. Between
women's tennis, men's soccer, and

women's swimming it's been fun so

far... Now all that I have to do is get

my car so that I can go on road trips

and convince everyone in the depart-

ment that I am a legend... Oh. and

I red. I had about as much of a

chance of catching the salt shaker as

Bill Buckner did of fielding that

ground ball.

We're all Collegian legends.
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Macfarland had a strong performance

in the run for the Minutewomen. taking

over Van I hnsea'l starting position.

"Alison was playing great ball until

she picked up that third foul," O'Brien

said. "That hurt us when she had to

come out."

lunior center Yolanda Rayside, who
has been playing well as of late, had a

team-high 1U points, as well as a

team-high seven rebounds. The
Minutewomen were able to out-
rebound the I luskies "57-33.

Senior guard Sabriya Mitchell also

did her part, chipping in seven points,

live assists and two steals. This is the

kind of play UMass is going to require

if they are going to effectively overcome

Van Huisen's absence.

"Coming in. I thought [UMass) was

going to play hard." UConn coach

Geno Auriemma said. "And they did.

I thought their defense was going to

women's hoop

be great, and it was. That'-, wh)
they're a good team, year-in and

year-out."

In front of a record crowd of b.005.

the Minutewomen, for a while at least,

looked as though they might have

been in the midst of pulling oil sn

upset The William I). Mullins ccnkm

was the loudest it has been all StMQD
The UMass funs were pumped up

leeding ull of the play of the

Minutewomen.
"It's a great place to pla\."

Auriemma said. "A great atmosphere."

Overall, the Minutewomen are not

too concerned with last night's game.

They are more concerned with the

team, and moving on with the rest ol

the season.

"We weren't that worried about

Connecticut," O'Brien said. "Wen
more worried about ourselves and tak-

ing care of this team first."

continued from page 10

From there, the Huskies never

looked back. They finished the half on

a 12-7 run for a 30-25 advantage at

the break.

"I know we're going to go through

lulls where we're not going to score,"

UConn coach Geno Auriemma said.

"It never really worried me because

our defense was good. Offensively, it

was just a matter of establishing some

sort of low-post game."

That was exactly what the Huskies

did. Center Paige Sauer, who couldn't

buy a basket in the first half, found

her touch after intermission and fin-

ished with eight points.

"| In the first half] my shot wasn't

hitting and I wasn't being aggressive

enough." Sauer said. "At halftime we
talked about establishing in the paint."

UConn also put together a

more-than effective press. In the sec-

ond half alone, the Huskies caused 14

UMass turnovers.

"We didn't do a good job breaking

the press," UMass coach loanie

O'Brien said. "Obviously one of the

keys to the game was turnovers."

Which is exactly what Auriemma
wanted.

"We wanted to pressure and turn

the game into a full court game.
UMass uses their pressure to slow you

down, we wanted to use pressure to

*nmc
Th,.,, ,* .. O.He r.-nc.-'

S.lenc* i% (...1.1. ., No child under 6 in any

Mt Farms 4 • 584 9153
Mt Farms Mall

Jackal (R)

• Today at (5:00). 7:50, 10:30 • Sat at 1 50.

(5:00). 7:50. 10:30 • Sun at 1 :50. (5:40). 8:30

For Richer For Poorer (PQ 13)

• Today at (5 1 0). &00. 1 0.40 • Sat at 200. (5. 1 0).

BOO. 1040 .500 81200.(550). 8:40

Rainmaker (PQ13)
• Today at (4:50), 7:40. 10:30 • Set at 1:40,

(4:50). 10:30 • Sun at 1 40, (5:30). 8:20

Allen: Resurrection (R)

• Today at (5:00). 8:00, 10 40 • Sal at 2:00.

(5:00). 8 00. 10:40 • Sun at 2 00, (5:50l, 8:40

Aa Good Aa It Gets (PG 13)

Special Sneak Preview

"Sat only at 7:40 Stay over and see

"Rainmaker" tree

'

V.

speed up the game." he said. "At hull

time I said. Guys, I forgot to tell you

In order for us to get in our pressure

we have to score."

UConn followed the game plan,

allowing the Minutewomen scant

looks at the basket in the second half's

first 10 minutes. B) then, foul shots

had taken their toll.

In less than a two minute span.

UConn sank six of eight free throws to

increase its lead to 50-31 with 11:27

remaining. The Huskies finished

1 5-of-25 at the line.

UMass was not so lucky at the char-

ity stripe. The Minutewomen struggled

to hit their free throws, finishing

1 0-of-22 at the line.

"We did a horrendous job at the

free throw line," O'Brien said. "\\c

had a lot of people on the line tonight.

If we made our free throws the game

tightens up a little bit."

Two bright spots for the

Minutewomen were Yolanda Rayside,

who led the team in scoring ( 10) and

rebounding (7), and Alison

MacFarland (six points, three boards)

who opened the scoring in both

halves.

"Alison MacFarland was playing

excellent basketball, when she picked

up that third foul it turned the tide loi

us," O'Brien said.

Hampshire 6 •584 7550
Hampshire Mall

Scream 2 (R)

•Today at (4:50). (5:30), 7 30, 8:10. 10:00. 10:50.

1 12 15am«Sat at 1:40. 2:10. (450). (5:30). 73ft 8:10

10-00. 10:50. 1215am • Sun at 140.210 (500).

(5:30). 8:30. 8:40

Anastasia (G)

•Today at (5 .20), 8 00. 1010 • Sat at 2:00. (5:20).

8:00, 10:10 • Sun at 2:00. (5:20). 8 40

Flubber (R)

•Today at (520). 7:50. 10:10«Satat2«>. (520).

750. 10:10 • Sun at 200. (520). 840

Midnight In the Garden ot Good and Evil (R)

• Today at (5 00). 8:00, 10:50 • Sat at 1 30.

(5:00). 8:00. 10:50 • Sun at 1 30. (4 40), 8:20

Home Alone 3 (PG)

• Today at (5:10), 7:40. 10:20 • Sat at 1 50.

(5:10). 7:40. 10:20 • Sun at 1:50. (5:10). 8:30

ass

Student

Legal

Services

Office

FREE confidential

professional legal

services for UMass
students!

922 Campus Center

545-1995 Cull Today!

WHAT ARE YOU DOING THIS BREAK?

Mount Snow

JOB FAIR
DECEMBER 13

(call if you can make it or apply on-line)

On-The-Spot Interview's with

Department Supervisorsfor

Ticket Sellers, Child Care,

Food & Beverage Staff.

Custodial, Parking Attendants,

Housekeepers, Ski Patrol,

Ski & Snowboard Professionals.

and much more!

Main Base Lodge
10 am - 2 pm

Work Hard. Play Harder.
It vim lannnt attend, please C'onlaU The Human Resources

Department, Mount Snow Resort. West I loser VI (is <Vi

(802)464-3333.Of apply on line at www jnountsnow .com
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ANNOUNCEMENT
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(

I

Collegian stair Have a great weak 1

See you next semester If you are grad-

uating- Best of luck in the future 1

Happy Holidays 1

APARTMENT FOR RENT

1 or 2 people to take over Puffton

lease $615 a month starting 1/98 Call

Brian 549-4913

1 badroom •partmant 1st floor with

parking SS70/month, heat included

Large living, bath. Main St Bus

route/no pets Bryan 256-6737 or

Harlow Properties 256-3442

Largo 2 bedroom next to bus stop

Heat/Hot Water included Call 259-

1860

One Bedroom Brandywint
Apartment Available January-August

Call 549-7330

1 bedroom apartment available 1/98

Close to campus Mark 549-5326

AUTO FOR SALE
7 Toyota Tercel Wagon 143.000

highway miles S1500/B0 No rust!

Call Laura 582-9852

6*0 Ptiim 1190 155.000 Very reli-

able Well maintained (records) Blue

Book says $2800 Asking $2000 256-

1845

•9 Niaaan 240SX Excellent condition

All extras New muffler, clutch, tires,

brakes $4400 or B/0 549-6926

Looking lor an laexpeniive. yet reli-

able car? Selling Nissan Sentra Call

256-61 89.

Wanted: Junk Cart Cash paid every-

day I 800 649 4795

COMPUTERS
216 Computer- White screen, no

mouse. $150 3M Computer- Color

screen. $260 All in good shape Good
for writing papers Call Dan 253-5978

EMPLOYMENT

Winter Session &
Immediate Openings

Hadley office has 30 openings

for the winter session

Office Hours: 10 AM to 2 PM
& 4 PM to 9 PM Saturdays &

Sundays also available.

• Fun Atmosphere

• No Experience Required

• On Bus Line

• Flex>ble Schedule

• Only Minutes From Campus

I Works good $150

Good for school Call Steve 14131295-

2027

Color VGA Monitor foi computer

Works great Call CPC (413)584-8857

Last chance to apply for Tour Guide.

Summer Counselor, and Student

Admissions Representative Jobs

EMPLOYMENT

urlvers Wanieo •y^r
t

^p^p'-iiT
classes before 10am. Must be hare

working and have reliable transports

tion. $10/hour 6-8 hrs/week. Contaci

Ryan or Lyle at The Collegian 545-360C

or come to the Campus Centei

Basement

Deadline is today 1

2 badroom- Mill Hollow $540 Jan

1 Call Tiacy 549-3759

One badroom apartments available

Jan-Feb 1st Please contact the

Brandywme Office at 549-060

1 badroom at Puffton Village $545

Includes heat Available 1/1/98 Please

call 549-9221

Take Over My Laaaa One bedroom

apartment. $500/month inclusive Call

Tariq Odeh 665-5599

Unemployed Over Winter Break?
Work for The Sierra Club to protect our

endangered species Positions avail-

able here in Amherst and across the

country Great pay. excellent experi-

ence Call Mary at 256-6434

Earn $7$-$100

Untrained males needed for Exc Set.

Study over Wintersession Call Steve

8253-4952

Accounting Position- Spring

Semester

Flexible hours, fun environment

Generate reports data entry Call Ryan

or Maureen at 5-3500 Collegian. 113

Campus Center Basement

Day Cara Lunch Cook & Shopper. 1

7

hrs per week. $7 per hour Classroom

Subs. Variable Schedules. $6 25 per

hour Route 63. Leverett Call Susan

548 9674

YOU WANT CASH MONEY"!' Do

you know how to drink warm soda and

eat a pound of lima beans 7 ? 1
! Be a

part of the new comedy tape "AMERI-

CA'S GREATEST BELCHES & FARTS
'

Send your best burps and farts on tape

(audio, video, micro) to us. CASH paid

if you make the cut! Maniac
Marketing 357 Cherokee St Marietta.

GA 30060 Need more info? Call the

GAS I INE (770)590-5233

Summer Management
Opportunities

Open across Mass for the Summer of

1998 Earn $600 $800 per week For

more info please call College Pro

Painters at (8881277-7962

FOR RENT

Looking for 1 female starting 2/98 to

share house Call Mel 549-5596

Corwood For Sale $125 Cord Call

549-5456

FOR SALE
Dynastar V9 190cm Quick Turning

Mogul Ski & Binding Used 10 days

$180 Call Dan 1978)249-7441

One isue of the Massacusetts Daily

Collegian Call Parm 546-2812

Fridge. Call Phono, Pager Sub

Woofer, Car CO. Bike and Tables Call

(413)546-2716

Free Motorolla Pagers

Limited Supply

Great x mas Gift.

1 800-784 6452 ext 624421

Willpower In A Bottle

Lose Weight

Doctor Recommenued

100% Natural

Moneyback Guarantee

(413)259-1922

FURNITURE

Need to aall 3 month old full sue bed

at the end of Dec for $90 or best offer

Call Marc at 253-9220

GREEK ANNOUNCEMENT

Sigma Delta Tau would like to con-

gratulate their new sisters- Amy, Sam,

Zihla. Emily, Lesley & Karen

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Happy Birthday, LEEA!

"Happy Birthday Jet!'

Hope your day is a special one! Thanks

for being such a wonderful person and

friend! Love. Michael

HOUSE FOR RENT

4 BED HOUSE Good location.

Northampton. For Jan $925 plus utili-

ties Skibiski Realtors 584-3428

JEWELRY

Watch batteries, ear piercing, eye

glass repairs, jewelry restoration, dia-

mond engagements, wedding rings

Silverscape Designs. 264 N Pleasant

St . Amherst 253-3324 Open Daily

Black Wallet 12/10 between
Machmer and the Campus Center It

found call Diana at 546-0742

LOST & FOUND
Watch loal Sat Night Tigger Watch
with green band Reward 546 6622

Loot: Cellular Phona in Bluewall or

Bartlett Reward for return (508)862

1 1 47 or see Barbaia or Norm m Journ

Loal: Black Valero Wallet in

Newman Center on Dec 4th by the

phone If found please call Erin at 253-

1529

MISCELLANEOUS

WINTER HEAT TIPS! Don t turn youi

thermostat below 60 during winter

break or you risk broken wate' pipes

for which you are responsible (not the

landlord) This is an expense you do not

want If you are going away for only a

few days ask youi landlord to check the

house If you have questions or want

more information call Commuter
Services at 545-0865 or come to 428

Student Union

PERSONALS

Single Redhead seeking 5 5" gill

with brown hair, brown eyes that

works in the buisness dept @ the

Collegian, Must be silly and fun-loving

Name rhymes with Oy Contact Dave

ASAP

Sung- You are my ambassador of Korn

-Matt

To the ladies of 7th floor field: I can

still smell the lawn clippings I will

remember you forever. Beautiful lawn-

movers of my soul

To all my friends in the Hill, at the

Collegian, in my classes, and anyoone

else I know: Good luck with finals and

have a great Winter Bre A

21 JQA and honorary members I love

you all Have a great Break and Happy

Holidays. Ill miss ya all -little

d

ROOM FOR RENT

One large room available in Puffton

Private bath $200. all inclusive for

two. or $330 all inclusive tor one

Available immediately 549-6102

Jessica. Brian, or Bill

Wintersession Rooms- Singles oi

doubles available Fraternity, close to

campus $200 Call Bob 549-6143

ROOM FOR RENT
One room in ranovatad three bed

ioom Puffton apartment Available Jan

1 $260/month Dan (413)549-7059

1 room in 4 badroom apt in

Northampton Jan to Aug $300 a

month Call 585-5851

Room Available 12/22 Great location

on Lincoln Avenue $250 includes utili

ties Call 549 1910

Quiet room, downtown Amherst
Available end of December Lease

253-4236 9am-9pm

One Large Room Available m
Pufton Private Bath $200 All inclusive

lor 2 or $330 for one all inclusive

Available Immediately 549-6102

Jessica. Brian or Bill

Room available in Main St apart-

ment Parking and heat included Call

Paul or Miki 253-1450

Badroom Available Two bedroom
apt $216/month On bus route Call

665-8894 Ask for Scott

Looking for mala to share large room

in 3 bedroom apartment Great location

uptown $250/month Ask for Fiu 253-

9359

Large badroom in ranovatad 3 bed-

room Puffton apartment Available Jan

1 $375/month 549-6857

1 room in 2 bedroom apartment

Available Jan End. Call 549 6082
ASAP

UPTOWN
Room for rent in house

for 1 or 2 persons

$210/month Available 12/22

549-9275

Furnished room available in a 4

bedroom Amherst house $300/month

Near bus route For more details call

Tina 253-6428

Cheap rooms for Wintersession
Live close to campus Only $150
Includes heat/hot water Call Jason

549-0958 ______
For Puffton Apia Includes heat and

water $300 plus utilities Starting

1/98 Call Brian 549 491

3

ROOM FOR RENT
1-2 Housemates Wanted to share 5

bedroom house Spacious farmhouse 5

minutes from campus $235* utilities

Call 549 8869

1 or 2 badroom available in 4 bed-

room apartment $300/month plus

elect Close to bus/town/UMass Call

Now 259-1140

ROOMMATE WANTED

Roommate Wanted Own bedroom
$300/month On bus line Call Jen 259-

2995

Bedroom available in Sugailoaf

$333 monthly Call 665-3658

Looking for 1 person to share large

room in two bedroom apt Starts Jan 1

Call Brad or Mike 549-3992

Female roommata/s wanted to

share a 2 bedroom- Boulders Apts

Amherst On bus line Available Jan 1st

or sooner 259-2995

TRAVEL
SPRING URIAH THAVU

Spring Break

SERVICES

Decorators Beautify your home wall-

paper
,
painting, staining Expert work

20 years exp Free estimates Call

(413)533-6213 South Hadley

Pregnant? Need helpT Call Birthright

of Amherst area for free testing and

assistance 549-1906

TO SUBLET

Spring Sublet starting on Jan-May or

Jan-Aug 2 bedroom at Sugatloaf

Semi furnished Rent $660 but I will

pay $100/month Free heat Call 665

9101

Take over our 2 bedtoom apartment 1

Cliffside in Sunderland $660/month

All utilities. On bus line 665-0235

TRAVEL

"SPRING BREAK CRUISE'

Soak up the sun

Play in the sand

Dance in the moonlight

And. oh yeah... PARTY!!!

Don't be left at the dock

Book your cabin now
The price is right

Call 1(888)411 7447

Ask «b»u< our Ug«ndUry
Fr«« Parry V»ck*g«s

*3arnaica

*C<3ncun
TJi« b*mt M-al Win
in lh* busin«ss!

#D»yrona * Panama Cify

CALL FOR TREE INFO PACK
Sun Spla.sk Tours

1-800.426-7710

Looking

for a Deal?

Sell your
Books in the

Classifieds.

It's EASY
and CHEAP.

Only 10c /word.

Personals Policy Rates NEW Standard Headings
Ml peotKuli MUST be proofread by Coiiegutn cla»-

Mfted employees before payment and acceptance of

the tla>-

Uvl name* MAY NOT be used in personals ONLY
first names and initials are allowed. The only excep-
tions are Cm birthday or longratulatKjn* personals, in

tshtch case the lull name may be used.

Phone numbers are not allowed in personals. NO
EXCEPTION*.
addresses die not allowed in personals Ihis means
dorm room numbers as well.

Personals of a threatening or derogatory nature are

not acceptable Personals oi a ymdkttve or libelous

.<(<- no< j« t vptatMp*. Personals may not be
used tbf the purpose of harassment

Profanity may not be used in p*

The personjK s^lion it for personals only Ihe per

sonals section may NOT be used to sell items, see*.

roommates, advertise meetings i-ti

All personals must have the name signature, and
L. MJitl ID. number oi the sludent placing the as

filled in on the insertion order Non-students must
provide a valid driver's license and the license num-
ber must be recorded on the insertion order. Use ol

false identification or misrepresentation is subject to

penalties under Ihe law

The OW/egian reserves the right to refuse or to edit

any personal that does not meet the ( oltegtsn > stan-

daid* - r- »vti/» tfep statutes of the
Ccvnmonweaim of Mas\.Hiv

Students

20>? per word/day

All others

40>? per word/day

$2.00
min./day

NO REFUNDS
Please write CNMr|) .mil

legibly. We air not responsible foi i|in»i result.

inn Irorn illei^ibli- handwriting Or !\ i >--

ACTIVITIES
ANNOUNCEMENTS
APARTMENT FOR HENT
AUTO FOR SALE
AUTO PARTS
CHILDCARE
COMMUNITY EVENTS
COMPUTERS
EMPLOYMENT
ENTERTAINMENT
FOR SALE
FURNITURE
Omsk annoucimcnts

happy BarmOAY
HEALTH & BEAUTY
HOUSES FOR RENT
HOUSES FOR SALE
HOUSESITTING
JEWELERY
INSTRUCTION
LOST •> FOUND
13 DAYS FREE-

MUSICIANS
MISCELLANEOUS

MOTORCYCLES

MUSICAL MSTRUMCNTS
MUSIC LESSONS
MUSICIANS WANTED
PERSONALS
PETS FOR SALE
RESUMES
RIDES WANTED
ROOM FOR RENT
ROOM WANTED
ROOMMATE WANTED
SERVICES
SPORTS
STEREO & CO EQUIP

SUMMER SUBLET
TaUWHONS FOR SALE
TICKETS
TO SUBLET
TRAVEL
TRANSPORTATION
TUTORING SERVICES
TUTOR WANTED
WANTED TO RENT
WANTED GENERAL
WORLD WIDE WEB
YARD SALES

FRIDAY, DEC. 12

Comedy — Montclair
State's Possible Side Effects

comedy improvisation
troupe at 8 p.m. in the
Campus Center, room 163,

hosted by MISSION
IMPROVable.
Concert — The

Hampshire College Chorus
will perform Mozart's
Missa Brevis, K. 275, and
Lou Harrison's Mass to St.

Anthony at 8 p.m. at Grace
Church on the Amherst
Town Common.
Meeting — The Tibetan

Students Association is

having a meeting at 7 p.m.

in the Campus Center,
room 165-69.

Service — Shabbat
Service at 6 p.m. at the
Hillel House.

SATURDAY, DEC. 13

Comedy — Tuft's Cheap
Sox comedy improvisation

troupe at 8 p.m. in the
Campus Center, room 1 63,

hosted by MISSION
IMPROVable.

NOTICES

Applications — The
Campus Mediation and
Negotiation Team is accept-

ing applications for its

training this January 12- 16.

Applications are available

for any UMass student at

222 Hampshire House,
Legal Studies. For more
information, contact Leah
at 545-5882.
Art exhibition — An exhi-

bition of more than 30
one-of-a- kind artist books
and scrolls by William

Schade will be on view
through Jan. 25 at the

Mount Holyoke College Art

Museum. Museum hours
are Tuesday - Friday, 1

1

a.m.-5 p.m. and Saturday
and Sunday, 1-5 p.m. and
is closed on academic holi-

days from Wednesday, Nov.

26 through Monday, Dec. 1

and from Tuesday, Dec. 16

through Monday, Jan. 6.

For more information, call

538-2245 or fax

538-2144.

Art Exhibition — Works
by 13 members of the

Williams College art faculty

will be featured in

"Artist/Teacher: Group
Faculty Exhibition," open-

ing Dec. 6 at the Williams

College Museum of Art,

and continuing through
March 1. Museum hours

are Tues.-Sat. 10 a.m.-5
p.m. and Sun. 1-5 p.m.

Club — The UMass
Amateur Radio Club
Station W1PUO is return-

ing and looking for people

to join in Ham radio.

Anyone interested in

radio/electronics and a

desire to learn and commu-
nicate are welcome. The
club will sponsor FCC
approved volunteer exami-

nation sessions for all

license levels. For more
information, contact
Richard Strycharz N1MFT
at 549-6000 ext. 6000 or

leave a message at facility

services.

Internships —
Environmental and Hunger
Internships available for

credit. Opportunities
include helping to organize

a Five College Earthday.

protecting Endangered
Species and organizing the

Spring Hunger Clean-up.
For more information, call

Robyn at 545-0199.
Notice — Spectrum

Magazine is taking submis-

sion for the next edition of

the magazine. The deadline

is Feb. 12. For more infor-

mation, call the office at

545-2240 or come by in

the Student Union, room
406E.
Notice — The UMass

Arts Council's next dead-

line for Single
Project/Event grants is on
Wednesday, Feb. 4 at 5

p.m. for art events occur-

ring after Feb. 24.

Guidelines for application

forms are available at the

Campus Activities Office,

Guess What! FYls are

public service announce-

ments printed daily. To
submit an FYI, please

send a press release con-

taining all pertinent infor-

mation, including the

name and phone number
of the contact person to

the Collegian, c/o the

Managing Editor by noon
the previous day. Happy
Holidays!

416 Student Union or at

the Arts Council offices,

Hasbrouck 101-103 or on
computer disk at PC
Software Support, Lederlc

low rise, room A 1 1 8.

Please call the Arts Council

at 545-0202 for help with

applying for a grant or to

discuss your ideas.
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a HSCN

Bulletin Board
17 HSCN Programming

c IB TV-19
.*" 3 CBS/3 Hartford

5̂ a CBS/4 Boston
BO ABC/40 Springfield
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to B ABC/5 Boston

22 NBC/22 Springfield

li S3 CNN
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"7 HSCN Movie Ch.
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WEDH
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WBZ
wovb
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
wvrr
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WWLP
WQBY
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A4E
CNN
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DISC

ESPN
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HBO
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Wishbona X
NawaX
News

NewaX
FuIIHoumX

CheeraJC

Home Imp.

Creaturoe

NawaX
Mad Abo. You

Bualnaaa Apt

CBSNawa
CBS News

ABCNawa
Boy-World

NBC New*

Mad Abo You

NBC

Simpaonal

NBC Maw*

Bualnaaa Rpt"

ABCNawa
Mad Abo You

Family Marten | Family Matter!

Northern Etpoeure "Duett" X
WortdViswX

Comic Cabana |Mate-Laugh

Wlnge "Eagles ol ihe Crown"

UpCtoee I Sportaoentef

Supermarket [Debt

Newahour With Jim Lehrer X

C -Campus

Wash Week Wall St Week

ABL Baaketball Columbus Quasi at New England Blmard. (Live)

Extra X
Inside Edition

Fresh Prince

Wheel-Fortune

Judge Judy I
Ent Tonight

Seinfeld X
Wheel-Fortune |Jeopardy t X

Ent. Tonight

Patriots

Fresh Prince

Jeopardy! X
Judge Judy X
Hard Copy I
Fratier «

Newahour With Jim Lehrer X
Seinfeld I IFraaferX

Seinfeld II

Andy Griffith [Andy Griffith

FraeferX

Law a Order "Helpless" X
MoneytlneX I Crossfire Rneyline

^5*Vt •Once Upon tCrim»"(\Wl

Froaty

Sabrtna-Witch BoyWorld

Frosty

***"» 'Trie Bear" (1989. Drama

Players "Three of a Con" I

Colours of Infinity (In Stereo)

Story ol Santa Claui (R) I
Story of Santa Claue (Ft) X
Sabrlna-Witch HeaHhbeat

Jack Wallace, Tohaky Karyo

Dateline (In Stereo) X
**"> "Volunteers" [\9BS, Comedy) Tom Hanka, John Candy.

Players "Three ot a Con' X
Vieltor "Pilot" (Ft) (In Stereo) X
Playere "Three ol a Con" X
Great Momenta In Opera"

Dateline (In Stereo) X
nlum "Beware ol the Dog"

Dateline (In Stereo) X

Sabrtna-Witch |BoyWorld |Sabrina-Witch" Teen Angel X
[
20/20 X
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6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 I 8:00 I 8:30 I 9:00 I 9:30 I 10:00 I 10:30 I 11:00 I 11:30

Creation of the Univeraa (In Stereo) X
Kathie Lee-Christmas

Kathie Lee-Christmas

20/20 X
News

Homicide: Ufa on the Street X
News [Grace Under

Homicide: LH* on the Street X

Homicide: Life on the Street X
Andrea BocelH: Romania In Concert (R)~

*** "W*r8fttoAofrfc"(19B9,C<moV)Rot)«rtpettro.

«« "Uconce toKT (1989, AoV-iture) Timothy DaHon, Carey LowaT

News IM'A'S'H X

Biography: Roy Rogers

Prime Newt X IBurden-Prool

Gimme Shelter (R)

Comedy) John Candy.

Helaman Prt7

MTV Live (In Stereo)

Figure H Out

Screem2

Tiny Toon

Renovation Renovation

Swamp Thing
- Doug I IRugratitX"

Kung Fu: Legend

Beywetch (Ruin Stereo) I
(5:00) Vn»
(500)

+*V> Xkjnti&lfr-i Upon

Intimate Portrait "Janet Leigh'

Year In Rock (In Stereo)

Mgrit Stalker X
Home Again [Home Again

Lola I Clark-Superman

Highlander: The Serfet I
fry* (1996)B llntlde the NFL (In Stereo) I
at •CarpcoTtl 996, Cornedy) Tot Arnold. 'PO'

Lance Henrkaen. 'PG- 13*

Wild Discovery: Serpen!

Peyton Manning: AH Acceat

Unsolved Mytteriei (In Stereo)

Darla(R)

KaMaml

Beavls-Butt

H>£

Story of Magic: "Centuries ol Deception" (R) X
Larry King Live I IWorld Today X"
*« ^nyOa/y»nws»"(l984,(^wac»)MlcriaalK>aton

News Storm

Boiin

iBattfethlp (Part 2 ol 2)

..

John Lowey vs. Erik Morales. (Live) Xno Johr

'A Hcny§

Yol (In Stereo)

cVCVft^"(1993,Drarru)K^ Bates

UnWtered(R)

Wonder Yeart TWonder Years I Love LucyX |M.T. Moore

Brick Awards

«H Tricar Iht mPtit W: Juon Ttkm U*nhtttm
m
{\9ea) Friday the 13th: The Serlaa

Solar Empire "A Stai is Bom" j Solar Empire "Alien Neighbors" |Solar Empire "Space Trek " (R)

NBA Baaketball Miami Heal at Indiana Pacers (In Slereo Live) X
Walker, Teiaa Range* Rookie | Figure Skating Skating Romance III

linade-NBA

*«*i T«a»ripir5r(l992) WetfeySntjea.
,

H'

« TmnWftappaport"(l996, Drama) Wa»8f Malthau. 1*0-13

r'(t997)Dot?»LurK)grari.

-13' X |**«Tn7

NawaX Lata Show X
Late Show M
Nighlline X

Star Trek: Ned Gener.

Vibe

ITonight Show

News

Seinfeld A
Tonight Show

Deep Space 9

Tonight Show
Charlie Roaa (In Stereo)

Newt X
M'A'S'H

Nightline X
Real TV X

'from Russia With Love

Law I Order K

(1983)

Sportt lllut

Police Squad! | Police Squad?

MoneylineX

Juttice Filet Ch*) Stalkers"

Spo.itcenterX

Homicide: Life on the Street X
Loveilne (R) (In Slereo)

Taii X
Night Stalker I

INewhart X

Solar Empire "A Star It Bom
"The Glory Ouyt" (1965)

-CeWomit Heat" Q995T

Tenacloua D |Chrit RocTx
Onc«arX>(h«Par«(7ieM"(1096) l

Ffl'- • rri rvi t mayiyvwt ^ rggVj \A«"VWJ t/iW"WJ Tftwnayi rweain ibmi i vr k taaa- | » — nf **» -v^t —w »w rwnnyww \ t wwvj ti J

«* 'Swingers' (1996) Jon Favraau Tl' | On the Set jStaroete SO-1 'The No»" (R) I |Hungar (R)X |-apWghf"'R'
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Bruno By C. Baldwin Dilbert By Scott Adams

Drabble By Kevin Fagan

Si f
v

MEM,uMeRe'$Twe

Mallard Fillmore By Bruce Tinsley

Wri }f^cM Witt/**/ Afg&&

rAMcE Me f^ei. . J/J** ^

Non Seqoitor By Wiley

W^J

Sven By Steven Higgins

lUtrUlemen, •»*• you mu»f vnittil^rJ $ fh«t your
4<i'S*ence »s yen now kno*> •* 'imfl> ctn'i tontmit you
/71iH» >t* be»i) <¥Q.fht*t.(Vto»trlf ) ),'»»e«i you- OV^Kg \jf\l

vifovr'"

Horoscopes
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

2D — Practice doesn't make perfect

all the time. Today, you may be try-

ing to do something for which you

were not suited — which explains

the difficulty.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|«n. 19)

— You can go about your prelimi-

nary business by rote today, but once

things get complicated you must pay

keen attention to all details.

AQUARIUS (|an 20.-Feb. 18) —
It may be difficult for you to make a

quick start today, but later on you

may have reason to make a quick

getaway.

PISCES (Feb. l»-lvUrch 20) —
Take care that you're not being judg-

mental of someone in charge, in lieu

of doing your own job as well as pos-

sible. Stick to business.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
There are times when it is more than

appropriate to share your every

thought and feeling with someone
else — but today is not that time.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)—
You can prove yourself today sim-

ply by doing what you have been

asked to do, and then some. You
will be trusted with more responsi-

bility.

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20) —
The creative spark which got you

started down your current path can

benefit you today in a manner which

you had not expected.

CANCER (June 21-My 22) —
Some people are better than others

at taking on more than one responsi-

bility at a time — mid today you can

prove that you're certainly one of

them!

; ol" tFie I>iiy

44 1 get knocked down, but I

get up again...
**

l FINISHED ALL OF
/AY CJORK. CAN I

GO HOrAE EARLY?

YOU'RE AN "EXEMPT"
EMPLOYEE. THAT
fAEANS YOU'RE EXErAPT

FROiA HAVING A LIFE..

I GUESS I COULD CLENCH
AN UNIMPORTANT
DOCUMENT *ND SMUF
AROUND
IN QUIET
OESPERATION.

Thatch By Jeff Shesol

ACCORDING
TDTHWRe-
PORT. TRIPP
INC. 19 CAP
RVINQ A VBT
OF PCBT.

6KACTI.X'

peer i«

HOT, HOT,

HOT
RIGHT
HOW'

pmcv? 0H,9URe.
ue c*itep

"ceveRASING"
AU OF IMAU

STReere pwn' it.'

See, BY ASSUMING MW PWT5,
^fOU BtCOMe linN CRCWT0R.
AWi,Ne*mNPWNfcp
WITH UQUIP CAPITAL, CAN
INVtST SHRi^PCY IN THE
FUTURe OF THI6 *tNTURe/

!

Robotman By Jim Meddick

0W,N0.NOT
NNCTUER
"B9ATLES

,

WTWU&T.'

TWS\S NOT JUST ANOWfcfc

EXPLDYTMYJE RttSSvE OF
\<XT> e&KUES CUTTAKtS.
TVH* Cv HNS ft HISTORIC,

PP£VlOUSC< UNReUfcSEP
TRACK.'

P&TOP6 PMJI McCMJTN&Y CAVE
UP\MTHTU£ URICSFOR
"NESTERT>Y," HE U^&O WE
\N0RW " SCRAMBLED t<SGS ' TO
FILL IN AW^THtS CD HASTWT
ORKSmM. RECORTJIWS f

^SCWkrABLEO B36S...""

TWEY SPVLLOFF M* TCftST --

ONTON^y LtGS... n ,
JJ

WSWITVDOKSKSTVjCOeH
TK <o0T * STMH-
OM, 1 BE-LIEVE IN

t)RY-CLE^NlNe

I

"TRACX17:
RlN&O

( UNKWAP£
THE W\«E WAS
LEFTON)EttS
K CRACKER

-^

Leedee By Mike Rybicki

I VI SOL\|lb ft I^YSTEK/

TNflTS BftfPLtt> B'iOIOC'.ST^

FoR, Eons. T kNOUJ WHY

fV\ENJ HPiVE

1FW Hl\VE NWLES So

WE CftM TELL UJHEN

iTS COLb OOT5',t>E.

V.-Q

Q A

tm (ma

X GLAb

;ts

CriR'.STWS

BRERK.

we \>\m
ALwAys Hftv£

TrlLM^ETERS,

VkNOU).

Student Comic By Your Mom

Htj c«rlo«nii til

SibmjjLjiiMiiRtUs for consideration for a spot on

iext semestorfibonlit »•«• by Monday, Dec. 15. to

Manigini E4it*r Laura Stock if tfctUH^'m, \\l

Canpus Cantor. Tbore is a nniltox in tke novrsroen

marked "CartMi Sibmissiont," Inslide your name «*4

pbone number where yon can bo reached tkrouo> fiioU

ltd overMintfTsesjion. You etfitl be notified by tbfj

•wet woeS
aailtllH ii

.
iaaaal — i aaaa-ai— .-—..—n i

i - -^^

LEO duly 23-Aug. 22) — You
can play a role of benefactor in some
way today, and the recipients of your

thoughts and actions will be grateful

for sure.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) —
Not every message you receive today

will be of marked importance; some,

indeed, will prove to be nothing but

routine. Pay attention anyway.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) — You
can be more creative today with

endeavors that otherwise would be

routine in the extreme. Others are

likely to follow your lead.

SCORPIO (Oct. 25-Nov. 21) —
You are going to need the help of

many today in order to get a new
project off the ground. A decision to

postpone will be understood.

Close to Noma By John McPherson

-Chumbawamba

C 1997 Mm IWNuofiOw by IMMIM Prist S»w>cj«

1 I l^gOjijE

Hoping to catch tomo discreet Z'e during the

film In biology, Brian bring* hie head prop

and plastic eyeballs.

Today's P.C. Menu
Call 545-2626 tor mor* Information.

LUNCH
Chicken Puks

Tuna Noodle, rhymes with Strudel, Casserole

Pizza with Cheese and Sauce on Dough
Franklin's Fabulous Friday Lunch Surprize

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

Spaghetti/Tomato Sauce

Tofu Fajita

Pastabilities: Italian Sweet Sausage/Roll

Franklin

Worcester
LUNCH

(grilled) Cheese Deluxe

Sloppy |oe or Vegan Sloppy |oe

Spaghetti/Tomato Sauce

Grilled Cheese on Whole Wheat

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

3 Cheese Macaroni w/ about 3 Cheeses

Tri-Bean Casserole w/ \'9 Beans

Pasta: Italian Sweet Sausage Grinder

ACROSS
1 Stair

5 Contended
successfully

10 "— Cheatin'
Heart"

14 Dry watercourse
15 Complexion

color

16 To boot
1

7

Actor Baldwin
18 Sons
19 Chirp
20 Handy tool

22 Reveal
24 Dry. as wine
25 Soft cheese
26 Nudges
29 Obvious
33 Claims on

Property
ield mouse

36 — -tzu

37 Coffee container

36 Buckets
39 Cover
40 Pop
41 Nothing but

42 Fear
44 Core
47 Sidecar

ingredient

48 Laughs, slangily

49 Nutritious grain

50 Actress Dahl

53 Narrow
passages

58 Part ofa bride's

attire

59 Train

61 Singer Turner
62 Woodwind
63 Make happy
64 Run— : go wild

65 Desire
66 Cafe
67 Type of bag

DOWN
1 Trade
2 Legend
3 Perfect spot
4 Acts like an

older sibling?

5 Funnies
6 King of Norway
7 Heap
8 Resident of

3-Down
9 Merits

10 Barked
1

1

Bread spread
12 Employs
13 Cowboy's gear
21 Current events
23 Roman dozen
25 Type of dance
26 Avoid adroitly

27 Italian coins

28 Curves

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

H

WR N I
G l A l L l AM

I C E sM
ANT HTOT

l

c R E W
A I D A
L O G Y

mBHommrcH hbdiih
E M I TOM I TIEIRI

man® honun turns
niiim sen i

T IQIOITISI I IEISI IAIDIQIRIEISI

DOC] BOD
HinnciK
lAlULlPIAIPTE rMr

LIAIYIAISIETS
iincas QSbDD sranus
ISTLTAiyRlAlSlHMRlEISl I |N|

t? 1297 O 1997. United Feature Syndicate

30 Actress Bartun
31 River nymph
32 Hot drink

34 Weather
indicators

35 Grease
38 Stole
42 Sketch
43 Drumming

sound
45 Tiny opening
46 Sister

47 Annoy
50 Declare
51 McEntwe of

country music
52 Mighty predator
53 "Rollerball" star

54 Entr'—

:

intermission

55 Luxury car
56 Granny—
57 Art for art's—
60 Yale alumnus

Hampshire
LUNCH

Beefcake Burger

Chicken Puks

Handcut Cod Sub w/ Handcut Fish

Grilled Cheese w/ nothing, but in a sandwich

DINNER
Chicken Fajita with... nothing!

Baked Fish with Herb Stuffing

Baked Fish with Stuff Stuffing

Baked Stuff in Fish Stuffed with Stuff Stuffing

Berkshire
LUNCH

Cheese Deluxe w/ Grilled Cheese

Pizza or Chef's Pizza - you decide!

Sloppy |oe - how sloppy? you decide!

Sloppy |oe - vegan style

DINNER
"don't fake the funk on a..." Chicken Fajita

Duchess Meat Pie aka. Beefcake?

Tri Bean Casserole

Italian Sweet Sausage Grinder
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One more
time around

the horn
In the midst of the winter weather

trying to emerge and the fall semester

winding down, sports have done

nothing but create a furious whirl-

wind that has whipped up New
England fans and dropped them on

their collective backsides.

• Pedro Martinez is now major

league baseball's highest paid player.

He's a Cy Young award winner. He's

a member of the Boston Red Sox.

It doesn't seem to all fit.

The Sox have been a team with lit-

tle apparent direction in the past cou-

ple years, not to mention little appar-

ent profit to spend on high-priced

players. All of a sudden the Red Sox

Trust has an unlimited account and By Jackie Leroux

money to bum. Collegian Staff

Fred Herlbrink, Jr

Around the Horn

Huskies overwhelm Minutewomen
By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

|ORMA KANSANEN COLLEGIAN

Sophomore forward Alison

MacFarland started at guard for the

injured Kelly Van Huisen and scored

six points in last night's loss.

There was a point in

last night's women's
basketball game when
Massachusetts held an

1 1 -point lead over the

No. 3 Connecticut Huskies.

Unfortunately lor the Minutewomen,

that point came with eight minutes

remaining in the first half.

UConn came out firing in the see

Ottd half and went on to show why it

is one of the top teams in the country.

as the I luskies beat UMass. 63^*4.

The Minutewomen were able to

Connecticut

Massachusetts 44

control the first 12 minutes of the

game with a tough zone defense which

denied UConn any shooting opportu-

nities. With I 2 min-

utes remaining in the

opening frame, only

two Husky players had

hit shots from the

floor.

Connecticut, however, was finally

able to find its rhythm, when Nykesha

Sales found the basket. Sales, a

National Player of the Year candidate,

connected on three shots — including

a 3-pointer — in a 2:30 period to tie

the game at 18.

Turn to WOMEN'S HOOP page 6

Without Van Huisen, Minutewomen play well

Don't get me wrong. Pedro's

dough is money well spent, but

where did all Harrington's millions

come from? Probably from the exor-

bitant amount stamped on the tickets

at Fenway.

The Sox now are a team that has

reason to believe they can compete

with the heavyweights in the

American League. With Pedro in tow

for six years and Nomar Garciaparra

an emerging MVP candidate. Mo
Vaughn is happy and that's the

biggest reason why the Sox should be

optimistic.

When Big Mo is happy, every-

body's happy. When he's not. the

Boston Globe writes a story about it.

Vaughn will soon be secured in the

fold with a three or four year

mega-deal and the Red Sox will be a

legitimate contender for the 1998

pennant.

It doesn't seem real, does it?

• More appalling than his recent

actions may be that Latrell Sprewell

hired lohnnie Cochran as his lawyer.

"If he has a fit, you must acquit?"

• The Heisman Trophy awards cer-

emony is not far off, but for Peyton

Manning it can't come soon enough.

He says he's sick of hearing about

being a candidate. It must be tough.

Being an idol, a state icon. It's a

rough life when everybody loves you.

when nobody can get enough.

Manning will have to deal for at

least one more day; I hope he can

hold himself together until he is

annointed the best college football

player in America.

It's a rough life.

What's even more rough is that he

doesn't even deserve the award.

Charles Woodson of Michigan has

been invaluable to the Wolverines'

national title run. As a premier cover

comer and a dangerous wide receiv-

er, Woodson can dominate games for

60 full minutes.

Heisman voters don't like defen-

sive players. Well, that's good,

because Woodson is a football player

— the best one still playing on-

Saturdays.

• Our old buddy Wilfredo Cordero

keeps solidifying his place in the

Scumbag Hall of Fame. Heck, by the

time he's done, he might just get his

own wing.

The former Red Sox outfielder has

been issued a restraining order by a

judge in Puerto Rico. Apparently, he

had been threatening his wife Ana.

lust as shameful as Cordero's

actions are his wife's, though. She

has been in complete support of her

husband, and denied that he ever

beat her in the first place. She didn't

want to press charges, she didn't

want to stand up for herself.

It was just as important for her to

stand up against her husband as it

was for the Red Sox to let him go.

And we all know how much grief the

Sox took before they finally did what

they had to do.

• Tom Osborne's retirement

brought about mixed emotions in

many circles.

As Nebraska's football coach for

25 seasons. Osborne lost less than

two games per season. But his

reign as the head man of a college

football dynasty was not unblem-

ished.

Marked by controversies like all

the Lawrence Phillips' years and the

Christian Peter abuse accusations,

some thought Osborne's tenure last-

ed too long, that he was too soft on

his players.

All he did was win. and that's all

the Nebraska boosters wanted from

him. Nebraska football is an institu-

tion and Osborne is a huge part.

Osborne deserves better than to

retire amid scandal. He should go out

being remembered as what he truly is

— a winner He won 254 games and

enhanced Nebraska football to a level

to which few programs have ascend-

ed.

He's a legend and he should be

acknowledged that way.

Fred Hurlbrink. ]r. is a Collegian

columnist

From the time the Connecticut game was placed on the

Massachusetts women's basketball team's season schedule, it

was pretty much assumed UMass would lose last night. This

is UConn. a perennial powerhouse. 1995 National

Champions, alma mater of Rebecca l.obo herself.

Granted there is always a chance that an underdog will

pull an upset. UConn may be ranked No. 3 in the nation, and

have the talents of senior Nykesha Sales, among others. But

UMass has young phenom Kelly Van Huisen — or they did.

In the waning seconds of a close game against Holy Cross,

the sophomore guard, UMass' biggest offensive threat,

slipped on an inbounds pass, and tore her right ACL.

It was an incredible blow to UMass. A great game from

Van Huisen was one of the keys for the Minutewomen to a

victory over UConn. With the injury Van Huisen is out for

the season, and is currently applying for a medical redshirt.

Once Van Huisen was officially deemed unable to play, the

assumptions were only strengthened.

The assumptions came true. UMass was beaten solidly by

UConn 63-44. But the score does not tell the whole story.

Despite the fact that they were without their top player, the

Minutewomen put up a strong fight. They had a few Hashes

of brilliance, indications that perhaps they can survive with-

out Van Huisen. Indications that they can still play against

top teams.

"\\ ere not going to make a whole lot of changes without

Kelly." UMass coach loanie O'Brien said. "It's just a matter

now of people taking advantage of this opportunity and step-

ping up and making the plays. Everyone was feeling sorry lor

themselves, and 1 told them to stop and think about how

Kelly feels/'

The Minutewomen came out with a terrific amount of

energy to start the game, and put up a 6-0 run. From there

the Minutewomen held on their lead right up to the 2:14

mark in the first half. At one point they had increased it to H
much as 1 1, leading 18-7 with 7:49 to go. Then the Huskies

took over. They put together a 23-7 run and pulled ahead,

30-25 at halftime.

UMass had their game together, and played as a team, with

everyone contributing. Sophomore forward/guard Alison

Turn to SIDE page 6

IORMA KANSANIN / COLLEGIAN

Freshman guard Kara Trent played well in a 63-44 Minutewoman loss at

the hands of Geno Auriemma's Huskies.

UMass looks to shoot down BC
Minutemen in midst of treacherous road stretch

By Fred Hurlbrink, Jr.

Collegian Staff

KIN W P MCDONALD / COLLEGIAN

Sophomore guard Monty Mack, who scored 1 9 points against Kansas,

will go back ot his old stomping grounds in Boston this weekend.

After nearly defeating the No. 3

Kansas jayhawks Wednesday night,

the Massachusetts basketball team will

continue its fowl shooting Sunday at

the FleetCenter when the Minutemen

(4-3) take on the Boston College

Eagles in the third annual

Commonwealth Classic

Game time is scheduled for I p.m.

The Minutemen went to Kansas

and gave the layhawks a run for their

money, holding the lead for most of

the contest before Raef LaFrentz

tipped in the winning bucket with 20

seconds left.

Charlton Clarke lit up Allen

Fieldhouse for 22 points while playing

most of the game at shooting guard.

UMass coach Bruiser Flint went to the

three-guard offense frequently as

treshman point guard lonathan

DePina controlled the tempo through-

out the contest.

The South Boston native, who was

shunned by BC admissions, handed

out a career high eight assists in the

loss.

DePina, along with current Miami

tEla.i freshman forward Elton Tyler.

was recruited by Fanner Eagles' coach

|im O'Brien but alter dealing NCAA
requirements wu rejected by the BC

admissions staff.

Blue chip recruit Mike Bradley of

Worcester, who was a teammate ol

both DePina and Tyler on an AAU
team, followed these actions by rip-

ping up his letter of intent and negat-

ing his verbal commitment to the

I (eights.

Bradley now plays lor Kentucky

The scandal prompted O'Brien to

resign from his post at BC. He quickly

found a job at Ohio State, and stand-

out guard Scoonie Penn soon followed

him.

Under new coach and UMass alum

Al Skinner, the Eagles are off to a 6-3

start in what is more a regrouping year

than a rebuilding year for basketball

on Chestnut Hill.

The Eagles three losses are against

teams that they had little chance ot

Turn to BC. page 6

Also Today

• Hockey looks to tame Tigers... page 6

• Men's swimming wrap up fall semester... page

L_
Misty-eyed
Memories

As another fall umtittt comes to a

close, the Collegian Sports staff

would like to wish all its readers a

safe and happy holiday season. As

our gift, we offer our most precious

thoughts and reflections. From the

newest writers to the oldest, we give

you the traditional, the ever-

enchanting, the mystifying

Mistv-eyed memories. Try to hold it

together, will ya '?

President & CEO.

Luke Meredith — What
super-secret elevator shaft corpora-

tion funded by Charley Steiner's

Christmas bonuses

'

That's where they're hiding Keith

Olbermann's old ties, you know.

Well, and old issues of the Collegian.

I'll never forget Coach Hodges'

final farewell. He may not have won

many football games this year, but

I'm proud to have known him.

Okay, now tor the cheesy refer-

ences none of you out there will get.

To the whincrs out there. I can

only say get a life. II you have to call

me five times a week to re affirm

your existence, then you're probabk

not newsworthy.

To Fred. I Mill can't believe the\ let

us into an NBA game as press, c.ee.

bright move on their part. You and I

know kids from UConn are pansies.

and if they want to bring the noise.

they ran bring it.

I remember Kansas flights missed.

and the month of October. I remem-

ber not getting to the Delaware game

until halftime. and wishing I had

never made it at all. I'll miss

McGuirk hot dogs when I'm gone.

politics that really shouldn't matter,

and the final Schwag.

To Slump (A), Dave tB) and left

(C). well you really didn't do any-

thing concerning Collegian sports,

but I love you anyways.

To #9, you know it's only because

of the "Wingspan Theory ". and even

then I'm 2-0. Oh yeah. 95-83. and

all the crazy characters I now know.

The SSC. D.E.B. C.C. Central—
(quite a place). Hey. you know what

they say about girls from... okay, it \i

an old joke. But dammit, it's still

funny.

General Managers

Fred Hurlbrink. |r. — I don't get

misty (as far as you know ) but there

are plenty of memories that will join

the cluttered abyss after this semes-

ter... the football team made me
misty — or maybe that was all the

rain and snow that came down in the

last four games. No, it was the team.

But that BU game was something

else; I'm kind of glad we lost that

one, those BU kids deserved that... I

still owe Place and Spankee and

Dookie lunch for pushing my car

from the off- ramp to safety. Also

from that Bristol trip: Otis elevator

testing facility and cruisin' the strip;

UConn sports writers are tools... I

was two feet away from Isiah Thomas

and didn't get his autograph...

Who's going to write Around the

Horn?"... El Acuna. El Acuiia. the

Sox got Pedro Martinez... Kobo
should have caught my last thalM ol

salt... having th- Punk back for a

couple days was cool... Ralls: you

tried to cram half of Chelmsford into

my Buick, but you're still part of the

Cool Crew"... Martin |. Kcane
comma junior period... From the

(ollegian party: Lorraine you're my

KENNETH W.P. SCOTT / COUIGIAN

Don't say we never got you anything...

Happy Holidays on behalf of the entire Collegian from the Sports editorial staff (l-r): |orma Kansanen, Fred

Hurlbrink, jr., Sports Editor Luke Meredith and Kathleen Ralls.

favorite Collegian person!... to |orma

and Torbin and the rest of you base-

ment monkies: you don't know what

it meant to me to come back and be

the Mayor again... To Luke (Dookie.

Pimp Daddy, Booty Schwag. whatev-

er) "Hey. that's Bill Cartwright."

"Yeah, I know — it's the NBA.";

Chimelis blowin

"You're fired!"

up! Oh, and Luke;

|orma Kansanen - Very simply

said, I got real misty at the \ 10

women's soccer banquet in

Cincinnati this season, but in a gtx>d

way. I might sound like a chauvinist

here, and truthfully. I'm not. so you

have to work with me for a minute.

As I walked into the banquet hall, me
and a grand total of about a dozen

men were in the midst of over 90

women from the age of 18 to 23.

It was amazing. It was one of the

experiences of my life that truly made

me leel like a man. And to top it off.

I looked good — wearing inv silk

waistcoat from Covenl Garden in

London, with the eyes of dozens

before me. Nice.

But my top misiv eyed memory
was ROl just an event, but a person

She's going to kill (and disembowel)

me lot thta, but as the \ears go by. I'll

twayi get misty when I think of a

person I feel honored to call a friend

I lica Kelson. She was a monster

on the pitch for UMass. but oft the

pitch. I was able to catch glimpses ot

the special person she is

One example was after -coring the

game tving and -citing up the

game-winning goals against Harvard

in the \t KM la-t \c". one ol the

fii-t things she did was go to one ol

the coach's disabled friends to see

how he was doing, and thank him lot

coming to the game. Class, class,

class.

I never wrote a feature on her

because she didn't want the spotlight,

so now here she is, people — and I'm

dead.

And yeah, the rest of the seniors

were cool. too.

But. most ol all. mj misty-eyed

memory is four years of writing for

(.'ollegian Sports will come to an end

with the hockey season. For the peo-

ple who believed in my writing abili-

ty, and my belief to move beyond

normal styles of rhetoric, thanks are

not enough. For those who never

gave me a chance, even when I

proved beyond a shadow of doubt

Turn to MEMERIES page 6
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New University of
Massachusetts Arabic studies pro-

fessor Tayeb KlUihn is one of the

leaders of an expanded Piv«
College cooperative program in

Middle Eastern Studies As both
head of the Middle Eastern siudies

program at UMass and director ol

the Five College Arabic program,

he is also helping to expand the

definition ol Middle I astern stud

ics to lit the demands of a chang-

ing world. As part ol the live

College program, the UMass
Middle 1 astern studies program
now offers a unique blend ul

rat in the history politics, art

and culture ol region

Grants and awards

The Imversity of Massachusetts

department of Germanic language*

and literatures has received a

$160,000 grant from the National

I ndowment lor the Humanities

(NF.H). The grant will help to fund

a four-week summer program at

the Universnv in which 25 high

school teachers and adm
from across the country will

explore the changing cultural land-

scape of unified Germany The
grant is among the largest ever

received from the NEH b> the

I) and will allow the

dapartmeni to continue outreach

efforts lo secondary schools which

it began last year.

I Howie |r . a

mm -year graduate student in the

polvmer science and engineering

department at the Lnivcisity aj

Massachusetts, has received a

SI 0.000 fellowship from Amoco
Polymers hat cif Alpharctta. Ga.

The grant was awarded earlier this

month my Michael Michno and
in Desio of Amoco. Richard I

Karris, head of the polymer science

and engineering department, made
the announcement Howie, a

native of Terrell. Texas . earned

his bachelor's and master's

degrees at MIT His research inter

est is in the design and application

of polymer gels. In addition to

supporting graduate students

through fellowships. Amoco
Polymers also sponsors research

acts within the polvmei

ence and engineering department

On fndav l.in lis. community

group* and labor leaders presented

an award to Congressman lohn

Olver at the Hangs Community
Center in Amherst in recognition

of his opposition to last Track.

The award was presented by

iael Wolff, Of the Pioneer

Valley Alliance for IK

Richard Brown, from the

AFL-CIO and president ol the

Pioneer Valley Central Labor
Council. Alice Swift from CPPAX
(Citizens for Participation in

Political Action! Marla-Cristma

Cuerda ol Western Mass |obs

with lustice Greg Specter of the

National Priorities Proiect. and

llissa Braunstein from the Center

for Popular Economic I M I Mass.

George A. Marston. the first

dean of the College of Engineering

at the University of Massachusetts,

has received the Chancellor's

Medal, the highest honor given by

the campus in recognition of aar>

vice to the University. Marston.

89. was cited for his devotion, loy-

alty, and exceptional service to

UMa-s a- well as for his "states-

man like demeanor."

The Harvard Foundation for

Intcrcultural and Race Relations

has honored Charlena M Seymour.

Dean of the University of

Massachusetts Graduate School

and President of the AMerican

Speech-Language- Hearing
Association (ASHA) for her

notable contribution and leader-

ship in the field of communication

disorders. Dr. Seymour was pre-

sented with a medallion in a cere-

mony at the Harvard Faculty Club

in Cambridge by S. Allen Counter.

Director of the Harvard

Foundation.

|. Kevin Nugent has been

awarded honorary membership
status in Sigma Theta Tau
International Honor Society

Nursing. Nugent was presented

with the award at the 34th

Biennial Conventions in

Indianapolis. In. on Dec. 3.
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Recent proposal asks

professor evaluations

be available to students
By Jill Carroll

CoHsgKir. Staff

Students who want to know about

a professor's teaching st\| t- before

registering lot a cIjss mav soon be

able lo do so if junior I leanor Court

student repiesentamc to the Board

ol Highei Education, is >um-ssful in

her campaign

On behall of all students attending

public universities in Massachusetts.

Court proposed on Ian 13 that

cosssga* and unitethin cress* stan-

dardi/ed student written evalui

,'t piolessors und make them

able to the student body

\se ate "doing this lo give students

background on a professor to help

them make better chosct

The proposed evaluations 4k

ing to Court, would be made public

at the end of each HaTstltet and
would supplement the current evalu

•don* that each department de i

indepetsdentis

The new evaluations would not

replace the current ones which aic

confidential due to a HX3 court dcci

sion in Hampshire Counts which
ruled that pr> valuations

could not be made public because

they are pan ol personnel files

Since the proposed evaluations

would be separate, it would not *fo>

late the Hit 3 ruling. Court said

How phen Gorrie. presi

dent ol the Massachusetts Teachers

\ssociaiion. the union representing

piolessors at public universities, feels

it could inadvertently become a per-

gonal issue

vUicihei it i^ intentional or not,

evaluations that are made public

could get into personal Issues, It

could become a privacy issue,"

Gorrie said. "Something inadvertent-

ly vould get into personality and

affect a personnel decision You J be

surprised how easily it could hap-

II the Board votes in fav. i .1 the

proposal it would have to be

approved by University, President

William Buiger and the collectivt

bargaining coRimitU

The committee is comprised of stu-

dent representatives, union and facul-

ty members
"Collective bargaining can take a

year to negotiate a contract

hard to n) when u would take effect

but it could be ne\t fall." Court said.

If the proposal is adopted it would

have different (Questions than the

evaluation forms currently use.

The formulation of the questions

would be decided through the collec-

tive bargaining committee The mem-
bers would participate in writing the

questions on the evaluation form.

turn to IVAIUATION page 10

Amherst may condemn
Hobart Lane apartments

A proposal has been introduced to condemn Hobart Lane as a public nuivar

UMass student, 24,

dies in Mill Valley

senk>r lohn I Orsak It . 24 ot I "I

Ian

1 1 at Cuoln Dtt knvon H

to a residence in Mi

Apartments at 1:05 a.m. I

arrival, they found Orsak. a sports

management major, unresponsive.

Attempts to revive him by medical

personnel were unsuccessful

I oul play is not suspected in

Orsak's death, according

Vmherst police who are I

up on the investigation along wuh
Sttte Police in

tornev Elizabeth

An autopsy was pcrlormed on

Monday |an 12 at the Medical

examiner's ofiV -oke. how-

ever the cause of death and toxicol-

ogy reports arc "still in-

according to a spokesin,

office

Orsak was born in Dallas. Texas.

197

as an im<

'Mannoi

'ently

I with

By Leigh FouaVner

Gaaaaisst at

has become s public nuisance.'

frustrated bv the irresponsibility of management and

like tenants at Gilreath Manor Condominium Apartments

on Hobart lam Vlacc O t onnor. a member of the

Amherst lown meeting has filed an article to have the

apartments condemned as a public nuisance

In addition O'Cotsnor is asking the Amh
Board to acquire the 14-unit complex through eminent

domain and the a non-profit agency making it

able to low and -moderate-income famil

"The small apartment complex has l( h >>utra-

awnm aaaawiinr and the landlord is not abl

Mohan Hoedown. alcohol abuse and unruly behavior

"The problem is not lust a one yeat event, it is about a

pattern that has been formed for a number of years I

poor management by the landlords and the inability of the

VmhcrM to resolve the problem." O'Connor said.

mng to "Hobart Hoedown." a party that traditionally

urs at the end of spring S***JMM

Last year, the annual "Hobart Hoedown" attracted over

2.000 students, most of whom attend the Lmversity of

Massachusetts e students were arrested and sev-

eral people were injured during a mud light

Turn to HOtVUff page 7
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SOMs George Spiro dead at 49
(graduate M.

Managcmcn

s Boston

ung to the Amherst cam-

II as an associate profes-

auman of the

•nt of Management He
became a full professor in I 9*5 and

tfdean until 1987.

'ajot influence in the

He influenced

Ttprove academic support

pis]

:s and also helped dev
% mir>iirii\ V1jinji*7r?r

raduated

Patchogue High Sen-

earned his bachel

degree in personnel and

relations from Syracuse I

in 1969. He earned a master degree

rice labor studies from I'Mass

in 1971 Later, he returned to

Syracuse lit) where he

earned a Juris Doctor in law with a

labor relations concentration.

Spiro began his teaching career in

t> in

iJhio.

was a resident of Amherst and

ilhar son Jeftrev

parents lulius and Gertrude (Bauer)

Spiro of Patchogue. a

an, of Bayport,

Funeral

Thursday. I

reenfi

\K ildwc.1 v

Sec 18 at Temple Israel

rid He was buried at

Ions may be made u
riliU'l SOI >L', > i l'l&h

Faulkner

UMass first to clone calves

By Jason Eiseman

Collegian Staff

MA^S N[V.

Two scientists from the University

of Massachusetts shocked the scientif-

ic community last Tuesday. |an 20.

when they announced the first MOOf
ful cloning of two genetically engi-

neered calves.

The two calves. George and Charlie,

who are not identical, were bom at a

ranch in Texas in early lanuary.

George is about 20 pounds rn

than Charlie and they have different

markings on their bodies

"They're genetically identical but

that does not mean that they're going

to look identical." said Dr. Steven

Stice, Chief Scientific Officer of

Advanced Cell Technology (ACT)
Inc.. and a staff member of the UMass

Veterinary and Animal Science depart-

ment, who directed the project.

"We're surprised with how identical

they look." said I Mass professor Dr.

lanies Robl ol the Veterinary and

Animal Science department.

Stice and Robl. who led the cloning

project are co- founders of ACT.

ACT is a biotechnology company in

Worcester with close ties to the

University Robl and Stice developed

the combination of cloning and genetic

engineering, or transgenics, on campus

in Paige Laboratory.

"All the embryo work was done

lute |on campus]." Sties said.

This was not the first time that Robl

and Stice have cloned an animal. In

1987 they cloned a rabbit on campus

The newborn cows were engineered

to have a "marker" gene, which con-

firms that they are the product ol

DuBois honored in

new postage stamp

LAlJfttN KOSKV ' I, ni if, IAN

George and Charlie (l-r) are the first two genetically cloned calves. Turn to CLONE, page2

The W.E.B. Du Bois stamp was unveiled at the Du Bois library by the

United States postal service.

By Victoria Groves

Collegian Starr

The new W.E.B. DuBois postage

stamp was unveiled earlier this

month at a ceremony in the W.E.B.

DuBois Library at the University ot

Massachusetts

In its only stop in New England,

the United States Postal Service's

"Celebrate the Century" series was

launched at Ellis Island and will

consist of H) ceremonies introduc-

ing 30 new stamps depicting such

Turn to STAMP, page 8
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Vending machines enhanced for UCard
By lasgh rouauwr

Cokgoi Staff

Students wiU won be able to use their UCards to purchase soda

snacks from vending machines on campus

and

B> the end of this Msnester, students

will be able to make almost all of their

vending and Coca-Cola machine pur

chases by using their debit card accounts

on their UCards.

Currently, debit card readers are being

installed on Coke machines and vending

machines. Card reader installations will

begin later this spring

Bartlett Hall and Whitnore
Administration Building already have

machines that have functioning

card readers. The Graduate Research

Center. Conte, Campus Center/Student

Union School of Management, have the

card readers instaled. but have not been

connected to the mainframe computer.

following the connection of those

buildings, residence hatts are next on the

Manda according to Linda Overing,

University of Massachusetts Card office

manager. Coolidge. |ohn Adams.
Washington. Brown. Cashin, and

Gorman Residence Hafts are among the

first to have Coke machines connected to

die debit card system.

-We are working with Coke first, then

later on in the Spring we will begin con-

no. ting the snack vending machines,"

Overing said.

By allowing students to make purchas-

es on vending machines with their debit

card, the amount of money that a stu-

dent needs to carry may decrease.

However, there are concerns are rising

about the theft of ID's with debit

accounts.

Overing explained that the debit card

system is capable of shutting down if sev

end purchases are made within an alkx

ted time period, however she is weary

about allowing the system to do that.

Theft is not an issue at the moment

and our preference would not be to con-

nect that option," Overing said.

To open a debit account, students

must go to the ID office in Franklin

Dining Common A minimum of $10 is

required to open an account but a mini-

mum balance is not required once the

account is opened.

Students can add money to their card

by going to the Campus Center Cashier.

Bursar's office, or an unmanned machine

in the Campus center

Last semester 3,400 students opened

debit accounts.

UMass professor

awarded NSF grant

in engineering field
By Victoria Groves
Collegian Staff

Southwest, Orchard Hill now locked 24-hrs
By Latgh FoUkner
Cosespon Stow

In an effort to increase campus safety.

Southwest and Orchard Hill Residential Area res-

idence halls are now locked 24 hours a day.

nirllintr bring in the hatts must have thei

cards to fain access to their building

By spring of 1999. the remaining three residen-

tial anas — Central. Northeast and Sylvan — will

be ioansng the 24-hour lock down program

Life employees recognize that many
aaay see the 24-hour lock down as an

riience instead of safety precaution

"We have been trying to anticipate problems.

White students may be upset with the inconve-

nience problems, we have been trying to focus on

the security aspect." said Hiza N Hiza. Assistant

lie.

I Massachusetts Chief of Police

|ohn Luippold said in a December inter

"this system will minimi/e the opportunity for

individuals to wander around residence halls for

the purpose of stealing, soliciting and peeping."

In addition. Hiza said property damage
should also decrease due to the 24 hour lock

down of the residence areas.

"A majority of damage that is done in

dence halls is not done by the residents but by

people who don't belong there and cannot be

accounted for." Hiza said

Anticipating that most of the problems resi-

» ill face is students being locked out of a

building or forgetting their IDs. Hiza said.

"We are putting out a lot of information on the

ing Cable Set and flyers to

remind students to carry their IDs with them

at all times."

Despite the entrance doors being locked 24

hours a day. Hiza said the program won't be

effective if residents choose not to cooperate by

propping doors and ignoring housing policies.

"It doesn't matter what security system is oper

ating. If people in the building choose to compro-

mise it then H isn't going to work." Hiza said

'on't let others tailgate when you walk into a

buttdinf. if you don't know the person behind

you don't let them in." he said

Students who have problems gaining access to

their building because of a malfunctioning I.D.

should go to the ID office in Franklin Dining

Common or to their Residence Hall Cluster

Office.

University of Massachusetts

engineering professor Robert

Gao has received the CAREER
award grant from the National

Science foundation (NSF) total

ing $510,000 to continue his

research on "smart bearings"

which could prevent airplane,

helicopter and car accidents

Bearings are doughnut-shaped

mechanical components widely

used to provide support for

pipe shaped mechanical parts

that rotate, such as the rotor on a

helicopter A microsensor embed-

ded in the bearing sends a signal

to a remote computer by sound

ing an alarm if a problem occurs

"This integrated diagnostic-

technique enables continuous

monitoring of the machinery's

condition, and the prevention ol

catastrophic failures," Gao said.

The four-year CAREER award

is a prestigious grant given in

support of young university fac-

ulty members. This specific grant

will help Gao pursue his work in

these microsensors.

"We consider this to be quite a

measure of the quality of [Gao's]

work, being recognized at the

highest level." said Thomas
Blake, dean of the College of

Engineering

The award's educational com
pone nt consists of Gao teaching

students about the "multidisci-

plinary field of mechatrom
an integrated design approach
involving mechanical engineer

!. electronics and microcom-
puters.

"The industry is in increasing

need of engineers who have a

broader and multidisciplinary

background, who think critically,

and communicate effectively in a

team environment These quali-

ties make them more employable

when they are in the job mar
ket," Gao said.

Gao's other research has

included the invention of

"smart" canes which assist those

who are visually impaired. The
development of this cane includ

ed an embedded ultrasonic
microsensors that warn users

with a voice signal when an over-

hanging object is blocking the

way.

Gao had to custom-design and

miniaturize the sensors so that

they could fit into canes half an

inch thick

"Miniaturization is a technolo-

gy that not only provides insight

into manufacturing processes,

but also can help create a better

living environment." Gao said.

A growing number of inven-

tion-, are being targeted towards

making machines "smarter* than

they currently are. according to

Blake, who cites auto focus cam-

corders as one example
"This is an area that is impor

MM... we're very pleased that

(Gao) got this award." Blake
said.

Gao earned his PhD at the

Technical University of Berlin.

Germany and joined the UMass
faculty in 1995

VOTE YES FEB. 3rd
\ VIABLE DOWNTOWN

MAKES A BETlTR AMHERST
YES TO PARKING COMPROMISE]

Polls open 2pm - 8pm Students Vote in Hamden

Dining Hall

t peta fw ay Larty tteUay. West St Amaerst

clone
continued from page 1

genetic engineering. This new
process will enable scientists to engi

neer the traits of certain livestock

and to make unlimited clones of the

animals with the new trait

The scientists, who have been

working on the project for four

years, said they had been in con-

tact with scientists in Scotland

who cloned three sheep. Dolly.

Molly and Polly, earlier this year.

However. Stice explained the

cloning process of the two pro-

jects are different because sheep

and cattle have "different sys-

tems."

"We had been working on a

parallel track." he said.

The scientists have cloned these

calves with a commercially viable

product already in mind The sci-

entists said they are already work-

ing to genetically engineer cloned

cows who have a gene to produce

human serum albumin, a protein,

in their milk.

This product is taken from
pooled human plasma, but taking

it from cow's milk may be a safer

and more efficient method. ACT
had an agreement last year with

Genzyme Transgenics Corp. to

produce human serum albumin.

The scientists said they are cur-

rently working on cloning pigs.

•Met would be useful for trans-

planting organs, by making trans-

plants safer and preventing organs

from being tejected by the body.
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Southwest

peeping torn

found guilty

A 28-year-old Chicopee man who
was found guilty of accosting two
University of Massachusetts women
after he entered two residence halls

was sentenced in Northampton
District Court on Monday, Dec. 22.

Brian T. Gibbons was sentenced
to six months in the Hampshire
County House of Correction, sus-

pended for three years with proba
tion and ordered to receive counsel-

ing for annoying a person of the

opposite sex.

Gibbons was also found guilty ol

disorderly conduct in which he was
sentenced to six months in the

Hampshire House of Corrections

suspended lor three years with pro-

bation and ordered to stay away
from college campuses unless

enrolled.

On Sept. 27, according to court

documents, Gibbons "entered
Patterson Dorm and entered the

women's bathroom While inside he

intentionally looked under a shower

stall and viewed a women taking a

shower, thus placing her in alarm

and fear
"

The documents also stated that

on the same day Gibbons entered

Washington Residence Hall and
"knocked and entered a female's

dorm room While inside he insisted

she join him in sexual-related activi-

ties, thus annoying her and placing

her in alarm and fear."

Gibbons is not a UMass student

Public Safety officials encourage

all campus residents to keep their

doors locked at all times. All suspi

cious people and activities should be

reported immediately to Public

Safety at M5-2I21
— Letgh Faulkner

Campus Police Log
Accident— Leaving the Scene

Dei 17

An individual reported damage
to a vehicle which may have been

involved in a past hit and run acci-

dent.

lun 10

A vehicle was found in a ditch on

the -ide of the road on Stadium

Drive. No operator was found at

the scene.

Accident— Pedestrian

Dm 18

A pedestrian in a crosswalk on

Massachusetts Avenue was struck

by a vehicle. The individual was
transported to Cooley Dickinson

I lospital in Northampton.

Accident — Property Damage
Dec lb

A two vehicle accident occurred

on Massachusetts Avenue. One
operator was issued a citation

Dec 17

A two-vehicle accident occurred

on Clark Hill Road. No injuries

were reported

/)« /o

A minor two-veMdt accident

occurred in parking lot 22 on

University Drtve

A truck struck a vehicle and lett

the scene on Kennedy Road I he

offending operator was identified

and cited

Dec J 5

A vehicle struck a piece of curb

ing in the roadway on Chancellor's

DrtVe.

Ian 8
A minor two vehicle accident

occurred Furcolo Rd
Ian 10

A minor two-vehicle accident

irred in parking lot 25 on
Commonwealth Avenue.

Annoying Behavior

Dei lb

Vsiiliam S Elsasser. 49. was
arrested for trespassing in Hcrter

Hall

An individual from Bartlett Hall

reported receiving threatening let

ters.

Dec 20
Intoxicated individuals were

reported on the third floor of

Emerson Residence Hall

Dei 22
An employee received a needle

puncture wound while cleaning a

bathroom in Cashin Residence

Hall. The needle was glued to a bot-

tle

Dec. 21

A threatening letter was sent to a

faculty member in Hotdsworth
Hall

Ian t>

A small child on a bicycle struck

a rope tied between a tree and

light post at North Village

Apartments.

Children were playing with emer-

gency help phones at North Village

Apartments

Ian. 8
An individual reported receiving

threats.

Ian /5

An individual disturbing the

peace in an office was escorted out

the Whitmore Administration

Building.

Area/Building Check

Ihc 19

Kit Hay Lee. 21, of 25 Pnscilla

Rd . Brighton, Anthonv G
21. of 28 Van Wart Path Newton.

Rickv Chan. 19, of 27 Long Ave ,

Boston, and Laura P Mok, 14, ol

58 Murray Hill Rd.. Scarsdale NN

were arrested on Sylvan Drive lor

malicious destruction ol property

greater than $250.

Assist Agency

Dm Jf
Housing Services was notified ol

low temperature alarm in |ohn

Ouinc> Adams Residence Hall

Ian. 8
GrayJon L Destromp. 29. of 15

Pine Brook Cir.. Granbv. was

arrested at the Worcester Dining

Common on a warrant

B&t /Burglary

/5

Two paintings were reported

M trom a conference room in

lohnson Residence Hall

mated value $500
/6

\ vending machine in Gorman
Residence was broken into

An apartment at North \ illage

was broken into.

A battery was stolen from vehi-

cle in parking lot 44 on Sylvan

Dr.

An individual from Gk enough
Residence Hall reported kevs and

a credit card stolen

An individual from |ohn

Ouincy Adams Residence Hall

reported Ms room broken into. A
stereo and CD's were reported

stolen

Dec. 17

An office was broken into at

Worcester Dining Common.
Intry in the building was made
through a broken wind

A resident of Patterson

Residence Hall reported that his

was broken into and per-

sonal items were stolen.

/)« 19
A radio and sunglass were

reported stolen from a vehicle

parked in the Campus Center
Garage.

A vehicle was broken into in

parking lot I I on Stadium Drive.

Interior damage was reported.

Drug Law Offenses

Dee 17

Keith Dacosta. 19. of 19

Bcechwood Dr., Acushnet, was
arrested in |ohn Adams
Residence Hall for possession of

a Class D drug

Dee 18

Kathryn L. Martin, 19. of 6

Herrek PL. Wilbraham. was
arrested in Kennedy Residence
Hall with a warrant.

Family Offenses, Domestics.
fraud

Dec 50

An individual attempted to

pass a counterfeit $50 bill at the

franklin Munchie m

Health and Safety Hazard
lun 1

A water leak in the ceiling of

ester Dining Common was
repotted to Environmental Health

ad Sjtclv

lun 12

Environmental Health and Safety

ailed to check on a nitrogen

tank in the Conte Building.

Ian 14

A light ballast was smoking in

Thompson Hall.

Larceny

Dm 16

An individual Irom Brett

Residence Hall reported $200 in

cash stolen from room
A wallet was reported stolen

I Thorcau Residence Hall,

mated value $250.

\n individual reported person-

al items stolen from room in

Kennedy Residence Hall.

A resident reported a wallet

from Washington Residence Hall

A resident reported a credit

card stolen from a room in

Washington Residence Hall

An individual reported keys

stolen from Van Meter Residence

Hall

Dec 17

A self-contained breathing
apparatus was reported stolen

from a laboratory cabinet in

Lederle research estimated value

$2500
Dec 18

An individual reported luggage

stolen from his room in Gorman
Residence Hall.

Dec 19

A telephone wa* reported

stolen from the New Africa

House.

Classrooms in Lederle
Research tower were entered and

10 computers were stolen,

i -imiated value $20,000
Dee 20
A bike rack was reported stolen

irom a vehicle in parking lot 44

on Sylvan Drive.

A computer was reported
stolen from Bartlett Hail.

Dm 22
A telephone was reported

stolen from the Whitmore
Administration Building,
t Miniated value $125.

Dec 10

A license plate was reported
stolen from a vehicle in parking

lot 1 1 on Stadium Drive

Ian. 5

A telephone was reported
stolen Irom the School ol

Management.
Ian 7

An individual from |ohn O
Adams Residence Halt reported

fraudulent use of his bank
account

lun 9

A laptop was reported stolen

Irom Whitmore Administration

Building Estimated value $2500
Ian. 12

A generator was reported

stolen from Stockbridge Hall roof

last November fstimated value

$1100.

Ian 14

A piece of sheet metal was
reported stolen from Marshall

Hall

Recovered Stolen motor Vehicle

Ian 8

A vehicle reported stolen trom

L Mass was recovered by ih

^ ork Port Authority Police

Department

Ian. 15

A vehicle that was reported

stolen from a UMass parking lot

was recovered in Bennington VT

Missing Person

Dec 17

A individual from Webster
Residence Hall reported room-

mate missing since Dec 1

5

Suspicious Person/ Activity

Ian II

A peeping torn was reported by

an individual from North Village

Apartments.

Traffic Slop

Dec 29
Daryn A. Hill. 24. of 990 N

Pleasant St.. Amherst was arrest

ed on N. Pleasant St., for operat-

ing a motor vehicle with a sus-

pended license.

Ian. 2
Mutassem Abu Diak. 24, of 25

Puffton Village, Amherst, was
arrested on Campus Center Way
for operating a motor vehicle

without a inspection sticker, a

suspended license and a license

plate violation.

Ian. 14

Faisal S. Ansari. 21, of 222
side Apartments,

Sunderland, was arrested on
University Drive for operating a

motor vehicle without a inspec-

tion sticker a suspended license,

and a license plate violation

Ian 15

loshua R Campora, 24, of 6
Winston Ct , Amherst, was
arrested on Commonwealth
Avenue for operating a motor
vehicle with a suspended license.

\ andalism

Dec 17

A rock was thrown through a

window of a vehicle in parking

lot 44 on Sylvan Drive.

\ vehicle was damaged in park-

ing lot 44 on Sylvan Drive.

A handicap stall in the Conte
Building was damaged.

Racist graffiti was written on
bathroom walls in Washington
Residence Hall

Dec 18

A vehicle in parking lot 44 on
an Drive was damaged.

A vehicle in parking lot 1 1 in

Stadium Drive was broken into

A CD player was stolen.

Dec 20
A chair thrown from the 8th

floor of Brown Residence Hall

was destroyed. Estimated value

$250
A window in the doorway of

the Textbook Annex was broken.

Dec 10
A window was smashed near

the Blucwall in the Campus
Center

Ian 5

A vehicle was dam s-fad in park-

ing lot 29 on Chancellor's Drive

Warrant Service

Dec 17

Mircha King. 19. of 208
I caring St.. Amherst was arrested

in lohn Adams Residence Hall on
a warrant

Weapon Violations

Dec 19

UMass Police received a report

of sn individual entering lohn

Adams Residence Hall with an

observed handgun Upon investi-

gation, no weapon was found.
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Letter from the editors

Welcome back. even one. We
hope you had a relaxing and
rejuvenating vacation

There nave been a few
change* at the Editorial/Opinion

page — Tamar Carroll joins last

semester's editor. Daniel Bodah,
as co-editor. Elsa Allen remains

as our editorial associate. We
intend to provide the University

of Massachusetts communitv
with a forum that expresses
diver-* views on current eve

University life, and other rele-

vant topics.

\\ e need your participation to

accomplish this v\ e welcome
mentaries and editorials

from all members of the commu-
nity As the undergraduate news-
paper of the UMass < pri-

ority is publishing UMass under-

graduates However, we also rec-

ognize the importance of
expressing the viewpoints of
other inembers of the communi-

graduate students, staff,

faculty, alumni, local residents

and five College students.

have several feature

mind tor this semester. We will

continue to print
IVHnt/Counterpomts, twice every

happy to

pnnt editorial cartoons from stu

dent .nd hope to bring

them this spring

We are recruiting guest colum-
nists from Smith. Amh
Mount Holyoke and Hampshire

Colleges for a rotating weekly
Five i allege Commentary.

"t ou will also be seeing more
polio editorials. These unsigned
editorials express the official

opinion of the Collegian They
arc written by the five members
of the Collegian Editorial Board:
Iditoi in Chief Chris Startup, the

Editorial/Opinion page odii

and one representative each
from the Collegian business

v newsroom, and produc-
tion department. The Editorial

Board welcomes your sttfl

tions for topics of discuss

As always, we thrive on y«>ur

input We're easy to reach:
phone 54 S- 1491; fax 545-1
e-mail "lettersQoitvms.
oit umass.edu"; or just come by
our offices in 115 Campus
Center basement. You can also
mail us: Editorial/Opinion edi-

tors. Massachusetts Daily
Collegian. 115 Campus Center.

UMass. Amherst. MA 01005

Sincerely.

Daniel O. Bodah

Taassr W Carrot!

IfcbAft *'

U)e.ko*»«. 1J«.cK" ffi®(§ (SfllWgfl

Would you like fries with that?

i icrnl

College is great. A chance to make new friends IV k

up some new hobbies. And. so we're told a

chance for intellectual growth

When I first came to school I had this idealistic notion

that I'd be introduced to the philosophical foundations of

our societv I believed that during these four yea

acquire the knowledge necessary to become a itifiunagjla

and active citizen. And I guess I'm beginning to But not

by reading De Toqueville or Aristotle No I'm learning

something far more important, how to be a consumer.

L ntil rK>w my consuming endeavors have been pretty

feeble. As a mere tyke it was He- Man
figures and Cocoa Puffs When I got

a little older, bikes and the right —
clothes were on the scene In junior

high it was Mennen Sport Scent Urn still a loyal aaa>

tomer — it pays to get us when we're young.) In high

school CDs. movies, and of course more of the right

clothes.

But now I've hit college, the buying big league

more $20 action figures or $10 pizzas. We're talking

plane tickets. $100 phone bills. $1000 credit lines, cars.

apartments, computers we've become pledges of the

biggest frat in the world shoppers.

And the IMvanitj of Massachusetts is preparing us

well for full membership Corporate America knows this

campus better than I do. We're exclusively provided with

AT&T long distance Coca Cola. Inc. is now the only

company allowed to sell beverages from vending
machines on campus I'm bombarded daily with offers

from Sprint and Visa. Advertisements for cheap film

development from Kodak and spring break drink athons

from various travel agencies hang in gust about every one
of my lecture halls. Even Christmas and New Year's were

; ted Forget about spending the holidays with

friends and family. Check out Molson's Sun & Snow Fest

instead.

I'm starting to doubt that being a student at I Mass has
am thing to do with becoming educated. Sure, we acquire

a certain amount of knowledge here. Some of us even
develop skills that will one day be directly useful at our
jobs. Bui still. I don't know if we can really call ourselves

students I think of myself more as one ol I Md*.. » invest

ments. They've worked out a killer deal lor themselves:

they have us tor four years, during which they can sell our

considerable buying power off to the highest bidder The
Cuke deal is a case in pom; I don't think someone in the

business office is taking sides in the cola wars: Coke gave

the University a quarter of a million dollars for exclusive

selling rights

The kfckcr is. they make money ofl of us after we're gone.

SSI As soon a* we join the corporate world — which is conve-

niently facilitated by un-campus interviews — we're hit up bv

^^^^^^^^^^^^ the annual alumni fund Having struck n

• . , rwh at GE or Microsoft or wherever, wt^C^oun^^^^
should feci we have to give back to our

LraveaitS.

With Chairman of tbc Board of Higher Education
lames Carlin's hooting and hollering about U Mass's
need to become more like a business. I feel like corpora

tization is cutting too close to my education. If UMass is

going to become a business, it's got to have a product to

sell. As long as we pay our tuition, and do a modicum ol

work, we'll be the proud new owners of a UMass diplo-

ma. The professors would be the real losers.

Eorced to play slicked-out salesmen and mouthpieces

for the administration and its assorted corporate interests

i which we've already seen arc well-established on cam-
pus), if thev refuse to get on board the administration

could be quic k to offer them a non-optional invitation to

find employment elsewhere. Tenure stands in their way
right now. but they're trying to make sure that doesn't

continue for much longer

Call me idealistic, hut I don't want mv education sold

to me. And I don't want to be viewed by the administra-

tion or any of its corporate cohorts as nothing more than

another potential market. Until the golden arc he- aj

McMass are erected. I want to actually earn my education
— and have it provided by professors who don't have to

fear the next round of downsizing.

But a diploma from McMass could be worth something.

It'd probably come with a toy from the latest Disney

movie, fries — and a Coke.

Gerrit DeYoung is a L Mass student.
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Technology boost?)

It
was December and I wanted

to know if someone besides I

Crew was selling men's
bathing suits So I called 4 1 1 and
got a number --- of course, it was

out of my area code since every

other town in eastern
Massachusetts is m a different area

than mine, thanks to the pro-

liferation of cell phones and fax

machines. I called the number lis

tencd to the recordings, and
punched two and the pound kev

and four and the pound kev and

seven a-"! the
lt s

pound key. V mm
bathing suits.

called ™
\lt\is

However, we must be belli

now because we have an answer-

ing machine with a tneiidlv COSS

puicr voice inside, a high-tech
telephone ring thai sounds like

someone beating the inside ol a

tuna fish can with a drumstick,

and lame* Bond-eavesdropping
technology I was less than reas-

sured to find out that when I

have friends over, mv father can

call our house from any location
and hear what's going on in BBS

house for >0 seconds without the

phone

T>™7^™^^™ ringing
»»nkar miKn lor thai

So I

another and another I listened to

countless voice mail recordings:

"Push two for men's outer wear.

Push three for women's suits Push

four for home furnishings "
I eon

eluded that voice mail recordings

were a more efficient use of the

work force because more people

would be available to work in

espresso bars.

Generally, I don't mind technolo-

gy. Human innovation is impres

sive. though not always successiui

— unsinkable ships do sink. Since

the point of technology is improve-

ment, we must ask: Are we better

off? Do we benefit from increased

efficiency or have we become its

slaves? Are we lucky that we can

charge long distance calls to our

credit cards, or are we fools to dial

J 5 numbers — and more, if we
make a mistake'.' Is it our fortune to

buy a new hi-tech phone each year

or are we the victims of planned

obsolescence, which supposedly

clears the way for newer and better

items?

It's easy to tell something that's

modern because it breaks, rip

generally falls apart within a few

years. We bought a new phone-

recently, even though our old

phone was just two years old.

Strangely enough, my great grand-

mother was still using the same
phone in the 1950s that she was
using in 1926.

orgy

I guess I'm foggy about what
we're trying lo accomplish with

our ingenuity I once read a quo
lation attributed to Erich Eromm.
a German-American psychoana-
1 v st

. who summed up the 20th
century prettv well before he died

in I9t<0 "Mi»dcrn man thinks he

loses something — lime when
he does not do things qui> klv N el

he does not know what to do with

the lime he gains — except kill

it."

We have been sucked in bv the

engineers who have built our mod
ern world. "How can we do it

faster, cheaper, more efficiently,

better and smarter''" we ask. \\ |

don't have to do the dishes thanks

SB dishwashers, but most ol us still

scrub the muck off our pans t >ur

selves

Most of us are healthier than we
would have been if we had been
born in the 1870's instead of the

I970's. Medical technology has

improved and prolonged millions

of lives, but as the technology
becomes mure advanced. OOSBj sk\

recks*, and ethical questions an>e

The classic case of medical ethics

vs. technology is the case of a

patient who has been in a coma for

years. How long do you let some-

one go on life support baton the

plug is pulled? Is the expense justi-

fied''

I'm not a l.uddite. but I think

thai technology is running ahead of

id we are unable lo catch up
and reign it in IX) wc really need

computers in our cars so thai we
can work while we drive?

rding to the National
Kighwav > Iministration

driver inattention due to the dis

tractions of electron),, devices such

as cell phones, radios, and laptops,

is implicated in half of all traltic

accidents Mavbe a cell phone
saves us some time, bul what do
we do with thai extra lime any-

Wfescfc IV Do all those little

minutes add up to anything signifi-

cant?

In our personal lives maybe thev

do We van take an evita live min-

utes we saved and chat with a

neighbor or play with the dog. But

in the workplace, the place for

which much ol this technology has

been created. I'm not sure that the

sophisticated machinery really

increases elliciencv

lot example. I wrestled with a

particularly intransigent copy
machine at work during winter

break. It had several screens of

menus, which I'm sure nobody
ever u«cs I vcrv time I tried to

make a copy. I kept seeing a

prompt which read, "load A4 "
I

discovered that A4 was a paper
tray lor over size paper. Why load

A4 when all I wanted was an 8 x

I 1 copv I

I pressed Start.

"load A4
."

I hit Cancel

Mart "load A4." Cancel. Start.

"Load A4." Cancel.

The machine was apparently too

sophisticated to understand that I

just wanted one copy on a regular

si/e paper.

I went up a flight of stairs and
down a hali. made one copy, came
back down the hall and down a

flight of stairs. Round trip travel

time: five minute^

live minutes less to kill before

lunch.

We.vi.v Pushkar is a UMass stu-

dent

Doonesbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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A picture is worth a thousand words..

iS^JtJ

.

The Collegian it looking for editorial

cartoons by student artists. Simple ear-

toons tit b» submitted to the Ed/Op mail-

box fit 1t5 Campus Cantor. Plaata contact

Dan Bodah or Tamar Carroll at 545-1491

for mora information.
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I lesus was the son of God. then who was
loseph — his stepfather?"

As my family's dessert forks crashed to the
table with a collective clink and a chuckle-filled yet

uneasy moment of silence, my b-year-old cousin was
puzzled Is this a hard question? It seemed as though
no grown-up she asked could answer her.

Nevertheless, Christina had just spent the last month
watching television specials, writing to Santa Claus,
sitting in church, and finally opening presents in an
early morning, chocolate-induced, paper-tearing fren-

zy. She was surrounded by a table

of adults who had orchestrated
this whole Christmas thing, yet

none of them could explain a

seemingly basic and important fact

to her first-grade satisfaction.

Religious issues aside, this is

indicative of a wide-spread prob-

lem — the world has a chronically

loose grasp of the obvious. People

are more content to go with the

flow rather than sit back and think

about what is actually taking
place

For example, after most of us

departed from the v alley for break.

Massachusetts was hit with two
snowstorms The first a substantial

Nor'easier, the second the atmos-

pherical equivalent of Whitc>
Bulger — lots of people talked "^^^""™

about it. but it never seemed to show its face

Turn on the television, and what did vou see? A
dozen Boston area reporters bundled up in flashy parkas

and stupid hats reporting live from places like Logan

Airport, Interstates 95. 95. and the local department of

public works. What did the\ have to say?

i much
At Logan, planes were delayed and travelers stranded

due to icy runways.

On the highway«. the state police cautioned drivers to

get behind the wheel only if thev had to. and if they did

have to drive, to drive slowly and allow extra time to get

to their destination

And the guys plowing the streets? Crews were out

all night, but the snow kept coming If vou had to

take to the roads, refer to the state police recommen

dation.

Of course planes couldn't land smoothly, high

needed to be plowed and things generally look a little

longer than normal— it was snowing. Worse yet. this

sort of brainless, trumped up urgency of winter storms

has been going on for decades Last time I checked

"Unfortunately, com-

mon sense has not

merely escaped major

religions or the media.

In fact, common sense

is slipping away from

the population at a

furious pace. Simply

put, stupid people are

taking over the world.

"

Chris Stanun

snow in New England was no great mystery.

lust think, graduating seniors, you too could rake in a

sizeable salary informing the general public of things

anyone with a gram of common sense should already

know. .

Unfortunately, common sense has not merely

escaped major religions or the media. In fact, common

sense is slipping away from the population at a furious

pace Simply put. stupid people are taking over the

A few weeks ago, I caught up with some friends of

mine back home and planned to

visit a local drinking establishment

However, when I presented the

bouncer with my ID., he hemmed

and hawed. It turns out that when I

updated my driver's license when I

turned 21.1 forgot to change my

height. According to my little plas

tic card. I am 5-foot- 10 rather than

my actual 6-foot- 1.

"You ain't no five-ten," he bril-

liantly surmised.

No, I'm actually 6-foot- 1, I

replied. However, after presenting

half a dozen forms of ID and

reciting every number which estab-

lishes my existence in some giant

federal computer he wouldn't lei

me in — regardless of the fact thai

I had visited said establishment

numerous times when 1 was not

N T i
< A GOOD THIWG TrWBY SAfvNCP f^St^Sm^

Si BAA*... »:oMD HA*t>SM<>K6'5 *^ H€A^W
>»

Smoke 'em while you can

21

in then because I was actually
1 guess they let me

- 10.

The most frightening aspect of this phenomena is

thai it is contagious. Slowly but surely. I find myself

guilty of the same lack of mental activitv

While in New ^ ork C ity, I was crossing the street In

Rockerfeller Center when just as I stepped on the side

walk this guv in a black jacket approached, informing

me that, "Excuse me sir. but you can't do that. I'm going

to have to write you up."

Did I keep walking Did I spit in his eye. insult his

mom and cheer the Yankees like any blue-blooded Sew

Yorker would?

Of course not. I like the So*.

Ten minutes later. I had coughed up some cash via a

donation for the NYC Meals on Wheels program and

talked baseball with a complete stranger.

I guess I'm O.K. as long as I don't try anything

extremely stupid like combining downhill skiing with

football or something.

Chrts Stamm is a Collegian columnist

As you enter this new semester, you probably have

a whole bunch of things on your mind Vou

might be worried about classes, dreaming about

the prettv new people who might be in your classes, or

ihinking about getting a job so that just possibly you

might be able to go out on the town every couple of

weeks or so and still be able to buy a few textbooks

while you're at it

If you're a smoker and a bar patron, though, maybe

what you should be thinking about ^^^^^^^^^^
most is lighting up - while you're J5SI3 Cha
still able to.

Amherst has just passed a new

Welcome back

s«; th K

So. you're back to the University of Massachusetts

after sour t is e week Christmas hiatu* Vaaj'ta

probably not particularly thrilled about that

because, well, now you have responsibility thrust back

on B0SJB che«i lun. fun I don't believe im of us can

think of anything more enthralling than writing a

10-page paper about the biology of a ^^^^^^^^
dung beetle, especially after a ternblv -^
relaxing month of doing nothing in ^^^
particular

Total sarcasm aside, though, there i» probably a great

abundance of people out there who would rather not be

back here quite vet That's a crying anisrts. bee.

are oodles of reasons to be happy that we've returned to

this glorious institution.

I irsi of all. the country's two favorite holidays —
Christmas and Super Sunday — are both over What bet

ler to occupy the vacated space- in your consciousness

than that dung beetle paper Santa has ce*ne and gone,

and for the 17th straight year, you've caught your parents

taking the milk and cookies. As for the Super Bowl. well,

lohn Madden didn't come down your chimney and give

you gifts like he was supposed to. l.et's face it. the jtassj

of the holidays is overwhelming, and were all happy

they're over

Second, the weight you gain between Dec 2J and Ian

2 makes your first semester seem like a lenny Craig clinic

It s true that the constant parties and food are fun. but

now it's time to start paying attention to the bell stall

again, and the task is much easier here at L'Mass. where

tasty vegetarian meals are offered even day at your near-

b\ dining commons.
Another good reason to be happy you're back at the

I 'mversitv is because of all of the cool things to do around

here In the course of one week in November, both

Counting Crows and Elton lohn came to the Mullins

Center Sugar Ray. Ill, and Live all stopped by during

semester one as well, and semester two will no doubt

boast more big bands.

Not to mention the Minutemcn basketball and hockey

teams. You can't beat UMass sports (unless you tc

Michigan or UCLA perhaps! There are games going on

almost everyday for some sport, and. thus, something to

do.

It venire not impressed with sports or concerts, there

are niftv protests to take part in almost all the time In

the fall, we saw the Republican students protest the

ban of alcohol, the gay and lesbian students protest the

Red Cross, and GEO protest the handling of their con-

tract negotiations Back home, the only thing to protest

is the wrongful use of the remote
^ssTaTaTaTaTaTaTaaTaTaTJ vl ,n trol.

>>«.-niK If you are one of those people who
simply doesn't like to do anything

that's fine There are times when I don't want to do any-

thing, too. so I understand how you feel

For those of you who preferlounging around and

watching the world go by. UMlss is still better than

home Here at the Amherst campus, there is always a

quiet place to sit and zone out or take a nap There is a

k-.>s.d chance that nobody will bother you as you strive for

that ultimate relaxation. I recommend wearing sunglasses

so that the professors don't see what you're trying to do.

though.

Another popular activity for lounge lizards to partake

in is people watching, and there certainly are people to

watch at LMass There are big people, little people, color-

ful people and bland people. There are attractive folks

constantly passing by any given point on the campus

Watch away
After all that's said and done, you can still get an

education by taking a bit of time from your busy sched

ule to write papers; perhaps about dung beetles, if

you're lucky. One of the wonderful things about UMass

is that you can format your own major, so not only can

you have a better time than you would be having at

home, you can get a degree for it! Won't future inter-

viewers be impressed when you flash them your

resume, complete with a Bachelor of Arts in musical

performance attendance with a minor in human obser-

vation

I think that about settles it If you find floor mates or

classmates, or. well, males that are bummed out about

coming back to UMass. just tell them to read this article

Then you can all go skipping and frolicking through the

snowdrifts of Massachusetts, happy to be at school and

happv to be alive.

Seirt Koenig is a Collegian staff member

law outlawing smoking in bars, effective at the en.!

this spring semester. Not content with its citizens

breathing smoke-free air only in such places as restau-

rants, malls and churches, the Amherst government

decided to extend its protective tentacles into yet anoth-

er arena

Now whether you're nled or thrilled about the plan,

you should get all the facts about why this ordinance came

to be passed. It's important Many people are very very

serious about it So. with equal seriousness. I decided to

do some research What I learned you may find enlighten-

ing

I first headed down to city hall, which seemed the logi-

cal place to begin my inquiry It was just in front of citv

hall that I made my first contact, with a man I supposed

to be a protestor of the ban. "Bill" t All names have been

changed to protect identities! was lying prone on the

front steps, a bottle of le*r.on-lime MD 20/20 with a

snubbed cigarette floct:r.g •.lside held in his hands When

shaken awake and asked his opinions of the ordinance, he

replied. "I only threw up on the bartender at Delano's

three times, and he shoved my cigarette up my nose.

Then they never let me in again I hope someone shoves a

cigarette up his nose before they stop letting cigarettes

in"
\1\ next contact was "Mayor Flip Wilson." who

informed me that the ban was proposed so that people

would not have to worry about second-hand sfli-

1 hen asked whether people at a bar are really concerned

with the dangers of second-hand smoke, since in essence

they are arreadv screwing their bodies over with alcohol,

the'"Mavor" replied, "Go take a frying leap off the W I K

DuBois library, you snotty public school punk You're just

peeved because you couldn't gel into a real college like

Amherst *
I noticed that on his office wall was a diploma

from Dubuque University in Iowa, so I didn't bother with

a retort.

My work at the city hall done. I decided to research the

medical aspect of the ban At the University Health

Services building I approached "I ilith fair." the resident

doctor who. when asked the health hazards of

second-hand smoke, lold me that "I suppose it does bad

things to you I'm not really sure.

actually, but I've been told some

stuff. I'm sure I could handle a

problem with second-hand smoke

rli-s Metleirtrs

if someone came in here with a complaint.

An internist I spoke to. "Larry Wilmore." gave a

deeper answer "The thing is, if a person can't breath

while at the same time his liver is giving out on him.

he's most likely going lo come to the hospital But if

only one of these problems is existant. then he'll proba-

bly just sit at home and whine to whoever is around.

That ban will cut down on the amount of freaking alco-

holic chimneys that I have to deal with every night

vou might understand why I lobbied my butt off

for this bill "
I agreed that I did

Having satisfied my curiosity as far as the passing of the

bill was concerned. I went over to Delano's to get the

viewpoint of the affected parties. I was informed by "Lou"

the bartender (not the same one who shoved the cigarette

up "Biir's nose) that it made him miserable. "There's

nothing I like more than to sit back with a Heineken and

smoke a Camel. Now I won't even be able to do that here.

Hell. I won't even get to look at the nifty camel anymore,

because he's been banned too 1 tell you. this world is

going fascist."

I nodded in agreement, and. so that my research

wouldn't be called incomplete. I preceded to order a

Guiness stout and bummed a Camel from "Lou" —
though I usually neither smoke nor dnnk

Mv reaction to the soon to-be-forbidden pleasure? I

started coughing ternblv alter my first drag on the unftl-

tcred Carucl. and then, trying to quench the fire with a

pull of Guiness. hacked up a liquor-soaked phlegm wad

onto *Lou"s bhie checkered shin

He shoved the cigarette up my nose and told me never

to come back.

Michael Charles Medetws is a I Mass student.

Lessons from Washington

A controversy is raging at

Georgetown Universitv It

has been going on for some

'ime now; in fact, it dominated the

campus news all last semester It

began when two female undergradu-

ate students printed an anti-feminist

manifesto entitled. "The Guide: A
Little Beige Book for _^____
Today's Miss G."

In their booklet, the

students argue femi-

nism is irrelevant to

modern American
women. Their pam-
phlet claims feminists

"exaggerate the preva-

lence of rape and
anorexia." The
authors also express

frustration at the lack

of contemporary
male-female dating

rituals. They complain

that in college, men
don't "date" women
because "they don't

have to" — sex is free

"Unfortunately,

many women forget,

or ignore, the fact that

power will not be

handed over to them

unless they make an

effort. It's as ifwomen
are waiting for some-

one to simply present

it to them on a silver

platter: 'Here you go,

ladies, here's that

den, s

ea

y^rn
T
,o

e

-,

5

;ke power you have been_

back the date" from s0 eagerh' awaiting
the trash heap of his- ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
tory and urge their^
r i _. -u„u l^iura Barcclla
female peers to hold

afjaBBaaasiBaaTsssssssTaTaTSaTa^BBBaTai

out". on sex.

They are also tired of the common
characterization of women as weak,

powerless victims. In a |an. 12

Washington Post interview by

Elizabeth Kastor. one of the women
claimed she never felt she was

"looked on as just a woman."

The two women, Bryariria Hocking

and Dawn Scheirer, handed out their

finely-printed, elegantly-designed

pamphlet to every freshman female

on campus. The women told the Post

they produced the "Guide" because

they wanted a forum in which to

express their conservative,

often-ignored beliefs.

The two students also founded a

conservative women's group, the

Women's Guild, on the Georgetown

campus They created the Guild

because they felt their needs and

beliefs were being ignored by the

feminist agendas of the school-fund-

ed Women's Center, as well as by

_^^____^_^_ many profes-

sors who
express pri-

marily liberal

philosophies

in their teach-

ings

Not surpris-

ingly, the

printing of the

widely -read
"Guide"
sparked quite

a response,

both on the

Georgetown
campus and
off. There was

talk about
involving the

D.C. chapter

of the

non-violent,
direct-action

group The
Lesbian
Avengers to

anti-feministchallenge the students

comments, bul no formal action was

ever taken by the Avengers. Mainly,

the two women's booklet sparked a

campus-wide discussion on women,

men and the role of the women's

movement today.

So, where does this D.C.-based

controversy fit into life at the

University of Massachusetts?

Personally. I disagree with Hocking

and Scheirer. 1 don't feel, as they

state in their "Guide." that "to con-

quer the world [and men|." all a

woman needs is "a dash of grace, a

flash of charm, a modest flirtation."

Well, maybe that works for "conquer-

ing" some men. but to conquer the

world? I don't think so.

However. I do agree with their

point that the time is over for the

portrayal of women as perpetual,

powerless victims. Without a doubt.

American women still face many
injustices in their lives. In the work-

force, women continue to work at

equal jobs as their male peers for less

pay. There's still that ugly glass ceil-

ing Women continue to be objecti-

fied, harassed, and treated as mind-

less, ambition-less sexual playthings

on a daily basis.

Unfortunately, many women for-

get, or ignore, the fact that power

will not be handed over to them

unless they make an effort. It's as if

women are waiting for someone to

simply preseni it to them on a silver

platter: "Here you go. ladies, here's

that power you have been so eagerly

awaiting." The world simply doesn't

work that way.

Rarely does a successful person —
either female or male — earn their

success bv dreaming their life away,

just waiting for the big day when
someone will magically arrive to

make their life perfect. Successful

people believe in their own capabili-

ties to make their lives what they

want them to be. They claim their

own power because they believe they

have a right to it.

We all have a right to power. The

Georgetown women claimed theirs.

Even though I disagree with their

beliefs, I respect what they have

done. They attend one of the most

prestigious schools in the country and

they are leaders there, making their

voices heard They believe in what

they are saying, and they believe in

their right to say it. They believe in

their right to claim their own power,

the key for future success.

Laura Barcella is a Collegian

columnist
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Ambassadorship for Davidow?
Alum awaits State Department nomination to Mexican post
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leffrey Davidow, Assistant

Secretary of State for Inter-

American affairs and member of

the I niversity of Massachusetts

class of 1965. is expected to be

nominated to the post of United

States ambassador to Mexico,
although a representative from the

store
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

University Store
On the UMass Campus Center Concourse

Hours:
M-F 9 to 5

Sat. 11 to 4
(413) 545-2619

We accept AMEX, Discover, Mastercard,
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U.S. State Department would not

confirm it

Davidow was named in an 'action

memo" sent to President Clinton for

Final approval, and is a career diplo-

mat who formerly served as ambas-

sador to Zambia and Venezuela.

White House spokesman Mike
\kCurry could not be reached Un
comment, but made remarks
regarding President Clinton's

choice for the position in a BMM
release.

"The president's been interested in

finding someone who would ably

represent the interests of the United

SIMM government at a time in which

we are building a very strong part-

nership with the government of

Mexico and. or course. Assistant

Secretary Davidow has been
involved in exactly that." McCurrv

said.

Davidow. who grew up in Boston.

and attended the Univertlt] of

idniacttl lot his undergraduate

education has repeatedly cleared

Senate confirmation proceedings dur-

ing a 27 -year career in the foreign

sent

I .ist October Havidow gave the

inaugural Leonard I HorwitX
Memorial lecture on latin America

at I Mass His talk was titled

"Preparing the Americas for the 2 1 st

Century" and was sponsored by the

I Mas. | arin American Studies

Program and the department of polit

ical science.

The Inited States has not had an

ambassador to Mexico since former

Oklahoma Representative |im loncs

kit the post this past |une Clinton

failed to gain confirmation b> the

Senate lor his nomination of former

Massachusetts Governor William
Weld when Senate Foreign Relations

Committee Chairman Jesse Helms
K North Carolina) blocked Senate

action on the appointment. Weld
later withdrew his candidacy for the

post

PICK . UP DATE

MSB
Ticket Office

SPORT

UMASS STUDENT

TICKET PICKUP SCHEDULE

7:00 AM - 3:00 PM - Curry Hicks Cage

DATE OF GAME/OPPONENT

Tues.Jan. 27, 1998

Tues. Feb. 3, 1998

Tues. Feb. 10, 1998

Tues. Feb. 17, 1998

Tues. Mar. 3, 1998

HOCKEY JAN. 30 VS. PROVIDENCE
(M)BASKETBALL FEB. 1 VS. DAYTON
(M)BASKETBALL FEB. 3 VS. TEMPLE
HOCKEY FEB. 8 VS. UMASS/Lowell

(M)BASKETBALL FEB. 14 VS. LASALLE

(M)BASKETBALL FEB. 18 VS. RHODE ISLAND
(M)BASKETBALL FEB. 21 VS. ST. JOSEPH'S
HOCKEY FEB. 21 VS. NEW HAMPSHIRE

HOCKEY

HOCKEY

FEB. 27 VS. BOSTON UNIV.

MAR. 7 VS. MAINE

PICK - UP & GAME DATES SUBJECT TO CHANGE.

VALID I \1 VSS S 11 DIM ID CARD NEEDED TO PICK- UP TICKL I S.

Hobart
continued from page 1

Twenty-seven police olli.

responded to the panv
In IMfi approximated 1 .000 peo-

ple attended the end ol the semester
part) and Amherst police arrested 22
people.

According to O'Connor. "Hobart
Hoedown" is not his main concern.
His main concent is the "out of con-

trol situations which involve noi |aj|

alcohol but improper behavior of
many of the tenants throughout the

year."

Lawreiwe I aitvr the lawyer repre-

senting Ciireath Manor landlord
Peter Grandonico. said O'Connor
cannot attack just one place in the

community because the behavior
O'Connor is referring to occurs all

wii

"This is an extremely naive
knee-jerking reaction for a complex.

problem It is a scapegoat to blame
the landloiJs ( a! \ vl c^id -

| n js is a

community- wide problem, it is a
problem ol underage drinking and
abuse, hut it is easier to blame the

landlords than problem itstlt
"

harber said if the apartments were

taken by eminent domain, then
"Hobart Hoedown" and many other

pioblematic parties on the Lane
would simpU relocate to another
apartment complex

"Students need to live some
where." Farber said.

"As long as people are allow

distribute large amounts of alcohol to

anyone willing to pav it is going to

be a problem." he added
However Connor said the issue

of alcohol abuse is a "smokescreen*

lor farber and Grandonico They are

not dealing with the "real issue" —
the disruptive behav tor through out

the year that is a public nuisance.

O'Connor said he is not denvmg
that other apartment complexes have

tenants who patty and abuse alcohol,

but he said, "none d the tenants'

behavior is as problematic and over-

i Jed as it is on Hobart And it is

the landlord's responsibility to sec

that this doesn't happen
*

^ onnor said the three-bedroom

apartments of Ciireath Manor
encourage o\

they are rented to large

undergraduates al low prices.

\lt hough in his written proposal

(. onnor recommended selling the

Hobart apartments to a non-profit

organization, he said town members

arc willing to give Grandonico a

chance to change the reputation of

the apartments if he agreed to coop-

Graduate programs success spurs

potential undergrad linguistic major

COtUClAN

Controversy continues between Peter Crandonico, the manager of

Gilreath Manor Apartments and Vince O'Connor, a member of Amherst

town meeting.

Who is realty responsible''

The landlord ha« the power to

rent to (amities He has the power to

me nnTvt tensmiS wut resotxe tne

problem." O'Connor said.

c onnoi said it the

comply or cooperate then town
meeting members would have to

vote on what action to take next.

ordmg to O'Connor.
Grandonico has until the town meet-

ing which begin* Monday. April 27

to decide what course of action he is

going to take.

Through the entire MMsTM
the question remains who is respon-

sible for the tenants' disruptive

behavior: the landlord, the tenants or

the L niversity? All parties involved

daWgree.

iding to O'Connor it is the

landlords responsibility and accord-

ing to farber the tenants should be

held accountable harber MM c|ck

lions how much responsibility the

liiivcrsiiv should claim tor its stu

denis

"The I niversity has no rcsponsibili-

tv in this matter n is the landlord s

reaponsibi! inor said

• arbcr. the problem is

not with the landlord, but the problem

lies in the lack ol action thai occurs

when a | . curring or being

planned.

"The landlords have done everv

conceivable and legal available action

to trv to deal with this problem."

Farber said "Action needs to be done

before the party starts because there

are not enough police to deal with

"O people at a party, that is a sen

serious and potentially dangerous situ

atJon"

Farber said he believes that UMass
should have a policy thai would affect

a student s academic standing who is

caught drinking underage on or off

campus
us( be greater m

quences for those who throw panics

or are involved in underage drinking."

he said.

Farber explained the lack of conse-

quences tor students involved in

"Hobart Hoedown." which usually

urs in laic April or earlv Ma«

one of the biggest reasons the party

often loses control.

"There is no adverse effect because

most ol the students are moving out

anywav eviction isn I a threat. The

only potential consequence lor stu

baJDg Hacked cloven and '

to pav for damage*,* he said

I sually the landlords end up paying

for the expenses of the damages them-

selves. According to Farber. $10,000

in damages occurred from last year's

Hobart Hoedown.

One resident of Gilreath Manor.

Kate I .avallce. a UMass senior Fnglish

major, said most tenants arc responsi-

ble for the damages that occur

because of their parties

tyone pitched in for grass seed

after Hobart Hoedown last year."

I av a I lee said.

Despite all the damages that occur
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during the parties, residents ol the

Ciireath apartments voiced their dis

approval of O'Connor's proposal to

condemn Hobart lane as a public nui-

While the tenants agicc that thev

should be held mapomabic t>" dam
- done while | ihej -aid

there are pleni> ol other place* to find

a part \

or Brian Telreault said il

IK'hart Lane i» condemned, " Inc par-

ties will )ust gel moved somewhere

But at least it is safer here

because it's in walking distance |from

campus
I

Town of Amhcrsi and police involve-

ment
Because of the growing negative

reputation of the Hobart Hoedown.

f arbcr and Grandonico have attended

meetings with the Amhersi pottca to

discuss ways to prohibit the Hoedown
as well as other parlies that I

hecome out of control

Conaoi u tre« the

parties and wait them out

"

•nnor. non «m
dent resident* often tall Orandonuo
complaining about noise and unruls

behavior 1 he> relusc lo call the

Amherst police themselves for fear of

retaliation by party-focrs.

O'Connor then explained when
Grandonico vail* the Amherst police

they will not respond because he is not

a resident of Ifobart lane

Grandonico could not be reached

for comment
Amherst Police and nun student

residents of Hobart Lane refused lo

comment.

Due lo an increasing interest and a strong graduate

program, students at ihc Uulvcrsit) ol MaOMdMMOdi mas

soon be able 10 major in linguistics

Recenth the I Mass Board of TnYOlOM approved a pro-

posal to create an undergraduate linguistics major.

"It has to be approved b> the Board ol Higher
Iducatioii tin-- spring loi it to lake ellecl MX! tall

1 lien VViHillord. head ol the department ol linguistic

I he new ma|oi wouL! oiler a s|xviali/aiion in iheoreii

cal hnguisiics. which foOHM 00 the nature ol language

and the human capaciu tor acquiring and processing lan-

guage. VVoullurd said

The creation of the linguistic ina|oi comes with growing

interest in the field

According to Wootfofd, there has alieadv been two

inquiries about joining the major and there is anticipation

that main students in the Bachelor's Degree with

Individual Concentration (BDtC) will change to ihe new
major WooKord said

Currenily undergraduates c.in onlv iua)or in linguistics

bv combining it with atKithei majoi a bv cieating a spe-

cial concentration. While this program is adequate for

some, others would prefer to concentrate on linguistics

exclusively, Woolford said

According to Woolford. there is a growing need for

undergraduate linguistics majors because fields such as

computer science and law have a large demand for lin-

guistics majors. Graduate programs in linguistics

iiureasinglv expect entering students to have an under-

graduate degree in linguistics. Woolford said in a press

release

1 1 help prepare our students, we really need to offer

an undergraduate degree." she said.

The I Mass graduate linguistics program was rated first

in a recent National Research Council (SRC) report. The

piestige of the graduate program and the diverse course

ollerings alieadv available would make the major avail-

able with no additional costs.

Since we alieadv have an excellent graduate program.

and a lull range of undergraduate course offerings, we are

able to establish an undergraduate major with no addi-

tional cost to the I.niversity ." she said

II passed by the Board ol Highei Kducalioii \\oullord

expects that students will be able to major in linguistics by

next fall.

Under construction
Th« computer science department's new home in its beginning stages

Till CslltfitH photo department it looking for photoo/ipkert

with good shooting and developing abilities. Any

interested photographer* should cone down to

3 Campus; Center end spoak to Lauren.

WANT A SODA OR SNACK
FROM THE VENDING AAACHINE?

ucard vending is coming
spring toScTAt the:

Campus Center ™ Bartlett

StudenTrmibn Whitmore
Lederle GRC Herter

Conte SOM
and selected residence halls

WITH YOUR IKARD, NO CHANCE OR BILLS NEEDED

IT TAKE) JUST SIO TO OPEN
A IKARD DEBIT ACCOUNT

VISIT THE UCARD OFFICE <§> FRANKLIN DINING HALL
OPENING WEEK HOURS , M-TH 8UO-7, F 8ttO-S

CALL S4S-0197 FOR MORE INFORMATION
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Workers

vote to keep

Local 1 776
By Victoria Grows
ColUgion Staff __

In a union election last week,

workers at the University of

Massachusetts voted overwhelm-

ingly to keep their union. Local

1776 of the American Federation

of State. County and Municipal

Employees (AFSCME) The elec-

tion was held to determine if

workers wanted to retain their

current local union, or form an

independent association.

lacti 1 776 represents blue col-

lar workers in service and trade

job classifications across the

Amherst campus.

By a margin of II to one.

workers voted in favor of keeping

their union affiliation with

AFSCME. representing a •» per

cent approval rating

The secret ballot election was

conducted by mail and votes were

due back by Ian 14 Charlotte

Coates. president of Local 1776

wis pssairrl with the outcome of

the election, over 80 percent of

union members voted.

"The general membership
exhibited an informal vote, and it

showed they are pleased with

AFSCME and the job they're

doing. It waa a strong team effort.

People worked hard to ensure

that the members were informed

with the truth and facts when
they cast their votes." Coates said

president Francis Martin

was also very pleased with the

'The whole campaign really

showed the members that they

already had an effective organiza-

tion on campus, and I think they

arc more respectful of that fact

now. When they evaluated what

was going on. they realized they

had to look no further,* Martin

This is what I was hopeful for

I really didn't expect (the total

vote in favor of AFSCME] would

be that high, but I was confident

AFSCME would prevail.* Coates

said.

The signing of a new contract

that had been ratified before the

election took place was post-

poned until election results were

received. The new contract will

certify AFSCME as the esxtaeJve

bargaining agent and be sent to

the governor for his signature and

legislative approval. The one year

extension will run until lune 50.

M98. and will give workers a

three percent wage increase.

Back to work
Resident Assistant Tyanne Muto. a iuokh anthropology major, and Vanessa McMahon, a senior sociology

major and administrative assistant, get back to work in the Van Meter/Butterfield cluster office

briefs

Da fM •»• a aesfi til?

Ufa Mat fa «•• saeit it.

Call Luis Fatlkaar, Nam
Ml* it 545-1762

continued from page I

Nugent is an adjunct professor in the

UMass School of Nursing and a professor

of Child Development The award ede-

brates those who. within their countries

have achieved nation wide or intcmation

a) distinction and prominence lor their

contribution in to the advancement ol

nursing Nugent is the rounder and dim.

•f the Bra/elton Institute at the

Children's Hospital in Boston

I i>c I ollcge *rra

Amherst College has received a

three-vear $>65.000 grant from the

Andrew W Mellon Foundation to help

faculty make use of World Wide Web
materials more effectively in their teach-

ing. The gram wffl alow Amherst College

to create annual seminars for 40 faculty

members drawn from all departments.

Beginning mid-l»W8. the college will

begin a series of week-long summer and

lanuarv interseaaion seminars at which

lacuhy wsl be exposed so innovative Gian-

ni and laborasoo uses of the Web.

Hampshire College nearly doubled its

size thorough the purchase of MO acres

of land on Dec sO The property was pur

chased far SI 5 million from the Kendall

Family Foundation which had generously

allowed the college so use the land for the

laM 20 years. The land includes

Hampshire* Farm Center and buildings

as well some additional land on the east

side of Route 1 16 Hampshire plans to

continue using most of the land to tup-

port the Farm Center which is a working

farm and an agricultural research center

t to write for

Neil's?

Come &ee u^ at 113

Gimpus Center Basement
Vaaemi-ni 01L«-ali _

call 545-1762..or

Ask for LeiLih,

the h!ews Editor.

(don't go here

tpat's just the

library!)

Queer Peer Educat
i. a. o» S cmiiih o«oiiobl«

Need to add a class?

Do you like to give workshops?

Are you creative and energetic?

Are you committed to educating others*

about health and wellness issues?

How about hosting safer sex parties?

Want to make a difference for you and your peers?

If you answered yes to any of these questions.

call OPE Lauri today at 7 5252 or email laurlneduc.umass.edu

I, 2. or 3 credit independent studies are available.

Open to all 5-college students

Today

AQUARIUM & PET SUPPLIES

TROPICAL FISH
PETS

LIVE FROZEN FOOD
....and much more

Located: 44 Doerfield St / Rt.5+10, Greenfield, MA.
(413)774 7346

stamp
continued from page 1

honorecs as Theodore Roosevelt.

Woodrow Wilson, and Charlie

Chaplin at. well as Dubois.

The event look place in the Special

Collections and Archives room on the

25th (loot of the library which is home

to the DuBois Papers

The DuBois Papers, which UMass

acquired in 1973. document his loss]

career as a writer, teacher and major

figure in many of this century's racial,

literary, and social reform movements

A native o> Great Barrington.

DuBois became, the flral

African- American its. earn a PhD
from Harvard I niversiiv. He also

founded the Niagara Movement, the

precursor so the National Association

lor the Advancement of Colored

People (NAACPl
"We are always pleased and proud

to baa on DuBois and his contribu

tk.nv" DirCCtM of Libraries Margo

Crist said.

I his stamp is the second one the

I S Postal Service has issued honor-

ing DuBois the tii-i of which was part

of an eailiei Black Heritage Series.

Ml stamp will go on sale Feb. 3.

when two sheets ot 15 stamps each.

paying tribute to the 1900s and

miO's and include the DuBois stamp

will be issued.

"We are pleased to be selected by

the Postal Service as the site for this

special ceremony. W.E.B. DuBois was

an extraordinary thinker and

spokesperson for open learning who

recognized the value of new ideas. As

a knowledge resource for the academ

ic community and residents of the

commonwealth, our library supports

the quest for learning that he valued,"

c list said.

The Postal Services Citizens

Stamp Advisory Committee decided

on the subjects for the stamps repre

senting the years 1900-1949 The

topics for stamps representing

1950-1^99 will be selected through

public ballot

DuBois's stepson. David G. DuBois

is a visiting professor of

\fro Ameruan Studies and

loumalism at UMass and could not be

reached for comment

UMass Board of Trustees voted to

name the campus library in honor of

DuBois m 1 ^94 and official dedica

tion ceremonies were held in 1996

^ ft*
«*J

L IAUMN IOW > eotltCum

Snow angel
Bennett Piater enjoys exploring the snow covered campus

CONSERVATION ft MUSEUM
OUALITY FRAMING

Monday-Friday 9:30-5:30

Saturday till 4:30

256-0949
20% off w/ coupon & Student ID: good for 1

Framing

; / / Y
/ K 1A 1L

I V( )RK5

549-3638

THE CLUB
Tennis & Fitness Center
659 Amherst Road, Sunderland

* DOUBLED IN SIZE *
STATE FITor THE
a^%Bm u^ f*z

NEW CARDIO EQUIPMENT LOCATED ON OUK NEWBALCONIES
• Treadmills lilt Stride, Star Trtx, and Trotters

• StnirmnsUrs New 4400pt's

• Recumbent Bikes by Stoirmmtw

• Preeor IfX Crosstraincr o Cordio Workoul without ony weight

import on joints

• Weight Training Machine Circuits including the GRAVITRQH

• Nautilus Equipment
• Complete tree Weight Area Doubled In Slicl

New benches & bors; New plates & weights; New lot pull down, leg press

& T-bor New STIIVE Plate boding mochines & much more!

• Lefs not forget the AREA'S ONLY TRtAPWAU
an assimilated rock (limbing wall WHAT A WORKOUT! You'll love it!

• Also Introducing POWtMfACIMQ the area's only Exercise

Bike (losses that are quorontaed to burn TONS ol calories! Classes offered

10-1 5 times a week by certified Power Pacing Instructors Pick up your

schedule today!

•btgo*
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Gallery features multimedia exhibit ian is currently

for the

editorial positions:

Nations (Editor

Diana Thaler's exhibit, "Electric Mind" and recent works will be on display in the University Gallery from |an 31 M

Come to
'

a.iis>^pJivir11!

All inquiries should be directed to

Managing 50irorT

By Jason Eisomon

Collegian Staff

Two new art exhibit* are opening

at the LrmiiMlN Cullers. including a

multimedia exhibit which ha* been

touring the countrv from the

Portland Museum of \rt in Portland

Oregon.
Plane Thaler i- the artiM wt»

aied the sideo protection exhibit

called. "Electric Mind
*

It I lQMa% based on a screenpla>

about a chimpanzee j!i\en the mind

of a girl," siid rVt-\ Siersma im
lorofthegallers

According to Siersma. the exhibi

tion uses six BjaftCMnL three on each

side facing each other which will CM
ate a panoramic view. Sometime*

there will be different scenes and dil

ferent colors coming liom different

projectors, she said.

"What >ou ic going to see ll a

chimpanzee on a ranch fof displaced

animal*. " Siersma said "When
you're in thi* *pacc. sou le going to

leel like \ou're in the middle ol this

film"

Siersma said that time ll not lin-

ear in thi* exhibition and that some

time* the lime of the projectors is

dilleient Pue to the distortion ol

nme the exhibit will run continuous

K and people ma\ enter at any lime

the gallery is open to view the exhib-

it

\ccordtng to Sietsma. Thaler likes

1 1 her exhi

bitions She does noi care if the

images arc projected on door*
er the gallers is building tern

porary walls to keep the light out

during the exhibit

Sier*ma *aid that she once saw

Thaters work at a medieval castle in

Germany The images of the particu-

lar exhibit were being *hown on the

Jlldcracked wall*

castle

In addition to "Eloctrfc Mind

Thaler will also have seven other sin

gle and double projectors for view

ing

The second exhibit being shown at

the gallery features local artist, Lorna

Kit/, an abstract painter from South

•\mher*i

In i* the most important thing

to hei lor creates

the structure ol the painting
"

Siersma said that she paint*

abstract images ol nature She called

Rkx'l wotk "representational." and

said the artist creates images using

blocks of©
SttrtJM *aid thai both Thater and

Kit/ aic similar, although they work

with diflcrent media Both artist* u*c

v.l natuie and Use strong col-

ors

"II Mind and Recent

Works." bj Diane Thaler will run

Irom Ian II March IV "Recent

Paintings and Drawings " by Lorna

Kit/ will run Irom Ian ll-Mi) 7.

Both exhibitions will begin with an

opening reception which will be held

on friday. Ian M). 5-7 p.m. The
University (..alien is open Tuesday

through I ridav I la in 4 10 p.m..

and weekends from 2-5 p.m.

TOTAL FITNESS |

Without Waiting—In Line!

VOTE YES FEB. 3rd
A VIABLE DOWNTOWN

MAKES A BETTER AMHERST

YES TO PARKING COMPROMISE!
Mis open 2pm 8pm Students Vote in Hamden

Dining Hall

rotttlcat Adv«rt«»em«nt paid fof by iTry K«tt«y. Wwt M. Amher.t

^ Put Some Life

A and Atmosphere Into

Your Room or Office

custom r^
HtAMNG C^t*^

FINEART
PHOTOGRAmY

'«3g*

39 South Pleasant Street

Amherst. Mass.

413-253-1707

iiitniiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiTi
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Chapel facelift begins with tower reconstruction
By Jason Eisoman

ColUg.on Staff

The preparaf M, the area around the Old
Chapel has> been paved and fenced, and the restoration

ot the Old Chapel is now ready to begin

However, project managers are waiting lor private

contractors to bid lor the

The restoration of the chapel has been broken down
into two stages, said lames Cahill. University ot

Massachusetts Director d Facilities Planning

According to Cahill the first stage is complete.

the site had to be prepared lor the disassembling

of the chapel, and now the actual disassembling and

reassembling of the chapel can proceed

Profect Manager Richard Nathhorst said one contrae

tor was used for paving the area in front ot the Goodell

Building, and another contractor was used to put up the

The pavement in front of Goodell is needed to sup

port the weight ot the -tone- which will be placed on the

pavement when the> are brought down according to a

Lniversity
|

I the pavement, the

stones will be numbered and identified They are so

heavy that the pavement is needed for the forklilt which

will move the stones After the reconstruction the grass

will be restored.

Nathhorst said that the work done to prepare the site

cost about $50,000
Now he is waiting for the bids for the actual restora-

tion contract to come in

I
advertise it. and M the lowest qualified

bidder," Nathhorst said about the bidding process.

tid that he expected the winning bid to be

about SI mill

Besides waiting for the bids, Nathhorst explained the

preparation was a long process because measured draw-

ings and plans had to be made. The original plans Irom

the 1 884 188t> construction do not exist anymore, he

said.

•rding to Cahill. during the original construction

the University ran out of money, and were forced to Mop
construction until enough money was earned to contin-

ue.

Once the construction begins, the stones will be taken

down "course b\ course." Nathhorst said

lie estimates that 10,000 stones will be taken from
the chapel.

Cahill said that the stones will be taken down to the

point that the original construction stopped.

Once the stones are down, they will be put back into

place with steel tabs and a reinforced steel frame, as

well as a concrete skin on the inside.

Nathhorst said that the chapel is "unstable" right now,

because of the harsh New England weather and its effect

on the mortar that was used during the original con
-truction Because it was not reinforced, gaps of 6-8

inches have grown between the stones and the brick wall

on the inside, causing the instability

The alternative to the restoration of the chapel

tear it down.
"That is unacceptable to everyone." Nathhorst said

"Vve want to finish the project by December of '^8
"

Cahill said

date is tentative because of all the preparation

but Cahill said project bids will be in on Feb 18.

\ contract will be awarded by mid March, and work
may begin on April I

Reconstruction || expected to take about nine months

once the stones are all down

>!

* WELCOME BACK
TO WHERE THERE

IS ALWAYS SOMETHING
BREWinQ in AMHERST. .

Oaty *,

36 North Pleasant St, Downtown Amherst, 253-4400
We Accept All Major Credit Cards

taff„J<kIaii 9
« m m i Coupon required* ot rfrtwi of order, **•*<)

utMNwaun couicum

A view of the Old Chapel and the paved area which will be used in the reconstruction of the clock tower

evaluation
continued from page)

questions on the evaluation form.

Court said.

The evaluations would be posted on

d web site, which could be acreaaad

with an identification number and
Personal Identification Number (IMS

In addition, they might also be put into

a booklet available in the L'niversity

library. Court said

According to Court Board
Chairman lames F. Cariin is in support

ol the proposal.

Cariin was out of town and unavail-

able for comment
Mike Battedo. Policy Analyst for the

Board of Higher I ducation. said the

Board had no comment because it is a

collective bargaining tsaue.

"we realized as a group that we
didn't have enough information and

needed more discussion I want to

make sure we understand everyone's

position " Board member Howard
Ucobs*>n sakl

The proposal would make the evalu-

ations standard and public throughout

the 29 public campuse- in

"Some private schools already do it

and some public universities do it on

just the campus level but this proposal

would make the evaluations -

wide, meaning all state and communi-

ty lutVpi and the L Mass campuses."

Court said.

Sssocassful implementation in Florida

universities

The proposal is modeled alter the

prolessor evaluation program in

Honda public universities.

evaluation- were stan

dardtzed and made public in there in

the spring ot 19%. said |im Parry.

I xecutive Assistant We Chancellor of

Academic Affairs at Florida State

University.

Parry said there is a "lively debate"

that started in the 'bOs that still goes

on concerning making the evaluations

public

The first six months | after the eval-

uations became public | it s a big deal.

People are saying \\ Mm '
1 oak at thi-'

but after a year or so it become* insti-

tutionalized and people aren't

ed about it." Parry said

Florida's professor evaluation forms

contain a required eight questions. The
responses to these questions are made
public In addition the institution is

allowed to supplement these eight

questions with other question-

However, responses to these addition-

al questions are kept confidential.

Pam said

Parry commented on the overall

attitude of faculty toward the public

evaluation

"Since we told them they could sup

plement the form it has not been that

big of a deal. Some people have MM*
cued it saying it is not proper for eval-

uations to be in the public domain but

I'm not aware ol anything really brew-

ing in opposition." he said

•rding to Parry, each school

has to make the evaluations "easily

accessible to the public." Some
schools make them available on a

ie. others have them in print in

the library.

Parry said he has not studied trends

in grading to know if the public evalu

ations have changed professor's teach-

ing

"I'm not aware it has happened but

I'm sure some professors 'cook' the

grades or plav to students to get bet-

ter evaluations but public or not.

evaluations have always affected fac-

ultv member- cing made
public wouldn't change that." Parry

said.

Court did not teel the opposition's

concents about grade inflation and pri

vacy were an issue.

re doing tin- to Help the stu

dents — not to go alter the teachers"

Court said.

The board postponed voting on the

proposal until March
Court presented the proposal to the

board was on behalt of the Student

Center Kir Educational Research and

Advjacaay ffnTERA). a-awsth—

committee that advises the Student

Government \--ociation (SGA). and
the Student Advisors Oroup
an advisory body of public college stu-

dent government representatives.

THE OFF CAMPUS MEAL PLAN
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VARIETY IS THE SPICE OF LIFE.

Supplemental Plans Available

for those On Campus
FOR MORE INFO:

1-888-211-6267
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Year ends with

few duds, several

Oscar contenders
By Bryan McAllister

Collegian Staff

An "unsmkable" ship, a Hi iti^h secret agent, a

mailman, a lake wai and a c ell phone all had some-

thing in common thi- winter

No k'l an unlikely grouping, but each ol the

above managed to lake on a ptotnincnt role in

HoBywopd'l end ol the seat movie >>nd

on'iN to the cummer in terms ol box office competi-

tion, the wintct also typically offers -mallei films

lighting tor O-cai nomination- In tad usually it's

the smaller pictute- which become gems and the big

ger films that fall hard

But quote such wisdom to the producer- ol

I name While the ship suffered a uagu late I name

managed to avoid any icebergs at the box office and

sailed right to the top b\ combining -tunning spc

effects with climactic emotion lames Cameron's epic

kit little doubt that it wa- the be-t picture ol the

wintei season and one ol the lv-t films ot 1^7
Ol OQaVM there were othei -mall gem-, too. -uch

as Matt Damon - -tai making lum as a troubled

genius in Hood ¥till nfsttisMf. a film which will

deseisec'K -core big come U-^ai time Al-o worthy

ol attention wa- the comcdic combination of

\ ,J Helen Hunt in the Golden Globe

|j
i winnm, M and the

»i> and F.mily

\\ ., i.d acting on the part- ot Du-nn
Hoffman and Robert IVNiro helped make Hug the

i the most clever MMMMJ ol IfaT.

If there was a connecting theme this winter, it was

hi-,! en Spielbergs Amntad gave a moving

powerful treatment of the true of a slave mutinv

Martin Scorsese poetically explored the lile of the

Dalai Lama in Kundun
Hollywood also finally djacovered that nothing It

nginal anymore Therefore the ob

choice is to res U ' MM Ouentin Tarantino

brought back '70s btaxp
'

Hroun lames Bond
\nd the horror genre was once again turned

upside-down in the witty St ream 2.

The following is a -urvcy of those aforementioned

movies, and a few more, from the best io the

But in sum. it was a good winter, plagued onlv by

v.Ke-. a guv named Mr. Magoo and Kevin

ner.

Spice Girls cross the pond to promote Spice World

Making the most

out of a gimmick

lion queen Pam drier in

>tne caper, Jackie

L-d in Tomorro

THANK
Directed by James Cameron

witn Leonardo DiCoprio. Kate WinJet, Billy Zone

MM "event movies" actually live up lo then

name But in early 1997, both The I oil World and

Batman and Robin disappointed audiences with

iheir meager plots and heavy reliance on spectacle

But when done correctly, the spectacle has a

chance of working And there is no example of a

spectacle better done than lames Cameron* $200

million Titanic

A throwback to the epic film making of the '40s

and '50s. Titanic not only sunk the competition and

set a box office iccord. it also took home the C ,olden

Globe award lot beet dramatic motion picture-

other movie this year produced the wonder, awe and

heart-break on such a grand scale.

I name ha- a layered texture that was significant!*

helped by some of the most astounding special

effects ever to grace the screen. An aim

true-to-lifc replica of the ship was built lor the

movie and the underwater scenes in the mom- -
|

logue are indeed footage of the real Titanic

Perfectiom-t Cameron i-Mieny lermmator 2\ even

went so far as to request that the ship - chilled pas-

senger- be given digitally created ic\ breath Such

demands made for a plagued shooting schedule, an

inflated budget and delayed release date. Somehow

though, the film managed to steer clear ol the

metaphorical iceberg and reach audience- wiih every

dime vt-ible M screen — a master achievement trom

a master craftsman

Much help was provided from the chenn-try ol

nardo DiC'aprio and a stunning Kate Win-let

I his kind of ill-fated love -tor\ has been told many

time- belore. and told better, but never in a more-

powerful a venue than the sinking ship litanic.

which often sports stilted dialogue and cardboard

characterizations, i- bs no means a perfect film. Bui

it- little touches and grande escapade- keep it float-

ing. Halfway through the film, lack iDiCaprio) and

Rose iWinsiet) share a maje-tic MM at MM, and

it's fittingly the last time the Titanic will ever sail in

daylight. This -cene. and other- around, inside and

throughout the boat, capture the excitement and

innocent that lack and Rose feel

Titanic is kept together by a back story involving a

101- year-old ROM and the quest for a precious blue

diamond. The cuts between the two -tories are com-

pletely seamless, put together in the greatest of

detail. Meanwhile. Cameron has a -heer delight in

Turn to FILMS page A3
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• than th. iart mentioned in the preas
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lewalk After

csh. .. ping it up with a coup ^ a ' 'arnc

D| -
i think ol a aecot-

\nthotn and H 'em I and engaging in MMM
inane banter with the adoring masses, the Girls did the

sensible thing and got the hell out of the cold by running

inside I lapsed time four minute-

inner with a lucky contest winner, the

iris made another brief appearance for the real

Scary SpKe

purpose ot this visit the publlch)

and r" cd ,hc

themed eaterv with a Pa

ly high-heeled shoes each of the girls wear A tan !

observation: after meeting them in person. I think thev

ild all be- renamed Shorn Spice as they are all only

about 5 I

\\ hat was learned from all this pomp and eircumstai

to note than an "event"

«ud lainment

Ton.ghf ulemore

than a gl ioto opportunity the result- ot which

can be seen aK
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Music, dance, theater and more at FAC ~ art Galleries -

By Emily Trosk

Collegian Staff

ng oil aiH-thet exciting season, the Inixei-

Massachu-etl ' !led

with a varietv d u-u.il MM, mu-ic. theater jx>ctr\. film.

and dance event- Through the combined thi-

ol! Center Sene- the New \U>RI D Theater, the Centei

Series and the \-ian Mu-ic and Dance Program, the fine-

Arts Center -chedule promi-es to be entertaining as well

a- enlightening.

The season begin- with the acclaimed Saint Loull

S-.mphonv undet the new diiection ot Han- \ onk. Cuesi

\iolini-t Hilar) Hahn will perfoffll Prok ioH«

;,,ti,i The orchestra will al-o be performing

Harbison*! Sxmphorn \.> / and Brahms SymphotT)

So / I lie S.nnt I oui- S\mphon\ will be- performing on

Saturday. Feb. 7 at K p m.. m the Concert Hall.

I ires m MM HUftOt i- .i I IMMJMllIni account ol the (

Heights incident in IW Written b\ Anna Dmv«R
Smith, the play chronicle- ? conflict between

African-American- Hid Ha-idic lew- -paiked b) a.i

dent. This account ol the incident is told through

thought-provoking monologue- by real life characters

from a lewish house wile to the Reverend Al Sharpton.

performed respectively b\ Barbara Meek and IU-ck\

London fires in the Uirmr will be performed at Bowkei

Auditorium at 8 p.m. through Feb. 10- 1 1.

the Rain

logue- vchich vocalize the -tor

men in pi will be pe

the p' Ihe per

nigs, and i
>

\

i) ihe auil

i- an attempt ti

imhc:

displav the ma: Ml the -tor\ of list

\|n. men Keck explore- the jxhM tan .

prison inmate and small town hustlei through thi-

one-man show Keck asks the question "are crimn

Kirr ul unmade?* through hi- presentation

the Oases, the evidence, and the witne-c- The audience i-

I to provide the verdict This performance will be on

Feb. 20 at X pm in Bowke* Auditorium

nbiping element- >>t .iieatet and dance. Tap !>.>:-

the new I
-how trom Australia, will be perform-

ing in the I ine \n- Centei Concert Hall from March

I
8 p.m. This unique experienc. MJd Ml -in

male dancers in Blund-tone's — Tasmanian-made work

boots — and jean- combine- intricate rhythms and a steel

and wood set to produce a -pectacular si

On April 7. the \c« York City Opera National

C'ompam will present Donizetti's Tin Daughter of the

Regiment The Sew York Times ha- called it "a master-

piece full of wonderful melodies and joie dc vhre. It's a

grand evening ol fun "
1 tu- performance will be held in

the Fine \rt- Center Concert Hall at 8 p.m.

sprit check out Global Diva-. I -howcase of

FAC paae A2

They may be empty now, but come the opening of the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall for the spring, these seats

will be filled.
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1

the eye ol the media storm with a bit of

an imitating life, and the otaei

around "

Fuller*! description ol the movie

begs k>i okore description, hut hoik-

is rcallv . ' that the film

I
soil- But KMTJ lolks.

as Fob iclcvkiofi ^jvs M you *MI 10

know, you have to watch

1 1 | haul 10 imagine mum will

want to hit the theaters and dish out

$7 to check out I nima Bunton
(Babv i. C.en Halliwell tC.mv,

Melaaie Iro* n lanie

Chisholra (Sport) > and Victi

Adams (Posh) in what appears i<

a two hour long musis rid

Ihcie aie no less than lt> songs

perfotmed In the Spice Cirll in this

inoMe leaving \ei\ little KKM9 foi

MOT) Ol am lubetatice I hi Spue
Cirll M) the) write vciy well togcth

so well that the)

were able to wine ti\e son^s m two

weeks \s |oi quality ol those KXMJi

let the listenet judge tor himself
\s lot the film . u faces serious

petition Ironi a strong winte

ood
Will Hurtling Dog and olh-

cis i,ia> hurl SpiceworWi cha

even before the critics have then

But as a marketing gimmick and an

linage huildci what is moie powerful

than the media 7 I he Spkc Girhj have

alieadv worked iheit was through

music and the puss leaving film the

only genie let I to sonquet

W ill the movie Spue t p ^ out

Who knows hut toi live enter-

pnsing ladies with their eves un the

husk, it's more than art; it's a linelv

calculated campaign, to make the

most ot then lame hefoic time runs

out

King returns with a pleaser

By Rryon Schwortzmon
Collegian Staff

THE DARK TOWER IV WIZARD AND
GLASS

Stepne" K

Plume (A Penguin Publishing Group)

finally. King has ended what

could be the I.

all time and published the next vol-

in I^Nl. lett out h

h was

ovei

trvmi the

Roland ol

ger on a

to tind if

n in mid-world, a ma.

I
sihiiUi u, out own, but ha*

taken Roland to BID) diM

realities including ttranf

.1 own «

d'lusj is no different COfllbin|

intense tCnittOM ftO*

intricate plot and continu

. loping chl

I he lust part of the book

dud-. h«(uo

in I lie Wast4 I

iting

chal-

IMC the train

with tl

Readers who

art of the

that are I

in a b>

eil. i ding

Roland's I

dark
he ot

the dangerous

traditional. Roland's riot) func

as a tragedy; the reader i~

when it begini that It will

until tli "d of the

in the

I

>ok could

more detail- thai

to understand or enjoy the

On the whole, the work i-

I IS 111

and should t

than satisfy I
;he Dark

mtnu

The t

a- a govs' v. i (, i iii-1 not simp

a genre at

It.
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1

the t lie talent from around the world Sonic ol the

include the Stella Chiwcthc I

• .as will k
2 in Bowkei \uditorium at 8

p.m
I he nun joins togethei the Araei

pastime* of botehall and • the

uring the mui

.. Have Heart w hat i
who's

loaded with tun lor

Damn Yanken will be

II or

I \s

Maybe rap and not at all stytith, the Soke GirH (from left). Baby, Scary. Ginger. Po*h and Sporty look to make a

killing at the box office with Sp«ce World.

^<> 1
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-Wart Pisnay ftarted a media dynasty but
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Luxury 1 & 2 Bedroom
Apartments

Free Heat & Hot Water

New State of the Art Kitchens

Washers + Dryers Available

In-ground Pool, Barbeque Areas

& Sand Volleyball Court

Free Bus to 5 College Area

/33 Gclelcitotv* 'Zt&d

%tc 9. Jmittit. 7X* 0/002

(4t3)-256-0741

Newly remodeled 4 bedroom
apartments All utilities

included Sliding glass doors

onto private balcony On PVTA
Busline 2 miles from Campus
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I

showing the ship from a every angle.

In addition, a lush nyaic KOfC b>

lames llotnei itiruxeltcam and da/
zling blue and white hued photogia
phy give the lilm both a oense of
adventure and one ol tragi

I he wntei diicctoi has almost as

much fun showing the ship's passcn
gets In | wonderfully timed scene,

the wealthy take pan in a political

debate while lack and Rose go to a

parly thrown by the second class

below deckMm Class ooaAd I"

conatantl) pounded into the vkvv

npaciall) m the movie'i Ingk Ruth
\Mitch bungs us to the last act

t. ameron intelligently those to edit

the sinking sequence in almost real

tunc, taking a full hour to show the

disasur I Ik choiM more than
(

off. Lltimatelv lilanu bcevimet a

metaphor lot our own cultural

chance and lasunation with lechnol

ogy. And in its last hour — ai

Cameron shows us the best and
worst of human nature Holhwood
has never been bettei A

GOOO Will HUNTING
Directed by Gu» Von Sont

wiffi Matt Damon, Robin Williams, Ben

AfAeck

Ihe story behind the n

oj \K ill Hunting it almo»t as ^ skI

as the movie itscll It stjrted '

while Matt Damon was attending

Harvard and he wrote a -I

that roused a pi

Damon soon quit Harvard to tiv hit

hand in Hollywood, but he didn i

get his storv >Anh the help ol tricrul

and fellow Cambridge- native

[feet Dmn -i - > ;;
'

working on the screenplay that

becomes this tometime-heavy-some-

times tunnv but i

drama about a conf

tie help Ironi Robin Williams d. -

hurt either

When we Tint meet Will Hunting.

ucfung

I genius \ In

he is beating up old elementary
school enemies !.u no reason, work

ing as a lanitoi and asking girls to eat

metl with him Why laranu

lamels aie |usi ,,s arbitrary at

having coffee." Will explains And
that's exactly how Wills |jt c is at that

point - arbitrarv He has | K , motiva

lion, lives in his own world and anv

thing more spates him

It s \\, ills troubled past and chaot-

ic home life which have made him

this way, but Oooaj Will Hunting
makes the inspnmg suggestion that

help Irom the right people can

change anvonc Will gets help Irom

three people in particular — a tin

pist a gnlliiend and a best Iriend

I ate in the lilm. the best friend

(Affleck) tells Will he docsn t want to

tee him living in Boston all his life

because it would insult Will's talents

i Iriend sails Will's mtelli

gence "a winning lotterv ikkct,' but

M ill Hunting al- the

i est proposal that the winning

ticket is in Will s heart.

h - iust a matter of healing and

that's when some superb acting takes

W illiairis has his best role in

veais as all cquallv troubled therapist

Damon's performance is nearly Hew-

lett. Ihe 0N ween Damon
and Minnie Driver is M^nit i^anlly

enhanced by the tact that the two

became romaniuallv involved in real

I shsKting the tilm And the

I porting s hat ially

Will e on

then

It s the tcrecnpla) though, which

J Will Hunting above the

tcenc tt i work within the

•lexi of the film Ihe flln

. .- biting and funny at

.sing Am\ and as moving as Rain

\l lint many
message- Rohm Williams asks Will

late in the film. "What do sou want
'"

Will doesn't knww at the time I

still living the arbitrary life. He ends

ulaiionship and turns down job

eri In the end, however, Will

knows exactly what he wants

Intelligence and therapeutic healing

aside, nothing or no one can save

Will but himsell It s iust a matter ol

playing another hand — or in Will s

caae, a first hand — in the poker-like

game ol life A

WAG THE DOG
Directed by Barry Levmson

wiff) Dustin Hoffman, Robert DeNiro,

Anne Hecht

What's the difference between a

Washington spin-doctor and a

Hollywood producer ' \erv. very lit

tie presumes Wag the Dog. the biting

new satire from Barry Lcvinson

Dustin Hollman plays the producer,

and late in the movie, he arrives at

the W hue House to do some business

with the President Walking tri

umphantly around the oval Mica,
n taps on the hard wood ot

the President*! desk and later says. "I

could do this." Indeed, he could

Because when you think about it. a

presidential election and a major

motion picture are. these days, all

about marketing It's all one big cam-

paign or "a pageant." at Dc Nno
says

Filmed in |ust 2* days with a paltry

$15 million budget. W jg the Dog is a

hvstertcal look into the American
dream Its fast -paced direction and

witty senpt allows everything to teem

iitaneout. fun and upbeat.

Meanwhile you have the sinking fad-

ing that everything the movie says is

coropletelv on target "Why doet a

dog wag its taiP" the opening titles

ask fttrawff a dog is smarter than its

tail, otherwise ihe tail would wag the

dog In this film. Washington is the

metaphorical tail, with a little help

Hollywood The dog if ut It I

disturbing, but then black comedies

always are. And at a black con

Wag the Dog is simplv one of the

hest

When it's discovered that the pres-

ident was romantically involved with

a young girl scout with only 1 1 days

to go until the election, a presidential

vptn doctor ilV Sir, i and the presi-

dent's advisor (Anne Hecht) desper-

ately need a story to divert the pub-

Uc'l attention De Niro smartly

begins inventing the idea of a bomb-

ing smms. but he needs a bit more

than that. So he goet to a Hollywood

producer t Huffman), who is the per-

ici person for the job. After all. at

lack Nicholson and Helen Hunt star in the quirky comedy, Ai

Ceti.

foejtf\v^ 0u <UXx€sex arx. our carporCube, o-f-fic^e.

We're Ames. One of Ihe dominant discount sto-e chars m Amenca. with more than $2 biskm in sales and 300 stores m

14 states across the Northeast Currently, we're looking tor dynamic, creative, sooceas-ohenled graduates with exceaent

commjnication, analytical, and planning skills'

Assistant Buyer Training Program
Because discount retailing has developed into a complex, dynamic field where farsightedness and strategic planning are

essential tor success, we've created a formal, 1 0-week training program tor you that couples comprehenatva daaaroom

seminars and on-the-tob training with a successful Buyer.

Upon successful completion of the 1 0-week program, you wll become an Assistant Buyer. Then, you'll work alongside a

Buyer, assisting in the management of a $20 to $100 mHHon business' As an Assistant Buyer, you will continue to participate

In ongoing developmental seminars. Business Analysis Group Workshops, and other training support programs... all designed

to ultimately prepare you for a career in Buying

Finance Executive Trainees
As a Finance Executive Trainee, you will participate in our 10-week training program, designed to provide you with an

understanding of the fundamentals ot retail and orient you with Ames On-lhe-)Ob training in our Finance DMslon is coupled

with seminars and classes taught by senior management.

Upon successful completion of the 10-week training program, rotational on-the-pb training continues as you work within the

various departments of our Finance Division, such as Planning & Analysis, Internal Audit. Accounting, and Accounts Payable

We're looking tor dynamic, creative, success-oriented graduates with excellent communication, analytical, and planning skills.

If that's you, please come talk to usl

We'll be at the University of Massachusetts on the following days:

SW*
**&>

V*1

Le<*

School of Management Information Session

Campus Center, Room 905

Thursday, February 19th

7:00pm - 8:30pm

Campus Career Network Information Session

Campus Center, Room 903

Thursday, February 26th

7:00pm - 8:30pm

Contact your Career Placement Office to schedule an interview or for more detailed information.

Ames
artment Stores, Inc., Rocky Hill, CT

Ames is an equal opportunity employer M/F/DN

Hollman says, he can get things

done, including producing a u.ii \-

the screenplay, co wiuten by taniou-

cviuc and playwright David Mumci
points out a war only needs a theme

song and a lew images to uttiacl the

people's attention

The way rloffaun produces the

fake war is uma/mglv s level and deli

uously funny his chsractSt !

chaotic blend ol evsitement.
sell obsession and child like need

It s his liest tole since R<J"i MM and

his funniest since Tootsii Ifllman
sails upon hi ^'ci the

job done among them a young
actress tknsten D«Mtt), an old song-

writer (Willie Nelson), the "lad king"

(Dennis Leery) and a psychotic

diet iW,.,odv Harrelson) \ll ot ti

lull saineos ate top notsh

As for our original question it

aaems a presidential advisor is. ai

all, a bit different from the producer.

Yet. thev both run campaigns full ol

special effect! and inai :
Hut

the government has a bit in

power I hey ean play with leal gi.

It Waft the Dog has a flaw, tt s in

the siJc effect! ol the last pace and
t the lop perform.. I all

it s commentary, you sail never take-

it seriouslv Maybe thai would U

disturbing But while it's unfolding.

you can'l help but sii hack and enjoy

M guillv laughter As Hollman
When it nKiks it cooks " And

H,jg the Dog fiequenllv sizzles. A-

AMISTAD
Directed by Steven Spielberg

with D|imon Hounsou, Mottftew

McConaughey, Anthony Hopkins

Steven Spielbcig - his|oti>.al epic

about a slave mutiny in the l*it

and the tight to fl

solid addition to the director's portlo-

lio More importanllv. it's a his?

lesson the textbooks seem to have

passed ovei I "spielberg was

our primary entertainer, now he

i be our pnmarv educalot

i there are some moments in

Iwt'fntrf when you know the wun
dei kind

v^ual game
Ihe movie Keiu- >vith a terrifying

surrealistic mutiny where no bloody

detail is spared, and eontinues, later.

thai

,
ists the slaves nightmare |oui

I hat first icene introduces the

I
ler ol the Mnsdiis Cinque who

later is proclaimed by a wonderfully

touching and uniiu Anthony

Hopkins i|ohn Uuincy Adams) as the

greatest of heroes. As Cinque, amaz-

ing newcoinei Djitnon Hounsou
somehow manages to convey eontu

sioii. tage, hurt and love while using

nary an Fnglish word. That kind of

storytelling needs greater emphasis,

and unfortunately Spielberg concen-

trates a bit too much on the talkv

effortl ol the bland Matthew
McCoaegbj and an underwritten

Morgan Freeman.

W hai I took away from Amistad.

though in addition to its moving
story, where the powerful vitual

moments — Cinque learning the

Bible by the pictures and comparing

it to his life la metaphor for the

movies themselves), and Cinque see-

ing the African flower in lohn Quinw
tieenhouse and remembering

his home A-

SCREAM2
Dir^clmd by Wet Croven

with Neve Campbell, Courtney Cox,

David Arquette

Only Wes Craven and Kevin

Williamson have the guts to make
fun ol themselves The director and

Turn to FttMS page A4

Leonardo DiCapno and Kate Winjlet fund fatalistic love in fifonx

MEDI^ PLAY
MOII CNOICI. LISS PKICI. IVIRY DAY.

Homp»hir* Moll 341 Ruvwll Si Hodby (4131 582 0410

Crossroad! ScKkfood HHIi ICow ol Hols and SloM MoncUsSjr (860) 648 5871

Stot*Un« PImo 1 36 Elm Si EnWd (860) 253 4777

Newirsgtoo Commons Was* I 72 K.Hv lorn ffWftir, TwnpiWI Nw»oglon I860) 594-7272

«1-S040-0U
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continued from page A3

.nwriu-i °' Sc»BBSSl Jiui lM hilarious sequel also know
horror Movies, sequels, teenagers and pop culture better

than timoiie Perhaps the best example of that knowledge

is in Scream J 's over the top owning scene, when lada

Pinkcit and Oniai I ppt gel a disturbing treatment from a

psycho Irving to create a sequel to the Woodsboro mur-

ders I*his muwc in movie allows lot MM great comedic

fun. but Craven and Williamson are jus! getting stalled

A sequel means more goie and more elaborate death

scene*, and that's what Scream 2 offers There are some

spectacular set pieces the use ol the telephone as a M>
pense device is used even better than in the original

and more culture and film refcic-nce- than in the original

And we can espcoallv appreciate the treatment the film

give* lo sorortt) litters Oh and thai cast — N*

Campbell. C'ourtnev OoK, David Xrqucltc. Sarah Michelle

Clellar. and Ml I who's aMO of voung Hollywood.

and they always make things fun to watch Despite a

far-fetched convoluted ending. Scream 2 surprises more

with its wit than it doe* with ils horror And. "No. I reallv

mean that " B+

AS GOOD AS IT GETS
Directed by Jama* I Brooks

with Jock Nicholson, Helen Hunt, Greg Kinneor

It's always intriguing when a film can blend just the

right amount ol ^omedv and drama Recent movies Good
Will Hunting: and lem, Maguirc have been two of a select

number ol movies that «.an boast this achievement

I .Hiking back ovei the laM two decade*, though, one film

maker has been able lo make this combination work and

work again — lame- I Brooks.

Brooks is probably best known as the executive produc

erol I he Simmons but i» even mole successful with his

movie-. MM I ndearment and Broadcast

films manage to capture the thoughts and

trouble- ung and old — and milk

tome laughs out of them as well

In Brooks' newest Him. we have an obsessive-cornpu

I

. who brings his own forks and knives to a restaurant.

Add a single mom r has any time for herself and

a gay puintei with unloving parents to the mix and within

the imperfections of the characters, the comedy is generat-

ed

\s Good As It Gets starts out slowlv and awkwardly.

Not only are scene* unevenly paced and underwritten, but

. re just gelling to know these characters, and it's going

to take some nine to fully understand them Luckily, it's

not hard to stay interested in a movie when lack

This is Nicholson at his best, his

Most vulnerable, his funniest N 1*1 character If.

much more than a just a couple of one-liners and it is to

the actor's credit that he can seanilcssK urate the change
1'ioni heartless to caring Nicholson and his

obsessive compulsive Melvin I dall could probably even
make ihe next HOMf Alone a good movie More likely

though, \kliol-on will reap an Oscar to go along with hi-

Golden Globe award for best actoi

Equally good are Helen Hunt and Greg Kinnear as

depressed loner- going through a bit of a mid-life crisis.

\l first both are quite afraid and disgusted bv Nicholson's

antics But a> the movie gain- shape he .lunges both
their live- toi the belter even as they change his

In the movie - he-l pint device, \kholson. Hunt and
Kinnear go on a trip to Baltimoie A bit ol a love triangle

i- lornicd and the MM '•! MMM of each charactei i- vi-i

ble

Hunt and kinnear are warm characters troubled only

bv life's strange luck Nicholson, on the other hand, lives

in his own world where he walks a thin line between nor

inal and crazy, symbolized best by his refusal lo -tep in

the cracks of sidewalks or, floors. The big question of ihe

movie is whether or not he'll change, but the film's title

gives you a pretty good hint B+

THEftOXEJt

Directed by Jim Sheridan

wilh Dome! Doy-iawu Emily Watson, Brian Cox

I must confess that I don't know much about "the tmu
hies" in Ireland, which is surprising considering how
many movie- Hollvwood has made about them Among
the best ol these movies have come liom the creative leam

of director lim Sheridan and actor Daniel Day Lewis

Add I he Boxer, an old-fashioned, grainy love story, to

that li-t

When lorinei boxing prodigy Damn Flynn has been

released after a long prison term, the release creates all

kinds ol controversy. Danny, unlike many of the In-h

wi-he- to unite the Protestants and Catholics, and does

this via hi- Holy ramilv" boxing matches. Howevci. thi-

•n -oon leads to as much trouble and violence as

Danny encounters in the boxing ring.

I In Boxer is a movie about past histories, and
Sheridan's dark, subtle direction lets the film ooze with

edginess as if each character is deeply afraid that what ha*

happened in the past will blow up in his/her face Dannv

in may be a quiet soft-spoken man. but he isn't afraid

Part of that lack of fear comes from the trust he has in his

I for Maggie Hamill. an old flame who is now married

and is in the center of the cuntrow
The plot is secondary in The Boxer The boxing scenes

serve mainly as a metaphor, but are plausible and exciting

themselves. What's most important is the fear these char-

acters fed and the love affair between Danny and

— played with smoldeiing but lesirained intensity by

Dav Kwi- ,md I inilv Watte I MM two aspects are the

best thing about a movie which often seems -low and

undramatic However, il only takes a stare from
Dav lewi- to Wat-on to change that lone

Watson is as good and as beautiful as she was in

Breaking the Hfam D><v I ewi- continues a- one ol our

best actors — here he sports amazingly dark eyes, a per-

lect acecnt and a scragglv look that suggests a man with a

troubled past and nothing left lo tear. B

TOMORROW NEVER DIES

Directed by Roger Spotiswoode

wiffS Pierce Brosnan, Jonathan Price, Michelle Yeoh

Fitting right into the theme ol hi>torv film hi-toiv

that i- i- lame- Bond, who made In- comeback via the

unruffled coolness ol Pierce Brosnan in l*WVs. Goldeneyt.'

The main purpose oi tin- next installment seemed to

seamlessly combine the suave 007 with ihe stunts and
-peetacle ol a modern dav .niton movie I his goal i-

reached — sort of lomorrou Masta* Peas' is pose] enter-

tainment, but need- )a//iei direction, a fuller script and

-.'ine. 'lie lo realize thai Teri Hatcher can't act

The I8lh Bond flick finds the secret agent pitted against

a media king, played bv lonathan Prvee Pryce - perloi

marwe win- the dubious award for Most -\nnovmg Villain

free - zealous bad guy wasn't really thai evil, just a little

loo greedv t -mg satellite technology, he tries to create a

vv.ii between Britain and lapan so he eould sell his news

media progTam There isn't an easier wav to do this?

Ihe answer lo thai question i- he then wouldn t have

a movie and we wouldn't have the iclic-hin

-nan returning. In this reprisal, ihe elegant Brosnan

continues lo throw out mote one liner- and ol eour-e

save more live- Brosnan. and hi- remote controlled car.

arc easily the he-t part ol the movie and any scenes not

featuring Bin-nan can be considered popeoin breaks.

JACKIE BROWN
Directed by Quentin Torontino

wifn Pom Grier Samuel L Jackson Robert De Niro

I was looking through the Arts & Living section of the

paper and inside, there wa- an advertisement lor ihe

idway production of Wait I Mil Hark -tatrmg

Marisa Tomei and Ouennn Tarantino So much lor

promoting hi- new movie. Jackie Broun Tarantin

gone back to acting, you'd think he was actually good at

it

our*:, if net just enjoving his fame and having a

good lime, why MWdM ' Mier all. Tarantino had a lot of

directorial tun in jMUf 9mm*, r.xccpi. he ha- loo much

An overlong. overdeveloped clime capci that needs sen

OUI editing help, lackie Broun lells the siory of a

down and out llighi attendant, a gun -ale-man, a bail

bondsman and a pe.petuallv high surfer girl. Tarant.no

leave- the eaineia M his -lats lot long |>eiiods ol tunc,

-ome have called thi> technique Juiactet development I

call il tM kind vil egotistical film making thai make- the

film woefully uneven II auvihing come- out ol the-e

cenea, it- ihe specttetjtai 7 o- -ounduack

C.ettiug the above problem- out ol the way, lacku

Broun i- bv M mean- a bad movie It olten -pons the

matte' ol !.. I dialogue and quirky chaiaclei i/al,

whii I. make Flmore Leonard's novel- (namely Rum
Punch, upon which this movie was based) M clever and

original I.u.ml in. gOM lor the literal approach, ano

interaction- beiween sM ehaiauei- te-peciallv De Niro

and a lelre-hmg Bridget loiula' are the best parts of the

movie Bui the greate-t achievement ol the film, one lhat

nld be given much credit lot i- hi- lejuve

nation ol I'ain (mei and Robert I orster Their love MOry

is one ol the MM* unique and realistic in a -ea ol unorigi

nal movie romance

Ne\t on tap for Tarantino is a movie written and

directed and ye-, starring hiin-eli Perhaps someone

-hould warn him altet lackie Broun - mediocie

..Hue take lhat one great movie doeMi t mean SOU

can -it hack, relax and think everything vou do is as gold-

en a- those DelfonicV tiaik- C*

THE POSTMAN
Directed by Kevin Costner

witn Kevin Costner Will Potion, loreru Toss

Speaking ol golden bov- let - Iwu- on Kevin C oslnei

l.u a while Well, only lor a quiek minuie. because thai -

all Costner d alter giving u- Ihe Postman
.ombinati.m ol the- wortt pan

OstsMvi With H Robin Hood and Wiorworld

MM OMsJ* to ihe basic outline ol the role he played in

all ol these- previous films — a misunderstood drifter who
manulaeturc- hope in the he-art- ol million- Coincidental

•>e. but still -luridly patriotic.

In Ihe Postman C o-tnei MMas*| play a wounded sol-

dier thug, the son of a king or a gtllcd mariner Instead.

hi- role i- more ..tdinarv thai of a postman.

And I .«siner apparently, in a fit of setf-adora-

non leaves the actor OmM* n for practically ail

..I the tortunng two and a half hour- iht- movie staggers

through Plentv .1 -h.t- ol Costner. dressed in manly

sweaters, are featured in rugged close-ups.

. have a bad movie when the best part

turns out lo be a cameo from loin Peitv D
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UPCOMING CONCERTS
Now that we're back, the

thought on everyone's mind \-

lo do for entertainment Well. I'm

-ure vou have classes, maybe a job

and certainly a verv bu»y drinking

schedule to keep vou occupied But I

know as well as you do that each

MM Ml MM b) I iv c nhmited in the

Student Lnum vou -tot

there are any good live music acts

coming here to the Happy V alley. In

order to make life more convenient

for everyone, here's a list ol what will

come to the Northampton area in the

coming weeks:

At Pearl Sireei — if you are

interested. K I M covtf band
Orange Crush is playing on Friday at

** p.m.: Saturday MgM«)ou can check

out The Amazing Royal Crowns with

the Dropkick Murphys. Big Bad
Bullocks, and the Racketeers at 7

p m . 25 Ta Life will perform on
Sunday Feb I. along with CirunkH.k

Blood lor Blood. Catch IV Section *

and Powerhouse; Thursday, Feb V
liggte The Handle will be downstairs;

Friday. !eb o. People ol ihe Sun
with Ride Inc , and on Sunda.

heck out \ i-K>n ol DsMMM
Later in the month another cover

band Itchv Fi-h will deliver

their rendition of Pearl lam - best on
Feb. 20. and much later Roomful ol

Blues will be on March .'

At ihe Iron Horse lonighl

there - Blue and the cosmic

truth: on Fridav New \

Blues Band and the Holmes Brothers

start their show at 7 p.m : the

Street Wine shindig" might be inter-

esting on Feb. 2-V Moonboot Lover

will play on Feb 5: ihe Seldom IMM
on Feb 6 it you're into hiucgraes;

Kubv horse and Another Girl will play

on Ian >l and Feb. 7 el 10 p.m..

Also on Feb. 7, female blues act Ron
Block will plav at 7 p.m. sponsored
bv « KN\ I M

il not a lew ol ihe-c -how-
-hould interest you. so have fun

vou -hould gel out more often any

( •ntpiled f>v Ke\ in slonahan

Visit us online:
http://

UMass Division of Continuing Education

Somot li i ni±; Nearly 100
noncredlt
workshops

inoutang.

• Mask Making

daytsma, waakaetsU, off and on | f^ ^ Jf*

sK^v#3ryojti.€3
• Network Marketing

• Web Page Design

• Chocolate

Spring samastar workshops begin February 9

• Songwrrting

•Art Therapy

• Redrement Planning

For a free course catalog, call A 1 3-545-0107 or e-mail

contined@admin.urrass.edu

• Genealogy

•UFOs

www.umass.edu/contined/ • Playback Theatre

• Bartending

a quality education at an affordableprice
• EMT Training

• Division of Continuing education •

University of Massachusetts Amherst

OHAAYSOSH.
GARY! A CAR

JUST RAN OVER
YOUR BIKE"

HOLY COW" THANK ^

GOODNESS I WAS
HERE IN TURN IT UP
BUYING INCREDIBLY

NEAT CDs'

.O

S^rcS

£7-0 Of?% WE Will SAVE

YOUR LIFE.
5 pleasant st. northampton 582.1885

Ion the "internet": http://javanet.comHurnitup

Take tlie first step on an
incredible career journey.

Aerotek, a nationally recognized leader in the contract services industry, is actively recruiting a

diverse community of college graduates Contract services is a thriving industry that has been

spurred by global competition and rapid technological change It's no wonder contract services

has grown to a $100- billion « year industry' And Aerotek is leading the way- since 1963, we've

been the fastest-growing contract services firm in the US
Hundreds nf graduates have launched their careers as sales recruiters, "selling" the market's

top professionals on working for Aerotek. then selling them on providing their services to our

Fortune 500 clients such as Motorola. IBM, AT&T. Lockheed Martin, and Sprint Our sales

recruiters interview, market, and develop client relations And Aerotek will make sure you have

the tools you need to succeed

Our Sales Recruiters enioy

• A great salary plus bonuses and comprehensive benefits

• Career planning to support advancement into sales and management

• Opportunities nationwide 130 branch offices across North America

If you are unable to see us on campus, call, fax, or e-mail us today 1

Here's the first step!

See us on the U Mass campus for

JOB FAIR '98

Information Session — 7pm - 8pm
February 18, 1998

INTERVIEWS
School of Management

February 19, 1998

Aerotek/HR, 7301 Parkway Dr. Hanover, MD 21076

1 800 927DOM/fax 410 579 3972

E-mail: couchoOasrotsk.com eoe.m/f/o/v

Research Positions
Creare Inc., an engineering R&D firm seeks capable researchers.

A company of 1 00 people, our location in Hanover, NH,

offers exceptional quality of life in a rural environment.

Research Librarian

Our specialized technical library is offetlllg the experienced researcher an opportunity to provide

on-line and Internet searches, referenCfand acquisition service*, and support to our Library

Manager in the maintenance and enhancement of Bbrary services for a technical staff of 40 engi-

neers. BA and 2-3 years',relevant expsjrlence or MLS requireds relevant

4
srvbp lov

mal team

Research Special!

The researcher/organizer^^ loves inforf1sssss^LAstMM^sss|thc design of systems and proce-

dures will work with a smaHtoeVTi of engineering naff on a variety Of research assignments. BS/BA

degree required; MLS preferred. An appropriate mix of information research, marketing, writing

and communication skills are needed, mcludinf Internet searching, felevant work experience pre-

ferred The successful candidate's skills will^B final dBiltion to tft job.

Creare offers a competitive salary, excellent benefits, and profit sharing. Interested applicants

should send a resume, detailing relevant training and vvtirtt experience, and a copy of transcripts

to: Kelly Koloski, Creare Inc., P.O. Box 71, Hanover, NH 03755.

Visit our web site at htlp://www.creare.com.

We are an equal opportunity employer.

cou*tii> «Nt mn ctNTit

Smoke and mirrors
The play, Firej in the Mirror, will be performed on Feb. 10-11 at

Bowler Auditorium at 8 p.m.

Spice
confmuod from page) Al 1

than a glurtficd photo opporiunuv
the results of which can be seen

abov

Win rid be a hu at the

bos office' Subods bui ihe

pre-pubesteni >ouih of America
kniv. for Mire, but let^ |u»i «a>

that Titanic director Ume>
Cameron probabl -top say-

ing "ch-ing' ch-ing!" in hi> sleep

a* time soon I bet nil beat that

ng movie though.

But now , many are undoubtedly

pondering what the point of all

thi* i* e\a..tU For the answer I

refer to the great circus showman
P I Harnum who once said.

"There's a sucker born every
minute."

ntiments cxactlv

Df\LY C0LLEGr\N.

have paper, will travel'

^ HAS YOUR
AUTO

w
c
A

..OR

CONCERNED
IT WILL BE?

H
E
L
P
w

£e,t tAe, /£t^ev*£r at ^&

EXHAUST • SUSPENSION • BRAKES

HAOfUTY
1#7 suasseel St.

<*U« 9)

5B«99»I
TtllDAS

90 days same ea cash

NOStTMAMPTOW
143 King St
(Rtecf)

Spring 1998
February 4-7, fSSS M Ipm, Curtain Theater

QUNCEANBU by Alberto Antonio ("Beto")

Aralia, Paul Bonln-Rodrlguei end Michael

Marine* A co-production ol New WORLD Theater

and fie Department of Theater at the University of

Msseacnueerts

February 7 SS. 1«M at apm. Hampden Theater

COWTtQETS SOBER by alei sharKer

February 10 and 1 1 el I pm. Bowtter Auditorium

BKS IN THE SSJBJQfJ Presented by Trinity

Repertory Company. Co-sponsored wfth Ihe FAC
Center Series

February 20 al 8pm. Bowker Auditorium VOICES
ti THE RAIN. Written end Performed by Michael

Keck

February 2S-2S S March J-7 at I pm; eddlttonel

2 pm matinee on March 7, Rand Theater.

aXAfflSOt by Joea Rivera A co-production of New
WORLD Theater and the Department of Theater at

Ihe University of Massachusetts

March 7 at I pm. Bowker Auditorium

RADIO UAMBO: CULTURE CLASH INVADES
MIAMI by Culture Cleah

April 2-3 at S pm t April 4 at 2 pm & S pm.

Hampden Theater. E HANAIKE KUMU /LOOK
TQJBESOUBSB Performed by Uuanl Chan

April 11 al Spm, Bowker Auditorium

DOHA ROSITA S JALAPEMO KITCHEN
Written by Rodrlgo Duarte Clark

Performed by Ruby NoMa Peres

for ticket information, call the Fine Art* Center

Bo« Office (413) 545-2611 or 1-S00-99S-UMAS
For more Information about the shows, call (4 1 3)

$45-1972.

The rules for happy existence in soap land
Hello soap opera fans, did you

miss me during the break?

I must say that I'm utterly

exhausted from sitting on my butt

and watching three to five hours of

soaps every weekday (it's a tough

job but someone's got to do it). In

all honesty, watching soaps was the

only thing keeping me sane during

my house-dwelling days.

As a whole. I'm very hopeful

about the coming year. Almost all

of the soaps have been extremely

engaging as of late. For those of

you who have always thought
about watching, no time is better

than the present.

I have to vent for a brief second

though. Who is the wise guy who
decided that airing "Guiding Light"

between the early morning IsOfafi

(relatively speaking) of 10 and II

am was a good idea? Because of

the ridiculous time slot, l.l

became something of a pastime

The only thing that kept me
appraised of what was going on
were the tid bits in Soap Opera
Weekly — an absolute must for the

serious soap opera fan. In any case,

you'll have to excuse me if "GL"
takes a backseat lor a week until I

get caught up

I thought I'd start off by

indulging in a few of my soap
opera fantasies (it's always been a

dream of mine to become a soap
opera writer). These arc some of

the storylines I'd love to see on
various soaps if I was calling the

shots.

"General Hospital* — lason
becomes attached to the baby
which leads Carl) lo fall in love

with him. A Robin/lason/Carly tn

angle ensues causing Brcnda to get

in Carly's face since Robin's a bit

too mousy. Al gets involved too.

Keesha gets shipped off to some
deserted island and is never heard

from again (kind of like our dear

friends Simonc and Ginai Liz goes

after Nik in the hopes of ruining

his relationship with Sarah (she's

encouraged to do so after Lucky
pumps her with stories about the

looming threat of the Cassadines.

especially with Helena in town Liz

wants Sarah away from them) It's

not as if the Sarah-and- Nik
romance could become any more
blase. Alexis surprises everyone by

becoming the victor in the

Cassadine feud. Laura throws the

Stefan/Kathy romance for a loop

The ever charming V finally get

some air time as her friendship
with |ax grows. Lucy finally returns

to her on true home — "GH!"
"Days of Our Lives" — Sami and

Franco play a game of cat and
mouse. Franco grows tired of
Kate's threats and decides to help

Sami snag control of Titan
Enterprises away from Kate. All

work and no play... don't worry,
on her days off she joins Kristin in

a scheme to break up |ohn and
Marlena once and for all. Austin
becomes obsessed with
bringing down Sami, so

much so that he alien-

ates Carrie. She begins

(o find comfort in the

arms of Mike. There's

a hitch though;
Eric (who has

come out of
the closet)

develops a

crush on
Mike
h imoelf .

A battle between bro and sis

emerges. Kristin (Eileen is leaving

shortly) makes the ultimate sacri-

fice for Susan, baby Elvis and lohn

She ruins Stefano's plans and takes

a bullet for |ohn. Kristin dies in

lohn's arms as Marlena watches.

Her last words are to Marlena "I'll

see you in hell."

Well, now that that's taken care

ol i other plots shall follow in the

coming weeks). I'd love to hear

what you guys would like to see in

the coming year. I'll mention some
of them in the column I also want-

ed you guys to know that if you
ever miss an episode (week, etc )

of your favorite soaps or are look-

ing for some juicy gossip about the

world of soap operas, feel free to

e-mail me and I will try my best to

fill you in.

After seeing Scream again for the

trillionth time last week, an idea

popped into my held. You know
the scene where the horror movie
freak (I can't believe I can't

remember his name) starts bab-

bling about the "rules" one must
follow if they are to successfully

• urvive in a horror flick Well,

soaps aren't entirely without their

own set of "rules" either Here are

some lips and lessons you'd be

wise to know should you find your

self smack in the middle of soap
opera land:

• There's no such thing as a

low-risk pregnancy The chances of

giving birth to a perfectly health

baby are about as good as winning

the lottery. People are always push-

ing you down a flight a stairs when
you are pregnant.

• Don't worry about finding a

job, you won't need one.
Everyone's rich so no one needs to

work (a lovely arrangement, isn't

it?)

• Bad girls and boys never win in

the end. Maybe the battle, but
never the war.

• Cops are
always the last to

know and the law.

when enforced, is

very flexible (one

or two weeks tops

for a manslaugh-
ter conviction).

• As the cliche

goes, keep your
friends close and
your enemies clos-

er.

• One out every

Five soap land inhabitants will suf-

fer from multiple-personality disor-

der.

• If a child is sent away on a trip

or to a boarding school, he or she

will always come back 20 years

older and looking as hot as can be.

• To the women: if you lose your

child and can't come to terms with

telling your man, just stick a pillow

under your clothes to make it look

like you're still pregnant Believe

me, he won't suspect a thing.

• Should you ever find yourself

in "Days" land, think nothing of it

raining hellfire It's probably just

that wacky Doc up to no good
Think nothing of her spinning head

or red eyes either She's always like

that before she's had her morning

cup of coffee.

• Should you run into a few
ladies by the name of Annie. Molly.

Kristin. Phyllis or Carly. run like

hell

• Never turn to a shrink for

advice. Trust me. they're not exact-

ly the most stable bunch of people

• People in soap land have very

short memories Murder someone
one minute, run for mayor the

next.

• Those happily ever after mar-

riages... I give them till sweeps
week.

• Nikolas Cassadine. age lb

And you said high school wasn't

fun*

• If you gave your son or daugh-

ter up for adoption some time ago.

chances are he or she is in town

and may be sleeping with your
spouse.

I hi> week's "Sink or Swim" may
be slightly congested, but that's

because so much has happened
during the course of a month.

Swim •

• The "Terror Island" saga on
"Sunset Beach." As much as I hate

to admit it. the gimmick caught my
eye (doesn't take much these days)

and almost got to me lo watch the

show on a regular basis. The show
is definitely picking up some
steam. It was no Scream 3. but it

had its fair share of scares and
laughs.

• Once again to "Sunset Be-ach"

for introducing one of daytime's
First African-American vixens. It's

about time.

• "General Hospital." for an
unforgettable past lew weeks. This

soap has it all and it's all thanks to

Mr. Guza After the crap thai we
had to deal with last year (this lit-

tle game of musical chairs with

headwriters and not very good
ones. I might add), we're untitled.

• Lily and Holden's wedding on

"As the World Turns." After all the

doom and gloom, it's good to see a

little sappy, love stuff I loved the

bit about locking Molly in the clos-

et until after the ceremony was fin-

ished.

• The sexual tension beiween
lack and Carly on "ATWT" and
Todd and Tea on "One Life to

live " The sparks between the indi-

viduals in these two pairs are
intense.

• Gloria and Brooke (may have

spoke too soon with her. though)

for finally having the sense to see

through Dimitri and lim's lies.

Gloria, great smack too. Dimiiri

had it coming.
• Having Dinah put the "B" back

in bitch on "Guiding Light "

Someone's got to pick up Annie's

slack when she leaves Glad to see

her going back to her roots.

• To the Banks triplets on
"Days." They're hysterical!

• Carly on "GH" for finally (ti\

ing that pompous old windbag
Tony an earful Sarah Brown
deserves an Emmy for her recent

blow-outs with both Tony and A|.

She's been absolutely incredible.

her and lason together, too.

• Lucy's smarts on "Port

Charles." Glad to see her up to

Turn to SOAPS poge A8

It's the 5-college Web site designed and

written by students ... for students!

A.XI* gives you easy access

to news and features

from all 5 campuses...

on one fun site. Click on:

)(
campus news

^ career
center

V entertainment

V C|ub
scene

)( dining gu'de

V movie reviews

^ contests & more!

www.gazettenet.com/axis
GazetteNET is the Web sita of the Daily Hampshire Gazette
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Get on the bus, cause...
«*

A look at some of the anticipated

releases from the music industry

•••••••••••••••••••

February '98

ARTS on campus
I II m m ^*W a monthlv calendar brouqhtA monthly calendar brought to you

by the UMass Arts Oouncil.
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A/ter the much documented failure of 1996's No Code.

it will be interesting it popular music has caught Pearl

lain WeU lint) nut soon enough as the> released their

fifth album entitled ) teld. on I tic vc-sieiclay A big mar-

keting push i- altc-udy underway, which includes the

release oi their tu ->t video (lor the album's first single.

n la H\ "' MssN the award-winning "kremy" clip

oww five aaan ugo Word out of Seattle also has them

embarking on an 80 dale IS. tour this summer Given

ihe group - meuurial nature. I'll believe both when I see

them
Another early semester highlight promises to be the Iat

u ni Shaun Ryder Hoimci Happy Monday's front-

man) and hi* new outfit, the apocalyptic dance band

Black Grape Having received universal rave reviews trom

the wtohouat) fkkk British 0*999, Radioactive is set to

release Stupid Stupid Stupid next

month If the group hasn't broken up Baa^aal
bv then, look lor a spring I S <oui Marty

It their 2 H> Id .ulled liom a l"W5

Having recently been quoted in a Chicago Tribune

interview as wanting to "take the next two and a halt

years off
"
a b-sides compilation by Noel Gallagher and

Oasis should help to ease the pain of having to do with-

out one of music's most endearing snobs tor a while.

Smashing Pumpkins guitarist lames lha will see his

first solo ottering released bv Virgin next month. Expect

moat!) HjUUtlc hunrl tunes revolving around lha's often

insightful and thought-provoking Ivik-

Speaking of the now drummer-less Smashing

Pumpkins, the band has reportedly completed work on

the follow-up to the wildly successful Mellon Collie &

The Infinite Sadness, the album that made them super-

stars. According to frontman Billy Corgan, the new

release reflect* "not having a drummer" although former

Soundgaiden -kin pounder Matt Cameron lends his tal-

ents on a few tracks A mid-summer

sjbjsjsjhbbVSJRBI release is planned.

Alter the implosion of the Stone

Roses, guitarist |ottn Squire returned

4824
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ARTS COUNCIL INFORMATION:

set at Red Ro«.k> didn't quench vour thirst for The Dave

Matthews Band then perhaps anotliei 2 CD set trom a

l*li Richmond \ ,i concert coming out this March will

do the tiuk RCA plan* kg release a OMB live package

every three months or H to cut out the need for bootleg

ging. so get out your wallets

oming la>t summer's top-grossing package

tout a live album was an inc\ liable occurance from the

tolks behind the I iliih rair KiMaiue plans call for a

i iilease.

s most intriguing releases will

nnlv be the all new material currentls being recorded

bv liitimy Page and Robert Plant in I ondon with leg-

endary noiseauaker Sieve Mbim manning the dials It'll be

inte: lieai what will happen when two ol rock's

.nipli-hed names team up with the man behind

M a> P.|. Harvey s Kid of Me and Nirvana s

In I R

Another interesting, not to mention unlikelv collabora-

tion will be released tho «ummei on Klectra Bnti>h

e Billy Bragg and Chicago KmatJI rBCBBtl Wilco

have teamed up to record some ol Woody Guthrie '« old

l\rK« One wonders how Guthrie's decades-old word«

will translate in today's modem society.

The pioneers behind the trip-hop movement. Massive

\iiack. return with then iif>i IM yet untitled) album in

nearly four year* >n April on Virgin

to action quickly with a new band, The Seahorses. Now

It'l Stone Rom rortBll Ian Brown's turn. Unfinished

\lt,nke\ Huuness (Polvdor) Il aiicaiiy out overseas while

a statewide release is in the works.

Alter getting married and having a baby, Lii Phair hits

back after a tour year accrue with u/ii/ei/ioio/u/fegg-

n Matador A firm release date i- to be set shortK

Among othei notables scheduled to release album in

c>8 are California punk band Bad Religion and

scmVk rakers White Zombie Others to look out for

with be Brupop also rans Pulp Cast and Ocean Colour

Scene Also planning releases this year are former STP

lead itefH Wclland and the kilt-wearing thrashers,

horn
Although nothing is certain, let's hope the lollowing

rumored releases see the light of day in I'M*

• Something, anything, trom My Bloody Valentine

nlv been waiting aaMfJ Hg
I

a A planned reniiv ol Radiohcad's entire OA. ( omputer

bv Bristol fngland's trip-hop collective Massive Attack.

• \tter recent In unearthing some rare tracks from The

Rolling Stones recorded tor the BBC. those involved are

Irving BO determine how. it at all to release these much

sought alter early live recordings of "Satisfaction il Can't

lout covers from rock pioneer such as

Chusk Bern
\lans keane u a Collegian naff member.

If the Coll$§im were i CD...
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trom fha Am Counc* to aupport your an mart ThaCouncd

LbaiLi n ja aakinn aurti aimf1 Slop by and that, your

uaaa MoShatpyougatatarbaJ Tn» yaar» ramaaang grant 1

llaaifr 111 Fabruary 4 and Mareh 11

Apptylor 2/98
UMass Arts Council, 101 Hasbrouck Hall, 545-0202
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*
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I Wood Floor
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www wnrtatl.'hMic.com

AMHERST ATHt^TK ( It'll

4r><> West Street
South Amherst. 256 OOHO

PROJECT OTZMA
EXPERIENCE ISRAEL FROM

OTZAAA
A 10 MONTH LEAOCtSHT

OCVEIOPMENT PltOGRAM IN SRACL
WORK M VARIOUS LOCATIONS

TH9XXJGHOUT THI COUNTRY AND
DEVELOP A DEEP, MUNMGTUL

LINDERSTANOlNG Of ISRAEU SOCIETY

Fo* mor* afwoi nta$ion conlocl you* local

JBTWUft r*MM*Xrt*On OTT

PreaKl OTZMA
Council of Jawnh fadaronbm
730 vroodwoy
NawYori. NY I0O3

212 598 3S32 amoi ofima0crlny.org
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Even At Four, You Had A Good Head For Business.

Has been extended to Feb. 7

20% of all tanning packages

• Over 79 iccre<Ul«l courtet

9) French Immmion Program

• Fint Art. Program

• Advanced Photography and

Web Dcaign Programi

• Cultural Fjicunioni

For mart informtuon, call «r writ*:

The American University of Parii

Summer Programi, Box S-2000

102 rue St. Dominique

7S007 Psria, France

Tel (33/1)40 62 06 14

Fax (33/1)40 62 07 17

New York office: Tel. (212) 983-1414

\\<l) site

I ill. ill Sn

Face it, you didn't come to college to be just like everyone else, so why not ally

yourself with one of America's top internships? You'll make your resume stand out after

graduation, plus earn real money while still in college. Some of our students earn a five-

figure income. Put the Northwestern Mutual Life name to work for you, and realize that

you're worth much more than you think. Maybe The Steffen Agency should hear from

you. Internship openings available now.

Tune in to "Today's 99 3 "for the Northwestern Mutual Life Player ofthe Game.

^r.
• £*

Kati; Kani:

The Steffen Agency

413/748-6000

katekane@javanel.com

ttftrn

The Quiet Company"

www.NorthwesiernMutual.com

For sales career opportunities 1 -800-CALL-NML

Phish sinks on live album, Puff Daddy is back, Brooks disappoints
By Marty Keane
ColUgian Staff

SUP STICH AND PASS
Phish

Elektra

What!, this — Phish's third li\c

album? Clearly vying fur tha iaftova
Deadhead-. I'lii-h packl plenu ol

noodling. directionless jamming Km
those still in search ot a po« lens
groove. It's MM K, imagine btl ol

hand-flapping, head twilling danc
ing going on amongst shoeless hip-

pies at this 1997. Hamburg.
Germany concert, but as a CD lis-

tening experience. Slip Such and
Pass tllektra) plays moie
than a little Hat. I've never

heard more listless u-r

sion ol |csu* lu-t I elt

Chicago" or "Hello Nh
Baby" |ust two ot

the more memorable
songs in their endles-

catalog of Dead
inspned |ams

Like their counterpart!!

nco-hippie outfit. The
Matthews Band, these gu\s have
the requisite chop- but the prob-

lem is, you can't lake soul, and
that's what Phish is irving desper-

alelv M ,1, I)

HARLEM WORLD
A4o»e

Artuto/Bod Boy

Sean "Puff} grip on the

music lavored bv uiban America is

the stull ol legend Hi- label - brand

lit smooth, soul i nl cited, hip hop
has taken the country (not to men-

tion Billboardl by storm ever 9JaW<

the posthumous release ot the

rious B.I C s brilliant life 1

Death early last year and if Masc's

client Harlem World i Artist/Bad

Boy I is any indication. Putty- -tran-

giehoid is only growing tigh<

The 20-year-old Muse is ahead)

familiar to many through his gue-t

t- on other Fast Coast hit-.

including Biggie - cv Mo
Problems." and Comb- ,wn "Can't

Sobodv Hold Me Down " A« with

most urban music these days, the

lyrical concerns are hardly new

getting paid, gaining raipacl and
wonven.

Producer Combs retains hi- prel

crence for stealing other
|

idea* through -housing obvious but

perfectly suited sami

The Gang, Curtis Mayficld. Harold

fvfn and even Michael lackson

are some of the notable nan
What makaM Harlem World such an

slips in perlectlv with Combs' silky

-inooih gioove- tuilhei piool that

Puff Daddy belongs behind the
boards, not in front ol the mike
A-

GREAT EXPECTATIONS — THE ALBUM
Von'otis Artisrs

Atlantic

The soundtrack to the new film

adaptation oi Picheaa' cla--ic work
-tat ring I llian I law ke and Gwyneth
I'altlow i- a pleasant -urprise First

off, it s chock lull ot new -ongs from
lanious act-, thus trumping mo-t
hall baked cash in- that do little but

till -ludio and resold compa-

ny colters. Ton Amu-
"Siren" is unsurprisingly

quirky and kooky, but

-till beautiful and haunt

ing all the same,
r m e r

Soundgarden front-

nan Chris Cornell

hecks in with
Sun-bower," a tender

ottering more s looaf) in

tune with his efforts on the Singles

soundtrack than any ol the

itflactad -ludge lavoicd by his

lormet band \lso ot lon-equencc is

Pulp's "I ike \ Friend." a song whose
glam toikv a--uredness would be

enough to impress Zigg) staidust or

Mate Bolatl oi I Rex. Not a bad little

-oundttack M all B-f

ran Off

SEVENS
GorffS flfoois

Capitol

iallv the biggest selling

solo arti-t in Ametican hi-tory 'all

ot music included). Garth
- - has alway- ba-ed hi- -pectac

ulat live pertormances on the kind

>•! "0« arena ruck -how man-hip
that catapulted one ot his idols.

k!w 10 -tjtdom during I

On record though. Brooks has

played countrv by the

throughout his teurded output,

spanning over a decade and

albums. Seeing as the aptly titled

apitol i is essentiallv no

different froa the Garth of vear-

:hat means there arc only two
brands of tune* m I

anon

root in . tootin' barroom singalong-

hke I oagfMci Bottle" and
iliac." and maudlin

ballad- such us Belleu Wood" and
In toother's t \e»." the last being

a duet with longtime Iriend Tn-lia

YearwcH>d

Sure it make- tor good, clean fun

which is ultimately the plot I guess,

but Srv«*sf sounds a bit fore.

• -.' righteous o>unn

Phish's latest live release falls sadly short of the mark.

tine is wearing a bit thin. A man of

In the musw world

has a ' bility, I think, to do
more than merelv please his tans with

i pleasing pandering such as

this.

llso ha- the power to lut-

thet the «.au*c "I -ountry music as a

viable main-tream entity to all of

America and it is a shame to see him

tail to tak I learlv

• - is afraid to break out ot tne

cookie ..utter count r) mold -

-oinething that i* in tact perpetuated

by himself I ongtime tans though

will not be disappointed, but one

cannot but teel a- it Brook- is wast-

ing his con-iderable talents and plat-

totm. aV-

LOOX N LOAD
Oanrs Ltory

MM

:)iU

Northampton.^*

monday & fuesday, february 2 & 3, 8:30pm

the

GOD STREET WINE
shindig

shin dig, n - a restive party, often with dancing

join God Street for a stripped-down,

semi-unplugged, very intimate performance

$10 adv.

Saturday, february 14, 7 &10 pm

5 O'clock Shadow,
Drawn To Scale &

the Amherst DQ (7pm);

the Smith Smithereens
(10pm)

a cappella valentine, $10 adv.

WFCR benefit!!!
o

Sunday, february 1 : /

& 9:30 pm

Buckwheat Zydeco
Louisiana-style dance party,

$17:50adv

thursday, february 5, 10pm

Moonboot Lover
plus Native

funkified grooves for your boogie soul

$ 6 adv

Saturday, february 7, 10pm

Rubyhorse/
Another Girl

alternarock artists in residence

$ 5 adv. /door

TICKETS: For the Record, at the Northampton Box Office or call 586 8686

24-HOUR CONCERT INFO: 413 584.0610

u have a problem with the T
word, don't even bother with Lean.

If not, then listen to a master use the

dreaded word like a rapier Actually,

what makes /,,! \ I 'jd <A&M>
most notable II not the swears it i

Leary '>• eMaafJc often dead-on indict

mc-nt> lf f most things political'

rest He also waves very tunnv on

-U.uchy teenagers ("Pull up your

!"), boutique coffee t'l want

coffee that tastes like coffee!"), and

the annoying Michael Flatley

tdubbed "Ass'Me of the Dance" >.

The only crap here are the "songs'

Lean' attci' • with the jokes.

eh'B

UdYMAUTlFUl
Babybird

AflanHc

England's Babybird has

along at a tortuttous nme.

Radiohead hasn't (yet) had the kind

ol runaway success that leads record

companies to sign blatant imitators

the >iia did. and No Doubt

no doubt will The new crop of *\gi\-

ings share a sense of grandeur with-

out bombast (like Radiohead) that

was commonplace among bands
rarely broadcast outside college

radio a decade ago Chumbawamba
ped years my

with "Tubthumping." a *ong with
'80s style big pi. values,

and the Longpigs are garnering a bit

of airplay attc-r touring with the sun

ilarly minded reformed Echo & The
Bunnvmen And Babybird scored

itself a deal with material reminis-

cent of the Co- Betweens and early

lame- with sontemporary flour

es.

Babybird and its debut album.
( g/v Beautiful, are the brainchild of

the severely talented Stephen Jones,

oomsv ion oaiof

a DIY- spirited pop troubadour who
has written an astounding 400 plus

eclectic songs ranging in content

from surreal comic narratives to

intensely personal meditations.

I \tmpljM of his witticism is I

wanna get famous just so I can get

sued" to the amusingly sacrilegious

"lesus is My Girlfriend " This may be

true, but in the same song he also

states that he "can't even catch a

tune with a hook." which as it turns

out. the album reveals as a blatant

lie

"Candy Girl" is ringing and
melodic and the upbeat "C>
night" brings to mind the underap-

preciated Woodcntops Then
there's the lead u re

Gorgeous." which radiates a twist-

ed sexuality in its effortlessly

catchy title refrain. Not all the

songs have a conventional pop

Turn to TRAX. page A8

FITCHBURG STATE
graduate degrees make the difference

CERTIFICATES OF ADVANCED
GRADUATE STUDIES

• ilMttxiwJ • IntfrttWrplman

Pm Lfdershrp • Pn4fsvi«njl Surt

• Educational Leadership IVvfLipmoit

and ManaRrmmt

MASTER S DEGREES

Master of Arts

• Ru'loir*

• Englnh

• Hi-;.t.

Master of Education

• Arts Education

• Earty CliildK > >j EJucjmkiti

• Educational Leadership

and Management

• Elementary, Educatiufi

a Midi lacanon

Master of Science

• Media

• i impufer Science

• r.sflinfi

• ipational Education

• Science Education

• ndarv Education

• Special Education

• Techn<4ogY Education

• Criminal jmtice

Master of Arts in Teaching

• Bmkurv • H:

• Earth Science • M.tthem,itk-

• English

Master of Business Administration (MBA)

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS

• Accounting

• Human Resources

M<in.igement

• Management

• • inJ

Family Thenp

• ChilJ -vmces

• Media

• Earls Intervention

• Educational Technology

• Fine Arts Director

• Fasenax Cast *'.<rk

• r teaax Nursing

• rotas! Mentoring

•(.hers

• ^uhsunce Abuse Services

• Traumatic Brain Injury

Education and

Neurorehahhtation

GRADUATE
CONCENTRATIONS
AVAILABLE:

^S&

• Higher Education Administration

• History & Uterature of Women

• School Adjustment Counseling

• Mathematics (MAT.)

for a coMPurn un or craouati and
UMDIRGRADUATl COURSES, YOU MAY
Ttl*7H0NI, FAX OR l-MAIL'

Graduate and Continuing Education

978-065-MM
Fax: 978-665 -36S(S

fcm.nl: dgce®tsc edu

PtOFISSIONAL DfVlLOfMfNT CCNTfR

978-665- mt>
-65-3639

E-mail: pdcOfsc.edu

Admissions

800-705- 9692 0^78-665-1144

Fax: 978-665-4540

E-mail: admissionsOisc.edu

VISIT OUR WEB SITE AT WWW.FSC.EDU
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0*j« goiumt. Noel Gallagher, may take the next two years off

Calendar of events -

cootrisT irrn ooutii

of facult\

including:

Langhan.
Orru

kmdl

Saturday. Ian 51

•i Ann. M Concert A showcase

rming solos and chamber musk.

H Chaataot. 1 1 *n. \ijtei

ura Kkxk. Mkhelk La Course.

Tilli* and r 8

Jin $"> lor Five College
p.m. in B
Mudent*

ill

Wcdnctdat. Feb. 4

Theater — Uuinceanerj h> Paul Bonin Rodrtgi.

•Beto" Araiza. and Michael Marine/ 8 p.m. in the Curtain

Theater $S I liege students. Call J45-25II

lure un Feb 5 at 12:30 p ni in Canipu*

Ms BOS with the three artists.

I centre Ibed Pedagogy Lecture by F.miK Romnev,

Long> School of Music 2:30 p m Bcxanson Recital Hall.

Saturday. Feb. 7

Mmsc — *«h Mans Vonk, Musk

.tor and Conductor, and Miliary Hahn. \ lolm « p.m

in the Fine Arts Center Concen Mall Si lor h>c College

students Call MS :s

n

• iilnaasnr Tct Celebration } p m I in Campus

Center Auditorium. Call 54 '> >tx

v

1 heater « Hamden
PhM Cdkfi SiadiaH call MS 1311

Through Feb 8

Cosaedy — Kings Queens and the Dixnne Comedy of

Vtlliams II p m in Bowkcr Auditorium $">

• .Ml

Tuesday. Feb. 10

Theater HstN al the Mirror with Barbara Meek and

Becky London of the Trinity Repertory Company • p.m

.Jitonum $5 for Five Coltefc Students Call

II

Music I solo Blues guitar torn.ni

,. Au^ta Savage GaBcry Call 54V-5I77.

Thursday. Feb. 12

Video /,.. • Video Series I p.m in the

Student Union W3
Reading (Vnrirte Schutt 8 pm in Memorial Hall

Call 545-0641.

continued from page A7

sound however.

"Dead Bird Signs' could have been a lost track by the

ambient house band This Mortal Coil; the accompani-

ment for "Atomic Soda" could be a music box with

reverb udded; and "You & Me" draws in trip hop shuf-

fling beat.

Baby bird may bear resemblance to other bands M
greater lame, but I 'fry Beautiful is stamped with originali-

ty A

TIBETAN FREEDOM CONCERT
Various Artists

Grand Royal/Capital

THE BRIDGE SCHOOL CONCERTS - VOL ONE
Various Artists

Reprise

The tragic sage in the lace ol communist China has

been well -documented through the news media in rcccin

I uiili ihc exiled Dalai Lama having become a celebri-

in worldwide through his I -ice I ibct campaign Over the

past two sumiiKts mi San Francisco and New York City

the music world — led by Beastie Boy and devout

Buddhist Adam "> auch — has done their part by holding

the NOtaaM libetan Freedom Coikciis which have gath-

ered quite an array of talent In la^i l I'l onh
non PopMart gig took place during last summer 's

val at Randall's Island in New York An
overview of these shows have been collected on the

Tibetan h. • Wi 5-CD set.

Unfortunately the collection fails as a musical I

ence. though not lor la«.k of effort. Many of the tracks

are one-of- a-kind performance* such as I ddu \ edder

and Mil ''e« rl !• during "Yellow

Ledbctter" and Noel Gallagher ol Oasis running

through (albeit sloppily' "Cast No Shadow " Hie high

lights including Bjoik's "Hyperballad" and Rage

Against the UkWm'i "Bulls on Parade" — are widely

interspersed angst rock-star posing (Pavement, i

and respectable artists caught on an Beck. Patti

Smith. Michael Stipe and Mike Mills ol R 1 M
| M

are looking to help Tibet or bus a cohesive collection ol

last k's upper echelon sour mone\ is better

soaps

spent elsewhere. .

Since 148b. some ol music's most luminous voices nave

gathered M the request of Neil and Pegi Young to play tor

the benefit ol Hillsborough, California's Bridge School, a

facilns ottering unique and innovative educational oppor-

tunities for children with severe speech and physical

impairments. .

Although still lacking in overall cohestveness. The

Bridge School Concerts — Vol. I succeeds where the

Tibetan Freedom Concert fails because each of the 15 cuts

are woven together b\ a common acoustic- based thread

which helps to e.en the playing field a bit — something

needed when presented a churning industrial band such as

Ministry alongside the lolkish wisdom of a reunited Simon

& Garfunkel

Among the many highlights include a rarely heard live

version ol Noihingmun" bs Young devotees Pearl |am

and Ministry with a rockaMB} eowa d the Clratelul Dead

staple '•Friend of the Devil." a real treat (not to mention

departure i lor anyone who has had their ear drums rattled

by Mini>trv s own work Although the album sounds a bit

Patti Smith's "People Have The Power" and

Dqn Henlev - "l es It Is! Ihc HnJgt School Concerts —
One is tilled with more than enough worthy nuggets

to merit purchasing I nlortunately the same cannot be

said lor the equally well-intentioned libetan Freedom

i oncerl which iust misses the mark musically.

n C
Da aMfft St had I aaanai — Vol One B

COME TO DADDY
Aphex Twin

Sire

Aphex Twin closes out "W like he opened it: with an

exceptional electronic album Come lo Daddv contain*

n new uacks plus a remix off last lanuarv I Richard

D laino lull length Halt this EP rivals the digital hard

coie practiced by Alec Fmpire of Atari Teenage Riot

(frayed samples and chaotic noise plaved at a relentless

pace) while the rest revels in the elastic sounds and

tripped out nursery room melodies that have made

Aphex Twin a household name in the electronic realm

A-

fnday

Music — Fntrain 8 p

ill 545-21'-

Fcb. 15

in the Campus Center

Saturday. Feb. 14

Musk lith Annual Honor Band 120 high

umentali-i -c-w England. New York and New
lalcom Row ell. Director of Bands. 7 p.m in

nter Concert Hall. Call 545-:

continued from page A6

some of her old tricks again I

adore her She's delinitclv got my
vote lor RuPaul's "Diva of the

Day"
• |oscpb C. Phillips ilustus on

( heers to both the actor

and the character he portrays Mtcr

a year of sitting on the sideJii

lustus has finally gotten some
well deserved airtime Bob Guia
has given the character a kick in the

pants (backbone and all) and
ph has not disappointed. I

1

been marvelous these past icw

weeks In fact, he's turning out to

be one of my favorite charac
|

Sink
• Ihe SORAS (Soap Opera

Rapid Aging Syndrome) that has

afflicted Rick Forrester on "The

Bold and the Beautiful Could

less about the kid and hi

lous teen happenin s I can see the

pro nc of the victim-

NORAS but not with this one. I

hate to sjv it. but I find the actor a

bit grating as well

• Peter on "Days." What a bore

hi* return has been so far Find the

guy someone other than a tiger to

interact with
es in my head" trend

on "Days "
| know I've said this

before, but is it really neccssarv

have the characters talk to themselves

every three seconds? Am I the only

one who finds this annoying? I mean,

these people will -it there tor hours

ium talking to themselves. Example

"I've got to find |en before lack

does." Peter says to himself everv

scene.

• I o useless and unnecessary

pre-emptions Last week. "Port

Charles" was pre-empted for a

special extended newscast on the

snow conditions. Can you imagine

the nerve of these execs, can-

celling a Friday night episode of

Ti io tell me that it snowed last

night' Like I needed to know that

The\ took an extra half an hour to

Je the same info they covered

iquite extensively) during the

newscast at noon. It's good to be

informed, but there's no need to

shove it down my throat, beat a

dead horse, or whatever (especial

Is when it comes at the expense of

one of my beloved soaps). I should

say. however, that they were nice

enough to air the episode ... at

555 am Thanks for nothing!

lacob Fanning is a Collegian

columnist Any questions or com
menu about this column can be

emailed '<>

j1anmng9student.umau.edu.

THE
BOULDERS CLIFF

1

kv J

X Large 2 Bedroom Apartments

New Appliances* • New Counters I Cabinets*

New Carpets I Tile* • Selected vmts

X State of the Art Exercise Facility

• Stairmaster • Lifecycle • Nautilus

Free Heat & Hot Water

Professional Maintenance Staff on Site

On Site Laundry Facility

Limited Access Entry System

5 College Bus Stop on Property

M.

,2 & 3 BEDROOM GARDEN STYLE UNITS

(ALSO Townhouse Style for 2 Bedroom)

CONVENIENT TO AMHERST, UMASS &
INTERSTATE 91

SCENIC HIKING TRAILS ON 28 WOODED

CRES

OLYMPIC SIZE POOL

TENNIS, VOLLEYBALL AND BASKETBALL

FREE PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION

24 HOUR MAINTENANCE
im.

256-8534
Office Hours Mon-Fri 8:30 - 5:30 Sat. 9:00 - 2:00

I56A Brittany Manor Drive, Amherst, MA
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Peace sells , but Megadeth still rocks
By Bryan Schwartzman
Collegian Staff

MEGADETH
Orpheum Theater

;. Jan 16

Ihe heads were banging during
veteran nici.il id Megadetn'i latest

area perloiinuiicc Ihe riw* Jtevv a

;
capacity crowd despite the lad
inclement weather and an Aeiosiiiith

-how across town al Mama Km
Ihe performance was energetic

and the sound system was optimum,
conditions which contributed lo an
invigorating two hours ol music
Ihc band found |ust the right Kil

ance of old and new material lo

please most audience iiieniheis

Megadeth. touring oil its seventh

iclease (its fourth with the current

lineup i ( r\puc li firings can be

desciihed as (MM ot hcaw metal 's

greatest <iiuO' stories in the ' allei

native" 40* Founder Dave
Muslaine has been able to shake the

reputation as "the guy who «.r
thrown out ol Metallica." and ha>

iped a band with a wide reper-

toire and distinctive sound.

Unlike the 80s when Megadeth
was marred In drug abuse and line-

up changes the ^0s has seen the

band consistently evohe With a

dark blend of political humor, the

h.iud has comineiciali/ccl their

sound in a limilat vdn as metal pk)

Metallica, although Mega.kth

has retained more of the speed
which is associated with '8Us metal

The show opened up an intense

• ii of "Holv Wars," a single

leleased in 1440 which desciihes the

Muslim lihad I arl) in lhc\ also sui

piised the audience with "Hangei
mm the same album Most ,,|

t was compiled of songs from

the last two albums Euthanasia and

Cryptic Writing!. Some ol (he new
material i« on the monotonous -ide

and lacks the intensity of the older

rid; \et theie were HMM high-

lights such as "hust" and "Almost

Hon,

Hie\ also played MVaral singles

oft then most commercially success

tul album Cuunitli>un to I xiinction

c«»ru» i»*» «•'< cinti*

The man in charge
Hans Vonk is the brand new conductor of the St. Louis Symphony.

£u** Potato frfo (jfe% 22
^towjetiifuta .ass

V2
PRKE?

Betsey Johnson

• Free People

• Bulldog

• Dollhouse

• Calvin Klein Lingerie

• Soda Blu

•XOXO
• Co-operative

• Tripp NYC
• Danskin

• Esprit

• Chinese Laundry

Shoes

• Buffalo Jeans

• Roxy Quicksilver

• Raisins Swimwear

• & Lots More!

25 CENTRAL
150 Main Street • Northampton, Mass.

Located Downstairs at Thornes • 41 3-586-801

7

including Megadeth s take on
American politics symphony of

Destiuction." They also featured the

title track from their 198b album

Peace Sells But Who s Buying'

About midway through the show

Mustainc asked the members ol the

audience who were attending their

hist Megadeth show to raise their

hands When nearly half the audi-

ence did so he asked. "How can this

scene be dying out if so many new

people are coming?"

In a similar vein he complained ol

the lack of access heavy metal bands

are getting to concert scnues and air

pk)
"If you let them kill the thing sou

it's not America anymore m>

country 'tis of me." he said

The openers Life of Agony and

Coal Chamber provided plenty of

loud music to warm up the audi-

ence. Life of Agony played solid \ei

umaiied riffs to adienali/e a sitting

audience. The lead singer who con-

stantly shouted derogatory remarks

at the audience lor their lack of par

Tom lo MtGAOFATH page Al I

calendar
continued from page A6

And the Oscar does not go to...
Kevin Costner, Olivia Williams and Tom Petty fall to muster any enthusiasm in The Postman

FtJDAY, FEI. 13

Music / mrum 8 p.m m the

Campus Center Auditorium. Call

Another offering in Tupac's memory

SATUtOAY, Ftt. 14

Music lith Annual II

Band 120 high school instrumental

ists from Sew Kngland. Sew "ivrk

and New kr«es with Makom Kowell

Director of Bands 7 p in in the I me
Arts Center Concert Hall Call

S45-2227

THUtSOAY. U%. 19

Music /-. Hoggard Solo jazz

vibraphone concert 7 p.m. at

Augusta Savage concert. Call

545-5177
Video FtCVl Weekh I

I p in in the Student I nion

CaUery.Call MS-07B3
lecture "Beauty. Gender.

Image and Sevualitv. ' by photogra-

pher Laurie Toby Fdi*on \2\Q p in

in Campus Center 80> Call

545-4824

Reading - Shah, J 4fl Aghu 8

p.m in Memorial Hall. Call

545-0645.

FtJDAY, Fa. 20

Theater Voiemt in the Rain
Song, dance and monologues of

African American men in prison. 8

p m in Bezanson Recital Hail. S5 tor

Five College Mudent* Call 545-25 11

By Moffy lv#oo4

CoHagion StoH

DAYS Of THE NEW
Ooys Of The New

Outpost

lusi what the world needed, anoth-

er Alice In I'earl St,.iu i

band But wait' The press release

that these guys arc different tread:

alternative 1 because I

New s ci.ipp* music is almost based

on derivative acou-iu guitar arrange-

ments in«tcod of the usual

With sU ..h high brow sungs suJi

as "Touch Peel and Stand." I

these guys might actually be worth

something V\ hoop» I must have

been thinking ot «omeune else 1

1

Of The New are so pathetic in fact. I

almost mi»s that whole grunge thing

from a few year* bade

So then, a cone,

review ot Otjt < >' I hi New I

pressed for time Fuhgetiahoutit' It

you are desperate for grunge, go buy

an old flannel at * Salvation Arms
Thnlt Shop At lea»i they can put

sour ca«h to good u»c But please. I

beg ol sou don t bus into this

gar ba gi-

lt I had to MMr money on what

will be the most s.4d- back disc in mv

iths at used 1. 1 ) stores th

almost at the top of the list sase for a

Cbumbwamba here and a Sugar Ray

there D-

R U STILL DOWN? (REMEMBER ME?)

2Pac
Amaru/Jiva

The second (and most assured!

the l umous release designed

n on Tupac Shakur's death

la>t seat this double CO cobbles

togs.' t anoth

er retia-h ot the melodrama and n

hem thai defined the multi-talented

rapper • final yean.

Though the beats are phoned in by a

plethora of outside producers. Shakur

remain* a me—arising and unbeliev-

able presence — not the most skilled

or inventive emcee to be sure, but he

was surely i aa ot the most passionate

\\ hen he digs beyond the gansta clich

rsioaatai with pain.

poignancy and introspection, as on "I

Wondci II Heaven Got a Ghetto and
' Death." But the wonhi-

H.icks OS K l Still lh>u n

H, member Me ' could have easils

been contained on a single CD. which

leaves at least 50 minutes of filler. C

THE UNSTABLE MOLECULE
Iiotope2170
Thrift Jockey

With Tortoise's new release ttenta-

tiscls titled TNT) not due until

March, members ot the influential

Chicago post lock collective —
including Dan Bitncy. lell Parker and

|ohn Hemdon - have branched out a

Nt with the side protect Isotope 2170

Isotope 2 1 7o explores various per-

mutations of textured muz and fusion

tunk vamps. I apitahzcd on
dub- reggae studio techniques and
genre-blending arrangements.
I hough not nearly as soulless at

Isotope 2170 is also not as

thoroughly engrossing, even over the

• rse of a brict IP Raw rhythms

and cool jazz overtones highlight the

talents, but The I niiahle

is exactly what the title sug-

gests: a bit too unsettled for its own
good It ultimately tans to succeed as

ihing more than just interesting

aiiiuwphcrc i

rc; id

ollc
t 1 TO
:eain

SHER BLISS

DAY SPA

^ fepwA £V
HYBRIDS ORGANIC HAIR GLOSS

253-2332
•deeply conditions

$500 Qff
• radical shine •hair smoother

•color enhancing

1 16 S. Amherst (on Mt. Holyoke / UMass Bus Rte

Study Participants

Needed

BtRACIAl SIBLINGS

OF THE SAME BlLOGICAL

PARENTAGE

WHO HAVE CHOSEN

DIFFERENT RACIAL IDENTITIES

FOR INFO CALL .

CLAIRE AT 413/585-5029

Homemade
FRESH PASTA. TORTELLINI.

RAVIOLI & SAUCES
sui PS. SALADS
SANDWK HES

Charcoaltirilled ENTRIT !

ROTISSI Kll < UK KEN

- QUICK cSKRVKl>

•GREATnOCES*
TAKEOUT

\VAllABIi: ANYTIME!!

Open Sun 2-9pM.
Man. - Thurs. II - 9pm.
Fri & Sut until 10 p.m.

249 Main Street
Northampton 586-5875

FAX 585-5882

CELEBRATE WITH US!
gotn c^rnnitj&Xiaxif ^lala jacuLtu <^novjcai£ Lonasxt

Department #f

si
M I B aT»J MA5SACHUS

Tickets: IT artists PERFORMING SOLOS Co-Sponsoked by

Rows A-K

AllOTHERROWS 810

S It 1)1 S IS

Ol NBRAL CIIH.DKI \

IMUI.IC I I DIKs

S15 812

88

May iiiimki ii \si d \ i im I im \wi>

( i mi i<ii<i\Oi i h i I l«3-54B*2rj] Imm
Bowm i< At on oui i monUmakvmi

hKDCHAMBER MUSIC,

Classical and Jazz

Saturday,January 31

8pm BowkerAuditorium

7" WiLflLro
W F C R i^a.««»>>•

WRNX
100.9^^
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New Years with Giuliani
The large majority ol m> Hm

Year's Eves in this world have

not been particularly memorable

I remember playing Atari until

two in the morning at my
DOSMta'l house, and standing at

the Lincoln Memorial while I

drove with my family back from

Florida, and two year* ago I aaji

brated New Year's in Tel A\i\

a place which doesn t celebrate

the holiday.

Otherwise. I have alv.

regarded New Year's as just

another day. an arbitrary date

framed by mankind After all

many of us come from tradition

vkhich have a different calendar

system entirely Crowing up in

Wk CllY I did not develop

the healthieM ^^^^^^^^^
notions ^^^^^™B

Year
hundreds ot

standing on the dance floor

iwhivh was me'd by radio pc

•lit] CoVliO Bruciel with m>

down jacket because the

k line was two hours long.

M) Ufh tchod fnend exclaimed

Wl pariving with high class

women now '

I certainly would not have ia*>

ogmzed the players in New Noik

Clt) poHtica. but I did >ee Colin

Ouinlyn Noun Macdonald"
replacement on Saturdav Sight

..nd Lpdate " On the

was to the bathroom I pointed

out casualty to one of my guests.

"He\ iben'l 'he mavor." as li I

saw him a^crydaq tettttar) I was

introduced to him four vears ago

in a Oueens bagel shop, but I did

not feel the
BBBfjajafjajajaaaflajaafji need
hwwtzman remind him

Instead

Paltrow slides into literary films
By John Horn
Associated Press

thousands of people obnoxiou^lv

drinking their MR through the

«ubway system to the stop Mi
Times Square that wasn't blo<

I
the police So when I

red I was receiving rlatVton

v»cre making their maiden

p to the Big Apple. 1 was

unsure of how to give them a gen-

uine New Wk New Y**j

This is where luck come* in

with a capital *L " A frien

mine from high school call* me

up with .ontc good news his

uncle, who works for the Guihani

administration, was able to get M
the Mayor's New ^

Eve party

Now. forget about poln

forget about dress code? I had

the opportunity to bring mv
friends to an all-you-can

eat/drink party just ne\t to the

ball in Times Square, so Ira tak

mg them. The sub-freezing tern

peratures did not extinguish the

hysteria on 6th Avenue at I

watched m> friend- CtOI

thinking they might get lost .vet

they somehow maneuvered
through the crowd* like native

Yorker* i So get trm we

had to show special passe* )u»t

to gel down the Mdc Mreet where

the entrance to the reception

was. Talk about pomp and *Ji

cumstances
In Andrew Loyd VscH

musical Evita. Eva Peron

ribes high society and poll

*aying "It never impr

me at all." Speak lor

girl. I was plenty impressed f hi*

was a big shindig; not only Mi
it a New Year's Eve party, but

the Mayor was being inaugurated

the next morning, and New
( nv was celebrating its centenni

al (Effective New Years Day.

1898. Brooklyn. Oueens.
Richmond and the Northern

Bronx came under the jurisdic

tion ot New York City I

I did not mind being under

dressed amongst evening *i>wn*

and tuxedos, nor did I mind

I

yelled out in an intoxicated with

power soit ol way "Yd Rudv'"

imagine it. half a million

creaming people crammed in one

ol New York'* mo*t famous

places anticipating the event,

while «lowlv going numb in the

mines Is folks in the pattv

however were quite toasts V\ hen

midnight approached we went

outside and stood in a barricaded

clearing *et a*idc us apart from

the masse* When the ball fell, we
were all together i.

The seconds after midnight

bur*t with a short elated

which i* ditlicult to express. The

limelight *ksline rained with a

mass of confetti, falling on ihe

celebration lYou would have

thought the Goodell Takcoser

ended or something).

When the Itl died

down, we went ba^k inside and

were served hot ..fvocolate. Soon

after my high «*hool tnend My*
to me a* we sat off the effects of

the open bar. "Thi* is realls i

ing. it's like the New Year's start-

ing olf really well, and not too

mam things start well lor me."

I* this all lorn Foolery ' il

heard that expression for the

time a few weeks ago.) Did half a

million people flo*k to limes

Square because thes were *heep.

doing so because Disk Clark and

multimillion dollar corporation*

said il was a good idea? Should

one of ri have been not

to lei thi* enlarge out heads

Jumb luck *impls that, was it

jtnptuou* of my Iriend to

take this experience as an omen
>pe?

Maybe, or maybe the lad that

so many people get so excited i* a

itron of life, a ritual of

ipation towards the future,

and not just thousands of bum
bling idiot* getting wasted? I

don t know what the troth is. but

I choose to believe the second

option.

Bryan Sihwartzman it a

legian columnist

PARK CITY. Ltah - lane

Austen. Charles Dickens. William

Shak Dorothy Parker — by

the time Gwyneth Paltrow is done

acting, she'll have crossed path*

with i il writer

In an era where most fast-rising

actors are chasing fat pascheck* and

expensive, audience- pander ing
blockbusters. Ms. Paltrow is moving

in the opposite direction: Shed
much rather make small movie-

with literals an

Ms Paltrow s Sliding Poor*, a

story of a woman's romantic

predicaments, was selected as the

opening night film for the presii

gious Sundance Film Festival in this

mountain resort. Hs the end of

lanuars. IM will be seen m Great

.'i rations, a complete and

ern retelling of the Oickcns Ja"K
Nexi up is Shakespeare m love, a

highbrow script hs playwright loin

npard about the Bard s writing

ol Romeo and lul

Ihe kind ol lilm thai I like to

perform in ha* its own kind ol audi

ence." Ms t'.ilirow *avs Ihey'ie

not for ever si

In between all the acting job*

Ms. Paltrow i* hu<\ reading |ohn

Krakauer's Into the Mild, has ing

.nils linished ftank McCotrVt'l

Angela •

"I lose to read." she says "It *

kind of like making your own mosie

in sour mind
"

Ihe daughter ol television pro

duccr Bruce Paltrow and actress

Blsihe Danncr. Ms. Paltrow *

biggest role to date was as ihe title

character in lane *u*ten s hmma
She also appeared in Seven Ihe

|aJmt0M in l'a>

and Mrs Parker and the \iciom

Circle

While not based on a well-known

book. Sliding Doors is a typical

choice bv Ms. Paltrow She was

being wooed bs really high-budget,

really high-profile " movies, but was

more attracted to the Sliding Poors

premise even though its writer and

director, Peter Howitt. had never

made a mosie before

Set in London. Ms. Paltrow plays

Helen, an Fnglish public relations

executise fired from her job. The

lilm otters two parallel stories based

on whether oi not Helen catches a

subway home. If she does, she'll

find her bosfnend having sex with

.mother woman. If she misses the

train, she II simply find, with much

laaa shock that her boyfriend isn't

right for her

-equenils, Ms. Paltrow must

perform two parts concurrently, and

the audience ha* to pas attention to

what * happening to whom when

"It's a low budget film and il has

an independent sensibility, in that it

has us own ideas u* own rhythms.

it* own point ot view." Ms. Paltrow

»uss It has an edge It doesn't pan-

der to audience expectations or

their intellectual shortcomings. It

sou trust the film, you will be

rewarded But sou have to keep on

sour toes."

I ike mans who take filmmaking

aeriousls. Ms Palnow worries about

moviegoers' sophistication

Audiences don't want ditlicult sub-

| mailer or tricky narratives, and

producers want eseisbods to like

their movies So just as tastes get

dumber, so. too, do the m I

Research audiences for Sliding

/). .onfused by a perfectly

obsious scene in a restaurant, so the

film's makers digitally added a sign

outside the restaurant so escn the

least attentive moviegoer could lol

low along and eat popcorn at the

same time

"It is sad but it's not surprising,"

Ms. Paltrow says. "Look at what

people read and what people watch:

It's all kind of mindless — this mas-

sive homogenization of culture."

Even a classic movie such as The

Red Balloon doesn't appeal to some

children anymore. Ms. Paltrow say*

— today's youngest people can't

stand to see the balloon popped.

Like Sliding Doors. Great

I ipectations is also interested in

examining relationships both trou-

bled and blessed.

\l* Paltrow star* opposite Ethan

Hawke as Estella. a young woman
more interested in using people than

losing them. Hawke plays painter

Finnegan Bell, and Anne Bancroft

stars as Estella's eccentric

guardian. Ms. Dinsmoor.

"It's something that everybody

knows something about." Ms.

Paltrow says of the underlying love

stories behind both Great

Expectations and Sliding Doors.

"If you've ever had your heart

broken, sou remember and connect

with (the two films) so palpably.

But out ol heartbreak always comes

the most interesting evolutions, the

most interesting change*: When you

wake up and say, I will never make

those mistakes again. I will never

make the *ame choice*'."

\Sith people talking about her

acting life and not her personal life

(she recently broke up with actor

Brad Pitt). Ms. Paltrow feel*

relieved.

"I really had a lot of trepidation

— I thought it was going to be a

blood bath." she says of talking to

reporters for the first lime in

months "But people only want to

talk about my work and about the

subject of my film*."

LAUSSN «OWT • (OUICMM

Tickle the ivories
The Fine Arts Center at the University of Massachusetts will host a variety of programming this season

from music and dance to theater and film. For information on upcoming events, please call (BOO)

999-UMAS

I .ft

STCb •CHEMICAL ENGINEERINinlA oTiTfoTlJr INt FPiNGT-iCOMPUTER SCIENCE • HHTbit-D»LntiViiv.ML cwoinccisiiv

IATH • El^ECTRICAL ENGINEERING •MECHANICAL ENGINEERING- BUSINESS ANALYSI

Interne! www rayiobs com • E-mail resume(<i>ray|obs rom

y S i
ip may be required We arc on equal opportunity employer

Whan som.lhmg is too extrema for words, it's to the Nth dsgrea And that's tha

level of technology you'll experience al Raytheon.

Raytheon has formed a new technological superpower -Raytheon Systems

Company, composed of four major technological gionts Raytheon Electronic

Systems, Raytheon E-Systems, Raytheon Tl Systems and Hughes Aircraft^

The new Raytheon Systems Company is driving technology to the hm.t And

we're looking for engineers who want to push the envelope Brook new ground

Make their mark

At Raytheon, you'll toke technology -and your career-to the highest possible

level. You'll take it to the Nth We'll be visiting your compus soon Contact your

career placement office now to schedule an interview, or check out our website

at www rayjobs com If you are unable to meet with us, please send your resume

to Raytheon Staffing, RO. Box 655 474, MS-201, Dallas, TX 75265 We have

many exciting opportunities availoble and we would like to talk to you.

Raytheon
Expect great things

Television

flounders

miserably
By Fraxiar Moore
Associated Prass

NEW YORK — It* too bad

the new year doesn't come with a

warranty. After just three week*.

19*)8 is on the blink. TV-wi*e.

anyway. What else can we con

elude when ratings are soaring for

the lowlife "lerry Springer

Show"? And this, when trash-talk

supposedly is out and that nice

"Rosie O'Donnell Show" is in!

And what else can we conclude

when Present Clinton, no lea*,

taped a "Springer'-worthy TV
appearance last weekend? Well,

actually, it was a behind -closed-

door* legal deposition for that

pesky Paula lone*' sexual haraas-

ment lawsuit But picture the po»-

sibilities: "I'm the Prez and She

Says I Hit on Her!" next

"ler.

Oprah Winfrey, the queen ol

daytime talk, has her own legal

problems. Last week she took the

Hand in Texas cattle countrs

where she was sued for her com-

ments about mad cow disease.

No stranger to courtrooms.

I Simpaon was interviewed a

couple weeks back on ESPN.
comparing himself to Jesus and

lob. then impiousls declaring, "I

feel I got screwed big time in this

case."

And don't forget veteran news-

man David Brinkley Vowing to

continue speaking "straight and

true." he has re-introduced him-

self at age 77 a* a commercial

pitchman for Archer Daniels

Midland, the agribusiness giant

with a crooked past. (In 1996.

the corporation paid $100 miMon
in price fixing fines l Say good

night. David.

In the opening day* of I99B'»

Bloopers. Biceps and Blunders.

NBC. too. wa» a major piaver

The network waited until after

"Saturday Night Live* returned

from its holiday hiatus, and just

before network bras* faced

reporters at TV's semi-annual

"critics' tour." to bounce Norm
Macdonald as mock-anchor of

-Weekend Updste " So perfectly

positioned, a one-day story wa*

inflated to a press free-for-all

"Censorship!" wailed

Macdonald's defender* The net

work weasels are trampling on

the trreaeh-e proeeasl" Yon'd l«ve

thought Tom Brokaw had been

yanked from the real-life "Nightly

Sews" anchor desk in mid-sen-

tence.

Of course. NBC has bigger

troubles than Norm Macdonald's

Turn to niiVtSION page Al 1

Tlr

opting bieik fevet

Heed
a break

0*«*» i\<k*it j\

Ft Lauderdale $178

Canciin $304

Orlando $17b

Los Angeles $355

1

I 44 Main Street

». Amherst

' (413) 256-1261

2^ J

television
continued from page A10

sexed tun* Socked ssith lerry

Senile-Id'* Christmas D.is decision to

end hi* *iicoin iiliei this season. NBC
i* in j ii/vs to replace the truly irre-

ajajnajbh

M.ishc the answei to the netwoik *

Thursday at ^ prayer* he* in an
inspiring new show based on
Miciosolt thasj hill Gatea, already a

parlnei with NBC in it* MSNBC
cable and online venture The sure-

to-be-Must-See Touched by u Bill"

ssould be about u lovable suit ware
nerd who want* to lave the world bs

busing it

Would anybody watch? An sou

kidding? Gates could bundle the

*how ssith sour local ssaier supply

v nu'd watch, oi die of thirst. Thai's a

|oke tolks.

In fact, the sear* biggest piogiam

mini; ness* fioiu ihe Big 1 our net

work* h;i* ^entered on their inulti

billion-dollar bus* ot Ml toothail

right* (b, VBl Cits tad FOX thai

is) — and how. thi* time. SBC lo*i

psjj

"The \H i* the onls *oltd giound
s *ss jmp I ox Sports

president Dasid Hill *aid last *eek

in a telling indication ot how dinils

the networks base come to suvs

Megadeath

their prospects lor generating mass-

appeal enlcildinnienl How iportS.

whatever the cost, is the only thing

ihes icalls tiu*l

It seem* iti.u increasingly the nci-

vsork-^ luive conceded that ibeu :

*ina*h hit *eric* like "Seinleld."

IK.' ihe \ hies" — are divine

accidenls. And they have rcdedicated

ihein*cKe> to thwarting future acci

dents in a *urcfue was by jamming

m*piialion into pal rear

How else to explain NBC's
"lenns *iarnng toiiner Ml\ "It"

girl lenns McCarthy in a sitcom

desoid ol ans crealise cheinistr\

other than the leading lads * silicone

implants? And what about

llasentura." a CBS drama t

described as Sam Spade MM CM
Kosardee ' Meuilully, both of these

himin series were cancelled last

ss eek

What s next' Don I underestimate

the networks ability lo locus on rat-

ing pense oi eniei

lainmeni salue. or lo dwell on whose

trees are taller while the torest burns,

hui I*)*)* has just begun Due to

rise liuin IA s trembling swamp later

this sear, it only tor a glimpse: a

icsisaiol "Fantasy Island.

continued from page A9

licipation Ihe highlight of the set

wu* bath tune

the Lniverse."
Chamber was a blend d

and Marilyn Manson sum.

interesting baas line* and drum beats.

the music fluctuated between ground

breaking and sheet sj

The power of art

Thu poster is an example of some posters brought back by

American volunteers who served in the Spanish Civil War (1936) as

members of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade These posters are on dis-

play at the Mount Horyoke College Art Museum through March 1

3
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FREE confidential

professional legal

.services for UMass
students!

l)22 Campus Center

COME SEE WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT...

S H A B
Gain Experience in

Administrative Aspects

of Health Care

Come join the

Student Health

Advisory Board

Informational meeting:

Wed. Feb. 11 & 25, 5:30 -6:30pm

University Health Services Rm 304

For mors Info call Taraara at the Health Education Office 577-5181

llll MM AKISCIMIK SIKHS

h n H U N I C C W 1/ I If (> f w <' f

SAINT LOUIS
SYMPHONY
Hans Vunk, Conuuctuii

Hu Mti H\hn, Violin

One of the world's premiere orchestras

and one of its youngest and most gifted

soloists perform Prokofiev's Violm

Concerto. Also on the program is

Harbison's Symphony No. I and Brahms'

Symphony No I A harmonic convergence not to be missed!

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 8PM, CONCERT HALL
PatstNTto wn« »m ctMeaous so»»o»i o* fwsi M*4s*chus*tis *»**

th< tWr Hwwat G*«rtl. **0 WFCft U SFM

cqiht aMfiiicaN infaifa

Trinity Repertory Company in

Pree< »* ?/* Mrccoc
by Anna Deveare Smith

Rhode Island's Tony Award-wtnntng

theater presents a consummate play lot

our times, called by the New York Timet,

Quite simply the most compelling and

sophisticated view of urban racial and

class conflict that one could hope to

encounter
"

TUESDAY m WEDNESDAY
FEBRUARY 10*11, 8PM
BOWKER AUDITORIUM

j»*1

s'iaa satoi>noNi

Gary Louie
A rising star in the music galaxy, alto

aaophonc virtuoso Gary Louie has

performed at Lincoln Center. Jordan

Hall, and the Kennedy Centet, among

many other world-class venues

"Without a doubt, an astonishing pls>

'

The LA Timet

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 8PM
BOWKER AUDITORIUM

•tl P««l>»(»»« AtwConwMn

5r

Coll 545- 25U or 1 -S00-999-UMAS for tickets

Visit sss JfftsMts at ww«.aa»s.saVWf*».a*a*l

<(I\M( I U llll lOt K (I Ml K'

T«l
F'neari»ATS

UMV**-
»ujs«tMusrm

PERFORMING ARTS DIVISION
Welcome Back Party for College

Sponsored by

Bud Lite &

Myers Bar & Gril

REGISTRATION DATES: FEBRUARY 2 - 13, 1998

CALL: PAD (413) 545-0519

Corner of Fearing & N. Pleasant St. #208

All 18+

Dp & Down]

SamelCoverj

10 Pearl St - Northampton. MA

(413)584-7771

REM & 80S

TRIBUTE BAND

Sponsored by

Pete's Wicked

. Winter Brew

Ml|
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PIZZA

331 Russell Street Hadley

Welcome Back
Carry-out Special

Large Cheese Pizza
(Offer expires February 15, 1998)

HOURS
OF

OPERATION

Large

One-Topping Pizza

Delivered

$6.98
Offer expires 5/S1/98 • Not Valid with any
other offer • Valid only at participating

locations • Customer pays all applicable

sales tax • Additional toppings extra

Sunday - Wednesday

Thursday

Friday & Saturday

r—

.

11am - lam
1lam - 2am
1lam - 3am

Large

MEATS Pizza

Delivered

$9.98
Offer expires 5/31/98 • Not Valid with any
other offer • Valid only at participating
locations • Customer pays all applicable
sales tax • Additional toppings extra

Papa's Choice

1 Lg Up to 5 Toppings

Delivered

$9.98
Offer expires 5/31/98 • Not Valid with any
other offer • Valid only at participating

locations • Customer pays all applicable

sales tax • Additional toppings extra

Bock to School, Spring Semester The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

r r Back to School Sports
\(\ C-

» J ' J ' -
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Minutemen win seven straight over winter break
Basketball stands undefeated

at home and in Atlantic 1

By Fred HuHbrink, Jr.

Cokeoion Staff

The Massachusetts men s basket

ball team is riding a seven-fame win
ning streak, including five straight to

start the Atlantic 10 docket

Now at IS-3 (5-0 A-10) and with

a game against lowly conference foe

Virginia Tech dan 14) to finish out

the winter break, the Minutemen are

poised to crack the Top 25 and make
a run at their seventh straight V \ \

tournament.

Merc's a brief look at the fortunes

of UMass over a break in which it

went 9-2.

UMass 88, Davidson 62 The
\v ildcats could only stand by and
watch UMass big men Tyrone Weeks
and Lari Ketner in action at

Davidson on Ian. 22. They certainly

couldn't stop them Weeks chipped

in with 16 points and 12 rebounds,

while Ketner matched his teammate's

rebound total and pocketed 14 points

a* well

To make matters worse for

Davidson, which was led by Chadd
Holmes' 12 points. Charlton Clarke

and Ajmal Basil also reached double

digit scoring marks (15 and IQ
reapectm
With the win. UMass moved to

seven straight wins, the longest

streak in coach Bruiser Mini's tenure

UMass 62. St. Bonavcnrurc 50

On Ian 19. the Minutemen took
down the cvcr-impruwng Bonnie* in

the William D Mulhns Center. The
Bunnies were coming off their upset

22 Rhode Island. 86-81. giv-

ing the Rams their first conference

loss. In the process. UMass took over

sole possession of first place in the

A-10 East

Monty Mack led the offensive

charge for the Minutemen. scoring

1 3 points despite 4-for- 1 5 shooting

tl-for-7 from 3- point land) Ketner

was triple-teamed throughout and
managed just six points, but hauled

in 1 2 boards and blocked five shots

I ittle used small forward Chris

Kirkland staged a coming- out party

at the Bonnie* expense, scoring a

career-high 1 1 points off the UMass
bench Rashaan Palmer led the St.

Bonaventure with a game-high 19

point

-

UMass 62. Fordham 46 - Last

season Ketner set a UMass Mullins

Center record with 16 rebounds
against Fordham. In '96. former
standout guard Edgar Padilla had a

Mullins best 10 assists against the

Rams.

No Mullins marks were set on Ian.

17, but sophomore Mike Babul set a

personal record, scoring a

career-high I 5 points to push UMass
Is fifth consecutive win

Clarke led the way for the

Minutemen with 17 points and three

assists. Bevon Robin. Clarke's coun-

terpart at point guard, paced the

Rams with 1 1 points, four rebounds

and two assists.

UMass 68. UNC-Charlottc 62
(OT) — The Minutemen jumped out

to a quick I I I lead, but had to rally

from a 10- point second-half deficit

to pull out the overtime victory over

the 49ers on Ian. 15.

Charlotte outscored the

Minutemen 51-17 after the prelimi-

nary L Mass spurt, but was held to 20
points on 7- for 25 shooting in the

second half as the Minutemen
crawled out from a 42-52 hole to

force overtime

Tied. 52-52. Mack scored the first

lour points ol the extra period to dis-

tance the Minutemen from the 49ers

Mack" finished with 12 points despite

being shut down for most of the

game Ketner had I 5 points, nine

rebounds and four blocks and helped

I
- mine points. 15 rebounds)

'.. If I V l -tat DeMarco U-hnson in

check ( 10 points on 5-for- 18 shoot-

ing)

Kelvin Price netted a game- high

lb points and 18 rebounds, taking

advantage of the attention paid to

lohnson

UMass 79, George Washington 48
— Led by Ketner's 21 points and
nine rebounds, the Minutemen
destroyed the Colonials in front of a

raucous 9.495 at Mullins on Ian ID

With II minutes left in the first

half. Mack 1 19 points) drained one of

e 3-pointers to make the score

22-13 from that point on, the

Minutemen never led by leas than 10

points and they wem into halftime

with a 40 25 lead For the last II

minutes of the game, the Minutemen
led by at least 25 point-

Highly touted center Alexander
Koul rarely got his hulking 7-foot-

1

frame off the bench due to foul trou-

ble, but when he did the seven NBA
scouts in attendance were probably

not impressed anyway. Koul scored

mx points had one rebound and com-
mitted five turnovers in 1 5 minutes,

playing straight up against Ketner.

Ketner was double-teamed by GW
even when Koul was in.

Yegor Mescheriakov led the

Colonials with 1 1 points, but was
held in check by Mike Babul's
tremendous defensive effort.

Turn to WtAP page S7

Lan Ketner has provided a strong inside presence for the Massachusetts men's basketball team over the winter break, when the Minutemen won seven

straight

Career-highs fuel Minutewomen over break
By Casey Kane
Collegjon Staff

(OSM* KANSANEN i COLLEGIAN

Alison MacFarland posted a career-high 24 points as the Minutewomen beat St. John's to start

their winter break.

The winter break has been one of growing pains

for th liusetts women's basketball team.

The Minutewomen have volleyed back and forth

between wins and losses for their first four games,

and finished 4-5 (not including the team's
late-break Philadelphia road swing Results will be

in hamiOU I Collegian)

The following is a recap of UMass' wintersession

games.

Fordham 62. UMass 58 — Kathy Coyner pocket-

ed a career-high 1 5 points when the Minutewomen
travelled to the Bronx on lan. 18. but Fordham
proved to be too strong.

Both teams scored four players in double figures,

with Malyssa Thomgren taking the reigns for the

Lady Rams. Thomgren pocketed 17 points and
added nine assists

The Minutewomen were not without their

chances. They led by one after a back-and-forth

first half, but came out of the locker room cold.

After failing to connect on a shot until 14:4?

remained in the game. Fordham had taken control.

Tex Kraft matched Coyncr's 13, while Sabriya

Mitchell and Yolands Raysode added 12 and II.

respectively.

Xavier 60. UMass 49 — At the William D.

Mullins Center |an 15. Kraft led UMass with 17

points and seven rebounds. Xavier, though, relied

on the strength of Connie Hamberg and lennifer

Philips. Hamberg scored 19, and Philips chipped in

with I 3 points and six rebounds.

Alison MacFarland had )

r
> points and Kara Trent

added five assists in the loss.

St. loscph's 64. UMass 65 — In what could have

been the most exciting contest the Mullins Center

has seen this year, Hawk Angela Zampella connect-

ed for 27 points on |an. 1 1

.

More impressive however than her point total, or

even the heart-stopping three-pointer to win the

game with 2.7 seconds remaining, was the fact that

the sophomore, who had only taken over the start-

ing point guard duties 1 1 games previous, connect-

ion to WOMEN'S HOOP page S8

Changes needed if hockey

is to make it to postseason
Out of the few experiences I had

with the Massachusetts hockey
team over intersession. due to their

travelling schedule, one weekend
really struck ^^^^^^^^^
deep into my
soul. m

I returned the

night of lan. 16 at the William D
Mullins Center — and a conference

tilt against fellow Hockey East cel-

lar dweller Merrimack College —

JoriiiH Kanasneti

and that hazy feeling of "home"
enwrapped my psyche like a warm
winter blanket

I returned to the place which I

m__^_mmm^^^^ called "home"
during my own
playing day- in

the greatest

sport in the world...

The penalty box.

Reassuming my role as the

Turn to POSTSEASON, page S°

IODMA HANSANEN I COLLEGIAN

The UMass hockey team struggled through a rough wintersession.
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Whipple takes reins as new football coach

ColUgion Staff

The Massachiwttv football program, fresh off

it> worst season in 44 years i- hoping the road

back to respectability starts b> changing I

thing

Well, almost everything

UMass, long known for its tiadmoiu! rui

ented offense, decided its future lies in the passing

game b> naming B B Mark Whipple as

the new head coach of* the Minuiemen on Dec I t.

Whipple whose Brown team set an Ivy League

ling yards — 518 ypg — in I «W7.

has premised to open up the offense Whipple said

he will cater somewhat to his personnel which

includes only one quarterback — junioi left Smith

— with game experience and a stable of capable

running backs, but the offense will be similar to

the pass happy style he ran at Brown.

But the hiring of Whipple, a coach without

Division l-A experience, seemingly puts the slowly

dying aspirations of a move up to I-A to rest. Last

year's disappointing 2-9 campaign left UMass

worrying about flung on-the-ficld concerns first,

according to athletu dmuor Bob Mareum, and

Whipple said that although a possible move was

ditn—fl' in the interview process, it was not a pn

onty.

"The goal for myself and the goal for out team

will be to take this program to a |I-AA) national

championship." Whipple said

Whipple s resume lists lucceasful sums in his

lirst two head coaching jobs The 40 year old

Whipple has been a head coach since l
u8K. when

he took over ihe )ob at DMasM II New Haven.

Whipple turned the Chargers into a national pow-

erhouse by employing a wide-open attack, one

that saw New Ha\en tanked in the Top 5 national-

ly in both 1^2 and I99J. While at New Hasen

til- Chargari earned the title "Best Offense in

Cdbfi football b) Sportn IlluwuifJm l»J95.

Whipple spent the last lour seasons at Brown,

where he racked up a 23 17 record He led Blown

Rrat winning season since H87 in his agokJl

campaign Last season Brown went 6-4. setting

I and Ivy League records for total offense at

474 5 yards per game Whipple, who started at

quarterback for the Bears in 1977 and 1978, com
piled a 1 3-*» record running the Brown offense.

Whipple says he is excited at the dhMM
restoring the tradition of UMass football. He said

Massachusetts has the necessary resources i>

tend for an A- 10 and national championship in

the near future, and should be able to recruit well

in a state Whipple called "the best in the north-

east

"I'm excited to be associated with a school like

UMass that has such a storied football history, and

that is also one of the lop all-around athletic pro-

grams in the nation." Whipple said.

Whipple inherits a program coming 00 Hi worst

campaign since 1955 After losing 15 seniors fol-

lowing 1996*1 6-5 season, former coach Mike

Hodges' inexperienced squad hobbled to a 2 9

record that included a 1-5 record at McGuirk

Stadium and four losses by more than 50 points

If he is to revamp the offense, Whipple's first

priority will be lindint? a quarterback in spring

practice Whipple has said the job will not be by

committee, that he'll pick a starter and stick with

him In 1997 Anthony Catterton started the lad

six games after quarterback |eff Smith was pulled

h\ Hodges knowing a 28 10 home loss to UNH.

Smith and Ed Campbell appear to be the top two

candidates for the job.

Among the main personnel returning is senior

linebacker Khari Samuel, who was a finalist for

the Buck Buchanan award last season as the best

defensive player in 1-AA. Also returning is sopho-

more tailback Marcel Shipp and a receiving

that will ha*c more depth with the return of

sophomores Torey Hamilton and Raphael Quinn.

whored shined in 1997

Whipple hires assistants;

lverson tabbed with honor
By Casey Kane
ColUgion Staff

Do yet lib let*? Ski • «•*• H ... Mlifist •. afrBfJpr Sprttt 2S «
Miybe you liilike mo*? Why aot park yoanalf i* the aa-iraon ana

1

writ* for Sltrta!

lilSaa City Kim - the likes sao«

Football assistants named
New Massachusetts football

coach Mark Whipple tapped his

former school for several assistant

coaches and has finalized his new

staff with the new additions.

Keith Dudzinski. Mike Cassano,

Mark Michaels. Don Brown, Paul

Gorham have been named to new

positions. Whipple should finalize

his coaching staff soon.

Duzinskt. who worked under

Whipple for four years at Brown,

will serve as the defensive line

coach. At Brown his defense held

opponents to 194 points in the

1997 (an average of 19 4 points per

game) Prior to his Brown days.

Duzinski also worked under

Whipple at New Haven.

Cassano also worked with

Whipple at Brown and will be

UMass' new secondary coach. At

Brown. Cassano was the assistant

running backs coach, where his

players set Ivy League and school

records for total offense.

Michaels will coach the lineback-

ers at UMass, after moving (torn

the same position at Brown
Michaels, who also worked under

Whipple at New Haven, was the

1985 Yankee Conference

co-Defensive Player of the Year

and was signed as a free agent by

the Phoenix Cardinals in 1986

before he began coaching.

Brown, who served as Whipple's

defensive coordinator for the past

two years, has moved into the same

position at UMass. In addition to

the Bears' 19.4 ppg allowed.

Brown's defense picked off a

school record 28 passes last year

Gorham has been named the

tecruiting coordinator/offensive

line coach for UMass. Gorham.
who served at Brown for four years

and at New Haven for six. de\el

oped two Bear first team All-Ivy

League offensive linemen He was

also instrumental in recruiting

Brown's first Ivy Player of the Year

lverson named to All-America

Senior women's soccer defender

Erica lverson was named to the

NSCAA/UMBRO All- America litst

team the fust such honor in her

k*n to COACHES poge SV

Coming April 25 and 26 s^fitftarts

7/ mass

new balance

.41

Ei fflBBB tradition

balance) *4s9

For Tournament and volunteer information call 545-5689
Look for registration forms in early March

liege daily

copies

>MaJna^»»rc« iw :

| ff^r ^.t~.~a~-mieW .sport,

classifieds

comics

horoscope

t.v. listings

much more!

umxm
CAKPIO K1CKBOXCTO • TOQA

'Classes Daiki
* Certified Instructors
• Suspended Wood Floor
' Area's Largest Room
vnm atmfiiewffisvOHloftc.oofn

AMHI Ksl \l III I I h c 1 1

tSOWesI street

South Amherst 2!Sb 0O8O

DESIGN SUPPLY
'STUDIO

SUPPLIES
AT THE TOVNaCOMMt )l

< < liege I h I unpuU i \
m4« « ma* yt ii twirk "~"

Diagnostic and Cleaning for your Computer

lUfttaJCfe

S\ni i<il

t£

(D-ROM, Sound Card
and Speakers
Starting at $¥9 .,.."«.«*.

486 computer : 3.5" Drive • Mo
v̂ fceybntuiti • Color VGA Monitor •

«a>e SmegKAM

4
$339

e specialize in new and used sys
ga^ all price levels.

at

ntirnacies

isi-s*,/ • I w. U <hII»>

•

,>e* to^*, boofcs,

gifts, games, ro-

mantic stuff and

more in a safe,

comfortable, fun

atmosphere.

Closed Mondays

Tues, Wed, Fh. Sax 10 - 6

Iran 10 -9
Sun 12 -5

28 Center Street • Northampton, MA 582-0709 (V/TTY)

http://www.lnt1mdCtesonllne.com

AWARD WINNING LOCAL SERVICE

• Full Service Autobody Insurance Approved

• Mass. State Inspection Station #3243

• Fine Selection of New and Used

Cars & Trucks

• Ask about our

FREE 18 point

maintenance check

• Full Selection of genuine GM Goodwrench parts.

54IGES
CHCVROLET

DICKINSON ST • BETWEEN RT 9 & MAIN ST • 253-3444

^ \

'What's cheaper than a card?

Wealthier than candy?
Comes in lots ofcolors?

Can befunny, cute or sejey?

1 Idpuc Cheese Pizza $6»9S

#V |^ Fpee Buffalo Wings

/

Must TVIenlKn ~AU"When"Cpdeplng!

Any Large 1 Tepping

I
Delivery Only.

I Mot Valid in
1 Restaraunt

Any Galzcne

CO^OMQ<RW(Sl
Sendone to that specialsomeone.

Campus Center - 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

Monday • February 9

Wednesday • February 11

Thursday - February 12

Sponsored by your Peer Health Educators

Health Education Division • University Health Services
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FOOD COURT

me eoffee shop

1 1TH FLOOR • LINCOLN CAMPUS CENTER
(413)545-3217

Top of the Campus Restaurant
Great Food Right in the

Middle of Campus

Graduate Student Lounge

Campus Center Food Services

Welcomes UMASS Students

Back to Campus
©ffer Expires 5/31/9* I
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UM hockey travels tough road over winter break
By Jormo Konsonofi

ColUgran Staff

Looking straight into the lace ol an eai l\ lot concern-

ing postseason playoff consideration^ the N4assai.liuM.it-

hi»ckc\ team lost a pair of cloce garnet to Merrima. k

College during the weekend ol Ian lb by identical 6-4

scot i

I Mass coach |oc Mallen. it was another case ol his

team not being able to win another ctoM coaler—

W

game
heat ourselvc- especially with a series of bad goals.

and bad penalties." Mallen said. "We had a two-goal lead.

and I thought the entire game was event) played, but »c

|UM haven I tound a »j\ to win these kind ol game*.*

With the two louses lo the V\ 9-12-1.4-1 in

the Minutemen (VII I 10 1 lit I Have

now tailed to register a conference win in 1 1 games this

season their qbJ) point coming in a II tie with

ihcastern on Dec S. Going into the weekend of Ian

16, both teams inhabited the bottom of the Hr standings.

taking into account a potential spot in the HK
Tournament, which begins March 12th at the csmpu>

sites of the top four teams in the standings, the hole du k
'

lie Minutemen with these two losses is a deep oru

but not bottomless in any way, shape or fashion.

To get into the postseason conference tournament, the

Minutemen ho I beat Merrimack on Ian. ) 1 at the

\ olne Complex, then win four HI games in total by the

end of the season, and finally, hope the Warriors do not

win another conference game In that same mathematical

vein, il Merrimack wins one more HE game. UMass will

have to win five HE games in total, and so on.

In a conference race that has seen last season's cellar

dweller in Northeastern take one of the top spots in the

conference, the task ol winning loui HI games is .tot an

unforeseeable one. However, the next month holds the

toughest part of the schedule for the Minutemen with

games against nationally ranked teams in Boston

I niver-itv Sew Hampshire and Boston College — and do
not forget Maine, which held a spot in the top 10 lor most

of the season.

A deep hole, vet not a bottomless one.

I more in depth analysis of the Minuternen's games

over intercession, here is a recap of each game (look for

ihe tec a |
me and -home series with No. 9

Boston College during the weekend of Ian. 25rd in tomor-

row's Collegian):

Merrimack 6. UMaas 4

\ bizarre night at the \ olpe Complex was encapsulated

with Minutetnan senioi Mike Gaffney scoring on his own
goal at the •* W mark of the third period, and combined

with )unior Kn» Porter's game-winning goal at the V28
mark, the Wainois look their second consecutive to-4

win

While Merrimack was on a power play. Gaffney circled

around his net and as be dumped the puck out of the

zone, his clearing pass careened off senior goaitender

Brian Regan into the net for the insurance goal.

Disregarding Gaffney s unintentional error, the rlatnagf

was already done because the Minutemen gave up two

leads during the course of the game. The first was an earlv

1-0 lead off ol freshman R.|. Gates' team-leading sixth

goal of the season at the VOX) mark of the first period, and

i he second was a 4-2 lead in the second period helped by

goals from sophomore Dean Stork and freshman left

Turner, his first career tally in a UMass uniform.

The Minutemen continued their hot play on the

man up advantage as of late, scoring two power play

goals on the night for a total ol live in the

home-and-home series.

Bryan Ftl/gtrald and the UMass hockey team will

have to catch fire if they are to make the Hockey East

tournament

Heller Graduate School

Master of Management
M.B.A. (human services)

Complete a two-year curriculum in 15 months.

An innovative Team Consulting Project

provides valuable hands-on experience.

Optional Management Concentrations in Health Care

and Child, Youth
r
and Family Services.

Self-designed concentrations from Heller policy

specialties including aging, disabilities and

substance abuse.

To discuss what a Heller education can offer you, call:

Karen Cooney

Admissions Officer

781-736-3820 •Applications

submitted by February 15th

will receive priority in financial aid decisions.

.6. UMaaa4
The Minuternen's defensive zone coverage fell apart in a

pan of I 21 in the third period, and the Warriors left the

Mullins Center like thieves in the night with the first of

their two 6-4 wins on the weekend In the third period,

sophomore Sandy Cohen netted his second goal of the

game at the 121 mark, while senior Casey Kesselring

•cored III later with Cohen completing his hat tnck just

10 later for the game winning push for Merrimack

UMass did not give up. though, as two members of the

new So I line in freshman Kris Wallis and sophomore

leff Blanchard got the game back to *-4 with goals at the

VI7 and 1929 marks respectively Ihe Minutemen could

not gam offensive zone possession after Blanchard i goal,

and senior Martin Laroche scored the empty -nettcr just

•ter for the final score of 6-4

hrohman goaitender Markus Helanen started his sec-

ond consecutive game in net for UMass. making 21 saves

in the losing efl

UMass V Air Force

The Minutemen recorded their first win since Nov. 1

5

with Helanen * first career shutout in net for UMass in a

win over the Falcons at Cadet Ice Arena in Colorado

Springs. The native of Vantaa. Finland recorded 28 saves

Kris Wallis has helped the Minutemen find some bright spots in an otherwise dark season.

on the night, continuing his steady acclimation to Din I

competition from a stellar career for lokent ol Helsinki in

the lunior A league

UMass dominated the pace of play in the first period.

reeling off 12 shots on Falcon goalie Aaron Haitield.

while allowing only one shot on Helanen Sophomore

Nathan Sell scored first for the Minutemen at the I i IN

mark of the first period, converting cm the rebound from a

shot by senior Tom O'Connor

Goals by senior Dean Campanalc and Galfnev at the

4:42 and 1347 marks of the second period respectively

put an exclamation point on a big morale hooMing win

Ihe Minuternen's penaltv kill unit did their job as well,

holding Air force to an lot 4 night

Air Force 6. UMaas 2

The battle between two of the three worst teams in I >i\

I hockey ensued on Ian >* with the falcon* using the

strength of five goals in the final two period* to fly past

the Minutemen at Cadet Ice Arena, 6-2

I Mass took a 1-0 lead on Ircshnian Matt Smith's

power play goal with assists going to Wallis and senior

Brad Norton at the 16 54 mark of the lirM period, but five

unanswered goals on Regan (18 saves* eventually spelled

MM. A goal by Norton at the 14:5s mark ol the third

period sliced the Air Force lead lo three goals, but I-alum

freshman Scott Bradley registered Ma first career hat tnck

with a goal just 10 later for the final score in another dis-

heartening loss for the Minutemen
Here is one warning *ign a« how hadlv the UMass

offense has suffered this season without graduated seniors

Rob Bonncau and Warren Morris — in Ait Foice'l two

games at the Mullm- (.enter last season, the Minutemen

outscored the Faloom by* 14-1 advantage.

Army 5, UMass
Simply said, beating a team bv an H score the

:

ous season i» the best motivational factor for the losing

team — in an\ »port On Ian I. that i* what the Black

km^hi- MeaMd « nal lru' Minutemen at Tste

Rink, ".kaiing uwa% with a S V win

m*)lv \rrnv travelled to the Mullins

Center and were demolished by a 8-0 score off ol the nat

ural hat tnck bv now graduated forward Gerry Cahill in

the i wnh then junior goalie Brian Regan only

having to stop 19 shot* \ three-week layoff from maps
niion looked to have its eihct on I Mass this season, a*

Regan I.. ts on net. and a 2-0 lead for the Black

Kn cd Into three third period goals for the

blowout

A goal by lason Choi at the 16:29 mark of the lint pen

od proved to be the eventual game-winner for Army, with

Andy t.undbohm adding two goals and an assist in the

winning effort

UMass 0. Dartmouth tO I i

tie with Bates on Ian. 29.

I
*»2"

. i he Minutemen w od in a scoreless tie. and

this time it m« .ikMinst the Big Green at the Mullins

CenieronDec 14 1-N7 The goalies in Danin.Hjth * >

Almon (S3 uvea) .mJ t Man RagjM (JJ save*" were

lorn to HOCKEY PO0*S9
f

E i d vt I
- F i t r i

& c\ \ h e r i n g
6:00 pm January 31 '98

Campus Center, UMass

sJ

info
256-8482 : 546-0514
muslim@stuaf.umass.edu

MuslimStudents
Association

UMass men's basketball box scores
Massachusetts 82, Davidson 66
At Davidson, N.C.

Ian. 22. 1998

MASSACHUSETTS (13-5)

Mike Babul 1-2 2-2 4, Tyrone Week* 5-9
6-8 16. Lsri Renter 5-8 4-6 14. Charlton
Clarke 2- J 2-2 7. Monty Mack 5-17 4-4
15. lonathan DePina 5-6 1-2 8. Rafael
Cruz 0-0 0-0 0, Chris Kirkland 4-7 0-0
8. Ajmal Basil 1-6 8-1 1 10. Totals 26-58
27-35 82

DAVIDSON (8-9)

Mark Donnelly 5-15 5-5 10. Landry
Kosmslski 2-6 2-2 6. Chadd Holmes 5-7
0-0 12, All Ton 1-5 4-5 7. Dsvor
Halbauer 2-6 0-0 5. Billy Armstrong 1-4
0-0 5, Dsvid Burns 0-10-0 0, Rmeks
Erege 4-6 1-2 9, |eff Bergmann 0-0 0-0
0. Ben Ebung 1-2 4-4 6. Stephen
Marshall 5-9 0-0 8. Brian Allenspach 0-0
0-0 0. Totals 22-61 14-18 66

Halftime UM. 42-29 Three-point
fWM goals: UM. 5-8 (Mack I 5. Clarke
1-2. DePina 1-1) D. 8-24 (Marshall 2-5.

Holmes 2-1. Donnelly 1-8. Armstrong
1-5. Ton 1-2. Halbauer 1-2, Burn 0-1)

s: 4,417.

Massachusetts 62
St. Bonaventure 50
At William D. Mullins Center

Ian 19.1998

ST BONAVENTURE (11-7, 2-4
AHonhc 10)

Rashaan Palmer 6-12 7-9 19. Terrence
Durham 1-4 0-0 2. Caswell Cyrus 4-11
1-2 9. Isaac King 2-6 1-2 6. lames
Singleton 2-9 0-0 4. David Capers 2-5
5-8 1 0. Peter Van Pssssen 0- 1 0-0 0.

Chni Lumsdon 0-0 0-0 Totals 17-48

14-21 50

MASSACHUSETTS ( 1 2-5, 5-0)

Mike Bsbul I -5 2-2 4. Tyrone Week* 4
-

2-2 10. Uri Kemer 5-8 0-4 6. Chariton

Clarke 5-8 0-0 7. Monty Mack 4-1J 4-9

15. lonathan DePina 5-6 0-0 6. Chm
Kirkland 5-7 5-6 11. Ajmal Bant 1-1 5-4

5 Totals 22-55 16-25 62

Hslhisse: UM. 28-54 Thrae-aoim
field goals: SB. 2-6 (King 1-5. Capers

l-5l UM, 2-11 (Mack 1-7. Clarke 1-5,

lonathan DePina has provided a spark

men's basketball team

Antvon Iturbe 0-2 1-5 I. Yegor
Meacheriakov 4-9 5-4 11. Alexander Roul

] 4 2 4 6. Darin Green
Shawnta Rodger* 5 14 5-4 10. Mike King

2-4 0-0 4. Roey Eyal 0-0 0-0 0. Andrei

Kmonos I 5 0-0 5. Francisco de Miranda

1-5 2-4 4. II Brade 0-5 0-0 0, Daniel

Soants 0-0 0-0 0. Pat Ngungbs 1-12 2 4

Rasheed Hazzard 0-2 0-0 0. Seco Camara
I -4 2-2 5 Totals 15-51 15 25 48

oft the bench for the Massachusetts

Clarke 5-10 0-0 6. Moat) Mack 7 16

I 2 lb, Lari Ketner 4 ^ 2 2 10. kmathan

DePina 5-124-9 15. Chris Kirkland Ol
i ..I*. 27-65 10-18 66

CINCINNATI (7-2)

Levett 1-114-6 7. hVhr>> Biannen 9-22

14-18 52. Fleichei 'Horton4-7
2 4 10. Petru* 5-4 0-Oe. l*.ksun 0-00-0

0. Shawn Msnck 6-8 2-7 17 Totals

24-61 22-15 74

Weeks 0-1) 7.565

Massachusetts 62
Fordham 46
4/ WUltam D Mullins Center

Ian. 17. 1998

rORDHAM (4-11, 0-5)

Alejandro Olivares 1-7 0-0 2, Maurice

Curtis 5-9 5-4 9. lohn Pugh 4-9 0-0 8.

Bevon Robin 4-11 2-2 11. Scott

Harmatuk 2-8 2-2 8. Isson Harris 1-5

0-0 2. Greg Griffin 2-5 0-0 4, Connie

Mack 1-5 0-O 2. Totals 18-55 7-8 46

MASSACHUSETTS (11-5, 4-0)

Mike Babul r> 12 1-2 15. Tyrone Weeks
5-7 0-0 10, Lari Ketner 4-5 1-1 9.

Charlton Clarke 7-10 1-1 17. Monty
Mack 2 9 II 5. lonathan DePina 0-0
0-0 0, Ross Bums 0- 1 0-0 0. Rafael Cruz

0-1 0-0 0. Andy Macley 0-0 0-0 0. Chris

Kirkland 0-1 2-2 2. Ajmal Basil 2-4 2-2

6 Totals 26-50 8-15 62
mm*.
HsIftisM: UM. 26-21 Three-point

Acid foah: F. 5 - 15 ( Harmatuk 2-5. Robin

1-4. Olivares 0-2. Harris 0-1. Griffin

0-1) UM. 2-10 (Clarke 2-4, Mack 0-5.

Babul 0-1) Amaeaan M1U

Massachusetts 68
North Carolina-Charlotte 47
OT
At Providence Chic Center

Ian 15

UNC-CHARLOTTE (7-6)

DeMarco lohnson 5-18 0-0 10. Versile

Shaw 2-2 0-0 4. Kelvin Price 5-11 6-11

16. Sean Colson 4-16 0-1 9. Galen Young
0-5 4-4 4. Kednc Smith 1-1 0-0 2.

Dalonte Hill 1-10-0 2. Marlon Thomas
1-2 0-0 2. Diego Guevara 4-11 1-1 15

Totals 21-69 11-21 47

MASSACHUSETTS (14-3)

Mike Babul 1-5 0-0 2, Tyrone Weeks 2-7

5-6 9. Lari Ketner 7-15 l-l 15, Chariton

Clarke 6-15 1-4 15. Monty Mack 1-11

5-8 12. lonathan DePina 1-10 0-0 2.

Chris Kirkland 1-5 0-2 6. Ajmal Basil 1-5

1-2 7 Totals 26-69 1 5- 21 68

Halftime: UNC-C. 12-18. Three-point

field goals: UNC- C. 5-10 (Guevsrs 2-1.

Colson 1-5. Hill 0-1. lohnson 0-1). UM.
1-1 1 (Mack 1-5. Clarke 0-4. DePina 0-1.

Babul 0-1) Attendance: 5.925

Massachusetts 79
George Washington 48
At Williams D. Mullins Center

Ian. 10. 1998

GEORGE WASHINGTON (13-3,2-1)

MASSACHUSETTS (9-5, 3-0)

Mike Babul 2^125. Tyrot>.

5 t> II. Lari Ketner b- 15 9 10 21.

Chariton Clarke 1-8 Oj-O 8. Montv Mack
6-14 2-2 19, lonathan DePina 0^1 0-0 0.

Ross Bums 0-2 1-5 5. Chris Kirkland 2-6

A I nv a I Baiit 4-5 0-1 8 Totals

27-61 18-26 79

Halftime I M 40 25 Three-point
field goals: Ovv V I I (Rodgr*
Camara I V Ktuonos l-l.

Mcr^henakus 2> UM. 7 15 iMask
jrke 2-4 Bums O 1 1 Attendance:

MM

Massachusetts 73
Fordham 55
At Rost Hill (ivmnastum

Ian b. 1998

MASSACHUSETTS (8-5, 2-0)

Mike Babul I -t %*« Weeks 7-8
• net 5-8 4 * 14, Charlton

Clarke \ - 2 2 9. Moniv Mack 5-7 0-O
10. lonathan DePina 5-5 0-0 10. k

Bums 0-1 0-0 0. Rafael Cru; I

Andv Maclay 0-10-0 0. Chns Kirkland

1-6 0-0 6. Ajmal Basil 2-1 0-2 4 Totals

12-52 8- 12 71

FORDHAM (8-5, 0-2)

Greg GrtlTm 2-7 0-1 4 Maurice Curtis

6-8 2-5 14. lohn Pugh 2-5 0-0 4, Bevon

Robin 5 12 t> 9 18. Scott Harmatuk 1-7

6-6 9. lason Harris 0-2 0-0 0. Alctandro

Olivares 1-2 2- 2 4. Connie Mack 0-0
0-0 0. Alexander Zivkunov 0-12
Chriv DiMavcio 5 0. Sieve White

0-00-00. Totals 17- 50 18-27 55

Halftiasc IM, 55-25 Three-poial

field goals UM. 1-4 (Clarke 1-4, Mack
0-1. Burnt I. Cruz 0-1. Maclay 0-1.

Kirkland 0-11 r 5 15 iRobin 2-5.

Harmatuk 1-5. Ha<
0-2, GriiTinO-tl Attendance: 2.217

Massachusetts 72
St. Joseph's 66
At Alumni heldhouse

Ian >

MASSACHUSETTS (7-5, 1-0)

Mike Babul 2-424 6. Tyrone Weeks V7
4-6 10. I an Ketner 4-7 2-5 10, Chariton

Clarke 4-15 4-6 12, Maatl Mack 8-15

I 2 22. lonathan DePina I 12-4 4, Chris

Kirkland 0-10-0 0. Ajmal Basil 4-8 0-1

8 TutaU 26- 58 1 5 55 72.

ST JOSEPH'S (4-4, 0-1)

Duval Simmonds 5-8 0-0 6. Robert
Hatkins 5-9 6-6 19. Harold Rasul 2-6

7-9 II. Rashid Bey 6-16 5-4 17, Ericft

Woods 4-5 2-2 10. Frank \\ ilkrn* 1-4

1-4 5. Tim Brown 0-2 0-0 0. Totals

21-50 19-25 66

Halftiasc: UM. 57-27. Three-point
field goals: UM. 5-8 (Mack 5-6. Clarke

0-2) SI. 5 17 (Haskms V4. Bey 2-10.

Brown 2 Mmmonds 01) Attendance:

5.200

Cincinnati 74
Massachusetts 66 OT
At Cund \rcmi. Cleveland

Dec. 27

MASSACHUSETTS (6-5)

Mike Babul 11 1-2 5. Tyrone Weeks 4-6
0-0 8. Ajmal Basil 1-6 2-5 6, Charlton

Halftime: L M
field goals: I M II Mack.

iMunA V Level! i

Three-point
DePinj

12 \:*

Connecticut 72
Massachusetts 55
4f Hartford Civic Gmfei

..'J. 1997

C
ONNECTICUT (1Q-1)

Ke»in Freeman I -6 4-9 b Ruhard
Hamilton 8 15 4 5 21. lake Vovkuhl 2*

4 10. Khalid

LI Amtn b 12 5 5 18 Rashamel lone*

i> 0, Antnc Klmber 15 l-l I,

Albert Mooring I MonquetKK>
Hardneti 2 4 0-0 4. Souleymane Wane
i | 041 2 1 I Ivarrison 0-0 0-0 0. Chris

Crowley 0-0 0-O 0. leff Cvban 0- I 0-0

Totals 25-60 l» M

lorn to SCORfS page S7

ALL '98

BURTONS
ON SALE

NOW!
EXAMPt£S:

KwmSJMN
Km
I (Ml

98 BOARDS

AGGRESSIVE SKATES

The Right Place to Be!

3 Barbers Everyday
Unisex Hair Styling

Guys & Gals

Clipper Cuts

Layer Cuts
Razor Cuts

Flat Tops
Kids Cuts

Fades

Jim

Appointment

Not Neccessary

arbers
Tel. 253-1722

40 Main Street, Amherst. MA
(Next to Newbury Comics)

4 Barbers

Wed. to Sat

9&up

Gahe

Hours: Mon- Fri, 8-5:1

5

pm • Sat 8-4:45pm

Yeah. Like You've gdt time

for mall shopping...

Why Bother?
\fW'§B§&m

At 1 r« , you can get mall

pricing and selection, without
the hassle!

Coaputssrs-

Sys terns,

Hardware. Software,

Cables, Printers,

Supplies, Papers, Books,

Disks, and more! Many at

great Academic Discounts

as much as €0% below
retail!
Shop, Compare, and Stval

RealthaiBeauty Aids-

National
brands and generics.
Many at or below
"discount" chain store
prices

!

School Supplies-

Pencils,

Notebooks, Tape,

Glue, Tacks,

Paper , Memo
Mailers, Index

Binders, and muc

more! We'll ordt

we don't have it!

Scientific Calculators-

Texas Instr.

,

HP, and more. Graphing

and standard styles!
Pens,

Files,
Staples,
Boards,
Cards,

h, much
\r it if

Dorm Supplies

-

Lamps,

Lightbulbs,
Sewing Kits,

Clock/Radios,
Access., Hooks,

tons more!

Storage,
Posters,

Racks,
Stereo

Bins, and

Planners and Calendars-

Many styles:

Desk, pocket, notebook,

pictorial wall, and

others. Many styles on
Sale right now 1 1 I

Lab Supplies-

Locks,

notebooks,

kits,

and more

!

Art Supplies-

The Valley's
best source for low-cost

art supplies. The choice

of area professionals!
Shop, Compare, and Savel

M

UNMRSTY Or MASSACHUSETTS AMfERST

University Store
In the UMass Campus Center

Hours:

M-F 9 to 5 Sat. 1 1 to 4

(413) 545-2619

Ma«rrC«rd. Vim, AMEX. Discover »nd UC«d
cheerfully accepted'

Bags and Packs

-

Great
in our huge
department!

selection
clothing
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Without fanfare, UMass takes 3rd Classic

By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

BOS I ON I u-r Mine the

ii College and Maaaachtl

basketball team* tcncueil an old

rivalr) in 1995 I Mast has in

the Commonwealth ClMtk like I

pergonal \endetta. And toi the

third straight season, the

Minuiemen proved to fans of ml
lege basketball state IvMt that

thc> arc indeed the best team in

MmWuIu-
I \ en il it seemed like not

tared an>n

The skeptic haunting both

the BC and I V
grams this season masked itscll am

Dec 14 in nostoaj, where the

Minutcmen beat B

^7 bclorc a hall ci

I batCentei The crowd, officially

lilted at 9.218, was a far-cry fron

the i 1,000 plus at last year's

k and thi sellout crowd that

mm torn No i i Man bm) K m
1996. Aftei two vcais ol national

n (. BS, tin* ftu't fMM
was moved to Fok Sports New
England, and the lack ol interest in

tin* natural rivalry left many
MiafchhH their head-

But the disappointing atmosphere

did little to take awav a hat was a big

eailv season win lor the Mtnutemen

I 'oming oil near upsel oi No I

Kansas in .Mien Fkldhous

eaih. handled the I

with relative ease en route to its

third Commonwealth Classic win in

as man v ine-

,uai.l Vtonl) Mack

made his homecoming one to

Monty Mack had a career day with 22 potnti wh
played at n |an J

remember b> pouring in 20 points,

and the Minuiemen made
12 lor IS from beyond the arc-

that week with a 5-for- 7 perfor-

mance, alter sizzling the layhawks

with 7 lor 8 Charlton Clarke.

whom Hint -till swears isn't the

-sharpshooter" ESPN dubbed him

in promo- for the Cincinnati game.

-smbolized the trend by burying

two trevs in the game's opening

minutes. The -cond. a bank shot

liom the top of the key with the

shot clock running down, sent the

UMass crowd into a frenzy and

keved the lew who made il to the

< enter in to the tact that tin-

would lx- the Minutemen's day.

"Clarke must have thought he

was still in Kansas the way he was

-hooting today." BC coach Al

Skinner said "UMass played with

confidence, and it showed in the

luuil HON
Be also pioved to be a pivotal

gme for sophomoie Mike Babul.

who mj toned into heavy playing

time following1 Winston Smith'*

season-ending knee Injun Flint

-aid the kev lor the small forward

to "play defense, keep balls

alive and make some plavs," and

that's exactly what Babul did

Assigned to guard Am
Granger, the main offensive

i foi Be Babul held him to

eight point- on 2 tor 12 -hooting

igh his numbers, two point*

and six rebounds in 26 minute*

weren t spectacular, after the

game I lint said after that Babul

did the best )ob of all his players.

I he BC win was the first big

win of the season for the

Minutcmen, who nearly pulled off

what would have been the biggest

upset of the Hint era four nights

earlier in Kansas. Thev showed

England college basketball

fans that despite the departure of

names like Calipari. Camby.
Padilla and Travieso — names
that had seared the local hoop
conscience during the glory years

ol the mid *Kl- t Ma- i* Mill

the best program in the state. And
thev did it with Stontv Mack.
Babul and lonathan DePina —
probablv the top three schoolboy

I aets the state has produced

lately - all of whom played well

in their homecoming.

But when all was said and done,

all anyone seems to remember was

how iifele-* the HeclC enter was

that Sunday. UMass fans did their

pari, accounting for as many as

I
the fans in attendance

but with neither team in the Top
Z*> —^Vlint in the brief InM

the ConsjDonwealth Classic — the

whusctts didn't seem

to care much about this one.

Sonnies tough to beat
Atlantic 10 has two teams in poll in up & down year

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

St. Bonaventure is not usually the

team that puts fear into the hearts of

its opponents. But it soon may be.

This year, the Bonnie- always con-

sidered one of the Atlantic 10's door-

mats, have caused a bit of a stir

among its conference opponents.

St. Bonaventure shook up the

A 10 on Ian. J, when they knocked

of nationally ranked \avier at the

Reilly Center in Olean. N.Y.

Then, on |an. 17. the Bonnies tan-

gled with visiting Rhode Island and

the Rams walked away with a 8t>-til

lo-v

St. Bonaventure is dangerous.

MpfjeJaJb; on its home court, where

last year the Bonnies won eight

^ainc- including one* over George

Washington. Temple and Dayton.

Massachusetts has already defeated

the Mustard and Brown once this

yeur — in Amherst The Minutcmen

travel to Olean for Round No 2 on

lames Singleton and the Bonnies

wt*. likely be calling for more hesp

since guard Tim Winn ij expected

to miss at least a lew weeks ol

action.

Feb. 25.

• The Bonnies could struggle for

the next few weeks, however, since

star Tim Winn is out with a broken

ankle. The guard went down during

St. Bonaventure's 64-45 loss to

Temple on Ian. II, He is expected to

be out for 5-6 weeks.

• Temple celebrated a birthday

recently Legendary coach lohn

Chaney turned 66 two weeks ago.

• There were only two Atlantic 10

teams in both The Associated Press

Top 25 poll and the ESPN/USA
I odav Coaches' poll when the two

ueie released on |an. 18. In the AP

poll. Xavier ranked 19th and URI set-

tled at No. 22. The Rams stayed in

the same position on the coaches'

poll, while the Musketeers came in at

II

• Rhode Island has seen an

increase in n* average attendance this

naaj. last year the Rams played in

front of an average of 4,652 fans.

This year 5.870 see them run the

floor.

• Tyson Wheeler —one of the rea-

sons for the increased fan support —
has been a steady and quiet per-

tonnci M Rhode Island thi- veai In

a time when attention was heaped on

the iclsooi lor recruiting Lamar

Odom. a high school sensation who

some say cheated on his SAT.

Wheeler has been a rock at point

guard Currentlv he i* leading the

A 10 with 6.
1

'assists per game.

• od, ii. who was attending L Kl

as a non matriculating student, left

the Kingston. R.I. tampu* two weeks

before final exams last semester and

failed to receive the necessary 2.4

grade point average in order to

Be a matriculating student

Odom will not take classes at Rhode

Island in the spring semester.

• Three players have been named

as the A- 10 Rookie ol the Week
more than once this season.

Fordham's Bevon Robbtns. who hails

from Rice High in New V.rk the

same school as St lohn's Felipe

/. has been a con*i*tent per-

fortner at point guard for the Rams

all season, lanis Grindstaf!

Virginia Tech has also received the

honor twice.

I Mass' Monty Mack has actually

been tabbed three times for the

award He i* the onlv rookie to

receive three thus far.

• On the Player of the Week side,

only two players have received multi

pie honors. They were the first two of

the season to be named and have

taken the most recent two as well

Xavier's lames Posey and Temple's

l.amont Barnes each have two dta

lions as the league's weekly best play-

er

• Posey leads a strong contingent

at \avier The Musketeers have

Lari Ketner has dominated the

glass for UMass over the break

earned th • ranking in the AP
Top 25 with five players whose at

ing averages are in double ligui

They are the onlv team in the league

to do so.

• I ven it Si Bonaventure does not

make the postseason Chn* I umsdon

won't worry The center has complet

ed hts degree in psychology in three

and a half years and is enrolled in

graduate classes for the spring semes-

ter He plan* to teach upon complc

tton of his masters requircmei

• George Washinton coach

larvts is hoping his team's success

in regular season tournaments pays

oil when ii cones postseason time

The Colonials played in the Red
Auerbach Colonial Classic, the

Maui Invitational and the I

Airways Holiday Classic aire

this season, tourneys in which (AC

went S-|.
• Xavier's Lenny Brown and

Rhode Island's Tyson Wheeler are

eurrently among the group of play

ers eligible lor the Uoodcn Award
The h*t ol potential candidate

trimmed down throughout the year

Mauu- (anihv who won while at

I Mass m l*»*»tv I* the onlv Atlantic

10 player to ever reeeive the award
• Marriage proposals came from

evervwhere over the Christmas

break La Salle men * plaver Mike

u\ and Sarah Haynes. who plays

tor the I xplorer women's team, got

£ed

I Rl assistant coach Tommj
Penders also announced his impend

ing nuptials

BELIEVE IT OR NOT
THIS GUY

IS IN CLASS.

Excitement and adventure is the course

description, and Army ROTC is the

name. It's the one college elective that

builds your self-confidence, develops

your leadership potential and helps you

take on the challenges of command.
There's no obligation until your

junior year, and that means there's no

reason not to try it out right now.

rfjEHSSU

§3ai23i

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE

For details, visit the Army ROTC Building or call

545-2321/2322

Minutemen make statement in A40 opener UConn has UM's number
By Luke Meredith

Collegian Staff

PHILADH.PHIA — If there was ever a game
where the Massachusetts men's basketball team
needed to make- a statement, the Atlantic 10 con
ference opener Ian 3 at St loseph - wh it

The game had everything. For UMass coach
Bruiser I lint, it was a chance lor redemption. The
former Si joe's point guard and his Minutemen
were thumped in his homecoming last season
78-63, the statement game the Hawks used to pro-

pel themselves to both the A- 10 regular season
and tournament titles

lot the Minuiemen, it was a chance to ajajsaj

that they are still an A- 10 force to be reckoned
with, and to get back on track after ending their

"l Mass World Tour '*)7-'*)8" by blowing a

sin-point lead with a minute to go against
Cincinnati

And sophomore guard Monty Mack? Si Iocs
wasn't going to let I art Keiner oi Ivrone Week-
beat them If UMass was going to win Mack need
ed to have a hand in it

Which is exastlv what he did

UMass made its statement and did so in son
vitKing fashion bv beating the Hawks. 72-feb.

before a sold-out and very loud Alumni
ficldhouse crowd Mack lit up the Hawks for a

earc-ei-high 22 points, including 5 of-6 from

three point land Charlton Clarke added 12

points and five assists, as the backcourt which had

its growing pains in the first part of the season led

UMass to a crucial win over the defending confer-

eiKc champions

"This is special for me because it's my first win

at home." Hint said. "And it's a good win for us

because they are defending champs The
C iiKinnati game taught us a lesson. We have to get

haA to ha-ic-. hilling foul shots, etc. Doing the

things you need to do to win ballgames."

The teams battled back and forth throughout

the first half, but Mack's second three gave UMass

an 18-17 lead Mack then buried a three a few

minutes laiei to push the lead to 32-22. UMass

would linish a 24-10 run to close out the half, and

Ma^k buned a three with two seconds left on the

dock lo give UM a 37-27 lead at the intermission.

Bl l>*.
'* kept Mack in chesk most ol the second

half, but Ketner and Weeks stepped up their

fs and carried UMass the rest of the way The

Hawk- ml the lead to two, 44-42, but UMass
pulled awav with a 14 2 run that gave them a

58 44 lead with 7 Ji left, sealing the win

-V\ | woikcd hard in practice this week. This is a

big win lor our teuin ." Weeks said "Our confi-

dence • \\i didn't play well the last two

s. but we executed well tod..

UMass' confidence was wavering following a

brutal early- season stretch that ended with two

devastating defeats to UConn and the Bearcats.

After playing fiat against a very good UConn team

and blowing the Cinci game, Flint knew he needed

a win on Hawk Hill to get his team's psyche back

on track.

"We've been all over the world, and we've

played some pretty good teams," Flint said. "I

thought the only game we really let get away was

the Cincinnati game. We really didn't want our

confidence busted | today].'

The Minutemen showed their mettle by with-

standing the St. loe's run that brought the lead

back to two. Instead of crumbling, thev circled the

wagons and put the Hawks away. In a season

where UMass had yet to team how to put a team

away, they did it when the> needed it most.

"They answered our run. and that's the sign of a

good team," St loe's coach Phil Martelli said

"UMass has two staples. They guard well, and they

rebound every shot. That was the difference

| tod.

For Mack, the game wasn't nearly that compli-

cated. Asked who was guarding him that blistering

first half, he said "I don't know
"

When asked if it mattered, the response was

both quick and final

"No."

in second straight U-Game
By Fred Hunbnnk, Jr.

Collegian Staff

scores
continued from pogs> S6

MASSACHUSETTS (6-4)

Mike Babul 0-4 0-2 0, Tyrone Weeks
ii Ketnei ! 7 ! ti )

Charlton Clarke 7-17 1-2 17 '

Mask J lonathan Ik Pirn I S

t>. ttalacl Cruz > Chris

Kirkland H 1 ci 0, \jmal BaaM 1-4 3-4

V Totals 18-53 16-25 55

Haiti inc U M 23 Three p*>int

field goals I i i-9 i Hamilton I 1

H An Moore I I lone

Mouring V ' UM, 3-12 (( Urkc 2 *l

Mack I 2 Babul I i Attendance
I0.W

Massachusetts 79
Colorado b£
If La ivaaki

CCXORAOO (4-4|

Kennv Ptkc -» -"
I nit l>cC,i»v

2 1> 4 p K Charlie MeUtn S 12 b IC>

lb Marlon Hughe* 8-1) 4-5 24, Dwifht
0-3 0-0 0. Howard Frier 1-2 1-2

5. Will Smith 2-5 0-2 4. Ernest Renfrew

i>-0 CM) 0. lamahl Motley 0- 1 2-5 2. Aki

Thomas KHI.'I lotaU 22-58 18-32

MASSACHUSETTS (6-3)

M.Cc Babul 15 2 2 * Twonc Wcek»
- Ian Ketner »-l5 1-2 17.

Charlton Clarke 2-5 8 *> 12 Monty Mack
*• 14 0-0 21. lonathan IVPina 0- 1 2-2 2.

Kirk lurid CM) 0. Aimal Basil

5-7 3-8 15. Totals 28-52 20-25

Halfiitac UM, 41 55 Three-point
field goals | 8- to (HufJies 4-7. Price

Mack 3-4. Clarke 0-1)

socio

Massachusetts 65
Boston College 57
At HeetCtnur
Dec 14, 1997

MASSACHUSETTS (5-3)

wrap
conslnuax) ftom poga S

I

UMaas 73. Fordfesw 33 - On (an

6. the Minutemen shot the lights out at

Rose Hill Gymnasium (season -high

p I 5) to candy defeat the host Rams

The Minutemen held lurdharn to a

340 shooting clip allowing the bench

to hit rust l-of-llshuts.

I Mass was led by Weeks with lt>

points and nine rebounds, but had a

hniam-rrl wTtring sttrr Ketner had 14

points and nine boards: Clarke had rune

points. Mack scored 10 points

Freshman point guard lonathan DePina

scored 10 points and dished out five

assists in 20 steady minutes off the

bench.

The Rams were led by Robin who
dropped 18 points on UMass in the

UMaas 72, St. loseph t 66 - (See

willed story, pogr B- 7 . i In both teams'

firs* A-10 contest the Minutemen got

22 points from Mack and 20 points and

1 3 boards from the Philadelphia con

necrion (Ketner and Weeks) to ground

the Hawks in Philh on Ian 5

• ard Robert Haskins led the

Hawks with 1° points and eight

C i ik iii.n i 74. UMass 66 it)
I

The Bearcats outscored the Minutcrncn

1 2-4 in overtime after rattying to tie the

game m the final two minutes of reajuia-

tion to defeat UMaas at the Gatoradc

RoH Shootout in Cleveland on

I Vx 27

I incinatti forward Bobby Brannen

I a game-high 32 points and

pulled down 1 2 rebounds to pace the

k had 16 points and four

assist! for the Minutemen
rmer South Boston team-

mate DePina bagged a career-high 1

5

points and V\ eeks chipped in with eight

puinto and 1 3 rebounds.

Annal Bash started in place of Ketner

and contributed eight points, seven

rebounds and a career-beat six blocks

Ketner came off the bench for 10

points eight rebounds and three blocks.

Connecticut 72. UMaas 55 — <See

rttattd story, page fl- 7 > The Huskies

ran away from the Mtnutemen with a

14-3 spurt in the first half to capture

their second MaasMutuai "U-Game" in

as many tries on IV*. 8
UConn swingman — and NH\

prospect — Richard Hamilton led all

scorers with 21 points Clarke led the

Minutemen. who shot .327 from the

field, with 17 points.

UMass 7«. Colorado 68 —
Minutcman sixth man Basil came off

the bench for 1 5 points, seven rebounds

and two blocks to push UMass to an

1 I -point victory at the Las Vegas

Shootout on Dec

Mack led the Minutemen with 21

points, including three 3-posnters. and

Ketner dropped in 1 7 points lor UMaas.

The UMass defense, suffocating

throughout the season, held the

Buffaloes to a .379 shooting | gMMp
(22-for-Ag).

The Buffs were led by Marlon

Hughes who scored a game-high 24

points despite turning the ball over

Mike Babul 1-3 0-0 2. Tyrone Weeks
t> 14 l I 15 Lin ketner 2-12 0-0 4.

Chariton Clarke 4-6 2-7 1 3. Monty Mack

I 2 20. lonathan DePina 2-5 1-2 5.

Chris kirk land 0-0 0-O 0. A)mal Ba»n
.'8 Totab2t»-5«>8-14o5

BOSTON COLLEGE (6-4)

Miskev Cert*) 4 14 1-5 II Antonio

Granger 2 1 2 4-4 8. Kostas Magtos 9-1

1

Kenny Hario 2 4 116. Duane

Woodward 3-11 2-4 10. lonathan

BssTbohw I -2 0-0 2. lavser Rodriguez

0-1 0-10 Totals 21 55 l2-|s)57

Hallux CM 53 25 Taree-eoiai

fWM gnats: IM. 5-1 Clarke 3-5. Mack
K. 3-12 (Woodward 2 5. Harlev

I - I Granger 5 Rodnguc< 0- I I

UMass 65. Boston College 37

t$** related ttory. page &-6) The

Mtauteman baekcourt of Clarke, Mack

and DePina cvntbined for 38 points and

13 assists to push UMass past the

Eagles

Mack had 20 points for UMaas BC
center Kostas Magics lopped the Eagle

scorers with 20 rjcshta.

daily special

for

sushi, seafood

and much
much
more

authentic

taurant

w
Northampton, Mass
1 Roundhouse Plaza

(413)585-1185

sushi bar

• tatami room

small party

room

X0TICA
NTERTAINMENT

EXCLUSIVE AGENT fOK Anthony's

IS NOW RECRUITING ATTRACTIVE

ENTERTAINERS OVER 18 TO

WORK IN THE MOST EXCITING

AND PR0FITA8LE ADULT CLUBS

IN THE NORTHEAST!

No Experience Necessary!!

CALL 413-532-8888 TODAY

HARTFORD. Conn. - The
MassMutual U-Game is fast becom-

ing the MassMutual UConn game.

The weather was cold and miser-

able outside for the second annual

U-Game, and the Massachusetts

men's basketball team was cold and

miserable inside The Minutemen
shot 3 3 percent from the field on

their way to a 72-55 loss to the

Huskies on Dec. 23. 1997 at the

"neutral' Hartford Civic Center.

L C smn won last season's inaugural

game — also in Hartford — 64-61.

as Carmelo Travieso's last second 3-

potnt attempt rimmed out

There would be no sush suspense

this night as the Huskies literally

went on a 14-3 run to up their

point lead to a 29- lb bulge late

in the first half to put the game away

Richard Hamilton bagged 1

1

points in the first half to lead UConn
to a 34-23 advantage at intermission.

Hamilton dropped a game-high 21

points including a jumper with 407
left in the game to push the Huskies

out to their biggest lead at 67-45.

Charlton Clarke led the

Minutemen with I 7 points despite

7-for- 1 7 shooting in 39 minutes. The

entire Irontcourt was anemic, shoot

ing a combined b-for-22 Tyrone
Weeks Mured II points (2-for-6

field goals. 7-for-9 free throws)

hauled in nine rebounds and blocked

three shots.

Weeks and Clarke were the only

stable forces for the Minutemen, who
were simply outplayed by the current-

lv Ns 8 Huskies •They look it to

us." Weeks said "What can you do

when the other team is playing like

that->-

"We were a step behind today."

UMass coach Bruiser Flint said after

the game "The only thing good
about this |is that) we're going home
for Christmas.*

Another good thing may have

come from the loss — it looked like

Ajmal Basit had finally become a

sopttomore in college rather than a

sophomoric presence on a college

basketball team.

His emotional antics are often

over-animated, out-of- control and

untimely, taking something away
from what Flint believes is some of

the best big-man talent in the

Atlantis 10

I arlier this season. Flint reflected

on Basil's talents and said he thought

his 6-foot-9 forward/center had the

potential to be one of the top per-

formers in the conference by the time

he's finished with his college career.

But still, in his second season,

Basil's desire and talent have often

been clouded by his outbursts which

too frequently lead to early foul trou-

ble or just draw his focus away from

games.

This game drew something new
out of Basil — a burgeoning maturity

not expected. The screaming and

fist- pumping, skipping-and-jump-

ing antics were still available, but

this was a new and improved prod-

uct.

Basit scored just five points, but

pulled down a team-high 10

rebounds (six offensive) in 24 min-

utes off the bench In a game where

Lari Ketner I nine points) struggled

to keep his emotions in check —
Flint and Ketner were visibly at odds

throughout the game — Basil's sta-

bility was a factor in the

Minutemen's staying competitive

His performance on the court was
iidaiv. though, to the one he

gave in the locker room in the wake

of U Mass's poorest showing of the

season.

According to Flint, after the game
a player stood up in the locker room

and esclaimed, "We're better than

this'" Flint was asked who the player

was and he casually responded that it

was "Aj." as if he wasn t surprised.

Not surprised?

Basit had been a licking time

bomb, and now all of a sudden he

was a steady presence on a young

team that was jusi thwarted by a

younger team It took a situation in

which Basit would normally have

emotionally touted out to force the

talented sixth man to come of age.

Sow Basit is thriving, playing

within htmseil while still letting the

fire peak every now and then, as the

Minutemen are making a push
toward their seventh consecutive

\c AA tournament appearance.

In fact Basil's newfound stature on

and off the court earned him a start

in the Minutemen's next game at

Cincinnati a 74-66 overtime loss Fie

responded with an eight point, seven

rebound, six block performance

As of Ian. 20. Basil averaged 6.3

points and 5 2 rebounds in 17 games

and leads the team in held goal per-

centage with a 538 mark (.619 in

conference).

^

JTYour Student Travel SPECIALISTS

mm,
•MEXICO
•JAMAICA
CANCUN
BAHAMAS

H°V

LOWEST FARES
GUARANTEED'

256-8328

TRAVEL MAKERS. INC
THE

OPEN SEVEN DAYS .

IT 321 Main St. (Cor of Dickinson) yT
Amherst, MA

WIR SPRECHEN VOLKSWAGEN
The Valley's largest VW inventory!

Whether it's a simple tune-up of a full blown restoration project;

from engine valves and bearings to door handles or gas caps,

we have the parts for just about any model VW ever made!

Plus a full inventory for Japanese and Korean cars and trucks.

WE SPEAK VOLKSWAGEN!

It All Starts With Parts...

^lOUDrMVS

PELHAM
AUTO PARTS

ROUTE 9

AMHERST BELCHFRTOWN LINE

256-0457

Hrs:

M-F: 8 • 5:30

Sat: 9 - 2:00

Hungry?

Subway ofAmherst offers fresh 6
M and footlong subs,

delicious salads and, for smaller appetites, 4" round sandwiches.

SUBWAY*
4 Main Street, Amherst • 256 -1919

Sunday - Thursday 10 am - Midnight

Friday& Saturday 10 am - 2 am
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women s hoop
continued from page S)

ed for St. Iocs last 22 points of the

aaaa
Kraft > effort — 22 point

rebounds — kept UMass in the right

to the wire The junior scored 10 in

ihe game's tiist 2V minutes, giving

the Minutewomen a 43-52 margin

over the A- 10 Fast leading Hawks
alter seven minutes.

Mitchell also instrumental in keep-

Mass ^K>se, drained 14 points

and added five assists.

UMass 69. Temple 56 — Rayside

took her turn at the career -high mark

when the Owls came calling on Ian.

ting a personal -best V* points

in the win.

Temple jumped out to an early

lead, but Ravside kept the game
close, as she spurred an early 14-5

run. In the second half, the

Minutewomen tore off a 18-6 run

put the game firmly

out-ol-reach

Mit. hell followed Rayside closely

with lb points and eight assists.

UMass 58, Virginia Tech 56 — In

Hlucksburg, Va., the Minutewomen
held on lor a win in this

tightly -fought tilt on Ian 4 Rayside

Ud the charge for UMass with her

|] |kmiii 1
1 -rebound performance

Mitchell turned in 12 points, as well

as seven assists. Trent helped out

with her 10-- point output.

Kim Seaver and Renee Maitland

spurred on the Hokies with 14 and

15 points

Duquesne 75, UMass 65 — I ads

Duke senior guard Korie Hlede has

easily become one of the most domi-

rutting lorces in Atlantic 10 women's

basketball She showed off the lonn

that got her into that position with a

27-poini outpouring when the

Minutewomen vi-ited Pittsburgh on

Ian 2

The meeting opened the confer-

ence slate lot both teams, as UMass
fell to Q> 1 in the A- 10

Not to be outdone by Hlede home
town heroic*. Mitchell strung the net

for a career-high herself, as she

knocked down 21 points on the

night.

The Dukes used an 8-2 run with

ju>t over live minutes remaining in

the game to pull away from UMass.

Mitchell, who had cut the lead right

baton the run, made a three- point

play and MacFarland hit for three to

hung the game within four, 67-63.

Duquesne wrapped things up neatly,

however. by hitting five tree throws

in the three minutes

Kraft had 12 and MacFarland II

In I Mass.

UMass 54. Dartmouth 50 — In

the consolation final ol the Citizens

Bank Classic at Dartmouth College,

the Minutewomen defeated the host

Big Green. With the win. UMass
coach loanie O'Brien tied Mary
Ann Ozadarski for the sll-tnnc

coaching win mark with her 92nd
via*

I Mass dominated the Dec. 24
meeting, taking a lead as large as

Kathy Coyner scored a career-high 1 3 points against fordham, and help*

over the winter break

KMM* MWMtWW / COUJCMX

the women's basketball team

»

/.

>

* 6- • • .

*4

31-16 in the first half. MscFarland,

who led the team with lb points.

scored 1 3 of her total tn the opening

stanza — nine in a 14-5 run that

pushed the Minutewomen to their

comfortable cushion.

But Mitchell was forced out of the

game with her third foul before half-

time and Dartmouth took advantage,

running off an 1 1-1 spurt that made
the intermission score 32-25.

UMass held the Green in check

during the second half, but

Dartmouth used an 113 run to cut

the UMass lead to 51-50 with 133
remaining. Kraft hit a trey at 1:15 to

lift UMass to the final margin.

Rayside had 14 points and nine

rebounds in the win Kraft also con-

tributed nine boards.

Kentucky 57. UMass 51 — In the

first round of the Citizen's Bank
Classic (Dec. 28) the Minutewomen
ran up against a tough Kentucky

squad headed by lave Barnes Barnes

pocketed 16 points and seven

rebounds in the Wildcat win

After an even first half that includ

ed four lead changes and seven ties,

there was a lull before things got

underway in the second period

UMass came up with a short spun in

which the Minutewomen held their

largest lead at 3r> 30.

The Wildcats kicked in with a 8-0

run and then a 7-0 surge that held

their opponent at bay. The
Minutewomen came fighting back,

however, when Kraft knocked down
a jumper and Trent converted on two

free throws to cut the deficit to

54-51

Kraft led her team with 15 and
Trent followed with 10 Rayside

pocketed nine.

UMass 60, St. loan's 54 —
MacFarland. a sophomore, tallied a

career-high against the Red Storm,

as the Minutewomen started off the

winter break with a win

MacFarland led the Minutewomen
out of the gates in the second half,

scoring 15 of her 24 points in the

second stanza of play She shot

S-for-16. a career-high for shots

attempted in a game Her previous

high point total was 19, which she

scored against Hartford on Dec 22.

1996
After the Minutewomen went into

the break down one. MacFarland
came out and shot six-of-nine.

including two three's, to give her

team the lead The Red Storm, which

was led by Victoria Miller's 12

points, fought back to take a

one-point edge with 3 52 remaining

MacFarland hit a jump shot and one

free throw and drove for a lay-up to

put UMass up for jood.

Hlede reaches milestone;

A-10 women in the pros

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

Women basketball players in the

Atlantic 10 could have a better

shot at making the pro ranks than

some may realize. Currently there

are four A- 10 alums in the

American Basketball League and
live m the WNBA

In the ABL. which is currently in

season: Dale Hodges. Si loseph's

class of 1490. with the New
England Blizzard: Amy Mallon. St.

loe's class of '93, with the

Philadelphia Rage: Darlene Saar.

George Washington class of f5,
with the Atlanta Glory: and Debbie

Black. St Ik's class of '88. with

the Colorado Xplosion.

Women in the WNBA who used

to pound the A- 10 hardwood.
Last year's Atlantic 10 Plav.

the Year. Tajama Abraham, v.W

class of '97, with the Sacramento

Monarchs; Melissa Gurile.

Massachusetts class of '96. with

the Phoenix Mercury: Megan
Campain, St loe's class of '97.

with the Utah Starzz: Sue Wicks.

Rutgers class of '88. with the Sew

Vers liberty; and Monique
Ambers, a former GW assistant

coach, with the Mercury
• GW's Noelia Gomez, who is

leading the Colonials with 16 I

points per game, hat already

scored 801 points las of Ian 23)

in her two-year career at George

Washington. If she continue

her current pace, she will hit the

1.000-point mark in GW'i first

Atlantic 10 tournament contest

this year. And she will become

the fastest player in school history

to reach that mark.
• Duquesne's Korie Hlede has

topped a scoring plateau of her

own Already the school's leading

1 1 male M female — Hlede

netted her 2.000th career point

against San Diego State on Dec

7. She becomes the first player in

Duquesne history to reach that

milestone
• La Salle could return to its

revamped home court as early as

Feb. 1, if as goes according to

plan. Temporarily displaced while

repairs were done, the Explorers

should return to the Hav«
Center soon In the meantime,

they have been playing at Bueky

Harris Gvm on the campus of

Philadelphia Textile. While there

thev posted a 5-3 record.

• In recent women's basketball

action. Ailantic 10 Fast lead>

loe's lost its first conference game
to Temple on Ian 15. 66-64. The

Hawks remain alop the East divi

with a 5-1 conference

record Temple is in second in the

East with a 3-3 league mark (as

Un. 22).

\ irginia Tech downed Oil
64-57 on Ian. 1 7. but the Colonials

rebounded to down U Salle (76-47

on |an 19) and Xavier (70-58 on

|an. 22 > Afier its win over St. Joe't.

Temple fell to Duquesne. The Lady

Dukes put in a solid week, beating

La Salle and St Bonaventure in

addition to the Owls.

Kone Hlede is the only Duquesne player to ever reach the

2,000-potnt milestone

"
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Finnish Army knife of the sports department. I was
both covering the game and taking photos of the
Minutemen's eventual b-4 loss to the Warriors. Due to

an experiment gone awfully awry at Tully Forum in

UMass' season opener at Lowell, I chose the less blurry
and better lit confine-, ol my former "home" to lake
color pholos for this Back To School issue.

But as I watched Merrimack score three goals in a
span of 1:21 to open the third period, thus putting the
game away, I began to wonder who should be penal-
ized:

• The Minutemcn (VI5-2. 1-10-1 in Hockey East)
lor not buckling down mentally at a crucial part of ihe

game, while also losing a chance lo catch up on the
Warriors in the HK conference standings;

• The coaching stafl, due to the lact that

10 seconds after coach |oe Mallen called a

timeout to stop the oil leaking from his

ship, the learn lei up the last of those three

goals;

• Or myself, tot covering this team
full-time for the past two seasons, and
part-time for the 1>M 95 season.

I quickly dispelled that latter statement

with two thoughts — the first was of my
psychological "life" (UMass hockey has
been a part ol my lite since its reinstate-

ment, and ihe game itself for the pact J J

years or morel; and the second was ol m\
physical "life" (at 6-foot-4, I can take care

of myself, but not against a angry group of

guys who uieruge that height)

After serving a 200 hitting after the
whistle penalty. I'm back in ihe figurative

game.

The former statement is applicable, because as ol this

moment, ihe Minutemcn have immersed themselves in

the midst of a major dilemma UMass has to win its

game against Merrimack this weekend at the Volpe
"Inferiority" Complex, and then finish at least two win*

higher then the Warriors' final win total to make the

III (.lav off

s

II they don't make it to the conference plavollv t hi-

will be the first year since starting a lull 111 schedule

that UMass will miss the postseason All of this recent

headbanging is because making the postseason seemed

to be sn automatic one this season, especially with ihe

addition of Maine's All-HE selection Itm I ovell to the

lineup, and the return of an experienced defensive

corps.

The addition of a quality group of freshman like for-

ward Kris Wallis (five goals, 6 assists) and defenseman

Mali Smith (four goals, five assists) have refreshed the

lineup. However, lovell (five goals, sight sssistsl has

been wsy below his own level of accomplishment due to

a bum ankle And ihe defense was what let the

Minutemen down in this 6-4 loss lo s woeful dek

team in Memmac k

"let criticism aside, these are the key component- in

any resurgence for the team Support is key. and that

what this team will need to get back in the race tor the

postseason. But after serving this 121 tripping minor

»uh the corresponding game misconduct buckling

down is whsi the team will have to do — no question*

wrap up

So, this leaves us with the coaching staff Touchy

stulf.

There seems to be something wrong, here, people

It could be just me, but I don't think a VI 5-2 record

is what anybody (nevermind the coaching staff) expect

ed out of this team this season. By this, time last season,

the Minutemen had already won two season series in

the conference (Providence and Northeastern), and

were on the verge of winning the Alumni Cup once

again from Lowell.

I In- season, a tie against Northeastern is the only

conference point UMsss has mustered, and ihe River

Hawks have already won the Alumni Cup. An opportu

nity to gain an edge on Merrimack was lost with three-

goals in 1.21 that night, and you have

to wonder if it is the players or the

coaches thai are at fault hen-

Players play the game, but coaches

orchestrate the game You can have the

best musicians in the world, but it

they're not properly orchestrated, all

you'll gel is an inferior product, with

glimpses of artistic brilliance through

the muddled malaise.

Players need to want to plav lur their

coaches, and il thai desire has been lost

for whatever reason, then it needs to be

rediscovered — quickly

But. it is a tough job to -tart up a

program in this conference, and there

are a lot of circumstances pushing and

pulling at a coach. In one ol the nn«t

realistic comparisons between college

hockey and basketball, basketball (

Btuiser Mint compared starting a team

in HI to darting one in the Atlantic Coast Conference.

You know, that really "good" college basketball confer-

ence that has a million or so teams in the

The same is true with HI lb make the playoffs, the

Minutemen will have to register their first win- -nice- icin

statement over two current Top 5 teams in K

Lnivcrsity (last win over BU occurred on Jan lb. 1^201

and New Hampshire (last win over I Ml *.currcd on

Keb 25. I9to3). and two teams who have been in and out

of the Top 10 in Boston College and Maine (they're

"good." loo).

This circumstantial evidence proves a young program

like I Mass should be si the bottom of such a tough

conference, bui on the other hand, those same circum-

stances were proven wrong ihe past three years by mak-

ing the playoffs

So. go figure We'll save all the judgments for the end

of the season. Unfortunately, speculation is the heart of

this debate, and it is all thai can be done now
A 200 bench minor, and the coaches are back in the

literal game.
ie is where Ihe heart is. and in this case —

whether it is the penalty box. the bench or the ice >ur

whi have lost that heart for the game, it must

be found once again I found "home" once again, and

linutemen need to find it before il is too late — or

thev II be staying home in March
•id kamanen i% a Collegian lolumnul

Matt |ordan (above) and Mike
Wynne (below) were named to the

Atlantic 10 All-Academic football

team, while Erica Iverson (right) was

honored as a All-Amencan (JORMA
KANSANEN / COLLEGIAN, HEAD-
SHOTS COURTESY MEDIA RELA-

TIONS)

coumst mux* atunoMS

Markus Helanen

coaches

continued from pops S4

named the No. I stars of the

game, with Regan posting his

ond career shutout in the 0-0 draw
(his first being the 8-0 win over

Army described in the previous

ntcap)

The two teams faced off last sea

son. with the Big Green getting the

best of the Minutemen in a 6-5 loss

si Thompson Arens in Hsnover.
N Hon Dec 14. 1996.

Princeton 4. UMass 1 (OT)
The Hobey Baker Award is given

annually to the best college hockey

player of the year, while at the

Hobey Baker Arena on Dec. 12. the

Tigers got the best of the

Minutemen in their annusl matchup
with a 4-5 overtime win. In s less

closer gsmc Isst sesson st (he

Mullins Center. Princeton walked

away with a 7-2 win over LMass. , m
Helanen started his second game

in net for the Minutemen this sea-

son, making I 7 saves on the night.

Gates. Stork and Wallis tallied goals

Mass in this contest, while

Blanchard notched two assists to his

total of nine on the season.

From the "win it in regulation,

please" department, the Minutemen
have now gone to five overtime
games this season, while winning

none of ihem. and losing three for a

less than wonderful 0-5-2 mark.

continued from page S2

career. She joins Connecticut's

Sarah Whalen as the only northeast

region representatives on the team.

Iverson. a three time All Atlantic

10 learn member was LMass'
Iourth leading scorer with 18 points

leight goals, two assists i. The con-

ference tournament s Most
Outstanding Player thi* vear *hc

also earned a mention as a Soccer

America Player of the Week t hi *

year.

Iverson started all but one game
of her career as a Minutewuman, on

a defense that shut out 2f> of 44

opponents
Iverson and fellow senior Danielle

n have been selected lo plav in

the LMHRO Sett »S»C

a showcase K>r the sport's lop C4

giate seniors The Class

I

c will take

place Ian 2* I eb I

Two named to all -academic football

COUrltS* MKXASJLATVONS

|eff Blanchard
Wonsltrinf whit's st finny?

Kttf raa«lin§...

Daily Collegian

'*6 like word*'

This is not our

1 motto, but it could

have been...

Comic chirietert

writ! for Sporti...

ihouldn't you?©
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WELCOME
Set into the Swing of Spring Semester

With Smart Savings at Hampshire Mall!

GET YOUR STUDENT
DISCOUNT CARD TODAY!

STUDENT TUESDAY DISCOUNTCARD

AdTCTCSto

Shop and Ssrt Ever> TUESDAY
M the HAMPSHIRE MALL! Route 9. risdaty. MA

A Student Reward Program'
am vtM Oa*» m fiiissm Mswtmss •» l-ssmi W»» VMM mss

<ft Mall

icam
Mall Ionian anJ Mike Wvnn* arc

among ihe >7 alhlctc-s who have

been named to the Atlantic I0'»

all-acidc-mic loolball team

lot clan, a junior running hack who
earned a 1.04 grade point average in

sport management, i* on the acade-

mic squad lot ihe second straight

i Wvnne. a sophomore left

kruard. carries a > **5 GPA in sporl

management and was one of lt> -iu

dent athletes named to the I ^7
ill CoSIDs academic all-distiid

I leven earn fall academic all-lcagMC

honors
I Mu-- continued its trend ><!

putting the most student- athk

on Atlantic 10 academic all-confers

ence teams lor the third straight

year. To be eligible lor the h» i

players must post at least a I

\ and be a starter or ke\ reserve

ob Ms/her team
This tail * l \|j«- honors*! sre:

Danielle Dion and Fmma Kurow
mmmm*| M-ccer Rcheccu Donaghue.

Sallv H.rsch and Sicolc Wsy.
women s cross country: |en

Gut/man. Kate Putnam and
Christine Millbauet lield hockey. Is 11

Mcvcis and Michelle I' >l

levball. and Brad kurowski. nu

Mack earns Rookie honors

Moat] Mack, has been named
Atlantic 10 K.u'kie of the Week
three times this season. A 6-fo>

|

homore shooting guard from
'lack was the

Minutemen's leading scorer through

Ian -» with 14 >J ppf.
He is the lust I Mass pla\

earn three Rookie honors since

Camhv won five m lsW^-94

Write for Sports! It's fun(ny).

Volunteer in Africa of Mexico!
One year placements in education,

human rights, health, journalism,

micoenterprises & more. If you want

an international career don't miss our

4th annual Working for Global Justice

conference

t/C*«>s~i «V A0i^ For info: 202-625-7402.

Visions@igc.org.

SAVE AT OVER 25 STORES EVERY TUESDAY
JUST FOR BEING A STUDENT!
Student Tuesday Discount Cards Available

At the Customer Service Booth.

Student LD. Required.

Some Restrictions May Apply

Route 9

Hadley

(413) S86-S700
Routt ». Hadlcy. MA
(4 1 J) 5*6-5700
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Mens and women s gym
move in opposite directions

Men's, women's swim reap winter wins
By Casey Kone
Collegian Staff

By Sanford Appall

CoHayon Staff

Thus far, lanuary hat been a

painful experience for the

Massachusetts men's gymnastics

team. After capturing the UMass
Open last month at the Cage, the

Minutemen turned in two disap-

pointing performances recently.

On lanuary 10, at the West Point

Open, the Minutemen placed fourth

out of |0 squads competing, but

ihey were hoping for a better finish

coining into the event

UMass tallied 209.250 points in

this event, well off the 219 975
standard set by Penn State. More
importantly. UMass finished behind

i rival Temple, who placed M
ond with 219 150 Savv.LMass
and International rounded out the

top five, as host Annv onl\ man-

aged sixth place with 200 Ml
There were several strong individ

ual efforts by the Minutemen.
including lunior Stephen Prv

Prvor led the Minutemen with

85, v>hich was good for 12th

place among the competitors.

Freshman Andy Lets contributed

with a 50 65 total, which earned

him 18«h place individually

The bumpy road continued for

UMass on lanuary 16. when it fin-

ished last at a three team competi-

tion at Temple Penn State once

again came out the victor, with

Temple placing second. The UMass
total of 216 550 was 10 points off

the tally posted by the ferocious

Nittany Lions.

Coach Roy (ohnson was upset

with the results, but still has the

utmost confidence that his squad
will turn it around.

'Vve started the season off well

last month, and we had some really

tough meets recently.* said lohnson

"Come February, this team will real-

ly be taking shape, and putting out

quality efforts.*

Pryor once again led the

Minutemen at Temple, with a sea-IB
CABDIO raCKBOXWO • TOGA

'Classes Dally
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' Suspended Wood Floor
• Area's Largest Room

nmwawaii,
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K,(i Wrsl Street

South Amherst 2
r
>«, I

son best 54.45 output. He finished

third overall at the meet, behind

only Temple's Mike Moran and
Penn State's Tobias Ekman.

Pryor was second on the high bar,

and fourth on the floor, his two

strongest events.

or has performed really well

tor us all season, but I am glad to

see the younger guys like Andy Lets

are stepping up as well," said

lohnson.

\\\th an upcoming date with

Temple looming over their heads,

the Minutemen must remain
focused in the next few weeks. After

a home match with Navy, the

Minutemen will hosi Vctmoni and

M I I on Ian 11 at the Cage.

"We need to concentrate at the

task at hand, before we worry about

Temple. * said lohnson "Navy is a

quality opponent and we are not

going to overlook MIT. or

\crmom either It i* vcr> important

that we compete well at home."
• • «

The Massachusetts women's gym-

nastics team fared a bit belter than

the men in starting off its season

The Minutewomen claimed a win in

a quad-meet at Springfield College

on Ian 17. which instantly gave

I Muss a 5-0 record

L Mass finished with I 90 000
points. Ithaca was second with

177 700. host Springfield finished

third with 174.025 and
SUNY-Cortland took fourth

(171 175)

Sophomore Mandy Mosbv turned

in a stand-out performance for the

Minutewomen with a 58.025 H
and the all-around crown. She also

won the balance beam with a score

of 9.750

Mosbv '» accomplishments only

added to a dav full of UMass high-

lights The Minutewomen swept the

top three spots in every individual

events. Senior Penny LeBeau posted

a 9.725 for first place on the vault,

junior Anita Sanyal captured the

bars with a 9 650 and freshman fill

Dicker won the floor exercise with a

9.750

The Minutewomen have a slight

break in action and will next com-

pete Feb. 6 at Atlantic 10 opponent

Rhode Island

egtan staff member <

kiine contributed to this article

r
Daily Collegian,

dig the colors, man!

The winter break was a successful one for the

Massacliiwu- men's swimming and diving team,

which picked up a dual meet win and a first place

showing at the Rhode Island Invitational.

The Minutemen moved to 5-0 on their dual

meet schedule with a 217-85 win over

Dartmouth at loseph Rogers Pool on Ian. 18. On
Ian 9 10, I Mass held off URI and la Salle to

take the Rhode Island Invitational.

lunior Brian Wisniewski highlighted UMass'

meet against Dartmouth with four firsc place fin-

ishes. He claimed individual wins in the 206
freestyle with a tune of 1:44 68, and in the 200

backstroke with a 1:56 25. Wisniewski also par-

ticipated on the winning 200 medley relay and

800 free relay tcam»

freshman Billy Brown, Sean Anderson and
Chris Arsenault also swept a pair of individual

event- apiece Brown took the 100 breaststrokc

i:58 241 and the 200 breast (20O.71) Arsenault

200 individual medley (1:17.57) and 100 back

(:52.60> Anderson look top honors in the 200

butterfly 1 1 Si 27) and 50 freestyle U2I.50) He
also placed second behind Arsenault in the 100

back.

Brown, Diego Alcala and Anderson joined

UiMiiewski in posting a U56.55 for the medley,

while Simon Hynn, B.| Brannon and Dan Peck

team with him lor the tree relay (6 55 I

Flynn had a strong day individually a* well He
swam to a 952. 51 in the 1,000 free, a time

which sits as the second fastest in school history

and Flynn's own personal best.

Diver Id Hcfferon marked his afternoon with a

personal record performance in the one-meter

diving competition with a 280 65. That point

total is the third best in school hiMorv in the

event

Other individual winners against Dartmouth

I Mass were Matt Andrews in the 500 free

with a lime ol 4 45 56 and Henry Turner, who
had a 47 t>7 in the 100 freestyle

At the Rhode Island Invitational, UMass H
409 5 point* to run away from the Explorers and

Rams, who scored 525 5 and 175. respectively

Brown who had set the UMass school record

in the 200 breast earlier in the year, swam to a

place finish and a pool record in Kingston.

R.I with a 2:05.52 He also took the crown in

the 100 breast with a time of 57 58

Similar to the Dartmouth meet, the Minutemen

dominated the individual events, as four other

athletes swepi two each. Wisniewski claimed the

100 and 200 backstrokes with time, ol 50.96

and I 52 M
Anderson clocked a :2I09 to win the 50 free

and a 4ft 9q kg take the 100 freestyle Flynn con-

centrated on the distance freestyle and won the

500 in 4:40.99 and the 1.000 with a time of

58 Andrews, a freshman, posted a 52 25 in

the 100 butterfly and a I 55 27 in the 200 flv

Ihc Massachusetts women's swimming and

diving team had a successful break a* well, as the

Minutewomen captured both a dual meet against

Dartmouth on Ian 18 and first place in the

Rhode Island Invitational on Ian 9-10.

At Rhode Island, the Minutewomen captured

mv events en route to the title over the Rams and

La Saiie. Against the Big Green, UMass won nine

Men's, women's track cruise at Challenge Cup Trials

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts women's
indoor track and field team domi-
nated the Held at the New England
Challenge Cup Trials on Ian 16 to

win the meet and advance to the

Cup Finals, which were held on |an.

24 at Yale (results were noi avail-

able at press time).

Silifa Kenku was a big part in the

Minutewomen 's win Ihc senior

captured two events lo boost
UMass to a total score ol lb*

Dartmouth look second with 157.

Maine ran third with 128 and Sew
Hampshire followed with 115
points.

The meet was the second of the

young UMass season. The
Minutewomen competed in the

Brown Invitational on Dec. 6. but

the meet was not a scored competi-

tion.

Kenku started the day's high-

lights with a *ea>on-bcsi lime of

:25 76 to win the 200m and a team
season-best time of 58 04 in the

400m
Fellow seniors Rosey Bryan.

Anya Forrest, Rebecca Donaghue

and Shana Mitchell joined Kenku
as event winners at the Challenge

Cup. Bryan posted a 7 57 to take

the 55m dash, while Forrest

clocked a 8.46 in the 55m hurdles.

Donaghue. one of UMass' top

distance runners,

claimed a win in the

800m with a time of

216.52. Mitchell, mean-

while, headed up the

Minuiewoman field con-

tingent by winning the

hammer with a throw of

49 feet- 1 5/4-inches.

UMass also received

help from junior Nicole

Way and sophomore
Monica F.lmore. Way
took the mile (5:11 85)

and Elmore won the

(5:07.61).

1 jilier in the winter break, the

Minutewomen sent two team mem-
bers to compete at the Rhode
Island Pentathlon Sophomore
Andrea Comeau broke he:

UMass record with her third place

. of 5.555. Melissa Ward took

fitih with 5.254 poini^

Comeau set the old mark at the

same meet last year with a score of

1,000m

5,542. This year, she claimed sec-

ond place in the high jump with a

jump of 5-feet-7 5/4-inches

Ward's mark was just shy of her

pajMsstl best, which she set at last

year's meet. This year, Ward placed

second in the shot

put, where *tu-

reached a mark of

55-feet-10 l/4-inch-

e>

Tom Toye led the

Md^uchusetts men's

indoor track and Held

team to a victory ai

New England
Challenge Cup Trials

on Ian. 17 at

Dartmouth. UMass
posted a 1 14 point

total in the win, the host Big Green

was second with 98. Maine finished

third with 60 5. points. New
Hampshire and Buston College

rounded out the competition with

55 and 54.5 points, respectively

1 he men took part in the

Challenge Cup Finals at the Reggie

Lewis Track on Ian. 25 (results

were not available at press time).

Toye did his damage in the 55m
dash, where he clocked a 6.47. and

coumsr MUX* SHAIKHS

Silifa Kenku

the 200m. which he finished in

22.05 His time in the short sprint

ties his own career-be.-i, which

ranks fourth school history. The
200m nine is jusi six hundredths of

u second oil Toye's own school

record, w hich he set last year.

A group of juniors and seniors

captured a host of other races tor

the Minutemen. lunior Neil

Conccpcion took the 400m in

49 M. while classmates Ben

Biraldi won the 55m hurdles (7.70)

and Andre Roach claimed the triple

jump (44 tcei b 5/4-inches).

Seniors Ryan Carrara and landa

RJcci- Munn handled the distance

duties, as Carrara took the crown

in the mile with a 4:15.87 and
RiCCt-Mtma won the 5.000m in

8.47.87

The Minutemen sent one repre-

sentative so the I Kl Pentathlon on

Dec I 5 Mark Grogan competed in

his Jir-i collegiate pentathlon and

came away with a fifth-place fin-

ish

The freshman racked up 2,856

points with a second-place perfor-

mance in the 55m hurdles (8.1 ) and

lourth place showings in the shot

put and high jump.
Tom Toye won two events to propel the UMass men's indoor track

team to a victory in the New England Challenge Cup Trials.

VOTE YES FEB. 3rd
A VIABLE DOWNTOWN

MAKES A BETTER AMHERST
YES TO PARKING COMPROMISE!

Polls open 2pm 8pm Students Vote in Hamden

Dining Hall

Political AaVertluaust aasa for lay Larry tuuay wit St Aartynt

^GuT s Lio^ Welcome

back to all

the UMass

students.

Best cf Luck

for a great

semester!

* °n Friendly
***

tntitm m$$»* ft* i*» $lm»ft t»* tht Bit 6»f

Rt. 1 1 6 Sunderland 665-5030
Rt. 63 N. Amherst 549-3555

m» is Catimn i 1«™

TOTAL FITNESS Without Waiting—In Line?

i.»i«. » aj - o i ' sat

Ed Hefferon set a personal be$t m the 1 -meter diving competition against Dartmouth

events to take the meet. 166.5- I 52.5.

Sophomores Lia 1 anksy and Andrea Spencer

were instrumental in both I Ma*, n^ tones. At.

I Kl I aiiskv took the 200 butterfly with a time

of 2:09.11 and Spencer won the 100 fly

i I 00 68* The same held true against

Dartmouth, when Unsay posted a 2 10 14 in the

200 fly and Spencer a I 00 26 in the 100

Spencer also won the 50 free in a time of :25.49

and the 200 IM in 212.80.

air of other underclassmen pushed UMass
to the win at Rhode Island, as freshman Sarah

Newell claimed the 200 breast in 2:26 57 and

classmate Shannon Rowell took top honors in the

100 back (I 01 46)

At home on Ian 17. senior Barbara Hickey was

a driving force in LVla«' victory Hickey posted

a 5 08 25 to win the 500 Irccstvlc and swam to a

winning 10 25 80 in the 1 .000 free

Marci Hupp was a double winner for the

Minutewomen in their last meet Hupp clocked a

156 78 to take the 200 free and a 54 66 t<

the 100 free

lulie Alexander rounded out the UMass win

ners with a victory in the 200 breast i2 It 09).

Both the Minutemen and Minutewomen swam
at New Hampshire on Ian. 24 and at home
i—kin Coanectscut on Ian 25

MEMBER
O.C.M.F.

Can we Build One For You?
Serving Sandwiches, Bagels 6c Lux,

Fresh Soups &• Salads, Take Out

• DELIVERIES CALL 549-6314 *
* OPEN UNTIL 9p.m. *

INTRAMURAL
SPORTS

Late Entrants should check for exten

sions in Boydcn 215

NOftOICTtACK
Uppe* and

Still time to enter :

Basketball (M/W/C)....A.SAP

Ice Hockey (M/W)—.ASAP

Get Those forms

in by 2/2 :

WalhjbaU (M/W/C)
Wrestling (M/W)

4 $55 ItOIIV SHOP

MEJIBEBSIIIT SPECIAL

FOB Kill

A GREAT WAY TO KEEP THOSE
NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTIONS
TO LOOK AND FEEL BETTER

AND TO CET READY
FOR SPRING BREAK

SI6N UP AT EITHER THE TOTMAN OR BOYPEN CENTER
BEFORE FEBRUARY 2ND

AND PAY ONLY

7

$55 FOR AN UNLIMITED
SPRING SEMESTER
MEMBERSHIP

«Wi WORK EVERY MUSCLE IN
YOUR BODY

AT ANY OF THE FIVE

BODY SHOP LOCATIONS
(TOTMAN GYM 8,

BOYDENGYM17,
WASHINGTON TOWER
19, WEBSTER/ HILLTOP

OR
GORMAN/CROSSMAN)

JVlinutemaniacs

1997-98 Member Registration

It's not to late to become a JAinutemaniacl
UMass Student Booster Club.

JAinutemaniac Benefits;

• Advanced Reserved Ticket Pickup

• Minutemaniac T-Shirt

• Game Receptions

• "TJte UMass Maniac" Newsletter

• Membership Card

Great

Value at

$25.00

to Join!

The
"ciub".

256-6446

Look tor Minutemaniac registration at the student entrance

to the MullinsCenter at basketball and hockey games.

If you have any questions, give us a call at 545-9672.

Complete form below, cut, and mail to Mimuitemariiacs at:

308 Mullins Center • University of Massachusetts • Box 35910 • Amherst, MA 01003

Application for Minutemaniacs Membership

Student Name:.

Student #:

FOR HOURS OF PREVIEW AND THE SPRING SCHEDULE

CALL 545-6075

THIS LIMITED OFFER EXPIRES 2/2/98
14 DAY REFUND POLICY IN EFFECT

WITH ORIGINAL RECEIPT AND YOUR U-CARD

Local Address:

Local Phone: Year at UMass:

Home Address:.

City: State:. Zip: Home Phone:

Make checks payable to: UMAF

Or Charge to your credit card: Visa Q Mastercard Discover Q

Number Expiration Date

STAJ*MASTfl4400

VI BSM TH« ^Ikr^oO m» a.^ ..I

toanfW twen Htfiwiwm umnuofi

BEST AEROBICS
BEST MACHINES'

BEST PRICES

.

FttCOftC'X S44
**fc*n*M cycfcnf stafc-ng

^3 c?'.>t* :.*, i* i

ft** tfliu^i 1* Own Thm ftto-4M sHpiiM ft* l«af nuaffc *

AMHERST ATHUtTKCUfl
tsa-M

w . kj HAMPSHIRE^WV^ FITNESS

'sa.

CLUB

Most
Complete J A

Free HFC
T-Shirt

PVTA bus route to

Rolling Green •

• Pool*
• Aerobics •

Aqua-aerobics •

•Steps*
• Nautilus •

Racquetbalt*

• Free weights •

•Jacuzzi*

Sauna • Massage
•Bikes*

• Indoor tennis &
Basketball*

• Rowers •

•Treadmills •

kmi

90 Gatehouse Road

Off Rt. 9 2 miles East of

Town Center

Join now for our

15 week Semester
Special ($169)

& get a free

HFC T-Shirt

C^>"

s«/
v-l
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WANTED: LEADERS/PI
United States Marine Corps Officer Programs

u
s
M
C

GUARANTEED AVIATION
Marine Corps mstors fly everything from jets to

bsfccopstrt Qtalited appitcams, male and female,

are ansrwnhW aviation training before enrolling

Once commissKHked, you *ill receive flight training u
rinmoli Florida, with the worlds «. must modern

sad sophisticated aircraft

NO OBLIGATION

training, you dt-ode me Manoe Corps b not far you,

cancel yuur enrollment and you will not be obligated to

serve This program allows you nelenbtifty to change

vow career pan

WE TEACH LEADERSHIP
OffiVer candidates lean how 10 lead peers and

taborosnsst win canadrwrr As an Oftcer of Marines,

you wtM have more responsibility at the start of your

career than most people have at the peak of theirs.

For More Information Call

UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS

OFFICER SELECTION
SPRINGFIELD

NICHOLAS W PETERS CAPTAIN. USMC
GINA M RK3UIER SERGEANT, USMC

106 EAST STREET
CHtCOPEE MA 01020

1-R00-255-USMC OR (413)594-9781

xvawtffm The Massachusetts

1 -800-KAPTEST
www.kaplan.com

•Owrnww§
Bringing opportunity closer toyou.

Career

ANNUAL CAMPU!

February 18* 10am-

Campus Center AuArium

*Tbe Alanajob Fai§ also ciflf held 01

from 7pm-9pm

*Tbe Co-OpJob Fair is being held Febi

10am-3pm

CARTER ft

ices will be locat

Januan . IPiTie Career Planning

r i i ^information about

fcxpenfj B^for CoOps, ir

imunity service o\

Humanities ind Fine Aftt^

Over 100 Compj itil iere!

The perfect chanft to meet ttth repi

employers that yol are interested in ai

interested inyou\ (\, just come ;u

companies are suitec^Bwhatyj^re lookii

career!

Sodal & Behavioral Sciences Tc|

Jeff!

Food & Natural Resources Ginger i

John Rola

Sodal & Behavioral Sciences Tommie Joynf

Jeff Silver (FE)

Management Cori Ashworth (FI

101

105 SoutT

lllAStockbridge

kllOAStockbridge 7-042

i South College 7-0417

fee *6267j

7-041

7-0419

Gloria DiFulvi

Oplmrtunity is knocking...

Yon better be there (o open (be door!

ilvio(FE)

\n\ ciuestions about thechanges? Pleasecall us

577-0428

lAILY COLLEGIAN
Volume CVIII Issue 2

Sight &
Sound

Listening to music

is no longer
enough — you
have tc watch the

video too. Check
out our music video

reviews (see Arts h
Living, page 5).

Road trip

to Rhody

!

A|mal Bdsil and the

Massachusetts
men's basketball

team look to upend
the Rams ot Rhode
island (see Sports,

page M)

WORLD

34 dead in massacres

18 rebels also killed

ALGII Kn Algeria (AP>—
Armed Islamic group* killed at

• >4 pcuple in three separate

attacks, *ecut; -aid yes-

terdav Eighteen Muslim rebel*

were also killed, including one

known as "the throat-slasher."

tho said.

The bloodshed Tuesday was a

continuation ol the violence that

has wracked this North Alncan

country «inec 1^2. peaking dur-

ing the Muslim hols month of

Ramadan, which drew to a clow

Wednesday night

According to securii>

li people were killed in an

attack in the Blida region. M
miles south ot Algiers, nine in

the Djelfa region, 170 mile*

south of the capital, and 12 in

(he Laghouat area. 2)0 miles

south of Algiers.

The security force* restated the

tmation over Mate run radio

They provided no further details

Three armed rebels were killed

in Laabouat and four in Blida by

security forces fanning out in the

regions after the ma««acres, the

statement said.

NATION

Crichton, Spielberg

cleared in Twister trial

I Ol IS (API - Steven

Spielberg, author Michael Crtchton

and other Hollywood heavyweights

were found innocent yesterd.i

pirating a man's screenplay to make

the 199t> hit movie TViifer.

Stephen Kcssler had claimed

Spielberg. Crichton. Crichton's

wife. Anne- Marie Martin. Warner

Bros, and Universal Studios had

used his screenplay. Catch the

Wind, to make Twitter. He had

(ought all of the movie 's profit',

which his lawyer had estimated to

be around $150 million. Spielberg,

who produced FWAasV, estimated

his agency made $20 million to $80

million from the movie about track-

ing devastating tornadoes in

Oklahoma. After the verdict was

read. Kessler attempted to shake

Crichton's hand, but Crichton

refused

As he left the courthouse.

Crichton restated his innocence.

Tve never heard of this perton

until the lawsuit came out." he said.

Crichton said he's faced similar

accusation* in the past and has

always been cleared of am wrong-

doing.

Kessler said he would appeal.

The verdict brings to close a

three-week trial that at times had

turned nusn

EXTFNDED FORECAST
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Clinton delivers speech

in midst of sex scandal

Amherst Health Board

likely to pass smoking

ban effective ]uly I

By Paul Hayes
Coftegian Staff

Students from the UMass Student Ck>vemm*nt Association gathered Tuesday night to watch President

Clinton's Slate of the Union address

as Hcadttart pre-school and 220 PeU
By Victor to Grows
Coltgwn Staff

News

In an effort so redirect public attention to his kader

top ability. President Clinton deirvered bit Stale of the

Union address Tuesday night in the midst of a sexual

scandal that may threaten his presidency

Urging Congress and Americans

remember the big picture
"

Clinton proposed an end Id

budget deficits with 100 percent

of the surplus going towards aenng

the Social Security system

Issues most pertinent to ineroherv of Uv

Maasadbuaetal OOassnaaJt) iikIuJ d e\tendirvg hi« fir«l

bill patted through Congress, the Family and Medical

Leave Act. tocow 10 rratton more workers, a balanced

budget proposal that would allow for the hiring of

lOO.CJUO new teachers and would cut the average class

tiaeto 18 students aH acrom Amenca
i also mentioned Ins continued support for

such programs

Grant cotege set

^ can make college as nntainlr in the 2 1 « centu

ry as high school is today." Canton said

Jennifer Ctsasanto. a junior political science major

and Student Government Association iSGAl senator.

whs. watched the address m the Unjvertiiy Video Center

studio with other members of the

student senate, feels Clinton will

for the rest of bis term in <

that this is an important step to

securing America's future

I think the focus of fas speech was education. Any

reform* m education affect us si. The aiMstioiia. support

that he is gMng across the board is fantastic." Caaaaanto

net
While Clinton may nut be able to follow through on

everything he proposed in hit address because be »*

Turn to SfX SCANDAL. POQ* 3

AMHfRSI I he Amherst
Hoard ol Health v. ill likely pass a

ban on smoking in bars at their

next meeting on I eb 10

I he ban. tentativcls scheduled to

be enacted >.<n |ul\ I ,
is an amend-

ment to previous regulations

passed by the board in 1994 In the

previous regulations smoking was

banned in all public places except

bars

I he ban would be the culnuna

lion of month- of effort b\ the

Board of Health

been a year ol very careful

deliberation of living to weigh our

mandate to protect the public

health against the BMBMM of bar

•he \mhcr>i

l>t| oi i merit of Public Health
I

tvodhi said

The Board is also considering an

added provision to the ban Under

it bar- which serve t> 4

non alcoholic drinks to niiti>

and allow smokers, would haw
choose between one or the other

n if the limes the two were per-

mitted did not overlap.

"I nviromnental Tobacco Smoke
ull -till be in the air when

pie are done smoking, and any-

one sensitive to this smoke will Mill

be affected." board member
MariseLs Latimer said.

I his provision will lake etlct if

and when the Board approves it as

part of town Miioking regulation*

on I he feb 10 meeting On that

date, bar- CtsOOstaa to allow smok-

ing would have to tease allowing

minors on their premises until the

|ulv I enactment date: and bars

choosing to allow minors would

go -moke lice immediately

However, It is uncertain if In*

Board will add till- provision Id

town Miioking regulations.

[at fvoaui - fhail Sam Olad-

said the luly 1 dale nngtu

enough, and to lake a^tior against

the bars twice mighl he overkill

which would he affected by

thi- pruvi-ion .lie chat he- I,o.

on I'ijn ttrent Debtao'i and the

Pub on North I'leasanl Mreet the

t)ld \mher-i Alehouse OtJ route

lib and kalteis Sports Bar on

erttt) Drh
kneas bars «hieh

I age CttttOSM !

the thv!

business t .( n, an

easy one.

\Se re bj 10 have n.

undet 2 UW—l

l Meant O'Nafl

S el bars serving manv under and

ovei l\ esjttosnan sroiaW hav t

sjag one sonVM of income over

One petvn in this position. Pub
.iid

he tell the prox uld be
unfair to bar own.

Jo something like this in the

Idle of a semester is absolutely

ndh-ulous " |oll\ said.

The board fasts strongly that the

elimination t t 1 I "s from bai

part ol its mission to pii i

public health B.>

er. Mreingh oppose iIk ban. and

have said u would CMM vustoroers

lo go to bars in surrounding com-

munities where smoking is allowed

Considering the closing erf -

al Amherst businesses including

the Ciasse Cafe. Seasons and Rasa

Sayang. bar owners have a.*

' SMOKf tx>JH 3

GEO, administration at impasse

in graduate contract negotiations
By Jason Eisemon

CoWtaion Staff

After almost two years of contract negotiations, the

Graduate Employee Organization (GEO) and the

Univei assachusetts sdministrjti'n have failed

:.h in agreement, and according to both

ress has become increasingly difficul'

"Progress hat been extremely slow," said Ass

Chancellor Susan Pearson, a member of the admmistra

tion '« negotiating team

"There has been extremely little progress for the past

several months," she said.

rding to GEO Vice President, lennifer fasulo.

the issues both group* disagree on are wage increases,

affirmative action the health plan, and child care.

fasulo said the average wage for I Mass graduate s| U

dents is one of the lowest in the country.

i can't recruit the best graduates without paying

good money.* Fasulo said

In addition she said, an average graduate student

salary was not enough to live on "You can't get '

that stipend You have to get another job \

members arc parents, and they're tnmg to support fam-

she said.

Pearson said her offer "on the table" ha« addressed

the concerns of GEO.
proposed a stipend increased package whu

lb percent increase over the life of tlu package."

Pearson said "I think personally that the adminis-

has made eminently reasonable proposals, and Gl

negotiators failed to accept it
." she

"It «i< 14 months into negotiation before they

d us any wage proposal." Fasulo said.

She also said after wages the issue of child

in,°P' a
>
A"** TcsntoGfOpog.3
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Fun in Whitmore
Students wait "patiently" in line at the Bursar's office in Whitmore

yesterday.

"Women in Science" hold

first lecture about field

By Joseph Fountain

CoHegian Staff

www umass.edu/rso/coltgian

A newly formed group. "Women in

Science." sponsored their first lecture

intended to help women in the sciences

stay in their field, yesterday in the

Morrill Science building.

The lecture "Domestic Violence

Education: Compelling Reasons for

Evaluating and Revising Curriculum"

was given by Dr. lulie jonataen, ttab

tant professor of physiology, at the

University of Massachusetts Medical

Center in Worcester

lonassen teaches physiology and
ethics to her medical students. In addi-

tion, she also directs the Intealcrkship

Program which address topics

under-represented in medical educa-

tion. Three years ago. she developed a

Interderkship coarse on domestic and

family violence, which provides funda-

mental knowledge about domestic vio-

lence and promotes nonjudgmental

attitudes about the issue

According to lonassen domestic vio-

lence has largely been ignored b> ubjaji

cians who do not probe enough into

the lives of women who may be at risk.

The question of what is domestic

violence was first addressed by giving it

a proper definition

lonassen said domestic violence is.

"a pattern of coercive behavior in an

intimiite relationship where one partner

controls the behavior of the other

through fear, intimidation, humiliation.

Turn to LECTURE, page 2

New ruling may
make it cheaper

to buy alcohol
BOSTON — The sta'e law on pric

ing alcoholic beverages violates federal

antitrust law. a federal judge has

decided in a ruling that .ould make it

cheaper for imbibers tt • hoist a beer.

glass of wine or highball

I nder the 50-year-ol 1 law, whole-

salers ot bear, wine an 1 liquor must

announce their prices at :ry month.

They can match thei competitors'

prices, but they cannot I eat them.

With no lav., they .ould change

prices any time, dropping them below

the competition and. presumably, low-

ering the price for consjmers.

The law was challenged in a federal

suit brought against the state in 1994

by five package stores on Cape Cod.

U.S. District ludge Mark L. Wolf

ruled Tuesday that the law is anti-

competitive, and in violation of the

federal antitrust law. However, he said

he will not implement his ruling

immediately to give the stale time to

decide whether to appeal.

A spokesman for the attorney gen-

eral's office, which defended the state,

told The Boston Gfnfef a decision on

whether to appeal wi I be made soon.

An appeal is lik My. said Glenn

Alberieh. a lawyer -.epresenting the

Massachusetts \sscciation of Malt

Beverage Wholesale s. which made

itself a defendant in th • case.

"I 'Itimately. consun ers will benefit

from this decision. .Vices will be

lower," Gerald Carus », the lawyer

who represented the package svores

that sued, said of Wolfs tjling.

The average price of a six-pack of

beer in the Boston area now is $5. 10,

compared with a national average of

Turn to ALCOHOl page 2

UN MC DONALD COtllGlAN

Cash rules everything around me...
Lincoln Geraghty, a junior exchange student from England prepares

to dole out cash for books at the Textbook Annex.

•
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alcohol
continued from page 1

$4. 55. A I.VIiier K.uk d wi in-

cests an average of $t>.U2 in the

.inparcd with

$V6>) nationally.

Howevet rU>>ic>inans pay an

average ol $I7.*W for a 7 SO-ml

bottle of hard liquor tha:

$18.44 on average around the

country. Opponent d the state

law say it amounts to price -fix-

ing, and boosts wholesalers'

profit -

The package store owners
vein- sued said the state

Alcoholic Beverages Control

the law h> t

price cut>

rarely enforced the

I hev >aid this

alters vv ho violated

king illegal offers d
while those who

1 the law paid more for

id liquor.

Wholesalers say the law

doesn't affect their prices; com-

petition Joe* llu-v also say the

law prevents corruption and
untair >ales tactics because price

information i> punk
aj hat wrapped this

up in a pro-consumer banner,

but this law doesn't do an awful

tut that impacts on competition.'

aid.

-
I riose who want the law done

ajaajj with are the more powerful

retailers who can seek better

dealt from wholesalers than what

will be given to the mom and

pop Mores.* he >aid

And. he said the potential

benefit to consumers of doing

away with the law hat been exag-

gerated

However, the Federal Trade

Commission said an analysit

showed competition would

M if the law were
repealed

Campus Police Log

.KMH

Professor |ulie lonassen from UMass Medical Center opened a lecture series on women in science last night

lecture
continued from page 1

isolation, threatened or intentional physical or sexual mju

Ihe problem? with identifying domestic violence goes

beyond the problems of asking the probing questions but to

the problem of doctor's myths behind what causes domestic

The imercleriuhip* thai are being held at UMass Medical

m tor graduate and medical students arc meant to help

students understand why these myths are not true and how

to question possible vie tints pro).

lonassen compared a domestic violence situation to having

two buckc and tw o frags.

it vou take one bucket and bring the water to a boil and

then throw the frog in it will immediately die If you take the

second frog and put it in the second bucket and slowly turn

up the heat it will adjust to the temperature until it dies This

is also true in abusive relationship* where the woman will

leave early on if she is hit but in a longer relationship she will

stay* the said.

lonassen said the lirst my th des tors and people need to

learn is "it's not the victim's fun

In lonassen opinion, 'screening it extremely important to

stopping domestic violet*.

I Victors must stop denying domestic violence and recog-

nize the signs of abusive relationships There is no stereo-

types fot women who are abused nor the abuser, said

lonassen.

i ding lonassen. many doctors are afraid to approach

the subject of domestic violence with their patients because

thev are not always familiar with support services.

Part of the interelerkahip hat people from the community

police, lawyers, judges and other officials, who are ready and

willing to help people that arc abused

lonassen said in 95 percent of all domestic cases, women

are battered bv men However there are also oasts of eaajsja,

who abuse men as well as abuse in gay and lesbian relation

Mb INTRAMURAL
S P O RT S

Paid officials Needed for Basketball.

Ice Hockey & Wrestling
#1 - Jan 28 O 6pm (Boyden 249)

#2 - Jan 29. 30 ©7pm (Totman Gym)

(you must attend both chnics)

Ice Hockey Feb 2 O 6pm (Boyden 223)

Wreeslng - Feb 9 © 6pm (Boyden 223)

Still time to enter: Basketball & Ice Hockey

More Info 215 Boyden. 5-2693

On the Web htlp7/www umass.edu>utw

The Collegian is currently accepting applications for

the following editorial positions:

Developing Nations Editor

Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender Issues BcUtOS

Jewish Affairs Edi

Experience with writing and reporting with con-

centration in the applicable community is preferred

for these paid staff positions

To get involved in any other aspect of the Collegian

newsroom, stop by 113 Campus Center and speak to

Managing Editor Laura Stock or the editor of the

desk you'd like to write for, Sunday-Thursday,
noon-5 p.m.

Accident — Property Damage
Ian 21

A minor accident occurred on

Massachusetts Avenue.

Im 22
A two-vehicle accident occurred

at President's Drive and

Massachusetts Avenue. No injuries

were reported.

Im 23

Slippery road conditions caused

one vehicle to collide with another

on Massachusetts Avenue.

A minor accident occurred at an

intersection in parking lot 71 on

Massachusetts Avenue.

lun 24
A vehicle hit a traffic sign on

Fearing Avenue.

lun ]f
A three-car accident occurred

OB c niversin Drive No injuries

were reported.

Annoving Behavior

lun 22
I aajd individuals were disturb-

ing -esidents in Prince Residence

Hall

Individuals were involved in a

depute at the WEB Library.

Ion 24

An individual from the

I nivcrsity Press reported being

harassed by another individual

faM
Individuals handing out leaflets

were impeding traffic on Fearing

Street.

There was a report d an mdiv id

ual nathiiaj windows on the 6th

floor of Grayson Residence Hall

There was a report d an individ

ual urinating in the hallway of

Baker Residence Hall

Ian 21
An individual reported being

harassed in the Campus Center.

\ -taff member from Boyden

Cvmnasium reported individuals

who refused to the leave the gym
An individual at University

Health Services reported being

threatened.

Breaking & Eaitringliirglary
lun 22

An individual from Thoreau

Residence Hall reported a ttereo

stolen from his room over break.

Ian 24
An individual from Btctt

Residence Hall reported compel
stolen from room over break

An individual from |ohn Oaten)

Adams Residence Hall reported a

television stolen from room over

break. Estimated value |22S

Health and Safety Hazard

lun -

Individuals were extricated from

an elevator in the W IB Dubois

Library

Larceny

lun 21

A laptop was reported stolen

from an office in Gunness
Laboratoiv I Miniated value

$2500
lun 2o

A past larceny of camera equip

ment was reported stolen from

Morrill Science Center I Miniated

value $1000
lun 27
A calculator was reported stolen

from University Healtl

Estimated value $200
A cell phone was reported stolen

from the Campus Center

Estimated value $K*>

TreftcStop

lun 27
Christopher S ClMsMsj

191 N. Pleasant St.. Amherst, was

arrested on Fearing Street with

warrant for trespassing

Vi
Ian. 27

Valve stems ware removed from

alt four tires on a vehicle in parking

lot 49 on Van Meter Road

Warrant Service

Ian 2b
|i Won Choi IS, 122- ISO I

Olympic Apartments. Songpa.

ul. Korea, wat arrested in

lohnton Residence Hall on a war-

rant.

release date of Pearl jam's new album. Vie.' J *

reported in yesterday's issue. The album will be released Tuesday.

Feb -lletian regrets the error

JVlinutemaniacs

1997-98 Member Registration __ _ _
Mianif1

It's not to late to become a Minutemanlac!
UMass Student Booster Club.

Minutemaniac Benefits;

• Advanced Reserved Ticket Pickup

• Minutemaniac I -Shi r t

• Game Receptions

• "<Oi« UMass Maniac" Newsletter

• Membership Card

Look {or Minutemaniac registration at the student entrance

to the MullinsCenter at basketball and hockey games.

If you have any questions, give us a call at 545-9672.

Complete form below, cut, and mail to MimiAtema/iiacs at:

308 Mullins Center • University of Massachusetts • Box 35910 • Amherst, MA 01003

Application for Minutemaniacs Membership

Student Name:

Student #:

Local Address:.

Local Phone: _

Home Address:

City. State. Zip:

Make checks payable to: UMAF

Or Charge to your credit card: Visa Mastercard Discover

Number Expiration Date

sex scandal
continued from page 1

have to look to Congress lor sup-

port, Casasanto believes that it was
important for him to put forth his

ideal agenda regardless of whether
or not Congress will back him up.

"Any president should always
put forth everything he want- kg

accomplish and then be optimistic

about it." Casasanio said.

Republican Club President and
SGA senator Paul Feiro telt that

Clinton took credit for many posi-

tive changes that was really due to

the work of Congress.

"He seemed to take credit for

things that should be attributed to

Congress, such as lowering the

deficit I Find it amazing that ne

can say all thoc thing- txii iki get

vrrv deeo on detail ,

" I ci i o said.

"He needs to concentrate more
M impacting in a modest way.
Start with something that's not so

grandiose," Ferro said, refering to

Clinton's plan to save Social

Secuntv

Howard Vsiarda, professor ol

political science at UMass. lelt that

although the speech was well

given, it was used to cover up the

scandal that was on the minds of

many viewers,

"The speech was well delivered

and well prepated but it MM
designed t> llaajl attention from
present difficulties It was like-

there was a gigantic elephant in the

middle of the dining ruom that no
one talked about Look not just at

what he said, but the purpose of

the speech," VYiaida said.

He also offered his own insight

into what lay ahead lor 1'lmton -

proposed changes and impt

"All of this is up to Congress .

Clinton presented a laundry Hat...

not very many |btll«| are going so

be pawed by Congress The speech

was very carefully crafted to have a

little of everything tor everyone,*

Wiardasaid

aiming it as one of the best

speachei Clinton has ever given

Icrome Mileur. also a professor in

the political science department,

believes it was designed to addtus
goals for the State and Clinton am-
ply overcame the personal difticul

ties that threatened to shadow it

"I thought it wat a superb
speech It was clear headed, well

focused, and he clearly made edu-

cation the (.-enter of his domestic

plans for the future "I think |the

speech | was designed to he a Stale

of the Union address. He overcame

present difficulties and it was
remarkable for that reason."

Mileur said.

GEO

tOU UC DON*U> COLUCMN

The siege of Surge
Brian Mursch and Shaun Barry? both |unior communication majors, participate in the Surge promotion

which is currently being held outside the Student Union.

continued from page I

explained the mo-i important
movement in the negotiations was
made when the administration

agreed to go to the State for a

CI wage increase, and use t he-

money -aved OH that to -pend on
affirmative action and child care

"There ate- 24,1)00 students,

and b.OOO workers And lor that

huge population of people they

only have- 78 slot- ' Ka-ulo said.

I .i.sulo added only 14 -lots were
subsidized, so as to be affordable

lor low income- graduate -ludents

She also -aid child care in

Amherst averaged $4,800 per

year, which co-i- over half ol the

average graduate student -alary.

Pearson said the administration

is working te> put more money
into child care and find more
money for low income students

"Wc've proposed increased fund-

ing for disadvantaged students."

she said

Fasulo said OBO wants to

negotiate the graduate health care-

package She said that Impl.

have health care provided for

them bv health services, hut manv

employees would like to have an

option other than University

health services In addition, there

is no optical or dental coverage

for the current health plan, and

graduate students are not covered

bv the plan dunng the -umniei

One of the larger issues for

t.l ii is the lack ol diversitv with

in the graduate student popula-

tion I a-ulo -aid in the last two

de-cades the number of African,

I atin American. Asian, and
Same American t ALAN A' -tu

dents has dropped, while the

Lmsersity has said it would try to

increase the number ol M \N \

students m the University

Fasulo said that out of 6,000

graduate students there are 524

AI.ANA students. She said that

number of African American
graduate students has declined by

49 percent, and the number of

Latino graduate students has

declined by 24 percent. Many
AI.ANA students also flock to one

department leaving many depart-

ments without any AI.ANA grad-

uate studeni-

"Ihere arc S3 departments on

the graduate level that don't have

a -ingle Al ANA student." fa-ulo

said "There is a severe lack of

representation in the T. A. | teach-

ing assistant
|
population. There

are 1200 T..A s, and onlv 20 are

Al AN \

Massachusetts law requires that

the graduate employee ce>ntract

be renegotiated every three years.

kccordlajf to Fa-ulo and
Pearson negotiations have been

Ongoing 'or almost two years.

March ol IWl will mark the

three vear anniver-arv v. I when
the two parties last began M|
lion- and both parties will have to

renegotiate again, regardless of

any agreement which is made this

scmeMei

"A vear Iron! now we II be back

at the table." Pearson said

Fasulo -aid that this past week-

end GEO held a hake sale to help

raise nioncv lor MM of their pro-

posals, and on Mondav. I eh 2

with the monev rai-cd fioin the

bake tale. OCO will present a

check to Chancellor David K
Scott

"Wi leel like we re gearing up
for a major action in early-

spring." Fasulo said.

"I hope that the GFO leader

ship will come to acknowledge
that the administrations proposals

are reasonable." Pearson said

smoke
contrvued from poge I

reason to show concern regarding

the elite t- ol a ban.

I I he ban | )u*t shows the

board's altitude towards -mall

businesses." Spoke manager DaTM
Kohdc saJd

During the board's Ian 7 meet,

ing. member David Buchanan
brought this concern to the board's

attention during their Jan 7 meet-

ing

"The opinion this ban
will be taxing on Amherst business-

es, that it would he more fair it the

approach was region M

Bell's Pizza House
Huchanan -.nd

Alternative approaches to imple-

menting a -moking ban on the bars

were presented on Ian 7. including

ucceaarvel) IncfassM the

rtumK -i ol dav - Kir- would be

smoke tree each week Hars a

be aaaoha fraa cm dav a week, and
with aaok -ucccssise month or eoa>

pie ot months another day would

be added until bars wen
MfM in-e seven dav- a weak

Thii ild have
allowed the hoard to determine H

the ban truly had a negative effect

on bar business, and would have

allowed the bars and their cus-

tutiier> time to get used to the ban.

. |sione -aid he agreed that

bars would lose business, but that

the board would have to decide

what its priorities were
Ave need to decide il we should

bite the bullet |now |. or to d-

lone said.

Ihe board eventually decided
against the alternate solutions.

because they lelt the health con
outweighed the buajoe

v erii-

T 20 oz XLAR (1E ITH>~KSlfl

SODA | PIZZA j

NOW
75*

|
$5.00
wasiatt. i>iii-l.<sni«

\«« caab. »aS) aa« 1t»r afhr

Krll - l*i//a- '<•»
1 Ml

*5 I aivrrsttt IH-. • tassarst

Hrll s l'u#a • Ml t M 1

S5 I nitrrsMy Dr. • satkrrsl

WANT A SODA OR SNACK
FROM THE VENDING MACHINE?

COMING

Ca
Studfenuumon
Lederle GRC

Conte

Bartlett

Whitmore
Herter

SOM
and selected residence halls

WITH YOUR IXARD, NO CHANGE OR BILLS NEEDED

IT TAKES JUST SIO TO OPEN
A IKARD DEBIT ACCOUNT

VISIT THE UCARD OFFICE @ FRANKLIN DINING HALL
OPENING WEEK HOURS , M-TH 8UO-7, F 8HO-S

CALL S45-0197 FOR MORE INFORMATION

&ejffiv\. CL <UXxe<ex iVv. our cxrrporGuke, o££[(L&

We're Amea Ont of the dominant dbjoount store chains in America, witn mora than $2 btkon in sates and 300 stores in

14 states across tha Morthaast. Currency we're looking tor dynamc. creative, soocess-onented graduates with exceaent

communication, analytical, and planning skills'

Assistant Buyer Training Program
Because dacount rstiufeng has developed into a complex, dynamc field where farsightedness and strategic planning are

essential tor success, we've created a formal. 1 0-week training program tor you that couples comprehensrve classroom

seminars and on-the-job training with a successful Buyer

Upon successful completion of the 10-week program, you wil become an Assistant Buyer Then, you'll work alongside a

Buyer, assisting in the management ot a $20 to $100 mason business 1 As an Assistant Buyer, you win continue to participate

in ongoing davakipmenUl seminars. Business Analysis Group Workshops, and other training support programs... all designed

to ultimately prepare you tor a career in Buying.

Finance Executive Trainees
As a Finance Executive Trainee, you wil partcipste in our 1 0-week training program, designed to provide you with an

understanding of the fundamentals of retail and orient you with Ames On-the-job training in our Finance Division is coupled

with seminars and classes taught by senior management

Upon successful completion of the 10-week training program, rotational on-the-job training continues as you work within the

various departments of our Finance Division, such as Planning & Analysis, Internal Audit. Accounting, and Accounts Payable

We're looking tor dynamic, creative, success-oriented graduates with excellent communeation, analytical, and planning skills.

If that's you, please come talk to us!

We'll be at the University of Massachusetts on the following days:

School of Management Information Session

Campus Center, Room 905

* to** Mfr aaj Thursday, February 1 9th

7:00pm - 8:30pm

Campus Career Network Information Session

Campus Center, Room 903

Thursday, February 26th

7:00pm - 8:30pm

Contact your Career Placement Office to schedule an interview or for more detailed information.

Department Stores, Inc., Rocky Hill, CT
Ames is an equal opportunity employer M/F/D/V.
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The truth of the matter
MM the sordid Hi -tuit >>ul of Ma1

Inn. the Mginimhlf act of adulter, is part of the

controversy But were Bill Clinton an average chap in

the private sector who engaged in such a wretched

Hi chances are he'd just he the lather in mid life

mav be one of nianv in the neighborhood — of someone you

know It just so happens Bill has a really really important

job

But most folks aren't hulling and puffing as much over

the possibilitv that Clinton ma> have lied and forced

Monica I cwinskv to lie as well. They're more crimson over

a married man — the president no less — perhaps having

fornicated with vet another woman, a 21-year-old intern at

that How immoral'

hirst and foremost, lets eschew am whacked-out

notions that politics and morals are am more compatible

than David Duke and Angela Davis Cvervbodv knows that

folks do Kid things when thev have power. That Clinton got

caught with his hand in the cookie jar (among other places

.cdlv) is not the issue at hand. That Clinton mav have

(d I cwinskv to lie about the incident is what becomes

highlv problematic

The moralistic argument is. from an historical perspec

almost moot leaden have had millhim, have mis-

tresses, and prohablv will continue to have mistresses.

though media bloodhounding makes it a little more difficult

these davs And from a moral standpoint, who would even

pretend to condone such behavior? But those who bate

greater grievance with the adultery versus the perjury are

missing the whole point To illustrate, take to task on moral

grounds three of our most signifi __________
cant presidents ol the 20th century

Franklin Delano Roosevelt, lohn

Fitzgerald kennedv and Richard

Milhous Nhm
kooscveli bailed the country out

of the- Depression, instituted s

Security, and cheated on his wife.

Which of the above items makes
him a lousy president ? The answer
is none \ k>usv man. mav be

•tains one of our most beloved American

icons despite his widely-known infidelity Maybe creating

the Peace Corps and pushing along major Civil Rights leg-

islation is and will alwavs be more important to us U
Because it should be.

Place the blame on Nixon for screwing it all up

maybe he didn't have an affair (that we know of), but that

whole dam Watergate fiasco really brought the press into a

new era of investigative reporting. And while it was about

"The reason Bill Clinton

should go down if he's guilty it

because he lied illegally this

time, not on some high-ground

bone of contention that his

character is questionable
"

lime |oc Public realized that even the Chief Executive could

be a Trickv Dick, we should have seen the consequences

coming — the scrutinv of our leaders would reach lui. lai

hcvond what thev did from a legal standpoint to compro-

mise the integrity ol their desired or held offices

And while lew OwricajM their right mind would trade-

away freedom of the press, imagine how our identity might

have been reshaped il FDR, while lighting for the Sew

IVal. was simultaneouslv lending oil mounting accusations

of adultery. Could be distracting while vou're trying to

rebuild a nation, don t vou think''

Unfortunatelv for Clinton, we are not in a depression nor

are we at war, two (actors which could have bought him

some smokescreen time He has to face the banjo music one

way or another. Even it he didn't sleep with Lewinskv the

allegation itsell still becomes vet another in a damaging

series, more destructive to the perception ol his character

than the state ol Ml xaakftKJI MMVMR now that he has

emphati illv ututed all charges leveled against him by

lewinskv his I did not have sexual relations with that

woman" would become his "I am not a crook" if he is

proven guilty

But are sexual misadventures

what it takes now to lorce us to

evaluate the quality of a leader ' II

Clinton is nailed for this one. it

would be the political equivalent of

Al Capone s imprisonment for lax

evasion. After the one two punch

Whitewater and a

___________ term-and-a-half of

this guv had

A moral dilemma

I

"Is he a president

It's debatable.
"

- Point
Counterpoint

no notable

action, this guv hud it coming for

other reasons than the most recent.

Unfortunately. vou can't be

impeached for unpioven allegations

and hollow promises — promises

like -.iv wedding vows

While it mav Max cvnical. the rea-

son Bill Clinton should go down it

he's guilty is because he lied illegultx

this time, not on some high-ground

bone of contention that his character is questionable —
well. duh. And when it comes down to it. it's |u>t Bill or

Dad who has to k«ok Hillary or C heisea in the eye knowing

what he has or hasn't done, just like any other man.

The sanctity of his marriage and family is Clinton's bag,

but the alleged perjurious dishonor of the presidenev |
ours

( /.. .,'<' i miner /'» a CtMeptftcviuifr

want a man.

I want him to be honest. 1 want him to be

respectable I want him to be a leader.

I want him to be president

loi those who believe Bill Clinton's latest alleged infi-

delnv is acceptable because, "hey, he's a just normal guy,"

let me remind you of one thing

Clinton is the most power-

ful man in the free world...

with a lew proclivincs. it

seems.

lb those who justify

Clintons impropnetv by

labeling his behavior as that of a "typical" politician,

hopelessly (and excusably) immoral, I fear for the future

of our democra.

It may be an imperfect marriage, but politics and

morals are inextncablv linked Simply put. il Clinton was

open and honest about his extramarital affairs, he would

not have been elected president

The rapt attention the media

and the American public are pay-

ing to the Clinton sex scandal is

not iust another feeding frenzy, it

is justification leu what I believe

will be the president's ultimate

fate leaving the White House in

disgrace.

If the allegations are true that

Clinton committed perjury by lying under oath about his

affairs and asked others to lie as well, and on top of that.

had sexual relations with a then- 2 1 -year-old Monica

1 ewmskv while she was interning in his office, he if no
longer fit to be president

Why? Because Clinton's credibility is already shot.

How embarrassine lor this country that, while sitting

next to Vbjsjk Arafat, the president had to address his sex

life

How frightening for the US soldiers in Iraq who have

anthrax -filled missiles pointing at them that we
Americans back home care more about distinguishing

characteristics on the president's genitalia

The Pope visited Cuba. Whitewater remains under

investigation, and we've still gut troops over m Bosnia —
but our attention is diverted to the D\ A -testing of cloth-

ing seized from Ixwinsky* home which may prove she

had sex with Clinton. Disgusting.

» lofty io ho

& Laura Stecii

counlry _ a leader, a role model, an influential man in

domestic and foreign policy — has morals. And when

scandals like this break open, it makes you wonder what

else Clinton is lying about

I list he said didn't have an affair with (Jennifer

I lowers, but now he admits it. Already tangled up with

Paula lones, Clinton is now embroiled with I ewinskv

And God knows who else ' Is he
"~—~~""~~~"—~"~*

a president or a predator'' It's

or a predator'.' debatable

Surprisingly lacking is female

______________ reaction to the president's

exploits Perhaps evcivotic _ too

busy lowing the party line to express their true opinions

Am I the only woman offended by Clinton's blatant dis

regard for the feelings of his wife and daughu

As a 2 1 -year-old woman who has interned in govern

ment offices, I would leel threatened and harassed il mv

boss approached me in a sexual manner And if Lewinsky

went alter Clinton, the man with the power to destrov

large portions ol the planet with a single bomb should

have executed hetter judgement and controlled his libido

Not to mention thinking of his wife, or Chelsea — who i*

so close in age io Lewinsky it's unnerving.

I understand party loyally to a certain extent I voted

lor Clinton — but I feel betrayed Like most Americans.

I didn t want to believe the reports when they broke. My
icrk reaction was that Lewinsky was fabricating, i*

Republicans weie conspiring against him. Now it is look

ing bad for Bill, and it's getting worse.

The record-high viewership o( Clinton's State of the

Union address is simultaneously inspiring and pathetic

Obviously, the president »a> not going to __WH _
Lewinsky matter in that setting But did anyone catch the

irony in the weary-eyed president's spec |

The focus of Clinion's address was childearv and alter

school programs fur latch-key kids, particularly those of

single, working mothers As the foremost male figure in

this nation the- "first Man" if vou will Clinton hardly

provides a glowing example. If anything, he stands to

contribute Io growing statistics of broken families

Who are we to judge this man'' V»c are voters, con

stituents. and yes. the employers of Bill Clinton. He is our

public servant, and we have to determine whether we
want him working for us anymore

Laura Simi is a Collegian cvkunmtt.

I I I

I do not think it too I i hope the president of our

Of rock stars and French class . .

.

All my life. I ve wanted to be

a rock star

To me. being a rock star is

the life If I've learned any-

thing from TV it's that all rock stars

do is wash down Valiums with vodka.

Harlev s down hotel lobbies

throwing TVs into the swimming
pool, and break up
because "the drugs

got in the way of the

Now that's the life

But Housemate C
says I'm not lMM|
enough to be a rock

star Plus. I could

never grow mv hair

long

So I went to col-

lege \t college. I've

been told I have to

learn a foreign lan-

guage io graduate. According to

"The Man" (yeah. him), a degree in

journalism isn'i complete without

M knowledge of some other

count rv's language.

Hmm.
So with "The Man" on my ass. I

enrolled in French 120 over winters

c-ssion Three weeks of le fran<

Two and a half hours a day. Five

davs a week.

Hmm.
\1v experience in French classes

was minimal Two unremarkable
stints al Methuen High, the high-

light being an incident in which my
tc.ichct Baked me how old I was.

When I replied. "15. Ms. Taylor."

Luke Meredith

she said "Well, your grade's a little

lower than that.*

Hmm.
I tried again with French 110 in

1994. a hazy semester spent copying

my Inend's homework So .Lining

into 120, I was raw material, readv

to be molded into I eiudiant extordi

naire

Quite a challenge

What I learned these

last three weeks has

been mind- boggling

While some of you

were skiing, working

or even sitting on le

fanny watching
"Growing Pains"

reruns toh Maggie, oh

Maggie). I learned

some very interesting

things about our

friends en I runcc

For one. France rules the world of

Olympic handball. Young boys and
girls tack posters of qu-il fail du

handball on their walls, with dreams

of Olvmpic glory and bringing the

gold back to en ville

Hmm.
I learned that in French, the term

"I watch you" is "/< MM regard?.'

which translates into "I vou watch."

And nobody can tell me why.

Throw in "I didn't watch you."

which is 'le ne MM regarde pas.
"

Translation? "I no you watch no."

Again, nobody can tell me why.

Hmm. (L<? conspiracy, perhaps.

Wouldn't doubt in.

Three weeks ago. I couldn't say my

Doonesbury

name in French. But now I walk

around the house muttering things

like "le park francais * and "Slump el

limmy boil beuueoup de la bierr
"

Last I ndav evening, al 2 am. the

I Cars Housemate B (or La

I to those down with

I spent 20 minutes mak-

ing fun of passed out Housemate A en

francais NeetcrJav I translated a

newspaper ad about shaving cream
into I IMOI While going to the bath-

room.

Hmm
nish things out. "The Man" has

got me in French 24b. which prom is

-

10 be ires difficile And though I

really don't know bow lo ray much of

anything. I can go about the rest my
days able lo conjugate regarder in the

workbook
Or at least come close.

I now know thai IR verbs are dil

ferent from FR verbs (different stems.

kid), and that w- 0MJ 10 not know
why the French sav "le i<ous regarde"

and not "le regarde vous " like we do
I've learned just i<> shut up and try

lo memorize all those wacky stems h

may not be as fun as what Bon lovi,

Axl Rose or that guy in Pantera (the

one who- alw.ivs yelling) do to kill

time, but trv-n. thev never had to go to

UMmI
Besides. II I ever grew my hair long,

my girlfriend would probably kill me.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian

columnist

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Mm.
>
0s/e encourage our readers to respond to the contents of the Collegian through letters to the editor

Letters must be typed, no more than 400 words long, and indude name, address and phone rx>mber for confirmation purpos-

es.

They can be submitted by mail to Ed/Op Editor, Daily Collegian, 1 1 3 Campus Center, UMass, Amherst MA

01003; by email to letters9oitvms oit umass edu, or by fax to (413) 545-1592

The Collegian reserves the right to edit letters for length, clarity, and style.

: Iren I vou Bit-
9J

turninq to strangers in the liming Common and qivuu} than war commentary,' on the Mtm
o\ the pay? Or rather, arent vou tired of lianmj soup thrown m win fact? Write I dttOTttb

I xpose people to vour ideas, however sliqht tiny mav seem to the people ivho threw

hot lujuids at vou from alar. You'll he safe ' tnai us.

Attention all interested columnists:

There will be a meeting tonight for

prospective columnists at 7 p.m. at the

Collegian offices in 113 Campus Center

Basement. Please bring a sample column,

approximately 600-800 words long, with

you. Call Dan Bodah or Tamar Carroll at

545-1491 for more information.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian
113 Campus Canter • University of Massachusetts Amherst. MA 01003 • (413) S4S-3500 • Fax (413) 545-1592 • http:/Awwv» umass.edu/rso7colealan
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New cover design to

"snazz up" Spectrum
By Seema Gangatirkar
Collegian Staff

I vcr .It cjin cit getting published'

Spectrum, a hteurv magazine at the

tiuvciMH .1 Massachusetts gives

students ihe opportunity '" sho**

i3St then talents to the Five College

comniunin
"Spectrum provides an outlet for

students in shs'vc oil their vs

said Managing Editor Sarah Cillit

The magazine accepts work Irom
'liege siudent including poet-

ry, prose and v I Ik niM—l
ail category includes slides phu

I

lis and ouginal art The dead
line I in Feb. 12.

"We're alwavs looking foi mora
submissions.* GiUis said.

in tK past Saaetmm has hosted
pssetiv and prose readings "but MJ
jtv always kmking lor new things to

I •illis said.

it. Spectrum tcatuicd a

plain green cover and this year, the

ediiutial sun decided lo try some-
thing different. I he magazine held a

last

coupU we didn't hav

artwork " CUm said.

While CilUs and prose editor.

Alison (ones, won't say much about

the cover design, lones said that the

•Ttwort bv contest winnei
Murlev does a lot to "snazz up the

Spectrum, which describes itself as

a high quality annual magazine

publish 2.0U0 copies in \pril I he-

magazine, which will run about S6

pages, will leatuie 45 Jifleient writ-

ers and artists.

'We try kO leature as many writers

sec call Willis said.

lunes said that there were not

many submissions lot the pros*

lion of the magazine

M can be fiction, MB fiction.

short MX] lones said. "Bui there

. ace limns, so it can't be too

long ."

needed are MMBJaafc I

visual

re sadly lacking in visual

Gillis said, citing th<

amount ol ulentcd aiti-t- in ilic I ive

College area.

trum will sei up a table on the

un>e in the coming weel

those interested in learning nioie

about ihe magazine or getting

involved

'It's rcallv food e-\peiieiice (or

publishing." Ciilli- -aid She pointed

out that working at the magazine not

only piovide-s experience in nianage-

inent and editing but also provides

skills in bodge
writing, leadership and organi/

General meeting times and dates

are posted at ll

nilv the magazine has an edi-

torial staff of seven and total staff of

2) but "we re alwavs looking for

more people." Gillis said.

I hose inierc'sied in submitting

poetry, prose and visual art lo

Spectrum should bring their submis

to room 406f in the Student

Lnion.

Visual art by Alison Cabaero

COMPARE!^
MORE MACHINES

• Sti"s«tn • Triaotr is

• Ifccyeles • No'iw tick • Ketse

\*r lus • "scrn • Oh/mpt: Free Weights

BETTER AEROBICS
• rVcOw • Rsstrak Ben:h Step

• Area's largest Aerobes Sp«:e • tiga

Cardio Kick Strang • Scspendtd Wood :xw

flig wvoatjh lo ewn Dm bast •Oatpment. eat small enoatj* to know yew name"
WW\*aWllSftlSlBletiC.COiTI

AMHERST ATHLETIC CTLUB
1S6-OOSO

4*Q Wear St. , Aanbcrst

— Jewish Student Conferences—
Spitzer Public Policy Forum

February 22-24. 1998 in Ft, Lauderdale. Florida.

Join campa* and communitv activists, student body presidents and off!

members of college Community relations councils. College Democrat-

College Republicans. Greek 1 cadership. Jewish political activists, journalists

and political science majors in strengthening Jewish involvement in political

activism, community service and social change' ;t by ovei 18 rational

organization! including US Pirg. Rock the Vote, Oxfam Amerit a. and Hillel

Total cost ol miaiiafiim iBd ll meals and accomidattons in the Registrv Resort

and Spa is $230, but registration and travel suhsidies are widely available.

Deadline February 12.

Yale Model Isreali Knesset
February 19-22, 199* at Yale University

Don't miss this totally fun. incredible conference where you will be jotitmg stu-

(lenis from all over the Northeast in celebrating 50 years of Isreali independence

b\ changing the answers to the questions that defined btretrl's statehood in 1948

Total cost nt $45 includes registration, housing, and 3 meals. Subsidies avail-

V ou need to register right away!

AHAVA
February 20-22... National leadership t onterence for Gay/Lesbian/Bi-se\ual and

Questioning Jewish Students at V Michigan in Ann Arbor. Sponsored by Lights

in Action. Registration: $45, housing and meals available. Travel suh

available from local and national level. For more info, call/ e-mail Lissa (sec

above), or contact LIA at l-80f>Jews-act/liahqe»aol.com. You need to register

ripfit away'

For Info an registering, subsidies, or travelfor these three conferences (or

about other conferences coming up) call David or l.issa at S49-1 710 or e-mail

LissaCa external, umass.edu.
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A look at what MTV doesn't show: videos
By Marty Keane
Collegian StaH

David Bowie - "I'm Afraid of

\iiiei icyns"

|ue! the thought of \li Zigg)

Stardust. David Bowie, eetiing

chased around the treetl ol

Manhattan by Mr. Doom Trent

Reznor. is enough to make M
my drawers... well, almost

Bowie's triumphant return to

nistie heyday ol thc-

turther cemented on this cvoikIci

fully deranged clip ol another line-

Bow ie/Brian Kno-penned collabo-

ration. The paranoid British rock

star is seen running away Irom a

eoinpletelv freakish MM sport

ing a lull on fu manchu and play

ing the part d stalker as only he

could Bloody brilliant A

Daft Punk "Around The

WbtM"
Ihe MfiOnd single off one ol Li -

1

tines! releases, this hilarious

tounge in cheek clip leatu?

slew of outrageously costumed
dancers shakin' their thing to the

song's inleetuus beats The
ibe and ehcesv

cinematography all contribute lo

make this one of the better MM*
- ve videos to come along in a

while A-

Grccn Day — Tlrae of Your I ile
"

One of the saddest stories in

recent memory is this once "loo

cool" punk band's descent into t he-

musical abyss known «> Collective

Soul Trench The song itself is

Ok but lo see Billic foe gentlv

strumming an acoustic guitar with

cuts of stop-motion shots and mIIv

non scquitur MJH ol bandmale*
e .».l and Mike Dirnt is reason

aplenty lo grab the motion M)aV

ncss bag

After reaching the top ol the hill

with |sW4 \ k-tt field hit />

this Berkeley trio i» finding that

the downhill trek is a slippery

slope C-

Biti SweetThe Verve
Svmphonv"

'I ci another pretentie>us Rritpop

band sniaa iat aeai r wajgering
'throughout another vidfcy -uu.
but who can denv Richard

COUITISl IfcMQC* SaOUIVU'

David Bowie stars as a paranoid Brit in his latest video, aptly titled "I'm Afraid of Americans'*

Qmergency
Jedical

RAINING

toy Hum.
Traininq

Hnart Tievte EveNssnej

•da

•Call

UMASS,
Continuing
Education

at 545 - 047*

Inc.

itemrMUBA
SPORTS

Laic Entrants should check for exten-

sions in Boyden 215

CUse* tis&M \
<rr«*< «c*W« Vice f*oftt

Ft. Laudtrdal* $1,8

Cancun $304

Orlando $178

Los Angeles $355

Still time to enter :

Basketball (M/W/O...AS.AP
Ice Hockey (M/W) ASAP

Get Those forms

in by 2/2 :

Wallyball (M/W/C)
Wrestling (M/W)

'SB. MTravel __
_ .Off ' —sd-lilrumil
rytlii [«k_tt

I 44 Main Street

»• Amherst

' (413) 256-1261
>-c

,

J
EVEN THE GROUNDHOG WILL COME OUT FOR THESE SPECIALS

_T S M^\9 l-f^PC j/^j/i Don t Drink

COORS GOLD
I

i \SF. 30.12 01 CANS *io*- DEP

MOLSON
GOtlHN IT.) LIGHT
I \*Sr 212 PKHOTTlhS -DEP

GENESEE
it/win a mn
CASE OF 30-12 Ol CANS

SALE $9.49
MAIL-IN REBATE -3.00

>m
COST

s649
-DEP

tPK BOTTLES sa49
-DEP

CIDER JACK
All I1AV0RS 6 PK. BOTTI.FS

GROLSCH
12 PK BOTTLES

s9"
-DEP

1/2 KEC.S

'9

DEP

1/2 KEGS .*
BUD, BUD U BUD ICE 9
MKH, MICH 1 1 MCH AMBER BOCK.
ictHousi.Rtnixia.iiTt

DEP

Discounts Available

on Cases of Wine
& Uquor.

Ask For Details.

Gitoit

W INE OF THE MONTH

s
<HNAy MIR10I PINDlGimO

CAiiSAIV 750 Ml

FRANZIA
CHABlir, HUSH WH1I GRIM
»HW. CHIllAStl RID OMt
fRfNCHf.OlOmARD. WtSUIflDRID
5 Ll\ BAti.IS4.BOX

Sg~99

RENE JUNOT
MB) j m 'i

i <i.

69i

S_C99

CORBETT CANYON
HIT *_'_* »i

BOONES WINE
All HAWRS
7S0ML

**
*f

MERIDIAN
CABtRNtI SA11WN0N
7S0MI.

DANIELS
C~(WWRY C0CKWIS
4PKS

m—

POPOV VODKA $
17SL

BACARDI LIMON
7SO ML

<\

wanatfian fif//r. 49
i -'/

POLAND SPRINGS GIN

RON ROBERTO RUMSQ99

GIRO TEQUILA
SHVfR H GOLD
10L

f99

HADLEY
253-9344

NORTHAMPTON
586-3007S CBB

HOLYOKE
534-4555 I

SALE PRICES

THURS. 1 29 98 THRU

WEDS. 24 98

NOTfiESPOl
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video
continued from page 5

A-hcruM's brazcnness as he ton-

stanilv knocks into pedestrians
while humming the words lo 1997's

isicv liable tu: |
thing

about "Bitter Sweet Symphony" is

epic, from the cascading ">tnng> lo

jui^hcd vocal deliver) and the

stcllut video is no different. A-

Prodijy ">siiiaek My liich L p"

rhe song and video - that has

everyone QOII M IA ID the National

Organization for Women up in

anus - latest is a in:

nistk embarrassment but the riseo

is ptvttv interesting, not to inenlion

I he payoff at the '-

sordid conclusion where the subject

Kbtm out to be a woman is i

enough lo watch this arcane treat

Cc.riicn.hop "Brimful of Asha'
vAith an on erly -cheery leen bob-

bing her head to-and fro

Cornershop'-. "Brimtul of Asha"
video Jeltlv augment* the song's

simple yei irresistible chorus and

refrain Having the girl play with

her 4V« is a ni as are the

shot* of the band superimpose

the record >leo jh>^hicc ol

sirnplieitv's big allure B*

Mase — "Feel So Good"
What is it about this guv'' Puffy '*.

latest protege typifies everything

about the cockture boaetfuin***
emblematic of today's urban
hip-hop scene but does so in a

SileasantU lackadaisical way that it's

orgivahlc I 1 gra-

tuitous outfits aside "re-

one ol rap's emerging stars in a

video that is standard tare for the

genre but done with Puffy's Midas

touch. B

Savage Garden -Truly Madly

Deeplv

1 1 parable to a Top 40 version

ot tellow Aussie's Silverchair, only

worse. Much worse. I'll be kind and
say that this is completely unwatch-

able drivel. F

Ben Folds Five Brick"

This video demonstrates the
quandary of when an excellent song

is matched together with a compa-
rably boring, unexciting video. But

then again, the introspective scenes

and heartfelt moments still touched

a chord, albeit a minor one. B-

Aqua "Candyman"
A carbon-copy follow up to their

smash debut single "Barbie Girl."

"Candyman" features more driving,

repetitive beats with cheeseball lyri-

cal interplay between our heroine,

l.ene. and her loser bandmate with

the weird hairdo It was cute, the

Iiim lime C-

I i»».»\» oouccu

A small problem...
famke |ams*n, Kevin | O'Conner, Treat Williams, Wes Stud and Anthony tteatd find themiervej m a bit of

a jam when the sea creatures attack their luxury cruise liner in Deep Riung The film opens tomorrow.

llll MM XKISdMIKSIKIIS

H a It M N I C C N \l F Q (, F N C F

SAINT LOUIS
SWII'HHNY
HwsYllM,, CtlMIUCTDB

Hn\m H\hn, Vim i\

One of the world's premier* orchestras

and one of its youngest and most gifted

soloists perform Prokofiev's Vnlvn

Conterto Also on the program is

Harbison's Symphony No 1 and Brahms'

Symphony No. 1 A harmonic convergence not to be missed'

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 8PM, CONCERT MALL
•Out tumxiT or r-«si Massmxuktts Bom.

^•rt^m G*rrm , «no wfCR SB SFM

f.ltftlT OMFlllCaN 7HFMFR
Trinity Repertory Company in

Pmec rrv twit MrccoB
by Anna Deveare Smith

Rhode Island's Tony Award-winning

theater presents a consummate play for

our times, called by the New York Timet,

"Quite simply the most compelling and

sophisticated view of urban racial and

class conflict that one could hope to

encounter."

TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY
FEBRUARY 10 & 1 1, 8PM
BOWKER AUDITORIUM

smn tnxoi'HONE

Gary Louie
A rising star in the music galaxy, alto

saxophone virtuoso Gary Louie has

performed at Lincoln Center, Jordan

Hall, and the Kennedy Center, among

many other world-class venues.

"Without a doubt, an astonishing player..."

The LA Timet

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 8PM
BOWKER AUDITORIUM

Mf f Parki k Younc Arti$t Community

Coll 545-251 1 or 1-800-999-UMAS for tickets

Visit our Website si www.sawsj.eds/fet/fot.litssf

Stars of screen and. . . Web?
By Chris Allbrirton

Associated Press

Nl W YORK — Sexy, sultry Pamela Andeison I ee

lorrner "Baywatch" star, has 67. "Batman and Robin"

ar Alicia SMvefttOM 91. Kate Winslet, stui ol

the disaster epic Viianic onlv live

We're talking World Wide Web sites here (Whs*
did you think we were couniing?)

These are sites built by fans and cataloged by

Yahoo!, one of the most popular search engines on

the Web Numbers were obtained through an infor-

mal count of Web sites for popular sturs ot musk
television and film. Stars like Damson ford. Will

Smith and Courtney c ^v

"On the Web. .ou can obsess 24 hours a day." said

Ion Katz. media Critic lot HotWired, an online maga-

zine The Web is "a phenomenal medium lot celebri-

ty worship." While it might surprise some lans that

Lee is not No I neither is "l.ois & Clark -"
I en

Hatcher, a popular Net iixturc tor Ian adoration.

v»ho has 53 sites.

No, the actress who earns the unofficial title of

"Uueen of the Net" is Gillian Anderson, who plav*

FBI agent Dana Scully on Fox television's enigmatic

"The \ -files "
ftv recent count on Yahoo 1 Anderson

has <W sites devoied to her That handilv ton-

who has what some might considei the unfair advan-

tage of being naked in many of her pictures.

Hvpran
"Anderson is all over the Net " Katz said

Both Anderson and "X files* co-star David
Duchovny have worked the Net — Duchovny to a

lesser degree — granting online interviews to Web
sites and to America Online, although neithei

available for comment for thi- article according to

their managers
Duchovny has 41 sites. The Artist Kortncrlv

Known as Prince has 46. Hanson, a teen-heartthrob

band consisting ol three brothers and the m«anely

catchy single "MMMBop." has 67.

Pair the instant communication ol the Web with

celebrity worship and you come up with a |sej

eve candy for star-hunting nethead- I an- BM toil toi

dav* to amass collections ol pictures, interviews and

recordings for their W cb sites, all in homage to their

favorite celebs

Camillc Paglia. author of several h

American pop culture, recalled her own days of May
worship. As a teen-ager. Paglia collected *Ws) ph,,

tographs of Elizabeth Taylor and harassed Barbra

Streisand's arranger. Petet Mai/ at home
"If I was IS now. oh my Cod!" she said, a little

wistfullv "If I were voung todav . I would just go
wild-

ing wild is what being a fan is all about. The

Web is 1 24 hour orgy of star worship, Katz said.

Celebritv worship knows no borders or time zones.

I ans scattered across continents can communicate,

-wap piUsjssi 01 tell stories instantly.

Andeison and Duchovny have marketed them

-elves well on the Web. adding to their star statu-

"Thev ic .1- Jose lo the king and queen of the Net

as you can get." Katz said. The Web also made

BCtreU leri Ryan a «tar before she ever appeared as

the Borg beauty. Seven of Nine, on television's "Star

lick V ojajtJ " Ryan was a little unsettled when she

found an entire Weh Mte dedicated to her just six

days aftei -he was cast.

I was all ovei the Web before mv iirst episode

aired," she said "li was Haltering, but it was certain

U a little shocking."

kal/ -aid the new global medium oiler- opportuni

ties foi cmciging Mat- to bypass television and maga-

zine "big media " The Web. he said, "takes power

away from the big celebrity machines and puts it in

the hand- ol the Ian- I hat might -ome day under

mine tradiiional public relation agencies and break

the stranglehold that a limited number of superstars

has on the media's attention

ll.wevei with the patchwork audiences of the

Wen. it will be harder to appeal to a mass audience

f-iher Dyacsa. author ol Release 2 0. said celebrities'

handlers and 1 II have to he more clever."

lo get into People magazine will still be an amaz
ing thing," she said.

katz agreed "I nlike in the mass media, people on

the Web are seeing thousands ol things instead of

lour 01 live ot the same thing- \ erv lew people are

seeing the -auie thing."

I hat work- against established stars like Tom
Hank- lohn liavolia and Shaion Stone

I he Weh siao ha- a -ttong geek element that lends

to betas, not on leading men with big biceps but on

the "thinking man's crumpet," as Gillian Anderson

has been called

n Bucklev. a senior vice president for theatrical

marketing and new media at Warner Bros , said it's

unlikclv the Web will drive future Web celebrities to

-uper-tardoin out-ide the Net

"I think they need that ba-e ol broad awareness

that only come- Irom movie- or TV."

However. Paglia said the Web 1- dragging studios

back to the glory days of Holhwood. when stars

-uch as Marilyn Monroe and lames Dean were the

luminance, not the movies.

"W hen the fans are allowed to speak there on their

own. thev gravitate to the personalities of the stars,

even though the wattage is getting dimmer and dim-
' she said.

check us out on the web .

www.umass.edu/rso/colegian
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F'neArt
Center

other banks charge you a fee ervary tine you

overepend a little? How lame is that? The Student. Value Package

Iross BankaVeton give* you Overarailt Protection,
1

sx> you're free

to pursue the finer things in life. And you'll save 20% at Papa

aino's when you show your Bankeoston Card, student ID and one

of our coupons.' To open your Student value Package, stop by your

local branch or call 1-8804-80810*4.

f^BankBoston

It's Amazing What You Can Dor

<<>\M< I Willi VOl I.IIMIU'
Iters*) fOK mnMkOtn om/totem <f« quokW owfitnift onry. Y«» w» pay Jstsfsst 00 outskml

tWI MwMs^wvMlKthwrifcMHKlQk ImiW
1 Menre on overdraft ptotfldjon TjfrW vsW tneoutsh Men* 31.

l«v S7 SO iWivery irownum Not vol) on okoM puichowv

Mmiseries examines gender differences
By Lynn Elber

Associated Press

ANGELI S Desmond
MorHl mac want to consider using
hi- kecp-ake premiere issue of Ms.

i" tl .1 -hiclcJ alter the docu-
iiiciiunv niini-eries "Tea Human

- debuts.

Mom-, who priassj lame with his
|s)b7 book I he Suked Ape, is a
/oulogi-t who focuses on people.
Ik take- .. coollv scientific look at

vender in this program on The
I earning Channel and comes to this

COnckision Vfve la difference.

Men and women evolved with dil-

tc-tent strengths and weaknesses,
and to believe otherwi-e 1- to ignoic

what biolo^v shows to be ttue.
M.'iri- contends in the cable chan-
nel- -i\ part -cues ..flowing ^ I 1

p in Monday through Wednesday.
Ik 1- tully aware it's a provocative
viewpoint

I iikj-i piesent sexual relations

.1- thev really are, not as one
cauchic pressure group or another

Bafts *i-h them to be." Morris tells

he ossteel ol the -eries.

Hui Menu- who in conversation

the word "feminist" to him-

.. difference* do not mean
-ecual mequalitv It- just a ques-

tion ot plavmg to your gender's
-iiengiii- he contends

lien, lor example, will never

championship ches-
1 the nature ol their brain

functions, he -av- Men. on the

hand. rightfully should sur-

rsndtl wine making t c> women
1 the lemale - iiktc acute

mell.

lo denv genuine dillerences is

very counterproductive because
there are ceiiain aspects ot hehaviot

in which men are superior and oth-

ers in which women are superior
."

Morris said in a phone conversation

from his home in Oxford, flngland.

"The Human Sexes" tells us ihese

elide rences evolved during our
species' hunter gatherei pha-e that

la-ieel |m perhaps a million yeai-

\mong the lilin- liclhils: Men ate

better at single-minded pursuit-

sectUSS they honed the skill while

pursuing wild game.
Women, who handled a varieiv ol

duties while remaining in the vil

lage, excel at juggling multiple task-

and are more verbal

"If you deny those (differences
|

then, ol course, you're not actually

being biologically appropriate tor

the species,' Menu- -aid You can

light your genetic makeup and win

."but you're giving vemr-ell a -tiug

gle
"

Spoken like a true zoologist —
but an entertaining one Hi- PTofa*
seirial ail eliK- not disguise his /est

in directing the naluie ol ihe ino-t

complex Of animals "The Human
Saxet" is packed with information

without being div

Morris and his production ciew

ranged across the world to In

ortul. sometimes un-cttling exam-
ple- ol how men and women func

tion in various countries and to

record demonstration- ol gender
traits

We see Scots to-sing I7-Iooi long

tree trunks and South Paeilic

islanders engaging in a (run -carry

ing contest a- illu-tralion- of the

male's superior strength. During
New Orleans wild Mardi Gras.

women lift their blouses to win

necklaces from men — proof that

breast! Sri -exual as well as mater

nal. Morris say*.

I try to inject a bit ol tun into my

work because I think playtulne-- 1-

one of man s highest achievements

as a species," he said.

Senile of the fun in "The Human
Sexes' was edited out of the I S

vei-1011 While European audieiKc-

weie treated 10 more nudilv and a

vi-it to a sexual-aids lactory (set te>

a "wonderful old Viennese waltz."

Morris says I, American audiences

won't be.

There is a darker side to the film

I wo vears ot research and travel

made clear to Morn- the oppt

iiidiiv women face for example, he

said. 100 million worldwide have

been subjected to female circumci

sion to curtail their sexual pleasure

"I was pretty horrified at the wjv

women are treated in sc» many cul

tures todav You become increasing-

U temmisi in vour thinking," Morns

said

It's the modern, male-oriented

urban -ociety that has stripped

women of the power they once
shared, he argues. Still, he says,

achieving the "primal equality that

is their birthright" cannot come
through blurring gender line-

"I can -vmpaihi/e with the idea of

getting back to equahtv bv suggest-

ing no dillerences," he said. "But

it's a complete folly and one thai

will lead to a lot of stress on both

snss
"What I'm hoping the next mil-

lennium will -ee is a return to bal-

ance based on differences and not

on imagined similarities
"

Martin Scorsese

l> is directed such films as

\ /r.i/i StpggCaV Taxi Driver,

mg Bull and 77ie Color i »/

\/

Martin Scorsese

has dirt > bed lUCst "acting

legends as Robert De Niro,

1 i.tr\ ev Keitel and Sandra

Bernhard.

when Martin Scorsese

fells you to write for Arts at the

llegiatv you damn well bet-

ter...

^e^l sassef -d .kasassssl

I^^^Hi^

Teeny pop heroes Aqua fail to deliver anything new on their second video, "Candyrnan."

311) S3
WITHOUT WATTING IN UNE

STUDENT SPECIAL
eMOirrm

WISER • NAL'TILCS • CTBU
jSTAJRMASTCRS • UfTCTCIXS

TRZADMILLS • V BIKE
LITtROTER • GAUfrrUT

GRAvrroji

UMass
Women's Tennis
trDin

. " e'

ATHUmCCLUBl
Ml* lUSwUlfcl

256-O060

Ob s back at fullSpeed and the rest oi us

are close behind heading for Ca
Friday

We are a team

We are tough and
We know how to win I

You'll gain as much as you give.

TEACHFORAMERICA

lake twv yean to tca-li in Amend I matt under-resourced nthin and rural public schooU

.Mum edticilh • ik ree|inred I'ociluinv jrc hill lime and paid

1-800 TFA 1.M1I • www teachforamerica org

ilco. find nii'ic iniormation in voui . ainpuv caieer service ullice

The final application is March 2, 1998.

RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Featuring "Bus<h and Bus<h Light" 30-pk
s
1

49

The "12-Pack" Special!

Som's
"
Winter Loqer

"

Som's "White Ale"

Michoel Shea "Irish Amber"

Dundee "Honey Borwn Loqer"

Choice!

Choice!

MICRO MADNESS CONTINUES'

Catamount
ALL FLAVORS

!

Harpoon

Saranoc

Mix & Match "TWO" 6-pks . .

.

Wow! J

• Delivery Available • OPEN 9:00AM to ll:00PM • Visa/Mastercard • All Beers Plus Deposit •
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Reverse discrimination in Boston
By Dave Howiand
Associated Press

BOSTON — To some it's a simple case of reverse dis-

i cation — a while girl passed OWN foi admission to a

prestigious school in favor ol minorit) children with lower

lb othcis it's a muttc-i oi helping a once raujllv trou

bled school system exorcise the ghosts of segregation

Vet ' Bourt, it became clear that the <

pitting 14-year-old Sarah Wessmann vs. the ioaton
ol Committee would put on trial the idea o! cIivctm

Q
Wessmann, who II white, claims she »a» the rfc

um ot a racial quota system at the prestigious
on latin School, which taught the likes of

Ralph Waldo I Marion, CottOM Mjther and Ben
Franklin She was pa->ed over for admission last

fall for minority students who icortd lower on
entrance enanis

ami lawyers said in opening statements yesterday

that they would show that the policy is not a quota system

and that in the long run diversity is good lor students and

for tocietv

To prove it. they plan to call parents, teachers, students

and alumni to espouse the virtues of learning with people

iillerent racial backgrounds.

Wessmann was one oi 1 1 rejected students who would

have been accepted into Boston Latin's 90-studcni ninth

grade last fall had admission been based solely on grades

and In now attends Latin Academy, another

one of Boston * so-called exam schools.

"There was one reason and one reason onl\ *hc remains

at Boston I aim Academy " her lawyer Michael

Mc I aughlin said 'Then many of her kind in the

class she was applying for.

Mclaughlin said the CNN Ml -i CNN cut violation of the

I S I .•iiMitution and he waned ludge kjNNh I lauio

against heading down the "slippery slope" ol dclining the

I
diversity I iklei the ciiiicni policy, the first 50 per-

cent ol student! selected for each entering class al the

three NNN Tfc1*"*' Boston Latin, latin Academy and

the lohn O'Bivant School ol Mathematics and Science

lee ted solely on the students' ranking based on

NsMNH NNN SCONS' and grade-|X>mt average

The remaining 50 percent arc admitted ccenttag to

rank at the percentage of an applicant's racial makeup in

the remaining qualified applicant pool

School district lawyer nNKN v ohc-n ••aid the policy is

not based on quola> because it NM NM reset vc a specific

number ol tears lor minorities She added there is M)
"meaningful basis" to compare the academic skills ol

tmnoritv and while students near the admissions cut-off

because their lest scores are so close Cohen also said thai

the race-based admissions policy is a way to rectify pa>t

discrimination in the school system.

Xrvd she noted that Boston I atin's racial makeup h not

relative ol the school district District-wide, 48 peicent

of pupils are black. 2S percent Hispanic. *) percent Asian

and 18 percent white At Boston latin about 54 percent

are white Mel aughlin said the case is less about (he titer-

than it is about Constitutional law He said

the admission* policy is illegal because n does not meet

the "compelling interest" standard the I V Supreme
u has established to allow lor race-based admissions.

I "he trial is something of a deia vu lor Mc I aughlin and

the ciiv I wo years ago, he forced the city 10 KHN a policv

of setting aside J5 percent of ihe seats lor minorit) -tu

dents at the three exam schools alter his daughter lulia

was denied admission lo the Boston latin School despite

ranking higher than 100 minority students who wen-

granted admission

Yasser Arafat threatens to resign

if United States keeps up pressure

Additional testimony

sought by Starr's office

By John Solomon

Associated Press

By IMAHsM BAtZAK
Assooatsd Prass Wnn»

CA/ \ City. Con Strip — Palestinian leader Yasser

Arafat has threatened to resign if the United States pres-

sure* him to accept Israel's skimpy territorial offer, aides

said yesterday, underscoring Palestinian gleam over the

stymied peace process. It was not clear how ser

M's threat was or if he was simply using it as a negoti-

ating tool. Arafat has not gloomed a successor and his res-

ignatKm would likely bnng the peace process to a complete

halt — a scenario the United States would not want to see

In a blow to U.S. efforts to revive the process. Arafat

also rejected a IS proposal for Israel to withdraw troops

-t Bank land in very small steps, each Mlowed bv

Palestinian compliance with Israel's demands on security

and other issues. "The step-by -step formula lor withdrawal

xrafat's spokesman Nabil Abourdeneh said in

an it "There arc agreements that have

specific outlines and formulas — a three-stage withdrawal

Secu- tfcrent issue
'

Abourdeneh appeared to contradict I S State

Department spokesman lames Rubin, who said earli-

er this week that Israel and the Palestinians had
accepted th , roposal in principle Israeli

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said Israel wa*
•ing tK« plal

ig returned empty handed from last week's Mideast

talks in Washington, the Palestinians are pushing for an

Arab summit to put pressure on Israel

"The Palestinians are in • difficult position and need to

ask for the help of their Arab brothers, especially now that

n i the Israeli position is far from peace."

Palestinian Cabinet secretary Ahmed Abdel Rahman said

The Palestinians are frustrated over continuing delays in

implementing the three West Bank troop pullbacks Israel

promised a year ago. Vague wording in the agreement has

The Palestinians, who have full or partial autonomy in

27 percent of the V\est Bank, believe the pullouts must

leave them in control of nine-tenth* of the territory.

But Israel offered only about 2 percent in a first stage

that was rejected, reportedly less than 10 percent in a sec-

ond and wants lo cancel the third f unhennorc. Israel says

anv pullback is conditional on the Palestinians meeting a

;vage list of demands, most dealing with security.

I NHt a plan proposed to Arafat and Netanyahu bs

President Clinton last week, the second pullback reportedly

would be broken down into smaller steps over 80 days

with the Palestinians responding to each troop movement
with a security gesture at the end. Israel would have pulled

out of 12 percent of the West Bank Abourdeneh said yes-

terday Palestinians have not yet been given a detailed I I

plan

Palestinian official! Ndd Arafat told Clinton and
etary of State Madeleine Mbnghi he would resign it

pleasured to accept Israel's demands Albright is scheduled

to visit the region next week for talks with Arafat and
Netanvahu

One Palestinian official who was present during the

xrafat Clinton meeting said Arafat told Clinton that if

rittnue* to avoid implementing the agreements and
\*»<hirtiri.S' pmstums him | cient pull-

back "I will just gogback home and teO my people ihesr is

no peace process and I resign." The official spoke IN

dition of anonvmitv

In the l'»a/a Strip, meanwhile do/ens ,.i Palestinians

gathered near the I the Kant bloc of lewish settle

ments and threw stones at Israeli soldiers yesterday when

they arrived. Israeli military sources said

Thev. said the troops shot and wounded one Palestinian

who tried to light a firebomb and throw it at them.

WASHINGTON
Aggressively pressing lor cm
deuce ol an alleged presidential

affair and coverup. prosecutors

lOUghl Sec ic-t Service agents' les

tiinonv. questioned President

Clinton s format chief of stall

and tried to clinch a deal for

Monica I ewinsky's cooperation.

In a whirlwind day. in\e*n-

gators crossed the country
yesterday to pick up possible

evidence in a safety deposit

box in Oregon while opening

negotiations deep fosMe the

Treasury Department
Officials told Ihe Associated

PlNM that Whitewater pTO
cutor Kenneth Starr's office

and Treasury offlclall were
Ji«cussing how to gain tOOti

mony from Secret Service-

agents about whether ihey

saw anything while protecting

Clinton that would support
allegations that he had an
affair with Ms. Lewinsky

The two sides weie trying

to work through Treasutv
.erns that forcing agent-

lo breach their customary
It of silence might jeopar-

dise the sffectivenesi ol hi»

security detail, the officials

said, speaking on condition ot

anonymity
former chief of staff I eon

Panetta spent most ol the day at

the tcderal courthouse and said

he had been "largely detailing the

operations of the White House
and ihe physical setting of the

White House."

He said he was unaware of

any unpio|vi iclalionship. sexu-

al or otherwise." involving

Clinton, and he added. "My let

vent ptavci is that for the sake ol

the president and the sake ol this

nation thai this inattci i* resolved

soon."

With Clinton keeping mum
ahout the crisis, an anxious
White House awaited word ol

whether prosecutors would pro-

vide Ms lewinsky immunity in

exchange for her testimony
before a grand jury

Attorney William Ginsburg.
who represents the former intern.

said prosecutors have been in_

regular contact as thev try to clar-

ify vanous NNNI in his client'-

formal oiler earlier this week lo

Nsl

"There is regular give and
take." Ginsburg said in an inter

view with the AP. "We are clari-

tving point- | in the oller| as they

come up And ihey have kepi us

pretty much in the loop. Th.

an open line of communication
"

Asked if he was growing
more hopeful Ginsburg said

"In negotiations, it is not a

mattei of optimism, it is a

mailer of patience
\|s

I ewin-kv -wore in an afti

davit earlier this month in the

Paula lone- -exual haras-ment

case that -he did not have an

affair with Clinton But NM
- have custody ol MCffOtll

recorded conversations in which

Ms lewm-kv tells a friend -he

did have an affair and was asked

c Union and presidential friend

Vcmon Ionian to dens it

FCC sides

with Clinton

on air time

By Jeonnine Averso

Associated Press

Conspirators in Gandhi

assassination found guilty

By Knshnan Guruswarny

POOSVMAM.hr'. India-
After six years and nearly 'S00

witnesses, a judge convicted 26

con«piraiors yesterday in the

1 441 assassination of former
Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi
The court ordered all 2t>

hanged
Gandhi and Its others were

killed at a political rally near

Poonamallee in southern India

when a Sri Lankan suicide

bomber offered him flowers,

then set off s pound of plastic

explosives packed with 10.000

metal pellet-

I lillrps one Credit Courses
Jewish Choral /A Capella Group (Kolot)JS 192B

7-Sam. HsM Henst Leaders: Avl Wolf a\ Louis* Shein

This will be an eaperlanity to learn and perform Jewish choral and a

cepgiHa musk aa part of a student singing group Kolot ("Voices").

Informal audition.

A Jewish-Christian Encounter JS 192A

Tuesdays 1-2:15, Room TBA Instructors: Rev. Christopher Carlisle.

Rev. Rent Higgins. Ph.D.. Rabbi Saul Permutter, and Elisabeth Tan. Ph.D.

Explore current critical issues between and within Jewish and

Christian communities. Topics include sexuality, intermarriage,

death, and immortality.

Divisions A Conflicts in Israeli Society: Gender, Race Culture

Nationality JS 192D
4-5:30 em, HiHel House Instructor. Shoshana Madmoni

urse will Introduce students to the divides in Israeli society:

men and women, sephardi (mizrachi) and ashkenazi, Arabs and Jews,

religious

The Art of Biblical Narratfvc:Torah as Literature JS192F
Tuesday. 730pm, Hillel House Instructor: Richard Kills

We will read Torah as literature with an emphasis on Genesis. These

narratives challenge the reader to wrestle with the text, like Jacob

with the angel, in order to wrest meaning from it. No Hebrew is nec-

essary.

Portrayal of Jews Through Media JS 1921

Wed. 3:30pm, Hillel House Instructor Karen Wolf

Explore portrayals of Jews through media with an emphasis on the

communicative dimensions of issues such as humor, women, food,

intermarriage and relationships.

Jewish Stories and Storytelling JS192G
Wed. 7-8: 15pm. Hillel House instructor David Arfa

This course will focus on the oral tradition of Jewish storytelling. It

will include Talmudic talkes, medieval folk and mystical tales, Yiddish

stories, and our modern stories of immigration and living in America.

We will have the chance to collect our family and

community stories through cral history interviews.

"Ihe nation stands vindicated."

said D R Karthikeyan, the federal

police ofliccr who led the investiga-

tion into Gandhi's killing.

The sentences, relayed to

reporters by Karthikeyan, came
alter ludge % Navaneetham

announced the verdicts Reporters

were not allowed in the courtroom.

Although only IW0 defendants
were convicted of murder, all were

tried under special terrorist laws

that made the death penalty possi-

ble. Death sentences are rare in

India, but those convicted in previ

ous political assassinations were

hanged.

Three leaders of Sri Lanka's
Tamil rebels were accused of order-

ing the killing The rebels, charged

but never captured for trial, are

believed at large in the jungles of Sri

I anka.

The defendants were silent during

today s sentencing and betrayed no
reaction, said lacob Daniel, one of

the prosecutors.

WASHINGTON — Hee
President Clinton- call, the ICC i-

drafting proposals to require broad-

casters to give political candidate-

free air time or even deepei Ji-

count- on ads than currently av <

able-

federal Communication!
Commission Chairman Bill Kenrtard

told reporters ve-teidav thai a plan

is N the work- Hi- -taleiiicnl |M

one day after Clinton made the sue

gestion in his Slate ol the I niou

address.

Kennard offered no specifics, hui

said the FCC will NNN a proceeding

in the next two month- to .-tier a

number of proposals to reform the

campaign finance lystcm
Broadcasters could M«
requirements as a condition I

receiving federal licen-e- at no

Jiaige

'Die FCC, he said i- not like

take any final action hel.

NOUNNNJI elections

campaign finance -v-tcin in

this country i- I -ennard
said.

The rCC's proposals will c#vei

federal and state candidates, and
will focu- ^>n apply me any new
requirements lo digital l\ Stations

and to a lesser extent on existing

analog broadcasters. Kennard said

(.able l\ pioviders won't he i

i by anv ot the •
I loposal.

but commercial radio will be

Kennard said he is undecided about

including public TV' and radio sta-

tions.

Ihe broadcasting industry oppos

es free air time requirement- I

I i C "ha- no authority to mandate

tree air nine lor political candi

dates." said Bddtt PHtl km
of the National Association of

Broadcasters ~
1 hi- Ii -olelv and

completely the purview ol

Congress."

kennard disagree - (he

tCC have lun-diction lo proceed in

thi- area ' Absolutely Kennard

he'd preler Congre-- take the lead,

but added "If there aren't meaning

ful solutions on the legislative Iront

however, the FCC can and should be

prepared to act."

Rep. Billy Taurin. iR-La.l. whose
telecommunications panel bj

diction over the PCC, said 1!

commission moves on h

"There will be a war on Capitol

Hiir
Any proposal would require the

-upport ot al lessl three of the

t (. i nunkasom
.inissioners Susan Nc*s and

Gloria Tristani said they support ihe

IK moving ahead, but would m>t

say whether ihey would vote to t.

broadcasters to provide tree time

Commissioner Michael Powell

said the FCC doesn't have the pe>wet

to act "It should not be the task ol

five unelected regulators without a

specific grant of statutory authon-

Ski or Ride
Jvst COMPARE!^

Bus + Lift TTckH Included
Daily Bus Leaves: UMass 9:55 am

Amherst Center 10:00 am
Arrive Mt. Tom 10:35 am
Leave: MLTom 4:30 pm
Arrive: UMass 5:10 pm

MLT0M JBm£m£fBi
.._*r?-(8£j ,*

MORE MACHINES
• SU"n«lrj • leadrr is

• L kcyctes • No-a* tack • Kassr

' suut.Ius • "ecru • Otytupi: Fret Wugrti

BETTER AXROBICS
• rAAow • RtaOok B*v:h Step

• Ann Lvgtsi Aerotacs Spa:e • Yiga

Cadw Kick Boung • Suspended Wood tww

Big enoagh to ewn tae beat twaywenL bat small snoop* to know year seme"
www.saihsrststhiatic.coin

ANAjHERST xrHxrnc chub
ZS6-0080

4*OW«e«St.,AjBbcrst

Torah and Haftarah tantillation JS 192E
By Arrangement Instructor: Saul Gladstone

This course will cover the theory and practice of the cantillation

(trop) for Torah and Haftarah. Students will need a basic reading

knowledge of Hebrew.

L

Faces: A Creative Workshop on Jewish Women JS192J

Tues.7-8:30pm Instructor: Lissa Loeb

An interactive creative workshop to explore the experiances and roles

of Jewish women; students will use writing and theater techniques to

express the stories of Jewish women past, present, and future.

Attending the class on a no-credit basis is available as wcii.

Fairfield University

invites you to explore

the world!

Study the rich legacy of Britain and live

in a 16" century abbey near Oxford's

dreaming spires.' Spend a summer, a

semester or a year studying in the center

of the historic "cradle of Renaissance

civilization" in Florence. Italy where we

offer a dazzling variety of courses. Or

immerse yourself in Russian and

European art. music, dance, literature,

history and politics during the White

Nights of Summer in St Petersburg.

Our programs offer the opportunity to

combine a solid academic program with

the chance to travel and experience new

cultures. For more information call

Cris Bowers, Tour Assistant, at

(888) 254-1566 or e-mail her at

cbbowers@fair1 fairtield.edu.

FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY
Dolan House

Fairfield, CT
06430-5955

www/fairlield.edu/ice/

sludyabroad/studyabroad htm

amc
Ml Farms 4 «584 9153

Mt. Farms Mall

The Boxer (R)

Today at 8:20

Phantoms (R)

Today at (5.5002.50) 8:30

As Good As It Gets (PG13)
Today at (5:20@2.50) 8:10

Hard Rain (R)

Today at (5:40@2.50) 8:30

Tomorrow Never Dies (PG13)
Today at (5:30@2.50)

Hampshire* 6 • r>84 7550
H.impshirn Mall

Half Baked (R)

Today at (6:00@2 50) 8:30

Wag the Dog (R)

Today at 8:30

Spice World (PG)

Today at (5:5002.50)8:30

Titanic (PG 13)

Today at (4:2002.50) 8:10

Good Will Hunting (R)

Today at (5:2002.50) 8:20

Fallen (R)

Today at (5:3002.50) 8.20

Mousehunt (PG)

Today at (5:4002.50)

12-&3

Has been extended to Feb. 7

20% of all tannins packages

basketball
continued from page 1

4

will be u soldi oppe.itunin to gain
back senile- recognition.

"It's a conierence game-, they're
alw.iv- Important,' \\ mi „dk j -|| K.

N

.lie .. c.ic-,.1 u\im but we've been
playlet batta sver) game-, it'll be a

>.'rc'jl in.ilchup."

The kunie feature an impressive
cure of kiuaicN led by u pair of

n 1*1
«. issan mi a 10 isjtsc-

liun Tyson Wheeler 1 1 5.4 points
per game. t> ~i assists per game! has
emeiged as ont ol the- plainer point

guards in the nation and Cuttino
Mobley 117.2 ppg) has stepped up
his game and assumed the role oi

the go-to-guy. Hint said the

Minutetneii will have trouble win-

ning the game if they cannot stop

Monty.
"Cannelo |1 raviesol always did a

good job on him. but this year it'll

be a tough assignment. He's got a

lot more poise and experience thi-

year." Hint said.

Sophomore Mike Babul (4.0

ppg. 2 y» rebound- per garnet, one

ol the iiiei-i iinpioved item last

season- freshman cias- and Flint -

delen-ive stalwart, will be asked to

shut down Mobley last Saturday

at Virginia, lech, he shut down the

rlokias km- Grindataff, who t-

conaidtrasj among the top fresh

men in the conleience

Despite the pair oi excellent

t!uard- the Minutemen will need to

contend with. L Ma njoy a

slight si^e advantage with junior

MSSSSOBO
Jonathan DePma will likely shoulder some of the defensive duties when the Minutemen take on Rhode Island

tonight

Lari Kelner (IV8 ppg, 7.*) rpg) in

the middle and A 10 Player of the

Week I \ rone Weeks (11.9 ppg.
1 0.1 rpg) at the lour spot

I Mass is very strong inside.
I an Ketner and Tyrone Weeks are

both very good player-.'" said LRI
coach |im Harrick. "We have lo

keep them from getting offensive

rebounds."

Harrick said if LRI cannot con-

tain Weeks and Ketner on the
boards, they will switch to a /one
delcn-e

The Rams boast a veteran lineup

that ha- placed together tor several

yeai- However, the results haven't

quite been there before this season.

Much can be said about the job

done by former coach and UMass
alumnus Al Skinner, who resur-

rected the program and helped the

Rams become an A-10 power
house over the past few seasons.

But after the departure ol

Skinnei. who traveled north to fill

the vacant head coaching position

at Boston College. URI hired the

much - maligned former L CLA
coach. Harrick With a national

championship under his belt,

ck brought his winning phi-

losophy to UnsjNoa and appears

to have not only transformed I'RI

into a potential A- 10 tournament
contender but a legitimate NCAA
contender

"hm's a great coach, don't get

me wrong." Hint said. "But Al

deserves a lot of the credit for

forming the team lim has on the

court now When you come into a

• nd have guys like that to

work with, it makes the coach
look a lot belter

."

With Harrick at the helm. LRI
i- primed lo end its five- year

drought against I Ma-s. which has

won the last nine meetings, and
1 7 -of- IK. dating back to I99>

• e ve had some great battles

against those guys None of them
have been easy* flint said.

"We're iu»i planning on making
the trip down there and playing

real hard
"

lunior guard Charlton Clarke
share* his coach's sentim>

"We're just going to c^ome out

and execute our offense, play

tough defense and try to win the

ball game." Clarke said "We- d

like to put a gap between us and
the rest of the A- 10."

Join

Queer Peer Education
Todayo* s cv*«m o«oiia»i«

Need to add a class?

Do you like to gve workshops?

A'e you creative and ene-getic?

Are you committed to educating others*

about health and wellness issues?

How about hosting safer sex paties?

Want to make dilfe-ence for you and your peers?

If you answered yes to any of these questions.

call OPE Lauri tpday at 7-S2S2 or email lauri educ umass edu

l
. 2, or 3 credit independent studies are ava«labte

Open to alt 5-coWege students

V.

America/Canada showdown

as pro men's hockey reigns

By Beth Harris

Aisocialed Prejj

It- not going to take another mir-

acle tor the U.S. men's hockey team
lo win Olympic gold.

The ragtag band of amateurs that

stunned the Soviet Union in 1980
has been replaced by Mil proles

sionals. competing for the first time

in the Olympic-
Ihe I niled States and Canada ate

favored to meet in the gold-medal
game Keb. 22 in Nagano. And the

Americans, led by Keith Tkachuk.
Brett Hull. Chris C lielios and goal-

tender Mike Richter, are still filled

with confidence from their 5 2 victo

rv over a Wayne Gretzkv led

Canadian team in the 1996 World
Cup final

That victory in Montreal, and an

earlier one in the same tournament.
upset the hierarchy of hockcv Ns
longer was Canada on lop and the

I the world several notches
below.

"It finally put us right up there."

forward Mike Mc>dano -aid. "It gave

us a tasie of what it is like to beat

Canada and some of the other Sjgaaa

tries in the world
"

Bui the Americans also know that

Canada is still the team to beat.

"They've been known as the hock-

ey power fur years and I don't think

one loss in the World Cup changes

that." lorward lohn I et. lair said

In that game. Tony Anionic scored

the winning goal as the Lnited
Stale- rallied Irom a 2 I deficit with

four unanswered goals in the final

V18
Richter made *) saves and tin

ished with a 2.43 gmll Bgssrul aver

age to earn most valuable player

honors Hi- teammates and the

Canadians still marvel at the perfor-

mance

"When you gel down to the vciv

end in high-level competition, the

teams are so evenly matched some-

times one -pecial athlete can take

the bull by the horns and gel you

over the hump," Cretzky said.

"Michael was exceptional in that

-cues. He's a big-game goaltender

and a guy that play- well undei pi

sure."

Richter. who's struggled in the

first hall of the SHI -ea-on with the

Rangers, will be joined in net at ihe

Olympic- bv Guv Heberl and lohn
Vanbie-hrouck

Chemi-tiv and goaltcnding were
keys io winning the I 9*Jt> World
Cup a- they will be during the 10

day Olympic tournament Ml but -ix

players from the I S World Cup
team will play in lapan. making the

Amen-an- a eohe-ive group.

put together a talented bunch

of guys who got along real well."

Modano said of ihe World Cup
team "No one had a problem with

ice time or the power play or penally

killing fverybodv put those ihing-

aside tor the team. That was a real

big difference
"

ase the Mil break doesti t

start until Fsb. 8, players will have

just three practices with then

national teams before competition

begins Bui most of them will airice

in lapan already having played more
than 50 SHI. games this season

"The plaver- are going to be in

midseason form." IS coach Ron
VS ilson said "We're going to hav

use a couple of ihe games to line

tune our team."

\v ilson said he won t do any pre-

Olympic scouting because he's too

busy coaching the Washington
Capital- W ith so many plaver- from

the 14 competing nations already in

the NHI there won't be too many
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PrcLject-
Your life will NEVER

be the same!

» FALL 1997 <
Recruitment Nights:

6:(X)PM (note: Prompt Stinting Time)

February 2-Campus Center Rm.t63c

February 3-Camptu Center Rm.l63c
1 i hnmry 4-Campus Center Rm.l6Jc

Possibility ofEarning Credits

f

A Healthy Investment in Your Future

Illr*Jlh Csre. Those two words have

been the source of much discussion
recently. Probably because we as a nation

know the importance of investing in a

heilthy future

So do millions of patient* who choose

chirnoractic as their preferred source of

health care The chiroprsctK beliefs in

fitness, nutntion, prevention, and natural

maintenance make good sense.

Wellness, you see, is the normal
state of being.

New York State government agrees They
have recently passed the Insurance
!' quality bill that mandates insurance

coverage for

chiropractic care

For over 75 vears. New York Chiropractic

College has upheld a tradition of
excellence in chiropractic higher

education. Our combined tradmons, old

and new, have built the base from whu h

the chiropractic doctors of the future are

created.

Choose New York Chiropractic College

A healthy investment for today and

tomorrow.

Call us today at 800-ZJ4-NYCC (6922)

to schedule a visit of our beautiful

286-acre campus in central New York

illK
NEW YORK
CHIROPRACTIC
COLLEGE

2360 Route 89 Seneca Falls.

NY 131480800
Phooe: 3 15/568- 3040 or

mOM NVCCI6922)
Fa* M 5/568-3087

E-mail: enrolnow*»nvii edu
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UMass sweeps in Philly over weekend
By Jackie leroux

Colleoion Staff

The Massachusetts women's basketball team
improved its division records last weekend with Ma
MMSnth*] wins MM I .a Salle and Temple I Mass
squared off with Temple first, fighting J both contest

ed battle at the Apollo of Temple in Philadelphia. Pa.

UMass won the game, 62-58 lunior forward le/

Kraft led the Minutewomen with 1 1 potato tSOSsJ with

four assists and five rebounds.

On Sunday, the Minutewomen traveled across

town to take on La Salle. UMass won the game
handily, 67-52 Kraft continued her superb play,

scoring a career-high 24 points lo lead the

Minutewomen She shot 10 tor- I 5 in the game,

lunior Yolanda Ray side chipped in 14 points. 15 of

ihem in the second half.

UMass used a series of runs throughout the game
to continue buiMing their lead and tough delense to

hold on during several runs by La Salle The

Minutewomen had a 10-4 edge with 15.20 to go in

the first half, after senior guard Sabriya Mitchell

nailed her second three-pointer L Muss defense

held the Explorers icorelesi froen the 1112 mark
until Maijom Rhodes tinullv hit a jumper at 4:51 to

cut the lead to 22 14 la Salle ended the half with a

9-3 run to make the halltime score 25-21.
The Minutewomen built then lead to 42 50 at the

9 murk in the second hall, with a lumper liom
kiult, but La Salle then put together a 14-5 run to

cut the lead ti> 4^ 4> with jewett converting a

three point play.

The Minutewomen quickly turned things their way
again, however, going on a 16 5 run and extending

their lead lo 65-49, the largest ol the game. Kraft

had siv. points m the run. with Ray.side and sopho-

more Mison Mac! uiland also shipping in four.

MacKarland tinished the game with 10 points.

Mitchell bIbo put in 10. along with six assists and
live ItOail I he EutaeOfl were led by lewett. who
finished with U> points

UMass shot 52 percent in the second half, and
held a 41- 27 edge in rebounds

The Minutewomen are currently 4 4 in division

play, and 10-8 overall. They will look to bring their

division plav over .569 thi-> weekend when they take

on Dayton Saturday at I p.m.

,*m« MMAMN COUS0MN

Kara Trent and the women's basketball team took a pair of weekend wins m Philadelphia

7 (jraminy -yfviard .'\otHinarioHs!

£foe in £on<ert <~~^> ttitb special guests
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Basketball rank rose

Xavier play collapsed
By Joe Kay
Associated Press

CINCINNATI — \vhen Xaviei

moved up to a No. 7 national ranking

seven weeks ago. everyone from

coach Skip Prosser on down won
dered how the team would handle it

The answer: not very well.

Since getting that No 7 ranking

and the only first-place vote in school

history in the Dec 8 poll, the

Musketeers have lost five games and

nearlv lallen from the Top 25

Worse, fans and critics alike have

labeled them disappointment

"Our travails have been well-docu-

mented," Prosser said. "At times, it's

been frustrating for the kids I'hey've

heard the "U" word this week —
underachieving That was disconcert

ing

. rybody is telling you how di-

appointing we are I'm sure that

on the kids' minds. I'm sure

there's been some self-doubt

They've put pressure on themselves

But that's part of the deal: I'm not

complain 1

1

A v)V82 loss at Dayton on
Saturday nearly knotted Xavier out

of the poll cntirelv the Muslojtgaas.

slid to So 24 this week and
underscored their weaknesses.

By beating Duquesne 95-71 on
Tuesdav night, Xavier (15-5. 5-5

Atlantic H>> was up and running

again. The question is whether the

Musketeers can sustain it and reverse

their season.

"It was important to get back M
track like that." said Darnell
Williams, who played through back
spasms and scored I 5 points. "We
need to get back to playing like that."

Xavier's problem this season is

that it saves its best for home The
Musketeers are 1 1 -0 at Cincinnati

Gardens. 14 on opponents ..outi*

and I -I at neutral sites.

At home, \avier turns up the full

court pressure, forces turnovers and
piles up points oil 1 1 > lortnidable

transition game On the road. Xavier

tends to wilt

Players agree they weren't pre-

pared for what a top It) team faces

on the load every night: a capacity

crowd and a lired-up opponent treat-

ing the game a> il it were u tourna-

ment C. towds al Miami ol Ohio. St

lionaventure and Dayton Hooded the

court in celebration after beating

Xavier.

I veiy lime we lose, tans sioiui

the court." guard I emiv Brown said.

"I'm getting tired ol seeing it."

I he question is why it keeps hap-

pening. There are a few theories:

• The Musketeers need more lead-

eiship Backup guard Sherwin
Xndeison was ihe emotional leader

l.i-i Bason but he graduated and no

one has til'ed the void

• I lie Mu-ketects need a deeper
beneh Outbid,. ,' Vmer's top six

plavers. nK \ one ha- contributed DM
!\ I ach of the top six players

avetages at least 24 minutes per
game no one else averages as many
a- nine Oiven the Musketeers'
pressing Ityle, the lack of depth
hints

• Ihe Musketeers need a little

more luek I wo ol their road losses

have been by a basket, another came
in overtime Bv contrast, they were
5-1 in ovettimc last season and won
ivvo other games bv a basket

Vv hatever the reasons, Xavier real-

ize* there's no safety net left for a

team that wants to remain among
the elite The bottom line is that the

Mu«s.elc-er« inuM MM t. I

ncnis to play al their pa.

"Hopefully everybody, on our team
sees that when we play like that,

we're very good," Brown said.

"That's when we're at our best. If

we're not. we're going to struggle."
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401 Main St., Amherst • 259-1 100
(formerly Video To U>) OrEN: 9-5 Mon-S.it 12-5 SunJ,.v

UMASS DIVISION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION

Sometlilnsv; Nearly 100
noncredit
workshops

Including:

Workshops offered evenings, p
daytime, weekends, off end on 1 <# 1) W9*

campus _ass_^a-aW_a»_
• Mask Making

Everyone • Network Marketing

• Web Page Design

• Chocolate

• Songwriting

Spring semester workshops begin February 9
•Art Therapy

Retirement Planning

For a free course catalog, call 413-545-0107 or e-mail • Genealogy

contined@admin.umass.edu • UFOs j

www.umass.edu/contined/ • Playback Theatre

• Bartending

a quality education at an affordableprice
• EMT Training

• Division of Continuing Education •

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
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Valentin agrees

to multi-year deal

with Red Sox
By Howard Ulman

Associated Prass

COMPARE!^

Kt.)^H)N - lohn Valentin, who
oikv vovvod to leave the Boston Red

Sov || BBj to sign a lourvt-ar contract

to stay alter minor snags were iroiieJ

out. a source close to the negotiations

said yesterday.

"It will be a significant signing."

club spokesman Kevin Shea said,

although he relused to confirm that u

dejl with the mlielder had been com

pleted.

A formal announcement is likely

today, the source said. The contract is

worth $25 million, including a

$600,000 buyout il the club doesn t

eveuise its option to keep Valentin

for a fifth season at $6.4 million.

\ ulentin made $VK million last

year and had asked lor $7 million in

salary arbitration while the team
offered $VS million The contract

includes a $1 million signing bonus, a

$VI million safer) fa l^f and $6 1

million in each of the next three years

The signing had been expected a

week ago before a hangup, believed to

involve the learn obtaining insurance

on the contract, surfaced. Last

Thursday, general manager Dan
Oucjucue said agreement had been

reached on the value and length of the

deal

"Mm has a very strong connection

with Boston and certain institutions in

the city." his agent. Dick Moss, said

yesterday "Hi- wile. Marie, is happy

to have hini playing in Boston."

But several times in the past 12

months it seemed he might leave the

RedN
"It wa> touch and go for a long

time.* Moss said.

Valentin, upset that he didn't have

a chance to compete for his job

against rookie Nomar Garciaparra.

walked out of training camp last year.

He vowed to leave the Re.!

and. since last season ended, he has

been the subject of trade talks

But he is a key to Boston's offense

and. with the signing* of pitchers

Pedro Martinez and Dennis ixawsky
indicating a strong push to contend

for the Al East title this season, his

return would be significant.

Ciiciaparra won the Al Rookie of

the Year award last season Valentin

started it at second base and moved to

third alter Tim Naehring suffered a

season-ending elbow injury in lulv

Naehring isn't expected to be ready

(or the start of the season.

In sis seasons with Boston,
Valentin has a .246 batting average

with 8) homers and 178 RBte Last

year he led the Al. in doubles and had

earner highs of 176 hits. 47 doubles.

live triples and 287 total bases despite

batting 160 for the RrM month He
finished with a 106 average, 18

homers and 77 RBU
"Hi s adapted to wherever he's

been moved, lie's a versatile player."

Moss said.

Now he'd like to see the Re!

re sign \ aughn. hi- college teammate
at Seton Hall whose contract expire-

after the 1991 season. The Red Sox

reportedly have offered the first base

man a guaranteed three-year contract,

but Duquette said Vaughn want* a

kvnger deal.
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YOU HAVE TO SEE IT TO BELIEVE IT!

Parrot Bay
Coconut Rum

j

Slava Ukrainian
Vodka

|
lagerm el st er

j

Mt. Cay Eclipse

LRum

Micro Kegs
In Slock

f MICRO BREWS
Wacftusett »9,»»'u
Nut Brown, Irish Ale, IP A

, Porter, •

Pale ale

Middlesex *4."*«

Brewing Co.
Ftasberry Wheal, Pale Ale, Brown Ale

Sam Adams '8.** "
Winter lager

Saranac i4.**«'

. All Flavors

r Beer Specials
Coors extra Cold *1C
J0-Pack Cans

Miller Lite
12-Pack Bottlev

Mlchelob +
Michelob Light
18 Pack cans

Rolling Rock
1/2 keg
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US speedskater beats CFS
to win spot for Nagano
By Doug Ferguson
Associated Press

First tame the endless
headaches, followed b> the frus-

tration of feeling utterly exhaust-
ed but unable tu tall u.slcep

It thui wumi t sfsaaaji MMMM
that something was wrong with
Amy Peterson, for the lir>t time in

10 years she failed to nuke a US.
speeds kat ing tiavd team.

She was diagnosed with chronic
latigue syndrome last spring and
her career as one of flSSSrlrVl
premier short track -peedskaterv
came to a Lro--roads Nov. 10
when she went tu ^amp two
months awav and Peterson, a

medalist at the peal two Winter
Olympic*. »a> not skating I.

nough to even qualify Sonic davs

the didn't want to get out of bed
I veil on her good days she
couldn't always complete her
wvirkouts.

"She was in mv loom crying,

wondering whether she should
ouit ." Maxwell recalls "I tru

remind her of all the things she

had accomplished in the sport, all

the experience the voungcr
skaters didn't have."

What happened over the next

rWO months baffled them all.

Skating faster than ever. Peterson

went Irom the brink of retirement

to the top qualifier for the
women s I s short -track team

"I never thought that I'd be in

the position I'm in nght now." she

•aid. "Skating well again has
given me back who I am. what I

do-
How stunning was her turn-

around''

She was timed tn 1 minute. 42
seconds wer 1 ,000 meters during

prsctue two davs hi••

Christina- Maxwell had her ..ut

back on weights and prescribed a

heavy dose of rest.

New Scar's Day. she fin

ished the nine laps in 1:55. an
incredible seven-second difference

in a sport where first and second

place can be determined by mere
tenths of a second It also was Msj
seconds faster than her personal
hcsl

"I sat there and couldn t believe

it." Maxwell said "We did a four-

lap time trial about 20
utter, and she broke her

best again. At that point. I said.

"Holy Cow. Amy is going."

Was she ever.

In the 1 .000-meter pursuit time

tnai. in which only the top lb can
compete in the rest of the trials.

Peterson won by setting an
American record of I v-t 43 1 The
previous record was 1:35.7. set

four years ago by two time
Olympic gold medalist Cathy
Turner The rest of the trials w ere

a blur Her technique as sound as

ever, Peterson never missed a

stride during the four days of tri-

als. When thev were over, she had
qualified for the 500 meters and
1 .000 meters, and at this rate will

probably anchor the 3.000-meter
relay.

"She bounced back to where
she was prior lo the illness, maybe
even to another level." said Andy
Cabel. a training partner and the

top men's qualifier "It's been
remarkable. She showed she's a
true competitor and a true cham-
pion,"

At le. Peterson was part of the

U.S. Olympic team when short

track was a demonstration sport

in Calgary She won a silver

medal on the relay team in I MS
and a bronze in the 500 meters
and the relay at I illehammcr in

|sKM

About a year later the fatigue

rvgan
"1 was on a roller coaster all

she said "There were good
weeks when I could do some ol

the workouts, and weeks where u

didn't seem I could finish any
workout."

The headaches would last days,

sometimes even weeks, and the

latigue caused wild mood swings

and a lack ol concentration "I

didn't know what to do She
didn't know what to do." said

Gabcl. her coach when the chron-

is fatigue surlatcd "Her body was
iu»i kind of falling apart on her

"

Once she was diagnosed with

chronic fatigue syndrome.
Peterson spent almost as much
time reading up on it as she did

on the track. 'One of the biggest

things that has helped is I've
tried to control it instead ol it

controlling me." she said.

iusc it controlled me every

single day
*

Peterson still has days when her

energy level is down While the

rest of the short track team has

gone to Colorado Springs. Colo
ush preparations, she is »tav

ing behind in Sew York, fearful

the altitude may set her hack.

TedNMcaMy. phvsically. every-

thing. I'm skating faster. My limes

arc better." she said ""I nicdaled

four years ago in the Olvmpu«
and I think I'm skating a lot better

now *

Ihe 34 vear-old Turner, who
slipped often during the trials,

qualified only for the relay team
and will not have a chance to

equal Bonnie Blair's »tx career

medals in the Winter Game*.
Surprisingly, that opportunity
now falls to Peterson. Maxwell
said she is strongest in the 1 .000

meters, but is skating better in the

500 than when she won the
bron/e in I illehammcr

BRITISH WIIKICW I)KWI\ \CADKMY
S ith the luiUumt \chm1l4md I tmrrtth of (jJifontki al lm tagsfks

MIDSUMMER IN OXFORD
July 10- August 9. 1998

The Chance ofa Lifetime
Hasrd at Ballioi. one of Oxford's oldest roltrge*.

\lut\ummer tn (txfnrd offers a total immersion program
in classical acting, taught hy Britain's most illustrious

actors and directors. IW" participants included Fiona
Shaw. Ben kingsley. Man Kickman. Derek Jacohi.

Mark \v ing-IHivey. Diana Ouick. and Farlc < .ist< r

\ttrnd \1td\ummer in Oxford and benefit from classes

in Shakespeare. Comedy. Modern Drama. Voice,

Movement. Physical \cting l taught by members of

Theatre de (omplicitr l. and \udition Technique.
M.istcn I.ism s and one-to-one tutorials expand your
experience even more.

This fully accredited program, now in its fifteenth year.

includes courses for students of all levels -

undergraduate to professional.

Limited financial assistance is available.

\dmissinn hy audition only (video by arrangement).

For full details, contact: Jennifer Rockwood. BAD*.
900 »est End svc.. ils>. >ew York. HI 10025.

Phone/Fax: 1-212-^9-0120.

f

f
WELCOME BACK!

Get into the Swing of Spring Semester

With Smart Savings at Hampshire Mall!

GET YOUR STUDENT
DISCOUNT CARD TODAY!

STUDENT TUESDAY DISCOUNTCARD

* Mall

Shop and Save Every TUESDAY
at the HAMPSHIRE MALX! Route 9. Hadky, MA

A Student Rrwarcf Program,
mm VSM Oafr « Pssw^ssnssj Mt»*as— >W SnaSsssa «WrS> VaS *—as

NaaHManprterfwilM

fi

*

I
•fl

SAVE AT OVER 25 STORES EVERY TUESDAY
JUST FOR BEING A STUDENT!
Student Tuesday Discount Cards Available

At the Customer Service Booth.

Student IP. Required.

Some Restrictions May Apply

Route 9

Hadley

(413) SS6-S700
Routt 1

). Hadlev. MA
141.1)3*6-5700
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hockey
contmued from page 14

mark put the hagles up by a two gviil niaigiii and a

4-2 deficit laced I Mass going into the third period.

However, sophomore Nathan Sell quuUv *.ut the

psasj to 4-3 at the 0:4H mark of the third period on

an unassisted goal

The upset bid ended at the 901 iiunk. though.

and Chris Masters gave BC the 3 3 edge on a goal

assisted hy Malt Mulheru Masters scored hi*

goal ol the game at the I 7 29 mark, and the insui

ance tally completed the final ol b- 3. As already

staled, trie makeup dale for last Indav night's post-

|xmed game at the Mullins Center will be March 4

pari goalie Maikus Helancn made his lourth

start ol tlu- season, slopping 37 shots <<i< net to

Clcmtnensen's 29 sjics Mallen has been itnpii-ssed

with Helanen's slcadilv developing plj\ jlu

lauifl while he served his mandatoiv stint in the

Kinmsh annv

"He is really gaining some valuable experience in

net right now ' Mallen said. "He made some speciac

ular saves, but he also got caught out ol position on

two ol the goals. But. this experience tor him i>

huge, and he's making a lot ol improvement in what

is really a catchup *eai loi him
'

: orl l ^>ut

you h*viv£
j

• M£k
>rta Hbrvn to

il» Pl3
rWfel*!-: £^K

\c\ you
Brad Norton isn't worrying about his class schedule right now The defenseman has taken a job

with the Detroit viper*, of the IHL

US women's hockey faces rival Canada
By Morgoret Latord

Assoocaad Press

The IS » . tin ri '• u i li

team stood glumly on Canadian ice

10 months ago as its northern rival

was draped in gold medals and glory

— as usual

But thai V. ..nun s \\ orld
Chanipumship wa« the closest ever.

and eshibiiion games and a tourna-

ment since then have given the
Americans hope that the lust
nlvmpu gold medal for women's
ice hockev will g>. to them not

perennial champion Canada.
While women s

i te hockey i>

making its first appearance at the

Ulvmpics. the rivalrv between its

top tw,. lompeiitors goes back lo

1910 when teams fruin the United

States and Canada played a touma
ment in Cleveland.

More recently. Canada has dorm
nated iteoi the first sanctioned
Women's World Championship in

while the I

^n sevond and third

rhe Americans have narrowed the

gap sin^e losing the championship
last spnng in the teams' first

time game, winning several exhihi

lion matches and the Three Nations

Cup in December Mans games have

been decided by one goal.

'The USA and Canada are ,

even a* we ve lemon»tra

under lire thing* like that, are
ibrj going to be some ol the

key difl I don I think there

are going to be los> manv ph

dtffei

wjiJ Haylcy Wickenhciser and
goalie Manon Rheaume who
mask bisrot v as ihe lir«t a
to play in ltM NHI when she

the ice lor one period in a Tampa
Bay I ightning exhibition game
While the ceimpetition between

.ami should be

-in expect
sosne blowouts in the round I

which will include lapan. S«
and China Intentional t

j penaltv in women's hockey

though some sneaks in - and
the games can be fast, turious and

long been overshadowed hv its

mate counterpart even though
women have been plav ing iusi as

lung. A daughtei M Lord Stanley,

founder of the Stunley Cup, was
photographed plav mg ho,. I

1*90

TOTAL FITNESS
WITHOUT WAJT1XG IN UNE

.0B1C3 U9T

STUDENT SPECIAL
4MOTTH8

REISER • MAirra.CS • CTBEX
STAIRMASTERS • UriCTCLM

TREADMrLLS • V R BIKE
LlTtROWtR • GAUrtTlaTT

CRAVTT0N

ATHLETIC CLUB
«•• USSwAakwat
2564060

LIQUORS
7*W«4f %<%«

for
fjour Patronage

"«i

Mori - Sat

9am-11

549-,

Soll.tiD Univoriity Dn«t

SCOTTS

Vitlory I rk.l i

ght

gic Hat^^
oiling Rock
Ice House
Harpowi IPA

Sierra Nevada
h

Cider Jack

30 packs
6 packs

12 packs
^5o packs
12 packs
6 packs
6 packs

99
D€P$14

$59,
»kp

$6" DEP

(rTi^MP
$8" »DEP

$5" .om

$4" «-p

Check OUT our other Great in Store Specials

EXCLUDI

WINES.

r
CAPTAI
ABSO

DMFORT

INE

FOR $<

750 ml $ 1

1 Itr $1

Jroml $13
'50 ml $

750mlji4w

-

mmmmmm

VISA
i

j
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
FYSM ELECTIONS First Year

Students ot Hillel elections

for three positions Meeting.

Outreach. Program
Coordinators Feb 2. Hillel

House. 7 30pm 549-1710

APARTMENT FOR RENT

3rd Floor 2 bedroom apart-

ment available Feb 1

Hot Water + Cooking

Gas included $815/month

Please contact Andrew
Newcomb W9-0600

AUTO FOR SALE

•• Chevy Cavalier Good
running car Very reliable

Has new brakes, tires radia-

tor Replaced engine and
rebuilt alternator about 2

years ago Selling for Si 200

($300 below NA0AI Call

546-3842

91 VW Golf GT Standard.

C Excellent condition

$5500 549-0892

•7 Chevy S 10 Pickup
Many new parts $1400 Call

253-5435

Wanted: Junk Cart Cash
paid everyday 1-800 649-

4796

COMPUTERS
2 SCSI

hard drives. 32 MB RAM. 4

MB VRAM 17 inch 1705
Apple Monitor Si 500m a, a sit. aw

EMPLOYMENT
Drivers and Kitchen Help
Waated '.

, , II DP
Dough, Downtown Amherst

EMPLOYMENT
NEW STUDENTS PRO
GRAM seeks extroverts from

98-00 Class with 2 5+ GPA
May 27 to July 18 Salary,

room, meals, health cover

age Apply 307 Admissions

Center Deadline Feb 6

Delivery Drivers Needed
Apply at Bell's Pizza 65

University Or

CRUISE SHIP & LAND
TOUR JOBS Discover how
to work m exotic locations,

meet fun people, while earn-

ing a living m these exciting

industries 1 For more informa-

tion 517-324-3092 Ext

C5O012

EXCEPTIONAL SUMMER
OPPORTUNITY— Camp

NE PA (3hfs/NYCF—

Sports oriented

Counselor/Specialists for all

Land/Water Sports including

Tennis. Camping.

Climbing/Ropes. Mountain
Biking Rocketry Roller

Hockey. Saihng/Waterskiing,

A & C. Drama, Radio. Video

Campus Interviews Tuesday.

March 3rd Please call 1 888-

737-9296 or 516 883 3067

leave your name, phone
number and mailing address

Counselors far ce-ed
Northeast PA, overnight

Jewish camp- 3 hours from

NYC- general, sports, drama

H20&ans 1-800-973-3866

FOR RENT

Fridge Rentals Free deliv-

ery 253-9742

FOR RENT
SUMMER RENTALS

CAPE COD GROUP
Summer Rentals- Some
waterfront houses, some
with swimming pools
Falmouth area Diamond
Real Estate (508)477 1900

OHIkH ANNOUNCEMENTS

Start Your Own Fraternity'

Zeta Beta Tau is looking for

men to start a new chapter If

you are interested in acade-

mic success, a chance to net

work and an opportunity to

make friends m a non-pledg-

ing brotherhood, e-mail

joeOibtnational org or call

Joe Alfidi at (31 7)334- 1898

LOST & FOUND

Ring found near Mullins
Sterling Silver 548 8986

MISCELLANEOUS

EARN
$750 S1500/WEEK

Raise all the money your stu

dent group needs by sponsor-

ing a VISA Fundraiser on your

campus No investment &
very little time needed
There s no obligation, so why
not call for information today

Call 1-800-323-8454x95

STUDENT REPS- Enjoy

meeting new people? Have a

couple of days free from

classes during the week?
Positions available for stu

dents willing to work hard

promoting credit cards on
campus Great job opportuni-

ty $6/hr Must be flexible

(8001592-2121 x 147

MUSICIANS
Epiphone
Electric Guitar Excellent

Accousticipipl

Elect

condition Great sound and
great pickup with HARD
CASE $400 Call Dru 549-

7540

ROOM FOR RENT

ATTENTION JEWISH STU
DENTS

Spaces available in living

Community of Hillel House
Call Jason for details 549-

1710

For Reat Very close

to campus Females Only

$1200/semester Call 549-

7146or(508)655-5922

ROOMMATE WANTEO

Looking for roommate to

share three bedroom apart-

ment Call 549-5596

in two
bedroom apartment in

Brandywme Live with three

others Rent $200 Call 549-

5079

One bedroom ia two bed-

room apartment Sugarloaf

Estates On PVTA Utilities

included $300 $345
Available NOW 665-3295

CAR & STEREO EQUIP

Kenwood Detach Fa

year old. paid $350 1 amp
100x2 paid $150 1 amp
100x4. paid $100 1 pair

Pioneer 6x9 speakers. lOOw.

paid $110 Whole system
sounds great, needs nothing

Selling as package deal for

$300 Call 546-3852

CAR & SltRfcO fcOUIP

Tascam Multitrack

Recorder 4 track mixin

board and recorder Only

months old Received a 24

track as a gift over break

Will include 1 mic. never

been used. 4 professional

recording tapes Paid $550.

will sell tor $330 Call 546-

3M

TRAVEL

Spring Break 98 Get

Going'"

Cancun. Jamaica. Bahamas,

& Florida Group Discounts &
Free Drink Parties' Sell 5 &
go free 1 Book Now'"
Visa/MC/Disc/Amex 1 -800

234-7007 http //www end-

lesssummertours com

SPRING BREAK 91

Free food and drinks'

Cancun. Bahamas. Jamaica

and Florida from $399
Organize a small group and

travel FREE' Highest commis

sions and lowest prices Call

Surf & Sun Tours to become

a campus representative

(8001574-7577

Spring Break Cruise
••

.
" -

Play in the sand

Dance in the moonlight

And. oh yeah, PARTY"'
Don't be left at the dock

Book your cabm now
The price is right

Call 1 -888-411 7447

TRAVEL

Miami only $79 W
Mexico'Canbbean or San
Juan $200 R T Europe $1 79

0W Other worldwide desti-

nations cheap ONLY TEH
R0RISTS GET YOU THERE
CHEAPER' Air Tech (212)219-

7000 (800)575 TECH
www airtech com

Best Hotels, Lowest
Prices All Sprirw Break loca

tions Florida. Cancun. etc

From $89 Register your

group or be our Campus Rep
Inter campus Programs
(800)3276013
www icpt com

Have you waited this long

to make Spring Break plans*

It's not too late' Choose
Sunsplash Tours- Call

Michelle 256 8217

Immediate

Openings

; lours. 10 AM to 2

PM & 4 PM to 9 PM
lyi & Sund.i

• Fun Annotate*
• fsip Expenajfx e R£Quf9d

• On But Line

• Oejabtr Schedule

• Only MmuUK from Cvnpui

02 1

5

Coming
Soon

The
Valentine's

Day
Special

Issue

Get your free gift

Have ye« waited this long

to make Spring Break plans*

It's not too late' Choose
Sunsplash Tours- Call

Michelle 256-6217

SELL YOUR
BOOKS
HERE I

SELL YOUR USED BOOKS IN THE
CLASSIFIEDS.

ITS EASY AND CHEAP!

STUDENTS 20c / WORD
NON-STUDENTS 40c / WORD

Personals Policy
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Rates
Students

20c per wordA:

All others

4()C per word/day

NEW Standard Headings

$2.00
m in ./day

NO REFUNDS
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'in Calendar
THURSDAY. JAN 29"

liilk- The music program
ol Hampshire College is

hottioi a talk b\ clhnomu-
sicologisi Mark Slohin enti-

tled The Spirit of Yiddish
folklore, at 4:15 p.m. in
the auditorium of the
National Yiddish B
Center on the Hampshire

College campus. Pol more
information, please contact
Linda \K Daniel at
582-5>o2.

FRIDAY. JAN 30

Reading- Richard Dyer,
profctlOf ol film at
Warwick University, United

Kingdom, will read from his

new hook H hitc at 12:30
p.m. in Campus C enter 162.
There will be a hook sign
ine alter the talk

flections- I irst Year
S'udents ol Hillel (FYSH)
election will he held for
three positions Meeting.
Outreach, and Program
Coordinators, at Hillel

House, at 7:30 p.m. For
more information, call
544-1710.

I \ In hi i The Augusta
Savage Gallery at the
University of Massachusetts
will host an exhibit of por-
traits bv former UMsss pro-
lessor lack Coughlin enti-
tled "A Brush With the
Blues" The opening recep-

tion will be held from 5-7
p.m.

WEDNESDAY. FEB. 4

FYh mtr pubac tervtca jonnurw ainants pajnatd

daily To uibmit an hi pa>j\a w^d a p^a%^
ffia.nr ;,/iTjifn^j .ii papanaaS MaVn »'

rKkmrnq tfw mnw and pnona number at tna

con1A<l person to lha Colifgton, < o the
Mjfvaoaxj (daor by noon the pnnaoui day

up I h e I Mass
Guild ' J • 1 1 - 1 meet

MeetiR]
Thealre
ing wilt be held at 7 p.m. in

the Campus Center 162. All

are welcome and audition

inlormalion lor /esu\ ( hnst
Supcr\tar will he provided,
lor more information, con-
tact lindsev Bovaird at
256-4 I)*
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IB

HSCN
Bulletin Board

CBS/3 Hartford

CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

HSCN Movie Ch.

UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

NBC/30
New Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Horfforo'

WOCH & HSCN

International

UMass Academic TV

17

IB

31

HSCN Programming

TV-19

ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

CNN

CNN SI

Headline News

UCTV

TBS

BET

TV Land

Univision

Comedy Central

Cartoon

Much Music

THURSDAY EVEN NG C- Campus JA^ UARY29, 1998
C 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30

ThtiOtdHi*WEDH O tz WUborwX Butinett Rpt. Newthour With Jim Lehrer I National Parkt of the Watt Myttery! Cadlaer The Rose R Keeping Up Wart lor God

WFSB o 3

3
N#W8 K CBS New* Ineide Edition Reel TV X Promited Land "Purple Heart' DiagnoM Murder (In Sie'reo) 41 Hourt (In Stereo) X Newt x Late Show X

WBZ
WCVB

o NRM CBS Newt Extra I Enl Tonijhl Promised Land "Purple Heart" Diagnotit Murder [In Slereo) 41 Noun (In Slereo) X Newt Lata Show I

o ^ NtWS m. ABC Newt Intide Edition Chronicle X Prey Pursuit (In Stereo) I 'Circle ot Deceit" (1998, Drama). anme Turner. Esai Morales. X NewtX Ntojntane X
WLVI o Full House 1 BoyWorld Freth Prince Freth Prince **'> Tighrrape"(i9B4. Suspente)( News Star Trek: Next Ganar.

WHOH o Newt NBC Newt Wheel-Forlune JeopardylX Friendtl |Jutt Shoot Me Seinfeld X [Veronica' t CI ER Carters Choice" (In Stereo) Nawt |Tonight Show

WTXX i CheaftC Mad Abo. You Judge Judy X Judge Judy X Honey, I Shrunk the Kid* X Fame LA. "Duet" (In Stereo) X Newt [Grace Under Vibe

WVIT to N»ws NBC Newt Ent Tonight Hard Copy X FriendeX Jutt Shoot Me Seinfeld X | Veronica's CI. ER "Carter's Choice'' (In Stereo) Nawt Tonight Show

WTIC o It Home Imp. SimpaonaX Seinfeld X FraaierX Between Bros Aak Harriet X New York Undercover X Newt SimpaonaX Deep Space 9

WWLP
WQBY

o 22 Newt J NBC Newt Whaat-Fortune Jeoperdy! 'R Friends 1 Jutt Shoot Me Seinfeld X [Veronica't O. ER "Carter's Choice" (In Stereo) NewtX Tonight Show

a» « Cratturet Butinett Rpt. Newthour With Jim Lehrer X This Old Hat On. -Call Myttery! Cadtael
' "The Rose Rent" (In Stereo) |Murd*r-Horr1d Charlie Roaa (In St

WGGB © *> Mml ABC Newt S*wnlf>ld X FraaierX Pray "Pursuit" [In Stereo) I "Circle ot Dacar (1998. Drama) Janme Turner Fsr V'orateJ X News I NightHne ft

WSBK
WTBS

CD Mad Abo You Mad Abo. You Seinleld X FraaierX »'> "Dett Force 3 The Ktkng Game'' (! 991 )bnc Doughs. Naws JCheert I M'A'S'H X Real TV X
V Family Maltert Family Maltert Andy Griffith Andy Griffith thunder X '"; "Cyt)org"(i989, Science Fiction) Jean-Claude Van Damme.

A&E CD Northern Expoture X Law 4 Order Indrtfererci Biography "The du Ponts" (R) New Explorers (R) Unaiptalned 'Extraterrestrials' Law a Order "Virus" X
CNN )<D 21

30
'
WorldView T. Moneytina X Crossfire X Work) Today X Larry King Live X World Uxlay I Sport* lllut iMoneytlne X

COM
DISC

ESPN

CD

CD

Premium |ltoke-Laugh Daily Show :
R, Stein't Money ** "Class" (1983. Drama) Rob Lowe, Jacqueline Biss Premium [Make-Laugh Daily Show |Stain'* Monty

Wingt Strange Planes" (R) Gimme Shelter Wild Discovery: Snow Leopard |Strange-True Movie Magic Wingt 'Instant Thunder" (R) Justice File* (R)

Up Close Sporttcenter College Basketball Massachusetts at Rhode island. (Live) College Basketball Louisville at Cincinnati. (Live) ISportacanter

LIFE <£> Supermarket Debt kitimata Portrait Uneoived Mytteriet (In Stereo)
|
"A Mower's Mind ' [1996, Drama) Lindsay Wagner Almoet Perfect [Golden Girt*

MTV CD MTV Live 'In Stereo) My So-Celled Life Betrayal" Music Video* Rock N Jock Superbowl Rock N Jock Superbowl It (R) (In Stereo) Loveline iln Stereo)

NICK €B Figure It Out [Tiny Toon DougX |RugrataX Secret ol Alex Happy Dayt Wonder Years Wonder Yean 1 Lovt Lucy X |M.T. Moore Tan I [Nawhart X
SCIFI €D Quantum Leap (In Stereo) X Seeouett DSv Splashdown x Sighting* (In Stereo) X Forever Knight "Black Buddha" Robocop: The Serial "Nanno" Saaqueat DSV 'Splashdown X
TLC fit 21 Renovation | Renovation Home Again
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Di lber t By Scott Adams
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Vegan Cheese By Eli&e Crtechile
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DrabbleBy Kevin Fogan
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Proboscus , Etc . By B. Crellin
Robotman By Jim Meddick

Non Sequitox By Wiley
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Horoscope;
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|«n I mi

"t uu ma\ be waiting for a sign

today before ^i\mg someone an

important piece of information

Make >our intentions clear: don't

hide them.

AQUARIUS (Ian. 20-Fcb 18) -

You may have to work harder than

i \rxvted today to 111 the pieces of a

puzzle together and solve a formida-

ble professional problem

PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20)

The one thinf: you must remember at

this time is that the success of cur-

rent pniests depends upon produc

ttve interaction with otfn

ARIES (March 21-April 14)

What sou tr\ to do entireh on your

own i' n't likely to pay off as hand-

somely as expected. You are going to

have to relv on otheis

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) -
To a certain extent. t/OU will have to

be on your own throughout the day.

You may feel as though the burden

you carry right now is getting heav-

ier.

GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20) -
Qualitative concerns should take

precedence today oser those that are

merely quantitathc 'lour definition

of value mas have to change sh^htls

CANCER (|une 2l-|ul> 22)

Others will be interested in hearing

your reasons for behaving in certain

ways today. Say loo much, hem ever,

and the game i» lost'

LEO duly 23-Aug. 22) - The
best way to approach a dillisult

endeavor is to hook up with some-

one who shares your peculiar inter

esls and the desire tor self-improve

Mat

VIRGO (Aug. 23-S«pi. 22)

You have a great deal to accomplish

before you can say that a project is

completed today Vou have been

neglecting one particular detail

LIBRA (Sept. 21-Oct. 22) -
Your well-known resistance to

fatigue may not be today what it was

in the recent past You are going to

have to take time out for some rest.

SCORPIO (Oct. 2VNov. 21) -

You mutt be sure to do all the

research and preparation you can

today before tackling a new phase of

a lon»vterm protect Do not try M
wing it'

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — You may be trying to be a lit-

tle to forceful with those whose com-

mitment level is less than your own.

Be more amiable, understanding.

Close to Home By John McPherson

=; c>l~ t he I>ay

tj t Everybody needs a bosom for

a pillow;"

-Cornerships

"Brimful of Asha"

IW

:rest PET
K"^l '" #vJ', »M - .^ii KlaaVl 1 ' " n

'i

1 GO /AHEAD. 1 '\. J
TAP ON THfc \ yfco^ M

>*tTj

Today's D.C. Menu
Call S4S-2626 for avore inf orsvat ion

Franklin

LUNCH
Texas Chili

Meatball Grinder

Quiche Lorraine

DINNER
Greek Style Lemon Chicken

Veal Parmesan

Breek Rice Pilar

Worcester

ACROSS
1 Brazilian dance
6 Way of walking
10 Indonesian

island

1

4

Bay window
15 Bronte's

governess
16 Work on text

17 African

language
18 Promattender
19 Mean
20 Puts out vapor
22 Place lor a

nosher
24 Act like a shrew
26 Repeated

sounds
27 Certain artillery

(ire

31 Writer Fleming

32 Marry in haslc

33 Director

Ridley —
36 Mrs Canlor
39 Paper amount
40 Literary work
41 Lumberjack s

commodity
42 Topa* or ruby

43 Absorbs
44 Actress Hunt

45 Zip

46 Door part

48 Elizabeth's

husband

51 Drain

52 Kitchen utensil

54 Spiral -homed
antelopes

59 Melody
60 Give the cold

snou'der

62 Be of use
63 Questions
64 Novelist Ferber

65 Boldness
66 Rob»Vs home
67 Cummerbund
68 Tree nymph

DOWN

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

LUNCH
Turkey Burger

Chili Con Came
Sesame Noodles & Pea Pods

DINNER
Duchess Meat Pie

Creek Style Lemon Chicken

Hot fit Spicy Vegetable Pasta

Pastabilities

Hot & Spicy Vegetable Pasta

Hampshire

ilAlr IAIMIPHI IDIQII

DBHQll DHHtil EKSGrjrj

muni! BnHHDCiiiQ
UMM 1100

nama hhe0 HO0.1
mas aamo hb@qo0

mm
Boohoos

? Smell -

3 Ore source

4 Alpha.—,
gamma

5 Some
graduates

6 Obtain
7 Votes in favor

8 "Goodnight" gtrl

9 Determination

10 Summon
11 Sundned brick

1 2 Italian coins

1

3

Roman road

21 Droop
23 Gab
25 Artist's plaster

27 Golf great

Patty —
28 Not aweather

sonoa nwun 011210
HUB

MOUTH* IHOHW OLillilOIl

HBOID SSOH 0HHWO
12 29 97 © 1997. United Faalure Syndicale

29 Wander
30 45 or 78
34 Milwaukee time

35 Kilns for hops
36 Charged

particles

37 Extmd bird

38 First man
40 Ovals
41 Get the gold

medal
43 Livers output
44 Arctic region

45 Most congenial

47 "Norma —"

48 Hesitate

49 Handsome
guys

i Te50 teddy bear

look-aliKe

52 Baseballer

Musial
53 Sisters

55 Affirm

56 — a: not any
57 Prima donna
58 Winter vehicle

61 Scrooge's word

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Charbroiled Chicken Sandwich

Turkey Bacon Swiss Folded Pita

DINNER
Creek Style Lemon Chicken

Veal Parmesan

Berkshire
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Ruben Sandwich on Rye

Sesame Noodles & Pea Pods

DINNER
Boneless Pesto Chicken

Veal Parmesan

Garden Chili

Pastabilities
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Mack leads the pack as UMass heads to Rhody
By Luke

OJUyon Staff

Sophomore guard Monty Mack's

plans coming inio the 1997- 1 'W
were similar to those of any first-> ear

player After lilting out his freshman

year because of NCAA academic

requirement*. Mack ju»t wanted to

play his role, do what UMass coach

1 1 Hint wanted him to do and

play hit game
Like any first-year player

But Mack proved early on that he*

not like most first-year player*.

Nineteen games into his college

career he's already UMass leading

i at 14.1 ppg . and one of the

main reasons Massachusctt- 114-5,

v 10) ha* run off eight straight

heading into tonight's pivotal

A -10 Eaat matchup with #21 Rhode

Island at the Provide

Center

U ith three All Atlantic- 10 Rookie

First year Mack is top scorer;

as UMass battles in A-JO East
of the Week honors under his belt, tuiiior center Lari Ketner and senior

Mack is on track to become onlv the lorv. ard In rone Weeks, but his young
of the Week honors under his belt

Mack is on track to becoa

second Massachusetts player

Catnbv. i ^-m i to via the A IO'i

Rookie of the Near. His ability to

score, despite his inexperience and

hi* overall play have exceeded the

expectations even Mack had for his

first season
"1 think I'm playing better than I

thought I would, but im expectations

of my play are high." Mack .aid "So

I'm alwav- trving to better mv^clt

and just go out there and play hard*
Flint came mto the season knowing

that much ol the Minutemen't sue-

uld hinge on the play aj his

backcoun He knew he could

on solid play in the post from

lunioi centei Ian Ketnet and senior

ve Weeks, but his young

have to grow up in a

hurry if UMass was to be a pL
the A- 10 race.

Mack was given the starting job at

shooting guard, without having tu

4bout being pulled from the

starting lineup after a bad game
Mack said it was the coaching staff

and the team s belief in his abilities

that has helped him stay focused

throughout his rookie season The
confidence is there, thus the produc-

tion.

'The game* where 1 didn't play

well, or didn't shoot well, the coach

es always told not to worry about it."

Mack said. "They told me just to fo

MlA HiOOtAl) COUSOMN

Tyrone Weeks is one of URI coach |im Hamck's concerns for tonight's game at the Providence Civic Center

out there and play my game, and if

the offense isn't there then play bet

ter defense and just help the team get

a victory.*

When Mack ha* been on, he's

been spectacular. In the eonleicnce

opener at St loseph's on Ian V
Mack scored 18 points in the first

half, sending an always IMM0W
Hawk Hill into silence. Against

Boston College on Dec. 14. Mack lit

up the Eagles for 20 points, leading

UMass past BC for the third straight

sear He hit five three'* against

George Washington on (an 10, and

scored 1 9 points against Kansas. And
though the focus of the attack this

season has been inside. Mack's often

superb play has helped to open up
the olfense during the current

eight -game win streak.

But Massachusetts will face it*

toughest challenge since the streak

began tonight against Rhode Island,

with first place in the A-10 East st

stake Mack says the intensity has

picked up during conference play,

because the team feels they need to

make a statement.

"I think we have a point to prose

because a lot of teams were doubting

us in the conference." Mack said. "I

think we want to show the A- 10 that

we're back and we're ready to play
"

Although they're 6-0 in confer-

ence VMau knows it'll be a tough

fight to win back the A- 10. Getting

back a title they believe is theirs has

been on the mind* of the coaching

tuff and the players, and they know
Rhode Island is among those teams

they need to beat to get it.

"It s on a lot of our minds. m
the coaches but the players, who
keep telling us we need to get our

title beck W e |u*t need to work hard

to do it." Mack said.

But with Mack playing above
expectation and Charlton Clarke giv-

ing his usual solid performance.
Massachusetts can now bank on
their backcourt heading into the

home stretch and a possible V \\

tournament birth, one that seems a

lot more plausible than it did a

month ago.

"I'm just going out there to plav It

really doesn't matter if I get it our

not I'm just trying to have a good

season, and help me take my team a*

far a* I can
"

"inuicman "soess...

Tonight '« game will be broadcast

nationally on ESPN... This has been

a big week for Tyrone Weeks In

addition to being named A-10 Player

of the Week for the first time. Weeks

and Massachusetts women's basket-

ball player Sabriya Mitchell were fea-

tured in yesterday's ISA Today in a

story focusing on the NCAA's Prop

68 ruling Both Weeks and Mitchell

earned a fourth year of eligibility

after losing it their freshman year

because of academic requirement-

Massachusetts returns home on

Sunday at 200 pm. for a date vsith

Dayton < 1 5-6. 5-2 A-I0I. fresh off a

95-B2 upset win over Xavier. and the

annual grudge match with hated

Temple next Tuesday at 9: 50 p m.

Monty Mack has been a significant contributor -

offensively — in UMass' rise to the top of the A-10

ssfiinn w- "i .*>.

both defensively and

Minutemen look to push

further ahead in league
wf Cony neeer Goodman
CossQMn SsaK

The Massachusetts basketball

team's dominance over its Atlantic 1

opposition this season can be seen in

the fine print

While outscoring its conference
challengers by an average of more
than IS potass, per contest and outre

bounding them bv more than live.

UMas- ha- taken

six games in six tries and now -it-

alone atop the A 10 I *aj Division, a

spot many thought would be oecu

pied by the Rhode Island Rams.

But coach Bruiser Hint know* hi»

team's greatest challenge will come
tonight when the Minutemen tr.isel

to the Providence Civic Center to

take on the No 21 Rams, who vsill

no doubt be hoping to dethrone their

nval on national television. Tip-off is

><t for 7 50 pm
"They're going to come out fight

inf." Flint said "We just have to be
• many teams win on the

road in this conference. Team* are

beating teams We just hope we can

sneak a few games tn.it
'

Rhode Island (13-4 1-11 il

Massachusetts tilth ranked opponent

this sear, with the Minutemen drop-

ping the previous lour But I Mas*
had impressive showings in three of

the four games and now while in the

midst of an eight- game winning
streak and on the brink of cracking

the fop 2S poll for the first time this

season. Flint thinks tonight's game

BASKETBALL . ICJt -

UM's Brad Norton

leaves team for IHL
By Jormo Kansonen
Coll*g.on Staff

In a coach's decision before last

Saturday night's game against

9 Boston College at Conte Forum.
senior defenseman and co-captain

Brad Norton was not in the lineup

for the Massachusetts hockey
team (5-16-2. 0-11-1 in Hockey
East).

After 80 consecutive starts on
the UMass back line, good enough
for the school record, that deci-

sion to not suit him up for action

was apparently the last straw for

Norton. I.ast Monday afternoon.

Norton packed his bags for the

Detroit Vipers of the

International Hockey League, and
is due to sign a standard player

agreement with the team this

week.

Speculation has centered on
Norton's possible jump to the pro

ranks ever since the end of last

season, as his propensity for

tough, physical play is more ori-

ented towards the IHL or the

SHI than college hockey. Norton

now joins former teammates such

as Rob Bonneau (who plays for

the Portland Pirates of the

American Hockey League),
Warren Norris (the AHL's St.

John's Maple Leafs), and Dennis

Wright (the AHL's Worcester Ice

Cats) in the professional ranks.

For UMass coach |oe Mallen,

this was a case that if the move
was going to happen, this was the

right time for both Norton and

the team to make that move
"We certainly wish him the

best." Mallen said "But we've

noticed this season that Brad has

not been eompletel\ focused on

his game, and at times, it looked

that he was being easily distract-

ed. At this point of the season,

this is the best move for both

Brad and the team."

After this weekend's 6-5 loss

to the Eagles. Norton still held

the team lead in both points and
assists, with two goals and 15

assists i IS points) The 47 career

assists for the Acton native ranks

him in tenth place on the career

list behind Dan Reidy (SI

assists).

With an assist in the BC game,
fellow senior co-captain Tim
Loveil now holds second place in

ream scoring with five goals and
nine assi-ic i |4 points)

Junior defenseman Brendan
Shaw took Norton's place in the

lineup last weekend, and will

most likely pair up with freshman
Kevin Tucker this weekend as the

Minutemen face off against
Providence College at the Mullins

Center on Friday night (7 p.m.).

and Merrimack College at the

Volpe Complex on Saturday night

(7 p.m.)

Mallen also stated that this

move for Norton will give players

like Shaw a chance to crack the

regular lineup, and will place the

added responsibility of leadership

on his other more experienced

defenseman.

Minutemen hockey drops one to BC, 6-3
By Jormo Konsonan
CoUegion Staff

Mter last Friday night's game at the William D.

Mullins Center against No ! Boston College
i I S f> V s» t 2 in Hockey East) was postponed

until March 4 because of bad weather, the

ichusctts hockey team (5-16-2. 0-1 1-1 in

III i travelled to Conte Forum Saturday night for

the second half of ihe home-and -home series.

In the end. a closer-than it looked 6-5 loss to a

nationally ranked team was a tough one to swal-

low, hut other issues going into the game were

tough to swallow as well.

Distraction* filled the air for UMass on both

side- of the ice. as Minuteman senior defenseman

and co-captain Brad Norton was out of *h» lineup

for the first time in 80 games and Fugles goaltender

Clemmensen was on the verge of setting a

new regular season NCAA mark for consecutive

minutes without allowing a goal.

In the end. Clemmensen set the new record at

254:59 when senior Chris Fawcett scored on the

Iteshman goalie at the 12:49 mark of the first peri-

od. But on the UMass side of things, the coach's

decision to not dress Norton prompted the former

Cushing Academy star to make the jump to the

professional ranks with the Detroit Vipers of the

International Hockey League.

Two losses in one game was hard for UMass
coach |oe Mallen. but in his mind, the team kept

up with the highly touted BC team for a majority of

the contest. The continuing inability to take care of

their scoring chances hurt the Minutemen, and that

will have to he cured for their matchup against

I'tovidencc College tomorrow night at the Mullins

i (7 p.m.).

"In the first period, we had some great chances

to prevent Clemmensen from setting the record,

but he made some great Mm," Mallen said. "But

truthfully, I told the team that setting that new
record was their business, and it had nothing to do
with us.

Out baajaat problem this year has been our lack

of capitalizing on our scoring opportunities, and
that hurt us once again."

After Fawcett s goal to put the Minutemen up
I -O on the eagles. BC reeled off three consecutive

goals. Tony Hutchins tied up the game at the 19:14

mark of the first period with a power plav goal

and Marty Reasoner and Kevin Caulfield made t he-

game 5-1 with scores at the 2:57 and 10: 58 marks

of the second period, respectivelv

UMass continued their quality play on the

man-up situation as of late with senior Mike

Gaffney's goal at the 15:55 mark of the second

frame, which was the first power play tally against

K in 20 tries

But once again, a late goal hurt the Minutemen.

lamie O I earv s -horthanded goal at the 17:59

Turn to HOCKEY page 1
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Mr. President?

|ohn Travolta plays

the President in the

soon-to-be-
released movie
Primary Colon.
Check out our pre-

view ot upcoming
flicks (see Arts (t

Living, page S)

Friday, January 30, 1998

Leader of

the Pack!

Neil Concepcion
leads the men's
indoor track team
to victory over
Holy Cross and
New Hampshire
(see Sports, page
12)

WORLD

Duma speaker calls for

coalition government

MOSCOW (AP) - The communist

speaker ot the Russian Parliament

catted yesterday tor the creation ot a

coalition government — a proposal

immediately rejected by President

Boris Yeltsin

Spsatar Germady Seteznyov satd m
his five-page proposal to rettsm that

Russia v current Cabinet does not raflact

the pubfce's range of poetical views

He suggested forming a new one

based on the relative strength ot

poetical parties in Parliament Such a

Cabinet would be dominated by
communists and other hard liners

who control the powerful State

Duma, parliament's lower house

The hard-liners oppose many ot

Vetsin's economic reforms, and then

parliamentary battles have repeatedly

stalled important legislation.

Parliament has also passed laws con-

tradicting Yeltsin's pobcies

Sete,rnyov and communist leader

Cennady Zyuganov long have

argued tor the formation of a 'gov-

ernment of national trust" that would

include opposition representatives

The Kremlin gave no indication

that it was wtUmg even to consider

the idea Yeltsin reiected it alter *

regular Kremlin meeting with

Selemyov, the speaker ot

Parliament s upper house, Yegor

Stroyev. and Prime Minister Viktor

Chernomyrdin

NATION

Microsoft says that

Justice case flawed

WASHINGTON (AP) — Microsoft

Corp urged a federal appeals court

yesterday to overturn a lower court's

ruling that it separate its Internet

Explorer software from its Windows

9S. saying the lustice Department's

case is fundamentally fiawed

In the latest move in the complex

legal battle. Microsoft is arguing the

lustice Department's lawsuit last

October was based on a misreading

of a 1 995 court agreement aimed at

preventing the company from

engaging in anticompetitive busi-

ness practices Microsoft argued the

1995 agreement "explicitly pre-

serves Microsoft's freedom to devel-

op integrated products" such as

blending Internet Explorer into

Windows 95.

"The pnnciple at stake in this case

is whether Microsoft — and every

other software company — has the

nght to continually improve its prod-

ucts and add new innovations for

consumers," Robert Herbold,

Microsoft's chief operating officer,

said in a statement The assertion

came in a 51 page brief Microsoft

filed with the U.S. Circuit Court of

Appeals for the District of Columbia

The company is asking the panel to

overturn a Dec. 11 preliminary

injunction by U.S. District Court

fudge Thomas Penfield |ackson that

ordered separation of Internet

Explorer from Windows 95.

EXTENDED FORECAST

Today Saturday Sunday

H»GH: 38 HIGH: 35 r*GH: 40

LOW: 24 LOW: 20 LOW: 24

UM student reports

assault to police dept;

investigation pending
By Leigh Faulkner

Cottsaion Sfoff

K)*M» XANSANIN ! COLLEGIAN

INSIDE

Classifieds ..page 10

Crossword .page 11

...Daae 4

..Daae 12

ON THE INTERNET

A female student from the

1 tmcrsitv of Massachusetts reported

she was accosted and assaulted in the

area of University Drift and fearing

Street early Thuisday morning,

according to a public safety alert

issued bv campus police

ITic victim, who has not been iden

tilled, reported at approximately I 2U

a.m. she was accosted hv three men
in a vehicle on I inversus Drive.

The female said one ol the men
Irom the vehicle gTahbed her

"The victim was able to run trom

the area and subsequently reported

the incident." the public sjk-tv alert

stated

Although unharmed, UMaM Chic!

of Police lohn I uippold said "clearly

she was shaken up."

According to the description the

victim was able to give. Campus
police are searching for "a small gray

sports car. possibly an older model

,ta t elica or Honda Accord
"

In addition, she gave a brief

description of the three males in the

vehicle

The driver of the vehicle is a

white male, large in stature, with

lacial hair He was wearing a maroon

hat. and a gray flannel shirt. Two
other occupants of the vehicle have

also been described as white males,

large in structure " the statement

said.

The Community Disorder* Unit

iCW i ll investigating the incident

\nvone who mav have been in the

area at the time ol the crime early

I hursday morning or has information

regarding a description of the vehicle

or one of the three males should con-

tact the C1H at 545-084 v

•rding to l.uippold, campus

e departments in the hive

College area and the town of

Amherst police department have

been notified of the incident.

Campus police want students to

aution while walking on

campus alone late at night.

"Students should take precaution

and walk in groups and utilize the

escort service." I uippold said.

Plowing Through
Dennis O'Neal of the athletic department plows the snow off Carber Field yesterday afternoon

Renovated pool hall reopens inSU;

Rubeck prepares for championships
By JOSOO fclSeJfTeOfl

CoBecyon Slorf

I mon Billiards, the newlv renovai

ed pool hall, located across from the

Hatch in the Ualvcrsil

Massachusetts Student I nion, i* now

open and ready for the return ol stu

I nion Billiards, which used to be

called Old Came Room, is under the

supervision of ssaaJatM inanagsi

Striate Rubeck. a pool hall

Rubeck is taking UMass students to

•he national championships.

Rubeck. a graduate student in

\ncieni and Medieval Politics, said

he left the Old Game Room, because

he wasn't happy there, but has

returned to manage Union Billiards

• t unkept."

Kubc s and

unhappy pU
Kubacfci*

place to be.

tiAN MCt*«Morr \ coufCUN

Tim Perry a sophomore sociology and criminal justice major, plays a

game of pool in the newly renovated Union Billiards, located in the

Student Union.

UMass & town of Amherst

collaboration to benefit

relations within community

The place is clean The tables are

conducive to success Rubeck said.

He said the billiards tables are

50-year-old Gold Crown. Brunswick

tables

Rubeck himself has been playing

billiards for most ot his life.

"About 47 years," he said, "fver

since I was about 7 or 8 years old
"

When it comes to billiards Rubevk

becomes philosophical

"I consider pocket billiards a

metaphor for life." he said "
1 he

metaphor ts that we go to high school

to get into the position to g*

good college This is a game of posi-

tion and angles
"

Rubeck used to teach a class on

pocket billiards, but it was dropped

from the physical education program

Rubeck said if you teach the game as

a metaphor for life, then it should he

a part of the phvsical education pro-

gram.

"I've actually stopped playing the

game, now I just shoot around a little

hit " he said.

Rubeck finished fourth in the

Association of College Unions
International(ACUI) Billiards

Nationals in 1995. and this year he

is bringing six students to the ACUI
competitions in billiards and table

tennis in New Hampshire on feb.

21

According to Rubeck. lane Chui.

who plays table tennis at I nion

Billiards, is ranked 14th in the coun-

try in table tennis, and ranked 4th in

the under 2 1 -year-old category. She

is one of the students that Rubeck

will accompany to the ACUI competi-

tion.

The table tennis qualifying match-

es begin next Saturday and the entry

fee is $2.

L nion Billiards will be open every

day 1-11 p. m. According to a press

release from the store. "If the

University's open, we're open!"

Prosecutor petitions judge

to halt Paula Jones' lawsuit

By Pea* Yost

W \ o\ Monica

Lewinsky's lawyer met brieflv with

white-water p' ncth

Starr yesterday and signaled negoti-

ations for an immunity deal have

gone 'hen

asked a judge to si

gathering in the separate Paula

Two pcgplc close to the |onv»

lau-si udfc

Susan Webber Wright was h.,

the collection of all evidence

tabling to Ma Lewinsky The fudge

,d the attorney* of her deci

sion, and was expected to formally

release her decision yesterday after

noon, the individuals said, speaking

on condition of anonym
Starr arid it was necessary to put

evidence gathering in the tune* law

suit on hold because lawyers in that

case were interfering « rimi-

nal investigation of the I cwiaakf

matter by pursuing the sanu

mates and evidence.

Both side* in the tones suit "are

attempting to take strategic ads an

tagc of the ongoing criminal in

gation to their own benefit —
the inevitable effect of disrupting

that investigation." Starr wrote in a

motion filed in Little Rock. Ark.

Donovan Campbell, Mrs |ones'

attorney, issued a statement s.

that he would appeal Webber's

decision, saying it wa- "clearly erro-

neous and represents plain error

and an abuse of discretion*

In Washington, a court released

details about the basis for the

Lewhuk) investigation.

in a document released by the

judges who appointed Starr.

-rvey General lanet Reno said

that Ms. Lewsinky was captured on

tape bs Starr's

that she would He in the tones suet

and ertcouraging a friend to do tike-

wise

"In a taped cewversetion wtth a

cooperating witness. Ms. Lewinsky

states dial she intended to lie

deposed In the

site urged the cooperating

to lie in her own
hceno wrote in

•km to turn the inveatigattor

"I have detanntned mat it would

be a tierest for the

Department of Hsstke to investigate

1 c-w«inky for pernsry and sub
.. iirses* in this

ing the president.'

Starr's motion accused
'

i' lawyers of "sliedowing* his

• — on Wednesday.
delivered a aatwuena to I

Panetta while he was testifying

before Starr's grand jury. Starr also

('resident Clinton's

"have even subpoenaed
directly from" the prosecutor's

office.

)li« dramatic request to halt the

civil case that spawned Starr's

investigation of an alleged presiden-

tial affair and coverup came after

Ms Lewinsky'i attorney sounded a

down note about his latest rneerinf

with the prosecutor over an immu
nity deal.

"If you asked if we made any

progress, we are making progress

today on preparing Monica a

defense," attorney William

Ginsburg told The Associated

Pres- At midday, he and Ms.

isky left her apartment at the

Watergate complex together

Ginsburg said his face-to-face

Turn to UWtNSXY page 2

By Samantha Poulten

Collegian Staff

IUKMA KANbANtN ' * UIIU.iwn

Kris Wallis and the Minutemen had a tough time breaking through Merrimack's defense a week

ago, and a tougher time against Boston College Saturday.

www umass.edu/rso/colagian

The Select Board of Amherst and

University of Massachusetts

Chancellor David K Scott

announced Monday that the

University and the town of Amherst

will continue their plans to improve

relations within the community

"We will now be working together

as partners to create a plan that will

help us become one strong, integra-

tive community." a press release from

Scott said.

According to Sarah Ovenden.
Director of Community Relations at

UMass. a written agreement was

made almost three years ago between

the University of Massachusetts and

the town of Amherst.

This agreement contained many
specific actions created to best serve

all members of the community includ-

ing a university reimbursement to

Amherst for ambulance services, ami

university provided technical assis-

tance for Amherst, Ovenden said.

"We have built a strong relation-

ship since the agreement, a relation-

ship that has developed into a part-

nership." Scott said.

The University and Amherst are in

the process of developing future

plans that will benefit both the

University and the town.

Ovenden said that the two groups

are in the process of developing

issues concerning Amherst and the

University

"We will be working aggressively

over the next few months finding

issues tor the University and the town

of Amherst to work on." she said.

"The plan will focus of how we can

work together in a mutually depen-

dent and supportive collaboration, in

order to best serve all the members of

our community," Scott said

The written agreement expires in

ham, and the two groups have decid-

ed not to renegotiate a new written

agreement.

The Amherst Select Board and
UMass encourage students and town

members to share any thoughts and

ideas about issues which should be

addressed by both sides.

SRIAN MCDfSMOTT \ COUECMN

Post it!

lose Santos a junior economics major looks through piles of posters in the Student Union ballroom yesterday.
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Bomb blast at Alabama
abortion clinic kills one
By Jay Reeve*

Auooatad Press

MRMINOHAM, via *.n

*ion caused b> a bomb tipped

through an abortion clinic w
dav moining. Villing <in oil duty

. officer and critically injuring

a nurse. It was believed to be the

fatal clinic bombing in U.S.

Authorities evacuated students U
ttearbv dormitories of the

Univeriil) ok Alabama at

Bimimwh., I sec-

ond K'Mlh c.

The blast

Women Heal

a week after

2Mh arattver'

All

marked the

Supreme

rked as a

hief

policeman who alsc

guard

The injured woman, a mine, was
iion. said University

of Alabama Hospital spokeswoman

Laura Mansfield Brian Lett o( the

federal Bureau of Alcohol Tohacci'

and ' i that the

e\ploMon was caerseo oy a Dotal),

plosive ck

immediai I but the area

around the clink remained secured

at m talssasd.

II have a hot scene \

The searvh for a possible second

homb was complicated bee

.

dogs Miifling t»i ihc mcivi of a

bomb kept finding remnant* of the

hai exploded

At late morning, authorities u*ed

a robot to examine whal appeared

to be a small box-shaped item

found near the clinic There was no

immediate weed on what the item

contained

I people have been >hoi |Q

death at abortion clinics, one in

l*)-n and lour in 1 -m While

manv clinics around the counirv

have been bombed ovei the
|

no fatalities art

*Tt h that wc

have seen lioni a bombing ol an

abortion clinic " said v icki Saporta,

director of the National \b
I he \ I

'

' there

have been no bombing deaths since

the bureau began tracking abortion

clinic violence in |*M

President Clinton condemned the

bombing as "an untorgivab

thai stnkes at the heart .

liberties all \mencans hold deer.*

Lewinsky
continued bom page 1

meeting with Starr lasted less than an

hour aikl declined u> provide further

details

f'ov Sews quoted Gmsbuej as s.,\

m*: that Stan fell his elient was
"holding hack" information and that

when liinshurg said l\e had nothing

cl>e te> offer, the talks brake down
ajaj reported that Cansburg bald

Ms. I twinskv would now be a reluc-

tant witness who would likely take

the lillh Amendment
Gnisbuig denied making those

statements

On Wedii '>sburg had eatd

that if ! gned to reach an

inuiiunity deal lor Ms Lewinek] in

hei testimony broke

down he would turn to preparing a

defense, fee the former While House

intern.

Oea*ent| paasjionit) confirmed his

client was told b> prosecutors she

was a target who is likely to be

induted

days as eefj

hei loi

iimeiit

nK
vcl

>e«r ego. two bombs

an h.-ui apaH at I Jim. in Vilanlj

all seven ..re in ihv

jl hombu

U<wn out and an awnu
the door was nppe
debt

and window* of an office building

across the street were shattered

abortion protteatf •>•

••ion happened and

was questioned about what hap-

pened, said David lackey, an ami

abortion leader »h.. went to the

»ecne He called the ex;

"heinous I
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!

Kv-cruiimviH/

I

"ipilN

nc.n

(413)545-2105

Five l

Rcci OH ice

Attrntiua Graduating Seniors and Junior*

I Sensors, unsure about your elans after eraduation*

Peace Corps has taeaJreds elcanaster poastM-

: between Jure and September i available m
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i.,i ntM eaej aaMtsan

so school ntn tall with your posi-giaduaiion plans

sjready vet Pa nw* ed .rraanen. nop by while

we are on campus

lnf». laMcs

Info.

145 v* l«V3eea

I asnsmv (enter

Feb. 5 • 7 pea

Lab. SIM

Pnjeecnkoei eero .tr*. netting then

sights on v rvica agents as

ble witnesses into whether
with. M» i

e and
all were d

how lo gain l« the

agents — a step thai would breech
their customary code of silence.

Stai Jcternnnc

w hei her there is any corrobo'

for the accusation that Ms. Lewinsky

a former White House intern, had a

sexual relationship with Clinton and

then was urged eskkM and

longtime Clinton confidant Vernon

lordan to tie about it
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Biography featured in S. Africa;
UMass prof, portrays Bram Fisher's fight against apartheid

By Jill Carroll

CoHeown Staff

I nueisiiN ol Massachusetts English Department

chairman Stephen Clingntan's new hiograph\ of

ami apartheid leader Brain PsteJsM will be featured dur-

ing the second annual memorial lecture in Pltcfeel I

honor in lohannesburg. South Africa on Feb '>

The luogiaphy which is "a. history of an exiraordinai\

nulividual during the anti-apaitheid years.* Clingman

said in a press release, will be available during eat

tuie pusenled by ehiel lustiee ol South Africa, Ismail

Mohammed.
eiingman was mteroted in writing the biograpln

because Racher was "someone who could change his

vwn sell without abandoning it." Clingman said

Hrum Racntv tjHfrsiner rfswoaatsenary took a dceade

to write. Clingman said He used letters, records and

i Mandela and other* who worked with

research the biography

"When I started writing it the person | Brain I leenar]

was someone you could hardly talk about He was sen-

tenced to life imprisonment * Clingman said.

ie than 100 years of South African his-

tory and shows how some whites in that country were

committed to the cause of euualitv ," e lingtnan said in a

prees rekaae.

"He | Bram FischerJ was a very interesting ligurc. A
white man who allied himself with black South

Atiicans He responded to a historical need with his

own hie.' clingman said.

I-.scher was an Afrikaner, a descendant of the while.

Dutch-speaking people who put Apartheid in place in

South Africa 40 sears ago

lischer was born in one ol the most prominent

Afrikaner famUiei He had a distinguished law cuiee:

where he worked with NefaoJI Mandela Hib-ol he

participated in the dafersM d I 51 individuals aecUsed of

treasim
. • *

In |s)b5 he led the djeeaW d Mandela in the inta

nie.us Rivonia trial

t iecbn became a fugirivc from the law in \>*o->. e\ad

ing poMoa fa H> months He was eventually captured

and sentenced to life imprisonment He was released

1975 when he was dvmg d cancer

Hie biogrupln has received considerable advance

praise among writers and SCBOlan

"The coiitradiciions ol his |Biam Racher] situalion as

a white man and xlnkanci is told with honesty, deep

intelligence, and admirable skill worthy ol the aajbjacl

He haj M monument in Ham but ihis k-ok is tc-stimom

thai his hie ceHitmues in his great contributions to the

ioUU Mnca now realized " said Sadine t.oidimei

South African unwaMU Jnd 1991 winner ol the N

Prize for literature

Clingman s eolleagues in the I nglish Department

have been "very supportive and pleased from what I ejaj

tell I ve never received less than lull support Irom my

colleagues ' I lingrnan said

"He got a standing o.aiion alter reading a \cn mos

ing chapter from his K«k at a eolloc|uiuin." said I

QaSs kaawmtl chairman ol the I nglish Department

American economy only beginning

to experience effects of Asian crisis

By Dove Skidmore
Associated Press

\x ysnisGTON — The American

economy has just begun to feel the

impact of the financial storms

«wiihng through Asia and will slow

noticeably before spring is

redcral K hairman Alan
Greenspan said yesterday

"We have as yet experienced only

the peripheral winds of the Asian cri-

Grecnspan told the Senate

Budget Coamahtec in his first congres-

sional appearance in three months.

But. be sa»d. before spring ends sharp

currency devaluations in Aria will show

up m this country through 'reductions

at demand for out exports and snsenri-

ficd competition from anp>

"All ol this suggests that the

growth ol ecoi! ily in this

country wiO rnoderatc from the recent

brisk pace.* he said, tconomis;

i span's iwnarka confirmed that

deral Reserve has no plans to

naac interest rates.

l>l> there's not achem
a tightening move because, at the

ven least, Asia is weakening the

BCOnmm enough to eliminate any

threat ol inflation. " said econi

David kmes ol Aubrev I anston Jk

Co. m Sew "lork "And it raises the

•iliiy of an intcresi rate cut

sometime around mid year." That

cheered Wall Street Bond prices

surged, pushing down the yield on

the benchmark ^0-year Treasury

bond to 5 J<7 percent from V*4 per

cent late Wednesday IV IX* kino

average of industrial Mocfci was up

44 points to 7,<*60 by late yesterday

morning
Greenspan's last tonal

appearance came in late October jsja]

days after the Asian crisis provoked a

record 554 point drop in the Dow.
At that lime, he said ii was con

ceivablc the crisis could prove I

"salutary event" for the Ami
lowing growth enough to

keep inflation in check but not s,.

much as to threaten ihe nearls

year-old expansion He stuck with

thai view yestersday.

"Art»oderatic«linecorK»iucgrowihi

would appear helpful at this juncture."

he said "Ihe likelihood that we shall

be seeing some lower prices on import

- da as a result of the enfitonme in

from irtfsahon
i

illy a^ earh October,

Greenspan was warning that labor

shortages created by km year's robust

economic growth threatened to put die

economy on "an unsustainable track."

However, yesterdav. he cited

IO !' Dilation

and Irom loo-ra|

Lower import prices "will not per

manently suprees the risks inherent in

tightened labor markets." he said The
.• that labor shortages will drive

wages up faster, forcing businesses

raise their prices more rapidly.

the central bank chair-

man cautioned. "We have no guaran

tee that the projected surpluses will

actually materialize." Unless steps are

taken lo put the Social Sccuntv tniM

fund on a sounder looting

enspan said, the budget "will

almost inevitable turn to large and

sustained defk.it> as the baby boom
general ion moves into retirement

."
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Saddam ready to fight

despite antiwar claims
By Leon Borkho
Associated Press

BU'.HDAD, Iraq — Iraqis will

defend their country "with expertise,

faith and perseverance" if the United

States attacks. President Saddam
Hussein declared yesterday — adding

that there was no reason for the

United States do to sc>

While the Ulinton administration

and Congress were laying ground-

work for possible U.S. -led airstrikes

on Iraq. Saddam was quoted as say-

ing his army will fight "in a manner
that will be a subject of admiration."

"They don't have any national

interest or any justification to come
thousands of miles to attack us,"

Saddam said. "IButj if the devil

pushed these enemies to commit an

evil act and an aggression on us, we
will be forced lo light them with all

our capabilities expertise, faith and

perseverance Their aggression is

against God."
His comments, reported by the

..Iticial Iraqi News Agency, came at

ihe start of fid at-Fstr, a three-day

holiday that marks the end ol the

Muslim holy month of Ramadan.
Saddam spoke as he met with mem
hers ol the ruling Baath Party, the

Revolutionary Command Council

and his Cabinet, the agency said

liaq and the I lined Nations are in

a standolf over U.N. inspections

intended to ensure thai Iraq has elim

mated its weapons of mass destruc-

tion Baghdad was forced to BM
the inspections at the end of the 1«WI

Gulf War. and lough UN sanctions

imposed in l°sK) are unlikclv to be

lilted until inspectors certify the pro-

grants have been dismantled

Washington demands Baghdad
provide U N experts with uneondi

tional access to any site they wish to

inspect, including Saddam's palaces,

or face air and missile attacks.

Russia has had some success in

mediating disputes between Iraq, the

I nited Slates and ihe L nited

Nations, and Russian foreign

Minister "tevgeny Pnmakov said he is

optimistic a peaceful solution will be

found.

Primakov, speaking in Madrid.

Spain, said a military attack on Iraq

would be "very serious and very neg

ativ

Pnmakov was to discuss the situa-

tion with Secretary of State

Madeleine Albright in Madrid on

Indav during her vimi lo I urope to

plain the US position to its allies.

Her visit was to begin in Paris,

where Foreign Ministry spokesman

\ ve* IV-utriaux declined to say yes-

terday whether France would try to

block any U.S. led air strike.

However, he repeatedly called the

Iraqi stand "unacceptable" and an air

strike "undesirable."

Defense Secretary William Cohen

said in Washington that the United

States still was seeking a diplomatic

solution to the impasse. On Capital

Hill, however, lawmakers were con-

sidering a resolution to 'take all nec-

essary and appropriate actions to

respond to the threat posed by Iraq's

refusal to end its weapons of mass

destruction programs."

Iraq's state-run newspapers said

yesterday that fighting the United

Stales was part of Iraqis' national

duty

\l ihdura, newspaper of the rul-

ing Baath party, said President

Clinton would reap only humiliation

if he ordered a military sinke Habil.

an influential newspaper owned by

Saddam's eldest son. Odai. said God
had honored Iraq to "tace the most

oppressive power" in world hisu.rv

Meanwhile, a spokesman for U.N.

weapons inspectors in Baghdad said

the United Nations had chosen its

experts (or Iraq's arms evaluation

talks scheduled for Sunday

Die talks - with the participation

of experts trum the live permanent

members of the UN Securnv

nidi as well as Germany — will

assess Iraq's progress in eliminating

its weapons of mass destruction

sesman Alan Dacey said ihe

first group of 25 experts, under veicr

an Russian missile expert Nikita

Snndovich. would arrive Saturday in

Iraq The »econd. under German
inspector Horst Reeps. would arnve

Sunday.

Iraq needs a clean bill of health

from the inspectors before U.N. sanc-

tions can be lilted

Smidovich and his experts will ask

Iraq to provide further clarification

on the number of missiles it pro-

duced. Dacey said They also will

demand Iraq account for warheads it

filled with biological and chemical

agents

Reeps and his 17 experts were

expected to urge Iraq to provide do<.

umenis illustrating past activities to

produce the chemical warfare agent

W
Dacey said the United Nations has

not yet named its team of germ war-

fare experts to biological talks sched-

uled for Feb. 7.

I N inspectors sa> the biological

program is the most problematic arm
in their efforts to disarm Iraq They

-till suspect Baghdad may be hiding

biological agent*

Good job hunting
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Art Supplina-

Paint, pastels,
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brushes, and more.
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$1
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Great selection,
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store prices I
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Software, hardware,

and morel Lots of

Academic di.count.

I

Plannora-

Wide selection of

annual and academic
planners I Acadamlc
planaars 4 OS off I I I

University Store
On tl»« UMtu Campv. C»nt«r Concourn.

Hours:
M-F9to5
Sat. 11 tod

(413) 545 - 2610

We acc.t AMIX. DltUM. S*.

vim, mm* the uc.rdl

„|sj

Union
Billiards

New Name, New Look,

New Atmosphere!
STOP IN BETWEEN
»«W AND t tPt*

AUI DAY OF TMB
WEEK TO SEX THE
NEW UNION
niLUARDS. WE'D
LOVE TO SEE YOU I

COME BY AND MEET
STRIDER AND THE
GANG. WE'RE
RKJHT ACROSS
FROM THE HATCH
IN THE OLD GAMES
ROOM.

I
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Let Clinton get to work
It's

happened again.

Somebody must have a personal vendetta against

Bill Clinton. During hit tint campaign for office the

issues were pot smoking, dodging the draft and an

affair with Gennifer Flower*. Clinton survived. The
American public sent a message that they did not care

about the personal shortcomings of Bill Clinton, because

he had good ideas for the future of America.

In his first term as president. Bill Clinton was hounded
bv the press, investigators over Whitewater and lost FBI

documents. Clinton survived, and, after years of investi-

gation, no evidence of wrongdoing on his part has been

found

>econd term as president has been rocky at best.

I list it was Paula tones, now it's Monica S. Lewinsky

Kenneth Starr, independent counsel to investigate the

Whitewater affair, said that Clinton

may have asked Lewinsky to lie about

an affair they had when she was an

intern at the White House. That
would be obstruction of justice — a

serious and impeachable offense.

First of all. the president, like any

other American, is innocent until

proven guilty. Second, he did not

obstruct justice by shredding files or

making death threats against federal

investigators — his only offense is

that he may have asked Lewinsky to

lie about their affair. So what? Should he be impeached

because he did not want investigators to know about his

se* life'

Although many think the accusations against him are

serious. I do not think that having an affair with another

consenting adult is comparable to breaking into your

opposing party s campaign headquarters and trying to

steal the files — which is the comparison now being

made between Clinton and Nixon.

Let's not discount the timing with which these charges

were made. Starr supposedly gathered hours of tape of

Lewinsky speaking about her affair with the president,

but these accusations came out days after the Paula lones

deposition.

It seems as if Starr has become an unwitting accom-

plice to Paula tones' lawyers and the Republican Party

He was investigating Whitewater — why all of the sud-

den is he interested in the sexual activity of the presi-

dent''

Flow can we expect Clinton to get his job done, when
all we do is drag his name through the mud'' I don't

think anyone has a right to know anything about the

president's sex life.

Some people say that these affairs prove that Clinton is

unmoral, unethical and unfit to be president We have

"Do we really want
to impeach President

Clinton? Do we really

want to slaughter our

golden goose?"

iasnii I i*-cm.iii

had many immoral and unethical presidents. The
Constitution does not say that a president has to be

moral. It also does not say in the Constitution that the

:ent has to faithful to his wife.

Sow. I'm not saying that Bill Clinton should be having

affairs. Is Bill Clinton a jerk to Hillary? Apparently he is.

Are some of his actions morally questionable? Yes, some
of his actions are morally questionable. But there is one

thing that no one has considered in all of this Bill

Clinton is a good president, maybe the best president this

country has seen in over JO years.

The economy is strong, it has been gaining strength

since Clinton took office While people screamed about

balanced budget amendments and budget deficits. Bill

Clinton has strengthened our economy to the point where

we now have a budget surplus

Unemployment is down, inflation is

under control, the stock market is

booming, and wages are up — all

since Clinton took office.

Do we really want to impeach
President Clinton? Do we really want

to slaughter our golden goose?

Bill Clinton has successfully ful-

filled his duty as president. The presi-

dent's responsibilities include being

the chief executive of the United

^^^ „__^_^ States, and Commander in Chief of
m̂^mmmmmmm

the Army and Navy.

Somewhere along the way. being president began to

mean being a moral leader. That is not what is required

by the Constitution Our forefsthers believed thst the

president was no more important than Congress or our

Supreme Court This country is a representative democ-

racy, and Bill Clinton is in effect a representative of the

people of the United States. Fie must effectively serve the

needs of the public, not necessarily set a moral example,

and Clinton has effectively served the needs of the public

Clinton has made mistakes, and he appears to be a

shady character, but he is a good president and that is his

job

Let's just leave the man alone. He has done a good job

so far. and if we keep pestering him we're going to dis-

tract him from what he has to do How can the president

-K Jeliver the State of the Union address with

these charges hanging over his head?

There is much more important news than the presi-

dent's sex life Apparently the pope visited Cuba last

week Big deal, you'd think they didn't have religion

down there And some guy named Yassir Arafat visited

the Holocaust Museum, but I'm really not sure what the

significance of that is Let's let the president get back to

work, and focus on what is really important.

lason Eiseman is a Collegian staffmember

The doublethink of the '90s
Ms s fact lift

Hats off to the U.S. Agriculture Department for with

standing the attacks of wild-eyed extremists and ii i ipphag

in to answer the question "What is organic food?"

Thanks to their creative efforts, food that is irradiated,

genetically engineered or raised on Municipal sewer

stodge (American sewer sludge. I might add) can proudly

bear the label 'organically grown." Despite the presence

of metals and toxic substances in what is more politely

termed "biosolids." none other than the Environmental

Protection Agency defended their inclusion because they

arc "more natural than commer-
cially produced fertiliser."

But it was in the fine print

where our Agriculture
Department really shined. elimi-

nating a whole slew of extrane-

ous labels that were just adding

complications. These include the

terms "produced without synthet-

ic pesticides." "pesticide-free

farm." "humanely-raised. " "ecologically produced* and

"no drugs or growth hormones used * Better to have just

one label, don't you think? [Washington Post. Ian I)

There b< joy in mudvillc

If you are like me. whenever you hear a phrase like

"Corporate executives are generally ecstatic." a small

place in your heart begins to warm up. In this case, the

cause for happiness is the fine work being done by the

World Trade Organization in tutting down barriers to

trade

The New York Times reports international agreements

"on everything from drug testing procedures to food

safety standards are driven largely by business interests

most affected." But what are the remaining obstruc-

tions?

Psuls Stern, former chair of the U.S. International

Trade commission, provided the answer in testimony to

the Congress. Ms. Stem pointed to "obstacles" like

"strong grass-roots citizens organizations and their

Congressional champions" who are both "retarding or

even blocking regulatory reform" (Sew York Times. Ian.

9).

Chicago's educational channel. WTTW. has bean fined

by the FCC (or airing some improper underwriter spots.

Or to put that in the industry parlance, they were caught

broadcasting "enhanced" underwriter credits

The JO second quasi-ads even raised concerns with the

editorial writers at Advertising Age, who in an editorial

granted an equally "enhanced" status to public broadcast-

ing. Listen to this: "Preserving distinctions between public

TV and commercial TV is still important for public TVs
future — both as an entertainment medium and as an

advertising medium
"

At your local public station's

next pledge drive, you might rec-

ommend they rewrite their char-

ters to reflect their emergence a*

a important commercial vehicle

{Ad\ertising Age. Dec. 18).

merican
l Newspeak
Wayne Qrytting
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McPrison raises its standards

The Corrections Corporation

of America has quietly emerged as the McDonald's of pri-

vate prisons. CCA is now worth $3.5 billion, is among the

top 5 performing stocks on the New York Stock Exchange

and accounts for nearly half of the 77.000 prisoners who
have been purchased for housing by private corporations.

Much of this success is due to the philosophy of co-

founder Thomas Beasley . who says in the prison business.

"You just sell it like you were selling cars or real estate or

hamburgers." This refreshing candor has of course invit

•d criticism that private prisons cut too many corners

and lower their standards to increase profits.

Fortunately, a spokeswoman for CCA named Susan

Hart has shown that the high standards of our penal sys-

tem are being upheld, at least in their hiring practices for

guards. In her words: "It would be inappropriate, for cer-

tain positions, (to hire) someone who said. 'Yes. I beat a

prisoner to death.' That would be a red flag for us." But

just for "certain positions..." (The Nation. 1/5).

Special thanks this week to the eagle eyes of Dan
Parry.

Wayne Crytting is a syndicated columnist More
American Newspeak can be found on the Internet at

http://www. scn.org/newspeak.
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Letters to the Editor

Vote no on garage

To the editor:

It would be difficult, of late, to have lived in

Amherst and not have heard something about the

parking garage debate and referendum scheduled for

Feb. 3>. A no-vote would overturn the decision by town

meeting to build a J-level parking garage in downtown
Amherst.

A garage would increase congestion and pollution in

town, partially due to the proposed site. Boltwood
Walk. Access streets are not equipped to handle a

large volume of traffic The resulting congestion, in

addition to the concentration of vehicles in the garage,

would increase pollution and likely have health conse-

quences for many people, especially those elderly resi-

dents who live near Boltwood Walk.

There are alternatives. One is surface parking on the

periphery of Amherst with shuttle buses to town.

Alternatives to the garage were not explored in depth.

The town of Amherst has recently started working

on a master plan for its future. If the plan was com-
plete, the town could logically decide whether a park-

ing garage fits within it

Part of the appeal of this garage is that the state will

give Amherst $5 million toward its construction. Some
may believe that we must build the garage soon
(before the master plan is finished) in order to receive

this money That's not true We can apply for the

funds until the year 2001. This means we should wait

for the final master plan, which should include a com-
prehensive, neutral study of the parking situation in

our town.

There has not been a reliable study, so far, that

demonstrates a need for the garage In fact, the most

comprehensive study to date shows thst psrking is

slmost always available at various sites including the

public section of the lot behind CVS
So. why build a parking garage for which no need

has been established and which would jeopardize peo-

ple's health, create congestion and increase pollution

I. for one. am going to vote 'no' on Feb. J and I urge

you to do the same

Hwci-Ling Greenes
Amherst

Coming to a TV near you

Seema Ga

With all the attention focused on Bill Clinton

and his alleged affair with 21 -year-old White
House intern. Monica Lewinsky. I believe it's

time to get down to the most important issue: when
will the madc-for-tv movie hit the airwaves?

Think it won't happen? Well, consider that the

United States is a country where the three major net-

works all aired their own versions of the Amy Fisher

story — and she wasn't even the President

Clinton's latest scandal has all the makings of a

Monday night flick. There's sex. lies and even some
videotape. While right now. it's kind ^^^^^^^^^_
of hard to see what all the fuss is. So
the President may or may not have

|

had an affair. Should anyone but

Hillary or Chelsea really care?

But we Americans love our scandals, and. as jour-

nalists would say, this particular one has got legs and
is walking right out the door.

There are so many angles this story could take on
but unfortunately the networks just aren't running
with it in an interesting fashion. Given the endless

parade of talking heads in expensive suits all spewing

complex opinions, it might be more exciting to watch

grass grow.

But in the hands of a couple of television network

guys with a low budget and a creative license, who
knows what could happen? Add a car chase or two. a

blackmailer and a couple of shady CIA operatives and

the movie could be a ratings bonanza.

Every made-for-television movie needs to have a

sexy- scary type title to titillate the viewer. Examples

could be the provocative but staid The Other Woman
or something oxymoronic along the lines of True Lies.

But following in typical |ohn Grisham fashion, I pro-

pose the concise title of The Intern.

Directing the television version of The Intern will be

Oliver Stone. After all. which other director would not

only be able to substantiate Hillary Clinton's claims of a

right- wing conspiracy against her husband and actually

prove that a conspiracy does indeed exist?

Michael Douglas lands the lead role for two simple

reasons; he's already played a shiny, happy
Commander-in- Chief in The American President and

he's had practice cheating on his wife in Fatal
Attraction. Not only does Douglas ooze the

smooth-talking charm to carry off the role, he also

comes off almost as slick as Clinton himself.

While Emma Thompson took the unforgiving role of

the First Lady in the feature film. Primary Colors, loan

Allen gets the pan in the television movie. With plenty

^_^_^_^_^^^ of practice as a long-suffering and
expressionless wife ( The Crucible.

Face/Off). Allen is perfect for

appearances on a variety of morning
shows — showing just how well she can stand by her

man Add The Pretenders' "I'll Stand By You" as back-

ground music every time Allen hits the screen, just to

emphasize the point.

All of Clinton's alleged and potential paramours have
one thing in common: big hair. Given that, the role of

Paula lones goes to Elizabeth Berkley. After the
Showgirls' debacle and her "Saved By The Bell" past,

it's hard to take Berkley in any role seriously — a dismal
quality the actress shares with lones.

And of course, no made-for-television movie would
be complete without Tori Spelling. Kelly Martin or
Yasmine Bleeth. These stellar actresses make the rounds
of such fabulous television movies like "Seduced By
Danger" or "Living In Sin." Given credentials such as

these, the role of Monica Lewinsky would be a cinch.

My personal pi.k for Lewinsky would be Spelling for

two reasons. First. Lewinsky hasn't yet spoken publicly

about the allegations, rendering Spelling's role com-
pletely silent. Second, with Spelling in the opening cred-
its, it would be easy to get Dad — Aaron Spelling — to
finance the whole operation.

So watch for it: The Intern, coming to a television

near you.

Seema Gangatirkar is a Collegian columnist.
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A preview of upcoming movie releases

Tom Flanks stars in Saving Private Kyon. a new movie about a WWII soldier directed by Steven Spielberg

By Bryan McAlisssr

C 0*09.00 Staff

L«t'l flashback to this time in

1997 for a minute. Last lanuary.

Tom Cruise and Nicole Kidman were

shooting Stanley Kubrick '»
/

Wide Shut in London. There were

two big-budget disaster im»
about volcanoes in the works. A
giant lizard sequel was the tall

Memorial Day And a great 70s ml
ogy was about to be re-relea«*d

forward back to the present,

1998 Can we be sure Its a n

tear*' Tom's still shoot (rig with'

Kubrick in london Two big -budget

disaster movies about comets arc on

the horizon A giant lizard is the

talk of Memorial Day And Crease

is coming back! Of course, there's a

lot more under the tree from
Hollywood Although details are

sketchy, here's a look at some of

what to expect in movies for the

first half of the year

The Best:

• Godzilla — There's a myth sur

rounding Hollywood that the reason

studio executives and filmmakers

need to make their movies to gar-

gantuan is because of their child-

hood inferiority complexes. Thc>

WRITE FOfcAPTS

were the ones smashed in the nose

in dodgehell. Now. they have a little

vendetta against the rest of the

working world. So hen conies the

biggest movie of the summer, from

the creator* of Indcpvnde'ne Day
You know the story and the *t.>

big giant lizard. «o there'* not much
«c factoi here Godzilla will

most likely be a t

monster movie heat king ki»tg to

fc Park, but it can hoa*t ii*

pure sue And like the tag line says

docs matter.

tp — Antonio

Bandera.* and Anthony Hopkins
team up in thi* Ng screen version of

the populai television show It '* a

wonder it took Hollywood so long to

make thi* film, because it promise*

so man*, great elements . swash-

buckling adventure, ovcr-the-top

comedy and passionate romance
Bandera* was so perfect as a myste-

rious rogue in Desperadc >ou can

just see him donning the black garb

for thi* role.

• Mmm) ( osbrs — The story of

Bill Clinton's rise to the presidency

is even more inviting after hi* latest

mishap Here's the movie based on

the novel by "Anonymous" - really

- journalist |oc Klein It

chronicles Clinton's adventure-* in

Flame
The

Tom

Arkansas and fight to be leader of

the free world, as well as hit rela-

tionship* *ith his wife, advisors and

other women. Do we realty want to

see more of this" The answer is yes,

because of the talent involved, lohn

Travolta does his best Clinton
accent Fmma Thompson is the

spirited Hillary and Bills

Thornton is an advisor in the mold

of lames Carville Primary Colon is

in the hand* of brilliant Mike
Nichols and writing partner

May, who last gave u

Budcaf/t
• j\tng Private Rvdn -

Hanks turned down the lead role in

Pnmarx Colon because he was too

friendly with Clinton and didn't

want to ruin their relationship

Instead he made this film about a

v*\\ll toldeST*! attempt to cross

eneim lines to save his fellow patri-

tne of the best filmmaking tal-

ents arc mixed together in thi- -urn

mer release — in the director's

chair. Steven Spielberg. A script

rewrite was done by Shawshank
Redemption filmmaker Frank
Darabont. Flanks, a director himself,

plays the brave soldier Writer direc-

lot m Hums {The Brothers

id i/u//r«i takes on a supporting

role And playing Ryan himsclt i*

w
1

to hide the tart that you

WRITE for us??

REACHING FOR DIVERSITY

W CONFERENCE
FOR MINORITIES

,

LNTERESTEDMLM
Join us to find out how to make aspirations of a legal career

a reality for minorities. If you arc I high school or college student interested

in someday becoming an attorney, or you provide career guidance to young people, join

us for this important event and help us reach for greater diversity in the legal profession.

The Value of IMveraity in the Clsssrmmi:

A panel presentation by law professors

Can/Should I Become an Attorney?

A panel discussion with current lawyers

and law students

Western
New England
College

School of Law
Springfield, Massachusetts

Saturday
Feb. 7, 1998
I la. 111. to 3p.m.
Western New England College

School of Law
1215 Wilbraham Road

Springfield, Massachusetts

Lunch will be provided free of charge.

Pre-registration it preferred.

Gall (413) 782-1406

Show
he's

Hollywood'i hottes! new star and
screenwriter. Matt Damon.

• tm$ H there's am hope to

sink Titanic, it'l this (Dju set to he

released on Feb 1 V Dustin Hoffman,
the almost -forgotten Sharon Stone
and Samuel I. jarfctfrtl star in the

id ti thriller, based on the novel b>

Michael Crkhton. This was one of

Crichtoii's liist novels, and one ol hi*

MM intriguing It combines ptrJpclatsV

logical tension with alien m\ster>,

and has enough twists and turns to

keep anvonc interested.

The Worst:

• Armageddon — Didn't
Hollywood learn anything last year

when tfesrj released two pitiful

movies about volcanoes? Dumb
question Heads up here comes

novics about comets that

threaten • iroj the earth In

gedkkm. scientists led by Bruce

W illis are Apollo I ied to space to

somehow get nd ol ihe com
divert them M vshatcvet It » all very

patnotK
• Deep Impact — See above.

Subtract Bruce Willis.

• I he human
L nk.no* n to Truman
up in an entirely fake world, one

that was choreographed preci*elv.

to be »hown on television It's

I like if the "Real World-

cast didn't know they were being

videotaped The question the movie

prtipuses is how Truman will turn

out rhc answer is, somewhat like

Km Carrey who plays • somewhat

Milium role. Abnormal man aflac>v

cd bv leJavWoaf? Carrey trying to

be drain. i -aw thi* movie
alrcadv Ii »j> died The ( able

• I ost In Spacr — The old televi-

sion show was campy comedy, thi*

big screen version is all i|

ti and action. But LaTaTJ hi Space

look* more weird than interesting.

something The Fifth Element knows
all too well. | also propose a boycott

on *nv movie that itars Malt
IcBlanc

• -ung — As if

anotl /ilia movie wasn't

enough, the late summer brings

the lov cable |oe Young, a

Kong supergonlla to the big

screen. The makers ot this fk*ff

iigure that as long as k>e is

destroying cities, he might as well

be cute and suddlv Aww. how
thoughtful.

The Artist releases a compendium of scattered tracks from 1982-97

on Crystal Ball, available exclusively at Best Buy

Music news and notes
By Marty

CoaVsOKjr. Staff

In addition to forthcoming
releases from the likes of Pearl

lam. Ani DiFranco and others

month, this spring promises to fea-

ture nuim ot musk's biggest names
returning with all-new material.

* I irst and foremost, the Bcastic

Boys arc hard at work on the long

overdue lollow-up to the

multi- platinum /// Communication

Jing to their publicists at

Nasty I ittle Man. a tentative

mid-summer release is planned
• I Tribe Called Qacst hits hack

w uh The Lov* Movement, an album

filled with just that — love — some-

time in late May or early April. Band

members describe the new material

as a stripped-down at
|

* Madonna s new album (March

1 on her own Maverick label) enti-

tled Ray Of Light features 1 5 songs

about love, freedom and following

one's heart

• The Artist has just announced

that his 4 v . ->tal Ball on his

label will be exclusively

distributed by the retail chain Beat

Buy beginning Mauri t With 41

a. L* culled from various sessions

the 19*2 *7 period — includ-

ing an entire di«c of acoustic music
— longtime fans will no doubt be

to what the eft-Mr. Prince

Rogers Nelson has to say.

• Returning with hi« lir*i album

of all-new material in a decade

I m\ Clapton's Pilgrim i March 101

feature* two songs in tribute to his

son who died after falling out a

Manhattan high-rise apartment
window in IMS]

In other Eric Clapton new > I ajaaj

(yea, the car company ) ha* agreed Is

sponsor his upcoming North
Ameruan tour thi- nasaSasM in an

unprecedented multi-million dollar

agreement
• In other tour new*. Pearl |am

widely speculated summer lour has

been confirmed It i* «rt to begin in

mid- lunc and will vial) cities

throughout the I nited Stales and
Canada.

• Almost immcdiatelv upon being

released from the ho*pit.i

health complications, the Godfather

of Soul. Isaacs Brown was arrested

for possession of marijuana and
unlawful use of a firearm

• Also having problems are

England's newest hitnu-

Chuaabawaaaba After lead singer

Alice Nutter made some com
ment* on Bill Mahcr '* "PoliiKallv

Incorrect* last week in which
she advocated ateaimg the album

from high-priced retail chains

Virgin Megastores pulled the

double -platmam album rrOts

their shelve*. Go figure

oNr LOVr. oNf NfABT. oNf GCfAT PARTY!!!
IT'S TIUT fine Or V. Aft wMfM TMOllSaMeS OF STIrt>rMTS COM* TO JAMaiCA

TO ran. slCiGNT - FOB *N UMa.rrs.wVa'K.v gCiCnff!

SUM SriaSM TOM?*
1 800 426-7710

i v Quae octucancy H» gvVtWWii

SltrrUT TfiAVrt. Srfivicr

s

1 101 641 4149

Pnca i par pttron I

—

• •ardwa* U* «" *"**» Staartuft Man icurr«s% *S7) asSM H
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u M a $ s Division of Continuing EDUCATION

i^c^aTciLsi^tl^ii^st; Nearly 100
noncradrt
workshops

Including:

• Mask Making

Workshops offared evenings, amaj _^^
daytime, weekends, off and on J^^ M*
campus

12veryone • Network Marketing

• Web Page Design

• Chocolate

• Songwrrting

•Art Therapy

Spring semester workshops begin Fabruary 9 • Retirement Planning

For a free course catalog, call 4 1 3-545-0107 or a-maii •Genealogy

contined@admin.umass.edu •UFOs

www.umass.edu/contined/
• Playback Theatre

• Bartending

a quality education at an affordableprice
• EMT Training

• Division of Continuing Education •

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
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Forgive Metallica for poor music video
By Kevin Monohan
Collegian Stuff

Metallica— "The Unforgfven II"

Can we suv "mid -Ilk- ii With then once

superior brand til speed metal declining in quality vMih

tags* Mi.i.iIIk.1 Ii getting mart than .1 hit mat) Ik-

song sounds a* it it wan thrown tepethot overnight and

the vkk» Mom hi hi faoMaaa, Nut to mention the fact

that it's deja vu all over again C-

Our Lath Peace - "Clun

Derivative experimentation with light and shadows and

sloppy editing sink this video Ever) image is similar to

i om and nothing new is attempted In a nutshell,

the video drowns in a glass of water D*

Sarah McLachlan — "Sweet Sum
tnppv stuit heic lhi> video exhibits excellent use

shots, color and focusing client* Mthough the

song ksell is not one ol Ski trhlan'i best, the vide,

indv with ever} shot. B*

Aerosmith "Pink"

Should have been called "Puke. pit a-

ever gartatrk rockers Areosinith trv once again to create

. video Unfortunately, it s as bland as its

while background. D

Backstreet Boys - "As Long As You I o.

Britain's male mates ol the Spice Girls lor the

updated version of the New kids on the Block,

whichever wav vou choose to look at it) manage to

communicate absolutely nothing to their audience with

thi- one and bad dancing attempt to

take your mind oil how bad it really is. but to no avail

Din ! Dick even blurs the edges of the frame

to trv to create a dreamlike image. Actually it's more

nightmarish. F

ratboy Slim — "Coin' Out ot My Head"

\musing video tells the story of a buombox that gets

circulated through an urban jungie as if it were a dollar

bill (.lev er photography and editing A-

Marcy Playground — "Sex and Candy

'

long the line Marvy Playground confused

Mtunge with interesting Visually stimulating, this video

lea* foe interpretation at every angle. Great

sets and sviribols A-
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The DIY princess hits the Valley

Tickets for Am DiFranco's April 4th ihow at the MuMtns Center go on sale tomorrow at all T<ketMa*ter kxa-

tiom and over the phone at (41 J) 73 J-2500 The show n all ages and tickets are $20

<omrt *i «wtow c QMif i

Metalltca's latest video features a cameo from Marianne Faithfull

Attention all new and returninq writers: The Arts ex Livinq ac-

tion will be holdinq a meetinq on Thursday. Feb 6 at 6 p.m. for

all those interested in writinq this semester. Any questions? Call

\eema Ganqatirhar. Arts & Livinq editor, at 545-U61

JNGTiXOMPUTER SCIENCE • PHYSICS • CHEMICA
lATH • ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING • MECHANICAL ENGINEERING* BUSINESS ANALYSIS

FREE

TAKE TECHNOLOGYalTOiTHEJNI.atfROWERj
When something is too extreme for words, it s to the Nth degree And that's the

level of technology you'll experience at Raytheon

Raytheon has formed a new technological superpower- Raytheon Systems

Company, composed of four major technological giants Raytheon Electronic

Systems, Raytheon E-Systems, Raytheon Tl Systems and Hughes Aircraft

The new Raytheon Systems Company is driving technology to the limit And

we're looking for engineers who wont to push the envelope. Break new ground

Make their mark

At Raytheon, you'll take technology -ond your career-to the highest possible

level. You'll take it to the Nth We'll be visiting your campus soon Contact your

career placement office now to schodule an interview, or check out our website

ot www rayjobs.com If you are unable to meet with us, please send your resume

to: Raytheon Staffing, PO Box 655 474, MS-201, Dollas, TX 75265 We have

many exciting opportunities available and we would like to talk to you

Internet www rayjobs.com • E-mail. resumefaVayjobs com
U S citizenship may be required We are an equal opportunity employer

Raytheon
Expect great things

TOTAL FITNESS
WITHOUT WAITING IN LINE

oeics n*r-,ps~^
STUDENT SPECIAL

4 MOUTHS
DM • NAUTH.09 . CTBCX

|3T»JRMASTERS • LirECYCLES
TREADMILLS. V.R. BIKE
LIFEROWER • GAUNTLET

GRAVITON

AMHERST"-
ATHLETIC CLUB

116 So. Amharrt
256-0080

UM ski teams finish

in top 3 at Plymouth
By Aaron Saykin

Colksg.cn Staff

Before the start of the 1998 men's
skiing season, M< year Massachusetts

coaching veteran Hill MacConnell
predicted that his

Mtnuteman squad
would "slug it out"

for one of the top
three spots in the

Eastern College ski

Conference, along
with powerhouses
Boston College and
I'lvmouth State

A mere two meets

into it* 1998 cam-
paign, MtcCanaf**.
men's team has
turned their .

into a prophet tin

ishing second and
third in the stalon

and giant slaJom
respectively at last

weekend's two-day
Plymouth State

Tournament In fact

the only three teams to notch top

three finishes arc none other than

the team* MacConnell idcntu

Pacing the Minutemcn was
ume All American junior

Thomas Holden. capturing the indi

vidua! crown in Saturday. 's, slalom
event, and boasting the top L Mass fin-

ish at 12th in Sunday's giant ttaJom

Two-sport athlete Todd fowler, who
doubles as a goalie for the men's soc-

cer seam when not skiing in the third

spot for the Minutenvrn. finished I4ih

overall in Saturday's slalom, and 21st

in the giant slalom.

In addition to a solid showing
iiiiin the men's team. MacConncll's

Minutewomcn also pertormed
admirably at the Plymouth State

Tournament with

a fifth place fin-

ish in the slalom.

and an impres-
sive lourth-plaee

showing in the

giant slalom.

UMass was
powered by senior

captain and for-

mer two- time

All -American
Leah Muliero.
who took M\th
place in Sunday's

giant slalom in

only her second
meet after recov

ering from last

year - season end

ing knee injury,

freshmen
Margaret

I aHombard also sparked the

Minuu tinisher in

Saturday's slalom, and placed I 7th in

Sundjv 'l giant slalom the team's

atonal basj tn Muliero's finish

utinue their unpres-

• to open the new season,

both ot MacComesi'i squads head
Mountain N H tor this

weekend's Brown/l
Tournament, where the men's team

looks to post a top three finish for

the third consecutive weekend

COUSTOtt Ml MCCONNtU

Jordan Kinodon

Abdul'Jabbar may
attend counseling

I OS \NU IIS. Al" Ketired

basketball star kareem \bdul-

labbar. accused of attacking a man
during a traffic dispute, was ordered

yesterday to obtain anger manage-
ment counseling so that a epajrl Mg
consider a civil compromise ol ..runt

nal charges, a city aitorno >

spokesman said.

I \ v.,.. Municipal

Court Commissioner Car) I

Bindman ordered the NBA's all-

time leading scorer to obtain st>

hours of counseling and pay

$5.000 to leopardy. a lo>

Ange Department
gram lor at -risk south

spokesman Mike Ouall* Robert

Shapiro Abdul-labbar's attorncv

did not immediately return a

phone call for comment Abdul-

labbar was not required to

attend the hearing and wasn't in

court

Abdul labbar had been scheduled

for arraignment on misdemeanor
charges of battery and false impris-

onment, but that was postponed

Shapiro made the motion for civil

compromise, a court-approved
agreement between a defendant and

a victim to settle a case. Deputy

lnv Attorney Mitchell Post OMjtCl

ed. saying the count of false impris-

onment constitutes potentially Mo
nious conduct which could make
the case ineligible for a civil oan
promise. Quails said The commis-

sioner agreed to reconsider the

motion during arraignment resched

uled for March 19. after Abdul

labbar complies with the court

orders. Quails said

lerry Cohen, a Universal Studios

music editor abused
Abdul-labbar of attacking him on

April 20 after a traffic dispute. last

week. Cohen and Abdul-labbar set-

tled a civil lawsuit lertns of the

settlement were not disclosed.

utors. the inci

dent began when Cohen was waiting

to turn hi» CM into a drivew.i

mini null and Abdul-labbar. behind

n. began honking.

\hdul labbar allegedly stopped.

it ot his car and attacked
i pushing his face against a

plate glass window, then shoving

him to the ground Cohen was
taken to a hospital and treated for

bruises.

\hdul labbar -aid previously that

the incident occurred as the result ol

•understanding tx-tv,

^_ l during a, difficult per

isself and tm fami-

The maximum penalty for battery

is si\ months m |ail and a $2,000

line The maximum penalty for false

m i- one vear in jail and

a SI i

Lnder civil compromise, criminal

proceedings arc permanently stayed

in return for satisfaction ol the vic-

tim's claims or damages.

hockey
continued from poge 12

the nation It makes you really won-

der wh\ Merrimack has not won
more games than thev have, but the

casual bv slander just needs to look

at the Wanton Jelensive situation.

After jajajn ol having a solid

defensive corps, led foremost by

goalie Martin I egault. coach Ron

\nderson has readily admitted

that his team does not "live in

that New Yotk Cits no more."

trts Classen has seen the mo-i

time in net lor the Warriors ihis

Mason, compiling a 8-12-1
record on a less -than- imp;

4.70 OAA ii 40 in HI games).

and a .870 save percentage (.850

in HE games).

Affordable
Jewelry Nqturpl Fiber Scarves

Blouses Skirts Dresses

.,. ot «M
Earrings Bracelets

J . O T-SMrti
Jk.\m Chains chinese^Ck

Posters candies Incense Shoes ^i

r'Y T
'yZyIt,

xber.

India Print Sweaters
Bedspreads

Baskets

Skirts

SO to 50%
off selected
Clothing

ft**** V4"
Th
M
F
C
ri.9PM

^* %W,,1,M¥ Daily 10-6
Northampton- 18 Center St.

H^ Amherst-Carriage

BU hockey

coach recovers

from surgery

By Howard Ulman
Associotad Press

BOSTON — lack Parker has

won more games than any hockey

coach in Boston University history

The school has won more Bean pot

tournaments than any other

school.

But Parker, recovering from a

procedure to clear a blocked coro-

nary artery, may not be back for the

annual event that begins Monday

night And his team is no shoo-in in

the highly competitive field.

'Monday is a little bit of a day-

to-day thing," said assistant coach

Brian Durochcr. who is running

the team in Parker's absence.

"We'll let nature take its course."

Northeastern coach Bruce

C rowder. who faces BU in the

opener of the doubleheader, has

little doubt Parker will be behind

the bench

"He'll be there. He was at practise

|VA edncsdayl." Crowder said

"lask sthegrandfaiherofthLsthing
."

Boston College faces Harvard

in Monday night's second game of

the 46th annual Bcanpot featuring

the area's four major hockey
schools Parker. 52. did not suiter

a heart attack and is expected to

be at the championship and con-

solation games the following

Monday at the FleetCenter

BU lias won 20 of the previous

45 Bcanpot s the last three and six

of the last eight Harvard in I9M
and Boston College in l«N4 pre

vented an eight-year sweep

But this season BU leads

Hockey East with a 9-V2 record

and BC and Northeastern are

close behind, tied for second at «#-

Harvard is fourth in the

EC U at 6 5 I

Durocher said he didn't expect

Parker to coach I ndav night at

Merrimack. BU's last game before

the Bcanpot And he expects the

team to play well even if Parker

has to miss the tournament open-

er. "The only thing he needs to do

now is rest In this time, but he'll

keep in phone contact with us and

give u* some ol his thoughts."

Durocher said. "The great founda-

tion he's built over the days,

weeks, months and years will

hopefully last for four live *u

day*, one game, two games, what

ever it may be." Durocher said

Parker had felt some chest pain

and had it checked Monday. The

procedure was done Tuesday and

he was released from Beth
lsrael/Deacones> Medical Center

on Wednesday
Plaque that had built up in the

artery . restricting the flow of blood,

was removed with the implantation

of a stent, a metallic device that is

inflated inside the blood vessel.

"The doctors indicate

could go out three days later and

run five miles," Durocher said.

"His heart was not damaged at

all
" As a BU player in the 1960s.

Parker won three Beanpots. And
in his previous 24 seasons as

coach, he won I 5. If the Vmfju
win on Monday, with or without

him. he could be behind the

bench for another championship

fane a week later.

"He's kind of the mainstay" of

the tournament. Crowder said.

"I'll probably bet my house that

he'll be there" for the opener.

•UlClAf.

The men's jwim team hope to make a big splash this weekend at Rutgery

Zampese hired to head Pats' offense

oy Howord Ulmon
Av*oooS»d Prast

I'OXBORO - Ernie Zampese
was named yesierd.i ach a

I ngland offense that's similar

to the Dallas oltasn he eoached

eaaon — inconsistent, injury

-

prone and lacking a strong ground

pant
Zampese. who spent the last tour

seasons as offensive coordinator lor

Cowboys coach Barry Swiuer.
replaces Larry Kennan in that posi-

tion with the I

Coach Pete Carroll, who ended

his first season as Patriots coach

with an AFC semifinal loss at

Pittsburgh in which his team
failed i touchdown
-,ud he e^xpecledti, i

r-''V rm '•• '." " •'

capacity.

Kennan might have kept his

job if Zampese were not avail-

able. Carroll said Zampese had a

year left on his Dallas contract,

but Swit/cr resigned after the

season. Cowhovs owner lerry

(ones gave Patriots owner Robert

Kraft permission to talk with

Zampese earlier this week. Carroll

said

"We couldn't pass it up if »c
could pull it off." Carroll said "This

is such a nice fit tor u-

The lowhovs missed the pla

for the firsi ume in seven seasons.

Blocking back Darryl lohnston was

sidelined most ol the Msstn and

running back Emmitt Smith strug-

gled all season. The Patriots, not a

powerful running team to begin

with, sank further as Curtis Martin

was sidelined for the last three

regular-season games and both

playoff contests. Terry Glenn. New
and s top wide receiver, also

was hobbled by injuries all season.

Zampese. 61. was offensive

rdinator for four seasons at

San Diego and seven with the

Lo* InjsJn Rams before joining

Dallas in 1994. when the

Cowboys were the second highest

scoring team in the Ml and lost

in the Mt title game in Swuzer's

first season The next season, the

wboys won the Super Bowl
vvtih the league's fifth-ranked
itii ass

kind of fathered this

-vstem," Carroll said

"WPHsin stealing pages out of

I rnie s playbook lor a long time
"

'he offensive terminology

for Dallas and V-w I nvrlarvd

ilar. And both teams have drop-

back quarterbacks — Troy Aikman
and Drew Bledsoe — and speedy

wide receiver Michael Irvin and

Glenn
Asked what he knew about

Bledsoe. Zampese said. "I haven't

studied any ol the players here other

than some of the defensive guvs

Drew Bledsoe is one of the real, real

talents in the league."

Miami coach limmy lohnson.

who preceded Switzer in Dallas.

reportedlv was interested in hiring

Zampese as his ollensne coordina-

tor. But Zampese said he chose

New England after be: led

Tuesday night bacatJM

ball team has a chance to win the

whole thing."

Although Bledsoe post

sivc numbers, the Pain.

d — sometimes by their own
players — for abandoning the run-

ning game too early in games

u've got to he phv sit

you're going to win. That hk

you have lo run the

attempt to run it / ><J

Dallas had the 20th ranked running

sane in the NFL as Smith tu-

tor onlv tour touch t New
England was even woi

26th

Sam Gash, an out

block in

used in that

the offense after the 7-6 pla

loss to Pittsburgh II

agent

"Sam's definitelv in out plans d i

this time." Carroll said "
being a free agent, we haw
work to get that ds*ie." It will be

up to Zampese to work Gaati

whoever replaces him into I i

balanced attack than the one the

Patriots had last an
Asked if he accomplished all he

could with the towK
said, "they felt I did

"

Carroll thinks there's pleat)

Zampese can do lor the Patt

"We want a running game-

people will have to deal with."

Carroll said.

vAJll^tsS-r (It/vdoo^., Of COvy»r>,<.

J**. 28 \o fJ». \

Sh°ps
4^

do'dl/rtwovi -AtviUArs;^

Ttiir* working for a retail company is limited to the view from behind the cash register' Think again

M 1J Maw/Marshails were talking corporate careers — full of ever-changing and challenging

responsibilities You see we re shattering the myth of what working for a retail company is all about

We know you want to step into an industry leader, make mutti million dollar decisions and impact

a company's profitability right from the start In our Corporate Executive Training Program you will

Our Corporate Executive Training Program is a well defined corporate career path that will

prepare you to become a Buyer ot Merchandise Planning Manager You see. when it comes to

corporate careers we believe we have what you re looking for

We'll be conducting on-campus interviews

Thursday, February 5th

For more information visit the School of Management.

II unable to attend, candidates should forward therr resume to College Recruiter T I Maa/MarshaHs

Dept CR 98 770 Cochituate Road. Frammgham MA 01701 FAX (508) 390-2650 E-mail

ksparreOtiac net (please do not send attachments) www.TlX.com

Tj-mcwv. WmaMrAStR.tr*.
/Harshalls

VYa *>* at aqual Ofspostiantty mptoyn' cornrrattad to work Ion-* dsvajmty
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Men's track capture NE Cup;

look to take on UNH and HC
By Serb Koenig
Collegian Start

Thi> VMfctad *« the University

ol Sew Hampshire, the

Massachusetts men's indoor track

team will try to follow up their rk

^land Challenge

Cup Trials with another overall

win against the host New

the

eoutmv urjm wahon;

junior Cartos Peralta and the Massachusetts men's indoor track team

tace Holy Cross and New Hampshire this weekend.

Hampshire Wildcats and
Crusaders of Holy Cross.

The Minutemen cruised to a dec i

mm- lb point triumph at the New
England Challenge Cup Trials at

Dartmouth on Ian. 17.

Following their victory. UMass
traveled to Boston where the squad
didn't fare quite as well.

"We firmhed fifth." junior 400m
sprinter Neil Conception said. "We
didn't have as good a performance

as we would've liked
*

Conception did note, however,

that the team is strong across the

board this season.

"The freshmen are very good this

year. We're very deep in each of

our events," the junior said.

UMass will need to prove that

depth this weekend in New
Hampshire, as they will be without

Conception, senior 200m school

record holder Stott Price, junior

Tom TOf«, who held the 200m
record previous to Price's run at

the Cup Finals, and freshman
standout Marc Sylvander. The four-

some is headed to Boston
IrmerMty for the Terrier Classic,

where ihe\ will attempt to achieve

NCAA qualifying time in the

4 v 400m relay The BU tndoor track

has both turves on either end*

raised on an incline, thus increas-

ing the runners' times when thc\

run back down the decline. It is

considered by some to be the

fastest in the nation.

"Our odds are really good for

getting a ?»hk! time." Concepckw
said "This weekend we aren't run-

ning any other events like we usu-

ally do. so w ncentratc on

the relay

Senior distance runner Ryan
Carrara, junior hurdler Ben Biraldi.

and school pole vault record holder

Albie \»/quc/ will be left to lead

the team against the Wildcats

Carrara turned in an IC4A qualitt

ing lime while placing second in

the 3000m at the New England
Challenge C up Finals. Biraldi won
the 55m hurdles in the Cup Trials

with a time of 1 70 second-

Vazquez tleared tVO" in the pole

vault at the Finals, shattering the

previous record by three inches.

"They'll be able to hold their

n rcalh well If everyone does

their )ob. they'll be able to win the

meet." Conception said.

Men's swim take UConn;
return for Rutgers' meet

A-i«tN » "..

The Massachusetts' men's swim team are set to battle Rutqer Saturday

Cohpon Staff

The Massachusetts men's swimming

and diving team will look to continue

their winning ways tomorrow after

noon a- the* travel to the Sonny

Vverbltn Recreation Center to take on

Rutger* tor a I p m meet The
Minutemen will enter Saturday

tear with a perfect 8-0 record and will

have to face a small but potent Scarlet

Knight squad.

"Rutgers definitely has a good

team." coath Rum Varworth said

They may not be that deep, but they

have several strung swimmers."

Rutgers is led by senior captain Matt

Tevald. and junior diver Michael

laros* The team is coming off a Big

East victon over rival St lohn's where

Tevald took first in the 200m Freestyle

and butterfly while larosx won both

the »m and Im diving events larosz

recently set a new school record at the

Im height with a >>2.85 point show-

ing as he qualified for the NCAA
regionahin the process.

A blackout last Saturday caused the

|an 1\ meeting with the IUNHID ol

Now Hampshire to be postponed but

the Minutemen relumed »trong this

week I Mass has continued to nde the

wave to an unblemished record, the

last victim being cross stale rival

Connecticut The Minutemen downed

the Hu-kies 177-66 at home last

Sunday afternoon.

"Our attitude has really been a

tremendous lift to our performance."

rih -aid -Fveryone on the team

has worked hard to allow us

to produce the result* that we have."

Mjmi.hu>ett* s lunior Brian

Wianiewski managed to beat ihe surge,

sneaking in a 200 IM
Wssniewski fmished first m the

aa well against L Conn, also adding a

win lo ihe da\ -
i

mancc Pitching in lor the medio relay

team as well. Wianiew<.*j helped bring

home a first place fmi»h in the 400

That came alter he posted lour wins in

the team- ' Ttmouth

ing well against the

Hu-kie* * MH dt -

•ad to his home
n both the one and three

meter events. The matchup between

Hefferun and larosz could prow lo be

one of the moat interesting part* of the

meet as Hcfferon became only the

third UMass diver ever to score ovci

MM) points in a dual meet competition

He also art a personal beat with 1 1 4 «

Minuteman junior B I Brannan

cruised to a two-victory performance

as well, taking the 200 and 500 free

competitions

After Rutgerv UMass will return

home for a meet against Atlantic 10

rdham on Feb 7 at 12 p». at

h R Rogers, |r Pool. The

Minutemen will gear up for the A- 10

Championships held in Buffalo S S

ar from Feb. 19-21. A win at

Buffalo would mean a third straight

lonfcrente crown for Varworth and

I Maas.

"I'm not sure if you could call us the

favorites or not," Varworth said

-There's Mill several strong teams out

there that we can't quite count out yet.

including Virginia Tech. St.

Bonaventurc and George Washington

who are all certainly atSTIn it
'
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WELCOME
Set Into the i»wing of Spring Semester

With Smart Savings at Hampshire Mail!

SET YOUR STUDENT
DISCOUNT CARD TODAY!

s n DENT TUESDAY DISCOUNTCARD

AitvoTatV

S**, »^ -..** f ' ti WmmM

A Student Reward Promrmml

SAVE AT OVER 2B STORES EVERY TUESDAY
JUST FOR BEING A STUDENT!
Student Tuesday Discount Cards Available

At the Custom** Service Booth.

Student LP. Required.

Some Restrictions May Apply
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Prqject-
Your life will NEVER

be the same!

women s swimming
contmood frexn pcfjflf "

m the 2ot> 6mtyh ratag ham luhc

Dragon, hihe Alexander. Arm Mullen

and Spentct Another bright spot on

Irvtag

performance of junior dive

Jsthadt

\\ inning the 100 fly was a big step

for Andrea. It was her fastest time of

the season She broke the minute

murk, and that wa* a hie -wim for

her," Ncwcoafa -aid "Kim had her

best meet at UMass again-i I OoM
Coach |Pollino| has been extremely

pleased with her hard work. She's

been doing an outstanding job."

.> FALL 19Q7 <-

Recruitment Nights:

6:<X)PM (note Prompt Starting ltnu>

February 2-Campus Center Rm .163c

February 3-Campus Center Rm.l63c

February 4-Campus Center Rm.l63i

Possibility of Earning Credits

Against Dartmouth, apencei

the key stalwart for the Minutewomen.

winning three events Hickey and

Hupp also won a pair of event* in the

H2 5 victory

I Mass took the Rhode Uland
Invitational over LaSalle and URI l.ia

l.ansky. Spencer. Sarah Newell and

Shannon Rowell each won an event to

propel the Minutewomen to ricaory.

up on the slate for UMeas will

be a dual meet against Rutgers tomor-

row afternoon at I p.m. in Piscataway.

S
I The Scarlet Knights started out

their season >-0. but have since lost to

Army and West Virginia Sophomore

I li/abeth Fngle, senior Laura Lehrcr.

and freshman Patricia Olson will be

the key swimmers for Rut>

"They have a new coach and there

are a whole lot of things that are dif-

ferent there now." Newcomb said

"But were going down to the second

best facility in the East, and we're hop-

ing to swim some fast times."

UMass will then round out it* dual

meet schedule on Feb 7 when it will

host lordham at 3 p.m at Rodger-

Pool. The Atlantic 10 Championships

will then take place in Buffalo. N Y

Feb 19-21.

CELEBRATE WITH US!
SOtrl c/frmlvExiaxu Gjala \jacuLtu Skovacais. Loncixt

Tickets:
S| I 1)1 M-

<.i m i< \t < mi .iiki \

rtm i< i i in us

Rows A-K si-, $18

AllOTIIKKKOWS S10 $8

M \> in im k< iiasi i) \ i no 1 im AaTfl

l , (TKstHoxOn i< i I • I
:»"» M5-2B1 1 okai

DOWKBR A' DIIOKH mon IaM m< y : II

1 4 artists performing solos

and chamber music,

Classical and Jazz

Saturday, January 31

8pm Bowker Auditorium

Co-Sponsored by:

wYc t V
N^ so.....

y wrnx
' 100.9^

DAILY COLLEGIAN

Women's hoop can't look past UD hoop

By Jackie Leroux

Collegian SiaH

The Massavhu>cits women's bas-

ketball it-am. already well into its

dJvtofcM schedule, will tontinue its

quest for an Atlantic 10 title tomor-

row when n takes on the Dayton
Fixers. With game time scheduled
for I p.m., the Minutewomen will

look to improve their conference
record to 5-4.

The Minutewomen are coming

off two straight conference win*.

luning swept Temple juJ La Sails

last weekend Despite having lost

their leading scorer to Injuries earlv

in the season, the Minutewomen
are still looking to achieve their

preseason goal ol bringing the

A- 10 title to Amherst.
"The A-10 is cra*\, it> up and

down." coach joanic U Hiicn said.

"Some teams win and lose games
that you just shake your head at

sometime** when you look at the

jBasstsaMaMN

The women's basketball team are hosting Dayton of the Atlanti

Saturday at 1 p.m. at the Mullins Center

tea. So we feel we're in the mid-

dle of the patk with just about

everybody else We have eight

games left and we're just going to

take them one at a time."

On paper the Flyers do not

appear to be a strong team. Dayton

will be coming into the William D
Mullm- Center this Saturday on

game two of a three-game East

Coast road trip. The Flyers took on

Rhode Island last night, no doubt

hoping to improve their dismal

road record of 0-9. Dayton has also

snuggled with in the A-10, with a

id ol I 7 Their overall rctord

i> 5-15. including a nine game los-

ing streak that was finally snapped

with a bb-62 win over Fordham on

Ian. 22 Statistics, however, do not

always tell the whole st.

The Flyers are a young team in

the midst of a rebuilding process.

The majority of their key player*

are sophomores and freshman.

"Their retord does not indicate

anything about the type of team

they are." O'Brien said. "Thev

probably have some of the best

young talent in the league. That's

the part that stares you as a coach,

because your team may look at

their retord and think, well, the

not that good, and then you look at

them on dim and you see thai they

have a ^huntc to be xery good"
Daxton is on the brink of turn-

ing its xoung squad into a tompeli

live team It returned this season

with lour of last year's lop fi>c

scorers, including those who led

UD in scoring 22 games out of last

year's 27 games. The Flyers are

being led this season bx sophon

Christi Hesit I 1 guard

out of I ouUville. Ken . Hester

leads the Flyer- in scoring with IS

points per game. She is coming off

ol a great freshman year where she

had averaged a team best 14.4

points. She was a pre-season fit*t

team All- Atlantic 10 selection.

and was named to the IW7 A-10
Ml Newcomer team last season.

\lso making strong contribu-

H are sophomore forward
lanelle RiMau who leads the team

in three-point field goal percent-

age, and senior forward Keeoma
Uardford. who is the team's lead-

ing rebounder Ristau hii 25
three's last season and has totaled

18 to far this season, with a per-

centage ol 5b7 Wardford, a trans-

fer from the University of

Kentucky who was brought in to

help shoulder the rebounding load,

is currently averaging 5 7 boards a

game
"II wc take them lightly they

will com in here and take it to us

,on our own court. " O'Brien sa*d>

\nd that's something that we're

ng to have to fight against. We
are going to have to match their

intensit

continued from page 12

made a bit easier. W ith the win over
Rhody, the idea that LMass couldn't
beai a ranked team — it was 4

coming into tonight — was put to

rest. But there is still a lot of work to

be done, and the Minutemen know
it

Daxton oomm in Sunday, fresh off

win- OWN Naxier and Temple, and is

14-b, 6-2 in the A-10 Then
Tuesday, UMass has Temple on its

hands. After being ranked earlx in the

season, the Owls haxe dropped out of

the polls but are still one of the
Minutemen main ubsiacles to earn-

ing back a conference title, which has

been priority No 1 for this team all

season

"We still haxe a long way to go."

Flint said "We still made mistake*

it 't still early It's still a tough league.

Hods is beating exerxbodx On
any gixen night xou can go out and
(get blown out | We just have to keep
working hard, guxs haxe to keep get-

ting betu

Though both the players and
Flint don't xxant to get too excited

about the win and the nine-game
win streak, this max haxe been the

game that proved to both them
and to a once xerx skeptical

following of how good this team
has become
And if anyone knows that now it's

the Lnixcrsitx ul Rhode Island

/ ukt Meredith it a Collegian

columnist

Do-si-do!
The men's basketball team tangled with the Rams of Rhode Island

last night in Atlantic 10 action

THE CLUB
Tennis & Fitness Center
659 Amherst Road. Sunderland

* DOUBLED IN SIZE*
549-3638
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lwww.aux.umatt.edu/textbookannex • s^Bi •«* anw •mmm mmm eaasai.^-. <,

Return your textbooks with your receipt for a

"NO QUESTIONS ASKED"
RefundThrouch Monday February 9th, 1998.

Beginninq ruiSOAt Fihui'AH) 10, 1998 textbooks from clropi irses may be

returned with .1 salt ' and an updated com dole

rhe s< hedule ma\ h< obtaim d 'torn the

(Ut nol w.nt for Ihem to mail

in Whitmore:

I looks must be in new tonclition N<> m.irks, writing,

water damage ett

Any incorrect titles purchased aftei rm >oay, Fibruary

10(h must be returned within 48 hours of pur-

( hase. St hedule, syllabus 01 othei prool oh

incorrect purchases musl be presented, along

with salts re< eipt.

Remembei the Kist da\ to return textbooks with

no questions asked is Mon€^y, February 9th.

www.aux.umass.eduVtextbookanneftextbookannex

University Store • Textbook Annex

Save Your Receipt

Our Refund Policy
It you purchase on incorrect title you may return ^

it tor refund within 7 i alendat rfoy5 ol the lust ~
thi\. of classes. Thereafter, incorrect titles may be

returned within 48 horns ol purchase providing the book

is new and unmarked

I . textbooks from dropped < ourses may be returned during the

updated course s< hedule obtained from the Registrar. Any new /><>oA\

be unmuiki'd.

Keep \ oui rc< eipt(s). Retinitis on textbooks < annot be made u

/(•( eipt(s) at 1 ompanies the hook.

1 Alwavs have voui t.D available. This is reunited lot 01>' Always have youi current I. D available. This is required lev any reh
t

transactions.

Ihe return ol unsold hooks to the publisher begins seven weeks altei the beginning ol

the semestei Attei the seventh w<-ek you miaht not he able to pun host- the books

Ei H Fal1
'97

(V) M Schedule
^^\^ We accept cash, personal check, Ucard, Visa, MasterCard as

^£T forms of payment.

f^fc'y We begin to return unsold books to the publishers in the middle of

r4^ 7^ ths semester. Students are encouraged to get the books they need

^^^y for the semester as soon as possible after official enrollment in a

v yr course.

Spring 1998 Book Rush Hours
-Thursday, January 29 9am 8pm

wmwf+m wm. r , Friday, lanuary 30 9am 6pm
Thursday 9am 5pm Fj Saturday, lanuary 31 Ham 5pm
Friday 9am 5pm \\-%\

Monday, Feb. 2 -Friday, Feb. 6

SECOND WEEK - February 24 *^ 9am - 6pm

Monday Friday 9am 5pm W!tm\ Thereafter Monday Friday

r£ 9am 4pm
Thereafter, Monday Friday M V̂

9am 4pm at the Textbook Annex,

beginning February 9, 1998
m
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APARTMENT FOR RENT | EMPLOYMENT

University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

EMPLOYMENT

3rd Floor 2 bedroom
apartment available Feb 1

Heat/Hot Water + Cooking

eluded S815/month

Please contact Andrew
Newcomb 549-0600

AUTO FOR SALE

88 Chewy Cavalier Good

,] car Very reliable

Has new brakes, tires,

radiatoi Replaced engine

and rebuilt alternator

about 2 vea's ago Selling

00 below

NADAj Call 546-3842

91 VW Golf GT Standard

ent condi-

tion $5500 549-0892

87 Chevy S 10 Pickup
. parts $1400

Can Cash

paid everyday 1 -800-649

4795

COMPUTERS
7200/90 Power Mac

»ard dnves. 32 MB
RAM 4 MB VRAM. 17

inch 1 705 Apple Monitor

$1500 Contact Jay ©
545-0989 or evenings 9
253-3692

EMPLOYMENT

Now hiring part time

rs in Downtown
Amherst $7 an hour

Applicants must be outgo-

.oq Call Sean 253-0583

Looking for Mary
Poppins 8-12 hours per

week Mon. Wed, Fn after-

noons Occasional week-

end hours References,

experience, car a must

549-7788

NEW STUDENTS PRO-
GRAM seeks extroverts

from 98-00 Class with

2 5* GPA May 27 to July

18 Salary, room, meals,

health coverage Apply

307 Admissions Center

Deadline Feb 6

Delivery Drivers

Needed Apply at Bell's

Pizza 65 University Or

Drivers and Kitchen

Nalp Wanted Apply at

P Dough. Downtown
Amherst

EXCEPTIONAL SUM-
MER OPPORTUNITY—
Camp Wayne. NE PA

I3hrs/NYC|— Sports ori-

e n t e d

Counselor/Specialists for

all Land/Watef Sports

including Tennis. Camping.

Climbing/rlopes. Mountain

Biking, Rocketry. RollerHockey.
Sailmg/Watersknng. A &
C. Drama Radio. Video

Campus Interviews

Tuesday. March 3rd

Please call 1 888-737-

9296 or 516-883-3067

Leave your name, phone

number and mailing

address

Immediate

Openings

OftkeHourv 10 AM to 2

PM & 4 PM to 9 PM
Saturday* & Sundays also

available

• fun Atmosphere

• No Experience Required

• OnBusUne
• Flex** Schedule

• Or*? Minutes From Campus

TOUR JOBS Discover

how to work in exotic

locations, meet fun peo-

ple, while earning a living

in these exciting indus-

tries' For more informa-

tion 517-324-3092 Ext

C50012

FOR RENT

SUMMER RENTALS
CAPE COD GROUP
Summer Rentals- Some
waterfront bouses,
some with swimming
pools. Falmouth area.

Diamond Real Estate

(508*77 1900

Fridge Rentals
delivery 253-9742

Free

FOUND
Ring found near Mullins

SterT.no Silver 548-8996

GREEK

Start Your Own
Fraternity! Zeta Beta Tau

is looking for men to start

a new chapter If you are

interested in academic
success, a chanco to net-

work and an opportunity to

make friends in a non-

pledging brotherhood, e-

mail joeOzbtnational org

or call Joe Alfidi at

(317)334 1898

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Joy-

Happy Birthday!

I hope you have a great

day. you deserve it
1 I'm

sorry I won't be around to

party with you. but I

promise I will make it up

to you 1

Have fun 1

Loveya.

Jen

Green Fountain Pen
Sentimental value Lost

near Library Tower Please

call 253-1577

MUSICIANS

Epiphone Accoustic
Electric Guitar Excellent

condition Great sound and

great pickup- with HARD
CASE $400 Call Dm 549-

7540

ROOM FOR RENT

Rooms For Rent Very

close to campus Females

Only $1200/semester Call

549-7146 or (508)655-5922

ROOM FOR RENT | SlfcREO * CAR bQUIP

ATTENTION JEWISH
STUDENTS

Spaces available in Living

Community of H i lie I

House Call Jason for

details 549-1710

ROOMMATE WANTED

Looking for roommate
to share three bedroom

apartment Call 549-5596

Roommate Wanted in

two bedroom apartment in

Brandywine Live with

three others Rent $200

Call 549-5079

One bedroom in two

bedroom apartment

Sugarloaf Estates On

PVTA Utilities included

$300-5345 Available

NOW 665-3295

STEREO ft CAR EQUIP

Car Stereo Equipment

Kenwood Detach Face- 1

year old. paid $350 1 amp
100x2. paid $150 1 amp
100x4. paid $100 1 pair

Pioneer 6x9 speakers,

lOOw. paid $110 Whole

system sounds great,

needs nothing Selling as

package deal for $300
Call 546-3852

Tascam Multitrack
Recorder 4 track mixing

board and recorder Only 8

months old Received a 24

track as a girt over break

Will include: 1 mic. never

been used; 4 professional

recording tapes Paid

$550. will sell for $330.

Call 546-3842

TRAVEL

Spring Break 98 Get

Going!!!

Cancun. Jamaica,

Bahamas. & Florida Group

Discounts & Free Drink

Parties 1 Sell 5 & go free!

Book Now' i

'

Visa/MC/Disc/Amex 1-

800-234-7007
http //www endlesssum-

mertourscom

Best Hotels. Lowest
Prices All Spring Break

locations Florida. Cancun.

etc From $89 Register

your group or be our

Campus Rep Inter-campus

Programs (800)327-6013

www icpt corn

Have you waited this

long to make Spring Break

plans 7 It's not too late'

Choose Sunsplash Tours-

Call Michelle 256-8217

THE

CLASSIFIEDS

Imagine the Possibilities

Get
Your

MONEYS
WORTH

Sell your books in

The Classifieds

It's EASY and

CHEAP
students AY /.word

non-students 40$ I word

Personals Policy
'- v< m n**.. >«*• n»pe

IWaM>

or m mneap

Rates
Students

20C per word/day

All others

NEW Standard Headings

*,«#.*, _*.>.* I 40C per word/day

$2.00
min7day

NO REFUNDS

HWU.TH * MAUTV

tUIONMMU
AUTOPAWT1

Ptenr »v»*rrV-j*U and

feubk Wr «* MM nmdnMMr In rrtoA <nuk

m from illegible hjmKurlUm <» lypr
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MKMHJDMM «NWWOULD 1

YARD Mill

FRIDAY. JAN 30

Reading- Richard Dyer,

prut of film at

trick University. United

Kingdom, will read from
his new hook White at

">0 p.m. in Campus

Center 162. There will be a

book signing after the talk.

Elections- First Year
Students of Hillcl (FYSH)
elections will be held for

three positions: Meeting.

Outreach and Program
Coordinators, at Hillcl

House, at 7:30 p.m. For

more information, call

549-1710.
Exhibit- The Augusta

Savage Gallery at the

Universityf Massachusetts

will host an exhibit of por-

traits by former UMa^
professor lack Coughlin
entitled "A Brush With the

Blues. " The opening recep-

tion will be held from 5-7

p.m.

WEDNESDAY. FEB 4

Meeting- The UMass
Theatre Guild's first

meeting will be held at

7 p.m. in the Campus
Center 162. All are

welcome and audition
information for jesus

Christ Superstar will be

provided. For more
information. contact
Lindsey Bovaird at

256-4138.

FYh are pubk service anrtourKtwem piited

dairy. To submit an FY1, ptease send a press

release containing aU pertinent information,

ndutjng the name and phone number of the

contact person to the College, cio the

Managing Edtor by noon the previous day.

NIGHT'S

HSCN .

Bulletin Board

CBS/3 Hartford

CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

HSCN Movie Ch.

UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

NBC/30
New Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN

International

UMass Academic TV

V7 HSCN Programming

\M TV-19

ABC/40 Springfield

m NBC/22 Springfield

IS CNN

14 CNN SI

IB Headline News

IB UCTV

17 TBS

IB BET

IB TV Land

Univision

Comedy Central

Cartoon

Much Music

WEATHER
WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
"WvfT
WTrC
WWIP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
A4E
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN

_k!EL
MTV
NICK
SCIR
TLC
TNT

USA

CD
©

12 Wishbone X
News I'. CBS News

NmX
full HOUM S
News

Mad Abo You

22

Home Imp.

Gallery Auction

20 Newt I

2!

HBO
MAX
SHOW

©
PD

Business Rpt Newshour WHh Jim Lehrer T
Inside Edition IBmITVI

CBS Newt

ABC
BoyWorld

NBC Newt

Med Abo You

NBC Newt

Simpton* X
NBC

With Week

Extn S

melde Edition

Freth Prince

Wheel-Fortune

Judge Judy it

Ent Tonight

Seinfeld if

Wheel-Fortune

Ent. Tonight

Food

Freeh Prince

Jeopardy!!

Judge Judy ff

Herd Copy X
Fretier TT

Jeopardy!!

Kids-Oamdest

ICJda-Oamdeal

Subrine-Wilch

Campus

8:30
Well St. Week

Gregory Hinet

Gregory Hinet

Boy-World

9:00 9:30
Connecticut Journal

Famly Metlert
[
Step by Step"

Femily Metiert

Sebrine-Witch

Step by Step

Healthbeat-Fat

»« "6rong> ft<V(1980. Comedy) Cfr" Eiitwood

10:00
McLaughlin

10:30

JANUARY 30, 1998
11:30

Religion

Nth Bridget Downtime It

Naih Bridget Oownttme" I
2ft'20 I

))TT
|
rtomMBei Ufa on the Street (In Stereo) I

"UoiUI f9ir"(1994. Suspense) Joa nne K»ms. Gregory Harrison |Newt iGrice Under

Dateline (In Stereo) 1.

Beyond Belief: Fact or Fiction

Otteline (In Stereo) X

Mid Abo. You

Femily Matters

ABC News

Northern Exposure X

Mad Abo. You

Family Mittert

WortdView I

Seinleld X
Seinfeld X
Andy Griffith

FrMierS

Frailer X
Andy Griffith

Uw » Order "Big Bang" 31

MoneyllnaX Croatfire I
Make-Laugh

I
Rowan Atkinaon: Face

wings -'.k si See" (R) Gimme Shelter

Fawfty Towert

Sabrina-WHch |Boy-World

Homicide: LHa on the Street (In Stereo) X
Millenni-im The Mikado" 3T

Homicldi': Lite on the Street (In Stereo) X

11:00
Nova Supersonic Spies 1

Newt

News |

Lite Show X
Lite Show T

Star Trek: Next Gener

Nightline "

Newt ITonlgM Show

Vibe

Seinleld (f

News X
Gaftery Auction Continual

Sabrina-Wltch |Teen Angel n"

Tonight Show

Deep Space 9

TomcJt_Show

20f20S

*\i "HeUDQUTHf (1993, Fintny) Chuck Norm, Carvm Levels

S 'The Culling Edoe" (1992, Comedy) D.B. Sweeney, Moira KeWy

Biography "The Gambmos First Family of Crime" (R)

Work) Today X
Fawfty Towers

Wild Discovery

Larry King Uvea:

Cheers it

News li

M'A'S'H R

Nightline n

Real TV a

• yiasftdanc9"(1983) Jeoniler Beals.

20th Century (R;

World Today X
H "Marly Python and the Holy Grair'(l975, Comedy)

Up Close jSportscenter

Superm arket _[0ebt

MTV Live (In Steieo)

2»

Quantum Leap (In Stereo) X
Renovation [Renovation

Figure It Out | Tiny Toon

Lojsji Clark-Superman

BaywalchifiiiriSleieolX

(5:15) "Doc Hof»wood"(1991)

1 NASCAR't 50-Veer Victory IQutside the Lines

Intimate Portrait Grace Kelly'

Oarii(R)

DougX
EL

Umolvad Mytteriei (In Slereo)

RugretsT.

Night SUIkar "The Youth Killer"

Home Again [Home Aga*

Babylon 5 Babylon Squared"

Hiqhlwder: The Series if.

Inside the NFL (In Stereo) X
To 8« or Not to Se ( 1983. Comedy) Mel Brooks. PG'

*** "Honeymoon n Vegas"
j

1 992) James Caan. PG- 1
3' IT

Benvis But!

Kablam! (R)

American Goth

Btivis-Butt

"'ppy^y
(In Slereo) X

Real America 48 Hours

Ultimata Performance |Qeytsri of Yellowstone (R)

jTennia Australian Open Women's Final. (Ln/e)

Law t Order House Counsel

"

Sports lllut |Moneyline «

Rowan Atkinson: Face

Juttice Files Love and Death

"Beyond Oteet5ion"(1994, Drama) Victoria Prmopal

Tel (In Slereo)

Wonder Years IWonder Yean

Top Ten Videos of the Week

Love Lucy X |M.T. Moore

* "Heltbound: Hetlraw »"(1966, Horror) Clare Higgins

Loch Nesa-flellgious |Woltman-Myth and Science

NBA Basketball Washington Wizards at Detroit Pistons (in Stereo Live) X [Inade-NBA

Walker, Texaa Ranger X !«'/> "Friday" (1 995, Comedy) lea Cube (In Storeo)!:

Almost Perfect

Sporticenter

Golden Girls

Loveline (In Steteo)

TaxiK Newhart «

Night Stalker The Youth Killer"

Real America: 48 Hours (Rj
l,

SummerBenfa<"(1985)

*** House Party- (1990) X
«« "Escape From L.A. "(1996) Kurt Russell. R [«« 'franlr t JM5fl"(1995, Western) Rob Lowe. (In Slereo) 'R X |0enniiMiller

««t "The Fimrtr (1996, Drama) Christopher Waiken 'R'

ohnny Mnemonic" (1995) Keanu Reeves (In Slereo) 'R' ft

tee "S'wpari"(1998, Drama) Kevin Bacon (In Stereo) R' X
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Horoscopes
CAPRICORN (Dec. TT fm 19)

— Toda> vuu ma> ha\c M give in to

an idea which >ou did accept ven
long ago. but seems right for you at

this time

AQUARIUS (|an. 20-Fcb. 18)
— It is important that you tr\ to

involve the right people in fOW
affairs today. Fckun on dynamics.

chemistry and cooperative el t.

PISCES (Feb. I9-March 2U)

You mav leel as though vou've got it

easy at this time, but unle-

begin preparing for something diffi-

cult vou'll soon be suqirised

ARIES (March 21- April 19) —
Scheduling is of the utmost impor-

tance today. Proper planning could

allow you to do the most without

wasting anvone else's time.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)

You may be surprised to leant that

someone close to you doesn't know
one or two kc;- facts about you \ei

Are \ou prepared to disclose them?
GEMINI (May 21-June 20)

You may be assuming that what
others need to know thev will learn

on their own. but the fact is that

you will have to point the way
today.

CANCER <|une 2l-|ul> 22) -
You may experience a change of

heart today which has \oii reconsid-

ering a course of action that you've

been planning for some time

LEO duly 2S-Aug. 22) - tour
hands-off approach to managing a

complex situation at home or work
will encourage others to leam more
about their own capabilities

VIRGO (Aug. 2 > Sept 22) -
Someone is waiting to hear from

you regarding certain debts that

have not yet been paid. There is

more than monev on the line here

LIBRA (Sept. 25-Oct. 22) — It

is important that you establish a

healthy rapport with those »ho
share duties with vou at this time

Tension b best avoided altogether

now
SCORPIO (Oct. 25-Nov. 21) —

You can benefit from watching
someone else work today. When it's

>our turn, you'll be more prepared

to accomplish each and every goal.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dcc.
21) — Much more than usual may
be expected of you today, but vou

know how to dig deep and come up
with the goods even at a moment's
notice

Close to H om e By John McPherson

^-*- etej arc • T**>s*rr v» Ct» It-it

Quote ol tl?c I>iiy

6d They're always such...

'girl quotes
9

•
^

-Overheard

fft 1<KSC9*K" r UK jew t lamnei*• ttaeoa «a*«eaMSM

"We tried flea dips, powders and sprays.

But our vet finally convinced us that organic

flea treatment was the way to go."

ACROSS
1 A twist of —
5 Custom
10 Credit —
1

4

Wading bird

15 New
16 Hodgepodge
1

7

Camera part

18 Happy or Doc
19 Tearoom
20 It could be real'

?2 Whiter
24 House area
26 Soon
27 Gndiron event
31 Plumbing

problems
35 Lemony drink

36 Foot part

37 Type of poem
38 Disencumbers
40 Skate
43 Achy
44 More demure
46 Actress

Lollobngrda
48 Cat abbr
49 Manicunsl's

board
50 Type of radio

52 Boot part

54 Pro —
55 Conference
58 Turn
62 With, to Henn
63 Temple leader
66 Frankenstein's

gofer
67 Quote
68 Muck Finn's

crealor

69 Break in the

action

?0 dog husky
71 Informal

language
72 Ivy League

school

DOWN
1 Do ctencal work
2 Fortas and

Saperstem
3 Color
4 Tries

5 Surprise winner

6 Piglet's mom
7 Ms Gardner
8 Cologne native

9 Fairylike

10 Some
Londoners

11 Jai —
12 Abundant
13 Shaker and

mover
21 Makes lace

23 Lounge around
25 Barbie or Ken
27 Silly comedy
28 Language of a

region

29 Change color of

agam

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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10-7 97 C 1997 Urned Feature Syn<3iC0t«

30 Use the scale
32 Fragrance
33 Russian bailel

34 Public outburst
39 Repaired
41 Famous

designer
42 Filling with fury

45 Pitcher

Nolan —
47 Ct. worker
50 Spread out

51 Carefully

53 Shopping

areas
55 Pouches
56 Hornble
57 — out

distnbule

59 — Fna: Arizona
river

60 Type of call

61 Writer —
Stanley
Gardner

64 Sound of the

tame'?
65 Corn crib

Todoy's D.C. Menu
Call 545-7626 tot m*f information

Franklin

LUNCH
Hot Sandwich, Turkey Styte

Grilled Cheese Supremo
Phish Munchies

Back to School Lunchtime Surprize

DINNER
Cathy'* Country Style Rib*

Zefce's Baked ZM
Charlie's Charbrolied Chkken Breast Sand

Ula'i Unknown Entree

Worcester
LUNCH

Fishy Whitmore Munchies
Momll Sandwich Center's Mesquite Chicken

Bow Ties w/ Campus Center Tomato Sauce

Thompson's Tri-Bean Casserole

DINNER
BarUett Beef Strips w/ Snow Peas (t Shrooms

Franklin's Fried Shrimp Dinner

Stir Fned Vegies and Tobin Tofu

Pastabilities' Eggplant Parmesan

Hampshire
LUNCH

Room Full of Hamburger (on a 45)

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich (on a 45)
Grilled Cheese

Fish Munchies (for a pillow)

DINNER
Beefy Beef Strips/Snow Peas Gt Mushrooms

Lemon Pepper Caper Cod
Hampshire's Dinner Surprize

Hampshire's Dinner Beverage Surprize

Berkshire
LUNCH

Freaky Fish Munchies
Buffalo Soldier Chicken/Honey Wheat Wrap

Grilled Cheese Sandwich
Vegan Ravioli

DINNER
Beefed Strips/Snow P's & Mushrooms

Baked Ziti

Stir Fried Friday w/ Vegies 6i Tofu

Endless Pastabilities
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The focus is on

Martin & skater

Tonya Harding
It vou jic not all-to familiar with

(he Professional Golf Assocutioii. vou

mav not he familiar with the plight of

. v Martin The story. » >t

stand> cuntntly. does not have happy

ending Yet

Martin was bom with a rare circula-

tor* disease in his leg which makes it

impossible fat him to walk a golf

.uurst for any tournament he enters.

The PGA has rules, though, stating that

no player can use a cart in any ol the

tourneys it sanctions

Which meant Martin can't play At

feast not on the PGA tour So he has

the PGA to court where he is

>l'\ Kitlll

I the nght to use a cart in it>

based on the American* with

Disabilities Ad He has run into some

opposition however The .Association

has argued to Judges in Martin's home-

tow n of Eugene. Ore that it is a Drives*

eniit\ and not subject to federal law.

\nJ >everal of professional golf's

biggest names are supporting the PGA.

Arnold Palmer and lack Sicklaus

among them.

In the meantime Martin is playing

on the Stke Tour, where two weeks

ago he won the lirst tournament of

In addition. Nike has signed him

nain component of it« new "I

Can" ad campaign.

rJjv Martin received support

from Bob Dole and Iowa Senator Tom
n. the two men who co-wrote

the Act Martin is using to sue the IX - V

What Martin is arguing is that using

a cart dots not affect his fotf game in

such a way that it gives him an unfair

advantage over others The fact that he

has the talent and ability to even make

gaj professional ranks despite his

>ht> speak* volumes about his

determination and character, and

should make the PGA jump at the

chance to induct htm into its rank-

• Tonya Harding and v-

Kerrigan will face each other on

national television for the fir-

since the l*m Olympics when Fox airs

-Breaking the Ice The Women of 1994

Revisited* on Thursdav

On Wednesday, the Boston Glob*

had an asweating look at the directions

in which the two women had headed

since "The Incident ."

-urpristngly. Kerrigan's ttory

was one of happiness and success, the

perfectly tailored tail for the "Princess

OI»mpu» ' Hsrding. who has

become an outcast in her own Oregon

hometown, on the other hand has

apparently developed an affimtv for

video poker and Marlboro Lights

It will be interesting to tee how the

two interact when the camera is rolling.

Of course, the show has already been

taped, but no segments have been

released yet On the show. Harding.

Kerrigan and several other skaters will

give an on- ice performance that was

recorded several weeks ago. Not sur-

prisingly. Harding's segment was taped

at a separate arena from everyone else.

,*in>? -lightlv with the Oregon

theme I Martin. Harding, etc. I. latrell

Sprewell and P.|. Carlesimo met

face-to-face for the first time

Jnc-djv since 'be former pla>cr

attacked the Golden State coach. The

two were together in Portland. On
the NBA began investigating whether

or not Sprewell < punishment is too

severe

The srbitration sessions, for which

lordham Law School Dean lohn

Feerick has issued a gag order, will

conclude their Portland portion today

and continue next week in New York.

a For Brat unit in six years the

Celtics have an All- Star. And people

I Rick Pitta couldn't turn thin?-

around in just one season Granted the

I
.ir from their glory days of the

I9WX but Pitino has infused a young

team with spirit, and dare I say...deter-

mination.

These two things are only going to

benefit the Boston club. With plavcrv

who are young enough to remember

the coach has got to have some control

(even though the NBA is a player's

league) With athletes closer to their

21ft birthday than social securitv.

Pitino can lay a solid foundation for

success. Sure, the rookies are green,

but down the road a few years there

may be another banner hanging in the

FleetCenter.

Antoine Walker. a mere

21 years-old. was selected in a ballot

by the league's coaches for a reserve

spot on the team. Walker, who beat

out Chris Webber and luwan Howard

.Hid others for the spot, is one of the

main reasons (or Celtic optimism. The

talented former-Kentucky player is the

first person since Dana Barros three

years ago to be named to an All-Star

team.

I^rry Bird will make a return to the

fanfare-filled weekend game, despite a

somewhat reluctant attitude. The rook-

ie coach of the Indiana Pacers has

proven this year that he can succeed at

both ends of the bench, as his team is

currently battling for the top spot in the

Eastern Conference's Central Division.

v Kane is a Collegian colum-

nist

UMass sinks URI
Basit subs in for Ijm Ketner & keeps up the intensity for 34 minutes;

Mike Babul successful in shutting down URVs Cuttino Mobley

By Corny Petor Goodman
Coilsgion Staff

r«L* HICKKAU i COUtGUN

Charlton Clarke and the Masssachusem' men's basketball team traveled

to knode Island last night to face the Atlantic 10 Rams.

PROVIDENCE — With only 2:29 gone in the first

half of last night's Atlantic 10 bout against Rhode

Island. Massachusetts basketball coach Bruiser Flint was

already ranting and raving on the sideline*.

Center I an Ketner was whistled for a questionable

offensive foul, his second foul of the game, and Hint was

forced to call upon sophomore Ajmal Basit to fill the

shoes of the dominating big man in the biggest confer-

ence game of the season.

Bui Flint's worries quickly faded away as Basil's

unmatched intensity and reckless pursuit of the ball

ignited a 19-2 run that subdued the capacity Providence

Gvk center crowd *>! 12.412 and ended any URI hopes

of ending its nine-game drought against the

Minutemen. UMast 115-5. 7-0 A-10) rolled to victon.

74-57

"They flat out beat us." said URI coach lim Harriet,

whose team drops u, |J |, S 2 They tore our heads

oil and the bod> can't live without the head
"

W ith Ketner and Tyrone Weeks on the bench for

much of the game with foul trouble — both eventually

fouled out — Basit played a career-high 54 minutes and

cashed in with 1 5 points and a career high 1 9 rebounds.

Flint was excited about his team's triumph and Basil's

enormous presence on the floor

I surprised he made it 34 minutes." Flint said

"But I know he can play this way The way he played

tonight is the way he plays against Lari everyday in

practice."

"I just wanted to keep the intensity up." Basit said

"When I do that and I'm having fun. I play better
."

The Minutemen guard trio of Charlton Clarke,

lonathan DePina and Montv Mack shut down the high

(coring Rhode Itland backcourt of Tyson Wheeler and

Cuttino Mobley.

Mobley. who averages over 17 points a game, ft

only 12 points in "6 minutes with sophomores Mike

Babul and Chris Kirkland in his face. And Whcelet

scored just eight, most of which came in the final few

minutes of the

Flint said it was no surprise that Babul was successful

in shutting down Mobley

Tvc been saving all along that he's the best defender

in the league," Flint said "He had a great game."

Once again, Mack was the silent leader for the

Minutemen. racking up a game-high 22 points on

| id 1 5 shooting with a pair of three pointers

"I have a lot of confidence in my game." Mack said.

"But I know there are still some areas I can improve

Antonio Reynolds-Dean was the hot hand

Rhode Island with 12 points, followed by sharp shoot

cr losh King with I I King was noticeably upset b\

his team's lack of succest against UMass over his

career . .

"It hurts. It really hurts." he said. "This is the best

team we've had at Rhode Island in years."

iVspite an incredible 59 percent first half shooting,

UMast won the game on the defensive end of the court

leading 43-29 at halftime. L Mass put the clamps on

Rhode Island, forcing them to only 50 percent shooting

in the second half and causing nine turnovers for the

game.

UMass also owned a considerable rebounding edge.

45-54, with 12 coming off the defensiv c glass from

Basit.

They are a very good, physical team." Harrick said.

"They gave us a lot of problem

Both teams came out firing in the opening minute* of

the ball game Neither team led by more than two points

until the 1 1 23 mark when DePina slashed through the

lane for a lav -in to give UMass a 20- 16 edge

Kings second three-pointer of the game at 1 300 gave

Rhode Itland their final lead at 16-14 before U.Maas

broke away with a 1 2-0 run.

Flint played down the win against the No 21 Rams,

calling it |ust another game the team needs M win in

order to get into the NCAA tournament.

"Championships are won on the court." Hint said.

"W ins will take care of everything
"

-This is a league game. We're trying to win the league.

All of the game* are important, it doesn't matter if the

team is in the Top 25 or not
*

UM proves legitimacy with ninth-straight

PRO\ II n NCE — If anyone had

doubts about how good the

men s basketball

team can be. they should be g*

now.
What I Mjss tl5-5. 7-0 Atlantic

101 did 10 No 21 Rhode Island

(ll J. s 21 '**' night was quite

remarkable The ^^^^^^^^m
Rams had cver\ i i

reason to be fired fjBja*aaj*jaa*aaji

up - thc> had

thev tall out again.

I M r*fj fine basketball

team." said Harrick. who saw a few

H teams in his reign at I

came in and played exception-

al well. Lvervthing that happened

out there happened because UMast

made it happen
"

^^^^^^^^^ The funnv thing
^^,^^^^^^^ was junior center

— I an Ketner and
I vrone

just lost on the road to Cincinnati

and come honu to find I Mass, a

team that had beaten them nine

straight times First place in the

Atlantic 10 Fast was at stake and if

there was ever a time where Rhodv

was to break the I Mm im\

last night

But when it was all said and done.

I MaM had proved bevond a shadow

of a doubt that, right now. it's the

best team in the Atlantic 10 The

Minutemen didn't just beat LRI

thev demoralized the Rai

in front of their home CI

prompting I Rl coach |im Harrick to

sa\ the Minutemen lore their heads

Provided it beat- Dayton on

Sundav Massat kuisi 111 will almost

certainly jump into the Top 25 on

Monday. And if the Minutemen tap
playing this well, it could be >ears

senior

Weeks, the first two guys you'd

expect to tear heads off. sat most of

the game on the bench with foul

trouble Ketner fouled up with 7:50

left, with onlv four points and two

rebounds

Tonight it was the role players who

am statement. In many ways, it

iKhing these kids grow up

right i V growing

pains of November and December

are gone, replaced by a group of

voungsters who have learned from

their mistakes, improved and made

L Mas- b.i-ketball fun again

flien -v.i- Chris Kirkland. hitting

open shots, playing smart aggre*ivr

ball, There was Mike Babul,

giving LMass coach Bruiser Flint

another night of exceptional d.

which has quicklv become this

team s trademark. There was

lonathan DePina. making plays and

containing LRI star guard Cuttino

Mobley
And the biggest kid of ill. sopho-

more center Aimal Basit. played the

best game of hit young career Basit

Ml inches of smiling, fist-pumping.

towel-waving exuhverancc. stepped

in and scored 1 5 points and pulled

down an incredible 19 rebounds.

Basit. who said he had a bit of a

stomach ache before tip-off. ended

up giving a sell-out crowd of 12.412

an ill feeling as it left the Providence

. Center

With a Top 25 ra.iiung appearing

imminent. UMass gave its now
nine-game win streak serious legiti-

macy by beating the Rams so dec i

sivclv The Minutemen are peaking

at the right time of the season, and

though they tried to downplay the

win. there is no denying about the

statement they sent across not onlv

the A-10. but the nation

"Were not worried about being

ranked." Weeks said. "We're just

worrying about winning ballgames.

We have a lot of tough games left on

our schedule. We have to worry

about ourselves. If we come to play

every night, we are a very good

team."

The road ahead has now been

Turn to HOOP, poge 9

Must-win situation

looms for hockey

Women's swimmings successful break

not forgotten after loss to Connecticut

By Jormo Kantonen

Collegian Staff

By Michael Kobytonsk.

Ccfksgian Staff

While most of the student bodv ol the

Lniversjiv ol Massachusetts was at home relax-

ing over the winter break, the Massachusetts

women s swimming and diving team was hard

at work.

Throughout the live week span, the

Minutewomen enjoyed a dual meet victory ovei

Dartmouth and sweep in the Rhode Island

Invitational. However, the break ended on I

sour note in a 187-113 loss to rival

Connecticut

Nevertheless, the Minutewomen are still fly-

ing high with a 6-3 dual meet mark heading

into the final month of the season. And for

coach Bob Newcomb. UMMi is right where it

needs to DC at this junction in the road.

"We're doing gt group, The team is

reallv suiting to come together as a unit."

McwuUUtb said "The niunth ol lanuatv can be

tough and draining, but the team did very well

We're going to let them rest for the next couple

of weeks ITie team is reallv excited about the

last few weeks of the Mason."

UMass was paced in the meet against LConn

by sophomore Andrea Spencer, senior Barbara

Hickey and sophomore Marci Hupp. Each

swimmer contributed one first place finish

apiece against the Huskies

"No. I wasn't disappointed with the result

against UCotin. Other than I couple ol events it

was a very good meet with good races."

Newcomb said "UCom is vet) good team

and the fact that we were right there wilh them

was good."

In addition to the individual finishes, the

Minute-women also received a DTK place finish

Turn to WOMENS SWIMMIN© page 8

IORMA KANSANIN \ COLLEGIAN

The women's swim team will travel tomorrow for a meet with

Rutgers.

fOtMA HANvAMfN ( (XI EUAN

The Minutemen look to sweep by the f nars of Providence tonight

at 7 p.m. at the Mullins Center.

season, this is the weekend to gain

that momentum Our previous

games against Providence and
Merrimack were real close, which

shows there is a lot parity in the

league this year.

"But from our standpoint, we
really need these wins if we want

to get to the postseason... period."

After a strong start to the sea-

son. Providence has been on a very

cold streak the last month. Up
until losh MacNevin's score in last

Friday night's 2-2 tie with Lowell,

the Friars were held scoreless for a

span of 228:18. Since Dec. 27. PC
has gone 1-6-1 , while only scoring

four goals in those six losses.

Freshman goaltender Boyd
Ballard ( 10-7-1 . 3.29 GAA and a

.893 save percentage) has cooled

off since his fiery performance the

weekend of Nov. 21 against the

Minutemen. where he recorded 77

sixes in two games. Ballard let up a

total of 1 4 goals in (wo defeats to BC
the weekend of Ian. I b before being

replaced by Mark Kane in last

Friday's tie with Lowell.

Merrimack did exactly what
UMass wanted it to do last week-

end against Northeastern — that is,

lose both games. For the

Minutemen to get the last playoff

spot in the conference, the

Warriors need to take a lot of losses

on the chin, while UMass needs to

finish the season with two more
conference wins in total — that is,

if it beats Merrimack tomorrow
night.

The Warriors are led by a stellar

trio of scorers in Kris Porter (28

goals, 14 assists. 42 points),
Martin Laroche (18- 24-42) and
Rejean Stringer (7-34-41). who
are all in the top five in scoring in

In a continuing series of cross-

road weekends for the

Massachusetts hockey team, this

upcoming one will be the most

important of them all. After losing

two games to Merrimack College

the weekend of |an. 16 and drop-

ping a game to No. 9 Boston College

last Saturdav. the Minutemen have

to start to take charge of their post-

season fate, and this will be the

weekend to do just that.

UMass (3-16-2. 0-11-1 in

Hockey East) will take on

Providence College tonight at the

William D. Mullins Center, and

then travel to North Andover on

Saturday night for a game against

the Warriors of Merrimack. Game
times for both games are 7 p.m.

To get back in the race for the

final playoff spot in HF.. the

Minutemen will need to sweep this

weekend's games, or at least gain a

victory over Merrimack. UMass has

shown in its previous two games

with both teams that it can compete

with them, but not defeat them.

Two 6-4 losses to the Warriors

(Q 14-1, 4-10 in HE), and two 5-3

losses (o the friars (12-9-2, 6-7-1

in HE), have been the conference

season for the Minutemen in a nut-

shell — so close in the final results

yet so far away in the conference

standings. For UMass coach |oe

Mallen, this weekend will be the key

to whatever success his team can

propel themselves toward for (he

rest of the season.

"Yeah, it seems like we've had a

couple of those crossroad week-

ends lately," Mallen said.

"However, if we are going to gain

any momentum for the rest of the
Turn to HOCKEY, page 7
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"Hotfor

Teacher"

Back in the States

after touring
Australia and |*pan,

Ween hit the Roxy
in Boston Check
out our review (see

Arts 6 Living, page

5)

Tom O'Connor reg-

istered S assists as

the UMass hockey
team won two this

weekend (see

Sports, page 10)

WORLD

Imelda Marcos urged

to run for presidency

MANILA Philippines (AP)

Hundreds of supporters urged

former first lady Imelda Marco*

yesterday to run for president,

but she ignored the plea and
instead aired her side of a graft

conviction that could put her in

jail

The widow ol the late dictator

Ferdinand Marcos made her first

public appearance after the

Supreme Court upheld a graft

conviction that brought her cloa-

er to possible imprisonment

"Why is it a crime to build

hospital* for the poor?" Mr*
Marco* asked about 500 rowdy
supporters in Manila's slum dis-

trict of Tondo. contending tome
of the money in the graft ca*e

was used to build a hospital ftfl

the
|

On Thursday, the Supreme
rt upheld a lower court'*

I9s*3 conviction of Mr*. Marco*

on a corruption charge stemming

from the leasing of property

owned by a government-run
commuter railway She face*

nine to 1 2 year* in prison

NATION

Search on for clinic

bombing wittness

FRANKI IS S C (API —
Dozens of federal agents searched

this remote region of the southern

Appalachian Mountains on

Saturday lor a man they believed

could help them locate the

bomber of an abortion clinic

The man being sought. Eric

Robert Rudolph, was wanted a* a

witness and not as a suspect in

Thursday's fatal bombing in

Birmingham. Ala.. U.S. Attorney

Doug tones said.

FBI agents questioned several

people believed to have been
friends or acquaintances of

Rudolph However, no sightings

of Rudolph or his truck were
reported.

A pickup (ruck registered to

Rudolph. 31. was seen near the

site of the bombing that killed an

off-duty police officer and critical-

ly injured a nurse.

"We want to talk to this guy

really bad." said Earl Woodham. a

spokesman for Bureau of Alcohol.

Tobacco and Firearms in

Charlotte. The bureau said the

nail bomb was intended to maim
and kill, not cause damage to the

building. A witness reportedly saw

a man wearing a wig flee the area

after the explosion and hop into

the pickup truck.
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Parking referendum

open to student vote

on campus tomorrow

miam ucoumott eouirwi

Dizzy i

Sarah Merry, a fifth grader at Woodland Hills Elementary School takes a ride on

the gyrospace in the Hampshire Mall Saturday afternoon.

Students react toUC 2000
RSO's question space allocation in new student union

By Jill Carrol

The Lnivcr»n> vcnicr 2000 ( IC 20UO(, a plan lo ren-

ovate the Student Union and Campu* Center in 2000.

ha* sparked coniro*crc> between >omt Registered

Student Organization - kSOi and the CC 2000 com
station

Members of the Game Hobbyist League and Science

hction Society feel the Lv h not

working to serve the need* of their RSO's.

The UC 2000 commission is a joint effort between the

Student Government Association (.SGA) and the

Student Center for Fdudtion Research and Advocacy

iSCERA)
"A lot of our members are* trying to get invoh

the process bui we re getting the run around lit seemed

the UC 2000 commission felt| We don't care what you

say as an R.SO W e want vou here so we can say we had

student involvement." said Keiih McCorndc, member

of the League.

"We have talked to over 50 RSOs surveyed 500

students over the phone and held dozens of work-

shops." Mark Kenen director of SCERA said "We have

>»idcl\ publicized these workshops We have tried %ery

hard to involve as many students as we can in the

process."

One of the complaints the League and Society had

about the tomnu«>ion » handling ol the planning was

the survey given to 500 ktudents.

"The survey was poor... we needed (questions)

something open-ended not a list of (responses)

answers" M
"We're n using only open-ended ques

tions bv Pro)cc( PuKc The ^uncy had both multiple

By Victoria Grove* & Pout Hayes

CoSsaynn Stun

Students could play a large pan in

deciding if a parking garage will be

built in Amherst center by casting their

ballots in a special referendum vote

tomorrow.

The referendum is being held as an

opportunity for the town at large to

overturn the Town Meeting (TM's)

approval of a parking garage to be

located at Bohwood Walk in Amherst

center

Those students living in Southwest,

who arc registered to vote in Amherst,

can cast their ballots on campus in

Hampden Dining Commons.
"The garage issue impacts student

workers and shoppers, if students

want more parking they need so show

that in the ballot box." said TM mem-
ber lohn Furbish of precinct 10. which

includes part of Southweat

This is the second year Southwest

residents have been granted this

increased access to the polls It comes

as the result of the towns subdividing

Southwest into TM precincts 4a and

10a Previously it had been parts of

TM precinct* 10 and four, and stu-

dents had so cast their votes off cam-

pus.

According to representatives from

Commuter Services, student participa-

tion in this vote could not be more

critical

'Right now. students living in

Southweat need to vote they need to

have their voices heard on this issue."

said David Hammer, Commuter
Services community intern

Commuter Services is working with

the Student Government Association

(SGA) to publicize the election though

neither group is encouraging voters to

support or oppose the parking garage.

"Anything coming out of Commuter

Services is not going to be pro one side

or the other. We're interested in insur-

ing that the polling place is successful

so that it's available for state and

national elections.

"We want people to vote usjldtie*

of how they're going to vote."

Hammer said.

It is hoped more students will vote

this year, after a pitifully small turnout

at the Southwest polls last year.

"In this second election at

Hampden, students have to show they

arc willing to become active political-

ly.- Furbish said.

Some TM members said there arc

clear reasons why students are not

always interested in town issues .

'Students arc busy with school and

their own interests, the town is on the

periphery of their lives." said TM
precinct four member Benson
Bowditch. "and Town Meeting votes

normally don't have a direct impact on

There is also a lack of

mem by the town for the

vote.

"I don't know that there's been any

(effort by the town to encourage stu-

dent voting). " Bowditch said. "I think

a lot of us | in the town| forget there

are 26.000 kids hare."

Student voting will be especially

Turn to VOU poge 2

Kenen said

legion had four

iple choice questions

1 last •emes'er Fach

•ludv space; ultural

choke and open-ended quest*

A copy of i he survey given

open-ended questions and 56

There were Five workshops

had a differeni focuv ret.i

centers and bu»ine*»

Member* of the I eaguc and the Science Fiction

•eel the Conn • not doing enough to

involve RSO's and M \m\ planning is going on.

"I had no idea i hi* was going on until Keith told me."

turn to UC. page i

If guilty, Nixon counsel
|

urges Clinton to confess

UMass profs first to clone calves

ColeoKjn Staff

lames Robl is a professor in the

University of Massachusetts animal sci-

ence department He teaches .lateen in

research animal rnanagement. an hon-

ors class, a biotechnology lab. a gradu-

ate course, and tries to teach a gradu-

ate course in Lisbon every lanuary

The office right next to Robl's

belongs to Dr. Steven Stke. a UMass
faculty member in the animal science

department, and the chief scientific

officer of Advanced Ceil

Technology(ACT), a biotechnology

company.

Together Robl and Stice created

ACT. which works closely with the

University. Also Robl and Stice.

together, created a sensation, a media

frenzy, when they announced two

weeks ago that they had succecctulK

cloned two genetically modified, or

transgenic calves, named George and

Charlie

The two scientists produced the

embryos which produced the calves on

campus, in Paige laboratory. They said

what makes their calves so unique is

that they were not the clones of an

adult animal, but that the scient

reprogrammed a cell and cloned it

Stice said that the researchers use

the University facilities, and they have

an agreement where the University

owns the technology, but ACT retains

the right to practice it. For this right

ACT pays a royalty to the Univerciiv

"It helps get the word out that the

I niversity faculty are doing some very

innovative things and are really at the

cutting edge of a number of technolo-

gies." Slice said. "This is just one area

that the University is doing very well

in. and it happens to be in an area that

gets a lot of publicity." he said.

Robl said he did not expect the

response from the press that they

received. The news of the cows waa

front page news in many papers across

thecountrv

"The nice thing about it was the fact

Turn to ClONC page 2

ByLMfiel
Aiiuciutod frets

BOSTON — Watergate figure

Charles Colson has some »d

for President Clinton: If he's

guilty of any improprieties, he

should admit them all now and

ask the American public for for-

giveness

II Nixon had done it. he'd have

finished his presidency. If Clinton

would do it. he'll Finish hit," said

Colson. the special counsel to

n who served 207 days in

prison for obstruction of justice

Before addressing a convention

of Evangelical Christians

Saturday. Colson compared

Watergate to the current White
House scandal

"As Yogi Berra says. Tht^

deja vu all over again." said

Corson.

Although Watergate began with

burglary and Clinton's problems

began with allegations of a sexual

affair. Colson said today's White

House is dealing with the same
problems that surfaced 25 years

ago: a president in trouble, allega-

tions of obstruction of jusl

paralysis in the Executive Branch,

the same pressures and the

the"They

frenzy

n fig**]
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Everywoman s Center to

offer a variety of support

groups to help students
By Jill Carroll

Collegion Staff

In response to student requests

and gaps in the support systems

on campus. The F.verywoman's

Center (EWC) is offering a variety

of support groups this semester

according to Carol Wallace,

Director of the EWC.
There are six new groups

offered in addition to two that are

offered every semester.

"We get people calling looking

for different groups. Based on
these requests and input from the

students we'll put a group togeth-

er.

The Rape Survivors group and

the Survivors of Childhood Sexual

Assault are offered every semester

because there is always a demand
for them," Wallace said.

For the following two groups

prospective participants are asked

to call the EWC at (415)

545-0800 by Monday. Feb. 9 to

register for a screening interview.

Rape Survivors group,
Wednesdays from 7:30-9:50 p.m..

Survivors of Childhood Sexual

Assault group, Thursdays from
7:30-9:30 p.m..

For the following six groups
prospective participants are asked

to call (413) 545-0883 by Friday.

Feb. 1 3 to register for a screening

interview.

A Goddess in My Shoes:
Increasing Self-Esteem Through
Honoring the Feminine, Mondays
from 7-9p.m., beginning March 2,

for eight weeks. Meets at the

EWC, Wilder Hall.

Adult Daughters of Alcoholics

Group, Mondays from
6:30-8:30pm.. beginning March
2. for eight weeks. Meets at the

EWC. Wilder Hall.

Coming Out Group for Lesbian

TurntotWKHIP page?

Saudi Arabia resists

VS. request for aid

in Iraqi offensive

By Anwar Foruqi

Asscoaud Pre»$

••IAN MCOfHMOTT / COUICIAN

On thin ice

While waiting for a bus at Haigis Mall, Tyler Chase and Taylor Curtis

pass the time kicking a hockey puck.

DUBAI. United Arab Emirates —
Amenca's closest ally in the Persian

Gulf — Saudi Arabia — also could be

its toughest challenge in building sup-

port for a military attack on Iraq.

Saudi resistance, spelled out in

comments yesterday by a senior Saudi

official, complicates U.S. efforts to get

full cooperation from countries in the

region at a time when Secretary of

State Madeleine Albright was arriving

to consult on the stand-off between

the United Nations and Iraq.

"Saudi Arabia will not allow any

strikes against Iraq, under any circum-

stances, from its soil or bases in Saudi

Arabia, due to the sensitivity of the

issue in the Arab and Muslim world."

the Saudi official told The Associated

Press, speaking on condition of

anonymity.

Even U.N. Security Council

approval of an attack would not

change the Saudi position, the official

said.

The United States has plenty of

fighter jets and troops afloat in the

Persian Gulf, but it relied heavily on

Saudi and Turkish bases during the

1991 Gulf War.

These days. Turkey, too, is reluc-

tant to allow itself to be used as a

launching pad. Ankara announced

yesterday it would send Foreign

Minister Ismail Cem to Baghdad to

help negotiate a diplomatic end to the

standoff over U.N. weapons inspec-

tions.

Iraq has been sparring with U.N.

inspectors and the United States over

access to suspected weapons sites, and

U.S. calls for military strikes have

been getting louder in recent weeks.

Turn to IRAQ, page 3
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that the stun thai was being presented

was a very positive story, looking at

what the applications are of this as

imposed k) what are the contru versial,

ethical, moral issues involved with it.

in terms ol cloning humans," Robl

Human Cloning

Before Siiee and Robl had made
their announcement. IV Richard Seed

said that he was going to attempt to

clone humans Stke was skeptical of

Dr. Seed's motives.

me. Dr. Seed is just an oppor-

tunistic person, in that he is taking a

very controversial subject and trying to

make some publicity for himself,"

Sticc said "The motives there are

questionable to me.
*

Stice said that even with the break-

throughs that have been made in

cloning, cloning a human being may

still be out oJ our reach, because of the

technology which is involved with the

cloning of a human
"The technical hurdles are huge I

don't think it - going to happen But.

yea, if somebody set out and had all

the resources thev needed, certainh

the tecfcaolof} could +>e used in

humans, but by no means should it."

he said.

Robl ukes a practical view on the

issue of cloning humans He said that

he has gone to workshops discussing

the cloning of humans and what public

policy should be enacted in response

to cloning humans.

"I think that we should talk about

it
" Robl said "It is our Jutv H

what is the potential? And pro

information so that the appropriate

decision making bodies can make a

logical and rational decision, based on

sound information
"

call lived .ibout a week. U had lung

problems. SticC -."J Some ol the

animals Jo have abnormalities Wc ie

looking at wh\s of improving it. so that

we don t have that problem. " he- viid.

Slice jki said that a large percent

age of the animals are healthy, and

thai they are working on vvavs to mini-

mize these health problems

Ik said that about one in eve.

einbrvos goes on to produce an oil-

spring He said that in the laboratories

thev can produce a few hundred egg*

in a day.

The Pig Race

The race is on Now thai scientists

have accomplished the cloning of

sheep and cattle, the next species many

scientists are working on i-

"There s no question that the

species arc just going to be kind ol

licked off as things go on." RoW said

The pig is the next one that there's a

lot of interest and etlott in. because

the pig is another species ol great

\alue."

Robl said that there are other

groups also working on cloning pigs.

and the UMass professor is trving to

stay ahead of the curve.

"The Scottish group is cubing on

pip. There are a few other research

groups in the United Stales working

on them." Robl said "l/ertamlv we

have to keep track of where things arc

with the pig. and there's ix« question

thai it's a race, and we'd like lo be the

tn>i ones tor that achievement. " he

said.

I said that the L'Mass team has

alreadv modified embryos to contain a

"marker" gene, and cloned them Sow

they are looking to create pregnancies

to produce the offspttn|

that they expect to have cloned, trans-

genic pigs within the year.

George and Charlie were not ihe

first attempt that Stice and Robl made

a, but some of their

earlier efforts were not as successful.

'We did have an earlier birth, the

The carves were modified to contain

"marker" genes, to confirm that they

are the product of cloning and trans-

genics.

"The marker gene is just a gene that

codes lor protein that >ou can easiK

recognize." Stice said.

The protein which is used as a

"marker* gene would have to be a

gene that does not appear nuturullv in

the animal. When RoW and Slice clone

their pigs. the> will look for the "mark-

er" genes they engineered.

'Ac aic talking wiih other compa-

nies that do have a particular gene of

interest that they'd like to put in pigs."

Sikcsakl

ACT already made an agreement

last year with Genxyme Transgenics

Corp. to produce human serum albu-

men by genetically modifying aw-
but don t expect products produced b\

genetically engineered animals to be

on the market soon

"In the next year we will have calves

that will have the gene in them, female

offspring, it will then take another two

years beyond that to actually get the

protein out of the milk." Slice said.

He said il takes nine months to pro-

duce a calf. 14 months for that calf to

reach sexual matunn and another

nine months before that cow can have

a calf of it's own so it can produce

milk with the protein in it

Slice said that the first way in which

the transgenic, cloned pigs will be used

is lor xenotransplantation. That is

when an organ is taken from an ani-

mal, in this case a pig. and put into a

patient who needs an organ.

He said that by genetically modilv

ing a pig he can prevent a transplanted

organ from being rejected, and can

prevent the possible spread of disease

through this prm—

The Future

"In the next five years or so. we may

find that the first genetically modified

animal comes on to the market." Robl

said This is going to be a huge event,

irvtng to get a transgenic animal to be

approved for human food consump-

tion, because people arc nervous about

genetic modifications." he said.

Robl said that he considers geneti-

callv modified animals to be a "natur-

al" wav 10 keep products safe for peo-

ple. He also said that by experimenting

with genes and cloning we will leam

more about our own genes and how to

manipulate them, and ihis will be a

growing concern lor people in the

future He said thai cloning will effect

countless industries and areas of

research

Slice does not see his work chang-

ing much and would still like to work

with cattle and pigs.

"One ol the things 1 would like to

do is to work on Mad Cow disease.

and take out the gene for that, and

make cattle safer." he said.

"There'' a lot of different things we

can do with the technology to improve

both agnculture and medicine." Stuc

nnued "
Ihen s a lot of basic ques-

tions that need to be answered."

The I cam
Robl and Stice are the leaders of the

I Mass team thai cloned the calves,

but much ot the actual work is done

bv Ph.D and masters students Robl

also said that he has a technician who
has been working with him for 12

years who gets much of the work

done.
-

1 he reason it gets done is not

because of me." Robl said. The rea-

son it gets done is because of all the

people in the lab that are actually

doing the

Robi also gave credit to the fact thai

he and Stice work so well together.

Mice came lo UMass over ten years

ago to work on his Ph D Together

Slice and Robl cloned a rabbit in

"We each have our own tale

Robl said "He does things very well

thai I would be a disaster at. I do some

things well, mat he probably wouldn't

want to do. or would not do as well,"

he said.

Robl said the good chemistry

between the two scientists comes from

being comfortable wiih working

together
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important in this election, because

there is no clear indication of which

side will win. Most TM members

asked said it was too close to tell

whether or not the garage would be

approved.

Two thirds of those voting tomor-

row have to vote in favor of the

garage lor u lo be approved.

For the garage to be defeated, over

BSM third ol those voting have to

vote against it. The catch is this - the

one third voting against the garage

would also have to constitute 20 per

cent of all registered voters.

With roughly 15.000 registered

voters in Amherst, it would lake ONI
5.000 no votes to overturn the Town
Meetings approval of the garage.

While the •xmherst 1M voted in

favor of the garage last Fall, there is

some disagreement between mem
bers about how the town will be

-in exted.

Vince O'Connor, member of Town
Meeting representing Precinct 2 is

opposed to the garage because he

believes that there are other altema

lie e-s that would better serve the com-

munity such as enforcing more
metered parking and rearranging

employee parking.

"II they did all those things, we
would actually gam more spaces than

a garage would provide. . . you do the

simple, low cost things first and then

preserve what parking we have."

iinor said.

There are no streets that run paral-

lel to the center of Amherst, another

reason that O'Connor feels a garage

will add to traffic congestion, and in

turn harm the environment.

"IXm'i devise a parking solution

that will lead 10 traffic congestion.

The better solution is to have highly

e isiNc parking as you approach the

center from all four directions.

"I think the community is much
less in favor (of the proposed parking

garage) than Town Meeting is this

election will be a gauge of how many

people are dedicated to public trans-

portation and the environment."

O'Connor said.

Select Board member Hill Boss

disagrees with O'Connor and

believes that the addition of the

garage is essential and will actually

reduce the exhaust from cars that is

released into the environment.

"We need the additional spaces. It

just makes sense that the way to ease

traffic flow would be to give people a

plavt IO go.

"Most backup is caused by people

looking for a parking space. It's the

idling that produces pollution |The

garage I
will remove 100 cars from

the streets looking for a parking

space." Boss said

The proposed garage, known as

the Kitchell plan, will consist of

underground and ground level park-

ing areas and cost an estimated $4

million and will be constructed to

allow for the possibility of upward

expansion.

The voting sub-stations in the

Hampden Dining Commons will be

actuated lor districts 4A and I0A.

from 2 # p m Students who are reg

isiercd to vote in the town ot

Amhersi and are living in Southwest

residential area arc eligible to vote at

this station

Students not registered to vote in

these precincts can vole in the fol

lowing places: Precinct I. Noiih

Congregational Church. North

Pleasant St.; Precinct 2 V.rth fire

Station. Fast Pleasant St.. Precinct 3.

Immanucl Lutheran Church. North

Pleasant Si Precinct 4 5 and 10.

Bangs Community Center. Boltwood

Walk. Precinct t>. Fort River School,

South Fast St ; Precinct 7. Crockei

Farm School. West St (Rt I lo>

I'lecitiei t< Munson Memorial

I ihrarv South Fast St.: Precinct 1

WTMwuurt School. Strong St. If stu-

dents do not know where they are

registered to vote, thev may call the

Town Clerk's office at 2*>-40»
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and Bisexual Women. Tuesdays
from 7-8:W p.m.. beginning March

I lor eight weeks Meets at the

1 \U W ilder Hall

I atinas and Self - Esteem.
Thursdavs trom 4 I 5-0 15 p.m .

beginning March 5. for eight

II Ihe I \U Wilder

Hall

Learning to Accept and Love Our

Bodies Through Expressive Arts.

Thursdays from 4 b p.m.. begin-

ning March 5 for eight weeks.
1 1 ion to be announced.

Post-Abortion Support Group.
Wednesdays from 5.10-7 p.m .

beginning March 4 lor li>ur weeks.

Meets at the EW C Wilder Hall

The groups arc usually full and

there is often a waiting list.

Interested students should call as

soon as possible.

"We offer groups to victims and

friends of victims Anyone who
needs to talk to can call the

24-hour hotline at

(4 1 1)545-0*00." Wallace said

'

A Scholarship Application*

Now Available

Y^ Attention all

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTSP'fiU affiliated with: ff\

1
CCEBMS
UALRC

DIMES

c<xt'r«aw ^?f .-, ^^Tfc ~**^l ~*y "^^

Are you providing some service to your UMass or hometowncommunity

the demonstrates leadership, caring or initiative?

1 Do you have a special talent, gift or skill?

Do your grades reflect positive academic achievement?

may qualify for a scholarship for the academic year 1998- 1 999.

In quire or pick up an application at:
O v„»

n CCEBMS, New Africa House, 545-0031

UALRC, Knowlton Building, 545-1844

BCP, Wilder Hall, 545-1987

MEP, Marston Hall, 545-2030

Dimes, School of management Building, 545-5818

Enrolment Services, 208 Whltmore, 545-0428

PSgsw AH completed applications mmt be submitted by

4kv Monday, March 9, 1998 ^fcfc

uc
continued from page I

said |ai Wolfe. Head librarian of the

Society

"We gave a notice to every RSO
that has a student activities mail-

box, ...Each Iworkshop) meeting
doesn't have to do with all RSO's.
Some | workshops | meetings they
wouldn't have an interest in. It real-

ly doesn't address them." said
kctien.

Members of the League feel that

the commission has been trying to

keep ihe | workshops] meetings inac-

cessible to students.

"They were holding the (work-
shops! meetings from 5-7 p.m.,

about the time people need to cat

and in a hard to access room and
there was not enough room (to fit a

significant number of studems| in

the room., ..We didn't find out about

this until this fall and they had meet-

ings in the spring. They didn't

inform us of changes in | workshops

|

meetings. The less people thev have

the better because thev can call the

shots." McCormic said

lit- [McCormic] been invited |to

the workshops | We've extended
invitations to him," Heather Makes,

member of the Commission and
"st.A Secretary of the Registry, said

Members ul the Science liction

ic-tv arc concerned that without

their input in the planning thev

would be moved into a space unsuit-

able for the specific needs of their

RSO
"This is the third largest science

liction librarv in the country and
nobody has told me I'm moving. I

can't be in a room with windows
because it will destroy the books.

This collection is so heavy il could

go nghi through the floor. I need to

have a very specific space," Wolfe

said.

"UVC needs a kitchen, the

Collegian and Craft Center have cer

tain needs, we are aware that RSO's

have specific needs," Scott Conlin, a

member of the Commission said

Both the UC 2000 commission
and the Department of Space
Management stress that the proposal

is tentative.

"This is the idea gathering stage

Nothing is decided, absolutely not .

We have two meetings with auxiliary

services then we go back to SCA and

Sc I RA to gel their input Right now

there is no plan." ludith Sleinkamp.

principle planner for master plan-

ning in the department of Campus
planning and Space Management,
said The department is working

with the UC 2000 commission in

planning the renovation

"This is just a preliminary plan.

Once we figure out something we
think might work This semester

we'll have an open forum for stu

dents to come see a model on several

occasions," lason Vecchio. student

diiecto! ol SCEHA said "There will

be several campus presentations,

some with faculty . staff and adminis-

tration where they can address am
veins."

"V, e knew that it was a tentative

plan Bui then in the bureaucracy of

this University tentative gets set in

stone." McCormic said.

ne ol ihe rumblings you've

heard are exactly what we're asking

people to do."Sleinkamp said.

Clinton
continued trom page '

as Watergate." he said, adding
thai if Clinton is guilty, he should

come clean and finish out his

preside

-on a lawver. said if u >

true that President Clinton asked

While House iniern Monica
I cwmsky to lie about an affair

with him. then he has commuted
an impeachable offense.

son highlighted another

similarity between Watergate and

the current crisis both scandals

impeded the White House's abili

'u iic Hon
In December UTS, said

Colson. "It was like the bunker in

Berlin in the last davs el Hitler -

regime."

\ v \u -.mJ. in light ol diffi-

culties with Iraqi President

Saddam Hussein, "It s tragic to

have the presidency crippled "

One difference be tween the two
scandals Watergate took much
longer to unfold. Two full years

passed before the surfacing of the

so-called 'smoking gun" tape that

showed \i\on obstructed |u«ikc

Obstruction ol justice allega-

tions against Clinton emerged in

one week. Colson said.

Sukc he converted lo

t hnstianitv in a friend's driveway

in Weston Mass 2*> vears ago.

n said he has never been a

pari of the Christian right

Still he criticised Hillary

Rodham Clinton's comments that

the scandal is the product of a

"vast right-wing conspiracy" "It

was the unfortunate wanderings

of a mind when you ought to be

doing what's in front of you and

not looking tor boogie men under

beds." he said

Colson cjiU it < essential in •

Democracy for the president to

exert moral leadership, and he

chavmed rnone who say Clinton's

personal behavior is nobody's

bustr

A little something for the birds. .

.

mucn MCtxaMorr / couicmm

Carlos Garcia, a dining services employee from rslorth Amherst, and his children Anthony, Carlos, and Sacha, feed the ducks on the campus pond

yesterday afternoon

Iraq
continued from page 1

Bill Richardson, the US ambassador to the United

Nations, said yesterday that he has received commitments

from two countries to publicly support ihe I mtcd states

should it decide lo attack Iraq

"The United States will not be alone." Richardson said

during a world forum in Davos. Switzerland He refused to

identify ihe countries.

The UN inspectors must certify Iraq has destroyed all

of its weapons of mass destruction before the l N So. untv

Council will III i tough economic sanctions imposed after

Iraq invaded neighboring Kuwait in 1940. prompting the

Gulf War The Secuniv Council insists on unfettered access

for its Inspectors; Iraq contends access to some sites.

including presidential palaces, would violate its sovereignty

Mhrighi was to begin explaining the IS position last

night with talks with the emir ot Kuwait. Sheik laber al

Ahmed al-Sabah. She was to consult tomorrow with lead

Saudi Vrabia and Bahrain, then IT) to Efjrpl

The United Stales has more men 4 oou troops trn^

dozens of warpianes at bases in Saudi Arabia Saudis •.

ever, have been increasingly uncomfortable about iheir

dose ties with Washington since the hine 1946 bombing of

military barracks in eastern Saudi Arabia. Nineteen

American servicemen died in the attack, blamed on Muslim

extremists.

I S bases in Saudi Arabia and Turkey were used

cMensuiK during the Cult War. when an American-led

c.Hilition drow Iraq out of Kuwait. But the last US missile

strike against Iraq — a 1996 attack to punish President

Saddam Hussein for sending troops into a Kurdish "safe

haven" in northern Iraq — was launched from US. war-

ships in the Persian Cull

Today, the United States has more than 24,400 troops

aboard two aircraft carriers, the USS George Washington

and the I ^ Nimitz. and ihetr escort ships in the gulf.

About half of the 542 warpianes in the gulf also are sea-

hasc\J

To many in the Arab world, a military strike on Iraq

seems pointless given that Iraqi citizens already are strug-

gtmg from the seven- y ears of eecatemic mntiiem. There

abo b distrust of Washington for its unwavering support

for Israel.

The Collegian

currenlry accepting

applications for the

positions ot

Multicultural

ars, Developing

Nations, and

Jewish Affairs edi

tors.

Stop bv 1 1
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more information.

Return your textbooks with your receipt for a

"NO QUESTIONS ASKED"
Refund through Monday February 9th, 1998.

ininq I »98 textbooks from dropped courses m.i

returned with a sdli ' .md an updated < ourse s ( Module

iW

www.aux.umass.edu/toxtbookanneK

University Store • Textbook Annex

Save Your Receipt

Our Refund Pol'n

lh, st hedule n ibt.«med Irom Ihe reqistr.trs ottit e in Whilm

do i m lo mail

New books must be in new < ondition No marks, writmq,

,
watei damai |(

-^. Any in< orreel titles purchased aftei riifSDAY, FlRRUARy

—I— —
^ 1 1 1 1 must be returned within 48 hours ol put

chase. Schedule, syllabus or other prool ol

in< orret t purchases must be presented, along

with sales receipt.

Remember the last day to return textbooks with

no questions asked is MONDAY, Fibruary 9th.

www.aux.umass.edu/textbookannex

/ii p'n

1/ />( <;/)

Spring 98
Schedule

We accept cash, personal check, Ucard, Visa, MasterCard as

forms of payment.

We begin to return unsold books to the publishers in the middle of

the semester. Students are encouraged to get the books they need

for the semester as soon as possible after official enrollment in a

course.

SECOND WEEK February 2-6

Monday-Friday 9am - 5pm

Thereafter, Monday Friday

9am 4pm at the Textbook Annex,

beginning February 9, 1998

Spring 1998 Book
Rush Hours

Monday, Feb. 2 -Friday, Feb. 6
9am - 6pm

Thereafter - Monday - Friday

9am - 4pm
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Pope's visit inconclusive
Aiding to li I /."ic v last week the

word on the streets ot Hb**_M dunnj: Hope

John Paul li't visit was t u.mdo se vaya el

Papa, se va la papa" (When the Pope goes. M do the put*

toes). Potatoes. Pontiffs, and politicians aside, what

remains after this meeting between the Pope and

Fidel Castro .'

Not much, betides the fact that the nation is

mmrim on the verge of instability

Members of the Catholic faith were allowed

to join the Cuban Communist Party in IWI In

IftS, Castro declared Cuba a secular state

However, many critic* claim that the

Comandante's Catholic tolerance has come a* a

way to legitimize trends in Cuban culture *"
When black market American dollars found their way into

tile economy. Castro legalized them Religion san be seen

in the same light

As government workers constructed tunl murals of

Jesus Christ oa one end of the Plaza of the Revolution,

building- high Cuban flags and murals ot Che Guevara

juxtaposed the communis! mission which still clings to the

nation

lor (he men themselves on one level, the H>

agenda was clear spread the word of God and holster (he

Catholic world. In his speeches, John Paul II critictied the

increased abortion rate in Cuba and called for the release

of political prisoners In terms of foreign p»lu > . he spoke

out on the ilaruyroui excesses of capitalism and encour-

aged the end of the United Stale's tiafcaigu on the island

claiming that in today's global economy, no nation can

survive if isolated.

Though the Pope may or ma> not have any direct

impact on foreign polk. v in Washington. Ul'. his i:

I billion Catholics cannot be overlooked. Remember his

influence in wiping ant communism in Eastern Europe?

How i doubtful thai the Pope can promptly spur

the types of reforms u» Castro's Cuba which would result

in chances in U.S. pods >

As Raj (astro, the outcome can not be seen in terms of

pluses ot minuses but rather question marks live anti-

cnpitalism. end the I S embargo slants to the H.

speech* i not only beefed the Cornandanie I own agenda,

but also drew parallels between Christianity and comma-

nism. However, the parallels were hardly straight and nar-

(losernnienl agencies circulated pamphlets to the crowd

explaining who the Pope was. Business man. politician.

paid visitor — mam people jusi didn't know even those

who ..oi^ider themselves pan of the 40 percent Catholic

population Combined to this religious

confusion is the resurgence in the

Afro-Cuban religion Santeria which

close to halt the population adhere to. A
mix between traditional African religion

and Catholicism, this religious question

mark corresponds to larger questions at

hand

In ihe N years since the revolution.

one thing has been clear: Castro is a cult

Taking center stage with the Pope pla>s kg

even it some Cubans don't know who the

Chris Miimni

ol personality

the people

Pope is or what he stands for. they know he's big and

Castro hat his ear.

I hi- bottom line is while the world got to see

units in a communist land and CantM could once

again play 10 his ego and confirm his own importance,

change will not be seen for some tune

\t M « astro s successor has yet to be official I > named

One potential candidate is Ricardo Akarcon. president of

the National Assembly of People's Power Will Castro

step down before he dies • w ill he olttciaJly name a sue

censor ' Nobody knows tor sure, but there is no doubt that

ihe nation's political stability is on the brink ot change

Cuba is changing sociallv as well Job security.

dU- io paufl" health care, and education, all of which

were formerly accolades of the Castro iwvotation. are slip-

ping away li the poliinal situation does not change on its

own. without a doubt the people will play a part.

Mcarvon ha* publicly staled that while Cuba's future

may lie with democracy, (hat does not mean capitalism

Combine this w uh the fact that the majority of the govern-

ment is under 411 years old and sannot remember

first hand the days of the revolution When power panes

from Castro's grip, peacefully or naturally, ideological

a__p almost .main

Though the Pope's potatoes have come and gone, clear-

ly there are mus.h larger potatoes which loom on the hori-

zon

( Arti 1/4*1*1 it <i Collegian columnist

Letters to the Editor

Says vote yes
on parking garage

c Editor:

Your coverage of the garage controversy Ian semes-

ter included lots of student workers and shoppers
speaking in favor of a garage in downtown Amherst

I is the time for students to let their voices be

heard at the ballot box.

Amherst deserves a central garage Our town is a

shining spot on the map, and people should be able

to aim their automobiles and bicycles here — and
then just follow the signi to hours, days, or weeks of

parking — while they bus or bi-ped around Amhi
Our current streetscape is bleak, too mam lot* and
buildings. Our public character is deadened and
pedestrian culture decreased. A garage would add to

the people places in the center of Amherst, and give

more opportunities for bike and pedestrian proje.
I

The Kitchell plan puts people first, and enhance* the

visual environment it places most parking under-

ground, as an extension of the Bangs Center. At the

tip of this iceberg is a pedestrian plaza of greenery

n~f ••t—•***—* **•-» '"•—

"

•" •—•
• aide* of the Bangs

Center Another walkway rings the garage and con
nects with Le««cv Main and North Pleasant Streets.

The Kitchell garage-plus-plaza establishes a "ipine

of green" in downtown Amherst, from the Common
through Kendrick Park, which provides lungs that

will let us amble and breathe no matter how high the

buildings get The garage part will serve up to 190
cars and 30 bikes (with both lockers and racks), but

the plaza part will give great shortcuts and good lin-

gering spaces, and could serve thousands per day.

a* like this idea, now is the time to act on your

opinions by voting yes in the special referendum on
Tuesday. Feb I, from 2-8 p.m. Students living on
campus who are registered to vote in precincts 4 and
10 can convrniently vote at Southwest'i Hampden
Common

lohn furbish

Amherst

We encourage our readers to respond to the contents of the Collegian through letters to

the editor.

Letters must be typed, no more than 400 words long, and include name, address and Phone

number for confirmation purposes.

They can be submitted by mail to Ed/Op Editor. Daily Collegian. 1 1 3 Campus Center.

UMass. Amherst MA 01003: by email to letters oitvms.oit.umass.edu: or by fax to (41 3

J

545-1592.

The Collegian reserves the right to edit letters for length, clarify, and style.

Upcoming topics:

The Ed/Op page will be focusing on the possible U.S. attack on Iraq as events develop. We need

to hear your views on the subject.

We also want to run a Point/Counterpoint feature next week on the recent cloning of twin genet-

h niTy snutaai i'U il cows by UMass faculty members. Tell us why this Is or isn't a good thing.

EdHoriaJs should be 600-800 words long. They can be submitted to Tamar Carroll or Dan

Bodah at the Collegian offices, by fax (545-1592), or by email (letters@oitvrns.oit.umass.edu).

Doonesbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Rating plan is bogus
I than a decade alter iimfrc»»\onjl hi-utm^

prompted by the Parents Musi,. R. utcr (head-

ed by Tipper Curd the labeling of certain albums for

adult language and themes conlinu

vers) and uproar lust ask Nirvana. Prodigy and even

Sheryl Crow, who have ail had their alburns pulled off

shelves at major chains MateM Wtf Mart

Now legislative efforts > limit taJOpl ess to

popular music ma) be shifting _____________
to the concert arena

That s right il some conserv

alive lawmakers have their

way. concerts hv rock and
hip-hop artists may si K >n cam
the same ratings and age
restrictions as *R* and

l7"movu
Prompted, no doubt, bv the

of shock rocker Marilyn

Manson. whose tour last sum-
mer included graphic and vio-

lent imagery, state legislators

in Michigan. South Carolina

and Oklahoma arc working on

" Hit- wry essence of live

music is U>th spontaneity

and improvisation I

implore these legislators to

answer this question: Hon
din's one place a qualitative

autssment on a CWKWf
based purely on speculation

and reputation of the per-

fornix

""""TvTSTtv Kir'ant*
ers to place parental warnings

on concert tickets and require

them to limit attendance to certain ages, as with

movies.

While I do agree that a Marilyn Manson concert is

not something for everyone's eyes and ears, the motiva-

tion and practicality of such a measure leaves a lot to

be desired

Besides, don't we already have restrictions like *18**

and "21*" attached to most concert tickets? Why not

simpl) refine those requirements and utilize them more
often'' There is a very good reason why a Letters To
Cleo show is "All Ages" and a performance by The
lesus Lizard is "lh-

One of the key differences between rating mowes
and. say albums or even potential!* con at the

film industry has a recognized board (the MPAA) and
complex criteria for rating mosie content.

No universally accepted standards exist in the music

industry, and the decision to label albums is left entire-

l> to the discretion of individual record companies. No
one has said who would be responsible for rating con-

Lc-rts il such a system were adopted and what criteria

would be applied

Sure, movies are rated, but every time Titann plays,

it is the exact same movie Not so in the concert world

As anyone who has been to a two or three-night stand

..t Phish or The Grateful Dead can attest, every show is

different — a characteristic inherent in anything done

"live." be it an opera, a musical, or a rock concert

______ In lact. the very essence of live music is

both spontaneity and improvisation I

implore these legislators to answer this

question: How does one place a qualitative

assessment on a concert based purely on

speculation and reputation of the pet

turmer?

What about a multi-act festival with a

variety of acts on the bill Do you rate the

entire festival or do you rate each band''

Clearly, this is an open invitation for the

prejudicial and misguided agendas of

politicians to infringe on our First

Amendment rights by acting in an arbi-

trary and capricious manner
•\ny w«*, ituiS-lA » uch a polic) to be

cntoacn-A-Arc am la aapen promoters at a

1U DOO-seat venue to check ID's at the

door? Get serious.

If. as some have suggested, a set of criteria similsr to

the Motion Picture Association of America guidelines

were used, a Garth Brooks concert would have to real

tstically be rated "PG-15" because several of Brooks'

tunes in hit set deal with subject matter ranging from

spousal abuse ("Thunder Rolls") to the joys of

free-flowing alcohol ("Friends In Low Places"). A
Garth Brooks show is among the most innocuous con-

cert-going experiences one could even imagine
Not surprisingly, the American Civil Liberties Union

has already come out against any such rating proposals

Thev point to the First Amendment and question the

constitutionality of governmental attempts to impose a

mandator) rating system for concerts, or anything for

that matter.

Hev. while we're at it. let's place warning labels on

pieces of art that have devious undertones or naked
subjects. Same thing, right''

Somebodv tell me this is just a bad dream.
\furty keune is a Collegian columnist.
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Gala celebrates arts
;

proceeds benefit FAC
By Jason Trenkle

Collegian Correspondent

GALA ANNIVERSARY CONCEIT
Campos Confer A Bowfcer

Auditorium

Jan 31

A 30th anniversary gala event

took place Saturday night in cel-

ebration of 30 years of great
music and performances ROM
the University of Massachusetts

Department of Music and
Dance
A formal dinner at the

Campus Center preceded the

evening events, in which guest

speaker Chancellor David K
Smtt voiced his support of con-

tinuing and improving arts pro-

gramming. He urged attendees

to think of the arts as life and
not as a form of living.

"The arts contribute to life in

three ways: arts in education,

arts in policy and the arts in the

campaign To Dream, To Act. To
I cad." Scott said.

The arts in education is an
understanding of the liberal arts

as a vjajv of seeking knowledge
that serves as a model in all of

education

To reach this goal, Scott

emphasized learning from the

heart "The best way to learn bv

the heart is through a love for

the arts.*

In most cases, performance art

shows planning, decisions, disci-

pline, risk, and organization is

the ke> to success in policy mak-

_| of all aspects, according to

it

'The music department
deserves a building that is on the

same level as the polymer sci-

ence building for polymer sci-

ence majors." Scott said.

With such a goal in mind,
it announced that the

I niNcrsit) will provide an addi-

tional SI 50 thousand dollars if

its goal of $300 thousand dollars

is reached by (he end of 1998
Plans (o build M atrium to pro-

vide for more recital space is

also £ goal the department hopes

to reach in a lew years.

itt ended his speech b> pro-

Claiaiaf, "President Clinton
announces all of his initiatives,

so why can't I'"

Following the dinner, crowds
flocked to Bowker Auditorium
to show their support for the

music department. A wide vari-

ety of talented musicians and
full-time faculty members per-

formed various classical and jazz

selections

Musicians such as Paulina
Stark. Nigel C o\c letlrcs

Holme* and Frederick Tillis

look to the stage to perform
selections bv Gershwin.
Mendelssohn. Liszt. and
Gillespie. Selections such as

riaoae, MtfonMd and com
posed bv lettrev Hulnu-v cap-

tured the audience in heavenly

awe with its soothing effect.

Si'iiic works even proved to be

inspirational, such as Tillis's

"This Little Light of Mine"
whose harmonious tune dis-

played his lovinj! dedication to

his grandmother

The night ended with a perfor-

mance i'l "Sight in Tunisia,"

performed by Tillis. Spornv
Holme*. Ramsev and accompa-

nied by student Genevieve Rose

on the bass.

All of the individuals' efforts

and contributions that helped

make the evening possible show

the growing interest in music

and the importance ot support-

ing the arts.

Proceeds from the concert

were donated to the Bczanson
Recital Hall renovation fund in

hopes of providing for an
improved music hall Other con-

tributions included a new
Steinberg grand piano for

Bczanson Recital flail, donated

by Dorothy Ci annis

Soap operas & Monica Lewinsky
Lnless you've been living under a

rock for the past few weeks. I'm sure

you're all too aware (more so than

you'd like to be) of the Bill Clinton

Monica Lewinski scandal. What does

this have to do with soaps you ask '.'

Well, last week I caught a glimpse ol

some profile on Monica (one of (he

trillion or so out there) and (hev |UM

happened to mention, out of

nowhere, that she was an avid fan of

soaps ("Days of Our Lives" in partic

ular). My friend, who was also watch

ing the bit, had the misfortune of

responding with the quip. "Well, that

explains il!"

That's when I knew it wasn t ju>t j

case of paranoia. Whether or nut the

bit meant to, the context in which il

was mentioned somehow implied thai

she was, what exactly? Unbalanced

slightly out of touch with reality, not

above stretching the truth, etc You
know, the average soap fan! It was

used or at least that's what my friend

and I got out of il (bv the way. hc>

not a soap fan), to question her credi

bility. There was no mention ol her

favorite movies, music, what her hob-

bies were, etc , only that she was an

"avid fan of soaps" and it was com
pletely out ol left field (of absolutely

no relevance to the matter at hand I

I'm so sick and tired of this *WS

this blatant ignorance on the part of

some of these anti-soap factions. First

it was implied that I was un-intelli

gent for watching soaps and now the

media (of all people) are implying

that I am somehow out of touch and

standing on some morally shaky

ground So I guess that means that

some of m> professors . who have

admitted to watching soaps on M
sion. are somewhat lacking in those

departments as well, eh?

Soap fans come from all walks of

lite. m> friends (they aren't just

housewives). What I watch isni nec-

essarilv a reflection of anything other

than my personal preferences as far

as entertainment goes. Here's a letter

I wrote to myself (it's a good method

of venting without the consequences)

in response to one of mv ex-netgh

Kir's claim that soaps were 'mindless

dribble* and that I was lacking in the

brain department for watching them

I think it sums up what I'm trying to

gat at.

First of all. Id like to thank so and

so for pointing out the ignorance that

Save on general books

EVERY DA) at I Store's

\E\Y Book Department

V • I

Hardcover

v i. ii,

Paperback

Save3Sc/i

Save 25%

I ')l )l l|>

Hardcover Fiction ...20% Off

Anx other hook* !0 f/( Off

K,. , .i

I olien have to deal with. I'm not sure

exactly what you were trying to prove

vs. ith your argument (I use the term
loosely) but. as far as I can see,

you've only helped mine. To polarize

an entire medium and furthermore,
it's entire viewing audience, shows
me just how narrow-minded you are

You haven't even seen one (by your

own admission) and yet you have the

Soap Chat
with Jacob Fannin)*

audacity to criticize their content. I

wouldn't presume to criticize some-

thing I had absolutely no knowledge
of. That is why you have no argu-

ment. Watch a few episodes of the

beautifully written and complex soap

"One Life To Live" and then feel free

to tell me that soaps are mindless

dribble (at least then you'd have a

somewhat educated opinion and not

just the old stereotypes of what soaps

are lik.tr > You want to talk content?

How about the infamous Stone and

Robin saga on "General Hospital,* a

breathtaking love story that dealt

with a partner dying of AIDS and the

couple's struggle with it. The story

has been honored by several charities

for promoting AIDS awareness and

for it's accurate portrayal of someone
living with the illness Is that crap?

I'm personally offended (the drama

queen in me) by your presumptuous

attitude that I'm less intelligent than

you because of the shows I choose to

watch I think everyone should be.

Keel free to blindly attack the genre

but don't you dare presume to criti-

cize the intelligence of me and of the

other million or so fans out there.

A few final notes: this is the last

time I'll be discussing the subject. I

think its better that I just ignore it

The stigma has always been there,

probably always will be (that's why
there's so many closet fans) but I'll

continue watching them in the

Blucwall for all the world to sec. Me
and ihe "All Mv Children," ladies and

gentleman shall stand proud with our

heads held high ( I can't even say that

without bursting into hysterics but

there it is. for your amusement)
Soaps are fun. plain and simple

People just need to lighten up and

them for what they are They're

meant to entertain (occasionally

teach but it's more the exception than

the rule). Even if you laugh at how
ridiculous they are, a smile is still a

smile.

I have a few new things I'd like to

add to the column, the first being a

section called "set those VCR's." The

section is meant to prepare you for

any major happenings during the

week, scenes that you can't miss (and

should therefore tape). Usually I'll

just mention the day that the event is

going to occur so you won't be

scrambling to tape an entire week's

worth.

This week: Most likely on Friday,

on 'General Hospital,* Bobbie finally

finds out the truth about Carly. After

21 months the wait is over and the

payoff promises to be huge. "Days.*

Monday's a must as lohn and
Marlena confront Roman but Friday

may prove to be just as interesting. I

heard Hope (the woman seems to be

involved in every thing i falls victim to

Peter's jungle madness (don't ask)

Sometime this week probably Friday

,

although it doesn't say. Teague and

Ben square of in an attempt to save

lack and Carly on *As The World
Turns."

I'm going to save my Sink or

Swim's until next week but I do have

a few that my "Days* friend brought

to my attention and would like me to

mention.

Icremy's Sink or Swim (and a new
addition, entitled "treading water*)

Swim
• To Laura and Abe's scenes on

"Days." Meow' Who does Laura

think she is? Taking police matter

into her own hands. It's time to take

her back to the mental institution

Sink

• Peter's "jungle madness" on "Days."

Enough already

Treading Water :

• The truth is finally out with the

Marlena/Roman/lohn thing (how
unlike 'Days* to reveal it so soon)

but how long will precious "Doc*
need before she makes up her mind?

lacob Fanning is a Collegian colum-

nist Soap Chut appears on Mondays
E-mail any questions or comments
about this column to )fannmg9siu-

dent umassedu

Ween show
at Roxy
intoxicates
By Don Knox
Collegian Correspondent

WEEN
rhe Roxy

Jon. 31

BOSTON— Ween ended their

world tour on Saturday night at

the Roxy night club Alter terror

izing Australia and lapan for the

last few months, the band
brought it back home The
Boston area fans, realizing this

was the last time they'd be seeing

Ween for an indefinite period of

time, came out in force and num-

bers. The line for tickets started

forming at 4 p.m. and by the time

the doors opened at 6 p.m., at

least one over-zealous fan had

collapsed.

The venue itself was a lesson in

opulence that even Puff Daddy
could appreciate. Resplendent

with leather appointed couches

and five bars on two floors, the

Roxy was a little more luxurious

than the average concert goer is

used to After a little over a hall

hour of reggae, the roadies began

preparing the stage for the band

by placing Budweiscr's strategi

calls around the stage. The band

opened with the first track off

their newest album The Mollusk.

"Dancing in the Show Tonite"

but did not dwell on any one of

their five albums.

The band jammed out on sev-

eral songs, notably 'Voodoo
Lady' and 'Don't Get too Close

to My fantasy " Crowd favorites

'Dr Rock* and 'Piss Up a Rope"

whipped the crowd into a fren/v

Even the crowd surfers though

considered by most W ecn fans as

an unwanted distraction from the

band, only seemed to heighten

the festive atmosphere of the

show.

The best parts of the show
were the unexpected additions to

TumtoWliH paged
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Ween
continued from page 5

the MR|| the "Blarney Stone" and a

brilliant cover al Van Halen's "Hot
For Teacher " The "Blame) Stone*
was dedicated to all the Msa drunk-

ards in the audience. Seldom aeen
jjroup member Mean Ween »ang and
drank lack Daniel- out ol the bottle,

guitarist Dean Ween added a ver)

(joImM new verse dedicated to this

year's tour and the whole CI

became a swaying, surly mass clutch

•i M) one anothei K>i support

"Hoi Foi leaehei displayed the

technical RMUHrj of the bunds hum
cat abilities si lhe drummer. Claude,

both sang David lee Roth and
played the coaplex back heats of

one of our generation'- hottest rock

anthems.

It seemed that throughout the

show there was as much a party

going on hack stage as there was in

the audien oup gave it their

all lor their linal performance
putting in met two and | hall hours
d Itaai nine Iheir intoxication was

tious. which isn't surprising
1

1

vim a band that credit- Scotch
Guard lor inspiration. Dean Ween
summed n up when | desperate- tan

requested water: he replied "We're
not PuMSl, We don't give out
water..."

women s

continued from page 10

it caught u- In -ui prise."

Coyner was the bright spot of the

day lor Massachusetts a- she -hot

5-for-8 for 1
" points including a

5-of-S dav in three pointers, fez

Kraft was the only other UMass play-

in double digits with 10, but hei

total came with a 4-for-l8 showing

DqftQS'l delen-e sullocilcd am
life that was in Li Mass as the

Minutewomen forced passes to the

posts and ru>hed outside -hot- at the

bu«er At the half the Flyer- led,

19 30, and O'Bncn - lumps -howed

little liu-tMlion knowing they had a

whole other half to turn it around

But their expectation- dwindled as

they fell lurther and further behind

Dayton sophomore sensation Chri-ti

Hester, last year's team M\ I', -cored

1 points while adding a team-high 5

assists. The Flyers' confidence soared

as they took advantage of their oppo-

nent's scrambling oflaBM
Dawson had been averaging 9.5

|X)ini- but last week she had stepped

it up for 22 against Rhode Island and

yesterday she had 18.

"1 don't think it had anything to do

with me individually." Dawson said,

"It was the motion offense \fter the

lii-i pa—, we made a lot of baskets

and I just got lucks

In ending, it seemed to be the

beginning of the coming out party lot

Dayton who prove how close knit

and strong the A 10 is For I Mass, it

just reiterated a day where shots

didn't fall and rebounds found their

wuv into enemy hand-

PGA
THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

Dean Ween (left) and Gene Ween performed at the "toxy Saturday night

UMass Division of Continuing Education

SoilK'lliiiiii; Nearly 100
noncreOrt
workshops

IncSuOStgt

• Mask Making

woftxil^o^s off#?#4 •v^^xn^i, ^es-B-B-s*

daytime. waar-ansls, off ana) en 1 J*T ~fc •
K"voryone • Network Marketing

• Wato Page Design

• Chocolate

• Songwrftirtg

tyring semester wrsutieps begin Psjssmnry t

For a fret course catalog, call 4I3-54S-0I07 or e-mail

contmedQaomin.umasi edu

•An Therapy

> Retirement Planning

• Genealogy

•UfOs

wwyiuimasj.edu/conXiried/ • Playback Theatre

a quality education at an affordableprice

• Bartending

• EMT Training

m»\ mcwmo
lei Kraft scored 1 points, but UMass could not find a way past upstart

Dayton Saturday

continued from page 10

miles per hour on the din path near-

by.

The PGA's argument would he dillc-i

ent if its competitors were forced to

carry their own bags. Then. Martin

would have an advantage. But nobods

from Greg Norman to Hum- I ove III to

Colin Montgomerie. traipses from tee to

tec- without a caddy, So that argument i-

moot.

this situation would be different

is Martin was attempting to play anoth-

er game. Bob Ryan in Saturday - Huston

(loaf made the analogy of Martin trv

ing to play baseball. If he were a great

hatter should he be allowed a surrogate

runner. Ryan asked

Goll is different

People would laugh in his face if he

was trying to run track and asked lor a

two minute head start in lhe mile.

People would be up in amis if he wanted

to just -tand in the endzone waiting for

the touchdown pass without having to

step up to the tine of scrimmage.

Ik>I! is different.

In baseball, football. Hack and a mvn
ad ol oihei sport- miming is essential

i walking will not do. But not in gulf

Walking is a pan of the game, but Ml
running in lootball or truck, it is not an

nsrtitiul element II it were, countrv

club- wouldn't have hundreds of

pastel -clad too-

wealthv - forHhew-own-good suburban-

ite- trampling the club- flower- with

their overgrown lawn mowers.

Martin has his supporters, people who
tee that the PGA i- wrong i. I

walking way of tour life. Bob l\4e. >»w

of the wtitci- ol the \iiiciicans with

Disabilities Act — which Martin i* ussng

to sue the PGA lour support- him

lo legions of fans Unfortunately, es

of nght now, golfs higher-ups have yet

to bt cunvinced

Casey Martin didn't ask for all this to

happen Riding in a cart is the result of a

disability not a decision. He should be

held up as an model of will power and

determination and a testament to the

power of lolkiwmg a dream.

lie ha* the potential, the abilm and

the desire lo play gotf on the rjqewrional

level

Now ail he needs is the chance

Casey Kane is a Co&epan iviummtt

• Division of Continuing Education •

university 0p massachusetts amherst

Attention all Collegian s ports staff
members:
There will be a mandatory meeting
in the Collegian office on Wednesday
night at 6 p.m. If you can not make
the meeting, call Casey at 545- 0719.
New writers are welcome.

ATH • ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING • MECHANICAL ENGINEERING* BUSINESS ANALYSIS

TAKE TECHNOLOGYiTOiTHEJNm/ROWER.
Whan something is too extreme for words, it's to the Nth degree. And thot's the

level of technology you'll experience at Raytheon.

Raytheon has formed a new technological superpower- Raytheon Systems

Compony, composed of four major technological giants: Raytheon Electronic

Systems, Raytheon E-Systems, Raytheon Tl Systems and Hughes Aircraft.

The new Raytheon Systems Company is driving technology to the limit. And
we're looking for engineers who want to push the envelope Break new ground.

Make their mark.

At Raytheon, you'll take technology-ond your career-to the highest possible

level You'll take it to the Nth. We'll be visiting your campus soon Contact your

coreer placement office now to schedule on interview, or check out our website

at www.royjobs.com If you are unable to meet with us. please send your resume
to: Raytheon Staffing, PO Box 655 474, MS-201, Dallas, TX 75265. We have

many exciting opportunities available and we would like to folk to you.
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Raytheon
Expect great things

Receptionist

Part-time

Elaine Health and Rehab, is seek-
ing a Receptionist to assist us
3:30-8pm. Mon-Fri. Excellent inter-
personal skills, as well as comput-
er data entry experience are
required. The successful candidate
will be dependable, possess a
pleasant phone manner and be
able to work in a fast paced envi-
ronment. Interested candidates
may either complete application on
premises, or may send resumes to:

JoAnn f '.iv.in.nif|tv

Payroll/H.R.Coordinator,
Elaine Hcilth .inrt Rfh.ib.

2n N Maple St.

H.irilpy. MA OI035:
14131 584 5057. tOIAA.m » ct u
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basketball mens
continued from page 10

Senior Dan luden added .i pair of
goals later in the period to seal the
deal for the Minuu-nien.
Merrimack would add u goal late in
the third period to make the final
6-2 in favor of UM;is>
"When we get production from

everyone, we can beat anyone.
Tonight was the first time that
we've scored more than lour goals
in a Hockev Eatl game." Mallen
said. "Whenever we do that we
should get the goaliending and
defense that we need to win."

Although UMass played superbly
in all areas of the game, each night
produced a different strength thai
emerged. Regan was at the top of

his game on both nights, but Friday
night a a smothering defease, kept
Providence in check Saturday
night the offensive attack was the
story, scoring a season- high its
goals.

UMass was the victim ol an early

goal on Friday night as well Mike
Mader redirected a Mike Farrell

shot to put PC ahead I -0 al the
255 mark

Lovell. however, knotted the
score al 6:01 on another -pectacu-

lar goal. The senior gathered a pass
from O'Coaaoi il neutral ice,

seniors
continued from page 10

"We've been in almost c.crv con
fcrence game this year, and now
we're gelling the breaks that we
didn't get at the start ol the sea-

son." I avail said. "Our line has
been clicking pretty well and let!

has been keeping it simple, and Dan
has that senior experience A-

late. its been gelling real good
between the three ol u-

UMass coach |oe Mallen knew
that he hasn't had lovell running

on all cylinders, but now he thinks

his lone senior captain will assume
the role al full speed.

"Tim I ovell i> now near 100 per-

cent with that ankle and his ooaft-

dencc is up." Mallen -aid "VMicn he

is producing point- his leadership

ability teallv comes out and thai -

what we've been seeing lately

If I ovell helped put lhe learn up
in both games, the leani delcn«e

was what won both game- in lhe

end. After allowing early goals in

both wins. Kegan -hut down the

Priori on Friday night with a

25-savc performance, and allowed

only one late goal against the

Warriors after the team was aln

up 6-1

It has been a seesaw in net fur

Regan the past few weckv and the

veteran has been sharing time
between the pipes with freshman
Markus Helanen. A long layoff dur-

ing intersession got Regan out of his

game, but now New Milford.
Conn.'s favorite son is getting the

feel back in his game.
"The biggest thing lo do il not get

down on yourself after you let up an
early goal like that, and just concen-

trate on your fundamentals." Regan
said. "We came back strong in both

games this weekend, and that is a

step in the right direction for the

team right now.
seniors realize that time is

ticking away on us. and it's unfortu-

nate with a great guv like Brad
INorlon] leaving the team thi-

week, so the rest of us knew we had

gained the PC blue line and abused
Friar defenseman lay Leach
pulling the freshman lo his right

while snapping a quick shot low lo

the slick side of PC goalie Mark
Kane lo even things up.

The Minutmen would lake the
lead for good at 1 :5o of the second
on a Nathan Sell goal. Sell broke in

alone on Kane and was denied, but

stuck with the puck and slid the

rebound under the Providence nei-

minder.

Lovell would then provide the
insurance later in the frame on the

rebound of an O'Connor shot.
Kegan and the Minutmen defense
would take care of the rest, en-ui
ing the first Hockey East win of the

year for UMass.
Ne\i up for UMass arc matchups

al New Hampshire on Friday night

at 7 p.m. and home against
UMass-Lowell on Sunday at 2 p.m.
Needless to say this will be another
couplet which will determine the

post-season fate of lhe Minutcmen
"I told the team thai when you

hit February you have to be playing
your best hockey And becau
some good teamwork. I think that

we're starting lo see thai now."
Mallen said

SO -iep our play up, and we did
"

Stepping right into the big spot

left behind b) Norton were two of

his classmates, and Gaffncv and
O'Connor turned lhe cornet this

weekend away from recent bad
nines on lhe backhne
On one hand. Caffney (four

goals, four assist » on lhe season)
once again was able SO put on his

inimitable ability of carrying the

puck out of the deleaiive /one-

gaining the Merrimack zone at will

and with almost reckless abandon
^nd on the other hand. O'Connor
uwo goals. 12 assists on the season)
has already picked up lhe assist

slack left wilh lhe departu'
V.rtun. pulling in his own bid lor

HF Player ol the Week with live

j~;m« on the weekend
nnor. it was a mailer ol

ung lhe challenge given to him
hv Mallen

"When Brad left, the coach called

me into hi« office to have a talk

with him,
-

O'Connor said "He told

me it wa« nn nme lo step up and
take charge of this defense Tim is

our captain now. and Brian is our
No I guv in net, so we all have le-

ge! behind them and do the i

Mallen remarked after Friday
nigfst r Providence that a

possible sssiitani clpraincv might
be In the works, with the "A" most
likely going on O'Connor '« left

shoulder He was not only
impressed with hit play, but with

his team.

"Tom was doubtful going into this

weekend, and he reallv put his body

on the line for us." Mallen said.

"Both him and Mike Caffney really

picked their play up. All of our guvs

on defense are banged up. so thev

deserve the credit."

As for now. UMass is a winner,

but this Friday holds a tough road

game against V 4 New Hampshire

So. we'll see... watch and wait.

forma Kamanen is a Collegian

columnist

PEACE CORPS
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Attention (iraduating Seniors and Junior*

Seniors, unsure thoul your plans ejaej graduation '

Peace Corps has hundreds of summer positions (de-

parting between June and September i available in

business. ediK .ilion, heallh/nuirmon. agncullurc and

the environnieni ALL MAJORS W I I ( t >MI

Juniors, siart planning early for next year Start h.i.k

llo school next l.ill with your post gradual ion plans

already set Foi more information, slop by while

I we are on campus

Info. Tables

Info. Session

Feb. 4& 5(<> 10-3 pm
Campus Center

Feb. 5 «* 7 pm
ll.ishroui-k Iah.#l24

THE CLUB
Tennis & Fitness Center

..,-, ,,, ,<, 659 Amherst Road. Sunderland

* DOUBLED IN SIZE*
549-3638

NEW CARDIO EQUIPMENT LOCATEV ON OUR NEW BALCONIES

• Treadmills Lift Stride, Star Troc, and Trotter?

• Stairrrtastcrs New 4400pt's

• Recumbent likes by Stoirmoster

• Preeor IPX Crosstrainer a Caidio Workout without any weight

import on joints

• Weight Training Machine Circuits including the GRAVITRON

Nautilus Equipment
• Complete Free Weight Area Doubled in Sisal

New benches & bars; New plates & weights; New lot pull down, leg press,

& T-bar New STRIVE Plate loading morhines & mwh more!

• Ufs not forget the ARIA'S ONLY TMADHAU
on assimilated rock (limbing wall WHAT A WORKOUT! You'll love it!

• Also introducing re"**'***** *• arw
^
only E"r(ls

J

Bike Classes Hurt are quoronteed to burn TONS of calories! Classes ottered

10-1 5 times o week by certified Power Pocing Instructors Pick up your

schedule today! ____—_

-

continued from page 10

A)mal Bayit tangles with a Dayton defender as he gets a shot olf in UMass' win yesterday

point*, huncd a pair ol laut'l to pu»h

lhe lead BO W 44 and KlttM made il

M game with an emphatic dunk
al the X 2b maik

I he c'Mia minm in IB

in ><n b) a III game winning
slreak, ha* thi- edition Marling lo

reosin

I'uign

Massachusetts has been playing with

confidi

un when you're win

nine,* Ketncr said. *|Kor the guvs who
were on la»t year » leam|. M dldn I

have esfuod vear. and w« didni wosst

that to happen attain Gsiy« are work-

ing hard, and hi paving off Thai's

why we have the streak."

er celebrated his 2 1st birthday

by ssonng a career high SI points on
ung Massachusetts

i I lint, surprised the

liver* attacked Karnes man to man.
went iii Kernel more often than usual,

and he responded with the best game
ofMscsaa

• igged with lhe lenn

"unlin uial." delivered the

pane it seem* everyone thought he had
in him Oti the opening tip. Ketncr fin-

ished an allay pop from Charlton
Clarke, setting the lone lor Ketner's big

day From then on he blitzed Dayton
Mark Ashman with a florrv o|

clunks and perimeter jumpsh.
decided departure from the four point.

ul game he suffered through
LRI on Ihursdav.

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL
Pentium 166MMX Complete

System Suiting at $tll
tatft 32MB Ram 1 14* Color MoaBcr

• CeeoBia Cmfejeiea
1

tysssesa

• Upgrade* and Componaats

. Morawrs C^rta rtaraaa at t2s

. 14 off any Network Cant «*»

this ad

Green Lcof Computers
413

looking for a

Computer?

*|The opensng dunkl really got me
into the game, as well as the |other|

wanted lo

oul and plav well

didn't play well in the Khixie Island

game. I thought I would h.

the game and play good defense fur us

10 have a chance because Dayton isn't

really a big team."

! oul to a

1 4-4 lead by spreading oul the floor

getting ba-> ol the five

starters in it vr the Flyers

cut the lead to five I, Mass went on an
H-0 run to push the margin to 25 12

midway through the first half.

Massachusetts led W W at the break,

himor guard Charlton Clarke scored

11 points and dished out -i\ assists.

Massachusetts shot 60 percent from
the field. a« no player shot under 50

percent Sophomore forward Chris

Kirkland. whose improvement has

been drastic dunng this I i)-game win-

ning streak, chipped in with eight

points and three rebounds,

continued from page 10

hard I didn't think I'd score that

many points." he said.

Seeing his lirst complete-game
single-coverage since the Kansas
game, Ketner abused Dayton with

an arsenal of hook shots, medium
range jump shots and a seemingly
unstoppable turnaround jumper.

'I've been working hard at shoot-

ing from the high post." he said.

Ketner s 13 lor- 17 shooting was
paired on the defensive end by four

blocks, a horde of shot disruptions

and three rebounds, six total.

"He had a presence everywhere."

Dayton coach Oliver Purnell said.

"We had no answer for him.*

It was an all too familiar scene for

Purnell who still remembers his

team's last visit to Amherst in 1990.

Then. All-Amencan Marcus Camby
posted a Mullins Center record-high

58 points to lead UMass to a 78-58
win

"He was Camby-ish almost."
Purnell said "I hope next time we
play against him. it won't be his

birthday."

Ketner's teammates played one of

its most sound games this season

around him Spreading the floor and
creating high percentage opportuni-

ties for each other. L Mass followed

up a 58 percent shooting first half

il5-for-26l with a 62 percent sec-

ond half 1 15 for-24)

lunior guard Charlton Clarke saw
lhe majority of the time al point

guard, distributing the ball to his

teammates lor easy looks al the bas-

ket.

"That's why lonathon [DePinal
didn't play much.* Massachusetts

..h Bruiser Hint said "I didn't

want lo lake Charlton out I thought

he had a great game
"

I we re starting to gel. and
aj I felt like that." said Clarke.

who chipped in with 15 points and
si\ assists on the afternoon "I feel

like I always know where Moniv
I Mack) and Ian are out there

"

After the game. Clarke's biggest

fan was Mack whom Clarke fed for

second-half three-pointers that

shut the door on Dayton after they

had cut lhe Minuiemen lead to nine.

"I rewarded him for lhe shots I

made." Mack said "I just spotted up
and let it Mv

"

Hint also raved about the consis-

tent pla forward
Chris Kirkland The
Pittsburgh native has been seeing

considerable action the past few
weeks and has surprised the coach-

ing staff with his energy on the
court

'Chris Kirkland has done a great

job at the four spot for us." Flint

said.

When asked If his rosier was deep
now. Flint said they were "deep
enough to win."

The only question remaining after

the game was whether CMass would
be sppear in the Associated Press

Top 25 rsnking come Monday. Flint,

however, was not concerned about
it

"If they don't put us in. then we'll

just keep on winning. And then they

might just have to." Flint said

STUDENT VOTKRS

VOTE "NO" ON FEBRUARY 3
al lhe referendum on the Town Meeting parking garage motion

t * m \moli i asBBJMSiSlCl r>uf ln» n\ mnUr liiium lul \lrew 77ir« fHirinm

fetl ./oii/r/.mn und on CaaSSSH ntti\ n\r \till mor? II AmhrrM nrt(rs m.

ot oiitf loittr lo the nlobtil monJiitr lo mime pollution.

WIIIKHMMIIISMH K \U\r
f»r the n Ii 1 1 n.liini to count.

\\ hen- In vote?

^ uu'rt- registered where you lived spring 1W7:
Southwest = Hampden IMnirai ( nmmons

j
Northeast ,\ Svlvnn = I uthrran Church

( nilral = Vsildwood School Orchard Hill = North Kin Station

Iwfcui

Ski or Ride
just

Bus LmTicfcet Included

r

Daily Bus Leaves: UMass
Amherst Center

Arrive: Mt. Tom
Leave: Mt.Tom

Arrive: UMass

.22SQ 7"

9:55 am
10:00 am
10:35 am
4:30 pm
5:10 pm

r rjpiE C fJE CK U3 DT I

u

105 Cairipus Center (next to collegian

. MEETING ON WED. FEB 4 $ *:30»
'Suffolk room in the student union
ALL NEW INTERESTED PEOPLE
ARE WELCOME TO ATTEND

ASk '
: 545-2876

Join

Queer Peer Education
V a. er a credit* onailamn

Need to add a class?

Do you like to give workshops?

Are you creative and energetic?

Are you committed to educating others'

about health and wellness issues?

How about hostng safer sex parties?

Want to make a difference for you and your peers?

If you answered yes to any of these questions.

call QPL Laun today at 7-S2S2 or email lauri.Jeduc umass.edu
I, 2. or 3 credit independent studies are available.

Open to all 5-college students

Today
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Collegian Classifieds
University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 F<i\: (413)545-1592

ANNOUNCEMENTS
PERFORMING ARTS DIVI

SION offers Group and
Private Instruction in Music,

Theater, and Dance PAD is

located in the New
Continuing Ed Bldg on the

corner of Fearing and N
Pleasant Streets, rooms #208

and 210 Info call (413)545

0619

APARTMENT FOR RENT

3rd Root 2 bedrt— apart-

ment available Feb 1

Heat/Hot Water Cooking

Gas included $815/month

Please contact Andrew
Newcomb 549-0600

AUTO FOR SALE

1M7 Pontiac Bonneville
Great condition, many new
parts Must sell $1200 Call

anytime 546-6342

M Chewy Cavalier Good
running car Very reliable

Has new brakes, tires, radia-

tor Replaced engine and
rebuilt alternator about 2

years ago Selling for $1200

($300 below NADA) Call

5463842

91 VW Golf GT Standard.

93k. A/C Excellent condition

$5500 549-0892

I? Chevy S 10 Pickup
Many new parts $1400 Call

253-5435

Cars Cash
1-800-649

CHILDCARt

Childcare Needed for

bright, easy-going 13 month

old girl m our home for 8-9

hours a week Close to cam-

pus 548-7061

COMPUTERS
7200/90 Power Mac 2 SCSI

hard drives. 32 MB RAM. 4

M8 VRAM. 17 inch 1705

Apple Monitor $1500
Contact Jay 4 545-0989 or

evenings 9 253-3692

EMPLOYMENT

Immediate

Openings

* Hours. 10 AM to 2

PM & 4 PM to 9 PM
SaturUys & Sundays also

available

• Fun AtmcMptcr*

• No Hxpenence Requrwj

• OButUn*
• ReiWe Schedule

• Only Mnjtn from Campus

Counselors fer co-ed
Northeast PA. overnight

Jewish camp- 3 hours from

NYC general, sports, drama.

H20&arts 1-800-973-3866

paid everyday
4795

EMPLOYMENT

Receptionist
Part-time

Elaine Hearth and Rehab
la tacking a Receptionist to

aaaiat u» 3 30 8pm Mon
Fri Excellent interpersonal

tkills as wall aa computer
data entry experience are

required The successful

candidate will be depend
able poeaeeea
phone manner a

to work in a last r .

environment Interested
candidates may either com-
plete application on
premises, or may send
resumes to

Knn C.iw..n,.ucjh
jll M H Coordin.il...
H. ..III. .in.t H. h..|.

IrOt AA ... I d v

Activist

JOBS FOR THE ENVIRON
MENT

Work with the Siena Club on

an urgent endangered

species campaign

Part-time available

Great for students

$50-$75aday
Call Kate 256-6434

Now hiring part-time
workers m Downtown
Amherst $7 an hour

Applicants must be outgoing

Call Sean 253-0583

Looking for Mary Poppins
8-12 hours per week Mon
Wed. Fn afternoons

Occasional weekend hours

ntefawncaa.amarienca, car a

must 549-7788

EMPLOYMENT
NEW STUDENTS PRO
GRAM seeks extrove''

'98-00 Class with 2 5+ GPA
May 27 to July 18 Salary,

room, meals, health cover-

age Apply 307 Admissions
Center Deadline Feb 6

Delivery Drivers Nooded
Apply at Bell's Pizza. 65
University Or

CRUISE SHIP & LAND-
TOUR JOBS Discover how
to work m exotic locations,

meet fun people, while earn-

ing a living in these exciting

industries! For more informa-

tion 517-324-3092 Ext

C50012

Drivers and Kitchen Help
Wanted Apply at D P

Dough. Downtown Amherst

FOR RENT

SUMMER RENTALS
CAPE COD GROUP
Summer Rentals- Some
waterfront housas. some
with swimming pools.
Falmouth area. Diamond
Roal Estate (5081477-1900

Fridge Rentals Free deliv-

ery 253 9742

FOR SALE

Tl K Calculator For Sale

Only used for one semester

$80 Call 546-4662

GREEK
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Start Your Own Fraternity!

Zeta Beta Tau is looking for

men to start a new chapter If

you are interested in acade-

mic success, a chance to net-

work and an opportunity to

make friends in a non-pledg

ing brotherhood, e-mail

|oe®zbtnational org or call

Joe Altidi at (31 7)334 1 898

Graan Fountain Pan
Sentimental value Lost near

Library Tower Please call

253-1577

PERSONALS
"I've got you. babe!'- Cher,

Beavis & Butthead Free love

and valentines at www stu

dentadvantage com/qpid

ROOM FOR RENT

ATTENTION JEWISH
STUDENTS

Spaces available in Living

Community of Hillel House
Call Jason for details 549-

1710

Rooms For Rant Very close

to campus Females Only

$1200/semester Call 549-

7146 or (508)655-5922

MISCELLANEOUS I ROOMATE WANTED

FURNITURE

Futon

FREE T-SHIRT $1000

Credit Card fundraisers for

fraternities, sororities &
groups Any campus organi

zation can raise up to $1000

by earning a whopping

S5 00/VISA application

Call 1 800-932-0528 ext 65

Qualified callers receive

FREE T SHIRT

MUSICIANS

Epiphone Accoustic

Electric Guitar Excellent

Ml BJ sjBBJl iOu r
'J jnd

Seat pickup- with HARD
,SE $400 Call Dru 549-

7540

MUSICIANS WANTED
No haircutting involved

just solid acapella singing

Call Daniel 665-7581

Looking for roommate to

share three bedroom apart-

ment Call 549-5596

SERVICES

Rental Problems Questions

about your lease/security

deposit deductions'

Questions about
subletting/assigning leases7

Questions about the condi-

tion of your new house or

apartment? Contact The

Student Legal Services

Office 922 Campus Center.

545 1995

STEREO a.

CD EQUIPMENT
Car Stereo Equipment

Kenwood Detach Face- 1

year old. paid $350 1 amp
100x2 paid $150 1 amp
100x4. paid $100 1 pair

Pioneer 6x9 speakers. lOOw.

paid $110 Whole system

sounds great, needs nothing

Selling as package deal for

$300 Call 546-3842

STEREO &

CD EQUIPMENT
Tascam Multitrack

Recorder 4 track mixing

board and recorder Only 8

months old Received a 24

track as a gift over break

Will include 1 mic. never

been used. 4 professional

recording tapes Paid $550,

will sell for $330 Call 546-

3842

TRAVEL

Spring Break- Cancun and

Nassau trom $399 Air, hotel,

transfers, parties and more!

Organize a small group and

earn free trips plus commis-

sions' Call 1 800 Spring

Break 1-800-777 4642

EARLY BIRD SPECIAL
EUROPE SUMMER 98

Northeast Deps $329 R/T

Car.bb/Mexico $199 R/T

Florida- $79 0/W
Puerto Rico- $99 0/W
Call (800)326 2009

http //www airhitch org

Sin >'»•{ Brvak

Vsrnaica ACancun
triu>i Ciry eD*yr»*a
es>«<* run eaakeaaaa
uu roe. rtu of© tack

111 flaUk T-VI I
"° S* »)'

TRAVEL

Bast Hotels, Lowest
Prices All Spring Break loca-

tions Florida. Cancun, etc

From $89 Register your

group or be our Campus Rep

Inter-campus Programs

(800)327-6013
www icpt com

Have you waited this long

to make Spring Break plans'

It's not too late! Choose

Sunsplash Tours- Call

Michelle 256 8217

USED BOOKS

ENGIN TEXTBOOKS for

Chem 111 112 Chem 225.

Chem 261-262. Physic 151 -

152. Engin 191 A. ResEc 102

& notebooks 546-3116

Spring Break 9B

Get Going" 1

Cancun Jamaica. Bahamas.

& Florida Group Discounts &
Free Dnnk Parties' Sell 5 &
go free' Book Now" 1

Visa/MC/Disc/Amex 1 800

234-7007 http //www end-

lesssummertous com

STOP
running

around campus
plastering flyers

Relax,

kick back,

and let the

Collegian

Classifieds

work for you.

Take the
escalator

down to our
friendly office

TODAY

Personals Policy
I MUM k* |»i«a»i1 b» (a*|i, i
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dixit

Rates
Students

20C per word/day

All others

4()C per vvoraVci,.\

NEW Standard Headings

$2.00
m in ./day

NO REFUNDS

acnvmia

auto son sail
auto rajrra
CHSLOCAM

HCAI.TH a aWAUTf
Houses son mmn
HouMasoaaaua

Please wrar c saarry and

ini'raS W» arc not mponubar tix rrran muh
esj BJtjm ilfeajjbei hanoWame. .

>.

fSfTVSTT

SO* SAU1

ioai a routeo
jDATsssaai
SJuaactASas
necen iwoui

aoTonevcua

ncarra
ro au«t.fT
TSUkVfl
ntAMtFOKTATIOM

TUTOa MANT1D
MAMTIO TO MCSJT

MAMTtO OCMfNAl

TAMO SAtlS

MONDAY. FEB ?

l.lt'cthin— First Year Students

of Hillel (FV'SH) will beholding
elections at Hillel House at 7:50
?.m. For more information call

49-1710.
Opening— An exhibit of por-

traits by former L'Mass profes-

sor lacV Coughlin entitled A
Brush With the Blues will have
an opening reception from 5-7
&m in the Augusta Savage

allery.

Slide Show The UMa^

Outing Club will he presenting a

multi-media ^hdi.- vhow B1

p.m. in the Student Union
Ballroom tor anyone Interested
in Outing Club activities

WEDNESDAY. FEB 4

tefirtf-
Theatre Guilds lir^i meeting
will be held at 7 p.m in v .iinpus

Center room 162 Pot more
information contact I in>e\

Bovairdat 256-41 W

THURSDAY. FEB S

(lass — Weekl> \oga and
meditation classes will be held

in Butterfield Residential Area
lounge for the next three thurs

da\s t sMSn Mart at 8 p.m. and
will be facilitated by a visiting

voga monk. Fur more informa-
tion. cell 25Z ^S55
Speech- Paul Bonin

Rodriguez. Alberto Antonio
\i.n/.i and Michael Marinez will

be speaking on : The AIDS

Pandemic i Queer latino
Artists Share the I. volution of

their Work. The event will be
held in Campus Center room
803 at 12:50 p m. For more-
information, contact the

Stonewall Center at 545-4824

FRIDAY. FEB 6

Auditions— Auditions for the

L Mass Theatre Guild's produc-
tion of lesus Christ Superstar
will be held at 7 p.m. in Campus

Center room 101. For more
information call Kristina at

545 0415

SATURDAY, FEB 7

\udttions— Auditions for the

UMass Theatre Guild's produc-
tion of lesus Christ SoperstW
will be held at 1 1 a.m. and 3

p.m. in Campus Center room
101. For more information call

Kristina at 545-0415.

IYh ar* pubax wrvKe anmnrrwKi prMad
daa> To tubrnN an FYI. pare* tend a pnm
rrleaw containing *H pertinent information,

•nduAnq the rums and phone number of In*

contact perton to the Collegian, c/o th*
Managing EcMor by noon the prevtow day

NOTICES

Writing — Spectrum
Magazine is taking submission
lor the next edition of the maga
/inc. The deadline is Feb. 12
For more information, call the

office at 545-2240 or come by in

the Student Union, room 406F..

Need to sell your stuff?

Need to find a roommate?
Want your name in the paper?
Take out an ad in the Collegian!

3

i

aj

3

ID

11

IB

13

14

HSCN
Bulletin Board

CBS/3 Hartford

CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

HSCN Movie Ch.

UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

NBC/3Q
.

New Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN

International

UMass Academic TV

IT HSCN Programming

IB TV-19

ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

CNN

84 CNN SI

8B Headline News

SB UCTV

B7 TBS

mm bet

SB TV Land

3D Univision

31 Comedy Central

3B Cartoon

Much Music

MONDAY EVENING

WEDH
VYFSB

WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
wvrr
WTrC
WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
A4E
CNN
COM
DISC
ESPN
LIFE

liSTF
NICK

SCIFI

TLC

TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

12 Wishbone X
News i.

Nawsl

'1

23

2.

6:00

Full Howe X

Cheers 5
Newt
Homalrnp

NewiS
Creatures

Newt X
Mad Abo You

6:30
Business Rpt.

CBS

CBS
ABC Newt

BoyWorld

NBC Newt

Mad Abo. You

NBC Newt

Simpsons l"
NBC

Business Hpl.

ABCNtwt
Mad Abo. You

Family Matters Family Marten

Northern Exposure X
Worldview X
INiohtSland IMake-laugh

Wings "Spoiler'

Up Close

Supermarket |0ebt

MTV Uvs (
In SlIyT

Spodscenttr

Nswthour With Jim Lshrer X
Innde Edition

Extra X
Inside Edition

Fresh Princs

Wheel-Fortune

Judgs Judy I
Ent Tonight

Seinfeld X
Wheel-Fortune

1
Jeopardyl I

RsalTV 8

Ent Tonight

Chronicle X
Fresh Princs

Jeopardy! X
Judgs Judy I
Hard Copy X
Frasieri

Nswthour With Jim Lshrer X
Seinfeld X
Seinfeld R

Andy Gnffith

FraalerX

FrsslerX

Law 1 Order R

Andy Grrttrtti

Money!

Daily SI

ins X
Dally Show (Pi)

Crossflrs «

Gimme Shelter (P

Stem's Money

C - Campus

7:00 7:30 I 8:00 1 8:30 I 9:00 1 9:30
Antiques Roadshow In Sle'SCi

Cosby X
Cosby T

Raymond

Raymond

Funniest Home Videos

7th Heaven ''Red Tape
1

' X
Sudden-Susan |Sudden-8usan

In the House Malcolm-Eddie

Sudden-Susan Sudden-Susan

Melrose Piece Mama Mia" I
Sudden-Susan |Sudden-Sueen

Antiques Roadshow (in Stereo)

Funniest Home Videos

In the House 1 Malcolm-Eddie |Oood Newt X [Sparks (R) I

American E»penence a

George a Leo Style

George a Lao [Styts

2(V20X Practice "Ties That Bind" I
Three I
CeroSn

GoodNswsI
Caroline

Truth

Sparks (R) I
Naked Truth

Ally McBeal Body Language

Caroline Naked TruthTr,

American Experience I
2OT0X

Elvis on Ice

Biography: Nat King Cole I Polrot "The Lost Mine;

World Today X

***

Wild Discovery

neoV)

Larry King Livs X
'B*hd0af»"(l9B7. Comedy]J?ruca Wiit, Kim Bstinoe

Figure It Out [Tiny ToorT

Quantum Leap (In Stereo) X
Renovation I Renovation

Lois A Clerk-Supermen

Baywatch The Red Kreghis" X | Highlander. The Series X

Intimate Portrait

ICoKece Basketball Villanova al Connecticut- (Live)

Btyond T. RtiT

FEBRUARY 2, 1998
10:00 10:30

*** "Sruggte in Slaar (1996) Connecticut Journal

Brooklyn South (In Stereo) I News I
Brooklyn South (In Stereo) I

Newt i

Dateline (in Stereo) I
Star Trek: Next Oener

News IGrsce Under

(In Stereo) I

Datetlne (In Stereo) I
»« "S>rtiCf^Wjnaaer(l996)'

Practice Ties That Brntf X

Elvit on Ice (R)

IChesrsI

11:00 11:30

Late Show S

Late Show X
Nightline X

Vibe

|Tonight Show

Simpsons I
News X

Tonight Show
Dee i

p
"Spaces

Tonight Show
Charlie Ross (In Stereo)

News X
M-A'S-H X

Nightline IT

Reel TV I

Sherlock Holmes Mysteries

World Today X
Comedy-Viewers' Choice

Ultimate Guide: Elephants (R)
] Justice Filet "Behind Bais (R)

College Basketball Texas al Texas A»M (Uve)

Lew* Order X
Sports lllus.

Dally Show
Moneyllne I
Stein s Money

My So-Celled Ufa (In Stereo)

Dong | IRugrstt X
Saaquest 2032 (In Stereo) X

Hey Arnold! X ISantord > Son

Home Again [Home Again" Extreme Machines

Babylon 5 (In Stereo) X

« * ", "Grounotwo Day" ( 1 993, Comedy) BH Murn
eefr "n*C*>l» ^uy" M996. Comedy) Jim Carrey PG-13' X
ee'-j "The Ciohtfi DjV"(1996, Drama) Daniel Auteutl. 'NR'

Unsolved Mysteries (In Stereo) \Wwi Hutband$ Chaar"(1998. Drama) Patricia ICilember.

Music Videos IBeavts-Bun."

Sightings (In Stereo) X

WCW NHro (In Stereo Live) X

AH-Time Top 10 (In Stereo)

'

r
FkpWJson [Julia

Forever Knight (In Stereo) X
Human Sexes

Road Rules |0*rt*(R)

I Spy "Cops and Robbers

VR.5 "5D" (In Stereo) X
Human Sexes

Walker. Texaa Ranger X IWWF Raw (In Stereo) X
* -Romtol Jutof"( 1996, Drama) Leonardo DCaprio 'PG-13'

*** "Carmen ^ooe»"( 1954, MusJcaQ Harry Belatonle. (In Stereo)

**'', '•Powder"(t995, Drama) Mary Steenburgen, 'PG-13' X

WWF War Zone (In Stereo) X

Almost Perfect Golden Girlt

Sporttconter

Lovellne (In Stereo)

Arsenio Hall |Newhart X"
Saaquest 2032 (In Stereo) X
Extreme Machines (R)

*"i"Wt Man''(1972)

Silk Stalkings (R) (In Stereo) X
Reptocsment \**'h 'Grtceol My Heart" [1996] 'RT
*« * "A Time to Klir ( 1 996. Drama) Sandra Bullock. 'R' X

"WaHing lot Guffman" (1996. Comedy) W | "Camosaur 3"
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B ru r. o By C. Baldwin R o b o t m a n By Jim Meddick

D r a b b I e By Kevin Fagan Dilbert By Scott Adams

SOU *££.. without a

CRtATURtONtARTVA

WARNING!/

AUTHOR NOKAAN SOU>-»ON
HKS OETfRrMNtO THAT
THE DILBERT COAIC STRIP

T5 HAW-lFUL TO C0ORKE.RS.

I WILL DErnONSTKATE
THE OAWGCR LajITH

THIS CAREFULLY
CON"VAOllE0 EXPERIrntNT.

HAVE VOOR PLAUS FOR
RE5ELLI0N BEEN
REPLACEO BV SARCASK
AND COMPLACENCY 7

. ^s-^J
:
ftk^

Fox Trot By Bill Amend

wta. SveftTiE. vet vt
F.NAUT CAVtjHT UP
W.TH THf BEST of THE

v»t)«LD ***t> HAVC NOW
seen Titanic *

1 VE 6oT 16
SAT. Foil A
THREE HOUR
r\<M. THAT
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p«enr
&oo0 >

P«TTT

I
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vaosMttHA.. HottT«r«mway
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I WANT Tote
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Thotch By Jeff Shesol
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Non Sequitur By Wiley

IMCoBPoJ?KTO

TOKDiTloN

B o r k By V. D Agosrino

Welcome to the Hatch

Eatery What can I get

ya paP

VB=K
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Grix of the Bus Stop By Brendan & Kevin Doherty
i j

——i i

I'd like an obstrusive

ovarian cyst with a

touch of ebola

- - '***>

i Ti

Deadpan Taxi By C. Jones
r

Hly. r«.G«oOiHOHr*t,, A
U**> wa* yooC GfouwO

C*>h*tt t>o ywo tcae.au what
XT ctUS L\W Tb %l *
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7
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H©r©jcopes
AQUARILS (|an 20 -Kb 18) —

Do nut let an\(.me think that you are

ill prepared for what lies ahead.
Though >ou don't *how it off. the

liii. t i« thdl >ou'rc roud\'

PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20) —
Toda> will bring a combination ol

thing* that you do and don't want,

and it will be up to you to keep
what i* desirable and discard the

rest.

ARIES (March 2t-April 19) —
You may receive several offers today

that seem attractive to wu Consider

more than the financial as m>u tr\ to

decide what afl accept

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
Someone in charge will want JPM to

stick around a while longer today,

even after your efforts are complete.

You contribute a postitive cnergv

GEMINI (May 2l-|unc 20) —
IX) not gel so far ahead of yourself

today that you can not assess your

current situation accurately. It is

important to mainain a proper per-

spective.

CANCER (|une 2l-|uly 22) —
You must be prepared to alter your

plans as you go today Sol every-

thing will work out the way MM had

anticipated s,. w.u muM be flexible

LEO duly 21-Auer. 22) — li mas

be diflicult lor \ou 10 rice fo the

;on today, but a keen aware-

ness of the past should provide sou

with the inspiration sou need.

VIRGO (Aug. 25-Scpi 22) —
Give due consideration to quality

control today. It i* nut enough sim

pl> to get things done you mu>t gel

them done will, too!

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Ocl. 22) -

You can work within the lyKCI
today H as to maximize sour gains

while sacrificing a minimum ot

integTits >>r independence

SCORPIO (Oct. 2>-Nov 21) —
Mesaafe i you receive throughout the

day may not be straightforward, but

you can get just enough information

horn them to see sou through.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21) — li very likelv will be up to

you Uxlav to decipher a warning of

s.'ii^ that comes to vou out of the

blue and in a manner that is uncon-

ventional.

CAPRICORN (Dec. It j— 111

— > ou may have trouble clicking to

the rules throughout the entire day.

Take care, however, some simply

must not be broken at this time.

Close to H o m e By John McPherson

. DO*/*'

"5 c>l" the I>i*y

ii America is a melting pot;

when you bring it to a boil,

all the scum rises to the top.^
-From the film Down by Law

/ PLEASE, CALM «W/V/\
:RESTR00MS] \^W«^gyLDRENj

ACROSS
1 Coarse file

5 Molten rock

9 Test tube s
place

12 Ahoy. — !"

13 Aidaof
"M'A'S'H"

T4 Earthenware |ar

1 6 Choral group
1 7 Heavy pot
19 Guys
20 Steering

mechanisms
22 Type of llu

23 Portend
24 Happenings
25 Indian and Arctic

28 Yens
30 Labors
31 Hosiery mishap
32 Branch
36 Actress/singer

Adams
37 Ribs of a leal

38 Traveled by
horseback

39 Caribou or elk

«0 Member of the

opposition
41 Country estate
42 Uses abrasive

paper
44 Strongbox
45 Cowboy's seat

48 Tree trunk

49 Actor Flynr

50 Fortuneteller s

deck
52 Caviar, actually

55 Part of the
elbow

57 Cool m manner
59 Rice wine
60 Actress Chase
61 Fairy tale

character
62 Craving
63 Happy
64 Sicilian volcano

DOWN
1 Run
2 Envelope abbr
3 Visit

4 Large snakes
5 Dipper
6 Grad
7 Tanks
8 Mandela's org
9 Purple —

:

marsh herb
10 Famous

chipmunk
1

1

Barnyard sound
1 2 Pop s male
1 5 Beattie and

Reinkmg
18

'

— you any wool?"
21 McMahon and

Asner
23 Thirioen

24 — Benedict

PREVIOUS PUZZt F SOLVED

M 1 T 7 WIOIO r s H A n P
6 R L O .In i) : A o 1 i O
ii O N D niaId b R M A N S
E SI S 1 G n H A

•

- C i e II

A 1 i T t II A H
,

IPIOIR C U p i NlCHR g O r

HH(i mass K H A N
[Nl 1 lr> 6 GIEIR M S M 1 c A

R|C U R 1 E
IJ

V f A L O r

IajmIo "si 6 E N N Y AN T r

G AL A J T r S
A H s Nil P ' s 1 A M L^

1 F B A 1'
1 A E R '

E

L O 1 N fc Y 1 N G k 1 N A
L j M G 1 A S s|o P k A -

.' .• '<H M 199« llrvaad Fenlurc Syndr.Vp

25 Had bills

26 Secret
language

27 Pennsylvania
port

28 Squadrons
29 Hindu princess
31 Dispatch
33 Zoo animal
34 Not working
35 Paraphernalia
37 Wind indicator

41 Electrical

measurement

43 Pal
44 Bill spartner
45 Mm fractions

46 Assortment
47 Male duck
48 Sandwich need
50 Highway lee

51 "Diana" singer

52 Reddish-brown
horse

53 A Chaplin
54 Salamander
56 Huge
58 Set fire to

Today's D.C. Menu
Caff 545-2626 for morm information.

Franklin
LLINCH

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich
Turkery Tetrautru'

Grilled Steak Sandwich

DINNER
Chicken Breast with Rice Stuffing

Spaghetti/Italian Sweet Sausage
Italian Tofu Balls h Sauce

Quarter Pound Burger

Quarter Pound American Cheese Burger

Worcester
LUNCH

Grilled Cheese Sandwich
American Chop Suey
Spaghetti with Sauce

Macaroni, Lentil k. Tomatoes
Grilled Cheese on Branola

DINNER
Chicken Breast With Rice stuffing

Black Eyed Peas with Ham Hocks

Pastas

Hampshire
LUNCH
Beef

Potatoes

Lettuce

Scrod

DINNER
Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich
Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Tukey Tetrazzini

Berkshire

LUNCH
Turkey Tetrazzini

Hamburger on a Roll

Lentil Chili

DINNER
Chicken Breast with Rice

Shrimp ft Sausage (ambalaya

Black eyed Peas w/Ham Hocks

Pasta's
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PGA prognosis:

Denying Martin

just plain wrong
I'm sick of this. I'm really starting to

get tired of all the rigamaroU surround-

ing Casey Martin and his fight for

inclusion on the PGA tour. I've had

enough of everybody whining.

It's time for the PGA to do what's

right

Let Martin play

for weeks now. the Professional

Golf Association has been at odd* with

C ;tsc-\ Kane

Martin, a young player who's ready to

make a name for himself on the pro

lour One problem The tour won't

take him

The reason'' Why it's simple. Martin

can't wait the gotf course with the rest

of the competitors. Can't, not won't

He's not protesting anything or trying

to make the game go faster (although

thai certainly would be nice for the

majority of the viewing public i

He just can't. He has a disability that

affects the circulation in his leg and

forces him to use a cart when playing

I*
Because of this, because he must ride

on a cart, the powers that be on the

PGA Tour won't let him play That is

Hockey breaks slump for pair of wins
By Michoel Koby/lanski

ColWflion Stoff

NORTH ANDOVKR — Leave it to the senior

the Massachusetts hockey team to step things up in

their squad's hour of need

In a weekend with huge conference implications, the

rejuvenated Minutemen tame through with a pair aj

wins L'Mass upended
Providence College V- 1 on

Inday night at the Mullins

Center and steamrolled

over Merrimack College

6-2 Saturday night at the

Volpe Complex in. North And*

"To be honest with vou. the big zero was weighing

heavy on the team We put

together two good team
efforts thi> weekend and

came out with two wins."

Massachusetts coach |oe

Mallen said following his team's victor) over

Merrimack "We hadn't had a game all year where we

had built a lead It's been a long time since we haven t

been in a one or two goal game
*

Facing the departure of Brad Norton to the Detroit

Vipers of the International Hockey League and a key

weekend ahead of them, the Minutemen (5-lti 2.

2-1 l-l Hockey East) were looking for someone to

pick up the slack, both on and off the ice

All eight senior* contributed to the team's sudden

resurrection, but the trio of captain Tim lovcll

defenseman Tom O'Connor, and goaltender Brian

Regan were the stalwarts on both nights. Lovell

enjoyed a six-point weekend (three goals, three

Massachusetts

Providence

Massachusetts

Merrimack

Martin has proven his ability He has

already won an event on the Nike Tour

this year And he has gotten as far as he

has because of his ability to play gotf.

not because of the supposed advantage

his disability allows him

But no. Everyone must walk the

course, the PGA says. Everyone must

be on equal footing Well then, let

everyone ride in a cart. The main rea-

son people walk between greens and

tees is kimr— it allows the home view -

er time to see Hale Irwin's drive at I

1 5. analyze Ernie Els' chip shot out of

the bunker on the I Jth hole and adore

Tiger Woods for yet another nanosec-

ond.

By allowing Martin to participate in

tour events while riding a cart he

would get to his next shot faster. Big

deal. So he has to wait seven or eight

minutes before he can shoot again. Tell

hrni to stash a book or a magazine on

his cart. I'm sure waiting around for a

couple of minutes wul be a small price

he is willing to pay for his dream.

And what about the supposed

advantage riding in a cart gives him?

Golf is about hitting a ball into a little

cup (the description's a bit simplistic. I

know). It is not about who can walk to

their next shot the fastest. It's about

drives and putts and irons and woods

(Tiger and otherwise). It's not about

whether or not somebody ambling on

the grass or trucking along at three

Turn to POA. page 6
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Tim Lovell missed this shot, but it was one of the few times the senior

didn't find the back of the net in UMass' two wins this weekend.

assists), while O'Connor added five assists and Regan

was spectacular between the pipes for UMass.

-\Se ve been in every game this year, but now we're

starting to get the breaks that we weren't getting earli

er in the season." Lovell said "We've had some trou

ble putting teams away, but tonight Merrimack knew

that ihey were done after the second period. We have

some confidence now and we're building momentum,

to we re looking forward to next weekend
"

On Saturday night Merrimack jumped out to a quick

I lead at the 0:4 i mark on a goal by sophomore

Sandy Cohen For a moment you almost had lo wonder

it the Minutmen were going to suffer a letdown after

ftiday night s win. but UMass turned things around

quickiv and lit up Merrimack goalie Cris Classen like a

Meve baton he was eventually pulled after the second

period.

The Minutemen got on the scoreboard just about

two minutes later on a goal by senior Dean
Campanale The left winger took a feed from leff

Blanc hard on a two-on-two break and beat Classen to

even the game at I I

hman Matt Smith then put UMass on top at 9 2b

when he corralled a deflected pass and blistered a slap

shot pa»t Classen to give the Minutemen a 2-1 lead

But the high tlvmg I Mass attack wasn't done yet

Senut Mike C.altnev netted his fourth of the year at

a 5-on-5 power play and bol-

•ig the lead to VI
The second-ranked power play in Hockey East con-

tinued to run on all cylinders in the second period

O'Connor threaded a beautiful cross-ice pass to Lovell

at the right faccoff citcle who snapped it over Classen

to up the advantage to 4 I

• HOCKEY . ;je

Four seniors

step up to

big challenge
NORTH ANDOVER - There are

not words, statements or metaphors

vprcss how huge this past week

end's success was for the

Massachusetts hockey team — even

fioro an immensely over-varboae

key tapper like myself.

After a week that saw the

Minutemcn's senior co-captain Brad

Norton make the jump to the pro-

sssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssisssswsssssa

Jorma Kansane

n

fessional ranks, and with their post-

season fate hanging on a tight rope

that would make Ringling Bros.

Barnum and Bailey proud. UMass
(5- 16-2. 2-1 l-l in Hockey East)

came up with its first conference

and home wins of the season.

A 3-1 win over the Friars of

Providence Friday night at the

Mullins Center, and a 6-2 oblitera-

tion of the Warriors of Merrimack

at the Volpe Complex on Saturday,

heralded the first weekend sweep

pom** UNVtMN COUSCMN

Goalie Brian Regan gets a hog as a teammate celebrates hockey* tecood

win in a row on Saturday

lor the Minutemen siruc

199*
And it couldn't have COM at a

better time for the team.

UMass is now back in the race lor

the final postseason pi.'

and stands three points behind

Mernmack in the conference stand

ings. with two games in hand
Thanks for the recmcrgcnce of the

word "win" in the Minuteman
vocabulary in the plural torm to

boot — can be given to the team,

but for the sake of space, four

seniors took their play to another

level this past weekend.

And it couldn't have come at a

better time for them

With time ticking away on their

college careers, forward Tim I ovell.

goaltender Brian Regan and
defenscmen Mike Gaffney and Tom
O'Connor formed the four-man

nuclei) M that culminated

on the Wipe Complex ice surface.

li - been a tough month and a

half for I ovell. as he suffered an

ankle injurv against Princeton (Dec

12). and has been trying to get back

into the flow after missing three

I ovell 1 8 goals. 12 assists on

the season) showcased the oft

repertoire the Minuteman faithful

have waited for all season, compil

ing six points on the weekend that

included a onc-goal-three-asslst

affarl jgainsi Merrimack

This type of performance, with

kudos going to his linemates in

freshman leff Turner (one assist

against Merrimack) and senior Dan

luden (two goals against

Merrimack), should lock up this

III PUivcr of the Week selec

lion for the Norwood native.

Turn to SENIORS pOQe 7

UMass flattens Dayton Flyers 85-69

Minutemen look to step

into NCAA rankings
By Luke Meracfch

Coaspon Staff

Massachusetts 8b

Dayton r"

It looks like the Top 25 will be welcoming back an old

friend today.

Tlie Massachusetts men's basketball team continued its

stietcn oi' hot basketball yesterday by beating a much

improved Dayton (14-7, 6-3 A-IO) team 85-69 at the

William D. Mullins Center.

UMass dismantled Dayton

in the same way it has been

beating everyone during its

10-game win streak, with

defense, hustle and a killer

instinct— one UMass coach Bruiser Flint has been looking

for since November. The Minutemen (16-5. 8-0 A-10)

are running like a well-oiled machine, and after starting

the week ranked No. 29. yesterday's win— combined with

Thursday night's dismantling of No. 21 Rhode Island— is

expected to propel to Minutemen back into the Top 25 for

the first time since December 1996.

But more importantly, at least in the eyes of the UMass

camp, they've pulled further away from the Atlantic 10

pack. With an Atlantic 10 title its main focus.

Massachusetts remains the only unbeaten team in confer-

ence play at 8-0. Yesterday's sold-out Mullins Center

crowd — only the second so far this season— started

chanting "We want Temple" late in the second half.

The Minutemen head into tomorrow night's game with

hated rival Temple as not only the best team in the A-10,

but one of the hottest in the country. Momentum, along

with a fast-filling bandwagon, is on UMass' side.

"1 think right now UMass is probably playing the best

basketball of anyone in the A-10," said Dayton forward

Ryan Perryman, who led the Flyers with 27 points.

"They're a very good team."

Massachusetts left nothing to chance with a Top 25

ranking at its fingertips, racing past Dayton for 40 min-

utes. The Flyers got as close as nine. 53-44, in the second

half before a 10-2 UMass run put Dayton out of reach.

Sophomore guard Monty Mack, who finished with 14

Ketner shines

in latest win

with 33 points

By Corey Peter Goodman
Collegian Staff

Turn to BASKETBALL, page 7

MIAH MrouMorr / rni i «cian

Lari Ketner dropped 33 points on Dayton as UMass sent the Flyers

home with a 85-69 loss.

Lari Ketner was the invisible

man in Massachusetts' gigantic win

at Rhode Island Thursday thanks

to early foul trouble and a superhu

man effort by fellow wide body

Ajmal Basit.

So, it was understandable that

he wanted to make an early impact

against the upstart Dayton Fliers

yesterday at the Mullins Center.

Five seconds was what he had in

mind.

While Charlton Clarke secured

the opening tip. Ketner — celebrat-

ing his 21st birthday — separated

himself down the court from Flyers

center Mark Ashman and threw

down an alley-oop pass from

Clarke before the Dayton defense

knew what hit it.

The dunk, which electrified the

9,493 fans in attendance, was the

opening act of the Lari Ketner

Show, a 33-point domination

(career-high) that raised the games

of his teammates and helped lift

the Minutemen by the Fliers. 85-

69.

"I didn't play that much the

other night, so I was real excited."

Ketner said. "I thought I'd have to

stay in the game to help our team

because Dayton has knocked off

some good teams this year."

"I just wanted to go out and play

Turn to MEN'S, page 7

UMass surprised by

A-10 celler dweller
By Kathleen Roll

Colaotan Staff

Dayton

Massachusetts 5£

1 \pecl.ilion*

Great, grand and gory, they were everywhere Saturday

afternoon at the William IV Mullins Center

The Massachusetts women's basketball team hadn't expect

ed to struggle so diligently against Atlantic 10 cellar dweller

Dayton and end up losing.

67-55.

The Minutewomen hadn't

expected to post a mere .3X5

field goal percentage, includ-

ing a 5-for-l 7 afternoon from

behind the arc. instead of their respectable .432 in conference

They hadn't expected Dayton's shinv new scoring spark in

junior Ki/a Dawson, who more than doubled her scoring

average. Nor had the Minutewomen been prepared for the ver-

satility of the 6-foot- 1 sophomore lenelle Ristau. who also

doubled her offensive output with a repertoire of treys and sec-

ond chance shots from inside the paint.

It was to be a game of matched offense, but pure inspiration

decided the ending. From the start. UMass just didn't have any

sort of touch around the rim. an offense that was effective nor

any input in controlling the upbeat tempo of the game.

"They [Daytonl have been struggling, but they are one of

the most talented teams in the conference." Massachusetts

coach loanic O'Brien said. "But if we shoot the ball poorly,

we're going to do p « <i

*j

Dayton's young talent was duly recognized by UMass but

the livers confidence and ability to control an experienced

team like UMass was unexpected. While in (he early minutes

of the first half it seemed that the two teams would evenly

battle for 40 minutes, missed shots and misfortune immedi-

ately cast a dark shadow on the Minutewomen.
Massachusetts point guard Sabriya Mitchell stole the ball

and raced to the other end to convert the easy two, while

Allison MacFarland drained a three as the Minutewomen
were off to a quick start. But Dayton kept the pace as Ristau

connected for two three-pointers and Dawson found herself

drifting alone along the baseline as UMass crowded the

inside in an effort to win rebounds. But Dawson didn't miss

and the Dayton guards continued to outwit the

Minutewomen with their outside shooting and trapping

defense

"I They 1 took a lot of time off the shot clock to get the pass

through, " UMass guard Kathy Coyner said, "In the first half
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These five are still

alive

Pearl )*m returns

with Yield, thier

most cohesive and
rewarding album
yet (see Arts d
Living page S)

Let's get ready to rum-

ble!

'

Tyrone Weeks
and the

Massachusetts
men's basketball

team take on the

Temple Owls
tonight at the

William D Mullin s

Center (see Sports,

page 10)

WORLD

Arab trading part of

peace agreement
BAHR EL CHAZAL. Sudan —

At the end ot a long |ourney, a

caravan of camels loaded with

flour, garish fabrics and clanking

pots comes to a dusty halt at

the point ot an automatic rifle

Arab trader exchanges greetings

with armed rebel, then displays

his travel pass, goods list and
wares at a makeshift checkpoint

on a front that separates

Sudan's warring factions

Everything in order, the

northerner is waved through to

a busy market where southern-

ers trade cattle for imported
goods
The routine seems remarkable

given that Arab Muslims from

Sudan's north and black

Christians from the south have

been at war for three of the past

tour decades.

But in defiance of the national

government in Khartoum, Arab

tribesmen of the Ri/eigat and
Misinyah clans signed peace
agreements in 1991 with south-

ern Dinka chiefs covenng broad

stretches of rebel-controlled

Bahr El Ghaial province.

NATION

Will winter

ever end?

PUNXSUTAWNEY. Pa —
Balmy weather in February

made it seem like spring was not

far off. But the final word on
that was due to come yesterday

morning when Punxsutawney
Phil emerged from his lair If Phil

succeeded in not seeing his

shadow at sunrise, then spring is

right around the corner

But the whiskered meteorolo-

gist has seen no shadow just 1

2

times in 1 1 1 years, leaving some
locals to hope he'll lie if things

turn out otherwise

"He can say he doesn't see hi:

shadow," Marty Dunlap of

Greenville said. "Or, it's six

more weeks of winter."

Records from the National

Climactic Data Center in

Asheville, N.C., show Phil's

accuracy rate since 1980 to be

about 59 percent. But this could

be a no-shadow year, since an

average February day in

Punxsutawney hovers around 26

degrees — about half of

Sunday's balmy 50.

Folks take the rotund critter

seriously in Punxsutawney, 80

miles northeast of Pittsburgh.

EXTENDED FORECAST

Today Wednesday Thursday

""Sj*\ W^K

HKJH: 60 HtGH: 55 HtGH: 53

LOW. 40 LOW: 40 LOW: 45
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Raccoons spotted,

rabies alert issued

on UM campus
By Leigh roufttner

Goaatyon Staff

Alarmed about the numbc
raccoons being reported to the

University oi MMadMaattl Mice
Department, public »atci>

issued an alert to members of the

I nivt

M last Thursday. LMas* Police

have responded to more than 10

report* of sick or rabid mcoOPI

wandering around campus during the

day.

"Public sulctv cautions all members

of the umpui cominunitv not lo

approach any wild animal especially

raccoons.* the alert stated

"The polite have been receiving

reports of individuals attempting to

approach raccoons who were display

ing signs of distemper. These animal*

arc out in the daytime and appear to

be unafraid of humans." the alert

the sick t

sighted at numerous locations around

campus: the Franklin Dining
Commons Fine Arts Center.

Cunncss Lab. Textbook Anne*.
South College. TrttsMM Farm Road
and Campus Center V» sj

At least three raccoons have been

dispatched by the responding police

officer according to the Thursday.

Idtmary 29 and Monday. February 2

[Hilice logs.

\\c are vers concerned about the

number of raccooM being reported

who appear sick We strongly recom-

mend that anyone who see* a raccoon

actiflfl strange contact public safety

immediately." UMaaa Chief of Police

|ohn 1 uippold said.

Raccoons who are nocturnal do
not normally approach people and

sjaa sjsja* in-iii populated areas.

ronmenuU Health and Safety

I HAS' ..t!kial> removed a raccoon

Irom Mackimmic Residence Hall

lobbv on Diursday afternoon.

I HAS official- were not available

tot comment.
• rding to a web site which

answei> Irequently asked questions

i www w illow nefes umn cdu/rac-

coon/table html on rabies, humans
can obtain rabies from a raccoon or

any other mammal through bites,

scratches, saliva and brain or spinal

J tissues which may enter a

wound
Any contact between individuals

Mid the raccoons should be reported

immediately to Lntver»itv Health

\nyooe who sees a raccoon which

appears to be sick should stay away

trom the animal and contact the

Public Safety department immedialc-

Ivat S4S-212I

Stop and smell the orchids
Kate RussHk), *r\ English maior, takes time out to en(oy a tut of summer in the Durfee Conservatory yester-

day afternoon.

Saudis back threat,

stall on use of bases

Death caused by heart condition

By Borry Scbwssid

Associated Prats

RIYADH. Saudi Arabia — Saudi

Arabia backed the Lnncd State* yes-

terday in warning Iraq of 'grave con-

sequences* if weapons sites were not

opened to I N inspectors But lead-

ers of the oil-rich monarchy held

back on assuring use of its military

beets for launching an attack in the

event diplomacy failed.

Crown Prince Abdallah, filling in

for ailing King Fahd. met with

Secretary of State Madeleine Albright

for more than six hours in a lush

desert retreat and saw "eve to lysjT

with her on Iraq's responsibilitv lo

permit unconditional inspections, she

said afterward.

'I had excellent discussions with

the crown prince." Albright told

reporters, ticking off their shared

views about the blocked inspections

"till essential for Saddam Hussein to

reverse hi* course and allow fuU and

unlet

<

M to i n:>COM tthc

I S special commission) to any

place it wishes to go. including the

presidential and sensitive site*.* she

L

A rare congenital heart condition in the right coronary

artery was listed a* the cause of death for Anthonv S

, 28. a University of Massachusetts graduate

who died ies* February, according to a press

I by the State Medical Fxaminer yesterday

tu UMass ChJrf of Police lohn Uippold.

the heart disease caused the artery to narrow under

stressful conditions such all exertion stated the press

NsstvtMjnam. of Nigeria, collapsed and died m parking

lot 71 at approximately 1 1 a.m. on Feb 22. 1997 He

was given CPR by medical personnel from the Amherst

Fire Department and taken to Cootey Dickinson Hospital

nhampton where he was pronounced dead at the

He entered the UMass political science department in

the fall of 199% and was also an intern at the Deify

Hanpshirr Gram? in Northampton.

However, she sidestepped whether

\hdatlah had agreed to permit I I

llt> fighter bombers to take off from

Saudi bases to strike at the sites or

other targets

"I did lay out some of the military

issues for the crown prince." she said.

"He took them all on board He
wanted to consult with members of

his government Based on my
lent discussions with the CI

prince. I have full trust and confi-

dence in the Saudi government."

Abdallah and the foreign minister.

Prince Saud. assured Albright they

Turn to SAUDI ARABIA poge 3

Lewinsky denies affair to prosecutors
Monica said she never had sexual relations with Pres. in statement

By Pels Yost

Associated Press

\\ MHINGTON — Whitewater
prosecutors got copies yesterday of

the sworn statements that President

Clinton and Monica Lewinsky gave in

the Paula lones sexual harassment

lawsuit — statements at odds with

Ms I ewinslkv s tape-recorded talk of

a sexual relationship with Clinton.

Both the president and the former

White House intern denied in the

statements — a Clinton deposition

and a Ixwinsky affidavit — that they

had had sexual relations, according to

Simpie silhouette
A sunny Monday afternoon at the Clark Memorial behind Van Meter Residence Hall.

sources familiar with the documents.

However. M» Icwinskv -poke of

such relations in tape recordings

made by her one-time friend Linda

Inpp Those recordings, turned over

to Whitewater prosecutor Kenneth

Starr, sparked the current com

•y

Clinton s deposition, taken by Mrs.

(ones' lawyers

last month, and

Ms. Icwinskv s

affidavit were
turned over by

Mrs. lones' legal

team to the fed-

eral grand jury

hearing evi-

dence in the

case, a source
close to the law-

suit said.

Meanwhile,
with Ms.
Lewinsky refus-

ing to cooper-

ate, prosecutors

are trying to

gather evidence

of an alleged

presidential
affair and cover-

up from a

Clinton admin-

istration that

has a history of

sometimes fail-

ing to produce key evidence promptly.

Clinton administration lawyers

hope to meet with prosecutors this

week over how to respond to subpoe-

nas in the Lewinsky controversy.

White House officials are publicly

pledging cooperation while privately

complaining that Starr's requests ire

too broad.

Starr said Monday that "we've been

focused hard on some of the ques-

tions and issues " hut he declined to

elaborate.

"We're continuing to move for-

ward." Starr told CNN.
On one issue, the Secret Service

President Clinton

already is raising concerns about the

kinds ot questions that Starr might

want to ask agents. And a senior

Clinton adviser says that, although no

final decision has been made, admin

istration lawyers are prepared to fight

anv effort by Starr to subpoena Secret

Ss-rvKC agents

A federal judge agreed with the

Secret Service last

week that complv

ing with subpoenas

in Mrs. (ones' law-

suit might expose

cntical information

on how the agency

functions.

The Secret

Service's position

is less likely to pre-

vail in the face of a

Whitewater grand

jury subpoena. But

contesting the mat-

ter in the courts

could seriously

delay the investiga-

tion, said |ohn

Barrett, a former
prosecutor in the

six-year Iran-

Contra investiga-

tion.

Delay would be

nothing new for

the Whitewater
investigation. The

White House fought for a year to keep

some notes of its lawyers out of the

hands of investigators.

And Vincent Foster's lawyer is still

seeking Supreme Court review of a

case in which the attorney may be

compelled to turn over to prosecutors

m >ies the lawyer took during a con-

Utisjtkiii with Foster shortly before

his death.

In addition to court battles, the

investigation has been slowed by the

late turnover of important documents:

• Subpoenaed in late 1993, Hillary

Rodham Clinton's law firm billing_^—

—

^————

-

—

-
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Students sought for employment by University police force

By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

Turn to WOMEN'S, page 6
ON THE INTERNFT

www.umass.edu/rso/colegian

For students who are interested

in becoming a University of

Massachusetts police officer,

recruiting has begun.

Applications may be picked up at

the University employment office ot

at the table sponsored by the Public

Safety Department on the Campus
Center concourse.

Police officers will be available

thru Friday in the concourse to pro-

vide more information for those

who are interested in becoming a

part of the UMass Police Force.

Applications must be turned in by

Feb. 20.

On April 4th applicants are

required to take a written test, as

well as a physical fitness test in

|une.

Upon successful completion of

both the written and physical tests.

applicants will be interviewed by a

panel composed of students, staff

and University officials.

Following the interview, all appli-

cants will be ranked according to

their scores and performance.

The UMass Public Safety

Department will hire police officers

for the next two years from the list

in order of rank.

Once hired, trainees must partici-

pate in a 24-week training session

at the Municipal Police Officers

Academy.

After the Academy, recruits will

be assigned to a field training offi-

cer at UMass and evaluated for

three months.

Following the three month evalu-

ation, the new officers will be

assigned to a shift.

UMass Chief of Police |ohn

l.uippold said the department offers

a competitive salary against other

police departments in the area as

well as full benefit packages.

In addition, for officers interest-

ed in continuing their education,

tuition waivers are offered.

So far over 200 applicants have

applied.

Currently the UMass police force

has 43 officers and two positions

open.
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Campus Police Log
Accident — Property Damage
Ian >i»

A minor accident occurred on
Hasbrouck Road.
A minor accident occurred on

University Drive.

Animal Complaint
Ian 29
A raccoon displaying sign- d

distemper was reported near
the Franklin Dining Common
The animal was captured near

the Fine Arts Center and taken

to Pest Control and dispatched

by Officer.

A li ^>on was reported

near Cunncss Lab. Officers
searched the area but were
unable to locate animal.

A sick raccoon was reported

under a vehicle near the

textbook Annex Police oil

searched the area but were
unable to locate the animal.

A KJ '-on was reported

near South College, no animal

was found.

A raccoon was reported in

the lobby of MacKimmie
len^e Hall The animal was

removed by fcn\ ironmental
Health and Safety.

Ian ><J

A sick raccoon was dis-

patched by an Officer on
ipu> center Way

A sick raccoon was dis-

patched by an Officer on
Tillson Farm Road.

Annoying Behavior

Ian

An unauthorized person was
reported trying to enter lohn

Chancy Adams Residence Hall

Ian II

An unwanted guest was
removed form Cance Residence

Hall

An individual was trying to

climb outside of Nan Meter
eHall

Disturbance

Ian "it

Amherst Police Department
was notified o! a large fight in

progress on Sunset Avenue
A large party was diaper—d

on the second floor of Van
Meter Roidence Hall.

Fraud
Ian 2S
An individual icported dchAn

billed to nil credit card from

the Textbook Ann

HealCh and Safety Hazard
Ian 30

Environmental Health and
Safety checked a burning odor

in Marcu> Hall.

Larcenv
Ian 29
A telephone was reported

stolen from an office in

Thompson Hall

A individual from Kenneds
Residence Hall reported his

television stolen

A locket was broken into in

Hoyden C.yin Contents were
stolen.

A book bag and contents was
stolen from the Textbook
Annex
Ian >0
A backpack was reported

stolen from the Textbook
Annex.

I I

An individual reported his

bicvele stolen from Stockbridge

Road Fotimated value $565.

Motor Vehicle Theft

Ian 29
A vehicle was reported stolen

from parking lot 26 on
emors Dr

Suspicious Person' \cii vii

\

Ian )1

Gregg Nelson. 21, of 46
South Rd . Hampden, was
•mated on Windmill Lane for

trespassing.

Warrant Service

Ian 28
I v rone freeman. 55, of 560

Mill Valley Apartments.
Amherst, was arrested at the

Textbook Annex with a war-
rant

Ian 29
Malo L. Brown. 24. of 117

Balboa Dr., Springfield was
arrested on a warrant.

Vandalism
Ian 28

An individual from
McNamara Residence Hall

reported malicious damage to

his computer and CD player.

Ian 29
Individuals throwing snow-

balls at the Old Forestry
Building on Stockbridge Road
broke a window
Ian 50

Swastika graffiti was
removed from a door in Brett

Residence Hall.

'.an II

A glass window in the front

door of Cashin Residence Hall

wes broken.

Four vehicles parked on
Thatcher Way were damaged.
A bottle was thrown through

the window of a vehicle parked

on Washington Road.
The bathroom in Hampden

Munchie?. Store was vandalized

Three vehicles in Parking Lot

55 on University Drive were
damaged
Two vehicles in Parking Lot

22 on University Drive were
damaged

rVft /

Pornographic drawings on a

wall in fhoreau Residence Hall

were removed.

Clinton
continued from page 1

records were found in the White
House family residence and produced

to prosecutors in 19*Hj.

• Two years into the Whitewater

investigation, the White House turned

over to investigators a memo indicat-

ing the first lady was behind the fir-

ings in the White House travel office.

• Foster's notebook referring to

Mrs Clinton's rule in the travel office

affair was not turned over to

Whitewater prosecutors until a year

ufter his death

• A note by Foster was pulled from

the bottom of his briefcase four days

after the justice Department was
barred by presidential aides from
searching Foster's office.

"When you have the immaculate

appearance of Mrs. Clinton's billing

records and you have the lustier

Department being kept away from

Foster's sJBm by (he White House, no

one can second-guess a prosecutor for

being suspicious." said loseph

diGenova. a former independent

counsel as well and U.S. attorney.

Ms. Lewinsky's lawyer said she

would be going back to California

this week to visit her father That

could take a bit of the steam out of

(he story in Washington, where
Democrats already are saying hope-

fully that public attention seems to

be fading.

The American people are "fed up

and they've given up" trying to sort

out "revelations and counter-revela-

tions, and inaccuracies and inconsis-

tencies" in the story, said Senate

Democratic Leader Tom Daschle.

The country's attention is on the

budget and wants Congress "to com-

plete the work of the president."

Daschle said.

In California, meanwhile, the

I | I A Daily Bruin reported that a col-

lege student who worked as a

Pentagon intern had said Hi
lewinskv told him last summer she

had a sexual relationship with

Clinton. Dennis Lytton. a political sci-

ence major at the University of

California. Los Angeles, said he

briefly dated Ms. Lewinsky after they

met at the Pentagon last fulv
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Shadowy figure
The infamous WEB. Du Bots library looms m the distance,

by trees neu Orchard Hill

tramed

saudi arabia
continued from page 1

would continue the discussion

through diplomatic channels. But a

senior I S official spiking on con-

dition of anonymity, said. "If we had

gotten a yes she would have said so"

at the news conference.

On her six-day trip, which ends

today with talks in Bahrain and
(ppt, Albright has sought Kuropean

and Arab backing for a US. military

attack as a last option, with mixed

results

The Saudi government issued a

statement agreeing with the United

Slates on "the necessity ol total and

unconditional compliance" by Iraq on

inspections and on exhausting diplo-

matic means to resolve the crisis

failure, the statement said, "would

lead to grave consequences whose
responsibilities would lie exclusively

on the Iraqi regini<-

But elsewhere in the region, oppo-

sition was growing to any U.S. mili-

tary strike, including from lordan and

Turkey as Arab leaders sought to

launch new mediation effort! with

Iraq.

The Arab League said that

Secretary-General Esmat Abdel-

Meguid would try to intervene with

Saddam, who has been persona non

grata at the League since his 1990

invasion of Kuwait

Meanwhile, Turkey said Foreign

Minister Ismail Cem would travel to

the Iraqi capital later this week "\\c

don't want our children to be under

the ihreat of weapons of mass
destruction." Cem said. "But we are

also trying to prevent a new war near

us."

Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat

also dispatched an aide to Baghdad

with a letter for Saddam, and
I >:vptian newspapers reported that

I (.vptian President rioeeJ Mubarak

Not a rare message late Sunday to

the Iraqi leader urging restraint

Russia also has been engaged in

eleventh-hour diplomacy hoping to

prevent a I 5. strike

Pickax killers plea rejected;

Tucker to be executed today
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The Collegian is currently accepting applications for the follow-

ing editorial positions:

Developing Nations Editor

Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual. Transgender Issues Editor

lewish Affairs Editor

Multicultural Affairs Editor

Experience with writing and reporting with concentration in the

applicable community is preferred for these paid staff positions.

To get involved in any other aspect of the Collegian newsroom, stop

by 1 13 Campus Center and speak to Managing Editor Laura Stock or

the editor of the desk you'd like to write for. Sunday-Thursday, noon-5 p.m.

This end up
Windsor, a 7-year-old English sheep dog rolls around in the snow on campus yesterday
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Albright negotiating for use of Saudi bases
By Bony Schweid

AuooaUd Press

RIYADH. Saudi Arabia —
Secretary of Stale Madeleine Albright

said yesterday Saudi Arabia sees 'eye

to eye" with the L S position on

inspecting Iraq s weapon sites, but

apparently hasn't agreed to allow

American warplancs to use Saudi air

bases it L S imiiun action is taken

Reiterating Clinton administration

demands that Iraq rid itself ol chenn

cal and biological weapons. Albright

said Saudi Arabia and other countries

in the region are in danger of attacks

from Iraq. But after talks with Saudi

officials in a desert retreat, she side

stepped whether the Saudis had
approved use of air bases here ior

American warplancs.

"If we had gotten a yes. she would

have said so.* said a senior U.S. offi-

cial, speaking on condin

anonymitv

Saudi leaders will weigh the issue of

I I use of air bases here while

Albright is m Bahrain Monday I

going to fgypt then home on Tuesday
In Moscow, a Russian rx «

reported Sunday that Iraqi President

Saddam Hussein is readv to nxc-ive the

chicf L.N. weapon* in»i

name up to eight presidential sites for

inspectkm A spokesman for Pn
Boris Yeltsin ^aid Russian I

MiaiSlet YevgeO) Primakov tailed

^ eltsin to tell him ol Saddam's

[TAUT— reported

Bui hours later, Iraq denied there

was any agreement.

Albright said Primakov discussed a

similar proposal with her in Madrid

when thev met last week, hut »l

skeptical of the oiler and it tell fa

short a irund lor uncondition-

al inspections, said i '. aal

Iwiee dcilanng herself still

Heal" ot Hussein s intentions

Albright said soda) that it was up to

1
' man ol ihe I N

commission on inspections to iacJda

lier he scv to go

President Clinton, meanwhile
called Yeltsin H 'he serious

sjMetlaR eonecming Iraq - noiKom

ptiance* with I S mandates a

White House otliual said "President

CHntofl stressad the need lor unity

ly Council members
"

MM agreed with Yeltsin on the

i diplomatic -olution

but said Saddam s continued defiance

and refusal to allow adequate lU.N.I

n» were unacceptable.* the

ollkial said, speaking on condition ol

anonymitv

\lbnght conferred with Saudi otti

dais after a two-hour. five-course fun

cheon in a roval lent 00 miles from the

Saudi capital

Saudi ottitials said in a statement

they agree with "the necessity pj

and unconditional compliance bv (he-

Iraqi government" in permitting

unlettered inspections II diplomaev

lails it "would lead to grave 0HM*>

quences whose responsibility would

lie exclusively on the Iraq govern

ment." the statement said Earlier.

Albright insisted the Arab world does

noi oppose the hard-line I S stand

against Iraq.

"That's not true." she said, arming

Irom Kuwait for talks with Crown
PntKe Ahdallah and Prince Saud. the

Foreign minister "That's reallv not so."

U s||\ Texas— A state board unan-

imously rejected Karla have linker's

bid for clemency yesterday . leaving only

the Supreme Court and the governor

with the power to hall the pickax

killer's scheduled execution today.

Despite pleas of mer<.y. including

from Pope lohn Paul II. the gruesome

nature of her crime left the Board ot

Pardons and Paroles with no qualms,

the chairman said They turned down
M* luekcr l§4 with two members
..h-tainine

"There is no question as to their

vote. There is no question as to how
they feel." said chairman Victor

Rodriguez "I. rm«clf have absolutelv

no quarrel with the deosiun to deny

Ms Tucker's request on all fronts.*

Ill 1 uckei >8. a former teen-ace

prostitute who found religion in

prison, would be the first woman exe-

cuted in Texas since the Civil War. Her

execution is scheduled for Tuesday at 6

P ni CH I" her appeal before the

Supreme Court Ms lucker's altor-

lTey?\ontend .l>e commutation process

is flawed and unconstitutional in part

because of the consistent lack of favor-

able rulings.

All 7b requests since \9*\ have

been rejected, including lb last year

when the state executed a record 37

Bvlcted killers. "Texas has no

mercy " said David Botsford, Ms.

Tucker's lawyer "The element
process in this state is a far^e " He

added that \t- I iKker was still hopelul

that the Supreme Court would hear her

appeal.

"She s upbeat." he said.

Rodnguez said neither her gender

nor her newfound religion played a role

in the board's decision. The board also

rejected her request for a 60- or 40-day

reprieve to allow courts time to consid-

er her challenge to the state's clemency

process.

lord said Ms. Tucker made a

videotape in prison Saturday night, ask-

ing Bush for a one-time, fci-day stay of

execution — the only action a Te |

governor may take independently in

death penalty eases.

Bush said he won't make a decision

until after the Supreme Court has

ruled

Ms Tucker was sentenced to die for

bludgeoning a man and woman to

death with a companion in 196V The

last woman executed in Texas was
Chipita Rodriguez, who was hung in

l8bY The last woman executed in the

L nited States was Velma Barfield in

North Carolina in 1984.

Preparations for her execution con-

tinued Mondav, with Ms Tucker being

flown from the female death row at a

prison in Gatesvilie to HuntsviHe, 175

mikes away, where executions are car-

ried out
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Lashing out in desperation
The L niicd Slates is preparing to once

again lash out against the peopi,

Iraq in a desperate effort to salvage

American imperial control of the

Middle Baal

Following the Gulf War in Ifftl, the

United States sought to create a new
order in the Middle East, a "Pan
Americana." in which nu»t o! the Arab
stales along with Israel and Turkey
would be united under American domi
nation The aim of this new alliance was
to he the consolidation of a stable IS
impcrium in the Middle East and a concert

ed stance against Iran, leading eventually to

the overthrowing of the Islamic Republic

and the discrediting of Islamist politics

throughout the Middle East

Over the past seven years, however, each and

v one of the major policies that «,

nosed to create this new order have

tailed. vsith the sole exception of a co»
tmuing vast U.S. military build-up in

the Gulf region.

The pacification of the Palestinians

and the normalization of the Israeli role

in the Middle last which were to be

iplished b> the Oslo pc.>

are dead in the water So is the goal of

integrating the regional economies under

li leadership. The goal of

bringing Syria and Lebanon into the

-pherc by means of an
Israeli/Syrian peace accord, which would
alao pacify south Lebanon and. most imps*

tantlv. split Iran from Syria, its principle allv

in t hi rid, remains a distant fantasy

Meanwhile. Saddam Hussein remains firmly in

power in Iraq, in spite of every American effort to

unseat him And the poluy ol isolating Iran as an
international pariah has only succeeded in isolating

the I nited States

These policies were based on a

coherent and integrated analv-

ticed by the military intelli-
~~"^^~^^~

genie complex and the pro-Israel establishment

However this analvsis. based as it was on an

unsophisticated understanding of Middle
jnd a slavish devotion

the ambitions of Israel, produced poll

which have been a fiatc

interests. As a result the I S posi

lion in the Middle East has steadilj

deteriorated, even since the last 'Iraq
" three months ago
mess the contempt

ior of extremist Israeli Pi

Netanyahu, «
mooxi

hristian fundamentalists and
»pit in the face of American govern-

ment requests that he honor Israel's

treaty obligations to the Palestinians.

The policy melt-down has alao been

exacerbated by the success of reformist

Iranian President Khatami's international

"charm offensive." which ha* made the demo-
nization of Iran even more threadbare than ever

The IS has e>en failed to enforce its own declared

Mil*.

but illegal polio ol sanctions on foreign corpora-

tions, such as Total of France, which are
doing a booming trade with Iran, and
American oil companies are lobbying

hard not to be left out of lucrative emerg-

ing oil markets linked to Iran,

I his has been coupled with a wide-
ranging diplomatic restructuring of the

Middle East, as the United States' Arab
dependencies have recently started to

abandon the absurdly ineffective

American non-policies, and consequently

are forging their own approaches to Iran.

Syria, and each other.

There has even been growing talk of how
to reintegrate Iraq into the region as govern-

ments increasingly recognize that all efforts to

unseat Saddam Hussein are likely to fail

Iraq has also been extremely effec-

tive in demonstrating to the world the

genocidal nature of the sanctions which

have murdered over a million innocent

Iraqis.

The Iraqis have recently exposed
the U.N. "weapons inspectors" as

including U.S. military intelligence

s and teams comprised almost

exclusisely of American and Brirsh

"inspectors " Chief "inspector"

Richard Butler voluntarily came out

of the closet as a propagandist and
war monger by claiming without evi

dence that Iraq had enough biologi

cal werpons to "blow away Tel Aviv

a comment transparently designed to

incite war hysteria in the west and
w hich created panic in Israel out of

thin air

The whole "weapons inspection" regime, with it*

fabricated claims of Iraqi exotic weapons programs

and evil intentions, has been exposed for the pathetic

fraud that

^^^^^^^^" The across-the-board collapse

_______ i I s Mid last policy is so pro

found at this stage that this coun-

s behav-

Ministcr

try res!!} ha* only one place to turn short of the long-

overdue revision of policy so bitterly opposed by

the national security and the pro-Israel

establishments — the rule of the

gun The bombing of Iraq is designed

to terrorize the Arab World, remind
everyone of the fading lessons of
|um, and insist that no matter how
preposterous its policies are. the

I nited States still has the ability to

murder and rampage at will

The oh\ious hope is that many
\r leaders wi wed

Into line The eve
hope ts that this will finally cause the

overthrow of Saddam Hussein, or that

somehow he will be murdered by a U.S.

bomb Sure

Instead, this bombing will be seen for

what it is, the lashing out of e failed policy

based on a phony analysis which refuses to

recognize its own bankruptcy The backlash is

likely to be swift and profound.

Huuein Ibish is a L Mass graduate student

Don 7 believe the

hype!

To the edr

Vou ask "what hype is that?"

Well, I refer to the "hype" as the

idea that politicians and moral val-

m not mix. in Thursday's <|an.

29) edition. I read C. Taylor
Conner's opinion article. Conner

- a good point that. "The rea-

son Clinton should go down if he's

guilty is because he lied illegally."

However. Conner then devalues the

severity of the issue that may have

caused Clinton to lie illegally -

that he was unfaithful.

The idea that his infidelity has no
bearing on his guilt is ridiculous |

can not believe that if these allega

are true (which they appear to

be) his wife and daughter see his

cheating as the lesser of the two
wrongs. Conner then goes to the

ole' history card, saying that leaders

Letters to the Editor

have always had affairs and always

will So according to Conner's way
of thinking, we arc to assume our

leaders will be dishonest cheats, and
look away, like there is nothing
wrong.

I for one do not accept that idea.

If we fail to hold our official* to the

same or higher standards than we
hold our own spouses and relations

to. we are asking for trouble. In an

age of divorce and single parents,

we need a positive influence from

our leaders, not the image of a bro-

ken marriage and familv

The concept that it is a

"whacked-out" idea that we have

honest and moral leaders is a very

dangerous way of thinking. In

today's very liberal world, where
many wrongs are accepted and
chalked-up to "tolerance." we as a

society can not afford to give any

further ground to the immoral. We
tolerate everything from delinquent

children who commit adult crimes

to doctors who kill babies, so why

should infidelity be any different?

We must not forget that these are

acts that should be looked at as

wrong and dishonest. We as a soci-

ety can not be afraid to take the

"high ground" and look down on
those who choose to commit these

wrongs.

With every passing year the level

of morality in this country drops
more and more. We must remember
that morals are not restricted to the

beliefs of one religious group or

another. They are commonly held

ideas of what is right and wrong. It

is not okay to cheat on your spouse.

If we continue to listen to certain

members of the press and people

like C. Taylor Conner we are head-

ed for a future of moral chaos I he

fact that our elected leader has cho-

sen to relax his morals does not

mean we need to do the same

Erik Mitchell

Belchertown

Upcoming topics:

The Ed/Op page will be focusing on the possible U.S. attack on Iraq as events devel-

op. We need to hear your views on the subject.

We also want to run a Point/Counterpoint feature next week on the recent cloning

of twin genetically-engineered cows by UMass faculty members. Tell us why this is or

isn't a good thing.

Editorials should be 600-800 words long. They can be submitted to Tamar Carroll

or Dan Bodah at the Collegian offices, by fax (545-1592), or by email

(letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu).

Time to set limits
Ycsterdav i science fiction If

today s realm AitttMM

Hub) dreamed of cloned
humans in "Brave Sew

I," and today we can clone

sheep and cow» OK we haven't

cloned humans vet. but it if. com
plctely conceivable given our current

tcchnoli»gv

Cloning has gotten a bad rap pri-

mariK because of the possibility of

cloning humans ^^^^^^^^_
I ewer people object

to cloning sheep aaaaaaa__

than humans —
after all. who can rcillv tell a bunch

of sheep apart, any*
But the negative image of cloning

humans persists m our culture. The
haMc idea in most people's minds
goes something like this late one
dark and stormy mghi Dr iwl was
bus\ working in his lab H
preparing to mix the chemicals when
he heard a noise behind htm. With a

great crash the door to the inner

room was ripped off u- hinges and
one hundred copies of Adolf Hitler

marched out in perfect militai

mation. Dr I \il sensed an .>

lypse was near

People assume that because we
could clone humans, some ego-dri-

ven scientist would want to

Although a few — truly mad. in my
opinion. — scientist- have those

lions, most scientists under-

stand the implications of tinkering

with the complexity of nature. They

arc the ones who remind us there is a

hole in the ozone and depleting the

swordfish populations through long-

line fishing will eventually render

them extinct

The arguments for cloning humans
are weak, and currently, interest in

cloning is focused ott using animals

to benefit humans Rut there is a def-

inite fear among many people that

someday someone will think that

making a human clone is a good

\lr\is Puthk.tr

idea.

I wo prevailing ideas have been

used to justify the prospect of human
cloning. Some people believe an

acceptable reason to clone a

li to provide an organ for

who is sick The second idea i« the

human improvement idea — creating

better people and a better species by

cloning.

Both of these ideas are horn

^^^^^^^^^m The first idea
"*"-" '

of creating a

^^_ child to provide

a sick child

with a kidncv or bone marrow is

nauseating at best It if. one thing to

have a second child if the first child

Is. rid in the hopes that the sibling

will be able to provide the first child

with bone marrow, but it's quite

another to clone a child for the sole

purpose that he m 'He wiU duplicate

something for someone who is

already alive

I he clone * whole lite would be

shaped by an identity crisis. Most
people have enough problems with

the "Who am I?" question without

other issues. Would the clone emu-
late the sibling or rebel More impor-

tantly, would anyone have wanted the

cloned child if he/she had not been

needed for a specific purpose? What
happens to the cloned child after the

transplant?

The other idea — improving the

human species — is also a really bad

idea. I have heard people say that it

would be a good idea to clone an

Einstein or a Beethoven for each gen-

eration, although individuals who
have been dead for a long time cannot

be cloned.

Do we really need to clone Bill

Gates and Bill Clinton to ensure the

success of humanity? Will their tal-

ents be of any use two hundred years

from now ' l\> vou know? Does any-

one know ','

The types of people we would want

to clone are the geniuses of our time

or the egoists Geniuses live on the

fringes of society and in many wave

there is a fine line between being a

genius and being insane In another

era Hemmgway might have committed

suicide when h<

later in life Could w

clone what he/she could and could not

do regarding his/her own I

If we could done Chopin, do we
really need him ' vv e have geniuses on

the piano, although they ma\ we.

a

tight dresses and play spread ca>

concerts and sing about rape. Will the

next OfasMTJ value fori Amos ON
than I

mg humans aside, there are

definite biological issues with doahfj
animals. The strength of any species,

humans and cow .wncs from

the diversity ol genes that allow the

most fit individual^ to survive in the

given environment. Cloning cannot

be widespread because a species

could be decimated if all its members
were alike and none could survive a

disease or a disaster.

pitC said reservations. I still

believe that what the scientists here

at the Lnivcrsitv of Massachusetts

have done by pioneering animal
cloning techniques is great. I think

the medical implications of harvest-

ing human organs from pigs are

tremendous and exciting, and creat-

ing milk with proteins or drugs in it

could be useful to world health.

This knowledge that we now pos-

sess and the new techniques that we
have to clone children from adults

instead of embryos cannot be
unlearned. Wc can — and must —
only move forward. The crucial ques-

tion is whether we. as a (pack

use our diversity ol thought to decide

what should be done with the know I

edge we possess, and prevent a Dr.

Evil apvxakpsc

AJMsj Puihkar it a I Mass sfu-

dent

Attention all interested writers:
There will be a meeting Thursday night at 7 p.m. for prospective colum-

nists in the Collegian offices at 113 Campus Center Basement. We are

especially looking for writers who can have a specialization or background,

such as campus/local news, multicultural issues, international politics, sci-

ence, etc...

Let our page be as broad and varied as the University is by coming down
and getting involved. Please bring a sample column, approximately
600-800 words long, with you.

Call Dan Bodah or Tamar Carroll at 545-1491 for more information.

Doonesbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU

fJ OUteJ PtNNBt MTHE
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Pearl Jam's return to greatness Spiceworld plays to young fans
New film a disturbing mixture of short skirts and no attitude

Pearl (am gets back to basics with their most mature effort to date

By Marty K<

CoheoKjn Staff

Mi
Peon Jom

Epic

I tie biggest selling American u-ck

fMfjp M the sjos. Pearl lam. has

relumed uith liWJ tKpic). an album
filled with all their trademark stylistic

trappings, only re-kindled with

renewed vigor and enthusiasm.
IVilups they should have named this

jlbum I italtty

I Living alienated a good deal of

their tuns over the course of tw

ing and often frustrating years —
ti'iir troubles, a self-imposed media
blackout — many in their once
obsessive fanbase have been dissuad-

ed by the lesser likes of Matchbox 20

However, lest anyone question

Pearl lam's commitment to their craft

think again.

Whereas their previous two efforts

iVitalogy and the superb V> cWr'
both saw the band expanding their

sonic palette. Yield kj a considerably

more straightforward effort begin-

ning to end. It's dominated by

punchy guitars and lyrics that are

abstract on paper but within the

songs' contest, the shaded and
multi-tcstured meanings slowly

become unpeelcd listen- by -listen

In a similar vein as 70s "rawk*
gods Led Zeppelin. Pearl lam have

chosen — however subtly — to

embrace the music and spirituality of

the Last and India as they continually

mature and move awav from the

anthemic arena- ready tunes that per-

meate their early catalog Lead single

c.nen fa I rjr* pillages limmy Page's

signature riff from "Going To
California," but in a twisted inter

pretive sort of way and "Wish

I

simply an understated (read:

VOTE YES
FEB. 3rd
A Viable Downtown

Makes A Better Amherst
Yes to Parking Compromises!

Polls open 2pm - 8pm Students Vote in Hamden

Dinning Hall

Paid Political Advertisement

Anyone interested in Broadcastim

ie: News, Entertainment,

Sports, Etc.

COME CHSCK OS 00'IM

44.4

105 Campus Center (next to collegian

THfR! It A MEETING ON WED. FEi 4 t$ 430PM
' THI SUFFOLK ROOM IN TNE STUDENT UNION

ALL NEW INTERESTED PEOPLE

ARE WELCOME TO ATTEND

Ask For El a oi cal IS -^8 76

restrained) delight

Of course there's also a few silly,

off-handed instrumental* a la

Viru/ogy's "Hey
Kiwmophandtcmama. That's Me"
and "Aye Davanita* that hel;

Yield its endearingly amateurish
charm: one being a song nutated only

with a red dot played by drummer
lack Irons.

Thcmatically. Pearl |am render
themselves laudable through assured-

neat and a wickedly skewed sense of

humor — as alw j
I
their

defining charac Nowhere is

Vcdder's savage wit more evident

then on the raucous opener. "Brain of

I* in which he Mattel "Who's got

the brain of Irk What's it mean to

us now?" Not since the overt polm

cism of \ > "W M A " hus \ edder

aimed his lyrical arrow straight to the

he.in

By Jeremy Brothers

Collegian Staff

SPtCEWORLD
Directed by Bob Spiers

wirfi The Spice Girls, Richard E

Grant, Mark McKinney
playing at Hampshire Six Theaters

The Spice Git Is have tor gotten

what made them popular and it will

cost them dearly Long bclorc there

weic dolls and Pepsi commercials
there were reports of hotel rooms
being trashed bellhops being sexu

ally harassed and alcohol — lots and
lots of alcohol

It wa- this rock and roll Bfeetyk

that made The Spice Girls miaiiKu-

Not Rolling Stones infamous, but

infamous nonetheless. The near-leg-

endatv kaplatj Mrnd "I Linger"
Spue in the British tabloids helped

with that as well, and made her thus

known a> "Sev. A hat made
The Spue Girls great was their

cheeky indifference to all things

proper, all the while shouting "Girl

Power
"

I Uckilv no one evci asked what

"Girl Power" meant If thev did. we
might have been better prepared lot

Spiceworld I had always assumed
that "Girl Power" had something to

do with living life to its fullest, as

any male rock and roller would,
unapologeticallv Grabbing the

Prince ol Wales' butt and charming

the socks ntl Nelson Mandela are

cute antics for a 'SO-second blurb on

"I .ntertainment Tonight," but if

vou're going to ask people to sit

through approximate!) an hour and

a half feature film, vou d better have

something more than cute antics.

This is the basic failure of

world — the ribald antics the

Space Girls are known for in reality

--mg Itotn the film. The film

sanitizes the Spice Girls for their

younger fans, for the hoards of

lining girls that compose their

fan base. The film follows the girls

cveral days before their lirst

live concert at The Royal Albert

Mall in I ondon in a wacky and sur-

real manner which suggests early

Beat I' >rld uses these tech-

niques to emphasize the importance

of friendship . . and short skirts.

The aspect of Spiceworld that is

disturbing is the short skirts and the

tude that goes with them.

I he Spice Girls' attempt at being

wholesome is weak and pathetic It

doesn't need to be said that no one

is calling Ginger "Sexy Spice'" in

Spiceworld They have not been

marketed as wholesome in the past

few yetrs, and picturing them as

role- models for children is laugh

able If little girls across the world

soon start turning to their mothers

in malls and saying, "Mommv I

want to dress like a streetwalkei

but you should know that friendship

is really important to me. ." we
shouldn't look far for the cause.

Director Bob Spiers should have

been able to do better. Alter

ing the decadence drenched Bnt afe-

com hit, "Absolutely Ftbulous." a

Spice Girls' vehicle seems like the

next logical step But instead of

swilling vodka, popping pills and

bedding bell hops. Spiceworld seems

resigned to pity homily to the

Saturday morning set

Even the points that come up in

Spiceworld that shouldn t be awful

are Richard E. Grant iWuhnail and

I, The Player) who plays the Girls

stressed-out manager, has p>

that he can thrive in almost am Mlm

Turn to SHCI . page e>

Turn to i-oge t
The Sptce Girts fail to live up to the Beatles' -4 Hard Days Night in their movie debut

STRY CfjnnECTEd
UiTH

THECOLLEGlRn

Great Service!

Great Products!

•Nutrition
^Express

For Your Fastest Gains

Supplements. Personal Training.
Nutrition Programs

Designer Whey Protein $26

Creatine 400g $29

MetRx20ct $38
Diet Fuel $21

Androstenedione!

Pat larmri, Feed mmrt, A tfere

Ask for Garrett

253-1850

Amherst
Ballet
Centre

ceiabrating 26 yean of

profaiiional ballet

training

Therese Brady Donohue,
Director

29 Strong Street,

Amherst, MA 01002

OIIIKIM. IOWK.
ADLL1 ( OLRSES:
(Starting February 3rd)

Beginner Ballet

Wed 5:30-6:30

Intermediate Ballet

Toes &/ or Thurs

6 30 8 00

Call 549-1555

spiing bieik fevei

h

Need
i break

CUac,l.cA«t. f\
(rr««t *«W« Vm f^T*

Ft. laudarault *1.b

Cancun $304

Orlando $1,8

Los Angeles $355

I *4 Main Street

I Amherst

(413) 256-12611261

I ^iT

La Cucina di

n>

of Amherst 30 Boltwood
***

COLLEGE BASKETBALL SPECIALS!!!
Back by popular demand: Specials running Monday thru Thursday!

1 Large Cheese Pizza $6m9§
,/>* 1G Free Buffalo Wings

Pkasc Add S1.5G Ur Toppings and $3.CC for Double Tcppin

Any Ti»6 Calzcnes
—

H

Delivery Only.

RestaPaun" Must Mention Ad When Ordering Offer E%pipes S/3VWI
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Battle cry for hip hop community E^
This column is intended as a battle

cry tor the hip hop community I

mean real hip hup, not candy coated

tracks that are more mindless than

the plots tor I averne and Shirley

You will find this column devoid ol

"Mi's" who boast of how fat there

pockets are, but couldn't deliver a

decent rhyme it they read it oil ol a

cue card. I am offering this column to

MCt Dl v graffiti artists and anyone

else who offers intelli

gence and heart to the

hip hop culture If you

still

Adam Dlllt'.u :

are still confused.
think ol it this wav I pretei v 'ompany

How to the Firm

In this debut column. I will begin

h\ tcviewing some mix tapes It urn

are unsure of what a mix t.n

please skip the rest ot this column
lew MMM

-
* -- — *-

lime nexi wees..

\S hile I prefer the East coast to the

coki weather makes for better

pizza), there is no denying that the

Beat hinkies and the Invisible Scratch

Pickles have shown us how the West

was won While HI Rectangle i- not

associated with either ol those

I was forced to wear oven mitts while

purchasing his tape "Deadlv

Needles." The Scratch-A -

has one of the greatest mi

which Rectangle dishes up M
onds of just about every hip hop hit

that dropped in '«i7. He throws on

enough to gel your taste buds dnp
ping, but cuts it oil before you have

flashbacks ol the oihei three million

times you heaid the track I he

Nightclub side is for the end of the

night when you aie driving home,

trying to keep your eyea open

ring wh.n the name ol th

or guy sitting next t< i

from Sew \ oik We've got

Wop with WopdwJita2 Rob Swift

presents "Pure Mood- and

.nd Ions Touch starting as the

"Old/ Hiothets ."

u opduizm2 is a
l^1^^^ bit ol a tribute to^^^^^^"

,iinl Biggie.

mehow Put I Daddv haa't OB

this (read MBOMb) I "he highlights ol

the tape are the frecstvU-s bj Hon
Black, lard l'artq. Peter Gun/ and

Punisher.

Rob Swill- I'uu - not

>our ordinary mix tape hi sou all

should now Rob Swilt is a member

of the \ Men which means h

spinning while you were listening 10

sour Kislici Mot tape teCOtdw Switl

eschews a straight up hip hop sisle

for a more experimental bugged out

sound. The I uphoric side fcututcs a

lot ol smoothed out )a// aiui

tlows from Ros -\sers io W u tang

clan II s BBl a late night driving or a

Sundas atteinooii tcel Io 11 I'he

I u phoric sideshow Switl lealls get

ting nuts, and while it s si

head was nodding straight on

pillow

I he Dia/ Brothers is one ot the

hottest tapes out »> M leatures Doo

Wop and Tony Touch. Tony Touch, a

D| who really needs no inlioduclton.

releases tapes like Reggie laekson hit

home runs, he's a player who is bet-

ui ttien the iesi Reeent years have

shown Touch treestsling em his tapes

and he Kgms ihis one with a joint

effort between him and Doo Wop.
but the one on the llipside where
thes u do Itionc Tap" is much bet-

ter I he first two songs "1 Put In

Work" bs Gang Starr and "New
\o\k~ by Rakim. quickly remind you

\shs this guy has released 55 tapes.

hue to torn he throws on a lol of

Hacks that sou won't find here, but I

guess you'll have to get the tape to

find out more Doo Wop holds his

own with | little bit more of a com-

mercial side the highlight of Doo
Wop's side is the KRS/C'ommon
freeetyk and the DMX blend The

opening samples Irom Seartace just

reinforce how quickly this tape will

cut sou, "Sas hello to my little

friend
"

all the D|s out there Q lip

jusi released an KP on an indepen-

dent label under the alias Young
Ridei In next week's column I will

gise sou a list of some more under-

ground releases.

QjtOM oi the week: "I treat MCs
like thes want to be treated and most

hem are acting like thes want to

be defeated." Comment trom a

-ession on Hot 47.

UugMCt is a Collegian

columnist

» CAMfUS «CTTVTt«5

Grant Hill's long lost brother?
Comedian Krvi Rogers kicks off the "Something Every Friday" series at the Student Union ballroom this

Friday at 8 p.m.

REACHING FOR U

^CONFERENCE „
FOR MINORITIES

INTERESTED IN LAW1
Join us to find out how to make aspirations of a legal career

a realitV for minorities. If you are I liif}li school or college student interested

in someday becoming an attorney, or you provide career guidance to young people, join

us for this important event and help us reach for greater diversity in the legal profession.

The Value of Diversity in the Classroom:

A panel presentation by law professors

Can/Should 1 Become an Attorney?

A panel discussion with current lawyers

and law students

Western
New England
College

School of Law
Springfield. Massachusetts

Saturday
Feb. 7, 1998
11a.m. to Ap.m.

Western New England College

School of Law

1215 Wilbraham Road

Springfield, Massachusetts

Lunch will be provided free of charge.

Pre-reglstfatiott is preferred.

Call (41x3) 782-1406

continued from page 5

Interesting then thai YMd is

much more a collaborative effort

than anything else they've ever

dune While Vedder co- writes the

majority of tracks, guitarist Smnc

Gossard and bassist leff Anient

both contribute solid Macks, mclud

ing "No Way" and "Pilate rwpes

tiveU

The real star of Yield though is

spice

lead guitarist Mike McC ready who
not only checks in with his tightest

playing, Inn showcases his emerging

skills us a tunesiinth On
the Monster-era R.E.M. gem "Do
I he I volution." f.ddie Vedder tri-

umphantly proclaims "Yeh.it's

evolution baby!" over McCready's

meaty guitar line, clearly echoing

the exultant mood of his band-

mates. While a bit too incoherent at

u.nest-MFC-i. Yield is still Pearl

K,n, s richest and most rewarding

album, as well as their most human

While they may be maturing in a

fairly conventional manner, this

Seattle quartet has yet to run out of

ways to re- stale old truths, a feat

unmatched by any of their contem

poraries. A-

contlnued from page 5

look at Hudson Ihntk Grant. I

talented man who should have been

able to bring KJOM amount ol humor

to hi- chuiuctei. tail- bosSUM there is

nothing tor his character to do but

"k stressed" and there are oat) M
maiiv ways he can make a fan like he

just crapped himself. When a chatac

ter doesn't have anything interesting

. go io fai

Matk Mckmney (fortnet member

of Canadian coined) tioupe "Hie

Kids in the Hall." also seen on
• Saturdav Night light") seems to be

in the same situation as Grant —
once seemingly talented — in this

film, doperate and reaching

Mckinnc) and Grant share one ol

ihe only amusing moment* ol the

him Mckinnc) is pitching an idea

tot .i Spio* Curls movie and here's

the pitch, the On I- are late lor their

concert at the Roval Albert Hall and

thev gel into all NCW d adventures

along the way. What follows is a

sequence noli.ig more than a

mixed up homage ot the best

posi modem bn '» and The

Plaver

What bordcis on the interesting

are the numeious cameos thai Intel

the lilin SfictmetWl best bits ait-

seeing I Ivis Costello, Mealloaf and

lennilcr Saunders pop up like they re

in a modem Hi A Mad Mud

Mud World Mad. indeed D-

Salsa Mundo brings the music
By Nike Price

Associated Prass

SALSA MUNDO
Voriovs

Candelo

Salsa musk was bom as a m
styles — Cuban. Puerto Riuii

Colombian. But Dutch? Israeli?

Finnish
'

ng where few salsa coinpilj

tions have dared tor wanted'* t io go

before Salsa Mundo brings logether

music from at least 10 countries that

have little to do with I aim Nnicriea.

The result is surprisingly good

It seems that musician- trom othei

countries who pick up salsa tend to

-tick to the traditional, and the

sound is fine, old lime Cuban lire —
even if the lyrics are in French

Highlights include Salsatnania's

"Rampa Rumba" isung in Finnish

and Spanish). "Africa. Havana.

Paris" by the Congolese and I s

group Makina I oca: Haitian

Beethova Obas' "Si toh')" —
although thi- sound" as much like

boasa nova as salsa. Swedish group

Hot Saisa's "Mi Rumba 1 M i Buena"

and the classic "Paquita" bv

t ongolesc Tabu I ev Rochcreau

Tracks like these eclipse better-

known world salsa bands on the

diac. such as France's Fatal Mambo.

lapan's Orqucsta del Sol and

Martinique's Malavoi.

MUSIC FROM THE COFFEE LANDS
Vonouj
Putumoyo

The concept may be a bit forced,

but you can't argue with the result

Ihis compilation of music from

itee producing countries is | dts

jointed blend Most ot the tracks,

however, are hot

I mm Ihe opening tre* and tlute of

Peruvian Julian Avalos' "Guajtra

Bonita" to the final strain* o!

Congolese Ricardo I emvo's "La

Milonaa de Ricardo en Cha-cha-

cha." this disc is certatnK aromatic

Cheek out "Warn '' from

Ugandan Samite. "Below the

Bassline" from lamaican Erneat

Ranglin and "E»ta Noche" from

Mcricaa roqueros Cafe Tacuba

C'EST LA VK
Henri Dikongv*

T.noW

With a vclvelv voice and tm«ti«.al

instrumeniation. CameriKin s Henri

Dikonguc has hit on something with

his hovering ballads and down-

tempo salsa numbers. This is addu

live music, nehly arranged and beau-

titully priKluced

Ihe guitar work is intricate and

understated, and the violin gives

some of the songs a melancb.

aln m Furopean feel The

hit is the swinging, salsa-influcn

Mlasu." but the- rest ot the disc to

certainly worth) as well "Ndotu"

and i \ ie* arc haunting bal-

lads: "Na Telcye Owa Ngea" and
haiuoive arc easy, sophisticated

upbeat tracks: and "Bulu Bo Windi

ge" is a gorgeous harmonization

that s,>unds like gospel.

BULGARIAN VOICES

Roy Lema and Professor Stthno*

Tinder Gold

This is true world music —
ngolesc lunkmaster Ray l.ema

teams up with Bulgarians Professor

Mefanov and choral group

I 1 nse-mblc Pirin. The harmonies are

trulv magical, and combined with

I etna's trademark growl the result is

astounding.

This vcas released in 1992 by a

f rench |a xH -ind is available now for

Ihe first tune in the United States.

This is the kind ot endeavor thai

could have been disastrous but

somehow worked Ihe tonp alter

nate between more African influ

enccd musiL and more Bulgarian-

influenced tune*. The songs thai go

heavy on ihe African tend to be bet

ter

"Ponji" in a Felalike trance;

"Kamulang* is an African funk

enhanced bv the piercing, impossible

choral arrangements behind it "Ot

liarena Kolt/a' sounds

like church music except for the

"hucup" shrieks of the chorus and

the electric basslinc The one miss is

an updated version of l.cma's classic

"Ivolcla." enhanced with Bulgarian

horns and voices, ii lacks the fire of

the original

ROMANTICA
Voriovi

Putumoyo

Ium in time tor Valentine's D«) m

a collection of love songs from

around the world. There's obviouslv

a lol of material to choose from, and

overall the people at Putumayo have

done well for themselves.

The di*c begins with the stunning

"Toda Senta-Fcira" from Brazilian

Bclo Yelloso. whose voice is reason

enough to buy the disc The voice of

ngolese Lokua Kanza also soars

over the song "Salle." and American

u!«e Taylor has a sweet, mid

tempo hit in "Your Face
"

Madrc!" from Brazilian group

Fortuna sounds like a cross between

Arab pop and opera, with flamenco

guitar thrown in for good measure

Seotland s Doagta MacLean sing*

the uplifting ballad "She W ill Find

Me" and American Toshi Reagon

recorded an original number for the

and \ttection" that

could be a hit

Weekend surcharges may apply .

Customs-Immigration taxes apply I

Fares subject to change without |

notice Int'l student I D cards i

may be required

,,ISM TRAVEL
i4Slillh Ave NY NY 1001/

212-986-8420'

800-272-9676
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basketball
continued from page 10

pep in what could be the final chapter
for the most intluential amhassador in

the history ol spoil.

Bring in the best The Besi ot the
Best. The Showdown of all

Showdowns. Bring in Jordan. Niquc,
Spud. Kobe Invite Walker. Harold
Miner, Dee Brown, and Larry Nance
back into the spotlight Ualker would
maybe have an unfair advantage over
the- rest of the field baHBM ol his hair,

but wouldn't it be great to sec them all

back together lor one more storybook
moment'.' Erie Roberts could even host
tire gala. It's just an idea.

Keallv the.ugh. the Two- Ball compe-
tition isn't the answer And the NbA is

going to have to think of something if

this experiment doesn t work IX) uxi
hold on for a couple of years to see if

the fans catch on or do you go back to

your old ways and take a chink in the

armor known as respect? And it you
do that, how will the fans accept it

'

I'm suie otlkials have thought of a fall-

back plan to I wo Ball, but I think they

took a siep in the wrong direction by

instituting ii on All-Star Saturday
Hey. change is good, but only for ihe

better I guess only time will tell

As for the All-Star Game itselt of

course it's virtually impossible to make
evervbodv happv in the selection

process, but I couldn't agree more w ith

the add Kobe Bryant to the

squad. Coming out ot high school.

rvbodv heard the reviews on the

I own Mcrion standout. And I'd guess

that Kobe heard it. also.

Fie was called "mediocre at best* by

a majority of the big- name blue ril>

bon critics across the nation

ar and a half later, what wasn't

given much of a sliot from the get-go,

is slated to start for the Western
gnnBM in the \II-Slar Game
At the haltwav mark in the season, I

suppose I m due io dish out my mid-

season predictions Well I think the

M\ P voting will be the closest it has

been in years. No one has really made a

bating impression on am K sis -•

default. I guess Jordan will chalk up
another one Seattle in seven ovtt Los

Toros is still looking pretty sweet at

this jurxiurv For sure. George Karl i«

Jiueklm' in his boots after getting Yin

Baker for the Keign Man Ionian ver-

sus Hcrscy Hawkins could present

me matchup problems for the

Sorucs. but this Sonic team is like no
other It's hard to imagine a Michael

Ionian- led team not going out as win

nets, but that could be the case.

Brttt Mauser is a Collegian Uaff

gym
continued from page 10

,

9.50

As far as the team status goes.

Coach Roy lohnson was never overly

concerned "I've been saying all

along that it is early in the season,

and we will be getting belter with

every meet." lohnson said.

In fairness, the Minutemen cap-

tured this last meet handily despite

competing without the services of Jeff

I aVallc and freshman standout Andy

Nonetheless the disappointments

were beginning to mount this season,

and the team members were relieved

to be back in the win column
"This victory will help bring us back

together." UMass gymnast lonathan

Hershey said "We need to regain our

momentum, and the only way to do
that is to win competitions

V\t up for the Minutemen is a date

with arch-rival Temple in Philadelphia

this t nday night. While. UMass is

.iKvavs ready tor battle with the Owls.

Coach lohnson stresses not to over

emphasize an individual match.

It is very important to compete
well against everybody. Temple is a

very tough opponent and I'm sure the

guvs will be psyched up to perform

well against them." Johnson said.

-th,... in
-

W; i t o» nj '..t»ft Uin* iflM hpw

Ml Farms 4 «584 9153
Ml. Farms Mall

Phantoms (R)

Today at 5:50

Half Baked (R)

Today at (5:20@2.50) 8:30

Tomorrow Never Dies (PG13)

Today at (5:30@2.50)

Fallen (R)

Today at (5:10@2. 50) 8:30

Desperate Measures (R)

Today at (5:40@2 50) 8:30

As Good As It Gets (PG13)

Today at (5:30@2.50) 8:20

v.

In my face!

Lart Ketner get* a hand in hu face as he ooes up for trie shot

UM men swim to win;

hold winning streak at 9

women swtm

Coaacaon StoK

The Massachusetts men's swim
ming and diving team extended then

winning streak to nine games
Saturdav afternoon u thev deftlv

defeated Rutgers IV
The Minutemen went into

Piscataway. N | with a perfect 8

record and had no intention of allow-

ing the Scarlet Knights into ihe meet

at any point

"Fortunatelv we could manage to

stay relaxed for this meet." coach
Russ Yarworth said "We were able

to back off a little and make some
key substitutions

"

As Uhfaai has done in each con

test this vcar. someone decided to

step up and close the door early This

time it was senior Sean Anderson, as

he extended hi* own streak to remain

undefeated in the 50 free this season.

Anderson also chipped in lor ihe

400 freestyle relay team and helped

propel ihem to victory over a solid

Rutger collaboration. Anderson also

owns the fastest times in the Atlantic

10 Conference for the 50 with a

mark of 20.84 and lor the 1 00 free at

46 51.

Anderson is not alone on the con

terence leadeT board, however, as he

is joined by a couple of his team-

mates. Also representing the

Minutemen are treshman Bills

Brown who tops the 200
with a .nnan

with .. ice. and -

more Fd Helferon who holds the

three-meter diving standard at

! 1 4 15,

-' QPHUVM jytfLr Ĵf sail ah>

peaked a» we vv Conn.
•e still able to have a nice road

trip
"

I Mass arts able to taut up m
what after jumping out to a quick

akmg several events This gave

the Minutemen the opporlunitv to

mix up the lineup in places and do
some interesting things pertinent to

their A-IO Championship run

"I was really pleased with Geoff

Gear as well." Yarworth said \\-

came hack and performed well in

the 500. putting together a real

good etl>

Gear, a junior and three time

All-America had been recuperating

after an injury set him back to his

training.

The team is now looking lorwaul

M this Saturday's meet against v on

terence rival Fordham. UMass will

host the Rams at loseph R Hsflm,
|r. Pool as they wrap up their dual

meet season at noon before heading

into the Atlantic 10

Championships

ilar season

•rdham on
in what

Pool

ranch tal

continued "on-N page 10

I Mass has a
dual meet to go. against

Satui

will I

he Minuiewxmen sesi

Iham has son i

enied swimmers Ihcv have definite-

ly had some gi>od ytut- recruiting."

said
v

- It should be a good
meet, and it will also be a big week-

end foram seniors as well

"

hid meet.

I
then have* l2dayhiatiM
the Allanti

vctiich will be held in

Buffalo on le"b 10-21 Vweomb
feds thai the layoff should be benefi-

cial to his team when the A-10's roil

around.

. has done a grea'. job

week in and week out. and I'll be

lookh them swimming well

once they get soon i

The Collegian

transcends all

boundaries of the

physical world.

We exist because
you exist, yet none
of us exist at all.

Figure that out!

COED NAKED COLLEGIAN GRAPHICS
"We do it all night long"

Hampshire 6 '584 7550 BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL
Great Expectations (R)

Today at (5:40@2 50) 8:30

Wag the Dog (R)

Today at (5:30@2.50) 8:20

Spice World (PG)

Today at (5:50@2.50) 8:30

Titanic (PG 13)

Today at (4:20@2.50) 8:10

Good Will Hunting (R)

Today at (5:20@2 50) 8:10

Deep Rising (R)

Today at (5:40@2.50) 8:00

<.,• mi it*. I iff

Wham (>»l»

Pentium 166MMX Complete

System Starting at $111
wtoi UMB Ram & 14* Color Monitor

• Cuatom Configured System*

• Upgrade* and Components

. Network Cards starting at I2t

. $5 off »ny Network Card with

Oils ad

Looking for a

Computer?

Green Leaf Computers

r

7

AC

^

Ski or Ride
just

Bus + Lift Ticket Included
Daily Bus Leaves: UMass 9:55 am

Amherst Center 10:00 am
Arrive: Mt. Tom 10:35 am
Leave: Mt.Tom 4:30 pm
Arrive: UMass 5:10 pm

**;J9* EmutrnJumn
..—-y-alg] f

PGA battles court;
Martin states issue
By Jeff Barnard
Allocated Presi

EUGENE, Ore. — Casey Martin

limped to court yesterday seeking to

plu> on the professional poH tour the

onl\ way he can — using a cart.

Martin, afflicted with a rare circu

latory disorder that makes talking

long distances p.nnlul. has already

generated an outpouring ot support

with his \ike "I Can" TV ad and a

Capitol Hill neves conference last

week where he woe the bucking of

former presidential candidate Bob
Dole

in a public opinion stand-

point, it's a loser." \\>\ K>ui ot

missioner lirn Kiiuhem acknowl
edged before heading into court.

"This is a very unfortunate system

we find ourselves in. having to liti-

gate whether a fellow we think a

great deal of can plav the game."

Martin, hobbling on his frail right

leg, was mobbed by came
and supporters as he wait

court "Who am I Michael laekson'"

he said

Martin is using the Americans
with Disabilities Act as the basis of

his lawsuit seeking to tide a cart

instead ol walk on the PGA Tour.

The tour contends that walking is •

fundamental part of the game and
thai allowing Martin to nde a cart

create* an uni. ig field

tiem said it there was a *.i\ kg

inmcdaie Martin w

him an advantage over other goll.

he would, but "you can't wntc d>:

ent rules and make everything the

same We're looking ai the

0J the spoil."

Jeral magistiaie began hear-

ing three to 10 davs worth ol lesti-

Jav. with a lineup ot

witness led to include

Martin, his oriht

father and his golfing

of the first wun. ih< PG V

,i will be ken Vrnturi. who
walked I in the 1^4 I

Open despite almost collapsing 1

1

heat exhaustion Videotaped l<

monv from golfing great! \rnold

Palmer and lack Nickluus also will

be shown Mindful of the support

Martin. PGA Tour lawver

Uilliam Maledon has said he will

not contest thai Martin is disabled.

"In no way. shape or form is the

PGA Tour going to in any wa>
attack Casev Martin." Maledon said

The real issue here is whether the

PGA loui can establish the rules lor

'mpctitions."

Martin 25. was born with klippel

Trenaunay Weber Syndrome. He
does not have the vein that runs

along the bone in his lower right leg.

Insiead, blood Hows back to his

heart through a jumble ol veins near

the surface The condition makes n

painful for him to walk and could

ultimately lead to amputation

Last week Martin won the lirst

round in the legal battle, when U.S.

Magistrate Thomas Coffin denied ihe

PGA Tour's motion for summary
judgment — in effect a request to

throw the case out ol court because

the disabilities act does not applv to

the case. Coffin ruled the PGA four

is a commercial enterprise, nol a pn

vate club that would be exempt from

the act. He also found that goll

courses used for tournaments by the

PGA Tour arc places of "public

accommodation* under the act. even

inside the ropes that exclude sped a

tors

Mainti a member of Stani

I ^4 NCAA championship team and

a former teammate of

rode the course in the Pi. A Tour

qualifying tournament last year after

getting a temporary injunction from

'in and missed making the lour

!*o shots The lour didn't chal-

lenge the injunction pending the out

M*M "I the tual when the second-

tier Nike Tour started last month and
Martin -* > n i lu- I akeland ifli I

->ic before missing the cut in his

ruling against the PGA Tour
will nut affect the four major tourna-

ment* in goll the MaMc
Open British Open and PGA
c hampionship. all outside ihe <•

diction of the tour

COCBTfM Ml menu VTH.SS

Leah Muiero lead the UM*M women N ski team this past weekend

at the Brown/UConn Tournament.

Chad LaMarsh
Returns

"Boston's Best Acoustic Rocker"

r Ploying your Favorite

t Cover Songs ,

Weekly Drink Specials

20oz. Miller Lite Drafts $1.

Bucket of Rocks

4 1 2oz. Rolling Rock $5.

Plus A free T-Shirt

><*.*

Over 40 Hand
Crafted

Beers

Smoking Section

10-1

15 East Pleasant Street • Amherst

I
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Collegian Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS AUTO FOR SALE

TALKING ACROSS DIF-

FERENCES: EXPLORING
COMMON GROUND &
CONFLICT (2 Credits,

Spring Semester)

Your experience is needed 1

Participate in a 10 week
intergroup Dialogue course

Sections offered 1) WHITE
WOMEN & WOMEN OF

COLOR, 2) PEOPLE OF COLOR

& WHITE PEOPLE, 3) PEOPLE

Of LATINO HERITAGE & PEO-

PLE OF AFRICAN HERITAGE

Issues discussed Race rela-

tions on college campuses.

Race & culture. Interracial

dating, Affirmative Action.

Immigration, etc Enroll now
at the Residential Academic

Program Office. 5th floor-

JQA or 159 Hills South

PERFORMING ARTS DIVI-

SION ;tters Group and
Private Instruction in Music.

Theater and Dance PAD is

located in the New
Continuing Ed FJIdg on the

corner of Fearing and N
Pleasant Streets, rooms #208

and 210 Info call (413)545-

0519

APARTMENT FOR MINI

3rd Floor 2 bedroom apart

ment available Feb 1

-ot Water * Cooking

led J815/month

Please contact Andrew
Newcomb 549-0600

AUTO FOR SALE

Purchasing a used ear?

Having your car repaired1 Do

you know your legal rights7

Contact The Student Legal

Services Office, 922 Campus

Center. 545-1995

1987 Ponliac Bonneville

Great condition, many new
parts Must sell $1200 Call

anytime 546-6342

•• Chevy Cavalier Good
running car Very reliable

Has new brakes, tires, radia-

tor Replaced engine and

rebuilt alternator about 2

years ago Selling for $1200

($300 below NADA) Call

546-3842

SI VW Golf GT Standard.

93k. A/'C Excellent condition

$5500 549-0892

Wanted Junk Cars Cash

paid everyday 1 -800-649-

4795

CHILDCARE

iome for 8-9 houjs.a

7061
'lose to campus 548-

COMPUTERS
7200/90 Power Mac 2 SCSI

hard drives. 32 MB RAM. 4

MB VRAM. 17 inch 1705

Apple Monitor $1500
Contact Jay ® 545-0989 or

evenings © 253-3692

EMPLOYMENT
is hir-

ing Earn $5 50 bonuses

Flexible evening hours Gam
computer experience Come
to the Memorial Hall

Basement and apply today 1

Swahili Speaker Needed
for minor translation We can

discuss payment 596-6778

Leave message

EMPLOYMENT
Receptionist

Part-time

Elaine Health and Rehab,

ta seeking a Receptionist to

aeeist ua 3 30 8pm Mon-
Fri Excellent interpersonal

•kills aa well aa computer
data entry eipenence are

required The auccesaiul
candidate will be depend-
able, possess a pleasant

phone manner and be able

to work in a fast paced
environment Interested

candidates may either com-
plete application on
premises or may send
resumes to

Ann C.iv.in.iugrv
Payroll H R Coordinator

.

Ellin* Hf.ilth .oid R.-ri.ih
.'ci N M.ii.1. Si

, MAIMOI'.
.1 584 5057.

EOE AA.m I .1 v

Activist

JOBS FOR THE ENVIRON
MENT

Work with the Sierra Club on

an urgent endangered

species campaign

Part-time available

Great for students

$50-575 a day

Call Kate 256-6434

Now hiring part time

workers in Downtown
Amherst $7 an hour

Applicants must be outgoing

Call Sean 253-0583

Looking for Mary Poppins

8-12 hours per week Mori

Wed. Fn afternoons

Occasional weekend hours

References, experience, car a

must 549-7788

NEW STUDENTS PRO
GRAM seeks extroverts from

98-00 Class with 2 5+ GPA
May 27 to July 18 Salary,

room, meals, health cover-

age Apply 307 Admissions

Center Deadline Feb 6

EMPLOYMENT
CRUISE SHIP & LAND
TOUR JOBS Discover how
to work in exotic locations,

meet fun people, while earn-

ing a living in these exciting

industries' For more informa-

tion 517-324-3092 Ext

C50012

FOR RENT

SUMMER RENTALS
CAPE COD GROUP
Summer Rentals- Some
waterfront houses, some
with swimming pools.

Falmouth area. Diamond
Real Estate (508)477 1900

Fridge Rentals Free deliv-

:&3-9742

FOR SALE

Tl 85 Calculator For Sale

Only used for one semester

$80 Call 546-4662

FURNITURE

Twin sue. brand new

$100 (413)256-3527.5-5547

HEALTH & BEAUTY

Acupuncture and Herbal

Medicine National Board

Certified Licensed 549-6542

MISCELLANEOUS

FREE T SHIRT • $1000

Credit Card fundraisers for

fraternities, sororities &
groups Any campus organi

nation can raise up to $1 000

by earning a whopping

S5.00/VISA application

Call 1-800-932 -0528 ext 65

Qualified callers receive

FREE T-SHIRT

University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-159

STEREO & CD EQUIP Ig m fire*!* ^USICIANS

Fpiphone Accoustic
tfedric Guitar Excellent con-

$400 Call Dru 549-7540

MUSICIANS WANTED

No haircutting involved.

just solid acapella singing

Call Daniel 665-7581

PERSONALS

"Take a chance on me I"

ABBA Free love and valen-

tines at www studentadvan-

tage com/qpid

ROOM FOR RENT

ATTENTION JEWISH STU-

DENTS

Spaces available in Living

Community of Hillel House

Call Jason for details 549-

1710

Rooms For Rent Very close

to campus Females Only

$1200/semester Call 549-

7146 or (508)655-5922

ROOMMAlt WANIED

Looking for roommate ta

share three bedroom apart

ment Call 549-5596

SERVICES

Purchasing used cerT
Having your car repaired 1 Oo

you know your legal rights'

Contact Student legal Services

Office. 922 Campus tenter 545-

IM
STEREO K CD EQUIP

Car Stereo Equipment

Kenwood Detach Face 1 year

old paid $350 1 amp 100x2

paid $150 1 amp 100x4. paid

$100 1 pair Pioneer 6x9 spaak-

ers. 100V paid $110 Whole
system sounds great, needs
nothing Selling as package deaf

tor $300 Call 546-3842

Tascam Multitrack
Recorder 4 track mixing

board and recorder Only 8

months old Received a 24

track as a gift over break

Will include 1 mic, never

been used, 4 professional

recording tapes Paid $550.

will sell for $330 Call 546-

3842

TRAVEL

Spring Break- Cancun and

Nassau from $399 Air. hotel,

transfers, parties and more 1

Organize a small group and

earn free trips plus commis-

sions 1 Call 1 800 Spring

Break 1-800-777-4642

Spring Break 98 Get

Going!!!

Cancun. Jamaica, Bahamas.

& Florida Group Discounts &
Free Drink Parties 1 Sell 5 &
go freel Book Now! 11

Visa/MC/Disc/Amex 1 800-

234-7007 http //www end-

lesssummertours com

Beat Hotels. Lowest
Price* All Spring Break loca-

tions Florida, cancun. etc

From $89 Register your

Soup or be our Campus Rap

tar-campus Programs

(8001327-6013
www icpt com

Have you waited '

to make Spring Break plans*

It's not too late 1 Choose
Sunsplash Tours- Call

Michelle 256-821

7

Av*
tXamaica tCancun
tfanaau dry tDaYfaal

tioiuk ?edr« t&MsV**
CAU.fOJtrtUU'KmcS

Sun Svuuk T.*n l-IOO-l
"

uyjuar laaaaai

14 HOUM OF

fMI DWNK*'

•hiii)i>-

Roses are red,

Violents are blue,

Take out a Classified

to a valentine from you.

USED BOOKS
ENGIN TEXTBOOKS «o'

Chem 111-112 Chem 225.

Chem 261-262. Physic 151-

152. Engm 191A. ResEc 102

& notebooks 546-3116

Check out

The C lassifieck

Valentine's Pay Special

Usue

Personals Policy
I •&em* MU»I t» i

Mix) mptraM bafca* payaaaae l wot

vm <M1 NOT te omnt * awnasels 0»*V
*m% ni mesaa •» atneea Ih» era* aane- • *ii paravtaU im»>

i_ mm. . n ia-ieuiiti— r -i—*• - ...to ****** <* ««.

\ An* iidSji 1 1 a* ma atom* o pt««a»sal» ' esewdr 4 <

am nine oaty "• i—

vi^dr-M i-i*<

m*>*^ ar etaveaaarv *«a»at •»•

art arxaaaakai "asaasels « a

**iw» m w atoeukti rwmii «m» net b. 4ardt

• •» w«m»» •' i»i

•Mt

Rates
Students

20C per word/day

All others

NEW Standard Headings

$2.00
minVday

NO REFUNDS

ACTTVmM

auTOfoa *aii
auto earrs

•ajAlTM a MAUTsr
Moueca so. mot
NOUtHKMMU

. 40C per word/day FVw wrrtr 1 tearl* and

fr are rv* restsonUsI* »os rrrors result

ne from illr»ib*r tiendWem* or type
BOTOMCVCLia

aaoea waajtco
aoow torn asan tutos mantio
BOOM MAMTfO MAWTfO TO at NT

ATIWANTWD MANTfO OCMIMAi

• CO

TUESDAY, FEB 3

\ u till l<"l I Vmi ttetktj Chorale will b«

li alest, auditions lor mm ai 2 p m in Fine Arm

Center room 261 No preparation i» required

WEDNESDAY. FEB 4

c Buitogical Sciences

Student Organization will host Amp Oe. a

Wmttttm Medical School student to

dwruM audit! Mhool expencnen The event

will be held at 7 p m in C impui Cenier

•oa-aoe

Urtting The L'Maw Theatre GaaM't Seat

meeting will be held at "> p m in Campu<

Center room 162 For more inlurmeiion con-

tact Kmtma ai M5-WH

THURSDAY. FEB 5

Meeting— The LMasi Poetr>

have ta fir* meetm* of the armeiter w7pm
in Campua Center 904.

— Wrrki> voaaandt

• ill be held in Butterfield Residential Area

luunae fur the nest three Thursdays Classes

start nrpm and will be facilitated by a rant-

ing yoga monk Pea more information, call

Wl
Spre,h Paul Boom Rodriguez. Alberto

Antonio Araiu and Michael Marine/ will be

speaking on /*. l/RS Pandemic. 5 Oueer

lulimi \riun Share the Evolution of their

Work. The event will he held m Campus Center

room bOI at 12 W p m For more information,

coniaci the Stonewall Center at Mi-4S24

FRIDAY. FEB 6

Audition*— Auditions for ihe LIMass

Theatre Guild's production of leiut Chritt

Supertter will be held at 7 p m in Campus

Center room 101 For more information call

krutinaat W-04IS
Meeting— There will be a Tibetan Students

Association meeting al 6 p m in Campus

Center IbV IfW Sew member" are welcome

SATURDAY. FEB 7

4uJiin>ni— Audiiuins fee thr l M«>>

Theatre Guild's production of lesus Chn»i

Superstar will be held at 1 1 a m and 1 p m in

Canrpua Center room 101 For mure informa

lion call Krwtma at MMM I
",

NOTICES
Writing — Spectrum Magarine is taking

m» art pubUs sarvtce anrtos>rK»nient» prtntt*

daty To subrna an FYI pitas* sand • prats raawa*

imitim* inajtsnaai

mt and ptiont numkat t* est coMart person to

1 Coaaasan < o the Mawauani tdaor by noon rbt

aelaiaiin 11 few the nesi edition of the mafa

nne The deadline is Feb 12 For more infor

matfcm. call the cilTice al ^4S 2240 or come b»

m the Student L'nion. roon •

Add some culture to your life

with

Thcz ^aily Colte

c

J.5

k
i

5

at)

Z
U
C/5

ac

11

IB

13

14

IB

HSCN
Bulletin Board

CBS/3 Hartford

CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

HSCN Movie Ch.

UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

NBC/30
New Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN

International

UMass Academic TV

17 HSCN Programming

IB TV-19

BO ABC/40 Springfield

SB NBC/22 Springfield

83 CNN

aa cnn si

BB Headline News

BBUCTV
B7TBS

BB BET

BB TV Land

3D Univision

31 Comedy Central

3B Cartoon

Much Music

TUESDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
VVVIT

WTIC
WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
A&E
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK
SCIFI

TLC
TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

a.
(D

22

20

fD

FD

O)

FD

HI

6:00
rVuhbona X
News K

NawtK
FuHHouaeX

Cheart if

News

Home Imp

News*
Creatures

Newt 1:

Mad Abo You

Family Matlart

6:30
Buainaaa Rpt

CBS Newt

Ntwthour With Jim Lohrer X

CBSf
ABC Newt

BoyWorld

NBC
Mad Abo You

NBC Newt

SimpaonaX

NBC

Buaineaa Rpt.

ABC-

Mad Abo You

Family Mtflert

Northern Expoaure "The Piobg

Worldview a

Wingt "Gunship

2S

1 Nsght Stand [Malta-Laugh

UpCloat

Supermarkat

Sportteenier

7:00 7:30

Intide Edition

Extral

kitidt Edition

Freah Prince

Whael-Forluna

Judge Judy I
Ent Tonight

Seinfeld B

Wheal-Forluna

RaalTVX

Nova "Ammal HotpKal X

6nt Tonight

ChronidaX

JAG "Father's Day" im Slareo) Nagano; Gateway to gory (In Siereo) X

Fresh Prince

Jeopardy!!

Judge Judy X
Hard Copy X
Fraaierl

Jeopardyll

Newahour Wrth Jim Lahrar X
Seinfeld X
Seinfeld X
Andy Qrrffrth"

FrttierX

C - Campus

8:00 8:30

JAG "Father's Day" (In Stereo)

Drew Carey I [Soul Man X
Butty the Vampire Slayer X
Mad Abo You

MoeshaX
Mad Abo. You

Newsradio X
Chastest X
Newsradio X

9:00 9:30
Frontline (In Stereo) X

10:00 10:30

FEBRUARY 3,1998

Nagano: Gateway lo Glory (In Siereo) X
Martin's Lament: Religion Conn. Heroes

News Mj

Horn* Imp. [Grace Under

Dawson's Crseti (In Siereo) X
Greed (In Siereo) X

Frssitr » IJust Shoot Ma

Spice Glrls-Naver Enough

FraaierX IJust Shoot Ma

^ortrWsjrtim Comedy) Leon (In Siereo) flP

Mad Abo You iNawaradio X fteaser X [Just Shoot Ma

Nova "Animal Hospital" X
Drew Carey X I

Soul Man ,n

NBA Basketball Boston Celtics al OwloTte Hornets (Live

FrotrHina (m Stereo) X
Home Imp. |Grace Under"

Andy Griffith

Law 1 Order Blue Bamboo X
sauneyune

Daily ShotDaily Show (R)

Crossfire I
Stain's Money

Gimme Shelter

*»'4 'SaMpr-io: WUh tht Enemy'

Biography: Sonny

WorM Today X
Bono-P'-ilrtcs

( 1 99 1 , Suspense) Julia Roberts.

Comics Coma Home (R)

Wild Discovery

News X
Star Trek: Neil Gener.

Dateline (In Stereo) X
Grace Under

Dateline (In Stereo) X

Dateline (In Siereo) X
Straight Talk x
Greed (In Siereo) I

(Cheers «

11:00 11:30
Dude Randies

LaleShowX

Late Show K

NJahttinef

Vibe

I
Tonight Show

Simpsons X
'lews I

Tonight Show

Deep Space 8

Tonight Show

Charlie Roes (In Stereo)

News X
M'A'S'H It

Silent Witness "Long Days. Short Nights" (R)

Figure Skating Champions on Ice. (R)

NightlineX

Real TV X

Larry King Live X
Comedy Hall |Drew Carey

New Detectives

World Today X"
Viva Variety

Not a Freak

Matt-Laugh

What Sex Am I

Debt

MTV Live (In Stereo)

Figure It Out |Tiny Toon~

Quantum Leap (In Siereo) X
Renovation [Renovation

Lois It Clark-Superman

Baywalch "Mirror, Mirror" X
(5:00) 'Three tVar»»Nl995)X

(*«»

! for Dnner"( 1 99 1.

Intimate Portrait

College Bsaketball Iowa al Wisconsin (Live)

My So-Called Ufa (In Stereo)

DougX IRugrattl

Saaquasl 2032 In Siereo) X
Home Again [Home Again

Babylon 5 "Chrysalis" I
Highlander The Series ff [Walker Ttsat Ranyr a

'*
!-. "Mas inn l bon"bw, Drama) AKre Woodird. PG;

«

Unaotved MysMftas (In Stereo)

Music Videos

Secret of Alex

BtaviJ-Butt

HtPPYP«Y»

Sightings [In Stereo) X

|
Collage Baskalball South Carolina al Vanderbilt

Law 4 Order «

Sportt lllut.

Daily Show

Moneyllne X
Stain's Money

Justice Files Killer Kids" (R)

atVi "Secrefs" (1992, Drama) Christopher Rummer.

(Live)

All-Tims Top 10 (In Stereo) Beavis-Butt

Wonder Years
|
Wonder Years [Rove Lucy X

Beavis-Butt.

M.T. Moore

ttVt "Pel Semahvy'l 1969. Horror) DaleMioiufl, FredGwynne.

Human SeiesTrauma H: Ufa in the ER(R)
,

mhA Baaketball Atlanta Hawks al Orlando Magic (In Siereo Live) X
Human Seies

Insde-NBA

Ihe rVerdi III The Mart Qemration"

We lor Dinner" (1991, Comedy) Brian Wimmer.W "To Sir IVffi L<K*"(Wr, Drama) Sidney PoiUer.

Boxing Terrance Lewis vs Darroll Wilson (In Siereo Live) a

i/a"(l996, Drama) Angelina Joke, Mercedes Ruehl 'MR' X

Almott Perfect

Sporlacenter

Golden Girlt

Lovtllne 1

Taxi R

In Steieo)

iNewhatt X
Seequest 2032 (In Stereo) X
Trauma II: Life in the ERM~
"... Tick... Tick... Tick... "(1970)

Silk Stalkings (R) (In Stereo) X
.Tracjey Takes |Whitnoy. DC

7?w Term«Tafor"(1984) Amok) Schwarzenegger. fT B*« 10011 nmiLuww y"'i-"- "-i ,.>—.. .... ,, .,.,.,,-.„ .„^„^

***** '^fJsialSuspecri'(1995)Slep^eriBak>iirin. 'R'X ]*'>> 'Trie fan"(1 996, Suspense) Robert DeNiro. (In Sfarao)'R'l)
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By C. Baldwin
Robotman By Jim Meddick

Drabbl* By Kevin Fagan
Gilbert By Scott Adams

f\y NEGJ POLICY 15

TO OL5CRIrAlNATTl
A.&AINST SINGLE
PtOPLL. IT'S TDTALLV

llgkl!

1

UMTt VOUB. /AARlTsVU

STATUS ON TWIS LIST.

SO I K.NOU) CJHO
H»XS NO RE AsSON TO

GO HOnt AT NIGHT

faWM

0»\NG' UMKT ARE TME

OOOS YOU'D ALL OE
POLYGAGISTS? C

Pox Trot By Bill Amend Thatch By Jeff Shesol

mm*.

MtP kfMt, tOOsv I UMt
PON THATCH TtaMt fjUXw.

MapTsWp? mnTHevRe
TIKINO AP1MN-

Taae OfW
I

*t

-ttW MAkt THtas? •£»»..

POPTMCaS LAUNPt7>(

PUT A«MN THEIR T0N4J .

MV OVtT WHIT
M RTTURNf

PWTtCTiON
FROM IN-

TRUPIP9'

fJaTTA

D06. »IC

THCYRt
auMCR

a?3L

Non Sequitur By Wiley

TVC of*3«NG aWD

CXoCkNG CCBCMoNY

Loser Crow Comics By Alan DeMonde

Hajy Stt.v I >»1t
,'' >r, .

COwboyS <*'* pop^j\c\r i r\

Tape's o\f*£ Oinj»> *'t »o»s/U,

»a AtMa>-, c#1 7
'

r\o*/ YOvJ C0\^ t<a>«- f
OKjr TorA

facts,' to hell, nnuhic.v/ltur*l

boy

Arrows By Stephen Higgins
Kampus Kids By Adam Souliere

N '

\ ^s sh.. ~& ^, \ U
| m T-'iT. CitflD Uf*.f«S HAS

RNMl-7 DeciDEdo LOCK
THE bORmS 2H wax*
f\ DAY - IT'S ABOUT

|[ti^ uje FEet yf£'

Hor©sc©jw6s
AQUARIUS (Ian 20.-Feb. 18) -

You mustn't think that a SfalM
over or coming lo an end iu»t

because >ou have astaM breathing

nmm There i< *lill much (s.> do!

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) —
You may feel as though OM d fem
primary —fiamim ' s rather disjoinl

e.l Jt ifii- time. Iu«.i w;iit sou'll hase

mure accord than expected'

ARIES (March 21-April l«» -
Main people .ire looking to \ou for a

subtle kind of guidance thai actualls

can pass for hints No one MM Vl .u

to take charge aggresM\cK

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
You must take care thai pM treat

i\ei\one around >ou in a manner

that belits the role he or vhe pla\- in

vour lite Be a^ lair as sou can.

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20) —
You may be spending too Math MM
thinking about hou vou can get e%en

in MM way. The truth iv >ou'te

best to let bMonei ba bnonai
CANCER (|une 2l-|uly 22) —

Y<M have a long way to go, but lodu>

vou can make dramatic progrc^ Baa

will have you feeling as though

sou te much >. ur goal

LEO duly 2>-Aug. 22) — Youi

attitude will t>enelit from an unev
peded encoun:er today with somc-

>inc sou would not think could teach

sou an\ valuable laaat M Surj

VIRGO (Aug. 2J-Sept. 22) —
Someone mas be Irving to pull the

rug out Irom under sou at thi» lime

Today, you must be firm and hold

vour ground, sou won't be cheated

LIBRA (Sepl. 25-Oct. 22) —
Ghraj a little more than u^ual today

and you are likely lo enjoy a little

more than usual in return when the

time comes IV not rush things.

SCORPIO (Oct. 2*-Nov. 21) —
You may have reason to look back

fondly today on a time in your life

•has things were. a« vou put it. sun

pier Vou are not so bad off now

hsiweser'

SAGITTARIUS (No*. 22-Dec.

21) — You are going to have to

make room today for an activity that

is in no way related to a major
endeavor, but which can pay off oo

its own
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— V ou ma\ have to work hard to

convince a critic that what you are

doing i* tor everyone's good. By

day - cud sou can win more ^up

port

Close to Homo By John McPnerson

^.eo-c us» *aa»»eK ni*vw»vf.< cm

Ouotc of the? I>i»y

44 Stop trying to make a dif-

ference, not trying to make

a difference. No Way. D
-Pearl jam
"No Way"

Today'* P»C. Morm
to* S4J-SSSS for aawes* latrairajsa>rl.i

^rarfav wuieiniin oiasijy-ar^sriaftrjasNUaan.ssaaiVatraa

•Mind? Are you kidding? Dod$ gonna tovo

being able to get the mall while he'» sill

in his underwoart"

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Hungarian Noodle Bake

Tacos

Vegetable Tacos

DINNER
Mandarin Chkken
Southern Fried Steak

Ratatouille

Captains Catch on Roll

Worcester

ACROSS
1 Ear parts

6 Go vary fast

10 "Two Years
Before the — '*

1

4

Sports complex
15 Hairstyle

16 Stage award
17 Installs in office

18 Advances
rapidly

20 Simple, m a way
22 Grassy areas
23 Female

sandpipers
24 Jai —
26 Force
29 Prolonged
33 Oklahoma town
34 Hobo
36 Alleviate

37 Corn crib

38 Lamb's mom
39 Aunts and

others
40 Caesar's

garment
42 Musical groups
44 Marshes
45 Underwater

swimmers'
needs

47 Cocktail —
49 Throat-clearing

sound
50 Swerve

51 Brazilian dance
54 Plant or animal

58 Melancholy
61 Eyelashes
62 Tmy quantity

63 Operatic solo

64 Suspicious
65 Adolescent
66 Actor Foxx
67 Curved letters

DOWN
1 Whip
2 Sandwich

cookie
3 Smile
4 Went inside

5 Gets smart wrth

6 Natal natives

7 Not closed
8 Harem room
9 Swab
10 Glacier

accumulation
1

1

Take — : be
recognized

12 Poster
1 3 Hardy heroine

19 Imperfection

21 Nuisance
24 Fortified

25 Racetrack
circuit

26 Sums owed
27 Alliance

28 Beatle Starr

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

HQRaB noon nai-]
mnoHH nam wnna

inmiEiAiNTsi

LUNCH
Clam Roll

Ziti with Cheese or Tomato Suace

Naitve American Tacos

Vegetable Tacos

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Southern Fried Steak

Pastabilities

Meatball Grinder Roll

Hempshare
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Charbroiled Chicken Sandwich

Tacos

Pez

NIEJR1A Z Y IB O N
AlK ?

r
aaafTlT Kl

IAIL OIU
aTn

BIS HBO® BOGJD
IG1 I

2-3 9B O 1996 United Feature Syndicate

29 Sunrises
30 "The Old —

Bucket"
31 Taking

advantage of

32 Uptight
35 Domain
4

1

Spirited horse
42 Spelling

contest
43 Hit

44 Newspaper
features

46 Genghis —
48 Seer
50 Step
51 Skewer
52 African lily

53 Spouse
54 Roman poet

55 Seine sights

56 Father
57 Baseball's

Willie —
59 Paving goo
60 Indignation
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Round 1 : Massachusetts to battle Temple
UMass takes 1

into matchup wi

game win streak

th hated Temple
By Lum. Merecfclh

Coasoian Staff

On Feb lb. \*)2 the Massachusetts

mens basketball team beat Temple

67-52 After 21 straight tosses to the

Owls — then the Atlanta 10 s elite —
I Mas* first UH>k n« place atop the

Uvs*.husett> wouki go on to

win live straight A 10 titles, and the

program once the laughingstock of the

we became a s>mbol of its

emergence

But most of all. thev vc owned

Temple

But the hatred, brewed in the beat

of rivalry makers — a sense of mfcrior-

it> — has never gone away F>en

though the Minutemen have taken H
the last 15 games in the series,

including six in a row. tonight's

maun up with Temple *N2)

the one circled in red on the

Though it may be Temple

;
inferior lately . the one constant

1 of this back and forth rivalry

UMaas ham Temple Temple hates

I Mass. and it's always a war.

Tonight should be no differed

25 Massachusetts do- 5. 8-0 A- 101

comes in rolling, winners of ten

straight and a new place in both the

S I.M Today .v>aches poll-

ranked No. 24— and the So 23 skx in

the new AP poll After a disappointing

year by UMaas standards last season,

the Minutemen arc on track to reclaim

that A 10 title UMaas is 8-0 in con-

ference having already disposed of

1 5 George Washington and No
25 Rhode Island in convincing fashion.

But like it alwaw does, the road

back to an A- 10 a«J» w# go through

Temple. Although the Owls have

struggled of latf . they come into

tonight's game at \2-6. 5-5 in confer-

ence. Temple has beaten Indiana.

Michigan State and Fresno State so far

this season, and within striking i

tance of their 14th NCAA appearance

in 15 seasons.

Icmple will have to face the much

improved I Mass backcourt without

their floor leader, sophomore point

guard Pepe Sanchez. Sanchez sprained

his ankle against Dayton and will not

play.

In his place, Temple coach lohn

Chancy will have to go with freshman

I vnn Greer »hi> scored lb points,

luding live of eight Horn

three-point range, in Saturday's 79-75

loss to Xavier. Greer, who was heavily

recrunrcl b\ UMass. has played well

when given the opportunity.

UMass has won 10 straight by play-

ing tough defense and getting offense

m a variety of places Ihe

Minutemen scored a season-high 85

points Sunday in their win over

Dayton, led by a career-high 55 points

from junior center Lan Ketner Monty

Mack leads the team in scoring at 14 4

ppg . and Tvrone Weeks has chipped

in with 1 1 4 ppg and 9 9 rpg

Minutemen Noses...

Temple has never won in the

Mulltns Center which celebrated it*

fifth birthday on Saturday The Owls

arc 5-2 in their new home, officially

known as "The Forum at the Apollo of

Temple". The Apoio has already sold

OBJ for the rematch against UMaas on

Mar 1 Tonight's game with Temple

will he a littler more heated for Weeks

and kerner. natives of Philadelphia

Ketner drew fire after Sunday's game

by saying thai without Sanchez in the

line-up. the Owl backcourt lacks lead-

ership ... Tonight's game will be the

third sell-out m six games this season

at the Mullms

Jonathan DePina and the Massachusetts men's basketball team hope to

Atlantic 10 tonight against Temple at 9 JO at the William Mollins Center

(OH**UMMH ( OUKMM

extend their undefeated streak in the

NBA All-Stars;

Kobe a keeper;

MJ retains title

All-Star Weekend
How things have changed since the

glamour days where Kenny "Sky"

Walker was takin the funk his way

to a Slam Dunk Contest title. Or

when Craig Hodges drilled three

after three to sink the much more

renowned field of three point

bombers
Nowadays, they don't even bring

lln-lt M.iiim r

the best to All-Star Weekend am
more In the 70s. the All-Star Game
was a lost cause Nobody played

Nobody cared. Nobody could even

tell you who won the game. And 20

or so years later, after fetching its pail

MM in the |ordan/Bird year*

apparently has broken its crown after

all (whether ihey actually succeeded

in getting the pail of water is still up

for debate)

two-Ball. All right, all in unison.

-What™?!?"
I'll admit, the Dunk Contest has

lost some of us flair since the days of

old but it's hard for me 10 think of

the extravaganza without n All the

dunks have been seen done by eight

hundred diflerent contestants and

nobody seems to be able to palm the

ball anymore, but really. Two-Ball

certainly isn't the tourniquet (15

cents, thanks) to the bloodflow I'm

not sure if a lot of NBA columnists

around could give a textbook defini

tkm to what the contest actually con

sists of There's a Final leopard)

question that would go unanswered

Here's m> idea in case anv N|t \

\ IPs are checkin this puppy oul

Perhaps age would come into play

but I think the NBA could use a little

turn to •ASKFTBAU DOOS 7

Men's gymnastic rally over UVM and MIT women s swim win
'

rally over Rutgers
By Sonford Appet
Coftssyan StoH

BtucMimnMcn i in in.isN

The Massachusetts men's gymnastics team fi.

Steered onto the right track, after apparently taking

a wrong turn earlier this month

The Minutemen c-nie up with a convincing wal

loping of Vermont and Massachusetts Institute of

Technology this pa*i weekend at the cage. UMass

scored 222.550 easily lopping Vermont! 176.2! and

Ml T 1170,250).

The triumph came on the heels of a disappointing

loss on lan 13 again*! r%rj I MM I unshed just

over two (Hunt- *h\ d the Midshipmen's total at

that meet.

In conquering Vermont and MIT. UMass estab-

lished a new schod record on floor exerci*e The

Minutemen tallied 58.5 in this event SO earn the

achievement.

Michael Plourde gained a 9.750. and Cla

Kent scored 9 bio to lead ihe way on MOT. Siephen

Prvor was aUo aotd with a 9.5 as part of his career

high total.

ied 5b.650 in his overall tally to set his

personal best total rfll MM performance came M
the high bar with a 9.650. to go along with a 9.60

on the parallel bars.

I) I Surgent won the pommel horse event with a

9.650 and Dan Young captured vault by posting a

By Mkhoel Kobytonski

Cofcagwn Staff

The men's gymnastic team hosted MIT and Vermont this weekend at the Curry Hicks Cage Turn to ©YM poge 7

UM's ski squads pack punch in slalom

Chalk up another dual meet

ioiv for the Massachusetts

women * swimming and diving

team.

The Minutewomen (7-5) faced

s scsre sgainsi Rutgers on

Saturday afternoon, as they trailed

midway through the meet, but ral-

lied lo upend ihe Scarle! Knights

1)0 112

"Looking back on the meet I'm

impressed with the way we swam
late in the meet We were lack

adaisical to start ihe meet and we

found ourselves trailing after the

medley relay." said Massachusetts

women's swimming coach Bob
Vweomb. "We were way behind,

but we rallied well and produced

the kind of swims thai we needed

nm."
The reemergence occurred pri-

marily in part to senior Barbara

Hickev. freshman lulie Dragon,

and sophomore Marci Hupp.
Hickev won ihe 200 and 500 free,

while Dragon (50 free) and Hupp
(100 free) each took home one

By Aaron Sayfcin

Collegian Staff

After missing most of her 1997 sea-

son as the result of a knee injury.

MassachiiM.-tts women's ski team cap-

tain I eah Muliero has already returned

lo her two- lime Ail-American form,

for the third consecutive weekend, the

senior standout has solidified her repu-

tation of supremacy in the Eastern

College Ski Conference with two

top-eight finishes at the Brown/UConn

Tournament this weekend at Loon
Mountain. New Hampshire.

Muliero's third-place showing in the

giant slalom powered the

Minutewomen to an overall fifth-place

finish in the even!. The Marshfield.

Massachusetts native also (bushed

eighth in the slalom event, leading her

squad to an impressive forth-place.

"Leah had a particularly good week-

end, and she's finally got it together."

said 58-year Massachusetts coaching

veteran Bill MacConnell. "She had two

very good races, but is still very uircful

with her knee."

Anchoring the UMass women's
attack in ihe slalom w;is ftcshman sen-

sation Margaret LaBom bard, whose

15th-place finish sparked UMass into

the fourth position overall. LaBombard

has recently stepped into the spotlight

ufter teammate and projected second

skier Kalie Keane lore her ACL at the

end of training camp.

M.irgarct has come up big for the

team in Katie's absence, as have a few

other freshmen." MacConnell said

"What's even more incredible is the

positive altitude that Katie has had

about ii all."

After finishing ihird in the gianl

slalom event during their last two

meets, the men's squad faltered a bit

this weekend, placing sixth out of ten

teams. However, the learn rebounded

with a solid lourth place showing in

ihe slalom.

Unlike other tournaments, the

Brown/UConn Tournament allows

onlv live skiers lo partake in the event,

and weighs onlv the top three finishes

This system, although not completely

unfamiliar to the balanced Minutemen,

may have affected them.

lunior All -American Tom Holden

powered UMass with a fourth-place

finish in the giant slalom. New addi-

tion |ohn Griffin chipped in with a

16lh-place effort. Senior captain Elfc

MacCormick led ihe Minutemen'i

charge in the slalom event, finishing

I Oth overall. Freshman lordan

Kingdon added a 1 5th-place finish for

the men's squad, who hopes to return

to one ol the top three positions in the

conference this weekend.

Both UMass teams plan to travel to

Aniiiney Mountain. Vermont for the

Boston College Tournament.

first-place finish apiece.

"lulie won the 50. was second

in the 100 and was part of our

winning relay team. She continues

to get better with every meet, and

she has really stepped up," said

Ncwcomb. "Barbara also swam
well She went from the 1000 lo

the 200, and that is a difficult dou-

ble. She beat her time in the 200

and was really pushed all weekend

long."

Ncwcomb was also quick to

point out the consistency of sever-

sl other UMass swimmers, not |ust

on Saturday, but throughout the

entire season.

"Marci has been swimming con

sistently all season long. Sarah

Newell, lulie Alexander, and

Shana Strothers have also done a

great job." said Newcomb.
"Sharyn Harrison also has done

some impressive things. She's

stepped up and done the 1000,

500. and the relay, which is a

good sign for her. Lia l^ansky has

a good double with the 400 IM

and the 200 fly. which is one of

the toughest events
"

Turn to WOMCN SWIM, page 7

Men's track take 2nd place at UNH quad meet
Seth Koemoj

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts men's indoor

track took a second place overall finish

in Saturday's quad meet at the

University of New Hampshire. Only

the host Wildcats outscored the

Minutemen, showing 88 total points

while UMass tallied 48. Central

Connecticut and Holy Cross followed

up with third and fourth places,

respectively

Senior Ryan Carrara, who struggled

at the tip end of the cross country sea-

son, continued in what has been an

impressive indoor track season by

leading the learn with a victory in the

1500 meter with a time of VMM. His

junior long distance teammate landa

Mod Munn completed a UMass domi-

nation of the endurance events by win

ning ihe 5000 meter with a time of

8:51.84.

The Minutemen also faired well in

the throwing events, as junior |an

Stevens captured the shot put victor}

with a season besi mark of 49'5 1/4".

Sophomore Vic Morency established a

new team best for the season with a

=>d I weight throw, earning him a sec-

ond place in that event

Ben Biraldi was the fourth

Massachusetts runner to win an event

with a victory in the hurdles, following

up his 7,70 second time in the New
I upland Challenge Cup Trials

However. L Mass could not over

come the loss of juniors Neil

Concepcion and Tom Toye. senior

Scott Price, and freshman Marc
Sylvander. as the four, who make up

the Minuteman 4x400 meter relay

team, were absent from the New
Hampshire meet so that ihey could

participate in the Terrier Classic at

BoftOB l niversity. Concepcion and

Sylvander are the team's leading 400

meter runners, and Price and Toye are

the squad's premiere short distance

sprinters Unit absence lefi gaping

holes in the Massachusetts roster.

I veryone performed really well,"

Concepcion said. "Bui when you don't

have a full team, it's hard to win a

meet. Points that the four of us

would've taken away from New
Hampshire weren't there."

The isolated relay learn made use of

Iheir time in Boston, destroying the

school record with a time of 5:15.92.

Tht previous mark was 5: 1 5.22.

The Massachusetts men's indoor

track team takes to the track again this

Saturday at the University of Rhode

Island. The Minutemen will meet the

Wildcats with all of (heir weapons pre-

B. nl
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An absolutely

sweet Dylan

Rock legend Bob
Dylan played

Monday night to a

sold oul clowd at

Springfield s

Symphony Hall

(see Arts &
I iving, page 5).
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Registration is difficult

for B.D.I.C. students

Jack of

all trades

Tom O'Connor of

the Massachusetts

men's hockey
learn leads the

team on and off

the ice (sec

Sports, page 12).

WORLD

1 6 allegedly leaked

technology to Taiwan

south Korea (AP) More

than a dozen South Koreans have been

charged with stealing semiconductor

technology and selling it to B

I jiwanese company, prosecutors sud

yesterday

Prosecutors in the southern city of

i said the theft could seriously

I
the technological edge of South

Korean memory chip makers

MM Korea, which plans lo export

$16 billion worth of memory chips this

year, is the world's largest producer of

the craps and accounts for more than 30

percent of the world market

"Wc cannot tell you exactly how

much, but the potential damage to

Korean companies could be huge."

chK-t prosecutor Kwak Moo-keun sssd

Most of the leaked information was

about manufacturing M-megsbit

dynamic random access memory chips,

the largest memorv crops now m rasss-

pjeMction prosecutors sssd.

Prosecutors said they were expand-

ing their investigation and

thai more people could he I

NATION

Feds' mob case memo
released by mistake

MV, MWKiAPi federal pros-

ecutors have bungled an investigation

of organized crime's efforts to infil-

trate Wall Street by mistakenly reveal-

ing their strategy in a key case. The

York Timet reported yesterday

The government made public a

confidential memorandum containing

the names of victims and potential

witnesses in the case involving reput-

ed members of the Gcnovese and

Bonanno enme families. The 97-page

document was inadvertently filed in

federal court in Phoenix last year, the

newspaper reported

fearing that disclosure could

imperil the case and witnesses' safety

prosecutors tried to remove the memo
from a public courthouse file. But a

defense attorney already had a copy,

the Times said.

The issue is now before U.S.

District Judge Denny Chin in New

York, who ruled in December that all

copies of the memo will be held in his

chambers until he can review them.

He has not issued a ruling.

On Monday. Chin released a letter

written to him b> prosecutors asking

that no part of the memo be made

public. Prosecutors said ihe document

contains information that could jeop-

ardize other investigations

The government's error may raise

questions about whether a once-public

document can be made private again

Chin has said the memo will remain

secret al least until he decides whether

it should be given back to the defense

EXTENDED FORECAST

Today Thoresooy Friday

c? o $
HIGH: 39 HIGH: 35 HIGH: 36

LOW: 22 LOW: 21 LOW: 18

By Jill Carroll

l ollegian Staff

The women's swim team pulled away with another win at Rutgers

this weekend.
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While students at the University si Massachusetts add drop

and beg for classes one group is consistently pasted over when

try mg to gel into classes in their major

The Bachelor's Degree with Individual Concentration

(B DI.C.) is a program through which students design their

own major by taking a combination of classes in other depart-

ments

Students get ihe feeling they are really on top of their edu-

cation, said Henry (ieddes, B.D I C advisor and professor of

communications

Most students gel admittance preference .in classes in their

major \ B.D.I.f student's classes arc not within a single

department, so thev don't receive this preference Most

B D I t studei.ts do gel into classes hut only bv hounding

teachers and through persistence

"This is a problem wc have yet to resolve at B.D I l

Because you're not in a department you don'i have the privi-

lege of first dibs." Cieddes said

Lack of recognition throughout ihe University and with pro-

fessors is also part of the reason B D I C students find it hard

lo get into classes

"Some are willing to accommodate U D I C I Diversity

wide students and faculty aren't as aware of B.D I C ." said

Jose Omelas, the director of B D I C If they were aware of

B 1) 1 C and how it works, it would help faculty be more

accommodating I really believe in the program We have

amazing solidarity among students and alumni
"

Professors and the University are not very lenient toward

B.D I C majors.

"It's tough to change |otherj department's policies ft cre-

ates insecurity for students even semester to have to go and

lohbv tor courses. That's being brought up in meetings of

\\ I) I t But I find that students do find their way," Ornelas

said.

Most do, but not without a degree of frustration

I was trying to get into a film class in the communications

departmenl for my major and thev let in an anthropology

major Departments are only looking out for iheir own." said

Anna Feder. a b I) U student frustrated by not being able to

get into classes.

"We make it very clear they have to sometimes talk to pro-

fessors Ihey have to be enterprising sometimes." ornelas

said

feder feels il is untau B D I C students can't get into class-

es in their major just because they are not in the departmenl

Student Business Fair

helps draw attention to

budding entrepreneurs
By Jason Eisrman

l ollegian Staff

In an effort lo raise awareness ol

student-run businesses. the

I niversity of Massachusetts board ol

student Businesses sponsored a

student Business fair on the Campus

l enier Concourse yesterday

i managers from ihe student

businesses handed oul applications

and flyers with information about

each business They also had a raflle

to raise money for their Student

business Dinner laler in the year.

Sharon Wagner, a junior environ-

mental science major, who works at

I arthtoods. said that there were three

objectives for ihe fair

"To show what student businesses

mean to the (Mass |l niversity of

Massachusetts) community," Wagner

said

I heir other purposes were lo alert

prospective employees that all of the

student businesses are hiring, and to

raise money with their raffle

-
I here are so many student busi-

nesses We share experiences and

ahan Wicka said in refer-

ence to the Board

W icka, who is also an employee of

I arthtoods. said the businesses have

had problems communicating in the

past, and that they should communi-

cate more.

""Privatization is rearing its ugly

head, we've got to slick together." he

said.

I arthtoods. which caters to the

vegetarians and vegans on campus,

has been closed since school began,

but it will open on Monday

According to Wicka. Earthfoods

" v to HJISNtSS FAIt poge 3

Karla Faye Tucker

executed in Texas
By Michael Grac/yk

Assoc iated Press

HUNTSVII I 1 . Texas - Karla faye

Tucker, the pickax killer whose born-

agam Christianity sparked a worldwide

debate over redemption and retnbuiion

on death row, was executed yesterdav

for hacking a man and woman to death

during a I9S3 break-in

lucker. «8. was declared dead by

injection at 6 45 p m She became the

first woman executed in Texas since the

( ml war
"I am going to be face to face with

Jesus no • said in her final

words "I love all of you very much I

will see you all when you gel there I

will wait for you"

The execution came less than an hour

after the I Supreme Court rejected an

I Ith-hour appeal and dov George W
Bush refused to grant a 30-day reprieve.

saying her case had been thoroughly

reviewed by appellate courts

"Like many touched by this case. I

have sought guidance through prayer I

have concluded judgment about the

heart and soul of an individual on death

row are best left to a higher authority."

Bush said.

"May God bless Karla faye Tucker

and God bless her victims and iheir fam-

ilies." he said.

Worldwide publicity over Tucker's

case, including pleas for mercy from

Pope John Paul II and TV evangelist Pal

Robertson, focused on her metamorpho-

sis from a drug-crazed teen-age prosti-

tute to a soft-spoken young woman who

would he content with a life sentence

If I go home February 3rd. don't

take that as God not answering our

prayers." she said in a TV interview

aired on Robertson's "700 Club" hours

before she was to die. "If he brings me
home February 3rd. it's because in his

wisdom, and his sovereignty, he knew

that through that something greater is

going to be accomplished
."

People on both sides of her case, and

Tucker herself, said her sex should have

no bearing on her punishment but the

novelty si executing s woman — there

were only 49 among 3.365 death row

inmates nationwide as of Jan. I
—

prompted hundreds of reporters and

photographers to descend on Huntsvtlle.

where executions in recent years have

become almost routine

•nally . since the Supreme Court

in 1976 allowed capital punishment to

resume, 431 men and one woman have

been exec uied 1 44 of them in Texas,

by far the most active death penalty

state The last execution of a woman in

Texas was in 1863, when Chipita

Rodriguez was hanged from s mesquiu

tree for the ax murder of a horse trader

dunng a robbery

Nationwide, the last woman executed

was Velma Barfield. a born-sgsin

Christian who was put to death in North

Carolina in 1984 for lacing her

bov friend's food with rat poison

On Monday, the Board of Pardons

and Paroles rejected 16-0 Tucker's bid

to get her sentence commuted to life in

prison, just as it denied all 76 requests

tor clemency made by condemned men

since 1993.

Yesterday afternoon, the Supreme

Court rejected an appeal in which she

argued that (he clemency process in

Texas is unconstitutional

A 30-day reprieve was the only

option available to the governor, who

could not grant clemency unless the

board recommends it. Bush, who took

office three years ago, has let 59 con-

demned men go to their deaths without

once commuting or delaying a death

sentence

In numerous TV interviews, the 5-

foot-3 dark-eyed, dark-haired woman
portrayed herself as someone who had

been rehabilitated and wanted a life sen-

tence so she could help others behind

bars Robertson, normally a death penal-

n supporter, backed her plea for mercy

because of her religious fervor.

"This thing is vengeance," he said "It

makes no sense. This is not the same

woman who committed those crimes."

Turn to TUCKER, page 3
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Can I see your ID?

Zafar Khusainov. a junior legal studies major works his shift as a monitor in the Lederle Graduate Tower Macintosh

Lab

School of Ed. professors

receive grants to bolster

awareness of diversity

By Victoria Groves

Collegian Staff

Two University of Massachusetts pro-

fessors have received a grant worth

$150,000 to create a series of classes

and residential academic programs

throughout the School of Education

In an effort to build bridges between

different racial, ethnic and gender

groups, the William and Flora Hewlett

Foundations Program on Pluralism and

Unity grant was

A PVTA bus to Mullins Center makes its regular stop at Haigis Mall yester-

day afternoon.

given to professors

Ximena Zuniga and

Maurianne Adams
to encourage stu-

dent leadership and

faculty support for

diversity issues.

"The goal of the

course is to con-

front the issue of

difference in a real

way, not just as a

concept," Zuniga said.

"Many of the students... are interest-

ed in teaching or human service where

it will be to their benefit to know how

to work more effectively in diverse set-

tings. But, by far, these are not the only

students who will benefit." Zuniga

said.

The student leadership component of

the series — the Student Leadership

and Community Development Initiative

— will focus primarily on graduate stu-

dents at UMass who teach credit and

non-credit courses to undergraduates in

"The goal ofthe .

course is to confront the

issue ofdifference in a

real way, notjust as a

concept. "— Ximena

Zuniga

residential areas on campus such as

Southwest and Orchard Hill Residential

Areas

An experimental course held this

semester will be expanded through the

initiative next fall. Entitled "Talking

Across Differences: Exploring Conflicts

and Common Ground." students will

read and write extensively on the sub-

ject of diversity, and discuss issues con-

cerning race, ethnicity, gender, religion

and class.

"Our society is

becoming increas-

ingly multiracial

and multiethnic and

it is important for

higher education to

prepare young peo-

ple for this reality.''

Zuniga said

"Through our

program, we hope

to build bridges

between these

many groups on campus, and by doing so

to extend these bridges to the outside

community '

Other topics that will be discussed in

the series include racism and sexism on

campus; interracial dating; affirmative

action; self-segregation; and the social

implications of immigration and lan-

guage discrimination.

The faculty section of the series, enti

tied Ihe Faculty Leadership Initialise, is

currently in the planning stages, and has

a tentative launching date of spring 1999.

Support from

Egypt sought

by Albright

By Barry Schweid

Associated Press

CAIRO. Egypt — Egypt said yes

terday that "all the options are still

on the table" in dealing with Iraq's

defiance of U.N. weapons inspec-

tions, but stopped short of endorsing

a military attack as a last resort.

Secretary of State Madeleine

Albright met with Egyptian

President Hosm Mubarak at the end

of a six-day round of diplomacy

aimed at gaining Arab support for a

U.S. attack if Iraq's President

Saddam Hussein refuses to permit

unfettered inspections of its

weapons sites.

Mubarak, who has spoken to

more than a dozen Arab leaders in

the last few days, sent his foreign

minister. Amr Moirssa, to a joint

news conference with Albright and

remained inside his presidential

palace.

"All the options are still on the

table," Moussa said. A senior

administration official told reporters

this meant Egypt had joined Saudi

Arabia and Jordan in firmly backing

the Clinton administration.

Moussa emphasized diplomacy lo

persuade Saddam to adhere to U.N.

Security Council resolutions

designed to strip Iraq of dangerous

weapons

Albright said she remained skepti-

Turn to MILITARY STRIKE page 2
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20 die in Italy after U.S.

plane cuts gondola line

Now you sec it

A cm being kmed NllXX*' » ytaKaday afternoon

military strike

oonNnu«d tram papa 1

cal of

jet for a

> Aa Force

the Iraq.

The I roted Suae* has no quarrel with the neopfe of Iraq

"we do noi wish w we women and children used aa

bet Salman Al KJialifa

In lianrain Afcnaht

by Iraq through Ruses* to raeaahsatel tae* to U

But she Mid time lor diploma*. v it running owl and the

United State*. Egypt, Saudi Arabia. Jordan. Bahrain. Kuwait

and the Palestinian Authorit> all agree'' I a* cre-

ated by Saddam Hussein* defiance of the Sevuntv Council
"

Mouaaa explained Mubarak'* absence at due to a busy

schedule including a meeting with the uu'ssdeat of PateMna.

Alhnght told reporter* the did not ted slighted

A aemor US official, speaksng on condition of anor

Mad the Egypt—i aaamart that all option* were on the table

was weacamad by Albright at a sign of support

r Crated State* hi warrang Ink) of"grave con-

Vrjrnu

if a aate to Reed I N .icmands mat a open suspect

tea to aavoiafltoaai aapecuun A da> earlier. Saudi

and Iraq hear* rcspunx'

But the Saudis ssuoped *h.

ofthe* aa baae* for poaabte strikes agaav

* reman t iulf emirate where the I I

its central coaaaeaaea. apparentr* pteaaad) rta eajhtary

in the event ofan attack on Ira*),

believe we hase all the cooperation we need eertws the

Albright said after meeting with the emir. Sheik l*a

While she did not object to further diplomatic efforts by

i or any other ratuon. ate atreaacd that "it's the ra raiaga

and the mnaage should be innatetie s on total

»nh the United Nation*.

State Department apokaaman Jame* P. Rubin abo rejected aa

"another diversionary tactic" an offer by Iraqi President Saddam

Huaacm to meet with a U.S. uetgjiatwnal dekgatmn

In Washington, Sen Jo* u. a senior

Republican on the Senate Armc. Committee, said

today a I I strike appears to be inevitable "If* not abaohate •

r> ceruin we're going to go." McCain said on ABC's "Goad

Morning America." "But I think the series of

«

tnswpuvng will lead us to mat action «

mat happens within the next lew days to a couple of works
"

am said a U.S. attack, if it come*, "has to be severe.

has to he sustained and has to ha stgwisupt

Bahrain > foreign minister. Sheik Mohammed but Mubarak

.gfeed that Inst) muat 'give access k> the aiipectoT^

of the L V special commission" or face
•

Bahratn is the nerve center of a powerful i

mg the dull crnis, and the US Navy has had a presence here

for SO years. There are two U.S. earners and mora than 300

warplanes in the area.

IKIMH. Itah A I S military

plane on a low -level training flight over

the snows Alps sliced through a cable-

car line, sending a gondola full rl skiers

crashing hundreds t*f feci to the ground.

Al least 2(J people inside the car died

(Mlicials at the U.S. air base in

Aviano in northern Italy, where the

Marine FA-6B Prowler was based, said

the accident was being investigated and

all low-level missions by I
'
s military

aircraft in Italy have been suspended

The pilot and his three-member crew

returned safely to Aviano, said Brig,

lien Tim Peppe, commander of the

base's resident 31st tighter wing The

plane sustained minor tail damage.

Peppe. speaking at a news conference

at Aviano, did not speculate on a ause.

only discounting engine trouble

In Washington, I S Defense

Secretary William Cohen told the Senate .

Armed Services Committee that the

pilot "was apparently unaware that he

had struck a cable or injured any one
"

Base officials said American pilots

fly dozens of training missions over

Italy every day The plane is a surveil-

lance aircraft attached to the NAU>
force overseeing the Bosnian peace

I he accident occurred al 3 15 pm
local time under sunns skies at a ski

resort in the Val di Kassa area of the

Dolomite Mountains near Trento. The

cable ear was traveling from the town »i

Cavalese. 80 miles northeast of Trento.

to the top of Cermis mwateasn. site of a

popular local ski resort

The cabin had just begun its ascent

from the base at Cavalese. at an altitude

of about 3.000 feet, and was heading

toward a mid-ttalion when it fell, said

Alessta Dc/ugliana, an employee of the

Alpe Cermi* ski area

K Al tootagc thowed the crushed

wreckage of the yellow cable car resting

on the snow M0 feet to 300 feet below

it* route The cable trailed off like a

tw i sied thread

"Yoa couldn't guess the shape of the

car anymore." said Andrea Russo. a

police official who arrived at the scene

an hour after the accident

"All the four walls of the car had

opened up like a cardboard ho* The

bodies were all laying beneath the sheet

metals. Moat of them were torn apart,"

he said.

One of the victims was the car's

Italian operator The rest were skiers, at

least tii of them German, said police

( itticer Robert Cavada in Cavalese. RAI

state television said two victims were

Hungarian, and MM were M
The line's othe r gondo'a was heading

down, and stopped, suspended in air

Rescuers pulled out its operator, the

only person aboard.

I he scene was near the spot where a

1976 accident on the same gondola lift

killed 42 people The accident was

blamed on operator error.

spared to the 1976 accident, this

was even worse,' Russo said 'liven sou

could at least see the dead bodies \

they were all torn apart"

ihe resort in the lowcr-lesel

Dolomites tends to attract locals and

families, unlike the more fashionable ski

Kg hke I ortina d'Ampezzo or

Coormayeur. though it does h.i

eign clientele Phone lines al nearbs

hotel* were jammed with call* from

worried relatives of vacationers

The pilot was remaining on the bate,

said spokeswoman Capt. Tracy

I

"It's definitely fair to say he i-

cerned for all the families involved

in this." *he said "I'm sure if he had

the opportunity he would express his

deepest svmpalhv lor them " She said

the plane's squadron, based in C Ik

Point. N I bad an excellent satciv

record, with no accidents dating back

to 1984 during 60.000 total flight

hours

But the incident drew an immediate

political response in Italy The

Communist Refoundation party, which

traditionally opposes the American mili-

tary presence and supplies the govern

meat a majority in Parliament, renewed

its call to close the Aviano base tNher

leftists parties demanded an end to I I

military flights over inhabned area*, and

punishment for the pilot

dent Clinton called Italian

Premier Romano Prodi to express con-

dolenca* to the Italian people The presi

dent said he was "so sorry" to learn ot

the accident which he described as

"awful." White House spokesman Barry

loiv said

Aviano. about 62 miles east

accident scene, is the largest I S air

base in Italy, with nearly 6.000 niilu.u

and civilian personnel It has played a

major role in NATO intervention atJaha

in Bosnia, and hat hosted President

Clinton for several visits to US miliurv

personnel
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~~\ 10m must be returned within 48 hours ol pur-

chase. St hedule, syllabus or other prool ol

incorrect purchases must be presented, along

with sales re< eipt.

Remember the last day to return textbooks with

no questions asked is MONDAY, KlRRUARY 9lH.

www.aux.umass.edu/textbookannexwww.aux.umass.edu/toxtbookannex -^

™™""™""~~~~~~V, J!! Spring '98

<•/> 91 Schedule
W^-aA We accept cash, personal check, Ucard, Visa, MasterCard as

^l£T forms of payment.

^^ ^IV x *^e ^e9'n to return unsold books to the publishers in the middle of

l^^L 7^ the semester. Students are encouraged to get the books they need

*^^^W» for the semester as soon as possible after official enrollment in a

I yr course.

University Store • Textbook Annex

Save Your receipt

Our Refund Policy
turn ^

it for a retui ndar days of the first
"~

.

<t classes Thereafter, incorrect, titles ma
18 hours of pun

is ne

opped 1 ourses ma\ 1
Ihe

t you 1 sales receipt and a <

x

SECOND WEEK February 2 6

Monday Friday 9am - 5pm

.

Thereafter, Monday-Friday

9am 4pm at the Textbook Annex,

beginning February 9, 1998

Spring 1998 Book
Rush Hours

Monday, Feb. 2 -Friday, Feb. 6
9am - 6pm

Thereafter - Monday - Friday
9am - 4pm

Teacher caught in parked car with boy
By Audra Ang
Associated Press

SEATTLE — A former grade-achool teacher who

was convicted of having sex with a 13-year-old for-

mer student and bore his child was arrested yesterday

after she was found in a parked car with the bo>

Mary Kay LeToumeau, who got out of jail jusi last

month, was arrested in a south Seattle neighborhood

around 3 a.m. Officers looking for a ttolen vehicle

noticed a parked car that appeared suspicious because

its lights were on and "its windows were steamy,"

said Carmen Best, a police spokeswoman

LeToumeau was with a 14-year-old boy. Best said

After police determined her identity, officers arTcsted

her for being in contact with a minor - a violation ol

the terms of her release. Best said.

David Oehrke, LeTourneau's attorney, confirmed

to KIRO-TV that the teen-ager was the boy she was

convicted of raping He said she may well go to

prison now
she was fixated on this one boy and she had been

under a no contact order It just underscores how

deep-rooted this compulsion is." Gehrke said

Best would not confirm the boy's identity, and nei-

ther the lawyer nor police would say what the two

were believed to have been doing in the car.

Both LeToumeau and the teen-ager were ques-

tioned by investigators from a special sexual assault

unit. Best said The boy was later released into his

parents' custody, KING-TV reported. LeToumeau
was taken to King County Jail.

LeToumeau. 35, pleaded guilty in August to two

counts of second-degree child rape and was sen-

tenced to six months behind bars followed by mtv

ol lender treatment

The Shorewood Elementary School teacher, who

had already served 100 days and was given additional

time off for good behavior, was released from jail

last month

Under the terms of her release. LeToumeau was

not allowed to have contact with the boy She was

also banned from having contact with minors or date

anyone with minors living with them Failure to com-

ply could mean 7 1/2 years in prison, something

LeToumeau now stands a "good chance" of facing,

Gehrke said A sentence revocation hearing probably

will be held within a few days, said Dan Donohoe. a

spokesman for the county prosecutor s office He

said prosecutors would ask that LeToumeau be sent

back to jail.

LeToumeau was • married mother of four when

she began having sex with the boy in the summer ot

1996.

The boy has said he was a willing participant, and

that he and LeToumeau exchanged rings and planned

the pregnancy to affirm their bond He had said he

hoped they could be together one day And
LeToumeau said last year that she still loved the fun

Their daughter, bom last May. was being raised by

the boy's mother.

LeToumeau husband, Steve LeToumeau, lias tiled

tor divorce and is raising the couple's children

LeToumeau lives in the Mount Baker area with a

friend and was undergoing a three-year sexual

deviancy treatment under the terms of her sentencing

The terms also mandated that she tttaclaaa her

"sexual deviancy" hi anv potential partner-., avoid

places where minor, are known to congregate and not

initiate or prolong contact with children She must

also inform the corrections officer ot any romantic

relationship to verify there are no children involved

buisness fair

iik <scn i,nanai >s rauJattM

A rose by any other name. .

.

Roses brighten up the Facilities Serx ices office in the Campus Center

BDIC
continued from page xx

#jg is offering tlie ^lass

It the\ ;B I) I C students) specifical-

ly need that course for their major they

should get it." feder said

The director and advisors of B I) K
program try very hard to help students

get into classes

I'm not blaming htm |Ornelas|. He

called the communication* department

and spoke to the chairman He did all he

could Everybody has tried to help me
but thev don't have any power." Feder

said

It is a long process to get into

B.D.I C A written 6-10 page ratio-

nale of why you want the certain

'major an outline of the claatei yoa

wish to take and several meeltn.

""an advisor are only part of the require-

ments to gel into the H I) I l pro-

gram Yet students feel the popular

program is worth it for freedom it

affords

"(The B.D.I C program) such a won-

derful idea, but after all mat work (to get

into the major), then you can't get into a

class is kind of upsetting It's the rest of

the t nivcrsity that is being uncoopera-

tive It's not the IB 1)1 C faculty'*!

fault They are still trying to get recogni-

tion.'' Feder said

continued from page 1

was closed to spend extra time training

the new staff it hired after many of its

experienced personnel left

Wagner added that they also used (he

extra week to give their committees time

to work Every student-run business is

run by committees. Earthfoods has 18

committees, including advertising, buy -

mg. recycling, menu and a diversity com-

mittee.

Campus Design and Copy (CDAC).

and People's Market also have diversity

committees

"We're hmng nine new members from

different ethnic backgrounds,** said Tony

Jon Baptiste. a junior psychology major

employee at the People's Market

He said the diversity committee is use-

ful for bringing the team of workers clos-

er together

"We want to develop a model that

will help us break through issues of

diversity ." Baptiste said

He said it is "challenging, and contin-

uous work," but it is working because

People's Market employees have begun

working well as a team

The committees don't run a busi-

said Ian Levesque, a junior jour-

nalism major who works at Campus
Design and Copy "Committee* are just

a tool we use to make sure everything

gets done"
Levesque said the co managers

divide the business into parts, and when

everyone does their part it comes togeth-

er to make the whole business do well

In addition to Campus Design and

Copy. People's Market and 1 arthloods,

all located in the Student I nion. there

are five other student run businesses.

Tix Unlimited, which sells tickets to

local shows, and the Bike Co-Op are

located next to each other across the hall

from the Five College Federal Credit

Union in the Student I nion

The rest of the student businesses are

scattered about in the residential areas.

Sweets N* More is a snack bar in

Field Residence Hall Lounge, located in

the Orchard Hill Residential Area The

Sylvan Snack Bar is located in the base-

ment of McNamara Residence Hall The

Greenough Snack Bar is located in the

basement of Oreenough Residence Hall

in Central Residence Area

Mtucker
continued from page 1

lucker and a companion. Daniel

Garrett, were convicted of killing Jerry

I vnn Dean, 27, and Deborah Thornton.

m June 13. 1983. at Dean's

Houston apartment I ucker and Garrett

had broken in to steal motorcycle pans

rett beat Dean with a hammer.

and Tucker used the 1 5-pound pickax to

stop Dean from making a gurgling

iound Then Tucker attacked Thornton.

who had been hiding under a blanket

Tucker told friends she experienced a

sexual thrill each time she swung the ax

As the execution drew near.

Thornton's husband. Richard, said "It's

something we've been praying tor. for

many years We have had to live with

this monster in front of us all this time
"

Garrett also got a death sentence but

died in pnson in 1993 of Irver disease

4 1 Li a<MM »»

Do you have a reservation?

David Gibson, a junior HRTA major welcomes customers m the Tap I >t

( ampus Center ResUuraaL

an adv teat are only part of the require- ^""o "*" ' ***» '"•'" """"" v—
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FRATERNITY
TODAY PATTERSON

7-9PM FREE

FORUM
DORM LOBBY
FOOD

AXP
Alpha ( Tii Kh..

Fr»rnore«»orrnatiiw on Alpha Chi

Rhocoraaci Jeff Howe at SSMXV*

AIrt>

Alpha Sigma Phi

Alpha Sigma Phu The Golden Chapter

ReopxTit 1
1**>- 1 997. was rounded on the

pruxiplexof'To Better the Man" Saw

the fraternities' chalenng si l99hyoung

men have gathered ak*ig side the "Old

Gal" hrmjang revptctarslity to ourcommu-

nity and the university. CXa brotherhood is

cxirnprornwed of 25 university leaders who

are proud ofthe* atadernic and philan-

thropic acxxiTirxtshrrients.

The hatters of Alpha Sigma

Phi will be conducting formal nrti from

2/1 to 2/12. r^mrxeinforrnaticripleast

contact Dan Jacobs at 549-0240 or Jeff

Olszew-ski at 549-5920.

AM>
Alpha Delta Phi

Alpha Deha Phi members are part of a

self-perpetuating institution that has

evolved since its 1X32 founding. Members

of the Alpha IX-ha Phi sirive to become

weH-nxrxted individuals as they attempt to

reach their self-actualization morally,

socially . and intellectually . Initially. Alpha

Delta Phi was strictly a literary society, but

has evolved to include all recreational

activities. Finally. Alpha Delta Phi stresses

diversity in its Imiaierhood as we try to

develop an intricate network of pledges,

hnithers. ami alumni for years on end

fa More infonnaoon on Alpha Deha

Phi amuict Luke at 549-7 1 27 or Colin at

M'MiWI .(> stop by our house at 382

North Pleasant St

ATT
Alpha Tauliamma

Alpha Tau Gamma is the scxial fraterni-

ty for the Stockhridge School at UMass.

The men ofATG have the opportunity to

benefit from a tightly knit house that sup-

pers orranr*w. even ate gtarJuaaon. as

careers n the green ndustry are pursued.

The. comrreti pal each hrother shares

proves to form I uraque and peerless bond

A tJ*alJon for academic excellence -asm*

back *>trr foundation of the ursversrry

ATG enjoys a nch hentage by one of the

stmngest alumnae support

For more lawTnanon on ATG call Dan a
549-9678. Stop by our house * 375 North

PkasanSt

AFJ1

Alpha I iNk * i Pi

Alpha Flpsilon Pi was founded on

November 7. 191 3 a New York

University The Phi crtapter a UMass was

established m 1933 AFP has j king tradi-

tion of trammg young men tt> he leaders m

the Jewish community. We arc strong in

academics w rth a higher GPA than the

average. We arc also involved extensively

in mtranumOs with several leans.

Ifyou are looking for a good time and a

chance to enhance your whole college

experience call Chris at 548-9640.

Rush dates

* 2/2 wing night at 8:00pm

*2/3TBA
* 2/4 Billiards Night in the Campus Center

Ktipm
* 2/5 Seinfeld and Chrncsi- food Night

8; Vlpm

2/6TBA
*2/7BBQHIOpm
For location call Chris 548-9640

AX
Delta Chi

The Brothers of Delta Chi fraternity wel-

come all university men to open Rush.

Our bnnherhood is the tightest and most

diverse on campus. Ifyrwarelccltingfbra

unxrue and interesting experience unlike

any other consider the Delta Chi Fraternity

Our academic and Intramural sports pro-

grams have been ctTisistently successful

for maty years now. CXs hrrjherhcxxl

nvaesyou to see wha were aD about

Deaa Chi datatges you to enhance your

college experience, arengtfen your acade-

rracv and fnd out wha ffatemay kte a al

iftaTat

(Jpenru*«arts Wednesday

February 4m aid ararsM to thr 5th. The

Hkiw^Weoresdayrebruary llthand

Thursday I2a\ Ah* ever* begat a 7pm
For more sabrrnabon cal Mat a 253-

8855 or Jonah a 549- 1 785. Or stop by the

house a 118 Sunset Av.

AXJtp

Mi Sigma Phi

The Deta Sigma Phi fraternay was

founded in 1899. We now have hundreds

of chapter's nation wide as weJJ as over

90jOX)brothm. TheUMaaOatonyBthe

newest raoorrwide as well as the first delta

Sigma Phi Fraternity m Massachusetts

Wha do we have to offer? Come meet the

brothers and find out why we arc one ofthe

fastest growing fiatuuitks in the nation

For more infornation call Dan a 546-1365

or Matt a 546- 1672.

AY
IH*;il psihai

Deha I psikxi International Fraternity

was founded in 1834. DU.asrtiscom-

monly known, is the sixth oldest fraternity.

Since its rrxxption DU has been a trendset

ter in the Greek community, establishing

the first non-secret Greek leaer society

,

instituting the first non-hazing fraternity

and recoming the first fraternity to go inter

national. DU was founded on the four

rjrinriples of friendship, character, culture,

andjustice. Tliebrcinersoflhe

Massachusetts Chapter are second to none

when it comes to leadership and carnpus

invorvement Our Philanthmpy and

Scholarship programs arc considered

among the best of all Deha Upsilon

Cnapters We pride ourselves on the

strength of our brotherhood and our sup-

port for one another as we prepare to

become the leaders of tomorrow's world

For more leuniiatiun cal

Jusui a 549-6852 or fed See to stop by

our house a 778 Nkrtt Pleasant Su across

from Totmen Gymi

Rush Dates;

• February 2 ArBomo's Night

• February 3 UMass v Temple game meet

aDUa7«0pm
• February 4 Frarrrsry Forum in Patterson

Dorm

•February'9 Casmo Night ( no money

needed)

• February 10 Wttgs Night

•FrtstaryllSpecalEveni

Fed free to call for a ride All events start

a7O0pm

AXA
Uanbda Chi Alpha

Lambda On Alpha is a unique traerni-

ty rich in rastory^ tradition thai has stood

firm in the Greek community far many

years. The UMass chapter was founded in

191 2 and has two very distinguished alum-

ni. Rick Pttino and Murray D. Lincoln

(nameofthe campus center). Wearea

dose knit community which will prepare

our members for continued successful

accomriLshments in life. The vast

resources hrought by each brother arc

shared by all and assist m the ar^derrnc

acracvernent and personal growth of each

member.

For more rnfoimaoon call Matt or Jeremy

a549-0384. Lambda Chi Alpha is located

on the comers of North Pleasant St and

Fearing St

Rush Events

All events arc from 7-9pm

* 2/3 Info session in Patterson Lounge.

Pizza and Drinks provxled

* 2/4 Sports Event. Wings. Drinks, and

Pool

* IBGa to know brothers and Alumni

* 2/lOPool and dart tournament

•2/12TBA

For moreauuatxr on Fts Sigma

Kappa contact Sean a 549-7058 or aop by

«Se house a 510 North Pleasant St

d>MA

PN Mulatto

Phi Mu Deaa has been a UMass sawe

1955 and faaajhout these years we have

e<ablW»da<roryhrrmrrrxTod The

alumni consist manly of wortungpnrfes

sjonais w various careers and crxnmuraui

Don watt these individuals is constant Asa

house, ourGPA has been steadily ffrprov-

mg over the past tew years. Our reading

room has been compfcrery renovated and is

euiapped waft personal oxnpuler. new

desks, and course books. We. the brothers

ofFts Mu Delta, look forward to seeaig

ywi and wish you the hest of tuck this

Rides will be provided for all

events. There will be cars a the horseshoe

from 7: 15 to 7:45pm. Signs will be posted

Cafl Sean a 549-7410 with any questions

or stop by our house a 389 North Pleasant

St.

Rush events

* Feb 3 Maverick Poker Night

* Feb 4 Fraternity Forum

FehSGtatrmExdange

•FeblOTourDeMu

•Feb 11 Night Out

nKA
Pi kappa Alpha

' ForrrwreinforrnabanonRICappa

Alpha stop by their house a 4 1 8 North

Pleasant St..

LAM
Srjjnti \lplu Mu

In a school as large as UMass. where

students are known merely as a number, it

is good to find a place where you can

belong. Wehawbn«htrswtxiasnefToni

as fa as Colorado and (Jklahoma. as close

i
At Sammy we stnvr to

reacheweaencrtialthaweda

Academes, atertjes. ptaaaahropy . and •« i

much more aw wha make us one of the

rakaiaoes on campus

Watt over 55 active hosiers,

ndufcng 15 newly aaated brothers, we arc

abfctodomure than just«r basics. Or
dose friendship, respect, and toyary for

oreanotcr are second to none Weurge

you tocome down to rush av) see wha we

are aB about Fed free to stop by our traier

raty house a 395 N. Pleasant St a any -

ome

Rush events

•F^27<»9«lpm
•I^37:0r>9fl0pm

•Feb4off

•FA97:0r>9«)pm

•F^I07<X>9<Bpm
• Feb lltime rxrxang

Feb 1 2 bids given out

•All everts take place a Sigma Alpha Mu

Id>E

siiniuHul liMkai

Sigma Fts Epsilon was founded a

UMasscn^tovemberl,19ll SigEp's

phteshropies include St Edwards Church.

The Amherst Survival Ceraer. The Red

QTjKs.ardTheNewTnanCeraer. Siglpi-

also very active in rntramurals with final

four teams in soccer and basketball. We

also have the highest GPA among all fra-

temirjes for the fall 97 with a 2.8 cumula-

tive average.

Anyone interested in rushmg

Sig Ep may call Nate aMMM Or stop

by the house a 57 Otympia Dr.

ZctaPd

For more information on Zeta Psi con-

tact Nale a 549-9 1 87 or stop by therr rxxr<

at 387 North Pleasant St.
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.pmu.ii> expressed on tln> p.itfe are th.oc of the inJiviJu.il vsnter> and Jo not necessarily represent the view* of the Collegian

Analyzing the reasoning behind a U.S. strike on Iraq

U.S. motives hypocritical Saddam asked for it...

A
goal of deposing Saddam Hussein.

The sanctions that prevent

oil-rich Iraq from rehuilding its

destroscd infrastructure has.

one objective the destabilization

of Hussein's support and hopeful-

are a number
Sa<Jdj|fT1 Undef PreS,U r# '

of false and hypo

II Americans who hold
dear the values that this

untry was founded on
should be actively and

strongly against any United
States military strike on Iraq.

critical concepts at the bottom of

the reasoning
that has sent ,

24.400 U.S.

troops and tWQ
aircraft carriers

to the Persian
Gulf, making it

clear the U.S. is

playing the role

nperialist —
which its own
war lot indepen-

dence was a

rebellion against.

Several of these

rules and lies

go back to the foun-

dations of the IMI
war against Iraq,

and need to be
examined because
they underlie cur-

rent actions. It is

also important to

view current events

in historical per-

spective in order to

cut through the cloud of

propaganda.

First, the 1991 Persian Gulf

War was ostensibly waged in

the name of "democracy." If

you haven't already noticed

this, let me point out that when
you see "democracy* used by the

U.S. government as an excu>e

for actions abroad, you should

take it as a tip that you are

Newspeak. scri

has no relation to the truth

Ihi> i* easily revealed b]

even the most superficial

power. Of
course, this is being done through

misery that i> imposed on the peo-

ple of Iraq — people like

you and me: students,

workers civilians.

According to the

Committee on the Middle

East, which includes

University of

Massachusetts pt>.lessor

Mohamed Salmassi. these

sanctions are responsible

for the deaths of 5 per

cent of the total Iraqi

population.

The sanctions are a bla-

tant attempt by a foreign

power to dictate the

internal nature ol

Iraq's sovereign
government

The current
«.n>is over
weapons
inspections is

an extension
of this same
tampering, die

tatorial U.S.
stance

It is also evi-

dence of another of the

hypocrisies being used as

a foundation for U.S. pro

paganda in support of a mil-

itary strike This »ec-

I untruth I'll call

ic "Moral High
round" argument.

says that Saddam
Hu>sein has been
very naughty in devel-

oping and hiding
weapons of mass
ftfVr-Mnd that he

si*>r>eTe*6re be pun-

monarchy.
Kuwait In no
way did IS actions support any

democratic government.

In fact, from the time of that

war to the present, the IS gov-

ernment has pursued the decided

ly undemocratic and also illegal

ing man tne

upright and
honest United Stan

The United Stutes is a signatory

of chemical and biological war-

fare treaties Did you know that

under these treaties, the United

States reserves foi it>elf exactly

the same rights which Hussein is

exercising now in Iraq? Thai's

right, if U.N. inspection teams
attempted to inspect U.S. sites lot

evidence of chemical or biological

weapons production, they would
be subject to summary refusal to

enter sites at the whim of the U.S.

government — for reasons of

"national
security."
Additionally,

the United
Slates would
be allowed to

object to the

composition
of the

inspection teams based on. guess

what? "National security" con-

cerns.

This is the same argument that

Hussein is using, and it makes a

lot of sense. Do you think our
country should let agents of an

overtly enemy government (espe-

cially one that has said it wants to

overthrow the U.S. government!

go snooping around the White
House. Camp David and President

Clinton's house in Arkansas look

ing for evidence?

Of course not Hussein would

be an idiot and a bad ruler if he

were to acquiesce to such
heavy-handed tampering If the

United States really cared about

getting rid of Iraqi weapons of

mass destruction (of which the

Lnited States is the world leader

due to its vast nuclear arsenal), it

would have pulled its inspectors

off the UN. teams months ago
and ended this whole foolish

affair the respectable way

A U.S. military strike on Iraq

will kill tons of Iraqi civilians —
but most likely not Hussein.

Although the propaganda has very

effectivelv put over the illusion

that Saddam Hussein is Iraq, and

therefore an attack on Iraq is an

attack on Hussein, this just isn't

true.

In fact. Iraq is populated by a

lot of people who have nothing to

do with this whole mess. These

people shouldn't have to struggle

for th-ir freedom for life, liberty

and the pursuit of happiness
against the world's new. improved

imperial power.

Daniel Bodah is a Collegian

t olumnist.

- Point
Counterpoint »»

•Ikmut •Bodah & John 'Htlkjruum

he crisis in the Persian
Gulf is coming to a bead.

If Saddam Hussein is

allowed to defy United Nations

resolutions much longer — buying

time to relocate and hide his

chemical and biological weapons
much of the seven years of

work destroying these weapons
will be
undone.

Arabs
and non-

Arabs
alike are

rightly
con-
cerned

tor the Iraqi people.

To place blame for their condi-

tion on U.S. -backed sanctions,

however, is to ignore the facts of

the matter.

It was a U.S. initiative that led

to a proposal to allow Iraq to sell

$4 billion more worth of oil each

year to pay for food and medical

supplies.

It was a proposal that had no
strings attached, but one that

Saddam Hussein turned down in a

calculated attempt to use the

starving of his own people to

undermine international support

for sanctions.

Iraqi officials claim that it is

Iraq's right as a sovereign nation

to refuse the weapons inspec-

tions If Iraqi leaders — includ-

ing Saddam Hussein — paid so

much respect to sovereignty, they

would never have violated the

sovereignty of their neighbor
Kuwait.

The truth is that Iraq forfeited

its own sovereignty the moment
that it agreed to the UN resolu-

tions in order to end the Gulf

War
Iraq's claims that it does not

possess chemical or biological

weapons are similarly incredible

Not only does Iraq possess chemi-

cal weapons, but Saddam has

used them openly, against his own
people and against Iran.

Iraq has manufactured and
deployed mustard gas. which
burns and dissolves skin on con-

tact: Sarin, the gas used in the

Tokyo subway attack: and VX.
familiar to fans of the Sean
Connery Nicholas Cage movie The

Rock

Furthermore, after denying hav-

ing any biological weapons pro-

gram for years, the Iraqi govern-

ment admitted in 1 195 that it not

only possessed. but had
"weaponized" and deployed
anthrax, an incurable and deadly

virus.

The government also done the

same with botulinum toxin, a poi-

son that kills by paralyzing the

lungs and heart: and anatoxin, a

potent carcinogen.

After years of deception and

continued delaying of weapons
inspections, how is the Iraqi gov-

ernment to be believed now'
The questions are: how to

attack, and how much destruction

of Saddam's support structure

should be enough?
The latter question is for

Saddam to decide. Only he can

choose when to give in to the

UN's demands, and only he can

decide when to lift the sanctions

that are hurting his people

Die lorrner question is up to us.

With two, and soon to be three,

aircraft carriers in the Persian

Gulf, the US is capable of deliv-

ering hundreds of tons of preci

>ion guided bombs to their targets

daily

This, even without the help of

any allies or air bases in Saudi

Arabia or Turkey

I he Navy claims that its carri-

ers are capable of continuing such

operations for up to six months, if

necessary After only a few weeks

of continued bombardment. Navy

aviators would have difficulty

finding still-standing targets for

their bombs.
It • agreed that any military

strikes should target only suspect-

ed production and storage sites

for chemical and biological

weapons, as well as the only polit-

ical constituency that matter* to

Saddam, his Republican Guard
and military.

The Iraqi people, already forced

to suffer at the hands of a power-

mongering dictator who builds

billion-dollar presidential palaces

lo hide weapons plans while his

people starve, would be spared

the brunt of any attack

However, if Saddam can weath-

er that firestorm (he has proven

himself to be unusually tough in

the past), the U.S. faces a tougher

decision.

Some sites would be off-limits

for an air-strike because Saddam

has cleverly placed several of his

chemical and biological weapons

stockpiles near civilian centers.

An attack on these sites runs

the risk of dispersing Saddam's

anthrax throughout the atmos

phere and initiating a plague

amongst Iraqi citizens.

This cannot be allowed to hap-

pen, and Secretary of Defense

William Cohen has stated that the

U.S. will not target such sites if

there is the possibility of chemical

or biological fallout harming Iraqi

civilians.

Unfortunately, if Saddam does

not back down after repeated air

strikes and allow the U.N inspec

tors to return to their work, the

only way to be reasonably sure ol

destroying Iraq's chemical and

biological weapons it to send in

ground troop*.

Hopefully it will not come to

this, as a mere month of heavy air

attack with America's new and

unproved weapons would result in

the destruction of more targets

than took place during the entire

Gulf War
The question of if and why we

must take military action against

Saddam Hussein has now become

a question of when and how

For seven years, Saddam has

defied the terms of the U.N. »ecu

rity council resolutions that he

agreed to in order to end the Gulf

War
During those seven years. hi>

stubborn insistence on maintain-

ing programs to acquire chemical

and biological weapons ha* cost

his people over $100 billion in

revenue from lo»t oil exports

*here in the relevant U.N.

declarations on weapons inspec-

tion* are exceptions made for

presidential palace* or limits

placed on the number of

Americans in the inspection

team*.

His stalling of the U.N.
weapons inspectors can no longer

be tolerated

If he does not allow immediate,

unlimited access by the inspec-

tors, military action must be

taken.

fohn Wilkinson is a UMuss stu-

dent.

Letters to the Editor Death penalty for Tucker justified

No carts on PGA Tour

To the editor:

Ihis is in response to the articles written by Casey Kane

about the Casey Martin PGA golf decision.

I would blatantly like to say she doesn't know what she

is talking about. As an avid golfer myself, which M> Kane

obviously is not. she doesn't know what golf is like. She

said that golf is different from other sports, and it is In

golf you are not competing against another team. Instead

you are competing against other individuals. Any advan-

tage another individual can have vastly helps him. Ml
Kane says thai walking is not essential in golf She said if

so. why do country clubs give mucks mucks golf carts.

Well, those people aren't there to play competitive golf.

they are there to socialize. Us serious golfer*, who play golf

for real, walk like golf was intended to be played. I myself

have never seen any serious golfer use a cart, unless he was

over 70 years old. which Casey Martin is not.

It is tragic that he has a degenerative disease in hi* leg.

However, if it is so disabling, then how did he compete at

Stanford, on the same golf team as Tiger Woods, without

ever using a cart? To most of the American public, the

PGA will seem like an ogre However, to us fellow serious

golfers, the PGA is fighting for its way of life. When such

hallowed names like Arnold Palmer and lack Nicklaus say

they are against Casey Martin, among many others, how
can (hev be wrong? If Casey Martin wins his case against

the PGA. professional golf will never be the same, or as

good as it could be.

I^et me just close with some advice for Ms. Kane. She

should read lacob Tanning's article on soaps. In it, he aays

"I wouldn't presume to criticize something I had absolute-

Is no knowledge of."

Ryan Aschcr

RyKirkl70!@aol.com

W« encouroqe our reoders to respond to the contents of the Collegian through letters to the editor.

Letters must be typed, no more man 400 words long, and include name, address and phone num-

ber for confirmation purposes.

They can be submitted by mail to Ed/Op Editor, Daily Collegian, 113 Campus Center, UMass,

Amherst MA 01003; by email to letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu; or by fax to (413) 545-1592.

The Collegian reserves the right to edit letters for length, clarity and style.

Doonesbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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Yesterday, at a little after 6

p.m. central time. Karla

Faye Tucker died by lethal

injection Tucker, who con-

fessed to the 198> pickaxe murders

of a former lover and his compan-

ion, became the first woman exe-

cuted in Texas since the 1861 hang-

ing of Chipita ajajjjjajajjjjjjjfl

Rodriguez. Sec nut (»;

The execution

of Tucker gained

much attention for two reasons:

first, she is a woman and second,

she was a born- again Christian.

Yesterday, the Texas Board of

Pardons and Paroles had voted

unanimously to turn down
Tucker's pleas for clemency,
despite support from many, includ-

ing Pope John Paul II. Their deci-

sion left Tucker's ultimate fate in

the hands of Governor George W.
Bush and the United States

Supreme Court. But reprieve did

not come for Tucker.

Texas isn't a state known for

mercy when it comes to executions.

Since 1995. all 76 requests for

clemency have been denied and last

year, a record 37 convicted killers

were executed — with barely a

fuss.

Occasionally, there is an argu-

ment about whether the death
penalty is against the Constitution

or whether the state- sanctioned

killing of another human being is

really a sanitized version of mur-

der.

Those arguments were not raised

in Tucker's defense. Instead, those

rallying to save Tucker cited her

newfound faith as a sign the

38-year-old woman was rehabili-

tated and repented her crime
Tucker even married the prison

chaplain two years ago.

But is discovering God reason

enough to grant mercy to a woman,
who at the age of 23. took a pick-

axe and cruelly bludgeoned two

a^pjpjjajjjjjjjjjjjj people to death?

nttatu For some, it

was all the rea-

son needed. For

others, it was not.

There is an argument that reha-

bilitation is the point of every

prison system and that if a convict-

ed felon is able to change for the

better and rejoin society in a pro-

ductive manner, then the prison

has done its job. Given that argu-

ment. Tucker should have been

allowed to live.

But did she deserve to live,

considering her rehabilitation?

The answer is no.

Take Timothy McVeigh
When he bombed the

Alfred A. Murrah
Building in Oklahoma City

in 1995. the bombing was

the single largest act

terrorism commit-

ted on American
soil. No one blinked

when McVeigh was hand-

ed the death sentence last

year: his life for the 1 70 he took on
that April morning.

Yet, how come all the fuss about

Tucker? Are the two lives she took

any less valued than the 170
McVeigh is responsible for? Or is it

because, unlike McVeigh, she was
genuinely sorry for what she did?

There is a moral ambiguity here

Were apologies enough to commute
Tucker's sentence to life in prison?

Some would say yes; God knows
there are plenty of unrepentant
soul* out there, sitting out decades

on death row. Certainly, in cases

like this, people would have no
problem handing out the death

penalty: some would even flick the

switch themselves.

But because Tucker cared about

what she did. her execution took on

a different perspective. Was the

punishment justified?

Even in hindsight, the answer
does not change: it's still yes. She

apologized for what she did. but

apologies are not enough.

Death penalties are not handed
out lightly. The choice to sen-

tence a fellow human being to

the most final of punishments

is an excruciating decision for

even the most hardened
of jurist*.

And in Tucker's case,

the gruesome nature of her

crime made it difficult to

forgive so easily.

While it's

.„ct admirable she found

comfort in religion after

the murders, it is

because of those murders she was

executed.

Tucker's final journey to the

death chamber in Huntsville. Texas,

was determined by her actions 14

years ago — and nothing, not even

repentance, can excuse the brutal

slayings of two innocent people.

Seema Gangatirkar is a Collegian

columnist.
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The freewheelin
, Bob Dylan It's about respect & money for Lox

Hurricane #1 lacks bite, Victoria Williams too serious on latest try

Bob Dylan showed who was bow Monday night in St

ay Morty Keona
Collagion Staff

Mi DYLAN
Springfield Symphony Holl

Fab 2

SPRISC.HKI.D — Perhaps it was a testament to

times a changin . but the crowd at Bob Dylan's

phony Hall performance was as varied and mer-

curial as the man they came M *ee The words

diverse and timeless immediately come to mind when

describing both Morulas night > crowd and Dylan's

bottomless well of quality material

The sold out show - while haidly a revelation

served as an etxclknt overview of nearly «\efy tnosi

cat style Dylan has explored since leaving Duluth.

Minn in the late mos from his bombastic pr.

songs from the Vietnam War era to murky
stream of c . <nsckMt*aess narratives, Dylan and his

backing band touched all the ba>c> whether it be

..untrv electrified folk-rock or the

blues

As U the case with anyone with a catalog of song*

that numbers well into irw hundreds, the show wa*

notable for what he did not play, as much as what he

did Absent from •> h standards as "A

Hard Rain'* a-Gonna Fall.* "Highway 61 Revisited"

and the once-again poignant "Knockin On
ran'" Door "

It wj> at little consequence

TurrA to DYLAN pot>»6

The Fine Art of Balance
\,m **••* art gmduaimg war an miereard hi awatim? a *gerrnrt m Mr Samara wnrai wt wu aba »mlm S* mtiw ntair tfS%t

rajfrr Ai AVnun Svsimc »r fcifM «i/ar car* foalx. mi *nw to lassswm *>* Baiawr #»»a«* « orfa^

aaa:or*rrt»WaWruT(lmri.ii«rii!i^

/(,*,» »< law he,,me a leaJm* flohal tnfHuir .raaawiv of over 450 emptowti ami Ar emftoyrT-nf-cttotct for mvt (olk**mm**.

MWmam arnaair like \,m

Kenan Svnnm trrws global leletvawnmmcanoni cwarmen loam hint an. nmimn ami wnicrt SatSSttg »V Imemrt caNe networks.

and teleph,m\ net*, -rtv van hint for new w<m to rrarh potential , nanmrn m *!*«> <t»w»rnri>* marten Wtpnniar UratrrK raVorr

a*u»m and vrn i. e\ l«r hilling. <ns*mer rare, order managemenl. and manatemml oaipwr

»

large onjamMiom m the commmmca-

now «*B«rn world*** Oar unprrtvvr < Item list i*Mr> ATAT Hntith Trlrcm. Fronxr JeU. .m (iTE, World Com. Optm. and Vrno

With an empraw on *• trm-to-msrluK and a pamon tor cuHomtr ututaction. Karon Systems uses ths Utew tsthr«»of« and brs*

rhrouth orpncoDonal techniques to ctWeientate itself from the competition

We are cAirnsntly StaaTaJ carathsstss lor the Mosving positions:

SEE US AT AMHERST COLLEGE
ON FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 6

Software Development
We offer several excellent opportunities in our development

group desiemnj. devetopmi,. and delivermf state of-the-art

software products in the rapidly expand** markets lor b*nt,

customer care, and multi-ckmarmonal OLAP technotojy A

stronf, academic rscortl is required, preferably with a Computer

Science. Mathematics. Physics or like background Successful

candidates possess excellent communication skids, as well as

a strong working knowledge in a variety ol operating lyvtems

and languages Hands-on experience with C. C+ . and SQL

on the UNIX and Windows NT platforms, or with Windows

application development using Visual Basic, and C++ is

beneficial

Marketing
Marketing at Kenan offers several opportunities for graduates

with an interest in informatioii technology as Market

Development Representatives. Market Research Specialists, and

Marketing Documentation Specialists Each position requires a

high degree of client contact, as they each participate in key

aseas of prospect care Successful candidates must posses a high

energy level and abAty to work in a fast-paced environment, an

excellent collegiate record of achievement, and an outstanding

attitude and aptitude for learning

Consulting
Consukano at Kenan asset r\ deaverrsg customized deemm support

and eascuthsr isfermsoon systems Consukano work w«h dents on

nsquremsna definition and anshss. targeted de»efapment usng stass-

of-the-sn tsdinoloajes. »id field support of be* sisfrware roolatiors

n a asm environment An excesent academic record requred,

unite ably m Computer Science. Mah or another quanntaove concen-

traoon with Ike background Successful cancadates possess swong

communication and reerpenonal stufe. an alfcssy toward advanced

technology, and a desre to remsjn n front of new developments

Business Development
Pre-Saks Consultants work with Ngh-proBle ckents to obtain solution

requrements, and then develop and present product (Semwwraoons

trot address those requrements Successful carsSdates posses excellent

academic standing n Computer Science or another quantsaOVe academic

concentration Fam*anty with UNIX and shel e^pting a vneJ as exper

ose n written and oral presentations ant musts

for more detailed information on the above openings, please visit

our website

It vou re unable lo vi»lt ns at Amherst ( nllege. ihen please send

yosu resume lo: Kenan Ssstems ( nrpnralinn. Ann: ( ollege

Recruiting. One Main Mreel »lh floor. ( ambridgt. MA 01142

Fas: (617) 225 2220 Fmail dbennll**kenan com

An Equal Opportunity Employer

K-E-N-A-N

MONEY POVVS & R£S«CT
The Lew

Sod Boy Records

Hmmrn. rapping about nice cars, big

houses, fancy clothing, champagne,
stocks and bonds and a song with a

chorus taken from a Rod
Stewart hit in the '80s ...

where have I heard this

before'' Oh. this ls a Bad

Buy release. I knew this

reeked of stalenesii. As I

listen to this. I wonder
if the sacrifices 1 make
for the Collegian are

reatt) worth while

The Lox. a threesome from

Yonkers. are Puffy, s new stallions to

carry the Bad Boy banner into 1998

The problem is it doesn't change at all

from the formula used in '97 So if you

want commercial rap this is where

you 11 get it. in heaping unhealthy doses

The coffee coaster — I mean disc —
tarts off with "Usin The Life* a sur

prising!) promising track The song

niatntain* a dark sparse beat (RZA any

one?) where the members of the Lox

describe a day in their life We learn

that they do nothing else besides drive

around in tinted out Land Cruisers,

while drinking crystal and smoking

blunts, but they add encxajh humor that

the> come dose to capruring the prece-

dent set forth by Baggie

After that, they keep rapping about

how al you need is money and you wil

get respect and power, it's all just Big

VVsffe tafc fnen a bunch csf rappers who
should be paying rent in Puff Dadth s

pockets The ode track "Money, Power

and Respect" features Lil Kim and

(thank God) DMX. who saves the track.

The rest of the CD is standard Bad Boy;

you'll probably hear most of it on the

radio anyway, to save your money.

The saddest thing about 'he Lox

is that they do have skills that

shine through However,

they are too saddled down
with the bad Boy image to

show the world what
they can do. These
guys need to team that

tnes from
skills not money; it's

the same reason that Puff

Daddy or Mase will never be

mentioned in the same sentence as

Premier or KRS-One This was disajv

pointing to say the least D (Adam
Dhtftw)

WAG TV€ DOG SCIUNDTTtACK

Marc Knopnm*

rAtrcury Ifccords

As the first note* of the title track

ernanate from Mark Knopfler's guitar.

you can't help but reminisce on his

younger days with Dire Straits V* jg

The Dog hearkens back to the days of

"Qsflsjmsraque" and "Angel Of Mercy."

with the slow, funky groove opening the

soundtrack nicety.

But people, this is a soundtrack, so

after the token gesture of lyrically ori

ented work; Knopfler explores the

instntmental work that has been his

trademark with guitar legend Chet

Atkin> Tracks like "Stretching Out'

and "We're Going To War" bring back

the good old days with the Straits, while

"Just Instinct" and "Drooling National"

showcase his work with the country and

bluegrass legend

Most of the irotnirnental tracks keep

it short and sweet, which is a nice touch

because this soundtrack is by no means

Knopfler's premier work Not even

close.

Bui il is him. and hi> sweet finger

picking style resonates throughout the

release At 24: 15 in length, this sound-

track is almost a sampler of his work in

instrumental musical composition. And

that is not so bad. B (lorma Kansanen)

musings of a aew»«»t
vlctono VVSIiarnj

Aaonhc Records

The sublime boom and crash of the

opening track "rNwwinkle Sky," mixed

with William's beautiful since create*

an almost orchestral feel. Combined
with the second track "Rainmaker."

which touches on those same aspects.

the disc promises great things out of the

Lihth Fair participant

But not so fast there sunshine .

After picking up the pace from the

dower tongs that open the disc, this

effort from Williams drowns in lyrical

and musical ohscurirv — with a veviety

of musical influences like country, blues

and jazz mixing ai time* like oil and

water Not very appetizing, to say the

Through this muddled product

Turn to ItAX page 6
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Attention all ntw and retimring writ***: The

S Living section will he holding a meeting on

tttsday » Fel>. 5 at 6 p.m. for all those inteteeted

writing this semester. Any questions? Call

Seema Gangatirkar, Aits & Living editor, at

Subscribe to:

IhelOrMdWe
@ 40% off the

newsstand price a • •

To get (The Boston siMobC delivered to your dorm or office, plea».

fill out this form and drop in campus mail with payment to:

John Riley

College News Service

UMASS Amherst, Campus Center Hotel

Amherst, MA 01035

www k e n a n o m

Please check desired service

Spring Term

7 Days MON-SUN
6 Days MON-SAT
5 Days MON-FRI

SUNDAY ONLY

$37.35

$22.50

$19.20

$14.85

*The above prices reflect subscriptions starting on 2/9/98

. Campus Phone

.

Name,

5^^ * credit card, please complete: Q VISA MC AMEX DISCOVER
'

. K ,

.' Exp. Date
Card Number —

—

—
Cardholder Name. ,

Signature.

Have you seen the Globe Today?
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Wood & Wire an admirable CD
By Bradley Skaught

Collegian Staff

CHRIS VON SNEIDERN
Wood and Wire

Mod Lang

Chris Von Sneidem's Wood and Wire is probably

going to be ignored for precise!) the reasons it

should be revered It'i a pop album that values

M>ii|j skill and sincerity over style Listen people,

even Pavement figured out that all the scratchy

indie -pop guitars in the world aren t going to save

a half-baked idea. So while the followers of fashion

are showered with praise for transparent stylisiu

retreads, Von Sneidem is quietly making stunning

melodic masterpieces that simply outcraft 90 per-

cent of the nonsense passing for "pop" these days.

Based in San Francisco. Von Sneidem's handful

of albums are barely available outside of his home
town and are best ordered from his current label.

Mod Lang. Good starting points for comparison

would be the blue eyed soul leanings of "808 pop

bands like Squeeze or Crowded House mixed with

the more baroque arrangements of his contempo-

rary Eric Matthews. Luckily he manages to avoid

the watered down sheen of the former and the gad-

getry of the latter in songs that marry subtle, imagi-

native arrangements with soaring, gutsy melodies
— sophisticated without pretension and lush with-

out syrup. Most of this would turn to heavy handed

mush in less accomplished hands, but Von Sneidern

keeps his wits about him and pulls the heartstrings

without having to pull out all the stops.

It is, in fact, the restraint on this album which is

hi impressive. The songs are towering, even epic,

but there's not a tricky gimmick in sight and even

the more explosive rave ups succeed without ham-

mering "Drama" into your brain Beatles and Beach

Boyi comparisons are inevitable, perhaps, but apt

in their suggestion ol the taste and smarts it takes

to deliver this kind of pop. A thoughtful smattering

of harpsichords, trumpets and wall-of-Wilson
nackguiund vocals help tk-sh out the picture, too.

The really isn't a bad song to be found here, but

it's the album's centerpiece, "Circles." which epito-

mizes Van Sneidem's talent — a gorgeous, bitter-

sweet melody and crashing power pop guitars that

melt into a bridge whose breathtaking choir of

Turn to CVS page 7

Dylan
conanusd from page 5

though Dylan (wearing an over

* boy hat) was on his

start all night — the arrangements

•luid and clever, and his band

perfectly framed each of the show's

I 5 MMfc
I nhke many aj hi* recent area

mances. it didn't take long for

Dylan to catch stride. From the Brat

few bars of the opening rockabilly

tune "Absolutely Sweet Marie."

Dylan and company were in fine

form and never lost locus.

The show's apex came midway
through on an almost hallucinator>

"Matters of War." his gravelly

perfectly echoing the song's ragged

nets - ith sinister defiance

"Tangled Up in Blue" followed and

was a foot-stompin delight, featur-

ing multi-instrumentalist extraordi

naire Buddy Baxter on mandolin. In

the largest spontaneous display of

mass adulation this writer has ever

seen, throngs of people suddenly

rushed towards the stage to shower

the inscrutable one with appresia

turn Clearly revelling in the

moment. Dylan extended the song

into a 10-minutc tour-de-forve fea-

turing a fierce guitar jam bv
himself and lead guitarist Larry

Campbell that recalled a recent per

fortnance by blues legend Buddy
Guy

Dylan fits into hi- band much like

Neil Young fits into Crazy HoflM;

with the sole difference being that

Young plays lead guitar and Dylan

plays rhythm The two men — now
well into their 50s — also share

something else, a similar playing

style Both treat their instruments

with an almost reverential respect,

ving out powerful riffs

The evening's closer, a lights-up

"Rainy Day Women #12 A 35."

provided a rapturous end to a

105 minute, triple- encore triumph

The crowd — ranging from
grown-up hippies yearning for a bit

ol that old 60s magic to kids as

young as 8-years-old — all joined

in lor a hearty dose of anti-estab-

iishmrnt merriment If everybody

"must get stoned." that's still per-

fectly fine with Bob Dylan

Hawke, Paltrow share similar expectations

Victoria Williams tries too hard and takes herself too seriously on her new CD

trax
continued from page 5

which WWarm' even admits has "some

very beautiful parts to h." a few tracks

stand out The two opening tracks com
bined with "Let It Be So,"

"Hummingbwd" and "Blackbirds Rise"

do bring out die quality in this release,

but Williams' major fault is that she

tries way too hard, and takes herself

way too seriously

Like a stew, if you throw too many

things into it. the good flavors are coun-

terbalanced by the bad ones Km (Men

to "Grandpa In The Compatch" if you

want to know what I mean; that I

you ready want to buy this one C+ | IK

i«1

Hurricane*;

S*»/Wamer Bros

io — another band from

Englatsd Only this one features firmer

members oi R t hi v have street

credibility loo bad Hurricane il'l

led debut nukes you wonder if

the cnMbunds these guy* have ever Bs-

tcned loan Oatfe, BJur The Stone

Roses and the Beatles Actual] to be

more accurate the band has Filtered

those founhands through the Seahorses

— not thai that s something to be proud

of.
\

The soag opens up with "lust

Another l&uWjrt ' and although it is not

a tnhuie tobuns N" Roses, it cosJd be

one to the Stone Roses Faces In A
Dream" and '"Sup Into My World" the

next two M»^f. ioUow along the lines of

a more hippvish Roses When

I iurrxane • I sticks to that opening for

inula thes area pleasant listen Guitarist

Andy Bel b fairly arventtve and the gia

tar riffs stay kUWsating. Vocalist Alex

has a good voice and coasptf

ments the musk beautifully, although

he does maintain the tffiai British

dreamy style

Hurricane • I realty runs into a wall

when they try to imitate Oasis or Blur

The h/rics don't maintain Blur's biting

social commentary and even their

longest songs never match Oasts s beau

ntul .^position On songs like "Let

Go Of The Dream," they sound like

cheap imitations

Despite their namesake. Hurricane

• 1 sound more like a light breeze C+
(AD)

Ethan Hawke joins a generation of talented new actors

low Greot fxprctotwm star, Gwyneth Paltrow

mevs

including tel

HURRY!
This is your

last Chancy

to appear in\

year's yearbook!

s
this

All this week!

Schedule a sitting

(800) 836-0558

Oflcatiuad from page 5

*aah»" will bring I

Most of the s,,ngs are cut from «im

ilar cloth, hut Von Sneidem |J

them all enough twists and turn

give each a distinctive ekifl
"Split It" winds its way from a sim

pie harpsichord 1 rse to a

thundering chorus. I Can See"

adds some psychedelic guitars, and

there s even a little botes nova on

the touching ' That Way*
These aren't tricks, though — V

Sneidern knows exactly how to

frame his snapshots and there's

nary a self-indulgent note on the

album In many ways his writing

recalls the melodic invention of

later-year Chris Stamey or felK w

Bay area pop genius Scott Miller

-hares their ear for insight •

in his thoughtful portrayal of rela-

tionship roller coasters. On "Split

It" he sings "you can keep your

picture book, but I'll retain mv
vision "

If Von Sneidern fail* anywhere,

it's in his occasional relian.

the dtched sweep of a Hammond
.del -pise where his stunning

than suffice. A
tendetuv towaid these kn

ffltioni threatens to %m
over some of the song's glorious

sparkle, but it s rare enough to for-

give And who knows, perhaps a

little more time mastering his craft

in obssutitv will allow him to

unleash an even more impn
album by the time the music world

wakes up and Marts paying atten-

tion to artists who |ust write a

good song and know how to deliver

!cr this nearly flawless

album a challenge to hipsters and

lemmings: write a song or go away

A
tnlotmation on ordering

4 and Wire, write to WoJ
Lang Record*. P **. 10111.

Hckeley. CA 94709 )

By Bryon McAllister

Collegian Staff

Actors Ethan Hawke and Gwyneth

Paltrow have a lot more in common

than their steamy companionship in

the new film Ureal L\tH-ctation!>.

Both stars began their respective-

careers in the theater Both are as

famous foi then oft screen romance-

as their an "craaa aslai Both son

-i-ic-mly dabble in thought-provok

ing films to compliment their

big concept ventures And most

notably, both ate two ol Hollywood's

brightest young talents members ol

lect group of young perfoimei-

Matt Damon, Ben Affleck

Leonardo DiCaprio and Claire Danes

included - who look great and can

actually act. too.

The two can currently be seen

paired up in the film adaptation ol

Charles Dickens' classic novel

Taking a cue from Clueless Qraasfa

baaed on lane Austen's |ajaj| and

Romeu and luliei. the film updates

the I **th century setting to content

porary times

While some small details ate

changed the basic story of a com
ing-of-age boy dealing with life's

coincidences remains intact. Of
course, being a loose adaption the

movie focuses more extensively on

the often shaotis romance between

the passionate artist Finn (Hawke)

and the coid, spoiled Lstella

(Paltrow)

Among many sensual see

including one attest* linn paints a

portrait of a nude Kstella, Hawke and

Paltrow are given the chance to show

their sex appeal, as well as their

trademark acting styles.

The film opened to uneven reviews

but a solid $11 million at the

>nd only to the

unstoppable Ttianu

not surprising that Ethan
Hawke fit- M well into the role ol

Urn I ike linn Hawke had humble

beginnings before being thrust into

the Hollywood spotlight. Born in

nostlv studied

theater and t.u shadowed his lead-

ing man qualities as Romeo in hi-

high schools production of Romeo
and hmm

But Hawke has never been your

typical Romeo In fact, his characters

have always seemed to shun that

ig to revel in their twen-

'inething independence

Hawke's first roles, however were

quite different from those recent

ones He tended to play shy but

earnest characters — nice guvs

essentially 1W JparlaJaJB,debut along

with Rivet Pksuc Dante s

cult classic 77s» £»vp«Vnrr>. as a young

boy with big dreams of flying, outer

space, and winning over the girl next

door.

Hawke soon found sudden star-

dom playing the role of the sci'

iciotsa Todd Anderson in the

Academy Award winning Dead Poeti

Society In that film. Hawke's
dead-on portrayal of a shy follower

with low sell esteem earned him crit-

ical acclaim. It also garnered quick

fan approval, and his climactic tendi

tion of "Oh Captain, My Captain-

will be forever etched into audiences'

minds

Perhaps the tame changed him.

because Hawke - movie roles

changed dramatically. With his boy-

ish aloofness still at hand. Hawke
was willingly typecast as the typical

"Gen X" guy in such movies as

Reality Bite\ and Before Sunrise.

Perhaps unly similar in theii cynical

sense of huttiot the two raits provid-

ed Hawke with an opportunity to

show off his versatile talents.

Speaking ol versatility, Hawke
tecentlv wrote a novel. The Hottest

State, and serves as artiste director

for the theater group Malaparte

With two recent big roles. Hawke
is back in the spotlight, but perhaps

now for a personal reason. While
working on, last fall's Gattaca. he

met and became involved with —
much to the chagrin of every guy in

Hollywood — Uma Thurman. The
two are expecting a baby this sum-

mer Perhaps Hawke's characters

will now begin to explore his genera-

.'herhood

II Hawke is like linn, then it's

even easier to compate Gwyneth
Paltrow to I stella Bom to successful

producer Bruce Paltrow and
acclaimed actress Blvthe Danner
Paltrow has led the fairytale life — or

so it seems that every aspiring

actress dreams of. Originating from

the theater, one of Palttow 's first

roles was as a young Wendy in

Steven Spielberg '» Hoot She then

went on to so -ui. despite her char-

acter's unfortunate demise, in the

successful Seven She won sritisal

acclaim for her leading role in the

adaption ol lane Austen's l.mma

Oh. and she dated and almost mar-

ried. Brad Pitt, something she still is

perhaps most famous for.

However. Palttow s hfe and career

haven't been a bi •• -ides the

hard Pitt spin she sutlered through

giant muses like The Pallht\.

Paltrow also read for the role of

Rose in Titanic a part which

eventually bestowed upon Kate
Winslet

Paltrow ha- survived the misses

with some intttguirg roles, though

She s been able to switch on a dime

from the endearing Emma to the tc>

I -tella. And as the latter, she I

her lush sexuality without even

showing much skin - something

Hollywood actresses are rarely able

to do
a

ng

nit-

fesaed that they didn't read the clas

sis novel in high school, although

Hawke did read the Cliff Notes.

Dickens may be rolling in his grave

at the adaptation, but he would be

even more perturbed if he found out

the high school population is finding

anv way possible to avoid reading the

book.

Theater performance examines

lives of 3 Latinos in AIDS age

sj»,\ AioaonwRB

Qumceaflera stars Michael Marine* (back). Paul Bontn-Rodrigue/

and Alberto Antonio Arai/a

By Emily Trask

Colagion Staff

To sun oil the l*» spring sea-

son the University of Massachusetts
lheatet Department presents

Uumceanera in conjunction with

* VUiRl.D Theater.

this unique performance is a col-

laborative, multi- disciplinary per

lormance and community outreach

event which is mainlv Kn-used on

the lives three queer Latinos and

their families The periormance will

also examine the first 1 5 years of the

sJOSgaaaJa

(Xunceaneru b an original pc

tnaiice piece created by Alberto

\ntonio (ak.a. "Bcto"! Araiza. Paul

Ionia Rodttgue/ and Michael

Mannez. kie Salvat ol is an

MFA candidate. B directing th

formance.

Oumcearicra, traditionally a

Latino's "sweet fifteen" celebral

e a different type of com

ing-of-age process which is experi

enced by gay men. This piece will

address the "rites of passage" in the

lives of gay men who in celebrating

their coming of age experience are

also - l with the dilltcult

task of celebrating life and death in

the age of UD8 Die basis of the

performance b formed through

ratives history la
|

audience participation and poetry

IBM work in pre>duclion will be

seen hi the lir>t time in workshop

Th I be

U$med at the I

v are

$7 for the fenerul public and $4 for

jtue/i Mscowe patron

children 17 and am
,v/l th, n, at .J/)'

S4S-2^li or 1-900W I "

te> Uei

tainlv Oremt Exptcuttkmu \-

tille weirthv e>l Soth stars buddn

careers. Ironicafjy both bat*

Sr^?K>Ofc

OsXvC'K^^/
2V*Mt /

\ /

@
l\Kr%
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UMASS DIVISION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION

Workshops offered evenings,

daytime, weekends, off and on

campus

Spring semester workshops begin February 9

For a free course catalog, call 413-545-0107 or e-mail

contined@admin.umass.edu

www.umass.edu/contined/

a quality education at an affordableprice

Nearly 100
noncredlt
workshops

Including;

- Mask Making

• Network Marketing

• Web Page Design

• Chocolate

• Songwrlting

Art Therapy

• Retirement Planning

• Genealogy

• UFOs

• Playback Theatre

• Bartending

• EMT Training

Campus Center Km. 177-178
• DIVISION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION •

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

ONr LOVt. OMe HfAGT. ONr GRrAT PARTY!!!

!¥•» THAT TtXsr Or VrAfi WUwU TMOWSaMe* or STUorNTS COHtr TO joftUtC*

TO rretL AtLBiOMT - roB aM UNBrtLirV*aVa.r MJiCe!!!

PICKAQE INCLUDES . Meai-Tr* Urtars • *—» «——

^

***™**
l Matt asm iccsaMateaesM * aeatses an rscsaeas nanasn mm »*»»

gt\ . n«Mrt-Trt> irtsfi s aoin TrsMttn • hitiidiad aa-IW last tew

^IrBSif . has MMcmm. lesci s hsatM ParOss • eaaotats WtaMi lemmas frs

SUM SPt-ASN TOUBS

1 800-426-7710

STUcrMT TfiaVrL SstBViCfS

1 800-648-4849
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There's a first time for everything USA speedskater
fulfills ice dream

Full -time teacher

earns spot on

Olympic ski team

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN
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By Pool Newberry
Aseociated Prats

KMM« MHIMN

Senior hockey captain Tim Love* was awarded co-Hockey East Player or the Week for scoring three goals

and three assists this past weekend.

NAGANO — Marc Pelchat

always dreamed of skating in the

Olympics. He just expected to be

on hockey skates, not speed skates.

"I never even thought about

speedskating," said Pelchat. a

native of Chelmsford, who will

skate the 500-meter long-track

event in Nagano. "Maybe I was a

little naive, but I always felt like I

would play hockey the rest of my
life.'

That part of hi* life ended in

\W2 risen though he was a supe-

rior stickhandler and skater, the

SHI had no use for the 1 fpQ«»t,

175-pound defenseman after he

finished his college career.

Pelchat continued to play in a

Massachusetts pro-am league, earn-

ing an invitation to tri out tor the

I) S. Olympic team before the

Albertville Games.
Three days before the camp

began, his father suffered a stroke

and Pelchat decided to be with hi*

famih
The elder Pelchat recovered, but

his son injured an ankle playing

hockey later in that Olympic year

It was to be the first step toward

putting down hi* stick and getting

on with the rest of lilc

Pelchat took up short track

speedskating intending to rehabili

tate his bum ankle and perhaps

left up an extra step that »ould

help him in the hockey rink He
found the new sport to be much

more rewarding.

Tin a ver> competitive person

and I was probably the v.li-i

skater out there." he said, able to

laugh about it now. "The older

ladies jnd young kids were all beat-

ing me. It got to the point where I

said to nnsclf. I can't let this hap-

pen."
Besides, his hockey career wasn't

going anvwhere Within two years.

Pelchat was a top-lcNel -hurt trad

skater at the national level, afford-

ing him the chance to compete in

some international nicei-

"I gut m> foe*. v.e! and mv butt

kicked." he retailed

Pelchat decided to switch to

long track because I
frame

tends to build up too much muscle

mass for the tight conlines of the

riMHH track.

"In short track, you vc got to be

small and light." he said "I was
fighting my size, so I came to long

track. I CQSiiaj train as much as I

wanted to and not miss any v. oik

outs."

In lanuary. at age 50. Pelchat 's

dream I mails came true at th

OUnipic trials in Wisconsin when

he qualified in the 500

"I always knew I could do it." he

said. "When I first started speed-

skating people were telling me not

to get ni> hopes up You don't

come in at 25 and make the

OlMiipu team That lakes 10 or 15

years and by then, you'll be '

an>*
"Well, those people don't knov.

me.

By Lisa Rorhke

Associated Press

Cowboys head coaching job uncertain
H

IRVING. Texas — Terry Donahue
returned to CaftYomia ycMerde> after

another round of w and a

night at owner km tones' mansion,

creating an uncertain turn in the

Dal la- r»* search for a new

The former UCLA coach had a

third meeting with (ones before catch-

ing an early -morning flight home,
heightening speculation that things

did not go we*.

Still, only lone*, sons Stephen and

lerry |r . arid Donahue know for sure

And the latest developments leave the

Cowboys into a fourth week as they

lind a successor to Barry

Sv.it/er lones. who hired |imm>
lohnson and Sv.it/er although they

had no NFL coaching experience, did

not return ..alls He had said a new
coach would be hired by mid week,

but whatever happened v.nh

Donahue seemed to rule out an immi-

nent decision.

"There is no timetable estimate for

the near future I'm not a libr

say whether there will be more inter-

" team spokesman Rn.h

Dalnmpte said.

lone* also claims to have a "mys-

tery" candidate he can fall back on if

all else fails. And he insists he will

have a coach that will have the play

en and fans "sitting up in their seats
"

Donahue was set to fly M
Indianapolis tomorrow with the

Cowboys for the NFL combine and it

wasn't known if that trip wa
phoned.

<-n Bay offensive coordinator

Sherman Lewis and former San
Francisco coach George Seifen have

had two interviews each. Lewis got to

spend two nights at the lone* palace

while Seifert has yet to be summoned
there

"I haven't talked to lerry since last

Friday." Lewis said. "It's frustrating

waiting."

Donahue had a 20-year career at

III \ but never won a national title

as had lohnson and Swtuer. who quit

Ian 4 after going 6-10 in his fourth

and final season as the team's coach.

Donahue, who coached Cowbuss

quarterback Troy Aikman in coflege.

resigned from UCLA after the IW5
season. He has been working as a col-

lege football analyst for CBS
Dallas also needs an offensive coor-

dinator to replace Iraki Zampese.

who has gone to New England, and a

running backs coach to replace loe

Brodsky. who has gone to Chicago.

N.Y. Yankees replace GM with Cashman
By Ronoad Blum
Assooatad Press

M \N YORK - Saying he was
"burned out." Bob Watson quit as

general manager of the N

Yankees yesterday and was replaced

h\ Brian Cashman. his 50-year-old

Watson. 51. often had been a verbal

punching bag for owner George
Steinbrenner. who acts as his own
GM for big trades and contract negoti-

ations.

'I want to say something out front

here. This is not about a health issue.

This is because I'm changing the focus

ol mv life and my career." Watson
said "I want to lake some time off.

I m> 55rd year in professional

baseball and I haven't had a vacation."

Cashman. who becomes the second-

youngest GM ever in the major

leagues, will not have sole dev

iiiaakin, power, serving in a collective

leadership that includes Gene
Michael, the team's director of major

league scouting, and Nark Newman.
the vice president of player develop-

ment and scouting.

"I think I might be better prepared

than other people because my entire

professional career has been with the

New York Yankees." said Cashman.

who started as an intern in 198M

Steinbrenner. who didn't attend the

news conference, tends to take credit

for moves that turn out well and
blame his GMs for decisions that

work out badly.

"Can I deai with it'' 1 go into this

with my eyes wide open." Cashman
said. "I've gone to the mat with him

before."

The change is the 1 5th in general

managers since Steinbrenner bought

the team in lanuary 1975

Steinbrenner and his GMs repeatedly

have run into conflicts How will

Cashman avoid his wrath?

"It would help if we won every

day." Cashman said. "He's a perfec-

tionist
"

Watson, who replaced Michael as

GM during the 1 995 World Series,

made no illusion that Steinbrenner

often left him "out of the loop" and at

times told him to lie to reporters.

At a recent function. Watson was

asked about Steinbrenner's repeated

references to his baseball people and

quipped: "Little people that tun

around in his head are his baseball

people." Watson, who may become a

television analyst for ESPN, helped

the Yankees win the 1996 World
Series, and he said his championship

ring was worth all the aggravation. He
said his health was better now than

when he quit as GM of the Houston

Astros to work for Steinbrenner.

When Houston hired Watson in

October 1995. he was the first black

to hold the title of general manager

(Atlanta's Bill Lucas essentially served

as GM for the Braves while he was

director of player personnel from

1977-79).

"They've got a long way to go. but

they're a lot more than when I came

in." he said.

Cashman already has been involved

with the Chuck Knoblauch trade talks

with Minnesota and preparing for

Bernie Williams' salary arbitration

hearing and contract talks. He made
clear Steinbrenner's decision will be

final but said he will have input Ik-

said the team has no intention of giv-

ing Williams a seven-year contract

averaging St 1 million per season, the

deal the Yankees claim the outfielder

wants.

"If he goes out and hits 50 homers

and steals 50 bases, then, obviously,

we'll have to reevaluate our numbers."

Cashman said. "But it hasn't hap-

pened yet."

The only person to become a GM
at a yot,nger age was Randy Smith.

29 when San Diego hired him in

1995.

Steinbrenner issued a statement say-

ing Cashman "will work closely with

Mark Newman and Gene Michael and

their teams." which are based in the

office at Tampa. Fla. In the past, team

officials in the two offices have

flushed.

"Obviously. I would prefer to have

people in the office every day up
here," Cashman said. "Right now.

there is no Tampa-New York prob-

lem."

549-3638

THE CLUB
Tennis & Fitness Center
659 Amherst Road, Sunderland

* DOUBLED IN SIZE *
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NEW CARDIO EQUIPMENT LOCATED ON OUR NEW BALCONIES

• TrtadmHIl Lift Snide, Star Tree, and Trotters

• Stotnttasteri New 4400pt's

• Recumbent Bikes by Stoirmostet

• Preeor EFX Crosstrainer a Cordio Workout without any weight

import on (oinh

• Weight Training Machine Circuits including the GRAVITHON

• Nautilus Equipment
• Complete Free Weigh* Area Doubled in Sisal

Haw banchK I bars; New plates I weights; New lot pull down, leg press,

I T-bar; New STRIVE Plate loading mothines & much more!

• Lcfs not forget Mm ARIA'S ONLY TMA0WJUL
on assimilated rock climbing wall WHAT A WORKOUT! You'll love it!

• Also introducing PO¥MI PAON* the area's only Exercise

Bike (lasses thai ore quorantesd to burn TONS of calories! Classes offered

10-1 S times o week by certified Power Poring Instructors Pkk up your

schedule loday!

v.'
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HYDE PARK Yi - Marc

Gilbertson leads a dual Ufa, In

Morrisvillc. \ t . he is a young, enthu

liastk social studies teachet students

call Gilb. In the world d UUMIMB
try skiing, he is the longshot-turned-

Orympic races who had nova* baton

ikied a World Cup race.

On Dec 50. GUbertaon skied the

50 kilometer race in Lake Placid

N.Y.. and won His »me ul '
nour -

28 minutes. 57.g seconds landed him

one al Isl tm oaajotad afOal on the

men's Olympic tauea COMTetr)M
That kind of « * h»« ,hc

Olympics are all about Olympic

coach Gordon lange like- to >e* a

racer not from the national team

gagaj out and make it to the games.

Feb 22 Gilbertson will compote

in the 50 kilometer freestyle race in

Nagano, lapan

Gilbertson has no coach, no team,

lev, donations and a full tunc fotl

Me ha* I •» Njajn of Aung behind

him. but lev. arsM to shoo foe N

t hat he does have is dedication and

i v« helming support from hia Sttl-

and his community

"Most folks either get donation*

or work as a waiter or waitress ' he

said. Gilbertson. instead, taught

social studies lull time to seventh

and eighth grader* Me trained

before and after school with a lamp

strapped to hi* head And this year

he mapped out a plan to take a year

off. make the Olympics and HI
on his savings

Battering rams

lOHM* WNSANIN ( Ot LK.IAN

The women's hoop will butt heads with the Rams in an Atlantic 10

matchup tonight in Kingston, R.I.

:TRAVEL
n

!

! SMART! !

FROM BOSTON

0m Wit Boundtrip

LONDON
$145 $264

Write

For

Sports!!!!

$219 $403

$228 $419
ROME

$259 $477 •

IJlVlERCENCY

Qedical
jraining

Scheduled Mights.

Feres te worldwide destinations. '

J
Eurallpasses available.

J

J
Weekend surcharges may apply .

I Customs-Immigration taxes apply '

| Fares subject to change without |

• notice Int I student I cards i

may be required

RISM TRAVEL
54!> Fillh Ave MV NY 10017

212 986-8420"

800-272-9676

Women's hoop to face URI
By KosfHaMn Rons

Coseowr, Stuff

The verge of mediocrity

It's not as bad as being mired at the

bottom, but still not a position in

which Michael lordan or Pat Riley

would settle tot going into the second

half of the NBA season

The Massachusetts women's basket-

hall team stands at 10-9 and 4-5 in the

Atlantic 10. Its all-time series with the

Rams of Rhode Island stands at 20-19

siikc I97X-74. By simply winning

tonight, the Minutewomen can break

500 in conference and earn a .524

overall winning percentage to begin the

process of salvaging their season

The Rams, at 4- lb and 2-tt in paa>

fcrence. look to remain in the cellar for

yet another season. They have yet to

win a game at home this season and

have only won two games against

Atlantic 10 opponent-

Massachusetts is truly at the cross-

roads of its season. It might seem that

.1 trip to Kingston. R.I. couldn't have

psjM along at a belter time for the

Minutewomen. But a lot more is on

the line than earning a win in confer-

ence. It's a chance for a fresh start, a

brand-new winning streak. After a

brief two-game away win streak, the

Minutewomen returned to the William

D, Mullins Center on Saturday to sub-

mit to a fired-up Dayton team.

UMass' Saturday loss against the

Flyers, who stand al 7- 15. and 5-7 in

conference, proves that the

Minutewomen have to be wary of

every opponent. UMass simply

couldn't come up with the big plays to

close the constant lead the Flyers held.

Dayton shot over 50 percent from the

tloor and nailed 14-of-lb free throw

attempts in the second hall

Saturday * game simply proved thai

UMass needs everyone contributing in

order for the team to win. UMaas' usual

scoring threats in Alison MacFarland.

Tez Kraft and Sabriya Mitchell all strug-

gled throughout the game. While they

w rung up a respectable number of shots

they simply wouldn't fall for the

hard-luck Minutewomen. Dayton's

smothering half-court trap halted the

NHL
conttnuod from pogo 12

Ran Frances and lai iieaJf |etr are pick

ing up the slack. And now that lagr has

been inked to a six- year. $4H-million

deal, the Steel City should be smiling

far years to come.

The llahs are enjoying a solid season

without a real superstar Mara Recchi

and Sean Korvu are putting up impres-

sive numbers for the team with the beet

road record in the Eastern Conference

117-I
• Kudos to Vladimir Konstaniinov

on his tremendous recovery following

his near-fatal lirnousine accident The

former Red Wings defenseman actum

panted has mates to the White House

last weak in an emotional event for all

involved. The former Soviet Red Army

star will continue to rehab down in

Florida while putting the pieces of the

punk back together

• I can eatery say that I have bat all

respect for the Rangers and Canuik*

let's start with the Broadway Btueshirts

How can a team with Wayne
Creaky toil in the middle of the pack

in the Atlantic Drvisson? His supporting

cast isn't exactly poor, either Pat

Lafoalainc. Brian Lcclch. Adam
Graves, and Mike Richler are all uuali

is players. However, the Rangers arc

having a problem finsshing learns off. as

evident by their 15 ties (second beat in

league In- i tut killer instinct that the

Hangers lack, and unk rid it

soon they may find themselves fasting

the links sooner than expected.

I he I aawck* are just plain out...

well, awful ESPN hockey analyst and

former Kings coach Berry Melius* said

it best when he stated that the Canucks

have a 70-goal scorer, a oO-goal scorer,

a 50-foal scorer, a 40-foal scorer, a

50-goal scorer, and a 20-goal scorer...

and arc still the worst team in hockey

Thev may not be the worst (only Tampa

Bay is better) but they are another dub
with a talented cast that is going

nowhere

Mark Messier. Pavel Burc,

Alexander Mogtfny. Geoff Sanderson,

and Trevor Linden are five of the

league's elite players Throw Mike

Kccnan into the mix and you would

expect the Canucks to at least compete

for a playoff spot.

But you're wrong

The only thing that this season has

brought is Jessie jemmi. Maybe it's the

raavcrs Maybe it's the coach Maybe it's

the new uniforms Whatever it is. Meatier

came to Vancouver to win a champi-

onship And unless things get turned

around toon, that's not going to happen

• Paul Kariya and Tccatu Sclannc

arc cementing their claim as one of the

best duos of all time Now I know that

this may be a bit premature, but the

foundation has been laid in Anaheim

NM all they need is some support lo

hold up the fort

• finally, what column would be

complete without a Hartford Whalers

update (call them what you want.

TrM fsmim are firmh p»ante<l m the

of the Nmheaat Drvanon.

That's sad... that's trails sad. I guess

Ottawa isn't as bad as it used to be. Oh
well. I still bleed green.

Muhuel KubyUwtki it a Collegian

nilummM.

forced Massachusetts offense through-

out the game.

Still, tonight's game could be the

jump start UMass needs to get back on

its previous win streak. Rlwdc Island

is a young team which lost only four

players last year and are struggling to

form a core group to carry the team.

Eighth-year coach Linda Ziemke

has compiled a 95-151 career record

for the Rams. Her squad hopes to at

least equal last year's record of 7-20.

No one on the URI squad averages

in double digits for scoring. Amber

lansen leads with to. 5 points per game,

followed by Fla Lapcuix with 5.5 ppg.

and Nikki Blakcmore with 5.5 ppg.

Last year's top returnee. Dena
Ccicchiula. who averaged 8.2 ppg. and

5. 1 rebounds per game is only averag

ing 4.6 ppg this season.

Minutewomen Notes: UMass has

seven games remaining of the 1997-98

season including four games at home,

all of which are Atlantic 10 contests

Freshman guard Kathy Coyner scored

a career-high I 5 points against the

Flyers on Saturday.

Witnesses called

support Martin's

claim against PGA
EUGENE. Ore. (AP) — Attacking

the argument that golf carts give

players an unfair advantage. Casey

Martin's lawyers put on witnesses

yesterday who said carts neither

improve performance nor provide

relief from great fatigue

"I prefer to walk." said Eric

lohnson. the Nike Tour's leading

money winner "It helps me with my

rhythm You get a full effect of the

elements.'

He also said walking helps him get

a better feel for the course and noted

that in last year's PGA Tour qualify-

ing tournament all 160 players had

the option of riding in a cart and

only seven or eight took it

Martin, who suffers from a rare

circulatory disorder that has shriv-

eled his right leg, has said he too

would prefer to walk rather than

ride, but it is just too painful. He is

expected to take the witness stand

himself late today or early tomor-

row,

Martin limped to court for a sec-

ond day of trial on his lawsuit

against the PGA Tour in which he is

using the Americans with

Disabilities Act in ao attempt to ride

a cart on the pro golf tour The PGA
Tour contends that walking is a fun

damental part of the game, testing

each player's stamina, and that

allowing Martin to ride would give

him an unfair advantage It is up to

Martin's lawyers to show it isn't.

Former Denver coach Dan Issel

comments on NBA's worst record

By Aaron J. Lopez

Associated Press

I )l \\ I R — When Den Issel quit as

coach of the Denver Nuggets three

yean ago. he said he didn't like what

he had become. It can't be any worse

than what his former team has turned

into

"It hurts a great deal." said Issel.

now a TV analyst for the Nuggets. "I've

got a lot years with this franchise and a

lot of hard work and a lot of sweat. It

lolls me to see where the franchise is."

After a 59-point loss to Chicago,

their fourth by more than 50 this sea-

son, the Nuggets are 4-41 with one

game left before the All-Star break.

They need six wins to avoid the NBA
record for fewest in a season It assjaajty

es to be a photo finish.

"They're very close to being the

worst NBA team I've seen." Chicago's

Dennis Rodman said. "I can't say any-

thing good about the Nuggets. They'll

probably be competitive on the day I

die."

It wasn't long ago that the Issel-led

Nuggets were the talk of the NBA.

upsetting top-seeded Seattle in the

1994 playoffs, lsscl's resignation came

midway through the next season, and

things haven't been the same since.

"Before I had got here, they had won

20 and 24 games. The guys who were

involved in that for a couple years

remember what that felt like, and they

really made winning the top priority."

lassj said.

"It seemed like after we won that

Seattle series, we had all that promise,

but it seemed like some of the guys

changed their priorities. Instead of

let's win the game.' it was What's in

it for me?' It started going downhill."

The free fall continued following the

iqe)5% season when center Dikcmbc

Mutombo left Denver for the free-agent

riches offered by the Atlanta Hawks.

"It'll be the next millennium before

the franchise recovers from the deci-

sion to let Dikembe leave town scot-

free." Issel said. "When he s the biggest

asset that the franchise had. and you

not only lose him. but you get nothing

in return..
"

Determined not to repeat their

Mutombo mistake, the Nuggets traded

rising star Antonio McDyess last

O.tober after McDyess said it would

take $100 million to re-sign him after

this season. The changing of the guard

has left the Nuggets without a shield

against the dragons of the NBA. They

have stockpiled draft picks and are rely-

ing on rookies and role players to get

by.

'It's just a bad time for Denver

Michael lordan said. "The only way

they can go is up. I don't think you

have to go all the way down to the bot-

tom before you do that, but if that's

their approach, that's their opinion. I

have a whole different opinion of eco-

nomics.''

For all their failures on the court, the

Nuggets have been successful in stick

ing to their plan of freeing room under

the salary cap. They may have a prob-

lem, however, luring top free agents to

a losing team..

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL
Pontium 166MMX Complete

System Starting it $111
with 32MB Ram a 14" Color Monitor

• Custom Configured Systems

• upgrades and Components

. Network Cards starting at Ml
• »3 off any Network Card wWi

this ad

Looking for

Computer?

Green Leaf Computers

hoops
conttnuod from page 12

would have a frenzied crowd, and

I wanted us to feed off that early.

I was proud [becausel they

weren't rattled... this is meaning-

ful for our growth.

This ranks among the

Minutemen's most frustrating

games of the season, because of

Temple's intense zone defense.

It's the same defense Chaney has

been running at teams for years,

but when its on — like it was last

night — it makes Temple one of

the toughest teams in America to

score on. It worked to perfection

last night.

"I wanted to key on Charlton

Clarke and Monty Mack, and col-

lapse on l.ari Ketner," Chaney
said. "We wanted to force them
to take outside shots, but | the

problem is| for year's they made
|t hose outside shots |."

Defense isn't the the most I

glamourous part of the game, but

glamour has never mattered much
to Temple, lust look at Chaney,

who looks like a nine-to-five guy

at 3:01 p.m. from the opening tip.

But it worked, and that's what
matters.

"Their zone isn't like any other

zone." UMass coach Bruiser Flint

said. "You think you're open and

you're not. Guys started playing

fast, we got frustrated
"

Another irony is where this

game will rest in Temple's ledger— a huge road win that gets it

back on track. UMass beat

Temple decisively in Philadelphia

last season, one of the biggest

wins in the eyes of NCAA offi-

cials who eventually put the

Minutemen in the national tour

nament. With the Owls slipping,

a road win against a ranked team

puts them right back in the thick

of things for an NCAA bid in

March
So UMass drops its first game

to Temple since lohnny Miller led

the Owls past the Minutemen.
72-65. at McGonigle Hall in

1995. Lou Roe's senior year.

Temple has finally won in the

Mullins Center, and tonight's

game will probably go down as

one of those games that keeps this

intense rivalry fueled

Massachusetts is now 8-1 in

conference, but that loss is a glar-

ing one. because it wasn't to the

likes of Virginia Tech or St.

Bonaventure on the road It was

Temple, at the Mullins Center,

with a crowd reminiscent of those

during the Final Four year oi I99fe

UMass will leam from this, one,

and it's still the top team in the

Atlantic 10 The Minutemen
would have to collapse completely

Charlton Clarke led the Minutemen with 1 4 points against Temple

last night at the Mullins Center.

to gsta M NCAA bid. which isn't

going to happen. But last night

was Temple's night, and though

Brokcnborough neyer heard what

ketner said about the Owl back-

court, il-didn t stop him from say-

ing a te* ohoioe words himself

"UMass is a 'ra-ra' team I
that

gets fired up|. but they re not a

good team without the crowtj

In the first half the crowd was

|loud|. but in the MOOaMJ half I

didn't hear anything
"

fhe rematch is March I at the

Apollo oi Temple
Should be a good one

Luke Meredith it a Collegian

columnnt

O'Connor
ccxihriuexJ from pogo 12

games work out, and we'll see what

happens.* O'Connor said. "I've

played with those guys before and

I've learned from the hard work they

put into practice. That's why they are

where they are."

Cautious optimism resonates in

Mallen's voice about the profession

al potential that O'Connor possess-

Need a
Car Loan?
We can help you establish your

credit. We finance people with

credit problems: no credit, bad

credit, bankruptcy, divorced.

No co-signers required!

Call Eric at

584-3030
or stop by Saturn of Hadley

end ask for Eric Emet.

BALISE
CREDIT EXPRESS

es. and it is not about his talent

level, but the way Mil. contracts are

being handled in today's market

place Frugality currently abounds at

the Mil level OoaoaSJMsMJ contract

negotiations, but Mallen sees no

problem for O'Connor making the

Mil level as a start to bigger and

belter things

amc
Ml Farms 4 «584 9153

Mt. F,irnn Moll

Phantoms (R)

Today at 5:50

Half Baked (R)

Today al (5:20@2.50) 8:30

Tomorrow Never Dies (PG13)

Today at (5:30@2.50)

Fallen (R)

Todayat(5:10@2.50)8 30

Desperate Measures (R)

Today at (5 40@2.50) 8:30

As Good As It Gets (PG13)

Today at (5:30@2.50) 8:20

"The Pens may wait on bringing

him up to the NHl level, but he defi-

nitely has the potential to play at that

level." Mallen said "I hope thev llga

him. and he has to believe that the

Mil is only one step away from the

Mil You can't get there without

that step, and he has the ability hi

make that step
"

.tpohire 6 *>84 JWtm
H.impshirt- M.tlt

Great Expectations (R)

Today at (5:40@2 50) 8 30

Wag the Dog (R)

Today at (5:30@2.50) 8:20

Spice World (PG)

Today at (5:50@2 50) 8:30

Titanic (PG 13)

Today at (4:20@2.50) 810

Good Will Hunting (R)

Today at (5:20@2.50) 8:10

Deep Rising (R)

Today at (5:40@2.50) 8.00

V,

Spring Break

Fever

^arty Han
ravel Saf i

• <,rt*i aJv\<« v>« aaeafa

Lima $603
Hong Konfl $753

ie( Aviv $693
Los Anfletes $355

Ortantfo $177

Funis mc «oa»o nm>, M HOT IIKIUOI

iictions »en».

[Travel

flEE: Cornell an iMtrmiMMl
l-lle»cillon«l F.irhMtr

[T44 Main Street

Amherst

(413) 256-1261

PR/mr net!

FKfC 0WHKS!

V90AY Qfttr t VOs>a\KOMir« fOOAV OHW t

People's Market

Pawrati Ptuascfcin Acoorts. PmjV UltI rmJMo and Bonded

914 /Miff* Mfel*
MMJ

VISA

Truly Natural... The Way Nature Intended

Now Hiring Managers - See Market for Details

Main Floor - Student Union - Campus Pond Side
1
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Collegian Classifieds
/ / i Campus C enter

ANNOUNCEMENTS AUTO FOR SALE

S WIN MONEY $

A $ .n the Central Area Bank)

of the Bands on Match 6th

Demo tapes due by Feb 18 One

member must be a Central

Resident Contact Chns 6 2169

Nick 6 5694

TALKING ACROSS DIFFER

ENCES EXPLORING COM
MON GROUND & CONFLICT

(2 Credit*. S#ri«f tiweWerl

Your experience is needed!

Participate in a 10 week
Intergroup Oialogue course

Sections offered 1) WHITE
WOMEN & WOMEN Of COLOR

21 PEOPLE Of COLOR & WHITE

PEOPLE 3) PEOPLE Of LATINO

HERITAGE & PEOPLE Of

AFRICAN HERITAGE Issues *s
cussed Race relations on col

r-gr BNpMM Race & HfesM
Interracial dating.. Affirmative

Action. Immigration etc Enroll

at the Residential

Academic Program Office 5th

floor JQAw 159 HiHs South

PERFORMING ARTS DIVI

SION 'tiers Group and Private

n Music Theater

and Dance PAD is located w the

New Continuing Ed Bsdg on the

corner of Fearing and N
Pleasant Streets rooms #708

arwj 210 bite caM (4131545-0519

APARTMENT FOR RENT

3rd Fleer 2 bedroom
nett aMeleMe Feb 1 Hmot*
Water Cooking 6a* mdude
$81 5/ month Please conta

Andre* Ne**comb 5«9«00

AUTO FOR SALE

U Toyota Corolla

CAR 756 1767

MMMW J» Nav» btue/grey

it. highway
mites Excellent student car

Runs great S4500 or BA) Call

546 5536

19 VW Fox Good condition

16b 000* miles Many new parts

Pioneer Radio- Detachable Face

$1075 firm 546-3060

1M7 Peetiac Boaaavtlle

Great condition, many new
parts Must sell $1200 Call

anytime 546-6342

J1 VW GoN 6T Standard 93k

A/C EaceHent condition $5500

54*0892

eafc Cart Cash paO

everyday HH0649-4785

CHILDCARE

Ckildcaro Needed '

easy gomg 13 month old girl in

our home for 8-9 hours a week

Qose to campus 548 7061

COMPUTERS

Intel Peatie« Processor
90MH; with rteatsink and fan

Brand new never used* No
floating point division operation

error 1 year factory warranty

$ 9
hbarrettOstudent umass edu

5494797

J2Um Power Mec 2 SCSI

hard drives 32 MB RAM 4 MB
VRAM 17 inch 170S Apple

Monitor $1500 Contact Jay O
545 0969 or evenings • 253

EMPLOYMENT

OH Came vs Meel Plea

•change for light kitchen work

: BITs Must have cur-

>ent CRR certification Must

EMPLOYMENT
MAINTENANCE PERSON
Brandywine Apartments in

Amherst full-time General

maintenance skills including

.il plumbing carpentry

and ceramic tile work necessary

Must live on site Duties include

after hours "call" on rotating

basis Competitive salary with

benefits including apartment

Send resume to 16G
Brandywine Dr . Amherst MA
01002 Or call (413)549 0600
Fai (413)54*1319

HAVE AN AMAZING SUM
MER Prestigious coed camp in

Massachusetts seeks caring

motivated college students who
love kids' (JENERAL & SPECIAL

TY COUNSELORS needed Jan a

dedicated. fun team
Competitive salaries Camp
Tacorn (800)762 2820

Counselor* lar co-ed

31 spons t«M Kij & M |

800973 3866

UMass Anaeel FtjatJ is hiring

Earn $5 50 bonuses I

evening hours Gam computer

experience Come to the

Memorial Hall Basement and

appry today'

mmo'
CuSS

ill Speaker
- •

for

w c m t»
59M77B Leave

Aawrts/tCf

JOI ; FOR THE ENVIRON

Work wn* the Sierra Club on an

EMPLOYMENT
Looking for Mary Poppias I

12 hours per week Mo
Fn afternoons Occasional weak

end hours References, experi-

ence car a must 54*7788

NEW STUDENTS PROGRAM
seeks extroverts from 98 00

Class with 2 b* GPA May 27 to

July 18 Salary room, meals,

health coverage Apply 307

Admissions Center Deadline

Feb 6

CRUISE SHIP ft LAND TOUR
JOBS discover how to work m

rn, moat fun peo-

ple, while earning a living in

these exciting industries > for

mora information 517-324-3092

ExtC50012

ENTERTAINMENT

DJ FOR HIRE

formal or occasion Check me
out at Pruddy's on Thursday DJ

fOOZlAsk lor Ttml 253 6583

FOR RENT

SUMMER RENTALS
CAPE COO GROUP Semater

Rentals Some waterfront

bouses, tome with swim
tag pools Falmouth area

Diamond Reel Estete

1508477 1«

fridge Reatals free delivery

753 9742

FOR SALE

HEALTH & BEAUTY I ROOM FOR RENT I STEREO & CD EQUIP I USED BOOKS

Acupuncture and Herbal

Mediciae National Board

Certified Licensed 549-6542

MISCELLANEOUS

EARN
$750 $1S88/WEEK

Raise all the money your student

group needs by sponsoring a

VISA faaeVaiier on your cam

pus No investment & very little

time needed There's no obliga-

tion so why not call for informa

ton today Call l 800 323 8454

x95

FREE T-SHIRT • $1088

Credit Card fundraisers tor fra

es. sororities & groups

Any campus oroawraton can

raise up to $1888 by earning a

.
$S0Q/VISA ippbca

ton

Call 1-800 932 0528 ext 65

Qualified caWers receive

FREE T SHIRT

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

Far Sale- Didjonda Hand
made, hand painted, by student

$20 with lesson 253 7342

One bedroom ia 3 bedroom api

in Northampton $300+/month

10 mm to downtown Nice and

cory Call 586 5016

ATTENTION JEWISH STU
DENTS

Spaces available in Living

Community of Hillel House Call

Jason toi details 5491710

Rooms For Rent Very close to

campus females Only

$1200Vsemester Call 549-7146

or(50B|655 5922

ROOMMATE WANTED

Oae bedroom ia two bedroom

jgarloat Estates

On PVTA Utilities included

Available NOW 665 3295

Lookiag for roommate 10

rjioa] logo 000O0M OOORJOBJO

Call 549 5596

SERVICES

Pregaaat? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area tor

R08 0H8OO d"d assi<tam I S4 1
*

1906

Boss DR5 Or Rhythm Drum
Machiae Brand new machine

w/ 4 track sequencer, bought

only 8 mo ago One of the top

drum machines on the market

Paid $600. will sell for $400

Has box. instruc. and video Call

546 3842

TICKETS

Sarah McLachlan/ Billy Joel/

NCAA Men's Basketball 2 Guys

Tickets 1 -baB-345-TIXX

TRAVEL

Spring Break '90

Cancun. Mexico from $418'

'

R/T airfare. 7 night hotel. Hans

fers PLUS sign up now and

receive 1 free breakfasts aad

ItMcftaa Don't miss out on one

hottest spots in Mexico 1

Call Amanda today'" 1 800

244 4463 Visit our Website at

www collegetours com!

ENGIN TEXTBOOKS tor Cham

111112 Chem 225. Chem 261

262 Physic 151-152, Engin

191A ResEc 102 & notebooks

5463116

Sprin5 Break '98

tUvk ?*»>« Baiaaui

iu Splat*. T^trx l-MQ-W-Tfl»

WANTED-BJ STEREO & CD EQUIP
BARBERSHOP QUARTTT

(naaaiainrvfietvieev

No haircutting involved just

solid acapalla singing Call

Daniel 665 7581

PERSONALS

"I only waaaa be with yea!"

*.
•

and vatentinei at www studen

..d OOkaMOfJ MMM I

iFeblO200pm (W« I

no mora than 4 hours) General

Meeting after O 7 00pm
Location Morrill IV N406
Ouestom' Call 545^ 1885

Part time

)

Groat tort

$»$75aday
Call Kate 756*434

Maw Mrimj part-tSme workers

m Downtown Amherst $7 an

hour Appacartts must be outgo

«< Call Sear 253 0583

Tl 86 Calculator Far Saw Only

used for one semester $80 Cat)

FURNITURE

Fetea Twin we brand new
$100 (4131256 3577. S5547

ROOM FOR RENT

Oaa bedroom available
Puttton Village $257 50 pei

month 1st and last month s

down Must bo responsdjle con

siderate and like 10 party but

still get work done Call Jay. Jul

or Rob 549 7203

Cat Store* I

Kenwood Detach face 1 year

old paid $350 1 amp 100x2

paid $150 1 amp 100x4 paid

$100 1 paw Pioneer 6x9 speak

ers. lOOw. paid $110 Whole

system sounds great, needs

nothing Sethng as package deal

tor $300 Can 546-3847

Tascam 424 Multitracb

Recorder 4 track mixing board

and recorder Only 8 months old

Received a 74 track as a gift

owe brook W.H include 1 m*.

never been used. 4 professional

recording tapes Paid $550. will

sell for $350 Has box and

instruc Call 546-3847

Spriag Break- Cancun and

Nassau from $399 Air hotel,

transfers, parties and more'

Organize a small group and earn

free trips phis commissonsl Call

1 800-Spring Break 1800 777

4647

Spring Break 98 Get Going"

I

Cancun. Jamaica, Bahamas ft

Florida Group Discounts ft Free

Drink Parties* SeU 5 & go free'

Book Now 1 "

Visa^vtCVDisc/Amex 1 800 234-

7007 http //www endlesssum-

rnertourscom

Bast Hotels Lowest Prices

All Spring Break locations

Florida. Cancun. etc from $89

Register your group or be our

Campus Rep Inter-campus

Programs (800)377 6013

wwwKfHcom
Have yea waited this long to

make Spring Break plans' It's

not too late' Choose Sunsptaoh

Tours Call Michelle 256 871

7
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24 HOURS OF
FREE PRINKS!
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Roses are

Red,

Violets are

Blue,

Put in a

Classified

to a

sweetheart

from you.
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Rates
Students

20C F>er word/da\

All others

40C pet word/day

NEW Standard Headings

$2.00
min/day

NO REFUNDS
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roeumrr
rajAwm.
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WEDNESDAY. FEB 4

Ditcuttion — The Biological

Sciences Student Organization
will host Arup De. a

UMass-Worcester Medical
I student, ti> di^uxs med-

ical school experiences. The
event will be held at 7 p.m in

Campu> Center 804-808
Mreting — The UMass

Theatre Guild's first meeting
will be held at 7 p.m. in

Campus Center 162 For more
information contact Kristina at

545-0415.
Meeting — The UMass

Poetr\ Society will have its first

meeting of the semester at 7

p.m. in Campus Center 904.

\hctittg — The coed service

fraternity Alpha Phi Omega
will be holding an information

.il meeting at 7:50 p.m. in

409C in the Student Union
More information available in

the concourse.

THURSDAY. FEB S

Class — Weekly voga and
meditation dasoei *ill be held

in Butterfield Residential Area
lounge for the next three
Thursdays Claooco >tart at 8

p.m. and will be facilitated by a

visiting voga monk. For more
information, call 255-9555.

II, ! r s, ifon - CCEBMS
PfOft— i- holding a FAFSA
Help n on the second
floor of the New Africa House
Library from fo-8 p.m.
\hcting — Reprojo—Utivei

from the Boston and Five

College Peace Corpo offices

will hold a general information

meeting from 7-8:50 p.m. in

room 124 of Hasbrouck Lab.

Speech- Paul Bonin
Rodriguez. Alberto Antonio
Araiza and Michael Marinez
give a speech entitled: "The

AIDS Pandemic: 5 Queer
Latino Artists Share the

Evolution of their Work " The
event will be held in Campus
Center room 803 at 12:50 p.m.

For more information, contact

the Stonewall Center at

545-4824

FRIDAY. FEB 6

\tuli lions— Auditions for

the UMass Theatre Guild s pro

duction of ffftMJ Ckritt
Superstar will be held at 7 p.m.

in Campus Center room 101.

For more information call

KriMina at 545-0415.
Meeting— There will be a

Tibetan Students \s M '».iation

meeting at 6 p.m. in Campus
Center 165-169. New members
are welcome

SATURDAY. FEB 7

Auditions— Auditions foi

the UMass Theatre Guild's pro

duction of lesus Christ
Superstar will be held at 1 1

a.m. and 5 p.m. in Campus
Center room 101. For more
information call Kristina at

545-0415.

FYh arc pubic wrvn* tnnounctmtnti pnntrd

daey To worn* tn FVI. ptMW tend » prw
rri**t« conlammcj »» ptrtmtnt mtormMiori,

inducing tnt n*mt and prion* number of the

contact p«rion to tnt Collegion, c/o th«

t-tanacang fcStor by noon tt» pnvnut day

NOTICES

Writing — Spectrum
Magazine is taking suomissnm
for the next edition of the mag-
azine. The deadline is Feb. 12.

For more information, call the

office at 545-2240 or come by

in the Student Union, room
406E.

Just Sit There you could be there.

Read the paper
Never Know what you'l find!!!!

• -n H$£N r. 1

Bulletin Board
5
£ 3 CBS/3 Horfrord

*
5 a CBS/4 Boston

c3
ABC/5 Boston

c PBS/57 Springfield

7 HSCN Movie Ch.

I
3 UPN/20 Hartford

M
Weather Channel

0\
z
u
CO

ia NBC/30 .

New Britain

ii Fox/61 Hartford

IB PBS/24 Hartford

DC 13 WOCH & HSCN

v:

14 International

IB UMass Academic TV

IT HSCN Programming

IB TV-19

BO ABC/40 Springfield

ma NBC/22 Springfield

23 CNN

CNN SI

Headline News

UCTV

V7 TBS

IB BET

m TV Land

Univision

31 Comedy Central

38 Cartoon

Much Music

"WEDH

WEDNESDAY EVENING

WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
-WLVI
WHOH
WTXX
vwrr
WTIC
WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS

G

s

<p
G<

L®
a&e ;e>
CNN CD
COM CD
DISC

ESPN

Withbont J
News n

20

LIFE

MTV
NICK

SCIFI

TLC
TNT

USA

HBO
MAX
SHOW

6:00
Bwinttt Rpt,

CBS News

CBS Newt

Newt t! ABC Newt

Full Home % BoyWorlc

NBC Newt

Cheers i!

11 Home Imp.

Newt I

Creatures

Mad Abo You

Family Mailers

6:30
Newihour With Jim Lehrer X
rntide Edition

EitraT

Inside Edition

Fresh Prkiot

Wheel-Fortune

Mad Abo You

NBC
Judge Judy K Judge Judy «

Simptont X
nDi# newt

Butinets Rpt

ABC News

Mad Abo You

Family Matters

Northern Exposure T
Woridview tr

Comic Cabena |Malie-Laugh

Winot "Wngs Cvei Vietnam

Up Close

MTV Live (In Stereo)

Superrnarket

Sporttcenter

Debt

Figure It Oul ]Tm^ Toon

Quantum Leap |ln Sierpri) unSte

7:00 7:30 i 8:00

C - Campus

Ent. Tonight

Seinleld I

Wheel-Fortune

Real TV T.

Ent Tonight

Chronicle if

Freah Prince

Jeoperdyll

Hard Copy T

Frasier a

Jeopardy! X
Newthour With Jim Lehrer X
SeirrfeldX IFraaierX

Seinfeld e

Andy Gnrlith

Frasier I

Andy Griflilh

Law a Order I
Moneytine X
Daily Show (R

Croeafirel

Giimrn Shelter

SWn'a Money

8:30 I 9:00
Secrete of the Ocean Realm X ] Billy Wilder-Comedy

*C> Serge.- (1998, Biognphy) Efcatenna Gordeeva. I

9:30
Greet Perlofmancet: Porgy and BesT

"My Serper (1998. Biography) El^nria OorrJaeva. I
Chicago Hope (In Stereo) I

Spin City S
Sitter, Sitter

3rd Rock-Sun

Dharma-Greg

Smart Guy X Wayant Brot

Seinleld (Rjl

Star Trek: Vo an

3rd Rock-Sun |Seinleld(R)T

Beverly HMIi, 80210 (In Stereo)

3rd Rock-Sun |5einteld (R) X 3rdRocklun |Working rr

Secrets ol the Oc—n HeatmX Bitty Wilder-Comedy

Spin City X |
Dharma-Greg

Star Trek: Voyager (In Stereo)

Drew Carey T

3rd Rock-Sun

EHen (R) X
Chicago Hope (In Stereo) I
Pnmetime Live X

Steve Harvey

Working X
Sentinel Red Ice" (In Stereo)

3rd Rock-Sun [Working X
Party ol Five "I Give Up" X

Drew Carey Jt |Ellen iRi «

Sentinel "Red Ice" (In Stereo)

NBA Basketball Chicago Bulls at Utah Jra (Live) X

FEBRUARY 4, 1998
10:00 10:30 11:00

Newt X

Law a Order "Grief ' (In Stereo)

Law I Order
jGrace Under

•Grief (In Stereo]

Law a Order "Gnef" (In Stereo)

News a

11:30
Forever a Day

Late Show 1
Late Show X
Nightline X

Star Trek: Next Gener

Vibe

[Tonight Show

Simptont S
Newt X

Great Pertormancet: Porgy and Bess

Pnmetime Live :i

Biography: Dutch Schultt

World Today X.

American Jutbce

t-ee "Mystery 0ale"(199i, Comedy) Eftan Hawke, Ten Polo"

Larry

KlylEl

King Live X.

WHd DlKOvery

College Betketbatl Ciemson at Georgia Tech (Live}

Great Utelime Makeover (R) Unsolved Myttenet (In Stereo)

My So-Cailed Ule (in Stereo) Music Videos

Doug

Renovation Renovation

L ent a Clark-Superman

Baywatch 'Falcon Manifesto

'

(4.4S)«e l i"Saorina"(l995)i:

|Rugratt

'

Seaguest 203? (In Stereo) X
Home Again [Home Again

Babylon 5 "Points of Departure"

Highlander: The Series X.

Reflections on Ice: A Diary

«»'; "Mt/ltiptofy"(1996, Comedy) Michael Keaton. 'PG-13'

»

** f)u)(e*(i995. AoVenture) Matthew Modme (In Stereo) 'PG' X

Hey Arnold! X.

Beavit-Butt

Happy Dayt~

Slghtinge (In Stereo) X
Uttraadence iSeeTeli

ee«'-,"rhetodWamcy"(198l

Foot Soldier

Ctwers I

News «

M'A-S'H X

Tonight Show

Deep Space 9

Tonight Show

Charlie Rote

Nightwne TL

RealTVX
NBA Basketball: Trail Blazers at Lakers

World Today X
South Park |Make-Laugh

Ditatter Proof? (R)Discover Magazine "Poison"

College Basketball St. John s al Boslon College (Live)

"When HutrwKft Cheaf ( ) 998, Drama) Patricia Kalember . ac

Grammy Guide (In Stereo) Real World X
Wonder Yeart |Wonder Years |l Love Lucy X

Austin Stories

«« "Pef Sevnafary Two" (1992, Horror) Edward Furlong"

M T. Moots

Human State

.AoVenture) Mel Qibton.

Human Sexes "Gender Wars"

[Babylon 5 "PaTagon of Anima

Walker, Textt~Ranger X 1 The Hunted" { 1 998. Suspense) Harry Hamlin. (In Stereo)W

Law I. Order "Conspiracy" X
Sports lllus.

Daily Show

Moneyline K

Stein's Money

Justice Filet "Hard Time" (R)

Sporttcenter X
Almott Perfect Golden Girls

Loveline (In Stereo)

Tul X [Newtwt X
Seaquatt 203? In Stereo) X~
Ultraacience

Rough Cut

[Sea Tek (R)

'ice Sfafion"

Silk Stalkings Time Share" X
«« 'Thai rS/naYwPor(19%) Tom Everett ScoB.'PG'

J

|«« "The Triggerjfacf (1996) Kyle MacLachlan. |Flrtt Look

**>"> "Lady &ios th$ Bluei"H972, Biography) Diana Rosa. TV X
««« "forget Paris" (1995. Comedy) Billy Crystal 'PG-13 X [Dead Man's |FmI Track "Gomg Japanese" \"L»p Dancing

''i "Mission: )mjws5fcle"(1996) Tom Cruise
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Bruno By C. Baldwin
Robotman By Jim Meddick

Drabblo By Kevin Fagan
Dilbert By Scott Adams

TOGO"»Ol»Atv\JeT 601 If IT RAW>r5, I'AA

U/V8»XTO0Hai>»'

MK OVStOtNT PO VOU

Uttvmie AN* KJNPOf-
KecATCNSHlPMJrfH

MS i&miSKr*

tmu,tkt*e fnu- check
INGTmi0660NTH/tr,

AN IMPHDftK RttATVNSHIP.

«»»*

bidL
Pox Trot By Bill Amend

tMDt, YOuMtenT
WANT To UPBATl THE

MtSSAtt OH YOot?
a.a|Tte«ef IT Ifcatf |tJie\af lakftaV**>*W9^9*M'HU r p«t^raav^B^

IT'S TMC ONE YOU *UT ON
TXCRE LAST MomOAY AaJOUT

NoT MiNO «N BECAME Ytoo

WERE CATU«N6 A MATiNEE

StREEN>N6 of TiTANiC.-

J _WHAT S NftOt lO
WITH IT>

Wta. NoYMiNb iF Tbi/xai

BEEN SEfiNe MATiNCES
Of TiTANiC " fo« to D*YS
ST6AI6HT

DoNT
Tta

YOU KNOW. THIS

MAN IN FRONT
Of Nit AT

TODAYS SOEEN»t6

CBi€t> JWST

LiKE THAT

Thatch By Jeff Shesol

Spunk By Mike LoRkcio

I c<*n
%

4> bel'tve M*ey

arc /««c(.r^ ij5 4-l^is

ale lorntrhine

VBK:«
eif»« ttv»M-v i

Grlx of the Bus Stop By Brendan & Kevin Doherty

Art '"

Absolute Zero By Brad Turner

Horoscopes
AQUARIUS i Ian 20-Feb. 18) —

irtirular develiM>ni»'nt tixl.n

may prove more interesting th.in

,mv other — and it is neithrr i>iHKl

nor bad until you studv it more

c loselv

PISCES (Feb. 19-Marth 20) —
Yoo are well on vour wa\ to tmislv

ing something that others h.ise

never done. Trxlav. take the time to

ensure th.il evirvthing is tx-ing done

right

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
You may have trouble with gadgets

and technical devices i.kI.iv When
vou ran. do things without ,m\ kind

of electronic assist.u

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) — A
r|r> it voursrlt pr(i|»'i1 suddenly may

become much more complicated

today than you had antu ipated

Slill. vou cm finish il on sc lu-dule.

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20) —
You will want to take a few extra

precautions todav You may not

know what the dangers really are,

but do want to W prepared

CANCER (June 21-|uly 22) —
You must guard against being left

out todav. Put vourselt where the

action is and sla\ there' Be sure you

.II the up to dOi intormation

LEO (|uly 23-Aui,. 22) — It is not

enough |ust to make contact with

someone tar from home vnu must

ling to put a little extr.i

Into the i hi M-nd.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) —
VOW iclfi Ol how things ought to bt

done is likelv 10 prove quitr differ-

ent from the v%.in I c lose tnend sees

things Strike I Compromise
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) — You

i an haw what you want today, hot

you must be sure that you really

want it belore going to the etfort to

•OOJUiM it You ( M t giw it t.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 211 —
An unusual message may contain a

hidden meaning or two vou !•

• >id time looking at it trom as

many dilterent angles .is pOM&fe
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-DtM. 21

1

— Whv do you think sou re on the

spot today? The ou may be

the only person who is treating

vourselt in such a way; ease up on

yowrteM
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 1*»i

— someone in a supervisors |m>si

Hon mav not take to you right awfA

You are going to have to trust that

you work will win him or her over.

Closo fo Home By John McPherson

J ailiiUaT

Quote oT tli«J- l>i*y

44 I am guided by a force

much greater than luck.

Lucas from

"Empire Records"

Today's P.C. Monti
543 loJ« tme

Franklin

LUNCH
Grilled Chicken Sandwich

Hot Pastrami on Rye

Ravioli/Tomato Sauce

Vegan Ravioli

DINNER
Roast Pork

Ch* Cheese Putt

Quarter Pound Burger

Quarter Pound Swiss Burger

t ItW At- tfcfst-WnTW S» J»Wlt»»«ttl ^r^T>

Advanced parenting techniques

Worcester
LUNCH

Grilled Chicken Sandwich

Spinach Noodle Casserole

Fettuccini/Tomato Sauce or Meat Sauce

Lentil Chili

DINNER
Roast Pork

Cheese Spinach Strudel

Savory Stuffed Peppers

Pastabilities

Tortellini

Hampshire

ACROSS
1 Have dinner
4 Summarize
9 Ebbs
14 Wood residue

15 Crumble away
16 West Indies

sorcery
17 Lap dog
19 Midwest airport

20 Fable writer

21 Jet jockey

23 Attracted

24 Singer Reese
27 Yanks' foes

30 Lurches
32 Society-page

word
33 Buying time

37 Relinquish

(a claim)

Fr39 Freight-train car

40 Got some
knowledge

42 Black
43 In a teasing

manner
44 Postal creed

word
45 Crusader's foe

48 Work hard
50 — out: falls

asleep
51 Like the Gobi
55 Zest
57 Great — Lake
58 First-rate

60 Pressing need
64 Extend a

subscription

65 Weightlifters

pnde
66 Sounds ol

hesitation

67 Bakers needs
68 Parsley unit

69 Bread type

DOWN
1 Dieters lunch

2 Theater worker

3 Stage
4 Bnng in a crop

5 Important

penod
6 Dirty Harry, eg
7 Commercials
8 Persons
9 Sweater

material

10 Loathe
11 Straightening

up
12 Attenlion

1 3 The lady

18 Piglet s mother
22 Witter Fleming
24 Speaker's spot

25 Sea eagle
26 Limb
28 Cut on the slant

29 Run-down
30 Gluts

31 Beau

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

; 6 B o olrviHM A S

A R : N AHU p m B E
:, L A m F A PIF1R Q G S
raHmii

R EIEIS

f
A L All

r U R E slsp h A WIN OlUlTl

W N ID AM pUe aIsie]

Lonci ana qogj

s N RlKIElL s LIOIUINIG1E
niaara

p L A i

1

1 A
! E r n|

BTA
D

2-J 9B O 1998 Untre<l Feature Syndleala

33 Bloodhound's
clue

34 Forbidden
35 Early

Australian

36 Actor Chaney
38 Pnnce Valiant's

son
40 Fasten
41 —out:

stretches

43 Winter mo
46 Pretend
47 Perches

49 Light measure
51 "The Greatest'

52 Harder to find

53 Type of tower

54 Thick

56 Stitches

57 Environmental
problem

58 Expert
59 Al Sharplon's

title: abbr
61 Upper part

62 Goof
63 "Do - say"

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Macaroni and Cheese

Grilled Cheese Snadwich

DINNER
Pineapple Ham Steak

Chicken De Carlos

Berkshire

LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

American Chop Suey

Grilled Portabella Mushrooms

DINNER
Roast Pork

Cheese Spinach Strudel

Hot & Spicy Vegetable Pasta

Pastabilities
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NHLers give

U.S. shot at

Nagano gold
And now for the action on the

frozen pond

W iih the inevitable layoff for

the Wmict OfcMtoi just around

the corner, the National Hc».ke*

League it in a Male of flux Only

two week* removed from Us

Mar game, the league will

now endure a work stoppage that

w_ give some players the chance

to go for the gold, and other* a

Michael KoHylanski

Temple's defense stops Minutemen, 61-47

til

chance to watch it on television

Oh well, it i* the Olympics

after aU

For a country that Mill holds

the memoric* of MaVe Enusonc

catapulting the United States

over the Soviet I nion in the

14ft) Waiter Ohmpks tdont aak

me about it because I wasn't even

a year old) true to its heart, the

break will provide a refreshing

What it wil also do is give the

Americans its best shot at a

medal since the 'Miracle on Ice
"

With MM like Brett Hull. Bill

Gucrsn. and Tony Aaaontr don-

ning the Red. White and Blue,

the Americans have a legitimate

shot at bringing home a medal.

Alright, enough about the

Ohrnpics
• It'* pretty much been the

same old Mory around the league.

lersey and Philadelphia in

the EatMra Conference. Dallas.

Detroit, and Colorado out West
But what about the Penguins

and Car__ens?

For a team which lost its star

player to retirement. Pittsburgh is

plating top-notch hockey.

Former Hartford Whalers <

Turn to NHL poge 9

By Corey Pasar Goodmon
Colegjon Staff

Behind its signature aggressive

zone defense, which forced the No
23 Massachusetts men's basketball

team to "SO percent shooting and nine

turnovers, the Temple Owls handed

I'Mass its first conference loss of the

season last night, its first in 10

games, with a stunning 61-47 dec!

sion.

The loss came before 9.495
William D Mullins Center fans

l Mass third sellout ol the season.

I he Owls' Rasheed
kenborough fueled a 16-2 second

half run with a pair of three pom •

to give Temple (15-6. 6-5 Atlantic

10) a commanding 42-28 advantage.

The Minutemen t!6-6. 8-1) never

got closer than 1 2 after that.

"The game was very important lot

us." said Brokenborough. who
assumed the leadership role without

backcouri mate Pepe Sanchez in the

lineup. "Whenever you lose a mem-
ber of your family, you wonder if u«u

can win without him But we played

well, and stayed together as a team."

Brokenborough proved

Massachusetts center tan ketner

wrong — the big man made state-

ments concerning Temple's abtln

win a big game earlier this week —
by taking control of the contest in the

second half. Brokenborough scored

12 ol his 16 points in the second

frame, including eight in the opening

t> 54 at the Owls stretched a

two-point halftime lead to 14

From that point. I Mass fell apart.

Forward Tyrone Weeks and Ketner

were marvelously held in check the

entire game by a collapsing Owl
defense. The two combined for only

mis and five foul* in 52 minutes

"It's hard because you think you're

open when you're not." Ketner said.

"We would try to collapse on him

(Ketnerl." Temple coach lohn

Chaney said. "He was sitting in the

middle of the zone You're not going

to stop him when he's in the kitchen

like that. He'll cat up all the food.

"This team usually gets a lot of easy

baskets. * Chaney said "Tonight. I

think we did a good job of stopping

them."

Ketner picked up his second foul

ol the game with 15:18 remaining in

the first hall and was never a factoi

With Ketner playing conservative

basketball on the defensive end.

Temple center l.amont Barnes went

to work on the interior of the

Minutemen defense. The sophomore

muscled his way to a game-high 18

points and nine rebounds

The Temple defense spread out to

the perimeter as well and lorced the

Minutemen backcouri to low percent

age shots and bad decisions.

"Thai's the first tune I've really

seen a zone like that." said

Massachusetts guard Charlton

Clarke. "It kind of rattled some of us.

| Massachusetts! Coach IBruiser

I lint | said io stress patience tonight,

and we didn't."

The Minutemen bat.kt.ourt contin-

gency of Clarke and Monty Mack
.hined for 5 lor 16 shooting and

25 points Backup point guard

lonathan DePina picked up three first

half fouls and didn't attempt a shot

during the game. Clarke led the way

Mass with 14

"This team makes you do things

you don't want to do." Flint said.

e needed to make extra passes out

there, and we didn't
"

\\ e teamed a good lesson

tonight." Flint said. "We just have to

keep this one in the memory bank."

Temple and UMass matched bas-

kets until the 12 10 mark of the first

half when Clarke's free throw gave

his team it> final lead of the game.

11-10

The Owls put together a 9-0 run to

pull ahead 19-11. before sophomores

Ajmal Basil and CMi kirkland help

put the clamps on Temple for the

remainder of the half Basil blocked

three shots around the rim. and
Kirkland scored a basket, knocked

down a pair of free throws and forced

a turnover in the final 2:57 to pull the

Minutemen to within a basket at the

break. 26-24.

• < < OUIUAN

Monty Mack scored 1 1 points desp'te Temple's frustrating zone defense,

but the Owls walked away with the win last night

Brokenborough ,

Owls silence

Minutemen
\ ou'd have thought Temple read

the papers on Monday.

Riding high after a 55-point per

formance against Dayton. UMass
junior center Lari Ketner told

reporters that without injured Owl

point guard Pepe Sanchez. Temple

would not have leadership for last

night's game with the

Massachusetts men's basketball

team. According to Ketner, the

lcinple backcourt couldn't hang

Luke Meredith

with UMass for 40 minutes without

lie/

Weil, hang the Owls did. scoring

54 points — including three con

sccutive three-pointers early in the

second half — to help burv

Massachusetts. 61-47. at the

William D. Mullins Center

On the offensive end. guards

Rasheed Brokenborough. Lynn
Greer and Oumcy Wadley made the

shots when they had to. And with

sophomore center Lamont Barnes

Iree to roam the paint after Ketner

puked up his second foul with

1551 to go in the first half. Temple

(15-6. 6 5 Atlantic 10) had the

offense it needed to end a six-game

losing streak to UMass (16-6. 8-1).

Temple's guards played last

night's game with a mission, but it

had nothing to do with what
Ketner had said about them In

: Brokenborough said he hadn i

even heard the center's comments
\%hat they were playing for was a

chance to prove they could win a

ballgame without Sanchez, their

leader

"We grew up tonight." Temple
coach |ohn Chaney said. "What I

wanted to see was us to control the

tempo of the game. I knew they

Turn to HOOPS, page v

imily

By Jorma Konsonen

Collegian Staff

To say the 1997-98 season for the

Massachusetts hockey team has not

been a tumultuous one would be like

Period End of that storv

But as UMass (5-16-2. 2-1 l-l in

Hockey Fasi) faced two key confer

ence games this past weekend, and a

new story unfolded as the

Minutemen needed their other

IOHMA KANSANfN COlliCIAN

Tom O'Connor takes responsibility in leading his team and his family.

saying HI Nino is a slight offshore

breeze.

Through the ups and downs of not

only this season but the last four sea-

sons, one Minuteman has been a

steadying factor amidst the roller

r ride of a young program —
in what is considered to be the top

college hockey conference in the

nation.

Senior defenseman Tom O'Connor

(two goals. 12 assists on the season)

has lived among the shadows the

past three seasons, quietly doing the

job on the backline while his other

cohorts have received top billing.

Last week, for example, senior

defenseman Brad Norton decided

thai enough seemed to be enough,

and made the jump to the profes-

sional ranks

seniors to help with the leadership

burden In came the calvary, and

together with captain Tim Lovell.

goaltcnder Brian Regan and defense-

man Mike Gaffney. O'Connor took

on the challenge given to him by

coach |oe Mallen last week, and

stepped up his play.

Even with a recent right knee

injury, the Springfield native has

played well, while already surpassing

his career high in points scored in a

single season ( 1 1 points in 1996-97).

However. O'Connor's five assists in

last weekend's wins over Providence

and Merrimack were especially big

because it helped lead UMass to its

first conference and home wins of the

season.

"It was tough with Brad walking

out the door last week, but I think it

made a lot of the guys step up. and

realize we have to pick it up he-tore

its too late." O'Connor said. "If we

were going to win. the seniors had to

make a statement and show our lead-

ership, and that's what we have to

do for the rest of the year.

"Those two wins last weekend
were a big boost to our confidence,

and it gave us some well-needed

momentum that we haven't had all

year."

Mallen has been familiar with

O'Connor's game since he was cap-

tain for the US National Select 16

team, and during his days playing for

the Springfield Ha Hue to a seem-

ingly all-too-familiar situation with

Boston College, a full scholarship

offer to make Chestnut Hill home
four years ago was reneged at the

last minute, and Mallen was more

than happy to offer O'Connor a spot

on hi* team.

The coach of the Minutemen was

not surprised at all when his senior

defenseman automatically filled the

space left behind by the departure of

Norton.

"He's always been a leader for our

team." Mallen said. "The kids have

always looked up to him because of

his high skill level, and his demeanor

in practice. I had no doubt when
Brad departed that Tom would
instantaneously step up into a role of

leadership on the team, and he

responded to the challenge.

"All of those seniors as a group

responded to the challenge, and we

needed that."

Daddy O'Connor
When you think about it. it is no

surprise O'Connor did not have a

problem with the responsibility of

MfliOf leadership; especially when he

has already been dealing with the

ultimate level of leadership — father-

hood.

It is tough enough for a solid, well

grounded man to step up to the full

responsibility of fatherhood.

Consequently, when you factor in the

push and pull of (he student-athlete

who is also trying to fulfill a dream

of playing hockey at the next level,

the toughness needed for fatherhood

beats giving and taking body checks

by a country mile.

During the past (wo and a half

years. O'Connor has had the utmost

honor bestowed upon him, and his

daughter Kayla is the living and

breathing representation of the top

responsibility in a man's life. With

all three spheres of his life (student,

athlete and father) pressing their

weight upon his conscience, he-

spends as much time as humanly

possible with his daughtet In

Springfield, but there are onlv mi

manv hours m the dav

u Connor is quick to bono* the

utmost honor on his girlfriend. Kara

Kelly, who has been patient with him

in his pursuit ol both a degree, and

of a possible professional hockcv

career down the line.

Il - ,i b| n| hard work, and OQNh
Mallen and all my teammates have

alwavs been there for me." O'C onnor

said. "It's been a long road, and I

have (o give all the credit to inv girl

friend. She has the hardest job.

because she's a full- time student as

well

"I try to get back as much as possi-

ble, but kara's been there a 100 per-

cent of the time My daughter is the

best thing to happen to me in my

life."

A father of three children himself

Mallen believes that to truly respect

the job ol being a parent you have to

be a parent voutselt To him, the

sibilitv of being a father has

matured Ol minor bevond his years.

"One ilimg that I believe in about

situations like these is that things

happen for a reason.' Mallen said.

"Being nearby both his girlfriend and

daughter has been huge for him. and

I know because it takes a parent (o

appreciate parenting

"Having Kayla in his life has given

him a different perspective on life,

and having an opportunity to contin-

ue a career in hockey will create a

solid future tor her."

The other Black and Gold
Thai possible hocke\ career might

not be MM lai down the track- as

O'Connor will possibly make the

jump to the other Black and Gold

team in the NHL — the Pittsburgh

Penguins. O'Connot was drafted by

the Pens with the 102nd pick overall

in the fourth round of the 1994 NH1.

Entry Draft, and they have been

keeping a close eye on his progress

this season.

I nlike Norton's choice to make
the early jump. O'Connor will wait

until the end of the season to see

how his professional career will tum
out. If he is signed by Pittsburgh

management, it will most likely be to

their American Hockey I eague affili-

ate in Hershey. Pa., but stranger

things have happened.

If he does play for the Bears, he

will join former teammate Brian

Corcoran in Hershey. and other ex-

teammates like Norton. Rob
Bonneau (the AHL's Portland

Pirates) and Dennis Wright (the

AHl.'s Worcester Ice Cats) who are

making a nice living in the pros.

O'Connor considers it an honor to

be ranked up with his former team-

mates because he has witnessed first-

hand what they bring to the profes-

sional game.
"Well, we'll see how these last 10

Tum to O'CONNOR, page 9
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Let the

games begin

The 1998 Winter
Olympics in

Nagano, japan,
begin tomorrow
night Check
inside for more
(see Arts & Living,

page 5)

Sophomore
sensations

Andrea Spencer is

one of a pair of

sophomores mak-
ing a profound
impact on UMass
women's athletics

this winter (see

Sports, page 14)

WORLD

Nobel laureate speaks

out against mines

(AP) — Standing at the mine-
strewn border between North and
South Korea, Nobel laureate |ody

Williams insisted Wednesday that

peace can be kept on the divided

peninsula without land mines

The United States and South
Korea have refuted to won an anti-

land mine treaty supported by most

ol their allies, saying the weapons
serve as a deterrent to a possible

North Korean invasion But
Williams, an American who won the

Nobel Peace Prize last year tor her

anti land mine crusade, said the

reasons given by the United States

and South Korea cannot be tusti

fied

"North Korea did not invade
when the United States removed
tauical nuclear weapons from the

South Take out the land mines and
the North is not going to invade,"

Williams said, standing in the mid-

dle of a dirt road (tanked by land

mines.

Numerous red signs reading
'Mines-Danger " were attached to a

high barbed wire fence installed

along the Korean border, the
world's most heavily armed, to

mark mine fields obscured by waist

high reeds

NATION

Murder trial of NJ.

attorney continues

(AP) — The brother of a prominent

attorney charged with murdering his

mistress testified Tuesday how the

two dumped a body off the New
lersey coast m June 1 996 as he shout-

ed: "This is wrong!"

Gerard Capano, 34, testified in a

bail hearing for his brother, Thomas
Capano The 48-year-old is charged

with murdering Anne Mane fahey,

Gov Thomas Carper's scheduling

secretary.

"I told him I didn't want to go. I

don't want to go for a boat nde I

just don't want to ruin my life,"

Gerard Capano told Superior Court

lodge William Swain Lee.

The younger Capano acknowl-

edged in court that he began coop-

erating with investigators after an

October raid on his own house
turned up illegal narcotics and
firearms.

He has agreed to plead guilty to a

federal kidnapping charge and to

serve three years on probation. The

deal included immunity for other rel-

atives — excluding Thomas — for

false statements they may have given

to a grand jury

Gerard Capano appeared sullen as

he testified before a courtroom
packed with members of his family,

one of the best known and wealthiest

in Wilmington. His mother,

Marguerite, cried as he walked in.

Thomas Capano, a married father

of four, has acknowledged an affair

with Ms. Fahey
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Semesters first SGA
meeting held yesterday
By Jill Carroll

Collegian staff

The lnsi meeting of the L inversus

of Massachusetts Student

•nment Association (SGA) pro-

duced some positive results for Mu
dents including

"We can't function

if we don't have the

computer equipment

to do it. What we're

talking about here is

the functioning of the

M< t. / consider that

an murgntcy.

"

nator Paul Ferro

lowering tuition

lor in- state stu

dents, setting

dale

election nomina-

tions and insur

ing a lice spring

conceit

Brian Tirrell.

sludenl trustee

ol the SGA.
reported that the

I mver >nv ol

CBItMttl
Board of
Trustees will be ___________
lowering tuition

for in state undergraduates and
graduates next scar for all LMi"
campuses.

I Mas* Amherst in slate under

graduate* will receive a reduction _
SI 00 Out-of-state Mudc-nts bosses

er. out expect an increase of $108
I irrcll also reported there will be

IM on all i means fees

such as housing and the cm -campus

meal plan will not be raised.

"The administration does take

into account that students are hard

pressed even in a booming economy
The reason in-state studt

keep tuition affordable for citi

I the state," Tirrell said.

Carlos Alvarez. Senator in

Lmversitv policy, wan sworn in as

the c hancelloi o4 I leCttoM I pea

befall sworn in he announced the

dates lor election nominations.

mallv an eleclion committee

would announce the date* of elec-

tion nomination* In the absence d
<uch ji committee a motion was

passed to give the responsibilitv to

Alvarez

Some members of the SGA were

concerned this would give too much
power to one person It would take

weeks to appoint the committee and

the urgency to announce the nomi-

nation dales soon
————————— in order to hold

the elections

belore spring

break overruled

those concerns

Nominations
w ill be accepted
starling Monday

9 until

Morula v I eh 2 V
"In past years

there has never

been anything
close to a commit
tee. It's just not

realistic
kilbournc said

The motion was passed and
Alvarez was able to announce the

dates when he was sworn in The

earls announcement means elect

w ill take place b ig break.

"It's tough io gel students to come
out | to vote) on a Monday when
tfiev ve been going crazy the week

|on spring break |." said |odi

KjiIcv Senator for Commute
Urge

hope* this will help the

n process become man
vieni

the first step toward ..hang-

ing election procedures which are

flawed in mans was*." Alvarez said.

Another reason to look forward to

nng semester is a proposal by

Mc Menus, senator at large in

the Southwest area, to keep spring

concert free to all students wh
tribute to the Student Vtivnies
Trust fund tSATFi I hi* would
include all I Mas* students K

Tum toMA poge 3

Rebels with a cause
Kate TveUa. * senior psychology maror, went to look at various service organizations which were having a

fair in the Campus Center yesterday

Bowker hosts Shabazz talk
by Edgar A. borros

ColUaion StoH

Former cadet testifies

against ex-rommate
by Chris Newton
Assoc io«ed Pnrss

K>R I WORTH, i am rurai
Naval Vadeinv cadet Diane Zamora
said her Ib-ycar-old romantic rival

was a "tramp" who "deserved to

die." an ex-roommate testified at Ms.

uurder trial Wednesday.

Jennifer \U Kearny offered details

from a late-night dorm-room MMT
sation she said she had with Ms
Zamora in August 1996. eight

months after Adrianne lone* was
killed

Ms. Zamora. 20. and her former

fiance, lormer Air force Academy
cadet David Graham, are accused of

murdering Mi*s loiies because of her

one-time fling with Graham,
utors allege Ms. Zamora hit

Miss lones over the head with a

dumbbell weight, then ordered
Graham to finish her oil In shooting

her

M- Mckearnv. also a former mid-

shipman, said Ms, Zamora acknowl

edged she was present during the

slaying but never mentioned striking

loiu-s in the head with a dumbbell.

Ms. Mckearnv said her roommate

showed no remorse in a later conver-

sation

I *he ha. cared

iscience and the girl deserved

to die land than everyone knew
she was a tramp and a slut Ms
Mc Kearny said

I ndei quest lontne hv prosecutors.

Ms Mckearnv testified that Ms
Zamora told her she was driving the

car the night of the I9WS slaying,

with Graham in the front scat and

Miss lone* in the back That differs

from Ms Zamora' alleged conle*-

sion and the accounts ol other wit-

- who said Graham was dri-

ving while Ms. Zamora hid in the

trunk

Ms /ainora "said over jnA over

that lones kept saving. Yoti'rs going

to kill me You're going to kill mc.

aren't you '"'
\l- Mckearnv s.ud

"Thee said. Yes
"'

lohn Green |r . a high school

friend of Graham, testified thai Ms
Zamora and Graham crept into his

house through a window late one

night looking disheveled Green said

that Graham told him You're my
best friend - we were never here and

sou don't want Io know."

Atallah Shabazz. the eldest daughter of M
and Betty Shabazz. will be speaking on to; <. rn-

ing the life of her parent* tonight in Bowker
Xuditorium.

•shabazz'* lecture will include her

parents' struggle*, accomplishment* and legasv

father l controversial life will surelv spark interest in

the minds of many and for others the often ignored

hie ol her mother will be of great mien
ie advantage- mllah Shabazz

speak on these topics is that she bring* a per

live to the podium; a personal perspective Her

aWlitv to offer a personal perspective will provide the

audience with detail* and thoughts which have never

been heard before.

Other topics of tonight s discussion will include how
the her parents affected their family and the

struggle* she and her sisters dealt with - a somewhat

•;al topic

Shabazz currently travels with her non profit per-

iling arts group which performs around the count iv

She is also an internationally acclaimed writer produv.

er. lecturer, and entrepreneur

rding to I a'keisha Kennedy, president of Black

Student L nion iBSU). "Students and facultv should

feel privileged to have the opportunity to hear Attallah

Shabazz speak because she does not make many stops

on the lecture circuit

With the untimely death of her mother. Betty

Shabazz. who earned a Ph D in education from the

I niver«itv of Massachusetts Amherst. Atallah found

this to be an ideal lime to speak I

The i KM ,iul the \l \N\ Affairs encour-

ages everyone from th community to attend

tonight's lecture rcgardle** MS reli

reed.

Thi> ic a great opportunu .omc

together and learn a piece of Black history with a

woman who was raised by one of the greatest men in

the Tight for human ny icds said.

I he presentation of Attstlafl __m_a by BSV and the

kLANA Affair* tops week of workshops

which discusses issues such as the culture, history, and

poliiivs of African Americans, in celebration ol Black

:h The theme which BSL has chosen is

•rward W hile I evoking Back
"

Students in attendance will have the opportunity to

ask Shaba// anv questions concerning herself and her

lamilv as well as anv other questions related to Black

ih. civil rights or race relations in America.

a ill speak tonight at the Bowker

htorium at 7 00 p m The exent students

and faculty. I the general puhtu \o cameras

or recording uVm< wilt be allowed nmJe the audit

um and x'< urits will he Mrntl\ enforced.

UMass to host educator conference
by Joson Eisemon
Collegian sNsl

er 100 educators from
em Massachusetts will

Sable this Saturday at the

Massachusetts for s

recruiting

math and science teachers.

The educators will include

teachers from kindcrgarden
,;h twelfth grades in addition

to instructors from area colleges.

The project — Science,

Technologv. Kngincering. and
Mathematics Teacher f.ducation

Collaboration (STEMTI
funded by a $5 million grant from

the National S ation

the work thai we're doing

class 1 Susan Newton.
led manager, said

According I B, it has

been predicted that 40 percent of

the nation's teachers will retire in

the next five years. This

cd to cause a teacher shortage.

!> in the fields of math

Many teachers were hired

about >u years ago." Newton said.

"The baby boomers are beginning

to rett

To prevent a «hortage of teach-

ne of the main points

students to b' ience and

into teaching."

She said that the conference was

intended for the purpose of

improving undergraduate pro-

grams, but in the long run it

would help teachers at all lev

The conference is a result of a

year collaboration

college and k-12 educators

Tum to TEACH page) 3

Tom O'Connor is stepping up his play as a leading defenseman for the men's hockey team.
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Dem fundraiser surrenders
by James Rowley

Associated Press

KIN MC DONALD COUfCIAN

He's gotta crush
Alex Lea, a senior forestry major, learns that some jobs on campus are less illustrious than others, as is

demonstrated above.

\1 I \ \NDRIA. Va. — After fleeing

to China while Congress investigated

his political fund raising. Yah Tin

"C'hai lie" Trk is biick to lace criminal

charges of illegally Tunneling foreign

mane] Into the \wt Dsmocmtk presi-

dential campaign.

Sought for nearly a year as a witness

hv House and Senate coniniitlees that

investigated campaign fund-raising

abuses. Trie surrendered to I HI agents

Tuesday in a surprise return to this

country.

The forma l iitle Rock. Ml, rasHtt-

rateur and Friend ol President Clinton

turned himself in alter flying Into

Washington Dulles International

Airport from Paris

Trie later was released on a

$200,000 personal recognizance bond

by a federal magistrate who approved

an agreement worked out by his

lawyers and lust ice lX'partment prose-

cutors as the terms lor his surrender.

"The While House believes that

these matters should proceed appropri

Starr, and that comments on the cir

cunistances of Mr. Trie's surrender

should be handled by the lustice

Department." said lames T. kennedv, a

White House lawvei

Trie and a business associate were

named last week in I I i-count indict-

ment charging they solicited illegal

donations to bus access to Clinton and

other top officials to help their business

interests

Trie's law vet. Reid Weingarten. trav-

eled overseas to meet Trie and arrange

for his return after the federal grand

jury brought the indictment, said

leffrev Cans, an attorney from
W eingarien's firm who appeared at a

bail hearing with the defendant

Weingarten issued a statement

emphasizing that Trie had volunteered

to return to face the charges.

'Kecause of this act. anv questions

about his being a fugitive from justice

or a sp\ tor a toicien power should be

put to rest." the staienienl said. "We
are confident that when the media fren-

zy and political savagery associated

with this case abate and this matter is

aired in court. Mr. Trie will be fully

vindicated." The lustice Department

provided few details about Trie's

return. But a senior official cautioned

against making the assumption that

Trie had agreed to cooperate

"It '| noi at all unusual for defendants

to come back and face charges rather

than spend their life on the run." said

an official, speaking on condition of

anonym it v

Turn to CONGRCSS page 2
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Computers create problems
_ _ . . - • i w :l rv

By/ Torn Rourn

Associated Press

U ASHINGTON — Promising '•

major technological and managerial

effort." President Clinton created a

White House council Wednesday to

coordinate efforts to head off comput-

er problems that threaten critical fed

end services when the calendar year

changes to 2000.

Agencies ranging from the Pentagon

to the Internal Revenue Service Ml the

Federal Aviation Administration are

expecting significant problems unlaw

the problem can be overcome.

The problem will occur because

many computer systems and other

electronic devices, in both government

and private industry, are programmed

to recognize only the last two digits in

a date and will misinterpret 2000 as

I9QA
"The American people expect reli-

able service from their government

and deserve the confidence that critical

government functions dependent on

electronic systems will be performed

accurately and in a timely manner."

Clinton said in an executive order set-

ting up the Year 2000 Conversion

Council

|ohn Koskinen, deputy director of

the Office of Management and Budget

in Clinton's first term, will head the

new council. White House spokesman

Mate McCurry said.

"We've bern intensifying our efforts

to make sure that federal systems can

support critical programs for the

American people as the calendar row
over to the year 2000 and we face the

problem of computers being able to

read dates correctly." McCurry said.

Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan. D-

vho introduced legislation in the

Senate to set up a similar body, said he

is encouraged Clinton b giving the

issue top priority "Having spent two

years studying and warning of the lag-

ging progress of the agencies on this

issue. I should warn Mr. Koskinen that

with fewer than two years remaining,

he faces what looks to be the 1 3th

labor of Hercules." Moynihan said in a

written statement.

A House Government Reform and

Oversight subcommittee already is

holding a hearing on the problem. The

General Accounting Office presented a

report Wednesday suggesting the FAA
is lagging in its efforts to fix the "year

2000" bug in its computers, a circum-

stance that the GAO said could delay

airline flights and jeopardize safety

The aviation administration had

anticipated it would adjust the most

critical of its computer sv stems by

Nov ember l*N But Stanley Graham.

an outside auditors, testified

Wednesday that the FAA will not

make the deadline if it continues at the

same pace as now. Administration

budget officials have told Congress

that more than a dozen federal agen-

i ill have to redirect hundreds of

millions of their technology budget

dollars to correct year 2000 computer

probteiw.

Many old computer software pro-

grams with the two-digit program-

ming 98 would represent IW8 will

run awry after the stroke of midnight

1999. The govern-

ment has estimated it will spend at

least $3.9 billion to avert widespread

computer crashes within the federal

bureaucracy.

Congress
continued from page 1

A Taiwan native and naturalized

U.S. citizen. Trie had gone to China

last spring after congressional com-

mittees began investigating his role

in funneling Asian money into

Democratic Party coffers.

Republicans on Capitol Hill

made repeated calls for the State

Department to assist in locating

Trie, who at one point told NBC
News he was in hiding in Shanghai.

NBC quoted Trie as saying his bust-

nets had dried up as a result of the

controversy surrounding his fund-

raising and that he was broke.

Following a lengthy stay in

China. Trie had been in Macao, a

Portuguese colons on the coast

near Hong Kong, law enforcement

officials said Tuesday. Macao is the

home of Ng Lap Seng, Trie's part-

ner in several business ventures.

U.S. Magistrate ludge Theresa

Buchanan read the charges against

him during the bail hearing. She

ordered Trie to tum over the deeds

of his home in Little Rock and
another property he owns there and

surrender his passport.

His arraignment was scheduled

Thursday before U.S. District

ludge Paul Friedman in

Washington.

Trie. 49. made no statement to

reporters, waiting outside the U.S.

Courthouse but posed for pictures.

Trie and business associate Yuan

Pei "Antonio" Pan. 50. are accused

of funneling donations to the

Democratic National Committee

from people whom they reim-

bursed with cash.
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Ready for Nagano
Joe Mallen |r , who is the son of UMass men's hockey coach, prepares to take the ice yesterday
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331 Russell Street, Hadley
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Welcome Back

Cany-out Special

Urge Cheese Pizza
(Offer expires February 1$, 1990)

HOURS ofOPERATION#0
Sunday - Wednesday

Thursday
Friday & Saturday

Large
One-Topping

Pizza

Papa's Choice
1 LG UP TO 5

TOPPINGS

11am - lam

11am - 2am
11am - 3am

LARGE
MEATS Pizza
Delivered

$6.98 $9.98 $9.98
Offer expire* 5/S1/9S •

Not Valid with assy other

offer • Valid only at

participating

location. • Customer pay*

all applicable sales tax *

Additional toppings extra

Offer expiree 5/31 98 •

Not Valid with assy other

offer • Valid only at

participating

locations • Customer pay*
all applicable sales tax •

Additional toppings i

Offer expires 5/31/98 •

Not Valid with any other

offer * Valid only at

participating

locations • Customer pay.
all applicable sale* tax •

Additional toppings extra

Someone
misses you

COLLECT
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Balloonists break record
By Clare Nullis

Associated Press

GENEVA — A European team of

balloonists broke the world record

I ucsdav for the most lime in the air.

hut said China'* refusal to let it float

through its airspace deflated the

team's round-the world dreams
The Breitling Orbiter 2 control

center --aid chances of making the

historic global circtdl were "zero'

without a Chinese change of hean
I he huge illvoi balloon hovered

800 feel abuse northern India late

lucsday as the crew wailed to Ml it

Beijing iiughi drop Its objections.

China has said the balloon poses a

security risk to olher am. raft in its

Jreaaca
II China does not relent, the ciew

will decide bv noon Wednesday
whether to abort the journey in

India or continue through I MM,
Burma and \ letnain

Oiganizers say the balloon

not have enough fuel to clear the

v Ocean il n is based la take a

longer route to avoid China

I In team sought consolation

lucsday in besiing ihe record set

la-l \car bv \mciisan adventuier

steve lo>-eii lot ihe longest time

spent in the ait

MM was on board hi* Solo

Challenger for 146 hours and 44

minutes before lack ol lucl breed
him down in a remote village 175

miles southeast of New Delhi.

India

Control center said the Swiss led

team beat that record at 8:07 a.m.

1 sl

Control centet stall at Geneva an

port celebrated the

achievement with champagne But

Swiss pilot Bertrand Piccard.

Belgium's Wim Verstraeten and

British flight engineer \inlv I bofl

were less jubilant.

"It's the icing on the cake, bui

unfortunately we haven't got the

Cake," t'lecard said in a message.

Ihe balloonists had hoped to lake

advantage of rapid jet stream winds

that would have swept the balloon

BCrOM southern China to the Pacific

Thai would have enabled thctn to

reach California in lout dav* jtul

North Africa • the planned finish •

in seven Chinese authorities have

cited the large number ot commer-

cial and miliiatv aiteralt that use the

let stream, especially duttng the

Lunar New Near holiday . which

ends Tuesday, according to diplo

mat*
" Ihev cannot guarantee the

inv of the balloon and the security

ol civilian air trallic." said 1 k

linguclv Maltli of the Swiss

1 mbass) in Beijing

Media groups

push for lift

of gag order

SGA

By David A. Lieb

Associate Press

on mc oo»t.r> could**

The latest unicycle?
Unicyle or not. this motorcycle is definitely stuck in a rut. The

owner was not available for comment

LITTLE ROCK. Ark — Media

groups tods) urged a judge «o unseal

documents in Paula |ones' sexual

li.iiassinent lawsuit against Piestdent

Clinton and to lift a gag order, argu-

ing it promotes innuendo and rumor

Lawyers tot a do/en media groups

including The Associated Press, said

the order is too broad, restricts tree

speech without good reason and does

nothing to ensure a (air trial.

"To the contrary, instead of rcduc

mg the possibility o( prejudice, the

order is potentially promoting preju-

dice," the media groups wrote "The

ordet without any intention to do so,

promotes misinformation, specula

lion innuendo and rumor " The pres

Ident'l lawvets carliei this week had

asked I S District ludge Susan

Webber Wright to move the trial

Itom Ma\ 27 to March 25 in an

attempt to squelch lalse information

thev say is based on leaks.

I'he media groups said lifting the

let would give them an oppor-

tunitv to disseminate facts from the

• d. rather than relying on

anonvnious sources with thei>

motives

"Given the magnitude of recent

revelations there is absolutely no way

to eliminate the anonymous source*

and runioi cited in the president's

i slu.rt d removing the so-tecy

bv which it is fueled," lawyer Robert

B lioemeke argued on behalf of the

media, groups.

vample. according to sources

speaking on condition of anonymiiv

Clinton denied under oath during his

Ian I 7 deposition for Mrs. |ones'

lawsuit that he had any sexual rela-

tions with former White House
intern Monica Lewinsky.

However there i» nothing in the

public court record about it In addi-

tion to the AP. today s request was

made bv Puht/er Publishing Co..

publisher of the Sl I

Dispatch: The New York Times I s \

\IU (. Hs ABC:

INN rime I it tic Rock Newspapers,

publisher of the Arkansas Democrat-

Gazette, and The Reporters

Committee for freedom of the Press.

Mis (ones' lawsuit claims Clinton

asked her for oral sex at a Little Rock

hotel in I**! while he was governor

and she was a state employee Her

lawyers have been questioning other

women in an attempt to show a pat-

lem of misbehav tor bv Clinton

Wright already was considering a

motion bv ludicial
V W atch a

\v ..chingion-based conservative

group, to modify the gag and open

Clinton's deposition to the public

That request, filed |an 28. also

the ineffectiveness of the gag

order while arguing it would be in

the public s interest to know the rea-

son for allegations that Clinton may
have perjured himself in the deposi-

tion

continued from page 1

payment to this fund is included in tuition bills. McManus feels the students

should not be used to make a profit and would be willing to foot the bill il

students were to be charged.

"Don't plan on charging students and making money ofl ot student I

would be more willing to take the money out of our [SGA| account to keep

the concert free," McManus said.

Another issue of money came up concerning the fund used to give money

to RSO's. The finance committee is in chaige of a fund used to give emei-

genev money to RSO's.

On a more costly note, a motion was proposed by Alvarez lo buy a new

computer for the SGA office Ihe current computer crashes continually,

wasting time and slowing the work of the SGA. The computer was estimated

to cost $1,500. This monev would be taken out ol the emeigeiicy fund.

There was debate over taking MOM] out ol this lund.

"I don't know if anyone has noticed bul a $4,000 dinner here, a $1,500

survey there, now we're about to pass a motion for a $1,500 computer."

Adam reldman. Commuter at large said "II the RSO's can just walk down-

stairs (from the SGA office to avoid using the BOA computer |
why can't wc

and save $1,500' We re taking monev avvav tumi RSO's this lund is for

helping RSO's in an emergency."

Senator Paul f'erio disagreeJ commenting. "We can't function it we don't

have the computer equipment to do it What we re talking about here is the

lunctioning of the SGA I consider that an emergencv

1 Respite the controversy the motion passed

teach
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Newton gave ciedit lo five inves

ligators who looked into provid-

ing grants for imnproving math

and science program.

Each of the five colleges has

an investigator. UMass' inve*ti

gator is Morton Sternheim, a

professor emeritus ot phvsics

Part of the conference will be

spent discussing what has

worked in their revised courses

and some of the problems they

have come ac 1

1

In addtion to UMass.

S 1 1 MTEC includes Hampshire,

\inhetsi Mount Holyoke and

Smith colleges. It also includes

three community colleges and

public schools in Springfield.

Amherst. Holyoke. Hadley.

Northampton. South Hadley and

Franklin Count

v

Interested in writing

for News?
Then come to the

New Writers meeting

on Monday, Feb. 9 at

7 p.m.

Call Leigh, the News
Editor for more

information.

HURRY!
This is your

last Chance

to appear in this

year's yearbook!

All this week!

Schedule a sitting

(800) 836-0558

yoCS
80*9"?.

tfflJEX
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Campus Center Rm. 177-178
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Breaking point...
"Y

from Philly, huh'.'

Shoot anybody recently'
1

'

t Insert small, insulat New

England town chuckle

here).

For the past four yean, this is what

I've had to hear most times I mention

my cit> of origin. And I think l"ve

been pretty civil ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
for the most part C |,

lor a city guy aaBBBBBBaB^Baaaai

what with our trademark trip wire

disposition. The truth of the matter is

that by growing up in some Bay State

village, you're less likclv to be

brained by a bullet than if sou pick a

Tight with the average clod.

I el's see here — blood> lip or

spattered cranium? It's a crapahoot if

you're faced with a potential rumble

in I rbania, and there are onl\ two

M roll be the gu> who walks

away or be the guv who limps, crawls

or is carried awav I choose the for-

mer Delicate bones, you know.

So I came to Amherst, a civil man

from Philadelphia, ready to iprod

some Brotherly Love to the Happy

\ alley And I witnessed crops upon

crop* of schlubs from little places

beat the living poop out of each other

became they'd never been in a situa-

tion where their poop might not be

living at the end of an altercation.

But for me. things were

hunky-dory until I brought a car up
io vhool

Though few will acknowledge it. I

believe there it a hirating point in all

people, especially those who exist as

ow morons — polite city dweller*.

For years you cast a Wind eye toward

the muggings, the hold-ups. the

break-ins. the obnoxious incense

peddlers And your world is good, if

vou let it be so.

But there is a breaking point at

which we snap tike any other human

being. There has to be. And it took

driving m the Amherst area to bring

about my own private psychotic

Here's how crofting the street

in ino-t majoi cities It \ou

have the "Walk" -ignal \ou look to

your right, then youi lelt then both

ways again, and finally you cross the

street at an efficient pace, II u.u

don't have the walk signal. >ou to!

low the above procedure, but rather

^^^^^^^^ than briskly

strolling from

-idewalk to side

walk, you dash like Michael lohnson

with a road flare in his keister.

Note in the above paragraph there

is no mention of cros-walk- There is

a rea-on for that — God did not

intend them to h no

Bible thumper, but I do know that

while there ll neither a passage

regarding cars nor crosswalks in

C art are bigger, faster and

mo bigger than the average mortal

I his is Detroit '|

Darwinism at it-

finest

When I get

behind the wheel

of mv C'herok.

feel the full, unbrt

died flush of the

power of that

puppv *nd thi-

doggy don't warn to play nice with a

pear-shaped. acid washed

jean iporting onajntu who can't get

Ma hustle on when I'm vying for a

good parking spot.

What I previously believed to be

the universal principle of lravening a

busy road a pied seems to hold no rel-

evance around these parts. To the

civil citv man, getting killed for his

wallet makes perfect sense, but some

chump dragging narrow tail across

those insipid white lines is a real

crime There is a beautiful fluid

rhvthm to urban pedestrian toaf

the MGM musical for the downtown

set — because everyone understands

that even one else has somewhere to

he

and denim pants the size of Bill

Maher's ego slogging through backed

up traffic like SOHM
Fellini-does-Caucasoid hip-hop

quaalude festival really digs tight to

the core of all the bad things inside

me. The bad things Mom told me not

to think, or worse, do

Sometimes I see "The Day "
It'll be

9: 1 7 a.m. or so, the morning drive to

the garage He'll be one of those

lanky goobers, one of those rich kids

with a hand-me -down \olw station

wagon, a prep school education and

more weed in his dorm room than a

Bam Morris party

I II -top lor him at the crosswalk

lie II take his sugary sweet time He II

turn back mid-stride to joke with a

chum. He's meat unless he does The
Thing" — the Get-Out-of- tail I rev

card lot hi- type All it takes is the

courtesv wave.

lb the civil citx man. get

ling killed for his wallet

makes Perfect sense, but
siime chump dragging
narrow tail aero

insinid white lines is a
real crime

and m> instuut-

w ill repress

themselves It - a

real live "Choose

Your Own
Adventure"
book. lack, and

vou want page

>7. IK'l

He won't give the wave I flip the

shilt on the-flv lour wheel drive

He doesn't even see it coming, the

end of my civilitv I he police will

search in desperation for any witness-

es, but strangely no driver will admit

to having seen anything I'll clean the

clumps of natty white-boy dreads

and tattered hemp jewelry out of my

grill before the fuzz even show. A
fantasy crime

: so perverse, this vision'.' Oh.

yeah. Big tune. But who unmade me?

So if you see that dark green leep

rumbling your way. pedestrians,

know that judgment has come upon

you — lest ye wave — and it shall be

that of the unhinged city man
( 1jJ,>r tanner u a Collegian

Thus, the sight of shuffling Vans coiummst

»

We encourage our readers to respond %o the content© of the Collegian

through letter* to the editor.

ees.

Mo

Doonesbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU

1 KMCMVA voro XXJK.
SO> CAU&? HUENPS ARE
STAPHING TO ABAHOON XXJ.

BUT I tUANTEP YOU VKNCmV
THAT I%4 NOT OHE Of !>*#

Things to think about
I

haven't been real bu-v i \ou guv- last

My life dunng the first lew .seek- oi 1^J< ha-ii I

been very interesting. Without you guvs, idea- tluit

would make a humorous column |u-i worry, mv liieiul-

In fact, housemate B's favorite expression rvei break

was. "Luke, what make- sou act the way vou I

Vou know. I'm not realh

But idea- just MM o! bounce oil mv

head. I just listen to them more when I

MM nothing to do

I ike during the month of lam

In this time, when (a- we've al

established) I didn t do anything. I came

la la-e with a tew quite MfiOtM

Their stories must be told

There mav he a little I lev I ukc

let the snow and the i-olaiior,

that vou had no monev and had tc

But ii MMI out "Super Cooper" taint that ironic

1

| .....ked up with some punk lifeguard named Chip

a -oincthing And when Kev finds out. W'inny gets

mad haoMM fat "spied" on her

1

1

Sound- like -tiamp' ID me. I won't even the

mention the time -he put on Kev - let- jacket and did

-i Kevin Arnold impression lycah. real funny
|

or her brief seventh grade affair with

that quarterback

Sobodv has the right to make fun of

Kevin Arnold, or break his heart

Nobodv

In mv mind. Kev should have tried to

get with Beckv Slater Yeah, she was

-hadv hut at least she was up front

about it And any girl that can throw ..

punch and get with Hobson — Kev »

wise-ass friend — is alright bv me

Garv and hminv support you with thcii - ' and

occasional free meals get vou down feeling ihis time

out

Buv hey. what's H Ul a little

hunger, -now or drunkenness.' Where would <

Roberts Dan Rathe be without

bvastlv

W inny Cooper was aever the *II-Ani«ncan girl

In fact, Winnv (. <>opei »>« a tramp

That might be a little harsh per't

legacy by calling her a tramp. Wed all I
•• k Ms.

.nines all the things w>

about women, and
I

ic-allv Bui if vou look at

the facts. Super Cooper ain't The only thing

W mnv epitomized was being a heart

Remember the second to last epi .avaa

Kevin - I hev re still together inn. orfcat

a resort. Kevin get- in a light w

the whole "Vou don t run mv Hat" thing

Yeah, Kev I know V I thought he was pretty

hack then too

Kevin leave- ht rtd*

Winny. hoping she'd be happy to spend the summer

with him

Hoping being the key word

W tnn.pcg lets fans are funny

II vou look at someone and sav "I lev vou look like a

W inni|vg let- Ian." somebody else will laugh Though I

irv this one out. I believe in it

telling someone they look like a Minnesota

doesn't pack that same bite And thev

made fun of the W haler- enough in Chming \m\ lor all

ol u- iMartfotd is nothing to joke about, you know It

Hartlord blew up. think of how much insurance would

goup.r

Bob Barker's policy of only picking old ladies, guvs

from the Navy and sorority girls from IC-Sania Crtu

io appear as guests on "The Price is Right"

That's fast Whai I need to do is get someone at this

I nmr-uv to give me an independent study sailed

-m on The Price is Right': A case study on the

ha-.- nn bootv in America's favorite game

Barker s beauties? Plink

I -ould get an A in Plinko. Much easier than Trench

B\ the wav I never tried out the whole "Pri

Righi" or the daring "Hey. lei's make tun p| Winnipeg"

theory on houseman B

ihout me enough as n

Collegian . olummst

A fair deal for bewinsky?
Bv i image >

*

fresh-faced inter i

where But who

I ewin-kv ' W hen the Ml

alleged affair with President Clinton

first hroke. she wa- I a« a

wide -eyed innocent who had been

cruelly used and

then cast aside. At

least that's the

image brought to M
hv I ewn •

mcr friend. Linda

Tripp

"The kid was

madly in love with

Clinton." Tri|

friend and agent I ucianne Goldberg

told the Vie ),>rkcr. But at

increasinglv miserable \n

know how it is when a girlfriend is

being treated badlv by a man. . Tripp

was furious. It wa- la

gonna see her own daughter die.

'

Of course. Lewin.-kv- "mom"
showed just how concerned -he wa-

for the young woman* welfare by

secretly taping their conversations

and sicking Independent Counsel

Kenneth Starr on her. But tliat-

another matter I -pcciallv since the

tide has begun to turn on Lewinsky 't

image. Now she is increasinglv

rtMuarj as a calculating tempi'

slut. A recent New York Dan

headline dubbed I .ewin-kv a-

CRAZF.D," after an ex-boyfriend

came forward to sav that the forma

intern plotted the alleged affair.

Whether Monica I.ewin-kv is ulti-

mately seen as a naif or a viven has

vet to be determined. But one thing is

lor sure: She will have to be one or

the other. It's limp!) not possible

that Lewinsky could be an ordinarv

FOCUS ON WOMEN

-

leader ol the fre

appetite, a woman who simplv made

a mi-'

:hat she nccc-

- v in p a I h >

.>u-lv it

i- wrong to

partake of

another
woman's hus-

band But

that 4 not

ihe

impulse to

- either a child or a

<out Rather. 11 -peak- to

our d-. iiice about

Despite the many

advan ^omen have enjoyed

i vet : .murv . there

double -land, ird that doesn't seem to

be going anvwh

I M MOM hc still have a

iiard time with the idea of

It enjovmg -e\ for it- own -ake.

I hat men ran emov the piea-uie- ol

the flesh without emotional hangups

n a given. In tact,

we've taken llii- concept to such a

ridiculous extreme that even when a

sixth-grade K>\ wa- seduced by his

icichei 'a he Inlet became pregnant

from the alfain. ihe mattei was treat-

ed like a joke - - the fataaj boj MM
m of child, abuse than the

hcnelk iary 01 aMunjahtng good luck.

But women who obtain carnal knowl-

edge out-ide the hound- of I commit-

ted relationship must necessarily fall

mh> one of two categories: Thev are

either simp- who have been duped

into thinking then relationships were

"Whv buv the cow when v> u -an

gel ihe milk tor tree?" I had once

thought that cliche had gone the w,.v

of Ovaltine and "Howdv IX^kIv " But

hitch I vc been hearing it uttered hv a

number of conservative women com-

mentators Speaking in kittenish voic

es and wearing leopard-print

miniskirts, thev wax on about how

the sexual revolution has hurt women

because now men don't feel -o com

pel led to marry

It - interesting to hear those

women cast the female species as

mere victim- of men's desires —
ially after so manv vfcfl

accusing feminists of doing tlic same.

It has apparently not occurred to

them that not all women view sex as

a commodity that can be brokered in

exchange for more desirable things

wedding rings, fur- what.-vet And I

think most men would be happv to

know that the gal on the street

doe-n't view -e\ a- chaiitv work

either. Women aren't "giving" any-

thing away. To the contrary, thev aic

taking.

Thi- is not to say that Monica

Lewinsky is not naive or stupid or

emotionally unstable or a liar or

manipulator. She may be all of the

above or none of the above — I have

no idea. But I suspect that had she

not been outed by a creepy friend

with a tape recorder, she would have

iccovered from her infatuation just

line. It wa- Monica Lewinsky's

choice of friends — not lovers — that

cau-ed her downfall.

N(/rc/ l.vkcl is a syndicated coluni

nisi Send comments to the author in

care of the Collegian or send her e-

mail at saraeum@aol.i-vm.
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Your guide to the Winter Olympics
Getting in shape for the OlympicsSnowboarding as an Olympic sport?

Things are moving so fast and furious these last

few days I can hardly keep things straight. The
\\ inter Olympics open tomorrow night in Nagano,

and I'm not really sure I'm ready.

Thai's not to say I haven't been preparing

(June the contrary 1 have been prepping

tor thi- like you wouldn't believe Ms
couch and pillows are ready. I've got

the /V Guide with the special edition

Olympic cover and I'm going to watch

the whole horrid Nancy-and-Tonya
thing on television tonight Plus. I have

literally spent minutes watching ESPN's
\v inter \ Oames and Wide World of

Sports tat least when it has ice dancing)

So I'm prepared. L nlike I illchainmer. when I

went into the whole Olympic thing and got com-

pletely blindsided Seriously, altet the opening cer

cinonies and a day of giant slalom, my leg was

asleep. I was out of snacks and I couldn't handle

the luge. _

Therefore, 1 offer a few tips to the Olympic

viewer, because watching can be just as strenu-

ous as competing.

• Start small: If this is your first Winter

Olympics in front of the tube, the

xperienee can be a bit over

whelming The Games are

nothing like those held in

the summer months (a

bunch of countries

compete in sports

that wouldn't oth-

erwise make it

onto television

tor the chance

at a medal
something com
pletely differ-

ent!

N ou have
to pace
yourself

Seven years ago. I wav talking to

mv friend Casey about the

prospect ol -.iiciwbtiurding

being an Olympic

-(xirt At the time.

I thought that it

could be a

positive

1MB lot

the -pen

Howevei.

C'asev

teemed to tm
with me

at the tunc

Seven umi»

later. I see

both the pos

itive an.!

alive impacts

on the sport

at snow
boarding

makes n«

debut thi»

month at the

eighteenth Winter Games in Nagano,

lapan.

W hat i- snow hoarding'.'

Where and when did it

riginate''

In the late M.K there

ere people that n»>k

would -taiicl OH one ski

with two feet on it and

lide Jove n hills It was
long hefore big corpo-

lons like Knmswick. who

was making pool table- .aught on and

used scrap wood from pool tabl.

make the "Snui'

ITic "Smirk i wa- nothing in

than a piece of wood with MM tide

tion mj th. place their feet on

it and a rope tide M the front ol

the ridet can steer the board I •

snow boarding hat evolved into the

wing winter -port in

American with dilterent way- tot

snowbeMirdcrc to enjoy the spurt

Whether vou are the tvpe oi -now

Tun tc gOAKHNG t og* '

Winter alterna-sports
In America, if I brought a person

to the edge of a ski jump and told

them to launch themselves off it, I

would probably be arrested for

intent to murder.

In my homeland of Finland, if I

brought a person to the edge of ski

jump and told them to let it

fly . they would — and that

person would probably

buy me a beer after-

wards as well (geez. as

if that's the key to my
heart).

In America, if I put

on cross country skis and

went out for a little 20, 50

or even 50 kilometer trek. I

would probably be labeled a sucker

for punishment.

In Finland, if I put on those skis

and won that 20. 30 or even 50

kilometer trek. I would be consid-

ered a hero.

In America, if I put on said skis

and went out on that trek with a

rifle over my shoulder, I would
probably be called Grizzly Adams
and be referred to as the guy who

lives on the edge of town who has

"issues to deal with."

In Finland, if I strapped that rifle

to my shoulder on that trek. I would

be labeled as a man among men.

No. Finns are not bunch of homi-

cidal maniacs, suicidal freaks or

rabid NRA members However,

in some people's minds we
are — sarcastically said,

and definitely in

tongue-in-cheek sort of

way — because sports

that we enjoy like ski

umping. cross country

racing and nordic cum-

ned are parts of our

national fabric.

Hey. we're a wintry kind of coun-

try, and we really enjoy our winter

sports.

Not only are those sports a part

of our national fabric, but a part of

the entire continent of Europe's

sporting culture. It's almost like

football on Sunday, without all the

timeouts. Truthfully, people gather

Turn to WINTER, page 7
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~ Olympic Television Coverage ~
Friday - lib

S II p.m.
•

i i-ning Ceremonies
• \lpine Skiing (preview.

Saturday — 2/7
4 (i /) m
• Alpine Skiing (preview I

• IfcMU'l lee Hockey
I lip m

ill Skiing

• U omen - t. loss-Country Skimg
// 55 p m U 55 a m
• Olympics I ate Sight show

Sunday — 2/8
.' m.

• Men's Speed Skating

• Women - Lc Hocfct) (China v I

I m
• Pair* Figure Skating
a Alpine Skiintz

townhill Skiing

te Night Show

— 2/9

8-11 p.m.

mg

j m
,mpics 1 ale Night Show

lucsday —2/10
m.

jtmg i Pairs free Program i

\1

'urn
specu .-iajuiia

• Olympic hi Show

Wednesday — 2/11

i li f.m
• Men - A Women's Freestyle Skiing

• Men- \lpme Skiing (Combined Slalom!
• Women's S|>eeiJ Skating

• Men v iew

/ ou./n.
• Olvmpu ht Show

Ihursday —2/12
i 1 1 p m
• Man's Figure Skating

• Men's Alpine skiing

• Men's Speed Skating

• Men's lot Fsodtej Pwvfan
/.' I > > j m
• Man's lea Hockej (I SA » Sweden)

Friday -2/ II •

• Women'-. Alpine Skiing

• Figure Skating lice Dandng)
• Women - Speed Skating

• Man's Ue Hockey Report

m
- Im Hock*) I SA w Oual. en

Saturday — 2/14

»i

• Man's lot Hocke] Sweden vs Canada)
made vs. I 5 \

7-11 pm
• Man's I iguie Skating
• w onsen's Mpana Sklekj
• Won

v A. Women * lea Hocfce) Report

/ / 5 5 p m J a mi

• Men's Ice Hockey (Ru-sm i> I inland)

Sunday — 2/15

4d|i
• Man's lee Flock*) (Caeca Repub. vs. Qual. #2)
• Min'l iiguie Skating Review
• Figure Skating (lee Dancing

l

I 1 1 pm
• Figure Skating dee Dancing)
• Man's Speed Skating

// 55 pm .-2 am
• Mani lee Hooka) (Canada vs. USA)

Monday — 2/ lb

/ - 1> p m
• Man's lea Hockey

fl / ; 5t> p m
• Figure Skating, lee Dancing
• W omen- Spaed Skating

• Men's & Women's I reestyle skiing

• I l.iiii Ski lumping

/ 05 .'05 am
• Olympics I ale Night Show

luoday-2/17
8-11 pm
• MMv I reestyle Sknne
• Women - Alpine Skiing

• I igurc skating Preview
• Men's Speed Skating
/.' 55-5 j m
• Men - ke Hoafcaj iQuanerfinall

Wednesday — 2/18
8-11 pm

iens K igurc Skating

• Men's Alpine Skiing
• Man's lea Hockej Report

/ 55um

- Orympies l aM \ight •sh«w

Thursday- 2/

M

I ; / p at,

• Women - I leuie Skating he-view

• Women's Alpine Skiing

» Women - Speed Skating

12:33 5 g N
• Men's Ion Hockey iSemsflnel)

Friday — 2/20

• // 10 pm
• Women's Figure Skating

• Women - Alpine Skiing

• Men's ke Hockej Report

I 05 5 50 a m
• Man'l lee Hockey t Bronze Medal I

Saturday — 2/21

I t> p m
• Women - Speed Skating

• Men's Biathlon

• I iguic Skaimg Recap

1 1 1 p.m.

• Figure Skating

• Men's Alpine Skiing

I in p m -2 a.m.

• Men - ke Hockej (Gold Medal Gamci

Sunday — 2/22

\2 / pm
• Mani lee Hockey Review

I f /i m
• Overall Rev >ies

8-11 pm
• ( lo-mg i eiemonies

// ,S/>»r 12 55 a m
• l Hvinpi,.- I ale Night Show

amc
Mt Farm. 4 »SS4 8153

Ml Farms Mall

Phantoms (R)

Today at 5:50

Half Baked (R)

Today al (5 20@2 .50) 8 30
Tomorrow reeve* Dies (PG13)

Today al <5 30@2 50)

Fallon (R)

Today at (5 10@2 50) 8 30
Oeaperf Mo—uree (R)

Today at i5 40@2 50) 8 30
As Good As It Gets (PG13)
^iy«l(5J0@2 50j8 20. .

H..mp%Ktr* 6 «5«4 75*0
e^toMefj|s>*Hl*-r ^

Groat Expectations (R)

Today al (5 40@2 50) 8 30

Wag the Dog (R)

Today at (5 30@2 50) 8 20

Spies World (PG)

Today at (5 50@2 50) 8 30

Titanic (PG 13)

Today at (4 20@2 50) 8 10

Good Will Hunting (R)

Todayat(5:20@2 50)8 10

Oosp Rising (R)

Today at (5 40@2 50) 8 00

^LIQUOR SPtCIALS^
|scfc Daniels » 1 3 .** «

-

Bacardi Limon *9.«*

|
|*9erm«ister 14

I SS Pierce Vodka *9.~

YOU HAVE TO SEE IT TO BELIEVE IT!

MICRO BREWS
Saranac

W Beer Specials
<-" JW Dundee

Honey e>OMn

^v

UP<ckS<Xtlrt

Mill City

Cider Jack
SfxcmJCtdrr

»s." -» I •od Dry
(mw Caw ot Bcsfin

*6.
• at

•9.

•97

ll^ltagScMadatfvtifye^SS*.** -

Honry IfOwen b tlsKk and f«n

di'.'.'.jvih visa uAsrtRCARD AcctFiro or: m<" ; Fuii RedemDtion
HT UASt < 114 COLLEGE S' !U ' <tK[ IV TO 'KIT I9<ST tntl I o .uenter

Attention all new

and RMurning writer*-

The Arts eV: 1 i\ in^

tion will be holding a

meeting tonight at b

p.m. for all those inter

ted in writing this

semesME Any ques-

tions'' Cull Seema

Gangatirkar. Art- s)

I i\ing editor, at

>4>-l»b1

Gear Up For The Winter At Mt. Tom And
Make Yourself At Home! Great Skiing & Riding

Day or Night — PLUS, A New Terrain Park!

UMass Student Specials

College Night every Sunday with a $17 — 3pm to 10pm lift ticket (with ID)

Monday Night's are Men's Nights — with $17 tickets tor men.

Wednesday's are Women's Nights — with $17 tickets for women.
Plus, Use Your U. Pass Coupon And Save!

U. Pass! -r- Savings Coupon

Present This Coupon And Get Big Savings!!!

You Can (Jet A Lift Ticket — Any Midweek Day or Night For Only $15!

And A Free Ski Ride & Save Card

With Savings All Season Long!!

Use your Ski, Ride & Save Card And You'll (Jet:

• $15 — 3 and 1/2 hour lift ticket (M-F)

• $5 off full price weekend or holiday litt ticket

•SIS — 3 and 1/2 hour lift ticket Sat. Or Sun Nights

• $15 — 3 and 1/2 hour lift ticket when you bring a friend day or night,

(M-F; excluding holidays).

• AND LOTS MORE VALUE ALL SEASON LONG!

(Card may be used for lift ticket discount a maximum ot 7 times

Certain other restrictions apply.)

For info: Call 413-536-0416 or visit www.mttom.com — Only 2 minutes from 1-91, exit 17A in Holyoke, MA

,

shape
continued from page 5

Go with something you already
know If you have been to the Ice

lea n> lei dancing. There is no
tOHina ot scantily clad females as
there is in pairs skating or some of
your low-end bar fightv

If you have been to the bunny
slope ol a local ski area, tune into the

downhill racing. The speed might be
a bit much at first, but >ou'll get used
toil.

Got a group of friends, but you're
sick of playing Scattegoi ies? Try
hocke) (ks. it's u team).

• Experiment II >ou are a Winter
Olympics veteran, tr .to branch out a

hit and watch different events.

Feeing romantic? Pairs luge may be
Cot \ou Mavbe Are you the hunting

twe? Have sou ever tried skiing? Put
the two together and presto —
buithlon' l\>n't be afraid to try bob-
sled, it's unlv an overgrown alpine

stick*.

Ueo, check the program listings

for curling and go for it. Here's a

bnel rynofiehl vt the sport. You slide

an overgrew*, housecat across a slip-

pery kitchen floor at your sister while

she tries to sweep and you gel points

for how far and accurate your tries

are. On ice. Or something like that.

Don't be afraid to broaden your
horizons, that's what these things are

for.

• Maintain your equipment: Your
surroundings and equipment can
make or break your entire Olympic
experience. If your chair is lumpy, it's

doubtful you'll make it through the

parade of participants in the Opening
Ceremonies II vour lighting is insuf-

ficient, say goodbye to reading any of

the aforementioned collector editions

of TV Guide.

Make sure to keep a healthy supply

ol Kleenex and lip balm. Tears
abound when the scrawny-undcr-dog-whose-
gold-medal-means-Wheatics-box-a
nd movie «\ the- week- fame takes

the top spot on the podium. Lip balm
i- necessary for the hours of nordic

and freestvle skiing, hockey and
speedskating. Not that you'll be out

there doning the ski bib yourself, but

once you get settled into the

barcalounger to see the crowing of

the next Bonnie Blair or Dan lansen

hours may pass before you think

about anything else — but you

want to neglect your lips. Consider

some hand lotion as well, although

it's not as important as the balm

• Train properly: It's crucial that you

stay in shape yourself. Make sure you

have Gatorade on hand, in case any

of the athletes appear to winded, and

you lose it too. The calorie burn ol

chip dipping increases proportionally

to the amount of dip (you burn more

if you use salsa and sour cream, salsa

and guacamole. etc.). Watch the

alcohol. Too much Saki and you re

misjudging the snowboarding halt

pipe

• Remember, this is supposed to be a

competition None ol that just have

fun crap. If you and vour triends get

together, beat them at whatever >ou

Now go out there and win won
for the whole countrv

Gesjejl Kane, a Collegian colum

winter

boarding
continued from page 5

boarder who get- pswhed about making turns on the

sJopa "i vou arc an intense racer getting as many train-

ing days us you can before the big race, there is a place

u in the snowboarding world.
Ni.i bed lot a ffl yeas; old sihjh.

II all ol vou bu»incs« majors out there are wondering
how lo Lapitali/e on the snowboard market then you
belter get in line. With the enormous growth that snow
boarding is experiencing, it has v aught the attention of

the -kiing indusirv and the International Olympic
Commitlea IKX

Snowboarding couldn't have gTown to where 11 is

today Without the ittention and coverage that it has

received I-'vervthing foot ski resorts opening its trail,

toi ejsosjslsoaeaan so technological improvements such

as step in bindings weie a result ol this attention.

There is another side to this swift evolution from the

'Surfs* to bevoming an official Olympic sport \\ hen
the lOl w a» considering snowboaiding as an Olympic
event, thev needed a governing body to oversee it

Xlreadv in cMsietKe is the International Snowboard
Federation tlSI I. who have been governing snow board
competition lor the past 10 yc

1 icr sJBjce -kiing has been an Olympic -(-on R>C has

been woi> i\ with the Federation International

dc Sk
i
the -port of skiing

ITirough all thi- political mess. IOC has decided that

when snowboarding becomes a medal event. US would
be the governing body over snow boarding.

This decision, as you might imagine caused a lot ot

anger and frustration with the snowboard competitors.

As a result of this decision, snowboarder competitors in

the mid-90s went through a phase of boycotting the

National Team and the Winter Gam
If you are confused about this political scene, you are

not alone, lust imagine what it's like for competitor*

who are trying lo decide which halfpipe competition to

go to or which race circuit should they do this season.

There was also tension between snowboarders who
would compete for ISF and those competing for I IS

fortunately, a lot of this negativity is currently being

worked out and both governing body are trying lo make
a positive impression on this year's Winter Games.

This month you will see two disciplines being -how

cased in Nagano. One is the giant slalom, an event

where snowboarders race down the mountain through a

series of gates trying to find the fastest line to the finish

The other discipline is will be a half-pipe, where snow-

boarders go down a structure made from snow doing

aerial maneuver that will be judge on a point system

Both men and women will compete separately for the

gold

gj hether snowboarders want it or not, by becoming
an Olympic sport, snowboarding will be changing But

whether you are a competitor or just like lo ride on the

weekends, don't forget that feeling that you experienced

your first day on the snowboard.

Thang Vo it a Collegian itaff member

continued from page 5

.nound their TV's and enjoy this stuff every weekend
ol the winter.

No lie Really.

t uropeans seem to bask in the fact that there are

mote -potis |o enjoy than America's Big four (base-

ball, basketball, football and hockey), and they don't

even like two of those professional sporting option-

In mine and a lot of people's minds, the Winter
Olvmpu- is more enjoyable than the Summer edition

because it does showcase the more radical side of the

athletic endeavor.

ea -peed skiing and skating lo luge and bobsled-

ding to my homeland's Big Four (hockey, ski jump-
ing. . Men and nordic combined), the wild

and cra/v -ide ot life is spotlighted when the Winter
Ulvinpus hits the air waves, lis like the X-Gamcs
with more legitimacy, or a continuous, three-week

Idler film.

These sports hold a high fitness level to success,

with uncompromiscd emphasis on concentration and
natural skill — just like the sports in thi* country

There is major emphasis placed on these sports,

with a tremendous amount of media coverage to boot

iu*t like this (.ounlry

And. winners and losers of those sports are either

glontied or disenfranchised for their efforts — just

like this country

imple. in every instance of a fall from grace

like a Dwight Gooden in this country, there is somc-
iikc Matti Nykancn in my homeland.

A multi-gold medal and world championship win-

ner in ski jumping, Nykanen was popularly known as

the "Hying Finn ."- Nykanen was literally flying high

after his success in the 1988 Calgary Olympus, and
the homeland embraced him as a national hero

But as soon as his stature rose, it went down in

flames with the temptations of wine, women and
dancing that stardom inherently holds. Tabloids lol

lowed him around everywhere, and plastered shots of

him drunk in the streets of Helsinki, while destroying

his character with stories of all-night escapades with

beautiful Finnish women.
Yee, Im biased in thai realm of thought, but I

digress.

The tint of his gold medals were tarnished forever

Blame the media if you want, but temptation is

i ant and universal I saw a story done on him the

last time I was in Finland, and it showed the hum-
bled man trying to rebuild his life once again. A sad

-u<rv \c-. but its a story that is constant and univer-

sal in both of our sporting cultures.

And hey. if I was going to tell you the good things

about our Big Four, then I'm obligated to tell you
about ihe bad things as well. But on both good and
bad points, all this goes lo show is thai Finnish and
I uropean people are excited (sometimes overly so)

about their sports and sporting figures — just like

thi- country

Dilference- may abound in ihe sports we play, but

not in the enthusiasm for them In this case, when
you waich what Finnish people, consider the Big

Four come Olympics time, try to enjoy it as much as

we do. One thing is for sure, you don't see this stuff

on TV in thi* country at all (except for hockey, thai

is), so that might be motivation enough
Injov I know I will

And gee/. I won't even ask you to launch yourself

off a ski jump., unless you really want to, you .

bastard

forma Kamanen is a Collegian columnist

,".
Do you think you have an obsessive amount of knowledge on a relatively obscure subject

which no one else knows about?
In past semesters, Arts & Living has given columns to people just like you!!!

Come on down and pick up YOUR column. ... Just ask Seema...
Todd Richards, here winning the 1997 US Open, could be a medal contender in the halfpipe competition at

this year's winter games
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Opening ceremony

details a top secret
By Tad Anthony
Associated Pr»»j

NAGANO, lapan — A 51b

pound sumo wrestler and a 95-

pound figure skater, lapanese

heroes both, will form the center-

piece of an Olympic opening cere-

mom >..ripted to draw East and

together — from traditional

Asian bonfires to Beethoven

Beyond that, though, mum's
pretty much the word.

Details of the opening cere

monies (tomorrow night) have

been kept secret — so secret that

lapanese newspapers

Olwnpic credentials were pulled

temporarily when thev published

details of the festivities after an

earlier rehearsal. Reporters invited

to a dress rehearsal had to promise

they'd keep quiet

The message of this year's cere-

mony, says Francois Carrard,

director general of the

International Olympic Committee,

unple It's a message of

respect of one's self and the rules.

of tolerance and understanding
"

The ritual part helps to tmm
the message,* Carrard said

Wednesday "The ecremoin

should never bcioinc just a perfor-

mance or a show "

Some in Nagano .agreed "I

don't want them to use it as a

commercial.* said Aiko
Miruunisawa. a pharmacist.

Festivities at the Minami
Nagano Sports Park will include

the 5 000 competing athlc

50.000 spectators and a television

audience expected to number in

the hundreds of millions. The
masters of ceremonies are both

T\ iiuinaliMv one. Hisanori

Isooiura. has been described as

"the Walter Cronkite of lapan
"

Children from around Nagan.

and surrounding Nagano pr

ture. or province, will sing and

dance. In Nagano, the bell at the

ancient Zenko)i Temple will toll

a* pillars fashioned from trees are

raised in a millennium -old tradi-

tional festival from Nagano's
Suwa region.

Akebono. a grand champion
•uno wrestler born in Hawaii, will

other contenders of lapan s

national sport to perform a ring

entering ceremony known as

dohyo-iri After that, he'll take the

stage and stomp on the ground to

drive out any evil spirits that

might be lingering.

As a •okozuna — or grand

champion sumo wrestler —
Akebono stands at the pinnacle of

lapan's ancient sport, a position

that allords him a special kind of

respect

Sumo champions the only men

in lapan who still wear the hair in

a top-knot and dress in kimono in

public, are expected to he ihe

embodiments of traditional

lapanese value* o! cMvalf) and

humility.

After ihe Olxinpic Raj it l*J

lapanese ligurc Aatct Midori Ito.

who won a silver medal in

Albertville in 1993 and i> not

competing this yeas, will light the

Oiyiagat «.auldron

Exaulv how sjsjl Bt n remain*

sccrct Kt now Bui odd- are it will

involve skating and incorporate

one of the opening ceremonv -

ideals - showcasing lapan's cul

ture and working toward a world

without war.

Ito. the only lapanese figure

skater to win an Olympic medal,

has superstar status in her native

land.

the (male. SSMBfl on live

continents — in Berlin. Sviinev.

Niw ^ork. Beijing and Cape
Point. South \lrwa — will belt

out Beethoven 'l "Ode 10 I

simultaneou-lv

The 587.000 square '

Minami stadium forms the shape

of a cherry blossom, lapan's

national flower, when seen from

above. The reinforced cOssCtaia
building was completed in

December after four years ot

struction. It cost $75 4 million.

Three giant screens around the

stadium will bring action closer to

spectators. Athletes will watch

from seats that form a concentric

circle And the ceremonv will be

peppered with other pieces of

Nagano history and trad

Thev ve built this whole city up

for the Olympic* and people

won't necessarily know that

watching on TV." said HI

imoto. a social worker "I

hope some of Nagano will come
through in the opening ccren

The key word* lor the ceremo-

ny, according to preliminary press

materials, are simpie. dignified

and spiritual*

Carrard couldn't agree

I le seemed sure Wednesday 1

1

thing: that an Olympic opening

ceremony needs to retain the dig-

nity and content ol what it is — a

ceremonv

"It is in a stadium It's not a

stage." he said. "We should be

aware of not transforming an

opening ceremony into a major

pop concert."

CBS hopes Olympics pay off for network
" . . i J *» ,t...,L nnhix!

By Bob Thomas
Associated Press

I OS W.I lis- The l*>*>8

Winter Olvinnic* ate oft and skating,

skiing, sledding, even >nowboarding

and curling, as CBS Sports' foui -vc.u

project enter* it* I r> -dav tell I

marathon
The closing ceremonies on I eb. 22

will mark the end of an Olympic ir.nl

throughout the 1990s lor Kuk
Gentile, senior vice president of CBS
S|>..it* ami Olympics executive pro-

ducer. During all the preparations

for the Nagano games he figure* he

ha* clocked 18 tup* horn New ^ 01 k

to lapan. "The planning started

alnio*t immediately after

I illehammer." said Gentile, speaking

from Nagano He had been executive

producer ol all *ports as well a-

seeing the winter games in

Albertville. I ranee, l*)*)2, and

I illehammer, Norway. 1994.

CBS, which paid $575 million lor

the bUfV Mllnsj rights, boasts that

it* I 28 hours of programming will be

the widest coverage of the Winter

t,ames Because of the time differ-

ence, manv of the major events can

be *een live at convenient time* in

the United State*

(..entile said CBS has 1.500 to

1,900 people at this year's

MMB,"aajsJ the count is still grow

ing. I don't really know how many

cameras, but we will be well repre-

*ented ut every venue.

~Wc take some of the world

leed. the coverage that the host

country provides In the case of fig

ure skating, we shoot all our own
*tutt There may be an occasional

tradeoff of cameras at some of the

venues, but basically we're on our

own."
Covering a winter Olympics must

be the most difficult sports event

because of the vast and sometimes

mountainous terrain, and the

extreme cold.

Also, "most of the sports are pret

ty much unfamiliar to the production

people who cover them," Gentile

added. "Not too often do you get to

covet bobsled luge. Yc*. it's cold out

at the camera locations But it's our

third winter Olympics, and we've

really got it down at this point.

"We think we did a lot better at

I illehammer than we did at

Albertville We think we'll improve

in the way we do things here I don't

think that will necessarily translate

into higher ratings than we had at

Lillehammer. I don't think anybody

will ever top them

Why were the Lillehammer ratings

so high? The ugly rivalry between

skaters Tonya Harding and Nancy

Kerrigan, for one thing: the bad

weather in the United State*, lot

another. It kept Americans home and

watching TV.

"The weather in lillehammei Ml
great, the American stone* were

beyond belief." said Gentile. "An

American won the downhill in the

first night of coverage II you wcicm i

hooked by then, you eertamlv wen

afterwards I verything that hap-

pened was just perfect We may

never see that combination ol things

again

"The Olympics stand on then

own," he said, and "1 illehammer was

the highest-rated Olympic* at

Harding & Kerrigan face off for the first time since '94

By Josh Dubow
Associated Press

When Tonya Harding walked into

the room, Naiuv Kerrigan averted

her eves as a queasy look came ovei

M It was the tirst time the skatei*

had been together since the

I illeliaminei Game*
interviewer lame* Blown *i,>o>i

up to greet Haidmg. who then asked

Kerrigan how she was Keingan
looking in her lap instead of at the

woman whose ex-husband conspired

to break her kneecap, quietly replied

"fine" and the interview began

The meeting is the highlight of a

two-hour retrospective lox will air on

Kerrigan and Harding, who becanic

household names in 1*>94 after the

Jttack. which was intended to help

Harding * Olympic char

"Breaking the Ice ITx- Women of '94

Revisited" airs tonight at 8 p.m. F.ST.

"They realized that there would be

a lot of pressure on them to say

something at this time of yeai

Sports president David Hill said

Ihcv welcomed the opportunity to

perioral and to trv to hnng closure to

this event
"

In the four years since

I illehammer. Harding and Kerrigan

had not crossed paths until fo\ put

up the money lor the brief reunion, at

least $100,000 lor each skater.

Brown, the host on the special

interviewed Harding and Kerrigan

separately at their homes before their

Dec 22 meeting in New York I I

ielea*ed excerpts of the interviews

this week
Interview* with Kerrigan and her

family. Harding. |eff Stone

i Hauling * ex husband who used to

be known as lell Gillooly). prosecu-

tot Notmaii I rink, reporters who
covered the eveni and the other

skaters are spliced throughout the

two hour show which culminates

with the 10 15 minute joint inter

view

"There was a discernible shift in

attitude and emotion on Nancy's part

when Tonya walked into the room
."

Brown said "The tension was palpa

ble. You could cut it with a knife

"The body language changed as

lonva addressed her." he said.

"Nancv wa* doing her utmost to con-

trol herst-ll Her emotions were bub-

bling up inside her That was very

readable.*

The timing of the special is no sur-

prise, the first day of February

sweeps and one day before the

Olympics | o\ looks to double its

usual Thursday night audience.

That may nut be an outrageous pro-

n. On their first night of skaiine

at 1 illehammer. barely seven weeks

altet the Ian. b attack on Kerrigan.

nearly half of American TV sets were

tuned into CM coverage — the third

highest rated show in history.

Ihe attack skyrocketed interest in

the already popular sport, consider-

ing the large number of skating exhi-

bitions that Till American air time.

Keingan went on to win the silver

medal in I illehammer. Harding tin

ished eighth The other skaters from

the l*)*)4 Games who participate in

s show include Olympic gold

medalists Oksana Baiul. Katarina

Witt and Fkaterina Gordeeva Yuka

Sato and losee Chouinard. who was

forced to skate early in I *>*»4 when

Harding's lace broke, will also partic-

ipate.

Harding, still banned from skating

lor her role in covering up the attack,

was forced to do her routine for the

show at an outdoor rink in Beayer

aft colo a lew miles, away from

where the other skaters performed

While Hill and Brown say the skat-

ing performances are memorable,

people will not be tuning in to see

what i< on the ice. but rather the

interplay between Kerrigan and

Harding off it.

In a one-on-one interview. Brown

confronts Harding with evidence

from FBI files, including reports that

Oiltoot) and his co-conspirators

briefly considered killing Kerrigan,

before- deciding a whack on the knee

would do the job

Harding is visibly shocked bv the

question and asks Brown to repeal H

She then denies any knowledge

plan. She also said she knew nothing

of the attack before it happened

despite living with Gillooly at the

time

*l thought Tonya was genuine

about her remorse and repentance

and her desire to move on." Blown

said. "Whether or not she was truth

ful in refuting the points from the I Bl

files, I don't know She maintain-

that she didn't know until three Jav-

after attack
"

While Brown stays awav from

questions about the FBI fiU

Kerrigan's presence, be does bring up

the attack during the loint interview

which makes both women nervous.

"I think the interview n*cl! wa-

compelling from what wasn't said as

much as for what was said," Brown

said "The body language was rivetine

as a look into what they were think

ing as opposed to their words, which

were couched with niceties."

While fox officials acknowledge

that Harding sought repentance and

both skaters were looking for closure,

they are lew revealing about whether

Kerrigan forgives Harding.

"That's the crux of the show

Brown said. "Tune in and make your

own judgment
"
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Fairfield University

invites you to explore

the world!

Study the rich legacy of Britain and live

in a 16" century abbey near Oxford s

"dreaming spires ' Spend a summer, a

semester or a year studying in the center

of the historic "cradle ot Renaissance

civilization" in Florence, Italy where we

otter a dazzling variety of courses Or

immerse yourself in Russian and

European art. music dance, literature,

history and politics during the White

Nights of Summer in St Petersburg.

Our programs otter the opportunity to

combine a solid academic program with

the chance to travel and experience new

cultures For more information call

Cris Bowers. Tour Assistant, at

(888) 254-1566 or e-mail her at

cbbowers@tair1 fairfield edu

FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY
V, Dolan House
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06430-5955

I www/fa'rfield edu see

I / study abroad/jtiidy abroad him
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Pachinko parlors worry Nagano
By Eric Talmadge
Associated Press

NAGANO, lapan — It s called
puchinko — a noisv, mcsnicii/.ins;

kind uf pinbull gambling sama
that the lapanese iiist cunt teats,

to get enough of.

But police in Nagano apparenl
I) don't think this particului pas-

time is up to the sunJaids aj m
Olvmpic host

So when the Winter Cianic«
open on Saluid.iv evetv pachinko
parlor in town, all *>7 of them

.

will be closed lor business And
police vans v*. ill be tilling most ol

their parking lots

I Ins is something that Isn't

going to happen again in this

town for another 100 or 200
years.* said Sakae Kavama who
owns a pachinko parlor near the

stadium on the ottttkirti of
Nagano where the games open
ing ceremonv will be held "We
want do our part to help

"

Kayama said police requested
that pachinko parloi owner- dose
their shops lor both the opening

and closing ceremonv duv-

I'olice sav ihcv want ih

io dose because thev believe

that will help lighten the tiallic in

town

Pachinko pallors j|so tend u

have big parking lots — a prized
cotiunoditv in this crowded coun

tr> — and kavama said police

want to use those lots them
ktfvei

With the games opening
Saturdav and the dosing cciemo
nv fell 22 coming on a Sunduv
the pallors will be closed on two
ol ihen most busv davs

They have also agieed not to

bring in any new machines — a
big diaw (ot perhlniTt rntmiriieli

until neu month
"The police requested our

cooperation ." Kavama s,,id V\ e

didn't feel we had much of a

choice, and we're going to lose

some business, but it never hurls

to do favors lot the authority

The singling out of the

pachinko parloi- reflect! the
industrv's le>s.-than-shmv icpuui

(loll

More than W million lapanese

plav pachinko. and the countn s

It*. (.100 parlors are hard to miss
with garish neon itorefrontl and
ihe dm ol machine bells and mar

The) aie often I tic most prollll

nent landmarks in rural towns
and along high-

Gambling is illegal in lapan.

but pachinko parlors get around
that b> giving winners prizes that

win be exchanged eUewhei
cash. As long as cash h not Ji-

pensed inside the Df

turn a blind eve

gold
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and W5 World Champion Chen Lu

(Chi-

lli the men's competition. ISJ98

National champion Todd Kldredge

and lilvei medalist Michael Weiss

will trv io make it lo the podium

I Idic'dge a foul lime National chain

pion and a former world champion

|
|v)4t7l. will it v to lake home a medal

without a quadruple jump. Hdredgc

attempted the quad at the Nationals

and lell in the process In order lo

win m Nagano. Eldredge will need

the quad to come out on lop.

Ihe silver medalist at Nationals,

Weiss wis able to almost Msjplets

the one thing that Kldredge will need

to win at Nagano the quad jump. A
two footed landing eliminated the

jump from the judges' consideration,

but Weiss is confident he can
attempt the jump pertectlv when it

count-

Others to watch out tor in the

men's competition include Canada's

I lvis StOJkJo v'icat Britain's Steven

i-m- I'hillipe Candeloro of

France and Russia's lllva Kulik
>ko and Kulik both have quad

lump- which thev have performed
peilecilv in competition, making
them top contenders for the gold

Also. |vWH Kuiopean champion
Alexei Nagudm i Russia) will be on

hand io make his attempt at top hon-

or*

In pairs skating, the Lnited Stales

Spring Break

Fever

ravel Safej
,<4«4>

will be sending two lime national
champions Kvoko Ina and lason
Dungjcn and the husband wile team
Of lenni Meno and Todd Sand Ina

and Dungjen are known for their

speed, strengih and innovative chore-
ograph) Alter veai- in the shadows
ol Meno and Sand Ina and Dungjen
linallv captured their lirst national

title in 11^7 and then defended that

title last month.

Meno and Sand competed at the

l*H4 Game* in I illehainniei finish

ing tilth Mc-iio's iniured ankle kept

the pair out of Nationals this turn-

around, but aflet giving the US
Skating federation's judges a special

performance. Meno and Sand earned
a meal visit to the ulvnipic-

The main competition for the pairs

title, will (as usual l come from the

Russians. Elena Berezhnava and
Anton Sikharulidze are the defending

I uropean champions while silver

medalists at the Kuropean-
Oksana Kazakuva and Artur
Dmitricv will also make a run lor

ihe gold Dmitricv, with loriuer part-

nei Natalia Mishkatunek took silver

behind Gordeeva and Gnnkov at the
|s»q4 tianie- in I lilehaniiiici

I luabeth Punsalan and lerod
Swallow will represent the L ruled

States in the ice dancing competi-

tion, along with new kids on ihe

block les-Ka |o-eph and Charles
Butler I'un-alan and Swallow per-
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SAINT LOUIS
SYMPHONY
Hans Vonk, Conducti ih

Hii \ryHahn, Violin

One of the world's premiere orchestras

and one of its youngest and most gifted

soloists perform Prokofiev's KiWm

Cbnrrrfo. Also on the program is

Harbison's Symphony No. 1 and Brahms'

Symphony No 1 A harmonic convergence not to be trussed

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 8f»M, CONCERT MALL
P»f Cf NTIO WITH TMf CCNfDOUS iC*»0«T Of FWST MASMCHUifm TMMK,
thi D«kv Huawi—t Oam, mo WFCR M SFM

fii?Fjir mmnticari thehtih

Trinity Repertory Company in

by Anna Deveare Smith

Rhode Island's Tony Award-winning

theater presents a consummate play for

our times, called by the New York Times,

"Quite simply the most compelling and

sophisticated view of urban racial and

class conflict that one could hope to

encounter."

TUESDAY ft WEDNESDAY
FEBRUARY 1 A 1 1 , 8PM
BOWKER AUDITORIUM

S'TIf »? i'llXOPHONE

Gary Louie
A rising star in the music galaxy, alto

saxophone virtuoso Gary Louie has

performed at Lincoln Center, Jordan

Half, and the Kennedy Center, among

many other world-class venues.

"Without a doubt, an astonishing player..."

The LA Times

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 8PM
BOWKER AUDITORIUM
A Thomas F Pakcth Young Abtist Community

Residency

Call 545-2S1 1 or 1-800-999-UMAS for tickets

Visit our Website at www.umass.ede/fac/fac.hfml
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COLLEGE TOURS
SPRING BREAK 98

in CANCUN
INCLUDES

7 Breakfasts/7 Lunches
a*

*fi

'•£§**** from

$419^
For Information on a FREE Trip or

Reservations call Amanda at

800-244-4463
or visit our website at

www.collegetours.com!
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formed at the 1444 Olympic*, iu-i

e/eekl efsff Punsalan'.- brolhcr mur-

dered their laihci The pair finished

fifteenth.

Suvk back with nev. and Iwnni"!

live sjsaaasjaa, Punsalan and Swallnw
Mill try again fur a finish in the top

ten. loM'ph and Butler finished tss>

e>nd at SutiuiiaK in iheir lirvi appear-

ance at that competition Brimming
wiili confidence alter their Nationals'

performance and lop _H) tini^hes at

the World Championship-, lo-eph

and Butler will attempt to make
wave* at the Orympii

In ice-dancing the ma|oi competi-

tion again comes from Ru-Ma ke
dancers to watch out for will include

1^44 OKuipic gold medalists pjsha

ilorrnerU (Nassssf,) tjiishuk and her

paiinei. Evasjan I'latov . and Anjelilca

kr\losu and Oaaj C)\s\diinikov And
il vuu can't beai the Russian

might as well try to join them;
Canadian ice dancers Shae tsn
Bourne and VlctQf Krsat/ looking

lor then Ium OUmpie medal. ha\c

lined a Russian coash and choreofia-

pher

And vshalever drama the ice -k.il

ing mav hold llll- m..., one thing is

it *ill be on the a

na Gangatirkur it a Collegian

colummsi
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750 ML

Clan
MacGregor

SCOTCH

49
175LT

flEISCHMANHs
SALE $11.49

MAIL-IN REBATE -3.00

GIN
175LT

FINAL

COST
SQ*>

r The L
Finearts
Center

UNrvrrresiTY or
husttts

)lscounts

Available on Cases of

Wine & Liquor.

Ask For Details.

HADLEY
253-9344

NORTHAMPTON
586-3007

HOLYOKE
534-4555

SALE PRICES

THURS. 2 5 98 THRU

WEDS. 21 1 98

N0TBESP0I
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Speedskater Eric Flaim

tabbed as VS. torch bearer

By Larry Siddons

Associated Pre*>

Is UNH ready to rumble?

Goalie Bnan Regan and the Massachusetts hockey team will travel to the raucous, unfriendly confines of UNH's Whittemore Center f nday night

NAG \\i> |jpan — Erie Flaim

started as a speedskuter when the

rink- MR outdoor* and Bonnie Blair

had vet tu win I medal Now, with

Blair and her live gold medal- in

retirement and indoor ice the rule,

!>out to lead the I S team into

hi- lounh Oivinpie-

Ilaiin. who turns >l ne\t month.

was selected to curry the American

flag at the head of the IS delegation

in the opening ceremony of the

Nagano Winter Game* on Saturday

iFrida) night FN I » The choice »j-

made in a vote texiav of least captains

of the U.S. squad, the largest at the

Olympics with some 240 athletes

coaches and officials Haini it the

fifth speedskater chosen as IS flag-

Now skating short track as a mem
ber of the men's 5.000-meter relay

team, Flaim, from Boston, broke into

wot Id class »oni|)etition as the "'the

In the UMNO* He was the

heir apparent to I lie Heiden. who

won an unprecedented five gold

medals in lake Placid in 1480

Maun ne\er achieved Heiden '-

heights, but he became a solid iiiein-

bei ol a I S -pecdrkating team that

had steady success ovei 10 vears.

He won a silver medal in the long

u.uk 1, 500 meters and finished

lourth in three other races at Calgary

in 1488, the first time Ohmpu
speedskating was held in an en.

oval. That also was the place where

Blair won her first medals, a pair ol

golds that set the stage for her to

become the most successful woman

athlete in US historv

Blair hung up her -kales alter tn*

1444 I illehammer Games. While

she - working as a motivational

speaker and l\ commentator and

evpecting her first child. Flaim skates

on.

i\ cS/uc/en/ ///fair's special <L)erotces ^^ Student Speaker *P[

Undergraduate Commencement yi
7i ///• i/ou n*>uld iitt\.> tu \au h«far9

gradual. you eu^e invited tu submit

a prtif | 'ion c/i '

ixraAer

wlb*
tiftM

wrt pracoaaadAypawii fctan

0*1-5

tptaMUNf tttflt). Sp##Cn#t

of students (majarty), staff.

mm 'acuity wfll rovww tn#

propoiata, Thrst to i¥r%

IndKnOUMS Wfl b# IrWftMl to

"MMroon" btfort uw comnw
te# (In Mavcnj, iltir wfiicn

Wednesday, February 11.

\99%, 4:30 njn.

Caswndttee. 305

(545-1444L

Shop Scott's

and Save Lots
Tfiank you for your Patronage

of in Store Specials Every Day

Pock Sorties ^k
6pockb#« *

Morgan Parrot Boy

1 75 Itr

Many Mom "

$6 .V

$6
5

Stf*

$9"
$13"

ounH Always Available © the Lowe

We want to be yourPovorite Liquor Stojjr

^:.
Mon - Sat

'.*^._ | 9am-i1pm

s Around*

9-2692

Save on general books
EVERY DAY at VStore' s

NEW Book Department

New York Times Bestseller

Hardcover Save 35 (
(

New ^ ork Times Bestseller

Paperback Save 25c/c

All Other Bonk-

Hardcover Fiction ...20% Off

Any other book* IOc
/c Off

i i

;

S.i l> i

yyp%

FRIDAY FEBRUARY 6
Student Union Ballroom...8pm

. Rogers "...Gifted with a quick wit, a thoyj vote-

jk for mischief, Kivi's comedy career wasaft Kivi has
~ie Tonight Show,'' HBOs "DefC^edy Jam,"

This series is made possible by a grant from the Umass Auxiliary Services Department, the Office

of the Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs, and the

llll MASSAC 111 SIUS DAILY COLLhlilAN Thursday, February S, 1998 / Page 11

Tyson
continued from page 14

to break his contract with King.
Home and HoOowagr, according to
Dr. Elia> QttfMm, chairmen of the
\i\.ida Slate Athletic (. oinmisM,.n

"I don't know it DfMM i> thinking
that since he is nut iicensed, that his

contract is cold." (Jhanein -aid \es

lerdav "It would be vctv hard lor

someone to sign with someone else.

knowing he alread\ ha- a \alid con
tract The way I understand it it

would be hard k>i I won to sign with
an>one else without Don King
releasing him
Tyson i> scheduled to attend a

news conference today in New York
C'it\ about an upcoming appear aiuc

for the World Wrestling he-deration

It was not known whether King
would attend

Ghanem's agency banned I

and lined him $3 million last luly

attei I\son bit Kvander Holytield on
his ears during a |une 28 heavy-
weight championship tight at the

MGM Grand. The confrovartial
fighter will be able to seek reinstate-

ment next luly.

The outcome of any reliccnsing

hearing "depends on Mike I wn *

WW.

»

kvw<;

:i
M ^

$3)EHJ

*.r
ISL ba V
IlI 1 •v

H • mil

• a ^ v *

f ^m

l^T r- * ^m*
1

/ iM

behavior and what he does inside

and outside the ring." Ghanem said

lay

Ghanem said he is also concerned

about published reportl that I

may owe as much as $7 million in

teaai

"Anytime somebody has a tax

problem, usually the IRS would put

a hen on his purse before he gets in

the ring." Ghanem said. "That would

be an issue. We don't like to gel

ituoKed in that."

"It wouldn't surprise me il the $7
million i- aeeurate." said the AP
atma, who requested anonvmitv

n hM earned an estimated

$140 million in six fights since he

wa^ released from an Indiana prise.ui

in l'W alter -etvmg time on rape

charges Ike Sfii York Foil report-

ed Wednesday thai Tyson was down
to $ 1 50.000 m liquid assets.

Vu )ork Pgfly Sen's report-

ed that Los Angeles attorney lohn

Branca had been hired by Tyson and
had sent "termination" letters to

Heirue and Hulluwa\ laM Thursday.

Calls by the AP to Branca 01

terdae were Mot returned The laleM

1 incident began to unfold
Tuesday with report* that he was
ending a 10-sear relation>hip with

King

"Mike went deiwn and met with

come guy* in Let Angeles and they

enticed him b> saying they could

help him more ihan his (sitting

deal," the AP source *aid

"He wtote the letter, then he
called Ron and lohn later and apol-

ogised." the source said. "I think it

is a tempest in a teapot He's under
contract with e\er\bod\ King.

Home and Hollow ay There's no
way he can gel out of these con-
tract'., which run for another three

TK«NC VOi COUKdUVt

"And whafs Fonzie like, Yolanda?"

anda Ray -ide and the L Mass women's hoop team faced off

Rhode Island last night. Sec tomorrow's CoUegiun for the wrap-up

ig. Home and Holloway is

statements Tuesday through Rogkh
Communications, a Las Vegas pub-

Ik relations firm hired to represent

the boxer after the HoMield fight

turor

"I low Mike and he knows it. but

there are often outride forces and
individual* thai will try lo capitalize

on Mike's frustration that comes
from his layoff as a result ol the MS*
pension.* King said in his statement

"I think there is sometimes a tru*

tration and misunderstanding that

,,ut in the best of friendship*

and business relationship*, and that's

.* e ealcgon/e thi»." Holloway
and Home said in their joint state-

ment

umass Division of Continuin
1

c Education

fBg\«f"fc^kl B tf ^ at 111 i no-» Nearly 100^^9^M M M ^-*> WLMM M M J^a^ noneredtt

Wortuhopt offarad avanlngt, gjjj
daytime, weekends, off and on 1 df ^ "*•

workshops

Including:

campus ~M."^.aT»'r .am.
* Mask Making

S3Teryone • Network Marketing

• Web Page Design

• Chocolate

• Songwrrting

Spring semester workshops begin February 9
•Art Therapy

• Retirement Planning

For a free course catalog, call 4I3-54S-0I07 or e-mail • Genealogy

contined@admin.umass edu •UFOs

www.umass.edu/contined/ • Playback Theatre

• Bartending

a quality education at an affordableprice
• EMT Training

• Division ontinuing Education •

UNIVERSIT. >f MASSACHUSETTS Amherst

MEET TWO TRAVELERS
WHO JUST HAD A GOOD NIGHT'S SLEEP

SHE STAYED AT A HOSTEL
and with the money she saved on her

accommodation, she hod breakfast at

a trendy cafe, toured the famous sights, sow

a band at a local dub and still had enough

change left over to make

/% a phone call home.

HE STAYED AT A
smJ IflattMlT .jkd^dkaddBfek. assBu^^aj^ssu Mak'^haa^kdW'
ojhi noo eiiougn money ntrtmn

nXOOipCJtCBiW

(norefffls)

MOSTFIUNC
INTEINATIONA1

With a Hostelling International membership card you get access to affordable accommodation at

nearly 5,000 hostels in over 70 countries So if you're planning trip, get the HI card and join

4 million members worldwide who save every time they travel For your H1 card visit our website,

call us ot 202-783 6161 or contact your local student travel specialist.

Join on-line today: www.hiayh.org

Spencer
continued from page 14

helped «.ith ha upper be>J> strength and the diseiplme
that crew brings ha* alsei helped her improvement,"

omb said

Anetther factoi thai has ulso helped in Spencer's
progress involves her Increased activity in the g\m mm
thing that real!) didn'l p\a\ j big rok in her career until

she entered the collegiate ranks.

"I didn't start lilting until eolle-ge- I ast u-ai I didn't lift

all year re>und beeau-c I gut sick Hn- year I've hit

year round and into the training trip because I'm alse> lift-

ing a le>t ten eiew." Spencer said.

Swimming, crew, I Md*~ iwimuosg racords, and of
course. ctaaSH Ium MSOthar t\|<ieal da\ foi Spene

what will the future he>ld lor thi~ St)\1 nuije>r''

"She has a shot at several sehi>e>l records. She is also

eeintinuing to become a better all-around swimmer and is

also niali'ring a> an aihlete." Newcomb said.

One final intriguing sideneite in Spencer's saga invokes

her origins in the sport which she excels at todav

"Back when I was 8-years-old I lived in a neighbor-

hood with a community pe>e>l and I ran home and said

that I wanted to be on the *wim team.'' -aid Spencer. "It

WM like $10, so I got the money. That's hew I started

swimming That winter I joined a private team, and I've

been -wiuiniing all >ear rouint evei -in.

i a bad $10 investment.

Mosbv
continued from page 14

saw glimpse- ol greatness la her

gysuiastici abilitv and bet focus
turned to iporl specifically.

"M\ parent- -aw the talent I had
and then we discussed collectively

whether we wanted u> -lux.it le>r the

OKtnpie- 01 »ia\ home We all

decided e>n staying home I guess
I've thought abtmt the Ohmpies and
all. but it ha- never been m> main
toeUS."

Mosbv who admits — along with

the rest of the team to live in the

1- a Dirty Huncing fanatic.

hope* to add a tew more skills to her

already helming repertoire She is

working on a new vault as well as a

new dismeiunt lot hei beam reiuline

II11- weekend, the SI mutewomen
head to king-ton k I ti> laj

A- 10 rival Rhode Island Rams on
Friday night and then come back
home lor a tri meet with George
\\ a-hington and Yale on Monday at

the Mullins C enter.

The Minutewomen jumped e>ut to

a quick SO record with the quad
meet victory, ousting Ithaca.

Sprmglield. and M M Cortland by

convincing margins With the win,

the Minutewomen climbed Is N
in the eountn ranking fourth in the

Northeast behind Penn Stale

State, and New Hampshire
"I think aflei thi- weekend we II

have a good idea where we stand."

Kuzara said "I think for tl

time in Five years, we really feel like

we can be a Top 10 team in the

countrv

Mandv Mosbv loncentratc* on hei

more has been a standout for the won
balance beam routine

Hockey
continued from page 14

before, they went seven hour-

"\U- went at it preltv gcx«J ' New
lersey C»\1 I >hj I am lid. "It

was one of the more intense meet-

ings I ve -een -inec I vc been here
"

New |er-ev pumccted the neutral

/e>ne trap and won the 1995

Cup with it. But the trap is blamed
for a drastic two-year goal-per-

gamc drop
.id he -uppurted the

experiment- and didn t regard the

trap as the target ol Jis,.u--ions.

"Yuu have to put aside your own
learn, loaf own things, and see

nnonellei said,

"II it - -omething worth Irving,

vou have te> do thai."

Veil at the TV all you want. They still can't hear you, armchair quarterback.

Do something about it. Write for Sports. Talk to Casey. She'll help you out.

Club 256-6446

x

V,C ( iau-way Road

"Off Rt. o :mile East ot town Center"

On PVTA Bus Route to Rolling Green, Tool

•Afrohus».\c]ua-Aerohics # Steps»Nautilus

•Racquethall # Free Weights ejacu::i

•Sauna •Bike*

•ItuliKir Tennis tSi Basketball

aRowersaTreadmills

•Hurry - ends February 12

Join Now
for Our 15 jfc

Week Semester ±4 «

Special ($169) ; [

& Get A Free

HFC T-Shirt!
I

RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 255-544

1

Featuring MJJuJ & JJuJ ILiJjJ" 3u-pk $ 1 4 9 9

ALL FLAVORS ! ^^^
raW RTV3 LWow!

L*Jgdcaill^] mmm "*»

Delivery Available • OPEN .tooAM to taiooPM • Vlsa/Maatercard • All Beere Plua Deposit
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Collegian Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS AUTO FOR SALE

University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax; (413)545-1592

$ WW MONEYS
Win S m the Central Area Battle

of the Bands on March 6th

Demo tapes due by Feb 18 One

member must be a Central

Resident Contact Chris 6-2169

Nick 6-5694

TALKING ACROSS DIFFER
ENCES EXPLORING COM-
MON GROUND & CONFLICT

(2 Credit*. Spring Samastar)

Vour experience is needed 1

Participate m a 10 week
Intergioup Dialogue course

Sect.ons offered 1) WHITE

WOMEN & WOMEN Of COLOR.

21 PEOPLE OF COLOR & WHITE

PEOPLE. 31 PEOPLE Of LATINO

HERITAGE & PEOPLE OF

AFRICAN HERITAGE Issues dis-

cussed Race relations on col

lege campuses. Race & culture.

Interracial dating. Affirmative

Action. Immigration etc Enroll

at the Residential

Academic Program Office. 5th

ftoorJOA or 159 H.iis South

PERFORMING ARTS DIVI

SION offers Group and Private

Instruction in Music. Theater,

end Dance PAD is located m the

New Continuing Ed Bttg on the

corner of Fearing and N
Pleasant Streets, rooms #206

and 210 Into call |41 3)645-05

ISM BMW 325i Ni.. • r^
interior, new tires, highway
miles Excellent student car

Runs great $4500 or B/0 Call

546 5536

•9 VW Fei Good condition

165.000 miles Many new parts

Pioneer Radio- Detachable Face

$1075 firm 546 3060

1M7 Poatiec Benaovillo
Great condition, many new
parts Must sell $1 200 Call

anytime 546-6342

M Chewy Cavalier Good run-

ning car very reliable Has new
brakes tires, radiator Replaced

engine and rebuilt alternator

about 2 years ago Selling tor

SI 200 ($300 below NAOAI Call

546-3842

EMPLOYMENT
CAMP WAVNE FOR GIRLS
Northeast Pennsylvania 6/20

8/1 8/98 Have the most mem
oreble summer of year life 1

Directors for Drama.
Camping/Nature. Cheerleadmg,

Golf. Counselors for Tennis.

Gymnastics. Swim. Sail. Fine

Arts, Video. Photography Guitar

Waterskimg. Dance Piano.

Team Sports. Low Ropes.

Karate. Head Chef and
Assistant Other positions avail-

able On Campus interviews

March 3rd Call 1 800 279 3019

for more information

OH Campus Meel Plea "
exchange for light kitchen work

5494062

3rd Fleer 2 bedreeea apart

mem available Feb 1 Heat/Hot

Water Cookmg Gas included

$8l5/month Please contact

Andrew I

AUTO FOR SALE

Teveta Tercel M Good condi

non Extended Dealer s

Guaranty $7500 Call 546-2430

U Teyete Cerella 5 speed

Good condition 149k $2200
Cell 2SH 717

IT S COMING.

Cars ldif> p<i.u

everyday 1 800-649-4795

CHILDCARE

Childcare Neeee* for bright

easy going 13 month old gin in

our home for 8 9 hours e i

BajaMcjejjM M Ml

COMPUTERS

Intel Pentium Processor

Brand new never used* No
floating point drvtsum operation

error 1 year factory warranty

$ 9

hbanettOstudent umass edu
549-4797

EMPLOYMENT

Tear Counselors/Tour
Oknuten to lead teaneoars on

3-6 weak adventures »i Canada

andUSA Must be 20 yean of

age or older by July I Enormous

responsibility coupled with

unique travel opportunities

Contact Westcoast Connection

800 767-0227

i: EMTs Must have cur

rent CRR certification Must
attend mandatory training ses

sion Feb 8 200pm (Will last

no more than 4 hours) General

Meeting after O 7 00pm
Location Morrill IV N406
Questions' Call 545 188'j

MAINTENANCE PERSON
Brandywme Apartments in

Amherst full-time General
maintenance skills including

electrical, plumbing, carpentry

and ceramic tile work necessary

Must live on site Duties include

after hours "call' on rotating

basis Competitive salary with

benefits including apartment

Send resume to 166
Brandywme Dr . Amherst. MA
01002 Or call (413)549-0600

ftt (413649-1319

EMPLOYMENT
Now hiring part-time workers

m Downtown Amherst $7 an

hour Applicants must be outgo-

ing Call Sean 253 0583

Looking for Mary Poppies
12 hours per week Mon. Wed
Fn afternoons Occasional week-

end hours References, expen

ence, car a must 549-7788

NEW STUDENTS PROGRAM
seeks extroverts from 98- 00

Class with 2 5* GPA May 27 to

July 18 Salary, room, meals

health coverage Apply 307

Admissions Center Deadline

fab 6

CRUISE SHIP & LAND TOUR
JOBS Discovei how to work in

ideations meet fun peo-

more mlormation:

ExtC50012

for

rmnor translation We can dis

cuts payment 596-6778 Leave

ENTERTAINMENT

DJ fOR HIRE

spinning all types of muse Now
booking for Spring Semester

Perfect lor your neat date party

formal, or occasion Check me
out at Pruddy s on Thursday DJ
FOOZlAsk for Timl 253*593

FOR RENT

SUMMER RENTALS
CAPE COD GROUP Si

Rentals Some waterfront

bouses, seme with swim-
ming pools Falmouth oroa

Diamond Reel Estate

I50M77 19M

JOBS JOB TNI ENVIftONMfNT
IPjerk umn aa •eeieQeeonan
tagant endangered spec** caw

Fridge I

253 9742

Rentals

Pen-amai
Greet tor stvdmt
$50 $75 a day

CaM Kate 256*434

FOR SALE

Full Sua futon

Valentine s Day
Special Issue

FURNITURE

Futen Twin size, brand new
$100 (413)256 3527 5-5547

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Happy 21st Silansky!

You're the best

I love you

lasi

HEAITH AND BEAUTY

upuncture ana Herbal

Medicine National Board

Certified Licensed 549*542

A Gold Cross Mtn blue and

nlay Sentimental value

Reward Please call Laura at

546-0851

MISCELLANEOUS
EARN

$750 S1500/WEEK

VISA fundraiser

time needed There s no nfduji

tion. so why not call tor mtorma-

anal U eeB B3 H4S4

x95
FREE T SHIRT » $1000

Credit Card fundraisers for ha

ismities. sororities & groups

Any campus wpamation can

$1000

whoppmg 15.00/VISA

Call 1*00 932 0528 est 65

MHaJcetMaHeJei
FNEET SHIRT

MUSICAL IMSTNUMiNTS

For Sale- Oid|ondu

$20 with lesson 253 734;

MUSICIANS WANTED

Barber Shop Quartet

PERSONALS
My heart will go eat"- Celine

Dion Free love and valentines at

www studentadvantage com qpi

ROOM FOR RENT

One bedroom available in

Putfton Village $257 50 per

month 1st and last month's
down Must be responsible, con-

siderate, an trty but

still get work done Call Jay Jill

or Rob « 549-7203

One eieroom w 3 bedroom apt

'un $300+/month

10 mm iu Jowntown Nice and

cozy Call 586-5016

ROOMMATE WANTED

Oae bedroom in two bedroom
. igarioat Estates

On PVTA Utilities included

Available NOW 665 3295

Looking for roommate '

' J'( " I, I
'

Call 5495596

SERVICES

stereo a cd equip | Receptionist
Part-timer.. Cipro, fl FoulDiHSlit

Kenwood Detach Face 1 year

old paid $350 1 amp 100x2

paid $150 1 amp 100x4 paid

$100 1 pair Pioneer 6x9 speak-

ers, lOOw paid $110 Whole

system sounds great needs

nothing Selling as package deal

for $300 Call 546 3842

Taecam Multitrack

Recorder 4 track mixina

board and recorder Only

8 months old Received a

24 track as a gift over

break Will include 1 mic.

never been used: 4 pro-

tessional recording

Paid $550. will sell tor

$330 Call 546 3842

TICKETS

Sarah McLachlan/ Billy Joel/

NCAA Men s Basketball 2 Guys

Tickets 1*88 345 1IXX

Questions about your lease;

i deposit deductions'

Questions about subletting^

assigning leases 7 Question!

about the condition of youi

apartment' Contact the Student

Legal Services Office. 922

— HLM

era866-7581
jing.ng CM

Kaew Year ftsffcto Do you have

questions about your nghts' Do

you trunk your cnnl nghts neve

been woteterJ> F«j Out* Contact

The Student Legal Services

Office. 922 Campus Center 546-

1995

Pregnant' Need help? Call

}M ot Amherst area for

free testing and assujtanre 549

Place your

Classified SOON

TRAVEL

EARLY BIRO SPECIAL

Europe- Summer II
Northeast Dec's $329 R/T

CanbrVMexico $199R/T

S 'J/W
Puerto RJCO-S990/W
Call 18001326 2009

http //www awhitch org

Miami only $71 W
Mexico/Caribbean or San Juan

$200 R/T Europe $179 0/W
Other world wide destinations

cheap ONLY TERRORISTS GET

YOU THERE CHEAPER" Air Tech

(2121219-7000 I800I575TECH

www airtech com

Elaine Health and Rehab
it •••king a Receptionist to

assist ua 3 30 8pm Mon
Fn Excellent interpersonal

skills as well aa computer

data entry experience are

required The succeeaKil

candidate will be depend
able possess a pieasarit

phone manner arid be able

to work in a taet pec*d
environment Interested

candidates may either com-
plete application on
premises or may sand
resumes to

.in. Health .tnd H*-h.tb

20 N M..pi. St
M-idlt-1 MA OKI IS
(4 1 I) 584 505 7.

COE AA.m I .1 »

Spring Break- . r jn and

Nassau from $399 Air. hotel

transfers, parties and more'

Ojejeajig i Ml Brva| sad mbi

tree trips plus commissions 1 Call

1 800 Sprmg Break 1-800 777

4642

Sana, Break » Gel Goiag'"

Cancun Jamaica Bahamas. &
Florida Group Discounts & free

Drink Part.es' Sell 5 & go free 1

Book Now 1 1'

Vis*1vTC/0isc/Amex 1-800-234-

7007 http //www enoleiiieim-

meruws co'ti

Heve you waited " >ong to

make Spring Break plans' It's

not too late' Choose Sunspkujb

Tours Call Michelle 256 82W

USED BOOKS

SPRING BREAK 98

l-ee

from $39?

mcun.

locoa

small

ENGIN TEXTBOOKS
'2 Cham 225 Chi

262 Physic 151 152

ResEc 102 & not

546-3116

Engm
' n

Cat Surf & Sun Tours to beet

a campus represent*!
'.

;,77

Valentine's Day

Issue Deadline

is Feb. 10 !

Personals Policy

om«wmwel iaili e»a»w»ea n» a»e> me> S A* sennkeh ««e i<ew i

•f ile in pwm ili <* UMm 10 nOTeai at *
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THURSDAY. FEB

s* — Weekly yoga and med-

itation classes will be held in

Butterfield Residential Area

lounge for the next three

Thursdays. Classes start at 8 p.m.

and will be facilitated by a vM
mp yoga monk. For more infor-

mation, call 25V9553.
Help Session— CCEBMS

Program is holding a FAFSA
Help session on the second floor

of the New Africa House library

from 6-8 p.m.

Meeting— The Peer Mentor's

Network will be meeting from

6:30-8 p.m. in the Campus
Center. The meeting is for stu

donts and community members

u> support and di-^u>>> issues

concerning disabilities. For more-

information contact Peter at

545-4602.

Meeting— Representatives

from the Boston and Five College

Peace Corps offices will hold a

general information meeting

from 7-6:30 p.m. in room 124 of

Hashrouck Lab.

Speech- Paul Bonin

Rodriguez. Alberto Antonio

Araiza and Michael Marine/ will

be speaking on : The MPS
Pandemic. > Oueer LattfsjO \rtist\

Share the Evolution of their

Work The event will be held in

Campus Center room 803 at

12:30 p.m. For more informa-

tion, contact the Stonewall

l enter at 545 4824.

FRIDAY. FEB 6

. Guild's produc

hnsl Superstar will

be held at 7 p.m. in Campus
Center room 101. For more-

information call kristina at

545-0415.

•IrfffJIf— There will he

Tibetan Student^ tatOClatiOfl

meeting at b p.m. in Campus
Center Ib5-lt>4 Sew members

are welcome

SATURDAY. FEB. 7

\iulitiuns— Audition^ fa the iitums— Auditions for the

I Mass I he.nrc Guild's produc-

tion ol |c>u* (. hriM Supo-tar will

be held at 1 1 am. and 3 p.m. in

Campus tenter room 101

more information call Kristina at

S45 04 I 3

SUNDAY. OCT. 8

Audition* "Ma^ Hysteria",

Saturday Night Live"-

t\pe show will be holding audi

tioM at II a.m. in the I VC-TV
19 Studio For more information

rvk are pubkc tervtc* annaurKementi pnmed
dee> To tubmrt an IVI. ol*a*e tend * preu
rrlem containing el pertinent information,

ndudrx) the name jnd phone number o) the

contact petion lo the Collegian, c/o the

Manegeig Editor by noon the prevKxn day

contact lo^hat 548-s)357

NOTICES

llrilint — Spectrum
Magazine i^ taking Mtbtnlssiori

for the next edition of the maga-

zine. The deadline iv I eb 1 J

matt information, call the oflkCC

^Kirae story ofhow Collegian Personals work... ^ ij:Ki^^^ ^.^^^ / ^^joji aoa cjo^co

jijj/ jjj_jjJ sj /JjJ IjJj. LjJj Jj Jj/J 1-j>j/sjjs Jj

s>_/-j j'aj jjf< ? i-» ji->

j.,;jj jjJ su» jj-jj raQ s-AJi/j ij >/j

Jjj, Uj JTJj'j jjJj j JOGaj to Jj->i Jjj-

•J.JJ Jjjj-,' .' JJ-IJ^S Tjf 4JJ

H>3 Jjj jjJJjJ jJ-j 'ijJ TOO-

jjjj aoaa* Jjfi xi

J4/JJ1J Jj JJ J3iJ JJ

jj j fX0» MJili-i jtjtjijjt

jj Uj/Vj/J. JjI j/j .jj Jijl

j/-i-iy jjJ ji-i/sjJ jjJj-/jj«

Jbi^ 1-> J ' jJjjjjjj jjj/jjjj

lijfj ji sjj ijJJjjlju^ Jj 3JJ-J »j 4J1-JJ J jJj 1j J eWaflh

ij JJJ4 SJ1JJ ijj. /JJI'J JjJ JJiJ JJJ y-J-llJ J aKW

HjJ, Jj jIjJ 3j^jjJ jjJ Jj j JJsiJj Jjjjj to JjJj JJ"3*

jj jjljj yjj IjSj ijjsjii J14J jj^jjjjj Jjj ^ij&YJ*}

J/ JJJJ. JjJSJj./- J»*-J Jji J^J/SjJi.

!jj ijjj/ijji ijj^j to ij-is 7jj jjJj/-

JlJjJ SJJS ijJJjjIJo iJjJjl/JjJj Jfj /JjJ

j j jJjJ/jJ-j jjJ JjjJ/jJj jt jjjjij rtTOy

jjj.

Jjji J-IWJJjJ 4J J-lJ-WJ-j ufX&

IDQlHjJ. /j/jj jji Ji Jjjj'j 'it jjj' jjt

ji... Uj JjJ jj^j JJjJ jt jj*j]j JIjjjjj.
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13
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IB

HSCN
Bulletin Board

CBS/3 Hartford

CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

HSCN Movie Ch.

UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

NBC/30
New Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN

International

UMass Academic TV

IT HSCN Programming

IB TV-19

BO ABC/40 Springfiek

mm NBC/22 Springfiek

B3CNN
84 CNN SI

BB Headline News

SB UCTV

B7 TBS

BB BET

BB TV Land

BO Univision

31 Comedy Central

3B Cartoon

Much Music

THURSDAY EVENING
6:00

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
WVIT
WTIC
WVVLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
ASE
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV

!

Oi

12 Wishbone?

NesrsK

*

CI

NICK
SCIFI

TLC
TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

ffi

Hi

6:30
Business Bpt

CBS Newt

CBS
ABCNewj

Full House .«.

Cheers it

Homelmr>

Ciealures

Newt K

Mad Abo. You

FamHy Matten

Ntwshour With Jim Lehreri:

Inside Edition

Extrs I
Inside Edition

BoyWotld

NBC News

Mad Abo You

NBC News

Simpsons V

NBC News

Business Rot.

ABC Newt

I Abo You

Family Matters

Northern Eiposurs Up River'

Worrdwew X
CawadY-Vlaweri Choice

Wings "Fmal Assauti ' (R)

Up Close

Supermartel

MTVLiv

Sportscanter

7:00 ;
7:30

Freth Prince

Wheel-Fortune

Real TV I
Ent- Tonight

Chronicle W

Fresh Prince

Jeopardy; X

C - Campus
^00" 8:30

Rhymes ot Burma Shave

Promised land (In Stereo) jt

Promised Land (In Stereo) X
Prey 'Ongini

tit "Bay
"

9:00 9:30 10:00
Mystery! XadlaeT A Morbid Tasle lor Bones

Dtagnosrs Murder (In Steieo)

Diagnosis Murder (In Slereo)

FEBRUARYS, 1998
1110:30

Keeping Up Wat lor God

41 Hours (In Stereo) 3C News*
<1 Hours (In Stereo) I

n Stereo)! |"TanjarCarth"(1996, ScienCT FiOirjn) Ctv^oerier MetonTl"

'fl'liWl.DYairalDusW Hoffman.

Friends J IFrasler (R) It ISaintetdX |Veronicat CI

"Gang mti jfwlkVrid- (1939. Drama) (Part 1 ot 2) Clark Gable. Vivien Leigh

Ent Tonight

Seinteld a

Wheel-Fortune [Jeopardy! X
Newthour With Jim Lehrer H

Hard Copy X
Frasier rr

Seinleld I

Seinfeld I

Andy Griffith

Frasmr j

Frasier is

Andy Griffith

Law a Order Vengeance' .It

Moneytine K

Daily Show (R)

Crossfire If

Stain's Money

Gimme Shelter

fFraslsr (R) 31 ISeinfeld 31 |Veronicas CI.

Rgura Skating Brealung the Ice: The Women ol '94 Revistled 31

Friends K

Thit Old Hse

Frasier (R)3t Seinfeld I rVeronicat CI.

Drt-CaN

Prey "Ongint" (In Stereo) X

ER "Family Practice" (In Slereo)

I
Grace Under

ER "Family Practice" (In Sle'eo)

Mystery

nnS i

ER 'Family Practice" (In Stereo)

I "Cadfael" "A Morbid Tasle for Bones" [Foto-Novelas

irget farth"(t998, Seance Fiction) Chrtstophsr Metoni. Jt

Biooraphy: Ted Buody NewEtplorers

World Today X Larry King Uvs 31

tVi "SfewaroeM Scftoof ('.966. Comedy) Brett Culen.

Traveling the Dingo Fence (R)
|
Strange-True

Deb!

Live (In Stereo)

Figure H Out |Tiny Toon"

Quantum Leap (In Slereo) if Seac
j

uast M32 (In Stereo) 31

Renovation Renovation

Loit a Clark-Superman

Baywalch Weslem Exposure
~

Intimate Portrait

ICoHega Basketball Mississippi ai Arkansas (Live

My So-Called Ufa "The Zrt"

Unsotvad Mysteries

Models-House

Doug « IRugratsTC Secret of Alex

Home Aga.n [Home Again

Sightings (In Slereo) X

Babylon 5 "Revelations" X
[Highlander: The Series t

'W Takes Two" (1996. Comedy) Ktrstw Alley. "PC I
**l¥^mo'f5 0,af1 lwi$*>te Man (1992) Chevy Chase. 'PG -13'.jC

* t "Buby Jean and Joe" ( 1996. Drama) Tom Selteck. 'PG- 1

3

(In Stereo)

Models-House

Happy Days

Movie Magic

:00 11:30
Tins Old Hse

Late Show ¥
Late Show X

Star Trek: Neil Gener

Ntghtlinp "

Vibe

| Tonight Show

Simpsons X
News X

Tonight Show

Deep Space 9

Tonight Show

s ee -ftie /7nt«<cha6toll987, Drama) Kev^

thunder I |«*« *rne8lues6ror^^" (1980. Comedy) John

Charlie Rosa (In Stereo)

NawsS
i
NigntHneTf'

M'A^H H

iNightlinef

]fle_al_TV
|

Belushi

Une»p4ained (R)

World Today X
Comedy Net 3

|
Make-Laugh

Wings Target Berlm" (R)

Law a Order Lite Choice ' X
Sports l llut

Daily_Show_

»«'.

College Basketball Southern Mississippi at Tuiane 'Live;

Memories ofMidrognr(t99l, Drama) Jane Seymour.

Justice Files |R

Models-House

Wonder Years

Medical Withoul Warn.

»' "Prophtcy'

Models-House

Wonder Years

Fashionably Loud III (In Slereo)

I Love Lucy X |M.T. Moors

1979, Horror) Talia Shire, Robert Foxworth

Jack the Ripper (R) |Why Ss«7 (R)

Almost Perfect

Moneytine X
Stein' s Money

Sporttcentar

Golden Girls

Loveline (In Stereo)

Tsxl X Newharl [ ^

Seaquest 203? (In Slereo) X
Medical

**** •Gc<w»V^ift«Wir'tf'('939.Dr8iTM)CUrkGable,VivienLeiflh.

rrsf Blood" ( 1 982. Drama) Sylvester Stallone. X~

Without Warn

Walker. Texas Ranger X
as "Space.W"(1996) Michael Jordan PGX [Replacement IComedy Hour: Damon Wayans

'Jii "Bird"(1988. BJography) Forest Whitaker, Diane Venota. tin Slereo) R' X

Silk Stalking* (R) (In Stereo) X
Besl ot Autopsy (In SteraoTx

** "Terror Tram" ( 1980)
'

R
1

**'i "JemUarjuire" (1996. Comedy-Drama) Tom Cruise (In Stereo) 'R X | 'Wind Faith" (1998, Drama) Courtney B Vance
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Bruno By C. Baldwin

WW Wl«., t CAM'T DEFINf hYjlL* WI1M ^MW A^trmMti ivi NivcR autn m -\nt. ^
f raevo of aw ft*aoe or cetwAuMTt i r«AN 1

It cam u*K*ew*K> whv. rtont ceNttHN fcaawfa
IVMICH AM t>lfHMM1 1HAM THfHtCLVli, UCAUSC
lit cesiocrtM it is to uil iurtejoe, amo so to
he *t*aus*tt.v K*er«»ipiAft.oii nu rwuca*»Lr^
^S*»tHO» 1DO <*nrt wm AtsKTHiwO ^^

a*
->o

r
1CU SHOULD MAY WITH OS. U* COULD 1

^ust mors wsoNt, rcoptc liki -rou.^^

'HwH
rwHA ? yev... TfJ Haaei^B^aBi^BBi^aBH

mmf "

WW

. mi i

1

, 1 1 ,
1

1

1 , ,1 . 1 .. 1 . .

1

8 a,* *
. . i

Drabble By Kevin Fogan

1 X)5fT Ol-XXAltRtO
^OtvCTUsNG PiNGte>4MLCA>4ee

OTjeP Xj A tOGTWFVCVC
in km tMtceeftc^

oot'TfcetuvieHou
Lw»jeio*!*AABteie»N
iw»>eOu)«"iMrV»e,oK,y

r^CerMM7 J

f^n ^k^h.

Pox Trot By Bill Amend

TOO KNOW.
t ACCORDING To
MY CiNEMEK
MAjSAZiNE

f THerosip a
] H*> FboT MootL

Fofi A LoT of

, TVtoSE SHoTiof

I IX Titanic.

"

/

AND AT THE END' VeHEUE

EVErroNE S SoPfoSEOLY
FREEZ'NC, IN THE OCEAN'
TMTY FilMED iT in a
HEATED iNDoo* Pool AND
A0DED Aa THE FOOGY
BKATH WITH CoMPOTWS

J

IN FACT. FoB

THiS ONE
SarsE W<TH
JACk ANO
W*4jJ/^% naa^r^ra^Pas^PQ

AWAY VTtoM

A WALL of

WATER

3ASoN, ABE

t»v)TRTif*&

To SABoTAtH
MY LOVE of

THE movie*'
y

—

v
2

DAD, iFSHES
FibuREDOUT
TboB PLAN,

Do I STILL

GET PAiD'

WELL. I'M off

To THE <»oo

5rWM»H THE

TV DiNNOS
AGEWHEKTVCr
veERE LAST NaatfT.

Now Sequitor By Wiley

I!

Sven By Stephen Higgins

H©r©scop«5
AQUARIUS (|an 20-Feb. 18) —

You art- likch to divLUwr somcthinj;

aKsjt a dOMMand today that makes

you realize just v.tat has been paring

on behind vour back.

PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20) —
You may have to search high and low

in the futua" fur the kind of opportu-

mt\ that can be \\jurs thi> very day.

Do not hesitate to c\pk*v tt Kills

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
Form and function muM be com-
bined toda\ I you're to enjoy the

kind of success you seek. You must

do it well and bflk good doing it.

too!

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
You ma\ be getting s.« caught up in

peripheral or even trivial issues at thi>

time that you're ovcrk>oking one or

two kev cone-ems.

GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20) —
Get back to basics today and you

should be able to increase profit and

enjoyment while engaging in all the

ok! endeavors. I laveTun again!

CANCER (|une 21-|uly 22) —
You can do things in more than one

Meta toiliis. but WW must strive to

find the one that works best for you.

Ym v.m maximi/e vour results.

LEO (ruK 2VAug. 22) — folkAv

in srjfneone else's footsteps today and

you can learn a thing or two about I

topic that, in the past, wa* only ot

fleeting interest

VIRGO (Aug. 25-Scpt. 22) —
Now is the time for you to make I

more concerted effort to engage in

meaningful conversation with tlxrs.

around vou. forget about small talk'

LIBRA (Sepl. 25-Oct. 22) —
lake the time lo Mudv details careful-

By Jim Meddick

After our rjive fadey, I jrew c*rf«*>, that Dr
Vmj+i is artracted to **€ Whie verbal

eommrrioJitioTi 'S bamfwtd. ty fa, Scu^A
par, htr eytA, thrtxtfl* ihc swu* +*ask,

T(nnortbw,vhuiu»are

catM Shark <*&<

.

ioaePteC I (tsctot, TO

atfon these pass***.

WW.T MlO VcWc. W »*ONT(kHUt f*N TURTHER-

]

WkPPtWVjrjl) WUSAIUKUOW, LET'^ iy%T SAM THAT

«i^cSLJM 8»M6 ?TlO< mSFlBtO

Dllbort By Scott Adams

I'rA COEAMM& rAV

COORK CLOTHES COHLLE

I TELECOArAUTE, TO
JAAINTMN OISCIPLINE.

J

I'LL TEST THE THEORY OY
SEtltslG IF r^y CLOTHES

STOP *C FROI^ GOING
TO THE KITCHEN

^PP^RENTLY rAYaOTHES
ARE DEFECTIVE

HAVENT I

CCEN SAYrNG

THAT?

]

Thatch By Jeff Shesol

KoMePM< Kld» By Adam Souliere

"X Have f\ pwtwt
WILL ALUJUJ OS T<7

>LiAtvtlS AN6 GeNTlCiVierJ

bou6t£ oofi. fACAAiTy3

u>«iut: rJcr sf^ND/r^

ortfc 5lN6L£ pc^LftR .'

To iNTRxxiocE my plan,

(tlAV X PRESBeT THE
TiaJo ortjflSS SciOgTigTS

U)Ho CLONCb 1H€. TiaJo

CALVES..;

YOU
could have a comic in this very spot,

come down and see Laura Stock at The

Collegian in the basement of the Campus
Center.

Iv today and you'll enjoy a p
vieU as a result of vour efforts. Get

facts and figures

SCORPIO (Oct 25-Nov. 21) —
Yea MPJ not be able to do things

entirely on vour own- not are you

likely to want to, lyway ! Your
e of partner will make all the

diflerence.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — You may not be able to do
things entirely on vour own- nor are

vviu likelv lo want to. anyway! Your

choice of partner will make all the

difference.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22Han. IM)

— You mustn't let an unexpected

development take you too much by

surprise I ook back and you'll see

that you could have anticipated it.

Closo to Homo By John McPherson

Oi->«»*«^ «>f ttio Oiray

ii The greatest sin, perhaps, is

uninterest. A numbing of the

spirit, the psyche, the mind. 22
-William S. Burroughs

Today's P.C. Mtiu
CmH 545-J«a« sW mtmr* Im0memmt*m»

ACROSS
1 Preacher's word
5 "Jack — could

eat no fat"

10 Sturdy cart

14 "Killing em
Softb/ co-star

15 Sponge
16 Shakespearean

villain

17 Composer
Stravinsky

18 Secret
19 Open
20 Conflict

22 State
24 Writing fluid

25 Before,

poetically

26 Halt

29 Boxer's punch
32 Revises (text)

36 Early name in

automobiles
37 Threaten
39 Actor Gibson
40 Yellow-orange

wildflower

43 Out — limb: at

risk

44 Unusual thing

45 Swiss painter

Paul —
46 Farewell

48 "You bet!"

53 Act like a spy
57 Corrected
61 Like — of bricks

62 Minty dnnk
64 Shme
65 Peddle
66 Hazard a guess
67 Horse
68 Mice, to cats

69 Barber's tool

70 Eve's mate

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

raaiiEi Hsnnn sums

DOWN
1 Vinegar, e.g.

Wise Men
Son of

Aphrodite
Trumpet-
shaped
flowers

Nasty smile

Body of water
Perlman or

Leibman
Served
perfectly

9 "— Men and a

Baby"
10 Used the phone
1

1

Prince of India

12 Lab-culture

medium
13 Days of — : long

ago
21 Type of liner?

2
3

5

6
7

8

OlVlE|N|SWSlP|RlHGMR|Y|E|
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27 Large antelope
28 Dwight's rival

29 Singer — Lee
Lewis

30 Sharpshooter
Oakley

31 Entices
33 Suggest
34 Plains dwelling

35 Craftier

37 Extinct bird

38 Low-lying

47 Smoothly
49 Not care a —
51 Collegian's

field

52 Serpent
53 Stinging insect

54 Roman road

55 Part in a play

56 Immature
butterfly

57 Nevada city

58 Denizen of

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Pizza Casserole

Vegan Falafel Sandwich w/ Falafel Sauce

DINNER
Breaded Chicken Tenders

lamakan Beef Patty

Pasta Shells w/ Tomato Basil Broth

Pastabilities

Worcester

LUNCH
Hot Turkey Sandwich

Elbow Macaroni/Tomato Sauce

Vegetable Lo Mein

DINNER
Breaded Chicken Tenders

Black Bean Quesadilla

Began Black Bean Quesadilla

Pastabilities

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Charbroiled Chicken Sandwich

Barbecued Beef on a Bun

DINNER
Breaded Chicken Tenders

lamakan Beef Patty

Berkshire

LUNCH
Hot Turkey Sandwich
Hamburger on a Roll

Harvest Burger

DINNER
Breaded Chicken Tenders

lamakan Beef Patty

Pasta Shells w/ Tomato Basil Broth

Pastabilities

»

. .
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The Massachusetts Doily Coll

Andrea Spencer eyes

UM swimming records

bolstering UMass

By Mkhoel Kobyiontki

CotUoor. Staff

Consistc

It may only be a simple word, but

it goes a lung way in defining

Massachusetts swimmer Andrea

Spem er

The sophomore has been tock

solid in the pool lor

the Minutcwomen
since her arrival in

Amherst last year

Right from the Man
Spencer left an
impression leading

the team with I 3

place finishes

a* a freshman

The 1997-9* sea

son ha* not

any type of 'sopho-

more jinn" atlcct

Spencer either

waning in the

background for the

first hall ol the Andrea

campaign, the

Wilmington. Del native has emerged

from the shadow* in the past month

She won three

over Dartmouth, and added an indt-

vidaal and a relay lean victory in a

Iota to Connecticut
| feel that I'm swimming conrii

tenth I was swimming

last year and I feel that I'm doing the

same thing again thi.>> year." Spencer

-aid

Spencer posted a persona!

land third best on the all- time

|i«t) tine ol $9 77 in the

I l oiin in. take into the

deration the tact that she is

onlv a sophomote. and thcte i~ .i

Mrong possibility that Spencer will

iipse the current

raooed haa

set b\ Michelle

. i b> the lime

thai she graduates

boat l Mass.

cral other

records appear to be

in reach for Spei

Ihly in il

H.HM She

i> ajao third on the

career I' Mass li

those stroke* a* well

acvci the

thing about all

of this is that

Spencer feels she

hasn't tapped into

her full potential

"The reason whv I vc mjkJ in

swimming so long and why I haven't

burned out or reached my full peak

because the coach that I had

on my club lean for so many yean
laid back." Spencer, who waa

"claware state champion in the

1ix.HK -.iiJ

"He let DM do othei sport* and he

wasn i SO strict and demanding. My
-(.nun vcai I ended up switching

teams because my coach moved to

New lci-cv ' diJ ftUi wall )
lanloi vcai and troni that it's just

been building and building
"

Building tow .nds the top of the

I Mass leadei charts thai i- nana
have been going well for Speiuct

and Ma-- * women's swim

mim Nawcoaai Ifrt

with that

" Andrea is doing all the right

things in ihe pool She is heading in

the right direction, and that's some-

thing thai I've been W
will "ib said "I ach race il

!i- like -he - doing better than the

one before."

Spencer's fascination with the

watt end when she steps out

i l Man Bm ia

lag a niciiihci I I Mass women's

OOT that seem* to be paying

dividends alieuJv

"It |usl so happens that the crew

season is in the spring and is totally

opposite tiom th

r, when I got back from

kttantk u>- I started roarng right

aw., i-cr said "I was on

no. Ml and I did prettv

well In the lull
|
practice | I was I

hut then

m October because the

,son was starting
'

Se» eh the work with

* ha- helped Spencer* swim

ming.

"One of Andrea's strength- is that

the doe* crew I noticed that it

Turn to SKNCt* parje 1
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UM
By Brett Mauser
Collegian Staff

In the fall of 1996, the stork flew up Irom I ilbum.

Ga.. a town )ust outside ol Atlanta, and delivered per

haps the smallest package of all to the UMass campus

She was a gymnast, but even more, she's a student, hind

ing together to make the epitome ol the term

"siudcnt-athlete
"

Hal name i- Maudv Mocby. and at a mere 4 loot 8,

-he has a knack tot Man lost in the

crowd. But when the dust settles,

more olten than not the smallest

package has packed the biggest

punch, whether it be in the forum ol

gymnastics or in the Ja--room.

"She s the complete package,

that's all there is to say about her
"

women's gymnastics coach Dave
Ku/ara said "She's a great student

and an even better person We're

thrilled to have Mandv along lor the

ride
"

Dubbed a "franchise-type athlete"

immediately upon her arrival to the

campus Mosb) still remains as mod-

est as they COM She's heard the

hype and now just wants to go out

and perform like she has since her

vounger days.

'I just want to go out there and do

m> best. I know what needs to be

done and as long I know lor myself that 1 went out and

hat's fine by me M -' > -..
I

A meet into her sophomore season. Mosby ha* already

made an impact on the UMa*s record books She places

in the top five in four ol five individual event- all time

and last year was named Atlantic 10 Rookie of i*

A* a freshman. Meat] became only the third

Minutcwomen to eclipse the W 000 all around plateau

Mandtj Moab)

wiih a career high 39.07'> at West Virginia.

Ihi- vcai despite the phrase "sophomore slump"

entering the picture. Mosby has already picked up her

lir-t all around title in a quad meet with three ECAC

Iocs in mid lanuan

"This vear I understand what the team expects ol me

and I think we have even more talent than we did lad

veai
." Mosbv said. "The quad meet was a big win and

tin- weekend is big. but we're thinking on broader

leiins. tn-i ihe Atlantic 10s, then the regional*, and then

hopefully the nationals But the A-10*

lust."

Mosbv has been recognized not ju*t

for her gvmnastics. but also for her

academic success. With a 4 GPA the

last two semester*, she earned

Academic All-America honors last

year a* a sociology major.

Despite the Southea»tern

(.oiilcreiicc being right outside ol hci

front door, afiet being a four -time

igia »tate champion and a

Southca-t Regional beam champion in

1996. Mosby decided lo take her skills

north to Amherst to pursue even high-

er excellence

"Alter I made all mv visits. I nar-

rowed it down to here and Arizona,"

Mosby said. "And eventually I decided

Mass because I liked the learn bet

ter, I liked Dave better, and to go

along with the education everything

ime together
"

wasn't even in the cards early on in

Mosby - life II not tor a friend wanting a free t «hirt lor

> her into a camp. Mosby's life could have

goneadifleienl direction

Soon enough, both the trainers and Moaby's parents

'um to MOSBV page 1
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NHL GM's discuss potential rule changes
ByMallaanar
Associated Press

QTfSfMIJ \n/ — The red fine, an Mil

staple for S3 sears, may be history.

Elimination of the red line was among seven rule

changes backed b> Mil general managers

Wednesday after three days ol meeting- to di»

ways to improve the flow of play, encourage

forechecking and create more scoring.

The CM* cannot implement change*. onlv

onmend them to owner*, who meet in lunc. possi-

bly in BuflaL s 'i

In addition, the league will examine three

areas after the Olympic

obstruction infractions and goallendcr- equip

ment. including glove blocking pad. stick and

the leg pads that have grown two inch,

width in recent seasons.

MIL commissioner Gary Bettman said the

davs of a player without the puck impeding an

opponent without a check are numbered

"It may be now that it's got lo he BjfO lolcr

•nee with the stick." Betiman said "It doesn't

matter if it's a tug or it'« light or sou want to

see where he ,
rhe sane

ihing with the hand

Dallas GM Bob Carney said he didn i conaaJer

the proposed recomnsendation

We have many things that we think are b

handled really we'll I
Ihere are some

areas where were going to trv to lift the bar a little

bit
"

Bettman said using four official* waa supported

by all 26 managers following; teats n exhibition

ou go back and look at the preseason games.

ii wa-n i a case of more penalties being called."

Bettman said. "In fact, the game* were fa

But Boston GM Harry Sinden wasn't sure about

the idea

"I'd say it* 50-50." Sinden said about the

chances ol adoption. "I played in a league once

where there were two referees, and I don't recall it

being any better or worse."

When the red line wa» introduced in IMS, the

league said its purpose was to speed up the game

and reduce offside -all-

kej watchers con-idei its introduction the

start of the modem era But plav without a red line

Count the basket

Charlton Clarke and the Massachusetts men's basketball

Temple with a trip to Xavier on Sunday.

team looks to rebound from Tuesday's loss to

will be tested this preseason if the governors

V \A game* already are played without one.

but Sinden said experimentation is needed at

the \HI level SO sec if ihe game's best players

need the added help of being able to make
. r passe*.

We know what it looks like in college bui

there « a feeling that it may look a little differ

em here since the player* are better." he said

Six changes will be tested in the American or

International hockey ieagues the rest of this tea-

son to see it thev should be recommended
• Moving ihe net out another I to 5 feet

• Not allowing the goalie to handle the puck

behind the net

• Hurry-up faceofh

• Banning line changes in the neutral zone

• Sol allowing the puck carrier to slop behind

hi« own net • Requiring players who commit

minor penalties fa -c rve the full two minutes,

Beitman said all of the proposed rceommen

dations got a consensus approval in a (our hour

meetin g before the group adjourned The day

Turn to HOCKEY page 1
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Tyson to King:

I'm moving on

with my life

By Robert Mocy
Associated Press

LAS VEGAS — Mike Tyson, who

has seen the biggest paydays in Nix-

ing history since being released from

pri-on three years ago. says he is tak-

ing control of his life, setting the

stage for a legal battle with promoter

Don King.

"At the present time I have taken

control of my own affairs, both per-

sonal and business." Tyson said in a

statement released by a Hollywood

celebrity manager yesterday after-

noon. "I have hired new attorneys

and accountants who report directly

to me. I have formed Mike Tyson

Enterprises and I am in the process

of moving forward with my life."

The statement, released by leff

Wald of Los Angeles, did not address

reports that Tyson had severed ties

with King and his two co-managers,

|ohn Home and Rory Holloway.

And Wald would shed no light on

the split.

"At the present lime I am not

answering any questions, but stay

tuned." Tyson said in the brief state-

ment.

Wald, who represents celebrities

such as Roseanne and lames Brolin.

said his company has "no formal

involvement" with Tyson, adding^

"We're not negotiating at this point."

Wald said he met Tyson earlier when

the fighter approached him about a

music venture.

Wald and his partner, Irving

Azoff, promoted the last two George

foreman fights.

The announcement set the stage

lor a showdown of two of the biggest

names in boxing — Tyson and King.

"He can't just walk away from a

contract," one source close to the

parties told The Associated Press yes-

terday "Mike is just frustrated right

now because he can't fight."

It would be "very hard" for Tyson

Turn to TYSON, page 11

Martin, SprewelTs

sport in the court cases

continue raise questions
nt.f \t On I IP) Caaaj

Martin broke down in tears yester-

day as he testified about the

intense pain he feels when he

walk- the goll course, and how he

doc-n I Micve a call would give

him an advantage over other play-

"If I could trade my leg and a

cart for their good leg. I would do

it anytime, anywhere." Martin told

a packed federal courtroom

I nder gentle questioning from his

lawyer. Martin gave a detailed

plion o! the rare circulatory

condition he ha- lived with sine,

birth

Instead of a vein along the bone

d his lower right leg. he said he

has a jumble of varicose veins The

valves that normally keep blood

from flowing backward don't

work, so blood tends lo pool in his

lower leg whenever he stands,

causing painful swelling.

"li feels like mv leg i- |0fcVJ to

blow up." he said, adding that the

condition ha- gotten progressively

over the past lout vears.

"Every time I step, there's a sharp

pain in mv shin." He described a

match he played while at Stanford.

and the intense pain that came

after carrying his clubs over 56

holes. He said the opposing coach

from the University of Arizona

saw the agony he was in and told

him: "Man. you've got to take a

cart." Martin said he replied: "I

wouldn't do it."

With that, Martin choked up

and reached for tissues to wipe-

away tears Hi- mother, his broth-

er and his sister-in-law also cried.

U.S. Magistrate Thomas Coffin

called a five-minute recess Martin

has invoked the Americans with

Disabilities Act in his lawsuit

against the PGA Tour that seeks to

ride instead of walk at professional

events. Hi- doctors say walking is

not only painful, it's dangerous,

causing a weakening of the leg

that could result in a break and

possibly amputation.

PGA Tour lawyers contend

allowing Martin a cart would give

him an unfair advantage. They

maintain walking offers a test ol

stamina that adds to the competi-

tion and is an integral part of tour-

nament golf.

Under cross-examination, PGA

Tour lawyer William Maledon

compared having a cart to the

advantage of carrying extra clubs.

Martin said that was an unfair

comparison " That 's shotmaking,

that's where the game is played.

with your clubs
"

Before it became too painful for

him, Mariin -aid he always pre-

ferred walking rather than riding a

cart

I when in a cart, he said he

must park it along a paved path

and Mill must walk up to 100

\ji,ls a hole.

Earlier yesterday, a PGA Tour

utive testified cart* are

allowed at senior events because

i money driven "nostalgia"

tour, far less competitive than the

top circuit where Martin seeks to

ride

"It's an economic factor." said

Richard Eerris. chairman of the

PGA Tour policy board. "If Arnold

Palmer has an arthritic hip and

can't walk 18 holes, he's an eco-

nomic draw. That's why we allow

them to use carts."

The magistrate, who is hearing

the ease without a jury, has given

Martin the chance to ride a cart on

the Nike Tour pending the out-

come of this trial. Last month, the

car-old golfer won the tour's

event in Lakeland. Ha., generating

an outpouring of public support.

Nike signed Martin to an

endorsement contract, making him

the latest spokesman for its new

-logan: "I Can."

NEW YORK (API — P.|.

Carlesimo and Latrell Sprewell

met face-to-face for the second

time at the player's arbitration

hearing, but this time the coach

got to tell his side of the story.

Carlesimo, who sat through sever-

al hours of testimony in Portland.

Ore., last week but did not have a

chance to speak, rushed to the air-

port in San francisco on Tuesday

night and took an overnight, cross-

country flight after the Golden

State Warriors played their final

game before the All-Star break.

Reached at his hotel room prior

to his 10 a.m. arrival at yesterday's

hearing. Carlesimo said he didn't

know why he had been forced to

make such a hasty trip.

Before leaving the Oakland
Coliseum Arena just minutes after

the final buzzer, he had said:

"Given the choice. I'd rather be

rested. But all I'm going to do is

answer questions. I can be tired

and do that." he said.
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An adventure

on the high seas

Famke janssen is

trapped on a luxury

cruise liner in the
new action movie
Deep Rmng. Check
inside tor more (see

Arts (t Living, page
S)
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Going for

two in a row

Iti daft hit tor 1 7

points against
Rhode Island

Wednesday and
looks to lead the
women's basketball

team against the

Sonnies tonight (see

Sports, page 1 2).

WORLD

No survivors found
in Phillipine crash

CIAVIRIA. Philippines (AP) —
Rescuers cbmbtng down t steep ravine

found at least 1 1 bodies yesterday at

the rain soaked crash site of a DC 9

airliner, but no survivors Elderly

mourners kneeled in soggy grass near-

by, chanting prayers tor the dead
The government ot the Philippines

grounded ait seven remaining planes

operated by Cebu Pacihc Aw until the

cause ot the crash is determined. AH

in DC 9* previously owned by other

airlines Officials ottered little hope
that any ot the 104 people aboard rhe

twin-engine plane survived Monday's

crash m the southern Philippines, mak-

ing it the worst m the country's avia-

tion history U S Embassy officials

confirmed at least two Americans
were on board the plane, but did not

reiease their names
Bitterly cold ram and fog ham

pered the rescue ertort, limiting visi-

bility to only a few feet and ground-

ing helicopters tor much of the day
Rescuers were forced to crawl along

the steep slopes to the bodies and
wtdety scattered plane fragments

|esus Dure/a. a leader ot the rescue

effort said 1 1 bodies and six bags at

body parts were found yesterday

NATION

Vampire cult leader

pleads guilty to murder

TAVARES, Fla (AP) — The self-

styled 1 7-year-old leader of a vampire

cult pleaded guilty yesterday to

killing the parents of one of his cult

members.
|ust minutes into prosecutor Brad

King's opening statement to |urors.

Rod Ferretl's attorney interrupted the

murder tnal to confer with his client

about entering a plea.

lurors, relatives ol the couple who
were slam, prosecutors, reporters and

the |udge filed out of the courtroom

so Ferretl could talk pnvatefy with his

attorneys

"Mr Ferrell has indicated he may
want to do something to change
things," said William Lackay, Fen-ell's

public defender Ferrell, who could

face the death penalty, also pleaded

guilty to armed burglary and robbery

charges. On Feb. 12, the penalty

phase gets under way
He had pleaded innocent to two

counts ol first-degree murder for

bludgeoning to death Richard

Wendorf and Naoma Ruth Queen on

Nov. 25, 1996, in their home in

Eustis, 35 miles northwest of

Orlando Prosecutors had planned to

use a combination of DNA evidence

and Ferrell's own statements against

him
The couple's daughter. Heather

Wendorf, fled with Ferrell and three

other cult members to Louisiana after

the killings. Miss Wendorf was
cleared of any charges by a grand

lury last year. Howard Scott

Anderson, 1 7, Dana L. Cooper, 20,

and Charity Keesee, 1 7, are charged

with being principals to murder.

They will be tried later in the year.
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Parking garage decision

not influenced byUM
By Jill Corroll

Collegian Staff

Student power to influence a recent vote on an ulti-

mately successful referendum question was not felt as a

surprisingly low turnout yielded less than a handful ol

voters in one area.

The recent controversial question to build a parking

garage on Boltwood walk was narrowly decided in favor

of building the garage with a yes vote of 1811 and a no

vote of 1716— a difference of unlv 45 vutes.

The vole, however, was not heavily decided by

InivciMiv ol Massachusetts students it the turn-out at

Southwest polling places was any indication

Only four people out of the 150 eligible, voted at the

polling places located in Hampden dining commons.
Not every student on campus is eligible to vote in

Amherst elections which might account for a low

turn-out

\ c>ting on this issue would have been a way for mu
dents lo make clear what they want

"The garage issue impacts student workers and shop
per* it students want more parking they need lo show

that in the ballot bov" said |ohn furbish I own Meeting

member of precinct 10. which includes part of

Southwest, in an interview earliei this week

The lack of student voting is ol concern because these

are the polling places that will be used for national and

other elections, said Peter kilbouine Speukci lor ihe

Student Government Association The SGA will also be

having elections this semester.

A larger student turn out ua< expected because this

was a question that would atleci many students.

"I think it's too bad students don t vote It's the

majorilv of Mudenis on campus who complain about

not having enough parking in town," Kilbournc said

The problem ot low voter turn-out among students is

something Kilbournc would like to sec changed

"It's lime we [KSA] step up mavbe we could work

with the town clerk's office |io improve turnout)."

Kilbournc said

The small showing will not require a re vote The ref

erenduin question was a vote lo either approve

turn a decision already made by the Amherst lown

Meeting to build the garage, said Sandra Burgess.

Management assistant in the Town Clerk s afl

Chancellor addresses

Faculty senate body

about "Vision 2000"

UMass student dies unexpectedly
f niversity of Mas<achusetts

senior. Robert Alperin-Lea, 25.

died unexpectedly on Monday, Feb.

2

Alperin-Lea, of Farmmgtoo. CT.

was a biology major and lived on

campus in Been Residence Hall

No foul play as suspected in his

Jcalh

Born in Newport. Rl,

Alpenn-I.ea i'd by his

wife Wends Alperin. his son
Sumner Alperin lea. his parents

lames and Anne Lea of Lowell,

and a sister Rebecca Lea of

Lowell. He is also survived by bis

mother and father-

arid Elena Alperin of

Funeral service* were held

day at the Chapel of Weinatein

Mortuary, in Hartford. CT and bur

ial followed in the Farmtngton
\ alley lewish Congregation
Cemetery. Avon

Memorial contributions may be

made to the "Imiinv lund." c/o

Dana Ferber Cancer inaaicfa. 44

Binney St Boaton. MA i>2 1 I S— Leigh I nullum

UaS. carrier enters Gulf;

Marine unit close behind
By George Geddo
Associated Press

ON THE INTERNET

vvww.umass.edu/rso/colegian

WASHINGTON — A third U.S.

Navy aircraft carrier arrived in the

Persian Gulf yesterday as 2,000
Marines on Navy ships with infantry

and combat aircraft aboard headed

toward the Gulf from the

Mediterranean Sea.

President Clinton rejected any sug-

gestion that the United

States would take

action to depose
Saddam Hussein.

"Would the Iraqi

people be better off if

there were a change in

leadership? I certainly

think they would be,

but that is not what the

United Nations has

authorized us to do,"

Clinton said at the start

of a White House meet-

ing with British Prime

Minister Tony Blair.

The extra firepower

assigned to the Persian

Gulf was designed to

give more flexibility as Clinton con-

templates using military force to com-

pel Iraqi compliance with U.N. arms

inspections.

As expected, the USS
Independence, the oldest ship in the

Navy, arrived in the Gulf with its 50

strike aircraft plus support planes to

join the USS Nimitz and USS George
Washington. The Independence left

its home base in lapan last month.
While the administration contin-

ued to pursue a diplomatic solution

to the standolf with Iraq. Gen.
Anthony Zinni. commander of all

U.S. forces in the Gulf, requested the

additional fences Zinni asked for a

Marine Expeditionary Unit, a special-

ly tailored group of about 2,000
Marines aboard Navy ships equipped

with about two dozen attack and sup-

port helicopters, plus amphibious

assault vehicles. They include an

infantry battalion armed with anillery

and other weapon?

A senior defense offi-

cial said yesterday

Marines aboard a four-

ship fleet led by the

amphibious assault ship

USS Guam started

toward the Gulf The
24th Marine
Expeditionary Unit has

been operating in the

Mediterranean, practic-

ing an amphibious
landing on the Spanish

coast.

Defense Secretary

William Cohen had told

CNN on Wednesday
that Clinton "probably

will approve" some of Zinni 's request

in the next few days.

Clinton is winning strong support

for his Iraq policies from Blair and

from Congress, but the signals

received from the Arab world are

decidedly mixed.

Blair said yesterday while making

the rounds of morning television talk

shows: "We have got to make it

absolutely clear to Saddam Hussein

courrtsY associatid phess

Saddam Hussein

By Victoria Groves

CoiegMsn Staff

cmnm' ronton*

ClwvceMor Scott spoke at the first Faculty Senate meeting of the semes-

ter Thursday

or disparaged in the classroom,

underrepresented in leadership

roles and ovcrrepresenled in

entry level and support positions.*

Through nine recommendations
including encouragement
women's academic and career

development and an end to gen

der-bias and discrimination against

women in the curriculum "Nmon
2000" is expected to set forth a

etston where the women at all eia

land grant institution* can . vcr

come sexism and related issues.

"I endorse these principles. . if

(these problems exist on this cam-

pus) I am one hundred percent corn-

Chancellor David K I

addressed the senate body yesterday

at the first faculty Senate meeting

of the semester ai the University of

Massachusetts

Mi «pccch locused primarily on

n 2000." a document directed

towards Sew I ngland land gtant

university nre*idcnt« and chancel-

lors to ensure full and equitable par

ticipation of women at these

schools

• rding to the document,
"women continue to be underreprc-

sented in the curriculum, ignored
Turn to VWON. ooga 2
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Accident leaves

20 dead in Italy

By Vania Grandi

Associated Press

CAVAl.KSl . Italv V- .>n angry

nation demanded an accouniing. U.S.

officials promised yesterdav to coop-

erate fully with Italians investigating

why a Marine plane sliced a cable c.ir

line in the Alps, sending 20
Europeans to their deaths.

Residents of this small ski village in

the Dolomites, who say the roar of

jets often jolts them awake at night,

mourned the dead at a memorial

vice.

Among the 1 .000 people attending

the memorial 100 yards from the

cable car station was Gen. Richard C.

Bethurem. commandei ot NATO air

operations in southern Europe, who
expressed America's condolence^

"There"s an ongoing investigation, a

cooperation of Italian and U.S.

authorities." he said. "It's our wish

that this investigation comes to a

quick ending, so that the healing

process can begin."

Speaking before residents, school-

children and official delegations, an

Italian priest summed up the feeling

of many that their repeated com-
plaints about low-flying planes went

unheeded. "The skies are not for the

most powerful or for the most aggres-

sive," said the Rev. Lorenzo Casarotti.

"They are for everyone."

"Today, there are 20 people crymj
out against those who took over Ota

skies. The people of Cavalese. officials

have cried out about this. They went

unheard." the priest said.

The Marine F.A-foB Prowler
swooped through the valley just above

Turn to ITALY, page 2

Searching for stamps ?

Amherst store offers

designs by local artists

By Somonrha Poulten

Collegian Staff

What do dolphins, goddesses.

wicker baskets, mermaids and
I ucille Ball have in common?
Whan can you find a perfect pic-

ture of a beer mug to put onto

vour checks? How can you put a

picture of a bride and groom on

a wedding invitation if you have

no artistic ability'.'

The answer to all these ques-

tions lies in one store. Simon's

Stamps, a new store specializing

in custom made business stamps.

now offers an array of artistic

stamps to suit every individual.

Each brilliantly made stamp can

be used to create greeting cards,

wrapping paper, wall decorations

and designer checks.

"Art stamps are a lot more fun

for us than our usual business or

address stamps," said Simon P.

Alciere. president of Simon's
Stamps

located in an old railroad sta-

tion at I
"> Railroad Street in

Amherst. Simon's Stamps fea-

tures hundreds of beautiful and

decorative rubber stamps, all

custom made by Alciere and his

eight employees. This is in addi-

tion to his already enormous sup-

ply of address and business

stamps.

Alciere has been a chief suppli-

er of business and address stamps

for the United States government

and other major businesses since

1 989. His customers are

world wide, including the United

States Embatt] hi Moscow, the

California Postal Workers and

the United States Military. Local

businesses and retail companies

including Copycat and Kinkos

purchase their business and

address stamps from Simon's

Stamps, as well.

Alciere said he got the idea to

create designer stamps from col-

lege students who continuously

share with him artistic ideas for

new stamps.

"People who can't necessarily

draw will find ihev can make
beautiful artwork using the

images and techniques available

here." Alciere said.

Many of the stamp images the

store sells are actually drawn by

local artists.

"A business called Rubber
Tree Stamps, in Hadlev. commis-

sioned some of the artwork and

transformed them into molded
rubber." Alciere said. "The
artists receive a percentage of

each sale."

People can also bring images

drawn in pen and ink to Simon's

Stamps, where Alciere and his

staff convert the designs into

rubber stamps

"We make our own dye and
rubber for the stamps." said

assistant manager |enn Brown.
"The entire process for produc-

ing one stamp lakes about 4S-60
minutes."

The store converts the stamps

onto a plastic sheet which is then

placed into a machine called the

Vulcanizer. Liquid rubber is then

poured over the sheet, and a new
sheet is pressed over it. The
Vulcanizer is then heated to 310

degrees and is pressed together.

"It's a lot like making a grilled

cheese sandwich." Alciere said.

Alciere said in addition to his

new artistic stamps he expects

his local and government con-

tracts to continue to pour in.

"Most of our sales will contin-

ue to come from government and

wholesale accounts." Alciere

said. "The store will work
because all we have to do is get

lots of cool rubber stamps."

If you really want that cool

Lucille Ball stamp, head over to

Simon's Stamps 9 a.m. -5:30

p.m. on Saturday. Feb. 7 for

Simon's Stamps' grand opening.

To promote the grand opening.

Alciere will be offering free

stamps, as well as free refresh-

ments, to the public throughout

the day.

I
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Security tightens at Nagano

in wake of airport bombing

TOKYO — A group of leftist

radicals claimed responsibility yes-

terday for a rocket attack on

Tokyo's main airport and ridiculed

security for the Nagano Winter

Olympics.

Three homemade rockets ""••

fired Monday into a cargo plane

area of the airport 40 miles east of

Tokyo, embarrassing the lapanese

government and raising concerns

about terrorism during the games

One worker was injured.

The leftist Revolutionary

Workers Association claimed

responsibility lor tha* attack in let

ters sail yesterday to Tokyo new*

-We defeated the heavy, coun-

terrevolutionary secuntv lor the

Olympics,* the group said in a

brief statement

The group said it opposed the

construction of a second runway at

Santa Airport which opened in

1978. and also critkinsl lapan's

military alliance with the United

The letter was signed 'The

Revolutionary Army." which police

said is part of the Revolutionary

Workers Association

We are determined to continue

Hghting guerrilla wars to prevent

further construction at the airport

and to eventually close it.* the let-

ter said Leftist groups claim a

larger airport could be used for

military purpose*

Police said they had no immedi-

ate evidence the rockets were

aimed at disrupting the go

which start today No arrests have

been made.

Olympic oigjni/ers m Nagano

said yesterday that security had

been tightened, but stressed the

measures were not in response to

am specific threat.

"This is a normal security rein-

forcement just before the Olympic-

Games.* organizing committee

spokesman K.o Vamaguchi said.

The leltist group said the secutitv

guidelines updated last year

between Washington and Tokyo
"could lead lapan to war and fas-

eJaja The guidelines commit

lapan to greater cooperation with

the L' .S. military

The same group claimed respon-

sibility for launching a projectile at

a L S Air I oice base in lapan days

bet..re a W* meeting in Tokyo of

the Group of Seven industrial pow-

It also claimed responsibility for

firing three mortar rounds at a

state guest house a month before a

\W0 meeting of the G -7 in I

A larger leftist group was suspect

ed of later launching five missiles

at the guest house as foreign lead-

ers were gathering for the summit.

\arita Airport was the scene of

violent protests in the 1970s.

Radicals have frequently claimed

responsibility for similar attach in

the past though this is the first

one to result in an injury Ponce set

up an 80-mem her for.c to investi-

gate the attack, and additional

policemen were joining the 500
police assigned daily to the airport.

Gulf
continued from page 1

that he is not allowed to develop

weapons of mass destruction. If he

doesn't come back into line to let

weapons inspectors in, then we will

have to force him to do so.*

Clinton, at the National Prayer

Breakfast, spoke of the "difficult

decision we are facing now ...

because of the concern all

Americans have that we not expose

our children — if we can help it —
to the dangers of chemical and bio-

logical warfare."

Speaking on condition of anonymi-

ty. Blair's aides said Britain is con

templating a period of two to three

weeks to educate the public about

the extent of Iraq's arsenal and to

exhaust diplomatic options.

Those comments left the mipres-

sjsjaj that the earliest period for U.S.

military action against Iraq would be

in the second half of February.

The administration has said that

no decision on military action has

been made. It also has refused to dis-

cuss a timetable, rejecting appeals by

the International Olympic
Committee that any such action be

delayed until after the winter

Olympic games, set to start today in

lapan and end Feb. 22.

Clinton said Secretary of State

Madeleine Albright, in six days of

consultations in Europe and the

Persian Gulf, found a "strong con-

sensus* in support of the need for

Iraq to allow U.N. inspectors unfet-

tered access to search for forbidden

weapons.

"All of us would prefer a genuine

diplomatic solution." Clinton said

The best way to stop Saddam from

building nuclear, biological or chemi-

cal weapons is simply to get the

international inspectors back to work

with no restraints.*

vision
conttnuao from papa I

mined to fix it. If I find there is

crimination against women. I will

see to it that we're going to take n

out And no argument of academic

freedom will stand in my wav
"

Scott said.

Last December, all relevant

Faculty Senate councils were asked

to review the document and make
any appropriate recommendations.

Because insufficient feedback was

received, the vote on 'Vision 2000"

has been postponed until early

April

*We want to create a program tai-

lored to this campus., and we need

feedback from the councils." said

Ann Ferguson. Director of the

Women's Studies Program

Also present at the meeting were

Eleanor Court, student represents

live to the Board of Higher
Education, and member of the

Student Government Association

(SGAi rxecutive Cabinet Salwa
Shamapande to explain their advo-

cacy of a possible Course And
Teacher Evaluation (CATE) guide

for the Amherst campus
A CATF guide would make it

possible for students registering for

classes to read professor and class

evaluations from other students.

These are informal evaluations and

are not included in faculty person-

nel files

'This is something that helps stu-

dents and faculty Professors will get

interested students in their classes.

"It would highlight some of the

excellent teaching at this universi-

ty" Shamapande said

"|A CATE guidel has been identi

tied by students in campus as a high

priority If students have different

learning needs, and you can match

them with a professor with the same

leaching style, it will ultimately help

everyone succeed.* Court said

Provost Cora Marrett also

addressed the senate body with a

request of the faculty of 'studying

teaching, writing and experimenting

should be our obsession.

"It's a question about how big

ideas must pervade our classrooms

and. dare I say. our meetings

"In the talent of our faculty lies

the capability of mobility on our

campus." Marrett said

HURRY!
This is your

last Chance

to appear in this

year's yearbook!

the
INDEX

All this week!

Schedule a sitting

(800) 836-0558

48*
Campus Center Rm. 1 77- 1 78
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Campus Police Log
Accident — Property Damage
Feb 2
A two vehicle accident occurred

on University Drive. No injuries

were reported.

Feb. 5

A vehicle in parking lot 26 on
Governors Drive backed into a pole.

Animal Complaint

Feb 5

A dog was removed from the

lobby of Kennedy Residence Hall.

Police were asked to check on
the well being of a raccoon in park-

ing lot 64 on Hicks Way.

Police were asked to check on

the well-being of a raccoon near

Bartlett Hall on Hicks Way.

Hall 5

A healthy raccoon was trapped

by Pest Control and released in the

woods.

Annoying Behavior

Feb I
An individual from lohnson

Residence Hall reported a past inci-

dent in which an individual

exposed himself.

An individual from Greenough

Residence Hall reported threaten-

ing messages left on door.

Feb 5

An individual from Melville

Residence Hall reported receiving

annoying email.

A motorist was interfering with

traffic detail on Hicks Way.

Feb. 4

An individual from Chenowelh

Laboratory reported notices were

being removed from office doors.

Assault & Battery

Feb. 2

An individual reported being

struck in the face on the Southwest

Residential Area Mall. He will seek

charges in court.

Health and Safety Hazard

Feb |
A vehicle's radiator hose broke

spilling a targe amount of antifreeze in

parking lot 49 on Orchard Hill Drive.

Larceny

Feb. 3

A backpack was reported stolen

from the Textbook Annex.

Feb. 4

A parking decal was stolen from

a vehicle in parking lot 71 on

Massachusetts Avenue.

Suspicious Person/Activity

Feb. 2

Francis W. O'Connor, |r, 42, of

Northampton, was arrested on

Hicks Way for trespassing, posses-

sion of a Class D drug.

Vandalism

Feb. 2

A bottle was thrown through a

window of a vehicle parked on

Washington Road. Estimated

value, $400.

Racial graffiti was written on a

desk on the 18th floor of the

Dubois Library.

Feb 1

A vehicle was damaged in park

ing lot 44 on Sylvan Drive

A window was broken on the 4th

floor of Patterson Residence Hall

Italy

continued from page 1

the treetops on Tuesday, severing the

i able with its tail fin at a point about

300 feet above the ground. The plsne

continued on to the U.S. air base in

Aviano, 60 miles to the east.

"Everyone hates how they fly

through here at supersonic speeds,

instilling fear in all of us.* said Ren/o

Akegretti. a b3 year-old retired union

worker. 'They are crazy, completely

irresponsible. It was an accident wait-

ing to happen*
Italian politicians and local offi-

cials are just as outraged. Several

influential lawmakers said all U.S.

bases in Italy should be closed.

"This is not about a low-level

flight, but a terrible act. a nearly

earth-shaving flight, beyond any limit

allowed by the rules and laws,*

Italian Premier Romano Prodi said

Wednesday.

The defense minister. Bcniamino

Andreatta. told Parliament the plane

was as many as six miles off its

planned course when it flew under

the cable line.

"There would not have been any

danger had the plane kept to the

tulev" Italian media quoted him as

saying, adding that "what happened

is iiKomprehensiblc

However. Marine Brig. Gen. Guy

Vanderlinder. speaking with

reporters at the plane's base in

Aviano, insisted that the pilot was

Hying on the authorized route, the

Italian news agency ANSA reported

yesterday

The U.S. military released the

names of the crew yesterday The

pilot was Capt Richard Ashby 30. of

Mission Viejo. Calif., who had more

than 730 hours flying time on that

type of aircraft. The mayor of

Cavalese. a town of 3.600. pro-

claimed a day of mourning yesterday

to honor the victims, who included

eight Germans, five Belgians, two

Italians and two Poles, an Austrian

and a Dutch woman
The gondola operator, an Italian.

had switched shifts with a co-worker

that morning

All ski lifts in the Val di Fiemme

area shut down along with most of

Cavalese's stores, restaurants and

other businesses. A US Marine team

arrived in Aviano to investigate

Italian prosecutors have questioned

the pilot and the three crew members

but no charges have been filed

'We don't know what the facts are

yet." Defense Secretary William

Cohen said Wednesday on CNN's
"Larry King Live

"

'What happened, how that plane

happened to be there, whether it was

below limits It's under investigation

right now."

Aviano spokeswoman Capt. Tracy

O Grady said the pilot "was on an

approved low-level training mission."

but did not say what altitude was

authorized.

The Italian Defense Ministry said

military flights must maintain a mini-

mum altitude of 300 feet

• .

'••
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Hatch, Gorton debate Microsoft monopoly
By Scott Sooner

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Miciosolt Windows' domi-

nation of the desktop computer software market

has Inren a good thing foi consumers but its gaining

OOatld ol kev Internet interfaces would not. Sen

Orrin Hatch said vesterday.

Hatch. (R-Utahl. chattman ol the Senate

ludician l oininitiee. told a conlerence that the

lusticc IVpaitment's antitrust scrutiny ol the giant

software maker was warranted.

"On balance, the antitrust machinery in

Washington DC. probably shouldn't concern

rtsell with even, technology market which, at a par-

ticulai point in time is dominated by a particular

firm to an unusual, even unhealthy extent." Hatch

said.

"Where antitrust policy should locus is taj the

transition from one technology to the next." he told

the conference on the future of computer technology.

Hatch, whose state is home to Microsoft MM
petitor Novell, said "high stakes" are involved in

lustice's October antitrust lawsuit The sun

Microsoft was using its dominance in the Window *

^S operating system software to gain market share

for its internet Explorer program.

Microsoft disagrees, saying the two programs are

integrated and can't be separated as the govern

ment wants

Hatch's criticism of the Redmond. Wash .-based

company has put him at odds with the state's two

U.S. senators, including Republican Slade Gorton

He wrote to Gorton on Wednesday saying he

would treat Microsoft fairly and has no intention ol

interfering in the lustice Department probe.

But Gorton said he takes little comfort in such

aajaVMOM "In light of Senator Hatch's past com

ment-. in which he has taken a very hard ami

Microaofl line. I must admit that I find it hard to

believe" that the ludiciary chairman will give

Microacfl a fair >hake, Gorton said in a statement

Hatch -aid yesterday that bv creating a common

platform tor software developers. Microsoft - "sue

cessful establishment ol the Window- monopoly...

has had a tremendous effect in the recent boom in

soltware applications and the software industry in

general."

Officer at center of brutality;

case thrust into more trouble

By Jeff Donn
Associated Press
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Monday, Feb. 9 at 7 p.m.
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SPRING! II I I). Mass. — A white

police officer who was videotaped

kicking a prone black suspo-t I

in a legal bind This tune lelfrev

Ashcr i- accu-ed in a lawsuit of beat

ing a distraught black man and then

(•Mel) bringing him up on charges

In the law-uil filed Mondav in

Hampden Superior Court Brent

Whitley, ">». ol SprtaajSaM toamm
Ashcr and another officer of beating

him with club- pushing him down
jnd then lal-elv charging him

with assault He i- asking tor unspec-

ified compen-atorv and punitive

damages lor civil rights viola'

The lawsuit docs not suggest that the

alleged attack bv il - was
taLiallv motivated TtktM

specific evidence of active racial bias

in the videotaped kicking ot the

black suspect, though that incident

turned into a cause celebre in the

utv - black community

M black leaden -av that the

mostly white pal - habitually

tougher with black su-pccts The mis-

trust has been aggravated in i

yean with the police shooting of en

unarmed black motorist and a mock-

ing telephone call made by an officer

to a black minister.

Asher is on a one-year suspension

for misconduct in the videotaped

kicking, which he delivered while

other oflicers were holding the -u*

pect to the ground. Asher was cleared

of criminal wrongdoing, though

He is also named in a separate

1997 federal lawsuit alleging police

brutalit; In that case, a ekj man
claims he was beaten -cn-e'

Ashcr when he objected to an unpn>
^faa^gjack by A«bc* on a man who

rather at j

Outstanding

Teacher Award
College of Food and Natural Resources

students and faculty invited to submit nominations
for the 1997-98 award

NOMINATION FORMS ARE DUE MARCH 2

(Available in room 113 Stockbridge Hall

or in departmental offices.)

Faculty in the following majors are eligible for nomination:

Animal Science • Building Materials and Wood Technology

Apparel Marketing • Entomology • Environmental Design

Environmental Sciences • Family and Consumer Sciences • Food Science

Forestry • Hotel, Restaurant and Travel Administration

Landscape Architecture • Microbiology • Natural Resource Studies

Plant and Soil Sciences • Resource Economics

Sport Management • Wildlife and Fisheries Conservation
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bar where the father was working

In the lawsuit this week, Whitley

claims that hi> wile called police to

his home on heb 7, l*W5. fearing he

might kill himself He has a history of

marital problems, including a convic-

tion and 60-day suspended sentence

in 1*45 for hitting hi* wife He ciaild

not be reached (or comment yester-

day.

Hut. in his lawsuit, he says his

mother happened to phone him * hile

Asher and officer Sean Condon were

at hi* apartment He says they lit into

him when he ignored their request to

put down the phone.

In their reports, they said he was

^reaming and threatened them with

knife and Irying pan. They said he

also kicked and punched them But

he was acquitted of assault on March

IV !**>

Neither Asher nor Condon could

be reached yesterdav Police Chief

Paula Meara was not immediately

available for comment
Whitley's lawsuit also names the

iits which he claims failed to proper-

\\ supervise its officers

Gerald Phillips, head of the city 1

Police Commission, said yesterday he

could not comment directly on the

lawsuit But he said the department

had been working hard to improve

racial sensitivity among officers.

"We have problems from time to

time We address them. You can have

a few bad apples in any barrel We try

to pull them out ... as soon as we hear

about them We have a record of act-

ing quickly and decisively .' he said,

ever, the local branch of the

nal Association for the

Advancement of Colored People

wants Asher fired, not hist suspend-

ed. Darnell Williams, leader of the

branch, said vesterday that he will

monitor the new case

The forest for the trees

Ught shir**, through a dense patch of uetj near Putter's Pond.

Outstanding

Advisor Award
College of Food and Natural Resources

students, faculty and staff are invited to submit
nominations for the award for 1997-98

NOMINATION FORMS ARE DUE MARCH 2

(Available in room 113 Stockbridge Hall

or in departmental offices.)

Faculty in the following majors are eligible for nomination:

Animal Science • Building Materials and Wood Technology

Apparel Marketing • Entomology • Environmental Design

Environmental Sciences • Family and Consumer Sciences • Food Science

Forestry • Hotel, Restaurant and Travel Administration

Landscape Architecture • Microbiology • Natural Resource Studies

Plant and Soil Sciences • Resource Economics

Sport Management • Wildlife and Fisheries Conservation
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A real trust fall
rust.

Tit is one of those words that can cause one of

two reactions. First, it can send shivers down
your spine. To actually let someone else do something

or not do something in the hopes that it is in your best

interest. When your parents leave the house for the

weekend, they want to believe that you won't throw a

party, (ahem, well, now you know why the word trust

can evoke such fear) not that any of us would do that

anyway, nght folks? __________
The other reaction is the one that

I fall under, or used to fall under
When I used to hear the word trust

uld gite an example where I

said. "Yeah sure. I'll leave my door

open Go in. you know, do whatever, just don't break

anything." Off I'd go. leaving my door open, returning

four hours later to find eight people in my room playing

Goldeneye Some may call my actions stupid or naive,

but I don't want to ruin a good time, so why should I

lock my room up when I go out?

Here is a reason why. and it has changed the way that

I've seen dorm life ever since. Last semester. I was
going to have a few people in my room to have a couple

of "beverages" before I left the next morning. So. being

the genius that I am (as if you couldn't already figure

that one out). I moved all my stuff into the hall. No big

deal right? I went to bed around four and was going to

get up at eight. What is four hours of leaving your stuff

in the hall? Well, as I soon learned, it is far too long

Here is a list of the damages that occurred in the wee
morning hours:

Super Nintendo — stolen

$100 sunglasses — broken
prom picture — lorn in half (my date was replaced in

the picture with a guy from a magazine, how creative )

coffee maker — thrown out the window
wallet (which was in my room) — stolen

expensive potter — artistically rendered (polite way
of saying ruined with a marker)

Last but not least. I had this teddy bear. "Wes." that

an ex- girlfriend gave to me. You know, one of those

dssnft that you get used to falling asleep next to ( I mean
the bear). Anyway, a few days before. Wea disappeared

while I was out of the room. I'm not making this a sob
story, keep listening While I was hanging out with

those friends on the last night, there was a knock on the

door. When I opened the door, there was Wes. in a box.

with hi* face burned off. Hmmm. it takes a classy indi

Kenneth Lawrence

McDonald

vidual to do that.

Now. when I go to take a shower (two doors down). I

have to lock my door. I hate the fact that I have to live

in fear from one moment to the next, frightened that if I

turn my head for even a second it all could be taken
from right under my nose. Still, maybe that is the best

approach

I ask you, is it my complete naivety that led to what
happened? Is it my fault that I had enough trust in

_______ dorm life to allow my stuff to sit in

' the hall, unattended for an extended
period of time? Some of my friends

told me that I asked for it. My first

I

response was. "How could I ask for

all of that?" However, maybe they are

right, maybe it is wrong to trust people. Putting faith in

people is a tricky business, and the smallest chink in the

armor can send the walls crumbling down. I hope that I

don't become so cynical as to overlook other people's

true intentions, but I know that I'm well on my way.

It's funny, trust is the building block upon which so

much is built, and equally much is destroyed from mar-

riage to politics, dorm life to "real life." that little "T"
word is the common fabric that all are woven from. An
issue that I am grappling with right now is the whole
Clinton/Lewinsky/ Cap'n Crunch issue (I'm waiting for

the Cap'n to give his deposition to Kenneth Starr next t

As much as I am sick of "Zippergate." it brings up an

issue that strikes right at the heart of what I am talking

about. In my book. Clinton has been doing a good job

on the whole. The economy is on the rise, and there

doesn't seem to be that lingering sentiment of an
impending depression as there has been during past

administrations. Yet. at the same time, it is hard for

some to trust a man who has been so unfaithful in his

personal life with the dairy operations of an entire coun
try. If I know that my boss is a sleaze, but he runs a

profitable, well oiled machine, should I look for employ-

ment elsewhere'' To me there is no clear answer "Could
you respect your boas or employer professionally with-

out respecting him/her personally 1 "
I look forward to

your responses.

Maybe it is better to be a little more cynical and a lit-

tle less happy. To you. which is more important: the

value of a pair of sunglasses or the goodness of the peo-

ple that surround you I thought I knew the answer. I

guess I thought wrung.

Kenneth Lawrence Mc Donald is a Collegian staff

member

E-mail alienation
There is a serious problem confronting our society.

A problem which is too often overlooked when
people talk about the computer age. Everyone talks

about how computers will make everything faster, easier,

more efficient. It seems to mc there are serious .

quencca facing us as we turn into a computerized society.

Advanced technology waa supposes) to make life more
simple by Ntrtgsng gaps of communication However, all

computerization appears to be doing is alienating us as

individuals and making everything more difficult I never

had to worry about checking an _________
e-mail account, but now I must find a

proper time and place to check my
e-mail. I had a phone and no one
called me. now I have an e-mail
account and no one e-mails me.

Part of the alienation from high

technology comes from a trade off in

which we get stuck with the greater

of two evils. E-mail is a poor substi-

tute for telephone conversation. So
much is added to a conversation
involving pitch and tone in a person's

voice Talking with someone, hearing

their voice as they say words, is much
more personal than an e-mail. E-
mail prevents us from talking to each

other, thus alienating us.

However, a telephone conversation

is also a poor substitute for a

face-to-face conversation. Even the

voice on the telephone does not con-

vey the messages which can be shown
by body movements, gestures and facial expressions. I still

drop in on my friends sometimes for no reason at all.

These examples explain how each new level of technol-

ogy has further alienated us from each other. Telephones

almost replaced face-to-face conversation, will e-mail

replace the telephone? I hope not. And still I have not

mentioned the forgotten art of letter writing.

Correspondence is an art. and this is best seen in corre-

spondence through letters. Many published letters have

shined a light and given us new insight into personalities,

which were once closed to us.

Even the physical characteristics of a letter are more
attractive than the cold e-mail. A letter is essentially

finite. You can add more pages, but there really is only a

certain amount of physical letters one can write on paper.

When you receive a letter you can hold it. You can save a

letter, and although it may become brittle, take care of it

and it will last.

An e-mail is infinite. You can't hold an e-mail. There is

Doonesbury

"Advanced technolo-

gy was supposed to

make life more simple

by bridging gaps of
communication.

However, all comput-

erization appears to be

doing is alienating us

as individuals and
making everything

more difficult.

"

Jason t iceman

no physical presence behind an e-mail. Where u cyber

space? Where is my e-mail "account?" It's out there

somewhere. Even a phone has something to hold on to.

You can't spray an e-mail with perfume

Supposedly e-mail is cheaper. Is it? I pay 10 cents a

minute for a long distance phone call, and nothing for

local calling It* always free to hop on a PVTA bus and
visit a friend, but I paid $20 for my e-mail account

E-mail is faster: the other person does not have to be

there. So what? Moat people have answering machines.

mmmm_______ and if not. so what, call back. E-mail

becomes a hassle. I don't like to check

my e-mail account, but I feel that I

have to in case some one is waiting for

me to respond. But wh\ ' If :t was real-

ly that important, they probably would
have called me or come to see me any-

way.

So what is this alienating reliance we
have on this technology? We are already

losing the ability to relate to each other

beyond boundaries of gender, race and
religion, and impersonal technology is

just facilitating the isolation and alien-

ation of people from each other.

Many people see the new computer
age as • wonderful breakthrough pro-

pelling society to the next millennium.

Some people say. "In the future there

will he no need for people to leave their

house." This is a good thing'7

People should leave their houses, peo-

ple should leave their houses all the

time. I am not above the quagmire holding us down. I am a

hypocrite: I use my computer too much. But I spend all day

on campus. When it is nice outside I try to spend time out-

side. Occasionally I can even break myself from the grasp

of my computer.

Is there an answer to the alienation we face as a society

as a result of the computer age? No. I certainly do not have

a definite one. There is no systematic answer. There is no
law. there is no program that we can enact to change our
alienation.

But we can do something about it as individuals. Instead

of sending an e-mail to someone, call them. Instead of call-

ing someone, take a ride out to see them in person.

Working with computers is fine, telecommuting is an
expanding job market, but don't forget that there is an
entire world out there. Go out and see it — in person.

Oh, and my e-mail address is

jeiseman@student.umass.edu: e-mail me, no one else does.

lason Eiseman is a Collegian staff member.
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Misty eyed cliches
Iwent out last Saturday night. Nothing exciting hap-

pened. It was just a typical Saturday night, a night

that will eventually blend togethci with .ill the nth

ers that I've spent nere in AmhctM
So, why do you care'.'

This night made me think about something a

grown-up once told me. Somewhere in the back of ins

mind I remember sitting down to a iuiniK diniici Some
strange relatives that I didn t know began to gel misty

eyed over a few too many gla>>e> ol

red wine, and then the emotion" HMBM-j

began to How I Is.i

I hate to get caught up in the mid

realized that it must be the typical things that I'll even-

tually look back on. Fifty years from now I'll be sitting

at the dinner table with some youngster that I don't

really know, but leel obliged to talk to because it's the

child ol KMM cousin or another.

"I remember the time when I was in college. We went

|a a [urn V\e Mined up until four in the morning, you

know \nd qsj out way home, we stopped at Taco Bell.

btCMM hack in tikOM days, they had a place that served

Taco Bell until five Isn't that wild?"

————_———. And that kid will look at me like

\llcn I'm nuts, just like I did to my rela-

tives.

die of these family reminiscing sessioM becau-e I always

end up finding out stuff about mv patent- that will

inevitably come back to haunt and embarrass me in the

future, but this was unavoidable I w.i> trapped in my
chair, forced to listen to second cousin -u and -

me the story about the time his fraternity ran some girls

underwear up a flagpole in. like I^ISS when he ».i- in

college Great!

And then it came. Those dreaded word* the most
horrifying cliche ever uttered fight little words that

only an adult (you know, the kind" ol adult> that have
careers and kids and stutl | ..m say.

"These are the best days ol voui ltd

Back to last Saturday night I* this going to become
one of those alleged "best days ol tin hie ' Cii>d I hope
not

I have dreams, aspirations, plans tor the future II the

best days of my life consist ol walking up and down
North Pleasant Street looking for a party that I heard a

friend of a friend of some guy that* in mv RMMMMltll
biology class might be having I don i know il I want to

see what the worst are.

So I began to do a little bit ol exploration into what

makes these the "best days of mv hie "
I mean I alwav*

imagined that the best days of my life would be spent

floating around exotic port* on mv private yacht, not

cramped in a sweaty basement, floating in a puddle of

cheap beer

After putting a little bit of thought into the matter I

Perhaps I'll recall the night that my roommate deck!

he a champ at three in the morning and busted

into the living room with a bottle of cheap tequila and a

bag of limes Or maybe I'll tell ol the lime that I spent

three weeks washing mud out of my hair because I

decided to go to an infamous hoedown

Bui no matter what I say. future generations will no

douht think that it's weak compared to what they are

currently doing.

But last Saturday night. I came to tenns with those

eight wild* Over a couple of tequila shots and a steam

•l Na^ho- Bell Grande, while my roommate
i the ihampl was cry'»g c>yer some undisclosed tequila

induced tragedy and mv other roommate was already

planning the next night I felt that I could finally justify

the use of the d
Although it may not seem like a big deal now. there is

going to come a day when it just isn't going to be possi-

ble to spend an entire night listening to Madonna, trying

to hit three parties and still get to Antonio's before they

run out of buffalo chicken pizza, or hitchhiking with six

othei people M North Pleasant Street and actually get-

ting picked up Inesc things just don't happen in that

u.us "Real World" that grown-ups also love to

thtcaten us with

We II never be able to do these things again, and it's

knowing that that truly makes these the best days of our

Ulen is a Collegian staff member
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No easy answers
Cloning? Bad idea.

How's that for a first |

I guess I have to back this up
with some thoughts or feelin)

the subject because people who read

the editorials seem to be sticklers few-

things like that. I wish I could just

leave it at that, though, because the

questions that cloning creates may
be too much for anyone to answer,

especially me.

My feeling is this — maybe sci-

ence is reaching beyond it's bound-

aries this time. Maybe it's time we
just sit back, look at the freak- sheep

and our very own freak-cows, and

say. "That's great. Good job guvs.

Now. uh, cure cancer or something."

Instead, we are looking forward to

human cloning, but hopefully with

at least just a hint of trepidation.

Human cloning seems to be that

next big advancement in science, the

next thing to conquer. Does that

necessarily mean we have to con-

quer it?

Scientists are saying that human
cloning is a long way off. that we
may not even have the capabilities to

do it. but at the rate technology

improves day by day. it's something

that is definitely foreseeable. The
government has already started talks

on the subject, or at least started

talking about setting up talks.

Richard Seed, mad scientist of the

moment, is promising to start

cloning humans, damn the federal

moratorium. So. this is obviously

not some flight df science fiction

fancy here, this is something that

has to be examined closely, and even

then, would it be right? This is ;i

question that cannot just be
answered by a government commit-
tee, a question that is religious and
philosophical, and therefore may not

be able to he answered hv anv one

group.

The qiu i loning a!

begs for an answer to the unan-wci

able, asking what we are and who
we are. If von believe in God then

the MM il -imple. if unproven. A
person is made up of body and soul,

the body just being a shell and the

soul being the essence of what we

Michael Messaros

are. Will a clone be its own person.

or soulless ' Blood and tissue are

able to be defined, studied and.
now, clOMd But M'uls ate much
more nebulous, intangible, not apt

to be cloned. To try and create life,

on our own. is to look into the eye

of God and not blink. Can we create

our own people? The old cliche

warns about "playing God" and that

is biought up every few years in

relation to some scientific topic. We
are continually expanding the

boundaries of human knowledge and
testing what we can do. I have never

been one to stand in the way ol lot

encc. but this time we are danger-

ously close I am not that religious.

and I hope I am not coming off as

some kind of lesus freak, but I do
believe we have to tread lightly

through this.

I his being America, though, and
church and state being separate enti-

ties, it is hard, impossible even, to

stop the process of science based on
these grounds. Sticky moral issues

are fine as points of debate, and on
personal levels support arguments
well enough, but when dealing with

empirical data and facts needed in

our society, it's harder to hold
water. How else, though, should this

be approached?
But what right do I have to stop

science? What right does anyone
have to stop science? Should science

be stopped for some ninny questions

about who we are and where we
come from? Human cloning has the

ability to shake the world as we
know it. to change the course of
human history much like Darwin did

with his famous theory of evolution.

Of course, he was met with opposi-
tion, too. especially from people
arguing from the same side I seem to

be edging toward here. That scares

me.

Sometimes I think that this world
is too big for me. that there are few
easy answers that can be spelled out

in editorials written in college papers.

The issue of cloning is something that

cannot be easily stepped into. It

could be a Pandora's Box waiting to

be opened. My fear is that many
questions that revolve around it are

too grand to be addressed by commit-
tee. I look at what I have written and
realize I have more questions than
answers, and questions just lead to

more questions. The answers might
iust be beyond us. and that scares me
a bit. I wish I could have just said,

"Cloning? Bad Idea."

Michael Messaros is a I Mass stu

dint.
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Deep Rising a ridiculous movie Vision of Disorder invades Pearl Street

By Adam Dlugacz

Collegian Staff

1 ung Island is invading Pearl

Street on Saturday night with
i Ol Hisurder — the 5lo's

king ol hardcore If you remember
their show last semester with

Orange ^MM and Shift, you know
what they can do live What makes
this shuw even more special arc the

opening triumviiatc ol Millhouse,

One King Down and Crown ol

ITiom/

MUtbouse hetter known as the

MM satanic hand on the face of the

planet, bring their brand of KMM
m then Brat valley appearance

Millhouse, who also hail from I ong

Island, feature Artie Phillie on

Il and are the closest thing to

AgainM -iiue well Born

Again -i II SOU like loud, intelligent

hardcore with a Mtiger who turns

crimson altei the lirM hh\j! be there

on time Millhouse just reK

their lir»t lull length on I til

c i. ic i i I horn/, from
tor a more melodic

Burnish -tvlc pi hardcore \ ocaltsl

who -tarted oil as an

Agnostic Front roadie, has taken hi-

band to the level ol one ol the more
respected bands in the scene Their

full length Mentally Vexed was well

received by the hardcore community

as it blended melodic hardcore with

evil breakdowns that will get vour

booty shaking. Not being your typi-

cal band, their lyrics run the gamut
liom broken relationships to Kaiser

to the luggernaut

liom Buffalo. One King Down
thev what do you know an all-New

York show!) boast a better record

then the Bills as all their shows have

been well received up here. One
King Down are one of the few

bands who have managed to take

the Earth Crisis sound to a level that

doesn't sound like a blatant rip-off.

fhev have a full length Hloodlust

•ige available on Fqual Vision

Records.

i- ill Disorder started off

with a small following ol faithful

•
! g After the

their -phi 7" with Loyal

ne and a reputation lor incred

ible live shows they began to take

off. The vocals range from a brutal

hardcore crv to more melodic -all

ing» intermittently In fact it is the

vocal -tvlmgs that have helped set

the band apart from the crowd

After their contribution to the New
York's Hardest compilation they

really began to receive top hillings.

Their classic EP SUB on Striving

For Togetherness records show-

cased the bands ability to write

intelligent lyrics about the state of

oui society I nlike most hatdcore

bands. V.O.D. are not merely point-

ing its collective finger in the name

of teen angst they are asking us to

question the roles we play in society

and whether or not we should

accept them One of the band's

biggest themes is not to conform

and it comes through in their music

as they do not conform to any tradi-

tional style of h

I j-t vcar V.O.D. released their

self-titled debut on Supersoul
Records. While the album was criti-

cized for being over-produced, the

bottom line was that you could still

hear the song writing that made this

band famous. It is because of that

their live show is so important;

when the songs arc devoid of their

studio tampering* you really hear

that they are hardcore classics. The
bottom line is that Vision of

le of the best live

Turn to VISION pogo6

Famke )amsm and Treat William* star in the lame thnlter Deep Hmng

ay Bryan McAsMtor
Coeegsort Sto4t

to be with. And we have thi

his own ship to get the insur

DCEPMSaNG
Directed by Stephen Stmmars

waft Treat Wiliamt Famke Jansssn. Anthony

ploying at rHompdwe S« ThtxMrs

I can just imagine the pre-production mcciinp for Onrp
Rising

"Yeah, basically we have a monster movie Onlv ihts

isn't vour tvpkal monster. It's a giant sea serpent/squid

with lots of tentacles, and multiple mouths with Ms and

lots of teeth, and instead of earing people — get this — it

.s them."

jvuiKuLr So lots of people die. right
'"

"Yeah, but I mean, that's not all Sure we have a lot of

i and feeding* and everything But the characters are

gieat. There's a Harrison Ford-type. A beautiful, sexy (cuel

\n evil ship owner And a funny sidekick
"

"Sounds like a great men
>rks on many levels Its verv involved and

complex See. first we have a big conflict between our hero

and the bad guys he's t

ship owner, wno
ance monev

*

Arc vou sure audiences are going to be able to follow all

"Well, like I said, it's bastcalh just a monster mov

"Rig-

"Oh. and there could definitely be a sequel"

I'm sold."

All right so maybe the meetings weren t even that mrHK

cent The filmmakers behind Deep Rising probably knew

that they were making a bad movie. Or perhaps they were

just really drunk the whole time In fact the film can best

be compared to perpetually drunk college guv lie never

iv thing seriously, he cheats off other people

and he still gets bad grades But at least he has fun doing it.

In this case. Deep Rising cheats a lot The film blatantly

rips-off (or as the filmmakers might say "pays homage to")

the */ie»i series, laws and Anaconda: the latter wa»n

a good movie to begin with f lowcver. dw
moderately well at the boa

the staggering creativity t sarcasm thick i behind this m COUntT» OOUC CUMAM

• D€tP RISING paged Trillian (Famke lanssen) and Finneoan (Treat Williams) trying to outrun sea creatures

Return your textbooks with your receipt for a

"NO QUESTIONS ASKED"
Refund through Monday February 9th, 1998.

I

Beginning TUI SI RN 10, I9<>8

returned with ,> sales receipt and an updated i ourse

The st heduli I from the rt yistriii >,

Ho not wait for them to mail

httmore

ks must be in i mdition No marks, writing,

t(

Any incorrect titles purchased aftei I FiBRUARt

10th must be returned within -18 hours of pur $

chase V hi dule, syllabirs or othei proof of

in. purchases must be present* d, along

with sali ipt.

Remembei the List day to return textbooks with

no questions asked is Monday, Fibrdary 9th.

www.aux.umass.edu/textbookannex

University Store • Textbook Annex

Save Your Receipt

Our Refund Policy
II you pun h ^

// foi ii refund n
~"~
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^^. forms of payment.

t^^y We begin to return unsold books to the publishers in the middle of

r^A^ 7^ the semester. Students are encouraged to get the books they need
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I It

month i il

initiated
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utnioici
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r >\n\ new hooks must
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2. Keep youi <ei > i

n't ('//)/( sj (la

mode unless the soies

//„ n weeks aftei hie beginning of

• U) pun iuise the hooks

SECOND WEEK February 2 6

Monday-Friday 9am 5pm

Thereafter, Monday-Friday

9am 4pm at the Textbook Annex,

beginning February 9, 1998

Spring 1998 Book
Rush Hours

Monday, Feb. 2 -Friday, Feb. 6
9am - 6pm

Thereafter - Monday - Friday

9am - 4pm
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Highlights, lowlights on the tube
lusl in lime for the Winter

Olympics, POX television re- hashed

the whole Nancy- Tonya thing (again!

)

yesterday in "The Women
Revisited." The show was billed as a

skating event and featured Nancy
Kerrigan, Tonya Harding, Oktana
Baiul. |o»ee Chouinard, Katarina
U hi sj id tkaterina Gordccva. And.

coups of coups FOX actually got

Kerrigan and Harding in the same

room (gasp! > for an interview.

Not wanting to lei CHS run away

with all the glory of the Olympics.

1 1)\ JkJ its best to grab some rat-

ings. Why are viewers still interest-

ed in this scandal anyway? But a

better question that begs to be

asked is why oh why did Kerrigan

•free to do this?

By the way. Harding's skating

appearance was taped at another

rink when the other skaters refused

to skate at the same rink as

Hdidinj;

George Clooacy. in pursuit of a

big screen career a la David Caruso,

may be leaving "LR" when his con-

tract runs out at the end of the year

and hence may not be heading with

the rest of the cast into the nevt mil

lennium. Clooney has starred in for-

gettable films such as Batman and
Robin and mediocre ones lit

Peacemaker and One line Da\
Clooney. though, should take a good

I Caruso who hailed from
\rK - 'NYFO Blue" in search ol

movie stardom. Caruso thunked
painfully with lade and is now starring

in a new CBS drama "Michael Hayes."

Probably one of the best new shows
on television i> WB's "Dawson's
Creek " The show airs 9 p.m on
Tuesdays and chronicles the lives of a

group of high school sophonons. liv-

ing in a Massachusetts' sea coast

town With the tangled web woven by

these teens, you have to wonder where

the parents are in this show

ABC is still in trouble the network

only placed one show — "I he

Xmericcin Music Awards" in the lop

IU last week Bui it was a good week
for NBC. The peacock network placed

its entire Thursday night line-up from

"IncnUs" K> "I R" in the lop li

last week. Also making the top 10 w as

"Dateline ." CBS OMM through wi:h

'Touched By An Angel." "t>0

Minutes" and the Sunday night movie

"The love letter"

Filming for a television movie
based on the life ol Macau. DIMM
has begun. Amy Claire Scccombc
has been cast to play Diana in "The

People's Pt recess — A Tribute" while

George lakes will play Dodi \l

Fayed. The movie will cover Inana's

life from childhood until the

moment* gust before her Mercedes
enters the tunnel in Pan* C
those television execs |u»i wouldn't

wait to cash in on this The movie
will air in mid- April

lu-t in nine lot February sweeps.
"Melrose Place* will air a two-hour
special episode on Monday
Ostensibly. Amanda lHcathcr

I ockicar) if. supposed lo get nuimeil

on the show, bui nothing is ever that

simple on nighttime's trashiest soap.

li pieparcd for plenty ol twists

the tale and screwy dialogue.

Irving to make the iiiom of its

Olympic M IIS "41 Hours''

spent time with figure skatM Tara
Lipui K.. Ekaterina Gordccva and
Scott Hamilton for a behind the

scenes look al tllC Olympic* And it

you aren't sJctj ol the figure gkasJM
coverage vet vou can always check
out 'EMa on lot" and "The Tour of

Champions" airing on I BS
In a piece d good new* lor \hl.

Tim Allen has no plans to cancel

"Home Improvement " Sow in it's

eighth season on the air. Allen
believes the show still has a lot of

.ground to lovct

1 caving ABC at the end of the

season will be Brett Butler's "Grace

I ndei lire " Also, the

Disnc) owned network is still

debating whether to keep "Ellen"

or not lor next season.

Speaking of shows in trouble.

NBC * "The Profiler" is still ot

the most awful shows on tele^

Ally Walker brings a wide
haunted look (kind of like a bad
Scully imitation i in her job as a pro-

filer lor the FBI The premise sound

cd good ba^k in the fall ol I
*)»»*>

when NBC picked up the show, but

in practice the show falls flat

Choppy editing weird Ma*hbacks.
creepy MOs and complicated story-

lines jusi don't grab the attention.

.A battle between good and evil

rages on Comedy Centrals "South

Park." The show, which airs 10 p.m
Wednesdays, will feature all new
episodes through February, starting

with last Wednesday's showdown
between lesusand Satan.

Sterna Gangatirkar i» a Collegian

The Madonna of the '60s returns
By John I

AuonasdrWi

It was Wavy Gravy, that chronicler of strange counter-

culture phenomena, who said the '90s are reath ju«t the

'60s upside down. Turns out he may have been right

How else could it be that loan Baez and Bob Dylan

would once again bring out two artistically powerful and
critically sw lakwrl recordings at the same time1

son of amazing, isn't WT asks Baez. before breaking

Mo laughter, something she does often during recent

telephone mtemew from New York, where she was pro-

moting Gone From Danger Released in the last weeks of

IW it is her first album of new material in five years And
by • strange twist of fate it has come out parallel with

Dylan's Tim* Out of W
"The same year, the same month." she contmucs in s

voice filed with wonder and amusement

easy a good thing. Here we are back in force-, the old war-

riors."

that Baez is feeling quite like an old warrior, ot an

old fottoc. or even an cad fogy these days. She has her own
W eb page, after all. where she posts poetry that she eventu-

ally plans so compile into a book And she's planning a con-

cert tour that will take her across Europe and the United

But. perhaps most important, the woman the bus chil-

dren called the Madonna, folk music's original "oh-so-stern

Earth mother." says she is learning at last how to have fun

So when you think of loan Baez these days, she say*.

don't think of the sometimes preachy pottkal Must with

the beautiful voice Think instead of the loan Baez who
"feat to horse around with friends and tell jokes — who
always liked to tell sukes but often didn't have the nerve.

Turn to BAIZ popje

^y Pr^

•

Friday February 6
Student Union Ballroom.,.8,

Kivi Rogers"...Gifted with a quick wit, a Xho\

for mischief, Kivi's comedy career was
le Tonight Show," HBO's "Def

and NBC's "Home

This series is made possible by a grant from the Umass Auxiliary Services Department, the Office

of the Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs, and the

I »7.1 1 %'sKaJ ») t*dH5I

Catch a rising star

COU*TI» CATMBMI MISSU

Concluding a string of Saturday vhom at Northampton's Iron Horse, Another Girl opens for Rubyhorse

tomorrow night m a 10 p.m show. Call 584-0610 for more information.

Deep Rising
conhnueo from page 5

Basically. Deep Rising is a throw back the great B
movies of Roger Corman. Fd Wood and William Castle. If

it had its way. it's the kind of movie that would insist every

theater be equipped with blood to be sprayed into the audi-

ence every time someone is consumed
Deep Riung is also the type of movie with character nk k

names Kke 'grease-monkey" and "thick with the muscles."

It tries to be witty, cool and different without ever being

remotely close.

In the film, a rogue hireling named Finncgan (Treat

Williams i captains a speedboat destined for an unknown
location, equipped with a half-dozen missiles and a band of

ntaThary rejects sosight out of Ahem. Meanwhile, a gargan-

tuan pleasure ship is being attacked by a strange school of

giant serpents, killing everyone on board in the process.

except lor >elti-h ship owner and a jewel thief named
Trillian. Finncgan 9 Trillian? Somehow ifu» *ounds more
like the sequel to Legend* ofthe Fall than an action movie.

At the core of Deep Rising is the giant squid, an obvious

visum

computer generation but a big improvemenl over some
.Alien clones Kke in The Relk When the snake-like

slithers around, director Stephen Simmers does a

ajaas job of creating some suspense

lasts about three or four minutes before it become- in
some But he certainly finds lots of ways to have people die

The no-*tar. no-talent cast features Goldeneye Bond girl

famkc lan*Mrn wh< OBJ of place here linsirn

looks like race/Off* Gins Gershon but acts here more like

a less girlv Sandra Bullock Dtimon Houn*ou. so good in

id. is wasted in a small role Williams, who pUy» a

much better corporate executive than a resourceful hero

takes the thankless good guy role. He has sleaze written all

over his grin, which makes him hard to root for Hi-

• w what'*"

\t the end ot Deep Rising. i«ilv a lew characters survive

They think they re safe, but suddenly a new terror haunt*

them Yes, a sequel is left much room for

deed Df

controao from poge£
hands arou: . should affile th.utkfnt u. N....U I at

at Peed Street U* hrtngin^ us such a fine inrdcorc show-

case.

<n Of Disorder. Millhouse, Crown of Thornz and

One hinv flown will be ntttvtng at Peart Strict In

Sorthampton tomorrow tugh*- The show is all ages, doors

open at 7:10 p m Tickers are $8 in advance and SI0 at

the door

oNf love. ONf MfABT. ONf GGfAT PABTY!!!
IT'S YtiaT TlMv Or ¥rsB WUrU TMOtl«aMt>S or STUcrMTS COM* TO JAMAICA

TO reel. alBiQHT - roD AN U»rtLirV»ftt.tr rBiCr!!!

nciiii includes

:.':.'•'-

SUN SPLASH TOUCS

1 800-426-7710

STUcrNT TfiAVra. SrBViCrS
1 100-648-4040

I • n> ssrtwiMM on ouM) oocuptrcy Xi MSVM CtoWno Oonnjii ComnHwi Hj»sv*e Nn> OtMm PMsiM
JUKI wclwgt US«WJiinio >n<rti>ttl»wlcurTtn^V}7 l »wtS ri««d>ngcl>»^ AM 130 hy J« •

tSjnjit/o'l-wM Sscounls wtf ntn awsrtttons md ctnoNMon ptnjSMt n&f omssd wtriasWy Subfid lo cnwQt •

Mr cast mty 4uMSy lor

'SMontMM? to* i

ata

Workshops offered evenings,

daytime, weekends, off and on
campus

UMass Division of Continuing Education

Nearly 100
noncredit
workshops

Including:

• Mask Making

Network Marketing

• Web Page Design

• Chocolate

• Songwrlting

•Art Therapy

Retirement Planning

• Genealogy

•UFOs

• Playback Theatre

• Bartending

• EMT Training

Spring semester workshops begin February 9

For a free course catalog, call 4 1 3-545-01 07 or e-mail

contined@admin.umass.edu

www.umass.edu/contined/

a quality education at an affordableprice

Baez
continued from page 6

"I think in the early veai> I felt it

was conipuUuy k, he Mndeiii." says
Baez. who turned 57 on Ian I

"I was so afraid that if I wise-
cracked, people wouldn't think I was
M£ss*J enough. I wish I had under
-tood then about what fun it was to

have fun But I'm perfectly prepared
to learn that now

"

She's kept that stunningly lovely

WtM in parfsel pitch over the Mai
through ^on-tant practice Indeed, her
voice on Gas*) I ram Danger in no less

the equal ol loan 0aN m I BSJOSSf,

icioided for Vanguard ^5 years ago.

And theie N a reason for that. IM
says

"I wa/ lucky for about the first 40
Hut then, about IK years ago. I

realized it wasn't going to be a free

ride forever and I started seeing a
vocal coach. And that's what it's

been: practice, practice. praUkc I

practice daily or I wouldn't have any
kind of a high range left."

On the road, she says, practicing

hasn't always come easy. "I once had
a hotel manager ask if there was a cat

Muck, in something." she s.i

ing into laughter again. "He said the

neighbors were worried."

I tie sssan't always so entertaining.

Bom in New VflfJl to Uuaker par-

ent* and taised mostly in California,

she i ,wng up a lonely girl

who soothed the emotional pain with

music.

"I picked up a ukulele one day and

discovered it would be easy for me to

play and easy to sing." she says "It

eased the loneliness.

"I never had the slightest designs

on being an entertainer." she contin-

ues. "I just sang. I sang rhythm and

blues at first. And pop musL Farth

Angel' was the first song I ever sang

in public Then Harry Belafonte. Then
I moved on to Odetta. and then all

the Fast Coast folk singers. And then

I moved to Cambridge (Mass.) when I

was 17. and that was where a lot of

the big folk music boom started to

happen."

Later, it was on to Greenwich
Village, on to musical stardom and a

tumultuous romantic relationship

with Dylan in the early 'bO

"A couple times, just at folk festi

vals, we've run into each other in

recent years," she says. "We've had a

good chuckle talking about the old

dav*
'

Her stardom helped propel her to

the forefront of the protest move-

ment, and she marched for civil right*

and against the Vietnam \\ ai She did

so much of that, she says, that when
she decided to get serious about her

musical career again in the '80s. "I

didn't know what a battle it would be

to insist on being more than a 00*

legend."

She triumphed, in part, by turn-

ing to a new generation of young
songwriters. Cone From Danger has

contributions Irom such heralded

singer-songwriters as Dar Williams

and Richard Shindell. among oth-

ers, and only one contribution Irom

Ism
She chose the musk of others not

so much to craft a new image, she

says, as to ease out of writing musk.
"I'm not trying to be cute here."

she says adamantly. "I've written a

couple of very good songs in my time.

And I've written a lot of very

mediocre songs. And it isn't what I

lealK SJBJBJ doing."

And there is so much else to do.

anyway: tending her goats at her

home in Woodside, Calif.; writing her

poetry, keeping tabs on her son, Gabe
Harris, a drummer who has been
traveling the world in pursuit of his

own musical muse.

As she looks hack on her life, she

sees so much that has changed and so

much that hasn't.

"Yeah. Ive changed." she finally

says. "My principles really haven't

budged much The foundations are all

rooted in nonviolence, and that hasn't

changed The major difference is in

the last nine years I've dropped even

thing to pursue a musical career. I'd

at er done that before, and I think it

shows."

Food for thought for dorm rooms
School's been back in session for

almost two week* now Il.iu \>xi had
enough ol the D.C.'s gruel yet? If to, I

can help.

Each week thi* sssaasav, I'll he gi\

ing you my recipe* lor great tasting

gourmet style tood th.ii can be made
using only a hot plate, a tOSSSSl oven

and a microwave with ingredient* that

are easily found in the local market (and

in some cases, the convenience More! I,

ITii* week * installment will locu* On

the much loved — but often abused

boneless chicken breast Ihe problem

with the chicken breast Is two fold Brat

of all, everyone i* *cared lo death oj tsj-

monella and think* that they have to

cook the thing to death to make it safe;

second, because it has such a low tat

content, all this cooking dries n
i >ut so n

iH tough, stringy and inedible. I have

lution and ii make* la
dorm room delicacy.

Here* the deal I n*t. mjim.iic the

meat for a while in a flavorful, teiideti/

ing bath, then covet it will) a cruivchv.

protective coating and then hake it in a

very hot oven fat a *hort amount of

time Ihi* will result in ssj i•viiemely

tasty breast with a Crispj saserior and a

plump and |uic\ iihcmoi for the man
nade. I've cmiihined yogurt, lemon juice

and a cum powdc-i and chjli mtvturc to

add a little punch to the- relatively Nand
breast meat. For the topping. Ive com
bined crushed potato chips Goldfish

crackers and pi*tachio nut* lor a tlavm

ful crunch

This recipe has an Indian vibe, but 1

encourage you to take thi* method and

tr\ making up your own combinatum ol

ingredient* lor both the marinade and

topping. And, a* I am compelled to say.

whcivever and wheicvct sokst cooking,

think *alctv land llavotl lir*l Have a

lire extinguisher close by and be sure to

provide for proper ventilation. Rock
and boil!

I he Dorm

RoomdouriiK-t

Potato Chip and Pistachio Coaled
Curried Chicken Breast

IssssnaaJi

4 whole boneless chicken breast fillets

ki marinade

1 cup plain yogurt

> lbs ofive oil

> tli* lemon juice

1 ib* cum powder

2 tsp chili powdei

1/2 tsp cavenne peppei

2 isp. sugar

I isp black peppei ifoi ci>atmgi

I cup finely crushed plain Mjsi potato

chips

I cup finely crushed plain styk gold-

fish crackers (or other plain craeket >

I cup finely crushed pistachio nuts

(unsahedi

I t*p cum, pviwder

I t*p chili powder

I l*p black pepper

1'nM.edure:

I i Mix the marinade ingtedienis

together in a bowl and then submerge

the chicken breasts in the goo Covet

the bowl and place in the Indge lor 50

minutes to overnight. (The longer the

meat marinates, the more tender and

flavorful it will be.)

2) Preheat your (toaster) oven to 450

degrees. Place a metal rack on top of a

baking sheet and grease it up with a lit

tie oil or buiier

5) Mix the topping ingredients

together in a bowl. Take the chicken

out ol the marinade one piece at a time

(don't wipe SSJ ol the marinade off the

meati and lay it in the crumb mixture.

I urn ihe lillet over and coal the other

side Remove from the bowl and place

on the rack.

4) Place the rack m the oven and

roast the chkken until it is brown and

crisp on the outside and just cooked all

the way through (about 25-30 minutes).

I i • prevent burning, check the chicken

after 15 minutes — it they re getting

brown, lower the heat to 400 degree*

and add an extra 5 minutes to the total

socjtJBBj time.

5) Remove from the oven and serve

with Basmati rice and some bottled

mango chutney I iik>v
'

I
is is U Collegian lulummst

)i-u can email him with an\ culi-

nary questions, or with any comments
about this column at

LouteXO&aoLcom

Funny woman Tracey Ullman tackles society's taboo issues with wit & charisma

Aivocioted Press

M W W>Rk liacev I llman takes on the great

One by one. she takes on pressing issues like religion

and marriage, talent agents and smoking, and deltly pol

ishes off each ol them in 50 inspired minute* Viewers

looking for answers — and. more importantly, for laughs

— should look for Trace) lakes On ..." in its third sea-

son on HBO siring Sundays at 10 p.m. EST But right

taking on the tea just served in a posh
Manhattan hotel

"
f his i- a I imofes teapot I'm holding here, made by

the French, and the French hate the I nglish." she says in

her sassy, shrewd fashion "There's no way you can
make a decent cup of tea in a French teapot Sot the

right thickness. And it's French! This place should really

•lis.. I nglish china
"

Got that, loir '

I llman. ot course, knows her

tea. being British born But »hc belongs to the world A
*elt declared actress, rather than comedienne or imper-

sonator, she has the ability to embody breathtakingly dif-

ferent members of the human race regardless of color

creed, age or gender. In the tradition ol Peter Sellers and

i ilv K.inlin. she is a channcler-chamelcon

These gifts she unleashes in "Tracey Takes On...." a

weekly round of commentaries and sketches tied to the

designated topi

"I wanted lots ol different themes on the subject every

week." Ullman explains, "and therefore I needed to cre-

ate this broad spectrum of characters. I create mindsets

as need be."

This world of ties h-and -blood "mindsets" includes a

much-face lilted T\ has-been, an Asian doughnut shop
owner, a gay flight attendant, a Middle-Eastern taxi dri

ver. and an attack-dog attorney whose vannv plate reads:

"Bill Ml
1 xplaining the genesis of the attorney, Ullman says

she wanted an aggressive career woman
"But at first, it seemed she had no redeeming features

— she's horrid, cold, impersonal."

Then Ullman di*covered in >vdnev Cross a humaniz-

ing trait — loneliness.

"She's so aggressive, and so ugly! She's got adult acne

and her teeth arc terrible!"

licking oil Svdncy * frailties. L llman can't help laugh

ing "She became sort of appealing to me. All of my

obsneten have a sadness or an inadequacy about them."

Yet Ullman never plays ihem to make lun ol their

shortcomings All her progeny exhibit sell-pride, howev-

er ill-advised it ma> be I llman m.i. * lor them,

and the audience niav feel eOff) lot them, but clearly

i.'n't fed sorry lot them*.

There is no better example o! thi* than Ruby Romaine,

a boozy makeup arti*t who ha* been pan ol Hollywood
Mtue the Warner brother* were pup* \% ith nothing in

her lile but pickled incnioiie* and an oali*h son. Buddy.

she's a great old broad who i* nevei without a cigarette

and an outrageous claim.

"I used thi* color on I isenhower." slurs Tracey-as-

Ruby, holding up a phantom tin d powder, "and it *uit

ed him very well He wa- . -i< r.aic lover, bv the

L llman laughs, a* il *he too. had been listening to

Ruby Ihen *he announce* thai in a future "fakes On
segment. Ruby might get a hip icplacement. and starts

rifling again "One ol Buddy's friends there at the \ \

'cause we're not in*uied I he's gonna put a new hip in

for me lluv pot u*e ol one ol tho*c ihca'ers. operating

thea'ers Nobody's gonna know about us. 'Course. I

gotta recuperate at home. But. hell, it's not gonna COSl

us a pennv

'

"I love being Ruby." says Ullman. "But I hate putting

the makeup on."

Ihen *he tslks about lame Pillsworth. her idea of a

magazine edit'

"I love wearing her clothe* but *he's such a bitch, and
I tend to be a bitch when I'm her. Everyone on the set

iu*t hate* her

I hough I hate wearing a beard. I enjoy being Chic

she goe> on referring to her scruffy, loutish cabbie.

"He's so vile. So confident

"But it s weird." she confides, "if I'm having my peri-

od when I'm one of my men characters." and then she

cracks up at her candor "It makes the workday SO
bizarre'"

Bizarre, on top of breakneck-busy and sweltering,

which you could say about the "Takes On .

.." shoot any

workday The series is filmed throughout the I

\ngeles area, report* I llman — except in the San
I cmando \ alley, which i* where *he draw* the line

with the makeup I have to wear!" she exclaims

"Too hot! We don't go anywhere in the 1*18 area code

That's mv rule for location managers: 215. 510. the

Ok But no 818!"
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Uniuersity Health Seruices

Mental Health Groups Spring '98
"I

Northampton- 18 Center St
||a Amherst-Carriage Shopi^||

r

• DIVISION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION •

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

Join

Queer Peer Education
or S eveolra available

Need to add a class?

Do you like to give workshops?

Are you creative and energetic?

Are you committed to educating others*

about health and wellness issues?

How about hosting safer sex parties?

Want to make a difference for you and your peers?

If you answered yes to any of these questions.

call QPt Lauri today at 7-5252 or email laurl@erJuc.umasi.edu

1 , 2. or 3 credit independent studies sre available

Open to all 5-college students.

Today

MONOflV

THE DREAM, THE BODV
RND THE HIDDEN

J

PSYCHE
' Explore row ardreems reded fie

" Gyarrtcscf or bedes and errcoons

ITopcsrticrJe tfeanworK ferriy

dynarrtcs; psycnot3cmalicrxrxess;rteati

and Ihe ircaisaous mnd

|
Mon., 9 -10 am.. 3/2-4/13

a

I

INTERPERSONAL
GROUP

a FcraAegemenandwornenMitio

I

experience (JffaJles to rterperscnal

oomedbrtsa vsho have concerns about

fierrelatonshps

| Mrja.3:45-5:00pra, 3/2-V11

SUPPORTING GRV,
LESBIRNRND

BISEKURL IDENTITIES

Exptortng such issues as: ccmng cut

buWng ccnrTUayclalingrelafcrer^

tamry oforgn.and stress rnanagement

Mon.,3:45- 5:00pm., 2/23-4/13

L

UJEDNESDAV

RDULT CHILDREN OF
DVSFUNCTIONRL

FRMILIES
This 8 week group is for individuals

wanting to explore the impact of family

relationships on their lives as UMASS

students.

Wed., 3:30 - 5:00 pm.

MEN OF COLOR
Focus will be on the academic,

interpersonal, social and dating

dynamics of men of color Identifying

body image, self esteem, sexuality and

the reactions of society will also be

explored.

Wed., 3:45 -5:00 pm., 2/25 -4/1

MORE
Groups

Beginning

IN LATE
SPRING

545-2337

THURSORV

COUPLES SKILLS GROUP
Improve your communication and conflict

resolution skills, to help deepen your

relationship

Thur, 8:30- 10:00 am.

WOMEN'S SELF
EHPL0RRTI0N GR0UP-

(For older undergraduates, graduate students,

student dependents and Kaiser members)

This group provides an opportunity for women

to explore personal relationships, work,

studies, family of origin, health, acculturation

and other relevant concerns This group is

ongoing with members added as space

permits.

Thur., 9 -10:30 am.

COED SELF-
EHPL0RRTI0N GROUP

(For older undergraduates, graduate students,

student dependents and Kaiser members)

This group provides an opportunity for men

and women to explore their interpersonal

relationships This group is ongoing with

members added as space permits.

Thur., 3:30 • 5:00 pm.

FRIDAY

UNDEAGRRDUATE
WOMEN S SELF

EHPL0RRTI0N GROUP
Pnmariy focused on woman wsh sef

esteem issues who wart to explore how

these ssues may rtterferewith tner abity

tofcrrnsalrsfytngr*3fpersonal

retasonsfips.

Fit, 9 -10:30 am., 2/1 3- 5/11

Groups are conducted by

Mental Health Division

staff. Group sessions are

covered under UHS Basic

Health Plan and Kaiser pre-

paid plan. Groups require an

initial screening

appointment which can be

arrang ed by calling

545-23 37 or by stopping at

127 Hills North

For further information

pfease call 545-2337,

Mon - Fn 8 am - 5 pm.

or refer to the Mental Health

website at http:

www.umass.edu/uhs/mentalhealth
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hockey
continued from page 1 2

ence caning up thi!> month." O'Connor

uud We'tt |ain| SO have !

another challenge There > M doubt

that we need a wm right now. ano

ium can't not have a good game against

them
"Our detensn e effort will have to be

outstanding."

game this upcoming month i>

important tor the Minutetnen. but the

immediate task at hand i> what to do

with I Ml before the\ pla> I owcll on

Sundav I Mass will face the Wildcats

three uiih.-> in the MM three weekends,

and cunsequentlv two areas must be

addressed — UMass' performance on

the power play and penaJt> kill units

i| iiiio this weekend's a-

the Minutemen are ranked third in the

conference with I

percentage, but are almost dead MM
pertain killing with a 77 .14 mark. If

L Mass can force I Ml" into ..immuring

penalties, the duo ot senior forward

ii Lovcl (I foals, I- assists) and

senior deveoaeman Mik

readily test the ill

man-down unit

The Minutemen are comma; kM
fame at the lent penalized team la

conterence pta>. ont> giving up 16 19

of man-up advantage a game to their

opponents But it thev get trapped into

committing infraction*, the lour head-

ed beast ol Klttf, Nolan (Wkar and

Mowers can bum any team MM if

then powci |>lav unit It nol M st'

they daairc i-i' 2 In oonliai

ence plav
|

c Ma |o< Mullen know.
L Ml will aM vviiatcvei momentum the

Minutemen have earned OB law last

id. and they need to lake care

defensively to *u.

"At this point of the season ipaciaj

icalK OOBM into play Mallen

said. "I i.mger-

om But on the powet play ll

dangerous with then icaaiuMWl. but

they haven't bet |
We need

p up ON clean play this mason

"It rachflck in that link.

we will get burned No matier how
we can nol give up

odd -man rushe> to this team No

i into all ol that \S Ideal

Malile i 18 i I), one of tin

goalies in the ml
and a »I4 save peicentage and a

and the MM part

Mmi

And they're off!

The UMasi men's swim team will compete in its final home dual meet of the season Saturday at |oseph R Rogers Pool

Bryant headlines old vs. new All-Star game Sunday
By Chris Sheridan

AitooaStd Prasi

i Hill

set: and tlu

This ain't no Ice Capades
Senior captain Sandy Wright and the UMass women's hockey team

wiU face Troy Prep Saturday at the Mullms practice rink For more info

about club and intramural sports check out Sports Briefs in next week's

Coltegkm i •

Nl \\ <ic>Rk j Id" be an All Star

game to remember, a crossroads event with *ub

upon subplot in the media capital of the

world

hacl lordan in his 'last" All-Star gam.

The league elders vs the

rge Karl in laid M • rd

The slam-dunk ^all

It even hac the David Stern w Lalrell

Sprewell sides!

"It » going to be fun I can t wait Talk about

and adrenaline'" said Brvant. the

ted by fans into the

he Western Conference

voungeM Nit \

The game whi«.h indav at 6:18 pi

The New ^ <are

lh« mecca • basketball and

the game hasn't been in th

rveen

issued. »calper* have hcen demanding more than

an the pi.

seem 10 be looking fot

.idmg the ime

'It given all the

youni
''

The East and \\ ature pla

Irom dilferent genet

,n. Karl Mai

DuiKjn Kevin l : •• \ Walk i and

n was talking

H

II of

Pippen i 7 igo.

Injuries and diminished vol ill of

them trom making thi« 'heir

ft not then- all

with me when we made the tri

the I am Bud- and the I

With whole team ready
,

UMass heads to Rhody
By Seth Koemo,

Collegian Staff

I hi> Saturday, the Massachusetts

MM'l indoor track and Held team

will travel to Kingston. R.I for a

meet against: the hosi Rain- Central

Connecticut New Hampshire and

Hartford

One week ago. the Minutemen
locked homs with two ol their lour

upcoming opponents, as they placed

second behind the New Hampshire

Wildcats and in front ot Central

Connecticut in a quad meet at L Nl 1

During that meet, however. L Mass

lacked four of its premiere sprinters,

leaving points open to be claimed by

the Wildcat-

Senior Scott Price, who lank- fiiM

and third in school 200m times, led

the talented 4*400m relay team to the

Terrier Classic at Boston Cnrversitv on

that same day. where thev ixoceeded

to break the UMass record in that

event by nearly two whole seconds.

Running on that relay team were

junior Tom 1. ltd on the

school's list of top 200m performanoss

and the record holder toi the 4O0in

dsjals, bImmmM Neil Concepcion,

Massachusetts leading quarter miler

this season, and standout liv-hman

Man. Sylvaivdei. a consistent san

live middle distant sprints

Without these valuable vceai

UMass was unable to oveuome a

solid New Hampshire team, whose

main strengths were in those v ,

sprinting events

This coming weekend, however, the

Minutemen will come with all gun-

loaded a- then exceptional sprinted

will return relrc-hed to join the

Ctabtt srew that met the

Wildcat- M Ian SI SM
runner Rvan Carrara, junioi h

lM Baraidi. sophomoie throw

MotciKV and pole vaultei

\ asquez carried the team last w

Maaaarhtisctli recorded

team outings in the long distance and

throwing events. The outcome ot tlu-

meet will set the tone lor the

\ alentme Invitational to be held on

teb 14 in Boston where the

Minutemen will again be tested bv

some of the best runners in the nation.

horn
continued from page 12

ing an inner-tube over the guy iui

girl vou nevci know in tho-i

lumes).

The Hawk answered back and
hi |in\ ensued And the Ram was

relieved ot hi- duties I don't under-

stand, -tuft like this is great to get the

crowd really going. I personally

would have paid money to see this.

• Speaking of money, the Re

signed left 1 rve I am quite happy
with this arrangement since the sec-

ond baseman once won me $20 in a

bet with several other sportswritcr*

• Nancy and Tonya Enough

alieadv It was interesting Ion

ago. now it's someth

lor lerry Springei Actual!) it wa-

geared toward
|

ringer tour

years ago. too

• It vou want an interesting spin on

the women on ice theme, che I

the women- hocke) in thi- •

Olympics. The United Stan

Canada are considered contend

it should be interesting to watch

• And if thai doe-
ing is a lull medal spurt f

legian

itWuifuaiat

Tyrone Weeks is accustomed to battling for the ball, and he'll have to do so Sunday when the Minutemen travel

time at -hooting guard - i- tied for the

team lead in scoring at lb 4 points and

leads the team in three point |inienMjr

at just under 40 percent

Sharpshooter lames Posey is another

weapon to« ...h Skip Prosecr.

Ibe sixth man lb points a

game off the bench for the Musketeers.

"They are a well balanced team."

Elint said. "Ml ot then guys do their

hi Amherst
- eight

helped I Mass pu-h

Xavier to overtime But the Musketeers

were too strong, and they heid on far an

Hint knows the outcome of Sunday s

game may depend on the Minutcmsn's

ability to knock down open shuts and to

free up space in the- paint for I jtri Ketnei

to Xavier

and Tyrone Weeks So do (

Flint is also concerned with Xavier's

lull -court press thai forces an average of

2 > turnovers a game.

have hi handle that press." I lint

said. 1 rx-tii easy baskets. itH

lx .. kMJ 4sj Sund.iv

UMass
Student
Legal
Services 545-1995
Office (P/ijlj. ~?0DAty

922 CAMPUS CENTER

FREE
confidential

professional
legal services

for UMass
students!

• ' .
'

:

The Collegian
likes basketball.

Basketball is a Sport.

You like basketball.

You should write for Sports!

AT THE GATES Ol SMITH COLLEGE
ll.nlv 7 ft '» :u.il voiii l.iwtritt Ih. .Hi. Iiii >.. »iui;'

>m,iit .Hid liiufhing Willi .1 \n> W.iiiii IIimiI'

Rluvs Wmi Mk4* Matt Da\mn

**4
GOOD-

WILL HUNTING
Tat Ml* Ilia •• Cm Via I . • ' |

ACADEMY W /(rujc i»osirMA»»no»i 5M8435

C O.K1TI ^V HAV1IH MIDI* »f LATIOHS

Gary Lumpkin will lead the

Musketeers against UMass Sunday

in Cincinnati.

Wag Ttm Dog (R)

Today an 5 20i8 10 10 50 • Sal 2 00(5 20
' 50 • Sun 2 00(5 20)8 40 Mon

ThuflS 50V8 40
DHfWrltl M«—unit (R)

Today at(5 30)8 20 10 50 • Sat 2 00(5 30 18 20
10 50 • Sun 2 00(5 30)8 40 • Mon Thur(5:50)

840
Aa Good Aa It Gala (PG-13)

Today at(5 00)7 50 10 40 -Sat 1 40(5:00)7 50

10 40 • Sun 1 40(5 00)8 20 • Mon-Thuf

(5 30)8 20
Bluaa Brottvara 2000 (PG-13)

Today at(5 10)8 00 10 40 • Sat 1 50(5 10)8 00

10 40 -Sun 1 50(5 10)8 30-MonThor(5 40)

830

Graal Expectation* (R)

Today at(5 00)7 50 10 40 • Sat i KX5-OOI7 50
"•Sun 1 10(5 00)8 30

Thuri5 30)8 30
rvwpteceoiefti Maprti (™)

Today S1(S 30)8 20 10 50 • Sat 1 «6(5 30|8 20
10 50 • Sun 1 40(5 30)8 40 • Mon

T»>Uf(5 50)8 40
Sptca World (PG)

Today at(5.20J8To 10 50 • Sat i 30(5 20»8 10

10 50 • Son 1 30(5 20)8 40 • Mon-
ThurlS 50)8 40
Titanic (PG 13)

Today at (4tX» 8 30 • Sat 12 10(4 00)8 30 •

Sun 12 10(4:00)8 10 • Mon Thur(4 20)8 10

Good WIN Hunting (R)

Today at (4 50) 7 40 10 30 • Sat
1 00(4 50)7 40 10 30 -Sun 1 00(4 50)8 20 •

Mon Thur(5 20)8 20
Oeap Rlaing (R)

Today at (5 10)8:00 10 40 • Sat 1 20(5 10)8:00

10 40 • Sun 1 20(5 10)830 • MorvThulS 40)8 30

O^OVv^^/
yK\&

K^OhiOY U^tiVHth VhW&

urn $2.
s

CAMCUN
AMAICA
.ORIDi

1800648-4849

i+*K*m*5> tt-^,t tap ]->7s
smj-Ma-iu;

Qmergency
Jedical

RAINING

•try Humain Service*
Training Conaultavnla,

•Pmrt Ttnm MMMMJ

•Ctaaawa atssrt

FaHrjrtaary S, 1998

•CaJI

UMASS,
Coartlnuing

Education

at S*B - 0*74

YOl k^pis IN THE RIGH1
PLACE WHEN YOU SHOP AT

ATKINS

Send Your Sweetie Something Wonderfulfrom
Atkins . .

.

Fragrant Flowers Healthy Fruit Baskets

Adorable Teddy Bears Sumptuous Fudge

Yummy Cookie Trays Lovely Gift Baskets

Delicious Cakes

Visit Atkins Flower Shop for just the right way to say

"I Love You"

Roses, Bouquets and Arrangements

Wc Deliver To The Surrounding Area

ATKINS
Sum FARMS

^ Counthtf Jviaiikat
Rlc. 1 16 & IJay Road. Soulh AnihcrM, MA

(413) 233-9528 • (800) 594-9537

EST

IXfiat's cheaper than a card?

^Healthier than candy?
Comes in Cots ofcoiors?

Can be funny, cute or scjqj?

<

/CCft&OM.Q'RWMSl
Send one to that specialsomeone.

Campus Center - io«o a.m. to 3kxi p.m.

Monday - February 9

Wednesday • February 11

Thursday - February 12

Sponsored by your P«*r Health Educators

Health Education Division • University Health Services

MltiERLfTE
DRAFT

The Big One
20O2$l.w

BUCKET OF ROCKS
4 12oz. ROI LING

ROCKS
AM)

A FREET-SHIK.

$6

FRIDAY NIGHT
MILLER Llll

promotion
t-shirts - prizes

thurs-fri-sat

Dancing

beat The Cover
NO COVER
Before iopm

15 East Pleasant Siki i i

L
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Collegian Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS AUTO FOR SALE

University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 F<i\: (413)545-1592

$ WIN MONEYS
Wm $ m the Central Area Battle

of the Bands on March 6th

Demo tapes due by Feb IB One

member must be a Central

Resident Contact Chris 6-2169.

Nick 6-5694

PERFORMING ARTS DIVI-

SION "<
: Group and Private

instruction in Music. Theater,

and Dance PAD is located in the

New Continuing Ed Bklg on the

corner of Fearing and N
Pleasant Streets, rooms #206

and 210 Into call 1413645-0519

APARTMtNT fOR RENT

Siagla room apartment at

Clittside Available Feb onward

All utilities included

$540, month Pieen call Robm

at 665-1281

3rd Fleer 2 eedreeei apart

mem available Feb 1 Heat/Hot

Water Cooking Gas included

$8 '5, month Please contact

Andrew Newcomb 549-0600

AUTO FOR SALE

Purchasing e esed car?

Having your car repaired 7 Do

you know your legal rights 7

Contact The Student Legal

Services Office. 922 Campus
Canter 545-1995

Terete Tercel 94 Good condi

tion Emended Dealer s

Guaranty $7500 Call 546-2430

It Terete Corolla 5 speed

Good condition 149k $2200

Call 256-1 767

ITS COMING.

1919 BMW 3251 Navy blue/grey

interior, new tires, highway

miles Excellent student car

Runs great $4500 oi B/0 Call

546-5536

1917 Ponnac Boaeevitle

Great condition, many new
parts Must sell $1200 Call

anytime 546-6342

M Chevy Cavalier Good run

rang car. Very reliable Has new
brakes, tires, radiator Replaced

engine and rebuilt alternator

about 2 years ago Selling for

$1200 ($300 below NAOA) Call

546 3842

: Jmk Care Cash paid

everyday 1-800-649-4795

CHILDCARE

Childcar* Needed bright

easy going 13 month old girl in

our home for 8-9 hours a week

Close to campus 548 7061

COMPUTERS

Intel Pentiem Processor

90MH; with heatsmk and fan

Brand new. never used! No
floating point division operation

error 1 year factory warranty

$ 9

hbarrettOstudent umass edu

549-4797

EMPLOYMENT
Wbilewater Reft Guides

NboJbj MA Mj ex

looking for athletic

people who like to wort herd m
the outdoors Call Crab Apple

Whitewater (413)339-0188 for

more informalton and an appti-

ejgaj

EMPLOYMENT
Fell-Time Summer Position

Available at Crab Apple

Whitewater for a Photo

Technician at our Mimlab Job

entails developing film and

printing pictures No experience

necessary but some past use of

lab helpful Call 1413)339-0188

for into and an application.

HAVE AN AMAZING SUM
MERI Prestigious coed camp in

Massachusetts seeks caring,

motivated college students who

love kids 1 GENERAL & SPECIAL

TY COUNSELORS needed Join a

dedicated. fun team
Competitive salaries Camp
laconic 1400-762 2820

EXCEPTIONAL SUMMER
OPPORTUNITY- Camp Wayne

NE PA (3hrs/NYCF Sports orient-

ed Counselor/Specialists for all

land/Water Sports including

Tennis Camping.

Climbing/Ropes. Mountain

Biking. Rocketry Roller Hockey.

Sailing/Watersknng. A&C.
Drama Radio. Video Campus
Interviews Tues. March 3rd

Please call 1-888 737 9296 or

516-883 3067 Leave your name,

phone number and mailing

address.

Off Campus Meal Plee
ojthanpB for light kitchen wort

549-4062

Needed : EMTs Must have cur-

rent CRR certification Must
attend mandatory training ses

sion Feb 8 200pm IWii ken

no more than 4 hours) General
Meeting after 9 7 00pm
Location Morr.il IV N406
Questions7 Call 545-1885

Valentine s Day
Special Issue...

EMPLOYMENT
MAINTENANCE PERSON
Brandywine Apartments in

Amherst Full time General

maintenance skills including

electrical, plumbing, carpentry

and ceramic tile work necessary

Must live on site Duties include

after hours "call" on rotating

basis Competitive salary with

benefits, including apartment

Send resume to 16G

Brandywine Or . Amherst, MA
01002 Or call (413)549-0600

Fax (413)549-1319

Activist

JOBS FOR THE ENVIRON
MENT

Work with the Sierra Club on an

urgent endangered species cam-

prig*

Part-time available

Great for students

$50 $75 a day

Call Kate 256-6434

NEW STUDENTS PROGRAM
seeks extroverts from 98 00

Class with 2 5+ GPA May 27 to

July 18 Salary, room, meals,

health coverage Apply 307

Admissions Center Deadline

Feb 6

CRUISE SHIP & LAND TOUR
JOBS Discover how to work in

exotic locations, meet fun peo-

ple, while earning a living m
these exciting industries' For

mom information 517-324-3092

ExtC50012

FOR RENT

SUMMER RENTALS
CAPE COD GROUP Summer
Reetels- Some waterfront

houses, seme with swim
miag pools Falmouth area

Diamond Reel Estete

(501)477 1900

FOR RENT

Fridge Rentals F

253-9742

ee delivery

FOR SALE

Full Size Futon Used one

semester $150/B0 546-4841

FURNITURE

Futon Iwiii sue. brand new
$100 1413)256 3527, 5-5547

HE At tH AND BEAUTY

Acupuncture end Herbel

Medicine National Board

Certified Licensed 549-6542

INSTRUCTION

University Bartending Course

50% Student Discount National

Certification Available Spring

Sessions This Semester Space

Is Limited 1-tJO-U CAN-MIX

A Gold Crosa with blue and

white inlay Sentimental value

Reward Please call Lau'a at

546-0851

MISCELLANEOUS

Mutants Against Majority

Organization is an assault on

conformity Booga

MUSICAL INSIKUMINIS

For Sele- Oidjeridu Hand
made, hand painted, by student

$20 with lesson 253-7342

MUSICIANS WANTED

BARBERSHOP QUARTET
FORMING No haircutting

involved, just solid acapella

singing Call Daniel 665-7581

PERSONALS
"We've got e groovy kind of

love*- Phil Collins Free love

and valentines at www.ste-
donladvantago com/qpid

ROOM FOR RENT

One bedroom available

Putfton Village $257 50 per

month 1st and last month's

down Must be responsible con

siderate. and like to party but

still get work done Call Jay. Jill.

or Rob •549-7203

Credit Card fundraisers for fra-

ternities sororities & groups

Arty campus organization can

$1000 . •

whopping SSJaYVtSA applica-

tion

Call l -800-932-0528 ext 65

Qualified callers receive

FREE T-SHIRT

One bedroom in 3 bedroom apt

m Northampton $300+/month

10 nun to downtown Nice and

con Call 586-5016

ROOMMATE WANTED
One bedroom in two bedroom

apartment Sugarloaf Estates

On PVTA Utilities included

Available NOW 665-3295

Looting for roommate to

M BM bjdjejej pnjlJMB]

Call 549-5596

Place your

Classified

SOON !

SERVICES

Legel Questions? The Student

Legal Services Office offers free

legal assistance to fee paying

students Contact us at 922

Campus Center

Pregnent? Need belpT Call

Birthright of Amherst area for

free testing and assistance 549

1906

STEREO 8.CD EQUIP

Car Audio Equipment tor low.

low prices Face Off Cassette

$45 Woofers- All sizes, from

$40 Kicker Boxes from $60

Bass Tubes. Door Speakers.

700W Bassbox. House Spaatart

700W. Amps and Wirekits

Everything Wholesale' 11 Call

253-4955 and ask tor Jake

Car Stereo Equipment

Kenwood Detach Face- 1 year

old. paid $350 1 amp 100x2.

paid $150 1 amp 100x4. paid

$100 1 pair Pioneer 6x9 speak-

ers. 100w paid $110 Whole

system sounds great, needs

nothing Selling as package deal

for $300 Call 546-3842

Tascem Meltitrack Recorder

4 track mixing board and

recorder Only 8 months old

Received a 24 track as a gift

over break Will include 1 mtc.

never been used. 4 professional

recording tapes Paid $550. will

sell for $330 Call 546 3842

TICKETS

Sarah McLechlan/ Billy Joel/

NCAA Men's Basketball 2 Guys

Tickets 1-888-345-TtXX

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK 91

Free food and drinks 1 Cancun

Bahamas. Jamaica and Florida

from $399 Organize a small

group and travel FREE! Highest

commissions and lowest prices

Call Surf & Sun Tours to become

a campus representative

(800)574-7577

Spring Break 9B Get Going III

Cancun. Jamaica, Bahamas. &

Florida Group Discounts & Free

Dunk Parties' Sell 5 8. go free 1

Book Now!"
Visa/MC/Disc/Amex 1-800-234

7007 http //www endlesssum

mertours com

this long to

make Spring Break plans 7 It's

not too late 1 Choose Sunsplash

Tours Call Michelle 256-821

7

iaaiaica *Cancun
•fauw C-uy •Ptylou
• S-*/k T»4r» «Oj»»»»i
call roe rsu ufo tau

filter-'' -— —-"' "'°

TEXTBOOKS

ENGIN TEXTBOOKS
111-112 Chem 225. Chem 261

262. Physic 151-152. Eng.n

19IA. ResEc 102 & notebooks

546-3116

Valentine's Day

Issue Deadline

is Feb. 10!
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FRIDAY. FEB 6

Auditions— Auditions for

the UMass Theatre Guild's

production of Jesus Christ

Superstar will be held at 7

p.m. in Campus Center
room IOI. For more infor-

mation, call Kristina at

145-04 1 5.

Meeting— There will be a

Tibetan Students Association

meeting at 6 p.m. in Campus
Center 165-169. New mem-
bers are welcome.

Performance— There will

be a performance by pianist

Mr. Luke Henderson of classic

American tunes at 3:30 p.m.

in the Graduate Lounge.

SATURDAY. FEB. 7

Auditions— Auditions for

the UMass Theatre Guild's

production of lesus Christ

Superstar will be held at 1

1

a.m. and 3 p.m. in Campus
Center room 101. For more
information call Kristina at

545-0415

SUNDAY, FEB 8

Auditions— 'Mass

listeria." UMass* "Saturday

Night Live"- type show will

be holding auditions at 1 I

a.m. in the UVC-TV 19
Studio. For more informa-
tion contact |osh at

548-9337.
Meeting— The Socialist

Party USA. Western Mass.
Local, will hold a meeting at

7:30 p.m. at the Bangs Center.

Boltwood Walk. Amherst. For

more information call 367-

9356.

MONDAY. FEB. 9

Meeting— SHARE,
community service organiza-

tion will be holding an infor-

mational meeting at 6 p.m.

outside of room 504
Goodell. There will be free

pizza.

Meeting— UVC-TV 19 is

having its first general meet-

ing of the semester at 7 p.m.

in the studio, located at 216
Student Union. For more
information call 545-1 356.

TUESDAY, FEB 10

Meeting— The Ballroom

Dancing Club will meet
from 5:30-7 p.m. in Totman
IOI. No experiences is nec-

essary. For more informa-
tion, contact Shannon at

54b-2253.

NOTICES

Writing — Spectrum
Magazine is taking submis-
sion for the next edition of

the magazine. The deadline is

Feb. 12. For more informa-

tion, call the office at

545-2240 or come by in the

Student Union, room 406E.

FYls are public service

announcements printed

daily. To submit an FYI,

please send a press

release containing all per-

tinent information,

including the name and
phone number of the

contact person to the
Collegian, c/o the

Managing Editor by noon
the previous day.
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FRIDAY EVENING
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Family Mrtttri [Femlly Miftwi

Northwn Expomrt I
Worldvitw X

Ntwthour With Jim LtfvtrX WMh. WMk Will StWttk Comwcticut Jourml

InttdlEdHion IRmITVZ
Extra X
Inside Edition

Fnwh Princt

WhMl-Fortunt

Judy
Ent.Ti

Judy I

onlght

Seinfeld a

Wh—I-Fortum 1Jeoperdyl X

Ent. Tonight

Olympic Winter Gtmw (Live) I
Otymplc Winter Gem— (Live) I

Chronic!* X §ebrirw>Wttch |Boy-Wortd JSebrine-WHdi ITetn Angel X ItOBOX

Freih Princ*

Jeoperdyl X Diteltni (In Stereo) X
Judy Judy X «»«• ~Oon$ WHt) the WrxT (1939, Drtmt) Ciift Gable

Hard CopyX
FraaiarX

Dateline (In Stetao) X
Beyond Belial: Fact or Fiction

Ntwthour With Jim LehrarX

Dateline (In Stereo) X
With Week

Seinfeld X Frasier X
Seinfeld rr

Andy Griffith

Saorina-WHch |Boy-World

FraaiarX

Andy Griffith

Law t Order "Vidue" X
MonaytlneX jCroaaflraX

**'i "Up InSmake" (1978, Comedy) ThomaaChong.

Wingi "The Valiant Few" (fl) |Glmme Shelter

Up Cloaa

Supermarket [Debt

Sportecenter Winlet Olympics Edition"

MTV Live (In Stereo)

figure It Out | Tiny Toon
'

Quantum Leap (In Slereo) X
Renovation [Renovation

Loii A ClarK-Suparman

Baywalch Tfadmg Places" X Highlander: The Serial X
»* Xlub Paradne" (1986, Comedy) Robin Williams. 'PG-}$W

Intimate Portrait

My So-CaHedlH* (In Stereo)

Doug I
Neyrt Swfc<** Sentry'

HugraUX

Home Again |Home Again

Babylon 5 (In Stereo) X

(4:30) 1««"Soto"(i996)MarioVanP»gbl»s/PG-13'MI

(5:45) *** ;
g)«e»er5"(l992, Advantura) Hobart Radlofd. 'PO-13

C - Campue

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30
McLaughlin | Religion
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Nova "Animal Hospital" X
Newt X

» Tht Uuryina Man" (1991, Comedy) Atec BaiSm
NaaraX

eeVi 'Passenger 57"(1992, Drama) Wesley Snipes X
33, U1BIK) ViaiUVJ^Uip. I'WWI |W»V

*tVi "Ptsttnger jr(1992, Drama) Wesley Snipes. X
Grace Under

Wall St. Week

Millennium "The Mikado" X News

**V> ftssengerSr'^BX, Drama) Wesley Snipes. X
State We're In This Week

Sabrina-Wttch [Teen Angel X 1 20/20 X
Record Row: Cradle ot RAB

*** tViotr(1v^.FanU8y)PatrtckSwavteD^mlMoorg. News IM'A'S'HI Real TV X
eeVi TatVino Caw o< Business" (1990, ConteBy) Jarrws Belushi, Charles Grodvi |e»H "Draonflr(1987, Comedy) Dan Aykroyd

Biography: Lawrence Welk America's Caatlea |20th Century Law t Order ''Apocrypha" X
ui^uTMlMf I am Kina 1 ive T IWortd TodmT ftnnrfB llln* UmuJImI

Late Show X
LateShowI
NightlineX

Star Trek: Next Gener.

Vibe

ITonight Show

Seinfeld if

Tonight Show

New* I [Tonight Show

Deep Spec*

8

Charlie Roee (In Stereo)

News X WghtHneX

World Todayt Today X jLarry King Uva X IWortd Today X | Sports lllus [Moneyllne X
"Oirfy fatten Scoum<rals"(1988,CorneoV) Sieve Martin ' l ee

,

yt>r>iy's"(1981, Comedy) Dan Monahan, Marti Harrier.

nlirnverv I News [WorW-Wond. Anatomy of an Alien (R) UuttkeFikumiWild Discovery

NASCAR* SO-Yaar Victory

Urtaolved Mysteriee (In Stereo)

Kablam!

American Gothic "Potato

BeivisButt

Real America: 4IHoura

Wortd-Wond. [Anatomy of an Allen (R)

NASCAR 50th \2* Hour* of Daytona Highlights

'Cries Wean* The Oonna Yekfct) Slory"(t994) Jaclvn Smith

Yol (In Stereo)

Wonder Year* |Wonder Year* |l Love Lucy X |M.T. Moore*«rs1>

People

Top Ten Video* of the Week

'

**+ V»( People" Q962, Honor) Nastassia Knski

ly i

John Dilknger (R) Human Animal: A View

Justice Files (R)

Saorticenter!

Great Lifetime

Loveline (In Stereo)

w.

TaxlX

Night Stalker "Sentry" X
JN
Sei

reawhartX

Real America: 41 Hour* (R)

* 'Move the ffVm"(1994. Drama) Ouane Martin, Leon. " [NBA All-Star Friday |*»« "Hetven Is » PlayoTouno-

Walker, Texaa Ranger X |«»* "Ctpe fear" (1991, Suspense) Robert De Niro, Nick Nolle (In Stereo) X |"Separal«"

*»t "S»»pers"(1998, Drama) Kevm Bacon, Robert De Niro (In Stereo) 'R' X |Boxing William Guthne vs Reggie Johnson X
««« "Get on the But" (1996, Drama) Richard Bebet. 'R"H*f

«, "ftoooCop 3" (1993) Robert John Burke. (In Stereo) 'PG-1 3' X |
Stirget* SG-1 [Outer Utnlte (R) (In Slerao) X

IHunger (RTx

***v, "LethU Weapon a" (1989, Drama) Mel Gibson. 'R' X
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FoxTrot By Bill Amend Dilbert By Scott Adams

5WtFTHtA*TT, Don'T TbO
TViiNK You MibHT gf
«VITTihl6 JUST A LiTTlE

CARRIED AWAY >

TWJVf SEEN
TlTANiC- HOW
many times now?
TVfcfm-FduR »

— » >— »« I

WATCHING IT OVER AND OVER

IW'T 601N6 To CHAN6E THE

ENOtNO.TME BOAT SiHKS'
IT'S SAD, BuT WHATS DoNE
tSDoNE'
j I Mow, But

AT LEAST while

TM IN THE THEATER, IT'S

LiKC EVERYONE'S STiU
AtivE ft* THOSE .

Six HouRS. -jOT,
m ]^

\M. Don'T
YOU MEAN
THREE
HOURS'

\

I CANT DRIVE

Aa THE WAT
IbTHECeemEX
aud just

5EE iToNtE.

CA.TBEKT EVllH* OIRtaOR

THE. COMPANY KNOOJS

E.VE.KYTHING A.QOUT

YOU, LOALLY

CJi HAVE LCXrS OF ALL

YOUR. PHONE CALLS,

lOEe> HTT5 ANO
E-rAAlL. OJE HAVE YOUR

URINE TEbT, COLLEGE

GRADES, SALARY AND
PMAILY
CONTACTS . .

.

fITS AGAINST OUR POLICY

TO KILL EMPLOYEES ANO
REPLACE THErA LOITH

LOCJ-PAIO Il-vPERSON

MORS, ftUT I CJANTEO

YOU TO KNOW
IT'S FEASIBLE..

Not! Sequitvr By Wiley Thatch By Jeff Shesol

tuc tPivm y«a
CPOK To MC
TURoUOJ. TUC

CA80C...

WCY.' f TUt NEXT
CAPO e. A TO* of
CPMjU, ITU Bt Ik

»oym. nuat//

^ttt not Mcse. star
UvjeUHO AtetAD TO
AfPREClATtP '««*) OUR

TU»"..

Horoscopes
AQUARIUS (|an 20.-Fcb. 18) —

You may have the chance to do
something for someone else today

that ihiii>'- >ou a gimd deal of notori-

t) Dg not let it ki> 'o our head!

PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20) —
Someone may bring you news today

that has you both eager and hesitant

at the same time You may be thrust

into something new. vet familiar.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
This is a good day for making
promises to someone *ho has been

waiting quite some time for a com
mitrnent of a special kind

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
Interaction with MaSWOM relatively

ncv. in sour life is likely to introduce

you to a new way of doing things

that prose-, exciting and profitable.

GEMINI (Mey 2l-|une 20) — A
battle of wills ensues today after an

argument introduces two conflicting

points oi Mess it will be up to you to

suggest a compromise

CANCER (|une 2l-|uly 22) —
Take the time to reassess your posi-

tion today. It could be that you've

overlooked something that others

think is painfully obvtoue

LEO (|uly 23-Aug. 22) —
Something is troubling you. but jrou

don't know how to talk about it with

the one person who can help. Do not

try to be clever, be open and honc-M

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Scpt. 22) —
You may come under Are today for a

decision you made under a good deal

of pressure. Make amends when sou

can. but stav the course for noss

LIBRA (Sept. 2*-Oct. 22) —
Take a break from routine today and

explore an option introduced to you

by a friend who wants to see you
extend sourstlt more.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) —
You won't have all the answers
today, but you can help those

around you ask better questions. In

the end. you can gather plents of

information.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dcc.
21) — You may be a bit too con-

cerned with how you compare to

someone who has been around
longer than you. You still have time

to develop.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— You may hear from someone
today who has kept his or her dis-

tance — for a very good reason. By

day's end. you'll understand a great

deal more.

Close* to Homo By John McPherson

» of I 1 1*.- I>ay

4 <, Just because it hasn't been

done before, doesn't mean that

it's a good idea... ^^
-Donk

i«B^

TOMPKINS VALLI
JUNIOR HI6H SCH

Thoroughly burned-out by shuttling her kids to

and from school activities, Shelley

makes a drastic move.

ACROSS
1 Tea holder

4 Cheer at the Met
9 "Fernando-

group
13 100%
14 Sea duck
1b House part

16 Trinidad

musicians
18 Concorde, eg
1 9 African village

20 Went flat

22 Briefcase

25 Bndle pan
26 Was optimistic

28 Lure
32 Cove
35 Mountain-

climber's aid

37 Kind of wave
38 Curved

molding
40 Healed
42 Machine parts

43 Some exams
45 Actress Laurie

47 Meadow
48 Defense skill

50 Oregon capital

52 Baby powder
54 Citrus drink

58 Battle Napoleon
lost

62 Nile dam
63 Out of the way

P4 Advantage
67 Movie spools

68 Cook s tool

69 Frozen surface

70 — . Queen of

Scots
71 Timidly

72 Senator
Kennedy

DOWN
1 Barrels

2 Very very

3 SKirt feature

4 Hotel employee
5 Umbrella part

6 Nabokov novel
7 Peddle
8 Respond to the

waiter

9 — Ocean
1 Gravy dish

11 — up: review
12 Copied
15 Firsl-aid device

17 Apiece
21 Lawyer's price

23 Heroic story

24 Pause
27 Rock's frequent

co-star

29 Object of

devotion

30 Zoo enclosure
31 "Born Free"

lioness

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

A M E '' PIR A I
R A Y

c A R a|m op c l-l

'

A G O
I G O [;1 n nIn E

EIC
A J A R

D i iS CIOIR DID L A
l
H IE

DuTira raara
c E A SIEJIJ A B It ID I T S

L D sWm E N A cT M E L

c A L llH° R N I A P P P v

N A ria R I T K L L E

A D I F|Ul Y E s. F LY LL R,

QDIS A
!

w T R EITIA PHR IG H T E D
A T O N|J u LE IJ O O Z E

s E L D K p IN f Mk- A R E

p R E v|p A z|6 r|a D A M
2 6-98 C 1 996 Unilsd I vature Syndicate

32 Library item
33 Taj Mahal site

34 Calendar
period

36 Katmandu s

land
39 Jubilantly

41 Where lo buy
pastrami

44 Rubbernecks
46 Wed again
49 Annex
51 Netting

53 Brilliant moves
55 Be ready for

56 Twisl or bossa
nova

57 Finished
58 Affectionate

59 On the Adriatic

60 Row
61 Bright-colored

fish

65 Use a crowbar
66 Slippery

one

Mai4 5 6 7 8 H9

i II" 1

I

20
23 M ^a(g_al

^
aa_|e 27MM28 ^^\^^^

33^ '«:<•'• 36

3g ^^||»46 " |jH42

43 ^|M«4b ^^HB4 '

49 |50 j,-^,-,,!,,,,.!

5<-> «M 55

5I 59 60 6 1 H62

63 Hr4 »
™

_W W71 II''

Todays P.C. Monw
CmK 3491*34 ft tmrner

Franklin

LUNCH
Cheesey Chkken Casserole w/ Cheese

Hot Beef in a Hot Sandwich

Battered Fish in Fish Batter

menus are stupid

DINNER
French Fried Chkken

Stuffed Shells in Stuff Sauce

High Stake Grilled Steak Sandwich

..you can't have any pudding"

Worcester
LUNCH

HAM radio burger

Krabby Cake Sand Witch

Raditore/Tomato or Alfredo Sauce

Harvest Burger 61 Vegan Faiafel Sandwich

DINNER
Rotissene (basketball?) Glazed Chkken

Scrumptious Shrimp Scampi Pasta

Vegetable Gumbo Casserole w/ Vegies

50% Time Deli

Hampshire
LUNCH

Burger (of cow)
Cheese (grilled)

Captains Catch (fish)

(things in parentheses are seldom important)

DINNER
Rip Roarin' Rotisserie Glazed Chkken
Stupendous Stuffed Shells in Sauce

Fabulous Fettucini Alfredo

Mossocbuseffs Daily Collegian

Berkshire
LUNCH

Krabbycake Sandwich (w/ Krabby Cakes)

frilled Cheese on Bread

Chef's Grilled Cheese on Bread Garnish

Ratatouille without Beef

DINNER
Rotisserie Glazed Chicken w/o Raisins

Peculiar Pineapple Ham Steak

Very Vegie Gumbo Casserole

pastabilities: Stuffed Shells in Sauce
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what's the world Women's hoop looks to continue winning ways at home
coming to when " —~ ™^™^™
mascots figjht?

All good things must come to an

end
And with that cliche came

Temple s thumping of the

Massachusetts men's basketball team

on Tuesday night The game was
practically a mirror image of the

clash against I Conn in December
The shots weren't falling and the end

reault was unpleasant

But hey. better now than in the

NCAA tournament. A tough loss

against a quality opponent may have

been just what the doctor ordered for

j I Mass team that may have been

riding too high on its laurels follow-

ing its victory over Dayton on

Sunday
rtheless. UMaas basketball is

r-j.k A 10-game winning streak

Around the Horn

(before Tuesday's loaa). a spot in the

AP Top 25. and .lace stand-

ing in the Atlantic 10 all attest to

that

I all we can do is look towards

the final month of the regular season

and hope for a trip to San Antonio.

• This Caaey Martin situation is

really starting to annoy me The kid

can play. I don't really care about

golf, but I can sympathize with

Martin lust lei the kid plav in the

PGA.
• The Olympics are right around

the corner Nagano appears to be

ready to put on a great show. I won-

der who or what is going to become

ihe story of this Ohmpks ' Will it he

out of a fairy tale, like the IfM I S

hockes team or Dan lanvcn finallv

patting his gold medal? Or will it be

out of a nightmare, like the tragedy in

Munis h or the bombing in Atlanta"'

We II just have to wait and see.

• The Yankees went with another

proud move this week by hiring

Brian C ashman I hi- guv is still in

diapers as far as general mana^
are concerned, and will surely be

fired within two or three years.

That's )ust the way things work
with George Steinbrenner This man
does not know how to run a team.

Mi- did not bring a championship to

New York in 1996. his player* did

Talent wins championships; not own
enhip

• In keeping the theme of terrible

owners. ferry tones has no idea what

is going on with his team Hey Jerry,

make up your mind and pick a coach.

Your team is still a bunch of washed

up head cases, and your dynast\ is

over Go find Raymond Berry and

put him at the helm
• The Inkers made their claim as

one of the NBA's elite by blowing out

the Bulls last weekend. They proved*

that they are a team of young guns

who have the capability to beat any-

one. I know that it's still not even the

All-Star break yet. but don't be sur-

prised if LA. makes a run to the

finals come |une

• The Ml had it* Pro Bowl in

Hawaii last weekend. Who cares. The

game was. and has always been, a

joke |u-t look at it this year Warren

Moon got the game's MVP award.

Enough said.

• Proving once again that bureau-

crats have no fun. University of

Rhode Island officials have fired the

admoTl aiaarnl after it attacked a

rival mascot during a game this wees.

Well known in college hoop circles

for its incessant wing- flapping, the

St. loesph's Hawk was apparently

somewhat annoying to URI fans this

week. So the Ram took matters into

his own hands and tried to put the

kibosh on the wing- waving by loa>

Tum to HORN, page °

By Jockie Leroux

Collegian Staff ^^^^^^^^^^^^^____^_^^_^_^___
It has been a season of ups and downs for the

Massachusetts women's basketball team. Tonight It

looks to keep things on the upside when it hosts

Atlantic 10 foe St Bonaventure at 7 p.m

The Honnio (13-9. 5-5), will present a tough chal-

lenge for the Minutewomen (11-9, 5-5). They bring a

gritty style ot play that will keep UMass on it's toes.

"They are a very good team, they are extremely

lei-' - loamc O'Brien said "They scratch and

they do w hates er they can.*

I Ma-* i- roniltaf, off of a thrashing of Rhode Island

on Wednesday where it won. 62-4V The Minutewomen

had a slow first half, and went into halftime with only a

sine point lead But they came out with more intensiu

in the -eiond and proceeded to put the Rams away.

Mici changing leads five times in the opening min

utes. the Minutewomen linalls pulled ahead 59-55 with

a layup from rookie guard kath\ C'osncr at 8.59. From

there L Mass put together a l°--7 run that put them up

58-41 with 1 17 left to go.

lunior forward Tez Kraft led the Minutewomen in

ring with 17 points Senior forward Kara Tudman
had a season high 10 points, and Coyner finished with

II.

Kraft has had a streak of successful games for the

Minutewomen, having stepped into the role of the

team's leading scorer, with 15 9 points per game.

"We ve been really struggling scoring, and Tez is just

a natural-born scorer" O Bricn »aid "She's been that

way "AaM Ml £ot here, and now she's coming on She's

just doing what naturally comes to her ."

The win over the Rams was an important one lor

I MM*, amcialty since the Minutewomen were coming

•nc of their worst games of the season in a home
loss to Darton last Saturday.

It's been a while since we've been able to put some-

body away, so it was nice." O'Brien said. "|Dayton|

stepped up and played the way they were capable of.

and we didn t lorce them to do things that were their

weakness Against Rhode Island, we tried to force them

into their weaknesses. When you can make a team play

against their weakness, you're going to do okay
."

Tonight's game will be an important conterence game

lor the Minutewomen. as the\ are currently tied for sec-

ond place in the A-10 EM with the Bonnies

SBU's stop in Amherst is the first in a pair of A-10 road

games for the team. After taking on UMass they will

head to Rhode Island to try their luck against the Rams.

The Bonnies are also coming off of a Tuesday night

home pane againet Temple limersity. which they won

86-73
St Bonaventure is being led this season by junior for-

ward Hilary Waltman Waltman, a preseason first team

All- Conference prediction, currently second in the

conference in scoring She has been leading the was tor

SMJ with lf.7 points per game Waltman is currently

averaging 557 from the field She has scored 30 or

more points twkc t hi- season, and 20 or more 13 times.

She has been named the A 10 player of the week

twice so far this season Waltman eclipsed the 1.000

point mark earlier this season with 21 points against the

Air 1

1

Sot only will I Mass have to contend with Waltman

in the post, but they will also have to deal with an

otten>e thai >!ci- a lot of production from the perimeter

as well

"Their points come from the perimeter, whether it's

shooting a three or slashing to the basket they do them

both." O'Brien said "Our point players are going to

have to have one of their best games so far this scar If

they L «n do that, we can play to their weakness.

Somebody's going to have to step up (offensively |. and

we're going to have to play great defense."

aasMMcanMon

Tez Kraft scored 1 7 points against Rhode Island Wednesday and will be

looked to for scoring when the Minutewomen face St. Bonaventure

tonight

East-West in war of A-10's best
UM looks for redemption against high-scoring XU
By Corey

Colegjon Staff

Goodman

You may remember the last time the

Maasai hum lit basketbal team traveled

to play the Xavier Musketeers.

In the midst of its 1995-96 dream

season. UMaas received a three-pointer

hum Edgar PadJJta in the final rrwrnents

of regulation to send the game into

me where a Padilla steal later

secured the win. 78-74.

The magical ending — in front of a

sold out Cincinnati Gardens — helped

sustain the Minmemm anting

and perfect 21-0 record on its road to

the Final Four.

"It was one of the great games."

Maawi.hiMBtti coach Bruiser Him said.

"Edgar hit the big shot and we snuck

out of there with a wm "

Hint's job this weekend, when hi*

Minutemen (16-6. 8-1 A-10) again

visit the No 2 1 Musketeers ( 1 5-5. 7-3)

Sunday at 5 30 pm (ABC.

WHMP I M). ts to try to recapture the

bit of momentum I. Mass lost in

Tuesdas night's drubbing to Temple,

which snapped a 10-gamc Minutemen

win streak

\i >d we knew this would be a tough

stretch for us." he said "But we )um

want to play tough defense out there

and give ourselves a chance to win the

The work is cut out for Hint and

MIA SH.OMAU / COILIGUN

Jonathan DePina has sparked the men's basketball team with his play off the bench. He and the Minutemen

face Xavier in A-10 action Sunday

UMaas. wholl have to contend with

the A-10's most productive offense.

f our members of the Xavier starting

five average over 1 2 points per game,

while the team tops out at just over 86

points per contest.

:he center of the offense is the

A 10 s best backcourl in |umor«

Lenny Brown and Gary I umpkm
Brown, a legitimate long distance

threat at 38 percent, leads the team

with lt> 4 points per game, while

Lumpkin adds 12 3 points.

"They can play." Mini said "They

put up some numbers."

W ith exception to a road loss at

Dayton on (an 24, Xavier has rolled

through its conference *.heduW with

relative ease Posting an impresaive

7-3 mark in the conference the

Musketeers sit atop the I

Division along with George

Washmgnsi
The Musketeers owe a great deal of

its success to its overwhelming home

court advantage. The Cincinnati

Gardens — which seats over 10.000

and sells out regularly — has been the

she of 1 1 consecutive wins in as many

tries this season for Xavier.

"It can get a little crazy in there,"

Hint said. "But we've played well there

befi >rv

For UMass to upend the Musketeers

Sunday, it'll have to abandon a theory

many Xavier opponents have adopted.

Teams who try to outscore Xavier

almost always fail Flint hopes a bal-

anced inside/outside attack with center

Lari Ketner. who scored only four

points against Temple, and Tyrone

Weeks will give Xavier fits all das

"Wc haven't outscorcd anybodv all

year long." Flint said. "We just want to

control the tempo, pound the ball

inside and make them play to our

speed."

With exception to Ketner's

33-point explosion against Dayton.

UMass hasn't been getting the kind of

production it needs from its big man.

On the defensive end. Ketner will

be tested against talented Xavier cen-

ter Torraye Braggs. who lit UMass up

for 19 points last season. Braggs (12.0

ppg. 7.8 rebounds per gamei i* com

plimented by a pair of talented book-

ends in T.J. lohnson and Darnell

Williams. Williams — who also sees

Turn to BASKETBALL page 9

UM swimming
looks to finish

the season with

a perfect 10-0
By iomie Jm
CoIUokjo Staff

Hockey looks at UNH's daunting challenge
By Jormo Konsonen

Collagion Staff

lOHMA KANSANEN / COUEMAN

|eff Blanchard and the UMass hockey team face off against powerful New Hampshire tonight in Hockey East action.

In the Hockey East quarterfi-

nals last season at New
Hampshire, senior goaltender

Brian Regan did his best imita-

tion of a circus act — complete

with juggling and acrobatics —
for the Massachusetts hockey

team. Regan was a one-man

show, setting a new HF. record

for saves made in the first game

(55 saves), while making 90

in total in the Wildcats'

two-game sweep.

Tonight, the Minutemen
(5-16-2, 2-1 1-1 in HK) return

to Durham, N.H. for the first

time since last season, and they

will have to do a lot belter

defensively to succeed against

No. 4 UNH (18-5-1. 10-4-1 in

III i The Wildcats are led by

the leading scorer in the nation

in junior forward |ason Krog

(27 goals, 23 assists. 50

points), and the threesome of

Tom Nolan, Derek Bekar and

Mark Mowers have combined

for a total of 1 16 points this

season

However, that is not all for

UMass this weekend. Lowell

(9-11-3. 6-6-3 in HF.) will

come into the Mullins Center

on Sunday afternoon for the

final game in the season series

Game time is 2 p.m.

For senior defenscman Tom
O'Connor, the team's tough

schedule for the last month of

the season starts tonight, and

the Minutemen can not be sat-

isfied with just performing well

against UNH. He realizes the

job must be done in their defen-

sive zone, and Regan will need

more help than he received last

season in the conference quar-

terfinals.

"We definitely have the

toughest schedule in fhe confer-

Turn to HOCKEY, page 8

The Massachusetts men's swim
ming and diving team will be gun

ning for a perfect 10 as it closes out

the dual meet season tomorrow. The

Minutemen will ho«i .onference foe

Fordham at loseph R Rogers Pool

for a showdown at noon.

The Rams (3-5) are a young team

prised mostly of freshmen and

few seniors Although lacking leader-

ship, it is the young teams that are

sometimes the most surprising

t Mass will have to keep that in mind

along with the prospect of an unde-

feated season

Current Is ^4). the Minutemen can

loin the rank« of the unbeaten if they

manage to outswim the underdog

Saturday and simply follow history's

lead — L M««l has never lost to

Fordham Of course that's easier said

than done.

"On paper, it looks like we have

the edge," coach Russ Yarworth said

"Some guys are feeling a little slug-

gish though. We've been doing some

heavy training, classes have just

started, and there's a flu bug going

around."

Thus it appears that the added
motivation of thi* being the last

meet of the season for some, the last

of their collegiate careers for other*.

may come in handy at some point It

doesn't hurt that it's parents week-

end as well.

"We are looking pretty good."
Yarworth said. "I think it would be

great for the guys if we could finish

with a win tomorrow I think we'll be

able to do well
"

This team has been performing
well all season and the Minutemen
would like to carry that momentum
as far as pt>s*ihle Fordham may be

another obstacle, but not much has

been able to -top l Mass thus far.

"These are definitely good kids

with good talent." Yarworth said.

"That combination has brought us

this far and made us a tough team to

beat."

Yarworth believes that not only is

thi« team tough to beat, but that it

could possibly be his best ever.

That's a pretty high billing consider-

ing the talent that has passed
through this school under Yarworth

before.

In fact, it the Minutemen can finish

off their Atlantic 10 conference rivals,

thev will become the seventh unde-

feated team under Yarworth. That

includes the teams from 1 984-88 that

went a combined 34-0. UMass seems

up for any and all great expectations

both individually and as a team.

"After Saturday's meet we'll be

resting up for A-IO's." Yarworth said.

"II we swim well then we'll be able to

go in with an extra win. which will be

good."

It will also improve Yarworth's
chances to upeat as Atlantic 10
Conference Coach of the Year, as he

won the honor in 1996 after heading
the last undefeated team. That team
won all eight of its dual meet contests

and went on to become the A-10
champions

Minuteman senior Sean Anderson
will look to continue his own streak

as well. Anderson, who has yet to

lose in the 50 free during dual meet
competition this year, also has the
fastest time in the A-10 with a

20.84.

>AILY COLLEGIAN
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Soap
dish

The Soop Opera
Digest awards will

be announced on
Feb 27 Check
inside for the scoop
and more (see Arts

( living, page S)

Coming on
strong

Tez Kraft dropped
t 3 points on St.

Bonaventure as the

women's basketball

team downed the

Bonnies Friday,

7I-S2 (see Sports,

page 10)

WORLD

Algeria refuses visit by
European delegation

ALGIERS. Algeria (AP) —Algeria
refused permission Sunday to a vis-

iting European Parliament delega-

tion that had asked to visit sites of

recent massacres in the insurgency-

wracked country Nine European
lawmakers arrived in the North
African nation on Sunday to discuss

ways ol ending sis years of violence

that ti«s claimed tens of thousands

of lives

During their five-day visit, the

Europeans plan to meet with politi-

cians, human rights and women's
groups, and relatives of those killed

in the Islamic insurgency

"We have come to listen and
understand." said delegation leader

Andre Soulier, a member of the

European People's Party from
France. Algeria's former colonial

ruler The delegation also includes

representatives from Germany.
Austria. Belgium. Spam and Greece

Algiers has long resisted visits by

outsiders and even
humanitarian aid, saying it

amounted to meddling in the coun-

try's internal affairs

Algerian Prime Minister Ahmed
Ouv rated Saturday Ms
reiecuon of "any foreign inserter-

ence
"

NATION

Injured nurse helps

officials find suspect

BIRMINGHAM. Ala. (AP) - A
nurse who was seriously injured ei the

nation's first fatal rxsnhmg at an abor-

tion clinic has been speaking with

investigators who have as evidence

nails that were removed from her hudy

during surgny.

Fmily Lyons talked with federal

agents this week about the explosion,

hut no one was revealing what — If

anything— she was able to id them

Ml Lyons said Friday that hss wife

was asked "yes or no questions" about

the Ian. 29 blast at the New W oman
Ml Women Clink. Authorities refused

to comment on the interview, which

I sons said was conducted sometime

BitM Wednesday

I fem would not say what his

wife told FBI and Bureau of

Alcohol. Tobacco and Firearms

agents about the explosion. At the

request of police, he also wouldn't

say whether she remembers details

of the bombing.

"I asked hei how she felt about

there being a bomb, and she kind of

shrugged her shoulders like. "It's part

of the job," Lyons said.

Doctors also said Friday that

numerous nails were removed from

Mrs. Lyons' body during surgery and

given to investigators after the blast,

which ripped through her legs,

abdomen, her right hand and eyes.
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Resource center

onUM campus
available to men II

lU., m s,^,UBHB1 jkjh

Most students know that

almost all MMMJMM crime »tatistiv.s

show rioamci on college campus
auscd b\ male perpetrators

Men. like all students, deal with

important issues including cnor-

NMrseayntr couicmm

George Moonlight works in his

office Friday afternoon

OM college stress, questions of

sexuality and masculinity, and
problems communicating with
others

What many students don't realize,

tar, is that there is a place male

students can go to deal with all the

liege life It's called

ifen'i Resource Center iMRC)
"The Men * Recourse Center was

created to deal with the many areas

where male students need support."

George Moonlight Office Manager of

the Center, said

"We need to make the services

more available to assess the needs of

the male students." he said.

-ilight i» trying to get the mes-

sage out u> University students that

o. • d I p'." foi males l< ^- when

they need help and support, or just a

group of peers to talk with about

daily punurei. Moonlight thinks all

groups on campus should take pan in

ting the message to men.

"We need to connect with ait the

organizations on campus because

onb then can we begin to reach peo-

ple " Moonlight said.

TumtoCfNTR poo«2

Atallah Shabazz
Speaks at Bowker
By cdjor A.

Cofleoon aSoff

Atallah Shabazz. daughter of

Malcolm X and Betty Shabazz spoke

laal TTtursa'av mm «k>wk<iMve»

Massachusetts campus. She was wel

corned rn I aTCetaha Kenrveds

dent of the Black Student I nion

(BSt and latin .m.i

African American studies professor

|ohn Bras.es Ir

The fir*t topic Shaba// vpoke on

was how and why we should lose

ourselves She slid we *luHild get to

know who we truls ate hr«.| h

we can claim that we love ourselves

Shabazz said we can Find out who
we really are by chasing our dreams

and it is alright to change sour

dreams or have multiple dream*

"Your dream is in your hand if it

changes, hi what It's okas to beat to

a different drum." Shabazz said

She reminded the audience that as

young adults, we are responsible tor

ourselves and need to -top whining

and stop making excuses Shi

of how every single one of us has a

tajM
"Having a goal is Fine, but shaping

yourself is essential." she said.

Setting goals for oneself, shaping

oneself, and Finding out who we are.

ON THE INTERNET

www.umass.adu/rso/colagian

Lights out!

Professor |udy Young, using a volunteer, explains the technicalities of the sunset to her astronomy 1 00 stu-

dents at the UMass sunwbeel Friday evening

is vital in being able to love our

h-Isc»

Nrvt. Shabazz said we shouldn't

let others judge us or tell us whether

or not we are good enough to be

knot
"The greatest tool of the oppressor

t* the minds of the oppressed. * she

said quoting her father

Shabazz was saying if you allow

someone to judge you on the basis of

intelligence, beauty, or skin color.

you are allowing your mind to be

controlled by a negative person in his

quest to destroy who you arc

Shabazz encouraged students to

"hear it, digest it. and dismiss it. You
do not need an interpretation of your-

aaN in order to discover yourself."

Shabazz then proceeded by focus-

mg on her father. Malcolm She
addressed a common misconception

about her father, the idea that he was

an evil minded separatist, segrega-

tionalist. whose entire life was cen-

tered around hating white people.

"Malcolm was about revolution

Revolution means change." Shabazz

said

She explained any speeches that

Malcolm made before l%3. were not

his own words because he was the

spokesman for the Nation of Islam

After 196V when Malcolm was no

Turn to LfCTURf page 2
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Practice, practice, practice...

Bond Kim, a freshman music major, practices her cello in a Fine Arts cen-

ter practice room yesterday afternoon.

U.S. won't

deploy from

Saudi bases
By Susonn* M. SchorW
Assoooksd freaa

IEODAH. Saudi Arabia— The
won't ask to launch m
Iraq from rraHsso bases

a Saudi Arabia. Defense Secretarv

The defense secretary said such a

iiiaxeasssry because enough

woukl be in place elsewhere
in the region wtthen a short time. But

the admowfedpnent appeared to rec-

ognfcr Saudi luwsJUriwi over launch

rg an attack an a feBow Arab Hate.

"Wk not made-wdi a requaet. and I

dont inland to make such a request,"

Cohen told upturns
Mm on a (burday series of

wMi Penh* CkzrfeafJen an the stars*

off wna Iraq. "It's not my wnent to

make such a request because we don't

tramkaneceaa*

The surprise admission came at

Cohen left Europe, where he had

•ought rapport for the tough U.S.

stand ajpsrtst Iraqi President Saddam

Huasesn's refusal to abide by United

Polyvner science department

teaches high school students

ByJilCorroN

CoNagon Staff

The University of Massachusetts

polymer science department held it*

first class on Saturday designed to

teach local high school students

about polymers by using the depart-

ment's hi-tech equipment

The "Aspire" program's first out of

five sessions was a success due to the

interest and enthusiasm of the >iu

dents ^^^^_^^^^_

The United States and Britain

have threatened to attack Iraq if il

doe* not give unconditional acceas

to U.N inspectors who are

charged with overseeing the dis-

mantling of Iraq's chemical, bid-

and nucle*r weapon*.

the abmty to launch

from Saudi soil, the two nations

forced to mount a bombing

based entirely on cruise missilea

launched from traps md attack planes

based in the taw unaata of Kuwait.

Bahrain and on the British island of

Dago Garcia in the Indian Ocean.

The decision effectively bars the

United States from using about 50

TurnfoSAUW poge3

"They were
really impres-
sive student^
They asked a lot

of questions.
They were very

involved and
very bright."
lennifer David,
a graduate stu-

dent who

"77it'v iiw really

impressiw students. Triey

asked a lot ofquestions.

They were \<ery imvh'ed

and \>ery brigfit. " said

fennifer David a graduate

student who worked in
worked In creat

ing and leaching creating and teaming

2i
progr,m

"Aspire.

"

The free pro-

gram will last 10 weeks, one

David said

The purpose of the first se*

was to get students oriented and
introduce to them what a polymer is.

"They were given an introduction

and a What is a polymer?' demon-
stration." David said.

The Department of Health and
Safety spoke to the students
about laboratory safety The stu-

dents also went on a tour of the

polymer science building and saw

^^^^^^___ the equipment
they would be
using.

"The next ses-

sion will be on
polymer synthe-

sis." David said,

graduate
students and a

faculty advisor
teach the 10

students fn th*
program The
students had to

apply to the

program and
were chosen

Saturday class every two weeks.

The rest of the glasses will cover

polymer synthesis, polymer
ph\-ics and then once they have

made polymers in the experi-
ments. the\ will test the materi-

als they have made. David said.

The students will learn through

experiments about the three main
principles behind polymers: chem-
istrv ph\Mcs and the engineering of

polymers.

Experiments will include mak-
ing nylon, polystyrene and look-

ing through electron microscopes

to teach students about the prin-

ciples.

"The Aspire program will bring

high school students into our
department to use our equipment
to do experiments a lot more in

depth for students going to col-

lege or interested in science."

from high schools in Amherst.
Northampton and Springfield.

A year ago graduate students were

involved in a program sponsored

through the department that brought

polymer science to junior high stu-

dents.

Some graduate students wanted

to get more young adults
involved. From the initial junior

high program two more programs
were started. One of which is the

Aspire program.
David hopes the Aspire pro-

gram will be offered next fall as

well as the spring.

"We'll see how it goes, if student

input is positive then we'll do it next

spring and maybe in the fall." David

said.

A growing interest from gradu-

ate students and high school
teachers will help continue the

project

UM Stockbridge School

to sponsor first job fair
By Jason Eiseman

Collegian Staff

The University of

Massachusetts Stockbridge
School of Agriculture will spon-

sor their first job fair tomorrow
in the Student Union Ballroom
from 10 a.m.- to 4 p.m.

Professors from the School'of

Agriculture said there is a short-

age of workers in the "green"
industries and students have
many options available to them.

"Green" industries include
arboriculture, turf-grass manage-
ment, floriculture, and ornamen-
tal horticulture.

"Right now in the horticulture,

tree-care industries we probably

get 20-30 jobs for every stu-

dent," Dennis Ryan, professor of

arboriculture in the department
of forestry said. |obs range from
beginner level pay to higher level

pay in management positions
depending on the students' expe-

rience, according to Ryan.
"We don't have a problem placing

anyone." Nancy Garrabrants. profes-

sor of floriculture, and a co-organizer

of the job fair. said.

"Graduates are going to have
their pick of employers,"
Garrabrants said.

Ryan said there are three things

which will get students a career

in the agricultural field: good
education, good experience, and
a willingness to move.

Companies from the agricultur-

al field have come to campus to

meet students before, but it

became too complicated, and the

Stockbridge School decided to

host all of the companies on one

day.

"We've had to turn people away
because of lack of space."

Garrabrants said.

"There is a shortage in the green

industry for trained professionals,"

Garrabrants said.

The shortage is expected to grow in

the years to come.

She also said the boom in this

industry is due to a change in culture.

According to Garrabrants.
because both parents often work
now. they do not have time to

care for a lawn or a garden, and

turn to private landscapers to

maintain the area around a home.

She said this can also add
value to property, and said peo-

ple are becoming more environ-

mentally friendly.

Many Stockbridge graduates work

at golf courses which are becoming

more common.
The job fair not only offers jobs

after graduation, but also summer
jobs and internships. In addition, the

fair is opened to students of all

majors.

Information about job
opportunities can be accessed

on the World Wide Web
through the UMass landscape
architecture homepage.

Nodate retrieved

from recorder in

marine jet crash

TRENTO. Italy (AP) —
Investigators sought help
from the manufacturer
Sunday after they were
unable to retrieve any data

from the flight recorder of

a Marine jet that caused
the deadly crash of a ski

gondola.
"The mission recorder's

computer-type information
can only be read by mission
analysts using special equip-

ment designed for that pur-
poses," said a statement from
Aviano, the U.S. air base
where the jet was based.

Investigators were working
with representatives of the
system's manufacturer,
"attempting to determine if

information is on the tape and
if it's recoverable." Aviano
said.

A U.S.-Italian inquiry is under

way to determine why the jet

swept so low over an Alpine

ski resort Tuesday, slicing a

cable and sending the gondola

crashing into the slopes of

Mount Cermis. killing all 20
people aboard the car.

No one was immediately avail-

able at Aviano to elaborate on the

statement, which insisted that any

failure to retrieve the data "will

not hinder the ... investiga-

tion."

If
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Year of the Tiger
Dancers celebrate the Vietnamese new year in a program at the campus center Saturday night The event was sponsored by the Vietnamese

Students Association

center
continued from page 1

According to Moonlight, the

MRC is not just another
female-bashing group designed
for male superiority. In fact, the

MRC runs a program called the

Mentor Advocates for Respect
and Safety (MARS) program
which works in collaboration
v.iih the I u-n»uman'» Center
(EWC) to truin college and high

school students to be mentors to

junior high males and females,

particularly focusing on sexual
ascault prevention education.

loanne l.and-Kazlauskas.
Assistant Director of the
Education Advocate Program lor

EWC, said the Men's Resource
Center works closely with the
Every woman's Center to help
provide community education to

Amherst and surrounding towns.

"With all the violence against

women, it is to good to have a

male perspective iruin the
group." Land-Kazlauskas said.

She said it's good that (

groups can be developed to joint-

ly educate the public

The MRC tries to educate men
by having them look at the rea-

sons for the behaviors thes di*

play

"Men need to look at who they

are in order to fix the problem*
they endure," Moonlight said

The Men's Resource Center was

created 15 years ago by Steven

Botkin. The Center was made to

address the need* of * -mall group ol

men. and has now grown to cover

many Multicultural and multi-ethnic

groups.

Trie MRC has many programs
and services that deal with the

ever changing world of male stu-

dents.

"We provide counseling, work-
*hi.p*. and programs to male student*

in order to ensure a better way ol life

lor everyone," Moonlight said

Some program* run by the MRC
include the Survivors ol Childhood

Abuse group, the Youth Education

programs (YEP). the Men
Overcoming Violence program
(MOVE), and the Alternative

Families Project

ii program provides neces-

sary information and services

which help not only male college

students, hut the male population

as a whole
The Men's Resource Centei

it located on SU Bohwood
Walk in Amhrr*t Moonlight
encourages anyone who would
like to find out more inform*

Ilea on ihe MRC and its' pro
grains to call the MRC at

25V 4 no I

The
m •
t h

Interested in writing for News?
Then com* to the new writers meeting

TODAY!!
• •tint starts sit 7 p.m. in the bass

t ef tli* Campus C • a t • r . Cell LeighNews editor for mere information

i

WRITE FOR ARTS, NEW \VS, ARTS . A^.m..WRITE

lecture
continued horn page 1

longer pan of the Nation of Islam.

the words he spoke were his own
As Shabaa said it. "after |f*3

you met Malcolm for the first time

on behalf of himself.*

The other common misconcep-

tion people have about Shabau's
father is that he never had a lamily

life beyond the streets of Boston

and New 1

Shabazi reminded the audience

that Malcolm had a mother, a

father, a house, brothers ssd
tert. and a back yard before the

Klu Mux Klin murdered hit

father

In addition the said her grandfa-

ther. Malcolm's father, was the

leader of the "Lnivcrsal Negro
Improvement' program, which was
• sublet of Marcus Garvey-
Beck to Africa* movement.

"When my father wet out-read-

ing the libraries in the prison* it

was not something new ; it was a

continuation of the past."

Shahazz showed that her father

did not go from rags to richev but

from riches to rags, due to the loss

of bis parents, then back to riches.

Next. Shabazz discussed the

household she grew up in She
spoke of her house as one which

had warmth, and was constantly

tilled with love She said her house

wat not filled with people who
were "angry" about being black

She spoke with great happi-

ness ol her parents lovi

each other "I grew up watch
ing my father constantly rap to

lay mother It was not strange

for my fath.

and lay his head on my moth
er's lap while she stroked her

fingers through his hair I

watched my parents give and
take on a regular basis Mv
mother If] IS keep this going
even after my lather was taken

away.*
She encouraged us to work at

being out whole *elve* II sour

name is long and diflicult lor oth

ers to understand, "don't cut your

name *hort. teach people h>

B*j ii* she said.

"Remember, every moment i«

sours.* Shaba// said before she

Jused her talk with a poem.

Shop off Campus?

Why Bother?

(heck out the

February Health &
Beauty specials!

'rices slashed on

dozens of Clothing

items!

Over 20 models of

CALCULATORS on

SALE! Discounts up

to 30% OFF!!!

ALL POSTERS 20% OFF!

Sale ends SaturdiiN . Februar\ 14.

UStore
We're not like a

mcill. We're
better.

store
UNIVERSITY Of MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

University Store
In the (Mass Campus Onler

Hours:
M-F9to5Sat. II to 4

(413) 545 - 2619

AMK.X, M< . Visa, Discover and UCard
cheerfully accepted!

COMING SOON. ..VALENTINE'S DAY!
Whether you...

Want to be funny/play a joke • Want to make a good friend smile

Be a secret admirer • Want to say a little "I love you"

Reserve Your Valentine's Day Collegian Personal by Tuesday, February 1 0th

for the Collegian's Thursday, February 1 2th Valentine's Day Issue.

For more information call the Collegian @ 545-3500

Drop off order forms @ Collegian in the Campus Center basement

or mail to 1 1 3 Campus Center, Amherst, MA 01003 (by 2/ 1 2)

Client Date:

Date to run February 12. 1998

S.S.I Total Words:

Total Cost (w/specials)

Taken By: Office use Onty
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X .10c rate =

Authorized signature:
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President Clinton asks for smaller classes Police criticized at local universitie s
By Robert Greene
Associated Press

WASHINGTON <AP) — A year after

c .dikwiua began drastically reducing clav-

room aw. teachers and parents alike are

pleased with the change Now President

Clinton is campaigning lor smaller classes

everywhere.

Although classrooms across the nation

already are far less crowded than they

•M m California, the administration

wants to spend $12 billion over seven

years to hire 100.000 new teachers for

grades one through three. Officials cite

research they say links smaller classes to

better learning

But ihe research i* less supportive

than public opinion polls, working
teachers and common sense in favor

ol lower class sizes. Researchers have
studied and debated the issue for

decades, often harshly

"When vou ask teachers, they seen) to

know instinc lively classrooms should be

smaller," said Marshall S. Smith, acting

deputy secretary of euWarkn. when quev
tiorved about dueling studies In the

Keagan and Bush years, the Education

Department opposed class-sue reduction

as expensive and irreflectrve

The National Education Association,

the nation's largest teachers union, has

heen pusntng since the late 1 %Us for class-

es of 15 pupus.

Smith and others quote from a

laulv rigorous" study of a Tennessee
experiment during the l*»«l>* wuh
cutting das* sizes from 25 pupils to

15 in kindergarten through the thud

grade The study found that pupils in

smaller classes did better on itan-

dardized tests.

Other researchers say the starting and

ending numbers in any reductiun schetra:

are more important than the numbers in

between. In California, average class size

in the early grades went from 50 to the

legally prescribed 20. Clinton wants to

bring classes down from an average of 22

nationwide to ItS.

"Reducing class *i/.e from 22 to 18

is unlikely lo make a big difference."

said Robert Slavin, a researcher at

Baltimore's |ohn* Hopkins University

and head of a successful reading pro-

gram. "Reducing class size from vU

to 18 is probably going to make a

much larger difference."

"It's very expensive, and probably has

more to do with building morale and a

positive environment with the schools than

it does with achievement." said Slavin.

who believes reducing class size is "a good

thug to do."

Under the plan. California would get

$124 million: New Nork. $101 million.

Texas. $94 million. Honda. $50 million.

Illinois and Penn*ylvanij $4*) million

each, and Ohio. $45 million Slavin

praised Clinton for wanting to phase in the

hiring of teachers and assure that they are

qualified, hoping to avoid trouble*

California had in its crash program, and to

stress reading Bui he said the money
could be more efficiently used un tutoring

or other targeted approaches

The proposal figures on an average

teacher cost of $55,000 in salary and
benefits. Local district! would pay 10

percent to 50 percent of the CCOl

with poor districts getting a higher

subsidy. About 57,000 teachers
would be hired the first year.

Gene V. Glass, at Arizona State

University in Tempe. questioned the

benefits.

"The difference in achievement
between where we are now. which is

22. 25, 24 kids per class, and where

the president is talking about. 18, is

very small." he said.

"You have to go way. way down to

get gains that are

appreciable, that would even be

noticeable to a teacher." he said.

"Those numbers are 10 or six *tu-

dents in an instructional group." Eric

A Hanushek, a University of

Roche*ter economist, said the small

studies overlook the big picture: class

*i/c* hjve been shrinking nationwide

with no gain in achievement on
national standardized te*t*

Polls consistently find voter sup-

port for smaller classes. In

California's Orange County, some
parents are putting their children

hack Irom private schools into public

schools because of smaller classes.

"Teachers arc thrilled, parents arc

thrilled." says Roni Ellis, principal ot

Harbour \ lew hlementary School in

Huntington Beach. Calif "It's a qual-

ity program that allows teacher* to

better under*tand the needs of everv

child in their classroom
"

Saudi

CAMBRIDGE. Mass. <AP>— Students
are criticizing police at Harvard
University and the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology for purportedly withholding
reports of major crimes.
At least three serious crimes since August

were partially or completely omitted from doc-
uments issued by university police depart-
ments, although two ol them were listed in
police logs available for inspection at campus
security offices.

"The campus police department is happy
to go public about a new program or pub-
lic service project." the MIT newspaper
opined in an editorial. "But when an inci
dent causes controversy or brings damag-
ing media attention, it's another story all

together." Police chiefs at the universities
acknowledged inconsistencies, but said
they are not trying to cover anything up.
At a news conference Sunday. MIT

Police Chief Anne Glavin said the univer-
sity has produced an annual crime report
since 1975 and that all the incidents cited
hv the newspaper were included in the
official log kepi at the campus police sta-
tion and open to the public

"Those are hardly the action* ol a university that wants
to cover up crime." tilavin said Sunday.

Her Harvard counterpart, Chief Francis
"Bud" Riley, earlier told The Boston Globe
that there may have been times when informa-
tion was omitted mad v cr tent I v

"We're really trying hard to get information out

to students and faculty so that they can see the

f.&tuJcntXf}

types of calls we're responding to for them," Riley

said. "We just haven't gotten over the threshold of

total accuracy yet."

Federal and state laws require colleges to disclose

reports of crimes.

But Harvard's police log last week failed to

note |oshua Elster's arrest for allegedly raping
another student. Elster. 19. was arrested after

the alleged victim *ought medical attention.
When Harvard police arrested 25-year-old stu-

dent Sun Hoon Cho for allegedly raping a

female student in August, the incident was
placed on the police blotter but not the
department's Internet log.

At MIT, the drinking incident that resulted
in the death of freshman Scott L. Krueger at a

fraternity in September was not noted on a

police report sent to campus publications,
although it was in the police log and the sub-
ject of a university news release the next
morning.
The proposed Accuracy in Campus Crime

Reporting Act would add several categories of

crimes that colleges must include in their annual
reports and would require them to report all inci-

dents, not iu*t tho*e that result in an arrest.

Glavin called the proposed requirement "ridicu-

lous."

"We give out the highlights on campus" in a

weekly report to student publications, she
said. "It's burdensome to record every single

incident."

The new bill also proposes to punish schools
that violate the law by withholding federal
funds.

conttrvuod from page 1

combat aircraft currently based in

Saudi Arabia for an offensive *tnkc

But Cohen's discussions in leddah
with Saudi Arabia's King Fahd will

include the potential for moving
those combat aircraft elsewhere in

the region should a fight be mounted
Cohen insisted his approach is "not

a bow to any considerations other

than what is necessary " The top I S

commander in the region. Marine
Gen Anthonv /inni. "has made a

determination that he can carry out

whatever he needs to carry out with

the forces that are now there, or will

he there in the forseeable future."

Cohen said.

He insisted America still plans a

Substantial" attack In an appear
ance on CBS' "Face the Nation,"

Secretary of Stale Madeleine Albright

used the same word several times in

characterizing any attack.

Over the weekend. Cohen signed a

formal order sending an additional

42 *trike and support planes to the

Persian Gulf region but not to Saudi

Arabia.

It remains unclear whether the

Saudis will allow US support air-

craft such as tankers or radar

muntcation planes to fly from their

bates dunng any military confronta

tion, a senior Pentagon official travel

ing with the delcn*e secretary said.

He spoke un condition of anonyimtv

Cohen said he i* counting on Saudi

cooperation to help keep support air

craft in the air. however, should a

military strike be launched.

President Clinton has not yet made
such a determination Cohrn said.

"We are seeking a diplomatic solu-

tion if it can be found." he said.

Meanwhile. Clinton called Prime
Minister lean Chretien of Canada and
Prime Minister Wim Kok of the

Netherlands on Sunday about the

prospect of support for either a diplo-

matic or other solution to the ,n*i*

with Iraq I I olticials suggested

Chretien would publicly indicate

soon "an interest in supporting or

participating" in a military action

should it come to that. Clinton, in

earlier calls over the weebend, con-

sulted with the leaders of Saudi
Arabia and Australia.

Cohen met for 20 minutes with

Saudi Arabia's King Fahd and
reported afterward to his aides

that "it was a positive meeting."

The defense secretary then was
treated to dinner by the defense
minister. Prince Sultan, and thev

planned to have further meetings
late into the night, as is the
Saudi custom.
Meanwhile. Pentagon

spokesman Kenneth Bacon con-

firmed that the aircraft carrier

Nimitz has now left the
Persian Gulf. That leaves two air-

craft carriers in the region, the

USS Independence and the USS
George Washington
Cohen was accompanied by /mm

and two senior lawmakers — Sens.

lohn Warner. R—Va . and Carl
levin I) Mich

!ong hint of the Saudi position

came just hours before Cohen arrived

in the desert kingdom when Sultan

was quoted in the Saudi paper Arab
Now* as saying: "Wc are against

striking Iraq as a people and ai

nation
."
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How to spend
your college years.

You should spend your college years wisely.

Study hard, have fun, and carry The Associates

Visa' card. You can get:

• 3% cash back on purchases*

• Discounts on brand name merchandise

• No annual fee

• Credit line up to $2,500

Call toll free1-888-SEND-ONE
*See Rebate Terms and Conditions accompanying the credit card.

Associates National Bank (Delaware)
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New college unnecessary
For two yean now. I have been a member ol the

I in Monor* Program It's not bad. \ou

bjh take a few smaller classes, get more advising

when vou need it. and when >ou graduate there

are a few more Latin words on your diploma

I was happy with things the way they were. When I

heard money had been allocated to convert the Honors

Program into an Honors College. 1 got a little nervous.

.>ne really seemed to know how the change would

alter things Would Honors students have u> live in

Orchard Hill' How would \ou interact with the rest of

the InivcrMiv '
It didn't even seem

like the Honors Office knew for ————

—

sure what was going on. I know no

one ever asked me or my friends in

the ttosett Program what we

!ff£££»* more about %**$ WVfM UllJ MM
what the cnange would do. I relaxed ouiklillffs for U DrOffUm
a bit The changes seemed more cos-

metic than anything else The
•am would move to Orchard

Hill, most classes would take place

in its buildings, some faculty would

be assigned to the program, and it

vpand to cover more ssm

pCJMMof St

I breathed a sigh of relief and then thought, if the

changes are so superficial, why make them at all? Why
are million* of dollars going to be spent to reconfigure

something that is working fine as it is?

It seems that the creation of an Honors College will

make L Mass a more competitive university In the

report by the Academic Matters Couiv.il to the Faculty

Senate last year, one of the Honors College's functions

is to 'aggressively seek out prospective

demonstrating high levels of iiWuawant: to

ml visibility will provide a major impetus for these stu

dents to choose to come to UMaaa/Amherst
*

a perhaps I'm just imagining things, but it seem*

to this honors student that the University is just spend-

ing a lot of money on a trophy to keep on the mantle

The Honors College is

nothing more than a

that W$ already haw on

campus.

"

M.irk Shea

1 can't think of any other reason to build the Honors

College "in such a way as to provide an attractive

ambiance lor prospective students and their parents

when thev visit the campus."

Speaking for myself, the dam ot the Honors Olticc-

was rather low on mv list d points for consideration

when I made mv college decision.

The Honors College i> nothing more than a fancy

name and new buildings for a program that we already

have on campus.

Its supporters hope that it will lend a small col

lege teel to UMass. The problem

i is that I' Mass is not a small col

lege WhaH I chose to come here,

one ot mv reasons was that it

was a big place. I wanted to see

all the people and things that we
have on campus I didn't want to

be shut up on a high hill in an

lower looking down on the

I the world

That's the best feature of the

it Program as it stands right

now. It allows you academic achieve

meni without having to sacrifice any

freedom I don't define inwit a* an

'Honors Student", but at a UMass

student

The creation ol an Honors College changes that. It

adds an unnecessary division to the school tor the pur-

pose of impressing Mom and Dad when thev OBM la

view the campus
It provides something solid for the administration to

point to as proof of their devotion to academic excel-

law, even while they downsize the faculty While it

will bring some benefits with it. such as wider coverage

si the I nivcrsity and thesis writing workshops, its main

purpose is as a billboard advertising the school

I here are. however ways of providing academic

opportunities and gaining recognition lor the KMal
that don't include creating a claw system on campus —
which is what the Honors College will do

and show guests when they come by to visit. Mark Shea is a I Mass student

The cost of apathy
Mjihr someone ought lo go

hack to 1470 and tell those

who fought to get

lg-v ear olds the right to

vote to forget about it

Students in Southwest certainly

seem to already have forgotten about

it. it the number who turned out for a

clectigssjn amjwuca

lasjsj we«t t, ro Hampden Jkiina

totnmtms. to eat Another 5.000 stu-

dents go to Franklin Dining

Commons — 100 yards away from

Hampden
On Tuesday, when Amherst

held a referen
dum vote to

decide whether a

parking garage

Paul

should be placed in the center of

town, polls were placed in

Hampden so that students would
have greater access to them.

Only four students in all of

Southwest voted.

'Old enough to die. old
enough to vote" supporters of

the 26th amendment used to

say And now four people
turn out to vote? Perhaps the

other eligible voters are
already dead — did Carla
Faye-Tucker go on a farewell

spree in Southwest lately?

Three for the garage, one against.

For those of you keeping track that's

0.03 percent of all eligible voters in

these districts

Considering that 0.03 percent is

lower than the blood alcohol content

of your typical Southwest student on

any given night, it's easy to get an

idea of where many Southwest resi-

dents priorities lie.

As UMass students, it is easy

to get caught up in our school

and forget about the town
which surrounds us. I know that

this semester I am more con-

cerned with my classes, my
internships, and trying to get a

mouse out from under my stove

than with the construction of a

new Big Y store.

Businesses close down, a couple of

windows are broken, a couple of

fights break out — these things arc

bound to happen And when it comes

to the town's deciding what it wants

to do with its monev. our reaction

|»js^sj>ft^.-Hey. I don't really

^%ere are times when
stM care about what hap

pens in Amherst, this town where

many of us spend four — and in mv

case five — years of our lives 1 ike

parents looking out for our sons and

daughters., maybe we should work to

improve Amherst
BaaaaaaaaMBBaai • a future genera-

DMg*^^^^ tions of students

At a school

with over 20.000 potential voters,

students could look out for their own
interests and control town matters

impacting them and the University.

Vet we have not taken advan-

tage of thi» opportunity At a

school where many people talk

about the importance of conserv

ing our natural resources, to

ensure we will have a healthy

world, we are not ensuring stu

dents will have a healthy future

in Amherst.
The town went so far as to put

polling places in Southwest
Southwest used to belong to town

meeting districts 10 and 4. and -tu

dents living there had to go oil v.mi

pus to vote. A year ago the town
turned Southwest into sub-precincts

4a and 10a. and allowed students

there to vote in Hampden dining

commons.
After months of hearing stu-

dents complain that parking
uptown was a problem, of saying

something should be done about

it. of saying they were in favor of

a garage, only four students out

of 6.000 felt compelled to walk

as far as their dining commons to

do something about the garage.

The garage passed, surviving a

strong threat by anti-garage activist*

These activists feel other solutions

could have been employed to allevi

ate parking problems in downtown
Amherst, such as restructuring exist-

ing parking to accommodate more
vehicles. This solution was viable but

shortsighted, and did not plan for the

town's growth. A

character of downtown Amherst

and turn it from a quaint rural

area into an impersonal urban-

ized shopping center But consid-

ering the fact that six Amherst
businesses have shut down *incc

last August, with a seventh —
Wootton's Books — announcing
this week that it will be dosing

down during the summer, the

parking garage seems to be the

best chance this town has of

attracting customers and saving

locally owned businesses.

Those who do not want to

change the image of Amherst
don't seem to realize that even by

doing nothing, they would he

doing something Bv refusing a

garage in Amherst center, they

would be allowing businesses to

slip away and retail chains to slip

in.

And student complacency
does nothing to help the situ-

ation. We are allowing this

town — of which we are resi-

dents — to be changed and
shaped without our Ia J

The fact that a garage, which
will greatly benefit students
for years to come, is going to

be built should not make us

feel that our votes are not
needed.
On Tuesday students revealed they

can be taken light Iv as a force at the

polls As a result. Amherst residents

may choose to ignore UMass con

cerns, which could cost students

dearly.

Paul Hayes ft Collegian staff

member

ihirp3MPS* pRtrrr

seme on.

No news is bad news
It

urivenalks in th» country held an open torum to cfchae crime

reputing en cutYqge canputx. s> partkanwss wvukl Beefy expree

trnv efaau cfshiiv en the sjpk; the saiiat tidy — arum kr

trrtmllobriwnvrccdsy ittupfu-rcrjcrus tnMrau.ii ah.U the

ktatd annut ci aeuaAat- rsjnuut the act iMrukii - presaaix- to

avi»JtK'cii*riMJWaa»*th.i

The recent discovers of omissions in campus police logs issued

lo student newspapers at the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology and Harvard University has further fueled the debate.

and a resolution may only occur if Congress

passes a proposed bill regulating campus

crime reports.

It's called the Accuracy in Campus
Crime Reporting Act, and it might be

just what college newspapers need to

ensure they can provide all information

to the student body. It would require

universities to report all incidents ot

crime, not just those that result in

arrest, as well as provide enforcement

bv restriction of federal monies to

schools who violate the law.

rding to a Boston Globe report

yesterday. MIT Police Chief Anne
Glavin is not too pleased with the pro BsaTaaalBsaaBBBBB

posed bill Calling it "ridiculous." Glavin defended MITi
stance on editing the campus police log by saying it was

"burdensome to record every single incident
"

The greater burden, however, is placed on the student newspa-

pers, who often lack the resources or the clout lo access informa-

tion as quickly as prvioshrtal media. In conversations with editors

from 7V 7kh. I can tell vou thev number one problem is then

rektounslap with NUT police I certainly can't blame them; when

the fagh-yVohV banfs>-dranidng death of freshman Scott kruegei

oxurred best September, the poke* statement issued to 7V Tevh

made no mennon of the incident. Meanwhile, the Boston news

media pounced en the story — and provided the only means of Iil

tering iniamanun lo the students.

The Harvard Crimson has became the latest college newspaper

to issue complaints about imssthg peace irsumation. according to

the But**! Glohr Back in August the arrest of an aieged rarast

was ammad from the Internet version of the police log, the \en* «i

the newspaper apparently reae* upon. Again last week. Harvard

peace faded to report another arrest of an slrgrrl rapist in a sepa-

ratr rodent The Ovnaun. a dash pubfccaOon. ciuki ix< rvjxct

the evident until four day* later Harvard Police Chief Francis

"Student media are

aausing campus police of

intentionally withholding

information about crimi-

nal instances that uvuld

besmirch the rqmtation

oj their university"

.

I aura Stock

kik-v cited organuatxinal problems as the reason lor the unission.

Student nuhi ire aucuwg caifus puice d rasxlndy winKA**;

ia.rn.aui atxxi entass" nsarues thut wcxaJ bsnavh the rertanui et

tr»*r uriversiN Ifia> *• true, ru err, ci» it nam thr ciuiraWtheciinpus

iKwsruM-. but i axil pose a threat «j the asay of siudaas ivxtg vn can>

pus, who n**/ rU salt examfc sources tu real abeU ivikre rt their cxvn

havkMtd

Here at the Uiaversity of Massachusetts, in cwnpaance with the

1 HO Campus Secuntv Act. police issue yearly reports en campus

crime, includaig murder, assauh. rape and

underage drinking And according to

I Mass Police C'hic-t lohri I uippold the

police logs provided to the c 'ollepan on a

dailv basis are not edited Fortunately for

the- ( oUepun and the UMass conimunitv

incidents erf dangerous crimes such as rape

and assault are often alerted to reponers in

addition to being listed in the police lug.

Ih^ilixxTiMiutisrirreviisusuxfTitTiaf

tan poaaang *j campus -iierv .i the Irsveran.

txxMvr The' aJiaatratxni itseD. thretaii *ne

l Mtt. Vvss. cWxv. * jvfucenusaix it cinv

rx*i»Jiisaxreariictkrtuiies. qisk-ttJang.

I.i example, mysteries surrounding the

death of Nigerian graduate student in

February IW were not put lo rest unta last Friday An entire year

later, the Collegian was finally able to report a heart c\mditk<i

,-rci^1 his death. The cause of the lanuary death ot a UMass

senior and former loothall player has vet lo he released by tlv

University. And back in Deceniber I^Wb. the discovery of a con

wl sc-x offender living on campus which the I nivetsitv

knew about was not made until Channel 40 News in

Spniatfieid aired a three-part series.

Mate officials and medical examiners do contribute lo

the delay in the release of mlorination. but when the

L niversitv refuses to issue statements regarding deaths or

serious crimes, it only exacerbates fears and rumors that

circulate around campus
Caught between their dunes lo protect the wet-bcaig of stu

dents as pokce officers and mar obagarion to protect the reputa-

imi of the uraversity as admaastiaturs. campus pokce chiefs are

placed in a lough position I kipclulh . wall supped from uruv ci-it

\

police across the country. Congress wi pass the proposed bill and

aB information wfl be acoeaabsr to cotegc media I .et the burden

lad un us — we can handle it

/ MM Mm A is j Collegian columnist

Letters to the Editor

SGAafidlxisketball

Tolfcedaur
As a former Senator. I have to

applaud the SGA on our last meeting

of the fall semester — we accom-

plished a lot in that meeting I really

hope that trend continues throughout

this semester The campus will only

(eel the effects of those meetings if

are able to legislate efl

'lively, and are rfcftlogged down bv

'reports andtrrvtfl matters. I also

encourage any students to step for-

ward and sit on the Library Research

Council, to provide insight into the

students perspectives to the librari-

ans

I am happy to see more people

coining to the UMass basketball

games, especially over the winter.

It would have been nice to see

more fans at the beginning of the

season. There are plenty of

activities at UMass students may
take advantage of. Try to take in

as much as you can there — it i«

much harder to do so once vou

graduate.

Scott C. Buchanan

Bckhertown

Bombings good
for Iraq

To the editor

Hussein Ibish (Feb >i insist* that

US polkv on Iraq is a "failed policy

based on a phony analysis.*

Something more substantial than

some far fetched theory of a I I

Israeli-lewish American conspiracy

against innocent Iraqis is needed

Dm]" Coltepan readers need to grasp

whv an Iraq minus Saddam and
advanced weapons is in America's

beat interest and wwrth some risk to

atiaMMP*" af""»»"W
I s p..!k v hat not been to

unseat Hussein, but it should

be The threat posed by
Saddam to the world commu-
nity is substantially greater
than the rogue, repressive
regimes that reigned in

Somalia and Haiti, and in

both cases the U.S. worked to

install a favorable govern-
ment. The U.S. actively
sought to boot out the bad
guys. Saddam merits treat-

ment no different.

Ihish argues that America's
"failed" policv vis-a-vis Iran, for

instance, "has only succeeded in

isolating the United States" In

1981. another country stood

alone against a regional threat

The Israeli bombing of Iraq's

near-completed nuclear complex

at Osirak guaranteed that the

allied coalition ten years hence,

and perhaps in mere days to

come, did and will not face a

nuclear Iraq. Isolation, in this

case, should be an American
ambition, not a fear.

Ihish opines that U.S. policies are a

"pathetic fraud" and grounded M
"fabricated claims of Iraqi exotic

weapons programs and evil inten-

tions." Military experts report that

Iraq funnels oil earnings away from

humanitarian needs to a rearmament

Mart The Russians continue to send

> area, aauiiaat and know-how Such

a .••cnsaMa of Saddam '* weapon!
program must not be ignored.

It il not the threat of resumed

bombing that makes Saddam
sweat most; it is the thought of

I V arms inspectors having free

reign in Iraq to locate weapons of

mass destruction Do not be

fooled. Saddam, who invites Iraqi

women and children into his

palaces to serve as human
shields, will not fret much when
the bomb* begin to fall, so long

as he survives atop Iraq.

Contrary to common belief,

one thing about Saddam's psyche

II predictable. That is. like gener

ations of Middle F.ast leaders, he

understands only violence, and

any diplomatic solution will serve

onlv to buy Iraq time.

Bombings will convince Iraq that

his game is over. This not onlv serve-

American interests, it serve* the

Iraqis themselves.

lev. Michael Sacfcck

SADK:K|@>gunet.gcorgctown.cdii

WRITE FOR ED-OP!!!
COME DOWN TO THE COLLEGIAN
AND SPEAK TO DAN or TAMAR
Hampshire, Smith, Mt. Holyoke, and Amherst students — we want you!

The Collegian Ed/Op page is planning to run a Four- College Commentary feature evcrv

Wednesday. Because the Collegian is distributed on the five Pioneer Valley campuses, we

want the voices of all to have a place on this page.

Columns should be 700-900 words long, have your name and a phone number on them.

and be submitted by Mondav »r C0O*v They can be sent to the Collegian. I 13 Campus

Center. UMass; faxed to 545-1592; or emailed to letlersCa oitvms.oit.umass.edu. Call

Tamar Carroll or Dan Bodah at 545*-
1 491 for more information.

We will be publishing a Point/Counterpoint featureon Wednesday, Feb. 18th, analyz-

ing the War on Drugs.

Is it a success or a failure? Should it be continued? What effect has it had on the use

and sale of drugs, the prison population, or civil liberties? What are the ethical issues

involved in this legacy of the Reagan/Bush years?

Columns should be submitted no later than 5 p.m. on Monday, Feb. 16. They can be

delivered to the Collegian offices at 113 Campus Center, UMass; faxed to 545-1592; or

emailed to "letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu". Call Tamar Carroll or Dan Bodah at 545-1491

for more information.
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Nominees for soap awards;

Annie & Kristin sign off
I et me start off by wishing thi»e of vim with a signifi-

cant other a Happy Valentine's Day (otherwise known
as "Black Saturday" to my friend Susanne and I). No
doubt, we'll be treated to a heavy dose of sappy love

stuff on the soaps this week — troubled couples coming

together, professing their love for one another, etc. (you

biba the drill). It's for exactly this reason that my love

lite is such a mess. Soaps, as much as 1 love them, have

lelt me with a legacy of high expectations

is.mii- cuuld be said for "Titanic " which I

thought was superb). I mean. I've had my
I.hi share of romance but it's never been to

the tSifWN of . let's say... Sonny and
Bu-nda on "General Hospital" or Bo and
Hope on "Days of Our Lives.'

1 know it's only a soap, movie.

ck and that they tend to exag-

gerate things just a bit (somewhat
n understatement) but the

hopeless romantic in me wants

to buy into it. Isn't denial a

great thing? Damn those

HMOtl
Well, did anyone happen to catch "OH* on Kridav

'

\lter two years ol waiting C'arlv finally bit the bullet and
told Bobbie the truth about her paternitv

The entire Blue Wall was in a Iren/y lor at least the

2e> ol us who were watching) It was incredible, definitc-

K one ol the all-time greatest moments in "CH's" long

bJatOT) and it's only the beginning If you're a *CH" fan.

I'd highly recommend that you watch today's episode.

Other soaps to watch this month... definitely

"Guiding I ight" (last week was a hoot) and "Days."

lune in lo get your last glimpse ol two ol davtnm -

nastiest vixens. Annie and Kristin respectively I sniff

what will I do without thcs< two gems' i Both are slated

to depart soon On "Ol ," look lor Allie s e\ to show up

in town (one guess as to who's behind this). On "Days."

ten's presumed dead and Laura wants revenge (she

enlists the help of a gun)

I |usi wanted to remind the die hard fans out there

that the Sotip Opera Digest Awards will air on reb 27

>>n NBC It's usually pretty fun although the nominees in

some of this year'v categories are a bit off the mark

Take the category hottest romance for instance. Mateo

and Haylcy Irom "All My Children* (they spent half the

year bickering over Adam). Holden and Lily on "As The

World Turns" and |ohn and Marlena on "Days." Hello?

Sappiest romance, maybe, but hottest? Cutencss aside

itliev are adorable), these couples haven't exactly been

steaming up my television. Other wacky nominees

how about Ron Moss (Ridge on "Bold and the

Beautiful")? My gal friends were chat-

ting about this Friday night When you

have male booty like Tyler Christopher

i Nikolas. "OH*), Frank Grillo (Hart.

"OL"), the guy who plays lack on
"ATWT" (the name escapes me) and

such (1 know this sounds harsh bir

Ron's not looking so good anymore I

have a slight problem with Kin
Shrincr I nod for Lead Actor as well

It's not that he Isn't an extremely good

actor, it's just that he hasn't exactlv

had much to work with (story).

There are a lew who have had a much
more daunting acting task and have

risen to the challenge Some 1 1 lends and I have decided

to put together a list of the nominees, who we think is

going to win and who we think should win My friends

Gina and the "AMC" ladies (don't let the name fool you:

they're a Ian of more than just "AMC") are my partner*

in crime Here are most of them

Lead Actor

•Min Callahan (r.dmund Grey. "AMc
•Tom Kplin (lake. "Another World" »

• i Shrfnei i Scott. "Port Charles" »

W ho's going to win |ohn Callahan

Who deserve* it: same

Another Girl surprises Iron Horse
By Kevin Monohan
Collegian Start

ANOTHER GIRL

Iron Horse Music Hall

Feb 7

NORTH AMI' I ON - the vibe

was weak and the crowd was
small, but singer/songwriter

1 ynne kelliiuii \ band Another
Girl impressed the majority of the

audience at the Iron Horse Music

Hall in Northampton Saturday
with their surprisingly above aver-

age pop songs and tendei acoustic

ballads.

Working with songs mostly
from her debut album In the

Galaxy — on which she played all

ol the inMiuments except the

drums Kellman guided her

band through a very short set that,

despite its length, provided the

best In the Galaxy has to offer.

Opening with "Super Girl," which

Kellman intended to call her band
before deciding on the opposite

extreme. Another Girl moved
smoothly through their set. The
songs were formulaic, but

Kellman. supported on stage by a

bassist and drummer, proved that

the basic formula for a guitar dri-

ven pop song can still work. The
- from In the Galaxy can at

tunes be cliched. and can at other

times be highly emotionally

charged. Songs such as "Anything

i ou" fare belter when per-

formed live than when produced

in the studio Other songs such as

"Growing Gold" are unexpectedly

uplifting

Kellman did face some technical

problems during the show. Many
times during the performance was

Kcllman's voice drowned out by

feedback and her own guitar

However, these setbacks were
few. and Another Girl sailed

through most of their album with

songs such as "Holiday" and "In

Interstate."

Creating soundscapes without

the complex instrumentation on

the album. Another Girl manajas
to do without the violins and cello

parts that feature prominent I v on

In the Galaxy.

Kellman and company ended
their 40-minute set with the

punk-edged power pop of

"Favorite
."

Sounding better live than in the

studio. Another Girl overcame the

apathy of the audience Saturday

night, and gave them something

en than they expected Kellman

did a more than adequate job of

proving that she is not just

"another girl

Vision of Disorder an intense concert

ColUqion Correspondent

•1 ileen Davidson (Kristin, the Banks' triplet*:

•Vanessa Marcil iBrenda. "OH")
•Kim Zimmer (Reva. "GL")

Who's going to win: Vanessa Marcil

Turn to SOAP DOQa 6

workshops
daytime,
campus

UMASS DIVISION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION

Nearly 100
noncraeJtt

workshops

IrKkJdanf

• Mask Making

• Network Marketing

• Web Ptft Des%n

• Chocolate

• Songwrrting

•ArtTherapy

• Retirement Planning

• Genealogy

•UFOs

• Playback Theatre

• Bartending

• EMT Training

Spring semester workshops begin February 9

For a free course catalog, call 413-545-0107 or e-mail

contined@admin.umast.edu

www.umass.edu/contined/

a quality education at an affordableprice

VISION OF DISORDER
Peor/Sfraaf

reb 7

NORIHAMIMON Keeping up
with their reputation as one of the

best live shows around. Vision of

Disorder stormed Pearl Street la«t

Saturday night leaving behind a tor-

nado-like frenzy, complete with

blood, sweat, and even tears By the

time the four opening bands had fin

ished their sets, the crowd was more
that ready to experience the highly

anticipated headline! of the evening

NigflBICM
CAftlMMDCDOKllK* • TOOA

Classes Daily
' Certified Instructors
' Suspended Wood Floor
' Areas Largest Room
»ww an iai iMi

AMIH-KvT AIIII I.I' "111.
i W« s-t SNlrrrl

flaaith Amhrr- I 2 ><> <m>«.m

Among those bands aiding in the

night's festivities were Crown of

Thorn/ and One King Down who
lor the most part, did a more than

adequate job in warming up the

audience for to energy-filled event

which promised to take place soon

enough.

Straying from their usual routine.

\ c> D opened with "Suffer." and

thus began the night for the entire

hardcore family respectfully assem-

bled at their feet "Element." a

favorite among many, soon followed

as lead singer Tim Williams clearly

demonstrated his impressive vocal

abilities, which are imitated by

many singers, but duplicated by

none. Playing most of the songs off

ot then silt titled, latest release.

such as "Gloom," "Zone Zero" and

"Ways to Destroy One's Ambition."

Vision of Disorder tried to dispel all

beliefs that one must act a certain

way or comply with a certain

lifeMyle to enjoy their ma

The band also gave a sample oil

of then forthcoming albumidue
out in mid-luly. according to bassist

Mike Fleischmann i in the form ot a

funky lune entitled "Impact * And
what V.O.D show would be

plete without the old school classic,

"Choke." which they played, as

nearly everyone pre*ent whipped
thcmselve* into a turn 1 tiding the

evening with "D.T.O." and their

encore. "Through Mv I w
of Disorder left many people happy

and very few . if any. dissatisfied.

Although much criticism has been

heaped upon this hard- working

band in regards to what they do and

do not stand for. nearly all of doubt*

were destroyed in this intense, live

performance. Hardcore shows never

cease to amaze as the bond between

fans is second to none and the ener

gy of those present and their loyaltv

towsrds the band* rate among the

highest of any genre of music This

show was no exception.

• Division of continuing Education •

university of massachusetts amherst

Great Service!

Great Products!

Nutrition
Express

For Your Fastest Gains

Supplements Personal Training
Nutrition Programs

Designer Whey Protein $26

Creatine 400g $29

Met Rx 20 ct $38
Diet Fuel $21

Androstenedionei

Fet Burners, f—4 Bars, * SJere

Ask for Garrett

253-1850

*nmo
S«*no- .. !...!.< n N I..M ..».*

.

Ml Forms 4 «584 9153
Ml. Farms Mall

Wag The Dog (R)

Today at (5 50 9 $2 50i 8 40

Desperate Mceeuree (R)

Today at (5 50 9 $2 50) 8 40

Aa Good As It Gets (PO-13)

Today at (5 30 @ $2 50) 8 20

Blues Brother* 2000 (PG-13)

Today at (5 40 @ (2 50) 8 30

ma-; '.*shir

ipshin' M.ill

Great Expectation* (R)

Today at (5 30 « $2 50) 8 30

R*9p«a)C#fT*OOt KMeSTB (R)

Today at (5 50 ® $2 50) 8 40

Spice World (PG)

Today at (5 50 • $2 50) 8 40

Titanic (PG 13)

Today at (4 20 ® $2 50) 8 10

Good Will Hunting (R)

Today at (5 20 @ S2 50) 8 20

Deep Rising (R)

Today at (5 40 ® $2 50) 800

no P.i«i*.*>» nr CsMBpSMM
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Uniuersity Health Seruices I

Mental Health Groups Spring '98

aiPRXtffr BRfcAK ti'

BAHAMAS'

$349! rNCLUDfcS all HOURS
OF FRfcfc DRINKS

Ct UDE:
•flj toe W -w s*i** ra *Wr» ran

<* e-nj, pojbvc mi tow r*et*>

» a* • in» tpMnj Ml> >0 «bbI

-.-eviver j i.wsrfa > , •imtm*mw*ehmm*K9**
• hoasjatwv IB* $% to«<* m - K, ^ m „ <-~ tfrr

• OMftcr ten *»«*•*•*•» •ifjtaw*s**h«mff0*B»ttMfi
av>»3(** rfattTT'«*>ihn«iniB

• Wifcw* reara-to* IX ajh% tMBL ftJWss*

hra+fUOOriD*-****. • M Br.V> '^K jrfcW* #T **
• '»HC*hW -•r^ra^itaH **rmp**T**anM*m*tm

TiwrcN

Can fa

: i^fMii-sa&M'n

FIND 15 FRIENDS AND
YOU LL TRAttL FREE'

'» l 1
1
» "»» boolma ««*> bmlflUI nancunn^

MONonv

THE DREAM, THE BODY
RND THE HIDDEN

i PSVCHE
" E^rjorehowouT dreams refract tie

1
oVraKSofouT tBcfesarijefTrjsorci

ITcpcsrtdudetjreaiTvalctafTiV

ttperrics, psyrtt&jvea: pnxess, heerti

1
and He Lrcorecxxis nrsrcl

I Mon.,9-10am., 3/2-4713

a

I INTERPERSONRL
I GROUP
s Facx*^rnenarxJr<rnenw*io

Iexrjenerce dffiaJfes in itBperscnal

comectonsor vrfio have concerns about

farrelabcTTsrips

I Mon.,3:45 - 5:00pm, 3/2-5/11

, SUPPORTING GRV,

LESBIRNRND
|
BISEHURL IDENTITIES

I

Exploring such issues as: coring out

buWng cofTiTXjnly.Cxitijr^^

_ iamlyofcilgnartjSuWsmafBgerTt^

Mcn,145-&MpTri, 203-4/13

I

WEDNESDAY

RDULT CHILDREN OF
DYSFUNCTIONRL

FAMILIES
This 8 week group is for individuals

wanting to explore the impact of family

relationships on their lives as UMASS

students.

Wed., 3:30 • 5:00 pm.

MEN OF COLOR
Focus will be on the academic,

interpersonal, social and dating

dynamics of men of color Identifying

body image, self esteem, sexuality and

the reactions of society will also be

explored.

Wed., 3:45 -5:00 pm., 2/25 -4/1

MORE
Groups

Beginning

IN LATE
SPAING

545-2337

THUASDAY

COUPLES SKILLS GROUP
Improve your communication and conflict

resolution skills, to help deepen your

relationship

Thur., 8:30 • 10.00 am.

WOMEN'S SELF
EHPL0RRTI0N GROUP-

(For older undergraduates, graduate students,

student dependents and Kaiser members)

This group provides an opportunity for women

to explore personal relationships, work,

studies, family of origin, health, acculturation

and other relevant concerns. This group is

ongoing with members added as space

permits

Thur., 9-10:30 am.

COED SELF-
EHPLORRTION GROUP

(For older undergraduates, graduate students,

student dependents and Kaiser members)

This group provides an opportunity for men

and women to explore their intet personal

relationships. This group is ongoing with

members added as space permits.

Thur., 3:30 • 5:00 pm.

FRI DAY

UNDERGRADUATE
WOMEN'S SELF •

EHPLORRTION GROUP
Prrnariy focused on women w«i set

esteem issues who wart to explore how

hese issues may interfere wKh her abity

toform saisfying tnterparsonal

retebonstips.

Fit, 9 -10:30 am., 2/13-5/11

Groups are conducted by

Mental Health Division

staff. Group sessions are

covered under UHS Basic

Health Plan and Kaiser pre-

paid plan. Groups require an

initial screening

appointment which can be

arrang ed by calling

545-23 37 or by stopping at

127 Hills North

For further information

please call 545-2337,

Mon • Fri 8 am - 5 pm.

or refer to the Mental Health

website at http:

www.umass.edu/uhs/mentalhealth
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soap
continued from page 5

\Vhu Ji'H'iu- ii I ilccn

(the tact that Cynthia

Watros. Annie on "LI

didn't tVM ^et a nod i^

>J ridiculous).

Hotteti Male:

• Slicmar Moore
t Malcolm . "Young & thc

Reetless)

• Ronn Moss (Ridge,

-B&B"!
•Ingo Kademachci

H" I

\\ bo'l |Ol&f 10 win:

Ingo Rudemacher

Who ttunii ii MM
Holiest Female:

• lensen Buchanan
iVkky. "AW")

• Sharon Case (Sharon,

AR")
•ka^-ie Oel'atva (Hlair.

I tfc I. I ive")

\\ bo'l going to win tie

between Ka»-ie .md lensen

Wh.
IVPaiva

Holiest Romance:
• Mateo and tlav lev

"AS!
• Ilolden and I tlv.

-ATWT*

•|ohn and Marlena,
I >jys"

Who's going to win :

|ohn and Maiicna
\\ ho Jcm'i ves it

Ilolden und Lily

Oulslanding
Supporting Aclor:

•Michael I Knight
dad. 'AMI
•lohn McCook (hi u

"BAB")
•Rohert Newman (|osh.

-Gl")
Who's going to win:

Michael I Knight

Win' deserves it same

Oulslanding
Supporting Actress:

• Tricia Cast (\ina,

• ludi Ivans Luciano
i Paulina i

• hcllcv Menighan-
Hensley, (Bail*.
\IWT")
Who's going to wtai

ludi EvajM

Whi ii >aine

Oulslanding Younger
Lead Aclor

• Steve Burton (lason.

GH")
• Fddie Cibrian (Cole.

-Sunset Beach")

•Daniel Markel (David,

"ATWT")
Who's going to win:

Steve Burton

Who deserves it: same

Oulslanding Younger
Lead Actress:

• l.auralee Bell

ichnstine, "Y&R" )

•Sarah Brown (Carly,

-GH")
•Gina Tognoni (Kellcv,

"One Life To Live" )

Who's going to win:

Sarah Brown
\\ ho deserves ii: same

Oulslanding Vidian

•Sam Behrens
(Gregory, "SB")

• Roger Howarth (Todd,

"OLTL")
• Michael Nadar

(Dimitri. -AMC" )

Who'l going to win:

Roger Howarth
Who deserves it:

Michael Nadar

Oulslanding Villiancss

•Sarah Buxton ( Annie,

-SB")

•Alison Sweeney (Sami,

"Dav-
•Cynthia Watros

(Annie, "GL")
Who's going to win:

Alison Sweeney

Who deserves it:

Cynthia Watros

Oulslanding Male
Newcomer:

• lensen Ackles (Eric,

"Days")
• Michael Park (lack,

-ATWT")
•Clive Robertson (Ben.

"SB")
Who's going to win:

Michael Park

Who deserves it: same

The rest of the nomina-

tions will be in next

week's column.

lacob Fanning it a

Collegian columnist Soap

Chat appears on
Mondays You can e-mail

any questions or com
ments about this column

t o

jfanning&ttudent. umast.e

du
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She's back!
My Best Friends Wedding, starring |ulm Roberts, is the number one movie video rental Roberts stars as

kinanne Potter, a restaurant cnttc, who realizes too late that she's in love with her best friend m this romantk

comedy

Want to write for Arts & Living?

Come down to The Collegian_in the_b£i

Campus Center and speak to Seema

ent of the

Gangatirkar

.

J

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL
Pentium 166MMX Complete

System Starting at $11•
•» UMB Rant 4 14" Color I

looking for a

Computer?
i Canto start** at »»

Green Leaf Computers

Amhcrst

f>

The Right Place to Be!

3 Barbers Everyday

Unisex Hair Styling

Jim Tern" Gal*

Guys a, Cola* toner Cuts • Fade*
flipper tuts • Kids ( "is

Layer Cuts • Flat Top*

9 & up Hours: Mon- Fri. 8-5:15 • Sat 8-4:45

arbers

f Tel. 253-1722

40 Main Street. Amherst. MA
Next in Newbury Comics

i

Appointment Not Neccessary

• 50% Student Discounts

• Right in Amherst

• Space is Limited! Call.

fl°©®@-ISJ-©MI-iMlS^
Free Info Session Wed Feb 25th 4f 7 00 pro. Lord Jeffrey Inn. Amherst Common

COME SEE WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT...

SHAB Gain Experience in

Administrative Aspects

of Health Care

Come join the

Student Health

Advisory Board

Informational meeting:

Wed. Feb. 11 & 25, 5:30 -6:30pm

University Health Services Rm. 304

For mora Info call Tamara at th. Health Education Offlct 577-5181

,jj5ft
SYRACUSE

V™' STUDY ABROAD
Zimbabwe • England • Italy

Hong Kong • Spain • France

• Wide-ranging courses

• Internships & service-learning

• Business programs in 3 countries

• Organized study-travel

• Grants, scholarships, loans

• Placement in foreign universities

Syracase I ahenilv 1'.' taclid Avtaat Syracase, NY 13244

800 235 3472 saabroadesyr.tda http://saawtb.syr.tda/dipa

//What a Great Experience! //

t »>

.*. ^mm
« »

Learning the language. Meeting

people. Coming face to face with

history, art and architecture, culture,

food and fun.

UNIVERSITY
STUDIES ABROAD
CONSORTIUM...
Small classes. Personal attention. Fully

accredited — receive university credit.

We provide great classes in intensive,

language, history, anthropology, art,

business, economics, political science...

University Studies Abroad Consortium

University of Nevada Library / 323

Reno, Nevada 89557

(702) 784-6569

E-mail: usac@admin.unr.edu

http://www.scs.unr.edu/-usac

AUSTRALIA • CHILE • COSTARICA • ENGLAND • FRANCE • GERMANY
ITALY • NEW ZEALAND • SPAIN • THAILAND • CHINA

UMass takes step back in Hockey East playoff race
Simply stated, the Massachusetts hockey team

look I huge slop backwards tins weekend.
Afler enjoying its lust pair of back-to-back

wins of the season last weekend against

Providence and Merrimack, the Minutemen put

themselves right back in the thick of things for the

final play oil spot in the Hockey Fast tournament.
With a key weekend against New Hampshire

and UMass I oweil, the Minutemen needed to

pick up at least one victory to close the
three point delimit ihc\ laced

However, they came away pointless and are

mm looking at an uphill battle over the final

month ol the season Still lurking in the immediate
future are games against Maine Ithree), L Ml
(two), loeton Uaiveralrj uwoi and Boston
College (one). I Mass still trails Memmack lor the

last tournament spot bv three points, although il

does have two games in hand
"\Ac have to be like that chicken with the frog's

hands w tapped around his neck It ain't over 'til

it '| i'vci ." Massachusetts coach |oe Mallen said

lollowmg hi^ teams $_ I deleat at the hands of

UMass -I owell scsterdav afternoon. "But since the

program testaited it's been never say never, never

say die

"We II go nght down to the wire and see if we
catch some oi thc»e tcam> thinking that n

easy game, and then all of a sudden it's a hard

game." Mallen said. "I think that it's important for

all of out pqn to plav hard down the Stretch. It *

important (of our seniois. the puys thai restarted

the ptogram from scratch, and that our younger

players gei more experience

So what went wtong litis weekend for UMass?
Praclicallv every thing.

Iiiday night the Minutemen made the trip to

Durham, NIL and fell to the Wildcats 4 I

Odd man rushes did the Minutemen in on numer-

ous OCCtsssOM, and onlv the ICMKtactslssT goaltend

wig kit Brian Regan kept the high- powered Neve

Hampshire attask from putting seven or eight

goals up on the scoreboard.

I \H plays really well in this unk. It suits their

-tv le ol play." Regan said in regard lo the

W'hiuemore Centet "Ms )ob is to keep my learn in

the game I like plaving in this building II vou

can't gel up lor plaving here, then you can'! get up

for anything."

R I Gates tallied the lone goal for UMass. who
seemed lo still have some momentum heading into

Us Sunday matinee with the River Hawks.

But the anemic offense that prevailed so often

early in the season returned to the Minutemen.

After tallying onlv five shots in the first period.

I MM! didn't Imd the >n>ieboard until the 8:52

mark of the third period, when Dean Campanale
split the Lowell defense and heat Martin I illton to

eut the UMass deficit lo 2 I

Ihe comeback effort was shwit lived when

Mike Mulligan poked home a loose puck 1 Ob

later to seal the deal on the River Haw I

sweep over the Minutmen and recapturing of the

\lumni Cup.

"We had a bunch of guys playing well, but we

also had a bunch of guvs that didn t some to play

tonight," Campanale said. "We need to come lo

the rink with more intensity When we plav with

intensity, the offense happens."

The Minutemen still were only down by two

Dak with live minutes lo play in regulation, when

leading scorer Tim Lovell crushed a River Hawk
defender up against the boards I oveti wee then

given a live-minute major and ejection for hitting

From behind. The penalty esspemtssj to be retalia

lion for the fact that I ovell was harassed through

out the game by the 1 owell defense

"V>u can't take a penalty like that not at that

point in the game," Mallen said "We re uving to

get back m the game and one guy takes out his

frustration- rhat's ium unacceptable."

So what s nevt for UMass? A trip to Orono.

Maine to mot the Black Bears in a weekend series.

Will the Oi lekyll perspective ol the Minutemen

come 10 tiunion. or will Mi Hyde show up?

We'll just have to wait and -

Mike kob\lanski is a Collegian .ulumntsl

Women s gym undefeated

after Fisher secures win
By Justin Rudd
Collegian Staff

hockey
continued from page 10

In a massive lapse in deleiiMve

MM coveiage, lohn Campbell was

left alone in ttont ol the net and the

sophomore lorwaid took his

time to beet Regan high to bis glove

vide loi the 2 lead at the 8 07 mark
oi the thud pcii>>d Campanale got

the Minutemen on the boutd with a

one man stjckhandlmg show at the

8:52 m.n k scoring on Rllion high to

hi» Mitk side for the 2-1 dcliui

Bui Mulligan's goal just I Ob later

was enough lot I owell. and after

alieadv winning the tn-i two games
in the season series, the Alumni Cup
was lor the Meat Hawks taking. .

On I ndav night. L Mass travelled

to the hostile sonlines of the

Whitteiuoie I enici to lasc oil with

fourth-ranked LNH II a 4-1 loss

sould be respectable, this was an
example of one. as the Minutemen
faced b,oth the daunting Wildcat

basketball
continued from page 10

hit I <if-4 three putnt attempts lo fin-

ish with 1

1

Rayside pulled down seven

rebounds for the Minutewontcn. help-

ing them lo oulrcbound SBL ) I 24

and create some easv point

»

"It vou rebound the hall, vou give

yourself a chance to win every basket-

hall game that vou ie in We made a

•night, and we talked

arxsjt it in the kjctxr nom. thesdeien

-ivelv vouhevciobkxiivmi not tenlrt;

them get anything easy^Teke that eMre
step and keep things alive, andtnai

alk'wed us k> get sonic extra sK

pull out and run the offense again."

O'Brien said.

The Bonnie* were led by junior for-

ward Hilary Waltman. who had 20.

along with senior forward Kelly

Matthews, who put in eight

The win was an important confer-

ence win for the Minute-women. They

were tied nd place in the

Atlantic 10 fast with St Bonaventure.

yojjsj mio Friday's game. The win will

most hkelv help I MaM lo earn an

automatic bid into the A-10 lourna-

nvcni at the end of this month UMass

am live games |d m the regular sea-

son, all ol them againsl A-10 oppo

nents.

"The second place team is the one

that gets the bye for the first round,

and right now as a team that's what

vou a- going for," O'Brien said.

um\m

ollense and the daunting capacitv

home srowd ol b.l 10

Two goals in the I list period by

Springfield native lorn Nolan proved

to be enough for the final score, but

I Mass came hack with a strong M
ond period eltort only to have Mark

Moamn score on a power play with

:J5 left rreshman forward R.|. Gates

scored his seventh goal of the season

at the 2 18 mark of the third period 10

slue I NH'l lead to 5-1. but IVrck

Bekar's breakawav goal ai (he 4 47

mark slopped any momentum for ihe

Minutemen,

Regan stood on his head i

again, making 28 saves in the pi

where he set the HI quarterfinal

revord of 55 saves last season. Mallen

went into ihe game knowing that if

his learn gave up too manv odd-man
rushe* thev would lose — and they

did

"We gave up way too many
odd-man rushes, and we had a good

game plan going into the game, hut

we just didn't execute it lullv " Mallen

said "The problem was with our

offense more than anything else, and

if we hat ring chances, then

maybe this game becomes a different

*tor\

women's
continued from page 10

balanced offense and shot selection,

through wttKb tbey shii ,>V|U from the

floor, and 4 »8 from thsjr^lsstns^and

Three Minutcwumcn. led bv ssmho-

more Alison Macherland "snih 20.

reached double digit* lunior T« Kraft

followed with 1 5. and there was anoth-

er impressive effort by freshman Kathy

CoyncT. who had 1 1 . Forwards Kara

Tudman and Yolanda Rayside also

came up big with nine and eight

points, rcspcui.clv

But it was MacFarland's efforts that

jump-siarted UMass Driving off the

baseline or taking the jumper from I b

feel out. the sophomore seemed to

evude confidence fn.»m the tip off She

had eight points while plaving iu»t nine

minutes in the first half

"I just felt comfortable with my shot

Undelcated That s the title the

Massachusetts » di - gvmna*
tus team now holds. This past

Friday the Minuiewomen headed

to Kingston, R I to take on their

Atlantic 10 rivals, ihe Rhode-
Island Rams.
Led by freshman (ill Fisher.

i Mass captured us fourth straight

win 18^ 12=) 187 850 With lhi«

win the Minuiewomen improve lo

a 4 mark on the season

U Mass's scoring was sparked in

the dav '« lirst event the vault,

with the Minuiewomen jumping
out to a 48.150- 47 />50 lead.

This edge was initiated bv fisher,

who captured first, and senior

Pcnnv 1 cBcau who grabbed sec-

ond pi.

As the events progre»

I Mass managed to maintain its

lead through the uneven bars.

however the Minuiewomen hit

rough times jn ijds when
ii Emm to ihe balance beam.

With I Mass scoring a sub pai

4b 400 on the beam, the Rams
sei/cd the moment and jumped
ahead leading the competition

into the next event How
itv Rhode Island

was once again overtaken bv the

rallving I Ma-s -quad

tlu last event the

Minuiewomen made things c\.n

ing. scoring a 48.575 on floor

exercise and sweeping the lop

thfM places m achieve the come
I loin behind win

A New York native and team

stand-out. Fisher anchored the

event tor UMass bv scoring a

I ^2V which ranks second
all-lime at I Mass just behind lor

mer All-American Tammv
Marahal'i io.ooo.

Pieher, who hails from Dix
Hills. NY. has made a major
impact on this year's team The
5-foot- 1 freshman comes to

UMass with an extremely im|

sive resume including the 1997

lunior Olympic national floor

championship, and 1995 (unior

Olympic national beam champi-

onship She has been elected to a

numbei of all-county and all-state

teams as well, under the soaching

of I Mass former NCAA champi-

on Marshall

I isher was followed by fellow

N Y natives, juniot Betsv Colucci

and freshman Kyla Palombini

Celuccl finished second and
iibm look third on the lloor.

both helping to secure the UMass
win

The Minuiewomen lake their

undelcated tenure to Bovden

Gymnasium for their next

match-up. when they ia>

Atlantic 10 opponent George
Washington University and Yale

today ai 7 p.m.

UNH goalie Sean Matile could only watch as R |. Cat« scored hts sev-

enth goal of the season in hockey's 4-1 loss to the Wildcats Fnday

£l^

and lei it go." Macfarland said.

"Besides, ii wasn't so much the shots

made but our defease that etadc ihe

dilletencc
"

In the second half. Macfarland mn-
plv lit up for 12 points, including a

J-for-5 outing from behind the arc.

She also contnhutcd three rebounds,

and one Meal while committing only

two personal louls

Her spark led to an all-around

influx id confidence for the

Minutewumen as everyone seemed to

do their part for the win Sabriya

Mitchell played another fine defensive

game with three rebounds, one block

and one steal to go along with her

game-leading eight assists.

Covner was Ienvious when leading

the offense from the point while rak-

ing in four rebounds Also eontribut-

ing to the win was I

scoring a pair an

rebounds

"A blocked shot, a rebound, a

put-back iust plaving the role

being the rebounden. and giving us the

option to score inside is going to make
• las*aehu«etts ^oach

loanie O'Brien said.

The diversity of the offensive punch

along with the rotation off the bench

throughout the game gave UMass the

advantage over St. Bonaventure. which

couldn't find a wav to contain the

Minutewumen The bench plavers sim

plv did what the coaches and team

expected of them and plaved their role

doing the little things to keep the

Bonnies running throughout game.

'What's cheaper than a card?

9{eaithier than candy?
Comes in (ots ofcators?

Can befunny, cute or sexy?

I

Sendone to that specialsomeone.

Campus Center - iodo a.m. to 3ffi) p.m.

Monday - February 9

Wednesday • February 11

Thursday • February 12

Spowsocwt by your Peer Hrsllti Educators

rtsssMl Education Division • University Health Service*

CAIU>IO-»UCPO«a»0 * TOOs\

' Classes Daily
1 Certified Instructors
• Suspended Wood Floor
' Area's Largest Room

AMIII-Ksr Mill I IK I HI.
tbOVYi st s,i,, . i

South Amhr tst 2r»b<M)*.«l

• Over "5 seirrdited courses

# French Immeruon Program

# Fine Am Program

• Advanced Photography sad

Web Design Prograim

9 Cultural rJKurstoiu

ht r mmrr mftrmahn, emit »r imtr

The American University of Paris

Summer Programs. Box S 2000

102 rue St. Dominique

75007 Paris. France

Td.(33M 140 62 06 14

Fax (35/1)40 62 07 17

New York office: Tel. (2121 983-1414

Will sin Imp: Mnw.iiip.lr

I mail Summer

THE
EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

nterns ips

****** l'M«-

n "•

i

he Collegian is looking for talented stu-,

dents to run its Business Department.
>ick up an application at the Collegian
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Comt donee with lata at

walker's Grill on 2/10 10pm

S WIN MONEYS
Wm S m the Central Area Battle

of the Bands on March 6th

Demo tapes due by Feb 18 One
member must be a Central

Resident Contact Chris 6-2169.

Nick 6-5694

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Single room apartment •'

Cdftside Available Feb onward
All utilities included

SS40/month Please call Robin

at 665-1281

AUTO FOR SALE

Purchasing used car?
Having your car repaired? Do
you know your legal rights 7

Contact The Student Legal

Services Office. 922 Campus
Center. 54^1996

Toyota Tercel M Good condr-

tion Extended Dealer s

Guaranty J7500 Can S46 2430

M Toyeta Corolla 5 speed
Good condition 149k S2200
Call 256-1767

I Navy Woe/grey

interior new tires, highway
miles Excellent student car

Runs great $4500 or B/0 Call

5465536

M Chevy Cavalier Good run

rang car Vary i

brain tJm

Has now

engine and rebuilt alternator

about 2 years ago Selling for

H200 IS300 below MADAi Call

546-3842

Jeeek Cam Cash potd

everyday 1-800-649-4795

COMPUTFRS
City ComnwnicatioM Pentium

Computers"! Pentium 233 MHz
with MMX Technology Loaded

Princeton 15" XVGA Monitor

included Only $1 100!! Call for

specs 546-6826

Now P1MMMX from $895
Laptops $1295' Peripherals

ZarVision 582 9198
V/MC/AMEX

EMPLOYMENT

CAMP WAYNE FOR GIRLS
Northeast Pennsylvania 6/20-

8-8.98 Have the BMOt naoaa-

orable saaawar of year I ifel

Directors for Drama.
Camping/Nature. Cheerleading.

Golf Counselors for Tennis.

Gymnastics. Swim. Sail. Fine

Arts. Video. Photography. Guitar

Waterskimg, Dance Piano.

Team Sports Low Ropes.

Karate. Head Chef and
Assistant Other positions avail-

able On Campus Interviews

March 3rd Call 1-800 279-3019

for more information

Tear Caaasalara/Toar
Directors to lead teenagers on

3 6 week adventures m Canada
and the U S A Must be 20 years

of age or older by July i

Enormous responsibility coupled

with umoue travel opportunities

Contact westcoast Connection

800-7670227

NATIONAL PARK EMPLOY
MCNT- Parks. Foresu. Wildlife

Preserves Ask us how' 51 7-324-

3109 Ext N50012

Whitewater Ratt Gaides
I m Western MA Full or

reliable No experi-

ence necessary Wo will train

Looking for athlete, personable

people who law hi work hard in

the outdoors Call Crab Apple
Whitewater 14131339-0188 for

more information and an apph-

EMPIOYMENI
Fall-Time Summer Position

Available at Crab Apple
Whitewater for a Photo
Technician at out Mimlab Job
entails developing film and
printing pictures No experience

necessary but some past use of

lab helpful Call (4131339-0188

for info and an application

EXCEPTIONAL SUMMER
OPPORTUNITY- Camp Wayne.

NE PA |3hrs/NYC>- Sports orient

ed Counselor/Specialists for all

Land/Water Sports including

Tennis Camping.
Climbing/Ropes. Mountain
Biking. Rocketry. Roller Hockey.

Sailmg/Watersknng. A&C.
Drama. Radio. Video Campus
Interviews Tues. March 3rd

Please call 1 888-737-9296 or

516-883 3067 Leave your name,

phone number and mailing

address

MAINTENANCE PERSON
Brandywine Apartments m
Amherst Full-time Genera!

maintenance skills including

electrical, plumbing carpentry

and ceramic tile work necessary

Must live on site Duties include

after hours "call" on rotating

basis. Competitive salary with

benefits, including apartment

Send resume to 16G
Brandywine D* . Amherst MA
01002 Or call (413)549-0600

Fax (413649-1319

CRUISE SHIP ft LAND TOUR
JOBS Discover how to work in

exotic locations, meet tun peo-

ple, while earning a living in

these exciting industries' For

more information 517 324-3092

ExtC50012

ENTERTAINMENT

FOR RENT
SUMMER RENTALS

CAPE COO GROUP Summer
Rentals Some waterfront

houses, some with swim-
ming pools. Falmouth area

Diamond Reel Estote

(501)477 1900

Fridge Rentels Free delivery

253-9742

FOR SALE

Full Siie Futon Used one
semester $150/80 5464841

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

To My Door John,

"Just sit back.

Just smoke cigarettes.

Be the one with the loudest

mouth
'

CAUSE ITS YOUR BIRTH-
DAY) I

Love, Ryanne

HEALTH & BEAUTY

Acupuncture end Herbal
Medicine National Board
Certified Licensed 5496542

INSTRUCTION

University Bartending Coarse
50% Student Discount National

Certification Available Spring

Sessions This Semester Space
is limited l-ftW-U-CAN-MIX

MISCELLANEOUS

Mutants Against Majority
Organisation is an assault on

conrorrmt

MUSICIANS vVANTEDB STEREO & CD EQUIP
No haircutting involved.

solid acapella singing

Daniel 665-7581

PERSONALS

just

Call

"You wore meent for me!"
Jewel Free love and valentines

a t

www.studentadvanuge.com
/qpid

ROOM FOR RENT

One bedroom available
Puffton Village $257 50 per

month 1st and last months
down Must be responsible, con-

siderate, and like to party but

still get work done Call Jay. Jill.

or Rob 549-7203

SERVICES

Know Your Rights ? ,

7~7

questions about your rights'' Do

you think your civil rights have

been violated' Find Out! Contact

The Student Legal Services

Office. 922 Campus Canter 545

2»5

Pregnant? Need help? . a

Birthright of Amherst area for

free testing and ggpjaajajaj f/H
1906

STEREO & CD EQUIP

210 Wott 3 Way Speakers t-o.

Sale Never used $450 or B/O
Steve 5463042

Balloons, roses poems, ate

Send the Crazy Gorilla on
Valentine s Day Sign up m the

Newman Center on 2/10 and
2/12 Student Rates Available

Info call (413)781-9696

Credit Card fundraisers for fra-

:er^'?ies MOae' & youps
Any ..) . . „j ./at'oncan

se ' $1006 :-,-..•

whopping SSJaWISA applica-

tion

CaUl -800-932-0528 eat 65
Qualrfajd callers receive

FREE T SHIRT

Car Aadie Equipment for low

low prices Face Off Cassette

$45 Woofers All sues from

$40 Kicker Boxes from $60
Bass Tubes. Door Speakers.

700WBassbox. House Speakers

700W. Amps and Wirek.ts

Everything Wholesale' i' Call

253 4955 and ask for .lake

Car Stereo Equipment
Kenwood Detach face 1 year
old. paid $350 1 amp 100x2.
paid $150 1 amp 100x4. paid

$100 1 pair Pioneer 6x9 speak
ers, lOOw. paid $110 Whole
system sounds great, needs
nothing Selling as package deal
for $300 Call 546-3842

Tascam Multitrack Recorder
4 track mixing board and
recorder Only 8 months old

Received a 24 track as a gift

over break Will include 1 mic.

never been used; 4 professional

recording tapes Paid $550, will

sell tor $330 Call 546-3842

TRAVEL

Spring Break- Cancun and
Nassau from $399 Air. hotel

transfers, parties, and more!
Organize a small group- Earn

tree tups plus commission! Call

1 800 SPRING BREAK 1 800
777-4642

•1 Spring Brook from $119!

FREE SPRING BREAK AND PAR
TIES- ORGANIZE A GROUP'
Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas.
Barbados. Florida Sunspiash 1-

800-4267710

EARLY BIRD SPECIAL
EUROPE SUMMER-*
Northeast Dep s $329 R/T

Caribb/Mexco $199 fi/T

Florida- $79 0/W
Puerto Rax $99 0/W
Call BOO 326-2009
htq> //www airhitch org

SPRING BREAK M
Free food and drinks' Cancun.

Bahamas Jamaica and Florida

from $399 Organ^e a small

group and travel FREE' Highest

commissions and lowest prices

Cat Surf ft Sun Tours to become
a campus representative

(80015747577

TRAVEL

Spring Break "98 Get Going!!!

Cancun. Jamaica. Bahamas. &
Florida Group Discounts & Free

Dnnk Parties! Sell 5 & go tree'

Book Now!!!
Visa/MC/Disc/Amex 1-800-234

7007 http //www endlesssum-

mertours.com

Classifieds

can be placed at

The Collegian's

Office in the

Campus
Center Basement.

Or call us

at 545-3500

internships Available!

Collegian BusinettOtricr
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MONDAY. FEB

Discussion— "Women at the

Wall*, a discussion at Hillel

HoBM on tolerance and intoler-

ance in Israel, will be held at 7

p.m.

Meeting— SHARE, com-
munit\ service organization will

be holding an informational

meeting at 6 p.m. outside of

room 504 Goodell There will be

free pizza.

Meeting— UVC-TV 19 is hav-

ing its first general meeting of

the semester at 7 p.m. in the stu-

dio, located at 216 Student

Union. For more information

call 545-1336.

TUESDAY. FEB 10

Blood Drive— The American

Red Cross will be holding a

blood drive from 10:50 - 4:30

p.m. in Campus Center 101.

Call 1-800-462-2229 for an
appointment, walk-ins welcome.

Meeting— The Ballroom
Dancing Club will meet from
5:30-7 p.m. in Totman 101. No
experiences is necessary. For

more information, contact
Shannon at 546-2253.

Meeting— The Animal Rights

Coalition will be holding their

first general meeting for the

semester at 7 p.m. in 306
Student Union. New members
welcome, and food will be

served. For more information

call 545-1925.

WEDNESDAY. FEB 11

Auditions— Auditions for the

UMass improvisational comedy
troupe- Mission IMPROVable
will be held at 7 p.m. in Campus
Center 163. No experience nec-

essary. For more information

contact Aaron at 546-5225.

Blood Drive— The American

Red Cross will be holding a

blood drive from 10:30 - 4:30

p.m. in Campus Center 101.

Call 1-800-462-2229 for an

appointment, walk-ins welcome.

THURSDAY. FEB 12

Auditions— Auditions for the

UMass improvisational comedy
troupe- Mission IMPROVable
will be held at 7 p.m. in Campus
Center 163. No experience nec-

essary. For more information

contact Aaron at 546-5225.

Class— Weekly yoga and med-

itation class will be held in

Rutterfield Lounge at 8 p.m. A
Mating >oga monk will be

teaching. For more information

call 253-9553.

Meeting— The UMass Ouecn
Fan Club will meet in the Cape
Cod Lounge at 4 p.m. New
members are welcome. For more
information, contact Sabrina at

546-4938.

Talk'— Robyn Ochs will be

speaking as part of the GLBT
Studies Lecture Series in

Campus Center 803. The topic-

is to be announced. For more
information contact the

r«\ |»jM

daily To submit *n FYI. piejtr i«nd m ptrw
lalttit contammg t* pmmrr* mhxmttion.
ncknanq rhe nam* jnd phon» numtxf at th»

(OnU<t ptrton lo Ih* Collrgion, </o thf
Mtmgnj tdMor by noon th» pnvntA d«y

Stonewall Center at 545-4824

NOTICES

Writing — Spectrum
Magazine is taking submisMon
for the next edition of the maga
zine. The deadline is Feb. 12

For more information, call the

office at 545-2240 or come by

in the Student Union, room
406E.

Ever go straight home after classes and forget to grab a Collegian?

www.umass.edu/rso/(

^

a HSCN
Bulletin Board

3 CBS/3 Hartford

a CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

B PBS/57 Springfield

i HSCN Movie Ch.

m UPN/20 Hartford

m Weafher Channel

io NBC/30
New Britain

it Fox/61 Hartford

IB PBS/24 Hartford

13 WOCH & HSCN

ia International

IB UMass Academic TV

IT HSCN Programming

IB TV-19

IO ABC/40 Springfield

Stm NBC/22 Springfield

B3 CNN

84 CNN SI

8B Headline News

BBUCTV
B7TBS

mm bet

SB TV Land

SO Univision

31 Comedy Central

3B Cartoon

Much Music

MONDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
"WbT
WCVB
WLV1
WHDH
VvTXX

wvrr
wnc
WWLP
WOBT
woor
WSBK
WTBS
A»E
CNN
COM
DISC

. ESPN
~UFT
-MTV-
NICK

scm
"tl£-
TNT
USA
HBO
"HaT
SHOW

Ji. Withbontl

Newt X

f Ntwt X
FuIIHouotX

ChatnX

Ntwt X

Ntwt X

30

I

6:00

Horn* Imp.

Creatures

Mad Abo You

Family

6:30 7:00 7:30
ButineseRpt

CBS

CBSNtwj

ABC Newt

BoyWorld

NBCNtwa
Mad Abo. You

NBC Ntwt

SimpaonaX

NBCNtwa
ButlnaaaRpt.

ABCNawt
Mad Abo. You

Family

Northam Eipoturt I
WorldvltwX

Lounoa Lte. IMaka-Lauoh

wtnga "Madium Bombti

UP

not M
i Clot*

iuparmi

BWIR
arket Dtbt

SoortKotnter

Nawahour With Jim Lthrar X
Intidt Edition RtalTVX

Extra X
Intidt Edition

Fftth Prlnct

Whttl-Foflunt

Judot Judy X
Ent. Tonlghl

S^nWdX
Whaal-Fortunt |Jtopardyl X

AnUquatRoadariowX

Ent. Tonigrrt

Olympic Winter Gamte X
Orymplc Winter Samoa X

Chronicle X
FrathPrinct 7th Heaven "Homacomng" X
JaoparoyiX

Judot Judy I
Hard Copy X Suddan-Sutan |Flrtd Up X
FraeierX

Nawahour WHh Jim LahrarX
Stinltld X
Seinfeld I
Andy Griffith

FraeierX

FraaierX

Law* Order X
Andy GriffHh

Montylint X Crottflrt XtyHnt

3

Pally 9how (R) Istaai't Money

G^

fESPY

Uvt (In Sltrto)

FiguraHOui ITinyToon

Quantum Leap (in Sltreo) X
fltnoveHon IRanovati^

Loit 4 Clark-Superman

Baywatch "Atlershock" X
4.45
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Celebrity Wtddinga: In Style

HouttolStYltHoutt Party (R)
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American Eiptfitnct X
8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 I 10:30 11:00 I 11:30

tforahouta Man I

FunnkMt Homt Vidtot

Sudden-Suain

In tht Hout*

FWadUpX
InthtHoutt

Mtlroat Place till Train lo Baghdad" (In Stereo

Suddtn-Suten IFtrtd Up X
Antiquat Roadahow X
Funnieat Home Vidtot

In tht Houtt |ln tht Houat

20/20 X
Three "Hopt" (In Sterto) X
CaroKnt

GoodNtwtX
Caroline

Caraant

Naked Truth

GoodNtwtX
Naked Truth

Naked Truth

American Experience X
20/20

1

Good Newt X IGood Newt X'

a*£ "ffia Ara(FWr
,
(tB80, Horror) Lou Oarnond

Biography "9«bY face Nelson"

World Today X JLarry King Uva X
a "A)rnaadii'(1994. Comedy) Brendan Fraaer, Steve Buicerr

American JusticeISi
Wild Pltcovary: Komooo |Utomete Guide: Big Cata (R)

Practice "The Trial" (In Stereo)

Patttint (in Stereo) X
Grace Under

Dateline (in Stereo) X

Dttellne (In Stereo) I
Truth Butintat: William Hula

PracUca "The Trial" (In Slereo)

IChaamX

Connecticut Journal

NawaX

NewtX

UttShowl
LataShowI
NighHrf» X.

Star Trek: NartGanar.

{ToolflN Show
Vibe

SimpeontX
Ntwt X

Tonight Show

Deep Space 9

Tonight Show"

CharWt Roaa (In Stereo)

Newt X
rA*S*H I RtalTVX

NightCnt «

aa •TrjaPaopla UnoW lhaSfair»"(l991, Horror) Brandon Adams.

Sherlock Holme* Mytltriet

World Today X
Law t Order Consultation" 1

Conned Ham |Make-Laugh

ESPY Awardt (Uva)

Imaorved Myatariaa (In Slereo)

Poug X TRugrattX
Saaquaat 2032 (In Slereo) X
Home Again |Home Again

Babylon 5 "A Distant Star I
Highlander: The SerletX

** "Spto) Jam" (1 996) Michael Jordan 'PG X
"SwrnsiWt. T?ie»toyie"(l987)Rabeccah Bush.

5:15) *** ,

Orlando"(i992) rj iFiimmaktr IFIImmakar

In Stereo)

Hay Arnold! I
Sighrlngt X

Happy Paya

Maatara

Extreme Machinaa

Breakout ' P W Escapes'

lESPYPoatgnv

Pally Show

Woman Named Jackie (Part 1 o( 3)

Faahlonably Loud III (In Slereo) IRoad Rulaa I Parla(R)

Wonder Yean Wonder Yeart

Forever Knight "Blackwing" X
Stealth

I Love Lucy X [M.T. Moore

VR.8 "Escape' (In Stereo) X
G-Force to Oblivion

WCWNItro(lnSlaraoUve)X

Wtlker. Texas Ranatr X |
WWF Rtw (In Stereo) X

« The SiioaMirfa (1996, Drama) Tom Berengar WX
t* Tfwc*v»fi*ipSlar"(1996) Shirley MacUlne. 'PG-13' X
ea'A "Wh»n a Man Lorn a Woman" (1994) Andy Garcia 'R'X

WWFWar Zona (In Slereo) X [Silk Sttlkinga (R) (In Stereo) X
rW "Tha Qimmer Aten"(1996) Steven Saaoal. XlComadv Hour

Sports lllus Monayllna X
Stain t Money

Justice Filts "Psycho Killers"

Sporttcenter X
Aimott Parted IGolotnGirlt

Lovallna (In Slareo)

TsxiTT INewhert X
Saaquaat 2032 (In Stereo) X
Extreme Machinaa (R)

'Muhammad AliSton/

urn \mnmmr nwf;
( \vx) aieven aeagii. m comedy Hoi

The Nurse" {m7. Suspense) Lisa tan. (In Stereo) V,'X
t»'/i •WenartfW (1996, Drama) Ian McKellen. (In Stereo) 'ft'

X
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Bruno By C. Baldwin Robotman By Jim Meddick

Drabble By Kevin Fogan Dilbert By Scott Adams
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Grix of the Box Stop By Brendan & Kevin Doherty

77x7

By Vin D' Agostino

rACDitV

cxmetoc-y

Mi. I'm Laurol I
work horror of the?
information desk
and I' m also a
music majorl

[AAATVOnNTOti

Deadpan Taxi By C. Jones
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Horoscopes
\Ul VRU S (|an 20 -Feb 18) —

Ycjaj ma> be more eoncemed with your

own ptatjure ioda> then you are with am
kind of long-term gains Take care you

don't loae <ight of a goal

PISCES (Feb. I9-Mardi 20) — You

ma> be anraned emah today, but there are

time* when you must not show others just

rnw Lk«e lo the surface your feenhgs are.

ARIES (March 2 1 -April 19) — Take

care that you don't expend all of your

energy earfy in the day. You must be con-

servative and save something for a

late-hour effort.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) — A
small decision ma> prove critical today

Ym must he sure that others understand

not only what that decision is. but why

v\ iu have made it.

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20) — It k

essential that you keep all appointments

today, even if it means negfecting a per-

sonal endeavor that you've been anticipat-

ed.

CANCER dune 21-hih 22) — You

iirv likely to realac today just what some-

erne else is up to - and youll realize, too.

juet how vou fit into the overall plan.

LEO duly 21-Aug. 22) — fal
mustn't make the mistake of thinking that

style and appearance do rua nutter today.

Indeed, how you dress and how u>u

behave are pivotal now

VIRGO (Auo> 23-SefM. 22) - 1

H

mustn't react loo dramahcalh to an unin-

tentional invaeion of privacy today, take

care that you say things in such a way that

you invite agreement rather than argu-

ment.

LIBRA (Sept. 2S-Oct. 22) — You

can't afford lo pack any lights lode)- take

care that vou say (Tangs in such a way that

vou invite agreement rather than argu-

ment

SCORPIO (Oct. 25-Nov. 21) —
Disappointment may be unavoidable

today, but it's not okeh lo bast long Vu
spirits can be lifted by a new encounter

later in the day.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Occ. 21)

— You mustn't respond to new influ-

ences in the same old way today Be more

willing to let change occur in a slow-,

organic way.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jmn. 19) —
fXanestk endeavors demand closer atten-

tion today. You can't afford to make even

a minor error at this time, as others may

not understand.

Close to Homo By John McPherson

* of tHo l>*iv

441 can be the million that

you never made.

-Ani DiFmnco

"For the Ixjodrecath time, no, I don't hove the keys

to the bock of the truck! They're locked in

th© cab with the other*!

'

Today's P.C. Manu
Call 345MM far ImtmnmmH—

Fronkhn

LUNCH
Grilled chicken Sandwich

Cheese Strata

Chiltgetti

DINNER
Chicken Stir Fry

Fried Shrimp Dinner

Lentil Chili

Quarter Lb Burger w/ or w/o Cheese

Worcester
LUNCH

Charbroiled Chicken Sandwich

Barbecued Beef on a Bun
Fettuccini/Tomato (w/ or w/o Meat) Sauce

Golden Burger

DINNER
Beef Fajita

Fried Shrimp Dinner

Tofu Fajita

Manicotti in Sauce

ACROSS
1 Puget Sound

port

7 Oklahoma city

10 Lickety-split

14 Dieters' needs
15 Block a stream
16 Shakespearean

king

17 Dangers
18 Eggs
19 Encourage
20 Rover s doctor

23 Actor Davis
26 NYC opera

house
27 Wave pari

28 Like a button?

29 Food fish

30 It's for horses'

31 Salon offenng

33 Bird of table

34 Fitness center

37 First lady?

38 Prospector's find

39 Inventor
Whitney

40 "Norma —

"

41 Domicile: abbr

42 Offer

43 Grasslands
45 Impress greatly

46 — relief

47 Hurries

48 Trap
51 Neither here—

there

52 Flagmaker
Ross

53 Outer wear
56 Entr"—

:

intermission

57 FedEx
competitor

56 Fixed potatoes
6? Watery
63 Nocturnal

mammal
64 Cold speW
65 Denomination
66 Loop trains

67 Type of plan

DOWN
1 Recipe qty

2 Expert

3 Sedan or

convertible

4 "Hamlet" and
"Othello" actor

5 Free-for-all

6 Subordinate
abbr.

7 Loved a lot

8 Boat crane
9 "— for A«

Seasons"
10 Snow shower
1

1

Eagle's nest

12 Long stories

1 3 Ontario river

21 Overacted
22 Spiny tree

23 Yellow pigment

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

I1MG3H dOO

20-ee 1MB Unrfed Feature Syidictta

24 Debonair
25 Animals'

homes
29 Physicist Mane
30 Pits

32 Spider's
creation

33 Comment
34 Mortar
35 Signs of

drowsiness
36 Untidy
44 Boutique

Items

45 Passionate
46 Brags
48 Hits

49 Cranny
50 Prank
51 Himalayan

country

52 Orthopedic
appliance

54 Country cousin

55 Actor Jannings
59 Owns
60 Type of tnp?
61 Cozy room

Hampshire
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

American Chop Suey

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

DINNER
Beef Fajita

Ravioli with Tomato Sauce

Berkshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Rotini w/ Tomato Sauce

Golden Burger

DINNER
Beef Fajita

Fried Shrimp Dinner

Tofu Fajita

Manicotti in Sauce

Night Editor

Photo Technician

Copy Editor

Production Supciviioi

Production Staff

Chris Stamm I

Brian McDormottl

Victoria Groves I

Jocetyn Burrows I

Susan Ely
J

Teresa Rodriguasl
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U.S. women
bring focus

to Olympics
I went home for lunch yesterday

afternoon and flipped on the television

at 1 prepared myself • sandwich I could

hear the muffled Olympic rumblings

wafting through the dining room, but I

paid no attention to the sounds

When I sat back in the armchair,

grilled cheese in hand. I became much

more interested in what CBS was

showing.

Before me was not the 1 5K women's

classical cross country skiing or the

men's moguls (although for the brief

UM cements top spot in A-10 with win
*• - — the Atlantic 10 tournament is tl

C .i»i\ Kant-

seconds I saw the event looked pretty

Sean McDonough't voice

bed the first broadcast of

women's Olympic hockey And before

I could finish my soda. Cammi Granato

scored the first ever women's Otyaapk

hockey goal.

In the fir* year of women's hockey \

inclusion in the qumkttmM games, my
attention is lurried to the sport more

than ever I'll admit, my focus u par-

tialh due to the trials and tribulations

of Stephanie O'Suflnan

O Sullivan, who was rlsamasrrl from

the United States squad only weeks

before the team left for Nagano, is one

of 1 1 children whose parents both sue

cumbed to cancer. 0"SuUivan. the old

est girl, not only helped raise her

younger siblings, but also went on to

become one of the Boston area's

strongest women's hockey players.

Only she wasn't included as one of

the nation's beat. She is vacationing in

the Carribean lor the duration of the

Olvmpics But she will try again for

Olympic glory when the Games land

on U.S. soil in 2002

Another reason I am watching

women's hockey is because of Granato.

Only a handful of years older than me.

Granato epitomizes all that is good

about being a tomboy. She grew up

shunning iier sister's dolls, preferring

instead to hit the frozen field near her

house with her brothers

Hockey is in Granato's blood. Her

parents' first date was at a Chicago

Blackhawk's game. Her brother. Tony,

is a forward for the San lose Sharks.

She grew up the subject of scrutiny —
and sometimes ridicule — in boys'

youth leagues

Granato's story in not unfamiliar for

the rest of the women on the I I

squad. Almost every one shoved their

ponytails under their helmets and par-

ticipated in boys' leagues. Most of them

were roughed up by brothers, cousins

or neighbors who would have traded

anything if it meant not getting beat by

a girl

But Granato and her Olympic team-

mates have moved beyond that. Sure,

those days laid the foundation for these

women, but now things are different.

These women played on college teams,

in leagues of women. They are among

the best in the world, favored along

with Canada for the top two medal

spots in the Nagano Games.

They are groundbreakers. that fact

should not be forgotten. By using their

natural abilities and by harnessing the

increased attention heaped on women's

sports in the last four or five years

these American women, the other

international women's skaters and the

International Olympic Committee are

making great strides — even if that

wasn't their primary objective.

In keeping with the spotlight on

women theme, another reason to watch

these Games is snowboarding. The

sport is making its Olympic debut and

features a strong U.S. women's contin-

gent, including several participants

who are favored for at least some hue

of medal.

Sondra Van Ert. a former skier

turned boarder, is the reigning world

giant slalom champion and appears

headed for the same title on the

lapanese mountains.

In addition to their own hopes of

glory, these women have a burden to

carry larger than any country's flag.

They have the dreams of young girls

resting on their shoulders — at least

those girls who would rather rearrange

the teeth of an opposing goalie then

rearrange the interior of the Barbie

Dream Van.

There is a whole jeans and t-shirt

crowd expectantly waiting to see how

Granato and company — or Van Ert

and her teammates — will fare in

lapan. Sure. Michelle Kwan, Tara

Lipinski and Nicole Bobek may be

America's ice princesses, but the

women who compete on the U.S. hock-

ey team aren't looking for royalty. They

are looking for respect and recognition

Maybe even a little gold.

And because of them, girls every-

where will be pulling the ponytails out

from under their hockey helmets.

Casey Kane is a Collegian columnist.

Massachusetts 73

Xavier I

By Luke Mared*
CoisgonSfcrf

What I c-uiple game?

The No 21 Massachusetts men's basketball

team solidified its position as the best team in

the Atlantic 10. and posted its I Ith win in 1

2

games by

beating
21

Xavier
71-62.

at the Cincinnati Gardens.

The Minuiemen reverted back to the form

that earned them a 10-game win streak, and

have now passed through the toughest part of

their Atlantic 10 schedule relatively

unscathed

I Mass controlled the tempo with its bruis

ing inside game, taking the Musketeer* out of

their usual frantic pace and holding lames

Posey- often regarded as the best sixth man

tn the country— to tour points. Massachusetts

held Xavier to 24 percent shooting in the first

half, and built an IK- point halftime lead by

shooting bl percent.

Charlton Clarke played one of hit best

game- thi- Mama, scoring IB points —
including four three-potntert Despite fouling

out with three minutes left. Lari Keener con-

tributed 1 2 points and four rebounds, and

\imal Basil helped key L Mats' domination in

the paint with eight points, six rebounds and

four blocks Senior forward Tyrone Week..

who scored 10 points and pulled down eight

rebounds, rolled rut ankle late in the game,

but the injury didn't appear to be serious.

After almost ending Kansas then 49-game

home win tireak on Dec 10. UMaas snaps

Xavier's 16-game home win-streak. The

Minuiemen played sluggishly against Temple

and it* zone on Tuc»day. but handled \avici I

lull court press well enough for the win

Xavier has won 21 of its last 25 games at

but both losses have come to (he

uejaaaaw

Lari Ketner slammed home 1 2 pomu in the Minutemen's 71-62 win over Xavier last night

-We played well.* UMaas coach Bruiser

Fan* taid -Guys stepped it up when we need

cd it most Charlton Clarke had a fantastic

game, he hit some big bucket* lor us

me had their moments | where they

played wellT
It mm kwks hke the road to the top teed in

the Atlantic 10 tournament is the

Minuiemen s to lose, provided they keep play-

ing like they have of late Their AP ranking,

currently at No. 25. shouldn't move loo much

following yesterday » win because of the loss

to Temple on Tuesday

But beating Xavier in such convincing fash-

ion should impress NCAA tournament offi-

cials With win* on the road against Rhode

Island and Xavier and a 79-48 home win

against George Washington on Ian 10,

Massachusetts has now beaten the three

teams seen as roadblocks to an A- 10 title

UMass now stands at 1 7-6 on the season, and

atop the A- 10 East at ^ I

The Minuiemen also now has two wins

over Top 21 teams on the road, and all six

kaaas have come to teams ranked in the Top

20 at one point during the 1997- 1998 season.

And even tl L Stats doesn't earn the automat

k bid by winning an A 10 title, they re still in

the position to go lo the NCAA's for the

eighth year in a row

The Minutemen went on a 27-9 run to

close out the first half, turning a lied game

mio a 4V25 lead Sophomore forward Mike

Babul converted a UMass mats into a basket

to push the lead to 29-22. and Clarke nailed

two straight three-pointers to give

Massachusetts a 11-24 lead Monty Mack

then drew a charge, and knocked down a

three at the other end for a IB- 24 lead.

Clarke buried another three, and the

Minutemen took the IB-point lead into half

taint

Xavier cut the lead to seven late in the sec

ond half, but the Minutemen withstood the

Musketeer * late-pressing flurry. Fteahman

guard lonathan DcPina. whose missed free

throws late in the Cincinnati game allowed

the Bear, mb back and eventually

beat tMaw. hit crucial free throws to cement

this victory against Xavier.

Mack had 10 points, below hit season aver

age of 14.4 points per game, but hit big shots

when needed Babul scored eight points and

had a steal in 20 minutes

Massachusetts returns to action tomorrow

night when it travel* to Duquesne in

Pittsburgh Game time is 7 10 pm.. and the

ci*iteet will be earned by the A 10 Television

Network.

Material from WHMP-FM wtatakim <m>

artuie

Women 's hoop destroys St. Bonaventure
MacFarland leads team with 20

points in weekend matchup

By Jackie Leroux

Coltowr Stag

Massachusetts 71

St. Bonaventure 52

MIAN MCOCSMOTT / COLLEGIAN

Tez Kraft combined with Alison MacFarland and

Kathy Coyner (both below) to help the women's

hoop team cruise over St. Bonaventure Friday night.

Within the span of |usi under a

the Massachusetts women'*

basketball team has gone from play

ing one of its wont games of the sea-

t on .

t o
one
of its

vcrv
baaj

After losing to a lowly Dayton

team on Ian. 1 1 . the Minutewomen

went cm 10 thrash Rhode I -land on

Wednesday, and finally capped things

off with an impressive win over St

Bonaventure Friday night. 71-12. at

the William D Mullin* Center

The Minutewomen shut the

Bonnies down with aggressive

defense and an offense that was on

target

"We tried to control the tempo by

running ourselves and by trying to

slow them down." coach loanie

O'Brien said. "They did a pretty good

job of running, but we didn't really let

them get into the flow of the game

like they wanted to."

For the first nine minutes the

Bonnies were able to hang with

UMass. The score was notched at a

tie four times, until junior center

Yolanda Raysidc hit two free throws

at the 10:49 mark to break an 8-8 tie

and send the Minutewomen on a

28-12 run. Sophomore guard Alison

Mai Fartand keyed the run with eight

potass, u> send UMaas to the locker

room up by 1 8 at halftime

The Bonnies went on a small run of

their own to start the second half and

pull within nine points That was as

.i» SHI would ever come

MacFarland scored an additional 1

2

point- in the half, including three

three-pointers. and the

Minutewomen never looked back

W* knew they were going to

come and try to make a run |in the

second half]." O'Brien said. They are

a very good shooting team, we just

got a little flat on offense, took a

timeout and made some adjust-

men:
MacFarland earned her 20 point-

on 7-12 shooting from the field.

including 1-for-l from three- point

range, and 1-of- 4 from the line It

was a nke change for the sophomore,

who has been offensively quiet as of

late.

"I was just snooting the ball better

today." she said. "They left the middle

open a lot of times, and a lot of our

baskets were from the paint, and I

think once I was able to see that was

when I felt comfortable with my shot

and I just let it go."

Despite not scoring until the sec-

ond half, junior forward Tez Kraft

chipped in 1 1 for UMass. along with

lour Matt Freshman guard Kathy

Coyner found her outside shot, and

Regan, Campanale

not enough in losses

By Jormo Kontanen

Colaown Staff

New Hampshire 4

Massachusetts 1

UM Lowell

Massachusetts

Minutemen.
night's 4-

Turn to BASKETBALL, poge 7

UM's All-around effort key factor in decisive A-10 win

By Kathleen Ralls

Collegian Staff

It was the little things lust returning to the basic*

Everyone came to -hoot. F.veryone came to play defense.

I.veryonc came to win.

That's about all there i- to say about the Massachusetts

n's basketball team's 71-52 victory over St.

Bonaventure Friday night at the William D. Mullins Center.

It didn't matter that the Bonnie-' leading scorer. Hilary

Wallman. reached her points per game average with 20.

That was about their only statistical highlight for the night.

At the end of tht first hall ol Friday night- game, four

Minutewomen had scored over six points. Waltman had just

six points while four of her teammates had contributed a

minute two points a piece. UMass took over the game after

a lew early and even exchange! to head into halftimc Mad

ing. 16-18.

Two things can he said about UMass' win. The first is

th:ii the Minutewomen 's focused defense, especially on

rebounding and transition offense, al times suffocated the

Bonnies. iVic second and key point to their victory was their

Turn to WOMEN'S, page 7

You take a mulligan as opposed to giving your opponent

a mulligan, nght
'

In the Massachusetts hockey team s ) 1 loss to rival

I owell yesterday afternoon at the William D Mullins

Center, instead of taking a mulligan, ihe Minutemen were

on the losing side of one. At

the 9:18 mark of the third

period, junior forward Mike

Mulligan -cored the insur

ance goal for the River

Hawk* to puncture UMass"

comeback bid

After senk>r forward Dean Campanale sliced l.owell s

lead to 2-1 with a goal at the 812 mark of the final pen

od. the back-breaking goal

got by the most unlikely of

people. Senior goalie Brian

Regan was outstanding all

weekend for the

. matching his 28 spectacular saves in Friday

lov i New Hampshire with 28 more

save- in this loss.

However, after Regan could not control the puck on a

seemingly harmless play. Mulligan chipped in the loose

puck over hi- left shoulder to give l.owell a 1-1 win. The

damage was already done, though, and a somewhat slug

gish effort by UMass on both ends of the ice throughout

the game could be considered the real momentum killer

Minuteman coach Foe Mallen credited the effort of two

of his seniors. Regan and Campanale. but not his entire

team. Campanale was almost a scratch due to a knee

injury.

"Dean played with a lot of guts out there for us." Mallen

said. "Lowell jutt played more physical out there today,

and they beat us to the pucks along the boards, and played

real tough. A few guys just didn't give enough to get us

over that hump.

"A lot of guys played intensely, but not enough of

them."

One of the tangible awards UMass hung on to the past

two seasons was the Alumni Cup. awarded to the winner

of the season series between these two teams — not this

season. Lowell coach Tim Whitehead likes the fact the

Cup is in River Hawk hands, but he likes the fact his team

won a game without three out of its top five scorers even

better.

"Its been frustrating lately, so to just win is definitely a

relief," Whitehead said. "This is a real nice rivalry between

our two teams, and it was good to grab the Cup back this

year. I'm sure this series will be just as tough next year."

It was an unenigmatic start to the game, as both teams

were only able to rack up a combined nine shots on Regan

and Lowell senior goalie Martin Fillion. The Minutemen

had a few scoring chances, with the best one coming at the

hands of Campanale at the 11:25 mark as he drove the

right wing and just missed the far post.

The River Hawks went up I--0 on Anthony Cappeletti's

power play goal at the 6: 10 mark of the second period, but

UMass almost tied the game at the 15:21 mark, as senior

defenseman Mike Gaffney's booming slap shot from 20

feet out almost trickled past Fillion.

The Minutemen were given a two-man advantage at the

end of the second frame, but could not capitalize, and after

a series of quality scoring chances for UMass that came up

empty. Lowell made the host team pay for its digressions.

Turn to HOCKEY, page 7

>MLY COLLEGIAN
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Let the hype begin

anew!
After already cele-

brating Hv own great-

ness *rith the Golden

Globe*, Ihe dim
industry announces its

Oscar nominations

today Check out our

predictions on possi-

ble nominees (see

Arts k Living page

Kara Trent and the

Massachusetts
women s basketball

team hope lo contin-

ue their win streak

agamsl Rhode Island

turught at the MuBwu
Center al 7 p m (see

Sports, page 1?)

WORLD

Religious freedom
promoted in China

BEI|INC — American church
leaders opened an unprecedent-

ed visit Monday to promote reli-

gious freedom in China, saying

they are visiting this atheist state

at friends, not as critics

"Evangelical Christianity in

China is booming," said the Rev

Don Argue, president of the

National Association of

Evangelicals "We want to help

the Chinese government under-

stand that Christians are good
oti/ens They show up for work

on time They pay their bills

They're honest." Argue said

Argue, Archbishop Theodore
McCarnck of the Roman
Catholic Archdiocese of Newark

and Rabbi Arthur Schnier. presi-

dent of the Appeal of

Conscience Foundation, plan to

meet with government officials

and religious leaders in China

during the 18-day tnp "We're

not here to inspect but to share

the importance of freedom of

conscience," Argue told

reporters upon arrival In Beijing

NATION

AOL raising fees

to finance upgrade
NEW YORK — America Online is

raising its monthly fee for unlimit-

ed access by $2. to f21 95, saying

it needs to upgrade its network to

handle the onslaught of people

taking advantage of its flat price

AOL members are spending an

average of 2 3 hours a month
online, three times more than they

did before the flat $19 95 a-month

price went into effect in December

1996, Steve Case, chairman and

chief executive of the nation's

biggest online service, said yester

day The increase goes into effect

in April

Case said the increase will pay

for more upgrades of its network,

which collapsed under an

onslaught of new members early

last year, forcing AOL to refund

some customers' money.

The Dulles, Va . company grew

to more than 1 1 million members
in 1997 after it initiated the flat

rate for unlimited access. Half of all

American households that connect

to the Internet now do so through

AOL.
About 75 percent of AOL's

members use the monthly rate

The rest pay $4 95 for three hours

a month, plus $2.50 for each addi-

tional hour, and Case said those

rates will not change.

Some customers were not

impressed with AOL's explanation

for the price increase
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Memorial service to be

held for John Orsak

CJCMO COCltCMN

Stretched to the max
Freshman |utie Garvin, an SOM mator. stretches out yesterday at the Boyden Body shop

A memorial service will be held

on Monday, Feb 16 at 5:15 p.m.

in the Newman Center for

University husetts senior

|obn E Oisak who died |an. 11 at

Cooley Dickinson Hospital in

ampton
AmhciM Police and Amherst

I lie Department ambulance *er

\ue responded to a residence in

Mill Valley Apartments at 1:05

a.m.

Upon arrival, they found Orsak.

a sports management major, unre-

sponsive and attempts to revive

him by medical personnel were

unsuccessful

Foul play is not suspected in

Orsak't death said the Amherst
Police Department" who is follow-

ing up on the investigation, along

with State Police investigators

assigned to District Attorney
I li/abeth Scheibel's office.

An autopsy wat performed on

Monday. |an 12. at the Medical

Examiners office in Holyoke.
However, the cause of death and

logy reports are "still incom

plete' according to a spokes-

woman for the office.

Leigh Faulkner

Curfew imposed on
east Indonesian town
By Gooff SpGftcw

AaKXsoted hm%

with state taxes available
Mass. Dept. of Revenue representatives on UM campus today

Help

By Leigh Faulkner

CoHsokxi Staff

The Massachusetts Department of Revenue llK'k

Taxpayer Service Division representatives will he on the

University of Massachusetts campus today to help stu

dent* faculty and administrators telefile their taxes and

tund>. m less than four d.

rfhi colleges and univer*iiic« in the

iu-etts that DOR representatives are vis

nine

This Near, the DOR has expanded its telelile and per-

puter file program 1- which allows :.i\p.i.

it the use of paper.

MM h dst •) M ft] t.it «tudent» It'l ea

quick It takes .mlv eight minutes t,. tile ,md students

have their refunds in less than four days It ihev direct

il ihi-ii refunds, its even faster." Mitchell Adams.

Revenue Commissioner, said in a pre»« release.

In addition to telefiling. students also have the option

of tiling iheir laves on their computers Soltware can be

downloaded for free from DOR's website at

www state ma us/dor and then students can file their

online

Over 500.000 taxpayers filed I9**fc >tate income taxes

through telefiling or through their PC. DOR personnel

expects an increase this year

Campus members who are unable to attend the work-

.i the DOR customer service bureau for

c uv tilmg The customer service

line i> open Monday through Friday from 8:45 am lo

5 00 p m with extended hours until 7 p.m. on
Thursday DOR is also open on the weekends from 9

am to lp m
To reach DOR's customer service line call

1-800 "W K)l<s<

DOR representatives will be on the sixth floor of the

lell Building today from 5 p m to 7 p.m.

IAKARTA. Indonesia — A dusk to-

dawn curfew was imposed yesterday

in an eastern Indonesian town after

rioters, angry over rising prices

attacked stores and homes owned by

ethnic Chinese. It was the second day

ot noting in F.nde and came as

Indonesia battles n> worst economic

cnsis m three decades Inflation and

unemployment have risen dramatical

Iv .ind austerity measures enacted

under a $40 billion bailout by the-

International Monetary Fund have

added to the disconieni

Although ethnic Chinese make up

only about 4 percent of Indonesia's

202 million people, they dominate
commerce and are often targeted

when prices rise.

On Sunday, a mob of about 1 .000

rioters burned 21 Chinese stores in

Ende. )70 tales east of lakaru Alter

an uneasy night, protesters returned to

the streets yesterday, thmwing rocks

at other Mores, and homes, and smash

ing windows and damaging buildings

Sixty to "0 ethnic Chinese sought

efuge with police, and later were

aauated to relatives' homes, author*

ties said

The violence in Ende was the worst

so far linked to Indonesia's deepest

economic crisis in 30 years.

Ende authorities imposed a 7 pm.

Lawmakers

urge hike in

Mass. wages
By aWon flriCiTrViion

Aitoootwd Pr*«

ON THE INTERNET

ysrww.umass.edu/rso/colagian

BOSTON — Former US Labor

Sccic-ury Robert Reuh joiMd Senate

Prcsideni Thomas Birmingham and

Oelsarl in the State-house yesterday to

urge support for a proposal to raise

the minimum wage to $6 75 over the

next three
)

"We have a phrase now that we
never u-cd tP have in this country.

I: .i I led the working poor.' It

should be an oxymoron." laid Reich,

now a professor at Brandeis

Universirj li you're working full

time, you should not be p V H

•.hould not he impoverished."

Under the proposal, the current

state minimum wage of $5.25 would
increase by 50 DHstl this September

and again the following two years.

reaching $6.75 in the year 2000. It

would then be tied to the consumer

price index to keep up with inflation

in subsequent years

Reich refuted arguments that jobs

will be lost if the minimum wage is

raised by saying that many of the

minimum wage jobs are in service

industries such as restaurants and

hotels which would not leave the

state.

But Carolyn Boviaid. MatJ diractOI

ol the National Federation of

Independent Business, which repre-

sents 10.000 small businesses s.ml

jobs might not move to another slate.

but they will dry up. She used the

example of the husband and wife

starting a business and wanting to

hire a high school student to help out

part lime. If the wages are too costly

the couple would be forced to work
the hours themselves, she said.

Boviard said they wouldn't have

the chance to parlay that part-time

into a higher paying full-time job as

their business grows.

"I guess it's a great political issue

il someone wants to jump on the

bandwagon this election year, but it

doesn't help the people the advocates

say it's meant to help." Boviard said.

The Associated Industrial of

Massachusetts, the state's largest

DANinn ccamx / couicun

Fairy jar

Nick Descognets, a junior, sketches in the background at the Student Union Visual and Performing Arts

Space yesterday... or was he just part of the exhibit?

Iraq to scatter Hussein's elite troops
By Woiel Foleh

Associated Press

Turn to WAGE page 3

BAGHDAD. Iraq — Iraq is poised

to protect tii>ops of Saddam Hussein's

elite Republican Guard from a threat

ened American attack by scattering

them throughout the country. Iraqi

travelers arriving in lordan said yes-

terday.

Word of the preparations, which

confirmed an earlier report in a state-

run Iraqi newspaper, came as Iraq dis-

parched diplomats to several Arab

countries that had joined the US led

coalition in the Persian Gulf War.

seeking their support in the standoff

over U.N. weapons inspections

As | compromise to avert attack,

the 22 nation Arab League was

putting forward I proposal that would

create I special U.N. team to search

some of the Iraqi president's palaces

tor signs of bunned weapon programs.

Iraq is taking steps to lessen the

military impact of any American
strike and to keep Saddam's govern

ment in power, even though the coun-

try may suffer heavy damage.

A commander of the Republican

Guard, which Washington views as

key to Saddam's power, was quoted

in newspapers earlier this month as

saying he expected to spread his

troops — estimated at 60.000 to

75.000— around the country.

Iraqi travelers arriving in Amman,
lordan. confirmed the reports yester

day, saying the government had
ordered schools and other govern-

ment buildings in towns and
provinces be available to serve as tem-

porary headquarters for the troops in

the event of an attack. The travelers

spoke on condition of anonymity.

Yesterday. Saddam talked to a

meeting of the general command of

the armed forces, the Iraqi News
Agency reported. No details were pro-

vided.

After the Gulf War — despite mas-

sive bombing by U.S. -led forces thai

killed an estimated 100.000 Iraqi

troops — the Republican Guard
emerged largely unscathed.

Diplomats in Baghdad said that

most of the one million members of

Saddam's Arab Baath Socialist Party

are also well-armed and prepared to

keep order. The diplomats, who also

spoke on condition of anonymity, said

it was part of the government's plan

to avoid the uprisings by Kurds md

Shiite Muslim dissidents that followed

the Gulf War.

In neighboring Kuwait. U.S.

IViense Secretary William Cohen vis-

ited Al-laber Air Base, which might be

used to launch a strike. Against a

backdrop of fighter jets, he told the

troops that force would only be used

"when diplomacy fails."

A senior U.S. official, traveling

Turn to IRAQ, pogo 2

to b am curfew and dispatched hun-

dreds of troops to patrol the streets

overnight, army Sgt. Lalu Syaiful said.

He said there were no reports of vio-

lence or injuries

In the capital, lakaru. about 500

people chanted "Hungry! Hungry!" in

a noisy protest yesterday outside the

nation's Central Bank, but there was

no violence. Some protesters waved
rupiah notes and U.S. dollars to rjrm

bciiw the local currency's 80 percent

slide over the peat seven months

The demonstrators then ttaged a

street march to the office of a govern

ment body that controls the price of

rice.

The protest in the capital came
despite a three-day show of force last

week by thousands of police and sol-

diers who took part in anti-riot exer-

cises ahead of presidential elections

next month. The security forces have

warned government opponents that

violent protests in lakana during the

election period will be put down with

force.

President Suharto. 76. is expected

to win a seventh consecutive five-year

term when a 1 .000-member assembly

votes on the presidency.

In a meeting with Muslim leaders

yesterday. Suharto told them to urge

their congregations not to believe

reports of food shortages and price

increases Indonesia has the world's

largest Muslim population.

Shevardnadze

survives attack

on motorcade
By Misho Dzhindzhikha»kvft~
Associated Prsst

TBILISI. Georgia — Attackers

armed with a grenade launcher and

machine guns ambushed President

Eduard Shevardnadze's motorcade
yesterday, opening a 10-minute bat-

tle that killed *one attacker and one

bodyguard The president escaped

unharmed, aides said.

State television showed the 70-

year-old leader talking by phone
later with Azerbaijan's president,

assuring him. "I am OK." The gun-

men attacked about a half-mile from

Shevardnadze's residence in the cap-

ital. Tbilisi, as the Georgian leader's

four-car motorcade was returning

home presidential spokesman
Vakhtang Maskhuliya said.

The slain bodyguard had been in

Shevardnaze's car. which was badly

damaged by a rocket-propelled

grenade, officials said. Two other

bodyguards were wounded in the

shootout.

There was no claim of responsibil-

ity for the brutal attack, and author-

ities said they had yet to determine

the motive. Shevardnadze said on
state TV the dead attacker had not

been identified, and there were no
reports of any arrests.

Police and security forces stormed

the area, searching vehicles and
buildings for the assailants —
although they didn't even know how
many men they were looking for.

The attack appeared to be the sec-

ond assassination attempt in four

years on Shevardnadze, who once

served as a Soviet foreign minister

before Georgia gained independence

from the Soviet Union.
Shevardnadze was cut by flying

glass when a bomb exploded in his

motorcade on Aug. 29, 1995. as the

president was leaving for a ceremo-

nial signing of the country's consti-

tution.

Georgian prosecutors have
charged 14 people in connection

with that attack. The suspects

include Shevardnadze's former sup-

porter Dzhaba loseliani. who along

with some of the other suspects had

been a member of the outlawed
Mkhedrioni organization.
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Campus Police Log
Accident Pedestrian

Feb 6

An individual sustained minor
bruises when struck by a vehicle

near the parking lot 7 1 crosswalk on

Massachusetts Avenue.

Feb 5

A parked vehicle was struck by an
unknown vehicle on Infirmary Way.

Feb 6

A vehicle backed into a parked
vehicle on Washington Road

Alarm- Fire

Feb. 6
A fire was extinguished on the

d floor of lames Residence
Hall by the Amherst Fire

Department.

trorn

Feb 5

A dog was removed
Patterson Residence Hall

Feb 6
A dog who was bothering chil

at North Village Apartments

was taken to the pound
An individual called to check on a

on that approached him on
Orchard Hill Drive

Feb

A raccoon was reported in the

area d FaMman lane

j Behavior

Feb 6
An individual reported homopho-

bic graffiti on a chalk board in

Machmer Hall.

A female individual reported a

male entered a bathroom in the

Mullins Center.

A peeping torn was reported in

the women's bathroom on the 8th

floor of Kennedy Residence Hall.

Feb 7

Residential staff from Kenned)

Residence Hall reported a peeping

torn.

Individuals on a balcony in Field

Residence Hail were throwing snow-

balls at vehicles.

Bottles were being thrown

windows in Van Metei I

Hall

Feb 8
An individual from Brett

Residence Hall reported offensive

photographs were placed under his

door

Assault and Battery

Feb 7

An individual from Grcenough
Residence Hall reported a past

assault and batten which oooMMd
on the Southwest Residential Mall

Feb 8
Individuals were throwing snow-

balls at Cashin Residence Hall

Assist Other PD's

Feb 7

UMass police assisted Amherst
Police with a fight at the PIKF house

on North Pleasant Street.

Disturbance

Feb. 6

Residential Stall requested help
from UMPD with a round robin

Feb 7

An individual was causing a dis-

turbance in Kennedy Residence
Hall

Feb S

Individuals were causing prob-
lems waiting for Hampden Snack
Bar to open

A fight occurred between two res-

idence halls in Southwest
Residential Area.

Larceny

Feb 5

An individual reported his movie
rental card had been used illegally

The individual was referred io

Amherst Police.

A backpack. wj> lepoited Molcn
Irom the Hatch in the Campus
Center.

An individual reported personal

property stolen from Hills House
A resident of Lincoln Apartments

reported a telephone stolen

Estimated value: SI 00
Feb b
An individual from Moore

Residence Hall reported a past larce-

ny of cash and video rental card

An individual from Thoreau
Residence Hall reported a laptop

Stolen from his room Estimated

value $2000
Feb 8
A telephone was reported stolen

form Crabtree Residence Hall.

An individual from Hamlin
Residence Hall reported his bicycle

stolen.

Feb. 9

A license plate was reported
stolen from a vehicle in parking lot

1 1 on Stadium Drive

Traffic Stop

Feb 5

Seth A Shapiro. 21. of 10
Oceanwoods Dr., North Kingston.

Rl was arrested on University Drive

for unlicensed operation of a motor

vehicle and failure to stop and yield.

Warrant Service

Fe* 5

Christopher I Deluca. 27, of 161

Chapel St.. Newton was arrested in

Dickinson Residence Hall on a war-

rant.

Vandalism
reb 5

An individual from Brown
Residence Hall reported a swastika

drawing on a wall.

reb. o
A witness reported four indiv idu

ah damaging cars in parking lot 22
on University Drive A total of

eleven cars were (

Feb 8
A vehicle in parking lot 1 1 on

University Drive was reported dam-
aged

A vehicle in parking lot 12 on
University Drive was <

Aid sbwly coming for

Afghan quake victims

Iraq
conMnuod from page 1

wfafa Cohen, said yesterday that Washington was
3.000 ground troops to Kuwait, bobmlng
of that country in the event of aimed con-

flict with Iraq For months. Iraq has challenged
I N weapons inspectors, barring them from key

Has on grounds that such visits would violate its

Punishing sanctions imposed on Iraq after its

1990 invasion of Kuwait cannot be lifted until the

inspector! certify that Iraq has eliminated its

weapons of mass destruction

Iraq sent dMaeaats to several Arab countries yes-

wday. including Syria and Egypt, which fought

1 Iraq in the Gulf War. Syria, in particular.

hat only recently improved relations with Iraq, a

country it long considered one of its worst enemies.

In Damascus. Iraqi Foreign Miniates Mohammed
Saeed al-Sahhaf told his Syrian counterpart. Faruuk

al Shares, that Those who believe that they can

divide Iraq by striking at it are fools and disillu-

sioned*

Al-Sharaa said Syria believed 'there is still room
for a political and diplomatic solution.*

Al Sahhaf was expected to visit Lebanon and
then Cairo on Thursday fur talks with Egyptian

President Hosni Mubarak, who has been working
with other Arab leaders to find a compromise. He
then planned to visit the loidanian capital Amman

on Friday.

Russia, Prance and the Arab League, all of which

have sent envoys to Baghdad, have gone on the

record opposing the use of force and have sought to

broker a deal to end the standoff. Yesterday. Arab
League Secretary General Esmat Abdel Meguid.

who met with representatives of the league's mem
bet nations, said the organization would offer a pro-

posal to create a special UN teem to look at eight

of Saddam's palace compounds, which have been

off-limits to U.N. inspectors.

He said the plan involved allowing regular U.N.
inspectors to visit 60 other Iraqi sites closed to

JMpssjDJi

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian:
Working hard to spitted beer off your floor

By Zorteeruddin Abdullah

Asioocrtod Prsss

RUSTAQ, Afghanistan — The first

desperately needed aid trickled in

yesterday for earthquake victims in

Afghanistan's mountains — on trucks

where roads were passable, on don-

keys where snow and ice were too

deep.

Survivors slowly walked out. with

stories of whole families lost.

Frozen bodies were strewn across

devastated towns and villages, many
still unburied after Wednesday's 6.1-

magnitude quake crumbled hillside

homes of mud and brick or buried

them under landslides. Rescue work-

ers say as many as 3,000 died in the

quake and a series of ruinous after-

shocks.

One girl wept as she tried to

recount how her entire family of

seven was crushed under the rubble

of their home in the northeastern vil-

lage of Khojah Khirat.

"It's so painful, so painful,* 7-year-

old Bahrish whispered, her eyes brim

ming with tears. "I don't know if I

have any relatives left."

She was among more than 100
people yesterday in the only clinic in

the hard hit town of Rustaq, reached

by an Associated Press reporter on
one of the first aid flights into the

quake area. The patients lay in dark-

ness on the building's dirt floor —
the clinic's power had gone out

Hundreds of villagers carried heavy

bundles and led goat herds down
muddy roads in the region, seeking

shelter or fleeing in fear of more
tremors.

A Pakistani air force cargo jet and
a Red Cross turbo-prop plane landed

in nearby Hajaghar yesterday, bring-

ing medical and sanitation supplies,

blankets and tents to the thousands

left homeless in temperatures below

freezing

Military trucks carrying the relief

supplies lumbered slowly toward
Rustaq. 23 miles away, where hun-

dreds of quake refugees were seeking

shelter.

"We don't know where the

(refugees) will stay, and we are try-

ing to organize a camp so they don't

just spread around the town.* said

|uan Martinez of the Red Cross.

Qari Amir Allam. an official with

the military alliance that controls the

Correction

region, said yesterday that at least

4,000 people were killed in the

quake and subsequent aftershocks.

Previous estimates have ranged from

2.000 to 3,000.

Twenty villages were destroyed or

damaged by the landslides, said

Allam, who met the cargo flight.

"The dead bodies now are frozen,"

Allam said. "We must dig them up

and bury them properly."

Allam said the latest aftershock

rumbled through one or two villages

Sunday, killing more than 200 peo

pie.

"We desperately need outside

help,* he said, as Pakistani cadets

and Afghan forces unloaded more
than 200 blankets and 200 tents

from the cargo jet. which later

returned to Islamabad. Aid group-.

have been scrambling to reach the

area, nestled at the junction of the

Hindu Kush and Pamir mountains,

since Friday, when reports of the

first quake emerged

A U.N team was approaching

Rustaq on donkeys and horses after a

U.N. truck convoy proved unable to

make its way through snow-covered

mountain passes.

The team reached a village on the

outskirts of the affected area, where

it reported 320 people had died and

400 were injured, local officials told

Khalili

The UN. trucks, carrying thou

sands of pounds of blankets, plastic

sheeting and high protein biscuits

were expected to reach Rustaq today

by another route

Volunteers from neighboring areas

were bringing whatever food they

could spare and even a few pairs of

shoes for homeless survivors. Khalili

said

Aid workers initially were skepti

cat about the high casualty figures

Afghan officials gave, noting that the

region is sparsely populated and that

officials have exaggerated natural

disasters in the past

But physicians from Doctors
Without Borders, the first foreign aid

agency to reach the area, have
reported that 1,800 people died in

one village alone, the Red Cross said

Afghan military helicopters were
helping ferry medical and sanitation

supplies because the tremors
cracked local roads. Afghan official*

said.

The headline of yesterday's story on the Men's Resource Center incorrectly

cited the Center's location. The Men's Resource Center is located in Amherst
The Cotlegum regrets the error.
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Bank official

arrested on

bribe charge
By Kozo Mizoguchi

Associated Press

(MNKUICILMOi COUtCMN

Waiting for the bos, freshman Psychology ma,or |osh Menke, soaks

in a bit of Utopia.

wage
continued from pogel

employer association, is also

opposed to the measure, arguing that

employers will use automated equip

ment and other means to use fewer

low-wage workers And it would
hurl communities along the state's

borders.

"Cities like Fall River. New
Bedford and Lawrence, could see a

further erosion of economic actmtv

since the cost of doing business will

be much lower just a few miles

away." AIM said in a prepared state-

ment
Many states' minimum wages equal

the federal minimum, which currently

stands at IS. IS. However, U.S. Sen

Edward Kenned) has proposed boost-

ing the federal minimum wage to

$669 by the year 2000 and state law

makers modeled their plan after hi"

Attorne> General
Marvhbarger. a Democratic guberna-

torial candidate bat billed for the

state to increase its minimum wage Io

$6 50 by 2000. Democratic opponent

Patricia Mc Govern said she favor's

the Retch-backed proposal to lift the

wage to $o 75 over the same time

period.

TOKYO — With the scandal in

lapan s financial sector spreading, a

former official of a leading bank was

arrested yesterday on suspicion of

bribing finance officials with lavish

hospitality. Prosecutors arrested Kozo

Umezu, 57, a former executive of the

Industrial Bank of (apan, on suspi-

cion of bribing a director of a high-

way company in exchange for being

chosen to underwrite the company's

bonds, a bank spokeswoman said

Several other IB) executives were

also questioned.

The action comes as a series of

financial scandals have highlighted

the conflict between japan's loosely

enforced laws and its traditional

forms of government -business collu-

sion.

Last month, two Finance Ministry

officials were arrested and accused of

being wined and dined in return for

tipping banks off about "surprise"

inspections.

That scandal brought down the

finance minister and his deput) It

also has shattered the powerful min-

imp.- image as unquestioned custodi-

an of the economy with news reports

of lavish dinners and sex parties.

In a related case, the Bank of

lapan. the central bank, announced it

will investigate whether its employees

have accepted any influence-peddling

enter lamment from commercial
bankv The decision followed a report

Saturday by the national newspaper
Yomiuri that two Bank of lapan offi-

cials were treated to dinners and
cither entertainment worth more than

$52,000 over the last five years by

commercial bank executives.

The investigation wdl cover about

600 current and former officials in

their dealings with private sector

bankers, the central bank said.

The central bank's action follows a

similar investigation by the Finance

Ministry into the conduct of about

550 of its officials in the wake of its

own bribery scandal.

Also yesterday, about 20 investiga-

tors from the Tokyo District Public

Prosecutors Office raided the

Industrial Bank of lapan headquarters

in Tokyo to look for evidence.

The bank allegedly spent about

$12,100 entertaining Takchiko Isaka.

a director of the lapan Highway
Public Corp.. to convince him to

choose the bank to manage the com-
pany's bond safM, the Yomiuri
reported over the weekend.

Telefile or PC File
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Massachusetts Department of Revenue
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Faculty Awards
The University of MassachuNcits Board of Trustees

approved the appointment of political science prok

Howard ). Wiarda to be the first Leonard | Horowitz

professor in Latin American politics and Studies

The Horowitz professorship was established within

the political science department in December of 19%
with a $700,000 gift from alumnus and retired foreign

service officer Leonard Horowitz. It is designed to

ter greater understanding of South America, Mexico
and Central America: areas that were of great interest of

Horowtiz.

Wiarda has been a member of the UMass political -a

ence department since 1%5. He is an internationally

known scholar on Latin American politics, American
foreign policy, comparative politics and Spanish and

Portuguese politics He has written many books and
serves as an advisor to the US Departmeni ol State and

the Department of the Army and consults with other

government agencies on foreign policy issues.

UMass mechanical and industrial engineering faculty

member Stephen Malkin. wa-> appointed a

Distinguished Professor by the University's Board of

Trustees for his outstanding academic distinctions.

Malkin is the fifteenth faulty member to be given the

award on the Amherst campus.

A researcher in manufacturing and material pi

ing Malkin is internationally recognized for his work on

grinding and abrasive processes. He has written over

I 50 technical papers and one book.

Philosophy professor Gareth Matthews has been
awarded a grant of $82,71 1 to conduct a Summer
Seminar for College Teachers, sponsored by the

National Kndowmeni for the Humanities. The seminar

will be held this summer and will focus on issues in the

philosophies on childhood.

UMass student Colin Cushman recently completed a

semester research in Canada with the School of Field

Studies, an international program that focuses on envi-

li'iimental problem solving.

The School for Field Studies operates six environmen-

tal research centers worldwide The centers are in

Africa. Australia. Canada, Costa Rica, Mexico, and
British West W
Blood Drive

Saturn of Hadley and Saturn of Springfield will be

participating in the Saturn National Donor Day on Feb

14 Trie two companies will be holding informational

drises to encourage people to sign donor cards and
blood donation pledges The informational drive will

take place from 1 1 am. to 5 p.m. in Springfield on East

Columbus Avenue and in Hadley on Route I

Representatives from the Red Cross will be available

to answer questions about blood and tissue donations.

Passion for patterns
Susan LaBonte, a senior costume design maior, prepares for an upcoming performance of Marasot in the FAC

costume shop.

Services

tWants you!

Parking Hearing Review Board Members Needed

The Parking Services Office is seeking faculty and students to

serve on the Parking Hearing Review Board. This Board will be part of a

pool from which five members will be periodically scheduled to review and

render decisions on previously contested campus parking citations. In

preparation for becoming a Board member each person must take part in one

formal two-hour training session that includes an explanation and review of

the hearing process, and a "walk-through" of an actual hearing.

After training. Hearing Board members will serve on a rotating

basis, meeting approximately once every three months. Members should be

prepared to render fair and unbiased decisions based upon published

UMASS parking regulations. Training sessions will be scheduled based on

candidates' availability.

Individuals interested in serving on the Parking Hearing Review

Board should contact Sharon Kennedy ( s.kennedy@umassp.edu or

hearings@admin.umass.edu ) at the Parking Services Office (413-545-0065)

located in the Lot 25 Trailer Complex just north of the Mullins Center.
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Fac Senate in the wrong
A J moment on gender equity, entitled "Vision

2000." has got some Faculty Senate members hot

under the collar.

\ isiun 2000. prepared collectively by Women's
Studies programs and women's groups at all six of the

New England Land-Grant Universities, is a blueprint for

achieving "full and equitable participation by women" in

the universities.

The document contains nine broad recommendation-,

to improve the status of women on campus, including

ending sexual harassment and violence ^^^^^^^^^^
against women and ending r
gander-bias and discrimination again-i Hravrarara^rav

in the curriculum

I itrroli

Vision 2000 also lists HiggaiUiiiiii for implementing the

nine recommendations, such as including measures of

gender equitv in student course evaluations and ensuring

that all General Education courses include scholarship on

and by women
When Professor Ann Ferguson, co-chair of the Status

of Women Council of the Faculty Senate, presented the

document for approval in principle by the Senate at their

last meeting of the fall semester, the response was both

surprising and troubling.

Several Senate members were apparently more upset

by the claim that gender bias exists at UMass than by

Chairman of Higher Education lames Carlin's recommen-

dations so eliminate tenure

The Senators decried the claim made in Vision 2000
that "Women continue to be under-represented in the

curriculum, ignored or disparaged in the classroom,

under-represented in leadership roles and over-repre-

sented in entry-level and support positions* as ludicrous

and inaccurate

They also criticized the document as hindering their

"academic freedom" by seeking to control aspects of their

curriculum Many were aghast at the suggestion to

include measures of gander equity in student evaluations,

even went so far as to data that the whole thing

a plot by radical PC feminists to "take over* the

At the most recent Faculty Senate meeting, held Feb

5. Chancellor Scott dipped into the fray, declaring the

to be "inflammatory rhetoric" written in an

tone
'

However. Scott went on to endorse the nine principles

of Vision 2000 before announcing he did "not know" if

such gender inequities exist on the UMass i

Well. Chancellor Scott and critics of Vision 2000, such

gender inequities do indeed exist here at UMass Amherst,

and you do not have to look far to find them.

The Affirmative Action Report for Fiscal Year 1997

revealed that just 2J.6 percent of tenure system faculty

are women.
Not only are there far less female professors on cam

pus. though, they are also clustered in a few departments

across campus. There are no female faculty members in

Polymer Science and Engineering, in Accounting and
Information Systems, in Chemical.

Mechanical, and Industrial

_—B Engineering No wonder many stu-

dents can go a full semester — or

several — without being taught by a female professor. I

know I have.

I have also sat through classes in which half of human-

ity was basically ignored. Take my Introduction to Art

History class. We covered literally hundreds of artists —
all of three were female. Now, I realize that historically

there have been many more male artists than female. I

am not asking for a 56/50 split But I do think my profes

ould have included at least a few more female

artists, if he cared enough to try.

I have listened to my friend — a female astronomy

major — complain thai her professor will not look her in

the eye during their meetings: but rather addresses all his

comments to her male lab partner. "What can I do?" she

asks in frustration.

These are the inequities Vision 2000 seeks to end. by

ensuring that professors consider gender equity — and

the interests of their female students — when they design

their curni ulum. by giving students a way to report on

professors who do not treat them fairly, and by encourag

tng administrators to actively hire and promote qualified

women to University positions.

In no way is Vision 2000 s scheme to take over the

University. Its authors simply want to better the lot of

women on campus The claims of infringing on academic

freedom are not honest.

Chancellor Scott. I urge you to make good on your

promise to "fix" gender inequities at UMass. And Faculty

Senate members. I urge you to show your support of

UMass women by voting to approve Vision 2000
UMass is not an awful place to be a woman, but it

could be a lot better, and that is what this document is all

about

Tamar Carroll is a Collegian staffmember

Lessons from the Spice Girls

s»-th

The Spice Girls have put out a

major motion picture now.
and all of us — men and

womtri alike — will at some point

in time, whether it be at the theater

or in the privacy of your own home,
see that movie For some people it

will be because they really enjoy the

upbeat pop music the Spice Girls

plav Others will want to watch five

attractive women cruise around in

tight clothing (in which case, the

privacy will come in handy, depend-

ing on how desperate the person is).

Still more will tee it out of general

curiosity, and no matter what the

reason, the Girls will get your
money. ^^^^^^^^
The Spice Girls

^^^^
have been called a ___
group of scam
artists, frauds, and no-talent,

good-for-nothing zero-intellect

superficial one-hit-wonders. In

fact, they've been called all that by

me I will step out on a limb and
admit I was wrong.

Although it is true that the band

(if you can use the term liberally

enough so that it applies) indeed

has no musical talent. I can no
longer call them zero-intellects.

After looking at the Spice Girls a

little closer. I realize now that they

are geniuses (stop laughing)

Where the New Kids on the Block

failed, the Spice Girls have succeed-

ed. You see, the New Kids geared

their music and their sex appeal

toward the same audience. Being

highly intelligent students of their

game, the UK's national daughters

have doubled their income by sell-

ing to two different crowds: preteen

girls think their music is "totally

rad." and young adult males want to

knock headboards with them.

Brilliant, yes?

Both compact discs bubbling with

flamboyant feminist tunes and video

cassettes showing a Spice's bare

bosom (Ginger Spice, that is. but

I'm just guessing.) will be received

by someone as a gift from God.

You're probably starting to admit to

yourself that these girls have the

most powerful minds ever seen in

the human race Well, we're just at

the tip of the iceberg, my friend. Let

the brain- busting continue!

Realizing that they sell to one
crowd's ears and to a separate
crowd's... well, you know... the

Brainiac Brits made "2 become I"

and sold both aspects at once
through their movie. Sptceworld.

Which brings us full sircle — reread

the opening paragraph

Now all of this is very important,

because I have studied the Spice

Girls' ingenious logic and will bring

^^^^^^^^^^^ fame and for-
^^^^^^^^^^^ tune uponKo^jj^^ myself by tak-

ing that bril-

liance to the next level I will make
myself the star of all stars, and
appeal to every demographic there

is!

First of all. I will play light alter-

native rock like the Wallflowers,

which doesn't offend anybody and

can be played on easy-listening and

heavy stations alike. With this. I tar-

get the young adult crowd. Unlike

the Spice Girls, however, young
male adults will listen, too (not

being nauseating music and all).

I'm not a terribly unattractive

guy. and with a little makeup and
regular exercise. I could be the

hunk that the teeny-boppers are all

looking for. Tight pants will finish

off this crowd, and before you know
it, I've conquered two audiences.

I'd always dress in black leather

and name myself Saint Death, to

attract all those Marilyn Manson
fans out there. I'd prove to the Goth
audience that I was just as sacrile-

gious as the next Tom, Dick, or

Satan. Every so often. I'd say "hell-

in one of my songs. They'll be fol-

lowing me like I was the Pied Piper.

I tell you.

My backing band will all dress up
like colorful plush dinosaurs, so

that I can extract money from the

young children of the world.

Perhaps I could talk Big Bird into

joining me on a special duet album,

and I could guest host "Sesame
Street" in return. Everything is

going according to plan.

To exploit the senior citizens out

there. I will consistently take the

stage at live shows with a walker

and an overly visible Medic Alert

bracelet. All the grannies and
grampies in the world will feel like

a part of the show when I collapse

half way through my hit single, only

to by hoisted back up to the mtc by

a team of nurses.

The rap crowd would be simply

delighted as I thank the nur

calling them "bitch" one by one.

regardless of their sex or actual per-

sonality. Maybe I could pull the

shocks out of my car so that it

bounces when I pull up to the

packed stadium at which I'll be

playing That would be phat

I would toss the walker aside to

slam dunk a basketball periodically

throughout the concert, so as to not

leave out the athletically inclined

folks who might have money for

me.

The computer fanatics of the

world would get shaky in the knees

as I demonstrate how I programmed
the laser light show with only a lap-

top, and how I could tap into the

nation's government files on me
with my eyes closed. Time permit-

ting. I would give tips on how to

have a healthy relationship with

your Gigapet, as well.

Yessiree. this master plan will

make me millions, and the Spice
Girls will be forgotten like the New
Kids before them. Baby Spice will

be charged with possession of nar-

cotics and jailed, and Posh Spice

will join Dionne Warwick on those

late night Psychic Friends shows |

will be the king of all the planet,

and you. my friend, heard it hear

first. (Wink).

Seth Koenig is a Collegian staff

membe'.

Hampshire, Smith, Mt. Holyoke and Amherst students — we want
you!
The Collegian Ed/Op page is planning to run a Four- College Commentary feature every

Wednesday. Because the Collegian is distributed on the five Pioneer Valley campuses, we want the

voices of all to have a place on this page.

Columns should be 700-900 words long, include your name and phone number, and be submitted

by Monday at noon. They can be sent to the Collegian, 1 13 Campus Center, UMass; faxed to

545-1592; or e-mailed to letters@ottvms.oit.umass.edu. Call Dan Bodah or Tamar Carroll at

545-1491 for more information.
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Nukes in Never-Never Land
Following Boris Yeltsin's stem

warnings about Americans
provoking a new world war,

the United States publicly

backed down from weeks of implic

it threats to nuke Iraq.

State Department spokesman
James Rubin rushed to assure the

Russians that "The United States

has no plans or intentions of using

nuclear weapons" in anticipated

bombing raids.

American plans to nuke Iraq

reportedly originated ^^
last November, when —,—
President Clinton »»____
issued the top-secret

Presidential Policy Directive 60
authorizing the Pentagon to target

Iraq with nuclear weapons.

The United States has given semi-

public consideration to using the

new B6I-7 and B6I - 1 1 "penetra

tor" bombs to attack underground

installations in Iraq. These "mini-

nukes." with yields as "low" as ,3

kilotons. explode on or several feet

below the earth's surface crushing

objects beneath

In the early stages of the current

crisis. U.S. officials consistently

leaked dark threats that they were
highly tempted to use these nukes

against Iraq. The Associated Press,

for example, reported that "Defense

officials have said repeatedly, if

anonymously that they were con-

cerned that the U.S. conventional

arsenal would be incapable of pene-

trating some of Iraq's most hard-

ened targets, such as deeply buried

bunkers that may house biological

or chemical weapons labs The
Pentagon has pointedly not ruled

out the use of tactical nuclear
weapons to attack these targets."

Until the grim Russian warnings,

that is.

The so-called mini-nukes were
developed following the end of the

Cold War. when Pentagon planners

began to worry that no president

would accept the diplomatic and
political costs of authorizing the

use of existing multi-megaton
nuclear weapons on the newly des

ignated enemies — non-nuclear
Third World states.

1^42 was a crucial year in the

tc orientation of the U.S. nuclear

arsenal In |uly. Los Alamos began

agitating for the development of

low yield nukes for use against

Third World countries with its

briefing "Potential uses for low-

yield nuclear weapons in the New
World Order " Meanwhile, U.S.

strategic command began drawing

up specific 'silver book" plans tar-

geting various non-nuclear Third

World nations.

_^^^^_—____ I" sssss
"™^"

. utext. the

B6I 7 and
B 6 1 - I 1

Hussein Ihish

were developed and deployed
secretly, in violation of stated U.S.

policy and treaty obligations under

the Nuclear Non Proliferation

(NPT) and the Comprehensive Test

Ban (CTB) Treaties.

Whether American officials are

actually foolhardy enough to --en

ously consider the use of nuclear

weapons in an unprovoked, crimi-

nal and widely opposed aggression

sgainst a crippled non-nuclear
nation like Iraq is unclear.

Presidential Policy Directive mi

indicates that this was and may still

be a genuine option in the minds of

the Clinton regime. But these

weapons were designed not only for

use, but also to instill terror in

potential target societies by provid

ing a credible threat. They were
designed lor the kind of "measured

ambiguity" Clinton's henchmen
were employing against Iraq until

Yeltsin told them to shut up
The ostensible cause, Iraq's

alleged ability to threaten its neigh-

bors with unconventional weapon*.

is an utter fraud.

The United Nations' Security

Council itself claims to have
destroyed at least 817 of Iraq's 819
Scud missiles, and all of its fixed

and mobile launch sites. The Iraqi

air force has been gathering dust in

Iran for 8 years. Iraq has no realis-

tic delivery system.

Even Senior U.S. officials admit

Iraq has no nuclear or chemical war
fare capability. Ar.d the hysteria

about alleged Iraqi biological

weapons is absolutely fatuous.

cially since Iraq lacks the

deliver any such warheads.

Besides, there was nothing extrj

ordinary about Iraq's special

weapons programs, even when they

did exist They are paralleled or

exceeded by all the other Middle
East states of comparable size

Egypt. Turkey. Iran. Syria, and. of

u'liivc, Israel, the region's only

nuclear power and largest producer

of chemical and biological weapons
In contrast Iraq has a negligible, it

any. missile and unconventional
weapons capacity. It is a devastated

wreck, and. in the real world, not a

threat to any other state.

I the quasi-official Sew York

Times cautiously admitted that the

bombing was in fact intended to

"serve several long-term American
interests in the region" by reinfoKitik!

the tejinie* of American military

power
The Times quoted Jonathan I

of the Royal Institute of Strategic

Studies, explaining that "It may not

sound that glorious, and it's much
veiling than the talk of biologi-

cal weapons, but it's critically impor-

tant."

Richard Butler's claim that Iraq

possesses the capability to "blow
away Tel Aviv" and Tony Blair's

assertion that Iraq could wipe out all

of humanity merely underscore the

fact that the rhetoric about Iraq's

special weapons programs is a hoax.

The whole discourse is taking place

in a paranoid Never-Never land that

exists only in the minds of the west

am pi ess and public

In reality, these fabrications are a

pretext for an almighty demonstra-

tion of American military power, in

vain hopes g| Coring up the dys-

functional and dying system that the

United States constructed in the

Middle East since the Gulf War.
It is meant to terrorize the region,

mainly the United States' Arab
dependencies, into once again toe-

ing the American line no matter
how incoherent and self-defeating

its policies are.

Hussein Ihish is a I'Mass gradu-

ate student.

We encourage our readers to respond to the contents of the Collegian through let-

ters to the editor.

Letters must be typed, no more than 400 words long, and include name, address
and phone number Tor confirmation purposes.
They can be submitted by mail to Ed/Op Editor, Daily Collegian. 1 1 3 Campus

Center. UMass. Amherst MA 01003; by email to letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu; or by
fax to (41 3) 54V 1592
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Oscar nominations forecast
By Bryan McAllister

Collogian Staff

If Hollywood is consistently good at

anything, it's whetting our appetites.

Today, after already celebrating its

own greatness with the Golden
Globes, the film industry will

announce its nominees for best picture

and the rest; the hype of the true

award show — the Oscars — has xtk
cially begun.

The Academy Award nominations
are always a stressful time for acton.,

filmmakers, and critics who try to pre-

dict them. This is the only time of year

that an actress will skip het morning
beauty sleep to see if she's the MM
lodie Foster And lodie will probably

be up too

in the Best Picture category, it's a
safe bet Titanic — the cultural phe-

nomenon steaming through the list oj

all-time box office grosser* — will get

a well -deserved nomination loining

that epic is our other boat movie.
Steven Spielberg's moving Amistad.
Their original screenplay award is a

lock, but Matt Damon and Ben
Affleck's Good Will Hunting i> the

sleeper candidate here, a small film

with big emotional involvement. The
crime drama L A Confidential, the

most complex film of last year, is in

too. The Golden Globe performance

of As Good as it Gets almost ensures a

spot for that engaging comedy, but the

last nomination also could go to

Donnie Brasco. The Wings of the

Dove. The Full Monty, or Boogie

Nights

The Best Director category usually

mirrors best picture, and this >eai is

no exception lames Cameron's
(Tuamc) perfectionist stvlc. as well as

his beautiful camera movement,
demands a definite nomination Curtis

Hanson should be there for his gritty,

kinetic / 4 Confidential Gu
Sant didn't film a bad scene in Good
Will Hunting The voters love new

comers, so Paul Anderson and Mike

Newell have a good shot lor Boogie

Sights and Donnie Brasco. respective

ly And despite the plagiarism contro-

jnd the Academy's contempt for

Steven Spielberg his involvement in a

picture can never be overlooked

The stiff competition for Best Actor

should be between a couple of veter

ans — the Golden Globe winning

Peier Fonda il'lee's Gold), lack

Suholson, and Robert Duvall in lhe

Apos:. iter Djimon Hounsou

has a very well- deserved place here

too — his rich performance in

Amistad should not be overl

The final spot is a toss-op ; the possi-

bilities King Matt Damon. Al Pactno.

and the whole slew of talented actors

in /. \ ( 'onfidenttal

Despite the tact that Mrs Brown
was seen by less people than a

Saturday night showing of "TV

Bloopers," its leading lady. |udi

LVnch. is a lock for Best Actress. The

other forerunner is Helena Bonham
Carter in the passionate Htsji of the

Doit Helen Hunt was brilliant in Is

Good as it Gets, an almost total

departure from her "Mad About You"

character Pam Grier may have a

chance for her mm as fackie Brown

Kate Winslet could ride Titanic*

but I hope the Academy won't

forget lodie Foster in Contact Foster

was her usual brilliant, independent

self, and carried that remarkable,

introspective film.

Ironically, perhaps the most talent

lies in the Best Supporting Actor and

Best Supporting Actress categories

For the lir-t expect Burt Reynolds

{Boogie Sighti) fellow comeback kid

Robert ForSttr {/ackie Brown).
Anthony Hopkins {Amistad). Robin

Willi.,. I Will Hunting), and

possibly Greg Ktnnear Lost in the

mix may be Rupert Everett in My Best

Wedding, although he well

supporting actress,

there's Kim Basinger {LA
i onfiJcntuih Gloria Stuart's 101 year

old Rose in Tuanu Sigourney Weaver

for The he Storm, and the multi tal

ented lulianne Moore in Boogie
Sights But the Academy is known for

surprises, so expect a few today And
feel lucky that there's no reason to gat

up as early as those hopeful actors and

a^ttesscs

Carol Connelly (Helen Hunt} offer, Marvin Udall (Jack Nicholson) an overwhelming thank-you note for hij

unexpected kindness to her son in Aj Good As It Gets.
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$2 Cover 21 + pos ID Required

$ 1 .50 Cape Codders

$2.50 Beam & Coke 1 6oz.

41 Boltwood Walk, Amherst 253-4040

coumsr aaxMOuwr nrruan

The epk Titanic is expected to contend for several Academy Awards

Grape living up to expectations
wf fAotfy fsaona

Colagion Staff

STUM0 STUWO STUMD
Block Grope
Rodioocttva

Driving rhvthms Pitiless sar-

casm Shout em -from-the-
rooftop choruses. Sheer vocal luna-

cy. Beats that get under you-

and make you choose some goofy,

body-jacking manifestation ol

enjovment. be it lurching unit

head or shuffling your feel

It seems as if the more things

change in Shaun Rvder "s life, the

more they seem to stay the same
In his case fcowes uxta-

position serves Ryder well Stupid

Stupid Stupid (Radioactive) —
while certainly not a major artistic

leap forward from their debut
fr'l Great When

Straight )eah) — is a subtle

move towards rettning their

already potent hybrid of the deca-

dense of rv<k and dance cultures.

When dealing with someone of

Rvder s esteemed stature, it's best

to just relax, take a deep breath,

and buy whatever the hell he's ped-

dling Sit back and en)oy the hallu

cinogenic ride If you please.

In large measure. the

dug infused blurs that defined life

in his notorious rave rock outfit

Happy Mondays are gone. Thai's

not to say that a semi-sober Ryder

and his mates in Black Grape still

don't achieve a sort of "higher con

scsousness," though Far from it in

fact, but they are now able to fulls

realize their musical abilities and

perfect their simply delectable

sonic palette

As one might expect from the

title of the album's lead track "Get

Higher." it deals with a familiar

topic to the Black Grape camp —
drugs, drugs and more drugs. The
song itself is a self effacfcrsg parody

of what working class niff's like

Ryder really think about all day. A
hilarious spliced voice over cour

kejg of Ronald and Nancy Reagan

note: "Tonight I can report to you

that former president George Bush

smokes marijuana
regularly Nancy and I are hooked
on heroin

"

The album s finest song, the

giddy "Dadi Was a Badi" is • reck-

less bghthearted look into the plea-

sures of crime and bad role mod
In the instantly memorable

chorus. Ryder spews "You got it I

want it. You know I'm gonna get

it," never once doubting his ab>lit\

to get inside the listeners' collec-

tive heada With a refrain this

catchy, what's there to doubt any

way?
Stupid Stupid Stupid, then, is

best described as having
dance/house tendencies liberally

TuwvtotMAfl. page 6

A Reminder
Please Note Deadline Below
SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATIONS NOW AVAILABLE

Attention all Undergraduate Students affiliated with:

CCEBMS UALRC BCP MEP DIMES

Are you providing some

service to your UMass
or hometown
community that

demostrates leadership,

caring, or initiative?

or
Do you have a special

talent, gift, or skill?

&
Do your grades

reflect positive

academic

achievement?

if so,

You may qualify for a

scholarship for the acad

emicyear 1998-1999

Inquire or pick up an

application at:

BCP
Wilder Hall

545-1987

MEP
Marston

Hall

545-2030

CCEBMS
New Africa

House
545-0031

DIMES
School of

Managment
545-5618

All completed applications

must be submitted by

Monday, March % 1998!

UALRC
Knowlton

Building

545-1844

Enrollment

Services

208
Whitmore
545-0428
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Another helping of Urban Soundz
Here it It, round twc> of hip hop

401. ITiat's right, this || a lour hun-

dred level column K check yourself

at the title. Before I go into the

music. I'd like to take a couple of

lino and talk about the All-Star

game. First, thank you to Kobe
Bryant for giving us the thrill of the

slam dunk contest without Kenny
Walker's high-top fade He brought

a level of showmanship that is too

often forgotten in the All Star

game. I'm also curious about what s

going On with the Cleveland
Cavaliers brain trust. I want to

know who sat in their board meet-

ing and dropped this gem. "I know
how to make us look more exciting.

we'll have all white uniforms and
throw | -freak of aqua across it M
we look like we're up with the fash-

ton " Someone give Shawn Kemp a

decent uniform — he deserves one

Due to the explosion of mi\
a couple of industry heads

have rubbed theii noggin- together

and realized they could do mix
Funk Master Flex opened the

field with his \fu Uipc Vol 1*11

and now averyoni'l veiling "Ooh
this is hot" on diet:

I ir-t to bat we have
Soundboming b> l-'vil Dm It says

on the cover that this is "The
Ultimate Guide to Underground
Hip Hip It you expect that,

you're dumb as this is good, but not

that good. The album basically

serves at a sampler for his label

Rawkus and it features all of the I 2

inches they released in l«J*}7 The
initial issue is that he want- to

showcase hi- records M he lets most

of them play through and rarely

flexes his technique.

On the other hand there are

tome dope tracks that all sou l>l -

need to buy M you can be conned
ed like the Stereo MX - Mos Def is

all over this like Puff Daddy on an

eighties remix and is the highlight

it tttl album Ra Hie Rugged Man
begins this album with a middle tin

ger to the industry and follows up

with "Till My Heart Stops" which is

equally ill Some other highlights

'inpany Flow, who also appear

under the name Indelible MC's. and

make you understand why so many

D|'s are throwing them on mix

tapes Other highlights include

Kweli and Shabaam Saheed

The negatives are Fvil Dee hyping

up his web page over a phat beat

There s no need for the inlomercial.

as well as some tracks that just

should not have been showcased

Overall this album grabs about

seven punches on your Antonio's

card

Beat lunkies Volume I featuring

Dl Babu has taken up a permanent

position in my headphones This

album is the first in a series

designed to -how oft the Dl- who

make up the Beat lunkies Simply

put vou need to own this album if

you want to look like you know
what time it is Fhi- i- M oil the

hook it might as well be a cellular

Babu this - :ne more main-

stream tracks like "Luchini" by

Camp Lo and "Who You Want It.

You Got It* by lungle B>

turing De La Soul and Q Tip He
also mixes in more underground

like I live and a whole host

ot others

V»hai -cparju- Babu from your

average Dl i- hi- ability lo mix ->-i

entilic experimental beat- with the

kind that will make you jump up

and say "Damn!" Forget the punch

the Antonio's card, you don't

get albums this good for free

Since I am your faithful servant. I

will I me v inyl th

need to ask about because it

p billing

I off. Q-Tip's new release is

under the name Lone Ranger and
the White Label, the h-side

features "The Consequences" by

Consequence Q lip make- another

underground appearance on "The

Body Rock" with Mos Def and Tash

of the Liks on Rawkus Records.

The Hieroglyphics are back with a

-ingle OH Hieroglyphic Iniperium.

Peep | live with "School's In" and

"Shies ty " OK Raw-hack/Payday Old

school heads will appreciate Seven

L. and Fsoteric- "Protocol" on Brick

Record-

Big Willie -tory of the week I

went out on the limb the other day

to find out if Biggie's words
"Pimpin ain't easy but it sure is fun"

were true when I kicked some yak

about my ability to snowboard to a

girl The problem being I had onlv

done it once two years ago and she

pulled my card M " the othei day,

low I can't -it down and my
knees feel worse then Darren

Daulton's Yeah. 1 got played

I
. u \ l.'iinci tronttiu

KMD. is back under the name M I

in and he will hurt vou Look
on

It vou are wondering where vou

can buy those lape- I was talking

about in the last column, urn can

a|el ino-i of them up at the Grow
Room in Anihei-i

It sjaj Df*» wanl to I**' lne" rtame

out di ur tapes in the

Collegian Arts and Living mail box

Warning If you do not have the

proverbial -kills to pay the bill-

will gel di--ed tor everyone ti

Uuote of the week " 7 /n -

Gang Starr got a lot of change*

madeWo wack shit pUiyeaSNo

Much on the radio getting

plaM ..'' No \ > with a

mouth full of MoSSounding like a

II Spitting that old fathu

flow" Krumb Snatcha on "Make
I m Pas ir m i.ang Sta

Moment >»t I ruth

m Dlugac: is a Collegian
...

Shawn Ryder of Black Grape gives off an "incandescent" glow

grape

Lima #603
Hong Kong #'53

Itl Aviv #693
Lot Anfl«t«$ #355

Orlando #17?

i it 1 1.

>^t *K«a*M f ukaaft

J44 Main Street

continued from page S

sprinkled with a pop/rock sensibili

The album play- like an ideal

soundtrack of dance musk lor the

apocalyptic frat-boy crowd lovial

and chce-y to he -ure. but in a

twisted sort of way that or

one as nutty aa Ryder could arnou-

late without coming off as a (

trived wanker Stupid Stupid
Stupid'* freewheelin' good time still

mum

belie- the tad that Rvder I- not alto

gether -ane His eucoote in subver-

sion lies in hi- ability to internalize

*n demon- and regurgitate

them as pure, eminently danceable

energy - not an aa

Will tons of people rush out and

go buy this album 1 Probably not.

Should they'* Let - i> u'd be

"Stupid, stupid, stupid' not to A-

Amherst

(413) 256-1261

cMBKHaaaonm.naA

Lamc
PC llollnw

Ml Farms 4 *584 9193
Mt. Farms Mall

Wag Tha Dog («)

Today at (S 50 • $2 50) 8 40

Oaaparats Msasurs* (R)

Today at (5 50 O $2 50) 8 40

A* Good As It Gats (PG- 13)

Today at (5 30 O $2 50) 8 20

Bluss Brottsar* 2000 (PO-13)

Today at (5 40 O $2 50) 8 30

• Classes Dally
• Certified Instructors
• Suspended Wood Floor
' Area's Largest Room

villi KM Mill I IK ' It It

I Slrrrt
...lltll \lllllrlsl .' >». <<»•»(>

H.>mp.hir» « *5«4 J5SO
M,»mp%h»r

Ores* Expatriations (R)

Today at (5 30 $2 50) 8 30

Waplacamam KMars (R)

Today at (5 50 • $2 50) 8 40

•pica World (PG)

Today at (5 50 O 12 50) 8 40

Titanic (PG 13)

Today at (4 20 O $2 50) 8 10

Good Will Hurting (R)

Today at (5 20 O $2 50) 8 20

D##p Risioq (H)

Today at (5 40 O $2 50) 8 30

Thank you for

reading the

Massachusetts

Daily

Collegian.

Without you

there'd be no

us!

Entertainment at its most carefree
But original 1980's Blues Brothers Film remains on top

By Bryan McAllister

Coieptor) Star}

BLUE$ BROTHERS 2000
Directed by John Landis

with Don Aykroyd, John Goodman
Joe Morton

Playing at Mountain Forms Theaters

It If. an entertainment trat

that there are few movies like

Blue* Brother* 2000. But it's also a

blessing no copycats
could cpiQe cloie to the

over the top silliness and
high energy performances that

Dan Aykroyd and director |ohn

Landis elicit Aykroyd and Landis

have only themselves to top. but

the original I ISO's Blue* Brothers

remains a superior film Still. 2000
isn't without its deliciou-lv enter

taining moment

-

Part chase film, part musical, the

film always demands that you sus-

pend your disbelief, such as when
a tent revival -end- a cop through

the curtain towards the heavens,

and the movie- funniest scene —
an outrageous multi cop car pile

up
The picture also demands that

vou love blues. RAB. and soul In

this department, it has no prob

lem- In fact, despite it-

tongue in-cheek atmosphere, the

film take- it- mu-ic very seriously

Like the first film, it celebrates the

lost art of blues and criticizes audi

ence fickleness In one engaging

scene, the Blues Brothers are con

fused for a bluegrass band whu h i-

decidedly more popular The
Brother- are forced to get a bit

more folky. but they of course suc-

ceed. They may be destructive and
informal but they re never at a

loss for ideas.

The film takes place eighteen

years after the fir-t movie Klwood

Blue- -n released
•[•ti. f -i ut { i n J *. o o t h i

*•

to whom this movie is co oedii ,> T

ed) passed away and that he I- in

charge of a young orphan (I Evan
Bonifont) The simple plot has

Elwood bringing the band back
together, but not before a dozen
police chases, numerous musical

numbers, and a few other mix-ups
can occur

The characterizations, despite

the blandncss of a hesitant |ohn

Goodman as Elwood 's new part-

ner, are all superb. Aykroyd's
deadpan Elwood is one of the com-

edy genre's best creation-
Bonifont. in a role originally

designed for Macaulay Culkin. is a

perfect foil for the proceeding-

There is also "Saturday Night
Live"'s Darryl Hammond as a

white supremacist leader who talks

like a cross between George Bush
and Bill Clinton.

It's ihe music, though, which
provides most of the movie's more
indulging moments Aretha

Franklin gels "Re I ddie
: and lohnnv Lang gel all the

n in a phon, i vice

dancing and. in the film s final

scene. Erykah Badu plays a

1 30-year old voodoo queen
' >r Caribbean musk.

Blues Brother* MM t1
I

going on but surprisingU

aasng polish*

Some >cene- go nowhere a' .il and

MhTlnv musical number- -uch

as the tent revival don't live up to

their potential The mo-
refreshing al first, but once you get

the hang ol its anything goes
style, the surprises, even cameos
from the like' of Eric Clapton
become fewer and fewer

But it i-n i as if director and

I 'iter Landis. one of the most
creative forces in the business and
the man behind Animal House.
Trading P/u. •- Michael la-

«

"Thriller" video and Coming fo

America, doesn't try hard enough
Landis love allatr with police car-

big truck- explosions, music, and
daiuing zombies reminds you of an

elementary school class clown who
suddenly decided to make movie-

rltl latest addition is kinetic,

refreshing material — not enter

tainment at it- finest, but at its

most carefree and fun B-

Uniuersity Health Seruices

Mental Health Groups Spring '98

A Healthy Investment in Your Future

Health Care. Those two words have

been the source of much discussion

recently. Probably because we ax a nation

know the importance of investing in a

healthy future.

So do millions of patients who choose

chiropractic as their preferred source o(

health care. The chiropractic beliefs in

fitness, nutrition, prevention, and natural

maintenance make good sense.

Wellness, you see, is the normal

state of being.

New York State government agrees. They

have recently passed the Insurance

Equality bill that mandates insurance

coverage for

chiropractic care.

For over 75 years, New York Chiropractic

CnBajT has upheld a tradition of

excellence in chiropractic higher

education. Our combined traditions, old

and new, have built the base from which

the chiropractic doctors of the future are

created.

Choose New York Chiropractic College.

A healthy investment for today and

tomorrow.

Call us today at 800-234-NYCC (6922)

in a hrdule a visit of our beautiful

28n acre campus in central New York.

A. NEW YORK
ill/.. CHIROPRACTIC

COLLEGE

2360 Route 89 Seneca Fall..

NY 13148-0800

Phone: 31 5/568-3040 or

800/214 NYC C (6922)

Fax: 315/568-3087

E-mail: enroln«w*»nyi

MONDAY

THE DREAM, THE BODV
RND THE HIDDEN

PSVCHE
ELxrJarehowcu'ClnBernsnEiledfTe

dynarricsofouT todes and erroaons

Topics ncsjde dwamtKtX famly

dynarncs, psyttic6aTiafcpfrx8SS,heen*i

arrJIhe LTrxrsaousrrirrJ

Mon., 9 -10 am., 3/2-4/13

INTERPERSONAL
GROUP

For cdtege men and women who

e-penenoefJffiaitesrrasrpersjiai

ccrratonsor wtv have concerns about

ties" iBteaonshps.

Moo, 3*5- 5:00 pro, 372 -5f11

SUPPORTING GRV,
LESBIRNRND

BISEHURL IDENTITIES
ExprjnngsuchissL»3sas corning out

ttfrJ^ carirruiay, dali^

fatTatyafcjricin; and stress rranagernert

Men, 3:45- 5.00 pm, 2/23 -4/13

WEDNESDAY

ADULT CHILDREN OE
DVSFUNCTIONRL

FAMILIES
This 8 week group is for individuals

wanting to explore lne impact of family

relationships on their lives as UMASS

students.

Wed., 3:30 - 5:00 pm.

MEN OF COLOR
Focus win be on the academic,

interpersonal, social and dating

dynamics of men of color Identifying

body image, self esteem, sexuality and

the reactions of society will also be

explored

Wed., 3:45- 5:00 pm„ 2/25 -4/1

MORE
' Groups
Beginning

IN LATE

SPAING

545-2337

THUHSOAY

COUPLES SKILLS GROUP
Improve your communication and conflict

resolution skills, to help deepen your

relationship

Thur.. 8:30 • 10:00 am.

WOMEN'S SELF
EKPL0RRTI0N GROUP-

(For older undergraduates, graduate students,

student dependents and Kaiser members)

This group provides an opportuniry fa women

to explore personal relationships work,

studies, family of origin, health, acculturation

and other relevant concerns. This group is

ongoing with members added as space

permits.

Thur., 9 • 10:30 am.

COED SELF-
EHPL0RRTI0N GROUP

(For older undergraduates, graduate students,

student dependents and Kaiser members)

This group provides an opportuniry for men

and women to explore their interpersonal

relationships This group is ongoing with

members adoed as space permits.

Thur., 3:30 • 5:00 pm.

FRI0AV

UNDEAGAADUATE
WOMEN'S SELF

EHPL0AATI0N GROUP
Pnmariy focused on women wfi set

esteem issus who want to explore how

tiese issues may interfere with ther atity

tofcrmsatsfyiTgnterparsona)

retatonshrjs.

Fri,9-10-30arrt, 2/13-5/11

Groups are conducted by

Mental Health Division

staff. Group sessions are

covered under UHS Basic

Health Plan and Kaiser pre-

paid plan. Groups require an

initial screening

appointment which can be

arrang ed by calling

545-23 37 or by stopping at

127 Hills North

For further information

please call 545-2337,

Mon Fri 8 am - 5 pm.

or refer to the Mental Health

website at http:

www.umass.edu/uhs/mentalhealth

Delta Blues at Augusta Savage Pre-Emptive Strike rocks the house
•^ *-*^ pop FMPTivr c.tvikf lite-FM. There's m> lne or m>uI c»i Yo». the Bora inter*

By Emiry Trask

CoMagion Start

The Augusta Savage Gallery at the

LWvenst) oi MssMadsvattta will be
presenting! a number of eseittl during
February in celebration of Black
HsstOfJ month.

\ cteran IX-Itu Blue* guituriM Larry

lOasWOn will present a solo COHOSH
on Feb 1 1 at 7 pm )0sMOa'l -i\k

DIM been inspired by many ot the

great blue> natters. >u^h ^ Blind

Lemon and Blind Bluke. Lero\

Blind Bo\ Fuller. Bo Carter Bi^ Bill

lee Green and Wavhho.nd Sam
lohnson. who has been studiously

DBtf|sng out the legacy ot the^
musicians, takes his place among
them a- one ot the inosi articulate

and genuine practitioners ol the

blues

lohnson was introduced lo the

bluo al a ui\ Mri) Jgc while ti.uel

ing with his taiher who was a prc-adi

ci 'Chrough his taWatl lohn-on was

exposed SO inaiiv different people and

experiences, and alsu H the sounds

of IllUsk

lohnson began his nuiMLal career

by playing the harmonica But the

harmonica was not alluiing enough

10 keep hi-- musical genius satisfied

After thro years of service in the

Navy, he anchored in Harlem, where

he started playing the guitar.

lohnson give* hum >t the crcdil

foi hi» musical development M % uch

influences as Rev Gats l)a\iv

liiiimy Reed. Washboaid Sam. and
i Carr. as well as gospel gui-

tarist Pop Staples and the Kingston

Iru.

lohnson's true transformation from

a good to a great blues guitarist did

not begin until l%8 After spending

nine in the hospital and losing some

ol the suppleness in his lingers,

lohnson recalls thinking. "Now i^ iru

lime to start on a new chord struc

ture." Beginning with ihis experience

and with the assistance of his mentor.

Gary Davit, lohnson developed his

liademark linger picking --t\lc thai

Ik now culls "stride guitar " Through

the subtleties and intricacies ol tech

niques and interpretation, lohnson

found his own artistic v>

ihnson reminds us, "You don't

think about the blues and then live it

n I the olhci wa\ au.und >. ou've got

lo live it and then sing it

'

//ns performance is free and open

to the public Augusta Suiage is

located m the N«*u' Africa //.

the Central Residential Area Ihis

gallery it a program of the Fine Am
L enter and the WEB DuBots

American Studies Dept

Musicals from UK to Broadway
by Matt Wo*
Assoc icrtad Press

I I i\DON Think London theater and. foi much ol

the 1980s, the megamusical came lo mind, as show
*owed th. :akmg on Bn>adway

and the world

Return to the I and the preferred word might

be flop The once bullish genie i» pus-mg the baton back

,dwa\ which is geiieiaiing musical hit-

London can only imagine

siderthelollowing

• Last year taw the m-ar-snnurtaneous closings on both

sides of the Atlantic of "Sunset Boulevard." the Andrew

Lloyd Webber musical whose international lo»*e

bean militated as high as $50 million

2K i- the I. nance after 20 months at

London s Pnncc Idwaul HsMtM i 'Martin Gwerre," a

$7 million failure from producer Came itosh.

who not long ago was considered the leading musical

Midas KA the West I nd and Broadv.

• On March 2M the curient tesisal I hnsi

rise Lyceum, having paid back a

scant I) percent of its $6 million-plus cost Its producer?

None other than Lloyd Webber, who composed the rock

opera mure than 25 years ago.

ba sure. London, like Broadway, has always had

flops — shows that open and close so quickly that the

paint on the theater marquee doesn't have time to dry

What's different about the higher profile misfires is that

they come from the two men l.loyd Webber and

Mackintosh — who set the global agenda foi musicals

throughout the l<*80s with such still m brant money spin-

ners at "Cats.* "Let Miserabies" and The Phantom d the

Opera-
There hasn t been a commercial new

English musical lo play the West End since 'Mitt Saigon"

— and that was nine years ago

I days, both men can merely look on as the lik

the I and Canadian producer Garth Drabinsk

"Uvent* reinvigorate Broadway with such mii

"The Lion King" and "Ragtime ." even as the vWst 1 nd's

biggest new hit is the London vcrsi .idwas '»

smash revical go."

The lad is Broadway may be booming musically, but it

nger has the British to thank

What s,.u .c got suddenly is all hti- oi different

mug on different fronts." Sam Mendcs the

i-h directoi whd makes his Broadway directing debut

ith with a res

i

N s-w

rhere's still an excitement generated by big-scale.

k*j ^ jsi musicals that |us| Jnesn I happen in I .tidcHi "

Indeed, the current London trend is to think small or

at least smaller I loyd Webber's next show "Whistle

,d
' will open luly I at the Aldwych. a the-

generally given o\er to plays.

And whereas ihe adaptation of the Mary Hay ley Bell

stj and subsequent l«)bl film once was intended as a

big Broadway deal, the W est Fnd version has been scaled

back to a $SJ million production, less than half the origi-

nal American estimate

\thing I've ever done has always been when we
didn i have the mono >r it was el least a real

light • IJoyd Webber recalled in a recent interview at his

don home Co* .presario said, have

spitaled out of control, an assertion borne out by the

abortive Washmgt.
I Di tryoul of the same show just

j year ago.

lejajl insists that henchmen Alain

slichel Schonbcrg. the creators of

.axe "probably

sscals in them with means w.<, his

next protects will be cushioned by first appearing in the

i pn 'tit theater, mostly in the United States.

And while Ma
lil and c let

Maui" Guerre"
ihtet

Read the C©H«ste*..B1aH B^H
31ah...Co©1 thing to dg„.31ah

31ah...N«^ England j Uargest

C©H«s« Daily.^B^h B^h
Blah.. Get years teday„&1ah

31ah.„

THE
EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALGMMI CAREER FORUMS

mflTHEfTlPITlCS
DATE: TmS&Ht, FEMHJA8V 10, 1998

PRE-EMPTIVE STRIKE

DJSnooow
Mo Wox/ffrr

Living up to the expectations of ln-

debut release |osh |)a\is laka l>l

Shadow), has luccessfult) put out

anolhet cteatise and ingenious
album Although oft SO a slower start,

I'rt--emptiie Strike, elegantly eases

into a laid back but highly sophi

J album Taking familiar sounds

trom previous recordings. Dasi-
aj interperatc-s them into a cteatise

mis ol slow and smooth tunes which

nplement the remaining, futei

beats

The calming rhythms c>f "What
Does Your Soul Look I .ike il'art 1)"

neatly contrasts the eerie but

lull -bodied sounds ot organs on the

correctly named "Organ Donoi
And earning the title of one of the

best songs that Shadow has ever put

out is "High Noon." wh.
fast-paced and melodic flow otters

even more splendor to an alt cads

amazing release

empttse Strike takes a little

getting used to At first listen, it may

seem sluggish and drawn out but

once you get ovet the stOsVel lir v i half

ot the album, the second half If. noth

ing but a collection ol . u-.itise bites.

winch should be granted he.

tion in anyone's stereo A-
lAlexandria Lipka)

GOT NO SHADOW
Mary Loo Lord

Work

Oh. Mars wn I

got caught in all the indie rod hype.

I bought your first seven inch. I

bought youi two I Ps I liked them,

they showed more than a hint ol

piomise

But on your new one. I don t

know It s like low rent lewel

that it's all bad. "His Lamest Flame"

as are the new versions of the

two songs off of your first seven inch

en though I prefer the- raw ongi

nal versions). It > very nice

But that s the best I can do Sorry

I want to say it's better. I really do.

but the record as a whole is so

liu- IM rhere's no Bre oa soul ew
dent on the album. It's not as com-

pelling as either IP fnere'i tins

istic gunai oseidub on one song

thai s
|
U st | lilllc too Phil Collin

you know what I mean II I wanted

No jacket Required I would hase

bought it

But keep fOSSJ chin up. I'll gise you

a favorable grade because all in all

it's good enclugh But I expect in

from »OSJ nest tune B- (Mike

Mettaros

UNSOUND METHODS
Recoil

Reprise

The side project of Depeche Mode
keyLxwrdisi Alan Wilder is without a

doubt the most interesting rcU

since David Bowie 's larthlmg.

Recoil's insound Methods is more
innosative and avant-garde than any

thing that Depeche Mode has eset

come out with (even though Depeche

Mode has always been synonymous

with these ic-inisi

Collaborating with Maggie 1 step

agtai McCarthy and Siobhan
I such to name a few Vs ilder creates

an album that is both atmospheiic

and chaotic. Esteep's vocali

"Luscious Apparatus" clash with

\v ilder s dream like music producing

the highlight ol the di ,nd

Methods experimental sound w

on most, it not all levels B* Kevin

Monahan)

BN THE GALAXY
Another Girl

RCA

I \pk
-wings l.ynne

Kellman s project Another Git

the listener through anguish, eupho

na innocence, and lack thereof

On Another Girl s debut In the

> llman sometimes detracts

from the- taw emotional power of her

with ihaenj pop formulas and
cliched lyrics, but the n

that she intends lo achieve

remain intact The album opens with

"In Interstate" and to the

lett-than perfect track "Anything lor

Yon." The more interesting Ira

come midway through the BW I'

You Wain Me lo' is a highly ettsO

tlonal song which capiuics the leel

ings ol nesei bc-ing enough toi ont'l

sell Also hisoiitc I- 0M .1 'he

more- tun songs on the album The-

highlight of In ihe GaJsUTJ is deailv

wine' t.old." which goes through

ihe highs and lows that ate the

e-sse-nce- ol the album
Wuh het ballads and punk Ha

veiled pop, simple rock and classical

instrumentation Kellman's album is

sery erratic But Another Gill I

Cranberries like brand ot music is an

e- vei else in being se> B- (KM)

CONUMON
Hellbender

Reservoir Records

Sometimes you buy an album and

eserything just seems to work out

The new Hellbender album is just

like that ll starts out welt, and you

may ihn - sxi. 'his

is better than just throwing twelve-

bucks down the sewer." Then the

fourth track — "Untrusting You" —
kicks in sK.wlv wuh acoustic gun

and then with electric Then fOM mav

think Hey. this is one hell ol an

albui

Con Limon harket. latter

day lawbieaker. especially to /'

:. The music is lunelul and

the lyiics poetic, alternately ungis

and wistful The whole thing

plea-anl >Ui :
ll at

times it mas come oil as melancholy

— especially in "Make Lp And
and "Graseyaided" — the

band finds humoi aj About

lie Girls " where the singer

laments the tad that he neset had

"big muscles or a

i hidden r.;

lawbreaker btoke up there

seemed to be no band that could

take up the mantle of ihe

poetic/romantic indie rock trio, but

with ihis album Hellbender should

be considered as a rightful heir

album could turn out to be the jam

•he year And it's a lot better than

-ing iwclse- buck" down the

V MM)
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ski NBA
continued from page 12

had something to do with the fact

that it was gorgeous weather up
there, perfect for racing."

In addition to their balance in the

slalom, the Minutemen also exhibited

the same well roundedness in the

giant slalom, placing four of their

skiers amongst the event's top 20 fin

Holden finished a UMass-best

fourth in the event, followed by

•rial captain, Eric McCormkk. who.

placed sixth. Griffin, a sophomore
irter to the team, continued to

impress MacConnell with an

admirable performance for the sec-

ond consecutive weekend. He is

ied to jump from the fifth to

the third spot on the UMass roster

"John Griffin had a particularly

good weekend.* MacConnell said.

"We are very impressed with what he

bM so far He is a skier that

wc\e followed for quite some rime.

He is from Carabasset Valley

Academy, just as Tom Holden is. and

he was part of the Stockbridge

School of Agriculture last year
"

In addition to the satisfaction of a

-olid -howing, Holden was greeted

with another accolade last weekend,

as the recipient of the )ohn Davidson

Award The award is presented by

n College to an outstanding

m the league in honor of a for-

mer Eagle standout skier who died of

In contrast to their male counter

parts, the women's team struggled

last weekend, placing a respectable

tilth in the giant slalom, but a disap-

pointing seventh in the slalom

The women had a real tough day

in the slalom.' MacConnell said, after

his Mmutewomen skied to fourth and

fifth place finishes two weekends

ago. "It could have been much worse

though, but some of our skiers deep-

er (in the line-up) stepped it up for

us
"

Senior captain and two-time
Ml American Leah Muliero led

I Mass in both events, taking tenth

place in the giant slalom and eighth

>n the slalom Freshmen Margaret

LaBumbard finished a Mirwtewomen
nd-best at 2 1st in the giant

slalom, but had difficulty with her

aides in the slalom causing her to (all

'lonng the women's squad was
homore Lacey Perlenfein. who

required eight stitches to close a

wound on Saturday. But returned to

•id well (or a UMass squad which

MacConnell still feels extremely opti

ratstic about.

had a tough rime, but if the

women ski reasonably well, they will

qualify for the regionals.*

MacConnell said

After four consecutive meets away

from home, the ski teams will finally

npete on the familiar slopes of

Berkshire East Mountain at this

weekend's Smith College

Tournament, where MacConnell feels

his teams should ski both comfort-

ably and well.

women hoop
continued from page 12

game, the Mtnutewomen have shot

over 50 percent from the field...

UMass held their last two oppo-

nents to 18 points in the first

half. They shot 5-7 for an impres-

sive .714 percent from behind the

arc. The Minutewomen lead the

overall series 21-19.

continued from page 12

board catch

Cleveland center Zydrunas
llgauskas of the victorious East team

that won 85-80 took home Rookie

MVP honors back home along with

teammates Brevin Knight and Cedric

Henderson who should help propel

the Cavs to a few more notches in

the win column in the near future.

Utah |azz guard |eff Hornacek
outshot Dallas guard Hubert Davis

to take the three point contest for

his sons Ryan and Tyler Apparently

they wanted to come to New York

for a little family vacation

(Hornacek included). Now that's

incentive

Of concern among some players

and the league is whether marijuana

should be added to its list of banned

substances. This seems like just

another way the NBA Players

Association can feel important. The

Union's executive director Billy

Hunter has said that he feels the

media's perception of the players are

that they are "gang-bangers,

hip-hoppers and guys who go around

doing drugs and drinking a lot of

alcohol.*

That actually has nothing to do
with the issue which shouldn't be an

issue at all Both David Robinson and

Larry Bird support the ban. Robinson

thinks 'it's a no-brainer* while Bird

has said that "they should test every-

one."

Well, we saw the Lakers crush the

Bulls before the mid- season break,

and this week they'll try to do the

same to the visiting and league lead-

ing Seattle Supersonics Expect a

show that may turn into a battle

when LA. has to go up against a

tough Sonic defense.

Quote of the Week: 'It's unfortu-

nate. Mase it a good guy I don't

know him real well, but we go to

chapel before games mgathsi and he

seems like a righteous brother.* —
Detroit forward Grant Hill on
Charlotte forward Anthony Mason
after Mason was arrested Saturday

on third-degree rape charges.

lamit Ite it a Collegian colum-

Freeze Frame! Japan symbol enrages viewers

ByJoshDubow
Associated Prass

MiAhMeeaaaaj

Freshman ICathy Coyner hopes to have another fine game against

the Rams of Rhode luand tonight.

One symbol is an ancient Japanese

spiritual marking that resembles a

swastika The other is a commercial

logo signifying global corporate busi-

ajaa

CBS has reasons for displaying

both symbols, but only one is legiti-

mate.

The swastika-like symbol, the

lapunese manji. appears on front of

the Zenko-ji Temple, the home of

CBS' prime time studio, and was aaan

during Olympic coverage last week-

end

Far more apparent was the Nike

swoosh, which was pasted all over the

apparel of the network's announcers.

CBS has tried to keep the swastika

symbol off camera, but it did creep

into the or erage a few times on

Saturday ni6nt. drawing phone calls

from viewers Prime time host Inn

Nantz quicklv addressed the question

Sunday, explaining the symbol during

a piece on the history of the temple

The symbol is called the manji. or

mark of 10.000 The number 10.000

in Asian tradition is a metaphor for

good fortune Today in lapan, the

symbol is used in its original meaning

of temple It in trequently seen on the

front of Buddhist temples, and is

often used on maps to indicate the

position of temples, much like a cross

is used to mark a church in the United

States.

The Nazi party adapted the manji

to use as the symbol for its quest for

Aryan dominance They reversed it.

flipping it over right to left, and rout-

ed it 45 degrees to create the Nazi

swastika While the explanation for

the manji it grounded in history, the

present of the swoosh is solely a

financial decision.

MaTi — a major advettiset for the

games — has outfitted CBS announc

ers in Nagano with jackets, turtle

necks and other apparel with its ail-

too familiar swoosh. As part of the

deal, the logo will be visible on
announcers when they are on the air.

That has a pretty big impact for

viid I red Fried, the executive

sin president of Integrated Sports

International marketing firm. "You're

talking about 1 7 days of prime-time

coverage; it can certainly add up."

This is not the first time the Nike

logo has been at the, center of an

Olympic controversy. At Barcelona in

1992. some U.S. Dream Teamers.

most notably Nike endorser Michael

lordan. draped themselves with U.S.

flags on the medal stand to cover the

Reebok logo on their official warmup

jackets.

In 1992 and 1994, CBS announcers

wore apparel outfitted by U.S.

Olympic Committee sponsors Sun Ice

and Columbia, respectively. Those

logos, however, were not nearly as

recognizable on the air as the ever-

present swoosh.

To put the swoosh on these jacket*

CBS had to remove the Olympic rings

because Nike is not a USOC sponsor

The news division did not agree

with the deal, however, and reporters

Hack as Harry Smith and Anthony

Mason will not wear the swoosh. (On

some pieces taped before the games,

CBS News reporters do wear the

swoosh).

TNT also rejected a sponsor's logo.

a path most networks follow. ABC,
Fox and ESPN said they do not allow

advertising logos to be visible on the

clothes of on-air talent NBC had no

logo on its Olympic apparel, but does

have a Pro Player logo on the sleeve

of its NFL jackets.

"This is not unprecedented." CBS
Sports spokeswoman LeslieAnne

Wade said. 'A lot of TV personalities

wear clothes provided to them by

companies looking for promotional

value. This just happens to be Nike

and it's symbol is so recognizable
"

While most networks do have

apparel deals. CBS' is different

because the logo is so prevalent. The

money-first decision has turned it*

announcers into billboards.

If the time comes at these game*

tor CBS to do hard-news reporting on

Nike, will the credibility of its

announcers be tarnished''

That's not a question the other net

works — such as ESPN which it

planning a piece on shoe and apparel

factories in Southeast Asia — have to

Nagano storms world stage;

US. personal stories leak
MJ wins NBA Ail-Star MVP;
Is it the end of the Jordan Era?

NAGANO, lapan (AP) — Wendel

Suckow's last Olympics weren't a

total loos.

Suckow. America's best hope for

a medal in the luge, finished sixth in

the singles competition Afterward,

he proposed to girlfriend Kim
Fluhmann and gave her a diamond
ring.

He had kept the ring in his back-

pack in the athletes' waiting room
during his two runs yesterday

Fluhmann said yes. and now an

August wedding is planned
Fluhmann manages a clothing store

in Lake Placid. NY. Suckow. whose

third Olympics were his last, proba-

bly will become a coach with the

U.S. luge team

MOB MENTALITY City officials

want Olympic visitors to enjoy the

sights and sports. And while they're

at it. beware of organized crime.

In "The Guide to Nagano." pub-

lished by one of lapan's largest

newspapers, guests are urged to

show their solidarity with 'apanese

police by patronizing only those

bars, restaurants, hotels and stores

that have posted anti-organized

crime stickers in their windows.

In English, the stickers proclaim:

"We have NO relations with

YAKUZA." the generic (apanese

word for gangsters.

Police estimate there are 42
yakuza gangs in Nagano, with about

1.000 members operating in the

area.

The rival gangs usually target each

other, but police official Shoichi

Kinoshita is guarding against the fol-

lowing scenario Out-of-town revel-

ers would be sampling sushi ot

ping sake at some nightspot when a

group of drunken gangsters tfiela

to bully a shop owner.

"We don't want guests to be

exposed to that or endangered by

it," he said.

HAPPY COMMUTING: Heavy
restrictions on traffic during the

Olympics got their first real test in a

weekday rush hour yesterday, and

held up better than expected

Traffic was actually lighter in

some areas of town than usual,

police said, reflecting increased use

of carpools and buses Concern*
over transportation during the

games have been high because of

Nagano's narrow, crowded streets

and relatively poor mass transit sys-

tem
International Olympic Committee

spokeswoman Michele Verdier said

the roads remain an issue.

"Transportation is still a prob-

lem." she said. She added that orga-

nizers have promised to beef up the

system.

NICE TRY: The new Olympic
sport of women's hockey may not be

the most popular ticket in town, but

it gets high marks for trying. Fans at

yesterday's match at the Aqua Wing
arena, where Finland beat lapan II

1. were told to be quiet for an

important pre-game tip. The crowd,

most of them rooting for the home-

town lapanese. were then given a

simple rundown on the basic rules of

hockey on the large-screen video.

By Chris Sneridon

Attoootsd Press

M \v > ORK — This might have

been Murrncl lordan 's final All Star

game, and it will : ;d by

what might be a farewell tour and

what might be a last championship

push

Through it all. there will be

believers and nonbelievers S

think it '« the end of the lordan Era.

some think it s all a big charade.

* many time* do you want

me to say it?" lordan asked
Sunday after winning his third

All Star MVP award "III say it

once more If Phil (|ack<on) is

not in Chicago. I'm not playing
"

lordan did not change hi* stance

during All-Star weekend He rial

ply reiterated what he has been

saying for weeks: If the Bulls

change coaches, as management
maintains it will, he will retire.

Neither side figures to blink until

the playoffs are over and it's clear

whether the Bull* have added to

their dynasty with a sixth title in

eight ye.i

If they win. the pressure to capit

ulate will be on owner lerry

Reinsdorf and general manager lerry

Krause.

If someone knocks the Bull* off.

management will have an excuse to

rebuild the team.

"He's such a great person, a great

player, that it will really hurt if we

lose him." Eastern Conference All

Star coach Larry Bird said.

Bird, like nearly everyone at All

Star weekend, heard the lordan
question over and over And like

ne. he didn t know whether

to believe it

r ***fjchael will be here again next

year and will win the MVP again."

fayson Williams said. 'I don't know
»hv Mike needs so much drama in

his life."

"I think this was his last (All

Star) game," Penny Hardaway said.

"We hope he won't retire." Gary

Payton said "We hope he comes
back because he makes it more
competitive

"

Added West coach George Karl:

"The league will learn how to func-

tion without Michael, but I'll go on
record right now that I personally

think Michael should continue to

play

"I think we all want to try to beat

him He has set the standard at such

a height that anybody who has the

opportunity wants to go after the

best And he has proven to be the

best many, many times."

lordan won the MVP award after

leading all scorers with 25 points

a* the East beat the West 155 114

lordan shot 10 for 18 with eight

is. six rebounds and three

steal*

"If that was his last, it was a great

way to go out." |ason Kidd said. "If

he does decide to retire, he's going

out at the right time — out on top."

There is skepticism regarding

lordan t pronouncements because

he has gone back on his word
before.

When he retired in 199J tc

become a baseball player, he said he

was finished playing basketball

When he returned in 1995. he

uniform No 45 and said he

would never wear No. 25 again.

In both cases. Ionian flip flopped .

Now. people are looking for any

sliver of hedging on his part.

If he won't play or any coach
other than lackson. would he con-

sider being a player-coach 9

"No. That was just an appetizer

thrown out by Phil." lordan said.

Would he play elsewhere next

season if lackson gets a job coach

ing another team?
"Nowhere else." lordan said

Would he play for the Knicks9

"No. I said I'd only do that if I

was single I'm not single." lordan

said

Why don't people believe him?
"I don't know." he said. "I guess

you'll have to wait and see. People

don't want to see it or people just

don't want it to happen But this

day was going to happen sooner or

later.

"I've always said I would not

walk out of the game limping. If I

walk out of the game. I want to

walk out knowing I can still play.

People have to believe that
"

Collegian Sports, we're bigger than Titanic!
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Men's tennis team faces uncertainty
By Sonford Appall

Collagian Staff

Team competition ha* not avw
begun this spring |\>i the
Massachusetts men's tennis team
and already there are coaaptica
tinns The Minutemen learned lu*t

tnunth thai the> vmuld be without
thejr No. 2 singles player Pat
Slyman. who has taken this

mi school
However. UMtai did receive

some compensation in the lorm ot

Beau Navarro who has returned to

UMass alter missing the fall

son.

The Minutemen rolled to a 7-

1

(all season, while relying on their

I 2 ^ punch in singles from Todd
Cheney, Slyaaan and Rob
Manthestei Howevei one thitd

of that equation is now absent
and Coach |ud> Dixon is scrraTi

Wing to revamp the lineup

ing a player like Slvrnan
really jllect* our situation D
*ji>I "He made the top d our sin

gles lineup almost invincible. We
will be counting on some ot our
other plu\ 'ep up "of the

remainder of the season."

At the moment, it look* as ||

Manchester who was very solid

this fall will move up to the I

Allci will assume
the role of No \

Parsa Sainn who ha* newt
competed at a spot higher than

No. 5 will slide up to No. 4.

Navarro — who needs to regain

last year's form — will begin at

No. 5, and Kevin Curley will

round out the singles lineup for

now.

"I am counting very heavily on

Alex to play the tTfM 01 tennis he

is capable of playing." Dixon said

"He will be of vital importance to

our overall miu
Right now Beau needs to gai

back into competitive shape But I

am hoping he will come around

lot u> as well, to help cushion the

blow ot losing Pat |SI>man|."

The Minutemen opened up the

spring season at the Cornell
Invitational thi* past weekend,
but in flight competitions In this

tournament, the player* l«|
playing in individual grouping*

In the A flights, Todd Cheney
and Rob Manchester represented

the Minutemen in lairlv successful

la-hion

Cheney beat the No. J

frota Dartmouth. Robert Chen,

| I hern* tell to I

Aretzt liom Cornell lb I t> in

the A flight quarterfinals.

Manchester wa* deleated by

I out Brownlci rncll Vb.
6 7 in the ln*t uiund. but then

made it to the tmaU ot the conso-

lations

"I wa* \er\ pleased with Todd
and Rob's performances through

out the weekend." Dixon said

"They were playing top notch
competition, and they more than

held their own. We need these

.•I pei loiiuaiKc- from them.

once team play begins."

Aller and Sainn played in the B
flights for UMass Aller beat
David Martin from Dartmouth
b S, b 4 in the first round. He
then fell in the quarterfinals in a

tough three- set match.
Saniii was handed a loss in the

tirst round by Tyler Hansburger
of Bloomsberg College 0-6, b-3,

4 b He rebounded to win the B
flight consolation round by
knocking off David Martin 8 b in

a proset
"1 wa* \crv encouraged by the

way Aller and Samii performed
III in the B flights." Dixon

-aiJ ~lhc> will certainly help to

sohditv us in -ingles plav. if they

compete like thi-

The C and D flights were di*jp

pomtments for UMass at Cornell,

as only lason Lin managed a vie-

ion in ihe D flight* Keith
Schumann won a consolation
match in the D flights by default.

"Right now. I am tocused on
gelling out lineup set and getting

back to playing the true UMass
brand of tennis" Dixon said.

"That means we have to go back
to basics, which translates into

belter play Irom the bottom ot ihe

single* order, and certainly better

doub

ccxiicun r-u

The Massachusetts men's tennis team competed this past weekend

Getting back into the swing of things.

The Massachusetts women's softball team return to the diamond for the start of the 1998 season this

Friday.

hoops women s swtm
continued from page 12

UMass hat won 21 ot its la

conference road games since the start

of the 1994 199) season, tb

defeats coming at Temple in 19*45

and at Dayton on Keb 23

1997. The Minutemen are M in

games where they have held leads of

10 point* or more since
|si44 isjqs UMass is 7 1 -4 when
the) vc held opponents to under 50

percent shooting, and have held 15

opponents to under 40
percent I M.i** leads the A 10 in

shots blocked at 6.5 bpg. led by Lari

Ketner with 2 4 bpg

continued from page 12

A-10*
"In the last couple of week* the

team really has come together as a

group. They're having tun which is

something that i* important." said

•mb "We've been swimming
in meets since Oct. 25. and we're

ready to have one good final moat.*

Minutewomen Notes: Freshman
Sarah Newell holds top- five limes

in the conference in two events

She is third in the 200 breaM with

a lime oi 2 24 2X and fifth in the

100 breast with a tutu .1 I 07 45

Hickev is third in the 500 free with

a time of 5:05 "4g Sophomore I la

Lansky currently ranks fifth in the

tlv with a time
2 0>4 1 1 Sevkcomb. who is in his

14th year at the helm of the

Minutewomen. now sports a
98-62-1 mark during his tenure

He was the New England
Swimming and Diving Coach of

the Year in 1988 and
1 989. ..UMass was strong across

the board in the Fordham meet,
lulie Alexander (twicel. Irina

Kossenko. Dragon. Lyndsay
Crenshaw. Robin \clona. Spencer

Sharyn Harrison. Stack Hvme*
and Amy Mullen all added second

place finishes to propel the

Minutewomen to

Men's swim drowns Fordham

The Massachusetts men's swim-
ming team capped an undefeated

dual meet season Saturday by defeat

ing Fordham. 207 92. to give them
their xeventh home win of the season.

"I'm glad that we were able to lm

ish on an up note." s.tid Coach Russ

Yarworth. "We really had a lot of

guys fmi*h the season strong and
help out the team."

The Minutemen 1 10-0) were never

really threatened by the Rams a* thev

cruised to their second perfect dual

meet season in three years. Since the

l*)g5-86 season. UMass has swam
without a loss in seven seasons.

"We were able to relax a bit," said

Yarworth 'Now we just need to rest

up a bit and prepare for the most

important part of the season
"

The Minutemen will begin that

part after a week and a half hiatu* to

prepare themselves for the challenge

ahead. Then, on February 19 they

travel to Buffalo. N.Y for the

Atlantic 10 Conference
Championship meet, hoping to bring

home a third straight A-10 title.

Integral to the chance* of I

pulling off the three peat will be

senior Scan Anderson and freshman

Billy Brown Both kept with the

"Refuse to Lose" theme as they each

went undefeated in their respective

events.

Anderson managed to compile a

perfect record in the 50m freestvlc

while Brown added youth to experi-

ence and also went undefeated in hi*

event, the 1 00m breaststroke.

The senior and freshman also have

more in common Both hold the sec-

ond fastest times in those events as

well Anderson's mark is 20 51 in the

50m and Brown is on the all-time list

with a time of 57 58 for the 100m.

A look at the Atlantic 10 leader

board reveals even more similarity

between the two swimmer* Each
leads the conference with the fastest

times for their events Anderson has

the fastest 50m (20 84) and 100m
freestyle (46.51) times, while Brown
remains atop the board with hi*

school record 2:05.20 in the 200m
' breaststroke.

lunimr B I Brannan has also >wam
well thus far as he holds the best con

ference mark for the 500m freestyle

at 4 55.67 At the meet. sopnotBOre

Bryan Grimes swam a personal best

in the 1 000m freestyle.

Adding to outstanding Individual

performances have been the relay

teams as the Minutemen have the

fastest conference times in the 400m
medley (5:27.54) and 800m freestyle

With strong individual and team

efforts. UMass has consistently been

among the teams to beat in the A-10
over the years and this year is no dif-

ferent. The Minutemen will look to

take their winning momentum into

the conference championships

"St. Bonaventure and George
Washington should both be right

there." said Yarworth. "We just have

to hit the tapering period well and

prepare ourselves."

The regular season has indicated

that the Minutemen know how to do
just that and they will use that knowl-

edge to get themselves ready for the

big meets and carry on the UMass
swimming tradition.

"I look at the dual meet season as

the time to set the table." said

Yarworth. "Now it's time to go in

and show them who's boss."

apl 1X& l00^ HoU wayOc

• 50% Student Discounts

• Right in Amherst

• Space is Limited! Call...

Free Info Sc<iion Wed Feb. 25th @ 7:00 pm. Lord Jeffrey Inn. Amherst Common

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL
Pentium 166MMX Complete

System Starting at $ttl
wMi 12taB Ram i 14" Color MonRor

• Custom Configured Systems

• Upgrades and Components

• Nstwort Card* starttno at I2t

• $9 off any Natwork Card i»*th

tfilsad

Looking for o

Computer?

Green Leaf Computers

HIYT
Ski or Ride

just

121 *-
Bus + Lift THRU Included

Daily Bus Leaves: UMass 9:55 am
Amherst Center 1 0:00 am

Arrive: ML Tom 10:35 am
Leave: MLTom 4:30 pm
Arrive: UMass 5:10 pm

SPRING BRtAK *&'

BAHAMAS'

$349!
i |\-r ixrsnit

COME SEE WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT...

X«CLVP£2» 21 HOURS
OF FfUE ORINK5

AIL SPRING

• fctyrin;wt<M *-* »»ft- k> tad

• * *»J*t>*rt"" m 'Twx6f-'r i

• ~*ta-*a*ona «a* c **«*
• O*m r» i« t irsr * *»*"*» <"»

•as* it'JvC*

• W*kr*t» (Mf.10 ft) T-Mf

bnr*>Yf uddt to* a™**!

• 1(1 C*M »»«-*<*#

UPt:
n|«x»T<tti [**«\ mi
m *-«* nagg-Af arc torn (*«-

ttaip<"»T|a-ajM-K»aip-at

• •'

*il Claw I***" tftattfa-aj |*»t K I

tar "»Y«T* mm -*> ajfr

CaLASS Jraravel
•iiNruj'

Cadi*!

;Z7-- ^(DMSM^rn
4i- ni-ataw •-«»«*- it j t

FIND 15 FRXEKD3 AND
YOU LL TRACEL FRfcl'

S H A B
Gain Experience in

Administrative Aspects

of Health Care

Come join the

Student Health

Advisory Board

Informational meeting:

Wed. Feb. 11 & 25, 5:30 -6:30pm

University Health Services Rm. 304

For mora Info call Tamara at tha Hsalth Education Offlcs 577-5181
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ANNOUNCEMENT S

Coma danca with labb at

s Gnll on 2/10 10pm

$ WIN MONEYS
Win $ m the Central Area

Battle of the Bands on March

6th Demo tapes due by Feb

18 One member must be a

Central Resident Contact

Chris 6-2169, Nek 6 5694.

APARTMENT FOR RPNI

Single room apartment aj

ClifTside Available Feb

onward All utilities included

$54G7month Please call

Robm at 665-1281

AUTO FOR SALE

Purchasing a used car?

Having your car repaired7 Do

you know your legal rights1

Contact The Student Legal

Services Office. 922 Campus
Center. 545-1995

Toyota Tercoi M Good con-

dition Extended Dealer's

Guaranty $7500 Call 546-

2430

M Toyota Corolla

Good condition 149k $2200
Call 256-1767

1919 BMW 325. Navy
blue/grey mtmor. nev.

highway miles EaxaNont stu-

dent car Runs great $4500
or B/0 Call 546-5536

Wanted Juak Cars Cash
paid everyday 1-800 649
4795

COMPUTERS
City Communications
Pentium Computers'"
Pentium 233 MHj with MMX
Technology Loaded
Princeton 15' XVGA Monitor

included 0niy$ll00>> Call

for specs 546-6826

COMPUTERS
from $895

Laptops. $1295' Peripherals

ZarVision 582-9198
V/MC/AMEX

EMPLOYMENT
COUNSELORS TOP BOYS
SPORTS CAMP IN MAINE!
Exciting, fun summer!
Instruct, coach, or assist

Openings in: All Lead
Sports. All Water Sports

PLUS: Camping/Hiking,

Ropes/Climbing Wall.

SCUBA. Archery Riflery.

Martial Arts. RN's

Secretaries Top salaries

Awesome facilities

CALL
tho (M0) NUMBER NOW.
(MMH73 §104. or E MAIL
cobbachiafdaol com or

write Stave Rubin, CAMP
C0BB0SSEE. 10
Silvermine Dr., South
Salem. NY 10590

Counselors lor co-ed
Northeast PA. overnight

Jewish camp- 3 hours from

NYC- general, sports, drama.

H20&arts 1 800-973 3866

SUMMER 0PP0RTUNI
TIES Musiker Tours and
Summer Discovery are look-

ing for counselors for our stu-

dent travelprograms and/or

our pre college enrichment

programs Applicants must

be 21 years old by

June 15 1998 We need
mature, hardworking, ener-

getic mdiyiduais who can
dedicate 4-7 weeks this sum-

mer working with teenagers

A director will be on campus
at UMASS ON February

24 Please call lor more infor

mation/application or set up

an interview at 888 8SUM
MER

EMPLOYMENT
NATIONAL PARK
EMPLOYMENT- Parks

Forests. Wildlife Preserves

Ask us how' 517 324-3109
Ext N50012

WHITEWATER RAFT
GUIDES NEEDED in

Western MA Full or Part-

time available No experi-

ence necessary We will

train Looking for athletic,

personable people who like

to work hard m the outdoors

Call Crab Apple Whitewater

1413)339-0188 for more infor-

mation and an application

Fell-Time Summer
Position Available at Crab

Apple Whitewater for a

Photo Technician at our

Mimlab Job entails develop-

ing film and printing pictures

No experience necessary but

some past use of lab helpful

Call 1413)339-0188 for info

and an application

EXCEPTIONAL SUMMER
OPPORTUNITY- Camp
Wayne. NE PA |3hrs/NYC|-

Sports oriented

Counselor/Specialists for all

Land/Water Sports including

Tennis. Camping.
Climbing/Ropes. Mountain
Biking. Rocketry. Roller

Hockey. Sailing/Waterskiing.

A&C. Drama. Radio Video

Campus Interviews Tues.

March 3rd Please call 1 -888-

737 9296 or 516 883 3067

Leave your name, phone
number and mailing address

EMPLOYMENT
MAINTENANCE PERSON
Brandywine Apartments in

Amherst Full-time General

maintenance skills including

electrical, plumbing, carpen-

try and ceramic tile work nec-

essary Must live on site

Duties include after hours

"call" on rotating basis

Competitive salary with ben

etits. including apartment

Send resume to 16G
Brandywine Dr . Amherst.

MA 01002 Or call (413)549-

0600 Fax (413)549-1319

CRUISE SHIP & LAND
TOUR JOBS Discover how
to work m exotic locations,

meet fun people, while earn

ing a living in these exciting

industries 1 For more informa-

tion 517-324-3092 Ext

C50012

ENTERTAINMENT
Gorilla-Grams

Balloons, roses, poems, etc

Send the Cra/y Gorilla on

Valentine's Day Sign up in

the Newman Center on 2/10

and 2/12 Student Rates

Available Into call (413)781

9696

FOR RENT

SUMMER RENTALS
CAPE COD GROUP
Summer Rentals- Soma
waterfront bouses, soma
with swimming pools
Falmouth area Diamond
Roal Estate (500477 1900

Fridge Rentals Free deliv-

ery 253 9742

FOR SALE

CORWOOO FOR SALE $125

cord call 549-5456

FOR SALE

Full Sixa Futon Used one

semester $150/80 546-

4841

HEALTH & BEAUTY
Acupuncture end Herbal

Medicine National Board

Certified Licensed 549-6542

INSTRUCTION

DANCE AWAY THE WIN
TER BLUESI BALLET FOR
BEGINNERS and
Intermediates taught by

Heather Clark-Warner.

Pioneer Valley Ballet School.

Wednesday evenings Call

586-4142

MISCELLANEOUS
University Bartending
Course 50% Student
Oiscount National

Certification Available

Spring Sessions This

Semester Space Is Limited

1 800 U CAN MIX

FREE T SHIRT $1000

Credit Card fundraisers for

fraternities, sororities &
groups Any campus organi

zation can raise up to $1000

by earning a whopping

$5 00/VISA. application

Call 1-800-932-0528 6x165

Qualified callers receive

FREE T SHIRT

MUSICAL INSINUMINTS

For Sale- Didjendu Hand

made, hand painted, by stu

dent $20 with lesson 253
7342

MUSICIANS WANTED
STARTING BARBARSHOP

QUARTET
No haircutting involved.

just solid acapeiia singing

Call Dan.el 665-7581

PERSONALS
"Show me love and what
it's all about!"- Robyn Free

love and valentines at

www.studontadvantage.c
om/qpid

SERVICES

Legal Questions? The
Student Legal Services Office

offers free legal assistance

to fee-paying students
Contact us at 922 Campus
Center, 545-1995

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for

free testing and assistance

549-1906

STEREO & CD EQUIP

200 Watt 3 Way Speakers
For Sale Never used $450 or

B/0 Steve 546 3042

Csr Stofoo EouioiHtYnt

Kenwood Detach Face- 1

year old. paid $350 1 amp
100x2. paid $150 1 amp
100x4. paid $100 1 pair

Pioneer 6x9 speakers lOOw.

paid $1 10 Whole system
sounds great, needs nothing

Selling as package deal for

$300 Call 546-3842

TRAVEL

KILLINGTON SPRING
BREAK Want a great time

for a low price 7 Go to

Killington for Spring Break 1

Starting 3> $249. including 5

day lift ticket. 5 nights ®
Mountain Green UMASS SKI

N BOARD CLUB 545-3437

• 1 Spring Break from
$119! FREE SPRING BREAK
AND PARTIES ORGANIZE A

GROUP 1 Jamaica, Cancun.

Bahamas. Barbados. Florida

Sunsolash 1-800 426-7710

TRAVEL WANTED

r *

iABilliiLJftriAttftl

14 HOURS OF
FREE PRINKS!

7 aMNt fryt un;
tntk*** IT fttf K«ea> f ***** taf »«•

*•-*» e*4 —

*

i ••»•» m***** «*
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kmm -* iasvo * 'Ail w>

CLASS Travel

•VD^i^&M

^^WtiMfi
'

WmTTcT
BREAK IN NEGRIL Don't

get ripped off 1 Go with who

you can trust No hidden

costs, starting ® $539 7

nights, round trip air. trans-

fers Collegiate Beach &
Party Events On-site staff

UMASS SKI N BOARD CLUB
545-3437

Spring Break- Cancun and

Nassau from $399 Air. hotel,

transfers, parties, and more'

Organize a small group- Earn

free trips plus commission'

Call 1-B00-SPRING BREAK. 1

800-777 46:

SPRING BREAK 98

Free food and drinks'

Cancun. Bahamas. Jamaica

and Florida from $399
Organize a small group and

travel FREE ' Highest commis-

sions and lowest prices Cell

Surf & Sun Tours to become
a campus representative

1800)5747577

Spring Break 98 Get

Going!!)

Cancun. Jamaica Bahamas.

& Florida Group Discounts &
Free Drink Parties' Sell 5 &
go free' Book Now'"
Visa/MC/Disc/Amex 1 800

234 7007 http //www end-

lesssummertours com

r

Internships Auihhlt

( ollrgun KusinetOffice
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Rates
Students Ali others

20<£ per word/day 40c p^ word /day

Standard Headings
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MOOW rOKMNT
MOOMMAMTSO
WWMMATt MMVTOD
MRVICft
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NAnrrto to nanrr
MAMTIO MMML

TUESDAY. FEB TO

f> TV Vnrru.an Red Craw wriM

Tat eat TV Pr.dc Mlurvr will be haaHnf

*n ml nmmkiMI aortal in Campui Crnter 917

M 7 p.m. Far Bare wtuiniltai call V4VOI V4

DiiMlkaffiailllSI!

far an pcwuumw . »ala-m« wckome
IV Ballroom Omcmf CVeb aral

men from 5 JO-7 p m in Toman
eaaaneea* aaceatary Fur mure information,

caaaect bhannun ai Ht M
Wren**- TV Animal Rifhli CoaUnori will

e hoidmjt their Htm enteral »miin| for me
teaneeter at 7 p m in 506 SradcM Union New

mtmbm wtkoaw and food wtT be served For

more information call MS-I«HS

WEDNESDAY. FE

4iiaValom Aadanoat lor me L'Maat jmcro-

>>«aiu>nal tufflcJi troupe

IMPROVable. will be held at 7 p m in C«mpu<

Center 165 No etpertence neccuary For more

information, contact Aaron at 546-5221

Mood />tif- TV American Red Crow will

be hotdint a hkwd drive from lOXMMpm
in l.mpo* Center IOI Call I -»0O-*M-222«

for an appointment. waB-aw welcome

Wertmg— TV Prrvet/ Animal Viemc Club

will be noldmt Mi finrt in • «ene« of metHttp in

Paige Lab 202 M 7 p m Any i

contact Brian at 2VMx
betcrred

Weetma— Circle K Internal

i

oaal. a camptw
and community icrvice rroup. wiB mart at 6 W
p m in Siuckbridfe 1 14 For more information.

call VW-VH>»

THURSDAY. FEB 12

Audition*— Audition» for the I Max impro

riMHIamal comedy troupe. M

IMPRON able will be held at 7 p m in Cwatma

Center 161 No experience neceuary For more

information, contact Aaron at 546-1221

Cam— Weekly yoga and meditation clax

will be held in BiMcrfieid Loawje at S p m A

vtahhaj yogi monk will be teaching. For more

.can 2!»-*!!!

TV I Mam Queen Fan Chib will

marl in tV Cape Cod Lounge at 4 p m New

member! arc welcome For more information,

contact Sabrtna at 146-441K

Merlin*— TV Prrvet/Animal Science Club

wig V holding ru aecond in a trriei of meet-

mgt in Paige Lab 202 at 7 p m Any c|U«tiom.

pleaie contact Brian at 216-6022

Rrfmhmentt will be terved

TaaV— Robyn Och* will be ipwklttg a* pan

of the GLBT Sludiet I .ccturc Series in the

c ampui Center room M)l TV topic I

announced For more information contact the

Stonewall Center at VH-4K.M

FRIDAY. FEB 13

Comrrrf— TV Outinc Club will be pre»ent

ing a free concert reatunng I ntrain with <prcial

guest Panicle Zoo It will take place at 8 p m
in tV Campus Center Auditorium

Service will be held at 6

fVh tn pubac tervice announcernano grMad
daily To tobrmt an IYI. pleaw vwvd a pmi
releate contatmnq all partavmt information.

rxludncj the name ana phone number of the

contact perton to the Collegian, do the
Manage*) tcMor by noon the prrvttxA day

p m at Ifillrl Hotter

NOTICES
M nimg - Spn-rrum Magazine w taking «wb

xtwfom for tV next edition of tV magaxme

TV deadline i« feh 1 2 for more information

call the office at 141-2240 or come by in the

Student Union, room 40t»l

Hav ou read the

Daily Collegian
Today?

a HSCN
Bulletin Board

17 HSCN Programming

IB TV-19
a CBS/3 Hartford

4 CBS/4 Boston
80 ABC/40 Springfield

a ABC/5 Boston
88 NBC/22 Springfield

81 CNN
a PBS/57 Springfield

84 CNN SI

7 HSCN Movie Ch. SB Headline News
a UPN/20 Hartford

iB UCTV
a Weather Channel

87 TBS
ID NBC/30

New Britain am bet

ii Fox/61 Hartford aa TV Land

ia PBS/24 Hartford 3D Univision

13 WOCH & HSCN 31 Comedy Central

M International 38 Cartoon

ia UMass Academic TV 33 Much Music

TUESDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHOH
WTXX
wvrr
wnc
WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
A&E
CNN
COM
"Bisc"

ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK
SCIFI

TLC
TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

O

o

n
©
CB

€B

Hi
©

'1

i

5

I

2«

6:00 6:30
Newthour With Jim Lehrar X G Auritmma

Newt R CBS Newt

NewlX
Full Houm X

Cheart If

Hotna Imp.

Newt I
Creeluret

Newt X
Mad Abo. You

Family Mattert

mtida Edition

CBS Newt

ABC Newt Intide Edition

BoyWorld

NBC Newt

Mad Abo. You

NBC
SimpeontX

NBC Newt

Butineti Rpt.

ABC Newt

Mad Abo You

Northern Expoaurt X
Family Mattert

Worltlview H

Prtmlum |Mafca-Uugh

Wingt "The Flying Tanks" (R)

UpClota

Supermarket

Sporttctnter

7:00
Womani Collage Baaketball Connecticut al Rogers (Live;

Exited

Fresh Prince

Wheat-Fortune

Judge Judy X
Ent. Tonight

Seinfeld X
Wheel-Fortune

7i30"

RaalTVI

Errt. Tonight

Olympic Winter Garnet X

ChronicleX
Fresh Prince

Olympic Winter Garnet X

Jeopardy! X Mad Abo. You

Judge Judy X
Hard Copy X
FreaierX

Jeopardy! X
Newthour With Jim Lehrar X
Seinfeld J
Seinfeld X
Andy Griffith

FnsierX

FratlerX

Law t Ordw X
Andy Griffith

MoneylineX

OailyShow(R)

Gimme Shelter

Croetflre X
Stein't Money

51

C - Campus

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00
Novi "The Bniri Eaters" X

FEBRUARY 10, 1998
10:30 11:00 1 11:30

Frontline (In Stereo) X .Breakthrough

iNtwtX

Drew Carey X
Butty the Vampire Slayer I

Moetha(R)X

Mad Abo. You

Soul Man X [Home Imp. [Grace Under

Caroline

Cluetett (R) X
Caroline

**« "BtdBoft

NYP0 Blue Twin Peles" X
Dewton't Creak (In Stereo) X
Frssier(R)X Jutt Shoot Me

Moatha IR) X ICIuetett (R) X
Fntier(R)I |Ju«t Shoot Me

Mad Abo. You ICaroline

"(1995. DranuQ Martin lawranoa. (In Stereo)X

Novi "The Bram Eaters" X
Drew Carey X
Moetht(R)X

Soul Man 8

Cluetett (R) I

FntietjRlX [Jutt Shoot Me

Frontline (In Stereo) X
Home Imp. | Grace Under

Dateline (In Slereo) X
Grace Under

Dateline (In Stereo) X

Dateline (In Stereo) X
No Time to Be a Child X
NYPD Blue "Twin Peles" X

o TiiflWcrfrr>«liifwo»"(i99i

NBA Batketball Boslon Celtics al Denver Nuggels (Live)

Adventure) Danny Glovet, Willem Daloe.

NewtX |NighttlneX~

Star Trek: Next Gener.

Vibe

ITonight Show

Newt

SimptontX
News «

Tonight Show

Deep Space 9

Tonight Show

Charlie Rote (In Slereo)

Newt X Nightline X

Biography "Louis Lepke"

World Today I
Brett Butler [Fo«worlhy

Wild Disc

Debt

MTV Live (In Slereo)

Figure It Out |Tiny Toon"

Quantum Leap (In Slereo) X
Renovation I Renovation

Loit i Clark-Superman

Baywatch "Baia Run ' X

Intimate Portrait

ICoHegt Baaketball Indiana al Pufdue (Live

overy:

ia at Pl

: African

American Justice "Godfathers vs. the Law" (R)

[Baal TV X
"The Minyinn Man"(199l) Alec Bakhvinr

Law & Order "Profile" X
Larry King Live X
Young Comeditnt (R)

[

World Today I
IVIva Variety

|
Make-Laugh

New Detedlvet: Case Studies | Breakout "Island Escapes"

My So-Called Life (In Slereo)

Ooug X IBugtatt X
Saaquett V332 "Spindnd" X
Home Again

I
Home Again

Babylon 5 "The Long Dark" X
.Highlander. The Serial J

W "Turbo: A Power Rangers Movie" j\W) Jaton David Frank.

«« " "ferrit Bueller't Day OT (1986) TO- 13" <£

(5:30)**^ -Hero" (1992) Duslin Hoftman.

Spice World

Filmmaker

Unsolved Myttartet (In Slereo)

Beavis-Butt

Secret of Alex

Beavit-Butt.

Happy Day*

Sightinga (In Stereo) X
Trauma II -Ufa in the ER(R)

IColtega Baaketball Arkansas al Georgia (Live)

Sports lllut.

Daily Show

Moneyllne X

Juttice Filet (Rj

Stein't Money

Woman Named Jackie (Pan 2 ol 3)

Beavit-Butt

Wonder Years

Beavit-Butt

Wonder Yeart

Forever Knight "Blind Faith" X
Top Gun Academy

Beavit-Butt.

I Love Lucy X
Beavit-Butt

M.T. Moore

Tekwar "Cvberhunl" (In Slereo)

Extreme Machlnea (R)

NBA Baaketball Seattle SupetSonics at Houslon Rockets (In Slereo Live) X [Intde-NBA

Walker, Texas Ranger X
*** "Pnvttt Pens (1997. Comedy) Howard Slern. 'R' X

Boxing: Brian Barbosa vs. Antwun Echols (In Stereo Live) X
Beat ol Aulopty (In Stereo) X

Almott Perfect

Sporttcenter

Golden Girls

In Stereo)Loveline

Taxi X iNewhart I
Saaquwt 2038 "Spmdrrft" X
Trauma II - Life in the EB (R)

e»W "The Warriors" (1979)

Silk Stalking:a "Pas De Deux"

Ttacey Takes

. * "The Man Who Loved rycwan"(1963) Burl ReynoirJt. ft'

t <>, "Barb Wire" (1996) Pamela Anderson Lee. X[ "The fW (1994. Comedy) Denis Leary. (In Stereo) R' X
*Vi 'Turt>i;)Bno»"(1997) Ray Liotla. 'R' X

"Peopia"

Intimate Seaa.

Red Shoe
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Bruno By C. Baldwin

Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dilbert By Scott Adams
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Sven By Stephen Higgens
Kampui Kids By Adam Souliere
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Horoscope;
AQLARILS I |an 20-Feb. 18) —

You arc jiuing M have to make an

early st.iri t^i.iy il \c>u v.\*h •

.<n Nchedulc. Some unknown vari-

able will exert a strong influence

PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20) —
You may have trouble today lurninc;

away from something that MOVM
attractive yel risky — with little hope

of anv real pavolt.

ARIES (March 2 1 -April 19) — A
JcdMon may have to be made today

that is based solely upon finatici.ii

realitio Be sure to keep perM'tial

concerns out of it lor the time beinj;

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
You may be challenged todav in a

manner you had not expected. Seek

counsel when il 0OBTM 10 -ins deci-

sion invoking a leap of faith

GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20) — Ii

will be up to you to put things in the

proper perspective today — not only

for yourself, but for many of those

around vou as well.

CANCER (|une 2l-|uly 22) —
Do not hold back at this time: you're

going to want to share any and all

information you may have with those

in vour inner circle.

LEO (|uly 21-Aug. 22) —
Practice usually make 1- perfect, but

today it may only result in your

bacoaafcaf bored Of Itustrated with

the task at hand Make every shot

count

'

VIRGO (Aug. 2J-Sepi. 22) —
You will learn a thing or two trom

someone much younger than yourself

— and tOBWOM much oldet can. in

turn, learn something from vou as

well

LIBRA (Scpi. 23-Oci. 22) —

What appears to be an even trade

demands greater scrutiny today. The
tad hi that you may be getting the

short end of the stick

SCORPIO (Oct. 2*-Nov. 21) —
N ou have every reason to be more
concerned about another today than

you are about yourself. Those protec-

tive leelings must not be ignored.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dcc.
21) — You can ensure greater free-

dom boa stress and tension today

simply by following your instincts

when you feel things becoming com-
plicated.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— Someone near you is willing to do

something special for you — or with

you — today. You must make your-

self available, of course.

Closo to Home By John McPherson

"5 ol' tlic? I>*iy

££ Wisdom corrupts because it shows you

how corruption can serve your interests.

But it also shows you what your interests real-

ly are, so it's self-limiting. Kind of. m m

-Alexis Gilliland

Today's D.C. Menu
545 1«I« rW aMre kOm tttmm.

Franklin

LUNCH
H*mrxi.-o*>r on a Roll

Charbroiied Chicken Sandwich
Chicken Bcirnto

And. like, other stuff...

DINNER
Pineapple Ham Steak

(Chicken) Breasts with (Rice) Stuffing

Dolphin Safe Eggplant Cutlet

Dolphin Safe Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Worcester
LUNCH

Stir Fry Pasta & Vegetables

Ziti/ Tomato Sauce

Chicken Burrito

Bean Burrito

DINNER
Q.P. Burger

Chicken Parmesan
Harvest Burger

Pasta Bilities

ACROSS
1 Lasso
6 Brilliant move

1 Brokaw or

Snyder
1 3 Nile dam
14 Tiny bit

15 Empty
16 Thick slices

17 Scorch
18 Once — a time
19 Mother of

64-Across
20 Gallant
22 Examined
24 Comfort
28 Kind of melon
31 Aquarium fish

32 Certain New
Zealander

34 Tavern drink

36 Leading player

37 Hog
38 Pizzeria item
41 Lodge
42 Baseballer

Slaughter
44 Energy unit

45 Slap
47 Junk
49 Native of

Damascus
51 — up:

cooperated
53 Concurred
56 Robbery

59 Send
61 Dancer Ellen

64 War god
65 Church doctrine

66 Iowa city

67 Row
68 Cove
69 Essence
70 Makes lace

71 Silly ones

DOWN
1 Poison ivy

symptom
2 Dot in the
ocean

3 Conscious
4 Hot sauce
5 Ones
comeback

6 Shrill insect

7 — and aahs
8 Provo's state

9 Eiffel Tower site

10 Type of dance
1

1

Gold, in Toledo
12 Guys
15 Reveille

instruments
20 Long for

21 Negative word
23 Polynesian food
25 Top story

26 Wind up
27 Get, as salary

29 Like some

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

small hhh lairjn
[hja i [rjciuttmrjo cmgiy m

resIb i d|m e|a|dioIw|s
QMS rJ3H@ EjHHflB

w 1 N DlBlR E AIKIE R s
A c T l||u P sUm A s H E D
T H 1 nHb d a c E A G E

S L C D S L M D F_ s S O N
2 ' 9H © 1996. United Feature Syndicate

pants
30 — mode
32 Type of pie
33 Plato's market
35 Naval officer

37 Nuisance
39 Urns' relatives

40 General
Bradley

43 Brazilian
dances

46 Windflower
48 For each

50 Grows
52 Passed out the

cards
54 Aerie resident

55 Coins
57 Diva's solo

58 Superman's
alias

60 Tardy
61 Actor Heflin

62 Ostrichlike bird

63 Johnny —
65 Excavate

Hempshare
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Charbroiled Chicken Sandwich
Chicken Burrito

Mystery Meal

DINNER
Quarter Pound Burger

Chicken Breasts with Rice Stuffing

As Above...

...So Below

Berkshire
LUNCH

Chicken Burrito

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Chef's Grilled Cheese Sandwich
Dolphin Safe Bean Burrito

DINNER
Hot n' Heavy Chicken Wings
Dolphin Safe Quarter Pounder

Harvest Burger

Cheese Lasagna

\
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UMass hoop teams take on the Atlantic 10
Men's team jumps to Number 20 in AP poll Women's hoop takes on Rhode Island tonight

- ~ .. I Z~7. offense with an effective offense. The guards have enji

Gallon Staff

Fresh off a brilliant 7 3-62 win
over No. 22 Xavier in Cincinnati on

Sunday, the Massachusetis men's
basketball team (17-6, 9-1 A- 10)

finishes up a brief two-game road

trip with a date against Duquesne
(10 1V4-6A-10) tonight at the A.|.

Palumbo Center in Pittsburgh Game
time is scheduled for 7:30 p.m.. and

will be televised by the A- 10

Television Network

The big news from the

Massachusetts camp is their

improved spot in the Top 25 polls.

Despite losing for the fust time in the

A 10 apiM Temple last Thursday,

the Xavier win has catapulted the

Minutemen to new heights in both

the AP and the coaches poll. UMass
has climbed kg So 20 in the AP poll

and No. 22 in the coaches poll

Sunday's win kicked in a good
omen for the Minutemen This is the

4UCMN

Lan Ketner and the Massachusetts men's basketball team take on
Duquesne tonight in Pittsburgh

Women swim to victory;

defeat Fordham, 196-106
By Michael Kobykmski
ColUoion Staff

Senior Day at Rodger* Pool for

the Massachusetts swimming and
diving team gave the Minutewomen
seniors one final opportunity to

swim in front of their home crowd.

And to their delight. UMass easily

-ed of Fordham 193-106 to

round out its regular season with an

8 3 mark heading into the Atlantic

1 Championships on Feb 19.

"We swam the way that I thought

that we were going to. We knew
that Fordham was a weaker team. It

wasn't our most inspired meet."
said UMass coach Bob Newcomb.
"Senior Day is always an emotional

meet because it gives the sen'

chance to swim in front of their

peers and their parents for the last

time."

One of the five Minutewomen
seniors. Barbara Hickey made a

huge splash in her Final home meet.

The Reading native Finished first in

the 200 and 500 freestyle to pace

UM<>
"Barbara really came into her

own this year. She really put the

work in." said Newcomb. "She's

really looking forward to the

A 10s because she knows that

she's going to Finish better than she

did in year's past."

Sophomore Andrea Spencer also

continued her winning ways with a

pair of Firsts in the 30 free and the

200 IM Freshmen lulie Dragon and

Shannon Rowell also were members
of the 200 medley and 200 fh

relay teams that captured First -place

finishes.

The Minutewomen enjoyed
another successful campaign in

1997 98. With the final tally pro-

ducing an 8-3 record. Newcomb
was satisFied with the end result

"That was right about what we
were expecting. We knew that we
would have some close meets and

that there would also be some meets

against teams that we would have

difficulty beating." said Newcomb
"The team did a good job all year

and has done a good job preparing

for the meets."

After working non-stop for the

paM Five months, ihe Minutewomen
will be able to relax a little for the

next week and a half before the

Turn to WOMEN'S SWIM, pqge 9

fourth time in school history UMass

has started All) play at 9-1. and the

Minutemen have gone on to capture

the Atlantic 10 title each time The

only time UMass started better was

in J9s»5 1996. when the Minutemen

started 14-0 in the A-10, en route to

an eventual Final Four appearance.

Massachusetts has played some ol

its best basketball on the road this

season UMass is 5-0 on the road in

the A-10, and 6-1 overall in oppos-

ing gyms. The only loss came at the

buzzer at No. 3 Kansas. 73-71. back

on Dec 10

UMass is on a stretch in which
they've won 10 of their last II

games, and seem to be back on track

after thumping the Musketet

Sunday They rcM one game above

Rhode Island in the A-10's East

Division, and are tied with George
Washington for the best record in the

Atlantic 10.

Currently, sophomore guard
Monty Mack leads the team in scor-

ing at 14.1 ppg. Mack has already

picked up three A- 10 Rookie d the

Week honors, the most by a UMass
player since Marcus Camby had Five

in 1993 94.

lunior center Lari Ketner ranks

second at 13.7 ppg, and is also sec-

ond on the team with 7.3 rpg. Tyrone

Weeks leads the Minutemen with 9 t>

rpg,— third in the A- 10— along with

I I O ppg. lunior guard Charlton

Clarke rank* third in scoring at 1 1.3

ppg. and is coming off an 18 point

game against Xavier.

This should be a happy homecoming

for UMass sophomore forward Chns
Kirkland. After struggling his fresh-

man year and early this season.

Kirkland has come on of late. The for-

mer Pittiburgh Pott-Gazette Player of

the Year from Sto Rox High School is

getting significant playing time and has

helped provide stability at small for

ward. After employing a three guard

offense most of last season Kirkland

and sophomore MJke Babul have kept

the small forward position in the

UMass lineup, something many doubt

ed would exist this late in the season.

Turn to HOOPS. pogeV

By Kathleen Ralls

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts women
ketball team are in the midst ol a

seven game Atlantic 10 mini
pre tournament lo finish out the

season before the actual A-10
championships Tonight they play

their fourth straight A-10 game as

they face Rhode Island at 7 p.m. at

the William D Mullins Center
Currentlv. lhey stand at 12 I ovei

all, 6-5 in conference

This is the second meeting within

a week for the two squads Last

week UMass traveled to Kingston

to demolish the Ram Id 4 3 Tez

Kraft, UMass's leading scorer, led

the Minutewomen with 17 points.

Senior center Kara Tudman
reached a season high 10 points

followed by freshman Kathy

COfMr'l impressive II point out

put

In their last meeting, both UMass
and Rhode Inland began the Inst

half in -low motion while the two
exchanged equal baskets through

the early minutes But then Kraft

exploded with her aggressive style

of play and led the way to their

eventual commanding win

Rhode Island has been struggling

this season with a 5-17 overall

.1. including three wins in the

A 10 The Rams entire roster is

comprised ol live freshman a

sophomores Their last win was on
Sunday when they defeated St.

Bonavcnture at home 70 63
Freshman center Amber lansen led

the Rams with 22 points 7

rebounds. 3 steals and 2 assists.

Sophomore forward Megan Qaseos]

chipped in 14 points and sopho-

more captain Dena Cocchiola
! II

On Friday, UMass defeated St

Bonaventure. 71-52 as well

Sophomore Alison MacFarland led

with JO points t, .Unwed bv strong

showings by junior Tea Kraft — 13

points in the second half — and
freshman Kathy Coyncr who con

tributcd 1 1 points. Massachusetts

coach loanie O'Brien mixed up the

offense with an effective

eight -woman rotation the Bonnies

struggled to adjust with the »huf

fling positions as UlgSjM look full

advantage with their effective ti an

sition offense

The Ranis, who are averaging

58.1 ppg, have theii work cut out

for them as the Minutewomen are

on a strong two game win streak

forward! "ludinan and 3. olunda

Ida have begun to step it up
inside, pulling down clutch

tchounds to trigger their inipioving

offense The guards have enjoyed a

nice rotation between the aggres

sive defense of Sabriya Mitchell and

the scoring punch of Kathy Coyner

at the point. MacFarland. Kraft.

and Kara Trent have improved their

outside shooting as they rotate as

well at the two and three guards

Minutewomen Notes: UMass
has won four of their last live

games. ..For the second straight

Turn to WOMEN HOOP page 8

BMW MCOUMOTT I COUICMN

Tez Kraft leads the charge for the women's hoop team as they face

Rhode Island tonight at 7 p.m in the WHIiam D Muffins Center.

Men's track trail URI, UNH
By 5eth Koenig

Coisgion Staff

The University of Massachusetts

men's indoor track team is quickly

growing tired of the Univer-

New Hampshire Wildcats. At Rhode
Island this weekend, the Minutemen
placed third out of four teams, plac-

ing below UNH for the second
straight week The host Rams won
the meet with 63 points to New
Hampshire's 50. UMass and Rider

rounded out the competition with

45 and 27 points respectively.

"We've had a great competition

with New Hampshire over the

years." coach Ken O'Brien said

"It's usually a Five point meet either

way. They cleaned our clock last

week, but this time we brought it

back down around Five points
"

Although the Minutemen did not

defeat the Wildcats, their five

deficit was | far cry from the forty

point shellacking they took at the

hands of UNH a week earlier. Gone
from the previous meet, however.

were four of UMass' leading sprint

en, who were in Boston lot the

Terrier Classic that weekend This

time around. Massachusetts was
expected by some to overtake their

New England rivals.

"Would I like to have won'' 1

O'Brien said. "But was I rarpt

No I expected a five point differ

ence. I'm |ust disappointed that we
were on the low side."

lunior Tom Toye. who ran in the

400m was one of three UMass run

ners to win events, lunior Ben
Baraldi continued in what has

turned out to be a stellar season by

winning the 55m hurdles for the

second straight meet. Albie V.i/quc/

cleared i I ing fot flest la

that event

Senior Scotl Price came home
with new school record and a sec-

ond place overall in the 55m His

time of 6.41 seconds was two hun-

dredths ol a second faster than the

previous recoid run most recent

Iv hv Rawle Ciichlow twelve years

m I98t>

came CB0M to his own 20tHn

I as well with time of 21.97

while placing second in that event

as well He set the record earlier

this ye. ii bv i tinning a J I 42 second

race

The Massachusetts indoor track

team will he in action again this

coming Saturday, as thev travel to

Boston University tot the Valentine

Invitational where the squad will

attempt lo improve on their last

near m

Holden leads UM skiers
By Aaron Soykin

CoHegion Stan

VANIN COI If MAN

After stumbling a bit two weeks
ago. the Massachusetts' men's skiing

squad rebounded from their unchar-

acteristically sluggish performance

with an exceptional showing last

weekend at the Boston College
Tournament in Ascutney Mountain.

Vt.

Hoping to atone for a sixth-place

disappointment in its previous meet,

the UMass squad bounced back with

its second-best showing of the 1998

season. With the help of third place

Finishes in both the slalom and giant

slalom events, the Minutemen have

once again established themselves as

a powerful force in the Eastern
College Ski Conference.

Leading the UMass charge in the

slalom was junior All- American Tom
Holden. who won the individual com-
petition, boasting a mountain-best
time of 37.08 seconds on his first

run. Although Holden may have been

the lone Minutemen skier to Finish in

the event's top ten. his teammates
)ordan Kingdort. John GrifFin, Justin

Rouleau and lames Cranston occu-

pied the 13th through 16th spots,

respectively.

"After this weekend, the men's
team has Finished third in the slalom

three times." said 38-year
Massachusetts coach Bill

MacConnell. "We skied exceptionally

well in the slalom, and it may have

cotumsv mfiwa rhations

The women's swim team faced off against Fordham this past weekend. Turn to SKI, page 8

Tom Holden won the all-around this weekend at the Boston College

Tournament.

Jordan sets rules;

Kobe fabulous;

Bird favors ban
As the All-Star game unfolded

Sunday . we saw spectacular play after

play as Michael lordan led the Fa

a decisive victory over the Wr-i
135-1 14. At the same time, we saw
that the game will go on without His

Airness although it certainly will not

be the same.

It was lordan who ended up with

l.iiiii. |i <

the NBA

his third All Star MVP title, but not

before L.A. Laker phenom Kobe
Bryant got things off to a quick,
high flying start

With energizing dunks. Bryant put

the pressure on lordan early. The
neophyte, however, would have to

eventually yield to the erudite mentor
as lordan would finish with 23
points, eight assists, six rebounds and
three steals, all after being in bed the

previous two days with a fever.

lordan has said that these are
"changing times" and has made it

clear that he dives not intend to stay

in the NBA if Phil |ackson does not

remain with Chicago.

With Bulls management not exactly

endorsing lackson lo remain as head
coach, many fans have begun to get a

lump in their throat when thinking

about the possibility of lordan leaving

at the end of the season — for good.

Jordan sounded like he was already

on the outside looking in and said

about the game Sunday that he "just

wanted to fit in" and "make sure
Kobe (Bryant) didn't dominate me."
Along more certain lines, we can

almost assume Bryant will take home
the Sixth Man of the Year Award
afier being named a starter for the

West despite coming off the bench
for the Lakers.

Now, how about that 2-Ball
Competition? Houston Rocket Clyde
Drexler and WNBA standout Cynthia

Cooper were the inaugural winners in

an event that should have been an
addition to the weekend's festivities,

not a replacement. Then again.
there's always next year.

Also preceding the game was the

All Rookie Game which set the stage

with their own high-flying slams
including Toronto's Tracy McGrady
who hud three in a row and Denver
guard Bobby lackson who. at 6-1,
had to go way up for an alley-oop
windmill jam after an off-the back-

Turn to NBA. page 8
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'A Strange Angel'

The latest solo

offering from
Kristin Hersh, as

well as new stuff

from Hepcat,
Sasha and
Freakwater high-

light new releas-

es. Check out the

latest installment

of Tui (see Arts

& Living, page 7)

To The Hoop
Lan Ketner

scored 23 points

last night as the

Minutemen
downed host

Ouquesne in

Atlantic 10 action

(see Sports, page
12)

WORIP

Four customs agents

killed in shootings

FRANKFURT, Germany (AP) —
Fatal shootings on two German bor-

ders yesterday shocked a govern-

ment intent on securing us frontiers

against illegal immigrants and con-

traband from southern and eastern

Europe.

The killings of tour customs
agents in unrelated attacks on the

Polish and Swiss borders went — in

the words ot the Finance Ministry —
"unprecedented* in postwar
Germany
Germany is a party to agreements

to loosen border checks among
western European nations, but it

has beeted-up security against Hs>

gal immigrants - primarily Kurds

Responding to similar concerns.

Poles have tightened their visa

requirements to block (astern

refugees and smugglers trying to

sneak into the West through
Poland

Despite the renewed attention on
border controls, yesterday's attacks

caught German customs by sur-

prise Customs agents, though
armed, perform routine document
and vehicle inspections

"We can t assume that everyone

is a potential criminal and ready for

violence," said Bernhard Buss* *

customs spokesman in Frankfurt

NATION

Man pleads guilty

to clinic fires

SACRAMFNTO, Calif (AP) — A
man pleaded guilty yesterday to

torching seven abortion clinics

under a plea agreement that could

send him to prison for nearly seven

years

Richard T Andrews. 60, of

Wenatchee, Wash . admitted a

three-year arson spree at clinics in

California, Montana, Idaho and
Wyoming
Andrews, a retired insurance

company executive with t long his-

tory of anti-abortion activities,

stood with his hands clasped

behind his back as he was ques-

tioned by US District |udge

Lawrence Karlton.

He acknowledged his responsibili-

ty for the fires and his understand-

ing of the agreement with the gov-

ernment He made no other state-

ment
Under the terms of the agree-

ment, Andrews faces up to 81

months in prison and three years of

probation at sentencing April 21.

He will be ordered lo pay $400 in

restitution

Andrews, who had been free on

$35,000 bond, was immediately

taken into custody

"Because of his family concerns,

he felt this is the best thing for

him," defense lawyer Kevin Gibbs

said outside court.

In each of the attacks, investiga-

tors found a red plastic gasoline can

wrapped in a dark garbage bag.
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Final approval was given last

Wednesday by the Univer-

Massachusclts Board ol lru-ic

plan that would cut undergraduate

tuition by as much as SILX).

According to a press relesse.

President William VI Bulger said

much of the credit is due to legisla-

tors and Ihe five LMass chancellors.

"To be able to bring about a third

consecutive decrease is s formidable

achievement and a credit lo each of

our live chancellors and their man-

agement teams." Bulger said.

Vidmonallv. it must be noted that

the generous support we have
received from the governor and the

legislature is allowing us to keep stu-

dent costs as low as possible." he

said.

Under this plan, tuition i» expect

cd to be cut b\ S percent and manda-

will be frozen at the

Uasversitv s undergraduate campuses

in Amherst. Boston. Dartmouth and

Lowell for the academic year

1998-1999. The propped saving*

for student* average 2 percent and

range from 19 percent to 2 5 per

cent

L ndergraduate students will save

SILK) on tuition at the Amherst cam

lating annual tuition and fees

to be $5. 22s)

Amherst student Trustee to the

Board of Trustees Brian Tirrell

announced this proposal at last

week's Student Government
Association (SOA) Student Senate

Matins:

Ihe students of Amherst were

very happy that we have a strong

leader in the president and we appre-

ciate his efforts and those of the rest

of the administration to keep costs

down "
I irrell said

"This will make the University

more accessible at a time when other

colleges and universities are increas-

ing the*c charges." said Lowell cam-

pus Student Trustee Keith Trcmblay

Between 1992 and \W*. the

I alvarsity's flagship campus in

Amherst has dropped from second to

tilth anions; New 1 ngtand's six pub-

lic ui m the cost of tuition,

room and board, according so

information released by the presi-

dent s office.

The average < year college/univcr

site tuition and fee charge jumped 5

nt nationwide this past acedem-

ear

Got milk?
Kit Lee, in undeclared sophomore, drinks his dairy bottle of milk

Hillel discussion focuses on
Judaism's most holy site, Kotel
Questions raised about tradition , women's place

Latino self esteem

focus of EWC group
*r
CoMQ)on jiotl

By Bryan

CoRecjron Stow

COUStlSV IrtSA IOM

Jerusalem's Western Wall

Lewinsky's mom
called to testify

for grand jury

On Monday evening • do/cn I niversily of

Massachusetts student* and community member

ered m the Hillel Mouse to discuss the place of <

at ludaism'* holiest *tte. the Western Wall

The Western Wall (Kotel). • remnant of the Second

Temple of Israel, is the landmark most often associated

with Jerusalem; it has also been the place which has

powerfully illustrated the divisions in Israeli sex

Orthodox custom dictates that men and women
must pray in different places and in different way*

Attempts to change this custom has led to violence at

the Kotel

The focus of the evening was a presentation made

by Felicia Mednick. an American who lived in Israel for

several years

Mednick said she was inspired by the manmade
object but was upset at the confines in which women
were expected to pray.

The experience (of first seeing the Wall| w«« pow-

erful, but it was also alienating and painful." said

MedmA
She described the area directly in front of the Kotel

which separates men and women and reserves three

quarters of the space for men. While men are encour-

Tum to KOTtt poge 2

Beginning in March, a groci

Latino women wilt be exploring issues

of "being a woman, being latino, and

being latino In the ___^__
United States

"

The group, run

by social worker
Mari Vicente, will

be encouraged to

(hare personal

experiences with

each other, and
take part in exercis-

es to develop
greater seW-estecm

'We will be

doing workshops
which will make
the women become

aware of self-talk."

\ icente said. "What you say to your-

self often reflects how you feel about

yourself."

The group talks about accultura

tion. the conscious process through

which one is made aware of his or her

culture, and the differences between it

and other cultures. Through accultura-

tion, one can then choose the extent to

U.S. forces have avanced

arsenal for potential use

which he or she will take part in the

other cultures.

rdtng to Vicente, all latino

women go through some acculturation

dunng their life, adjusting to the dif-

ferences between their native culture,

and that of the United States.

These women
need to realize

that they are not

alone." Vicente

said 'And that is

a powerful feel-

ing."

The idea for

the group came
ente while

she wa* an
undergraduate in

college She took

part in a class

which discussed

cultural differ-

ences between

the United States and latin America.

Upon coming to the United States.

Vicente had some experience^ which

made her realize that the differences

she had learned in class were actually

true.

Vicente spoke of the differences

which arise between cultures when

Turn to VtCIWII. poge 2

"Latino women can

come together in the

group to discuss being a

different culture and
being in the United

States. It helps us all

because we have all

shared some of the same
experiences — social

worker Mari \ icente

By Pale Yost

Associcrted Press

WASHINGTON Monica
Lewinsky's mother was summoned
before a grand jury yesterday for

questioning about allegations that her

daughter had an affair with President

Clinton, as an attorney for Ms.

Lewinsky complained that prosecu-

tors were trying to "squeeze" her fam-

By.

Attorney William Ginsburg sig-

naled that the former White House

intern is prepared to testily herself

about the alleged presidential affair

and cover-up if prosecutors obtain a

court order forcing her to do so

"She has no intention of falling on

her sword." Ginsburg told reporters

in California. Ms. Lewinsky is sched-

uled to appear before the grand jury

tomorrow.

Ginsburg said Ms. Lewinsky is

"absolutely mortified" to have her

family entangled in the investigation.

"It's a terrible thing to have her

mother dragged into this." Ginsburg

said. He added, "it seems like they

were trying to squeeze us by interro-

gating the brother" of Ms. Lewinsky,

who was questioned by FBI agents at

his fraternity house in Pennsylvania

last week.

Ms. Lewinsky's mother. Marcia

Lewis, battled her own subpoena, but

by early afternoon she was at the U.S.

Courthouse as the grand jury moved
swiftly into its third week of investi-

Turn to LEWINSKY page 2

By John Diamond
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Titanium
tipped cruise missiles, big bombs that

break up into scores of little bombs,

weapons that can find targets through

clouds and expanded computer
power are among the war-fighting

tools the U.S. military could use

against Iraq.

A smaller but. the generals insist,

more effective force is carrying new
weaponry — some of it still experi-

mental to the Persian Gulf region

.is the possibility of airstrikes against

Iraq increases. In addition to the B-l

and B-2 bombers and some new
bunker-penetrating bombs, the mili-

tary has acquired greatly expanded
computer power since 1991.

"We certainly have made some
improvements in the accuracy of the

weapons." said retired Air Force Gen.

Buster Glosson. one of the senior air

war commanders in the Gulf War.

"The deep-penetrating weapons and

their accuracy is a second improve-

ment."

Not all the military's technological

advances in the past seven years have

been translated into weapons in the

field. Top military commanders and

weapons planners describe an inten-

sive Pentagon effort since the 1991

Gulf War to exploit and develop pre-

cision weaponry but say many of the

fruits of that effort are still in the

planning stages.

Yet, new bunker-penetrating

bombs, satellite-guided bombs and
missiles that retain accuracy in bad

weather, titanium-tipped cruise mis-

siles and sophisticated sensor fuse*

are gradually emerging from weapons

labs. The ability to destroy a target

while reducing the risk of unintended

damage, and the ability to reduce pilot

losses by using fewer planes for each

target, are the two key advantages.

"Since the war, I think we've made

some gigantic strides in improving

accuracy or precision with which we

can hit targets." said Ken Koval, an

Air Force weapons planner. "We
don't target buildings, we target spe-

cific features on buildings, and we're

able to hit them very accurately."

The Air Force, though smaller, has

more planes that can drop precision-

guided bombs The two carrier* in

the Persian Gulf today — the USS
Independence and USS George

Washington — carry more laser-guid-

ed weapons than the Navy launched

throughout the entire Gulf War from

six carriers.

Potentially as important, the Navy

has expanded the computer and com-

munications capability of its war-

ships, eliminating cumbersome ways

of doing business.

"During the Gulf War. the daily air

tasking order had to be physically

flown out to the carriers because the

Navy did not have the communica-

tions and computer pipelines to han-

dle that." said Dan Kuehl, who helped

plan the Gulf War air campaign and

now teaches an air power course at

the National Defense University. Now
all that information — targets, routes.

Turn to MILITARY page 3

Absolute protection
Omar Guessous, a sophomore psychology and sociology major,

hands out condom cards at the safer sex health education table at

the Campus Center on Monday afternoon.

r i I
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Vicente Lewinsky Kotel

continued from page 1

meeting nev, people In the I atinu l'uI-

iuu ntioJuced lo u new per-

son, and runs into the person again

several months later, the i»u will

greet each other and etui IsUWUVM,

in the I nited Stato this is not neces-

sarily the ease Ine two may meet and

avoid each other cmnplddy
ite said that if she hadn't taken

the class, she would have been wis

hurt and bewildered when this e\peri-

enee happened to her That is wh> she

lonned this (.-roup.

"latino women can come tog

in the group to discuss being ad"
ent culture and being in the I nited

cv \ kente said "It helps us all

because we have all shared some ol

the same experience*.*

The group iv being funded by the

t ver> woman s Center, the Bilingual

legialc Program, and Al \NA It

begin* on March 5 at 4: 1 5 p.m. at the

I sen soman's Center, and runs foi

one interested in

joining the group can comae) I win

ScfcsVM m the- Kveowoman's Centei

at 545 It23

continued from page I

gation

\ti> lewi.- i- New Worker who

rented a Watergate apartment in

Washington where hct djMlfhtet lived

while working at the White Hoi

and PentagiMi Ml Ltwiatkjr conlid

ed to her mother about the alleged

pu-ulctitial altuii. MOOrdbl| K> MW
al individuals familiar with the rela

tionship between mother and Jaugh

ter Mr- Ltwtl al>o »d- in OOWtMl
contact with her daughter over the

past two months, when Ms I cwin-ky

was trving to figure out how to avoid

icstihmg in the Paula lones -e\ual

harasMiienl lawsuit againM the pi

dent, the KNPDM MM, speaking on

condition ol atiominily

Ml I ewintk) signed an affidavit

Ian 7 denying having sex with

C'lintiKi

On Ian 7 or Ian N, longtime presi-

dential friend Vernon lorJan oastKS-

ed businessman Ronald IVulman
mmending Ms. Lewmskv tor a

job at Revlon. one of the Sew Noik

billionaire I holdings A |ob oiler lol

lowed seveial day- later.

M- Lewinsky outlined |ordan s

help in getting a job in secretly tape-

recorded conversations with friend

Linda Tripp, who turned the noofd
JM mm lo Uhiiewatei pro>ecutors.

tapes also captured Ms
lewinskv saving she had a sexual

iilation-hip with Clinton and that the

president and lordan encouraged her

lo deny it.

Ml I cvviiivkv "will appear betoie

the grand jury whenever she is

ordered to appear before the grand

jury ," I'.msburg said. "She will not

leral court order or a

subpoena And she will do what -lie

do >men the Mtiiation -he tind-

hersell in She will not go to jail like

Susan McDougal
"

Mi- McDOHfol has Ken |ailed loi

coniempt since September I94t> lor

relusing to testify in the Whitewater

ligation

OHM told reporters he would
come to Washington tomorrow or

Friday, but he did not talk about any

effort to resist a subpoena for his

client

continued from page 1

aged to pray loudly in groups women
are expected to pray quietly and by

themselves

she said the reasoning was the

voice* of women, especially singing

vokes were so sexually alluring that

ihev di-tia^ted men liom pravei

In 1^88 she joined a group of

women to pray openly and read Irom

Torah on the women's side ol the

area facing the Kotel. She said the

group prayed on several occasions

without notice, but one occasion

resulted in taunting and eventually

v lolence from the men
Men started screaming, climbing

over, throwing them at the women It

was pretty hairy." she said

She said this happened on numer-

ous occasions, and that the old city

police and Israeli soldiers olten

looked the other way.

The women met with the Rabbi of

i he kotel and were offered a compro-

mise to pray at his synagogue out of

public view

"It was not about being publie n

was about praying." she said

Yet the Rabbi rescinded his offer

because of what Mednick called

"public pressure." The women decid

ed to take their case to the courts fil-

ing a passage in Israel's Declaration

of Independence which guaranteed

"tree access to the holy sites." The
women did have physical access to

the Wall, the question was. were they

infringing upon tradition or was tra-

dition infringing upon their rights as

lews and citi/ens

'

In 1992, afier Mednick had already

relumed to the United Slates, the

Supreme Court ruled that the legisla

lure was responsible for the case,

essentially passing the buck

The late ol pravei al the wall was

pui in the hands of the \eeman com
mittee. who are in the world spotlight

for their pending recommendations

on non-orthodox conversions

Mednick said she hopes the commit-

tee will come to a different decision

but the political situation and the

power of the Religious Right will

make it difficult to do so.

The event was sponsored by

Hamagshimim, a college Zionist

organization and led by Sophomore

School of Management student Dan

Deutch. Deutch who was made over

half a dozen visits to Israel said he

hopes the situation can be resolved

by granting women more religious

expression without offending the

Orthodox
The event had several interactive

elements which fostered debate and

had students defending a position

they might not have agreed with

I ac h participant also discussed the

Wall and their experiences with ii

and impressions of it

Last August, the prayers of a dif-

teierit group incited violence at the

Wall and covered the world's papers

A group of conservative men and

women prayed behind the area

dircctlv in front of the Wall, yet the

mixed sex prayer ritual ignited a near

riot.

from l*)48 through 1967 the

W estem Wall and the Old City were

part of lordan until Israel defeated

lordan in the six day war.
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silverscape
4^9 designs&
is celebrating 21 years in Amherst

10-40% Off

Feb. lst-Uth
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military Marijuana gaining acceptance
Inued from page 1 J C? d> JL

Cleaned, folded and ready for bed
lennifer Twomey, a |untor SOM major and Ttno Tiberii. a senior

Spanish major fold washed linens at the Student Union Laundry

Room

continued from page 1

air refueling rendezvous points, radio

frequencies and more — can be piped

to the carriers electronically, the ic-ull

of greatly expanded "bandwidth"

available throughout the military.

"The technology ol getting massive

amounts of information down to

planners and largeteis has been revo

lutiomzed.' Kuchl said Some Navv

attack submarines and surface war-

ships carry the latest "Block III" vei-

sion of the tomahawk cruise missile.

Its warhead is encased in titanium to

increase its penetration ol hardened

targets and us targeting -y-icin it

much simpler than eailici

The Navv deployed a limited num-

ber of new loini Standoff Attack

WajpOM oi ISOWt, dnectlv Irom a

testing program to the LSS Nimit/

The ISOW is a bomb that c«rri« up

to 145 "subinunilion-" bomblets

thai are released before impact and

which can strike numeious targets

The Navv had to transfei it- limited

inventory ol ISOWs from the Smut/

to the Independence and Ooorgl
Washington when the Nimii/ left the

Hull this week.
\tiothci p. -i Lull Wat weapon,

the Sensor fused Weapon, is an
unguided gravity bomb thai COfriM

40 "skect" submunitions. each one of

which carries an infrared «*n»ot thai

can pick up the heat djMMN ol a

tank or armored vehicle I he B-

1

bomber .an earrv W ol these bombs

so that . m theory . a single bomb load

could destroy a densely packed force

of 1 .200 armored vehiJ>

The arrival of the B I bombeis in

Bahrain illustrate- the difficult) of

fielding weapon» The plane was

developed in the 1970s, only to

emerge with an array of performance

problems. A long and eoadj program

converted the B I from a nuclear

weapons carrier to a BMNWtaMMl
bomb dropper

Student support for legalization has doubled in the past 10 years

By Pool Shepherd

Associotsd Press

WASHINGTON — Much like ineir parents a generation

ago. today's college students are just saying yes to marijua-

na and are increasingly supportive ol its legalization

"It's out there, but it isn't | big deal I! vou don't smoke,

you just disregard it." said Aim Kim. a freshman at the

I nivei-ity of Aii/ona. "I'm not surprised students think it

should be legalized because it's the most accessible thing

out there next to liquor."

Craig Brooks I* | lieshman at George Washington
Lniversitv in W ashmgton, D.C. said. "Cigarettes are vyoi-e

W | all know thai

fellow lieshman Michelle Rubinstein piped up, "We ju-t

don't make an issue ol it Marijuana i> accepted
"

I he student comments underscore a growing trend

among American youth

C all it a shift from reefer madness to teeter gladness, as

use ol marijuana rises along with support lor its legali/a

Hon according to recent surveys ol student attitudes

The allium for marijuana (lies in the lace of growing

conservatism in olhei aiea- according to surveys that show

today's college Ireshmcn are more apt to lav or restricting

abortion rights and are less accepting ol gav relationships

than students in recent years.

Support lor maruuana legalization has grown among col-

lege freshmen trom just It) 7 perceni in 1989 so 55 2 per-

cent in |s>47, according to a studv bv the I mversitv oi

Lahloinia I 01 \ngclc-. for the W a«hington based

American Council on Education.

Marijuana use among high school seniors also is rising

More than 50 perceni ol seniors sav ihey have smoked it

compared to 55 percent who admitted to lis u*e in \W2

i ding to Dr. Lloyd lohnston, author of an annual report

on youth trends involving drugs for the National Institute

on Drug Abuse.

Reasons vary . according to experts. Some say the debate

over medical marijuana and possible beneficial effects for

some ill people have softened its image

"The perception of risks in smoking marijuana is eroding.

They don't see it as dangerous." said Dr. Lloyd lohnston,

program director at the University of Michigan Institute for

Social Research.

Others point to the fact that many parents of today's crop

ol college age smokers are no strangers to marijuana use

themselves during the pot-filled days of the 1960s and '70s.

More people are going by their own experiences," said

Keith Stroup, founder and executive director of the

National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws.

"loi a long time, the government put out these reefer

madness reports, and they molded opinions But now, when

a third of the population have experience with marijuana,

thev don't believe the government."

Steve Dnistnan. senior vice president of Partnership for a

Drug- Free America, said he is disappointed by the survey

results but not surprised.

The 1 980s saw new laws allowing the forfeiture of prop-

erty seized during drug arrests and an expansion of drug

testing for public and pnvale work places in addition to

first ladv Nuncy Reagan's "just say no" to drugs campaign

But those days are little more than a hazy recollection for

some.

"We had the media focus. We had the government

locus.* Dnistnan said "Kids were exposed to the message

and decided it wasn i worth it to smoke. We burned out

giving the message and the public burned out on hearing

it"

ClUKMII

Ice cold healing.
a freshman pre%>ed major, is treated for a light back injury in Boyden Gymnasium Athletic Injury Care yesterday afternoon.

Yeltsin and pope hold talks at Vatican
by Conovce Huynes

thai

\ MIC \N i ITY — Pope |ohn Paul II and Russian

President Boris Yeltsin held long, warm talks ynsWiUM) that

tell short of arranging a papal visit or a meeting with thc

head of the RuasMn Unhid. >\ Church.

The talk* in Mm Paul's private library lasted 50 mmutcv
and the Vatican desu ibed them as "extremely cordial."

Bui YaMn's spokesman. Sergei Yastrzhemhsky . said the

two men dsd not even discuss a visit by the much-traveled

pope to Russia vcr meeting with the Russian

Orthodox patriarch, which the Vatican has been trying to set

ipencd Russia

nnssK^iarv

up
Moscow, firstThe pope still has a standing invitaticx

issued by Mikhail Gorbachev in 19*9. papal

loaqum Navarro-Valb said after the talks.

Such a visit would be unlikely anytime soon because of

long-standing differences between the Vatican and the

RlMstin Orthodox Church W hi

were lifted with the fall of

up to what Orthodox

work by Cathodes.

The pope pleaded with Velum to block pasnagc of

Russia's rekpon law. which he signed in September The leg-

islation enshrined Orthodoxy as the leading faith while curb-

ing the rights of other churches.

5 eltwi's spokesman said the Russian leader talked about

the law and the circumstances of Catholic* in Russia.

"lohn Paul II was extremely satisfied with this meeting,"

Yastrzhemhsky said.

The Vatican said the two discussed "the contribution of

the faithful toward an ever more harmonious and united
" The loreign ministers of Russia and the Mob Sec

international crises, including Iraq during

yesterday The pope and Yeltsin, who both have

ed pleased during a photo session after the

mijumoc* icaosaus \ couscmn

Throw your bones in the waste basket
lenny St. sfuveur. a junior music education major , and Laura Bowiey, an undeclared freihman, working

their shift in Worcetter dinning hall dishroom.

nin.i. .

.
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Why Bother
going off campus
for Art Supplies?

I Store's giant \rt Department lias the best prices

in the area on hundreds of items, including the

materials you need lor your art class.

I Store's Just Better.

Ask a Pro. Ihev know.

Telefile or PC File

Get Your State Tax Refund
in 4 days or less

Prices slashed <>n

do/ens til I \l;iss

( Inlhinu items!

<)\tT 2(1 models of

( \l.( I I VIOKS
on SAM-:!

Discounts up to

30'/. OFF!!!

Check out the

Fehruan Health

& Beauh specials!

ALL POSTKRS 20% OKF!
s SaturdaN . February 14.

UStore
We're not like a

mall. We're
better.

Union

Billiards

t pm no 11 pm EvtRY DArl

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSf T7S AMHERST

University Store
In tht UMaSS Campus Center

Hours:
M-F'»to5 Sat. II to 4

(413)545-2619

AMKX. M< . Visa. Discover and ICard
cheerfully accepted!

*?«*i

(617) 660-1997 or (413) 827-7100 or

vw/w.state.ma.us/dor

Massachusetts Department of Revenue

COME TO THE

andGETrealwork EXPERIENCE!

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY, 19th

Campus Center Auditorium

Check out opportunities at The Boston

Globe, Filene's, Reebok, State Street

Bank, GTE and many, many more...

Summer and Semester Paid Positions.

All Majors Welcome!

Need to get started?

Attend a "Welcome to Field Experience" workshop.

Tuesdays at 2:30, Wednesdays at 3pm
-Campus Center 804

Campus
Career
Network

University of Massachusetts Amherst
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Cloning: great advance or ethical nightmare?
Cloning not in our best interest

T
wo professor* at our
esteemed University have

succeeded in cloning two
calves. In so doing, they

have entered the race of scientists

all over the world who arc com
peting to create new life, and
promising benefits to humankind.
Net I believe that as our planet

spins into the millennium, the

wonders oi Joning will cc.i

be wonderful, and any prorata**

will be unfulfilled

M I would like to note that I

am a sciential myself, one who is

deeply concerned with the dignity

and respectability of science as a

public service The continued sue

cess of cloning is an exciting and
monumental event for science —
hut the implication- ety as

a whole are not something to look

torward to Cloning in itself is not

bad. What is bad is the way in

which the scientific community t*

acting the research. Cloning

is pan of a growing trend that is

placing the manipulation and ere

alien of lite into the hands of pri-

vate business, with no public con

trol

Important d are being

made behind closed doors, and
the outcomes of these decisions

i every one of us Net wc
have no control over the mcthod>
or the rate of cloning experimen-

tation Public opinion is not guid

ing the research: instead, science

cornea first, and we struggle with

the ethical issues after the fact

One of the problems I have
with the University's involvement

in the cloning race is the private

nature of the operation We all

have ideas about what goes on
behind the walls of the churning,

•teaming science buildings, and it

. r right as students to know
what LMass is up to. I am sure if

students knew what was going on
out in the barn, there would have

been some kind of outcry, and
that's exactly why we just found

out about the cloning experiments

recently Maybe this could be a

warning that we need to pay more
attention

I found it interesting that the

I
-sors who created the twin

cows have their own company
that 'works closely with the

I niversity ." Private companies do

not belong in public institutions

It is a conflict of interests: busi

nets's interest in profit versus

education's need for a free and
neutral ground for learning Such

collaborations create biases for

certain kinds ol knowledge
against others.

I he lout- .'l cloning has r.i

many questions for all of us. And
it seems that as cloning becomes
more widespread, the question*

will only breed more questions.

There arc very real, legitimate

reasons why people are uneom
tollable with the idea ot cloning

why they are afraid or skeptical

But really, the major question I

have i> "WfcjrT" Why do wc need
to be doing all of thi« cloning'1

Science i> selecting which charac-

tics are desirable, which bio-

logical products are in demand,
and forcing the genes for ihoM
characteristics and product* into

living creatures And whv is this

good?
Turning animals into factories

to produce substances that certain

people wilt benefit from is not a

very visionary ambition Of all the

environmental and social prob-

lems affecting the planet. I'm not

sure if this is where we need to be

placing our time and money
Things seem to be happening in

the world today faster than we
can decide if they are good or not.

and cloning is perhaps the great-

est example
Great risk is involved in blindly

tinkering with the basis of life on
this planet Altering DNA with

the intent to create a product lor

profit if not the same as genetic

engineering with medical purpose.

Cloning today is a business
endeavor, producing patentable

Nil lonns with technology to be

packaged and sold. I do not
believe that we should not take

these risks. There are many times

when science has sounded cra/\

and yet been revolutionary. But
the way that the cloning business

is taking shape is exactly that: a

business, not a service lor the

benefit of all people

l. loning
ultimately
lead* to

h o m o g e -

n i x a t i o n

By its very

definition.

cloning
contradict
diversity

Cloning technology boon to society

* Point
Counterpoint

»

Cathcntu Sihmitt C- Trin C MUiams

di v er Mt v cicnetic

cultural diversity, bio-

logical diversity none ol these arc

encouraged by cloning. It LMass
wishes to be known as a place ol

scientific integrity and vision, let

i t

ver since Watson and
Crick discovered the mole-

cular code of life. DNA.
biologists have embraced

that every organism, from the

smallest amoeba to the largest

whale, has been and continue* to

be linked bv this complex mole-

cule

It has been demonstrated consis-

tently that l)SA is interchangeable

between members of the animal
kingdom Human genes can be

transferred

to a variety

of h,-t-

mice, fruit

flies, and
recently,
cows. There

is a dual
accomplishment with the LMass

not onlv are they geneti-

cally engineered animals, but also

nes.

The firestorm surrounding the

cloning issue stems from public

"Cloning is not the

newest evil ofscienee. but

rather the newest biologi-

cal and medical tool"

have a vision that is solid, safe

and in the best interests of the

entire human race Our success

and survival lie* in diversity, and
anything that does not promote
the natural variation and mystery

ol life should not be encouraged.

Catherine Schmitt is a I Man
itudent
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fear and misunderstanding
Biologists seek not to create a mas-

ter race, a perfect human, or even

a done of themselves. Cloning is

not the newest evil of science, but

rather the newest biological and
medical tool.

The future of this science has

applications across the board.

Cloning may be used in medicine,

lood production, and species

preservation, just to name a few.

The medical aspect of this sci-

ence is evident in the cows. The
human albumin gene was intro-

duced in the cows, in hopes thai it

can he harvested Iron) the milk.

The fact that the cows. George

and Charlie, are male is not dis-

couraging. They are future breed-

ing stock

Female
calves, still

in utero. will

be the dcci-

sive measure
of the gene
transfer ———————

—

George and Charlie will be a mea-

sure of the inheritability ol this

gene

Cloning ol individuals will help

introduce beneficial gene combina-
tions m larger quantities in popula-

tion* Genetically manipulating

embryos can help to introduce
genes, like the albumin gene, into a

breeding stock These gs

altered animals can provide a more
efficient way of producing a variety

ol medicine*.

Albumin is the lirsl protein that

may be harvested from cow's milk

The support for cheaper, more effi

cicnt pharmacological harvesting is

overwhelming. A variet.

chemotherapy treatments may be

lower I we
breed genetically alt

Many industries can use cloning

technology Ihc food industtv i*

constantly perfecting breeding
stock of animals. Desired trails

can be lost in future generation*,

due to a wide variety of genetic-

factors. Breeding selectively for

nan* is a tedious process and usu-

ally take* many generations before

a whole population of animals is

affected If scientists were to done
individuals containing the desired

traits then the desired genes would
be present in larger quantities.

thus perfecting future breeding

stock. Imagine beef being lower in

fat. or chickens containing more

meat
Human preservation is not the

only use for cloning This tool can

be used to bolster wild populations

of animals. Populations on the

brink of survival may greatly bene

In from this technology.

Individuals of an animal popula

tion that are sue

cessful breeders or

adept at survival

can be cloned and
introduced back
into the wild

Species that arc on
————— the brink of sur-

vival now may be able to be taken

out ol the endangered category and

sustain healthy populations

Wc shouldn't clone whole
species over again, rather a few

individuals to aid breeding and tur

thcr the perpetuation of these

specie* We can reestablish am
mal* into reclaimed habitats, slow

ly building lost populations.

uing like many other scicn

tific discoveries, has been met with

great opposition from those who
fail to see the significance of this

accomplishment Those who seek

to pursue this breakthrough are

those who see a future for thi*

technology Scientists, on the fore-

front, keep pushing the limits of

our biologic knowledge to the

brink so that mankind can reap the

multitudes of benet

There is no mad scientist push

ing to create the perfect being —
that is not the purpose or the pur

suit of biologists. They pursue this

endeavor to benefit all people and
increase the quality of our lives.

Cloning is not a discovery we
should deny science Instead we
should herald it as one of the moat

important scientific breakthroughs

of this centurv

( Williams n a I Man stu-

dent

Letters to the Editor

Likes GEO,
dislikes graffiti

To the editor:

As an employed graduate student. I respect the efforts

a* Graduate Employee Organization to formalize our

contracts and negotiate with the administration on our

behalf.

But what an embarrassment to walk through campus

and see the immature chalk scratch graffiti covering all

our buildings — when the contract negotiation* were

months ago.

How can an administration respect a group that graffi-

ti* the entire campus and then doesn't even clean it up''

YtjeJU Contract clean up now!

Kalhryn Hardcsty

Department of Landscape Architecture

kar9larp.umass.cd

Gettin the message across

Hampshire, Smith, Mt. Holyolce, and Amherst students — we want

you!

The Collegian Ed/Op page is planning to run a Four- College

Commentary feature every Wednesday. Because the Collegian is

distributed on the five Pioneer Valley campuses, we want the voices

of all to have a place on this page.

Columns should be 700-900 words long, have your name and a

phone number on them, and be submitted by Monday at noon. They

can be sent to the Collegian, 113 Campus Center, UMass; faxed to

545-1592; or e-mailed to letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu. Call Tamar

Carroll or Dan Bodah at 545-1491 for more information.

Nine out of 10 dentists would

agree you're an absolute

moron.

It * only three days until

\ alentinc's Day. and you still haven't

dumped your current flame You have

all the spine of a quadriplegic amoeba.

You've beaten around the bash, hint-

ing at the imminent doom ot your

•vsationship. but the genius you re dat-

ing hasn't picked up the clues.

'i ou've tried all the basks up until

now. Your significant other didn't get

the message when ^^^^^^^^^
psjaj called out

another's name dur- ^^ m̂__
ing "boinkv botnk"

time Or when you left your little black

book wide open to the

"candy-from-a-baby-easy b.

page. Or when you lied and said you

were gay (or straight, as it may be).

Now the moment is at hand, that most

deadly of holidays, and you've already

made plan* with someone else.

You Creek. Poop. No paddle.

fret not. I say. for when all hope is

seemingly lost, a little ingenuity will

balance your abject desperation. But

just in case you've bugged out beyond

the limits of logic. I have generously

provided a few tidbits to help you
akmg in this most morally reprehensi-

ble effort. And at no additional charge,

feel free to clip and save these nuggets

for post-V- Day usage as well.

• Psychosis works. Unless your sig-

nificant other is a Prozac and/or lithi-

um fiend, sociopathic behavior is

clutch in scaring that used-to-be-spe-

cial someone far. far away. If executed

properly, that'll put more distance

between you and them than the aver-

age Kenyan and the top American
runner.

While you can certainly think up

some wonderfully twisted schemes on

your own. here's one from me to you

that's a sure-shot

Step One — Break into a laborato-

ry Steal a few animal hearts, roughly

human-sized. Keep in your freezer.

Step Two — Place foam on all walls

of house.

Step Three — Invite mate over to

house.

Step Four — Ask mate this ques-

tion exactly: "Can I have your hear
forever and ever, my sweet?"

Step Five —
lax lor C minor When mate

answers goo-
gly-eyed

reveal animal hearts in freezer.

Accompanying line (sinister cackle

optional): "I was hoping you'd say

that You all have.*

Step Six — Don't worry about
screaming. Foam will muffle it.

Step Seven — Repair door or win-

dow broken as mate departs like bat

out of hell. Dispose of hearts before

real date amvc-
• Make it a family affair. Start at

the start. Go back to the roots. If you

want to disturb someone, shoot for

the jugular by throwing some love in

the direction of the folks who disturb

them most: the 'rents.

That's right. Turn the tables on The
Graduate and seduce Mrs. Robinson

(or Mr. Robinson, if need be). Sure,

the experience will without doubt ruin

the childhood of the significant other,

not to mention their entire psychologi-

cal fabric, but the new blood is wait-

ing and the transfusion must occur.

• Kill him/her. I believe this may be

illegal in most states within the conti-

nental United States. Check with your

local police department before pro-

ceeding.

• lohn Rttter possessed the most
subtle cunning of the modern
American era As lack Tripper, Ritter

had a million tricks up that polyester

sleeve We're talking acting chops,

baby You too can use the Ritter tech

nique and coast to success.

The next time the unwitting

dumpee visits, take a wicked header

and knock your head hard on the

nearest available brick, wood or metal

object. Remember, this is method act-

ing, so make it look good. When you

"awaken" (and these quotation marks

may be unnecessary as you may actu-

allv dad vourself goofy) feign a sec-

ond personality, a la Ritter.

The key is in making certain that

the "new you" is one eerie mother. For

tips on how this might be achieved,

refer to the "psychosis" section above.

• Like your identity As with the

last example, you will be required to

become a bit of a thespian. but this

endeavor does not involve the possi-

bility of a nifty headache, coricussion

or cerebral hemorrhaging.

It* quite simple, and should go
something like this:

Knock, knock, knock.

SCOTT: Who i

IESSIE: Its me.

SCOTT: Me who?
IESSIF: Stop playing around and let

me in. Scott.

SCOTT: Ma'am, my name's Neil. I

don't want whatever you're selling,

and I have a very powerful hose.

Good day.

Well, that's about all I liave. Try to

avoid any semblance of a conscience.

And of course, keep sacred the cardi-

nal rule: We never, ever had this dis-

cussion.

C. Taylor Conner is a Collegian
columnist
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Just another day

Seema (i

I
pas -uuiig i iv c las»h the other day and my

.
friend swooped down on me. with an expres-
sion of panic on her face.

rDo u'u kncfw.what Saturday is?" she asked
lianticallv "Do you know?"

"Uh. no," I answered.
"It '• Black Saturd.1

"Black Saturdav '.' What's that? Is the stock market
goinc; |o crash? Is/the Asian financial crisis finally,

t'oinj; to hit us. ai Al«n Greenspan threatened?" I

asked concerned
V ' It's Valentine's Das'"
Ah. Valentine's Day I ^luiuld

have seen the t^ns; the sales M
ii'^cv the lacks sif MDP) pink and
led catJ-

"\.ilc mine - IXn I mused. "And I thought it was
tomcthlm important

."

"Ii is important. Don I mu tcalize that everyone's
r's'itiK lo have something to do on Valentine's Day
except lor me?" she moaned

"Vvell. I don i think it \ oajfea thai bad It's jum |
Saiurday like any othet Saturday."

But it makes -ingle psopt* like me feel bad
"

\A In ' Brcausc you ,iu-n'i gelling bones of dsMi
lates from « special someone? Chocolates are bad lor
you am way .*

I told her

"Bui its tor attached people lo make the rest of us
Ice I bad It > hke rubbing sjh |aa ihc wound, you know
\ulcniine\ Day is jum ig pamlul

"

"All Valentine I'.,, - is a blatant display ol com
.alism. A way to sC |l mon said- on Hallmark's

patt I bet the execs at Hallmark panicked when they
realised that after Christaaaj no one would buy any
.aids unless it wa» hi- „i hci birthday So they GkTaTM
up with, all ihcse holiday- to sell in,.tc

"Are you saying that Hallmark i- selling out on
Live

-'" fhc asked

U, you don't need lo be that cynical. Bui think
about it. who cicaled Sccielu' It's not enough
lu-i lo thank \ \irv anymore, you have lo buy
htm oi her roses ,n a card and take them out to lunch
It's all a i lever marketing ploy, really

~

"But holidays do mean something, don't they? We
have President's Day next week and that's really

important, isn't it?"

"Well, sort of. But it's actually just another reason
to have a sale. Does anyone really think about Lincoln
>i lefferson on President's Day?" I asked.

"But wc get the day off. so it has to be important,"
she said.

"We get the day off so we can go shopping."
"Oh. But that's President's Day. It's a stuffy holiday

anyway. But you've got to do something on Valentine's

^^^^^^^^^ Day. don't you?"
^^^^^^"™" "Why? Do you tell someone that

^^jjjjj^jjj*^^^ you love him or her just because it's

Valentine's Day and that's what you
do on that day?"

"No. I suppose not."

"You don't just spend time with someone because
it's Valentine's Day either, do you?"

"Well, it would be nice to share the day with some-
one special."

"What makes that day. your so-called Black
Saturday, any more important than any other day of
the week'.'"

My friend considered for a moment, "But all these

restaurants and clubs, they're doing all sorts of special

things."

"At the risk of sounding cynical, all these places are

putting a premium on love, guilting you into feeling

that you have to buy into the idea of a day completely
dedicated to love." I answered. "It's boring."

'Boring? But it's so romantic." my friend sighed

"I guess so. if you find pink and red motifs roman

"But are vou going to do anything for Valentine -

nothing special It's just a day. And if I really

wanted to tell someone how I felt about him. I would
say it whenever I felt like it. regardless of the day."

"Oh. So what are you going to do after class?"

"I'm going to buy some chocolates for my valen-

tine." I answered
Seema Gangatirkar is a Collegian columnist

Better late than never
Tbe other night a Inend of

mine wa- struggling with a

tedious task - that of stan*-

- homework Fxhau
with son; eyes and cramped hands I run
wining he looked up to check the

rvdicuiuus hour The digital cluck read

I 10 am. In his sleepy delirium he unit

lered. "Whoa, it gut way too late wav
im early

yells at the actors, lull well knowing
that tlvev can't hear her

I love huw she still puts X's and O's

IM and hugs in every greeting

card she give* me. and that she makes
AKchim bread liny favorite food) for

my birthday It cracks me up that every

time she sees my brother's girifnend she

a*k> her if she's gained weight What a

I or the past levy ^_
- I have luund

HIS sell chuckling aaagaaj

cvetv once in a

while, upon recollection of hi* ridicu-

lous paradoxical declaration Today my
laughter turned into anxiety and guilt,

though, hut in s statement referring to

the quick lapse of time reminded me of

my grandmother and my negligox e

Cilice I transferred to I Mass last

csnester I think I have called im
Grandma Rose a total ol two tunes

When die sees im mother -he- i- lull of

muuines a» to how I am doing, wtiat I

have been up to and when I will he

coming home to visit My mother
respon s, the ones

that I should be answering directlv

when conversing with my grandmother.

I do SO, with great ease, but I

don't phone her

\\ hy I don't call perplexes me \v I

iiich tun together She
is the cutest, greatest grandmother I

lOM everything abc>ul her I love that

her tavorite nu>vie i* Prctts Woman.
and that when she gels ncrvou- -he

Nicole I a\ in

aaaaaj I love that I am
l
Q*-ycars~old. and

MBBBsTM *he still calls me
her little

"Tootsabcll " She is my favorite dance
partner and my partner in 'ice cream
crime." Again why don't I call?

Ihc price of the phone bal puasMy?
V> She live* a half hour from .Amherst

The charges woukl be minimal.

Have I iK«hrng lo say to her? That's

not the case There is a lot going on in

both ot our lives It must be that I am
sjught up in academia here I have a lot

ot work to do I ve been studying How
studious ol me and dishonest too I

seem to manage to find time for my
inend*. 10 wtiv cjw t I find the time for

Grandma R

I can't shake this mormous guilt I

leel tor not calling and for not having

any idea as to why I don't. Yet I still

don t reach for the phone as often as I

should I u-ii when I go home. I make
>rt to contact her. hut instead

wait tor her to call or come to my
house. When she comes over, we talk

and carry on, having a great time, possi-

bly watching Oprah or an old Mack and
white movie. The time we spend togeth

er I certainly value, but for some reason

it is just too much for me to drive the

quick 10 minutes from my house to go
see her. I am a hypocrite.

I can't help but wonder if I am the

only person guilty of such a crime.

Perhaps someone else understands this

confusing selfishness I am experiencing

Is this a "college" thing'' Maybe it is

more of a trend than I thought. Sot that

I would find the multiplicity of such

actions comforting I just think that I

can't be the only person here who t-

im-sponsibly leaving someone behind

I hate how this feels, so something

must change. I must change. Grandma
Rose loves and misses me. and I love

and miss her too. I also can't hefp but

think about the fact that she is

7%-years-old. I should be spending

much time as possible with her. Who
knows how much longer I will be fortu-

nate to be blessed with her presence in

my life. She is in good health now. but

one never knows. .

.

I have no idea what has driven me to

neglect my relationship with the beauti-

ful, wonderful, loving woman I call

Grandma. All I know is that she is

steadily aging and I fear that it is getting

"way too late way loo early." I don't

know what I'll do when it realty is too

late.

But I need to stop typing. I have a

phone call to make
Nkvle Laiin is a UMass student.

We will be publishing a Point/Counterpoint feature on Wednesday, Feb. 1 8, analyzing the Wor on
Drugs.

Is it a success or a failure? Should it be continued? What effect has it had on the use and sale of

drugs, the prison population or civil liberties? What are the ethical issues involved in this legacy of the

Reogan/Bush years?

Columns should be submitted no later than 5 p.m. on Monday, Feb. 16. They can be delivered to the

Collegian offices at 113 Campus Center, UMass; faxed to 545-1592; or e-mailed to

lerters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu. Call Tamar Carroll or Dan Bodah at 545-1491 for more information.
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Faith is a hard sell

I

in a

sins

think I've been spending too much time
alone recently Apparently, to some, enjoy-

ing a few minutes of solitude — particularly

public place — ranks among the seven deadly

V\ henever I am alone in the Campus Center, it

seems, one ol the Lord's loyal

servants unfailingly sidles up to

oiler salvation.

"Hi my name i- kevin " and
the spiel begins. He's a member
of a Bible study group, and won-
ders if I'd be interested in join

ing I rather gruffly say no and
hope he'll leave it at that. Of
course he doesn't, my soul's at

stake, and it's his heaven-sent dutv to save it

In his crusade to unshackel me from my Godless
way- he starts grilling me on my religious beliefs

Admittedly I don't have very many, but those I find

to be the most meaningful generally come from the

East (lapan. not New York! L pon hearing this.

Kevin realizes he's met his match I'm too far gone
He wanders away, mourning yet another soul
doomed to languish in the pits of hell.

If this hadn't happened to me before, or if I didn't

have a particular aversion to people trying to manip-
ulate me into joining their organizations. I may have
felt obligated to attend a meeting It's obvious to me
that that's exactly what these groups hope for

There's a reason they approach people who are
alone. First, people who are with a friend feel more
self-confident: it's easier for them to say no if they

want to say no. Second, people who are by them-
selves are more likely to feel lonely and isolated and
BsalorMM am fellowship.

Even if these groups' intentions arc ultimately
altruistic, their recruitment tactics are unjustifiable.

They're simply annoying to most, and cruelly manip-
ulative to some. Taking advantage of people's innate

tendency to want to say yes or other's longing for

friendship and connection is not a very positive way
to spread the Bible's teachings.

These unfortunate interactions are more than just

annoyances. I'm sure the various groups (I know of

These high pressure tac

tics only sene to push
people farther away.

(it-frit DtVountj

at least two) that practice this type of recruitment
intend to bring religion to UMass' predominantly
secular population But these high pressure tactics

only serve to push people farther away
Religion can seem like a scary thing lot some it

seems like nothing more than a laundry list ot rules

written up by some killjoy in the sky Being bom-
barded with questions about one's

spiritual life by some pushv
recruiter can't improve religion s

image with these people.

For those of us who realize how
important a role religion can play

in our lives, this kind of solicits

MM is even more distasteful like

I said before. I don't have much
of a religious life But I do hope

to form one.

However. I'm about as likely to accept religious

beliefs from someone in the Campus Center as I am
to buy a vacuum cleaner from someone who shows
up at mv front door. And spiritual questions arc far

more important than whether or not to get the shag
attachment or the crevice tool They affect tust

about every aspect of one's life I'm not about to

allow someone I don't even know to affect me that

ndlv

While I'm sure the groups who try to recruit

members in this fashion intend to help people.
they're doing everyone a disservice. Taking such a

pushy tack not only discourages people from expl. r

ing their own spiritual life, it make* all religious

groups look bad. even the majority that don t

employ such tactics To the casual observer the dil

ference between many of the group* i«ni apparent
Rather than investigate, many ju*t steer clear ot

them all.

For the various rcligiou* groups on campus to he-

effective, they all need to be mindful of how they

attract new members. Nobody wants to leel coerced
There are certainly enough seekers on this campus
that they shouldn't have to be sought. It seen

me that any group that genuinely acts to impi
lives shouldn't have to strong-arm people into join-

ing their organization

Germ DeYoung is a I Mass undergraduate

The doublespeak of the 90 s
Stand and deliver

The Air Force unveiled a

new- program to improve the

math and science skills of our youth.

At the Museum of Aviation in

Warner Robbins. Georgia. Air Force

pilots are training teenage studenis k)

operate military plane simulators and
perform missions over Iraq. While
students in a CI 10 cargo plane simu-

lator deliver "food" and "medicine" to

Baghdad, their peers ride shotgun in

fighter planes ready to rid the >kie- oj

"enemy" aircraft.

Fortunately, the program is not

meant to serve a military agenda,
according to its director. Major Tim
Ham. He reports that "Here, they get

to see how t he-

stuff they are

learning in the

classroom- can

be used in

everyday kind

of jobs."

And what,
besides flying

missions over
Iraq, constitutes an "everyday kind of

job?" Try search and rescue, surveil-

lance and reconnaissance, all accord-

ing to Major. Ham. (4agpcstrJad Press

2/1)

Quiz Tim
Which of the following words is

used incorrectly if left uncapitalized

or standing by itself: velcro. popsicle.

mace, ping-pong, sheetrock. dump-
ster. hula-hoop, play-doh. and fris-

bee? The correct answer, of course, is

all of them because all these terms are

owned by someone.

This invaluable information
appears in an ad in the Columbia
Journalism Review sponsored by the

International Trademark Association.

The INTA is eager to let editors and
journalists learn "a few important
guidelines that will help prevent let-

ters of complaint from trademark
owners."

They want it known that trade-

marks are proper adjectives, requiring

capitalization and a noun or noun
phrase. So in the interest of protect-

ing private property, here are their

approved ways to use these terms:

Velcro hoop and loop fasteners.

Popsicle flavored ices. Mace tear gas.

Ping-Pong tennis table equipment.
Sheetrock plaster wallboard.
Dumpster trash container. Hula-Hoop
plastic hoop. Play-Doh modeling com-
pound and Frisbee flying discs. So
let's all toe the line. {Columbia
lournalism Re\'iew 1/98)

Beyond Narcissism

Dial Soap announced they are
dumping their classic advertising slo-

gan. "Aren't you glad you use Dial."

The jin-

gle's demise

may pro-

vide anthro-

pologists of

the future
with major
insights
into the cul-

ture of the

MTa, In the words of the Wall Street

journal, the slogan "wasn't relevant

any longer because of what is going

on inside of soap users heads."

Dial's ad people argue people today

are not primarily worried about
offending others with body odor, but

mainly want protection from the

germs of the outside world. In the

words of DDB Needham ad executive

|oe Belmonte. "It used to be 'I'm try-

ing to make myself presentable to

you.' Now its more about 'I've got to

wash you off of me'."

This would make lack Nicholson's

Melvin in As Good As It Gets a candi-

date for poster child of the 90's.

(Wall Street Journal 1/20)

Military-Industrial Logic 101

Traditionally, our citadels of higher

learning have strived to avoid looking

like mere store fronts for the

Pentagon. But a recent report by the

Natural Resources Defense Council

has criticized many major universities

for their involvement in nuclear
weapons research

The most visible target is a pro
gram at five schools to build a super

computer to simulate the effects q|

nuclear explosions for the U.S.
Energy Department.

Fending off criticism of involving

academia in the creation ot weapon-
of mas* destruction, loan Rohlfing. a

senior energy advisor to the Fnergy

Department, made a fine distinction

obviously missed by fat-headed oppo-
nents. "The purpose of the depart-

ment's simulation research financ-

ing." she said, "is to improve our abil-

ity to maintain the nation's Mtcleat

stockpile, not to improve it- perlor

mance."

In other words, we don't give a

damn what it does, just keep the

cash cow happy. (Mw York Times
1/25)

A rose by any other name...

The American Red Cross takes
great pride in the fact they, to quote
their Legal Resources Manual, "do
not endorse, either explicitly or
implicitly, any commercial products."

That may be why some confusion
arose when the Laerdal company, a

manufacturer of the mannequins
used in many CPR classes, printed a

manual with the Red Cross logo
emblazoned across its front. Not only

that, they printed a letter from a Red
Cross vice president named Susan
Morrissey Livingstone describing
Laerdal as "a trusted name world-
wide." praising "their dedication to

quality manufacturing." and offering

discounted mannequins to Red Cross
chapters

What sounded much like a com-
mercial endorsement turned out to be

something else entirely. It was. in the

words of the Red Cross, a "non-exclu-

sive alliance" and not an 'endorse-

ment." (New York Times. 1/26)

Wayne Grytting is a syndicated
columnist More \mcricaii Newspeak
can be found on the internet at

http://www.scn.org/newspeak
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Organic farmer

takes strong stand
By Edgar A. hurtus

CdUoian Staff

Lesley Daniel Price, 21, an
organic farmer from Belchertown.

and companions Mho wish lo

remain anonymous, will head to

Wellington DC this afternoon in

an attempt to demonstrate their

support lor the release of political

priioawfl, Mumia Abu lamal and
Leonard Peltier Price will stop in

New N urk Cat) and Philadelphia to

gather more supporter tor the

cause.

When he reaches Washington
l> «. Price and his Icllov. demon-
strators plan to engage in a protot in

hopes of persuading President Hill

Clinton to issue presidential clenen-

r*oth prisoners

Price has been fasting since Feb 2

of this >ear in support for Abu-lantal

and Peltier Mumia Abu-lamal and
Leonard Peltier have been serving

life sentences for what Price claims

to be 'trumped up charges.*

"These two cases represent the

injustice in the American prison sys-

tem, which for the most part, only

incarcerates blacks, poor whiles and
other already oppressed people."
said Price.

In a formal statement Pr

"Both cases are imbedded in strong

leeling and misinformation. Both

cases reveal the systematic i

which has maligned this country
since its inception I need not

recount here the innumerable atroci-

ties which Indigenous People and all

Minorities" have been subject to

over the last t>00 years. It will suffice

tor me to say that it we do not

amend the present, then we will

he able lo transcend the plat. I

have lived in darkness long enough
the 1 ijiht and I do not wish to

pass this darkness on to am other

generation"

Piuc i* encouraging "all those

who have been disempowered and
oppressed by this unjust global

economy" to support the cause b>

fatting

Price also stated. "It is my inten-

tion to no longer accept the "white'

privilege which im »k.m color had
endowed me within th

I believes that right now is a

good time to approach the White
House with thi% issue

* The president is looking for

something to save his butt right

said Price "So freeing
Mm lamal and Peltier could be good
way of going about it He i* vulncra

btc right now.*

The stereotypical African-American
is it?!Or

My friends, my sisters and my
brothers.

Question

What makes one Black, material

items, one's

actions or one's color?

I mean just because / like fried

chicken.

collard greens and macaroni,
golden

biscuits, things like that...

Does this mean I must, or that I

should.

lust because my slun is Black?
Is it the food I cat

'

The clothes I wear?
The sneakers on my feet?

Does that make me Black?

Do these material items stereo-

type me?
So. What does?

What makes one Black?

What makes one Yellow

?

What makes one White?
I really couldn't tell you

However. I can't deny many of my
Black

brothers and sisters live up the

stereotypes

deemed the nature of the Black

woman
and the Black man.
II it isn't the baggy jeans and

twitted hats

It's diamond rings and things like

that

Ghetto sex with the girl he just

macked
Basketball hoops to hard core rap.

Remember
It used to be Motown. |azz. and

Ttp
Aretha franklin. Lou Rawls and

Then limi Hendm made Purple

Haze
Yeah. I often wonder
What ever happened to them

days?

I mean. I'm not complaining
about the present

But now.
It's gangsters, guru and drugs

The most notorious biggie thugs

gambling ceio on the comer
drinking beer and everywhere

The big time cars

you know the scene.

The Acura. the Benz. the Lexus

coup
The female trophy with whom

they troop

Her sexy clothes and polished

nails

Her brand new weave in pony tails

Or. the eccentric braids that are

very cute

The attitude which is very rude

Witty wits knife sharp arid shrewd

"Yo whuz up. can we get some
food?*

Her tennis bracelet and Reebok
sneakers

The guys all saying

'Yeah she's a keeper"

Yet have no idea about how to

treat her

(but that's another production)

Funm isn't H '.'

Funny how these images all seem
true

But one has to remember
Not all Black people act or diets

this way
just because of the ones that do

who's to sav what makes one
Black?

Who's to say you are acting

Black'

Who's to say you are acting
White. Purple

Mulatto. Asian. Haitian. Puerto

Rlean or

iireen

Who's to say anything?

I really couldn't tell you

What do I know, is who I am nn
the inside and

it shouldn't matter the color

I am on the outside. No one
should judge

another based on stereotypes.

the color of one's skin or the

clothes their in

Let's stop the stereotypes and see

others foe who they arc:

individuals

Henceforth I ask once again my
friends.

mv sisters and my brother!

What makes one Black

One's actions or one's color?

— Cassandra I Cany

One Time For The Mind
Ladies and gentleman, as your president I would

Wke to give you the inside scoop on what our new
'States of the Untied' (formerly known as the United

States) trataion will be in order to have no forms of

People of the States of the I nited. you are looked at

at an individual and a Statunan. With this Statunan

status I pronounced sta-choo-natn) you are now an
official citizen of this new nation.

The fact that you have come from

other foreign lands doc- not

exclude your distinct heritage, but

allows aaaj to contribute to the

many Statunan* in our land.

In the school systems there

won't be African. Asian, or Native

American history classes. There
will only he Statunan history. This

history will be based on factual

information that bom Statunans

have been part of. In order for this

transition into t non-class distme

lion society, we will do our best to

instill Statunan values and moral

codes. B> thi-. we will not be

assuming any type of inferiority

because of race or class. We are all

one race — Statunans.

There will he no economic term used for upper or

lower class Our goal is to lake care of our people.

After all. as Statunan people we are all similar in our

humanity. Due to economic stratification though,

some people will be at the top of the economic ladder,

and others on the bottom of the ladder, hut only

Will we ever have a

nation that supersedes

race and class? This

question has been

debated for decades. If

the answers to this

question were clear

then this article would
not be necessary.

Alkma E. Todman

because of then (ob capabilities With this m mind we
give the beet Statunan education for our first and sec

ondary students.

Boys and girls will have to participate in computer,

mathematkt and home economic classes. As the chil

dren begin to advance in classes, we will no longer call

this information history, but Factual Information

Classes This new name will give students pride in

knowing what both genders and

distinct peoples have done for

the Statunan State*.

People, as we embark on liv

ing in a new nation we have to

start from a clean state. In order

to record factual history on the

way Statunans live, the govern-

ment will delete all forms of sta-

h-iujI information which
showed how the former labels of

Asians. African Americans and
latinos, were when compared to

the majority tat the time whites).

In our old nation (United

States) we had the mentality that

the whites were the overall

breadwinners. We killed hun-

JaxJs and thousands of Africans

and brought them to our land.

We also colonized the Native Americans. We blamed

the people we labeled (blacks. Latinos) for lack of

skill, hut in fact, it was due to our old nations' past

downfall With the one Statunan concept, we will

redeem ourselves and now implement only Statunan

principles.

By hearing my statements above, it is my strongest

will and conviction that you begin to understand what
the new Statunan approach is all about With a people

who looks out for all. we need to look out for each

other All of these places in the States of the United are

ours, we need to claim our Stales back. As Statunans

we have forgotten all of our brothers and sisters.

The former people known to have labels of being

European American. African American. Latin

American and so on will be deleted. This will allow

one to understand the Statunan. It is understandable if

we say what shade a person is. but as far at colors are

concerned, they all arc part of the Statunan rainbow.

Now you may say, 'Ms. President, how can we
implement such radical morals?' The actual task will

not be an easy task to achieve at all. but we must start

somewhere

A Utopian society is one that is demonstrated here

in the Stales of the United. For some critiques, an ide-

ology of such a belief is impossible But for others this

type of concept may shed some light. In an American

nation where our civilization was based on exploita-

tion and colonization, examining the deep rooted

effects this has had on America is i*ry evident.

Will we e\er haw a nation that supersedes race and
class? This question has been debated for decades. If

the answer to this question was i leur then this article

would not be necessary. Unfortunately we must each

ask ourselves these questions At the same time maybe
we can observe the Statunan people and learn some-

thing from them

This is One Time for Your Mind.

Allana E. Todman is a Collegian columnist.

The pursuit of knowledge: Thoughts on Atallah
It was this night that I truK realized

my own ignorance. The pursuit of

knowledge is said to be noble, but as

soon as we humans possess a speck, we
forget our own limitations

Such was the case on this Thursday

night, Feb 5. when Atallah Shaba//

spoke at the Rowker auditorium. After

one has read and read the pages of his

tory. one forgets the true mortality of

these people in question. I'm talking

about such martyrs as MaTCM Garvey.

El-Hajj Malik F.l-Shabazz. Martin

I uthcr King |r.. etc

This night though was focused on
the legacy of Mr. Shabazz. through his

eldest daughter Atallah Shabazz. who
reminded us that, "the legacy is in all of

us."

After asking Vis. Shabazz two ques-

tions, it was self evident that indeed

Confucius was right. "Learning is not

just the accumulation of facts, hut

rather manifestation ol one's Jen

(humanity) through self reflection."

How many times have we made broad

sweeping prejudicial statements about

another not Rrtcttj bated on lies thai

have been the downfall of clever cul-

ture. This great lie is profit to MM and

cultural annihilation for the unfortu-

nates.

"A black man is a dream that can't

come true." said Richard Wright in -1

Long Dream. That's what it means to

be in a struggle, one that is continuous

both in nature and in theory, for it was

Confucius who proclaimed tightness to

be innate, and it is that intrinsic

(human?) reaction to tightness that still

causes me headaches. To say the least.

American streets are paved with
dirt stained blood from the ropes of

trees, where even the uniform of the

United States Army could not save us

trom the predictability of violence

begot of ignorance derived from
hatred.

However, to sj\ the least, these are

not ideal situations lor humane exis-

tence, but rather a breeding ground for

the requirement of war. However, war
is not the

solution but OmarGoyle
rather the

reaction.
This reaction though evolved from that

which is onlv necessary in order to pro-

claim the God given right to freedom.

At any age, oppression infringes upon

the soul of its victims, sometimes in

such unfair ways that even lo the naked

9ft the ;icts seem unreal, and therefore

revenge proclaims itself essential. In

isc though all that was/is asked

for was/is equality, not blood.

Nevertheless, visibility of segregation

in America did not go away, but rather

transformed in order to hide itself

behind economic growth. However, we
must not forget thai although these

words seem to be the same thing

(another black person crying), the plot

is even greater.

Until our society is ridden of such

evils, we must continue to labor for

that which is God given... "Come to

lesus
."

This evening, however, the focus was
on the legacy of one of our most
notable of heros El-Hajj Malik
El-Shabazz. In 1963. this man came
upon a land that bore witness to his

birth and three years later "Amerikkka"
consumed his flesh. I just don't under-

stand how we as a people can survive

when we seek lies

against each other

to plot our brother's

and sister's death.

Atallah reminded me that anger takes

too much maintenance, which remind-

ed me of a statement she quoted from

her father. "The greatest tool of the

oppressor is the mind of the

oppressed."

Indeed this is so. because what else

could cause the oppressed to fight

amongst themselves? This internal fight

gave way to the death of this fearless

man. Mr. Shabazz. and will give way to

the deaths of many more on every level.

"A man who wishes to make a pro-

fession of goodness in everything must

necessarily come to grief among so

many who are not good. Therefore, it is

necessary... to learn how not to be

good, and use this knowledge and not

use it, according to the necessity of the

case."

This statement, made by Machiavelli,

has rendered to me many wondering
days and tireless nights. Who is good?
Who is not good? In what case is this

knowledge necessary? Was this knowl-

edge ours in the first place?

It is said that. "The cultivator of

humanity is a wise man. but a wise

man is not necessarily a cultivator of

humanity." Who then is a wise man?
All these curiosities remain the burden

of my nights and days. Until said curiosi-

ties aie sorted out. I remain a wondering

fool immersed in the force, which seems

to consume the world, waiting for the

day when it (force) will discord the waste

material that is my flesh, reaping as its

ultimate reward, my soul.

I'll be just like the rest who have
failed to defy, for even lesus could not

escape it. On the other hand, if our
divine could not escape this force why
ask about mere men? The answer to

such questions have only accomplished

one thing — further frustrate me.
Omar Gayle is a Collegian columnist.

A plan of action
It's the new year. The old is gone

The new has come. On the threshold

of the millennium, many find them-

selves contemplating their fate.

What are your hopes for the future?

What kind of life do you envision

yourself living five to 10 years from

now? Do you see yourself as happy
and whole? Are you striving or

struggling? Are you productive and

contributing to our cause? Are your

relationships rich and satisfying?

One thing we can be certain of to

that our lives will be different

tomorrow from what they are today

Life moves forward, and change is

guaranteed. If we think critically

about the future we want, we lay the

foundation for it and do the work
possible to make our dreams a reali-

ty We can make the process of

change an ally rather than an adver-

sary. If we know where we want to

go we can create a map for getting

there Without a plan or goal we
may wander
about aimless-

ly. Without
something spe-

cial to act upon
we react to

everything,
frustrating our-

selves

We all want
a better life for

ourselves. We
want to feel

productive,
prosperous and
secure. Often
the energy we
need to create

the future we
envision is

given lo worth-

less pursuits or needless worry and
fear. We need to reflect inwardly

and ask what it is that we want, that

we need To be able to do this we
need to be able to clearly differenti-

ate between the two A want is

something desired that can enhance

our life: a new car. that promotion,

that new piece of sporting equip-

ment. Whereas a need is something

vital for our very existence (food,

water, shelter, clothing).

Knowing what we want and need
makes all the difference, somehow
making things very clear All the

good things we desire are within our

reach, though they may be sitting in

blind spots of our persistent anxiety

What is your plan? How will you
go about making it happen'' In order

to feel confident and at peace we

What is your plan?

How will you go about

making it happen? In

order to feel confident and

at peace we must live

authentically. We must

design a life in harmony
with the truth of who we
are.

MiUicent Jackson

must live authentically. We must

design a life in harmony with the

truth of who we are.

Give a gift of love to yourself by

scheduling quiet time alone. Set

goals. Know your plan. Declare

them. Your word is a part of the

plan. Above all else never forget to

give thanks. Gratitude unlocks the

fullness of life. It turns what we have

into enough and more. It turns

denial into acceptance, chaos to

order, confusion to clarity. It can

turn a meal into a feast, a house into

a home, a stranger into a friend

Gratitude makes sense of your past,

brings peace for today and creates a

vision for tomorrow.

A part of the plan is to start a

gratitude journal. Strah Ban
Breathnack. best selling author of

Simple Abundance. A Day Book o)

Comfort and foy suggests starting a

journal and at the end of each day

writing five things for which you are

grateful. Some
days may be

filled with

a m t z i n g
things, most
days just sim-

ple joys

Simplicity .

order, harnio

ny. beauty and

joy are all the

other princi

pies that can
transform your

life Your life

cannot blos-

som and flour

ish without it

A french

proverb
reminds us

that "Gratitude is the heart's memo-
ry.* Gratitude is a part of the plan

Appreciate the clear blue sky. your

health, your family and friends.

When we take the focus off what we
don't have and concentrate more on
what we do have, we are learning

the fundamental things needed for

making our action of plan come to

fruition

Self-mastery begins with making
your plan clear and understanding

the only limitations are those we
devise in our mind. There is ahvay*

something we can do to change an
undesirable situation. God gives us

the power lo choose. In large mea-
sure, it is the miracle of life and
what we are here to discover.

MiUicent Jackson is a Collegian

columnist

a—, . _ am arar —

Black Affairs

is looking for a few good writers to con-

tribute to the WORD! If you have an interest in

making change, call the Collegian at 545-1851
or call Edgar A. Barros at 546-5397. News
writers are especially needed, but all are

encouraged to call. Peace, love and unity.

Destined to Live
Friday Night, Frenzy in the house of Brothers.
Cold Air. Loud Music. Loud People, with no thoughts of a racial show.
Hmmm. as I think to myself and watch the beer lovers devour their bod-

ies.

I became scared because Lstood out as a non-alchy.
As Hip-hop echoes & and roars through the chamber of hell.
My attempt to fit irr wasn't enough for the fiesta quarrel. Initiated by a

secret society they felt it was their duty to bring forth brutality on my body.
They approached me. intoxicated by the poison, screaming "You are not
worthy you dumb/niggy. and if you don't e-x-i-t then prepare for jeop-
ardy!" Baffled by their poor attempt at manhood, it seemed deathless for
reasoning with ignorant human beings who failed to exhibit the true mean-
ing of embracing, on a night when I was just in the mood for partying. As I

stood in the middle of the stunk onlookers, listening to my heart, and the
wizard KRS. an unexpected blast to my chest, eradicated my thoughts of
forgiveness, falling like a sinner. I felt my facial figure become toothless.

Heart screaming for a witness to end their prejudicial injustice.
On a man who doesn't know the true meaning of heartless.
Stadium voice racial cries leap in my ears silencing my sense to deafness.

Muscles weak, tears in my eyes, pride gone. I sense this is the end without
the chance to move on. I try. I try. to flee for safety, but the haters grab me.
push me. and bite me to convince me that I'm still a dumb Niggv, who will
never feel free in the land of the

W-H-I-T-E.
The racial fiesta has ended, for now.
As I lay shaking, physically and emotionally wounded in mv pool of life,

I close my eye's, trusting that tomorrow wont be so trife.

"

— Stanley LP. Sterlin
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V Records founding fathers jumping lack Frost and Bryan Gee shine on V CJosuc — Volume 1

Sounds from the underground

Titanic receives 14 Oscar nods
By John Horn
Associated Press

V CLASSIC - VOtUMC 1

Various Artists

Konkrete Jungle/Ultra

NORTHERN EXPOSURE 2: EAST COAST & WEST
COAST EDITIONS

Soiho and John Digweec/

Ministry ol Sound/UtYo

Perhaps it i- the sudden prolifera-

tion of haphazardly put together / 1

(mostly oul of oncer record company I

greedl "compilation" album*, that y -

makes both aaetc excellent, and alto V^^
gcther coherent v. oiks mjikI out like I

lonely beacon on a dark horizon What,
~~^ m̂B,

the case, both V ( kiswi V olume I and Sasht and lohn

Digweed's Northern I
.' Kith brashly reflect the

excitement ol cut and splice 01 sound-- that emanate
from today * urban VtaH Juba.

Collecting the iiid|oni. ol \ Records' singles imam
tat Iwi J u> lind in ihu Lj fc.' aaljtjted timet lounda*
Bryan dee and lumping Lick tv»i founded the seaaaaal

drum 'n bass label io |Wi, \ olume I features.

mam of the labels mainstays including 01 kru-t. Rom
Size and 1)1 Dh

Since ncarlv evenone on the label hails from the old

English shipping town of Bristol, their predilection for

abstract, dark beat* is quite understandable. The album

tuoceedi because instead of resting on their collective

laurels, each track is a challenging — and nearly always

rewarding — exploration of unexplored tcrritorv <)t

course, being a newish genre helps, but the sheer

innovation of 01 Krust's gorgeous "Maintain"

achieves a moment of almost unparalleled tran-

scendence in the ever-mutating realm of jungle.

Finally available domestically on two separate

Digweed's Sorthern

I I *H*tt txpoture 2 plavs like two hours of non-stop
1

' ' - hing rhvthm* - which

teeing at the entire album
traight off vim I

The difference with the Sasha and Digweed pro-

tect lies in the fact that their vision of progressive dance

muMc is refracted through an interpretive lens rather

than a unilateral one. Taking tracks from artists such as

Qaj Om and Speedy I. they scamlesly segue in disparate

«oik» b\ not only using turntables and mixers, but

utilumc icchosaugy to lAcp cut and seqayervatcthc

Md cxcitiiia^Bnic »d)t^turtf

_ -' -c - —\ CD's. Sasha and lohnLm I <\ ]•• +

into a completely new

ClOJU't l <y<Wt ; ^ Vt"
.w A- <Mam Kc

tker%t.jfosife
Keanei

BEVERLY HILLS. Calif. —
Titanic, the epic account of a fate-

ful love affair on the doomed ocean

liner, captured a record-tying 14

Academy Award nominations yes-

terday, including best picture,

actress and director. L.A.
Confidential and Good Will

Hunting each received nine noun
nations, including best picture. The
other best picture nominees weic

At Good As It Gets and, in a mild

surprise, The Full Monty
Robert Duvall'i self-financed

role in The Apostle earned him a

best actor nomination He will face

Matt Damon from Good Will

Hunting, Peter Fonda Irom t

Gold, DuMin Hoffman from Wag
the Dog and lack Nicholson from
At Good As It Gets.

Fonda, son of the late Henry
Fonda, said Ulee's Gold wasn't a

comeback role "You just haven't

gone to the art houses.* he said "I

make 12 movies a year This was
just a part that got a lot of critical

acclaim ." He added. "I carried my
dad's watch during the movie for

good luck."

Kate Winslet of Titanic was
nominated for best actress, as were

fellow Britons Helena Bonham
Carter in The Wings of the 1

1

lulie Christie in Afterglow and
Dame ludi Dcnch in Mrs Brown
and the sole American on the list.

Helen Hunt in As Good As It Gets.

"I'm extremely shaky. I am very

thrilled.* said a clearly moved
Dench. a London theater legend

who has reached t whole new pub-

lic as Queen Victoria in Mrs.
Brown.
Winslet. a supporting actress

nominee two years ago for Sense

and Sensibility, said. 'It felt very

unreal last lime, and it sort of feels

the same this time " On the strong

lineup by British women in her cat-

egory. Winslet said she never
thought English actresses were bet-

ter the nominees, she suggested,

were lucky to get good roles. Still,

she added excitedly. "One can t

help but feel, good on the Brits."

Sin n |i llum MtaaJ**! from the

nomination •wtsgftevtn Spielberg.

Turn to UNDERGROUND SOUNDS pog* 6

'ft'«-*. -. AdJ , :
• -etc*, j

TcTptbajt picture «r best dire«ct\

The film's notable newcomer actor.

Djimon Hounsou. also did not

receive a bid. Aside from Titanic,

the only other film to get 14 nomi-

nations was All About Eve,
released in 1451) It went on to win

six, including best picture Ben Hur
holds the title for Oscar trophies:

11

The 87-year-old Gloria Stuart

was nominated for supporting
actress as the Winslet character in

old age in Titanic. A star in the

'50i who all but retired from film a

half-century ago, she is the oldest

performer ever nominated. Also
nominated in the category were
loan Cusack in In & Out. Minnie
Driver in Good Will Hunting.
lulianne Moore in Boogie Nights

and Kim Basingcr in L.A.
Confidential.

Burt Reynolds was nominated
for supporting actor for Boogie
Nights as were Robert Eorster for

lackic Brown. Anthony Hopkins
for Amistad. Greg Kinncar for As
Good As It Gets and Robin
Williams for Good Will Hunting.

lames Cameron, the driving

force behind the $200 million

Titanic, received two nominations
— at producer of the film lor best

picture and as its director He was
not nominated for the film's script

Others up for directing are Peter

Cattaneo for The Full Mont>. Gus
Van Sent for Good Will Hunting.

(. unit Hanson for LA
Confidential and Atom Egoyan tor

The Sweet Hearafter Hanson was

jutt glad to be in the same ocean
with Titanic "Titanic i» titanic "

Hanson said from New York "Like

the ship, it's huge What can you

do? I just sort of feel we are surf-

ing along in iheir wake But I'm

sky high and it's good to be here
"

Titanic also got bids for art

direction, cinematography, cos-

tume design, editing, makeup,
score, song ("My Heart Will Go
On"), sound, sound effects editing

and visual effects. But its male
lead, teen heartthrob Leonardo
DiCaprio. was passed over at best

actor. Two of 1997 "s highest -gross-

ing films ftiled to collect any top

nominations Men in Black and The
Lost World: lurassic Park com
bined for four minor selections

The critically acclaimed The Ice

Storm Mid The Boxer got snubbed.

rWflripi by artors Mart Damon
tnd Bin Affleck for Good Will

Hunting was named in the original

screenplay competition The other

nominees: As Good As It Gets.

Boogie Nights, The Full Monty and

Woody Allen's Deconstructing
Harry.

The adapted screenplay nomi-

nees were Donnie Brasco. LA
Confidential. The Sweet Hearafter.

The Wings of the Dove and Wag
the Dog, the timely story about a

presidential sex scandal. With Ml
nomination for As Good As It

Gels. Nicholson passed Laurence-

Olivier for the most nominations

III) for a male performer Allen's

writing nomination, his Hth, put

him past Billy W ildcr for the mo*i

screenplay bids

The foreign-language films hon-

ored were Germany's Beyond
Silence, Holland's Character.
Brazil's Four Days in September.

Spain's Secrets of the Heart and
Russia's The Thief

Already on pace to become histo-

ry's highest-grossing movie. Titanic

may have relatively little to gain

from the publicity of the Academy
Awards. Not so for L.A.

Confidential

Titanic has been the nan
most popular film for two months,

earning $JJ7 5 million in North

America alone In part because of

today's high ticket prices, only

three films in history have e>er

grossed more. L.A Confidential.

the underachieving darling ol the

ciitics. grossed $41 b million, not

bad for a period crime drama with

an ensemble cast, but not a break-

out hit despite its accolades. The
•lory of 1940s Lot Angeles police

won best-picture awards from the

National f Film Irilic*

Sew lork lilm Critic* Circi

Angeles Film Critics Association

and the National Board of Review

Warner Bros, will expand the

national release of I A
Confidential on Friday from fewer

than 300 theaters to more than

800. New advertising will empha
size the anticipated Oscar nomina
tions and play up the film I itch

characters

Star Wars tnd FT the Extra

Tcrrcstritl — numbers one and
two on the all time box office lists

— alto were nominated for he»t

picture but neither won t!

arize. No. 1 — lurtstJfe Park
vb t nominated Itw ?0# annu-

al Academy AwaroV sfevsaWill be

held at the Shrine Auditorium on
March 21.

big technology. Imelhgrni tm programming *nw
lonmrnis High speed Jigiial instruments Next generation

superchips And more Tcradyne is your source for innovation,

quality and leadership in Automatic Test Equipment, complex

connection systems and telecommunications and software

ten Our ability H hnng the most exciting products lo market

waned more than 40 years ago with the introduction of the

first automatic diode tester Since then, we've continued to

set the standard with products such as the first tester with

lesier-per-pin architecture, the industry's first million -dollar

tester and the world's largest most complex backplane

And all the while continuing our excellence in innovation

recognized by the R &r D 100 award for the revolutionary

tester device docking system

big CUStOmerS. While we cant possibly name them

all. we help today's leading electronics companies deliver their

products lo a fast-evolving market Whether it's automotive

rWctasetca, cellular phones. PCs or computer networks

Teradyne is the power behind the products We're a world-

wide presence working in pannership with all the big names

Dig possibilities. To an engineering or business grad.

Tcradyne represents the opportunity lo gain real involvement

on teal projects from day one As soon as you join us. you

will benefit from an informal culture where creativity and

teamwork prevail Whether your specialty is Software,

Hardware, Mechanical, or Application Engineering or

Business. Teradyne perfectly suns your background Wc have

Ctdtfag opportunities in all our locations from California H
Boston, and even internationally

not-so-big name

!.i inn! .in motr IbrMI Ttradyne. ser us on umpus or send your

rtsurm- 1„ Irradynr. Int . Ann L'niversiiy Relations.

121 lljinson Ave
,
Boston. MA 021 IH (it e-mail

jo.in DdsydftadyW torn An equal opportunity employer www.teradyne.com
WE'RE COMItNlG TO YOUR OMPUS SOON!

See your placement office lor details

Boston, MA • Nashua, NH • Deerfield, 1L • Agoura Hills, CA • San Jose, CA • Walnut Creek, CA • Dublin, Ireland • Kumamoto, Japan
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underground sounds
continued from page 7

RIGHT ON TIME

Hepcof
Hellcat

Plain and Minplc. if >ou like good music you will like

tin- jlhum. Hepcat are baaed in the ska genre, but their

musii. transcends boundaries II you like ska. soul, reggae.

caJypao, sunm weather and trees you will love Right On
Time

easts Creg LM and Alex Desert are easily two of

the Km \ocalists ska has seen since the days of Prince

BuMcr and Desmon Dekker. Furthermore, while most

-ka bands are either trying to bite the Mighty Mighn
-uund like a lame rehashed version of the

iuo Km Jaw Hepcat plays beautiful soulful music

I he horn section of Efren Santana. Raul Talavera and

Kmcaid Smith are clearly more influenced by artists

>iKh a> TooM and the Maytals or the Wailers then any-

BM bJMi

Son>:- like "I Cant Wait." "Goodbye Street." and

"The Secret" deal with relationships, but in a way that

makes you happy Rather then singing about typical

firi/bo) love dramas, they prefer to offer insights on

relatK'n>hips >o that each track resembles a ston

To Say" continues the theme of lessons

learned and how you need to be your own person to get

h> r*. Af \ou listen to Right On Time, you

notice the smile on your face growing larger, your

knee* beginning to bend, your head nodding, you start

lo dance. >ou start to sing This as close to musical nir-

vana a- um're going to get.

is best saved for those days when it seems

like things can't get any worse because Right On Time

will make vou feel better This album is a tribute to the

great artists who made ska and reggae something spe-

cial I can i think of anything better to rescue vou from

the wmiei doldrums. So grab your girl, your pork-pie

hat and vour uplift and skank to the exquisite sounds of

Hepcat A lAdam Dlugacr)

STRANGE ANGCLS
Knthn Harjfi

Rykodisc

Strange AngeU is spare, lovely musk. As was true of

her first solo release — the excellent, haunted Hips

and Maktj
r>. - most of the song> consist of <.>nl> Hersh

and her careful, delicate guitar work, occasionally

rounded out by an understated cello or piano. Her
lyrics are, as always, distinctive larraal, wildly uneven

and consistently engaging. In "Heaven." she sings, a

stunning image: "Like a river, you fight your own bed"

and follows it one line later with the seemingly incom-

prehensible: "I'm on breakiinie. where the sissies

hang."

The music is so quietly forceful that the awkward
lyrics are forgivable at first, and upon repeated listen-

ing begin to make their own kind of sense. Hersh's gift

is this ability to envelop the listener in her own
strange world where river> li^ht and sissies hang. The
record has a glow about it. like the sacred music of a

tiny, forgotten church. It's not as consistently mind

blowing as Hips and A/aAers. but Strange Angels is

warmer and has plenty of ttanscendciu moments The

perfect little guitar solo in "I ike "i ou" alone makes the

world a slightly more beautiful place. B+ (Rob
Roenschi

SPRINGTIME

Older actors

recognized by

Oscar voters

Thrill Jockey

Freakwater is frequently filed under the header

"altcrna- country ." but they should not be lumped in

with the solid, big-hearted, bar band rock-and-roll of

many No Depression acts like Wllco and the

Bottlerockets. Freakwater separate themselves from

standard altcrna-countrv units bv their complete

dependence on tjOOMtk guitars and to kill Im two

girl vocal harmonu
1 istening to Springtime is like sitting on a back porch

of a house in disrepair surrounded bv the sound ol

worn-in guitars and worn in voices h must be said

that Freakwater are not banjo picking vmuosos. just

good players working at the limit of their talents They

play their hearts out here in songs of whiskey, death

and dancing that are lyrically as dark as death metal and

musically as involving as any pop ditty Mainstream

country muMi doesn't play anvthing this intense, and

for that matter, neither docs rock radio I hi* is nmsu lo

cherish and fear A-(R R >

Nt CM Ml M|M GIPO B rfMMQ

Happy
Valentines Day

©Aiifflia^astTii
• 30% Student Discounts

• Right in Amherst

• Space is Limited! Call...

hat Wo Scsmob SVes. FeV 23*• 7.00 pm. Lofd Jeftay lao. < «TUT).
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• Classes DatLy
• Certified Instructors
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ravel Saf i
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Hong Kong */ 53
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{Travel w_
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|T44 Main Street
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COCKTAIL OF THE WEEK
SEA SREEZE

THURSDAY KITE

SMACK BASKETS 9 TO 12

<$&> *azs

Internships in Vuslncss

AoVe

Ae
<o.

*'««*;

"^A*

( <M»~ •
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By John Horn

Associated Press

BEVERLY HILLS. Calif. - The

Academy Award nominees yesterday

included performers whose heydays

were the 60s, the '70s — and even the

' Ws. Four show business veterans who

haven't been much in the Hollywood

spotlight for years were honored with

Oscar nominations. The comeback

kids: Burt Reynolds. Peter Fonda, hilie

i/hnstie and Gloria Stuart.

The 87-year-old Ms. Stuart became

the oldest performer nominated for an

BOtRaj award, getting a nod for best

supporting actress for her depiction of

the 101 -year-old Rose DeWitt Bukater

in laanu.

The actress was a star of the HWs,
where her credits included The Old

Dark House. Air Mail and Cold

Diggers of /9J5. She has spent most of

the last several decades painting, gar-

dening and traveling Ms. Christie. 56,

was nominated for the role of a faded

actress in a troubled marriage in

Afterglow. She was last nominated 26

years ago for McCube and Mrs. Miller.

She won an Oscar for her performance

in the 1"H>5 film Darling Of her five

films in the I 'WOs — including Fools of

fortune and The Railway Station Man
lew attracted any attention

Reynolds, who turns 62 today, was

nominated for best supporting actor

tor his depiction of adult filmmaker

lack Horner in Boogie Sights It was

the /V/i'iwwinr star's fust Oscar nomi-

nation. He also won a Golden Globe

for the role in January Reynolds' last

tilms have all fizzled: Striptease.

Citizen Ruth. Two if by Sea. The
Maddening and Mad Dog Time.

Fonda, who shot to fame as the

writer and co-star of 1969's Easy

Rider, was nominated for best actor for

his role as the beekeeper L Ice lackson

in Ilee's Gold. The performance also

won him a Golden Globe last month.

I ike many of his comeback peers,

the 58-ycar-old Fonda's most recent

work has gone largely unseen Qajf

afj Heart and Bodies. Rest A Motion.

CtXWTtSr MHAMOUNt RCTU*!

Gloria Stuart became the oldest Oscar nominee yesterday lor her role in

Titanic.

'What's cheaper than a card?

^Healthier than candy?
Comes in tots ofcolors?

Can Befunny, cute or sejey?

/C09^0MQ<KSWtSl
Send one to that specialsomeone.
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Hraliti Education Diviuon • Lravcnity Health Service*
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In this era of hit songs and one hit wonders,

you 're invited to discover an album.

-Phenomenon Of Flight" and "Birthday Suit"

Appearing at: Iron Horse Music Hall

Available at: For The Record
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mens' hoop
continuecl fiom page 12

49-42 with 14 00 to play.

Willi the game scx-niingl> -lip

ping away. Massachusetts went
on a 6-0 run to pull to within a

point of Duquesne. 49- 48. Mack
opened the run with a I ^ hot
jump shoi ChHi Kirkland —
returning home lo llttsburgh —
(ought for an otfensive rebound
and hit a short juniper in the lane.

Ajmal Basit finished the scoring

with an uncontested lay- in off a

Jonathan DePina drive and dish.

DePina. who has ^lru|^gled of

late, handled the IXiquesne press

and played perhaps hi- U-si game
in a LMa.ss unilonn He tinished

with four points, a game hi^h

seven assists and a rebound

"lonathan changed the pace of

the game." Flint said "He helped

us get back in a position to win
"

Trailing 49-48. I Mass
appeared to have let the momen-
tum sway when Kevin Price con-

verted on a short hook to give thc

Dukes a three-point edge

But two
|

>>ns later.

Clarke knocked down a wide
open thrrc pointer oil | DePina
drive and kkaXM to even the

score at 51-51.

Duquesne answered with a 4-0
run. but DePina's acrobatic

lay-up with nine minutes to play

followed bj his Ioom hall

rebound set the stage for a pair of

free-throw* by Ketiver lo even the

score at 55-55.

Clarke added another three to

give UMass the lead M
which they held on to until lames

tied the game up again at 61-61

with a rainbow three minutes

later, lames was the Dukes' high

scorer with 20 points.

Following a t'ourtnev Wallace

free throw, which gave the Dukes

Us final lead at 62 * I Clark, who
finished with 16 points, hit his

Inland biggest three-pointer of

the game with I 10 u> plav The

shot gave Massachusetts a 64-62

| Clarke | hit sortie huge-

shots for us." Flint said.

'1 vcivbcxiv who plaved in the

second half made plays lor us."

I Mass hit >i\ ol eight free

throws down the stretch to pre-

serve the wm.
"It just showed you that we're

a good team." Flint said We
didn't plav well and we still won

"

Material from \\H\II> FM
need in this artide

women s hoop
continued from page 12

gled to control the ball And even

though they held the advantage in

rebounding in the first half. 17-12,

they just couldn't convert for any easy

layups at the other end

lansen was held to eight points in

the lirsi hall. si\ ol those from the

free throw line. The rest of the team

mustered 12 points (KM Iv.ur olhci

players to reach their 20 point half

lime total

In the second half. UMass got i>M

to a slow start and it seemed they

would be in cruise control over

Rhode Island. But Khodv proved it-

u-ilience by not allowing the game 10

get out of reach. Hie Ranis emotional

leader. Cocchiola. nevet reallv g.imed

any rhythm and finished the night

with a quiet seven points to gu along

with her dismal 12 turm

The rest of the team didn't give up

though, as sophomore Megan Gibson

kept the team intact with 15 points

and live rebounds She wa- the onlv

ouiside threat for URI. as she pro

duced an amazing 40 pet cent of the

oflensc from the foul line

Itohman guard Rhonda 1'acheco

was aggressive at the point and fin-

ished up with 10 poinis including iwo

three- pointers. Rhode Island seemed

lo be making a comeback as UMass
tloundcred mid wav through the sec-

ond half.

live players had at least three boll
and the Rams couldn t miss at the

line as they shot an impressive .765

hum the stripe Bui it )u-t wa-n't

enough in the end.

"I thought we plaved good defense,

we limited what thev wanted to do"
U Hnen said. "They threw up an
awful lot of shots."

I lu Minutewomen's fast break
vnsc was working as they convert-

ed for 17 points compared to Rhode
Island's four points They also looked

to lake the early "hot rather than the

guards foiling a shot in the la-t live

seconds of the shot ckxk
The tandem of Coyner and Sabnva

Mitchell along with Rav-Kk telused

lo relinquish to the Rams Ray side

was a consistent option inside all

night as she scored 12 points, ripped

down seven rebounds and also had

one bliH.k Covner. who eventually

fouled out. made a key pull-up buck-

et and the subsequent tool shot with

just over a minute left lo -hell the

game and key the Minutewomen to

their third straight win

good team is going to make a

run at you." O'Brien said "But when
push came to shove and we needed a

bucket we were able to get one."

Rams
continued from page 12

coach (oanie Knen. But we have an

uwlul lot ol good players and when

they play together we re pretty good.

"When you have that, teams don't

know how to focus on you We know

when we play certain teams thev vc

got one player scoring 20. and the

next one scoring six. You know who
vou're going to focus on and dictate

the defense around thai Where with

us. people may think thev know, and

nia\ try to stop certain players, but

somebody else- always steps up
"

The Minuie.vomen [Hilled together

last night to outscore I Kl 4^ 2S in

the paint. 12-4 on second chance

points. 1 1-6 on points oil lurnovan,

and 17 A oil last break pokMi

UMass forced the Ram- to 50

turnovers, compared to the

Minutewonien- 2u As a team thev

totaled 15 assist- to Rhode l-land's

-even, with Mitchell handing out

eight. The onlv -lati-u*. where L \lass

was lacking was in the rebound cate

where the Minutewonien were

beaten 58-26.

UMass' collective ellorts have kept

it steadilv itloat in the A 10 With

their current conference record of 7-5

115-9 overall) the Minutewoinen
hold the second spot in the A- 10 Fast

-landing-, behind powerful St

loseph's.

The Minutewonien will host

I oidhani on Thuivlav

Positive drug test taints first

Olympic snowboarding gold
rORONTO (APl Ros- Rabagliati ol Canada, the lir-i Oljmptt -now

board gold medalist tested positive lot marijuana alter hi- winning run. it wa-

reported

i.iJian Press quoted Dick Pound, an ICX vice president from t anad.i

-uving Rahagliali had flunked a drug test at the Winter Game- in Vu .•

The Canadian OKin iiion said it wi>uld appeal to an independent

couit of aihnration That body would have to make a ruling within 24 hour- of

the appeal

A po-itive drug te-t il it stands, would result in the Canadian being -nipped

ol the gold medal

lTie International Olympic Committee called a news conference in Nagano

lot K>dav The -ubievi was not announced but it was expected to involve drug

cases from the opening days of the games.

owboarding was added to the OlvmpK- tin- veai m Bart la attract a

vounget audience Rabagliati said at his post vki dav

that he realized his sport was really part of the games when drug tester- -tatted

showing up at meats.

MPGA
continued from page 12

wheelchair hits a ball into a sand trap, that player would be allowed lo drop a

ball rather then venture into the trap.

Reading from the preamble to the rules. \% iswall noted that there i- no men-

tion that they should not apply to any golf competition, but Bell disagreed

"I would have to saj they apply to recreational golf." she said explaining that

at the pro level there is a ptemisc that everybodv is playing under the same

rule-

Under cross-examination Finchem acknowledged that there was no mention

of walking in tin USOAeWal I *^ -otf definition ol the game.

hrvhem also conceded that professional golfers are allowed to ride carts in

so-called 'Monday qualifier" rounds, whereby they qualify to play in a specific

open tournament

Granted temporary permission to ride a cart pending the outcome ol this

trial. Martin gained widespread puhlu. support when he won the first tourna-

ment ol the second-tier Nike Tour last month Though he failed lo make the cut

for the second tournament he ranked highest in all around Nike Tour pcrlor

mance statistics.

gymnastics
conhnued from page 1

2

Over on the uneven bars, fresh

man |obi Goldberg continued her

-Uvte-- nn the event, scoring a 9 85

Sanyal's 4 85 on the balance beam
netted her a fir-t pla«.e linish and
lunior Coined tied a tateei high on
the vault with a 9.75.

The deciding lactor was the bars

where UMass outdistanced both

OpfSOMM bv at least two point-

"I think tonight we were really a

ujiii xftci coming out a little -low

against Rhode Island. I think confi-

dence wise, this win tonight is

great." said Sanval

The two vitlone- now place- ihc

Minutewoinen at a perlevt f

the -ea-on going mlo Friday - home
meet again-! V w I lamp-hire who
ranks third in the northeast, one
spot ahead ol I Ma-- I a-t u
Minutewonien deleated the V\ ild«.at-

hv just under a point Start time is

i 7 p in

Need a
Car Loan?
We can help you establish your

credit We finance people with

credit problems no credit bad
credit bankruptcy, divorced

No co signers required*

WRITE FOR SPORTS!!!!!

or stop by Saturn of Hadley
and ask for Eric Emet

BALISE
CREDIT EXPRESS

r Uniuersily Health Seruices

Mental Health Groups Spring '98
~l

MONDRV

THE DRERM.THE B0DV
RNOTHE HIDDEN

PSYCHE
E*fcre how ourOwms reted re

(TynarncsofOuT bodes and emotans

Topes rttde orearnvwrK tamiy

oyrapics. psytiosomafc: process, hea&i

and re unocnsxusrrnl

Mon..»-10am.. 3/2-4/13

INTERPERSONRL
GROUP

Fa ootege men and *omen *ho

a^HienceoltcUtestiirttrparscnat

correctonsor *ro have concerns aoai

far retefcjntf<s

More, 3:45 5:00pm. W-V11

SUPPORTING GRY,

LESBIRN RND
BISEHURL IDENTITIES

Expfcrrngsucfi issues as earring out

buJdng corrruaydaar^rriaatxisrBps;

famr/ofongri,and stress rnanagernent

Moa. 145 -5:00 pm, 2TZJ-413

Lease easssas bssssbb —

IlllllSf SUMY

RDULT CHILDREN OF
DYSFUNCTIONAL

FAMILIES
Ths 8 week group s lor mdrvtduais

wanting to explore te mpact of family

relationships on ttetr kves as UMASS

students

Wed., 3:30 • 5:00 pm.

MEN OF COLOR
Focus w«l be on the academe,

interpersonal, social and dating

dynamics of men of color identifying

body mage, self esteem, sexuality and

the reactions of society will also be

explored

Wed, 3.45 - 5:00 pm, 2/25 • 4/1

MORE
Groups

Beginning

IN LRTE
SPRING

545-2337

THURSDAY

COUPLES SKILLS GROUP
Improve your commurecabon ano contact

resoMion skils. to help deepen your

Tho».. 1:30 • 10:00 am

WOMEN'S SELF
EHPL0RRTI0N GROUP

(For older undergraduates, graduate students,

student dependents and Kaiser members)

This group provides an opportunity fa women

to exptae personal relabonships. wok.

studies, family of origin, health, acculturation

and other relevant concerns This group is

ongoing with members added as space

permits

Thur., 9 • 10:30 am.

COED SELF
EHPL0RRTI0N GROUP

(For older undergraduates, graduate students,

student dependents and Kaiser members)

Trss group provides an opportunity fa men

and women to explore their interpersonal

relationships This group is ongoing with

members added as space permits

Thur., 3:30 • 5:00 pm.

FRIDRV

UNDERGRADUATE
WOMEN'S SELF i

EHPL0RRTI0N GROUP
Pnmar*/ focused on women wtf set

esteem issues who wart Centre how

fwe ssues may rteriere wti tier abaty

totarmsaisfvrigraapersonal

iBlafcrghps

Fa, 9 -10: Mara, 2/1 3-5/1

1

Groups are conducted by

Mental Health Division

staff. Group sessions are

covered under UHS Basic

Health Plan and Kaiser pre-

paid plan. Groups require an

initial screening

appointment which can be

arrang ed by calling

545-23 37 or by stopping at

127 Hills North

For further information

please call 545-2337,

Mon - Fri 8 am - 5 pm.

or refer to the Mental Health

website at http:

www.umass.edu/uhs/mentalhealth

Great Service!

Great Products!

Nutrition
£xpress

For Your Fastest Gains

Supplements Personal Training.
Nutrition Programs

Designer Whey Protein $26

Creatine 400g $29

MeiRx20ct $38
Diet Fuel $21

Androstenedionel

Fat lurntf i. food Ban «

Ask for Garrett

253-1850

*nmo
Ml Farms 4 -584 9153

Ml. Farms Mall

Wag The Dog (R)

Today at (5 50 9 S2 50) 8 40

Desperate Measures (R)

Today at IS 50 S2 50) 8 40

As Good As It Gets (PO-13)

Today at (5 30 @ S2 50 1 8 20

Blues Brothers 2000 (PG-13)

Today at (5 40 @ S2 50) 8 30

Olympics
continiied from page 12

Hal Arena on hidiu when t.in'iito

Canada, the United Slate- and

Ku>-ia take the iee TWl unpii

dented l7-da> mid-e^uii braak Spa

the NHL enables competitor- like

\\j\ne Gretzky and Pavel Bute lo

compete for an honor which lid-

eluded them.

"We're not sending d Dream I cam

we're -ending a Dream luuniainaii.

Brian Burke, the SbbUn Vice;

Piesident and Director ol HoCaVa)

Operations, said to ( SA loJj\

I his is | message to Mil lan-

IXjn't look al this as an interruption

in the season, but as a thaiiec to

waich the greatest pla>ei- on earth

compete lor their respective uiun-

tiies in the Olunp;

Of the 124 SHI Plasei- in the

Nagano Olwnpies se\en have been

awarded the Conn Smvihe Trophv

lor pla>olt M\ P and nine have won

the Caidei Trophv lor Rookie of the

"l cai

Be prepared to watch an All Mai
game wtrjrtfay foi ilu nasi Mvaai

Paul /nn is a L Mass student

Collegian
Sports!!!!

TRAVEL
SMART!

FROM BOSTON

LONDON
$145 $264

$219 $403

$228 $419

$259 $477
Icftstslel Hifkli

J
First Is eerKeies tetllattisst

' Evrallaattas avallaala

I CastseM-teaaajraMe aaw
| Fern Mkaxl lo dwnat a«ke»i

j
notes aa t m ini 1 cares

RISM TRAVEL
SIS lit"' »•' N» NT JMW

?12 986 8420*
«<i»n »7*> (mf. tfL

HI
•TOOal

• Classes Dally
• Certified Instructors
• Suspended Wood Floor
' Area's Largest Room

Will KM .Mill I IK Mill
11.11 VVrst Slirrt

v.,,,111 \n.ri. 1st | .1. (Ml^ll

• n.^-hir., 6 -S84 7SSO
M.impshirr Mall

Oreet Eipectations (R)

Today at |S30 9 12 50 1 8 30

Reptecemem KaTere (R>

Today at (5 50 9 S2 50) 8 40

Sptca World (PG)

Today at (5 50• S2 50) 8 40

Titanic (PG 13)

Today at 14 20 9 S2 50) 8 10

Good Will Hunting (R)

Today at (5:20 S2 50) 8 20

Deep Rising (R)

Today at (5 40 9 S2 50) 830

COME SEE WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT...

SHAB Gain Experience in

Administrative Aspects

of Health Care

Come join the

Student Health

Advisory Board

Informational meeting:

Wed. Feb. 11 & 25, 5:30 -6:30pm

University Health Services Rm. 304

For mora Info call Tarnara at the Health Education Offlct 577-51 81

SPRING BRtAK ft'

BAHAMAS 1

urn «'i'l*

$349!
L IVr iur«.on XNCLUPES £1 HOURS

Or FREE ORINki

ALL SPRING BREAK TRIPS INCIUPF:
• .- -r ri r» *% * ** "" K ** ** *K«ni'

t»*'%rma*i*%tom (*«-pi

nik*»St bmh
' rmptt

• *mm»Tw'**•:• tat* <r

• 0»<"> ft t» » m» «» *•» on

•»<• *»«v» a-i^aav na
• «V»v(n« o*e>-;««R t«d v«% b*rn •*09tkM%

bra^f upr»nvim»a1 . aj «^yv -*?*. p***,

«

• 111 CeW 1W V* aaajfepafl Df»e],

•a***r% *>»• m «|fr'
^"^^T • ''"" <"«^ *W-rm mo c raw,

CjD im norf MtnMiion tneX*\

FIMO 15 FRIEKOd Ar#P
VOW tL TRAVEL FREE'

Nw^^^^boototiofaV W»iMm ra^met*™ a,^

^BMOjjIS

laU'W
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Collegian Classifieds
APARTMENT FOR RENT EMPLOYMENT

University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

Single room apartment

at Cliffside Available Feb

onward All utilities includ-

ed $540/month Please

Call Robin at 665-1281

AUTO FOR SALE

VW Fox 89 165000 miles

Good condition New
starter, tires, muffler,

brakes Oil changed every

3000 miles Great car for

$1075 546-3060

Purchasing a used car?

Having your car repaired?

Oo you Know your legal

rights 7 Contact The
Student Legal Services

Office. 922 Campus
Center. 545-1995

Wanted: Junk Cars Cash
paid everyday 1-800-649-

4795

FOR RENT

New P186MMX from

$895 Laptops. $12951
Peripherals ZarVision

582-91 98 V/MC/AMEX

Check out

Thursday's

Paper for

Special

Classified

Valentines.

Undergraduate Business

Consultant

Gam Accounting
Experience. Leadership
Skills, and General
Business Experience 10-

15 hrs per week, flexible

schedule Must be self

motivated , able to work as

part of a team
Sophomores and Juniors

encouraged to apply Pick

up an application at the

Center for Student

Business. 406 Student

Union Questions, call

545-2166 Deadline for

apps- Mon Feb 16

Personal Care Attendant

for male quad Weekday
mornings and Saturday

evenings $7 85 per hour

Call 546-0666

College Marketing
Opportunity

Student Advantage
seeks aggressive, reliable

Campus Managers to

develop and maintain local

program for nations

largest savings program

Sales experience pre-

ferred Comp $1,000-

$2,000 Flexible hours

Fax resume HR Dept
Student Advantage
(617)266-8882 or call

Anthony at (61 7)91 2-2040

Summer Opportunities

Musiker Tours and
Summer Discovery are

looking for counselors for

our student travel pro-

grams and/or our pre-col-

» enrichment programs

EMPLOYMENT
Applicants must be 21

years old by June 15,

1998 We need mature,

hardworking, energetic

individuals who can dedi-

cate 4-7 weeks this sum-

mer working with

teenagers A director will

be on campus at UMASS
on Febraury 24 Please
call for more
information/application or

to set up an interview at

888-8SUMMER

RA Position Available for

the Jewish Living

Community/Hillel House
for Fall 1998 Applications

available in the Hillel

House Office, 388 North

Pleasant Street Deadline

March 6. 1998 For infor-

mation call 549-1710

NATIONAL PARK
EMPLOYMENT- Parks.

Forests. Wildlife

Preserves Ask us how!
517-324-3109 Ext

N5O012

Whitewater Raft Guides
Needed in Western MA
Full or Part-time available

No experience necessary

We will train Looking tor

athletic, personable peo-

ple who like to work hard

in the outdoors Call Crab

Apple . Whitewater
(413)339-0188 for more
information and an appli-

cation

Full-Time Summer

EMPLOYMENT
Poaition Available at

Crab Apple Whitewater tor

a Photo Technician at our

Minilab Job entails devel-

oping film and printing pic-

tures No experience nec-

essary but some past use

of lab helpful Call

(413)339-0188 for info and
an application

EXCEPTIONAL SUMMER
OPPORTUNITY- Camp
Wayne, NE PA
(3hrs/NYC)- Sports orient-

ed Counselor/Specialists

for all Land/Water Sports

including Tennis
Camping, Climbing/Ropes

Mountain Biking, Rocketry

Roller Hockey
Sailing/Waterskiing. A&C
Drama, Radio, Video
Campus Interviews Tues
March 3rd Please call 1

888-737-9296 or 516-883

3067 Leave your name
phone number and mailing

address

CRUISE SHIP A LAND-
TOUR JOBS Discover

how to work in exotic loca-

tions, meet fun people,

while earning a living in

these exciting industries'

For more information 517-

324-3092 Ext C5001

2

DJ For Hire: Professional

ENTERTAINMENT

DJ spinning all types of

music now booking for

Spring Semester Check
me out at Pruddy s on
Thursday Tim (DJ Fooz)

253-6593

Gorilla-Grams

ENTERTAINMENT

Balloons, roses, poems,

etc Send the Crazy
Gorilla on Valentine's Day

Sign up in the Newman
Center on 2/10 and 2/12

Student Rates Available

Info call (41 3)781 -9696

SUMMER RENTALS

FOR SALE

CAPE COD GROUP
Summer Rentals- Some
waterfront houses, some
with swimming pools.

Falmouth area. Diamond
R*al Estate (508)477-

1900

Fridge Rentals Free
delivery 253-9742

Pick-Up Cap Black, used

on Toyota 4x4. $350
River 546-6363

Corwood For Sale $125
Cord Call 549-5456

New Metaboliam

HEALTH KBEAUTY

Breakthrough Lose 5-100

pounds Dr Approved 1

Coat $35 800-563-0386

Acupuncture and Herbal

Medicine National Board

Certified Licensed 549-

6542

DANCE AWAY THE WIN-

INSTRUCTION

TER BLUESI BALLET
FOR BEGINNERS and
Intermediates taught by

Heather Clark-Warner.

Pioneer Valley Ballet

School, Wednesday
evenings Cai 586-4142

Univeralty Bartending

MISCELLANEOUS
Course 50°o Student
Discount. National
Certification Available

Spring Sessions This

Semester Space Is

Limited 1-800-U-CAN-
MIX

Lost- Black Sweater
Herter Hall on Jan 28th

Please call 665-8394

EARN
$7$0-$1500/WEEK
Raise all the money your

student group needs by
sponsoring a VISA
Fundraiser on your cam-
pus No investment & very

little time needed There's

no obligation, so why not

call for information today

Call 1 800-323-8454 x 95

FREE T-SHIRT $1000
Credit Card fundraiser* tor

fraternities, sororities &
groups Any campus orga-

nization can raise up to

$1000 by earning a whop-
ping $5 00/VISA applica-

tion

Call 1 800 932-0528 ext

65
Qualified callers receive

FREE T-SHIRT

For Sale- DkJJertdu Hand

MUSICIANS WANTED

made hand painted, by
student $20 with lesson

253-7342

No haircutting involved.

just solid

Can Daniel 665-7581

Help! Need a ride to

PERSONALS
Spring Break Any suit-

case size will do To hook

up. meet me at

wwwebswimcom

"Love will keep us
alive)"- The Eaglea Free

love and valentine* at

www.studentadvan-
tage.com/qpld

Rooma For Rent Very

FOR RENT

close to campus Femaies

only $1200 semester Call

549-7146 or (508)655-

5922
Pregnant? Need help?

SERVICES

Call Birthright of Amherst

area tor tree testing and

assistance 549-1906

200 Watt 3-Way

STEREO 8.CD EQUIP

Opaefcera For Sale Never

used $450 or B/O Steve

546-3042
Car Stereo Equipment

Kenwood Detach Face- i

year old, paid $350 1 amp
100x2 paid $150 1 amp
100x4. paid $100 1 pair

Pioneer 6x9 speakers.

lOOw paid $110 Whole
system sounds great,

need* nothing Selling as

package deal tor $300
Call 546-3842

Sarah McLachlan/Bllly

TICKETS

Joel/NCAA Mens
BasketbeATEnc Clapton 2

Guy* Tickets 1-888-345

TIXX

Alternative Spring Break

TRAVEL

YogaFest Week, Music,

Dance, Meditation,

Vegetarian. Missouri

Ozarks, Ride Shares.

$165 FREE MAGAZINE
800-896-2387 http://mem-

bers aol.com/yogafest

KILLINGTON- SPRING
BREAK Want a great time

for a low price? Go to

Killington tor Spring Break'

Starting ® $249. including

5 day lift ticket. 5 nights ®
Mountain Green UMASS
SKI N BOARD CLUB 545-

3437

JAMAICA- SPRING
BREAK IN NEGRIL DonT

get ripped off! Go with who

you can trust No hidden

costs, starting ® $539 7

nights, round trip air.

transfers. Collegiate

Beach & Party Events

On-site staff UMASS SKI

N BOARD CLUB 545-

3437

Spring Break- Cancun
and Nassau from $399
Air hotel transfers, par-

ties, and more! Organize a

small group- Earn tree

tnpe plus commieatont Cai
1 800-SPRING BREAK 1

800-777-4642
#1 Spring Break from
$119! FREE SPRING
BREAK AND PARTIES
ORGANIZE A GROUP"
Jamaica. Cancun.
Bahama*. Barbados.
Florida Sunsptash 1-600-

426-7710

SPRING BREAK 98

Personals Policy

(•on aw* MOT h» naM) fc m* Ma mmk

M* or k, MM
•*> aataanal *•! tOM not rm«t *• I do^in » tun
4aiatt bl tcco***** » ••»*•

Rates
Students

20C per word/day

All others

40C per word/day

$2.00
m in ./day

NO REFUNDS

Standard Headings

umibK WtOTiMmn txl
mi l*om •UM*»-*l»naV.i't,r>( o« Htm.

Acnvmss

APARTMSNT FOR NCNT
AUTO rOH SALS

cc*mmu««tv ivints
tSSPlOYMSMT

sirreirrAiMMCNT

KM BALI
FOUND 12 OAYS FMEl

happy aamtDAv
mouses for mnt
mjsthuctiom

LOST
MUSICIAN*

MISCfLLANiOUS
MOTOftCVCUES

ROOM WANT!O
MOOMMATf WAMTfO

SERVICES
bummmr sueurr

Tosuecrr
TRAVIl

- ROOM FOR RCNT
WANTED TO

WAMTtO

WEDNESDAY FEB 11

Auditions— Auditions for the

I Matt improvisational comedy
troupe Mission: IMPROVable will

be held at 7 p.m. in Campus
Center 163 So experience neces-

sary . For more information contact

Aaron at 546-5225.

Blood Drive— The American

Red Cross will be holding a blood

time from 10:30-4:50 p.m. in

Campus Center 101. Call

I *<jO-462-2229 for an appoint-

ment, walk-ins welcome.

Meeting— The Prevet/Animal

ScJOKl Club will be holding its

tirvt in a series of meetings in Paige

Lab 202 at 7 p.m. Any questions.

please contact Brian at 256-6022.

Refreshments will be served.

Meeting— Circle K
International, a campus and com-

munity service group will meet at

6:50 p.m. in Stockbridge 114. For

more information, call 54K- 3939

THURSDAY. FEB 12

Auditions— Auditions for the

UMass improvisational comedy
troupe Mission IMPROVable will

be held at 7 p.m. in Campus
Center 1 63. No experience neces-

sary. For more information contact

Aaron at 546-5225.

Auditions— Auditions for a

co-ed a capella group will take

place between 6-7 p.m. at Brett

dorm basement in lower Central

Residential Area. Bring music to

show off your voice- without

accompaniment.

Class— Weekly yoga and medi-

tation class will be held in

Butterfield Lounge at 8 p.m. A vis-

iting yoga monk will be teaching

For more information call

255-9553

Meeting— The co-ed service fra-

ternity Alpha Phi Omega will be-

holding an informational meeting

at 7 p.m. in the Kennedy dormito-

ry in Southwest Residential Area.

More information is available in

the concourse.

Meeting— The UMass Queen
Fan Club will meet in the Cape

Cod Lounge at 4 p.m. New mem-

bers are welcome. For more infor-

mation, contact Sabrina at

546-4958.

Meeting— The
Prevet/Animal Science Club
will be holding its second in a

series of meetings in Paige Lab

202 at 7 p.m. Any questions,

please contact Brian at

256-6022. Refreshments will

be served.

Meeting— The Student Film

Society will be meeting at 6:30

p.m. in Campus Center 1 74-176.

For more information please con-

tact the firm studies department at

545-5659

Talk— Robyn Ochs will be

speaking as part of the GLBT
Studies I ecturc Series in Campus
Center 803. The topic is to be

announced. For more information

contact the Stonewall Center at

545-4824

FRIDAY. FEB 13

Concert The Outing Club will

be presenting a free concert featur-

ing Entrain with special guest

Particle Zoo. It will take place at 8

p.m. in the Campus Center

rvh art put* ttr«c* «nnounc»m«m |jt—il

d*»y To tutvn* an FYI. pleat* t*nd a pnm
rnf<u containing a* ptrtment information.

nriuoVto, tfw nam* and prion* number of tht

contact p*Mon to tht Coilrtjion. oo In*
Manaojnq Edto by noon lh* prrvnui day

Auditorium.

Sen'ice— Shabbat Service will

be held at 6 p.m. at Hillel House.

NOTICES

W nting — Spectrum Magazine-

is taking submission for the next

edition of the magazine. The dead-

line is Feb. 12. For more informa-

tion, call the office at 545-2240 or

come by in the Student Union,

room 4061

ing the Web?!? ^mmmmmmm
Step By Anytime!!!

www.umass.edu/rso/c
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IB

HSCN
Bulletin Board

CBS/3 Hartford

CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

HSCN Movie Ch.

UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

NBC/30
New Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN

International

UMass Academic TV

17 HSCN Programming

IB TV-19

BO ABC/40 Springfield

am NBC/22 Springfield

S3 CNN

84 CNN SI

BB Headline News

UCTV

17 TBS

IB BET

IB TV Land

Univision

31 Comedy Central

3B Cartoon

Much Music

WEDNESDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
wyrr
WTIC
WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
A&E
CNN
COM
DISC

!SPN~
TJrT
~mtv~
NICK
SCIFI

TLC
TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

f
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NBC Ntwt
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NBC Ntwt
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ABC Ntwt

Mad Abo. You
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"
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ExtraX
maid* Edition

Fftth Princt

Wntti-Fortunt

EZ
dot Judy 1

it.Tonight

StinMdX
Whatl Foctunt|Jtop>nrylX

Ent Tonight

Chroniclt X
Frtth Princt

Jtoptfdyll

Judy Judy I
Hard Copy I
Frttltfi

Ntwthour Whri Jim Ltnritr X
StinttldX | Frttltfi

StinftldX

AndyOfhthTi lAndyOffffith

FrttitrX

LtwlOrdarX
Montyilnt X I Crottflft l"

Polly Show (R)

GimmtShthtf

Stain't Monty

31

C- Campus

8:00 8:30
Living Edtnt I
Olympic Winttf Genoa X

Art of Magk (In Stereo) X
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9:00 9:30 10:00 I 10:30 11:00

Olympic WinW Otmtt X
Spin CKy I lOhtcmt-Ortg I Prtw Ctrty I lEWtn I I Primttrm* Uvt X
Sitttr, Sitttr Smart QuyX
3rt Rocli From tht Sun (R) X
Star Trtjti: Voyigof '

Hunitft"

3fd Rod! from tht Sun (R) I
Btvtrty HiH». XH1Q (In Slr«o

m
Sltre

Stntintl Mifrof Imtga" I |Ntwt

ifd Roct From tht Sun (R) X
DvTn?Edtnt

X

Spin City X lOhormt-artg"

Star Troti: Voytgtr "Hunlefs"

WaytniBfOt |SttvtHtrvty |Ntw»"

11»yryloWnAlitom«r>(0<TMhM<K»-{\m,0wn*\tE

-Pitying to Win, A atenant o> Tnim Uom'j\m, Dram*) 111

Party of Fhrt (In Sltfto) X |Ntwt

Ittftc

DrSn

GractUnotr

^^loVVVi. AVfamtnfofra^iiMoyW"(199e, r>tfM)X~

Art of Mogic (In Sltfto) X

NtwtX

NtwtX INIgMllntl

11:30
Foto-Nov«la»

Lata Show X
LtttShowl

Star Trtk: Ntit Gtntr.

Wbt
| Tonight Show

SimptontX"

Ntwt X

Drtw Ctrty 1 1 Elian X I Prlfnttlmt Uvt X
Stntintl MirfOflmai

NBA BttfcttbtJl'SMmt SuptfSonics at San Antonio Spurs (Lwt) X
Biography: Sam Gitnctnt

World Today X
Amtfican Juttlct (R)

Larry King Livt X
lr**"H»tmH«lpUi^\M,<^^)&™><lSrt*<*vl

Wild Dfajcovtry "Kodiak" (R)

CoWtgt Bttkttttll: Conntctcul it Wtsl Virgin* (Live;

Intimatt Portrait

My SfrCtlltd LHt ' Hallowten"

Doug X |Rugrata X
Sotquttt 7032 "Equilibnum" X

Hty Arnold! X

Homt Again |Homa Again

Babylon 8 (In Sltfto) X
ghttndtf : Tht Strltt I

(4:30)
"

"Pofct Acsdtmy 4:C*izms on PttmT (1967) (B

**"• "KhgOtvir (1965, Drwni) Richtrd Otft, 'PO-iyiB

"IVTio'rNtffyCfttmt'll9W)JohnC«ndy,nP|FHmmtktT

Untolvtd Mytttrttt (In Sterao)

Rati World X Rati World X

SlghtlngiX

Ultratcitnct

HtppyDtyt

Sphtrt

SttToH(R)

Ditcovtr Mtgnint (R)

Foot Soidttf "The Vfcngt

ChttrtX

NBT

World Today X
"

South Pork |Matit-Laugh

Btyond T. Rt« (R)

Co»*gt Bttlittbtll North Carolina at Virginia. (Live)

Woman Named Jackie (Part 3 ot 3)

Ret! World X
WondorYtart

Real World X
WondtfYttrt ILovtL

Knight (In Stereo) X
Skypowtr: Fighter 2000

«)4 ^hairtdbwn
,l

(196g. Primt) Peter WtUr, Sot EHtoB

Walker, Textt Rtngtf X
* '/> -Tniiritr (1996) Robert Jortibuitt

**W "Clovei"

Real World It

Ts
1

Auatin Stofiee

M.T. Moort

M.A.N.T.I.S.'ProotnilryX

Ettftmt MtcMntt (R)

Babylon 5 (In SteftolX

"Clovei" (1997, Dfama) Etoabtth McGovem. (In Sterto|IB

I** "8ro*9fiArfw"(1996, Advtntuft) John Tra\

)! I!

Sle

Ntwt X
M'A-S-H I

Tonight Show

D*tpSptct9"

Tonii I Show

Charlie Rota

NlghtHntX

tVi •fOfch-(19e5T

Rttl TV X

Law a Order Ptrlormanet" X
Sporti Illut. Montyilnt X
Daily Show Sttin'i Monty

Juttlct F»tj« 'Fugilves" (R)

SporttctnttrX"

Almott Ptrttct|Qc4den Girli

Lovtlint (In Stereo)

Taxi X INtwhtrt X~
Staquttt 2032 "Equilibrium" X
Uttrttcitnct

Rough Cut

Silk Stalkinot

ravotta 'R'U

St* Tek (R)

Shakedown"

Mrs Carlisle" X

*** "Feirless" (1993, Oftmi) Jttl Bridges (In Stereo) R X
ttVi "Gtl Sfiom/"(1995, Comedy) John Travolta 'R' X

** "Uv9 Nude Guts"(1995) Pant Detany, R
1 x

Dead Man's |Feat Track "Good Old Days" X

Reel Sen 19 K

"Prisoner"

Filmmaker
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Bruno By C. Baldw- in Robotman By Jim Meddick

THC lOOtE STRirlO

THAT T«* YOU

ItJMt, CM MAffV OKAY? tO*. TMt ff».ST

Tint m i-W n*l AND i\H if* T M»i«*0 tvtut
1MIN* BUT MV «OOY AMP SOUL AMO VOVI

1
^TvKr^^rV^^H^'

,

UM...0K, HERE'S A WC
VM>ER MAVtE RATCUtT
UV>M (AANVIKiESS iUST

y

" A TAP

AND TMC fUAKMLIMC l»?

t*HAT
£JJ

*JOT

COMf. OM . HDWLL NtVf « WIN
OMCR AN KJOttHil MHM THAI

Ye» AND M rH TCl^>M6<*SU HtH£ i> AN fMJtlOPf.
Mtfn A tn.L-0* »AL» H*. MV CAR. as wt lv. At nr BANK
ACLOUMT CAM> ANO NUM»CR,l «40N~T NtU TMCM MilnoU

I ««U. bltfC *V TWO UCfKk TO L(AV£,iOT ONLY It YOU
AtVK-UTfLY DO MtTT ATYC.N0 MY wtOPlNO

Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dilbert By Scott Adams

CK r*\AU.u)AU£i» LtT*:

BC«3iKU)iTH/kPU)
Wf&CUHQ WJAKM9 OF
tOOC MUOCU^ AND IUU
v»UP HD0 A»JO© lOJDCS
A>tf)'5TlffNt'y> NOti;

0O*Y!)I0O

iEEOOWW/r rAAYOE >OU SHOULD USe)

ULS5
THERC'S MO
SUCH THING AS
TOO rAUCH

BEA,UT>

WEANCOHILE, AT FASHION
HtADQUARTERS

U)E GOT AWAV (JITH

•HEROIN CMIC

WMAT-S /HOC0 A60UT 00GS\
NEKT?

)

IUJlTH TUTORS 7

V"

Foxtrot By Bill Amend

HaM SAYS
: ONNIRS
IMA HALF
Hour

I HAVt tO &IVf
VAtlNTiNtSCAWS
"fo AU TV« WHS
iN MY CUSS THiS

TIAt. ANQ I JVVT

CAMf uf lajiTM

T*«f«tf|cT

C€A

I U *o to THt 6atoCfaTT

STotl, tWY A ItofJ of STfAK,

chop it UP, PuT a BiT in

tACM INVflePI AMD Mt>Tf

"fo8 TOD. VALCNTiNt A
• »»itCf Of MY HUBT

Yov KNOM. FlVI NO* fee.

TV** FfcNl Now E.LfCN

MHfNYbUCAMT JACOSSoN

SVYYoueiOF WMoUOIMjL
A &ATI IUNBDTO

«t» 4om|

Thatch By Jeff Shesol

om, \jnm cyMMTem.
•Ohajj ToMOv I TMMC
OUR \JM rS DOOMtP..

^oute cocicv . wt you
P«M7 CMMlTMeMT YCil

rMUR BtKtAUNft OUT-

FIT*. PUT KWON T HtVtAC
N0UR reeiiNM

ON TOP Or THAT

AUNOUDC h;

na, Kiu.lctiAf

an in
*p*ce

TtBRDRi9W
TO FlGKT.

Nan Soqwltor By Wiley Spunk By Mike LaRiccia

"TV JOS* iJO'f u>h»f if UOm|
•to W r«vi" U>eres H<
cjrcireinenf,4^ 4rum<x . .-

Ori x of tho Bus stop By Brendan & Kevin Doherty Absolute Zero By Brad Turner

*±4+if us Hommm ?

rW K*m* 4aw Jt/M /

¥*f "la* ifj?\

Y»v mem* yev
AN»vr aV*a-«aVti// /*

CXftr Sf«* T

flier* hfa.
Htr-p/mietmry

Jt\t*r j"/»

dt*SA tmsfmmhJff fi
A»ir< fhtitf

IaJ/tAT
IF...

H©r©SC©P«S
AQUARIUS (|an 20 -Feb. IS) —

Vol niu> h;m- t»> turn ii> someone
who knov»> a liltle more than \ou do
about the kind* ot ^nudiion* \ou're

getting vourvrll iiiii> ti<lav.

PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20) —
Viu ma> not be able to keep up
with someone who is so far ahead of

the game that he or she is redefining

*u<.i.c*» Stick u> your own schedule.

ARIES (March 2 1 -April 19) —
>IOM ihiii Mtm lodav must not be

ignored cm put oil until tomorrow It

i* important that >ou address things

d* the\ ciime up.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
A close friend ma> have >ou gi>ing

down memory lane today, but in the

end you must remember that what

happens righi now i* mo<t impor-

tant.

GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20) —
You can't let >our<elf be dictated

entireh b\ what has happened in the

past. Listen to that voice that tells

\ou to do things in a new wa\.

CANCER (|une 2l-|uly 22) —
What began .i- <i c.i-ual endeavor

may be turning into something far

more formal and complicated. Take

care you don't let frustration win

out

LEO duly 21-Aug. 22) — I

you should be able to capitalize on
an error someone else made in the

MM da> or two. Take care you re

„'H\ aggrc*sKe. howevei

VIRGO (Aug. 21-Scpi. 22) —
You BM) hase dilficuln closing a

deal today, as those on the periphery

are working against sou unwittingly

I r\ M in>pire units

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) —You

may find yourself falling into old

patterns of behavior before you
know it today. Take care sou don't

put any real gains at (Ml
SCORPIO (Oct. 21-Nos 21) —

You mas feel *|iiggish and unenthu-

MaMic as the day begins, but later

sou'll receive a piece of news that

will inspire and motisatc sou

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dcc
21) — You will want to take some
time today to focus on your own
thoughts without having to cope
with distractions of anv kind.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— What sou do on sour own today

can be quite important to your
future success. Take care you don't

leave someone special out ot the

loop.

Close to Homo By John AAcPherson

* of the I>iiy

44 I don't believe in quantum
physics when it comes to

matters of the heart. }}
- Kevin Costner

Bull Durham

r .**<;c«>* '>'t>*,<e*<T/*n*r'vt.nm 7 •

/^IrffiWpw*tmiA «c>»«tw.>ii m »w» **» *c<*— **• «

At part of our commfrmonf to employ©* morolo
anyone who isn't near a window is being given

this scale model of the downtown skyline

and three pigeons

'

ACROSS
1 Not up yet

5 Stir-fry need
8 Expense
12 Niven or

Letterman
1 4 Stable occupant
1 5 Long walk
16 Rock's Cooper
17 Spacious
18 Director Kazan
19 Highway marker
21 Arbors
23 Mork's home
24 Pop's mate
25 Map abbr
26 Shocked
30 Reddish-brown

horses
32 Feudal lord

33 Block off

37 Ending for

"Cinder"

38 Seeped
39 Approve
40 Portable seat

42 Join forces

43 Food consumer
44 Unwrapped
45 Mineral spring

48 Jupiter or Thor
49 Prickly

seedcase
50 Bicycle built for

two
52 Hair lightener

57 Old Norse
inscription

58 Actor Ladd
60 Love, in Pans
61 India s place

62 Social misfit

63 Chillier

64 Apple's skin

65 Perched
66 Lip

DOWN

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

Actor Arkin

Java s neighbor
Malicious

Vegas cubes
Bide one's time

Boston Bruin

great

7 Data-entry
need

8 Masticate

9 Edmonton
hockey player

10 Fashion item

1

1

Make fun of

13 Overthrow
14 Facial

treatment
20 Morsel
22 Hawks arena
24 Gourmet

mushroom
26 Writer Waugh
27 — monster
28 Ship's steering

Branmaw nHHHHH
IBIRIEIAIKI IINLBMIAI III

B@BQ QHH0 EHHlTJQ

N U mt
2-H-98 O 1998. Unued Faature Syrdeale

mechanism
29 Dumbfounded
30 Barber's tool

31 Breakfast treat

33 Showed
displeasure

34 Similar

35 Sticky fruit

36 L coked at

38 Hassocks
41 Philosopher
42 Pandemonium
44 "— Town"

45 Purse handle
46 VCR button

47 Actress Potts

49 Lean
51 Agreement
52 Section
53 Dec holiday

54 Des Moines is

its capital

55 Membership
fees

56 Miscalculates

59 Meadow

Today's D.C. Menu
C«* 54S.*«S« for ImtormmHmt

Fronkltn

LUNCH
Chicken Breast Sandwich

Sloppy Joe

Ravioli AHredo

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Broccoli (t Cauliflower Casserole

Mesquite Chicken Sandwich

Worcester
LUNCH

Grilled Steak Sandwich

Homemade Chicken Pot Pie

Rotini/Tomato Meat Sauce
Rotini/Tomato Lentil Sauce

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Cauliflower Eggplant Casserole

Pastabilities

Cheese Lasagna

Hampshire
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich
Barbecued Pork on a Bun
Grilled Cheese Sandwich

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Fried Shrimp Dinner

Berkshire

LUNCH
Grilled Steak Sandwich

Mesquite Chicken Sandwich
Rotini/Tomato Lentil Sauce

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Handcut Cod sub

Penne w/Tomatoes and Spinach

Pastabilities
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Massachusetts mens
1

hoop

team barely beats Dusquesne
By Carey Peter Goodman
CdUnjonStaf

PITTSBURGH The
Mas-sachusetts basketball team and

it- new No 20 ranking gut a real

scare from an underdog Duquesne

I niversiry ball dub last night

But Massachusetts

coach Bruiser Flint

and his tn>up>

employed a deadly

inside/outside attack

with center Lari Ketner and guard*

Chariton Clarke and Montv Mack

and rallied from a second-half

deficit that reached at high at seven

points to defeat the Dukes. 74-68,

belore 1.307 at the A I Palumbo

Center in Pittsburgh.

ketner. playing without toul irou

Me, was able to roam trecly in the

paint among the smaller Dukes. He
linished with a game-high 25

points, eight rebounds and three

Mock* in 55 minutes of action

I he highly -touted Duquesne
press, which had forced 20
turnovers per game, hardly affected

Massachusetts M
Duquesne

UMass who committed only six

turnovers all pme while forcing 10.

ItaaeateT, tin: Dukes 1 10-14. 4-7

Atlantic 10) seemed to be well on

their way to an upset victory in the

Mend hall when Mike lames

opened the Irame with a slashing

lay-in and foul, and suddenly I Mass
— which had led

by as many as

in the liist

half — trailed by

three Duquesne
and UMass were knotted at 54-54

at the intermission.

I tunher the Minuiemen's prob-

lems, senior Tyrone Weeks picked

up his lourth foul with 19:01 to play

and Hint — trying to keep his team

in the game — called on Mack to

re-enter the game. Mack sat out the

first minute of the half with three

personal touts.

Mack 1 1 S points! responded with

two medium range jump shot* 10

pull UMass (18-6. 10-1 Mo within a

bucket at 45- 41 But Duquesne
Miiuk back with a quick 6-1 run

the lead to seven at

Experience key for women's hoop
By Kol™s#fi Rows

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts women's bas-

ketball team improved its

record to lo -q overall and
7-5 in the Atlantic 10 with

a to S5 win over a strug-

gling Rhode Island team
1 12-10. 6-6 A 10) last

night at the William D Mullins

center.

With the victory. UMass improved

their lead to two oval St

Boaaventurc, while mainiainiiH

olid place in the 4-101

I Mj>- held the advantage over the

Ma] Rain team which is comrj

ol six sopho-
mores and four

treshnicn \<

CMtat \

lenscn lead> the

team with I 5

points per game, b 5 rebound

game, and a .750 Iree ihrow percent-

age. She is lollowed by an explosive

captain in Dena Cocchiola with 7 I

Massachusetts 6b

Rhode Island bb

ppg, and 4 2 rpg The rest of the

suiting squad is solid and packs a lot

but lacks experience and lead-

ership, as it showed tonight.

I Ik first halt was an uneven affair

with both teams going on 7-0 runs.

I Mass jumped out of the blocks first

with junioi YobMbbI Kavside Hteea]

inside and junior le/ kratt connect-

iii)! lot thiec Kiatt would have seven

going mio halftinie Offensive spark,

Alison Mac I ailaiKi ft the

betKh to contribute 10 first half

points i v > lead all

Turn to MENS HOC*, page 9

Mike Babul and the Massachusetts men s basketball tMrn stifled

Duquesne University last night in Atlantic 10 action.

'She made a big contribution

tonight especially in the tiisi half."

Massachusetts coach loanie O'Brien

said "She's been a lift offensively oil

the bench
"

shman guard Kathy Coyner

filled in the holes for the UMass
offense as she scored four points,

dealt out two assists, and also pick

pocketed thice Rhody plavei-

The jumbled Rams couldn't seem

up their oflen.se as thev Strug-

Turn to WOMEN'S HOOf . poge v

Minutewomen
easily outscore

Rams, 65-55
By Jodue Leroux

CdUgoiStei

When life gives vou lemons, make
lemonade I hat s exactly what the

Massachusetts women's L—kiirhaB team

has done this season. The

Minutewumen were looking at a diemel

Mason back in December They had just

lost their leading scorer, sophomore

Ketty Van Huisen. to a torn V I

tj was Van Huisen tons in

scoring, she was also their go to player,

the one her teamates looked to when

they needed a big shot Van Huisen was

very strong on the defaraeve end of the

fk«jr as well All in all. her season- end

ing injury looked to be a giant blow to

the Mmuicwumen
But any team that has any hope of

being competitive must learn to pull

through in lough situations. UMaas did

not let the lov. of Van Huisen affect its

dreams of not only a successful season,

but of making it to the Atlantic 10 tour

namem and bringing the title to Amherst.

Instead the Minutewomen pulled

ihmugh Since the loss ol Van Huisen.

the Minutewomen have puled together

and put forth a strong team effort

f very game has had its own star play-

er, be h senior Sahnva Mitchell, juniors

Tez Kraft and Yoienda Rayssde. sopho-

more Alison Macfariand. or freshman

kadi) Coyner. In each game a different

player has stepped up. given their all

and dune whatever was needed to add

another W" to the record book.

Last night's game was a classic aw-
ple of UMass' teamwork. All but one

player scored in the contest against the

University of Rhode Island. Rayside led

the way with 12 Coyner had I I

Macfariand had 10. freshman Kara

Trent had nine, senior Kara Tudman
had eight. Kraft had seven. Mitchell had

nine, and junior I ucia Madajova
chipped in two.

"Soud love to have someone who's

just so good they can do it every night,

that's what great players are about." said

Torn to RAMS, page v

Olympic break like

7-day All-Star game
For all National Hockey league fans that thought thev

would lose their mind* without Mil action for the next

two weeks, there is the drama of the Olympic dames in

Nagano.

Some of the NHL superstars made the long trip to

Nagano just to sit hv and watch their team be eliminated

in the preliminary round Stars like Peter Bondra and

Olaf Kolzig from the Washington Capitals, and Uwe
Krupp (Colorado! and Zigmund Palflv iNY Mandate),

all watched as Relarusian and German teammates didn't

even qualify for the final round.

Belarus and Germany were two ol six teams thai

didn't qualify for the final round of eight, which includ-

ed the USA. Canada. Sweden and Kazakhstan in Group

C. Finland. Russia. Czech Republic and Belarus make
up Group D.

Belarus won Group B in impressive fashion. Andrei

Mezin, the

Belarusian BsejeBjejeBjaejeaaaaavseaaaaBaaeaaBBai

goaltender, Paul Tews
earned his eaa»»a»aeaaaB»eea»ee»JB»B»»»»e»»eaal

team a 4-0 shutout victory over France. In their second

game. Belarus clinched the group with an 8-2 victory

over Germany, which was without any of their NHL
superstars, including goalie Kolzig and Krupp.

Kazakhstan advanced to the final round with a victory

over the Slovak Republic on Tuesday, 4-1. Kazakhstan

red with 1:21 left in regulation. One of the major

reasons that Kazakhstan was able to stay close was

because the Slovak coach only saved two spots lot his

NHI. players in the preliminary round. That move back

fired Thev lost and were eliminated, which means

superstars like Palffy. lozef Stumpel and Miroslav Satan

never had a chance to take the ice during these Olympic

Games.
Kazakhstan looks like the Cinderella of the Nagano

Games with it- last second victory over the Slovaks, a

5-5 tie against the Austrians and a 5-3 come from

behind win against Italy.

Their victory over Austria caused the first controversy

of the Olympic men's hockey tournament. Austrian Ice

Hockey Federation President Dieter Kalt filed a protest

before the game with the International Ice Hockey

Federation, due to the choice of Russian Leonid Vaisfeld

as the referee. Kalt claimed that most of the Kazakhstan

players were familiar with Vaisfeld. and therefore had

an unfair advantage

It gets tougher now for Cinderella (Kazakhstan), as it

has to meet the 1%
The NHL will officially take over Nagano and the Big

Turn to OLYMPICS, page 9

Anita Sanyal's impressive night

gives women's gym win at home
By Brett Mauser
Collegian Staff

Coach Dave Kuzara of the

Massachusetts women's gymn.!

team went out on a limb. He took a

chance. At the beginning of the sea-

son, he told junior Anita Sanyal

that he wanted to try to work her

into the all-around mix.

Monday night against George
Washington and Yale. Sanyal was

put to (he test After fighting her

way back from a stress fracture, the

Beitsville. Md. resident took the

gymnastics floor for the first time as

an all-around competitor

Not only did Sanyal get through

the competition unscathed, but her

59.075 all-around mark helped

I Mass to an impressive win in the

home opener at Boyden Gym in

front of fiery crowd.

I Mass disposed of Atlantic 10

rival GW 193.925-191.325. Yale

linished third at 188.125. After

squeezing out a victory against

Rhode Island on the road on Friday,

the Minutewomen came out firing.

"We didn't really compete up lo

our potential, but tonight, we
looked more like the team that I

think we're going to be at the end of

(he year, which I think will be very

competitive nationally." Kuzara
said.

Sanyal used consistency as the

key to her victory, scoring no lower

than a 9.700 (vault) in the four

events. Her total placed her in a

third place tie with on the all time

individual all-around list.

Then-freshman Mandy Mosby reg-

istered that same mark last March

against West Virginia.

"It's hard (o put Anita's perfor-

mance into words." Kuzara said.

"But she's worked really to get to

this point, and I'm really happy for

her."

Overall, the Minutewomen set

season highs j n all four even!

team and also individually

Freshman Mil Fisher capped the

night with an exhilirating 9 95 on

the floor. The routine had the

crowd chanting for a 10. but to no

avail. She was coming off a

tremendous 9 925 performance ver-

sus the Rams Nobody ever in

I Mass histoiv has ever scored a 10

on any event in Amherst

Mosby finished second on the door

with a 9 85 The quintet of gymnasts

which included fisher. Mosby,
Sanyal. Batt) Colueci. and Ireshnian

Kyla Palombini. accumulated a

school record 49 000 on the floor.

Turn to GYMNASTICS, poge xx

Mandy Mosby works on a routine that helped the Minute

defeat George Washington and Yale in women's gym action.

PGA rests its case

in Martin trial

By Jeff Barnard

Associated Press

EUGFNE. Ore. — The PGA Tour rested its case

Tuesday after its top executive testified (hat allowing

Casey Martin to ride a cart in pro golf tournaments would

give him an edge in a game where little things mean a lot.

PGA Tour commissioner Tim Finehem noted that, on

average, the top 100 players on the tour all play within

two strokes of each other for every 18 holes, yet Tiger

Woods at the top won $2 million last year, and the 1 00th

finisher won only $250,000.

"Often times, one stroke in the course of a year can

make a difference." Finehem said. "If you provide access

to one player or some subset ol players, v>'u are changing

the level playing field."

Finehem and |udy Bell, immediate past president of the

U.S. Golf Association, were the final witnesses called lo

refute Martin's argument that the Americans with

Disability - Vt requires the tour accommodate his physi-

cal limitations and let him ride a cart. Martin suffers from

a rare circulatory disorder in his right leg that makes it

painful and dangerous for him to walk. His doctors warn

that he could easily break the weakened leg. which might

require amputation.

Lawyers will make their final arguments this morning

in U.S. District Court. Magistrate Thomas Coffin said he

will resume court Wednesday afternoon, apparently to

render his verdict in this case that has ignited a national

debate on the rights of the disabled to play pro spoils

Outside the courtroom, Finehem acknowledged the

public has strongly supported Martin, and added that he

was unhappy that Coffin had no background in golf.

PGA Tour lawyer William Maledon said he had
received hate mail at his hotel and disturbing phone calls

to his home
"I could only hope, as emotionally attached as people

have become to Casey, they would understand our posi-

tion." finehem told reporters. "Most people out there

watching don't understand it."

In testimony, Finehem said he could not imagine a way
to allow Martin to ride a cart without taking away from

(he fairness ol competition.

"If I knew of a way, I would have advanced it," he said.

"I don't."

Under cross-examination from Martin attorney William

Wiswall, Bell acknowledged that the USGA adopted addi-

tional rules last year to allow disabled golfers to compete
against able-bodied players. For example, if a player in a

Turn to PGA, page 9
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Love is

in the air

Valentine's Day is

just around the cor-

ner. Leam the rules

of the game and
more inside (see

Arts b Living, page

5)

Back in

the swing

Becky George and
the UMass sottball

team will start their

spring season this

weekend (sec

Sports, page 16)

WORLD

American expelled

from Mexico City

M€XtCO CITY (AP) - The govern

ment has expelled a North Carolina

woman it accuses of participating in a

march supporting Zapatista rebels —
an apparent warning to foreigners to

avoid meddeng m Mewcan poetics.

The Interior Ministry said Man*
BuMitt DarWvgton was put on a plane

for the United States from Mexico

City on Tuesday night It said video-

tapes showed that Darlington had
taken part m a pro- Zapatista march
m April, violating the terms of her

tourist visa

Acquaintances said the woman
had gone to an mrmgration office m
San Cristobal de las Catas in the

southern state of Chiapas at midday

Tuesday in response to an official

request They said she was from the

Raleigh. MX, area but there was no
answer at her telephone there yester

day
Mexico has expelled several for-

eigners it accuses of poetical activities

m Chiapas, where a peasant reoetkon

broke outm 1994

The loreignery ranged from
tourists to human rights activists

The largely Indian revolt drew
widespread sympathy abroad, and
the government has often accused

foreigners of trying to become

NATION

El Nino storm hits

Calif, coastal hills

SAN fRANCISCO (AP) — California

was struck with another El Nino
storm yesterday, but it was timid

compared to last week's deluges

Following t welcome day of sun-

shine, Tuesday's storm brought as

much as an inch of rain to the state's

coastal hills and Central Valley and

snow to the Sierra

The precipitation, however, pro-

duced nothing close to the cata-

strophic flooding that last week
forced thousands of people from their

homes, caused 1275 million worth of

damage and killed seven

Trouble spots remained, though.

Among them was Rio NkJo, along the

Russian River, where waterlogged

canyon hillsides continued to crack

and slip. After six homes slid last

weekend, the area's heavily forested

hills held up without incident

Tuesday Still, mandatory evacuations

remained in effect for 26 homes and

voluntary evacuations for more than

200
At Clear Lake, 80 miles north of

San Francisco, the water rose to 1 1/2

feet above flood level, much less than

had been feared Some 360 homes
were threatened, but only about 25

suffered any damage, officials said

Evacuation orders remained in place.

Elsewhere, homes across the state

were undermined by sliding hills and

crumbling cliff sides. Rivers remained

at high levels even as forecasters

warned of at least two more storms

marching across the Pacific.
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Gorney gives talk

on abortion wars

SGA spends meeting
debating internal affairs
By m Carrol

Colegion Star!

SMMC OONMtV COuaCWN

Cynthia Gorney spoke last night about her recent book Articles of faith

By Tomor Carroll

Collegian Staff

Award-winning reporter Cynthia

Gorney spoke about her work in

covering the abortion war* last

night in Memorial Hall.

ney began her lecture b>

explaining the assignment which
led her to write a narrative history

of the abortion war* in this

try

She was a feature reporter lor thc

\\ jihiitftttn Post, and her

sent her U Miaat uri in 1989 to

cover Webster v Reproductive-

Health Services, a case which chal-

lenged the landmark Supreme
Court decision to legalize ah
in Roe v. Wade.

I ike any good report

c

said, she went to the library to get

'lit tc SPEAKER page 2

The University o| Massachusetts Siudent
Government Kssociation fttket - (SGAl ic-qu^t lor

at least one motion tor the students be passed last night

was not heeded a- debate ovet senate spending and
controversy filled the meeting time ol three hours.

"I would like to at least pass one motion (hat attest-

the student body," Pelei kilbourne. speaker of the

SGA. said

The only motions passed were concerning internal

SGA spending and conllic t

In response to | motion passed on Feb. 4 requiring

Seeretarv ..I kdmimstrative \tfairs Khemchrist Lactate

lo attend last night '» meeting and provide an ofticci

report, another motion to give him a vote of "no conli

deiuc and a request lor hi- resignation was passed

when he tailed to attend

There was concern thai I aooaM had not received fair

notice thai he would he asked to resign.

"Nou need to have the person you're talking about

here," Siudent Irusiee Brian Tirrell sjid "He did give

yea a report. At least table this until a time when he

can be here."

This concern was echoed in a reaction letter written

by lacuste and read by SGA President l.u Wonf

.

Never in mv year* of understanding the govemmen
tal process have I heard of bringing up a motion agatnet

a member of the cabinet without him/her there to pro-

vide a counter argument.* Wong read.

language used in Lacoajc's letter sparked

controversy among the senate, and Kilbourne asked

U ong lo leave out words calling the actions of the sen-

ators as "spincieas. cowardly actions committed bv

some of the participants to bring about their own per

sonalage-v:

I hiring commotion and outcries Irom the senate that

Lacoste was not performing his job. Kilbourne accused

Lacosie of not writing the letter himself.

'President Wong was typing it herself. I was right

.nd watched for 20 minutes Kilbourne said

Alter a short recess Kilbourne apologized for the

outburst, but not for what he said.

"I do fed I said the right thing. I do apologize for

saying it as the speaker of the senate.* Kilbourne said,

tiaior lenn Cesaaanto (Southwest at -large » noted

SGA elections set

for March 9 & 10

Torn to SGA page 2

By JiM Corrofl

ColegKin Staff

Elections tor Univet -

Massachusetts Siudent
'icnt Association

V> president and trustee

will take place March 9 and
10 but candidates the year

will have to strict I *

with all

tiff penal i

Chancclloi ol I lev

Carlos Alvarez announced
the election dates Tuesday,

along with a warning to all

nominated candidates that

he will be strictly enforcing

all SGA rules regarding

campaigning
The rules gov

nominee are written in

v iduct and the

>Juct

c-ing

nominated a

obtain 2V>
UMaas

Conduct and provide

of people that will be work-

ing on their individual caa>

rhc signed Student Code
luc t rvo,uire- the can-

didate to not slander opoo-

mts or use funds nut allo-

cated by the Sv

These three I

art due Feb 2V There will

must

from

. sign

be a meeting with all nomi

noes and the eic

After tl candi-

dates may begin campaign

.andi-

vlvarez promise-

h may

bafatfl ataTaats]

broke.

bring )out name in Ircmi i>t

the elections committee and

wilt seek annulment of your

candidacy

dales

Campaigning It del tried j*

t -*%f,i* i*l* >* ' its c t intern

t

upcoming St.A Jinnc-

the elections, is also aataTsd

. Thenom
have to write the

it

If • nominee's name
appears in the

DdJ'y
r another media

tor any reason, this is

aax>otataidcred

Citizens rally to protest U.S -Iraq situation
By Nscola Lewanson

Col«q»on Gj»eax»ick-n»

AMHERST — A group ol citizens

formed a circle on the AmhcrM
Common yesterday to protest the cur

rent situation between the I nited

States and Iraq.

Sunny Miller, program coordinator

for the Traprock Peace Center, located

in Deerfield. organized the group of

citizens lo share (heir sentiments and

feelings about probable I S action

towards Iraq.

Among the protestors gathered

downtown was Frances Crowe, a

Pioneer Valley resident.

"Question authority." Crowe said,

"lust because something is on TV
doesn't mean it is true."

Crowe urged everyone "to listen to

the voice of the Third Work!"
One sentiment expressed by citizens

who gathered is the American people

are not receiving the whole picture,

according to Miller.

The way the media presents (he sjiu

ation is "all lo ea*ilv thought of as a

~~eat big video game." Miller said. "Id

like lo think I m not to busy to save

another person's life
"

Several people at the rally felt that

before the US takes military action

against Iraq. Americans should take

-ibihtv hetore a tragedy occurs.

"We all need to try to take a step

back from the mainstream culture and

communication of this and get in touch

with our own hearts." said Clare

Carter, of the Peace Pagota.

Bringing out the truth and taking

i hi I it v were themes were
echoed in the small group discussions

following the iruuvh to the UrahrfasJ")

Massachusetts Campus Center

Auditorium.

\n hife in small groups, the citizens

felt they had to let people know thev

have a personal responsibility to the

well- being of Iraqis.

The goal of the rally and the lorum

was lo demonstrate ways the average

as a ci(izen can help (he situation in

Iraq. A teach-in will be held at Smi(h

College on Monday. Feb. lb at 7 p.m.

Turn to RALLY page 3

MMCut Oman coureuvN

A large group gathered in Amherst yesterday to protest possible military action by the United States against

Iraq

Positive pot test

raises questions
By Ted Anthony

Associated Press

NAGANO, lapen — OK. was any-

body really surprised when a snow-

boarder was stripped of his gold medal

because marijuana was found in his

system?

The people who put together the

1998 Winter Olympics should have

expected something — anything — in

allowing snowboarding to become a

medal sport. It would have been hard

to miss the brash, counterculture attt

tude of this rock "n' roll. Generation X
sport. "If you were going to predict

anything happening at the Olympics

with a recreational drug, this is the

sport you'd predict it in," said Art

Taylor, director of youth sports at

Northeastern University's Center for

the Study of Sport in Society.

"Maybe." he said, "it moved into the

Olympics too quickly " Few wanted

snowboarding in the Olympics more
than Ross Rebagliati. 26, a spirited

Canadian with tousled blond hair,

angled jaw and carefree grin — a

surfer dude straight out of central cast-

ing. He won the first-ever Olympic
snowboarding gold Sunday in the

men's giant slalom.

Today, he finds himself at the center

of the first major controversy since the

games began. Not only was marijuana

residue found in his urine, but he faces

the added humiliation of being sanc-

tioned for a drug that few would con

Turn to POT, page 3

Iraqis brace for attack;

Baghad citizens in fear
By G.G. LoBelle

Associated Press Writer

UN MC OONAID; COUtCIAN

Everything's Zen?
This display is a work in progress at the Hampden gallery.

BAGHDAD. Iraq - Across the

street from a row of brick and stucco

homes, a huge block of a building

under an Arab-style dome is being

built — a new palace compound for

President Saddam Hussein.

Another of Saddam's four Baghdad

palaces also has families living just

outside its 12-foot-high concrete

walls. Like many public buildings.

sour targeted in pasi U.S. air raids,

both are in densely populated parts of

this city of five million.

Given this geography — and
threats of I new American attack —
Iraqis are worrying about what will

happen (o them if bombs and missiles

strike again, especially since hospitals

are ill-prepared for casualties

"It's (he talk all over (he city." said

Walid Rashid. a student a(

Mustansariya University

A few Iraqis privately admit thev

fear death or injury in any attack

One said he and his wife whisper

about it after the children are in bed

But those talking to reporters, who
almost always are accompanied by

liovernment escorts, say they are not

afraid of American bombs.

Some say this is because of the

Islamic belief that everyone's day of

death is fated. Others claim their

tears have disappeared over the years.

Wlowing the 1980-88 Iran-Iraq War.

the Persian Gulf War and two
American strikes since

Saddam is believed to have about

60 palaces nationwide Always wary.

the president is thought to sleep in a

different place — often various

palaces —- each night. U.N. inspec-

tors fear Iraq is concealing vital

weapons components in these sprawl-

ing presidential compounds.

Iraq maintains that allowing arms
inspectors into the palaces would vio

late its national sovereignty. The
inspectors must certify all such lethal

weapons have been destroyed before

the lifting of L.N. sanctions, imposed

after the 1990 invasion of Kuwait,

which led to the Gulf War.

Besides the Baghdad palaces in

well-off Qadissiya and middle-class

Adhamiya neighborhoods, there is a

third palace in a park near the monu-

ment to Iraq's unknown soldier. It

often is used for ceremonies. The
fourth capital palace, built in the

1950s and damaged in 1991 bomb-
ing, occupies a long stretch on the

banks ol the Rivet Tigris.

It's uncertain whether the palaces

will be targets. U.S. officials say the

attacks would strike at hunkers stor-

ing chemical and biological weapons.

which Iraq denies it possesses

American analysts and cony

men also have talked about (he need

to hit at the country's infrastructure

TurntoFIAR poge 3
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continued from page 1

that this motion is only a request

and has no powei
I

I acoste to resign

unavailable lot

comment tact night.

Senators also debated 0»

ing a veto b> Wong to take

MOM) t rorti an emergency

Registered Student Organization

fund to pay for a new SGA com

puter.

The veto was not overturned.

The new computer will not be

J lot from the emergency

lund

Casasanto then pioposed to

amend the original motion and

pay for the computer from the

equipment operations account

'It is a bad idea to take it out

of the finance reserve account."

Casasanto said. "I would Iik

amend the motion and take the

money out of the $2,000 in the

|equipment operations) account
"

Others wcic concerned a new

computer would onlv he used

veeting agendas and there

fore was unneceaiary
| think the computer is unnec

essarv lor i II we ever

have to wait I) minutes to have

the agenda deHverea\ it would

waste a lot less lime than we are

now talking about it.* Senator

Adam feldman (Commuter
at-Urge t said.

Casasanto '» motion was
pasted, and computer will be

purchased using the equipment

operations fund

Yale follows Princeton;

aid made more available
By Brigrlt* Greenberg

Associated Press

M w \\W\ s Conn Kolli

lead ^ al«. L niversity i«

overhauling it- financial aid policv to

make it MaH ddle-class '

children without dip-

ping into leiireincni savings 01 fuither

mortgaging the house The cha

an e\; MMMM) other highly

selective tdsOOBt, including the other

• nto taking similar action Nale

has d«\ I -nipt up to $ 1 SO 000

of a family's savings, home equity and

other assets from c

determining what parents are e»

ed to contribute toward their dnld

educa: -Luh exemption now

at Yale, where tuition

and board will top 5*0 iXH) MM year.

ars Is> League schools have

admir is on a "seed-blind"

basis, meaning that finances are not a

^deration in admisstoiv

W hen a poor or middle-income «tu

dent
|

ier of admission, the

schools work* out a linancial aid

Ckag ants,

k loans, contributions I

cnt* and work study options Yale's

the mix averaged about

StVOovayearin IW.
The change means that parents will

nut be penalized for having sunk all of

ihcir MOM I of! ,,u "

mortgage or saving fur retirement

*A lot of students feci bad that their

parents are paying UK* ItK

amounts tor them to come heie ." MM
Mackenzie Baris. a li J>M CM Wall

man flom Binghamton. S V. who

uses federal grants student loans and

. pay to supplement her

Yak aid

"Am kind of help is »

said.

het mother Carrie Wingate:

It's, wonderful V>w I'll he ahle M
put some MMMj awa\ and still put

her through HMld lor a lot of pM>

pie like me in the middle income

brackets, retirement saving* i*

the only exlia MOM
led to stop counling

-I lannlies with

incomes be-low S'RI.OOO Ihe school's

plan also would alter linancial aid

It and

decrcaie loans for studem* with (ami

li incomes between $40,000 and

Additionally. Princelon will replace

loans with grants fur students whose

family incomes are below $40,000

The menage is "we will flkl
- as affordable as that stale uni-

11 you're thinking about, " said

Princeton spokesman lustin Harmon
i acted in response to an

alarming dip in the number i

dcnls entering on linai

i three years agx

percent last year.

has nut experienced a signifi-

cant drop in financial aid students

but said it wanted to avoid Mck a

problem

Shop off Campus?

Why Bother?

-

Check out the

Fehruan Health &
Beaut} specials!

Prices slashed on

do/ens of Clothing

items!

Oxer 20 models of

CALCl LATORSon
S VLE! Discounts up

to 30% OFF!!!

ALL POSTERS 20% OFF!

Sale ends SalurdaN. I
;cbruar\ 14.

UStore
We're not like a

mall. We're
better.

m Union

Billiards!

IraiDlIni Cvtrrr Day!

University Store
In the t'M«> Campus Center

Hours:
M-F lM,.s Sat II to 4

(413)545-2619

\Mr\.M< . \ ba, Discover and I < aid
cheerfully accept rd'.

speaker
continued from page 1

the subject How,
. found there vi

•I the abortion wars; no one had attempted to

c ith perspectives from people on

both

That's where the idea lor her book, "Articles of

faith: A Frontline Watery of the Abortion Wars* was

born
i know w 1 mug into," Gornev

rs of my life
"

mey went on I
how she gathered the

ok, and h enl about

and realized she could lie nation..

the al through the battles of that

>re I learned, the more I > became

cleat

g lo make a pretty good place to tell a national

'?*

The second lesson. KM > there was no

neutral language i> itflaV,

h lilferent lan-

guages,'

unborn c!

- this MM iey decided to tell ih

i ig both M
"I knew I was going to have to divide it up and

alternatt .' Iferent pc

nuri
lead the

.ell the bi

side ad to dramatize the conflict

Gornev then read passages from her book, int

ducing each Of the two main characters to the audi-

ence, before summing up her experience.

Although she sees no forthcoming resolution o the

abortion conflict. Gornev said, she is hopelul that

her book will help lav out the issues clearly and aid

both sides in engaging in positive *******

"There bt no clear resolution |to the boofcj. just as

I think there's no clear resolution to this isi

Gornw said «... 1 do think, though, that a bette,

understanding improves things and a MM v.tnolie

public dialogue IMJ help."

Gome> then accepted OW *« ««di.

would not reveal her own personal feelings

on the issue, saying it was more impoitaiu lor h

forget hei own opinions and 'become" the char.,

she was writing about

•I tried to empt) <•"< ™> l)wn l***el and llVv
'

other world " Gomey said. "It was a total Mmtenion

kind ol deal." . ,

rnev. who is 44, was a reporter for the

[MingioN Po$t from 197S-91 currently

her home in Oakland. Call!

which was attended by 100 Stud

and facultv membeis was pari ol ll

ne Blais a pi

department and Puliwer -prize winning author, said

,hc d • brought Gornev to campus in pal

"She it a live -tar reporter and Kiel

said "All Ihe stude decide they want to be

her when thev graduate from I Mass."

http://vvrA^rvv.urriass.eciu/rso/colesiari

331 Russell Street, Hadley
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3.99
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all applicable salee tax •

Additional toppings extra
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fear
continued from page 1

and the elite

Republican Guard, which one Iraqi said was deployed
evervwhere" lo protect the president

Philippe Heffinck. director for the U.N. Children's fund
in Baghdad, would not speculate how a new attack might
affect Iraqi families, but said Iraq's infrastructure
leinained fragile -even «asj| alter the Gulf War damage.
I hi-, includes schools .ind hospitals as well as possible tar-

gels, such as hoaMaM .ind electrical plants

When talk ol a new U.S. attack first arose, there was a

run on kerosene lantern* hecause electricity plants were
hit during the Gulf War. Rashid. the 2 1 -year-old student,

said his parents worry about food shortage*

MoM people feel "nothing worse can happen" than in

1991. ImmM
Ihe civilian death loll in the 43 days of Gulf War

bombing is much disputed. Iraq says it was at least

35,000; U.S. aiuMMM are 2.500 to 3.000: the environ-

mental group Greenpeace put it al 5,000 to 15,000. based

on a survey of Iraqi rescue workers and American offi-

cials.

On Feb. 13, 1991, missiles hit what U.S. officials

believed was an underground command post in Baghdad.
It turned out to be the al-Ameriya civilian sheltei. and
nearly 400 men, women and children were killed.

At least six civilians also died in U.S. attacks in 1993
and 1996 to punish Iraq. One was Leila al-Attar, a painter

whose house next to the targeted Iraqi intelligence head-

quarters was flattened by a missik

This time. L S. officials say attacks could last four or

five days and be harsher than the '45 and 46 "pin pricks"

should Iraq persist in defying U.N. demands for free

access to sensitive sites, especially Saddam's palace COM
pounds.

Iraqi doctors said Baghdad's hospitals would be hard

pressed to handle a large number of casualties in an

attack. They gave a long list of equipment now in alsOtl

supply that would he needed in an MBMfSM v

UN MC OONMO. COUSCMN

Down, but not out...

Sam Frey, a senior turf and grass management major, drves for the ball yesterday while playing racquet-

ball

Career We 're hereforyou.

ANNUAL CAMPUS WIDE
CAREER FAIR

February 18
,h 10am-3pm

Campus Center Auditorium

*Tbe AlanaJob Fair is also being held on

February 18th from 7pm-9pm

*7be CoOpJob Fair is being held

February 19th from lOam-ii

Campus Center Auditorium

Over 100 Companies and organizations will be there!

The perfect chance to meet

with representatives of

employers that you are

interested in and who are

interested in jot*! Or, just

come and find out what

companies are suited to

what you are looking for in

a career!

Opportunity is

knocking...

You better he there to

open the door!

UM alums sell "see-mails^

electronic valentine cards
By Jason Eiseman

Collegian StaH

Move over Hallmark.

A University of Massachusetts

alumni founded lompanv will be

selling electronic \ alentine's Day
cards, or "see mails" on the

Campus Center Concourse today

and tomorrow
Mike Wilson, a graduate from

the class of 42, is president and
^o tounder of Tortoise Tek, a

company that provides informa

Hon and Internet solutions tor

businesses and is telling the

"see-mails.
"

I Ma>s ha' been good to us, so

we're trying to be good lo

UMass." Wilson said

Ihe valentines are called

mails," because instead aj

ium text thev are also animated

I mails that vou can see.

The company is selling two dif

fcrent *MC mails " Ihe first is an

animation of a man lap dancing

with a cane and a top hat, who
pulls a bunch of ruses from

behind his bask

The message included says

"Happy Valentine's Day." and
allows the writer to add a person-

al message.

Wilson said thai thev may also

add music to the "see-maiis."

I he second "see-mail" is the

animation ol a "strikingly gor-

geous woman." uncording to

Wilson, in a dress, who strides up
lo the screen and puckers her lips,

leaving her two lip marks on the

screen.

Again the message says "Happy
\ alentine's Day," and again, the

student may add a personal raea-

Wilson said that then

parts to the leant at tortoise

the artists and animator- and the

neers and programmers
ik» and geeks," Wiison said.

I his explains iheu logo, a two
headed tortoise.

'\\ | think the forum is right for

something like lhi».' WiUon said.

He said during the December hol-

idays they sold elect ronic holiday

cards which sold verv well.

WiUon said he founded the

company with Bo K-ng who was
getting his masters degree in com-

puter animation when the two
mei
W ilson also gave credit to three

students who interned at Tortoise

Tek during mtersession "It was a

whole effort, but thev did the

art." Wilson said. Seun Cahoon.
lohn Zaccone, and Amanda
Snyder were the students mi<

"I think it's a cute idea."

Snyder said. "It's a new kind d
greeting card through e mail

"

She said that Cahoon and
•ne did most of ihe work on

.ilenime see -mails.

Jer said that the stectraoic

cards are good for personalizing

e-mails, and establishing and

ten stud. I, but

an also be used as I usiness

cards, and for other BMaU
imunicat

The "see-mails" will cost one
dollar with a coupon.

pot
continued from page 1

sider performance-enhaiKing
"

I his will undoubtedly be tough lot

the sport." said Carol Anne Letheren.

head of Canada's Olympic association

Kebagliati maintains that the 17.8

nanograms per milliliter of marijuana

in his IspMM same from secondhand

smoke at a going-away party last

month in Canada, and that he hasn't

smoked pot since last Apnl

"The public sort of rooks at this and
thinks. 'Ah —
snowboardcrs are all wild and

crazy'." said Rob Roy. a coach for the

U.S. snowbuarding team. That's not

good."

The perception has precedent

Consider this |jm1 Rebagliati. inter-

viewed by Associated Press Television

hours before he learned ol the lest

results "I've always just done the

things | wanted to do and don't do the

things I don't want I.

ney accept

us or don't accept us. Snow boarding ia

a fact oi life
"

Such statements, while made good-

naturedly in the glow of gold-medal

euphoria, underscore the risk the

Olympics establishment took in admit

ting snowbuarding.

These kids live on the edge." said

Lewis H. Carlson, head of the

American Studies program at Western

Michigan University, who has studied

the popular culture of the Olympics.

"Snow boarding captures a lot of the

Mtva of America — the speed, the

gambling and taking chances, the ere

aiivitv But any sport that we associate

with surfing eventually goes back to

California which Americans in the

heartland haw bean suapsriot* of for a

long time

"

They're not ihe only ones Mai

resorts ban or tmm
boarding, and some say the close votes

on Rebagliati's sanction reflect the

ambivak
|

in the Olvmpic
establishment ted toward the sport.

"For these Olympic otpanizers. this

probably makes them ask Whv did

we bring these people in who h.

these funny habits' " Tailor said,

re dealing with a sport that's new.

and suddenlv it's in this highlv cul-

tured, highly international emu
mem. And that dues create a vulture

k boarding in the CJlyrnp

erncd by the rules of the

International Ski federation That

raised hackles among snow boarder

who wanted to be represented b\ the

International Snowboarding
federation

rally

contnuea from poge 1

in Stoddard Hall tor in

dents or citizens who »
thcr educated.

teres ted sty

s

_-

There is also a call to all students

to dress in black and join in remem-

bering the al Amariyah shelter bomb-

ing on fridav ai I

Souihside steps

p m on the

Student Union.

outsiue the C jj»c Ck-sJ DMMJI

UMass Campus Activities presents

r.
i

Exposure Musical Rcvcucs

13, 19
..8pm

Friday Febr
Blucwall
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Tlu * u-us Jiul opinions expressed on this pj>»i- .ire ihi.se ut' the individual writers and Jo not m..-vs.inl\ represent the view* , .( tin I '.ollegunx

How much for books ?

So,
have you bought youi book* yet? t upensive?

Otoriottfij Whdt il theie were sonic kind of deal

>ou could work out to make your textbooks a lot

cheapet ' Sounds good, right'.' let me explain what I'm

getting at.

IK rkrj before classes started. I was waiting for the

bus in downtown Amherst, and this gu> asked me when
the next bus to South Amherst was due mi I told him.

and we began to strike up a conversation. He asked it I

attend this I Diversity and then told me he's been work
ihc textbook Annex temporarily providing help

for the add drop period

M\ lellow South Amherst dweller then began to ask

,v>liiely and casually, if I am
>cs in chemistry, math

I
rtgltsh. and I said. "No " Then he

sked if I'd be interested in a 40 per

planning on "hooking up" a girl he'd met with textbooks,

and also that he had several high-priced science books

and CD sets at his house and was looking for people to

sell to for a reduced, cash -only cost

I he bus finally came and we continued to talk about

completing this deal. He said to bring a friend if I want-

ed When 1 got oft the bus. I told him I'd be there on

lrid.iv. but the deal never happened. Even though I do

tee I that the prices being paid for books are ridiculous. I

couldn't bring myself to outright steal from the Textbook

Annex
The moral of the whole >tor\ is simply, textbooks cost

too much, the prices offered for buyback are too low, stu-

dents are frustrated, and there are

Baaaaaaaaaaaa*TaTaBaTaa*TaBaTaTaTi people out there who know (his and

Mlllivan pre) on the situation. Proving these

liKOUBl on anv books bought at the Annex.
Thinking he gets some kind ot discount on textbooks

since he's an Annex employee but at the same time in my
mind questioning his motives. I said, "Sure."

The book man then asked me it we could exchange

phone numbers so we could set up the deal We went into

horrow a pen. and we wrote down
our BrM names and our phone numbers, handed the

infoiiwtiun to each other, and went back outside

Mt lcxihook asked me when I was planning on going

:.ex to buy my books, so I told him. and
he explained (tun all I'd have to do is look for him on the

registers and then go through his line. He would ring up
the lowest -priced book, hand me my receipt, and *end

me on mv way without having to pay for the remaining

textbooks I guess later on he expected me to work out a

the remaining books, and I would have to pay

him a cash sum about 40 percent less than what I would
have paid to the Annex. This guy also told me that he was

aVHaVBIaVBI tads this man himself, told me that

he figured he was helping students out. because they get

I over bv paying so much monev just lor tuition.

never mind having to pay the added u^i lot books, and

also, when it comes tunc tor textbook buyback. the prices

offered are unfair.

mv incident with this black market textbook deal-

er. I began to think about the whole psychological nature

of what he'd contrived, and I began to wonder il there are

other people on this campus making an illegal buck

what I'd call unfair practises thai frustrate students. At

the very least. I'm sure this isn't the first time someone's

made money illegally by ripping off the Textbook Annex

The overall realitv oi the situation is that there are peo-

ple dealing with problem areas on this campus in ways

that most of us are not aware of. and that, in the long

run. hurt all of us. In this specific situation, the Annex
loses money that will have to be made up. and its the stu

dents who will be forced to bear this burden

/.* Sulln an is a Collegian staff member.

The real college world
Recently I had a personal

catharsis, and I had the need
hare I was talking to a

tticnd and wc were comparing
stories like battle wounds from the

' <oi

"I can't believe how little sleep I

got last night — > hours, man'"
"Three hours' That d be like a

dream. I haven't slept for like 2

weei

kept sparring like this while

inside I knew I ww living a lie. I had
gotten a full eight hours of sleep that

night. iu*t like I get every night The
matched

clothes and squin-

MM like

a merit badge were

merely a facade for

the truly awake,
energetic person I

really was.

•thing
inside snapped and
I decided to come
Jean

-icre's some-
thing I need to tell you,* I said. "I

*lecp."

"What?"
rue I «lccp every

I'm not tired at all."

I began thinking about

of a lie I'm living I am the antt-stu-

eaJy to tell all.

- I have been strug-

gling to fit into this mold of what I

thought a college student should be

n \nimal House and
Revenge of the Serds one too many

Mv freshmen year I took on

. ttes and ordering calzones at

two in the morning. For two
months that year I had a ring in my
cvebrow and started drinking a lot of

Juli

it?rv ind

nuch

In addition to that, the next

year I tried to read "cool" books and
listen to a lot of obscure bands that I

didn't really understand or like

Now I'm a junior and suddenly.

I'm content with how ordinary and

unhip I am: not in a cool apathetic

wav but in a plain lane, loser kind

of way Proudly. I revel in my bland

MM and refuse to hide anymore.

I first of all. I refuse to light one

more stick of incense while listening

to Bob Marie-. Incense makes me
sneeze and I've listened II

Woman. No Cry" so many times I

^^__^^__^^^ am beginning to

get physically

ill

2. Un a

Friday night I

would ratherwatch
back-to-back
Sobakowa
Pillow and
Richard
Simmons
infomcrcials.

than drink back-to-back Bud Lights

in some sweaty room with strangers.

v I call my parents every day and

not because I need money. I need to

tell them about my crappy professor

or a new friend. Unconditional love

is rare to come by and my parents

are the only ones who will put up
with my whining.

4. I have never owned any drug
paraphernalia and when someone
asks me if I have papers. I still think

they're talking about newspapers.

V Drinking coffee makes me
wanna spew; I am not going to chug
countless cups down my throat any-

more, complaining that I need to

stay up all night Lsuallv when I stay

A lot of us prt>hahl\

ignored our true identities

and made ourselves

uncomfortable in our oxen

skin for the sake offeeling
'normal.

"

li.ilk o\v

up all night. I don't study but I do

convulse in cold sweats from all the

caffeine my body's been subjected

to

n I m still not sure what Ska is. I

listen to Top 40 music. Sometimes I

enjov listening to the Spice Girls

Think I'm generalizing the typical

college experience? Yeah. I am. but

I think all of us coming here as

treohmen struggle somewhat to fit

into these expectations We feel the

need to have a style and a cause, and

a cool hair color or piercing to

match. A lot of us probably ignored

our true identities and made our-

selves uncomfortable in out

skin for the take of feeling "normal
*

back for a second and I bet

you'll remember a moment (for me,

a few of them) where you sacrificed

what you really believed or wanted.

in order to be deemed acceptable

and interesting. For example, food:

lacto. ovo, vegan, organic. Those
things are all well and good if your

reasons are true to the purpose. But.

there it nothing more pure and love-

ly than an embarrassingly inhumane
and greasy Big Mac Next time you

put your fork into your curry tofu

couscous think about that.

My point is don't let anyone or

anything get between you. and what

in life truly brings you joy. Whether

it's the occasional stonewashed
rhinestoned denim jumpsuit, or lis-

tening to radio stations that only

play "light classics from the '70s and
'80s." You'll be the one whose
laughing when the trend cycle deems

all these things "nerdy chic " loin me
in my crusade to embrace the mun-
dane: to be at peace with being com-
pletely and utterly boring.

Julie Fialkow is a UMass student.

We encourage our readers to respond

to the contents of the Collegian

through letters to the editor.

Letters must be typed, no more than 4<Ki wards' long, and include name.

address and phone number for confirmation purposes.

They can be submitted by mail to Ed/Op Editor, Daily Collegian, 1 13 Campus Center, UMass, Amherst MA
01003; by e-mail to lettcrs(n oitvms oit.umass.edu;

orkyta to (413) 543-15*2.

The Collegian reserves the right to edit letters for length, clarity and style.

Doonesbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU

soifTSsorrajrajR
rteuNQSaboutme
mesffeNr. yctAG
CApyriuawTD
GOFHtsrr

4NBV YOUHK97HCAK> THAT
rue t*esiP&trmightHAve
CAKfUePONAROMANCSIN
THE HJHtWHOUSe, MJHATtU»
KJUKFIUST THOUGHT*

<\SSa

how tVoyou *&*( *J-*u-t "bW

Oii-reiv-i ?atn«ttt\( r**fc«n**}

r-e-O
1

{,•*»... rWt fch'A$ you

fcgv#u, We cwwte

gtii army -tV *«£»$€•

&*

Hey, I think I love you-..
It

vou open up your Collegian

today, you might find a few

Valentine's greetings to vari-

ous loved ones

Most of them are rather feeble.

and if life were the Nagano
Olympus, thev wouldn't show up

in the medal count (Yeah I love

von iih>. honev And to show 1 1

.

look. A Collegian' *

I guarantee, though, that 42 per-

cent of the guys who put in

Valentine's personals will get ai

least a semblance of "booty" in the

near future So I guess you can't

blame them for trying.

Only because it might be the

only time you'll see

the words
nogahela" and

"I.O.U. sweater" in

the same story. I've

whipped up some
personals for you.

Don't worn they're

not real (If ihev

were, "lake" would
probably kick my
ass.)

I guarantee all ti

these people (fake sssssssssssisssa

people, really) get

their Valentine wish, because of

me. Yeah it is pretty sweet.

(Sweet and cute, kids Ouite a

combo)

Personals you won't see

Hey. Brock - I love vou 4-Eva,

baby. When you gives me rides in

your Firebird, the rush of the wind

in my hair makes me feel like I ita

Ford in that video with Ozzy.

XOXOXO. Tina

Dear Tony — Plinko. mv f

1U:50. Wear that I.O.U. sweater I

love »ii much
Luv. lake

Dear Bill C. - What's up
Wacky trial, huh'' Call me

Monica I

Dear Tina — I feel sassy tonight

I II wear the O/zy costume, you

bring the chaps and LHa'f Mlo
album.

You're so beautiful.

Smittv

Snuggles — Mv
love for you is like a

river Noi lhal ..rap

py river though, the

one with the oil

spills and that car

thev found at the

bottom A nice one.

like the Danube or

the Monogahela.

ve, Pumpkin

Dear Susie— I

love vou forever.

Lost

cri'Jifh

Dear Susie— Are you still hook

ing up with Fd? I love you. Don't

lie to me.
Big vlcppv kis^c* frank

IKar Luke - Id live and I'd

die for you. these five words I

swear to you When you breathe. I

want to be the air for you. I'll be

there for you"

You know it's our song, cup

cau
Hugs and Kisses, Maggie Seaver

Cameron — You're not dead.

u-t can t think of anything

good to do Oct out of bed — we'll

vpend the dav together

I Kueller

PS "Save Ferris, and tell

Rooiu-v I love him."

Dear Frank — I never touched

Id I Msssssl It » vou I It

\0\U Sumc

Dear Ed — I never touched
Frank I promise. It's you I love

\C)\l) Sumc

Motto Meet me at my place.

If anyone asks, it never happened,

and I never told you to say it never

happened Don't wake Hillan

Bill v

Dear Frank and Ed — Susie's

toving with both of you Be with

someone special. Be with me.

I uv. lake

Dear Maggie — Don't write me
a personal, you'll get me in trouble

with "vou know who".

\U\l> lukcM
PS. The eldest Seaver (code

name Mike S.) has six chicks in his

room above the garage. Is that

legal?

Dear Luke M — Sue column.
You've been fired.

I ove. C. Stamm
Luke Meredith is a Collegian

columnist

We will be publishing a

Point/Counterpoint feature on
Wednesday, Feb. 1 8,

analyzing

the War on Drugs.

Is it a success or a failure? Should it be continued? What
effect has it had on the use and sale of drugs, the prison popu-

lation, or civil liberties?

What are the ethical issues involved in this legacy of the
Reagan/Bush years?

Columns should be submitted no later than 5 p.m. on
Monday, Feb. 1 6. They can be delivered to the Collegian offices

at 11 3 Campus Center, UMass; faxed to 545-1 592; or
e-mailed to letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu.

Call Tamar Carroll or Dan Bodah at 545-1491 for more information.
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Playing the relationship game
Warning: This article nun offend those who arc

not prepared to radii] admit the two following

have happened 10 them And
it enoitgi) to change the

gender* as they apply to vou

Set N ou're in some
J.is- Theie s a gu\ sou >il next to

I charming, sexy and
lunnv It also appears as though a

mid-sized -port -utility vehicle ran over

and repeatedly hacked ovei i >me
v enough, vou -till tind

ick face with hint

It

nario rwo X lnend introduce* you to a

ii who mas have just misted the tut a- a

supermodel Painfully, stupendously gorgeous i- a

va»t anderttatemeni hy leap* and hound-
iinatelv this mouj^^^nt creature is

>
-

field, there's also something to be said tor

thing, that inexplicable lorce. that, er, thing

Game It's game-

Some people MM it. MM
until the right time, and still oth

CTAVI C\D whollv devoid ol it Hut it exists

* AY LL/K lights and the shadows, and no

CONNER immune to some form o

Somewhere someone has vour nuitt

A Valentine's Day feast

A
JOxesartn.

lbl<mriiurs mull
Ijuw it to Ctml

ever and wherever you're cooking, think safety (and fla-

vor) first. Have a fire extinguisher close by and be sure to

provide for proper ventilation. Rock and boil!

lire is on. Saturday

Valentine's Day. Everything has to bt

right because the future of your rda'

may be riding on this night At DORMROt
c an only gel you so far and flow

01 vears. great minds have tried to ... WF ,

touch, but we a know that
'

pick apart and dctine what indeed game

M I mi why bother '' It - a shape shift

ng emits that has a different

ii individual

to the heart

V menu that

loV^s^H^

Turn to GAMI page) 9

Asian Cucumber Salad

This is a light and refreshing appetizer

that sets the stage for the bold main course

to follow. This dish it best when prepared

right before service to as to prevent the

cucumbers from getting watery.

is straight from the sea

sweet and sour tastes that

s)0s ma> alreadv have left in your

mouth It s easy to prepare and sure to

pave the way to love.

And. as I am forever

compelled to

repeat.
when-

Ingredients:

2 ea. Cucumbers (about 1/2 lb. each) sliced very thin

1 ea. Red onion, sliced into very thin rings

t Tbs. Red or green chiles, finely minced

1/3 cup Lime juice

2 Tbs. Sugar

2 Tbs. Thai fish tauce (nam plam) or I Tbt.

Worcestershire sauce mixed with I Tbs. Water.

2 Tbs Salad oil

1 Tbt. Firsh mku leave*, ihorjped fine (or 2 rsp dried)

2 Tbs. Fresh dlantro. chopped (or I Tbs dried)

Rontame lettuce as garnish

A
J

TumtoFfASTpogeiO

Antique valentines speak to the heart

LY

Romancing
the movies

n the

n will

itiqtie

I

i

-

\|. till! II

pleasant I hi

'

II K

I'U l

instrumental in the

\ ah mines Collei tor* ol \i

I

| itcd \ K.

I u.inii^^^^^Hpd Ot

in tts^l
.ib

[

Is call T7

ardo Oicapno
teed Titanic placed

* ever made.

pic, heart wrenching

romance " Guvs can it that really long boat mi

Pul u '.1111 holiday that

< rom the pleth.

othet movie romances lying dusty below sour VC K.

Alter all. ihe movie love story has had a deep hi-

lt's impossible to think of sweepmt^^Hftrt and not

(conjure up imagei of VMen I eigh and Clatl

(..one with the Wind, or Humphrey Bogarl and Ingrid

ian in the ultimate i mncc. Casablanca My per-

ils titled

Help for the lovelorn from Mars-Venus author
iporion ol V

,1 relationships then

'

Segal - tale oi college

[rumors flying about ho

I based on Segal's fri

I
one tends to rethink lilt

Recently, movies hav

I dealing with tupernatuni

icn again, with

Oliver was

e lones and Al Gore,

mention cringe.

IV Willi SU|T.III(lll"U'l-" w .l*-.l ( 1«IW (JK.%.pH -
-

There was

even romance between prostitute and Richard Gere,

but lulia Roberts made an vfull) good Prettv Woman.

But it's realf) only fair to git both

the issue. You have to con-id r both gl-

and guvs, thoat in love and tin

those who think Valentine s I),

tilul event and those who think it's likl

ving from UMast to the Boston sU bu
'

Rout.

So no ma!t> i BUtrV you're leeling o

VaJentme'l Day, lhe«l I movie lor everyone'

The following It ' lurt ol perhaps unusual choic-
*

e or change your

e Ice tie, then!
ic. In that case, the

boat mov ie

lien Slater wasn't I

In bo) and Ouentin

acting, they all aim-

gically entertaining film

bnaequencet it never yields

out musk rtore employee

id kung-fu movies He can't

, ids out I blonde bombshell has the

same loves, until he findi ou( ih*'i prostitute only

hired to make Mm happ) Mien she falls in love too.

Whal foHowi It mad rush acrotu country, as slater and

Patricia *.rquette avoid both a pimp's hitmen and the

IBI

A
cicat
cast

Christopher

W a I k e n .

Dennis Hopper.

Pitt, Val Kilmet

and Mi

Rappaport — helps

make True Romance a

kinetic, turbulent view of

passion.

• 1 caving I as Vegas — Yes,

you're thinking of the right movie.

But here's a selection for those who
foolishly believe that their love life can't

get any worse, lust watch Oscar win-

ning Nicholas Cage stumble

through life, and hanging on in Un-

arms of an equally troubled Elizabeth

Shue. only to lose leaving las Vegas

but

ii own
problems seem a little lessVimportant. Oi

just watch an episode of "Party of Five."

• Before Sunrise — Richard Linfclatci s

(Dazed and Confused) recent film is like lew

romances you've ever seen. It's a simple ii cation, a

movie that moves with its characters and their growing

chemistry. Ethan Hawke plays a cynical somewhat con

fused young American who macU I l rich lulie Delphy

on a train through Europe, and then requests that she

accompany him for a night in Vienna. I ittle touches

make Before Sunrise a refreshing love story, such as the

nervousness of the two characters to confess their inter

est in each other, their exploring of the big issues of life.

and supporting characters like a man who's so excited

about playing a cow in a play. The film doesn't manipu-

late and offers no eat) answers, only intriguing ques-

tions.

• True lies For those with a sense of adventure,

coiisidei Titanic director lames Cameron's take on the

lames Bond theme, with big Arnold playing a govern-

ner an
Vim Sundari lohnson will

,t,,l,,., i
i on tench

from Mar*, W on*
:> Unhook

l < ,,n tlx V
i i list and

anyone who has desire M i

have satisfying relationships with -

tlfc nd

I he formal ol the

\mong ihe sL,t||

LORRAINE
KENNEDY

hv i enus

aftci
' warn

BRYAN
MC A I I I ^ T F r

may ,ne rnosl depressing of rni-,v| s's .

Mx^MLLlo It'
,ms s|kc ol life may iust make your

,is well as busin r-hip- I lie

pun, iplcs arc urn 1

I

Q j v\ Inch ore e«

in Ihe work We
the differences bet*

• men and w

.

>. how i

iih the

opposite

how the

vvcall I

p.isi , lohnson skshops, lohiis, !, v the k\

d hv ihe participant

Bui in reference to \ ifcntl

then hopes up

IC oi you inav find l hiit ihe Ii J with as much

appii trould like

Ihe next Mars Venus workshop In he held in Vmherst will b<

March 28 Vprll If* •**"

lional information, contact ihe Vmlut oi the Mars Venus

Workshops at t * I > > -

^%prV

ment
siiper-

spv who's

wife thinks

he's a boring.

stuff) salesman. xv

True Lies begins ^
with the coolest tango

ever filmed, and cleverly

plays with sexism and the

idea that women want danger

and thrills. Cameron goes a little-

far in the film's climatic Harrie

scene, but his flair for outrageous,

exhilarating action contains an almost sex

ual energy.

• The Princess Bride — As grandfather

Turn to MOVIES page 11
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Shim debuts on Blue Note;
Lee Konitz is classic & cool

Vvr«

Starting things out, tenor saxophonist, Mark Shim.

makes his major label debut with Metal Over Matter

(Blue Note), released in lanuary

Although Shim's technical ability k ck-arly evident

throughout the album. hi> slurred mk of pla> ajsd

lack of accentuated phrasing makes the listener feel

like its just one big. 10-part song Nevertheless, the

-ling does have its highlights

The fourth track "Dumplm has Shim's style bor-

dering on a change to a dirtier, angrier

sound as he MtMl into the higher

register It predicts what thi

25-year-old newcomer
career could become The
fifth track, "The
Dungeon." featui

bubbling guitar effect

hinting at the underwa-
ter whines of aquatic mammal*
while the drumwork is also

impressive.

Shim has potential, but don't

hu> this CD unless you need
something to throw on as back-

ground music

Bob Dorough's career began in

the mid '50s and has been highlighted by his role as

music director of ABC-TV's Schoolhouse Rink, but it

was not until this past October that his debut jazz

album. Right <)>i M\ Uus Home, was released.

Dorough sings in both a broads* as show tune and
bluesman style, bordering on corny through the telling

id almost vaudevillian stories. Featuring
Dorough's whistling at the intro. a good hook and a

\ool gus walking" rhythm section. "Walk On" i* the

best song of the album. The rest of the CD is neglible

— even Dorough's version of "Moon River" sounds
like something off of a kids' show.

If you're a big fan of Broadway musicals, and espe-

cially it vou ve enjoyed the music of Schoolhou**
vou may Find a place in your collection for this

one.

Aa Mow Allison's fifth studio release. Ginti

-

and C/Vguus (meaning showy objects and trinkets)

concocts a jazz/blues hybrid that is both snappy and
slick. Although Allison's singing is not the best (he

sings off key on several tracks), this album has several

very good songs.

imbers on Paper." one o! the slower tracks on a

Mfj lumpy CD, is a slow and thoughtful look into

searching fot love through collected phone numbers.
Allison s version of "St until Blues" features an out-

standing blues guitar solo, and the CD > s

concluded with a follow up to his

Who- covered "Young ManLJJJBS5 §™

Dar Williams returns to her roots

e>v ocg c^luvajj

r^ea^ who- covered loung Man
r^|^> (Blues)." Entitled "Old

^VPr^ s 'a" Blues," it is meant

Qi^V^ as an introspective.

^^s^ self-effacing look at^ Allison himscll

This recording really n

and Allison rel

build ups and brea^

get his point across. Some of

the slower tracks like

"Mockingbird" and "Fires of

Spring" are too drawn out and
become tiresome, but overall a

I.I L-tKltl

I hough not yet released and only available as a

promo from Blue Note true jazz fans should pray that

-.cmitz. Brad Mehldau and Charlie Haden's Alone

t omes out soon and in bulk.

• resume includes plating tenor with Miles

Davis on Birth of the Cool, while Haden's most
notable association has been as bass player with

Ornette Coleman, and this level of experience shows.

KOatat rasps stvle of up and down phrasing stirs

the soul from the deepest depths, especially on the

trio's rendition of Thclonius Monk's "Round
Midnight" and Charlie Parker's "Koko." encoded as

"Cherokee" on this CD. On all tracks, the bass and
piano styles are beyond solid, they're tight

Piano, tenor, baas. Baas, piano, tenor. Tenor, I

piano Am way you stack it. it's cool and classic.

lot Sullivan it a '

Local girl Dar Williams will play at the Northampton Academy of Musk tomorrow night in her homecominu,

concert

By Victoria Graves
ColUgiori Staff

|

1

Sad because you don't have a Valentine?

Who cares?

Write for Arts & Living. It's much more meaningful.

Contact Seema Gangatirkar, Editor, at 545-1361

Three years and three albums after

she First hit the contemporary musk
scene, local singer fsongwritci

Williams will be playing
sold out crowd tomorrow night at

the Academy ol Music in

Northampton Doors open at 7 15

p.m and the concert begins jiKpm
Her last two albums I In- Honesty

Room and Mortal I'm were released

independently to critical acclaim and
sold over 1 50.000 copies Her songs,

ranging from wry and satirical to

provocative, have been described aa

a cross between Ani MFranco and
s Morissettr

tarns actually credit!

breakthrough 10 DiFranco for pros

ing that commercial radio succew ia

not the only *.. a the

music indu

has dabbled in pontic* I vingwrtttng

but her songs tend H «er to

suburban youth Iheme*.

wiiiM-r Williams most

recent album f» kindepen-

deni label Razor St Tie mal
aanafcal caste* lor the currcnev

' acoustic

Songs I •

the tale of a thi

on his birthdi

ironv and a clt

. Out

tysomcthing slacker

night tilled with

backbeet

Ilscre''" exert

suburban alienation and underlying

and the albums closer is an

une\| M" Kink-
"Better Thtnfi."

*l » g« like people make
Hank sculptures, little piece by little

j bit here, a chunk there

I lot of the last three years on
the road, listening to the radio, and

i a lot ot pop and
modern >.ik." icaid Williams in a

press release 'So. as I was writing

igv lor thi* record, dsoa

a lot of the sounds I had in nn

head"
W iMiasm first esungcd as a *bu//

artist in the tolk music chat toon-

of the Internet I hi

touring and a powerful repuia'

a live performer Williams has built

an lajsfeaai

campus** and listening rooms

the count rv

Beginning in 1497, aft

•how* with this summer's UsH
this is her First -ever band tout

-emble that hai

hit lown Hall in Sew York Clt)

Park Wed in Chicago bt

neer \ all.

night only She opened her tour ta-i

September at The Ironhot
"ling four

-old out c i

I demand i 'vat she will

be answering tomorrow mghi

XfKass Student Specials
College Night every ftunrlny with a $17 — 'ipm to lOprn lift ticket (with ID)

Monday Night's are Men s Nights - with $17 tickets for mr-n

Wednesdays are Women 8 Nights: — with $17 tickets for women
Plus, Use Your II Pass Coupon And Savel

XT. Vas$! — $avincj$ Coupon
Present Thi* Coupon jfcnd 6et Big Savings!!!

You Can Get A Lift Ticket - Any Midweek Day or
Night For Only $15! And A Free Ski Ride 6 Save Card
With Savings All Season Long!!

Use your Ski K"ule F) Save Card And You'll Oet
•615 - 3nnd 1/2 hour lift tanked (M P)

• $5 off full price weekend or holidny lift ticket

•615- 3 and 1/2 hour hft ttafcntSnl Or Sua Niglits

• 615 — 3 and 1/2 hour I iff linked vclieti you bri no; n Incut] r|ny or night,

(M-F, excluding liohrlnys)

• AND LOTS MOKE VALUE ALL SEASON LONG!

(Card iimy tw lined f"t lifl ticket diaoounl a iiiiixiiiiiuii of 7 tinea
Cerlnin oilier restrictions apply )

1

For info: Call 41" S0-O416 or visit www.mttom.coTn — Only 2 minutes from 1-91, exit 17A in Holyoke, MA
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game
continued from page 5

naortnl soul There are, owevei , hnh
things which game li definite!) not limited
to being:

l) Genu and intellect or rlainrisMi in
noi one und the leave. The) cm be, hut are
not McanearUj nsaniad Witness the num-
ber ol dummy dummies who'ic swayed a

proanecl iwaj Irani sou in roui lifetime.
\nd don't pretend it hasn't gone down ul

least once.

2 1 Votl don't need to have a singular
proack to be successful n i like

a runnini back tee. Von have to be
able to powei up the middle or sprint out
to the sideline as you pia) The abilitv io

countei unpiecltctabilits is a ic-quiMU M*at,
and the inflexible shall meet adversit)

si mentioned balon, good looks don't
mean a thing it sou ain't got that swing
Well, okay, that's not coatpletel) tn

ul hcautv is only part ol the

pu//k Mora 0H that latei though
4

1 OeflM il not | icflection ol what quail
on sou ate It almost seems -ills

in abcolute cnot artnacl

and make Ik ,n Ol he .i Nohel
' he a dud In a per

ted world it wouldn't be thai wav. but
what cast iou
i>i' mm be comprised lolerj of

evteriot ie chumps can be
bought, but make i\^ mistake -like hnherv

•Bled froa game contention
Clot! .ppendages

BTOn eta all out the window II vou
cant gel b\ on who sou aie your game is

Ive into the more iniellcctu

ol game theoi

lit-t 'i-h the tenninology we II

be employing for the remainder ol this

KO — A Tyson shot in the looks depart

ment. By consentional standatds. Denzel
Washington, loin Crtliaa, Isra Hanks and
Michelle Pfleffer would be considered KO-
Average — A moderately atiiactise indi-

vidual. Can hold a good number of eyes.

but will usualls not cause any to pop out

their sockets with lust.

I ugly — Mick laggei without the money
and swagger Not plea-ant to ga/e upon
unless you have a fetish for the woefully

unattractive.

Mones game — Aw. sooks SOOky, now!
nality plus sevual charisma plus the

intangibles nuke lot an olten winning ca*a

lough to atop or contain

Vscrage game — Won't bore sou. but

won't make sou somersault *' ,n these

skills. Can make due and engage in rudi-

ineutais mucking activity, but has to eutn

kec-p

Bagel game — I he BatO, the doughnut,
the lire — the bagel. Projects about as

much mienstts j> \l Lore, but will nesei

gel dose to ans thing a« mint a- the \ I' •

daughters

Sow that we understand these designa-

lei s pull back the curtain and
explore how these factOM datue the metis

Hg with each other, and how ladies and
gants get liggv as well

ko/niones game Mote often than not.

being this prettj makes a cat la/y and
therebs lacking in pull wha' Hut in

those rare cases when these two la,

luse. prepare for world domination Will

usualls shoot lor like sp k

kO/avcrage game: Though not as effec-

tive as a KO/mones gainer, this uidisidual

still possesses the good stull Will genetalls

aim for the highest ot the high all the way

down to As e rage/bagel game
KO/bagcl game Matinee idol looks can

only get sou so far without anything

remote Is inteiesiing going for sou Often

described us "sweet" DJ partners using to

justih their tet initial dullness, these SOOOZ-

eis get bs on looks and looks alone W ildls

unpiedictabie. they can end up with ansonc

e'lhei than I I ugly/bagel game at ans lime

but usualls drop out of thoughts cif upper

echelon picks ciuickls What a waste

Xseiage/inoney game Pant solid matcti

al here Yotl know that subtls handsome
patent ol a friend you alwa\> had a crush

on? This i- where thes stall I lies "te attrac-

tive but not really intimidating, making
them the most accessible ot ans gamers

Will rarer) accept i baajel irophs as ban
aim. and can score eltottles-U II

tenth high level impressing the hell out ol

their less mack gllted lllends

Aserage/average game I he Everyman
and t serywoinan ol gaming, the) are the

Ik an and soul of common game lh.

nothing to write home about when thes

bust out then groove, but there li al-o

nothing substanttalls wrong with their abil-

us More often than not. they end up with

another average/averager, but they'll «ur

prise you occasionally with the height

depths o( then tan.

tage/bagel game t'ouldn't thev learn

a little something front the other j>

people'' They'll stroll up to a potential

game candidate — who'll probably find

iheni t.nrls attractive and blow it bs bas-

ing ab-olutels nothing ol any value It

Oood luck oi alcohol abuse can occasion il-

ls -wing them I decent find, but tli

I) destined fot someone ol their j

casecit) or lower,

lugls/nioius game Ibis characters luck

can swing both uass No inattet how cool

sou tn.n be a fact like Shabba Rank/ will

still scare the bejesui out of many
, ects. But these mothers era tor the

iiio-i pyn the most sell assured and
sell aw ate people on the planet since they

have lo put it all on the table every time
aho) geat up fen a stacking endeavoi Will

shoot lot the whole gamut ol gaHHtl. and
then suck them in with the tracloi beam of

confidence it take- when one'smog makes
inlants and adult- alike weep.
FuglWuseiage game On an extraordinar-

ily good night, these people stand a chance
in hell Booze and/oi desperation work in

then i hole* a relative!)

engaging conversation, but kase the odds
-d up against them by wrtue ol si

Fugiy/bagel came I he satfol the tequila.

the-e poor tape get" licken almosi every

tune out Gua-ran teed. And esen worse,
thes te often used as ihe.^uels Iriend" by

rtunistk alleged chunis using so get a

leg up llea\s he juired lor

hexik-up the duel trutf ol the matter is

that (lies ate mired amongst themselves, at

bittersweet place i

As you ve probably figured out while

reading the ab>n .here are
numerou- exceptions !• the standard rules

It there were no different stroke- foi those

tolks a lot ol people would be lelt lonely

hi Vniong these desia

from the n

. Ie of

being an anti-gamer rests upon saving or

doing the exact opposite thing
|

prospect wants to hear or do. Somehow in

certain cases, this seemingly nihilistic

approach draws the gamce into your web
Think it's preposterous ? I'll bet you'd need

all sour fingers, toes and perhaps teeth to

count the number ot "potato* friends sou

have who always date the "potahto" |etks

The danger of ami game is. ol course, that

people can get sick c>t sou real quick

The wbshows Inevitably, there will be

those KO/mones gamers and Fugiy/bagel

gamers whose Blacking dividends ssill be

flip-flopped They may esen end up with

each other, like that couple you see in the

aaovie theatre or the dorm who jusi don't

seem to belong together. God koowi why
and how this bi/arre phenomenon occurs

— thus, they are dubbed "whsho,

I ow or high shooters; When a true playa

slums by nature, he/she becomes a low

shoot. dingty, when a knueklehead

desotes all his/her time SO lb unat-

tainable, he she high sheiot- Either can be

morbidly di to watch in a bar.

Game is not to be teckoned with

many good boys and girls take then

granted, and sooner or later their gilt dete-

riorates into the realm oi l.imburger and

Consenthart. If you have the pron
embrace and enjoy it II vou don't, watch

and learn — no position on this tood chain

is permanent
keep in mind the imin

words of Slowhand II - in the was that sou

use it/ It comes and it goes/ h - m tt

thai you use il/ Don't lei it I

c I 'in colum-

WRITE FOR ARTS WRITE FOR ARTS WRITE FOR ARTS WRITE

*jf

g?:^r
W

'Wfiais cheaper than a card?

Wealthier than candy?
Comes in Cots ofcolors?

c 'an befunny, cute orseiQj?

FREE
Otic Free

Topping On \n>

Medium Pi//.i

W«ri S"»» Coupon
Cannot Ba Comtsnad • Eifwa* 2 289S

FrnnlitTMii. ! I00 Off
Rt 1 16. Squire Village Sht)ps

SunuVtiand

665
665

7066
7067

Idafffl VutMt

wreiM coupon
Cannot B* Cornbmw] • Eqyrat 2 2*e«

Wfartae««i !ui-.Li. Sends)

I urt W at> fhur s r n tad S41 5 til etow

tln««ncnc« m Jana«scs« C«"!»w

OF JAPAN
COOKING AT YOUR TABLE

Psvoor*<«SK** i

TtVODtNISB

TlrODeNrsfttifOttt t

*

Sfl»Js

b. .\U iMmnen iiulmdt mimd, noarraalf

™ Heailt, iamp, net fra C" ut crtam
Rnxjcr. f*x» awilara*) &r >u party

(•e smb*MW •(•••> S)«ah* '*• •• WaiiWa In has easpa f» #•*•< •• •» **•
>!>«<

ICOA£DOMg%JVHS!
Sendone to that specialsomeone.

Campus Center - kwo a.m. to 3ixi p.m.

Monday - February 9

Wednesday • February 11

Thursday - February 12

Sponsored by your P*rr Health Educ»h>n

Hrahh Education DivkMon • Lmvcnity Health Service*

<&Tstiep'§.

COMING
TOYOUR
WORLD

^t$f>ein

COLLEGE PRObRRin

pWHEN: February 19, 1998 • 7:00 pm

^CJ^ WHERE: Mahar Auditorium

The Walt Disney/ College Program is about

friends, experiences and opportunities

you'll discover as you live, learn and

earn in our world.

STOP BY AND DISCOVER AWORLD
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Valentine

Great Gifts
Jewelry HOtUfflt FIDcr Scarves Bags

rings Blouses Skirts Dresses gloves

| oi /8) fit <WZJ Earrings .J^J, I 1

Ca

incense Toys

HiMI

Carts

Posters

IfArea
Rugs

(

Ta.FH.9PH

ercantile »- •"
Northampton- 18 Center St
Aamherst-Carriage Shops

eo to sox
off aaleoted
Clothing

*TD\

Cash And Carry

Delivery Available

rro\ T7sT 1 72 No. Pleasant St Amherst • 253-3805

LOV£ ^ -first sigj^T.

John FluevoQ exclusively at Zanna

rdouurtOlAlus A kV l"\ *-. rM

o<zy // sweetlu . . .

witfi a Sugar jones, Stan/

t
eejaj

Jieart-ShapedGooxie.

On Valentine's Day (Saturday. February 14th), Sugar Jonea is baking 50

giant heart-shaped cookies and decorating them with delicious buttercream icing.

Each cookie weighs 1% pounds. The cookies may be picked up from Sugar Jones

for $15 or delivered anywhere In Amherst for $18. We open at noon on

Valentines Day. and we cloae at 2 a.m. If you would like one of theae Giant

Heart-Shaped Cookies...

CALL NOW!!! 549-5663

Valentines (Day 'Dinner Specials
NEW YORK SIRLOIN

Black Angus quality, broiled

13.95 q
PRIME RIB OF BEEF

k Slowly roasted and served with
^ au jus

jf 14.95

w
PRIME RIB COMBO

Prima rib and baked Mulled shrimp
15.95

BAKED STUFFED SHRIMP
Four jumbo shrimp with a

seafood stuffing

13.95

GRILLED ATLANTIC
SALMON

Served with a dill and caper
Beurre Blanc sauce.

12.95

BLACKENED SWORDFISH
A fresh cut of swordfish, seared

and blackened with cajun

spices, ew
12.95

FILLET MIGNON
Center of filet broiled and served

with bernaise sauce

14.95 %
CHICKEN MARSALA

Lightly sauteed chicken breast

with mushrooms, shallots and
marsala wine.

9.95* PASTA CARBONARA
Linguine with diced bacon,

petite peas, cracked black pep-

per and Parmesan cream sauce.

9.95

All dinners served with tossed salad, choice of dressing, french

bread and butter, and choice of french fries, baked potato or rice pilaf.

V

Collegian Classifieds

orkevtaaap

'mm**

not te tte "aevej pace *» id*

W Ta My Naaa| a* Valentine t 0e»
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Te aaa 0)ef Meaaeet rnsyeew

We love *ou Guyt
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>Mm>am>i
BeUit

H> Seaeteaa- Happy (Want*, i Day' »«,

a* the Bad aM i tope t«l to «a aa yaur

rtltsalM

T.I

• On

Win your stay brown tea ate

brown am ate to* ate Jaaa I tea t know

t that i want tow boev

, Although it t been a vei manga
Mat. I hop* you enow that rou are one of

9* nod avporant paop>a ir a» aa love

Jo*

tte rested* tea

to# ever appened to ma Happy

.Inn)

to tea

iDey'laa Jay

aWfaeiweerrf Leee - «_ _^^ i_y-ya_, fa^kaaaa
Happy Vetent,*. t 0.,"' .""T.T!"""

r
»om » (te oteiate My S—Mrry Sat—. ^•*^^TJ22****W

^'

Yter»a*ten> love • W Ws WWW^FWW

HaaaytatVSey

LOae Aaa»wVS

te

ftay

a at you know how rauc* I tea) tea ate

ram mur* i appracaa an You uai^esiiai I

aa « ever> May I on to te*i to have you

ai rnv teba atonal love. Ima

Our tea tost

i dtag>cei <aatea at ma (MH ate I

i ate; te *ate

low Mtaar

T. toy firm Miaum

lova Tow UiajwnFrate

Tate

TaMTkaC
l tepa mat aaxMn you faak

you team daca Happy V Day 1

Onco

*> la»lll you *
araioma Tteate to aaanr-

tOav'lLoyatW
Uh

Loam*

»o» (ate my bf*a» away tna anaan ate

Oial
l«3»a«teR>

Coun

I'a Sa* SaWfI You ara

' n«gteer luaayajr ted PteMa te

my Vmal ina I tea you Andy

oamte yea •» «<oa> ttet aw, ^ Isyte 1 Ate

to ate law CARS a> my a». mates to temg

item ate liamgmt tew oewm ten

low atesai. Mananna

Ha«.'oryou

« itanad am* aa
••an/ Aowati mjai CM.

Now youm taatt yate«
Happy ****** I Day

«Vi<^* KM E Lmdrsa and Tqpa>

•af
aWS, I « tarry about (yarytema, fou te

mate ma nappy ate you ya Brought as aack

lay ">to my lira 1 low _•_ SaaaaSteart

late S* fteat MM a>n
"*

Ta Taa Spaa te atetawteav IrVa an* you

a!i ( Happy vatantma i Day' lova JarJu* a

*a

lpya»ouGu*('

u*a-,,tteki

Ta My FaaartM Marai(r» Mao -... :

,

Vatoteaa't Oay WWiUM of lova Atom

Akaayi rtoaartear

tVateMtnateapaaoTgrrl'i

•Va • «*» aa tateaai

WtLpyoVa

Jy» »lr*-'»adci

Tf i

U
|S»M

TaM TW rVtte Maaaa Bteaal

OP

i» »»>na irf^ aaa aa
BOOTY'" as

T. My Irtea Saa. »ou ara rory

rou ahaatfl I tc

I a* my haart loot Ateoal your I

So What I your MM< Yaa «

I naya' draamad ot lovinj •'"•»* N) my Mack Ooddy 1 Happy

(omaooa at mack at I ten yoa' Happy VUiiiiiiij t Day foow Ipto Ateotry

Vatemna t Oay late I too too

BG Ta My ham* ate Sky

I know ngttt away you wax
T alma. not Kka oate orrtt I too you yary much

I nopa tiw yaw your V Oay a) Cam
tetiar «ian » daad duck floating « a pond aMajeajeajeaeaeejasjja
At tote a iiflta brt Happy Varammt t Day

loaa

m T^ JO tUm Vatorama. Oay ^

Aroyanary' $mte> WtSi lo«a Tour Angd

Ml uwataat Hack* %»
I H Hkra you 'oravor thai t 1 •

pmm ' Tte date * comaaj rteaar puarariay

MrttMaaaauMmitrttteingiraiarn^ twrsriW
I km you awm all my tean Claaa. Uaatom. rtecate M
M Taaawy Can tTaa#y'"

Happy Vatortma t Oay

flufiil ToMyTayorteTnanoa

Tnank you to mock to baioo k** kte

lha tett thing that ha* ava* riapp("(d to

m< Tou naya a«ran ma tte napprcft r» '' Ta HAAS ate (aa (Mama !

my ma I hop. mat tmt Vatorhna t Day *n all' Y ail ara an teart God Bint

apacial tor you Wten anyttwig n wrong .' aaaryfma but May thady So it tte way ol

I rate* your ymte Happy Vatoitme t Day' tte aJ HACf and Scktoy

Thai

lowAjyaavt

tf. ate Awtoa- Thankt lor 1
(tegoodhmaa Yoa Itod a (patte placa m

: AlWAYS
I lova You. M»

Cata i.iy twaal— Tnata wordl

otecr*. my daaratt tri«ne> Cama Jam.

Nate. Dava Jarann. ate lit. You ara an

tuch graai paopla to know' Happy

Vatoitmi t Day ' lova "J

Day CtequMjmot

aaaj a H_qa|

TaAmo"*"

•• | «,!' ' I'

I low hoc you'

1st

daoOmg

Tatel OwrCtel.au ii

yValoaaYguU'

"eje

Jwa. vow will naaar know tew much tte

T.awk
Jutl gana' • (tet out te an

teart around tte way Ham to 7 mewjai of

pura lova ate long awawad day w eaaaarate

rtMtoayouatetitey. (wwa|wwt lova Ma

U got .I

I Trwa You Know Who

Can i Nwt you as muck I an i ,

a time whan yea wanaji t ai much a pan of

mt as lha ." I br.atht »ia.« 6. My
Vatantma han

You 'ill ray teart with to*

Not ant on Vatemna t Day.

BultVWYT-
Thar* You to all

Tte Mta) ategt you do ttet atoavsput a tug

(mlaonmy taca"

I Lava Yaa MMk AM My rteartf

Pookie

maar V Oay 97 an ovat agajn

Happy Vatortma t Day

You grt rock'

lat't do it propar thrt taifwilai

'

lamaomvyou
BBM

I can t ttwnk ot anupang aaja -

Eric
.

W^ruWuWmWuW^F' wa turnad an Aruba tairylala ate an avar

Ftany Saa* totmo. moteaitebla too Thank You lova

I lova You Mary

Baby Gat

BV I ate want to Ml you ttet I m having a

tot of tot wr» you Happy Vatortma t Oay

luv.l
Happy Valaatlaa a Oay Ta All Tka

Eavorita HA IWir* Wmk)
yw§§ ygt , , ||mM^ m^

UK atoatrt teua a praca ot my

•sari That t Kte tow it it U"i atom te m
sythoughti Paac* love GorlBhm

I ova you sayi * af

You mean the world to me
love Arwayt

^"To
Happy Vatoteaa'a Say Mar
You ant my avaryTh" larapTteart' I

vail love you always and

„ r Hayj ^_
lova Your Papa Scoft^

Kilb.ta Bay.

Valentine t Oay hat come anrt •»»•• •'• '•<• Violet? are Blue I don t

one. again you have to work Happy >«ciw hot* to say d. Bui I love you To all Tte

Valentine t Oay Baby 1 ">•"» to"
' YOu are the bett Stay

love Angela '-weet and tender until the end lova

PS III tewteing with tte black light on' *vvays. ME

UUJKBI- id wa* all acrott Borton to you

Oh I have Id watt all acrott Now York to

you Ok dona ttet too Wte. ttet rd waa
from NY to Boston for you' Happy

Valentine t Day' Hope wa have mora to

coma -Cnra

it Day' F'om AU
Your Beautiful Babas Ai 647'

aaatyfiaSHrrttn.'
* ap^pwSruch'

You are my everything baby'

weak tes meant to me 1
I took torward to

taaing you mora ate mora everyday' Happy

Veantma i Day 1 lova Leigh

BMIBaV
looking forward a atoto^aanpmg she

tecond teff of tte Carrrtean tka summer

You bring tte sun tan tone. I'll bring tte

wine love n an adventure

YourCaptain

RC- Although ,t rat been * bumpy road the

last taw months hang >n there' You will

always to my best hand' Happy Vatortma'l

Day' lova 82

mmMI as wa
Mow a to mora

do We don t mow whi

I"Tra7aJ aw r^pWSsWaT nTaajTSwaral

OaylS»CTC

teve You laady do

tte Oacart than we

tten though you don ! oat the

Colagan you know what I'm dunking As

to as I m corcarrad yoa have ateady rate

ate te You have set a raw steteard a pag-

pa ttet I know one of which I raw mtod
to break rite torn soon

lota. Kan

r 0- My Ferrari n all gassed up and

-aady to go Saturday Magraot BUST'

JeJie- Ftegarglest of whet tte tutur. hoka

to us. I feel lucky to have met someone as

great as you love. Dave

JEN- > know we already iliscusted ttm but

-I NEED TO MAKE SURE '
I was wondering

il you wouKI be my Vatortine' 1ms

fat Sate - broken heart, must sell soon

So two years have gone by

Every moment teels like The first Happy

Valentine s Day

Move you. Julienne

G010EN BOY' STEVE HA' SOUSPUSSI
Have a Happy Valentine i Day

andRestftA'

HOVE YOU'

loveJ*cote

You may b* with the Kmcks. but m your

haart you'll always to with us Evan I you

are from Jersey P S Happy B DAY and go

Rutgers

Tafyot Stoop end BUS

aa-ff-M a. ksMaaretM

Thank You"" You ara loved

and apprecatte Happy Vaantine t Oay

Good 'uck m the game temght But please

ptone don't te Lute shoot tte ball

I m not kiddmg lova, Coach Jaffa

A3rtf$%

&&*>

^A
*

Cfc IfiWW*
JejL

Hungry?

Subway ofAmherst offers fresh 6" and footlong subs,

delicious salads and, for smaller appetites, 4" round sandwiches.

.SUBWAY"
4 Main Street, Amherst • 256 -1919

Sunday - Thursday 10 am - Midnight

Friday& Saturday 10 am-2am

p

f
/</< /'{//t/<' . /)<>(/</ f/< /

,

7'

Vr-V

V alentines Da

^*
FULL DOZEN
FROM
$39.99

Deliveries made
Daily -Locally and

world Wide
323-8291

Credit Girds Accaptad
•weaaa>»

afe

THIS

$z*
SOUTH BEACH CLUB MIGHT START

TRAINING FOR SPRING BREAK WITH THE

LATEST CLUB MUSIC FROM MIAMI
CRAZY EDITS DJS

DT
C

COME TO PRUDDYS IF YOU DON'T

HAVE A VALENTINE AND YOU MIGHT
GET LUCKY IN LOVE WITH VJ SES

COME IN AND CHECK OUR WEEKLY SPECIALS
BEST PRICES IN TOWN AND ALWAYS PACKED WITH FRIENDS

Buy Beautiful Valentines Day

Flowers on Campus 11

Visit our shop in the

campus center or call

for delivery near or far

549-8040'

M2&M K-~cJj

fc

<e>

it% 3a5#%fc!*i ST
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CBS Olympic coverage affects lineups
feast

Ihi- pasi week on the lube has,

naturally, been dominated by CBS'

coverage of the Winter Olympics
from Nagano, lapan— largely

m the Olvmpics on television

translate into a huge ratings

bonanza (especially among female

viewers) lor the lucky network
insane enough to fork over the hun

ill ion of dollars for -uch

i mlege.

Soi gly, the three other

ssorfcl have all been pretty

much deterring to figure skating

and bobsleds A prime example of
-' ,nj! the original pilot

le ol television* *1 >him / R
tonight instead of a fresh episode.

i a "low start last weekend
due to a couple of nasty snow-

storm, the Games have hit stride

the last few nights with the

American contingent finally break-

ing into the medal talU with a cou-

' umpired »kiing performance*

from I . car-old

phenom loh.iny Moseley CBS
though ha- blown it big-time by

.pitali/ing on the convenient

tune difference and showing more
"live" event- Why make us wait

over 12 hout» to see Street getting

her gold '
I >till firmly believe how

i hat all those "Swoosh" logos

OB the on tk talents clothing is the

ultimate display of the

mcuialization over the Olympics.

Shame on you CBS 1

The other big television story thi>

week was NBC's announcement that

ad rates for the final episode of

Seinfeld wiH be an unprecedented

$2.5 million Tor a 30 second spot.

The series finale in May of lerry.

George. Elaine and Kramer has a

legitimate shot at beating out

// 'i -wan >ong as the high-

est-rated show in history, but to

charge advertisers nearly double the

amount for a Super Bowel ad is

ridiculous It's little wonder that

NBC i* having trouble finding tak-

ers at such a price

In other Seinfeld news, n looks

like lulia loins Pieyfu- attempts

to get a spin-off tor het Maine char

acter have been unsuccessful.

Although no one wants to talk

about it. several Hollywood Inatden

report that NBC bosses wcie neva

that crazy about ^ivm*;

I ouis DrayftH hat own
in the first place. When the)

heard her pricctag — in the

neighborhood of hei cUiiciu

SoOO.OOO per episode SfinlcUl

deal they bulked How's this

for an idea Wis) not just leave

well enough alone and give

wftU a proper burial' Even

though the high blow Fraitei

proved there sTOI lift iflei

Cheen final call k Ml)

nothing could touch the 101

tained brilliance ol Seinfeld*

run.

In olhei news ,if note, \IK

Bud As / Uuuild tic

Permit Rodman Storx was
|

ly the wor«l two hours bJ lelevi

sion this year. It wasn't enough thai

Dwuvnc \Jw.iv was cast as Rodman
i he looked nothing like huni but to

add even more insult to injurv. the

producers got Rodman to add in

stupid bits of commentaiv iu-i

cutting to coounerciali

\lurt\ Keam it a Collegian

columniit

Romantic music from around the world

continued from poge5

It In a large bowl, whisk togeihei

the lime juice, sugar, It-li sauce and oil

until well combined (emulsified). \dd

the onions and chiles and plate in the

liulge until well chilled.

J i \A hen read\ to serve, leniovc

from fudge, give the mixture another

whisking, add the cucumbers, mint

and cilantro to the bowl and nn\ well

to combine.

i\e immediateh i.<n top ol a

hod d lettuce

Minn and Sake Gla/ed Swordlish

Steak lenvaki

llu- is one ol the simplest and taati

est method* I have ever created lor

kjaaj -wordtish ll ie*uhs in a steak

that is golden brown and glistening on

the outside and buttery soft and juk\

on the inside. Perfect even time'

Ingredient*

I Swoidlish Steakt, about 1"

thick, each weighing appruv 1/3 lb

up Minn i Japanese swec
wine toi ODoMag)

1/3 cup Sake (dry rue wincl

. up Soy sauce

2 lbs. I.emon juice

2 Tbs c anola i

2 tsp Vsanie oil

king spray or buttei loi saute

ing

Black pcp|vt to taste

Chili powder to taste (optional)

2 tsp. Sesame seeds, toasted

I cm. >ii sJoM and cilantro sprig, for

garnish

I'rocodm

I

I

In an adequately si/ed Kiwi, mix

together the inn in. sake. KM -.nice.

lemon juice and Ixith oil* Add the fish

making sine It'l COmpUttl) *ub

merged Cover with plastic wrap and

allow to maimutc in the icfrigeratoi

foi 2V minutes and up to three hours

2 » Preheat a linn stick saute pan

ovat medium heat for three or four

minutes Apply cooking spray or add

buttei to
|

3) Remove lish from fridge, wipe

oil excess marinade •

I
laid I

and add to pan look steak without

moving around m pan loi 5 4 minutes

oi until golden blown. Turn up heat to

med high ithi* will counteract the

cooling down of the pan due to the

addition of the cold fish). Hip the steak

over and continue cooking loi 4 more

minutes or until ium cooked thrimgh

4) Remove from pan and place on a

Hutting plasm Covet with aluminum

foil to keep wann
I urn up heat to high and add

reserved marinade Biinc up to a boil,

add pepper (and chili powder) and

allow it to i educe down to a syrups

gla/c Remove loll IrcHii lish and then

nape' ipout on lop of) with sauce.

Sprinkle with sesame seeds and
chopped icallioni nd serve with

lemon wedge* Seiving sug^

Ihi* meal is made complete with a

bowl of white rice and some steamed

spinach lopped with a little sesame oil

Chocolate Coveted Strawberries

This treat is the definition of the

sexv dessert Who knew it could K 80

easy to make something so seemingly

extravagant?

Ingredients:

8 oz. Dark, bittersweet chocolate,

roughlv chopped

1 doz. Large strawberries, washed,

dried and well chilled.

Procedure:

1

)

Place the chocolate in a nuke *ulc

bowl and microwave Of! lull hi
I

Ppmg to stir every 50 seconds or so,

until melted.

2) Holding the strawberries by the

stem end dip into the melted cK

late and then allow excess to run back

oil into the Kiwi

3) Place dipped berries on tin toil

and refrigerate until read*

Serxing suggestion: Champagne (or

sparkling wmei i* a must with this

dessert It will also go well with all the

dishes on this menu I hope you lis

and enjoy them all'

I oui* Davis i* j collegian colum-

pjaj hi e mail him with am
culinary questions, or with any com

ments about this column at

I ouieM itfaol.com

By Christopher Boms
Aisoc>ok>d Presi

ROMANTKA
Varioui

Putamoyo World Music

rrows with all

kinds of colors In a sort of United

N \alentine this album
continents and pulls

*ts all saying "I love

i" each a little differcnilv It's a

folk and world music cocktail from

igo to Scotland. Brazil to Nigeria.

inda to Sudan to America, and
• Cameroon, hist in time for

« also a mtnsgr
> the needy: proceeds go so

the aid group CAR!

CUAKTfTO DCS NUNDOS
Soione

her globe spanning musical

peregrination this is a stylistic but-

terflv '« repertoire between Latin

pe from a talented

quartet And it comes with an
implicit message of tolerance some
member* of the quartet are in the

human rights group Musique
ctan*e (csperancc meaning

founded by the quartet's

Argentine pianist Miguel Angel
f strelia. jailed for three years as a

political prisoner The works range

from traditional Bolivian and
Peruvian song to Bartok. Ravel. Bach

and de Falla. with a distinctly 1 atin

flavor

tflATHK
Piarra Boufkxd Trio

Boucbene /Scolen

Recorded in a chateau, this collec

tion of mostly traditional French folk

music shuns the techno age and
Aith winds and strings Patrick

Bouffard's on traditional mandolin

-

like instrument with a crank called a

vieille a roue. Cyril Roche on a dia

tonic accordion and Benoit Mager on

a bagpipe. They get vocal help from

Anne-1 ise roy and an array of artists

on clarinet, guitar, bass, drums, sax.

harmonica and xylophone It * like

you stepped onto a movie screen

with Uurttti Guerre or Manon of the

Spnng. and you might not want to

find your way out

PUKAI (CALLING YOU)
Najima

MondoMalodK}

Her conservative Muslim immi

SPRXtffr BRIAJt *'

BAHAMAS'
|r«>m >'T\\\

$349!
Per |Mf*"" XNCLUDtS all HOURS

OF FRIK DRZffKS'

ail seainc aaiAK rates iNQunt
1*8* CLASS jravel

Twrmr
lu-«h .^b.4 ~_ . k^ • •*% *wmW% s»sj taW Asn^

<trv *»«« »
as* iJBbbi

Oltari

FXMO 15 FRItNOS AMD
YOV LL TRAVEL FRK'

»»«»-iii«'»i«»«» in y%m i

sSALX
U^ \o 75^ off

douintouiM -An/iUs-rsi

grant parents frosfl India weren t

about to let her plunge into the

dent music world as a teen in

Britain But she managed i>

suade them, and the beautiful

British born Najima went on to

become an internationally acclaimed

singer of traditional Indian song

With her sensuous >>

a fusion with a tinge of \S .

winds *\nth and other d
meMiieriring voice in a pertonnance

with Robert Plant and limmy Page

on an "MT\ Lnplugged" special

back in the earlv !*>41>s cond

her place in the pop world.

GFNERATION FRANCAISE 3

Vortoui

Bureau Export de la Musique

Francaiie

For years, Anglophone pop muMc
hat been a powerful lorca 1st spread-

ing Knglish around the wc>rUl

have strained their ears and tongues

to make - their lavonie

rnglivh Ivric* The Irene h k

ment picked up on that, putting

together pop collections complete

with a study K>oklet to help Hi
And with British press recentlv recog-

nizing that, some French pop isn't half

bad. there could be something to this

•Mil SUNCHNVrt

A romantic favorite

Ethan Haavtsgand |ulte Defpy fall in tove Furopean sfyte in Before Sunme

mwwmy GCtD'ffiLnBcJii

silverscape
fr^f designs^
is celebrating 21 years in Amherst

10-40% Off

264,

Feb. 1st- 14th
Amlt*r*l Starv i Mtf. l)ov» not tntluA* Layateayi/tpftal unwrt.

GOLDSMITHS (%<$) GEM GALLERY

.ant St., Amharst 253-3324 • Mon -Sot 10-6, Sunday 12-5

( HIM si

8c JAPAN! M
RKSTAURAN I

103 N. Pleasant Street

Amherst. MA 01002
f4 1 3)256-8923 • 256-8924

w®w ^©EE^m® mmm

Fairfield University

invites you to explore

the world!

Study the rich legacy of Britain and live

in a 16" century abbey near Oxford's

"dreaming spires." Spend a summer, a

semester or a year studying in the center

of the historic "cradle of Renaissance

civilization" in Florence, Italy where we
ofler a dazzling variety of courses. Or

immerse yourself in Russian and

European art, music, dance, literature,

history and politics during the White

Nights of Summer in St Petersburg.

Our programs offer the opportunity to

combine a solid academic program with

the chance to travel and experience new
cultures. For more information call

Cris Bowers, Tour Assistant, at

(888) 254-1566 or e-mail her at

cbbowers@fair1 fairfield.edu.

FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY
Dolan House

Fairfield, CT
06430-5955

www/tairtield.edu/sce/

studyabroad/studyabroad . htm
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Networks examine coverage in

aftermath of Lewinsky frenzy
By David Booder
Associated Press

NEW YORK — Like addicts surveying wreckage
alter an all-night binge, many television executives are
already looking back in horror at the Iren/ied coverage
of President Clinton's alleged affair with an intern

Sheepish sell -analysis is coining even More most of
the major question* about the CsSatotl storj have even
been answered They shouldn't bother
The way major news bursts across TV screens in

cacophonous overload may have been surprising during
the O I Simpson and Princess Diana Upriaj but it imi t

anymore \nd it shouldn't be ever again.

ininglv cveiv time a viewei clicked the remote in

the >torv '» initial Mages, there was someone with sonic-

thing to savabout the pic-idem and hi- presumed para-

mour. Monica I ewinckv Three all-new > cable ch.inm.-l>

three broadcast news JiviMoiiv evei expanding local

news programs and a menu ol newsmagazines made it

hard to avoid

Small wondet it leaves anchors like NBC"s loin

Brokaw nostalgic lor the days when he and \BC and
c HS colleagues lorded ovet the big -lories.

"I have fell lor some time that the public feels that

it - in a drowning pool, that thi- i- information over-

load, constantly." he said. "The chain reaction goe- to

critical mass in about W seconds and there s this huge
explosion. And the fallout affect- tvaiyone.*

Dunng the past two weeks, polls showed that about
hird- ot viewer- thought there was loo much cov

erage. A backlash against ihi- may also have con
tributed to Clinton's stunningpopulantv ratings.

The wondcttul contradiction, ol course, i- that many
of the nav savers are glued to the tube. MSNBC's aver

age number of daily viewers more than doubled to

165.000 household- in the two weeks after the

broke ivpual for the all-news channel-

Guess whuh set ol numbers are considered more
important in TV boardrooms?

"I think there % no turning back the clock on what
some may have thought was a more genteel tntic

although I'm not sure that's really true." said frank

Sesno l W - Washington bureau chief i liv

ing in a world now where the information i-

ing and sometimes free-form," he said "You have 24-

hour newt.'

The public is quick to blame the messengers when the

news is difficult to digest, and that's certainly true of

the Clinton story. CBS Sew- President Andrew
Heyward said

"I don't think you can say that anybody w j- wrong to

give extensive coverage to the story," he said. "What I

do think you're seeing now is a lot of second-guessing,

because there was a bit of a rush to judgment while

there are still many, many more details that have to be

learned."

Sam Donaldson may wish to take back his discussion

about the imminent Gore presidency Many reporters

were also quick to feed off others' report- leaving a

blur of shadowy charges from unnamed sources about

those people who may or may not have witnessed
romantic liaisons.

Then there's the unfortunate story of the semen-
stained dre-- V\ idely alleged and then widely

debunked, it will stand as a lesson on the dangers of

rushing in dubious directions.

I'ie--uie not to be caught short on a big story con-

tributes to the atmosphere ot excess.

When cither ABC. CBS or NBC interrupts program
ming lor a special news report, you can be tutrix -urc it-

rivals will do the same. CBS took heat for being a mere
.'li minutes behind in airing one of Clinton's denials.

efts - Dan Rather has said he didn't want to leave

t utia. where he was covering the pope's visit, to ra

Washington to monitor the Clinton stoiv But when
Brokaw and ABC - (Ytcr lennings left, he knew to head

bO ilie airport.

"If one had made the decision to -tav I think he

would have gotten killed in the press." Rather said on a

C SS special about me^ ige oi the scandal

1 have gotten killed by his bosses internally I iust

don't think it was practical to say no."

New- executives can preach restraint all they want
when it's quiet It's different when new- is breaking

And the factors that lead to overload in the public-

mind are far beyond the ability of one person or net-

itrol

So get used to n II vou don't like it, tind your own
tuning mechanism.

dig for a living, and sometimes what we dig up
i- not very nice." Sesno said. "Bui that's what w

and that's what we are supposed to do. Thai's what we
will continue to do.

"That being said, we need to do it responsibly and not

breathlessly, or we lose credibility with out vu

readers and listeners We also have to be mindful of the

sheer volume of material and the fact that the public

does not always distinguish one (news source) Irom the

other
" All we can do." he said, "is look at our own news

organizations
*

movies
continued from poge 5

Falk explain* to a skeptical t red

Savage, the fantasy book I he
Princess Bride ha* everything —
swordplay. pirates, princes and
princesses, evil men with six fin-

gers, near-deaths and castle

sieges. Uh. and true love of the

best kind. Cary Klwcs, who -

never been better since this role.

plays the sarcastic bold

farm bov turned dread pirate,

crxatile Robin Wnghl is the

angel ic princess Buttercup Part

-atire pall medieval adventure,

part passionate romance. The
H'tde i* an all-time clas-

anything lhai

getting Andre the Giant to act.

write

for

arts

now

MEMBICM
CAjTOO sOCtOKMniKj > TOttaY

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL

• Classes Daily
• Certified Instructors
• Suspended Wood Floor
• Area's Largest Room

,\Mllf- KM VI III I I H ill!
U.llUi si --U

S.ii tli Aiiilo r-l .'.<: (MUll

Pentium 166MMX Complete

System Starting at Sill
«st» UNB Ram A 14" C<*k

Looking for o

Computer?
• Hstwoit Cards startstg at t2t

. *5 oil anyMstwwti Card w*

Green Leaf Computers

RES I DENTS Dfl^"
Kl
hVIING

ACCISSOKIES

ALL HOCKEY
EQUIPMENT
m. ACCIS SOR I ES

U»» TO

50% OFFI50% 0FI

OIM

SIWSWP
u r to

VlVl

L:y.
l

.'

r
U^

\^\ J I -J /j I ^ i 1

ALL

TEAM APPAREL

50% OFF150% OFF
IJHBI2ATABLI 5C
HadlRy MA 01

1

ro. MA 01

. .bury NY 1,

itoga Springs NY I

Clifton Park N >

'

'

New York '

Rome. N>

Plattsburq N

Watertown NY 13601

i NY 14850

NewJ

From the heart
An example of an antique valentine on exhibit at the Lord Jeffrey Inn in Amherst

Tinseltown tries to recapture glamour
By Amanda Covarrubias

Associated Press

I OS ANGELES — Its an ambi
lious Hollyxftood project, with a bud-

sjssj to chmh into the high tnil-

loM vuth thousands upon thousand*

of potential customers. Yet the major

siudio> want no part in it

Presenting: the makeover of

I Boulevard, now in pre

I

merit firms and
city boardrooms across Los Angeles.

If a masxive entertainment-retail

complex proposed next door to the

amo
Kii«a >a. M-. **-. •«.«

Ml Farm* 4 >584 9153
Ml. f .irmx M.ill

Wag Tha Dog (R)

Today at (5 50 • %2 50) S 40

Daapsiala ISaaauraa (W)

Today at (540• %2 50) 8 40

As Good As tt Osss (PO-1 J)

Today at (5 30 9 $2 50) 120

sum Broshais 2000 (PO-1 J)

Today al IS 40 9 S3 SO) 8.30

legendarv Chinese Thealer is green-

lighted, il would set the Msji I

of the grandest comebacks this town
has ever seen We're talking transfor-

mation here — the morphing of

seed* Hollywood Boulevard into

fashionable shopping and eating dis-

trict drawing foreign tourists and
locals ah>

"It represents nothing less than a

rebirth of the communitv ." said

Leron Gubler, executive director ot

the Hollywood Chambc
Commerce "It will be the cdialy-t

thai will push HolKwood to be what

a

with

V

K ,,..,, h... 1, .MM r-.M

Hanatkira MaII

Oraal EioacSsMona (St)

Today at IS 30# SS SO) 8 30

RapSsoamant MSars (R|

Today at (5 50 S> 12 50) 8 40

Scsca World (PC)

Today at (5 SO• 12 50)8 40

THanic (PO 13)

Today at (4 20 9 S2 50i 8 10

Good WW Hunting (R)

Today at (5 209 «2 50) 8 20

DsMp RttMng (R)

Today m (5 40 $3 50i 830

*»1J "* »*— o~*

it used to be and regain its histi

place in the enterlainment indu-

It's no secret that the area o
nown as Moll.

vsorldwidi-

the giamorou* movie badntr)
fallen on kavsj i«

v ertriM Iowa
Hollywood Boulevard is

10 teveal hambur)tcr joint) I

shirt shops and tatt

mov
jy began in the 1

9

l he Itttdioi .ind I heir .;

trade-

Hollywood
urban neighK>rh.^^i Only

studio Paramo
down on Melrose Boulevard.

"It was a mistake not to (tut

into Hollywood." Clubler

said, "ll was allowed to go into »

state of decline and once that hap
pens, it's hard to >top

"

Bc«ide» the rundown hull I

kitcchv amieeair slu<ps and ul

tous panhandler^, the di^tricl h

to contend with -inkinc; p;i\ ll

caused h\ vuhwjy const rtl

below the famous Wall
sstlcwsdk stars.

But such is the lui

"HoBywood" thai *J million tourist* a

year still flock to the boul.

drawn by the Chinese [ssMtf

the pink terra-cotla stars hcariii); tin'

names of hundred" of entertaii

Sfcectatb
Available Locally only

Hugs, Kisses & Bud Huggers
IIuot,: An adorable 8" white bear holding a red rose

and a balloon $19.95

Kisses: A cuddly soft 12" white bear with a red rose

and balloon $24.95

Bud Hugger; Bud vase with red rose and bear $15.M

253-5545 22eVPlcnsanl St... Amherst
WE DELIVER AV*WHERE

253-7228
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softball
conttnued from poge 16

till their shoes. The three graduates

— Sam Cardenas, Stephanie

Martina, and Chris Martens — pro-

vided the Minuiewomen with a lot

of hitting powei

"We graduated three major ton

tributors to the offensive punch ot

Uss softball." Sortino said.

"Those three had been key contribu-

tor* far four vears. That lends itself

lo me as a question mark in terms

of out ability to store runs in our

offensive production.''

In the outfield Sortino will

replace Cardenas at third base with

a freshman. Annie Smith who hails

front Victorville, CaBf. She will look

to junior Octavia Brown to continue

Mareina's consistency at center

field. Chris Marten- will return to

the team this year, this time as an

aajattani coach.

Kim Gutndge will once again patrol first base for the UMass softball

team, winch heads to Arizona this weekend to start a new season

Casey Martin

can ride on tour,

VS. judge says
EUGENE. Ore. (API - A disabled

golfer can ride a cart on the profes-

:\al tour, a magistrate ruled yester-

day in the first case invoking federal

disabilities luw- in a majoi apart

U.S. Magistrate Thomas Coffin

ruled that a golf course during a tour-

nament is a place of pulic accommo-
dation and is covered under the fed-

eral Americans With Disabilities \ci

He said Casey Martin's lawyer-,

proved the 25-year-old gollei i-

abled and entitled to a reasonable

accommodation — which would
include a cart.

Martin's lawsuit sought to I

the Professional Golfer's Association

Tour to accommodate his rare ciku

latory diM>rder that makes it painful

and even dangerous ti< walk I lis doc

tors say too much stress on his with

ered right leg could cause it to break,

and mas k*JCa amputation

The PGA Tour contended that giv

ing Martin a cart would not only give

him an unfair advantage, but also

would take away the fundamental

aspect of athleticism and stamina that

walking hrin^* to topflight tourna

ment golt

But Coffin, who deliberated jum a

couple ol hours, ruled that giving

Martin a cart would not significantly

alter the sport Martin's case generat-

ed a national debate over the rights of

the disabled to compete in pi

Monal sports, and an outpouring d
support for him. He was featured in a

Nike "I Can" campaign and won the

support of former presidential candi-

date Bob Dole

In the PGA Tour'' summation, its

lawyer warned lottin against allow

ing the strong public sympathy foi

Maitin to cloud his judgment

"I know, vout honor, thei

substantial amount of public svnipa-

thv lor Mr Martin." lawver U illiam

Maledon said "I Minpaihi/c with Mr
Martin as well

"That is not what this case is

about." he said "The right thn

do would be to decide this caae baaed

on the applicable law. not in a

dance with public opinion."
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Overdrive
The Massachusetts women's basketball team will face off against Atlantic 10 opponent Fordham tonight

at 7 p m in the William D Mullins Center

Tennessee's Manning honored as best amateur athlete Baseball has entire new look

as spring training gets started\ Wl\ II l I Tenn (AP) — Peyton

Manning, who failed to win the

an Trophy, can take heart The

Sullivan Award i* all his

The Tennessee quarterback yester-

day became only the fourth football

player in 68 years honored as the

nation's top amateur athlete

The announcerrient in Orlando. Fla

,

hy the Amateur Athletic Union con-

firmed reports he had won

ALL AGES
ALL THE TIME

scrtordoy, febroory 14, 7 & 10 pm

A Cawp*ll« VafanrlfMt

5 O'clock Shadow
and Drawn To Scale

p»w faMM DO (7 ami to Sarin

(10 pm) SlOs*

Manning, who was driving to

Knoxville for a funeral, could not be

reached for comment Archie Manning

called the Sullivan Award a wonderful

honor for his son

"When you consider all the out

standing amateur athletes around the

country, and it's just the fourth time

there's ever been a football plaver to

wm it, that speaks for itself
"

Manning said by phone from New

daily special

(Mon - Thur)

2 for */<?

sushi, seafood

and much
much
more

OtfajH
The other football players to win the

Sullivan were Florida State's Charlie

Ward (1991) and Army's Arnold
fucker (14401 and Doc Blanchard

t|94S>

The award is based on athletic

plishments. leadership, charac-

ter and sportsmanship

Manning returned to school last fall

rather than entering the Nfl draft ear-

lier m the year.

He led Tennessee to a Southeastern

Conference championship last season

and a rvrth m the Orange Bowl against

Nebraska He also set career records

for passing yardage (10.669) and
touchdowns (84) si Tennessee and had

PHOENIX (API - So. where ware

we?
Moises Alou Kevin P.r v.wn and

Robb Nen were winning the World
f

the most 500 yard passing gams* uv .s^i***.* thajFlprafa Merlins

authentic

restaurant

mondoy, february 16 7 pm

THE BLACK REBELS

ore) a vpeoirl guest .

ruesddy, february 17, 10 pm

Geno Dalafata &
French Rockin 00091a

Zydsto asset party, S10 adv

Wednesday february 18 lOpn

Shift

Saturday, february 21, 7 pm
WMIM rrsssnts

Danilo Paras
sV** irrfkimed Lolm jon pianist, SM SO odv

Saturday, february 21, 10 pm

Burlap To Cashmere
Wfrtonth groove favorites, SS odv

Sunday, february 22 10 pm

Servotron
plus Operation Re-Information

Mon
r

'

monday february 23 7 pn

Blue Mountain

March 1 THE FtGGS -

TICKETS: For the Record a» the

Uorrbomplon Bo» Office oi oil 586 8686

24 HOUR CONCERT INFO

4 13 584 06

history »nl

Manning, who linished second to

Michigan's Charles Woodson in

Hci-man balloting, is the first

I aJaajsjQ of Tennessee athlete to win

the Sullivan He beat Tennessee bas-

ketball player Chamique Holdsclaw

and lormer Wake Forest basketball

player Tim Duncan.

Other linalists included swimmer
Chad Carvin. former Florida State

baseball plavrt I D I >rvw , wrestler Les

Osjstkaa, South Carolina softball player

Tnnitv lohnson. disability sports par-

ticipant I inda Mastandrea. swimmer

lennv Thompson and gymnast Blaine

\\ ilvsv

iTHam/lil ml Bre

ing in the American 1 eagu.

Martinez was in Montreal. Chuck
Knoblauch in Minnesota and Kenny

Ixifton in Atlanta

Davey lohnson still had a job. The

Tampa Bay Devil Rays and Arizona

Diamondbacks didn't have any play-

ers, not really

Has it really been just 108 day*

since Edgar Renteria's two-out single

in the bottom of the I Ith inning

ended Game 7 in Miami' Now. it's

time for the sweetest sound of spring

No. not the shush of the Olympic

bobsleds nor the swish of Michsel

lordan's jumper.

AT THH GATES on SMITH COM I (,!

Northampton, Mass
1 Roundhouse Plaza

(413)585-1185

xzr
• sushi bar

• tatami room

small party

room

Hiv " \ » : ' kt Mlllll S Ml.

Smart diifl Toothing Willi .1 Im Warn MranT

Rown Wiuisms Matt Dssmn

good-
will hunting

o
T»i Nil Sum a. Gil Vm l..t

*ord* that baseball

fans wait all wmter to hear It's time

for pitcher* and catcher* to rep

spring training. When unit/

•Tarawa 1

league landscape will have changed.

When the M.irlm

members of their 23-H

Series roster m a salary purge, pl.n the

vhibition game of the >car i eh

teams this sea-

waB stocked with familiar name
Xn/ona signed Andv Benes and lav

Bell and traded Cat MM William* and

Devon White, while Tampa Bay signed

rto Hernandez, w il«

and Wade Bogp and traded fat

"<od enough to contend fa
he not. hu'

era in which the Martin* 7«.<omed from

No I IF

anvthtrsi is possible, espevull

big bucks are invi

"We're n >ical

\C\DFMY AIL SK CjKtoJf** no aatPiow 584-8415

You'll J-in.l A "SwetheAtt"Oi -A '£>«*l A-
¥ l^sll Don t Drink

and Drive

CORONA
CASE 2-12 HI BOTTIS.S »

12 FK BOTTLES

PETE'S WICKED
AU fiAVORS

*n BOTTLES

LITE. LITE ICE
CASE 30-12 OZ CANS g* ajf>

NArURAl IIGH1 1 ICl

& RON ING ROCK

1/2 KEGS ssBsfsssO' * MP

Ml KEGS
BUD. BUD It BUD ICt, VKH.
UKH a MCHAMfR BOCK UTl

ICfHOUSt.RtDDOG

99
DIP

[WINE OF THE MONTI

Gaoti
CHAftootmt **Rim pimi grhho. cab saw
7MML

GEORGES DUBOEUF
CHAWONNAY UfRlOl CAB SAIMGNON
1.SLT

FRANZIAaw mwoft
< LT BAT, IS A BOX

M & R ASTI SPUMANTE
sy9i

MOET&CHANDON
wmu STAR 99

FREIXENET
C.nmON NfGRO BRUT

"»«l

SALE $5.99
MAIL-IN REBAJE • 1.59

FINAL

COST *449
KORBEL CHAMPAGNE
IXTRA dry. antn

ISOML

POPOV VODKA
I.7SL s109 '

McGregors scotch
I.7SL

SEAGRAM'S GIN &
LIME GIN
LlSt

iM&lSo*
IRISH WHISKFY

710ML
*1449

s12"
COffffUOUfUR 7S0ML

AMARETTO DI
SARONNO Sf/W l

7so mi. mW

expansjun team Hv any Stretch of the

ita owner lerry

CoUngelo said

Trie Diamondbacks will head two
hour-- south of Phoenix and ir.nn in

Tucson 'I Rays will

r\esersbuf|

few minute* from their home held

Several cMm will be in new pieces, this

spring The Chicago White Sox left

Sarasot.i I la and shifted

while the Cincinnati Red- p.iiAed up
from Plant Citv. Fla., iind moved into

Saras* 'i.

1

The St Louis Cardinals left St

IVtcv-burg and will share camp in

Jupiter, Ha . with the Montre.il 1 RpOS,

who had been in Waal l';ilm Beadl
The Atlanta Braves also left Waal
Palm and will take up residence ut the

Diane) Wide World of Sports complex
in KJbsIhuinm., Ha., near the eMrance
to the Magic Kingdom.

Spring Breair

Fever

arty Hard

ravel Safe
• (rr**{ Ajv\(« Vit« ttoilt

Lima ^603
Hong Kong £753

lei Aviv ^693
Los Angeles $355

Orlando $1/7

fMtS JUK UO^tiO TRIP, 90 dot INCluOf
TAJfll. HfTllf TjftaK »»•

.

Available

Discounts
HADLEY
253-9344

NORTHAMPTON
586-3007*

HOLYOKE
534-4555

SALE PRICES

THURS 2 12 98 THRU

WEDS. 2 18 98

t If F ( ixikciI on InirrMtiMal
yldncjlKxiil lurhintc

44 Main Street

Amherst

256-1261

track
conhnued from page 16

capable ol deleatmg yott 01 any given day — your
liinioi teammate tpfWSH luin

|

II I run .i nea and I lei him gel to me. I completed
.. focus,* Price said.

The I Maes ua^k coaches have the luxury of witness-
ing this competition nol only on Saturday meets, but
during even practice of the week j- well This delights

coach Ken O'Brien, because he knovv, that the best way
to prepare loi the faaiaal niiincrv in the region is i

in against one of na faatasf runes
legion.

When they're working out together they II have
someone la push them sMt'l one ol the best in the

ii Hi km -aid "I don't see it u» a rivalry, I tea it

as a bene t

"I would rather have loin on mv team than not have
him. and hold all these records and be The Man' and
whip eveivlx>d> on mv ssfast Plica -aid

The two premiere sprinters train together rcgulailv

and hate gotten to know one anothei lairlv well with

the tonsuiit exposure and eoni|vht

"We have a good i

othei in that we know we're fortunate to have
each other on the same team W e push each other."

We >iet along greal. Iom. -aid "We treat eaeh
other like naming psjsSjsjsjl When we ic on (he ttaek,

we're run- urseKcs . but we hope the be«

Driven b\ their Mdc In side accelerated training

opportumticv Price and love have made a tag team

assault on the Massachusetts men's indoor track re

book. Price leicntlv set the school record lor ihe 55m
with a to -H second dash and love has cemented the

UMass 400m mark with a 48.27 second run On the

Baggie 1 9$M 'rack in Boston eailier this >eason Price

broke the team 200m record by five hundiedths of a

-eeoild. The previous ownei ol thai u^. with

a time of 21 97.

The two have competed on the 4\400m relav i.

that claimed the Minuteman best at ihe Terrier Csaaak

at Boston Umveisity two weeks ago. bettering the m.uk
that both men helped set while running with a -lightly

different relay team a year ago. Priee also holds the

third and fourth spot- on the schooi'l jII HsM best

20\)tn tiin

Despite iheit ongoing tug ol war with the 200m
aid Price continue to encourage each

other and neither reverts to jcalousv a BBjej

"I am a sprini -aid. "I can onh do a- well as

I can do and he can only do as well as he oral do
When Saiurdav rolls around, the tun begin- When

it's race time, the two -quale oil to determine which

one will be the I as test Massachusctt- -printer thn week

"When someone's running in the 55m or the 20Um,

they run their race." O'Brien said "They don t worry

about whether or not a brother or a teammate is in the

lane next to them."

"It - like going to war," Toye said. "You just want u>

get to that line as fast as possible >, on don t aaaa who
you have to run over to get there."

And so the season continues, and e*ai] weekend the

Lnivcr-iu ol Mas-.* *ill bring to a meet the

most exciting race around. Scott Price vci-u-

I hen they will pack up come home and -poll

their coachc- for a week by engaging in the flex

hiendly competition available on a private level

hockey
continued from page 16

Tom Toy* is in front of the pack, not only in hn races, but in the UMass men'* track record books as well

1

SPORTS NOTICE
Attention all club, recreational and intramural athletes: The Collegian

will once asam run Sports Briefs, a weekly recap of UMass' non-varsity

athletics. In order for the section to be successful, teams and athletes

must bring information down to the Collegian, 113 Campus Center

Basement, or fax it to 545-1592

lor morr information on the sixiion. which ui'/i begin next week, call I ne ai i4^-V7l^

oNst LOVr. oNtr NtrAGT. oNtr G&fAT PAGTY!!!
IT'S TtUT TiMr or Ytr*a? WUrH THOUSAND* or STUdstNTS COMr TO JAMAICA

TO Frn alBiGHT - FOB AN UNBrLirVAsjt.r fCiCr!!!

pieian menus. . tM

ri'K-
KsSli bibMsm Praaran MUrM Mkjaat Basset

99 rtstTf' ft BaWW

SUN $M ASH TOUBS
1 800-426-H10

Pflct <i pw ptrym b»H on qutd oay»ncy NY BWVWasH OMttnd Qnwm* Colomtiut

mun iufcmrji US and imwu <Mp«1urt lam leurnosy $57) »«l IS lanSKig Owft
sufcmrodWIml Oscounls mjy ape* WwWcliont and cmcaww piiMSm m*l UmSsStv

STUdfNT TfiAVFL SrBViCrS

1

«n Orlaara niSadtlplM PimtiurgH Mpwtuco OVw cSM* may quaWy lo> tduction a
Add S30 lot Sa.r.tVM booking* Rata mentaat S30 i>n 12/1 S/97 P»«> «oat

Subscl to cnang* .irhout rwtiw Can lor tuH (hOi« on M* Kkjcson ana avriabiSly

IS***-!
LIQUOR SPECIALS

YOU HAVE TO SEE IT TO BELIEVE IT!

MICRO BREWS BEER SPECIALS
Sarnnac
All Mavorv

>4.w ) ,>HBud Dry

Jack Daniels '1 3." » | Old Saddleback i4." « r^" Bl t Pat II Girl

Bacardi Limon »9.w, ;somi

I

lagermelster , 14.*,,
''s0n

iBoones Wines S"" %9."

I

Stock Air h IPA

rwOsavJae
Honey Brown

Mill City
Old Nutcracker

^.""P**

1 2-Pack Bottles

Molson Golden
18-Pack cans

Rolling Rock
1/2 Keg

rOSMA UMVAMEN COtlfUAN

Kris Wallis traveled from British Columbia to attend UMass. where he has been a solid contributor to the

Minuteman squad

BBp
ry game I fed better It* a big

hands and feet arc » little

bit ston sftai U';ii> m so km|
Turmi I' ih |Tini| t

ui j U>t because h

rattkk. I'm gettti but il will

lake the rest of tin.- year tor me to get

it all I

L iiK-nuiuii lv . leff hurt his leg and

he's really recovered v»cll probably

well Mon though ih«ii he

would recover." Mallcn BBJ

real y »j\ plus.

i.i'vi-r tx'ih eiid« ol 1 1 »«

Stranger in a strange I

Thr first thirty that aaasjji so mind

Wattis raaardi his

all. why would

the AggaM/
want i

home and intu another country to go
lags/?

'Mure or less, it came down k

UMass gave me the best opportunely,

b.<h i andforKs.
WaBs. the

the histoo of the Nanaim.

the British C v>lunibia |unii»r Hockey

Leagsjr To MB |Ot the truth, c
the main reasons why I came here is

because of the sports manage!

program A lot had h the

me of i he best

divisions in the ooajM

W.1II1- bi fM into the

1 things for the Minuter!

freshmen and haa ^entered the top

I numerou" t^casiori* thb sea-

k»ni

and no
I
this is what I ejq

ed 1 1 put .1

myself u> !x- stsooaaafisj and to 1

the highest level that I tan." Wallis

«aid. "As far as getting points. I really

think about that kind of Mult

It '«• the amount of win* that we've got

at the end of year Right now

got a couple of wins, but we've gut to

picS it up in that category When
you're a winning team, good things

happen to you
*

Waists netted hi- iir-t coflssjtMa

goal against UMass Lowell 01

14. and has since lit the lamp against

Merrimack itwue on Ian. Ib>.

lence and Princeton.

Bl 1* a guv thai un make a

piay as well as any guv m osjs team.

He sees the ice really well and Bail
the open man." Mallcn said

The road 1

Hid the ie>t ot the

Minutemen. ihe objective lor th

three weeks ol the regular season la

simple qualify for the Hock*) Ij>i

playoffs

\\ ( all know what's on the line

and Saturday thoth at Maine i

play as hard as we can and come out

with two wins."

"I think that we hist have to work
hard. In the sweep of Providence and
Merrimack we had 20 guys »b
out there and played hard and did

their jobs two nights in a row ." Wallis

said "Last weekend I don't •

what the deal was. We had H
handful of guys who did that, and it

' enough. It doesn't mailer ii

you're a senior, freshman, or whatev

er, vou have to work hard in this

hatgjsjsj every night if you want to

Bringing a Hockey Fast title lo

Amhcrtl
\\ ith inch a large freshman

the Minutemen will reap the
"

outh. not only this year, but

beyond live lact that nianv of these

lu-hiiitn, hi I uiner and
Wallis are gaining valuable esperi-

ence this year means t .nl\ good things

tor the luttite ol the Ma^achusetts
hockey

n t hope. I know that were
going to be a winning team in the

lutuu I think ihu' have lo

take that role of doing whatever we
to help the team win I know that

as a group then we'll be

•1 a championship."

turner * teammates echoed those

thou>'

in the Hockey East

>iipior,»hip I think that we have

the team and the personnel to do it."

Cases said "V come to the

nnk prepared •t^ ieadv to go. but

there's no question in my mind that

,vfullv the (iiuaiaai will get up

l NCAA tournament bid. It's one
oi our goals here, and we want 10 win

The program has

taken a step in the right direction with

ihi- year's Jas* and the class that's

coaling in nevt | aaj w allis said.

And what II Mallen's take on this

bunch'
"I think that these guys can all be

real good players in our league. This

has been a good learning experience

Mallcn said. "They've

found out how tough it is to play col-

lege hockey and strong and fast you

have to be. They have the ability to

move up in the league in points, and

we're counting on all three of them to

be a solid part of our <

mm\m
• Classes Dally
• Certified Instructors
• Suspended Wood Floor

'Area's Largest Room

Willi KM
South Anil., r-t i ,», (MHO

tMiwuBginrH'

• 50% Student Discounts

• Right in Amherst

• Space is Limited! Call...

hrre Info Scation Wed Feb 25lh (a~l 00 pm. Lord Jeffrey Inn. Amhcrtl Common

MEET TWO TRAVELERS
WHO JUST HAD A GOOD NIGHT'S SLEEP

SHE STAYED AT A HOSTEL
and with the money she saved on her

accommodation, she hod breakfast at

a trendy cote, toured the famous sights, sow

a bond at o local dub and still had enough

change left over to make

a phone call home.

'

AfSns)

HE STAYED AT A
and bed enough morw ieA over

ifcofoa,

(norefill

l\im\Alll)NAI.

Micro Kegs
In Stock

DISCOVER VISA MASTERCARD AC.CFPTFD OPEN 9nm lo tlpm
RT 9 EAST I 33S COLLEGE ST <4t1)? tAKI I'M 1 1 ) t «IT 19 / RT 9 o«Ht

Full Redemption
Center

With a Hostelling International membership cord you get access to affordable accommodation at

nearly 5,000 hostels in over 70 countries. So if you're planning a trip, get the HI card and join

4 million members worldwide who save every time they travel For your HI card visit our website.

coll us ot 202-783-6161 or contact your local student travel specialist

Join on-line today: www.hiayh.org
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Collegian Classifieds
AUTO FOR SALE

VW Fox M '6b000 miles Good

m New starter, (ires,

muffler, brakes Oil changed
.tOO miles Great car for

%\07b 546:3060

WaarteeV Jee* Can Cash paici

everyday 1-800-649-4796

COMPUTERS

CHEAP ! CMEAPI Color VGA
$55 Laptop Notataok-

$99 486 Computer SystemM
i Call CPC 141 3684-«57

Ram
,"

' PNP
Jitwmtt Card* $19 Canon BJC

240 Color Printer S129. and

more MC/V1SA Accepted Free

delivery. Installation

Greanteaf Computers

Accepted NM
I _ ** * ' aO c

256-61 10

E MPl OYMfc N I

Hoes* Beys Waited- Sigma

Alpha Mo Fraternity If

interested please contact Randy

or l«a( 5484023 Must belong

to Greek Area Meat included

COUNSELORS TOP BOYS
SPORTS CAMP IN MAINE!
Excitiaa fee saamer!
Instruct coach or assist

Qyofas in All Lead Seem.
AU Water Sports PLUS
Cam;

S%%Mar,,a
Top SiRN's

Awesome
ftn Bd I J .

'
. CALL die

IOOiNUMBER NOW
(BMTXItA. or E MAIL cat)

•eckielCeel.com
Steve Rekia, CAMP COB
BOSSES. 10 Silvormmo Or

.NY If

EMPLOYMENT
Ceaaselera ler co-ad
Northeast PA. overnight Jewish

camp- 3 hours from NYC- gener-

al, sports, drama. H20 & arts 1-

800-973 3866

HAVE AN AMAZIN6 SUM
MEM! Prestigious coed camp in

Massachusetts seeks caring,

motivated college students who
love kids' GENERAL & SPECIAL-

TY COUNSELORS needed Join a

dedicated fun team
Competitive salaries Camp
Taconic 1-800-762-2820

Undergraduate Business
CqihbN—I

Gam Accounting Espenence.

Leadership Skills and General

Business Experience 10-15 hrs

per week flexible schedule

Must be serf motivated, abb) to

work as part of a team
Sophomores andJunws encour

cation atWCerrtarfar Student

Business 406 Student Union

Questions, call 545-2166
Deadline for apps Mon. Feb 16

Perseaal Cara Attendant

male quad Weekday rrMrnmos

and Saturday evenings 17 85

per hour Call 546 0666
Collage Marketiag

Opportunity

Stadtnl Advantage
aggressive reliable Campus
Managers to develop and main-

tain local program for nations

expenence preferred Comp
$1 000-12 000 Flexible hours

fax resume HROM^tudem
Advantage (617086-888? or call

i>#W& El 7«1 7 7040

EMPLOYMENT ENTERTAINMENT MISCELLANEOUS | STEREO & CD EQUIP TRAVEL TRAVEL

Anthony at

S—wear Op-

Musi'
Disccr

sekxs
gram:
enricf

ind Summer
ing tor court

n travel pro-

pre college
ograms

NATIONAL PARK EMPLOY
MENT- Pdrki Forests Wildlife

k us how 1 517-324

3109 Ext N50012

Whitewater Rait Guides
Needed m Western MA Full or

Part time available No est -

ence necessary We will tra

looking for athletic, personable

people who like to work hard in

the outdoors Call Crab Apple

Whitewater (413039-0188 for

more information and an appli-

cation

Foil Time Summer Position

Available at Crab Apple
Whitewater tor a Photo

Technician at our Mmilab Job

entails developing film and
printing pictures No experience

necessary but some past use of

lab helpful Call 141 31339-01 88

for info and an application

CRUISE SHIP S LAND TOUR
JOBS Discover how to work in

exotic locations meet fun peo-

ple, while earning a living m
these exciting induStneslTor

more information 517-324-3092

Ext C50012

EXCEPTIONAL SUMMER
OPPORTUNITY- Camp Wayne
Nt

ed Counselor/Spec ia

land/Water Sports including

Tem Camping
Climbing/Ropes Mountain

ig. Rocketry Roller Hockey.

Sailing/Waterskung. A&C.
Drama Radio Video Campus
Interviews Tues March 3rd

Please call 1-888 737 9296 or

516-883-3067 Leave your name.

phone number and mailing

address

Gorilla Grams
Balloons, roses, poems etc

Send the Cra/v Gorilla on

Valentine s Day Sign up in the

Newman Center on 2/10 and

2/12 Student Rates Available

Info call |41 31781 9696

FOR RENT

SUMMER RENTALS
CAPE COO GROUP Summer
Rentals Some waterfront
houses, some witk swim-
ming pools. Falmoutk area
Diamond Real Estate
(508)477 1900

Fndgi
253-97

a Rentals fee deliver

FOR SALE

Pick Up Cap H .. > used on

Toyota 4x4 J350 River 546

6363

Corwoed For Sale $125 Cord

Call 549-5456

HEALTH Si BEAUTY

New Metabolism
Broektkroegk lose 5 10

pounds r> Approved' Cost $35

WK) SS3 'VV8f.i

Acupuncture aad
heme '.

•aaad. 549 65C

Acua
Modi

Herbal

University Bartending Course

50% Student Discount National

-

Is Limited 1-888-U CAN MIX

FREE T-SHIRT • $1000
• Card fundraisers for fra-

ternities, sororities & groups

Any campus organization can

raise up to $1000 by earning a

$5 00/VISA applied

Call 1-800-932 -0528 ext 65
Qualified callers receive

USICAl INSTRl

FREE T-SHIRT.

For Sale- Oidjeride Hand
made, hand painted, by student

MUSICIANS WANTED

BARBERSHOP QUARTET
FORMING
No haircuttmg involved, rust

solid acapella singing Call

Daniel 66S75B1

PERSONALS

Sporty, fun loving 2PC
equally fun companion for

Spring Break Please contact me
at www etoswtm com if interest-

ed

"Say tfcat you love me!"-
Fleetwood Mac

www sludenlad

vaMage.com/«jad

ROOM FOR RENT

200 Watt 3 Way Speakers Foi

Saw. Never used $450 or B/0
Steve 546-3042

Car Stereo Eguipmeet
Kenwood Detach TacTl year

old. paid $350 1 amp 100x2

paid $150 1 amp 100x4. paid

$100 1 pair Pioneer 6x9 speak

ers. 100w. paid $110 Whole
system sounds great, needs
nothing Selling as package deal

fa $300 CalF 546 3842.

TICKETS

Sarak Mclacklaa/Billy
Joel NCAA Mj
Basketball/Enc Clapton 2 Guys
Trtets 1 -888-345- TIXX

24 HOUR* Of
FREE PRINKS!

raelBi Irani irr
1

^lunrviirTS^ « ••••

!L2mi<»*i>ii '"

ftft

CLASS jtavel
>iwi

^'II5D»IrfJ>:

pJgT&n spRINc breAk

Internships A\ ailable!

I'ottrgun Buiincjatlflha:

bMbb

liking Apekationt

IWk.IU VilliWf m

huu

TRAVEL

Miami only S79 0/W
Mexico/Caribbean or San Juan

$200 R/T Europe $17-

Other world wide destinations

cheap ONLY TERRORISTS CAN
GETYOU THERE CHEAPER' Air

Tech 12121219-7000 1800I575
TECH www airtech com

EARLY BIRO SPECIAL
EUROPE SUMMER 98

Rooms For Rent

semester Call !

(508)655-5922

SERVICES

ENTERTAINMENT

Lost

BH 8384

Black Swaatar
on Jan 28th PleasMease call about

it

Tear Ceoasolers/Toor
Oiricesm to lead teenagers on

3-6 week adventures m Canada

and U SA Must be 20 years of

age or older by Jury 1 Enormous

responsibility coupled with

unique travel opportunities

Contact Westcoast Connection

800-787-0227

Applicants must be 21 years old

by June 15. 1998 We need 0J For Hire lonai OJ
muse now

'X!!l£i^iSSS^ SokJrJjfoV?
iS^.rruXaTweXaa 55c« me out at Pryddy s on
weeks this summer working
with teenagers A dwector will

be on campus at UMASS on

, 24 Please call tor more
.hcWappicatior or to set

i interview at 88B-8SUM

Thursday
6593

Tim (DJ Foo/1 253

AT
Your classified

could go here!"

INSTRUCTION

EARN $75tVS15tJ0/WEEK

Ram all the money your student

group needs by sponsoring a

VISA fundraiser on your cam
m NO MS8MM I '

•
" •

time needed There s no obiiga

ton so why not call forjnfw"*
tion today Call l 800 32J 8454

«95

IMBM
lease/se

•t deductions7 QuestioM

^Cro^o^atouWc^
lion of your new home or apart

ment' Contact The Student

Legal Services Office 9

Campus Center, 545 1995

Pregnant* Naed kelp? Call

ght of Amherst area for

hi leJstHMSMSaaSeal
,>49

1906

ua'l oUU J* o AAJj
.vww airhitch org

Cancun Mexico $419
R/T airfare. 7 night hotel, trans-

fers, plus sign up now and
etetve 7 free kreaktasti and

lenrkai Don't miss out on one

» the Ikswiot spots m Mexco'

'

Call Amanda today" 800-744

4463 Visit our Website at

www coliegetours com

Alteraativa Spring Break
Yogafest Week. Music. Dance.

Meditation. Vegetarian

Missouri 0/arks Ride Shares,

$165 FREE MAGAZINE 800
8 9 6 2 3 8
imp //i

Break' Startiro Q $249 mciud

ing 5 day lift Ticket, 5 nights ©
Mountain Green UMASS SKI N
BOARD CLUB 545-3437

JAMAICA SPRING BREAK
IN NEGRIL [>on t get npped off'

Go with who you can trust No

hidden costs, starting 9 $539 7

nights, round tup air. transfers

CoHewate Beach & Party Events

OnTfttsMff UMASS SKI N
BOARD CLUB 545-3437

Spring Braek- Cancun and

Nassau from $399 Air. hotel

transfers, parties, and mpre'

Organize a small group Earn

free trips plus commissiort 1 Call

1-800 SPRING BREAK 1-800-

777 4642

t

//nvarnoers ad conv'yegalai (800674-

TIES ORGANIZE A GROUP'
Jamaica. Cancun Bahamas.
Barbados Florida Sunsptash 1-

800-426-7710

SPRING BREAK 98

Free food and drinks' Cancun.

Bahamas. Jamaica and Florida

from $399 Organize a small

group and travel FBgHkoMtat

CaaSurflSun Tours to become

a campus representative
-74-7577

orcstW-iW
ifyoekKcmy ipaiiwii

Spring Break 98 Get Going' 11

Florida Group Discounts & Free

Drink Parties' Sell 5 & Op tree'

Book < *
Visa/MC/Disc/Amex 1-800 234-

7007 http //www endlesssum

menourscom

TUTORS WANTED

Tutors Needed for Ecpn

BioChem, CmpSci Contact The

Bilingual Co
545 1968 or 54d 1 987

USED BOOKS

American Popular Music
CO'sSJU 546 '077

Did You

Check-out

I he Classified'*

Valentine's

Dm
Special

Is M<

Personals Policy
trksaa

W*»* lllfl lH I I»fc"» P*
<» tin iii<

• (U>
« iM mourn •'

mm *>w+ r>m*n«i»
m If^l<iw 9B**#*d% M
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•*» Km**

a A*
ID i m iw n»Oin fift *» »

I nn «»ia»»i m»

lata iji»» * i mi a
_tLJ- ,Jlll ll II

Rates
Students

20C per word tin

All others

40C per word d.n

NEW Standard Headings

$2.00
m in ./day

NO REFUNDS

Acnvmee euamain ouolct

msuu.tn a ea*uTv

XUTOMSSMJ
»UTO VA*1%

Moueca roa e<ui
wooae ail lean
jemevesty

coMMuaarv rvearra eseieucTioM
LOIItrOUNO

o>»i»ii aa*veaaaai

i Ir^rlv jml

.\r *» nui iwou«Hiblr fa» wron *nu*

mOVSNANTIO
doom roe ajjMT

•OOWHXNTSO
n

•earwcia

tutoh wAamo
mamtio to nearv

MANTIO OiNtRAl

aiieeoacoBoue*

THURSDAY. FEB 12

Auditions— Auditions for the

UMass improvisational comedy

troupe Mission IMPROVable will be

held at 7 p.m. in Campus Center

165. No experience neccssar

more information contact Aaron at

546-5225

Class— Weekly yoga and medita-

tion class will be held in Butterfield

lounge at 8 p m \ siMting >oga

monk will be leaching For more

information call 25VWJ
ting- The I Ma»« Queen Fan

Club will meet in the Cape Cod
Lounge at 4 p.m. New members are

welcome For more information,

contact Sabrina at 546-49 ">t<

Meeting— The Prevet/Animal

Science Club will be holding

ond in a series of meeting* in Paige

Lab 202 at 7 p.m. Any question*.

aaaalad Brian at 256-6022

Refreshment- •»• bi -er\ed

Ml Rohn Uh> will be eaaeJl

ing as part of the OL1T Studies

lecture leiiei in Campus (.enter

i- to be announced

For more information contact the

Stonewall t enter at 545-4824.

FRIDAY. FEB 13

Omctrt The Outing Club will

be presenting a free cencert featur-

ntrain with xpecial guest

I'jriiJe /i*' It will take place at 8

p.m. in the Campus Center

XiKliiorium.

Shabh.tt Scr\ice will ru-

ne-Id at 6 p.m. at Hillcl Mouse.

NOTICES

Schedules— The Spring 98 Final

I \.iminat»on Schedule will be avail-

able bepnning Thursday. March 12

Copies will be delivered to students in

the residence halls, and will be avail-

able to off campus students in the

Registrars office (2H Whitmorel. It

will also be available on the World

Wide Web beginning March I at

http://www- ureg.admin.uniass edu

rvh mt puHK ««vn* •nnount«»»wnlj pnnttd

dwly To tubfTHt a" »YI. pttnr nod m pfrw

Mwi coniMsmq «ll pertm«»>t mfomsHion.

•xtucSna th» mm «nd phan* n«nb«r tt Iht

contact p*non to the Collrqion. c'o the

M»n*owiq Ecttor by noon Ow piwtaus d»v

Unrirrg Spi i irum Magazine i-

taking submission for the nevt

ol the magazine The deadline

|2 Pot WOt* information, call the

office M b\ in the

Student I num. room -It'H

exercise your freedom of speech. • •

TAKE OUT A COLLEGIAN CLASSIFIED.

HSCN .

Bulletin Board

CBS/ 3 Hartford

CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

HSCN Movie Ch.

UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

0\
z
u
en

ID NBC/30
New Britain

11 Fox/61 Hartford

18 PBS/24 Hartford

X 13 WOCH & HSCN

m ia International

l
! UMass Academic 1

17 HSCN Programming

m TV-19

BO ABC/40 Springfield

88 NBC/22 Springfield

813 CNN

34 CNN SI

S3 Headline News

33 UCTV

87 TBS

SB BET

33 TV Land

3Q Univision

31 Comedy Central

33 Cartoon

Much Music

THURSDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WIVI
WHDH O
WTXX
wvrr
wnc
WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS

MTV

Wlshbont T Bu»irm» Rpt

NmraX

:00

CBS I

CBS I

7:00 7:30

C • Campus

Newborn With Jtm Lahm

mxidt Edition

Nawt X ABC News

full Houm X
NBC New> Whaal-Forturia

ChatrsX

TLC
TNT
USA

HBO
MAX
SHOW

NtwtX
CrMttKM

ErtraX

'malaaEdraon

FrtahPrlnca

Mat! Abo. Ytm

NBCMtws^
Homt Imp. Simptont X SainMd X

20 Htmt X

Family Mantra

Northern Eipcuurt Homs" X LawtOrdir (Part 1 o»2)X

30

2»

Mad Abo. You Mad Abo. You Sainftld I Frasfar X

HaaltVX"

EntTontgrH

M»f»thon Monta of Mount Hlal lMvatirYl "Cadtaer' The Virgm n the Ice" (P.) X

Orymnlc Winter Gamw X

Chfontda X
Freeh Prince

NBC Ntw» Whttt-Fortuo* I
Jeopardy! X

Judy Judy X
Hard Copy X
FneitrX

ButintMRpt Ntwtnour Wttti Jim Uhrar X

avnn~_ 8:30 I 9:00 I 9:30 i 10:00

FEBRUARY 12, 1998
1110:30

K—pingllf WaH lor God

NswiX

Olympic WWar GamwX „ ___
wLTcari Attadt (In Sler«o) \

kMeot QtUwaV (1996, Drama) Antonio Ssbsto Jr.. X
l*^-tjlbf/(ie^,6rsrrta>MsWBr«l»rck.

Iftsws

- T- ,

..L. "_ *ll .1«_ij ir\i -sr to "D.l«*" /D\ Mr

Frianda (R) X ISarrrWd (RJX

Honav, I Shrunk the WdsX
Frianda (ft) X |Satnfald (R) X
Wond't Funniaatl (In Stereo) 1

6H "Pitor (R) (In Stereo) X
New York Undarcover X

Frianda (R)X

ThfiOrdHaa.

Up Close

SaJnMdJRjX
Bra. on Call

Duiineu npL iwwwmm ?»» »" •*-»*• — - --—, ..

ABCNewi SalrrlUdX i
Fraeari Whan Cars Attack (In Stereo)

Thunder X

MontyiinoX |Crow«r»X

DaHyShow(R)lstatn'tMonaY

Gimme Shatter

i(R)X IChie)>as(R)X

NawtX
Star Trek: Next Goner

ER "Piter" (R) (In Stereo) X
Fame LA (In Stereo) X IGreet Under

Mvetaryl

TentecK

ER -PiloriR) (In Stereo)X
tXaailaer

,

The Viron n the Ice" (R)

I~

Qi<swtyNl99».Orarr<) Antonio Stbet

"The Vjrgm m the Ice" (R) X |Foto4tevelae"

:00
ThitOMHee.

11:30

Late Show X
LeteShowl
NlghtineX

Wbe

ITonightShow

SlmpaontX

Tonight Show"

Deep Spaces

Tonight Show

Charlie Roto (In Stereo)

NewtX

NBA Basketball Boston Celtics at Utah Jaa. (U*

Thunder X l*a^ "They

lllnliltlii i VWlyiuint l».

American Justice "Hot Pursuit"

Larry King Uvf
' Gone Wilder

Unexplained "CIA Psychics

Wild Dlocovtry: Elephants |Strange-True Movie Magic

Debt Intimate Portrait

"My So-Called Lite (In Stereo)

Quantum Leap X
Renovation [Renovation"

Dougjt |Rugrtt»I

Loi« t Clark-SupermarT

Bsywatch (In Stereo) X
»* •Bnmiw*Ji/ter(l996. Drama) Laonardo DICapno. 'PGO

lr.nll.ot Baekttball Minnesota a"t Iowa (Lrve) lCo"y

rcirTS lunaotved Myrterlat jm Stereo) l iJasperara Joumay.' Tha

—:——

—

—— i : _ . Im j a.j.u Da«I DiiUs RnAri Hi

JRaalTVX
(1968, Science Fiction) Roddy Peer.

Law a Order X
World Today I
Stuck in 60s |Maka-Laugh

Basketball

Wings 'Whispering Death" (R)

Cincinnati at St. Louis (Lrve;

Sports lllus.

Dally Show

Moneyllne x"

Stain's Money

Justice Files "Out lor Justice

RoedRuiee Re

Saaquaat 2032 'ResurrectiorT'

Home Again I
Home Again

SacrMrtAJax Hapmpays

Sightings (In Stereo) X
Utdlcal Detact IWHhout Warn

Babylon 5 "Soul Mates" X
Highlander: The Series X

[4:30) | « v, "Blade Shaap" (1986) Chris Fsrlay. 'PQ-fj;

;

S4S) "ftonm i Julie" [mr) Tell Gtrr PQ' iFilmmakar

RoadRukM Rourl Rul's

»A»iicnnWstor7Ti ) Mel Harris. Almost Perfect

Wonder Years"

Forever Knight

NBA All-Star Bath (In Stereo)

Century of Flight

Wonder Years

(In Stereo) X
" I Love Lucy X |M.T. Moore

Loveline (In Stereo)

Robocop: The Series X
Extreme Machines (R)

Sportscenter

Golden Girls

TaxiX NewhertX

Saaquest 2032 "Resurrection

Medical Detect [Without Warn.

Ix** *** ftiuiTi ofa Hitfi (MM Horsa"(1»76, Wattam) Richard Harris. |«*« "Ulana's Raid" (1972) Burl Lancaster
*" 11—. ^ =: 1. ... «A . , "MAAA rv.._.\ l/^.iA. C.jL*A~~* ft* ICIIb ClalLinjia /D\ lln ClAf,

w»ik«r Texas Ranaar X l«»Vii "Rtvwg8dw"(l9e9, Drama) ^leTSuthatland. X
«*tU '"tW* /lWS|iDrams) Al Padno, Roberl De Niro. (In Slereo) R'

X

7Zi L

*4nle.<ri
J
ll9B4. Comady) Tom Hanks. (In Starao) 'PG X

"irn,
•^lrw"(1992.A(»rarilur»^Rc4)artR^ord'PG-l3'X \* "lap Panting*(1996) LwisM McComs»3

Silk Stslkings (R) (In Stereo) X
[Shock Video 2: Crime

«« "The Savage") 1952) Charlton Huston. IB The Murae"

Sttroate SO-1
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Bruno By C. Baldwin Robotman By Jim Meddick

LOCO Ll*T Mb M) N0VJ I'M M-ONfe WrTW

Ski UNCtKTMrJ ^OTURt fORTUNMtUI, I

HZ* TWt WINWW6PT Sk»%LlrJC TO

HCU> Mt TWMK AND SOvtr TWiM<5% OcrT

I
W UXX - F*» 0LT;^\»nfeMTAL N0T6 WtYJ

u£MncR*4r*lN& V'»*t^'ro
/
THiN(.nfw

ALOKfe IM PW ISOLATE^/ MrOUNTAhNS TOSOeT

TlOAlFtXX A "WUe38 0UT

Foxtrot By Bill Amend Dllbort By Scott Adams

JaSoN. I DoN'T
TXiMK You uNDt«
STAND Hots FiFTM-

&8A01 RotnAftLE

VdoBKS

V4NAT

Do
You
MUN»

IF YOU MAkt Ytoufi VAL£N
TiNtS CA80 Fo« THi4 6dH1oo
OBNOXIOUS, SHt S 6*J«N6 It)

THINK You LUCf HtR. IF Ybu

MAKl IT Too NlCC, 5MY, 60s*
lb TVtiM* YOU DKC HtR.
AND IF YOU MAKE IT Too
Plain VAN0.1A. SHI'S 6«N»
Tb THINK You Rf 3u4T
PLAY1N6 HARD tb 6CT

cTc

}

wfLL. WHAT
CM I wRiTf I

So SHE WONT I

THiNk I

LUCE HER »<

AtTUAUY, I I SuPToSE

MovtD on lb I CoulD

SixTH 6RADE sSiTX Do IT

Fifth still a in code

MXSTtRT THAT m6HT
tuYsnXSofSE

time.

FASHION HtrXOOUARTtaS

yoo coato e>e our next

SUPHR^OOEL. ^ LOVE
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The Collegian apologizes to readers who interpreted Brad Turner's

"Absolute Zero" comic strip vvhich appeared on Wednesday, Feb. 4 as

anti-Christian. The strip was intended to view the Bible as a work of lit-

erature. -
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H©r©SC©P«S
AQUARIUS I |an 20.-Feb. 18) —

You may have to turn to someone

who know* a little more than \ou do

about the kinds ol situation- you're

ing \our*«lf inio today.

PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20) —
You may not be able to keep up aSast

soeaeone who is so far ahead of the

(tame that he or she is redefining suc-

cess. Stick 10 *our own schedule.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
Issue* that arise today must not be

ignored or put off until tomorrow It

is important that sou address things

i- the\ conn- up.

TAURL'S (April 20-May 20) — A
close friend may have you going

Jovsn memory lane today, but in the

end \ou must remember that what

happens right now is most important.

GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20) —
You can't let yosjfaaM be dictated

entirelv hs what has happened in the

past. Listen to that voice that tells

\ou to do things in a new way.

CANCER (|une 21-fuly 22) —
What began as a casual endeavor

may be turning into something far

more formal and complicated. Take

care you don't let frustration win out

LEO duly 2*- Aug. 22) — Today,

vou should be able to capitalize on an

error someone else made in the past

day or two. Take care you're not

overly aggressive, however

VIRGO (Aug. 25-Sept 22) —
You may have difficulty closing a

deal today, as those on the periphery

are working against you unwittingly

Try to inspire umt\

LIBRA (Sept. 2J-Oct. 22) —You

may find yourself falling into old pat-

terns of behavior before you know it

today. Take care you don't put any

real gains at risk

SCORPIO (Oct. 25-Nov. 21) —
You may feel sluggish and unenthusi-

astic as the day begins, but later

you'll receive a piece of news that

will inspire and motivate you.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec

21) — You will want to take some

time today to focus on your own
thoughts without having to cope with

distractions of am kind

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|«n. 19)

— What you do on your own today

can be quite important to your future

success Take care you don't leave

someone special out of the loop.

Close to Homo By John McPherson
Today's P.C. MotiM

/ hah c*»foAaneeKvsewer" vt. com MX

PET LAND

Quote of the l>^y

44 Na, na na na na na na,

na na na na na na. ^
-Will Smith, "Gettin'

jiggy wit it"

Msfa&r «*.**»*<)» eMUWJtmmmWlU-m—Hll^*

Cm* S4S-SSSS fer IssiWsssejaJsNB.

"fch on oddrttonoi $ 1 50. would you Hit© our one-

year ttoin-removol service pton?"

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on RoM

Broccoli Royale

Veal Parm Sandwich

DINNER
Szechuan Beef and Broccoli

Chicken Cacciatore

Szechuan Tofu and Broccoli

Pastabilities

Worcester

LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Bow Ties/Italian Sausage Sauce

Beans and Rice

DINNER
Szechuan Beef and Broccoli

Handcut Cod Sub

Szechuan Tofu and Broccoli

Chicken Cacciatore

Hampshire

ACROSS
1 Bulletin-board

item

5 Expire
10 TrO|an War hero

1

4

October stone

1

5

Actor Flynn

16 A twist of —
17 Circus

performers
19 Press
20 Like new books
21 Director

Spike
22 Poet Millay

23 Happen again

25 Actress
MacGraw

26 Crap bread
30 Head movement
31 Actor Poitrer

34 Up and about

36 Plateaus
38 Wrath
39 Foster

41 Hay fever

causers
43 Nesi-egg mits

44 Like a gymnast
46 Ghostly
47 Seasoned
49 Pointed tool

51 Casual tops

52 Vapor
53 Beginning
55 Honolulu's

island

57 Do a math task

58 Lye doctor s

concern
63 Picnic pests

64 Food for a
certain break7

66 Type of jerk

67 More loyal

68 Amorous
glance

69 Dispatch
70 Capri and Man
71 Pond denizen

DOWN
1 Soy product

2 Neat as —
3 Singer Vikki

4 The Fish" artist

5 Heavy
6 Skill

7 Introduction

8 Tenderer
9 Someone —

:

not me
10 Astray
1

1

Decorative
flowerpot

1

2

Like — of bricks

13 TVs Warrior
Princess

18 Lend an —
24 Sky sight

25 Passageway
26 Hindu

princesses
27 Seize the

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

toiK.«ciorsTnHUE
Karaoa mass ranati

Lllm
up

sum i

Lll lAm
C3H3; (sail

, I ( F< 1 .1

lOlOll
@uan HHeas Haaa

HraOHH aaiiiflrara
@ua hhw amis „
flnraHHE] HHiasaosa
Brabnra annul amsmaHDQ QTJBBH BQEillH
ipieieilmsTaTT
Ml 06

SIAISISI
O 1BM Urit»d Feature Syn*c»»

throne
28 up: clean

29 Baby fox

31 — Paulo
32 "Sesame

Street-

character
33 Positive

answers
35 Regulations
37 Gushes
40 Disencumber
42 up: abate
45 Small amount

48 Brought to

pass
50 Crowbars
53 Scents
54 Fasten
55 Hardwoods
56 Dtanst Frank

57 Piay part

59 Glasgow native

60 "Othello"

character

61 Sooner St

62 Requirement

65 Lawyer's price

LUNCH
Hamburger on Roll

Charbroiled Chicken Sandwich

Veal Parm Sandwich

DINNER
Szechuan Beef and Broccoli

Baked Ziti

Berkshire

LUNCH
Worcester Breakfast Sandwich

Hamburger on a Roll

Ziti/Tomato Sauce

Black Bean Chili

DINNER
Szechuan Beef and Broccoli

Chicken Cacciatore

Szechuan Tofu and Broccoli

Pastabilities
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Freshman trio making big impact on UMass key
By MkhcMi Kobyionski

ColegwnStaK

\Uidi j lung, strange trip n has

been l' lurncr and

The trio, all freshman on the

n—nrhir r" hockey team, are expe

nerving first-hand what college hock

.ill about during a tumultuous

1997-96 season for the Minuiemen

The one thing about them is that

all three £u\- were well prepMwd
coming in They all same out oJ lunioi

bochajT. and have made a good |x»i

n\e unpad." I Mass eoactl |oe Mallen

. uv- have real good

this Like all "I oui freshmen,

thes have a lot of enthusiasm, and

ihat '» >c>iiK;thing that s reall> good tor

our progtam
"

The xtintluiilic- hoWVCr , really

^o much larthei Icuiniiiali* '

Oualuv hockey piayen ' *> at

I a it ning the bock*) topes while

adiusting to college life'.' Ye*.

I traveled lor each player

has been diilerent. but someway,
somehow . they have ended up togeth-

er in \mhviM

W ulking on into the fire

.i stellar fotll vcai l

tor the F.nfield tC'onn i lunior

\\ bete* d the Eaton lunior Hajajajj

League, didn't rMM MM many eve-

lOJ&M UMVANtN COUiCMN

A walk-on player, R | Gates has brought a strong offensive presence to the UMajs hockey team this year

brows amongst college coaches. The
Plainville, Conn, native received no

scholarship offers and was left to

wonder where his hockey future was

heading.

"I was pretty surprised [about not

having any scholarship offers.)

Playing for the lunior Whaler* Raj

four years is pretty rare." said Gates,

who was named the EIHL Defensive

Player of the Year in 1990-97. "I

decided H come here because they

said that 1 was going to get an oppor-

tunity just like any scholarship athlete

and because I got accepted into my
major, sports management. That was

a big thing loo
"

So after talking to Mallen and the

UMass staff, dates decided to contin-

ue his plavmg days in the Pioneer

\ aJbj

"R | s a recruited walk on W |

don't take too many guys in that role

anymore because we try to utilize our

scholarship money." Mallen said.

Jone a real nice job Hockey

East is such a tough league, and guys

like Keith Tkachuk and Tony
Amonte. who are playing in the

Olympics now, had eight goals their

freshman year, and he's up to seven

now."

You wouldn't know that Gates is a

walk-on. though, when you look at

his stats. His seven goals is tops

among UMass freshmen, and he was

named Hockey East Rookie of the

Week in November
Tvc been very surprised that all of

this has happened When the season

started I was just looking to get into a

game." said Gates "I was kind ot

hoping to get into the lineup and get a

tew points here or there, but to get

seven goals has been great."

And with those seven goats. Gates

has propelled himself as to one of the

top surprises not only on the UMass

squad, but in Hockey East.

"R |. is a kid who we've been

watching for the past couple of years.

We though that he might wind up

going somewhere else, but this is the

place where he really wanted to go.

and we gave him an opportunity,"

Mallen said "He's a good penalty

killer who's not afraid to block shots

and plays tough"

from hockey player to spectator...

and back again

IQQXI »M»1«K»I COUJIMN

Jeff Turner has seen limited ice time for the UMass hockey team after an

injury sidelined him for the earfy part of the season

Softball season starts in Arizona
Danielle Henderson leads

strong returning group

lumci >. aught a bad break — User-

ally before the season eve

underway when he fractured hi* lett

fibula The result was that Tumei wj-

daajoaad to the role oi spacMH tor

the lirst 16 games of the season.

aim.- that was the hardest

thing thai I've ever had lo go through

Isitting out because ot the injurv | I

love to play and the team was Mrug

gling and I wanted to do w hui

could 10 help." Turner
"Watching the guv* out there even

day playing and practicing and MIH|-

Sing lo win games was hard rcullv

ird"

The Saginaw, Mich native made a

surprising move by attending I Maw
Still, it i* a demon that he Hkkl bv

and is glad he made.

*ince I graduated high school

I warned to leave Michigan. That's the

thing to do I school m
Michii I urnct "If vou're a

hometown !*•> u>u go lo the home
u.wn M.hk»>l. and I just wanted to get

aw as and M|l llflT r I •• ditlerenl place.

lo Ma-»avliu»cti*ona visit and

I liked it a lot The people were great

and I here."

I urnct teturned 10 the Minutmcn

lineup during the Sn 1

1

I hi- lir-t collegiate goal

Since-

then the main objective for Turner

has been to get bask into the swing oi

Torn to HOCKEY page 13

Scott Price & Tom Toye

face weekly war in 200m

Gjlegwn Staff

imtMAKANSAN''

lunior pitcher Danielle Henderson will look to dominate from the mound for the third

straight season as the UMass softball team starts its 1998 campaign this weekend.

iTl that time of year again. The Massachusetts women's

softball team headed off to Arizona yesterday to compete in

the Coca-Cola Classic in Phocniv

This is the fourth year in a row that UMass has suited off

ason at the Coca-Cola Classic It will be the first test of

the season for the Minutewomen. who are beginning this sea-

son ranked No 12 in the country by the USA Today/NFCA

coachc- poll I Mass earned the ranking after its spectacular

campaign last season, when it advanced all the way to the

Women's College World Series

I i the Mass, and for all of us. that was the thrill of a life-

time." coach Elaine Sortino said. "I had been there before,

but none of the players had ever been there. When you're a

little kid that's the stuff you dream of."

The Minutewomen will face a slew of tough competition in

the tournament, which is hosted by Arizona State Beginning

at I p.m. tomorrow, they will take on Cal State Fullerton.

and then at 5:s0 p.m. No. ?• Washington, a WCWS semifinal-

' >n Saturday at 5:50 p.m. they will face the University of

1 .i-. Vegas, and then at 7:50 p.m. No. 14 Long Beach State.

Imallv on Sunday UMass will go against Alabama at 10

a.m.. and finish with a rematch against the team that elimi

nated the Minutewomen from the World Scries last year. No.

2 Fresno Slate.

"We have, this weekend in Arizona, the toughest schedule

we ve ever had." Sortino said. "We have six games against

very, very competitive softball teams. There is no mercy,

there is no break."

Sortino is returning for 1 9th year as head coach of the pro-

gram. With her 565-267-3 career record she is the win-

ningest coach in the history of the school, a five time Atlantic

10 coach of the year, the 16th winningest softball coach in

the nation and the winningest softball coach in the Northeast.

Last year was the second time in school history that

Sortino led her players to the World Series. The team also

advanced in 1992. where it finished third. This time around.

however, things are different. In '92 UMass lost eight of nine

starters to graduation. This year they return seven of the nine.

"Those kids not only got a opportunity to go there, but

they also get to come back and play again," Sortino said.

"There's a legacy in that, it drives you to achieve."

UMass advanced to the WCWS by first winning the

schools 10th regular season A-10 title, and 10 post-season

title to go to the NCAA Play-In series. They competed

against Metric Atlantic champion Canisius. sweeping them.

1-0 and 10-0.

The Minutewomen then went on the the NCAA Regionals

at Totman Field On the last day of competition they won

three straight games, one against Boston College and two

over top regional seed Colorado State, to send them on their

way to the World Series in Oklahoma City.

I eading the charge for the Minutewomen was pitcher

Danielle Henderson, then a sophomore. Throughout the

1947 season Henderson broke several school records and

passed several milestones to earn All-America honors. She

was also named to the WCWS All-Tournament team, and

MVP of the NCAA Regionals. She currently holds 14 school

>rds, and is close to breaking seven more.

Despite only losing three players to graduation, Sortino

will be hard pressed to—

( minis SV MEDIA MLATION5

Scott Price has been consistently

men's sprinting corps.

By Seth Koenig

Collegian Staff

Imagine for a moment that von

are senior Massachusetts bwh'i

track star Scott Price.

It is seconds before the 200m
dash and you are just concluding

your warmups with a couple oi

light hops and MM] -tivtchcs. You

carefully back into the starting

blocks and stare at the slightly

banked curve of the track ahead

and you wait patiently for the offi-

cial to signal the beginning ot the

race

Turn to SOfTBAU, page 12

been among the best of UMass'

The only thing going faster than

you plan to be running is the beat-

ing of your bean in competitive

anticipation. You are a seasoned

veteran at collegiate sprints, and
nobody from the opposing rosters

has come close to your school

record 200m rime of 21.92 sec-

onds

Instead of hcing" assured a victo

ry. as you would be in other meets

competing for a diilerent school.

you must run the race of your life

10 win. for in the lane next to you
is the only person in the arena

Turn to TRACK, page 13
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Get on
the train

The UMau Outing

Club presents
Entrain tonight at

the Campus Center

Auditorium. Check
out our preview
(see Arts h Living,

page 6)

How sweet

it is!

UMass women's
basketball coach
picked up win No
100 last night over

Fordham (see

Sports, page 10)

WORLD

Unions threaten strikes

in South Korea

StOU, South Korea — Thousands

of riot police patrolled Seoul streets

yesterday alter labor unions threat-

ened a nationwide strike over legist*

lion that would make layoffs easier

Police equipped with helmets,

shields and yard-long batons sur-

rounded a Roman Catholic cathedral

and a Buddhist temple in which
union leaders have sought refuge

during past strikes The government

outlawed the strike, scheduled to

begin today, and vowed to arrest and

punish its leaders.

The Korean Confederation of

Trade Unions asked its S00.000
members in automaking. shipbuild-

ing and other key industries to walk

off their |obs to protest the legisla-

tion, which is a key condition of a

$57 bilhon bailout of the South

Korean economy by the international

Monetary Fund.

Union leaders predicted about

100,000 workers from 67 work sites

— including Hyundai and Daewoo,

the country's two leading automakers

— would take part m the stoke, which

is scheduled to continue until Sunday

Union leaden agreed with govern-

ment and management's offer last

week to accept layoffs in exchange

for more onion freedom and financial

benefits

NATION

Women awarded
settlement from UPS

DCS MOINF.S. Iowa — A |ury yes-

terday awarded S80 7 million to a

former United Parcel Service manager

who said UPS retaliated against her

after she accused a driver of poking

her in the breast The Polk County

jury agreed with Linda Channon, a

22 UPS employee, that the shipping

company fostered a hostile work
environment when it failed to listen

to her complaints of harassment and

punished her for them.

UPS was ordered to pay her

S500.000 in compensatory damages

and $80.2 million in punitive dam-

Channon, 47, said she was poked

in the breast by a driver under her

supervision during an argument in

199} The driver was fired but was

then rehired and began stalking her,

said her attorney, Roxanne Conlin.

"The people above her refused to

provide her any protection, then

started being critical of her and her

efforts in a way that was simply

unfair," she said.

Channon said that UPS moved her

from job to job, shunning and
excluding her from meetings and giv-

ing her assignments that men were

not given

"I had different standards than the

men had," she said "Every day I was

being screamed at, being belittled,

being humiliated. Those are things

that are hard emotionally when
you've worked at a place a long time

and been very dedicated and done a

very good job."
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Selectman's comments
land him in hot water
SGA motion calls for Hill Boss to apologize

By Jill Carroll

Collegian Stall

A motion soon to come before the University ot

Massachusetts Student Government Association

tSGA) calls for Amherst Selectman Hill Boas to pub-

licly apologize for comments made about low student

voter turnout in a recent Daily Hampshire Gazelle

article

The motion proposed by Senator |odi Bailey culls

for the SGA to condemn Boss and also that he make

a public apology through the Gazette by March 4

In the comments that sparked the motion, Boas

suggested placing kegs at polling stations would

increase student voter turnout

"I still feel that if you set up a couple of kegs of

beer next to the machines, they would have come out

like flies.* Bom said in the Gazette article

Bom also said in the article he felt the Lmvcrsity

was wasting its money for spending $1,000 to have

on-campus polling places.

"But if they want to throw it ($1,000) out on apa-

thetic students. I guess that's their business." Boas

said in the Gazette article

The comments made by Boas were criticized in the

SGA motioji as "a malicious and unfounded assault

upon not only the rights of students to vote or not to

vote, but also a slanderous attack on the personal

character of all UMass students.* the motion said.

Upon hearing of the SGA motion. Boas said he

regretted the comments but that the SGA was over-

reacting

"I sincerely regret that the student senate took my

flip comments concerning the lack of student voting

out of context I feel their condemnation is an overre

action, yet I regret what I said." Boas said

Boas represents all residents of Amherst including

the 150 UMass students eligible to vote in Amherst

elections

Bailey felt the comments showed Boss did not care

about the interests of his entire constitut

"I think it shows he doesn't care one way or the

other about students. When you're elected into a

position you re not elected to represent one particu

lar group. You represent everyone." Bailey said.

Bailes's sentiment was that Boas should not criti-

cize student* tor not voting She also said that stu

dents have the choice to vole and should not be con-

demned for choosing not to

"I think anyone, student or not. has the right to

vote or not to vote He has no right to condemn them

lor it." Bailey said.

Boss was also on the alcohol task force, aimed at

teducing student drinking, last year Bailey felt this

fact made his comments particularly objectionable.

"I don t think he was holding up his responsibili-

ties. He shouldn't have been on the task force if he

feels this way." Bailey said

The motion voiced a concern thai these comments

would further discourage students troin voting

incuts such as these directly discourage stu-

dents from wanting to participate in the town's

democratic processes." the motion said.

Boss felt the opposite. He hoped his remarks

would incite anger which would motivate students to

vole

"I would hope they get angry enough to participate

in greater numbers Then my unfortunate comments

will result in fortunate results I hope that this inci-

dent will lead to contingent effort of the Daily

( ollepan and Student Senate to greater student par-

ticipation in the electoral processes of the town of

Amherst." Boss said

The motion underscored the lack of confidence

students have in Boas as their representative

have no confidence in him as our representa-

tive. " Bailey said

Bailey felt the motion sent a message that students

are not apathetic and are displeased with what Bora

said.

"Students are listening to what he has to say and

we are insulted." Bailey said.

Boss said that he would make a formal comment

before March 4

Thinking he's hot stuff

lOMNS"

Larry Bamborg, a first year grad student with a concentration in painting,

practice! his welding in the foundry TA Greg KHne, grad itudent and sculpture

major looks on

Alumni encourage

students to teach

UM looks at year 2000 bug
University searches for solutions to fix glitch

By Jason Eisemon

Coaagwn SfoW

By Frank Smith

Collegian Correspondent

|OHN SU«T v COUfGUN

|eff Cook, a UMass alumni, talks about his experience teaching with

Teach For America.

reaches close to 100.000 students

in 1 5 sites across the country.

Stanley said she first found out

about Teach for America during

her senior year at Barnard College

in New York City. After being

accepted to the program, she was

quickly trained to teach French at

schools in Louisiana.

In the beginning. Stanley said she

was upset with the subject she was

teaching. She had wanted to teach

social studies, but soon found a

bright side to teaching French.

According to Stanley, teaching an

enrichment subject such as French —

You're at a party in Boston on New Years Kve 1<W*).

The ball drops and its the year 2000 You call a friend in

Los Angeles, where it is still 1999. The telephone bill

comes, and because of a glitch in the computer software,

you are billed for a call which lasted 99 years, from the

year 1900 to 19<»9 With the dime-a-minute plan, this call

will cost you $5 million.

The above example was used in a newsletter written by

Michael Gorman, and issued by the Office of Information

Technologies! OiT) to explain some of the possible efK

of the Year 2000 Problem, or as referred to in the

newsletter the "Year 2000 Bug.* There is a lot ol dis

agreement between scientists where and how the bug will

strike, but the University of Massachusetts has been trying

to find solutions to the problem.

What is The Year 2000 Problem?

Chip Weems. professor of computer science, said the

problem began with early computer programming in the

1960's and I970's. Computers were not as near as fast as

thev are today and did not have as much memory.

To save memory space, programmers designed systems

to only count the last two digits in a year.

For example, programs could read 1998 simply as '98,

or 21398. for today's date. The problem occurs when the

year 2000 comes along because many computer systems

will read 00 a* 1900. not as 2000
i ding to the newsletter, many computers have a

default date and some of the systems will not recognize

'00 and return to the default dale which was set in 1984.

according to the newsletter

Bui it i« not onlv older computer software that may

have ihi» problem svstems designed in the '90s could

have this problem as well.

The problem i« not verv hard to fix. according to scien-

tists, the problem is where to look, and how to look.

How widespread is H
Weems said that there are so many programs to check

and so many codes to go through, it is nearh impossible

to find even little glitch

"The are programs nobodv « bothered to check to sec if

they re going to break." Weems said.

id programmers have been working on fixing the

problems in air traffic control, train scheduling systems,

military command systems and the I.R.S. lo name a few

institutions which mu»t have the bug found.

Weems said that many of the older programs are wTitten

in computer languages that no one use* anvmore, making

it even more difficult to uncover where the bug is hidden.

"I think there are a lot of people working very hard on

the critical pieces of software," Weems said.

There is a lot of debate on the range and effect of the

Turn to 2000 page 2

Report claims Russia may have helped Iraq

By Barry Schweid

Associated Press

University of Massachusetts
alumni Jeff Cook and graduate stu-

dent Flavia Stanley spoke to stu-

dents Wednesday evening about a

unique opportunity for graduating

seniors — Teach for America.

Teach For America is a national

corps of diverse and recent college

graduates from all academic majors

and cultural backgrounds.

In the program, college graduates

commit two years of their lives to

teaching at underprivileged schools

in urban and rural areas of the

United States. Teach For America Turn to TEACH, page 3

WASHINGTON — Apparently

surprised by a report Russia may be

helping Iraq develop biological

weapons, Secretary of State

Madeleine Albright assured Congress

"we'll certainly follow this up."

Over breakfast with members of

the House International Affairs

Committee and then testifying,

Albright gave no indication yesterday

she had heard of the possible delivery

of a fermentation vessel until she read

about it in The Washington Post.

The newspaper said its information

came from the U.N. special commis-

sion that inspected Iraqi suspect arms

sites. Albright told the committee not

all the data accumulated by the U.N.

commission in its searches was

shared with the United States.

Referring apparently to an article

distributed by Rus-ia * Interfax news

agency. Albright said the Russian

Foreign Ministry had denied conclud-

ing a deal with Iraq.

"Moscow's contribution to the

Turn to IRAQ page 3

GEO negotiations a no-go
By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

www.umass.edu/rso/colegian

Two years of unsuccessful con-

tract negotiations between the

University of Massachusetts admin-

istration and the Graduate Employee
Organization (GEO), came to an

end last night after Chancellor
David K. Scott announced an

impasse.

"We have made what I believe to

be extraordinarily generous propos-

als, the GEO leadership has refused

to accept our proposals and has
made unrealistic demands.* Scott

said during his announcement last

night

.

"The message they are sending

about higher education and how they

feel they can deal with unions on this

campus is that they don't care if it is

illegal." said Ion Zerolnick. co- chief

negotiator for GEO.
"We were hopeful that we would

make a significant movement to

reach an agreement today. But they

basically refused to negotiate in good

faith," said Mahmood Ketabchi, pres-

ident of GEO.
Associate Chancellor Susan

Pearson, the administration's chief

negotiator said the declaration of an

Turn to GEO. page 3

IOHN SHUT - COUtGlAN

Monkey business
UMass graduate Aaron L. Polansky and his gorilla talk with |anice Stone, a staff member for the University of

Massachusetts about Gorilla-Grams.
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Campus Police Log
Accident — Property Damage
Feb 9

A three vehicle accident occurred

on Commonwealth Avenue. Minor

damage* were reported.

Feb 11

A two-vehicle accident incurred

on Commonwealth Avenue No
injuries were reported.

Animal Complain i

Feb. 9

A tick raccoon was reported near

the horse barn on Crinnell Road
The raccoon was located and dis-

patched on Meftj vVa>.

Feb It

A dog was chasing children at the

Lincoln Apartments

Feb 10

A bulletin board in Moore
Residence Hall was vandalized

Feb 11

Fireworks were being lit in the

Orchard Hill Residential Area Kwl
area

BAL/Burflan
Feb 9

A vehicle in parking lot 31 on

I mversity Drive was broken into. A
car phone was reported stolen.

Feb 10

A backpack was reported stolen

from Patterson Residence hall.

Domestic Disturbance

11

An emergency restraining order

was issued by a judge for a resident

in Melville Residence Hall.

Health and Safety Hazard
Feb 10

Environmental Health and Saleiv

cleaned up liquid from a broken test

tube in Leach Residence Hall.

Larceny
Feb 9

Computer equipment was report-

ed stolen from Morrill Science
Center.

A resident from Coolidge
Residence Hall reported illegal use

o» his credit card

Feb 10

A parking sticker was stolen from

a vehicle in parking lot 22 on
I niversily Drive.

An individual from Kennedy
Residence Hall reported his VCR

Feb II

A resident from Emerson
Residence Hall reported hit cellular

phone stolen

An individual reported sunglasses

were stolen from Hcrter Hall.

I Mimated value $480.

Traffic Stop

Feb 10

Richard P. Sprowl, 25. of 27

Hadley Road, Sunderland, was
arrested on Massachusetts Avenue

for failing to stop at a red light, vio-

lation of marked lanes and operat-

ing a motor vehicle with a suspend-

ed license.

Warrant Service

Feb 9

Harry M. Harding, 20, ol =>

Armandine St.. Dorchester was
arrested on Massachusetts Avenue

on warrant

Azgad A. Crisostomo. 20 ol 12

Yale Dr , Milford was arrested in

Brett Residence Hall on a war-

rant.

Andres Ortega, 21. of 23
Washburn Ave . Fairhaven was
arrested in |ohn Ouincy Adams
Residence Hall on a warrant.

Feb. 10

Armando Hernandez. 47, of 82

Townhouse Apartments. Amherst

was arrested in the Campus Center

on a warrant.

Feb 10

Homophobic graffiti was writ-

ten on a door in Baker Residence

Hall

year 2000

Looking for meaning in life?

Three words: .«.. (3ol^<
pflity

continued from page 1

problem

"Some companies are putting a sig-

nificant amount of resources into it,

some companies are just ignoring it."

Weems said

"The world's nut going to end,
nothing dire is going to happen,"
Wecms said. * Inere w ill he confusion

in unexpected little places "I'm
expecting the first few months, some
glitches, confusion, inconveniences m
little odds and ends, here and there

."

Lori Ann Clarke, professor of com-
puter science, said the problems may
be more serious than others expect.

"I think that there will be major
problems, major inconveniences,*
Clarke said. "A number of people
have been aware of this problem for a

long time," she said.

Clarke said that many people are

worried about the problem, but that

it is unrealistic to believe that evciv

glitch will be found.

"It's very unlikely people will catch

everything," she said. "It's been
overblown, but it's a real problem,

people need to deal with it."

Will this effect UMass?
Some of the computer systems at

UMats have already run into problems.

Peter Rogers, Interim Director of

University Information Systems,
works in association with the presi-

dent's office and handles administra-

tive computer systems for the UMass
»wem He handles the computer sys-

tems which take care of payroll. -tu

dent administrations and also main-

tains University networks.

He said that in I Wb. when the class

of 2000 airived they had some minor

problems: some dates came out as 00,

and had to be changed He said they

also had to change some programs
because some employees had con
tracts which extended beyond the year

2000. and some foreign visas for for-

eign students extend beStond 2000.

"We've done a pretty good job

going through our systems, but vou

never know," Roberts said. "We do

have a plan, we've been working on it

for over a year.

"

Roberts said they have established a

year 2000 committee, which is work-

ing on upgrading the software control

ling the operating systems, and admin

istration systems. He said he expects

to have administration systems "Neat

2000 compliant" by |uly l>W which

is the date the fiscal year 2000 tx

"There's no way you can predict all

the problems." Roberts said

lohn Dubach. head of the depart

ment ol OIT. said his department has

been reviewing computer system to

ensure they are year 2000 compliant

"We are in the process of review

ing all the system*," Dubach said.

"The telecommunication system is

fine. Most of the systems in OIT are

year 2000 compliant." he said.

Dubach said he is worried about

the bug popping up in obscure places.

"The two things I worry about the

most are the individual department

owned PC's out there." Dubach said

He said other obscure places include

elevator systems, clock systems and

systems in biology laboratories.

"There's a lot of places people

won't think to look," Dubach said

The Commonwealth of

Massachusetts has been worried

about the problem. On Tuesday.

Dubach received a report. "Report on

the Preparedness of the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts i.

Address the Year 2000 Computer

Date Issue"

According to Dubach and the Ol I

newsletter. Macintosh computers J,,

not suffer Irom this problem because

they use computer dating in an

entirely Jillerent way.

To fix it. buy a new computer, A
quality computer today, faster and

with more memory should be seat

2000 compliant, but make sure. It is

also possible to have vour It
>

upgraded and can do this by down

loading programs from special sites

dedicated to the year 2000 bug
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UMass Campus Activities presents

Why Bother?
Because it's Love..

That's why.

I Store has all the candy and gifts vou need

to treat your valentine right.

Don't get caught empty handed.

Trust us, it's worth the effort.

Don't forget, our Back-to-School Sale ends

tomorrow, Valentine's Day!

Don't Miss:

Tons of Clothing ON SAIl!!
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development of Iraqi weapons ol

an destruction is practically nil,"

the agent) quoted an unidentified

official as saying "Fquipment for

the development of such weapons
was delivered to Iraq mainly from

Western Europe — the Germans.
Austrians and Swiss in particular."

Defease Secretary William
Cohen, who was in Moscow, told

NBC: "I don't have any basis to

either confirm or contradict that

particulut Mi>n I hat's something

that the- I lined Nations will have to

determine, hopefully, the Russian

authorities will be very forthcoming

on this issue."

Cohen told ABC "One ol the dif-

ficulties in dealing with biological

weapons and chemical weapons is

some ol the same equipment has

what we call a dual-use capahilnv

that what can be used to make fer-

tilizer can also be used to make
chemical weapons.*

According to the Pom, the fer-

mentation vessel also could be used

to make proiein lot animal teed.

II there was a deal to help an

Iraqi germ warfare program it vio-

lated a U.N. embargo on sale of

such sensitive material to Baghdad.

Albright said Russia tightened its

export controls of dangerous mater

lal in (anuary at the request ol the

I nited States.

That action followed reports Russian

linns and technicians had helped Iran's

ballistic weapons program

Albright said Vice President Al

Gore would discuss controls at his

next scheduled meeting with

Russian Prime Minister Viktor

Chernomyrdin in March

In her congressional testimony.

Albright said Iraq "would be better

rjfl without Saddam Hussein." but

said the administration did not

intend to use combat troops to

achieve that goal.

l'he hearing was marked by

demands from the chairman. Rep

Benjamin A. Oilman (R-N V I. and

the panel's senior Democrat. Rep.

lee H. Hamilton (D Ind ), for a

policy that goes beyond a threat so

bomb Iraqi biological and chemical

weapons sites.

teach

UUv*r'

sSALX
Up \o 75^ Off

continued from page 1

rather than a core curriculum subject

like social studies — gives students who

have never succeeded in then studies a

chance to start with a clean slate.

For hei first BJaT, Stanlev taught 4th

through 1 2th grades in a rural area of

Louisiana — a school where students

had no textbooks 10 BSSri with.

Stanley learned that America isn't

actually the land where equal opportu-

nity prevails. According to Stunk \

sonic areas just don't have the

u-ouice-s In education that others Jo

Stanlev. who is a graduate student

in anthropology, says that her work in

leach Kor America has influenced her

to look lot a career in underprivileged

neighborhoods in the United Slates

"
I caching made me use every pan

of my brain." Stanley said.

Cook found out about the program

while Mudvinc' lor a his degree in psy-

chology at UMass. In those yeai-

Cook spent time tutoring students at

an elementary school in Holvoke He
remembers students crying when he

told them he would no longer be com
ing back to tutor them The experience

convinced him that he wanted to work

with \oung people in his future career.

Going into his senior year. Cook
decided that he wanted to become a

teacher However. Massachusetts

require* a liberal arts degree for teacher

certification. Teach For America does

not require teacher certification.

Cook entered the program, ano

went on to teueh special education to

lourth and filth graders in Bunn.

N.C., a rural town H minutes irom

Raleigh. Cook wanted to work in an

urban area but found that communi-

ty role models were more needed in

rural areas. According to Cook,
schools play a bigger role within a

rural community
Hie community Cook worked in

helped iaise money su that he could

take some fifth graders on a trip to

Washington, 1) C
"Teaching is exciting because you

arc never doing the same thing day to

day." Cook said. Cook is now attend-

ing Harvard for graduate studies m
education since finishing his stint

with Teach For America last |une.

Both Stanley and Cook said that

Teach For America was a valuable and

influential experience in their lives. The

two lormed relationships with students

and community members alike, and still

receive ktters from former students.

SsTlfa is currently

looking lor graduatin) apply

lothtr Ambers are paid a full

lime Milan r>> f/i«' nhool district the\

uork for So SjreVtfMII education

course uork is required Information

about applying can he found at the

Math, f>v calling

W The deadline for

applications is Manrh 2

Art critics

At the Midway Show for second year MFA candidates in the Student

Union Visual and Performing Arts Space, director Amanda Carmona

consults with MFA students Francis Merrigan and Line Bruntse

/WW
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impaste allow « C.I O w^il

f their graduate MuJcnt -upend

increases that amount to about lb

percent or SI 500 over a thriv

period

In a prevs release Itsued bv c>l c>

lam night, members stated,

moved »i(inilic*ntlv trom ih t

position, virtuall) cutting their

demands in hall and dropping

clauses and in an effort to reach a set-

Concerning waac aaassi

said the> disagreed with the adniini*

tratK-n b> $4S5 lot lull time emplov
ees and they agreed fully with the

administration on ihild care issues

ftv leekil >o implement an
impale without even following the

piocedure laid out in the

Massachusetts Labor law. which
requires mediation, the administra-

tion I it is bargaining in

bed faith.* press release said.

CI plans to file an unfair

labor prsctice again*! the adminis-

tration

A press csasference will be held in

the Studeiv Jt 10 am
and a membership meeting will be

held st \ p m at the tape
Lounge
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Now for the real issues Defining sexual harassment
For the past few month.v the American public has

been bombarded by report- ot Picsidcnt Clinton's

alleged affairs. We have heai.; I infidelity

and sin thai Ted Koppel seems to think we should be

interested in Fven the nation '« lop newsman. Comedy
Central's Craig Kilbom. spends the first 15 minute- ol

every newscast talking about what he tetets to as

Tailgate '98 Well, while these "reporters" have been
boring us with the sex life of a middle-aged overweight

guv. there have been other notable land in MM
disturbing) events going on around the wot Id and at

home I think we should all take a moment to pause and
catch up.

Sinking ship

first and foremost, is everyone

aware that someone has cast Treat am__
Williams to star in his own action

movie' If your answer was "Who i- I real Willian

thank God for being merciful to vou For the
I

poor souls, I'm afraid that Treat has hit theaters across

America as a monster killer aboard a waning ship

Critic- across the nation have warned moviegoers to

avoid all theaters showing the picture, as it ma\ induce

nausea and vomiting I ium hope this a__ ll contained

someone gets hurt

Minnesota tells Marlboro "secret"

The state of Minnesota has made some astounding
announcements in the past tew weeks There are appar-

ently two secrets behind Marlboro's success in the ciga

rette industrv. according to prosecutors from the state

who are suing the tobacco company One. Marlh
contain ammonia to lessen the harsh feeling of their

smoke, and to cause better attend Marlboro's

are addictive

I with someone had made this announcement years

ago If I had known cigarettes were habit forming all

this tir

j.uiu s Bachman

Olympic women's ice hockey

No checking No hitting No tun

No slams

While I'm on the subject ol -poitv tluie i- the SMM
ol the NBA taking ihe slam dunk competition out of the

Ail-Star break festivities thll -ca-on Removing the

most popular event of the break, and replacing it with

the not so exhilarating two-ball, was clearlv a mistake

oil the part of the league II anything two ball should

have been an addition to the already established con

tc-t- A- is. two ball is nothing more than a disappoint-

ing commercial for the failing WNBA. At least the

women ol the ABl. kept things real

Safe in the USA
That's right folks. America i«

pj again a sale place SO live The presi-

dent -cut the L SS Independence to

the Persian Gulf this week, in an attempt to scare Iraq

into succumbing to IN sanctions, and prevent the

Arab nation from doing harm to other- The I S troops

stationed there are now equipped with laser guided

weapons, titanium-tipped cruise missiles, bunker-pene-

truting bombs and several divisions of Marines

everyone remain calm II vou were worried that

Iraq, a nation with no air force, a small army and
iding to the U N i less than two Scud missiles lelt

was going to do any harm to the I S then vou can |ust

relax. The truth is. Iraq couldn't handle a riot I

mention a war. Perhaps when this whole Monica
I ewinsky thing passes by. the president will no longer

need a div p having a tantrum about not being

able to look in Saddam - private quarters i like the guy

keeps mustard gas in his bathroom), and save us a lot ol

time and money bv bringing our troops home for now
though. I think I'll |ust turn off the news, and see it

there's a good women's hockey game on

lame* Bachman is a I Man student.

Surviving Valentine's Day guy style

Well, here it is, the eve of all that is holy in the

land of "Hallmark " Today I was having a con
venation at lunch with a couple of friends, peo-

ple who are planning to celebrate "Black Saturdav ."
It is

depressing, so many people use tomorrow as a measuring

I what types of people they are. asking themselves.

"Why am I the only one of mv friends who isn t out with

that special someone nght now'' What is wrong with me.

why oh ," Well maybe that Is lu-t me hut I think that

there are other*

The quote ___________
• say that I couldn't get a dale

if I wanted SO, it - just that, um at this

point in mv fife. I. um, feel that I don't

think that could fee. xmeoqe
"

C'mcm guvs, how mam time* have vou said that to a girl

that you met at the bar or a frat the next morning, or even

10 minutes later Now when the day comes that you are

supposed to be with someone, you have about as much
chance of scoring as Bill Clinton at a N Q.W. meeting
What to do. what lo do.

As the champion of single guys at L'Mass. a title which

I gave myself and am proud to admit. I offer you a sur-

vival guide to the "big day." I don't mind if you use mv
ideas or even call them your own. I just can't stand to see

a grown man crv

First off You need something to keep your mind ofl the

fact that you are a pathetic failure (in the eyes of the card-

making industry, at least). If vou can. fight your way
through the crowds at Blockbuster trying to get to loots

Rush In. She's the One. or (gag) any other vomit inducing

"masterpieces" starring cast members of Friends.

Personally. I'd select a movie that gets the ol' waterworks
flowing, like Platoon or Full Metal Jacket For those of

you who can't take the "blood and guts" realism of love

and devotion, try Dirty Hurr\. "Go ahead, make mv dav

.

Kill Mel hwi.tltl

I mean, that makes me miMv -eved just thinking about it

i sniff, smll gne me a seel OK., moving on
Instead of drowning your sorrows in alcohol, there is an

even more intoxicating event that will whisk awav the

haunting fact that vou are as single as Hillary Clinton at

the end ol her husband's term in office, the Winter

Olympic* What better wav to distract yourself than
laughing at the lapanese women's hotkey team giving it

their all against the likes of Canada. Sweden and
Barbados (you have to have a light-hearted appm
______________ of a team that considers it a victory to

lose by less than 10 goal* >

If you want your friend* lo think thai

you arc the mack...

Well, not tii sa tried this, but U vou want

your roommate to thw> . do have a girl, vou could

call home and sav to vour mom. "I love vou." rcallv loud

so that he thinks that vou do have a girlfriend but she

couldn't make it up this weekend. If he inquires as to why
you never mentioned her before, just say that she was
away and it was really expensive to call her Next week
simply say that it didn't work out and you have moved on;

vour mother will understand.

Call your little sister at home and have her send you a

huge card, and the whole bit. have her sign it with some
cheesy pet name and spray some "Baywatch" perfume on
it. Make sure to make the unveiling of your mail a public

spectacle. Do not try to send yourself something, that is

shameful and everyone will see through it. Again. I

that I have never done anything resembling this

Well, good luck to a you single guvs. I'll see you at

the game on Saturday. Maybe there will be someone at

the game waiting for you. Probably not. M relax and
en|ov the sounds of tears and machine guns later in the

night

Km Iflc Donald is a Collegian staff member
uu unci guis realism 01 love rngni

y. "Go ahead, make my day." ken Iff Donald is a Collegian staff member.

We will be publishine a Point/Counterpoint feature on Wednesday.
Feb. 1 8. analyzing the War on Drugs.

a **"'

Columns sIkxjW be submitted no later mars 5 pjn. on Monday, Feb. 16. They can be delivered to

the Cotteaian offices at 11 3 Campos Center. OMass: faxed to 545-1592: or emailed to

"letters dtvtns.ort.unms.edu." Call Tamar Carroll or Oan Bodah at 545-1491 for more information.

Doonesbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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It
I hard lo imagine what Kenneth Starr was thinking

when he wired up a Pentagon employee to get into'

in.ilion on hei friend - se\ life W j- he awaic of how
bad this would look? Did he realize that the revulsion

Americans would feel would not be lot President Clinton
but for the people who are literally digging through dirty

laundrv to lind some kind of scandal'' Oi was he so intent

on bringing down the Commandei -in Chief that he lost

all Dei

With President Clinton's approval rating higher than
ever, it is dear that Ameticdiis do not think that his

alleged alfair with Monica I ewinsky is relevant to his job

performance \nd though Americans ___________
may be gobbling up countless hours

d CNN coverage on ihe mallei, we
also understand that what may have
happened between the pair is no

>ui business than what Pamela
Anderson and louiim I ee do in their

spare time But if there is a new low

in American privacy standards,
Kenneth Starr is not the only one
who is being blamed I ately another

villain has emerged feminism

m the airwaves and op-cd pages of the nation,

commentators have wagged their fingers at the women
who have lobbied for sexual harassment laws fhe) arc

the ones, the charge goes who have opened up this

Pandora's Box. and now we are helpless lo stem the tide

ol investigators cameras and wire taps that will soon be

heading to a bedroom near vou It can all sound very

frightening, something lo give even the most ardent femi

r.ist pause until you examine what exactly sexual harass

ment is.

Because the legal definition of sexual harassment ll not

onlv utterly reasonable, it is also quite difficult to meet In

order to prove that an employee has been sexually

you must show either that sexual favors were

as a specific condition of employment or that

FOCUS CN WOMEN

in overtures created working conditions that severely

hindered an employee I ability lo do ha job The latter

half of that definition called "hostile env uonment

harassment, is the one thai has caused so much controvet

sy but once again it has a very exacting standard In ordci

to prove that the plaintilf has a legitimate grievance

must show thai the harassing behavior was severe, unwcl

come and repeated

This siandard. when applied cortectly. docs a good job

ol weeding out the Involous lawsuits Itom the legitim.it:

ones. The "severe" criterion knocks out innocuou-

ments such a compliment of a dress or haircut The
"unwelcome" ctiterion eliminate-

nsensual sex And the "repeated

-ures thai someone who
makes an unwanted sexual advance is

given the opportunity to be warned

that the other party has taken
se

The problem is. most people are

not working with the legal definition

ol sexual harassment; they arc

ing with ihe popular understanding

which is pretty much that

anything goes That's why workplaces and universitii

quently create overlv restrictive rules regarding employee

conduct And it's why we see a number ol Involou-

charges — such as the wennan who claimed to be sexually

harassed after a co-worker recounted a racy "Semtcl :

to her Of course, it the media heads who claim to be so

outraged bv this sexual harassment confusion wool

.

plv explain (or learn) what sexual harassment is. we could

go a long wav toward solving this problem Bui then thev

would have to stop harping on feminists and blaming

them for the decline of Western civilization And what fun

is that

Sara Ickel is a syndicated columnist Send comment*
to the author in care of this newspaper of sand her e-mail

at saraeumltaolxom
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Letters to the Editor

The "Christian"

millennium

lo the editor

With increasing rapidity, we hear

references to the coming of the "21st

Century." the year 2000, and the

dawning of "the new millennium
"

Among the definitions ol "millen-

nium" in the Wammwtr'l Wfwti

Collegiate Dictionary, definition »2a.

is: "a period of 1000 years | e t us

not forget, however, that the year
2000 is in reference to the birth of

lesus of Nazareth, and. therefore, it is

actually the beginning of the next

"Christian" millennium In (act. deti

nition »la in the same dictionary

defines "millennium" as: "the thou-

sand years mentioned in Revelation

20 during which holiness i- n> prevail

and Christ is to reign on earth
"

For me. current references to the

next millennium are examples of

what I have termed "(.'hriMianisin" or

"Compulsory Christianity," which I

define .is the system of advantages
bestowed lo Christians; it is the insti

tutional response to religious oppres-

sion which assumes that all people-

are or should be Christian, thereby

excluding the needs, concerns, life

experiences and cultures of non-
Christians

Thereloie I -sk thai we view the

year 2000 A.D. as one signitic.int

benchmark, though, for many ol us.

it also marks a heightening of our
cultural and religious invisibility

Warren I
Blunienleld

Northampton

Negotiations still

taking place

To the editor:

It is unfortunate to see that some
graduate students believe that con

tract negotiations are over between

CEO and the administration, as was

implied in you letter to the editor in

the | Feb. I I] issue of the Collegian.

Contract negotiations begun in March

of l^9b and continue to this day. The

administration has systematically

stalled the negotiations sJaet the

beginning, taking 14 months to deliv

er its first wage proposal, requesting

that we enter into an unnecessary
certification process, and refusing to

fund a flexible child care center after

thev located space for it In order to

get a fair settlement GEO needs to be
visible, and if that means chalking
messages on every surface, and
putting up posters on every telephone

pole and bulletin board on this cam-
pus then that is what needs to be
done Without visible participation

from the graduate student population

the administration will continue to

stall and every graduate employee
will suffer.

Christopher Dc
Dcpt. of Physics and Astronomy

GEO still negotiating

To the editor:

In response to "Likes GEO. dis

likes graffiti:"

Inst I would like to comment on
the statement that "contract negotia

lion* were months ago." Graduate
Employee Organization activism is

still present with the goal of settling

contract negotiations Currently we
are shll without a contract and have
been so for the past three academic
semesters

If you feel that these negotiations

have taken too long, your sentiments

are ___! by the GEO membership
The best way to help end the negoti.i

tions is to volunteer to help your fel-

low employees to mobilize 0E0
efforts. Any help is welcomed and if

you would like to lead the efforts to

clean up after an action, we would
welcome your efforts to lead us to

end contract negotiations and
activism.

If the administration has it their

way, they "propose" to eliminate
nearly all of the staff positions of

GEO and effectively cripple the very

union | which | fights for our rights.

However, with help from you and
your fellow employees the adminis-

tration can learn that attempt to stall

negotiations will not work and we
can begin to settle the contra

come on down to the GFO office and
ask what vou can do to help! Get
involved in your union and let your

be heard.

EUn H. Flashman

Sunderland

GEO chalking
senses as reniinder

To the edr

Kathryn fiardesty's point about
G4 O'l chalking is well taken, howev-
er, her letter implies that GEO
tract has been settled, and this ||

incorrect Her letter contains &
mt misunderstanding which

needs to be cleared up immediately a-

GEO't contract has not been settled'

The chalking Ms. Hardest v
I

to was done during ( .1 ( > - I aboi

Teach-in last November. Although
her letter suggested that this chalking

should be cleaned off because the

contract is settled, she is misinformed
about the statu- t G—O'l negoti.i

tions. which have continued without

settlement for 20-plus months. The
entire campus community needs to K
aware the the administration has
barely moved on any of their propos
als, while GFO has in good faith

compromised on multiple points Ihe

'I' 1 proposals include not only
higher wages, but monies for child

care, affirmative action and better

health care.

I can assure Ms. Hardesty and the

campus community that when GEO's
contract is settled. I will go out and
clean up any chalk that remains, and
will encourage other GEO members
to do m In the interim, I strongly

hope that the chalk, as well as posters

and other visual materials, serve to

remind the entire campus community
that many graduate employees are
still working very hard for a better

contract, and we welcome and truly

appreciate all the support we can get.

Susan E. Shadwick
Graduate Student

Senate Treasurer
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Women s Issues
Friday, February 1 3, 1 998

Vision 2000: A proposal for change Book relates body image history
Si\

veais agu. a group ol women
lie.ni the six Secy I n^ljiid land

pmt uimcisities (University
ul Massachusetts, University i>l

Maine. University ol CoMMCtiCUt,
I mveisity ul \cilliullt l llivcisi ty g|

Khude Island and L inversus ,
•

Hampshire! fat tugelher 10 discus-

He >>l gender equity on college

campuses. Ine women decided to put

iheii concerns and ideas iu paper on
how tci iiiipiuve gender ec|uitv in

higher education.

I Ik resulting document, a collabo

t a 1 1 v c- effort written bv students, fac-

ulty and -tall tiuin varying academic

deportment i of the sis universities

became "\ ision JiKMJ
"

A laka 2000" is a 12-page "vision

stafeiuciit" addressing nine basic

- and proposing goals and rcc

oMMadotkm m improving the siate

ul higher education It -cik- .1 inure

• I'eii inclusive mode uf university

ng. especially involving women
lite dsKUincnt. Finished a year ago.

was distributed on the siv New
I ngland campuses through the Status

ul Women Council. The document
ed endorsement bv the

:

dents ol each university

Aevcr. when the authors of

A isnHi 2000" brought the document
1 I Ma«s I acuity Senate for a poaai-

iidorsement. controversy arose

The document was postponed from

Laurie Faille

endorsement, because members ol

the I Ma" laculty Senate objected to

aspects .1 *V___I J000," believing it

was intrusive, that 11 limited academ

It freedom, and that it attempted tu

dictate how professors teach

I hose who objected lo the docu-

ment, rather than Voicing their con

.etlls at the

time tit the

I acuity Senate

meeting, went
to the national press with then objet

tiuiis \ Vt- r since "Sision JiHXT has

been the subject ol debate analysis

misunderstanding and had press.

Nancy Patteson, a professor in the

women's studie- department and a

co author plains

that the document is one ol "openness

and inclusiveneM," seeking lo "inllu-

ainpus policy * bui not intending

to threaten individual tlccdom

Patteson got involved in the writ

ing of the document because d bet

experiences as a graduate student at

I Mass when she suddenly became
ed li' the many inequities facing

her and others — as female uni

veisity students

Patteson savs she "became in>

in writing this document because I

realized thai what I was experiencing

was not unique lo me. but wa-

nton to other women in ac-dei

iher reason Pan

involved with the writing of "\ ision

2000" was because she has three

daughter whose academic futures

concern her and she wanted "things

to be different for tfu

Palteson believes that 'Vision
2000" has been misunderstood She

Males that the enactment of the docu-

ment's recommen-
dations w ill help

"open up" oppoitu

nines for women.
as well as facilitate discussion about

women's issues. The document is a

way 10 "address the issues" and mtlu

clue policy but is not a mandate.

Patteson does, however, feel that

there ate serious problems at work in

the academic structures of universi

ties including I M.i--

"Theic are reasons why 83 percent

neii."

Mjfl I'.ittc'on I here are reasons

why some departments are predomi-

nantly women "

ll is time the univetsitv examines

whv this is. and what we can do
about it

I'aiicson hopes thai JOUO"

will scion be endorsed by the Faculty

Senate She feels it "important that

"Vision 2000 Is part of a democratic

pfOCOM Oricc endorsed, the next

step will be to tailor "V ision 2000" to

the specific needs ot I Mas-

/ auric FaiUt is a L Mass student

by Laura Barcella

Collegian Staff

Culture shock in Costa Rica
Machismo Kind of like melancholy these are

sord* I like to maj, but hate the meanings

After coming home from learning Spanish in Costa

Rica over lanuary break. I truly know the definition of

machiMrto In Cooks Mc« it didn't make a difference il

a woman had blue hair and wore sweats. If it was

female, thev whistled at it Being in another country

made me wary to extend my middle finger or hurl

insults at them.

Ihe "them" I am referring to are the

^ sta Kica Not the men. thev

I home and were good boy* The men
n't the ones who constantly harassed

mv friends and me on the street and in clubs Th.

who did the harassing were as young as 1 1 and as old as

t«.i. and they tried to grab anyone in a skirt

In one month. I had three different guv> try to reach

under my skirt lor a feel One guy actually pressed his

Susan Nulcerson

my arm on a crowded bus 1 was luck;

_^_MM_M_^_^_Q_DM I **W mMamma^aaa, kaamaaaaafl> —_ks*ftlAV V*^_J_ai4s*

nmT-d nothini; ^Idownthe street t .r dance

mv girlfriends to provoke these actions.

a verv different culture in Costa Rica The country

has an alarmingly high illegitimacy rate. All of my female

instructors at school were unmarried with children.

Manv voung women there wear short s|uns skin

tight blouses and layers of makeup They seem to act as

show pieces for their boyfnend*. smiling, but never con

iribuling to any conversations At mv home-stay, my
1 Kuan sister and mother never ate a hot meal —

the-v were loo busy serving the men of the family The
men were served first and frequently

at a feminist in Costa Rica normally meant sleep-

ing alone, one of the ticas told me \ ie Faunas

I spoke with were looking for a more liberal American

almost laughed out loud at that one.

In Costa Rica, when a female turns I 7. the pressure

to marry begins Although these women may dcci.

get educations, that idea is usually scuffed at by older

generations g| family and friends. It's a constant uphill

battle with relatives who wish lo conserve the tradition

al roles of women aa caregivers and
honvenial

My experiences m Costa Rica

made me realize how luckv I trulv

am. Al 2. t age. I am not

constantly pressured to marry and have children In the

A States, most women my age are thinking about

finishing educations and starting careers, not getting

married

After seeing how CoM Rican women are treated by

mongi 1 1 and even loved ones. I was aching for home.

UthuMgjb m M •vi;.ci,...o .iic ciiutiin iiut pcrtcvA, al

least we r. pen lo u«

Moot people wish so see us succeed rather than fail, and

we have more ways to receive educations than in many
other countries \\e are not all hidden under the heavy

veil of "family values " which keeps women in the

kitchen and men as the breadwinners Female feminists

in America often have male counterparts.

Though I occasionally get whistled at on the streets of

America, the men here seem to have enough class to

keep 11 in their pants until they get home Or maybe
they are just better at hiding it

.mi\al Mass student

The Women's issues Page is always looking for writ-

ers. If you've got something to say (and you should!)

come down to the Collegian offices in the Campus

Center basement and talk to me, Laura Barcella. You'll

be oh so happy you did.

Women's shelter in need of volunteers
By Loura Barcella

Collegian Staff

W omanshelier/Companeras. a

women's shelter serving the greater

I lolvoke and C'hicopee area, is in need

d VOlunMen lor their I ap_ Advocate-

andTccti EdNCOM rYap—M,
\\ onianshelter/Compancras 1- a

nonprofit organization which has

served area women and children

since its founding in l
QM).

Boaidel acting as a shelter for

abused women and their children.

Womanshelter/Companeras offers

tnanv other programs for women.

It offers support and outreach

groan, childcare programs, cominu ni-

t\ education and a 24-hour confiden-

tial hotline for women in need of help

lOCMOO one out of everv 10

teenagers is involved in a violent

relationship.
Womanshelter/Companeras 's Teen
fducators Program goes directly into

local junior high and high school

I
. "oiiis to educate teens at n-k

Teen Fducators work to help

teenagers learn to recogni/e the signs

of abusive partners, as well as develop

early foundations for healthy relation-

ships

Fdith lennings of

Womanshelter/Companeras say, about

the Teen fducator program. "It's I

vital program, a preventative program,

so that young people can begin to leam

to have healthy relationships."

Womanshelter/Companeras is also

seeking volunteers for its Legal

Advocates Program. I egal Advocates

gain valuable experience assisting

women in obtaining restraining orders

Legal Advocates also gain knowl-

edge about the workings of the court

sy-trm, and meet people connected

with the legal pn •

Kith the TOOD I diicatot and legal

Advocate volunteer programs are

open to interested college students.

For more information on becoming

a volunteer at

Womanshelter/Companeras. contact

Fdith lennings Monday through

Friday between 8 a.m. -4 p.m.. at

<4n)'5Vv-9717.

Training sessions begin on Feb. 19.

If vou 01 someone vou know is ,1

victim of abuse, please call (4151

536-1628

Readings and book signing.

Co-Sponsored with the Odyssey Bookshop of South Hadley

Tuesday, March 3, 7:30 p.m.

Double Vision: A Travelogue of Recovery from Ritual Abuse with

Anna Richardson

Tuesday, April 28, 7:30 p.m.

Florence Ladd, for eight years director of the Mary lngraham

Bunting Institute, now author of the acclaimed Sarah's Psalm

THE BODY PROJECT: AN INTIMATE HISTORY Of AMERI
CAN GIRLS

Joan Jacobs Brumberg

Random House

loan lacobs Brumberg's latest book Tkt Hody I'ro/cct \n

Intimate llislur\ of \merican Hirls. lakes a historical per-

spective on the ever troubling

issue of voung girl-' body image She take- u- back

through time on a historical analyst- ol the changes in the

American leinalc body, allowing us ghmp-es into the

minds ol actual young women grow ing up. in the tonus ul

their diaries.

What we learn in Kruinherg's book is disturbing

nrumherg explains how the American girl- relationship

to her lx«Jy has changed over the past hundred years, and
why girl- kidics have become their most significant "pro

r expressions ol identity

Brumberg notes that today, girls sexually mature earlier

than evei. but society makes i^, attempt lo support them

through the turbulence of adolescence In the \ ictorian

era. American girls grew up beneath a "protective umbrel

la," which kept them shelieicd through adolescence

Back then the female h tod) a voung eul -

changing l«e hidden rarely Spoken ul and pre-

served as a mallei to be discussed only within th.

me I here was a large degree ol control

exerted bv outside influences over the girls body, mainly

by the girl's family Her hodv was considered a lamilv

However Brumberg asserts that this "protective

umbrella" was nurturing as well as sheltering, and it

helped lead to more confident, healthy lemale bodies and
minds The umbrella nurtured young girls through numcr-

'gam/ations which provided a sense ol

closeness and bonding with olhei women Girls could

share and cjuc'Mions with these mentors and

lhack on what ice — and

womanhood — felt like

Brumberg believes that the early twentieth century

brought on the decline of the protective umbrella, and
with it came a shill in the mentalities of voung girls

IMWding their bodies and sexuality It was during this

coiset abandoning time that women became preoccupied

with "slimming" dosing weight) and exercising to control

their biKJics tiotn within.

In thi- significant time, girls' level of self-scrutiny

Increased as popular culture and commercialism began

caiching on to girls' rising insecurities. Commercial
industries had a new group to drain dry Of course, the

more the commercial industries targeted the specific

"flaws m young women, the more money, time and
ellort the particularly sensitive young women began
spending to avoid having such flaws. It was the start of a

vicious circle, one which rages in full force today.

Ine most fascinating aspects of Brumberg's study are

the actual diatv excerpts interspersed throughout the

book's commentary. Ine diane- demonstrate the histori-

cal change- taking place, not only within the minds and

K-dies ol young girls, but within society

I he incredible changes in the self-perceptions of young

women are evident in the following diary entries. A girl in

I8s)2 wrote in her diary "Resolved, not to talk about

tnysell or mv feelings To think before speaking. To work

seriuu-lv lo be sell restrained in conversations and
actions Sot to let me thoughts wander To be dignified.

Interest myself more in others."

„ in )W2 wrote in her diary "I will try to make
myself better in any way I possibly can with the help of

mi budget and baby-sitting money I will lose weight, get

new lenses, already got new haircut, good makeup, new

clothes and accessories."

The above entries demonstrate the conira-i ul growing

up in an era when "good works" were valued over "good

looks " In 18*12. one's actions mattered more than one's

appearan. That mentality could not seem more
outdated today Ot course, as a society bred on self-delu-

sion, we would like to believe we si ill place more value on
one's interior workings than on one's physical package.

Wt we use the slogan "beautv i- inside" for hair and

skin care products We think we can gain confidence and

a "go get em!" attitude with a new shade of "daring" red

lipstick When it come* down to it. we act on the pnnci

pie that beauty is worn
Brumberg's study is an interesting and valuable one It

takes up where Re\i\mg Ophelia left off ll also adds the

missing historical evidence to support Brumberg's claim

that girls today are in crisis | recommend this book to

anyone looking tor a little dose of reality. A-

Author to speak at Mt. Holyoki

A«ir4-tfiMiaj tatlior Join Jieobi Branborj of The 8tit/ Prejtet: At latimitt

Hitttrf of Anuria* Qirlt, will tpeak on Fib. 11 at 7:30 pm at Mt. Halyoka

Col leaja ia Gamble Auditorium.

Sponaoresl by tba Colleges Pariajtaa Faaa*, itt Health Ceatar, •«- a ttadeat

a/oap eaaeeraatl with eatia) a'iiara'art celled* HOPE, the lecture is frae aaa* opaa to

the public. Gamble Auditorium it afheelehair-acceiiibla aad located ia tha

Collofa't Art Museum.

Far mara iaformatiaa, call Sarah Grolaie-MeClurj at (413)538-2030 or Karaa

Jacobus at (413)538-2466.

Now, the game is much more serious

When I was in the fourth

grade. I read a kids' mag
a/ine called I

(<<r;/_vf I remember an article enti

tied "Curl- Ko\- Who s Bc<

The article compared girls and bc>v-

under different criteria, such as ath-

letic talents, academic abilities,

artistic and musical -kill-.

ness" and N >>n

The article attempted to give -a

i-ntific support fur each Ktt'l char-

acteristics, but it shied awav Irom

reaching anv substantial conclu-

sions. The timeless war between ele-

mentary -chool children would 00H

tinue regardless, because boys

would brag that thev could do this

sport or subject belter, and girls

would boast that thev could do that

sport or subject bettet Through this

constant bickering, girls and bovs

would develop confidence in their

gender-

Sometime during middle school,

the gender war died down a bit

"CoOtlca" weren't an issue anymore.

Ciirl- and bovs were supposed to like

each other and fall in love, with fleet

ing week long romance- the norm

High school showed more
long-term prospects lor love, as

well a- H awakening ul SCXUOl iden-

tity \ lew veat- later, in college,

people are -till sorting out these

identities, realizing how their gen-

der- and sexuaUties fit into the pic-

ture. Gender differences are still a

hot topic because as we gTow edu-

l and live on our own. we leam

important differences that eluded us

at younger ages.

Before I came to college. I didn't

see why feminism was such an
important is-ue lor many I thought

that men and women were treated

a- equal* in today's world, for the

most part. Compared to times when
women could not own property,

when women couldn't vote, when
marriage vows
requited that

women "obey

"

forming while growing up.

As a kid I lelt good about being a

girl. I wholeheartedly joined in the

childhiKKl game in which the boys

tried to outpace the girls land vice

versa i Being just a game, it was fun

back then, but now. as adults, the

rules have changed and the game is

much more serious.

I don't feel as confident as I used

10 when faced with the question.

"Who's better, girls or boys?" I

don't believe I

Otrissn Brown
their husbands.

I felt that women today -hared the

same footing as men.
However, as my worldview

expanded through my experien

I Mas- | grew to understand the

impact of many of the laauca affect

ing women's lives, such as double

standards, glass ceilings and the

beauty mvth. Suddenly. I began to

realize the juggling that many
women must do. as thev are forced

to choose between raising a family

and maintaining a career.

These persisting obstacles facing

women frustrate me. because it

doesn't appear thai a quick solution

is in sij.ht Changing people's alti

Hide- especial]) in dominant soci-

ety i< a slow process. In the

meantime. I will reflect on the reali-

ties | have learned in the past few

years, and the ideas I had been

am a lesser per-

son because of

my gender, but I

feel a subtle drag in my step when I

think of the way things remain in

our society

Now I understand why modern
feminism is important. I understand

why universities have women's stud-

ies departments — to fill in the gaps

that traditional education left empty
i because general education has

favored the accomplishments of

men over those of women).

Changing individual attitudes may
be difficult and slow, but I'm not

discouraged that it's taking so long.

I have rid myself of a fearful attitude

towards feminism. I now feel confi-

dent being a woman because femi-

nism has taught me to appreciate

my femininity, simply because it is

an integral part of my identity.

Chrissy Brown is a UMass stu-

dent.

Etfcrywoman's Center Spring 1998 Support Groups

A Goddess in M> Shoes; Increasing Self Istccm Through Honoring the Feminine. Facilitated by

Debot-h \\ amboldt. Mondays. 7-9 p.m.

Adult Daughters ofAicoholia Croup. Facilitated by Fay Champoux. Mondays. 6:30-8:30 p.m.

Coming. Out Croup for I csbmns and Hiscxiutl Women. Facilitated by Betsy Ferber. Tuesdays. 7-8:30 p.m.

lamias and Sell I surm/lxitinas YSu \uto-Estima. Facilitated by Mari Vicente. Thursdays. 4:15-6:15 p.m.

learning lo Uvept and l.ovc Our liodies I'hrough Expressive \rts. Facilitated by Shira Porat. Thursdays,

4-6 pm
Post-Abortion Support Croup. I acilitaled bv Peggy Warwick. Wednesdays. 5:30-7 p.m. •

Rape Sunivors Support Croup, facilitated b> I is Brook. Wednesdays. 7:30-9:30 p.m.

SurvtWOTJ ofOuUhood Seatal \but$ Support Croup. Facilitated by Cat Chapin. Thursdays. 7:30-9:30 p.m.

Ml groups arc lice and provide a safe and confidential space.

For Groups for Survivor of Rape Cff CHUhcod Sexual Abuse, call (4 1 3)545-0800 for a screening interview.

For all other groups, call (4 1 3)545-0883.

All groups begin mid- February and early March.

I
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Hum's latest CD a

headache inducer
By K#vtn monohon
CoiUgton Staff

DOWNWARD IS HEAVENWARD
Horn

RCA

All right, think back to the sum

mer of W> It vou were liMcning

to any modern rock radio station

back then you probably heard a

song called "Stars" by a band
called Hum Although, il \ou do

not remember it. I'm not sur-

prised Despite the heaw rotation

"Stars" received on alternative

radio back in 1999, the song was

pretty forgettable Well. Hum is

back from the depths of

"Whatever happened to
.'.*"

venations with their lollow up to

l99Vs You'd Prefer an Astronaut.

the uneven Downward is

Heavenward iRc V
It is unlikclv that Downward is

Heavenward will achieve the sales

or popularity gained b> You'd
Prefer an Astronaut which sold

over 250. OCX.) copies Downward
is Heavenward shows a 1

potential, but fails to follow

through on any of it After one
sitting with Hum's second major

label release, one cannot help but

think constantly, "this song would

be a lot better

Hum is known lor creating a

Pink Floyd-esque soundscape lay

ered with loud guitars — a psyche

delic hard rock with a recurring

astronomy theme and sound et

thrown in for good measure When
described as such. Hum's music

sounds formulaic — which it h
Downward is Htaxtnuard is an

exercise is conforming to the for-

mula, with not much to set it apart

Ironi a hundred other bands hot

an example ol how a similar idea

can work well, maybe the boy* in

Hum should check out

Radiohead's critically acclaimed

( >K l omputer

forking with producer Mark
Rubel. Hum creates a dull sort of

cacophony that is more likely to

induce headaches than anything

else The album gels oil to a false

start right away with "Isle of the

Cheetah." one of the weakest
tracks on the album The second

track — "C'omin' Home" is thc

album's most interesting song,

but even it's mediocre The
hard-edged guitars arc well lay-

ered, and singer Matt Talbott's

L'obain-like screaming at the

song's bridge is a welcome change

in pace

wnward /> fltai ermard
works best when Talbot! and Tim
Lash's guitars arc at their loudest.

Drummer Bryan St Pere and
bassist leff Dempsey create a

rhythm section that feels lis.

(•laving Chewbacca to Talbott and

Lash's Han Solo Hum plods

through the rest of their album
with songs that Mart ol! loud, quiet

down in the middle, and crank the

volume and Jistortion back up for

the end Songs like "Afternoon
With the Axolotls" with a Uric

from which the album gets its title

— and "Green to Me" help to high

light an album that is mediocre at

best. Fortunately the album is at its

best more than half of ttw lime

Although nothing on Downward
Is Heavenward it as catchy as

"Stars." but don't be surprised if

one of the singles weasels its way
onto the corporate rock/alternative

radio charts. O
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FWES IN THE MMtROR
Bowier Auditorium

Fab 11

For five days in the swelling

August hcai New > ork City was par-

alyzed by tensions between

African-Americans and Hasidic lews

Seven years after a child was hit by a

car and an Australian rabbinical stu

dent was killed, questions still Itngei

questions which Anna Deavcte

Smith's play attempts to answer

Part ol .. 1 proalttclioni

called "On The Road A Search for

the American Character Urn in the

Mirror lollow s her lormula ol pre

senting a series of monologues taken

dircctlv Irom MMfpM of interviews

she had conducted The result leads

to a powerful (at times hu>-

at times sad 1 drama in which the

vsotds ol the many people involved

are used the play presents many
people's opinions, both the famous

and ordinary citizens, about the same
controvaniaj cv i

As with any production that

becomes a success, the play leaves the

hands of the playwright and takes

new lite in subsequent adaptations

One production ol the plav used live

performers to portray the multitude

of characters, this performance used

onlv two actresses. one
African American and one |ewi«h

Director Brian Kulick and actresses

Bcckv I ondon and Barbara Meek
pushed the limitations of two people

to the limit portraying everyone from

Al Sharpton to a Lubavich (the spe

lastdK communitv i house* it c

The set design effectively conveyed the

feeing of dweftng n the rradst of urban

apartments, and. depending on the fcght-

ing. the photographs on the set alternated

between (aces arid wndows Despite the

many poaabsimes for confuaon. the ckrev

tor employed an effective mm prop to

inform the audience of shifts m character

On Mage was an ctectnc hdlKurd which

Brted the deficient nxnoiogues and alerted

daily special

(Mon - Thur)

1 for $
sushi,

seafood
and much
much
more

the jiu.1k.tvc to pcrviu changes.

Both actresses hiindkxl the chalk-nges —
ihev had to learn the entire piece in 1*<

davs ti* >th were adept al chain

tunies. changing bodv movements and

vocal Utie. and at times ponraying a cunv-

picteK different world view without di-

lupttng the cc«ituvuitv. energy or impact of

the performance Ihev presented the

words of a character as being their spec ilk.

truth, and were able to punnis a coinpietc-

h diflerent truth bi the iicvi scene.

The perfoniiancc hj> significant not

just because it expkwed a reality -pecilic to

New "lorlc hul jki because it addievs.ij

controversies which are atwass mctuionaj

in the relationships between biavks and

lews IV plav evan in ied the often made
comparisons between the Mrican slave

trade and the Hokxaust, as well as the

rhetoric of activists such as leunard lettno

and Al Sharpton. and the age old problem

as the lews as "Chosen People" without

unauaa ig any concreie anaweis.

I he plav cvpressed the pain not

onlv nl the victim* lamilv tneml

but ol the public a* a whole who saw

their neighborhood transformed into

a war zone In one scene a lew talk*

about her son who was in the Soviet

I mon lor the summer While Crown
Heights was overrun with riot police

and angry protests, the Kremlin had

iu-i Ken *ei/ed in a military coup.

She told her -tin he was safer in

Russia.

"Once you inhabit a point of view,

it • easier to understand that point ol

.» "
I ondon said in the question

and answer period following the per

formance

"I celebrate the gap between mysef and

the person I'm parnng' Meek add
At several points in the play, the

director cho*e to have I otvdon plav

ing the pan of an African- Amencan

and Meek playing the part of the lew

fhis kept the audience a little

guard and made it impossible to take

granted their assigned roles.

Meek said thai one ol the most
important aspects of theater is devid

who gets whose stories, and she

believes lews and black* van speak

for each other

authentic

fkybewede
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Northampton, Mass
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Even At Four, You Had A Good Head For Business.

Face it, you didn't come to college to be just like everyone else, so

why not ally yourself with one of America's lop internships' Ynull make

your resume stand out after graduation, plus earn real money while \iill

/ v in college Some of our students earn a five figure income Put the

Northwestern Mutual Life name to work for you. and realize that you're

worth much more than vou think. Maybe The Steffen Agency should hc;tr

1

*

from you Internship openings available now

Tune in to " Today s 99J"M the \ortbwestern Mutual Life Player ofthe Game

Please stop by our booth at the IMASS careerfair on February Mb.

• sushi bar

• tatami room

small party

room
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Martha'sVineyard-based

Entrain to play tonight
After bursting onto the

ever expanding Martha's

Vineyard music scene in the

winter of I-)-)}, Entrain have

seen their prolile rise from that

of an acclaimed local ensemble

to a nationally- known group
that has jammed with President

Clinton and appeared on \BC*
"lodav Show" as well as CNN

In celebration of the

I mversitv of Massachusetts
Outing Clubs 75th anniversary.

(Ins veteran quartet of talented

musical performers bring their

eminently danceable sounds to

I M.i*« lot a free show tonight

al the Campus Center
Auditorium: a show that

promises to be a joyous
toe tappin romp. Their nm
Mjffj — -an amalgamation of

KtVB. soul. funk, rock and iu*i

about ev civ thing else but the

kitchen sink — is best

described as equal parts Dave
Matthews Band and Lot
Lohua.

A lesson in the power ol

"word ol mouth advertising.'

I mrain are one the most M
cesaful regional touring acts in

Sew I ngtatvd these days, hav

ing regularly sold oul fU

venues such as Boston's Maria

Kin Music Hall Ol COtstnM

when your band wins the

award for "Bcm I ive Show" at

the Boston Music \waids and

was recentlv a semi iinaliM loi

America's Best I Mefjaad Band

m Musician Magu:im- as IJMM

guys weie. succc" »eems more

like an espedaiion than merelv

a lofty goal

Last spring's show at the

Student I nion Ballioom wa-

well attended and
chock lull ol I nttain s eclectic

and potent blend

dance-floor-melting rock/funk

and MM I atm rhythms that

give their upbeat tunes *uch a

propulsive thrust I ike King on

the cake rntrain inlused their

music with a hear is

genuine showmanship and pa*

sionate playing Tonight should

be no different

rain plav* jl tin Campus
Center Auditorium at the

lnnersil\ at Massachu\ill>

tonight at | pm Die show is

Call is<i IIS J U>r mon
information

— Mart\ K
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Army next for Minutemen gymnastics
By Sanford Appell
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts men's gymnastics team received
a shot ir the arm last weekend when left l aValle
returned to action against Temple
UMass placed second in the tri-meet behind the

host Owls, but ahead of Army, the same team who the
Minutemen will be competing against luiiionow
The Minutemen gained 220.1 points, which was

four behind surging Temple However, the Minutemen
cruised over Armv bv more than 12 points
"We are not quite wheie we want to be right now.

but we are getting there." UMass men s gymnastics
coach Roy lohnson said.

The Minutemen arc currently ranked \o 15 in the
nation, which is good for ninth place among the Mat
ern teams

"Right now our goal is to move into the top si\ in

the cast," lohnson said. "It is a reachable goal but we
need to continue improving our scores."

Certainly the return of LaValle will aid the pt>

After overcoming an elbow injurv. laValle suited up
for the lirst time and competed in lour events

LaValle had two top-three linishes placing second
on vault with a *i 5 and third on the hii>h hat with a

9.2

"Having |ell back is a key lor us." lohnson sjjd "He
is teadv |q compete al his best, and will certainly help
out on the vault and rings particularly

."

lohnson has set 22t points as a goal for upcoming
matches, which will help the Minutemen move up to a
nioie acceptable lankin^

This weekend's matchup appears to be a lock lor

the Minutemen as thev have now tended oil the Vim
attack ihtee times this aaajH
Anny has posted 214 points as a high score iliis sea-

son, a tally UMass has fell below onlv once.

"We try not to overlook anybody." lohnson said

'But we feel we are belter than Army right now. and
that gives us a chance to concentrate on raising out

SCOICS

While LaValle is set to go this weekend, the
Minutemen may be without the set vice- .•( ttcshman

Clayton Kent The newcomer dislocated hi* linget on
the parallel bats, alter peiloinime cAccptionallv well

on floor exercise at Temple
Kent came up with a 4 6 1

) on floor, good tor second
place in the competition He will be examined ami is

qucsttonabic (or tomonow at best.

"Despite the injuries, the team is coming around."
lohnson sd id Ave have made a lot ol improvement,
and hopetullv we will continue to move in the right

direction
"

women s

continued from page 10

top three with seven, along with five

as-istv Coynci was a force on the

detensive end, gathering seven
steals. Kraft and Tudman each had
six rebounds for UMass.
The Minutewomen return to

action on Valentine's Day when they

travel to Philadelphia for a rematch
with St. loseph's. They lost in over-

time to St. loe's on Ian. I I. The
Minutewomen (14-9. 8-5) are cur-

rently on a four game win streak.

and hold second place in the
Atlantic 10 Last.

hockey

Men's tennis heads to UVM
By Sanford Appal
CoMeg*ort Stofr

It never seems to get any easier far

the Massachusetts men s tennis team
Despite losing one of her top singles

players for the season. UMass coach
ludv Dixon has assembled a potent

starting singles lineup.

But then trouble hit the Minutemen
again The flu struck her perseverant

young squad as No. I singles player

Todd Cheney and newly anointed V>
5 man Alex Alter both have battled

with the sickness all week.

Compound that with the fact Parsa
Suitin has a slightly torn chest muscle,

and it is surprising that Dixon does
not have one massive headache.

Satnii was preparing to hold down
4 position He played only as

high as No. 5 in the fall and had
moments where Dixon was prepared

to save him for exclusive doubles

P»«>

'All three of the injured and ill

players will compete this weekend
"

Dixon said "Given our situation, we
cannot afford to be without any of

them. Hopetullv ihev will be able to

play at high level despite their

prcdicamei

The Minutemen will head to

Vermont this weekend lor two match
es in two davs rhc\ will take on the

Lniversitv ol \etmont on iriday
evening, before doing battle with the

lniversitv of llartlord at the same
site the following afternoon.

"These are winnable matches for

us." Dixon said. "V«c would like to

get these under our bell if possible.

before the schedule get- e.eti

tougher."

Right now the team has been prac-

ticing extremely hard. « each player

knows thev must overcome the

absence of the departed Pat Slvman at

the No 2 slot.

Beginning this weekend Rob
Manchester will assume a large bulk

of the responsibility in picking up the

re will definitely be added
pressure on myself this season."
Manchester said. "We need to regain

our confidence and win these early

matches The competition will only

get tougher as the season wears
Manchester will be lacing tougher

opponents than he is used to. as he
plaved the fall season at the

'

|\ls|tH,|l

"Obviouslv. I will need to step up."

Manchester sjid "Not onlv will I be

plav ing No 2 guvs, but we are placing

bettet the spring, making m>
individual opponents that much
stronger."

I Mass handled Vermont in the fall

season, but the Minutemen were a

different team then under a different

set of circumsuii >

il,,m ic always a talented

team," Dixon said "Besides that, they

hate to lose to I Mass twice in one
season We almost always split our
home and home series, so this should

be an interesting test tor us."

Hartfoid will present some prob-

lem- lor I Mass as well

"We need to get healthy verv quick

ly." Dixon said. "There arc no easy

opponents when the team is hanged
up like this We need to rally, play

our best and tr\ to come home with a

couple of victories."

hoop
continued from page 10

Mack will be given the assignment of

shutting down Carr. an integral pan
of an Explorer offense which includes

four double-digit sv(

point per gam
Mike Babul will

VI1//I

"They can really score. There is no
question about that." Mint said.

The Explorers haven't had much
trouble putting up numbers: then
problems are at the defensive end la
Salle's opponents are averaging
almost B0 points per contest and are

shooting at a 49-percent dtp
This defense should be a welcome

sight to UMass after facing three of

the conference's toughest defenses of

late in Duquesne. \avtcr and lemplc
"The^ I one defense" flint

• !K»' we've had soroc
s wltrVme atone recently

"

The fxplorct- ilto have the

league's top rebounde. in K
Wesson, who averages Hast under 1

1

rebounds per game.

The game plan tor L Mass on
Saturday will likely begin bv giving

big men Tyrone Weeks and Lari
Ketner their share ol touches down
low to exploit the Mtnutemen's s| /t

advantage.

"If we can win these games coming
up, we can put a little distance
between us and the rest ot the teams
in the league." Hint said

Massac hu.sc-lts iHJ-O. 10 I

'

ms last I 5 games, with its

onlv blemish coming against Temple
In that stretch. UMeM has outscored

their opponents by an average score
ol "I

k and ketner share the team
lead in leering at 14.1 point

lowed by Charlton Clarke at I Vb
points

Material from \\ II MP IM was
used in this article.

continued from page 10

Leading the way for Maine, who has

lost five ol its last six contests, will be

co-captains Kariya and Wansborough.
Others to watch lot the Black Bears

( 10-12- V 7-10-2 in Hockev East) will

be junior defenseman David Cullen
(seven jioals. 20 j>m-i> 27 points),

senior co-captain Brian White, and
Mkhaud. who has struggled as of late,

but is still one of the top goalies in

Hockev Last.

One of the things that the Minutemen
will look to plav with is intensity, a term

which came up Irequenllv in regards to

the team's poor plav last weekend.

"Today I though that we put our guys

in intense situations and worked on
being more phvsical We re a pretty

physical team, but we didn't play as

physical as we could on Sunday
."

Mallen said

On the UMass side of things. I mi

I ovell remains the top gun for the

Minutemen. Sophomore left Blanchard

and freshmen R I Gates and Kris Walks
will also been looked upon to add scor-

ing punch fur the Minutemen
Senior goaltender Brian Regan has

also been hot of late, and senior

defcnsenien Tom O'Connor and Mike
Gaffney will look to hold the fort down
I reshman Matt Smith is also one to

watch lor I Mass.

Another drawback regarding the tnp
to Orono involve*, the pitying situation

The extreme distance between Orono
and all fellow Hoc lev Last schools

results in either a two-game home or

awav series with the Black Bears

Unfortunate I v lor the Minutemen. a

six hour voyage awaits them and a

weekend couplet away from the Mulhns

(enter to go along with it

"Maine is a tough place to piay But

it s (the tnpl the same for even other

school." Mallen said. "I think that right

now we look al ourselves as still being

onlv three points behind Merrimack.

and it s right there for the taking."

Mens track hits Boston

for Valentine s Day meet
By Serb Koenig
Collegian Staff

This Saturdav M \ alenttne s

Day, the Massachusetts men's
indoor track team will travel to

Boston to participate in the annual
Valentine Invitational, where the

Minutemen will try to begin their

postseason in style. Their perfor-

mance in this meet will set the

stage for the upcoming Atlantic 10

Championships at the University
of Rhode Island in Kingston.

Leading the charge lor UMass
will be the strong sprinting and
middle distance corps, who boasts

several runners holding spots ,,n

the Massachusetts all-time best

lists. Senior Scott Price holds the

200-meter and the 55-meter
records, lunior Tom Tove has the

best 400- ineici mark in school
history. and junior Neil

Conception ranks in the top live

in both the 200-meter and the

400-meter. Freshman Marc
Sylvander will also join the troupe

in the 400-meters The newcomer
ran an amazing time of 48.78 as a

senior in high school, and has con
tributed immediately to a school

record breaking 4x400-meter
relay team.

"Historically the middle dis-

tance events have been a strong

area for the Minutemen track and

field team and this year should be

no exception." said UMass coach
Ken O'Brien

Senior Ryan Carrara has
worked his way into becoming one
ol the best distance runners in the

legion and will head up that por-

tion of the squad. After leading

the team during cross country sea-

son Carrara has taken the track

for the indoor season in an unbe-
lievable fashion The senior has
placed consistently, and broke
through for a victory earlier in the

season, giving the Minutemen
valuable points in what was
expected by some to be a weak
area for UMass.

lunior Ben Baraldi. the sec-

ond-best hurdler in I Ma-- hisu,

n will power the Minutemen hur-

dlers

luniors Albie Vasquez and
Andre Roach are the Minutemen
jumpers to watch. Vasquez has
reached greater heights in the pole

vault than anyone in Minuteman
historv. and Roach is the return-

ing Atlantic 10 champion in the

triple jump.
With a talented role call like

this one. Massachusetts looks
tough to defeat this weekend at

the Valentine Invitational. In one
week, the team will begin the

Championship tour in Rhode
l«land

O'Brien
cc^Tnnued from page 10

totaled only four points, while
milling five turnovers.

I. Mass converted lb points off

the turnovers, including 14 fast

break points f reshman Kathy
Covner lead the team with
steals and four assists while senior

Sabriya Mitchell had seven points

five assists, a block and two steals

Tez Kraft and Alison Mad at land

he leading scorers with 19 and
I 5. respcctivelv

It would seem that I Mas- never

had to struggle to put away
Fordham. loanie O'Brien could sn

back and relax for once on the

bench Bui their otlense was another

fhe Minutewomen struggled

ollensivclv. shooting a morbid I]
percent instead of their usual
44-percent and. 22-percent Irom
behind the three- point arc

Ihe Minutewomen did fulfill their

goals, though, as t ht coach got her

win. and her team went on to beat

the struggling Lady Rams This one
was for redemption when thev had

:-58 at the Rose Hill (...

Ian IK

for O'Brien, it was just another
win

"These things don't mean a whole
heck of a lot." O'Brien said "One
hundred and one would be a lot bet

ue hundred and two would be

c\ static, that s kind of how I look at

things."Hi
t^ttKe Local ^ou; way& ,.

^
for

SthMUe

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING • MECHANICAL ENGINEERING* BUSINESS ANALYSIS

TAKE TECHNOLOGYiiTOaiTHEJNIiiiROWER
When something Is too extreme for words, it's to tha Nth degree And that's the

level of technology you'll experience at Raytheon

Raytheon hos formed o new technological superpower -Raytheon Systems
Company, composed of four major technological giants: Raytheon Electronic

Systems, Raytheon E-Systems, Raytheon Tl Systems and Hughes Aircraft

The new Raytheon Systems Company is driving technology to the limit. And
we're looking for engineers who wont to push the envelope Break new ground
Moke their mark.

At Raytheon you'll toke technology- and your career-to the highest possible

level. You'll take it to the Nth.

We have a lot to tall you about the new Raytheon Systems Company and the

exciting opportunities we have available Plan on visiting our booth at your

college career fair. If you are unable to attend the fair then check out our web-
site at www.rayjobs.com and please send your resume to: Raytheon Stoffing,

PO Box 655 474, MS-201 . Dollos, TX 75265

Interne! «wi rayiobs com • I mml resumelrOrctyjobs.com

US ctti/rnship nui imccI Wp cire an equal opportunity employe!
Raytheon
Expect great things

' Classes Dally
• Certified Instructors
* Suspended Wood Floor
' Area's Largest Room
aw .efwn afeteejalease.eears

AMIII KM Mill r I !< < I I IS

MxOVVrst Nlirrt
Sunt ti Atlilii rst .' .<, imi«.ii

15 East pleasaimt Street

.:
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AUTO FOR SALE

Wanted Junk Cart

COMPUTERS

EMPLOYMENT
Undergraduate Business

EMPLOYMENT

paid everyday

4795

-800-649

EMPLOYMENT

CHEAP! CHEAP! Color VGA
Momtoi- $55 Laptop

Notebook $99 486

Computer System- $295 Call

CPC 141 3)584-8857

Summer Jobs And
Internships In Hospitality

Write or e-mail for free

brochure NIS. 711 Signal Mt

Road. Suite 155

Chattanooga. TN 37405

mspbsQaolcom

PPUTER/IMTEBMET
needed by small direct

ise marketing compa

onsult as projects

tquire (413)536-5086 1pm-

COPYRIGHT/PROOFREAO
[H Small direct response

marketing company needs

troatrve mr*vtdual with com-

munications. English comp
dvtrtising or related back

ground Consult as projects

require (413)536-5086 1pm-

6pm

House leys Wealed
Sigma AJpha Mu Fraternity If

interested please contact

Randy or Lee at 549-6023

Must belong to Greek Area

Meet included

Gam Accounting Experience.

Leadership Skills, and

General Business Experience

10-15 hrs per week, flexible

schedule Must be self moti-

vated, able to work as part of

a team Sophomores and

Juniors encouraged to apply

Pick up an application at the

Center for Student Business,

406 Student Union

Questions, call 545-2166

Deadline for apps Mon. Feb

16

il Cere Attendant

for male quad Weekday
mornings and Saturday

evenings $7 85 per hour Call

546-0666

College Marketing

Opportunity

Student Advantage •••

aggressive, reliable Campus

Managers to develop and

maintain local program for

nations largest savings pro-

gram Sales experience pre

ferred Comp $1,000 $2,000

Flexible hours Fax resume

HR Dept Student Advantage

(617)266-8882 or call

Anthony at (61 7|91 2-2040

Tired of lousy customer

services on campus?

Visit our office and see

how the pros do it

Our award winning

CJoss/fiecfc staff wifl

work with you to satisfy

your Classifieds needs

Summer Opportunities

Musiker Tours and Summer
Discovery are looking for

counselors for our student

travel programs and/or our

pre-college enrichment pro-

grams Applicants must be 21

years old by June 15. 1998

We need mature, hardwork-

ing, energetic individuals

who can dedicate 4-7 weeks

this summer working with

teenagers A director will be

on campus at UMASS on

Febraury 24 Please call for

more information/application

or to set up an interview at

888-8SUMMER

NATIONAL PARK
EMPLOYMENT- Parks.

Forests. Wildlife Preserves

Ask us how' 517 324-3109

Ext N50012

Whitewater Rah Guides

Needed .'. -stem MA Full

or Part-time available No
experience necessary We
will tram Looking for athlet-

ic, personable people who
like to work hard in the out-

doors Call Crab Apple

Whitewater (413)339-0188

for more information and an

application

Full Time Summer
Position Available at Crab

Apple Whitewater for a

Photo Technician at our

Mimlab Job entails develop-

ing film and printing pictures

No experience necessary but

some pest use of lab helpful

Call (413)339-0188 for info

and an application

IMPt OYMENT

EXCEPTIONAL SUMMER
OPPORTUNITY- Camp
Wayne. NE PA (3hrs/NYQ-

Sports oriented

Counselor/Specialists for all

land/Water Sports including

Tennis, Camping.

Climbing/Ropes, Mountain

Biking. Rocketry, Roller

Hockey. Sailing/Waterskiing.

A&C, Drama. Radio. Video

Campus Interviews Tues.

March 3rd Please call 1 -888-

737-9296 or 516 883-3067

Leave your name, phone

number and mailing address

CRUISE SHIP & LAND
TOUR JOBS Discover how

to work m exotic locations

meet fun people, while earn-

ing a living in these exciting

industries 1 For more informa-

tion 517-324-3092 Ext

C50012

University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 F.i\: (413)545-1592

HEALTH & BEAUTY || ROOM FOR RENT I STEREO&CD EQUIP f

New Metabolism
Breakthrough Lose 5-100

pounds Dr Approved 1 Cost

$35 800-563-0386

Rooms For Rent Very close

to campus Females only

$1200 semester Call 549-

7146 or (508)655-5922

INSTRUCTION PJJROOMMATE WANTED

FOR HI Ml

SUMMER RENTALS
CAPE COO GROUP
Summer Rentals- Some
waterfront houses, some
with swimming pools.

Felmouth area Diamond
Real Estate (501)477 1900

Fridge Rentals Free deliv-

ery 253-9742

FOR SALE

Pick-Up Cne Black, used on

Toyota 4x4 $350 River 546

6363

Cerwood For Sale $125

Cord Call 549-5456

University Bsrtending
Course 50% Student

Discount National

Certification Available

Spring Sessions This

Semester Space Is Limited

1 WOUCANMIX

Lost- Block Sweater
Herter Hall on Jan 28th

Please call 665 8394

MUSCICAL
INSTRUMENTS

For Sale- Didjeridu Hand

made, hand painted, by stu

dent $20 with lesson 253

7342

MUSICIANS WANTED

BARBERSHOP
QUARTET FORM-

ING
No haircutting involved.

just solid acapelid singing

Call Darnel 665-7581

PERSONALS

"Will you love me tomor

rew?"- Cerole King Free

love and valentines at

www studentadvantage com

Quirky, hut dependeble

IPC seeks fun loving Spring

Break companion Interested'

Meet me at

wwwebswimcom

Females Only 1 bedroom in

2 bedroom apt 5 min to

school $295/month Call

549-6127

SERVICES

Pregnent? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for

free testing and assistance

549 1906

STEREO&CD EQUIP

200 Watt 3 Way Speakers

For Sale Never used $450 or

B/0 Steve 546-3042

Car Stereo Equipment

Kenwood Detach Face- 1

year old. paid $350 1 amp
100x2. paid $150 1 amp
100x4. paid $100 1 pair

Pioneer 6x9 speakers. lOOw,

paid $110 Whole system

sounds great, needs nothing

Selling as package deal for

$300 Call 546 3842

TICKETS

Sarah McLachlan/Billy
Joel \ AA Men's

Eric Clapton 2

Guys Tickets 1 -888-345- TIXX

Alternative Spring Breek

YogaFest Week Music

Dance. Meditation.

Vegetarian, Missouri Ozarks.

Ride Shares. $165 FREE

MAGA2INE 800 896 2387

members aol com/yog

afest

KILLINGTON- SPRING
BREAK Want a great time

for a low price? Go to

Killington for Spring Break"

Starting <S $249. including 5

day lift ticket, 5 nights ®
Mountain Green UMASS SKI

N BOARD CLUB 545-3437

JAMAICA- SPRING
BREAK IN NEGRIL Don't

get ripped off! Go with who

you can trust No hidden

costs, starting ® $539 7

nights, found trip air. trans-

fers Collegiate Beach &
Party Events On-site staff

UMASS SKI N BOARD CLUB

545-3437

#1 Spring Break from

$119! FREE SPRING BREAK

AND PARTIES- ORGANIZE A
GROUP 1 Jamaica. Cancun.

Bahamas. Barbados. Florida

Sunsplash 1-800-426-7710

SPRING BREAK Sf

Free food and drinks 1

Cancun. Bahamas. Jamaica

and Florida from $399

Organize a small group and

travel FREE 1 Highest commis-

sions and lowest prices Call

Surf & Sun Tours to become

a campus representative

(800)574-7577

Spring Break 98 Get

Going!!!

Cancun. Jamaica Bahamas.

& Florida Group Discounts &
Free Drink Parties' Sell 5 &
go free' Book Now" 1

Visa/MC/Disc/Amex 1-800

234-7007 http/7wwwend
lesssumrnertours com

Tutors Needed for Econ.

BioChem. CmpSci Contact

The Bilingual Collegiate

Program at 545-1968 or 545-

1987

USED BOOKS

American Popular Music

CO's $30 546-1027

Collegian

Classifieds
available by Phone

545-3500

Personals Policy
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FRIDAY. FEB 13

Comedy— Something Even
Friday will be presenting

comedian Kivi Rogers in the

Student Union Ballroom at 8

p.m. and will be followed by

the movie The jackal at 9:30

p.m.

Concert— The Outing Club

will be presenting a free con-

cert featuring Entrain with

! special guest Particle Zoo. It

will take place at 8 p.m. in the

Campus Center Auditorium.

Music— The Graduate
Lounge presents "Thank God
it's Friday" with pianist and

entertainer Luke Henderson,

for an afternoon of classic

American tunes at 3:30 p.m.

in the Graduate Lounge.

Service— Shabbat Service

will be held at 6 p.m. at Hillel

House.

Show— "Valentine's Gayme
Show Night", a spin on the

"Dating Game" and
"Newlywed Game" will begin

at 7:30 p.m. and is sponsored

by the Stonewall Center and

UMass Pride Alliance. The
location is to be announced,

for more information, call

545-4824.

SATURDAY. FEB 14

Comedy— MISSION:
IMPROVable will be perform-

ing improvisational comedy in

Campus Center 163 at 8 p.m.

Movies— Movie night at the

Stonewall Center will be held

at 7 p.m. Refreshments will

be served.

NOTICES

Schedules— The Spring '98

Final Examination Schedule

will be available beginning

Thursday. March 12. Copies

will be delivered to students

in the residence halls, and will

be available to off-campus
students in the Registrar's

office (213 Whitmore). It will

also be available on the World

Wide Web beginning March I

at http://www-
ureg.admin.umass.edu.

Student Employment—
Effective the week of Feb. 16.

Student Employment Services

will be changing their hours

of operation. The new hours

will be Monday-Friday from

FYls are public service

announcements printed daily.

To submit an FYI, please send

a press release containing all

pertinent information, includ-

ing the name and phone
number of the contact per-

son to the Collegian, c/o the

Managing Editor by noon the

previous day.

10 a.m. to 5 p.m. For further

information call 545-1530.

Happy Friday the 13th!
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Absolute Zero By Brad Turner

H©r©SC©P«S
AQUARIUS (|an 20.~Fcb. 18) —

You arc going to want tu get an
early start today. Concentrate on
making a little money go a lung way.

You don't have to go without, how-
ever!

PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20) —
This is a good day for you to lay

down (he law with respect to individ-

ual rights within the home. You
can't be loo lenient and expect to get

results.

ARIES (March 21 April 19) —
Are you sure you're on solid footing

at this time? You may be feeling

insecure and doubtful about one
major issue in vour life.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
You may be able to see just how far

you can gel on the value of one
well-limed compliment today. Say
the right thing and doors are opened.

GEMINI (May 2l-|unc 20) — It

should be easy for you today to find

someone who is willing to take over

for you in the event that you have to

back out of current project.

CANCER (|une 21-July 22) —
There are those who would lure you

away from a path that is providing

all you desire at this time. Steer clear

of sheep in wolves' clothing!

LEO (|uly n rVssJ 22) — Take
time out today to do one or two spe-

cial things for someone who doesn't

expect it. You will find that the

slightest gesture is appreciated.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Scpt. 22) —
You may want to rekindle a relation-

ship with someone who was part of

your life in the past, but the opportu-

nity may not present itself just yet.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Ocl. 22) —
You have your mind on one thing

today, and all the signs are telling

you thai you must focus on another

Which will it be'' A decision must
be made.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) —

Proceed cautiously today along the

path you've forged for yourself
recently. Dangers are few. but those

vou do encounter may prove formi-

dable.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dcc.
21) — Someone may be watching
over you today — which would
explain why you feel as though aae

are. indeed, being watched. His
intentions are pure.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an 19)

— You are going to want to gather

all the information you can today
before making a decision that my
affect you and others for some
time.

Close) to Homo By John McPherson

Onote <>1" I lie* l>iiy

"What is love?"

-Dee-lite

"OK There are no monsters under your bed! There

will never be monsters under your bed again,

ever! Now gel to sleep."

ACROSS
I Type of call

5 Synagogue
leader

10 House Sp
14 Sandwich

cookie
15 Muslim's religion

16 Has debts
17 Heed
18 Type o( closet

19 Arrive

20 Harangue
2? Waxy flower

24 Fashion
25 Internal organ
26 Spring
28 Like some

Valentine cards
32 Actor Griffith

35 Nol care a —
37 Deep-dish item

38 Compete
39 Licorice-like

flavoring

41 Santa — : desert

wind
42 Dessert-cart

choice
45 Seine
46 Halts

47 Violin's relative

48 Memo mits

50 Rather or

Jennings
54 Manicure tools

58 Farm building

61 Hun leader

62 Lemon peel

63 01 yore

65 Cameo shape
66 Italian wine city

67 Salesperson
68 Type of tea

69 Peasant
70 Asian nation

71 Whirlpool

DOWN
1 Honks
2 Planet's path

3 Suspicious

4 Devotedly

5 Potato
substitute

6 Hearth residue

7 Airship

8 Trite

9 Likeness

10 Tropical frurt

1

1

Truant soldier

12 18-wheeler

13 On the briny

21 Poor grade
23 Captain of the

"Nautilus"

25 Rotate

27 In the distance

29 Reach across

30 Posterior

31 Affirmative

votes

32 "With" In

Marseilles

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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N I

1 F
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wacim umm wnwnwm
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ISIEINIDMHSILTETSMTIOIAU
2 13-96 O 1098 Uoil»d Feature Syndicate

33 Genial
34 Farmer's

place
36 — and tonic

37 Furry

companions
40 Scorch
43 Magic-lamp

finder

44 Charged
particles

46 Ideal

49 Shipboard
direction

51 —full: packed
52 "Hi!"

53 Weirder
55 Furious
56 Large antelope
57 Brackish
58 Decorate a

gift

59 French river

60 latch —

:

acquire
61 "Diana" singer

64 Before, to a
poet

Todoay'* B.C. *•»
€mH S4«-la)*« tW

Franklin

LUNCH
Boneless Chicken Puks

Tasty Tuna Noodte Casserole

Pitta without Fish

roses are red. violets are blue, no soup for you!

DINNER
Boneless Chicken Fajita

Saucy Spaghetti w/ Swell Sausage Sauce

Boneless Tofu Fajita

1 4 lb Burger

Worcester
LUNCH

Grilled Sandwich of Cheese
Sloppy |oe or Sloppy Vegan |oe

Spaghetti/Tomato Sauce
Grilled Whole Wheat Cheese

DINNER
Three! Chicken Fajita

Three! Cheese Macaroni
Three! Bean Casserole

Italian Tri Sausage/Grinder Roll

Hampshire
LUNCH

Collegian Cowburger
Cutlet of Chicken Sandwich
Handcut Cape Cod Sub
Grilled Cheese Collegian

DINNER
Collegian Chicken Fajita

Baked Fish with Herb Stuffing

Collegian Cupid Burger

Valentine Vegan Burger

Berkshire

LUNCH
Sandwich Grilled with Cheese

Pizza or Chef's Pizza or no Pizza at all

Sloppy (guess who)
Sloppy Vegan (Joe)

DINNER
Kickin' Chicken Fajita

Daring Duchess Meat n

Try Bean Bean Bean Casserole

Italy's Own Sweet Sausage Grinder

\
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Plenty in the air;

Nets on a roll;

Life after Jordan?
What a great time of year for sports

fans.

College basketball is in full swing

aa team* are beginning to prepare for

the madness of March

The National Basketball

Association is coming off one of the

most exciting All Star weekends in

years to launch the second half, and

trade rumors continue to fly through

the air

The National Hockey League is

about to start competing in the first

ever professional hockey competition

during the Olympics.

National Football League teams are

•tarring to re-shape their rosters for

next season, and Major League pitch-

ers and catchers are getting ready as

the> prepare to head to Florida and

Arouvui the Horn

Arizona Along with all this great

stuff we still have Latrrll SprcwcU't

reinstatement case. Anthony Mason's

alleged rape of teenage girts, and of

course. Casey Martin's Tight to play

Meanwhile elsewhere

dvh loan Caliperi is doing a

great job in New krsey as his Nets are

second in the Atlantic division with a

28-21 record. Once again he has

proven that he has an outstanding eye

for talent along with the abilttv so

shape it to fit his style of play.

The Nets have a tremendous foun-

dation for the future and should make
some noise in the playoff* Yet it

seems that Coach Cal is not satisfied

yet. There has been recent talk that

the Nets and Raptors are considering

a trade that would send disgruntled

Raptor point guard Dasaoa
Stoudamire and Wall Williams to

New lersev in exchange for Saas

and Kendall Gill How does

Keith Van Horn, layson

Kerry Kittles and the newly

acquired Williams as your starting

five sound?
• Who else can't wait for the first

Olympic hockey game to be played''

Having the pros playing on the larger

ice surface with less rough play to

interfere with the finesse of the game
is a nice change of pace. If the World

Championships played a few months

ago is any indication of what's to

come, then we are all in for a treat.

Hopefully with a little luck and some
solid goal-tending. Chris Chclios.

Brian Leetch. Brett Hud. and the rest

of the Americans can end up on top

Joanie O'Brien nets No. 100 inUM win
By Jackie leroux

Collegian Staff

• As a diehard lifelong New York

K nicks fan I must admit I became a

little teary-eyed as the starting lineup

for the East All-Star squad was
announced at the Garden this past

weekend It is such a shame that

Patrick Ewing. the captain and war-

rior, could not be there to share in the

moment. If there is any player in the

\HA who deserves to step out onto

his home court and be announced to

the adoring cheers of his hometown
fans it is Patrick Whether you like

him or not. it's clear that he is a play-

er who comes to work day in and day

out. good times and bad. Patrick has

been through the peaks and valleys of

all these "almost good enough" Knick

teams proudly, and he deserved the

opportunity to let us appreciate him

for it.

• Here s a little gem from the won-

derful world of NASCAR. Following

the qualifying heat at the Bud
Shootout this past weekend the dri-

vers were presented with gifts of

appreciation from the beer company.

In one of the more perfect gestures I

have ever heard of the racers were

presented with three gifts: a year's

supply of beer, a box of cigars and a

1
2-gauge shotgun.

• It's lime for people to begin to

come to grips with Michael |ordan

. retiring. Everywhere you turned dur-

ing NBC's All- Star weekend coverage

someone was contemplating the harsh

reality. Analysts are worried that rat-

ings, attendance, and licensing rev-

enues will go down. This may be

true. However, as Kobe Bryant so

brilliantly displayed at the All-Star

contest, life will go on after Michael.

It's hard to worry when a league has

so many capable young stars to turn

to. If you looked at the All-Star ros-

ters a majority of the players have less

than five years NBA experience,

lordan did amazing things and took

the league to new levels, and in time

so too will these youngsters.

• On a final note I must say that it

has been wonderful seeing tbe press

that the Atlantic- 10 is getting. A few

of years ago if you asked people who
were in the conference they might be

able to name Temple. Now UMass.

Temple, Xavier and George
Washington have been fixtures in the

Top 25. The A- 10 is not yet a Big

East or ACC but it is no longer a

laughingstock anymore either.

Jason Rubin is a Collegian corre-

spondent

Massachusetts 54

fordham

The Massachusetts women's basketball team hu the

century mark for their coach last night. The
Minutewomen beat Fordham Universin 54-47 to give

head coach loanie O'Brien her 1 00th career victory at

UMass. She is the only coach in the history of the

women's basketball program to reach that mark

"It's great to see loanie get 100 wins." senior torward

Kara Tudman said "She took this team when she first

came here and made it what it is today We're just really

proud of her
'

The win was also a bit of

revenge for the

Minutewomen. as they had

lost to lowly Fordham
(5-19. 5-11) back on |an 18.

"We wanted it so bad.' junior forward Tez Kraft said.

"These kind of games you can almost taste how bad you

want it

The Minutewomen were off on the offensive end. but

their aggressive defense helped them to shut down the

Rams. UMass had a field goal percentage of 55-percent,

just slightly lower than Fordham's 55-percent They

forced Fordham into 24 turnovers while keeping iheir

total to 10. and snagged 15 steals

"I guess if you're gonna win 100. KM may as well play

a great defensive game, and that's what we did," O'Brien

said "I think that's something that as a coach I've taken

a lot of pride in These guys |the players) take a lot of

pride in their defense, and they know that they can con-

trol any team out there."

I Mass started off the first half slowly, scoring just 10

Mania in the first 10 minutes Tudman hit a jumper at

the 9:19 mark to send the Minutewomen on an 1 1 -4 run

that put them up 21-10 with three and a half minutes

left to go in the half Sophomore guard AltOM
MacFarland led the way with a perfect B let B at the

free throw line, and capped things off with a

three- pointer

Kraft nailed two shots and junior center Yolanda

Rayside added a lav -tip to put the Minutewomen ahead
:'5 at halftime

fordham attempted a comeback it. the second half.

led bv their junior forward Malyssa Thomgren. who had

18 points in the half The Minutewomen upped their

field goal percentage slightly and kept up their defense

to hold off the Rams fot most of the half fordham.

however, kept pecking away and pulled to within 10

with 050 to go. From there all the action went to the

free throw lines.

The Rams fouled the Minutewomen on every UMass
possession. The Minutewomen failed to convert at the

line, allowing Fordham to cut the lead to six off of a

Thorngren three-pointer with five seconds left.

Freshman Kathy Coyner was fouled bv junior Fordham

guard McCabe and hit one of two to hold onto the lead

Kraft led UMass on the offensive end with 19 points,

and chipped in six rebounds MacFarland finished with

15. and senior guard Sabriya Mitchell rounded out the

One for the

record books
By Kathleen Ralls

Collegian Start

Turn to WOMEN'S page 7

MiiwiMs aanMH

UMass freshman Kathy Coyner dribbles up court during last nights victory over Fordham

There wasn't a lack motivation

tonight. Revenge on a loss to a

below-par team Keep the three in

a row win streak alive. Win one

for the coach.

The Massachusetts won
basketball coach loanie O'Brien is

already the winningest coach in

school history. She passed Mary

Ann Ozdarski's record of 92 win-

on |an. 4 at Virginia Tech Last

season she finally hurdled over the

500 mark, becoming the first

coach to achieve this since lack

Leaman. during his solo 14-12

season at UMass in I18t> Iff

Brien had taken a team which

was 0-27 seven years ago and car-

ried them 10 the NC\A tourna-

ment |usi two years ago.

O Brien's next feat was to sur-

pass the century mark
She still remembers her tir-i

win. when the team rushed on the

>.ouri after a 44-40 win as though

it were a national championship

"I still have the article up in m>
office, I keep it in a folder *

O'Brien said "I was going "Yes." I

nc'"
The team reflected on their

appreciation and her ett

"Sometime* the «hot« |ust don't

fall." senior Sabnva Mitchell said.

"But tonight we were going to win

this game (for the coach) because

we need to give back something

that she's given to us |usi to see

her happy once or twice out of the

year is real good for us'"

Her team didn't disappoint her

tonight, squeaking past Fordham
19 I l I m A-IO). 54-47 at

the William D Mullins Center
Quite -imply, the defense was
stunning The team compiled 15

steals, and 3 blocks. whiK
24 turnover'' The lady Rams
guards struggled with their pass-

ing and couldn't penetrate the

Minutewomen's stellar defense.

Fordham's junior center, Kim
Cook, the Lady Rams second lead-

ing scorer averaging 12 I ppg.

Tum to O'MUCN page 7

Cagers look for No .19;

La Salle to visit Mullins
By Corey Peter Goodman
Col'egKjn Staff

The Massachusetts basketball

team is happy to be home.

After only two home games in

three weeks. UMass opens a

three-game home stretch tomorrow

with a Valentine's Day afternoon

affair against the La Salle

Explorers Game time is set for 4

p.m.

following La Salle (7-15. 5-9

A-10) will be the much anticipat-

ed rematch with Rhode Island on

Wednesday. Feb. 18. Then UMass
will welcome coach Bruiser Flint's

alma mater and the reigning A-IO
champions, the St loseph's Hawks,

to Amherst on Feb. 21

.

But the first thing comes first,

and La Salle — despite its mediocre

record — poses a threat to the

Minutemen who vividly remember
its last home game — a 61-47 reali-

tv check loss to Temple on Feb 5

"I know we didn't play particu

larlv well." Flint said "But we still

need the fans to come out and sup

port us this weekend."

La Salle is currently on a

five-game slide, having dropped an

82-64 decision so interstate rival

Pennsylvania on Feb. 1 0.

But the Explorers do have the

A-10's top scorer in shooting guard

Donnie Carr (18.6 points per

game), while small forward Mike
Gizzi ( I 5.8 ppg) is ranked tenth

"Carr can go for 40 points on any

given night, and so can tli/zi." flint

said. "We have to be on top of our

game to slop them."

Massachusetts sophomore Montv

Tom to HOOP poge 7

UM hockey faces Black Bears
By mKhoM Kobyionski

CdUgjon Staff

The moment of truth for the Massachusetts hockey team

may come this weekend when the Minutemen will travel to

the fro/en tundra of Orono. Maine in a weekend twin-bill

against the host Black Bears.

UMass is currently three points behind Merrimack for the

final Hockey East playoff spot with three weeks remaining in

the season. A sweep this weekend (face off tonight and

tomorrow night at 7 p.m. at Alfond Arena) over what has

been a surprisingly inconsistent Maine bunch would put the

Minutemen in the driver's seat.

But coming after last weekend's lackluster showing, losses

to New Hampshire and UMass-Lowell. the Minutemen are

going to have to pick up the pace

-iriya and Shawn Wansborough are real good

players for them, and they base a lot of other depth players

that can really do the job." UMass coach |oc Mallen said

"We have to make sure that we play good defense. I think

that we have to find a way to beat Allie Muhaud He's a

good goalie, as good as any goalie in our league. We've got

10 stick to our small-rink game and stay out of the penalty

box
"

Tum to HOCKEY page 7
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Monty Mack and the UMass men's basketball team will look for win

No. 19 against La Salle tomorrow afternoon at 4 p.m. at the Mullins

Center.

Senior goaltender Brian Regan will lead the Minutemen against Maine this weekend.

Women's gymnastics to battle Wildcats
By Brett Mauser
Collegian Staff

For years, it's been Massachusetts

vs. New Hampshire, UNH vs. UMass.

going head so head for the mythical

New England women's gymnastics

crown. And in those years, the two

squads have had some battles of the

BfM Tonight at 7 p.m. the Curry

Hicks Cage will host what could be

another nail-biter.

The Minutewomen. 6-0 overall and

ranked 25rd in the nation, will play

host to No. 22 New Hampshire in a

meet that promises to go down to the

final rotation.

"Historically, the two squads are

inciedihlv oven and this year is no dif-

ferent." UMass coach David Kuzara

said. "Both teams have good depth

from top to bottom and both are

healthy, so it should be intense
"

The Minutewomen are coming off a

tremendous showing against George

Washington and Yale. The team set

season- highs in all four events, both

as a team and individually, and picked

up its fifth and six wins of the season.

lunior Anita Sanyal. in her first col-

legiate all-around, won the event with

a 39.075. placing her third all-time in

UMass history. Freshman fill Fisher

made her mark on the record books,

whipping up a 9.95 on the floor BUST-

cise to place her second behind only

UMass alum Tammy Marshall, who
notched a perfect 10 at the 1945

NCAA championships.

To put the parity into perspective.

coming into tonight's meet, the two

squads are separated by a mere
two-lenths of a point. UNH and
UMass rank third and fourth, respec-

tively, in the Northeast polls.

"I don't think that at any point in

the meet will either learn be up by

more than a point." Kuzara said.

"That's how evenly matched we are."

This New England battle not only

settles the score on the floor, but

gives bragging rights until the next

clash. Both coaching staffs play down
the rivalry, but the Minutewomen and

the Wildcats, year after year, fight for

regional recruits.

Last year, UMass went up to

Durham, N.H. and came out with a

victory. Tonight, having the event
back in Amherst makes the rotation

order more to the Minutewomen's
favor in Kuzara's mind.

"We're a great floor team and I

think we'd rather end on the floor,

rather than the beam. Last year we
had to end on the beam and we were
able to come up with the win, but

I Ml is a great beam team, and they'll

be ready for us."
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A triumphant return

home

Dar Williams re-vis-

ited her roots in

Northampton Friday

night for a sold-out

concert at the

Academy ol Mttfic

\rts & living,

page 8)

Five in a

Row!

Sabriya Mitchell

and the V0SJM

basketball team
defeated m
loseph's on
Saturday in

Philadelphia
|

Sports, page 14
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WORLD

Bank officials

charged in scandal
TOKYO (AP) — Two of Japan's

top commercial banks, Bank of

Tokyo-Mitsubishi Ltd and
Sumitomo Bank Ltd , were impli-

cated yesterday in a widening
bribery scandal that has shamed
the powerful finance Ministry

The scandal centers on allega-

tions that two senior minivtr>

bureaucrats were wined and
dined by financial institutions in

exchange for tipping them off

about ministry inspections

The two officials — Koichi

Miyagawa. S3, and Toshimi

Tannic hi, 49 — were arrested last

month on suspicion of taking

bribes from Sanwa Bank Ltd ,

Asahi Bank Ltd., Dai-lchi Kangyo

Bank Ltd and Hokkaido
Takushoku Bank.

NATION

Top 36 U.S.

airports rated

ROMULUS. Mich (AP) —
Detroit Metropolitan Airport ranks

last and Tampa, Ha.'s airport is

best among the nation's 16 top

airports, according to a passenger

survey.

In four of eight categories —
speed of baggage delivery, ease of

reaching gates, available ground

transportation and ease of follow-

ing signs — Metro Airport earned

the lowest scores of any airport in

the survey of about 90.000 passen-

gers

In the remaining categories —
cleanliness, quality of restaurants,

attractiveness, and closeness of

parking — the 68-year-oW airport

rated near the bottom.

The private survey by Los

Angeles-based Plog Research Inc.

was commissioned by the 36 big

airports. Passengers were surveyed

in the first six months of last year

and the study was completed late

last year, but airport officials

refused to release the findings It

was obtained last week by The

Detroit News, which published a

story yesterday

Airport and airline officials

acknowledge there are problems

at Detroit, but say most of them

cited in the survey have been
fixed. "It's not the Ritz-Carlton of

airports, but we're trying to make
Metro work," Northwest Airlines

spokesman |im Faulkner said. The

airline has 70 percent of the air-

port's traffic.

The results came as no surpnse

to some passengers.

"It's just too far to walk between

flights," said |ohn Sebastian, a

Grand Rapids businessman who
regularly uses Metro Airport. "At 5

o'clock, this place is a mob scene."
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Smoking in bars banned
By Snmonlba Poohen

Collegian Staff

Smoking in Amherst bars will soon be a thing of the

past. On February 1 1 , the Amherst Board of Health voted

unanimously to pass a ban on smoking in all Amhetst

bars.

In 1994. the Board passed a smoking ban in all other

\mhctst public places. However the amount of

Inviroiimental Tobacco Smoke (ETS) that still exists in

community bars has remained a major problem Board

members feel strong!) that eliminating ETS from bars pro-

tects the public health of all Amherst residents.

nj .in BO known snfi levels ol exposure lo environ

mental tobacco smoke. " the Board states in the current

town smoking regulations

"Conclusive evidence exists indicating that intentional

and unintentional inhalation ol tobacco smoke causes can-

respiraturj and cardiac diseases, negative birth out-

comes, and allergies and irritations to the eyes. nose, and

throui. the sjboMbJ regulations state.

Bar owiK-ts siionglv oppose the ban on smoking saying

it will hurt then business. Amherst bars such as Rgjf

the Pub and Delano's arc afraid that smokers will >•

bars in surrounding towns that don't have the smoking

Km
Board of Health Chairman Sam Gladstone said he

agreed thai bars might lose business, but said thai the

board would have to decide what its top priority was.

Several Amherst bars were- contacted, and none- haJ am
comment on the ban.

Most Amherst students aren't worried about the effect

Ol the ban OH a tea bar* Most said that the ban won't keep

students out ol the bars.

Malt Pacheco. a University ol Massachusetts sopho

I said that the ban is beneficial to some siudenis

"The ban is good tor non smokers because

I hand sasokc won i effect them We also won't

have to wash our clothes immediatelv afterward." Pacheco

said

"It will make me go mom M the bars," semen I lizabeth

Rutherford said "I can't stand smoke
"

Rutherford said that some students mav not go, Init oth-

stl will still go SO the bars for the social aspect ol drink

ing

leff Yusah. a smoker, said that the ban might hurt bars

because instead of spending an entire evening at a bar.

sniokets would jirobablv travel back and forth between

the bars and parties that allow smoking

*|The ban) won't stop smokers from going to the bars,

but we won't spend the whole night theic- aim

>, usah said

ihampion resident and I Mass icaioi Dcrick

Checseboro-Weaver said the ban will make him go to the

Amherst bars more often, instead of bars upton

I he new smoking ban will go mio ellcct on lulv I

How much the ban will affect -\itihci-i harv remain

-

seen

GEO files charges

after impasse called

Thrown
DANMllt GHAUT* /COUtGIAN

Victor Lvarenko sweeps Matt Dodge while practicing the art of American |ujitsu under the watchful eye of

Sensai Rob Cohn.

Iraq sends warning to Kuwait
U.N. chief Kofi Annan still pondering a visit to troubled region

By Jason Eiseman

CoJUgKjnStoB

I he Graduate Employee
Organization (GEO) has filed an
unfair labor practice charge against

the University of Massachusetts
administration. GEO claims the

administration's declaration of

impasse, which ended two years of

contract negotiations, is illegal.

However, according to the admints

nation, their actions are not violating

any laws because GEO is not a certi-

fied union.

Sue Pearson chief negotiator for

the administration, said unions need

to go through a process to become

certified, a process that GEO has

ompieted

She said GEO's charge is expected

to be rejected because GEO is not

J bv the laws which regulate

negotiations with certified unions

"It has always been our position

that ihcy arc not covered by

Massachusetts collective bargaining

Pearson said. "GEO has contin-

ually refused to go through the

process
"

"V. e simply indicated to them that

we intended to implement the final

proposal." Pearson said. She said the

impasse was declared so a stipend

increase could be enacted to help

departments recruit graduate students

for next year The proposal which will

be enacted includes increases in fund-

ing to help increase the diversity ol

graduate students Q| said not all

graduate employees will get a raise.

Pearson said she does not expect
• to strike, because they have

signed on agreement saving tb

not Bui Nancv DeProsse. \ ice

President of the United Auto Workers

(I \u b sl 2123 which OK) 's a

member of. said the agreement is void

once the administration declares

GEO sets deadline

foe administration

By Jason Eiseman

Cotenion Staff

The Graduate Employee
Org.. c.lOi has given

the I » of Massachusetts

administration until 5 p.m.

Wednesday to return to the bar-

gaining table The deadline was

part of a motion passed at an

emergency meeting on Friday,

held in response to the adminis-

tration ending two years of con-

tract negotiations with the decla-

ration of an impasse.

Depending on die response of

the administration. GEO has

planned two different courses of

»c tion for Wednesday
*
If the administration

to come to the table, we will hold

a membership meeting at the

exact same time. Wednesday.
February IB at 5 p m and
decide to take whatever action is

necessary to get the administra-

tion to negotiate with us." said

lennifer Fasulo. GEO VlM
President, reading from the

motion She said if the

Turn to ©SO page 2

nation returns to the

table d will hold a candle-

light vigil outside of the

Whitmore Administration build-

*ng. M members
die largest

turnout since s graduate employ-

ee strike in 1991. which won
first contract She said

discussed everything

from going on strike to

lullabies outside of

'omioOlAOxJna poge?

NSF nominee Rita

Colwell to speak
By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Sloff

Rita R Colwell. President

Clinton's nominee to become the

next director of the National

Science Foundation (NSF) will be at

the L nivcrsitv of Massachusetts

today and tomorrow to meet with

faculty, students and administra-

tion

The NSF sponsors most of the

federal government's non- medical

university research.

During her visit. Colwell intends

to meet with various student groups

including representatives from the

chemistry, biochemistry, molecular

biology, environmental science, vet-

erinary and animal science depart-

ments

She will conclude her UMass
visit with a roundtable discussion.

The time and place have not been

announced.

"We are very fortunate to have a

scientist of Rita Colwell's stature as

a visitor and colleague. Her visit

presents a wonderful opportunity

for the University community." said

Provost Cora B. Marrett.

According to Marrett. the admin-

istration is studying whether or not

to implement a College of Life

Sciences, so the Colwell's visit is

especially timet)

Colwell. a microbiologist and
marine scientist, is president of the

Universitv of Maryland
Biotechnology Institute and a pro-

fessor of microbiology and biotech-

nology.

She holds many honorary degrees

and has been president of numerous
organizations including the

American Association for the

Advancement of Science, the

American Society for Microbiology

and the Washington Academy of

Sciences. Colwell is the author, edi-

tor/coeditor of 16 books and 500

scientific papers and produced an

award-winning film. "Invisible

Seas." a 28-minute film on marine

biology.

She received her bachelor's and

masters degrees from Purdue
University and her doctorate from

the University of Washington.

A reception in Colwell's honor
will be held in Memorial Hall

tonight from 5:30 to 7 p.m.

University to host

job fairs for students
By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

By G.G. LaBelle

Associated Press

www.umass.edu/rso/colegian

BAGHDAD Iraq — Iraq warned Kuwait yesterday it

will "bear the consequences" if it lets United States'

forces attack from its soil. Arab envoys and allies spoke

out against the threatened American assault to end a

standoff over United Nations' weapons inspections —
and urged Iraq to avert it by backing down.

Elsewhere, a team of U.N. cartographers worked for a

lOCOnd day mapping out President Saddam Hussein's

paiacc compounds — the symbols of Iraqi sovereignty at

the center of Iraq's dispute with the United Nations and

Washington.

In New York, U.N. Secretary-General Kofi Annan said

he was "getting close" to a decision to go to Baghdad

himself to tiv to negotiate an end to the crisis

Diplomatic sources in New York said Annan would be

looking for a sign from Washington that it was ready for

him to try his hand at talks.

Iraq has barred U.N. inspectors from searching the

eight jircsidential sites for weapons of mass destruction,

leading the United States to threaten military strikes.

U.N. officials hope to use the maps to determine which

areas ol the sprawling compounds are legitimate targets

for inspections.

The foreign minister of Qatar. Hamad Bin |assim al-

Thani. arrived in Baghdad to try to defuse the crWs, and

a delegation of Arab lawmakers talked with the speaker

of Iraq's National Assembly. Sadoun Hammadi.
The lawmakers, from Egypt and Libya, later joined in a

march to a U.N. office in downtown Baghdad, shouting

"We aVe with you, Saddam!"
Seeking to play up Arab backing in the conflict. Deputy

Prime Minister Tariq Aziz met Qatar's al-Thani upon
arrival and expressed hope the Middle Fast would be

"spared any evil."

Saddam also met with al-Thani. who deMveied .i mes
sage from Qatar's emir, the Iraqi News Agency said.

Saddam also received a telephone call from King Hassan

II of Morocco, who pledged his opposition to "aggression

against Iraq." the news agency said. In Paris. French
Piesident lacques Chirac said a peaceful solution to the

standoff was near. "An acceptable solution respectful of

all U.N. resolutions is possible." Chirac said. "We are

close."

But there was little evidence Monday that Iraq was pre-

pared to give way.

In an ominous warning. Iraq's Foreign Minister
Mohammed Saeedal-Sahhaf urged Kuwait against allow-

Turn to KUWAIT page 2

Over 1 50 firms and organizations

are scheduled to participate in the

annual Campus-Wide Career Fair.

ALANA (Asian Latino American
Native American) Career Fair and the

Co-Op Fair tomorrow and Thursday.

Employers will be seeking full-time

workers, co-op students and interns

from various majors and career inter-

mtt

The Annual Campus-Wide career

fair, which takes place in the Campus

Center Auditorium tomorrow from

10 a.m. to 3 p.m. is expected to have

an additional 30 businesses partici-

pating. Last year's fair hosted 120

employers.

Tomorrow night, the ALANA fair

will also be held in the Campus
Center Auditorium from 7 p.m. to 9

p.m. The number of expected

employers has doubled from 30 last

Spring to 60 this year.

The ALANA fair is held in partner-

ship with the Bilingual Collegiate

Program, the Committee for

Collegiate Education of Blacks and

Minority students, Diversity in

Management Education Services and

the Minority Engineering Program,

United Asia Learning Resource
Center and the Campus Center
Career Network.

On Thursday morning, students

looking for summer jobs and co-ops

may attend the job fair to be held

from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Campus
Center Auditorium.

The firms and organizations repre-

sented at the three fairs range from

corporate giants such as IBM to com-

panies such as CVS and Filene's.

Representatives from the Peace Corps

and Armed Services will also be pre-

sent at the fairs.

Tina Acker, the coordinator of the

campus-w/ide fair credits the increase

of employers at the fairs to the econo-

my.

"The economy has turned for the

better and we have seen a huge
increase in the number of employers

who want to attend the career fairs as

well as those who want to recruit at

UMass." she said.
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Still... life

Sacha MaxweM, a first year student at Mt Hoh/oke, paints a black

and white stilt We yesterday in a rather deserted classroom.

Collegian Graphics would like

to remind you that the inks con-

tained in these pages may

cause cancer if smoked.
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impasse.

If GEO were to strike, iheir lead-

er»hip could be thrown in jail. Mid

DeProsse. She said both the local

chapter and the international organi-

zation could be subject to fines if

GEO were to go on strike.

At the presi conference Friday

morning, David Leuson, from the

executive board of the Massachusetts

Society for Professors (MSP), and a

comparative literature professor at

UMass. said the administration has a

"short memory." referring to a 1991

strike which won GEO its first con-

tract.

"It is not in our interest to have

GEO forced to go out on strike."

I enson said "A strike by GEO would

be a terrific disruption for the facul-

i\
" Lenson said he would not con-

done a strike and the MSP would

support GEO in their attempts to

negotiate a contract.

"There is not the slightest chance

they will break GEO." Lenson said.

|on Weissman, secretary of lobs

With lust ice. an organization which

campaigns for workers rights, wrote a

letter to the Chancellor David K.

Scott on behalf of lobs With histicc

and the individual members, includ-

ing UAW local 2 122. expressing

"outrage" at the declaration of

impasse.

"We abhor such behavior by an

institution that belongs to the citizens

Massachusetts." Weissman wrote

in his letter

Tom Coish. President of the

Service Employee International

Union (SEIU). said the administra

tion has poor bargaining practice*.

"The administration, in our experi-

ence, comes to the table unprepared."

ish said "What the hell are thc>

thinking? I support GEO in their

demands."

The University Staff Association

sent representative Lisa Persons to

support GEO.
"1 wish to show the most support

for our brothers and sisters in GEO."
Persons said "No solution can be

found if people don't come to the

bargaining tabic."

Charlotte Coate*. President of the

American Federation of State County

and Municipal Employees
(AFSCME). offered support from

AFSCA1I
"1 ask all sisters and brothers to

support GEO." Coates said "I give

them all the support that we can from

AFSCME."
The preas conference began with a

prepared statement by lennifer

Fasulo. GEO Vice President

hancellor] David Scott

ing. in no uncertain terms, that access

to higher education is a privilege not

a right." Fasulo said.

State of art
A statue on the grounds of Mount Hoh/oke College overlooks an amphitheater

deadline
continued from page 1

David K. Scott's house.

li is illegal for public employee*

to go on strike. If GEO were to

strike, their leadership could be

thrown in jail, said Nancy
DeProsse. Vice President of local

oi the I nited Auto Workers

(UAV* i which GEO is a member
of. She said both the local chapter

and the international organization

cuuld be subject to fines if GEO
were to go on stnkc

Sotne members said they would

bum their paychecks because they

felt they were getting sold out

according to Fasulo.

"What was most notable to me
was the universal outrage at the

administrations' attempt to

sell-out graduate employees."

Fasulo said.

GEO President Mahmood
Ketabchi said he had the same
impression from the meeting.

"(Scott) thinks he's going to buy

us out. Our members are not out

there to get sold out to Chancellor

Scott." he said.

The administration has begun to

implement its final proposal which

includes a salary increase of 16%.

The administration said they need-

ed to implement the stipend

increases to help departments

recruit graduate students for next

year

The meeting was followed by a

weekend of picketing which will

continue through Wednesday

Saturday. GEO member* picket-

ed outside of the Mullms Center,

and handed out leaflets before the

LMass basketball game against

LaSalie

Chancellor Scott attended a din

ner Sunday night in the Student

Lnion Ballroom to end a week

end long leadership confer <.

held at UMass. About 30 GEO
members marched around the

room carrying signs, urging Scott

to end the impasse

Tuesday and Wednesday.
> members will march to

Whitmore Administration

Building, beginning at noon from

the Student Lnion Also. GEO
members said they will be r

ing the three main entrances to

campus, the North rntrance. the

entrance near the Newman Censer.

«'

imonwealth and
Massachusetts Avenues

Kuwait
continued from page I

ing U.S. forces to use us territory to

attack Iraq.

"We call on our (Arab) brother* —
including the Kuwaitis — not to

serve as a foothold for weapons that

kill Iraqi*,* al-Sahhaf said in Beirut,

the third stop on a tour of Arab capi-

tals to seek support against a US
ttnke

Al-Sahhaf said he wa* not threat-

ening Kuwait, but "we hope they

won't commit this deadly mistake
"

"Those who open their territory

for the Americans to shad the blood

"k Iraqi children and women, will

bear the consequences of their

crime." Al-Sahhaf said

He did not say what measures Iraq

would take again*! Kuwait. In recent

weeks, al-Sahhaf and other Iraqi

leaders have said Iraq would not

attack Kuwait in the event of a war

Iraq invaded Kuwait in 1990. lead-

ing to the Persian Gulf War While

Kuwait has not said it would allow

an attack to be launched from its W
ritory. it has allowed the United

States and Britain to station war-

planes at its bases

mafic s&hfflonZJ* have ether Arab

states that supported the L S led

alliance that routed Iraqi troops from

Kuwait in 1991

Procter & Gamble

As the global leader in the Consumer Product industry,

P&G sells over 300 brands in over 140 countries.

Students from ALL MAJORS

We are seeking individuals forFULL-TIME positions in

CUSTOMER BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
in major marketing areas throughout the United States.

We will only be at UMass' Career Fair this spring.

Stop by to pick up an application packet to learn

more about how you can be part of our leadership team.

Career Network Career E

Campus Center

Wednesday 2/18/98

air

Visit our website at www.pg.com

MassPlRG supports

pesticide disclosure
By Frank Smith

Collagian Cor respondent

Every day Massachusetts state

employees and public school Mis-

dents go to work and school in areas

that are safe and healthy Or do
mew?
V i according to the

Massachusttes Public Interest

Research Group ( MassPlRG) which

says state officials and publu KSSfld

-indents are not as safe as they think

they are due to the pesticides that

are commonly used around them
lhc->.c pesticides, according to

MassPlRG members, are sprayed
with no warning and without people

knowing how these pesticides can

affect them.

In an effort to deal with this issue.

MassPlRG — which has a student

chapter at the Lni\er»ity ©1

Massachusetts at Amherst — favors

the Pesticide Disclosure Act; a bill

which is currently being reviewed h\

the Ways and Means Committer

the State Senate and is considered

for funding.

MassPlRG members said people

are nicd of the dangers of

pesticides, and are not aware of how

bIbmIj they come into contact with

them.

The Pesticide Disclosure \ct

seek* to make conditions safer, and

healthier, for the general public by

accomplishing three goal*.

First, it would ssjafanssr notilica

lion within 48 hours of pesticide

exposure in a public place Second, it

would set up a database with a hot-

line that couki be called for informs

tion regarding the affect* of specific

chemical pesticides And third, it

would look to introduce integrated

Pest Management (IPM) which i>

the least toxic form of pest control,

and often avoid* the use of chemical

In order to get this bill passed by

the Wiyi and Means Committee.

MassPlRG member Bl COTtU, a

sophomore political iciwea major,

c-mphaM/ed the importance of the

rule that Amherst Senator Stan

.berg, chairman of the Ways
and Means committee, plays in get-

ling this bill passed

need his | Rosenbcrg's|

endorNeineni it tfss) bill i- to get any

further," Corn- -aid

MassPlRG has worked on promot

ing this bill for almost tour months,

and ieali/e> mam students are not

aware of the bill

I hey hope to build community

tSSSSJSSSJSJ and lorin a gSSsMtiflSi thai

will help get the bill passed.

According to Cortis, MassPlRG
wants to be straight forward with

people, and explain what is going on

so they will continually gather sup-

then Rosenberg, and tric-

ot the Ways and M mmittee

Vl he able to refuse the bill's

pushing »a\» Corn* How
M i-.l'IrU. - oppoMllon to the bill

are large, powerful and wealths

chemical companies, including

Terminix and Cheml.awn who have

a great amount of influence oser this

state's legislature according to

Last year. Ma-f'lfu. tiled a suit

against chemical companie* who
claimed their pesticide- w.

However, according SO l -'lin-

ing that any chemical pesticide is

«eae is against the law lhi« -un was

ught about so that MassPIKC
could bring to light that there is no

morality in the chemical indusirv

"Wt -an t let th any

longer." Corns said "We're the

guinea pig generation you could

MaatHRG ll holding a general

interest meeting Wednesday at 8

p m in the Student Lnion Ballroom.

Miniature universe
The pebbles represent the sea, the rocks are n>ountain$ and the ifvnjb* are «>e fcxest at trse |ap^

Gathering draws attention to Iraqi plight
ByNscolal

CoaagjMn GjH**pundsw>

but not bad enough." LMass student Greg Traven \s e have about two week* to make a difference."

said Chane* W lenks a Treprock Peace Center vol-

"he Massachusetts

aily Collegian

World News

wsmm

Last Friday marked the anniversary of the

al-Amema civilian shelter bombing in Baghdad In

rememberancc of the 400 civilians who lost their

and a* a call far awareness of the situation at

hand with Iraq, a group of Usdvertit

Mesas* Iwisi til students, joined by Pioneer ValU

tan*, gathered outside the Student Lnion

tm gathering, two UMass students read a pas-

sage written by Deborah Winger. The passage

touched on the condition of Iraq since the Gulf war,

emotions are no different then our* ... Iraq is

rving a crisis."

"I tust feel sad. frustrated, and scared about the

situation." sasd leequi fowler, a senior Knghsh

major

Her sentiment is not (hand by all. "I feel bad,

Despite mixed emotion*, other students do not

feel well informed. "I dont know much about what

is going on in Iraq." said Dan Thomases, a geology

major

"My friends who have been in Iraq haw
and the effects of the L'.S. sanction* in Iraq

They have seen people dying in hospitals becai,

the lack of medical supplies and or because of poi

soned water supplies. We are already attacking Iraq,

and as always, it is the civilians who are suffering."

student lennifer Connor said

The small group that gathered shared ideas about

cultivating the American people to act and become

informed Over 27 rallies worldwide calling for

vies and no more violence, in

v jtic ill towns around the gl«>K from

\ Osaka, lapan.

-I think that this situation is easily mssunders

as well a* easily overlooked by the average

/en The homb* that our government is threatening

to launch will kill civilians, not Saddam Hussein."

student Deborah Massachi said.

On Saturday. Feb. 28, a protest against the

launching d the Aegic Destrover OKane will be

held in Bath. Maine.

"Aegie class dtstioycri were used in the Persian

Gulf War and are now again on duty in the Gulf

The OKane is capable of carrying Tomahawk and

I ruise missiles." Alhol citizen. Flattie Nestle said.

Hattie Nestle will be speaking tonight, at 7 p.m. in

A 17. on here- in Iraq SI

fesjj the al Amenta bunker in 1«*»5 as apart erf a

prayer for po

Campus
Career W eYe herefor yoi i'

Network ANNUAL CAMPUS WIDE

CAREER FAIR

The perfect chance to meet with representatives of employers

that you are interested in and who are interested in youl

Or, just come and find out what companies are suited

to what you are looking for in a career!

Over 100 Companies and organizations will be there!

*Tbe Alanajob Fair is

also being held on

February 18th from 7pm-9pm

*Tbe Co-OpJob Fair is being held

February 19th from 10am-3pm

Campus Center Auditorium

Opportunity is knocking...

You better be there to open the door!
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Redirecting the media
It

was every newscaster s dream It

wa* a president '* woist night-

mare. And the American public

keel back in front of the TV
with a beer and a one-inch portion of

Lean Cuisine mamcotii This, after all,

was news
The journalists, both print and

screen, trembled, thrilled and >hud

dered with ecstasy at the very sound

of the words: scandal in the W htte

House They tensed as they tried to

restrain themselves. They panted teel

ing giddy lighter and tighter their

muscles contracted Oh, the agony'

lournalists could bear it no longer,

and with moans and a glorious release

of Motion, they flung themselves onto

the story — or lack thereof - with

sweet abandon.

In my mind at _^__^__
least, their pants are

still dropped around

their ankles They

\l l MS

had exposed themselves to the wortd.

and I'm still reefing from the sight of

their naked desire to tell a story that

nobody wanted to hear They slapped

themselves on the wrist when the polls

showed that a majority of Americans

really didn't care, but the damage was

done They had devoted days of

droves of reporters, and dump
of doHan to a story which they

all freely admitted had few facts. This

lack of factual information stopped no

wild speculations of resignation, the

downfall of the Democratic Pat

even spsaxfsjnent.

A particularly egregious instance of

peculation occurred on the

pseudo-news show "Extra" when pro-

ducers decided to cover Chelsea's side

of the story. They apparently confused

the first daughter with an Asian male

because that's who they interviewed

while the real First Daughter was
ensconced behind the wall of Secret

Service protection Calmly, he assured

the reporters that Stanford's student

body would stand behind her He
knew this because he was wearing a

striped shin The story gave no indica-

tion that he knew Chelsea or had spo-

ken to her ever, which basically nieens

that they could have interviewed a

gecko and they would have had the

same story. A story advertised as giv-

ing Chelsea's perspective was someone

else's perspective on something entire

Iv different — the behavior of every

student at Stanford except Chelsea

But this matters not at all because

the story Filled air time and created

news. Those are the two pillars of

modern American television journal

ism — filler and non-story. The lat-

ter, the creation of news, results booj

the first — the need to fill time (. NN -

twenty-four hour news coverage

opened up a vacuum which news exec-

utives tripped over themselves to (ill

with whatever people would watch

Apparently .^^^^^ thev will watch
l*u*lilvar^^^ anything regard-

less of content.

Historically, in human cultures

there are two kinds of news. The tint

kind is the sort of stuff we expect trom

Peter knrungs — the important stuff,

international and national in scope

with emphasis on politics, economics.

science or culture. The second kind of

news is gossip, which is about people

and sex. generally speaking. Gossipy

news encompasses murders, too. and

other crimes and misdemeanors, high

or otherwise. It is often the kind of

news that makes a good story . spilling

over into pseudo-news shows like

"Dateline.' -20/20." and "Extra
"

The Monica Lewinsky media cov-

erage brought national news to the

level of tabloid journalism. For a few

weeks, reporters were all covering

the same issues — and that's all they

were covering. Like the tabloids, they

used a glonous haze of conjecture to

create the impression of wrong-doing

and the impression that they knew
what they were talking about. To
Americans, news represents informa-

tion. We watch it and read it while

somebody else creates it and inter-

prets it Who decided that Monica

Lewinsky was more important than

the Pope? Not me Not you

Somebody else.

During the weeks ol the heaviest

media coverage, the entire continent

of Africa could have sunk beneath the

sea and no one in the United States

would have known. The knowledge

we glean from the news, we exchange

at work and school and over coffee.

We are sucked in by commercials and

headlines that glitter with the promise

of new life-altering knowledge unless

we choose to close the newspaper or

turn off the IV ruining our lives for-

ever. We are led on by teasers —
"And coming up on WBS Channel V

What you don't know about rug lice

but should' And how to prevent

structural damage to your child's sand

box from termites — one family's

nightmare
"

If we choose to remain ignorant,

we run the risk of everybody knowing

but us We don't want to open our

serves up to the type of ridicule that

ensues when we are caught with our

pants down and everyone sees it but

us. The media also doesn't

want to be caught in a compromising

position, so they try to be there and

be on top of things, without any sort

of reflection as to the consequences

We have a free press in the L nited

States guaranteed by the Constitution,

but I can't help the feeling that I'm

being given somebody else's idea of

the news Though they have direct

constitutional protection of supposed

freedom, newspapers and television

are commercial and therefore are in

competition with one another so that

they all carry pretty much the same
information If they screw up. they all

look like foots.

We don't need more aggressive

new- aivi-raye M tha' M re m.iking

someihing out of nothing We need

original, enlightened, and objective

news coverage. We need some net-

work to wear the pants and tell it like

his

Alexis Pushkar u a I'Mass uudent

Corrupting the Games
Forget, for a rntrarte. everrrhfng you've heard about the

19th Winter Olympic Games in Nagano, lapan The

thnll of watching the world's finest athletes cunsuetaig
for athletic: glory on sports' grandest stage — forget ft. If you

can picture one of those farcical Saturday Night Live paro-

dies, you'll have a dearer picture of what these once-sacred

competitions have turned into.

I'll be the first to admit that the 1994 Games in

Ijlleharnmcr — with downhill skier Tommy Moe winning

gold on the Games' opening night and the Tonya/Nancy

saga — were nothing leas than riveting Indeed, the on and

off-ice drama surrounding the women's figure skating com-

petition drew an astounding 45 million viewers here in the

second all-time only to the final episode of "MASH.*
Since then, however, something has __^^^^__

gone horribly wrong with the Olympics ™^^™"t!^^-
In the last two Games — the embarrass- ^^^^^^*^
ment al-M known as Atlanta and now
Nagano — the ugh head of crass commercialism and woe-

fully misguided television coverage have severely tarnished

the luster on all those pretty medals.

At about 4 o'clock Sunday afternoon, something pro-

found occurred to me. For a little over a week. I had

been watching CBS' coverage of the Winter Olympics

thinking of when (if ever) the actual athletic competition

would be the featured attraction. After watching stale

highlights from the two-man bobsled competition. I

finally said "To hell with this" in disgust and simply

changed over to CNN SI and looked at the ticker to find

out that there was a tie for the gold. I felt much better

about myself.

Indeed, having to weed through all the sob-story profiles,

commercials, meaningless piticr patter between anchors

and non-competition athletic moments is enough to make

even the most ardent sports fan turn the channel, in my own
humble opinion. I don't even think "real" sports fans care

about the Olympics. The real fan watched Dale Earnhardt

win the White Trash (Daytona) 500.

To me. the defining moment of the Nagano Games will

always be seeing Martha Stewart wearing a kimono in one

of trie most unintentionally hilarious moments in recent

memory How am I supposed to take the Olympics seriously

when CBS' on-air "talent" includes the above-mentioned

Doonesbury

neurotic homebody . former MTV personality Kennedy and a

jovial weatherman? Obviously, this is some kind of sick

joke, nght ? Wrong. I guess ihc truth really does hurt

should be ashamed of itself not just for the cheesy

"Pop Up Video" inspired "Rock N Roll Highlite*' and the

insipid touchy-feely features on people we'll never hear

about after the Olympics are over, but for letting America's

most maligned sportswear company. Nike, splash their infa-

mous "swoosh" logo on the outfits of the on-air "talent
'

Often times, the Games are held in places half a world

away that present nightmares to programmers who have

to scramble to show highlights from competitions that

happened in the wee hours here in the States.

-o in Nagano where the 1 4-hour time difference with

I SI .i uially allows for many of the""--"" events to be shown live. However, the

Kfiint' majorit) of these events shown live.

^^m^^^^^m
thus far. have been hockey games.

This actually might be a blessing in disguise because Sean

MiDonough and k>hn Davidson's insightful, humorous and

unobtrusive commentary on the "Dream Tournament" has

made hockey the only watchable sport in Nagano That is

unless you consider the snowboarding halfpipe competition,

dude.

I mean, c'mon. how can vou take the two dumdums
whom CBS hired to give "commentary" on this

pseudo-sport seriously? VVhen American Ross Powers sur-

prised many and got the bronze medal, one of these idiots

remarked. "Dude. Ross must be so stoked right now." What

the hell is that?

L nfortunately. the lexicon utilized for the entire snow

boarding competition was little more than glorified stoned

surfer-speak. Maybe that's why I wasn't surprised that

slalom gold medalist. Canadian Ross Rehagliati. had his

medal temporarily stripped from him for testing positive for

marijuana use For the rest of us. though, it made us wonder

why these two snowboarding sports made it into the

Olympics in the first place. I suppose the International

Olympic Committee couldn't really say no after they let curl-

ing in.

I guess the only thing missing in Nagano is Yanni's heir-

apparent, lohn Tesh.

Marty Keane is a Collegian staff member.

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Remembering the draft
Along weekend, free time and a remote control

are dangerous when combined.

With some extra time on my hands the past

lew days, I resolved to honor our nation's founding

fathers by catching up on the world's current events. In

the name of George and Abe. I was determined to read,

watch, and listen mv way back into the informed pub-

lic.

Well, that's not entirely true

Due to a winter break bill paying fiasco, the good

folks at Media One pulled the plug on service to our

apartment For the past month. I've been here in the

\ allev deprived of two crucial life giving necessities —
I SPN and CNN With the chance ^
of returning to my parent's house. **""

my main agenda was to sit on the ^^^
couch, drain the fridge, and glue

my eyes to the tube.

What did I lind out ' They still haven't proven

whether or not Bill zipped or unzipped.

Some guy named "The Hermanator" nearly cleaned

his clock racing down a mountain at speeds of over 80

miles per hour in Nagano.

lanet Reno really is large, and somehow seems even

bigger when she's down the street in Boston.

And finally, under no circumstances should the

I nited States engage in any sort of military altercation

with Iraq Not because you can count the number of

countries that agree with an attack on Iraq on one

hand Not because of controversy regarding sanctions

ven because if chemical weapons are being manu
fas. tured in Iraq and a coalition of armies decides to

blow them up. there is no place for an undisclosed

amount of lethal toxins to disappear to (last time I

checked. Anthrax doesn't just disappear when scattered

around in the airi

Why not bomb our sworn enemy to the east and nd

the world of the great mustachioed menace once and

for all'

The fact is simple t though admittedly facetious) —
twenty-somethings don't know what war is.

In other words, our generation has been luckv

enough to come into the world during this transitional

phase called the New World Order

Our fathers had Vietnam Our grandfathers had

World War II and Korea Our great-grandfathers had

World War I. We twenty-somethings have... The Cola

Wars
"

What if some political catastrophe occurs, the draft

is reinstated and I find myself in the middle of the

desert running from a noxious cloud of lethal biological

pathogens? All the cans of caffeine-free diet cherry

cofca, all the choices of generation next, any thing that

never had it or never would could help me. (That Surge

stulf they ve been pushing around campus though, that

could burn a hole in someone)

Our generation does not know how to deal with war

When our fathers were our age. they

aaaa»aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaamj were protesting the fact that their

C hris Stanim friends were being slaughtered in the

nation's most infamous blood bath.

During World War II. men in their early teens were fly-

ing lighter planes dropping bombs over Furope

our generation, war has been something we
watched on television When we were in the early years

ol high school we squeezed in a little Gulf War cover-

age in all its nightvision-green glory between "The

Simpsons" and "Growing Pains."

I ven the most studious, current -event. Sew ) ork

ester of us all does not know what war is like

That is not to say that lives were not lost in the Gulf

Wat that veterans returned sctiously ill from the poi

sons of chemical weapons. That is not to say that, while

many may cynically disagree with the motives behind

the War in the Gull, thousands of men and women
risked their lives for their country

We have come of age in the twilight years of the

Cold War. a time when the world is in transition

While the world anxiously awaits the end of a conflict

which has been coming to a boil for months, we must

hope our leaders make the right decision

I'd rather battle it out on the front lines of media

mayhem and marketing blitzes as opposed to a line

drawn in the sand, lust because war is now fought

behind computer screens doesn't make it any cleaner

The powers that be should make a decision and stick

with it

Chni Stamm is a Collegian ivlummst

Letters to the Editor

Protest action

against Iraq now
To the I it

The threat of a unilateral U.S. mil

itsrv action against Iraq mounts
daily

It is imperative that the conflict

with Iraq be settled through the

numerous available diplomatic chan-

nels, whether it be the United
Nations Secretary General or top

officials of Russia or other states that

have offered their services.

Memories of the Gulf War cannot

be forgotten when the United States,

intent on getting rid of the Saddam
Hussein regime, pre-empted further

diplomatic moves that could have

avoided that tragic war.

Despite the frightful casualties and

devastation, which affected primanlv

the Iraqi people. Saddam remained

firmly in power.

The subsequent economic block-

ade of Iraq has killed more than

5t>7.000 children under the agi

live, according to a United Nations'

Food and Agriculture Organization

study of December 1995. More than

4.500 children under the age of five

are dying each month from hunger

and di«e. rding to a United

Nations' Children's Fund study of

October 1996. A renewed military

air attack on Iraq will produce added

misery, not to Hussein, but to the

poverty-stricken masses.

The U.S. administration's inten-

tion is to repeat the Gulf War sce-

nario, but without a land invasion —
which will again not get rid of the

Saddam regime. His prestige will be

as high as ever, as he pictures him-

self in a David versus Goliath role.

The stalemate on military inspec-

tions of possible chemical and bio-

logical sites will not be solved by an

air strike. Military action will pro-

duce civilian casualties.

Furthermore, the dangers of an Iraqi

attack on Israel, despite Iraqi assur

ance that there will be no such

attack, must not be underestimated.

Such a Scud missile strike will lead

to an Israeli counter-attack, possibly

nuclear, which in turn could trigger a

general conflagiition in the Middle

East.

Let us not forget that most of our

allies are opposed to a military

strike. Their views must be respect

ed.

It is imperative for those in the

University community who oppose a

military option to convey their views

to the |Clinton| Administration as

quickly as possible. Time is running

out to solve this issue on a diplomat-

ic level

Immediate and massive protests

may have an effect on the

Administration

> ou can e-mail the White House

at (presidcnt»*whitchouse gov i or

send a fax (202-456-2461 1 to the

I'icvidcnt Secretary ol Stale

Madeleine K Albright can also be

reached through e-mail

lsccretary#stategt

Gerard Braunthal

Professor Emeritus. Department

of Political Science

gbrauntlr9polsci.umass.edu

Administration
should continue
negotiations

To the fdilor

Bv refusing to negotiate further

with the Graduate Employee
Organization, the I niversiiv i« clear-

ly saying it does not respect its grad-

uate student employees.

Almost every graduate employee
makes less than $10,000 a year and

we do not have dental or eye care.

Some students earn wages below the

state's poverty level. Chancellor
David K. Scott argues that our
demand for a minimum wage of

$10,500 per year is unreasonable,

easy to say for someone who makes

more than 10 times the average grad-

uate employee's salary.

Graduate employees have not had

a raise for two years because of the

University's stubborn and stingy

refusal to settle. This University's

administration damages not only our

wallets, but our dignity. Scotl's mes-

sage i< that we are worth very little

Apparently, he needs to be reminded

how valuable graduate student

employees arc.

In the last year. I helped (each

more than 500 students in sociology

courses — grading papers, delivering

lectures, leading discussions, tutor-

ing students, and writing exams.
Hundreds of other graduate students

do the same, and the fact is that

UMass-Amherst cannot meet the

needs of its undergraduates without

its graduate student employees.
Further, hundreds of other graduate

students assist professors in doing

research and developing the knowl-

edge that keeps the University

vibrant.

What will happen to UMass if

graduate employees take action and

turn the campus upside down? What
an insult that the University does not

recognize the rights of labor at

- There is no doubt that the

other unions on campus understand

you don't care about them, either,

because you've shown you don't care

about the rights of the working class

es by refusing to negotiate further

What would happen if all unionized

employees on campus worked in soli

clant) to wreak havoc on campus
until the administration returns to

the bargaining table with GEO, and

settles a fair contract
'

lames AW. Shaw
Graduate Teaching Assistant

thawsaHoc.urnass.edu

GEO out of bounds

To the Editor

Over the past weekend the

Student Government Association

hosted its annual awards dinner The

dinner is a yearly event that brings

together undergraduate students,

staff, faculty, administrators, public

higher education administrators and

legislators to distinguish those that

have made the undergraduate experi-

ence a priority. The highlight of the

event is the presentation of the

legislator of the Year Award. This

I
s recipient was Senate Ways &

Means Chairman Stan Rosenberg.

This year's event was a great sue

cess barring one unfortunate situa-

tion that I would like to reflect on.

Shortly after our guests arrived at

the Student Union Ballroom, a group

fiom the Graduate Employee
Organization (GEO) interrupted our

event with a silent protest directed at

one of our guests. Chancellor David

K. Scott. The members of GEO dis

rupted our event for about 1 5 min-

utes by parading around the

Ballroom with picket signs while

making our guests feel quite uncom-
fortable. Fortunately, the members
decided to spare the undergraduates

any further embarrassment by leav-

ing after their point was made.

I am aware of the struggle that the

graduate students are facing in nego-

tiating a contract with the University

and I wish them success in their

demands. However, the conduct of

the GFO was outrageous during our

event.

Unfortunately, the membership of

GEO chose a desperate and selfish

attempt at gaining publicity. I strong-

ly urge GEO to consider the conse-

quence of their actions before
attempting to disrupt another under-

graduate event.

|ason Vecchio
SCERA Student Coordinator
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Entrain rocks UM campus Gibbs to leave "Another World"

acofi fanning

The Martha's Vineyard-based Entrai

By Geno Movwli

Colagian Coi isapondawl

ENTRAM
Campus Cantor AooVtonom

Fab 13

I nirain is known as the Outing

C luh's honorarv band for good rea-

son On f nda\ . the Campus Center

auditorium was rocking and dancing

to the upbeat, funky tunes of

Kntrain Playing to an intimate

! >>l 100 concert-goers, the>

had people up on their feet in no

time

I ntrain entertained not onl\ with

their musk., but the w.a\ thev played

u i realise music m ie nat-

urally to them During their

,-opular song * lead

\i>c.ilist ludd fuller had a few mm
uto of fun playing hi« ra«« with a

ttnrm*rlcV creating a percussion -Hlte

sound that rang through the audito

rium The show was highlighted as

n entertained a spinted crowd Friday evening

dillerent forms of percussion took

over

Drummer Tom Ma
conga/d|cmbe/trombonist Sam
Holmsock and sa*ophonist'percus

sionist/vocalisi Koh I ovot all had

their moments m the spotlight as ihe

percussion solos mtovicated the

crowd
f ntrain has an cu-i expanding

reputation for a fun nuv ot st,les

which helped them rise to fame in a

hort period of time With a mix

ol lunk. rock. jazz. R&B and Aftfc—

.

musk the band creates a show that is

anything hut dull Each song has a

dillerent beat and melody keeping

the crowd alive and dancing Upbeat

songs like "1 ittlc Seeker" and
"Bathlub Ic-sus" were mixed with

calmer ballads such as "Simple

I

The crowd, though small, was as

eager and enthusiastic as if the place

was packed A< soon a« Fntraih

walked on the stage, the chairs were

empty Students were dancing and

cheering with amazing enthusiasm.

The more I- ntrain pertormed. the

niurc excited the crowd became
f ven those who were not acquainted

with rntrain s mu-k had a blasi

Saying it was a "fun" show clearly

would be an understatement

The concert was compiled of a mix

of music oil then three albums titled

Entrain. Can I 00 It and the most

recant Mo Matter U hat

Starting out on Marth.i s \ n\.

Kntrain has moved inland to play all

over the east coast including

i . Fleet t enter and at the

Earth Day celebration

Entrain s resume includes the IW>
lOOtflO Mum. Vward lor the Most

DOC in the

gion. They were also

a sc'ini-tinalist in IfttafffJaJN

Maga:me s Best Unsigned Band
Competition l**>

The concert was sponsored by the

Oatasy Club and Ahinim i

and held in honor of the Outing

Club s 7Sth anniversary.

Hi soap fans, hope evervone had

a lovely weekend ... romance and

galore I wont bore you with

the details of mine, so let s get down

to business. First a bit of shocking

news within the industry "Another

V\ orld" has confirmed the departure

<\e of the show's biggest and

brightest stars. Timothy Gibbs

(Gary). Apparently, the actor has

left the soap for greenet pjstutc-

numely a gig with "One Life To
live" as... get ready for this. Kevin

Huchanan (at least mm^^^^
that's the rumor).

Word i», Kevin ajjaaaji

Staple ton (the actor

who has been playing the role for

the past year or so and playing it

quite nicely I might add) has been

released from his contract. If the

rumor is true I wish Tim the best ol

luck He s going to need it playing

one of daytime's most "cursed"

roles. The part has been re-cast

about a billion times within the past

oars I'll keep you posted

Well, daytime certainly has its

fair share ol treats this week, start-

ing with a week s worth ol must-see

c-pts.sJes ol "Guiding I ighi " which

has been riveting these past lew

months Springfield's resident

\ixcn. the one and only Annie

I ewis. may be going down in Hames
but she s determined to take Re\a

with her It * the final showdown
between these two and the fur is

going to be fixing last and funcus

Annie is determined to see that

Reva pays for what she's done to

her and we all know — what Annie

wants, she gets. It all starts on f eb

M when Annie drugs Reva and

ah vou II )u»t have to sec it tor

yoursell II vou vc ever been a fan of

I'd strongly recommend that

you watch especially in light of the

fact that this i> Cynthia Waltros

( Annie i last week on the show. On
an end note. I'd like to wish C vnthia

the best of luck with whatever she

may do in the luture. She's been

absolutely superb in her portrayal of

the over the top. quintessential

vixen. Annie (who knew that this

once mousy nurse could be such a

bitch* Shi w.llbcnusssjd

A few other noteworthv soaps

this week urn poor \ C H is in lor

quite a vvorkou'

• "AW" — Look for two of Bay

Citv's main players to die this week

in a horrific car accident life in

Bav City will never be the MM
• "Days of Our I ives" - Peter's

»torvline lit vou wutii t.' call it thai)

comes to an end this week us he-

shows up to lenn « tuneral packing

an AK-47.
• "Port Charles" — l.Uc> tinds

herself at death's door as a result ol

Rex's (slimel machinations. Look
for an influx of "General Hospital"

^_^^_^__ players to join Kevin

and Scott in their

quest to find the cure

and to bring down
Rex once and for all This Morv

promises to be huge

I ve decided 10 add a little some-

thing to the column in which I

throw out some ol the rumors I've

been hearing on the net. etc with

regards to our favorite soaps. If I

hear some tasty gossip I'll be sure t>

include it in here

"You can't be serious!"

• Rumor has it "GH" may be

working on a hot new leve quadran

gle that includes, get a load ol this

lailv. Kobm ami Nikolas

V> lolks you heard it right It all

starts when fmilv is forbidden to

Nik (thanks to Sarah's med-
dling! Emily is. ol course, dis-

tressed and turns to Robin for some

advice Robin volunteers to take

Nik s speech therapy leiaJOM

I mily and heads over to

Vv vndamere The rest is histon Oh
I hope it s (rue (.an you imagine

how hot these two could be (cer-

tainly couldn't be much worse than

Sarah and Nikt ' lust last week thev

shared a small scene together and.

call me crazy, but there was deli

nitcly a little something there. I

pucss we II just have to wait and

see.

1 thought I'd review the cutrent

state ol "Sunset Beach" this week

(others will lotto* in the coming

weeks), what it has got going for it.

what it doesn't and finallv what I

think of it as a whole Next week I'll

be JpSsj^HDgcthc shsj»ku -*hM JaAH

Mv Children" has Game
I have to admit. I ve never really

i all that interested in "SB." The

characters seemed slightly bland

(with the exception of a few) and

the show's pace was a bit slow. In

all fairness though, the show was

still a bit young back then and was

trying desperately to find its niche.

Finally, and happily, after a year

tgive or take a lew weeks I. the show

Masai to have found it and is, dare I

sav it. thriving. Some of the actors

are a little rough around the edges

but that's to be expected Irom such

a voung cast of. primarily, new com

ers.

The storylines, for the most part,

arc engaging (especially the infa-

mous "Tciror Island" saga and its

aftermath — Ben is the killer! ) and

the soap has, not one. but two vix

ens in its roster 1 ove them or hate

them, they certainly add some sssce

to the show I ooking for some
hunks, no need to fear.

"SB" has its lair share ol them as

well las generic looking as some of

them may be) As my friend says, so

ck>queiiilv, "Ah. those dimples aj

I couldn't vou just get lost in

them!"

The one thing that it lacks, how-

ever is a breakout couple; one that

an really pull for I'm sorry but

and Ben just don't do it for me.
• lind "SB" tackling

any serious, real life issues but if

vou re looking for some guilty plea-

sure give »he "Beach" a try. My rat-

ing C*>

1 teres the rest of the Soap Opera

./ nominees. Sorry Caroline.

"GL* wasn't nominated for much
this year i which, in my opinion, is a

Outstandiag Female Newcomer
• Sabryn Genet (Tricia. "Young A
the Restless") • lennifer

llammon (Karen. "Port Charles")

• I lorencia Lozano (Tea. "One Life

I o I ive"

)

Who's going to win: lennifer

Hammon
W ho deserves it: Hammon

Outstanding Male Scene Stealer

• Ivan G'Vera (Ivan. "Days")
• lohn Ingle lEdward. "GH")

a*iwV Mtvgao Stuart (Chris. "AW")
JkVho s k.'oini.' to win lohn Ingle

Turn to SOAf*. page 6

Dear Mom and Dad,

Don't send money

Don't call home for cash. Call us for

The Associates Visa* card. You can set

• 3% cash back
on purchases*

• Discounts on brand
name merchandise

• No annual fee

• Credit line up to $2,500

apply, call 1-888
•See Rebate Terms and Conditions accompanyirq the credit card

Associates National Bank (Delaware)
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An old theme with a new twist ?^

7 969 Terminal 1 990. directed by |oe Chailun. played at Smith College over the weekend

Coloqion Correspondent

1 969 1BUMMAL 1990
nrwnounnom lww

Feb 13

M>KIH\MPTOS - The plague

of death 'truck at Smith College in

Mendcnhall Ml »eekend The the

atrical performance of /Vr-V

Terminal IWO. directed hv loeeph

Chaikm consisted of an all-star

ensemble that included three of the

original Terminal cast members, as

well as the renowned actor Paul

Zimet. an artist in residence at

final production of

Terminal, pcrlormed as the 1970
Open Theatre Play, evolved out of a

n\e investigation into human
mortality and the physical and men

ment. humor, lighting and
word* unencumbered by traditional

arm like plot and character

development With an omittance oi

•iitlxi lr*T\L f* Watt as&aU aVal^a** taT^ iMaaataVlABMfth

between the real actors and the ..hat

ihev were acting. The resulting

was that of death and deca

dance coining to terms tn the audito-

rium and surrounding the spectators

with thoughts, emotions, and fear*

tal

In M

cmlv
Th

to of death

Many people were overwhelmed by

a scene in which a man acitams and
chants to retain the lives and identit)

of hi» culture from bring de><

by a soldier of war. a human being,

whose mission is to kill again*) hi-

will The crowd could easily sympa-

thize with both characters instead of

drawing upon the typical 'good/bad

stereotype* As a result, the flaws of

both chard aations snowed
that death was indeed inevitable to

This theme is so common ol classic

literature such as Hamlet, that in

today's modem society we have lost

j I denotation of death, and I

thought this statement was very sub-

stantial In grring the perform*!

depth and meaning
Various aspects of the performance

that were quite iaaaaasah i included

the use of a backdrop thai illuminat-

ed the shadows of the acn
stage, creating j two dimcn-

and the use < Jrum
music to Instill the effect of a death

march It was so effective to the over-

all mood that one person exclaimed

afterward*, "I don't think I exhaled

most of the perform* <<

The performance of Terminal was

to an effect quite inducing and over
all captivating The orked

wed together on stage, and a much of

humor Hghiemd the cadaverous tone

of the pieca Uhat was even more
compelling was being able to admire

the perfcswnao to* their abil

captivate ism audience* o*»>auoH a

sermon topsc like death, one that is so

widely ignored in today'- modern
theatrical devi

.
'

i DON'T MISS

t THIS OPPORTUNITY

<< v

sf » s^^sakatl

is >. v f^ TO MEET PROSPECTIVE

W
^mkT EMPLOYERS OR TO INQUIRE

ABOUT COOP INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

THE ALAIMA JOB FAIR
^***

Amrlilolllpptirliiiiiliesisaliroiii'Ooiirslep..

Wednesday, February 18, 1998

7:90 9:09pm

Campus Center Auditorium • UMass Amherst

All students are invited!!!

AMONG THE 60+ COMPANIES ATTtNDING THE FAIR ME:

BASF Bioresearch Corporation, Bell Atlantic. IBM, Mass Mutual Insurance Company,

Sheraton Boston Hotel and lowers, and Teach lor America.

continued from page 5

Who deserves it: Ingle

Outstanding Female Scene Stealer:

• lennifer Bassey (Marian. "A\K
• Tracy r Bregman (Lauren. "Bold

Si the Beautiful")

• Kathleen Noone (Belle. "SB")

Who's going to win: lennifer Ba

Who

Favorite New Character
• OL"
• Matt. ~PC"
• Mel ol.TL"
W ho's going to win: Gaatjf

Who disci \c- il ( astie

lust a few departing Sink or Swims

Sink

• Sarah on "OH," Someone needs to

smack this girl: an> volunteers ' She

is like one of those people who.

despite then "pure" Intentions

always end up (accidentally, >•(

course i screwing vou over, little

bimbo!
• Peter's return on "Days." Need I

s;i\ more
• Victor on "YAK Miaron

•low. rhsl pu\ kjMj been badgering

her all week living to intervene m
then marriage. Why don't you con-

centrate on u>ur own veil

• "Mom rragk Scene betottfl to

"GIL" I baPVi atuck was difficult to

watch and very diMutbing, I hope

she docMi l lose lhat feisty >pu it of

Sarin
• Last Thursday's cliffhangct on

ul li a.ii. Dorian's mother ready

kg sirike Cassia with in iron rod I he

scene took ni\ nteath away and on a

Thuisduy no less

• lack and CaiK on "As I he World

Turns" for giving the phrase "Cabin

Ivvcr" an cntiiely new meaning

• A special swim to one ol daytime's

moat charming and romantic cou-

ples I dmund and Susan on

"Days." No joke my Iriends. these

two are a hoot.

•
I he M||i pillow slip during

CaitUn'l wedding to Cole on "SB." I

almost Inn st into hysterics when
Caiilin's pillow fell out of her wed

ding dies- ,s ready to walk

down the aisle Watching Annie run

around like a chicken with its head

cut oil (doing damage control) was

rather amusing too

/mill) tanning It a Collegian

iqfwiwfil You ssm § mil .»<.

ft'OHl or comments about th,

unin to jfanmngffl student umass.edu

Soap Chat regularly appears on

New movies mirror presidential reality

By Bfyon McAmsIsK

ColaomnStall

Last November, in the uneven
and unwatched film Mad City,

I Hist in Hoffman and |ohn Travolu

explored the effects of media fren-

zies on the American public. Maybe
they should have wailed Uh
Khruary I

v)c)tt | he current hype
over the alleged Monica I ajajfssjlg

.al relationship" has shown
that the media will do anything to

embellish a Morv

Hut one film thai couldn I have

had better timing is Hoffman's It aj
the Dog. a biling satire about a

presidential scandal involving an

affair with a girl scout Hoffman
plays a manic Hollywood producer

who helps political spin doctor

Robert DeNiro create a fake war
with Mbania in order to take the

public's minds off the scandal.

Sound a Utile familiar? Lewinsky's

ape isn't far off from the girl scout *

in the movie \ conflict with Iraq is

threatening to take lop news stOTJ

billing But even moie disturbing,

rtj scene in the lilm has the

pre -idem with the beiet wearing

girl s,.out VtssQM ul Monica hug-

ging Bill dance in mv head

Bill C linton s lies to iiiovk

and his oMstpiracJes don'l end

there, however Scheduled to be

released in March i- 'liio.

a chronic I. politi-

cian's rise to the White House,

based on the novel bv V
I lein who shaped his

around Clinton's campaign adven

lures Rumor- urc Hying around the

entertainment indusirv that Clinton

met with I'nmar. star

Travolta, asking him to portray ihe

president in a better light In

exchange. Clinton would help

Travolta with his dispute between

many and the Church ol

which Iravolta is a

i pusher National Sccurrtv

Xdvis^.r Sandv Bcrgcr has puhlich

denied all rumors, but it's mi.

ing to see current ads for Pnman
Colors showing Travolta, with his

I linton accent, as a Ik

Apparenilv. Titunn - Id 1

nominations were onl\ the begin

nmg ol its glowing fortunes

its ninth week ol release, the lilm

continues to be the highest grossing

movie, despite openings

$18.) mil

lion i and Sphere t S 1
*> 2 million)

With rasa of $570 million

Tilanii passed lurassie Pari lot

third place on the list ol all time

N m week, it

could feasibly, pass / / . and then

will onlv trail Star Wars, sitting at a

leased -enhanced $4tol million

Meanwhile, Titann director laiuc-

(..imeion is restructuring the con

tiact that had him receiving urtual

l\ no prolit tor all ol this

• MOVItS | ) ).

'

'

Minority F

'

'.

Any Questions ? For mors info contact Ruth Carey at (413) 545 625?

http://wwwunix.oit.umass.edu/-jbcp/alana

Live Music* Tonight
a I

flp^L

MMmS) wL,

Featuring LABB 10:00 pm
$2 Cover 21 + pos ID Required

$1.50

$2.50

Gin & Tonic

Jack & Coke

41 Boltv/ood Walk, Amherst 253-4040

movies
continued from page 6

Lost in the Oscar nomination
hype was the announcement of the

Razzie Awards, which honors the

worst movies of the past year.
Nominated for "Worst Picture"
were Batman and Robin, Speed 2,

\naconda. The Postman, and lire

Down Below. Alicia Silverstone

was nominated twice, for worst
actress and worst supporting
act i ess, for her roles in Batman and
Robin and Excess Baggage It's a

-.ile bet the Razzie's won't have a

problem finding films next year

either, since Deep Rising.

SptccWorld, and Firestorm already

more than qualih

Please watch out for a movie
coining out this March. It may look

really appealing, but it's really

rather sickening IAS. Marshalls

returns Tommy Lee lones to the

role of the determined government

agent on the search for a new lost

criminal in the sequel to l99Vs hit

Ihe Fugitive. Reasons why this is a

bad idea: It stars Wesley Snipes as

the new fugitive, who's never made
a good action movie. Worse, it

ie c icates the same formula used in

the previous movie, right down lo

the climatic scene where |ones faces

his adversary on the top of a big

Jilt or building and the guy jumps.

This time there's no waterfall, but

Snipes has the advantage of a con-

venient bungee cord, lones' famous

line. "1 don't care." comes to mind.

Unlike the boat, Titanic's hype stays afloat

COUtTHV l»Dl SOSJNTMAl

George Malley (John Travolta)

does his David Copperfield
impression in Phenomenon.

And 1 thought the Golden Globes

were bad. With Oscar nominations

announced last week, the Titanic frenzy

has once again swept the nation as the

movie garnered a record tying 1 4 nomi-

nations. For anyone else like me out

there you dread the next month-plus of

nothing but Iname h\pe and discussion

in anticipation ol this vear's awards.

Thanks in no small part to my friend-

ly RA. I can also look forward to the

pains of the Titanic soundtrack blaring

and Celine Dion singing "My Heart Will

Go On" for the next couple of months

Please, enough is enough. The ship

sunk: let the movie die. Korget the

heart, the hype goes on and on.

\- you have probably guessed by

now. I am one ol the tew people in

America, if not the only one. who did

IKK go gssjsj over the movie liianu It

was a good movie, but it is not the beat

movie evei or even the best movie of

the year.

I know what all you Titanic fanatics

are thinking, "Who is this guy to say

I name isn t the best movie of the year?

He even said it tied the record." Then.

all of you w Ik> saw the movie two and

three times will prohably rub the four

Golden Globe awards which the movie

won in my face. Let's analyze the cate

|0r4sS ol supposed excellence lor the

innuc though before we leap to any

giant conclusions

I irst ol all. the picture won two

Golden Globes for music or music

direction, which don't even count

Other than rn\ RA. I know of no one

Ad;tin

who goes to see a movie just to listen to

the music. I will come to lames

Cameron's award for best director later

Of course, the movie's most prestigious

Golden Globe was for Best Dramatic

Movie. Two simple factors can explain

this: First, the Golden Globes split

Drama and Comedy, a

practice not followed by

the Academy.

Second, the Golden
Globes were held at the peak of

TiWnic-mania. when box office sales

were skyrocketing and every showing

sold out. By the March 23rd date of the

Oscars, Titanic should be out of most

theaters (hopefully) and at least some of

the excitement will have died down.

Now let's address Illume' s. only once

precedented. 14 Oscar nominations. I

am pretty sure that not even the

Academy knows every category for

which the movie was nominated, so I

intend to focus on one major category.

The glaring vacancy for Titanic lies in

the screenplay category. The tact that

the movie was not nominated for any

type of screenplay, adapted or other-

wise, provides at least some support for

the notion that the movie was built on

media hype and special effects.

The emotional love story thai the

public found so appealing apparently

didn't touch the voters enough to even

gain the consideration for a nomination,

if this wasn t the reason for the film's

success then what was? Only, the image

of s fantastically imaginative replica of

the ship sinking comes to mind

In searching tor a way to characterize

Titanic, I could only think of its modem
contemporary as a box office monster,

lurassie Park. So. I asked myself what is

the dillercnee between lurassie Park

and Titanic' Suddenly, it came to me
about live feet and 10 inches Think

^^^^^^^^^ about it. lurassie
^^^ m̂K̂ ^^m Park was a novisj
.iartitiiutti abuu , ,arge

thatdinosaurs

became recklessly out of coiitiol and
eventuallv started killing humans.
Titanic is a movie about a large ship.

with a reckless captain, that goes out of

control and killed many people lurassie

Park s special etlects showed Steven

Spielberg s brilliance by using large

mechanical replicas and drew hordes of

young adolescents back to the theater lo

six- it again and again, lames Cameron

used actual footage of the real Titanic

and a comparable full scale replica of

the ship to awe audiences and critics

alike Lnlike lurassie Park however.

that was not the reason so many people

kept coming back to see Titanic. Take

the large dinosaurs and make them one

large ship and the movies aren't all that

different except for one tact

It s hard lo klicve but the relatively

unknown lames Cameron one-upped

the famous Steven Spielberg by getting

leonardo DtCaprio to star in his film

Almost single handedly the over-

exposed 5' 10" actor drew hordes of

young teenage females to see the movie

two and three times. The aforemen-

tioned love story between DiCapno and

Besi Actress nominee Kate Winsiet wis

perceived as the sflWsf'f Jimng Knee.

yet it tailed to receive a screenpUiv nom-

ination. I find that extremelv ironic.

Imagine if Spielberg had I i

I >il aprio in lurassie Park. How much
money would the movie have made
then? Poor Leonardo hanging out of the

mouth of a T-rex. now that's something

I would pay to see.

Oh. and b\ the wa\ iln- jsjsjrs best

movie by far. and m
|

> as Matt

Damon and Ben Affleck - Good Will

Hunting, which was nominated lor Best

IVture and Best Screenplay.

The movie follows the life of a bril-

liant, yet troubled. I I
Boston

as he struggles lo find happiness and

more importantly peace in his hie Matt

Damon plays his part nu-icitulK As a

janitor al the Massachusetts liisinui

hnoK.gv (MIT). Damofl quietlv

reams the hallways solving the sjnsl

ficult mathematical problems

L nlonunately the bOJ OS) not -. Jve his

own problems in lilc

brilliant lor his own
Damon always finds potential fault in

anything or anyone; therefore, he nevei

attaches himself lo anything other than

books. Afraid to leave the familiar sur

rxiundings of Boston and his friends, he

breaks the heart of s Harvard student,

plaved bv Oscar- nominated actress.

Minnie Driver

living to understand the troubled

boy. Driver excels in the role of

Turn to OSCAR, poge 6
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212-986 8420'

8002729676

STUDY

EUROPE

SYRACUSE
ABROAD

IN

STRASBOURG

Evropeas Studies

Certificate

Council of Europe

Internships

Generous

grants &

scholarships

Study in

English, French

or German

SYRACUSE

UNIVERSITY

119 Euclid Avenue

Syracuse, NY msmm

1-800-235-3472

suabroad@syr.edu

http://sumweb.syr.edu/dipa

Local talent shows promise , lacks mix

\Jam l)luo,ac .

Hopefully vou \c all recovered

from your Valentine's weekend
Since I didn't have one. the only

thing I have to recovei from is u>o

much Came D.i use me if I

sound bitter

Starting olf. we've go\ Dini 12

with his 12th Pound knock Out
Dint's a local boy, so there's a good

chance that you mighi know who he

is: I didn't, but I'm ignorant to the

lassachusett* (probably

why I have trouble calling part of

Amherst "uptown" ^^^^^^^
w hen it s s C pjrjt

from "downtown" bv

a traffic light i

I ictening to this tape is like being a

Knieks Ian. the skills bjm there, the

talent «. there, the heart is there, and

then they go and do losnethjag stu

pid like letting Chris (. hilds shoot a

three pointer with lout second* left

on the clock Dim has the skills nec-

essary, but then he does something

wacked like throwing on two tracks

by limbaland and Mago
•nothet i wt> tree** by sht

hen the smell f Oldt I

aftershave The he«t track* •tm this

slbum have already been played.

Bottom line — this kid has the

skill*, he just needs better taste in

records.

Three Minute Blunts is not the

name of the new Cypress Hill album

and it's not what Allen Iverson rolls

when he's not on court; rather it's a

compilation of the sounds of

Detroit's instrumental hip- hop
Kine I picked this up for the title

and I have to be honest: this is more
like dirt weed then the medicinal

herbal* that keep you incapacitated

I his album features Terrence
Parker. AW. Kanabis
the I dn Assassin. Madd
Phlavor. Papa Willie. D|

Slym Kss and some oth

erv don't worrv, I have no idea who
these guys are either. The compila-

tion is mosilv made up of sparse

with a lot of jazz, a bit of funk

and some other vegetables simmer-

ing in the mix The best thing about

Three Minute Blunts is the graf pic

lure on the back, not a ringing

endorsement This album rates you

about four punches
Antonio's card

w for a real treat

Presents -k Re
101 Mixed by Dl Premier This

album is hotter then your mama *

on HSM

V.eno*

Pmimr
&

Youi Community

tjfkToTne

frSt* Northeast 1

Philadelphia

Wllmlnnlon

Baftlmora

IngtM

BOSTON
NEW YORK

DAILY
EXPRESS SERVICE

800-343-9999 Amherst Peter Pan Terminal. 79 S Pleasant St

PVTA a781-PVTA Umassrem iui iwin
campus Cntr. or SW Hampden Dinning Common

(413-781-7882) Northampton Pete' Pan Terminal 1 Roundhouse Pz

FORGET THE REST 4 PARTY WITH THE BIST!

COLLEGE TOURS
SPRING BREAK 98

in CANCUN
INCLUDES

7 Breakfasts/7 Lunches!

*fi

1$2*si**
$ from

$4f9
For Information on a FREE Trip or

Reservations call Amanda at

800-244-44631
or visit our website at

Vsfww.collegetours.com!

biscuits or Paul Bell on Game Day
'98. Haze, a hsll-of-fame graffiti

artist, selects his top underground

hip- hop artists and then gets the

best producer in the bir — Premier

— to put it all together In a world

full of Versace- wearing-pimps try-

ing to be hip hop artists, this partic-

ular offering stands out like Mike

Tyson in wrestling tights

I live sets off this disc sntfe

"Braggin Writes," and yeah he's

earned them. Laster drops "Off

Balance* and will have you crashing

into walls because td O.C makes a

guest appearance on it. Also includ-

ed is Company Row: these guys are

on everyone's mixed tape, so I think

it's about time you checked them
out Their contribution to this

album is "8 Steps To Perfection."

Other highlights include Natural

Elements. Shades of Brooklvn, I the

Head Toucha and the Brain-uk.

Mob II vou want to take a break

from MTV'- formatted hip-hop and

see what's really going on. (note:

I'm not talking about the hoopla

they spin at Pruddy's and The Pub>

check this album out

There's no Big Willie story of this

week because 1 didn't have am one

to trip up in front of. and USA iosi

to Canada in hockey so I was too

busy sulking

Quote of the week: "I'll cut your

a hole in half and leave you with a

semi-colon." Mos-Def from the

Soundbommg album
Adam Dlugacz is a Collegian

columnist

collegian Arts-

We write this

stuff so you

don't have to!

coc»m» hmumount nrrian

Caledon Hockley (Billy Zane) presents his fiance Rose (Kate Winsiet)

with the "Heart of the Ocean" diamond.

umtner i

Two SESSIONS June 8-July 16 /July 20-August 25

Convenient
Manhattan
Location
Join us, day or evening,for

a wide array ofaffordable

undergraduate andgraduate

courses in business, liberal arts

and sciences, andpublic affairs

212-802-2056
E-mail SUMMER@baruch.cuny.edu

Fax 212-802-2190 to request a

Summer Session Bulletin

See our Web site at www.baruch.cuny.edu

Tuition for Visiting Students:

Undergraduate: NYS residents 1160/credir, non-residents 1325/credit

Graduate: NYS residents $185/credit; non-residents $320/credit

Bunch CoUege/Tha City University ofN«w York

17 Lexington Avenue (at 23rd St.), NewYork, NY 10010
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Dar Williams makes triumphant trip home to Northampton
DAR WILLIAMS / TODD THIBAUD

Academy of Muuc
Feb 13

By Victoria Groves

Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - Inuring in

support oi bet new album l.nd • >'

ih, Summer. Dar WilliuniK returned

home to Northampton last Friday

night for a sold out Valentine'*

Daj w* concert

Continuing het I u >t e\er band

tour. WilHami presented her audi-

ence with a oojorful patchwork ol

songs from all three of her album

v

Flowers littered the stage as

Williams launched into two MUM
1'roni Summer to an tRthuilMtU
crowd. playing guitar botWOM .1 Bet1

list and a lead guitarist, with per

Clltriow bringing up the rear Hci

fii-t asjaction, "What Do V>u Hear

In These Sound*." is an upbeat pop

song endorsing psychotherap) that

"You don't need to be in therapy to

enjoy." according to \\ illiams.

"Road Buddy," Williams told the

audience, was about "Sewing voni

wild oats or discovering that you

don't have any.* She has honed her-

lell into a professional, graceful

performer who seemed genuinely

appreciative when a fan threw a

Muffed animal with a note attached

on stage. "I'll read the note later,"

ihi said, smiling.

The theme of the concert, accord

ing to Williams, was "celebrating

free standing, good things" in an

effort to avoid a Valentine's Day
theme — an idea which brought

cheers from the audience.

M— t ol her selections were the

quirky, outgoing songs Williams is

known for. including "The
Christians and the Pagans" and

"The Babysitters Here " But she sue

ceeds at more traditional, romantic

ballads as well: "If I Wrote You"
and "February" revolve around
defining the lines between love and

friendship.

Williams defined her fan base

lour years ago by touring with loan

Baez and playing coffee shops, clubs

and concert halls. Her albums have

sold over 200.000 copies and she

has established herself as one of the

most unique and accessible

singer/songwriters of her genera-

tion She was part of last year's

I ilith Fair and has been invited

back this year

"Some of the best relationships

I've had were with the radio,"

Williams >aid. crediting late night

college ladio stations as in*pu atioii

before singing "Are You Out

There'' with the lyric "You sjwnyi

pit] the madman poets... Vim I

vision grungy bands ...You nevei

know who is still awake You
never know who understands

Williams appeased the audience

with two BSCOrei and the tight

arrangement of her band made all ol

het Map trul\ charismatic and spir

iled

Opening for Williams was Todd

Thibaud. a singer /songwriter who
fit the mold of a tun oi the mill.

laaiyda* bt% singer.

oscar

Local folk hero Dar Williarm flails away at her guitar during Friday's performance at Northampton's Academy of

Musk.

continued from page 7

Damon \ luce interest as her Oscar

nod shows. Despite the efforts of his

girllnend and an MIT professor to get

Damon 10 realise his potential the

boj llouiHiets in a sea of his own fear

imallv Damon meets Robin
Williams, a therapist who comes
Irom a similai South Boston back

ground Together the boy and
Williams who captured an

nomination as well. explore their

pasts and learn to appreciate the

small things in life

As time passes, the two become
exlieinelv good Inends who can

relate both intellectually and spiritu-

ally. Williams helps Damon to

mature and in return the boy helps

Williams move on with his previously

troubled life In the end, Damon
gathers the courage to leave hie

Iriends and a potential big morn

in order to chase the one thing he

lacks, love in the form ol his lorlom

giillnend.

The screenplay for this movie was

great, as demonstrated by the movie's

Golden Globe victory in this category:

it's also the favorite for the Oscar win

The acting was brilliant all around. I

mean Best Actor. Matt Damon, Best

Supporting Actress. Minnie D
and Best Supporting Actor. Robin

Williams It's extremely rare for any

movie to capture all these acting notni

nations not to mention a best screen

play and a best picture nod

A lot of people say that they can't

really explain the mo\ie and that's

win they didn't like u I think this is

one of its biggest assets The relation-

ship* among all the characters are so

complex and so powerful The movie

grabs >ou from the beginning and

takes you through a truly emotional

journey of rejection, love, failure, suc-

cess and ultimately happiness. Best of

all. no sinking shi| iardo

I hi apno and no Celine Dion

M Wanignetti u a IMau ttu-

dent

Thank you for reading the Massachusetts Daily Collegian. We appreciate you!

Jim

fSH it uiu didn t coast to college to be |usl like nt-num- else n

why not ally \uurself »nh o»c of lalHtal top tntrrnshipx' iou'11 make
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.wherever you

are, there's EMC 1

E

w

E

Whtthtf you

ATM thi.

EMC Corporsrion is the company thst banking, financial, and industry leaders worldwide rely on for the tools to access and

safeguard cnucsl business uiformaoon in applications such as online reservation systems, transaction

processing, customer billing; snd more. KMCi intelligent disk arrays, software products, and services enable our

customers to connect, protect and manage their data throughout the global enterprise - flexibly, transparently, across every

major computing plarform. In other words, we've taken information storage out

of the box and made it a strategic I.T. pillar of success.

A global enterpnse in our own right, EMC is part of the S&P 500 Index with

more than 6000 employees in more than 80 offices across the US and abroad.

Our consistent dynamic growth creates ongoing opportunities to "break out of

the box" with us.

To explore a future with EMC, please stop by your Career Center or

send/fax your resume to: Human Resources, University Recruitment,

Job Code PM1-UMA2/17, EMC Corporation, 5 Technology Dr., Milfbrd,

MA 01757-3681 ; Fax: (508) 435-8884. Or you may email your resume to: uni-

vers*ty_emc<»lsus.emc.corn Attach and urnyour mum as an ASCII tact fik

unniipto* character, ofyour last/ftnt nam*. 7X1'(U SM1THJOE. TXT). Ijyou

an using MMfor Windows 6.0, save the document as MS-DOS Text with hue breaks.

EMC is an equal opportunity employer that values the strength diversity brings

to our workplace.

Hardware Engineering

Software Engineering

Information Systems

Internet Technology

Manufacturing/

itions

• Marketing

• Customer Services

• Finance

• Sales

• Human Resources

• Business Development

on airline

reservation

at luncnlai us...

or shopped

the Web

SATISFACTION
(A comparative study)

A good meal

INFORMATION SESSION: March 2

On-Campus Interviews: March 3

EMC
The Enterprise Storage Company

Graduating Valedictorian€
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Vols beat Vandy 91-60;
maintain undefeated streak

Sprewell awaits arbitrator's decision
By Chris Sheridan

Associated Press

By Teresa M. Walker
Associated Press

NASHvii 1 1 raw rwMMM
iic-cci has an eas> tunc with
Vdiulcrhili in \1cnunial (aim I mil

yestcrda) afternoon

I he tup -ranked lads Voll «ur

vived a -low >lait and then muted
14 \anderbilt Sl-bll a>

Chanuc|ue HoldtcU* ICOTOd 28
point! and lanukd Cstchsnfl had
20

It was Tennessee's biggest victor)

n> Jate in a place where the I aJ\

Voll needed cneitune \Q heat their

instate rual la*t MMOSV 1 he tl

il vidoiN even caught Sunmiitl 00
guard

"I have gieai leaped tor them
Tennessee coach Pat Summit)
U hal happened tcidas piobabh

surprised ine a little bit when I

: ai ihc scoreboard there at the

I 0, ! 5-0

Southeastern Conlctciicci extended

its lead in the 2f 4 and
their overall winning streak to i4

game- with help troin tl

ili'ld-c law . Patchings and
Semeka Randall

Ihev -cored all »2 of Tennessee -

In-i halt point- and wound up with

7> of the total

'One ol the strengths ot this team
is that there's no isjaiosjsy," Sununitt

said, "hvervone handles their lole.

but the> also know who puts up the

number- on ott
Ihe I adv Vol-, plaving their filth

game in Id da>-, looked tired earh
Not even the orange -upport ot hall

the 14,848 — \andeibilt - third

laige-t crowd in historv — seemed
to help Tennessee hit onlv. two ol it-

lir-t nine shots and trailed lb-7
while \andeibilt il8b. 8 5> put

together a I 2 -U -purt

When the Ladv \ol- turned up
the detcn-ivc pre--uie. the

commodores had trouble reaching

the Vpoint line, let alone getting

neat ihe ha-kct

Sandv turned the ball over seven

and missed seven -hoi- as the

"Meek-' -cored the next 17 pomt-
Thc ladv Vosa took the lead lot

good at || atchings' basket

with 8 M left Randall capped the

run with two free throws for a 24 lt>

lead, and Tennessee was up >2-23 at

halftimc.

Randall finished with 14 pc.int-

Kn lennes

Vanderbili cut the lead under 10

|Knnt- onlv uiki' in the -econd half

when I i-a U-troin's turnaround
lumper pulled \ and) within 54-25

in the opening minute-

I he ladv \ol>, who hit t>2 pel

cent 1 22 vil S5) tiom the floor in

the -econd hall on nuisilv short

junipers and lavups. kept adding to

the lead and eventualh matched
then a,Uplift margin eil vietorv on

two kri-ten t lenient tree throw* at

the end
\andv coach Inn Potts*, who has

nevei beaten lenne--ee in his home
gvm. -aid he thought hi- I cam
played well deten-ivclv considering

onlv three ladv Veil- had -eeiicd at

halftimc

Hut lb ot tii

tumovet- came in the first hall, and

trc-hman A-hlev Smith wound up
with 10 overall

"I think to beat that team >uu

have to plav almost perfect ."
I

-aid "Our team has got to get bet

M I'm not -uie thev can

N.i Sheema Hillmon led the

Commodores with 12 points I

fouling out, and lennifei Holme-
added I I oil the IkikIi

M W lOKk l.altell Sprewell's

ai lunation healing concluded \e-tei

dav with 7 1/2 hour- oi clo-ing argu-

ments, most ol which focused on the

player- gtievaiuc against ihc NBA
li'i suspending him lot one veai.

Arbitrator lohn Feerich CM i-sue

hi- decision al am time within the

next 50 days. Sprewell i- hoping to

Emitted to the NBA immedi
atelv

"On behalf on the plavers associa-

tion and our 400 pl.nei- I think

evervone i- pleased lhat the hearing

is behind u- and that I attell has

finally had an oppcitunitv to a fair

hearing Mom a neutral arbin

union director Billv Huntei -aid

"We look loiw.ii. I in leceiving a

>>n and to I attell resuming his

career as soon as possible'

Union altornev lelfrev Ke--lei

spent almost three houi- making his

clo-ing argument at the Manhattan
law tii hi of Skadden \ip- slate

Meagher A I lorn

niev I i,ink Rothman. repre-

senting the \B \ took about two
hour- to -tale hi- ca»e \ilorney

•i Shiehlehut ol the Golden
State Warriors finished in about 20

minu'

The union and the league then
gave tebuttal aigumcnt- toi aK'Ut 45

minutes apiece belore the hearing

adjourned.

Sprewell was in attendance, as he-

has been for all nine days of the

hearing, and more than a do/en
aiioinevs weie there.

"We remain hopeful." said his

agent. Am lellcm

leerick ha- given no indication of

how king he will take to is-ue a rul

ing Belore the hearing began, he

turned down a motion for an expe-

dited dc'ci-loll

A total ol 21 witne--e- testified

ovet tour days in Portland. Ore . dur-

ing the final week of lanuarv and
lout more davs in Sew York during

the tii -i week ol February

The transcript Irom the hearing

run- almo-t 5.000 pages Given the

time teenck will need to review the

it. no deci-ioii is expected for at least

a tew da\-

Sprcwell ha* alreadv mi->ed 5 5

games, making his suspension the

longest in NBA hi-i

Me has filed two grievances, one
against the Warrior- lor terminating

ihc remaining three veai- ol hi- lour-

vear. $52 million contract, the other

against the league (or impo-ing a

one-year suspension alter Sprewell

attacked coach P I I arlesitno at

practice Dec. 1.

i ding to a person familiar

with Sprewell- argument, his attor-

nev- made a case that he wa- ihe

In -i player to be penalized by both

the league and the team for a serious

transgression. His side also argued

that the collective bargaining agree-

ment clearly states that a penally in

a ease like this may bv issued by

either a team or the league, but not

both.

Sprewell's side also argued that

the one-year suspension was too

harsh compared with previous
penaltie- issued by the league. They

al-o brought up cases of player-

coach clashes in other sports in

which penalties were issued by

either the team or the league, but

not both.

The NBA argued that the penaltv

sea- not excessive, given the nature

ol the attack The league's security

department interviewed 25 witnesses

in two days and determined that

Sprewell got into a fight with

Carlesimo at practice and choked the

coadi then returned some 20 min-

utes later and punched htm
Ihe union disputed whether a

punch landed in the second COO
frontatioii

The Warriors argued that they had

the right to terminate Sprewell

inder Section lb of the uni

form player contract which says

ptayori mu-t "conform to *tai

of good citizenship and good moral

character" and prohibits "engaging

in acts of moral turpitude.

Batter up! Rodman a no-show
as team wonders why
By Rick Gano
Avv3C.a»»d P'pn

The No. 1 2 Massachusetts women's softball team finished 1 -3 this weekend at the Coca-Cola Classic in Phoenix, Arizona despite the cancellation

of games. Unexpected rainfall tampered with the fields and forced them to be postponed.

CHK UiO Dcnni- Rodman
ww a no-show for a second straight

piactici >c-tcrdey. the third time in

MM than a month the renegade
rebounder has mis-ed a workout
with the Chicago Bulls

The indiscretions have led to a

spoi on the bench lor the -tart of

Sunday's game and a Fine.

\v e K m < going ,l ' wcsile and
tussle with this becau-e it - not

something majoi It- not anything

that's causing u- lo lose.' Bull-

coach Phil lackson said yesterday at

the team's suburban Dcerfield prac-

tice complex
"It - ikii -oiucthmg that i- going lo

cause disruption What we want i- a

team that goes into the plavolt- in

full health, and we can still accom-
plish that

"

Lukym said Rodman was healthy,

but the aonok wouldn't reveal his lat-

est rxcu*e lor missing prae

When Kodman didn i -how ve-ter

lav the Bull* called and found him

at home Rodman's reasoning for

being AW'OI wa- not -ullicient and

he will be fined an undisclosed

amount, lackson said

The coach sa*d he had not decided

whether Rodman would play tonight

against the Indiana Pacers, a show

down for the best record in the
I

"That depends on how Dennis
tc-p^nd-." lackson said

Rodman, recently spvrting a leop-

ard -pot hairdo to go with his vari-

ous body piercings and tattoos,

missed a Sunday morning
shootaround and then didn't start as

the Bulls beat the Detroit Pistons 99-

90 later thai afternoon

Rodman told lackvm he lost the

kc\- to hi* pickup truck and didn't

have a way to get to Sunday's prac-

tice

lackson sent Rodman home before

a game in Sew Icrsev on Ian 25
when the six-time rebounding chain

pion missed the morning
-hootaround after being out late the

night before.

jnckton said he didn t know it

Rodman's absence ve-u-idav was
related to Sunday's incident

Rodman played |u-l 21 minutes
against the Pistons, going icoreaass

with eight rebounds.

He had been averaging 1 5 2

rebounds a game in 55 minute- "I

always say if you're not going to

play, no sense me coming to the

game." Rodman said as left the

ed Center on Sunday Rodman
has been mostlv on hi- best behavior

this season with an incentive-laden

contract heaw on number of games
played. Last season he was suspend-

ed 14 games, 1 1 for kicking a court-

aide cameraman.
lackson sasd Rodman - latest irou

»-|»-f would aot din i|it the Bull'

who have had a tii- I

that mar he their la«t together

Farlicr. Scottie Pippcn said he

wanted to be traded and would never

plav for the Bull* again He - since

-oltencd hi- stance but last week
said he didn't expect to be back in

Chicago.

There has also been a clamor over

whether lackson and Michael lordan

will be back next season.

During Rtniman's more than two

years with the Bulls, lackson has

oltcn treated him like a wayward
son.

"I'm disappointed in Dennis, but

I'm not angry." lackson said ye-

day. "Dennis, from the standpoint of

where he's come from and how far

he's gone in his life, has had a lot of

pres-ute- Sometimes he responds

extremely well, sometimes he
doesn't Max be this weekend some of

the things he couldn't respond to he

need- help through." lackson said

without elaboration

Collegian Sports

We cover the latest sports news
for you!

*eerJam ,(

Boston
I ( iiieer I m inn S/v< il'n nltv Ih'siglH'li tn

I m itiimc

emptmrn'. )niu Jot) V1//1 //.'

Participation in CareerJam '98-Boston

is free for all candidates (juniors and

seniors only, please)! To register as a

"Walk-In" candidate, please bring a

copy of your resume to the Registration

Table at the event Please call us at

(617) 577-7790 for details!

I'uit our website www.careerjam.comfor more details!

Cambridge Center

Marriott

2 Cambridge

Center

Kendall Square

(Red Line T)

Friday, February

20th 10:00 to 4:00

10

La Cucina di

of Amherst 30 Boltwood

\
I never Knot* what mood

tl bo in.

Ons da-( Dragon Frioo. tha

nevt <U^ Cbicfcen Wling*.

or rrofb* a bigjulcf burgar
Than* goodnasn for Pet*' a-!

Tba-f at«*a<fe> got what
I want.

N0W$aVtN6HIIN6S

R0UTE9HADLEY.MA
585-0241

Http://www |avanat/>mrburo*r/

COLLEGE BASKETBALL SPECIALS!!!
Back by popular demand: Specials running Monday thru Thursday!

1 Large Cheese Pizza $6%9B
y>* 1G Free Buffalo Wings

-H

I
Delivery Only.

I Not Valid in
' Rcstarsuint

Please Add $I.5G for Toppings and S3.CC for Double Toppings

Any Two Galzcnes
ST.OO+TAX

Must mention Ad When Ordering Offer Expires 3/3./M
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hockey
continued from page 14

hoine-and-home series.

The Minutemen will travel to

Durham. N.H and the Whine-more

(.enter this Friday night, and the

Wildcats will make the trip to the

Mullins Center for a game thi:-

Sunda> afternoon at 2 p.m.

In Saturday night's loss. UMass
was not able to get on the board

until they were down by an 8-0

Freshman leff Turner's sec-

ond goal of the season at the 16:19

mark of the second period ended
Maine's run of I 1 unanswered
goals going through Friday night's

game.

The tandem of goaltenders
Markus Helanen and Brian Regan
combined to let in 12 Black Bear

goals on 46 sh.

Senior Dan luden scored his

fourth goal of the season at the

1 VW mark of the third period on a

power play for the only other
Minutemen goal of the night. The
Black Bears received their goal

coring from all around the lineup,

with Cory I arose and David Cullen

tallying two goals a piece.

I \l.is> senior Mike Gaffney tied

the game up at 1-1 at the 7:44

mark of the second period on
I nda\ ni^ht, but Adam Tate's first

goal of the season, just 22 seconds

later, ended up being the eventual

gamew inner for Maine. Regan
made W saves for the Minutemen.

while Mlic Michaud made 28 stops

for the Black Bears.

lOMtUNUMH COUKUM

Brian Regan makes a nice vave as the Massachusetts men's hockey

team played a Hockey East double header at Maine this weekend.

UNC atop AP;

L/M moves up;

GW, VR1 fall

Cubs announcer Caray collapses

By Jim O'ConneM

Associated Pr*»

gym
continued from page 14

and performed well on vault. I Ml
on the other hand, came out slug-

fhftj and UMast took advantage.

I Mass swept the top three places

on the bars, including junior

lennifer Pokrana's 9.900. Freshmen
lobi Goldberg and Mary Moore
placed second and third, respective

b
Halfway through the meet, the

tables turned on the Minutewomen.
I Ml stormed back with solid floor

performance and an outstanding
beam rotation to put the

Minutewomen under the gun.

As the temperature was down, so

wa» the i.Mruon and white, kuzara
wuildnr MiiU-h a* his squad tell four

time* :>n the beam. They needed ti

count three falls which cot the lead

to just over a point going into the

fourth rotation.

were supposed to go to beam
and take the meet away because
really, if we hit beam, it's over You
hit beam and you get big scores and

we didn't do that.' added the coach.

"Wc Id I Ml crawl back into it.

They had a tremendous beam rota-

tion-

North Carolina, Duke. Arizona and

Kansas held the top four spots in the

Associated Press college basketball poll

yesterday, continuing to separate them-

selves as the possible No. 1 seed* for

the NCAA tournament. The Tar Heels

(26-1) were again the runaway No. I

choice with 68 first -place votes and

1.748 points. 108 more than Duke
(2S-2) Arizona (22-5) had the other

two No. 1 votes and 1,605 point

v

while Kansas (27-3) had 1.587 points

This was the seventh poll this sea-

son, including the preseason rankings,

where those four teams held the top

four spots in some order.

Purdue (22-4), which beat Indiana

and Illinois last week, moved up three

spots to fifth and had 1 .374 points

Utah. Connecticut and Kentucky
— all of whom lost one game last

week — each dropped one spot to

sixth, seventh and eighth, while

Princeton moved up one place to

ninth.

Stanford, which rebounded from

losing three of four games with road

wins over UCLA and Southern
California last week, moved up four

places to round out the Top Ten, the

biggest jump of the week in the rank-

ing

Sew Mexico again led the Second

Ten and was foUowed by UCLA. South

Carolina. Michigan State. Mississippi.

Arkansas. Cincinnati, Massachusetts.

Texas Christian and West Virginia.

The last five were Syracuse.

Michigan. Illinois. George Washington

and Maryland.

Illinois (18-8). the only newcomer
to the rankings, entered following the

loss to Purdue that snapped a seven-

game winning streak. The lllini were

ranked for seven weeks last season.

including the last five in a row. reach-

ing as high as No. 15. Illinois is the

Mvth Big Ten team to be ranked this

season, a total second only to the

Atlantic Coast Conference's seven.

The ACC teams were North Carolina.

Duke. Maryland, Florida State.

Clcmson. Wake Forest and Georgia

Tech. The Big Ten teams were
Purdue. Indiana. Michigan. Michigan

State. Illinois and Iowa. Three leagues

— the Southeastern Conference the

Atlantic 10 and the Western Athletic

Conference — have each had five

teams ranked. Rhode Island (18-6)

fell out of the rankings from No. 25

following a spot of last week's games.

a win over George Washington and a

loss to Temple. The Rams had been

ranked for six straight weeks, fell out

for one week, then re-entered last

week. The biggest drop of the week
was George Washington's fall from

17th to No. 24 following losses to

Rhode Island and Dayton The
Colonials (20-51 had won 15 of 16

before last week's losses. Arkansas

(20-5). which dropped four spots

from a season-high No. 12. also lost

twice last week, dropping road

to Georgia and Tennessee.

RANCHO MIRAGE. Calif. (AP)
— A sudden change in heart rhythm

was blamed foi the collapse of

Chicago Cubs announcer Harry

Caray. Caray was stricken during a

Valentine's Day dinner with his wife.

The 78-year-old announcer
remained in critical but stable condi-

tion yesterday at Eisenhower
Medical Center. His condition has

remained unchanged since he was

admitted on Saturday night after

falling at the local Basin Street West

nightclub

Nursing superviMH lane lav lor

confirmed Caray s condition but

declined further comment
Family spokesman Bill Wills said

"a sudden change in heart rhythm

which seriously atlcctcd Ins circula-

tion" caused the Hall of Fame broad-

caster to collapse.

"His heart output is normal now,"

Wills Mas quoted as saying in yeeter-

/';. Pawl Sun of Palm

Springs.

Doctors were unsure what caused

the problem. Caray had a stroke in

1987 but doctors have ruled out

another stroke. Wills said. "No one

has even suggested that," he said.

Wills did not immediately return a

phone call liom The Associated Press

yesterday.

Caray's son-in-law, Coley Newell,

said over the weekend that Caray was

unconscious but was breathing on his

own.
Mi^ Caray told Chicago radio sta-

tion WCS on Sunday thai her hus-

band fell when he leaned on a table

that gave way.

Well wishers included Cubs olti

cials. fellow broadcasters and
Chicago Bulls star Michael Jordan,

who wished Caray a speedy recovery

"I love to hear his voice on the

radio and the TV as well Hopelully

he can recover well," lordan said

alter the Chicago Bulls defeated the

Detroit Pistons 99-90 Sundu\

BaMn Street Weal general sMM|
er Petci Marin said -Sunday thai two

of his employees, bartendei Cbril

Boni and waiter Bobbv Wherle pei

formed cardiopulmoiiaiv reeaacita

tion on Caray before paramedic •>

arrived

"Both have been trained in CPR

and did a fabulous job," Marin said.

"The paramedic want ituivdible and

efficient in taking care ot the untortu

nate situation and they were wonder

ful in assisting Mr- Carav. C«Ma|
her, keeping her informed on what

they were doing."

Caray. a broadca-ter fa 13 MOT
has also worked for the St Louis

Cardinals, Oakland Athletics and

Chicago V. hue -

Caray cut back his broadcasting

dune- HM veai Hi- firel scheduled

Cub- HiacaM on IVGN this season is

an exhibition game March 8 against

the Oakland Athletics.

I'm one with the beam.

ccumt<MSOu«u>no.\

Betsy Colucct, who ranks fifth aH-tirmon the balance beam for UMass lead the Minutewomen this weekend

at New Hampshire » -*•

—

ATH • ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING • MECHANICAL ENGINEERING* BUSINESS ANALYSIS

HEE-HAW! We
fare do have fan

down here in the

Campos Center
basement!!!

-Graphic! folks

When something is too extreme for words, it's to the Nth degree And that's the

level of technology you'll experience or Roytheon

Roytheon has formed a new technological superpower-Raytheon Systems

Compony, composed of four major technological giants: Raytheon Electronic

Systems, Roytheon E-Systems, Raytheon TI Systems and Hughes Aircraft

The new Raytheon Systems Company is driving technology to the limit And

we're looking for engineers who want to push the envelope Break new ground

Moke their mark.

At Raytheon, you'll take technology- ond your career-to the highest possible

level You'll take it to the Nth

We have a lot to tell you about the new Raytheon Systems Company ond the

exciting opportunities we have available. Plon on visiting our booth at your

college career fair. If you ore unable to attend the fair then check out our web-

site at www.rayjobs.com ond please send your resume to: Roytheon Staffing,

PO Box 655 474, MS-201 , Dallas, TX 75265

Great Service!

Great Products!

Nutrition
^Express

For Your Fastest Gains

Supplements. Personal Training.
Nutrition Programs

Designer Whey Protein

Creatine 400g
Met Rx 20 ct

Diet Fuel

Androstenedionel

Fat Burners, Foexf Ban, * «Sore

S26

S29

$38
$21

Internet www. ray|obs.com • E-moil resume'">rayjob com

U S < itizenship may be required Wo arc an equal oppoi (unity cmployi
Raytheon
Expect great things

Ask for Garrett

253-1850

Spring BreaSr

Fever

Hearty Han
ravel Saf<

CA«*a TT</Ut»
' ^r€*( AeV\<« Vit« »«>»'«

Lima *6<J3
Honfl Kong $753

lei Aviv $693
Los Annates $355

0/lando $177

FAKS »•( «0U«l> '•!>, DO HOT IHClLtOC

Ml. ttlflucrmm w*ir.

{Travel ^
DEC: CwkIIM iMtraliMul
lEtoalkml F.triMejt

44 Main Street

Amherst

(413) 256-1261

hoops
continued from page 14

leadership.

Imine Watfcl It the lone serin.

i

on this year's osier and has played

sparingls the past lew weeks
because ut Inconsistent play and
foul trouble. During this Mitten,
UMass won two inctedibh difficult

conference games — road wins ut

Rhode bland and \a\ici

The group that has stepped up
ti.i I Mj-s consists q| mostly lust

and second-year pluseis who
although the\ make souk- mistakes

\i\a\ hard and improve with every

game
Take suphomoie Chiis kirkland

lor example I he Pittsburgh name
\»js Men the bottom ol the depth

charts last season, but woiked hard

in the oil season, and is eieaft)

I Mu-« most improved pla\ci

Saturday. Kitkland whose
scrapps sulc ot plav resembles thai

ot formei I Mass bookead Dana
Dingle — recorded hi* lirst career

double double with a career-high

13 points and ID rebounds in 27

minute
lie was ready to play and he

was active. " Hint »uid "He dove

fol balls and scrapped lor

lebounds He did everything
."

lie even stopped l.a Salle center

k'/ell Wet
Disappointed with the contain-

ment ol Wesson, wtio scored 21

points while grabbing lb rebounds.

I lint assigned Knkland to him and

was pleased with the results

"t hi is did a good job putting his

bod] on him," Hint said "That

ihe biggest difference, him
guarding him."

I'homoies Mike Babul and
Mont] Muck have been two addi-

tional ingiedients to the UMass
MKCaM stoi\. Babul recorded 10

points and six boards against La
Salle, and Ma I 15 points

u ith lour boards and four assists.

I though the\ are exciting to

waich, the reality is that this team

i" still rebuilding and along the

• |J there will he blown leads,

dost- games and tough losses. And
as long as the) continue to

improve, there shouldn't be much
to complain about.

1

Lari Ketner swoops in for the layup to lead the Ma
basketball team over LaSalle on Saturday.

isetts men s

D*OTSia§nw
IS)''

• 50% Student Discounts

• Right in Amherst

• Space is Limited! Call...

Free Info Senior Wed Feb. 25oi # 7 00 pm. l.ord Jeffrey Inn, AmherM Common

98% OF GUYS WHO USE

CHEWING
TOBACCO SAY THEIR

MALE
FRIENDS DON'T MIND AT ALL*

Tobacco

Free

Hampshire

County

Coalition

CDC

CDC

For more

Information

catl the

GaietteLine

at 584-3200

ext.1311

Fla. Marlins

lose stars
,

hopes for V8
MELBOURNE. Fla. (AP) - What's

left of the Florida Marlins reported

to spring training yesterday, and it

wasn't a pretty sight.

"You can't insult people's intelli-

gence and say we have a chance to

be as good as we were last year,*

manager |im Leyland said. "We're

not as good as we were last year,

f very body, including my mother,

knows that."

Uone were Kevin Brown. Al

Leiter, Tony Saunders, Robb Nen
and Dennis Cook, three-fifths of the

starting rotation and the top two
relievers in the bullpen Missing was

Alex Fernandez, probably out tor the

season following shoulder surgery

It will be a pared-down Marlins

team that goes to the White House

on Wednesday to be honored at a

recaption

"I don t know who's going; I in

just glad I'm going,' catcher Chailcs

lohnson said alter the tiisi woikout

at Melbourne, Fla. "It's going to be a

thrill"

I eiter sounded a little angry as he

reported to the New York Mets*

training camp in Port St 1 ucie. FU.

"Any time sou win. vou would like

to think you could come back and

delcnd the crown." he said. "It was a

great nucleus, a great team I signed

a three year contract there to stay

and play for the Marlins When the

exodus started I realized maybe it -

not riM baM thing to stick around

since thc\ were tmng to get rid ol

•d\

In Fort Myers. Fla.. Pedro
Martinez also had to deal with

change After going 17-8 with a

league-best 1 .90 FRA and s05
strikeouts Martinez was traded

from Montreal to the Boston Red
* ho signed him to a i

$7*» million, six year contract "I

only know one way to pitch." he

said, "and until somebody leaches

mc something different. I'm going to

have to do it the way I know. I have

the same killer attitude and 1**1

going to be the same one you're

going to sec even if I'm playing for

fre*. That's the wa> I grew up in ihe

Dominican."

Mike Piazza, angry the I
-

Angeles Dodgers didn't give him a

multi-year contract extension, said

in Vero Beach. Fla he won't negoti-

ate until after filing for free agencv

this fall

"Obvioush lm a little disappoint

cd." Piazza, thought to be seeking

$100 million or more, said "But l*e

dealt with n I'm fine as far as my
state of mind I'm ready to play this

year That'« it

"

New >ork Yankees center fielder

Bcrnie Williams also has vowed to

file for free agency after the season.

He is asking for a raise from $VT>

million to $9 million which would

be a record for a one-year contract

The Yankees are offering $7 5 mil-

lion, and agent Scott Boras has said

Williams isn't interested in negotiat-

ing a settlement before Wednesday's

arbitration hearing in Phoenix

"Bemie doesn't want to cause a dis-

traction anymore than we want to

have one. but we know it - p
be one for a time." Yankees manager

loe Torre said in Tampa, fla

"Anytime you don't talk, it's not a

good sign
"

Because of yet another day of rain.

Toronto worked out ind<

Dunedin. Fla.

"I'm ready to go." said Roger
Clemens, who won his fourth

Where in the world is Tez?

•CU AT. »•.•'. %|i'.«

Tez Kraft attempts a shot as her opponents can't bare to watch

American league i .• Award
last season "I'm excited about being

down here but sad about leaving

home It s getting tougher and
,l-.lt \U l.iliu!. H,;

'o chase

ni> u r c *i ff) . tiiiu 1

1

->t ^ ! c re

doing again It « good coming in here

and seeing the snnlc« on the players

faWi*^ aiffsin
*

In Winter Haven. Fla I IcveUnd

decided ii wanted some competition

at second base-. M the Indians agreed

to a $400,000. one>ear contract

with Shawon Dunston. who'll try to

beat out Carlo- I

"It gives you another all-star caliber

player." manager Mike Hargrove said

I found that shortstops are usually

some of the heat athletes on your team

and arc very ada; i thing is

guaranteed here Ibis i- coing to he

an honest competition We re still

going to see what Dunstun can do."

In Phoenix third baseman Hiroim

Matsunaga. a star in lapan tot 1 1

years, arrived in camp trvmg to win
• with the Oakland Athletic

-

Matsunaga. 17, is a .245 career

hitter. He paid his own way to try

out for the A's.

Vnrr^r^ H.imp«Kirt ft «SeM 7550 ^

afaa.ll 1 IV^ Oral Capsnaaom (W)

TW~» »• * CMI »

111 -
. » *MM —afcat

Today «) 'C .5 JO # *2 50) 8JO

naalscamir* tutor* (W)

Today al 1 40 (550 #> $2 50) 8 40

•pie* World (PO)

M. i i im » » -•-* *•*» «•* •»»-.

NH Farm* 4 •*84 9153
Mt Farmt Mall

Tto Wadding ajngsr (PO-13) Today at 1 20 (5 ao $2 50i

Today at 1 30 (5 90 •V SO) 8 30

apharatao-ti)

Today al 2O0 (5 30 a> $2 50) 8 40

Ttorae (PO IT)

Today at 12 30 {4JO# 12 50) 8 to

Good «« Hunting (R)

Today aMO0(S.20e)»2 5O|8?0

Aa Good Aa * Oats (PO-tl)

Today at 1 40 (S 30• $2 50) 820

Mum ares**** MOO (ao-ll)

Th* Borrow*» (PO)

Today at 1 30 (5 00 *> $2 30) no

aaajTtooeeaa

Today at 830

Today at 1 50 (5 40 a> S2 50) 8 30
gilt iltm igy 1 \2 *• (1*. 1--'

^fc^lstfeTgj's.

COMING
TO YOUR
WORLD

Think wlurn tor a retail company is limited to the view from behind the cash register' Think again

M TJ Man/Marshalls, we're talking corporate carters full ot ever changing and challenging

responsibilities You see. we're shattering the myth of what working tor a retail company is all about

We know you want to step into an industry leader make multi-million dollar decisions and impact

a company s profitability right from the start In our Corporate Executive Training Program ycuwill

Our Corporate Executive training Program is a well defined corporate career path that will prepare you

to become a Buyer or Merchandise Planning Manager You see when it comes to corporate careers, we

believe we have what you re looking for

We'll be conducting on-campus interviews

Thursday, February 19th

For more information visit your Career Services Office.

If unable to attend, candidates should forward their resumes to College Recruiter. TJ Man/Marshalls

Dept CR 98 770 Coctiituate Road. Framingham, MA 01701. FAX (508) 390-2650 t mail

ksparreOtiac net (please do not send attachments) Visit our website wviw.Tllstate.utopla.cent

THTKSK TPfTtxoomrumStOK.
/Marshall's

^SsMt~*>t

COLLEGE PRObRRm

_ W"EN: February 19, 1998 • 7:00 pm

^Ci^WJjERE: Mahar Auditoriumm

Tht TJTJt Cornpanan W i*M
We are an aqta* opportunely Tnpirjyajr w>r<wt*t*fjj IO workforce) <*»** r

The Walt Disney College Program is about

friends, experiences and opportunities

you'll discover as you Irve. learn and

earn in our world.

STOP BYAND DISCOVER AWORLD
OF OPPORTUNITIES AT DISNEY.

1 u from 1 v#/ i f ' V
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Collegian Classifieds
University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

AUTO FOR SALE
at taken 3dt Mtcr*ect muted 1271

EMPLOYMENT EMPLOYMENT

I4I3M621M

Cask paw) einvyday

BSttB»47e1

COMPUTERS
la Bead Ceaditiea ,. Wm ng

Penan- 3M Celes Mot.se 1300 IBS

Pie*. Bleed Mouse »1» or B/0 CaS Oat

2S3-S97I

MAS 100 Han It' PW ftkarnet Cards

$19 Canon IX MO Cota •»•»» V»
and mm MGV6A Accepted free dek*-

•if WaliatMW tdiUMl
CisataaanZBMl'O

i •tMMMl 'rom SB* laptops

$l2t»i fnpiipnetels Zanhsaja SK S19B

MSB

mmmmi

BLUE JEAN
JOB

Travel-California

75 degrees & no snow

• Mo Eapananca'

No Degree'

• No Prabtom?

"Save the Planet* 18 4

up - START NOW'

caM9am-8pm

1-800-505-8185

ternship\ \uilabii

Collegian BusincssOrtk

it Now
Taking Application*

Positions Available in

•Marketing

•Promotioai

•I I II Jill r

•AttVrftisine.

^rr*- zzsrz:

it you hat* aajr tsuotsom.

EMPLOYMENT

Drivers Needed

Short morning hours

$10/hr

Call tho

collegian

* 545-3500

or stop by our office @

1 1 3 Campus Center

(m the b—mom)

Ask for Mark or Ryan

GREEK
ANNOUNCEMENTS

TO TMf OUT* OTA Sprint M Mao
Marakar Cleee: Owi Bath Ion

Melissa Ram* Morgan. Dawn. Ah. Jan

fain. Uu Oanaai t. bitty Watcoma

to 02 We ait w eacited tai aU at you

Gat psyched tor an emoting semetteii

the best is yet to coma 1 Good luck love

m 02 The Sitters

All

PERSONALS TRAVEL

sun IPC oi 7PC wnchav

up a! www ebsurim com

RESUMES

Coma lo Open Rush

at Sigma Kappa Ibertmd Hihtii on

Wodnoadey feBruary 18 horn ? 9pm and

Thursday february II Iron. Wpm Call

Mciwda at Mt-MSJ to awe MtnttM-

HEALTH & BEAUTY

deal
Bjpjtj Bjji Bjjai |

Includes Printout*

St* >S68 Butty

ROOM FOR RENT

'l«6l
, torn

i k»« ic lampus

altera Breektkroapk 1

SlOOpoun
U>K243I

ROOMATE WANTED
laratlea Only

ROOM WANTED

14 HOURS OF
FREE DRINKS!

7 af tiawi>3W!
MlkaM* If •- *vtM> 14 C^aTarf »•»

S>—J» «*»< —*l •**<* BtStSaS>irBe Bel

tape,** •»••**> •*•*. *#•*•• '»

k«.^l *n* sLakO*. * •« I**

CLASS ;iavel

TRAVEL
SPUING BitM M

Fits food and Junks' Cancun.

jameca and Honda horn 1399 Omnia

i tnaN group and travel UK' Highest

corrMussrons and lowast prices C»U Sort

ft Sun Tows to oacoma a campus lapiir

santaiM 1800674 iV7

taasMtaaaA-WMtaMMlll
Cancun Jamaica Bahamas I florid.

Qioup Discounts & ha* Ouni Pertet' Se*

b A go •«••' Boot Now"
'.iiia. 1 BOO 234 7007

TUTOR WANTED
Tatars Needed

A' H9

C: o. «t>A I

W BBS 4BJC

Step**- BS6 Can CK I4IJBBMSP

EMPLOYMENT

COPfBIGHT/PBOO'StAOfB

eg* Citikaak praastlteas on campus

Man year oar* Pours No favf Earn

»*0Gvwk Cad BBS-BB-Otafl tat 1 1

7

eVAVkkt MS I

B/2D-B/1B/SB Have tna

ot raw lira'

a* Bjaajpa BmTa] •«« Msaes

Part-Teae Ha* Wetted WMt has* nam

Ma scaadum pad soma rntatoant and

Sam* Sast Ima Am Indaa

Oanca

Taami „,

SajmaAtpaaUu

Fsaaasanj t

Manned pjaaaa comao Raadt or taa at

I4M023 Mutt basoM to Grata Area

Isvka

Ml Tam In i ii Passaet amamMa
at Oat Apple Vtlniawater lor a fhpao

TacMsciaa at our MimiaB Jo» entails

I
Mb aad pnmmg pekaaa No

i put some past eat

ot lat raMRM Cad M13B3B41BI tor mto

andani

INSTRUCTION

Uaivarsitf Bartaadiag Cearsa

Studam Discount National Carutssahoa

Space It limrted '

Sarrad Call or leave message tor

andSl«»..«Ww«J-4

SERVICES

[AMY BPM »«CuU
fUROft WsffittRtJ

Nortnaati Oap i tSIVT
LattMiw, J'»R1
Honda 1710A»
l>mr«Ra»aa*tV»V

Can BOO-17» 2008

hjtp www arrtatch urg

USED BOOKS
CDs

S4S 1027

•mad Orel aad'

MGat l«»27

COUNSUORI TOP B0»$ IPOBTI
CAJaV IN MAM' I

PA

erate igPt Jewish camp 3 hours tram

NYC atmml. spam *ama H20 t am
i«»in-3Ba« Aapktants muet be

21 an pa) B« June ISl IBM Me need

BJtTY Camp waana Nf PA i3vV»nO
Spam [' amid Coaaaatt/SpaispMa kjr

ad UmlABeler Spats mcludsng Taama

Camp.ru OiesBitg/tXopas Maaatun

Ming Roes,,,, ft u«i Matter

Sadut^eteieamTa), AM Orame Radw

Vsaaa Campus iwarsna i Teat March

M Piaase cad T-SSS737 »2M at SIB

MISCELLANEOUS

HK( T U4WT tiaot

CraddCardli<sdi lietri N»l

tam caa wee upm SMaS b» aarnmg a
i Cadi

Raaaal Ptttltem

laast/sacui i« depesit dadut'oni 1

Questions about sutWtirajyesMswwg

raasati Quaanati akaut am condmon ol

your rem house or apartment' Contact

Taa Student legal Sanatat OHsta. HO
Campus Curaar S4VI9BS

tJSB A*, how naathsrs partrat. aad

more' Organujt 4 tmaU group- tam mn
tups plus comm.sudns 1 Call I BOO

SprogBraet I aOO-777 4642

Wees U»ii Dance Meditation

aaapt Cad ButhngN ot

i MS I BOB

•oei •-' -*-ngPUIS

CAU taa iBSSiNUMBIB NOW'
BBS ,4 71 I1B4 e« {MAIL tab
kecbietaeelii- Steed

l.kia CAMP COSBOBSff IS

Siisarmiae Or Baetfc falam NT

STEREO A CD
EQUIPMENT

aadradre Naaatua Mmra an unpett

Ptaaat wad »t at a«» LwajaaSiB na i at

contact us at BOi Waal Saaat

N- sji ytajswa

or M tat up an i

FOR RENT

MNTAAI
CmPf I

Sjsjpmi

suritamiag paalt lalmaatk acee

now' St 7 124 3'OB f* MS90'2

FOR SALE

MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS

Far Saw OMlkamaa Hand

MUSICIANS WANTED

BARBERSHOP QUARTET

CasBatitt la

BJM < amp iSSti pau) tt» 1 amp

I00a4 ptud t'00 I pau Pvenaar Bil

spaatdn. iQOw pamtnO Wkssweyttsw

eaamagraat needs aaamag aatang at

pataaaa daat k» CBB Cad MS3B42

TO SUBLET

HIS mi MAuA2lNE 800 BM 23S7

kBp /,'n—ratr t ea com/! ngtrt tl

83tJJaaSJTBaV SPBaaBS BmTtaW Ward a

^e tor e tote price' Go to

inmate* tor Spring Breed* Starting B
SMS M*aSM i day k* aotot J «Bmt

B Mauatarn Srooa UMASS SIJ N
IOAPOCuSSaVM37

JAAAAICA tPtapJC BMfJU M NfSAM
Don t eat lujttad fti Go em* who you cat

vutt No isaMan costt matint eiSJB 7

Pica Up Cap Bksrt

IJV BmsBSBBI

Beach S Part, f«emtt On i

uSAASS SKI N BOARD CHS M'

Pt Spriag Steak tram llttt f»M
SPNP4G IPcM AND PARTES OPfiAMS

Al

Ne kaircatliag it.ti.at

I
CadOamel BrnVTST

tato kto • atttt hard m Bt* ouatoon Cat

CmS Apple Wk maatai
y»l B33S4TBS tor

Fa> Sam i ord CM MS
Ipaj

Personals Policy
M ha anxmuad tw Caakaaan (Is*- A Pnak

uatji uai i» " araf acisaaain at * TV
raws

iju -wj-^. -aa-i SHI b» mad m pei'amatt ONtv msM
ua n*m* awd nmak am sPats id TSw only wta> BAR)

Rates NEW Standard Headings

now aw err tmduiai v inujratilaaant ^ismiati.

awt panonal Uu* drw> '

d*>ds in Mcardemte

im mmi d<e napj to rtdutr or sauda

Students

20C per word/day

All others

40C per word/day

$2.00
m in ./day

i the sietwtet at teW

Bsa»

NO REFUNDS
Ptoaar wnar cleatty and

raftMy We an* not nrw;>i»Hitu> fc« mon muk-
hanrtwritinn ra rvpr

TUESDAY. FEB 17

rhc Pride Alliance will be

holding an info-social in Campus
Center 91 7 at 7 p.m. For more infor-

niation. call 545-0154, email

lb>2afc»Muaf umasa.edu or stop by the

jt 41 5B Student Union.

Meeting— The Ballroom Dancing

Club will meet from 5:50-7 p.m in

Totman 101 Suing and Foxtrot will

be taught No experience necessary.

For more information, call lessica at

I 2^ or Shannon at 546-2255.

bjaej ramW'l lewish Student

Organi/.itun will be meeting at 5:50

p.m. al Hillel House.

Talk— A Coffee Talk with

Shulchan Ivrit will take place MSB
7-8 p.m. in the Newman Center

Cafeteria (Java Hut) Recent events

in Israel will be discussed.

WEDNESDAY. FEB 18

Awareness Day— The Graduate

Student Organization is sponsoring a

"Don't Forget the Kids! — A Familv

and Child Care Awareness Day"
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the

Student Union Colonial Lounge. For

more information, call GEO at

545-5517
Dancing— Israeli dancing will be

taught at 8:50 p.m. in Grayson
Residence Hall in the Orchard Hill

living area No experience riecessery.

Sponsored by Hillel.

runJratsing- The Uaivertit)

Resource Network will be holding a

fundraising workshop from 12 1:30

p.m in Campus Center SOS-**)*)

|«B f\iir— The ALANA |ob Fair

will take place from 7-9 p.m in the

Campus Center Auditorium. For

nets information, contact Ruth

Carey at 545-6252.
Vfi.iirig Women's Ultimate

Frisbec will be meeting at 6 p.m. in

the Cape Cod lounge. All levels of

experience are welcome.

THURSDAY. FEB 19

Meeting— The Ballroom Dancing

Club will meet from 5:50-7 p.m in

Totman 101. The Waltz and Cha
Cha will be taught No experience

necessary. For more information, call

at 546-6129 or Shannon at

546-2255
Meeting- The Disney College

Program will have an information

>n at 7 p.m in Mahar
Auditorium. For info, call Tara at

25b 1554

NOTICES

Billing— At the end of the business

day on Friday. Feb. 20. the Bursar's

Office will be closing out its student

billing process. OIT will be required

FYls are public service announcements printed daily. To

submit an FYI, please send a press release containing all

pertinent information, including the name and phone
number of the contact person Co the Collegian, c/o the

Managing Editor by noon the previous day.

to eOaaSJCt the $20 OIT computing

account fee for the spring seme

Schedules— The Spring '98 Final

Examination Schedule will be avail-

able beginning Thursday. March 12

Copies will he delivered to students

in the residence halls and will be

available to off-campus students in

the Registrar's office 1215

Whitmorei. It will also Be available

on the World Wide Web beginning

h I at http://www
ureg.admin.umassedu

Student Employment - Effective

the week of Fcbruan lb. Student

Employment Services will be chang-

ing their hours of operation. The new

PaMH will be \londa\ through Friday

from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. For further

information call 545- 1550.

You will find that reading The Massachusetts Daily

Collegian is more fun than spending the weekend

with Batman.

c.

to

z
u
CO
X

11

la

13

14

IB

HS£N . j
Bulletin Board

CBS/3 Hartford

CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

HSCN Movie Ch.

UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

NBC/30
New Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN

International

UMass Academic TV

IT HSCN Programming

IB TV- 19

O ABC/40 Springfield

mm NBC/22 Springfield

B3CNN
4 CNN SI

BB Headline News

BB UCTV

17 TBS

mm BET

BB TV Land

3Q Univision

31 Comedy Central

SB Cartoon

Much Music

TUESDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
wvrr
wnc
WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
A&E
CNN

8

COM
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK
SCIFI

TLC
TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

CD
fii

Wuhbont «

NeunX

NasvtX

i

6:00
Butinett Rpt

CBS I

CBS News

Pull House I
ABC Newt

BoyWortd

NBC Newt

Cheer* K

Home Imp.

Newti:

Creatures

Newt jl

I Abo You

Family Matters

6:30
Newthour WHti Jim Ldhrer X
India* Edition

Extra ir

IntiOd Edition

WTmal-Foflune

Mad Abo. You

NBC Newt

SlmpeonaX
NBC Newt

BuatnaatRpT

ABC News

Mad Abo. You

Northern Eipoaurt X
Family Matters

Woftdvytwl

Premium fatoka-Laugh

fD
Winy Strange Plgnas" (Ft)

CD

Up Close

Supermarket

2»

Sportecerttor

7:00 7:30

Freeh Prince
-

Judy Judy X
Ent. Tonight

Sainleld R

Wheel-Fortune

fsealTVX Olympic Wmtat Qama* X~
Ent. Tonight

avfontddl

Freeh Prince

Otymctk Winter Garnet X

Jeopardy! I
JudgaJudyX
Hard Copy X
FrapiarX

Jeopardy!

X

Newthour WrthJmLahrarI
Seinfeld a

Seinleld s

Andy Griffith

FraaiarX

Fratitr X

Law I Order X
Andy Griffith

MonayrtnaX

Daily Show (R)

Gimme Shelter

CroaaArsX

Statn't Money

3

C • Campus

8:00 8:30
(hi Stereo.) X

9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30

FEBRUARY 17, 1998

American Eiparience "The Kennedys" (In Stereo) (Part 2 of 2) X

Home Imp. |SoulManX

Butty the Vampire Stayer X
Mad Abo You

Moetha(R)I

Mad Abo You

ajwtradtoX

Cluara«t(R)I

NatraradioX

Scariest Potka Chaaet 4

Mad Abo. You INetvaradio X
Nova "Secrets ot the Psychics

Homtlmp
Moaalta(R)X

Soul ManX
Cluateat (R) X

Homa knp. |Grace Under"

Oawton't Creek "Blown Away"

NYPOBkja Weaver of Hate" X

Fraatar(R)X |JuttShootl

Art.gamaa(ki Stereo) X
Fraalar(R)X |Jutt Shoot Me

Moment of Impact! (In Stereo)

Fratitr (Rj I |Just Shoot Me

(In Stereo) X
Grace Under

Oatawne (In Stereo) X

Dateline (in Stereo) I
American Experience The Kennedys" (In Stereo) (Part 2 of 2)X

Homa Imp. |Graca Under

AM (In Stereo) X
Vt -Tpdragp 'HMtnt rWW TiAtaS-Q980) JUWh rtesg.

Biography: Lyndon B Johnson
\

1nipoctorM<ys»: The Opsin of the SdT (1992) John Thaw

NYP0 Blue Weaver of Hale X

11:00 11:30
Jackie Oneeaie-tntimate

NpamX I Lata Shown

News I
Star Trek: Nasi

LataShowI
Mghtloal
Qanar

|Tonight Show

Vibe

Srmpaonal

NdwtX

Tonight Show

Dean Space 9

Tonight Show

Charlie Roae (In Stereo) X
Ndwt X INtghtlna X

|N8A Baakatball: CcBica al Kings

tV/> SkJtkick$-(\m. Dfama) Chuck Norm, Jonathan Brando

World Today X
1 Night Stand IComadyHaH

Wild OiKovery "Deadly Bugs"

Larry King Live X
Bill Funny

New Datectivet: Case Studies

World Today X
Viva Variety |Make-Laugh

Debt

MTV Live (In Stereo)

Figure II Out [tiny toon

Quantum Leap X
Renovation [Renovation

Lola 4 Clark-Superman
"

Baywatch "Homecomi

*** "Pretty In Pink" (1

IrrBmate Portrait Janol Leigh"

College Baakatball Michigan at Michigan Stale (Live)

Law A Order Blood Is Thicker"

Sportt Illus.

Dally Show

My So-CaHad Ufa (In Stereo)

DougX IRugrattX

J032 "Good Soldidfs"

HomaAgarn JHome Again"

Babylon 5 (In Stereo) X
Highland»r: The Series I

(«:30) * ~Second Sighl

Drama) Molly Ringwald. 'PG-I3''x

"flutyJew and Joe" [ 1996,

if" (1999) John LBrroquetld "Ws"

Dr«rrla)TornS9l^ecl(.'PQ-13^

untolvad Mytiariat (In Stereo)

Beevit-Butt

AndNowThit

StghtingaX

Baavia-Butt

Sphere

"Supertiams"

College Baakatball Tennessee at Mississippi Stale (Live)

-Snatteradjfjst T7M STiariKlmay Story- (1993) Melissa Gilbert

Justica Fitat (R

Wonder Yean

Forever Knight

Baavia-Butt

Earthquake! (P.)

Wonder Yaara

Trophy Girl"'X

Trawial-LHalnthaER(R) .

NBA Baakatball Detroit Pistons al San Antonio Spun (In Stereo Live)X

Baavia-Butt. Baajvla-Butl

I Lc^ Lucy XJM.T. Moore

Tekwar "Zero Tolerance" (R) X

Waatmtnatar Kannal Qub Dog Show. "Closing NighTjIn Sldreo Live) X

» ycvjrsffusfl^''(1997.Coma(^)MaWiewP«ny/PCVl3 X
aa 1^ "The Juror" (1996, Suspense) Demi Moora, (in Stareo) 'Rut

as 'A De»g PrdSirJwifs" (1995. Drama) Larertt Tale. W X

IS
|tnada-NBA

Almott Perfect

Moneyline X
Stain's Money

Sporttcenter

Gentleman

Loveline [In Slereo)

Taxi X INawhart X
Seaquett 203} "'Good SotdterT

Trauma II -Life In the EB (R)"

"I Escaped From Qeyfa (sftwcf

Silk Stalklngt (R) (In Slereo) X
**Vi "Craser (1996. AdVenlure) Arnold SchwaraneciQer. R'B
'Tnd cVwdficiary'' ( 1 997) Ron Sirver. 'NR' X

"Kounterfeil" ( 1 997. Drama) Bruce Payne, fl'

Intimate Sast.

Red Shoe
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Bruno By C. Baldwin Robotman By Jim Meddick

Drabble By Kevin Fagan

_-^^ iiX«u?Reco«)
UPO-w FOKTU6
> \\lT ( eOCALATOR

Pox Trot By Bill Amend

est. So EiLElN JacoBson
APtyuSlnfTLY LrktK l^tXTr

BXTY sN TMf FiFTM 6HADf
UtcCPT NIC

that $ a OeeO Thu>et>.
|

RiB>MT»' I MfAN, I

MATED KHOWUM6
E'LilN HAO THC
MOTS FO« Mf •

(At AT LEAST
THHmiftO CLflN
HAO TME HOTS

tot NSJ

Odn T TOU MEAN I
Mo»m Eileen wasn t

HAD THE MoTS FUM'N&
Foe too? ouTLPuO

asTTTl' Fo« tbuR
I *,|, BtNEF.T

Sequitur By Wiley

.1

I

I

Thatch By Jeff Shesol

I DoNT K)ioW.

\NUtXT M0 TUC
foCUC GrCoUP

TUV>sX?

3 17 VISK

Bftec API TME

THE TfiSIBSiTiCBi

BJosetK TUM'

.
-

""V-p

ii

1^
;

Ik n

Ntl«t.k»DCuPT TT, 6A«0tTH

VlCTCOtt* P««*A6C IB4T0

Lift* MttT t>MAee' TD

CUBJ2 TV* PBTH ' T6

ttrresj TBsc«c«"e-»-

Herojcepe;
AQUARIUS (|an 20-Fcb. 18) —

You must not abandon fOBBf post

today! Take care of duties as the> fall

to you. and be sure to account for all

expenditures, larfie and small

PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20) —
You ma> be jumping u> conclusions

but >our option* >hould be clear to

you. You mav v.uni I

as thev .in^c vmiIi .'tlici*

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
You must think about the more prac-

tical matters today Tend to things

one at a lime Focus on what brings

vou a sign of things to come
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —

Rash judgments today can onK Im
to actions you will regret. Be patient

and willing to listen to what others

have to tell \ou

GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20) —
Take a reasonable approach and

even the unreasonable are mote like-

ly to side with you. provided BOW
argument can be supported.

CANCER (|une 2I-|ul> 22) —
You are going to have to approach

someone with a deal today, even

though you're not necessarily in the

mood to be cooperative. Give it a

tr\

LEO duly 2>-Aug. 22) -
may have difficult) today deciding

which road B0 take There is no need

to nuke such a wcighn decision ju«t

VtM; take time to weigh pros and

cons.

VIRGO (Aug. 25-Sept. 22) —
You can count on an unexpected ally

to come through for you today.

Surprise! This new friend has been

OH u>ur siJe at c\cr> turn.

LIBRA (Sept. 2J-Oct. 22) — You

IT'S VOOr? WHTOC FBCSA BOiL-PtNfi BuOCK

80CKS SUt VvWJTS TD KNOW WMttO YCVLL

K TjrjHfc VsKTW V0UB NEXT "MC KTTTV BOOK

WW" PotS. SHt "<VHNK I CAW
JUST CRANK "EV\ CSJT ?. THt\T IV
S0N»t riAfXTVUVT CAN WRTTE
&RTJ VW Of* T*Ptt\s£7 Ml
IDGASOUTTAAtvATEVCrsl

,

VJHtK I WAVI AgSOL^LV
NO INSPIRATION 7

7f

'NMlXTWtSSME

SOMfiSOtTTOf
OF. OF.

Dllbort By Scott Adams

CAT&E.VYT CVIL H.R DIRECTOR

THE COrAPANV'S GOAL
IS TO OOUBLf. THE

EFFICIENCV OF ALL

EMPLOYEES

QUESTION TF LOE

DOUBLE OUR
EFFICLENCV. COONT
TOU DOWNSIZE HALF
OF US?

—

DON'T TALK TO
ANYONE IN fAARKETING',
THEY ARENT SO GOOD
AT rAATH

£deVM
fvon By Stephen Higgins

/io c-/»wa£. Chof •" w»s tMt.t,
I

' twy eeaaaAaPleiwt A st*<»| ««a

.ffw^luaj ra-a1—1 l.rskanworj

Loser Crow Comics By Alan DeMonde

V
H*/ Bok.toiAy el tH*

bs/k Stop I Ksvavrf a aw^S
{ aji/yi tAlK.-va •»»«,* B)saja

tk«y haltaJ kdmot Stli

wavitce *o be«^ t^s** <jp-*

"I

"I cJoot «JC* IT lit

ftl^yi i lirttf Kornoi
Bat*.*. Konsc oe\ t^c ^«kri«t

BjPl a>0 -to pSJdMPl f't-i

OH Our tsrirkdlsw J, (I j ftr
tStwt All t-ui tiy^c!''

T*0<, t *r<. Hobos,

1
Kampus Kids By Adam Souliere

W,mfVJ'.Cxocrr€Tomy

L>j€'f2JE GON*4r\ &€T

rnAN,Nou CLBWT

can stand on your own two feet

today and assert your individuality

without being aggressive or demand -

I L|uiet statement is indeed best.

SCORPIO (Oct. 2S-Nov. 21) —
N ou will be surprised to leam that

what you have in mind is not alto-

gether an original idea Someone else

has been on the same iraik

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21) — You may be struck with a

plan today that can solve mans ol

your problems, provided you put it

into motion in an expeditious fash-

ion.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— There is more to the world
around you than sights and sounds,

but today you would be wise to look

and listen with a bit more diligence

Close to Homo By John McPherson

°5 <>r 1 Ho I>aLiy

44 Are you going to uncuff me
or do I have to use my
tongue? 55

-Ester (A guest on X-Files)

Today's P.C. Moim
Caff Self-St*** IW attere iapfepeasrHaipj

Sorry, no menu
available today

Collegian

Comics

Are

Funny!
ACROSS

1 Philadelphia
player

6 Foxy
9 I itxary sign

i 4 Crouch
1 5 Smger Rawls
1 6 Very very
17 Party

centerpiece
19 Upright
20 Gab
?1 Snoozes
22 Rubberneck
23 Movie
24 Flower garland
25 Hen s call

27 Fluffier

31 Stack
32 "Jane —

"

34 Wheat or rye

36 Choir voice
37 Extinguish
39 Skye or Wighl
40 Fence steps
42 Show affection

43 Origin
44 Had a bite

46 Ship bottoms
46 Lubricate
49 Feels ill

50 Intended
53 — mater
54 "is that a

yes — no7
"

Sf Souvenir

58 Move to the

side

60 Clock teatuie

61 Roadside
lodging

62 Happemnq
63 Untidy
64 Categorize
65 "Divine

Comedy
authoi

DOWN
1 Catch sight of

2 Greenish-blue

3 Greasy residue

4 Varnish
mgredent

5 Type ol cuisine

6 Slant

7 Moos
8 Actor Brynner

9 Citing

10 Arm bone
1

1

Roman road

12 Sea eagle

13 Tiny amount
18 Made a deposit

22 Baste
23 Domed roof

24 Loamy soil

25 Ancient Bnls

26 Classical
language

?7 Soothsayer tor

25-Down

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVEO

A B B »' § § v
I

A p s

R f A Ul o [) A H t P t E

G R A NlUlL A T I D M E R E

(. raft K t l P S U iP

I
|n]A M

S|A|G
sao

B
1

1

I

n i

A
E

DI4
I N A

in

cTr i_P T i : L E D
Ian o HE A R N s i In G
DfflQQrara HBHH n@D|
ESBD N

A
EjfJ
sjs

B
A
AIC|HOJiO|niMHI( 1 |A|M|

p n E
i. EP T S P R A T

L tj V I
T M O s u M E R E

A B r> T s

Jm
|
6 T H A N T E

N A ft Y t A T y In E $ S
? IT 9U i|i|p ilmlnrt f o.Vu'f* SvnrjK.*te

28 Showy flowers

29 Artist s stand
30 Annoys
31 Possesses
33 Rube
35 Composer

Rorcm
38 Northern

native
41 Thrift

45 Frontiersman
Carson

47 Walking on air

49 ' — Came
Jones

50 Plow puller

51 Histonc periods

52 Freshens
53 Skin problem
54 Baker s

appliance
55 Lease
56 Comic Johnson
57 Machine pan
58 Smalt swallow
59 Roe

Congrfltulatronc to Thenf Vo, Collegian

Pfvuto/gra|>MK guru, for taking flrtt overall yes-

terday in the Men's SnoaAoatding Clant Slalom

it the Mountain Dps* Vertical Challenge, Bromley

Mt., MH.

Other Collegian stiff members competing:

Dim VoMin Silver, Men't Skiing Giant Slalom

Rob Smw- Silver, Mane Snot»t*»rding Giant

Slalom
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No* 18 Massachusetts squeaks by LaSalle, 81-71
Chris Kirkland scores 13 points;

UMass holds two-game A-10 lead

ftyUaWMarsxtti
ColagmSkA

h may not have been the textbook

performance vou look lor this late in

the mm, but the Massachusetts

ketbal team (19-4 Ml
Atlantic H' continued its inarch to

Massachusetts 81

LaSalle /I

their sixth regular Ma-
un Atlantic 10 title

in the* 90s bv heating

jllc 81 7 1

Saturday at the

Mulhm Co m who moved
up to No. 18 in the latest AP poll —
survived a scrappy performance by the

F\pl> e>. 5-10 A-IO) and
pushed their lead over Rhode Wand
and Temple in the A-IO Eaat to two
game* with onl> four left to play.

UMass entertains Rhode Island | It-*,

9- St tomorrow night at the Mull ins

Center at 7 50 pm
Though Ms—sthomni didn't destroy

LaSalle a* expected, the win — their

15th at the last 14 game* — did hajh-

tght how much the\

'ithet Tvn.1 oi the

plagued mem early in the season — pro-

n from the email forwards and
ability to hit free throw* down the

stretch — turned into keys to victory

Sophomore forward Chria Kjrkland

who didn't even tec action in the sea-

tan opener at Fresno Stale, scored 1

5

points, grabbed 10 rebounds and had

three steak against the Explorer

hike Babul chipping in 10 points and
siv rebounds, the Minutemcn kept

upset minded I alaMr at bay with two
players they haven't really looked upon

-ive production, and now
appear to be eight players deep heating

into the A-IO tournament and the

\Vs.

Chariton Clarke led UMass with 22
points including a perfect 8

from the foul line. I ari Ketner scored

I) points and nine rebounds, and

sophonK'ic Nest) Mask added 15

points

LaSalle had the Massachusetts lead

down to 65-60 with 556 lelt in the

second half, on a pair of Mike Gizzi

free throws. Clarke and ketnei

verted baskets to push the lead to

69-60, but laSalle guard Shawn Smith

hit a three to bung the

margin back down to

six Babul then threw an

errant pass, giving the

I vplorers a chan.

cut the lead to three, but LaSalle

couldn't convert on consecutive posses-

sJbjm The Fxploret* were (oread to

loul I Ma>» to trv to climb back in it.

but Massachusetts was 8-fcr-B from

the ane m the final I 27 of the game.

The hero of the day was Kirkland.

whose hustle brought the crowd to its

seel more than once. Late in the second

half, with UMaat holding a tlm 65-59

lead. Kirkland dove to the ground for a

rebound, and then hustled hack up the

to save an errant I Mass.

Kirkland. well known for his athleti-

cism, jumped in front of the scorers

table and with his back to the floor

threw the ball back in pits to Clarke to

save the posieslion. Kirkland also pro-

vided a highlight-red dunk at the 557
mark to give Massachusetts a 65-54

"He was down in the trenches." said

Clarke of Kirkland. "He scrapped lor

hall We need someone to step

up every night, land! he's been that

guv
"

l^aSalle center K'Zell Wesson was a

force in the first half, scoring 14 points

and pulling down eight rebounds
LaSalle had the UMaat lead to two
55-51. before an 8-0 run gave
Massachusetts a 41-51 halftime lead.

Ketner hit two straight field goals, and
Kirkland delivered a basket before

Clarke ended the half with a floater as

time expired.

UM men keep

on winning

» «%*a ansa*.**, QUIGMM

Sophomore Chnj Kirkland rake* in a rebound for the Minutemen's nineteenth win on Saturday

at the William Mullins Center

By Corey Peter Goodman
Colegion Staff

In beating La Salle

Saturday. 81 -71. the So

18 Massachusetts bucket

ball team notched us 19th

iv of the season —
equaling last veai's win

total

The y ' v e ^^^mm^mm
won I 3 of

their last 14

games, and
have, for the most part,

exceeded the expectations

of their fans, and the col-

lege basketball world
with its near-perl <.-«.

i

II I Atlantis 10 CStsfcf

ence record and He
overall mark
So what was the fuss

about following

Saturday '* game?
We didn t bury these

guys like we wanted to.*

said Massachusetts guard

Chariton Clarke, who led

all scorers Saturday with

22 points

"We had our ihance*.

but gave it nght back to

them." said

Massachusetts coach
Bruiser Flint.

Sophomore forward
Mike Babul had the per-

fect explanation.

"lis just tough to get

up for a game like

today's." he said

In fact, much has been

made of late regarding

the Minutemcn* inabilitv

to put lesser teams away
and their tendency to play

to the level of their oppo-

nents

True. UMass snuck by

j much weaker Duquesne
team by six points the

same week they buried

No -'I Xavicr by II. You
can alto make an argu-

ment for their two-point

loss at Kansas earlier in

Corey Peter lioodiiian

the season, and a

nine point win at

\ irginia Tech after blow-

ing a substantial lead in

the final minutes.

Setting this aside, these

guys deserve tome credit

for just winning basket-

ball games. Only two sea-

sons removed from the

Marcus Camby fiasco,

and having lost all five

ttarters from its 199b
final Four team — in

addition to the popular

coach who turned the

program around —
UMass has done a

remarkable job returning

to the national spotlight

much earlier than most
had expected

Leading this charge is

tecond-year coach
Bruiser Flint. Accepting

the head coaching job

amidst the Camby Mr-
moil, Flint has produced

a talented core of role

players without a great

deal of help from senior

Turn to HOOTS page 1

1

UMass women defeat St. Joseph's;

Win streak improves to 5 games
By Kathleen Rats

Coleoian Staff

the first time ever in the regular

season, the Matsat htm us women's bas-

ketball team defeated St. loseph's in

Philadelphia. Fifteen limes was the

charm, as the Minutewomen won the

Atlantic- 10 conference match up 55- 46.

This victory was critical to UMass as they

improved to 15-9. 9-5 A-IO. but still

trail St loseph's (IB-t, 10 4 1 in the
1 Fast by one game.

The first half started much like

I Mass' previous contests with neither

team making a significant run at the

other The even exchange included 6
nd I I lead changes Rut UMass

mounted an 11-5 run to take a 25-19
lead at 4:15 But the Hawks refused to

fluster as senior Maureen Costello con-

nected for two lavups and Melissa
Coursev hit a three pointer to close the

gap going into halftime. 25-24.
Sophomore Alison MacFarland and
junior Tez Kraft once again lead

Massachusetts scorers with four apiece

in the first half.

The second half proved much of the

same flip-flop scoring in the beginning.

But Si loseph's revamped for an 8-0 run

as the Minutewomcn's shooting cooled

of at 5b.2 percent from the field. Besides

junior Yolanda Rayside's layup at 16:41.

and two free throws by senior Kara
Tudman. UMass didn't score. But the

drought would not last

Freshman Kathy Coyner nailed a

jumper at 7:55 to cut the lead to 59-55.

UMass eventually nailed 11-16 free

throw attempts in the last 1:52 in the

game to secure the victory. MacFarland

and Kraft continued on their scoring

frenzy as they both finished with 10

points to lead UMass.

I('*M» KAN'.ANIN

Freshman Kathy Coyner pulls up for a jumper to lead

Minutewomen win over St. Joseph's this weekend.

COIll&IAN

as the

Gymnastics

posts big win

over UNH
By Brett Mauser
i_oneoKin jtun

Not often is it that inclement
weather comes into play in the midst

of a gymnastics meet. But on Friday,

that's exactly what happened as the

No. 25 Massachusetts women's gym
nasties learn squared off against

arch-rival So 22 Nasi Hampshire

Coach Dave Kuzara had prepared

for the forecast. With the tempera-

ture in the Curry Hicks Cage hover

ing around 40 degrees. Kuzara had

nine people warm up on the floor

exercise, fearing that bodies would
tighten up due to the cold.

His plan worked and the

Minutewomen were able to squeeze

out a I9I.S2S-I9I 125 victory over

the Wildcats.

Senior co-captain Karen Maurer,

stepping in for Mandy Mosbv on the

floor, posted a 9.575. rebounding from

a subpar performance on the beam to

help the Minutewomen to victory.

Freshman sensation lill Fisher was also

unable to perform her dynamic floor

routine because she too felt the effects

of the frigid gymnasium. Junior Anita

Sanyal scored a 58.550 to land her sec-

ond consecutive all-around victory

"I think both teams faltered a bit."

said Kuzara. "lill and Mandy couldn't

get warm so we needed to rely on our

depth."

The Minutewomen jumped out to a

two and a half point lead after the

first two rotations and looked as

strong as ever. They registered a sea-

son-high 48.925 on the uneven bars

Turn to GYM. page 10

UM track qualifies for ECAC championship

UM hockey falls
to Maine Bears
By Joemo Kan$an*9n

CoHsown Staff

IK J

In a weekend sweep looking
more like a baseball score than a

hockey score, the

Unlversltj of

Massachusetts hockey

team dropped two
games this past week-

end to the I nivctsits ot Maine bv a

combined score of 18-5. Howcvci
those were not the onl> low
UMass. , t s senior captain Tim
I .ovell was indefinite-

ly suspended from
the team by the

coaching staff, and
did not suit up for

the two losses.

On the surface. Friday night's

6-1 loss and Saturday night's 12-2

debacle to the Black Bears
(12-12-5. 9-10-2 in Hockej I tat)

could have meant the end for the

Minulemen momentum-wise for

Maine

Massachusetts

Maine

Massachusetts 1

the rest of the season. Believe it or

not. UMass (5-20-2. 2-15-1 in

Hock still in the hunt for

.1 ^inference playoff spot.

The Minutemen can thank No.

10 Boston College, as the Eagles

defeated Merrimack
College in their

homc-and-home
series this past

weekend. Those
two losses by the Warriors still

keep UMass within three points of

the last postseason playoff spot in

the conference.

This upcoming
weekend will be key

for both teams, with

the Warriors facing

off against rival

UMass-l.oWell. who have been
surging of late with a big road win
over No. 5 Boston University. The
Minutemen face off against No. 4
New Hampshire in a

Turn to HOCKEY page 10

By Paul Teves

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts women's track

and field squad spent Saturday com-
peting in the St. Valentine's

Invitational Track Meet at Boston

University. This was considered an

Atlantic- 10 Championship tune up
for UMass.

"This is a real high quality and
cumpetitiv. -aid coach lulic

l.aFreniere. "Teams come from all

over the country to compete at BU's

real last track,"

UMass took advantage of the

ramped track to qualify for both the

Eastern Collegiate Athletic

Conference (ECAC I Championships

and ' the New England
Championships. A few members of

the team recorded personal bests as

well.

"Because there were M many good

teams competing at this meet, my
assistant coaches and I seized the

opportunity to evaluate what we have

going into the A-10's." laid

l.aFreniere. "Wc were very pleased
with what we saw." UMass was well

pitted as MM had an opportu-

nity to shine and they didn't disap-

point.

Shelanda Irish qualified lor the

ECAC meet with a first place finish in

Iht >i meter dash (7. IX) She also

qualified in the 2(H) meters (25.14) in

which she set a new UMass record

In the 1000 meters. Nicole Way
finished first overall in 2:54.20

wa« good enough to qualify for the

I ( \i I Ins was oiils her thud lime

running the race.

Senior Rosey Bryan ran the third

fastest UMass time ever in the 200

with a 25.95. She also placed first

and subsequently qualified in the 55m
hurdles as she tied a UMass record

with a time of 8.06. Adding to the

winners was senior Anya Forrest who
ran the hurdles in 8.28 and finished

tilth in a highly competitive field.

Christy Martin returned to compe-

tition this weekend for the first time

since December. She placed in the top

20 in the mile.

|0«MA KANSAMN / COIUGIAN

Senior Mike Caffney makes a pass as the Massachusetts men's hock-
ey team traveled to Maine this weekend.

'.
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I do,

I don't

Adam Sandler and
Drew Barrymore
star in the romantic

comedy, The
Wedding Singer.

Check out our
review (see Arts %
Living, page 6)

Bo (and UMass)

knows tennis

Bo Navarro and
the UMass men's
icniih team
racked up a pair

nl win* thi* week-

end in Vermont
(tec Sport*, page

12).

WORLD

Bank governor fired

amid economic crisis

IAKARTA, Indonesia (AP) —
President Suharto dismissed the gov-

ernor ot the central bank yesterday

amid Indonesia's worst economic
crisis in 10 years, while security

forces struggled to keep a lid on
social unrest prompted by soaring

mllation and unemployment
Soedradiad D|iwaodono, a key play-

er in negotiations with the
International Monetary fund lor a

$40 billion rescue package, is

believed to have opposed several

government decisions on economic
policy He also has angered some
Suharto relatives by closing down
their insolvent banks

A presidential decree, dated Feb
1 1 but announced yesterday, ended
Soedradjad's term as governor of

Sank Indonesia Me had served for

five years

For the past eight months, the

bank has floundered as the rupiah

slid dramatically in value, cutting

away years of economic progress for

the world's fourth-most populous
nation

The firing came as Suharto faces

mounting international criticism

over a plan to peg the rupiah to the

U.S. dollar through a currency
board D|iwjndono is rumored to

have had misgivings about the plan.

NATION

Companies compete
to sell new technology

WASHINGTON (AP) — Companies

are in a high-stakes bidding war over

the biggest-ever airwaves slices to offer

telephone, television and Internet ser-

vices via new wireless technology.

The Federal Communications
Commission will begin auctioning

licenses today for the new technology

called local multipoint distribution ser-

vice, or LMDS, and 1 39 companies are

vying tor them The auction is expected

to raise hundreds of millions of dollars

The new wireless service is delivered

m a way that closely resembles cetutar

phone service But to receive phone,

television or data services, customers

need a small receiver dish in or near a

window
A total of 986 licenses are on the

block Half of them would give its

owner the right to occupy a large

swathe of airwaves — 1 , 1 50 megahertz

— letting a company simultaneously

provide 16,000 phone calls and 200
video channels.

The rest of the licenses are for the

rights to occupy a smaller, but still con-

siderable, slice of the airwaves — 1 50

megahertz One big license and one
small license will be auctioned in each

of 49J separate markets, every one
roughly the size of a metropolitan area.

the FCC hopes companies using the

new wireless technology will provide

services that compete with local phone
and cable companies. The more licens-

es a company acquires, the more cus-

tomers it can serve and the more flexi-

bility it has in offering services.
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The protest continues.
Members of the Graduate Employee Organization protest outside the Student Union yesterday afternoon

Rape defense class

offered to students
By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

Female students and staff interested

in participating in a Rape Aggression

Defense (RAD) class sponsored by the

University of Massachusetts Police

Department may still have a chance to

register.

Students can register at the Police

Department in Dickinson Hall from
II a.m. -I p.m. today. The 12-hour

class, which begins next week, is open

to 16 students on a first come, first

serve basis.

The class is free and meets four

times in three-hour sessions beginning

next Monday. Feb. 25, Wednesday
Feb. 25. Monday March 2 and
Wednesday March 4. from 6 p.m.- 9

p.m. All four classes are mandatory

for students to successfully complete

the course.

The first three sessions provide stu-

dents with an overview, discussion

and hands-on training of the defense

moves. The fourth and Pinal night of

the class, is simulation night

Women in the class review their

moves and then face their "aggressor."

a police officer who is dressed in pro-

tective gear.

The simulation i- voluntary and the

women can still complete the class it

they choose not In participate in simu-

lation night

UMass Police officers I aura

Gordon and Lisa Kidwell run the

course and usually play ihe role of the

MMMJ
However, many of the participants

prefer Sergeant Robert Thrasher to be

the aggressor because, in reality when
women are attacked, the pcrpen

usually male. Gordon said.

RAD is a nation-wide program,

offered throughout the country

ous colleges and L ni vtiyone

who graduates form the OMTM i* a

lifetime member and can sharpen her

skills anywhere in the country for tree

In addition to the RAD das* begin

ning next week. Public Safety is offer-

ing a second course beginning
Monday. March 21 Registration lor

that course begins on March 1

8

For more information, call Public

Safety at =>-»=> 2121

Clinton: military Concerns raised over UC 2000

our 'only answer'
Many students feel left out of plans to renovate Student Union

By Jill Carroll

Collegian Staff

By Terence Hunt
Allocated Press

u. kSHINGTON Presides)
Clinton, preparing Americans for pos-

sible airstrikes against Iraq, said yes-

terday that military force is never the

first answer "but sometimes it's, ihe

only answer." Unlcs* the international

cominunitv acts. Saddam Hussein will

conclude it 'has lost its will." Clinton

said.

Cautioning thai an attack would
not be risk free, the president said. "I

know thai the people we may call

Upon in uniform are ready The
American people have to be ready as

well
"

Clinton used a Pentagon setting

and a nationally televised speech to

define military goals and a rationale

for action He mid aJlHiBw would

leave Saddam "significant
I
y worse off

than he is now." And if one attack

does not achieve U.S. goals, "we will

K- prepared to strik- him again." the

president said. Clinton said U.N.

MMCMJI charged with dismantling

Saddam * biological chemical and
nuclear weapons have encountered

"lies, stonewalling, obstacle after

obstacle after obstacle" in the seven

years since the Gulf War.

iJdam is not stopped now,
Clinton said. "He will conclude that

the international community has lost

II He will then conclude thai he

can go right on and do more to rebuild

an arsenal of devastating destruction."

"And some day. MM way. I guar-

antee Ms, he'll use the arsenal." the

prttMtai said He said Saddam
"could end this crisis tomorrow Ml
plv by letting the weapons inspectors

plete their mission
*

Defense Secretary William Cohen
said. "Iraq must understand thai our

patience is not infinite. .And at some

Turn to CUHTON page 3

University of Massachusetts student-run businesses

and Registered Student Organizations (RSOs) are

largely unaware of University Center 2000 (UC
2000). the plan to renovate the Student Union, which
would move student-run business and RSO spaces.

Despite several workshops last semester to involve

student- run businesses and RSOs in the planning,

many of the groups were still uncertain of what the

plan entailed.

"I didn't even know this was going on. It's our
Student Union. We should have some say." said Cham
Bergen. Massachusetts Public Interest Research
Group tMassPIRG) intern.

"I'm kind of familiar with it I'm really not involved

with it I just hope it goes well,* said Mike Elite,

co-manager of Campus Center Design and Copy.
"M\ only objection to what I've heard is that I

haven't heard enough about it." said Mark Lantiqua.

board member of the UMass Ski and Board club.

"I've heard a little bit about it." said Emma Gilbert,

co- manager of the People's Market.

"We have talked to over 50 RSOs... surveyed 500
students over the phone and held dozens of work-
shop*." Mark Kenan, director of SCERA. said in an

interview earlier this month "\ve have widely publi

ci/ed these workshops. We have tried very hani

involve as many students as we can in ihe pro*.

Although some student-run buaiMMN m Ml
of the plan, there are differences in opinion tegardtng

it

"I heard they're trying to pha*e out student bu*i

nesses. I thought it was a horrible idea I -tu-

dents love our services." said Nikki Bilw.ike*h.

co manager ol the People's Market.

Elizabeth Dale, ludv Steinkamp and levari) v

of the Office of Space Management could Mi be

reached for comment about student concern*

"Some people | believe the t ( 1000 plannn
trying to shove out student bi but it * not."

said Shana Connor cmplov

.

"We've been to some Iplanmngl meetings They're

just getting information on what we want Thev w.tnt

to help us. They're doing what they can It |l C 20001

sounds good. They're looking out lot M,' Connor
said.

A coalition has been formed by the Game Hobbvt»t

League and the Science Fiction Society in order to

independently evaluate the needs of group* *uch as

RSOs and student-run businesses The coalition

would like to present the findings of these evaluation*

at the same time as the UC 2000 presentation

Two Bosnian Serbs plead innocent to charges of war crime
By Mike Carder

Associated Press.

IHI HAGt I Netherlands -The
onl\ Ko*nian Serbs to surrender to

the Yugoslav war crimes tribunal

pleaded innocent yesterday — and
thanked U.S. diplomats and NATO
troops for helping them get to the

U.N. court.

Milan Simic and Miroslav Tadic

gave themselves up in Bosnia on
Saturday to face charges they took

part in a 1992 Serb terror campaign

aimed at driving Bosnian Croats and

Muslims out of the town of Bosanski

Samac in northern Bosnia.

Surprisingly, the two expressed

appreciation at their arraignments

yesterday for the efforts of those who
helped bring them before the tri-

bunal — where, if convicted, they

face possible life sentences.

"I can only express my gratitude to

those who made it possible for us to

voluntarily come here without any

coercion, especially the staff of the

American Embassy." Tadic said after

pleading innocent to one count each

of war crimes and crimes against

humanity.

"After I am released. I will seek

asylum here because I like it here

very much." he added.

Simic, who was paralyzed in a

mine explosion in 1993 and still uses

a wheelchair, pleaded innocent to

three charges of war crimes and
crimes against humanity

"I also would like to express my
pleasant surprise at the very correct

behavior" of the NATO peacekeep-

ers, he said. "Everybody is going out

of their way to help me."

The surrenders could mark a turn-

ing point — or simply a fluke — in

the tribunal* ellorts to bring those

accused of wartime atrocittc* to jus-

tice In the past. Serbs have branded

the court anti-Serbian and refu*eJ to

stand trial here; one Bosnian Serb

was killed in a clash with Western

forces trying to capture him for trial.

Turn to CRIME poge 3

Internships available for

summer in Disney World
By Jason Eiseman
Collegian Staff

ON THE INTERNET

www.umass.edu/rso/colegian

Mickey Mouse wants you.

Disney recruiters arc looking for students to partici-

pate in their Walt Disney W orld College Program, and
work for the summer or the fall semester at the Magic-

Kingdom in Orlando. There will be an information

melon at 7 p.m. tonight in Mahar Auditorium.

|eff Chaban. a senior human resources management
major, is the University of Massachusetts campus rep-

resentative for the program. He was part of the pro-

gram in the summer of 1996. working in Food &
Beverage in the Magic Kingdom.

"It changed my life. I'm not a big Disney buff, but

I'm a big advocate of the program," Chaban said. He
said it is a paid internship, and through certain depart-

ments students can earn credits.

Chaban said the information session will lasi alxiut

two hours, and recruiters will outline the three seg-

ments of the program. The first segm ... involves liv-

ing issues, such as rent and roommate*.

The second segment is the learning segment.

Students in the program will be attending Disney

University, where they learn about Disney, in addition

to working. The third segment is the working segment.

Some of the benefits Chaban outlined included free

admission to all of the parks in the Magic Kingdom
and discounts at resorts.

Doug Henkin. a senior hotel restaurant and travel

administration major, said that being able to travel

was a benefit as well. He said when he had two days

off in a row he would travel to places like Tampa.
Daytona. Cocoa Beach, and Boca Raton.

"I worked at the Latta Watta at Blizzard Beach, the

world's most visited water park." Henkin said.

Henkin said his most rewarding experiences came
dealing with people. He said when he saw a child cry-

ing he would give them a stamp of Mickey Mouse on
their hand and an ice cream cone.

Henkin said the work was difficult. "You had to do
everything perfect, as you were told." Henkin said. He
said it is all worth it to put the experience on a

resume.

"It was the life." Henkin said about the living condi-

tions, which he called "nice condos." He said he had

access to pools, lacuzzis. as well as tennis and basket-

ball courts.

Henkin said students from all over the country and

the world work in the program, including cultural rep-

resentatives from all of the countries represented in

Epcot Center.

Tonight, students will hqvp the opportunity, at the

end of the information session, to sign up for inter-

views which will be heiu cp Friday, and about three

weeks later students will find out if they were hired.

Chaban said students will be working at all four

parks in Disney World. MGM Studios. Epcot Center.

Ihe Magic Kingdom, and Animal Kingdom, a new
park which will be open in the summer.

Disney representatives will also be recruiting stu-

dents fo work during the fall semester. Chaban said

students have a much better chance of being chosen

for the fall semester, because the summer internships

are so competitive.

Every year. Disney takes anywhere from 15 to 75
UMass students, Chaban said. He said UMass is one
of the flagship school for the college program.
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Give your web site a quick shave...
Yuqi Wang, a junior computer engineering major, tries to keep a

clean face while surfing the Internet.
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Ready to hit the skies
"Yosemite Sem." a small pntorv-ertgme aircraft a few minutes before take-off at Northampton Airport on

Monday afternoon

•

DON'T MISS

THIS OPPORTUNITY

TO MEET PROSPECTIVE

EMPLOYERS OR TOHOWE

ABOUT COOP INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

THE ALAIMA JOB FAIR
A World of Opportunities is at your Doorstep..

Wednesday, February 1 8, 1 998

7:00 - 9:00pm

Campus Center Auditorium • OMass Amherst

All students are invited!!!

AMONG THE 60+ COMPANIES ATTENDING THE FAIR ABE:

BASF Bioresearch Corporation, Bell Atlantic, IBM, Mass Mutual Insurance Company,

Sheraton Boston Hotel and Towers, and Teach tor America.

SPON! -'.ation of Black and

other Mm< itton Services (DiMES). Minority Engineering

Progi "r (UALRf «r Network (CCN)

Any questions? For more info contact Ruth Carey at (413) 5456252

MtpJlwwwunixMmass.edu/-~jlicB/alana

Campus Police Log
Accident— Leaving the Scene
Feb 15

A parked vehicle was struck by

an unknown vehicle in parking lot

65 on Holdsworth Way.

Accident— Personal Injury

leb 11

A two-vehicle accident occurred

on Massachusetts Avenue at

I aivertill Drive. Heather
Mil.aughlin. 20. of 32 Nutting
Ave.. Amherst sustained a head
injury and indicated she would
Hi her own medical attention

Accident — Property Damage
leb 12

A minor two vehicle accident
occurred on UnivctMi\ 1>

Animal Complaint
/r.

A sick raccoon was reported on
Chancellors Drive. Raccoon was
Of located

A sick raccoon was reported
near a field on Orchard Hill Drive

The raccoon was not located.

Annoving Behavior

M
Individuals from Pierpont

KcmiIcikc Hall wore causing a >li>

turbu:

14

Bottles were thrown from lames
Residence Hall

Individuals were throwing furni-

ture in the basement of Dwight
Residence Hall

Two individuals were causing a

disturbance la Cance Residence
Hall lobby.

Assault & Battery

I eh 15

An individual reported being

assaulted on the 7th floor of

\\ .i*hington.

Assist Agency
leb />

Individuals were evtricated from

an elevator in Coolidge Residence

Hall

lib 14

Individuals were extricated front

an elevator in Washington
RmUmm Hull

B&E/BurglaryM M
A vehicle in parking lot 12 00

Foraatrj v*a> brokm tor©.

Disturbance

leb /J

A fight in progiesN at I iik

Residence Hall was reported

/5

A dispute between two individu

als occurred in Knowlton
lOBM Hall

Domestic Disturbance

leb i:

An individual from CoolidfC
Residence Hall reported threats

from another individual.

Larceny

Feb H
An individual from Vt'hitmotc

Administration Building reported

cash stolen front his wallet

14

A student from Mac K mini u-

RcsidciKC Hall reported that his

MCWttJ lockbox was broken into.

A telephone was reported stolen

Traffic Stop

M H
I nn Centauro. 20. of 37

WtlullOJ Cu .
Sudbury was Ml

cd M OOVWSHI Mel lor operat-

ing a vehicle under the influence of

alcohol, marked lanes violations

miscellaneous motor vehicle equip-

ment violations, misuse of a false

liquor ID card, illegal transporting

of liquor, failing to stop for a

police officer and resisting arrest.

lustin C. Ritz. 14. of 42 Ryder

Rd.. Harwich, was arrested on

Massachusetts Avenue for failing

to slop or yield and operating a

motor vehicle with a revoked

license.

Warrant Service

hb 14

Andre A Roach, 21. 34 Mass.

Sprin^licld was arrested in

Kennedy Residence Hall with a

warrant

Vandalism
leb 12

A mirror in |ohn Uumcv Adam
Residence Hall was smashed

leb /5

A vehicle in parking lot 12 on

I ..lestry Way was damaged

14

Offensive graffiti was written on

a resident's door in Patterson

Residence Hall.

Feb M
A bicycle was damaged outside

..I kennedv Residence Hall
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Ilia AffairsJewish
ested new writers to help cover the various

Jewish life on campus. The desk is also

Is about experiences in Israel the Middle
anything related to Jewish life. No experience i

sary, but willingness to work, learn and write is

Stop hu the office of the Collegian in the
Center basement and ask for Bnjan Schws

call S4S-1SS1.

ism

i
Procter & Gamble

As the global leader in the Consumer Product industry,

P&G sells over 300 brands in over 140 countries.

Students from ALL MAJORS

We are seeking individuals for FULL-TIME positions in

CUSTOMER BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
in major marketing areas throughout the United States.

We will only be at UMass' Career Fair this spring.
Stop by to pick up an application packet to learn

more about how you can be part of our leadership team.

*""'» "a. T
Career Ni Career Fair

I

Visit our website at www.pg.com

Clinton
continued from page 1

point we will have to act to reduce
the menace posed b) Iraq's vveupons
of mass destruction and to teduce
Iraq's ability to threaten its neigh
Ixils."

Iraqi Deputv Prime Minislei liiiiq

Aziz, rep'ying to Clinton said the

I niled States has no authoni\ to

attack None a| Iraq s neighbors want
it to be bombed. A/i/ asserted, while

Lountries as far awav as V-w
/ealand. Australia and Britain are

loining to help the I nited Stales

"It is not a coalition for peace It is

a belligerent coalition to destroy a

nation," A/i/ said in a CNN interview

Clinton is evpected 10 continue his

publk tocus on Iraq in coining d.iss

and the White House said he MJ
eventual^ iddlOII the nation Iroin

the Oval Office- today, I ohen,
ScetcUn d Slate Madeleine Mbrtjjht

and National Setunn tdviasi Sand\

Helper will conduct a public lorum in

Columbus. Ohio, about the ISOW-
down with Iraq.

As the administration made its u-t
to the public, a new poll showed
American support lot militaiv action

weakening lottv percent ol those

suneved said thev s Up|Huted a null

|
smkc to resolve the Iraqi Hajaaj

oil compared with SO percent two
weeks MO, the LNN USA
lodav/C.allup poll showed 'Net it

Clinton did order aJrMrifcaa, 7b per-

cent said thev would appi

In a last-minute diplomatic effort

U.N. Secretary General Kofi Annan is

expected to navel to Baghdad. White

House spokesman Mike McCurrv

the I nited States will insist that

Annan have "very clear toatractfe

lioin the Scvuntv Council and "a verv

unambiguous message to deli I

The State Department said I v

ob|extives have not changed: unlimit

ed access to more than 60 presidential

sites ainl "dozens and dozens" of oth

ers where weapon ingredients mav he

hidden. For weeks. Albright and other

i vials have said diplomacy had vir

tuallv run it* h'Uih State

Department spokesman lame- F

Rubin said yesterday that "the win

dow ha* not vet shut." although he

appeared to be skeptical that Annan's

mission WiKjId produce a reversal bs

Saddam
Clinton underscored the conditions

that Saddam must fulfill "Iraq must

agree — and soon — to free full

unfettered access" to suspected

weapon sites "anywhere in the coun-

tiv." he said

Clinton was briefed at the PajJMfH
b\ Marine Corps. Gen Anthonv
/mni. the I S commander in the

I'ersian viull. and Gen Menrv H
Shelton. chairman of the lotnt I'hicls

of Stall, about military options and

the statu-

Former student radicals indicted on

espionage charges spanning 25 years
By Michael J. Sniffen

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Three loimei

campus Marxists aj rested in an FBI

sting last veal were indicted yesterday

D) .1 tedeial grand jur> on chaise- ol

conspirtei to ipj on I s dafaratsi far

25 veal-

One. lank- M Clark, a •W-seui-nld

private investigator and loimei I I

\ i in n paralegal, was charged with

espionage lor allegedly delivering

seciet and top Mere* defettH docu-

ments to I .i-i (..niianv between

1979 and 1484

The grand jury said those docu

ments included Stale Department

unci records CIA agents were

assigned to the State Department

undci COVtf I he indictment -aid

CUrk aUo obtained information

about chemical weapons manufauui

ing from the Rocky Mountain Arsenal

to offer to the East Germans.

The indictment was returned by a

grand jury in suburban Alexandria,

\a I he delendants were scheduled

to enter pleas next Monday in U.S.

PhWllll Court there. They have been

held without bail since their Oct. 4

arrest in Northern Virginia.

Arrested with Clark was a

Washington. DC. couple: Theresa

Maria SouULtCOta, •0 \cai old for-

mer Dclense Department lawver, and

her 4 S vear-old husband. Kurt Alan

Stand, a labor union representative.

All three were charged with con-

spiring between 1472 and their arrest

last veat to spv on the United States

for the former East Germany, the for-

mer Soviet L nion, Russia and South

Africa

I S Attorney Helen Fahev oi

Alexandria said South Africa did not

actually conduct any spying In

August 199b. the EB1 began a so-

called "false Hag" operation in which

undercover agents posed a- South

AMCM Officials and spies to enlist

Squillacote in spvinc loi South Africa

The indictment said Squillacote

wrote a South African Communist
I'artv official in lune 1495 declaring

herself a Marxist and a Communist.

The grand jury said she late i staled

she sent the letter in the hope the

official would understand her de-ue

to enter an espionage relationship.

Instead, he gave the letter to

authorities who passed the mloima

tion to the U.S. government, said a

law enforcement source who spoke-

on condition of anonvmitv

The three defendants met in the

mid-1970s as student radicals at the

L niver snv ol \\ iacomin in

Milwaukee

crime
continoed from page 1

M>>si of the 52 indicted suspects sull ji laige are-

ethnic Serbs, including wartime leader Radovan

katad/ie and his militatv Juel. lien. Ralko Mladk

Prosecutors said thev would not oppose anv motion

tor Simic's provisional release pending trial No trial

date was set. and defense atlornev Igor Pantelic did

not immediately file lor Sitnie's Ireedom.

fToacrulOI Naiuv Patterson said she would seek

unspeeitied protection lor witnesses "in light of seri-

ous concerns we have to protect the confidential

our witnesses and to protect their scvuntv and sjlctv

Smile and ladle were among s L \ Serbs indieted in

luly 1995 for alleged crimes against humanity and

war eruties A 10-page indictment alleges the two par-

ticipated in "a campaign of terror" to drive Bosnian

Croat and Muslim residents front loaarwki Sama,.

After taking control of the town in 1442 Bosnian

- set up camps where non-Serbs were beaten. KM

tured. raped and killed, according to the indictment

re 1442, about I 7. OCX) non Serbs * C re living in

Bosankst Samac; by Mav 144* (here were fewer than

500

Save them
VIUNUI •OSOVKAS CIXLICIM.

An 8-y*ar-old bear guards the entrance of Holdsworth Natural

Resources Center.

Investigators try to find cause of plane crash in Taiwan
By Anroe Huong
Associated Press

TAIPRI. Taiwan — Investigators

reconstructing the route ol China

•\irlinc- Might Cld'o Unused yeMcr

dav i>n why the jet veered off a seem-

ingly routine approach at the last

moment, crashing and exploding into

flames just short of the runwav

It was laiwan s worst plane crash.

killing 205 people — cvervone on

board, including at least four

Americans, and seven on the ground

— and destroying a string of homes

near Taipei's airport Mondav

Soldiers, polue and firelighters

picked through shoes and engine pans

'lav. looking lor remains ,,nj

personal items to help idcntifv the vie

tims. Cries of grieving relatives mixed

with Buddhist funeral chants at a blue

and-orange tent nearby

the dead were tourists

returning home from the resort island

of Bali, but Taiwan's respected

Central Bank governor, his wife, and

four other finance officials also were

aboard.

Dazed by his loss. Chien Ming hsing

boirad vesterday lor the rnnains d I 5

relatives including his son. daughter

and his grandchildren They were

vacationing together on Bali.

"I don't know how we'll handle

things." he said.

Eightv si\ victims had been identi-

fied bv vesterday

Mthough the plane craahed I

and a light rain, investigators were

looking elsewhere for a cause, initial

informarion sugge«ted that despite the

weather, the veteran pilots had been

on a routine approach until just before

the accident Flight data records had

been recovered and sent to the L nited

States for analysis, airport officials

said

A recording ol cockpit COW
tions with the control tower indicated

that the pilot of the twin engine

Airbus sought permission to land

when the jet still was on course.

He then lost touch and did not

answer a question about whether he

would try a second approach The

recording offered no information to

confirm reports from the airline that

the pilot was trying a second approach

when the plane crashed

beeps were then heard on the

tape Chang Kuo cheng. Taiwan's

deputy director ot ^ivil aeronautics,

said thev could have been from the

plane's warning system

Chang said the plane touched

ground oil the runwav hit a Utility

pole and a highway median about 200

leci ftara the runway It then skidded

into several houses surrounded by

fish farms, rice paddie*. lactones and

warehouses, and exploded

A resident near the airport told a

radio statK-n that he saw the jetliner

apparently preparing to land, "as if the

pik.4 mistook the spacious high"

the runwa

The impact and blast left few pieces

of the plane stiH recognizable — pans

of a tail and a wing on one side of the

road, and three large pieces of fuse-

lage on the other.

Initial reports had said that nine

people on the ground died, rather than

seven

In Washington. the State

Department confirmed that the I

tims included four Americans Susan

Stahl. spokeswoman for the American

Institute in Taiwan, the IS office on

the island, said there might have been

up I
citizens on the plane,

but would not provide details until

their identities were verified

However, the identities ol I a

the Americans were released by their

employers — Kenneth Cowan, a >5-

sear-old associate producer at \% I -HI <

l\ in Boston and Chris Corey. 2*. a

fitness trainer who worked in Boston

UMass Campus Activities presents

SOMETHING EVERY FRIDAY
A Special Series of Free Events on the UMass Campus

Call us-545-3600, or Visit our Website for more Information:
http.//www.umaaa.edu/carnpact/eveiita/cnlendmr.htm

SEF Special Weekend

Friday February 20, 1998
Campus Center Auditorium, 8pm

Mark Nizer...a.k.a."Juggle Boy" will delight the

audience with amazing juggling acts sprinkled

with comedy. TPl* fll\W "ft**1 Corner" will be

shown after the performance and on 8nnday in

the S.U.B. at 8 & 10pm.

Saturday February 21, 1998
Bowker Auditorium, 8pm

Frank Caliendo...ThiVcomic impressionist" will keep

you laughing with over 100 impressions that he

switches between at lightning speed. Michael Dean
Ester returns to UMass to open the show.

This series is made possible by a grant from the UMass Auxiliary Services

Department, the Office of the Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs, and the

DAILY COLLEGIAN

This is a place unlike any other

A place with one name, and

infinite possibilities A place

thais many companies, with

many opportunities Youll

bring your own ideas here.

Your skills, your ambition

Youll put them all to work

in a unique environment of

team spini and individual

achievement that have made

this company the world leader

it is today And youll make it

better than you found it

This is Where You'll Shine.

Participant Service Representatives— Marlborough, MA
This is a position that offers responsibility, excitement, and tremendous potential for advancement

As a representative of Fidelity Investments, you will quickly learn and demonstrate to our customers

why Fidelity is the countrys largest pnvately held financial services organization In your role, you

will handle incoming calls from our retirement plan participants With the help of todays most

sophisticated technology, you will answer questions and educate participants about their 401(k)

accounts, and supply basic fund and investment information In return, you will receive full paid

training to earn your Series 6 & 63 financial licenses, a competitive salary, and one of the best

benefits packages in any industry.

Stop by our booth at the Campus-Wide Career Fair, Lincoln Campus Center,

on Wednesday, February 18, 1998, 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.

If you are unable to attend the Career Fair, but are interested in opportunities at Fidelity,

please send your resume to: Fidelity Investments, 82 Devonshire Street,

Mail Zone MM1H, Job Code: UMASS, Boston, MA 02109,

or e-mail your resume to marlboroughstaffingOfmr.com

FidelityA
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Back to the tables

T
nta oj MaMBCkMMMi admim-traiion

I the entire Amherst campus conunu-

rwa disservice in its declaration of an

IB the Graduate fcmployee

O) in its contract ^____^^^_
uld

i tegajriajajaj

talk- The l

the tabic

deadline

today.

Susan Pearson, the chief nejotia-

administration. has stated

that ( ot protected by laws

that - - mediator

true, it still does not change die fact

that CEO is a union rtrprescnting members of th

Is and should be bargained with in good faith

* hat Ms. Pearson says is not true, and the impasse

illegal. th«

much the same. The administration is clearly

The administration is

clearly attempting to cir-

cumvent its obligation to

come to an agreement

with CEO through a

process ofcomprom

pi ing to circumvent it- obligation 10 come to an

agreement wuh Gl O through a process of compron

it i- important to remember that this situation hat a

profound impact on undergraduate student

-

_^_^__^^—_ Approximately SO percent of our

courses arc taught b> graduate -tu

I by GEO \\ hen

the administration refuses to show
iespect and fairness to these stu

dent- its actions impact the qualit)

of the teaching we receive.

I he administration has the

mooes io -cttlc the GEO contract

in an honorable manner, and it

-hould do so immediately
Chancelk'i .dd be well advised to do what will

be b t qualitv of th >n available ai

\tpud aaVajriafi represent the majority opinion oi

the Collegian Ldttonul Hoard

David Scott:

Unionbuster

I lll»-C

Drunk with power
Chancellor David

I nii.nbustcr" Scott has

canceled administration

negotiations with the Graduate
fcmployee Organization (GEO)
and announced that he will uni

lateralis impose his own version

* GEO contrast

This illegal act is an outra-

geous al r and an
• effort at ^

unionbusting. ^™
It is part and
parcel of the
whole drift towards privatiza-

ng .ii I M
which reduces staff and facuhs

turns student IDs into credit

v.atd«. creates elite "honors"
enclave- brings fast food chains

the Campus Center and
*i tenure

I in a marvelous example
ertical integration." Scott

has become his own unionbust

ing g<

I nionbuster's illegal action is

a direct to the unani-

n of his latest con-

tract offer i which he will now
v a meeting of

I |
members on Feb.

II

Facing a strong, united and
determined union demanding
reasonable progressive reforms.

i immediately declared a

state of "impasse." canceling

negotiations and imposing his

propose
Under Massachusetts labor

law. "impasse" can only be

declared by a mediator as pan of

an established process But

It, who has the mentality of a

village tyrant, believes that his

word n the law He has usurped

power and authority which are

not his under the law. but which.

like any good eaudillo. he simply

it seeking to block
t'l proposals for increased

funding for educational access,

all the while prancing around
campu- calling for diversity and

access He knows that levels of

\frican-American and Latino

representation in the graduate

oi have been collapsing over

recent years. But Unionbuster
prefers to create a crisis by

declaring impasse rather than

coming to terms with GEO's
constructive proposals to

add re-- this serious problem.

CE< oag stance on al

mative action, child care and
other issues of educational
access have been particularly

galling to I nionbuster and hi-

henchmen For sears thes have

sought to speak public!

behalf of multicuhurati-m
diversity and access, while at the

same time pursuing a corporate

agenda that is

IB^^^^7*B'^"^*— 1

1 p I e

iiwnj^li^^^ opposed to^^^^^^^^^^
these values.

The Goodell protest vshich -avs

Fearless Leader scurrying oil to

Mexico (or the duration, did

much to expose the rank
hypocrisy behind -up

posed "commitment to multicul

turalism
"

ott s utter indili

ence to the crisis m diver

sits at the gt.i

and but

attempt

salvage the situatio

onls further rein!

the growing aware
ness that no matter

what his rhetoric

may be and I

ever mans "multi

cultural awards"
he hands out. the

Chancellor is a

committed
enem
diver-itv

GEO
unwill-
ingness
to back down from
its commitment to

divet and
- at I Ma-- has

infuriated and
exposed the

Chanced.
Unionbuster

vengefully plans
to cripple GEO
by reducing the

number of its organizers from
eight — which he knows was
already a bare-bones staff for a

union representing 2.600
employees — to a mere two. He-

hopes that this will eliminate

GEO as an effective organiza-

tion and reduce it to a mere
-smbolic presence at any future

contract talks.

In order to split the union
membership. David "200 K"

Doonesbury

al plan calls lor

wage increases lor soma gradu-

l i, but leases at

! 000 with M increase to

their belovs poverty level pay-

check-

All of tl de-cribes as

"extremely gcncr>

In illegally declaring
"nnpas-e." L nionbuster's atti

tude i- M Ihucvdidc- put it.

that "the strong do what they

can the weak -ulter what they

IIIU-'

jbuses his power in thi-

manner because he is unable to

deal with a united, progressive

ciadiiaic union in a lawful man-
ner and. like other unscrupu-
lou- management, believes that

,n get away with it

mwhile
hi- press

releases
are filled

with out
right

distortions and
misrepresenta-

tions of
(.1 O • »

ons. This

of cou
because the truth

instantly
exposes the
Chancellor
as a union
busting.

to anti-multi-
^ cultural,

petts de-pot.

N« one i-

foolcd anymore
\\ hjtevet .idion

GEO take-, it can
clearly rely on a

united graduate
-tudent hods wholehearted
support from all other cam-
pu- unions and widespread

support from faculty, staff

and undergraduates.

The Chancellor has
clearly gone too far ihi- time

I ike other- who abused power
bs u-urping authority (Nixon
in-tanils springs to mind), he

I er-rcaehed at last.

Chancellor Scott must and
will be made to obey the law.

Ihe only viable option left to

I nionbu-ter i- to return to the

negotiating table.

Hussein Ihish is a I \;</.-\

graduate student.

By Garry Trudeau
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Letters to the Editor

Impasse illegal

K> the editor

I am not speaking as the Chief

Negotiator for the Graduate
Employee Organization vho

has been bargaining their contract lot

two >eat-. but |
tint speaking from

thai >us

adion* bs Chancellor 5 his

Chief Ne, Peat -on. I feel

the need to respond publicly to their

effi"

This attack |thc recent declaration

of an impasse by the administration!

is nothing less that a badly designed,

premeditated uni jn busting m.

One that, if successful twhich it wont
bel. would become the model for all

unions on campus.

I it-t. the impasse that Chancellor

tt declared is illegal. Management

does not have the right to declare

impasse unilaterally Thes fir-t have

to appls to the state mediation board

for a mediator. The mediator then

tries to bring both -ide- together If

that fail-, then there is a fact finding

period, where both -ide- present esi

dence to support their point of view.

Then that i- followed bs more media-

tion If that fails, then it n the media

tor uho dechres impasse, mil the

management If management- had the

right to stop negotiating and impose

their will in contract negotiation-,

thes would do it all the time

lor tho-e d sou who don't know

what an impa-H- It, it is when bar-

gaining reaches a point where no
more movement is possiblsv^on either

-ide. and the efforts of the mediator

cin not -ettle the contract. If impaH»
i- declared, then management's last

otter is implemented. Management
can not call for an impasse when the

oppo-in>; -ide has made significant

movement (as GKO did that day), noi

when there are outstanding informa-

tion requests relevant to mandatory

subjects of bargaining (like wages,

health care, workload, union securi-

l.l O BJOWd in it- la-t counter-pro-

posal on almost every area still on the

table. On wages, GHO reduced its

demand from $1 1,000 to $10,500.

leaving if 4T5 dollars apart from the

administration's position. GEO
dropped it- proposal on Preparation

Time, Workload, and Workplace
Conditions.

Our wage proposal and our health

can proposal would come from state

money. Only our Educational AccCM
proposal and the Child Care proposal

(for grads, undergrads and workers)

would come out of UMass money.

The administration's Balance

Statement this past |une shows that

- has at least a $17.2 million

t a-h -urplus in unrestricted mines'

The total cost of our package to the

unuersits budget next sear (its peak)

would be $1 \b million The differ

ence between our positions on all sub-

icct- that ailed the UMass budget is

onlv SsXHJ.UOO

" M admin isti Htuts were so interested

in raising the wage- of graduate

employees, then why did they take a

year and a half to even respond to

CEO'l wage demand? who i-

stalling' While CIO has dropped its

proposal dramatically in order to seek

-ettlemcnt. the administration has

shown no real movement in this area.

Every time the administration

opens its mouth or sends out more
paper, it only builds the case for bad

faith bargaining. It is clearly a union

busting tactic that will leave all other

unions on this campus vulnerable to

similar attack-

If GfC) i- -ucce-sfulls busted, then

all those things that GFO secured for

it- member-hip (wages, tuition

is. health care, etc.! will be at

ri-k in the future

Only a strong union can protect it-

members This attack comes on the

heels of the administration's walking

away from the Goodell negotiations

Thus, thi- is an attack on stucK

well as workers. It's time that the

administration get back to the table

and settle this contract. Lies and
attack- v'ii (..I O will only get them

into further trouble with the law.

Thomas Taaffe

Northampton

Administration in

the wrong

To the editor:

Employers are required to file for

mediation at the State Board of

Mediation and Conciliation if they

believe that they are at an impasse.

The State assigns a mediator, who —
if agreement cannot be reached —
will send the case to fact finding.

The Fact Finder will make a report,

after which the parties meet again

with the mediator. If the parties are

then unable to reach agreement after

a reasonable period of time, the Chair

of the Mediation and Conciliation

Board can declare an impasse, and the

employer may then unilaterally imple-

ment his last offer.

lor M>me reason. Chancellor Scott

decided that he could skip all of these

stages of mediation and jump right to

implementation In doing so. he has

flaunted established labor law and the

protections that do exist for workers'

rights. His explanation? That GEO it

not "really" a union.

After recognizing GEO as a union

in 1441. after negotiating two con-

tracts, after two years of bargaining

for a third contract, after the issue al

(.lid certification ha* been serried I

at the table. GEO is suddenly "no

kwiger" a union. Chief Negotiator and

Associate Chancellor Sue Pearson has

explained

Since the administration refuses to

see GEO at the table, it looks as

though the administration will be see-

ing GEO in coun

ion /erolnick

Labor Studies graduate student

GEO co-chief negotiator

Ending negotiations

sign of bad faith

To the editor

As a graduate student and a gradu-

ate employee at UMass. I can barely

express the sense of outrage and
betrayal I feel at the administration's

decision to declare an impasse at the

negotiation- with GEO.
The administration has every right

to articulate its demands, even if they

are different from those of the gradu-

ate employees. However, to terminate

negotiation- unilaterally is a sign of

extreme bad faith and demonstrates

lack of concern for a group of people

that have steadily labored to keep this

university functioning.

The administration may have
resorted to this illegal action, but they

can be sure that we as students and
public employees will not terminate

our struggle to secure the minimum
justice for affirmative action, child

care and the right to organize our-

selves as a union.

Pilar Hernandez
School of Education

Resolve impasse
quickly

To the editor:

While we had hoped that contract

negotiations between the University

administration and the Graduate
Employee Organization (GEO) would
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A biAdding career cut short

D

Anthrax has home at UMass
ear Casey,

I'm not the sappiest ol

guys, but man. you have
cracked open my tree.

Your struggle against the Ki-ci-t

forces of the PGA has raised m\
consciousness) about the inane
nature of many practice- sse con -id

er a part of "the system." I mean.
it's golf, not basketball, you're try-

ing to make bend the rules. And it's

a fair bend at that, considering
when you take it to the hole, no ver

tical is required

Neither of us

can run away from m
our challenges.

(Well, at least you can t. but th.it |

not important ) That's svhs vse must

continue to fight the good fight

even in our darkest hours
Goshdarnit, you should have the

pnvilege to ride in that cart — it's

not like you're a paraplegic distance

runner tossing it into fourth gear to

show up some Moroccans N ours i-

a legitimate disability in a -port that

can afford to offer you a little lee-

way.

But let's talk a little more about

this NBA thing. Case Soss . I'se

been playing b-ball oil and on dur

ing the summer since I was lb or

17 I'm 22 now — that's dedica

Hon. My jumper is a- nearly reliable

as Dennis Rodman- I got h«>p- like

Larry Bird. Muggsy and I have

almost identical post up moves.

And my crossover is as nice as Tim
Hardaway's — when lie was under

anesthesia on the operating table

for his ACT Mow out I was ready

our of high school.

I think I deserve a shot, don I you

Casey-Face'' But since the -s-tc-m i«

determined to keep me down, legal

action was necessary to get my
voice heard on the national level

The following is a transcript DJ ins

first — and likely only — conversa-

tton with NBA Commissioner
David Stem
CTC: Hey. Dave Can I call you

C . luvior Connor

Dave?
DS: No.

CTC: Such a kidder. Anyway,
Dave, this is C Conner from the U
to (he Ma--. I represent myself and

I need a tryout. The Clips, the

Grizz. Toronto. I don't care. I'm

llcuhle, D.

DS: Who are you? Kirkland?

Good enthusiasm, stay in school

bout two more. You'll be set. Talk

(oya then.

CTC: It's Conner, not Kirkland

^^^^^^^^^^ And maybe
you wouldn't

so quick to

blow me off

il sou knew I'd hired Johnnie

Cochran '» (mumbled) cousin's

biother's babysitter's (mumbled
lowerl 's aunt's hairdresser's (mum-

bled esen lossei I godmother's gyne-

ist's lover's lawyer's lawyer

Ds What sou ysanna do? Wanna
be a ballet ' Shot waller ? Brawler'

\vi-e up, poopy poo The league is

tracing this call, and our "hands

man' I atrell is on the way to your

h> hi -c

CTC I ss ill not be intimidated,

Stem You can bite my..

and of door being kicked

down Sound of blows being landed

on a 5-foot N body Sound of

silence. Sound of more blows

10 15 minutes later. Sound of

-lIcTKC 1

i an sihi believe that. Case-Dog?

I uckils my medical bills were gen-

etou-ls taken cate >>l bs a mystery

philanthropist with the initials

T I \tter healing from the punch

ing spree. I almost considered pack-

ing it in as a freedom fighter, but if

t hi- I* I character had faith in the

cause. I knew its lime had not set

come to a close.

But where to start anew? If the

\B V wouldn't permit me to join its

ranks due to my woeful lack of tal

ent I figured out pretty quickly that

other professional sports organiza-

tions might employ the same natty

tactics to keep me out. it I stepped

on too many toes, I might even be

found dead one day in a gutter,

drowned in the collective spit of

Eric Lindros, Robbie Alomar and

Bill Romanowski
Broadening my horizons was

where it was at. Case in Point. I

turned on the boob tube for some

creative downtime. The vision came

to me in the form of a sea of pulsat

ing ebony bodies — I would
become a "Soul Train" dancer

There would definitely be a place

for me in this legendary venue. I

thought.

El systemo proved me wrong
again.

The audition was without auc-

tion a nightmare. Casey Kane. I

pulled out all the stops, using -lick

as silk moves from all the masters

— Smokey Robinson. I umel
Richie, Marvin Gave. etc. — in my
electrifying routine While I still

stand firm in the belief that my per

lonnance was a rousing success,

the unabashed cruelty — the worst

being the pooch slap from Don
Cornelius — to which I was sub-

jected was close to overwhelming..

"Oh. yeah, it's sooo hard to mosc

with basic rhythm and look like you

have a clue." I raged at the "pun-

dits" of dance. "But let's sec you try

to stay this rigid and uncoordinated

Then we'll see who's the new Alvm

Ailey and who's just like the rest of

the ioosey -goosey -limbed messes."

Yes, Casey. I too have been tram-

pled under the dog-dirt smeared

boot of discrimination Damn, it -

stinky. And while you may actually

have the ability to play golf on a pro

level, that doesn't change the hurt

for either of ut

So lets make a pact right here

and now. If you'll be mv I

guard. I can be your lung lost pal I

can call you Casey, and Casey when
you call me. you can call me.

( Taylor Conner i < a Collegian

cxdummst

I

was at the edge of the Mekong
jungle when I saw it, a species of

tall grass that populates the coun-

tryside across Southern Vietnam II

grows so thick and prosperous that it

prevents all other vegetation from being

cultivated, making once fertile land

completely barren

The locals call it "American Grass,"

and it is just one ^_^_____^^__
of the many
reminders to the

Vietnamese of a

war-torn past at

the hands of

American colo-

nialists.

American
Grass is a direct

result of Agent

Orange and the

15 other herbi

cides used in

defoliai ion

Surviving Mr Interviewer

T
he man sitting oppo-ne me -miled and said. "So.

why should we hire you?"

And suddenly the wall- started to close in and

my fingers started fiddling an\iou«ls with my
nng

I could tell the truth, which was. "Wc * I don't exactly

know.* Or I could lie out of the side of my mouth and

tell him that I would be a wonderful MM ompa

ny and that in a matter of minutes, mv inclusion into his

firm would increase the companv's gloss margin

I here » something heliiah about ihe intervrrwing

process, that whole idea of prostituting soursclf to the

point of exhaustion All the lime your mind is running at

warp speed, rrving to dige-t the questions hurled at sou

as well as the appropriate answers You not only have to

sound intelligent, but sincere and sycophantic as well

There are a vanetv of different questions posed during

an interview. For example, there i- the _^^^^^^^^
"Tell me about yourself" type

It sounds easy, but this type of

question really sucks. It's broad.

have to come up with an answer, it's usually something

like "looking for growth and opportunity in a challeng-

ing firm such as sours."

And then Mr Interview Man looks at you and calls

your bluff by asking specifically what sou mean by

"growth and opportunitv

Confine the issue with great jargon like "outsourcing
"

"downsizing." "infrastructure." "restructuring." "total

quality management* and "global perspective
'

\ typical answer along these lines "Basically. I'm

interested m a total quality management program engi-

neered towards global perspective and the restructuring

of the company to include outsourcing key components,

but working towards downsizing the overall infrastruc-

ture of the industry

If you're lucky, the interviewer will be so impressed by

vour use of the lingo that he will forget that you never

did answer his question.
"ssssssssss"faTaTaTaTaTaTaTsTssTaTaTaTaT«iraTaTa Then there are the curveball ques-

S'tniadan- , u , n - the ones you can't pos-iblv

prepare for In one interview, the

Really broad. You have to giv*" the interviewer the infor-

mation he wants to know about without knowing what

he wants to know. For instance, he might want to know

that you can learn a programming language in Sfl

onds or that you can touch vour nose with vour tongue

These questions also make it easier to make a fool out

of yourself. See. the interviewer just has to sit back and

listen to you babble on and on. And if you're like me and

don't know where to stop, pretty soon you're telling this

perfect stranger all about the psychological problems

you experienced in the second grade

The best policy when asked to talk about yourself i- to

keep it short, sweet and slightly egotistical. After all. if

you don't sell yourself, who's going to?

The next question aimed at sou tl u-ually along the

same annoyingly broad guidelines as the "Tell mc about

yourself" one.

"So what do you want from life?" Mr. Interview Man

asks. Heck. I'm 22-vear- old I don't know But since I

Letters to the Editor (continued)

proceed expediently toward settle-

ment, this has not been the case.

Indeed, the recent declaration of bar

gaining impasse seems to force loot

the possibility of a mutually accept

-

able resolution between the partie-

As faculty of this campus and as

members of a larger academic com

munity. we are concerned that the

negotiation process with GEO has

come to an abrupt and undemocratic

end. Although we do not necessarily

wish to concern ourselves with the

specifics of the implemented contract.

we do feel that the administration has in SlippOVt OJ LrJZL/
in the

Brian W. Ogib/ic

lack Tager

Theodore Hamm
lolin Higginson

M. Swartz

Heather I Sharkcv

Mary C. Wilson

David Glassbcrg

History Department

One of the weapons
Saddam is said to hold is

the "poor man 's nukes,

"

the deadly Anthrax. Our
own University's campus
has an intimate history

with Anthrax which many
may not be aware of.

man interviewing me asked what would I do if stranded

in the middle of nowhere with a flat tire and re

phone? And to complicate the question, he added a

river, a lake, a town 1 5 miles away and four missing lug

nuts

Allegedly, questions like these are meant to test vour

creativity and analytical reasoning in pressure situations

I m yeah, right Take the question as a hint to reconsid

•u'd really like to work for a company which cares

more about your tire changing ability than anything else

If anything, interviewing is a painfully miserable

process, right from your head to the tips of your shinv

shoes You have 45 minutes to impress an interviewer,

and the right or wrong answer can determine whether

you get called back for a second interview

But it you play your cards right, maybe one da

will be the one sitting on the opposite side of the desk

-aving. "So tell me about yourself
."

Seema Gangatirkar is a Collegian columnist.

Unions should write

an obligation to participate in the

legally mandated proce— d mediation

before declaring an impasse We leel

that this action on the part of the

administration might have regrettable

consequences on the labor-manage-

ment relations on this campus.

We see the present declaration of

impasse as unfortunate and as some-

thing that should be resolved urgent-

ly. We feel that it is not only impoi

tant to settle the GEO contract nego-

tiations in a democratic fashion but

that it is essential to maintain an

atmosphere of mutual trust and teci

procity among various members of

the University community. We urge

the administration to revoke the

impasse and return to the bargaining

table.

|ohn Higginson

Richard Minear

Leo Richards

Larry Owens

To the editor:

Writing as hot h a graduate student

and a graduate teaching assistant, I

feel compelled to address the outra-

geous declaration of bargaining

impasse by the University administra-

tion. The contract negotiations

between the Graduate Employee
Organization. UAW Local 2322
(GEO) and the administration have

been an ongoing folly for almost two

years. The administration's constant

stalling and incalcitrant bargaining

stance has made a mockery of the col-

lective bargaining process as outlined

bs the National l.abor Relations Act

of 1936 and the Taft-Hartley

Amendments of 1 947.

However, their recent declaration

of impasse marks a new low in the

negotiating process. Not only has the

administration consistently refused to

bargain in good faith (that is, to bar-

gain with the actual intention of com-

ing to a mutually acceptable contract

I is.i Chtu

attacks, which sprayed an area roughly

the size of Massachusetts, destroying the

jungles of Vietnam. Even today, thou

sands of Vietnamese still die from effects

of American chemical warfare

Amnon Kapeliouk, an Israeli journal-

ist, reported after a 1988 visit to

Vietnam "terrifying* scenes in hoftpitab

of children dying of cancer and birth

deformities as a result of Agent Orange

Kapeliouk wrote of listening to the tales

of orphaned children and widows tnsri

the war.

"rlair-raising stories that remind me
of what we heard during the trials of

Exhinann and Demjanjuk"

According to Harry Weisberg in hi-

1970 book. /:n« id«' in Indoehinm. the

pesticides used %n Vietnam found their

way mso streams and rivers which even-

tually pcasoned al animal and plant life

This resulted ui not only deaths and mal-

formed babies, but also grave social

prooierns.

Governments unajsth using chemical

warfare on imoceni civilians is nothing

new it seems — especially when it's the

United Stales

Today, our designated enemy.

Saddam Hussein, is said to have the

power to create weapons of mass

destruction capable of kitting every per-

son on the planet And were going to

stop him by bombing the hell out of his

country.

One of the weapons Saddam is said

to hold is the "poor man's nukes," the

deadly Anthrax. Our own University's

campus has an intimate history with

Anthrax which many may not be aware

of

______^ Nine years ago it

was revealed that

UMass was conduct-

ing Anthrax research

for the Department of

Defense as part of the

Army's Biological

Defense Research

Program.

From 1981-1992

UMass Professor

Curtis B. Thome
researched, on a $1

million military grant,^^ 1̂B,— a possible vaccination

tor this deadly cbseaae.

At the time there was great uproar

from students upset with the

University's contribution to the mili-

tary industrial complex People feared

that not only was it environmentally

dangerous, but that the research could

only be used for harm towards poorer,

leas defended Third World countries.

The I niser-ttv claimed that it was

harmless, and as far as supporting the

Department of Defense, money was

money, and professors were allowed to

research what they wanted.

Die students responded by taking

over buildings, and going on hunger

strikes. By May 1989. 1 50 students were

arrested.

Thome claimed that the research he

was doing was purely defensive, aimed

at finding a vaccine to the disease

kmathan King a molecular biologist

ai MIT disagrees, lie believes that there

is no difference between offensive and

defensive research because the tone

components are used i cgafnVss of the

intent

According to the UMass press office,

all Anthrax research ended when

Thome retired in 1992 That s the "offi

del" word anyway

Thornc did retire m 1992. but it was

found that he was continuing his

research along with his militaty funding.

According to University avoid- revealed

in the Pei/y Hampshire Gazette in

1994, a contract was found signed bs

Thome withmeDepartiiK-ni of Defense

to continue research to the end o! 1
9s)4

Last December, Defense Secretary

William Cohen stated that all of

America's men and women in uniform

should be inoculated again-t Anthrax.

Inoculation aimed at pre-erving

American lives not Iraqi ones: privileged

lu-t World live- not *li-adsaniaged

Third World ones.

.And we as a University h.id a hand in

it L Mass participated in research that

would ensure that American colonialism

would prevail and innocent civilians

would dk' UMass helped to aid a mili-

tary that bombs innocent cisilian-

starves the survivors and then plan- to

bomb it again. Our hands are covered

with blood which no amount of lal-

ton disinfectant can rid.

we -evm- to sec the 5fr7 .UoV chil-

dren who have been murdered due to

the United Nations tread United States

|

sanctions against Iraq, or the one million

Iraqi children who are suffering from

chronic malnutrition todav And God
forbid that as human being-. Iraqi-

would w ant to defend themselves.

In the coming Iraqi conflict, no one

seems to recall the chemical warfare

.. inducted bv the United States in coun-

tries such as Vietnam I MM and

Cambodia If anyone i- harboring

w^apor»virn«ssdcstructis*i us us But

if I can't appeal so your moral sensibili-

ties, allow me to appeal to your sense of

V .tding to letemy Rilkin. presi-

dent of the Foundation on Economic

Trends. Anthrax disease spores have a

long life Some contamsnated Anthrax

labs have remained infested for 15

years. If Anthrax research did end in

1 994 that means we've got 1 1 yean

left to worry. I suggest you think twice

before you walk into Morrill Science

C enter Perhaps the power to kill even

person on the planet will come from a

dormant Anthrax spore in Amherst and

not Baghdad

/nut (in. is a t

o
Tasks ofJewish journalism

ne of the goals of a newspaper

ii to be a medium between

people and the institutions

which govern them, this is done by pro-

viding inKenidtion which alk-*« people

to suniailatt their own ideas about how

those iremturion* can better serve axl-

This is nc ;ile lefcstion-hip.

but with the minority press Mhrr eth

nic or ideologi-

calt. the gap '

between people

an J those who
represent them i- even more difficult to

bridge NNhilc there may be a complex

system of interlocking organizations,

there is no official governing body

which creates laws.

The k-wish-Amencan press is no dif

ferent. for it must ccsilnsit a dilemma

in which the average member Ol a

Jewish community prvjbabh has no idea

w ho rvprrsents their Jewish voice on the

national stage, even though the

Pre-ident and Congress are totally

aware of who the players are.

So an essential task of America's

lewish press is identifying to its leaders

the people and the organizations which

represent the separate communihea and

the Jewish- American population at a

whok*. The closest thing to a congres-

sional bodv i- the General Assembly for

the Council of lewish Federation (CTF )

These various federations act as advo-

cates for lewish communities, and like a

legislature, are based upon geographic

between these two ngejaiatkia can be

challenging for the most enthusiastic

activist.

When discussing foreign polky. the

Middle East and the State of Israel the

\mcrican Israeli Public Affairs

Committee tAIPACi must be men-
tioned, it is unquestionably the

-iruneeas) esse most wvll-cegenized lob-

"byist organization with respect to a spe-

ciflc countrs
aTaTaTaTaTaTaTaTaTaTaTaTaTaTaTaTaTe I Although different

I *r \ .in V h\s artiin.tn Arab lobby groups

have gained strength

agreement), but it has become
painfully clear that this rather su-pect

declaration of impasse was made with

the outright intention of breaking the

union.

Because the contract that the

administration wishes to implement

will actually provide raises (and paltry

rai-e- at that) to only approximately

1.600 of GEO's 2.600 members,
Chancellor Scott and his cronies are

obviously hoping to divide the mem-
bership, expecting this pathetic pay

raise will, in effect, buy the silence of

the majority. If this is not proof

enough, the fact that the implemented

contract also includes a provision to

cut GEO's office staff from eight TA's

to two should clarify the situation.

Scott is attempting to break GEO.
It must be understood, however,

that these strong-armed, union-bust-

ing tactics do not simply jeopardize

the future of GEO. If Scott and his

lackeys can gel away with this affront

to unionism and the collective bar-

gaining process in general, don't think

that he will stop there. If this adminis-

tration successfully implements their

contract in the tyrannical fashion it

has chosen to pursue, all other unions

on this campus had best beware.

Now is the time to unite in union

solidarity! The only power working

people have is the utilization or reten-

tion of their labor. United as one, we

can defeat this strong-armed union

buster we know as Chancellor Scott.

Richard McPalmer

One could argue that the United

k-wish Appeal (U|Ai is the true repre-

sentation of the Ainerican-k"wish voice.

The UIA is integral in funding programs

with Israel and sending k-ws. including

Americans, to the lewi-h state Yet the

I I A is a sister organization to the

World Zionist Organization (WZO).
which may be rendered obsolete if the

worldwide conferences on lewish policy

cease. Understanding the difference

in this country I AIPAC has been

[mien! by South Korea, who wants the

same kind of assistance from the

Korean diaspora It has also been criti-

cized, especially by those who oppose

Israel or Israel's control over occupied

territories, as having disproportionate

influence over Congress.

Gaining a basic vocabulary of the

political representation of the lewish

voice takes a step beyond the miscon-

ceptions of lewish power and influence

In covering these institutions the

kTwish-American press often has a ten-

deowy to "put the best face forward."

hatred of ptooing deep into the work-

ings of these institutions This is under

standable. Since American lews arc

constantly struggling with issues of

identitv, the press would be wary to

raise issues which may challenge that

identity

Yet this is not the best approach. The

press needs to treat lewish organ iza

tkms like secular government and ask

tough hard questkms instead of supply -

ing fkiwery puNkity. The Israeli media

— which is modeled after the British

media — and the BBC has often criti-

cized the American lewish press and its

failure to ask tough hard questions.

A diligent press would help explain

the difference between the organiza

tion- whieh represent American lews

and American lews themselves. In a

nation comprised of numerous ethnki

ties and subculture* it i- important to

distinguish between the gmup- and the

varii.u- political and -ocial t>igani/

lions which represent the gnup \Shile

A1PAC may have a stnmg w*.c in i

eign policy, one could not make a

strong argument It* the' mi«cc»>.cptic-i

that "lews run the coun- ;o*e

look at the upper -cchekf rate

boards of directors will not reveal a

great lewish preserv c I

II Goidbcrgc. feninjUtn fn>/ colum-

nist and author of feutsJi rVrew, uses

this example to differentiate «xjck4ogkal

observation from political argument

Several years ago actor Marlon Brando

apologized to Hollywood and the

American lewish commumtv in tears.

after commenting that "the lew s run

Hollywood-

Bad taste, maybe, but not icmhlv

inaccurate Many of the most influential

producers in Hollywood happen to he

k-wish. so in a sense Brando was mak-

ing an accurate obsenation. Flowever

saying that The* lews run Hollywood,

meaning the organized representation

of the k-wish voice, is a misguided and

potentially bigoted argument It sug-

gests planning and conspita-v which

simplv docs not evi-i In I tcvcr<>ed

instance one could say " Ihe" \mericans

may bomb Iraq, but could we -as that

about Americans since most Viiericans

will never see Iraq?

Identitv is complicated It nc

public voice but should not be contused

with that puWk vorc Here on campu-

there are several organizations which

act cm behalf of the Jewish population

Vimclv. the k"wi-h Student I nion

merry the HiUel council) and the admin

istrative Office ol lewish Affair- So,

while every student OK this campus
could serve to have some knowledge of

SGA. lewish students should have sonic

awareness of those offices whkh act on

their behalf This mean- the student

press bears responsibility as well.

Bryan Schuartzrnan is a Collegian

Wc encourage our readers to respond to the contents of the

Collegian through letters to the editor.

Letters must be typed, no more than 400 words long, and include

name, address and phone number for confirmation purposes.

They can be submitted by mail to Ed/Op Editor, Daily Collegian, 113

Campus Center, UMass, Amherst MA 01003; by email to

letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu; or by fax to (413) S45- 1592.

The Collegian reserves the right to edit letters for length, clarity,

and style.

Pro-War on Drugs editorial sought
The Ed/Op page is still seeking a column that argues in favor of the War

on Drugs, to be included in our next Point/Counterpoint feature. The col-

umn should be between 700-800 words long, and may be submitted to

the Collegian in person, by e-mailing "letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu" or by

faxing 545-1592. u
>.*.

For more information, please contact Tamar Carroll or Dan Bodah at

545-1491.
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A hilarious Wedding gift
Adam Sandler faces Drew Barrymore, romance in his newest film

former 'Saturday Night Live" cast member Adam Sandier croons his way through the new romantic comedy.

The Wedding Singer.

By Bryon McAllister

Cottecyon Stoft

THE WfDOING SINGER
Directed by Fronk Coroci

with Adam Sandler , Drew Barrymore

Playing at Mountain Farms Theoteri

I tv iurdi> DiC'aprio. Matt Damon. Tom Cruise.

Ethan Hawka, \dam Sandler.

I he tonncr "Saturday Sight Luc' star has {[Tvvvn up

and while he mas not ha\c l> I golden I.

C rui^e'» white- toothed *mile. he sure has charm.

Hi- new film Ihe Wedding Singer, is filled with the

kind oi i.md\ -coated, good natured nkeness that

made the SO* the decade vve nil M londlv remember

But lest it lapse into an exercise in making us happv

the movie contain* trademark Sandler sarcasm, out

hur>i* of temper and MM •ffactfsref) — musical

escapade-

The year i- IMS, and Sandler plav> Robbie Hart, a

guv with a dream of being a rock star, and a fiance-

who dream- d dating a rock -tar \s hen hoth goals fall

through Robbie finds himself a wedding singer, and

horribls left at the altar on the big day It - thi-

undct (implicit) that propel
• into a b!i»*tu! state of comedy, when

you fa \ what » going to happen but smile and

Robbie is a great wedding singer until the fiance

breaks his heart and he breaks down Much to the

bock Of the wedding guests, he barely spits out a

sobbs rendition oi Madonna's "Holiday" and in one of

Turn to SINGER, pOCJO 7

Campus
Career We'reherejbr you today!

Network

Cornershop, NIN true originals
CLOSURE

Nine Inch Noiis

Intarscope Home Video

Say what you will about
Americas most miseiable. angsi

ridden musician, but to deny Trent

Reznor his due credit as one of

Aniens as most innovative and
challenging recording artists in the

last decade would be a grievous

error

/

Not content to put out

the traditional, stale

liv I v ideo to docu-
ment the ground
breaking "Self

Destruct °-4 IS*
tour. Re/nor has

OJM up wl<b an otten

perverse, sometimes scri

ous, but always entertaining

i wo- video set Closure.

The first video presents a look

into the woild ol dressing rooms

and on-the-road meetings intei

sperscd with live footage shot with

a hand-held camera which reveal

Re/nor to be nearly as obsessed

over stage lighting details as he is

about the II In stark con-

trast to the boorish onstage behav

ior he exhibits in concert where the

push-pull tension between pcr-

former and audience is palpable.

Reznor is mostly a quiet introvert

otT stage.

The real reason to buy Cloture.

however, is the second video

Presenting each of MN's music

videos in chronological order, it

collects several "lost* and 'banned"

clips Indeed, the famous snuff

video for "Happiness In Slavery" is

here in all its macochi-tic glorv

\\ rule it's quite disturbing and cer-

tainly not for the squeamish it

does showcase the music video as

an art form — a fundamental trait

lacking in most of today's boring

videos. "Closer" there in un-edited

form) is another gem. based on the

photography of "20s icon loel-Peter

Witkin A- iMarty Keanel

WHEN I WAS BORN FOR THE 7TH

TIME

Cornershop

Luaka Bop / Warner Bros.

A lot of people have made a real-

ly big deal about lead singer and

songwriter Tjinder Situ

Anglo Indian heritage In fact

llntHll ever) ieview mentions it.

I'm getting it out ol the way in the

first sentence so that we -an OH
centratc on what really counts the

lllll-le

"Sleep On The leli

Side i. pell- up When /

Wei Bom lor the 7th

Time with a lazy

hip-hop beat that

vuu might expect

to find on a De La

Soul album rather

hen that ol an

indie- pop band. That, m
essence, is what make- l omer-hop

such a great band their abilitv to

float between genre- -monthly

"Bnmful of Asha." the MCOnd
track, is the -urrent hit single with

the soon to be lamous line

I veivbody needs bosom for a pil-

After the first tw the

album blossoms into a beautiful

soundscapc incorporating elements

ol hip hop beats, Indian mu>k
samples, scratching and the band's

unique take on indie pop The
aural wall of sound is conipn-.

tlutes. samplers, guitars. cMflWl

and just about every other instru

menf you don't expect to find on an

album, at least not one this acceaei-

bk. To help exemplilv the diversity

d this band. "Good To Be On The

Road Back Home* is a duet with

Paula Frazcr, which is yet another

reason to buy this album

I could bus this album
because of its indie-pop credibility

or because of the catchv hit single

or because you support this band's

anti-racism message. But the bot

torn line i* that you should envn

this album for its ability to combine

so many diverse sounds into one

cohesive masterpiece In a land

where everything sounds recycled, I

applaud CornersBOp fef ottering

some diversity and Kfe into a scene

that desperately needs both.

tAdum UBJKt)

AsUUkPHABETAPOLOTHOlOGY
Cap'n Jazz

Jade Tree

Cap'n \u/i are cooler than

lon/ie - jacket Perhaps, one ol the

mo-t influential bands ever to

iclea-e onlv one album, the band

not onlv influenced manv contein

, emo band-, but also
|

birth to two olhei Mf band-

lise Ring and loan ol Arc.

Until now It vsa-haldlogcta (

Ol tins o^c I looked piece ol alt. but

I rcc ha- been kind enough i>

put together two BaTCa that give u-

ihen bnel cateci

It i- written in the liner M
that re-issues "undermine our pie

tenses In making what wa« once

special and piecious in its n
now -omehow a little less in n-

^onvenicnt availability \\ hocvei

it l- mav be' u-ing a bit loo much

hyperbole, being that the original

tap B la// di-c wa- a- ea-v to lind

a- tlu Holv Grail, and I in no

Indiana lone- The problem .

are given too much ol a good thing

The first disc give* us the origi

nal album in its entirety, plus a

couple ol evlia- track- including a

of A-ha's "Take Ol

an impulsive collection, even with

out the extras The band was noth

ing if not inventive, and the

nality comes ihrcsugh in tracks like

-| itile league" and "Oh Messy

The second disc is less cohesive,

which makes sense since it i-

patched together from singles and

demos Its hard to listen to the sec-

ond disc, being that you have Wi
a perfect lir-t dis^ right in Iront of

vou The second disv does contain

their covet ol the 402 I U theme

song which makes for some inter-

saajjag listening

After all. there s only so much
emo you can take Din: I— A.

B

MANHOLE

Tum to TtAX. page ?

ANNUAL CAMPUS WIDE

CAREER FAIR

The perfect chance to meet with representatives ofemployers

that you are interested in and who are interested \nyou\

Or, just come and find out what companies are suited

to what you are looking for in a career!

Over 100 Companies and organizations will be there!

*Tbe Alanajob Fair is

also being held on

February 18th from 7pm-9pm

*Tbe Co-OpJob Fair is being held

February 19th from 10am-3pm

Campus Center Auditorium

Opportunity is blocking...

You better be there to open the door!

trax
continued from page 6

Talking To Animals

Velvet

Phil Collin, had a quote once faj
take mc home., cause I don't mucin
ber." What does this have to do with
the rtlkini lo Animals album
Manhole"! Nothing But what does
Talking lo Annual- have to fa with
exciting original mu-ic'' Nothing
again

Ok -o maybe I'm being a bit

haish And maybe I in just shame-
lessly trying to work Phil Collins
quotes into lecoul reviews, hut that's

neither here not there I he lact i-

ili.ii Manhole is an album that does
nothing for me It doesn't make me
get up and say "I hi- sucks'" and it

doMB'l make me nod my head and
say 'Don't slop the rock..." It just

kind of plays on and on through 1

1

tracks of uninspired nighiclubbv.
grinds music

song reminds me ol someone
else's song, but not in a good way.
One -ong -eem- to have lilted its

melody right from Sarah
Mdachlan's "Building A My-tei*
and another tries lo sound like P.|.

Ilarvev Oon'l try that anymore,
guys.

On the whole the album reminds

me ol the mall That's not a good
thing If you really want to get this

album, even alter this review, wait a

lew weeks and look in one of the

local used record stores. I'll leave you

a copy. C (M.M.I

TRIBUTE

Yanni

Virgin

Question: What is the worst album
you've evet heatd '.'

Answer: Yanni, of course F

(MX)

Singer
continued from page 6

the movie- superb seme*, pays
musical tribute to his e\ Hanoi "I

wrote, hall ol ii before the wed-
ding." Robbie wain- his new Iriend,

lulia irrymore), "and the

other hall allet
."

Such a warning is delinitelv
needed, because our anticipation
ol what i- to come could never
match what actually doe- Sandler
levels in changing on a dune from
sincere lo homicidal, and his

•fforti Bora aie -o mu>.h battel
than those in Billv Madison and
Happy (iilm<

Pari d ihe iea-on i- that Sandler
always stays in character, but he
al-o has a lot ol help Working as

an SOs tribute, the lilm m
classic soundtrack (Billy Idol's

White Wedding* and a
Robbie enhanced nks").

picture pcrlect pastels and a mvii

ad of pop culture references « like

the Back in ihi Future IKIorean
that lull. i Incest.

Robbie'- Incnds dress like

Michael lecksofi Madonna and Boy
George, and are -tu-k in the cul

lute induced facade they have ere

ated for themselves In the 80s
(and perhaps todav |oa)| image

wa- everything, but I In Wedding
Singer clevcrlv points out that

everyone just wants somebodv la

care I

Turning up in great cameo- au
Sieve Huscemi as a loser alcoholic,

fellow "Saturday Sight I ive" alum-
ni Nealon and Ion lovn/ a

pathetic competing wedding singer

The rest ol the Wedding Singer'*

skit like meager plot has Robbie
linding love with lulta. even though
both characters don't want kg admil

it Heic's where the film lo-

fun appeal: the romance becomes
the locus and the script shows
some lingering blandness.
Soundtracks can't save everything

but Billy Idol can: yes. even he
shows up in the lilm's finale, a

beautifully -weet and comedic end
ing that officially makes The

' a critical!) valid

romantic come
Angelic. dewy eved and

cute-as-a-button. who better to

play the (lower vhild of the 80s

than Drew Barrvmorc ? Back in

l
u 8S Bairvmore had )u-t three

years earlier won our hearts as

OaR) in / / Han -he recreate* the

same sense of wonder; she's per-

haps not a great actress, but cer-

tainly has a remarkable gift of

icroaa aura.

At the top of his game, though, is

Sandler Ok mav be he could never

do Hamlet (although keanu K

did, so...), but he certainly can
entertain Ihe kev to his chan-iua
is an intelligent, unique brand of

sell -critical, bovish, sometimes
wildly offensive humoi I his works
best when he strip- down the idea

of love. Anyone who admired
Sandler's tribute to his red sweater

jturday Night Live" will be

easily taken by hi- innocent, plavlul

ways I
<

Ihe Wedding Singer even dares

to include subtext Comedic
remarks are made about the bad
effects of alcohol "Have a lew
drinks and drive home!* says

Sandler to his cnetnv

Hut mainly ihe film dares to be

rent Irom the other stand up
vehicles like Tomms Ho\ and

Sandler's own venture- Working a-

a perfect toil to the souped up
romances out right now it « a

Valentine's Day present even a

naked Gwyneth Paltrow can't beat

Closure documents life on the road for Trent Re/nor and Nine Inch Nails

Short stories examine city life
By Prudence Heller

Associated Pr»»»

DON T ERASE ME
Carolyn Ferrell

Houghton Mifflin

In Carolyn lerrell's short story

collection /)<•'! l I ruse Mr
• Hoofnti n Mifflin, S20). the

black teen-agers in Sew
• s South Bron reary

at first glance that it stagger* the

imagination

But. hey lhe-e are people And
efaaaj u»*.i

So (".lorlorx might he ncatcn up
from lime lo time and mocked
for her -ses"

and scorned a- 'kooky* bv her

schoolmates because of that note

ii hei KJ
bag. But the stories she has writ

ten in that notebook arc the

world she has made for hersell

a good world where dreams can

e true and where the three

girl- of the "Helper Squad" i

the aid of old women who spill

then groceries, small I

>,ed off bicycles, the neigh

borhood bum and the like

a and Bn. in "Do ^ ou
know Mv Same'*" decide thcv'll

in high school Bn
i- pregnant by a white DO) who

jum ot nm
classmates unnk -he has It iu.ioV

But ha- -he '

In the title Itory, a young
•

-inn -lie . WPS viru-

mothet oikc loving, now s^old-

leplaiher 1 1 aa k

e

passes at her from the window
of hei red wallpapered apartment

she watches Mclodv, wh>< actually

got a college degree, it's -aid. but

- a -ra/v grooming and
talking to a pack
remembers a friend whose moth
er insisted he he buried, not cre-

mated, tlu 'inc -up.

tion thai burving \ tims

could pollute t' ard.

Most of the stone- are told in

the jargon of the South Bronx,

with plcntv of four letter word*

v i*.»t UiNMiitMst* have •'

different theme — about a 12-

Id girl with a black lather

and German mother, who mu-t
adjust after her lamilv -plus up.

ferrell hersell ick. part-

nan.

Drew Barrymore, looking more innor»nf ,h »n usual stars as lulia in The Weddina Sinoer.

Need a
Car Loan?
We can help you establish your
credit We finance people with
credit problems no credit, bad
credit, bankruptcy, divorced.

No co signers required!

Call Eric at

or stop by Saturn of Hadley
and ask for Eric Emet

BALISE
CREDIT EXPRESS

s,

!
TRAVEL!

! SMART! !

FROM BOSTON

0n« Way Rwnttrtp

LONDON
$145 $264

$219 $403

$228 $419

$259 $477
Scheduled (lights

'Fires lo worldwide destinations

j
Eurailpajses available,

j

J
Weekend surcharges may apply .

I Customs-Immigration taxes apply

| Fares subject to change without |

i notice Int I student I D cards i

may be required

RISM TRAVEL
545 filth Ave NY NY 1001?

212-986-8420*

800-272-9676

<&%rlEto's

COMING
TOYOUR
WORLD

^Ssstcv's

C0L1E6E PRObKHIH

^l^N: February 19, 1998 • 7:00 pm

W"ERt£ : Mahar Auditorium

£P

STOP BYAND
OF OPPORTUNITIES

The Walt Disney College Program is about

friends, experiences and opportunities

you'll discover as you live, learn and

earn in our world.

AWORLD
AT DISNEY.

nommste <°<—^*°e t>een waiting
">''''f§|

by Friday. February 20 1 998 to

Lu Butler, Chair

Outstanding^eW*d"**e

Academic Advisor Selection Committee

Division of Continuing Education

614 Goodell Building

Questions? Please Call:

Susan Bronstein Provost's Office

545-2554 .

He a lt>sif!<-iit Assistant

Vppliralioff. for Fall IV9S R«-id.-ril \—i-lani

P«naiion<> "s.os» ttViisa- \eeepte4
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-
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Lucy Lawless tops trendsetter list

MW YORK tAP) —While writ-

Hill Hunting, up-and-

Matt Damon and

Jfltcfc Btv« worried about

MMfM lhing> cs

re prett) inseparable, in

ii evpeiieiKe-." Oiiinon

I h I S Entertainment

SW look ai things in

cwtlv the same way. It wasn't like

KNMMM *»* gO°d al structure an^
H dialogue, lite only *iir

fertacc between us is Ben can

drama starring Damon. 27,

a* a mathematical genius working

.anitoi and Affleck. 25. as his

collar pal KM earned both rave

and a shared Golden
Glob. reenplay. The

friend*: who met as k

in ago are enjoving

similar su .ries Damon's

olhei credit* include Courage
: i he upcoming films

K\an and Rounders
ii Chasing Amy

and worked opposite Bruce Willis

in the upcoming summer epic

Armageddon.
March, they begin filming the

new Kevin Smith movie Dogma
iher and then split up fa

in filming schedules.

iiether.

• separates them.

culled Halfway Hot*

Aena: Warrior Princess" star

Lucy Lawles* and talk show host

Rosic O'Donnell are not juM

entertainers, they're fashion waning

to happen
Lawless topped People maga-

zine s Top 10 Trendsetter of 1998

list in its rch. 16 double issue. The

Amazon's contribution: clean cut

bangs. O'Donnell rounded out the

list km "sparking a new attitude in

queen-sized tailored pant-mils
"

At No. 2 was actress Claire

Danes, praised for her short-

sleeved sweaters and long skirts.

Third was singer Maxwell lor his

open shirts and choker*, followed

Winona Rvdct lor hei use pi vim

tage clothe--

Cameron Diaz placed tilth for

reviving 1450s chic with scat

and tight sweaters. "No Doubt"
rocker Cwen Siefani was M\th fa

making striped track pants cool

again

Brandy was seventh for repopu

larizing the prom dress. George
Strait was next for his talk

mandarin-collar tuxedo and Tea

Leoni was ninth for her wide pants

and pearls.

Mariel Hemingway i>n t about to

run away from the family name or

•ftentroubled history.

The actress nominated for an

\ward 18 years ago for

Manhattan is heading behind the

rajMM to duvet a film based M a

book bv grandfather Ernest

Hetnmgwav 1 Moxcahlc ft-usf.

"It - reallv the love story of my
grandfather and ol Dudley, tin

grandmother," Ms Hemingway
vjvn in Sunday > Parade magazine,

lelerring to the Hftl

Memingwav 'l lour wives.

\ lullei view of her famous
tor will come trom her hus-

band, documentary filmmaker

Steve CfisifUUt. who ii working on

a movie about Eiik-m Hemingway's

adventurous and emotionally turbu-

lent lite

Both productions are being

made fa The Arts & Entertainment

cable netw

Ml liciningwuv who did little

acting work in the 1990s, is closing

out the decade with a bang She

had a small part in the latest

)v Allen film. Deconstuttuig

A has starring roles in the

upcoming films Little Men. Road
with Denm-. Hopper. Drop

Reel, both co-

starring David Carradine.

The mother of two daughters.

,nd 8. also appeared in a

special to be broadcast Feb. 22
• Panama's threatened rain for-

Music to the ears
Line*, the opening act for |ewel and Am Difranco, hits the Amherst Brewing Company tomorrow night.

The Northampton-based band will perform beginning at 9:30 p.m.

jm
)*• you'll Be it!!
Jfrr4

- *

Face it. you didn t come lo college to be jusl like everyone else, so

whv not all\ yourself with one of America's lop inlern>hips' You'll make

your resume stand out after graduation, plus earn real MM] while still

in college Some of our students earn a five figure income Pul the

Northwestern Mutual Life name lo work for you, and realize that you're

worth much more than you think Maybe The Steffen Agency should hear

from you Internship openings available now.

Tune into" Today s 993 "for the Sortbuvslern Mutual Life Player ofthe Game

Itease stop by our booth at the I IMS carver fair on fehrmry lHth

Katf Kam

The Steffen Agency

4I.V48-6000

katekane@javanel com

em
JVurtuaJLre*

The Quiet Company*
www NorthwcstcrnMulu.il < om

For sales I mat opportunities I HIM) ( Al I NMl

«.•«•.« «««i

Ifs up, ifs good!
Minutewoman Te/ Kraft will look to help keep the women's basketball team's winning ways

UMass takes on George Washington tomorrow night

alive witeii

Eagleson ousted; News wants no bikinis

TORONTO iAPi — Alan

Eagleson was shown the door at

Canada's Hall of Fame
The disgraced hockev imi

and founder of the NH1 1'Ijv

relation wai the first ever

expelled from the half

"The board felt it had to act in the

beat interests of the hall." saidMM
me director Allan Stewart

Eagleson. disbarred as a lav-

pleaded guilty to skimming profit*

earmarked for NHL pension funds

i Hockey Canada and Lahat:

He was also fined $1 million for mail

fraud in the I nitcd State*.

He also faces a class-action suit bv

former NHI players who claim he

conspired with the league and

teams to keep salaries down.

Eagleson's ouster from the

Canadian hall. encompa«*ing m\

sport, does not affect his Matu- in

the Hockev Hall d lame, yet "We

are going to review the Alan

Eagleson situation at our March ^1

meeting." said Hocfaj HMI >•! lame

chairman ScottJ Morrison

Gordic Howe, a member of both

halls of fame, said he hoped the

hockey hall would follow the sports

hall's lead.

'It's a good beginning."

Howe "It cheapen- the hall if you

have someone like Eagleson in it

Other former hockey great-

thev would relinquish their places in

the hockey hall if Eagleson remains a

member.
• • •

ST. LOUIS JAP) - Sports

Illustrated and other sports maga-

zines have their annual jwimsutl edi-

tion*. Now. The Sporting News ha*

the ami swtmsuit iseue: a cover fea-

turing a burls football player wearing

a bikini

a spoof on Sport* llkiauated.

but also a little oil more of a com-

ment about the fact that a lot of

ms fans don't want swimsuit

issues." said Win Rawlings. editor of

The Sporting New*.

rtl Illustrated spokeswoman

Robin Shallow said *>5 million read-

ers can't be wrong Thai's the num

bcr of people, including 19 million

women, who will read the iwinuuii

edition, she said The Sporting New*

ami swimsuit edition arrive* at nc

kIs Wednesday — the same day

Sports Illustrated 's swimsuit issue

shows up.

did this very calculatingly so

people will see their swimsuit cover

on the newsstand and our*, hopeful

Iv. next to it." Rawlings said.

The contrast will be obvious

Sports Illustrated features German

model Heidi Klum on its BOTH The

Sporting New - has a man wearing a

football helmet, bikini top and hot

torn, and a menacing glare. The
cover headline reads. "Swimsuits

Don't Fit I -

In addition to Sports Illustrated.

Sport and Inside Sport magazines

also have them.

The Sporting News antiswimsu.it

cover is for newsstand buyers only

Subscribers will see a cover featuring

Indiana Pacers coach Larry Bird.
• • •

OKI \HOM \ Cm (AP) -
Olympic gold medal winner Shannon

Miller hasn't decided whether she'll

GOLDEN KEY NATIONAL

HONOR SOCIETY

I? the test were today,

how would yor

GMAT L&
GRE |RaT

Find out with a practice exam!

trv for the l S. gymnastics team for

the 2000 Olympic*.

-|i , noi ie question ."

Millet said "I'm starting to train a

link it school

Mater, who turns 21 next month,

sophomore at Oklahoma and still

makes about 100 personal appear

antes each

Wiien she isn I in - prat

ticing on the balance beam Miller is

taking fig

-| din t know il I m any good at

Miller said "It hasn't reallv hurt,

but I've taken my share of falls
"

Miller won the gold medal on the

balance beam at the 1996 games in

Atlanta and was p. \merkan

team that took the gold that year
• • •

CAROI IN V Puerto Rico i \P>

Three-t \mg champion
Wilfredo Come/ is in a drug rehabil-

itation program in hope* oi evading

drug abuse charges against him

Gomez was at .8 when

police said thev found him using

line in a parked car on a beach

I luiet Puerto Rican law. drug

charges could be dropped it Gomez
proves he has kicked drug addiction

Gomez's lawyer. Francisco Valcarcel.

said the former hover was being

treated by a psychiatrist in Carolina,

a suburb ol San |n

Gome/ on Tuesday waived his

right to a preliminary hearing, which

would have given him an opportuni-

n to answer allegations by police

before being officially charged by the

judge. Another court hearing was aet

hi March •.

The 41 year old Gomez held the

WBC's super bantamweight and

featherweight titles and the world

junior lightweight title in the I °>Ws

Since retiring in 1 99 1 . he has been

arrested on domestic violence and

previous cocaine possession charges.

Spring Breafi

Fever

Yavel Safe
C/s««a Twirls ;

f v>r«*< A«v\« Vi<« »*»»'<
I

GMAT and LSAT
GRE and LSAT
MCAT and GRE

February XI
February 28

March 7

Lima $603
hong Kong £753

[el Aviv £693
Los Angelas £355

Orlando £177

F»«S »<( HCUIIO TII», X HOT !»CiU0(

Saturdays at 9x30am in Herter 201

Bring $IO to the D*Ui of Students Office

(2X7 Whitmora) tt»A register today!!

Sponsored by ORNHS and Kaplan

[Travel

C1EE: Council on InirrnatMitt

>^f fwili«»l F irhintf

T44 Main Street

i

Amherst

(413) 256-1261
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M/inutemen
track

contlnotKl trom page 12

The match up to lc«..k loi will be
in the backcourt, where tin

Miiyuteiik-n will once again need to

contain the- potent Kani Juo ol

Wheclei and Moble) In ilicn lii>i

match up Wlicvlci s^.Ki-d only two
points in the tir -i SO minutes, h>

which time I Mass had buili a cchii

fortable lead.

Ok star ul the- lirsi meeting was
sciphomori- cenlci Ajinal liasit wIki

pulled down |s) reboundi to §0
along with 1 5 point* U uh Ixitli I an
Ketnei and Ivioik Weeks on the

bench with oarK (oo| double Kisn

played ihs1 bc-si pan d hi> voung
caieel lo lead MMMClMIBCttt pasl

the Rama.

Minute-man Notes; UMass
junioi guard Charlton Clarke was
named A \0 ... Player ol the

Week tor lu> effort* in wins over

No 21 \avici. I a Salle and
Duquesne last week Clarke aver-

! If<.7 points and 4 7 a>

and has now won the honor
iwu . \ rding to the latest

Sagarin rankings I Feb. Ill

I Mass' 1W |s»qK sehedule is ihe

eighth toughest in the sountiv

Ihe Minutenien have played 10

teams tli.it were lankccl in tlic' Top
25 at some point this season, and

have gone 4-b in those conte i~

1 At.iss is 15-0 against nun ranked

teams this season

continued from page 12

an eighth place finish in the 55m dash, running his tastesi

time ol ihe season — b.47 - and defeating Price, the

school resold holder in that event, by .04.

Seniors Brian Chabot and Ryan Carrara also recorded

season bests m the 1000m and the 5000tn. respectively.

C 'habot placed 12th with a time of 2:50/58 and Carrara

landed 15th place with an 822 92 performance, both com-

peting against stifl competition.

Still, the real tesi conies Saturday, as the Minutemen

attempt to place higher than fourth overall, their best finish

ever in the indoor Atlantic 10 championships

"We've worked the scores out with possible scenarios,"

O'Brien said "Regaidless of how we score it, Virginia Tech

comes out with more than twice the total oT the second

place team They generally have around 200 points, where

the second place team ends up with about sR) There are

four oi live teams that will get between 70 and W. I don't

want lo say that we always ranked ourselves at 70 and

Rhode Uand at vR). but there's no way to tell We need to

find that 20 points We re fighting for second place.

"We are what we are and we've got to compete at our

maximum level. The other teams are the same way,

though."

leading the charge will be pole vauller Albie Vasque/.

who is the top-ranked vaulter in tin- conference All three

relay squads hold seats in the top four, and Concepcion will

enter the meet ranked third in the 400m. Price and Toye

will line up in the third and fourth slots, respectivelv. in the

200m
A second place in the Atlantic 10s would be a historical

finish for the UMass men's indoor track team, and consider-

ing the strength of the Irontrunning Hokies. that is eonceiv

ably the highesi place thev can light Tor.

Wed like to think that we're in the thiek ol the conTer-

ence championship hut we ie not," O'Brien said. "Virginia

I eeh is loo deep and loo strong."

Even second will be a dogfight, and the Minutemen are

prepared lor the struggle

"The conteicnsc is stmnger this year than it has been

ever belore bv a large margin." O'Brien said

UMass skiing
continued from page 12

While the men's team has almost

assured itself a place further along in

the p*si,easoii. the women's squad

moved one step closer in »> Jimb lo be

the lourtli hcM team in us conference,

as ihe Minuiewomen finished lourth in

the slalom and tilth in the grant slalom
lot tlw second consecutive weekend

"It was a good weekend for both the

men s and women's teams,"

(inell said "It s going to be tough

women though We will have to

finish above Smith College U> qualify."

W uhout the services of projected »ec-

und-skict Katie Keanc. who tore her

U I on the final day of practice, the

Minuiewomen are still searching lot

someone to emerge as a oonaiatent skier

to anchor the attack of senior Leah

Muliero who appear* to be in the midst

Lan Ketner and the UMass men's basketball team could wrap up a

No. 1 seed for the A- 1 tournament with a win tonight over URl

aronrvs i2<

16 A

3. Ariaona

4 kUuun
5 PuntWt

IS. Massac miscii* t l«*-b)

r ctahl2

Wovfri'tgV. •* .'<"

2*. MriRM id (

I

i*r

. 1

NBA
continued from page 12

Michael lordan Hi* Aime*s has

ated over and over again that he will

play vaider no one but lackscei. end of

With M|s dejNMW CMapa'l mi-

ll! will he led squirming behind The

Bulls organization ha* made it known

many a time that thev are simply hred ^<t

Dennis's misbehavior and antics In case

vou didni know the enlv reason he is

around this BaMON II because Michael

asked for hrm

Rounding up the herd would he

Seottk hppen. Il " Hl "- ,x '"s-ntioned

earlier he will be traded at tlie end of the

linale Inter the king, lordan.

Since his entrance into tJhf NB V lordiin

has had a profound and unforgettable

influence on both the game and its lanv

omplishments and aehk-veiiKTits

both on and oil' the COM are simply

immeasurable.

Michael lordan has COM to be an

icon, rok- model and idol ol people all

over the world He is an alhkle. I mil-

lionaire. I businessman He conduct!

himself properly and — most impoM.nu

W&KWKMXffFB

• 50% Student Discounts

• Right in Amherst

• Space is Limited! Call...

Free Info Session Wed. Feb. 25th@ 7:00 pm. Lord Jeffrey Inn. Amherst Common

RELAX?
FORGET IT!

PLAY HARD TO STAY HARD
JOIN THE BEST

HAMPSHIRE FITNESS

90 GATEHOUSE ROAD
256-6446

of her third All American campaign

alter another impressive showing last

weekend.

The Marshfield native linished a

U Mass-best fifth in both the slalom

and giant slalom. Picking up some ol

the slack for the injured Keane was

promising freshman Margaret

Eabombard who skied her way to a

solid 1 8th-place finish in the slalom —
second best for the Minutewcmien in

the event

I asi weekend marked the close of the

regular season lor both I Mass squads,

which will travel to Waters ille Valley.

N H ilns weekend for the Lnncd States

College Ski Association (USCSA)
Regional* As the women hope to quali

tv lot turther action with a solid show

ing at Waterville \allev. the men's

team, as well as their veteran coach, has

set high expectations for itself, anticipat-

ing a top finish

"|The men's squad | has the potential

to win it all because the competition is.

for the most part, within our league."

aval said "We're going up there-

with a positive attitude lot both teams.

We II trv to ski our personal best, and

see what happens."

I Mass Notes To no one s surprise.

tiokJcn. McCoimack and Muliero have

alreadv qualilied for the NCAA
Regionals. which will be held at the

Middk-bury Snow Bowl in \ermont a

week Itoni Saturdav Both Hokicn and

Muliero are previous regional competi-

tors while McConnack. alter his break

through rjerformance last weekend, will

be a newcomer to the event

U.S. women win first-ever women's hockey gold

By Morgoret Ulord

AvwxioSsd Plan

NAGANCX tap** — The gold medal would have been spe-

cial iK< nutter what team the United Slates beat. That it came

against Canada made it pc' 1

.M sa\ from Sarah Tueting and aggressive, intelli-

gent play the I S team defeated Canada VI yesterday to cap-

ture the first Olympic women's hockev title

Inn times since I***), the Americans fell to the Canadians

in the Women's World Championship And in the months

leading up to the OhrnpKs. the rivals played I ^ times with

Canada winning seven

"Canada's ahvavs had the edge, but throughout the tourna-

ment we gained cc«fidcnce " the I nitcd Stales Sara DeCosta

We played them so many time*, got to know them so

wdl. w*r knew wr could beat ihem
"

And after they did — in the most important game of aH —
thev celebrated tike only charnptons do.

Viler Sandra W hvic scored into an empty net with eight

seconds Wit to clinch it Tueting leaped into the air and jcickad

up ha heavilv padded kgs in a funky celeb'

\; il»c buAaer .sticks and glovo 11. >

m emptied the bench and inobbed Tueting lstfcnacroar

Angela Ruggicro skated the length of the ice to grab the

puck from the Canadian end. then threw her helmet in the

air as alternate captain Karyn Bye wTapped a flag around

hcrM

The Canadians were left to stand glumly on the ice with

bronae medalist Finland, waiting while the IS players went

h/— he e» a tarniry man with "values."

lordan has been labeled as supposedly

perfect, flawless in even wax the per-

led role im-dcl for the children of

America and the people of the rest of

ihe world.

New* Hash folks, ty, cne is p-

including his \imc>- Remember that

earlier line "a family man with values

'

Well the lathei i-l three and world

R-nowned superstar b aftcgedlv ruiiK»red

10 K- tiling lot a divorce M I is alk-gedh

rumored to be currentlv living with a

woman in the xiuth end of Chicago. As

to the truth of this rumor, well only the

lord of lav ups himsell knows the

answer

Ik >w ever, it thcTe is indcx-d any truth

10 this rumor, what does u say of

America's -ideal rolemodel" \ lather

ol three voung children rumored to he

leaving his wife ,uxi lamilv lor another

woman Kind ol defines the world of

deceit and corruption, and at the same

time it almost proves the fact that even

the world ot sport- CssYl stand clear of it

all.

IksMH Rud*l k a Colk-gian mlumnist

into their locker room.

"Wnen vou see it s silver
." Umada captain Stacv WiIs<m,

said, "it kind of kicks your butt
."

Canadian coach Shannon MilkT said she fell "emptiness."

but said her feelings changed when she saw the gold medal

going around the neck of I S captain Cammi C.ranato

"I had a feeling of joy go through my hodv because I real-

ized an Olvmpic gold medal was being hung on a lemalc

hockey player." Miller said, "and I couldn't believe the impact

it had on me."

Of the US -Canada rivalrv. she said: "I guess the gap's been

closed-

It was the second time the Americans defeated their rivals

in four days and gave the I nitcd Stato its first Olympic hock

ey gold medal since the men's learn pulled off the Miracle on

Ice in |s»K0 Before the game. Bve received a note from Bill

Baker, a member of ihe 80 squad and a player Bye emulated

as an 8-year-old. Baker wore No t> Bye's number.

"Good luck." the note said "I'll be watching v<ju go lor the

gold.-

Bye led the parade out of the locket room lot live medal cer

emonv fists clenched over her head, thenhugfed Urargr

tJieti ttsnvMtes Mned apnToHar JJtore>»as^pr~ - -

The I .S. womc-n. who «MDt 6 daring the Olyinptca and

outscored their opponents ><>« held hands whik- vswJing for

their gold medals and waved small Amehcanflaf*

were talking about who was jaorfig to be on the

Whealies box." US. forward Ma** Blahoski said We
were told it was going to be^gieSno Streetjx us Why not

UMass tennis
continued from page 12

both challenges thrown their w.iv

UMass demoralized the Iniversitv ol

\ cnnont on its home court, bel

knocking off a feist) Uslversitj of

Hartford team at the same location

Both mutches were annihilations j>

UMass posted 7-0 match point vkto

lies in each competition

"These victories give me a veiv

good indication of where the team is

at," UMass coach ludv Dixon said

"The entire program has been raised

to a higher level now."

There were obviously plentv of

bright spots for UMass all weekend,

with Dixon listing the plav ol Alex

Aller. Bo Navarro and the doubles

play in general as highlights

"I am so pleased to get the doubles

point in both matches. Dixon said

That is the tvpe of tennis we must get

back to.

"Furthermore, il is great to see

Alex and Bo coming around ai just

the right time We will need them to

sdidilv the middle ol our order the

rest of the way."

The singles play was also superb in

Vermont, with tlu- ridden I odd

Chenev leading the way.

Chenev look care ol thus W iKon

from Vermont, o- I .
b - 2 and

Nemagna Bala from Harttord b I

6-2.

Rob Mailchc-stet was equallv

impressive in his new role

singles player He rolled bv Mvlc's

Web«ter trom Vermont. 6-5. 6-4.

and Srda Tapuskovic ol Haitlord.

t> I 7 o

Aller won a spirited three- set

match over Charles Paget ol V cnnont

"This was a big win lot me." Aller

said. "I came out here with the tlu

and that affected mv plav at lust but

then the momentum took ovei and I

was able to come out on

Aller had an easier time with Scoti

Heleniak of Hartford, beating him

straight sets. 7-5. 6-5.

In the lower hall ol singles play,

arro and Kevin Curio MM 'wo

straight set matches, and Pars* Samn
pulled out a three-set w

Cathman ol Vermont, before finish-

ing off Dan Mork. 6- 1 .
6-2.

An important element of the

UMass victorie* was the doubles plav

The Minutemen struggled In this

department throughout the tail sea-

son.

UMass won all six matches this

weekend. with Chenev and
Manchester anchoring the attack

- All of our team* played well, but I

was especially pleased with D* N

team of Aller and Naverro." Dixon

said "They play reallv well together,

and that is important tor oa."

| really enjoy playing wit'

Aller said We have reallv good

chemistry arv

playing with him and contributim

the team
"

"The whole lineup was solid this

weekend." Dixon said "The wav thev

played says a loi about this team

They have a lot to be proud of right

now."

Attention all club, intramural and recreational athletes:

This is a big campus, with a lot of talented athletes. But not everybody plays at the varsity

lev ol We know that. The Collegian sports page wants to recognize the efforts you give on the

field even though you may not wear a standard issue UMass uniform.

Therefore, we have Sports Briefs. Briefs is a weekly (or semi-weekly, depending on the

response) column devoted to the non-varsity athletes. But in order to get Briefs off the ground,

we need your help.

To get your club or team into the column jot down some info — the results ot your last game,

an upcoming event, etc. along with a contact name and phone number — and bring it down to

113 Campus Center Basement, or fax it to 545-1592, attention Sports Briefs.

As soon as we get enough info. Briefs will make its appearance. Any questions? ( til G**U4f %&*€ at 545-0719.

I hanks.

Write for US!!!
Collegian Sports

CO
C7^

Learn German
This Summer At URI

June 28 - August 7, 1998

The University of Rhode Island, in cooperation with

the Goethe Institute Boston, is hosting the 18th

Annual German Suiri.nei School of the Atlantic.

German will be the sole language of communication,

and German life and culture the heart of this six-week

residency program of intensive language study.

Earn up to nine undergraduate or graduate credits

while living in the beautiful surroundings of our

country campus, |ust minutes away from Rhode
Island's magnificent beaches and histonc Newport.

This program is ideally suited for anyone wishing to

enroll in beginning through masterVlevel German.

Take advantage of this rare opportunity to participate

in this total German language experience.

Contact: Dr. John Grandin or Dr. Norbert Hedderich,

Co-Directors, Dept. of Languages,

URI, Kingston, Rl 02881

Phone: 401-874-5911

E-mail:

grandinOuriacc.uri.edu

or
heddencduriacc.uri.edu

Hearing impaired:

401-277-5020

TtWee •» r»>»*

.«... is. GoMm *< •

Pi. I I ... B ..!••* til

Mt Farms 4 »584 9153
Mt Farms Mall

The Wedding Singer (PG-13)

Today at i 30 (5 50 @ $2 50) 8 20

Sphere (PO-1 3)

Today at 2 00 (5 30 & $2 50) 8:40

As Good As It Qets (PO-13)

Today at 1 40 (5:30 @ *2 50) 8 20

Blues Brother* 2000 (PO-1 3)

Today at 1 50 (5:40 @ $2 50) 8 30

Hampshire 6 »5B4 7550
Hampshire Mall

Great Expectation* (R)

Today el MO (5:30 $2 50)8:30

R#pla>C#m#fii KHwf*) (H)

Today at I 40 15 50 12 50) 8 40

Sole* World (PG)

Today at 1 :20 (5 40 9 S2 50)

Titanic (PG 13)

Today at 12 30 (4:20 9 $2 50! 8 10

Good WHI Hunting (R)

Today at 1 flO (5 20 9 S2 50) 8 20

The Borrower* (PG)

Today ai 1 30 (5 00 @ $2.30) 7 10

Wag The Dog (R)

Today at 8 30

Enterprise Rent-A-Car is the l«rge*t rental car eompany tn the Untied States We
continue to experience tremendous growth and hava excellent opportunities,

available throughout Massachusetts We offer 100% promotions from within

policy, a fast paced environment and a young and friendly company

culture where teamwork ia essential. Wa wtfl train you in all area* of

management Including, customer service, sates (Inside & out) operations

administration and employee deyalopmant In retara tor your efforts you will

recieve a comprehensive compensation package that inrludes a compel

salary and benefits plan Enterprise is »l*dcommitted So a drv«rse workin* place

Unrvertlty of Rhode Island

80 Washington Street

Providence, Rl

URI/CCE \s a Feinitein Enriching Anitric* Program Member

«v>i aviaWB
w«a a lavs*
Thuraa/ia/SM!

Wed.t/4/"WS
Tsi««. a/m/ve

We wUI ba eat campus.

UMASS Carear Fata

UMASCAfaevaFaar
UMASS et>OP Pate

ansa—
MHAte*
School ofl
On-Caitwu* PJeonattoff

9AM 4PM
5PM-9PM
9AM-4PM

9AM -4PM

ABO.SJ

We look forward to meeting you! Vlatt our webeHe at www erac.com

3l«**V-
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Collegian Classifieds
APARTMENT FOfi RENT EMPLOYMENT

$ CASH FOR COLUGE S

Grants and Sctiolatthips available

fw ttudentt fro* sponsors Great

nity For info 1400 532

University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 /.»\. (473)545-1592

AUTO FOR SALE

M Pontile MM L/f New tires

Good c '3.000 miles

Best Otter 2S661S3

K Sera** 3* hatchback, standard.

es ne* tires $900 S49

3924

Cfcev? Cavaliar IBM iuto an

i id windows (4500

Wealed Jaak Can Cash paid

M ataj ' t*u!t>4*47*.

COMPUTERS

le Coed Ceaditiea.

Mi • • v !'"« «'

Cards 11 9 Canon BJC-240 Color

Pttntars SI21 and more MC/VISA

Haiartttili Ante or e-mail tor tree

brochure NIS. 711 Signal Mt Road

Suite 155. Chartanooga. TN 37405

rusjobsOaol com

MAVE AN AMAZING SUMMER!
Prestigious coed camp in

_n love »*>

Efttl & SPECIALTY COUNStlORS
naadad Jo* a dadcatad. tun team

Competitive salaries Camp laconic

i*» 762 2820

Aravs L_
Pan lime Help Wantad Mutt have

ence Apply »n parson

EMPLOYMENT
NATIONAL 'ARK EMPLOY
MENT- Parks. Forests. Wildlife

Preserves Ask us how' 517 324

3109 En N50012

Whitewater Raft Guides Needed
hi Western MA Full or Pj

Li'.dHjt'»e M ajajajNaM iw.t^idi»

We will train Looking tor athletic

personable people who l*e to work

hard in me outdoors Can Crab Apple

Whitewater (4131339-0188 tor more

information and an application

Fell Time Saaaier Pesitiee

Available at Crab Apple

Whitewater tor a Photo Technician

at our fvtmileb Job entails develop-

ing Mm and printing pictures No
etpervence necessary but some past

use of lab helpful Cell 141 3,339

0188 tor info and an application

FOR SALE
SUMMER RENTALS
CAPE COO 6ROUP Summer
Reatalt Some waterfront hoes

et. tease with twiemiaa. pools

Falmouth area Oiamond Reel

i (MM77 MM

PA overnight Jawteh camp- 3 hours

from NYC- general sports drama

H20aam 1.800-973-3866

teaser te remember in the

woods at Maine- Camp
Androscoggin For Boys needs staff

to teach tanfut. soccer, swan, tea.

archery photography canoe

Mass, mountam baW an
ropat and radao Have Tun I

enpact Pleas* wart us at am

kiejiiatae Grearueet Computart 256-

6110

from SSSa
laptops Si?9V Peripherals

2arVit«yi 582 9198 YlulC AMfX

CMIAr*' CNEAPI Color V6A
laptop Notaoaot-

EMPLOYMENT

CAMP CANADENSIS
Mountaint PA ticeatal landantial

:aed camp Cartmj countalort te

arts i crafB. Wa'.

golf, ami en

Irt/VOCt*
or E-atad at at

or an arjaatatiu* You can fmd ut

onthaaroBat AWW CANAOfN
siscjm

art drama

Have an

i evert ut at www cam-

pandro com or contact ut at 601

West Street. Mar-. son NY 10528

(914835-5800

WHIZ

Conautt at pro

tacts require (413636 SOW 1pm
company

me 14131!

BLUE JEAN
JOB

Travel-California

75 degrees & no snow

• NoEvpenence'
•No Degree'
SUa fl»r ilvlmni *T* HO rHOWmTi '

"Save the Planer 18 &
up - START NOW!
caR9am-8pm

1-800-505-8185

Pica-lie Cap Black, ueed on Toyota

546 6363

Cemraed Far Sale Si 25 Cord Call

549-5486

GRtlH ANNOUNtt Ml MS
TO THE OEITA 2ETA Spring M
New Mtmber Cleat Dana. Beth.

Lor*. Melissa Ran* Morgan. Dawn
Ah Jan Felice Lisa. Danielle. &
Kiitty Welcome to 02 Wa are to

suited tor all ot you Got ptyched

tor an emajma semester 1 The bett is

yet to come' Good Luck Love m 02
The Sisters

Attention All Freshmen

MUSICIANS WANTED
BARBERSHOP QUARTET
FORMING
Ne haircuttiag involved.

I Daniel 665

7581

PERSONALS

luy bitty teen weeay •-

dot bikin. wants to hook up No
strings attached Meet ma at

«vwv. etaaeja. con.

RESUMES

Kick Be* ma

SUBLET
Subletter Needed m Sunderland

AvdMabie immediately Bus route

Call 546 3181

TRAVEL

Spring Break M
Cancun. Mauct ' S419

v PLUS
sign up now and receive 7 tree

breaktettt ead laacaaa Don t

mat out on one of the batbaat spots

mjeamvm
www colligate

a

ct.cem

ROOM WANTEO
Far Real

Coma to Open Ruth at Sigma Kappa

Ibahmd Hiliel) on Wednesday
February 18 from 79pm and

Thursday February 19 from 6 8pm
Call Michelle at 54*5698 tor more

B
s I.

',49 nmm MHB2
i Oaky 1 bedroom in 2 bad-

room apt 5 mm to school

S295,'morrfh Call 549 6127

On Sua
HEALTH 8.BEAUT Y

New Mataeelitm BreeatWoafh n

lota 5 100 pounds Or Approved 1

J-. B3JMB ic'«

MISCELLANEOUS

apt stu

Month to rnonth

Cat or leave maatage

tor tJavnm and Sharyn O UB-U14

SERVICES

teeiae, Breeav Cancun and

from S399 Air hotel, tranttart. par-

ties and more 1 Organise a small

group- Earn tiee trips plus commis-

sions 1 Call ' 800 SpringBteak 1400-

777-4642

Alternative Spriag Break
VogaFest Week Music. Dance
Meditetion Vegetarian. Missouri

Ofarks R<de Shares. $165 FREE

MAGAZINE 800 896 2387
embers aol com/yogelast

KILUN6T0N SPRING BREAK
Want a great time tor a low once'

Go to KiTungicn tor Spring Break

>

Starting 9 $249 including 5 day Utt

ticket. 5 moMs O Mountain Green

UMASS SKI N BOARD CtUB 545

3437

A Classified is

just a hop, skip,

and escalator

away.

Visit our

friendly office

today.

WANTED

Drivers Needed

Short morning

hours $107hr

Call the

collegian

©545-3500
or stop by our

office @ 113
Campus
Center

(in me btmtkment)

Ask for Mark

or Ryan.

TRAVEL

JAMAICA
NEGRIl

SPRING BREAK IN

UgujrjetBAAAl

14 HOUM Of
FREE PRINKS!

ejejp**!^^^- ** -— — *ej»

4*—aaa ape* atat'r eaa*** wa-aaa.

aaf-ma a^mam emsmaa) O^an *

a>a»Ja a.-* tamaa*> a PtJM ••*

CLASS ;iavc-l

£ H^lJM^'1

Uaivertity Bartending Coerie

emattor Space Is

BOO U CAN MU

PUT YOUR
CLASSIFIEDS IN

TODAY!

545-3500

Beach a Party (vantt On site staff

H 80AR0 ClUfi 545

Mtsttkl

Discover, are looking for countaaort

to> oat ttudant travel pre

fr ant

EXCEPTIONAL SUMMER OPPOR
TUNITY

Hocketry S

Smkng/Watartkiing AAC Drama

Rerno Video C

a

mpul interviews

Tuat. Marc* W Ptaaaa cain -88B-

737 9296 Of 516 BBS 3087 leave

Be, .p aj Ba] BBSStJ » J^ : laYaJRSl

. : VISA

Fundraiser

900 B MS4 .

lav Can '

Know You, Riqhti

«1 Sen*] Break Nam S1W FREE

PregaaatT Need kelpT Call SPRINGBREAK AND PARTIES
6vnuiaht «t Aamaul area for tree ORGANIZE A GROUP' Jamaica
ataamjandataaajmt 5*9-1906 Cancan. Bahamat Barbados Ftomta

•iiayjaatti 1 BTW TTI "'ff

STEREOS, CD EQUIP

Spring Breek MMBeaagtt!
- a tea Bahamat &

Florida Group Discounts 6 Free

Drmk Partmt 1 San 5 6 go hae 1 Book

Now'" Vita/MC/OistVAmei I 800

234-7007 http/A

TUTOR WANTED

this tetamai working with

_jjert A rkatrtor aal ba on carn-

al UMASS on Fetweorv 24

call for mora
_ i or to tat up

latBaMSUMMER

pus at

Plaata
leaf Block Sweeter Mt'

T SMMT tISH
Crada Card turvarmeam tor l

• groupa Any
up

to Stat* by eerrang a i

CaBI

BM Ml MM aatM Qusamort

catkarti rajcann* FREE T

Car Sterae Efaeaaeem f, e( food ejal drinks 1 Cancan.
Kenwood Detach Face 1 year oW Bahamat Jamaica and Florida from

pao S350 i amp 1(KW parf $150 ejaj o,«uj, . tmati group end
t amp I00i4 paid $100 i pair ttaMi FREE' rhgfwtt cammteiaaa
Pionear 6t9 spaekars tOOw paid and loaaatt pntaa Call Surf 6 Sun
$110 Whe4e tytwm touiam graet. loun to become a cat

needs lajaaata Sefkngat package tjateeRV0674 7577

CmpSci Contact The Bilingual

Collamata Program at 545 1981 or

sa5tss7

USED BOOKS

Amencoa Pepeler Metic CO s

130 546-1027

Personals Policy Rates
Students

20C per word/day

All others

40^ pe"f word/day

NEW Standard Headings

$2.00
mm ./day

MQ REFUNDS
jsjpBSae v> inr i frnVhr aM

Ir-e,ni> VW *<* net rvvemmtTmYMr eniai re

mt keen aSvaSria tundwraina v lymr

taaoeiiT

Ttcatrra
rosueui
nuswti
Tttaataa>CMrr*TioN

ta WAMTIO
•now r-on aaen
•OOM WAftTf

O

MOOMMATt
a—win a

tutcm »

WANTED TO I

a/umo etaaui

vAatoaAtaa

i Amraucmmwre asoTowcvcitt

WEDNESDAY. FEB 18

l'<jv— The
Graduate Student
Organization is sponsorinj
"Dont Forget the fcids! -
Famil> and Child Care
Awarene^ Day" from 10
a.m.-4 p.m. in the Student
I nion Colonial Lounge. For
more information caff GEO
at 54v=>il7.
Daming— Israeli dancing

will be taught at 8:30 p.m. in

Gra> son/Orchard Hill living

area No experience neces-
Sponsored bv Hiliel.

Drive— B.M.C.P.
Membership Drive will be
held at 7 p.m. in the New
Attica House Library. For
more information contact
Claudia at 545-2426.

.ndraising— The
Universit) Resource Network
will be holding a workshop of

fundraising from 12-1:30
p.m. in Campus Center
905-909.

Interest Croup— The
Italian American Student
Organization will hold an
informational meeting at 7:50

p.m. in the Fifth floor lounge

of Coolidge residence hall.

All are welcome
fob Fair— The ALAN A loh

Fair will take place from
p.m. in the Campus Center
Auditorium. For more infor-

mation, contact Ruth Carey
at 545-6252.
Meeting— Women's

Ultimate Frisbee will be
meeting at 6 p.m. in the Cape
Cod Lounge. All levels of

experience are welcome.
Meeting— Amnest\

International will hold its

first general meeting in

Campus Center 801 at 7 p.m.

For information, call

545-1925.

THURSDAY, FEB. 19

5-7 p.m. in Totman IOl. The
Waltz and Cha Cha will be
taught. No experience n

lary, For more information,

call le^sica at 546-6 1 29 or

Shannon at 546-2253.
Meeting— Weekly \oga and

meditation clatM will be held

in Butterfield Lounge at 8

Meeting— The Ballroom
Dancing Club will meet from

>.m. A visiting monk will be

facilitating. For more infor-

mation, call 255-9553.
Meeting-- Di-nc\ rcpreten

tarives From the Walt Disnc>

World College Program wifl

be interviewing for intern-

ships for the summer and fall

1 998 sessions. The informa-

tional meeting will be held in

Mahar Auditorium at 7 p.m.

For more information call

Tara at 256-1354.

FRIDAY, FEB 20

Reading— lamaica Kincaid
will read from her memoir
My Brother, in Gamble
Auditorium at Mt. Holyoke

Irom 7:30-9 p.m.

Open Portfy Stage— Poet

Ricnard Mensoff will be the

featured reader at the Black

Sheep Cafe at 8 p.m.
Sign-ups for the open DOf
tion starts at 7:30 p.m
more information call

584-050^
Pianist— The Graduate

Lounge will be presenting

Rianist and entertainer Luke
Icndcisun tor an afternoon

of classic American tunes if

S:30 p.m. in the Graduate
Lounge.

SATURDAY. FEB. 21

Comedy— Mission
IMPROVable will be per-

forming their unique brand

of comedy improvisation in

Campus Center 163 at 8 p.m.

NOTICES

Rilling- At the end of the

business day on Friday. Feb.

20. the Bursar's Office will be

i. losing out its student billing

process. OIT will be required

to collect the $20 OIT com-
puting account fee for the
spring semester.

Seheciules— The Spring 48

Final Examination Schedule
will be available beginning
Thursday, March 12. Copies
will be delivered 10 students

in the residence halls, and
will be available to off-cam-

pus students in the

Registrar'! office (213
Whitmore). It will also be

available on the World Wide-

Web beginning March 1 athttp://www-
ureg.admin.umass.edu.
Student Employment—

Effective the week of Feb. 16.

Student Employment
Services will be changing
their hours of operation. The
new hours will be Monday
through Friday from 10 a.m.

10 5 p.m. For further infor-

mation call 545- 1550.

FYh m pubhc wv« annawxrvnanb printed

deny To wbmn «n fVl pirate rand a pmi
rtteas* containing tu pertinent information,

«x kjchnci tr» name and phone number of rh»

contact' person to th* CeMeftari, c/o the

Mmjgmq fdaor by noon thr prvvwus dev

lux \s\i\tance -- The
Department of Accounting of

the School of Management
will be offering free ta\ ,i-i>-

tance and preparation for

taxpayers with special needs.

including persons with dis-

abilities, low to limited
income. non-English speak
ing persons and elderly tax-

pas ers. Volunteers arc-

accounting majors who have

taken tax courses. Report to

the School of Management
Tuesdays and Thursday] 6 q

p.m. All other taxpayers
should go to the Hampshire
Mall Tuesday and
Wednesdays. 3-6 p.m. and
Thursday 3-9 p.m. (except
during Spring recess) \ n \

questions, contact Mike
Whitman. 545-5660.

Jj
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O

E
i

z
u
X

ID

11

12

13

14

IB

HSCN
Bulletin Board

CBS/3 Hartford

CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

HSCN Movie Ch.

UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

NBC/3Q
New Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN

International

UMass Academic TV

17 HSCN Programming

%m TV-19

aO ABC/40 Springfield

88 NBC/22 Springfield

aa CNN

84 CNN SI

aa Headline News

aaucrv
7 TBS

aa bet

aa TV Land

3D Univision

31 Comedy Central

3a Cartoon

Much Music

WEDNESDAY EVENING
6:00 6:30

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH

S

WTXX
wvrr
WTIC

WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
A&E
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK

son
^fLir
TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

12 Nevrtfiour With Jim Lehrer B

News B

FuHHoueeX

CheertX

n
22

Home Imp.

Newt TS.

20

CBS Newt

CBS Newt

ABC?

Creefuret

NewtX
Med Abo. You

Femtly Matters

Women s CoWerje Baefcelb;" ; John's »t Con' ,ecr«-'j' Hivel

Intide Edition

Ejrfre X
maide Edition

BoyWortd Freeh Prince
-

NBC Newt Wheel-Fortune

Med Abo. You

NBC Newt

Judge

EnTTi

SimptoneX Seinfeld X
NBC Newt Wheel-Forlune

Butinett Rpf

.

ABC Newt

Newthour With Jim lehrer X
Seinfeld X IFreelerX

Med Abo. You

Northern Etpoeure X
Family Maftert

Wofldview X
Fotworthy [Make-Laugh

Wmge"TI

UpCloee

'The Seoul'' (R)

Supermarket,

Sporttcenter

Debt

MTV Live (In Slereo)

FlguretlOut [Tinjf ToTiny

InSliQuantum Leep]ln Stereo) X
Renovation (Renovation

Loit 1 Clark-Supermen

Beywet

clerk-Superm

ch A Little HeHelp'X
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7:00 7:30 8:00 T 8:30

Judy!
onigln

Reel TV X
ErrtTorarjW

Qrvmptc Winter G»viee I

9:00 9:30
SclenBflc American FronnerT American Eipertence "LBJ" (R)

10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30

ChronideX SoinCftyl

Freeh Prince Sitter, SMer

JeopardylX

Judge Judy X
Herd Copy X
FretierT.

Jeopardy! X

Seinfeld

Andy Griffith

Frailer X
Andy Griffith

Law A Order a.

MoneyUneX Crossfire «

Petty Show [R)

Gimme Shelter

Canned Ham

EL

NewtX

Winter GemeeX
Dharma-Qreg

Smart Guy X Wsyans Bros

Law 4 Order "Causa Mortis " X
Star Trek: Voyager "Prey" X
Law A Order "Causa Mortis" I
e«H^*a«Jr:(iaKT5iy
Law A Order Causa Mods" I
Scientific American Frontiert

SptnCHyX |0r>trrn»Oiag

Star Trek: Voyager "Prey' X

Draw Carey X BtonX
Steve Hervey"

Law A Order "Mad Dog" (R) X
Sentinel "Fnkelman's Folly" X
Law A Crrior 'Tited frag" (R ) 1

Jim Carey. Qn Slereo)X
Law A Order "Mad Dog" (R) X
American Eipertence "LBJ (itj

Pftiwaw?r# uvw s. NewtX
Star Trek: Next

Law A Order "Termnal" (R) X
Grace Under

Law A Order Terminal" (R) X~

Law A Order Terminal" (R) X

Orew Carey X |
Ellen X

(In Slereo) (Part 1 of 2) X

Sentinel "Fmkelman s Fotry" X
Primetime Live X

n Stereo) (Part 1 of 2) X
Lett Show X
Late Show X
rwOnttwt^ "

Vibe

Oener.

ITontght Show"

SimptoneX

NewtX

Tonight Show

Deep"Space
9"

Tonight Show

Charlie Roee (In Slereo) X~
Newt X INIghterst I

NflTBeeketbatl New York Knictt tl Ulan Jul (Lure) I

Biography: Rodney Dangerdekf |American JuafJce (R~

World Today X

NBA Batketbell Boston Celtics al Vancouver Gnzzlies (Live)

" INBA
l
ttVi7heOrtaoon"(1980)

Larry King UveX* -TnaMum ollhtPi* ParjfMr'(1975) Petor Saisaf?

Conege Batketbell Miami at Providence. (Live

Wild Diacovery "Gator!" (R)

Intimate Portrait "Dons Duke

My So-Celled Lite "Pressure"

DougX
Soequoel2032 (In Stereo) X
Home Again |Hcrtv» Again

Babylon S "Gropos" (In Slereo)

Highlander: The Seriee X
* Summer Scfioo)" (1967. Comedy) Mark Harmon 'PG 1^*^
*'* "Seme KMolWoodeilurpw, Drama) Eric StoWz PG-13

r«"i "tiome lor the Ho<idaK5";i995) Holty Hunter. 'PG-13' X

Untotvod Myttertet (In Slereo)

Real World X
Hey Arnold! X
SigMtngeX

UHreacience

Reel World X
HeppyDeyt

SeeTek(R)

SporU llruetreted Swimtuit

Wefcer, Tenet Renger X

Discover Magatine (R)

Foot Soldier

World Today X
South Park ]Meke-Laugh

Colege Batketbell Duke al Clemson (Live)

'Dmm Is i Wish Your Heart Mains Funicefc"

Mege Machlnee (Part 1 of 2)

Reel World X iReel World X
Wonder Yeart Wonder Yeert

Forever Knight (in Slereo) X

et "Don King: Oily in Arnanca"(l997, Drama) Vrng Rhamet. 1

tt "Memoirs oltn Invisible Man"(1992) Chevy Chtse. 'PG-13
1X

Flood Path (R)

Sports llluttrtted SwimtuH (R) [ Babylon 5 "Learning Curve" 1
•We the Jun/l\m, Drama) Lauren Hutton, (In Stereo) X

Reel World X
I Love Lucy X

Austin Stories

M T Moore

M.A.N.T.I.S. "Fast Forward" X
Electric Sklet(R)

r'4 "Beverlv Hills MrVt"(1»7) Chrts Farley X |Spotlight

Bett of Autopty (In Slereo) X

Law 4 Order Mushrooms" X
Sports lllut. I Moneyline X
Daily Show |Stein't Money

Juttice Filet (R)

Sporttcenter X
Almost Perfect IGoMen Girls

Loveline (In Stereo)

Taxi X
Seaquett 2032 (In Slereo) X
Urtretcience

Rough Cut

Newhert X

See Tek (R)

SI Swimsuit

Silk Stalkings New Blood" X
Bee Gees

-

i ftjjrie«"(i997) Brian Bosworth. R'

IFaet Track Jeff's Back" X

One Night Only K

Dead Man's

'The Monster"

Filmmaker
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Robotman By Jim Meddick

HCMJ 1 KNOVM MOVJ nMCHfttL .iiXCKSc*}

V\a P^TIR W\S ''M^UW Pi.8UKA

tWICAf4l600hl 7 WO»VjCANlW«T^
AHOTUtR CHILPRtW'S 8KK AS 600* AS

UnV '' rV«- KITTY'S HpfrVW?
1M TWfc IWTfePKT OF ACCUSAffV, WW«r W€'S

fKLIN6 PKiKT NOrVJ IS IWDPE SifrMLtsR TO
*1W»>T WjtY LEWS AND W£ NguJS FELT
IVFTB* TA*lR 'SPORTS' ALBOrvV

•

Pox Trot By Bill Amend
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*€ENl«
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I'M NOT
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TMtN WMT A« YOU
ACTtNOTVIC SAHIAS
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THAT
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Thatch By Jeff Shesol

lAftttRe* T>4£- OH.&OStt

i 6ue»c all or OUR
FOOPVTUFTS fvttetJT V6

KL0NOCP TTJ

VICTORIA..

NOT TO MCNTtOM TMC COf

nt maker rue mcro-
»»Avt.TTltT> THeCWCH
&0OP OOP. 9rtt9 Utn U*

WITH htOTHINfl'

NOTHING BUT HfR
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tXCRC« VIPCC..

~^S- I

TWt |

WUfK
00h' (etT ThiGh*i
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FORMTTtNty

Moti Sotjoifor By Wiley
"

TVC BO0Y mU. TVeVT't
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IKPOLetTC...
1
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Spunk By Mike LoRiccia

Hey misty ipuok ' UouJ
maj<V l't>J dees »f \fU4 i^

0*±it •n9'Lt44e»B»v v
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Grlx of tho But Stop By Brendan & Kevin Doherty Absolute Zero By Brad Turner

^ee'rt t«A * I rflf *«y

0«e<M^ e*ve<ie «v«' f<K

I am a asatftVr ei

KvnWi Pha., Ok ivff-^J
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T TKa4 rViai)Ctl5
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fwf UMrti ru 4<*r OyJ +

H©p©sc©p«s
AQUARILS (|an 20.-Fcb. 18) —

You arc going to have to face the

Rrask tOtnj and respond to ttaOM

who have iptxific iriticisms Votl

rmi«t ruii oM-neact. hv all mean^'

PISCtS (Feb. 19-March 20) —
^ ,'ii will recognize something in a

rival that prompts a feeling of greater

reaped and understanding — and an

inejaaved sense ol competition.

ARIF.S (March 21-April 19) —
You arc in lor a treat toda>. thanks

licnd who understands inst

what kind of special something
urn re in the mood for at this time.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
The difference between fact and fic-

tion will be revealed to you in a dra-

ni.iiK snle today, and you must be

sure to keep your ItjaMtBBM in pro-

ration.

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20) —
You are going to have to keep CeaTlM

ttiick of all comings and goings

Y<M have an appointment to

that almost slipped your mind

entire!)

CANCER (|une 2l-|uly 22) — Do
what is asked ol vou as soon as possi-

ble today and you'll avoid any kind of

friction as a result of mixed message*

or unclear expectations.

LEO (|uly 23-Aug. 22) — You
m.i\ find yourself racing against the

clock today, when vou had intended

to tl.. think.- in a far more leisurely

l.ishion at this time.

VIRGO (Aug. 21-Sept. 22) —
V>u must be sure to follow certain

steps if you expect to gel the results

you seek. There are times when you

must follow the rules.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) —

Timing it of the essence today and
tomorrow. Still, you must concen-

trate on each issue as it arises; don't

overprepare.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) —
rnvitonmental influences aren'l like-

ly to affect you as much as you might

expect today, while interperskin.il

ones are strongK felt

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dcc.
21) — You will receive news thai

may have you pondering vour next

u have time, however,

while someone else may be in a big

hurry.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— The behavior of others may have

you fit to be tied today, but now is

not the time to show \our disap-

proval. Stay relaxed and tolerant

Close to Homo By John McPherson

» of tlic? V>z\yr

w 4 Frankie says

RELAX
)*

Overheard in the 80 's

i nwummnmMmpnirwi&r

\

yt rrrrftT\»»lJ^rig

T^

•jtfiaj Bj|

'Simple. I pay them a $50-a-

month protection fee."

ACROSS
1 Mex'can snacks
6 Peea the pigs

10 Difficult

14 Came up
15 Peel
16 Inventor

Sikorsky

1 7 Be scorntul

18 Kind of coiffure

1 9 Robin Cook
book

20 Large weight

21 Ocean game
fish

23 Stuff

24 Grasps
26 I arge lizard

28 Walched
30 Coslmg little

32 China/Russia
divider

33 Tenderest
3b immense
38 Sub detector

40 L arge green
parrot

41 Old weapon
43 Coal scuttle

44 Houston team
47 Gymnast Korbut

48 Trite

49 Army on the

move
51 Dress trim

54 Crowd
55 Concert halls

56 Millionaire s

property

59 Pat

62 Robert E and
Spike

63 Loam
64 Sports complex
66 Cleanse
67 Air

66 Mends
69 Snow coaster
70 Practice boxing
71 Sly one

DOWN
1 27th President

2 Singer Guthrie

3 Hunting dog
4 Midwestern

sch
5 Coloni/e
6 Rodeo gear
7 Northern

Scandinavian
8 Church

calendar

9 Flowers
10 Involuntary

sound
11 Marketplace
1 ? Type of

numeral
13 Broadway

offering

2? Finds sums
25 Gumbo veggie

27 Pistols slang

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

nnra cjohh wuuraw

Ic L

A

CI I INIEM
ulcJKpP

L E I I
OWN 1 E JB

H F pM E r R eUg r A 1 N
4 L. T oLVdIo U sell S L E

T I i inBH I ssl L^ E

HHQBiaHra rawHtiH

(Diiafflfi nnran hhh

?-ie 98 9*a Jolted Fealiw Syndicair

28 Cowboy star

LaRue
29 Melville

novel

30 Fish basket
31 Listen to

34 Sooner st

35 Gazebo
36 Shake-

spearean villain

37 Dingy
39 Horse color

42 Body ot water
45 Eats

46 Kilt wearer
48 Prejudiced

50 Mountain
nymphs

51 Surveys
52 Perlect

53 Annoy
54 Sounder
57 From — to nuts

58 Singer Turner
60 " Karenina"
61 Laze in

the sun
65 Hurned
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Men's hoop looks to extend lead in East
Minutemen could solidify

No. I seed with a victory

DyuAeMawwJtn
Calaann Staff

It looks as though Rhode Island is the team with some-

thing to prove.

The No 18 Massachusetts men's basketball team's surpns

nj romp through the Atlanrk 10 has included some pretty

big road wins the biggest of which may have been on Ian .N

tun
The Minutemen 1 1**. 1 1-1 A-10) began thai night with

an unbeaten conference record, but laced skepticism as to

the\ lould unseat the A- 10 hierarchy Though they

I playing like the I Mas* of old. few still saw them as the

UMMsofotd.
But Massachusetts ended that night as the undisputed

frontrumer by blowing out Rhode Island. 74-97. before a

sold-out Providence Civic Center, and proved all it had to

prove to the rest of the A-10 m the procees. UMaas hasn't

looked back since, and tonight's rematch at the William D.

Mullins Center I
Atlantic 10 Television Network.

vVHMP IM \\Ml A F>*)w«belt»«ahoutprovirajarjoirtt

and more about cementing the A-10 East'tNo. I teed for the

conference tournament With a win over the Rams, the

i will clinch a first-round bye in the A-10 touma-

But the Rams enter tonight's game with more than enough

motivation. Along with a crushing loss to the Minutemen in

their first meeting URI win also have Saturday's home lots to

Temple freah in in mind. Temple jumped out to a big early

lead, survived a late Ram run and beet URI, 68-67. moving

into a tie for second in the A-10 East.

I Rl it asm hoping to break in own "UMaat jinx.' a jinx

that has seen them drop 10 straight to Masasthutetli. Seniors

Tvson Wheeler. Cutttao Mobtry and loth King have never

beaten UMaas. a fact they admit pan* on their mind*.

"It just hurt* knowing mat we've never beaten mam," King

tatd after losing to the »> in January "This it the

we've had in awWe. and we thought Ithis t

the yeari"

Tonight's game doesn't really hold the ttgriflcancc many

thought it would when the schedule came out. Massachusetts

is not only in first place in the A-10 — something nobody

predicted in November — but well in front of URI and

Temple A 2-2 record over the last tour games of the regular

season wil probably give UMaat in sixth A-10 regular sea-

son ntk ai die '90s.

Tum to mumum. page 9

Soap opera ofNBA
keeps dragging on

This weeks episode of "Days of our NBA Lives" will be star-

ring ex Marcus Camhy teammate Damon Stoudamire ptaying

the n>ie of new team inspiration. Anferncc Hardway playing

the l\-vils Advocate leaving Disney World for Disneyland, the

Golden Stuie sti angler played by Lalrell SpreweU. society's

misfit "The Worm" himself Dennis Rodman. BM to-bc-trad-

ed shadow man Scottie Pippcn and finally the star of our

show... his "Airness" Michael Jordan playing the role of

America's ideal family man?"

Vi | x aye I — Yes. it it official. The Toronto Raptors are

slowly but surely beginning to self destruct. This past Friday

the Raptors were involved in a multi-player deal with the

Poit land Trailblazers. Involved in this trade was one of

Toronto! key players and NBA stars. Stoudamire

Alter successfully passing his physical Stoudamire is "offi-

cially" a TrailblaKr. One can expect to find him being reward-

ed with bench blisters for a week or so until all players involved

in the trade pass their physicals as required by NBA policy

Ihe Raptors will now begin to embark on an already famil-

iar road. The road of gradual and imminent decline, in both

their record and style of play

Granted they can't get much worse than they are now, carry-

ing a record of 1 1 20 But. come on. you just don't dump a

stylistic marquee player like Damon Wh> not get rid of

non-productive UMass alum Camfo

Act I Scene II — With Hardway looking to leave Orlando

their are a number of possibilities out there. A leader and star

with the abilities of Penny can bring something great to any

team. Only one

true flaw hat

been recognized

in the man. and

that it hst domi-

Justin KikKI

lit N13 \

MUM UCWMOT1 COUKMM

Chris Kirkland will look to repeat the career-high performance he had on Saturday against La Salle

tonight against Rhode Island

Track preps for A-10 Championships
CoBsowr. Staff

Dave Cahill was part of UMass
record-breaking 4x400m relay

team this weekend at the Valentine

Invitational.

The Mattachusetts men's

indoor track and field team

spent Valentine's Day doing

what it's been doing all winter

long: pteparing for the season

ending championship meets

At the Valentine Invitational

at Boston University, the

Minutemen had their last meet

before the Atlantic 10

Championships on Feb 21 at

the University of Rhode Island

in Kingston.

The annual invitational is a

nonscoring meet at which

many of the best teams in the

nation convene to build up
some steam that will hopefullv

propel them to their respective

OOsswPtBOC ! " " '

In the Atlantic 10 confer

encc. however, a championship

w ill be nearly impossible to

h> this year for all but

one participant.

"The meet went well, and
now we'll turn our attention

toward the conference champi-

onship.* UMass coach Ken
Bnen said. "The clear cut

favorite is Virginia Tech.

Nobody's going to muster

enough to challenge them
>r live schools will then

fight it out for second, and

that's pretty much what hap-

pened last year as well
."

In what has become a seem-

ingly ritual practice, senior

tl Price thrusted himsell

into the upcoming A- 10s by

breaking the school 200a
record with a time of 2 1 .61

joined classmate Dave Cahill

and juniors Tom Toyc and Neil

epcion to tear down the

UMass 4x400m relay mark at

the Invitational as well, run-

ning a V1V75 race.

The distance medlcv team,

which consists of Matt IK.

Dsn l^boeuf Mike Marchand

and Doug Gush, qualified lor

the New Fngland

Championships and the IC4A
Championships with a time of

10:18.60 al Boston I niversitv

this past weekend, which

placed them second

Toye prepared himseh

the all important A-IOs with

Turn to TRACK, page 9

Albie Vasquez will lead the

Minutemen into the Atlantic 10

championships as one of the con-

ference's top pole vaulters.

ruling ego

One i

trade possibility would be the reuniting of ShanjuiaV O'Neal

and Hardwav lust think how big the lakers would be with s

linle Pennv I think that this it a very strong pottshiky with the

leakers be** frustrated by Nick Van Exd's rumored "unhappi-

' in Tinsel Town.

Act II Scene I - Enter the Golden State Strangkr. Do you

remember the "aBeged* choking incident involving Sprewell

and Golden Stale Warriors head coach PJJ. Carli ili n ? WeB.

court hat been adjourned The SpreweU arbitration hearing

concluded after 7 1/2 hours of closing arguments Arbitrator

|ohn Fcrrick now has the hall in his end of the court with the

dbiHtv to issue rss decision at any time withm the next Wdays.

Act II Scene II — The rnttfk. the crossdresser. the individ-

ual. The Worm." Rodman. This week in Rodman newt where

has "The Worm" squirmed to?

Dennis Rodman has skipped practice for the second straight

time with Da' Bulls Monday. Rodman just happened to miss

practice, yet attended a team workout yesterday, leaving him

questionable for action in last nights match-up against

Boston's best, Larry Bird, and his hemetown Indiana Pacers

Dermis the Menace abo supposedly -accidentally" lost hit

car keys, which resulted in htm being unable to makeittoprac

Oh. like he couldn't get a ride from Ml. Scottie or one of

his friends Or for that matter what about one of his other cars.

I mean Michael owns five. The Worm only owns one'' Al any

rate at a result of musing that practice Rodman didn't start

against Gram Hsl and his Detroit Pistons this past Sunday

Vvhcn asked about the situation head coach Phil lackson

said simply that Rodman would be fined.

Act III Scene I — Scottie Pippcn. who is the man behind the

shadow? As we all know Pippcn has been playing in the shad-

ow of Michael Ionian for what seems to be an eternity

An old wise man once told me "Based on experience I have

found that all great dynasties eventually fall."

U, ell I believe that the old wise man was right. I think thai it

it safe to say that the Chicago dynasty will soon fall

Earlier this season Scottie was injured and demanded to he

traded. As we all know he wasn't, but mark my words "Scottie

Pippcn will not be dressed in a Bulls uniform next season."

You can quote me on that, folks.

At any rate Da' Bulls will be deconstructed at the end of the

season, a wrecking ball will hit Chicago and the Windy City

may never recover The fall of the Empire will be led by the

head coach himself. Phil lackson. lackson has this obscene

desire to retire, raise his family and live happily in the country

He will be followed by the best player in basketball today

Turn to NBA. page 9

McCormack, Muliero lead UMass skiing
By Aaron Servian

Colegian Staff

COUSTISr MfDIA MIANONV

Leah Muliero is once again in Ail-American form, as she and the

women's ski team look to continue their year in the postseason.

After four years of hard work.

>achusetts ski captain Eric

\UC ormack is finally reaping the bene-

fits of his diligence, posting two
team-best finishes last weekend at the

Smith College Tournament held at

Bei kshire East Mountain.

Having skied in the shadow of

I Mass Ail-American Tom Holden
nearly all season. McCormack. a senior,

stepped into the spotlight in his regular

season finale with a third-place finish in

Saturdays men's slalom, and a scv

enth-place finish in the giant slakwn on

Sunday.

"I realized that it was the last regular

season race of mv career," said the

Lenox native, who began the season at

the team's lourlh skier on the depth

chart. "I wanted to do a little something

more, and I put everything on the line."

VA nil his impressive performances

and steads improvement. McCormack
powered his Minutemen to third- place

showings in both events, keeping them

amongst the elite in the Eastern College

Ski Conference,

I iii hat made giant strides at a

skier with us." said "58- year UMass
coaching veteran Bill MacConnell. "He

has gotten to be one of the best skiers in

the league over time His progress has

been very impressive
."

Not to be outdone by McCormack's

feats was UMass' top skier, Tom
Holden. who finished right behind his

teammate in the slalom at fourth, and a

solid ninth in the giant slalom.

Sophomore newcomer |ohn Griffin

added a I 5th-place finish in Sunday's

giant slalom.

Turn to UMASS SKIING page 9

UM men's tennis takes weekend pair

Minutemen beat new lineup, flu to down UVM, UH
By Sonford Appal
Collegian Staff

From all early indications, all is well for the

Massachusetts men s lennis team.

The squad headed into Vermont this past waahnd
with a variety of ailments and injuries, not the least ol

which included a feeling of uncertainty

After all. the Minutemen had to overcome drastic

lineup changes, not to mention a bad flu bug being

passed around like a hot potato.

However, the perseverant Minutemen stood up to

Turn To UMASS TENNIS, pogo 9

COUHTfSY MIDIA MLATIONS

UMass men's tennis coach |udy Dixon was impressed with the effort Alex Allers put forth this weekend in

Vermont.
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photo: Lauren Kosky

Dear UMass Students:

I just wanted to thank everyone that attended the Temple game for

your support. That was the old Mullins atmosphere. You don't know

how special that was for me and the team to play in an atmosphere

like that. Even though the outcome of the game wasn't what we all

would have liked, the student support certainly was fantastic.

We have two more huge conference home games and I am excited

about seeing the same craziness in the Mullins Center that we had

versus Temple. Make it difficult for Rhode Island and St. Joseph's to

come into our house. When you come out in force and support us. the

Mullins Center is one of the toughest places in America to play.

Sincexely.

ffliknss
basketball

Jruiser Flint

Head Basketball Coach

l niuTsitv of Mavsachusctts

A- 10 Champs l*>«)2. 1«W3. 1«W4. 1W>. 1«Wn« M \ \ Tmiriiaim-nt Sweet 16- l«W2. Second Konnd - 1*W3. 1W4

Elite ElgM IW5. Final I onr I'Wh. lirst Konnd 1991
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The Grammy
goes to...

The Grammy
awards are coming
up on Wednesday
Who will take
home the top
prizes 7 (see Arts ft

Living, page 5).

Taking one
on the chin

Tyrone Weeks
scored 10 points

and had 12
rebounds. but
UMass could not
hold olf URI m
men's hoop action

last night (see

Sports, page 1 4)

WORLD

Peace negotiations

on hold in Dublin

OUH.IN, Ireland (AP) — The IIA's

political ally clung to its place in

Northern Ireland peace negotiations

yesterday. resisting attempts afl week

by the •ntish and ir.sb governments

to expel it for recent lutings blamed

on the Iran Republican Army
The other ua participating parties

gave up and went home alter three

days of talks m DubUn Castle — with-

out a single word of real ma^iMalinm
being uttered

Sirsn Fein blocked a to*** govern-

ment verdict on its eapuision by pur-

suing its own m|unction from the

Irish High Court

The court action prevented nego-

tiators from discussing the intended

topic of new governmental structures

between the

British ruled north and indepen-

dent Insh Republic, a key part of any

peace settlement.

-I'd fust k«e to enpress the sense of

disappointment I'm sure we all feel

that the last three days spent m
Dublin have been overwhelmed by

.sstons on the position of Sinn

iin the talks " said Mo
Mowlam. Britain's minister responsi-

ble for governing Northern Ireland

Mowlam accused Sinn Fein on

Monday of violating the pnnciptes of

nonviolence that govern the talks

NATION

CNN, ABC dispute

over Clinton coverage

N£W YORK (Af») — President

Clintons security advisers weren't the

only people f*c«sg hecklers at yester

day's town meeting on Iraq. CNN
aho was catching heat from compel*

tors upset about its handling of the

event

ABC complained that CNN's
restrictions on covering the 90-

minute town meeting made it diffi-

cult to report on protests that erupt-

ed when Clinton administration offi

cials tried to explain why an attack

on Iraq may be necessary

"We would have loved to have

cameras in the event," said ABC
spokeswoman Eileen Murphy "We
would have loved to have covered

the protesters We were not allowed

to do that
."

CNN's rivals were angry about the

event Irom the start The Clinton

administration chose CNN to carry

the town meeting in part because of

the cable news network's ability to

carry it live internationally, including

in Baghdad.
Competing networks won some

concessions from CNN after protest-

ing to the White House late Tuesday.

For instance, CNN had initially said

other networks would not be allowed

to send video or audio footage to

their affiliates around the nation But

the network relented and allowed it

Still, non-CNN video photogra-

phers and still photographers from

other news organizations were not

permitted into the town meeting.

EXTENDED FORECAST

Today Friday

m
HK5H: 46 HIGH: 45

LOW: 34 LOW: 27

Saturday

HIGH: 45

LOW: 26
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Administration, GEO
return to negotiations
By Jason Eiseman
Collegian StaH
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Before the Graduate Fmplovee Organization s <<..! 0)

declared deadline. University of Massachusetts

Chancelloi Dtvld K Scott announced yesterday after-

noon the administration will honoi GEO'i request lor

mediation and not implement the administration's final

contract oi

"This is a most unfortunate development, and we

hope that it can be resolved quickly so that we can pro-

i with the stipend increases which we believe are

essential." Scott said in a press release.

At 10 a.m yesterday Scott met with representatives

from other campus labor unions on the labor council

on GEO'i behalf These union representatives urged

Scott to go to mediation, rather than end negotiation*

GEO held a membership meeting last night to discuss

the mediation process. It was attended b> approximate-

ly 450 members
vc agreed to the names of three private media

tors, hopefullv we'll be at the table as early as the end

ol this week." said Ion Zerolnick CO chief negotiator

I. He credited the mobilization and readiness of

GEO members with getting the administration back to

the table

"I don't think thc> expected members to be as frus-

trated or as reads as the> were." Zerolnick -jiJ

i and Sue Pearson, chief negotiator for the

administration, said their side has acted in accordance

with Massachusetts State law*.

Despite the administration coming back to the nego

tiating table. Zerolnick said GEO has no plans to with

draw the charge of unfair labor practice filed last week

with ihe Massachusetts Labor Relations Commission.

last Friday, the administration ended two years of

contract negotiations h> declaring an impasse GEO
claimed the declaration of impasse by the administra-

tion was illegal because the) did not go through the

required mediation process.

"lYesterdayl was a great a victors lor our union."

said Mahmood Ketabchi GEO president "The declara-

tion of impasse was a threat to everyone." Ketabchi

said

"We'd like to get the thing done as soon as possible."

Ketabchi said. "I don't know what thev were thinking

in their minds when the> declared impasse, but the)

obviously made a mistake

Turn to CCO page 2

UMass police enact

24-hr. crime hotline

for anonymous tips
By Leigh Foutkner

Coaecyon Starr

Member* of the GEO rallied for a second day in front

of the Student Union

A 24-houi anonymous enmc up line

has been established bv the I niversity

oi Maltarhnirtit Public s.iietv

IVpjiiincni in an cllori lo encourage

HlMkmH lo icport mloiMialion the)

mas have regarding _________
c.JllipU> cHIDC

I he Bra phone line

exiMs independent!) ol

the I Mass phone sv s

iciii li i- attached lo an

juswciing machine in

the department s

Community Dieordei

I nil and i« not a line

students should accc>.

lo receive ililineJl ale

altention Irom the

police department Onl\

personnel from that

department will have access to the mes-

aaars left on the machine.

""loo c.in call with inlonnation da)

or night, regarding am na-i. current, or

luiurc incident >; ou need not give your

name when giving u* in!

I Ma" chi in I uippold

said

idmj; to I uippold ihe install*

tion of this phone line is just one way

I Macs pain are Irving to be proactive

in their attempts k> work with ______)

'We are trying to be proactive etc

ative with technology and work in part-

nership with the campus commumiv to

enhance public cjletv in .inv wav we

can," I.uippold said.

I uippold said the September |sN7

death of junior Adam Prentice in was |

catalvst lor the crime up line

Prentice died last September due- to

"This is an oppor-

tunity for individuals

to leave us informa-

tion about incidents

they may want us to

know about...
"

— UMass Chief of

Polite |ohn l.uippold

injurie. .u.tamed in a fall through a

greenhouse roof at the Morrill Science

Center The investigation surrounding

hie death is still open. To date, no indi

viduals have come forward to aid

pefa-l

i ding to l.uippold. the tip line

onginated because of the police depart-

^^^ incut's failed

attempts to

determine
Prentice's
whereabouts the

last half hour or

hour before his

elcalll

"We see this

as one more
opportunity lor

individuals to

pass informa-

tion on to us

about that

night " l.uippold said.

However I Viae, police encourage

students to use the phone line to relay

information about any crime.

I nis is an opportunity lor indiwdu

ab to leave us information about inci

dents they mav want us to know about

but are concerned about coming for-

ward with information." I uippold said,

t samples of incidents the public

satctv department encourages students

to leave information about are vehicle

break- ins. peeping toms in residence

halls and campus vandalism.

Student, who have information

regard i ne a crime should call the tip

line at 577 UPS iM77l Anyone who
wishes to contact from the Community

tan I nit should call 545- 0895

or the main police number at

M2I.

Award assistance at UM
fty Lorraine- JUsnrwdy

Ccsaagson cAsf?

A pilot program to help students

apply for prestigious national

scholarships and fellowships has

been launched on the University of

Massachusetts campus

Currently located within the

Program, the Office of

Scholarship

__*ancemeni OSSA has been

granted funding from the state's

Board of Higher Education to

increase the number of national

scholarship winners from the

attic's public institutions of higher

education.

"We have many tremendously

talented and motivated students

here at UMasa who certainly quali-

r these presti> alar-

ships." said ONSA's interim direc-

Chris Felton in a press

release. "but to date, no help ha*

been available to guide them
lhrough the selections and applies

The service* provided by ONSA
will be available to all UMass stu-

dents. In addition, office staff will

work very close with faculty to

identify and begin preparing stu-

dents who may be potential candi-

dates for national scholarship

awar said.

will provide interested

students with information about

qualifications and deadlines about

scholarships, as well as guidance

toward building a strong resume.

In addition, staff members will

help student apply and develop the

-kills needed for interviewing and

writing ftersonal siatemc

The office will also w

the Graduate School and

International Programs Office on

fuHmvihipn which involve student

from these offices.

lew these awards is

inten- n said. "The applica-

tion process to extremely rigorous

and ideally begins earl) during a

student's college career."

According to Felton. other pub-

lic institutions that have created

• imilar offices have reported

increases in the number of success-

ful applicants for the highly

sought-after fellowship* and
grant'

The following is a list of the

iarships for which the office

will provide support: Rhodes
Scholarship, Marshall Scholarship.

Fulbright Grant, Goldwater
Scholarship. Truman Scholarship,

Public Policy and Internationa!

Affairs Fellowship. Mellon
Fellowship in the Humanities.

National Security Education
Program fNSEPi Undergraduate

Iarships and NSEP Graduate

Fellowships. Morris Udall

Scholarships, lames Madison
Fellowships. Phi Kappa Phi

National Fellowship. Elie W
Essay Competition and the

Today All-USA Academic Award.

Though the program is not yet

in full operation. Felton expect- to

begin contacting interested stu

dents within the month.

I further information, stu-

dents should go to the Honors
Program office, located in 504

Goodell Hall, or call 545- 2485

Motions pertaining to students passed

SOA focuses an campus safety, dam security during last nights meeting

•yJilCorroll

Coleqion Staff

Speaker ol the lnivcr>itv ot

Massachusetts Student Government

ation (SGAl Peter Kilbourne

held an emergency meeting of the

senate last night lo gel student busi-

ness done.

During ihe la«t SGA meeting no

me 'tion concerning the .tudent body

was passed. Concerned bv this.

Kilbourne called lor an emergency

meeting of the Sc • \

"It's time the Senate got some hu.i

ness done." Kilbourne said

Senator |odi Bailev i Commuter - at

large) also stressed the need ie> locus

the meetings on weirking lor the du
dent.

"We have been overlooking the

fact we have a job W e are here to

represent the .ludcnl bodv we are

not here for each other, but the

IX.000 people who put us here."

Bailey said

The SGA accomplished its goal as

several motions were pMied last

night concerning the student bodv

In an effort to show the adminis-

tration that students want a MM
campus, a motie>n wa. passed unani-

mously to add more lighting and

make a clear path by the road leading

from the Svlvan Residential Are.i

purple parking lot.

"This bring, lo the administt

thai there is a need for a path." said

Senate.r Craig Cincoiu i Svlvan - at

large!. whe> proposed ihe motion

"This is one e>l the issues ranking

high on ihe women'* safety walk

recently

Bailey, using actions lo support her

call lor a locus on we>rking for the

students, proposed a meition that

would save come -tudents moncv

Ihe motiein we>uld le>wer the

of a resume di.k .indent, bus Irom

ihe Career Center. The actual cost of

the disk if. Sr< 50 The Career Center

adds a $5 00 fee in .ace the disk ic

used altet the 'tudent ^raduate'e

Onlv one third e.l people u.e it

.ilier graduation It wasn't a huge

-i to them if I
the Career Center

had to pay when I
people use it altei

graduation. Kailev Mid
The motion passed unanimously

Bailev ,iIm> proposed a nmtion to

establish a committee that would cre-

ate a dialogue between the two peo-

ple that help students plan a career

A dialogue between career coun-

selors and academic advisors make a

safety net for students when they are

planning their careers, the motion

said.

"These offices, weirking in coordi-

nation with one another, would ere

ate a safety net for students in terms

of a career... the Chancellor would

hlish a committee in order to help

facilitate dtecsjfMtM between these

ollices." Bailey said in the motion

The motion is only a recommenda-

tion io the Chancellor, and passed

unanimously

A motion prompted by comments

Irom Amherst Selectman Hill Boss

was also passed unanimously. The

motion condemned his comments
and requested an apology for state-

ments made by Bos. in a recent arti-

cle appearing in the Daily Hampshire

Gazette

Boss is requested to make the apol-

ogy in the Gazette and the

Turn to MOTIONS page 2

Clinton scandal studied
By Laura A. Jakurowicz

Collegian Correspondent

Questions about where President

Clinton stands on such policies as

Health Care and Welfare reform

were the focus of a study by three-

University of Massachusetts com-
munications professors.

The study, which involved bOO
people across the United States, was

conducted by telephone. The find-

ings overwhelmingly suggested that

the average American knows more
about Clinton's alleged affairs than

where he stands on policies.

Although 77 percent of viewers

say the media is spending too much
time on the Monica Lewinsky story,

they believed Clinton's crime was of

a sexual nature.

But, "when asked what crime
Clinton was alleged to have commit-

ted, heavy viewers talked about sex,

not perjury." communications pro-

fessor Michael Morgan said.

The conductors of this study,

communications professors lustin

Lewis. Morgan, and Sut lhally dis-

covered that 81 percent of respon-

dents to the survey were aware of

Gennifer Flowers' claims to have

had an affair with Clinton (then the

Governor of Arkansas), and 75 per-

cent were able to identify Linda

Tripp's role in the Monica Lewinsky

affair.

However, only I 5 percent knew

that Clinton signed the Welfare

Reform Bill, and only 26 percent

had even a vague notion of where

he stands on health-care reform. M
mentioned in a press release.

The aim of the study was to point

out that Americans who are heavy

television viewers tend to receive

not only an inordinate amount of

information about scandals, but that

the media tends to misinform them

about where Clinton stands on legis-

lation, the professor*, explained.

The study found that the media

presents Clinton in a framework

which indicates that he is much
more liberal than he actually is.

Turn to STUDY, page 2

LAUKIN KOSKV COUEGIAN

Costa Rica here I come!
Ensenio Grace, 1 3, and his mother Rani Turner of Ashfield are trying to raise money for Ensenio to go on

a study program in Costa Rica.

„ to
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contrived from page 1

Muisachustrlh Ihiih CMUM
A motion was prafXMM to length-

en the Bulbars office; and the

irtcial Sen ices efflOM during the

firm yvctk of classes The motion

r* out of a conflict students have

between classes and the oflice's

hour*.

Senator lean C'asasunto ( Southwest

It the need for siudent-

have longer hout> tor the week

wh worth the extra mone> in salary

I can*t &a> the\ don't have it in

their budget to pe\ people to ^a> an

extra two a three hours." C'asasanto

The motion passed unanimously

d a referendum

quesiron that will appear on the elec-

tion ballot tor Student Body
1'ie-ident and Trustee.

In the Orchard Hill and SouthwcM

residential areas, where an experi-

mental 24 hour card access security

plan is in place, students will be

asked il they fell the plan has

increased security ot the J.

Students will also be asked if the

24 hour card access plan should be

abandoned.

The motion states that "If the

maiorin of students vote "\ I

this question it will compel HoOeaM
Service to unlock the front doors of

all Residence Halls between 8 a.m.

and 8 p.m every Monday through

I rida

GEO
continued horn page 1

The administration claimed

declaring an impasse and imple-

menting the final offer they had

proposed was necessary to allow

the departments to recruit gradu-

ate students this semester. They

laid by implementing a stipend

increase totaling lb percent.

UMass would be able to better

compete with other institutions at

recruiting gradual

"In addition to stipends, the

major issues about which we were

not able to reach agreement were

child care, assistantships to

increase the diversity of the gradu

ate student population, and health

care." Pearson said in a press

release after the administration

declared the impasse.

The administration had offered

and with a declaration of impasse

intended to increase the lunding

lor child care by $100,000 per

year for the next three years, for a

total of $300,000 Pearson said

the University would immediately

implement the allocation of these

funds after the impasse was
declared.

Pearson said the administration

also offered to increase the fund-

ing to increase the diversity o!

graduate students at the

University by a total of $100,000

to a total of $625,000.

Pearson said the administration

would work towards trying to deal

with the health care issues facing

graduate students.

Ketabchi said he had to get a

contract signed so GEO members
could get the wage increases and

henelits they have been working

towards.

The administration is still claim-

ing that the Massachusetts Labor

Relations Commission has no
jurisdiction over GLO, because
i.lui- not a certilied union.

Gl also has petitioned the

Board of Conciliation and
Arbitration, pending the decisions

of this and the Massachusetts
Labor Relations Commission

"This is only a temporary post-

ponement of these benefits while

we pursue this course of media-

tion," Pearson said. "We believe

that it is indefensible for GEO to

have acted in such a manner as to

deprive graduate students of the

stipend increases which we all

acknowledge they deserve."

Pearson also said she hoped the

situation would be resolved in the

next few days, so the stipend

increases could be implemented.
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study
continued ttom page 1

Studies support this theory by

>ng that when Clinton has

adopted more conservative posi-

tions, people arc nor onlv unaware

of thi ent and II

nt get the answer right in tbe>e

cases), but ihcv tend to assume he
•

J be due to. as

the professors argue, the media's

tendency to emphasize conflict

rather than agreement. This, the

'Sprs argue, leads people to

a-«utrte that Clinton has acted as a

liberal in response to a conservative

Congr nd. the Republican

strategy of labeling Clinton a liberal

appears to have «tuv.k in people's

minds

I ewrs said in a press release, "this

>ueccss does not seem to have put

people off Bill Clinton — his cur-

rent approval rating suggesting that

while the publie may disappr

his character, thev like his policies

I- ven it. as it turns out. they don't

know what those policies are."

Correction

In yesterdav > artiJc on UC 2000, Eli/ubcth Dale's administrative title should have been

cited ax Director ol Business and Facilities Services for the Campus Cem

The information session lor Walt Disnej World College Program will take place tonight at

7 p.m in Mahar Auditorium.

The Collegian regrets these errors.

PIZZA GRINDERS CALZONES
SALADS SPAGHETTI

UPEPrl

IZZErvJA

• 50* Student Discounts

• Right in Amherst

• Space is Limited! Call...

Free lato Sctuoe Wed Frfx 25*# 7:00 pm. La* kfliey lea.

MONTAGUE ROAD, AMHERST
S49-062*

Open 7 days a week nam - 2am
SmaII
Grinder

Can of Soda; Topping
and Bag of . On Large

Chips Pizza

iMf

Buy Two
Largo
Pizsaa

Goto
Fr— Small

Buy a

Chewae Pixxa
M H

Pizza

Goto
Free One
Liter Soda

UMass
Student
Legal
Services 545^995
Oflice e,uu noD/fty

922 CAMPUS CENTER

FREE
confidential

professional
legal services

for UMass
students!

Learn German

This Summer At URI
June 28 - August 7, 1998

The University of Rhode Island, in cooperation with

the Goethe Institute Boston, is hosting the 18th

Annual German Summer School of the Atlantic

German will be the sole language of communication,

and German life and culture the heart of this six-week

residency program of intensive language study

Earn up to nme undergraduate or graduate credits

while living m the beautiful surroundings of our

country campus, just minutes away from Rhode

Island's magnificent beaches and histonc Newport.

This program is ideally suited for anyone wishing to

enroll m beginning through masters-level German

Take advantage of this rare opportunity to participate

m this total German language experience.

Contact Dr. John Grandin or Dr Norbert Heddench,

Co-Directors. Dept. of Languages,

URI, Kingston. Rl 02881

Phone 401 -874-5911

SenA
grandinOurtacc.un edu

or

heddencOuriacc . un .edu
Hearing impaired:

401 277 5020

UavCCC » • r—m—i Ennctofig Amanca ftnyid i M—bif

Dem fund-raiser indicted
By Michael J. Sniffen

Awociated Press

WASHINGTON — Democratic
fund-raiser Maria Hsia wa> indicted

yesterday by a federal grand jury on

charges of disguising illegal campaign

contributions by a California

Buddhist temple to President

Clinton's re-election campaign. Sen

Edward M. Kennedy, his son Patrick

and other candidates betyveen |s»4}

and fWto.

It was the second indictment

brought by the lustice Department's

campaign finance task force

Attorney General lanet Reno. *ho
has been under Republican fire lor

relusing to turn the case over to an

independent counsel, called it "yet

another step forward in the hiftict

Department's investigation of cam-

paign finance abuses associated with

the 1996 election."

The Hsi Lai Temple, located in the

Los Angeles suburb of Hacienda

Heights, Calif., and formally known
as the International Buddhist

Progress Society, was named as an

umndicted co-conspirator.

A trio ol nuns from the temple told

a Senate committee last fall that the

temple illegally reimbursed donors

after an April 199t> fundraiser there

that Vice President Al Gore attended

The nuns testified thai the temple

later desiroyed or altered records to

avoid embarrassment

Gore has said he did not know it

was a fund-raising event, but a draft

report by the Senate panel concludes

it should have been obvious to him.

* 9
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Scracy Neck

Working it

SO Washington Street

Provtdence. Rt

1998 REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
The I unsel on Community. Diversity and Social Justice is soliciting inno-

ye proposals for educational activities and programs which have the following goals:

- promote mutual respect

- enhance understandm .munitv, diversity and/or social

- encourage collaboration between different campus communities and

constituent

Eligibility : I ndergraduates. graduate students. suuT and faculty . as iikli v .duals ofgroups

Award Criteria: Proposed activities:

- must bring together persons from two or more communities or

a a joint activity

trate collaboration ol communities or constituencies in

the proposal planning proa
- must promote mutual respect and understanding on the campus or in

the larger community
hould represent new programs or collaborating partnerships as opposed

to annual programs or continuations ot past project*

should be completed by the end of the fall 1998 semester

mples of Activities Whkh Could be Funded: Forums, speakers, film/video series.

s. training programs, public education programs, outreach activities

Is and home communities, community public service programs,

tation to develop new courses, performance events, printed

materials, postc

Proposal Components:

I clear description of how the proposed activities will meet both the

goals and award criteria

- a list of groups involved and contact person or persons responsible for

the activity

- a plan for evaluating the impact and effectiveness of the activities

- a time line indicating when the activities would start and conclude

- a budget

Award Ranges: $250 to $1500. with all awards expected to total $10,000

Submission Date and Location: Mailed, e-mailed (piquettec@admin.umass.edu) or hand

delivered by noon on Friday. March 27, 1998 to the Chancellor's Counsel on Community,

Diversity and Social Justice, c/o Office of Human Relations, 206 Middlesex House.

Proposal Review and Award Announcements: A committee of the Chancellor's

insel on Community, Diversity and Social Justice reviews all proposals. Awards will

be announced during the week of April 6. 1998.

Information: Call the Office of Human Relations at 545-0851

.

UMass Campus Activities presents
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This series is made possible by a grant from the UMass Auxiliary services

Department, the Office of the Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs, and the
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Hillary Wonderhck, a junior comparative literature major and

employee ot the Campus Career Network, helps out at the career

(air in the Campus Center.

MUSI Tri ,:Trick Knee "Don't forget the kids!"
|aye Stem, 7, takes advantage of the toys and art supplies provid-

ed by the Graduate Student Organization tor "Family and Child

Care Awareness Day" in the Student Union Colonial Lounge

Thursday , February 19

10am - 3 pm
Campus Center Auditorium

Summer and Semester PAID Positions

FOR ALL MAJORS!!!!!!!!!

Special "Welcome To Field Experience" Workshops

today at 11 am, 12pm, & 2pm in Campus Center

162

On-Campus iNTKRviiiws for CC -Cps Today and Tomorrow at:

I c I' r u »i r v I
c >

Cigna Corporation

Dow Jones & Co. Inc

ERC Wiping Products

Federal Reserve Bant

Host Marriott Ser

Putnam Invest

Raytheon El^
Stata Street

I c h i ti »1 r v 2 O

Apogee I Btion Systems

Cigna cAorfton
General ( it

GTE M L
IBM ^ ^
J.C. Penny

Ortho-McNeil^hHMT ,rr !Tl ,

Sears Robuck

Sybase

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

All MAjors

Arts &Sciences/SOM

Arts & Sciences/SOM

S0M
HRTA

& Sciences/SOM

[ngin/CompSci/SOM

SOM/Econ

Comp Sci

All Majors

SOM/Engin/CompSci

SOM/Engin/CompSci

SOM/Econ

All Majors

SOM/Econ

All Majors

All Majors

Wildlife/Forestry/Engin

This is a place unlike any other

A place with one name, and

infinite possibilities A place

that's many companies, with

many opponuruttes Youll

bring your own ideas here

Your skills, your ambition

Youll put them all to work

in a unique environment of

team spint and individual

achievement that have made

this company the world leader

it is today And youll make it

belter than you found u

I his is Where You II Shine

Participant Service Representatives— Marlborough, MA
This is a position that offers responsibility, excitement, and tremendous potential for advancement

As a representative of Fidelity Investments, you will quickly learn and demonstrate to our customers

why Fidelity is the countrys largest privately held financial services organization In your role, you

will handle incoming calls from our retirement plan participants With the help of today's most

sophisticated technology, you will answer questions and educate participants about their 401 (k)

accounts, and supply basic fund and investment information In return, you will receive full paid

training to earn your Series 6 & 63 financial licenses, a competitive salary, and one of the best

benefits packages in any industry

Stop by our booth at the Campus-Wide Caraar Fair, Lincoln Campus Center,

on Wednesday, February 18, 1998, 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.

If you are unable to attend the Career Fair, but are interested in opportunities at Fidelity,

please »end your resume to: Fidelity Investments, 82 Devonshire Street,

Mail Zone MM1H, Job Code: UMASS, Boston, MA 02109,

or e-mail your resume to marlboroughstaffingOfmr.com

Fidelityd Investments*

"*See Company Representatives at the Co-Op fair to sign up for interviews*"
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Ecological education
We live today in a culture

unique from all others in

human history. Most
fundamentally, ours is the only

one that has created, or even
attempted to create, the illusion

that human beings are separate
from nature. In contrast, tradi-

tional peoples
inhabited a world
suffused with
what we would
now call ecologi-

cal awareness. In

our fast-paced,
technological,
and fragmented
society, it is all

too easy to loose

sight of the deep
connections we
all have with the

natural world.

If we are taught at all to consid-

er the link between supermarket
and topsoil. or washing machine
and rainfall, it is only with a tort

of grudging moral obligation that

we should be 'good to the envi

ronment Most traditional cul-

tures on the other hand, would
likely consider absurd any concept

of "the environment" which con-

siders things only outside of the

of everyday human expert

There is no greater teacher

Jth than experiencing it

yourself by spending a week in the

wilderness or a summer growing
your owm vegetables

Popular culture clings to the
belief that we will become happi
er. more efficient people as we
alter our environment, our bodies

and our minds to mesh with a

human culture that has lost touch
with the natural world Of course,

just the opposite has occurred
a casual observer can note

the disturbing increase in violent

movies, reliance on psychiatric

drugs (legal and illegal), and gen-

eral uncase with the state of
thing* that marks late 20th centu-

ry America Mysteriously, all this

boomed and i

What we need is real

ecological education as an
alternative to the

issue-oriented focus of
environmental educatio

todax

Jax>n I>avi>

pie arc able to achieve that elusive

thing called the "American
Dream

"

However, the reasons are not H
elusive. Human beings have
evolved over hundreds of thou
sands of years in an environment
and under a social system marked

ly different
tiom our own
f r e n e I i s

splintered
s o c i e t v

Specifically

.

the phenome-

non of human
consciousness

has developed

over millen-

nia in the
context of a

p r o I o u n J

interaction with the natural world
Scientists have recognized an
innate human need, often subcon-

scious, to be deeply attuned to

nature. Biologist Edward O.
V\ 1 1>on explores this theme in his

book Biophilia As he describes it.

our genetic background implores
us to engage the riving world.
human and non- human, in a cre-

ative and involved fashion When
this fails to happen, as is too often

the case in modem society, the

result is isolation, violence and
environmental destruction.

How can we begin to address
this profound problem'* Our cut

ture's false belief that we are
lotchow separate from nature is

so deeply ingrained it is often
invisible Modern conveniences
such as the supermarket and the

flush toilet help make this possi-

ble, insulating us from the real

and inseparable connection we
have with the natural world.
Obviously. I am not advocating a

return to the outhouse, but rather

a culture-wide questioning of the

wall of illusions we have created

and continue to create at a record

pace We need to ask ourselves

Where was this food Crown''
Exactly what happens after I flush

the toilet? Where was this oil

pumped from? What kind of
plants live in my backyard?

These may seem like childish

questions, but they are what is

needed to counteract the per-

fivwd isolation that we live in.

the vast network of consumer
messages we are bombarded with,

and the shaky pseudoscience of

the industry -led anti-environmen-

tal "movement."
Maybe these questions seem

childish because they are childish,

in thai we should have asked them
a long time ago. What we need is

real ecological education as an
alternative to the issue-oriented

tosus ol environmental education

today Yes, it is extremely impor-

tant to Icam about global environ-

mental problems we are facing

and will be facing in coming
years, but learning only about iso-

lated environmental "issues" typi-

cally encourages students to focus

on the symptoms of the crisis,

rather than the root causes.
Another common response it to

throw one's hands up and think.

"There problems are so huge and
out of control that nothing I do
will make any difference."

Instead of just using scare tac-

tics alone, teachers can work
towards creating a real under-
standing of the connections we
have with our planet. We should
instill in students the knowledge
that these connections are some-
thing to be celebrated, rather than

problems that inconvenience us.

Furthermore, all students should
have the opportunity to experi-

ence nature on a first-hand basis.

Actually seeing ecology up close it

the best way to make it into some-
thing real, rather than textbook
abstraction Always teachers
should stress the continuity
between the human world and the

world "out there."

It is time to move beyond
sounding the alarm. The future

lies in changing the way we think

about the planet we call home.
lason Davit is a Collegian

colummtl

I'm dying here
The question of my death came up this weekend.

While serving my valuable role as back-up shoot-

ing guard for the Booty Schwag All-Start. I

case of bursitis in my left hip. and further x-rays

I what a doctor told me was Aseptic Mecrotu. My hip,

they say, contains dead tissue.

Intramural wars are never easy.

The pain itself was very, very biting, and I spent Thursday
and Friday night whining about my hip.

ing conversations. (There was even a smattering of

"pottymouth," but decorum prevents me from repeating

them here).

Housemate A thought this was all pretty funny Besides

sending a flurry of "pansy* bombs my way. he asked me if I

was going to die Then. Housemate C jumps in with his

mouth (which, as we all know, is pretty big). Pretty soon,

they're having a big old party at mv
expense. The following are excerpts from
that fun little four-minute basting.

"Hey Ijike, what would you leave me in

your wilP"

They both laughed. They're pretty funny

You know why

Because they're right. I have nothing.

This made me think about my assets If I

did. in fact, kick it. the following items
would have to be taken care of.

I. Basketball media guides from the fol-

lowing schools: LaSalle, St. Bonaventure.

Temple. Cincinnati. UConn and George
Washington. Included in this subhead is a

"""""—"""*"""*™m

Christmas (sorry. Holiday) card sent to me by our friends at

the A- 10 Football Conference. It's one of my prized posses-

2. Two alarm clocks— one of which works (if you shake

it enough).

3. One Aiwa portable CD player, with Pearl Utm's Yield

stuck inside. It's one of those "systems" that rich people are

like "Yeah, we have one of those. It's great for the beach, or

the pool."

I have no beach, and I have no pool.

4. One cassette tape of me on the radio during the famous
UMass-William and Mary football war of 19% Highlights

include stretch where I scream, "The referees have to get

control of the game. This is ridiculous."

Truly breakthrough broadcast journalism.

20 minutes before. I told all 1 1 listeners (this was. after

ML'A i that a player had been 'swallowed, like that

new Bush song.'

What can I say. I'm sorry

5. A bookcase a drunken A and C swiped one Friday

night and presented to me as "war booty." because I needed
a bookcase. They were right To this day. the origins of said

bookcase are in dispute

And you wonder why I love them.

6. 75-SO CD's, most of which could qualify for the

inevitable "90s Grunge Classics" album that'll hit the stores

in early 2004 Among the hidden treasures is Veruca Salt's

first album, the l^d Zeppelin box set (the crappy one from
TV) and all three Stone Temple Pilots albums

7. A near-mint edition "Booty Schwag All-Stars* t-shirt.

with number 37 on the back. I You know, cause I'm Luke.

there's a movie called Cool Hand Luke, Paul

Newman is prisoner number 37. and he's

I uke its a long story)

7. 60-70 copies of "Hoop Preview 97-98."

that thing about the I Mass basketball team
The plan was to mail them out to anyone I

could think of and go. "Look. I was editor of

this college. Give me a job!"

But they've sorta just sat there for awhile

now.

If you count my two boxes of Kraft Mac
and Cheese, four cans of ravioli, two boxes of

Flavor-Ices and a Mama Rosie's frozen pizza,

that's about the extent of my possessions.

When you're a broke. 22-year-old (sad to say

I'm that old) wanna-be journalist who writes for the

( ollegian, there really isn't much more to possess.

Oh sure, there's the L 2 poster from Germany I've had
since I Ith grade, and the white baggy Nike shorts I wear to

bed every night, but in the end. what is that, really? If I

kicked it. right now. they d probably throw all my stuff in

the Mill Valley dumpster, and move some new punk in my
room next year.

This, I think, is something to live for At the very least, I'd

like to leave something for my kids (who will probably be
punks too) to fight over, like a "Fresh Prince" episode come
to life.

I'm thinking a Booty Schwag All-Stars t-shirt ain't gonna
cut it.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian columnist.

We encourage our readers to respond to the contents of the Collegian through tellers to the editor.

Letters must be typed, no more than 400 words lung, and include name,

address and phone number for confirmation purposes.

They can be submitted by mail to Ed/Op Editor. Daily Collegian, 1 1 3 Campus Center. UMass. Amherst MA 01003; by email to

letlciWoitvms.oit.umass.ethi; or by fax to (413) 545-1 592.

The Collegian reserves the right to edit letters for length, clarity, and style.

Mumia-fever hits UMass
I

thought I had gotten away clean, but it followed
me up here. 1 thought it had left it back in

Philadelphia but it followed me up here
Mumia-fever
There are so many things I'd rather have follow me

here from Philadelphia: the Flyers, The Daily News.
The City Paper, South Street — the list goes on and on
I'd even rather have the ever-present smell of onions
that pervades the city for some rea-

son. But no, I got Mumia-fever fol-

lowing me around
Mumia Abu-Jamal was convicted of

killing a police officer in the early

'80s and was sentenced to death For
some reason, his case has become the

cause celcbre, attracting the attention

of such luminaries as Ed Asner and
author EL. Doctorow During my
senior year of high school the issue

was at a fever pitch. I was glad to

leave for school and leave the

protests and the news reports behind
I had my fill of the issue

My feeling was that, for one. peo- ""^^^s*"b"b"b"

pie seemed to be blindly following a cause, and two
the fact that a police officer had been killed, leaving

behind a wife and child, seemed to be lost in the furor

All the sympathy was directed towards the accused,

while none was shown for the victims.

But alas, three years into my tour of duty here. I am
still bombarded with the issue. Saint Mumia and the

cause seem to have taken a red eye up here Amherst
and Philadelphia seem to be the two places where
Mumia-fever runs the highest, and, lucky me. the same
two places where I split my time.

I kept calm on the issue. I hadn't talked about it for

years now. and that was fine by me. But lately I've

stumbled upon tome flyers for a documentary on the

"framing* of Mumia Abu-lamal. I'd seen the flyer but

never taken the time to read it. until about a week ago
The first line of it offended me (and that takes a lot).

at it described the killing of the police officer at 'right

eout." Have we really come thit far. that a cause that

fancies itself as noble could be so callous? Are thaw
the people leading the charge?

/ cannot even think

of siding with a

cause that considers

taking a cop's life

"righteous, " or can
do it in such a flip

manner.

Michael MetMaXM

I cannot even think of siding with a cause that con-

siders tukinv! a cop's life "righteous." or can do it in

such a flip manner. Now. I know not everyone here at

UMass would agree with the first line of the flyer, or at

least I would hope so. I wouldn't worry about it. but

there are two rather prominent groups attached to the

flyer and I wonder if they support it's language.

I'm glad Ed Asner could pull himself away from

^__—— guest- starring on "Ask Harriet" in

order to lend his gruff-but- love-

able voice to the cause. I don't

know why he chose this one. or why

anyone else feels so fiery about it I

guess we all have that shiny object

that catches our eye. There seems to

be so many others on death row
whose guilt is questionable, but I

guess they aren't as well spoken, or

photogenic, or have had a book
published

I've actually softened on the sub-

ject over the years. No. really It

used to be that I had no doubt that

aa"aaaaaa»aaa»aaa?aa?Ba"BTi Mumia was guilty. I admit to having

mv doubts now. but you won't see me wearing any

"I tec Mumia" patches anvtime soon.

This is a picture of me riding the fence with gleeful

abandon: Yee-ha! I believe that the facts are so sketchy

in this case, it's hard for me to draw a thoughtful con-

clusion for the mess Hut his guilt or innocence is not

what I'm here to talk about I wonder where so many
people get their information, or what they tec at

"truth * Look at the issue before deciding Don't just

think it's a good cause because Rage Against the

Machine wrote a song about it. Weigh whatever facts

you can get out of it, but watch out. because both sides

seem to have their own versions You think he's not

guilty'' Fine Great. Don't tell me about it. Set up a

booth at I ollapalooza.

It all comes down to this: the more people shout in

my face about the issue, the more people use propagan-

da to lend a tone of militancy to an issue, the more I

back away and the more I resent the cause Maybe it's

time to break out a velvet glov e

Michael Mestaros is a I' Mats student

Administration
switching stance
on union status

To the editor:

The front page article of
Tuesday's Collegian (7/10/981
repeats Sue Pearson's misleading
statements about GEO's recognition

at the bargaining agent for graduate

employees. Both sides agreed at the

bargaining table to voluntary recog-

nition of the union. GEO then
pressed for this to Happen immedi-
ately, while bargaining continued,
but the administration refused

They followed thit refusal with
their current claim that GEO is not

a recognized union and that they

need not engage in mediation before

declaring impatte.

William Hcttc
GEO Steward

whetse9cs.umass.edu

Administration no
more than
union-busters

To the editor:

The Feb. 17 article in the

Collegian on the GEO impasse con-

tains a significant misunderstanding

which must be immediately recti-

fied. Susan Pearson's statement is

untrue and misleads the campus
community. She claims that GEO
never completed a certification

process. This statement implies

GEO either did not wish to com-
plete this process or was negligent

in not doing so.

Nothing could be further from the

truth. The issue of certification

brought up by Susan Pearson is a

union busting tactic. As a member
of GEO's bargaining committee, I

want to point out both parties

agreed certification was not neces-

Letters to the Editor

sary because GEO was voluntarily

recognized by the UMass adminis-

tration. Both GEO and the adminis-

tration agreed at the bargaining
table that mere formalities
remained. Since Ian 30. GEO has

pushed to have these formalities

resolved, however the administra-

tion refused to allow GEO to do so.

The administration's refusal to

allow GEO to complete the mere
formalities of voluntary recognition

coupled with the administration's

illegal declaration of impasse in bar-

gaining last week, make it apparent

that the administration had impasse
in mind as it refused GEO's wish to

formalize the voluntary recognition

This refusal to allow GEO to for-

malize their recognition is now
being used as a weapon to cripple

GEO's status as a union.
Furthermore, this refusal and the

impasse demonstrate a clear attempt

on the part of the UMass adminis-

tration to bust unions campus wide.

Susan E. Shadwick
Graduate Student. Art History

MAI Treaty bad
idea

To the editor:

The International Monetary
Fund's recent admission that it

erred during the Indonesian and
Korean bailout raises the issue of
whether centralized financial insti-

tutions do in fact know what is best

for national economies, particularly

those of developing countries

In this connection we call atten-

tion to the Multilateral Agreement
on Investment (MAI), a treaty being

negotiated by the 29 wealthy coun-

tries of the Organization for

Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) — including

the United States and Canada —
with little scrutiny by citizens or the

media. After it is ratified, OECD pol-

icy briefs envision there will be

Doonesbury

mounting pressure on developing
countries to accede to the MAI in

order lo compete for foreign invest-

ment
A country which accedes to the

MAI must open ail sectors of the

economy to foreign investors with-

out placing anv conditions in its

loiifterm interest such as transfer

of kav technology or the use of local

suppliers or expertise. Foreign
investors omM take capital as well

as profit freelv in and out of the

country, and be treated as equals
with domestic investors in all

respects, despite obvious inequali-

ties in capital and resources. This
will worsen the already weak bal

ance of payments position of many
countries In return for these rights.

foreign investors have no responsi-

bilities, they can shop all over the

developing world for the cheapest
labor and lowest environmental
standards.

Most alarmingly, investors could

sue governments in special interna-

tional tribunals which have binding

jurisdictions, if they feel the treaty

was violated. This is a direct assault

on the democratic right of citizens

of a country to determine their own
c-ci.neimic ptilicies. in their own best

interests, through their elected gov-

ernments. It takes powers away
from representatives elected by. and
accountable to. the citizens of
nations, and hands them over to
completely unaccountable entities
— transnational corporations and
the bureaucracy of international tri-

bunals

The MAI is scheduled to be
signed in May, 1998. In a few years
time, will we again be reading news
-tones of how panaceas developed
by insulated Western economisti
proved to be disastrous for the
economy, labor, and environment of
the developing countries?

Basav Sen
Alliance for a Secular and

Democratic South Asia

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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BEST NEW ARTIST:
Fiona Apple

Erykah Radii

Paula Cole

Puff Daddy ta.k.a Seon "Puffy C omtgt)

I lanson

Should Win—
EryltTah Badu >

or* of only a small

handful of genuine talents to emerge in '97

and her stunning voi • that

we'll be hearing in the future.

Will Win— I've said it a million times, but

Puff Daddy's real talent is as a label exec and
a producer. Still, it will be hard for i

>
;

to ignore the stranglehold he-

R&B charts since Inst March

BEST ALTERNATIVE MUSIC PERFOR-
MANCE:
Homogi*

David Bowk
Dig Y< r He

he Fat Of The I id Pi

01 amputei :

i :>

Should Win— I'll be happy to see am
of th, ving albums win, but it would

be especially swt

the breakbeat techno found on The Chen

Brothers' Dig Km
Will Win— In what rri.r i patten

the evening, look for the
:

-.- , D 11 id H .-

BEST RAP ALBUM:
Puff Daddy & The Family

Dupa Fly — Missy "Misd

f lean Presents The Carnii
:

-
;, in

The Notorious B.I C>

\n% Forever — Wu-Tang CI..

Should Whv- Easily the most cjornpetii

category. Elliott's innovative product

niqucs and tripped out beats give her a

over Biggie and Wu-Tang for to]

honors.

Will Win— The only guarantee hen
Puffy and his Bad Boy entourage Ian will

mount the podium to pick up this aw

either for Combs' own album or to an

:

- 'humously ft r hi« bu W} Biggie Small-

htatly Keane is . < ollegi > . vlwnnist

tV^W «srv>.el •SsHsc^W^aHp^LHaaV^HrS^^rOTrssawy
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Vibraphonist to play ASG
By Emily Trask

CoHogKmStoH

wt d the celebration of Black History Month.

wijiusu Savage Gallen will host jazz vibraplumist

lotjysjrd who will be presenting a solo perfor-

mance tonight at 7 p.m.

through his numerous recording! and perlor

mam.es, Hoggard has proven himself to be one ot the

reative artels ol contemporary musk Hi is also

considered to be the preeminent vibraphonist of his

feneration. An innovative and gifted composer and
i mi i Hoggard has released more than a dozen

albuu ftrtatfrj high quality The albums range

in euOtfssI from daesJc iazz to original groundbreaking

ks

Horn in Washington. DC. Hoggard grew up in Ml.

\ ernon. \ ^ in a religious family Hoggard's father. |.

CtintOfl Hoggard. is a retiied bishop in the African

Metf. i! /ion Church His late mother,

I u led much ol her hie to the church

As a child Hoggard was exposed to a diverse

cal background His mother gave him piano Icmoiu.

while he studied the saxophone in school. Hoggard
attributes a major influence on his thinking to an c

iieiice at the age of 11 while attending Duke
Ellington'* Second Sacred Concert at his church in

Harlem. Hoggard recalls the pivotal moment in his life

"during the break, my father took me back to meet

Filing nd THike I want you to meet my son." 1

remember looking up at him an he seemed to be none

all I decided soon after that I wanted to play

\i the age of lb. Hoggard took up the vibraphone.

'One night I had a dream that I was playing the vibes.

I asked my father to rent me a set and from the first

moment. I knew that this was what I was supposed to

. gard graduated from the renowned World M
program ol \\eslesan Lniversit) in Connecticut. At

Hoggard studied with Clifford Thornton

and began plaving professionally He performed at

Carnegie Hall and toured Europe with Thornton while

he was still a freshman. After many international tour*

and upon graduation. Hoggard returned to New York

*here he was soon proclaimed "the most dazzling

ibraphonist in jazz*

rig to the press release. Hoggard is quite

taken with the history of the vibraphone, from its ori-

gms in tuned rocks found 4.000 or 5,000 years ago in

Cambodia, to the wooden African marimba and its

predecessors in Indonesian gamclan He

The dish on •'Melrose" & more

COUBT1V* AUCUSTA A

|ay Hoggard gives a vibraphone demonstration

tonight at the August Savage Gallery

explain- hi- iclalionship with the instrument. "What I

love about it is thai there is something almost m\

about the vibes and these instruments The people who
played them are part of an oral tradition I coi

myself part of a very significant musical tradition. The
- of the instrument go back to the African cul-

ture."

This pt-> iblic

Augusta Savage Co iteJ in V 'touse

in f j/ area near the L ntti

:f gallen is a program of th,

Art* Center and the \\ / H Dill UaMtioM
Studies Dept

Concert grabs Mardi Gras spirit
» a.aV_l_ 1

j

WW wwWOmtWt I

CoMQian Cofrvtpondanf

«NO rXlAfOOX 4 THE FRENCH
ROO0N BOOGE

Iron Horse Music Hoi
Feb 17

NORTH AMPTON - Apparently

the ne# trend in Northampton is a

type of musk rooted in New. Orleans

known as zydeco. With its third zyde-

co act in as many weeks, the Iron

Horse presented Geno Delafoose and

ms backing band. The French k

Boogie.

In the spirit of New Orleans during

Mardi Gras. the dub was covered with

beads. Although the venue was a little

bit small, the crowd had no trouble

enjoying themselves as they danced the

night away. As soon as Geno started

up his squeeze box. the crowd
right into the music, and tl

ciowi:

way all the way through both sett and

an en.

The band was made up of Geno on

the squeeze huv a wash board player,

a bassist, a left-handed guitarist and a

drummer The sound can only be

described as dance musk that makes

you feel good The set consisted of

mostly upbeat songs, but a few slower

! to let the

crowd, which consisu it) con

Turn to GCNO oopja 9

When the decision of what we
would like to see children watch on

television comes to mind, we generullv

think of piogtams that will MpaCsf
their minds and open them to new

experience* that help them grow.

Ohvtouslv. most children would much
lather be watching the "I'.uci

Rangers" than listening to a large pur-

ple dinosuui SJB| Bjsjaet) divines lor

M) minutes. Parents olten woiuiet

how far thev should let their children

venture tioin the educational pro

gram to the chows more directed
tow.iuK ;t child's mleuM I'his past

week, the L nited Siate^ was told that

Us children would be introduced to a

brand new type ol parent I night

mare.

In the fall. "Pokeman," an

evtremclv popular lapane.se cartoon

will be introduced to the afternoon

cartoon line up in several \iiieikan

cities "Pokeman" has created much
controversN in lapan. efte it aired an

episode containing scenes of flashing

lights and colors that caused over

700 children to experience convul

sioiis. seizures and blackouts Mtei

the incident was reported to a national

news show in lapan. the news re aired
the scene causing an appro\im.i

more children to experience the

once again. Parents in the I S M
strongly concerned about the

that this show will have on their chil-

dren once the show aim
American soil lan lot the

company responsible for bringing

*Pokeman" to the U.S. assure* view us
that there is nothing men about, and

the show is being designed so that chil

dren will not experience the same reac-

tions as before.

I some new* about the lui

one of primetime's moat guiltv plea

sure* the sleazy and car

Place." The rumor floating around is

that this may be the show's last seeson
unless Heather I ocklcar sign* on lot

another year ther contr.i

expire after this season) I mean, let s

face it. what would "MP" be like with

out the Oueen Bee herself The rumors

stem from the fact that the show's rat-

ings continue to decline into the depths

I'N dom.
I have to admit (big surprise here)

that I used to watch the show reli

giously about two or three years ago

but have since lost any remaining mer-
est in it Watching the two-hour aaj>

cial last week did little to rekindle it

either Sure, some of the cheap thnlls

are still there but it's nut the spectack

it used be There s on|\ m> much the

hilarious Lisa Rirma — by tar one of

the best characters on the show — can

do In all fairness though, not all ot its

former flair has been lost ins is the

ease with most of the otd-scnttoi cant >

I he show has us moments and
Vnaiida still has some ol the batthkat

one liners in the hi/ Perhaps there's

hope vet though Remember when
kiniber Iv blew up the apartment build-

ing'.'

On to television's most gorgeous it

BOl troubled lamilies "P.ulv d I < S|-'

w.is us usual satisfying vet depressing

sjl Lsi Wl-ck As il things weren't bad

enough with Charlie dying of cancer

and all. the state threatened to lake

Claudia and Owen away from him

Don t Iret. however, the mallei »a-

resolved and the kids are back at

home I'm telling you though kiistm |

husband's patience is wearing awfully

thin Id give that relationship two

weeks, tops.

I have a slight problem with

Wednesday line up. though because

I'm always an emotional wreck (slight

exaggeration I after It p.m at night

The. problem is this At nine, I watch

the oh so depressing "Party" and then

at 10 pin I watch one of the rm-
hours ol television "South

Park" tves. I'm one of "those" peopkl

The whole cxpenerue between

bawling my eyes out and laughing my
ass off. nihil me into an emotional

taikpin H much so that I often just

to watch "SP" altogether I in

not in the nund hi i>» course I end up

missing one of the most crude M
lerical comments in the show's history.

something involving a carpet I believe.

While we're on the subtext of wittv

television show*, may I suggest giving

Mlv McReal* a try tain on Monday

laVoaBoaJ 'he show is a riot.

cspcualh this past Monday's episode

when the ladies were discussing the

virtue of "size" and whether or not il

realU matters (not to be eclipsed by

the babv sequence at the end of the

show i Picture a mixture of

-Moonlighting" and "Seinfeld" 'heck

when it was lunnv i and that's what

you get It i ratty is a great light-heart-

ed, tun sh.

Another show Id highly recommend

is ABC's "The Practice" (Monday* at

10 p.m i stalling television's new

heartthrob. Dylan' McDermott and the

brilliant Lara Plyn Boyle, the star of

one of the all time great (lie k>

Thramomt). Lara has got to be the

casting coup of the year. I only started

watching the show a tew weeks ago

but already. I'm hooked Think "I. A
Law" with a hint of spice and a bil

more action Right now. Lara's char

acter and Dylan's character are

embroiled in a courtroom battle

which could be construed as a slight

OOaflkl ol interest coiisidei mg the

tact that the two of them are ronwn

ticallv involved Now it's tune lot

him to choose between the woman

he loves and the court case. It'* the

stuff that drama is made d
The "Bad Taste Prom of the

k" goes hands down to the I ve

network with their not-lunny ads

promoting Tom Selleck's new show

"The Closer "
If you caught anv d

these fillers over the past week

vou'll notice some really cute dogs.

while Mr Vote Over Man taunted

viewers with "II vou don't watch

we'll have to send the dogs back... and

you know what that means."

One last thing before I leave, what's

up with all these somber episodes of

some of our favorite ABC comedies. It

seems like every week there's % new

tragedy on "Home Improvement." etc

loss] M.m is airing a tragu

episode (unfortunately the show is so

awlul. even week MOOM h*i I

tragedy) Aren't there enough dramas

out there already I ct l iu»t lighten

these comedies up a bit. okay! A
lew quick notes

• ijwson's Creek" ha* taken the

Nielsen ratings by storm and is posting

ihc \vH network s highest numbci-

ever Watch and you'll find out whv

• lust 10 let vou know Oprah
Winfrey'* special. "The Wedding" mm-

of those sappy tear-jerker* » i* ainng

sometime next week (I believe it's next

Sunday at nine) so be sure to mark it

on your calendars if vou're in the

mood for a sappy drama.

In other news, as the Olympics con-

tinue to dominate the television world.

Titanic continues to climb up the

chart* of all-time grossing films in his

Ihis past weekend. Fox aired a

"behind the-scenes" look at the way

the movk was made It gave people

more of an idea what went into the

making of the film and just how that

movk was made.

( Maai student Ryan Benharrit con-

tributed lo this cobamn,

facvb fmming it a Collegian coAtm-

fcg Questions and comment! about

ihn cohmn can be e-mailed to ben-

rwrn9tUid0Ht.umass.edu. Tube Note*

appton on Thur$mty% .

TfHaSS Student Specials
College Night every Sunday with a $17 — 3pm to lOpm lift ticket (with ID)

Monday Night B are Men's Nights — with $17 tickets for men.

Wednesday's are Women s Nights — with $17 tickets for women.

Plus, Use Your U Pass Coupon And Save!

tf, Va$$! — Saving* Coupon
Present This Coupon, find fjet Big Saving*///

You Can Get A Lift Ticket - Any Midweek Day or

Night For Only $15! And A Free Ski Pide D Save Card
With Savings All Season Long!!

lice your Ski. Ride V> Kwvfe Curd And You'll Get

•C15 - 3 and 1/2 hour lift tlckai (M-F)

• 65 off full price weekend or dolidny lift ticket

•615- 3 and 1/3 hour lid ticket Sa\f Or Sun Nights

• 615 — 3 and \/'2 hour lift tiokai when you brings frifiid d«y or night,

(M-F. excluding holidays)

• AND LOTS MORIO VALUE AI L SEASON LONG!

(Card rimy be used for lift (irk.. I dlBOOUnt a rniixitnum of 7 times
Certriin othei rc«l net ions npply )
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For info: Call 41 i36-0416 or visit www.ru (tom.com - Only 2 minutes from 1-91, exit 17A in Holyoke, MA
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Reed's latest shows quiet power

V

Pianist Eric Reed reaches new heights playing some old

standards on his second release on Impulse, Pure

Imagination.

Reed's theme is icworking of songs associated with

Broadway, and he does just that, performing masterful vet

sions of many classics which is no small feat

\ U ,.! s
: j, Story's "Maria" is done in

a way which nidk.es the listener wish

that keed's version becomes the

standarxl Although he works

many variations of!

Bernstein s main theme, the

meaning of the song is held

strong and made more
urgent and ultimately more papain

ale. It s highlighted by an outstanding

bass break and scat ting, wispy drums

Reed's take on "Send in the

Clowns" shows his full range, evoking

eaae, surprise, anger, tear and jubila-

tion all in one. making it easily the

best track on the CD, while his virtu

k »itv on "42nd Street" seem* lo boast

Tm the baddest" - the track really moves.

The CD also has its quieter moments with the gospcl-

tntlueived "You II Sever Walk Alone." the title track. "Pure

n" and "My Man's Gone Now /Gone. Gone

Gone." al displaying a quiet power present in Reed's reper-

<all. thi>. recording is outstanding Reed is a prolific

jazzman who knows how to work it

March 24 marks the release of Serendipity (Impulse), the

debut of tenor saxophonist. Gregory Tardy

r

"**£

v
6V OOG CHU-IV/AjJ

Tardy 's previous experience includes membership in

druimnct 1 Kin lones" |azz Machine and some time alongside

Wvnton Marsalis. but this CO tails to meet their standards.

"Serendipity" is defined as "the faculty d making valuable

discoveries by accident." and the recording lives up to the

part about accident

The first track, "forgiveness." has

Tardy playing in mam different

ryles, from raspy to smooth.

staccato io blurred, loud to

soli, and it makes it dillicult

to know how to feel about it

or what is attempting to be

expressed. This sets the tone

for the rest of the album.

"Blues to Professor Pickens" exem-

plifies a disruptively unpleasant

rhythm section which || found on

many of the up tempo concoctions,

while "Prisoner of Love" is evidence of

an over-produced commercialized de-

vator jazz (similar to Kenny G) pre-

sent on this CD.

The only real highlight is the final sung. 'Ask Me Now.'

which features Tardy playing sob and in duet with his bass

plaver Playing stnpped down may be a style he should stick

with in the future.

la:: L nderground Ml i Impulse) was record-

ed o\cr a three day period last luly at Smalls jazz club in

Sew \ ork Cttv . and is made up of some stunning pieces par-

formed in the big hand tradition

The two main highlights of this recording are

Turn to JAZZ page 9

41 minutes to paella, Asian style
pe \ou all enjoyed last

week s Valentine's Daj

and that they helped make for a

sweet night (by the way it \ou

liked the recipe for the sw

fish, try the same preparation

I created thi» week*
highlight the flavors of

Asia It reflects the peo|

rcgi. 'iid extern

rice, shellfish

coconut*

I fused the classical f uropean

preparations for Risotto and

Dormroom Gourmet

I Ollil l).i\ i»

Paella with many o! the tradition

al ingredients of the Orient to

cone up with this Pan-Asian one

pot meal.

It * flavorful, foolproof. Tilling

and perfect on a cold winter's

night to savor with a Iriend or to

*hare with a crowd. The ingrcdi

ents are available in the local

market and the preparation is

easy. In it ami like it'

And. a* in \ conscience land

the on-campus housing adminis-

tration) requires me to say.

whenever and wherever you're

• ng. think safety tand flu

first Have a fire extinguisher

Turn lo ©OOBMfT page 9

tsmfrrt
liquor Specials

Cordons Flavored Vodka's
MNMbany Onmftt Otrtm %* •••>o«*

Myers Dark Rum »1 1 • m

Southern Comfort »8."

YOU HAVE TO SEE IT TO BELIEVE IT!

MICRO BREWS

Harpoon Winter Warmer

New Amsterdam Winter

Sea Dog Winter Ale

Middle Sex Winter
Warmer

BEER SPECIALS
JBud Dry scj.

St. Paull Girl
I 2 paXtt bottftn

UpMiuni

%
*4.

Doc Smitty's Cider »4."*«
i »^ul«> * cinnamon

Harp Winter Warmer '45.

Micro Kegs
In Stock

wsenven visa MASif rcabo Acn .-iioiipm
| Full Redemption

<i i aki i it ro i in i« ri 9 mai I Center

The Amorous

noyfrien

Ji

J

TTi
www.aa.com/college

enYou Gotta Get Out Of Town.
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jazz
continued horn page 8

"Hexophony." by the |ason Lindner
Big Band and I've Navel Been in

Low Before," bj the Omar Vital
Group. Tat fni mat U a wild
lutm intlueiKcd [aM featuring

cnaj ifnihin taction, occaatoaal Bute
effects, and an all around soaring
horn section, while Bat lattei nrmtaim
a throaty lenoi s.i\ and a -a^v call

and response duel between the horns

and the baas.

With a hopeful tuophoM thai

relies on a trilling technique at the

Mait a little bit of movement in the

middle, and a flourish at the end.

/aid Nasst" Bang Happen* to

Mo" i* also worth hearing, Ihough it

i.ihK the most thoughllul Hack

on the II ). it is also the- most M.ullul

The final two tracks culminate the

live recording well as the Charlie

Owen* Quartet's "I using x

mellow but downright sly. while

lli.n" ilaaoh Lindner again) gr

on a big sound reminiscent of big

hand glory Javs in the "Ws and '40l

la:: I nderground I ivf al

Small* captuiv* a mood ol live excite-

menl and romaive that is invaluable

Have a listen.

/.a Sullivan is a Collegian staff

member

Zatd Nasser, playing sax here, pro-

vides a thoughtful note on The jazz

Underground — Live.

Tenor saxophonist Greg Tardy tries his hand at a variety of styles on his debut album Serendipity

EVERYWOMAN S CENTER
OPEN HOUSE
Introducing Our New Resource Room
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 1998*

9am-4pm Open House
4pm-7pm Reception and Entertainment

Refreshments

WILDER HALL GOUND FLOOR
ALL WELCOME

Information: 545-0883 V/TTY
"snow date Feb 28 1998

<$>

America's
most wanted

music.

CLOSED
RAJilO _
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gourmet
continued from page 8

close by and be sure to provide for proper ventila-

tion Rock and boil!

Pan-Asian Paella

Ingredients:

I tbs. — butter

1/2 — cup water

5 tbs. — olive oil

1 bu. —scallions. white- part finclv chopped, green

lops sliced thin on the bias and reserved

5 ea. — shallots, ftnelv chopped tor I med onion)

2 lbs. — ginger root, finely chopped

1 tbs. — garlic, linelv chopped

2 ea. — leinoiigrass stalks, bottom 1/2 of inner

core, linelv chopped

I tbs. — hot green chili peppers, linelv chopped

1 bu. — cilantro, stems and roots washed and
finely chopped, leaves reserved

2 ea. — limes, a-est grated and |uice reserved

2 cups — short grained sushi style or arborio

(risotto type) rice

1 can — coconut milk tnon sweetened)

1 can — chicken broth

4 tsp. — fish sauce (nam pla) or 2 tsp.

\\ (.irccMershire sauce

I tbs. — rice lor white) wine vinegar

1/2 lb. — large shrimp, peeled and deveined.

chells reserved

12 ea. — cherrystone or littleneck clams washed

well

12 ea. — mussels, washed well

(sail and pepper to taste I

Procedu

I

I

In a small saucepan over med -high heat, melt

butter and add reserved shrimp -hell- Saute until

pink and toasted (about "S mm .
I and then add vvaici

Bring to a boil and simmer for 10 minutes Strain

liquid through a sieve and reserve for later.

2) Place a large pot over medium high heat and

allow it to get hot t4 5 min). Add oil. the whites of

the scallions, the shallots (or onion), the ginger, gar-

lic, lemongrass. cilantro stems and roots, chilies and

the grated lime i\:-\ Sow is the first time to season

the dish by adding salt and pepper (about 2 tsp ol

salt and ol freshly ground black pepper). Saute

until soft (about 4-5 min.).

}) Add rice and saute for another 2 minutes until

rice and veggies are well combined.
4i Next, add coconut milk, chicken broth, fish

sauce (or the Worcestershire), vinegar, reserved

lime juice and reserved shrimp-shell broth Mi\ well

and bring to a simmer Reduce heat to low and

cover Cook for evactly IU minutes

5) After 10 minutes, the rice should have
absorbed a lot ol the liquid. Now add the clams and

mussels directly on top ot the rice mixture and cover

again. Cook for six more minutes

6) After six minutes, the clams and mu-n-l-

should be just beginning to open. Now add the

shrimp and give the whole thing a good stir to incur

poraie (making sure that nothing is sticking to the

bottom of the pan and that the shrimp are complete

Iv covered bv the ncei Cover again and cook for

lour more minutes

7) When cooking is complete, give a taste and

adjust Ihe seasonings. Transfer the contents to a

serving bowl and garnish with the green parts of the

stallions and the cilantro lea.

Serving suggestion: For an added touch, sprinkle

with chopped masted peanuts and serve with lime

wedges and some chili powder on the side or anoint

with Asian hot oil tor an extra blast of flavor Good

Bfl

a Collegian columnist You can e

mail him with any culinary questions, or with an\

COmaMlVtS about this column al t.ouie\CX0aol comJ
Geno

continued from page 6

pies, get in a slow dance or twn

Although the entire band was talented and very profes-

sional with their stage presence. C»eno was definitely the

highlight of the show. His voice is ag sweet and mellow,

singing lyrics in both Knglish and 1 tench thai the thought o<

\( ADKAIV UlNll (j tmmtt NOHTHAMKI

maple syrup comes to mind Combined with the high energy

level ol the band and the crowd, this made for one incrediblv

entertaining show

IK- hand played aimer., every song from Thai s What I'm

Talking About, as well as many other songs thai have not yet

been released on an album The band
showed their versatility by playing a

very emotional blues tune called "I'm a

1 urvelv Man." which included a guitar

sok> that would make any blues man
pritud

Once the hand finished their second

set. the crowd would not let ihcm
leave. After hysteric applause, the band

relumed to give the crowd what they

needed lo be sent home. A little mure

i Geno wished evcrvonc a safe

ride home and a blessing After more

than two and half hours of rocking

dance music, the band called it a night
>iun 584^435

So, you want to be a journalist?

i*—*

Oe* ,n n*uv
$audenv

SS3S&*25»*'

m.n»r

n»-!2K35£^.use

~£&f*
O.O-0 •JO

U*

"-US

(/havrm*"

Check out COM's weksite at:

http://www.bu.edu/Com

MEET TWO TRAVELERS
WHO JUST HAD A GOOD NIGHT'S SLEEP

SHE STAYED AT A HOSTEL
ond with the money she saved on her

rjcrommodation, she had breakfast at

o trendy cafe, toured the famous sights, saw

o band at a local dub and still had enough

change left over to make

/% a phone call home.

INTERNATIONAL

With a Hostelling International membership card you get access to aHordoble accommodation at

nearly 5,000 hostels in over 70 countries. So if you're planning a trip, get the HI card and join

4 million membets worldwide who save every time they travel For your HI card visit our website,

call us at 70? 78^6161 or contact your local student travel specialist

Join on-line today: www.hiayh.org
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OF JAPAN
COOKING AT YOUR TABLE

T*ODr*etsrc*i 2

siausv » • . «\* ;

r«T0DfsrsciisfOft » 2 a

TWOWSMIISK** I

i«m muimdr miad, *gamat>

iiatlr. mmp. naMCw <tt«

imcf»>»a Kooot tvailMe for vour pmrty

ite$'S5

SP£C/At PACKA$e
Hair Design

• Amrruthcrapv, Scalp Massage • H.iir ( l.inl\ m>; Treatment

s Designer Cut sBinw u»h

1 RoaSBSr) Mini Conditioner • Makeup Touch -up tor Vumcn

• Shave < onsulution tor Men

MMCMME $22.00

Ona Tun -»»t

2as-a*aa
nil »Kiiit

llll MM \KIS(IMIKSIKIIS

7 h n a n '

h \\m of lira b Dances

'Twyla Tfiarp
Simply the biggest, most exciting dance

event of the season "Twyla of the gods"

offers thm new pieces in very different

styles Sweet Fields, 66. and Heroes,

which reunites Tharp with Philip Glass

Tickets are selling fast—don't wait.

TUESDAY, (MARCH 10, 8PM
CONCERT HALL
rwwjiin «"m tmi awKM su>«o*T o» Txt
,- «, . ( .UUONI UNOTMC V».,r>AOW •

Tat lo a;

Hilly Taylor and Kenny Barron

in Concert

Two piano masters add up to an unequalled

night of jazz' The incomparable

Dr Taylor returns with his fnend the

renowned Kenny Barron in a benefit

performance for the University's Fletcher

Henderson Scholarship Fund.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 11, 8PM
BOVVKER AUDITORIUM

WITH IH» GtNCHOUS sumjUT Of
WfCR 88 5FM

/) (, V .'

Tap Dow
Part dance, pan theater, part rock concert

and part construction site, this phenome-

nal troupe reinvents the tap dance for the

90's. ". .electrifying energy that had the

packed house cheering."

-The LA Chronicle

TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY
MARCH 24 8 25, 8PM
CONCERT HALL

ItOXFORD* BLEU
BsMWuTVI IMttfVttW

Apparel Availc

Cone sm ow wi-t scktioi of

Mi's I woaei's costal

QNTOrMJ ooimk)!

(413) 253-3352

Dominik Hasek unbeatable

against U.S. hockey team
ByMikeNacW
Associated Press

NAGANO, lapan — The
nominator's scrambling, splay-legged

> t \ I o claimed n* biggest victim vet

the best U.S. Olympic hockey team
ever assembled.

The Americans scored first but

never again on Czech Republic goal-

tender Dominik Hasek. They finished

the game with their heads bowed in

shame, having failed to take the gold

medal they expected Irom the first

NHL-infused "dream team* Olympic
tout nan lent

"Sometimes in our sport, one indi-

vidual can make a huge difference.

We saw that today. Our big guns
couldn't find a way to score." U.S.

coach Ron Wilson said after his team
was eliminated with a 4 1 quarterfi-

nal loss to the Czechs early yesterday

"We came here with expectation

of gold. It's something that will

always be in the back of your mind:

What if," he said "We feel we let a

' people down, but more than

any we let ourselves down."

Captain Chris Chelios said the

Americans set themselves up for fail-

ure in the single-elimination quarter-

finals by not doing better in the

round -robin phase to earn a higher

seed and avoid "the best goaltender

in the world."

"II we had finished higher and
peppered Finland with W shots,* he

said, "1 don't think we would have

But 59 shots arc just another lazy-

day afternoon for Hasek. M\ P d the

Mil last season and three times

voted the league's best goalie

"I've never seen a better goalie,"

C /oh captain Vladimir Ruztcka Said

the saves he made were

amc
Ml Farm* 4 «5«4 9153

Ml I .irms M.ill

Ths Wi«m smaar (•O-tl)

Today at 1 30 (5 50 • t? 50) 8X
•o*ar*(PO-13)

Today at 100 (S30 • $3 S0» a 40

Aa Good As a Qasa (PO.13)

Today at 1 SO ti 30 • S3 501 8 20

Mum Mtan 3000 (PG-i 3)

Today at I 50 15 *0 • 82.50) 8 30

unbelievable His legs were going

over here, his hand* MM |0fcl| 0¥0t

there. We know we only have to

*>. OM one or two (.-oals."

The Hasek factor is huge in these

Olympic*, bssas* ha em almost ww
the gold medal by himself. He ha*

allowed only five goal- M four game*

in carrying the Czech- (5*11 10 >i

Kriday semifinal date with the winnei

of the Canada Ka/akstan quarteiti

nal.

In yesterday's other game- R

defeated Belarus 4-1 and Sweden tell

10 I inland.

\Ve beat one of the greatest teams

in the world I'm very happy " Hasek

said.

Of the Americans, the Buffalo

Sabres star added: "They didn't play

badly. They just didn't

|enough| When vou -core only OM
goal, you can't win "

Some I I plavci* Ji-agrecd with

Hasek's assessment I ho didn't plav

verv well, especially defen

the entire experience lett them leel

ing badlv

"It was the biggest waste of time

Ever.* alternate captain Keith

ikachuk -aid "*Jw mmrm to be out

pi it We didn't plav well from the

start

"This is awful, it's devastating

from the opetn *e weren't

well enough to do anything We were

just a big disappointment
"

Siv il) goal Movers and 17 other

SHI -tai- weren't enough It

the United States from extending it*

medal-less run to five Olvinpi** I lie

I | team hasn't won so much .i- a

bronze since the l*>K0 Miracle on ke
gang captured gold.

The Amcruan- Imi-hed II and

were QajlSCOfW I - 4 hv the onlv

three good teams thev ta*cd

> -%84 7550
H.tmp%h«re M.ilt

GftMt Espactsttona tR>

Today at t I0l5 30 » *2 50|8 30

MasMjeamnt NJears (ft)

Today atl40t5S0a>t?S0)840

tptca World (PC)

Today at t 20 (5 40 • %2 SO)

Ta»rac(»OiJi

Today al 1? 30 |4 20 • 52 SO) 8 10

Good WW Hunting |R|

Today at 1 00 (5 20 • 82 50i 8 20

Tna fortowrs (PO)

Today St t 30 (5 00 • t? 301 'W
WagnWOogifr,

Today at830

' *

GRIEF SUPPORT
GROUPS

REF1 XX IT, l he five oottege Bereeveeeeni Support

Program, otters grief support serxiccs free ofcharge to

undergraduate and graduate students who have experi-

enced the death of someone thev |o\e. ( rfOllfM ire small.

confidential, and meet weekly for a period of 8 weeks.

Knrollment is happening now Please (..ill soon it \ou are

interested! I're-registratton is required

& TUESDAYGROUP 7:30- 9:00pm

* WEDNESDM GROUP 6J0-8r00pn,

for more infornuittoth roll: 577-53 1 6

REFLECT is spomorad bj the UMASSDmn tfttik/twa <>

I II WITH IMF OCNEROUS
SofPOUT of F(OMNCt Savings

Bank ano Mt Hoooa Mai i

THE WORD'S GETTING AROUND ... WE'VE GOT THE BEST DEALS IN TOWN!!!!

ff IAII Don't Drink
and Drive

ICEHOUSE & RED DOG
*../ d>;>o/caws sr dm dm^/jQ

Off.

GUINNESS
PUB DRAUGHT

4 Ik *4
4 Off*

CIDER JACK
*/ flAVOfft

6 pk iiorri

[99

NEWCASTLE
BROWN ALE
<n Bomxs

*aF + off

m s9 + KK
CASE 24-12 1)7. HA It BOTTLES

HAMM'S
CASl ?t IP 01 CANS 4 0E>*

NATURAL LIGHT & ICE
ROLLING ROCKS!
MKFt.\

1/2 KEGS
WTI.8UU II. SIM) Kf. MICH, ^ggg^jaj
UtCHU. mCHAMHIH BOCK till 3
ICIH0USI, RIO DOG

4 Of*

'9
4 Of*

[WINE OF THE MONTH

tVr/ev//
HAHDONHAY kfRtOl. PIN01 GRIOO. CAB SAUV.

7SO ML

BOLLA WINES
All HAVOflS
i w.r

CARLO ROSSI
*/ HAVOftS
4 0LT

BLACKSTONE
kffttOI

ISO ML.

CITRA
All HAV0RS
l tu.

$5™

JACK DANIELS
CtHINW* COCKTNIS
4PK

s3

QtMffit&VOtlA *ff
7 75t

49

CLUNY SCOTCH
/ 7«

7W Ml. $Q41
CARIfUsCAN IIM

SALE $11.49
MAIL-IN REBATE -3.00

FlflSCHMANifj

Thiske™, S*||-»»

sia9o liIRISH CREAM
ISO ML

T.G.L FRIDAYS
Ail ftAVORS

1.7SL *ff49

Coll 545-251 1 or 1-800-999-UWAS for tickets

Visit ear Wtbsite at www.aaMtt.sas/fsc/fatJrtial

COVMC I Willi "I CM U CI Ml R!

r Thf -m
F'nearts
Center

Discounts
Available on Cases of

Wine & Liquor.

Ask For Details.

HADLEY
253-9344

NORTHAMPTON
586-3007

HOLYOKE
534-4555

I

SALE PRICES

THURS. 2 19 98 THRU

WEDS. 2 25 98

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS
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basketball
continued from page 14

IWhecler and Moble>| are the best
1-2 punch in the A-10," Moblev
-aid

"We came out with the attitude
that were the best guards in the
country," said Wheeler, who fin-

ished with 17 points and four
assists. "We didn't let down."

With the victory, the Rams ended
a 10-game slide against the
Minutemen.

"It's been a long, long time,"
Wheeler said. "We really wanted
thiv one."

"It couldn't have come at a better
time for us," Harrick said

W ith the win. Rhode Island
moves to within a game of
Massachusetts in the A-10 East
Division heading into the final two
weeks of conference play.

UMass was plagued by a —it
defensive effort — Rhode Island
shot 51 percent in the first half —
and an inconsistent showing on
offanae. The Minutemen shot only
34 percent and committed sewn
turnovers.

But the Achilles heel for the
Minutemen was the foul line, where
the> converted on only 22 ut S3
attempt*

"We did not hit our free throws.*
Hint said "That was the game
Thev hit theirs and had two big
rebounds oil of them

."

fun
conttnuaxl from poge 14

Inn Humck said "That was one of

the one or two greatest efforts |l've

seenl in mv coaching career*
But if anything, last night's game

epitomised the main ingredient of

college basketball

fun
Ium ask Clarke, who had a smile

on his face for each free throw in

overtime with the game hanging
tenderly in the balance lust ask
Mint, who had nothing but good
things to say about the L'Mass fans,

many ol whom have been wi>hv
washy all season.

Ask Montv Mack, the sophomore
who tould do nothing but miiiIc

belore the tip-off of the firM over

time, moment* alter taking two
very questionable three-pointers

and missed.

It was college hoop at its best,

and it was fun It was the marathon
nobody wanted to leave

And if Ketner had hit that shut '

Who knows. We might •till be
there.

IsfA-t- Meredith it

Ajmal Basit works under the basket during last night's Atlantic 10

match-up between UMass and URI The Rams won 87-85 in double over-

time

WRITE
FOB NPOR I

S

OKAY???

AttCtlt1*W~

All Collegian sports stAtT nicvubcrs:

There will be a mandatory sports staff meet-
ing in the Collegian offices on Monday, Feb.
23 at 6 p.m. Spring beats will be discussed, so
it is very important that you attend.

If you can't attend,
contact Casey at 545-0719.

Thanks.

= —
Shop Scott's

and Save Lots
^^k Thank you hi your Patronage

s of in Store Specials Eve .

Captain mc^gan 1 ' ^$18."
southfkn comfort'^^ sb.

49

ChiqJmudslideJf $9." a

Jflgfc Cuervo TRuila' 50"* $12*

BOONES Wlr All FlAVORS$ 1
.

'

- I*% Off amy six onus
avsu mass (xciuotd

NEWCASTLE 6 pocks

fKAKS BEER 1 2 pack

ICE HOUSE 30

COORS UGHT
'

RAFTMILLER
24 1 2oz bar

RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS -

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 2S3-S441

Featuring ^JJi/J 3 l*>>>LLklht" 3Q-pk » 1 +"
Ptft't

'Whrtr Alt*
sl0*o,V

Tlio -12-PacK- Spocial!

Sam's -Wiotor Laaer" You

Sam's "Winter Alt

Sam's "liior"

Your

Choice!

M.G.D. & Light bots/case $9??

"MICRO MADNESS fON/r/NUfS"
Catamount ^—^*fcA asl Devil Mountain

ALL FLAVORS I

Offer Creek
Wowl '

m
i-iii:o:.^.

i

it»irti*niiv/0My«
4

|.j ||| |B||

D»!lv»ry Available • OPEN ojtOOAM to lHOOPM • VUa/Maatercard • All Btrfi Plus Deposit

women s hoop
continued from page 1

4

for the cunferente Rtxikie ol the ^icur

award, which Gomez won Ium veur

Aguilai || ibo BJMQni the nation ^

best in tree throw shooting She ^ur

tentlv ranks I "5th with her 87.J per-

centage.

McKeown is the Ifoth winningest

active coach in women's ba-kethull

He recorded his 200th win at GW on
Feb 9, with j win over Temple.

The Minutewomen are currently on
u live MBM win stieiik Thev earned

their fifth win with a 55 -4b victory

over St, loMfk'l in Philadelphia la-t

Saturdav. in ilieit tn-i BVBf win ovaj

the Hawks in I'hillv The) now trail

the Hawk* by one game in the A -10

East standings.

Tonight's game is the last one the

Minutewomen will play at home They

will conclude their regulai

with an away game at St. Bonaventure

Saturday

swimming
continued from poge 14

Also looking to cotttribttta thi>

weekend will be junior Brian

Wisniewski, who placed second m
the 100 buiHUlk* , third in tl

back and tounh in the 200 individual

mull i i in the last chant pi

looking to III! graduated

Mike Shaw will he lunii'i I

In the meet Shaw finished lourth in

the 200 butterflv

None mav be able to make much
bolder a statement in this vear's meet,

however, than senior Sean An .:

and freshman Billy Brown Both
swimmer* went undeleatcd in their

respective events during dual meets.

Anderson in the 50 free and Brown in

the 100 breaststroke

Anderson's time is the best in the

rence at 20 M4 while Blown*
57 5H ranks him second on the

all-time LMass list in hi* event

IT'S OUR 4 1 St

ANNIVERSARY
SALE-CELEBRATION
THURS. FRI. SAT. FEB. 10, 1 1 All OHLY
BIG SAVINGS IN ALL DEPTS.

SALE ON GUITARS.

DRUMS. KEYBOARDS.

SOUND EQUIPMENT

AND MUSIC

Example: Complete electric guitar packages
starting as low as $159.99
Guitar Strings 41% OFF
Drum Sticks 41% OFF
Instrument Cables 41% OFF

MUSIC MALL
I >IIOI'» I NPfcR I ROOl
A Division of Falcetti Music

Big City Music Store. Small Town Service
Right In Your Own Back Yard

113-543-1002 - 1755 Boston Rd.
(next to Fairfield Mall) Springfield, MA

softball
continued from page 14

only run of the game with a solo

hornet lii'iit aophosBoce NkoIc
Faessler in the bottom of the fourth

In their k>*« !.• I \| V. the

Minutcwimien fell behind VO in the

ttrst when lulie Crandall hit a

three-run homer off junior pitcher

Danielle Henderson In the tilth

inning Buckley hit a double to left

center and then scored on a ground
out from Osier.

In the snth Bucklcv again hit a

double — this time to right center,

bringing in freshman Debbie
f omag\K~hi. Mender-on <u-u -

Galas had a pair ol hit* and two
RBI for the Minutewomen in their

onlv win of the tournament against

I on); Beach State. Galas later hit an

RBI Mngle to bring George in for

•re of the game.

George scored the lir*i ol three

run* in the fifth innin>

49a throwing error. Buckley brought

in Galas with a single down the right

field line, and Gutridgc *

bloop single to center from Kaessler.

The Minutewomen upped their

to 5-0 in the sixth when Katie

Kcnder*ki scored Oil a triple Irom
Galas leffrie* held off a rallv in the

seventh with a no hitter and earned

her first career win Henderson also

earned a save in the COW

RESIDENTS DfllT
Kl
l-IINGACCESSORIES

ALL HOCKEY
EQUIPMENT
at ACCESSOR ESUR TO

50% OFFI50% OF

SELECTEDATHLETIC

UP TO

OIM

-.illlJiMdJL-il
ALL

TEAM APPAREL

50% OFFI50% OFF
UKBKATAIILl1 JOK 5C
Hadley. MAOi
Lam
Queensbury NY 128

M,t isena NV I36i

Clifton Park NY 1?06S

Albany. NY 12203

I atham NY 121

New York Mills. NY 13417

Rome, NY 13'.

Plattsburg NY 12901

Watertown NY 13601

i
NV 1 U

New Hatford NY I
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AANNOUNCEMENTS
ICASH

FOR COLLEGE $

Grants and Scholarships avail

able tor students from sponsors

Great opportunity For into 1
-

800-532-8890

AUTO FOR SALE

M P—tiac MM L/E New tires

Good condition 173 000 miles

$1500 o Best Otter 256-6153

3dr hatchback stan-

dard. 127k miles, new tires

$900 549-3924

1 1 .'j m
power locks and windows
$4500 1413)586 2184

ftumt J—ft Can Cain pud
everyday 1-800-649-4795

COMPUTERS

Upfretfes and System*

8MB E00 Ham $17 PNP
Ethernet Cards $19 Canon BJC

240 Color Printers $129 and
more MC/vlSA Accepted Free

delivery Installation Available

Greenlea* Computers 256 61 10

New P1MMMX from $895
laptops $1295i Peripherals

ZarViSirjn 582 9198
V/MCVAMP

CHEAP' CHEAP! Color VGA
Momtor $55 laptop Notebook

$99 486 Computer System
$295 Ca« CPC (413684-8857

EMPLOYMENT

COPYRIGHT/PROOFREADER
, • :• • ,-•

company needs oattrwe mdwet-

uai with communications
English comp. advertising or

retated background Consult as

protacts require 1413636-5086
1pnv-6pm

EMPLOYMENT
COUNSELORS TOP BOYS
SPORTS CAMP IN MAINE'
Exciting, fun temmerl
Instruct, coach, or assist

Openings in All lead Sports.

All Water Sports PLUS:
Camping/Hiking
Ropes/Climbing Wall. SCUBA.
Archery. Riflery. Martial Arts

RN s Secretaries Top Salaries

Awesome Facilities

Rm/BdAndrv. Travel CALL tfce

(IN) NUMBER NOW!
IM0M73 6104 or E MAIL cob
bacaiatSaol caaa or write:

Steve Rubin CAMP COB
BOSSEE. 10 Silvermia* Dr

Santa Salem. NY 1

COMPUTER/INTERNET WHIZ

marketing company Consult as

projects require 1413636-5086

1pm-6pm

EMPLOYMENT

BLUE JEAN
JOB

Travel-California

75 degrees & no snow

• No Enpenanct?

•NoDagnM?
•NoPromtm?

"Save the Planer 18 4 up
- START NOW

call 9am-8pm

1-800-505-8185

ne Help Wanted Must
have flexible schedule and some

experience Apply m person

in the

woods of Maine- Camp
Androscoggin For Boys needs

staff to teach tennis, soccer.

swim. sail, archery, photogra-

phy, canoe nature, fishing,

mountain biking, art drama,

ropes and 'adw Have fun Have

an impact Please visit us at

campandro com or contact

us at 601 West Street. Harrison.

NY 10528 (914835 5800

House Beys Wanted- Sigma
AipMj aft) faoafe) R

or Lea at 5494023 Must belong

to Greek Area Meal included

NATIONAL PARK EMPLOY
MENT Parks Forests WMdMa
Preserves Ask us how"
3109 Ext N50012

Whitewater Raft Guides
Needed in Western MA Full or

Part-time available No experi-

ence necessary We will tram

looking tor athletic, personable

people who i*e to work hard m
the outdoors Call Crab Apple

Whitewater (413)339 0188 for

more information and an appli-

cation

Fell-Time Summer Positiea

Available at Crab Apple
Whitewater for a Photo
Technician at our Mtnilab Job

entails developing film and
printing pictures No experience

necessary but some past use of

lab helpful Call 14131339-0188

tm -.to and an application

EXCEPTIONAL SUMMER
OPPORTUNITY- Camp Wayne.
NE PA (3hrs/NYCF Sports went
ad Counselor/Speciahsts tor all

land/Water Sports including

Tennis Camping
Climbing/Ropes. Mountain
Biking Rocketry Roller Hockey.

Sailing/Watersknng AejC

Drama Radio. Video Campus
Interviews Tues. March 3rd

Please call 1-888-737 9296 or

516-883 3067 Leave your name
phone number and mailing

address

ENTERTAINMENT
J For Hire

Professional DJ spinning all

types of music now booking for

Spring Semester Perfect for

date parties, tormals. or any

occasion Check me out at

Pruddy's on Friday TimlDJFooj)

253-6593

FOR RENT

SUMMER RENTALS
CAPE COD GROUP Summer
Rentals Seme waterfront

bouses, seme with swim
miag peels. Falmouth area

Diamond Reel Estate

I50M77 1900

FOR SALE

Corwood For Sale $'

GRftK ANNOUNCEMENTS

Atientioa All Freshmen.
Sophomore, ead Junior

Weeaea Come to Open Rush at

Sigma Kappa (behind HiiieU on

Wednesday. February 18 from 7-

9pm and Thursday. February 19

Irom 6 8pm Call Michelle at

549-5696 for more information

HEALTH & BEAUTY

New Metabolism
Breakthrough Lose 5-100

pounds Or Approved! Cost $35

800 563-0386

INSTRUCTION

University Bartending Course

Certification Available Spring

Sessions This Semester Space
: 1 BJO-U CAN MIX

LOST 8, FOUND

Lest- Black Sweeter Herter

Hall on Jan 28th Please call

665-8394

LOST ft FOUND ROOMMATE WANTED TRAVEL

Found One Bleck Palm Pilot

m a black leather case in Herter

on Wed Want it back' Call Erin

5464957

MISCELLANEOUS

Good Food close to campus 1

Buy meals at Sigma Delta lau

For more info call 549-3938

EARN
$750 $150O/WEEK

Raise ail the money your student

group needs by sponsoring a

VISA Fundraiser on your cam
uus No investment & very little

time needed There s no obliga-

tion, so why not call lor informa-

tion today Call 1800 323 8454

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

For Sale- Didiar.de Hand
made, hand painted, by student

$20 with lesson 253-7342

MUSICIANS WANTED

BARBERSHOP QUARTET
FORMING
No haircufting involved, just

solid acapella singing Call

Damel 665-7581

PERSONALS

Help! Need a ride to Spring

Break Any suitcase sue will do

To hook up. meet me at

wwwebswimcom

RESUMES

Kick Butt Resume
Same Day Service

incudes Pwitoi.ts

ROOM FOR RENT

Females Only ' nedroom in 7

bedroom apt 5 mm to school

$295/month Call 549-6127

ROOM WANTED

Home Wanted On Bus Route
Nonsmoking couple seeks apt.

studio, or house-share Month to

month rent preferred Call or

leave message lor Bernie and
Sharyn® 559-4314

SERVICES

Lei|.il Qiifsiiiins

'

Pregnant? Need helpT Call

Birthright ot Amherst area tor

free lasting and assistance 549-

1906

STEREO ft CD EQUIP

Car Stereo Equip

Kenwood Dei tch Fan ' MM
old. paid $350 1 amp 100x2.

paid $150 1 amp 100x4 paid

$100 1 pair Pioneer 6x9 speak-

ers. lOOw paid $110 Whole
system sounds great, needs
nothing Selling as package deal

for $300 Call 546 3842

TO SUBLET

$250 a month Downtown
Northampton Available March 1

Subletter Needed
Sunderland Available imsarjdji-

atety Bus route Call 546 3181

Ufty&JAttaMl

24 HOUR* Of
FREE PWHKS!

7 ngddmt* from UTt.
anetuMe NT a* M»e. i* *+~* •* *«»

*a*.*f
re*"** •

i»|f a

I IB*

CLASS ;ijvtl

Sasthi

^SH©!^-!

TRAVEL

Fee Beet Vary close to

campus Females only $1200
semester Call 549 7146 oi

1508655-5922

Miami oaly $79 O.'W

Mexico/Caribbean or San Juan

$200 R/T Europe $179 0/W
Other world wide destinations

cheap 0NIY TERRORISTS GET

YOU THERE CHEAPER' A.r Tech

1212)219-7000 I800675JECH
www airtech com

Spring Break- Cancun and

Nassau from $399 Air hotel,

transfers, parties, and more 1

Organize a small group- Earn

free trips plus commissions! Call

1 800 SpnngBreak 1-800-777-

4642

Altaraative Spriag Break
YogaFest Week Music Dance

Meditation. Vegetarian,

Missouri Ozarks. Ride Shares

$165 FREE MAGAZINE 800

8 9 6 2 3 8 7

imp //members aoi com/yogafas

KILUNGTON SPRING BREAK
Want a great time for a low

price7 Go to Killington for Spring

Break • Starting $249 includ-

ing 5 day lift ticket. 5 nights O
Mountain Green UMASS SKI N
BOARD CLUB 545-3437

JAMAICA SPRING BREAK
IN NEGML Don t get ripped oft*

Go with who you can trust No
hidden costs, starting O $539 7

nights, round trip air. transfers

Cotkmate Beech & Party Events

On-site staff UMASS SKI N
BOARD aU8 545-343?

•1 Spring Break from $119!

FREE SPRING BREAK AND PAR

TIES ORGANIZE A GROUP'
Jamaica. Cancun. Bahamas
Barbados Florida Sunsptash 1-

800-4267710

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK SB

Free lood and drinks! Cancun.

Bahamas. Jamaica and Florida

from $399 Organize a small

group and travel FREE« Highest

commissions and lowest prices

Call Surf & Sun Tours to become

a campus representative

(800674-7577

Spriag Break M Got Going!!!

Cancun. Jamaica. Bahamas. &
Florida Group Discounts & Free

Dnnk Parties' Sell 5 & go free'

Book Now' i'

Visa/MC/Disc/Amex 1-800-234

7007 http //www endlesssum

nwrtours com

USED BOOKS

Americas Popular Music
CD's $30 546-1027

PUT YOUR
CLASSIFIEDS IN

TODAY!

545-3500

Personals Policy
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Rates
Students $2.00

20C per word/day minVday

All others NO REFUNDS
40C per word/day ^J^ZL^C^

mm from iUcgibBt Kavwfca,r*tina or type

NEW Standard Headings

MOTOMCVCLia

WANTSQ
noa newT
WANTCO
iTIMMmSO

TICUTS
Toauairr
mAvm __
thanoportatiqw

TUTO« WAMTBB
WANTIO TO BBXT
WANTfO OfNCMAt

THURSDAY. FEB 19

Meeting—The Ballroom
Dancing Club will meet
from 5:30-7 p.m. in

Totman 10 1. The waltz
and cha-cha will be
taught. No experience
necessary. For more
information, call lessica

at 546-6129 or Shannon
at 546-2253
Meeting— Weekly yoga

and meditation class will

be held in Butter field

Lounge at 8 p.m. A visit-

ing monk will be facili-

tating. For more infor-

mation, call 255-9553
Meeting— Disney rep-

resentatives from the
Walt Disney World
College Program will be
interviewing for intern-

ships for the summer
and fall 1998 session*

The informational meet-
ing will be held in

Mahar Auditorium at 7

p.m. For more informa-
tion call Tara at

256-1 3Si
Reception — The open-

ing reception for

Mongbing Tang, a black
and white photograph
exhibit will be held from
4:30- 6:30 p.m. in the

Student Union Visual
and Performing Arts
Space.

FRIDAY. FEB 20

Reading— lamaica
Kin c aid will read from
her memoir My Brother.

in Gamble Auditorium at

Mt. Holyoke from 7:30-9
p.m

.

Open Poetry Stage —
Poet Richard Mensoff
will be the featured

reader at the Black
Sheep Cafe at 8 p.m.
Sign ups for the open
portion starts at 730
p.m For more informa-
tion call 584-0509.
Pianist— The Graduate

Lounge will be present-
ing pianist and enter-
tainer Luke Henderson
for an afternoon of clas-

sic American tunes at

3:30 p.m. in the
Graduate Lounge.
Reading— The UMass

Poetry Society is hosting

an open mic reading in

the Craft Center located

in the Student Union.
Sign ups for music,
improv. and poetry begin

at 7 p.m. and readings
begin at 8 p.m.

SATURDAY. FEB 21

Comedy- Mission

IMPROVablc will be per-

forming their unique
brand of comedy impro-
visation in Campus
Center 163 at 8 p.m.

NOTICES

Billing— At the end of

the business day on
Friday, Feb. 20. the
Bursar's Office will be
closing out its student
billing proCBtS. OIT will

be required to collect
the $20 OIT computing
account fee for the

spring semester.
Schedules— The

Spring 98 Final
Examination Schedule
will be available begin-

ning Thursday. March
12. Copies will be deliv-

ered to students in the

residence halls, and will

be available to off-cam-
BSJI students in the
Registrar's office ( 2 I 3

W Intmore). It will also

be available on the
World Wide Web begin-
ning Mar. I at

http://www-
ureg.admin.umaxs.edu.
Student Employment—

Effective the week of
February 16, Student
Employment Services
will be changing their
hours of operation. The
new hours will be
Monday through Friday
from 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
For further information
call 545-1530.
Tax Assistance— The

Department of
Accounting of the
School of Management
will be offering free tax

assistance and prepara-
tion for taxpayers with

rvh art pubtc vervic* vmouncrmmb prmtod
daily To tubnut an rvi. ptoat* tend a pr*M
rctoat* containing all piwtinenl mtofmation.

nducSng tf» nam* and phone number of the

contact person to the Collrgtan, </o the

Manacanq fdNor by noon the prevtous day

special needs, including
persons with disabili-
ties, low to limited
income. non-English
speaking persons and
elderly taxpayers.
Volunteers are account-
ing majors who have
taken tax courses.
Report to the School of

Management Tuesdays
and Thursdays 6-9 p.m.
All other taxpayers
should go to the
Hampshire Mall
Tuesdays and
Wednesdays, 3-6 p.m.
and Thursday S 9 p.m.
(except during S pring
recess). Any questions.
contact Mike Whitman.
545-5660.

E
a HSCN

Bulletin Board
V7 HSCN Programming

I IB TV-19
£ a CBS/3 Hartford< BO ABC/40 Springfield

3
i»j

4
a

CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston
38 NBC/22 Springfield

V
Cy aa CNN

r>

a PBS/57 Springfield
84 CNN SI"3 7 HSCN Movie Ch.

C aB Headline NewsB
3 a UPN/20 Hortr'oro'

| aa uctv
a Weather Channel

*f|
87 TBS

ID NBC/30

z
u
C/3

New Britain aa bet

11 Fox/61 Hartford aa TV Land

ia PBS/24 Hartford aO Univision

33 13 WOCH & HSCN 31 Comedy Central

h.
14 International aa Cartoon

! UMass Academic TV 33 Much Music

THURSDAY EVENING C - Campus

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVD
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
wvrr
wnc
WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
A4E
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK
SCIFI

®

I
WishborwX

News X

Ntwt X

a
i

i

TLC
TNT m
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

6:00 6:30

FuIIHoumK

Chaart X

Home Imp.

Creature!

Ntwt X
Mad Abo You

HI

Bmlneai Rot

CBS

CBS Ntwt

ABCNewi
BoyWorid

NBC Ntwt

Mid Abo. You

NBC Ntwt

Slmptontl"
10L ntwt

ButtnettRpt

ABC Ntwt

Mad Abo. You
Family Mattert Family Matter!

11
Northern Eipoaurt 'tittle Italy"

YYorldview it

Canned Ham |Make-Laugh

Wrnat
Tl

Wings Cvet the Pacific

Up Cloat Sporttotntet

Supermarket

7:00 7:30
Ntwthour With Jim Lthrtr I
kitidt Edition

Extra X
Intide Edition

FrtahPrlnet

Whetl-Fortune

Judge

EntTi

JudyX
rfltlt

Stir.ftld X
Wheat-Fortune

Rati TV X
Ent Tonight

Chroniclt X

8:00 8:30
Colt: The Legend

Olympic Winter Garnet I~

9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30
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American Experience "IBJ (R) (In Stereo) (Part 2 o) 2) I

Otympic Wlnttr Garnet f
Prey Revelations " (In Stereo) |Motown 40: The Mutic It Forever (In Sltreo) (Part 2 ot 2) X

»» "&tr win" (1977, Sdance Fiction) Mark Hamll. Cam* Raher.

Jeopardy! I Friendt (R) X |3rd Rock-Sun
[
Seinleld (R) X |Vtronict't CI.

Judy Judy X
Hard Copy X
fratierl

Honey, I Shrunk the Kidt X Fame LA. Boys and me Band"

Friendt (R)l |3rd Rock-Sun |SeiiTleM (R) X |Veronic«'tCI.

** "^rM2:B*ckinth»Habr{\m^^G<**>»<i^
Jeopardy! X

Ntwthour With JtmLehrttX

Friendt (R) X
|
3rd Rock-Sun I Seinretd (R) X IVeronict't CI |ER "Fear ol Frying" (In Stereo)

Thit Old I

Seinfeld X
Seinleld a

Andy Griffith Andy Griffith

FraettrX

Freak* X

Law > Order "Star Struck" 1

MoneytlneX Crottflrtl

Dally Show (R)

Gimme Shelter

Debt

MTV Live (In Stereo)

Figure It Qui |TlnyToon

Quantum Leap (In Stereo) X
jjii Renovation

"

| Renovation

Loii i Clark-Superman

Beywttch Father s 0»y' X~

Steln't Money

a

Doctor!

Pray "Revelations" (In Stereo)

ER "Fear of Flying" (In Stereo)

Grace Under

ER "Fear ol Frying" (In Stereo)

American Experience "LSJ" (R) (In Stereo) (Part 2 ol 2) X

** "fX 2" (1991, Adventure) Bryan Brown, Brian Dannahy

Motown 40: The Mutic It Forever (In Stereo) (Part 2 ol 2) X

Thunder It

Blograph;

World To.World today X
y: Jayne Mansdeld

'AflVeYtltws of Budtaroo Btratl

NewErolorert

Larry King Live X

Wild Pitcovery: Leopards ssa8th Dtnmtion"

rue Movie Magic

Chaart X

11:00 11:30
Wait I6r God

Newt a

N#W$ X

Ttwi Old Hm
Lata Show Jt

Lata Show X
NightBne X

Star Trtk: Next Gentr

Vibe

[Tonlflht Show

SlmptooaX'

X

Tonight Show

0eepSpect9

Tonight Show

Charlie Rota (In Stereo) X"

fww$ X
M'A'S'H X Reel TV R

NlgrrttlneX

**Vi •Pete Forcer (1990. Adventure) Chuck Norria, Bitty Drago

Unexpleined (R~

World Today X
Corr<dyNet1

|
Make-Laugh

Machlnaa (Pari 2 ot 2)

College Bttketball Indiana at Ohio Slate, (live) [Collage Baakatball Louisville at Maiquetle (Live

Intimate Portrait "DebtoB Allen" |Unaolytd Myrtertet (In Stereo) \*V> "ThtDmg»rolL»f»"^9X,Dnm»)iM(^iwrt.

Law I Ordtf "Second Opinion'

Sport! Illut.

Daily Show

Moneytine X
Stein t Money

Jutttce Filet "Scammed" (R)

(R) (In Stereo)

QougX |Rugrau.g.

Seaquett 2032 Brainlock" X~

Home Again JHome Again

Babylon 5 (In Stereo) X
Highlander: The Sertei X

Secret of Alex |Happy Dayt [Wonder Yean |Wonder Year?

Sighting! (in Stereo) X
Medical Detect Without Warn.

Forever Knight (In Stereo) X
Heeven i Breath

**'/> "fled Dawn" (1984. Adventure) Patrick Swaya, C. Thomas HowelfSr

Lovelorn (R) (In Stereo)

I Love Lucy X M.T.Moore

Robocop: The Seriet X
Hetven't Breath "Eternal Tide'

Almott Perfect

Sporttcenter

Golden Girlt

Lovellne (In Stereo)

Taxi I! Newhart »

Seaquett 2032 'Brainlock' X
Medical Detect

| Without Wariv

\**V> "AnEyttorinEY«"{M\)a\\i<*Ho*m
[Wtlker Teiaa Ranger u ' tti'/, Stir Tr«k IV. The Voyage rioma"(1986. Science Fiction) WilHam Shainer |Silk Sltlkmgt

(5:00) **v> "^aorna"(l995)X' \t+* SouloilheC ne"(1996, DramalDelroyLlndo'PGta'aP U'A "Jofyiry Sfcrdrnjrta' (199B) Pelar Grtaqhwr. [Comedy Jam jHooken atthe

I

WaeriWflrfron'figB? filmJy) .i»«f\ Bateman f6' |*»V^Sar)sf3om"(l976,Mut^l)BtrbraSlreisaryJ.(lnSl9rao)WfX' |»«»V> XtthMlWuponr (1989)

> Point (R)X

Mel Glbton. 'R

(5O0)»»yi'>»roil992) ! Xiy, the 6ek>v*d Counlry" (1995) James Earl Jones PG- 13' \**Vi ''BourKT (1996, OrarnajJennller Tilly (In Steraoj'rV | Stargate SGr'Tin Man" (R) X
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Bruno By C. Baldwin n By Jim Meddick

Kfrjlft I STWT (AY NEXT *MB.K\rrY"9cxX,

IfA »iM& fJESEARCW V KTTTfR jKZ&l,

%!)**? Wt KITTY'S CHARICTER AVJf

MCTlUrXriONS

Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dilberff By Scott Adams

TVfcRt MttTWOTEAAr»
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TWtlR rMLLM OUW.TUrX
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\ RXDO r><JT TVAtWW*
iTEAM^GOfuejKnO

looixo you like

TO rA,VKE. *1,000
PER NNONTH FOR
rV u>HOLE YEAR 7

,v ttV ir \\

SEND *UOOO
FOR COfAPLETE

IMFORrAATIOM
ABOUT DOGQERT
NO-LOAO funos

^*-x

I'LL INCLOOC r«\y FREE

PAfAPWLET EXPLAlNrv»0
HOCJ TO LOSE
GJEI6WT OY
CMTNG
LtSi FOOO

Pox Trot By Bill Amend Thatch By Jeff Shesol
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VHKsm
Kampus Kid* By Adam Souliere
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Horoscopes
PISCES (Feb I9-March 20) —

\ little strategy goes a long way
toJa>. as moat people are jutt wing-

ing it and doing things in a random
manner. You can beat them all!

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
You may find yourself missing

something Of MtMOM who once

held a special fascination for sou

and ctuall) meant a great deal.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
Anv complications should not be

Icrcd trivial today: every time

you encounter a snag, you must

take it as Mriowtj a* \ou can.

GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20) —
Take care you don't wind up
lamenting KHM lo-t chance that

you gase up. in favor of something

that couldn't last. Go for the real

thing.

CANCER (June 2l-|uly 22) —
SOeMQSM niiiN be trying to keep you

from doing everything you've

planned Unlay, but you won't know

wh\ until \ou've put an end to the

threat.

LEO duly 2J-Au«. 22) — You
can learn quickly today and put

yourself in a more beneficial

tion as a result, whether in a bust-

leal or a recreational uitmt\

VIRGO (Aug. 2J-Sept 22) -
You may feel as though you are

under someone's spell today In

fact, you are acting in a manner
that mav be. for a time. inexpli«.j

ble.

LIBRA (Sept. 25-Ocl. 22) —
You arc in the mood to have it all—

or give it up entirely A little thi< or

that is no good for you at thi*» time.

Rethink your priorities.

SCORPIO (Oct. 25-Nov. 21) —
Someone in authority thinks that

you are more able to oblige in some
way that is possible, and you must

waste no time in making this clear

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dcc.

21) — Take care that you're not so

hus\ taking in the big picture that

DM let om I the key details

work against vou in some wav.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— You will feel more secure than

usual today . and it may be that your

own attitude about wheat is impor-

tant is somehow on the mend.

AQUARIUS (|an 20 -Feb. 18)
— Something big i< ]um around the

corner, and you're going to want to

be ready for it You can t afford not

to leap all the benctit^

-Ml

Close to Homo By John McPherson

Oii(>((-' of t lio l>iiy

CQ I don't like quoting

authority to sup-

port an argument. 3s
-Roger Leenhardt

Right from the start, friends and relatives sensed
the tension in Jeff and Lisa's marriage

Todays P.C. Mot
Caff 545-aeae for aatwi

Franklin

LUNCH
B«e4

Potatoes

Lettuce

Scrod

DINNER
Pork

Smurfj

Onions
Scrod

Worcester

ACROSS
1 Seaweed

product

5 Complain
9 Florist's jar

1

3

South African

native

14 — as a |udge

15 Zone
16 Fable
1

7

Kitchen pests

1

9

A Gabor
20 Sword handle
21 Like an old

house
22 Howitzers, eg
24 Bushed
25 Unity

26 Noblewoman's
title

30 Melt down tat

33 Views
34 Writer Levin

35 Graph part

36 Western
alliance: abbr

37 Cosmetics
company

38 Tonic's

companion
39 Sale disclaimer

41 Building material

43 Most
dependable

45 Fiesta shout

46 Fantastic review

47 Broke
51 Take for granted

54 Reporter's
question

55 Past

56 Kind of tree

58 Boggy
59 Rake
60 Linger

61 Pitcher

Hershiser

62 Stops
63 Church song
64 Oata-storage

unit

DOWN
1 FoeofCortez
2 Tropical fruit

3 Edgar — Poe
4 Feel sorry

5 Chills

6 Border on
7 Thing, in law

8 Antedate
9 Gentlemen s

gentlemen
10 Prima donna's

song
11 Hunt
12 Like pie?

14 Black eye.
slangily

18 Comes
unraveled

20 Sharpen
23 Indicates

agreement
24 Coves
26 Smallest

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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amount
27 Honey factory

28 Strong metal
29 Gasp
30 Scraps
31 Gate
32 Columbus ship

36 River to the

Seine
37 Iowa town
39 Crockett's last

stand
40 In — heaven
41 Seinfeld's

forte

42 Verve
44 Beasts
47 Like lambs

without coats
48 Shaggy
49 Heron
50 Sherlock

Holmes creator

51 Farmer's
measure

52 In a short lime

53 Small earring

54 Bird's prey
57 Method
58 Crowd

LUNCH
Beef

Potatoes

Lettuce

Scrod

DINNER
Pork

Smurfs

Onions
Scrod

Hampshire
LUNCH
Beef

Potatoes

Lettuce

Scrod

DINNER
Pork

Smurfs

Onions
Scrod

Berkshire

LUNCH
Beef

Potatoes

Lettuce

Scrod

DINNER
Pork

Smurfs

Onions
Scrod
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Rhode Island pulls out A-10 thriller, 87-85

WTCOuKjan

to Rhode Island last night at the
Mike Babul jams home two points in UMass' 87-*S double overtime

Mutlms Center

Game epitomizes college hoop ideal: fun
Forget for a minute thai the No I* u**«»

men | basketball tern bat to Rhode Wand. 87 -*<

the first lime in five v .el ihe ill-ad-

Mack, the slug

there wit ncvei dull

. ertime

I nkc MtTL-dith

Ml how much vou hale luti II

Lari Ketner s shoi at tl >n doi

came to sinking through

Wfe H
You'd be missing the point

What you need to do is remem gg_
ber Charlton Clarke '« three with

1.6 seconds left, the shot that MM ihe Mullins (.enter

into a fren/\ Remember Clark* nailing three tree

throw- with 6 % left in the I time, giving the

Minutemen once more chance at life Remember the

atmosphere, remember the fans, remember how close

i 7 II 2 1 MM to pulling oil the comeback

of the vear.

It - then thai u>u realize bat nifbt - l Man c Rl

game will go down as the beat game n in a

long time

It was a marathon, in e\er\ MUM of the word I tin

M0fcM.fi • inl attempts
.
hi tree

throw and 9,491 people as loud as

Softball gets win,

experience on road

By Jackie Leroux

Coktgian Staff

thev vc been all MMMJ
But unlike a maratl

moment
TWl »as a great MOM, a fantastic game." said

Massachusetts coach Bruiser flint, who likened the

game to UMasa' confctst at Xaetoi in 19*16 when the

Minutemen beat the Musketeers in MMM to prcaem
their No. I ranking "The tan- Yo» have

to give Rhod\ hej needed this

game and thc> took it

^—m ,-dcd it badlv Alter losing at

home to Temple, the Rams had

dropped out o» the Top 25 Senior guards |\<on

Wheeler and Cuttmo Money, the heott and MM) oi a

scrappy Rhodv bunch, would have gone through their

enure careers without beating I Ma
That's a lot so cam on voiit shouldeis

Wheeler called it. quite sJmprj the biggest win of his

career Mobley likened it to a lest for the duo. a test

the) passed.

"I can't remember a more exciting game." Mobley

said. "It was like getting a monke\ olf our backs \\ |

just wanted to come here and pla> hard [became

\\ heeler | and I didn't pla\ aggressive in the first meet-

ing (won b\ UMass 74 17 in Providence), and it

By Corey Peter Goodman
Collegian Stan

March Madness came two weeks

eailv tot the Massachusetts men's

basketball team and the Rhode
Maud Rams last night

The two teams fought for 40 min-

Massachusetts

Rhode Island

utes of regulation and for two over

lime sessions — the first in William

D. Mullins Center history before

the Rams escaped with an 87-8?

victorv in front of a deafening sell-

out crowd of 9,491 at the Mullins

Center

UMass. which falls to 19-7. 1 1 2

Atlantic 10. erased a sis- point

delicti with 1:08 remaining in the

tirst overtime lunior Charlton

Clarke who finished with 24 points,

knocked down an open three-point

er and then was fouled shooting

another with 6.5 seconds left

Clarke calmly knocked down all

three lo send the game into the sec-

ond overtime.

Rhode Island (14 tv 10-5) look

i I torn there Senior guard Tyson

Wheeler beat Montv Mack for a

lav in and hit a pair of free throws

to give the Rams an 86-82 edge

with 20 seconds remaining.

Clarke then hit a trev Irom well

beyond the arc — his fourth of the

game — to pull UMass to within a

point Ram guard Cuttino Mobley.

the game's high scorer with 26
points, hit a free throw to put

Rhode Island up bv two

V. ith I
v) seconds left. Chris

Ktrkland hit l.ari Ketner on a

full court pass but Ketner s turn-

around from IK feat fell )usl short

t their money's

worth," Rhode Island coach Inn

Harrick said "This was one of the

greatestMM ever."

"It was a must win game lor

them, and they came in and played

that way." Massachusetts coach

Bruiser Flint said.

bfey'l three with 16:57

remaining in regulation gave the

Rams their biggest lead of the game

at 1 1 But the Minutemen. behind

18 points from Ketner and lb from

Mack, clawed their way back into

the ball game with a 7-0 run

Chris Kirkland hit a short jumper

then converted on a three point

Lari Ketner dropped m 1 8 points and pulled down 1 1 rebounds, but it

wasn't enough as the Minutemen fell to Rhode Island for the first time in

1 meetings.

plav lo cul the dclicil 10 eight

4n |i Kim QmM nnevted on

a long jump
Preston Murphv extended the

lead lo II with a pair .

throw* and a lay in wilh II 10 to

play.

MohtC) -.nvcilcd M tWO fool

shots with >: SOGOI

the Rams a *i\ point edge, »

I

ajaswered with an off-bu.

handcr in the lane to pull I M
within a baske'

\\ ith 10 left Antonio

RcvnolJs Dean 1 20 points I I

rebounds i hit only one lice throw

and UMass without a timeout

lake the ball the

length of the court lonaihan

DvPtna lot

down a three front wing

the game mi

en Ihe learn came t. me. I

l to another i

I
Kslv was

great behind me and coach really

got me going
"

i guard in i Mi'blev

Mui] 'er aven
!o«s at the hands of ihe

Minut 29 The three

coml

*W« lust wanted to show lhal »i

Turn to BASKETBAU page II

ihc

showed We wanted to show that we're the best I 2

punch in the A- 10."

The funny thing was. the Rams did the best

OOoM to avoid such a linish They played a better game

than UMass did in the first 40 minutes ajul lad

many as I S points , n ihe second half They hit big shots

thev made kev rebounds, they played hard thev plaved

smart

But UMass just refused to die

The Minutemen chipped at the lead, cutting it to s.v

with three minutes to go. four with two minutes to go.

three with nine seconds to go. And then Clarke, with

9.493 pairs of eyes resting squarely on him. coolly

In-

buried a three lo send it

I iv e minute i later. Clarl rvh

aic. and MM again I Ma-s needed ihr.

delivered, this line even nc ol hi» free throws

even hit the rim lust straight in

Bui Rhodv lafiouped hn i • and sui

ihe thriller o! the ve.it The Rams had the win they

needed, the win that will pro! <im nip to

ihe NCAA tournament, and alter 10 Ufa ihev

• . the l Mom linv

"The fans sure got there Ml)

Turn to FUN page 1
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GW is UMass' final home test

Noelia Gomez, Elisa Aguilar stiffen challenge

The Massachusetts Softball team traveled to Arizona last

weekend, and while it may have relumed wilh a losing

record, it made plenlv of gain- along the I

The Minulewomen competed in the IV iMfic

hosted b] MM) in Phoenix Ihev played against

lour very tough teams two of which are nationally

ranked — and came back with a 1-5 record.

On Friday the Minute-women lost games to Cal Stale

Fullerton and No. S Washington '> 7 and 1-2 respective-

ly On Saturday, ihey lost to UNLV, 3 4 and then beat

14 long Beach Slate. S ! I MOM MM MM scheduled

to take on Alabama and No. 2 Itesiio State, but both

games were cancelled when the playing fields became too

wet after rare late night tains that were generated bv I I

Nino

pita the losses, the tournament did give the

Mtntutevvomen I welcome opportunity to get playing time

outside, as thev have spent most of their practice- inside

Bovden Gymnasium.
thev also demonstrated that thev have plenty ol hitting

power. They hit I 2K2 batting average Bl I team, who
last vear thev only hit .167 in Arizo la Foul pbraen hit

above .300. with senior CO captain Kim Gutridge leading

the way at an even .500. Motor Bach) George led the team

with three runs scored, and had I »24 batting average.

The L Mass pitchers held opponents to a .198 batting I

age, where last vear thev allowed opponents to hit .505.

In the Cal Slate fullerton game, the Titans t,

early 2-0 lead on a two-run home run oil freahman Carrie

leffries. who was making Iki collegiate debut lunior

Octavia Brown scOOjd oil an RBI single from George m

the bottom of the second inning. George then came b

of an RBI single from junior \1andv (.alas u> tie the game

Cal State scored four unearned runs in the lop ot the

fifth. The Minutewomen would score for the lust time in

the top of the fifth when lentot Kelly Buckley hn i

fke llv to bring in senior Tracev Osier. Th< ted

their final run in the sixth inning.

Against Washington the Minutewomen saw the Huskies

take a 2-0 lead in the top of the third I
'' d its

By Jackie Leroux

Collegian Staff

toughest contests of the season

tonight. At 7:30 p.m.. the

The Massachusetis women's bas-

ketball team is headed into one of its

Minutewomen (15-4 c, _ i ) w j||

quart of m the William D. Mullins

Center with the Colonials of George

Turn to SOFTBALL page 1
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Washington (1 7-7. 11-3).

GW is currently tied with both

Duquesnc and Xavier for first place-

in the Atlantic 10 West Ihe team

thrashed Duquesnc in its l.i-t game

on Sunday. 77-52.

The Colonials are perennial pow-

erhouses. Coach |oe McKeown is

looking to lead his team to its tilth

consecutive regular season \ 10

championship. The key to their sue

ful record this season is being

attributed to their "Spanish

Connection." Sophomore guard I lis.i

Aguilar and junior forward Noelia

Gomez, who both hail from Madrid,

pack a 1-2 offensive punch for the

Colonials

Gomez, who is in onlv hei second

season with GW, is fourth in the

Atlantic 10 with her 17.1 points pet

game, and Aguilar is close behind at

fifth with 16.3. Gome/ also leads the

team in rebounding with six I game

In addition. Gome/ has posted

four double-doubles this season, and

she scored 29 points against Drr/tOt.

on January 24. She was a preaseoorj

honorable mention All-American by

Street * Smith's, and has been an

A-10 Player of the Week once this

season. Gomez will need to score

just three points against UMass |q

reach the 1.000 career point mark.

No Colonial has ever amassed I .(XX)

points in just two seasons.

Aguilar, has averaged 20 ppg in

conference games, she also leads the

team in assists with 5.1 per game,

Aguilar has been named the A-10
smilas/couigian Rookit. f the Week four tfenai this

Kara Trent and the UMass women's basketball team will need to apply season, and is currently the favorite

strong offensive pressure in order to stop a tough George Washington
Turn to WOMEN'S HOOP page 1
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Three-peat possible

for mens swimming
By Jamie Jee

Collegion Staff ___^___

Momentum is usuallv M important lac tot throughout

anv Ivpe of I competitive season I ifMCtaJt) at the end.

when the opposition gets toughet and the coiiscquc"

become increasingly more important.

I .ttunately for the Massachusetts men's swimming and

diving team, the Minutemen have that momentum.

Going into the Atlantic 10 Championships, the

Minutemen are coming oil an impressive dual meet MS)

in which they compiled a picture perfect 10 (' record.

Thev finished it with a flurry, downing Fordham.

207 92. before preparing lot their biggest test vet Thai

gave L Mas- n, second undefeated dual meet season in

three veat- and seventh since the |9g5- H<-> season.

I Ik \ It' meet starts todav and continues through

Saturday, at I ne Community College in Butlalo N.Y. The

Minutemen will attempt to statt thttii's oil quickly and see

if thev can manage to jump out to M itisuimountable lead,

a strategy that has worked well in the p
Although the task will Ihj much more difficult this week-

end than in I regular dual meet, it mav end up being what

works and bungs I Mass its ihini consecutive \ 10 title

"We are looking ptetlv good coach Rns- \aiworth

said. "We've been resting up and should swim well this

weekend."

\mong thf teams that hope to take the Minutemen out

ol their gameplan earl) are i i \ ,i K Rhode Island and l.a

Salle, which lield talented squadi .is well

Both Rhode Island and I a Salle ate teams we will have-

to watch out for." Yarworth said "They've performed

ptcttv well in the conference this year."

There will also be- St. Booaventure, I he Bonnics finished

second to the Minuteinen last year, missing the winning

607 point total bv 56.5 points

I ,i i veai it was current sanioi Malt Davej who provid

ed that early spark lot the team as he won the 200

freestyle in a time of 1:54.77. Dave] went on to take a ail

ver in the 100 lice, coming in at 45.90, and was a solid

anchor leg for the 400 free rata) team, which swam to i

new school record (5:05.88), Dive) also added a

fifth place showing in the 50 lice In swimming a 20. 99.

Turn to SWIMMING page 1
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A homegrown
talent

The talents ot

UMass student
Genevieve Rose will

be on display at

Northampton's
Academy ot Music
this Sunday (see
Arts it Livmcj, page
S)

Bring on
the Bonnies

Kathy Coyner
scored 22 points
last night to lead

the UMass
women's basketball

team to a 68-SS
victory over George
Washington (see
Sports, page 8)

WORLD

N. Korea pursues

talks with S. Korea

SetXIl. South Korea (Al») — In a

remarkable peace overture. North
Korea appealed directly to South
Korean politician* yesterday, asking

them to work toward reconciliation

on the chvtded Korean pamnsuU.
The appeal was made in 70 letters

to South Korean leaders — mdudasg
the president-elect — delivered
through the border village ot

Panmurtfom
The action was a marked policy

sntft lor isolated North Korea, wrtkh
declared Wednesday it was ready to

task with South Korea's newty i

government m the interest of i

decades ot confrontation.

A top North Korean pokcymafcer,

Kim Vong Sun, said the letters "make
dear that we atr wiNng to have oW
logue and negotiation with anyone m
South Korea, including political par-

ties and organizations
"

"The North and the South must
promote coemstence, co prosperity,

common interests, mutual coRabora-

twn and unity between teBow coun-

trymen," Kim was quoted as saying

by North Korea's official Korean
Central News Agency

Kan, regarded as a close confidant

of leader Kim long it, spelled 01*1

North Korea's new position during a

meeting Wednesday ol the country's

major political parties and organiza-

tions, the news agency said.

NATION

Two arrested in

Nevada subway plot

LAS VtGAS, Nev (AP) — Two men
have been arrested m Nevada and
accused of plotting an attack, possi-

bly on a US city's subway system.

the FBI said yesterday.

The suspects include a central

Ohio man who was given probation

after pleading guilty to illegally

obtaining bubonic plague bacteria

through the mail

The two were taken into custody

late Wednesday in a luxury car out-

side a doctor's office in Henderson,

Nev , a Las Vegas suburb The Clark

County Detention Center in Las

Vegas said 46-year-old Larry Wayne
Hams and 47-year-old William Leavitt

were in custody on charges of pos-

sessing "weapons for mass destruc-

tion." |ail officials didn't have home-

towns for the men
Last year, Harris, ot Lancaster,

Ohio, pleaded guilty to a count ot

fraud after he was accused ol ille-

gally obtaining bubonic plaguebac-

tena through the mail from a labo-

ratory in 199S He said he never

intended to hurt anyone and was

sentenced to 18 months' proba-

tion

FBI spokesman Aurelio Flores

would not confirm the suspects

names
"These individuals were involved in

the contruction of a weapon," he

said "We have no idea where they

were gcing to use it

."
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Torkildsen discusses his

Friday, February 20, 1998

experiences in Congress
By Jil Carrol

ColUgon Staff

Former Congressman and UMass alum Peter Torkildsen delivered a

speech last night about his experiences in Congress

Former Congressman and
Lnivcisity of Massachusetts Alumnus
Peier Torkildsen said student voter

turnout is contingent on having issues

that students care about in a speech

given last night.

Torkildsen said student voter

turnout wan low when he was a stu

dent al I Mass except when it came to

an issue the students cared about like

abolishing Spring (. onccrt.

"When I was running
Southwest asscniblv I knocked on
Joors and said Hi I'm Peter

Torkildsen I'd appreciate your vote,'

and turnout was still about 18 per-

cent." Torkildsen said

When they wanted to get rid ot

ng Concert people really cared

about that, Torkildsen said "It's a
• of what is important to people.

it s the most bask things

that people care about
*

Torkildsen knows tirst hand the

importance voter turnout can make.

"I lost that last election by MX
votes, if I had changed one vote in

every precinct I would have been in

my third term in Congress If we
had spent more money to increase

voter turnout, again. I could have

been re-elected,* Torkildsen said.

Torkildsen also had praise for the

education a student can receive at

I \la» He called education "the

great equalizer.*

"You can get a first rate education

here if you want one. You can get mi

education on par with any other insti-

tution.* Torkildsen said.

He encouraged more UMass gradu-

ates so )o«n him as members of con-

gress and shouldn't be afraid

that

"I am proud to be the first lUMass
alumu* in congress) I hope to be

Turn to VOriftS POOO 2

She's crafty
Amy Winnick. a junior rrsatonng in earty childhood education, paints

in the Craft Center while talking with Damon Van Home, a junior

architect maior

Campus facilities in need of renovation
Five new buildings are projected to be built in the next five to seven years

By Victoria Groves

ColUgon Staff

Facilities on campus in desperate need of repairs

were the topic of yesterday's faculty senate meeting

in a presentation given by lames E Cahill. Director

of facilities Planning Division.

"Over the past 10 years there have been many

documented deterioration of buildings on

American university campuses. W'e have some of

these problems ourselves.* Cahill said.

According to the Facilities Planning Division, the

value of campus buildings total Sl.640.U00 with

infrastructure adding another $400 million The
majoriiv of campus buildings were constructed in

the 1 960s and 1970s.

Many of the buildings built from 1870 through

1950 still exist today on campus, totaling 46 out of

all campus buildings.

The 1 940s marked expansion of residential areas

when most buildings constructed were two to four

story huildings made out of brick as the I nt

made the transition from Massachusetts State

College to the I'niversity of Massachusetts

Eventually, in the 1960s, there was a huge boom

in on- campus construction: 43 percent of current

huildings were built during this decade. Cahill

credits this in part to the baby boomer generation

and said thai because these buildings were

structed so hastily, there was little attention paid to

longevity or quality control.

"This was happening on every campus across the

nation. The demand for education was skyrocket-

ing. Buildings were getting higher, bigger and more
complicated.* Cahill said.

The 1970s represent the arrival of high rise

buildings and the 1 980s were responsible for mini-

mal growth with the construction of only 16 build-

15 of which were trailers Big protects like

the William D. Mullins Center occurred in the

mII outlined the anticipated construction that

will take place in the year 2000 and beyond, five

new buildings are projected to be built in the next

live lo seven years.

"These facilities are either on the drawing board

or being planned," Cahill said.

\ccording to Paul Page, vice chancellor of

administration and finance, the campus faces

deferred maintenance costs estimated at $393 mil-

lion. In addition. $15 million is required annually

over the next 20 years to prevent adding to the

deferred maintenance backlog.

"This is the first ttmc the campus has undertaken

such a comprehensive assessment ol its physical

facilities. It has been an extremely valuable exercise

in many ways, not the least ot which is that it has

provided us with a detailed accounting of existing

conditions and future needs." Page said.

"As a result, we're finally able to identify exactly

what's facing us and what the campus must do to

address its needs.*

Mahar Auditorium was recently renovated, and

Cahill cited Boyden Gymnasium. Goessmann Lab

and Stockbridge Hall as possibly being next on the

list for renovations.

Page outlined a number of long-term strategies

for acquiring the funding necessary for facilities

improvements including rolling over existing debt

as it is retired, additional borrowing, increased

campus funding, increased state funding and future

capital campaigns

,m think ol no greater challenge to our goal...

than the maintenance, renovation and renewal of

our physical facilities." Page said.

Ohio students

protest US.
attacking Iraq

By Barry Scfrweid

Associated Press

www.urTKMS.edu/rso/ccJegion

MassPlRQ
holds first

infosession
By Frank Smith

Collegian Correspondent

The Massachusetts Student
Public Interest Research Group
(MassPIRG) held its first general

interest meeting of the semester

Wednesday night to inform stu-

dents of on-going and upcoming
activities, and to encourage stu-

dents to participate.

There are four main events
MassPIRG is concentrating on:

fighting hunger and homelessness,

pesticide regulation, saving
endangered species and planning

an Earth Day celebration.

The meeting, which was held in

the Student Union Ballroom, consist-

ed of a brief introduction to the orga-

nization by sophomore BJ Cortis.

According to Cortis, UMass
was the first school to have a

chapter of MassPIRG. and the

organization now has 27 chapters

at various colleges and universi-

ties across the state.

"This is the mothership of a

movement that spread all across

the country," Cortis said.

MassPIRG members performed
short skits to inform the attendees of

what the organization is working on.

Turn to MASSPIRG page 2

Planning for the future

IOHN Bl»T COILEGIAN

Tomasz W. Pietrusinski, a senior finance major, gets some information about TAL Financial Corporation

from Olivia Anselmo and other representatives.

\ \SH\ INI. Tenn - "A few

dozen hecklers" will not deter the

United States from its mission in Iraq

— containing Saddam Hussein and

reducing his ability to use biological

and chemical weapons. Secretary of

State Madeleine Albright said yester-

day President Clinton said Saddam
should not be emboldened by the

raucus debate "Not if he under-

stands the first thing about
America." Clinton told reporters. "I

believe strongly that most Americans

support our policy. They support our

resolve."

"Our goal ... may not seem really

decisive. But we're trying to contain

Saddam Hussein. Whenever he puts

his head up. we push him back. We
are doing what must be done,"
Albright said on NBC's "Today"
show.

A day after Clinton administration

officials were heckled on a college

campus in Ohio, former professor

Albright returned to the classroom to

make a case for threatening to bomb
Iraq to drastically reduce its stores of

dangerous weapons

Albright was making back-to-back

appearances at Tennessee State

University here and at the University

of South Carolina. She would be

working smaller audiences than at

the "town meeting" Wednesday at

Ohio State University, where angry

critics at times drowned her out.

along with Defense Secretary

William Cohen and Sandy Berger,

Clinton's national security adviser.

"We know what we have to do,"

Albright said on NBC. Unless
Saddam gives United Nations'

inspectors unfettered and unlimited

OOfM to weapons sites, "We will be

using force and the American people

will be behind us." she said.

"If we have to use force, it is

because we are America. We are the

indispensable nation. We stand tall.

We see further into the future." she

said.

Albright said most Americans back

administration policy and the offi-

cials will continue to explain the poli-

cy to the nation.

"A couple of dozen students dis-

rupting it is something that takes

away from the spirit of the project,

which is to try to talk to the

American people about the stakes

and American foreign policy," she

said on ABC's "Good Morning

Turn to ALBRI©HT. page 2
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Torkildsen
continued from page 1

back. I jiii MM proud lo be the

onl> one Daa*1 be afraid to run

i ess. Make a difference b>

being a good citizen Or help out a

candidate I've relied on volunteers

lo win elections in the past,"

lolklkKcn -.did

further motivation for this

-ildMii spoke of the work he

did as a congressman in the 104th

He voted to increase lunds tor

Title I A piogram to help disad

vantaged elementary school stu-

dent* catch up with their peers.

"Students that need it receive

help to catch up to the other M
dents Ini glad under the 104th

lunds for that

UJsen said.

The • ngressman also

ke of being an individual and

the work he has dune to help stu-

dents

"I have prided myself on being

an individual I he one thing I was
proud of was that I was able to

increase the Pell grant."

rprkildmi

Torkildsen also said that

iblicanv in Congraaa forced

President Clinton to come up with

ngress, Clinton submit-

ted a budget that had deficit'

| several
|
years | Republicans said]

Don't give us a budget unless it's

balanced in -.even years,"

kildsen said "It we had not

Misted in that we would nut see

| his individuality as a

politician. Torkildsen said he was
against candidates receiving "

I

monev' and backs that belief with

"I have refused PAC motv
has taken $400. IX

early a dil

between the tw

Where we are out-spent we will

not be out worked." Torkildsen

said

PAC money is Political Action

Committee money. Several interest

groups together donate Sio.i*

1 1 r kildsen is now cem|

tent the sixth distn

jsetts in the House of

Representatives The election is in

^v* CI llOt I

peech was sponsored by

the L Mass Republican Club.

"When I was here there was no
Republican Club It's great lo see

democracy with a small '.:

still alive at LMass." Torkildsen

said

MassPIRG
continued from page I

The first skit of the evening related

to MassPIRtJ s tight against hunger

and homelessness. Freshman Han
Perrone, who is in charge of publicitv

for the hunger and homelessiu II

campaign, narrated the skit about a

hungry and homeless young woman
The skit intended to put viewers in

the shoes of a homeless person in an

attempt to describe the harshness of

this person's litest vie

All MassPIRG members will also

partake in the 14th Annual Hunger
Cleanup on April 4. This is a one day

community service woik a thon in

which students help clean shelters and

abandoned lots, plant community gar-

dens and volunteer at food pain

I, a skit was performed by the

group working towards gelling the

Pesticide Disclosure Act passed through

the Massachusetts State Senate The bill

aims to ensure thai people ai>

warned oi when pesticides are going to

he sprayed m public areas.

In this skit, B| turtle wore a pro-

tective suit, gas mask, etc because he

was aware of the dangers of the

cides around him. All otfu

the skit were forced lo leave the stage

due to suffering of sytnpl

MsstcMa' exposure These symptoms
include cancer, headaches and repro-

ductive disorders to name a few

According to I X> percent

of Massachuscu .hoots give

proper warning when spraying pesti

That means 80 percent

pubik M and lace

exposed it

ever knowing it The high school Corns

attended was among the schools which

sprayed without warning.

"I don't want this crap going into

Is lungs like it did into mine."

Corns said

Freshman Stephen laivcnrvaum and

other MassPIRG members arc pen
Honing to pass the Miller Bill

thi\". hill would
strengthen the I

ind promote the n
species instead of keeping them on
the brink of extinction.

r Tanenbaum finished. Knsten
Thibodeau spoke briefly of an

elcbration she is planning (or

April Thibodeau. who is media coor-

dinator for Earth Day. is organizing a

day long celebration to be held at

Pulaski Park in Northampton It is a

Five College event

Thibodeau wants more of the com-
munity to be involved in this celebra-

tion than in past ones. At the celebra-

tion. Thibodeau ssvs she hopes to

have a wide array of spaas en, bands

and business sponsors, particularly

growers of organic produce

"We want this to be the best Farih

Day ever." Thibodeau said

Anatomically correct

lUUAN

Clay sculptures from the Fine Art Department's Foundation Studies class can be seen in the FAC in one of

the studios

Albright
continued from page I

Amen
Albright, a former pre'

and head ol the women in foreign poluv progt

Oaenttoarn University, had more chance foi dialog

the students yesterday She prefers a classroom set-

ting, giving her a chance for an exchange of v ice

both critics and supporters of Clinton » threat to bomb
Iraq if Saddam docs not open his palaces and weapons

'iting

children an

IS I ng to

Baghdad in station wh
France and the Arab League all I Mbngf

Honed that the Clinton administration would not budge

•nand that the I \

The protesters at Ohio State ctrnurabered by

supporters and the undecided at St (ohn arena Bu

the outset, when she began with the assertion. "Iraq is a

long wav from Ohio, but what happens there matters

icn and Bergcr were confronted by

Ted them out

ones with polite but sharp

ing." Bergcr said at the end

cms Uciiltv and ihcr> n

jeering wet sometimes dro
Others rose t

nons about IS. goals

"I appreciate all of

of the W-minuie se* •

ing * The rtw be

mimed up the

administration's case this wav

diplomatic solution to the dispute with Iraq. "There are

"It must be a said,

while Cohen and Bergcr offered assurances there

not K nit losses* among the V0 000 American

troops in the Persian Gulf in rial an attack

Many in the half fill. arena

appeared unswayed by il

ens shouted QM
want . thers held up antiwar banners

and frequently interrupted the speak

Albright insisted Saddam "doesn t . about his

own people." but one protester. Rick Theiv «*kJ "W
people of Columbus and central Ohio dim l w ..

a message with the blt<od >! Iraqi women and children
"

duct ions ** Concerts Proudly Presents

Boston's Best Live Act
(1996 Boston Phoeriix /WFNX Awards)

BEST DAMN BONGO PLAYER

GUITARISTS AND THE

TONIGHT
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• th valid ID) .«-. w ** j- un x
$8 oMass students^ (*>

biic Student Union Ballroom
$ 12
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i
•
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Women's track heads to A-10's
By Paul Teves

Colagion Correspondent

I Ik Maaaachuaattt e/cjeMn'l luck and field team will

head lo Khodc Mund this weekend lot ilie Atlantic 10
C hainpkiiishipv

il shi.i at winnine. it all their athlci.

parfotn

"We have a chance n> ICON pu:nt» m evcis event this

weekend, il we compete at oui be* coach lulie I al lenieie

said "We are the onlv team in the \tlantk 10. that can jiive

the favored Virginia Tech -quad a run lor then monev
"

I he I Mass Ham will hiin^ one oi the must talented
squads in the meet to kingMun I he nuinhci- >j\ llial

I M.iss should score iii cvciv event except lor the pole
vault, where thev have M enlrv

leanis like O.ivu.n I nivciMtv have excellent sptinleis

and jumper*, while St foteph I and I a Salle have great

middle and lung distance i unners.

Onlv \ irginia I e c h and I MlM have the all around
teams to contend BfeCOg% in the title I .il iei

mi seiiu.is ,,n ihc I Masj 'urn aie being asked to

assume leadership ej this team and take i lolc

Both Rose) Brvan and Shelanda lush have been asked hv

the aiiiiho lo compete in toui events, while Ki

IXinaghue ha* been asked to run three middle and long dis

ills

Krvdii is ivpeeted lo lv a loiee in all lour ol her e.

whiih uielude the IcKtg jump. Iiiple |uni| i dash
and the SS-metei huidles

hist, i* ji u in Ik i events tanking second going

into the meet in the AK> meter and the Si meiei dash.

Doiiagtiue is running in three distance events She is

e\[K-eted to run in tne 800. the mile and the 4x800 relay

Howevei. the Stow Mass native goes into this ineel with a

slight leg injure acquired during a meet last weekend

I leallv waul to do this and tun Mat best that I van I

waul SO do this to help mv team I konaghuc s.nd

"She IS a le.illv lough kid and llns is what she wants to

.nil I tl lenieie regarding hei lanjoi standout

In the 1000 meter race. Nicole Wa) and Monica I Imoie

are expected lo do well tin I Mass \\ ,,, , v line q| (he

favoiites in the event, hut I Imoie is one ol those tole plav

itch out for Her times have been improving and

. h I alrenieie is evpcxling her to step up to the chal

lenge.

"I vei\ pobst sounts. and we need oui improving runners

like I In lore to gel those tough |x.ints I at reniere said

ti I alienieie tiptOtl the ulav learns to DOBM
lliiough he-cause ol ttieu dual meet e\|vnence this season.

I Mass |s used to running their iclavs at the end ol in-

while othei teams have been running their relay limes at

the beginning with fresh runners I his muld be a huge

advantage COM this weekend toi the Minutcwomen

l"he shot put also looks |ke j ven strung scoring event

lor IMass lhe\ held the freshman connection with caiol

I at'lante and Alison iostevin. who are expected 10 finish in

the lop three leainmale Shannon Hamilton is also expect

ed lo place in the -hut

are asking a lot of this team, hut we want so do this

more than anything," LaFreniere said It Virginia lech

thinks they're ju-i going 10 walk .iwav with itus title, thev

have anothel thing coming Out kid> will not let thai hap-

Anita Sanyal and the UMass women's gymnastics team will battle for the A- 10 crown this weekend

Women's gym takes on MIT at Cage
By JustmRudd
Coaagnn Staff

Kimp in the guards.

rhere should he an all-out «

irr\ Hut ' al 7

p m I
s C t Is

take« lo tl meet
again«t tl I \ irginia

Mountaineers and the I nj

the Massachusetts Institu
• iH>logy.

The Minutewomcn are cumin)

an inspiring vici

;
shue I Mass edged

out it maintain iheir

uiklele.ilei) rev il

I he match was highlighted wilh

stellar perfoimar . irtuallv all

I. led b> junioi Kelsv

t , lucci and freshman phenom lill

i

The Minutewomcn lend)

• relullv mi
• \ irginia i» mi

the iik>si ihreatening squad, on the

t that the

Mil I ngiiweis are in atsendani i' as

The Mountaineers bring with thorn

.in undefeated rec

s>-0 accompanied by a 20-mcel regu-

lar season winning streak W\ I it

little upset to say the least

is one of onlv five schc*>ls to defeat

the Mountaineers m their home the

urn within the past fixe sea-

I inda Bu

iisoouragad

though, because th neers

are not al full strength. The visit,, rs

will be without the services ol team

leaders jonsors lodi Bar>

Sonnemacher and Rebecca Slvbig

Wnh the absences of these gvm
ihc Minutcwomen ha.

defeat one of their

and maintain their

id Nut lo mention

the prolound afl tor) would

have on then nation..

But let « i MIT. D
not being nationally ranked, the

Kngineers snll present a promising

to both the Minutcwomen and

I •untameers M I I ha- a very

talented squad which is led b\ Sonja

1 llcfson and is accompanied I

Christen- and Nann
ktonschnahel

uld the Minutewomcn emerge

0US lonight over a pair of qual

. ponents. thev should have the

added momentum needed to push

them over the top heading into the

final weeks of the sgMOM

We all loue
ocm SPORTS.
Get'em bene

theyne oftll

HOTI

OF SMITH COLLEGE
1* felt -5* Wee*

"Academy Award Nomination axi Best Picture

KONsjVAi ' UTT I'sxkiN

**- A good-
Will hunting
Tm Nil Sum •« c. c • v«« <••<

ACADEMY. MUSIC lj*»Jf"* rHAMPius 584 8435

WeMcrn New I nsilaml ( nlkijc School of Law

OWMenging liiiiellects

L^liaiiigiiiig Jrerepectives

The decision to pursue a law dajjTM is I niajor

eomniitrnent The tobooi you choose must offer a

philoso|iliy an environment, and a faculiy that will

ensure success throughout your education and bcyoiul

I'll. it's vvhv we invite you to attend our next < )pen House

Meet with the faculty Ask the hard questions Check out

the library Kind out about career services We have the

accessiNc faculty and the resources you need for a suc-

cessful Ic&il education

OPKMIOl SK H)R
PROSI'ECmVF. IA\S sti dknts
Saturday, Fcbruari' 28, l:lM»-4: 1 Spin

S. I'rcstlcy lllnkc Ijiw Center

1215 Wilbrahnm Bond.

Springfield. MA
F<ir resers:iti<ms and

m..re loformatioii oafl WCSlGrn
41.V7N2-1406..,
800-782-6665

New England
College

School of Law
Springfield, Mn.sMiehnsetts

\lsil .nil WVtisll. ill hlt|>:/'»»VN l:iu wills, win
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Men's tennis faces Temple
By Sonford Appell

Collegian Staff

Most athletic teams at the

University of Massachusetts are

quite lamiliar with the opponent

when it is the Temple Owls

However, the men's tennis

team has not yet had the oppoi

tunily to engage in a rivalrv wilh

the Atlantic 10 loc-s from
Philadelphia

The Minutemen appear readv

lot the challenge as thev attempt

lo battle the favored Owls on

Sunday morning al the I udlow

Tennis Club.

lemple is ranked number 108

in the nation which is good lor

ttki best ranking in the

Atlantic 10

I his is a major test lor our

team." Massachusetts men s ten-

nis coach ludv Divon said "I his

is a true quality opponent and

we are about lo see what the

next level of competition is all

about.

"

Unlv S irginia lech, which
ranks at 28th in the nation,

places higher than Temple in

the conference

The Minuiemen arc in the

middle ol the \ I O pack but

have posted tremendou
over the last two HMOM
"We have won the vast n

ily of our matches over the past

couple ol vears. hut we have not

been plav ing against teams like

lemple ." Dixon said

"Certainly, ihev will be the

loi'ghcst challenge lor our team

this year, unless we run into

Virginia lech in the A 10 lour

nameni
That possibility aside, the

players have been preparing vigor

ouslv this battle all week in piac

tice

"This team is ready for

lemple ticshinan I'arsa Samii
said "The lad that we are playing

a tanked team is a big chance toi

uv and ihc team hi really pumped
up lor it."

Ihe lemple squad I* coinpii-ed

from players tiom around the
world I hen lop three plavei

pi line examples.

duple s No I seed I a/al Sied

hails from Calcutta, and will pro-

vide an immense challenge lor

I odd Cheney Alex Canentirro.
who will be matched against kob
Manchester is from Rio De
lanciro Brazil Number three seed

Metiai Skjorshammci originates

from Osluw, Soi way and will be

pitted against Alex Aller

We want lo compete against

teams like this." Dixon said.

I liev are a step ahead of us right

hul we want to add more
teams like this lo our schedule,

but we must be able to play com-

petitive tennis against them
'

Coach Dixon despetalelv

the trend of improved doubles
play, and production out ol the

lower portion ol the singles order

•itinue on Sundav

"I'm counting on guys like Bo
i ro and Parsa Samii at the

foui and five- spois to continue lo

play great tennis. Dixon said.

Ihev have plaved well thus far.

and we need them to get us points

to suv in iiiaK
I

Todd Cheney will need to be at

when the Minutemen face Temole
the top of his game this weekend

hockey
confirmed from page 6

N ou see. the Minutemen do not have an easy road

after this weekend '* action, and the last tw

the season hold games against No 4 h

L nivcr»ilv. No h BC and Maine

mething is going lo be done, then this has to be

the time fat I MaM and it will have to K .lone bv

players like sophomore left Blanchard. seniot

luden and freshman Kris Vvjlhs Willi I ovell oul oi

the lineup, these three plavcrs will have lo iuiiip-t.nl a

slumping offense that has onlv scored live goals in the

last four games.

The defense held the Wildcat- I
i ihc

Minutemen s 4 I lo»s at Durham on

offense will have to make up that margin t

Doing il any other wav will severer) risk the pi

son — and if LMass docs not make il

will be the first time since the program's reinstatement

that t Mass has not made the conference plajrofl

Write 4 Sports!

cause cats only have 9 lives and

l on a match is btd luck anal it

lists 2 is tisaa. kst 1 u i

UMass Campus Activities presents

SOMETHING EVERY FRIDAY
A Special Series of Free Events on the UMass Campus

Call us-545-3600, or Visit our Website for more Information:
http.//www. umaaa.edu/campact/eventa/caJendat.htm

mi spe< lal Weekend

Friday February 20, 1998
Campus Center Auditorium, 8pm

Mark Nizer...a.k.a."Juggle Boy" will delight the

audience with amazing juggling acta aprinkled

with comedy. The Glm_MRed QQLU&lmU be

ihfiinaftit the performance and on Sunday in

the S,U B,M SJLlQpm,

Saturday February 21, 1998
Bowker Auditorium, 8pm

Frank Caliendo...Thia"comic impressionist" will keep

you laughing with over 100 impressions that he

switches between at lightning speed. Michael Dean
Ester returns to UMass to open the show.

This series is made possible by a grant from the UMass Auxiliary Services

Department, the Office of the Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs, and the

DAILY COLLEGIAN
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Support Asian American studies

Xenon

The night of Monday. Feb. 2.

1998 was cold and somewhat
winds 'ret. that night, almost

80 students from the hive Colleges

crammed themselves into a classroom

intended for a fourth as man\ Mi
dents We were confused, afraid,

excited and proud. Some were con-

fused because, somehow, this tins

classroom was chosen to house a

class so large. Others were afraid

because thev were not pre- regis

tered. and now wondered il luck

would ever shine their wav. A few

were more than evened, as their

struggle and efforts to create this

opportunity had come to fruition in a

most overwhelmingly successful way

And almost all of us were to deeply

proud to see a classroom overflowing

with fellow Asian and Asian

American students

You might ior might not) be sur-

prised that this ^^^^^
classroom was not

about to receive a BBBBJL_
lecture on science.

math or engineering. This class was
going to learn something that has sel-

dom ever graced the so-called

'diverse* curriculum here at L Mass

Amherst This class was an imroduc

lion to Asian American Studies.

For those that don't know. Asian

American Studies is an interdiscipli-

nary field dedicated to the history,

culture, and literature of American-,

with Asian and Pacific Islander

descent It differs from Asian Studies

because it deals not with Asia, but

America. Asian American historv

predates the Constitution by hun-

dred* of yean. Before the Chinese of

San Francisco there were the

filipinos of Louisiana: the latter

made their mark on the Mississippi

delta in 1760. and. in Califor

hundreds of years before the first

Cantonese gold miner The nation of

Hawaii has even deeper roots.

Asian American historv ll

American history But we usually

never learn much about why Asians

were the only group of people ever to

have been legally barred from enter-

ing this country on the sole beats of

skin color W h\ did this nation's

leaders send lapanvse Americans into

concentration camps when the> did

no wrong' Why arc so man) strug-

gling communities suddenly being

revitalized b> new populations ol

Southeast Asian refugees' Wh> are

we a "model minority " when the

1940 census showed that in Boston

we are poorer than both whites and

bUcks ' W hv is the rate of hate

crimes against Asian Americans ris-

ing faster than ever before And w h\

was there a nationwide witchhunt tor

"foreign" political contributions,

when most ol those scrutinized lor

giving money were actually American

cittzens and permanent residents?

Wh> ' Well, because the re«t M
America still renders us invisible and

foreign. We are "un-American."
ConsequentK . we do not know about

our own history Our struggle Our

_________________ identity On that

"J*^^^^^^^^ .old and windv

^£j±immbjb Monday night,

our ptofessor.

Chris lijima. asked each of us why we

came to class A fundamental theme

permeated almost every response: "/

warn to team about

Asian American Studies is about

more than just learning Meant

even earning a degree It is about

claiming what is rightfully ours as well:

to He able to call America our home.

I nlortunately. the adm
has not opened its arms to u

over a generation, students from

I Mass and the Five Colleges have

been consistently denied the funding

and leaosjrcea for either a department

or even a program. Thus, students

coped with teaching themselves

the years, certain departments have

sponsored courses taught by unpaid

graduate students Although success-

ful in the short-term, this is pitiful in

the long run Last semester, no MeTn>

es at UMass what-so-cver dealt

specifically with the Asian American

experience Ouite ironh.. considering

that we comprise the largest

non-white ethnic group on campus.

Through the efforts of the '

American Studio la»k •

mally unsupported by the

University), we were able to offer

Race. Law and the Asian American

I i('i-n.7M Never before have we
had a fully paid (albeit visiting and

non-permanent) professor teaching

introductory Asian American Studies.

By the end of Fall '97. there were

almost 30 students pre -registered.

The Task Force then submitted a for-

mal request to provost Cora Marrett

asking to discuss the obvious student

interest in Asian American Studies.

In a seemingly unconcerned
response, the Provost suggested we
return to working with the Deans —
the same people whom had suggested

us to move on to work with the vei \

top of the administration. Perhaps

the Provost considers the interest of

over \0 pre-registered students,

numerous faculty and over 20 years

ol struggle unimportant?

Well, this time around, we have

ihe circumstance of B0 students in

attendance to demonstrate |ust how
serious we are. Professor lijima's cre-

ation ol two iactions to accommo-
date such irrepressible demand
should be reason enough for the

Provost to reconsider. Or do we have

to stress again that this is a

e-a-week. two-and-a-half hour,

nighttime class costing us over $70 in

I
hooks? Perhaps we must empha-

sise that only the "Diversity* GenFd
requirement is lulfilled'* Maybe we
must highlight that this class (ills

none of the core course prerequisites

any major, minor or certificate

program on campus? These students

are here on their own accord. They

are in desperate need: their thirst for

knowledge and self-exploration is

unmatched. With continued lack of

respect from the administration their

message boils down to this: Asian

Americans are not legitimate mem-
ben of American society.

Regardless of how we go about

doing it we will make history. We
are moving forward. It's up to the

administration at LMass Amherst to

decide which side it wants to be

letnembeied as supporting.

\enon Yuan is a I Mass student

GEO speaks out

To the editor

The Feb 17 article in the

Collegian on the GEO impasse con-

tains a significant misunderstanding

which must be immediately rectified

Susan Pearson's statement is untrue

and misleads the entire campus com-

munis
She claims that GEO never com-

pleted a certification process. This

statement implies GEO either did not

wish to complete this process or was

negligent in not doing so. Nothing

could be further from the truth

The issue of certification brought up
^usan Pearson is a union busting tac-

V« a member of GEO's bargaining

committee. I want to point out both

parties agreed certification was not

necessary because GEO was voluntari-

ly recognized by the L Mass administra-

tion. Both GEO and the administration

agreed at the bargaining table that mere

formalities remained.

Since Ian 50, GEO has pushed to

have these formalities resolved, how-

ever the administration refused to

allow GEO to do so. The administra-

tion's refusal to allow GEO to com-

plete the mere formalities of volun-

tary recognition coupled with the

administration's illegal declaration

of impasse in bargaining last week,

make it apparent that the administra-

tion had impasse in mind as it

refused GEO's wish to formalize the

voluntary recognition. This refusal to

allow GEO to formalize their volun-

tary recognition is now being used as

a weapon to cripple GEO's status as

a union. Furthermore, this refusal

and the impasse demonstrate a clear

attemi

admin
wide

part

« bust unions carnpus

Ssbwm E. Shadwick

Graduate student

To the editor

W hile we had hoped that contract

negotiations between the I ni\er«it\

administration and the Graduate
Employee Organization would pro-

ceed forward to a settlement in a rea-

sonable amount of time, apparently

that is not the case. We now feel that

the time to settle has come We write

to urge the I niverviiy administration

to reach a negotiated settlement with

I .K > which addresses their concerns:

concerns which we find both valid

and important.

GEO's. >ntract proposals are made
with the sincere intention of making

this Lniversity truly a better place

While it is not our place to insert our-

selves into the specifics of negotia-

tions, we believe that GEO's proposals

would have the effect of addressing

serious issues which face this campus.

It has become clear to us — as fac-

ulty who deal directly with graduate

applicants — that maintaining wages

and benefits competitive with peer

Universities is essential. Too often,

we are forced to simply watch as the

best applicants decide to go else-

where, to schools which can provide-

better funding or more comprehen-

sive health care. If we are to ensure

that this University maintains its sta

lus as one of the preeminent homes
of scholarship into the 21st century,

we must provide a concrete way to

attract the best scholar-

Letters to the Editor

Doonesbury

Anot her i
• he strength of a

i: i iinstinii) can be found in its dtverat-

tv and m its commitment to divinity.

Ml kinds of diversity? are important:

racial, ethnic, economic, geographic,

cultural, historical. It is no secret that

this campus has been slowly becoming

more homogenous over the past yean.

We believe that the administration

should look upon the GEO I ontract as

an opportunity to reverse this trend

and allow the University to become
more accessible to everyone.

Two years into GEO negotiations,

we are weary of this entire process,

We are frustrated that our students

lack a contract, and that they feel

they must continuallv protest in order

to be heard Vow that the issue of

GEO's certification has been
addressed, we do not understand why
the administration has not yet shown

the necessary vision to settle a con-

tract with the union. GEO's propos-

als seem, to us. not only reasonable,

fair and in the best interests of all

0BO members, but also in the best

interest of the entire University. We
urge the administration to take these

interests into consideration.

Deirdrc A Almeida

(SOE)
Ann Ferguson

(WOST)
Alex Dcschamps

(WOST)
'ennifer Ire

(WOST)
Arlcnc Arakian

(WOST)
lanicc Ravmond

(WOST)
Sara Lennox

(STEPC)

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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Questioning freedom
Are we free?

This is a vital question. It is a

question which reaches to

the very heart of the nature of

human beings, and the very purpose

of government. Americans tend to

think that the United States is the

land of the free But what is free-

dom, and are we realty enjoying the

benefits of living in a truly free

nation?

Now I am not going to argue that

the United States is ruled by a tyran-

nical, totalitarian government, but

there are so many obstacles to free-

dom which can be encountered
everywhere in the world, and many
due to government, one has to won-

der if we are truly a free societv

Webster's New Collegiate

l)u nonary defines freedom as the

absence of necessity, coercion or

constraint in choice or action By

that definition alone we do not live

a truly free

1.i-iiti

in

world, but this

is where
responsibility

comes into effec t

Obviously we can not allow peo-

ple to run rampant killing each
other But as long as you don't

impede someone else's freedom,

what is wrong with true, uninhibit

ed freedom
The first obstacle to freedom I

will mention may be the most obvi-

ous and subtle at the same time.

Money is one of the greatest

repressers of freedom in the haatoty
of human kind What is the best

way to keep someone servile, to

repress their freedom'' Keep them in

poverty. People without money do
not have the liberties others do.

Everything boils down to money,

all human action Why do we work
and why are we at a university? To
get money Why do we need
money? Because in today's society

money equals freedom With money
you have the freedom to live where

you want, to live the way you want

Money provides access to certain

privileges which are shut out to peo-

ple without money.

The rich have more options, the

rich have more access, and conse-

quently the rich have fewer

restraints on them. By the definition

I established before, the rich have

more freedom than the poor,

because they can afford freedom

But even they are not truly free

because of the government.

What is the function of govern

ment? In the case of the United

States, the main purpose of the

government is to provide defense

for all the states in the union

Instead our government thinks it is

their responsibility to save us from

ourselves.

The government should not be

trying to save us, the government

should let people choose their own
lives Congress passed a bill which

tried to outlaw certain types of

material from the*•**"•*"" Internet luckily,

H^nan^^^ the bill was found
mmmm^m^^^^^m

to be unconstitu

tional. but it shows us that Congress

is spending its previous time worry-

ing about how people use their com-

puters.

Our government is becoming
more and more repressive One of

the examples of this is the attempt

by government to regulate morals.

When the government says that hav-

ing sex. or doing drugs, or saying

certain words, or doing certain

things are immoral, they take away

our personal freedom. An example I

like to use to illustrate the wav in

which government regulates morals

are laws against incest

While I don t condone in.

what people do with their own lives

is none of my business I don't

think brothers and sisters should

have that type of relationship, but

no one. especially the government

.

has any kind of right to tell them

how to live their lives Some people

say that they could have children

that are bom with birth defects.

That is another issue, and that is

not why incest illegal. Incest is a

remnant from the days when the

Bible dictated the law, and that is

whv it is illegal

One of the greatest examples of

the way government represses indi-

vidual freedom is the stance the

government takes on drugs and

prostitution. George Carlin has a

joke where he says (in words I can

not print), sex is legal and selling is

legal, so why isn't selling sex legal?

Carlin uses humor to expose the

way in which government arbitrarily

represses freedom.

Some people say that many dis-

eases can be spread through prosti-

tution, and prostitutes are often vic-

tims ol violence. Well, if it's legal-

ized the government can regulate it.

and test the prostitutes, and make

the whole situation more safe. The

same process can be used with

drugs.

Legalize drugs, keep them safe

and provide help for those who are

addicted and want help We are

Using the war on drugs History

has shown that prohibition in this

country has never worked
Government's regulation of

morals can not be tolerated Some
people may say that I am reac-

tionary, that we are not at a point

where our government has com-
pletely become "Big Brother " But

we are getting there Orwell's night

mare is fast becoming our reality,

we have to prevent the govern

ment's regulation of the moral deci-

sions and actions of society.

The divide between the rich and

the poor is growing, meaning that

more people are becoming
sub servient to the rich

Money and government are just

two of the forces which are repress

ing oui freedom If we do not stop

the machine in the near future we
will lose our freedom. If that hap-

pens, nothing else is worth a damn.

lason Eiseman is a Collegian staff

member

Safe and sound
Some of you refer to me as Slump, while most of you

know me as housemate A or B. That is rather unfor-

tunate, because you probably don't think there is

much more to me than drinking and making fun of Luke

Meredith There usually isn't, but I have always wanted to

write an editorial for the Path Collegian, only I didn't

have anything to say. Until now.

There are some people in this world who carry things

around with them for sentimentality. Be it jewelry, a

lucky penny or even a baseball card (ask the pimp daddy

about that one).

I. on the other hand, used to carry a safety pin with me.

Why did I carry a safety pin 7 It all^
goes back to the 10th grade when a

j f

special friend gave it to me and told ssssBSSSSSBSSassSsl

me to always keep it with me for safe-

ty. She used to be part of this posse, consisting of about

four of her best friends, and they would all stick the safety

pins on their jeans so that they would be safe. I was
always making fun of them, until one day she decided that

I should have one.

I guess she didn't think I was very safe? I wasn't down
with the whole pin on the jeans thing, but I thought about

it and for some reason it made sense. If I carry the safety

pin with me. I will be safe. I thought it was cute, so I kept

it in my wallet for six years. Six years. That is a long time

to carry around a damn safety pin. I guess you should say

I grew quite attached to it. I was actually a little embar-

rassed to admit that I carried it with me. and. before

today, only a handful of people even knew that I had it.

Recently, this girl I have been dating for about a year,

on and off of course, decided that we should break-up. I'd

say "we" decided, but is it ever really a mutual break up?

No, so let me rephrase that. She wanted to break-up.

With graduation four months away, there have been a

couple of important questions that she and I had been

asking ourselves. I am sure some of you couples out there

can relate.

Should we stay together?

Should we go our separate ways?

Well, I didn't even get a chance to answer those ques-

tions. She had already thought about it. and two

Saturdays ago we broke-up so that neither of us would

get too attached when and if we decide to go our separate

ways in May.

Needless to say. 1 was pretty upset all week long, but

despite what Luke may tell you. I did not drink. That's

how upset I was. I didn't even feel like drinking. All I

could think about was that she and I were breaking up

hmulcr

now to avoid it in May Are you confused? So was I.

She and I have been through so much together and now

I wasn't going to get the opportunity to go through my
last semester at UMass with her.

Before I left her dorm room I did something I never

thought I would do I gave her my safety pin. I never

thought I would meet someone who was special enough to

me that I would give the safety pin to. but I have.

At first she was reluctant to take it. knowing what it

had meant to me. But. I told her that if she kept it. I

would always be with her and she would be safe.

Safe is a feeling that I. along with many other people

^^^^^^^^ have felt the last four years here at

UMass. Unfortunately, the feeling is

__m

m

slipping away from me. and I grow
scared about where I will be one year

from now.

You know how it is when you first come to UMass as a

freshman. You think this is the best place ever and you

are going to spend the next four years (or five or six) of

your life here.

Sure you go home during the summer and winter ses-

sions, but you still know in the back of your mind that you

will be coming back to good old UMass. That is a safe

feeling This may be coming as quite a shock to some of

you freshmen and sophomores out there, but it is true.

One day you will have to leave this place.

My housemates tell me that giving my safety pin away

is kind of like me admitting to myself that it is time to

move on to a new life. A life after UMass. Where that

will be, I have no idea, but at least I have this wake up

call so 1 can prepare for that new life. We can't spend

the rest of our lives in Amherst, no matter how safe it

makes us feel.

It is possible that many of you graduating couples out

there are not dealing with this situation, and boy are

you lucky.

But there are probably a few out there that can relate to

this dilemma. If you are one of those couples out there that

is going through this. I wish you good luck and a happy

ending.

The girl I've been dating and I got back together six

days later. Hey. no one said these things would be easy.

All I know is that I am happy once again, and even if we
can't be together one year from now — at least I will have

these last four months with her.

And. oh yeah, she still has the safety pin. Who knows,

maybe six years from now she'll still have it.

Eric Schlumper is A UMass student.
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Sphere wastes talents

of Hoffman & Stone
By Bryan McAllister

Collegian Staff

CJKJCDCstTttKr.

Directed by Barry levinson

with Dentin rteffman, Shoron Stone

Samuel I Jackson

Playing at Mountain Forms Theaters

Michael Crichton's novel Sphere
was written way back in 1487. and
perhaps it's a sign that it took 1

1

years for a movie version to show
up. An essentially cerebral and
technical story, the film version is

therefore only carried by three

\ list stars and Crichton's gilt |dj

suspense. It's not nearly enough —
for all the imagination and wonder
the movie hypes up, it barely regis-

ters as a functional adaption.

Directing! with quick editing and
frequent tension. Barry Levinson

and his writers keep faithful to the

original novel, right down to chap-

ter-like title cards like "The Deep*
and "The Monster "

It % not the

only time they give things away too

quickly

The premise is intriguing. In the

middle of the Pacific Ocean, a

spacecraft is found deep below and
called in to investigate are a psy-

chologist, a biochemist, a mathe
matician and an astrophysicist. The
ship is WO years old It contains a

mysterious, alluring gulden sphere

Only problem is, Levinson
{Diner, Rainman) — for all his tal-

ents — is no Steven Spielberg He
doesn't know how to show awe
and wonder, so when the charac-

ters descend into the ocean depths,

and gasp with "Oh. look at that!*

at the bland, clunky spaceship for

the first time, we're wondering if

there was supposed to be a better

special effects shot that somehow
never made it into the film.

I ittle time is spent as well, mis

takenly. exploring the spacecraft.

Levinson wants his actors to start

acting and his twists and turns to

start twisting and turning. And

they do quite well, thanks to the

cast and the usual Crichton com-

puter-driven plot dev ices

Dustin Hoffman is on hand to

play the psychologist, and makes
the most of his functional role,

especially late in the film But most

surprising are Sharon Stone and

the always great Samuel L.

lackson. The icy Stone, portraying

of all things — a biochemist,

shows off her acting chops, even if

her character's weird actions are

conveniently excused to be psy-

chotic behavior, lackson is a gift —
able to be charismatic and horribly

mocking at the same time.

The actors here are the only

advantage the movie has over the

superior novel, and even that was
thick and uneven. Levinson is so

concerned with creating tension

and conflict that he forgets to make
things plausible.

The book is also simply too com-
plex, to adapt. Revealing the main
mysteries loo quickly, the audience

all but cringes when Hoffman and
Stone finally figure things out

Despise all of these things, how-

ever. Sphere manages to stay inter-

esting. In the hands of such

film-making talent, it's not a bad
movie But it never knows what
avenue to take You can't promise

the action movie crowd big special

effects and expect an odd killer |el-

Klish sequence to suffice.

But more importantly. Sphere.

more than any other Crichton
novel, is a story originally designed

for science fiction fans The hooks
— the spaceship, the sphere, the

exploration of what manifests

inside of us — demand a let ol

attention to detail. We also expect

a big moment like the arrival of

the mother ship in Close

Encounters of the Third Kind, but

all we get are couple of fake

"oohs" and "ahhs.* a lot of philo-

sophical talk, and a big golden

C h rutnuts bulb floating up to the

skv C

UMass bassist to perform in NoHo
By Emily Trask

Collegian Staff

As part of the "Four Sundays in February" series, the Northampton Arts

Council will be presenting an inter generational fiddle fest in celebration of

Claude "Fiddler" Williams' 90th birthday called "Strung Together." which will

be presented this Sunday at 2 p.m. at Northampton's Academy of Music

loining this "King of Kansas" will be 71-year-old fiddler lohnny Gimble. the

"King of Texas Swing." from Bob Wills and the Texas Playboys. 71-year-old

guitarist Bucky Pizzarclli from the Vaughn Monroe and Benny Goodman
Orchestras, Miri Ben-An. the 25 year-old Israeli violin phenomenon, and

Sam Amidon, Ib-year-old violinist from Brattleboro, VT.

Also joining this wide array of talented musicians is University of

Massachusetts bassist Genevieve Rose, who has achieved much success this

year and has received mary accolades from the jazz community

Rose is a freelance acoustic and electric bassist. At UMass. she is majoring

in jazz performance and music education Rose has performed regionally with

jazz, big band. Dixieland, vocal and Latin ensembles.

Rose began her career in music at the age of eight. She started taking lessons

in classical guitar at the Community Music Center School of Springfield

In junior high school. Rose, who had a desire to play in the jazz band which

already had two guitar players and no bass player, learned to play the electric

baas. She soon discovered a stand bass, and she decided that it was the instru-

ment she wanted to play Without any formal lessons. Rose taught herself to

play the upright bass.

Now a junior at UMass, Rose has many awards, including UMass' Billy

Taylor/Fletcher Henderson award. In I9*X>. she won the National Foundation

for the Advancement of the Arts Honorable Mention award for jazz double

baas. Rose is also the former Massachusetts (MMFA/MF.NO All-State jazz

bassist and the recipient of twenty consecutive M\ P awards from high

school music festivals in Canada and throughout New Fngland.

Along with her numerous awards. Rose has performed and continues to per-

form with a number of established jazz music:ians. In I "W 7. Rose had the oppor-

tunity to meet with Benny Waters, the renowned horn legend, when he came to

thampton for the 'Outrageous Octogenarians* show which was also pre-

sented by the Northampton Council for the Arts The next day. she performed

with him at a public workshop at the Martin Luther King |r Center in

Springfield That one gig led Rose to perform again with Waters at Sweet

Basil's in New "» ork. last October Rose has also previously worked with

Claude "Fiddler" Williams, in Utica. N N . and at Northampton '» Iron Horse

Music Hall

Recently. Rose performed in the musicals Beehive. The 60s Musical and

fftsj Qmm \amed Moe at Stage West in Springfield She was also involved

with 1997 Henry Mancim 'nsntutc Workshop, where she performed with Ray

Brown. Dave Grushin. Dick flyman and Bob Mintzcr. in Long Beach. CA.

She'll be part of the UMass Faculty's upcoming European tour.

"Tradewinds.* this coming summer
'What I like most about playing with these men is that it's like playing with

history Benny and I arc 75 years apart in age. and we're able to communicate

musically. There's no generation gap in the music." Rose said

Tickets are now available jt the \orthampton Arts Council. Memonal Hall.

240 Main St . Sorthampton. and at the Stair Street fruit Store and Guild \rl

Centre in Sorthampton. For the Record in Amherst Tickets are also available

by credit card at the Academt ol SSKSSJ theater, 184-9012. between I and 5

p m . Monday through Friday For further information, call Bob Cilman or Mary

Kasperat 187-1269. or visit www.gazattenet com/hamp-arts

UMass student Genevieve Rose performs this Sunday at 2 p.m. at

Northampton's Academy of MusicHHHL
Minaismijrnamso AKltf vTO.
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1998 DUBOIS LECTURE
Dr. Randolph W Bromery, President of Springfield

College and former Chancellor of UMass Amherst,
will deliver the 1998 WEB. DuBois Lecture on
Monday. February 23rd . the 1 30tn anniversary of Dr
DuBois birth His lecture, entitled "DuBoi-
Context." will be given at A p.m in the Special
Collections and An <itng Room
of the WEB. Dubois Librat

floor)

eeeeeeeae

In 1973. while Chancellor of the Amherst Campus. Dr.

Bromery was responsible for obtaining the DuBois papers for

the campus library, and he has been a strong supporter of the

DuBois collection erer sinee

Final Winter

Shoe Bargains

30-70% off

Steve Madden
Sketchere

9 + Co.

Mia

Nine West
Santana

douMlOUM -AtMUavrs-I
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ANNUL)NC EMINIS

$ CASH FOR COLLEGE $
Giants and Scho la

able for students from sponsors

Great opportunity For info I-

800 532 &U

AUTO FOR SALE

Purchasing a used car*
Having your car repaired'' Oo
you know your rights' Contact

The Student Legal Services
Office. 922 Campus Canter 545

1995

Sod condition 173.000 «*»•*

$1500 or Best Otter 256-6153

i 3dr hatchback, stan

dard 1 77k miles, new tires

$900 549 3924

i auto. a*,

power locks and windows
J4500 1413)586-2184

ewtrydey

Cars
i-flOO-649-4795

COMPUTERS

1eeV33MH2 Pentium Process
Brand New 1 SVGA 16 in mckid-

ed' Must sell $130 Call Ben or

"476Justin 5*6 54;

MrfTDORam JWPNP
Ethernet Cards $19 Canon BJC

dSWWy MVtsMUtlOvl A^SlaelOlsJ

Greenteat Computers 256-6110

EMPLOYMENT
ALASKA EMflOYBMffT Earn

up to $3.000/month in fisheries,

parks resorts Airfare!

Food/lodging' Our service rec-

ommended by US News &
World Reports (919)933 1939

6x1 A 150

HAVE AN AMAZING SUM
MEN! Prestigious coed camp in

Massachusetts seeks caring

motivated college students who
love kids' GENERAL & SPECIAL

TV COUNSELORS needed Join a

dedicated. fun team
Competitive salaries Camp
Tacomc 1-800-762-4437

CAM* CANADENSIS Pocono
Mountains PA Excellent resi-

dential coed summer camp
Caring counselors to teach attv

lews tennis gymnastics, moun
tain bikes motorcycles ropes

course, yearbook and newspa-
per, drama, video, photography,

nflery cooking, arts & crafts,

WSI waterfront dance, golf

and much more 1 Excellent faciii

e-mail us at asmpavouOaol com
tor an application You can find

us on the web at

WWW CANADENSIS COM
MARKET LONG DISTANCE
part-time Become an indapen-

KETING Nine years oU. pubtdy
traded Serious income potMt-

ttai Strong Residuals Call

CHRIS AT 413 796 7489

EMPLOYMFNT

tfCR>T TWtAi.TY.fcN

PENNSYLVANIA CAMP

POSITIONS AVAILABLE:
nnirn- iiMiti* "-

VoaayOet Mounkan Beung. Tama.

ItepaaiOialanga Courw. HocMy

Af» A Crafts (WoodvKXWng

Ceramet Photography Fine Am.

VtmoFkn. NMur«) vvtfartranl

(Canoa. Saftng, KayaMng). Poet

Insauctort. Muual Onaa and

Geneve) Counselors

WE PfKMAISE VCXJ A SUMMER
VOO WILL NEVER FOROETii'

INTERVIEWS TO BE HELD
ON CAMPUS MARCH Sra

TRAIL'S END CAMP

800-408-1404

Naase Boys Waated Sigma

Alpha Mu Fraternity ft

interested please contact Randy

or Lee at 54*6023 Must belong

to Greek Area Meal included

NATIONAL PARK EMPLOY
MCNT- Parks Forests. Wildlife

Preserves Ask us how* 51 7 324

3109 Ext N50012

FOR SALE

EXCEPTIONAL SUMMER
OPPORTUNITY- Camp Wayne
NE PA tfhrs/NYC)- Sports orient

ed Counselor/Specialists for all

Land/Water Sports including

Tennis. Camping.

Climbing/Ropes, Moun'am
Biking, Rocketry. Roller Hockey

Sailing/Waterskiing. A&C
Drama. Radio. Video Campus
Interviews Tues, March 3rd

Please call l 888 737 9296 or

516-883-3067 Leave your name,

phone number and mailing

address

FOR RENT

SUMMER RENTALS
CAPE COO GROUP Summer
Reatals- Soma waterfront
houses, some with swim
miag pools Falmouth area.

Diamond Reel Estate

(50BI47719M

FOR SALE

Cefweae- Fer Sale SI 25 Cord

Call 549 5456

FOUND

One Black Palm Pilot

•! I L'U'.I iMBssI BBS. * WbTIBI

on Wed Want it back' Call Erin

546-4957

GHItK ANNOUNCMCNTSS

HEALTH 8.BEAUTY

New Metabolism
Breakthrough Lose 5-100
pounds Or Approved 1 Cost $35

800 563-0386

INSTRUCTION

University Bartending Course
50% Student Discount National

Certification Available Spring

Sessions This Semester Space
Is Limited 1-BJB-U-CAN-Ma

LLosi- Black 12-CD Case ..

blue Newbury Comics sticker

behind Field Dorm Call Nick ©
6-0328

Lost- Bleck Sweater
Hall on Jan 28th Please call

665-8394

MISCELLANEOUS

Good Feed close to campus'
Buy meals at Sigma Delta Tau

For more info cair549-3938

PERSONALS

Sporty. I

equally tun

Spring Break r

at www ebswt

fen loving 2PC -•
jamon for

contact me

j

Whitewater Gaides

CH»AP' CHEAP! Colo. VGA
«4or- SS6 Laptop Notebook

486 Computer System
CaMCPC (413684 8857

Amy s Hampshire Mell

M Heipwante,:
have flexible schedule and some

iBHsmrit and customer service

experience Apply m person

Raft 61
n Western MA Full or

Part time available No sxpen

ence necessary We will tram

Looking for athletic personable

people who i*e to work hard m
the outdoors Call Crab Apple
Whitewater 1413)339-0188 for

more information and an appli-

cation

EMPLOYMENT

CRUISE A LANO TOUR JOBS
Earn up to CMO/mor-
world travel iCerObtan.

*'

Europe, etc)' Free room

For info ring 1919033-1

C150

r ea reeaeaaeer in the

woods of Ma<ne Camp
Androscoggin For Boys needs
staff to teach tennis soccer

ail archery, photog/a

pny. canoe, nature fishing,

mountain biking, art. drama.

ropes and radio Have fun Have

an impact Please visit us at

Fell Time Seesaaer Pout.on
Available at Crab Apple

Whitewater for a Photo

Technician at our M.n.lab Job

enta.ls developing film and
printmg pictures No experience

netan Iff but some past use pf

lab helpful Call 141 5(339-01 88

for into and an application.

Delta Tau .-.

mgratulate our new members
Vickie. Erica. Ashley, Michal

Jonna, Amv J.llian. Catherine.

Rachel M . Rachel N Michelle

Khara, Courtney Lauren
MeredimW Meredith Y

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Happy 22nd Birthday Ken'

i

l

or>t 3. j i

Love. Princess

rom'Tour Admirers At'5th Floor

RESUMES

Kick Bett Resume

includes Printouts

549 7558 Ruby

ROOM FOR RENT

Rjaeax Fer Rent

campus Females only $1200
semester Call 549/146 or

1508655-5922

From
Field'

Kerry's The Best'

ROOMMATE WANTED

Femeles Oaly

bedroom apt 5 mm to

$29Vmua1i Caf MS4J1

SERVICES

Psychic Counsel Medium
Relationships. Career. Health,

Life Concerns Free initial con

sulfations Yohah Ralph 586
3071

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright ot Amherst area for

free testing and assistance 549-

1906

STEREO&CD EQUIP

Car Stereo Equipment
Kenwood Detach Tace- 1 year

old paid $350 1 amp 100x2,

paid $150 1 amp 100x4. paid

$100 1 pair Pioneer 6x9 speak

ers lOOw. paid $110 Whole
system sounds great, needs
nothing Selling as package deal

tor $300 Call 5*6 3842

TICKETS

Sarah McLachlen/Billy
Joel NCAA Me 1

Baakstbaii/Ehc Clapton 2 Guys
Tickets 1 888-345 TIXX

TO SUBLET

$250 a month n Downtown
Northampton Available March 1

or before Andrew 585-8717

Sabletter Needed
Sunderland Available immedi-

ately Bus route Call 546-3181

TRAVEL

EARLV BIRO SPECIAL
EUROPE SUMMER SB
Northeast Dec's- $329 R/T

Carejb/Mexco $199 R/T

Florida- $79 0/W
Call 800-326 2009
http //www airhitch org

Spring Break- Cancun and
Nassau f.om $399 Air hotel.

transfers, parties and more'
Organise a small group Earn

free trips plus commissions' Call

1 800-SpnngBieak 1-800 777

ma

TRAVEL

Alternative Spring Break

YogaFest Week. Music,

Dance. Meditation

Vegetarian. Missouri

Ozarks, Ride Shares,

$165 FREE MAGAZINE
800 896-2387 httpi/mem

bers aol com; yogatest

KIUINGTON SPRING BREAK
Want a great time for a low

price' Go to Kilhngton tor Spring

Break' Starting « $249. includ-

ing 5 day lift Ticket, 5 nights 9
Mountain Green UMASS SKI N
BOARD CLUB 545-3437

JAMAICA SPRING BREAK
IN NEGRIL Don't get ripped off'

Go with who you can trust No
hidden costs, starting 6) $539 7

nights round trip air. transfers

Collegiate Beach & Partv Events

On-site staff UMASS SKI N
BOARD CLUB 545-3437

•1 Spring Breek from S11SI

FREE SPRING BREAK AN0 PAR

TIES ORGANIZE A GROUP'
Jamaica Cancun Bahamas
Barbados Florida Sunsplash '

800-426-7710

SPRING BREAK SB
I ' t'C"

food and drinks' Cancun.

Bahamas Jamaica and Florida

from $399 Organise a small

group and travel FREE ' Highest

commissions and lowest prices

Call Surf & Sun Tours to become

a campus representative

(8006747577

Spring Break SB Get Going'

"

Cancun. Jamaica Bahamas &
Florida Group Discounts & Free

Drink Parties' Sell 5 & go free'

Book Now" 1

VisaVMCyOnx/Amex 1 80O234
7007 http //www endlesssum
mertourscorn

The most
popular

question on
Campus:

"WHAT ARE
YOU DOINQ
IN THAT
BOX?"

The Answer:

SELLINQ
COLLEQIAN
CLASSIFIEDS

Come
and
see

us

today!

us

M

Personals Policy Rates
Students

20C per word/day

All others

4i)$ pet worjyda\

NEW Standard Headings

$2.00
minVday

NO REFUNDS
JeaiTiiit 1

'

irgibiv iVf»»ii apnaW

TUTCM WAMTBO
wAwrto to nam
•AtrnoMMtM
MOMOmDINa
VS.

FRIDAY. FEB 20

Reading— lamaica Kincaid

will read from her memoir My
Brother. in Gamble
Auditorium at Mt. Hol\oke

from 7.30-9 p.m.

Open Poetry Stage— Poet

Richard Mensoff will be the

featured reader at the Black

Sheep Cafe at 8 p.m. Sign ups

for the open portion starts at

7:30 p.m. For more informa-

tion call M4-0509
Pianist— The Graduate

Lounge will be presenting

pianist and entertainer Luke

Henderson for an afternoon

of classic American tunes at

3:30 p.m. in the Graduate
Lounge.
Reading— The UMass

Poetry Society is hosting an

open mic reading in the Craft

Center located in the Student

Union. Sign ups for music,

improv and poetry begin at 7

p.m. and readings begin at 8

p.m.

Teach-in— There will be an

Iraq Teach-in in Franklin

Patterson Hall Main Lecture

Hall at Hampshire College at

7 p.m.

SATURDAY, FEB 21

Comedy— Mission:

IMPROVable will be perform-

ing their unique brand of

comedy improvisation in

Campus Center 1 63 at 8 p.m.

SUNDAY. FEB 22

Workshop— A parenting

workshop will take place at

the Bang's Community
Center entitled "Preventing

Family Violence. Modelling

Behavior for Children." Staff

from the Everywoman's
Center will lead the discus

sion for families with chil-

dren in grades K-6. Brunch

and supervised childcare will

be provided. To preregister.

call 545-2309.

NOTICES

Billing— At the end of the

business day on Friday. Feb.

20. the Bursar's Office will be

closing out its student billing

process. OIT will be required

to collect the $20 OIT com-

puting account fee for the

spring semester.

Schedules— The Spring "98

Final Examination Schedule

will be available beginning

Thursday, March 12. Copies

will be delivered to students

in the residence halls, and
will be available to off-cam-

pus students in the

Registrar's office (213
Whitmore). It will also be

available on the World Wide

Web beginning March 1 at

http://www-
ureg.admin.umass.edu.

Student Employment—
Effective the week of Feb. 16.

Student Employment Services

will be changing their hours

of operation. The new hours

will be Monday through

Friday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

For further information call

545- 1530.

Support Group— REFLECT,
the Five College Bereavement

Support Program, offers grief

support services free of charge

to undergraduate and gradu-

ate students who have experi-

enced the death of a loved

one. Groups are small, confi-

dential and meet for 8 weeks

Pre-registration is required.

Groups meet on Tuesdays
from 7:30-9 p.m. and
Wednesdays from 6:30- 8

p.m. For more information

call 577-5316.

Tax Assistance— The
Department of Accounting of

the School of Management
will be offering free tax assis

tance and preparation for tax-

payers with special needs.

fYh are public wtVKt announcements pruned

d*ty To HjtmMI en FY1. pteavr tend a prcu

release contatntoq all pertinenl >nlormet«xi.

nductnq the nam* and phone number ot the

contact person to the Collrgian. c/o the

Managing, hStor by noon the previous day

including persons with dis-

abilities, low to limited

income. non-English speak-

ing persons and elderly tax-

payers. Volunteers are

accounting majors who have

taken tax courses. Report to

the School of Management
Tuesdays and Thursdays 6-9

p.m. All other taxpayers

should go to the Hampshire
Mall Tuesdays and
Wednesdays. 3-6 p.m. and
Thursdays 3-9 p.m. (except

during Spring recess). Any
questions, contact Mike
Whitman. 545-5660.

Collegian weather -

"brinjinf yen partly sunny sky* on an otherwise cloudy Friday afternoon"

m HSCN
Bulletin Board

a CBS/3 Hartford

5 a CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

c PBS/57 Springfield

(•5

5s.
•7 HSCN Movie Ch.

%
*• m UPN/20 Hartford

Z
u

m Weather Channel

10 NBC/30
.

New Britain

11 Fox/61 Hartford

ia PBS/24 Hartford

X 13 WOCH & HSCN

hi
14 International

w UMass Academic TV

IT HSCN Programming

IB TV-19

D ABC/40 Springfield

Stm NBC/22 Springfield

S3 CNN

ma cnn si

33 Headline News

33 UCTV

37 TBS

33 BET

33 TV Land

SO Univision

31 Comedy Central

38 Cartoon

Much Music

FRIDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
VrHDH
WTXX
wvrr
wnc
WWLP
WGBY
WQGB
WSBK
WTBS
A»E
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK
SCIF1

ID

WishbomX
NewtX

•

I

6:00
Butinatt Apt

CBS New*

Newt X
FuHHoumX

Mad Abo You

Home Imp.

NewtX
Creatures

news X
Mad Abo. You

Family

TLC
TNT
TJ5JT

HBO
MAX
SHOW

Northern Exposure "Balts~

WorWview X
Qaeaghar IMaaa-Uugh

Wings (R)

Up Close

Supermarkel

n

6:30

CUT
ABC News
BoyWofld

NBC News

Had Abo You

nDl> rffwl

SffTipeWOt J£

NBC News

Business Rot

ABC News

Msd Abo. You

famity Matters

SportscenteT

7:00 7:30_
Newshour Wrth Jim Lehrer X Wash. Week

Inside Edition

Extra X
Inside Edition

fresh Mnee
-

Wheel-Fortune

Judos JudyX
Ent Tonight

Seinfeld X
Whtfl-Fortufet

Real TV «
Ent Tonight

Chronicle I
Frash Prince

Jeopardy! X
Judos Judy X
Hard Copy!
Fraslerl

Jeopardy! I
Newshour WMh Jim Lehrer X
Seinfeld X
Seinfeld X
Andy Griffith

Freaierl

Fraster I
Andy Griffith

Law 4 Order "Asylum" X
MoosyMneX
Comic Justice

Crossfire X
Lizards

Gimme Shelter

C- Campus

8:00 8:30
Wntl Si Weak American Experience "Nmon" (R) (In Slereo) X

FEBRUARY 20, 1998
9:00 I 9:30 I 10:00 I 10:30 I 11:00 I 11:30

Olympic Winter Game* I
Olympic Winter Games X
Elmopalooal (In Sle.eo) I ISehrma , the Teenage Witch 1

• *

20/20 *

hWi1981, Adventure) Chanes Bronson, Les Marvn.
~
lU* "Uavtrk*" 11994, Western) Mel Gbson. Jocat Fostar. (h Stereo)X

tit* IMtotoW Mtuit" (1991 , Drama) Denzel Wathington. [News _ ' |Grace Under

DetelineX "|««« ^wnc)('(l994,VI>e«tam)MelG«S»on, JcKta Foster, (ki SMrao)!!"

~i*+v> 'A)aao"(i99<, Suspense) Kesnu Raavas, Dannis Hoppe.. Qn Stereo)

X

n

«_...._-^- K^ 0|&.u.«i^l.s /1oail UUcHMnl Uil ftttuvi Infa C/wlAr tk\ ft
DeteUneX

Wash. Week

**t TUtwridc' (1994, Western) Mai Gbson. Jodie Foster. (In Stereo) IB

Wall St Week

ElmopatooEa! (In Stereo) X
American Etpertence "Nixon" (R) (In Slereo) X

NewsX

NewsX

NiahtKnel

Star Trek: Next Oener

[Tonight Show"

Vibe

Seinfeld X
News!

Tonight Show

Oeap Spaces

Tonight Show

panel

Teen.Sabrina, the Teenage Witch X
a". "RoboCop ri\990. Scianca^ Fiction) Paler Weiiar

aaVt c%erDOartr(i987, Comady) Goldie Hawn, Kurt RusseH

20/20 X INewsI INtghtaneX

Biography: Stooges

World Today I
Sinbad: Brain Damaged (R)

NBA Basketball Boston Celtics at Seattle SuperSonics (live)

la** "8e/or»Sum»e" (1996 Ethan Hawk*

America's Castle* (R)

Larry King Live X
R Townsend T Davidson

iNASCAR's 50-Year Victory

Wild Dtecovery "Rhmol" (R)

^NASCAB's 50-Year Victory

Debt Intimate Portrait

MTV Live (In Stereo)

Figure ft Out |TTny Toon"

Quantum Leap (In Slereo) X
Renovation |Renovattoir

Lois t Oarii-8upsrman

Baywatch "Promised Land" X

My Sc-Called Ufa (In Stereo

DougX IRugnrtsI

The Ripper'Night Stalker "The Ripper" X
HomeAgam iHome Again

Babylon 5
"
Acts ol Sacnfce" I

Walk This •a (In Stereo) X
* Vgoe Ruth *' (1997, Comedy) Matthew Perry. 'PQ-13'

tin "StnNnQ lor Bobby racnar* (1 993) Joe Mantaona. T^'

(4:30) |**
j
Pra«^:fWa^l^llr'(l9»)'P<»-1^^

unsolved Mysteries (In Stereo)

Kablaml |Happy0ays

Beevis-Butt

American Gothic (In Stereo) X
Real America: a Hours

Worid-Wond.

20th Century (R) LawtOrderX
World Today X
BUI Bellamy

|Comic Justice

Sports lllus

John Henton

Battleship (R) (Pari 1 ot 2)

NASCAR's 50-Year Victory | Strongest Man

•ties 0/ fte Haait: Vie Story of Laurie KtOogg" { 1994, Prima)

Yo! (In Stereo)

Wonder Years [Wonder Years

Top Ten videos of the Week

aV. •Savanxf re«'(199?. Honor,

Volcano Park (R)

I Love Lucy XjM.T. Moore

Qsvsr Reed (In Stereo)

Volcano - Path of Destruction

NBA Basketball Houston Rockets st Minnesota Timberwotves

Walker, Texas Banger

Vi'ThaGflmmarMan

it n la*i4 Trwnor»"(1S90,TSrro7)

n"(1996) Slavarii Seagal. X |^Sancruan/-(1

Oynadyj Afcarl Broota "PQ 13?

In Slereo Live) X |lnsde-NBA
Kevin Bacon. (In Stereo) X"

MoneylineX

Uiards

Survival In the Sky (R)

Sportacantar X
Almost Perfect Goldan Girts

Loveline (In Stereo)

TaxiX "If X
Night Stalker "The Ripper" X
Real America: 48 Hours (R)

Sports Illustrated Swimsuit (R)

naissac^iijEroi

«** -Uot»r (1996,

*W 'tadoV
1

! fflrf (1996) Wliam Kail. R' X

1998) Mark Dacascos. 'NR
1W

|**H XVie ftia Oey"(1996, CornecK/) Michaaa PleHter. PQ'M
ITakeOut ISfrgate SG-1 jOutei

: UmHs "In the Zone" X [Hunger X
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Robotman By Jim Meddick

rtfJN 50 YTJU KEtFCceNW OP WtTH TVOS& CRMV

CUAWkCTOK?! I BET YOU 6£T LOTS Of ID^'S

KMOW'

c^r«^|^.
,

»ovCp>^l£Y^L Xnd.pcaioi

ItTU rnt ' 1 etJT mcy* ]IJ«STSC«r

Bf«POMpUTMttoOKS/ QFrMKfe

iNPMUTSANt* . A "W»N6S "?.

...ihai ^/as when
Mr. Kitty realizecj;

Mr. Po^ie can drmK
eiiad too much.

Foxtrot By Bill Amend Dllbort By Scott Adams

Tr*JU CAM T STAMO THI HfX
THAT I 6AVC EVttY 8°Y
IN OUR CLAM A Mushier
VALENTINE'S CARD TVtAN I

SAVE To Yoo'
etH

CMoN, AU Ri*MT' FINE '

admit it Bothers hc'
it.' i mean, gee

J ST0P1D MC - I TMoofaMT

WE tuNO Of L ittD EACH
OTHEB ' IwHATS fT TO ttU,

aemevr*'

AS YOU
MATH Boys
SAY OE D

ER. CHD I

SAY mcED**

I MEANT
HATED"
DESPiSEtV

loathed:

DOGbEKT THE CONSULTANT

FROM NOU ON . REFER

TO YOUR. EMPLOYEES AS

"KNOCOLEOGE ASSETS

YWAT CJILL SENO AN
UNMISTAKABLE
MESSAGE

ME CALLS US "KNOWLEDGE
ASSETS" NOCJ. HE MUST
THINK COE R£ COMPLETE
MORONS

IT'S AN
UNMISTAKABLE
MESSAGE.

Drabble By Kevin Fogan Thatch By Jeff Shesol

r

ysMATSTHfc
vtNOtfOR
TwaSNtiCT

a cevntR.
CCXKT

f M«Y9C YCO Rf RIGHT.

MAVM IT 1% tsTV FAULT

THAT VtC MOVtD OUT

\

f^ &Tj 1

\ \ ,vk)\c
. *

1 1 (x f \

AFTER ALL. WM MOTHER
ABAHPOHtP ale - MV Ml
FRttHP LEFT ME . AMP
NOW ftjY ROOMMATt HM

f*xcmw tHirT.

ONE AFTER TKt OTHER

AH. TteE MHT lataPORTAMT

VevtatH M MY LIFE •

CWLP IT H .

POHTRe
*tUV.

\

6O0PO0P-.
it* try

SWEATH,
HHIT IT?

Non Sequitor By Wiley Sven By Stephen Higgins

230

AND r YOU LOOK
CLotfLY CNOUOA,
CAOJAL DAY CAN

GtVC YOU A LITTLE

WUfiUT ON TUC
CUTCCNT CTATC of
olTVCt MoPALC...

Vogan Chooso By Elise Checile

OH/GRFITL is PurfAjd
5ATUKP/<y/2 UAEAT 7© Ht&H
SCNOOC (JIT* rKA'T SAAJO

Kampus Kids By Adam Soultere

lAOfiLulAH!^

KAJOO THfMT CAM

H©r©Scop«S

SdoTT "ITIFS for? TWE

OlO -TO -me UWiSS PPP
rlQHUAr€ SYSTCtM--

PISCES (Feb. 19-Merch 20> —
There are those you can go to today

for advice: someone you talk to has

been through it all before, and can

tell you which way to turn.

ARIES (March 21-April 191 —
Your social surroundings will offer

more than enjoyment today. You will

get a tew cvitmg ideas that could

weld great prolit

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
Things are on the upswing at this

time, but you must take care that

your optimism correctly reflects

what you think lies ahead.

GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20) —
You and a group of friends will have

to make a decision today regarding

the next day's plans. Wait until

tomorrow and options will be limit-

ed.

CANCER (|une 2l-|uly 22) —
You may want to wait a while today

before joining the conversation. You
want to be sure that you have all the

facts before speaking up.

LEO (|uly 23-Aug. 22) — You
must be a little more concerned than

usual today about safety and security

in and around the home. Make no

errors that could increase n*k«

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Scpt. 22) —
You are likely to be far more sensi

tive lo comments than usual today.

You must remember that not

everything i* meant to hurt your

feelings.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22) —
Seeds will be planted today that will

demand continual tending, but you

may have to ask someone else Ml |fef|

you a hand with the cultivation

SCORPIO (Oct. 25-Nov. 21) —

The shape of thing- to aunt will be

clearer to you today after you recon-

cile two conflicting notion* in your

mind
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dcc.

21) — riH.u» on what is most con

cretc today. The more vou concen-

trate on things that are vague and

unclear, the more confused you're

likclv to be.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— You may attract a bit of critical

attention today, simply because there

are those who have to have someone

to talk about Take it lightly

AQUARIUS (|an. 20-Feb. 18) —
You are going to have one or two

difficult decisions to make before the

day is out You must be circumspect.

as others are sure to be affected.

Close to Homo By John McPherson

» «>f t lie I>iiy

44 It's a very challenging area

where you will work hands on

- to empty trash cans... ^
-Walt Disney World's

College Program flyer

loday'% P.C. M+nu
Calf 545-2**e Ur m*r* defer •fie

ACROSS
1 Up in the air

5 Brand name
10 Loafer or boot

14 Turkish com
15 Spry
16 Type of earner

1

7

Was acquainted
with

18 Poke
1

9

"The Clan of the

Cave Bear"
author

20 Against

21 Attractive

23 Sports org

25 Court divider

26 Cobra killer

31 College housing

35 Yalie

36 Amiss
38 Signifies

40 Peel
42 Great — : dogs
44 Jacob's twin

45 Ballots

47 Fruit pulp

49 Native metal

50 Members of the

flock

52 Dreamed up
54 Woman's title

56 Court
57 Broadcasting

signal

62 Made cloth

66 Say in fun

67 Tumult
68 Writer Haley

69 Norse god
70 Blacktopped
71 One of the tides

72 Camper's
shelter

73 Pitfalls

74 Alone

DOWN
1 Actress Chase
2 Lapp's neighbor

3 Stew over

4 Swaying like a

ship

5 Rent collector

6 Flu symptom
7 Takes part in

an auction

8 Basketball star

Baylor

9 Gave a
sidelong glance

10 Mop
11 Lug
12 Curved

molding
13 Slippery

creature

22 Molecule part

24 "— so?"
26 Mogul Griffin

27 Hodgepodges
28 Beethoven s

last symphony
29 Kind of opera

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

lElNlDlS
. efea

Bll| |M|MM
O 1996 United Feature Syndicate

30 Boredom
32 Female

sandpiper
33 Stoneworker
34 Capture
37 Microbe
39 Took to court

41 "Gidgef
actress
Sandra

43 Ocean plants

46 18 wheeler
48 Type of trip

51 On time

53 Hawkeyes
55 Pledge
57 Went by car

58 Similar

59 Auto-mishap
mark

60 PartofTAE
61 Gore, to

Clinton

63 Mock butter

64 Entree meat
65 Montreal

basebailer
66 Scribble (down

Franklin

LUNCH
no soup for you!

no menu for you!

no weekend for you -

go to class!

3
c

^* DINNER
O veienerKhmlzel

CT wienerschniiwl w/ sauce

wiener-schnitzel w/ nothing

no wienenchnitze^ ,

5J

S

Worcester
LUNCH —

choose lunch o
choose a b.g cowburger ^

choose a piece of cake with froffjftg

choose a fob at the DC ^
a

DINNER ^
space aliens - they're what's for dmrw

why are you reading this 7 ^
there's no menu! *

get over it!

Hampshire
LUNCH

space aliens (they taste like chicken)

batter

^3 butter
*? hash brown(ie)s ^y
p DINNER "D

space aliens, got milk' O
O abc gum "*"*

C dough
scrod is not a fish

Berkshire
LUNCH

nuts and berries '

maure

manioc
barley

DINNER
crispy stuff

stuff with stuff stuffing

stuffed crispy stuff

stuffed n' crispy stuff

Night Editor

Photo Technician

Copy Editoi

Production Supcrviior

Production Staff

Leon Latino I

Teresa Rodriguenl

Merit Wosovejrl
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Five Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Minutewomen step it up in 68-55 win over George Washington
By Kathleen Rails

Collegian Staff

«••• MKCOUSCMN

Alison MacFarUnd had 10 points for the Mmutewomen in their win over

George Washington last night

As the Atlantic 10 Ea»tern

Division's second-place team, the

Massachusetts women's basketball

squad ( 1 6-9. 9-5) entered last night's

game at the William O. Mullins

Center versus A- 10 rival George

Washington riding high a five- game

win streak.

So were the Colonials.

In fact. George Washington is first

overall

in the

A- I

with an

imprcs

sive (17-8. 11-4) record Garnering

the league's respect in the past (our or

five years, the Colonials hadn't lost in

Amherst since Feb 18. 1995, the

Minutewomen's only win over them

in over II years.

But last night was Senior Night, the

last regular season game at home, and

the team wanted to send the senior

captains Sabriya Mitchell and Kara

Tudman off in style. They also wanted

continue their winning streak and

attempt to tie St. Joseph's for first

place in the A- 10 East.

In past recent first halves, the

Minutcwomen have been sluggish A
run here, a lull there, but never really

catching momentum until crunch time

in the middle of the second half A

mix of scorers had stepped it up each

game But it was last call for two of

the Minutewomen. as they came out

on fire from the start

In the first half, both teams were

hitting their shots and neither could

rally off more than a short-lived lead

But I Mass proved a more versatile

squad with four players scoring four

or more points, while Noelia Gomez
and Flisa Aguilar totaled sevents Rw
percent of George Washington's

lunior Tez Kraft, the most consis-

tcnt scorer for UMass all season,

began the charge on the Colonials

with a pair of three-pointers. She lit

up for a career-high 25 points, includ-

ing a four-for-five night from behind

the three-point arc She also snagged

eight rebounds, grabbed one steal and

did not commit a turnover.

"I wanted to give them (the senior*)

something to go out on." Kraft said. "I

UMass hockey faces tough task

with two matches against UNH
By Jormo Konsonen
Collegia" Staff

Like a roller coaster ride, the

Massachusetts hockey team can

either enjoy the view from the

top of the coaster, or plummet at

mind-boggling speed to the bot-

tom this weekend. The
Minutemen will have to climb out

of the hole dug by the shellacking

at Maine last weekend, and inch

at an agonizingly slow pace to the

top as they take on No 5 New
Hampshire in a home-and-home
serie*.

Tonight. UMass travels to

Durham. N H. and will try to

weather the ill will of Wild E. Cat

and the Whittemorr Center faith-

ful, while the Wildcats will return

the favor this Sunday in a Mullins

Center matinee at 2 p.m..

All alliteration aside, if you can

say that sentence five times fast,

then you have gained a glimpse of

the difficult task facing the

Minutemen (5-20-2. 2-15-1 in

Hockey East): especially without

the services of senior captain Tim
Lovell. who is still under suspen-

sion by the coaching staff.

In this finale of the season
series with UNH (21-5-1. 13-4-

1 in HE), IMass will once again

try to break the 25-year winless

drought against the Wildcats (a

4-1 win on Feb. 25. 1963). Also,

the Minutemen will have to bear

the brunt of the top offense in the

conference, if not the nation.

The four headed offensive

beast of lason Krog. Derek Bekar.

Tom Nolan and Mark Mowers
has together compiled an

astounding 1*4 points this sea-

son Defensively, goaltender Sean

Matile was named HE Player of

the Week when he set the new

HE career shutout record last

weekend against Providence

shutouts).

And with that sweep of

Providence. UNH is now tied for

the HE lead with No. 8 BoKB tl

College at 27 points apiece.

II the Minutemen can steal a

win this weekend, it will be the

top moment of the season, and

also the biggest win since their

upset of then-No. 1 Maine on

Ian. 28. 1995. A win will also get

them back in the race for the

final playoff spot in the confer-

ence, while the team standing

three points above them in the

standings. Merrimack College,

faces off in a home-and-home
series against a red hot Lowell

squad.

However, if UMass repeats

their effort last weekend against

the Black Bears (outscored by a

18-3 margin), where they did

plummet to an all-new depth,

then you can put another nail in

the coffin of postseason hopes.

Turn to HOCKEY, page 3

just happened to be hot tonight
"

"Kraft really hurt us tonight,"

George Washington coach lot

McKeown said. "She wanted to take

the game over at tun

Both teams were hitting their shots

as the "Spanish Connection" of

sophomore Aguilar and junior

tiomez, both of Madrid. Spain, got

their team off and running. Aguilar

had seven within the first five minutes

and Gome/ who was just three points

off reaching the 1 .000-point mile-

stone before the game, showed off her

outside shot by draining a pair of

15-footers. But she also proved her

vulnerability as well with a wealth ot

turnovers, a team-high siv

"Wc couldn't go on a run to build

one." McKeown said. "We got slop.

wc seemed a little out ot it at times

and they came to pi

Mitchell, while controlling the point

for UMass throughout the game, set a

record of her own tonight as she

became the I Mass ceVM assist leader

wiih 54 1 . including a game-high eight

against the Colonials

Freshman Kathy Co*M did not

disappoint her mentor. Mitchell,

either She tallied 22 points, also a

career high including a paii

three-pointers, and a I0-for-12 night

at the line

The influx of sophomore AMfttO.

MacFarland. who has been their

go-to-player off the bench, proved

successful as she scored 10 points,

including a perfect four-for-four

night at the line lunior Yolanda
Rayside posted up for six points and

added eight rebounds as UMass donu

nated the boards 35-25.

Gomez continued scoring where

she had lett otl while Aguilar cooled

off to only tally live in the second halt

The rest oi the Colonials could only

muster 18 points including seven

from Katarina Baskova

"It's a great feeling, it's senior

night, we're at home, it's a good

crowd." Tudman said. "It's just a

wonderful feeling."

With the win. I Mass is now tied

for first in the A 10 Fast wit'

loseph's Saturday, they face St

Bonaventurc lor their last regular sea-

son game They will face George
Washington again on Tuesday for the

opening round ol the A- 10 tourna-

ment at the Mullins Center

Seniors say farewell with a bang;

Kraft scores career-high 25 points

•Jy Jodue Laroux

Cotton Staff

The Massachusetts women's bas-

ketball team sure knows how to throw

iheir graduating seniors a good party.

I .ist night's game against George

Washington was the final senior night

for guard Sabriya Mitchell and for

ward Kara Tudman. and the

Minutewomen sent their 00 captain*

out in stsle With junior Tez Kraft and

treshman Kathy tovnei having

career-high scoring nights, the

Minutewomen thrashed their

long-time rival George Washington

"loanic gave us a good pep talk

before the game about how these two

have worked since they've been here."

Kraft said " lhe»c two have been

great leaders lor the real of u*. and we

wanted to give them something to go

out on. to beat a team like GV. that

we haven t beaten since we got here
"

Kraft scored a career-high 25

points and pulled down eight

rebounds Coyncr had a career high

22 knocking down 10 of 12 from the

free-throw line, and handing out four

The two seniors were honored

along with their famfHra at a ceremo-

ny prior to the game
"It was a good feeling." Tudman

said. "It was senior night, wc were

home, there was a good crowd It -

just a wonderful fcehrtg."

Mitchell had a career night of her

own against the Colonials With her

..ssist in the game she became

UMass' career assist leader, at she had

tied Chnstel ZuBo's mark of 535 with

a four-eaaist performance against St.

k«.- s t r> Saturday

The Newark. N.I.. native gathered

eight assists last night and now needs

onlv seven more to break the record

itoet assists in a single season

/ullo currently holds the mark with

lt>2. Mitchell should break the record

in I Mass final regular season game

against St Bonavcnture on Saturday

Her average currently ranks her sec

ond in the Atlantic 10 under the

assists category.

The MM point guard has led the

Minutewomen in assists in all four

Masons Hiis season was actually her

second time around as a senior, as she

qualified lor aivjther sca-<«jn ol digital

itv dftc-i sitting out her freshman year.

The seniot co captain uUo leads

the team in steals this season with N
She i* ranked lilth in the A If

steals with an average of 2 5. She abo

has the fourth best assist to turnover

tdtio in the conference at 1

J

I udman was used sparingly in her

titsi two seasons at I Mass but

emerged as a starter last season, and

-uned every game this season.

She has been a ke> player for the

Minutewomen on the defensive end.

and a force on the boards

Tudman had a career high 10

rebounds against Si loe's last

Saturdav. and scored a season hgh

10 points against Khode Island on

4

Mite hell and Tudman were both

part of the 1945 90 squad that won

the- Atlantic IU title and went to the

\c \ \ tournament for the first MM
in school historv With last night's

tremendous win ovei GVv .
the

Minutewomen suddenly see them

ed with the possibiiiiv vet

again George Washington is the lop

team in the Atlantic 10. and last

night s win was a breakthrough

achievement tor I Mass.

It's a great game for us. because

maybe now well gel a little

pact." I Mass coach loanic

O'Brien said "Anytime >ou beat a

lop learn in your conlerencc it '» a

breakthrough game
With last night s win the

Minutewomen are currently tied

with St loseph's tor first pi.-

the Mitotic 10 Fastern Dr.

Pre season coaches polls actually

predicted UMass to finish second in

the A- 10 Fast UMass is now on a

seven game win streak with just

one more regular season game to

play tomorrow afternoon at St.

Bonaventurc

UMass looks to rebound vs. St. Joe's
By Corey Peter Goodman
Colegan Staff

IOHMA KANSANtN'COlLfGIAN

Dean Campanale and the UMass hockey team faces a

home-and-home series with the UNH Wildcats this weekend.

Can the Massachusetts men's basket-

ball team rebound from Wednesday's

emotionally-draining loss to Rhode

Island?

That's a question coach Bruiser Flint

and UMass will try to answer when they

host the cellar-dwelling St. loseph's

Hawks this Saturdav (12 p.m . ESPN.

WHMP-I-M. WMUA- FM) at the

William D Mullins Center

Before tip-off, UMass will honor

senior Tyrone Weeks wholl be playing

his final home game at UMass.

A year ago. Weeks — a Proposition

48 victim as a freshman which forfeited

hi* eligibility after he failed to meet

\c AA academic requirements in his

senior year of high school — was hon-

ored as a member of the senior class

that included guards Edgar Padilla and

Carmelo Travieao.

However, when the new Proposition

68 was established late last season —
rewarding former Prop 48 athletes who

graduated in four years with a fifth year

of eligibility — Weeks took advantage

of it.

Besides leading the Minutemen on

the court this season. Weeks, a

Philadelphia native, is working towards

completing a second degree in

Afro-American Studies, after already

earning a bachelor's degree in

Education last summer.

Weeks has been a three-year starter

for UMass. and most memorably, a piv-

otal force at power forward during the

team's 1 996 Final Four run.

Last season, when former big man
Marcus Camby left for the National

Basketball Association. Weeks became a

floor leader for UMass — averaging

more than 1 2 points a game with almost

nine rebounds.

With the emergence of scorers like

Monty Mack and Charlton Clarke this

season, Weeks has turned the focus

towards the defensive end. He currently

leads UMass in rebounds with over nine

a game, a career-high.

Flint, who has coached Weeks
throughout his career at UMass, isn't

excited about saying good-bye.

"I'm really going to miss him," Flint

said. "He's been very special to me, not

just as a player. It'll be a special day for

him He's a great kid."

Saturday's game against the Hawks is

a fitting ending for Weeks, who is famil-

iar with the Philadelphia program, and

who can remember a few memorable

battles with some talented Hawks clubs.

However, the Hawks have been a big

disappointment in the A- 10 this season.

After making a name for themselves last

season, with an A-10 Championship,

the tournament MVP and a pair of wins

in the NCAA's, the Hawks (9-14. 2 II

A- 10) have not lived up to their billing.

It began before the season when the

team's second-leading scorer from last

year. Arthur "Yah" Davis, was deemed

academically ineligible for the season.

(. onsidcring the graduation loss of

Dmitri Domani. last season's A-10
Defensive Player of the Year and a

career l.UOO-poinl scorer. Flint knows

the Hawks have been playing

short-handed.

"They are struggling right now." Flint

said. "When you lose guys Kke they km.

h's real tough to win games."

Senior point guard Rashid Bey is

coach Phil Martelli's top gun

lered a pre-scason all-American

candidate. Bey leads St Joseph 's wtih

16b points per contest. He is also the

team's lop three-point threat, having hit

60 already this season.

"We just have to guard him. and

we II be alright." Flint said, "h

with stopping the penetration
"

Following the loss to Rhode Island.

UMass finds itself in jeopardy of losing

the lop seed heading into the confer

ence tournament. The Minutemen have

a one game edge on both Rhode Island

and Temple with three games left,

including a date against the CH*

March I

Flint, however, said there is one sim

pk- solution

Win all three games." he said.

That's what I told the guvs. If we take

care of our own business, we don't have

to worn about anvhodv else."
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Sameasyou
teamed up with
Custer to
enthrall a
Student Union
Ballroom crowd
last Friday (See
Arts h Living,
page 5).

We are

the champions

Tez Kraft and the

Massachusetts
women's basketball

team wrapped up
the Atlantic 10 East

title with a win at

St Bonaventurc
Saturday (see

Sports, page 10)

Students complain

over inflated long

distancephone rates

EWC hosts open house in

new location this afternoon
By Ekma Premock

Collegian Correspondent

By Victoria Groves

Collegian Staff

WORLD

Algerian group stages

second ambush
AIGKKS. Algeria (AP) - An armed

group attacked and kilted 19 people

ndmg m a transport truck on a desert-

ed mountain road m eastern Algeria

newspapers reported Sunday
It was the second highway

ambush reported in recent days

Both took place on Friday

No one claimed responsibility for

the attack that occurred near Gijel. a

town .vth a cmiltan militia ISO nvJes

east of Algiers But suspicion fell on

Muslim maaants fighting a 6-year-otd

insurgency against the military

backed government

Gunmen set off an explosive m the

road and then tired on the truck, the

independent dailies El Watan and
Ifcerte reported Sunday

The other attack friday took place

near the town ot Boghm in the Kabyt*

region, about 60 rrakrs east ol the capi-

tal

Twenty- seven soldiers were lulled

Residents said MusHm rrattants set

off explosives under a troop trans

port truck carrying a fresh group of

soldiers to replace a unit guarding

an important bridge, then sprayed it

with gunfire, the residents said on

condition of anonymity

NATION

Survey finds female

doctors harassed

CHICAGO (AP) — More than one

third of female doctors say they

have been sexually harassed, accord

ing to a survey that suggests the

problem isn't disappearing from the

medical profession Overall. 47 7

percent reported having been tar-

gets of gender-based harassment,

and J6 9 percent reported having

been sexually harassed, researchers

said in Monday's issue of the

Archives of Internal Medicine,

released Sunday
The 1991-94 nationwide survey

did not ask women to specify what

behavior they thought constituted

harassment, only whether they

believed it had occurred

Younger physicians reported high-

er rates of sexual harassment than

older ones, and medical schools

were the most common site, said

researchers led by Dr Erica frank of

Emory University in Atlanta.

"Some may believe that problems

of harassment will disappear in time,

that they are simply a function of

older, sexist physicians still being in

practice, " the researchers said.

But the data suggest a more com-

plicated picture, they said While

younger women may be more sensi-

tive to harassment than their older

colleagues, the survey suggests that

harassment may be worsening in

schools and "we may be continuing

to train physicians in an environ-

ment where harassment is com-

mon," they said. "Present thought

characterizes sexual harassment as

primarily a manifestation of power,

rather than sexual attraction.

EXTENDED FORECAST
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Many students living on campus are

upset by the discrepancies between

un-campus and off -campus long dis

tance rales provided by AT&T, the

UMMMJ u( Massachusetts telecom-

munications carrier

Currently. customers living on

campus pay $1 80 a minute for long

distance calls overseas. Off-campus

students pay $ 62 a minute by paying

a $J monthly fee Students on cam

pus pay more than two times this rale

the difference is over 100 percent

Undergraduate Roque A Vianna

sent a letter 10 Housing
Telecommunications in Whitmore
Administration Building earlier this

month, but has yet to receive a

response.

"I find it hard to comprehend how
us. students living on campus, are not

offered a similar rale to calls made to

the same area and using the same long

distance company Why can't the

Irmeriity negotiate better rates for its

campus customers''" Vianna wrote.

udent at the University since

1992. living both on and off campus.

Vianna frequently calls relative* in

Brazil and noticed the difference in

charges when he moved b» •

campus this year.

Mm sure many students don't know

about this They just get their bills and

pjv them It hurts international stu

dents the most." Vianna said.

Both international students and

those with relatives overseas are

affected by this rate discrepant

"I'm not calling |rdatives) as much

because I can't afford it Reduced rates

are at awkward times " Vianna said

The current long distance overseas

rates for the AT&T ACUS program.

in which all on campus student are

enrolled, are from * 12 am $1 9S a

minute, and 12 8 am Si 41 a

minute Monday through Sunday

There are no discount rales on week-

ends or holidays.

Brazil is three hours ahead of

I nited States eastern standard time,

so for Vianna. discount rates are

hard to take advantage of.

To take advantage of the reduced

rate. I would have to place my calls at

12 a.m. eastern time. * am Brazil

time, or at 7 am. eastern time. 10

a.m. Brazil time at J in the morn-

ing people are sleeping, and at 10 in

the morning people are busy work-

ing So the discounted rate rarely

ever works." Vianna said

Dennis Bromery. Housing
Telecommunications Manager i»

aware that on campus rates are higher

for long distance calls, but said that

there are fees that on campus stu

dents don't have to pay because the

I niversity owns the phone system.

"On campus sou don't pay Im
monthly phone service, call waiting

or installation it doesn't cost as

much to provide dial lone here as it

does off campus." Bromery said

Vianna would rather see a choice

between these extra services and the

rates that off campus students have

access to.

"Maybe they should give us a

choice ol services or rales... we
should be paying the same rales as

off campus students That's the bot-

tom line." Vianna said

A lowering of rales on campus.

Bromery cautions, may result in high-

st* elsewhere

"If wc lower rates and then lose

money to the University, we have |J

raise tuition and fees." Bromery said.

There is a bid request proposal in

progress for a new long distance

billing service Bromery was hesitant

to give details because the proposal is

tentative, but long distance services

may be invited lo bid to gain UMass

as a customer if they can provide stu-

dents with better rate*.

"We want to take advantage of

lower rates and pas., the savings on to

customers." Bromery said

There are complications however,

because Housing
Telecommunications needs to make
sure that if the Universal Joes switch

earners, they are capable of handling

a phone mtem this large.

"We need to be sure they can han-

dle us so they don't leave students

high and dry. Anything we choose

needs to be seamless but I don't

want to say the bid proposal will defi

nitelv lower rates." Bromery said.

Any changes in long distance carri-

ers are slated to tentatively occur dur-

ing the faU 1 998 semester

Lyrme Schenden. AT&T manageri-

al representative could not be

reached for comment.

In celebration ol the move to a more j^c-mMc kxa

tion the I very/woman's Center Resource Room li h

ing an open house today The Resource Room now

located on the ground floor of Wilder Hall, will be

open from 9 am to 4 p in lor the open house and

from 4 7 p in lor a reception and entertainment

In the 2foth year of operation. EWC houses a um
stantlv updated database of support groups, and fjfjBM

K-.e-^ as publication- a legal venues fvok. a job bank

and a housing book, as well as a I 200 volume lending

library

The center makes over b.OOO referrals to

workers throughout western Massachusetts as well as

local community members, and provides space for

programs such as poetry readings and "Women of

i
events

The open house offers an opporuimtv In the OBta

munitv gj get acquainted with ihe new space and the

M at the center " Carol Wallace I vcsutivc

DlPtotoi i i \u '

Stalt members will also be available to answer any

questions.

The Kesource Room has been a vital part of EWC
since the center's beginning and the project has received

much support from EWC's core staff.

Cornell Rolon, director of the Resource Room,

Cmdv Green js-istant director -Vine Nwokoye. KWC's

manager and Wallace Loordinated the move With

assistance from workers at the Physical Plant, the room

began its move on Dec 22 l*)7 EWC will recognize

the contribution of the Mahal "om 2-4 p m. today

I undine vvjs made available for the move after an

additional needs request was submitted to Chancellor

David K Scott by student affairs, of which EWC is a

pall

"The need for accessible space was the primary rea-

smi we received funding." Wallace said "We have

employee- and clients in need of accessible space
"

The new location makes the Resource Room
wheelchaii accessible and provides a handicapped

raatrooai and handicapped parking adjacent to the

building.

Wallace also said that the move addressed a number

of other needs including a solution for an overcrowd-

ed room.

"It has really become an I nan's Center."

Green said. "Not jusi an able-bodied woman's center."

Leavitt released from jail;

Anthrax may be non-fatal

By Dora Akiko Tom
Associated Press
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LOGANDALE. Nev. — FBI

agents searched the home of a

researcher again yesterday, even

though the man was released from

jail after tests showed he possessed a

harmless animal vaccine, not a bio-

logical weapon.

More than a dozen agents descend

ed on William Leavitt |r s property

in this small farming community 50

miles northeast of Las Vegas.

Neighbors said the agents had been

-catching the home and an adjacent

shed since Wednesday, when Leavitt

was arrested along with Larry Wayne
Harris

Leavitt's lawyer. Lamond Mills,

called the search "a Ashing expedi-

tion" and said he planned to visit

the home to "see what kind of

shape the house is in and what

they've taken."

"I think they're embarrassed, and 1

think they're looking for anything

they can find to bring charges against

Bill Leavitt," Mills said.

FBI agents at the scene declined to

comment.
The search came on the eve of

today's detention hearing for

Harris, who remained jailed over

the weekend on biological weapon

charges.

A government lab on Sunday was

still testing material seized from

Harris' Ohio home to determine if it

is a dangerous — and illegal — bio

logical agent, federal sources have

said. Harris is on probation for a

1995 conviction for illegally obtain-

ing the bubonic plague bacteria.

The FBI says its investigation into

both men is continuing, even though

authorities announced Saturday that

a substance once feared to be the

ingredients of a biological weapon

turned out to be a harmless anthrax

vaccine.

The material was seized from

Leavitt and Harris on Wednesday in

Henderson. Nev.. just outside Las

Vegas, triggering a nationwide scare.

They were arrested on charges of

possessing a biological agent for use

as a weapon.

Leavitt was released from jail

Saturday night on his own recog-

nizance.

Although the anthrax vaccine is

legal and safe, the charges were still

Turn to JAIL poge2

MIAN MCDIUMOTTX COUICUN

The accordion guy
Ron Malinoski, the self-proclaimed "Accordian Guy," of South Deerfield plays to the passing crowd in

Northampton yesterday afternoon.

Reserve troops are made ready in case of military strike

TMANC VO/COUIGIAN

Charlton Clarke will look to power the Minutemen past St. |oe's tomorrow at noon at the Mullins Center.

By Jim Abroms
Associated Press

ON THE INTERNET

vjmw.umaM.«eJu/rso/col*gion
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Saddam Hussein

WASHINGTON — The Pentagon

started a call-up of Reserves in case

they're needed for a military strike

against Iraq and the Clinton adminis-

tration withheld judgment yesterday

on whether an agreement announced

in Baghdad will be adequate to settle

the dispute over weapon inspections.

U.N. Secretary-General Kofi

Annan's spokesman in Baghdad, Fred

Eckhard. said Iraqi President Saddam

Hussein had agreed on a plan to open

up presidential sites to inspectors

from the United Nations. Diplomats

were hoping the agreement would

satisfy President Clinton and forestall

any military action by the United

States.

Clinton spent the afternoon in the

Oval Office where he was in touch

with security advisers and was con-

stantly being briefed on the situation.

said spokesman |oe Lockhart. He
said lack of secure telephone service

between Washington and Baghdad

had kept details of the agreement to a

minimum.
White House press secretary Mike

McCurry would not assess the pre-

liminary accounts. "We've got a lot of

serious questions," McCurry said.

"It's a very serious matter at a wriow
time, and we want to get some ques-

tions answered."

Even before the mid-afternoon

announcement. Clinton was talking

with world leaders about promising

signals from the Iraqi capital,

lockhart said he telephoned Sultan

Qaboos of Oman and Prime Minister

lonv Man ol Britain. Clinton's major

ally in the Itaq showdown. Lockhart

said Clinton and Blair agreed to look

closely at the details of any arrange-

ment.

News of the agreement came alter

Secretary of State Madeleine Albright

said the United States will act alone

against Iraq if any agreement Annan

brings hack to New York tomorrow

ieopaidi/es U.S. interests.

"It i- possible that he will come

with something that we don't like, in

which case we will pursue our nation-

al interests." Albright said on ABC's

"This Week with Sam and Cokie."

She said Saddam's ability to threat-

en the world with weapons of mass

destruction must be diminished, by

military means if necessary. "We will

pursue that, that's what our job is,

that's what we will do." she said.

To emphasize the threat. Defense

Secretary William Cohen announced

on NBC's "Meet the Press" that he

was making the first request for

reservists to provide combat support

for the 32.000 troops stationed in the

Persian Gulf. "We are hoping for a

peaceful solution, but we are pre-

pared to exercise a military option if

necessary," he said.

Turn to TROOPS, page 2
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jail troops
continued from page 1

pending against the men. Leavitt's

attorneys said federal prosecutors

should drop the charges. Harris'

attorney did not return calls for com-

ment over the weekeod.

Leavitt's attorneys contend he had

no intention of using the material as

a weapon, but was instead planning

Ml it to test an unorthodox dis-

ease-killing machine he was consid

ering buying for $2 million from a

man who would become an FBI

informant.

That informant. Ronald Rockwell,

has said he turned in Leavitt and

Harris last week when Leavitt

claimed to possess military-grade

anthrax, which could kill thousands

of people. Leavitt's attorneys said

Rockwell is a con artist who double-

crossed Leavitt and Harris when the

deal to buy the machine turned sour.

Leavitt has a fire -atetv supply

company in Las Vegas and has also

been involved in nontraditional

research seeking cures for AIDS
and multiple sclerosis.

Leavitt's friends said they were

relieved that he was released from

jail.

continued from page 1

Marine Maj. Mary Baldwin at

Central Command headquarters in

Tampa, Fla.. said Cohen is asking

Clinton for authority to call about

500 members of the National Guard

and Reserve for logistical support.

She said they will include an Army

chemical company. Air Force special

operations CI 30 air crews. Navy

harbor surveillance personnel and a

Coast Guard port security unit.

She said the particular units have

not been designated. Cohen said thai

people would be mobilized from vari-

ous bases.

Administration officials said

Annan left for Iraq fully aware that

there could be no maneuvering room
on the key ss and
operational control for U.N.
weapons inspectors. The Iraqi pro-

posal of pulling a time limit on
inspections was unacceptable, they

said.

Sen. |ohn McCain. R Ariz , said

on ABC that he was "very nervous"

about investing any negotiating
authority in Annan when it was
American lives that would be on the

line in a military conflict "We
shouldn't have set up this scenario

thai the Secretary General of the

U.N. is making those decision-

McCain said.

He and other senators -aid

Congress is prepared to approve a

resolution of support for military

action but only if it includes backing

for a long-term plan to end

Saddam's ability to menace the

world. "We have to be prepared to

go the full distance, which is to do

everything possible to disrupt his

regime and to encourage the forces

of demos tacv ' Sen |ohn Kerry. D-

Mass , said on ABC.
Both chambers could take up Iraqi

resolutions this week National

Security Adviser Sandy Berger, on

News Sunday," repeated the

administration position that it would

welcome congressional backing, but

-| don't think we believe we need it

as a legal matter. But, obviouslv i

would be a preferable way to pro

Bill Richardson, the U.S. ambas

sador to the United Nations, joined

Albright. Cohen and Berger on the

Sunday news programs as the

administration continued its cam

paign to convince Americans that

military action against Iraq is justi

fied and needed

Monica Lewinsky's lawyers

claim defense fund inadequate
ByPeaaYost
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Monica
Lewinsky needs a legal defense fund

just like the president, her lawyer

said yesterday, declaring: "I am not

being paid appropriately.

*

"I would welcome* a responsible

law or accounting firm's coming for-

ward to create a fund "like the one

that's helping President Clinton out."

attorney William Ginsburg said in

responding to questions on NBC's
"Meet the Press."

While "I'm not looking personally

for anybody's sympathy." he said. "1

am not being paid appropriately and

her father has limited resources."

Ginsburg said Ms Lewinsky has

no current plans to write a book
about her Washington experiences

but that "a literary effort may be her

only choke" ultimately

A medical malpractice lawyer.

Ginsburg has represented doctors in

ni^r BJBJBJB. vd-e- *u..n j* me uf«m k

of entertainer Liberace and Loyola-

Marymount basketball star Hank
Gathers

Ms. Lewinsky's father. Dr Bernard

Lewinsky, whom Ginsburg has repre-

sented for 25 years, has said

Whitewater prosecutor Kenneth
Starr has spent tens of millions of

dollars trying to build a case against

the president, "and there's me Out
in the middle of nowhere, I'm sup-

posed to fight this battle I don't have

the means for this sort of cost."

Lewinsky spoke Friday night on
ABC's "20/20

"

In a Sunday appearance on CBS's

"Face the Nation." Ginsburg waded
into a discussion of the role of long-

time presidential confidant Vernon

lordan.

Ginsburg rejected the notion that

Ms. Lewinsky got a job offer through

lordan in exchange for denying in the

Paula |ones sexual harassment law-

suit that she had a sexual relationship

with Clinton.

"Unequivocally no. No quid pro

quo." Ginsburg said of a suggestion

that Jordan's assistance on a job was a

payoff for her denial. Ginsburg said

Ms. Lewinsky met with Jordan in early

November about help getting a job. a

month before her name turned up on

a witness list in the Paula (ones case.

But Ginsburg would say nothing

about whether Ms Lewinsky ever

MtocunoMrM

Monk* Lewinsky

told lordan that she had a sexual tela

tionship with the president lordan

says Ms. Lewinsky asserted to him
that she hadn't

'I will not and I never have violat-

ed the attorney-client privilege, and I

cannot talk to you at all about any

conversation that she related to me."

said Ginsburg.

He also left room for possible

involvement toy more man one person

in referring Ms. Lewinsky to lordan

lordan maintained in his only public

statement that Ms Lewinsky was

referred to him by Clinton's personal

secretary Betty Curne
"Monica Lewinsky was referred,

principally by Betty Currie. to

Vernon lordan." said Ginsburg. leav-

ing the possibility others might have

played a role.

Ginsburg's comments came as

Clinton loyalists defended the presi-

dent's rights to refuse to testify if

asked in the Lewinsky matter and to

invoke executive privilege if he wishes

so that Whitewater prosecutors will

be unable to delve into conversations

with aides about the controversy.

Former Clinton White House
counsel lack Quinn supported the

idea of using executive privilege to

protect conversations between
Clinton and top aide Bruce Lindsey

about how to respond to questions

from Whitewater prosecutors or from

House hearings Former Bush White

House counsel C Boyden Gray said

that would not be a valid use of exec-

utive privilege

Asked whether the president will

testify in the Lewinsky matter, for-

mer White House lawyer Lanny
Davis said. "I don't know the

answer to that question That's a

constitutional as well as a legal

question I'm not his lawyer. I'm a

friend, and I'm not going to speak

for his lawyers."

Former US. Attorney Joseph

DiGenova. who served in the Reagan

administration, said that if the Clinton

camp really believes that Starr is out

to "get the president." then DiGenova

would advise a client in similar cir

1 1—Hani r i not to testify.

"I'd tell him not to give the testi

mony and live with the political con

sequences.* said diGenova.

A high fly ball..
Freshmen psychology majors Ethan Posilkin and Paul O'Donnell toss a baseball around in the

horseshoe with Tim Montague, a sophmore environmental science major (not pictured)

How to spend
your college years.

You should spend your college years wisely.

Study hard, have fun, and carry The Associates

Visa' card. You can get:

• 3% cash back on purchases*

• Discounts on brand name merchandise

• No annual fee

• Credit line up to $2,500

Call toll free1-888-SEND-ONE,
*See Rebate Terms and Conditions accompanyins the credit card.

Associates National Bank (Delaware)

National / International

Mass oftheRingsceremonyheld

atVatican tohonornew cardinals

Annans 17.N. deal nvxy avoid

US, air attack on Iraq, Hussein
By Candice Hughes
Associated Press

VATICAN CITY Be-towing simple golden rings on

the Roman Catholic Church's newest cardinals yesterday.

Pope lohn Paul II reminded them that

their job i> more than just electing his

successor

Ina special Mass of the Rings, the pon-

tiff exhorted them to look toward
Owhrianity's third millennium, which
hi called an "occasion of renewal for

believers."

The new millennium, he said,

should signal "an extraordinary spring

time of hope for all humanity."

He told the newest "princes" of the

church that cardinals are charged with

more than electing a pope Thev arc

also ihe church's "senate" and hi*

closest pastoral collaborators.

lohn Paul sees the new millennium

as an opportunity for a grassroots

rebirth of the Roman Catholic faith

worldwide He speaks of its importance

in nearly every public appearance

Unlike many of his predecessors, who tended tod
cardinals from the rank- of the church bureaucracy and

diplomatic corps, John Paul has reached out into its pas-

toral ranks worldwide.

"Many d them have been bishop*." Los Angeles Cardinal

Roger Mahoney said of hi- new coflMsjaM I think that

i understand the reality of lite in the parishes; and

It helps put them in touch with the people
"

Pope |ohn Paul II

The new cardinals, who were elevated on Saturday in

an elaborate ceremony in St. Peter's Square, come from

1 3 countries, including Tanzania and Brazil

The pope named 22 new cardinals, but three did not

attend the ceremonies. One Italian cardinal was in ho-pi

tal and the identities of two new cardi-

nals remains a secret, most likely for

political reasons Vatican observers say

they may be from China or Vietnam,

where the church is suppressed.

At one point in the ceremony. Italian

Cardinal Francesco Colasuonno, 75, real-

ized the ring the pope was giving him

wm too tight

t ohMOMto the pope's envoy to Italy

and formerly a key envoy for the Vatican

in ihe former l a-t bloc, looked up as if

Zin
panic at a papal aide Then the pope

and the new cardinal exchanged smiles.

and Colasuonno kept the ring in his

hand until a bigger one could be found

Three of the new cardinals are from

V.rth America: Chicago Archbishop

Francis Fugene George, former Denver

Archbishop ) Francis Stafford, now

head of the Vatican council on the laity, and Toronto

Archbishop Aloy-iu- M Amht

The appointment- give the United States a record 11

cardinal- eligible to vote for a new pope

Like the pontiff most of ihe new cardinals are by-

the book conservative- lohn Paul has now named 106

— or M> percent — H the 125 cardinals eligible to

choose his successor. Only cardinals under age 80 may

vote for pope

ftSSOCUTfO I

Gerry Adams questions value of talks

By shown POOOKfwMk
Associated Press

BELFAST. Northern Ireland — The IRA allied Sinn Fein

party denounced Northern Ireland's peace talk* as "funda

mentally flawed" yesterday and called for a speedy meeting

with British Prime Minister Tony Blair

Sinn Fein s demands came hours before the Belfast talks

resume without the party, which has been ejected for two

weeks as punishment for two killings blamed on the Irish

Republican Army The IRA's adherence to a 7 -month-old

truce is the key condition for Sinn Fein* eligibility

The British and Irish government*, which co sponsor the

an return March 9 if the IRA i- not

I in further violence. Participants are supposed to

agree on how to govern Northern Ireland by May.

Sinn Fein leader Gerry Adams emphasized he expects

Blair to meet him during the party's two-week expulsion.

otherwise Sinn Fein might not return to negotiations that

lacked what he called "credibilr

Gerry Kelly, a Sinn Fein negotiator best known for hi-

IRA career as a car bomber and prison escape mastermind.

told about 1 .000 subdued supporters in front of Belfast

Mall that the part* would be "as tactical as we've

always been" in fudging whether to rejoin the talks

These talks remain fundamentally flawed, and the two

government* must act urgently to re.tilv that -ituation
."

Kelly *aid. a--using them of caving in to intimidation by

orn Ireland s main pro-British Protestant party the

Ulster Unionists Hours before Sinn Fein'* rally. Protestant

congregations gathered at their bomb-damaged churches in

Moire, where an explosion wrecked the town's police sta

tion and surrounding homes and businesses Friday night

hours after Sinn Fein was expelled. No group has claimed

n--r>>n-ibi!itv tor leaving the SOU pound -at bomb in the

mostly Protestant town 20 miles southwest of Belfast

Buckle up!
Kate Havran, a senior anthropology major, works on a belt in the student union craft center Saturday afternoon.

By Robert H. Raid

Associated Press

Ash
Wednesday
Services

N e w m a n Center
472 North Pleasant St.

AmherstMA.01002

(413) U9-0300

The Catholic Community at the

Newman Center invites you to

Join them to begin the 40 days of

the Lenten journey.

- 8:00 a.m.-

Mass and distribution ofAshes

- 12:15 p.m-

Liturgy of the Word and

Distribution ofAshes

-5:15 p.m-

Mass and Distribution ofAshes

- 7:00 p.m.-

Liturgy of the Word and

Distribution ofAshes

BAGHDAD. Iraq — In a breakthrough that could avert

a U.S. -led attack on Iraq. U.N. Secretary-General Kofi

Annan struck a deal yesterday with Saddam Hussein on

the core issue of the 4 1/2-month Iraqi crisis: opening

Saddam's presidential compounds to U.N. arms inspec-

tors.

U.N. and Iraqi officials provided few details of the

accord, which the United States still has not approved.

Annan's spokesman. Fred Eckhard. said it assured the

rights of UN inspectors and didn't include a time limit

on inspections The United States had vigorously opposed

su«.h | limit, and agreement on that point reportedly was

clinched only when Annan met Saddam for three hours

yesterday afternoon.

Eckhard said he expected the deal would fly with the

United States and other U.N. Security Council members.

U.S. officials said they didn't have a full text of the accord

and still had "serious questions."

Nevertheless. Annan and Iraqi Deputy Prime Minister

Tariq Azi/ scheduled a ceremony at 10: JO a.m. (2:50 am
I >T> today to sign the deal, which Annan will present

Tuesday to the Security Council An accord endorsed by

the Security Council would save Iraq from a punishing

U.S air attack, and save Washington from strong interna-

tional opposition to such a strike It would also be a tri-

umph for Annan — if the Iraqi- hold to the bargain.

Annan's deal making meeting with Saddam took place

on the thud dav d hi- vi-it. at the Republican Palace, one

of eight

pte-idential sites that Iraq had declared off limits to

U.N. weapons inspectors.

"We've reached an agreement." Eckhard said. "We have

a text

"

One Iraqi official, who also insisted his named not be

used, was asked whether there was a deal He replied.

.-."

Kkhard said. "We expect the text will he acceptable to

all 15 members of the Security Council." including the

Lnited State- which has said it would refuse an agree

ment that it believes undermines the inspectors' authorm

White House spokesman Mike McCurry said prelimi-

nary accounts had been received from Baghdad, but he

refused to assess them "We've got a lot of serious ques-

tions. It's a very serious matter at a serious time, and we

want to get some questions answered." he said

I | Secretary of State Madeleine Albright had "a short

phone briefing" with Annan on Sunday, and then began

her own
consultations with the French and British foreign minis-

India s elections

rocked by violence

ters, her spokesman lames P Rubin -aid

Albright could not make a judgment about the accord

because she did not receive a "comprehensive assessment"

from Annan. Rubin said.

The crisis over weapons inspections has brought the

Persian Gulf to the brink of war. The United States has

sent a naval armada and 25.000 troops to the region to

mount air strikes unless Iraq agrees to open all -He-

ine luding presidential palaces, to the weapons inspectors.

Pro-Iraq protests have erupted across the Arab world —
lordan had to send out tanks Sunday in one desert city to

contain them — and sent l-raeli- -currying for gas masks

and diplomats there preparing to leave. Israel also decided

Sunday to distribute antibiotics to protect again-t a bio

logical anack. despite Annan's news.

Britain. America's strongest backer for a military strike,

reacted cautiously

"The expectation is that Kofi Annan will make an

announcement in the morning whether a deal has been

brokered." a spoke-man for Prime Minister Tony Blan

said on customary anonymity "Even then, he will report

back to the Security Council the details of that " France

took some credit for the UN chiefs deal, saying Pan-

"constantly defended the idea of a diplomatic -olution

"France welcomes the announcement made in Baghdad

and hope- that the accord will respond to expectations,"

the Foreign Ministry said in a statement

The IN inspectors are trying to determine it Iraq has

complied with I S order- issued at the end of the l-Wl

Persian Gull War. to destroy all long range missiles and

weapons of mass destruction. That condition must be met

before U.N. economic -auction- can be lilted

Before the announcement. Brm-h Foreign Secretary

Robin Cook -aid in London that the United Nations could

consider lifting the sanction- if Saddam gives Annan a

written promise to comply with the inspections.

"If he would comply and if he really is willing this

time to cooperate and not continue to deceive and delay

that (lifting the saiuiu.no could be done in the fairly near

future." Cook said on British Broadcasting Corp radio

Television footage showed Annan greeting Saddam,

who was dressed in a dark, double breasted -uit and

Aziz, who wore a military uniform.

Annan and his eight-member team negotiated with Iraqi

officials around the clock Saturday in a series of meeting*

that ended at 2 am The talks resumed later Sunday

morning at the Iraqi Foreign Ministry After that. Annan

met Saddam.

Later, as Annan returned to the pink stucco villa where

he is staying, reporter* asked whether a deal had been

reached. He did not comment, but an aide. Ahmed Fawzi.

flashed a V lor victory sign.

By Ronton Roy
Associated Press

Nl W DELHI. India — Bloody political clashes marred

voting Sunday in India's parliamentary election- which

to. >k place amid another distraction — the sudden collapse

of the government in the country's largest state.

Twelve people were killed in factional violence Nearly

40 others were injured across the nine states that voted.

The turnout was 55 percent — slightly below average —
on the second day of a six-day election, which completed

voting for three fourth* of the 545 districts at stake More

than 600 million Indians are eligible to vote.

By Saturday, all but a few voles will be in. and ballot

counting begin* March ?.

Most deaths Sunday were reported from the eastern state

of Bihar, where 20 people were killed in the first round of

veiling Feb. 16.

Gunmen shot and killed a communist supporter inside >

polling booth Seven other people were killed in shootouts

between rival gang* fighting for control of polling booth* in

different parts of the state. One person caught stuffing

bogus ballot papers was beaten to death with -tick* by

activists of a rival political group

"It this democracy'' Whoever has more activists around a

booth captures and prevents genuine voters." said

Mohammad Idri*. of Hajipur town in Bihar, who was

turned back by political activists who said his vote had

already been -a-t

In the neighboring state of Orissa. one policeman was

killed when leftist guerrillas attacked a security car carrying

guards Two people died in West Bengal state.

Widespread rigging of votes also was reported, forcing

election authority kg -u-pend polling in several booths.

More than 550 political activist-, including two state

government ministers, were arrested on charges of dis-

rupting elections.

"People are tired of elections. They have come too soon."

said Madhukar Gawli. a voter in western Nagpur The elec-

tions are the second in less than three years — a result of

inconclusive results from the 1996 vote.

As the voting proceeded, the country's attention was

drawn to Uttar Pradesh, the largest state, where the gov-

ernment was suddenly toppled overnight

Satisfied with progress,

kidnappers release one

U.N. military observer

By Misho Dzhindzhikhoshvili

Associated Press

TBILISI. Georgia — The kidnappers d four UN.
military observers released one of their hostages yes-

terday in a goodwill gesture and predicted a satisfac-

tory end to the standoff through negotian

The freed hostage. Capt. lulio Navas of Uruguay,

was shown on Georgian television getting in a car and

being driven away by U.N. officials near the western

village of D/hikha-kan. where the other hostages are

being held

"We are satisfied with the talks, and that i- why

we released one of the hostages." Zurab Shoniya. one

of the kidnappers' leader*, said on Georgian televi

sion.

Another kidnapper. Gocha Esebua, speaking from

the house where the captive* were held, said. "I think

it will end succe**fully " The kidnapper*, supporter-

of former Georgian President Zviad Gamsakhurdia

have offered to release the hostages, taken Thursday.

only if the government freed unspecified "political

pn-oner-" associated with their cause

Shoniya said Saturday that the prisoners did not

include seven men. described as Gamsakhurdia fol-

lower-, who were arrested on charges of attempting

to assassinate Georgian President Eduard

Shevardnadze on Feb. 9. Two bodyguards and one of

the assailant- wa* killed in the assault, but

Shevardnadze emerged unharmed The president ha-

said he believe* the assassination attempt and kid-

nappings are linked.

Gamsakhurdia followers strongly oppose

Shevardnadze, whose election followed the armed

coup that overthrew Gamsakhurdia in 1992.

Gamsakhurdia later died.

Esebua told Georgian television yesterday that in

addition to earlier demands, his group now wanted

the negotiations to include Nemo Burchuladze. a for

mer deputy chairman of Supreme Soviet of Georgia

believed to be living in Ru
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No more games
11 he ivcrsity of

ts ddriitnislr«-

n (inailv came to itt

senses and
agreed lo call tn

an outsit** medi-

an* to solve (he

Graduate
Employee
O rfa n i i a

met
dispute last

However,
will this be just

another admin-
imniiun tactic

lav settle-

ment or are they

actually located

on resolving the
- and

4lP The
taking

and it is the students of L Mass
who an sulfenng.

After working without a con
irac: - next

ka suppoacd to he under

K s>!
' '. ! »i I I C ' I r»V k. I'lll' 1 ^ I . sv,

*
I

In other words, their old contract

U about to e*ptre before it is even

settled. How is the University sup

posed to bring

quality gradu-
ate students
onto the
Amherst cam-
pus when it

isn't willing to

even provide j

financially
secure working
environment''

Without the

prospect of a

reasonable ..on

tract. why
would quality

graduate stu-

dents come to

are the people

who are teaching a large number
M general education require

menu that arc. in theory, at the

heart of a UMass education
UMass needs to draw the best

The University has come a long

"How will our

University develop to

its full potential when
Campaign UMass
brings in a

rd-breaking $40
million (as it did last

year), yet funds cannot

be set aside for one of

the school's most

important function

way since President Bulger took

the reigns and began the process

of improving our school But how
will our t develop to its

full potential when Campaign
UMass brings in a record breaking

$40 million las it did last year),

vet funds cannot be set asW
one of the school's moat important

The 010 'iitract is not merely

an issue of labor, but one of edu-

cation. Graduate students are not

merely employees, but teachers

and students as well Their
demands are not unreasonable and
will onlv provide for better work-

ing and learning environments.

ting down at a table is a start.

however, real progress will not be

made until the dispute

For settlement, the administration

must make concessions. Settle the

contract and move on with the

educational process — thai it the

reason whs we ate all here.

igned td 'epresent

the /rid/, 'intuit of the

C ollcgian / Jnonal Board

Deferred priorities
uD eferred maintenance"

may be the buzz-words
of the University of

Massachusetts commu-
nis these days, but dilapidated

buildings are nothing new to this

Freshman year, my third week of

school, on my birthday of all days,

late September rains began to fall

inside my 22nd floor room in

George Washington Tower A minor
inconvenience, nothing a little

spackle won't fix — or so I thought.

After conversations
with my residential

assistant and dorm
maintenance staff. I

was informed the

University had placed

me and several other

lloormaics in qsssW

ajVmned roosns 1

Washing-ion l

required a new roof,

and repairs wouldn't
be made until the fol-

lowing summer brtM •
"™*^^™

Thc> knew this beforehand, but

. ned seven of us to the con-

demned rooms anyway
I was actually willing to live

among strategically-placed buckets

of water and droplets of curiously

bubbling ceiling plaster just to pre-

serve the new friendships I'd made
on my floor. I begged my RA not to

move me and separate me from my
roommate After all. I was living on

a special Talent Advancement
Program (TAP) floor with other

freshmen in my major; we had class-

aether, a peer mentor on our
floor and a veritable support system

for fledgling first-years.

To my dismay, the RA showed me
pictures of the fiberglass piping and

indoor drainage system the room's

inhabitants had rigged up the previ-

ous year and the Director of
Housing phoned me personally to

tell me I had to move. It was a

health hazard to live there, and of

M the University had to protect

itself from lawsuits — even though

thev were the ones who put mc
there in the first place.

Mv experience is only a micro
cosm of the tortured slate of the

buildings on this campus At the

Faculty Senate meeting last

Thursday \uc Chancellor for

Administration and Finance. Paul

Page and Director of Facilities

Planning, lames Cahill revealed the

results of an audit of all campus
buildings which estimated the repair

bill at a whopping $WS million.

The longer the

I niverMtv puts off

making repairs as

they arise, the more
money it coats M >n

the long run In fact.

Page and Cahill said

unlets the cimou.
pena

»n» for liclr

maintenance b> SIS
million in the next

20 years, the nearly

$400 million price
mmm̂ ^^^m tag will go up The

projected cost of repair is so high,

the Univer*it> i« IBM considering

demolishing build- _^_^____
ings and putting

new ones in their

place to save

money

Laura M«>ck

UMass is going to

pay a very dear price

UMass is going for procrastination,

priceU procriiti

r

and it won 't only be
nation, and it ,n d Hars and cetltS.

"

won t only be in -

dollars and cents.

rding to Scott's plan. UMass
will have some pretty nice looking

lecture halls with no professors at

their podiums On the other hand,

some buildings are so bad faculty

are having a hard time adequately

conducting classes. It's a

chicken or the-egg debate, and
either way we students have the

moat to lose

I nlortunatel) . the I niverMtv has

very few options here It can apply

for funding through state b

the UMass Building Author
its own operating budget — transla-

tion increase tuition Renovated,

but empty classrooms University

officials can petition state (escala-

tors and the governor for support
— but with a capital spending cap

in Massachusetts practically

.debacle

froi

But some
solution hac to be obtained, some-

how.
I mil we do thiv demands made

of the administration such as those

pring following the Goodell
Takeover have to be forced to the

back burner The I niverMtv cannot

^^_^^___^_ increase the

percentage of

minority profes-

Mfft or divert

programs on
campus if it

cannot hire any

professors.

I Mass is

going to pay in

the long run.

In order to allocate monies towards

the dirclv needed building repairs.

Chancellor David K. Scott has

stripped funds used to hire facultv

Specifically, the "early retirement

proposal" contained in Scott's

Strategic Action Plan calls for retire-

ment of 400 faculty between
i^vjr. 98. with only 50 percent of

those positions to be re-hired. A
total loss of 1.000 faculty and staff

members is projected by the year

2000.

whether it be through tuition hikes,

faculty loss or jusi dealing with the

damaged buildings lust like I was
willing to live in a leakv room
freshman year. I am certainly will

ing to sit in an ugly lecture hall, in

a chair with broken springs and no

table to write on — if it means
retaining and hiring professor* who
will give me the quality education I

expect from UMass.
Laura Stock is Managing Editor

of the Collegian.

We encourage our readers to respond to the contents of the Collegian

through letters to the editor.

Letters must be typed, no more than 400 words long, and include name, address and

phone number for confirmation purposes.

They can be submitted by mail to Ed/Op Editor, Daily Collegian, 113 Campus Center,

UMass, Amherst MA 01003; bv email to lctterc@oitvms.oit.umass.edu;

or by fax to (413) 545-1592.
The Collegian reserves the right to edit letters for length, clarity, and style.

Dooncsbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU

UH. excuse Arc,

LApytW7H7H&
\JtA977C*HA*U.r(

A lesson in bigotry
It's

been four-and-a-half years

since that warm, muggy
September evening, during the

first week ot mv freeasVM year in

IW I hadn't yet unpacked m> I.O.U.

sweatshirts, I hadn't yet been to

Hobart. I still thought Kddic \ eddct

was a god. Mv room on the fourth floor

of Pierpont wa» airless, and the walls

were sweating, so I went out onto the

comer bakony that faces Cance to cool

off Out there I heard the sounds of

violence emanate from in front of the

Hampden Dining Hall. It was the

sound of a race riot. The noise bounced

off (he various low rise and tower

donns so that it seemed to be coming

from all directions.

in echoes which ^^^^^BB^^R
like the whole ^^^I^Ull
issue of race itself

II l\ CN

— disoriented and confused mv
Since that day. race has continued to

be an issue I cannot seem to figure out.

but one which I feel I am coming to

understand ^ ou might expect someone

me to UMass a bigot, but it

appears I may leave one. and strangely

enough, that may be a good thing.

During the pre- U Mats days I spent

in mv hometown, (he suburban bastion

of whiteness that i* Wobum. Id gueat I

came into contact with about sen differ-

ent black people in 18 years of Irving

My whole sense of who blacks were (as

if ihev were all of one mind) was
severely skewed. My only exposure to

them (notice the polar opposition I set

up) came from books and newspapers.
TV and rap music.

The latter of these probably served

as my greatest influence, particularly

artists such as Ice Cube and Public

Kncrny I was an angry young kid. and I

feh an affinity with the rage that came
through on albums such as "It Takes a

Nation of Millions to Hold Is Back"

and "AmenKKKa's Most Wanted * As

a result. I began to sec the whole black

Wot f ten's Hockey in

Nagano <Si Amherst

race as people who were going through

the same sorts of things I was. And as a

budding writer, how could I not root

lor the free speech nghts of Ice-T and

the 2 Live Crew?
But it's not like I wasn't a white sub-

urban kid. My friends and I used to all

tell those black jokes thai begin with

-\\h> do " and "What's the differ

ence between ?" But around the time

I was in junior high I stopped laughing

ji them. I stopped telling them After

that, one friend ot nunc would always

follow such a joke by saying m a mock

mg lone "Oh wail, don't say those

jokes around Hayes, cause he loves

black people "
I used to just tell him he

was ignorant, but

aaaal maybe what he

__________ said betrayed an™™™™^^^^ ignorance in

myself

I see now that I had become a liberal

in the worst way. I became the patron-

izing liberal Cornel West describes in

this excerpt from his book "Race

Matters:"

"|h lot |whiie| liberals, black people

are lo be "included" and "integrated"

into "our" nid culture. |an

approach | which fails to sec that the

presence and predicaments of black

people are neither additions to nor

uons from American life, but

rather constitutive element* of that

tn time I recogniird my friend was

saying, even if it wasn't what he intend

ed to say. when he mocked me.

Hayes loves black people

Hayes treats blacks differently based

on the cokw erf their >km

Hayes is a bigot.

This wasn't something I recognized

overnight I was still patronizing and

condescending mv whole freshman

year. I read race into a lot of issues.

When a black kid got mad at a white

kid tor playing Dr Dre's "The

Chronic." because of the album's liber-

al use of the word "nigger." I felt com-

pelled to side with the black kid

because I let race dictate (he issue

When groups on campus attacked the

Minute-man mascot as a racist "white

man with a gun," 1 fell compelled to

agree.

Then during my sophomore year. I

was given an assignment by my college

willing teacher: go to an event where

vou are not part of the majority and

wnte about it This is gonna be easy."

I said. "No sweat."

A couple of days utter, in the 1 1th

hour before the assignment was due. I

set out across campus from Southwest

to the New Africa House to see some

sort of art exhibition there. During the

walk I was thinking about ways I could

wnie this assignment before class, and

I walked faster to make up some time

But then when I saw my destination

come into view, a part of me froze up

I hadn i expected this My liberal views

suddenly seemed far away. I paced in

front of the building for a couple of

minutes before going inside When I

looked into a black face to ask about

the exhibit, my eyes might have

iwi(chcd slightl) Maybe out of dis

comfort Public Knemy hadn't pre-

pared me for this.

I was told that the exhibit was
closed, and I walked out feeling a

sense of relief of which I felt terribly

ashamed. I wiped my sweating pabns

off in disgust.

Now. I try to look people in the eye.

I try to talk to them, not who I might

assume them to be Yet I sometimes

look away in conversation, attach stig-

ma to people. -But after graduation. I

won't return home the same
Wobumite I left at Maybe there's

hope for me. and the white suburbs,

yet.

Paul Hayet it a Collegian ttaff

To the i

I commend Casev Kane on writing

the artxi A onsen Bring Focus

to Olympics" trcb <*>) 1 ike Casey- '

think ii is great that more women are

involved, and allowed to be involved

in sports, especially ice hockey I also

appreciate the coverage the U.S.

Olympic Hockey team is getting by

both news piogiams and the CoUepan
However. Casey does not need to

look as far as Nagano, lapan to find

courageous women breaking into the

world of hockev The UMass Women's
Ice Hockey Club Team has been a part

of the university for the past five yean
with this year being its best with a win-

ning record of 7-1 With sunn
I

hockey in the Olympics, this is an ideal

time for the Collegian lo cover the

UMass women's hockey games as well

as for the University to begin support-

ing this club team rather than trying to

^ru^h K

The primary excuse for preventing

the team from going varsity is funding,

but if twentv five University women
can fund this learn. I certainly think

that the Athletic Department can fig-

ure out how to do it too. I am asking

you. the CoUepan and members of the

UMass community, not only to show
support for the women making hockev

historv in Nagano, but also those who
attend vour school and are struggling

to make history here at UMass.

Emma M. lanardhanan

UMass Women's Ice Hockey

Rush to war
is sickening

To the editor:

To the old adage about the

inevitability of death and taxes, must

we now include war against Iraq? Ii

appears the path to combat, per usual,

is developing an inexorable momen-
tum. The combination of superior fire-

power, soaring popularity at home and

an agreed-upon arch-villain in

Saddam Hussein makes war appear

low-risk.

Bui I find the rush to war sickening.

Why doesn't the U.S. media publicize

the one million Iraqi deaths brought

from the aftermath of Desert Storm

and the crippling U.N. economic sanc-

tions? Is it that emaciated children are

not photogenic? Do pricks of con-

MagajBI fail to increase viewer ratings

Letters to the Editor

and newspapers sales?

As in the Vietnam War. American

pilots — and the patriotic hordes who
support them — are estranged from

the actual devastation our bombs
engender Instead it is sold as a type of

laser surgery only the "bad" par

be destroyed. But because Saddam
Hussein is to easv to vflUy, the entire

counm which he heads becomes the

new "evil empire* by extension: there

fore, destroy ii all and. of course, feel

good about it

And unless there is an unprecedent-

ed popular groundswell here opposed

to the war. it will soon be coming to a

TV near you If it's not clear what the

fighting will achieve, how manv arc-

killed or why we're fighting at all.

push these concerns aside hn|ov the

special effects. The government cen-

sors will only allow visuals that won't

diMurh vou.

R. |av Mlain

W. Yarmouth. MA

Indifference helps

injustice continue

Totheediioi

Michael Messaros' column
("Mumia-fever," Feb. 19) quoted a

flyer which used the word "righteous"

to describe the death of Officer

Faulkner |who Abu-|amal has been
convicted of killing |. The full quote-

was that Mumia Abu- lamal was
framed for "the righteous 1981 killing

of a Philly cop engaged in an act of

police brutality." The organizations

responsible for this flyer, including

Friends of RAIL (Revolutionary
Ami Imperialist League), do not

advocate killing cops, bul they do
advocate self-defense against police

brutality. A mountain of evidence
strongly suggests that Mumia is inno-

cent. Elsewhere in the editorial.

Messaros admits to having researched

the question and having doubts about

Mumia's guilt, as many people do. In

legal terms, this translates into rea-

sonable doubt, which is supposed to

result in the acquittal of a defendant.

Messaros calls for carefully examin-

ing the facts before deciding one's

opinion on the issue. Well, presenting

facts about the issue is exactly what
we were attempting to do: the flyer in

question advertised the March 4 pre-

sentation of a BBC documentary on
Mumia's case.

Messaros states that there are many
others on death row whose guilt is

questionable, but are unfortunately

getting less iiitention. We agree. That

i> why we are organizing for lericho

'9g. on March 27 in Washington.
D i. to raise awareness about the

over I H> political prisoners serving

time in IS prisons.

Overall. Messaros' editorial Ii

demonstrative of our generation 's

apathy for social and political issues

He exemplifies our generation's

stereotype in saying "Don't tell me
about it Set up a booth at

l.ollapalooza." The issues of racism

police brutality and wrongful tmpns

onment of political dissidents are

underexposed — yet Messaros shows
disdain for efforts to raise awareness

of these issues. Unfortunately, many
of our generation deem these, and
other seriou* -ocial problems, to he

irrelevant to their nvc« Now is the

time for the youth of today to take a

stand with lericho '98.

|. Williams

MassRAII

IThank you, UMass}

To the edit

My foster son. Ensenio. and I have

just completed four days of fundrais-

ing in the Campus Center Concourse
toward a Cosfa Rica Rainforest Studv

Trip.

I would like to thank and honor all

the wonderful contacts and the

expressions of support extended to us

in the process.

There were some individuals whose
efforts and collaboration made the

whole thing possible. Elizabeth Dale.

Director of the Campus Center, gave

receptivity, informative direction and
encouragement from the start. The
Student Union Commission, lead bv

Zoe Camera, gave consent and gra-

cious coordination. AHORA. the orga-

nization of Latino students, and it-

president. Roxanne Torres, were
warmly enthusiastic to our activities.

Thanks also to Bcrcia Zaniewski of

the Campus Center Bookstore
Administration, the students who
staffed the Information Desk.
Collegian photographer Lauren
Kosky. and the two jewelry vendor*
who also had tables on the concourse
and fielded innumerable questions
from Ensenio.

To all these and the many students,

employees, and guests who purchased
our items and shared their time and
interest with us. we extend a very
hearty thank you.

Rani Turner
Amhcrsi
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Glister thrills Ballroom Michael Keek's one-man show is

a unique exploration of violence
By Alexis Wiggins

Collegian Cor respondent

cocamrf cue* >

From left to right Dave Hinkl«y, Thomas Gorman, Patnck Yerby, Chris Heath and Bob Horn of the group

Sameasyou

By Tomor Corrol

CoaegaonSlaK

GOSTH / SAMEASY0U
5h/o9ftt Union BoMrootri

Fab 20

Boston-area groups. Custer

and Samcasyou. teamed up tor a

truly entoyable shovvat the Student

t nion Ballroom last Friday night

Samcasyou started the esenu

uith several songs from their debut

(. It listen . released this paM
September by Reverse Curse

Js listen features 10 songs

written bv vocalist and Berklee

College of Music student Patrick

Yerby.

Sanu.i-v..u pleased the audience

with their cheerful pop sound and

energy, a hit of a mis. bets* eon Ben

Folds Five and Phish. The five-man

group's 'Montana" and "Mosuuitos

A hreflies part I" stood out.

explaining why Sameasyou was
nominated for a Bosion Music

Award for 'Outstanding New iod
an Indie 1 abel

"

Drummer Thomas Gordon look

the mic to deliver an unforgel

table cover of "Love Sh
Gordon's powerful voice and per-

lui tuning got the XX) audience

members moving and singing

along.

i a brief intermission. Guster.

the "Best I ive Act" of the 1^7
Mum.. Awards, took the

stage to enthrall the audience for an

hour and a half.

The three -man group, featuring

two acou«iic guitars and a M of

bongos and congas, drew (he

in with iheir melodious vocal har-

monies and Mrong emotion.

Gutter played several songs from

oi\ recent album. Coldfly.

which was named the "Independent

J of ihe Year" at the I ^8
Boston Music Awards.

..lists Ryan Miller and Adam
Gardner delivered great soulful

sound in "X-Ray F.yes" and "Rocket

Ship"
'Medicine" was perhaps the most

memorable tune of the night, featur-

ing Miller and Gardner's manipula

lion of the strings.

Brian Rosenworcel's exploits on

the bongos also thrilled the crowd,

and contributed much to ihe band's

distinctive sound

The group, which formed in

I992 at Tufts University, also

played some tracks off its debut

album. Parachute, which was
named "B> Vbuni"

in 19°) bv The Boston Globe

VOICES IN THE RAIN: THE STRUGGLE FOR SURVIVAL AND
HOPE

fiowker Auditorium

Feb 20

I d-l Friday night in Bovvker Auditorium the energetic

voung actor. Michael Keck, performed his one-man chow.

in the Ram Ihc Struggle for Sunnal and Hope, a

lealing with the intricacies of violence and incarcer-

ation in America today

Keck s show j "mixed media performance thang." was a

lull hour and a half ol different characters' stories juxta-

posed with music, sound and images. The images, projected

onto two huge screens positioned behind Keck ranged from

pictures ol voung children to images of barcodes. Atik

flags and inner ciiv scenes. The sound was an intense mix of

drum beats, rap and everyday noises, like police sirens and

car alarm- Keck incotpoiutcd all ol this within his various

vignettes of even da v life in Black America

Mis characters, a mixture of convicts young African

American men and abused children, all expressed a simi-

lar sentiment the difficulty in struggling to survive in

violent communities

In the Lniled Slates, there arc more men of color in

prison than in schools or universities Keck feels that there

it a direct correlation between family violence and incar-

ceration. Victims of family violence have a high likelihood

of going lo prison, a place lhat Keck believes, "intensities

the tendency towards violence * Unfortunately

admits lor many young men todav prison life is an

improvement fiom thai on the street or in the home
kuk's originality in text often comes from incidents in

his own life. In a short discussion after the performance.

•Id the audience that he has been wrongfully arrest-

ed almost a dozen times because he matched the descrip-

tion of a criminal His opening sketch, a scene in which a

young man hears someone breaking into his house and

calls 91 1, is from one of those experiences. The MeTM Ii

based on an actual event in which Keck heaid some one-

breaking into his parents' home in the middle of ihe night

Keck rushed to the kitchen lo call the police and flashed

(he lights to scare off the burglar When he heard the

police pull up he went outside (o meet them, and he was

arrested on the spot, having been mistaken for the perpe-

trator.

Along with experiences of his own. I Man i'» the Ram also

contains the stories of various inmates thai Keck inter-

viewed Keck found thai roughly "eight out of ten of the men
I talked to had no interest in schooling whatsoever, and had

been abused in the home " The many characters that F

portrayed who were convicts often seemed to prefer prison

to the outside world One of his personalities joked, "The

order in prison, and you always dine H time
"

Although the show is an enthralling multimedia event.

Michael Keck doesn't perform it regularly The first per-

formance of the Ram was in lulv

through Minneapolis Illusion Theater directed .v Kent

Stephens Keck and his crew have since taken their show

to Virginia New Orleans and Pernsvlvania Bui F.

explains that they have never recer .-d any gTanis lor the

show, so he will perform il OaTM somewhere and then

has to go home and get a "real job' for a while \N hen he

has the money and the energy, he and his stage crew

laborate and take the show for another run

What does Keck wish (o achieve wn! >t the

Rain"? 'I hope this production will stimulate a commu-
nity dialogue that examines the solutions to the problems

of violence within our communities.'

Michael Keck is a recipient of both the

and American Critics Awards for his muak i

in other dramatic works

The answer my friend- is in The Daily Collcgian-the

answer is in The Daily Collegian., oh yes- and how

narnj times do we have to say WRITE for us? Oh and

jw many times can we say write for ARTS, SPORTS.

NEWS. EP-op, Black Affairs and moreJalala.
L_

r I ^

GRIEF SUPPORT
GROUPS

REFLECT, The tlvc coltefc tcnwcmcM Support

Program. oActl grief support sctmccs tree ot" charge to

underizrailuatc and graduate students who have experi-

enced the death of someone the\ love, (iroups are small,

confidential, and meet weekly for a period of 8 weeks

Knrollment is happening now. I'le.ise call soon if vou are-

interested! Pre-resistration is required.

* TUESDAY GROUP 7:30- ^oopm

* WEDNESDAY GROUP 6:30-S:00pm

for more infonn/itinn, calk 577-53 1

6

REFLECT is sponsored by the / .IM.S.V Pain of students Office.

HELPING OTHERS
and

OURSELVES DEAL
with

SICKNESS & DYING
\ PANEL DISCUSSIOIS

TAiesday, February 24, 7pm, Hillel House
388 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

PANELISTS
Rabbi Nancy Flam
Co-Founder of the Jewish Heal-

ing Center and a pioneer in the

field ofJewish healing.

' -w III aa.e.1' - a» •**

Michael Keck performs his one-man show Voices in the Rain, a coaection of vignettes about violence in America

i
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• 50% Student Discounts

• Right in Amherst

• Space is Limited! Call...

Free Info S*man Wed Feb 25th@ 7:00 pm. lord Jeffrey Inn. Amhertl Common

. •* at t(**>

Farm. 4 '584 9153
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Henry Simkin, M.D.
Family physician at Kaiser Perma-

nente's Northampton Health Cen-

ter & Member of Massachuestts Eth-

ics Committee of Kaiser Permanent*

Cooperative Education MBA
at Northeastern Universit)

Nothing Beats Experience.
Following six months of intensive study, our students

spend six months employed in paid. MBA-level

positions with some of the top companies in America.

A final nine months in the classroom completes the

degree. The next class starts this June.

A representative will be at your Campus Career

Network Employment Options Office on Thursday.

March 5. Call 545-6263 to schedule an informational

interview. For more information, contact Daniel

Gilbert at dgilhertCg>cba.neu.edu or 6 1 7-373-5960.

t«.N t,

r
*»ttB)»»,

*%

Northeastern University

Graduate Schwl of

Business Administration

350 Dodge Hall

360 Huntington Avenue
Boston. MA 021 15

www.cba.neu.edu/gsba

Vt^oVoN

and Culture

« u tf -;• v>x

Summer

I'Tt^r^ "earning at

UMass Boston

Sponaortd by tJMaaa IWW and in pari by I UiW't Jacob Burn 'i tjidciwmrat in Ethica

How do we find strength and support for one

another during times of serious illness & dying? II
'

* *

\
\

3
O

2

*yv

cc ^

ranges far

and wide.

AffMn MlmnstmlH Ctmrntuwnhk

For information about these programs-

and over fire hundred courses available on campus
this summer, contact thei

Division of Continuing Education

University of Massachusetts Boston

100 Morrissey Blvd.

Boston, MA 02125-3393

617.287.7915

www.conted.umb.edu

dce@umbsky.cc.umb.edu

Time Programs that put you to work
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Students shineinUmojaTalentShowl Birth of a new soimd
fcf *->\ oine beyond the boundaries are mixing in iunk with poetry. c<

By Edgar A. Bunas
Caiman Staff

In celebration of Black HittOT)

Month, k*a Phi Theta Fraternity. Inc.,

rWt.i Beta Chapter held its filth annual

j Talent Show at the Campus
Center Auditorium

A i. I act> were present.

>unh included student Irom

the L niversiry of Massachusetts, the

hive C'ollejfe area and the Springfield

aiva

The talent show provided the audi-

ence with a variety of diverse perfor

mance* which included dance groups,

singer*, poets, rap groups and a reggae

• mmtwm "Hver\bod\ had a
.1 bv N

indes.

E. Todman. Shirley Bruno. Tanya
Allen and April Andrews, coUecmc-ly

known as "Premium " The first place

quartet brought home the pri/c aj

$400 fat their efforts.

went to Stephanie

Hope, a UMass student/poet. She was

awarded $200.

Third place went to singer Toria

Wise, a UMass graduate student. She

won SUM
The audience was composed of stu-

dents from virtually every background

and race. including

\Iikjii American*. Africans.

Haitians. Latinos. Asians.

Furopean Americans and——— Caribbean Americans.

\bod\ had a

*—~V ' ™ good time and we had no

a good time and UV had secuntv problems It wasZ^ »o security problems.

Kids (rap group > // saajsj a successful
I he talent

,
.

-ho* had a panel tlVflt Utld UV hope
" ,ud|iCi

that irer\bt>d\ comes
I v i n

Rodriguez.
Momque De La

out again next year.

lose Corporan,

k td Phi Beta

Bu.h
Done
\! Ki

Nelson
Ren.

i

~~—""

[>oll\ femandes
Chri>tine Warner,

ibtnsun Vuland Dafey and

1 i'.vnes

lesunts were judged on show

saanahip, appearance and originality.

r«ch category of performance

rated on a scale of one to five, with

five being the ragheat.

fcach act was aloned a naunum of

of stage time. Any per

the time

point from

each category for every minute over

the time lank.

The competition ended with three

First piece was won by four

•rodents from I Mass Allans

a successful event and we
hope that everyb
comes out again next

\cai ' |oM Corporan. a

member of lota Phi

Theta. said

"I enjoyed the show as

a whole." freshman
Anita Monteiro reflected

on the evening's festm

"But in particulai I

realb enjoyed the perfor-

mances by singer 1 etitiah Ftheridgc.

the dance group C P . and rap artists

r mI I Vim."
Freshman Hydn Vales,

enjoyed the -how. "I give a lot aj

credit to everybody who went up
there and performed because it's

tough getting up there on stage in

of a bat ori big crowd'

A party was held afterwards at the

Malcolm X Cultural Center in the

Siuthwest area of campus.

"The after party was great."

Corporan said

"We had a packed house, and
everybody had a good time. At long

as there are no fights at our i

I'm a happy camper
'

Springfield dance group C P performs at I 'mouj Spring Ta

night

Labeled black and white in America

One is labeled a man of oo intelligence and

cheat Jus wa> out of many opposing

a msn with knowL
edpr MipfNgnHaV One of thee men is m
(he qualities needed to make him s man of high

stature, and the other is already a symbol of great

prestige One man has been created to be a burden

of society and the other is the savior of the envi-

ronment in which the First man has corrupted

I nl.Ttunaielv these men have been labeled by

.wording the color of their «kin. In the

eyes of many, race defines the character
"""""*""~~

and identity oi these people. Many fol- Whctt mOSt
low a belief that in no way are these .

men alike However, both men people picture Q
share much of the same heritage and blUCk „wn t fjey
background, therefore this belief it J

contradici automatically see
These men are representatives of two ,

•

statistic
-trugglmg to coexist in a society "'"' ua u »'««•»«'*-

which ha* upheld many unequal beliefs of the lower
during it- MM , ._,,

ty is built on a founds- C'laSS. TIlCX SCC U
lion of separation due to many differ- ffinn {(>$$ fortU-
encc*. one of them being race. Based /
on the first impressions of many peo- tlUte M life.

pie. race plays a major role when < I

ing to decide what type of lifestvlc .i

person live* There are many charac-

lics about a person which can cause him or

her to be stereotyped by his or her peers, but it is a

shame that after so many vear* our mast) is -till

*tcreut\ping people. Many people in society, Mill

judge people bv the iheir skin instead of

the individuality of the person. This is when the

liibcling protest takes action Who is nch and who
is poor? Who is strong and who is weak? Who is

«mart. who i* dumb Who does honest work for a

living and who sclhcdrugs lor a living

'

Although u may not be right, most of us make
these types of judgr nout rejIK giving it

any thought This is a societSMHMwnich origi

nated hundreds of years before our time With the

formation of these evil habits also came our image

of how the ideal man should appear and how he

should carry himself.

When most people picture a white man. they

,*i a well-educated man with a well-paying

job. They see a man who walks through the park

with his family and takes them on
family outings such as picnic* They

also picture him having a closet

overflowing with expensive suit*

Hi- casual dress consists of light

brown Dockers along with moc
castes and a white dress shirt with

rial sleeve* rolled up to "flash" his

new Rolex watch
When tno*t people picture a

black man. they automatically see

him as a statistic of the lower class.

They see a man less fortunate in

life. His picnics are replaced by

long hard hours of work for mini-

mum wage. Hi* walks to the park

arc instead walks to the street

corner in order to provide the

neighborhood drug addict* with the *upplie* need-

ed to fulfill their habit* Hi* Dockers are instead

baggy jeans and rugged hiking boot*

I nlortunatelv. these stereotypes sometimes ^.m

not be changed because thi* i* how many perceive

the two men. due to the events that have taken

place in our country's history and their upbring-

ing.

A few hundred years ago, America was not a

Damnum McLaren

powerful economic countrv Fhis home o! Iibertv

and freedom was once the home pi *hackles and
chains Slavery plagued the land due to a starving

civilization eager to build and expand However,

the enslaved weren't just any and all people, these

were men and women of a race t 'ereo-

typedi as subordinate because of the color of their

skin

In the mist of all this racial tension, the people

of America are still divided, allowing one race to

be the dominant to the other Stemming from this

is the stereotyping that takes place in today's soci-

etv Our country's history of discrimination and
separation is the major cause of the *tereotvpmg

which takes place today By *tudying history, we
see that America is a country that is full of racial

separation, superiority and inferiority between dif-

ferent races, discrimination and hate.

Millions of people in America who are consid

cred white, in actuality, arc not "white ." If a new
method of categorizing race was devised, millions

of black people would not be "black." As a attai
of fact, we are all black and we are all white lit

course no two people are the same, but aaj should

all view ourselves as equals. Since race is a label

that lessens equality in today's society, we have to

come to grips with the fact that most of us share

the same heritage and come from similar back-

grounds. We can all realize the fact that we are all

equal. These labels of color and ethnic background

are just stereotypes which perpetrate the separate

of human kind instead of bringing us together as

one.

By ridding our society of these labels, we can

acknowledge the fact that we are one. which
makes it much easier for us to coexist on earth as

the human race.

Dammon McLaren is a UMass student

One Time For The Mind: We Are Still Here

In honor of Black History Month. I

am proud to realize that through

400 years of slavery, as a race, we
are still here.

Though at times the discussion of

black unity is to return to our root*, it*

time 10 remember that America has

been the second root to many Black

Americans today. Whether or not we
realize it. America has had a funda-

mental role in the way
we have trangressed

Brvei the years. This

land wa* built on the

emasculating effort* of oppression. The
"i*ni*" that plague us to this day were

planted when the United States were

founded.

Racism, colorism, hndsa, <Ju*-i*m

are BOOK of these "isms." and the list

n. There are many panels, confer-

ence-, workshops, and information ses-

sion- about how, as a country, we can

change same of the negative practices

of racism, but has anyone really

stopped for one second to think? Once

again, our nation from the beginning

was built on then- ill i*m traits. The

part that astounds me the most ll thai

these "isms" mostly ettect the people

who helped to create this nation! Black

history month is not just for the

African- American, but it is also inter-

connected with the struggles and

ipUahmentt of our cultural peers

(Native Americans for examples).

Allana E. Todman

Native Americans reigned in their tribal

lands before the states came to asjs-

tence They honored the trees and the

very ground they walked on. "There

was a great difference in the attitude

taken by the Indian and the Caucasian

toward nature, and this difference

made one a conservationist. The
Indian, as well as all other creatures

that were given birth and grew were

sustained by the com-

mon mother-earth."

Teresa Amott,
co-auther of the book,

"Race, Gender Bnd Work." said.

This land, was respected and hon-

ored by the Native Americans.
Responsibilities between women and

.en were based on what needed to be

taken care of. The term "gender divi-

sion" was not a part of their vocabu-

lary. For example, women from the

Ojibway tribe built lodges and decided

who would be allowed 10 *tay in their

home. In our university town of

Amherst, we can take notice that the

oppression of the Native American was

evident by looking at a quote that

leffrey Amherst made in 1752.

"You will be well advised to infect

the Indians with sheets upon which

small pox patients have been lying or

by any other means which may serve to

exterminate this accursed race." stated

Amherst To create the States, a force-

ful effort of deleting all parts of their

culture took place. Forcing young *tu

dent* to attend all American schools,

where they could not speak their native

language, is just one way that this

began to demean the Native American

race. Don't you see it was in this same
way that the early African- American,

was forced to lose thier original identi-

ty? Creating false names for the slave

was provided by the slave masters.

Similiarly. like the Native Americans,

we as a Black race were forced not to

speak in our native language. Once
again, as a minority, we are all still

here Through the struggles and geno-

cide, we have managed to take some
pieces of our early roots with us. For

starters we can observe the way we
dress.

Now vail ever wonder why you will

see a brother decked out in Tommy
Hilfiger. when you know he can't even

afford to buy his books for school? Or
when a sister will spend her last check

to get that weave, extensions or a touch

up? Once again it starts with the slav-

ery days. Creating this nation, we
didn't have money, but what we did

have was pride in the depths of our
hearts.

Pride that allowed us as slaves to dis

tinguish ourselves by braiding our hair

in distinct patterns. We showed our
pride by sewing our own dresses for

going out in the fields to work. As an
outsider looking into the minority cul-

ture, one might not understand the way

we jam to those songs that force us to

thrust our hips the way that we do. Or
perhaps tilt our heads forward and
back to the deep bass in our music It*

the distant African drum that silently

echoes throughout all of the R&B and

Rap music we hear. These are rhythms

that beckon. Latino/as. Asians, and

Native Americans to embrace the dis-

tinct but similiarities of an oppressed

race.

Though twenty eight days were *et

aside for America to acknowledge our

"blackness" we all know that we realize

it every time we look into the minor.

But if this is the only time that you have

stopped to reflect on our history as a

people, you should feel proud. When
you go to that class and realize that you

feel as if you are out of place because

you are the only person of color, that's

when you push your shoulders back

and sit in the front of the clas* ()i

when you step into an interview fully

aware of you capabilities, but are

doubtful that the employer is certain of

his or her confidence in you. that's

when you speak in a more assertive

tone. For this Black History month,

begin today to assume the position,

that there is no wrong reasoning for the

reasons you arc at where you are today.

We Arc Still Here!!

Allana E. Todman is a Collegian

Columnist.

Going beyond the boundaries

of tedious R&B and com-
mercial hip-hop, a break-

through of a new sound in music has

finally found its way to the music

chart* and radio stations. Artists like

F.rykah Badu. Maxwell and Eric

Benet are refining black music and

song in what some call "alternative"

R&B and others call "neo-clsssic

soul."

The years 199b and 1997 were,

unfortunately, branded by oversexed

singers and overpaid rappers more
concerned with singing about dri-

ving a Mercedes-Benz and wearing

Versace clothing rather than
expressing true lyrical skills and
musical dexterity. However, while

the craze for nostalgic 80s beats

developed, the desire to hear a dif

lerent sound rose as well.

Reminiscent of legendary singers

like Bilhe Holiday. Marvin Gaye and

Roberta Flack, a return to soul/jazz

is now the new hype

soul has been
attempting to create

a new vibe o( mu*ic

me time now. but struggled

through artists like Digable Planets.

Mint Condition and even D'Angelo.

who all tried to integrate different

genres into mainstream R&B and
hip hop Vet with the release of

Erykah Badu't first album.
"Baduizm." acting as a catalyst for

the growing attention towards this

I creativity, the music audi-

ence seems to be sitting on the edge

of their seats waiting for the promise

that deeper music is bringing to the

market

I there is an entire army of

new artists having the guts to show
their love for music and taking the

initiative to put something of sub-

stance on the market They are step-

ping away from the

"booty-this-and-fresk-me-baby-ag

atest-mc" trend to conjure an eclec

tic sound of creativity, bringing back

the richness of soul and blues with

the authenticity of live bands They

Shirley Bruno

are mixing in funk with poetry, cel-

los with snares, and food for

thought with visions of love.

Appealing to both the younger and

older generations, as well as diltci

ent cultures, they still maintain their

versatility and freshness

The best part is that these artist-

arc comparable only because they

operate on a similar level, not

because they look or sound alike

Each style is distinctive, each vote*

is unique and every individual image

is bona Fide, lust the intonation ol

their bohemian voice* i* Mining and

mlectious anticipation fat this new

sound

The birth of neo soul is a timelv

refreshing change of pace and a

much needed antidote lor those of

us who are disappointed with the

monotonous direction R&B is dri-

ving toward It is nearly impossible

not to hear the rumble from soul

artists like Dionne Farris. Groove
Theory. Common
Sense. Me'Shell
NedegeCello. Adriana

Evans. The Roots and

others who deserve a closer, more

intimate look from the public eye

I only wonder whether neo-soul i*

here to stay or just a phase with a

*hurt life expectancy After all. it has

reared its head many times before

with marginal success. Well, perhaps

neither the industry nor the public

were ready then, but now the redec

oration of music seems inevitable

and these performers definitely have

enough talent to establish them
telvet in the changing world of

muMc In a proces* Mtnilar to the

separation of alternative fiom rock

neo-soul is producing a new angle

for black music and its culture

This new class of music sustenance

is one which is long overdue
Con*idering that these raw talents

are now stepping up to the mic hard,

it seems fitting to let this sou/, in the

words of Maxwell, "keep roc kin' til

the cops come knockin'
"

Shirley Bruno is a I Mass student

An image of black men
The image of the black male

dominating American main-

stream culture has. in essence,

become a monolithic art form.

Time and time again, we see and

hear strong black males blatantly wear-

ing their masculinity on their sleeves

while displaying their talents and skills

Many athletes and rap artists talk dis

parsgingly about the hostile environ

men! that has shaped their hardened

consciousness. They boast how, with

strength and courage, they

have survived the hard-

core elements of their

neighborhood. They tell

compelling stories of

growing up young, black. COHtwl of OUT
and male in the "hood"— , ,. ...

a place where masculinity OOdteS. We CUn-
is affirmedIby acting tough nof aUQW circum
as nails and staring death

in the face Stances tO DC the

J^::^^7^ determinant of
conflict resolution are not how W€ See OUT-
offered on the streets. It is . „
no wonder you see a Selves.

of young, gifted

being displayed by mv generation of

black men A cry for help is unssiaig
from the mouth of an entire

gender-tpectfk culture

The emergence of the black middle

class and the gains of the civil right*

movement in the '60s increased the

possibility of opportunities for

African-Americans and gave our par-

ents hope for the future Nkivie* *uch

as Soul Food. Crooklyn and The
Inkwel. attempt to reunite today's pop

^^^^^^^^ ular culture with whok
some family valut

"The fact is that the past Could this be a

we need to be in
,ime wl"n ,he ""*"*

culture

black men displaying an

impenetrable gaze, hard

enough to even make death rum away

and flee.

The intimidating stare, in-your-face

dunk and the black male bravado of

the 1990's has replaced the love, com-

passion, brotherhood and unity of the

'70s. In sports, the black male can

openly say. "Hear me. see me. this is

who I am" in way that is denied in

almost every other profession or trade.

In rap music, hyper-masculine machis-

mo i* the rapper's way of reclaiming

the power lost in the moment he Finds

out that being male and black is differ-

ent from anything in America.

As a black male. I see the images

portrayed in rap videos and in athletic

arenas carried out on the streets of

Boston and Newark. I see young men
on tfv basketball court taunting oppo-

nents in a fashion that is exclusive to

the black male culture. Sometimes
when the situation calls for it. I too. do
the same. It doesn't matter that I will

have a Master's Degree in May and
thus profess to "know better" than par-

ticipate in a game of acting tough and

playing hard. I am a product of the

same socialization process that makes

it unacceptable for many men to let

down their guard and back down from

meaningless confrontations and sense-

less violence.

Fortunately for me. I have learned

much more about my own masculinity,

and what it means to be a man. I see

it* effects manifesting itself through

masculine violence in the streets and
on the playing fields.

Many black men in my generation

can relate to the rap songs that speak

to the core aspects of our reality. The
words spoken about our environment

in black popular culture are real and
glaring. Rap music in particular has

become a voice to vent those feelings,

and as a result, it has come under
tremendous fire. I think critics of rap

Marc Williams

music are missing the warning signs ate student.

and toughest will des-

perately seek refuge in

the innocence of their

past? lust listen to the

song. "All that I got is

you." by Ghostface of

Wu-Tang- Clan. Thi*

snag *ugge*i* that we
are pondering our child-

hood for a reason.

Are black males
wearing psychologi-

cal hard hats of cam-
ouflage that conceal

the gut-wrenching
turmoil and inner pain caused by the

inner-city environment? Let's call it

"inner-city blues." The "harder than

hard" mentality is an escape from our

fragile, "softer than soft" emotions.

God gave us emotions to feel, but
somewhere along the line, someone
told us that showing these feelings

would not be "cool." I am concerned. I

know there is more to my generation

than the rough and tough image that

has been glamorized and embraced by

our culture.

I love rap music. I am a part of the

hip-hop generation. I am a fan of

groups ranging from artists like

KRS-1 and Common, to groups like

The Roots and Wu-Tang-Clan. I love

sports. 1 am a former scholarship
track athlete at a Division I school.

However. I am concerned about the

facade being portrayed by rappers and
athletes who are enthralled with prov-

ing their masculinity. False bravado,

instant gratification, negative atti-

tudes and deviant behavior, for the

most part, have replaced our youth —
lost innocence and lost lives.

These attitudes are penetrating
many of our young impressionable
boys, sending the wrong message of

what it means to be a man. Lyrics that

condone the mistreatment of black
women infiltrate the minds of millions

of black boys, contributing to nega-
tive attitudes and violence against
women. We are losing a generation —
a generation that is misguided and
confused. A generation of black men
struggling to make a wuy for our-
selves, but we can't see the forest

through the trees. Today's black male
rap musicians are the voices scream-
ing for help. 1 know America hears
our songs and enjoys our athletic

prowess, but is anyone listening to

our cries?

Marc Williams is a UMass gradu-

ccinnriuoci from page 10

to preserve the victory.

"I thought that the whole team played
well. They let me see a lot of shots,"

said Regan, who got help from the
goal post on a shot by Tom Nolan with
about two minutes to play "I don't
think that we could have played any
better than we did today."

"To be honest with you, 1 really had
some doubts about going back with
Brian Regan in this game because he
didn't play that well," Mallen said

"But I know what kind of competitor
he is, and I knew that if I put him out
there tonight, then he would compete

basketball

He came out and did a great job."

UMass jumped out to a quick 1 -0 lead

at the 1:16 mark when freshman left

Turner took a feed from Stephens on a

three-on-two rush and beat a sprawl

ing Matile.

New Hampshire came right back to

knot the game at 1-1 on a breakaway

goal by Mark Mowers at 1 5:43 of the

fiiM Mowers blocked a shot by Dean
Stork, gathered the loose puck in the

neutral zone, and slid one by Regan.

Mike Guffney then put UMass back on
top at 1:11 of the second period, as he

blistered a slap shot over the right

shoulder of Matile.

The Wildcats struck right back, howev-

er, for a pair of goals in the next Five

minutes. Derek Bekar scored at 2:18,

and lason Krog netted his 30th at

6:10. From that point on, UNH con-

trolled the tempo and looked to be

heading to another victory

But thanks to some third period hero-

ics by the Minutemen. the Wildcats

didn't. Instead, the celebrating

belonged to UMass. who now trails

Merrimack by one point for the final

HE playoff spot with two weeks to go

in the season.

continued from page 10

Tyrone Weeks. UMsts' lone seni

Minutemen s overtime win against St. (osepl

the final basket of the

rday

why he's become a better

shooter."

However, the Minutemen
may be resting their tourna-

ment hopes on the effective-

ness of their big men. Lari

Ketner and Tyrone Weeks.
If Ketner * dominating play

the past few weeks is any sign

of the future, then UMass
should be confident. Ketner

has scored in double- figures

in each of the last five games,

and over the last seven, the

Philadelphia- product is aver-

aging nearly 20 points and
seven rebounds.

This includes outbursts of

33 points against Dayton
(Feb I) and 34 points — a

career high — Saturday
against St. tee's.

ne Weeks, who scored

nine points in his Final career

home game Saturday, pro-

the veteran leadership

UMass
Weeks hit the second

biggest shot of the game
Saturday With the shot Jock
running down in overtime,

and with UMass holding onto

a one point lead, the senior

knocked down a jumper just

m*ide the arc to give

Massachusetts a commanding
lead

The last real link to the

199fe Final Four team. Weeks
rt what it takes to win

big ball games and has made
it hi* trademark to be the

work horse and to sacrifice

his body for the team

hoops
continued from page 10

quarterfinal game in the William D Mullin

and are scheduled to play the winner of the East No.

S We*t No 4 game
Should the Minutewomen win the quarterfinal game.

| Mas* will also serve as the host site for the A 10

semifinal and championship games Those games are

*chedulcd for March I and 2

UMass' first ever Atlantic 10 Fast title i* just one of

several milestones the Minutewomen passed this sea-

son With UMass' win over Fordham earlier this

coach loanic O'Brien became the winningest basketball

coach in the history of UMass women's basketball, as

well a* the fir*t to achieve 100 wins.

With her eight assists against George Washington

Mitchell became UMass' all-time career assists leader.

The win over GW was another landmark for the

Minutewomen. as it was just their second victory

the Colonials in school history.

Man ilpuaiwji ' cot i snuw

Nick Stephens beats layme Filipowic/ to the puck and to the net for the gamewinner in yesterday's 4-3 upsett of

No 3 UNH

hockey
continued from page 10

careers. Until yesterday, that is

For senior goaltender Bnan Regsn i >K saves) and hi*

classmate*, thi* i* one sj then be*t win- Kn BJBJ ihe fx-*t

"We have a lot of wins that we remember and enjoy, but

it's tough to pick one out." Regan said, who pointed to

wins over Maine and Boston College in the HE playoff

play-in game in 1995 as highpoint* "ltd be different if we
were winning 20 games a year, and then you could sayrt

was that one game, but you learn to cherish all the games

you win
"

With an upcoming home-and-home series against the

Terriers this weekend, that mark might be totally rectified

for this year's senior cia**

• Along with BL you can truly consider UNH one of the

top rivals for UMass A string of one-sided victories at the

Whittemore Center abound, such as Friday night * 7 5 win

for the Wildcats, but the last two seasons have shown much

closer contests when the two teams face off at the "Mull

"

Two one-goal victories for UNH were the difference last

season, but a one-goal victory for the Minutemen was the

result this time

"I wouldn't disagree with that, because it seems every

time we come here they play great." UNH coach Richard

Umile said "I don't know what it is. but this goes way back

into the '70s with *otne of their upsets over u*
"

With the victory. UMass is now one point behind

Merrimack for the last postseason playoff spot in Hockey

F.ast. So. this upset could not have come at a better time.

But in the end. Ihe best motivation for the Minutemen in

this specific game was not on their side of the boards, but

cm the media * side of the boards.

Two weeks ago. before the first game of the season series

between UMass and UNH in Durham, the Wildcat student

newspaper writers published their picks for that game
Among some of the obtuse prognostications that said the

Minutemen were a "gloriFied Div. Ill hockey program"

were picks for the score to be 1 2-0. so Minutemen assistant

coach Chns Salani plastered these little gems on the team's

bulletin board.

And like Confucius said. "He who laughs last, laughs

Regan and freshman Nick Stephens, who scored the

game-winning goal, turned those obtuse statements into a

very acute win.

"I'd like to see their paper, and I'm sure all the credit

will go to UNH playing poorly, and us being lucky," Regan

said. "That's the media That's what they want to stir up.

and I say go for it. Make up all the billboard stuff you

want, but one way to motivate a team is telling them

they'll beat you 1 2-0. Every guy saw it. and every guy read

it. That's motivation, and it's unfortunate we didn't beat

them there."

"I just wish I could meet the guy," Stephens said, with a

devilish grin.

Well, if the team can make the HE playoffs, Stephens

just might get his chance

forma Kansanen is a Collegian columnist.

sports notice
Attention all sports staff members:

There will be a mandatory meeting in the Collegian offices tonight at 6

p.m. Spring beats will be discussed. If you can not attend, please inform

Casey at 545-0719.
suxssisfB Koaovin M (ihiSOUN

Alison MacFarland scored a team-high 22 points to lead the UMass women's hoop team past the Bonnies on

Saturday

Have a lot

off court-

side

commen-
tary?

Write for

the

Collegian

Sports

Page!

mljcrst

i
Tel. 253-1722

The Right Place to Be!

3 Barbers Everyday

Unisex Hair Styling

UHU
40 Main Street. Amherst, MA
(Next to Newbury Comics)

Appointment Not Neccessary

Jim Terri Gabe

Guys A Gals' Razor Cuts • Fades
(Upper Cuts • Kids Cuts

Layer Cuts • Flat Tops

9 & up Hours: Mon- Fri. 8-5: 15 n
• Sat 8-4:45'

1998 DUBOIS LECTURE
Dr. Randolph W. Bromery, President of Springfield

College and former Chancellor of UMass Amherst,
will deliver the 1998 WEB DuBois Lecture on
Monday. February 23rd . the 130th anniversary of Dr.

DuBois' birth. His lecture, entitled "DuBois in

Context," will be given at 4 p.m. in the Special
Collections and Archives Reading Room (25"1 floor)

of the WEB. Dubois Library.

Book Reception & Signing

Jack Cowrfilun
a

racy

autuonof A Brush with the Blues

Thursday, February 26

12:00pm to 1:00pm

Campus Center Concourse

across from Ustore

niversity
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
$ CASH FOR COLLEGE $

Giants and Schoiaiships a 'an

able for students from sponsors

Great opportunity For info 1

800 532-8890

APARTMENT FOR RENT

2 + 4 bedrooms avail

diately Free heat/hot water,

plush carpet 1 Designer bath,

fully applianced kitchen On
PVTA busline Call 665-3856

Ask about our gnat ipaoats

AUTO FOR SALE

17 Nissan Seatra -J. 4di

auto 66K miles Excellent condi-

tion $1200orB/0 253-7466

> auto. a*r

power locks and windows
$4500 (413(586-2184

EMPLOYMENT
Advertising Sales
internships

University Directories is hiring

students to sell yellow page
advertising for the official tele-

phone directory this summer
Commission based pay struc-

ture Training program Excellent

sales/marketing & management
experience Call 1-800-743-5556

ext 143 or visit www university

directories com

LOVE FUNTTT If you enjoy

hanging out with kids, the out-

doors, and having fun, we're tor

you" I Were looking for general

counselors, specialists in athlet-

ics crafts, waterfront, outdoor

adventure, and theater TOP
SALARIES/TRAVEL
ALLOWANCE 1 1 Call for an on

campus interview on 3/3

I800I828-CAMP or on the web at

www cainptJc com

EMPLOYMENT

PfCSTtfilOUS NokTHEASTTKN
PENNSYLVANIA CAMP

POSITIONS,

(Wootfwortung

Photography.

WE PROMISE YOU A SUMMER
YOU WILL NEVER FORGET!!!

INTERVIEWS TO BE HELD
ON CAMPUS MARCH 3fd

TRAIL'S END CAMP

800-408-1404

: Jaafc Cava Casn pa.j

everyday 1-800-649-4795

COMPUTERS

n

City Communications
Pentium 233 MMX 32 M8 RAM
2 1 Gig. 24X CD ROM. 33 6 K. Ti

Modem. Vxtoo and Audio Cards

with Speakers, plus 14 men flat

screen, digital monitor

Windows 95. keyboard. PS2
mouse $1 150 546 6826

New P1MMMX from $895
laptops $1295' Peripherals

ZaiVision 582 9198

V/MCVAMEX
CHEAP* CHEAP! Color VGA
Monrtrjr $55 Laptop Notebook

$99 486 Computer System
$295 Call CPC (4131584-8857

EMPLOYMENT

Sumner Joss And
leteraskips la Hospitality

Write or e-mail for free

brochure NIS. 711 Signal Mt
Road. Suite 155. Chattanooga.

TN 37405 msiotaOaol com

Mpajkji m Ml 3" anj

Protect endangered species

Make A Difference

Officas « 70 cities and 33 states

Campaign to Save the

1 1 . rpjpjissej

1J0O TV EARTH

CAMP WAYNE FOR GIRLS
Northeast Pennsylvania 6/20-
---* Have the most mem
oreele sanaaer el year life*

Directors for Drama.
Campaig/Natuni. Cneerteadmg.

Golf Counselors for Tennis.

Gymnastics. Swim, Sail. Fine

'so Photography. Guitar.

Watersknno. Dance. Team
Sports. Low Ropes. Karate. Head
Chef and Assistant Other posi-

tions available On Campus
Interviews March 3rd Call 1-

800-279-3019 for more mhj ajei
ion

CAPE COO SUMMER CAMP
Recruiter will visit UMass
Amherst Campus on March 3rd

If you are interested in working

with us this summer, call us to

set up an interview Camp
Wmgate Kirkland. 508-358
5816 Email

campwkCpobox com

EarnSTVSlOO
Non weight trained males need-

ed for Exercise Science Study

Call Steve 253-4952

CRUISE * LAND TOUR JOBS
Earn up to $2 000/month Free

world travel (Caribbean. Alaska.

Europe, etc I
1 Free room/board

For info, ring 19191933 1939 ext

C150

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT- Earn

up to $3 OOLVmonth m fisheries,

parks. resorts Airfare 1

Food/lodging! Our service rec-

ommended by US News &
World Reports (9197933 1939

extA150

EMPLOYMENT
MARKET L0N6 OISTANCE
part-time Become an indepen-

dent representative with Excel

Communications NO TELEMAR
KETING Nine years old. publicly

traded Serious income poten-

tial Strong Residuals Call

CHRIS AT 413-796-7489

Arty s Hampshire Mall

Part Time Help Wanted Must

have flexible schedule and some

restaurant and customer service

experience Apply in peison

Seminar to remember in the

woods of Maine- Camp
Androscoggin For Boys needs

staff to teach tennis, soccer

swim. sail, archery, photogra-

phy, canoe, nature, fishing,

mountain biking, art. drama,

ropes and radio Have fun Have

an impact Please visit us at

www campandro com or contact

us at 601 West Street Harrison.

NY 10528 (914)835-5800

House Bays Wanted- Sigma
Alpha Mu Fraternity it

interested pleats contact Randy

or lae at 549-6023 Must belong

to Greek Area Meal included

NATIONAL PARK EMPLOY
MENT- Parks, Forests. Wildlife

Preserves Ask us how! 517-324

3109 Ext N50012

Whitewater Reft Guidei
Needed in Western MA Full or

Part time available No experi-

ence necessary We will tram

looking for athletic, personable

people who like to work hard m
the outdoors Call Crab Apple

WHitewater 1411)339-0188 lor

more information and an appti-

Full Time Summer Position

Ava-lakle at Crab Apple
Whitewater for a Photo

Technician at our Mmilab Job

entails developing film and
printing pictures No experience
necessary but some past use of

lab helpful Call (4131339-0188

for mlo and an application

FOR RENT
SUMMER RENTALS

CAPE COO GROUP Summer
Roatels- Some weterfroat
houses, some with swim-
ming pools. Falmouth aree.

Diamond Real Estate
1508)477 1900

FOR SALE

Corwood For Sale $125 Cord

Call 549-5456

HEALTH & BEAUTY

Spring Break Special

lose 5. 10. up to twenty pounds

before Spring Break!! All natur-

al Or lecommended $34 plus

tree samples Call (413)562-5456

New Metabolism
Breakthrough Lose 5 100
pounds Or Approved! Cost $35
800-563-0386

HOUSE FOR SALE

Townhouse
Instant Equity Beautiful 3 bed-

room. 3 1/2 bath with garage.

fireplace, hardwood floors, and

more Central Air Exceptionally

maintained Priced thousands

below market Must sell Open
House March 1. 1 4pm
$124,900 31 Amity Place Call

Collect (860)257 3656 Buyers

Only

INSTRUCTION

University Bartending Course

50% Student Discount National

Certification Available Spring

Sessions This Semester Space

Is limited 1-8B8-U-CAN-MIX

LOST & FOUND

Lost- Black 12 CO Case with

blue Newbury Comics sticker

behind F«kJ Dorm Call Nek O
64328

LOST & FOUND
Lost- Black Sweeter Herter

Hall on Jan 28th Please call

6658394

MISCELLANEOUS

FREE T-SHIRT » $1000

Credit Caid fundraisers tor fra-

ternities, sororities. & groups

Any campus oiganuation can

raise up to alBM by earning a

whopp i SS0O/VISA ipphi ,i

tion CalU 800-932-0528 ext 65

Qualified callers receive

FREE T SHIRT

PERSONALS

Quirky bat dependable 2PC
seeks tun loving Spring Break

companion Interested* Meet
me at www ebswim com

ROOMMATE WANTED

Bus routs, yard quiet $300 a

month Available now 587 3078

Ask Nancy

SERVICES

Psychic Counsel Medium
Relationship? Careei Health

life Concerns Free initial con

sulfations Yohah Ralph 586

3071

Pragaaat? Need kelp? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for

free testing and assistance 549-

1906

STEREO & CD EQUIP

Car Stereo Equipment
Kenwood Detach Face- 1 year

old paid $350 l amp 100x2

paid $150 1 amp 100x4. paid

$100 1 paw Pioneer 6x9 speak-

ers lOOw. paid $110 Whole
system sounds great, needs
nothing Selling as package deal

for $300 Call 546 3842

TICKETS

Sarah Mclachlon/Billy

Joel/NCAA Mi'" I

Basketball/Enc Clapton 2 Guys

Tickets 1-888- 345- TIXX

TO SUBLET

$250 e month n Downtown
Northampton Available March 1

or before Andrew 585-871

7

Subletter Needed in

Sunderland Available immedi

ately Bus route Call 546-3181

TRAVEL

EARLY BIRD SPECIAL
EUROPE SUMMER*
Northeast Dap's $329 fl/T

Caribb/Mexico $199 R/T

Florida- $79 0/W
Call 800-326-2009

.vww airhitch ogj

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK 98

Free food and drinks! Cancun

Bahamas, Jamaica and Florida

from $399 Organize a small

group and travel FREE! Highest

commissions and lowest prices

Call Surf & Sun Tours to become

a campus representative

1800)5747577

Spring Break 98 Get Going"!

Cancun. Jamaica. Bahamas. &
Florida Group Discounts & Free

Drink Partiesi Sell 5 & go free 1

Book Nowii'

Visa/MC/Oisc/Amex 1-800 234

7007 http //www endtesssum

mertourscom

Alternative Spriag Breek
YogaFest Week. Music. Dance

Meditation Vegetarian

Missouri 0/arks Ride Shares.

$165 FREE MAGAZINE 800

8 9 6 2 3 8 7

http //members aol com/yogafes

t

KILLINGTON SPRING BREAK
Want a great time for a low

See
7 Go to Killington for Spring

oak! Starting 4 $249 includ

•ng 5 day lift ticket. 5 nights O
Mountain Green UMASS SKI N
BOARD CLUB 545-3437

JAMAICA SPRING BREAK
IN NEGRH Don't get npped off'

' who you can trust No
hidden costs starting C $539 7

menu, round trip air transfers

Coheaiate Beach ft Party Events

On-site staff UMASS SKI N
BOARD Clue 545-3437

SON1X / C.A.S
Audio Equipment Sale

New, Used and

Miscellaneous Stuff

Call in Advance

586 1651 or

582-0039

518 Pleasant St

NorhSampfon, MA

THE
CLASSIFIEDS

Just

Imagine

the

Possibilities!

Place a Classified at the C 'oUegam

Off kl in the Campus Center Basement

orCtUwM 545-3500.
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MONDAY. FEB 23

iitions— The UMass lewish a

cappclla vocal ensemble, Kolot. is

looking for lower male voices: bari-

tone or ba*<> The meeting will take

place in the downstairs Hi Mel
House lounge from 7-9 p.m. For
more information call Louisa at

>129.

Blood Drive— An American Red
Cross Blood Drive will be held in

Cashin Residence Hall in Sylvan
Residential Area from 2-8 p.m.
Coupons for a free frozen yogurt

from the Bluewall for all donors!

Call Yolanda at 546-1594 to make
an appointment. Walk-ins also wel-

come

TUESDAY. FEB 24

Mood Drive— The American Red

Cross will be holding a blood drive

in the Student Union Ballroom
from 10:30 a.m. to 4 30 p.m. Call

1-800-462-2229 for ar appoint-

ment. Walk- ins are welcome.

Discussion— A panel discussion

entitled "Helping Others and
Ourselves deal with Sickness &
Dying* will be held at 7 p.m. at

HiDcl House.
Meeting— The Distinguished

Visitor's Program will be having a

new members meeting in the

Duke's Room in the Student UatM
at 7 p.m. There will be free food.

For more information, call

545-0046.

WEDNESDAY. FEB 25

Blood Dnve— The American Red
Cross will be holding a blood drive

in the Student Union Ballroom
from 1030 a.m. to 4 30 p.m. Call

1-800-462-2229 for an appoint

ment. Walk- ins are welcome.

Interest Group— The
Italian-American Student
Organization will hold an informa-

tional meeting at 7:30 p.m. in the

fifth floor lounge of Coolidge
Tower in Southwest Residential

Area. All are welcome.

THURSDAY. FEB 26

Blood Drive— The American Red
will be holding a blood drive

in the Student Union Ballroom
from 10:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Call

1-800-462-2229 for an appoint-

ment. Walk- ins are welcome.

Movie— "Art Ache: The Game of

Art and How to Play It" will be
<hown as part of the Faces Weekly

Video Series to be held at I p m in

the Student Union Oallcn

NOTICES

Billing— At the end of the busi-

ness day on Friday. Feb. 20. the

Bursar's Office will be closing out

its student billing process. Oil will

be required to collect the $20 OIT
computing account fee for the

spring semester.

Schedules— The Spring '98 Final

F.xamination Schedule will be avail-

able beginning Thursday. March
12. Copies will be delivered to -tu

dents in the residence halls, and
will be available to off-campus stu-

dents in the Registrar's office (213

Whitmore). It will also be available

on the World Wide Web beginning

March 1 at http://www-

ureg.admin.umass.edu.

Student I'mplovment— Fffective

the week of Feb. 16, Student
Employment Services will be

changing their hours of operation

The new hours will be Monday
through Friday from 10 a.m. to 5

p.m. For further information call

545- 1530.

Support Qro*p— HI I I I L 1 . the

Five College Bereavement Support

Program, offers grief support ser

vices free of charge to undergradu-

ate and graduate students who have

experienced the death of a loved

one. Groups are small, confidential

and meet for 8 weeks Pre-registra-

tion is required. Groups meet on
Tuesdays from 7:30-9 p.m. and
Wednesdays from 6:30- 8 p.m. For

more information call 577-5316.

Tax Assistance— The
Department of Accounting of the

f-Yh mnt pubic service announcements printed

daffy To submit *n FYI pease tend * preu
release containing, aS pertinent information.

xiuctnq the name and phone number at the

contact perton to the Collegian, c/o the
Mtnecang, EdRor by noon the previous day

School of Management will be

offering free tax assistance and
preparation for taxpayers with spe-

cial needs, including persons with

disabilities, low to limited income.

non-English speaking persons and
elderly taxpayers. Volunteers are

accounting majors who have taken

tu Boaanaa). Report to the School of

Management Tuesdays and
Thursdays 6-9 p.m. All other tax-

payers should go to the Hampshire
Mall Tuesdays and Wednesdays.
3-6 p.m. and Thursday 3-9 p.m.
(except during Spring recess). Any
questions, contact Mike Whitman
at 545-5660.

GET YOUR DOLLARS WORTH
Do you know how many people want to buy your stuff??? Lots maybe.

Sell you stuff in the Collegian Classifieds, you don't know who is looking!

HSCN
Bulletin Board

CBS/3 Hartford

CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

HSCN Movie Ch.

UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

NBC/30
New Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN

International

UMass Academic TV

IT

IB

HSCN Programming

TV-19

ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

CNN

CNN SI

Headline News

UCTV

TBS

BET

TV Land

Univision

Comedy Central

Cartoon

Much Music

MONDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
WVTT
wtTcT
WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBKW
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN

-mTv-
NICK

SCIFI

TLC
TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

©
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CBS"
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NBC News
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NBC News
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ABC Newt
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Family
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Superm
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mtiot Edition
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Inside Edition
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CoME again some
OTHER DAY'

I DOW T \ PSJtSOMALLT. miS 1

TVMSK ITSIIAIN t DsStT WANT

\MOft1CiNe ] COIWIS BACK

Horoacopsj
AOt ARIL S (|an 20 -Feb It) — Von

are toinf to hex M kf»p iraik ot all thai h

hapfwninf around you \oti*\ if you're alto lo

know what mu«l br done tomorrow

PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20) - A

change of plan* may he iu«i around the SSS>

ner. but you're unwilhnf lo acknowtedte thai

you mu»i he flexible a« you approach a lum

tne point

ARIES (March 21 -April I*) — V* art

noi likely M cniounler much difficult* thi«

week where oihci< ire n.ncernfd >our

internal drive ma> »ax and wane

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) -
Collaborative effort* may prove diffi-

cult this week, a* one member ol our

team is unwilling to share ideas as

openly as others are

GEMINI (May 2l-|un« 20) — V™ mu«i

noi he timid where criticism is concerned, for

it i< only through open and hone*t ««e*v

ment that improvements can be made tod«*

CANCER dune 2 1-My 22) — Vaa are

going to have to get over a few of your own

prelerences today if you especi to do busi

ness with those who might go elsewhere

LEO (|uly 23-Au|. 22) — Take care

you're not being unfair lo a friend by lodging

him or her before all the results are tallied

Do not be ruled by knee terk reactions

VIRGO (Aeuj 23-Sept. 22) — You may

be walling for an apology from someone

who. only yesterday crossed the line al the

workplace Do not be templed lo retaliate

I IRRA (Sept. 2J-Oct. 22) — There mav

be no way lo tell il vou are doing things the

nghi way today, but you wia want tax

aioag that path lor a* least another day

SCORPIO (Oct. 21-Nov. 21) — SssfShsj

• ill prove the most difficult pan of the day.

and the later you do n the more unlikely you

will be lo achieve a primary goal

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21) -
You may be expecting tome compensation

for e service that someone else thinki was a

free gesture Clear up this confusion today 1

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19) - Be

persistent in your attempt lo contact some

one who has the information you need to

complete a pivotal task on schedule Do not

Misty'

Close to Home By John McPherson

Omoto €>i" llic l>it.V

44 Lift yourself. Take yourself

out of the mire and hitch your

hopes to the stars. Yes, rise as

high as the very stars them-

selves. 93
-Marcus Garvey

Today,> P.C. Menu
Case «4J«-*«Rs> sW asN ImtmrmmHmm.

"With m»« type of ortflcial heart you may wont

lo consider getting a convertible.''

ACROSS
1 Cassettes
6 Katmandu's land

11 View
14 Greek

marketplace

15 Antelope
16 Tin — Alley

1 7 I ess cooked
18 f-irsl meal
20 Painting or

sculpture

21 Expert pilots

23 Act like a tailor

24 Type of point or

length

26 La Mer"
composer

28 Docked
30 Military horn

31 Actress Barkm
32 Camper's boat

33 Flying rodent

36 Hardware item

3/ Undercover
cops

38 Leftovers dish

39 L T s transport

40 Embankment
41 Boombox
42 Made a dress

43 Coarse
44 Pirate's weapon
47 Passageway
48 Nile dam
49 Sugar cane

liquors

60 Cheerleader's
shout

53 Scolded
56 Supenor group

58 Orange pekoe,

eg
59 More certain

60 Pavarotti. eg.
61 Vex
62 Certain flatterer

63 Greek letter

DOWN
1 Scarlett's home
2 Lab-culture

medium
3 Group ol

investments
4 Before,

poetically

5 Crusader's rival

6 Prize name
7 Makes a

mistake

8 Easy as—
9 Kunsller's org

10 Popular

11 Tiffs

12 Soothes
13 Admission
19 Chimney part

22 Ungenllemanly
one

25 Pitcher

Hershiser

26 Type of cap
27 Solves

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

KirJBHGl HQNId QHtlB
bheu B&nn nnuH
SSJHlilB BOB BBDB

rawa dbb
smra nana rnatisa

FTsTsut

HHHHra araaH m@@o
HDD HEll

QOaiilBOOH BaHE
bhww \asam aoinnci
DtDBlU QHDra UBQEB
UQCIH M0BH 0BHHB
? ?3 98 O l»9fl Uraled FeMure Sl-^)>oMt

28 Food list

29 Patron saint of

Norway
30 Revealed
3? Grottos

33 Pestering
34 Cambodia s

site

35 Norse god
37 Fresh

information

38 Corridor
40 Thinnest
41 Winter apples

42 Cabbage dish

43 Vigor's partner

44 Desert plants

45 Weddtng-party
member

46 Pinch
47 "The Singing

Cowboy"
49 Repented
51 Tiny particle

52 Zeus consort

54 Pair

55 — pro nobis

57 Garland

Franklin

LUNCH
Mesquite Chicken Sandwich

Italian Sausage Grinder

Piua

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

Beef Stroganoff

Toiu Fajita

Chicken Hoag*

Worcester
LUNCH

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Hot Hero Sandwich

Ziti Italian Sausage Sauce

Szechuan Tofu and Broccoli

DINNER
Chicken and Tofu Fa|itas

N.E. Style Cod
Squash Bake

Pastabilities, Stuffed Shells

Hampshire
LUNCH

Hamburger
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Italian Sausage Grinder

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

Beef Stroganoff

Berkshire

LUNCH
Pizza

Hamburger
Ziti and Tomato Sauce

Macaroni, Lentil and Tomoatoes

DINNER
Beef Stroganoff

Chicken and Tofu Fajitas

Pastabilities

Stuffed Shells in Sauce
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Clarke's three propels UMass to win

The Massochusetts Daily Collegian

in nailbiter
By LiAe Meredsm

GJIegionSej*

Thank God for Chariton Clarke

For the second game in a row.

Clarke hit a three pointer with time

running

out to

force

Chariton Clarke made the biggest play of the game from behind the three-point arc. a trey to

send the game to overtime

Massachusetts 82

St. Joseph's V time
snatch

ing another chance trum the jaws of a

feisty St Joseph's But unlike

Wednesday's Rhode Island gan

UMass (20-7. 12-2 Atlantic 10) didn't

lei thi* one get away Tyrone Weeks

made his last shot in the Mullin*

Center a memorable one by draining a

15-fouter with eight seconds left, and

Massachusetts snuck out with an
< win Saturday

Clarke followed up last week, when

he was tabbed with an A-10 Player of

the Week selection, with an even better

week, and saved the Minutemen from

what appeared to be a certain loss.

\ Hint and St jch Phil

dli agreed that the Hawks (9- IV

: 12) outplayed the Minutemen. but in

a season in which wins have been few

and far between for the Hawks, yester-

day's loss may have been the tongistat

for St loe's to swallow

"A loss is a loss, but that was a win."

Martetli said "We just gave it away

We played better than | UMass) for 45

minutes, [but] they get a lot of credit

believing in that Refuse to Lose'

-tutt
"

With 8 7 seconds left in regulation,

it looked as though St loe's had pulled

•ne ot the biggest upsets in the

Atlantic 10 this season. UMass was
down 79-72. and a Jonathan DePsna

pass was knocked away UMass was

ed to foul, and Hawk forward

Duval Simmonds went to the line witn

the chance to put to make it a two-pos-

session game Flint buried his face in

his hands, and people started leaving

thinking Massachusetts had suffered

what would have been one of its most

disappointing kiss of the season.

But Simmonds missed both free

throws, setting the stage for Clarke's

heroics After throwing a pass away

with less than JO seconds left and

UMass down 7 V 72, Clarke told

DePina that he'd get that one back.

Wide open on the left wing. Clarke

drained the three with two seconds left

on a shot that floated like a rainbow,

saving the Minutemen's fortunes once

ajeja

UMass then held the Hawks score-

leas for the last two minutes in over-

time, and junior center Lari Ketner

scored six of his 54 points in the extra

Irame

Clarke ended the day with 1 5 points,

and is averaging 1 7 points a game over

UMass' last six contests.

"When we got into overtime, we
said we were going to win. 1 that it

wasn't going to be) like I the Rhode

Island game |.
" Weeks said.

St kw's put the Minutemen in their

sticky predicament by shooting 68 per-

cent in the second half The Hawks
opened the half with a 24-8 run that

turned a JJ-28 halt time deficit into a

41 lead. Relying almost exclusively

on Ketner. who at ijnc point scored 14

straight points. UMass spent the

remainder of the hall chipping away at

the lead The Minutemen went to a

full -court press to rank the Hawks,

and Clarke eventually tied the game at

67 with a three at the 2 40 mark.

According to Flint. Ketner 's big day

was because the Hawks had nobody to

match up with the r> loot 10 center.

who vet a career high with his *4

points.

Monty Mack gave UMass the lead

»ith a three with I 08 left in regula-

tion before four free throws from

Harold Rasul gave the Hawks a 7V72
lead

MarteUi. known at one of the more

colorful coaches in college basketball,

wasn't thinking about religion during

those final seconds even though he

coaches a school that travels with its

own priest He said he thought. "You

|explctive|'" when he saw Clarke's

game-tying three drop But he had nice

things to say about Clarke's game, say-

ing an argument could be made for

Clarke as the A 10 Player of the Year

"Clarke is mentally tough, and in

college basketball players like that are

few and far between He's improved

every day since he's been here."

MarteUi said

Women's hoop captures East title

UMass wins

A- 10 East
By Jackie leroux

Collsgion Staff

For the first time in school

history the Massachusetts
women's basketball team has

captured the Atlantic 10 East

division title The Minutewomen
were in a tie for first place with

St. Joseph's, but ended the sea-

son on an eight-game winning

streak and took the top spot for

themselves.

UMass played its final game of

the regular season against St.

Honaventure (15-13, 7-9) on
Saturday at the Reilly Center in

Olean. NY. The Minutewomen
won. 65-54. and ended their

regular season with an overall

record of 1 7-9. and a conference

record of 11-5. With the win

over the Bonnies, UMass
clinched a No 1 seed in the

Atlantic 10 Tournament.
Sophomore guard Alison

MacFarland put in yet another

strong performance for the

Minutewomen. finishing the

game with a team-high 22

points. She shot 7-for-l4 from the

field, including 4-of-5 from
three-point land.

UMass grabbed a 21-10 lead with

9:10 left in the first half after an

I 1-4 run The run was keyed by

MacFarland. who hit a pair of

three-pointers

The Bonnies then made an 11-0

run of their own. tying the game at

21-21 with 4:40 left to play. Senior

guard Sabriya Mitchell nailed a three

<>f her own to give the lead back to

UMass The Minutewomen were able

to hold off the Bonnies and went into

halftime with a 30-28 lead.

UMass started the second half with

an 1 1 5 run and led 47-55 at the

1212 mark. MacFarland was the key

yet again, as she chipped in five of

the team's 1 1 points.

The Bonnies tried to make another

comeback late in the half, pulling

within six at one point, lunior center

Yolanda Rayside hit a layup with

2:18 remaining to seal the game for

the Minutewomen. She collected her

third double-double of the season in

the win. with 13 rebounds and II

points.

The Minutewomen earned a bye for

the first round of the A-10 tourna-

ment and will wait until the quarter

finals to play. They will host the

Turn to HOOPS, page 7

AIT- XAMUR KOBOM1I KS/C0LI l

Sabriya Mitchell has wrapped up the regular season of her senior year in style, by helping

the Minutewomen to their first A-10 East title.

Lari Ketner dropped a career high 14 points M .i

loe's interior defense that could not stop the big man.

Keys to continued success

found on UMass roster

By Corey Pater Goodman
Coleyon Ssai

plain as much as you want about the

Massachusetts men'i basketball team's narrow .

time defeat i m I MgA Sattst '•• 12-79.

But the fact remains thai I Mati IM I '2-2

Atlantic 10) which reached the elusive 20 win

mark, almost assuring itself a spot in the field of 64

lie March — is learning the valuable lessons of sue

cats just when it needs it most, heading into tourna-

ment season.

Last week, junior Charlton Clarke hit the two

biggest shot- M hi* career in two game* over three

days.

Wednesday against Rhode Island. Clarke knocked

down a three pointer at the end ol regulation to *end

the game into overtime And Saturday he matched the

feat against the Hawk-
Not that we're counting, but he also swished three

free throw* in the final second* of the URI game * fir*t

overtime to keep the Minutemen'* comeback hopes

alive.

Anyway you look at it thi* i- the team leader, the

guy you give the ball to when the game is on the line.

an intrinsic membei ol all championship team*

St. Iocs coach Phil MarteUi. who led hi* team to an

A-10 championship and Sweet Sixteen appearance last

season, know* the value ol a proven leader in March

"He (Clarke) hit* the big shots But you have a guy

here who is mentally tough." he said. "If you look

across the country . they are few and far between."

Though Clarke is getting his due recognition now
following his heroic effoit* last week, the truth is that

he's been a UMass leader and among the top players m
the A-10 all season

He's scored in double figure* lb time*, including a

career- high 24-point effort against Rhode Island.

Against the other top teams in the league and nation.

he's been just as good.

But Clarke has saved hi* be*t tor the *tretch run. !.

the Minutemen* last seven games. Clarke — once con-

sidered a versatile guard and inconsistent shooter —
has scored in double-figures all seven times and is

averaging almost 18 point* a game
Massachusetts coach Bruiser Flint attributed the

improved play to Clarke's disciplined work ethic

"He's putting the time in." Flint said "He's shooting

before and after practice and on the weekends. That's

Turn to BASKETBALL page 7

Hockey registers improbable win over No. 3 Wildcats Motivation on UMass side

as hockey befuddles UNHBy Michoel Kobyionski

Comgion Stair

New Hampshire

Massachusetts

The Massachusetts

hockey team wasn't

given much of a

chance against No. 3

New Hampshire on

Sunday afternoon at the William D. Mullins Center.

After suffering a 7-3 setback on Friday night at the

Whittemore Center in Durham. N.H.. and carrying a

five- game losing

streak into the con-

test, the Minutemen
were seemingly facing

an uphill battle to say

the least.

But to the surprise of the Wildcats. UMass got goals

from Dean Campanale and freshman Nick Stephens

in the final 10 minutes to turn a 3-2 deficit into a

4-3 victory over New Hampshire.

"This was a tremendous win for us. There's no doubt

Massachusetts

New Hampshire

about it." Massachusetts hockey coach |oe Mallen

said. "This was a typical Hockey East game, where

the last place team can beat the first place team on

any given night."

The fireworks were few and far between for the open-

ing 40 minutes, as the Minutemen (6-21-2, 3-16-1

in Hockey East) trailed 3-2 heading into the third

period, and were being outplayed in practically all

aspects of the game.

But the tides turned midway through the third when

(off Blanchard won a battle along the boards in the

UNH zone. He kicked the loose puck to Kris Watts,

who flipped the disk to a wide open Campanale in

front, who put one through the five hole of Wildcats

goalie Sean Matile.

"All I saw was the red light go on, and that was

enough to make me sick," New Hampshire coach

Richard Umile said

New Hampshire (23-6-1, 14-5-1 in HE) continued

to apply the pressure, but UMass got the game-win-

ner at the I 5:40 mark on a bizarre play.

A clearing attempt by UMass resulted in what looked

like a probable two-on-one break for the

Minutemen. Matile then came out of his net to the

faceoff circle, trying to win the race to the puck.

However, his clearing attempt was deflected in front

to a waiting Stephens, who buried the puck into an

empty net.

I thought that the goalie was going to get it. I was

surprised that he didn't," said Stephens, who also

a**i*ted on a goal by )eff Turner earlier in the game

"I had a wide open net to shoot at. Goals like those

are jrilts I just made sure that I beared down and put

it in."

"Hockey is a crazy game. They scored goals every

crazy way that I thought that they could," Umile said.

"I give )oe Mallen credit. They aie a program that

keeps battling and battling, and Regan is guy who

can beat you by himself when he's in the net."

Senior goaltender Brian Regan was the story on

Sunday, stopping 38 shots. The New Milford. Conn,

native stood his ground the entire afternoon and

made several spectacular stops in the closing minutes

Turn to WILDCATS page 7

Before yesterday's game against No.

3 New Hampshire, to believe the

Massachusetts hockey team would
beat the Wildcats would have been

like believing Peter McNeely really

could have spun Mike Tyson in his

"cocoon of horror."

However, unlike McNeely's early

demise at the hands of the self-pro-

claimed "most dangerous man in the

world," the Minutemen spun the

Wildcats in their own coccoon of hor-

ror.

Like David vs. Goliath... like the

1980 U.S. Olympic hockey team...

like UMass' win over then-No. I

Maine in 1995... the classic underdog

story evolved at the William D.
Mullins Center yesterday afternoon,

and the Minutemen came away with a

thrilling 4 3 win over highly regarded

UNH.
Motivation is a big key when it

comes to such a stunning upset — just

with state bragging rights at hand,

don't you think North Carolina State

had enough motivation to defeat No.

1 North Carolina this past weekend?
— and such was the same in this

amazing win for UMass
You can point to a variety of things

that would causa the Minutemen to be

motivated for this weekend's home
game against one ol the top teams in

the countcy Such as:

This year's senior class had not reg-

istered a win over the Wildcats or No.

4 Boston University in their four-year

Turn to HOCKEY, page 7
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Volume CVIII Issue 19

A major

improvement
Criticised for

being flat in the
studio, Pauls Cole
delivered the
goods at Mount
Holyoke's Chapin
Auditorium Sunday
night (see Arts (t

Living, page 5)
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Return to

the courts

L a n s

Corodet skiy*
played s major role

in the
Massachusetts
women's tennn
team victory this

past weekend (see

Sports, page 8)

WORLD

Northern Ireland

peace talks uncertain

BELFAST. Northern Ireland (AP) —
Peace talks on the future of

Northern Ireland have suddenly

been overtaken by the issue ot

who has behaved well enough to

tit at the negotiating table

Talks were to resume yesterday

with the Catholic -based Sinn Fein

party temporarily excluded, serv

ing a two-week suspension after

two recent killings were blamed

on its ally, the Irish Republican

Army Meanwhile, a pro-British

Protestant party banished last

month from the talks will regain

admission to the negotiating

^tnue at Stormont. the center of

British administration for

Northern Ireland

Britain and Ireland, which are

sponsoring the talks, had sus-

pended the Ulster Democratic

Party after the paramilitary group

it represents, the Ulster Defense

Association, admitted killing

Catholics, a violation of its own
October 1994 truce

Last week, the governments
ruled that the IRA was responsible

tor Wlmg two Belfast men carter

tho month.

NATION

Alleged spies plead

innocent to charges
Alexandria. Va. (AR) — Three for

mer college radicals pleaded mno-

cent yesterday to charges they con-

spired to spy on the United States

for East Germany, the Soviet Union,

Russia and South Afnca from 1972

to 1997

US District |udge Claude M.

Hilton scheduled trial for May 20

for lames M Clark, a 49-year-old

private investigator and former

Army paralegal; Theresa Maria

Squillacote, a 40-year-old former

Defense Department lawyer; and

her 43-year-old husband, Kurt Alan

Stand, a labor union representative

Prosecutors said the three met in

the mid-1970s as student radicals

at the University of Wisconsin in

Milwaukee They were arrested

Oct. 4 in an FBI sting and have

been held without bond. They

have denied the allegations

The |ustkc Department has not

decided whether it will seek the

death penalty.

A federal indictment returned

last week accused Clark of deliver-

ing secret and top-secret defense

documents to East Germany
between 1 979 and 19B4.

The grand jury said those docu-

ments included State Department

personnel records.

EXTENDED FORECAST

Today Wednesday Thursday

j$f ^T^ ^T^
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LOW. 31 LOW: 30 LOW: 31
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Amherst select board

discusses parking garage
By Somonmo Poulten

Collegian Staff

AMHERST — The Amherst Select Board met lust

night to discuss progress in the building of the down
town parking garage, the development of a smoking

ban in local bars, and the 20-minute parking spaces on

Boltwood Walk
Amherst citizens voted in favor ol building the park

ing garage on Boltwood Walk by a narrow margin of

9b votes With sack » »lim mandate, trouble moving

forward with the development of the garage is antid

pated. An architect was scheduled to be contra*. ted on

or before April 10. with a final design made by the end

of lune.

However, it was brought to the Board's attention

that the progression of the garage is not moving quite

at swiftly as previously hoped All plans for the garage

have been pushed back at least a month, with an archi

tect not scheduled to be signed until May
Part of the reason lor the delay is so three town

meetings can be held before the final plans are made
The Amherst Board of Health updated its pr>

on the smoking ban in local bars, which was unani-

mously passed on Feb. 1 1 The Board is working in

conjunction with the Amherst bars to trv to persuade

them lo put the ban into eftcct h\ \pril 1 Bar owners

must comply with the ban bv the lulv I deadline

The Board of Health said they arc also working with

surrounding towns in order to trv to make the ban on

smoking in bars a community effort

Towns like Bclchcrtown and Hadlev Mill allow

Miioking in their bars, which many suspect will cause

Amherst residents to travel instead of patronizing local

bars The final vote on the wording of the regulation

wiii take place on February 26.

The Select Board brought up the issue of nine

M minute parking spaces on Boltwood Walk. The
question was whether or not these spaces were needed

for Amherst residents to do quick business in town
oil ices and purchase their take-out food from restau-

rants in the area.

I here had been complaints that the parking spaces

were never lull, and that only four spaces were needed

However, one resident claimed the spaces are always

lull at night when most people buy take-out from

restaurants including Pinocchio's. Opponents of the

parking spaces said that with the addition of the new
parking garage, extra 20-minute spaces are not need-

ed

The Select Board decided that more research would

be needed to determine if the parking spaces should

remain 20- minute zones.

The Communitv Services Department laid out their

plans for development in Amherst, including trying to

build a youth center in the downtown area. The
department would like to create a center with pools.

I equipment, and after school activities, much like a

nil
One proposed sight for the center is the Amherst

Cinema downtown on Amity Street. Community
Services members said that a center is needed not only

for the youth, but also for the elderly who are increas-

ing in numbers in the Amherst area

REAP receives funding to expand

programs aimed at curbing drinking
By Leigh Faulkner

CoHaoKjn Staff

Recently. the Residential

Education Alcohol Program iKI \l'

was given $M1 lb by the I nivenity

of Massac huser

inane' olp increase the r r,v

gram's funding.

According to I'Mass Police Ihie!

|ohn I uippold police olticcrs decid-

ed Ks redeem cane and bortle* ihev

confiscated from students lot illegal

posse* alcohol and donate

the monev la HI \P. a program
which educates students on alcohol

and drug addiction

Kl \P ,i:u.tor Sandra Whiicomb
plans to use the money to advertise

the program's resour.

rding to Whitcomb, the

tv of the students she and

her interns work with are mandated

through the District Court

and referred through l M.i** judi

cial system.

-ever, any student can take

advantage of RRAP's resources

CM act as a sounding board

tor *tudenl* who are no! -ure if they

have a problem with drugs or alco-

1 ovtdc confidential assess-

ment* lor all students." Whitcomb
said

Whcthei student* arc mandated
to attend RFAP session or partici-

pate on their own students will par

ticipatc in three weekly group meet-

ings and no less than two individual

counseling session*.

At the beginning of each new
group session \vhiicomb said man-

dated students often have attitude

problems because many of them feel

thev are being punished.

"W« have to establish trust and

cut through the defensiveness

before we can move on." she said.

Whitcomb said she attempts to

explain to the groups thev must be

Aqua culture
A unique tree in the Campus Pond shows its roots.
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responsible for their actions while

they are drinking, and while intoxi-

cated events can quickly get out of

hand.

She tells het groups "when you

are drunk you arc a heartbeat away
from heartache."

"Students so often do things they

would never normally do while they

are drinking There is never a good
excuse to drink to get drunk even

though it is so normative on our

campus." Whitcomb said

Through group discussions, the

get* students look at the how their

chances of getting into trouble

increases while they are drunk
Next, the group discusses options to

minimize those chances.

One way to achieve that goal is to

limit the amount of alcohol con-

sumption, she said.

"For many students, changing

their drinking habits is a lifestyle

Turn to KAP. page 2

Annan, Hussein

negotiate deal

to end conflict
BAGHDAD. Iraq (AP) — Shortly

before noon Sunday. Annan and three

aides were driven in government lim-

ousines to meet Saddam. No one it)

the U.N delegation knew where they

were going.

They wound up at the Republican

Palace, the sprawling presidential

compound along the Tigris. Saddam
— dressed in a blue business suit,

instead of the usual military uniform

— shook hands with the negotiators

and posed for pictures.

After formalities, the aides left the

room, leaving Annan and Saddam
alone with an interpreter. After two

hours, aides said, Annan knew he had

a deal. He returned to the guesthouse,

where dozens of reporters, photogra-

phers and television crews were

crowded around the front gate,

jostling with Iraqi security guards try-

ing to keep the entrance clear.

When the guards opened the gate

for an impromptu news conference,

the crowds rushed forward, trampling

over rose bushes to get a good spot.

U.N. spokesman Fred Eckhard.

standing on top of marble steps, said

the secretary-general was "on the

verge of a breakthrough." However,

Clinton advisers making the rounds

on Sunday television talk shows

hadn't been informed how close

Annan was to a deal. Secretary of

State Madeleine Albright said on ABC
at Saddam was reviewing the propos-

al that the United States wouldn't

accept anything less than full inspec-

tions: "It is possible that he will come

with something that we don't like, in

which case we will pursue our nation-

al interests." At 8 p.m. Sunday, the

two delegations assembled again at

the Foreign Ministry. With the "go

ahead" from Saddam, Aziz said Iraq

was willing to open the palaces.

All that was left was to work out

the final details of the text. By 9:15

p.m., the deal was done. Annan
returned to the villa to telephone

leaders of the permanent Security

Council members, including Albright.

which must approve the deal.

Killer corset

OMOI.II CJUHtM COUiGMh

lunior Maria Peroulakis suits up for her 16th Century period acting

cUss «**

Hillel House hosts third

"Choices" lecture tonight

CoRefjMin Conesponoeni

Tonight, the University of

Massachusetts Hillel House will spon-

sor a panel discussion titled "Helping

Others and Ourselves Deal with

Sickness and Dying." The discussion is

the third in the Hillel series on

"Making Choices on Loving. Living

and Dying." and will be held at 7 p.m.

at Hillel House.

The panel features Rabbi Nancy

Flam, renowned for her work concern-

ing lewish healing, along with

Northampton family physician Or

Henry Sinikin.

The speakers will focus on ludaism *

views on popular issue* including life

support, euthanasia and assisted sui-

cide. Flam and Simkin will share

knowledge about *upporting and help-

ing others in making decisions con-

cerning health as well as finding per-

sona] strength during stressful times.

"This is the ideal program for people

who have personally dealt with sick-

ness as well as people who just want to

think about the issue." Rabbi Saul

Permlutter said.

Both panelists have lectured previ-

ously: Flam on the topic of |ud;u*m

and healing and Simkin on living wills

and the Massachusetts Health Care

Proxy law.

"These are good people to talk with

and they have a lot of knowledge to

share." Permlutter said.

Flam is the co-founder of the lew ish

Healing Center and a consultant and

faculty member of Synagogue 2000.

the Spirituality Institute and the

National Center for lewish Healing.

She has written articles on ludaism

and healing which have been published

in Reform Judaism Magazine and

Sh'ma \ lournal ot h

Responsibility and has contributed to

Wrestling with the \ngel /.

Insights on Death and Mourning, edit-

ed by lack Reimcr. and Healing of

Healing ot Hod\. edited bv Rabbi

Simkha Y Weintraub l s\V

A physician at Kaiser Permanente's

Northampton Health Center. Simkin is

a member of the Massachusetts Ethics

Committee of Kaiser Pennanente.

A combination of the contribution

of the panelists and the interaction of

the audience will hopefully help people

come to terms with what Permlutter

hed as "really tough issues."

"Hopefully this program will make

people feel helplul instead of helpless."

Permlutter said

The next discussion in the series will

be held on April 2 1 . and w ill feature

the author of the novel In Tins Hark

House. Louise Kehoe. Kehoe will dis-

CUM the el tect of her father's hidden

ludaism around the time of the

Holocaust on her family and her per-

sonal search for identity.

COURTIS* THOMAS IACOS PHOTO

Dr. Henry Simkin

Explosions mar Indian elections

By Ashok Sharmo
Associated Press

NEW DELHI. India — Leftist guer-

rillas set off a mine yesterday that

killed five soldiers sent to guard polling

stations in India's parliamentary elec

tions. The explosion and other attacks

raised the election-related death toll to

29 over two days.

The soldiers were traveling to

polling stations in Andhra Pradesh

state, where voting in India's staggered

nationwide elections picks up again

Saturday. Another 17 soldiers were

injured.

Police suspect the outlawed Peoples

War Group, who had urged a boycott

of the vote

Balloting yesterday in Nagaland and

Mizoram. two remote northeastern

states, was the third in a six-day elec-

tion. The first two days. Feb. 16 and

Sunday, completed voting for three-

fourths of the 541 legislative districts

at stake. More than 600 million

Indians are eligible to vote.

Tribal guerrillas seeking autonomy

called for a boycott in Nagaland. sup-

ported by opposition parties and stu-

dent groups. But election officials said

turnout was nearly 42 percent.

Also yesterday, a court reinstated a

right-wing Hindu nationalist govern-

Turn to INDIA, page 2
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Campus Pt
Accident— Leaving the Scene

j/ice Log
at North Village Apartinen 1 Linly Nemeth. IV, of Thomwood

;s» domestic assault and hatierv Summerwind Dr.. Muttontwon.

Indiv iduals reported their parked M and Bradley W. lapointe. 19,

vchkle Ml hit while attending the Health and Safctv Hazard 12 Perr> Ave.. Bayville NY, were

Mullm* Center. Feb arrested in Coolidge Residence Hall

An elevator in Kennedy fin disorderly conduct

Accident — Property Damage Residence Hall was stuck on the

:o eighth floor Traffic Stop

A vehicle collided with a light Feb. 19

pole on Sorth V illage Drive. Larceary Nvima Dhondup. 23. of 80

Feb M Damon Rd Northampton, was

Individuals reported botilo Stall frttei 1 ederle Research arrested on N. Pleasant St., lor

being thrown from Moore Center reported a digital scale operating a motor vehicle with a

Residence Hall stolen. Estimated value $">00

An individual from Coolidge
suspended license.

Antwyia* Behavior Residence Hall reported a laptop V\ arrant Service

Feb coeaputer stolen Estimated value leb 19

An individual was repotted trv SIM Siddharth Sarin M. 1 Mass. was

ing to leave the Campus Center An individual Ironi Hasbrouck arrested at Pufton Village on a war-

Garage without paying. Laboratory reported laptop coin rant

Feb. 23 puter, carrying case and b

Three individuals were removed stolen h Miniated value 12100 Vandalism

from Thoreau Residence Hall Feb. 18 Mi 18

An individual from lohnson A vehicle was broken into in

KM Hur,il.n Residence Hall reported illegal use parking lot 15 on Olympu Drive

Feb 19 of his credit card 20

An individual reported that his If A vehicle in parking lot 22 on

vehicle parted in parking lot 44 on An individual from Van Meter L inversus Drive was damaged.

in Drive was broken into. A Residence Hall reported a laptop Feb. 21

camera was ttolen from the vehicle computer stolen F.stimated value UMPD received a report of a

broken window and possible larce-ivated value $200. S2I4S
Feb m the Graduate Employment

Oiviurbancc Two tires were stolen from a Organ i /a r in the Student

Feb 20 vehicle in parking l> I nion further investigation

Residential Staff from Mary Lyon I niversitv Drive fstimated value revealed the window had been bro-

lential Hall requested assis- $200 ken with no entry to the wee.

tance with a round robin in M
prioress \n individual trom |ohn Quincv The card access reader for

Adams k Hall rep. son Residence Hall was van

Doinierir ITfcifriairi rvyo speakers stolen. dalized.

Feb 19 Graffiti directed at housing staff

Darvn A Hill. 2V of Ml Noise Consplaint was written on the Cluster office

PlasjHM M \mhciM »«« arrested M.20 door in Baker Residence Hall

-
— 1

The Massachusetts
Daily Collegian

Get involved with writing and

reporting at

1 13 Campus Center

— — •''"
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I MASS Campus Activities present S

SOMETHQULEmi

FRIDAY
Free events on the Umavs campus.

(all us at 54536(H): or visit our

uehsite for more information:

http //www umass edu/camprjct/events/colendar htm

This Week:

OF THE

Ullage!
Student Union

Ballroom

Friday February

27, 1998
8:00pm

FREE

Valerie Stephens, Merida

Castillo, Bongi Goba & their 8

piece band will present

American Jazz and Blues;

traditional South African

melodies; and energetic

rhythms from Cuba.

This series is made possible by a gran* item the CtaasS

Auxiliary Services Department, the Office of the

Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs, and the

DAILY COLLEGIAN— jih .1,1. ». ,'j' inaj JI.H,' t III ,! " I'll l.-DirlrinMl,
1!—

reap
continued from page 1

change ." Whiicumbsaid.

Howevai for main ol tboM M
dcni>. <i lifestyle change while m
kl AP is attainable Bui oiue (he

sessions are over, students arc on

iheir own and must adhere to test

changes while living with 1 1 leiul-

who continue to drink and pari) on

a regular basis and without lol

low ups from Rl W woi>
•v. Iilesivle change that lot some is

doM to unpt>ssible \S hiKomb said

ihis reason and increased

referrals from the courts and the

judicial svstem, U hilcomb thinks ill

is vital!) important the RKAP be

able lo hire case managers and full

lime emplovci

'Matt) Mudcnt^ »ln> aic MM in

Rl AP need 10 be lollowed up on.

The) are able lo make those liteslvle

changes while the) are here but

after ihev leave student often go

back to their old wavs." Whiicomb
1 "If the Iniversitv la icallv M

about iniervenmg with drug and

alcohol problems on this campus
ihen we need lo them

"

I 'uiientlv U hiUomb I* the

full -lime cmplovee at Rl. AP and
with three ink

intern turnover late is high

Iveiv vear I must train the

interns so much ol mv time goes

into getting the interns up I

I need trained professionals in addi-

tion to mv interns." she said.

Despite ihc low number ol work

in (he program, man) students

. rt back to their old

Jr inking hah

In a paper written bv a freshman

woman who was referred lo Rl k*

through the judicial system, the

author pointed out main ol her bad

drinking behaviors »u.

days aw a) due to hangovers, black

outs, and having a tolerance level

thai allowed her lo have ei|

oho! and still not feel drunk.

However this woman, who had

asked to remain confidential, set a

realistic goal for herself. A goal that

would still allow her to drink and

pay attention to how much she t

fumes during the night

"I am also going to be drinking

mv beers much more slowlv Instead

of a couple in one hour. I'm p
. ut back 10 less than one beer per

hour." she sj

Students who want n

mation about RL \P mav call

\\ hiicomb at 145-01! the

Office m the lobbv ol MoOTC
Residence Hall

Check us out online

at

hup./www.umass adu

/rsocolegian

Amber treasures
Sophomore earty childhood development major Alicia Vigil presides

over (ewelry sales on the Campos Center Concourse yesterday

India
continued from page 1

mem itjmi I in L'ttar Pradesh. India's largest stale, over the weekend alter rw«

partners withdrew support The court order came as a boost for the

, lanata Part), which is widit) expected to take the most teals In the dec

lion but fall short of a mai-

sunday night, the Maoist guerrillas u lajutd another mine thai killed four

election officers and two policemen bringing ballot buses lo central col ectiun sta

twin*. Another political activist was stabbed to death overnight. United News of

India news agency reported.

Violence is a regular feature of Indian elections, with rival parties battling for

irol of polling stations. Despite the casualty toil, election officials claim vk>

ended In the e.

•tatr of Wis* Bengal

Ivc people were killed in voting in nine slates an Sunday and 23 died in them phase ol voting feb. it*

TOBACCO COMPANIES SPEND

16.5 MILLION
DOLLARS A DAY TO SELL

CIGARETTES*

if**

'and it hitidl) f n-N you .i thmq

Tobacco

Free

Hampshire

County

Coalition

tig*

For more

Information

call the

GazetteLlne

at 584-3200

ext.1311

TRAVEL
SMART!

FROM I0STOM

$145 $264

$219 $403

MADRID
S228 $419

$259 $477
Scnt4«ll< lli|hlt

Farat It ••ritfwISt ttsllaalleni

Eurillpauas available

tasthtftd turtrurges may apply

Customs -Immigration lams apply

Fares subtect to change without

notes lot I student I cards

may bt required

RISM TRAVEL
S45 Filth Ave NY NT 10017

212-986-8420*

800-272-9676

Ash
Wednesday
Services

N c w in a ?i C e n t e r

472 North Pleasant St.

AmherstMA*01002

(413) 549-0300

The Catholic Community at the

Newman Center invites you to

Join them to begin the 40 days of

the Lenten journey.

-8:00 a.m.-

Mass and distribution ofAshes

-12:15 p.m.-

Liturgy of the Word and
Distribution ofAshes

-5:15 p.m.-

Mass and Distribution ofAshes

- 7:00 p.m.-

Liturgy of the Word and

Distribution ofAshes
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UMass tennis tops Temple
By Sanford Appell
Collegian SloH

It came down to the very last

Bsatch Of the afternoon, but the
Massachiwlts WOsam'l tenniv tt-um

OVarCMH a tough Temple team lo
win 4-3 Sunday afternoon in

Ludlow.

With the early round matches
completed. UMass was tied 5 apiece
wiih the Lady Owls, as t mils
Wegner took on Ante Holey

It was decided thai they would
play one pro set for the match
because of time CoaaUaJata. The
men's learn was set to take on
Temple on the same .i-urts as soon

- match vva^ completed
Wegner was moved up to No 5

Mngle> before the match, because
Temple idinc >horlhanded with only

live players.

rhey autonijttcallv toileiied
'

singles and No. 3 doubles. Therefore

to give Wegner a CBaWCi to play.

coach ludy Dixon moved her up a

MMk
"I was not sure who to play at No.

V it was between Fmily and I.ana

Gorodetskaya," Dixon said. "If I

played Lana at singles, Emily would
noi jiet to compete at all. so I moved
her up

"

The switch paid off for the

Minutewomen In front of the entire

men's and women's tennis team*

Wegner pulled out a thriller over

Doley. 8 6 Wegner had jumped
ahead 6-3. but subsequently squan

dered the lead to a tie. b-b But she

put it together to pull out ih>.

two games and the match for

UMass.
I milv was letrilk lor uv DtlCM

said "The heal was on and she came
out on top. not only on a pe'

level but for the entire team
."

In other smiles matches. UMass
was equally competitive The No. 2

through No. 4 niauhes all I unshed

in three sets. Marie Caron dropped a

heaitbreaker 6-2. 2-2.3 6 to

Temple s Kathleen Pete ai N

[ackie Braunstein also captured the

lirst set over Tanya ZecK
before losing I 6. 3-6 at No. 3

"We have had a lot of maKhes

this year where we have won the

hist set and then dropped the next

two." Dixon said. "Thai is a trend

thai hopefully will not continue."

Robyn Lebovitz at No. 4 foil.

suit 6-2. 1-6, 1-6 against Nitya
Ulora

While UMass spotted a 1-0 lead

in doubles, because of the forleii.

the Minutewomen needed the test ot

the doubles' points to pull a win
over the Owls
The Owls got the first bite with

Tamara Truta and Kathleen Pete

delealing Ola Geiaismova and Mane
Caron 9 7 in a nailbiter at No. 1.

Caroline Steele and Lana
Gorodetskaya were victorio.

the Minutewomen as they won the

decisive match over Zecic and Orora
8-4.

"The team needed this one."
Dixon said "This was a team that

It we were on a similar level

with and we proved thai we could

handle them "

UMass will now prepai

Tulane, as UMass hosts tfn

Friday March 6

men 's track
continued from page 8

n Abbott Freshman Kyle Kintner

aKo excelled in that event, placing

fourth.

"It's always hard to be a coiilereiKc

champion and have to defend that

title on a given day against tough
.oinpciiiioii." O'Brien said "There

were four good pole vaulters there

and he did the best
"

Senior sprinter Scott Price broke

his week-old record, pushing his

own UMass 55m mark down to 6 41

MOOssda, placing him fourth in the

event. He had run the previous
record setting tune ot t> 43 Moondl
earlier in the month at Rhode Islund

well Price's 21.69 in the 200m
guided him to second place in the

A 10

Massachusetts highly ranked
junior. Tom i"oye. was doubled by

injuries and fell to 14th place in the

200m lunior Ben Baraldi placed

highly in the 55m hurdles with a time

ol 7 8 seconds

Throwers (an Stevens and Vk
Morency provided a push for the

Minuteinen. also Stevens was second

overall in the shot put with a 41

throw . and Morency recorded a career

best in the 35 lb weight throw with a

mark ol 53'l.75" Erich Kinston, lun

Ralph .<ii.l I dward Boes exemplified

the championship effort hv sweeping

the lirst three places in the weight

throw for Vermont.

women 's gym
continued from page 8

The Mountaineers scored a final

of 1S5 3 points, ranking as the sec-

ond highest store this season and
sixth best all tune at VV\ I

The second place finish for the

Minutwomen breaks their unbeaten

streak to bring their record to 8 I

ier s perfect 10 00 score was the

lust geaji r. be awarded at a UMass
home meet and only the MCOaal in

Minutewomen hi^'. r\ h-hcr was
the only UMass first-place finisher

on the evening. Three different

untaineers captured the rest ol

the individual events

The lop two finishers for the

Minutewomen included senior

Penny LeBcau and junior Betsy

locci who placed second and
third on vault with a 9 850 and a

9.825. respectively. They were
accompanied by the performance of

hman (obi Goldberg who placed

third on bars lunior Anita Sanyal

finished third on the beam and in

the all around as well

Diis pa-t weekend's tough sched-

ule i- just the beginning of

top-ranked opponents for

Massachusetts In their next meet

the No. 25 Minutewomen will head

out to Tuscaloosa. Ala. to take on

3 Alabama. No. 1 1 Arizona
State, and No 22 North Carolina

Stole in another in meet.

hoop

umWNiosrv couSCMN

The Massachusetts women's tennis team played Temple this weekend in Atlantic 10 action

Hey sports fans!

Come down to the campus cen-

ter basement and write for

sportsl

Spring Break

Fever

[Party Hare

ravel Safe

lima $603
Hong Kong a/ 53

lei Aviv $693
Los Angelas #355

Orlando $17?

Fia'i «m Wsioe MP » w ;*cum

Economics Department

\V TU,.r«4«v, F*J-.r, .«™ ?/, 10QR

nil lOMTllMl
krHaritMMl Eneaaae

[744 Main Street

Amherst

(413) 256-1261

Thursday, February 26, 1 998

3:00-6:00pm

Campus Center Auditorium

Learn from successful Economics Alumni how to find your first job.

All Economics (Majors and prospective Economics Majors Welcome

continued from page 8

13.6 points per game, and is the

league's top rebounder at 11.7

rebounds per game-

Dayton — the only team remaining

that's undefeated at home — is cur-

rently tied with Xavier < 10—4). hav-

ing beaten them in the teams' only

meeting this season ITiev will square

off against each other. Sunday, in

what mav decide the top seed in the

West.

But don't count out the George
Washington Colonials. GW (9-5) —
a game behind the pack — dropped a

tough home game to Temple on
Sunday.

Howevet. the teams ahead of GW
have a lelaiivcly lough final week. In

addition to the Havton Xavici finale.

the Flyers are at Duquesne (II lb.

S 9) tomorrow, and Xavier plays at

Rhode Island tonight

The Colonials travel to Virginia

Tech (9 IV 4 101 tomorrow, and
finish up against the Bonnies on
Saturday.

As for the A 10 tournament, your

guess is j> good as iiiiiu-

Minuicman Notes: With his hero

ics against Rhode Island and St.

loseph's, Massachusetts guard

Charlton Clarke (12 7 ppg. 3 .07

apg) was named A- 10 Player ol i he

Week for the second consecutive

week. Clarke, who averaged 19.5

ppg for the week is sknting to guin

some respect around the league. And
many believe the junior will be rec

ognized in the voting for conference

Player of the Year, which will be

announced next Tvesda) in

Philadelphia

Among the other candidate* will

be Rhode Island's Tyson Wheeler.

Temple's Rasheed Brokenborough.

Dayton's Ryan Perryman. La Salle's

Donnie Carr, St. Joe's Rashid Bey

and Duquesne - Mike lain

UMass guard Montv Mack (IS.f

ppg, 3.0 apg) is the odd* on lavonte

tifercnce Rookie ot the \

Also. UMass forwards Chris

Kirkland (3 5 ppg. 2.4 rpgt and

Ajmal Basit (b.8 ppg. 5.6 rpg) will be

up for the Chris Daniels Moat
Improved Plaver award.

Mass. Senate set to vote

on Pats stadium funding
ly Laslia Millar

Associated Press

BOSTON — Senate President

Thomas Birmingham's plan for

financing a new Foxboro stadium
for the New England Patriots ki

expected to be unveiled Thursday.

But three days before the Senate

HI on the proposal, few law-

makers seem to know exactly how
Birmingham plans to pay for the

state's share in the $200 million

pro) 1

One thing is dear, however If

House Speaker lhoma* Finneran

doesn't like the plan, it won't hap
pen.

The proposal came as something

of a surprise when Birmingham
held a press conference with
Patriots owner Robert Kraft last

Thursday.

After years of struggling to find

a way to refurbish the existing sta-

dium, the Patriots' owner
next to Birmingham as they

announced a deal in which the

Patriots would pay $200 million

for a new stadium in Foxboro.

The Patriots would also compen-
sate the state about $2.4 million a

year in parking fees, ticket 'ees

and rent — short of the si

estimated annual $7 atillioji ia

interest costs.

The state would pay up to $20
million lo buy Kraft's 336-acrc site

and invest $52 million in utilities

and road construction But beyond

that, neither rank-and-file lawmak-
ers nor members of the Cellucci

Administration have seen a written

proposal

Mv big issue is the bill." said

Secretary of Administration and

*<nmo
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Finance Charles Baker. 'All I've

seen is a press release " Baket said

he wants to lind out what the plan

of attack is before the administra-

tion decides it it's viable.

Finneran said in a statemen'

terday he won't comment until the

proposal has been passed hv the

Senate and analyzed by the Mouse
Lawmakers said they don I expect

Finneran. who ha* alraeaj]

expressed skepticism about the

plan, lo support it

"There's a lot of skepti

about putting public money into a

stadium and a lot of us want to be

certain that there's a revenue
stream to offset the state invest-

ment," said Rep lav Kaufman il>

I exington).

Legislators are also concerned
about the state's ability to pav

a stadium

The ig-Term
Committee, for example, held the

first of a series of hearings paj aaaj

terday to examine the state's debt

burden. Baker testified thai dra-

matic cutbacks in federal funding

for Massachusetts' transportation

projects — including the $10.8
billion Central Artery project —
will put added pressure on the

state's ability to finance such
|

jects as open space acquisition
courthouse repairs ard pri

Mruction

Rep. Frank Hvm- l>

Marshfield). vice chairman of the

Long-Term Debt Commit)
questioned whether the state can

afford the Big Dig construction

project along with $11 billion in

capital projects approved hy the

Legislature along with a new
football stadium.
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HELPING OTHERS
and

OURSELVES DEAL
with

SICKNESS & DYING
PANEL DISCUSSION
Tuesday, February 24, 7pm, Hillel House

388 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

PANELISTS

>"^>« PIMM
•arNrV

N^pMl

prtaoflsht

Htrtisnl

MuttfttOWf-

Mgrrden FonrOOdl

NawHfvaa

fcridfjupor?

EmlmuBmn
&

NtWton PITTA
i Youi Community

Ljfk To The

fcntlnj Northeast 1

New Rochslle

Maw York*

Rabbi Nancy Flam
Co-Founder of theJewish Heal

Ing Center and a pioneer in the

field ofJewish healing.

Henry Simkin, M.D.
Family physician at Kaiser Perma-

nente's Northampton Health Cen-

ter & Member of Massachuestts Eth-

ics Committee of Kaiser Permanente

SiKinnowl l>v l)Ma»» I lilW and In part ti\ I lilM'i Jacob Burn's Knilsiwmrat in 1 llii. «

How do we find strength and support for one

another during times ofserious illness & dying?

Philadelphia

Wilmington

sltlmore

Itington

BOSTON
NEW YORK

DAILY
EXPRESS SERVICE
Amherst, Peter Pan Terminal, 79 S Pleasant St800-343-9999

PVTA»781-PVTA Umass
Campus Cntr. or SW Hampden Dinning Common

(413-781-7882)
Northampton. Peter Pan Terminal 1 Roundhouse Pz

Cooperative Education MBA
at Northeastern University

Nothing Beats Experience.
Following six months of intensive study, our students

spend six months employed in paid, MBA-level

positions with some of the top companies in America.

\ final nine months in the classroom completes the

degree. The next class starts this June.

\ representative will he at your Campus Career
Network Employment Options Office on Thursd.iv

March 5. Call 545-6263 to schedule an informational

interview. For more information, contact Daniel

Cilbert at dgilhertacba.neu.edu or 617-373-5960

Northeastern Univcrsiiv

Graduate School of

Business Administration

350 Dodge Hall

360 Huntington Avenue
Boston, MA 021 15

www.cba.neu.edu/gsh.i

Full-Time Programs that put you to work
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The bitter end
Bit I led like a loser! I

think thdt I have finally MM
to terms with the reality thdt

when I depart from this hal-

lowed campus that I love so much. I

will be complctelv and utterly unem-
.d

Mj uali/aiion, which has been
coining ><> '»e slowlv. off and on for

the past year, was
iited last week

when I ran into a cou-

ple of friends in the

CMUMM lenier On
mi way to the

Collegia'

a little bit of journals

tic experience under
ni> belt. I spotted m>
Iriend Adam He was
wearing a tic

"Uhoa. I

1 up!* I said

"Where are you ~^^^^^™

"The caret t da»
"

"Oh. right." I replied. "1 was
thinking of checking thai out."

In h -ped a fotd-

M When I asked him what it was he

produced a stack of freshly printed.

professional ly produced remote*.

I have a resume?." I gasped in

dbbciict Wow. I u- had like, three

jobs my entire life, none of which I

would want printed in black and
whin lential employers to

view and judge me on. I can picture

their reactions now:
"So. you spent four years working

at a bam — very interesting."

"Don't overlook the one summer
that I spent serviti, priced

draft beer* to tourists at a really

happening beachaide restaurant." I'll

It'll be amusing, for sure. But

amusing doesn't pay the bills and it

won't get me hired

AlUii

to tag along and see where my
opportunities lay EVM if I didn't

have a resume, browsing around
couldn't hurt, right?

U rong.

U h> don't they have career fairs

for real people'' For those of us who
haven't been held captive in the

SOM building lor the past three

.irs. taking classes

about federal taxes

and business law I

know nothing about

marketing, comput-
ers or finance.

I don't even bal-

ance my checkbook!

So there I was.
standing amidst
hoards of over

dressed students, sll

clamoring around
the tables to present

^^^^^^^™
their resumes to the

representatives of the countn - most

up and coming companies.

1 was wearing jeans

I didn't have a resume.

The most I could hope to get out

ot this career fair was a free ball-

point pen and maybe a mouse pad
with a company logo on it (an item

that I couldn't really use. but I

would take anyway because I feel

like the fair owes me something)

Unless there's a corporation out

there that wants to employ me sim-

plv because I took a class called

"WHcJsM Mvth and Reality." and
because I changed my major three or

four times and I have a vast array of

experience in many different fields

Hut. while I view this as a personal

strength, demonstrating my willing

ness to try different things, employ-

ers easy see it ss an inability to com-
mit snd a serious lack of
decision making skills.

An inability to commit and four

Back to the career fair I deckled years of cleaning stalls at a barn.

now why would anyone not want to

hire me?
But, I still refused to give up on

this career fair. "All majors wel

come!" the signs read. There must
be something here for me. But as I

cruised around the auditorium. I

didn't see one sign that ststed a

company was interested in journal-

ism majors. No anthropology majors

were encouraged to inquire about

careers, and not one single English

or psychology major was wanted
anywhere

So. those of us in the liberal arts

fields are left on our own to face the

harsh realities of the world of unem-
ployment. I may be spending the

years after college working on the

next "Great American novel" or I

may be asking simple questions like

"Would you like fries with thst?"

But one thing I won't be doing is

working for a company that was rep-

resented at the great UMsss Career

Fair

Thus, the harsh reality remains.

When I can no longer inhabit my
quaint Main Street bungalow, living

it up with my roommates (neither of

whom possess resumes either!) snd
I have to face the cruel and uncaring

"real world." I will not have a job

set up for me to start at the day after

graduation. The only thing I'll prob-

ably have the day after I graduate

(which isn't approaching any time

real soon) is a pretty severe hang
over After which I'll most likely

return home, where I'll remain until

my mother finally realizes that I've

been sitting on the couch wearing

sweatpants and eating cereal for six

months and kicks me out Then
maybe I'll bum across Europe or

something

I wonder how that would look on

a resume.

f.lsa Allen it a Collegian colum
nisi

An alternate attack plan
ith the very realistic probability of war lemming in

I then ever

thatlu>be Bryant

was elected to >

andhalfagaJtonefk*
my room once again But

•event anxk

According to the economic history of the United States.

war ha* ben tnomentous in intpiting growth for the econo-

my: government spending grows, defense spend ing increas-

es, and those alrcadv wcalthv become a beneficiary of

death, profit growth and destruction. _^^_^_^__
Putting aside the benefits of which the

rich will most Is consume, war is not a

good thing. The leaders, general and
s >raic elite arc asking you to urinate

of the third rail Will you d

Dart get me wrong. I love watching

people getting smashed, torn and blast-

ed on the screen. And furthermore. I'm

not a tied dyed tea hag pleading with

the world to eat more rice cakes. I've

done
nue

killed anyone. Nevertheless, mayhem,
mass death and misery are not attributes \\)L>(l]t\'l
that I must have in order to sail my day H/tTl4 1 1 f I

.

a success. I do not wish for m> fellow

countrymen to fight and die in empty '

'

of freedom under the oppressive

banner of wealth.

I can guess who will benefit from the war and I can

assume it will not be me. or for that matter, you. How
many CEOs' sons do you think arc going to Iraq? How

senators' sons do you think are going to Iraq? I can

guess there are fewer sons of the power elite going to war

than there are nipples on an ant.

I do not wish to view on CNN the total annihilation of a

race of people: it's a little too real for me That's right, this

is real, and I believe we are padded from such real life car-

nage. Some forget what armed conflict can do. True we do
have "American Gladiators" and those fat Sumo suits, hut

let's face it: most Americans don't really know what hap-

pens in the realm of war and bloodshed. American epi-

demics are usually solved with flu shots. Think about it. do
wc rcallv want to kill each other?

m
l do not wish

for my fellow
countrymen tg
fight and die in
empty cries of
freedom underM -

' •*? *?*"£ ^"u
muM "* the oppressive

nue to do bad. but I have never % r r !*

banner of

Nicholas ^iminon*

Doonesbury

To solve the problem I have come up with an excellent

solution. For those who want s war. don't worry, you'll get

a chance to flex it all You will be able to make Conan
silly, but first you must carry out your en

States will send afi pro-war supporter*

by inner tube, afsesd with American flap baiting ants

and lots of sand-castle accessories. The factories that made
tanks, bombs and corporate lobbyists will be converted to

produce st wartime speed, plastic shovels, buckets and
American flag suits.

Republicans and democrats frolicking side by side in the

_^^_^_^__ hot desert sand is enough to make
even the hardened hesrt cry.

Furthermore, the business section of

every national paper will declare huge

economic prosperity, so we should

have no problem finding brave souls

who have so much to die for to fill our

attack tubes

The overweight pro-war Americans

will most likely march on Baghdad in

the late afternoon, when the sun is

great for tanning, scaring the starving

Iraqis into submission.

Our hungry soldiers will then pro-

ceed to consume Iraq's sand, people

and oil Saddam's republican guard

will fight hard and kill many of our

elite citizens: but the red, white and

__________ hlue don't run. We may eat, pollute

and exploit, but we're for the most

part too damn fat to run.

No weapon is greater than fear and with the country of

Iraq shaking in horror, we will have won. We will then

build huge shopping malls made with our new mass- pro-

duced tools. The sand enforced malls will sell huge
amounts of Nikes. Ray-Bans and cash symbol jewelry,

putting the remaining Iraqis in unimaginable debt. Their

credit will be ruined and the United Nations will forbid

them from declaring bankruptcy.

Soon we, or at least some of us. will own Iraq. And.

more importantly, those that wished to do battle will have

done so. Now is a good place to insert the famous
Braveheart speech. And then I say in my best patriotic-

voice. "I'll water the plants!"

\icholas Simmons is a I 'Mass student.

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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Presidential advice
April 12. 1447:

The prestigious Vice President of the United

States of America. Al Gore, realizes that he and
his two-time running mate. Hill Clinton, seem to

be falling out of the public view. This doesn't necessari-

ly mean much to the president, as Clinton's term limit of

two will be expiring by the time the next election rolls

around, but to Gore, who is the shoo-in frontrunnei for

the Democratic party's nomination for president for the

2000 election, publicity is a must I specially for Gore,

as his personality is only slightly more vibrant than |ohn

1 Kennedy's (keep in mind that Kennedy is dead), and
a jump in press for the White House would be the boost

he might need to remain those lew

vital popularity points above the HBsl
speculated Republican candidate ot

the time. Dan Ouayle (you remem- l*
-»——————

ber; "potatoe")

Gore, with Clintons approval, plans to assemble s

group of experts to aid him with this problem.
Government officials are sent out to the far reaches of

the globe to find those persons with unmatched percep-

tion. To join this dream team would be those who felt

the heartbeat of the world — the eyes and ears of the

human population, perhaps. The intelligence level in a

room with the recruited ones would be off the scales |
it

there were some scale that could measure the intelli-

gence level in a room, that is). These would be the best

of the best, the cream of the crop, and the ultimate elite.

Within a few weeks, the government finds the six

people who can most efficiently make the White House

headline news again, and gathers them for an important

meeting with the president and vice president Clinton

and Gore both agree to do what the newly arranged

panel suggests, and in return for their services, each of

the six members will be granted Secret Service protec-

tion for the remainder of their lives, along with s cushy

government job that pays a six- digit salary for doing

absolutely nothing, like "national oxygen breather" or

"official eye blinker."

The time comes fot this long awaited meeting, and

the assembled gods of social conduct, wasting not a sec-

ond, begin the conversation immediately...

Bullhead: Uh. huh-huh. You don't have any cool

tuff around here Why don't you have a toilet on this

table or something?

The president

Sctii Kocni_

Beavis: Yeah, yeah! Toilets are cool! So are dogs. I

always wanted a dog. Hmm-hmm. yeah.

Butthead: Yeah, name it "Buddy" after, you know,

your little — Huh-huh — "buddy." People would think

that was cool and stuff.

The president makes a note

Aaron Spelling: Sex always works for me, but not sex

with just anyone. Somebody with whom you're not sup-

posed to be having sex with. In other words, not your

wife. Perhaps an intern! You know, my daughter's out

of work again. I'm sure she'd pass up her next TV gees, kj

to give it to you!

thinks maybe he's already tried that,

but makes a note am how

Ouentin Tarantino Never mind all

that, man. I've got your perfect

scheme right here Try snd picture-

lots of violence and raw language for your project, man.

It doesn't matter who gets killed, as long as you can talk

about it heartlessly, il will be entertaining I
pur-

poses. I'm thinking we should kill a lot of people.

You've got the ultimate trigger, man. so go lor it! I'm

talking the Middle East somewhere, man' I'm not about

shallow production, but you have to remember, guns

will keep the people in the seats — that, and Samuel I

lackson.

The president makes a note and recalls a familiar face

overseas he can target (Hey. it worked for Bush i

Richard Simmons: Let me just say I think it's

absolutely super how you lost so much weight at the

beginning of your presidency. Billy. Can I call you Billy?

That jogging thing was darn swell. Al, now you were

always a bit slimmer than your boss over there, but

there's still room for improvement. Both of you should

get my "Sweatin' to the Oldies" workout program. I can

call my two latest clients. Bertha snd Kong and have

you work with them They're such sweethearts, you

know.
Neither the president nor the vice president makes a

note.

Michael lackson: Plastic surgery it always good. How
about getting a nose job?

The president mishears "nose" and makes a note

Clinton and Gore decide to put the plan into effect as

soon at possible.

Seth Koenig i$ a Collegian staff member

Letters to the Editor

GEO window
smashed
To the editor:

After a week of heightened
activism amongst the Graduate
Employee Organisation (Gl
membership, on Sunduv aftem
(Feb 22>. we found out oflaM win
dow smashed in.

We at GEO condemn an\ violent

act and hope that this was an isolat-

ed, individual act of vandalism, not

a direct attack upon out union.

If indeed this act of violence was
intentional, it is a wake- up call to

all the campus unions and prov

tive organizations We urge our
community and all progressive
groups and organizations to join

voices against such violations

against workers and students

In no way will such an attack

deter us from continuing our cam-
paign for a fair and reasonable con-

tract for the 2.600 graduate employ

ees we represent in our union.

Mahmood Kctabchi

President. GEO/UAW

Cartoon in bad
taste

To the editor:

I realize you have been having a

hard time trying to find cartoonist*

for the Collegian, hut there must be

some point where you should draw
the limit.

Usually the comics are great, and I

like them, but when I looked at

"Sven" by Stephen Higgins (Feb.

17). I did not think it was very

funny. I realize it's supposed to be a

joke, but when people start thinking

it's funny to kill, that's when I'll

stop reading the Collegian. Please

raise your standards!

Holiday Anderson

Van Meter

Boss was right

To the editor

I was dismayed by the recent

over reaction to Amherst Selectman

Hill Hose "keg" comment regarding

the low voter turnout at the two
UMass voting precincts by UMast
officials and the Student

eminent Association (SGA)
The only "unfortunate" thing

sbout his idle, flip comment, is that

it is unfortunately true. Perhaps we
should reserve politically correct

phraseology to those issues we are

not yet serious about resolving. In

the meantime. I appreciate this sort

of frankness in my local politicians.

If the truth hurts, then let his

comment serve as the unanes-
thetized dentist drill of reality.

University officials and student

body representatives spent a lot of

effort convincing town officials to

create two on- campus voting
precincts, essentially redistricting

the town. Everybody would like to

see greater student participation at

election time And nobody expects a

huge turnout from students during

purely municipal campaigns Well,

then, we made it easy for you, easier

than for most residents who have to

drive to the polls. My message to

students: Why not vote when you
can walk? There were more poll

workers present than student voters.

This is disgraceful.

If the SGA feels so strongly about
Mr. Boss' comments, then why not
have a student run against him and
unseat him from the Selectboard?

Oh. never mind. 1 forgot. That
occurred last April, when hardly any
students bothered to show up at the

campus precincts to vote for Brian

Tirrell. In that election, voter
turnout was expected to be light as

Mr. Boss was correctly seen as run-

ning practically unopposed. I believe

inclement weather was seen as

another reason for low turnout Mi

Boat was elected with s comfortable

margin. It could have been a very

tight race, possibly sn upset, had
Mr Tirrell used a little initiative I

feel vindicated that I voted for Mr
Boss given these circumstances.

Chris Ryan '86

North Amhcrti

Support Pesticide

Disclosure Act

To the editor:

Pesticides are invading our lives

and endangering our health because

of their use in schools, farms, park.-

golf courses and homes. Pesticides

are the only chemicals used with the

intent to kill. They have been linked

to serious health effects in people

(reproductive disorders, immunolog-
ical problems, cancer). Since we
have no way of knowing when and
where pesticides arc sprayed, we are

especially vulnerable to the threats

posed by these toxins.

The Pesticide Disclosure Act
would give citizens notice and warn-

ing before pesticide use. make more
information available regarding pes-

ticides, and help reduce the use of

pesticides by requiring the adoption

of least-toxic pest control policies

for all state buildings and grounds
This bill is now being considered h\

the Senate Ways and Means
Committee. Meanwhile, the pest

control industry is spending a lot of

money to oppose the bill. The indus-

try is essentially fighting to keep the

public in the dark regarding pesti-

cide use and the health of citizens.

We need to stick together to pro-

tect our health and the health of our
loved ones. I urge all citizens to con-
tact Senator Rosenberg to counter
the opposition and to demand our
right to know about pesticide use.

lennifcr Schonvisky

Washington

Hampshire, Smith, Mt. Holyoke, and Amherst students— we want you!

The Collegian Ed/Op page is planning .to run a Four- College Commentary feature
every Wednesday. Because the Collegian is distributed on the five Pioneer Valley cam-
puses, we want fne voices of all to have a place on this page.

, Columns should be 700-900 words long, have your name and a phone number on
them, and be submitted by Monday at noon. They can be sent to the Collegian 1 1

3

Campus. Center, UMass: faxed to 545-1592; or e-mailed to
letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu. Call Tamar Carroll or Dan Bodah at 545-1491 for more
information.
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Cole thrives in live setting

Paula Cole cast a magical spell at Mount Holyoke College Sunday night

By Morty K,

Colsgion Stuff

PAULA CCHf
Chopin Auditorium

Fab 22

SOUTH HADLEY - What a

weird week its already been for

Paula Cole. Tomorrow night at New
York City's Radio City Music Hall.

Cole will be performing to a world-

wide television audience numbering
in the millions as she competes for

seven Grammy awards. Sunday
evening st Mount Holyoke's Crispin

Auditorium, she gave a ^0 minute

concert for what seemed to be sever-

al hundred of her closest friends.

VNhile many — including this

writer — have c hided Cole as being

stiff and unexciting on record, the

Rockport native and graduate of

Berklee College ol Music kj clearly at

home on a concert stage in front of a

live audience. She revels in the con-

text of performing live, breathing

new lite into aMMrj bland studio

recordings.

whether she was wisttully playing

* cUnnct or recklessly flailing awa\

on the piano. Cole grabbed her

music by the reins Sunday and
emboldened nearly every song with a

•case of urgency and *% She dis-

tanced hersell from her I ilith Fair

colleague* by daring to have her own
personality This combination of

earncstne** and her own compelling

persona created a winning mix for

Coke.

Instead of the unbearable bland

-

ness that plagues her contemporaries

lewel and Sarah Mclachlan. Cole is

not afraid to stand out and be her

own woman, mind-boggling body
contortions and all With cheery
ajgaj the-lop antics tat one point, a

piano playing drag queen look cen-

ter-stage) and a welcomed absence

of man* pitter-patter. Cole's

approach, while visceral at times

("Mississippi'!, still managed to

focus on everyday human emotions.

While a few songs ("Carmen."
"Keelin' love") meandered s bit u*.

long and included some unnecessary

guitar heroics. Cole never lost her

focus or enthusiasm. Like P.I

Harvey Cole It a woman posaaaaad

i, . illy 1'.clins: c Jvli note

arto evcrv woru s nc utters it aii pre*

mJo the audience vvith a

ing experience, filled with a little sin

UUMM lOVsr | COUtCiaM

and plenty of yang.

The evening's high point came
earls during two powerfully emo-
tional songs she performed behind

the piano. Singing about the tender

pain of growing up in a small town,

"Bethlehem* (off her first album.
Harbinger \ revealed Cole's child

hood of poverty and self-consciotss-

ness while "Tiger" was s personal

declaration of independence from
her pa lett Bethlehem and I

feel free/ I've left the girl I was sup-

posed to be."

The only real disappointment of

the night was "Whcie Have All the

Cowboys Gone'.'" which Cole mistak-

enly turned into a perverse anti-men

rant, complete with Michael
lackson-like gesticulations

After returning to play the obvious

encore "I Don't Want to Wait." Cole

shuffled off for a costume change.

Making a dramatic reappearance,

she closed with the French love song

"I c Vic en Rose " Taking another

page out of Harvey's pL
played the part of vixen well, dressed

in a blonde wig and a Mack >cii!

fun'' Sure h.ntcrtaining 7 Vtu
heicha. The greatest show on earth?

Not quite.

Kristin's death gives "Days" a boost
Hi soap fans, you'll have to

excuse me if I appear to sound a bit

disturbed but I'm still reeling from
last Friday's ladies' figure skating

finals and more to the point, the

fact that I missed them entirely

("sulk"l. What's even more upset-

ting is that the little jumping bean

ended up snatching the gold medal

Irom Michelle Kwan (my fave). lust

joking.. I'm sure Tara was just as

deserving, if not more, of the gold

(biting my lip). Oh well, as Kwan
would say. "e'est la vie!"

The big to-do of last week was.

by far. Kristin's death (big question

mark here) on "Days of Our Uvgf.

In case you missed it. |ohn and
Marlena burst into Kristin's pent-

house only to find her lifeless body

floating in the pool. Who killed her

remains a mystery, a ^^^^^^
mystery that promises to Jacob
be one of the soap's ts*fgtBaaa~aTs"a.

most exciting stories of

the year (couldn't "Days" use one

right about now?)
The suspects include Laura (dis-

traught over the "death" of her

daughter at the hands of the

DiMera's). Susan (last we saw of

Kristin she was in a heated battle

with Susan), but the real wild card

in this is... Celeste. She's the per-

fect candidate given her state of

mind (she's been inflicted with the

"jungle madness" disease... don't

ask).

The thing is. I'm not convinced

that the corpse is actually that of

Kristin's. It could just as easily be

Susan lying face first in the pool.

Rest assured though that with

"Days." almost anything is possible

(which makes the story such a

coup). Ding. dong. the witch is

dead (sniff). What will I do without

her! The other big to-dos last week

involved "Another World" and
"General Hospital."

On last Friday's episode of

"AW." Shane and Michael died in a

car accident (as usual. Vicky was in

the thick of it). As far as Shane
goes, good riddance. May his char-

acter do in death what he couldn't

in life, namely generate a worth
while storyline

As for "General Hospital."
Lizzie's rape is turning out to be

one of the most tragic rape -

line's since Marty's on "One Life

To Live
"

Becky Hearst (Liz) has proven
herself to be one hell of an M
Bravo to her performance last

week. Rumor is. one of "GH"'s
most popular (at one time) could

be behind it.

^^^^^^^^ I thought, with
?^^^^^^^ the mass influx of™nrun^

so-called male studs

fewthese past

weeks. I'd discuss two of the most

recent additions to the male
hoochie club (one that's working
and one that's not). Listen. I under-

stand the need to cast a fine look-

ing lady or gent (generally. I don't

complain) in the role of a leading

man or woman but could we find

someone with a little substance.

Daytime has made some strides

in this department recently — hir-

ing talent, not just beauty or prefer-

ably a mix of both (hence Tyler

Christopher). But. for every step

they take forward, they go and
blow it by hiring some generic look-

ing dope. In all fairness though,
maybe the execs are hoping that

they'll eventually find their footing

and mature, as an actor. It's been

known to happen before.

Let's take the recent hiring of "so

and so" (I forget his name) as

sie's ex. Rob. on "Guiding
I ight "

I know he has only been on
.1 few weeks and that he's rela-

tively new to daytime but his per-

formance has been little more than

a cold read. Sure he's got his fair

share of ahem... assets (as my "GL"
friend often points out) but the role

needs more than that. He s new. so

I'm just going to chalk it up to

"inexperience" and give it a few
more weeks In his defense though,

he definitely has this intensity to

him. Let's see if he can capitalize

on it.

With Cameron Mathison (Ryan),

however, what he lacks in experi-

ence, he makes up for with charts

ma and charm. He's actually hold-

ing up quite well and showing some
unexpected potential. Throwing
him in with Kelsey's quest for loot)

(in what is turning out to be this

year's most exciting quadrangle)
doesn't hurt either. I found myself

pulling for the guy. Sure, he does a

number on my ego (all these guys

do) but he can stay. Generally, a

pretty face won't be enough to get

you the job anymore (despite the

cliche). If the chemistry and perfor-

mance isn't there to back it up.

you're history. Don't believe me.
just ask Leslie Horan (Miranda on
"GH")

This week's quote of the week
belong's to a random "GH" fan
who sat behind me at the Blue Wall

during an episode of "GH"...

In a scene with Nikolas and
Robin (standing outside of
Wyndamere in the middle of win-

ter), directed to Nik.

"lust shut up and take off your
shirt." It was hilarious. I mean. I

hear guys say that all the time but

very rarely do I hear it from a

woman. I think it's about time. She

Palmetto showcases a new Shue
By Bryan McAllister

Collegian Staff

PALMETTO
Directed by Volker SchlondorH

with Woody Harrelson, Elisabeth Shue, Gino Gershon
Playing at Mountain Farms Theaters

With her blond hair, big brown eyes, and inviting

smile, Elisabeth Shue has girl next -door written all over

her In films like I he Karate Kul Back to the Future.

and Adventures in Babxsitltng. Shue played char..

that were so down lo-earth that even mom would be

tout if you brought her home for dinner.

It s a big surprise, then, when Shue saunters her way

into a bar in Palmetto, the new tilni noir set in the

steamy Honda town of the same name Swinging her

full-figured body and flirting with come hither I

the Academy Award winning actress has come a long

way from playing soccer with Ralph Macchio

In Palmetto. Shue > the femme latale. camping her

way through the delicious setting with an evil sensuality.

she's the most ridiculous character in a movie with plen-

I ldiculous contrivances.

Woody Harrclson's Harry Barber, framed for a crime

he didn't commit, is finally released from prison after a

testimony of an ex-cop clears his name Harrelson

returns to the Florida seaside town Palmetto and
reunites with his girlfriend (Gins Gershon). but hit bit-

terness remains When the seductive Shue enters his

life, her offers arc understandably hard to turn down.

Shue's Rhea Malroux character, the greedy wife of a

rich, old business nan. hatches a fake kidnapping plan

involving her stepdaughter Odette (Chloe Sevigny),

who's rebellious enough hersell The reason for this it

something to the ellcct d $S00 000. oi which Harry

gets a healthy sum for carrying the scheme oui

doubts Harry ha* are quickly forgotten when Shue leans

seductively against his window.

Of course, everything that could go wrong does, and
part of the fun is watching Harry get out-played and

out-thought by every character in the film. Harrelson

does a superb job of looking perplexed and acting stu

pid.

In fact, the best parts of Palmetto are moment
sell parody. Shue takes a cigarette but doesn t saaakj

Harrelson orders bourbon and doesn't drink it But he

still manages to burn himself and bump into things

repeatedly.

Palmetto really takes off when Harry is hired to be the

police liaison to the press - the kidnapper himselt

becomes the D.A.'s right-hand man, and the film deli

ciously plays with this complex. Meanwhile, more twist*

and turns are in order, by the end. even a killer liquid

substance that seems to be on loan from IV ho framed

Roger Rahbtf figures into the picture

But under the direction ol Volker Schlondortt we get

Palmetto the satire. Palmetto the steamy film noir, and

Palmetto the late night erotic thriller you find on HBO
The screenplay by E. Maxe Frye, based on the novel bv

lames Hadley Chase, tries too often to mirror classic

Holly wood thrillers like The Big Sleep and Body Heat

gives annoyingly serious voice-over narration to

Harrelson and "902lO"-like dialogue to Shue; the most

interesting character in the film, meanwhile, Sevigny's

conniving itcexlaughter. is disposed of much too quickly

Mg mistakes Be in casting — Gershon, slways great

ss the volatile badgirl. is forced to play nice and has Ut-

ile to do. The tame goes for the goofy Michael

Rapaport. portraying the tough bad guy. he doesn't do
much better than Barney Rubble would Sometimes
typecasting is a good thing.

But at least Palmetto has some spark, unlike the

roach the camera constantly focuses on. it loves the

light as much as the dark Colorful characters both

smart and dumb — mix well with the stark heat and

steamy rain soaked town>that Harreison't Harry Barber

finds himself falling victim to once again As Harry '»

nemesis warns him late in the movie. 'If you're going to

jump in the deep end. you better know bow to taaJBI

Palmetto'* stroke isn't alwayt smooth, but it has its

moments B-

rouwntv vonn smoumn

Woody Harrelson, Elisabeth Shue and Michael Rapaport looking innocent in Palmetto

didn't tay anything most of my
female "GH" pals weren't thinking

In a little news... The Soap Opera
Digest Awards are on this week
(Feb. 27 at 9 p.m on NHC'i Be sure

to watch! Be sure to catch "Port

Charles" this week too at Lues
fights for her life. Should be good
(does Lynn Herring ever disap-

point?). Look for Maria to make a

three-day return engagement to

"All My Children" beginning March
27 (it won't be as a ghost). Look
for the truth about Cassie to come
out soon on "Young & the

Restless." The soap has also

announced plans for a future prime-

time episode. I'll keep you posted.

Sink or Swim:
Sink:

• Carly and Hal on "As the World
Turns." After lack turned down her

marriage proposal (she's on a dead-

line) Carly goes running to Hal,-

who's set on marrying her himself.

Don't do it Carls'

• To Hayley's overly dramatic

monologue on "All My Children" as

she tried to pull Mateo out of his

coma. You have to give Kelley Ripa

credit for trying to pull it off

though.

Swim:
• Annie's scheme on "Sunset

Beach." Watching her drug Olivia

and trying to induce labor with the

intention of stealing her child... is

there anything this woman won't do
for money' 1

• Meow of the week it a tic

between Bo and Kate on "Days"
and Robin and Carly on ^General
Hospital ." Their little catty con-
frontations last week made for

some interesting moments
• Annie's last stand on "Guiding

Light." Reva and here have shared

some classic momentt over the

years but this was one of the bett.

kidnapping Reva and throwing her

in a plane that's headed for disas-

ter. I'd expect nothing less from
Annie. She's certainly set a new low
!or vixens everywhere during her

stint.

Jacob Fanning is a Collegian
columnist. Any questions or com-
ments about this column can be

e-mailed to

jfanning@student.umass.edu.

Don t know what to

do when "The X-Files

aren't on? Come down
and write for Arts &
Living. Dial 545-1361

on your touchtone
phone and ask for

Seema. Bryan. Emily
or Marty. We might
not be as cool as
Mulder and Scully,

but trust us. it's an
out-of-this-world
experience.

wsswewmws^

• 50% Student Discounts

• Right in Amherst

• Space is Limited! Call...

Free Info Session Wed. Feb. 25th @ 7.-00 pm. Lord Jeffrey Inn, Amherst Common

RELAX?
FORGET IT!

PLAY HARD TO STAY HARD
JOIN THE BEST

HAMPSHIRE FITNESS
90 GATEHOUSE ROAD

256-6446

BURG!
BUCI

I never Know v»bat mood
I'M be in.

On* dasj Dragon Friea, the

rveyvt da^ Cbicfcen VJincjft.

or masfbe a big juiof burger.

TnanK goodneft« for Pete's!

Tbes{ alwa^ft got wbat

I want.

NOW SERVING WINGS ,

ROUTE 9 HADLEY, MA
585-0241

http ://www .Javan est/—mrburger/

it? wmx? tmjacr o m®
Isn't 'Becoming to you, you should be

hpfn

I

/

4
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
$ CASH FOR COLLEGE S

Grants and Scholarships avail-

able for students from sponsors

Great opportunity For info 1-

800-532-8890

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Stigarloat/Alpine

2 4 bedrooms available imme-

diately Free heat/hot water,

plush carpet' Designer bath,

fully applianced kitchen On
PVTA busline Call 665-3856

Ask about our great special*

AUTO FOR SALE

17 Nissan Soatra red 4dr

auto 68K miles Excellent condi

ton SI 200 or B/0 253 7466

EMPLOYMENT
Advertising

Ca*vy Cavalier ISM auto. a»r.

power locks and windows
$4500 (4131586-2184

Can Cash paid

everyday 1400-649-4795

COMPUTERS

City I

2 1 Gig. 24X CO ROM. 336 K. Ti

Modem, Video and Audio Cards

with Speakers, plus 14 men flat

screen, digital monitor.

Windows 95. keyboard. PS2
mouse $1150 5464826

New FMMMMX from $895
Laptops $1295' Peripherals

ZarVision 582 9198

V/MC/AMtt

CHEAP! CHEAPI Color VGA
Monitor- $55 Laptop Notefiook-

$99 486 Computer System

$295 Call CPC (4131584

EMPLOYMENT

fJbVEem $75- $100

Mi *f/ '
" .1 Wk Ratal need

ed tor Exercise Science Study

Call Steve 253-4952

Salea

University Directories is hiring

students to sell yellow page

advertising for the official tele-

phone directory this summer
Commission based pay struc

ture Training program Excellent

sales/marketing & management

experience Call 1-800- 743-5556

ext 143 or visit www university-

directories com

LOVE FUMTIT If you enioy

hanging out with kids, the out-

doors, and having fun. we're for

you!" Were looking for general

counselors, specialists m athlet-

ics crafts, waterfront, outdoor

adventure, and theater TOP
SALARIES/TRAVEL
ALLOWANCE! 1 Call for an on-

campus interview on 3/3

(D00B28-CAMP or on the web at

www carnpttc com

Saatmer Jobs Aad
lateralities la Hospitality

Write or e-mail for free

brochure NIS. 711 Signal Mt
Road. Suite 155. Chattanooga.

TN 37405 nisjobsOaoJ com

EMPLOYMENT
CAMP WAYNE FOR GIRLS
Northeast Pennsylvania 6/20-

8/16798 Have the most mem
orable summer of your life!

Directors for Drama.

Camping/Nature. Cheerleading.

Golf Counselors for Tennis,

Gymnastics. Swim, Sail, Fine

Arts. Video. Photography, Guitar.

Watersknng. Dance. Team
Sports. Low Hopes. Karate. Head

Chef and Assistant Other posi

tions available On Campus
Interviews March 3rd Call 1-

800-279-3019 for more informa-

tion

CAPE COD SUMMER CAMP
Recruiter will visit UMass
Amherst Campus on March 3rd

If you are interested in wonting

with us this summer, call us to

set up an interview Camp
Wmgate Kirkland. 508-358-

5816 Email

(amrjwkCpobox com

CRUISE ft LANO TOUR JOBS
Earn up to $2.000/month Free

world travel (Caribbean. Alaska.

Europe, etc I
1 Free room/board

For into, ring (9191933-1939 ext

CI 50 .

tor the

Campaign for clean an and

endangered spa

*e A Difference

Offices m 70 cities and 33 states

Campaign to Save the

Environment

VaW- 75-EARTH

Whitewater Raft Geides
Needed m Western MA Full or

Pan time available No expert

ence necessary We will tram

Looking tor athletic, parsonabto

people who lika to work hard m
the outdoors Call Crab Apple

Whitewater (4131339-0188 to.

more information and an appli-

cation

Earn

up to $3 000/month in fisheries,

parks. resorts Airfare!

Food/lodging 1 Our service rec-

ommended by US News &
World Reports (919)933 1939

ext AIM

MARKET LONG DISTANCE
part time Become an indepen-

dent representative with Excel

Communications NO TELEMAR

tfTING Nine years old. Dubiety

traded Serious income poten

tial Strong Residuals Call

CHRIS AT 413-796-7489

EMPLOYMENT
Summer to remember m the

woods of Maine- Camp
Androscoggin For Boys needs

staff to teach tennis, soccer,

swim. sail, archery, photogra-

phy, canoe, nature, fishing,

mountain biking, art, drama,

ropes and radio Have fun Have

an impact Please visit us at

www campandro com or contact

us at 601 West Street. Harrison.

NY 10528(9141835-5800

House Boys Waited- Sigma

Alpha Mu Fraternity If

interested please contact Randy

or Lee at 549-6023 Must belong

to Greek Area Meal included

NATIONAL PARK EMPLOY
MENT- Parks. Forests. Wildlife

Preserves Ask us how 1 51 7-324-

3109 Ext N5O012

Fall-Time Summer Pesitioa

Available II Crab Apple

Whitewater for a Photo

Technician at our Mimlab Job

entails developing film and

printing pictures No experience

necessary but some pest use of

lab helpful Call (413)339-0188

for info and an application

FOR RENT

SUMMER RENTALS
CAPE COO GROUP Summer
Rentals Some waterfront

houses, seme witb swim-
ming pools. Falmouth area

Diamond Real Estate

(S0SM77-1H0

FOR SALE

Far Sato $125 Cord

Call 549-5456

HEALTH & BEAUIY IROOMMATE WANTED TRAVEL

New Metabolism
Breakthrough Lose 5-100

pounds Dr Approved! Cost $35

800-563-0386

HOUSE FOR SALE

Instant Equity Beautiful 3 bed-

room, 3 1/2 bath with garage,

fireplace, hardwood floors, and

more Central Air Exceptionally

maintained Priced thousands

below market Must sell Open

House March 1. 1-4pm

$124 900 31 Amity Place Call

Collect (860)257 3656 Buyers

Only

INSTRUCTION

University Bartending Coarse

50% Student Discount National

Certification Available Spring

Sessions This Semester Space

is Limited 1-S0O-U CAN-MIX

LOST 8. FOUND

Last- Black 12 CD Case with

blue Newbury Comics sticker

behind Field Dorm Call Nick O
60328

Lost- Black Sweater Herter

Hall on Jan 28th Please call

665-8394

MISCELLANEOUS

FREE T SHIRT a $1000

Credit Card fundraisers for tra

termties. sororities. & groups

Any campus organuat ion can

raise up to SIM by earning a

whopping S&JaYVtSA appi.ca

twn Call 1-800-932-0528 ext 65

Qu*i;ft«i callers receive

Bus route, yard, quiet 5300

month Available now 587-3078

Ask Nancy

SERVICES

Psychic Counsel Medium
nships. Career Health.

Life Concerns Free initial con-

sultations Yohah Ralph 586

3071

PregnaatT Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for

tree testing and assistance 549

1906

STEREO & CD EQUIP

Car Stereo Equip

Kenwood Detach Face- 1 year

old. paid $350 1 amp 100x2.

paid $150 1 amp 100x4. paid

$100 1 pair Pioneer 6x9 speak

ers. lOOw paid $110 Whole
system sounds great, needs
nothing Selling as package deal

for $300 Call 546-3842

TICKETS

Sarah McLachlan/Billy
Joel/NCAA MM -

Basketball/Eric Clapton 2 Guys

Tickets 1888 345- IIXX

TO SUBLET

$250 a month N Downtown
Northampton Available March 1

or before Andrew 585-8717

Sabletter Needed
Sunderland Available immedi

atety Bus route Call 546-3181

TRAVEL

EARLY BIRO SPECIAL

HEALTH & BEAUTY

Arty s- tianapeaire

Part-T.me Help "Wanted Must

restaurant and customer service

experience Appfy m person

Spring I

LoseTlO up to twenty pounds

before Spring Break!* All netur

al Or recommended $34 plus

free samples Call (413)562-5456

PERSONALS

Quirky bat dependable 2PC

seeks fun loving Spnnq Break

companion Interested' Meet

me at www ebswim com

Northeast Deps $329 R/T

(>ibb/Mexico $199 R/T

Florida $79 0/W
Call 8TJO 326- 2009

.vww airtiitch org

tt-tmiJelxklMi

24 HOURS Of
FREE PRINK*

T eJaanl t—I V**;

*«** •** « *» m* ***« ' -
**..• fc.Mfc •—* Off i. »l

CLA>SS Travel

BtTaaaaaw
-»*«i«'>^

Alternative Spring Break

YogaFest Week. Music. Dance.

Meditation Vegetarian.

Missouri Ozarks. Ride Shares.

$165 FREE MAGAZINE BOO

8 9 6 2 3 8 7

http //members aol corrv^rjpatos

t

KILUNGTON SPRING BREAK

Want a great time for a low

price7 Go to Killtngton for Spring

Break i Starting O $249. includ-

ing 5 day lift ticket. 5 nights 9
Mountain Green UMASS SKI N

BOARD CLUB 545-3437

JAMAICA SPRING BREAK
IN NEGML Don t get ripped off!

Go with who you can trust No

hidden costs, starting O $539 7

nights round trip air transfers

Collegiate Beach & Party Events

On site staff UMASS SKI N
BOARD CLUB 545 3437

SPRING BREAK tt

Free food and drinks! Cancun.

Bahamas. Jamaica and Florida

from $399 Organize a small

group and travel FREE 1 Highest

commissions and lowest prices

Carl Surf ft Sun Tours to become

a campus representative

(800)574-7577

TRAVEL

SONIX I C.A.I

Audio Equipment Sale

New, Used and

Miscellaneous Stuff

Call in Advance.

586 1651 or

582-0039

518 Pleasant Sf.,

Northampton, MA

Ou.uuMsunuiK.empkA

_ fa-r i. nanarlm rrrtnt f-

a private, residential cane a dnt

Paaaco Mrnasur* We are lookauj

tor pci<c4c»i* alteration to chil-

dren, eatausana for dwerstty. and

i turn id stort tear panaoa aad

experience in any on of (be foftjar-

xaj areas: Coaxjnatrs, Ceoet, Arts.

Batictball. Main:. Vodevball.

Tennis Sinmmm* Vailm*

Fbam(.v. iter Stuns. Theater

Dance. Vidro, cream* Whtanf.

Fhk Am. Creative*

Crafts. Mountain *\

UNi i IbJbb]

Wall

, ., bJJIWCAW
iDeaw Steel) id strap

jpj»iimi7ri« i« nvne

bv and tee m a fte

Can* Day oa

Tinsdn.MKhvd

Cancan. Jamaica. Bahamas. &
Florida Group Drear- - ft Free

Dnr* Pnrttesl SaU 5 ^ go free'

Book Now'"
VisayMC/Oisc/Amex 1-800-234

7007 http //www endlesssum

mertourscom
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Hood Dm* The AmencM Red C raai ••
be hoUin« • blood drfoc in the StudtM Union

Ballroom from 10 10 • « - 4:10 p m Call

|-aO0-462-2229 (or an appointment

/>,..u.w,.-t ^ panel aTaaaaefaa cnntifd

'Helping Other* and Our»clvci deal with

A Dying" will be held al 7 p m at

HUklHoute

Urrimf- The Dmlinfuiihed Viaitor't

Program will be having a new memben meeting

in the Dukc't Room in the Student Union at 7

p m There will be free food' For more informa-

tion, call VTV0046

Stottmf The Pride Alliance will be holding

an info- «ocial in Catnpua Center 91 7 at 7 p.m

All are welcome For more information, call the

office at MV0IS4
Meeting— The Ballroom Dancing Club will

be meeting from i:50-7 p.m in Totman 101

Swing and Foxtrot will be taught No experi

eixe i« netennary For more information, con-

tact bjaatoa at ^46-6129 or Shannon at

S46-2251

Ttodt-ln— Teach-in Per»pective» on Iraq

will be held at 7 p m in the Camput Center

Auditorium For more infi '-nation, call

2)1-2161 or W7-0409

WEDNESDAY. FEB 25

Hood Omr- The Amencan Red Croaa will

be holding a blood drive in the Student Union

Ballroom from 10 10 a m - 4 10 p m Call

I -100-462-2229 for an appointment

Walk.-in§ are welcome 1

Inirrtil Croup— The Italian American

Student Organization will hold an information

al meeting at 7:10 p.m in the fifth floor lounge

of Coolidge Tower in SouthweM Residential

Area All are welcome For more information

call laaon at 146-1712

THURSDAY. FEB 26

Blmtd Dm*— The American Red Chad will

be holding a blood drive in the Student Union

Ballroom from 10 10 a m - 4 10 p m Call

l-BOO-462-2229 for an appointment

Walk -ire are welcome'

Gum Speaker— The Prevet/Ammal Science

Club will be having a gue*t speaker at 7 p m m

Paige Lab. room 202 For more information,

contact Brian at 216-6022

Weeing— The Ballroom Dancing Club will

be meeting from 1 10-7 p m in Totman 101

Wain and Cha-Cha wiB be taught No experi

er.ee i« necessary For more information, con-

tact lessica al 146-6124 or Shannon at

146-2211

Movie— 'Art Ache The Game of Art and

How to Play It" will he shown as part of the

Faces Weekly Video Series to be held al I p.m.

in the Student Union Gallery

Viewing— Free public observing of the par-

tial solar eclipse will start at 12 p.m at the

Science A-Z Store on King Street in

Northampton Special telescopes will be set up

to safely view the sun For more information,

call Tom Whitney. 216-6214. evenings

FRIDAY. FEB 27

Doremeniary— The Queen Fan Club will

show the ruckumentary "Magic Years II" in the

Camput Center I6»C All are welcome to

attend

NOTICES

Billing— Al the end of the buiineas day on

Friday. Feb 20. the Bursar's Office will be clew-

ing out its student billing process. OfT will br

required to collect the $20 OIT computing

account fee for the spring semester

Domestic tucnangr— The Domestic

F.xchange Program application deadline i»

March l The laat two information sessions lor

exchanges during the 1 498-99 academic year

will be held on Feb 24-21 in Campus Center

901 from 441-1 41 p.m For more informa

tion. call 141-1111 or atop by E-26 Machmer

Hall

Schedules- The Spring '98 Final

Kxamination Schedule will be available begin-

March 12 Copies will br deliv

erad to students in the residence halls, and will

be available to off -campus students in the

Regiacrar < office (211 Whitmorri It will also

be available on the World Wide Web beginning

Mar h I al http://wwsv-

ureg admin urnaas.edu.

Student hmpkrment— Fffective the week of

Feb 16. Student Fmpsoyment Services will be

changing their hours of operation The new

hours will be Monday-Friday from 10 a m - S

pm For further information call 141-1110

Support Gruup— RF.FI FCT. the Five

College Bereavement Support Prograni

grief support services free of charge to under

graduate and graduate students who have expe-

rienced ihe death of a loved one Groups are

small, confidential, and meet for 8 weeks

Pre-registration is required Groups meet on

Tuesdays from 7 10-9 p.m and Wednesday*

from 6:10- 8 p m For more information call

177-1116

Tax Assistance— The Department of

Accounting of the School of Management will

FYls are public service
announcerrrents printed dairy.

To submit an FYI, please send

a press release containing all

pertinent information includ-

ing the name and phone
number of the contact person

to the Collegian, c/o the
Managing Editor by noon the

previous day.

be offering free lax assistance and preparation

for taxpayers with special needs, including per

sons with disabilities, low to limited income.

non-Engtiah speaking persons and elderly tax-

pavers \ olunieers are accounting majors who

have taken tax courses Report to the School of

Management Tuesdays and Thursdays 6-9 p m
All other taxpayers should go to the Hampshire

Mall Tuesdays and Wednesdays. V-6 p.m. and

Thursday 1-9 p m (except du-ing Spring

Any questions, contact Mike Whitman

at 141-1660

Thank you for reading The Massachusetts Daily Collegian,

New England's largest college daily!
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HSCN
Bulletin Board

CBS/3 Hartford

CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

HSCN Movie Ch.

UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

NBC/3Q
New Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN

International

UMass Academic TV

V7 HSCN Programming

TV-19

D ABC/40 Springfield

U NBC/22 Springfield

a CNN

4 CNN SI

Headline News

UCTV

!7 TBS

:»BET

IB TV Land

Univision

TUESDAY EVENING C - Campue

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
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wvrr
WTrC
WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS

31 Comedy Central

38 Cartoon

Much Music

A»E
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK
SCIFI

TLC
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6:00 6:30
G Auriamma

CBS News

CBS Newt

NawtX
FuilHoueeX

ChaaraX

Home Imp.

NawaX
Creaturtt

Mad Abo. You

Family Matters

Inaida Edition

ABC News

Extra!

rflSnlt Edition

Boy-World

NBC News Wheat-Fortune

Mad Aba You

Ncc. news

Simpsons X
NBC News

Business Rot

ABC
-

Mad Abo. You

Northern Eipoaura X
Family Matters

30

Worldview X
1 Night Stand

TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

Winos "Hugging the Pack" (R)

Up Close I Sportacenter

Supermarket |Dtbt

I

[Make-Laugh

d

7:00

Judge Judy X
Ertt. Tonight

SamMdX
Whaal-Fortuna

7-an ~a^QO I 8:30 I 9:00
Women's Collage

RaalTVX [j"i

EntTonlgtrl |ji

BaakatbaW Coonacticut al Villanova (Live)
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9:30 10:00 10:30 I 11:00 I 11:30

JAG "Yaswday't Marcos" X

Chronicle I
JAG ''Yesterday's Haroes" I
Home Imp

Jeopardy! X
Buftyfta Vampire SlayarX

Mad Abo. You

Judge Judy I MoaahaX

Hard Copy X Mad Abo. You

Fierier X haradevHa Uval Shatlartng the Records (In Slereo Live) X

Jeopardy! X Mad Abo. You

Newthour WHh Jim Lehrer H

SainfaMX

SakrMdn
AneN;<artfrrth

T
Nova (In Slereo

LawaOrdarX

FraalarX

Andy Griffith

Moneytine X
Daily Show (R)

Gimme Shelter

Crosaflral
-

Stain's Money

MTV Live (In Slereo)

Figure tt Out" [Tiny Toon

Quantum Leap (In Slereo) X
Renovation [Renovation

Lola a Clark-Superman
"

Baywatch Hot Stuff" X
*«V> "ReatQantu,

SL

Intimate PortreH: Sally Jetty

My So-Called Life (In Stereo)

Doug X IRugratt X
2032 (In Stereo) X

Home Again |Home Again

Babylon 5 (hvSlereo) X
Highlander: The SerleeX"

PG"

Soul ManX

Nawaradio R

Clualass IT

NawaradioX

Four Corners X
American Experience "Reagan" "An American C'usade" (In Stereo) (Part 2 of 2)

Four Corners (In Stereo) X
Four Comers X
Home Imp. [Spin City X

Four Comers (In Slereo) X

Dawson's Creak (In Stereo) X
NYF-D Blue (In Stereo) (PA) I

FraalarX [Just Shoot Me

Alien Abduction: Incident

FraalarX
I
Just Shoot Me

Imp

MoaahaX

NewsradioX

X
Soul ManX
Clueless X

Frasier X I
Just Shoot Me

American Experience "ReagarT

NawtX

Dateline (In Slereo) I
Grace Under

Dateline (In Stereo) X

Dateline (In Slereo) X

Newt X

Late Show ir

Late Show X
Nighttmr

Star Trek: Next Gener.

Vibe

ITodght Show

SlmpaoneX
Newt X

Home Imp. ISpinCHyX

Alien Abduction: Incident

•««« "tt» t>u*nt rno
11

(1961, Comedy) Haytey Mite.

Biography "Lorena Young"

World Today X
Robin wmiamtOtt the Well

Wild DiKOvary: In Sun

An American Crusade" (In Stereo) (Part 2 o< 2)

NYPO Blue (In Slereo) (PA) X '

Cheers K

News X
M'A'S'H X

Touch of Frost "No Other Love"

te "Captan ftyi"(1992, ComeoV) Kurt Russell. Martin Sort

Larry King Uva X
Sinbad: Brain Damaged (R)

New Detectives (R)

toeege fjaaketball IHinow at Irxtena (Live;

Unaolvad Myatartaa (In Stereo)

StNl

Paris

Allan Strange

Parte (R)

Happy Peye

Srohllnoa (In Slereo) X
Trauma »: Ufa In the ER(R)

World Today X
Viva Variety [Make-Laugh

Spies Above (R)

Tonight Show"

Deep Space 9

Tonight Show
Charlie fioee

Real TV I

Law * Order "Cradle to Grave"

Sports lllus

Dally Show

Moneytine X
Stain't Money

JutBce FHet (R)

ollage Basketbell Georgia at South Carolina (Live)

Tut Ord»" (1996, Oama) Teri Polo, Corblri Bemsen!

Grammy Guide (R) (In Stereo)

Wonder Years [Wonder Year*

Forever Knight "Strings" X
Manhattan Project/Chernobyl

Beavis-Butt IBeavis-Butt.

I Love Lucy X [MT. Moore

Tekwer "Forget Me Not" (R) X

"siRA Basketball Miami Heal al Utah Jan. (In Stereo Live) X
|
Boxing in Stereo Live) X

Miracle Planet (R) (Part 5 ol 6)

|lnada-MBA

t"(l9BS, ComedyliVavl KHmar. fln Stereo) 'Pd

»y"(1996, Comedy) Michelle PlelHer. 'PG' X**"i "One FineiDey'

.

«ir* Xry, In^fe^Cowfry^ (1995) Jamat Earl Jorm 'PG-13'

Walker, Texaa Ranger X
Via "floaewooo*' (1997, Drama) Jon Voight. Vinq Rhamet. (In Stereo) R' X

Almost Perfect

Sportacantar

Golden Girls

Loveline i In Slereo)

TaxiX INewhartX

Saaquast 2032 (In Stereo) X~
Trauma II Lite in the ER(R)

nhunfrttotindUghfoot"

t*
l,D>tf (W(1996, Comedy) Greg Kinnear (In Stereo) 'PG' X

5
8«rio'F«/lfi

,
(1996, Orama) Courtney B Vance (In Stereo)

| Silk Stalklnge "Into the Tire" X
vwf' (i996) Ftoberi John Burke. 'Ft'W

tt ''ProWeforMurder"(1997)LanceHenrisaen. [Intimate Seat.

** "G/iosfs of Mississippi"(1996, Drama) Alec Baldwin. 'PG-13'
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Hero$cope$
PISCES (Feb. I*-March 20) —

Concentrate on doing for others

something that was done for jao*J

aXnOl time ago. You win return the

tavor h\ Marling a traditu'ti

ARIES (March 2 1 -April \9) -
Take CSfltJ sou don't let \ou-

nervousness taint \our interaetion

with thoM.- who are tar more easy-go-

ing at ihi* time Stav >.alm!

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) -
You max have to repeat \oursell

todav in order to be -lire that otherv

are understanding what >ou have to

^.i\ l>on't gel lru>-tiated

GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20) —
Whai vou thoughi would be a

.hori-tenn ei>mmitment is likelv to

require lar more from you in the

way of long-term involvement.

Prepare voursell

CANCER (|une 2l-|uly 22) —
iou shouldn't have trouble pro-

gressing according to plan today.

locus on what brings vou the most

immediate profit

LEO (|uly 2VAug. 22) — It is

important tor vou to understand

completely how you fit into the

I scheme of things at this time.

Find out what vour role rcallv

VIRGO (Aug. 25-Sept. 22) —
Someone near you may be expecting

more from you than you are willing

PC at first Do not overreact;

avoid knee-jerk responses

LIBRA (Sept. 25-Oci. 22) — A
close friend or ally may not agree

with your methods at this time, but

he or she is willing to go the dis-

tance tor old time's sake.

SCORPIO (Oct. 25-Nov. 21) —
You mustn*t take improper advan-

tage of someone else's gene
and willingness to be involved today.

Ask only what you would ask of oth-

ers

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21) — An interruption early in the

day may be nothing more than an

annovance at first, but later you'll

realize its true significance.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— An early start today will allow

vou the freedom later on to decide

with greater clarity just where you

wish to turn You have a big deci

sion to make.
AQUARIUS <|an 20-Feb. 18) —

Others are likely to rally around you

today in support of an idea that

came to you very recently. Already

it's catching on. however!

Close to Homo By John McPherson

» oi* the i>*iy

££ Let's roeshambo for it!

SO. YOU WANT A RAISE. £H?
M£Y I'D LOV£ ro cVKaf YOU
Oevet but /rs up to the
qu/ua board, wor mej

SHOULD LARRY A/iLMAR GET A
RAISE ?. . . «e"r'/ TT'S
A10V/A/&f JT'S rtOV//VSt
...awd /r says...
MtfJH A/A #A A/A
' A/A HAf

-Eric Cartman
The downside of working for Parker Brothers

Today'*. P.C. Mtnu
Carff S45-SSSS tW awe*

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Grilled Cheese SarxJwicri

Hot fit Spicy Chicken Wings

Boiled Cabbage

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Southern Fried Steak

Caponita with Pocket Bread

fshirt/sr»oes required)

Worcester

ACROSS
1 Woolly ones
6 Source of water

10 Limo users
14 Type of bear
1

5

Mayberry boy
16 Type of cost

17 Shadow
18 2 2 pounds
19 Moon goddess
20 I and and

buildings

22 Room
24 Basm
26 Jewelers

weights
27 Ice-cream flavor

31 Sttmpyspal
32 Cherish
33 Flocks
36 Acorn bearer

39 Dalai —
40 Acts like a dog
41 Despondent
42 View
43 Household pest

44 — oouble
45 Dove s sound
46 Purposeful tasks

48 Flow copiously

51 — Zedong
52 Fish food

54 Pass as time

59 Scream and
shout

60 He was terrible 1

6? Sensational
63 Roman road
64 Jules Verne s

captain

65 Wash away
66 Plateau
67 Got bigger

68 Poesbird

DOWN

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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IrIaIrIFIRbbBfjIrIeIaIk F A s 1

nrao nwae L T E H
MOlClAlLllDlElB u s s Y

1

2

3

5

7

8

9

Goad
Abode
Napoleon s
place of exile

the Pearl of

basketball
Gab
Stir-fry utensil

Hero s tale

Spring blossom
Large cats

1 Roman god of

fire

1

1

Arctic dwelle'

12 Milk purchases
13 Remain
21 Actor Brynner
23 Greek war god
25 Brazilian city

27 Valley

28 An apple —

"

29 Alaskan city

30 Novelist Levin
34 And so on

abbr
35 Do a sewing

ranBH in MaciHa unu
cdhh raya i=i 1=1 Bownw

HUffilira 011111131312]
u
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H wtg

Al i IS LIE

N amraa ancj

u
olu
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EN
nma ijmo rata womoq
? 34 9ft O 1996 UTied reatoie Syndscala

task
36 Ken of

"thirty

something"
37 lang syne
38 West and

Largo
40 Giving a leg up
4

1

Cote sound
43 Castle, in

chess
44 More amusing
45 Against

47 "Norma —
48 List of

candidates
49 Dwindles
50 Emulate a

hummingbird
52 — and proper

53 Bill or Hillary

55 Air

56 Que or Sask
57 Type of dish

58 First garden
61 Currently

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Spaghetti with Sauce

Hot fit Spicy Chicken Wings
Harvest Burger

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Pastabilites

Sicillian Spaghetti

Ozzy Rules!

Hampshire
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken a la King

Charbroiled Chicken Sandwich

Army Surplus

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Southern Fried Steak

|immy Hotfa

Bagels

Berkshire
LUNCH

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Spaghetti with Sauce

Meatballs, Grinder Roll

Harvest Burger

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Country Style Ribs

Sicillian Spaghetti

Pastabilities

-em
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UM women's track wins A-10's
By Kommen Rolls

ColUyonStoH

The Massachusetts women s

indoor track team compiled 157.5

points to capture the 1998 ASICS

Atlantic 10 Indoor Championships

this weekend at the Mackal Field

House in Kingston, R.I.

This is the second time in three

yew* they have won the meet, while

never placed lower than second

Along the way. three Minutewomen

were named All -Conference as they

placed first in their events

Massachusetts coach lulie

LaFreniere was named Coach of the

Year for the second time in her

career.

cotantst mkm a^AnoNS

Shelanda Irish competed in the long

jump.

UMass beat defending champion

Virginia Tech who tallied 111,

while Rhode Island repeated their

performance with 105 points, good

for third. La Salle placed fourth

with 75.50. followed by St. (oseph s

(60). Dayton (55). Temple (22).

Duquesne (14) rordham finished

Um with 10 points in the field of

nine

Leading the pack for the

Minutewomen was senior Shana

Mitchell who captured the

20-pound weight throw with a ton

of 51'05.50". Senior Rose) Bryan

was victorious in the triple jump

with a leap of 5901 75". The
1000m winning time of 2:55 94 was

amassed by junior Nicole Way. The

UMass squad of seniors

F.mma Gardiner. Christy

Martin. Way. and freshman

Melissa Henderson also

won the medley relav in I

time of 12:20 M
Sophomore Sally H
placed third in the 5.000m

in 10 14 95

Rhode Island was dorm

nating for much of the

sprints as Tiffany Adams
was victorious in the 55m
dash with a time of 7.18.

UMass' Bryan placed sec-

ond, followed by teammate

lanne Hcdgecock who
placed third with a time of

7.52 and 7 54 seconds.

respectively Michelle Trefz

placed first in the 200m
dash for the Rams (26 52)

Dayton's Kaamilya
Davis won the 400m dash

in 55 70 seconds. UMass
was well represented in this

one by Sillfa Kenku who fin

ished second with a time of

57 41. URI's Amy Taylor

came in third at 57.46.

Bryan also placed second

in the 55m hurdles behindM with a time of 8.01.

Trefz won with a sub-eight

second time of 7 ^9

Massachusetts reigned in

the long jump despite

Virginia Tech's Megan
Barnes first place jump of

1807 25" Shelanda Irish

placed second with

1806.00". Bryan followed

with a jump of 18'05.75*.

while Melanie Bell finished

the UMass trio with
170675"
UMass' Giselle Nicholas

(45'll.75"> and Courtney

Hall (4107 00") placed

fifth and sixth, respectively

in the 20 pound weight

division Alison T*

won the shot put with a

throw of with a distance of

4001 25

Rhode Island's Stephanie

Maughan captured the pole vault

title with a distance of 905.75"

\ itginia Tech proved their depth

as they consistently placed in the

top four spots in many of the events

despite only having two top-place

finishers.

Katie Ollendick won the high

jump with an even 6 00 00" leap

The Hokk's Megan Barnes outlast

ed the field to win the long jump
with 1807.25"

They placed three of the top six

flniahrn in the 55m hurdles, while

they also dominated the 20-pound

weight with two of the top four fin-

ish*
•

Not much Brotherly Love

for Larry Brown, 76ers

llivtl M.iiim i

Christy Martin returned to run distance

The Most Outstanding
Performers for the meet were Terry

Carroll of La Salle — who placed

first in the 800m (215 11) and the

one mile (4 55 7 5) — and
Kammifya Davis of Dayton claimed

the 200m and the 4O0m with times

of 24 65 and 55 70. respectively

Heather Whitmore of Rhode
Island was honored with the Most

Outstanding Rookie award.
Whitmore beat out a top field oi

contenders to win the 5000m run in

10 11 16

Massachusetts returns to the

track February 27-28 for ttu

England Championship* at Smith

CoSege

vn. considering the glory years he

as a player in both the college and

Women's gymnastics falls second to W. Virginia

By Justin Rudd
Coftapon Staff

A perfect 10.00 was scored. It would seem to

be the highlight for the winning team Yet it |ust

wasn't enough of a push for the No 25

Massachusetts womens gymnastics team in their

attempt to beat undefeated No. 9 West Virginia

UMass eventually fell by a score of 195 300-

195075
This past Friday, the Minutewomen played holt

to the West Virginia Mountaineers and the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology Engineers

in a 7:50 p.m. tri-meet at the Curry Hicks Cage.

Leading the pack for UMass was freshman phe

nom fall Fisher The New York native attempted

to rejuvenate her fellow Minutewomen late in the

match by scoring an unprecedented perfect 10.00

on the floor exercise But despite her valiant

efforts. UMass could not pull off the win West

Virginia just had too much depth for the

Minuutewomen.
The headliner for the Mountaineers was junior

Jessica Nonnemacher. Coming out of Reading.

Pa . NonnemacheT was impressive with her per-

formance in all three of her participating events

The junior finished second on the floor with a

career-high tying 9 95. and fourth on the uneven

bars with a 9.775. Most notably, she tied the

West Virginia school record with a 9.925 on the

balance beam.

When it came to highlights for MIT. the

Engineers stand-out was freshman Sonja

Ellefson Regardless to the Enginners' third place

finish, the Minnesota native stepped it up by

breaking two individual records, including one

MIT. record Ellefson broke her individual

records in both the vault and the balance beam

with matching scores of 9.5. She also broke the

all-around record fro MIT with a 57.45.

Before the 1997-98 campaign began,

Philadelphia 76ers management
thought they had the answer to their

problems Larry Brown, a veteran

Metk who has made winners out of

everybody he's ever guided, inked a

contract with the Sixers to help a team

that was in desperate need of some

direction

He had the tools to work with. Plenty

of talent, but needed a

chemist to preach the

idea of cooperation. In

Alien Iverson. he had

instant offense and
solid on the ball

defense |erry

Stackhousc could put points on the

board and Derrick Coleman supplied

some inside punch

It seemed as though the Sixers were

only a coach away from molding this

talent into an actual team.

After Sunday's 97-92 home loss to

>mer team, the Pacers. Brown

absorbed his >Sth loss of the season.

1 7 wins It has to be tough for

Ht>"wn

had
pro ranks'

Brown has a lot of say ei Phuly trade

but it s hard to see Brown in

owner Pal Croce s office, begging for

bis consent to shoot for toe SaaMx.

Granted. Strath is a gnat player But

in Golden State, who a couple years

back was a carbon copy of this year's

Sixer bunch Smith was an individual

who wanted to play an individual's

game While at Maryland, he was it He

was die Associated Press Player of the

Year as a sophomore, putting up stellar

numbers Heading into the National

Basketbafl Association, he wanted more

of that. Once he became a Warrior,

coach PI Carlcslaao had that same

aidrvidua) on fas squad

Now with Smith ai a Sixer urafcrm,

more unruly talent comes to the City of

Brotherly Love. In addition, to acquire

Smith, the Sixers bid farewell to the

well rounded Clarence Wcathuauoun

Not being able to select Tim Damns
was a huge setback for the Sixers, but

then again, he was everybody's answer.

In this year's draft, which most labeled

a weak clam of seniors and undt idaas
men. Bruwn needed s player who could

be a team player with a good attitude

He might have had it in Keith Vaa
Horn but that was short-lasted, dealing
the l.'te in a post-draft day deal with

New lerscy and their draftee Tim

Great More of that

The bottom line is that Philadelphia

is going nowhere fast. Each year on

paper the Sixers look like they're finally

ready to bust out of their funk. But year

in and year out. they disappoint, repre

senting the classic iinderachievers

Trading for Smith made no sense He

was simply more of what Philadelphia

already had. lottery picks who enjoy till

tng stat sheets rather than the win gej

umn
Are these player*

coechabie? Come kine.

when college hopcluN

congregate at Madison

Square Garden, war
rooms might want to

fl.»»
deeper into the crystal ball while

keeping the misfortune of the 76ers in

mind

I guess you can't have everything in

Denver these days The Broncos are on

top. the Avalanche are once again title

contenders, the Rockies finally have a

pitching staff, and the Nuggets, well

they're the Nuggets.

You have lo figure that mere would

be no place like Denver for a sports fan

Bui the Denser Nuggets could put j

sour taste in what has been nothing but

the sweetness of victory for the Big D
(sorry Dales)

At 5-49. the Nuggets would have lo

double their victory total in half the

rime The 1972-75 76ers squad has to

be holding their breath for their futility

might in fact be bettered Coach Bill

Hanilik didn't know what he had to

work with, or more fittingly, what he

didn't have

IValnitf tnmnto HARM | Ptfajga

m a three-way deal with the Cavaliers

was probably a mistake, but those in

Denver were on the right page They

were thinking of the future, rather than

the now
With an assortment of draft picks

reseivcd in the McDycss deal, ihe

Nuggets see a bright aght at the end of

the tunnel Right now. that bright light's

the headlights of a tram, but in a few

years, that light could be transformed

inm tome hope

With a solid vuung nucleus in Bobby

lackson. Erie Waabmgaun Tony leak.

Danny Fortson and Eric WaVams. and

an assortment of draft picks to come,

the Nuggets might have the bat laugh.

If it's luck, wefl. cai them lucky But

you have to beeeve that Bill Hanriik and

Co had this genius theory dreamt up

from the beginning. Management at its

best

67rn Mauter is a Collegian colum-

nist.

Hoop leads A-10 as

NCAAs approach

Co-Captain Penny LeBeau and the Massachusetts women's gymnastics team hosted West Virginia

Turn to WOMEN'S GYM. page 3 and MIT this weekend at the Curry Hicks Cage

Men's track
5th at Champs
By Sam Koenig

Collegian Staff

And a save by Regan!
Senior goalie Brian Regan was named Hockey East Player of the Week for his outstand-

ing performance this weekend at No. 3 New Hampshire.

In a meet for which the

Massachusetts men's indoor

track team's coaching staff

had predicted several possj

ble outcomes, everything

went according to plan.

Unfortunately.

Before the Atlantic 10

Championships at the

University of Rhode Island in

Kingston, UMass coach Ken
O'Brien and his assistants

worked out the scores with a

handful of different scenar-

ios. In each and every one of

them, the Virginia Tech
Hokies were expected to win

the meet handily.

"Virginia Tech was not to

be beaten, and we knew that

going in," O'Brien said.

Indeed, the Hokies stored

215.5 points, destroying the

competition. The second
place team, LaSalle, had a

relatively distant 98.5. The
Minutemen came in fifth

place with 63 points. They
followed Rhode Island, who
scored 83. and St. Joseph's,

who scored 72. The second

through fifth overall places at

the meet were up for grabs,

according to the

Massachusetts coaches' pre-

dictions

"The second place team

scored around 90. the third

place team scored around 80.

the fourth plate team scored

around 70. and so on."

O'Brien said "We hoped to

be between second and fifth.

I was disappointed: we had

hoped for second, but ended

up at the bottom of those

lour teams.

"I would say it was a day

of mixed results in what we
did and what we had hoped

tod'

Aside from the overall

heartbreak of performing
how they half expected they

might, there were some spec-

tacular individual showings

by the Minutemen.

For the second consecutive

year, junior Albie Vasquez
brought home the conference

pole vault championship. By

clearing I4'9", Vasquez man-
aged to hold back Virginia

Tech's talented vaulting

combo of Nathan Bath and

Turn to MEN'S TRACK, page 3

By Corey Patar Goodman
Cckeyon Staff

The college basketball world

opened their eyes last season when

the Atlantic 10 sent five teams to

the NCAA tournament. Once con-

sidered just the stomping ground for

Massachusetts, the A- 10 gathered

to dethrone the Minutemen last sea-

son, ending their

five year dominance
atop the conference.

This season, how-

ever, the A- 10 has

proven itself to be

one of the power-
house conferences in the country.

And when Selection Sunday arrives

on March 8. at least six A-10
schools will be expecting to hear

their names called as part of the

field of 64.

The teams include Massachusetts

(20-7). Temple (18-6), Rhode
Island (19-7), Xavier (18-6).

George Washington (20- 6) and

Dayton (18-9).

With two weeks remaining until

ludgement Day. the A-10 is gearing

up for the final week of its regular

hi and the conference tourney

(March 4-7). With a pair of top

seeds still up for grabs in each divi-

sion, and with six teams battling for

them, the league is preparing itself

for the most exciting finish in

recent years.

Massachusetts (12-2 A-10).

which sits in first place in the East

division, is only a half-game ahead

of second-place Temple (11-3) and

two games in front of Rhode Island

(10-4).

The Minutemen, who jumped

out to a perfect 8-0 mark in league

play, have faltered of late. They

were embarrassed two weeks ago

against Temple, and then dropped

a double- overtime decision to

Rhode Island last Wednesday. But

UMass squeaked out an overtime

victory against St. Joseph's on

Saturday, ensuring the team's first

20-win season in the Bruiser

Flint-era.

Lari Ketner is the Minutemen's

big man in the middle. Leading the

team with 1 5 points a game and 7.5

rebounds, the junior is among the

best centers in the league and the

Miami. 10

nation.

First-year guard Monty Mack i-

second on the team with 15.9

points, and junior Charlton Clarke

is the clutch shooter and emotional

leader for UMass.

UMass has a date in Olean. N.Y.

tomorrow to battle St. Bonaventure

(15-12. 5-9). before finishing up at

Temple on Sunday The matchup
with the Owls will

decide which
school gets the top

seed in the tour-

ney, and a bye on

the opening night

Temple will

likely be the favorite. The Owls
have been the most dominant team

in the entire league since disman-

tling UMass on Feb. 3. Over that

stretch, the Owls — boasting the

league's top defense — have won
seven straight including huge road

victories at Rhode Island (Feb. 14)

and George Washington (Feb. 22).

Rasheed Brokenborough is

arguably the most explosive guard

in the league, and Pepe Sanchez
leads the conference in steals with

3.7 per game. Center Lament
Barnes, considered one of the most

improved players in the conference,

is among the best in both rebounds

(8.3 per game) and blocked shots

(2.46 per game).

Rhode Island (10-4) is two
games behind UMass. and a game
and a half behind Temple. The
Rams host Xavier tonight, and then

finish the season against the

Fordham Rams (5-19, 1-13) on
Saturday.

The Rams have the league's best

point guard in senior Tyson
Wheeler. He leads the A-10 in

assists (6.15 per game) and is

among hie leaders in scoring (14.5

points per game). With his num-
bers. Wheeler is among the favorites

for A-10 Player of the Year.

Who would have thought the

Dayton flyers would be sitting atop

the A-10 West Division this late in

the season? The Flyers ( 10-4) might
be the most improved team in the

A-10, and owe it to A-10 Player of

the Year candidate Ryan Perryman.
The forward leads the Flyers with

Turn to HOOP, page 3
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A Smashing Pumpkin
rolls alone

lames tha's solo
debut is a pleasant

step back from the

white noise favored

by his full-time

employers (see Arts

ft Living, page 6).

Atlantic 10

three-peat

B | Brsnnen and
the Massachusetts
men's swim team
captured its third

straight conference

title last weekend
(see Sports, page
12)

WORLD

Croat-Muslim tensions

still flaring in Bosnia

MOSTAR, Bosnia Herzegovina —
Police closed down the road that

splits the divided southern city ot

Mostar today after a bomb was
thrown at a cafe and seven cars

were stoned

As a result of Monday's violence,

the Boulevard ot Revolution
Mostar s unofficial dividing line

between its Croat and Muslim
halves • was closed tor traffic by
the police ot the Muslim-Croat ted

eralion.

Initial allies against Bosnian
Serbs. Bosnian Croats and Muslims

turned against each other in 1993

and fought tor a year for ternto

nes in central and southern
Bosnia

Under strong international pres-

sure, they toined a shaky federation

in 1994 But ethnic mistrust has

persisted ever since, fueled by
hardliners on both sides The de

facto division of Mostar is a stark

symbol of that mistrust

U.N spokesman Alexander
tvenko said it 'too early to say"

what provoked the violence But

there was speculation that recent

comments by Croatian President

Franto Tudiman could have stoked

Bosnian Croat and Muslim animosi-

ties

NATION

Man executed in

Montana murder trial

Ota LOOGL Mont — A drifter who
came to Montana to become a moun-

tain man and wound up murdering a

couple was executed the. momma, tafc

nq any hope of an explanation for the

Ubngs to ha grave

In trie nine years Terry Aien Langtord

was on death row, he never said why he

tied up and killed Ned and Celene

Blackwood at their ranch home m 1988

The question haunted him as weR, h«s

aunt said

"Me sad. Every day I lay my head on

the pHow, I ask myseR what happened."

said Brenda Prangtey, who spoke with

langtord frequently by phone

Langtord. 31, was executed by max
bon after nine yean ol swingmq back

and forth between resignation and court

appeals Within hours of his arrest in

1988, he had confessed and requested

the death penalty, but as late as Monday

night he asked Gov Marc Racicot for a

delay It was dented

It was only the state's second execu-

tion since 1943.

The North Carolina cabinetmaker had

planned to Sve in the wilderness of the

Rocky Mountains but stumbled on the

Blackwoods' home. He raided their

garage refrigerator, found a loaded

22-caHber rifle in Blackwood's truck

and forced Mrs Blackwood to tie her

husband's hands Then he tied both of

them up in the living room and talked

with them for several hours as they lay

captive. "There was a point where they

were getting along tine," said Chris

Prangley, langtord's uncle "He said they

were really nice people
"
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ON THE INTERNET

Record number of

candidates to run

in SGA elections

www.urnoss.adu/rso/colagian

By 1 Carrol

Colsgon Staff

A record number of candidates for

the Universiu ot Massachusetts

Student Government Association

(SGA) are running in the March 9 and

10 election- K.i trustee and president

Chancelli'i oi I Its turns Carlos

Alvarez announced yesterday that II

candidiates are running in the SGA
elections.

Alvarez announced another relet

enduni question which will be added

to the ballot, in addition lo the twu

referenda questions already on the bal-

lot.

Two questions on the ballot arc ask-

ing students if the 24 hour card

access pilot program in the Orchard

Hill and Southwest Residential areas

has increased security of il it should

be abandoned

The third question will ask students

if basketball tickets should be general

admission, reserved seating or a mix-

ture ol both

Alvarez promised strict enforcement

of the code* that guide candidate s

behavior II the 13 candidates do not

follow nates governing their i atnpaigna

there will be consequence*, he »atd

"If any of the people running break

any of the codes they arc bcxinJ

the election, iheir candidacy will be

nullified.' Alvarez said.

Alvarez stressed that greater num
bcrs of votes will be needed because

the large number of candidates might

divide the number of student votes.

"I think it would be nice to get more

voteis out there. It makes the differ-

ence in choice a lot clearer.'Alvarez

said.

Alvarez Kieased that president and

trustee arc important positions and

students should voice their opinion of

who they support through voting

"One vote could decide (the elec-

tion) either way. There should be

more of a difference lo show what the

people really want. There should be a

bigger difference between candidates

for | important positions like] presi-

dent or trustee." Alvarez said.

SGA President Lis Wong Itreiaad

that voting for trustee and president is

an important way for students to make

themselves heard

"Students need to MBM their own
opinions Voting is the least they can

do to be heard It takes five minutes

out of iheir day to have their voices

heard." Wong said.

Brian Tirrell. current Student

Trustee describes the responsibility

and authority of the position.

"The Student Trustee is a represen-

tative of the students to the Board of

I rustec* You have a responsibiliry to

develop a sense |of the priorities of

students | of the five campuses.* Tirrell

Sdld

SGA President Lia Wong said the

president's job is to upteaeni the stu-

dent body m its entirety.

A final touch.

AlUUNOi* XOSOMXAS ' COUiOAN

|ohn Langone, a freshman Mechanical Engineering major cleans the left engine of a small airplane in

Northampton airport on Sunday afternoon

Threat of war stirs locals
Two Amherst women travel to Washington in protest

By Somonfho Pouhen

Colaawn Staff

Coed wrestling club

looks to form RSO
CcJeonn Staff

Women who wish to wrestle are

welcome to join the new wrestling

club featuring coed wrestling, as

student athletes work to have the

club rerognired as s Registered

Student Organization (RM
Freshman biology major Olivia

Cabrera, was inspired to create the

wrestling club after she was not

allowed to participate in an intra

mural wrestling tournament ai

Boyden Gym There were no other

girts wrestling and after weighing

her in tournament officials would

not anew her to wrestle with the

men.

Cabrera wrestled her junior and

senior year in high school.

The coach was all for it. I think

the coach was more enthusiastic

than I was." Cabrera said.

She said wasn't trying to make a

statement: she did it for the love of

the sport.

"I wasn't out there to prove any-

thing. I was just out there to wres-

tle." Cabrera said.

According to Cabrera, an oppos-

ing coach was not in favor of her

wrestling against his learn.
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In response to President Clinton's recent announce

ment that the United States is preparing 10 conduct air

strikes against Iraq, two Amherst women traveled to

Washington this past weekend to picket and protest

Clinton's decision in Iront ot the White Mouse.

Tara McCaithy and Fries Plouffe. both 25. feel that

force is never the only answer when negotiating with

other countries.

"We feel that diplomacy hasn't been taken far

enough." McCarthy, a non-profit advocate, said "The

Lnited States should continue to try to negotiate with

Iraq."

McCarthy and Plouffe said thc\ woke up last

Thursday and realized that they had no choice but to go

to Washington. The women feel the President should be

made aware that many Americans do not believe in a

war with Iraq, as shown by the protest last week in

Ohio
"My hope is that the president hears the many voices

opposing war. and that more Americans speak their

opinions — loudly." McCarthy said

Plouffe. a reporter, said that military action is unnec-

essary, and diplomatic measures which could put an

end to this crisis have not been taken far enough

"I hope | Americans) will not be forced to gather

around our televisions to learn about the horrors the

Lnited States caused because it wouldn't give a little

for the sake of diplomacy and world peace." Plouffe

said.

McCarthy and Plouffe. both feel strongly that diplo-

macy should not be abandoned and on Saturday joined

a rally in lront ot the White House.

urthy and Plouffe protested alone late Saturday,

and all day Sunday and Monday.

In addition to picketing. McCarthy and Plouffe gath-

ered signatures and support from the people in the

Amherst community
Petitions were posted at many local area businesses,

includms I Thought Bookstore and Collective

; les The women also invited President limmy

Carter, who has vocalized his opposition to bombing

Iraq, lo place his signature among the many others on

the I

They linked all ihe signatures together in a giant

scroll to bring to Washington In addition to the signa-

ture- >nherst. many new ones were added from

its and people rallying around the White House

They even got a chance to show their signs to the

president. They believe he got their message.

were walking by the back door of the W hue

House, when suddenlv President Clinton came walking

out fhe door to walk his dog, Buddy " McCarthy said

"He noticed the large, red and purple signs we were

holding, and waved to us."

McCartftrj and Plouffe were happy about the most

recent improvements in the Iraqi situation in which

Iraq has promised to let L nited Nations inspectors in to

their country However, the women will still continue

with their activism to ensure that more people don't

suffer

• lifting the sanctions on Iraq means the real

losers here are the Iraqi people." McCarthy said "They

are the ones who are suffering."

U.S. seeks clarity

in Iraqi agreement
By Susan Sevoreid

Associated Press

UNITED NATIONS — Secretary-General Kofi

Annan briefed the Security Council for two hours yes-

terday on his weapons mtpeotlmi agreement with Iraq,

and the U.S. ambassador emerged to say some details

still need to be clarified

The council did not immediately make a decision on

the accord struck by Annan in a visit to Baghdad — an

agreement he called "a victory for the United Nations."

But U.S. Ambassador Bill Richardson said it could

take a few days to get the clarifications the United

States seek-

"We believe that this agreement is a step in the right

direction, but we need some clarifications in some of

the language in the agreement." Richardson said.

The U.S. ambassador would not say when he expect-

ed a special team to inspect Iraqi presidential palaces

to be in place. Annan had been upbeat going into the

closed Security Council meeting.

"I think we have a good agreement, an agreement

that I will defend anywhere, and I'm sure the member

states would accept it." he told about 700 U.N.

employees pressed against blue metal barriers to con-

gratulate the secretary-general on his mission to Iraq.

"There were millions of people around the world

rooting for peace." Annan told the whistling and

applauding U.N. staff. "That is why I say you should

never underestimate the power of prayer." Annan

thanked President Clinton and British Prime Minister

Tony Blair "for being perfect U.N. peacekeepers —
U.N. peacekeepers in the sense that we taught our

peacekeepers that the best way to use force is to show

it in order not to have to use it."

Mindful of past broken promises by Saddam Hussein,

the Clinton administration said it wants the agreement

to be tested. Richardson said the question "is going be

how we enforce this agreement." The ambassador said

that 'after Security Council approval of Annan's agree-

ment, "we have to test it. then we have to enforce it

and then we have to find ways to make sure there is full

compliance." He said the lest should be "quick."

A U.S. concern during the council meeting was who

would head up the "special group" that is to be created

to carry out inspections of the eight presidential sites at

the heart of the latest standoff, according to a Western

diplomat who spoke on condition ol anonymity.

Despite suspicions about Saddam's willingness to

Creative students

may be rewarded
By Victoria Groves
Collegion Staff

Turn to NATION, page 2

The Chancellor's Counsel on Community.
Diversity and Social lustice is currently soliciting

innovative proposals for educational activities and

programs at the University of Massachusetts.

"This is an effort to provide incentives to inno-

vative people on campus." Grant Ingle. Director

of the Office of Human Relations said.

Now in its sixth year, this program distributes

between ten and fifteen thousand dollars each

year, some taken from alumni contributions, to

support creative ways of fostering community on

campus.
"This program provides those with an idea the

funding to make things happen," Ingle said.

Approximately twenty to twenty-five applica-

tions are received each year, with ten to twelve

groups receiving awards.

The awards are given to groups or individuals

to fund forums, workshops, outreach activities

and similar endeavors to promote connections

between different groups on campus.

"It's bringing together people who may not

have connected before. The object is to build

community by making connections," Ingle said.

Award criteria consists of a number of pro-

posed activities: bringing together persons from

two or more communities or constituencies in a

joint activity, demonstrating collaboration of

communities or constituencies in the proposal

planning process, promoting mutual respect and

understanding on the campus or in the larger

community, representing new programs or collab-

orating partnerships as opposed to annual pro-

grams or continuations of past projects, and com-

pleting the projects by the end of the fall 1998

semester.

The requests for proposals are being released in

the spring, according to Ingle, because many more

are planned in the fall and run in the spring. This

will allow for planning in the spring and more

programming for the fall semester.

Awards range from $250 lo $1. 500, with all

awards this year expected to total $10,000.

Former MTV celeb

speaks about race

By Humphrey brown III

Collegion Staff

Turn to AWARDS, page 2
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Kevin Powell of MTV's "Real World" fame spoke on race issues as a part

of Mt. Holyoke College's Black History Month festivities.

Powell, who first gained national

attention on MTV's "The Real World

(New York)." stressed the importance

and need for people to connect and

make things happen

"If we give lip service to living in a

multicultural society, if we say that

we want to have a diverse society,

don't you think it's going to take a lit-

tle bit of work?" Powell inquired.

"That was the beauty, to me, of a

Martin l.uther King. |r. and a

Malcolm X. They connected to all dif-

ferent types of people."

Powell touched on a number of

topics that night, including education

Turn to POWELL page 2

Kevin Powell, former senior writer

for Vibe Magazine and author of the

book. Keepin' It Real: Post W / V

Reflections on Race. Sex and Politics.

said that things aren't going to get

much better for this country, with

regards to race relations and poverty,

unless people learn to connect

"I believe in the Harriet Tubman
theory." Powell said in a lecture at

Mt. Holyoke College this past

Monday. "I want to go back and get

as many people as I can and bring 'em

out."
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Nation
continued from page 1

abide by the agreement, a

sense of relief pervaded
Washington as Clinton tenia-

. acctpted Baghdad's
wtitten promise to allow lull

I N. weapons inspections

However. Clinton ordered

the US military force in the

ten Gulf to remain in

case Iraq reneges again.

Ground and an tit in

ued to arrive today even as

the threat of conflict eased

Clinton vowed the United
Stales would be "watching

closely" to see if Iraq

•ut the agreement

"Let there be no doubt »c
must remain committed to

see that Saddam Hussein
docs not menace the world

with weapons of mass
taction " Clinton said

I ndcr the accord signed

Monday. Iraq would give the

I s Special Commission
that oversees inspections and
the International Atomic

•nmediate.

unconditional and unrest net

ed access* lo susp
weapons sites as required bv

past I n resolatl

However, the two-page
memo stipulated that senior

• mat* appointed by

Annan. I

from I N ad I VI \

woui ut in»pc.

at eight presidential palaces.

State

Madeleine Albright Itu

yesterday that U.N. insp

must remain in control of the

search for Iraqi weapons if

the agreement is to stand

Albright told the Senate

K'uif'H nlsjajrajsj Qaaaajajajraj

that these terms "may be

acceptable if the inspi

are free to conduct rigorous

and professional inspec-

Pantherdocumentary

spurs discussionand

awareness ofcivilrights
By Aimea Wollis

CoMapion Corraspondant

Htated discussion took place

Monday night in the I altsarsal) d
Massachusetts Campus Center fol

lowing a documentary on mutinous

movements by members of the Black

Panthers to lelorin American gov

emment in the late '60s and early

•70s.

The two hour documentary titled

All Power lo the People, sponsored

bv friends ol the Revolutionary

Ann Imperialist Leagiu K Ml ) and

i Internationalist Movement
SUM) depicted the physical and

taken by

in \nkiKjn men and women
during the Black Panthers. surge and

the toll it has had on Americans to

this day.

Sine of the 17 who attended the

documentary staved tor the dtSCUS-

sion following Different views were

thrown back and forth on the topic

oi why \ i rican-Ajnerican* spoke out

r s ago. A R \ 1

1

ative staled that

African Americans do not want to

be ruled by an almost all white gov-

ernment as whiles would not want

I ruled by an almost all

African-American government

RAIL and M1M supporters are

from all races and support each
other in the opinion thai the ft

ment throws citizens id •

ing their political beliefs and demon-
Hw discussion

>n wh
tn a

avc in Aim
Student* agreed that wt

strating actions

cred supporte

and blacks ber

gov
todav

are benefitting from oppression. For

example, whites have better chances

at receiving mortgages and school-

ing.

The Black Panthers were a revolu

nonary group of African- Americans

lhal struggled for self determination

and liberation from American impe-

rialism. The Black Panthers no
longer exist however, new groups

such as RAIL and MIM have devel

oped lo raise awareness of those

imprisoned and to one dav set them

I ree

RAIL is open to any person who
believes in sell perseverance lor all.

regardless of race or color, and sup

ports the need of an armed struggle

against imperialism. MIM strives to

end oppression of all groups inctud

ing classes, genders and nations.

This week RAIL and MIM are

raising awareness of the imprison

ment of some of the members of the

Black Panther activists. Their goal is

to free prisoners who have been

incarcerated for their political view*

that they have acted up>

Monday night was the beginning

of a week-long cognizance ai UMaaa
ileit students of the Black

Panthers and their curreni imprison

ment Information sessions will be

held this week and next week
campus to intorm students of

imprisonment and to encourage
them to attend a March to Lnd
Imprisonment on March 27 in

Washington D C Representai

Iroin numerous national liberation

movements will be speaking tonight

on the imprisonment of inetr insur-

gent leaders at the UMas* Campus
Center 90S forum

"= by anytime!
awards

*1
REWARD SSS

FAX 7178, • Mail birpren -ciptcoi nut

Mty^fctiww cipiKPi <gt

contlnuod from porjo I

All undergraduates, graduate stu-

dents, staff and faculty an
aged to apply. Awards will be
announced during the week of

b

Submissions must be mailed
e-mailed to

piqucttctfedmin.uma** edu or hand
vcred bv noon on Friday. March

27, to the Chancellor's Counsel on
•lmunity. Diversity and Social

luMice. c/o Office of Human
Relations. 206 Middlesex House
for more information call

545-OS5I.

Save on general books
E \ ER Y DA Y at UStore \ s

NEW Book Department

\c\\ ^ oi k Times licstscllci

Hardcover Save 35l
(

New York limes Bestseller

Paperback Save 25c/r

Ml Othei IWk-

Hardcover Fiction ...20% Off

Any other book- 10% Off

•
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Ai l IANHI HOSOMXAS ". COUiOAS

We are here to help you.
Michael Gorr, a |untor computer systems engineering, major, Sonia M Ah, a (untor electrical «]^

comP" 1

er engineering major, Jeff Dell a sophomore psychology major and Cftns Friar a |untor environmental Dtoto

gy major work at the OIT Heipdesk yesterday afternoon.

Powell
conttnuod from page I

and the importance for people of color lo read and be

ined beyond what's taught in the classroom

"I think about my education. K 1 2th grade, and how lit

lie I learned about the contributions d black peop"

American life," said Powell, who was invited bv Mi

Holyokc to speak at their final Black History event for the

month "Mv mother like a lot of people who were a part of

that era before the Civil Rights, felt thai the best education

was to get an integrated education."

"There's nothing wrong with going to school with people

of different backgrounds, but I do think there's something

wrong when the education is not diverse." Powell said.

Crowing up in poverty. Powell's mother had the equiva

lent of a fifth grade education, yet despite such limitation*.

she instilled a zest for seaming in her children

"My mom had lo put me in public school, because we
were poor." said Powell "I couldn't afford lo go to private

school and now. as an adult. I thank God I didn't go lo pn-

vate school, because at least my mother didn't pay for me
to be raanducatsd." Powefl said.

It wasn't until he was I* -years old and attending

Rutgers Inrversitv in Sew Icrsey that Powell said he

learned about the contributions that black people made to

America.

'I thought it was incredible that I spent 18 years of mv

He not knowing about the greatnait of my people and I

was pissed off mv four vears in college." Powell said

Powell attribute* much of the problems thai plague the

black community, and other minority groups, to a lack of

cultural awareness and history

"If you don't learn about yourself, you're not going to

appreciate yourself, you're not going to like yourself, and I

would offer that you will hate yourself And if you hale

yourself, you're going to hate people mho look like you

Thai ignorance breeds hatred." Powell explained .

Being no stranger to trouble and the realities of growing

up poor. Powell admitted thai he loo. at one time, shared

the same kind ol sell destructive attitude that mam
Ann >.th have todav Powell said it was reading

•btopaph" 'lm V ,h*1 ch*n&*d ni* l*r

spcctivc on Km.
the lirst time when I read the autobiography, the

experiences that I went through were being crystallized on

paper and it blew mv mind." explained Powell. "That

book really changed mv life
"

Malcolm X was an avid reader during his incarceration

So much so. that he would still read in the dark when it

was lime for "lights out * Powell wondered why many of

the college students he come* across didn't share lhal same

hunger lor rcadmg

"if someone like him can read in the dark with a sot of

fight." said Powell, referring to the way Malcolm X would

use the outside sight coming in between his cell bars to see.

-What's wrong with mT POwdl asked.

Powell encouraged students to really take an analytical

approach to thing* that they do and say He said that stu

dents need to realize the opportunity they have for growth

"Do not take educational opportunities for granted*

Powell said "If you go into college one way. intellectually.

and you go oul the same way and you don't grow, intcllcc

tualiv something i» wrong with the education you just

ptami •>' thousand dollar* a year for

"

Aside from writing and lecturing around the country.

Powell is co-founder, chairman and C.F..O. of a non-profit

organization called Get I'p On it. slated lo begin as soon

as funding for the program is complete. The program is

geared toward raising the consciousness of black people

"I basically just do what your theme is for Black llsitory

Month, which is Walk in (he Spin! of Our \nctitori,'

Powell said

UMASS Campus Act i vines presents

SOMETHING EVERY FRIDAY
rtc i-M-nis on

( all us at 545-3600; or \isit our

website for more information:

hftp //www urTKiss edu/campod/events/calefKkir htrn

f* 1

OF THE

UlLLfiGE'
Student Union

Ballroom

Friday February

27, 1998
8:00pm

FREE

Valerie Stephens, Merida

Castillo, Bongi Goba & their 8

piece band will present

American Jazz and Blues; tra-

ditional South African

melodies; and energetic

rhythms from Cuba.
s7

"TITANIC
Is Coming

•

This series is made passible by a grant from the Umass
Auxiliary Services Department, the Office of the Vice-

Chancellor for Student Affairs, and the

'daily collegian
a»;TirrnrHiiL,x^uminLjajgB

South Korean leader to take oath of office
By Pauline Jelinek

Associated Press

>UL. South Korea - Power will

pass to an opposition figure today for

the first time in modem Korean histo-

ry, when former democracy leader

Kim Dae-jung takes the oath of office

and begins his "government of the

people-

Branded a dangerous radical for

decades by successive military govern-

ments. Kim is promising political and
inic reforms. "During my tenn

^e. democracy and economy will

go hand in hand." he lias said.

I ie is to take the oath of office and

promise a leaner, more responsive

"government of the people" at a plaza

m front of the National Assembly

building

Among the guests invited are for-

mer Philippines President Corazon

Aquino, former German President

Richard von VYeizsaecker. Chairman

luan Antonio Samaranch ol the

international Olympic Committee and

pop singer Michael lackson

Between the 1970s and late 1980s.

he was variously jailed, exiled and

held under house arrest for 15 years.

He escaped at least three assassinutK'ii

attempts and a court sentence M
death Often called "Ajfe'l Mandela"

bat uuse of his personal ordeal and his

call lor reconciliation, the 74-year-old

Kim comes to office with a public

approval rating of around 90 percent.

He has been virtually running the

countrv -ince his election in

December. The task demanding Kim's

immediate attention is the economy,

which nearly collapsed in December in

a currency crisis brought on by mas-

sive debt« among some ol the nation's

biggest conglomerates. The
International Monetary Fund negotiat-

ed a record $57 billion bailout for

South Korea. And under strict IMF
prescriptions, inflation and unemploy-

ment are rising By the end of this

year, up to I million people are

expected to lose their jobs.

But undei Kim's pre-inauguration

leadership, markets have stabilized

significant Iv and foreign lenders have

rolled over billions ol dollars in matur-

ing loans to the country.

Though he is the first president cho-

sen from an opposition partv since the

country was formed in 1948. the vie

tor) was made possible by an alliance

with former political loes. And his

party still has a minority in the

Parliament.

Still, political observers are predict

ing he will strengthen the nation's

fledgling democracy, improve its

human rights record and thaw long

frozen relations with communist rival

\urth Korea. Paik Seung-ki. a profes-

sor at Kyongwon I 'Diversity, com-

pared Kim s situation with thai of

Franklin Roosevelt, who became U.S.

president in 1955 at the height of the

Great Depression.

"At least for the time being, he will

be a happy president In this crisis sit-

uation., all blame will go to his pre-

decessor government," said Paik.

Mossad chief resigns over botched assassination
By Oofno Linzer

Associated Press

IF Rt SAI FM — Israel's spy chief resigned yes-

terday over the botched assassination attempt

against a Hamas leader in lordan. a move Israel

hoped would mend relations svrth its neighbor and

me .'I the Mossad »pv agency's | M lus

ler

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu acci

the reluctant resignation of Danny Yatom. who had

been sharply criticized in several inquiries into the

failed Sept. 25 attempt on Hamas political leadei

Khalid Maashal.

The resignation was welcomed in Israel, as well

as in lordan "A replacement needs to be found

immediately so that the Mossad can begin to learn

the lessons here and make the necessary changes."

said Lzi Undau, who leads the Knesset committee

on Israel's intelligence agencies.

Yatom's turn at the helm had been one ol the

less glorious lor an organization that achieved

worldwide lame for daring successes such as

kidnapping Nazi leader Adolf Fichmann for trial

and landing an agent in the top echelons ol Syria in

the 19t>0s. and tracking down and executing

Palestinian terrorists m the 1970s.

I he Mossad became a fixture in novels and

movies ol international intrigue Bui in recent years

it earned less flattering attention, such as in a 1990

book by former agent Victor Ostro-vkv who pot

1 ii ac driven by "greed, hist and total lack of

respect lor human life."

Opposition lawmaker llagai Merom described

the Mashaal affair as "an earthquake for the

ad" that exposed systemic failures in every

level ol the agency, from highest level planning to

execution in the field

Mossad agents injected Mashaal with poison out

>ide his office in Amman. Bui he survived and the

ajenis were caught, forcing Israel to free Hamas
lei Mimed Yassin and 20 other Arab inmates

to bring the agents back home. An outraged kinj;

Hussein then cut olf security cooperation with the

lewish stale, demanding Yatom's dismissal.

An investigative panel in Israel found that Yatom

had not seriously considered the possibility of fail-

ure and had not prepared for it The committee

I Netanyahu of blame The prime minister,

seeking to avenge two Hamas suicide bombings in

lien in My and September 1997. had given

the linal go ahead lor the operation. Opposition

leaders have dismissed the panel I absolution of

Netanyahu as a whitewash.

The agency « mu> I yet another blow

levaral months ago when a former agent was

indicted on charges that he MNOMd lalse NfJOrH

about Syrian war intentions thai reportedly

sparked tensions between the two countries m
1980 and again in 199© "The Mossad has fallen on

hard times operationally and procedures-wise, it's

not readv lor the 2 1st century." said Amir Chen, a

columnist tor the Haaretz daily

Scientific bending
ilUNHKOSOHUI COt

|ason Blackburn, a 2nd year Ph D student bending a metal tube in

the Goessmann Advanced Materials and Polymers Lab yesterday

afternoon

wrestling club
continued from page 1

However, after wrestling against one

of his players, she earned respect

'li> a fun spun, it teaches a lot."

Cabrera said "I think the interest is

there. I don't think we're going to

have a problem. People on campus
wanted it. we're fulfilling what they

want

"

Frank Strvker, who is working with

Cabrera to get the club started, thinks

wrctling puts extra pressure on
women who try to join a team.

ker encourages all women to

join trie club

- harder for a girl, because a guy

iu»t tries lo be more physical with a

girl But s girl can gel bragging

rights." Stry ker said.

If a women is a good technical

i ler she has a good chance of

beating a wrestler who tries to over-

power her. he said.

\\ resiling with other women
involved in the club will be a new
experience for Cabrera, who has only

wrestled men
•sever, getting their idea onto

the mats is not cut and dry. In fact.

the process of becoming an RSO can

be a difficult one. as Cabrera and

Stryker are finding out.

Heather Makes, a senior biology

major, and the Secretary ol the

Registry of RSO*. said an application

must be filed with the Student

Government Association (SGA). If

the SGA rejects an application stu

dent* can work on their application

until it is approved.

Makes has the final word on

whether an organization become* an

RSO; to approve an application, orga-

nizations submit mandatory informa-

tion

First, a list of members (all under-

il must be filed

Makes said RSO* arc allowed to

have graduates and faculty as advi-

sors, but those advisors are not

allowed lo vole and make executive

decisions.

The club must also submit an orga-

nizational paragraph, which should

describe the structure of the organiza-

tion with its officer* and their di

Next, organizations must submit a

Hat of future goals and. finally . must

submit a constitution.

The constitution forms the frame of

the group*: dictate* the name ol the

RSO. the structure and duty of its

oil icer*. how to make amendments

and other issues which may effect the

stability of the organization.

Once the RSO has the approval of

both the SGA and Makes, it may peti

tion to receive funding from the

money raised from student activity

fees. RSO* may also collect member

ship dues, instead of petitioning for

money.

"If they can gel the paperwork

together. I'm all for it." Makes said of

the wrestling club

rding to Makes, wrestling

club member* originally wanted to

have a separate men's and women's

club, but she persuaded the two
groups to form one RSO.

Cabrera said they have formed a

member list of about 40 names, and

have to finish application procedures

before thev can become an official

RSO
"I think it would be one of the more

prosperous clubs." Stryker said. "If

you like wrestling, it's really prettv

"We have the people, we have the

talent, we're just trying to get the mat

time." Cabrera said.

V Jantz e

wwwrbswim.com

Whether you're heading

for Daytona, Panama City

or mom's home cooking

during Spring Break, it may be

a good idea to head

to Filene's first.

We have a great new selection

of swimwear-and you can use

the coupon below to save 15%

on any Electric Beach suit

by Jantzen—America's favorite

swimsuit maker.

*&
33VP -on regular priced e.b.

- r rt
* swimwear by Jantzen i

1^ /0 when you present this

coupon at Filene's.

OFFer expires March 10. 1998. I
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u-w- and opinions expressed tin tin ih.^s.- ,,i tne individual write** ana Jo not mmm <riii me v lews i
! il

Just a touch of gay
MR had Johnson ia naked in

i > v apartment. I brought

him there and I'm think-

ing about porn.

I ct me clarify that one. The
March issue of

• Is features a

new Nike ads

i

ment of a helot cd
meter dash

I 11

iituil, no
•

no thong Ml
But tastefully done.

I I in a happy
heterosexual I dig

women like a sh

But every now and
then, you have to

take • step back and
that's a

While there s no urge to mount
these males as I might their female

the acknowledge
is there nonetheless.

Call it. to paraphrase the

teful Dead, a "Touch of

apply

thai concept, while I don't have the

desire to see Michael's lohnson. I

can at a

man

what works for you and groove on.

Otheiwise it's most likely your
IOC. and u>u can live with it in

peace

fnter the "porn" analogy. Let's

say you're a big

star in the adult

film industry

M it all on
a daily basis, and
then some One
day, you and
your cronies are

prepping for a

routine 50- per
son orgy scene
when you happen
to iKitue one of

your co-stars has

the biggest
breads! isk in the

basket One of

three things might happen at this

valuation

i can: a) sa\ to yout«c!'

him if you're extra secun

that's some appendage you
|

b) pretend vou never saw it and
deny having ever

ri*. C miner

Catch your breath and call oil

the outing dogs — there's no story

here, folks This revelation is mere-

attempt to explain, or at (east

explore, why people — mostly guys
counter false alarms about

their sexuality. It's a natural phe-

nomenon we. in many cases, proba-

bly take to mean more than it does.

There are guys reading this right

now who are discrediting this arti-

cle as bull-kaka Well, here's the

challenge to you acknowledge a

1 \ guy you see with at least

dm you walk
past ham on campus There's some
fella out there who put*

pudgy, misshapen butt to shame —
and you know this. man.

Bui an I The
ideology has been too far ingrained

ur head. Or maybe it'll just

take a few mir

go of that mode of thought

and that the abilr

si/e up aaaaMM aj the

doevTt mean
|

ack face with him II vou're

gay. you're gonna be gay — accept

seen the unit, or

B) run awav in a

homophobia siu

pot thus leaving

the crew to make
due with a staff

of 49 for a

W-person orgy.

•urse this

analogy is a tad

extreme, but most guys are scared

poopieas to admit they can appreci-

ate a well-made body lor body
part) or visage on another guy The
majorm would sooner °fess up to

being a bunny torturer at a PFTA
conference. Anything is preferable

to a TOG
I v.ept for the weight room fhis

kl the single arena in which a

I I) G. is the norm and not the

minority voice Inside the M
.spattered walls of the

Meathead Fmpohum almost any

thing goes, no matter how homo-
such activity would seem just

Ic the doors. A few examples:

jr. man. you gotta M •

iou squat'"

"Thai dude's pipes are
hu mon-g

• up' Icabags!"

On the inside, these comments
are all good. Once on the other

however, vou might as well

"The ability to st

up someone of the

same sex doesn't mean
you necessarily uant
to suck face with him

"

add "because I like guys" on the

end ol the above sentences, since

the average straight guv sensibility

has already formulated this conclu-

-loll

I lutein lies the problem
I v.)*..

. at societal icsiiamts, is

needlessly limited to one place and
tunc

Women don't seem to have this

dilemma. Ask a femnte to evaluate

her fellow sister, and she'll give the

head- to toe. up and down report

with little mote than a COCfc ol the

head and a blink ol the eye. Ask an
humrnc lo do the same and vou
can usually count on a del.

mechanism roughly equivalent to

that ol Nixon, earn '7J.

those last few stalwarts who
still haven't broken down and
accepted the truth ol I G allow

me to rap this to you it s not just a

straight thing I'm sure once in a

blue moon even Harvey I icrstein

takes a longer- than short peer down
the blouse ol a female so star to

empincally |udge her wares But at

_^_________ the end of the

day. he goes
home and
sleeps well, still

gaver than the

IMQi
So I'm

with TOG I

even try to

make an effort

to encourage
the embrace of these feelings in my
chums One friend in particular

needed a hug and a knowing nod.

but I hadn't vet formulate. I F.O.G
to suggest what might be at the

core of his anxietv over an opmts

sion with large members
I do however, urge proponents

of T.O G. to exercise the utmost
care in its usage — remember
some ol your friends may in fact be

homosexual And if vou've ever

been involved in something that

may force denial, like. say. the
i up of a South American

shild smuggling ring, you know
how much it would suck lor them
(I mean. uh. I don't know what
happened to those bnj

lust he coavidcraf

your pals' feelings. And don't tru»t

the Bolivian priest — he's a dirty

narc.

•titer is a Collegian

cotumi

Letters to the Editor

Selectman!* comments
offensive to students

The rndav. Keb H issue of the Collegian featured an
ankle concerning Amherst Selectman. Hill Boss In regards

to the km student voter turnout. Boss was quoted as saying

"I still feel if you «et up a couplr of kegs of brer next to the

machines, they would have come out like lives
"

Selectman Bom seems to be rather cynical and stereotypi

-al towards the students of I Mass. As a student. I found

Boss's remark a bit comical, yet under Ivingfy insulting. As

a citizen looking at a government officer. I too can be a

Perhaps a punlic apology would come faster from the

-clestman il we bribed him. or brought in the dancing

gjrk

'

I was also a bit surprised Boss wanted to bring kegs on
campus. As a member of the alcohol task force, he should

faem those are illegal here Perhaps if the selectman
brought a couple thirty packs and we brought some danc-

ing chicks, things could work out Until that day. can't wc
all just get along?

Adam Bossi

Washington

WeefK<xjra*ieourrea<i«io

ftroudi letters to the editor.

Letters must be typed, no more man 400 words ton*, and i

address and Phone number tor confirmation Purposes.

They can be submitted by mail to Ed/Op Editor. Daily Coffetian, 1 13 Campus
Center. UMass. Amherst MA 01 003; by e-mail to

tetters «tvms.oitaimass^du: or by tax to (4 1 3J 545-1 592.

fbeCoiiefiian reserves theri*lit lo MtemtotocyMttkdMltow&stofa

Doonesbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU

rON&fTlVUKCW
tmcamm.*m*r mpumvvetumx***

tampam sur>/*t*rminus

6PC*»y,aj£

I'M GONNA

**%i

A Trekkie at heart
I

have to admit k — I'm a "Star Trek" fan It's taken some
ttmc. a few yean to come to terms with this personal rev-

elation, but now I'm okay with it

I don't know when my obsession with all things Trek"
began: it could have began from the moment I caught sight of

l nptatn IVard's aquiKnc features or from the first tilt of

Data's head (who can resist a man with vellow

Whatever it was. Paramount* gulden goose has me bv the

throat.

There's no doubt that "Star Trek" has a world-wide appeal.

SkaW the original scries C>ene Roddcnoerry's vision has

spawned "The Next Generation.* "Deep Space Nine* and
"Voyager." But what s the hook here'' What makes this aeries

so popular that a ninth "Trek" movie will hit the theaters

come November''

YV ell. it could he that space is truly the final frontier and the

possibilities arc endless. And in the Utopia envisioned by

Roddenherry. a lot of our everyday prob-

lems (like the common cold) arc a thing of

the past

But there is more lo the "Star Trek" fran-

chise than just a group of intrepid explorers

heading off into the great unknown.

The great thing about "Star Trek" is that

the show is so wonderfully preachy. I love

mv daily morality lesson neatly bound up in

a one hour package. Thanks to "Star Trek."

I've learned that yes. it is possible to get

along with all sorts of people, even if some
aliens would love to cat humans for break-

fast. The whole synergy of everyone getting

along brings to mind lack Nicholson's pk.i

in the otherwise- forgettable Mars Anodes,
"\Vhv ean't we all just get along?"

In "Sui Irek." that warm, fuzzy feeling of "gosh dam it. we
all like each other" is a universal theme And if you don't like

someone, an airlock is just a few steps awav

"Star I >ek" has great gadgets; who needs a television when
vou san have a holosuitc'' I try not to think too hard about the

holosuite. mostly because it doesn't make that much sense.

But that's the great thing about Trek" — it's 400 years in the

future so by then the engineers will have found a way to cir

cumvent the basic theories of science so it will make perfect

sense.

Or take the replicator. It must be great to have a machine
thai will automatically replicate anything you want, from a

cup of Karl Grey tea to a new wardrobe. God knows how it

winks, but 400 years ago. who would have ever predicted

space travel?

Technobabble is another hallmark of the "Trek" series
,
i on

think you don't know what those computer science majors m
l^edcrlc are talking about? Wait till you catch wind ol whai

*sft-m;t ( iiio.atirlscr

some of th. on "Mai Itek" are lik^

instance, a typical "Star Trek" conversation could run as fol-

lows:

Engineer One: "I mu»t realign the subatomic ma
before the djlliihium Ctjejaal explode."

llaud tne the phase inverter so 1 can shut

down the main plasma conduit
*

I >ammit I'm n ftvttor. not an enginesI

But vou I le with big tea
because ii is 4ix> vcars in the future and it's got to appear that

we. as a planet, have made progress beyond the cell phone
and the Pentium chip

Take "beaming." for instance. This it a scary mode of trans

ponation. not entirely based on any aaaaaalc fact of any kind

It's a link' frightening il v.xi stop to think about it for a second

The basic idea behind the- "Beam me up. Scottv" takes you
apart at the molecular level and then somehow transports

n molecular pattern through space
Theoretically, when put back together v.ut

ann could be coming out of vour neck; but

OM people seem to beam around okay. B it

- that most of the kinks hav

ironed out of that system

IK- world of "Star Trek" is populated with

some verv intriguing aliens Some aliens arc

friendlier than others like those who inhabit

the planet of Risa. Some are decidedly warlike

iklingvms), others are rational (Vulcans) and
Msnc are downright mercenary ilerengi). And

list want lo assimilate vou. like the Borg

Bui ln-k is more than the

run vl the mill bcamoj Iktioti adventure: its

broad theme- investigate some of those issuo
that aren't dealt with conventionally A recent episode of

"Voyager" cvin lined whether a wounded prisoner should be
returned to a group ol hunters seeking his death On "Deep
Space Nine. C aptain Sisko and his ejaai are transplanted into

the I4it)s and directly witness ilK- Mfatk racism of that era.

There are no answers in Trek." mostlv questions Vcn
rarelv are s|tu, ) | h .ns resolved neatlv and that's where the mam
attraction lies.

Trek" makes it easy to absorb the ideas of extraterrestrials

the possibilities for the luture. and how. thcorcticallv. wc
would deal with the advent of new lechnologies and space
exploration The luture predicted hv "Star Trek" is more opti

Hustle than some would think

While the idealism behind the show may seem far-fetched
— no racism, no money, no cradk sard companies — a vision

of what can be is better than none at all.

I ci inc leave with you with something a famous Vulcan
once long and prosper."

Seema Cangatirkar is a Collegian ODfaajHaTl

Ed/Op is looking for new writers!
The Kd/Op desk is currently seeking new columnists. The way Id pet involved is by submitting pieces for

us to consider publishing. They should be 6tX)-800 words long, well -written, and ha\e a |>>int. There are
no restrictions on topics, but we are especially interested in pieces on campus politics, satire, and work that
takes an unexpected perspective.

Fxlitorials can be submitted by emailing lettersCabitvms.oit.umass.edu or in person to the Colleaun offices
in the Campus Center basement. Call Tamar Carroll or Dan Bodah at 54 S- 149 1 lot mote information
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FOIA revisited
In

I4bt>, Congress passed the
I iccdoin of Infurination Act
(FOIVi over the objections

of Pi evident Lyndon B. lohnson,
POIA was intended to open the
records of 55 federal agencies
(such us the State, lustic* and
Defense Departments) to the
public There-

nine aaTaBBnaTaBBaTaBBTflBaBBTi

exceptions. Bryan Sc liw

including aTaBaBBTaBBTaBTaBl

matters of national secuniv
which were to remain class'tied

In 1971. the government got a

temporary injunction against
I he \t» )ork Time* and other
newspapers for publishing sto-

ries pertaining to the Pentagon
Papers, a 47- volume history of

decision-making in Vietnam
which was leaked to the press.
The injunction was overturned
hv the Supreme Court on the
grounds that government embar-
rassment did not justify prior

train! I he District Attorneys
tuafi) slipped the news-

paper articles and classified

them.

In 1974 Congress expanded
the scope rat FOIA and called for

more declassification, this time

over the objections of President

Ford. The Reagan
Administration reversed a trend

of more open
aTaBBBBTeBBBBBBBBTi ness in the
.ii t : man White House,

citing the high

COM of compliance with infor-

mation and records requests as a

reason. In reality, it costs mil-

lions more dollars to maintain

the current system and classify

tons of documents
lournalists and historians fre

quently complain of slow or zero

minplianee with their FOIA
requests. In a democratic society

vital for the workings of the

governmeni to be made public

knowledge, and for problems to

be dealt with through informed

decisionmaking

FOIA Request
Somewhere lies the secret,

behind the stench-filled trumpet n>

appreciated only by subway rats.

SoeTM faded paper knows

why the oil-burned veteran

icquests food slampv

stumbling to the supermarket for second hand

holugna.

lournalist spends several years by her candle light

pizza desk, awaiting a response to her inqunv

Budgets for cow grazing experiments,

anJ the private thoughts oi Nixon, blistering Cambodia.

lournalist. no one will know if she doesn't know.

FOIA, the great sprinter.

hurdled over President lohnson

and gained speed despite the obstacle of Gerald Lord

High kicking, you burst open the gates

of 55 federal agencies.

FOIA, not a long distance runner.

Vour feet grow calloused and cold.

as your race against a historian's unreturned reque

and the objections of President Reagan.

clutching national securitv like a shv man in the sh

\t least Clinton cheers for you,

hut pays no one to train you

t arl Sagan would say.

Millions and Billions ol documents."

Waiting to be declassified,

hidden from the public who wish to judge

the nameless agencies.

Rows and Rows of eroding boxes

contain our nation's public (secret) history

Imagine the rat's pleasure,

in the universe of warehouses

Bryan Schwartzman is a Collegian columnist.

Hampshire, Smith,

Mt. Holyoke,

and Amherst students

we want you!

I he Collegian Ed/Op page is planning to run a Four- College

( oiiiincntary feature every Wednesday. Because the Collegian is dis-

tributed on the five Pioneer Valley campuses, we want the voices of all

i i have a place on this page.

Columns should be 700-900 words long, have your name and a

phone number on them, and be submitted by Monday at noon. They

can be sent to the Collegian. 1 13 Campus Center, UMass; faxed to

545_l 592; or emailed to "letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu". Call Tamar

,11 or Dan Bodah at 545-1491 for more information.

Damage control
As we all know, the college

admissions ^ainc is a brutal

one High school BBBjon Irel

over every adverb and conjunction in

their c^sjv

.

Soon-to-be college

graduates sweat over

GRE scores.

Admission commit-
tees have their hands

full too. Charged
with determining
their college's student

body, they do cvciv

thing to attract the

best and the bright-

est. And for accom BBTaBBBBTaaTaBBBTal

plished students, the game becomes
hammering out the best deal for

ihcnisclvcs. rather than just getting in

wherevei they san

Those admitted to the Lniversiiv ol

Massachusetts' graduate program
with promises of employment and
tuition waivers are among th

this enviable position. Apparently

Chancellor Scott is well aware ol this

In an attempt to vie lor quality grad

studentv he ended ncgoiiaiioiis with

the Graduate Employee Organization

in order to enact a stipend increase

that should have come two veais ago

It was obviously a slun (sighted

move, and Scoil teuli/ed he'd made I

mistake I «*an though he's agreed to

mediation, the damage has alreadv

been done
Anvone who 's

bright enough
to become a

paid student

(even if it is

only a pittance!

w ill surelv be

able to mcof
ni/c that our

I administration
is one which

• nobodv would

want lor their boss.

Nol only will a lb percent raise lail

to bring UMass' salary level anvwheic

close to those of sonipaiahlc univcisi

lies, it won't he enough to relieve the

hcadashes that being a grad student

here will bring II the past is any indi

sation ol the future, the incoming siu

dents won i ntract until

their tune here is almost up And it

niav lake a Mrikc like It did in 19^1

to gel oik- at all

II t. hancelloi Scon is really inter-

ested m scHiipeting lor motivated stu-

dent- he'd sun negotiating laiilv

"Scott's refusal to

negotiate fairly has

done more to reduce

UMass' appeal than a

paltry salary has.

"

Ciyrrit l)c Young

Allowing the negotiations to drag on
lor two vcars is itself an unfair tactic.

Many masters programs only require

two or three years to complete. The
students who started the negotiations

may not be able to benefit from them
I Ins isn't to say Scott should neces-

sarily accede to everv QB0 demand
Some of them may simply be too

expensive or impossible to implement.

But il this is the case, the administra-

tion should take it upon itself to

explain why GF.O's done a tremen-

dous |ob of publicizing its plight. The
administration has done nothing but

repeat the warmed ovei claim that it's

made countless leasonable offers If

this were true, the specifics should be

public In the face of Gl O's publicity

campaign, and the obvious need for a

new contract, the administration's

party line is woefully inadequate

ITic declaration of an impasse last

week mav or may not have been ille-

gal, hut it was definitely in bad taith

The administration's attempt to stron

garni CEO Into a oontiaU CEO is not

satisfied with makes the administra-

tion's position appear to be even less

delensible.

\nv piospestive siudent who's
aware of these developments - and it

seems as though it'd be pretty hard

not to be — would be thoroughly iki

plusscd Scott's refusal to negotiate

fail Iv has done more to reduce I Alas-

appeal than a paltry salary has.

heating our current grad students

unfairly is no way to attract new ones.

Hopefully the issues will come to a

close quickly. Scott has recently

agreed to mediation, and an agree-

ment may be imminent. But the

effects on the morale of the entire

UMass community will be apparent

lor awhile.

The administration's questionable

treatment of GhO has outraged and

alienated other unions on campus.

Professors and undergrads have had to

deal with TAs that are underpaid and

distracted by the negotiations Perhaps

most harmful is the realization that

the administration isn't committed to

meeting the demands of its studcni-

The damage has been done But if

it is genuinely interested in

attracting and retaining top students,

he needs to put a stop to his current

"recruitment campaign" and let the

I niversity function smoothly again.

Only then can he hope to attract top

applicants

i /Woufig is a I Mass student

Shoddy sources
Imagine that you're watching a football game on

the television. In one play, you lose track ol the

ball, but soon you sec a lot of frenzied BCBBBl on

the field Plaver* are scrambling Iranticallv and piling

up on each other Vou figure there must have been a

fumble.

The referees blow the whistle —

—

^—^~
and begin removing players from

the pile, carefully, so as to prevent

any more jostling for the ball

Except, in this scenario, when the

referees get to the bottom of the

pile, there's nothing. No fumble,

no ball There never was.

That's what it's like to watch

the current media blitz covering

the president s alleged affair with

24-year-old former intern Monica

l^ewinaky Every newspaper, every

network and every magazine in the country is blindly

striving to cover the latest potential presidential fum-

ble and. |ust like the players in the football scenario,

the only reason they are trying no hard is that every

one else is.

To do this, the media has resorted to the basest

methods of reporting possible

And we're falling lor it This scandal has everything

we've come to k>vc am lies, videotape and even the

buzz word impeachment Wc haven't had a taste of

that rare treat since \ium
Before we take things that far. however let '« take a

good hard look at this story Wc have all been hearing

the facts o( the allegation*, but where are thev ee*iiing

from'' finding out should he a simple matter of pick-

ing up a newspaper and reading what the <ources ate.

but it's not.

Some publications simply sidc-Mcp the issue of reli-

able sourcmg with statements like "Individuals said."

or "According to accounts." or "those familiar with

the document." Other publications resort to siting

each other for their information

"\\ ho was that first

player that the others

ft >IU need OH faith. fK'll-

mell. after a Uk>sc ball

tiny couldn't
i

I ru IVu-i

-sample, one newspaper cited 77ir .\ev« )o/A

Tiasfs. which was citing an internet quotation of an

aiticlc that appealed in \, When I traced

main othct sources, thev usually dead-ended with

more vague statements about "knowledgeable
SOUK

Uhv i« tlut poor (oumalism?

I here arc a couple of reasons,

the first ol which should be

obvious to any v etc who played

"telephone" as a child I

time the facts arc passed on, it is

inevitable that they arc changed

to some degree. According to

the article mentioned above.

^^^^^^^^^^ we're receiving our facts fourth
~""""^^^^^^

hand, that's four opportunities

-^-^____________ lor the facts to be inadvertent Iv

skewed tunhcr and further from

the truth

Also, isn't it possible that Ntwtmmk'i sources were

incorrect'' If so. that error has now been propagated

again and again all over the country The only rcfiabtc

method to vcnlv information is through primary

H like evewitnesscs. and the media should

know this The fact that journaliMs persist in applying

*ich shoddy methods of reporting should prompt vou

to ask a few questions Such as. if the fasts being

reported fourth-hand through No* sweek arc true,

n't these facts be corroborated anywhere else?

Abo. why are members ol the media wtllin.

report facts they cant possibly be sure of? The answer

is that no publication wants to be left out of tcporting
i si the greatest scandal in recent years.

None of the football player* in the scenario abdtaf'

'

saw a loose bail, but thev felt convinced it was there

hf»ma,»a» every other player was chasing it. Likewise,

the media is falling all over n-clt chasing a scandal

that may actually be the fumble on the one-yard line

they need to win the game, or it may be nothing mure
llla'i fibs

\i this point, you might be curious who started all

of this Who was that first player that the others M
lowed on laith. pell-mell, after a loose ball they

couldn't see.

That player is Man Drudge, who is the author of a

web site devoted to political gossip called the Drudge

Report As the author of a gossip site. Drudge is not

very interested in the questions of reliable sourcing

that journalists must consider He was even cited last

year and forced to apologize fur libelous statements

made against Sidney Blumenthal. one of Clinton's

Drudge was the first to report on the lewinsky alle

Bartons, and in the beginning it seems the he was the

major source of information for many legitimate pub-

lications. The Times went so far as to call Drudge "a

god-send for frustrated |oumalists.* Even now . he

continues to be a source. He alao appears to be the

origin of rumors that say a dress, given to lewinsky

bv the president and containing a stain of his dried

semen, has been taken from lewinsky's apartment by

prosecutors.

Where did Drudge get his information from'' Only

Drudge can say for sure, but the story apparently

turned up on the Drudge Report scant hours after

• declined to run a verv similar story

because it lacked sufficient proof That hardly evokes

much confidence in the story that would go on to

become a major source for news aguiiin •" tArT tnc

country.

Don't misunderstand, however I'm not saying die

allegations of presidential infidelities and cover-taps

arc necessarily false because their vmrcc* are shaky

— the Mainly conforms to the pattern of

behavior we vc come to expect from a president

recently referred to as the "Happy-Go I uskv

Philanderer." I am saying you should be very wary of

accepting facts as truth just because you saw them in

print I am saying we need to watch the news media a

little more closely than wc might be used to.

Eric Petenen is a Collegian staffmember

A state of terror
'Ola government ftnalh

•prcssivc that they must
be thrown off even at the ri

reigns of terror. " — Herbert
Spencer. Essays on Education
1 18b 1

1

Decades ago. during the

riotous and tumultuous
times called the 60s. radi-

cals and revolutionaries decried the

"police state." a

usage that was bvbbbbbbbbtbbbbbbi

more rhetorical Munia
than objectively bbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbi

realistic. Rather than reflect realm

the term warned of what wa- to

come.
Time has proven that the usage-

was not so much wrong as it was
early, for as the nation approaches

the millennium, we are seeing the

gloved hand of the police covering

wider and wider areas of social lile

We are also seeing the unprece-

dented militarization of police, so

much so that if one were to wonder
at the difference between the police

and the army one would be hard-

pressed to locate any.

The difference, if any. is minimal
— as in uniforms When one eon
siders weaponry (automatic
weapons, helicopters, tanks, etc.).

sush a dilference pales

In the ancient 60s. black revolu

nonary and nationalist groups like

the Black Panther Party called the

cops a foreign, occupying "armv
whose role was to oppress the black

soknv" lie . ghettoes) in America.

An examination of the function

ol the -ops in the L.S. African-

\merican communities suggests

those statements of the bOs have
more applicabil-

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBaBBBBj ItV to the 90s.

\hn Jam.il In New y'ork'' 1̂ alone, the treat-

ment ol black and I atino people by

cops is. to «,.,, the least, outrageous

On Christina- Hav 1997. a young

man named William Whitfield was
-hot and killed by a killer cop who
claimed keys on a leather strap

looked like a gun According to

VawadfJ) reports, evidence suggests

Whitfield didn't have the kc

his hands wiicn he wa- killed, and

that internal police reports on the

ea-c were doctored

On New Vat - I lav 1998. 16-

year-old Raheem Daw kin- MS an

off-dutv cop in the rabwa) -ruffling

with some boys Doing what he

thought was right, he rushed to the

scene lo protect the cop. lor his

chrk duty he wa- shot hv the cop.

While in hospital recovering after

a colostomy operation (as the bullet

almost destroyed his colon).

Dawkins was visited by Herr Mavot

Rudolph Guiliani and the police

commissioner, who presented the

with a New York Police

Department tNYPDi T shirt

Gee. thanks

One doesn't have to be a black

teenager to get brutalized hv

the racist cops (but it

helps). Black and Latino

cops catch hell in the

Big Apple, as

reflected by the

recent $10 million

lawsuit filed

against the NYPD.
charging a "pattern

of attacks on
minority officers

that reflected a cul-

ture of bias in the

police department."

The suit came after a

black undercover
\ \RC-cop was beaten by

In- own white partner in the

mid-t of an undercover sting opera-

tion Cop F.dward Hughes, instead

of grabbing the suspects, grabbed

his partner, threw him on the hood
of a car. and then bashed his head

three times with a rad

The black cop (whose name
wasn't released) needed eight

stitches to close the gash, and has

suffered blurred vision, neurologi-

cal problems and related com-
plaint*

Mi- attack was a factor prompt-

ing the Guardians (the black DBpl

group) and the Latino Officers

Association to file their suit

The case begs the ques-

tion: If black and Latino

cops can't protect them-

selves from their brothers

of the badge, how can
they begin to protect

their families, their com-
munities, their people'.'

Of course, this isn't a New
York issue, but a national one.

10 which the president and the

Congress is silent. If the cops

can't protect you from the cop-.

and the political order won't,

what is to be done?
It is the inherent right of

hthtosocman ,he people, of all people,

to defend themselves

Would Whitfield's fate been any

worse if he were armed?
W ho will pay for his killing?

Mumia Abu-famal's columns are

nationally distributed.

Celebrating cutting edge advances in the doublethink of the 90s
Sensitivity training — Army style

No doubt many of you worry whether the gener-

ah of our U.S. Army are able to take advantage of

the many advances being made today by the motiva-

tional industry. I'm glad to report that 81 of our newest

generals were able to participate

in u week-long Brigadier

General Training Course, where

the) were taught how to get in

touch with their "inner jerk" by

It. Col Howard Olsen.

The Colonel may have verged

on divulging classified informa-

tion when he told the assembled

generals that "Each and every-

one of you has something that makes you a jerk."

Another unnamed general spoke out about the treaty

banning landmines. He warned. "That's the first step on

the road to disarmament. The next step is to go after your

M lbs."

Glnd to see that at least one general was able to get in

touch with his "inner jerk ." [Wall Street louriial. 1/19)

Support your local spy satellite

loining Uncle Sam and a proud list of multinational cor-

porations, state governments are now discovering the joy

of spy satellites

States like Georgia are renting

time on surveillance satellites built

by Lockheed Martin and Raytheon
to track down water use. unreport-

ed logging and new construction.

Larry Griggers. director of the

Georgia Department of Revenue,
even admits this snooping from the

skies "certainly has a 'Big Brother is

watching you' flavor to it."

But Mr. Griggers does not let that thought deter his

agency. Why? Because in his words. "It prevents us from

having to spend money for other types of enforcement
"

Beet to have the least expensive version of Big Brother.

don't you agTee? [Wall Street lournal. 1/27)

The homosexual watch

The Navy employed I piece of detective work worthy of

Sherlock Holme- to unmask a homosexual within their

midst

A veteran submarine officer with the unfortunate name

of Timothy R McVeigh WW tracked down from informa-

tion provided Ofl his Aniens a Online internet account.

Although his dismis-.il lioin the Navy was blocked bv I

federal judge, the Navy win- plaudits for the impeccable

awning thev employed to determine from his answer of

"gay" to a questionnaiic that he was a practicing homo-

sexual.

The following are the words of an actual unnamed Navy

official: "Under the Department of Hclense homosexuality

conduct practice, the -t.itenient made by a member that

he is gay provides the rebuttable presumption that the ser-

vice member has a propensity to engage in homosexual

conduct."

And presumably helcro-cxuals have a similar 'propcnsi

ty" to engage in heterosexual sex'' In which case the entire-

Roman Catholic priesthood should do what? (IVW/ Street

lournal. 1/14)

I uielisk deterrents

Norway made its way into the Newspeak big leagues

after hosting the recent international conference to outlaw

anti-personnel mines. Ian B. Vindheim of the Norwegian

Green Party revealed the Norwegian government has been

importing and stockpiling mines from countries who had

banned them while "presenting itself as a champion of dis-

armament."

Although Norway does not have an outright ban on the

anti-personnel mines, they are clearly persona non grata.

This may help explain why. when a shipment of 100

mines arrived from Austria, they were suddenly reclassi-

fied from the category "APM-19" (Anti-Personnel Mine)

to the category "Directed Fragmentation Charges." A
much safer title. (Green International #75)

Wayne Grytting is a syndicated columnist. More
American Newspeak can be found on the internet at

http://www sen A>rg/nc\vspcak
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Society promotes

film on campus

Multicultural film festival begins tonight
By Bryan McAllister

ColUgian Staff

To* Uni»er*ity of

Massachusetts nay not offer •

film major, but it certainty has w
own brand of htfjb owaHry cinema

The LJniv«si.j Student Film

Society, after being restarted and
reorganized last year, is now an

official academic Registered

Student Organization affiliated

with the Interdepartmental film

Studies Program. The Society's

sun* haw expanded ids semester

to be more academk and active,

white maintaining the goals of

fac8itating discussion and keeping

students informed about film

events in the area.

The SCMmember RSO is led by

president Patrick Daly, vice pnrsi

dent Htlie Mardo. secretary Aba
Harrington and treasurer Heather

Nkolaides. Catherine Pottage*,

director of the Film Studies
Program, serves as the Soaet> 's

advisor. Portuges is currently

putting together the Multicultural

Film Festival.

The Him Society not only puts

up poster* advertising local fihn

festivals and screenings, hut also

publishes a newsletter, "In

rocu*. * The newsletter contains

information about local event

and internships and scrKilsrihip*.

available m the field of fihn ft \id

ie» The newsletter is sent bj

e-mail to Society member* as

also posted outside 10) South
College.

Much time v*»s spent

semester making the Society an

14 1 academk RSt

gain more peeadge and beti

cational opportunity
UMass and Five Collide CWHItt-

rtity

This agmeati

to continue pro* id

with information ant

screening*, hopefully *tai

March. Furthei fjoals in

obtaining earners and edit

equipment to be nut

student* for their cwn H

dent projet

underway for i

Film Ft '

one dav Imm i

U^b»» tt wd
The Socio

with the I

Program in !

Cent!!.

lent o! mi a reqt

i

video om at least

tbret

Workup
al : i

;J-. •

,-.
:

!

!i and :

in an i

.

or /*ij

>p b\ the

I he University ol Massachusetti

Interdepartmental Program in Rim
Studies will be hoatmi n> Bfth annual

Multicultural Rlra Festival entitled

Moving hcturtt/Uoving Cultures

Cinemas ol Migration beginnini
tonight and continuing through the

middle oi \la\ Comin| from all

across the world. 14 *hort and feature

length film* will be shown both on the

lege.

I hi- year's festival explore* the

arm in which filmmakers document
and ooawej the experiences >>i exiled

and displaced |v

undet dangeiou* caTCUSMtancta, the

visual aiti*t* work as cultural tt

i the bordei crossing migra

lion* in Bosnia, the Middle East,

la I l k \-ia and the

\iikik.i* Main it dMM directors, as

well as Five College faculty, will be-

on hand to present the films in

hopes of facilitating about

(hen oqntent, meaning and style.

The lit*! 1 1 1 tn will be ScrMMd
tonight at 8 p in in Hartal
Auditorium La Ptomouo is an
awatd winning 1997 feature liltn

directed b\ I M and leannc Pierre

i piores the turbulent

iiship between a father and son

in the decaying New I uropc town oi

I eigea. The father operate* a llajVf

Hade smuggling illegal aliens in ordei

hi Stanrivn the harsh •COMMlk vvai

fare, while the man'* *on i* caught
between hi* luvaltv and awakening
moral conscience The film was a sen-

sation at the Cannes him festival

and will be introduced hv Hampshire

I 'ollege comparative literature r

SOI Evi Kuc**^liinann

Continuing on March 4 at the

Tower Theater* in South lludlcv.

*ub Saharan dlrvctot Sat i Faye's

IfotMM will be shown Another

Cannes highlight the Rha captures

vals and daily live* ol

\oung AfritSM women in Senegal.

The innovative director will be pre

*enl for discussion

Broken Tnglish. a multicultural

l and luhct MOT) *el in Sew
/ealand will be shown on Match I 1

in Herter Auditorium Ine t *»*»6 fca-

luie (OOMBM on racial and gender dil

long the immigrants and

native*.

A special presentation will take

place on Match 23. when live College

Visiting film/video professor C.A.
c.ntfith will present ami di*cu** her

Mm ionaWrhsm lamtU rVtu/w
and />

Borderlines tell* the Hot) ol I poor

black woman who graduates from

Stanford Lhtrvwaity, while Dpi Otn
t ado \t i work-in-progress film

exploring Mexican American politics

and the UD.S oMi through a tiagK

ga\ lout Mot]

UMass French studies professor

Btohurl Shwait/wald will introduce

R\c Hm a probing look at an immi-

grant Arab iamiK surviving and find

mg hue in Marseilles, France. The

1995 picture will be screened M
March 20. at 4 p in in Smith

College * Wright Auditorium.

On April i In Hmrtnr, director

Senad Di/darcvK will be present at

ihe showing of his lilm Awkward
Age, a lilm *el in a bo\ * *chool OH

the eve ot WWII Ihe movie i* the

t ii -t leatuie film horn Ho*ma alter

the breakup of the former

YugoaUvia Meanwhile, tracing the

MatOTJ ol Jugoslavia through a magi

.al and comical *lvle I nderground.

bailed as a visionary masterpiece, will

he presented on April 8 in the V\ right

Auditorium at Smith College

rfta it omen Outside Korean

Women and the I S Wi/ii,'

documenlarv locu*ing on South

| in women working in btothel*

and bars surrounding U.S. military

bases nsoted b\ the fine

\it* Center of Multicultural pro-

grams, the film will be screened on

April 11 in the Augusta Savage

C.alletv ol the Sew Africa House

| be lowhM Auditorium will boa)

the great ja// documciitatv \ Great

l)u\ in Harlem, followed by an

engaging performance by the leg

endarv tiumpeui Ait farmer, on

April 16 Ibis socciJ event OOt

loi live College studenl*. tickets an

.ivailable at the fine Arts Center Box

Office. 4 l> i4i 2511

A winner for best Ieatute lilm at

the V«ajM film festival in \Wb. flu

Suleiman's CkromicU of a

Disappearance will be shown on

April 22 in Herter Ine film explore-

the filmmaker's search lor what it

means to be Palestinian through

returning to his birthplace alter s

exile

j Franklin and Sistei k

Thorpe are captured M rare archive

I
e in the BBC production of The

Stor\ ot Gotpel, presented bv I M.i-

ajajaJc professor Pr 1

1

arence

Hover Inis historv ol the rich Gospel

uadilion will be shown on April 2*1 at

Herter Auditorium

ral lilms will explore Black

Britain on Mas b and Mav 1 I I he

first, hosted bv director Awmn
Amkpa at Herter. i* Wtmlt Again-i

Our Sou's, an innovative medlev ot

archive footage and dance move

Turn to CULTURAL FESTIVAL

lha and Eitzel show softer side; Sylk 130 is all soul

f*n>f"

ut

naWlnh

Trying fi> kill lime until toniyhi's "Beveri) Hills

90210?"

Come and write lor Al*tS & LlVin^.
Call 545-UM

and ask to speak wBaTscx

You too can be the next Brandwt Walsh.

• 30% Studenl Discount*

• Right in Amherst

• Space is Limited! Call...

Free Info Scition Wed. Fct> 25<h% 7 00 pm. Lonl Jeffrey Inn. Amhcnt Common

courrtvr *mm* coidsisc

Smashing Pumpkin |ames lha turns down the volume on Let It Come
Down, his solo debut

UT IT COM! DOWN
Jomes liSo

Virgin

OUGHT IN A TRAP AND I CANT
BACK OUT

CAUSC I lOVf YOU TOO MUCH.
BABY

Mark Eitzel

Molodor

I reallv teel foi lames lha and
M.nk I it/el I |ust don I get all the

scathing reviews that both these solo

efforts. Let It Come Down and
Cuughi In a Trap respectively,

have received Vvhat did

do to deserve nastv not

among others .Sr>/;i and Rolling
<•? Apparent!) being

unabashed romantic i

mething
'If at.

Granted / ef //

Cmm 0om >i isn t

exactl) imaginative

(much less

ground-breaking),
but it is a strangely

effective piece of work The
reason it's suih an affecting album
lies in lha's uncanny abilitv t

rhsot us that he realty is a tender

and (gulp) unfailinglv sincere musi-

cian is that such a crime '

get everything about his

full time occupation playing guitar

alongside Hills C organ with the

Smashing Pumpkins, all that is

meaningless here lha's solo material

i including his Pumpkins b sni

straightforward, melodit. pop under

scored with his fragile, delicate

and lush melodies I cad single ' Be-

Strong Sow* harks back to the

Pumpkins | jriof in which

lha contributed the Beatlc aaotsc

"Blew Awav
Winter" is another gem as it

I'ice/ilv shilis moods and MHMm
the way clouds drift across a moonlit

skv Moating on a current oi

Kemschneidcr* cello, the song con

lures up the shimmer) intenahj of

Brian Fno's masterpiece. Another

'Id

The lormcr lead singer for the

criticallv acclaimed altcrna

s. k group American

Musk Club Mark riucl

cffortlessU crafts dehsau

, ,
^^^soundseapes that echo

f< /-/Wvh^ deeplv introspec

J

I +4» grounded

!
j

! J^V in real-life people

U l^^and places Hi

^^^ two solo album-
It jtt Stlxer Lining and the

stunning West each established him

as one of America's premier song-

writers.

Caught In a Trap ... compared
with those albums, is dccidedlv lo'

commercial and the songs them-
selves deal with more abstract sub

Turn to EITZEl page '
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Need a
Car Loan?
We can help you establish your
credit. We finance people with
credit problems, no credit, bad
credit, bankruptcy, divorced
No cosigners required 1

or stop by Saturn of Hadley
and ask for Eric Emet

BALISE
CREDIT EXPRESS

SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE
WAY TO THE TORm:

If you didn't sign up
for ROTC as a freshman

or sophomore, you can
catch up thus summer by
attending Army ROTC
Camp Challenge, a paid

five-week course in

leadership.

Apply now! You'll

develop the leadership

skills and self-confi-

dence you need to

succeed in college and
beyond. And you may
qualify for advanced

officer training when
you return to campus
next fall.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE

Join us for an informational meeting

tonight at 6:30pm,

ROTC Building, next to Boyden.

Or call 545-2321 for details.

A Healthy Investment in Your Future
Health Care. Those rwo words have

been the source ot much discussion

recently. Probably because we as a nation

know the importance of investing in a

healthy future.

So do millions of patients who choose

chiropractic as their preferred source of

health care Ihe chiropractic beliefs in

fitness, nutrition, prevention, and natural

maintenance make good sense.

Wellness, you see, is the normal
state of being.

New York State government agrees. They
have tecentlv passed the Insurance

Equalirv hill that mandates insurance

coverage for

chiropractic care.

O 75 years, New York Chirc>practic

College has upheld a tradition of
excellence in chiropractic higher

education. Our combined traditions, old

and new, have built the base from which
the chiropractic doctors of the future are

created.

Choose New York Chiropractic College.

A healthy investment for today and
tomorrow

Call us today at 800-234-NYCC (6922)
to schedule a viM r of our beautiful

2K6 acre campus in central New York.

! TRAVEL

H

FROM BOSTON

| One Way RounStrip |

I

LONDON
$145 $264

V NEW YORK
I, CHIROPRACTIC

COLLEGE

2360 Route 89 Seneca Falls,

NY 13148-0800

Phone: 315/568-3040 or

800/234-NYCC (6922)

Fax: 115/568-3087

E-mail: enrolnow@nycc.edu

$219 $403

MADRID
$228 $419
ROME

$259 $477
Scheduled lllghti

Firti to worldwide destination!

Eurailpasses available.

. Weekend surcharges may apply
I Customs-Immigration taxes apply

I Fares subject to change without

|
notice Inn student I D cards

may be required.

RISM TRAVEL
545 Filth Ave . NY NY 1001 /

212-986-8420*

800-272-9676

vj Z T" > n I Warren's songs cross barriers
INCWS TTOm LilC mUSIC WOrlQ V^irile songwriter nn for s.-con.l ( irummv for "How do 1

By Kevin Monahan
Collegian Staff

Its offklsjl Pearl |am '| ) wld has gone gold
in onl> two weeks ol rfiwMM Despite the tact

that sales have dropped over 50 percent since
its opening week Als u ^one gold is The
Verve's ' rbun Ihmns after several months as!

release and the widespread popularity of the
single "Bittersweet ivmphonv
A Depcehc Mode tribute album titled Tor the

V/js.ve.s is slated to be released in early |une.
featuring the Smashing Pumpkins covering

-er let \1e Down Again" and The Cure
doing a rendition of "World in My Eyes." other
contributors include Dishwalla and Cod Lives
Underwater

U2's Bono registered his latest gripe with the

public, blaming the lame reception received by
the front rows during a show in Perth Australia
on ticket prices that ranged up to $500, keeping
actual fans of the band at I

Aditing lor the new Fugaii album,
it is titled T.nd Hits and is due in stores April
27
Also on the bili tor Mansun's appearance is

I \ Senate Maiviitv I eader Bob Dole At least

the booking people arc having fun
Be on the lookout for a promotional FP trom

Radiohcad being distributed on college campus-
es, the dis^ features four tracks previouslv unre-

leased in the US and two tracks from their lat-

est album OK Computer
British hlmmaker Nick Broomficld 's new film

/vurt and Courtney — which was pulled from
the Sundance film lesiival due to Courtney
Love's lawyers objecting to the film's content —
will premier in San Francisco tor a three week
run beginning Feb. 27. Love's attorneys also

objected to unlicensed music trom Hole and
Nirvana used in the film

Si ii \/usic I tpttU reports that British tech-

no-pop pion crs New Order will perloim foi

the first time since 1
9c) 5 a t the Phoenix Festival

in England.

Godfathers of rap Run D.M.C. have put their

stamp of approval on |ason Nevins remix of

"It's Like That." American audiences are proba-

bly most familiar with the video for the new
version— a throwback to '80s breakdancing

|eff Buckley's posthumous final album.
Sketehes (lor my sweetheart, the drunk

tor release. The album includes Buckley's final

session work.

In the studio are ex-Led Zeppelin members
limmy Page and Robert Plant recording their

second album together since the classic rock

band broke up.

Also soon to be released (April 211 is a live

album from Lou Reed titled Perfect \tght The
crs early Velvet Underground tunes up

to "A Perfect Day* (featured on the

Trainspotting soundtrack, and released as a sin-

gle available onlv in the UK. featuring a wide

range of guest artists — including David
Bowio The album also includes excerpts from

Reed's vet-to-be-released lock opera Time
Rocker

Versatile songwriter up for second Grammy tor "How do I live"

By David Booder
Associated Prats

1 OS ANCI IIS Neatness never wuii ,i (.•idiiiiiiv

Award, and lor that Diane Warren can be grateful.

Tapes are piled haphazardly throughout the tins

room overlooking Sunset Boulevard where the music

industry's busiest notisinging songwriter woiks kevs

are tossed on the floor. A thick layer ol dust covers

two of her three kev boards, one sumed bv a reddish-

brown liquid that could be blood but Vvdiieii s.n s i-

onlv COtVea}. Wooden shelves and all ol their coatenti

lie on the llooi where thev tell during an earthquake

•uur veats ago U alien la icluclaiil to let a visitoi s|e|i

in. more baOBMSM Oi superstition than -hainc about the

mess The room has been verv good to het

Warren is up MM a song ol the vear liiaininv \wutd.

for the second straight year, for "Mow Do I I ive

led bv both I.eAnn Rimes and I risha 'Seat wood
She was nominated last vear lor "BajeajMM You Loved

Me." sung b> Celine Dion Ihe OrUMUl will be

awarded tonight in a live telcsasi fu (. Hs 1 \ tioin

Sew fort fltl'l ImMn fin Musk Hall.

More impressive than the nominations is Warren s

utter ubiquitv in the industry From Aahvah to /iggv

Marley. more than 200 artists have ic^orded her

songs She easily crosses barriers between pop. coun-

try, rhvthrn n' blues and rock

Among her 40 lop 10 songs are Michael Bolton s

"How Can Wc Be Lovers" and "Time. Love and
Tenderness." Toni Braxton's "Unbrcak Mv Heart,"

Taylor Dayne's "love Will lead 'I ,

Chicago's "Look Awav." Cher \ "If I Could Turn Back

Time" and Meat Loafs "Id I ic tot 'l ou land That's

the Truth i

"

fjold and Platinum record certifications take almosi

all the wall space in her olli.

The 4 1-vear-old writer with the salt-and pepper hair

would seem more at home in New York s Icgciidaiv

Bull Building, a CO**) ol offices on Broadwav wheic

writers churned out pop HMp helore Bob Dvlan and

the Beatles convinced most pertotmeis that thev

should write their own.

I always used to think that 1 •raj late, that

1 should have worked in the Brill Building, in that

cia Waiicn -aid "But I kind of created mv own ver

sion of that here

.Miig up in California. Warren didn't pi.

guitar in the minor or pretend she was a -inger She-

had diflerent dreams Her father bought her a sub-

scription to Billboard when she was 14 and she stud-

ied the charts for names like Holland and Bonier, the

writeis of maliv Motown hits.

She began writing her own songs and hustled
I

them heard. She was fired after two weeks as a driver

at a limousine service for people in the musie nuiu

he kept giving clients aapaaj of her songs.

Her breakthrough came in 1985 when I. aura

Brainpan recorded "Solitaire ." Three vear- later.

DeBarge had a hit with Warren's "Rhvthin of the

Night."

Warrens penchant for emotional, melodic songs

that build to memorable choruses makes her a favorite

of smgets like Bolton and Dion who love to en

I love writing songs for divas." she said. "Send

them to n

It also makes her a target ot critics who dil

many of her songs as overwrought hack work But cttt

'um t L, WARRENS SONGS

Eitzel
conttrvuod from page 6

jdjcl matter All of 1 n/el I «ttong

qualities arc still evident in abun
dance, especiallv on the soaring bal-

lad "Queen of No One* which fea-

tures the considerable drumming tal-

ents of Sonic Youth's Steve Shelley

A fine album to be sure, but with

someone who writes such inlelli

gcntlv complex solids like I it/el

does proceed with caution here I

those looking for an introduction to

I 1 1 /el try the more accessible Vt

first let It Come Down- B
(.aught In \ I rap and I (.an t Rack

. loo Much.
Rab\ B- i Marty Keanc i

SO MUCH FOR THE AFTERGLOW
fvtjrcteor

Capitol

This album has been out i

while, so everyone has had a chance

to hear a few selections on the rod

At least something decent is being

plaved lor a change

.Icar > third album

for the Afterglow is a top-notch puk
in a genre ol itiumc where talent is

on the decline I cad singer/guitari>t

Art Alnakis lets hi« conte

influences show without ripping

anyone I verJcar's

pop/grunge/punk rock evoking
Nirvana is a welcome change of pace

'ii the factory processed music

played on alternative rock radio At

least we know that the garage band

sound can still sound good. B+-

(Kevin Monahan)

WHEN THE FUNK HITS THE FAN
Svlk 130

Ovum/Rumvouse/Columbia

The driving creative force behind

Svlk 150. King Britt. i> best

described as a musical no*talgi»t

Whm the lunk Hits the Ian is sup-

posed to be the first of a proposed

three-part "autobiography" of his

favorite sounds.

If the first installment is any indi-

cation then. Britt's favorite sounds

are a close approximation of what

one would have heard on black

radio in Philly in the mid-'7(>-

When the hunk Hits the Tan >u>

cceds because — much Wvclet

lean's solo album Carnival - Britt

reaches back to the past lor ins

tion but manages to bring this time

less soul music into the present hv

tossing in some smooth raps and

'90s production tricks

The loops and samples Britt pulls

out of his crates are from a time and

place where white and black pop

music nourished each other — the

most ingenious sample is from Boz

Scaggs' "lowdown" When listened

at anv length, the album suggests an
entire soul radio era "When the

Funk Swings" is Parliament via the

Sound of Philadelphia with Earth.

Wind and hrc s horn section thrown

in

While Britt s idea of nostalgia may
glow deceptively idealistic, it still

glows with an easy soulfulness and
warmth (Many Keanc

i

NEW YORK'S HARDEST 2

Vooot/j Artists

Block Pumpkin

Some of vou may recall a V-u
)ork s Hardest album that came out

about four years ago on ITT MM
The album was designed to re-estab-

lish New York s place at the lop of

the hardcore world The album fea-

tured act* hke \ision oi Disorder,

Fahrenheit 451. Skarhead 25 Ta'

I ile and defunct bands like L\B
and Bulldoze As we all know bv

now. those first four acts have gone

on to bigger and better thinps In

other words, the compilation was a

good idea.

The Kan thing is that the second

one is even better The only two
returning bands are 25 Ta' Life and

Skarhead. and both offer i».

their best tracks Skarhead's first

song "Snikcrs" is a melodic number,

while "Y.A.S" is a fine exampU
why vou don't want to be a certain

member of a Cleveland band who
-ed them off

Sons Of Abraham and Inde

flex their metal muscles on four

tracks that will have vou shouting at

the devil While both bands are in

top form. Sons of Abraham sound

so evil you can't help but smile.

The rest of the compilation is

good, but it just doesn't match the

intensity of those four bands. Stealth

features Dr Know of the Bad
Brains. Alpha lerk features Eukie

l.u> Ha Biscuits fame, and
Reach feature* Richie Cipriano of

I Ol It All. Unfortunately while

each of these are decent bands, thev

fail to match brilliance of their

roots

Candiria. SEA. and Stem round

out the compilation, although if they

were left off I doubt \ou would miss

them. Overall this is an excellent

look into what some of the more
underground New York hardcore

bands are doing While the music

is better than the first compilation,

most of these bands are fairly-

established and I can't see the oth-

ers doing much.

Still it's New York Hardcore,

bare fisted, angry, and hoods up.

GOLDEN KEV NATIONAL
HONOR SOCIETY

If the test wuft today,

how would yott do?
GMAT LSAT

GRE MCAT
Find out with a practice exam!

GRE and LSAT
MCAT and GRE

February 28
.. March 7

Saturdays at 1 1 Herter ZOl

Bring $10 to the [Students Office

{%%! Whitmore) and register today!!

Sponsored by GKNHS and Kaplan

so buy it and mosh in your dorm
room. tAdam Dlugac/i

KILLING SOME DEAD TIME

laMlb
Fira/VaUl Records

Interesting music has been m
mg in the past few years from some
unlikely place* in Europe Wales has

made its statement with bands such

as Gorky's Zygotic Mynci and Super

furry Animals, while the Cardigans
- weden have been introduced us

to a new definition of pop- schmaltz

I tbido comes to us from Bergen.
a as and are a three piece band

made up hanscn on vocal-

and guitar. Cato Eideland on Bass,

and forgen Landhaug on drun

I ntortunatel) , Libido cannot be

thought of as particularly interest-

ing killing Some Dead Time is an

album that wishes it can take the

basic guitar-bass -drums line up to

new areas, but it wears it's influ-

ences too much on its sleeve to tran-

scend them The album kicks oil

with "Overthrown" a power pop
number which could easily be mis

taken for the Goo Goo Dolls, and if

musical conventionality wasn't

enough, how about lyrical conven-

tionaltti "Here she comes, she's like

a needle in my vein." The album
moves on to an imitation ol

Radiohcad moodiness in "Strange

News." and an ode to Ninana with

"Blow '

Killing Some Dead Time does hit

a stride, however, with "Revolving.

"

an hypnotic song that recalls the

hushed gn>oves of the Stone Rosea

debut From there the album t.

some more unusual and rewarding

turns musically, peaking with the

ferocious "God's Guest I ist "
I ibido

does have a great pop sensibility and

willingness to experiment- may he-

next time they should be more di>

creet about their sources. C>
I Michael Telles)

MTV 1 20 MINUTES LIVE

Vonoos Artists

Atlantic

Every Sunday night for the last

dozen years. MTV's "120 Minutes"

show has proven largely influential

in introducing the world to band-

like Morphine. Guided By Voices.

Nine Inch Nails and Oasis One of

the tew reasons to watch the net-

work now that Beavis & Butthead

have passed on to a better place,

"120 Minutes" has evolved

grown-up il vou will Originally a

breeding ground lor acts that were

just a little loo extreme lor main-

stream consumption, to IBM

hours every week are now the only

lime where one is guaranteed to see

music videos.

While HTl 1 2D Mini.:

filled with standout performances
supersonic" is super) it

sutlers from the same problem as

almo-' mpilation: loo much
filler Wee/er ("Lndonc

for I 5 minutes back in *M. not now.

Same thing with the Verve Pipe

("Villians") who had their one shin

ing moment with "The Freshman
"

The producers didn't even get the

nght song on here I

Minor gupes aside. PI Hat
"(. Mon Billv" — turned into a

blucsv romp here — and
Radiohead's "Fake Plastic Trees"

each have enough emotion to till

tadium on a fall Sunday

afternoon Throw in the punkish

fury of the re -united Sex Pi

raucou« "Pretty Vacant" and Bad
Religion s "American |esu»" and
you've got voursclf a winner.

(M K.I

WKONGVIUE
Sweef Dieiel

Gypsy/VeUI

New York's Sweet Diesel some-

how manages to straddle the fine

line that separates hardcore and
punk. Thev effortleash flow between

pop punk ballads, ala the

Descendants, to the power punk of

Garden Variety, to a more tradition-

al hardcore attack. If that sounds

like Sweet Diesel are derivative of

other bands. I apologi/c. they're not.

What make* Sweet Diesel so spe-

cial is that theit sUngs stand out on
their own merit They display mus-

cle and power without resorting to

cheap metal rip-oils tno double bass

attacks), and are emotional without

sounding like the Promise Ring

Sweet Diesel embraces the power

and sensibility oi earlv punk bands

that made the early days so memo-
rable, and so unrepeatable

Don't get caught sleeping on this

album. B+(A D

Cooperative Education MBA
at Northeastern University

Nothing Beats Experience.
Following six months of intensive study, our students

spend six months employed in paid, MBA-level

positions with some of the top companies in America

A final nine months in the classroom completes the

degree. The next class starts this June.

A representative will be at your Campus Career

Network Employment Options Office on Thursday.

March 5. Call 545-6263 to schedule an informational

interview. For more information, contact Daniel

Gilbert at dgilbertfa cba.neu.edu or 6 1"
- ^ ^-5960.

V « N

**r tM »^'

Northeastern University

Graduate School ol

Business Administration

350 Dodge Hall

360 Huntington Avenue

Boston. MA 02115
www.tba.neu.edu/gsba

Mark Eitrel's newest solo effort takes a turn toward the abstract

•' J.c
•

At Osco Drug w* allow you to take charge of your career

path For over 50 years we've set the standards for quality

and service in the retail industry Through our extensive

management program you can empower yourself to ad-

vance quickly through your own motivation and desire to

succeed Join us as

MANAGEMENT TRAINEES
In this position you will play a vital role in the operation of

your store As a true team motivator, you must possess the

leadership and communication abilities necessary to meet

a diverse array of retail challenges These entry-level

opportunities are the first level of our extensive 4-step

management program

Management Internships aito available.

At Osco Drug, you will enjoy an excellent compensation

package including health/life insurance. 40 1 (k), merchandise

discounts and a stock purchase plan. To learn more about

these outstanding opportunities we have available, stop by

your Career Services Office to sign up for on-campus
Interviews, or forward your resume to:

OscoDruQ
Liz Abrantes, 3030 Cullerton Dr.

Franklin Park, I L 60 131

Fax:888-541-579 3

ABRANTES.E@ASC.COM
OurVtsion for the Future Includes

a Commitment to Equal Opportunities

and 1 Drug-Free Environment

Viill-linic Prognutis that /;/// you to work
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Bob Dylan back & better than ever
By David ftauder

Associated Press

NEW YORK — It wat jutt a

moment, one from the road where

Bob Dylan frequently finds himself

these days.

He was performing on a college

campus before an audience that vis-

ibly defined the divide in his follow-

ing Watching from bleacher seats

were the graying children of the

1960s who consider Dylan their

poet laureate for his restless, tear-

ing songs.

On the dance floor were their

children, dressed in tie-dyed shirts,

twirling in place and lost in the

groove. For them, Dylan and his

band were like Phish, the Dave
Matthews Band and the late,

lamented Grateful Dead — musi-

cians who can be counted on for

inventive, ecstatic jams.

Trading his electric guitar for an

acoustic. Bob saluted his young fans

with a cover of the Dead's "Friend

of the Devil * The past year has

been eventful for Dylan, who is up

for four Grammy Awards tonight

He's played for the pope, put on a

tuxedo for a stuffy tribute at the

Kennedy Center in Washington.

D.C.. and suffered through a

painful, life-threatening heart infec-

tion.

He also released an album. Time

Out of Mind, that wa» a creative tri-

umph, a ghostly collection of songs

in which Dylan faced his own mor-

tality and proved he can create com-

pelling musk out of it.

For the most part, though, he's at

home on the road. He work* up to

1)0 nights a year before an audi

ence. rediscovering and remaking

tongs from his bottomless catalog

Many in his musical generation

have struggled with the idea of

aging in what is perceived as a

young person's game. Paul Simon

turned to Broadway. Paul

McCartney and Billy Joel have dab-

bled in classical music Pete

Townshend is a book editor.

While the Rolling Stones are

among the few to defy gravity and

remain popular, the main purpose

of their extravagant stage show it

nostalgia, and their songs seem to

live and breathe in another age.

Dylan, instead, has taken a cue

from another generation to keep his

music alive. Emulating jazz and

blues artists who perform and test

their boundaries into advanced

years, he has stayed on the road

throughout the 1990s. His touring

is to relentless that one trek was

only half-jokingly called "The
Never- Ending Tour." He performs

at clubs, mid-size concert halls and

musty gymnasiums in cities big and

small. Even last year, his health

problems gave him only a brief

break.

Dylan concerts, particularly in the

late 1980s, were so legendarily

uneven that a popular audience par-

ticipation sport was trying to guess

which song he was singing

Since hitting his stride around

1994. he has remained fully

engaged. Hit band — Bucky Baxter.

Tonv Garnier, Dave Kemper and

Larry Campbell — is his best sirKe

The Band. The sturdy rock outfit,

which taket on a country flavor

with Baxter's pedal-steel guitar, can

stretch and bend and keep up musi-

cally with whatever journey its

leader takes.

Why he spends »o much time on

the road it one of the questions

Dylan is most frequently asked and.

to him. the most peculiar

"1 really don't have anyplace to

put my feet up." he once taid in an

interview with The Associated

Preat "Well, we want to play 'cause

we want to play Why tour? It's just

that you get accustomed to it over

the years. The people themselves

will tell you when to stop touring
."

A Dylan record is a mere blue

print. His songs take on different

shape* and shades on the road, par-

ticularly as they age "lust Like a

Woman" and "Don't Think Twi c.

It't Alright" are now wistful, the 10

yeart since their writing nearly audi

ble in his voice.

-Tangled Up in Blue* becomes a

country stomp and, despite the

acoustic instruments, a cue for seat-

ed audience members to rise and

rush the stage.

"Silvio." generally overlooked

when he recorded it with the

Grateful Dead in the 1980t. It

remade into a roaring rocker. "I've

seen better days but who." he sings,

pausing for effect, "has not."

Trading fiery guitar licks with

Campbell. Dylan nearly duckwalks

across the stage. He's content to let

these guitar duels spill on and on.

and songs sometimes pull up in

exhaustion rather than end. Already

the songs from Time Out of Mind

have taken on a new life, shedding

the muted arrangements of the

album. "Cold Irons Bound." in par-

ticular, reveals itself at a bluet rock-

er with real muscle.

"I think it's the best record he's

made." says one fan, singer Elvis

Costello. "It sounds like he really

meant to do it. For him to make a

record that he was really detei

mined to make and to have it come

out the way he wanted, makes it his

best record — at least until his next

best record
"

Dylan's brush with mortality at

age 56 shocked his admirers from

their lethargy, reminding them that

this resource won't always be

around
He may make an appearance at

the Grammys. If to. one hopes it

will be better than the limp

Kennedy Center honors, where
IHlan sat making uncomfortable

faces while listening to a flowery

tribute from actor Gregory Peck.

He has better places to be this

month in Cincinnati. Cleveland and

Toledo Ohio, and Bristol. Tenn.. all

cities where he has scheduled con-

certs.

Long may he run.

Punk, NYC style

Sweet Diesel play New York punk the way tt*» supposed to be, with plenty of guitar* and attitude

Warren's songs
contaxied from page 7

ics. she said, tend to look down their notes at pop

"Pop tongs from all time are from a formula," the

said. "It's what you do within the formula that makes

it great. For something not to have a structure — who
wants to listen to that?"

Although she appreciates traditional writing, she

taid. "I don't write a song like it't on a conveyor belt
'

When she retreats to her tiny office. Warren almost

always works alone She writet out her lyrict in long-

hand, and it usually takes anywhere from a few days to

a week to finith a song.

"I'm a song monogamist." the said. "1 can't write

more than one song at any one time."

She generally doesn't write with a particular artist in

mind, but will occasionally fill specific orders. "I'd
I

for You." was a Meat Loaf song from its inception

because the title fit him. she said.

After the writing is complete. Warren records it

with herself singing. This is usually a fully arranged

production with instrumentation, although these

recordings are never heard by the public It's some-

times the only chance Warren has to hear the song at

she envisions it

"The hardest part of the whole thing is letting it go

and letting it become someone else's vision." she said

"It's like your kid and you're just hoping it comes out

great
"

UNIVERSITY PRODUCTIONS & CONCERTS
REGRETFULLY ANNOUNCES THE CANCELLATION OF

SPRING CONCERT
Over the course of the past ten years. University Productions and

Concerts (UPC) has been on a downslide. Back in the day of con-

certs such as The Allman Brothers, The Grateful Dead, and the

Beastie Boys. UPC not only had a working budget of over $200,000

a year, but also was one of the only organizations bringing music to

the Valley. Pearl Street and the Iron Horse did not exist, the Mullins

Center had yet to be built, and other colleges were not bringing

music to our community. Today, the number of concert production

organizations in the Valley has more than doubled and the prices of

artists has skyrocketed due to the marketing precedents set by MTV

The UPC budget has since decreased, and the number of its General

Committee members has dwindled.

UPC has gone through a number of changes in the recent past.

Following the resignation of our Production Manager, we were

forced to eliminate pay roll due to lack of funds. This caused the

subsequent loss of three more staff members. Those of us still com-

mitted to UPC had no other choice but to supplement our loss of

income by rescheduling hours to accommodate alternative employ-

ment.

Due to all of these factors, we at UPC, along with the support of the

Campus Activities Office, have decided to cancel Spring Concert. We

do not have the staff, the funds, or the support necessary to put

together an adequate Spring Concert. Instead, we are now plan-

ning to produce one to two concerts which will be held in either the

Fine Arts Center or the Student Union Ballroom. Tickets to these pro-

grams will be made available to UMass Students before they are

made available to the public, and cost will be minimal.

We will be happy to answer any questions that you may have.

Currently we are restructuring the organization and planning the

spring shows. The office will be periodically open during normal

business hours. You may reach us at 545-2892 or at

upc@stuaf.umass.edu

University Productions & Concerts Staff

She tries to write songs that are clastic enough to

work in different genres MVn t Turn Around ." for

example, was written as a rock ballad but Ace of Base

recorded it as a reggae song When makers of the

movie t p Clou- and Penonal asked her to write for

the soundtrack, the story of a talented reporter

coached by an elder reminded Warren of how her late

father had encouraged her. The tong "Because Ttaj

Loved Me* is Warren «• tribute to him

"I don't write about my personal life all the tune

because I don't have that exciting a persona!

said "But you're writing it. so somehow a part ol

,* ip thv lika being an ac'cjr or actress. I'm

inhabiting a character Irn the sonr'

2

Her success has enabled her to reach the

writer '» ideal of being impossible to pigeonhole into a

genre "Inbreak Mv Heart" put her in demand .-

rhvthm n' blues artists, and the e»| *>«"

Rimes helped her crack a counts market *u«pu

unvone outside ol ^-hulle

Thi* month. |ohnn> Mathis delivered the ultimate

valentine - he released an album solely of son>-

ten by Warren
It would seem. then, that Warren can replace the

shredded shades that filtci the sun in her Hollywood

Maybe she II even get a more luxui

Or at least hire a clean

Cjuitc comfortable whew efce u

cultural festival

continued from poge 6

mentv it tells the story of black

British youth coming to term* with

their multiple heritages. On Mav I I

in Herter. three short film* I lie

Homecoming, Latifah and Himli s

\omadic L'ncie and Made in h

also relate anecdotes of black British

identity Made in Rnxton director

Akim Mogaji will be present, as well

a» celebrated author Diran Adebayo.

who will follow the films with a read-

ing from his award-winning novel.

Some Kind of Black

The final film in the festival will be

shown at Herter Auditorium on May
hull is a "cinematic doppel-

ganger" which stretches film conven

lions to take the viewer back W years

into the past and into the life of a

1460's Chicago art student Director

I lisabcth Subnn. who will introduce

the film, resurrects a l%7 documen-

tary and plays with time to create her

portrait of the woman who would

Wednesday at....

MlK€'S WeSTVIEW
17 oz Bud

or Bud lite

$i.so

soon become a a notable figure in the

second wave feminist movement

\ I credit program n offered to

students who attend eight out of the

14 filmi and complete a writing

requirement Contact profeitor

Barton Bvg at more

information

lo learn more about the festival,

contact Catherine Portug>

of the Interdepartmental Program in

Film Studies at 5<S-"659

Spring Break

Fever

arty Hard

ravel Safe

Lima $603
Hong Konfl £753

lei Aviv $693
Los Angeles *355

Orlando $17?

OFF (mcilMlni

10pm T-shirts, Hats & Drawing for Rossi Snowboard

Don't forget..Thursday nite FREE Snadtbaskets 9:30-11:30

J44 Main Street

Amherst

(413) 256-1261

Economics Department

e

V Th.irwJav. February 26, 1 998Thursday, February

3:00-6:00pm

Campus Center Auditorium

from successful Economics Alumni how to find your first job.

3nom.es Majors and prospective Economics Majo rs Welcome

Free

Refreshments!!!
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mens swimming
continued from page 1

2

key because we were feeling a little

Hat going in

In addition to anchoring the »k
torious 800 relay team, Brannan
also won his two individual events,
swimming a 1:40.52 for the 200
tree and a 4:32.43 in the 500 Free

Alto helping to turn the tide for

the Minutemen was sophomore
diver Ed Hefferon finishing second
in the three meter diving
with a 50b. s)0 mark that qualified
him for the NCAA Auk \

Championships.

"Usua!l> we rel> on the swimmers
a lot," .Yarworth sjid. "Our divert

really came through as well. We
ended up taking the two spots

directly in from of GW divers which

ended up being important."

Another pivotal performance was
turned in by freshman Matt
Andrews. Andrews took the individ-

ual 200 fly title in u time of 1 50.60,

hut his more dramatic race came in

the 200 free when he passed several

swimmers and stretched for the
edge over an opposing competitor
from the GW squad. That would
provide a three point swing for
UMass. just about the difference
between the thrill of victory and.
well, the agony of runner-up.

This Thursday freshmen Billy

Brown and Chris Arsenault will

compete in the ECAC
Championships as they try to gain

experience in one of the larger
meets.

women s swimming
continued from page 12

behind St Bonaventure. Virginia Tech and George
Washington
Sophomore Andrea .Spciuci rounded out her spevtacu

lar campaign with a second pU.e linisb m the >00 indi-

vidual mcdlev She was also part d the ascend ptaoi 200
medlev relay team which included Sha&aori Row ell.

Sarah Newell mid lulie DMfM ..oinbining to swim a
1:49 60
"Andrea was detinitelv our swimmer o! the meet. She

had tome outstanding swims and put it all together,"
Vvscomb said. "The 200 medlev relav icjiii beat the
school record bv more than three ^ujiteis ol a -

I hey had a very emotional swim, and all ol them put
together their best splits ol the sCa-

Scwcomb was also q,uick to point out the contribu

NHL

lions of several other swimmers.

"lulie Dragon rote to the occasion lulie Alexander had

a verv gos>d meet Shana Strothcrs, Sarah Alleiv. I could

just go down the list," Ncwcomb said "We had a lot of

is this weekend Marci Hupp swam a personal

K.si and Barbara Hickey went out on a good note
"

'all, 1997 98 was a successful year for the

Minuiewomen. and the future is bright for the program,

with onlv five seniors graduating

"I was very happv with the season. We were 8-3 ovei

all. and one of the best things was the way that the team

came together as a group." Newcomb said. "This is one

ot the most solid teams that I've had since I've been here

lhev worked hard together and they didn't complain.

Ihev just really wanted to perform well as a group."

continued from page 12

There was a lack of motivation this

lime, but don't cvpeu it nevt nine

around Remember that the next Winter

it in Salt Lake City, and the

i of every Otynipk athlete is to win

a gold medal in their home country.

I know it's still lour yeart sway, but

Salt Lake City may be gulden for I S

hockey Remember the last time the

mens hoop

Wiatet OUmpics were held in the

U4.? (IM0, Ufa Placid. Miracle on
i ring a bcll't Sure vou do It

niighi very well happen again in J

Oh. by the way. there's going to be

some hockey played today. Anaheim
will play at Vancouver — without Paul
kanva H | -nil not cleared to play

after suffering a concuaakm. courteay of

a Gary Surer cheap shot, which also

forced htm to mitt the Olympics.

That's about it on the NHL front

There's still another two and a half

months to go in the regular season, and

it looks take dungs will go down to the

wire

Michael Kobylantki is a Collegian

cotumnut

continued from page 12

Ma coaching debut with a 65-62 win I ast season L Mass
went to the now famous "three guard offense" for the firs

time in Oiean and beat the Bonnet. 63-99.

That aeaaon. all the drama teems to generate frum the

Minuicmen's sparkplug, junior point guard Charlton Clarke.

After giving LMass new life with two clutch three- pointer*

made with under ten seconds left in regulation last week.

Clarke it making a late push for A-10 Player of the Year St.

kre's coach Phil Marietta said Clarke * one < 4 the two or three

most valuable players in the A 10. and many coaches around

the league think Clarke it the reason for I Mas»" surprising ma,-

cess in the conference. Over the Mmatemen's last seven
|

Clarke it avuaaJHg 1 7 4 points and 4 assists per game
Another award that might float UMaat' way it A-10 Coach

ot the Year Hint has guided the Minutemen to a 12-2 record

in the A-10. including 6-0 an the road. Massachusetts has

come up big on the road against Rhode Island and Xavier.

and the team that many, including Flint, thought might be a

year away from making an impact it atop the league.

scuventure will have Tim Winn, their talented guard,

for tonight's game Wmn missed the team s first meeting with

an injury.

IO*MA KANVANEN COUEGIAN

Wind up and let it go
Liz Wagner and the UMass softball team will play in the Leadoff

Classic this weekend in Georgia.

Hull wrongfully

accused] wants

an apology soon
ST LOUIS i AP) - Brett Hull wants

the IS hockey players who trashed

rooms at the Olympic village to step for-

ward and "p"*"!*** to other team mem-
bers don't have to "suffer

"

The St. I xxiis Blues star wat blamed

in initial reports, along with Chris

Chebot. Gary Suter and led Otto. Hull

angrily denied it. vouched for his suite-

mates and threatened to sue those "slan-

dering" him.

Hull said Monday he knows which

players caused $3,000 in damage to the

rooms and furniture but won't reveal

their identities because it's not his place.

He said an NHL official gave him the

names.

There comes a point in time where

you have to stand up and be a man."

Hull told the St. Louis Post-Dispatch

"It's up to the people who did it

come forward and have respect for the

other players and say, 'It was me. I apol-

ogize. It was a stupid thing to do.'

There's nothing that can be harder, but

bigger, to do.

"Hopefully, we'll find out who did

what, and we can get some apologies out

so the rest of the people who weren't

involved don't have to suffer." he said.

He was critical of some media cover-

age of the team in Nagano, lapan. par-

ticularly reports that some players,

including Hull, were out late two days

before their game against Team Canada.

CBS taped Hull and Chelios singing at a

karoakebar.

"We went out and had a few beers.

What's the big deal?" Hull said. "It

wasn't the night before a game. Why
was it blown so out of proportion?
Whether we were at a strip club or a

bar. whether we were singing or we
weren't, it had nothing to do with any-

thing."
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Back to work
Sentor midfielder Chns Martens will provide both leadership and offense for the UMass men's lacrosse

team this year

Men's tennis falls to Temple
by Sonaord Appal
Coaataon jiua

The Massachusetts men's tennis team was prepared for

their stiffest test thus far. and they came away with their heads

held high despite a Iota to Temple
The Minutemen proved they could compete against a

ranked competitor such as Temple, but their efforts fell short

as they were defeated. 6- 1 overall

"We played a great match against a scholarship level pro-

gram." coach Judv Dixon said. "We warned to get a couple of

points frum them, but I'm pleated to win a tingles point at

and one of the doubles matches as well

"

Parsa Samii. at Nov V was the lone singlet victor for

UMass. as he edged Alex Carretieru 7-5. 6-4.

"Parsa has really <.ume around for us, Dixcri said. He hetd

down the No. 6 spot nicely for us in the fall, but now we
needed to move him and he hat really responded."

The potent Owl lineup was at strong as expected, but for

the must part the Minutemen held lough and managed to play

well in several matchups.

Todd Cheney ran into a roadblock at No. I singles though,

as he was matched up with Peru Pivceric Cheney fell 6 1 .6

I to Ins toughest opponent of the year

Todd was overmatched on Sunday." Dixon said. "It it not

that he wat outplayed on talent alone, but more so in prepara-

tion As a baselmer. he needs to outfight the type ol player he

will come acruat in a team like Temple."

Rob Manshester wat a 4-fc urn to I avnish

Chatrath, but the match could have gone either way.

"I was tight there until the end of that match." Manchester

said. "It would have been big for me to pull it out. but

Chatrath made the shots that counted toward the end of the

match

"

K \avarro turned in an impressive performance playing

No. 4 against Go Sasaki. He dropped the first M I * but

came back to take the second 6- 1 . before tiring and falling

2-6. In the No 3 slot, however, it was Temple player

IMahane Pillay who defeated Alex ABer 6-4. 6-4

rVaaahty the biggest achievement for UMaat wat taking the

I doubles match. Cheney and Manchester krv •

Chatrath and Pillay »-V In a pivotal it the

Minutemen.

"We needed to get our doubles play on track." Dixon said

"While we did not take the overall doubles point. I am
more than pleated with Todd and Robbie s output for us right

now."

Temple is currenth the second best team in the Atlantic 10

behind Virginia Tech. while UMaat it float** in the middle of

the conference right now

"It it to important for us to play wel againHI conference

opponents to we get a good ranking come tournament time

Swoosh sparks ethics debate
MW lORK (AP) — CBS laid

down the law. sort of. after taking

vlllkktW this month for outfitting

its Winter Olympic reporters in

Nike sportswear emblazoned with

the familiar "swoosh."

The network stripped the coats

ofl the backs g| its news reporters,

voiuluding that a public associa-

tion with a company criticized for

its labor practices creates the

appearance ol a conflict ot interest.

Sports reporters, though, didn't

have to change wardrobes.

Now let's get this straight:

Viewers worried about a network's

principles are supposed to consider

whether the person standing in a

snowbank with a microphone
works for CBS news or CBS
sports? Television networks need

vou to believe that premise.

Otherwise, it raises plenty of

uncomfortable questions about dif-

ferent ethical standards for people

who cover news and those who
cover sports. News standards tend

to be strict. In an effort to avoid

conflict, network news divisions

don't allow staffers to make com-
mercial endorsements

"We've got to preserve our
integrity We've got to preserve the

appearance of e>ur objectiv itv

lonathan Klein, executive vice pres-

ident of CBS News. "We cannot
allow people to even think that

we're in the tank for a person, a

product or a corporation." Anyone
who scales these inviolable wa
dealt with harshly. When CNN
reporter lonathan Karl appeared in

a Visa magazine ad last summer, he

received some embarrassing public

itv and, at the behest of his boaaea,

asked Visa to pull the ad.

High standards even extend to

retired newsmen: David Brinklev

was criticized for becoming a pitch-

man for Archer Daniels Midland.

Stung by the flap. ABC said it

would not run the Brinklev ads on

the Sunday morning show he pio-

neered.

Go down the hallway to broad-

cast sports divisions, and much dif-

ferent standards are in pl.iv I

Fox's |ohn Madden, the

Hardware man. makes so manv
endorsements that he has a studio

to film them from home. His broad-

cast partner. Pat Sumerall. endorses

a competing hardware companv
ESPN \ Chris Berman and NIK i

Ahmad Rashad are hawking
Gatorade. NBC's Bob Costas has

done ads for TV Guide and milk

the same distinctive "milk mu*
tache" ads that NBC newswoman
Katie Couric wasn't allowed to do.

even for charm.
Though Nike look heat during

the Olympics, deals to wear oorpo-

rate logos are nothing new to

sports. In recent years, both Fox

and NBC announcers on football

telecasts have worn clothing pro-

vided by Starter and Pro Player.

Fox Sports can veto endorsement

deals worked out by its contracted

announcers, but generally does s,,

onlv if the ad would conflict with

the network's own ipottl

spokesman Vincc Wladiko said.

Super win over Temple on
Sunday!!!

Emily- Despite a "Pounding Temple"-

you got It done. A great win under
enormous pressure- and the team Is on

to ALL STARS!

Woman'* Tennis t\ 3

ALTERNATIVE HEALTH CARE
Information Tables • Campus Center Concourse

Tuesday, MARCH I • 10am - I PM

GET INFORMATION ON:
Yogi • Reiki • Missage • Cnnial Sacral

Rolfing • Chiropractic • Accpressure

Accupuncture

(12 - 2pm) Lynn M. Curry, liteenced Accupuneturitt

Will • militia lo tttwtr auattioai **d *>< dtMOMtntiMt.

Sponsored by Peer HeaHh Education

Health Education Division, University Health Serices

ICASCO

One Weekend Course
Classes Begin
Friday, March 6th 9 6:00pm
Black Walnut Inn
Amherst. Ma

BAY
/ Student Discounts

/ Professional Bartending Training

/ Tips on Finding a Top Paying Job

• Become a Talented. Socially Conscious Bartender
\n<*i

• National Restaurant Association QaM "; a
Alcohol Awareness Program

/ Taught by Seasoned Boston Bartenders acC
/ Great Part-time of Summer Job

\»

We Accept

1 -800-467-2028

l
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WEDNESDAY. FEB 25

Blood Drive— The American

Red Cross will be holding a blood

drive in the Student Union
Ballroom ftom IO.50 a.m. to 4:50

p m Call 1-800-462-2229 for an

appointment. Walk- ins are wel-

come.

Interest Group— The Italian

American Student Organization

will hold an informational meeting

at 750 p.m. in the fifth floor

lounge of Coolidge Tower in

Southwest Residential Area. All are

welcome. For more information

call lason at 546-5752.

kilting The UMass Poetry

Society will be holding a meeting at

7 p.m. in the Dukes Room in the

Student Union.

THURSDAY. FEB 26

MrAOti Drive— The American

Red Cross will be holding a blood

drive in the Student Union
Ballroom from 10:50 a.m. to 4:50

p.m. Call 1-800-462-2229 for an

appointment. Walk- ins arc wel

come.

Cuesf Speaker— The
Prevet/Animal Science Club will be

having a guest speaker at 7 p.m. in

Paige Lab, room 202. For more-

information, contact Brian at

256-6022.

Meeting— The UMass Student

Hindu Association will hold a gen-

eral body meeting in Campus
Center 804 at 7 p.m. For more
information contact Shoumo at

549-5460.

Meeting— The Ballroom Dancing

Gub will be meeting from 5:50-7

p.m. in Totman 101. Waltz and

Cha-Cha will be taught. No experi-

ence is necessary. For more infor-

mation, contact iessica at 546-6129

or Shannon at 546-2255.

Meeting— The Peer Mentor
Network will be meeting in the

Campus Center from 6:50-8:50

p.m. Go to the information booth

in the concourse for the room num-

ber. This week's topic is study skills

and academic resources. For more

information, call Peter at

545-4602

MmbJb> An rtdlat The Game of

Art and How to Pla\ It will be

shown as pert of the Faces Weekly

Video Series to be held at 1 p.m. in

the Student Union Gallery.

Vitntmjj I ree public or*ser\m£

of the partial solar eclipse will start

at 1 2 p.m. at the Science A-Z Store

on ideaf Street in Northampton.

Special telescope* will be set up to

safely view the sun. For more infor-

mation, call Tom Whitney at

256-6254 in the evening.

FRIDAY. FEB. 27

Documentary— The Queen Fan

Club will show the rockumentary

\1agic Years II in the Campus
Center 168C at 7 p.m. All are wel-

come to attend.

Celebration— Casa Dominica

will have "A Day of Celebration

and History" in the Campus Center

concourse from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

At 7 p.m. Cayena. Casa

Dominicana's folklore dance

troupe will be hosting dance

lesions followed by a movie in

Campus Center 101

.

SUNDAY. MAR T

MbJbT Basil— Hillel House will

be sponsoring an afternoon of win-

ter activities from 5-5 p.m Anyone

interested should meet at Hillel.

NOTICES

Billing— At the end of the busi

ness day on Friday. Feb. 20. the

Bursars Office wili be closing out

it- -tudent billing process. OIT will

be required to collect the $20 OH
computing account fee for the

spring semester.

Domestic Exchange— The
Domestk \ change Program appli-

cation deadline is March 1 . The last

two information sessions for

exchanges during the 1 998- 1 9^4

academic year will be held Feb. 24

and 25 in Campus Center 905 from

4:45 to 5:45 p.m. For more infor-

mation, call 545-5551 or stop by

I 26 Machrner Hall.

Schedules— The Spring 98 Final

Fjuamination Schedule will be avail-

able beginning Thursday. March

12. Copies will be delivered to stu

dents in the residence halls, and

will be available to off-campus stu

dent- in the Registrar's office (215

\\ hitmorcr. it will also be available

on the World Wide Web beginning

March 1 at http://www-
ureg.admin.umass.edu.

Student I mployment— Effective

the week of Feb. 16. Student

Employment Services will be

changing their hours of operation.

The new hours will be Monday
through Friday from 10 a.m. to 5

p.m. For further information, call

MS- 1550.

Support Group— REFLECT, the

Five-College Bereavement Support

Program, offers grief support ser-

vices free of charge to undergradu-

ate and graduate students who
have experienced the death of a

loved one. Groups are small, confi-

dential and meet for eight weeks.

Pre-registration is required.

FYh «• pulikc sarvstr anrxatncarnanes punted

dairy To submit an FY), pleat* send a press

retrace contamrno all pertment information.

induting Itse name and phone number of Use

contact perton to the Cotltgton. c/o Its*

Manacanq Edkor by noon tfse prwsous day

Groups meet on Tuesdays from

9 p ni and Wednesdays from

6:50-8 p.m. lor more information,

call 577-55 1 6.

Assistance— The
Department of Accounting of the

School of Management will be

offering free tax assistance and

preparation for taxpayers with spe-

cial needs, including persons with

disabilities, low to limited income.

non-English speaking persons and

elderly taxpayers. Volunteers are

accounting majors who have taken

M courses. Report to the School

of Management Tuesdays and
Thursdays 6-9 p.m. All other tax-

should go to the Hampshire

Mall Tuesdays and Wednesdays
5-6 p.m. and Thursday 5"-9 p.m.

(except during Spring recess). Any
questions contact Mike Whitman
;it 545-5660.
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Charit* Roe* (In Stereo) X

M-A-S*H R,

Foot Soldier "The Yankees" Law I Order Prisoner of Love'

World Today!
South Park [Pulp Comic* V

8PYPl«"ai(R)

Sport* lllua.

RealWortdX

Wond*rY**rt

Real Work) X
Wonder Yaart

Forever Knight "Fever' X

jt^anoT ISaaTek(R) Rudolph HeaaADdeaai

**V, jjneanmm lW"lt983, 6r*mt) Pen* Hickman.

Rail World X Auttin Slorwt

I Love Lucy I |M.T Moore

M.A.N.T.I.S. "Switcnet" X
Miracle Planet (FIT"

Babylon 5 "Slrange Ftelltions''

I
*A Prayer in Old Pa/* " ( 1 997 , Drama) Lynda Carter. (In Stereo) X

Nightline "

Real TV X
"f^ Serpen Aod tha n^oow-

Duly Show

Moneytlrtal

Stoin'i Money

Jutlict Filet Kds Who Ki"

Sporttcenter X
Aimoat Parfact

Grammy Pott.

Tail I
Seaquett DSVX
Uttriacienca

Rough Cut

Silk

Golden Gal*

LovMn*
Newhart «

Stalking;

SeiTek(R)

"dyricml"

a "Dark Heart" X
Walker, Tttaa Ranger X a

,

,

„ ^^li^ iann*«>(a
,,

( l996l Keinu Reeves. |m "RomtotJuM" (1996, Drama) Leonardo OCaprioln Slereo] -PG-iy II

««« -FinM Men cV"(19B8. DfitTil) John CuSACk fG' X H*K3
Plck-A-Flick

|Daad Man* |Faal Track "My Mother, Mytelf
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Horoscopes
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20) —

Seek a better way out today and

you'll find that it is far easier for you

to get inside than you had expected.

A cryptic message comes vour wav

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
You may find yourself saying one

thing to one person, and another

altogether different thing to some-

one else. Reconcile both stories!

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
You may have to try to play both

sides against the middle today, if

only to make sure that everyone, in

the end. enjoys some success.

GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20) —
The faster your start, the more likely

you will be to cross the finish line

ahead of the competition.

Preparation is essential to victory

today.

CANCER (|une 2!-|uly 22) —
Take the time to assess your position

with great care today. You may have

to make one or two quite imagina-

tive changes to the status quo.

LEO (|uly 23-Aug. 22) — You
have little time to waste today, so

you must economize wherever you

can. Be sure to consolidate errands

and unify responsibilities

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Scpt. 22) —
You won't require anyone else to

tell you what is expected ol fO*J

today — you'll know that from the

start. Evening brings a few key

questions

LIBRA (Sept. 2J-Oct. 22) —
You will have no trouble attracting

allies today. Stick to the pitch that

has worked for you in the past and

you'll win a number of supporters.

SCORPIO (Oct. 25-Nov. 21) —

Your naive sentimentality can do
you a world of good today, though

you may feel you're being a tad too

emotional. Trust Ota lei-lings

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dcc.
21) — You arc not the kind to hold

a grudge, but today you tin find it

difficult IS let Intones be bygones

Stay calm: talk things o\et

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— You will respond quite well Is

honesty and generosity in others

today. You can expect to be turned

Obi b\ drnone who tries to be secre-

tive.

AQUARIUS (|an 20.-Fcb. 18) —
Take care you don't respond to

someone else in a manner that is .it

all out of proportion. You don't

want to seem out of control.

Close to Homo By John McPherson

; of tlio l>ay

C£ I find it offensive that people will say

that, just because I happen to be late

for something, 'Oh, he's ghetto.' As if white

folks ain't never late for stuff. }J
- Kevin Powell, speaking at Mt. Holyoke

College. Pondering the question, "What's ghetto?'

\ I

iv,
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Today's D.C. Menu
C**ff **>«•**>**) fW i letfa immtlmm.

Franklin

LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Spicy Black Bean Burger

Macaroni and Cheese

DINNER
Roast Top Round of Beef

Cheese Lasagna

Chkken Breast Sandwich

Worcester

'Aw, come on, Mom. We worked

on it all afternoon."

ACROSS
l Memento
6 Ooze
10 Quagmires
14 Gladiators place

1 5 Say for sure

16 Aid and —
17 Rubberneck
18 Extreme
19 Pitchfork part

20 Place for an
idol'

22 Bailiwick

24 Comic Johnson
25 Hat trim

26 Hunting trip

30 Photograph
32 Runner Zatopek

33 Type ol bag
35 Muslim s religion

40 Joe Torre, for

one
42 Guacamote

ingredient

44 Buddha s land

45 — spumante
47 Eager
48 Shopping center

50 Discount

52 Loose dress

56 Wild goat

58 Beginnings

59 Nun s home
64 Garfield poocn

65 Grab

67 Marshy land

68 Dispatched
69 Fencing sword
70. Oklahoma oty
71 Units of work
72 Socially inept

one
73 Smudge

DOWN
1 File

2 Art deco name
3 Go first

4 Concerning
5 Kind of salad

6 Former
president ol

Egypt
7 Most malicious

8 Always.
poetically

9 Coniurer s wore

10 Sitz and
steam —

1 1 Drama awards
12 Type
1 3 Novelist

Danielle —
21 Old hat

23 Cookout locale

26 18-wheeler
27 — Called

Horse
28 Good buy
?9 Jai —

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

H
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HMizninna aara
rawBH raifQBH ana
noma qodss tuiiiiis

gas hhdhe wanna
sa@@SLii mas

uiamu nnUuD 0011110111

Dfcjgu auras amsBa
ujfiBn sHtiiZ aaaau
, .", <(rt (O 1998 United Fo.ituio Syndicato

31 Warmth
34 Spoken
36 Strikebreaker

37 Volcanic rock
38 Mine entrance
39 Pie a la —
41 Range
43 Olive-green

songbird
46 More slippery

49 "Northanger
Abbey author

51 Is

52 Antlered animal

53 Below
54 Lmploymg
55 Gels to know
57 Run as dye

60 Dog-paddled
61 Legend
62 Famous

lioness

63 Bring up
66 Copy

LUNCH
Macaroni and Cheese

Meatball Grinder

Rotini/Tomato Sauce

Red Beans*

DINNER
Roast Top Round of Beef

Baked Ziti

Caponata w/Pocket Bread

Pastabilities

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

DINNER
Roast Top Round of Beef

Baked Ziti

Berkshire

LUNCH
Macaroni and Cheese

Charbroiled Chicken Sandwich

Tri Bean Casserole

DINNER
Lemon Pepper Cod

Roast Top Round of Beef

Caponata w/Pocket Bread

Pastabilities
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Men's swim completes three-peat
Collegian StoH

The Massachusetts men's swim
ming and diving team won iti

third straight Atlantic 10

ipsOtwMa this past weekend
ciu atyle as the Minutemen

came Irom behind to nip

runner-up George Washington,
MV5-642

I Mass came back after being n»

points down going into the finals.

showing resiliency a* it outper

tinned its conference rivals down
the stretch

"After we were down. I told the

team that it was time to make the

possibility into a probability

coach Russ Yarworth said "CU
gave us a few opportunities and
»c took advantage of them.*

The Minutemen not onl> took

advantage of those opportunities

to cap off an undefeated dual meet

season with another A- 10 title.

but also to break through with

several personal and team records.

Semoi Matt Davey, junior Brian

Wisniewski, freshman Chris
Arsenault and junior B I Brannan
combined to lower the school

J by five seconds for the 800
free relay with a time of Ic43.il.

good for first place.

"Our 800 relay team was one aj

the highlights ol the meet."
Yarworth said. "All in all, we
ended up bettering ten relay marks
which says a lot about the work
ethic of this team."

I Mass did not stop there, how-

ever, as they continued their

assault on the record hooks. Also

tailing were the 200 (1:22. It) and

400 (1:02 ^81 relay times as well

as both medlev relavs. the 200 in

I
".3 40 and the 400 in V22 *>s>

"It was great to see the team fin-

ish the way they did." Yarworth

said "We had been a little shaky

going in alter some swimmers had

just returned |from the flu) HI
Brannan ended up being a real

team leader, though, which was

Turn to MEN'S SWIMMING page 9

UMass faces Bournes

1st round bye at stake

"ayrcouicwM

The Massachusetts men's swim team captured its third straight Atlantic 10 crown last weekend in Buffalo, N Y

\lu had Ki>h\l;uiski

US, Canada out of

medal contention
The National Hotkey League is ready to get back into

the swing of things tonight after the big events that tran-

spired over the past two weeks.

I vuld start this column talking about the Czech

Republic surprising the world and capturing the gold

medal in Nagano behind the iprrtanaar ptav of Dominik

Hasck.

But I'm not going to.

I ..mW start this column talking about the outstanding

play of

Pavel Bare
and how he

practically

led Russia to

the gold

medal game.

Rut I'm not going to.

1 could start this column talking about the disappoint

ment that most hockey fans in North America are feeling

because both Canada and the United State* left Nagano

without a medal.

But I'm not going to.

instead, let'- talk about Sergei Fedorov and the Carolina

Hurricanes

The NHL rejected Carolina's six-year. $58 million offer

sheet which was given to Fedorov on Monday, claiming

that the deal was not in compliance with the league's col-

lective bargaining agreement.

What a crock.

As if things couldn't get any worse for the Hurricanes,

the league has to pull this trick. Practically all of the

American Hockey league teams draw more fans per con-

test than the Hurricanes, and their best player is Sami

Kapancn
Oh. how the mighty have fallen.

Fedorov would obviously have made an immediate

impact in the hockey hotbed of the Carolina*. The Russian

is the caliber of player who only brings up the level of play

of those around him. In addition. Fedorov obviously will

bring more fans to the Greensboro Coliseum.

And who gets the benefit out of all of this? Detroit. The

Red Wings now have more time to try to sign Fedorov,

while the Hurricanes now have to head back to the draw-

ing board and comprise plan B.

Ml right, now let's talk about the Olympics.

Ha-ek is now a folk hero throughout the Czech

Republic for stoning the U.S.. Canada, and Russia en route

to Olympic gold His save on Eric Lindros in the shootout

was one for the ages. He has been on a roll ever since the

calendar turned to 1998. Now the Sabres hope that he can

propel them into the playotl-

Mo\ ing things over to the United States. Keith Tkaohuk

couldn't have said it any better when he said that the tour

nament was a waste of time and that the U.S. played awful

while disappointing a nation following Team USA's elimi-

nation.

Then, to make matters worse, some players decided to

have some fun and destroy the rooms in the Olympic

Village.

Real classy move on their part.

The fact is that the Americans were given a reality check

in Nagano. This experience can only help future Team

USA squads. The destruction is unacceptable, and the

punishment should be some type of suspension Irom inter-

national play, as harsh as that may sound.

Women's swim takes 4th
200 medley relay sets new school record

By lui» Memdati

Gjtayu > > Stuff

By Michael Kobytonski

BaBBBBBI -
I
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The middle of the pack.

I those who strive to be the best, it is a place where

they don't want to be For those who are expected to be at

the bottom, they welcome i: with open arms.

Still others are content with being there. They may not

be the best, but they know that they are not the worst.

So is the story of the Massachusetts women's swimming

and diving team.

The Minutewomen finished fourth out of a nine team

field at the Atlantic 10 Championships in Buffalo last

weekend. Sow while some teams might be disappointed

with that finish, and others excited. UMass was right

where it thought it would be.

"We knew that fourth was a spot that we could take.

Ideally, it would have been nice to take third, but we were

happy with where we finished." Massachusetts women's

swimming and diving coach Bob New comb said.

I Mass finished with 568 points in the three day event.

Turn to WOMEN'S SWIMMING page 9

COUtTtSY MtOM KUriONS

Andrea Spencer placed second in

the 200 IM in this weekend's A-10
championships.

In preparation for the conference tournament, Lari Ketner and the

Massachusetts men's basketball team face St Bonaventure tonight

a first-round bye for the Atlantic 10

tournament The big prize, the A- 10

regular season title, will be up for grabs

on Sunday at Temple

The scenario plays itself out Ike this.

Temple is 12-5 in the A-10. after beat-

ing George Washington on Sunday

UMaas is 12-2, and it doesn't matter if

they win or lose in Glean tonight as far

as the A-10 regular season title is con-

cerned, because a win over the Owls
would leave them, at worst. 15 5.

enough to take home the regular season

title. At 10-4. Rhode Island needs help

for a first round bye and is shut out of a

title. Dayton and Xavier are 10-4 and

tied for first in the A- 10 West.

Things seem to be in I Mass' favor

heading into tonight's game. The
Minutemen have beaten the Bonnies 20
straight times, but it hasn't been with-

out a little drama.

In 19%. No. I UMass lost eventual

national Player of the Year Marcus
Camby 1 5 minutes before tip-off when
Camhv tainted Former Massachusetts

coach |ohn Calipari accompanied
C'anlby to the hospital, and Hint made

Turn to MEN'S HOOP, page 9

This was the game the No. 20
Massachusetts men * basketball team

was afraid of.

St. Bonaventure lies m the sleepy —
very sleepy — town of Otean. NY. the

type of place you pass on your way to

somewhere else. To get there, you have

to fly to Buffalo, then grab a bus a cou-

ple hours south to land in the place

UMass coach Bruiser Flint likes to call

"Brown Heaven.

But the worst part is how tough of a

place the Riellv C enter i- to play. Flint

had nothing but praise for St

Bonaventure (I VI 2. V9 A 1 0> follow-

ing the Minutemcn's 62-50 win on Ian

19, insisting to reporters that there was

no real secret to why the Bonnies played

UMass so tough, that it was just because

they were a good team At one point St.

Bonaventure was 4-0 at home, with

wins over Xavier and Rhode Island.

Now the Bonnies have lost three

straight games at home though, and the

Minutemen come into tonight's game
(7:50 p.m. WHMP) kxiking to wrap up

Turn to NHL, page 9

Swing kid
The Minuteman gymnastics squad improved to 6-4 on the season with a convincing win over Syracuse last weekend in New York.
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Let's go
skiing

High speed thrills

down a mountain,

but skiing is so
much more (see
Arts H
page 5)

Living,

The/re in the

pro ranks now
former UMass
hockey player

Warren Norris is

one of three
Minutemen in the

AHL (see Sports,

page 16)

WORIO

Castro re-elected

to fifth term

MtXICO CITY (AP) — Elected to a

tilth term as president, fidel Castro

vowed socialism in Cuba will outlive

him and denounced a US aid pro-

posal tor the island

Castro's seven-hour speech to the

opening ot a new session ot parlia

ment ended shortly after midnight

yesterday — its marathon length

reminiscent of his speeches in the

early years after his 1 9S9 revolution

The 601 -member parliament,

elected in (anuary, opened its Rm
year term Tuesday by re-electing

Castro and other top members of the

Council of State, which works m con-

lunction with the Cabinet Castro was

the only presidential candidate, and
all the deputies were elected unchal-

lenged.

In his wide-ranging speech.

Castro, 71, declared Cuba's single-

party communist system "untouch-

able* and said those who predict a

"post-Castro transformation" are

wrong.
"To suppose that the death of one

individual could liquidate the work of

a people is really ndxulous." Castro

said His remarks were relayed by

reporters in Havana and by the

Cuban government's Prensa Latin*

news agency, monitored in Mexico

Crty

NATION

Rapist, murderer

sentenced to death

TAMPA 'la (AP) - A |ury recom-

mended yesterday that Lawrence
Singleton be executed lor stabbing a

prostitute to death in his home 20
years after he raped a California girl

and chopped off her hands

Singleton, 70, showed no emotion

as the verdict was read after just an

hour of deliberations He was con-

victed last week ol murdering
Roxanne Hayes, a 11 -year-old prosti-

tute and mother of three

In closing arguments. Singleton's

lawyer, |ohn Skye. called him a

"ruined old man" who should die

lonefy in prison rather than be exe-

cuted.

But prosecutor lay Pruner, in ask-

ing jurors to recommend the death

sentence, said: "He's an old, mean-

spirited drunk, who hates women
and has pickled his brain through

alcoholism."

The sentence recommendation
comes a day after Mary Vincent —
the woman he raped and mutilated

20 years ago — testified on behalf of

prosecutors.

Singleton occasionally wiped his

eyes during his lawyer's closing argu-

ment
"Rather than hearing a news story

about how the state of Florida fried

Lawrence Singleton, we can hear a

story like this: 'Lawrence Singleton

died in his jail cell today, lonely and

alone and despised,'" Skye said.

The jury's only other option was

life in prison.
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SGA meeting includes apology from Boss
SGA important to all parts

of student life on campus
tyl* Corel
t.uaegiori jscst

Hill Boss spoke last night at the SGA meeting

By JiH Carrol

Coltagwn Steal

AmherM Selectman Hill Boa*"* apology highlighted the

I niver*it\ of Massachusetts Student Government
Association (SGA) meeting last night which al*o pro

duced several motions to help students and more infor

t the upcoming election

Alter a motion was pasted at the last SGA meeting

requesting a public apology from Boss, the selectman

came to last night * senate meeting to appease the

requ

Bo-* apologized saying he regretted the comment* he

made in an article in the /)ui/y Hampshire Ctazette earlier

this month The comments suggested placing keg* of beer

by voting machine* would increase student voter turnout

"II sou set up a couple of keg* ol beer next to the

machine* thev would come out lil V*& said

In his apology. Boas said he regretted it if he embar

raaaed members of the Umversity

.

"I regret if any .member of the Iniveniiy was ember

raaaed or insulted by remarks I made to the prees." Boat

-aid Bos* said his comments reflected a percei-

tmherst residents and Imversity personnel have d *tu

dent*

There is a much bigger issue at hand. Whether real or

imagined there i* a general perception in the town. I'm

talking about L m versify personnel that students are more

concerned with Hobart lane-type parties than anything

else.. A number of administrative staff and professors

have said to me that's something that should have been

said a long time ago." Boss said

Senators expressed a concern that these types of com-

ments only furthered this perception and made the gap

between md the town of Amherst wider. Boss.

however felt the opposite. He said hoped these

"knee-jerk" comments would motivate students to I

"I think that if we could...get student participation in

government then the whole thing was worth it." Boat

said

In other senate business involving students, a lack ol

I emergency fund account caused some con-

»a* allocated to the Dance Team and

b it was noted if all the awttons on the

meeting • agenda pasted there would be approximately

SVOOv left in the France Reserve Account, an account

There is a group of undergradu-

ate students who control the 1.3

million dollars that fund Registered

Student Organisations (RSOi and

agencies in addition to making
is on everything from

putting bagel toasters in the Dining

mom to Increasing lighting on

campus, yet this group is largely

unheard of throughout the student

hodv

The University of Massachusetts

rnment Association

j group whose function is

a mystery to most students.

Speaker of the SGA F\

Kilboume describes ways the SGA
is responsible for the RSOs

vcept for RSOs own revenue

the SGA decides all ol RSO*
moo. an freeze other peo-

ple's (RSO) account* it they arc

misusing them." Kilboume said.

The majority of the 1.5 million

dollars is used to fund agenoc*

such as the Craft Center.

r\|v)andWML *

Kilboume also mentioned ways

the SGA dircvtlv affect, student*

mor
ccrr

Rcpubl

Tum to l©A page I

The SGA passed am,
stop searches of student's dorm
rooms during lire drill- "W«
pasted a motion saying this was
unconstitutional and they

stopped." Kirhoume said

Revamping the meal plan and

adding amenities to the Dinin*

mans la also within the St

power according to IGlbourne.

"We passed motions about the

meal plan, making it possible for

students on the 10 meaJ plan to eat

on the weekends and making she

limine Commons open trvwn 7 am.

adding bagel IPM
•ume said

cr* e»nu

the sears. A few years ago "We
tried

^specially with it being biased and

other campuses bed started

ii The motion didn't pass by only

one or two votes." Kilboume said.

Kilbournc explain- how a

motion pasted by the SGA comm*

inloefl

"I have to take am I

passed and forward it to the

administration and ail.

behalf of the senate fur the

motion." Kilboume said. Moat leg-

on brought to the administra-

tion is paased and if the adminsstra-

does not respond in 2c

then it it automatically approved.

fhe mm
that tum the motions Into actions

ate l he Si>c»*..

and President IV Speaker is elect

by the -tudent* I lei lioni

> and I'u-iee are on
Match 9 and li>

The office of Stud<

works with the Board of Trustees

on important iiiuci audi as tuition

and acts as a Supreme Court in

deciding issues that couldn't be

'hrough the normal
I mvereity hierarchy

Brian Tirrell. the current Student

Trustee, described the position and

emphasized the importance ol MM
dents voting in the upcoming elev

tiom in order to pic*, a competent

person for the time consuming job

"The Student Trustee represent*

students to the Board of Trustees."

Tirrell ta> sou had elected

someone ho has no

experience in I

understands b< cam
.-s worked then

Tor

Iraqi issues discussed Hillel House discusses death choices

By Colaen Stone

Coftsgion Correspondent

Images of starving Iraqi children

created a gtim setting in trie Campus
Center Auditorium for a lecture

titled "Teach- In: Perspectives on

Iraq." Tuesday night. Speakers urged

the audience to vupport lifting I

sanctions on Iraq while not support-

ing the possibility of war.

Univertltl of Massachusetts
Associate Professor of communica-

tion lust in I ewis stressed the role the

media plays in misleading the public

If to Lewis, it the cn-i-

between the U.S. and Iraq was solely

a matter of Iraq producing weapons

of ma*- destruction, then the U.S.

would be targeting other nations.

-uch as Indonesia, which are produc-

ing similar weapons.

In fact. Lewis said the U.S. itself is

one of the largest producer- ot

uc.ipon* of mas* destruction.

I euis attributed the public's -up-

port of war with Iraq to the media

presenting it as a moral issue.

"To win public support for a war.

is mu*t become a moral war." Lewis

said. He also said that the public

may be swayed by a biased media,

networks are after all owned by

defense contractors not good for

objective reporting." I ewis said.

A slide show presented by David

Macieski. a volunteer lor Vail

the Wilderness illustrated the allcci*

of the US sanctions on Iraq.

Children screamed in pain, pharmacy

shelves stood nearly empu. and raw

sewage flowed through the war-torn

stret

Macieski had no doubt* that these

conditions ot sickness and povertv

pictured were a direct cause of the

sanctions imposed on Iraq.

"The mortality rate is five times

higher than before the sanctions."

MacaHld said.

In one picture, two ambulances sat

idly on cinder blocks Macieski said

Turn to ISSUES page 2

Jewish health and healing experts discuss making final choii

ON THE INTERNET

www.umass.edu/rso/colegian

AUXANCKKOaOMCAS COUICIAN

Rabbi Nancy Flam speaks about choices concerning life and death at Hillel House Tuesday night

By Elano Premack

Collegian Correspondent

ME XANOf « KOSOMICAS / COIUGIAN

Nick Camerotta spoke at the teach-in on Tuesday night.

In an effort so inform the Universin

of Massachusetts lewish community

about the choice* to be made concern-

ing sickness and dying. Iewi*h health

arid healing experts Rabbi NanCJ I lam

and Dr Henry Simkin led an emotion-

ally- driven discussion at the Hillel

1 1. iuse on Tuesday night.

The third program in the aeries

titled "Making Choices on Living.

Loving and Dying: Helping Others

and Ourselves Deal with Sickness and

Dying" was aimed at educating stu-

dents and community members about

ludaism's views on healing as well a*

controversial subjects *uch a- euthana-

sia.

Both Flam and Simkin have done

extensive work in the areas of healing

and medical ethics Hani has been rec-

ognized for her work in the field of

lewish healing, and aside from

co-founding the lewish Healing

Center, she has been a consultant lor

other institutes dealing with spirituali-

ty and healing.

Simkin. a Northampton family

physician, has presented a forum on

living wills and the Massachusetts

Health Care Proxy law. which he

explained on Tuesday night

Both panelists presented informa-

tion to the audience while allowing

students and others to make com
ments, ask ques»ion* or -hare personal

stories throughout the discussion.

"The truth about suffering is that

tat h of us has some." Flam MM
Providing texts from the lewish tra-

dition related to health and healing.

Flam presented the lewish perspective

on helping the sick alongside her per-

sonal views.

"When I talk about lewish healing.

I'm not talking about what the med-

ical community would call 'cure.'"

Ham said. "I'm talking about a sen-c-

ol wholeness, comfort, perspective,

wisdom that can come with looking at

reality and taking the resources in the

lewish tradition for strength."

She went on to discuss the meaning

of the Misheberach. the blessing for

one who is ill. She stressed the mean-

ing of the phrase, refu-a shcleima

included in the prayer, goes beyond a

hope for a superficial healing of the

body, deeper to a healing of the spirit.

While there arc different raspontet

and resources in ludaism related to ill

ness. Flam believes that the most

important is bikkur holim. visiting the

-kk

"I like to translate bikkur holim a

little hit differently, rather than as si-

lting with those who are sick, as being

present with those who are sick." said

Flam. "About 90°v is that we show

up. But how we show up is of impor-

tance too
."

Flam explained that to give gentle

attention and love to one who is sick is

"exquisitely simple yet tremendously

profound."

Simkin continued to emphasize

leasing personal concerns behind and

wholly being present tot one who i* ill.

"II physicians would look upon
their work more a- bikkur holim and

not with the intention that we can

always cure the body. Our ability to be

present with those patients of ours

would be part of the healing prove

said Simkin.

\s someone w ho has dealt personal

ly with terminal illne*-. sophomore
Chanel DuN>lsk\ -haivil lici perspec-

tive concerning her mother, who aaj

lered from cancer

iiuall\ it starts to take its toll."

-aid Dubofaky. "It's difficult to go in

with gentle lose and kindness when
sou MM that everyday it just gei-

worse
'

Dubofsky was faced w ith signing a

"Do Not Resuscitate" order when her

mother was hospitalized during the

final rtagM of her disease. She had to

interpret her mother- po-iiion ^>a pro

longing life.

'

I expected that signing that | the

0\R order | would be something that

would haunt me. -aid Duhol*k\ "But

it has to be quality, not quantity."

Stressing the Importance ol commu-
nicating our feelings io those we care

about. Simkin explained the intent of

the Massachusetts Health (.are Proxy

law.

In order to provide the best and

most appropriate care for an ill per-

son, that person choose- someone to

Turn to CHOICES page 2

'
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SGA
continued from page l

to give money to RSOl in emergen

cies.

knn Casasanfo At-Large Senatoi

for Southwest was concerned foi

future RSO's that will need money

from this fund.

wards the end ol the semester

RSOs are going to con* fa WW)
and there wont he am we're not

v through the semestci

Casasanto

The $2,000 given to the Dance
Team will help send them to

National*. The Republican Club

plans to use their $5,000 to bring

Star Parker on-cantpus to speak.

Vv ith elections less than two

awav. debates between candidates

were also announced Ijm night.

! flections Carlos

Alvarez announced there will be a

debate between candidates running

fot SGA Picsident .md Trustee open

to the entire l inversilv population

the afternoon of March 5 in the

Student Union Alvarez also

announced another debate the

ev—ta| of March 5 at Hillel Houm
tt» jY les that concern the

lewiah community. This debate is

also open to the public

Alvarez said earlier this week

there will be a debate on Saturday.

h 7 that will be televised on

l \ c l\ IW with questioning from .i

panel with representative- of I \c

l\ 19, \N MUA and the

MaaacoiwaaM MJy Collegian

choices
continued from page 1

lx his or her pro\> il the ill person is

phytic*!!) '" mentally unable to

make a decision concerning his or

her health

Similar to what Simkin called

"surrogate decision making'' lies the

topic ol euthanasia.

Ilu- lewi-h tradition's stan-

that nothing should be done to haa-

ten a person's death Despite his

commitment to his religion, as a

physician Simkin has been presented

with the idea of physician OMMMad
suicide by one of his patients, but is

unsure about the role he plays.

"1 am somebody who isn't at all

gassj thai I COB play that role because

maybe I'm not supposed to play that

role somehow," said Simkin. "Maybe

1 don't have the control that I think

that I have over this whole p ocees."

I ach doctor, friend or family

member plays a different role in the

life of a sick or dying person. Though

helping a person in need M of great

importance, individual comfort li

necemtrj fa personal survival

"We bawl to bt very COmfOM

ate to OUnM*m fat what we can or

cannot do, " said I lam

In rMBOMM to the libcuwfai

eral students expressed an interest in

starting a bereavement group

through Hillel. II liMHfUll, contact

Chanel Dubolsky at 546-6501 M
Mike Rosenberg at 548 7960.

issues

Palestinians, Israeli military clash

student

By Samor Assad
Associated Press

continued from page l

the students are at extreme nsk. |the

Trustee I
could implement ndiculous

policio." Tin-ell said.

The SGA President is an advocate

for the students Die position requires

being on many committees, to w

on long-term protects and to under

stand student concerns. The President

brings those concerns to the sv.. \

meetings ensuring the student voice is

heard. The president also has the

power to veto motions

Current sc \ IV-ident l.ia Wong
explains why it i- important students

choexsc caielullv the SGA president

*|Thc president] must repi

the needs of the students They
i

president) would be doing a job for

the Mudcnt voice 10 be heard. ..SGA

i- the representative for any policv

concerning student lile and as a stu

dent voice. WOTtJ -aid

Being Student President involve-

much work and commitment to long

term goals Wong said

"Currently I am on about six com

mittees Most things the Student

President does are long-term," VfaNJ

said

Some long-term goals Wong works

on are The Course And Teacher

f valuation (CAD > guide I nh

i cnui 1000 1 1 i 2000) and the

Honors College
-

1 he President has to wi •

behalf of the students.' Wong said.

KM INDIA Kl FUGEI CAMP,
M.nik Palestinians batleied

Israeli militarv jeeps with stones, and

H trying to rescue an officer

trapped in an auto repair, shop lired

live rounds yesterday in a clash at a

refugee camp
rhe iKident in Kalandia broke out

alter brad erected a yard-high wall d
cement block- Tuesday night to seal

oil the main entrance to the camp
north of lerusalem — prompting

memorie- ot th. Palestinian

uprising against Israeli rule

can get in or out It i-

exactly like the dav- ol the intefadeh."

said Hamdi Shaheen a 1 *» vesr-old

re-ident of the camp, which is con-

trolled bv Israel "When they do this

to u- they are telling us they want the

intefadeh back — and we are willing

to give it to them."

Mesnwhile, Palestinian official -

told reporters yesterday they were

expecting a new U.S. attempt to

revive the stalled peace process.

Cabinet minister Nabil Shaath -aid

Secretary of State Madeleine Albright

had sent a message to Arafat and the

Palestinians hoped it would herald the

awaited initiative "We hope it opens

the door to quick movement." ffsssOBI

said. "There is a desire to move quick

ly, and I expect the U.S. adminisiia

lion to move."

Arafat spokesman Nabil

Abourdeneh said talks until now had

been a "dialogue of the deaf" that

didn t even reach the level of negotia-

tion.

Israeli soldiers arrested six

Palestinians yesterday in the sweep of

Kalandia and two other refugee

camps in the West Bank: lalazoun.

north of the autonomous citv pi

Ramallah and II Aroub. no'

Hebron I he arm) -aid l-iael was

coii.*ideung tatfcsj additional -lep- 10

-top the icccnt dav- ItUUtvJwW

Young Palestinians hurling stones

ali civilian and militan vehicles

driving thiough the West Bank was a

trademark ol the intefadeh again-t

Israeli rule. Alter the 1995 autonomy

I -tone-throwing incidents

.i-ed.

I he Kalandia clash began with

•mian- lumping Horn root to

pelting passing |ccp> with

stom paramilitary bordei

police re-ponded with tear g.

rubber bullet- Some o! ihe lear gas

canistet- landed near a girls' school

When the jeep- departed under a

hail of stones, one officer was -Hand

ed and took covet in a Palestinian

auto repair shop He fired live bullets

at the rock thrower- the shopkeeper

said.

continued from page 1

that while hospitals badly needed new

ambulances, Iraq could noi acquire

them Current sanctions prohibit the

sale of anything to Iraq that is

deemed to have military use. includ

ing ambulances.

Wrapping up the night was Nick

Canieroita. the Area Coordinator foi

the I met national Action Center. He

i—ued the audience a call to action

and urged them to "Let these people

know that we are sick of

blood being squandered this way."

i .nneiotta asked the audience to

join in maiches and rallies to oppose

the sanctions and war with Iraq in

Springfield today and in New York

c itv tin- Saturday.

Canieroita concluded the night

leaving the crowd with this: "Do we

hate and fear this season's eneinv

more than we love the people ol the

worl
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_ CONORATULATIONS TO

JOANIE O'BRIEN ANP THE 1997-1998

MINUTEWOMAN FOR WINNING THEIR

FIRST ATLANTIC tO EAST REGULAR

SEASON TITLE.

The Campus Career Network and the Field

Experience Office would like to say:

TO ALL THE STUDENTS THAT

ATTENDED THE CO-OP JOB FAIR!

The Fairs may hove passed but the opportunities

v?" haven't!

Positions still available ot : Coin's foods, J.Walter

PONT MISS EXCITING ATLANTIC 10 TOURNAMENT
ACTION AS THE UMASS MINUTEWOMAN TAKE ON

PUQUENSE TONIGHT AT THE MULUNS CENTER IN A
SECONP ROUND A-10 TOURNAMENT GAME.

TICKET PRICES ARE: '6 FOR ADULTS

*4 FOR ADULT GENERAL ADMISSION

*2 FOR STUDENT/CHILD GENERAL ADMISSION

TICKETS CAN BE PURCHASED AT THE ATHLETIC TICKET OFFICE IN CURRY

HICKS CAGE OR AT THE DOOR GAME TIME IS 7:00 PM.

need to get start-

ed? attend a "welcome

to field experience" session

Tuesdays at 2:30pm,

wednesdays and thursdays

at 3pm in campus center

804 .

Campus
Career
Network

Tough test?

Call someone for sympathy

1-800-COLLECT

Panel discussion, documentary

highlight failure of prison system
By Laura Jakusowkz
Collegion Correspondent

As part of the American Prisons on Trial Conference

Week, sponsored by the Friends of the Revolutionary

Ami- Imperialist league (FORAILl. a documentary and

panel discussion was held in Campus Center Room 10I,

Tuesday. February 24 at 7:00 p.m.

Though the speakers, former Maine and
Massachusetts political prisoner. Richard Picariello and

progressive lawyer. Damon Thomas could not be pre-

sent, the event went on informatively in the spirit of the

week with the video-taped presentation of prison docu

memary "With Intent to Harm" and a verbal introduc-

tion by RAIL member Kate Walker

"With Intent to Harm," a 1972 documentary, outlined

the problems prevalent in Massachusetts prisons ranging

hum blatant inmate oppression to lack of representation

tor the rights ot the imprisoned

The message of the Him illustrated that though prisons

are meant to "rehabilitate." they rarely do Instead pris-

oners are given little or no rehabilitative assistance and

very few human rights. The film ended with the quote.

"prisons will fail as long as they're meant to fail." sug-

gesting that the society they exist in perpetuate* the

crime -state that is the product ol a tailed system

Alierwards. a discussion was held. "Targeting individ

uals instead of targeting the system/ argued Walker is

yet another continued failure of the criminal justice ~et

up.

Also mentioned in the discussion was former

Governor William Weld's shortening of the lengthy

Code of Massachusetts Regulations which consequently

deregulated many of the Massachusetts state prison

laws, allowing abuse of prisoners' rights and mistreat-

ments to go unchecked. According to Walker these regu-

lations continue under the supervision of current

Governor Paul Cafhtcd

Several FORAIl. members, including Walker and

lohnson. concluded the presentation by fielding ques

nous from attendees and outlining further details con-

cerning prison problems.

Next on the agenda for the American Prisons on Trial

Conference Week is tonight's presentation of "People Us

Tribunal on the Amerikan lustice System.' A mock trial

will be held, with the event goers as jury, <o judge the

lustice system for the crimes of genocide and national

oppression. This event will be held at 7:00 p.m. at the

LMass Campus Center I68C. The next major event will

K I ndav. March 6. at 7 00 p.m. in the Commonwealth

Room at UMass. It will be a Benefit Concert to send area

activist* to Icricho March Headline act will be Hip Hop

band Critical Mass. Contact RAIL to perform or help

organize the benefit concert

Pentagon
computers
infiltrated

Laws banning oral, anal sex

must be repealed , say critics

ByfoulToime
Associated Press

By Susanna M. Senate*

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Over the past

two weeks, the Pentagon's unclassi-

fied computer networks were hit bv

the 'most organized and systematic"

attack yet. apparently by hackers

bent on peering into personnel

records or payroll matters, the

[lefcnse Department said yesterday

assified information appears

to have been tampered with, but the

matter remains "a very serious, long

term problem," said Deputy Defense

Secretary lohn Hamre
"We have organized ourselves

much more aggressively and more

closely with the lustice Department

to get our hands around this." he

added.

Hamre said he was constrained

from divulging too many details

about the attacks because the military

was working with lustice in pursuing

potential criminal activity

Hamre told a group of defense

w ritcrs the onslaught should serve ot

a "wake-up call" for the military in

particular and society overall, arguing

that neither the government nor the

private sector has done enough to

protect sensitive networks from such

attacks. He described the intrusions

as 'fairly heavy cyber attacks" over

the past two weeks. It had "all the

appearances of a game* and appar-

ently was perpetrated by "a small

number of individuals." he said.

"It was the most organized and

systematic attack the Pentagon has

seen to date." he said.

Hamre said the attacks appeared to

be occurring at a time when a "hack-

er contest* was going on. but he did

not say where the contest originated

or offer any further explanation.

He said the attacks did not appear

to be connected with the crisis

involving Iraq.

The intrusions were directed at

such information as personnel

records and payroll matters, he said,

adding. "Our classified networks

were intact and not penetrated."

Hamre described the attacks as

"widespread and modestly sophisti-

cated." Attempts were made to enter

networks used by all the military ser-

vicc branches, and the strikes

occurred at networks located "across

the country." he said.

It isn't clear where the attacks

originated, or how many individuals

were involved, he said.

Hamre said the character of the

intrusions had "the quality of

voyeurism or vandalism."

"There are hackers that enjov

breaking into peoples' computers,

just to see what they can see." he

said, adding that the Defense

Department appears to hold some

"mystique" for hackers

the individuals appeared to be try-

ing to leave "trap doors'" in the sys-

tems. Hamre said.

Also called back doors, trap doors

refer to mechanisms hackers leave

behind after they've broken in. They

might break in. look around, cover

their tracks, and exit, leaving the dig

ital equivalent of a "key under the

welcome mat" to use next time.

Hamre said the Pentagon has been

attempting in recent years to update

its defenses against such attacks, but

added. "We have to do a good deal

more in this area."

The trade publication Defense

Information and Electronics Report

on Feb. 1 3 reported that attacks had

been detected during the previous

week at 1 1 military bases — seven

Air Force sites and four Navy instal-

lations. The report said they were

Andrews Air Force Base, Md.;

Columbus Air Force Base, Miss.;

Lackland and Kelly Air Force Bases

in Texas; Gunter Annex, Ala.;

Kirtland Air Force Base. N.M.; and

an Air National Guard facility in

Channel Islands. Calif. The Navy

sites were Pearl Harbor. Hawaii; the

Naval Academy and two Marine

Corps systems in Okinawa, lapan.

l'RO\ ll>l Sc I R.I. - Because of

Americans' disinterest about sup-

posed sex acts between President

Clinton and Monica lcwinskv MM
BrisfBI of dusty old state bans on oral

sex are hoping those laws finally will

be repealed

fifteen states including Rhode
Island and Massachusetts, have laws

banning oral or anal sex outright,

while -ix others have statute* forbid

ding the sex acts between homosexu-

als, according to the American C ml
Liberties Union. The laws have a vari-

I names: "Unnatural and

Lascivious Vts." "Unnatural and

Perverted Sexual Practices.* and

"C rimes Against Nature
"

The statutes rarely are enforced and

some are on hold pending court chal-

lenges. but critics say leaving them on

the books opens people to the poasi-

bihtv of being prosecuted

Critic* hope the fact many
Americans are unconcerned with

Clinton's sex life will persuade law-

makers to erase the laws. "Survev

show that a vast majority of us don't

care what the president docs as long

d> ii is consensual." said Sen lohn

Ronev. D-Providencc. who has sub-

mitted a bill to eliminate Rhode

Island's law against "Abominable and

Detestable Crimes Against Nature
"

"Il vou engage in oral sex in Rhode

Island with your wife, you are subject

to a felony prosecution and convu

tion." Roney said. Aside from Rhode

Island, states with laws banning cer

tain sex acts between heterosexuals

and homosexuals are: Alabama.
Arizona, Florida. Georgia. Idaho.

Louisiana. Michigan. Massachu-ettv

Minnesota. Mississippi. North

Carolina. South Carolina. Utah and

Virginia, according to the ACLU.
Louisiana's law has been temporar-

il\ blocked pending a trial. Alabama's

doesn't apply to married couples, and

^ouit- in Michigan and Massachusetts

have indicted the laws don't applv Ml

consensual

Same-sex bans are on the books in

Arkansas. Kansas. Maryland.

Missouri Oklahoma and Texas, the

\C I I says Court challenges are

pending in Arkansas. Kansas and

Maryland, while a Texas court has

said the law probably would be

declared unconstitutional if chal-

lenged

Penalties for violating the statute*

range from a $200 fine in Texas to S

years to life in Idaho Rhode Island's

rries a prison sentence of up to

20 years.

"These laws are an outdated

holdover from a time when people

believed it was the role of government

itrol sex lives." said Michael

Adams, legal counsel for the Lesbian

and Gay Rights Project of the

American Civil Liberties Union The
attitude of people in the Clinton case

is Vshat consenting adults do in pri-

vate is of no concern to anyone else."

The group has challenged state

laws that single out homosexuals for

punishment

A I9B6 U.S. Supreme Court ruling

sjv the Constitution allows states to

criminalize sex I

"We re confident that the U.S.

Supreme Court will reverse that deci

sion." said Adams, who hope* the

case in Maryland or Kansas will reach

justices in coming years.

The Rhode Island Supreme Court

has upheld the law twice in the last

IS vears. said Steve Brown director

of the state'* American Civil Liberties

I nion chapter

"If you have a shaky rape case, you

trail it with a sodomy charge." Brown

said. "If the defendant gets en the

stand and says it was consensual, he's

lust set himself down for a felony."

Rhode Island's law was invoked by

North Smithficld police last year

against two Massachusetts men
accused of consensual sex in the

w^xls near Route 14o. The men were

arrested, but Attorney General |eff

Pine's office refused to prosecute.

Pine opposes repealing the law out-

right because he says it could help

prosecute a case where rape is ditti

cull to prove but where there clearly

is a victim He says he would support

exempting consenting adults from the

law.

Iraq conflict expensive
By John Diamond
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The cost to

U.S. taxpayers of keeping military

pressure on Iraq is more than $600

million and climbing, according to

Pentagon and congressional officials

Money for increased fuel con-

sumption, special deployment pay.

shipment of supplies and increased

flying time adds up quickly as the

U.S. presence around Iraq reaches a

post-Gulf War high. Unlike in the

1991 conflict, no large coalition of

other countries is ponying up money

to support the U.S. deployment

And with the Clinton administra-

tion suspicious of Iraqi intentions,

the troops aren't going home any

time soon.

Deputy Defense Secretary |ohn

Hamre told reporters Wednesday

that the cost of managing military

operations in the Persian Gulf since

the crisis with Iraq erupted last fall

has been "well over $600 million."

Hamre. the Pentagon's No. 2 offi-

cial, said that figure represents

spending "above ordinary operating

costs." An aircraft carrier, for exam-

ple, is already fully budgeted for a

six-month cruise whether it steams

in the Persian Gulf or elsewhere.

Sen. lohn Wamer. R-V'a., a senior

member of the Senate Armed
Services Committee, said that based

on briefings he has received, the

total is already closer to $750 mil-

lion.

The Pentagon says it is still calcu-

lating the total, but based on
Hamre's and Warner's estimates, the

military has equaled or exceeded the

entire sum of money it was allotted

by Congress for trie Persian Gulf

region, and that's with more than

half the fiscal year still to go.

Congres- budgeted $700 million

for Gulf operations for the fiscal

year that began last Oct. I. That

amount would sustain the basic

force of 15.000 to 20.000 troops

along with perhaps 120 planes and

one aircraft carrier battle group.

V\ ith the IS. force in the Gulf near-

ly doubled and stepped-up opera-

tions. Hamre's $600 million esti-

mate brings the new minimum total

for the year to $ 1

.

1 billion.

H.inire said Saudi Arabia paid the

United States about $500 million to

support military operations last year.

He said he did not know whether

the Saudis or Kuwait and Bahrain

would contribute to the most recent

deployments.

To be sure, the Pentagon, with

more than 50.000 troops in the

region, is spending nowhere near

what it cost to field a force of more

than half a million to eject Iraq from

Kuwait in 1991. But neither is the

international support for today's

mission anywhere near what it was

seven years ago. The Gulf War cost

$61.1 billion, according to a 1992.

Pentagon estimate. But international

contributions pared the cost to U.S.

taxpayers to $7.4 billion. Rep.

Barney Frank (D-Mass.) says the

cost of the Gulf mission should

come out of the Pentagon's hide.

"We have a military on a contin-

gency basis. Whenever they're actu-

ally going to do anything, they're

going to charge us extra." Frank

said. He said it was as if the

Department of Housing and Urban

Development had its budget and

then, "if we put somebody in a

house, we have to pay extra."

It came from out of the darkeness.
A silhouette is create* in front of the FAC on Tues nigf^
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Tackle the real issues
Waif models in magazines thai resemble coverage M topics that

I thiopian children, shaving legs. how

Howard Stem talks about women's breasts —
as a woman these things anno> me.

Then prt iike an itch I can't

uh. but I don't lose a whoJe lot of

sleep over them The media tend- to

locus their attention on "women's

issues" such as these. Women are

ked. made to look like crazed

zealots aggressive!) protesting even-

thing and anything When will the tine

« when the media shows what roafly

piesc .mien off? What the true

source of anger is that makes me want to

bang my head against a wall ' It - KM the

wo'men," and aMBBHasaaaBB

finnelv not Barbie It's the cominu

ig perpetrated against women
• h.K everyone is busy debating about whether or not

the s, Is have "girl power." a woman is suffering

idenng how king it will be until she gets

I tully understand tnot approve of) why the media

away from attention surrounding domestic vio

lenoe — it is a complex, disturbing issue, with a seem-

ing!) hopeless ending \vlien we talk about _^__
cancer we talk about finding a cure, when

k about HIV/AIDS we stress preven-

tion and safer?, but how do we talk about a

like violence' V\e can't find a con-

« take medicine to make the

ens go away So as a result, h h >

I sailer because people are afraid to dis

I they can't control M
However, there is a way to help deter

domestic violence Through talking about it

and educating ourselves about it. we .an

begin to take some proactive steps against

However, if the media continues to licu« their a

age of women's issue* on easy or trendy topics, the -

we need to employ to fight domestic violence are immc-

The media undoubtedly has a tremendous role in our

society, and I truly believe in the last ten years or so.

most outlets are treating that role with more respon

nd value There arc a growing number of journalists

are continually trying to push the envelope to allow

ten years ago. iiiom media

venues wouldn't touch with a twenty loot (sole | sexuali-

ty, i ace. drugs i Hut liu scared that as a society, our

insatiable appetites tor trashy vandal*

will spm the media's wheels backward,

instead of forward Not thai I don't love

trash talking as much as ihe next person

lOrv probably a lot more), but as t

sumers. we need a shift in our priorities

of what we CbbMOJ to consume.

Inarguably. then, it's everyone's fault

that key issues such as violence against

women are being ignored, but I can't

help but put the brunt ol responsibility

on the media So CNN. I know the

domestic abuse thing is so like.

|o-M/U | Simpson, but as far as I know,

women are -till being brutally assaulted

and killed in 1^8 In-lead of focusing on lust the

lightei he feminist agenda, do women a favor

and • nccrn towards issues like rape,

domestic violence and sexual abuse I ell the world the

rs ol the-e issues even it it might make people lev I

iportanily. show hope and portray how

people there are working toward an end ol

against women Don't portray women that have

n the targets of these

crimes as weak victims, but

as resilient survivors, who
no matter how "icky" their

lives get continue to thrive

successfully
lv. my point is this

change can only come about

if people know there is

something that indeed treats

to change. I don't ever want

the news I read to be

shaped conformed, or

mutated into some lump of noil offensive -cxv

i hly polished piece of crap I want the media to tell

me about everything they can. and let me. an intelligent

human being decide what is important Entertain me.

but disturb me a little too — maybe it'll force me to get

00 mv butt and do something about it hist please don't

forsake an article on violence against women, for one

about the new and improved, flat-chested Barbie doll I

. ould care less.

tent.

Hoop dreams
i

U hile everyone is busy

debating about whether or

not the Spice (Jirls have

"girl power. " a woman is

suffering in silence, won-

dering how long it will

until she gets beaten

again.

uau had an intramural basketball team who
dreamed of winning it all Then I realized the real

goal was 'o drink like fish after the game.

Not a good sign.

The Booty Schwag All-Stars will finish out the season

without the ring I've accepted this

Sorry, guy-

The model of a champion in basketball today is the

Chicago Bulls, with five NBA titles in the

last seven years. The Booty Schwag
All Stars, though not in the NBA. aspire

to such heights.

Basically, we're seven white guys trvmg

to play basketball without getting hurt,

which we can't even do t Housemate C.

sprained ankle; Garv, bad knees:

Housemate A. bad back; and we all know

about my AajBJlfc MsWWM). We thought it

would be pretty cool to end our college

careers with a team we made shirt- hi
But we have to win tonight to make the

Its. and even then we have to write

liovden a letter saying, "Look, we re sorrv

Wa missed the deadline Can we play in vour plavott-

pltaic'"

Please?

Hev. it's not my fault I just came up with the name-

Below are the reasons why the Booty Schwag All-Stars

are doomed to mediocrity and whv the Bulls aren't And
wondering whv I m comparing us to the Bulls

don't The column never has meaning.

Where have you been''

P S The column this week is dedicated to the I

guv who said he was my "groupie.' the kid who wrote

me the letter about last week '| column dm not kicking

it anytime soon, sweetie* and little Paretti. who thought

is was an honor to have me in his home, even though I

got wasted and sat on his lamp

Oh yeah, and the Booty Schwag All Stars, bestest guys

The Bulls: coach Phil lackson tuns the team like

clockwork, and the player- respect and admire him

The Bootv Schwag All-Stars; No coach, no leadei

ship, no direction 1 don't start because, and I qu

"l ukc suck- " OHM went SO a zone and nobody knew

why.

The Bulls; lotdan. Kukoc. Harper Oood looking guys,

good looking team (Hev. at least I didn't

say Pippen)

The Booty Schwag All-Stars: I fully

intend to stand on the bench tonight

screaming. "Did vou sec how nice I look in

mv green Booty Schwag wile beater." and

spend more tune on my 1/8 inch hair than

mv jumpshot

Hev IfyoHOMcft w.u might as well look

good doing it

Luke Meredith
Ihe Bulls

so good.

Get chick- because d

Ihe Booty Schwag All-Stars IHkc had 10 art

game belorc mv girlfriend. Big Red (happy -HHh. kid.

looked at me and -aid "I in not coming any more Vosj

guv- *uck " She then left, taking three friends with her

(She did however, tell Garv he was "diligent on

defense").

I- that a sign
'

If the Bulls played the Bootv Schwag All Star- they d

win ISt-SS. Not because they're better .'I course, but

because Housemate A would be drunk Houaetaal

would en about his ankle and though Can '» defeat*

would be "diligent." lordan would expose him for the

slow ln«h -h..tput e-que jumpshot shooting alcoholic

that he i-

And me'' I'd be on the bench, because, as they tall me.

"I suck
"

We aim the Bootv Schwag * ' nothing

Luke Meredith is J Collegian columnut

Letters to the Editor

GEO thanks supporters

I'o the editor:

all make choices in our lives about what is a priority I

made mine and I stand by it

Finally, consider I was the only person In all of Amherst

that would run against Hill Be

Great expectations More students will vote in

During mid-lanuary. while

Hfcos! •* v «•*** taking
• 'nd of break fwwn

the rigors and frustrations of acade-

mia. a proposal was put before the

schusettt Board of Higher
.ailing for student

to faculty evaluations.

The proposal would allow -tu

dent* at all state-funded universi

ties SO view what their fellow stu

dents have said about professors in

^^^^^^^^
completed at the

end of each §bjbjjl_

semester.

Though this proposal i- nothing

new — Colorado. Florida.

Kington and '•

n follow

thi-
|

it's receiving criticism

from the MosMcblsMttl Teach

Association, whose interim pre

dent. Stephen (jorrie. indicates it

could complicate union negotia-

tion-, while also giving student- the

power to make judgements perhaps

i out of context information on

a proposed web page. Eileen

ley. President of Bristol

nmunitv College in New
Bedford, also argues that M
the evaluations will cause profes-

sors to cater SO students in terms of

grading

lor Court, student represen-

tative to the Board of Higher

Education, defends the proposal,

saying students should have the

right to know what kind of teaching

will be offered and choose which

classes they will take with this

information made available.

In my opinion, those who have

-hown opposition to the plan

-hi.uld realize two things. First, the

-cIhh.I- involved are public umver-

-itie- and professional information

about university employees should

not he withheld from those who pay

employee salaries through t«*

This insistence of information

deprivation is evidence of autocratic

thinking or. more simply put, the

idea that they think they're better

thaWws.
Secondly, it is not before t.i-

class that professor* are usually

judged with contempt bv students,

only after, when the psychological

torture of having dealt with th.

i has festered from we
face to face confrontation There-

are two examples I can cite on this

J point.

• example comes from a

^^^^^^^^^^ profeooot who.
in my opinion,

misused very

lass

Jne Sullivan

valuable

time in a variety of ways. Thc

was presented with an enormous
amount of reading which we were

rarely quizzed on. but were
required to be able to discuss

However. when it came time SO di-

cuss these readings, the dialogue

was rarely in depth, and the issues

involved were frequently glazed

over Many times, the discussions

would involve the p c'oing

around the room and asking each of

mething personal about our-

selves or our families, the idea

being that it would relate to what

ever we were reading. In reality,

thi- professor was taking notes on

each of us. attempting to pump us

for personal -tunc- -he could use in

her profession

At one point in the -eme-ter. -he

actually staged a class for an admis-

sions video. The questions and
answers in the discussion were
planned in advance to make the

class look good, thus making her

look like she was doing an out-

standing job

As the seme-ter wore on. I

became disgusted with the profes-

sor's practices (she couldn't even

stick to the syllabus), so I slopped

attending regularly. When the

-eme-ter came to a clo-e. I cited all

of the professor's shortcomings in

the nastiest course evaluation I'd

ever written, and although my grade

i class was decent. I refuse to

take another course with her

I he -c#>nd example is the case of

a proi wrapped up in the

course material to care about any-

thing or anyone else', including her

students She loved ihe subject she

was teaching (which is good), but

she neglected every other aspect of

what students want in a professor.

Thi- was a class of about forty, and

somehow, involved as she was in

the material, she was unable to

order enough books for the class.

The final assignment was based on

readings in a book not available at

the store she had ordered from in

town, nor any other store in

Amherst, nor any store in

Northampton, nor in the \v I K

Dubois library Fortunately. Smith

College had it. but the point is. why
should a -tudent be forced to rum-

mage through every bookstore in

On behalf of our members, we at the Graduate

fcmployee Organization (GEO) want to express our thanks

to everyone in the campus community who recognized the

danger of the administration's recent bad faith move and

KHned in our efforts to make them accountable for their

actions.

On February 1 8. the administration agreed to mediation Idfagf eleCtHMS
with GFU. thus ending the seven day* ot our struggle to *5

bring them back to the bargaining table after they illegally

declared impasse in our contract negotiations With the

help of workers undergraduate and graduate student*

and faculty on thi* campus. GEO pressured the adminis-

tration to come back to the bargaining table Every act of

support was an act of solidarity which led to our victory.

Together we have shown that when workers, students, and

faculty stand together, we become a powerful force for

justice that the administration cannot ignore.

While this is a great victory for GEO and the entire

campus community the battle is not over until we settle a

fair contract.

On February 2tv OBO will begin mediation with the

administration. We need the continued support of even

one on this campus to ensure the administration honors

their agreement and bargains in good faith to reach a fair

and reasonable contract settlement with GEO.

Mahmood Ketabchi. GEO President

lennifcr Fasulo. GEO Vice President

Brian M Tirrcll

Trustee. UMast

To the editor:

We are writing in response to C hn- Rvan '» letter so the

editor (Feb 24) condemning students and heralding

Selectman Hill Boss' comments Student voter turn out at

the on campus satellite polling stations was undeniably

low However. Boss and Ryan speak from a foundation of

misinformation. Since we were granted on-campu- polling

stations last year, there have been onlv two local election-

held These types of elections are clearly not indkati.

student voter turn-out. Once a state or national election

occurs, all student- who are registered to vote will be able

to utilize the polling place and then its necessity to the on-

campus population will be proven.

lennifcr Casasanto

poll worker

|odi Bailey

UMass student

Continents belittling to all
Amherst and Northampton because ctltApYlt<i
of a r negligence? I also SlllUKTUS
refuse to spend another semester

with this faculty member, and she.

too. received a poor evaluation

Now. let s say I had been able to

view the evaluations of these pro-

laaaofl from a previous semester. At

the very least, there would be some

clue to prove these people hapless,

preventing myself and other- from

-uttering with them. At the same
time, they could have learned from

their mistakes, the enmity that has

surfaced would never have devel-

oped, and ihey never would have

received such harsh evaluations,

improving their standing.

The final analy-is It that student

access to evaluations would be a

positive -tep in avoiding bitterness

and resentment toward- faculty

members who do not live up to

expectations. It would allow stu-

dents to avoid frustration by never

having to deal with incompetent

faculty in the first place.

joe Sullivan is a Collegian staff

member

To the editor:

I feel it necessary to address a recent letter to the editor

by Chris Ryan (Feb. 24). Unfortunately. Ryan appears to

have missed the point of why students were upset with the

comments of Selectman Hill Boss. Comments about stu

dents "swarming like flies to alcohol" belittle students in

general. They show disrespect for all students and. most

importantly, this type of comment helps fuel the idea that

students are second class citizens and substantiates and

promotes the feeling among town employees that they can

di -respect, harass and even beat student

-

Mr Ryan also questioned my initiative in a campaign

for selectman that took place last April 1st. What he and

most people do not know is that I ran for Selectboard and

Trustee simultaneously. The Trustee election was on

March 26 and 27. just a few days before the election for

selectman on April I . I won the election for Trustee. We

Doonesbury

Scott Conlin

Secretary of Public Relations. SO \

Peter Kilbourne

Speaker. SGA

Angela Casanto

Senator. SGA

Thanks to Annan

To the editor

Three cheers to the Secretary General of the United

Nation-. Kofi Annan, for his courage and the spirit of

goodwill he brought with him to Baghdad.

He. as peacemaker, is a hero to millions all over the

world, unlike the "finger on the trigger" Ohio State lunioi

Varsity Wrestling Team dispatched by Clinton.

Steven Duplisca

Lake Pleasant

1 otters must be typed, no more than 400 words lonj;. MtJ inc lude name, address

and phone number for continuation purposes.
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Something about sports like jet skiing, rollerblading and snow

boarding has always appealed to me. Maybe I always wanted to

imitate "MTV Sports." where athletes risk their lives in non-tra

ditional sports with pounding thuds and screaming guitars

edited in the background

Die first tune I saw a snowboard was in a New York City

-ixitling stmc where thev MM proudly displayed in shining

rows like hot rods at a car show ITie appearance of defiance '

and the connection with music snowboarding marketers

Med definitely made II seem like a cool thing to do

1 nevei rcallv had an opportunity to try snowboarding

until a few weeks ago I realised three things, it's really not

like skateboarding, it's a lot harder than it looks and it

hurts

Mv lloonnates and I made two Friday night outings to

Uus Rid 8<" in

•sssga_Bjajsjs_BBjsaBB_^ cms. Mass
Hrvan Vhwartzman ldke a_vaniap~ s~s_»_ajsilas_B_siasja>_t>saaBMsaa_i

dollar lilt ticket with a college ID Since I did not

own a snowboard I had to rent one along with

boots and bindings Irus is how I made my first

„ibitiarv decision as a snowboarder.

"I eft toot forward or right foot?" the man

a-ked while he was setting up my bindings.

"Which way is standard
'"

"There is no standard!"

living to ignore the people waiting behind

inc and trying to remember what I did the few

tunc- arded I said "I eft fool. 1 guess
"

I took my board outside into the night sky

and the hard snow Now I have always had

iiouble fastening and snapping things so it

took me a while to get into my bindings

comfortably One of the things that

bugged me most about snowboarding

was the amount of time I spent getting

back into my bindings after I fell or

alter I finished a run

The first challenge was using the

rope low kg get up the bunny slope i

II I had chosen to ride with mv
right toot lot ward I would have

been lacing the tope but with my
: lorward I had my back to

> r a few tugs of the rope, a

few fall* and a few tastes of the

snow I decided the bunny slope

t that big and I would

walk up

I would suggest that if at all pus

sible beginning snowboarders

should take a lesson and not use

my method trisl and error.

I uming. stopping and using the

edges against the snow did not

cOUK easily

Viler m\ lir«i few

descents down the bunny

slope my friend said to me,
" ..all I saw ol vou was
whirling snow with feet

kicking and heard a sound

like vou were being

impaled'

"

Speaking ol thi» trtend

he had an encounter
with the pre teen

Irom hell. Seemingly
each time he fell this

girl, who couldn't have

been older than 12.

would stop and say

-U.ok who fell again." or

"I can do this better than

vou " After about an hour

mv friend finally said. "Do
vou know what it s like to

he asphyxiated, keep talking

and you're gonna find out."

On my first run down the

intermediate slope I also had a

run in with a teenage bad ass. I

was on the side d 'he slope try

ing to get back on my

feet after a fall and a

kid passes by and veils

"dumb snowboarder!"

He did not know who he

was messing with. I'm from

NYC the world capital ol snaps

I managed to come back with 'Shut

up. kid!"

On that run down the intermediate

slope the winding path combined with

lower visibility and mv poor turning

skills did not lead to great results I fell.

I tell on my knee. 1 fell on my arm. I

twisted mv neck I hit the snow so hard

that the support in my glove got twisted,

leaving me with one useable glove

(that's what you get for paying $3 at

K-Mart).

So at this point I decided to swal-

low mv pride, take off my board and

walk down the hill. I spent the week-

end sore and swearing I would never go

back.

Then next week the most wonderful thing

happened. I went back. Somehow the things that

really bothered me seemed easier the next time.

Of course the more I could do the more questions I

had like how to turn effectively with my back to the

mountain.

I was thrilled to have a new activity to enjoy life

with, but remember three things: save your money, if

|-s.ssihlc take a lesson and wear a helmet.

gVjNJN Schwartzman is a Collegian columnist

They're sleek, curvaceous and sexy Vouve admired them from afar, but

wonder what they are rcallv like when their shiny wrapper comes oft \V ill

they respond ' Can they keep up with my style? Will they meet my

needs?

No, we re not talking about that gaggle of Long Island soronty

girls you met uptown last weekend. We're talking about the latest

trend in ski design Call the m shape skis, call them side cuts.

call them what you like, but believe the buzz — they live up to

thehviA

It all started last year, the first year since I was

rs-old that skis attached to my feet did not touch the

snow. This from a kid who. when his peers were writing

how they wanted to be actors, doctors or lawyers in

their sixth grade year books, shamelessly wrote that

he wanted to be a ski bum (needless to say my par-

ents were ^___^^^______________—
JJLL !4smm
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proud).

The college schedule, not to mention the

college bank account or lack there of, kepi

me away from the sport 1 love the mos'

the winter came and went giving way to the

dewy rebirth of spring, while the rest of the

world was celebrating baseball and green

gnat. I was fn mourning A year without gazing

at snow-capped evergreens, sunlight glistening

off frozen boughs and the exhilarating sensation

of carving perfect line* through untracked snow

was too much to handle.

It was soon May and I was jonesing for a

run

Enter winter I *W8 and my New Year's res-

olution to hit the slopes at least once even if

it means entering the poorhouse. defaulting

on my student loans and being withdrawn

from school Everything seemed fine until

I was informed that, due to my one sea-

son hiatus, mv old skis had been

hand-me-downed to my little brother

I had to rent, but refu

would not be 'that guy " in the lift line

with the 1^7b Rossignol Strattos

{ made of a state of the art lead-con-

crete core, rear entry Salomon boots

with giant serial numbers magic mark

Dto the back Like Michael

Ionian's return to the NBA. my home-

coming had to be perfect

I warned new skis, but didn't have

hundreds of dollars to spend.

Fortunately there are places that

rent current-season models of the

latest ski designs Yes. that is

nght. for a paltry $50 a weekend

(less than 10 percent of the actu

al value) 1 was the proud owner

ol a pair of fire engine red

Rossignol Mountain Viper

side-cut slut.

Admittedly. I was a skeptK

Each year the major ski manu-

facturers come up with a new mar-

keting gimmick that is guaranteed

to improve the way you ski — for

a price, of course. Do you

remember begging your parents

for those cool gold and white

Dynastars with the big red bub-

ble on the tip when you were in

junior high? I'm sure you

stared pie-eyed in the lift line

whenever you saw that guy in

front of you side step through the

ropes in his trendy Rossignol 4Ss. in

all their turquoise shock plated gkm

And the K2s with their fluorescent

mogul-bashing glory?

The colors are brighter, the dampening

plates are still there, but what is new to

the industry s I99g models are the cuts

Gone are the days of straight skis like

those you learned on (until they tell us

those are better a few years from now and

mark up the price another $100) Today's

skis are cut away at the sides in a nearly

hourglass figure, more or less depending

on the company and style of ski. No longer

can you impress your friends with those

whopping size 207 skis, with the shape and

sidecut models, you ski smaller sues.

Ive never taken a class in the GRC —
Bartlett Hall is more my bag — but the physics

behind the design goes something like this

since the skis are wider at the tip. thinner in

the middle and then flared to the tail, the

skier can get more "edge" out of his ski with

less effort You will find that beginner skis arc-

much fatter in the front with a less drastic cut in

the middle allowing for easier arcing turns For the

wide-eyed-bonafide-bump-bashing-glade- trashing

expert many skis, like the Rossi's | demoed. come with a

lift plate w hich raises the binding about an inch and a half

above the ski. With drastic cuts, the added leverage

allows the sluer to attack the mountain more aggres-

sively

I talked to the salesmen at ) local ski shop and I read

all the reviews by the major ski magazines and thought ii

was another fruitless marketing gimmick. Then boot met bind-

ing met ski met slope and there was nothing but a few thousand

vertical feet of smiles. .After a morning of skiing, there was only

one problem, my skis out-performed the rest of my body. A year

of sitting behind a computer can do serious damage to a once spry

pair of legs.

My only regret was that my quads couldn't hold an edge as well

as my sidecut skis

( Ml Stamm is a Collegian columnist.
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Sax virtuoso to perform at Bowker pive College area art listings

Saxophonist Gary Louie blows his horn at Bowker Auditorium tonight.

By Emily Trask

ColUgxjn Staff

Can aid to be Amci
. leading saxophone viri

-
.

Bowker Auditorium The program is

presented bv the Fine Arts Center at

ihc Iniu Massachusetts
Amhci «ill alto be in resi-

dence ai local school*

j« been compared to

Richard Stol/man and Hem/
Hollmger lor popularizing the

jtessiveness of the saxophone

a» thev did the clarinet and the

With amazing versatility.

I ouie ha* expanded the repertoire

ol the saxophone

Louie recently performed with

t'

mint pr

luding

lullv Hall, the

Cham I

Philadelphia MttSeua
ng*l era I

inille

Saint

Harb; after

era arranged bv I

J for

Kenjamin
Brill.

* \V i II lam

ind th

Publi

David -, k ington and the

vmp'~ in

nth • ibei

lev eland, and with

I Chamber Ofc'hsH 1 '

air«.

ing
v

and K.i.ii

ne "an artist and
|wh

riMJuf M .1 demon. :-..•. n ol ihi.

ic v. 1 1

1

mi HI..,

B

1

•nd

t at ll

^cen

"demonsiraiuig

Jf5

; ill II

U M A S S C a in p y s Activities presents

Something every
on tllC I mass campus,

ill us .it $45-3600; or \isit our

website for more informal ion:

ht1p;//wv*w urTKK$.edu/cc^^

WOMEN
OF THE

Village

1

Student Union

Ballroom

Friday

February 2/,

8:00pm

FREE

il**V

o Z

Valerie Stephens, Merida

Castillo, Bongi Goba & their 8

piece band will present

American Jazz and Blues; tra-

ditional South African

melodies; and energetic

xhythms from Cuba.

made r> mi ibe i
i

Auxiliary Servici rtment, the Office ol the Vice-

Chancellor few Student Ati.nrv and the

"daily collegian— I III III I II I II II I III I—

Muhcrsi College Mi ad Ait Museum Cuircttily on

display The fold irtu) Twentieth Century Japan uhtough

luK l"W8) Mom- Mai » 1 1 10 .i mi 4 ">H pin S.ilindav

A Sunday 1-5 p.m. lot inoie Information, call the

Museum .it i-ti IWS
Hampshire College Main (...ilk rv llaiuld I loktSJOfl

Library'- Hours: Mon I A 8:W a.m.--4:W p.m.; weekends

III loll 4 SO B in

Mount Holyoke College \n Museum Current e\hi

bilious Shouti from the Wall id Photographs

Brought Hack from the Spanish On/ War h\ \inerican

Volunteer ithrough March IS). Modem Painting and
Sculpture from the i'olleilion (through April Hi Hours

I n II a in J p m Sat Sun I -5 p m For more
intimation tall Vt> 0080
Smith College Museum ol Art I pcoming exhibi-

tions: Sandy Skogkutd Realm I mdet Siege (opening;

recefM . 12. V7 p.m.i I vhibition will run ihiougrt

J4 Hours: Tuesday. Friday & Saun cat 4

Wed Sun . noon 4 pin Ihuisdav noon *< p.m.

For more information call 5«V 2770
University of Massachusetts — Augusta .iters

KaolK Paintings by Ouang V Vguvvn lopening reception

Match 4 S 7 p in i Kxhibition will run through March ~S\

Ihc Augusta Savage Gallery is located in the New Africa

un Mon.-Tues I 7 pin Wed In 1-5 p.m.

For more information, call S45-5 1 77

I inwrsiiv ol Massachusetts Hampden Gallciv

Ikebana is a collaboration between the L Mass Plant a

and the Asian Dance and M
Program Opening reception is March I. 3-3 p.m. The

i will run through March 5 The Hampden Gullerv i»

•d in the Hampden Dining Halls in the S\*jthure*t

Residential \ica Hours Mo| W I 7 pm Sim.Uv J i

p.m Foi mote iiiloi'inalioii. i oil >4 i l)t)t*0

University of Msssschuseits Hertei \n Cjllc-ry

Cummtlv on display: \aiionat luncd Print Inhibition, Ihc

exhibit, which features a ariectfenoi S6 works b) I J prists

urintavari echniques. will run through

March r rhe Hertei Vi
! " '*,A

FfertarHai Floun Mon Fri fi 4 p m Sunday 2-4 p m

Pot more iiilomiaiion Call S45 047b.

University of Massachusetts Student I nluB \ isual

and Performing ktti Spate Currently on display /';.

Spirit of Place Recent Mack and White Phoioghpht

Beijing (through March I) Incoming exhibits) Paintings

i in Moribej lopenins Match l(

11k exhibit will rui - l1* Student

l rttOfl visual A Dwtmaahtg MM Space h located in the

Student I nioii Houiv Mon Ihui- 10 a ill. I p.m..

(
10 j m, ", p m Foi moie inlormation. call

"^2

UaWarsil) ol Massachusetts I mversil)

Current exhibition- Diana I
' und

Recent Works (through March IF). Lorna R\

Paintings and Drawings (thrcajgh March \\. The

l niv en i- located at rh

How i
Ham 4 4ti pm Sat Sm aVSfsai

-

Universns ol Massachu-c lis lltr)

curreniK on exhibition The Spirit of Ptact

Culture. Vossasj |h Maajh Jl Wheekt Gsjktr) is

located in the Wheelet R Hall H

• | p in Sunday 3-5 pm Wbr
680

:piled l'\ Seema Oangettrkar

Frank Lowe Quintet starts

off Magic Triangle Jazz series
By Jos SoJWvon

CdUoon Staff

.ght at 8 pm the Frank i

Ouintct bringa their jazz styings to the

Hampden Theater as the first install-

iiKtit d vv Ml \
'« Magic Triangle huz

Frank I i I career began
when he first pkked up the tenor sax

as a I . i in Memphi-

<ds and studying

rnusk at the Univrrsiry of Kansas and
. - ,

.

•>e broke into the big time

with a rich and untamed style, playing

wilh Sun ka in Sew York (hiring the

MM '60l collaborating with lohn

krehie Shepp. Rashscd Ah.

wen and IXm Cherry dur

ing the early '70s. and finally recording

i n material in the mid

^rand of ja// definitely

embraces the avant-garde movement

that emerged during the late '50* and
xjt of his musk. Lowe says,

people think ware still Using m
laractcrucd by the kind ol

improvisations! thing Coltrane was
experimenting on licit we've come out

of that pei >

The contcvi c^ I owe - muss, is the

n of a new
the

avant-garde moverm
ing to take it to s new rearing

themselves in musk that pav* tribute

while also producing a sound unique

to them.

pjasj thl* uwi. I owe

loseph larman and Donald C
the music into another

area, where we're still

ing. But the improvisation is more db-

cipaned It s thought

Improsised Mask Projects i and lisuwi

Blue (Creative Improvised Musk
Prujcctsi lowi i bkmi racaM rektases

199) and IXW7 atlc-M to the

development of tmprovi«.i-

(torn the cither worldly

Coltrane or Omettc C\4eman bo nxire

cerebral free-form pairing , but the dif

cubtk ec«iipared to MM
•

Pastii

• isjaly bhw the Une between nil with

orientation and *olos that spit in the

la*.c c»l vhvKcl -liucii

muskal cunfinel, allowing the two

un thsn as an

- e'l earlier qumtrt wc»k oi

like /

i Hntmt

|esj5) relics more upon creating

a set boundary between structure and

whaos - there arc far

and the\ seem to h icalU

placed rrom his earhei a

most recent. Fowe has always used s

-tructured ba •! which

avant garde inllueticcd Solos mav
come but the latc-r material m..

harder to disiinguiah between tlu

or at the very least, the transition ll

lot smoother

rding has last i •

with a tno. tonight >

urn to a five muskis
Irumpet k \v .

l>c. bast

iph

.iih

Featuring "UujsJj Z JJujiJj LIjjjJ" 30pk * 1 1 "
[Petes

'
Wisr+r Alt ' rt'l«V

•Clsss stt Miss" "* ' rTi bots <a<«
1 ~sC^

Tl. ".^.ck'SMd.l!
Sam's 'WlStSf UfSf* Your

Som's -WisHr Als' Choice!

Sow's

M.G.D. & Light bots/case $9™

W4**^
><?*•*>

"MICRO MADNFSS CONTINUES
Catamount -^_^BBStjaaaai\-^ar Devil Mountain

FLAVORS/

li'ilFff.-MtilMtSjf . i i'lST'

Otter Creek

• LilLa,Ww!

Delivery Available • OPEN 9iOOAM to iiioopm • Visa/Mastercard • All Beers Plus D«poal«

*u \s LDPl

%?'

"Discover

Your

Destination

TTfflf

ft
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Come Join Us
March 4. 1 998

The Campus Center Auditorium

For the 23 d Annual Career Day

From 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 P.m.

Sponsored by the Hotel. Restaurant, and Travel

Administration Department

ilBE

ssVflLMA

Manson s video a little contrived

Manhyn Manson (crouching), ,oirved by bandmates Sara Lee Lucas, Twiggy Ramirex, Madonna Wayne Cacy

and Daisy BerkowtU, fail to conjure excitement on new video

By Kevin

jribaaiaa kass

DEAD TO THE WOULD
Mon^yn Monson

Nolhtng/lnSsrscope Home Vidao

Picture this thou-and*

anting

*We ka snd

not s one of them M
in the biggest toke the musk

industrv h.i

publu. ManKn Manson ha> i eleased

a video diH.umeriing thcii tour to

promote the Antichrist

album, proving that the onlv thing

thst is trutv leaf) about Marilyn

Manson is the hoard of people who
i>em iwhsjat)

The vide. of the

i aK-ut ll re snd

brimstone oracles they claim

to suffer etema
if we listen to Mr Manson and his

band of the same name It is

obvioui to anyone with half a brain

that Man»on is loving even minute of

the com i
ng

Howcvei. the religious
-

I he

fact that Bat) u "if n "

The video also presents the »

-

in

MBMOai'l fsShai lollowers Here's

a b:' i those who b.

I have evet coii-icK

carving s band's name

The >ad thing about Marilvn

Mat • heir anti.

. n than m -hadow their

music, which is actua

.,/ to the M

when it «-hows concert footage which

i\ onlv makes up hail ll

Die live version of "Lunchbux" from

the Portrait of an lm, wi/y

- the highlight ol th

Othei songi performed include

nured on the

ick. and their

cocci M the Eurythn » eel

Ot. , Made ol rWsl* trom

the Children IP and

i ttlful People" from

Antichrist .Sii/ver

The live performai
hould

feel HI "ho is

faasiHsr with Pit •

agar) in his

the numbt"

Man-

but conti

otning u
uting

"Heil M without a due

what the di«plav ll Influ

I

sun

shine 'g

\\ c also gel B CUt

himself open on stage It is challeng

ing to lind the reason behind his

-hock

value II there nbolic

ige behind it. it I me
. it will ! if he

amputates Mime appendages.

Marilvn Man most

effective on those who l

' in good fun So chant

Manson" or "We love hate" but

either wav. vou might as well be

chanting Baa

Positions in Business
APPLICATION hi .IIH IM EXTBNM1
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SNL remembers Chris Farley

in a special highlight episode
"Saturdav Night I ive" said goodbye to a top-notch

comedian this past weekend Ifl an extraordinarv wav

thus Farley, who passed awav late last vear. was best

known lor hi> live veais of hilarious »kits on the

Saturday night varietv show not to mention his

extiemelv amusing films.

In his Introduction to the show, cad member Inn

Meadows said thai Parle) "loved

to make people laugh, so sit back

and watch whal he loved k

"SM " compiled an hour and

half ol Parleys hesi moments,

including the popular Matt

Pole) motivational speaker

Failcv icallv shined in the Matt

Pole) skits, showing oil his

Comedic talent time and time

again with outrageous outbursts

earning and twitching not

to mention the oil used phrase

claiming thai I olev "lives in a

van down bv Sst liver!"

Other famoUl skils revisited

including the ones uheic I arlcv

portraved a heart atlack prone

Chicago superfan as well as vaiuais affaoSn ol "The

Farley Show" in which he interviewed celebnlics

such as Paul McCartney and |efl Daniels — but alwavs

Js

ipcared to be an inspirational actor and a

ten participated in fundraisers and

was a strong MgfaoeM tjf aim dmg campaigns. This is

ironic in that Farley's death was drug related.

ping oa the topic ol diugs in television this past

luesdav \KC provided an episode ol "Home
.ent" that involved the lavlors discovenng

in theii own backvard The first half ol the

ntten as a who done it" tvpe ol plot

to ihe point when the parent- know who it was.

all you could see was the leet of the culprit The camera

latet panned sk.ulv up to ic-vcal that the .user was Hrad

the oldest lavlor at

lust when I thought it was time to s*\ good-bye to

the long running show that seemed to he dying fast and

losing viewers as it tumbled down the ratings. "Home

Improvement" came out with one of the best episodes

in veat« Mv biggest problem with "Home
Iniprovemeiu" is thai it has become loo much a

about "dealing with the issues' and lorgottcn about

where its grass roots are l\>cs anyone remember how

lunnv the >how used to he' Fven though the writer

with thl* week- episode it lack ol view

ers snd drops in the Niclsons continue, it seems thst we

will be seeing (he end of the Taylor family in the \erv

near tut..

,i lhursda\ The

late Show with David I etterman
'*" lm not a big fan of

the show but what did catch my eye were the guests

invited for the night. Letterman thought it might be

interesting to >a\ the least, to mix loniier Senator bob

Dole and psychopath musician, Marilyn Manson.

Dole who displaved his extreme dislike of Manson

during his presidential campaign in IWb. lound it

humorous that he was booked the same night as

Manson a person toi whom he has verv little respect

for Flowever, no fireworks real-

ly, since the two never appeared

side bv side on the sh-

I hough, when Letterman
queried whether Dole would like

to siick around to meet Manson.

Dole replied "I'd love to but I

have a plane to catch."

Sraaa ll aw kfaMoa'i Mi to

comment on Bob Dole, he point

ed to his purple scat! and said.

"He gave me this " Manson tried

as hard as he could to shock the

audience who was watching him

hv saying provocative things like

"1 set fires." "I break stuff and

"I've been arrested for being

naked on stage."

Manson told the audience that

"I like to provoke people so they think That's a healthy

part of entertainment you don t get from the Spice

Girls
"

I'd haps the most revolting part of the interview

came when letterman asked Manson about his child

hood. Manson said. "My father sprayed Agent Orange

m v iciiiam My grandfather was a cross-dressing truck

driver who collected bcstialitv pornographv Mv mother

siarted keeping rats for pets and she called one

Marilvn
"

"So what you're saying is that it was prettv much

Leave h 1*0. Beaver' at your house." letterman

answered

I think this past week we all learned a valuable les-

son from Professor Eric Csrtmsn on "South Par •

•one asks you to "roeshambo " don't do it' Guvs, it

you do not know what I mean by this iust trust me;

..mbo is not the latest dance craie!

I elc v ision fans can look forward to a barrage of new

episodes of all of their favorites this week For the past

ws such ss "Friends." "Seinfeld

and "F.R" have been running repeats against the Winter

Olympics Tonight s "must-see TV" line-up is sll news

In other news, there are rumors circling about what

Icrrv Seinleld will do after he leaves his top-rated

1 1 seems that Seinfeld will head to Broadw

attempt a two week career on the stage There was no

i about what lerry will perform in. just that HBO
will he behind whatever he does It is also rumored that

one of NBC's lop tmmy award winning show lor the

iJOs he top contender for the Thursday

9:10 pm
Kvu'i Henhams I

tudent

The Arts 8c Living desk is always looking for new writers.

No experience needed. Just come on down and ask to speak

to Seema or call 545-1361. Trust us, you'll like it.

1

Book Reception & Signing

Jack Coughlun

with the Blues 9'

:00pm to 1 :00pm

Campus Center Concourse

across from Ustore

//niv,ersity
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jl Who is the fool in KissingA Fool?
By Carol Deegan
Asvoooled I

I ool." tin- new t i Im

directed i'v I knif I llin lason I ee

y% .in M|4iliw s/ritet who'l ii

>

mi; logd ova .' (Med ratatkasship.

who appeared in the higkl)

acclaimed Kevin Scott Hint. "Chasing

Aim."' mm hk "Fool" >>h character

j win. speMsi loo Much nun-

missing hit cs. girlfriend. Way loo

much lime lw bad •> heartbreak
like th.u before, sure,' •"aid Lee, 27,

in a telephone interview I mm his

"But I didn't

itivell un il Km M long J> he dM
eventUaU) make it mw> a fxnik But

there I similarities there. far M
I limed in Ch k i>--ing A

ud ends with a wed
But » ho's getting mat

Both Imd thcmselvet

ted lo la> -< txKik editor, Sam
Mill \vilul

him is a light louiantK MM
>i| vciv intei

in the movie and
uituttancet, and

the cl are identifiable and

resatabl*. lo what paopk jh' through.

so there's humor along the wa>." Lee-

said. "But at the end. things sort ol

te-oUe dMMMiVM J0tf like the\ do in

lite l guest. So there's MM* KlK>d

Mull lor e\er\oiie ."

M.i\ i- portrayed h\ David

"iliniMMW om d mk - 'Friends
"

Although Max is engaged to Sam. he

tinds hiimelt wondering it she i^ real-

l\ 'the MM ' So he asks |a> to put

Sam's taithfulnes.N to the test t Talk

about romantic entanglements! i

who'l the tool in
*Kiaatn| \

\l vome point. I glK-v all ll"

them ' Ice -.nd "And IMF] MM ol

have to go through then own things

lo a good place, whkh i> realh

what happens in life anvw

What drew I M lo the lilm.'

Ilk script tit ^t ol all and then

also the ev|xrience ol woikmg witli

an entiieU new group ol people

which was lo me a challenge bi

I bad done two feature fuma wnh
Kevin Smith And il- M Mj
liiM feature film out-ide of working

with Kevin, and I *ort of had lo lake

everything I had learned working

with him and apph II lo | whole new

situation." he -aid "Evcrybod) kept

it light il waMi i a sen hasvy, RMJV)

thing, there was a lot d goofing off,

and eveiNonc preliv inikli shared I he

MMC MMC d humor, which i> good.

M we all got MOMJ •«." 1 M -

I lu i.i-l also includes "kit v

Maguke's" Bonnie llunl and \ urn ..

Angel BI Nataaha, lh« woman lav

can t seem to lorget. I ee said he

enjoyed working with Sdtwininio

Il wa- deliniteh eat] MCtUM he s |

goeid ailoi and lake H vers MrJMMt)

and he played tin- ehaiacier \er>

well But he definitely got mobbed

mmywhere we went
."

Would I we like to lv someone who

gei- mobbed everywhere he go**?

'Fortunately, the recognition I've apt-

Mi ha- been fa« »• wo** '
JiJ in

'Chafing Amy-' and people alwav-

loinpliuienl the MOvk and how muih

the) liked il and it I vcrv kind d
Mikeie iccogiiition whkh i» H

kind ot recognition, I think.' Hii

upioining protects nulude a new

Kevin Scott him. Dogma.' -el to

-1..11 Mining in April, whnh will atao

slar I mda Florentine, Chii- Rock.

Selma Hayek, Man i
I Ben

Affleck "Can t make Key in Smiih

lilrn vsilhoul ilk I d like to hope
"

MHd I ee wnh a l«ugh.

Eclectic debut album for Coppola
. . i.

By Nekeso Mumbi Moody
awl r>

The play is it

Tary Chevalier (standing) plays June while Aleida Sanabna la**-

Massechusetts Department of Theater production The play o»x-m
end at trie Rand Theater CaH S4S-251 1 (or more information

-

www.umass e< lu/r» 1/1 olegian

icbul album sound- like n - all over

M II n i-

ik mix ol lap alternative uik
in .Kiuuie reflection ol the diyer-e

-ingei .While -ome may M»
•uin - ink Imam -ay- \hupacabra"

means "goal <i: nanishi

// and classical music. She

lie I niyer-iiy d
MOCtUOS, She wrile-

and children*! play- \nd -he wants lo be an

the album i> "a lo -tail oil SJSJ lutute

il may be

buubia Records la»t fall.

from mu-ii critici Itl -ampy

vlikh dep la as a

' ingcr and a biV jukkb bacaowa
"i '.I ' rent lalerit- anil I iall
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ihi- a- what I'm

I m\ Ufa W rn nid do

ehild with common
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Mike
la crafts appealing!)

ppokt I- hardly eivai

j iu-l want you to be one thing one cati

MM they loM t*' catCgoriK people -he complail

I lot ol lane- «here I |u-l wauled lo go MM
p| lt idle and I didn i get to do thai

.irketabihis aixl what nol and pleasing ihi

i. paraoa la mm b*smm| " she did kowct

, chance lo showea-c her many lalent- She -ings and

raps, and -he play- the yiolin on nearly eieix track, while

also handling -. inc d the- album - keyKcird playing

Mu *ay- bevn an MMMMM pail d hct hie

When -he wa- f year- old. -he plan.i the yiolin will.

her latter ami hi- friends dunng impromptu ia//

ai then lainiK hj

rhe I
lived « i*k- eeiit.i ol -uhurbia 01

Yafk'l long Islaiki But ihe-y I typkal WMMJ
(amily "We were yen yen dillerenl bout MMyhsd)

'and llK-x didn't undci-land SO MM IttSJ with

that wa- m-i -ailing us names.

w up in a while tia-h tkigliK'ihood surrounded

by a bunch d utkultuied uniaienied middle CMM geUfM

Mi mom. bMCk. n 'an and tiie MUMMCMl kid-

uinning aiound and it wa- -ort d hard growing up

iIki

mm)New
"I haled it I haled hung ihete." mU - OppOU

io i
i irivenst) d New N* ik ,.i FutcJMM a

,|H- |u»- i • "There wa- noihm.

do. It wa- iold all the' MM Iheic w.i I bttOCh ol n

arti-t- weirdos it's veej arte)

POM admn- M leelniK I bit boiiic-i

her com i tie at the »p 'ihglu hasn't been -

I i ., moody |X.'i-im and il d -lp in thi-

u Ac ju-i got to be Jearhcadcd. Ukii-ed and

hap|>y

But -he- ad|u-ling Her spring louring

include- appeal, ii

ul Atlanta ' It - |u-t -tatting u go well lighl '

I ihink It WM totally ovei whelming and .11 time- now il -

overwhelming, but it s all good."
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'T^^yla Tliarp
Simply the biggest, most exciting dance

event of the season "Twyla of the gods"

offers three new pieees in very different

styles: Sveet Fieidt, 66, and Heroei.

which reunites Tharp with Philip Glass.

Tickets are selling fast—don't wait

TUESDAY, MARCH 10, 8PM
CONCERT MALL

"Oen Of Th*

TOUlOit!

Hilly Tuylor «md Kenny Barron

inConceii

ALTERNATIVE HEALTH CARE
Information Tables • Campus Center Concourse

Tuesday, MARCH I • 10am - I PM

GET INFORMATION ON:

Y093 • Reiki • Massage • Cranial Sacral

Rolfing • Chiropractic * Accpressure

Accupuncture

(12 - 2pm) Lynn M. Curry, litceneea! Aecupuneturiit

uill ii milikls ts ists/sf gsjMtlMI sad )i«s dsussilrstissi.

Sponsored by Peer Health Education

Health Educatton Division. University Health Serices

MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

Central Transport International. Inc., one ol the leading transportation/

logistics firms in the nation, is seeking entry-level management
trainees on your campus II you enjoy working in a last-paced and
challenging environment where promotions and career advancement
are in your own hands, see what we have to oiler

• On-the-job training

• Excellent compensation and benefits package, including 401 (k)

• Performance-based promotion

Jon a company with a proven track record of success in a growing industry.

Contact your placement office for on campus recruiting dates and details .

Equal Opportunity

Employer

An open road to opportunity »

Two piano masters add up to an unequalled

night of jazz! The incomparable

Dr. Taylor returns with his friend the

renowned Kenny Barron in a benefit

performance for the University's Fletcher

Henderson Scholarship Fund.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 11, 8PM
BOWKER AUDITORIUM
I

WKR 88 5FM

MARCH ON OVER TO LIQUORS 44 FOR THE BESTDEALS AROUND/

I Don t Drink
and Drive

6 f !

Tap Oom
Part dance, part theater, pan rock concert

and part construction site thu phenome

nal troupe reinvents the tap dance for the

90's. " electrifying energy that had the

packed house cheering."

-77>e LA Chronicle

TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY
MARCH 24 A 25, 8PM
CONCERT HALL
-

suffORi of FL«nfNCf Savings
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DEVIL Ml.
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NATURAL LIGHT & ICE,
ROLLINC UOUv SM J£99

+ DtP.

YjKEGS
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+ DEP.

IVtNE OF THK M»NTH

(ut„i/ $K-oo

GALLO LIVINGSTON
(hi I \! ] ffaa,

' HOSi. m . *dr
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CORBETT CANYON a;^
I

J

VFNDANGE SALE 3 for $9"\I.M),\l>Vrr. MM ,NREBAT[ .4M
FINAL

!

COS!

LINDEMAN'S BIN 65
'MM

7WII ss
KAHLUA COMBOS SJW49
4 /'* ••af

(ossack
>— \jr\v\vtr , -<

1
VODKA

c=*fe- MAIL IN REBAJt -4. 00

l
.<rr

FINAl $fH49
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s8
IRISH CREAM ' '

FlElSCHMANNs
v,11~ i.m.

sff49
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RUM
si'iiinnrocoNiii
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Call 545-251 1 or 1-800-999-UMAS lor tickets

Visit ow Website st www.ssMss.ias/fK/fsditaJ

COWIC I Willi YOIK(l\IIK!

i

Fineakt
Center I

Discounts
Available on Cases of

Wine & Liquor.

Ask For Details.

ATTHESTOP& SHOPPLAZA
HADLEY NORTHAMPTON HOLYOKE
253-9344 586-3007 534-4555

SALE PRICES

THURS. 2/26/98 THRU
WEDS. 3/4/98

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS

"Women of the Village" perform

at next Something Every Friday

Mad about As Good As It Gets
by Lynn Elber

Aiiocialed Press

I ON \M.I I I ^ II ll>i~ '- M
M ii I84S, Hek-n Hunt won't

(.umpliiin.

\ Coidvfl Cilobc tor her role in

vmiu'i dirvxtoi |aniL-> Brook.*' roman-

n comod] Il Good U Ii Ceti ^

|u»> Oscai iHiimnalion as

vktll. Ami a larJefytnf six-yaw run in

,i mocmthi r\ lavsit. 'ftmi

N liu"

N.ii to mention and she'd pre

I, i yo« didn't. atiualK her long

Him. rclariooshif with Hank Aaarii

who gamed BOCOaadas fa hi- thnii

boyanl housebo\ role in Ihi

age
-

II ; to work on a

tho* out Vosj'l with peo

ihout a* much ;i- thai and

that'l a- eollaborative a> this and

the ehaiui 10 work lor and with

-oinebody like |im Brooks — who
eould hope lor those things la a

Ljreer. much less in a year." said

Hunt
Not svewythsw/i parfoct Hunt and

Paul Rei-ei were debating whether

to return for a >e\enih season as

>oung niarrieds Paul and lamie

Buehinan Speculation had it that

her Oscar nod ensuied Hunt would

leave Matvisjon loi movie-
'

I 've uad things that say that's

going to decide it. BJSJ mowe BSBJMI

But the truth i-. I've been able to

MM j pretty lull movie career while

doing ihi- -how." -aid Hunt, whose

.ledit- include the blockbuster

;»i-/ir

Ot cour-e there's a child to con-

-ider now: lhe Buehman family grew

to include infant daughter Mabel last

veal Hum -aid -he think- lhe show -

locus is unchanged, even with baby

on board.

"I think the goal has remained the

same — to make a show about two

people trying to love each other

while their world changes So thi-

baby has been that, giving them

jumping-off points" — for stories

about breast feeding and other new

parent challenges Hunt's opennes-

about her career i- matched by her

well-known reticence about her per-

sonal life. Although she resists talk

ing about her beau, she - clearly

pleased bv a compliment for Azaria's

work in the new film Ureal

I tptttotiotu

"I thought hi- was the best perfor-

mance.' -he otlei- v Uarly. she's

mad about someone.

"Women ot the Vili
| |

(from left to right; I

production of Som«

and da

gehi

5y Emily Trask

Coleg«nSloH

SaaKtha
th«.

lm\. i.issitchusvtts campu-
CC ill 1

W

nans llin lhe niu- r loi

THE DAILY COUfGIAN. ENr'ERYDAY. The power of ort

Except Saturday.
(And Sunday.

The Student Union Vrsual and Performing Arts Space preieWK fbrrwry 01 Migion, paintingj by Jason ton

Monber, beginnmq March 9 The gallery is located in the Student Union All events are free and open to the

i
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Spirit^msl
YOU HAVE TO SEE IT TO BELIEVE IT!

MICRO BREW S

ygugs Sscj^IT
°re9°n,PA

BEER SPECIALS
8 *" Bud Dry
•*r »Pacl>

Southern Comfort »8.**

^Myerss Dark Hum , H.'*

ICordons Flavored I

i

Brooklyn
Do< Smltty s Hard »4.**/ -• faithoioiiir
Cider I

New Amsterdam »4." icehouse at Red Dog «6."
WSnUl Mt " I 1 i Pm h aoRfctl . *»

Best Crants
Wmlrf Air

New Castle
6-pdKB.

»c - Guinness Pub Draught >4.w
'* .«, 4p*ckol 14 9or cant . t

Micro Kegs
In Stock

DISCOVER VISA MASItRCARD ACCEPTED OPEN 9arr. ' Full Redemption
Center

LO*»r*>i^
.Western Mass
DJ Association ate onc/tn/mu

ALLTHERULES!
Bucket

Of Rocks

r;inACo^
C»?

\atf*

Bottles

pitchers

$4.
s0

Budweiser Snowboard Giveaway

Prizes - Enter to Win!

Bud Ught/Budweiser

16 oz Bottle S2.75

No Cover Before 10pm

BEER

20oz Big One
$1."

\p }4 12ozRoch
"««* jplus a T-Shi

Rocks

Shirt

S6."

IM«]:i

ALL AGES
All THE TIME

JUST ADDED!
ruesdoy, march 3, 7 410 pm

Members of Hie

Jerry Garcia Band
tawi«jS»JisiSssBsriJsfolalr«nrji, SUasV

Jump Little Children

Saturday, rebruory 27, 10 pm

Corner Merit©* A Hie

New Horizon Band
sknr*«* your fowte steel *um bmka SSosV

Saturday february 28 7 & 10 pm

Spyro Gyra

sunday, march 1, 8:30 pm

The Figasand
Ino Gravel PH
pkn the Candy BvtrJterv SSodV

Wednesday, march 4, 8:30 pm

Rustic Overtones
plus Evsrythssj, S5sdv

12oz Bottle

$2."

TRIDAY

Ice House Promotion
T-Shirts - Prizes

Pint Glasses -Dancing-

No Cover Before 10 pm

SATURDAY

Ams it I Light Ski Promotion

-Ski Passes - Prizes

-Danring-

No Cover Before 10 pm
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Grammy winners announced last night
ALBUM OF THE YEAR: Time Out

>td Bob Dylan.

SONG OF THE YEAR: "Sunny

Came Home* Shawn Cohin and lohn

Irventhal

FEMALE POP VOCAL PERFOR
MANCE: "Building a MvMeiy" Sarah

Mclachlan

MALE POP VOCAL PERFOR-
MANCE: "Candle in the Wind 1997"

Flton lohn

POP PERFORMANCE BY A DUO
OR GROUP WITH VOCAL: "Virtual

Insanity" lamiroquai.

POP COLLABORATION WITH
VOCALS: "Don't Look Back" lohn

\xx Hooker with Van Morrison.

POP INSTRUMENTAL PERFOR
MANCE: "Last Dance* Sarah

McLachlan

DANCE RECORDING: "Carry On*
Donna Summer and Giorgio Morodcr

TRADITIONAL POP: "Tony

Bennett on Holiday" Ton\ Bennett

FEMALE ROCK PERFOR-
MANCE: "Criminal" Fiona Apple.

MALE ROCK PERFORMANCE:
Irons Bound* Bob Dvlan

ROCK PERFORMANCE BY A
DUO OR GROUP WITH VOCAL:
"One Headlight" The Wallflower*.

HARD ROCK PERFORMANCE
The End Is the Beginning Is the End"

The Smashing Pumpkins

METAL PERFORMANCE:
"Aenema" Tool.

ROCK INSTRUMENTAL PER
FORMANCE: "Block Rockin' Beats"

Chenik-.il Brother*.

ROCK SONG: "One Headlight*

lakob Dylan

ROCK ALBUM: Blue Moon Swamp
MwFogem
ALTERNATIVE MUSIC: *OK

Computer" Radiohead.

FEMA1 E RHYTHM AND BLUES
VO( U I'IRIORMANCE: "On and

On' rrvkah Badu

MALE RHYTHM and BLUES
VOCAL PERFORMANCE: *1 BeSevc

I Can Fly" R kelh

RHYTHM AND BLUES PERFOR
MANCE BY A DUO OR GROUP
WI1H VOCAL: *No Diggity"

Bartaim
RHYTHM AND BLUES SONG: "I

Believe I Can Fh " R Keih

RHYTHM and BLUES ALBUM:
Haduizm Ervkah Badu.

RAP SOLO PERFORMANCE:
"Men in Black* Wrfl Smith

RAP PERFORMANCE BY A DUO
OR GROUP: "III Be rUlllnj You"
Putl Daddv and Faith Evans Featuring

II]

RAP ALBUM: So Way Out Puff

I )addv and The Family

FEMALE COUNTRY VOCAL
PERFORMANCE: "How IX. I I KV
Trisha Yearwood.

MALE COUNTRY VOCAL PER-
FORMANCE: "Pretty little Adriana"

Vince Gill.

COUNTRY PERFORMANCE BY
A DUO OR GROUP WITH VOCAL:
"Looking in the Eyes of Love" Alison

Krauss and Union Station.

COUNTRY COLLABORATION
WITH VOCALS "In Another's Eye**

Trisha Yearwood and Garth Brooks.

COUNTRY INSTRUMENTAL
PERFORMANCE: " I ittle Liza lane'

Alison Krauss and Union Station.

COUNTRY SONG: "Butterfly

Kisses" Bob Carlisle, left Carson.
Ravbon Bros.

COUNTRY ALBUM: Inchamed
lohnnv Cash.

BLUEGRASS ALBUM: "So I ong

|q W rung" Alison Krauss and Union
Station

NEW AGE ALBUM: Oracle
Michael Hedges.

CONTEMPORARY |AZZ PER
FORMANCE: "Into the Sun" Randy

Brecker

|AZZ VOCAL PERFORMANCE:
"Dear Ella" Dee Dee Bndgewater.

|AZZ INSTRUMENTAL SOLO
"Stardust" Doc Cheatham and
Nicholas Payton.

IAZZ INSTRUMENTAL PERFOR
MANCE "Beyond the Missouri Sky"

Charlie Hadcn and Pat Methenv

LARGE |AZZ ENSEMBLE PER-
FORMANCE: ~|oe Henderson Big

Band" roe Henderson Big Band

LATIN |AZZ PERFORMANCE:
"Habana" Roy Hargrove's Crisol

ROCK GOSPEL ALBUM:
Wek-omt to the Freak Show: dc Talk

Live m Concert dc Talk.

POP/CONTEMPORARY
GOSPEL ALBUM: Much Afraid lars

of Clay

SOUTHERN GOSPEL. COUN
TRY GOSPEL OR BLUEGRASS
GOSPEL ALBUM: Amazing Grace 2

A Country Salute to Gospel Various

Axtisa.

TRADITIONAL SOUL GOSPEl
ALBUM / Couldn't Hear Sobody Pnn

There has never been a better time to join Coopers a Lybrand

IIP* Tai line of business. Over the past five years, Tas

services revenues have grown at a rate far exceeding the

industry average Now, we're on the threshold of even greater

growth. And we want you to loin our team!

If you have superior communication, analytical and problem

solving skills, if you thrive in a fast-paced environment and

have good academic credentials, and want to deliver the best

business solutions to the best business clients around the globe,

consider an internship or a full-time career opportunity in one

of our nine exciting Tai services specialties.

Explore your career opportunities with us!

To apply, visit our innovative online recruiting web site

Springboard—, www.clspringhoard.com. It's the ONLY way

you can apply! Springboard gives you the opportunity to

complete a preliminary interview — at your own pace, on your

own time.

An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

I

ALyorand

Coopatr* a Lybrand CLP.

Live in

New ^brk City

This Summer

NYU Summer Housing

May 17-August 8, 1998

Living in an NYU residence hall offers a

safe and convenient home base while you

are working, taking classes, or doing

an internship.

• Minutes from New York's business

and cultural centers.

• Apartment-style and traditional

residences; single and double occupancy.

• Outstanding sports-recreation facility.

• Over 1,000 day and evening courses.

Apply early to secure a space.

for more information, call toll free

I -800-77 1 -4NYU, ext. HO I

Not *x* Unr-nKr * i* •f»rm.ov» mmlmqj* opponuwty MtutuOwi

Fairfield Four.

CONTEMPORARY SOUL
GOSPEL ALBUM: ftpfha* 1 ata 6

GOSPEL ALBUM BY A CHOIR
OR CHORUS: God's Proptrty From

Kirk Franklin J \u Nation God's

Property.

LATIN POP PERFORMANCE:
"Romances" Luis Miguel.

LATIN ROCK/ALTERNATIVE
PERFORMANCE "Fabulosos

Calavera" Los Fabulosos Cadillacs.

TROPICAL LATIN PERFOR
MANCE: "Bucna Vista Social Club"

R\ Cooder

MEXICAN-AMERICAN/TEIANO
MUSIC PERFORMANCE: "Kn Tus

Mam*" La Mai

TRADITIONAL BLUES ALBUM
l\>n t Look Hock lohn Lee Hooker.

CONTEMPORARY BLUES
ALBUM: Sssstv Macs Taj Mahal.

TRADITIONAL FOLK ALBUM
L Amour ou la I otic BeauSoleil

CONTEMPORARY FOLK
ALBUM: lime Out of Mind Boh
Dylan

REGGAE ALBUM: Fallen is

Kafclon Ziggy Marley and the Melody

Makers.

WORLD MUSIC ALBUM
.Nusomtw/o Milton Nascimento.

POLKA ALBUM: l.tvmg m Polka

Time limmy Stun

MUSICAL ALBUM FOR CHIL-
DREN: All Aboard' Mui IVnvei

SPOKEN WORD ALBUM FOR
CHILDREN Wimmh lhe

Charles Kuralt

SPOKEN WORD ALBUM Charles

Kuralt s Spring Charles kuralt

SPOKEN COMEDY ALBUM Roll

With the \fu ChnsRock
MUSICAL SHOW ALBUM:

Oncago. The Musical

INSTRUMENTAL COMPOSI-
TION "Aung San Suu Kvt" Wavnc
Shortet

INSTRUMENTAL COMPOSI-
TION WRITTEN FOR A MOTION
PICTURE OR FOR 1 1 1 F \ ISION
The English Patient* Gabriel Yared

SONG WRITTEN SPECIFIC Al

l Y fOR A MOTION PICTURE OR
FOR TELEVISION: "I Belieye I Can

urn "Space lam." R Kelly

INSTRUMENTAL ARRANGE-
MENT: "Straight. No Chaser" Bill

Holman.

INSTRUMENTAL ARRANGE-
MENT WITH ACCOMPANYING
VOCAL: "Cotton Tail" Slide

Hampton.
RECORDING PACKAGE "Titanic

• Musk A- Heard on the Fatefut

Voyage" Hugh Brown. Al O and left

Smith

RECORDING PACKAC.I

BOXED: "Beg Scran and Shout! The
Big CI' Box Ol bOs Soul" Hugh
Brown. David Gorman and Rachel
Gutek.

ALBUM NOTES: Anthology Of
American Folk Music i/°u 7 Edition

EtattNsMJ
HISTORICAL ALBUM Anthology

<>) Isjsjgjpssj Ml hhafc ww Edition

EnwaJaiJ
ENGINEERED ALBUM. NON-

CLASSICAL: Hourglass Prank
lilipetti

PRODUCER OF THE YEAR.
NONCLASSICAL: Kiln lace.

REMIXER OF I HI YEAR:
Frankie Knuckles.

ENGINEERED ALBUM. CLASSI-
CAL: Copland I he Music of \mertca

the Common Man. AWco.
Michael Bishop and lack Rawer

PRODUCER OF THE YEAR.
CLASSICAL: Steven FpMein.

CLASSICAL ALBUM Premieres —
i ello Concertos 1 W orks ( >f Damelpour,

ktnhner Rouse' Stcyen Epstein, pro-

ducer. Philadelphia Orchestra.

ORCHESTRAL PERFORMANCE
"Berlioz Symphonic- lantastique"

Iristia Picirv Boulcz conductor. The
Cleveland Orchaiira Chorua, lhe

Cley eland Orchestra.

OPERA RECORDING -Wagner

Die Meistcrsingei Son Nurnberg" Sir

Geurg Solti. conduu
CHORAL PERFORMANCE

"Adam* Hamionium/Rachinaninofl

IV Bells" Rohen Shaw

INSTRUMENTAL SOLOIST(S)
PERFORMANCE WITH ORCHES-
TRA: "Premieres Cello Concertos

(Work* cit Danielpoui. kirehner.

Rciu.se)" Yo-Y u Ma, cello

INSIRUMENTAL SOLOIST PER
FORMANCE WITHOUT ORCHES-
TRA: "Bach Suite* Fat Sok. Cello

\os. I • to" lano* Starket cello

CHAMBER MUSIC PERFOR-
MANCE "Beethoven The Stung
Quartets* Emerson String Quartet.

SMALL ENSEMBLE PERFOR-
MANCE "Hindemith: Kammermusik

With Finale 1921. Opus 24 No
I
* Claudio Abbado. conductor, mem-

bers ol the Berliner Phil

CLASSICAL VOCAL PERFOR
MANCE "An Italian Songhook"
Cecilia Bartoli

CLASSICAL CONTEMPORARY
COMPOSITION "Adams El

Dorado" Mui Adams
MUSIC VIDEO. SHORT FORM:

"Got Till It » done" lanet |ack«on

Mark Roirianek. v idea

Ml SIC VIDEO. LONG FORM
"lagged I ittle Pill. 1 .ive" Alanis

Moriaaette, Steve Purcell. video direc-

tor> — The Associtttd Ptteu

BEMWWK HWDuTLOScI!

c him si.

c\ I A PAN I si

Rl s I AIRAN I

103 N. Pleasant Street

Amherst. MA 01002
f41 3)256-8923*256-8924

E3iw ^©upTniKi® mmm

At Osco Drug we allow you to take charge of /our career

path For over SO years we've set the standards for quality

and service in the retail industry Through our extensive

management program you can empower yourself to ad-

vance quickly through your own motivation and desire to

succeed Join us as

MANAGEMENT TRAINEES
In this position you will play a vital role in the operation of

your store As a true team motivator, you must possess the

leadership and communication abilities necessary to meet
a diverse array of retail challenges These entry-level

opportunities are the first level of our extensive 4-step

management program

Management Internships also available.

At Osco Drug, you will enjoy an excellent compensation
package including health/life insurance. 40 1 (k), merchandise

discounu and a stock purchase plan To learn more about

these outstanding opportunities we have available, stop by

your Career Services Office to sign up for on-campus
interviews, or forward your resume to:

OscoDrua
Liz Abrantes, 3010 Cullerton Dr.

Franklin Park, IL 6013

1

Fax:888-541 5793

ABRANTES.E@ASC.COM
Our Vision for the Future Includes

a Commitment to Equal Opportunities
and a Drug-Free Environment

Watching the Oscars
By Bob Thomas
Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — As Titanic

hurtles toward box-office recuulv

its chances of winning the Academy
Award for best picture of 1997 also

appear to be growing

Not that money is a major factor

in how Academy members yote

Not was Titanic the best-crafted

movie of the year, lames Cameron's

screenplay, lampooned by many
critics for its inane dialogue, was

not among the film's 14 nomina-

tions.

But Titanic has proved to be an

"event" movie unlike any since the

I9»9 epic GOSM With the Wind
I ew films have survived such

negative publicity as that surround-

ing Titanic. For almost a year,

Cameron was pilloried as an

obsessed, slave-driving profligate

destined to impoverish his backer*

— Twentieth Century Fox and
Paramount.
Now Cameron is proclaimed a

genius. Forget the $200 million

price lag: Titanic is expected to

turn a $100 million profit for each

studio

However, the film is not necas-

sarily enriching Cameron. During

the financial crisis when the movie

was being made, he agreed to give

up his profit participation in ordei

to keep shooting Not to •Off)

and Paramount arc reportedly con

>idering bonuses for their fair-

haired boy.

Cameron. 4), a native of

Kapuskasing. Ontario, insists he

wasn't thinking Oscars while mak-

ing Titanic.

"Because then you start to refer-

ee the creative process with Wei!

what will the critics think?' Or.

What will the Academy think.''

And that's a sure way to make a

pompous film." he says.

In any other year. Curti-

Hanson's LA Confidential might

well be the front-runner in the

Academy race for best picture It

was embraced by the film commu
nit) as a wholly original and inven-

tive revival of the film noir of the

1940s and Ws.
A native of Los Angeles. Hanson

adapted lames Ellroy's novel of cop

corruption in postwar 1..A. and
filmed it with a truly ensemble cast.

"It's my most personal movie."

Hanson. 52. whose previous films

include The River Wild and The

Hand That Rocks the Cradle, says.

-Whether it achieves any popular

acceptance or not is less important

to me. That's not why I made it."

In fact, LA Confidential turned

out to be an underachiever at the

box office; it is likely to collect

about $50 million in domestic

gross. But it's been widely

acclaimed, scoring best-picture

with most critics' organizations and

appearing on most reviewers' year-

end Top 10 lists.

lames l. Brooks' .4s Good as It

Gets has won wide acceptance,

both in Hollywood and across the

country lit has reached the magical

territory, surpassing $100 millio.i

domestic gross). Brooks, 57. born

in North Bergen, N.| . already has

three Oscars for writing, co pro

ducing and directing his first film.

Jara**. of Endearment 1 1 9M
|

W ith 4s Good As It Gets he

brought comedy to the situation of

a man with an obsessive-compul

sive disorder.

"It's an illness that most of us

can relate to." Brooks has said.

"We all get obsessed, and we are all

compulsive about certain thing* —
just not clinically so."

The film drew seven nomina-

tions, including those for the

actors, lack Nicholson. Helen Hunt

and Greg Kinnear But not.

strangely enough, for Brooks' direc-

tion That's one of the things that

puzzle Oscar watchers How can a

movie be nominated for best pic

ture. screenplay and three actors

and not for the man who put it all

together?

Good Will Hunting is another

film that has won the hearts and

minds of audiences everywhere

Following the pattern ol Sylvestet

Stallone in Rocky, little known
actors Matt Damon and Ben

Affleck wrote a script with fat parts

for themselves.

Damon cast himself as a trouble-

making Bostonian who works as a

janitor at the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, where he

astounds the faculty by solving

obscure formulas left on the black-

board. Affleck took the role at beat

I r tend.

Cus Van Sant. 45. seemed an

unlikely choice to direct such a feel

good movie He had built a reputa

tion tor directing

hard-edged, low-budget films

such as Drugstore Cowboy and Aly

Ou'fi Private Idaho

PIZZA GRINDERS CALZONES
SALADS SPAGHETTI

J V

17 MONTAGUE ROAD, AMHERST
S49-06Z6

Open 7 days a week nam - 2am
Small

Grinder
Can of Soda
and Bag of

Chips
$495

Fi

Topping
On Large
Pizza

Buy Two
Large
Pirzas

Get a

Free Small
Cheese Pizza

Buy a

Large
Pizza

Get a
Free One
Liter Soda

Cooperative Education MBA
.it Northeastern University

Nothing Beats Experience.
Following six months of intensive study, our students

spend six months employed in paid, MBA-level

positions with some of the top companies in America.

A final nine months in the classroom completes the

degree. The next class starts this June.

A representative will be at your Campus Career

Network Employment Options Office on Thursday,

March 5. Call 545-6263 to schedule an informational

interview. For more information, contact Daniel

Ciilbert at dgilbert@cba.neu.edu or 617-373-

f»* u,

**rtn*^

Northeastern University

Graduate School of

Business Administration

350 Dodge Hall

360 Huntington Avenue

Boston, MA 021 15

www.cba.neu.edu/gsba
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Full-Time Programs that pin you to work

Tough field awaits softball in Georgia Knicks lose yet another center
By Jockie Leroux

Collegian Start

The MuxacriustMtv women * toltball learn «ill he looking lo

gei itseli hacfc into tin- national natiaji Ah awduaf when
ii tiikcv pun m ilw Vitiuiul i a-t I'nJi CoaAai AModation
(NFCA) Leadoll dawk
The tournament yyill take pitoi * the South 0MMM

Complex in C olumhuv Ui I Ik Chalk Mar* an likla\ ami

runs through wadmathy, March •*

Alter going I -1 in the Coca Cola Clavik tournament in

Arizona iwo weeks ago, the Minutewomen lound ihcm
selves knocked out ol the national rankings Hies are cur-

rently first in the also receiving votes category I Ma-s start

ed ott the *a*Ma tanked No 12 m the pu Maam USA
Today/NFCA coaches poll

"The way to get hack in the top JS i- do well in ihi- lour

nament." coach I lainc Soitino --aid " llu- 1> our opportunity

to gain national raooyiWon ia*ilt and I think we have to

seize the moment We have to go there and play tcallv well

and make a good showing

The NFCA I eadofl boasts the toughest competition ol

an\ softhall tournament Ilw Classu will feature 20 of the

nation's top teams including I dpaaM hOH the

|c»47 Women s Collcgl World Set th Carolina.

Washington . Michigan and Massachusetts Si\ teams which

participated in the NCAA Regional* will also be Featured

including Arizona State laliloinu Nebraska Nicholls

State. Oklahoma and Oklahoma Sialc I lev en ot this year's

teams are ranked in the current I s V l~oday Nl i \ coaches

poll, including eight ol the lop eleven Loin oiher teams

eived votes in the poll, including I Mass

To be invited to the- tournament a team must have partici-

pated in the NCAA tournament a I I'lav In. within the

past two seasons
" Ihe Hist two trips we take are the toughest two sched-

ules that we will play hack to hack " Sortino said " Hieie is

no ineiev. theie is no room fat a

The tournament will consist ol |xk.| plav. lollowed by live

different bracket! Ihcre will he live |»iols nd) consisting

of loin team- Ihe top teams from the lop loui |X>ols will

plav in the iiold tournament Lhe remaining pool winner and

the lop three pool- second place winners will comprise the

-ilver tournament.

LMass is slated to take on No 24 C al Male Northndge M
2 p.m tomorrow, lollowed by a 4 p.m. rematch with No 2

Washington I \|j- lo-t I 2. against Yvashington in the

l .«..! v ola Cbaak
Ob Saturday, lhe Minutewomen will contest No W

Florida State at 12 p in . followed b) I niaich with Indiana

at 4 p in The- tournament plavoll- will begin on Sunday

Deaphl thl losing record in Arizona. Sortino (eels the

Minutewomen gave a very siioiig showing

We didnt win games |m Arizonal. bui we played well

within pan- ol jjames. and thai leads me to believe that

there are a lot of good things to lollow fa* this team " she

Vv e hit belter than we evet have in Arizona, and that's

Hist going lo keep getting better because we hit

national caliber pitching II vou're hitting the ball well early

| in the- season | that's a great sign of things toe
Sortino aKo leeU thai the learn has a solid all around

game, and there isn I a lot ot need for drastic improvement

gaping deficiency.' *he said "I think

we mavbe we need to string things together a little belter,

put our hits together a little belter but we are in cveiv

fane we play*

By Chris Sheridan

Associated Press

PURCHASE. NY. - The New

Y oi k knicks have a new calamity —
another possible season-ending injury

to then starting center. Ihis time it's

Chrh Dudley, whose loot will be in a

cast until early April.

The Knicks yesterday re-signed 40

year-old center Herb Williams, who
was tiaded lo Philadelphia last week

.i- pari of Ihe Terry Cummings deal

and ihen was waived

\\ illiams and Cummings. not exact

ly lhe I win lowers, are the only cen

ters remaining among the healthy

knicks And Cummings. along with

new starling center Chailc- Oaklev i-

actuallv a power forward.

Dudley broke a bone in his right

fool in Tuesday night's home lot* lo

Gofaha State He will wear a cast for

the next six week* meaning a return

lor the end of the regular season is

doubllul al best

c ither than Herb we have no shot-

bloc king None." coach |eff Van
Gundy said after practice, "but the

guvs we have now are going to be the

guvs who win or lose tor us
"

Ihe knicks also were awaiting

word on an MRI performed on Chris

Childs who went down with what the

team called a sprained ankle during

last Sunday s victory ovei Houston.

General manager Lrnie Grunfeld

will try to find another player lo fill

Dudley's roster spot, but Van Gundy
was not enamored of the choice*.

"Unmotivated, fat. no ganu

wonder they're unemployed." he said,

mentally perusing a list that included

Benoit Benjamin. Clifford Rozier,

Dickey Simpkins. Kevin Salvadori.

Doug Smith. Bob McCann and Matt

Pat
Ke done one fish trip. That was

enough ." \ an Gundy said of Fish, a 6-

fooi-l I center who was signed to a

10-day contract and started oiuc tor

New York in lcWfc against the Lakers

when Patrick Lwing was hurl and
Williams had just been traded to

mo "That was the lowest

moment in knicks history right

there." Van ciundv said

Yinka Dare, dumped by the Net- in

the Rony Seikalv trade and then

waived by Orlando, did not make the

list of potential fill-ins.

Neither did Xavier McDaniel.
although Van Gundy is a fan. "That's

a man right there." Van Gundv «aid

t \LOaniel "That's a good name, a

c'ckkI name He's got no knees

left, he s old I'erlect
"

Whoevei the knkks pick up won't

have much of a chance of breaking

into a rotation that will include a

-tailing front line of Oakley. Lativ

lohnson and Chris Mills and backup

big men Williams and Cummings.

New York will often use a three-

guard alignment with emphasis on

perimeter defense to keep the ball

from entering the low posl.

"To me. it's would you rather have

a 7-foot stiff or a 6-7 guy who can

play? Because to tell you the truth,

we're going to be undersized anv

way," Van Gundy said.

The injury to Dudley came after the

knicks had been playing well follow-

ing eight weeks of being weaned off

the dump-it-into-Ewing offensive

scheme*.

Dudley wasn't scoring, but his

rebounding and defensive presence

were much needed The knicks had

won six of seven games until losing to

Golden State, and they were still had

the sixth best record in the Last going

into last night's games.

Now they'll be even more vulnera-

ble against big opponents — al least

until Buck Williams, who underwent

surgery last week, returns in late

March al the earliest

Lwing is expected to be out for the

season after breaking a bone in his

wrist in mid-December.

Sports museum an athletic Smithsonian

By lospch White

Woe aited Pre**

rON Tim McDonough leaned over

display case, and lhe memories came

ICaMA UMMIN

i farvt b*>ema/i Kim <+iU\dom fir^lfm ,llKi*ip softball te^m will pt iwmqinq lor a title al the NFCA leaded

W VMil

the baske

back

*l remember the I v. I \ -tieak." he said, nodding at

a (crscv worn by I ew Mcindor m |v»t>rV "A lot of this

stull is part ol mv growing up."

McDonough i« a 4b-year old spoils tan Irom

'urg \ a Al the other end of lhe hall, he can

turn a knob and listen to Howard ComU tell a

Monday night football audience that John I ennon had

been shot

McDonough* 10 year old son. Patrick

young lo remcn>cr Cose 1 1 or the Beatles. And.

besides he | i.k busv tinishing a pull on an inierac-

. .11 game
The National Sports Gallery Washington » newest

museum, opens today after a two month preliminary

run It is located inside the new $200 million MCI

Center thai houses the Washington Wizards and
tals «nd is just aero** the street from the

National Portrait C.allctv

The museum is an eclectic mix of super-size inter-

active sport* games and memorabilia display* aimed

at satisfying fans of all stripes

"We wanted lo aliracl the young people by playing

them interacuves." said curator Frar>» »l'"

left a judgeship in lamily court in Arlington. \

become the museum's curaioi f
Vn4

learning the history of the sports."

Wh i the gallery's visitor* are attracted to

the games — some wait as long as 20 minutes lo pay

S'v to play a short interactive version of H-O-K

with Wizards star Chris Webber - the few who do

i some lime al lhe 20 or so display cases find

plenty to hold their attention

"That » worth about a half-million dollars," Ceresi

said, pointing to a I^IO Honus Wagner baseball card

"Certainly n is the Mona Li»a of the baseball col

lectible world."

The card is treasured because Wagner insisted that

the American lobacco Company card be pulled Irom

the market soon after il was printed Legend ha« it

ihe shortstop objected lo being associated with tobac-

ul the card's owner collector Bill Mastro of

Park. Ill . said Wagner had a more traditional

motivation.

"The truth is, he wasn't paid." said Mastro. adding

there are only about a dozen or so of the Wagner

cards in collectible condition in existence "He was

the fimt major league baseball player who was paid

loi the use of his name associated with any product

If he wasn't paid for the use of hi* image on a base-

ball card by a cigarette company, he probably would

have sued Ihem
"

All of the museum s items are on loan from collec-

except for a genuine Babe Ruth bat trom

|c)2t> 2"4 A hole in the display case allows fans to

muc h that nine handle lhe Bambino would ha^e

^«u irtffaa^M^w fmts tne weor d nook.*.
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continued from page 16

COUUXUMN COLUCMN

Warren Norris returned to his hometown for a spot on the St. |ohn's

Maple Leah after his playing days at UMass were done.

•II change next veer.*

Unlike Wright. Norm has not had a

problem with the increased level of

foot speed at the AHL level, but with

the increased level of decision-making

speed. But he has not been able to

lullv grasp that change from his

part-time seal in the St lohn's

Memorial Stadium bleachers

This season has been bittersweet for

Morris, and his hometown team has

not made it truly feel like

home-sweet- home. Yet. the Maple

Leafs' top scorer, center Brandon

Convery (the eighth overall pi

to in the Ift3 Mil Kntrv

Draft), is rumored to be in trade talks,

so the future might he brightening.

"It is not so much the skating for

me. but your thinking has to get a lot

quicker." Norm said "There is not

enough time and space, tike you have

with the big ice surface at the

(William D.| Mullins Center, to do

what you used to do. The players are

bigger, and it is tough to beat them

wide

"But you're only as good as the

Immi \ou play with, and the auuuuit

ol tunc that u>u pla> I Mill have faith

in tn> ability to pin. this game."

Back To the Future

Unlike Nonto, Wnght will bJM to

work off of thix rookie season to get

to hi;> figurative sophomore pYOMs>

sional season. His Ice Cats deal

expires at the end of the season, and it

is vital for him to prove to Gilbert and

the WOfOMOM coaching staff he is

worth signing again

Wright | role on the Ice Cats is not

M vital as AHL All- Star Michael

I land/us. but he fulfills a much-need-

ed quotient in the game of hotket

tough, phvsical pin, Gilbert i- ogaj

iiiiMK about Wtiglii - Mil future,

and understands he has had to adjust

to both this level ol bock*) and a new

position (from defense to left wing),

but that adjustment needs to continue,

lie has to realize what his role is.

and for him to excel and move on. he

has to do that consistently." Gilbert

said, with cautious optimum "He
played defense in college, and he's

playing left wing for uv n he's Irving

to adapt to that. The college and pro

games are two different games, and

there's a lot more intensitv in the

Mil
"There- a lot ol intangibles he

needs to adapt to. and it takes time.

He 11 be line."

Wright's future hangs in the bal-

ance, and the rest of the season will

prove if he is AHL material 1 ike

cveiv person who has dealt with the

adjustment from college to profession-

al life. W nghi needs to find his niche

in this game of games, and then make
it work

'It's a big adjustment from college

\ to the pros, and it's been

tough." Wright said. "Playing every

night is my job now, and I ha»

committed to make it work I feel like

I'm getting better, and for me it was

an easier adjustment because iht» i«

more of my style of hockey.

"1 ^crv time you step on th.

there's something you can get better

at I have to take one step at a time,

and hopelullv even thing falls into

ft"
Hockey notes: Along with the

recent departure of Brad \orton to

the Detroit Vipers of the International

Economics Department

Thi irt<-t/-«v/ Fokn mrv ?A 1 VVHThursday, February 26, 1 998

3:00-6:00pm

Campus Center Auditorium

Learn from successful Economics Alumni how to find your first job

All Economics Majors and prospective Economics Majors Welcome

Free

Refreshments!!!
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Hockl j veritable

plethoru ol ex Minuieinen earning
their way in the Bjof,

Rob Bonneau. who Ii h
all unic ,n I Ma->> in total points
scored 1 72 goal>. ^4 FITJTtt lor lbt>

points) has been making the trip

between the IV.itland I'iuiic- ol the

\H1 and Hampton Roads ol llle

Kill He MM named Kill Player

of the Month tins mope., and has

led 10 points lor the Piran

number of siints in the -Mil

lluee former Minuteineii have

found jobs on one K HI tOH

Manganaro iwho had a hnel stun

with the Mil 'I 1'iovidciicc Hiuuis tlu>

n) lias reeentl) joiMd fewat

leammaus Keith O'Connell and

jayneil RiMliBf on the Richmond

club.

Also, a number ol this year s

rt, sush as goaltcndcr Brian

Regan, defenaeman lorn O'Connor

and lorwaid I im I .ovell among oth

hould sign piolessional deals

jliei the end of the season.

COUntW MSBMSftATUNV

Former UMass hockey player Brian Corcoran holds a spot on the Hershey Bean, but ht$ NHL dream is not

exactly going according to plan

MEET TWO TRAVELERS
WHO JUST HAD A GOOD HIGHT'S SLEEP

SHE STAYED AT A HOSTEL
and with the money she saved on her

accommodation, she had breakfast at

a trendy cafe, toured the famous sights, saw

a band at a local dub and still had enough

change left over to make

a phone call home.

\|< \ Is V Wll \ l)|s<

With a Hostelling InTemorrcmaf membership cord you get awess to affordable accommodation at

nearly 5,000 hostels in over 70 countries. So if you're planning a trip, gel the HI card and join

4 million members worldwide who sove every time they travel For your HI card visit our website,

coll us ot 202-783-6161 or contact your local student travel specialist

Join on-line today: www.hiayh.org

Unlikely standout Carrara now star
Senior has made quiet impact over his career
By Seth Koenig
Collagion Staff

I ive autumns ago, there were
seven MOM couiiuv tunnen moii-
highly sought aftei by universities

than Holliston High School's Ryan
Carrara. Publicity was tairlv even
ly distributed to the lop three
competitor in Massachusetts, but
outside ot his hometown (. .

was a name in a roundup
"He came in as someone who

finished eighth in the state in

crosscountry." Massachusetts
men's indoor track coach Ken
O'Brien said "He was tairlv good

tjsiy, but still slighth behind

•one of the more publicized run-

Carrara tiptoed into the I Mass
track and untry program
following his senioi \cai of high

school, not attracting many head
lines or much red cat pet In his

freshman yeai. he was undc
mated by opponents and ever-
shadowed bv his teammates
"As a freshman he was behind

veiv talented and deep >ophoiuoie

and junior classes," O'Brien vnJ
"He was a very mature person as

an underclassman, though. He
didn't have to shouldei the weight
ot the team that early, but he
could have. Ovei the years, as the

classes above him slowly peeled
awa\ he rose to the top."

I sen last year. Carrara ran
behind speedy Minutcman upper-

Ckaaosen such as Matt Behl, Mike
Maceiko. Ion Way. Walter Stock
and Paul Blodorn As opposing
teams planned lor the ti%

Carrara quietly perlormed better

and better, often times sneaking
into the top places ot the meet*

At the first meet of the 149(1

cross country season at lona, Ryan
Carrara pulled in sixth place with

a time ol 24 t9, second on the
team behind only Macciko l.ater.

at the Atlantic ID Championships,
the junior surprised the confer
ence elite h\ claiming Nth place

overall His 2b 22 lime was thud
on the team, and his peiloimance
earned hint Ml Conference recof-

COUtniv MIOW MUTKMV

Ryan Carrara wasn't a headliner when he joined the UMass men's

running program, but as a senior he has become a setf-made star

nition. Still, the talk of the town
was |on Way, who grabbed an
impressive fifth position at the A-
10s. although his time of 25:56.6

wasn't as fast as Carrara's season

opening output at lona.

After the outdoor track season

in 1947 ended, the five seniors

graduated, and the Holliston High
graduate found himself in the No
I slot — the leader of the

I imctsity ol Massachusetts'* long

distance runnc
"He's the oldest distance run

ner. and he happens to be the best

distance runner as well." O'Brien
sjid "That's who the other ath-

letes tend to look up to in any

sport. Here's no exception.

w he's in the position to

guide along the voungei Irishmen

and sophomores like he was led

along by the juniors and set

befoi

During the 1947 cross cuunitv

teeaon. Carrara, now a senior, met

the job description perfectly. An
unmatched work ethic and a

strong competitive drive made him
the perfect model for underclass-

men. The senior consistently

paced the Minutemen runners all

teeaon long.

At the Atlantic 10
Championships however, Carrara

was hit in the course of a few sec-

onds with more emotional let-

down than he had in years of

being overlooked by the media.

1 ate in the race, on a weather rav-

aged course the leading L Mass

competitor fell He had been in

the thick of the top five places

during the entire race up to that

point

"I'm sure he's disappointed."

O'Brien said at the time "But he's

a strong kid. and he'll move on
He still has the indoor season to

think about

And at the beginning of that

season, the coach, in hi* lis] year.

offwed a change for hi» premiere

distance runner.

"The 1.500m is a relatively new
event lot him " O'Brien said.

- a classically longer distance

runner, like the > OOOm and the

but this indoor season we
decided to work »ome ot the

stronger faster races, like the

1.500m, into hi« workout He »ur-

d a lot of people with how
quickly he adapted He marginally

surprised me. I expected 4 .

415 times, and he's reached 4 12

alrcadv

In fact, Carrara ha- brought

home several high places during

the course of this indoor track sea-

son, including a first at a meet ear-

lier in the veat

|| Carrara has shown through

sheer perseverance and maturity.

it is possible to rise through the

ranks and become a star His

strength lies in his competitive-

his OQoJnm under pressure.

and his ability to bounce back
from adversity.

The Massachusetts ©aily

Colljgian.
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Knight's outburst

prompts Big 1

probe of incident

By Sieve Herman
Associated Press

BLOOMINGTON. Ind. — One
night his team is humiliated, losing

by 48 points Three nights later, he is

ejected during a loss at home, then

gives a scathing critique of the refer-

ee*. Indiana coach Bob Knight's lat-

est outburst is now under leview by

the Big 10 office.

The conference said yesterday it

will study the Indiana-Illinois game
in which Knight received three tech-

nical fouls and called the officiating,

specifically that of Ted Valentine, the

"greatest travesty" he has ever seen

as a college basketball coach.

"We are aware of those com-
ments." Big 10 commissioner |im

Delany said yesterday. "I think what

we'll probably do is issue a statement

about the game as a whole
"

Delany pointed to the league's var-

ious rules concerning coaches and
unsportsmanlike conduct crowd
incitement and undue criticism of

coaches, schools, players or officials.

a e v e got four or five different

-ions that could be applicable."

Delany; said

The Hoosiers lost, 82-72. to No
22 Illinois on Tuesday night, three

days after they were routed. 1 12-64.

by Michigan for Knight '» second-
worst kisx ciikc he came to Indiana.

On Tuesday night, when asked if

he expected to be disciplined for his

comments — as he has in the paat —
Knight said. "I don't know."

Illinois coach 1 on Kruger said an

intense game can trigger an episode

of this kind

"I think early the officials were try-

ing to keep some flow and call some
things that I think need to be called

more often in the league." he said. "I

think the game has gotten to the

point where it's too physical and not

being plaved bv the rales as intend-

ed-
Knight received one technical foul

in the first half He was ejected after

puking up his second and third tech

nicals with 9:>7 to go.

Freshman Luke Recker was
knocked hard to the Hour and Knight

thought Recker's shot should have

counted as a basket because of goal-

tending. But the officials ruled no
goaltcnding because Illinois' Sergio

McClain pulled the rim. for which he

was assessed a technical, and they

could not assume the ball would
have gone in.

"Well, that's the most ridiculous

statement I've ever heard, because

w>u can't assume that any goaltend

shot is going to be good." Knight

said. "If the ball is on its downward
flight and it s interfered with, it's a

goaltend. You don't assume it's

going to be good, missed, not hit the

rim. or anything."

Knight walked over to check on
Recker. who was still lying on the

floor, and Valentine gave him a sec-

ond technical, an automatic ejection

Knight then flew into a rage and
received the third technical.

"When I went out on the floor and

walked toward Luke on the floor, my
only comment was. 'I have an
injured plavcr there.' Period." Knight

said. "I have even right to go out on

the floor when there's an injured

player on the floor.

"This, and that guy |Valentine|. is

the greatest travesty I've ever seen in

basketball in 55 years as a college

head coach." Knight said. "That goes

beyond anything that's even ridicu-

lous. This was absolutely, totally

uncalled for. lust beyond belief."

Recker injured a rib and under-

went further treatment by team
trainer Tim Garl yesterday. His sta-

tus is unclear for Saturday's game at

Iowa, the Hoosiers' regular-season

finale.

v e r a y
t f !

wskwxr&wk
• 50% Student Discounts

• Right in Amherst

• Space is Limited! Call...

Clutei Suit Wed. March I Ith@ 7:00 pm. Lord Jeffrey Inn. Amherst Common

^%0 CUY LIQUOR
> Muildqui K

Amherst

549-3553

4

Sunderland
CC3 >C*C

Open Mo n -Sat 9:30am 11 :OOpm
j <a Qiy

i f f i j z. h l> l y 'j s fi y j c; 5

In the paint
iquwatitaoMui coujcmm

Yolanda Rayside will lead the inside charge as the UMass women's
basketball team hosts Duquesne in an Atlantic 10 tournament quar-

terfinal tonight at the Mullins Center

basketball
continued from page 16

In overtime. Kctner's baseline

jumper with under a minute to go gave

the Minutemen a 62-60 edge Bui

lames Singleton responded seconds

later with a foul line jumper to tie the

game once again

With onlv m\ atoaaCa remaining,

lonathan DePina fouled Winn on his

wav to the basket. The sophomore
knocked downibolbih.ta.Hmin tjjie

Bonnie* upov WVmWK '

But on the ensuing play. Mack's
miss from outside the foul line was
jammed home by Ketner to send the

game into another extra session,

There. I Mass raced out to a

four-point lead. But following a Mike

Babul errant pass and turnover, that

resulted in a fast break lay-in for

Palmer. Palmer cashed in on a

three point upportumiv lo put the

Great Service!

Great Products!

Nutrition
^Express

For Your Fattest Gain*

Supplements. Personal Training.
Nutrition Programs

Designer Whey Protein $26

Creatine 400g $29

MetRx20ct S38
Androstenedione S39

Fat Burners, Food Bars. A Mora

Ask for Garrett

253-1850

Bonmes up a point. 69-OeV

With 19 seconds left. Mack, who
finished with 15 points and seven

turnovers, knocked down an I IMooter

to put L Mass up 70-69. before Winn
sent the Bunnies' fans home happy.

Si IV. fia venture opened the game on

a l"> 2 run and held a commanding

SS-M lead at the half Center Caswell

Cyrus had a career game The sopho-

more posted 25 points and 12

rebounds in 42 minutes

Hie Minutemen didn t help iheir

Cfci'TiiiSch srVoiiiTff.eih sS percent in

the first half, while committing 20
turnovers for the game

We can't keep putting oursetve*

behind and thinking we're going lo

Flint said. "We had so many
opportunities to win this game, but we
threw the ball away and couldn't make
a free throw

"

Material from UHUI' h\4m
for this article.

NO DANCING
BABIES...

NO CHANCES TO WIN
COOL PRIZES...

NO DOWNLOADS TO
COLLECT AND

TRADE...

NO CUTESY TOP-TEN
LISTS...

JUST PLAIN-OLD
GOOD FASHIONED
NEWS AND HTML.

(NOW VIRUS-
FREE!!!)

IIUIIS 9

lit V HI I i IIKRIiiwN KOAL* AMIDK-1. M \ 01002 2.">6-82K4

ay, Fe\

RKDS
Saturday, Feb. 28:

One Bad

Cadiun

UMass
Student
Legal
Services

922 CAMPUS CENTER

FREE
confidential
professional

legal services
for UMass
students!

545-1995

Wc arc open Tuesday - Sunday

Tucv. Weilv Thurv. Fn.. and Sal 3 hi CBM
Sunday 2 lit close

£xce!1em.e in Japanese Cuijlnc

OF JAPAN
COOKING AT YOUR TABLE

TWO DINNERS FOR $ 2

st (Riwi' vxi >STrAKC( niRiWTlON

TWO DINNERS FOR S 2

SHRIMP \\()S( Ml op COMBINATION

TWO DINNERS FOR $ 1 7

S 1 1 Vk \\l )CHOSMC< AMOTION
All Dtmm mclnd,*W. vrn.tabU

' noodle, soup, rice tea & ice cream

function Room available for your party

Cnvol hi» •M Bo • 1<oIk Spaciotv » !<*« Itw SvmMond 8m horn campus -jtt dropped off ot oui front dooi

rVmtcritajr
(*U>fl6S36M

Ri 116

•

* -J»£' ' ' '

*
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Collegian Classifieds
University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3300 Fax: (413)545-1592

ACTIVITIES

Be • part of Mm comminee that

is hosting the

Commencement Ball We need
enthusiastic creative people *»
tie pawning events All talents

welcomed great eipenence
Come to the general meeting
Match 2nd. 5 pm in Memorial
Hall For more info, call Ann O
545-2317

ANNOUNCEMENTS

S CASH FOR COUECIS

EMPLOYMENT

PKESTISICHIS; NORTHEASTERN
PENNSYLVANIA CAM*

POSmONS AVAILABLE

EMPLOYMENT

iVvoadwortung.

OH
APARTMENT FOR RENT

Soaarioal/AlpMM

non 'Jn r\ i a Dus'ine

156 Ask about our (

AUTO FOR SALE

01 VW Jess* 100* miles AM/FM
nat* Heads *ork

$l8O0o.8:'' 14131649-6736

M Hea* Accars) 2dr CO Player

Power everything Alarm
(413646-7390

Waattad Ass* Can Cash pa*
sssrstssi ' M Ml VK

COMPUTERS

CHEAP' CHEAP'

$98 486 Computet System $295
• 3M4«5?

igma
i$t(BC54»>6159

. Phcaography.

1 &s jdors. IAjsk&J Ovoxsor an
Qenera) Counaalori.

WE PROMISE VCXI A SUMMER
YOU WILL NEVER FOR'

;

INTERVIEWS TO BE MELD
ON CAMPUS MARCH 3rd

TRAIL'S END CAMP

800-408-1404
Summer Employment

. . • '

tooting for motimted pewters for

summer employment Earn

between $6-SeVfcr f« arte call 1

rJOO-829-4777

Sear On jm wmh oayfcwaM (jay

> i iiiliri—M S» » ema» , mmmtd
ay *« tin >lii Oratlua

I hi peek «e* iMum» ckaaaa.

ill m h tiM) . mttmmxmlme
tH HWM **OfMMH •» <M <t Ot

naCanHLOn.**.
VdkyMlMw

. Safe* FaMiy >«Si>«
.VOi.aio»ti«i

*»

Call

itea%llii«4aajya«M.i
<>»> >Ml kc •< a* loaf U»

EMPLOYMENT
GLACIER NATIONAL PARK
MONTANA
summer of your lite St Mary
Lodge & Resort Glacier Park's

finest now hiring tor the 1988

summer season Call (8001368

3689 or e mail name, mailing

address and phone to

jOtaOgjcpark com for an applied

lion Don i pass up the opportunity

of a lifetime 1

Farm Worker- Some heavy lift

mg Write to Scott's Tree Farm.

252 Hadley Rd Sunderland. MA
01375

EMPLOYMENT
Fall-Time Summer Position
Available at Crab Apple
Whitewater for a Photo Technician

at our Mtnilab Job entails devel

oping film and printing pictures

No eaperience necessary but some
past use of lab helpful Call

(4131339 0188 for into and an
application

ENTERTAINMENT

OMoo j. tarn
Moking lor Spring

EMPLOYMENT

Sommer On Cape Cod! The
Wwnoaeil Harbor Beach Cm*
• Tbompooos Farm Market
* Vl-ij -I :< *J '>' I MJ SUTT

mar employment opportunities

March 5 6 7 & March 19 20.21

Car! Amy at (508432 1000 « 129

Personal Care Attendant I

male quad Saturday evenings and

f*«n $7 85A* Call 546-0686

I it) the hot
|7 Come |om us on

March 4th between 9am and 3pm
C the Campus Canter Audrtorium

tor the 23rd Annual Career Oay
'Discover Your Destination *

Sponsored by trie Hotel

Restaurant and Travel

Administration Ctepartment

COUNSELORS TOP I0VS
SPORTS CAMP IN MAINE'
ticiting fun inmmor 1 nstiixi

coach or ass -t Qaaaioei kn AM
Laeva Spam Ail Water Spam
PLUS Camping/Hiking.

Ropes Climbing Wall SCUBA.
> Rillery. Martial Arts.

RN t Secretaries Top Salaries.

Awesome facilities

CAUttMl
NOW' inM73-«iM. or E MAIL
cobkachiof4tool com
Steve Rabia CAMP COB
BOSSES Id Silvorm.no Or

See** Salem. NY 10

<$
l Caka Camp

ClIU M HJ Ch«M|

Ceswaalors far cood Noriti«wv

PA. overnight Jewish camp 3

hours from NYC general sports,

drama. H20 & arts 1 800 973

3866

CAMP CANADENSIS. Pocono
Mountains PA EaotfaM rettdan

nal coed summer camp Caring

i to <

rnotorcyckts. ropes course year-

book and newspaper drama
video, photography, riftery cook

•ng, arts & crafts WSi, wesssftum.

dance golf and much more 1

Eicellent facilities and great

salary' 6/20/98 8/ 1 7 98 Call

(•00*32 1228 or E mail us at

camp4you4J)aol com for an apt*
cation You can find us on the wet)

at WWW CANADENSIS COM

HAVE AN AMAZMI6 IUMMCn
Prestigious coed camp m

-LNt «l
tar needed I

Welfteet on Cap* Cod Call

508 (349 6392 tor ^formation

tommit Joes Aad laseriiiliip*

M Maapttolmj A te or e-m*dfcr

fr*e brochure MS. 711 Signal Ml
Road Suit* 156. Chattanooga TN
37405 liMftafllanl com

XCCaa
A coed ov*rmght camp m
Bndgton Main* Summer
Positions Saporviiory
Head Arts & Crafts Director

Waterfront Director Athletics

Director Camping Director Drama
jtfice Manager

Couatelors wit* Saecialitiei

bK Aquat.cs Archery Athletics

Boating. Camping Ceramics.
- r, a S t i c s

Photography 'Yearbook P*Au
Ropes Sailmn. Tennis Otter.

Seootary 1st Cook feasMiie-
Bea. call Wayne GoMstem or Ava

GoWman 61 7 244 5124

• earwig, rnotj-

I cofotg* stud*rvrj who love

kids' GENERAL B SPECIALTY
COUNSELORS naaded Jo* a ded
icated fun team Competitive

salaries Camp laconic 1 800-

762 2820

CM Med * Crwe* Sfcae* '.

hiring Free details 1 800-435
4247

a\Ma^t»t»m9mmimMm sTosllnB

ajaji | spj ejfapti pjye *!.eii

I

mg for the official telephone direc-

tory this summer Commission

based pay structure Training pro

gram Fjajotkent Mlas/marteting &
rnanapernant experience Call 1

800 743 5556 est 143 or visit

www universityrja-ector res com

CAPE COO SUMMER CAMP
Fkacrurktr will visit UMass Arnherst

Campus on March 3rd If you are

interested m working with us this

summer call us to set up an inter

view Camp Wingata Kirkland.

508 358 5816 Email

carnpwtOpobo* com

Earn $75 $10*

Non weight tramed males needed

tor Exercise Science Study Call

Sieve 253 4952

CRUISE A UNO TOUR JOBS

MPal|Bj*aJ . d"bt>«an MBtJbj

tj>s* ett I rtsB 'iKim-hnjid Fa

.nfo img (919S33 1939ertCl50

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT- Earn

up to S3 000/month m trsherios.

resorts Airfare 1

FrxyJAoognrg' Our terwee reconv

mended by US News & World
Reports (9i9«U-'939eit A150

DJ For Hire

i 0J !

of music now booking for

Semester Perfect for date parties,

formats, or any occassion Call Tim

253 6593 (DJ Fowl Check me out

at Pruddy s on Friday

FOR RENT

SUMMER RENTALS
CAPE COO GROUP Summer
Rentals- Some wotorfroat
beetes. some with swimming
poofs. Falmseth area Diamond
heel Estate IWH77-19M

FOR SALE

PIRATES!
Shirts and hats in the world' On
sale' TreasureJuchae]og»_and
History v ^ • EXPf DITIONWHY

INSTRUCTION
Casco Boy Bartending

Student Discounts

Call For Wrj

1800-467-2028

University Bartending Coarse

50% Student Discount National

Certification Available Spring

Sessions This Semester Space Is

Limited 1-oBB-U-CAN-MtX

LOST & FOUND

SERVICES

UgytjJJeilielRi

24 HOURS OF
FREE PRINKS!

T lajtot tram IftT
««Im«M PM *«•» IIIWKW <d •—

r*

Lost Block Swsator
on Jan 28th Please call H.<y4

. A lilt TB>

CLASS :idvv\

>$d&&n

i

$325 Ca« Bert 5490240

Corwood Far Sal* $125 Cord

Cat S» 5456

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

MISCELLANEOUS

EARN
$75 $1SBsVWEEK

Raja* all the money your student

group needs by sponsoring a VISA
Fundraiser on your campus No
bnSMbsspjl & on Mo I M "wO
od There s no eBbatBon. so why

M tpj bj MrjaTtBoBl imWv CM

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

4 String Ptdulla Frotloss Bass
with hardshell case $1900 or 670

54&5302

PERSONALS

Help! Need e ride to Spring

Break Any surtcase sue will do

To hook up meet me at

abusy loony weony yell a

dot bourn wants Ohook up

No strings attached Meat meat

Bays Wanted- Sigma
AajtaMuFraotrroty If

Work P/T

roll back of our Endangered
Species Act Very urgent cam
paign'ii Work with The Sierra

of $Sl Pss*Jbi CbI tm :bt

6434

NATIONAL PARK EMPLOY
MENT Part

Preserves Ask us how' 517-324-

3109 Ext N50O12

.rr n m MM Must kojasajlg

iraat Atm M*a1k«rjxjd*d

Wbitewoter Reft Coidet
Needed .Vettam MA Full or

Pan !"« available No experience

rvacessary We wuf tram Looking

for athletic, pause***** people

who bke to work hard m the out

doors Can Dab Appktl

33M1BB for mori

t ion and an apptcatmn

iM Hitu

Serpmo' Nappe KrtMay Jm
TYiogght you would get this mes
sag* en your birthda>

Gotchai From Your Fnends At The

Mm Store

HEALTH ft BEAUTY

Spring Break Special

Los* 5. 10. up to twenty pounds

before Spring Break 1 ' Ad natural

Or recornrnended S34 plus free

samples Call (41 :>

Now Motobolism
Breakthrough lose 5 100

pounds Or Approved' Cost $35

HOUSE FOR SALE 1ROOMMATE WAI

Bos rente, yard, quiet $300 a

month Available now 587 3078

Ask Nancy

SERVICES

RESUMES

Kick Bum %ammm

• ' ^j*"
I
^ HI Hi

549-7568 Ruby

ROOM FOR RENT

Sunderland on bus route SWF
preferred Cad 546-5082

Large room ia Victorian down
town house All inclusive

$400 54*0733

instant Equity BBeuiifu! 3 bed
room 3 ',? bath o«th garage hra

pbn. harowood floors and rnore

Central Air Exceptionally main-

tained Priced thousands below

market Must sell Open House
March 1 1 4pm $124,900 31

Amity Place Call Collect (860B57

3656 Buyers Only

Psychic Ceoesel Medium
fwltwntfwpi. Career. Hvatth. Life

Concerns Free initial consult*

lions Yohah Ralph 586-3071

Progaaot? Need bolpT Call

Birthright of Arnherst ate* tor free

testing and assistance 549-1906

STEREO & CD EQUIP

Car Stereo Equipment

Kenwood Detach Face 1 year ofd.

paid $350 1 amp 100x2 paid

$150 1 amp 100x4. paid $100 1

pur Pioneer 6x9 speakers. 100w.

paid $110 Whole system sounds

great, needs nothing Selling as

package deal tor $300 Call 546

ic

TICKETS

Sarab McLocklan/BHIy
JooYVNCAA Men s Beit*PPlOVEfst:

Clapton 2 Guys Tickets 1 888

345 TOOL

TRAVEL

EARLY BIRO SPECIAL
EUROPE SUMMER 90

Nu-'heajt Dep i H2^ <* T

Cd"t* Me».ci.' $199 K "'

> 0AM
Fejojaj pjpj $'+9 Q v,

Can 800 326 2009

http //www aohrtch org

Miami only 179 W
Menco/C*riB6**n or San Juan
$200 R/T Europe S179CVW Other

worldwide destinations cheap

ERRORISTS GET YOU
THERE CHEAPER 1 Air Tech

(2121219-7000 I800r575 TECH
www attach com

Alteraative Spriog Break
YogaFest Week. Music. Dance
Meditation. Vegetarian Missouri

Oiarta. Ride Sham. $165 FREE

MAGAZINE 8008962387
•rmbers aoi com/yogafest

KILLINGTON SPRING BREAK
Want a great urne for a low price'

Go to Kibnpipn for Spnng Brook'

Starting OS?49 including 5 day

UN tenet 5 nights O Mountain

Green UMASS SKI N BOARD
aUB 545-3437

WANTED

SONIX / C.A.S.
Audio Equipment Sale

New, Used and

Miscellaneous Stuff

Call in Advance

586-1651 or

582-0039

518 Pleasant St,

Northampton, MA

JAMAICA SPRING BREAK IN

NEGRIL Don't get ripped off' Go

with who you can trust No hidden

coats. Starting O $339 7 nights

round trap air. transtws Cobegtat*

Beach & Party Events On-site

staff UMASS SKI N B0AR0 CLUB

5453437

SPRING BREAK 90

Free food and drinks' Cancun

Bahamas. Jamaica and Florida

from $399 Orgenue • tmasl group

and travel FREE! Highest cornmis

sions and towest prices Call Surt

ftj Sun Tours to bocom* a campus

rpGTJf574-7577

Sprmg Brook «0 Got Going"

Cancun Jamaica. Bahamas. &
Florida Group Discounts & Free

Drink Parties 1 Sell 5 & go free'

Book Now'" Vis*7MC/1)i*c/Ame»

1 800 234 7007 http //www end-

boBBurnrrvjrtours com

Moving out?

Need a

Place to Live?

Looking for a

New
Roommate?

Have You

Checked The
CLASSIFIEDS?

The Classifieds:

Giving you what

MM need the most.

THURSDAY. FEB 26

Blood Drive— The
American Red Crosi will be
holding a blood drive in the

Student Union Ballroom frum
10:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Call

10-462-2229 for an
appointment. Walk- ins are
welcome!
Guest Speaker— The

Prevet/Animal Science Club
will be having a guest speak-
er at 7 p.m. in Paige lab.
room 202. For more informa-
tion, contact Brian at

256-6022.
Meeting—
mcing Clu

from 5 JO-7 p.m. in Totman
101. Walt/ and Cha-Cha will

be taught. No experience is

MCtUUJ. ror more informa-
tion, contact (essica at

546-6129 or Shannon at

546-2255.
Wetting— The Peer Mentor

Network will be meeting in

the Campus Center frcm
6:30-830 p.m. Co to the
information booth on the

Meeting— The Ballroom
Dancing Club will be meeting

concourse for the room num-
ber. This week's topic is

otad) okilll and academic
resourcev for more informa-
tion, call Peter at 545-4602.
Win it-— "Art Ache: The

Game of Art and How to Play

It" will be shown as part of
the Faces Weekh Video
Series to be held at I p.m. in

the Student Union Gallery
I icu'ing— Free public

observing of the partial solar

eclipse will start at 12 p.m.
at the Science A-Z Store on
King Street in Northampton.
Special telescope*- will be set

up to safely view the sun. For
more information, call Tom
Whitney. 256-6234.
evenings.

FRIDAY. FEB. 27

Documentary— The Queen
Han Club will show the rock-
umentary "Magic Years II" in

the Campus Center room
I68C at 7 p.m. All are wel-

come to attend.
Celebration— Casa

Doatinica will have "A Dav
ol Celebration and History
on the Campus Center con
course from 10 a.m. to 3

&m. At 7 p.m Ca\ona. CaTM
ominicana's folklore dance

troupe will be hosting dance
lesson^ followed b) a movie
in the Campus Center room
101.

SUNDAY. MAR 1

Winter Hash Hillel

hkniBC will be sponsoring an
afternoon of winter activities

from 3-5 p.m. Anyone inter-

ested should meet at Hillel.

I n t e r - R e I i fi i o u s

Celebration— The UMass
Inter-Religious Project and
the Interfaith Service Council
of Amherst are holding a cel-

ebration in the Student
Union Ballroom at 4 p.m.. to

he followed by a 5:30
potluck dinner, for more
info contact Merle Ryan
(545-26841. Rana Al-lammal
(546- 4519). lessica Rohm
(549-83081. Kent Higgins

(256-0109). or Will lohnMon
(584-9279).

NOTICES

Billing— At the end of the

business j,, N on Friday. Feb.
20. the Bursar's Office will

be closing out its student
billing process. OIT will be

required to collect the $20
OIT computing account fee

for the spring semester.

Ocmtttic i.xchange— The
Domestic Exchange Program
application deadline is

March I. The last two infor-

mation sessions for
exchanges during the
1998 1999 academic year
will be held on February 24
and 25 in the Campus Center
room 905 from 4:45-5:45
p.m. lor more information,
call 545-535 1 or stop by
F-26 Machmer Hall.

Schedules— The Spring '98

final Examination Schedule
will be available beginning
Thursday. March 12. Copies

will be delivered to students
in the residence halls and
will be available to off-cam-
rus students in the
Registrar's office (213
Whitmore). It will also he-

available on the World Wide
Web beginning March 1 athlip//www-
ureg.admin.umass.edu.

dent Employment—
I 1 1 e c t i \ e the week of
I c b i u a r | 16. Student
Employment Services will be
changing their hours of oper
ation Tne new hours will be
Monday through Friday from
10 a.m.-5 p.m. For further
information call 545-1530.
Support Group—

REFLECT, the Five College
Bereavement Support
Program, offers grief support
services free of charge to
undergraduate and graduate
students who have experi-
enced the death of a loved
one. Groups are small, confi-

dential and meet for 8 weeks.
Pre-registration is required.
Groups meet on Tuesdays
from 7:30-9 p.m. and

rvh tn pubac asrvK* jnnouncomtnb prawn!

dairy To wbmn an rvi, ptoaic tend * pmi
nrlaaw contammq all partmcfrt information

nctudng Irw nam* and phone number of th»

contact perton to Ih* CoUrgian c/0 the

Manacang, EdRor by noon the pievwui day

Wednesdays from 630-8
p m Poi • -nation
call 577-5516.
Tax Assistance— The

Department of Accounting of

the School of Management
will be offering free tax
assistance and preparation
for taxpayers with special
needs, including persons with
disabilities, low to limited
income. non-English speak-
ing persons and elderly tax-

payers. Volunteers are
accounting majors who have
taken tax courses. Report to

the School of Management
Tuesdays and Thursdays 6-9
p.m. All other taxpayers
should go to the Hampshire
Mall Tuesdays and
Wednesdays 3-6 p.m. and
Thursday 3-9 p.m. (except
during Spring recess). Any
questions, contact Mike
Whitman at 545-5660.

a HSCN
Bulletin Board

c
V
2* a CBS/3 Hartford

-c 4 CBS/4 Boston

- a ABC/5 Boston

C a PBS/57 Springfield

7 HSCN Movie Ch.

Bj a UPN/20 Hartford

3fi

z
u
C/3

a Weather Channel

to NBC/30
.

New Britain

fi Fox/61 Hartford

12 PBS/24 Hartford

X 13 WOCH & HSCN

m 14 International

ia UMass Academic TV

17

IB

HSCN Programming

TV-19

ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

CNN

CNN SI

Headline News

UCTV

TBS

BET

TV Land

Univision

Cotnedv Central
t

Cartoon

Much Music

THURSDAY EVEN

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
wvrr
wnc
wwlp
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
A*E
CNN
COM
DISC
ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK

1

O

Wi*hbof* «

NfWf K

Nvwt M
Full Houm X

11

20

21

2>

6:00
Business Rpt.

CBS

CBS

ABC Now*

Cheers I

Homo Imp.

Nevrs I
Creatures

News «

Mad Abo. You

Family Marten

NG
6:30

BoyWork)

NBC News

Mad Abo. You

NBC News

SimpaontJt

NBC Newt

Business RpT

ABC News

Mad Abo You

Family Matters

Northern Exposure X
Worldview Tf.

Janoorw G. |Maln-iaugh

Wings "The Falkland Surprise"Wlnot'Tl

UpCtoto

Supermarket

Sportscanttr

7:00 i 7:30_
Newthour WHh Jim Lohrar T
Inside Edition

Extra .1

Inside Edition

Frtah Princo"

Wheel Fortune

Judgt Judy a
Ent. Tonight

Seinfeld H
Whool-Fortune

ITVI
Nova (In Stereo) J,

Promised Land (In Stereo) I
Ent. Tonight

Chronicle X
Fresh Prince

Jeopardy!!:

Judge Judy I
Hard Copy X
FrotnwX

Jeopardy! X
Newshour With Jim Lehror X
Seinfeld X IFraolorX

Seinfeld X
Andy Griffith

FraolorX

Andy Grrffrth

Lew a Order Sweeps "X

MontyllnoX CrootfiraX

Dolly Show (R)

Gimme Shelter

Stain's Money

C - Campus

8:00 8:30

Promised Land (In Stereo) I

9:00 9:30 10:00
Mystery! The Ice House" X~
Diagnosis Murder

(
In Stereo)

Diagnosis Murder (In Slereo)

FEBRUARY 26, 1998
10:30

Keeping Up

a Hours (In Slereo) X
41 Hours (In Stereo) I

Virtus) Qhsosswn" (1998, Suspense) Peter Galogher. Mrni Rogers. Premiere (In StorooflT

»«« TrWAia^"(19M.Su»ptnse)Ricl>ardG«re"

Friends X [just Shoot Me

Honey. I Shrunk the Kids X
Friends X iJustShootl

World's Funnleet! (In Slerflo)X

Just Shoot MeFriends X
Dr » on Call

Seinfeld X Veronicas CI.

Fame LA

'

Seinfeld I
Lili VaoiHi" X

IVoToroco'sCT

New York Undorcovor X
Seinfeld X |Vorontca's CI.

Mystery! "The Ice House" X

ER "Exodus" (In Stereo) I
Once Under

ER "Exodus" (In Stereo) X

EB "Exodus' (In Stereo) I
Foto-NovelesThis Old Hso. ,

tylrtvtl dteasaron" (1996, Suspense) Peter Gallagher, Mtmi Rogers. Premiere (In Slereo) III

ttVi "Oiyionhvndef (1990,! Drama) Tom Cruise.

Thunder X
Biography: BiH Robinson

World Today X
New Explorers

*t>» "O/MaLAve-OBao, Comedy

Wild Discovery "Lethal Waters"

Larry King Live X
OUda Radner. Don Noveiio.

Strange-True

Debt

MTV Live (In Stereo)

Figure It Out |TinyToon

Quantum Leap X
Renovition [Renovation

(5:30) a 'i 'Grvtr.pmrOklMea

loi« K Clark-Suparm*n

Baywilch (In Slereo) X~

Intimate Portrait

lCnaane Basketball; Clemson al North Carolina State (Live

1——2E— T.. ...... M i !„ /l« Cl*.««\ IJ.AIJL "Tl

My So-Callad Life "Betrayal

DougX |RugratsX

SaaquaatDSVX

Home Again I
Home Again

Bebylon 5 (In Stereo) X

Unsolved Mysteries (In Stereo)

Rockumentary

Allan Strongs

Tupac Shakur

Happy Days

Sightings (In Stereo) X

I
Cheers U

11:00
Watt lor God

,
11:30

iThUOIdHae

I Last Show X
I
Lie Show I

News! IregtiMlnoX

Si^ Trek: Nexl Ganer.

Vibe

i
TorwgW Show"

Simpoonal"

raws .".

Tonight Show"

Deep Spate 9

Tonight Show
Charlie Root (In Slereo) X

M'A'S'H nr

Vi Tna Oufsid»«*(1983. Drama) Matt Dillon"

WghtlineX

RaalTVX

Unexplained

World Today X
Janoane G. |Mako-Laugh

Movie Magic | CIA-Secret Warriors
|Justice FHos (R)

College Basketball: North Carolina-Charlotte at Cincinnati (Live) (Sportscontor

Law t Order X
Sports lllus. IMoneyline X
Daily Show |Staln't Money

oW "thicker ThtnBkKxt Tto Uny McLlnden Storf[W
All-Time Top 10 (R) (In Stereo)

Wonder Years
]
Wonder Years

Forever Knight "Dead ot Night''

Death of the Red Baron

Ultra Sound: Back In the Day

I Love Lucy X |M.T. Moore

Robocop: the Series X
Medical Detect (Without Warn.

,* "ft» Oidere«r»d"(1969. Western) John Wayne, Rock Hudson

Almost Perfect Golden Girls

Lovetine (In Slereo)

HNewhortX
SeaquestDSVX

Medical Detect IWirhout Warn.

(4:45) Tex" \t 'The £r.™^ on lr» two**{^W&l

Solar Empire "Impact!" (R l

T**»^ "Tnagwo(l8f"(l976) JrjhnWaYneT"

Highialide^Tkr^ «,iJ. I
Wg irX l *** "TriaAftyss "11989, Scienca Fiction) Ed Harris. (InSlareo)X |Silk Stalkings

" Jtv, »iiM»(\*\r-JWI. Lkximarriary) (h Slereo) tI!T X rSarv^wy 'M998^SjJSpen;tl Msrt Oaaisros. 1

(5:45) **"> "Mandals and da7ci»dr"(1997) X [
Stdnoy Pottiar

Trw Crossing Quart t'^fe. Drama) Jack Nicholson, n' |*» -fttoi»^ere to flun" (1 993, Adventure) 'R'

M

a* "Sistor Act' (1992) Whoopi Goldberg. 'P0' |*V> "But Wra"(l996, Advonture) Pamela Anderson Lee. 'R' X
"Maxima

SUrgats BQ-t
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Bruno By C. Baldwin
/-ilMMi. ir IVC Acw#r» mao o*rngviY
niAC riNt, THAT OTMIftt ARt M>T h«
tv.,.4< AN OHLY Aft. ATS To ffofvr i

OtflHtO A* fAUT ef HUSSAf M.(,HT
IT leaKlUOC THAT THAT} w«v

- JOOe.iMtusAt.'' /*

Robolman By Jim Meddick

Drabb!« By Kevin Fagan Dilbert By Scott Adams

fPAAOfcTTTE.

ExtNT-'at

...ANO TWE "OOGBERT

CURSE'' STRIKES ANYONE
WHO SENOS A CHMN
LETTER. BUT THE LETTER

SAID I'D DIE IF I

OIDNT

TOU'RE THE UORLD'S

SMARTEST GARBAGE MM;
HOCU C0OUID ^OU HAN0LE
TMIS?

DIO TOU KNOU) THERE'5

ALSO A'GARBAGE TEAM'S

CURSE" FOR PEOPLE (*MO

SEND CHAIN LETTERST

Thatch By Jeff Shesol

I u mot mat I m
eutrt FOR WA TC

LtVf. tOOtTHtR.

IM
not

v*ll-'t

note

«tiu ir «ro*iLP«.i «
LiViHft TOtJCTVttR.'tN

TX STRICT SesafiC..

TKtRtP H THRtt •»

l*». lISCUiOlNO TVTff .

F\4* «r€P
MASt '*»
ARjrrx rooos*

if*. LotC.

A TRMVU
RUHFOR
LIVIMC

TUtJtTHW?

ATRUst
TRlAv
bus

MOT A HtPQt
AGklMOT COMkin
MINT WIT «

HtDOe tsVMP A

HtPGt AOArH«T
r^iaMlTMtMT'

Pox Trot By Bill Amend
r

Non Soqwitor By Wiley

YXNOW. TUCBtt IX

GooO KAeVoN 1NUY
KX 'WAUL A
A PoPUUXP 0>o»?T

Kampus Kids By Adam Souliere

IVvttCoTrvf TD EaXiCATlOt.

lofTME CX)ixEG£

(TrOR-TOta

I'd L'.K€ Nou All^o

Ci4n4?T^^ Of OUfl <U ASS

TexTftOOK foiV

OH.AnOB^TXujAY-
vou can Alx. Pick uP

-r^e T€<T AT Q&K.'Z

fcSOKVN ANCMoiiAGe,

AL-ASI^A- IT'S T^ONLY
STop£ THAT CAPR\€S tl

Svon By Stephen Higgins
Svon By Stephen Higgins

Horoscopes
NSCES (Feb. 19-March 20) —

Take care >ou don't underestimate

someone else's involvement ir a

project today, or undervalue hi* <'r

ntrihutMiiv Be oHjeune. fair

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
You must adopt a more practical

attitude today if you expect to avoid

the kinds of pitfalls that have

plagued miu in the past.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
What is most accessible isn t likelv

to interest you the most Rather,

you'll be attracted to what it seems

vou can't hn\c'

GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20) —
You know more about life than oth-

ers might think.' and today you II

have the chance to share knowledge

and your unique point of vievc

CANCER (|une 21-|uly 22) —
All sou require is the ptoixr forum,

and the idc\i- \ou have to than with

others will win praise, admiration

and commitment.
LEO (|uly 2V\ug. 22) — You

may be after something — or 0O0M

one — that is currently out of

reach. Stay committed and you'll be

able to do the impossible in no
time

VIRGO (Aug. 2>-Sept. 22) —
V'U muM be willing to look else-

where toda> il j current situation is

not presiding you with the satisfac-

tion sou desire at this time.

I IBRA (Sept. 23-Ocl. 22) — If

you're waiting tor M0MO0M eKe to

mt \ou a favor, you may find \out-

sclf waiting for quite some time.

You must be willing to help \our-

sell.

SCORPIO (Oct. 25-Nov. 21) —

Now is not the time to show off in

an\ ostentatious fashion. You can

afford to be a little more
down-to-earth in vour presentation.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — You are in the mood for a lit-

tle more luxury today than you re-

used to — and you may have it. pro-

vided you're ready to assume the

DOM
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— Take care that you don't come
- today as sloppy, random or

uncaring. You want others to think.

rightfully, that vou're fully involved.

AQUARIUS <|an 20-Feb. 18) —
There is no need for you to be too

rational today: an emotional
response to the day's primary situa-

tions can serve you better now.

Closo to Homo By John McPherson

>f tHc? Day
a Are all guys like

that? " -Overheard

Today's P.C. Monw
Ceejf 54S-2e>26 rW a**** ImimtmmHmi

Franklin

LUNCH
Texas Chili

Meatball Grinder

Quiche Lorraine

DINNER
Greek Style Lemon Chicken

Veal Parmesan

Feista Rice and Cheese

1 /4 lb. Burger w/ or w/o Cheese

Worcester

1/ <t, ^v-ia,

"Head down the right side about 1 50 yards.

If my drive slices, just deflect it back onto the

fairway toward the green."

ACROSS
t Uiv/ii'

') Ha hi ill in

H.irmon

9 Gen -'

13 Terntorir^

tS Pliiy tvrrjinntnn.

16 Ctvi(ie*i n *iio

1 T C»r»/c

18 Eat sp.irinqly

19 Unlock
?U Phis.

?1 Went unOvo i.im

?1 vVoirn

25 Admirpr

26 Parched Icoimq

?! Molli.sk

30 Jormny
31 Cunning
3? PhysiriM Aihr>n

37 Unrrtmpri
moijis

38 Chornral s

APiqi'ts

40 Goad
41 Hulk Moq.i'i lb

arm
43 Gold b.i'

44 Bo victorious

45 Shoolinr.) stars

4 / Wild dog
*>0 Sorrowtul

f»K':l,irTi,iIion

fii Broadest

M Sour pirkio

53 Crowd

>6 M'A'S'M
artor

S; Oal.lfn'ti.i c ity

'.q lli'tlor t.or\

61 I .lv i

6? Pr.l.sr

Cstiavaqantry

6 1 I mhors
64 Mount. ii" lake

b'i Bas.-hallor

Musi.ii

66 ksssvl town

DOWN
I [)Olt s AOl(1

? Prrsi.i locl.lv

3 Oisjialrti

•t cr>i sort

(IctiMisi- an
5 I nrtort a quarrol

6 Sour
; Coumry adeir

b CI 'i 'Is iJortlams

Su'lor

10 Aspirations

1

1

Clumsy
\? Cooiical

14 Without iisa

2? An Asian

24 Cook sham
specially

25 Art lik»' a
(-iprgyrnan

?6 Makr nr>at

?7 »ar(ic

28 Wntci John

PRf VlOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

M t 1 i t 5 - r P t
(J*

s

A ><
L N A A V

|
M A V L T

••
•

A '< f D I R 1 T 1 r. F

2

1

A

D

r

1
'-. UA I

H

sW l< 1 R f

A

A

7?
r[t r T A|g

o TH
I A Wi M 1 1

•

.

T&ME IS
M A N A IiIhIIaIvIOJC A D O

M

N

J

b

a

IJA aisitI I | A V i D

MjLJ

A
7T

L r MIL
BIE X

B A

T

I

r R< M s E h s 6 I |o 1

' B f

* T K £
I

s vV A c E

s L r.
'

l^ p L L T j L s A

f
;
* r. s s L R D 15 M E A R

Dickson
29 Wnlor James
AS F-arial (oaturo

33 Arl|iists

)-l fhorffurc

3f? WlnrlybirrJ m
vontor SiKorsKy

36 t ish ( alchors

38 SparMos
30 Onrrtor CUi«
42 I'.urs

43 SlantrMl ty|M'

lb Dam ,oi

'.- I I . .• ,-» S,» »» .|S-

4f> Wing o1 a
building

4 ! F yoiashos
48 Moro unusual
49 AclH?

51 SlOain engine
ihvonlor

52 Aria oortormrw

53 Polite address
54 Fyo amorously
55 Marry s Will'

S8 King Coin
60 I atrnct bird

LUNCH
Turkey Burger

Chili Con Carne

Sesame Noodles h Pea Pods

DINNER
Duchess Meat Pie

Creek Style Lemon Chicken

Hot It Spicy Vegetable Pasta

Pastabilities

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Charbroiled Chicken Sandwich

Turkey Bacon Swiss Folded Pita

DINNER
Creek Style Lemon Chicken

Veal Parmesan

Berkshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Reuben Sandwich on Rye

Sesame Noodles & Pea Pods

DINNER
Boneless Pesto Chicken

Veal Parmesan
Garden Chili

Pastabilities

TodavVS
Night Editor

Photo Technician

Copy Editor

Production Supervisor

Production Staff
j

Jocolyn Burrows]

J*rofny iVorho>rsl
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WORCESTI R H uiu want to

mil V\ tight get a lot ol Kf time

m ost-n v\okc*>

: ..I liuk.

KM that t tu- lonnei defenseman

(at the Massachusetts heckev team is

not a good he*, i but in hi*

Wright (41

pane* plav 'jl* two dssists

II? penal t> MM) i> Ml learning

the ropes The American Hockev

I tfiir club signed him to a one-year

MM this pa*

. ilh a «

that |

the nramtmfl

he earned hi*

ted more
. man

*iem

Through a season of ups

and downs , three former

UMass hockey players

have made the move to

The Next
Level

.ever, when the paw is on the

line, and the Ice Cats need to pull out

.! win seeing W nghl on the fee is liter

reposition He
knows his job. hut he also know-

(•stent ice time only conies to those

•he express shuttle to the

jue.

. r the

boards, he know* what let tats coach

Greg Gilbert wants out of htm - hit

ting and hu»tlmg Whether it is

h time or not. the Palmer.

Vr-ftf native tries to be at the top of

a rote player (or mis Mam. and

uiiifc— m there to mix it up

when a ght *atd •

rookie, sometimes the tee time works

out. and sometimes it doesn't

chance you get fb piav >ou have to be

ji Maf heat

lough, but that's a part of the

game, and it's the way its going to be

for me at this level I have to deal with

CM it and just work hard out

I a strong sun to the season.

Gilbert MM noticed that W right is get-

ting a little behind on his develop

until 1*0 get that increased ice time.

idmit there are aspects ol the

i Minuteman't game that he

needs to impi*

"The thing we like about Dennis it

he's a rugged individual, and he's not

afraid to get his nose dim." said

Gilbet as a member of the

|i<M\^ Rangers team which won
the Stanley Cup "lie bangs and

ea when we need him to. but k

has some things to improve on. and

apsad it one of them

"But he's a good guv to have

around, and he has a lot of character

and works hard

"

The Nest Level

Wright is not the only

ea-Minutenun earning a paycheck in

the pros, and two of his former Mam-
mates are dealing with this transition-

al phase of their hockey Uvea as well.

Brian Corcoran iMershey Boars) and

Watrcn Sorris (Si lohn » Maple

Leafs) have also used their internship

of sorts in Hockey Last to mak

the next level — the Mil

Against the spirit of "you can't get

there from here." the AHL is a place

where hockey pla>ers can hone their

and hope for that eat Ironi the

Mil But to talk about the AHL. one

mutt know about the league.

Die AMI i- alliliated with the

SMI with Ihe Mil parent dub or

clubs holding exclusive rights to plav

ers on a mataflc Mil team -

.tuple the ke Cats are affiliated

with the Si Louis Blues and the

OtmtM Senators, and the Bears arc

affiliated with the Colorado

Avalanche

Simpls Had, the Mil lullills the

same roil Inple-A does with Major

League Baseball training BMJN

the bigtime The next step up for all

three players is the Mil and that

>si coach k* Mailen a good

feeling about what his program has

led to his ex -pi..

"Truthfully, our record could have

been a little better while they were

here, but this is a sign thai we've done

pod lor these guys." Mailen

ajM "This it a terrific accomplish

ment lor these three because they

were not heavilv recruited going imo

college To make it this Ur. and be

one Mai .iwav Irom the Mil il a

credit to them
our pan. it makes us feel pretty

good MM we did at least a

good job in helping them develop

those skills for the next lev el
"

After a successful stint on the ice for the UMass hockey team

Football Hero
Corcoran'* story is a very interest-

ing one, because the former defensive

end for the Minuteman football Mam
— and an All-Timc Yankee
Ccnlerence selection as well — has

earned his living in the game of hock

fj Ihe looiball *lar Irom

Baldwinsvillc. H\ has left behind the

pigskin for the vulcanized rubber of

pro hockey.

KMMA UMUNIX ' COUitUN

Dennis Wright now wears the uniform of the AHL's Worcester Ice Cats.

"Being picked to all nine Yankee

Conference Mam was a huge honor."

.oran said "Football was great

game for me. and I miss it. bui m>

experience in pro hockey has been

fun. but tough

"

Mier two icaaom on the defer

line for the Minuteman hockey team

1 199 i an was signed b>

the Anaheim Mights lXi*k* organiza-

tion He spent his ti r-t Mini in the

pros with Raleigh ol ih

kev league, and the last sea-

and a half with the Baltimore Bandit-

before signing a one-year deal with

the Hershey Bear* last fall

The emotional roller coaster ride of

the pro ranks has been fell most by

Corcoran, who has had to weather

injuries (muting 40 garnet last season

with a knee injury) and the realitv d
roster "downsizing and reorganiza-

tion" with the Anaheim organization.

For regular plavcr* Ilka him and

W right, this is the realitv of their -ur

rounding* — unless something out

the blue happens to their careers, and

the Mil comes knocking

"Pro hockev is an up and down
thing." Corcoran said "Some week*

you're at the top of your game, and

the next week you're in the coach'*

doghouse. The toughest pan ol it is

keeping healths for the lull KO-game

schedule, because if \ou mi** I

weeks, you miss eight games in thi*

league, and somebodv else take* w>ur

place.

"You don't know what is going to

happen from year to- year. unlcs*

vou're a star in management'* eve*

and you are getting primed to make

the jump. As of right now. the Mil

dream has become just a paycheck In

me. but we'll wait and see what hap-

pen*."

My Hometown
- *tory has an intriguing twt*t

to it because he did not just sign with

any AHL club, he signed with hi*

hometown club. The St. lohn *.

« *tl Vr UIOU «IATK»*S

Newfoundland native -igi

iwo vear deal with the M lohn s

Maple Laafi alter Mat *c.i«on 'be

uaranteed him the onlv oiher

place he wxmld go from there i- up

to the Mil patent club, tile Toronto

Maple Uafs
at deal at the time hut n

can be deputed

High expectations ahoundc.

er, as the rocl

•nan left L Mas* last sen-

se in both goals

i* (tl!, and third

he future

f he -tan

I 14 names ol ihe

scored 1 7 5 I and at

in total
|

I bright for
'

ed nine out of the

the Maple leafs alter his

departure from the Minutemcn

•vci. like Wright. Sorris hat

had a harsh introduction to the pro-

fessional Bfe as a rookie \N iih three of

their top acoren calling the center

position home, the faccoff specialist

has onlv darted 1 7 game* this season.

\ two way deal with the Kill
i which ha* the *ame arrangement

with the AHL that the AHL has with

the- Mil i might have allowed Norn's

lo gel more plaving time \t thi* point

in hi* development, the Mil option

in hi* contract is a k>ng way away.

Recently. Norns has begun to see

some Man ice time on the wing, but it

might be too little too late to salvage

anv constructive productivity out of

thi* season in the shadow

"This has been a disappointing

veai. V rn* *.ud. after a visit to a

local St lohn s school with some of

hi* MMM Maple leafs "We are cur

rentlv in fourth place |in the Atlantic

PiviMonl. and we )ust have an over

I ol plaver* here One night vou

plav real well out there, and the next

night you're on the bench. *o that

make* it lough to get in a tlow

" Ihe thing is I'm not plaving mv*ell

out of the lineup. M) it* I tough filia-

tion to deal with Hopefully, this will

Turn to HOCKEY page 12

Bonnies' Winn hits 3

to beat UMass in 2-OT
By Corey Peter Goodman
Collegian Staff

Ihe Massachusetts men's basket-

ball team has been playing with fire

lately, and la*l nighl in Olean. N V

the St Bonaventure Bonnies burned

the Minutemen.

Bonnie* guard lim Winn hit an

Massachusetts 70

St. Bonaventure 7?

NU\ ranee three -pointer with onlv

a lew tic* lemaining in the second

nine to give M Bonaventure a

72-70 lead before an enthused

Reillv (.enter crowd. Charlton

Clarke* desperation three point

attempt wa* off the mark as time

expired.

With the win. St. Bonaventure

(16 12. b-9 Atlantic 10) snapped a

20 game losing *treak at the hand*

of (he Minutemen
UM.i**. which move* to 20-8.

12 1, Mew Ml opportunity to clinch

a lust round bye in next week's

urney (March 4-7).

Now. the Minutemen will need to

pie in Philadelphia on

Sunday in the season finale to sure

up the bye "id the regular seaton

title

"Our back* arc up against the

wall now," Massachu*ctt* coach

Bruiser Flint said "Bui we had our

chance* tonight and couldn't hit our

free throws."

The Minutemen rallied from a

*econd hall deficit that climbed a*

high as 12 point* I Ala** used a

9-2 run early in the half to stay

Lari Ketrter scored a pair ol

baskets, and Weeks knocked down
two free throws before Monty
Ma. k * three pulled UMass to with-

in seven

Ketner fini*hed with a team high

18 points, while Weeks added 17.

The two combined to shoot

1 S tor-20 from the floor

With just over two minute* M
play in regulation. Weeks — with a

chance to give UMass the lead —
converted on onlv one ol two free

throw* to even the game at 57.

Rashaan Palmer's jumpshot at

the buzzer fell short, and the game

entered its first overtime.

UMass was only 6-for- 1 3 from

the foul line, while the Bonnie* hit

1 7 of-20.

"If we make some foul shots, then

we don't even go to overtime." Mini

*aid

Turn to BASKETBALL, page 13

It's UM-DU in A-10 quarterfinals
Dukes feature nation's leading scorer, Hkde
By Kathleen Ralls

Collegian Staff

This yea t
'* Atlantic 10 women's basketball seed-

ing* were not decided until the final day of the regu-

.i*on because the \ 10 I a*t title wa* *till up

for grab*

\1a**aclui*ett* (17 *). 115 A 10) had tied St

loaaph'i lor first place MM rhursday with a stunning

68-55 upset win over the \\c*i leader George

W.i*hington.

The Minutevv omen inciea*ed their win streak to

MVM1 aaaaai and clinched the A- 10 Last title on

Saturday, defeating St Bunaventure, d5 54.

With the win over the Bonnies. I Mass earned the

right tot I Rnl round buv in the conference tourna-

ment The Minutewomen will play ho*t to

Duquesne <I*)-K). the A-10 Wc*t fourth seed,

tonight at 7 p.m. al the William I) Mullin* Center.

Sophomore Ali*on MacFartand led the way for

UMass in Olean. N.Y. with 22 points including

4-for 5 from three point land. |unior Yolanda

Kay side also stepped il up with 1 1 points and 15

rebounds to go along with two blocks

MaMachnettl Wtaor point guard Sabriya Mitchell.

UMas*' career leader in aMlltl and I *econd team

A-10 Ml Conference pick, chipped in 10 points

and six a**i*t* Irie Bonnies *hot just .51*) from the

floor and a disappointing .167 from behind the arc.

The Lady Duke* demolished Temple, the Last

fifth seed. 76-45, in the opening round on Tuesday

nighl. Senior Korll lllede led all scorers with 20

points. 12 rebounds, and light attlttt. Kelly

1 berhardl. Duquesn 1 leading scorer (12.8

points per game), had 14 points and seven

rebounds.

Duquesne i* led by the nation's leading scorer in

Hlede (27.2 ppg). A native of Croatia, she was

recently named the 1998 Atlantic 10 Player of the

Year, this is her third year as a unanimous pick to

the All Conference first-team. Hlede is Duquesne *

all time leading scorer for both the men and women

with 2.585 career points. Dan Durkin. the Lady

Dukes coach, earned accolades as the A-10 Coach

of the Year.

In their last matchup. Massachusetts lost. 75-65.

on |an. 2 in Pittsburgh. Mitchell was UMass' high

scorer with 21 points. The Lady Dukes put on a

shooting extravaganza, shooting .614 from the floor.

UMas* mm recovering from the loss of sophomore

guard Kelly Van Huisen to a season- ending torn

ACL. Bui a lot has changed since then.

The Minutewomen have responded well with the

return of Tez Kraft, a third team All-Conference

choice. She is the Minittevvomen's most consistent

scorer, averaging better than I 5 ppg. Freshman

Kathy Coyner has come into her own in the second

half of the season. Competing in all 26 games, she

has been averaging 6.5 ppg in 19.5 minutes per

game.

Currently on a seven-game win streak, the

Minutewomen hope to advance to the semifinals on

Sunday against the winner of the St.

Bonaventure-Xavier matchup.

In other Atlantic 10 action, the third seed in the

East. St. Bonaventure, defeated the West sixth seed

Dayton, 82-69. The West No. 5, La Salle, won a

doM one over the (last fourth seed Rhode Island.

59-57. The West third seed Virginia Tech ran away

from the Last r.ix seed Fordham. 79- 40.

AllXANOtHKOHOMIlAS/COUtCIAN

Alison MacFarland scored 22 points to help the

Minutewomen to their first ever A-10 East title.

Tonight she will try to help them beat Duquesne
in tourney action.
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Showing
some pride

Sponsored in part by
the Stonewall
Center, Eric Kerchner

stars in The Night
Larry Kramer Kiued
Me at the Hampden
Theater this week-
end (see Arts ft

Living, page S).

Senior Kara
Tudman had a dou-

ble-double last

mght to lead the

UMass women's
basketball team to

a 63-47 victory

over Duquesne (see

Sports, page 1 2)

WORLD

Israelis indicted in

training terrorists

BOGOTA Colombia (AP) — four

former Israeli army officers have been

indicted on charges of training

Colombian paramilitary units in terror

tactics in the late 1 980s

Also indkted Wednesday were two
Colombians, the federal prosecutor's

office said

All six are accused of "instruction

and training in terrorist activities"

and face sentences of between eight

and 14 years if convicted, the office

said m a statement

The tour Israelis were hired by the

late drug trafficker Con/alo
Rodriguez Cacha. one of the

Medetlin cartel's most violent bosses,

and trained paramilitary units from

1987-89 in the Middle Magdalena
valley, long a battleground between
leftist rebels and the private militias

bankrolled by landowners

It was not clear why the men were

indicted a decade after the alleged

crimes, and prosecutors could imme-
diately not be reached One of the

indicted Colombians — Luis Alfredo

Rubra Rosas — is the former mayor ol

the town ol Puerto Boyaca and is the

only one ol the indicted men in cus-

tody, the prosecutor's office said All

tour Israelis were believed to be out

side Colombia, although some local

media reported that one had recently

been spotted in the country.

NATION

Clinton mourns lives

lost, wants satellite

KISSIMMft, Fla (AP) — Quoting

from the Bible and stroking the hand

of a shaken survivor. President Clinton

mourned lives lost to Florida tornadoes

and pledged federal help in rebuilding

"brick by brick, home by home
"

The president also voiced interest

Wednesday in an early warning sys-

tem that could use existing U.S. satel-

lites to forecast tornadoes.

"Americans are praying for you and

pulling for you, and whatever it is

within our power to do to help you

return to normal Irves, we will do,"

Clinton told survivors and rescue

workers A $3 million Labor
Department grant for temporarily

unemployed flondians marked the

first of millions of dollars in federal aid

to the state in response to the twisters

that cut through central Florida on

Monday killing at least 38 people.

Clinton, whose helicopter circled

low three times over the Winter Garden

area outside Orlando, held his chin in

his left hand as he viewed the after-

math: an upended ranch-style house,

its lower half dissolved into a wreck of

shards shoved into the ground; an

American flag fixed to a stubby pole in

the lawn outside a flattened home.

"No matter how many of these I

have seen over the last 20 years, I

don't think anybody can fail to be

moved and awestruck by... the lives

and the treasures that can be taken

away in a matter of just a few sec-

onds," Clinton said at the destroyed

Ponderosa Park Campground.
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Single parents balance

family, work and school
By Jason Eisomon

Collegian Stall

Evan Eisenhardt is like many other *tudents on campus.

He is appruxiinatelv the same age; he has homework to do.

he rushes around getting Irom cla** to class. He goes to the

k!\ni a lew time*, a week However, his priorities are in a dit

lercnl place

When he goes to the gym. the fir>t thing he docs is plate

his daughter in the childcare center located on site He
takef her out after hi* workout, >o she can watch him play

basketball. He also lets her run around the court and

bounce the basketball Afterwards he may take her to get

her favorite food at McDonald's.

Donna Harris is older than the average student, but she

still ha* to worrv about the same things She must paaa

classes, she must get her general education requirements

out ol the wav But vhc ha». a burden that does not affect

mans student*

Harris has her own ritual before she goes to school as

well. Some days she has to drive to Springfield to drop her

daughter off at a friend's house, then drive back to campus,

and later back to Springfield again.

Hams and hiscnhardi are examples of how students at

the Lmver*itv of Massachusetts who are placed in extraor-

dinary situations are rising to meet the challenges that face

them everyday.

ihardt. 20, is a junior hotel restaurant and travel

administration major He lives with hi* 14 month-old

daughter. Alexandria, and his girlfriend Kelly, also a UMaat
student Together thev live off campus in the Townhoiiaia

I mil recenilv risenhardl worked 55-40 hours a week. He
is also a full-time student, taking 1 5 credits every semester,

and spends as much time as he can with hi* daughter.

Kelts became pregnant when Eisenhardt was a freshman.

During the intercession of hit sophomore year, on Dec. 29.

I
*>s»6. Alexandria was bom. Al first Eisenhardt was wor-

ried, and didn'i want Kelly to have the baby, but he said

w hen his daughter was bom she became the best experience

of his lite

"It was the most unbelievable thing I've ever had happen

in mi lite
" Eisenhardt said "I've never seen a more groat

and beautiful sight in my life. It's the best thing that's ever

happened to me I look at every day as a bonus for me ' He
has had to do a lot of growing up in the last few years.

"I'm onlv 20. and I feel like I'm 40." he said. "My priori-

tie* are different than a lot of college students."

Harris, a 44-year-old senior hotel restaurant and travel

administration major, has two children from a 24-year mar-

riage. Now separated from her husband. Harris takes care

ol her two daughters. Raechelle. 18. and Desiree. 8. al their

South Deerfield home.

In addition. Hams is a full tunc student, taking 12 cred

it* every semester, and working as mans as 20 hours a week

at Campus Center Catering.

Harris has been going to school lor six years, first earning

an associate's degree at Holyoke Communit) College, and

then coming to UMass. She took a year off to spend with

Desiree during her year in kindergarten.

Torn to CHfAOREN poge

Police arrest two men
on multiple charges

of vandalism, larceny
Two 18- vear -old males were

arrested Tuesday nighl after a

University of Massachu-
Police Officer witnested them
breaking into a vehicle in an on
campus parking lot on University

Drive

Gregory F GoacaJves |r . 18.

of 175 Belmont Ave., and
1 ugem, I Miranda, 18, of 118

Sill*. .ii St., boih ol Brockton
were arrested on I >

on two counts t

ing and enter n

war.ton destruction of property,

$250, two counts of larceny over

$250 and possession of burglari-

ous instruments.

The police officer on the scene

d a car diivmg sS

through the parking lot. The

cer't atte if drawn after

the car had driven by many
empty parking spaces." UMass
Chiet of Police lohn 1 uippold

said.

According to Luippold, the

responding police of!

nested the two men attempt to

open a door to a vehicle then

break the window
nee the police oft

approached the vehicle, a speaker

and aatntifter was found on the

ground After a short foot

:he two men were found hid

a truck.' 1 uippold
—Lrigh Faulkner

UC 2000 meets to debate

plans for SU renovation;

First phase of discussions

include computer labs

By Jill Carroll

uajejeieji WtM

Evan Esenhardt, |unior and full time student in HRTA,

sits with his 1 4-month-old daughter Alexandria

Public health researchers investigate

correlation between excercise & cancer

By Lorraine Kennedy
CoUeoKjo Staff

A one-year pilot study to help

determine if there is a correlation

between physical activity and breast

cancer risk is being conducted by

L niversity of Massachusetts public

health researchers.

Moderate to high levels of physical

activity in women may lower lifetime

exposure to estrogen, a known trigger

for breast cancer, according to gt

ject head Lisa Chasan-Taber. assis-

tant professor of biostatistics and epi-

demiology.

"Physical activity is a key element

because it is the only modifiable risk

factor and the primary non-chemical

prevention strategy for breast can-

cer." Chasan-Taber said in a pre**

release.

The pilot studs is being funded by

a $75,000 grant from the

Massachusetts Department of Public-

Health. Chasan- Taber is working
with three other UMass professors —
Patty Freedson. exercise science, and

Philip Nasca and Elaine Puleo. biosta-

tistics and epidemiology — to devel-

op a questionnaire to be used in a

more comprehensive studs which will

follow if further funds become avail-

able.

The questionnaire will measure
both current and lifetime physical

activity in women ages 59 to 65. the

highest risk group. The random sam-

ple for the pilot study consists of 240

women selected from Smith and Ml

llolvoke College's graduating classes

of I *>o0 through I9W)

According to Chasan-Taber. the

homogeneous group of women were

chosen to ensure that the results of

the study would not be skewed bv

other factors. In addition, because of

their educational background, she felt

the women might be "more motivat-

ed" to fill out the extensive question

naire.

The study mimics the Harvard
Alumni Study, a pivotal studv of the

relationship between physical activity

and heart disease in males.

The questionnaire. which
Chasan-Taber said may seem "a little-

daunting' at first, requires the partic-

ipant to recall the physical activitv

from her whole lifetime, in I 5 year

segments. There is a physical activi-

ties checklist which measures every-

thing from participation in dctive

to household chores and yard

work, to the physical activitv activitv

associated with caring for small chil-

dren.

In addition, a small group of about

40 participants will be fitted with a

battery-powered accelerometer. a

device which measures physical

activitv. to be worn for a week.

These women will also keep a diary

of all phvsical activity, for further

accui

I

While there have been previou*

»tudie« that have tried to determine

this hnk. the results have varied

Consequently, said Chasan-Taber.

this has become "a hot area' of

research

The long-range study will include

graduates from the group of

women's colleges known as the

Seven Sisters. In addition to Smith

and Mt. Holyoke. that group include*

Bryn Mawr. Vassar. Barnard.

Radcliffe and Wellesley colleges.

Chasan-Taber said the women'* ed
leges will provide the basic, detailed

information needed by researchers

which they will then generalize to the

whole population.

In the first phase of presenting

plans for I nivcr*itv Center 2000
•001 to the public, a meeting

with \u\ihary Services and the UC
2000 commission was held last

night to gel input on the tentative

plan for renovation

"The purpose of this meeting is

to review the latest plan that has

been reviewed hv students and
Auxiliary Services. " Bevcrlv Wood.
of Campus Planning and Spa*c
Management, co-prescnier of the

plan said

Wood explained the purpose of

the plan presented

"We start with something that's

e vers body'* wish list without eco-

nomic parameters. Then we have

to ask other questions. Hard ques-

tions and the building really comes
down to the essential addition*

that you need." Wood said

The plan is tentative but includ

ed many changes that came at a

result of student survey's, work-
shops and focus group*

The plan includes a food *

and computer common*
The computer commons would

alto have a coffee house and
lounge furniture to create a com-
fortable place for students to go.

ludv Steinkamp. of Campus
Planning and Space Management.
al*o presenting the plan said.

"(There will be] a lounge and
coffee to make it feel like their in

their dorm room." Steinkamp said

There would be a student club

where the Bluewall is now. having

a satellite TV and pool tables

Steinkamp said.

There will also be a theater hut

the location is not yet decided and
the *econd floor will be devoted to

RSO office space*

Concerns were raised about the

plan from several members of the

audience.

Some were concerned there was

no guaranteed money allotted
|

or guaranteed support from the

Administration of the plan

"We're putting the cart before

the horse We have an economic
assumption. |an assumption of] a

level of support from the

Administration." Marc Kenen,
Director of Student Center on
Educational Research and
Ad-- ' is part

oft! '*) Commission, said

Kenen said it was futile to

decide on the plan because it

wasn't within the power of the

people at the meeting He said the

real decisions makers are in the

Administration

"Deciding is futile when we
don't have all the pictures in place.

I would like to make a decision

and have them stick to it." Kenen

said.

"A lot of people (in ihe adminis-

tration] have been bent out of

shape over this procett." taid

laton Vecchio. a member of UC
2000 commission
Ric Townes. Assistant \ ice

Chancellor of Campus Activities

was concerned there was loo much
space being used for retail and not

enough allocated for RSO pro-

gramming
"So you're saying right now

we've got the Auditorium and the

Ballroom and with the new plan

we've got the Auditorium and the

Ballroom with some space added
on." Townes said.

Steinkamp said thi* plan is tem-

porary and there is an HSO pro-

gramming space orientation

"It's absolutely program orient-

ed... This is just purely blocking

out kinds of spaces it * not a

design yet." Steinkamp said

Steinkamp said it was not yet

determined where students would

go while the Student Union it

being renovated.

"That is part of the planning

process. That will come in the next

phase." Steinkamp said.

Picariello and Toure give talks;

MIM and RAIL speak against

corruption in U.S. justice system

By Jason Trenkle

Collegian Correspondent

www.uinatt.adu/rw/colegian

Imagine for just one moment that

you are being held captive in one of

America's most notorious prisons

and are being incarcerated for

speaking out against the corruption

of the political justice system. Now
tOBafde*. 'hat you are cut off from

the outside world; you haven't
heard from your family because
they think you're dead.

The prison guards have stripped

you of your clothing and personal

belongings. There you stand, naked,

in a dank and smelly jail cell await-

ing to be beaten and all because of

your decision to speak out against

the political "injustice" system;
sound far-fetched and ironic?

The Maoist Internationalist

Movement (MIM) is an extremist

revolutionary, communist group
whose reform includes informing
the consciousness of the American
people on the injustices committed
by the political justice system.

Two political activists. Richard
Picariello and Kazi Toure. spoke

out and informed University of

Massachusetts students about their

own experiences Wednesday night

as a part of the Revolutionary
Anti-Imperialists league (RAIL)

and MIM's prisoners awareness
week.

Picariello experienced the effects

of political repression through his

brutal beating by the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology police

force. The event, which appeared

recently on nationwide news, por-

trayed Picariello as a violator to the

security of MIT students. However.

Picariello stated that he was waiting

for an activist meeting to begin,

when the MIT police approached

and beat him on the account that he

wasn't a student and he was "out to

cause trouble." He was placed in

prison for assault with a deadly

weapon (his feet).

To this day. he is on a restraining

order, and Picariello's story is only

one of the many blows being dealt

by the political justice system. In

fact as Picariello stated, "the same

Turn to RAIL, page 2

Heads up!
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Robyn Wilson, a freshman astronomy major, gels some pointers on viewing yesterday's partial eclipse from

Meg Lysaght, an astronomy grad student, and Kurt Foltz, a faculty member in astronomy and physics.
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Campus Police Log
Accident — Property Damage
Feb I

A two vehicle accident occurred

on Governors Drive. No injuries

were reported.

Feb. 24

A two vehicle minor accident

occurred on Clark Hill Road No
injuries were reported.

A vehicle rolled out of a parking

space in parking lot >2 on
Massachusetts Avenue While
rolling backwards, the vehicle

struck another vehu

Alarsn — Fire

Feb 25
An active fire was reported in the

basement lounge of Brown
Residence Hall. The fire was extin-

guished by Amherst Kite

Department

AsuMjjriag Bckavior

Feb 25
Individuals were yelling and

throwing bottles between Van
Meier and Chadbourne Residence

Halls

BAb/Burglan
Feb 21

A vehicle in parking lot 22 on

Massachusetts Avenue was broken

into A radar detector was stolen

and interior damage was done to

the -tereo console. Estimated value

$200.

An individual reported an

sttssupiul break-in to hit vehicle in

the Campus Center Garage.

An individual reported his vehi

cle broken into in the Campus
Center Garage. A stereo and cell

phone were reported stolen.

Estimated value $500
Feb 24

A vehicle in parking lot 1

Stadium Drive was broken n

CD stereo was stolen and interior

damage was reported. Estimated

value $500.

A vehicle in parking lot 1 1 on

Stadium Drive was broken into. A
stereo was reported stolen.

mated value $250.

A vehicle in parking lot 1 1 on

Stadium Drive was broken into.

Interior damage was reported.

Bllld value $250.

A vehicle in parking lot 22 on

Universitv Drive was broken into.

A stereo system and radar detective

was reported stolen. Estimated

value $500

Health and Safety Hazard

24

A smoke bomb was ignited on

the second floor on Leach
Residence Hall

Larceny

Ml V
A vehicle in parking lot 22 on

I imcrsiu Drue v»a> broken into. A
stereo was reported stolen.

mated \alue $200.

An individual reported her hand-

bag stolen from Skinner Hall.

Feb

A telephone was reported stolen

from a room in Melville Residence

Hall Estimated value $100

Three packages containing I

puter equipment were reported

stolen from the Ph\-ical Plant load-

ing d

An individual reported a coat

stolen from the Morrill Science

Center Istimated value $45.

A cell phone was reported stolen

from an individual in lohnson
Residence Hall

An individusl from Moore
Residence Hall reported a VC1
stolen.

Motor Vehicle Theft

Rs| 24

A vehicle was reported stolen

from parking lot 1 1 on Stadium

Drive.

Feb 25

A vehicle stolen from the UMass
campus was recovered in Brockton.

Suspicious Person/Activity

hsb 24

Gregory F. Goncalves |r. 18. of

175 Belmont Ave., Brockton was

arrested on University Drive on two

counts of nighttime breaking and

entering, two counts of wanton
destruction of property, $250. two

counts of larceny over $250 and

possession of burglarious instru-

ments.

Kugenio T Miranda. 18, of 118

Sillson St . Brockton, was arrested

on University Drive on two counts

of nighttime breaking and entering,

two counts of wanton destruction

of property. $250. two counts of

larceny over $250 and possession of

burglarious instruments.

Warrant Service

Feb 25
Trasonisa Y. Sheard, 29. of 215

Mallowhill Rd.. Springfield was
arrested in Brown Residence Hall

on a warrant.

Talk discusses sex change North Korea

may run

out offood

By Kan Torro

Collegian Staff

Performing artist, actress and
writer Kate Bornstein disc
transgender issues yesterday at the

Campus Center.

Bornstein. who had a sex change

operation a decade ago, began her

discussion with a piece ol perfor-

mance art which explained the dilti

cutties she has faced while dealing

with the issue of gender

"I have spent 50 years hating my
body, but now that 1 am not a man I

hate this woman's body." Bornstein

said speaking to a room-filled

crowd.

Although she hates her body
Bornstein said she "feels pnttv

"I have gjven myself permission to

feel sexy," Bornstein said. "I can stop

traffic now
Bornstein, who is currently pro-

moting her new book Wv Gender
Workbook, said her gender change

was "an attempt to fit in someplace
"

She said the gender change from man
to woman was a "big deal."

The performance artist describes

her body as a "surgically retooled,

chemically enhanced, transgender

body."

According to Bornstein, people

should look at gender as a question

which has many answers.

"Am I a woman, a man?" she

asked.

The 50-year-old author said it is

possible to be both or neither gender

at the same time

"This is a man's body," the obvi-

ously female Bornstein said. "I am
living out multiple interpretations of

I hat is how we should look at

gender."

Bornstein said there are rules

which make men and women feel

part of their gender. But, she

believes in the concept of no gender

at all.

"Spirits are genderless. maybe our

KkIics are also," Bornstein said. "We

are the same jello mix in a couple ol

different jello molds
"

Bornstein said that she grew up in

a lew is h household in New lersey but

"found no answerers in |udaiMii 1

didn't feel that God helped me
."

"I have never had a God. not a real

one,* Bornstein said.

She has spent the last 10 years

with the church of Scientology and

said "the stutl works."

Feb 25

A window was smashed on a

vehicle in parking lot 22 on
University Drive.

Feb 24
A swastika was drawn on an ele-

vator panel in McNamara
Residence Hall

Feb 25

A vehicle in parking lot 25 on
Commonwealth Avenue was dam

A vehicle in parking tot 22 on

University Drive was i
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Kate Bornstein a trans-gendered woman and activist writer talks to

UMass students.
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fty Joe McDonald

Associotsd Press

BKHING — North Korea expects to

run out of domestic food stocks by

April, leaving it again dependent on

foreign aid that is becoming increas-

ingly difficult to deliver an aid affidal

said Wednesday.

There could also be water shop

because of a mild snow free winter

that came after a severe ittsnOMi

drought said Kathi Zellweger ol the

charity Caritas. who returned Tuesday

from a trip to North Korea

"The lean period is still ahead ol

us," said Zellweger, the charm 't Hong

Kong director I KM speaking to the

local officials, there was a fear that it

ma> be even earlier than April

"

Delivery oi lood aid has been ham

pered by the country's collapsing

transport system, she said.

"Transport is becoming a problem

— lack of fuel, lack ol vehic les, lack of

electricitv lor the trains." Zellweger

said. "It takes a lot to move relief sup-

plies from A to B."

Last year. North Korea also deplet

ed its gram Mocks in the spring, leav-

ing it dependent on donations and

purchases from abroad, and lorcing

its people to scavenge for seawi

grass and anything else that could be

eaten.

Flooding and drought have com
bined with vears ol niisntanagement in

North Koreas centrally planned

munist economy to push the countn
to the brink of starvation According

to Chinese media, the autumn hai

produced only bO percent of the mini

mum amount of grain needed to feed

the country's 24 million people

Zellweger, who has visited North

Korea 15 times over the past three

years, said thanks to massive foreign

aid. hunger didn't appear to be anv

worse than during her last visit in

November.
"V.c did not see severe or wide

spread malnutrition in the general

population but there are still malnour-

ished children in institutions ." she

said.

Magnifying the impact of the famine

has been an economic collapse

brought on by the loss of Soviet bloc

aid and trade. Factories are idle, hospi-

tals have no drugs, most homes are

unhealed and visitors report seeing no

vehicles on the roads. The United

Nations launched a new appeal earlier

this month for $4 1 5.6 million i

and humanitarian supplies for S>m0>

Korea

Abenakis raise funds

to combat deforestation

RAIL

By Laura Jakutowki
ColUgian Correspondent

Yesterday a fundraiser was held by

Tom Ohonisaw in of the Alsigunticook

Nation of Abenakis The topic of the

fundraiser was the deforestation of the

Northeast as a result of landholdings

by Champion International and
Mead- Oxford Corporations, both
large paper companies

The land, which extends from
northern New Hampshire to western

Maine to northeastern Vermont was
purchased in 17°*> from the then Mck.

and Set- year old King Phillip, who
was also unable to read English.

Obomsawin has surmised that Kigsj

Phillip was probably deceived j^ la

the deed's meaning at the time ol the

signing He died the same year.

"The deed was signed in 1796,

which was 6 years after it was legal."

Obomsawin said. The falsity of l he-

deed is just one of several legal mat-

ters in the process of being addressed

by the Abenaki community
Since the land has been sold to

paper companies Champion
International and Mead Corporation,

they have systematically been defor-

esting the area for a profii

At a result the forests have
thinned, disrupting the ecosystems

and destroying the quality of the soil.

The paper companies, who i-

softwoods such as pine, have also

been conducting aerial spraying since

1488. in an effort todestrov all .1 the

hardwood trees, leaving only soli

woods lor paper production

A slide show showed the devasta-

tion done to the forests I eafless and
dying elms, birch and maple trees

wan shown among the living pine

and fur trees.

Some slides showed the former

torestcd areas which are now in

main areas, large bowls of dust due

to aerial spraying of herbicides.

Other aerial shots showed how the

paper companies leave a "beauty

line" ol forest which aligns with the

river banks; behind it lies a wasteland

ol devastation, due to clear -cutting.

The Alsigunticook Nation of

Abenakis is now requesting tunding

to pursue a legal challenge to the

companies who are destroying and

deforesting the land

"In the deed, we retained hunting,

fishing and gathering rights and that

was for |
perpetuity I

In order to exei

cise these rights, we prefer not to eat

deer and fish tainted with herbi-

cides " Obomsawin said Among the

requests the group has is to ban all

commercial logging activities on the

territory and the release of pesticide^

and other pollutants

The Alsigunticook Nation of

Abenakis is now raising lunds to sup-

port a number of legal challenges,

among them is to the I nviroiunental

Protection Agency for their neglect ol

this area.

"The reason we're doing this is to

protect what's left of the forest*

Obomsawin said.

NIDOBAK Incorporated, a

non-profit organization, is now sol

lecting funds to support the legal bat-

tles. In order to contact this organi-

zation, please write NIDOBAK.
Incorporated P Box 184

Strailord Mi 05590 Persons inter-

ested can also call Thomas
Obomsawin at (6051-922-4455

continued from page 1

things I went through can happen

to any ordinary person who
speaks out to end tepiession ."

These types of activists are Utf-

gets of criminal injustice

According to MIM. "there have

recently been a reported 200
political prisoners and approvi

mately a thousand unreported
prisoners being held lor political

activism and crimes that they

didn't commit
"

Furthermore, ihi* i^ evident in

the recent increase ol prisoners

over the past years The U.S.

lustice Department stated, "the

number of people In prison and
jail hit an all time high of 1.7

million in |une 1997."

This is an increase of more than

100.000 over the middle of '9b

"As a result, the number of pris-

ons have been fluctuating to an all

time high and more money has

been geared towards the prison

system than the educational sys

tem in most areas," Picariello said.

So. what's the benefit ol all

these financial increases.

Finances are coming out of the

average families tax dollars and

the money is going to the upper

ela^*

With so many political activist-

in prison and receiving no educa

tion or job training, they gel out

of prison and have nowhere to go,

but back to jail And the money

just keeps seeping into the upper

class; as Kazi Toure stated, "more

than 20 percent of the American
population contains 97 percent of

the American wealth."

MIM has organized a lericho

movement in response to the

growing need for action The
movement will consist of a nation-

al mobilization to Washington
D.C. on March 27 to protest

against the government that

imprisons people for their politi-

cal beliefs II any students are

interested in informing the gov-

ernment ol the need lo respond to

political repression and want to

get involved please call RAIL at

SM2 W54 or at rail3<Pmiin.org

Some indictments in Bosnian war crimes trial too weak to stand in court

By Laura Myers
Aisoooled Press

WASHINGTON - A "sigmlicant

number" of indictments of Bosnian*

and others accused of being war

criminals are loo weak to stand up

in court, the lop L S envov to the

region said Wednesday in announc

ing plans to focus on capturing the

worst offenders.

"We are prepared (to use), and

have used already anv and all avail-

able options to ensure the indictees

get M The Hague " where an inter-

national War Crimes Tribunal is

operating, said Ambassador Robert

Gerhard

Under the NATO leadership of

Wesley Clark. Gelbard said

the Bosnian peacekeeping force.

known as SFOR. has become more
selectively aggressive in seizing

accused war criminals or in per-

suading them to turn themselves in.

The third Bosnian Serb suspect

to surrender to I N custody for

trial arrived Tuesday in the

Netherlands alter he was informed

he was a target ol the S\lu
troops. Gelbard said That makes
more than two dozen suspects in

custodv compared with half a

dozen last spring

As part ol the stepped up pro-

gram. Gelbard said the I nucd
States has begun reviewing indict

ments before SFOR targets individ

uals in order to avoid undue n-k h\

going after somebody who wouldn't

be prosecuted anv«

"The United States believes that

n number ol indictments

will not stand up in court ' he said

told a Bosnia forum organized by

the United States Institute of

Peace, a federally financed think

tank "We will not risk the lives of

anv soldiers or anvK*lv cUe to try

to apprehend indicted war crimi

nals if we believe that the cases arc

weak
In late lanuan I S soldiers led

their first operation in Bosnia to

capture a war crimes suspect as

part of a shitting strategy for the

North Atlantic Treaty Organization

and the Clinton administr

which had long contended it wasn't

SfOR's fob to go after war crimi

v> e believe hrmlv that the

apprehension of war criminals does

he within the mandate ol SK»R
Gelbard said "More importantly,

so docs NAlO Secretary General

ilavicr) Solana and the current

commander. Gen Wesley Clark I

don i think it s a coincidence that

all of the sudden there have been

apprehensions ever since Gen.
Clark took over."

t lark replaced the more cautious

\rinv Cicn George loulwan. As for

future apprehensions. Gelbard
said. "We feel that it's highlv likelv

that more such operations will

have to take place." So far. the

international tribunal has publi

cized about 80 indictments It also

has begun issuing some under seal

to avoid giving advance warning to

suspects

Gelbard said local authorities are

Hilar1

if to cooperate more in turn

ing over suspects or allowing their

capture in implementation ol the

is»c»s Davton Peace Accords that

ended 5 1/2 years of war in the for-

mer Yugoslavia.

i •elbard negotiated last autumn
the surrender of 10 suspects to the

nmes tribunal by the govern

meni ol Croatia, although three of

the cases were immediatelv thrown

out as too weak This month the

new moderate Bosnian Serb Prime

Minister Milorad Dodfll authorized

opening a war crimes tribunal

in hi* headquarters of

I uka Previously, hard-line

Serb leaders loval to the No I war

crimes suspect. Radovan Karadzic,

had shunned the tribunal estab-

lished in l^i

Rule may bar

lawmakers

from making
extra money

By Jim Abrams
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Rep. Tom
Coburn, a practicing physician, said

Wednesday he would leave Congress

before accepting a House ethics com

miltee decision that bars lawmaker

doctors from making money treating

patients.

"I'm not going to abide by what

they ve said." said the Oklahoma
Republican. "If I can't resolve it I

won't be here, period."

The ethics committee, after nearly a

year of consideration, formally decid

ed Wednesday that doctors should fall

under a 1908 act that prohibits law-

makers trom earning income from a

"fiduciary relationship."

The law originally was aimed main-

ly at lawyers, real estate agents or

insurance agents who might have a

relationship of trust with their clients,

but medical practices became an issue

with the influx ol more doctors into

Cossssjsjm m recent years There are

now eight doctors, plus a veterinarian

and several dentists, in the House

t'obum. who was elected in 1994

as a "citizen legislator" who pledged

to serve no more than three terms,

said he would appeal the ethics com-

mittee decision by asking the panel to

reconsider its decision

"I'm going to continue practicing

medicine regardless of what they say."

he said

Since coming to Congress. Cobum
has delivered more than 200 babies

and he continues seeing patients when

he is home in Muskogee. Okla.

"I don't care if I don't cam money."

C obum said, contending it was a mat-

ter of principle He said lawmakers

should be allowed to earn as much
outside income as they want as long

as the source of the money is dis-

closed

He expressed frustration that the

panel did not address whether he

must remove his name from the office

door, the bills and the prescriptions

representing his medical partnership.

If his name cannot appear with his

partners, he wrote the committee,

"there would be no reason for me to

practice because I would have limited

patients
"

The committee recognized that doc

tors "need to continue to practice in

order to maintain their skills, and per-

haps even their license to practice

medicine, and medical practice neces-

sarily entails a number of extraordi-

nary expenses, including in particular

the cost of malpractice insurance."
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SUMMERPB OVMENT OPPORTUNITIES

WE WOULD UKE YOU
TO ATTEND CAMP DAY 98!!.

STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
TUESDAY MARCH 3, 1998

10:00AM -4:00PM

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT OFFICE
243 WHITMORE BLDG. 646-1530

ALTERNATIVE HEALTH CARE
Information Tables • Campus Center Concourse

Tuesday, MARCH I • 10am - I PM

6ET INFORMATION ON:

Yoga • Reiki • Maisaga • Cranial Sacral

Rolfing • Chiropractic • Aecprassurt

Accupuncture

(12 - 2frm) Lynn M. Curry, liteeneo. Aeeupuneturitt

will is available It msfir luitlim lid iwt dmiitlnliiit.

Sponsored by Peer Health Education

Health Education Division, University Health Serices

Cooperative Education MBA
at Northeastern University

Nothing Beats Experience.
following six months of intensive- study, our students

spend six months employed in paid, MBA-level

positions with some of the top companies in America.

A final nine months in the classroom completes the

degree. The next class starts this June.

A representative will be at your Campus Career

Network Employment Options Office on Thursday,

March 5. Call 545-6263 to schedule an informational

interview For more information, contact Daniel

Gilbert at dgilhertftf cba.neu.edu or 617-373-5960.

\ T till < Ml S(|| SMITIK'Oltl i|

hlms with a TmjI <rf IN academy sward nominations

I his rncljv to Thurvlay March 5 • 7 DAYS ONLY

6th and Final week

Daily 6 35
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N<>MI»*«fl4'S,«

BEST PICTURE

7 showings only

Daily 9 pm
IIAi <M«I *«»»>
'Siimis.IIDSI

BESTPiCTUtt

i« N </,
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Northeastern University

Graduate School of

Business Administration

350 Dodge Hall

360 Huntington Avenue

Boston, MA 021 15

www.eba.neu.edu/gsba

Al Osco Drug wc allow you to take charge of your career

path For over 50 years wt'v* jet the standards for quality

and service in the retail industry. Through our extensive

management program you can empower yourself to ad-

vance quickly through your own motivation and desire to

succeed Join us as

MANAGEMENT TRAINEES
In this position you will play a vital role in the operation of

your store.As a true team motivator, you must possess the

leadership and communication abilities necessary to meet

a diverse array of retail challenges These entry-level

opportunities are the 6rst level of our extensive 4-step

management program.

Management Internships alio available.

At Oico Drug, you will enjoy an excellent compensation

package including health/life insurance,*)! (k). merchandise

discounts and a stock purchase plan To learn more about

these outstanding opportunities we have available, stop by

your Career Services Office to sign up for on-campus

interviews, or forward your resume to:

OscoDrua
Liz Abrantes, 3030 Cullert on Dr.

FrankHn Park, IL 401 3 I

Fax: 888-541 -S7«3

ABRANTES.EIJASC.COM
Our Vision for the Futur* Includes

i Commitment to Equal Opportunities

nd I Drug-Free Environment

Vull-Thne Progretws that fy/tt you to nark
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My own space

I
love my apartment. I've been thinking about this

a great deal, and I absolute!) love m> apati

ment. Okav first I thought it was a piece of

crap, but since then I've had some time to ponder

my situation

1 found my apartment in one day Well, more like

two hours. I took last semester off to do internships

and was out of the Amherst area. When it was time to

come back. I had to contemplate mv living options, I

didn't have that mam
All ntv friends that lived up here were all set with

their housing situations Thev had settled in the begin-

ning of the school year. Basically I had to find a p

to stay until graduation So mv
choices were to: A) live in a house a"Sa"Sa""s"s"s"s"s"s"s"s"s"s"s"i

with a bunch of people I didn't M.iriuoki
know. Bi live in an apartment with S Pascu.tl

another person I didn't know. O live in the dorms
(blaspheme!) or D) get rm own apartment

Obviously C was out (though my mom said. "But it s

only for four months!*) Not that I have a grand aver-

sion to the dorms but I did Southwest my freshman and

sophomore year and have since had a taste ol the good

life It was off- campus all the way.

Next was the task of deciding whether "to roommate,

or not to roommate." Living with people is hard

go through enough processes when you live with a

friend, but a stranger? It's all about idiosyncrasies. »(
all have habits that can get annoying I ike if I'm doing

my work I like to bias! my music Or I'm super anal

about the placement of the pillows on my bed and my
futon. One of my old roommates used to drool when
she ate It wasn't anything really noticeable, lust a little

dribble here and there that she would trv to suck back

up. But these are little things.

Then you have the big problems. I'm not talking

about the late night drunken impromptu parties

(which, actually, were usually on my part) or bills or

food or showering schedules The big problem
always, always is the significant other Notice I don't

say boyfriend or girlfriend, because if that was the

case they'd only be in the apartment a friendly

of time. I'm talking significant.

Since the purpose of my column is not to be a bitch

session (well, not this lime) I will be brief about im

situation lust u ji Hei significant other moved m, lived

there (actually more than I did) and did not pay rent.

But I shall (Ms-rest Hit- anecdote was just meant to be

an example of problems encountered when living with

people I didn't think that having to deal with a similar

situation was something I was prepared to do for a

si t anger.

So now what? I was going solo. Apartments are

expensive when you're not splitting rent. But. like mom
said, it * only lour months So I'm paying twice what I

paid last year -- it's not for very long and the space I'm

paying lor is all mine.

RRRRRRRRRRRaTaR Vnd that's key I can do whatever

I want in my apartment. I can leave

I the place a mess. I can decorate

how I want to. I can blast my music and television

whilst I whittle away at my work I don't have to feel

guilty about a thing. I even painted my front door,

can tile green with a dillweed border (but don't

tell my landlord). And I've never been happier.

There is a down side to living by yourself though liv

ing by yourself. Throughout the years you get used to

having someone there to chat with and hang out And
when it's not there, you miss it You miss even the

annoying little things that pissed you oil so much
I like having people over we hang out. we make

dinner, we party Then after a while, thev leave. My
place i* Mill all mine, and it fee*" mi good

A bunch of us were hanging out at my friends' town-

house and we were all liquored up. Two friends had
|ust reccntlv moved in and one of them. April, was play-

ing l)| She was spinning sing-a-long songs when she

popped in "My 1 itc And all of us sang it like it was

our anthem. "They will tell you you can't sleep in a

strange place/ Then they II tell you you can't sleep with

somebody else/ yeah but sooner or later you sleep in

your own space/ Either way it's okay you wake up with

yourself ... I don't care what you say anymore this is mv
lite' Go ahead with your own life — leave me alone!"

Hillv loci always knew just how to put it

Marigold Patcual it e I Mass student

The dreaded Annan deal
Those who follow Middle East

politics closely have spent the

last few months charting the

slow and painful death of the L S

diplomatic agenda in the region

The Dreaded Annan Deal has only

l|ss«.t 111

Over the past six months or so. a

major diplomatic realignment has
been taking place in the Middle East

at the expense of U.S. interests.

These include a ^^^^^^^^
serious Arab-
Iranian rapproche- aaBjaai__
ment. thawing of

relations between Iraq and the Gulf

and other Arab nations as well as

Iran, and unprecedented visits

between long estranged Arab pow-
Borders are opening, relations

yre being restored and high level

ks are being held — mam
jlrhich are reversing estrangemen'
{which are two decades old. All of

MM* is in direct disregard for United

;itates' policies.

The US.' Arab dependencies
1 have essentially given up on the
', dv (functional American diplomatic

! agenda. Recently, the situation has

!aTun wildly out of control, as sym-

bolized in the contrast between
rjhe Doha and Tehran conferences.

(S The United States refuses, for

flomestic political reasons, to

•Rethink its failed Mid-East policies.

rjnainly because these policies con-

Qinue to be supported by the com-
'jined weight of the pro-Israel estab-

lishment and the military-intelli-

gence community. Instead, the

;
1 med States concluded that it was

with only one option — the use

rt>f force against Iraq.

"Operation Desert Thunder"
"Sought to terrorize the region, revive

fading memories of 1991. and hoped
4hat by shear luck Saddam would be

"killed or that this would prove the

jast straw that leads to a coup
Jgainst him. Broader hopes were
that a post-Saddam Iraq would cre-

ate a new Middle East and send the

Regional kaleidoscope spinning.

• In short, this is Violence substituting

tor policy, which is why the rationales

Jnd explanations offered up by the

p-

ll'.sh

Clinton administration have been so

unconvincing, even to those with a lim-

ited knowledge of regional realities.

The United States therefore reacted

with barely concealed horror to the

Dreaded Annan Deal. I v en it the Iraqis

really have given Annan everything

Clinton demanded, this could never

have (UnfcfWd the United State* Their

much separate from the

r supposed weapons sites

^^^ in Iraq.

The hemur-

_B-a-s-i tbaging of the

U.S diplon

agenda has not been stanched by

this exchange. On the contrary, it is

apparent that the United States was
determined to attack Iraq under the

flimsiest of pretexts. But. it was
thwarted by the weight ol ssjejfes>

ous international opposition, domes

-

Hi and srger. itri

of the Clinton regime to articulate

their aims in a coherent manner,
and a concerted United Nations

diplomatic effort which the Cm ted

States spent all last week trying to

nk>ck The Clintonites were unable

even to get a resolution through
Congress, let alone the U.N. security

council. The whole exercise has

been an object lesson in the limita-

tions of American power

The unanimous opposition of the

Arab states (Kuwait excepted) indi-

cates the degree to which the U.S.

Arab dependencies have given up on

U.S. policy in the Middle East. Their

opposition clearly seems to have
landed them on the winning side,

with the I S reluctantly backing
down in the face of Annan's diplo-

matic success. The outcome con-

firms that they were wise to oppose

U.S. attacks on Iraq and reconfirms

that U.S. policies in the Middle East

are best disregarded since they arc

completely inaffective.

The U.S. position is, therefore,

much weaker than it was even one

month ago. Clearly the Dreaded
Annan Deal is just another small

part of an elaborate long-term cam-
paign by Iraq to rehabilitate itself

and get the sanctions lifted. Iraq

has again brought itself, its

unchanging government and its ten

trality (both geographically and
.illvi to the Middle last back

into everyone's minds That cannot

help but bring forward the day
when sanctions have to be lifted, if

not de jure at the I N at least 'de

in the region.

The Dreaded Annan Deal provides

a clearer indication than ever of

exactly what Iraq needs to do to lift

the sanctions. Annan's clear state-

ments that the weapons inspections

need to be completed in a "reason-

able* time frame is a crucial, if

implicit, recognition that there has'

to be an end to the sanctions

regimes. Thi» constitutes a major
breakthrough for Baghdad and I he-

aspect of the accord that most dis-

pleases the United States, which
intends never to allow sanctions to

. In* M long as SuJJuiii

Hussein remains in power.

U.S. officials have been at pains

to back away as quickly as possible

from the implications of the deal —
that there now exists an understand-

ing between the United Nations and
Iraq that there is a clear path to the

lifting of sanctions.

Simply put. U.S. policy in the

Middle East has failed because it is

too ambitious. It seeks to coerce the

Arab states into accepting every
American and Israeli whim without

accounting for their interests, for

example that they have to find a

modus vivendi with Saddam
1 lutein's Iraq.

Post-Gulf War U.S. policy in the

Middle East sought to move away from

a traditional balance of power security

structure towards a unified system

dominated by a single hegemon. The
results have been disastrous.

If the goal is. as Americans let

t

and right insist, a functioning, self-

enforcing, stable regional system in

the Middle East, then a wholly new

approach is required.

I xisting American imperial ambi-

tions are not consistent with this goal.

As a result, the United States will con-

tinue to suffer defeat after defeat.

Hussein Ibish is a UMass gradu-

ate student.
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cutrerrthj saefanq now columnists. The * way to qti
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'
Iwj submittfcra piece* for us to consider for pubtisrdng. """

should be 60&4SOO words long, weB-written and have a
point,
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Letters to the Editor

Concerned and
malnourished student

To the eciitcN

.

As an avid reader of the />ji/v ddlegian. I find it very

annoying that your printed DC. Menus are continually

satirized with unfunny and sometimes nonsensical humor.

Whether it s a "limmy Hoffa Burger" or "Chicken a la

Don King.* there is no reason to poke fun at a very unfun-

ny situation. And what is that situation you ask? It's the

fact that no student on this campus can get a decent

meal!

Mere's the facts, the meal plan is unfair, the food is

atrocious, the silverware and dishes are unclean, and the

D.C atmosphere is poor at best. At the end of each

semester. I still have close to 100 (!) meals left that I

don't even want to attempt to use up. When I eat a burger

at the DC. I spend the rest of my evenings "praying to

the porcelain god."

It takes me five minutes just to find a clean knife and
lork among the thousands of utensils which still have

vestiges of the previous night's entree. And worst of all.

when I come to eat at the DC. half the time I feel like

I'm eating in a "mess" hall

Heck, even prison inmates get a fresh slice of bread

and a clean glass of water once in awhile. So why

then can t John O UMass Student get a decent meal

for his $1000 a semester? How come every time I

want a tasty meal. I have to crack open my piggy

bank and run over to Antonio's for a slice of greasv

pizza? Why do I have to be pushed to the brink ol

anorexia just to avoid food poisoning and save myself

a few hard-earned bucks?

Now don't get me wrong. I'm not trying to point

the finger of blame directly at anyone, but something

definitely needs to be done Our dining commons are

the laughingstock of this entire campus'

Before we can have happy students, we must have

satiated students So Chancellor Scott, please remember

all these things the next time you're eating a satisfying

and healthy meal Maybe someday it'll be you that

chokes on a "limmy Hoffa Burger
."

As for me. I can't wait until next year so I can finallv

get OCMP
Dan Mullen

Southwest

Leprosy hits UMass
Something happened in the

Campus Center basement a few

days ago that really opened up
my eyes I was sirtmgon the couches

bv the hank machine, wailing MmD
USA v. Canada men s hockey game
when a friend came bv We started

tasking about sports, nothing really

specific, a type of conversation where

the information that

was being given was
not really important to

anyone but the person

speaking.

The whole time we
were chatting there

were two men lying on
the couches next to us.

Apparently homeless.

these men were wear-

ing old clothes, wen
pretty dirty, and gave

the impression that

they had been at sea
*^"^"^"^"™

for months and were auditioning to be

the guy on a Fisherman's Friend bag.

Now. I have no aversion or hatred

for such people, as some of us seem
to have. As I saw one of the men
drinking from a can of Campbell's

soup, slightly chilled (in other
words, "cold"). I made a point to

ask him if I could change the chan

nel on the television. For all I know,

the small amount of respect that

comes from being asked your opin

ion may have made his night. I don't

know. I cannot imagine having noth-

ing at all. not even dignity.

The point of this column is not

about my awareness of the homeless

actually being on the "sacred

grounds" of our University; I have

worked with the homeless in many
places, including Boston. There's a

field trip that will make you appreci-

ate the food at Franklin DC. Read
on, you'll see what made me angry.

Doonesbury

At some point in the conversation

I noticed two other men staring at

the homeless men next to me They

were Handing quire a wajj «vv«i,

but by their name tags I could left

thev .1 fur I \1 i

Donald

ium Moos) hy the escalator and wait

ed. for what I had no idea. They just

kept staring and after

about five minutes
they started waving
Two Amherst police

officers came down
and began to harass

the homeless men. I

have no grudge
against the officers;

nicy we. ,ust dcir.g

then ksk My onlv

hope is that they look

the men to a shelter

or something equiva-
"^^•^^^^" lent. I understand
and agree with the accepted policy

that you cannot sleep in a public

building.

Here is my question..

What type of a coward do you
have to be if you cannot go up to

a couple of individuals who should

not be in a certain place and ask

them to leave? They could have
had the common courtesy to polite-

ly ask the men on the benches to

move on. But no. These 'fine*

University employees did not have

the courage to go and say. "Hey.
you can't sleep here." Maybe I have
been under the impression that lep-

rosy was not a problem in the
Pioneer Valley. I guess I was
wrong. Clearly there must have
been some contagious virus that

was being radiated from these men
who were trying to find a warm
place to sleep.

Wait a minute. I was kind of close

to them Maybe I'll wake up tomor-

row and not have a place to live

JesJesssJ^tnaan these state employ

ygg frflThn^T "' " vl b&vc had
"HhsaTf/ to isiacT such a "plague

a chstaac* si over fifty feet. WTu
they had not come by. I could have

been thrown out of housing right

there If you two are reading the

paper today. I would just like to say.

"thank you
"

What a pair of jack-asses; did

these people think that the homeless

men were doing this by choice; that

they were trying to rebel against

society by drinking raw soup from a

can? Maybe they were alarmed by

the whole Goodell takeover last year

Mad ieared that these two men were

advance scouts for a similar seizure

of the Campus Center. I guess that i

did not sec the potential danger of

the situation, deciding instead to

turn my back on them to watch a

hockey game. Maybe I didn't think

at all. is that such a problem?
But. I am thinking now. so here we

go.

I v en though we scoff at the food

in the dining commons across cam
pus, UMass students have it easy. I

don't care if you are scraping up
every penny that you have to come
here, we are all still members of

the privileged class, each and every

one of us. Maybe you have a tough

life back at home, maybe this li

your home. Either way. the next

time that you see a beggar on the

streets of Amherst and you turn

your head the other way. think to

yourself: "What does it take for a

person to have such a fall from
grace?"

Honestly. I hope that none of us

will ever have to find out the answer
Ken Mc Donald is a Collegian staff

member.
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Hampden Theater production

follows path of self-discovery

Porno "on hiatus," Tori on tour

By Emily Trask

Collegian Staff

I he \ight Larry Kramer Kissed Me. by David Drake,

will be presented by The Collective Iheatet Company
tomorrow night at 7:">0 p.m. at the Hampden Theater.

Hampden Theater is located in the Southwest area of the

L niversity of Massachusetts campus There is a suggssied

deviation of $2 to $4.

The play follows the coming of age of a young gay man
as he goes through several phases of realization and asset

cning

v ailed "a one man tour -de-force," actor and director

lite Kcrchncr will be portraying David Drake As an

kerchner saw the role of Drake as a wonderful

challenge. He also saw the role as a means to deliver an

important political message around the countiv

"The role is so overwhelming Physically and vocally

I'm going to be doing things I've never done before (sack

as partial nudity and adult language I but the wonderful

foumev ol self discovery this character goes on makes il

al exciting." Kerchner said

After the gay bashing that occurred in his home state of

North Carolina, kerchner fell ilun tlii^ was the right time

t,. piesent this piece He said. "I feel thai the j>ay commu-

nity deserve* this opportunity to celebrate their own life

clones."

When asked whs I -traight man would want to present

this piece kctchiici is quick to respond. ~l think the

straight community has to stand usvmort t"t the ga)

inunitv and their needs and vvani- Die straight communi-

ty needs to lead the charge for cqualitv

An Associate Directoi ol admissions at Amherst

College and kerchner s longtime mentor Will Div is the

ditect.t >'l ihe production "It will be a lot of fun to see

him Ikeichnetl in mv coiiuvt file is .ommitted to the-

atet and the power that it has to affect people I'm exctted

that we are bringing a show to the Vallcv. not only lor

who have been exposed to the issues that this play

brings up but lot the people who need 10 hear these mes-

sages," Dtx w js quoted as saying.

The Stonewall Center, Ihc t Ma jikiI Ihe

ill H Graduate Student Organization and Residential Arts

are the co-sponsors of thi* show This production has atso

been performed in Greensboro. Charlotte and
\\ insion-Salein N C and Salt Lake Cuv I tah

Tommy Lee in jailfor spousal abuse
I ONDOS tAP» — Politicians and

pundits arguing over the rights and
wrongs of a knighthood for Scan
Coavncry have left him annoyed The

hjected to speculation thai his

kn.ghthood was being held up because

he once said he believes in hitting

women and because he's a tax exile liv-

ing in the Bahamas.

In an interview Tuesday on BBC
radio from his home. Connery denies

condoning violence agasnM women and

called the accusations against him
"character assaaamebon."

Alex "isa-anee', leader of the Scottish

Nationalist Party, accused the I afx-r

Party government "al rejecting a

Connery kisigjalawid proposal

"

the Scots-bum actor supports I

dertcc for Sec*land

In Malibu. Calif , Toraaay Lac was in

lail Wednesday for investigation ol

spousal abuse and wife Pamela
Andcnoa I ee obtained an emergency

order against him.

Mrs. Lee cased 41 1 from their home

Tuesday night to report that the Motley

C rue drummer had attacked her. sher-

iff's Deputy Angie Prewett said.

"She had a very minor hand injury

and some redness on her back."

Mrs. Lee had a bloody broken nail

but declined treatment, the deputy

said.

19, was booked and held in

lieu of SI million bail, whkh is twice

the normal amount because he's on

probation for attacking a photograph-

er last year. His at iaagniiiMS was bke-

lv Ihursdav Mts Uc a former

"Baywatch" star, told deputies the two

had argued, but details of the argu-

ment were not known. Ms Prewrtt

up an award for her guitar playing and

seized the moment for a big announce-

ment She s pregnant.

\v e have a healthy baby girl on the

la! singer told a crowd Tuesday

at the Hard Rock Cafe

The baby, the first for Colvin and

her photographer husband, Mario

I rwtn. is due in August

Colvin was given the Orvillc V

Often Award, while |ohn Fogerty was

honored by the guitar maker with a

ssetirnc achievement award.

Jotm are a fact of life. Drew

By Kevin Monohon A Morty Kaone

CoHegion Staff

• Reports that Porno lor Pyros has

officially disbanded are not true Singer

Perry Farrell coming right oil tour

with his previous band lane's

Addiction is working on a side project

called Cobbelee, featuring Rage

Against the Machine's lorn Morello

and ex Red Hot Chili Peppers guitarist

|ohn Krusciame According to farrell

Porno for Pyros is currently "on hia

tus." Mmm... sounds to me like the

kill I' .abulary has infiltrated

Perry

• The long awaited new album from

The Smaihing Pumpkins titled Adore

it almost finished Adore finds the

Pumpkins playing along with - lor the

most part — a drum machine. Among
the session drummers with a pulse per

loinung on the album arc former

Soundgardcn drummer Matt Cameron

and |oey Waronkcr. best known for

working with Beck b filter drummer

Matt Walker who has been with the

Pumpkins since thev tired |immy
Charnbcriasn will not be periorming on

the album \\alker left the group after

they opened up tor The Rolling Stones

• 'Ihe new album is not coming out soon

enough for Pumpkins iai>- .t Virgin

Records The latter of which has Hied a

"It's a private matter between
Pamela and Tommy l.ee." said Mrs

Lee's publicist. Marleah Leslie

Mrs. Lee gave birth to the couple 's

second sun in December. She and the

children were at home and "doing

we*." Ms. Leslie said

In New York. Shawn Cohm picked

issys.

ircmendouslv important that

tnmunicatc and educate." the

actress said in Wednesday's Sliutfotl

Dads the Stanford University newspa-

per

"I wish it was as easy to talk about

then as it is today." she told the news-

paper. "My mother's best friend con-

tracted AIDS when I was four, and

died when I was six. so I was aware

early — no misconceptions
*

cocarnsY ion c-jsun

Oh my God! There's a hole in the floor!

Directed by |ohn Helrweg, Underbelly runs this weekend and Mar. 4-7 at Smith College's Flanagan Studio

Theatre.

^^-^p-fW-i^

Positions in Business
APPLICATION DEADLINE EXTENDED
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law -uit against singer/guitarist Billy

Corgan. bassist D'arcy Wretzky, guitarist

lame* lha and former drummer Ihnmy

Chamberlain. The law suit alleges that The

Smashing Pumpkins has failed to deliver

an agreed upon number of LP* Virgin is

ace uMng the Pumpkins of breach of con-

tract, having not delivered seven albums,

and alleges that the Pumpkins gave notice

to Virgin that ihev would not deliver any

rnorealbums as of Ian. 13, 19"*8.

• Tori Amos is planning a small club

tour to promote her forthcoming album

Irom the Choirprl Hotel The tour is set

to sun in Miami on April 18. Details of

v Northeast dales are still pend-

me
• Uc tally disbanded are Brit- pop

band Lush. Although 1 ush s public im

Rich Holt/man. gave no reason for the

breakup, it i* assumed that the l*Wb sui-

cide of drummer C hns Acland is largely

responsible. Singer/guitarist Mikt

Berenyl and Emma Anderson are work-

ing on solo projects and bassist Phil King

has joined The lews and Mary Chain

according to Holuinan.

• The BcaaOt Roys quietly accepted ihe

Patrick Lippert Award lor Community

Service in New York for then "Rock 1"he

. mm lachla.k.a \K V
expressed his concern and thanks while

admiiting that he was undescrv ing

Michael Diamond t Mike l>> and Adam

Horoviu t Ad-Rock) had little to say as

well "I feel strange about getting this

award and all the attention with all that

others are doing in San I-'rancisco and

even whereclseaboutTibet."Yachsaid.

• U2 is dedicating their performance

at Sydney Football Stadium in Australia

tonight to the late INXS singer Michael

Huichence The four remaining mem
bens of INXS will be in attendance.

• Congrats to University of

Massachusetts graduate Taj Mahal who

finally won a Grammy after being nomi-

nated eight times He won for his highh

acclaimed Senor Blues album.

• The on-salc date for Radiohcad -

April 1 5 show at the \^ orcester

C entrum has been pushed back to

March 7. Apparently the folks at

Capitol got a little too excited at the

mere prospect of Bjork opening some

east coast dates and let the cat out of

the bag before anything was set In

stone. Tums out that the Icelandic

princess is a bit hesitant to bring her

entire string section along for only four

dates. Stay tuned.

• (.'loser to home. Pearl Street has

announced two shows for March which

should help to alleviate the pain of beatg

stuck in the Valley for spring break **

both The Cramps and Rocket Flam the

Crypt bring their over-thc tap punk fun

to the area.

COUITUtCt l

The Eh/is rockabilfy/punk stylings of Rocket From the Crypt are set to hit Pearl Street next month

UMASS Carapu iwties presents

SOMETHING EVIIY FR1D
I rtC tv tills tin the I m;ivv campus.

( all us al 545-.V>(>0; or x is.it our

website l«>r more information:

http //www.urrKiss edu/ca^

•...aau-

OF THE

VILLAGE
1

Student Union

Ballroom

Friday February

27, 1998
8:00pm

FREE

Valerie Stephens, Merida

Castillo, Bongi Goba & their 8

piece band will present

American Jazz and Blues; tra-

ditional South African

melodies; and energetic

rhythms from Cuba.

This series is made possible by a grtnt from the Umass

Auxiliary Services Department, the Office of the Vice-

Chancellor for Student Affairs, and the

"daily collegian
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With only 4 games remaining. UMASS standsjust 1 point awayfrom a Hockey Eastplayoff spot.

Bring yourself& this sign to the Mullins Center tonight at 7p.m. as the Minutemenface-off

against Hohey Baker candidate Chris Drury, and the # 4 Boston University Terriers.

i
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Oscar-nominee Carter shines
By Rob Roansch

CoHa^ian CorrMpondant

WINGS Of THi DOVE
Diroctod by loin SoWey

with Helena Bonham Carter, Linus

Rooche, Alison

Elliott

rtoying of Amherst Cinema

Wings of the DniJ is an adapia

I the intricate Henry lames

notcl of marriage, money and
morality set in the early 1400s, but

despite the extravagant c lothing and

settings, tin- movie is far from *nn

ply luxurious. As the movie begins,

we plunge into a speeding, shaking

subway car and. after two minute*

and several disorienting quick cuts

• are embracing on an elevator

have been spoken.

The plot concerns these

secretly engaged lovers, Kate

(Helena Ronham Carter I, who i*

rich, and Merton Dcnshcr i Linus

Roachei who does not have the

money or position necessarv to

marry Kate- Then Millie Iheale

lliott) arrive* a* a rich

unattached American girl who i*

dying Millie falls in love with

Merton and would, Kale presume*.

leave all her money to him and

make the marriage possible if onl\

Merton could pretend to love her.

The only problem is Kate and

Merlon's honest affection for the

kind-hearted Millie, and from there

things get tangled in fascinating

ways. The plot is like a reverse film

noir — the morally ambivalent

hcros are challenged and changed

bv goodness instead ot money and

lust.

The two women own the movie

Elliott humanizes a role that

comes dangerously close to saint-

hood Het kindness is a desperate

act. a last ettott to leave her muik

M the world Bonham Canei i*

• *tumc drama what Steven

Segal is to bonehead action, but

net performance is neither exp<ct

ed nor ordinary She hovers over

even thing as pale and fierce as a

vengeful ghoM

As gorgeous as her performance

arc the colors, in particular Kate I

shimmering, haunted blues con

trasted by Millie's wann green* and

thin yellows Both the color* and

Bonham Carter's presence are alone

' h the price of admission.

If the Blssji of the Dow has a

Haw. it is that it tries too hard to be

different from a typical costume

drama There is a reason costume

dramas are typically slow: there is a

lot to look at and a lot to undci

stand The movie clocks in ai |usi

ovei an hour and half, a minor urn

acle considering the plot's complex

u\ lne pace is incredibly fast, and

the camera is rarely allowed to

linger over landscape or interior It

is a brave decision, but one thai

doesn't allow viewers enough time

to catch their breath and sort out

how they feel about certain charac-

ters and events

Ihe characters must have had

tune to ihink. the time frame i>

months not days But everything

zips aioodil) by like one week
where everything went wrong All I

wanted was a few more second* to

get to know Merton. a little more

time to fall m love with Millie They

connect but not as deeph as thev

could have. Only Bonham Carter*

u,uieth teiocious performance saves

her from also being swept awa\ bv

the movie's rush to be unique Hei

final scene is simplv unforgettable

children

Latest album not Van Dyke Park's best

By IrodUy Skought

CoMgKm Stan

VAN DYKE PARKS
Moonlighting Lr*m of In* Ash Oove

Warner Bros

There was a Van Dyke Parks 'Best OT album released
awhile back called Idiosyncratic Path, and while the song

- sdevtion hardly did a thorough job of encapsulating all

that is Van Dyke Parks, the title most certainly did few

modem pop artists have embraced stylistic diversity with

• as much enthusiasm and skid as Van Dyke Parks.

His masterpiece debut (Song Cycir) explored a kind of

e orchestral iv ant-folk genre wholly his own. the next two

records ilhuxnerAmerica and Cktngofthe Yank'* Reaper)

had their rom« in the musk of Trinidad Next came an album
• about loci Chandler Harris' Brer Rabbit M assf)

le his tilth effort dealt with Upanese/American relations

iToi He came full circle in a nostalgic look at a

» mythical California with Brian Wilson called Orange Crate

i Park* was the rj t he infamous Smile album

iiliu inamjii il in irnrr dnfirm rrf mr1i *•* Tr
,-veryone from The Chills to Ry Cooder. write a

couple of children's books, and even make a few acting

ixarances (including 'Twin Peaks" and Robert Airman's

Popeye t At the center of this creative web. however, is Parks

own music. Among Parks' trademarks are enormous, lush

bestial arrangements that utilize everything from mart

•!i horns to steel drum* and a lyrical pen almost sharp

ugh lobe called poet rv So with the release of anew live

• albwmParks canonlvexpevtoncthing the unexpected

Oddlv enough, the unexpected this time around f» a

rather hit or miss set looking back on a carter that, largely,

was spent avoiding repetition. Sot that Parks has ever been

exactly an innovative musician In fact. Parks is an interest-

ing figure in modem pop because although he established

himself in the heart of the '60s LA studio rock explosion.

Parks own leanings are largely pre-rock. drawing more

from the showtunes and Tin Pan Alley of bygone days then

amped up rhythm and blues. That he manages to weld the

lush sounds of yesteryear with a distinctly modem charac-

ter is testament to hi« talent Mixmlightmg. however, most

certainly sounds like a journey back in time — even the

ver is designed to look like an 78 record.

Thi« nostalgic sheen is both the success and failure of the

> album Where his last album. Orange Crate Art. was a nostal-

gic look back at a long lost legendary California.

\loonlighting simply looks longingly on the very real past of

Parks' own career. Drawing on every album, with the excep-

tion of Clangofthe Yankee Reaper. Moonlighting focuses on

gentler, warmer side of Parks This succeeds marvelouslv

in the ( irange Crate Art numbers t which are fascinating to

hear sung in Parks' shakey tenor rather than Wilson's soaring

Tokyo Roae away by focusing on the minor, environmentally

themed "C owboy " A far better choice would have been the

bittersweet "Manzanar" or the heartbreaking "white

Chrysanthemum* — both superior examples of Parks '
Ivricul

and mclod .c invention Fvcn the jagged, downright spooky.

tr Amerttu track. "FDR In Trinidad" has been

smoothed over and given a fuzzy sheen

It's frustrating, franklv. to find one of the best pop

songwriters around so poorly represented. As a Iv

Parks has mastered the art of being both sophisticated

and accessible — complex and intelligent but also quite

thoughtful His strongest lyrical work, from the lump'

album, is represented here only bv the title track (an

instrumental! and "rtominy Grove." which though full

of his usual clever wordplay, is rather slight when com-

pared to many of the album's other tracks lump' was a

stunning exploration, not only of Fuel Chandler Harris'

stories, but also of the rich African tradition that has set

n the very heart of Americas patchwork idcntitv

On Moonlighting, lump' merely becomes the source m
an tnlro and a friendly toe tapper Even more frustrating

are a forgettable cover of |ohn Hartford's 'Delta Ouecn

Waltz" and a baffling, throwaway novelty called

(, Hit. U N "
I had to check the cover three times

to make sure I correctly read the songwriting credits -

he did indeed write this ridiculous number It « hard to

imagine whv Parks would set himself on cruise control

with such fare when he has almost hundreds of dazzling

little masterpieces in his catalog.

A few of the explorations work, however Two pieces

inposer/pianist Louis Moreau i.ottscalk

are lovelv and engaasng — perhaps Pa»-
kindred spirit in tfirfcerndarv old pianist Cerfafnfv

Cottscalk. too, expafhnt iiied with weaving the disparate

stvlcs together from old and new. north and south

Parks' recasting of Lowell George's 'Sailing Shoes" ial»*.

J on Discover America) is similarly inspired —
one eccentric perfectly complimenting another.

The sun really breaks through only once, though, in

Parks' rushed, loose, almost tossed-off performance of

'The All Golden" (from Song Cycle) Without the full

band and string section. Parks' marvelous piano playing

is revealed, but so. too. is the real brilliance of his writ

-camlcss stylistic leaps; gorgeous, fluid melodies:

dense, evocative lyrics — "The All Golden" really encap-

sulates all the Parks is capable of It * onlv a moment,

perhaps, but it's a moment that reaffirms all ot the

breathtaking artistic accomplishments Parks has made in

the past 50 years. In sum. Moonlighting i* just lukewarm

there are enough sparkling moments and stamps of

genius, especially in the string arranging, to warrant a

place in his catalog, but it's hardlv a tsstttfactM] look

back at one of music * great eccentric, idiosyncratic wfe
es. Let's hope this isn't the last word from a true

American treasure B-

continoed from page )

Before returning to school, Harris supervised the Mini

Store in the Student Union for 10 years. After her husband

left, she found she wasn't making enough money to support

her family and began collecting her retirement money, and

paid off all of her debts It was at this time she decided to

go back to school.

Budgeting Time
Harris arranges her class schedules around her daughter

Deafen > schedules, and is always working to make sure

someone is watching her daughter. Raechelle works six

days a week, and so it is difficult for her to babysit her

younger sister.

"I count on my neighbors to back me up," Harris said.

"You're always making arrangements for rides, or day

care." She said she is always tning to figure out her next

step "How are you going to make your next arrangement.

she said "I can't afford child care."

Harris said she has trouble finding the time to studs

After going to school, making dinner and taking her daugh-

ter to gymnastics classes, she gets tired. But she gets bv. and

will graduate after taking a class during summer session.

"My daughters come first, and school come* second," she

said "School can't be my priority because I have so niany

other responsibilities." She said she is jealous of her fellow

students.

"These students are my peers in a lot of ways. I'm |eal

ous of the time these students have," Harris said " Altei

class, my math (leaching assistant! goes home and MkvJ

I vdiii do that But when I get that Bachelor's Degree that

says I graduated from L'Mass. that's what's really minor

I isciihardl has arranged his whole lite, class schedules

and working schedules around his daughter.

"You can't find time, you have to make lime." I isenhardt

said "Right now any time I have tree I spend with the

baby " He said he finds tunc for school any way he can

"W nen the baby's asleep I try to throw down a book and

read a* much as I can." he said Since the baby was bum
jn has earned over a V0 OP A. every semester, but said

he's not cure how he's done it

F isenhardt has scheduled classes so he has no classes on

Tuesdays and Thursdays He spends these days taking care

of his daughter, he also takes care of the baby on Monday.

Wednesday, and Friday after classes. He and Kelly I

arranged their schedules so someone is always with the

baby, so they don't have to hire a babysiucr

Eisenhardt counts on fnend* helping out but it is ditti

cult to find people who are willing to help out He said

many people offer to babysit, but only three or four people

actually help out when he calls them to look after the baby.

M a*jd
-I used rent ioi chii*tni.i* pmni i fot the baby.

"I paid lent later, .liter I got paid loi a job in lanuary

rhetvaic a lot of hidden coats with i htjkv. thai rnjnj

people don't think of lie buyi -. pUcm d milk every ottw

day When *he wm drlnldna farmik she wen. t hiough at

lc,,*i two CM I dm * II cm He also spends a lot ol

monev on clothes and laundry, which btWUtnes expensive

because she OUtgrOWl even thing so quickly. rW.<iU*.c ni

babv goes thrOUgh tWO Of thlee- OUtfitS eveMAcl.iv Kelly nu*

to aV) I lot ot Umdiy lo. the Ms* Ftl ran** used to help

out with the- lent, but now he is sell u-lwnt

-No* l m tot everything myark I lin*"* ** w'

do everything on our own.' ,

Money has been an issue lot Hams eVct sJrtca her hus-

band left right yean ago. Since Ram M h « W*ri*A

am support lo. then Knn.lv Ftci daughters have- s
(
x>ken to

then lather about foul tunes in the Ut eight veals StaMld

laaaj actie.n tsould not aceeHtiplish anvthing. because he has

no monev ...-,-

Harris receives welfare from the Mate cafled liai.sitive

Aatastance 1 1
\' and aht abo works on eampus as pan »l

he. work sludv piognn which allows |,el u. make asjdi

meet she said two years d TA will end in IVccnihc*

,s „„,x,.lai.t thai she gel Ml dcgiee aasj I lull huh- |pfe hv

then. ,

I \ gtvaa son riafJtM and food Working helps wnn

Othfl little thin. Mid "It s basic survival ...oivv

llicv dcKit give vi*i iniHK-v for vour child u< fo lo gymnas

lagjasi *

She pavs tot IK-sirce to take s^SMtasttkl classes with

none) from he. untptat job H«Tfa i " '

ide Ik-i children with these- benefits

Deairec- wantetl lo take- dance- OsM lin ' J "J no1

.iKKigh Baoney to pn fot the dassc-s \ aaon .iiiluent

) helped tool the hiil Stst
'* ll" kv lo n"vc

Iriends who help her out in louch siiuati.

Mv children have to make

your guilt If... ii- Mid W he-n ncighl*

to spend a night awav lri»n hesne. and

well Nou lec-l

ike then children

: tii kval motel

w miming.

Ma semester I'm comfortable because I saved up."

F.isenhardt said He used to work at the Inn in

Northampton, but is in between jobs now. and soon money

will get a lot tighter "Sometime* we'll barely be getting by.

barely making rent."

Ijssi semester. Eisenhardt saved his money for Christina*

presents for the baby: it was important for him to make

Christmas nice for her

The Future''

Harris is working with advicts m the UK I X P"«sj^w*o

help her find a |ob alter she gradual, .tidence

that the program i* excellent M PfocMJ |vopk She said no

matter what, he-i and children a "*ke n

ihnrugh the tough timet.

\\ , riarris sat there * a will there*

alwavs a w.iv and that's how we've Mtdl

I he wceriM ab

tionship with hi* daughter but he SI BtSO I
•

"I made a promise to nyscif mat i

her." F isenhardt sjid "I want to be a par

to make sure she - set for life I don i want her to Meet

some guv like me. when she '* mv age
"

he relationship between htm and hellv ha* been

difficult to maintain because of the pressure the huhv ha«

put >*i them
"I wnuld love lo get married and be log*

a fairy talc." I ise-nhardt *d ki "But mv lite Ii

takr

"

want

like

Hackers strike Pentagon computers
By Susonne M. Scholar

Assoc lOSsd Press

XSIHNGTON
weeks, the r>entaron

the

"StT*»nge*t feelin'* I t«D y«w! Jtwt read The Massachusetts &*A<i CoIlegian-.VN/EIRIX)-

uncMsii

mpuier narworks were ssssVV

Hte "most organized and systematic"

attack yet. apparently by hackers bent

on peering into personnel records or

payroll matters, the Defen«e

Department said Wednesday.

No classified information appears

to have been tampered with, but the

matter remains "a very serious, long-

term problem." said Deputy Defense

Secretary Mm Hamrc.

"We have organized ourselves

much more aggressively and more
closelv with the lusticc Department

to get our hands around this." he

added
Hamrc said he was constrained

from divulging too many details

about the attacks because the military

was working with lusticc in pursuing

potential criminal activiiv

Hamrc told a group of defense

writers the onslaught should serve as

a "wake-up call" for the military in

particular and society overall, argu-

ing that neither the government nor

ihe private sector has done enough occurred at nctv tied "atsyjas

iv) protect sensitive network* from the country" «•

such attacks lie described tbcifltru It isn't clear w

ov»«hc pa*i hacT^all involved, he said,

the ap*tM»taa*.C4»4>f a^ar%.-^ju>d»». JUa. -** - mavtit .pfspe

apparently wa* perpetrated bv "s intru- I "the qualiiv ol

small number of individual* ." he voyeurismor vandalism."

said.

"It was the most organized and I) I

tcmatic attack the Pentagon has seen

to date." he said

Hamrc said the attacks aptvarcd to

be occurring at a time when a "hack

er contest" was going on. but he did

not say the contest originated ot offer

am lurthe-t explanation

..id the attacks did not appear

to be connected with the a.<i-

involving Iraq.

The intrusion* weie directed at

such information as personnel

records and payroll matters, he-

said, adding. "Our classified net

wc>rk* were intact and not penetrat-

ed
"

Hamre described the attacks as

"widespread and mode-stlv sophisti-

cated." Attempts were made to enter

network* used b\ all the militarv set

vice branches, and the Itrikci

"There are hacker* that en|o)

.king into people*' computer*

lust ii' see what thev can see." he

Iding that the Dcfen
Department appeal* 10 hold some
invstiqu.

The individual* appeared to be irv

ing 10 leave ii.ip ts0or>* M the *v
terns. Hamre said

\Ui willed back l>*'t*. trap
I

refer to Mechanisms hacken leave

behind aftjaj thev've brOMM in. They

might break in. h>ok around, cover

their tracks, and exit leaving the digi-

tal equivalent d a "key under the

welcome mat' lo use next time

Hamre s;iid the Pentagon ha- been

mpting in recent ve.n* to upda.c

'elenses against such attack*, but

added We have to do a geiod deal

more in thi*

ihe Hade publication Defense
Inlormaiion and I lee ironies Report

on Feb II reported that attack* had

been detected duting the previous

week at II militarv bases seven

Air Font -lie* and tout N.ivv nisial

latiims The repent said thev were

Andrew* \u Force Base, Md
Columbui \.. lotee Iv.i-e. Ml**

lackland and kellv An Force Ka*e*

in fcx.i-: GuntCl \n.iex. Ala .

Kirtlaod An Force Base. N.M.; and

an Air National Guard factlit) In

Channel Islands CaJH I he Navv
site* were Pearl liarben. Hawaii, the

Naval Ae.ide.nv ,md two Marine
I lyttemt in Okinawa, lapan

The report alsei quoted Tony
Valleita, the acting assistant secretary

ol delense lui computer, eonimunica-

tion and intelligence .natter*, a* *..v

ing that the current defense budget
allot* roughly $24 billion for those

matter*, including $1 billion for

information security .
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Women's water polo

starts season in N.J.
By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts women's water
polo team will start its l*)*>8 cam-
paign this weekend in New |ei*ey at

the Princeton Invitational, where the
young Minutewomen will take on
some of the toughest competition on
the Eastern seaboard.

On Saturday, UMass will take on
Maryland at 10: 1 5 a.m.. Slippery
Rock at 3:15 p.m. and Villanova at

7:45 p.m. On Sunday, the
Minutewomen will face the host
Princeton Tigers at 1 1 30 a.m.

I Ma** has a strong corps of
returning players who will figure
into the mix. Sophomore
All Ainetiean Katie Grogan and
senior All American Andrea
Vazquez anchor a lineup that
includes goalie Peggy Nieves. cap-
tain Claudia Clement and Maria
Velazquez and Barbara Hiekey
Vazquez, who led the learn in

shooting percentage (73. 4i.

Velazquez and Nieves all have paatH

ous experience with the Puerto
Rican National team Mickey has a

wealth of experience with the team,

having joined the Minutewomen
when water polo was still a club
team.

Grogan led Massachusetts in scor-

ing last year with 173 points on 91

goals and 82 assists She was named
the New England Division Player ot

the Year and selected to the Eastern

Championship All-Star team
"1 want everyone to work on the

things we've been doing in prac-

tice," first-year UMass coach Dan
McOsker said. "I want to carry
things over from the fall. Plus I want
the swimmers to jump right back
into the thick of things.

"Katie is probably our most expe-

rienced player. She has played at the

national level, and she's from
California, where the game is big,"

McOsker said. "She has a ton of tal-

ent and she's able to play both
offensively and defensively She's

able to lead in the pool from
end-to-end.

Marci Hupp and Sarah Newell fin-

ished their winter swim seasons at

the Atlantic 10 championships last

weekend. They returned to the water
with ihe water polo team, but have

only the benefit of a week of prac-

tice going into this weekend's
Invitational.

UMass is not completely unfamil-

iar with the opposition it will face in

New lerscy.

"Maryland is the defending
Eastern champion." said McOsker.
whose team faced the Terrapins dur-

ing the fall season. "Slippery Rock is

the powerhouse of the East, they

have been for like 300 years. They
won the national championship
about six years ago. So this week-
end's field has some strong talent

couanw mow atunoN*

Betsy Colucci tnd the Massachusetts women's gymnastics team face a

stiff challenge this weekend in Alabama.

Alabama getaway
for women's gym
By Brett Mauser
CcilaQKin Staff

West Virginia put together a

tremendous meet to dispose of the

Massachusetts women's gymnastics

team last weekend.

This weekend, it doesn't get any

easier for the No. 25 Minutewomen.
Massachusetts coach Dave Kuzara

rounds up the troops and heads
down to Tuscaloosa. Ala. to take on
their stiffest competition of the regu-

lar season in No. 3 Alabama. No. 1

1

Arizona State, and No. 22 North
Carolina State. In this quad-meet,

the Minutewomen have the odds
against them to win the meet, but

will let it all hang out against three

nationally ranked opponents.

UMass is 8-1 on the season, after

splitting the home tri- meet and suf-

fering their first loss to the hands of

the No. *• Mountaineers. The team

score of 193.075 represents the sec-

ond-best performance thus far in the

season, but it wasn't enough to

knock off WVU. Despite freshman

Tall Fisher's outstanding perfect MOM
on the floor routine, the

Mountaineers were just too tough.

Saturday's quad-meet represents

the final multi-team meet on the sea-

son. They finish out with a home
date against cross-state rival

gvjz^A
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UMass men's track teams heads !^^
to Boston for N.E. championships
By Seth Koenig

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts men's indoor track team will

return to Boston thi* weekend for the fourth time to

compete in the Neve I ngland Regional Championships.

The meet comes just one week after the Minutemen
placed fifth overall at the Atlantic 10 Championships at

the University of Rhode Island in Kingston.

The fifth place performance was one of several possi-

bilities expected by the team's coaching staff going into

the meet. Out of all the po*Mhle *cenanos. though, the

fifth place finish was the one that the coache* wanted
least, considering that second was not out of their reach.

The upcoming New I ngland Championships will give

UMass a way to forget the disappointing conference-

championships and move on.

"In one respect, it's good to have these meets coming

at you fast and turiou*. because if you have a bad day,

like we did Saturday, you hate a chance to clean the

slate and try again." Massachusetts coach Ken O'Brien

Northeastern and then Michigan on
the road, before tackling the Atlantic

10 championships in March. The
Northeastern meet will mark the

final home match for seniors Penny

I eBeau and Karen Maurer

In last weekend's split. I.eBeau

and junior Betsy Colucci both had
career-high scores on vault I.eBeau

finished second with a 9.85 and
Colucci third with a « 825
Freshman lobi Goldberg's 9.8 on the

uneven bars placed her third.

lunior Anita Sanyal's winning
\e.i\- were doused, finishing third in

the all-around behind two
Mountaineers.

Two years ago. UMass went to

take on the No I t rirnson Tide in

Alabama and left with a five point

defeat. This time around, the

Crimson Tide are coming off a loss

to top- ranked Georgia in an SEC
dual meet in Athens.

Fisher's 10 was the second
all-time in UMass history and the

first in Amherst. Tammy Marshall

notched her perfect score in the

I *>*»3 NCAA championships.

On the year, the Minutewomen are

averaging a stellar 191.570. but will

need great performances from the

entire squad that to come away with

a victory over the three national

powers.

said.

luckily, not the entire slate needs to be cleaned, as a

handful of Minutemen will head into this weekend's
affair with strong performances last week to propel
them.

Pole vaulter Albie Vasquez will enter the meet proudly

bearing the conference championship, a distinction he

has possessed for two straight years. At last weekend's
event in Rhode Island, ihe junior cleared
l4-feet-9-inches, tying his own school record and
defeating two strong Virginia Tech vaulters, both repre

senting the eventual overall team conference champions
Another competitor worth noting was hurdler Ben

Baraldi. who continued his stellar season by placing third

in the 55- meter hurdles

"Baraldi's third in the hurdles was a good performance

in a good field." O'Brien said.

After this weekend's New I ngland Championships,
the quickest runners, the stronger throwers, and the

longest jumpers will continue on to the IC4A's on March
7 at Ithaca. NY.

continued from page 12

opportunities, hitting live.

Duquesne had trouble hitting their

*hot* from the field, which prevented

them from fully overcoming UMass'
zone defense.

Ihe name of the game when
you're playing against a zone defame
and u>u're not a power team, which

we're not. is to hit some I's,"

Duquesne head coach Dan Durkin

said "We didn't hit the I's when we
had to hit the I's I thought we were a

better team coming up here, we just

didn't connect against the zone."

The Minutewomen will now play

Xavier on Sunday at b p.m. George

Washington will take on Virginia

Tech in the other semifinal game,

scheduled for 8 p.m.

UMass skiers head to Vermont
to compete in NCAA regionals
»7
Collegia

i Sayfcin

Staff

If one term could summarize the performance of the

Massachusetts men* *kiing squad in their 1998 cam-

paign, it would be consistency

Having finished among the top three teams in their

league in almost every event of c\ery meet this season,

the Minutemen *urpriscd no one with their i in preserve

third and fourth place showing* in the giant slalom

and slalom respectively at last weekend* I nited States

College Sk ttion I sCSA) Regional Meet in

Waierville\dllc>. N II

Perhaps LMu** coach Bill MacConnell put it boot

when he predicted how hi* men's team would perform

last weekend
"We've been solid all season and have finished right

around the same spots in all of our meets," said the

38-year coaching veteran. "We have the potential to

win it all. All of the competition is within our league."

After their impressive display last week, the next

slop for the LMass skier* will be Middlebury Snow
Bowl. \ ermont. where they enter this weekend's
NCAA Regionals with a full head of steam

Unlike the USCSA Regionals. only a select few from

both UMass squads will be able to partake in this

weekend's competition based on the sum of their per-

formance* during the regular season campaign, lunior

loin llolden. and seniors Fn Back and Leah

Muliero will represent UMass in the hope of qualifying

for the NCAA Nationals.

Iwo-time All American llolden paced the

Minutemen with another brilliant weekend, taking sec-

ond place in the slalom and fifth in the giant slalom,

llolden. who received the lohn Davidson Award Iroiti

Boston College as the Eastern College Ski Conference's

lop performer, looks to continue what has already

been a magnificent winter campaign for the Lincoln.

Mass., native With another solid showing this week-

end, llolden could find himself among the favorites at

the NCAA Nationals in two weeks

For the second consecutive meet. UMass has been

anchored by captain McCormack. whose late-season

surge continued with a 1 4th place finish in the giant

slalom and an 1 8th -place finish in the slalom Both

McCormack and llolden are expected to power the

Minutemen this weekend
As for ihe women's squad, senior standout Leah

Muliero was her usual self, notching a third-place fin-

ish in the giani slalom for the Minutewomen.

side
continued from page 12

was more than consistent and broad

scoring efforts that has been putting

L'Mass in the winner'* eiiele lately

It's the little things. Freshman
Kathy Coyncr netted eight points,

but she also had two rebounds and

three assists. It's Lucia Madajova.

who played just five minutes but

grabbed three rebounds. The team

also shot a consistent 24-of-29 from

the free throw line with seven play-

ers going behind the stripe

And then there's the two captains

leading ihe team in spirit and in play

as ihe\ linish out their collegiate

careers.

They kind of willed everybody on
this team to have the attitude we're

not losing." O'Brien said of the duo's

influence "Whatever r. takes to win

that's what we've got to do."

lacrosse

hockey

Play ball!

Kim Cutridge will look to continue to swing a hot bat this weekend as

the Minutewomen travel to Columbus, Ga., for the NFCA Leadoff

Classic.

conttnoed from page 12

goals against i arc capable of shutting

down any opponent on any given

night

On the UMass side of things,

freshman Nick Stephens, the reign-

ing Hockey East rookie of the week.

Dan luden. and Dean Campanak all

*iepped up last weekend and added
ipark

And once again, it will lake a solid

team effort with total intensity to

put UMass over the top. But a lack

of intensity is something that the

Minutemen seniors won't allow to

happen, as this squad has yet to beat

BL during their four- year careers

"One of our team goals is to beat

every team in the league at least

once, especially for our seniors,

because we haven't beaten BU yet,"

Regan said

And if Regan and the Minutemen
have anything to say about it. that

comment will no longer be accurate

after this weekend.

contmoed from page 12

forting to know that your goalie can

make the saves, but we can't put aU tbe

onus on lohn. The defense has to con-

trol thev guys and the offense needs to

find the net
"

The Mnuteraen aiao have a talented

crop of underclavarnen. several of whom
Camtella said will immediately figure

no the UMass mix.

"I'm very happy with the way the

younger guy* are adjusting to the college

fiat ." Carmela said "We have several

who will challenge fur playing time right

away Icremy Guski imidfieldi. lohn

Madigan (attack). Chris Gabriclli

idefensci and Keith GabnelH inudfietd

ert have all looked good in practice.'

In addition, defenseman David V

and Rich Kunkci (attack) will t

for time.

Because the season is so young. tbJa

weekend's challenge ia a bit of a mys-

tery.

"I don't know much about Holy

Cross." Cannclla said. 'I know they

have a new coach who's been there a

couple of years- He's done a good job

recruiting.

"

However, according to the coach, the

focus won't be on the opposition, but

instead on UMass' own development.

"I want to tee smart play, cuntioltd

aggreaalveneas. a strong mental game
and an unselfish game on both offense

and defense." Cannclla said "We were

wavering, going up and down, during

our scrimmages. I want them to be bun-

gn I want them to want h. to play hard

for 60 minutes.*
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i fosters an informal

participatory atmosphere

I promotes spiritual growth and

professional dewlopment

I prepares rabbis for

congregational pulpits, llillels.

chaplaincy, communal organi/a

tions, & Jewish education

l creates a learning community

committed lo diversity and

pluralism

applies the vision ofJudaism as

an evolving religious civilization

lo studving Jewish thought,

history and practice

unites traditional learning and

modern scholarship

provides innovative programs

for Jewish Ethics, Women's and

Gender Studies, Creativity

combines intensive course

learning and practical

internships

Ifyou want to study in an eniinmmenl that will support yintr personal

journey and help you prepare to sertv tbejeuish people, consider RRC.

Together uv can add titality tojeuisb life We imiteyou to come

and tisit in suburban Philadelphia.

CONTACT
Rabbi Reena Spicehandk-r

Dean ofAdmissions

Reconstructionist

Rabbinical College

IN9 Church Road

Wyncote PA 19095

(215)576-0800 ext. .«

Kmail rrcinfoO'iTc.edu
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ACTIVITIES

la • part at tea cumrrottaa Mat is

hosting the tirst Commencement
Ball we naad enthusiastic, creative

people who I*e planreng events AH

ttJants vtralcornad, great experience

Coma to ma general meeting March

2nd. 5 pm in Memorial Hall For

more info, call Ann O 546-231

7

APARTMENT FOR RENT

tISOQ/month includes neat S49

7752

2 I 4 bedrooms available ttwnedi-

atelv Free heat/hot water plush

carpet 1 Designer bath fully appi<

ancad Wehen On PVTA bushna Call

685-3856 Asa about our gnat spe-

cials

AUTO FOR SALE

tl VW Jane K». miles AM/fM
automatic Needs work

{1800 or 8/0 1413154^6736

M 8)aex*a A—era1 2dr CO Player

Prjwat avarythirvj Alarm (4136*6-

739}

Waatee Jaak Cart Cash pa.d

everyday 1 -aOO-649-4795

COMPUTERS
CNCAP' CHEAP' Color VGA

Laptop Notebook

SM'4K Computer System J295
Ca«CKl4l3BBMB67

EMPLOYMENT

EMPLOYMENT

PKESnSloOS NK>FfTHEAffTP<N

PENNSYLVANIA CAMP

POSITIONS AVAILABLE:

Voaeybal ttourtarn BSung. Tanrat.

ftap—ChalingaCourea Hockey

Arts A Crafts (VVoodworking

Ceramics Ptxaograprv Fine Arts

VdecvFan Natural Waterfront

(Canoe Saano Kayarwig). Pool

tnaavctan MubcW Deector and

Oaraval Counselors

WE PROMISE YOU A SUMMER
YOU WHO. NEVER FORGET'"

INTERVIEWS TO BE HELD
ON CAMPUS MARCH 3rd

TRAIL'S END CAMP

800-408-1404
learner On Cape Cod 1 The
Wycawere Nartor Beach Club ft

ing a iob Ian tor an our summei
employment opportunities March 5,

6. 7 & March 19. 20 21 Call Amy at

IS0BK32 1000 1 129 tor details

EMPLOYMENT
Mmt aaa ymt tumam moto/mM lor

^T a e* rXwau SSawaai Wtm lui

m for rata* "• • eeetaeoi k> eta***

tteamua to *i<net , aat > wart m Wat
Smpwiiaiiawii^adSi
tuawiwj Oaaaan. Cam. Am.

urnmm the Voaryaal—..
Saiamii s«i>ai hiea* »«» Stuaj

lacaa Uma t ttta.mam »nm|

l iil» *aans .«aSn). »n i iaaa .

Kk Am Cmbm Cam. lliiaaii haae,,

Ow*a«Wa1

r« lase-jau ua?HmV^fW""" -1

aat v. «4m m a a> Case Oafm
Tank*. Mart M

tradaceOncMnt LsftoComp
Ce8a»tH8alM

EMPLOYMENT
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT- Earn up

to $3 000/montn in fisheries, parks,

resorts Airfare 1 loodAodgingl Our

service recommended by US News &
World Reports 1919(933 1939 e«t

AIM

Haaaa Bey* WaataeV Sigma Alpha

Mu Fraternity If

interested please contact Randy or

Lea at 549-6023 Must belong to

Greek Area Meal included

NATIONAL PARK EMPLOY
MENT- Parks Forests Wildlife

Preserves Ask us howl 517 324-

3109 Ext N5O012

FOR SALE
Corwood For Sale $

'

M9 5456

LOST 8, FOUND
a Lost Bleck Sweater Heiter Hall

on Jan 28th Please call 6668394

l.HI I K ANNOUNCEMENTS I MISCELLANEOUS

To Sarah- In Clue One, I told some
lies so here's Clue Two I have blue

eyes The dorm is not where I stay

but the village I live in is not far

away Can you figure out who I

might be 1 Just keep an eye out for

Que #3 Love. Your Phi Friend

StuaWWortfVT ^~.
back of our Endangered Species Act

Very urgent campaign 111 Work with

The Siena Club ISO-STVday Call

Ute 256*434

quad SeHl '•»• leelMal

$/8VN Call 5460666

I tor male

I
and tillm

Drama Duetto'

A coed overnight camp n Bndgton

Maine Summar Positions-

1 JM Head Arts &
. Waasftront Director

itVaetor Caatana Oaector

Office Man
,.

Afluat.cs Archery Athiet.CS

llltitajL Campiag. Caraavcs
Gkiajewsjci Phosam^ptty/Yaertiook

Rad.o Ropes Sa.i.ng Tennu
Other : Stcr'i'. 1st Cook For

aaaPaamVL caa Wayne GoNHeaiQl
AvaGokdman 617 2^

Clee M«4 ft CnakM Shape Now
taring Free details I-4TJMJ5-4247

it

'O.

Neaary PearHea live m babysitter

needed for the summer m Watfleet

an Cape Cod Can I508I34»«B2 tot

information

Sammer
OppartMnit.es

looking tor

summer employment Earn

$6S8/M For mfo call 1 800 829

Itltnehotpi-

tahty hear/? Come a>« us on March

4« between 9am and 3pm O the

Campus Cawar Auditorium for the

23rd Annuel Caret* Day "Discover

Your Deit.net.on ' Sponsored by the

Hotel Restaurant and Travel

AaVnaaittation Dapartrnant

Some heavy Irftmg

Write to Scott s Tree Farm. 252
HadajyRd Sunderland MA 0^375

University Directories is hiring stu

dents to sail yailow page advertising

tor the official taiaphona daactory

this summar Commission baaed pay

structure Training program
Excellent sales/marketing ft man-

aoarnent eaeenence Call 1-800-743-

5556 art 143 or visit www urwarsi-

ty*rectones com

CAPE COO SUMMER CAMP
Recruiter will visit UMats Amherst

Campal on March 3rd If you are

raterettad m wortung with us this

summer can us to set up an mtar

view Camp W.ngeta tjrtland 508

358 5816 Email

camowkrlBpoboa com ^^^^^^^^^

Eara 178-1188

Non weight ttamad mafot naadad
tor Eiercite Science Study Call

Steve 253-4852

CRUISE ft UNO TOUR JOBS
Earn up to e.OOuVrstjn* Free world

travel (Caribbean Alaska. Europe

etc !• Free irjorrvVtasd F» mfo ring

(919B33 1939 art CI50

Rartt

m Western MA Full or Part time

available No experience necessary

We will tram Looking for athletic

personable people who like to work

hard in the outdoors Call Crab Apple

Whitewater (4131339-0188 for more

information and an application

Fall-Time Sammer Peaitiea

at Crab Apple

tor a Photo Technician

at our Mmtlab Job entailt develop-

ing film and printing pictures No
experience necessary but some past

use of lab helpful Call 14131339

01 88 tar mfo and an apptcauon

FOR RENT

SUMMER RENTALS
CAPE COO GROUP Sammer

Tim Sisters el Tri-tiomi welcome

Kim Mieka and Lindsay Lowell Enjoy

your new member period and wel-

come to Sigma Sigma Sigma

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

21* Birsfce^ Wishes Te

Christy Brown I

HA Love

Voltaire Roan. Kanoe and the rest

of the BIG Staff

HEALTH 8. BEAUTY

Sanaa Break Special

Lose 5. 10. up to twenty pounds

before Spring Break" All natural Or

recommended S34 plus free sam-

ples Call 14 1 31562 5456

EARN
S7VS1StarWEEK

Raise all the money your student

group needs by sponsoring a VISA
Fundraiser on your campus No
investment & very little time needed

There s no obligation, so why not

call for information today Call 1

800-323 8454 « 95

MUSICAL INStKUMENtS

4 String Psdulla Fretless Best
with hardshell case $1900 or B/0

546 5302

PERSONALS

Sperty. laa-laviag 2PC seeks

equally fun companion for Spring

Break Please contact me at

www ebswim com rf interested

RESUMES

Kick Ban Resume
Same Day Serwca

TICKETS

Sarah McLachlan/Billy
Joel/NCAA Men s Baske<balt7Enc

Clapton I Guys Tickets 1 888-345-

TIXX

TRAVEL

(AtjmLiAbaU*!

24 HOUR* Of
FREE PRINKS!

T lijmti tarn IITII

may*) KtsaafturM *M

14 vl.|K..«t • *

»*H llfi

*.-*. e-^j

CLASS ; ravel

q.3&>>!j5»i)*3&]-i

tM, IMM WfHal aVWtejaaamWRtJ P#»aW»

Falmauth area Oiamoad Real

i (588)477 -ISM

FOR SALE

Saiwaierd 87 Bartaa FVaatar M
1250 253 1684

ten S250 2531684

PtMTUI Coolest Spring Break T

Sh.rls and hats in the world 1 On
sale' Treasure Archeology and

tory V EXPEOITIONWHY
Lcaaa

Merrew Saawheard • e *

$325 Call Bert 54^0240

lose 5-100 pounds Or Approved'

( I OS H0U SbJ UJ*

HOUSE FOR SALE

Tuwi.houM
Instant equity Beautiful 3 bedroom.

3 1/2 bath with garage, fireplace.

hardwood floors, and more Central

Air Exceptionally maintained Priced

thousands below market Must sail

Open House March l I 4pm
$124 900 31 Amity Place Cad
Collect I8S0I257 3656 Buyers Only

ysRTUCTIOF"

Caaco Bay Bartending

CaJ Fej Mt
1-800-467 2028

Uaivarsity Barteadiag Caarsa

50% Student Discount National

Certification Available Spring

Sessions This Semester Space It

limited 1-1

(Day Service

rJet Printouts

549-7558 Ruby

ROOM FOR RENT

Room available immediately

Sunderland on bus route SWF pre

ferred Call 546 5082

Laffja ream ka Vctonaa downtown

house All inclusive Cleaning ser

•ices $400 549-0733

SERVICES

_ Year Rifhta Do you havt

questions about your rights' Do ytx

think your evil njhts have been no
kstarT Fmd Out' Contact The Student

legal Services Office S22 Campui

Canter 5*5-1995

Altaraative Spring Break
YogaFest Week Mus.i Danes.

Meditation. Vegetarian Missouri

Hide Shares. $165 FREE

MAGAZINE 8008962387
http /.'members eoi com/yogatest

KILLINGTON SPRING BREAK
Want a great time lor a low price'

Go to k.Hington tor Sprma Break 1

Starting O $249. including 5 day lift

ticker 5 nights O Mountain Green

UMASS Ski N 8OAR0 ClUB 545

343?

JAMAICA SPRIN6 BREAK IN

NEGRIl Don t pat nppad off' Go
with who you can trust No hidden

costs starting $539 7 nights,

round trip air transfers Collegiate

Beach & Party Events On-site slat*

UMASS SKI N BOARO ClUB 545

3437

WANTED

soNixy C.A.S.
Audio Equipment Sale

New, Used and

Miscellaneous Stuff

Call in Advance.

586-1651 or

582-0039

518 Pleasant St,

Northampton, MA

Spring Break M Get Going'"

Cancun Jamaica Bahamas. &

Florida Group Discounts ft Free

Drink Parties' Sell 5 ft go tree' Book

Now 1 " Visa/MC/Disc/Ame» 1-800

234 7007 http //www endless

sumertours com

Career. Health Lite

Concerns Free mrtujl consurtationt

Yohah Ralph 5B6-X71

Pragnaat? Need belpT Call

Birthright of Amherst area for tree

testing and assistance 549-1906

Free food and drinks' Cancun
Bahamas Jamaica and Florida from

$399 Organise a small group and

travel FREE' Highest commissions

and lowest prices Ceil Surf ft Sun

Tours lo become a c

1(800674 75/7

Moving out?

Need a

Place to Live?

Looking tor a

New
Roommate?

Have You
Checked The
CLASSIFIEDS?

The Classified*:

Giving you what

you need ihe most.

Personals Policy

W **at m% III 8(1 W | ll|l sgBJ1, atWft JUTJm^ t4ldj\-ir-iejjy- An*\ V* «f>

» p<Mft-jJk|ff»d> •*> %' pro*** unrir* f>» '*-#

MM tnuArnV mmntom tattWa **at»v taXamWoh *-*#•>

pktUVtrJr ft .*«W4 *flj»vajsff . |« ***» aVteJ *•» U«JW*U» *a»JmV

ttftff iWlaWtJlatt 0Rt)vr

avl*r-*r»«mi»r»o f% ijjbfCt tt<

Ir NsVuiaJi fJ i h^rtftw at Nfavlnuft +» tpnunajl #mi <£**+. * -«#-« if*

iklwr* aV* MM •

UhWd •! ata* pUtpn* Of *aaWtaSfj«W*ri

. «s>-lK !hr *' .

WtjtjMattl i a! hArt^an ^Xj^srfBs

Rates
Students

20C per word/day

All others

40^ per word/day

NEW Standard Headings

$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS

Acnvrfsta

»ltto ron sail
•irro r»Aars

HCA1.TM 4 atAOTY
itouaan aoe) ttsjan

HOUMIMM BALI
HouacarmNo

k*M\ VN>.
MOTOMCVCLta

ATI
sanvicts
snoars
s i—so SCO

TUTCWniAMTSO
•VAMTIO TO StaWt
MANTIOl
WJOmLO *HS« I

VAJSOtuUM

FRIDAY, FEB 27

Pocumrniary — The Ouren Fan Craft wiH

•hdV the ruckumentan *M«(u Yean II" in

thai Campus Center I6PC «t 7 pm All arc

wctvonse to attend

!
( rlrhrulum — CaM Domini..* will have

'AJJDft) ol Celebration and Hutorv" in the

(. apipuf Center concourse from lOim io 1

p.m. At 7 p m. Catena. Cata Dominiisna't

Muore dance troupe will be hoitinf dance

letkons (ulloweil b\ a movie in Campus

C epter IOI

Dance —The Ballroom Dance Club k

ho^lir.g a FRFF tea-dance in Toiman HI I

7k)-<» p.m Show off iho«c mo.

Irejnril in the club Dance io fun mu

*a«ual environment F.vervone welcome' For

atort hafo call Shannon at *46- 22M

FRIDAY. MARCH 1

lliwr Ra*h - Hillel llou«e will be »pon-

sonnf an afternoon of winter activities from

J-i p m Anyone interested should meet at

Hillel

Inlrr-RrUtixu* Celebration —The UMsss

Inter-ReliK'ouc Protect and the Interfaith

Service Council of ArnSerj! are holding a cel-

ebration in the Student Union Ballroom at A

p m . ro be followed bj a 1: JO potluck din

ner For more info contact Merle Ryan

1111 Wll. Rana Al-lammal ()4o- 45141.

leoica Rohm i S49-H >08>. Kent Hipgins

1 256-0 1W I. or Will Johnston |5»4-9279I

NOTICES
Btllmf — At the end of the business day

on Friday. Feb 20. the Bursar « Office will

be closing out its student billing process

OIT will be required io collect the $20 OIT

computing account fee for the spring semes-

ter

ftomnnr rV*c««rtgr — The Domenn
tschange Program application deadline i«

March I The la<t two information sessions

for exchanges during the l*»8-19«u academ-

ic year will be held on Feb 24-25 in Campus

Center 905 from 4 45-5 45 p.m. For more

information, call 545-5551 or stop by E-26

Mac timer Hall

SiHeiulet — The Spring '98 Final

Examination Schedule will be available

beginning Thursdav March 12 Copies will

be delivered to students in the residence

italic and will be available to off-campus stu

dents in the Registrar's office (215

Vihitmorel It will alto he available on the

World Wide Web beginning March I at

http //www- ureg admin urruus edu

Student t.mptovment — Effective the week

of Feb 16. Student Employment Service* will

be changing their hours of operation The

new hour* will be Monday rhrough Fridat

from 10 am to 5 p.m. For further informa

tion call 545- 1550

Support Croup — REFLECT, the Five

College Bereavement Support Program, offers

(rrief tupport services free of charge to under-

graduate and graduate students who hate

experienced the death of a kited one Croups

are small, confidential and meet for 8 weeks

Pre-registratton is required Croups meet on

Tuesdays from 7 50-9 p m and Wednesdays

from 6.50- 8 p.m. For more information call

577-5516

fux Surname — The Department of

Accounting of the School of Management will

be offering free tax assistance and prepara-

tion for taxpayer* with special needs, irtclud

ing persons with disabilities, low to limited

income. non-Fnglish speaking persons and

elderly taxpayer* Volunteers are accounting

majors who have taken tax courses Report to

the School of Management Tuesdays and

Thursdays 6-9 p.m All other taxpayers

s vis are public service announcements
printed daily To tubmit an F VI. please

tend a prest release containing all perti

nent information, including the name and
phone number of the contact person to

the CoUegtan, c/o the Managing, editor by
noon the previous day

should go to Ihe Hampshire Mall Tuesdays

and Wednesdatt t-6 p m and Thursday 5-9

p m (except during Spring recess) Ant quex

lions, contact Mike W human at 545-5660

IPtsrl aaVaafj fmp/<nmenr -The LMa««

Cannabis Reform Coalition is hiring

work -study office stafl and web publishers

Applications are available ai the CRi

122 Student L nion Ruilding. or leave voice

mail at 545-1122

<3el *tt tke \A^W\ ded t
,tvis «v our wetka^e vjov* svweiirfc! V/lsfc

wwWftUmasSftedu/rso/colegian

lb stCe!

|C

t**5

II

13

14

HSCN
Bulletin Board

CBS/3 Hartford

CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

HSCN Movie Ch.

UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

NBC/30
.

New Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN

International

UMass Academic TV

1*7 HSCN Programming

IB TV-19

ao ABC/40 Springfield

99 NBC/22 Springfield

99 CNN

9+ CNN SI

SB Headline News

8B UCTV

87 TBS

99 BET

BB TV Land

Univision

II Comedy Central

IB Cartocn

Much Music

FRIDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI

WHDH
WTXX
WVTT
WTIC
WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
A&E
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK
SCIFI

ILc"
TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

8

5

11

I

B
I

»

6:00
WlthDoneX

NewtX

Full House T

Med Abo. You

Home Imp.

NesrtX

Creatures

NesrtX

Mad Abo. You

Family

6:30
Business Rpt.

C8S Nests

CBS
ABC News

Boy-World

NBC
Mad Abo. You

NBC
Simpsons I
NBC
Business RpT

ABC
Med Abo. You

Family Matters

Northern Esposura "Prtof X
WoHdvtewX MoneylrneX

*» TMch'Um, Comedy) EdONatt, Ethan RanoaT

7:00 7:30
Newshour With Jim Lahrsr '

Edition

AmistsdStru

Extra X
Inside EdWon

Fresh Prince

Wheat-Fortune

Judos JudyX
Ent. Tonight

SeMeMX
Wheel-Fortune

Newshour With

naeTTVX Kids-Osmdest ICandid C

Ent. Torstght

ChronlcsSX

Freeh Prtncs

Sabrsna-Witch

» W»>af Lmpxn* CVisfma* VtctHon" (1989,

Jeoperdyll

Judge JudyX Soul Train Musk Awards (In Steroo Livs)

Hard Copy X
FraeierX

Jeopardy!!

Jim Lthrvf X
Seinfeld .«:

Seinfeld «

Andy GVtffHh

FrasierX

FraeierX

Andy OrrHrth

Lass i Order "Discord" I
CroasflreX

Wings "Eagles of Ihe Crown" |0lmma Shelter (R)

C - Campus

8:00 8:30

Kids-Osmdest Candid C

it Cam

it Cam

5J5 World

9:00
Amistad

GraooryHinss

CysooryHlnss

Sabrina-Witch

9:30
Freedom Trail

Step by Step

Step by Step

Boy-World

(In Stereo) X

oy-world

Comedy)

10:00 10:30
FEBRUARY 27, 1998

Debbie Allen

Nash Bridges ' Skm Deep" X
Nash Bridges "Skin Deep" I
20/20 X

|Soap Opera Awards (In Stereo Lrve) X
Grace Under

Dateline (In Stereo) X
Beyond Battel: FactorFiction

DatekVit (In Stereo) X
Wash. Week IWailSlWeek

Sabrlna-W'rtch

Soap Opera Awards (In Stereo Live) X
Mrhenniurri The Pes! House'

Soap Opera Awards (In Stereo Live) X
State We're In

Biograptr

World Tot

r-Wrtch [Boy-World |5abrina-Wjtch |Boy-World

7iaf^»^C(to'
,

(19ffi.&»T»ady)D.8 .Stnttnity. I

rarjryj PaMat
r
(1983. Cortiedy) Eddst Murphy, Dan Aytcrovd

yhy: Sty Stallone America's Caabas (R)

This Week [Talking With David Froet (R) I
Boy-World 20/20

1

ICheers I

World Today X |Larry King Uve X
*^«W>fA(W1.C<itT»1riy)lyiir^

INmbWild Discovery: WiBemest

Up Close

Superm

MTVUv

Sportscerrter

Debt

Uvs (In Stereo)

Figure 8 Out [Tiny Toon~

Quarrtum Leap I
Renovation | Renovation

lots 8 Clark-Superman

Baywatch "Leap of Faith

'

V» Tf Takes TWo" (1995, Comedy) Krrstle Atey. 'PfFT

Intimate Portrait

'NHL Hockey Florida Panthers al Detroit Red Winas. (Lite) X
WorldWond

20th Century^Fi)"

World Today X

11:00
Wash. Week

NeJWt X

11:30
Well St Weak

Late Show X"
LateShowX

hyitaneX
Star Trek: Neit OeneT

[Tofirflht Show
Vibe

Semleld «

News X

Tonight Show

Deep Space »

Tonight Show
Charlie Boss (in Stereo) X
News R.

M-A'S'H T
NlgtmineX

Real TV I
e*'ftt/tjftirVirjf)rj'(t089)

Law I Order X
Sports lllus. IMoneyllne X

it* The Toy"(198g, axtiedy) Richard Pryor, Jackie Oktison.

Story of the E

Unsolved Mysteries (In Stereo)

My So-Celled Uts "Weekend"

Doug X IRugrets X
Mght Statker "Zombie" X
Home Again IHome Again

Babylon 5 "Knives" (In SlerebT

Httyhlander-. The Series X

* T>afQocf"(19%.(^)mt^Gr»gr0rirv)Si.(lnSt8tr)O)'PO'X

tree "Whan iVe Wart Kir&*(\m) Muhammad Ah. 'PG

ICabtaml |HsppyDays

Besvis-Butt

American Qothlc (In Stereo) I
Real America: «« Hours

NBA Basketball Los

lephan

[StroiStrongest Man

1)»aoTKflaatfor)s-(i993,L>ama)rVibertg^

Yol (In Stereo)

Wonder Years IWonder Years I Love Lucy X
*M-$cmiln^llmdom^(ten T*tti

Top Ten Wdeos of the Week

MT Moore

Pearl Harbor/D-Day ISolar Empire (R)

esHr farandAway'ff

s^'^1tMr»/lna^ll988^Jas*twatr^
,

esH "Smut's Sense of Snow" (1997) Julia Otmond

iles Lakers al Minnesota Tsnberwotves (In Stereo Live)

Drama) Tom Cruise, Nlcow Kidman. (In Stereofl

S

Insde-NBA

JusticeFees (R)

Sportscerrter X
Almost Perfect Idolden Girls

Lovellne (In Stereo)

taxi I INtwhartX

Njght Stalker "Zombie" X
Real America: a Hours (R)

*** '$htifhm\ ~

»* yielHne/s''(1990, Suspense) Kiefef Sutherland 'R' X

"dufrMtwus fortune" ( 1987)X
Kevin Dillon (In Stereo)m X | Dennis Miller

tut "EifCuHn OrK*rcin''(199e, Suspense) Kurt Russel 'I

Stargete SG-1 |Outer Limits "Flelalivrty Theory" |Hunger
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Bruno By C. Baldwin

I HAp tHIS, OAtASA THAT
> VJA» A LtTTUt w«v A#JD I

lrt»AAtr.rt a uonAWS Llut AMO
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Horoscopes
PISCES (Feb. I9-M«rch 20) —

Nothing but the best for you today!

Can you lind someone to share it

with who will appreciate it just as

much a* sou do'' Sure vou can!

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
Take care that you don't become too

colorful and complex in your
self-expression today. Keep things

simple and on an accessible level.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
What h ci-iT-idered proper is not for

urn today. Vou are feeling miachJe

ti'u>> and a bit rebellious. You will

want to make vour own statement.

GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20) —
You will have the chance to please

someone dorse Io you in a manner
that is not at all expected, but

wholeheartedly accepted and appre-

ciated.

CANCER (|une 2l-|uly 22) —
Take care that you aren I 80 emotion

al today that you cannot be rational

when necessary. Balance thought and

feeling as best vou can.

LEO (|uly 25-Aug. 22) — Be

patient at all times today. Try to con-

jure up fiery, mercurial feelings and

you II encounter more danger than

vou are readv for at this time.

VIRGO (Aug. 21-Scpl. 22) —
Take the time to focus more clearly

on those one or two responsibilities

that fall to you today. It is essential

that you see things realisticalh

LIBRA (Sept. 25-Oci. 22) — tM
can be quite stubborn, and others

actually expect it of you from time to

time. Today, however u>u may be

unusuall\ flexible.

SCORPIO (Oct. 2J-Nov. 21) —
The more cooperative you can be

today, the better — particularly

when sou lind yourself that everyone

can contribute equalls

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec
21 ) — You may have to rethink cer-

tain things today in order to make
necessary adjustments and assure

\our\elf that everyone can contribute

equallt

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— You may encounter one <>r two
formidable obstacles today, but take

the time to think things through and

tou'll see how you can 08faV008M

them
AQUARIUS (|an 20 -Feb 18) —

IruM your instincts today as you
struggle with a difficult decision that

you hadn't expected to make this

soon. Move forward at all times.

Closo to Homo By John McPnerson

Quote off the I^iiy

££ Floyd is dead; he's nothin' but a

ripple, cause Milly took that paper

and sliced him on the nipple. 35
-Fee, Phish

i

ACROSS
1 Hattlesnake's

weapon
6 Office worker

1 1 Hasty escape
14 Genetic copy
15 Consumer

advocate Ralph
16 Oklahoma city

17 Adversary
18 Zinc —
19 Physicist's

particle

20 Jazz pianist

Blake
22 Greta of Mmdom
24 Conifer

28 Fdge
29 Bother
30 Smelly animal
32 Western author

Wister

33 Happen again

35 Fine horse
39 (-ornate

sandpipers
40 Compact mass
41 Genial
42 Poet MiMay
43 "Late Show"

feature

45 Cloy
46 Peep
48 Demosthenes,

for ono
50 — away: ate

53 Celestial objects

54 Aromatic
flavoring

55 Tied

57 Perch
58 Multitude

60 Motionless

65 Boot pan
66 Pseudonym
67 Cut off

68 Windup
69 Tiniest

70 Massive

DOWN
1 TV add-on
2 Princetonian's

rival

3 Autumn mo
4 — roll: winning

b Fisticuffs

6 Snooty ones
7 Urban transport

8 Singer Adams
9 Composer
Rorem

10— Trarl

11 Scottish

landowner
12 Sun-dried brick

13 Estate

21 Glasnosl initials

23 Clinton's state

24 Odd job

25 Swung
off-course

26 Primp

27 Acts like a

PflEVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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robber
28 Prickly

seedcase
30Clitt

31 Striped
antelope

34 Pitcher

36 Cowboy's rope
37 Depp or Pitl

38 Pub drinks
43 Disencumber
44 Part of speech
47 Guffaw
49 Pungent root

50 Sample
51 Labor group
52 Quoted
53 Hero's

journey
55 Soft cheese
56 Harem rooms
59 Grand Opry
61 Wedding-page

word
62 Spacewalk, to

NASA
63 Give it the gas
64 Attempt

T»dqy#« P.C. Mtmj
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Franklin

LUNCH
Wicked Hot Turkey Sandwich

Wicked Grilled Sneeze

Wicked Fiihy Phish Munchies
franklin's Fabulous Friday Fish Surprize

DINNER
Country Style Ribs

Baked Ziti

Charbroiled Chkken Breast Sandwich

uhh.. nevermind.

Worcester
LUNCH

Pelleti/ed Fish Munchies

Mesquite or Mahogany Chicken Sandwich

Bow Ties w/ Tomato or Basil Pesto Sauce

3 Bean Bean Bean Casserole

DINNER
Beef Strips w/ P's n' Shroorm

Shrimpy Fried Dinner

Stir Fried Vegies and Tofu

pasta: Eggplant Parmesan

Hampshire
LUNCH

Hamburger
Chicken Puks

Cheesed Grill Sandwich
Fishy Munchies

DINNER
Beef Strips w/ Sno P's and Shrooms

Lemon Pepper (Cape) Cod (potato chips)

If we knew what was for dinner...

would we BE here?!

Berkshire
LUNCH

Fabulous Fish Munchies
Buffalo Soldier Chicken/Honey Wheat Rap

Grilled Cheese or Chefs Grilled Cheese
Vegan Ravioli

DINNER
Beef Strips w/ Sno P's and Shrooms

Baked Ziti

Stir Fried Vegetables ft Tofu

Gorgonzola Cheese Wheels
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Sales reaches

milestone; Sox

suffer blow
Connecticut lady Husky Nykcsha

Sale* got the sale of the century on

Tuesday night

Sales is a tremendous hoopster,

no doubt, but Tuesday's game
against Vilianova may mark her

career forever

Sales was merely one point away

from shattering the Huskies'

all-time scoring mark when she

in down \»ith a torn right

Achilles' tendon Two points. One
basket. Let the controversy begin.

Before Tuesday's Big East clash

even started, a master plan was con-

Minutewomen move on to A-10 semis
By Jockie Laroux

Collegion Staff

trued to put Sales on top. despite

her inability to walk I Conn head

coach Geno Auriemma and good
friend and coaching colleague,

Villanova's Harry Perrette. decided

to give something back to the sen

who helped the Huskies to an unde-

feated championship season in 1995

and has had an immeasurable
impact on Hu*k\ hoops.

How nice.

In this plan, the rules were bent

and the ethics of basketball were

questioned.

Rules state that a starter must
remain in the game until the game's

first »hi»tle Ah hah. but not in the

case of an injury Senior kcllcy

Hunt started the game on Senior

Night, faked some ridiculous injurs

and left the game in favor of Sale*,

all before the opening tip.

After nil was said and done. Sale*

got her deuce, coring more point*

than any other Husky has in the

school's storied history of women's

basketball. She was immediately

replaced bv Hunt after the Huskies

called timeout, leaving the game to a

roaring crowd \ illanova was then

allowed a free layup to even things

up at

Kerry Bascom. the previous

leader and current New Hampshire

assistant coach, now gets to be sec-

ond best She stated she was happy

for Sales, but I have a feeling there

may have been a little something

behind that statement

After all. second place is second

place Runner-ups are forgotten

people. They get parting gifts on

game shows. In 20 years, when
another Hu«ky is in pursuit of the

career scoring title, reporters will

lay that she's chasing Sales, rather

than Bascom.

•The Boston Red Sox are instantly

in the hunt in the American League

East with the signing of National

League Cy Young Award winner
Pedro Martinet and veteran Dennis

Eckersley Pitching was the only

thing that kept the Red Sox from the

playoffs last year.

With the season only a month
away, the Red Sox suffered a huge

blow when second baseman |cff

Frye went down with a torn anterior

cruciate ligament, which will likely

keep him out of action for the year.

Two years ago. it might not have

been a big deal. Frye was platooning

at second base with Billy Ripken in

Arlington. Today, his loss i- like In*

ing the corner piece when trying to

complete a puzzle.

•All of a sudden, the Sox are turn-

ing to raw minor leaguers and
stocky veterans to fill starting roles,

loumeyman Mike Gallcgo. who was

picked up in the off season, might

be looked to to fill the void at sec-

ond But this Athletic is long past

his prime. Gallegu might not be able

to get to a ground ball up the mid-

dle, one that a healthy Frye could.

Management in Boston has that in

mind, as they look for help else-

where. The Brave* Mark Lemke
and offensive- minded Greg Gagne
are two names that are popping up.

• In college basketball, sound bas-

ketball is essential to achieve victo-

ry

Looking at the box score for

UMass's 72-70 loss in double over-

time to St. Bonaventure looks

deceiving. The Minutemen outshot

the Bonnies, they outrebounded the

Bonnies. sounds like a victory, right?

Wrong, the Minutemen shot a hor-

rendous 43 percent from the free

throw line (6 for 14). while the

Bonnies hit 18 of 21 from the charity

stripe. Granted, the Reilly Center

down in beautiful Olean. N.Y.. is a

hostile environment, but missed free

throws were the difference.

This futility has been a problem

dating back to the double overtime

thriller at the Mullins Center against

Rhode Island, it they hi» their free

throws, they win. It's that simple. So

Minutemen. for the love of God. sink

your free throws. The tournament is

going to come calling in a couple of

weeks and victory is so much sweet-

er than defeat

.

Brett Mauser is a Collegian colum-

nist.

The Massachusetts women's basketball team is going to

the Atlantic 10 semifinals. After defeating Duquesne
(|9~9. 1 1-6) last night 65-47 in the A-10 quarterfinals,

the Minutewomen advanced to the next round of the tour-

nament, and earned the right to host the semifinal and

championship games.

The Minutewomen pulled together a solid defensive

performance to overcome a poor shooting night and man-

aged to contain the nation's second leading score in Korie

Hlede

lunior forward Tez Kraft scored a team-high 20 points.

and chipped in five rebounds. Senior forward Kara

Tudman had her second career double-double with a

career high 14 rebounds, along with 10 points. UMass

out-rebounded the Lady Dukes 41-54

"I think the defensive effort was wonderful." said

Mas»achu-et!* coach loanie O'Brien. "I don't think the

offensive game was as pretty as I would have liked, but

you take what vou get. and you do the best with what you

have, and we got done tonight what we needed to get

done."

Duquesne had been led all season by senior guard and

Atlantic 10 Player of the Year Korie Hlede. A native of

Zagreb. Croatia. Hlede averaged 27.5 points per game

this season, behind only Tennesee's Chamique Holdsclaw

lor top scorers in the nation The Minutewomen were able

so hold her below her average, allowing her a mere 23

Despite several flashes of brilliancy, the senior was unable

to hit big shots for the Lady Dukes down the streich. hit-

ting IO-of-27 from the field.

'
I knew going into this game that Korie Hlede is a heck

of a player," said O'Brien "She's done a great job for

them, and you know coming in that a kid like that can

really make a team go... She got 25 points, but Korie

earned every shot she made tonight
"

The final score was L'Mass' biggest lead of the game, as

the> were never able to completely pull away from

Duquesne until the final minutes. Duquesne only held the

lead once throughout the entire game, however, when

they held a one point advantage at the 1 1:02 mark in the

second half. They went on a 19-10 run to begin the sec-

ond half and chipped away at L'Mass' 50-22 halftime

lead. Hlede had 1 1 points in the run. including the jumper

that gave her the team the lead.

Duquesne's advantage was quickly erased however with

a la\up from freshman guard Kathy Coyner The layup

started the Minutewomen on an 8-0 run of their own that

put them back on top 50-41 with 5 25 left to play. From

there L Mass won the game at the free throw line, convert-

ing on nine of eleven attempts. The Minutewomen held a

drastic advantage at the line throughout the game, hitting

on 24 of 29 chances, while the Lady Dukes got just seven

Duquesne no

match for UMass
By Komleen Rots

ColUgon Staff

»»-.v. i*. DSJBS9
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Behind the strong play of Kara Tudman the UMass women's basketball

team advanced to an A-10 tourney semifinal matchup with Xavier on

Sunday at 6 p.m. at the Mullins Center

Team is still not spelled Hlede

In a repeat matchup of last year's Atlantic 10 quarterfi

nal. the Massachusetts women's basketball team (18-9 1

A-10) put forth a full throttle elfort tonight to beat

Duquoneil* 1 II *>

Despite the pre-gamc fuss of senior A-10 Player of the

Year Korie Hlede averaging 27.2 points per game —
good lor mOssi i" the nation the rest ol |M

onlv three other plavcrv Contributed 24 point* as she

amassed 25 points lunior KclK I berhardt added a near

double double with 13 points and nine rebounds. The

other two I ads Del MM lunior Maja Kauzlai

who rung up seven points to go along with se.en

rebounds, and LynnDce Howell who chipped in four

pom
Vvhilc I Mas* focused on handling the tomd Hlede. the

Croatian Sensation, who had 15 points in the second half.

Jidn t allow the rest of the team to take advantage.

(Mooted u

Hlede's shadow when she* double and triple teamed,

remained dormant throughout the game as they shot 38

percent Irom the floor and 10 percent from behind the

three-point

The Minutewomen were ctlectivc in not allowing the

native to get the ball in her hands as she could

.omen Knar ot lb shots in the first half.

I Mass. on the other hand, was handily steadfast in the

rotation of players and shooters lunior le/ Kraft and

senior captain titchell led the wa\ a* Kraft had 12

points and Mitchell had live potnu and six assists in the

first half. Senior captain Kara Tudman was on her way to

her second career double double with a career-high 14

rebounds and 10 points

The reason for UMass eight game winning streak u

their depth There are no Korie Hlede* who can take B

every game for Massachusetts But that's the beauty of this

year's team and the troubling pan for the rest their oppo-

nents. The other team never know* who's going to step •«

up
"The best dav is when she's graduating so I'll know she's

out erf there." coach loanie O'Brien said of Hlede "Korie

earned every point that she got tonight."

Duquesne's focus was shutting down UMass' most con

sklent scorer. Kraft But they undermined the rest of the

team as sophomore Alison MacFarland chipped in seven

points, and freshman Kara Trent tallied six points But it

Turn to MM poga

Men's lacrosse meets HC
in early season opener
By Casey Kane

Colsoon Staff

In the odd years of this decade, the

Massachusetts men's lacrosse team

has made the 1 2-member field of the

NCAA tournament. The even years

have not been as fortunate.

Tomorrow at Omni Turf Field in

Worcester, the Minutemen will start

the road toward a berth in the 1998

field with a game against Holy Cross.

"We want to find consistency, we
want to get back to the NCAA quar-

terfinals." said UMass coach Greg

Cannella. who guided his team to a

second-round tourney game against

Princeton last season.

Because this is the first year UMass

has a AstroTurf surface to practice on.

the Holy Cross game marks the earli-

est the Minutemen have taken the

field during the regular season In

years past, the athletes have practiced

in the gymnasium in Boyden Building

"It's just been so much more fun

coming out here, instead of going

upstairs and choking on dust." goalie

lohn Kasselakis said.

Though he and his players are excit-

ed about the season sun. Cannella is

not taking the Crusaders lightly

"What scares me is this is the earli

est we've ever started Hopefully we'll

be prepared. But we have to go down
there and play Holy Cross on their

field. We're looking forward to it."

Cannella said. "It used to be that

everyone else was two games into the

season before we even started

"When you start the last week in

lanuary arid you start seeing scores,

there is some anxiety when you're still

waiting to play. This is a nice change

because h puts us more on even foot-

ing"

And it's not that the Minutemen are

inexperienced either UMass returns a

pair of double-digit goal

senior co-captain Mike DelPercio ( 1

5

goals) and junior Mike McKeefrey

( 10). a strong defensive corps and one

of the nation's top goaltenders in

Kasselakis.

"When you have a goaltender who
can keep you in a game it is a great

advantage." Cannella said. "It's corn-

Turn to LACROSSE Doge 9

Minutemen face off with Owls
in A' 1 regular season title bout
By Luke Meredith

Coasoion Staff

Men's hockey squares off

against No. 4 BU tonight
By Michael Kobyidnski

Collegian Staff

After last Sunday's exciting 4-5

upset of then No. 5 New Hampshire,

the only question that the

Massachusetts hockey team faces is

what will they do for an encore?

The Minutemen will once again

get a test of their true mettle this

weekend when No. 4 Boston
University will square off against

UMass in a home and home series

(tonight, 7 p.m. at the Mullins

Center. Saturday. 7 p.m. at Walter

Brown Arena) this weekend.

UMass currently stands one point

behind Merrimack for the final

Hockey East playoff spot with four

games to play in the regular season.

But even though UMass pulled off

the huge upset last weekend, the

Minutemen aren't resting on their

laurels one bit.

"It's going to be a battle Friday

and Saturday night," Massachusetts

senior goaltender Brian Regan said.

"They're a very good team and we're

coming off an emotional high, but if

we don't go out there and put out

the same effort that we did (against

UNH), then we won't have a chance

of beating them."

Regan was spectacular on Sunday

against the Wildcats, recording 38

saves, and will be looked upon to

lead the UMass charge once again.

Boston University is led by senior

co-captain and 1996-97 Hobey
Baker Award runner-up Chris

Drury. The Trumbull. Conn, native

leads the Terriers in scoring with 43

points, and recently netted his 100th

career goal as a member of lack

Parker's squad.

Others who pack offensive punch
for BU include senior Mike Sylvia

(16 goals, 14 assists) and a large

freshman class which has had a key

role in the success of the Terriers.

Sophomore defenseman Tom Poti

will lead an solid BU backline. The
Worcester resident has 34 points in

1997-98. and was Hockey East

co-player of the week with UMass'
Tim Lovell back on Feb. 2. Senior

co-captain Chris Kelleher and fellow

classmate Jeff Kcalty and junior Dan
Ronan are also experienced on the

blue line.

The Terriers also have the benefit

of having not only dependable goal-

tender between the pipes, but two.

Senior Tom Noble (11-4-1. 2.13

goals against average) and junior

Michel Larocque (12-1-1. 1 .97

You really couldn't have scripted it

any better

After 1 5 games, the

Massachusetts men's basketball team

and the Temple Owls, who have long

been the two cornerstones of the

Atlantic 10 sjt together atop the con-

ference at 12-5. The conference's

premier rivalry for over a decade will

see one of its biggest games on
Sunday, when the Minutemen and the

Owls settle the A-10 regular season

title at 1230 p.m at the new Apollo

of Temple. (ABC. WHMPi SunJ.

game marks the regular season finale

for the Minutemen. the firM 20-win

season in UMass coach Bruiser Flint's

tenure.

Though UMass (20-8. \2 i)

dropped its second game in three

tries to St. Bonaventure 72-70 in

double overtime on W'edncsday night,

they will still take home the A-10
regular season title with a win. After

slipping to third in the A-10 East in

1997. a win will ensure a first round

bye in the A-10 tournament, which

kicks oil March 4 at the CoreEstates

Spectrum in Philadelphia.

Pepe Sanchez, who missed the tirsi

UMass game with a foot injury, will

play on Sunday. UMass will once

again look to conquer Temple's

"match-up" zone, the toughest in a

series the frontcourt-heavy

Minutemen have seen this year.

The rivalry between UMass and

Temple has its share of bad blood —
such as Temple coach lohn Chaney's

attack on former UMass coach lohn

Calipari in the Mullins Center pi

room, or Lari Ketner's comments
before the 61-47 loss at Mullins

Center back on Feb. 3 saying Temple

couldn't win without Sanchez — but

there have also been some classic

games, mostly in the favor of UMass.

Before losing the last time out

against the Owls, UMass had domi-

nated Temple in recent years. During

their Final Four season in 1996. the

Minutemen held the Owls to 12

points in the first half at old

McGonigle Hall, and beat Temple

59-35. Last season, UMass used the

Temple game as a stepping stone M
the NCAA tournament, burying the

Owls 78-66 at their last game in

McGunigle.

The Minutemen are coming off

their first loss to St. Bonaventure in

21 tries. Despite trailing 35-24 at the

half. UMass pushed the game to

overtime, their third straight game

that went to an extra frame, Lari

Ketner's dunk with time running out

in the first overtime kept the

Minutemen alive before Bonnie »tar

guard Tim \\ inn sank a three- point

cr with less than 10 seconds remain-

ing to give St Bonaventure a 72-70

win It was the first time in the

msj: m»i< .cason UMass had lost

10 road game
\\ in or lose on Sunday.

Massachusetts has had a surprisingly

successful season — one many didn't

expect from this edition of the

UMass men s basketball team. After

ending the non-conference opening

slate 6-5. UMass ran off a 10-game

win streak, a 9-0 start in the A-10
and wins over Xavier and Rhode-

Island on the road. The Minutemen

went 8-2 at home, despite less than

capacitv crowds as some game*
Their RPI ranking — a ranking based

on strength of schedule and other

factors crucial to snagging an

at large NCAA bid - has been in

the lop 20 (or much of the second

half of the season, ton* in the A-10
Barring a disaster I \la*s should

qualifv lor its eight straight V V \

tournament, and expect to earn a

higher seed than last vear '« No 1 I

KMSj in the East regional.

Temple has also had a successful

season in wake of a string of traged

>

that surrounded the basketball pro

gram in the oil season The Owls are

looking for their 14th NCAA insne

in I 5 vears
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"We are trying to

stay alive"

Wyclef |ean and
the Refugee
All-Stars hit

Northampton last

Friday. Check out
our review (tee

Arts h living, page
S)

Two Down,
One to gon Kathy Coyner and

the UMASS women s

basketball team
advanced to the tinab

of the Atlantic 10

tournament with *

49-44 win over

Xavier yesterday at

the Mullins Center

(see Sports, page 10)
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CasaDominicana celebrates

Independence Day in SUB

Monday, March 2, 1998

By Juan Carlos Kaplan

CollsoKm Staff

WORLD

Serb police respond to

Albanian militants

PRISTINA. Yugoslavia (AP) —
Serbian police searched houses

and seized weapons in Albanian

villages in the Province of

Kosovo yesterday, ethnic

Albanian officials said, a day after

clashes kiHed at least 20 people.

Meanwhile, the leader of

Kosovo's Albanians appealed to

the United States and the

European Union to pressure the

government to stop what he
called police violence.

"Urgent measures" are needed

to prevent the Serb attacks

against Kosovo's ethnic Albanian

mafohty, Ibrahim Rugova said in

a statement

The latest fighting has height-

ened fear of all-out war in the

province, which borders on
Albania and is seeking autonomy
from Serbia.

Saturday's dashes represented

the wont single day of violence

save the Kosovo Liberation Army
began operating in 1996. The

clandestine ethnic Albanian

group has since claimed respon-

sibility for several terrorist

attacks

NATION

World's first surviving

septuplets reunited

HI | MOMS, Iowa (AP) —
With their father grinning ear-to-

ear and their mother crying, the

world's first surviving septuplets

were together at home yesterday

after the last two babies were

released from a hospital.

Natalie and Alexis McCaughey

lotned their brothers and sisters.

who came home in lanuary. in a

small three-bedroom house in

Carlisle where some 60 volun-

teers work shifts to care for the

Kihes
"It's great, finally, everybody

under one roof." said the babies'

father. Kennv McCaughey. carry-

ing the bundled-up girls in sepa-

rate car seats as the family left

Blank Children's Hospital in Des

Moines.

The four boys and three girls

were born Nov. 19. about nine

weeks earlv

Normally, doctors hope that

premature babies will be ready to

go home around the date they

would have been born if the

pregnancy was carried to term.

However. Natalie and Alexis

were held in the hospital longer

because they didn't eat as aggres-

sively as their brothers and sis-

ters, said Wes Yoder. a

spokesman for the family.
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Lari Ketner and the Massachusetts men's basketball team will look to

claim the Atlantic 10 Eastern Division crown when they face Temple
Sunday afternoon in Philadelphia.

Saturday night marked the culmination of a three day

celebration of the Dominican Republic's Independence

The event, organized by Casa Dominicana, a University of

Massachusetts Registered Student Organization, took

place in the Student Union Ballroom and featured every-

thing from poetry reading to traditional Dominican food

to live entertainment.

With more than 200 people in attendance. Casa

Dominicana hosted a party that was open to the whole

UMass community as well as Latinos from Eastern

Massachusetts and the Sew 'i ork/Ncw lersey area for

Amherst resident Brie Silva what made the night special

was the upbeat atmosphere. "Everybody's happy, having

a good time."

While there were many activities throughout the

course of the evening such as the skit and dance per

mances by the group Cayena. the highlight was dancing

to music provided by UMass D|s Concepto Latino and

live entertainment courtesy of New York based loseph

Portes and his 14 member band of Dominicans and

Puerto. Ricans known as "El Garito del Merengue y sus

Gatitos* (The Cat of Merengue and his little Cats I The

fast-paced Caribbean rhythms kept guests on the dance

floor virtually non-stop as Portes' brass band mixed up

original work with well known pieces in a combination

of merengue. house and techno- merengue. salsa and

even techno-vallenato

Portes. a Dominican who resides in New lersey. was

very pleased with the turnout for the evening as well as

Casa Dominicans'* preparations.

"It was very well organized." Portes commented
"They've treated us excellently, very friendly

"

Senior lunior Ruiz, u civil engineering major, had equal

praise for the organizers.

"This means a great deal." he said. "They (Casa

Dominicana | have been working on this ever since I got to

UMass four years ago.*

Aside from the dancing, Saturday night's festivities

were about community
-\A c are all very united." Guarina laquez said. "Not just

the Dominicans but all Hispan

"It's the Hispanic community together They've come

1 jwrence, Springfield and New York." Ruiz

added
Not forgotten among the attendees was the reason for

the festivities — the Feb. 27 celebration of the

minican Republic's Independence Day. Frederic

Manas, a Dominican from Lawrence said. "This (the eel

ebrationl signifies the freedom of our country " Mill

Fernandez, also of Lawrence, added. "It's liberty — a

light that illuminates our count

Open Arms brings the community

together with hugs and handshakes
By Kan Toaro

Coastyon Staff

Happy faces filled the room at the

Bangs Community Center in

Amherst last Saturday as the third

meeting of the Open Arms began

with hugs and handshakes.

Open Arms, a collaboration

between the University of

Massachusetts, the Department of

Mental Retardation and the resi-

dents of Amherst, hopes to assist in

further integration of developmea-

tally disabled individuals into the

community
According to Open Arms coords-

naiur Ezzcl Horamna this integra-

tion is accomplished through the

pairing of community companions

with developmental^ disabled pro

gram participants and having them

interact within the communm
Throughout the meeting approxi-

mately half of the 6S Open Arms

participants interacted with each

other They discussed what they

have done with their companions

while others met for the first time

Many of the community compan
ions expressed a great deal of satis-

faction with the relationship they

have developed with the program
participants and partners.

'I like being in this program, it

makes them [the developmental^

disabled individuals | feel as though

they are part of the commumu I

gets them involved." Davin Peele. a

17 -year-old Amherst high school

student, said

Peele and his companion. Ben.

assisted in a constructing a stage set

for an upcoming Amherst high

school play

"It worked really well and
exposed Ben to a lot of people."

Peele said.

Thavma Phillips, a UMass senior,

expressed similar sentiments after

spending a day with her companion.

Mike Muskus. of Amherst

"It was reallv fun We had a great

time." Phillips said about the after-

noon they spent at the Pratt muse-

um. The pair, who spend every

Saturday afternoon together, have

also gone to the S: I fMga.

Symphony and the planetarium

since they have been partners in

Open Arms.

However, not all relationships run

as smooth as those described by

Phillips and Peele According <

Apte. a 46-year-old Amherst resi-

dent, he and his companion have

not had a chance to meet due to his

work schedule and his s compan-

ion's availability. Apte said this par-

ticular meeting was "no fun*

because has companion was not pre-

sent.

Kloraruna is concerned about the

effects which departing community

companions will have on the pro

gram Open Arms is seeking more

companions who can replace them

Any member of the young adult

community who is interested in

becoming a community companion

may contact Floranina at 256-4065.

WAN MCOMMOTTN COUfCMN

Saving the world with paper-mache...
MassPirg members Rachel Frederickson, Holly Coguen, and Christopher Coyne help construct a simulated

clear cut forest in preparation for endangered species week.

»i

The art of floriculture

(eanette Santoro, a freshman communications major, checks out the

Ikebana flower show, which is on display in the Hampden galleries

until March 5.

Iraq will allow inspections
Agreement includes eight presidential palaces

By lobar? H. Raid

Astociotad Pr*u

UNITED NATIONS With the

Security Council expected to threat-

en "very severe consequences." Iraq's

U.N. ambassador said yesterday his

government will honor an agreement

to open suspected weapons sites to

I N Inspectors.

But Ambassador Nizar Hamdoon
said the inspections should not be

open-ended, even though no time

limit is mentioned in the agreement,

signed last week with U.N.

Secretary-General Kofi Annan The
15-member council meets at 10:50

a.m. today to consider a U.S.-

backed resolution, submitted by

Britain and |apan. endorsing the

Annan agreement, which reduced

the possibility of a military strike by

the United States and Britain.

The final draft of the resolution

warned of "very severe" conse-

quences if Baghdad breaks the

accord. Earlier drafts had used the

phrase "severest consequences."

Earlier drafts also referred specifi-

cally to a 1991 council resolution,

which branded Iraq's failure to abide

by U.N. orders as a "material

breach" of the truce which ended the

Persian Gulf War.

But Russia. France. China and

others objected to any language

which might open the door to an

automatic U.S. military response if

Iraq violates the Annan deal.

In an effort to win unanimous
support, the sponsors removed a

direct resolution to the "material

breach" resolution. Instead, the latest

draft refers simply to "all relevant

resolutions" on the issue.

Were the council to declare Iraq

in "material breach" of the t94l

cease-fire, that would strengthen the

U.S. case for launching military

action under international law

Although a vote *a- tentativelv

set for today, council diplomats said

it was possible it could be pushed

back until later in the week The

final draft was circulated late I riday

so council ambassadors could refer

the text to their home government*

for approval

.

In an interview yesterday with

"CNN Late Edition." Iraq's

Hamdoon. who participated in the

negotiations with Annan in

Baghdad, acknowledged that the

agreement contains no time limit for

inspections of eight presidential

compounds which the Iraqis had

placed off-limits

"But I think that all the under-

standing was it should be within a

reasonable time." Hamdoon said. "I

mean, this process cannot continue

forever."

Before Annan left for Baghdad

last week, the United States insisted

that any agreement should neither

limit the duration of the inspections

nor rule out the possibilitv of repeat

visits as long as the U.N inspectors

felt they were necessary.

The inspectors are trying to deter

mine whether Iraq has complied

with orders issued at the end of the

Persian Gulf War. to destroy all

long-range missiles and mass
destruction weapons.

That is the main condition for the

council to lift crippling economic

sanctions imposed on Iraq in 1990

after Saddam sent his forces into

Kuwait, leading to the Gulf War.

Hamdoon said Iraq wants to see

the inspectors complete their work

and sanctions be lifted as soon as

possible.

Gov. Gerhard Schroeder aims to end Helmut Kohl's reign

By Tony Czuczko
Associated Press

ON THE INTERNET

www umass.edu/rso/colagion

HANOVER. Germany — In a state

vote with nationwide consequences,

Lower Saxony Gov. Gerhard
Schroeder won a sweeping re-election

yesterday — and, in the process, a

shot at ousting Chancellor Helmut
Kohl after 16 years in power.

Confident in the governor's popu-

larity, the Social Democratic party

said it will nominate the telegenic

Schroeder today as its candidate in

September's race against the conserv-

ative Kohl. Europe's longest-serving

leader.

"The Kohl era is over," Schroeder

declared after partial returns gave his

party more than 48 percent of the

vote, compared to about 36 percent

for Kohl's Christian Democratic
Union. The 53-year-old Schroeder,

who said he would accept the nomi-

nation, said yesterday's election "sig-

nals a deep-seeded wish for change in

politics."

Already campaigning, the governor

said he would fight to end unemploy-

ment, a key election issue in a coun-

try where joblessness is at a postwar

high of more than 12 percent.

A fan of President Clinton and

British leader Tony Blair. Schroeder

presents a moderate-left challenge to

years of conservative rule — much as

with Clinton in 1992 and Blair last

year. He wants to reach out to mid-

dle-class voters to avenge four

straight Social Democratic defeats by

Kohl.

For Europe, a victory by Schroeder

in the chancellor's race would extend

the continent's shift to the left, fol-

lowing Blair's Labor Party win and

the election of socialist Prime

Minister Lionel lospin.

Christian Democrats were quick to

dismiss the election's importance.

"A huge victory in one state has no

meaning in the federal elections."

Peter Hintze. the party leader, said in

Bonn. Still, many Lower Saxons saw

larger consequences in Sunday's vote,

casting their ballot for Schroeder to

send him into the chancellor's race

even though that would take him
away from the state.

"I voted for the SPD so he'll

become a chancellor candidate." said

student Jakob Krovoza, 22. "He
stands for economic competence."

The Lower Saxony governor's

recipe of saving jobs with state aid

while promoting flexible working
hours and deregulation has served

him well His northern state relies

on jobs in heavy industry and at

Volkswagen. Europe's biggest

automaker.

But Schoeder's biggest appeal may

be that he presents a new face to

Germans ready for a change.

"We need some movement in

German politics." said Rosemarie

Bewersdorff. 68. after casting her

vote in Hanover. "It's always that

way when parties have been in power

too long."

Polls indicate Schroeder has a far

stronger chance to beat Kohl on Sept.

27 than the Social Democratic Party

leader Oskar

Lafontaine — who suffered a

bruising defeat to Kohl in the chan-

cellor's race in 1990

"Tomorrow, Gehrard Schroeder

will become the Social Democrat's

chancellor candidate," said party

manager Franz Muntefering.

Lafontaine, setting aside his own
ambitions, is to recommend

Schroeder personally.

In a clear attempt to keep

Schroeder out of the chancellor's

race, Kohl had campaigned heavily

in Lower Saxony for Schroeder's

rival. Christian Democratic Union

candidate Christian Wulff. Becoming

chancellor has long been Schroeder's

dream. In the early 1990a, he was

quoted as saying he wanted to open

an annual trade expo in Hanover is

chancellor in the year 2000.

Lore has it that as a young parlia-

ment member in the '80s. Schroeder

stood outside the chancellery in

Bonn after a late night of drinking

and called out. "I want to be

there!"

The governor's assets with voters

include his rise from humble work-

ing-class origins, though nowadays he

sports Cuban cigars and designer

Mills
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Yo tengo que estudiar!
Yan Xu. a graduate student in Spanish, studies a movie in the Foreign Language Resource Center yesterday afternoon.

MUM UCOUMOTTx COUICUM

Study reports on shifts

in US nuclear strategy

By John Diamond
Associated Press

Embezzlement sends Spain s police chief to jail

By Johonno Tuckmon
Aisoooled Press

MADRID. Spain — Spaniards are

reveling in the spectacle of a nation

•I police chief arid a debonair banker

being whisked off to spend yean in

prison, a scene many consider a fit-

ting end to embezzlement scandals

that brought down rx>th men and
shook up a government.

The police chief i» 1 un Roldan.

who headed Spain's paramilitary

Cml Guard between 1986 and
The banker is Mark) Conde.

*f*> personified financial and social

<.uccc»-. during the same era They

came t» ^vmoolizc a cynical arro-

gance within the political and finan-

cial elite that ana ng ^p.un >

. ivnttK racy aft'

death
Fnmci»co Franc

The
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this

sentenced Roldan to 28 years on
Thursday for abusing hat position as

head of the Civil Guard to amass a

$14 million personal fortune lu»t

hours later, the Supreme Court of

htstice sentenced Mario Conde to 4

1/2 years in a separate scandal, for

defrauding the Banco Espanol de

C reditu, known as Banesto, of more
than $4 million

Spaniards who resented the tradi-

tional impunity of the rich and pow
erful were delighted at their down-
fall, and editorial

cartoonists and writers applauded

'justice being done" and 'democracy

netng reaitirmea.

"When I was studying business. I

wanted to be just like you. and look!

Sow Jfft>c made it together." the

pottcexHarf says to the banker during

a lailhouse haadsbaiu

the Barcelona I
r UHffLnjrilliJ

The Roldan affair was one of the

scandals that contnbuted to Socialist

Prime Mini- . Gonzalez* elec-

toral defeat in 1996 after I > yean in

office

Close to the Socialists. Roldan was

tapped as a future interior minister at

the time he resigned from the Civil

Guard in I99>. just before the first

newspaper exposes of his hidden

Swiss bank account*.

"hast remember the still powerful

I ui- Roldan dressed in a camel hair

coat denying everything that had
been published" an editorial in

Spain's biggest-selling dairy £/ Pan
mused Friday. Spaniards also recall

how Roldan » personal fraud was
uncovered — he forged academic

titles on his way to the top — as

sal as his Pitght from Spain in

l*M only u> he nabbed in Laos 10

months later.

As s lugitttt Roldan further dam-

aged Gonzalez by saying the then-

prime minister was fully aware ol the

dins war waged from within his gov-

ernment sgainst the armed Basque
separatist group ETA. initials signify-

ing Basque Homeland and I iberty

The countennsurgencs campaign left

27 people dead.

Conde. a financier with slicked

back hair who once hobnobbed with

King man Carlos, came to represent

dirt on the other side of the political

coin He repeatedly has been linked

to conspiracies to bring down
Gonzalez as a stepping stone toward

realization of his own presidential

ambitions He claims to be the victim

of a Socialist-led smear campaign.

I Baiter in February. Conde again

^LiflHpcd to be the archiu

MBflHpvcaled conspiracy to bring

down GoojmIc/

^SSS^,
r
L.
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WASHINGTON - The United

States should maintain the threat of

nuclear retaliation with an "irra-

tional and vindictive" streak to

intimidate would-be attacker* *uch

as Iraq, according to an internal

military study made public yester-

day.

The study, "Essentials of I'.-i

Gats' War Deterrence." was written

by the Defense Department's

Strategic Command, a multiservice

orgsnization responsible for the

nation's strategic nuclear arsenal It

was obtained under the Freedom ol

Information Act by an arms control

group and published yesterday in a

report on US strategies for deter-

ring attacks bv antagonistic nations

using chemical, biological or nuclear

weapon*

"Because of the value that comes

from the ambiguity of what the I I

may do to an adversary if the acts

we seek to deter sre carried out, it

hurt* to portray ourselves as loo

fully rational and cool-headed." the

1 995 Strategic Command study says.

The I ondon-based think tank the

British American iritv

Information Council cited the

STRATCOM document in its report

as an example of the Pentagon '•

push to maintain a mission foi Ml

nuclear arsenal long after the Soviet

threat disappeared

The report portrays the command
as fighting and winning an internal

bureaucratic battle against liberal

Clinton administration officials who
lean in favor of dramatic nuclear

weapons reductions. Citing s range

of formerly classified documents
obtained through the Freedom of

Information Act. the report shows
ho» the I ruled States shifted its

nuclear deterrent strategy from the

defunct Soviet I nion to so-called

rogue states: Iraq. Libya. Cuba.
h Korea and the like

In its study, the Strategic

Command uses Cold War language

in defending the relcvaru

nuclear weapons in deterring such

potential adversaries.

The fad that some elements lot

the U.S. government | may appear to

be potentially 'out of control' can be

beneficial to creating and reinforcing

lean and doubts within the minds
of an adversary's decision makers."

port said. "That the US may
become irrational and vindictive if

its vital interests arc attacked should

be a part of the national persona we
project to all adversaries."

The idea of projecting an aura of

irrationality was not original to

STRATCOM. It dates at least as

far back as the early 1960s, when

Harvard Professor Thomas Schelling

was writing his ground-breaking

works on game theory and nuclear

bargaining.

"It is not a universal advantage in

Mtuations of conflict to be inalien

ably and manifestly rational in deci-

lloal anJ motivation," Schelling

wrote. These were ideas later adopt

ed by Henry Kissinger and President

Nixon in using coercive air strikes on

Mortal \ietnam as a way of forcing

Hanoi to the bargaining table in the

latter stages of the Vietnam War.

In IW two years after STRAT-

c 0M ..d.jiked its latter-day version

ol this theory. President Clinton

approved a directive on U.S. nuclear

policy that upheld the "negative

MOamfeJ assurunce" that the United

Stales will refrain from first -use cjl

nuclear weapons against signatories

to the nuclear Son-Proliferation

Treaty, a list that includes Iraq.

Iran. Libya and North Korea. The

policy however, includes exceptions

that presidential adviser Robert Bell

said have been "refined" in recent

years. They would allow responding

with nuclear weapons to attacks bv

nuclear-capable states, countries that

are not in good standing under the

nuclear Son Proliferation Treaty or

states allied with nuclear powers.

Iraq, which the United States

regards as violating international

atomic weapons restrictions, could

be one such exception.

Arms control advocates are con

earned that signatories to the Son
Proliferation Treaty who possess no

nuclear weapons will abandon the

pact if they see the existing nuclear

power* preserving their nuclear

arsensls and finding missions for

their weapons — particularly if

those missions include scenarios

that involve attacks on them.

Bell. President Clinton's senior

adviser on nuclear weapons and

arms control matters, disputed that

argument in an interview Friday

"I don't think there's s di-

nect in principle between some
level of general planning at STRAT-
COM and the negative security

assurance and our goals relative to

the Non-Proliferation Treaty." Bell

said. Treaty signatories are more
worried about their neighbors than

the United States. Bell said, and

they support the nuclear weapons
reductions the treaty imposes on

nuclear armed state*.

Ot the 1995 Strategic Command
douument. Bell said. 'That sounds

like an internal STRATCOM paper

which certainly does not rise to the

level of national pol

PACKAGE IMCIUDES:

Round THp Ait Lcclusve USA Party Package!
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USA SPRING BREAK TRAVEL
Call: 1-888-777-4642 ; 1-800-451-4574

SPACE IS VERY LIMITED, SO CALL TODAY!

SUMMER POSITIONS AVAILABLE

L
Work Study

I

TUDENTS

Non-Work Study Positions!...

The Dean of Students helpline is looking for responsi-

ble, highly motivated students to staff a toll-free

helpline. The phonelinc is designed to provide help to

current and progressive undergraduate students at

UMass. Staff will be trained in all aspects of Bursar,

Financial Aid and Housing Assignments policies and

procedures

( and you'll be p~id during the training period). Work
Study and Non-Work Study positions arc available.

Duration : June 1, 1998 - September 5, 1998

Starting Salary: 6:007hr

a?*^'^

Interested!!!

Applications are now available at the

Dean of Students Office

(227 Whitmore).

Applications are due to DOS Office by

March 27, 1998.

Questions? Contact David Jones or Foul

Vasconcelbs at 545-2684.
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Brief

Faculty Awards
and Recognition
Fergus Clydesdale, head of

the Food Science department By Laslie Millar

at the University of Associated Press

Massachusetts was asked to

serve as a member of the
National Academy of Science
food safety oversight commis-
sion. The National Academy,
sponsored by the Institute of

Medicine's Food and Nutrition

Board (NFB) and the National

Research Council's Board on
Agriculture will conduct a nine

month study on ensuring safe

food from production to con-

sumption. The commission will

examine current mechanisms to

ensure a safe food supply and

the extent to which they are

effective in addressing food
safety issues

UMass professor of plant

and soil sciences, Prasanta
Bhowmik was presented with

a Distinguished Member Award

by the Northeastern Weed
Science Society at the group's

annual meeting in Washington

0. C last month. Recipients

of the award must demon-
strate a record of service to

the society and to weed sci-

ence in the northeastern US
Bhowmik has been a member
of the Weed Science Society

since 1982 and has been a

professor at UMass for over

17 years His research interests

include weed biology, herbi-

cide selectivity, perennial weed
control, integrated weed man-

agement m filed crops and
turfgrass Bhowmik is widely

published and his expert opin-

ions are highly regarded by

agricultural producers, golf

course mangers and chemical

groups
Physics and astronomy pro-

fessor Morton Sternheim,

received the Chancellor's

Medal, the highest honor given

by the campus in recognition

of service to the University He

was cited for being a gifted

teacher and researcher who has

made many contributions to

the quality of education

throughout the

Commonwealth Sternheim is

best known for his prolific

activities with K-12 teachers

and students He has worked

on campus and with the Five

College/Public School

Partnership, along with numer-

ous schools around the region

Hts K-12 projects have included

educational bulletin boards

which evolved over the years

to become UMassK12, a

full-service internet forum for

teachers in the commonwealth,

Spacemet, a National Science

Foundation (NSF)/Five Colleges

programs for middle school sci-

ence teachers which uses space

exploration to generate stu-

dent's interest in science and

5C5E another NSF-Partnership

program which introduced mid-

dle school teachers and stu-

dents to conducting original

research in the classroom He

was named the 1994 Science

Educator of the Year for

Hampshire County by the

Massachusetts Association of

Science Teachers.

Student Awards
The UMass student chapter

of the Club Managers
Association of America (CMAA)

won the "Chapter of the

Year," Award at the 71st

annual conference of CMAA
held last month in Las Vegas.

The student group also

received four other awards for

outstanding achievements in

programs and professional

development. This is the fifth

year in a row that a UMass

chapter has won major awards

at the conference. About 50

hotel, restaurant and travel

administrations students are

members of the UMass chap-

ters, which is the largest in

the US.

UMass Program Awards
UMass' College of

Engineering and the School of

Education were ranked >n the

top 50 of this year's US News

d World Report of America's

Best Graduate Schools. The

College of Engineering is

ranked 45 out of the nations

219 graduate accredited engi-

neering programs, last year the

program was ranked 44. The

School of Education was

ranked 49 out of the nations

191 graduate education pro-

grams. The graduation commu-

nications disorder program was

ranked as 29th in a section

rating speech pathology pro-

grams.

Government seizes

Sweeney house, land

HAMILTON. Mass. — Movers

hired by the government carted off

the Sweeney family's possessions

yesterday, a day after federal mar-

shals ended a nine-month stand-off

over a loan dispute by arresting

|ohn Sweeney and seizing the fami-

ly's estate.

The family denied the federal gov-

ernment had a right to take their

14-acre property — including a

house and outbuildings that

belonged to Sweeney's great-grand-

father, a Cabinet official and U.S.

ambassador.

"I just think they're out of con-

trol." said Sweeney's daughter

Sabrina in a phone interview from

suburban Atlanta.

Among the items seized were

family portraits, antique furniture.

children's artwork and photographs

with sentimental value. Sabrina

Sweeney said.

The Sweeneys' belongings were to

be put into storage and the keys to

the property turned over to the

Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

The takeover of the estate culmi-

nated a 10-year dispute in which an

uppercrust family that had owned

its property for six generations

became victims of an '80s-style

I^^Bm HiH BMBBJi I

WRITE
FOR

NEWS!!!

bank failure — and then heroes of a

'906-style militia movement.

"One of the things people in

Hamilton are wondering is how
did the inin>lc>midtion occur?" said

Sen. Bruce Tarr. a Gloucester
Republican who had met with the

Sweeney- weekly mikc last fall. It

began in 1987 when |ohn Sweeney

and his wife. Rhetta. borrowed
$1.6 million from the now -defunct

ComFed Savings Bank of Lowell in

order to subdivide their land.

When the Sweeneys defaulted,

ComFed began to foreclose.

The Sweeney* convinced a state

court that ComFed had swindled

them, and in 19m ComFed was

ordered to pay them $»9 million

A federal court overruled the state

court, though, and the Resolution

Trust Company bought the

Sweeney property at foreclosure in

1994.

"The problem always was that

the Sweeneys were looking for

criminal redress and the FDIC was

looking to resolve a debt, and they

were on different wavelengths."

Tarr said.

Last lune. federal marshals were

ordered to evict lohn and Rhetta

Sweencv Instead, the couple barri-

caded them%elve* inside their home
and sent a plea for help over the

Internet.
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And... action!

Senior communications major Aamir Khan works on a movie protect in front of the library yesterday after-

noon.
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Weld to the rescue
A poll in the Feb 25 Boston

Globe reported that the
Iron! runner for the

Republican primary in New
Hampshire i» none other than
George Bu<h
I know. 1

know — you
thought
George Bush
left

I9M mi
ever Jissp
peared from
the political

scene.
However, this

report doet
not refer to

the George
Herbert
Walker Buih
whom we all

know and
but

rather to hi*

son George
W Bush |r .

the current
governor of

Texas.

. t h
Clinton's self-appointed predece--

•or Al Gore poised to take over the

party reigns, the Democrats appear

ready to run another juggernaut
campaign in the year 2000.
Meanwhile, the Republican-
tinue to search tor a

Jatc any candidate heck.

they'll settle for anyone the public

w ill bother to look at t»

I hate to crush Republican
hope*, but I do not think that

Bush, a rcla-

tive newcom-
er to the

national p
ical scene, is

that someone.
I realize the

presidential
election is still

two years
away, but the

question
remains: Do
the Repubhcans have any eandi

dates'" Who should they run'' I

answer with a question of mv own:
Where's William Weld '

The 1996 presidential election

was nothing less than disastrous

for the Republicans. After a his-

toric and sweeping victory of
Congress in 1994, the Republicans

found themselves without a single

decent candidate for the presidcn-

cv Let's face it. even if you elimi-

nated Bill Clinton — good econo-
my, sexual allegations and all — I

still don't think Dole had a chance
Mv own informal survey of stu-

h§ harsh reality

remains that to win elec-

tions, or even pass hyj

lotion, one has to h

more moderate.

"

SUmm T. Marugnetti

dent" litre M CtatpW point- to one
single tcason why they didn't vote

lor Dole "He - just old " When
people are more concerned with

your candidate's age than his poli-

vou have obvi

. lulled misei

ably in selecting

that candiJtitc

As the next pres-

idential election
creeps closer, a

similar cast ot

Republicans has
assembled to vie

for the right to be

defeated by Al

I I ask again,

whom can the

Republicans run?
Steve Forbes?

V\ ith HO real politi

cal experience, it i-

extremely unlikclv

that an \ one would
vote lor this rich

multi-millionaire
tveoon. At one
point Ross Perot, a

similar big money
candidate, did gar-

ner about 24 per-

cent ol the American vote as an
Independent But he had great
innovative issues, such as reducing

national debt. Sieve Lorbes has
nothing

Lamar Alexander'' A "candidate"

for the last Republican nomination

this former governor of Tennessee

has done nothing thv

enough to propel him to a pi

dential victorv I don't think that

being governor of a backward state

like lennessee
qualifies any-
one to be

|

dent That
wi.uld be
almost as bad
as electing a

president from

tffcaMM
I h e

Republicans
arc not stupid

enough M
'uniting Newt Gingrich, are

ihcv '
I realise thai this may «.unJ

odd. but all of the above candi-

dates may be a bit too far to the

right to have any chance of win-

ning the popular vote

In the unforgiving modern politi-

cal world, the trend is to move
toward the center, to be moderate,
lust ask Bill Clinton — better yet.

ask Democrats about Bill Clinton,

liberal Democrats agree Bill

Clinton has become far too moder-
ate, either by choice or by force of

a Republican Congress. To them.

Clinton is an enormous disappoint-

ment

The harsh reality remains that to

win election- BJ even pass legisla-

tion, one has to be more ihooVuk
In political jargon, it is called

-sing political lines." The
Republicans have such a candidate

if they would wake up. open their

eyes and look

\tter being denied ambassador

ship to Mexico, the self-proclaimed

•i, liberal and fiscal conserva-

tive" William Weld sits at home,
probably enjoying life Sure, top

Republican leaders like (esse

"Bring Back the 19th Century"
Helms don't like Bill Weld, but

tunklv the public doesn't care who
or what lesse Helms likes or di-

likes.

I nfortunately for Republic an-

ihe lormer Massachusetts governor

probably holds the Republican's

best chance ol winning the presi-

dent Why' Pint, Weld, a

Republican, accomplished one of

the most miraculous feats in recent

political hi-torv He was elected

governor of Massachusetts, the

most Democratic state in the

anion Not once, but twice

As governor, he lowered taxes.

implemented tough crime pro-

grams and brought sweeping social

reform. In fact, the people of

Massachusetts appreciated Weld's

work so much that his loss to lohn

Kerrv for a Senate seat was per-

ceived as the people's approval of

hi- phenomenal job as governor
and their desire to keep him in that

In addition. Weld has already

pr><ven thai he can procure the

cross-party support needed to win
the popular vote In the aforemen-
tioned lesse Helms fiasco, Weld

• ed support from Bill Clinton

as well as other notable
Democrats. besides some
Republicans who normally oppose
him Weld has also been men-
tioned as a possible successor to

lanet Reno should the Republicans

impeach her

So what if he's more liberal than

some Republicans would like

can win. I don't even know if

William Weld has aspirations to

run for the presidency, but I do
I (his In the mire and muck ot

old faces and wannabees. Weld
gives the Republicans a smart,
fresh and innovative candidate to

run.

So while lease Helms is sitting at

home planning his next
Congressional conquest, he should

pick up the phone and give Mr.
Weld a call It just might pay off in

2000
Adam T Slartignetti is a L Mass

student
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Letters to the Editor

Ski bum bravado

In reference to "Confessions of s Ski Bum" (I eh 261:

Chris IStamm). let me tell you that you weren't confessing

to be a ski bum. you were confessing to be a poser.

First off how could anyone on the Last Coast be a ski

bum? There aren't any mountains here, iu-i tc] covered

slopes 1 1 think they are referred to as foothills in the West)
- off. you really looked bad when you told the public

that you didn't even ski lor kigci down the hill la-i year

That alone would get your member-hip cut or? at any ks. a I

ski tavern.

\ New Year's resolution for a bona fide ski bum is not

promising to make it down a few runs once this year. I

have heard legit comments like: "I'm going to have mv
pass totally covered by New Year's Eve" out of just week
end skiers. Possible resolution for next year Ski seven days

in a row without crytrig about it

Another tip for living out your childhood dream: Don't

think making an expensive trip to some fancy-dancv sjrj

lodge makes you a "ski bum " Might I suggest Utah.
Montana. Norther Colorado or even Wyoming Visit a

small town in one of those Rocky Mountain states and take

notes from some of the thousands of transplants who really

wanted to be a ski bum There are plenty of jobs available

at every mountain (notice how I moved on from hill
|

I'll bet Chris is one of the hundreds of students walking

around in a $350 powder jacket and considers knee-high

snow powder. You don't know what powder is until vou

need to take a snorkel while skiing

Oh and by the way... the "shaped" ski is a marketing

ploy. To teach wannabee skiers how to rum better

Mark E. Woodall

Amherst

Consider adoption an option

The article about single parents raising their children

while in school brought up an issue that has been given a

lot of attention in the media latelv Teens, especially girls

that are I S or 16 years old. raising their children are I

glorified.

Wh\ i- it that the onlv ahemativc- people think pj when
faced with a pregnancy are abortion or raising the child '

I

was adopted when I was bom Mv biological parents were

voung at the time, and knew that we might all have better

opportunities in our live* if I wa- given to loving parents

who de-pc,ately wanted children of their own. and were

more prepared to handle parvnthood

I'm sure that tl lered uking me home from the

hospital, this little living doll that they had given birth li

and were maybe a little attached to But ihev knew t

teens they still had so much growing up to do them
thev couldn't provide ail of the thing-, e-pcciallv the stabil-

it\. that my real parents could So they made a verv hard,

unselfish choice and it is something that my family and I

have always been grateful
I

I'm not trying to say that young people can't be good
parents I'm sure that they love their children very much,
and try to give them what is best But the news covers sto-

ries about how all of these teenagers are so self-sacrificing.

to give up their own childhood to work hard and care for

their babies.

Well, who got pregnant in the first place? Yes. accidents

can happen. I can attest to that Bui I 'calls wish that once
there would be a story about how hard it was for the par

ems who made the difficult decision to put their child up
for adoption, knowing it was the best i iption

Mv biological parents and my sisters, brought a familv to

loving, wonderful people who might not have had that

chance otherwise. The waiting list now in some pl.t

years long to get a child from an adoption agency, and so

many people will not get the chance thai mv parent- did

Sometimes it's hard to do what i- k--t tor that child, but

if the biological parents really love that baby, thev will

want him or her to have the best out of life. And that child

will thank them for it

leniiiier Bcaulicu

Sunderland
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Wyclef Jean hits Smith
I Jean sits down to share thoughts

Hip-hop artist gives multi-faceted live performance
By Marty Kaon*
Collagian Staff

(Lowing down an order of buffalo chicken
wings and winding down after a marathon two
hour show in the dank, musty basement of Mi"
M CrsSMM Hall early Saturday morning, Wyclef
|dm Mit down so di>cuss his view-i on Of Dirty

Bastard. hi» "respoasibtltries." personal philowphics
a hat he docs, a* well as give an update on

thin# sea camp
\- Ik was presenting the award for Song of the

on Wednesday nighi'r- Grammy telecast, Of
Dfcrtj Bostard of the Wu fang Clan grabbed a

lining that Wu-Tang didn't win

nominated in the

catey funny because I had ju-i recorded a

song lor him a v. re... and he really did

spend a lot of money cm that suit,* Jem said 'I

guess he was disappointed.
"

ording to loan, playing colleges are

fun" and he feel* that he has a "definite re*j>

bility* to fans, especially sine* hip-hop "is what
most college kids listen to these days.*

On his live performance style, lean's goal is to

make show's "festiva." Ha said that *i try to give

them (the fans) die heat show I can... I try to give

them something to t»»*c «**«ut and make them
happy for a few weeks."

He chided the "violent stereotypes* that plague

hip-hop currently and said that he always strives to

•go against those stereotypes" and "be entertaining
"

Cm the Fugee* (rant, lean 'tatd the highly-antic i

pated foHow-up to The Sc&rt is still a little ways

ofI (most likely early next yasvrj, but he added that

they're getting 'in the lone" and that the new
album win reflect the cnartgtng kace of hip-hop.

In the meantime however, the next several

months will see the three Fugeea members stay-

ing busy with their own projects, lean said he

collaborated on one track on Lauryn Hill's debut

solo album, which is due out this spring He
said to look for a solo effort from Pras to foi

low sometime <n mid- summer

Marisol captures Riveras poetic vision
By Alexis S. Wiggins

Colagion Corraspondsn*

W vc let lean entertains Smith College with loose improvtsation-

3y Marty Keone
Collegian Staff

WYCLEF J6AN 4 THf REFUGEE All STARS

DAS EFX

John M Greene Hall

Fab 27

NORTHAMPTON - Ever since The Sugarhill Gang
inaugurated the hi-toiv ol recorded hip-hop with their

-uikjle "Rapper- Delight," the can l cut n live

-tignia has been hung like an unwelcome banner over

I nearly every MC's fashionable dud- (.all it

the cur-e ot live rap.

lolUiwing in the footsteps of Stetsasonic- "hip-hop
kind" philosophy of the mid-'80s. newcomer- like the

Root- and the Lugees each overcame the in concert pit

lall- that befell many of their contcmporaiies by utili/

ing strictly live instrumentation with bass, drums and
guitar- replacing canned beats.

Ouinik! I aurvn Hill- hiatu- Irom pett.irming and
:.i\f while she had a baby. Lugees leader WvJct

lean delivered a quasi-solo album featuring guest

appearances from fellow Fugees Hill and Prakazrel

Michel iPras). as well as dozens of others Released last

summer, the Carnival is an open, yet funky collage of
hip hop. -oul. blues, jazz and reggae that rises above
the standard fare of gangsta cliches that plagues so
much of today's hip-hop

Although acknowledging Puff Daddy- influence in

the hip-hop community by havine hi- 1)| I em
hit- of Biggie- "Hypnotize" and *Mfl MsMsffJ Mo
Problem-." lean's method of weaving in bit- of older

tunes — on record at least — should never be oral

pared to the outright thievery ol Putlv

The two are actually quite dissimilar because Clel

isn t into the h. Pull Daddy Instead, he

turns fluff material like the Bee Gees "Stavin Alive

into a witty commentary on urban life on "We Trvtiik;

.iv Mive
"

Through a seemingly endless display of guitar Jams.
grooves and laidbeck improvi-ation at Smith

College Lrrdav night, lean and the All-Stars t featuring

Pras. |ohn Porte and Cannabis) demonstratively and
vividlv illu-irated evervthinjj rap/hip-hop can be in a

live setting That is. before he turned the proceedings

Turn to WYClir" poge 6

MARJSOt
Hand Theater

Fab 26-28

negan on a cold October

night ubout two m the morning, in

l-»<u when I was returning to my
apartment after a visit to my sis-

ter in Ohio I had arrived around mid-

night at New 1 ork's Port Authority and

was taking the IRT -ubwav home I

was reading the Sunday Neu )ork

times and was the only person in the

subway era when a man approached

wielding a golf club. His clothes were

black with tilth and he didn't have any

shoes., lie lunged at me with his golf

dub just missing my head I had noth

ing to defend mvself with but the new-

paper I Ie tried one more time to strike

me I got up to fight He staggered

backward as the unsteady subway car

lurched to a stop at 180th Street. I ran

out as fast as I could \lans.<l began

six months later I had left the Bronx

and wa- living with an arti-i in

Brooklyn It was late al night The
phone rang. It was my friend Brooke

calling. He said that he had just heard

news reports aboat the death of a

young man named lose Rivera who
lived in Hn«>klvn He was wondenng if

\nd so the concept of

Marisol was bom out of the bizarre

Kre you looking for fame, fortune ao6 «•

fabulous fime?

Then come irvrrfe for hrhs 1 Were always Poking

f r new wrrf-ers f-o cover s-Kries. Guest-ins? S-Kp

by the Collegian or call E>A-B~1361 °od ask to speak

to Seema.

r\3 we say rjowo here, two out of three a|p't

bad.
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Tuice Bar
s% aT H e a l t h y Smoothies & Fruit Drinks

One Ek$ Nutritional Supplement with each Smoothie

ALTERNATIVE HEALTH CARE
Information Tables • Campus Center Concourse

Tuesday, MARCH I • 10am - I PM

GET INFORMATION ON:
Yoga • Reiki • Mtmge * Cranial Sacral

Rolfing * Chiropractic • Accpresture

Accupuncture

(12 - 2pm) Lynn M. Curry, liteenced Accupuneturitt

Will ks ivailtslt ts tttwsr tutttiost isd iiv« s'tMssttritisat.

Sponsored by Peer Health Education

Health Education Division, University Health Serices

TOMO
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT D

OPPORTUNITIES
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For More Information Contact:

Student Employment Office

243 Whitmore Employment Office

Cooperative Education MBA
at Northeastern UniVCTJiltv"

7
'

Nothing Beats Experience.
Following six months of intensive study, our students

spend six months employed in paid, MBA-level
positions with some of the top companies in America.

A final nine months in the classroom completes the

degree. The next class starts this June.

A representative will be at your Campus Career

Network Employment Options Office on Thursday,
March 5. Call 545-6263 to schedule an informational

interview. For more information, contact Daniel
Gilbert at dpilhertfr/ c ba.nen edn or 617-373-5960.

Northeastern University

Graduate School of

Business Administration

350 Dodjc Hall

)60 Huntington Avenue
Boston, MA 02115

www.cba.neu.edu/gsbaF*r,****
V

Full-Time Programs that putyou to work

pUwvrtkjhi •> Iok Rivera's life.

RivcMj '> magical and apocaUptic
play. Mansul. directed by I mda
Mclnrmey opened at the University of

Massachusetts Rand Theater last

Thursday, through the collabor jtnc
effort* uif the Department ol Theater

and V-vk \VORl D Theater The surre

al storyline traces a timid latina
woman through a journey of soul,

imagination and hope in a very real

representation of the violence and
decomposition ej society that people

arc forced to oqpa with everyday.

The young woman. Marisol. played

by Alctda Sarvanna. is confronted by an
angel in her »'-srr> Sanabria's character

is a paranoid figure, a prettv young
woman who is scared of everything in

her world As the play develops.

Sanabha breathes life into this timid

creature, and we SS I as a

woman who is not going to resign her

self to the roie ol I ki

guardian angel, played by Bonita
Oliver, is unlike any stereotypical

Cherubim you could imagine: she is a

tall, bald African American woman,
dressed from head to toe in leather

Her very presence is enough to make
one tremble.

Although her appearance is intimi-

dating, her manner is ioving and she

has descended in oroa* to tell Marisol

that she will not be able to watch over

her any longer, as she had been doing

for many years, Marisol bombards her

with passionate questions about the

misliable state of life on earth

asking "Where is the moon' 1

Nobody*1
seen it in almost nine months!"

"The universal body i- sick." the

angel answers. "The infected earth is

running a temperature .. becati-

i* dving " In order for peace to be
restored on earth, anarchy must govern

and chaos temporarily ensue in a kind

of 'celestial Vietnam" which pus the

angels agasnst the sick and senile Cod.
And Mansol's own guardian angel is

going to lead the forces into battle.

Although we never sec the actual

crusade, we see the horrific effects of it

through the interactions between and
the situations of the characters.

Marisol. in her journey to find strength

in the tumultuous world, encounters

some pretty outrageous people, includ

ing s feisty co-worker played by Tary

Chevalier, her lunatic brother and a

cxjuiycois pedestrian, played by

Lindsey Bovaird. who had tickets to

/ < Uiserabies but took the proverbial

wrong turn and wound up in hell

enough, there was only

one male actor for all four mate parts in

Rivera's play Ron DcsRosters played

cverycsK from a mentally ill love-sick

lunatic to a huam taas bum vxnm to fell

prey to the torturous acts of the Nazis.

DcsRosters energy and physical nature

ignited many of his characters into

Tom to MAfttSOt ooge 6

BARTENDINGB
• COURSE

One Weekend Course
Classes Begin
Friday. March 6th • 6 00pm
Black Walnut Inn

Amherst. Ma

/ Student Discounts

• Professional Bartending Training

/ Tips on Finding a Top Paying Job

• Become a Talented. Socially Conscious Bartender

• National Restaurant Association

Alcohol Awareness Prograr

• Taught by Seasoned Boston Bartenders aCe
/ Great Part-lime of Summer Job

.v- a, east

«-!»
U^*

1 -800-467-2028

At Otco Drug« allow you to take charge of your career
path For over 50 y*ari we've set the standards for quality

and jtrvice in the retail industry Through our extensive
management program you can empower yourself ro ad-
vance quickly through your own motivation and desire to
succeed Join us as

MANAGEMENT TRAINEES
In this position you will play a vital role in the operation of
your store As a true team motivator, you must possess the
leadership and communication abilities necessary to meet
a diverse array of retail challenges. These entry-level

opportunities are the first level of our extensive 4-step
management program

Management Internships also available.

At Osco Drug, you will enjoy an excellent compensation
package including health/life insurance, 40 1 (k). merchandise
discounts and a stock purchase plan. To learn more about
these outstanding opportunities we have available, stop by
your Career Services Office to vgn up for on campus
interviews, or forward your resume to:

OscoDrua
Liz Abrantes, 3030 Culler-ton Dr.

Franklin Park, I L60I 3 I

Fax: 888-54 1 -5793

ABRANTES.E@ASC.COM
OcrVision for the Future Includes

a Commitment to Equal Opportunities
and a Drug-Free Environment
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"Guiding Light" clones for ratings
Hi soap lan> tlu> week has cer-

t.iinlv had In Id'i -hare ol unexpect-

ed dcM'lopmcniv Matting vsith one

of daytime'" he>t kepi secrets,

"Guiding light." The soap 'lessed

up the MM concerning one o! it*

upcoming plots, lauded a", being the

most outrageous and o\er the top

stonline in the show's long and tul-

mutuou> hiMotv Mere > the -coop

that has Lighthead - <"Cil ." fan

club) everywhere in a hull with

some even threatening to boycott

the riMM altogether loss, out ol his

mind with grid over the "death" of

his wile resort* k9 drastic measures

and has Rev a cloned t try to keep

the laughs to a minimum. As if the

alien encounter on "General
tal" and Marietta's poilwaiOH

on "I

'

I* wasn't

humiliating enough to the industr\

bong treated to MM^MMM
Apparently .

loata is going to enlist the help of

ngficld's most prominent

\l I » - !• his quest to done the diva

her»ell (as it one isn't enough)
what I understand, the clone

will undergo a scries of rapid maiu

hirst they'll >hov» her as a

fetus, then as a late teen two weeks

later and so on until she's in lull

in (ugh. I in getting a

line) \\ hat the hell is thi-

ridiculotlMM M? I teel like I'm

trapped in an episode of tfu

rting

..nwhile, hack in Springfield

loth continues to tell everyone that

Rev a has flown the coop lor same
much needed rest and relaxation

and that shell be home soon.

What losh doesn't realize, howev-

er, b that Reva is indeed alive and
kuking on »ome dc«crlcd island

(with the exception of a stud!)

HOtii HTMl How will it

all vc II just have to

tune in and And out for yourselves

or at least that's what "Gl " is hop-

mil that you'll do.

\\ hv thev re doing this is obviou-

ratings, ratings and more ratings

The show i» most likely hoping to

cash in on "Dav» " earlier >u

with Ihe po**cw».n MHJMM nn
which the show shot up in the

Neil*en* Irom number five or

number twot The show's quality

and reputation may have taken a hit

but the all important rating* Ml
lainly didn I *d prohahly leels

that without Cynthia Walros
tannic), whoac one woman tour de

was large ible for the

chow . recent rating's boost, the

eking and the spotlight i*

fading They need something big M

fill the void and as much as I hate to

admit it. the buz/ on this storyline

just might do it for them. The bet

v>t the matter is, gimmicks such as

the>c olteii work (a la "Sunset

IMMV letioi Island saga) but at

what .

At lead two ol ni\ ti lends tone of

which has been a "GL" fan lor MM
10 years) have said to me that

they TI be swapping soaps if "GL"
through with this and they

aren't alone The online site has

been bu/zing with disgruntled and

even disgusted dieharti fans who
are pleading with the soap to scrap

the -torvline before it becomes a

three ring circus. Sure, the show

might draw in a few new viewer-,

but is it worth losing the MM thai

have seen the show through some of

us darkest hours (including rumors

^^^^^_^_^__ ol cancellation!.

itimnn fans who have

mW been loval to the

chow tor vears.

Ihe idea, in my opinion, is a

one. What makes daytime so

unique as a medium is its panache

for romance ami its loco.-- on char

actct development, interaction etc

not this science liction. action

adventure crap. It all comes out

looking so campy and cheesey leer

tainlv doesn't help it's credibility)

but then again, if done right, it

could turn out to be quite a coup

i like the Terror Island saga on
li « doubtful but within the

realm of possibility. Hither wav

don't give up on "I ight" just vei

Well, in case vou missed it

tgasp). the Soap Opera Digest

award show aired last Friday and.

overall. I'm quite happy with the

outcome The show itself was a

hoot, definitely the most fun I've

had in weeks (sadly enough) Ym
should have seen the -en of

us applauding and screaming It MM
quite a sight (always an event with

ud The night'* big winner was
"GH" with a whopping six out of

mx wins including it- win tor out-

standing drama.

There really weren't any riMCfestl

with the exception ol Eileen

Davidson (krutin. Susan. "Days" )

and Cjrathia Walros i Annie

tosses for Outstanding Lead female

and Beet \ ixen respective!) The

highlight of the night I there were so

many) had lo have been the presen-

tation of the award for HottM Male

don't you just love soaps absolutelv

hame > by none other than

Susan Banks on "Days" (Eileen

Davidson in garb) Hearing her belt

out. vou better get out

vour umbrujlas cause it's raining

men'" through those pearly whites

Steve

Sarah

of hers was too much \s lor

our pick- we weren't that far off

the mark We guessed 12 oul ol the

16. Here's i list ol the winners.

Outstanding Lead Aclor: |ohn

Callahan (Idinund. "All My
Children")

Outstanding Lead Actress:

Vanessa Marcil (Brenda. "GH")
loved her acceptance MM in

which she thanked Tyler, of course,

and the "GH" head hanchos for

-landing by her, "even when she

sucked."

Hoticsi Male Ingo Rademacher

(lax, "GH")
Holiest Female: Sharon Case

(Sharon. "Young and the Restless")

Honest Romance: Maleo and

Haytej irom "AMC"
Supporting Aclor: Michael E.

knight l lad. "AMC")
Supporting Actress: ludi Evans

(Paulina. "Another World")

Younger Lead Actor:

Burton ila-on. "GH")
Younger Lead Actress:

Blown itailv. "GH")
Villian Roger Howarth (Todd.

One I iveTo Live")

Villiancss ivixen): Alison

Sweeney tSami. "Dav-"i

Male Newcomer: lensen Ackles

(Eric, *Dn
Female Newcomer: Sabryn Genet

i I new "Y#
Male Scene Stealer: lohn Ingle

(Edward. "GH")
Female Scene Stealer lennifer

Baasey i Marian. " \MC">
New Character Cassie. "Guiding

I ight

Outstanding Drama "General

Hospital*

Quote of the Week Carlv to

Brenda during their little tiff (one of

the best verbal catfights in years):

"I'm -ure il vou look (in the mall),

you'll find a fashionable straight

jacket that's your -i/c'" Meow !

A few quick Sink or Swim's this

week

Sink kce-ha on "GH " She's

*uch a sanctimonious witch Mv
Iriend Dave, and I are writing a

piece entitled, "101 Wav- To kill

kee-ha " We plan on sending Bob
Guza a copy as soon as possible

Swim To Leslie Anne Down
(Olivia. "SB") on heT incredible and

utterlv tragic portrayal of a

-trie ken mother (che was told that

her newborn son died during deliv-

She's been an absolute gem
during these past lew month"

lacob tunning is a Collegian

columnist Any questions or mm
merits about this column can be

emailed to ifunningQslu-
dent union edu. Soap Chat appears

on \londa\s

Courtney Love fights documentary release
s\\l«W ISCO (AP) — Courtney Love quashed it

at Sundanc Kurt Cobain's widow is warning a

movie theater against screening a documentary -uggestJng

n's death wa« no suicide

jirJ Courtmtf, bv British filmmaker Nick
Broomlield. opened Friday at the Roxie Cinema, the same

dav the theater got a letter from 1 ove'< lawyer warning

that the theater would share any liability with the film-

maker and those in it who raise questions about i

role in C obain's death, such as her father Hank Han
"We are told that Mr Broomfield'« movie conveys the

message that M- I ove killed her husband kurt Cobain or

somehow participated in his murder. Such accusations are

false and defaatatory, nothing more." the letter from
attorney Michael Chodos said.

Cobain. lead singer of the band Nirvana, was found

dead in his Seattle home in 1944 of an apparently -ell

inflicted gunshot to the head. He was on heroin at the

time and although his death was ruled a suicide, qui

and conspiracy theories continued to swirl on the

Internet.

Love's estranged father, along with many of the cou-

ple's former friends, say in the film that they be^
Love may have been involved in Cobain's death

"I love my daughter verv very much." Harrison said al

a screening Friday I also have verv. verv dark suspicions

about what went on (with kurt's death) because of my
real expcnen.c with Courtney."

In one -cene. Broomlield vi-it- a mu-ician who claims

Love offered him $50,000 lo "whack" Cobain.

Love succeeded in getting the film withdrawn from the

Sundance Film Festival in lanuarv. claiming it featured

unauthorized mu-ic

Broomfield. who said all licencing was in order, accused

festival organizers of cowardice.

Roxie Cinema owner Rill Banning laughed off the legal

threat.

"So far. *o good. We haven't had any bailiffs show up

or anything like that." he said Friday after the first few

screenings. "It's really a First Amendment IMH
'

Today is your lucky day FOLKS!!
Oh yes, that's right...and do you know WHY?

"h* Daily Collegian, that is) are announcing an offer

refuse.... We want you to WRITE for us'.KI

Now, we Jmon' whit 'jour trur.' ,ng..l can ,^f^-r thst..' do enough

Just pic 'frtidlay 01 * *.*">** 01 even once a month ye

YOWR OWN!) Get to be read by over 17,00™ hv *r. bein<i*H

about the possibilities maybe some employer will sti your

some REALLY cute quy'qirl will see your story (and even pl<

I mmybe COME and find out the other possibilities in the Campus

Positions in Business
\ v v i . I c \ 1 1 o x i) i : . 1 1) 1 1 x i: i: x 1 1: x i> i: i>

4*V»*r
"'Mc

l.'M»»

A«o,
"**** sr

Tha CoKajiaei to loofcMo. for I

pica ap mi ippKaBM m mm vejssa^sssw an on <

anpMrrtJnaji c|aj« WtdMOdsTf. aasaaaal ¥k.^ItrTWr^*^^^**^^ *aT«aM» aTW^rlaaaaMasfMaaMMsaa Taaaaaimm -stmmi-

Wyclef continued from page 5

HUN VI,

Wyclef lean comes close to reckless rampage d

his performance at Smith College.

unng

into an ill-advised

hour long excursion fea-

turing tedious displays of

audience members' rap-

ping prowess and flaccid

Dl-ing skills. Seriously,

who in the crowd paid

$20 to hear Puff Daddy
pumped through the

speakers? Don't we get

enough of him already?

While the show never

quite achieved the level of

reckless. rampaging
momentum thai he's possi-

ble of producing live, lean

came close severalimes.

"Guantanamera," "Gone
Till November" and the

opening cover of "No
Woman, No Cry" were wist-

ful sing-a-longs while

"Fugee-La" and "Anything

Can Happen" boih quick-

ened the show's uneven
pace.

lean managed to throw

.he audience a few curve-

balls too, performing
all too-brief snippets of A

Tribe Called Quest's

"Scenario" and the Fugees

"Nappv Heads" — a tune

off their I'M-* debut.

Early arrivals were treat

ed to an unannounced set

by East Coast outfit Das

I I \ I ed by Brooklyn's Dl

Dice, Drayz and Skoob

Effect warmed up an anx

iou- crowd with a 50-

minute set that featured

the usual hip-hop sloga

neering and audience-bait-

ing, but with a positive

message.

When the duo concen

trated on rapping instead

of extolling the virtues of

marijuana smoking and

pondering Bill Clinton's

sex lite, then music suc-

ceeded, if only on a super

ficial level Both their

l*}s)2 breakthrough hit

"They Want EFX" and

"Straight From the Sewer"

provided brief but enter

taining respites from then

-ophoinoric antic-

Winfrey reflects on time in Amarillo
LOS ANGELES (AP> -

Madonna doesn't want her baby
daughter to be an only child.

"I would love to have a brother or

sister for Lola." Madonna said "I

don't know when, but it'll happen
"

Lola is Madonna's nickname for

her lb-month old daughter. I ourdes

Maria, who the 59-year-old superstar

says has made her life "infinitely

richer."

"I feel like I'm starting my life all

over in some ways." Madonna said.

"Mv daughter's birth was like a

rebirth for me
"

The Material Girl has a new
album out. Ray of I ight. but want-

to limit touring so she can spend as

much time with I .ourdes as possible,

saying motherhood bniughi emotion-

al growth lor the entertainer often

criticized for being childi-h

"I got to a point where I went.

OK. I've been incredibly petulant,

incredibly self-indulgent, incredibly

naive." she said. "But 1 needed to

do all of those things lo get where I

am now, and where I am now I'm

verv happv with."

lames Brolia and Barbra
Streisand - wedding date is still up

in the air.

"We're trvlng to find the right

place, so the press won't be anxind."

Streisand says in the March 4 People

magazine.

The press got in the way early last

month in Sew Nork when Brolin got

in a scuffle with a newspaper pho-

tographer outside a Manhattan the

atci The shutterbug and the star of

the T\ MM "Pensacola: Wings of

Gold" both filed harassment com
plaint-

"The guy was blocking my path."

says Brolin. 57. "There was no delib-

erate conu h thought when
out in public is making -ure

Barbra is protected.

"

Strei-and. 55, looks forward lo

being a bride

"I've never had a big wedding."

Streisand said "So sometimes I

think about designing a beautiful

wedding dress and the fantasy of a

bouquet."

Frank Sinatra's daughters hate

the upcoming HBo
movie Ihe Rat Rack Starring Ray

Liolla a- Sinatra. |oe Maniegaa as

Dean Martin and Don Chcadlc a-

Saininv Davis |r . the film doesn't do

the legendary entertainer- |u-ticc.

according lo Sinatra kin who have

appealed to Ted Turner, vice chair-

man ol lime Warner Inc

"It's a blatant raping of not onlv

whal my dad did. but of all those

other brilliant performers." Tina
Sinatra -av- in the March 7 TV
Guide "There's no regard for the

truth It turns them all into i

turcs of themselves."

The show, scheduled for late this

year or early 1999, will apparently

go on But the family is refusing to

allow the use of Sinatra's recording-

Six weeks in Texas defending her

self against a cattlemen's lawsuit

while still doing her daily show

opened Oprah Winfrey's eyes.

In a town where some wore but

ton- featuring Oprah's face with a

red slash across il. others invited het

home for dinner

"I am grateful for the kindness of

strangers I'll miss Amarillo I'll miss

the sunsets and the sunrises." said

Winfrey, who won the product

defamation lawsuit that arose from

an "Oprah" show on mad cow dis

Before coming to town Winlrcv

sent a security learn lo make -ure

she would be safe from a lunati. -

bullet and her dogs would be safe

from poisoning, the Amarillo Globe

reported yesterday Instead.

she found fans everywhere, cheering

her as she came to and from her

daily appearances in court and
clamoring for tickets to her shows

taped in Amarillo

"I live in a building in Chicago

where I don't even know mv neigh

bors." she said "Ive ixver had this

saass of community and extension ol

spirit the way I've lelt it here
"

Marisol
continued from page 5

comic representations of society's worst pariah- He was

often scurrying about, clambering up and down stairs, and

even scaling walls. His antics allowed moments of great

humor to permeate a show in which otherwise fairly somber

issues are paramount. However the the chemistry and diver

airy of ihe entire cast was successful in creating a cohesive

bunch of characters within which Marisol could search for

her own identity

The set for Marisol, designed by Scott f>ahl. with lightening

by Lara Bohon and sound by Emily Stork, was the show s most

impressive aspect. The set comprised of a moveable stage and

diaphanous metallic structure. In accordance with the plav -

Armageddon-like theme, dark colors, smoke and beam- ol

bright light were implemented to create an eerie urban effect.

Much like the text, the set complete with lighting and sound,

portrays an accurate intimate urban feel through very dream-

like and surreal means.

In a talk-back after Friday nighi's performance. Rivera

answered audience questions and talked about his experience

in writing Marisol Much of the play derives from his own
life and the audience members were most interested in

Rivera's artistic choices, his beliefs and his life. When asked

whv he had chosen to have an African-American angel.

Rivera answered. "Every Renaissance angel is a white

European angel... I thought that was absurd. If there is an

afterlife and there are angels, then they're for everybody
."

Another audience member asked the playwright il he

believed in apocalyptic changes. He replied, "As a poet I do.

because of the mctaphoric power."

The poetic side of Rivera come out not only in text but

seems also have carried over into the directing of Marisol

The play had a very poetic fluid feel throughout Some ol

Rivera's success in play writing may be attributed to dreamy

poetic style.

Marisol will ivnttnue to run March 5-7 in the Rand
Theater at 8 p.m. There will also be a 2 p.m. matinee on
Saturday. March 7. For more information or for ticket* aal

the box office at 545-25/ / or (800) 999-1 •MAS

Vienna Philharmonic still alUmale
By Ronald Blum

Associated Press Writer

Nl W YORk — There were far

(ewer protesters in front of Carnegie

Hall this year.

However, when the Vienna
Philiiarrrcr.L v alked on stage, it was

still an ail-male ensemble, an

anachronism in the music world. Yes.

the orchestra did vote to break its

gender barrier on Feb. 27. 1997 —
just before last year's U.S. tour —
ending a tradition that began with the

group's birth in 1842.

But harpist Anna Lelkes. the

woman admitted last year, wasn't

required in Friday and yesterday's

programs, and it was the tum of the

other harpist, Harold kautzky. to

plav in Mahler's Symphony No. 4 on

Saturday night.

Of the five positions that opened in

the past year — tuba, trumpet, prin-

cipal viola, second violin, principal

cello — women auditioned for only

the final two. And of the five women
who did audition, none was selected.

It remains unclear whether last

year's vote marked the start of a

determined effort to integrate.

The roughly half-dozen protesters

who chanted slogans and passed out

leaflets before Friday's concert appar-

ently weren't convinced. But they

were far fewer than the two dozen
demonstrators outside Carnegie Hall

at each of the orchestra's perfor-

mances last year. What's clear now is

that the Vienna Philharmonic retains

its singular sound — deep, lush

stings producing chords that seem to

How off the stage into the auditori-

um, a burnished molasses ol notes no

other orchestra in the world can
match. It's hard to believe this same
orchestra was booed last month for

poor playing during a concert in

Madrid. Spain, under conductor
Lorin Maazel. Riccardo Muti. the

conductor of this year's U.S. tour, did

not impose any idiosyncratic stamp
on Friday and Saturday night's pro

grams. During the delicate slow pas-

sages of Mahler's fourth, the thought

occurred that the woodwinds and
horns playing over the strings — cre-

ating an atmosphere lhat could
remind one of the Austrian country-

side — must have sounded much the

same when Mahler led the first

rehearsal of this symphony with this

same orchestra in October 1901

.

VOLUNTEER FIRE FIGHTERS
JOIN THE STUDENT ENGINE COMPANY 3

GAIN VALUABLE EXPERIENCE

SERVE YOUR COMMUNITY

for information see table on the

Campus center Concourse, Feb 24, 25, 26

Open house at the North Station, February 26. 5:00p.m.

Call 549-5419
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Men/s lax defeats Holy Cross "^
/ continued tron

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

WORCESTER — Because it was one of the earliest
games the Massachusetts men's lacrosse team had ever
played, coach Greg Cannella wasn't looking for an over-
whelming performance when his team played at Holy
Cross Saturday

Bui he got one anyway, as the Minutemen won, \%-Y
I loin the outset Cannella 's tocus was simple: to see

what his players had taken from the pre season prac-
tice*, and how they applied whal they learned on the
field

looking lot unsellivh plav, Cannella was happy with
the Minutemen's nine different scorers. In addition,
seven players contributed assists

"I thought the guys played well today. " Cannella said.

"They played unselfishly which was great. We had
sound defense and great goahending

"

UMass (1-0) used three goaltenders on the afternoon,
lohn Kassclakis (two saves), Tim Gilligan (six saves)
and Brian Soper (one save) Each allowed just one goal.

Ihe key to the day. however, wa- the Minuteman
offense The team showed no signs of goal-production
problems, despite losing five ol last year's lop six scor-

ers.

Mike lanowicz. who had one career Waist M his credit

prior to the Holy Cross game, seized the opportunity
presented to him and responded with live goals He also

recorded an assist on a Mike Young goal

lay Negus and Mike McKeclrev. who Cannella said
will be asked to step up into larger roles this season,

each connected lor a hat trick on the dav

"Mike ||aiiowicz| was on the end of a couple of great

feeds," Cannella said. "And lay made some great

one-on-one moves. Both of those guvs will have lo step

up this season for us to be successful."

Perhaps most pleasant was the play of UMass rookie

class. |ohn Madigan scored twice in his first collegiate

game, while Rick Kunkel recorded his first career goal.

Cannella also had the chance to play most of the ath-

letes on his bench.

"Anytime you can play them it's great," Cannella said.

"Those guys work real hard in practice every day They
deserve the chance to play."

I Mass got on the board first when lason Hem/e beat

Brian Buckley, who finished with three saves in one half

of work. Brian Duff worked the second half for the

Crusaders (0-1 ) and made lour stop*.

Negus scored an unassisted tally and McKcefrey fed

lanowicz as ihe Minutemen jumped out to a 5-0 lead

Negus then worked a pass from behind the net to

lanowicz, who beat Bucklev low on the goalie's left

side

Young scored and McKcefrey added two before

Daniel Lee beat Kasselakis for Holv c '..-- lust goal.

Alter lanowicz added another, Chris Martens cut from

the side ol the field lo dircalv in front of the goal, where

he fired a shot for a 9-1 lead lanowicz. McKeefrey and
Scgus each added another before halftitne

DelPercio and lanowicz pocketed goals in the third

quarter, with Madigan upping the advantage with his

pair. Kunkel and Negus finished the L Mass scoring in

the fourth quarter

Lee and Patrick Kenneallv added the other Crusader

goals.

continued from page 10

6,2 IB packed the Muilins Center

when B.U. and UMass squared off

However. Friday night's game, which

had received significant publicity

before gainetime. garnered only 5,012

in attendance

In addition, when UMass upset

then-No. 5 New Hampshire on Feb

22, only 1 .800 fans showed up for the

Sunday matinee. Crowd attendance in

general has been a problem tor the

Minutemen this year

The Minutemen used lo have no

problem drawing rowdy crowds to the

Muilins Center. The Ian* used to be so

annoying and vicious that B.l ^oaJi

lack Parker called the Muilins Center

one of the toughest places lo play, and

that the UMaat fans were the worst in

Hoc' key East.

Now why can't we have that here in

Amherst again '

Fan support is like having a seventh

man out on the ice. For teams like

B.U., UNH. and Maine, it can some-

times seem like there are eight, nine or

10 men out there going up against you.

I wish that I could take some of

our fans on road games and let them

see how the students are at other

schools." Mallen said.

To translate and make things simple

lor everyone out there reading this

article Co to the games on
Wednesday and Saturday! The
Minutemen are only one point out ol a

plavotl spot and need to win one ol

their final two games. Wednesday
night at 7 p.m. against Boston College,

and Saturday night at 7 p.m. against

Maine to make the Hockey r.asi plav

offs.

Massachusetts ; .. !, v,ckev -u..

Everybody loves the Bruins, everybody

knows the Beanpot takes place on ihe

first two Mondays in lebruary. and lit-

tle kids grow up playing hockev on

neighborhood ponds

UMass hockey tickets don't cost

anything All you have to do is go and

pick up a ticket lnu can pos((x>ne the

drinking a lew hours (or start it earli

er. it's all up to the vou) and go to the

games this week. Il would be a shame

to see the Minutemen miss out on a

plavotl s
t
x)i, so go oul there and show

your support.

And who knows mavbe some day

people w ill be talking again about how
tough ol a place the Muilins Center is

to play in.

Mike kobylanski is a Collegian Mafl

women s

continued from page 10

ihe layup or taking a trip to the foul line The
Muskics earned 10 attempts at the line in the first

half, compared lo UMass' five But the Minutcwomen
forwards of Tudman. Yolanda Rayside and Lucia
Madajova. who came off the bench to plav I 5 solid

minutes, settled in a rotation that seemed to escape

the wrath ol the Muskics' strategy

Despite only going three ol live from the free

throw line and shooting 5« percent in the first hall

UMass was able to make the timely shots to keep
them in the game. Xavier was held scoreless for four

minutes while the Minutcwomen went on a 10-0 run.

which included a three -pointer, two free throws by

Coyner. another three-pointer bv MacFarland. and a

jumper by Tudman.
Bui the Muskies fought back with Taru Tuukkanen

and Carrie Hamberg converting from the foul line

Amy Hughes tallied one Irom behind the three-point

arc to finish the first half in a 21 21 lie

The turning point in the game was during the open-

ing minutes of the second half, as Mitchell recovered

the ball on a Xavier turnover, which led to a Tudman
layup Mitchell tallied two more assists in the first

minute and a half as Kraft nailed two jumpers and
Rayside hit a layup to bump the score to 29-21

After a Muskie timeout Kim Hotz returned the

favor as she hit a three-pointer and followed with a

lavup lo keep her team in the game Tuukkanen also

stepped up her play as she scored a quick four points

in less than two minutes en route to a 10 point. 10

rebound, four block performance
Massachusetts continued to dwell in foul trouble as

Mitchell had four while Kraft. Tudman and
MacFarland each had committed three. But Tudman
refused to acknowledge her handicap and converted

an uncharacteristic 12 foots* olt the dribble with

^01 to go with the score at a comfortable 58-52.

Tudman and Coyner 'i clutch free throws with I 42

left and Kraft's breakaway layup with 20 remaining

clinched the Minutewomen's right lo advance lo the

finals

mens
UMass forward Dan |uden

action.

lOaiMUNUMN COuiCMM

is denied by Boston University goalie Michel Larocque during Saturday night's

continued from page 10

Center on Feb V broke I Mass'
back with a pair of NBA-range
three-pointers. The shots put

UMass down by nine and the

Minutemen would not eul that

margin until Clarke hit a 54-footer

at the final buzzer.

"They made their run. but we
were able to hold them oil." said

Temple senior l.ynard Stewart.
who was honored before his final

home game. "We made a run and
thev just couldn't come back from

it."

Temple's offense may have pro-

vided the winning points, but it

was its defense that befuddled the

Minutemen. who had 20 turnovers

in the game. From the time they

grabbed the lead at the 19:11 mark
until a Stewart layup put the Owls
up by I 5 with 9:46 remaining,
L Mass committed six turnovers.

"The turnovers killed us."

Massachusetts coach Bruiser Flint

said. "In the last game we did a

good job protecting the ball. Today

we were throwing passes without

looking

"You have to be patient against

the zone. The guys we've got right

now just aren't used lo it Ihev

lorccd us to throw the ball away,

and lhat was the difference right

there."

Bv the time Sanchez dropped in

his two kev three pointers.

UMass' weariness was already
showing.

"We're not playing as aggressive-

ly as we were in lanuary." said

UMass senior forward Tyrone
Weeks, who became the eighth
player in school history to record

1.000 points and 800 rebounds. "It

seems like [Temple] wanted it

more than we did
"

Flint, who was assessed a techni-

cal in the first half, also noticed his

team's fatigue.

"We've got guys playing tenta-

tively." Flint said. "We haven't got

somebody diving onto the floor or

knocking people around. I guess

we have to go back to diving and
knocking people around in prac-

tice
"

One blight spot for Flint was the

play of freshman guard Rafael
Cru/ who pocketed a career high

eight points ofl the bench, provid

ing a late game spark for the

Minutemen.
"I'm happv with Rafael, I think

he did well." Flint said. "He didn't

play all season. He could've come
out there scared to death.

"Vow I know who to go to."

Flint said as he continued nodding
when asked if he would use Cruz
again.

For ihe Minutemen. the task at

hand docs not get any easier. The
team will have to win four games
in four days for the A- 10 tourna-

ment title and the conference's
automatic berth in the NCAA tour-

nament
"The cards are dealt to us." Flint

skid. "If you start worrying about

that, than you've already lost."

UMass
continued from page 10

Argentina native made up for it yester-

day with 19 points, lno steals, four

assists and four long range

three-pointers.

Two of the bombs came 29 seconds

apart in the second half, and turned a

one possession game into an insur-

mountable nine point edge for Temple

"I told Rasheed | Brokenborough

|

that we have to play today." Sanchez

said. "It doesn't matter if we win or

lose, we just have to play."

Brokenborough scored 15 points,

and hit perhaps the biggest shot of the

game: a second half three that gave the

Owls the lead at 56-55 after UMass
recaptured it with an 8- run to begin

the half

But it wjsn t »\\ *our lor (.Mass

The Minutemen convene I

I
v) free throws, all in the second

half And freshman Rajrael Cruz, who
replaced lonathan DePina after an
ineffective stmt with a pair ol

turnovers and no points, scored a

career-high eight points and made his

case for additional time at backup
point guard.

"I'm happy with Rafael. I think he

did well." Rim said "He didn't play all

season. He could have come out there

scared to death
"

The loss will likely affect who and

where UMass plays in the NCAA tour-

nament beginning in two
pulling the Minutemen in a pressure

situation to perform well in the league

tourney

pic coach lohn Chancy said the

league is extremely deep this year.

"The conference is good from top to

bottom. " Chancy said "lis very diffi-

cult to heat up everyone in your con-

ference every day. Sooner or later, the

little guy wins."

Flint, however, says UMass will con-

centrate on winning one game at a

time.

"The cards are dealt to us." Flint

said "If you start worrying about that,

then you've already lost."

hockey

win
continued from page 10

to bring the Colonials back within

one. With 25 seconds left to play

freshman Sarah Hicks hit one of two

free throw s to put Virginia back up bv

two. followed bv two made free

throws from Wetzel that gave the

Hokies a four-point lead with 16 sec-

onds remaining.

lunior Khadjia Deas scored on a

lavup to bring GW back within two

points Two more free throws from

Virginia's Michelle Houseright put

the Hokies up by four once again.

Aguilar nailed a three at the buzzer,

but it was too little, too late for the

Colonials.

Before last night the Hokies had

never advanced past the quarterfinals

in the A- 10 tournament. UMass
knocked Virginia Tech out of the tour-

ney in 1996. Tonight's game is likely

to be UMass" onlv hope of reaching

the NCAA's.

"In the last six weeks this team has

come together like no team I've ever

had." O'Brien said. They are not the

most- talented team in the country by

any stretch of the imagination, but

when they play together they're as

good as anybody."

continued from poge 10

with us all the way until the Poti's and Drury s got into the

game." Parker said. "They're a much quicker team, and

after getting rid of some guys who played hard and took

penalties, thev play hard without the penalties now.

"This is the best league in college hockey not because of

what we and UNH do. but how good the lower half teams

like UMass. Merrimack and Providence are. We come out

way ahead from top to bottom against other conferences.

UMass has found their identity lately, and are playing well

Tom Poti wa« the only difference in this game."

While the Minutemen hung in there with BU on the

scoreboard both nights, it was the I Mass offense that

could not keep up with the Terriers. After the return of

senior Tim l.ovell to the lineup on Friday night, the

Minutemen were able to muster a respectable 27 sh-

1 aroeque at the Muilins Center. However, after only regis-

tering two shots on Larocque in ihe first period on

Saturday night. UMass was onlv able lo squeeze 12 more

shots on the junior goalie the rest of the game (only two

shots in the third period)

On the other end of the ice. Regan was once again out-

standing on both nights for the Minutemen After a 59-

save performance on Friday night. Regan followed that up

with another strong effort on Saturday.

Coraz/ini's second period goal set up the third period

showdown, but it was BU who got the winning jump. After

a highstick infraction on the Terriers was not called in the

UMass zone. Poti beat the sticklM Regan with a shot high

to his gloveside at the 2 4^ mark of ihe final frame

Goals by Russ Bartlett and Poti finished ihe |ob. and the

Minutemen were not able to muster up a comeback
offense.amc

Ml. Farms 4 »584 9153
Ml. Farms M.ill

Tha Wedding Singer (PO-13)

Today (5 50 @ $2 50) 8 40

Sphere (PG-13)

Today ( 5:30 @ 2.50 ) 8:20

As Good A* It Gelt (PO-13)

Today at (5 30 <g> $2 50) 820

Klteing a Fool (H)

Today at (5 40 @ $2.50) 8:30

Krlppendort • Tribe (PO -13)

Today at (5 50 <g> $2.50) 8:30

Dark City (R)

Today at 15 40 «? $2 .50) 8 20

The Borrower* (PG)

Today at (6:00 9 $2 50) 8:30

Titanic (PG 13)

Today at (4 20 @ $2 50) 8:10

Good Will Hunting (R)

Today at (5:30 @> $2.50) 8 20

Seneelee* (R)

830

PalmaSk>(R)

Today at (540@ $2.50)

,tl
La Cucina di

10

of Amherst 30 Boltwood

For entry forms

and info

Softball (M/W/C) 3/9-

Co-rec Soccer 3/9

Volleyball Special (C) 3/10

OFFICIALS NEEDED

Softball Clinics 3/23, 3/24. 3/25, 3/26

Co-rec Soccer Clinics 3/24, 3/25, 3/26

Volleyball Special 3/24

call for times anil locations

LATE ENTRANTS SHOULD CHECK FOR EXTENSIONS IN BOYDEN 215
On the Web ttttp://www umass edu/umlm

545-2693

545-0022

COLLEGE BASKETBALL SPECIALS!!!
Back by popular demand: Specials running Monday thru Thursday!

1 Large Cheese Pizza $6*95
t/l* If Free Buffalo Wings

Please Add $I.3C for Toppings and $XGC for Deuble Tcppin

Any Twc Calzcnes
sff^O+lFAX

j Delivery Only.
I Net Valid in
1 Resuraunt Must Mcntkm Ad When Ordering Offer Expires

5/31/9«J
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Collegian Classifieds
University of Massachusetts • Phone: (41:1)545-1500 f.i\: (413)545-1592

ACTIVITIES

Be par* •* *• committee that

is hosting the first

Commencement Ball We need
enthusiastic, creative people

who like planning events All

talents welcomed, great experi-

ence Come to the general meet-

ing March 2nd. 5 pm in

Memorial Hall For more info,

call Ann O 545231

7

ANNOUNCEMENT

Rooms For Commencement
Weekend
B&B accommodations in

Amherst area homes through

Jones Library Bed for Books
Program Call 256-4094 or stop

at Jones L*rary for brochure

APARTMENT FOR RENT

bedroom Oowntown
I
$l500/month includes

heat 549-7752

COMPUTERS EMPLOYMENT
City Commynications

Pentiem 233MMX 32 MB
HAM. 2 1 Gig. 24X CD ROM.
33 6K Ti Modem. Video & Audio

Cards with speakers, plus 14

inch flat screen digital monitor

Windows 95. keyboard. PS2
mouse $1150 546-6826

New P1MMMX from $895
Laptops $1 295' Peripherals

ZarVision 582-9198

V/MC/AMEX

CHEAP! CHEAP! Color VGA
Monitor S55 Laptop Notebook-

$99 486 Computer System
$295 Call CPC (41 3)584-8857

EMPLOYMENT

Wanted
Responsible students to mar-

ket/manage Citibank promotions

on campus Make your own
hours No travel Earn

$400Vweek Call 800-932 0528

ext117
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EMPLOYMENT
Students interested in the

hospitality held? Come join us

on March 4th between 9am and

3pm © the Campus Center

Auditorium for the 23rd Annual

Career Day "Discover Your

Destination " Sponsored by the

Hotel. Restaurant, and Travel

Administration Department

Students- Work P/T to stop

the roll back of our Endangered

Species Act Very urgent cam-

paigni " Work with The Sierra

Club $50 $75/day Call Kate

256-6434

Farm Worker- Some heavy lift

ing Write to Scons Tree Farm.

252 Hadley Rd . Sunderland. MA
01375

Advertising Sales

2*41
diately Free heat/hot water,

plush carpet 1 Designer bath

fully applianced kitchen On
PVTA busline Call 665-3856

Ask about our greet specials

Purchasing a used car?
Having your car repaired 7 Do
you know your legal rights 7

Contact The Student Legal

Services Office. 922 Campus
Center 5451995

i Great condition

Reliable transportation $2500 or

best offer 546-3335

aak Cars .<*> .-.• :

everyday 1-800-649-4795

COMPUTERS

New P1MMMX from $895
Laptops. $1295' Peripherals

ZarVision 582-9198

V/MC/AMEX

Summer Jabs Aad
laternships la Hospitality

Write or e-mail tor free

brochure MS. 711 Signal Mt
Road. Suite 155. Chattanooga.

TN 37405 msjobsOaol com

CAMP CANADENSIS, Pocono

Mountains. PA Excellent resi-

dential coed summer camp
Caring counselors to teach ath-

letics, tennis, gymnastics, moun-

tain bikes, motorcycles, ropes

course, yearbook & newspaper,
drama video, photography,

riflery cooking, arts & crafts.

WSt, waterfront, dance, golf and

much more' Excellent facilities

and great salary' 6/20/98

8/17/98 Call (800)832 8228 or

E-mail us at camp4youCaoi com
for an application You can find

us on the web at

WWW CANADENSIS COM
Personal Care Attendant for

male quad Saturday evenings

and tiilm $7 85/hr Call 546-

0666

JCC Camp Kinawead
A coed overnight camp in

Bndgton. Maine Summer
Positions Supervisory: Unit

Head. Arts & Crafts Director

Waterfront Director, Athletics

Director. Camping Director.

Drama Director. Office Manager

Counselors with Specialties

ka: Aquatics. Archery. Athletics

Boating Camping. Ceramics.

Gymnastics.
Photography/Yearbook. Radio.

Ropes. Sailing. Tennis Other:

Secretary. 1st Cook For informa-

tion call Wayne Goldstein or

Ava Goldman. 617-244 5124

Nanny Pesitien- Live m
babysitter needed for the sum-

mer m Welfleet on Cape Cod
Call (508)349-6392 for informa-

tion

Saasmer Empleymieyment
Student Painters

is" looking for motivated painters

for summer employment Earn

between $6-$8/hr For info call

1-800-829-4777

University Directories is hiring

students to sell yellow page

advertising for the official tele-

phone directory this summer
Commission based pay struc

lure Training program Cxcehant

sales/marketing i management

experience Call 1-800-743-5556

ext 143 or visit www university-

directories com

CRUISE ft LAND TOUR JOBS
Earn up to $2 000/month Free

world travel (Caribbean. Alaska.

Europe, etc )' Free room/board

For info, ring (9191933-1939 est

C150
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT- Earn

up to $3.000/month in fisheries.

parks, resorts Airfare'

Food/lodging' Our service rec

ommended by US News &
World Reports (919)933-1939

•at A1S0

FOR RENT

SUMMER RENTALS
CAPE COD GROUP Summer
Rentals- Seme waterfront

bouses, seme with swim-
ming pools Falmouth aria

Diamond Reel Estate

I50M77 1900

FOR SALE

Brother Ink Jet W.P. Whispei

Writer $200 or best offer Call

Jeff 548-6961

Snowboard 97 Burton Floater

St $250 253-1684

Guitar Ibaaei RG 560 Good
condition $250 253 1684

PIRATES! Coolest Spring Break

T-Shirts and hats in the world'

On sale' Treasure Archaelogy

and History Visit EXPCDITION-
WHYDAH9wwwwhydah.ee

Cerwood For Sale $125 Cord

Call 549-5456

HEALTH & BEAUTY

New Meteholism
Breektkrough Lose 5-100

pounds Or Approved! Cost $35

800-563-0386

INSTRUCTION

Casco Bay Bartending

Classes Start Soon

Student Discounts

Call For Info

1-800467 2028

University Bartending Coarse

50% Student Discount National

Certification Available Spring

Sessions This Semester Space

is limited 1-810-U-CAN-MU

Last- Black Sweeter Herter

Hall on Jan 28th Please call

MUSICAL INSIHUMINI

4 String Pedulla Fretless

Bess with hardshell case

$1900o(B/0 546-5302

TRAVEL

RESUMES

^^'JaliMhhi

24 HOURS OF
FREE DRINK*!

MISCELLANEOUS

FREE T SHIRT

Sift**

Credit Card fundraisers for fra-

ternities, sorormas & groups

Any campus oroarnation can

. $1000 .

whopOT*BI/ViSA
toTCall 1 800-932 0528 ext 65

Qualified callers receive

Kick Butt I

Same Day Service

Includes Printouts

549-7558 Ruby

ROOM FOR RENT

Room available immediately

in Sunderland on bus route SWF
preferred Call 546-5082

Large roam ia Victorian down-

town house All inclusive

Cleaning services $400 549-

0733

SERVICES

Psychic Ceuasel Medium
Relationships. Career Health

Life Concerns Free initial con-

sultations Yohah Ralph 586
3071

Pregnent? Need help? Call

,nt of Amherst area tor

tree testing and assistance 549-

1906

TICKETS

Sareh Mclechlen/Billy
Jeel NCAA Men s

Basketball/Eric Clapton 2 Guys

Tickets 1-888 345- TIXX

EARLY BIND SPECIAL
EUROPE SUMMER 9f

Northeast Dap s $329 R/T

Canbb/Meaico-$199R/T

Honda- $79 0/W
Puerto Rre $99 0/W
CaHBOD-3262009

vww airhitch org
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Alternative Spring Break
YogaFest Week. Music. Dance.

Meditation Vegetarian.

Missouri Orarks Ride Shares.

$165 FREE MAGAZINE 800

8 9 6 2 3 8 7

http //members aol com/yogates

t

KIUJNGTON SPRING BREAK
Want a great time for a 'ow

prce' Go to Killington for Spring

Break! Starting C $249. includ-

ing 5 day lift ticket. 5 nights O
Mountain Green UMASS SKI N
BOARD CLUB 545 3437

JAMAICA SPRING BREAK
IN NEGRIL Don't get ripped off'

Go with who you can trust No

hidden costs, starting O $539 7

nights, round trip air. transfers

Collegiate Beach 6 Party Events

On-site staff UMASS SKI N
BOARD CLU8 545 3437

SPRING BREAK SB

Free food and drinks' Cancun.

Bahamas. Jamaica and Florida

from $399 Organize a small

group and travel FREE' Highest

commissions and lowest press

Cat Surf ft Sun Tours to become

a campus representative

(8O01574-7S77

TRAVEL

Spring Breek 90 Get Going!!

Cdiicun Jamau t Bahamas. &

Florida Group Discounts & Free

Drink Parties' Sell 5 & go free'

Book No*!"
Visa/MC/Disc/Amex 1-800-234

7007 http //www endlesssum

BaVltMn com

Do you

know

where your

going to

live this

summer.7

prepared
• . i

w it n

The

Classifieds

Apartment

Guide.

PLACE VOUR
AD HERE

i
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Rates
Students

20C per word/day

All others

40C per word/day

NEW Standard Headings

$2.00
minyday
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MONDAY MARCH
Meeting — UVC-TV 19 is having

its general meeting at 7 p.m. in the

studio. 216 Student Union (to the

right of the Hatch). Questions, call

545-1556.

Office Hours — Health Reach
International team members will be

available II am -I p.m. in room
248 of University Health Services

Stop by or call at 577-5183 or

e-mail hri9uhs.umass.edu.

Meeting — Amnesty International

is holding a general meeting at 7

p.m.. Campus Center 178.

Questions, call 545- 1925.

Democracy Teach In — Panel dis-

cussion on Corporatization and the

University. 7-9 p.m. Campus Center

905-909 Call Dan Thomases at

545-0677.

TUESDAY. MARCH 3

Office Hours — Health Reach
International team members will be

available 7-9 p.m. in the Prince

House International Lounge. Stop

by. call at 577-5185. or e-mail

hri9uhs.umass.edu

.

Democracy Teach In — Panel

discussion on Democracy in Action,

7-9 p.m.. Campus Center 911-915.

Call Dan Thomases at 545-0677.

Meeting — S.H.A.R.E. general

meeting. 7 p.m.. Campus Center
162-175. Contact lasper Monen at

665-5128
Employment — Student

Employment Services is sponsoring

its Annual Camp Day in the

Student Union Ballroom. 10 a.m.-A

p.m. Contact Paul Wetherby at 243

Whitmore or phone 545-1530.

Meeting — Hellenic Students

Association meeting for students of

Greek ethnicity/descent. Campus
Center 917. All students from the

Five College community are wel-

come, call Alexandra Bitzas.

256-5489. or Greg Essopos.
546-0125

WEDNESDAY. MARCH 4

Veering — The I Mass Theatre

Guild is holding a meeting at 7

p.m.. Campus Center 168 Audition

information for Angels in America

will be available. Contact Lindsey

Bovairdat 545-0415.

Office Hours — Health Reach
International team members will be

available 7-9 p.m. in the

Community Center (Apt. H-2) of

North Village. Stop by. call at

577-5183. or e-mail
hri9uhs.umass.edu.

Democracy Teach In — Showing

of Michael Moore*s film, Roger and
Me, 7-9 p.m.. Campus Center
905-909.

NOTICES

Billing — At the end of the busi-

ness day on Friday. Feb. 20. the

Bursar's Office will be closing out

its student billing process. OIT will

be required to collect the $20 OIT
computing account fee for the spring

semester.

Schedules — The Spring '98 Final

Examination Schedule will be avail-

able beginning Thursday. March 12.

Capiat will be delivered to students

in the residence halls, and will be

available to off-vampus student* in

the Registrar's office (215
Whitmore) It will also be available

on the World Wide Web beginning

March 1 at http://www-
ureg.admin.umass.edu.

Student Employment — Effective

the week of Feb. 16. Student

Employment Services will be chang-

ing their hours of operation. The

new hours will be Monday through

Friday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. For

further information call 545- 1530.

Support Group — REFLECT, the

Five College Bereavement Support

Program, offers grief support ser-

vices free of charge to undergradu-

ate and graduate students who have

experienced the death of a loved

one Groups are small, confidential,

and meet for 8 weeks. Pre-registra-

tion is required. Groups meet on

Tuesdays from 7;50-9 p.m. and
Wednesdays from 650- 8 p.m. For

more information call 577-5516.

Tax Assistance — The
Department of Accounting of the

School of Management will be offer

ing free tax assistance and prepara-

tion for taxpayers with special

needs, including persons with dis-

abilities, low to limited income,
non-English speaking persons and

elderly taxpayers. Volunteers ere

FYls are public setvK* annooncemenu
printed dairy To submit an FY1, pleas*

send a press reiease conta«»nq a* perti-

nent information, including trie name and
phone number ot the contact person to

the Cofcoaon, c/o the Managing Editor by
noon the previous day

accounting majors who have taken

tax courses. Report to the School of

Management Tuesdays and
Thursdays 6-9 p.m. All other tax-

payers should go to the Hampshire

Mall Tuesdays and Wednesdays. 3-6

p.m. and Thursday 3-9 p.m. (except

during Spring recess). Any ques-

tions, contact Mike Whitman at

545-5660.

Work Study Employment —The
UMass CRC is hiring work stuih

office staff and web publishers.

Applications are available at the

CRC office. 322 Student Union
Building, or leave voice mail at

545-1122.

The UMass Daily Collegian has the space for your very own classified. Sell a book,

a computer, or anything you want! Your a student, you need the CASH!
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Horoscopes
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20) —

You are in the mood or more securi-

ty at home, and there are a few steps

you can take today to make you feel

more comfortable and safe.

ARIES (March 21-April 191 —
You must be willing to stick with n

friend no matter what today. The
fact thai your loyalty doe* not waver

will offer its own rewards.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
You won't have to worn about mak-

ing many mistakes today. Your con-

fidence i< high, and your skill le\el i<

ever increasing.

GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20) —
You will insist on fair treatment

today, no matter what. You may
have to say something more directly

than you had planned.

CANCER <|une 21-|uly 22) —
Take care that you arc not so atten-

tive to one in need of assistance that

you are actually doing him or her a

disservice. Do not ho\cr'

LEO (|uly 2 >-Aug. 22) — You
will not stand for any mistreatment

today. You may have the chance to

come to the rescue of someone who

i« unable to defend him or herself.

VIRGO (Aug 2)-Scpt. 22) — It

i> not up to \ou to make the fir-i

move today. Make yourself available

for what comes but have the

patience to wait a little longer

LIBRA (Sept. 25-Oct. 22) — Take

care that you don't come on so

strong that you frighten someone
away. You don't want to have to

start all over, do you?

SCORPIO (Oct. 2J-Nov. 21) —
This is a good time to return favors.

and io reciprocate positive feelings

and behavior of all kinds. Spread

your optimism around!

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21 ) — You must take the time to do

things right today If you can't do

them right, then you're best to wait a

little longer until vou know vou can.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-|an. 19)

— You are in no mood to be over-

looked today. You expect to be

praised for what you are doing —
and what you will be if you keep it

up.

AQUARIUS (|an 20-Feb. 18) —
You may be surprised to find your-

self a little more inhibited than usual

today. Something is holding you

back, but it shouldn't last long.

Close to Homo By John McPherson

» €>l" t lie* l>;iv

u
If it bleeds, you can kill it!

-Arnold Schwarzenegger

Today#t P.C. M»iw
Cm* 34B-3*** (to a***

franklin

LUNCH
Beef

Potatoes

Lettuce

Scrod

DINNER
Pork

Pickle

Onions
Scrod

Worcester

As expected, me new fountain of coffee did

wonders for morale in the office.

ACROSS
1 Wire
6 Pub order

9 Tortilla treat

1

3

Mountain nymph
14 Blockhead
16 Earthenware iar

17 Marlins' city

18 Kennedy name
19 Pooch 9 sound
20 Unshod
22 Small buildings

23 Rainbow
goddess

24 "— been hadl"

26 Downy fruit

30 Sang Alpine-

style

34 Zigzag
35 Boxing match
36 Flurry

37 Legal eagle,

for short

38 Devout
40 Golden f-leece

ship

41 Soak (flax)

42 Prince Charles'

game
43 Enthusiastic

44 Type of battery

46 Tell and others

48 Loft filler

49 — Ben Adhem
50 Cleopatra's nver

53 "Get lost!"

59 Cruising

60 Miscollany

61 Iranian coin

62 Lath

63 Roman
emperor

64 Culp Hobby
65 The woman's
66 Ruby or

sapphire

67 Demolishes

DOWN
1 Salon sight

2 Opera song
3 Stand
4 Flimsy, as an

excuse
5 Structure

6 Expert
7 Plunders
8 What — is

new''"

9 Ground robin

10 Felipe or Matty
1

1

Get lumpy
12 Lummoxes
15 Boring

21 Gold, in Peru
25 Computer pt.

28 Trophy
27 Falk or

Jennings
28 Tattered

29 Climbing vine

30 Not me
31 King-sized

32 Garden tool

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

namara hdhuTib nam
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LUNCH
Beef

Potatoes

Lettuce

Scrod

DINNER
Pork

Pickle

Onions
Scrod

Hampshire
LUNCH
Beef

Potatoes

Lettuce

Scrod

DINNER
Pork

Pickle

Onions
Scrod

??R98 © 199B. Unimrt Faaica Syndcala

33 Entrances
35 Voice

disapproval
38 Plane figure

39 Under the
weather

40 Sigh of

satisfaction

42 It's in the pod
43 Quito's place
45 Swindles
46 In full flower
47 Cowboy

Rogers

49 Blazing

50 Humorous poet
51 — of Capri
52 Famous TV

producer
54 Designer

Cassini

55 Pueblo
ceremonial pit

56 Don Juan's
mother

57 London's —
Gallery

58 Historic periods
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Women win over Xavier, men fall to Temple
Win marks ninth consecutive victory Youth & fatigue play part in L/M's defeat

By Kathleen Ralls

CoHeg.on Staff

ly Casey Kane
ColUgian Staff

UMass

Xavier

Tu Kraft powcrt her way to two of her team-high 10 potntt m
UMass' 49-44 victory over )Uvier in the A-10 tournament semifwvih.

Despite a poor shooting performance

and rampant foul trouble, the

Massachusetts women's basketball team

t 19-9.12-5
A - I )

slipped by

t h e

Atlantic 10 West second seed Xavier

(17 11. 11-6) 49-44 to advance to the

conference championship game tonight

at 5 p.m at the William D. Mullins

Center.

I Mass had clinched the East Division

title for the first time in school history

on Thursday night with a 65-47 romp
over Duquesne in the quarterfinal

matchup The matchup with Virginia

Tech will be the first time the

Minutewomen have advanced to the

A- 10 finals

This game proved to be an even
matchup from the start as neither team

had a marquee player to neutralize and

both teams relied on their defense to

win games.

The Minutewomen"»
current-star-of-the-game has

exchanged positions with just about

everyone this season Tez Kraft. Kathy

Coyner. Alison MacFarland. Sabriya

Mitchell and Kara Tudman as of late,

have all taken turns leading the team to

their ninth straight win That has been

their strength this season

The opening minutes of the first half

was tainted by wild pasaes and forced

unconventional shots as both squads

flirted with disaster. But UMass was
first to exit the dusty scramble as Kraft

hit a 20-footer at the 19 22 mark for

the game's opening points.

Xavier's focus was to force the

Massachusetts forwards into foul trou-

ble by passing inside and either making

Turn to WOtWKM's page 7

Terriers take pair from UMass
wf Jofntci KonsaffMn

Colapon Sot

BOSTON — The National Hockey

League Factory, otherwise known aa

the Boston
University hockev

program, show-

cased another one

of its 100 percent

natural, no preservative products lest

Saturday night at Walter Brown
Arena. Unfortunately, it was the

Massachusetts
hockey team who
were left with the

bad aftertaste.

Sophomore
defenseman Tom Poti registered his

lirvi career hat trick to help the No. 4

Terriers (25-5-2, 16-4-2 in Hockey

East I to a 5-1 win over the

Mmutemen (6-25 2. S It* 1 in HI '

which was also the 500th win for BU
in its history at Walter Brown Arena

Poti officially declared himself a force

to be dealt with in recording his hat

trick, but he did have a little help

from his friends — more specifically.

Hobvy Baker Award candidate Chris

Drury

After holding BU s dynamic duo to

no points scored in Friday night's 5-1

loss at the Mullins Center. UMass had

to deal with their combined five

points on the night, as well as Drury s

200th career point (106 goals. 94

assists) with his assist on the first goal

of the game.

That first goal was a shocker for

the Minutemen. as Poti collected a

peas at the left point from Drury. and

KMMA KANSANIN/COUECMN

Matt Smith and the UMass hockey team need to win one of their final

two games to qualify for the Hockey East playoffs.

walked in untouched on the helpless

UMass goaltender. Brian Regan (58

saves). Poti blasted a slap shot from

the top of the face- off circle past

the beleaguered senior goalie for the

1-0 lead at the 42 mark of the first

period

However, the Minutemen would

not go quietly, and at the 2:24 mark

of the first period. UMass tied up the

game. Senior Ryan Fumes* won the

face-off in the Terriers zone, and fel-

low classmate Tom O'Connor took

the slap shot from the right point

with freshman R.J. Gates redirecting

the puck over BU goalie Michel

Larocque's glove for the equalizer.

After freshman Carl Corazzini's

goal for the Terriers at the 6:27

mark of the second period. UMass
took its second consecutive one-goal

deficit in as many nights into the

third period against the No. 4 team

in the nation, but could not finish

the job. Three third period goals by

BU put the exclamation point on
another win over the Minutemen.

and now. UMass' postseason fate is

in their own hands.

With Merrimack College's two
losses to Providence College over the

weekend, the Minutemen are still

only one point behind the Warriors

for the final postseason conference

playoff spot — with a game in hand.

Merrimack will have to travel to

Walter Brown Arena next weekend,

while UMass has two home games
this week against No. 7 Boston
College (7 p.m.. Wednesday) and

Maine (7 p.m.. Saturday).

After another tough night where

all the breaks went to the national

powerhouse, Minuteman coach |oe

Mallcn was flustered but not frus-

trated over another loss to the

Terriers.

"Well, we had our second straight

night down only one goal going into

the third period goal against this

team, and that's what we need to

win." Mallen said. "We just can't

buy a break against these better

teams, so we really have to earn our

breaks.

"Tom Poti is a great player, but

really, him and Drury were the only

differences for BU in this game
against us. Other than those two, its

a much clever result."

For Terrier coach Jack Parker, he

agreed with Mallen on the effect Poti

and Drury can bring to a team, and a

game. Parker's respect for the
UMass program has grown with
their development in what he con-

siders the top hockey conference in

the nation.

"A real good team battled it out

the last two nights with us, and were

Turn to HOCKEY, page 7

PHILADELPHIA — The Temple
men's basketball team's formidable

n

Temple

UMass

match upzone
defense
exposed

Massachusetts' youth and fatigue, and
pushed the Owls to the regular season

Eastern Division title in Philadelphia

yesterday.

With their 74-66 win at the Apollo of

Temple, the Owls (20-7. 15-5 Atlantic

10 i earned the East number one seed

and a first-round bye in the Atlantic ID

tournament, which starts Wednesday
afternoon at the CoreEstates Spectrum.

UMass (20-9, 12-4) finishes the regular

season third in the East, with a game
against West number six Virginia

(10-16. 5-11) in the first round of the

tourney Wednesday at 2 p m
Coming out of halftimc. UMass.

which had played a virtually ineffective

first half, was able to tie the game and
then take the lead, using an 8-0 run to

grab a 55-55 lead with 1549 remain-

ing. The key to the run was the team's

free throws After not seeing the line at

all in the first half, the Minutemen hit

on all six attempts to snatch away the

lead. On the afternoon. UMass finished

lg-of-19 from the charity stripe

Temple responded with a three-point-

er from Rasheed Brokenborough to give

the Owls the lead for good. As UMass
commuted two consecutive turnovers

Brokenborough connected on a layup

and a pair of free throws to give Temple

a 40-55 lead

After Charlton Clarke hit two free

throws. Owls point guard Pepe
Sanchez, who did not play in Temple's

61-47 win at the William D Mullins

Turn to Mt-N'S page >

Monty Mack and the Masvachuietts men's basketball team fell to

TempJe 74-66 yesterday in Philadelphia

Go support your

school: Fans are

the seventh man
BOSTON— Walter Brown Arena.

the home rink of the Boston
University Terriers, is what college

hockey is all about.

Mike Kobvlanxki

Even though the building seats

around 5.500. it is packed to capacity

almost every night and its fans are

loud, rowdy, and into the game
Walter Brown Arena is a place that

opposing teams hate to come into for

a road game. Teams know that they're

going to have to deal with looking up

into a sea of red and white that is

filled with Terriers sprit One can only

wonder what things would be like if it

had a capacity of five or six thousand.

This is a tough place to play The

support that they get is from the entire

city of Boston." Massachusetts hockey

coach |oe Mallen said. "It's pretty easy

for them to get fired up when they

have home crowds like this."

The BU faithful were on Mallen's

case even before the opening faceoff.

Several fans hung over the glass to

shout some kind words of encourage-

ment to Mallen as he made his way

over to the UMass bench.

BU hockey is just as much about

the off the ice festivities than it is

about the action on the ice. There is

the sieve sign which hangs behind the

opposing goalie. There is the BU band

leading the chants from its spot high

in the back corner of the rink.

And it's not just that BU fans are

hockey illiterate either. They know the

sport. Like when Chris Drury received

a standing ovation for his 200th

career point, or when hats flew onto

the ice after Tom Poti nefted a hat

trick. And we can't forget the standing

ovation that the fans gave their team

in final minute of regulation.

To put things into perspective, how

can B.U. top UMass athletically? First,

let's compare the facilities.

The Mullins Center is one of (he

best collegiate arenas in the country.

Walter Brown Arena is a decaying

hole in an alley on Babcock Street.

The Mullins Center seats around

9,000 for hockey games. Walter

Brown Arena seats 5,700 with stand-

ing room only.

So what makes things so tough

about playing in Walter Brown? It's

simple and it's a redundant theme: the

fans.

UMass drew 7.089 fans (the largest

turnout ever for a UMass game) on

Dec. 1. 1995 when the Terriers came

calling to Amherst. A year earlier

Turn to FANS, page 7

nUM one win from NCAA's
By Jackie Leroux

CufteyMSi Ssvat

It has been a season of milestones

for the Massachusetts women's bas-

ketball team.

With a win over Virginia Tech on

|an 4. UMass head coach loanie

O'Brien became the wmnrngest coach

in Massachusetts women's basketball

With a Ian 18 win over lordham she

achieved the century mark in wins. On
|an 1 1 UMass defeated St. loseph's

for the first time ever on the Hawks
home court. On Feb 19. UMass
defeated George Washington for just

the second time in school history.

Senior point guard Sabriya Mitchell

broke UMass' all tim

with 547 assists in the season. With

UMass' win over St Bonaventure in

the final game of the season, the

Minutewomen won their first-ever

East Division title.

Now. with last night's win 49-44

over Xavier. UMass is headed to the

final round of the Atlantic 10 tourna-

ment for the first time in school MM
ry. Their current nine game win streak

also ties a school record for consecu-

tive wins. They will face off against

Virginia Tech in the championship

game tonight at 5 p.m in the William

D. Mullins Center Should the) win

that game, they will head to the

NCAA's for just the second time in

school history.

"It feels great. I've got four tro-

phies myself as a player. It will he

awful fun to get the chance to maybe

put my name on another one."

Massachusetts head coach loanie

O'Brien said. "Our goal all year long

has been to get to this point, to have

the chance to win this thing
.*

\ trginia Hash advanced to the final

round after narrowly defeating

defending A- 10 champion G
Washington last night. 75-72. The
two teams were neck and neck

through the game from start to finish

The score was tied 14 different times,

and the teams changed leads nine

times The biggest lead held by either

team was six points

George Washington was led by

co-rookie of the year Klisa Aguilar.

who poured in a game-high 50 points,

hut it wasn't enough for the Colonials

to hang on in the waning minutes.

The score was notched at 62-62 with

2:02 remaining in the second half

when Hokies freshman Tere Williams

hit a layup to put Virginia Tech ahead

for good.

Freshman guard Amy Wetzel made
two lav throws to put the Hokies up
b] four before George Washington's

Nodal Gomez drilled a three-pointer

Turn to WIN. page 7

UMass faces tough road
By Corey Peter Goodman
Collegian Staff

PHILADELPHIA—This one truly

hurt.

Forget about the three losses in four

games Forget about the mediocre per-

formance against St. loseph's. and the

St. Bonaventure game that got away.

Because the only game that had any

impact on the season of the

Massachusetts men's basketball team

was yesterday at Temple, and the

Minutemen came up well short,

74-66.

UMass (20-9, 12-4 in Atlantic 10).

who was the at the top of the A-10
Eastern Division all season long,

dropped to the number three seed

heading into this week's conference

tournament (March 4-7), and there-

fore lost the right to a valuable first

round bye. To recapture the league

throne they owned for five consecutive

seasons (1992-96), the Minutemen
now have to win four games in four

days.

UMass opens up Wednesday after-

noon at 2 p.m. against Virginia Tech.

and may have a date in the second

round against George Washington.
Massachusetts beat the Hokies 68-59

on Ian. 24 in Blacksburg. Va.

The Temple Owls, now the number
one seed in the Eastern Division, have

a far easier road ahead of them.
Winners of seven straight league
games, the Owls proved yesterday that

they are, without a doubt, the best the

A- 1 has to offer.

Temple, which moves to 20-7.
15-5. swept the season series against

UMass for the first time the 1990-91

campaign. They accomplished it with

arguably the best matchup zone
defense in the nation

Though UMass responded with 50
percent shooting and six three-point-

ers, the Minutemen committed 22
fouls and had far too many turnovers.

The Owls got to the free throw line 52

times, while Massachusetts' first free

throws came in the opening moments
of the second half.

"You have to be patient against the

zone, and we weren't," Massachusetts

coach Bruiser Flint said. "Not Edgar
|Padilla| and Carmelo [Travieso], their

mouths salivated when we played
Temple."

Temple point guard Pepe Sanchez
didn't play when the Owls beat UMass
in Amherst back on Feb. 5, but the

Turn to UMASS. page 7
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Bernhard bears it all

Sandra Bernhard

tells It like it » in her

new one-woman
show "I'm Still

Here .. Damn It!"

which opens
tonight and runs

through March 8 at

the Avatan Ballroom

in Boston (see Arts

h Living, page S)

So close and yet so

far away
Senior co-cap-

tam Sabriya

Mitchell and the

Massachusetts
women's basketball

team tell in over-

time of the A-10
tourney tinal (see

Sports, page 10).

. WORID

Prison uprising ends;

3 rebel leaders killed

RIO DC IANEIRO, Brazil (AP) —
Inmates at a crowded jail in

Brazil's Amazon ended a 28-hour

uprising Sunday, surrendering to

authorities after killing three lead-

ers of the reoethon, news reports

said

Two of the victims were thrown

to their deaths orf a prison wail

Some 280 inmates at the Sao

lose prison in Beiem, about 2.000

miles north of Rio de Janeiro, sur-

rendered after officials allowed

relatives in for brief visits, TV
Gtobo News said

The rebellion began as a ,ail-

break on Saturday, apparently

over poor conditions

The prisoners seized nine

hostages, including a priest and

two nuns, and threatened to kill

them unless authonties provided

cars, guns, bullets and bulletproof

vests for 50 prisoners, the station

said.

After pnson authonties refused

to negotiate, inmates who want-

ed to end the rebellion kitted the

three leaders and another prison-

er

NATION

Boy Scouts of America

ordered by court

TRENTON, N.|. (AP) — The Boy

Scouts of America's ban on admit-

ting gays violates New Jersey's laws

against discrimination, a state

appeals court ruled yesterday.

The court said the Scouts' deci-

sion to kick lames Dale out of the

Boy Scouts because he is gay

should be overturned. An attorney

for Dale said this is the first time

any appears court has ruled against

the Boy Scouts in challenges to

their exclusion of homosexuals.

Dale earned 30 merit badges,

seven achievement honors and

other awards, and was an Eagle

Scout during his 1 2 years in the

organization. He last served as an

assistant scoutmaster

He was expelled by the

Monmouth Council of the Boy

Scouts in 1990 after the group

learned from a newspaper article

that he was gay He sued and a

lower court judge ruled in the

Scouts' favor in 1995, calling

homosexuality "a serious moral

wrong" and agreeing with the Boy

Scouts of America that the group is

a private organization and has a

constitutional right to decide who
can belong.

New |ersey's anti-discrimination

law was expanded in 1 992 to pro-

hibit most organizations from dis-

criminating on the basis of sexual

orientation.
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University, GEO agree

to temporary settlement
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By Jason Eiseman

CoHegion Staff

Alter two dav* d negotiating with a mediator, the

Graduate Employe* Organization and (he

University d Iflessachuseti* administration reached an

agreement yesterday, ending two year* ot contract nego-

tiations.

Mm temporary settlement mium he approved bv GEO
members and the I Mas- Board d IWSSSei brfort it un
be enacted In less than a \ larch I \99%

tract negotiant!- between CEO and the I Mass adtiunis

tration are scheduled to begin again.

Both Mdes seemed la be pleaded with the )ob ol the

mediatoi Susan Brown, who bioughi the two sides to an

agreement altet two Ja\~ d mediation Hrov.ii a pi

ial mediator, was suggested b\ C»l O
In a press release l haiiccllor David K. Scott and

Susan Pearson Chief Negotiator lor the administration.

announced the state would help fund stipend increases

and the University would use more money than the

administration originally offered.

/< are particularly pleased that graduate students

will now receive precisely the increases we had previous

In pioposed and announced two weeks ago. and that

departments can begin recruiting at more competitive

k-velv" Scott said.

As part of the settlement, the administration has

agreed to voluntarily recognize GhO as a union, which

means in the future GEO will be protected by a collce

tive bargaining law After declanng impasse two weeks

ago. the administration argued the declaration was legal

because GEO was not covered bv collective bargaining

laws.

(,Ki tiled an unfair labor practice charge with the

Massachusetts Labor Relations Commission, and despite

Turn to ©CO poge 2

Rain or shine?
Atsuko Ishii, a junior HRTA major, is ready for anything Mother Nature had to offer yesterday at the

Haigis Mall.

Amherst,UMass police

issue public safety alert
University of Massachusetts

Police and the Amherst Police

department issued a safety aware-

ness alert yesterday to warn the

UMass and Amherst community

about an alleged individual annov

ing a woman at a local bus stop.

both police departments
received a report on Friday night

from a woman who said while

waiting at a bus stop an individual

was in a vehicle and annoying her.

The incident occurred at the bus

stop on North Pleasant Street near

the intersection of Massachusetts

Avenue
"The vehicle was described as an

older model. I ^KU 1

Chevrolet Impala It was grayish

blue and had e\tc-n-ivc body dam-

age. The operator of the vehicle

was a Caucasian male in his early

to mid sixties with a disheveled

appearance." the public safety alert

stated

"This man made the young

woman feel very uncomfortable."

I Mass Police Chief lohn I uippold

said

He added that the woman stated

the vehicle operator allegedly

"stopped the car. stared at her and

began to open his car door as a

Me attempt to invite her in."

I.uippold said

UMass Police said students

should exercise caution when
approaching someone in a motoi

vehicle who may be looking for

dncctions or other information

Anyone having knowledge of

similar incidents or who sees the

vehicle in question should contact

Amherst Police at 256-4012 or

UMass Police at S4S-2I2I— l.tigh taulkner

Student government

prepares for elections,

3 upcoming debates
By Jil Carrol

Coieyon Staff

With elections a week away, candi-

dates lor President and Trustee of

the University of Massachusetts

Student Government Association

(SGA) are busy with three upcoming

debates: two today and the other on

Sunday.

This afternoon from VS p.m.. can-

didates will participate in an open

debate in the Student Union Cape

Cod Lounge All students are encour-

aged to attend.

Beckv luedman. Southwest

Residential Area Senator at- large.

who is involved in the debate plan

ning. said students will be able to ask

the candidates questions

"The main event of it is for stu

dents to have a time to ask the candi-

dates que- ledman said

The candidates will also be dis-

cussing their platforms and plans lor

action if they arc elected Friedman

said.

"Candidates will give a small

speech about their platform, but stu

dents will be the one's they address

the issues to." Friedman said

Friedman hope* the debate will

increase student voter turnout and

bring awareness of the elections and

issues the candidates are supporting

to the student bodv

"Hopefully it will get students

more involved and have greater

awareness of the issues and inc rease

turnout." Friedman said.

Chancellor of Elections Carlos

Mvare/ said he hopes this debate will

enable students to make a more
informed decision when voting next

week.

"I hope a lot d students attend It '»

a great opportunity for the students

to interact with the candidates so

they can make a more informed deci-

sion." Alvarez said.

The debate is open to the entire

Lniversitv Communitv and students

will have a chance to find out where

candidates stand on various issues.

Candidates will participate in

another debate tonight at 6 JO p m
in the Hillel House which is also open

to the public to discuss issues that

affect lewish students.

A final debate will take place thi*

Sundav night from 7-9 p m. and will

be televised on UVC-TV ! 9

Representatives from I \ i IV

14. WMUA and the MNMdhaMtt
/'ji/v Collegian will be asking the

candidates a series of questions The

public is welcome to attend the tele-

vised debate.

SGA candidates address

Jewish issues at Hillel
By Bryan Schwartzmon
Collegian Staff

With Student Government
Association elections approaching,

the candidates for Student Trustee

and President are taking advantage

of opportunities to address various

student groups on campus.

Tonight, at 6:30. the SGA candi-

dates will hold an open forum in the

Hillel House to address specific con

cents of lewish students

The forum is organized through

the lewish Student Union (formerly

the Hillel Council) who hold their

weekly meetings every Tuesday
from 13-7 p.m. Candidates will take

questions in addition to making

their presentations.

lewish Student Union President

Louisa Shein said it is a good
opportunity for SGA candidates to

present their platforms.

"We want to create an awareness

of the issues, we also want to raise

voter awareness in the lewish popu-

lation and get them voting in the

SGA elections." Shein said.

"We want to see how they plan to

meet the needs of lewish stu

dents ..we'll see who's thought

about it and who hasn't." she said.

This is the second year Hillel

House has hosted this forum prior

to elections.

Presidential candidate least

Burchfield said all of the candidates

Turn to $©A. page 3

UMass Inter-Religious Project hosts interfaith service

By Jason Trenkle

Collegian Correspondent

ON THE INTERNET

www.umass.adu/rso/colegian

In celebration of the 23rd

International Sunday, the Interfaith

Service Council of Amherst and the

University of Massachusetts
Inter-Religious Project held an

Inter-Religious Celebration Sunday
afternoon in the Student Union
Ballroom.

The event marked the recognition

of more than sixteen religious cul-

tures and faiths coming together to

share, teach, and learn from their dif>

ferences and the offerings of their

diverse religious backgrounds.

Religions ranging from Baha'i

Faith, Cambodian Buddhism,
Christianity. Hinduism. Islam,

lainism, Judaism.
Unitarian-Universalists and Sulisin

gathered to present their religion in

celebration of the International
Sunday.

Many of the presenters uxik canter

stage to talk about their religious

beliefs while others performed reli-

gious ceremonies, rituals or prayers.

The Muslim Student Organization

performed a reading of the sacred

Quran, the words of God revealed to

the leader Muhammed. The
unchanged text over so many cen-

turies, brought tears and emotions to

many individuals.

As lessica Rohm, Master of

Ceremonies said, "this is a very spe-

cial evening for individuals of diverse

religions to congregate and learn

front one another about their beliefs

and to celebrate the many diverse

religions, regardless of their differ-

ences."

As the representative for lainism

implied, "lust as lainism holds the

belief that there's no way to worship

our religion, so docs it apply to all of

the religions
"

Keynote speaker Ingrid Askew,

coordinating director for "The

Interfaith Pilgrimage of the Middle

Passage." addressed the issues of

Turn to FAITH, page 2

Representatives of many religions gathered

International Sunday.

BRIAN MCOtHMOTT / COUIGIAN

at the Student Union Ballroom Sunday to celebrate the 23rd

^
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Campus Police Log
Annoying Behavior

heb

An intoxicated person wm caus-

ing a disturbance in Hampden
Snack Bar

Atuuli A Baiter?

28
Ronald I Cruz II. 20. of 77

Whitlow St . New Bedford, wa*
arrested in the Malcolm \ Center

^ault and battery on a police

offictl rcM-ting arrest and divi

derlv conduct

B&fBurglan
tc-b

An attempted break in occurred

in the kitchen area of ButtertielJ

I (all.

A vehicle in parking lot I I on

Stadium Drive was broken into. A
player and foglightt were

stolen

Mun.ii 1

chicle parked on Thatcher

Wax was broken into Camera and

related equipments was reported

•token

DtsturfesHtcc

Residential staff from lohn

Ouincy Adams Residence Hall

requested assistance in shutting

down a round robin par

.nette D. Viacay. 19. of 87

Harn> St Revere was arrested in

lohn Ouincy Adams Residence Hall

.onduct disturbing

the peace, and assault and battery

on a police <

Natalia Cristina Gadea. 20. of

504 Merrick Rd I NY,
and Brett I Crandull 20 ol lb

Eastern Ave.. Beverlv wen arrest-

ed in lohn Ouincy Adams
RcMdeiwe Hall lot disorderly con-

duct, disturbing the peaci.

arrest, and assault and buttery on a

police officer.

Health and Safety Hazard

M -

A small brush fire was extin

guished on Observatory Road.

March 1

A gasoline spill occurred near

McNamara Residence Hall.

Larceny

Feb.27
A telephone was reported stolen

from I rmersiiv Health Service*.

Staff from I Hs reported two
phones stolen and a switchboard

stolen.

An individual from Chadboume
Residence Hall reported a stolen

credit card

Hubcap* were stolen trom a

\ehiclc in parking lot 44 on Sylvan

Drive

h I

An individual was reported steal-

ing Sundav new-paper'- from the

loading deck in the Campus Center.

Suspicious Vehicle

>*

Thomas A. Routhier.

Ridge Rd Holliston. was arretted

on Stadium Drive fat operating a

motor vehicle under the influence

Of alcohol

Murch 1

Matthew C Puc. 20. of 6

Hull) meadow Rd . Holyoke. was

cd on lames Road, for disor-

derlv conduct, attempt to commit a

crime (larceny) and resisting arrest.

Vandalism

17
A window was smashed in

CooMttp Residence Hall

A delivery person reported that

individuals broke a window on his

vehicle which was parked on

MOON Read and stole calzones.

A vending machine was vandal-

ized in i oolidge Residence Hall.

28
A mirror was smashed in a bath

loom in Patterson Residence Hall.

Maaal ;

I wo vehicles were damaged in

parking lot 12 on Massachusetts

iue

B vehicles were damaged in

parking lot ^2 on Massachusetts

Avenue Two individuals were
led Christopher Moran. 22.

>arbv PI.. Clen Head. NY was

arrested for larceny under $250
and wanton destruction of property

more than $250. David A. Mercea,

M of 8 Douglas Dr Holmdel M
was arrested tor destruction of

proper! v more than S2">0

W indowt were smashed and bot-

tle* were being thrown from lohn

Ouincv Adams Residence Hall.

A vehicle in parking lot 52 on
nue was dam-

taoi

The security desk in Pierpont

Residence Hall was i

'

faith
continued rtorri poge 1

slavery and the scars it has embedded
upon the African American culture

As the coordinating dire

Askew has mganiwil a year- long pil-

grimage across the middle passage

and into South Africa at a step

towards healing the lingering hurts of

slavery and its aftermath, racism.

Organizers are still looking (or

individuals to join in the walk and

information can be obtained by call-

ing 256-6098.

The International Sunday wat
highlighted bv an offering for the

benefit of rebuilding the UMaas Old
Chapel which has become structural

Iv unstable and unsafe.

Associated as an UMast icon, the

university has initiated the restora-

tion project under the planning of

Richard NathhorM.

The Massachusetts Daily
Collegian
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FREEGETA-—FRUIT0PIA
WITH THE PURCHASE OF A

LARGE POPCORN
Offer flood after 9:00 PM at participating AMC theaters

Hey

tykjt,
a£imc
TJtEATRES

CATCH THE LAST FLICK, GET A FREEBIE!

GEO
continued from page 1

yesterday's agreement. GEO said there are no plans to

withdraw the charges.

Pearson said because the administration is willing to

voluntarily recognize GEO, the state will provide the

funding for additional stipend increases. In addition,

some of the major issues agreed upon, such as affirma-

tive action and child care, were not far from the admin-

istration's original proposal.

"I think the mediator did an excellent job." Pearson

taid. The complaints GEO has made with the

Massachusetts Labor Relations Commission are now
moot, she said.

Among the many issues which have been agreed upon
in the new contract are increased funding for affirma-

tive action, a committee to discuss alternative health

options, and increased funding for child care

The administration agreed to increase child care

funding from $100,000 to $500,000 a year, the same
number the administration offered in their earlier pro-

posal.

Funding for the affirmative action program at UMass
will be increased from $540,000 to $b40.0O0 for the

1998-1999 school year.

The total wage increase totals 45"t in the minimum
wage for all graduate employees. According to a CI
press release, every employee is guaranteed a minimum
raise of approximately $660 for 1 9*>S IW*

"I think we have a fairly good contract." taid

Mahmood Ketabchi. GEO President "I leel wonderful.

very relieved. This contract looks a lot better than what

they were imposing on us
"

Ketabchi said he is pleased with the benefits graduate

students will receive in the contract He said it is very

important for the contract to be ratified as soon as pot

sible so graduate employees can enjoy the benefits of

the contract.

"We came out of mediation with more victories,"

Ketabchi said. "The administration was forced to make

a lot of movement."

Ion Zerolnick Co-Chief Negotiator for GEO also said

the administration was forced to make a lot of move

ment at mediation.
-

1 . > , months the administration was unwilling to

move on oattafa kaattOs," A-rulnick said He said one of

the lactois in getting the administration to make cum

promises was the mediator.

Both sides said the) are hoping that what happened

with these two veai negotiations will not be the norm,

especially when the two sides must return to the bar

gaining table in less than a vear.

-| hope that thi> wa* simply an anomaly." Pearson

said. She *aid *he hope* the ne\t contract negotiations

end more amicably.

Ketabchi said the answer is for GEO to get more

organized earlier. He said starting in September t.lu

should he campaigning tor a new contract He said these

negotiation* *hould be ovet in three months. Ketabchi

said bv Mav l*NI than *hould be a new contract.

Israel may withdraw from Lebanon
IERUSALEM — Top Israeli offi

cials tent strong new signals Sundav

that Israel wants to withdraw from

southern Lebanon, where a costly

war of attrition has been steadily

claiming soldiers' lives Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu told

hit Cabinet that Israel wat willing to

withdraw from southern Lebanon,
provided Israel's northern frontier

could be secured.

"If the Lebanese government will

cooperate with us in making appro-

priate security arrangements in south

Lebanon, we will be happv to get out

of Lebanon in the framework of

implementation of L'.N Resolution

425." Netanyahu told his ministers.

That 1978 resolution, passed after

a brief Israeli invasion, calls for

Israel's unconditional withdrawal

from southern Lebanon, and for the

deployment of the Lebanese army
and U.N forces to ensure secuntv

along the Lebanese- Israeli border.

On Friday. Netanyahu said he had

"no qualms" about

implementing the U.N. resolution,

at long as Israel had "the necessary

security safeguards."

Science Minister Michael Eitan

said Sundav that Netanyahu's

remarks marked a substantive change

in Urael's position

"We will defend our north ttoin

the international border." said Eitan

nc wants to stay in Lebanon:

thus we think it better to withd'

Uri Lubrani. Israel's top official for

Lebanon affairs, also suggested Israel

wat willing to modify its political

goals in Lebanon.

"This is a new thing., it means
that we arc willing to talk today —
full stop — about security ~

I ubrani

told Israel's Channel One l\ "Wa
have gotten off the issue of peace oil

the issue of normalization
*

At the death toll in Lebanon has

mounted, the Israeli government has

been faced with a growing grassroots

movement calling for the unilateral

withdrawal from Lebanon.

Since 1485 — when Israel created

a tecurity buffer zone in «oulhern

Lebanon — nearly 200 Israeli sol-

diert have been killed fighting

Hezbollah and other guerrillas. Last

week. Hezbollah fighters killed three

Israeli soldiers and scriouslv wound
ed six others.

The Israelis sutfered a record 54

deaths in southern Lebanon last year

In addition. 75 soldier* were killed en

route to I cbanon when two military

helicopters crashed in lebruary 14*)7.

The Maariv newspaper said

Sunday that Netanyahu's comments

last week were in response to signals

from Syria that it wants to renew the

long-stalled peace talks between the

two countne*

The newspaper, quoting "secret

reports." said Syria had indicated it*

interest in resuming talks in remark*

made last week bv the Svrian ambas-

sador to the I nited States. Walid

Mualcm. in a lecture to a closed

lorum in Baltimore.

top aides to Netanyahu, politi

cal adviser Uzi Arad and Cabinet

Secretary Dannv Naveh. left for

i-uropc on Sunday, apparently to

• igate the Syrian issue, the news-

paper said. Israel-Syrian talks have

been cut off for nearly two years

Defense Minister Yitzhak Mordechai

was the first senior Israeli official to

refer to I S resolution 425 in a

speech six weeks ago. saying at the

i inn- he was willing to withdraw

troops in exchange for guarantees

that Israel would not be attacked

Do you want to write articles/editorials

affecting the gay, lesbian, bisexual or

trangender communities for the

Collegian?

How about some pizza? Come on

Thursday , March 5 to the Collegian at

7 p.m. in the Campus Center base-

ment or call Dylan at 546-5807 if

you re interested.

A World of Choices!
Broaden your world view

at UMass Boston.

Your choices include

• undergraduate and graduate

study with an exceptional

faculty

• morning, midday, afternoon,

and evening classes

• over 500 course sections

• summer programs in

Mexico, Haiti, Ireland,

and Vietnam

• sessions starting May 26,

June 29, and July 13

• mail, phone, fax, and

walk-in registration

Interested 7 Here's how to get in touch.

Tel: 617.287.7904 Mail:

Fax: 617.287.7922

Email: dce@umbsky.cc.umb.edu

Web: www.conted.umb.edu

UMass Boston Summer Sessions

Division of Continuing Education

100 Morrissey Blvd.

Boston, MA 02125-3393

N»m«

Strtti tddrsts

City, lilt*, rip
Boston's Public University

SGA
continued trom page I

have been invited and are expected
to attend.

"It is important |for candidates]
to talk to each and every student,"

Burchfield said.

Burchfield said most of his ideas

pertain to all students, but he has
some ideas which pertain specifical-

ly to the (ewish community
Burchfield said he wants to

expand the Kosher meal plans to

the regular dining halls. Currently

the plan is in the basement of Hillel

House and costs an additional $80

to join.

Shein said the food served in the

current plan is very good, and that

the location helps bring together

lewish students from all over cam-

pus.

Burchfield also said he wants to

change the current candle policv in

the dorms, allowing lewish student*

to light Sabbath candle-

Big Rally promotes service

By Laura Jakutowicz

Collegion Correspondent

Students will have the opportuni-

ty to learn more about how to par-

ticipate in coiiununitv *ervicc when
the University of Massachu*eit*
Community Service Program holds

its annual "Big Rally" conference on
Saturday. March 7. from 1 1 50
a tu 500 p.m., in Campus Center

Room 165

The Big Rally will provide lunch

from 11:45 a.m. until 1 2: "50 pin .

when keynote speaker Clenroy
Buchanan of the Amherst Shelter |oi

Adolescents will speak about the

impact that volunteering has for

community organizations and their

members, as well as tor student*

Workshops will be held after-

wards until 5 pin which will focus

on how registered student organiza-

tion* (RSOs) and Residence
Attittants (RAs) will be able to

incorporate communitv service into

their plans and programs.

The Big Rally promotes the

importance of service on campus as

well as gives students the tool* to

create their own service opportuni-

ties

The Big Rally has been held annu
ally for the last 5 years "Thit year

we ve made it more action-oriented

with Resident Assistants and stu-

dents on floors or Registered

Student Organizations. The hope is

to incorporate RSOs with different

community agencies. That way we
will indirectly increase the number
<t *tudents participating in commu-

nitv service. RAs arc now required

to do programs within the dorms.

We thought that this would be a

great way to bring communitv -

vice to the dorms as a program."

Community Service Program
Coordinator. Havia Stanley said

"We are targeting rc*idcnce halls

and RSOs to help develop *eivice

program* and to build unity in the

halls." said Katie Reppert.

MACC/VISTA volunteer Service

will involve weekend project* with

hands-on experience in Amherst.

and other regional groups like

Nueva Ksperanza in Holvoke

The workshops will be concerned

with the topics of "Cultural
Scnsitivitv and Communitv Seivice."

"How to Integrate Community
Service into your Career Plans."

"How to Integrate Service into vour

Residence Hall or Student
Organization." and "Creating
Partnerships Between Student
groups and the Larger Communitv
Amcricorp representative Farhad

Metkoob will be present among
other field representatives to discu**

jobs and internships in the commu-
nity service field

"These give you experience you

can use further down the line such

as team work and communitv build-

ing They provide a varietv ol a

-lulls that can be used in any job."

Reppert said

The registration deadline tor the

Big Rally is Friday. March 6. I*HX

bv noon. Students can register bv

calling the Community Service

Program at 545-5568

Watch and learn

DANItUl CILAKOI I COcUOAN

Teri Parker, a sophomore theater major, watches scenes performed

by her classmates Monday at FAC.

ALTERNATIVE HEALTH CARE
Information Tables • Campus Center Concourse

Tuesday, MARCH I • 10am - I PM

GET INFORMATION ON:

Yoga * Reiki • Massage * Cranial Sacral

Rolfing * Chiropractic * Accpressure

Accupuncture

(12 - 2pm) Lynn M. Curry, liieeneed Aecupuneturist

Will < miltali to iMWtr tuMtioti ltd aiy< demonttntiont.

Sponsored by Peer Health Education

Health Education Division, University Health Serices

Horsing around
A horse was seen enjoying the mild weather yesterday at Hadley Farm

ma

i
SOWING TNI SEEDS Of PEACI

1

MIDDLE EAST

Thursday,

March 5, 1998
7:00 p.m.

Student Union
Ballroom

University of

Massachusetts

our Middle Eastern students

- a Palestinian, a Jordanian,

an Israeli, and an Egyptian
- will discuss their experi-

ences living together for a month

at a summer camp in Maine with

those they had been taught to hate.

These graduates of the "Seeds of

Peace" program will also speak

about how the Arab-Israeli conflict

has affected them personally, and Fremand open to the public

a±w*«uheir peace makjijg efforts . .. vyfaBajfchoit ncQcrrerfrreT; _-••••

in their home communities of _ .... _
m u, . a ~„a Sponsored by the UMass

O

Nablus, Jerusalem, Amman, and /.
<-> tx s t u u *u u-wQ of Jewish Affairs.

,
Cairo efforts for which they have

sometimes been labeled traitors For more information,

in their own countries. call (413) 545-9642.

For more information,

call (413)545 9642.
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A breath of fresh air

Martv Keaiu'

The town of Amherst finally

got something right

After devoting time at

recent town
soirees to debating

such vital issues as

how many
15-minute parking

spaces there should

be behind
Ptnocchio's.
Amherst officials

have actually done
something useful

Taking a cue

from slightly more
urbane Los Angeles,

the Amherst Board
of Health unanimously passed a

ban on smoking in all Amherst

bars on February ___________
1 I And if the

town gets their

way. area bars
Mill "voluntari-

ly" begin impos-

ing the ban on
April I

Let the count-

down begin!

It looks like

those of us who
don't like fre

q u e n t i n g
Amherst's
booming bar

scene might
actually be able

to enjoy a night

out on the town without having

to have any of the following hap-

pen anymore: going home and
having your clothes smell like

they were just in a humidor, turn-

ing around and catching a cancer

ous whiff of air. or. if you're like

me and have to cope with asthma,

generally giving up the function

of breathing for two hours-

All this so we can stand around

making snide comments like

"Gee. the dance floor at Delano's

"If someone wants

to smoke, I say go

right ahead, knock six

minutes off your life

every time you light

up one of those insidi-

ous cancer sticks —
just don 't force me to

breathe in your nox-

ious fume

seems to have expanded to nine

tiles tonight!" What a trade-off,

let me tell you.

1 honestly believe

that a smoking ban

in Amherst would
be almost a

non-issue for smok-

ers if there were
viable alternatives

anywhere nearby.

I'm sorry, but the

Fire & Water Cafe

in Northampton
does not count.

However, do I

feel sorry for this
mmmmmam aromatic subset of

our college population? Not in

the least bit. To have even the

_________ slightest degree

of sympathy for

a group of peo-

ple who are too

addicted to

have any con-
cern for the

health and
well- being of

those around
them is not only

a mistake but
hvpocritical.
Hell, if they
don't care what
they're doing to

themselves and

____________ others, why
should I feel

sorrv for them?
As for the argument that

drinking alcohol in a bar causes

an equal amount of damage to

your liver as smoking does to

>our lungs, fine, maybe it does.

But if I'm in a bar pounding
beers on a nightly basis, the

adverse consequences of my
M aflati onlv me '

not every-

one else in the bar.

It truly bothers me that all

these people around campus arc

bitching because they think they

are being singled out and discrim-

inated against just because they

smoke.
Now, please don't get me

wrong. I loathe discrimination

against people as much as the

next guy, but let's get serious here

for a minute. We're not talking

about the kind of discrimination

Martin Luther King and Susan B.

Anthony fought against As far as

I'm concerned, smokers should

have no right to smoke in public

Anywhere. Any time.

How am I supposed to feel

sorry for a group of people whose

filthy, smelly (not to mention

physically harmful) habit has con-

tributed to the deaths of thou-

sands of non- smokers because of

their own self-centered indiffer-

ence?

I fully understand the argument

that smoking is a choice and that

us non-smokers have wisely eho

sen not to take up this fatal habit

If someone wants to smoke. I say

go right ahead, knock six minutes

off your life every time you light

up one of those insidious cancer

sticks — just don't force me to

breathe in your noxious fume*.

You see, people have a right to

smoke if they choose, but to force

others to inhale their poison is

not only unfair, it is inhumane
U hile smokers arrogantly puff the

night away with nary a concern

for those around them, those of

us who do not smoke are forced

to breathe stale, smoke-infested

air. And it's not as if we're out-

side where the air actually _fcm
lates.

I implore those of you who do

smoke to think for a minute about

what you are doing unwittingly

does to those around you. never

mind yourself

Marty Ktane is a Collegian

columnist.

Take an interest in SGA
I

probably picked a bad night to go to a IMvwilt)
of Massachusetts Student Government Association

(SGA) meeting. I knew that elections for presi-

dent and trustee were coming up. and I wanted to

check out what was going on in the senate I wanted to

put faces and names together, since most or all of the

candidates will be senate members.

As 1 said. I picked a bad night to check out a senate

meeting. No one mentioned that 1 would need a rain-

coat and some lessons in duck and cover maneuvers.

Clods of mud whistled past my ears, and I avoided

being caught in the cross-fire between President Lia

Wong and the senate body by the narrowest of mar-

gins.

From what 1 saw that night, relations between

President Wong and the senate have

deteriorated somewhat in the past year,

so that there is a fundamental lack of

respect between them When reading a

document before the senate that night,

the President used language which was

inappropriate, slandering the senate and

undermining the respect that she should

have had as a leader She was laughed

at for the way she comported herself,

and the senate body was then chastised

by Speaker Peter Kilbourne

In light of what I observed, the elec-

tions during the second week of March

are coming at a time when change is

needed. I have talked off and on with senators over

the past vear. and many have expressed the opinion

that Lia Wong could have handled her presidency

with more grace and with more of the interests of the

entire campus community in mind, as opposed to the

interests of some groups, such as ALA\ -\

Her term as president is coming to a close, and

soon UMass students will have a chance to vote for

someone new Who will they vote for and how will

they choose
-

' How can students be more informed so

•hat they know who the> are voting lor and what kind

of a leader that person will be?

Each candidate will have their own ideas about

what the job of president and trustee of UMass

means, and thus each candidate will bring a diflerent

set of ideas to the table. Unlike national elections.

Alexia I*u>hkar

there are no political parties in SGA. although there is

no doubt th.Ve.ch candidate can be cla.sif.ed as lib-

eral, conservative, or middle-of-the-road.

Of course the jobs themselves require that each

leader have the interests of the students at heart. The

president represents the voice of the students, a. the

Senators do but the president does not represent a

specific area, and thus needs a better grasp of the

campus as a whole The trustee is the student repre

sentatjve to the Board of Trustees Both people must

be eloquent communicators and hold the mtereati of a

dynamic campus of students dear to their hearts.

But how can students find out what is going on?

There will be a great deal of campaigning over the

next week and a half. There will be flyers on campus,

articles in the Collegian, and some

debates. Beyond that, if you have a

question about senate or the elections,

ell the senator from your living area or

the candidates themselves. The SGA
office in the Student Union can provide

the names of these people, if you don't

already know.

The senators and candidates are excit

ed about politics on this campus, and

they want to hear from you. especially if

you have ideas about things you want

changed Changing things to match the

_____»»__, interests ol the current student body is

™™™~™™ what they were elected to do

I'm a big proponent of informed voting, but It'i

h.rd to be informed .bout everything th.t goes on in

SGA. However, before the upcoming elections we .11

should try to figure out what's going on

They .re actually serious about what they do. The

week after the mud bath they held a meeting — when

they didn't have to — in order to actually accomplish

something for the students If they are willing to help

us out. we should help them out by taking an interest

in what they do and turning out to vote in the elec-

tions.

Check out the senate meeting this Wednesday at 7

P in downstairs in the Campus Center to get a feel for

what SGA does And you can leave your raincoat at

home It was just one bad night.

Alexis Puikkar is a UMass student

Letters to the Editor

Democracy in action
If

we look closely at the US
media's depictions of Iraq, one

cannot miss the smugness and

condescension with which Iraq

it treated. Average citizens training

with AK-47 rifles A state-orga-

nized rally of 300 black-clad

women protesting the effect of eco-

nomic sanctions. And everywhere.

colored murals of Saddam Hussein

in various attires. The suggestion

here is simple: What right doe* an

upstart Third ________
World nation run

by a tyrant have to

stand up to the

United States? And
if we say we
demand complete,

unfettered acccs. to

Saddam's numerous
presidential palaces

and any other site

"hut he and his fel-

low activists, whatever

their number, subvert-

ed the event and
showed that

Americans would not

J^Sil-J fall in the line and
cai weapons, then endorse the impending
he'd better comply . l-^„ ••

-orelse! bombing.
Yet there is some ———————

evidence that the citizens of the

United States are starting to see

through our government's claim

that since the break-up of the

Soviet Union, we have been elected

global cop. But when a government

becomes so intoxicated by its own
power — or as President Bush said,

the right to kick some ass — who
dare confront it?

To sell its war plans against Iraq.

President Clinton sent Madeleine

Albright. William Cohen and Sandy

Berger to historically conservative

Ohio State University in late

Doonesbury

February to hold a 'town meeting
"

With Cable News Network (CNN
presiding, and the event being sent

to millions of homes, •what followed

was a public relations nightmare for

the Clinton administration

Protestors, estimated at anywherr

from two dozen to 200. repeatedly

hooted and chanted, totally disrupt-

ing what had been planned as .

commercial for war. Two protestors

were especially eloquent, with one

^^^ studious young
man con-
fronting
Albright on the

double standard

permeating U.S.

foreign policy:

Why do certain

nations (Iraq)

get challenged

on their

weapons' pro-

grams while
others (Israel.

East Timor.
Turkey) get per-

"~™——— mission to build

on? Albright, the former professor,

looked flustered as she fielded his

probing inquiry

Late in the program, another

dissident surfaced. He observed

that if this had been a real town

meeting, citizens would have been

allowed to make statements:

instead he called it an event staged

by CNN to back the official view

— "It's war time!" But he and his

fellow activists, whatever their

number, subverted the event and

showed that Americans would not

fall in line and endorse the

impending bombing. Here on cable

television, in all its mid-day row

diness. countless citizens saw their

own doubts and concerns about

the need to bomb Iraq validated

Viewers saw th.t while democracy

in action Is indeed messy, it does

make its point: We're not buying

it

More than 30 years ago. at a time

when the Vietnam war engulfed the

nation, a besieged leader named Dr.

Martin Luther King. |r. offered his

diagnosis for the ills that beset this

country. He identified the triple pil

lars of racism, militarism and mate-

rialism as the under-pinnings of the

American empire — and those three

ism's continue to guide our foreign

policy.

In terms of Iraq, a whole nation is

demonized because its skin color is

different. As historian Howard Zinn

noted recently: "We arc told if we
just get rid of Saddam, everything

will be fine." Our militarism,

amassed at such a colossal cost, can

compel almost any nation to do our

bidding (Grenada. Panama.
Nicaragua).

And our materialism shows up in

our penchant for gas- guzzling vehi-

cles and cheap oil — and Iraq has

plenty of the latter. Fortunately, we
also have plenty of citizens who
refuse to divorce themselves from

the suffering Iraqi people and
embrace the rationale for their

destruction. Perhaps, just perhaps,

the three pillars are starting to

crumble and the human needs of all

people can surface.

Raymond lay Attain graduated

from UMass in 1973.

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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A proposalfor Spring

Concert

To the editor:

I noticed the advertisement placed in

your paper last week (Feb :Sh\ the

University Productions & Concert

(UPC) organization announcing the

cancellation of this sear's Spring

Concert Spring Concert is a University

of Massachusetts tradition dating bark

over 20 years Acts like the Grateful

Dead, the Beastie Boys. Bob Dylan.

Phish and Blues Traveler have per

formed at Spring Concert This will be

the second time in three years without a

Spring Concert

My understanding is that UPC is low

on funds and extremely low on morale

The primary reason for this i- their

inability to secure shows that students

want to see It is unreal'stic for students

with no training to try to compete with

established promoters, for talent P— p'r

like myself who promote concerts

full-time have developed relationships

with agents, managers and talent over

the years A student who has limited

office hours and limited connections

cannot compete on an equal level

I have a standing offer with the

Student Activities Offfea t.> nv-present

shows with the UPC in the Student

Union Ballroom. Curry Hicks Cage, the

Fine Arts Center and other venues on

campus In my proposal, UPC would

produce, publicize, advertise and mar-

ket the shows They would need a large

and well-run organization to fulfill

these tasks, but I believe that by having

six to 10 quality concerts on campus

each semester, they would have no

problem finding students interested in

getting involved. These students would

then be able to develop skills and Hi
nections that could help them find

employment in the concert industry

after graduation.

I have been promoting concerts in

Amherst and Northampton for the last

five years. During this time. I have pro

moled shows by acts including Rusted

Root. Blues Traveler. Dave Mathews

Band. 311. The Wallflowers. Ani

DiFranco. The Black Crowes. Phish.

Jewel. Paula Cole and The Mighty

Mighty Bosstones

With the exception of shows I have

promoted at the privately managed

Mollis Center non? of these shews

have taken place on the University of

Massachusetts campus This is due to

my inability to gain access to the

venues on campus. Most of these

shows have been on the Smith and Mt

Holyoke College campuses I have

excellent working relationships with

I he Network at Mt Holyoke and The

Recreation Council at Smith. I also

work closely with the student activities

offices at both schools

This past week, when I heard that the

I PC was falling apart. I made them an

offer to promote this year's Spring

(•men I sing the remaining UPC
budget, along with any other funds

available from the Student Government

Association (SGA) to pay production

and security expenses, as well as subsi-

dizing talent costs. I could put together

a successful concert including acts like

Ben Harper. A Tribe Called Quest.

Sonic Youth. Foo Fighters. The Mights

Mighty Bosstones. moe. Strangefolk.

letters to Cleo. Matchbox 20. Burning

Spear and others All of the above acts

are available and looking to play

schools this spring I would pay the

bulk of the talent costs and in exchange

sell tickets otf campus and arrange con-

cessions and sponsorship Unlike last

year, tickets would be free for UMass
students I am convinced that by work-

ing with an outside professional pro-

moter UPC could once again become a

strong and successful organization and

the Spring Concert tradition would

return to prominence.

John Peters

MassConcerts

Amherst

Marisol a great take

To the editor:

I was interested in the review of

Marisol (currently at the Rand Theatre)

by Alexis S. Wiggins that appeared in

yesterday's Collegian (March 2).

I would like to add to this favorable

review that I found the performance I

attended last Saturday night to be one

of the most memorable engagements I

have had in the theatre in the last 50

years. Those who were with me report-

ed a similar reaction. It may not speak

as personally and as powerfully to oth-

ers as it did to me and to those I saw it

with, but I experienced a play of enor-

mous contemporary political and spiri-

tual power, with a pungent and poetic

script wrapped up in an absolutely

stunning and exhilarating UMass grad-

uate student production. I would
strongly urge those looking for some-

thing to do this weekend to consider

taking in one of the remaining presen-

tations.

Bob Ackermann

I Diversity Ombodsperv.n

Posters with a point

To the editor

As I'm sure everyone is well aware.

there is an election next week for SGA
president and student trustee; to avoid

the overwhelming number of posters

that have been put up is impossible

However, as a student walking around

campus and sitting in classrooms. I

have noticed one peculiar fact: most of

the posters have a name, a position, and

the dates of the election. There is noth-

ing else on the poster telling me why I

should vote for these people, except in

one notable instance

Jesse Burchfield and Brenda

Fitzpatnck have shown a remarkable

peculiarity in their postering campaign

they actually have a platform expressed

on some of their posters What is even

more peculiar, given the norms of typi

cal campaigns, is that they appear to be

— oddly enough — interested in stu

dent issues. In the upcoming debates

and forums, perhaps they will uphold

this conviction If this is the case, they

have at least earned my vote

Mike Stephenson

Field

Employees concerned

about plight of home-

less

To the editor

This letter is in response to Ken
McDonald's editorial (Feb. 27) regard

ing the expulsion of homeless individu

als from the UMass Campus Center

The Campus Center has no known

policy regarding shelter for homeless

individuals in the Campus
Center/Student Union Complex. This

said, the University and the employees

described have unquestionable concent

and undeniable respect for the plight of

homeless men, women and children. To

suggest, however sarcastically, that

Campus Center employees are trained

to detect "contagious viruses" emanat

ing from homeless individuals, or that

Campus Center employees have no

concern for homeless individuals is

simply falsification of fact.

Brian W. Smith

University employee

Do you have an opinion about something?
Write for the Ed-Op page!
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Bernhardt unique comic blend Proyas' imagination manipulation
JL _^, LL-AUi __-

apocalyptic creation, a 1440 - tv pc It 1 subtle proposal that two peopi

By Bryan McAllister

Collegian Staff

"OAHCOTY
Directed by Alex Proyos

with Rufus Sewell, Jennifer Connelly,

Keifer Sutherland

Playing at Hampshire Six Theaters

Alev I'i.'v..- the \ustralian direc

tor ol I he iron. ha- his hands all

over Dark ( irv. manipulating us with

a visuallv .treating style that beat

suggests a movie conic
Thankfullv lot all hi- desire to ihoc-

arvd intrigue Proyas never lulls -uh

ject- u- lo the disturbing ideas that

flood today's nihilistic musk videos.

In bet the only disturbing thing in

Dark i If) is that its cncinv aliens all

like Uncle Fester from the

Miami lamtls I kept looking lor

Christopher I lovl to -how up

as musit video background is

apparent throughout the film, a sci-

.III frlhl/fllin non send up tilled

with big iJcj- stark images and

quuk -hilts in the storslinc filming

in murks yellows and wondertull?

orchestrating hi- action to the music

Proyas shows .11 a visionary

.bsurd and ultimately.

sweeping

rns with the samera

and in- betwev

apocryptk creation, a 1440 - type

Manhattan where the occupants live

in perpetual night, unknowinglv the

subjects of an alien studv to find out

what makes us human.

The aliens, called Strangers, are

able to telekinetkally change the

environment — buildings take new

shape, stairs re-lonn. doors suddenly

appear, and the entire city becomes

different The inhabitants d.-n't know

this, though, because the Strangers

also have the ability to put everyone

to sleep simultaneously Yet, for

some reason, they can't kill a man
with a knife and they need a crazed

pswhologist to do all their vvork tor

them.

Stupid implausabilities aside. Dark

City, like last year's much worse The

Fifth Element combines visual pulp

with big ideas. In this case it's how
our nK-morie- make us unique Citv

dwelled like out hero, lohn Murdock

(Rufus Scwelh. are implanted with

fake memories and then switched

with other- Murdock wakes up pre

maturely, and finds himself a -u-pest

v murder- \\ least he has a

beautiful wife. Or docs he?

s a dark-eyed lounge singer.

played with some macabre spark and

ion by lennifcr Connelly. The

love story, given little time i- the

film's best story idea.

It's subtle proposal that two people

are meant to be together no matter

what is as refreshing as the brilliant

sea-scape that Murdock finally

escape- to

The production design is

top-notch Borrowing images and

ideas from Metropolis. Kafka.

Hollywood film noir. Blade Runner,

"Star Trek." and Tim Bunui

and Crow photographer Datiu-/

Vul-ki create a quasi-nightman-h

clausterphobic world straight out d
modern day comu- M a- Ian- call

them, "graphic novels ." Completing

this feeling of clausterphobic

-ell's portraval of the conlu

hero, caught between "p-at" and pre

sent.

But despite how j

direction is, some things in Dark I

i don t make any sense - like why

nnelly's memories aren't being

played with when everyone lall-

asleep. why the Stranger- number in

the hundreds but only send four

agents to the surface, and why Kciter

Sutherland, in the movie s strangest

roK
rhythms, speaking only three word.

at a time

The movie digreaaes even more in a

ridiculous finale, a special

effects-based battle ol vsill- that

Turn to DAIK OTV poge 6

DJ Self a hybrid of Cannibus & DMX

ianclr. Bernrwd bfu_g> tw.inevv

Boston, beginning tomejht.

By Marty Keonc
CoUegion Staff

one-woman show "I'm Still Here Damn It!" to trie Avalon Ballroom

After a week hiatus. I'm back Now. let's peep at

what's been in my tape desk recently

You remember those rookie cards that Topps used lo

put out the one' leaturing two new up and coming
- (not those lame trophv cards that came out in

the late eighties), well Dl Self |ust gave us the tape ver

sion Self's new mil tape is a split between DMX and

Cannibus. and these dogs are barking
||^B_H|^|^H

Both DMX and Cannibus are coming

at mm bolter then a Nolan Ryan fast _______
ball with c\tra sals, on top.

I first noticed C.nmbus on the new Lost B-

I ibrn noticed how he proceeded to catch m _re w

then Kedm-n and the Boy/ on "Beasts from the

Then he blew up on "Making a Name for Oursel.

with Common Thai's the track where he warns that

he'll make -Cannibus the name to fear " like the gimp

in ( yual Suspects believed in God but feared Kciser

So/e vou san believe in whoever you like but il

hold a microphone you should fear Cannibus This tape

ahtwrti rack Cannibus has been on. as well «s

upl< *sl freeaayles. and ail » uan say u he is the truth

"Where my dogs at'" You know the refrain, to

and meet the man who brought it to you. DM\ l>M

so hungry- it's scary, and his voice will cause even the

deaf to turn around and listen lust like the A -id.

this tape we get every track DMX has been on Thi-

tape is like a wake up call to all the veteran rappers,

sleep on the youngsters and you li p
^^^^^^^^^^ to Self you know the rookie- of the

yf|^^^^^^^ vear know and respect them Vm
|^^ij^^_H_B 4n pU ^ lrm tape up at the Grow

Room in Amher»t

Next to bat we have local talent Big Phil, all I want to

know is what rock have I been hiding under T!

ugh to make me leave my beloved play station and

venture from my apartment This tape i« a showcase lor

Dl Premier To be honest I was hooked like a fatman at

an IHOP bulfet. when I heard "Firing Squad" bv M I

This tape is incredible on two level- I >t-t wc have to

give utmost respect to Premo. the best producer in

hip-hop. It's astounding how many tracks this man ha-

blesscd from Gang Starr to leru to Bahamadia he tum-

Tom to DJ page 6

( .ill her what you will — obnox-

i-rogant. perverse — but give

Sandra Bcmhard credit for being her

own woman In the glitzy world ol

1 1 .IKwood and show business, where

nobody dares to step out of line and

speak their own mind. Bernhard
-i.md- out as an enigma —

not ea-ilv pigeonholed into some

eaoM. cutter image that seemingly

M m the entertainment world

• pet atch to fit into

c ,i-c in point: ask Bernhard to

sh.irc her thoughts on Ellen

DeGcnere* and -he -ays without hes-

itation. "I just don't know what her

trip i-
" The Bill Clinton/Monica

I cwm-ky scandal: "I don't care who
.rewing my stock portfolio has

never been better."

In fact, many have compared her

temale version of outspoken

shock-jock Howard Stem. According

to her. the two are good buddica. M
any of Stern - faithful listeners can

attest to "Anv comparison to

Howard is a compliment in my
book." she s^s Although man
Bernhard as an intimidating pres-

ence, the comedian disagrees. "I

don't necessarily consider myself to

be that intimidating." she sa*

mean. I don't go out of my way to

tusk with people
"

Taking a break from her hectic

television and film schedules.

Bernhard has created the perfor-

mance piece entitled "I'm Still

Here. Damn It!." a volatile v.

nd-up. cabaret and perfor-

mance art.

Following a four- month sold out

run at New York Cits - We-thcth

Theatre Center. Bernhard brings her

deliciously pointed look at society

and '90s culture to Boston's Avalon

Ballroom for six performances, begin-

ning tonight (tickets are still avail-

able)

According to Bernhard. this new

one-woman show comes out of her

own cultural observations and is

loosely based on the work of Debbie

Reynolds, M.ry Tyler Moore .nd

Carol Burnett, all of whom she con-

siders inspirational.

In .ontrest to her previous work.

Bernhard considers "I'm Still

Here. " to be "much more emotional

and not driven by politics " While she

is known to most as the slightly

insane waitress Nancy on
"Roseanne." Bernhard feels she's pri-

marily a live performer and ultimate-

ly considers the stage to be her b_*c

of operations.

"I'm Still Here. Damn It!" is

chock-full of Bemhard's devastating

ly hone-t wit like a good umpire,

she calls em like she sees it. which

means people like Naomi Campbell

Turn to WOMAN, pogn 6

Save on general books

EVERY DA Y at UStore ' v

NEW Hook Department

New s Bcslvcllci

Hardcover Save 35l
<

Two SESSIONS June 8-July 16 /July 20-August 25

Convenient
Manhattan
Location
Join us, day or evening,for

a wide array ofaffordable

undergraduate andgraduate

courses in business, liberal arts

and sciences, andpublic affairs

212-802-2056

New "^ oik Times Bestseller

~ ~ Paperback Save 25c
/c

AlrOthci Books

Hardcover Fiction ...20% Off

Any other book* 10% Off
I

i Ri/teiviii i

lit ink's, and '

E-mail SUMMER@baruch.cuny.cdu

Fax 212-802-2190 to request a

Summer Session Bulletin

See our Web site at www.baruch.cuny.edu

Tuition for Visiting Students:

Undergraduate: NYS residents 1 160/credir, non-residents $325/credit

Graduate: NYS residents *185/credir, non-residents 1320/credit

Baruch College/The City University ofNew York

17 Lexington Avenue (at 23rd St.), New York, NY 10010
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woman
continued from page 5

and EttM U'hn f»\ caught in her

Bcrnhard says the future is "open

in artotfvet conei down the

pipeline." but admits 10 wanting a

Wickl) varietv -hovs like "Sonn

1 HI MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

Cher" — with her own sardonic twist.

Currently, Bernhard can be seen in

the recent l> released An Alan
Smiths* him Hum HoKywood Bum.
written b\ Showgirl* writer/di

|oe Eszterhas. While she is quick to

point out that Bum Hollywood Bum
is only "O.K.," she would jump at the

e to do one of Eszterhas' "hard-

'iitn> where 1 could be naughty."

Honesty. the> say. is a virtue.

Dark City
continued from page 5

reduces the film to visual weirdne-*

d ol more cerebral ideas Yoil

know a scene is contrived when it '»

supposed to be serious but instead

lemtnds you ot ihe lecc-nt Harhutu

I eonard Maltin battle on

Park Cil\ plass like a student film

trillion. OH) with a much bigger

budget and some decern K
It draws heavilv on other influ-

MOM and the talents ol a gifted usu-

al artist

lis weirdnos shouldn't disappoint

M ol the genre, but others will east-

Is M turned oil, even if it means

-mg a great visceral ride

To watch Dark City is to succumb

to the imagination of Proyas. To
think about it, though, is a different

matter. C+

DJ
continued from page 5

imiji thing to £old Pull Haddv couldn't even stand in

the same room ,i- this man
On the OtMN level we have Hie Phil, who simp 1

got the foods The fact that he can do justice to

Premiei a feat in itsell and must be respected

BR. (his tape doesn't have the production ol a I

reach tape, but it will still blow vour headphone-

vour lid. I'm not suie where sou sail c!ct this hut n i»

worth seaichnn

I have u. sj\ that both the HI Sell and the Big Phil

tape are just another sign that real hip-hop is coming

back I think we re all si,.k ol Hacks rhvming about

things moat of the rappers have never done ovei tracks

ffoaa IBM • ith new tappers like Cannibus.

HM\ Coatp«rj Pkre and Big Punisher. we're seeing

the return ol MCl with >kills tather than rappers with

fancy cars.

It « even more refreshing to hear tracks that boast

about microphone skills rather then how many people

thev ve killed Hip-hop is not about being a paper gang-

i it is about a form of sell representation Watching

kRS-Onc battle MC Shan or kool Moe Dee battle Buss

Bee showed a lot more talent and heart than Tupac and

Biggie getting shot in the gutter "What's his name told

me \ou shot this kid last week in the park. Thai's a lie.

Yon was in church with your moms* from OC let's

.t to the real MCs, D|s and Producers, not the

cats with overactive imaginations who suffer from

watching too manv gangster flicks.

QUOtM of the u'r.

• \nd what they don't seem to understand is what

Sew York created \ew York can also destroy" —
Wallace Matthews

• "Big poodles scare me as much as midgets" — MC
KB

• I speak in frequencies dogs would have trouble

hearing Cannibus is the lyrical version of German
engineering. ..Raw metaphors that keep you high for

months hU around the earth twice without refueling

once Ain't too many categories I can tit in when it

comes to spitting because I'm overqualifted for the posi-

tion The laser guided lyrical hybrid Creating scripts

so sick I have to arm wrestle my pen to write it. Cause

if I ever catch one of you wannabe's biting we're going

to be fist fighting" — Cannibus

\dam Dlugac: is a Collegian columnist
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Leapin' Ladies
Exciting new dances choreographed by Five College Dance Faculty will be presented in a concert Wed.,

March 4 through Sat , March 7, at 8 p m. in the Dance Studio Theatre in Kendall Hall at MHC in South

Hadley, MA.

Want to Write for Arts and Living?

Come down to 1 1 3 Campus Center and ask for Seema.

'Positions in Business
A v v l i c i\ t i o i\ i) i: a » l i x E i: x t i: i\ i> e »

At>Ve*r
"«v<

*«o,
"***<

ssr

Ttso Coltfl— fcj loofchu for tolmted i

Pkfc upm ppBcertJoti at Hw CosUil— hi Hh

AaoMsadoM due WtJatidsW, March 4Q.

A'J* UINf t QUtUAH

Almost
The Massachusetu women's basketball team |ust missed its first A-10 tourney title lost night,

Hoktes, 66- 64 in overtime

1% H !f to tut

Former Dodger Butler questions Piazzas leadership

LOS ANGELES \r While Mike Piazza may soon

become baseballs first SI 00 million player, former team

mate Brett Butler *j\s his attitude leave* a lot to be desired.

"Mike Piazza is the greatest hitler Ive ever been

around but you can't build around Piazza because he's

not a leader," Butler was quoted as saying m yesterday's

editions of the Los Angeles Timet.

"You know all that stuff that went down last year about

Mike being the leader, calling out the team, all that Mult

'

Butler -said 'It was all lahricated Mike Piazza is a moodv.

ntered. '90s pla*

Butler, who retired last vear at age 40 after 16 big-league

seasons, questioned Piazza's commitment.

"We're in |crunch| time during pennant races the last

two years, and all Piazza seems to care about is winning the

MVP from Larry Walker or the batting title from Tony

Gwvnn." Butler said Wed be winning games 8-0, but if

i getting his |hits|, he'd be all ticked oil. walking up

and down the dugout all mad. Do you want to spend $100

million and build your team around that or pas U-r a less-

talented guy who is more of a leader?"

When Piazza heard what Butler had to say at the

Dodgers' spring training headquarters in VtmM
he acknowledged disappointment

"Brett obviously doesn't know me as well as he think* he

does." Piazza said. "You lead according to vour personality

Guys can smell a fake. For me to be a rah-rah guy, that s

not me. I lead other ways. Maybe Brett, ohe'i never wi a

World Series, either, is very frustrated about something,

and wants to make me a scapegoat I always looked up to

him. tried to learn from him. that's whv this is eg disap

pointing. We can't be concerned about wh.n Biett Butler

says about our club, because he's not on out club
'

Coming off one of the finest offen- atchcr

— a .362 batting average with 40 homers and i 24 RBI

the 29-year-old Piazza will earn $8 million this season,

completing a $15 million, two-year contract He will be- eli

gibie for free agency following the season

Associated Press Top 25

l.Duke 8 Princeton

9 Purch

It'

i h Carolina II .>

5. Utah 12
'

Li Mass was first i

irtectictit 15. 1

7. Kentu, 14. ( 21. Maryland cate;

USA Today/ESPN Coaches Poll

l Duke
2. Arizona

3. Kan

iah

nnecticut

kv

lli Mississippi

14. 1'

15. South I

rkansus

ichivan

m.t

23. Massachusetts

md
25". Temple

Amherst Fire Department

VOLUNTEER FIRE FIGHTERS
JOIN THE STUDENT FORCE OF ENGINE COMPANY 3

GAIN VALUABLE EXPERIENCE

SERVE YOUR COMMUNITY
««*

for information see table on the

Campus center Concourse, March 4th, 5th, 6th

Open house at the North Station, March 6th, 5:00p.m.

Call 549-5419

Rankings tell tale of gym quad-meet
By Brett Mauser
CoHegton Staff

The odds vscic against ihc- \ t , 14

achusettt women's gymnastics
team when it went down to
rttJSCaloOM \!.i :!

|

., -i weekend
Pitied against three ranked Oppo-
nents all higher ihun the
Minuiewoiiun coach Dave
Kuzara knew he would need a

tremendous team ellort to pull al a

victory.

In Saturdays quad uieel e\er\

thing went the was the |x.||- said it

wcmld. as the Minulewimien placed

fourth out ol lour teams, lallin^ to

So 3 Alabama. No 10 \iizuiia

State and No 23 VtiIi Carolina
State

Mands Mosh\ high-

lighted the meet b\ captuimj; ihe

all-around crown uith a scacon-hsgh
WKIS Ihc G
lemrth on the balance beam with a

+1*00 and fifth on the flooi ewrcise

with a season-high 9.875

"Mandy had a great nteet winning

the all-around." Ku/ara said "She

1 calls stepped it up a few levels when
we needed hei 1

I leshman (ill Fisher continued her

success on the mat. registering a

9.975 in her floor routine, placing

second in the event behind a perlect

Irom Arizona State's f.li/abeth

Keid fisher now holds the top four

llooi exercise scores on the season

foi the Minutew'omen. She also

placed fifth on the vault, posting a

9.7».
As a team, the Minutewomen

(8-4 1 posted a season-high mark on
the balance beam with a 47 973.

The weak link of the meet could

have been on the uneven bars, as

ihe Minutewomen's 47.330 was a

lull point behind all of its oppo-
ncnts Freshman Mary Moore led all

Minutewomen on the bars with a

9 623.

"W< tried a few new things down

there," Kuzara said "Some ul them

worked, some ol them didn't. It's a

whole different world down there

YOU need to lake chances agaiiisi

those kind ol keajsW

Alabama's only all- arounder.

Robin Hawkins won the vault with

a 9.850, but tore her right antenoi

cruciate ligament during her floor

routine, knocking her out ot con

teniion for the quad-meet title

The Minutewomen are next in

action on Saturday. March 7 at 3:30

p.m. as they take on cross-state

rival Northeastern at the Curr>

Hicks Cage. Senior co-captains

Penny I eHcau and Karen Maurer
will anchor the team in their final

home meets

"It promises to be an emotional

meet In gymnastics, more than

most sports, senior nights are realh

emotional because this is it lor

them," said Kuzara "There aien 1

any pickup gymnastic meets after

this."

hoop side

continued from page 10

named the Atlantic 10 tournament s

Most Outstanding I'layer. Kiall was

also named the

All-t fnimpioiiship team, along with

Tudnian
It I gTMti but I would give it

back tor another two 01 lour

poinis.' Ki.itt -aid

Despite the loss, O'Brien said that

this team was the best she has ever

coached
"this team can look at themselves

in a minor and know that lliev ^'ave

their besi elloit. and thai I all you

warn as a DOO h "he said " \~ long

as you've given everything \ou
I

to giv£. that's all you can ask lor

The pride that I have is piobably

more now than 11 Ml has been with

this team."

The women'! gymnastics team ran up against jtiff competition thu weekend, when the Minutewomen fell

to Alabama, Aruona State and North Carolina State

NBA gym
continued from page 10

rebounds, and block* Ounean wj*

recentlv kicked out ol the »t«
speak when Robinson had I. «u out

six games with an intlamed knee

Duncan then showed what h

really made out ol when he led t he-

Spurs to lour wins in *iv games.

basically seiving as a one man
wTecking crew

Game of the Week Ihe .Sonus

visit a streaking Heal icam tonight

as the besi in ihe West land maybe

the league) meet the hottest in the

East. Gary Peyton will try to put

"Ihe Clove* OR guard Tim
Hardaway and prevent him Irom

dictating Seattle's defense Sonic

forward Vin Baker will have his

hands full with Alon/u Mourning

one of the best center! in the league

since the Ml Mai i

Quote of the Week I 111 uieil ol

answering ihe same questions OVCI

and over I'm thinking of not talking

the rest ol the SteaotS." Houston

forward Charles Barklcy alter the

Rockets' lots 100 loss to the I 1.1I1

|azz on Sunday

lamic *Of it Collegian colum-

nist

continued from page 10

" Ihe good teams not only compete

well, but have good percentages in

practice, and that comes with cxpen

race Right now our percentages are

much higher in the meet* than at our

I Mass will next head down I 91

.juare off once again with

Springfield College.

"We will take it one step at a time

the resi of the way." lohnson said

continued ftom page 10

Mitchell climbed to the top of the

school assist charts this season, com-

piling 574. Tudman proved her

worth in her second career

double double against Duquesne (in

the coiileieiice tournament quarterfi-

nals) with 10 points and 14

rebounds.

I ast mghi s matchup was the cul-

mination of a year's work for both

teams. After going just 10-21 during

their 1940-97 season, Virginia Tech

almost flip-flopped its record in

coach Bonnie Henrickson's rookie

season It marked the first lime either

team had been to the A-10 finals

before. It also earmarked the intro-

duction or the return of many play-

eis Kraft returned after nearly two

injury-prone seasons. Hokics' for-

ward. Michelle Houserighi. an

All-Tournament selection, came back

to basketball after a year-long hiatus

she took for her marriage and the

birth of her first child. Maria

Albertsson, a native of Sweden eej

out last season as a transfer from

Virginia Commonwealth University.

hut ihe continuation of the season

is still pending as UMass waits for a

possible invitation to the NCAA tour-

nament Whether the Minutewomen

are selected is no longer in their

hands.

"We finally got things together the

way we wanted the team working, we

felt really good." Mitchell said. "I'm

trying to stay positive. If it's between

GW and UMass. I'm pretty sure we
should get it."

Member* of the women's hoop team sit dejectedly after falling to Virginia Tech in overtime in the confe

tournament finals, 66-64.

(JM track takes tough third place finish

By PouiTeves
Collegian Cori

MUM MC OOMOrr COU1CWM

"We will he prepared for Springfield

Collefe."

t Mas* will face unfamiliar compe
1 it ion when thev head out to face

Cal-Berkelev and Stafford later in

the month.

"If we continue to cosnpete this

well, we could surprise one of those

teams out west." lohnson said "We-

ar* looking forward for the chance to

compete with them."

JnHe*lK*CTiampi-

^enoJWBBB^PI^Blssechusctts women*
track team headed hflf setting last weekend. The

somen was in the form

hi. both of whom beat

•f the veterans on the

team. I \|»» ihird behind LConn (124 points!

and
" Ihe Minutewomen fin-

ished the inex-t with
"

iied ihird in a vers tough field, and we werc

conung ol! a verx big win at ihe \ 10s." Minutewomen

h lui'c Lai .ui times it's tough to fol-

low up such .• Mil victors with another incredible

pet forma:

11 reallv about the team scores, it was

MM aNnit individual pcrtormanccs It also gave several

ol the athletes orst last ehance to qualilv for the FCAC
champ

Sheland. 1 highlight yet again. She went into

the meet with a little knee trouble that has bothered her

since the \ alenline '» Hav Invitational. That injury was not

an issue at ihis meet She qualified foi I C \(> in the long

lump, with lump ol 1 9 fort- I 1/4. She also finished

fourth in the 33m dash with a time of 7 18. which is a

new I Ma-- and taulitv record.

She was also a big part of the 4x400m relay team which

placed tilth overall.

"ShotfsWdsrcn a big pan of our season and this meet

a, lien." I aFreniere said. "Boat] Bnan
Wera terrific weekend

"

Bryen won the 55m hurdles in a meet and I

id time (7 9gi. She also placed second in the triple

jump with a jump of 39-feet-2 1/4. Bryan al«o con

tnbuted team points in the long jump, an event in which

she placed fifth overall.

Other scorers for UMass included Silife Kenku. who

placed second in the 400m. and Anya Forrest, who placed

fifth in the 55m hurdles

Shannon Hemilton earned a fifth piece finish in the 20

pound weight with a throw of 50 feet, I inch

I Way was also a big pert of the meet She is the

New I ngland Champion in the 1 000m. and she also

helped the distance medley team to a record run and a

lust place finish with a time of 12:01.27. This time was

good enough for UMass to own the new facility record.

The other members of thai record-setting relav team were

Rebecca Donaghue. Yves Amazan and Melissa

Henderson.

UMass had another strong relay performance in the

4x800m where they linished fourth. Way. Melissa

Hendersem. Tracy Meagher and Christy Martin ran the

race in a time of 9:28 34

UMass will head to the F.CAC Championships in Boston

this weekend

Thanks for reading
the < Atllcgian!

Paregoric
Piercing

kkI\ |>ici.ingSn<ustom N»l\ inn.int and lewclry

try ^ptnwunicnt un's,

LOWEST RATES IN THE VALLEY
< all (413)34

lor priees. appointment directions

s5U7V«*&

WAIrsCirTS. l.ilO.amc
S,C. ... ^.olH-n NO iMM •»<<••• • '» •"»

. H ,.,»•«! IMiw *H»r Bp«

Mt. Farms 4 •584 9153

Mt. Farms Mall

The Wedding Singer (PG-13)

Today (5 50 O $2 50) 8 40

Sphere (PG-t3)

Today ( 5 30 ® 2 50 ) 8 20

At Good As It Gets (PG-13)

Today at (5 30 @ $2 50) 8 20

Kissing a Fool (R)

Today al (5 40 O $2 50) 8 30

?S n ploasan- «* 'fiQ733

145 main e,t noi-hamr'"". SflT- QlS^

Heimpshire 6 •!>84 7550
H.trrtp^hin 1 M.tll

Krtppendorfs Tribe (PQ -13)

Today at (5 50 « $2 50) 8 30

Dark City (R)

Today at (5 40 @ $2 50) 8 20

The Borrowers (PG)

Today at (6:00 O $2 50) 8 30

Titanic (PQ 13)

Today at (4:20 @ $2 50) 8 10

Good Will Hunting (R)

Today at (5 30 O $2 50) 8 20

Seneeteea (R)

830

Palmetto (R)

Today at (540® $2 50)

mwm®
• 50% Student Discounts

• Right in Amherst

• Space is Limited! Call...

Classes Sum Wed. March 1 1th @ 7.00 pm. Ixxd Jeffrey Inn. Amherst Common

I neve-r VCnovi vihat mood
lH be

One da-j Dragon Friea. the

ne>t cb»<f t'-hicVcen Vslings,

or mafbe a big juicsj burger.

Thanr: goodne** for Fe-te'a!

Tbesj a\viasfft got vihat

t viant.

NOW SERVING WINGS

ROUTE 9 HADLEY, MA
585-02-41

hltp://www javanel/~mrburger/

TODAY
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

WE WOULD LIKE YOU
TO ATTEND CAMP DAY 98!!!

STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
TUESDAY MARCH 3, 1998

10:00AM -4:00PM

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT OFFICE
243 WHITMORE BLDG. 545-1530

r\*>fm'4s rtrntt* to
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Collegian Classifieds
University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fn\: (413)545-1592

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Rooms For
Commencement Weekend
B&8 accommodations in

- '
|>ft'«oc Ttvniioh

i luyidin tan zbb-4094 or

stop at Jones Library tor

brochure

APARTMENT FOR RENT

3 bedroom- Downtown
Amherst $l500/month
includes heat 549-7752

SmmiHoo1/Alp ine

2 + 4 bedrooms available

immediately Free heat/hot

water, plush carpet 1

Designer bath, fully appli-

anced kitchen On PVTA
busline Call 665-3856 Ask

about our great specials

AUTO FOR SALE

W Honda Accord 2dr. CO
Player Power everything

Alarm (413)546-7390

For Sale G'eat

tion Reliable transportation

S2500 or best offer 546-

3335

Wealed: Junk Cars Cash

paid everyday 1-800 649
4795

COMPUTERS

COMPUTERS
New P166MMX from $895

Laptops. $1295' Peripherals

ZarVision 582-9198
i'/AMEX

CHEAP! CHEAP! Color VGA
Monitor- $55 Laptop

Notebook- $99 486
Computer System- $295 Call

CPC (41 3)584-8857

EMPLOYMENT

COUNSELORS: TOP BOYS
SPORTS CAMP IN MAINE*
Exciting, fun summer!
Instruct, coach, or assist

Openings in: All Laad
Sports. All Weter Sports

PLUS: Camping/Hiking.

Ropes/Climbing Wall.

SCUBA. Archery Riflery,

Martial Arts RN s

Secretaries Top Salaries

Awesome ties

Rm/Bd/Lndry. Traw CALL
the (100) NUMBER NOW
(800)473 6104. or E MAIL
cobbachief9eol.com

Steve Rubin CAMP
COBBOSSEE. 10

Silvermine Dr South
Salem. NY 10590

Personal Care Attendant
for male quad Saturday

evenings and fill-in $7 85/hr

Call 546-0666

City Communications
Pentium 233MMX 32 MB
RAM. 2 1 Gig. 24X CD ROM.
33 6K. T< Modem. Video &
Audio Cards with speakers.

plus 14 inch flat screen digi-

tal monitor. Windows 95
keyboard. PS2 mouse $1 150

546-6826

interested in the

hospitality field7 Come join

us on March 4th between
9am and 3pm O the Campus
Center Auditorium for the

23rd Annual Career Day
'Discover You* Destination

'

Sponsored by the Hotel.

Restaurant, and Travel

Administration Department

EMPLOYMENT
Nanny Position- Live m
babysitter needed for the

summer in Welfleet on Cape

Cod Call (508)349-6392 for

information

Summer Employment
Opportunities Student

Painters is looking for moti-

vated painters for summer
employment Earn between
$6-$8/hr For info call 1 -800-

829-4777

Students- Work P/T to stop

the roll back of our

Endangered Species Act

Very urgent campaign' II

Work with The Sierra Club

$50 $75/day Call Kate 256

6434

Advertising Sales
Internships

directories is hir-

ing students to sell yellow

page advertising for the offi-

cial telephone directory this

summer Commission based

pay structure Training pro

gram Excellent sales/mar

ketmg & management experi-

ence Call 1 800-743 5556

ejd 143 or visit wwwumver-
sitydirectories com

CRUISE & LANO TOUR
JOBS- Earn up to

$2.000/month Free world

travel (Caribbean. Alaska.

Europe. etc )' Free

room/board For info, ring

(9191933-1939 extC150

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT
Earn up to $3 000/month in

fisheries, parks, resorts

Airfare 1 Food/Lodging 1 Our

service recommended by US
News & World Reports

(919)933 1939 extAISO

FOR RENT

SUMMER RENTALS
CAPE COD GROUP
Summer Rentals- Some
waterfront houses, some
with swimming pools.

Falmouth area. Diamond
Real Estate (508)477 1900

FOR SALE

Brother InkJet W P

Whisper Writer $200 or best

offer Call Jeff 548-6961

Snowboerd 97 Burton
Floater 51 $250 253-1684

Guitar Ibanez RG 560 Good

condition $250 253-1684

PIRATES! Coolest Spring

Break T Shirts and hats in the

world 1 On sale 1 Treasure

Archaelogy and History Visit

EXPEDITIONWHYDAHOw
ww.whydah.com

Corwood For Sale $125
Cord Call 549 5456

cut IK ANNOUNCE*** NTS

Congratulations to the

new members of Sigma
Kappa Sp98 Lauren P

.

Mehnda. Lauren K . Laura.

Melissa. Lauren M . Julie.

Bethany. Sandra. Teresa.

Tiffany Diane. Amelte.

Karue. Ann. & Juha'

HEALTH & BEAUTY

New Metabolism
Breakthrough Lose 5 100

pounds Dr Approved' Cost

$35 800-563-0386

INSTRUCTION

Casco Bay Bartending

Classes Start Soon

Student Discounts

Call For Info

1-800-467-2028

University Bartending
Course 50% Student
Discount National
Certification Available
Spring Sessions This

Semester Space Is Limited

1 800-UCAN MIX

Lost- Black Sweeter
Herter Hall on Jan 28th

Please call 665 8394

MISCELLANEOUS

FREE T SHIRT
.$1000

Credit Card fundraisers for

fraternities, sororities &
groups Any campus organi-

zation can raise up to $1000

by earning a whopping

$5 (XWISA application Call

1-800-932O528ext65
Qualified callers receive

FREE T SHIRT

MUSICAL INSTRUMf NTS

4 String Pedulla Fretless

Bess with hardshell case

$1900orBA) 546 5302

ROOM FOR RENT

Room available immedi
etely n Sunderland on bus

route SWF preferred Call

546-5082

Large room ia Victorian

downtown house All inclu-

sive Cleaning services. $400

549-0733

ROOM FOR RENT

Psychic Counsel Medium
Relationships, Career.

Health. Life Concerns Free

initial consultations Yohah

Ralph 586-3071

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for

free testing and assistance

549 1906

TRAVEL
Alternetive Spring Break
YogaFest Week. Music,

Dance. Meditation.

Vegetarian. Missouri Gvarks,

Ride Shares, $165 FREE

MAGAZINE 800-896 2387
http //members aol com/yog

afest

KILLINGTON SPRING
BREAK Want a great time

tor a low price 7 Go to

Killington for Spring Break'

Starting ® $249 including 5

day lift ticket, 5 nights 9
Mountain Green UMASS SKI

N BOARD CLUB 545-3437

JAMAICA SPRING
BREAK IN NEGRIL Don t

get npped off' Go with who
you can trust No hidden

costs, starting O $539 7

nights, round trip air. trans-

fers Collegiate Beach &
Party Events On-site staff

UMASS SKI N BOARD CLUB
545-3437

SPRING BREAK 98

Free food and d

Cancun. Bahamas Jamaica

and Florida from $399
Organize a small group and

travel FREE' Highest commis

sions and lowest prices Call

Surf & Sun Tours to become

a campus representative

(800)574-7577

TRAVEL

Spring Break 98 Get

Going!!!

Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas.

& Florida Group Discounts &
Free Drink Parties' Sell 5 &
go free' Book Now!!!
Visa/MC/Disc/Amex 1-800-

234 7007 http //www end

lesssummertours com

Place a
Cassified at our

office in the
Campus Center

Basement.
Or call us @
545-3500

WHAT ARE
YOU

LOOKING FOR?

Need a Roommate?

Trying to find the perfect
vacation spot?

Trying to find a place to

live over the summer?

Job hunting?

Find it all in

The Classifieds!

Personals Policy
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Rates
Students

20C per word/day

All others

40C per word/day

STANDARD HEADINGS
$2.00
m in./day

NO REFUNDS
Titan »ri» 1 k»rfv and

•c roc nWW""* *» emm anu«-

acrivrnta
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TUESOAY. MARCH 3

Prhate— from T-S p m m the Cape C'i«J

lownee there will be an open forum dehalr

Ik laic 1 1 MiA CHMHaaM*

Offier Hour*— Hearth Reach Inirmatixval

earn nalaatmi »ill be available T-*» p m in the

Prone Uou«* International Lounfe For infor-

mation «iop by call J77-MHV or e-mail

hn#urt»mnw e<iu

Democracy Teach- In- Panel dixuwion on

'*..» in s-ition 7-s> p m . tampu*

Center >lll-s>IS Call Dan Thomate* at

M*-*»

ne\— The Ballroom Hancc Club i«

meeting from VW-7 pm in Totman IOI V>

experience i< nece«*ar> and evenone i« wel

Meefing— There »ill be a |ewi*h Student

Ln»* meeting at 6 pm al llillel IfouK All are

wekome.

i«— SMART general meeting. 7

let If? ITS Contact baperp m Cjmbv

Mceten at be>^

/ mplifymrni- Student Kmployment

Service* i« aponaohng it« Annual Camp l>a> in

the Student Cmon Ballroom. 10 a m -4 pm
Contact Paul Ucthcrby at -4^ V% hi Imore or

phone MVISW
Vrrimf- Hellenic. Studenn At*,

meeting for ttudent* o( Greek

ethnkiljrdcKent. Campu* Center *I7 All «fu-

dentt from aatflw CoHege comrrunit) are wel-

come Call Alexandra Hit/a*. 2^t>-^4K-» M
Greg F_t«opo«. *46- 012^

< Pride Alliance will be

apoMoring a yoga night 11 7pm For more

information and location, tit" ihe 1

m am
WEDNESDAY. MARCH 4

Ouikc The Ballroom l>ancc Club present"

Hi 4th M-mi- annual Hooked on Ballroom

Dance from 7-1 I pm in the Student I mon

Baaauum For more information, call teaaka M
*46-»l» or Saaamon M W6-J2*

»

Mrrting— Sltainm iwatnaatd m partKipal

ing in the I94C limiaatiiaiil Fair are invited 10

attend an otgnniinilnaaa merrmg in the baae-

meni lounge of Thatcher Residential Mall at

* Ulpm
Mrrnng- The I'Mau Theatre Guild • hold

ing • meeting at 7 p m in the C ampu« Center

room I6d Audilicei information for 4narf> in

America will be available Contact I tndte*

Bo*a«d»lMV-04ll

Werrmg— The UMaaa Poetrjr Society will he

meeting in the Campu* Center room Ib2 at 7

p m For more information aaaaaaTl K I can- al

b6%-V*>7

Health Reach IntcrrvatHinal

learn member* will be available 7-4 pm m the

Community Centci ' \pt II

\illage For information. «top by. call A77-

5 1ST or e-mail hn*uh» umaas.edu.

/Vmorroo' Teoc* In— Showing of Mkhael

1pm in the

NOTICES
fbUing- - Al Ihe end of the bttainai day on

Fndav Feb » the Burwr » Office will be cto»-

mg out lit ttudent billing procew OfT will be

required M collect the S20 UIT computing

account fee for the «pnng MmeaMT.

Jain— The Spring '4S Final

EMmiaation Schedule will be available begin

mng Thuradat. March 12 Copief wifl be deli*

ered to Mudenti in the rendence hall*, and will

be available to off-campu* Oudcnt* in the

Registrar « edifice i2H Whiimorei It will alv>

be available on the World Wide Ueh beginning

March I at http //www

ureg admin uma*« edu

Student Implormrni— I-flective the

February 16. Student I mpkmneni Service* will

be changing their hours of operation The new

hour* will br Monday through Fnday from 10

am to 1 p at For further mformation call *<4V

I5K)

Sun Rl I I I CT. the Five

Cottrfe nVreavement Support Program. c*len

grief aacaort arnrke* free ol charge to under

gradaaar and giadualc <tudenu who have rxpr-

henced the death of a loved one Group* are

*mall confidential and meet for g week*

Pre-regiMraikm i« required Group* meet on

Tue*da»* from 7 W-1 p m and Wednesday*

from b W-* p m For more information call

ilb
I he Department of

Accounting of the School of Malig na lit will

he offering free uv a*«i«tance and preparation

lor taxpayer* with -pecial need.*, including pet

*.«i« with divabilitie*. low ic limned income.

n.m I ngli«h «peaking persons and elderlv ta*

payer* Volunteer* are accounting major* who

have taken tax courses. Report to the School of

Management Tuesday* and Thursdays b-4 p m
All other taxpaver* <hould go to the Hampshire

FYls are public service
announcements printed
daily. To submit an FYI,
please send a press release
containing all pertinent
information, including the
name and phone number
of the contact person to the
Collegian, c/o the
Managing Editor by noon
the previous day.

Mall Tuesday* and Wednesdays, V-6 pm and

Thursday 3-9 p m lexcept during Spring

recent Any question*, contact Mike Whitman

at Wi *660

H..r» Stuil\ I miUinmtni— The I \U-> 1 Rl

1* hiring work-«iudv aaVaal staff and web pub-

lisher* Application* are available at the CRC
office. >22 Student I nion Building, or leave

voice mail at *45-1122

owl for rcodtvxg cU.e rrl It a
IcireiesC college dc-jsUvj!
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--< a HSCN
Bulletin Board

3 CBS/3 Hartford

af a CBS/4 Boston

N^-

ABC/5 Boston

c B PBS/57 Springfield

ep
"7 HSCN Movie Ch.

S UPN/20 Hartford

4

2
U
on

B Weather Channel

NBC/30
.

New Britain

11 Fox/61 Hartford

IB PBS/24 Hartford

X 13 WOCH & HSCN

<—

^

14 International

IB UMass Academic TV

Y7 HSCN Programming

IB TV-19

BO ABC/40 Springfield

99 NBC/22 Springfield

S3 CNN

9* CNN SI

SB Headline News

UCTV

17 TBS

KB BET

TV Land

30 Univision

31 Comedy Central

Cartoon

Much Music

TUESDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHOM
WTXX
wvrr
WTIC
WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
A4E
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK

SCIFI

TLC

TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

o

o
<D
<P

©
CD

©
fh
FD

ffi

11 Wuhbon* rt

22

20

23

21

6:00

Nstws IT

Full Houi* t

CtMMrtX

Horn* Imp.

Nawa JL

CraeturM

Ntwt "K

Mad Abo. You

Family Marlart

6:30
Butinaat Rpt. Ntwthour With Jim LahrtrX

CBS Newt Inaid* Edition

CBS Extra ir

ABC Newt Intid* Edition

Boy-World

NBC Newt Whaal-Fortunt

Mad Abo. You

NBC Newt

Judge Judy X

Simptontl
NBC

Butinett Rpt.

ABC News

Mad Abo. You

Northern Expcaure <f

Family Matter!

Worldview 1:

Lounge Ui. [Maka-Uugh

Wingt Instant Thur<icf" (R)

Up Clot*

Supermarket

Sporttcenler

7:00 7:30

Freth Princ*

Ent. Tonighl

Semleid a

Whaal-Fortune

Rati TV J.

Enl. fonigrrl

Chronicle X
Freth Prince

Jeopardy! K
Judge Judy!
Hard Copy I
FrawarX

Jeopardy! X
Nawthour WHh Jim LehrarX

Seinfeld X iFratier.X

8:00

C- Campus MARCH 3, 1998

8:30
Great Performance* "Let Maerabies m Concert" (In Sineo)

'

Public Ey* (In Stereo) I

9:00 9:30 10:00 I 10:30

JAG "Chains of Command" X
JAG "Paint of Command" X
Horn* Imp. |Sont*tnlng So

Buffy Hie Vampire Slay*/

1

Mad Abo You

MoethaK

Mad Abo You

Newtradio «

Clueieti i.

Nawtradw X
Breaking Magician'* Cod*

Mad Abo. You INewtradio X

Public Ey* (In Stereo) X
Home Imp. |Something So

Pewton t Creak (In Slewo) X
FratrarX

Moatha (R) X
Fruier X

Jutt Shoot Mt

Cluekwt (R

Jutt Shoot M*

Breaking Maqician'i Cod* 2

Freak* X TJutt Shoot Me

Live From Lincoln Center: New York Philiaimonic

NHL Hockay: Boston Brums al Wash

Horn* Imp. |Something So |Home Imp. |Something So

Andy Gritfith 1 Andy Griffith

Law a Order "Wannabe" X
MoneytlneX

Daily Show (R)

Gimme Shatter

Crowftr* I
Slain a Money

&

• •

on Capitals (Live)

)r(1966.[)n^)Sy^slefStallofw,TalwSrir'

Biography: Rasputin; Monk

World Today X
Bill Maher-Funny

Wild Di»cov*ry "The Big Wel"

Debt

MTV Live (In Sleieo)

Figure H Out | Tiny Toon

Quantum Leap (In Stereo) X
Renovation |R*novation

Lot* * Clark-Superman

Baywatch "The Incident" (R) I

IntJmat* Portrait

I Colleg* BatkttbaH: MCC Championship

Four Comer* (In Stereo) X~
Mkhael Crawford In Concert

f**yw* x.

Four Comart (In Sterao) X
NYPD Blue (In Stereo) (PA) I

(In Stereo) I
TGrace Under

Dateline (In Stereo) X

Palatine (In Stereo) X
Championahtp Skating

NYPD Blue (In Stereo) (PA) X
Newt Seinfeld X

11:00 11:30

New* I.

Late Show «

Late Show I

Nlohtlin* X
Star Trek: Next Saner.

Vibe

|Tonight Show

SimpaontX
Newt T

Tonight Show

Deep Spec* »

Tonight Show
Charti* Rot* (In Stereo) X
rWWJ M.

Frasier I

Silftl Witn»«* "The Sms of the Father" (R)

962, Drama) Sylvester Stallone

Nightlin* X
Real TV X

Larry King Live X
1 Night Stand [Comedy Half

World Today X

New Detective*; Case Studies

Viva Variety [Make-Laugh

Egypt Uncovered

Law a Older X
Sport* lllut.

Daily Show

MoneylineX

Slein't Money

My So-Called LM« (In Slereo)

Doug I |Rugrat»X

Setquett DSV (In Slereo) X
Home Again I

Home Again

Babylon 5 "Divided Loyalties'

HiqhlMder: The Sari** (R) X
« 'Loni'PoSon No. 9"(1992. C<imedv) Tate Donovan Pti 13 ' X
!4:<5) TUWwr" |

*'.* "Ordeal in itwMe" V933. Drama) 'PO
' B

"Race Ihe Sun"(19%, Drama) Halle Berry. (In Slereo) 'PG
1

afc

Untolvad Mytkwiet (In Stereo)

Mutic Video*

Secret of Alex

Beavis-Butt.

Happy Day*

Sighting* (In Slereo) X
Trauma II: Life in the ER(R)

ICollege B*»k*tball: Sun Belt Coherence Championship

Juttice File* "Serial Killers" (R)

"A Mother's Intra" (1996, Drama) LindMy Wagner.

Alt-Time Top 10 (R) (In Slereo)

Wonder Yeart Wonder Yuri

Forever Knight (In Slereo) X
Myttery of Tutankhamun (R)

Beavit-Butt

I Love Lucy

Beavit-Butt

T*kw»r "The Gale

I.T. Moor*

n Slereo)

Science ol Sex-Aim

NBA Ba»k«tb*lt Seattle SuperSonics al Miami Heal. (In Slereo Lrve) X Tlntde-NBA

Walker, Texa* Ranger X | Boxing Fidel Avendanovs David Reid (In Slereo Live) X

Almott Perfect

SporUcanaw

Golden Girl*

Loveline (In Slereo)

Taxi X Newhart X.

Seaquait DSV (In Stereo) X
Trauma II: Lile in the ER (R)

YJfary and Honor" (1998)X
Silk Stalking* "Lonely Hunter"

The Pentagon Wars" ^996) KtM»^Granmtf. \*t "T?ieScWCft8Ser(l»^,Drem^WocsS>/HarTel*on.'ffX |TraceyT*ke*

**<'-, Vresmedln^r^m,Om»)rWtWinfyi.KX |««* "Star Trek First ComacT (1996) PaWck Stewart. 'PG-13'X

** "A League ol Their 0wr)-(1992. Comedy) Geena Davis 'PG' **"• "Father otthe Bride Part If" (1995) Steve Martin. 'POD
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Bruno By C. Baldwin Robotman By Jim Meddick
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Drabbl* By Kevin Fagan
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Pox Trot By Bill Amend

TlWf TRAVEL
FACT AND
Fiction *
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T.Mt »y>rrAisi

.
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WHAT WOULD HAPPEN 6o*MA

THE DAT TOO AD- BEAT
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Hon Sequitwr By Wiley

V1= V

Thatch By Jeff Shesol
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Horoscopes
PISC ES (Feb. I9-March 20l-

An encorr performarKC is in MM
for you toda> . This lime. >ou have a

chance to helter \tnirsell and get

one difficult thing right.

ARIKS (March 21-April 19)-
Take the time to loo*, al thing*.

through someone else's c>es loda>

and nou'II benefit from an adjusted

perspective Awwan «i!l follow.

TAl Rl S ( April 20-Ma) 20)—
You will be in a position to do more

for yourself and a friend than \on

have done in recent weeks or

months v\ aste no time!

GEMINI <Ma> 21-June 201-
You will have the chance to relive

an episode from your past that von

remember as being far more impor-

tant to vou than it was in realnv

CANC ER (June 21-Jul> 22l-
You may not be able to continue

along the same course of action

toda> without first giving assur

ances that you'll get where vou're

going.

LEO (July 23-Aur. 22)- You
ma) find vourself waiting tor some-

one else to make a decision thai « ill

affect vour living situation for quite

some time Be patient!

MK(;<)(AuR.23-Sep«.22i- A
collaNir.nive effort can he more fun

than expected . but starting mav

prove a little- difficult today

Someone has lo make the ilrst

move
LIBRA (Sep*. 23-Oct. 22)-

You will fx- seeing things todav as it

through a veil of fragmented memo-
s.K>n. things will OOaM together

more completelv Trust a friend

s< ORPIO (6ct. 23-Nov. 21 )-

You may have to lead others over or

Dllbort By Scott Adams

PR.OJEXT 5TAJ0S

DOE TO &UCXJET CUTS,

OUR NEU) PRODUCT
CJTLL MAV! MO USER
INTERFrACt

OUR TARGET rAARKET

15 PEOPLE CdMO ARE
TOO SHY TO RETURN
PRODUCTS.

15 IT A OAO SIGN IF

\OU SPEND THE OAY
WONDERING CJHY THERE

ARE NO LAWS AGAINST
UJHAT VOL) DO FOR
A LIVING T

J

Loser Crow Comics By Alan DeMonde

"Hey- ftob, T •rKir.k;

tkayt iO<v«j by S*'*"

rAcUcKt*" about
'Bc/iUiiej up rAr. I

UK Sltirt
7 1 »">k

T»i«,t iony '> C«llte<

6ui|o.tj A rAyssJe-^jr'."

I

Kampus Kids By Adam Souliere

HOvA/ tVvAXEvJeRQONNf

fttJO (tv/ vaMV &ACK To

(ft*/ t?QftlV>?'.?

EflSY^ftrJ-TuST
NA*jlt>fVTE U^'rsJG

r
[NaVHlCH ONE*

]

**Tr j
Too Mas* By Greg Shea

THC XMTEKViEVs/
MA^C YOU H*>P
PEASlA«SlVrT

WHEN
TO 6€

LITTLE BC0TMEH T6

LICK PAI/IT.

fa
^L
+y&

WHEM H«WE you

P I V»0N'VT» mrf\.+

LtAttASUif.r*

1 vyocaP 6t TM ***

TO Buy SUA loasHW i-it

&i*l

WHAT CA«4 yoo bo

1 ca*» i>o « fiitrry

arxHind an obstacle thai seems to

arise out of nowhere You have a

toh to do. and vou will do it'

1 \(;iTTAftll s i N.»> . 22-Dcc.

21 1— You may be hearing things

from someone close to vou that ymi

never tfnRight you'd hear hocus on

what the information really means

lo vou
CAPRICORN (D*x. 22-Jan.

19i— Yihi feel as though you've

wailed long enough to make a move
you've been planning for some
time Kverything seems to favor

immediate action

AQl ARIl S (Jan 20.-Feb.

18)— Do not let yourself he caught

oft ciiard for any reason You never

know where a threat will come
from, but it is likely to come very

soon.

Close to Homo By John McPherson

Ouote ol* the I>i*y

44 There comes a time when

you want to roast marsh-

mallows over your own fire }}
-Tori Amos

Today's P.C. Mono
C*tM B4B-»4H*) rW matrm tmtmrmmHmm.

'They're all done shoveling the driveway, but

they said that thier friend Kenny had an

unfortunate incident involving a plow truck"

ACROSS
1 Swamp
6 Lamb or karate

follower
10 Hide
14 Luau greeting
15 Actress Albright

16 Designers!
Laurent

17 Smells
18 You could near
— drop

19 Harvest
20 Skip
21 Income source
23 Fall mo
25 Chill

28 Hurt
29 Movie dog
32 Light wood
37 Utter
38 Writer Wiesel
39 Removes (paint)

40 Kitchen
appliances

43 Light
44 Sightseeing tnp

45 Command to a
mule

46 Trainer
4/ Child's queries
48 Be introduced to

49 Airport info

51 Wool producer
53 Hair ornament
58 Engrave
61 Bleach

62 Food serving

63 Green
Mountain Boys'
Allen

65 Sleeping
66 — and proper
67 O'Hare unit

68 Makes into

leather

69 Norwegian city

70 Riverhank plant

DOWN
1 Chairman —
2 Actor Ray
3 Motel rental

4 Pagoda or

mosque
5 Must
6 Dressed
7 Arizona Indian

8 Singer
Newton^John

9 Take fright

1 Ceremonial fire

11 Consistent

1 2 Go first

1 3 Kitchen meas.
22 One with bills

24 Worth
26 Tomato jelly

27 Freight

28 Dogiike
scavenger

30 Title of respect

31 Fangs
33 Noah's boat

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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34 Feudal lord

35 Binge
36 Opposite of

liability

38 Swimmer
Williams

39 Drunkard,
slangily

41 "Get em.
Rover"

42 Flirtatious

47 Sprinkles
48 Spirit

50 Pace

52 Sheds fears
53 Alt

54 Yemen's
capital

55 Bright colors
56 Part ol a comet
57 Pollster R^per
59 African

country
60 D?nglo
61 Suet
64 Wedding-

announcement
word

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Hunganan Noodle Bake

Taco*

Vegetable Taco

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Meatloaf Italiano

Ratatoulle

Captains "Catch" on a Roll

Worcester
LUNCH
Clam Roll

Ziti

Naive American Tacos

Vegetable Taco

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

jdindicdn Beef Patty

Pastabilities

Meatballs/ Grinder Roll

Hampshire
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Charbroiled Chicken Sandwich

Tacos

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Meatloaf con Gravy

Bottomless Bucket of Bread

Berkshire

LUNCH
Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Chef's Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Tacos

Vegetable Taco

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Meatloaf with Gravy

Pastabilities

Garbanzo Bean & Rice Provencal

Mali

Night Editor

Photo Technician

Copy Editor

Pioduction Scipcivnoi

produsttsrn S*CfH Mike Krozyl
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Hokies break UMass' heart with tourney title win
By Jackie Leroux

ColUoion Staff

The Massachusetts women's basket

ball team lost a heartbreakcr to \ ngniiu

Tevh last night L Mass fell oo-t>4 to the

Hokie> m overtime in the championship

game d the Atlantis 10 tournament at

the William l>

countn wiu* NtAncns

Senior co-captain Kara

Tudman was named to the

Atlantic 10 All-Tournament
team

e enter

I h e

Minute* omen had
found themselves
down by seven with

5 So remaining in

regulation and
managed to come
back and hold on to

lor^e the overtime

I Mass scored the

first basket in over-

time with a jumper

from senior

ward k.na
Tudman lunior

Michelle
Housenght lied the

game up again at

with a jumper of her own at the

mark
pnc -overal attempt* b> the

Minutewomen lo hit some btg shots

thev were unable to take back the lead.

Sophomore guard Alison Mac farland

tound hcrtelf at the line shooting a

one-and-one with 2 45 remaining, but

was unable to convert lunior guard

Katie O'Connor followed the missed free

throw with a lavup to give the H
the lead W ith I 48 remaining fuihasail

forward I ere Williams nailed a lavup to

put \ irgima Tech ahead by four.

* tree throw apiece from freshman

guard kathv Coyner and senior guard

Sabrivu Mitchell pulled the

Minutewomen within a basket The
Minutewomen were able to lorce a

e turnover, and with lev. than live

seconds to go junior forward T« kratt

found herself in the lane and with the

ball in her hands She quickly threw up a

shot, but it bounced off the rim and was

rebounded by the • Kraft fouled

freshman guard Am> Wetzel in the

hopes of attaining another I Mass pa*>a

session But the Minutewomen were

over the toul limit, and Wetzel took

advantage hitting both free throws.

\l.ul .ulaiid hit a jumper for UMass at

the bu/zer. but it was only enough to cut

\ iigtnia Tech's final lead to two points.

'Both teams plaved with absolute!*

everything thev had. and the) just hap-

pened to make one more good play than

we did," I Mas- coach

loame O'Brien said "Thev

were able to come up with

something at the end. We
had our opportunities and

ium weren't able to take

advantage of them."

The game was a d
r the entire contest

I he -tore was tied eight

times. UMass' biggest lead

of the game was a

nine point advantage at

halftime The
Minutewomen were down

by aa many a* seven at the

mark in the first

halt but ended the half on

an 1 1 2 run lo take over.

I he Mokies came out

strung to begin the second

half, and took the lead with 8 54 left to

play \lter watching Virginia Tech pull

ahead for most ol the half, the

Minutewomen came back off of strong

plays from Kraft and Coyner.

im per from Kraft pulled I Mass

within two. and a three from Covncr

gave the Minutewomen a one point lead

at the 5 15 mark Both teams remained

ess until W ct/el hit one of two free

throw attempts to tic things tap again and

send the game into overtime.

W ith the win the Hokies earned an

automata bid into the NCAA tourna-

ment Ihe Minutewomen still have a

chajsjaj to earn an at-large bid when
berths are announced during Sundav »

setsctton show.

.mie and her kids deserve to go.

dan are vcrv verv talented." Virginia

rack Bank Bonnie Henrkkson said "It

would be a shame if they don't."

Kraft finished the game with a dou

ble-doublc. pulling down 1 1 rebounds

and scoring I*) for her stellar play

throughout the tournament she was

'urn to HOOf. DOQ© 7

!UAH

Itz Kraft accepts her Most Outstanding Player award from

Atlantic 10 Commissioner Linda Bruno Kraft scored 19 points in

UMass' loss to Virginia Tech last night

Men s gymnastics clinches NE champs
By Sonford Appal
Cotagion Staff

LAUStN KOSKY ' COUiGMN

The Massachusetts men's gymnastics team captured the New England championship

crown this weekend at Curry Hicks Cage.

The Massachusetts men's gymnastic- team turned in a

supreme effort to capture the New I ngland

Championships on Saturday at the Cuirv rlfckl Cage

UMass ran away with the prestigious event bs totaling a

school record ol 22J* I points, besting iheir ajavioM

high of 227 450 set again-t Temple la-i lebruary.

UMass placed well ahead of runner up Springfield

College who managed a mere 20S S3

"This is the type of output I have been looking for

from this team." coach Ro\ lohnson said "We needed to

take this event, to show what we were ..apahii

There were many individual highlights for I Ma-> on

Saturday. Stephen Pryor set a school record for o\erall

total with 57.65. -haltering the previous high -et h\ ^ur

rent UMass gvmnast lei I I .A.ille (57JO) Poor earned

a 9.8 on both pommel horse and horizontal bars to high

light his performance.

"Pryor was excellent for us." |ohn-«>n -aiJ He earned

the record for himself and he reallv helped the team."

The pommel horse proved to be an all around Ml
for for the Minutemen.

Andv l.eis actuall> topped Pryor - SCON with 9M.
After Pryor. David Surgcnt gained a 9.65. and Brad

LeClair chipped in with a 9.55.

The horizontal bars were another breakthrough event

for UMass Phil I ichetman placed second for the

Minutemen with a 9.65. which was a mm high for

him. Andy l.eis added a 9 5

Coach Johnson has been pleased with the results from

freshmen like l.eis and II UstshtiJ this .

"Our younger guys have given us huge contributions

all year but the key to continuing success for m will be

improving our performances in practice." lohnson -aid

Turn to GYM. page 7

Men's track claims fourth at New Englands
By Sam Koenig

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts men- indoor

track team had never finished higher

than third at the Atlantic 10 champi-

onships. One week after

thev finished fifth at this

year's A-IOs. the

Minutemen claimed
fourth place overall at

an even bigger meet, the

New I ngland Regional

Championships

"As a team we fin-

ished fourth," senior

-printer Scott Price said.

"That's the best we've

lini-hed since I've been

here. That's a definite

positive."

Price was a major fac-

tor in the strong team
showing thi- past week-

end, as be dominated the short dis-

tance sprints like never before I ven

i,. a season in which setting school

COUSTIVY midi'a mlationv

Ben Baraldi won
the high hurdles at

the New England
championships this

weekend.

records was a seemingly weekly

occurance. the senior's individual

performances were captivating and

unequaled.

"I was reallv happy with my perfor-

mance-." MM said. "I tied m> be-l

in the 55m. I crushed the

New I. ngland record in

the 200m with 21.46.

There was a fast guy in

the fourth lane, and there

.i fast guy in lane-

two. I just went as fast as

I could."

His time in the 55m.

6.41 seconds, also tied

his own school record.

The sprinter, who is

quickly becoming a

Massachusetts track leg-

end with his string of

broken school marks,

won both events in his

last indoor regional

championships. His 4x400m relay

team captured the UMass record for

I second time this year, while placing

second overall in that event behind

the eventual team champion,
Connecticut

.

Price did not stand alone in the

Minuteman spotlight, however.

"Ben Baraldi did real well in the

high hurdles." Price

said. "He took first in

that event."

Baraldi tied his IC4A
qualifying season's best

time of 7.70 seconds in

the 55-meter hurdles.

The junior has been
placing highly all year

long.

Conference champion
pole vaulter Albie
Vasquez tied his own
school record of

l4-feet-9-inches in a

fifth place effort. "Some
of the individuals did

well, but it was all better because
UMass was doing well as a team."
Price said.

In fact. Ihe team's fourth place

COUSTfSY MtOIA MLATIONV

Scott Price

destroyed the old

New England record

for the 200m dash
this weekend.

ranking was casilv the highest in

recent history. The Minutemen were

only eight points behind third place

Rhode Island, which beat UMaM by

twenty point- otilv one week ago.

Sew Hampshire, which UMatl
deleated on Dec. b. con-

tinued in it- late -eason

mastery of the

Minutemen by pulling in

second place overall.

On Match 7. the quali-

fying Ma-suchu-ett- com-

petitors will travel to

Ithaca. N.Y. for the IC4A

Champion-hips. Ryan

Carrara will go in the

mile and 5000m, Dave

Cahill qualified in the

500m. Tom Toye. Marc

Sylvander and Neil

Concancion will repre-

sent I'Ma-s in the 400m,

Price will join Toye in the 200m and

55m dashes, and all three relay teams

will make the trip to New York as

well

NCAA tournament?

UM makes its case
By Kathleen Rolls

Collegian Staff

All that's left to do is wait and

hope.

The Massachusetts women's bas-

ketball team lost bo t>4 last night

in o\ertime against a relentless

lia lech team in the Atlantic

10 tournament final at the William

I) Mullin- Center. With the vr to

rv the Hokies earned an automatic

bid to the NCAA tournament.

The Minutewomen i IK 10. I I «
A I0> now have to hold their col

lective breath and pray the at

Hon committee chooses them foi

the tield of t>4 They have only

advanced to the "big dance" once

before in school history . during the

But I Mass brings a lot to the

table in its quest lor a bid. especial-

ly when -lucked up against the

other most eligible A- 10 team.

George Washington, which attend-

ed last year's tournament

The Colonials, the regular season

champ in the A 10 West, are led

bv the "Spanish Connection" of

Elisa Afutlar (A 10

Ml tournament and second team

onlerencel and Noelia Gomez
ilirst team All- Conference) GW

esj oil it- season at H ^ with

a loss lo \ irginia Ich in the tour

The Minutewomen hold a I

advantage QVSJI OW, defeating

them 6B-55 on reb 19. L Ma** tin

ished up its regular season winning

•v game in the month of

februarv, including a nine-game

winning streak lo clinch second

place in the A-IOeasi division.

Be-idc- the team accolade-.

Sabnva Mitchell received second

learn All-Conference honors and

Tez Kraft was awarded a place on

the third team All-Conference for

the regular season. Kraft was also

honored as an A- 10 All-

Toumainent pick as well as earning

the tournament's Most Outstanding

Player Senior Kara Tudman joined

Krafi as an All-Toumameni selec-

tion

Bui personal achievements aside.

the Minutewomen opened a lot of

e\e- as they battled through the

season. After the loss of pre seaaon
nd team All -Conference pick

kelK Van Huisen to an ACL injury

and the delayed return of Kraft

trom injury. UMass was left to fend

tor itself without its two main floor

Coach loame O'Brien had dealt

with the loss of players before and

in-tilled in her team that it could,

and would, go on.

"This team scrapped ail year

long." O'Brien said "An awful lot

of kids stepped it up. and they

played as well as they probably

could have
"

One of this year's pleasant sur-

prises was the influx of freshman

Kathy Coyner. who tallied a

career-high 22 points in the Feb

l-» contest against the Colonials.

Sophomore Alison Mact-arland has

been the consistent spark, creating

much of her own offense off the

drive lunior Yolanda Rayside is

considered one of the most

improved players in the A- 10 this

year as she poured in 19 points at

temple and raked in I 5 rebounds

at St Bonaventure last weekend

The senior co-captain tandem of

Mitchell, a fifth-year player, and

1 udman has not been outclassed by

its underclassmen counterparts.

turn to MM page 7

Anderson helping
Pitino's Celtics gel

The NBA had its share of big wins

and even bigger defeat- thi- weekend

with enough upsets and injuries to go

around

In a battle of division leaders, the

Heat and la// went head to head last

Tuesday with Miami nip-

ping Utah. 104-102 The
Heal fO into this «

action with momentum
to -pare as thev re cur-

rently riding a ten-game

winning streak, preserved

bv Voshon l.cnard In Sunday's game

again-t the Net-, he hit two key free

throws to give Miami an 85-84 victo-

ry

The following night saw another

marquee matchup, this time between

the l.akers and Pacers. With each

team in second place in their respec-

tive divisions. Indiana did not play its

best defense and L.A.'s golden boys

went on the offensive to secure a

96-89 victory, keeping them in sight

of the front running Sonic-

The Pacers would eventually get

back into the swing of things howev-

er, as they pasted the Blazers 1 24-59.

marking the first time in the NBA's
SI vear hi-tory that one team has

doubled it- opponent's point total.

Portland may have been riding on

the laurels of their Wednesday night

edging of the Bulls because they

probably would not have shown up

had they expected to lay so many
bricks. That loss gave the Blazers sec-

ond place on the all- time worst loss-

es list. The Miami Heat lost by an

amazing 68 points to the Cleveland

Cavaliers in 1991.

It was a pretty good week for Pacer

head coach Larry Bird. In addition to

leading Indiana to its largest margin

of victory and fewest points allowed

in a game ever, Boston saw his

friends in green win three in a row.

The Celtics seem to be gelling

under the leadership of point guard

Kenny Anderson who came over in

the trade for Boston's first-round

draft pick in last summer's draft,

Chaunccy Billups. While head coach

Rick Pitino has been both criticized

and applauded, the trade has certain-

ly seemed to improve the team thus

far as Anderson is getting the ball to

his teammates — most notably

Anloine Walker and Ron Mercer —
quickiy and more effectively.

Pitino was never really looking at

Billups to be the future show-runner

in Beantown and has never been hesi-

tant to pull the trigger on potential

deals, lust ask Billups. Dino Radja,

Dee Brown, and maybe in the future,

the possibly soon departed Travis

Knight. Of all the places Knight

I.nun |i i

might go. his old team in California

has become the most often men-
tioned.

Laker point guard Nick Van Excl

will be out for about three weeks

after undergoing arthroscopic knee

<urgery on Thursday.

Van F.xel. the league's

best in

turnover-to-assist
ratio, has been missed,

but reserve guard
Derek Fisher has

filled the shoes left for him well.

Chicago Bull Scottie Pippen would

like to end up on his own Western

Conference team after the predicted

disassembling of one of the best

teams of all time, loining him may be

rebounding leader Dennis Rodman
who is just "floating" right now.
Pippen's style of play could fit right

in with the wider, more open type of

game played in the West.

Those decisions are much easier if

Chicago wins another championship

and Michael |ordan is satisfied

enough to start working on his golf

game. If the Bulls don't win, its hard

to think that lordan would consider

that he was still "leaving while on

top." More likely than not. however,

that won't matter because when it

comes down to it. most will find it

difficult to send His Aimess to the

links before he feels like it.

If Jordan does decide to end his

basketball days at the end of this

year, that would leave to game to the

youth of the league. There has been

talk of Kobe Bryant possibly being on

that list as he has prematurely been

compared to 'ordan. The Pale Rider

himself. Keith Van Horn, has also

received praise in the form of possi-

bly aspiring to Larry Legend status

one day. again, very prematurely.

Then there's San Antonio's Tim
Duncan. Not many have likened the

rookie Ail-Star center to any one
player, but then again, the great ones

are usually the originators of such

comparisons.

The seven-footer's path to that

kind of potential has certainly looked

promising thus far. Recent winner of

his fourth-straight Rookie of the

Month award, Duncan has also had
the golden opportunity to learn from
and play with the best, in center
David Robinson.

While Robinson has taken the for-

mer Demon Deacon under his wing
this season, Duncan's game has
quickly blossomed into that of the

highest NBA caliber. Already among
the league leaders in points,

Turn to NBA, page 7
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Curve is back with

a new album after

a five-year sabbati-

cal. Check out the

review inside (see

Arts & Living, page

6)

Hungry for

No. 21

Chris Kirkland and
the Minutemen will

gun tor win No. 21

against Virginia

Tech this afternoon

at 2 p.m in an
Atlantic 10 tourna-

ment matchup (see

Sports, page 1 2).

WORLD

Daniel Ortega accused

of sex abuse in letter

MANAGUA Nicaragua (AP) —
In a public letter that surprised

the nation yesterday, Daniel

Ortega's stepdaughter accused

the former Nicaraguan president

of sexual abuse that she said

began when she was 1 1 and last-

ed for years.

Ortega said the accusations

were causing him great pain, and

his wife said they were false.

"We want to treat this as a

family matter," Rosano Murillo

said at a news conference, stand-

ing next to her husband.

The accusation, published in a

newsletter and read over radio

and television stations, caused an

immediate commotion. Dozens

of people called into the coun-

try's main radio station to express

their shock

The stepdaughter, Zoilamenca,

JO, is Murillo » child from a previ-

ous marriage, and Ortega adopt-

ed her Although she has always

used the last name Ortega, she

said in her letter that she would

now take the name of her biolog-

ical father, |orge Narvaez, who is

dead

NATION

Citadel disputes

Justice Dept. memo
CHARLESTON, S.C. (AP) — The

president of the Citadel took

exception yesterday to a US
lustice Department memo that said

hazing exists to a "disturbing

degree" at the state military school.

The Aug. 1 3 memo outlines the

investigation into the 1996 hazing

of two female cadets and desenbes

how other cadets carved letters

into a male cadet's chest, punched

staples into another's and cut

another cadet's face with a sword.

The memo said "hazing, includ-

ing physical abuse, still exists to a

disturbing degree" at The Citadel.

"Mistreating people because ol

legitimate m|ury or illness... unfor-

tunately seems to be the way of

life at The Citadel," said the memo
obtained by The Charlotte (N.C.)

Observer under the Freedom of

Information Act.

"I can't say that applies today,"

said the school's president, |ohn

Crinalds, who became president

in August and immediately took

steps to crack down on hazing.

"Hazing is not commonplace."

Crinalds' changes included

putting more adults in the bar-

racks, rewriting college rules and

stressing a philosophy that leading

people does not mean abusing

them.
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SGA candidates debate campus issues
By Ji Carrol

Collegian Staff

Candidates for Student Government

.itkm (SGAl Mudeui truMee and

pic-idcnt made >.all> to action and

promises of change to a handful of audi-

ence members at a dc-bak- \oterdav

afternoon.

Vide Iroin the CMtyMaJP rfactork

promising to gel the job done and calls

for change the candidate* discu>scd

issue> including affinnative action and

what student* ivalls care about, but had

little to sa> concerning what the |ob~

ihe\ jie running tui enuil

Current SGA Pn>ident I la Wong gut

li\e INpajMOi when »he ajfajd >-.iik1i

dales to de>uihc the responMbilitie- i'l

the positions they were running loi

"It s a \ets vimple queMion I wj-

wondering what sour rim ol the

reaponsibilities are What do sou do a>

president and trusteeT \v i>ng a.skcd

Senator lenn QsjMMkS lSt.uthv.cM

\i I argei felt the President is an advo-

cate for students.

vntimo sou're going to cixnmit-

tees and you're speaking lor the entire-

student U «.K Casasanto said

Salwa Shamapandc deveribed the

tune commitment involved with being

the SC\ president.

It vdu re prc-idem please don't

expevt la take 12 credits. Be prepared

to miss class. The administration

doesn't lake class schedule* into

account." Shamapandc said

Student Representative lo the Board

of Higher Education I leanor Court

described student trustee as a

i\vl> tiered" job.

"My perception is that it is a

two-tiered position. You keep in con

taet with the area governments and rep-

sjsj sW c-!ii wide issues. Also, vou

have to work with administration and

wiinpu!> leadership," Court said.

.lot I rfc Maga/u. (Southwest

\t large) stressed supporting students

as important lo being student trustee.

"I would alwavs s|K k up fa students

The administration is sei.ond.ii

Ntagazu said.

\ question trom a student concern-

ing their stances on altinnative action

prompted many candidates to speak.

t. ajasanto ~aiJ she would li^-lii to

maintain diversitv on campus.

I think the
I
\sian Latino African

Native \merisan| caucus does a

tiemendous amount for the student

hodv Thev do real work I II stand up

and light lor the goal I of 20 percent

\l \\\ students on campus)."

I Hssjsjlo said

Senate* kflrev Hi>we (Orchard Hill.

Dktiaaon) lelt the program to have

\l \S \ students make up 20 percent

of the student Ixxiv should work more

an recruitment and retention.

I in opposed to the idea of racial

quotas. I think our program should be

aimed at rceruitment and retention."

TumtoSCA pojjel Student Government Association candidates debate in Cape Cod Lounge yesterday afternoon

UPC refuses outside vendor s

offer to fund Spring Concert

r

By Morty Kaon* & Victoria Groves

CoSeoKm Staff

tit second lime in three years. University Productioas

has announced that there will be R0

Spring Concert at ihe University of Massachux

In an ad* rtl taken out in iast WedfM
Uatsacht, >llepan. I P( credit* the loss of

membership and lunds as the primarv sau.ses fii the carvel

la l ion

"We do not have the staff the- lunds or the support nec-

essary to put together an adequate Spring Corker! ." *hc

advertisement read.

I IX has been struggling for manv years now." said ludv

Gagnon. assistant director of the Campus Activities

Vivisine Center.

U ith the onset 1 .1 Ml> and \ll I. once a bawl's video

airs, their price |to plav a eamft] sprockets." Gagnon

said.

rding to Gagnon. last year's Spring Concert "cost

|LK | roughfv $70.000 ." The a»t- were underwritten from

student activitie-s tees disbursed bv the Student Government

\sv,K.iaiu'n lot the first time in the show's historv stu

dents were required to pav a $2 admission fee.

"Student astivitv fasj C0JM trom students tuition and it

would be I mistake lor I PC" to use their budget to 1

with an outside promoter who wants to make a profit,"

Gagnon said "faaJiej I IV has the ability to book these

shows themselv

lohn Peters, the head of Ambersi-based concert promot-

er MassConcerts. ,s frustrated by UK's decision to cancel

Spring c Qssosjl witrxsjt first asking for assisui

Peters said that he could put together a bill featunng the

Mightv Mighlv Hossu.nes. A Tribe Called Ouest. Ben

Harper and Burning Spear for this year's Spring Concert

and is willing to pay the estimated $70.iX».' for the talent

and guarantee the event be free for al UMaas tender

Peters said he is eager to work with Campu-

and V?C to help bring concerts to the L Ma*« communitv

I -e honest. I'd prefer to put shows on at UMass

because of the large, diverse student body ." Peters said.

Because of Campus Activities unwillingness to allow I l\

to work with outside promoters. Peters has been forced to

book -hows hke Sonic Youth and Bob D> Ian at other area

colleges, including Mount Holyoke and Smith

iding to Dclphine Quarles. tfssjCtM of Campus

Ufa VKising. there was a consensus reached between

university administrators in the Campus Activiti

along with SGA and the UK membership to cancel this

vear s Spring Concert.

"The decisien to cancel the event was made bv I IV and

the Campus \,tivities Office in consultation with the

v Ouarlcs said.

Htm kilbourne. speaker of the SGA Senate, said he.

along w ith the Senate bod> . had no knowledge of anv meet

ing* that toe>k place that eventual!) led to the dcusion.

I had no krwwledge of anv meetings laking place I di>

agree |that the SGA was consulted). The Senate wasn t

aware of it and I wasn't either To say it was a collective

lion is not true." Kilbourne said.

University senior

announces candidacy

for Amherst election
By Victoria Groves

Coisaton Staff

Turn to SWUNG CONCERT page 3

lason Vecchio. Student Ccntci

for I al Research and

Adv, -t I K \' -luJent

linator. has annou
candidacv for the \pnl

Amlu Board election bv

means of a Maskd sampaign

A senior poHtfafel science and

and polilisdl e»

omv iSIPI C I major at the

I mversitv .>f Massachusct t

•

mting on members

of the campus tommunitv la

help him in campaigning and get-

ting students out to vote in gen-

eral.

Currentl>. lundraising is

underway to underride the

of five to ten thousand sti

and other campaign materials.

The stickers will be handed out

at polling places and other areas

around Amherst and voters can

then affix them to their ballot in

the write-in sp

"The wav the afafal campaign

will work is that I will have peo

pie working at all the polling

places There will be a lot of stu

dent- OA IStudent

Covemment Asuoationl leadei-

pa*i and MVajajM li ends anv

i vc had experience with and

J in helping
ig me a few

v bjmM N I appear

on the ballot are student' at the

t hio announvc-J his candi

\ meeting

and called upon membct* lor

support

"I believe that to tun a s U s

'ul sticker campaign I wilt

need a huge number of people to

COM out Ini a student with

limited resource! in term

lunds but I have unlimited a*..

to suppot' hio -aid

•met father »l Select Board

Member H Oldham
positive about the need for a stu-

dent member on the board, but

. nccrned about the odds
\ ecchio faces as a write in candi-

date.

It's a shame that he won't be

on the ballot, but I think he

Turn to CANDIDACY page 2

Fundraising event to be

held at Newman Center
By Jason Eiseman

Collegian Staff

Need a dale?

Buv a Iraternitv brother 01 sorori-

ty sister at a fundraising charitv auc-

tion, tomorrow night at the

Newman Center

(UFXANDIII KOHOMILAS I COIUCIAN

Checkmate
|osef Vatkinov, International Chess Master, gives some tips to Scott Reynolds, a senior psychology major

and vice president of the UMass chess club, Steven Grant, a senior journalism, philosophy and economics

major and club president, and club member Greg Zooney yesterday evening in the Campus Center.

from 7-1:50 p.m.

The event is

being sponsored

bv Iraternitv

Sigma Alpha \lu.

and sororities

Sigma Kappa and

Kappa Kappa

"We're selling our-

selves to have fun, and

raise money for worthy

eauses. I'm expecting

Gamma. Money really good turnout.

We should have about

75 partieipants"

-Jason Hill

Native Americans file civil rights law suit

By William Kates

Associated Press

ON THE INTERNET

www.umass.edu/rso/colegion

SYRACUSK. N.Y. — State police

invaded the Onondaga Nation terri-

tory and brutally attacked a group

of peaceful protesters and religious

celebrants, a group of Native

Americana claimed in a $40 million

civil rights lawsuit filed yesterday.

The group accused state troopers

and local deputies of violating their

constitutional rights to free speech

and free assembly. The lawsuit filed

in U.S. District Court named New
York State Police Superintendent

lames W. McMahon, Onondaga
County Sheriff Kevin Walsh and 48

troopers and deputies who took

part in quelling the disturbance last

spring on the Onondaga Nation just

south of Syracuse.

The 48-page complaint also

sought individual punitive damages

from McMahon. Walsh and the oth-

ers.

"The brutality and the excessive

force was of such a nature that we

think the federal courts is the right

place for their rights to be reme-

died." said Elkan Abramowit/.. an

attorney representing some of the

91 plaintiffs in the lawsuit.

The lawsuit accused state police

of operating a select "Indian

detail... to employ riot squad tec

tics against Native Americans." The

Turn to VIOLATIONS page 3

raised from the

event will go
towards charities

that the fraterni-

tv and sororities

chose: t he-

National Pediatric Aids Foundation,

Alzheimer's DlMBJt Research and

the Big Brothers/Big SUtcrt

\-Nociation.

A minimum bid of $5 is required

to buy a date, and cash, check or

monev orders will be accepted.

On March 25. a date patty at Club

K.h will be held lor all those auction

participants who bought a dale.

Senior political science and

Bachelor's Degree with Individual

cntration (BDIO major faofl

Hill is coordinating the event. He
said this is the third year that the

event has been held, and it is

expected to be one of the most sue

cessful.

We're selling ourselves to have

fun. and raise money for werthv

causes," Hill said. "I'm expecting a

really good turnout. We should have

about 75 participants."

Hill said thev are thinking about

selling couple's tickets to the partv

at Club kai He
———^—— s.iid they also

niav sell tickets at

the door
Rachel Smith,

house treasurer
ol Sigma kappa,

and a sophomore

computer icfaica

major, said ihis is

her first semester

in a sorority, and

she is excited

about the first

big event.

"I'm looking

forward 10 it," Smith said "It's

helping to get the houses together,

and Inci icek area social

life." she said

Smith said the auction is a good

wav to show some ot the positive

events the Greek area IDOniOrt.

Smith explained as part of the

national chapter, Sigma kappa is

required to perform charitv work.

Otttei fraternities and sororities are

also required to do the same.

The auction is open to all stu-

dents ol the University, not just stu-

dents involved with lialet nities or

sororities. Both Hill and Smith said

it is ,i food cause and will also be a

lot of fun.
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Scientists successfully

alter liver gene in rats
By Malcolm Hitter

Associated Press

M \v H>Kk In an astonishing

result. scientists altered a gene in

rats' livers b> injecting a "repairman"

molecule into the animals' Mood
streams The technique might lead to

a cure someda) lor hemophilia and

some other inherited diseases in peo-

pie.

The startling thing was how well it

worked I he treatment produced a

specific change in about 40 percent ol

the rat liver's suppl> ol the targeted

gene. Other techniques have achieved

rales more like one in a million

when tried on cells in laboratory dish

es rather than in an animal.

A 40 percent success rate could

cure many genetic diseases But gene

therapy experts cautioned that it's

lear whether this technique

wc>uld apply to a range of disorders.

They also noted that mat

have not been able to make it w

It the technique works in people, it

might cure an inherited form of high

cholesterol that affects about one in

MM people and gives them heart

attacks around age 40 Other liver

targets, apart from hemophilia, are

\ rare diseases. But with rnodtf-

cation. the technique might also treat

some other genetic diseases outside

the I.-

"Wc were surprised ourselves by

rfflcleal it was," said Dr.

Clifford I Steer ol the I ajvajej)) ej

Minnesota, who reports the work
^leagues in the March issue of

the journal Siiturt Metntvsr

.

Most gene therapy experiment!
haven't tried to fix a bad gene
Instead they've supplied cells with

working topics ol a Ml M step in

for the defective version, fixing the

bad gene would be better, but the

low efficiency in put experiment*

has been discouraging.

sow that the technique «
• rat study used the technique

to alter a healthy gene rather than

nortec ting a bad one. But researchers

now plan a study in dog* to fix a

flawed gene that causes hemophilia,

.ild

The repairman molecule had two

main parts One was a tag to make
livei cells grab the repairman when it

passed by in the blood The other

pan contained a mix ol DNA and its

chemical cousin RNA. designed to

seek out a particular piece of the

gene for a clotting substance called

factor l\

Once the repairman showed up
there, the cells replaced that pi

gene with the substitute brought by

the repairman Mow that work- i«

still a bit of a mystery, but it probably

mvol\es the body s natural mecha-
nism for repairing genetic flaws.

Steer said

Dr. lames M \v laOR, a gene thera-

py expert at the I ni

Pennsvlvama. said a big question is

how well the technique would work

against a variety of genetic Ha-

lt's not generic, and it only functions

in a subset of patients with rare dis

eases, it's not going to have the kind

ol impact that gene therapy needs to

have." he said

candidacy

Study party...

Stacey Allen, a venior psychology major. Ryan Piatt, a sophomore psychology major, Melissa Burk, a fresh-

man human nutrition major, and (enntfer Plaza, a pre-nursing sophomore, study together in the Bartlett

entrance yesterday morning

SGA
contnued from page l

How e said

Candidates also listed what thrv felt

student were most concerned about.

RiaaiMis mentioned the issues he feh

students cared about

"Parking. A car used to be a luxury

now it's a hassle. And the food isn t edi

hie at this school." Rosjajsj bjM

Magazu pointed out different issues

students care about

"Students want to have campus safe-

ty." Magazu said.

Howe and Csneaanso had difl

opinions in the way the Bursar's office

should change its hour*.

"I think we need adjusted hour*, not

extended hours." Howe said.

"I had a bill passed to have the

Bursar's office have kmger hour* dunng

the first two weeks of school."

Casasanto said

continued from page I

ought to | run | because he will put

- Of! the table." Brooks said

A positive impact that Irookl

fcjUIQQI should VCCChtO be elected

is aii improvement in Amherst and

l Diversity, relations

"Aiis dialog always helps between

two parties and I think a student on

the boswd would cettuinlv be benefi-

cial." Irookl said

Although Yccchio is a senior, he

will he at the I tmeisity completing

his studies lor anothet sciticstci and

also plans to live in ihe Amherst

area altci giaduation.

"I love Amherst it's a bJm

like to live I decided theie needed

to be a Mronget bridge between the

student body and the town ol

Ainlu BbO sjid

"Being on the board I would like

to serve as a mediator between the

two groups and build a better envi

ronment Ihcic I I real need lor

that
"

\ ecehio is in tavvi i>i tri.

posed parking garage in Amherst

center and also a proposal to turn

the Amherst Cinema into a center

lot the arts

"I think it's a great idea. I

great opportunity
I
tot Amherst | to

practice its aits independents I

think the comniunitv should support

it." VecchJo said

Ihe perception of the town
towards having a student on the

.iid is what \ccchio leels to He

his biggest obsti

"\1v t'lgk-est obstacle is dealing

with the perception ol the town MM
dents that a student would be a

BOaoJMc town
ph lant If they gave

me the opportunity to convince

them I think I could be war) succeae-

ful." -aid.

tc*y
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SOWING THE SEEDS OF PEACE

i

THE MIDDLE EAST

7.

n\A r&Ak

Thursday,

March 5, 1998
7:00 p.m.

Student Union
Ballroom

University of
Massachusetts

our Middle Eastern students

- a Palestinian, a Jordanian,

an Israeli, and an Egyptian
- will discuss their experi-

ences living together for a month

at a summer camp in Maine with

those they had been taught to hate.

These graduates of the "Seeds of

Peace" program will also speak

about how the Arab Israeli conflict

has affected them personally, and

about their peace making efforts

in their home communities of

Nablus, Jerusalem, Amman, and

Cairo — efforts for which they have

sometimes been labeled traitors

in their own' countries.
,

Hfff

downtown -AkV(UirX+

Free and open to the public.

Wheelchair accessible.

Sponsored by the UMass Office

of Jewish Affairs.

For more information,

call (413) 545-9642.

spring concert
continued from page 1

SGA President Lia Wong did
attend UPC meetings to discuss the

Spring Concert and supports its can-

cellation because of UPC's low bud-

get and declining member interest

despite Massl oncerts offer to co-pre-

sent the concert at no extra cost to

students

"
( U PC | can't put one together I

would much rather have a well-orga-

nized organization than to promise the

student body something that they

can't produce." Wong said
" Ifns is the first I've heard of a par-

ticular outside group wanting t<

ni/e Spring Concert, but 1 endorse

(UPC's| decision It's not that I don't

want a Spring Concert, but they can't

organize one."

Currently, there is nothing in the

SGA by-laws that would prevent an

outside organization from coming

onto campus and co-sponsoring such

an event.

Undergraduate Martin Clinton sees

no problem with having an outside

vendor organizing Spring Concert if it

would bring in bigger talent and no

additional cost to students.

"I think it's pathetic that there are

no big names at Spring Concert As

far as an outside vendor, I have no

problem with it It would bring some-

one better and be good name recogni-

tion tor our school." Clinton said.

Melee erupts

over prime

minister vote
By Pool Shin

AssocKjtad Press

Taking a nap
•UMNO** umumA\ cquscmn

A lonely mask is trying to get some sleep after the last students left

the third floor of Machmer yesterday afternoon

SEOUL. South Korea — A crucial

vote on President Kim Dae-jung's

choice for prime minister ended in a

melee Monday as members of

Parliament scuffled over voting meth-

ods.

The dispute over the nomination has

cast doubt on the new president's abili-

ty to implement the economic and

political reforms he has promised to

mend the nation's shattered economy.

Chaos ensued on the floor ol the sin-

gle-chamber legislature as rival mem-

ben shouted protests and insults Brief

shoving matches broke out No miuries

were reported.

Twenty minutes into the voting.

IpsaITT Kim Soo-hwan adjourned the

session after legislators of the presi-

dent's party angrily protested what

they claimed were illegal votes by

opposition members

They ,„. casting blank votes illegal

votes." one legislator from the presi

dent's party shouted as his colleagues

blocked opposition members from

casting ballots

The uproar was broadcast live on

national television

The opposition controls 161 scats in

the 294-seat National Assembly, giving

it 1 J votes more than needed to reject

the nomination

According to MBC 1\ the opposi-

tion party ordered its members to cast

blank ballots as a show of solidarity

against the nomination of Kim kmg-pil.

72

It claimed Kim Jong-pil is not quali-

fied to serve as prime minister because

of his ties to past military dictatorships

and his lack of background in econom-

ics.

The opposition party boycotted

Parliament last week, preventing a

quorum from voting on the nomina-

tion, which President Kim announced

immediately after his inauguration

The boycott forced the new presi-

dent to work with the outgoing

Cabinet He has been unable to name

his own team because, by law the

prime minister must recommend
Cabinet members before the pnaidant

appoints them

President Kim says if Parliament

fails to vote on the nomination, he will

appoint Kim long-pil as acting prime

minister and then name a new
Cabinet

The opposition parry contends that

the appointment of an acting prime

would be unconstitutional

iEeme to the UC200a:
D Meeting!!!

Thursclaj^lViarch 5

_ •-.-

.J=*

violations
continued from page 1

troopers' unprovoked attack on

the protesters was intended as "a

payback" for an earlier confronta-

tion between the state police and

the Cattaraugus Senecas. the law-

suit charged.

After reviewing the lawsuit

state police were standing by

their earlier conclusion that the

troopets acted properly, spokes

woman Lt lamie Mills said "We
stand by our report."

The lawsuit came just a day

alter Onondaga chiefs had four

reservation smoke shops bull -

do/ed and burned because they

were illegally operating without

tribal permits

It was the chiefs who invited

state police onto the reservation

. IX. ls)c)7. when a quiet

proi a temporary tax

agreement with the state turned

violent and l> Indians and live

state troopers were in|ured State

police said thev wcie tiling to

stop the MM I blocking

a nearby interstate highway

The scuffle was caught on

videotape and aired on tele,

news broadcasts across the state

; ne the striking footage, an

internal investigation by state

police determined acted

properly, a finding that only

angered the Native Americans

involved.

I wo dozen protesters were
arrested in the incident

However, a local judge, citing a

th
el

KiHj

&T&T

ClaifirYoiirSpace!II

lack of probable cause lor the

arrests, later dismissed the

charges against all but one of the

protesters

"I don't think the lawsuit is

high enough," said Kenneth
Kappelmeier, the lone remaining

defendant in that case and one ol

the lawsuit's plaintiffs.

"1 think each one ol us desetve-

at least $25 million. I think iVl

about time that New "l ork State

pay for what thev ve been doing

to us," said Kappelmeier. whose

felon) assault case is up loda\

when a county judge will decide

whether to dismiss it or set a trial

date

Ihe lawsuit contended that

state police intruded on a peace-

ful gathering of Onondaga people

being held on private propertv

Abramowit/ s d id some of those

attending were there to pi

the actions taken by their chiefs

while others were participating in

a religious ceremony and commu-
nity dinner

Without giving any warning

and without any explanation or

jttStiflcatioa for their actions,

state police moved in on the

unarmed plaintiffs, and with

nightsticks drawn, punched.
kicked, beat and arrested many
plaintiffs." the lawsuit said " The

-ts were especially brutal and

were carried out with am
force"

Abramowit/ accused troopers

of carrvmg out "an organized and

retaliatory, response" against the

Onondaga protesters because of

the civil unrest a month earlier on

the Seneca territory in Bryant.

N N Mon than a do/en UOOfWI
were injured during a clash with

the Senecas that closed down a

>0 link- section of the New 'l oik

Thruway loi several days.

I ike the Onondagas. some
Senecas wcie aiigrv over a lempo-

taiv agreement with the stale

ovci laves un gas and cigarettes

sold to non-Indians c'.ov lnorge

Patakt has since proposed doing

aw as with those ta\ collections

In response to the disturbance

on the Seneca Nation, the state

police formed an "Indian detail"

to deal with future situations

involving Native American tribes.

Abramowit/ said

However, the group was "not

sufficiently trained in non violent

crowd control methods not wa-

it sufficiently trained in the I

force and the procedure to be

used in effecting arrests." the

lawsuit said.

Ihe Indian detail "WW
designed and intended to disrupt

ol political expression by

Native Americans using a>

sive riot squad tactic* 'and

stuutes an invidious di*crimma'o

ty practice against Native

Americans " the lawsuit charged.

want to write Lesbian,

Transgender articles/editorials

for the Collegian?

How about some pizza? Come

\ March 5 to the Collegian at 7

the Campus Crater basement or

»H Dylan at 546-5807.

The

Textbook

Annex

reminds

you

to make

sure you

get the

books

you need

for this

semester,

SOOM

flSt-w^r-
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Advertising heaven
Advertising, whether bla-

tant or subtle, permeates

all aspect- ol modem day

life. Advertisers eh-

various mediums to carry ines

sages to the public, whether it be

through television, radio, bill-

boards and man
recently. the

m o \ i e s .

Promoting prod-

ucts within the

movies or tying

promotional cam-
paigns to a movie
release is the lat-

est trend adver
titers are taking

advantage

Product place-

ment within the

movies can be as

subtle as a Coke
can on a table or aaaBBaaaaaaTaaaaaaTI

the blatant glow of a neon
Budweiser sign. While some may
argue that putting brands within

the movies adds to an element of

realism, viewers are taking n<

of the brands advertised within

films

The lames Bond film.

Goldeneye, demonstrates the

influence product placement in

the films has on consumer aware-

ness. Sales of the ZV which
made a cameo appearance in the

film, took off when 007 traded

his traditional Aston Martin for

the BMW
Product plugging through the

movies is a win-win situation for

both movie studios and advertis-

ing agencies. For marketers, the

movies provide access to two
hard-to- reach audiences: for-

eign viewers and young people

Face it. when you are in a

movie theater, you are a "cap-

tive* audience. Product place-

ment in the movies means adver-

tisers exasperated with channel
surfing have finally found their

niche where viewers watch every

moment Unlike television, movie
viewers do not get up and grab a

snack or take a trip to the bath

room to avoid the commercials.

As a result, advertisers trv

their best to clutter the movies

with products, trying to attract

the attention of consumers, in the

hopes that the audience will buy

v
v > ma < >ankatirk.ir

And when it comes to stuffing

the movies with products and
slogans, no rntMWaT stands a

chance in the lace of the Madison
Avenue Hollywood alliance

Take Sylvester Stallone, for

instance. The tough guy wins
hands down for

cluttering up hi>

films with various

products Hil
mov la Rock v ///

promotes Coca-
Cola. San
Nike. Wheat.
I W \ Marantz.
Wutliizct. Sikon.

Harley-Dav idsoti.

Budweiser.
M a s e r a t i ,

Gatorade and
American
I \ press.

iaT"a""a"""""""""« while the

advertising agencies are fixated

on sell. sell. sell. Hollywood isn't

hurting much from the trend of

product placement

first, a partnership with a

strong mass marketer can turn a

film into a virtual brand, allow

ing producers to live ofl the mer-

chandising deals You only have

to swing into the nearest fast

food franchise to see that movie
producers arc pushing tie-ins like

little MermaiJ •»»e

marketplace.

Making movies isn't cheap, as

the blockbuster litantic demon-
strates. Titanic cost an estimated

$200 million to produce, and
even though the lames Cameron
film is one of the highest grossing

movies of all time, other big bud-

get films aren't as lucky

The branding of a movie can

protect against failure at the box
Hv teaming up with adver

tisers. studios can defray the

high cost of filmmaking by pro-

viding not only props, but also

mes and tie-in promotional

campaign
For example, in return for the

plug for its Power Book in

Impossible. Apple pro
moled the movie in an estimated

SIS million"eampaign and also

created the website devoted to

the film

Product placement interferes

with movie making by taking

control of the film away from the

studios and placing advertisers in

charge. Goldeneye provides a

good example of how a studio

bows to its advertising partner.

\U.V1/UA wrote in an entire

scene revolving around Bond's
new BMW.

Another movie. Flipper, added
$40,000 to its production costs

when the producers of the film

signed a marketing deal with
PepsiCo. Following the deal,

computer graphics changed a

can into a Pepsi can in an

otherwise perfect scene.

Within the film, the products

upstage the actors. In Always.
Hollv Hunter fades into the back-

ground, while a can of Pepsi
claims the brightest spot in the

scene. In I nele Buck, lohn Candy
plavs second fiddle to a box ol

Kellogg s Frosted Flakes. Helen
Hunt shared her film debut in

Twister with Chrysler Corp.'s
Hodge Ram and the Whoopie
Goldberg movie. Eddie, featured

New ^ ork knuks uniforms,
courtesy of a deal with the

National Basketball Association

But. for those of you fretting

that Hollywood is selling out to

the advertisers, keep in mind that

putting a product into a movie
doesn't necessarily signal suc-

cess. For example, the S

Mini-disc CD player appeared
prominently in the box office

bomb. Last Action Hero, yet sales

ol the product did not improve
Manv viewers felt tha: the Arnold

Schwarzenegger film resembled a

very long commercial.

In the struggle to pay the

mounting costs of filmmaking
and capture consumers' flagging

attention. Hollywood has formed
an unholy alliance. In the process

of product plugging, film quality

suffers hut the real losers are

the viewers Shameless adverti>

ing allows talented actors to co-
star with Coke cans and Chcctoa.

Realism or not. chances are

you're still plopping down $7 to

watch • really long, if not subtle.

commercial The next big star

might not be Leonardo DiCaprio

or Claire Danes: it could be

Budweiser
Seema Gangatirkar is a

Collegian columnist
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Doonesbury

Monica lewtnskv you must settle for second
place and like it

As I sec it. she's only numero deux on the

list of high- profile media circuses about
going down this year — Titanu i» king, and franklv I

don't get it You turn on the nightly

news and the financial report for the

day features the Dow tones, silver,

gold and Titanu The film has grossed

in excess of 70 mamagillion clams in

domestic box offices alone Hv year's

end we should have currency from the

Franklin Mint bearing the visages of

Rose. lack. Molly Brown and even the

swarthy third-class passengers.

I don't get it

By most critical standards, this epic

is one of the top five American films

of the year, but would be hai .

to make the cut a.

the elite five it vou include interna-
_ ___=^___^^

tional efforts. Yet people are flocking
"""""""""""""""""""™

to see it after 1 1 weeks of release like it's the cinemat-

ic equivalent of Sovleni Green
I was always under the assumption that the produc-

tion heavy, script light davs ol De Millian. period

blockbusters were behind us Guess | missed big time

on that one But one of the questions in my mind at

this juncture isn't who has seen Titanic, but rather

who hasnt — even Billy from Iowa ^^^^_^^^_
snuck his pet ferret into the thcai

Though I still don't get it. here's

just a few hypotheses on who these

deadbeats are:

The dead Hollywood studio

research has indicated that corpses

are the most difficult consumer base-

to reach, although Shirley Macl.aine

begs to differ. As such, it follows

that most of the deceased will never

see Titanic

People who have had their eyes poked out — It's all

fun and games until somebody loses their eves and can

only enjoy the aural pleasure of hearing the unmerci
fullv hammy Billy Zane cry. "I hope you enjoy vour

time together" or any of the other stock sneers he

seethes over the course ol the film.

Steven Spielberg — Steve makes the Color Purple.

superbly acted, written and directed adaptation ol

Pulitzer Prize -winning Alice Walker novel. Steve has

Negroes in non-comedic or slave roles in movie. Steve

gets chafted by Academy
Steve makes Amistad. notch below Color Purple in

quality, but theme of slavery is always old white-

Academy voter favorite. The error — the slaves aren't

nobly slaughtered in Civil War and they're remarkably

pissed off to boot. Steve gets double-shafted.

(Great thing about soapboxes — not only can you

/ was always under the

assumption that the pro

duction -heavy, script-light

days of Pe Millian. period

blockbusters were behind

us. Guess I missed

big-time on that one

XXJl£TLACBV60
s/THTHemft*.
MrmajM&trr/v&
xx/avrcFXXjR
MtNPf

*mu,rr*i

PXXf...

preach from 'cm. but they boost a S-foot-8 quasi runt

like me to Muresanian proportions, if only for a

moment Incidentally this is in no way an endorse

ment to see .Wy Giant I

Now that we've tackled the tough challenge of who's

had their butt firmly planted in a cave

for three months of unnerving hoopla.

we can address the other question at

hand who is still seeing Titanic"* I'm

so frigging exhausted just thinking
about the length of the movie — God
forbid there's ever a dir ut —
that I'm afraid my snappy lead-in will

have to be "Sec below

"

lames Cameron "I ct's see here If

I see it 4.786 more times. I can proba-

ver a thirteenth of the publicity

,.
-

Girts — Maybe it's some karmic pun
ishment for not enough guys taking

^__^__ 'heir sweet muffins to One Tine Day.
"""""""""""""""""'

hut vou'd think the average female
might not go so unabashedly ga-ga over an underwrit-

ten relationship overshadowed hv striking technical

accuracy Then again I h, h'st Wives Club was a hit.

Horny people — The upside of spending a Dances
With Mo/it", duration in a lame multiplex is. of

course, the insta- game effect of Titanic You bring a

__.______ date to this flick and sooner or later

this scenario will happen to you
IOM (sobbing): He ... was.,

all frozen That was so sad.

Ml I.ISSA: Yeah Remember
when he saves her life?

K)\1 Oh. that was so cool

MF.l ISSV Yeah Remember
when they first |

rOM Oh. that was so romantic

MELISSA: Yeah Remember
when they get their hanky- dory in

a sloppy, sweaty way in the back of that car?

TOM: Yeah. You got the keys to the Pulsar?

The important thing we must keep in perspective is

that, much like the H. Long actioncr Firestorm.

Titanic-mania so soon shall pass. A little hunch of

mine indicates Leonardo DiCaprio's next release. The
Man in the Iron Mask — whose swordfights will be

nothing compared to the accent clashes between
Gerard Depardieu. leremy Irons. Gabriel Byrne, lohn
Malkovich and Mr. Frigid Paperweight himself. Leo —
will help us get over stiffs most of us never knew suck-

ing down a chilly bongful and sinking

Regardless of what occurs, however. I suppose some
lolks' hearts will still go on.

(Oh. that reminds me — screw Celine Dion, the

French Canadian anti- Christ.)

( iaylor Conner is a Collegian columnist

student

_ columns that analyze
tcfexamine faculty evaluations

as come out against allowing students
they are confidential personnel files and sh<

©nt advocates have claimed that evaluations
insight into the behavior of their

j

p columns should be between
to the Collegian in

Lumass.edu" or
tact Tarn**
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FOCUS ON THE WAR ON DRUGS
The war on citizens

Hi

Wji Mine puipa^jiuLi I* .i .rait with iliuc bate*

rulev I Make the public feel threatened In

the enemv 2 ,^^^_^^^__
Oiseiiipyiyvet Ji-.tedit

and dehumanize the enemy and V
Hunc-lv is nut important I he
I. amiable Rclonn Coalition il'RO has Ken ohsciviny

these tactic- employed against Americans In their own
government

Through aggressive use ol donated advertising

and now through a multi-million dollar federal budget

fui anil-drug propaganda the public is made to leel

thes are endangered bv othet people's drug u

ire told moiics about crimes, accidents and
dcjlhs which can somehow be blamed on drug- Drug
users are being silenced and kept Irom positions ol

wealth and influence The infornia

lion and tactics being used are

incredibly dishone-t

Haider the long-standing aigu-

nunt that marijuana legalization

would result in large numK
automobile accidents, despite the

(act that allergy mcdicatum- cau-c

many more accidents jyei ant, than

marijuana Consider the so-called

I
' that drugs make addicts com-

mit crime, despite the obvious rea-

MTa* that bv virtue ol being illegal,

drugs are moie expensive than an

addict can possibly at lord through a

legal |ob Consider the multi-billion dollar industry

which analyzes the urine of out woil Iruff.

when no serious scientific study ha- -hown th

reduce work -place accidents or increase productivity

Honesty is not important to the drug warrior

Rm tlu-c ol vou who do not -.are easily th>

they liav nj sales pilch — saving the user*

from themselves N ou are told that drug users hurt their

own "ut not that alcohol i* the

nor about all the famines broken up by the gov eminent

and put on welfare by a |ail term or a lost fob Yuu arc

told that drug users are 'losers' and cannot succeed,

but not that this is on purpose, that drug testing denies

drug users job opportunity, that impoverished drug

users and even recovered addicts are being denied the

help normally given to the rest of the poor Neither are

vou told about all the drug users who do MCI
utiles- thev are being stripped of their success las was

pled with the Olympics -now boarding

gold medalist i

The perpetuation of drug problems by the VYar on

Drugs is • .ithsotne and least well known quah

tv a twisted sens: of morals has led drug

the stance thai "drug user- mu-l k made into losers

whcthei thev icalK aie K-cts or not " h has long been

_^^__^_^mm— known that even hatd drug addict-^ EST** iccovci and- 1. 1 lead productive

L^I^^^LJ-^-----— lives it ihc-v have the benefit of a

-table lainilv hie and steady

I'umshinent. interdiction

and social stigma have all

failed lo end our drug

problem for nearly four

decades How the drug

warriors manage to con-

vince the American public

that they will suddenly

start to work is be\ond us

employment I nbelievably. thoac who saj thev want to

-avc the usci- Itom theinsclve-s are turning around

and doing evacllv the i.ppo-ite bv denvmg them oppor-

tunity, social noitnalitv and even sell esteem

1 io those who have been taught to view drug

users as a threat, the dishonesty only iiKiea-e- Rathei

than pui-uc -ciiou- treatment tor drug user- the
|

eminent elect- to -pend your t«i\ dollat- putting them in

n Rathei than undercut the i ket with

niami ns for addict- we allow eirgani/ed

crime le' exploit addict- and non

yen one to

live with the con-ec|Uence- of a

thriving undergiound drug maiket

While the I Ma-- Cannabis
alition only supports the

lull le i ol marijuana for

adult use it i- inipossihl.

the lac t that the current
iling with

ioIc need

\ l.i I 1 1 VI a 1 1.1 U

mue I tl than hard

drug SOBM^ ol the same problems we can sec

ne«t lie in waging war Ofl the u-ers

has

admitted that "we cannot jtie-t our wav out ol this

Punishment, interdiction and ncW stigma have all

tatted to end our dm nearly tour decades.

the drug w .i the

American public that thev will suddenly start to work is

War costly and ineffective

Scan Marit

l nK'iumauly selling ths Vsai Ofl l>mg- SO the public

mment to axuraapFtti Lnlikc

the rrxen' re military astivttv in the

Gull the " on l>rugs do not

appear harmful and the collateral damage to both drug

- and \rn not blatantly obviotM

iiuiti V\v b. ,
i it* He education

ahoul drugs and drug policy will help Ametu

Brian S lit! nlmg

( /v'( member

The war on drugs is a

multi-billion dollar a year

industiv Virtually every

agency ol the I S govern-

ment is involved. Irom the I ederal

Kureau of Investigation and the

Drug I nloicemeiit Agency lo the

National Park Seivice and the

Guard. I his
ajaajaBBBBBBBaaaaTaj

exists hc-cause

neatlv any agen. | aajajaj

can receive mil-

lion- 01 even billions e>! dollars for

being hard on drugs let M ageiicv

has control over the wai effort

Most agencies involved pcrloim

their part in the War on Drug- wiih

little, it any. communication with

other agencies Tin- lack ol struc

ture in the War on Drugs is the

main cause ol it- ineffectiveness,

hut is also the kev lor it- -uivival

I a«t vcar I're-ident C lintoti

posed $16 billion tor the war d
the largest amount in history, up
1 1 on i a mere $1 billion in 1^*0. The
laigcsi eut ol this rear'i budget

lo the Bureau of Prisons

which received a whopping one-

eighth ol the total spending

$2 billion Another SKIi million

tei the Olhcc of lusticc-

Programs. and $621 million g

the I ederal ludiciarv Both help to

counteract tfn increased

numbers of criminal .a-e- tiled in

federal courts Two hundred
eighty one million dollars went to

the federal Prisoners IVlention and

$27} million went to L I

Anon
ol drug related arrest- and trials

All totaled, over $4 billion, or

I the entire Drug War
m. was spent entire

arrest expenses, not including

treatment programs.

Ol the $lt> billion allocated lor

this year's budget, only $V*i billi.fi

d towards drug treatment

and prevention programs, the only

programs that provide dire.

inprovc the health of the

American people.

The government spent over $8
billion ol this year's drug budget to

in to reduce the availability of ille-

gal drugs Departments such as the

HI \ the IBI the U.S. Marshals

and the Secret Service, to name a

lew, were all employed in the drug

elloit While drug arrests are up,

^^^^^^^^^^ ovct one and a

half million in

_VjaBjBB] 19M, the avail

ability of

cocaine and marijuana, as well as

othet diugs. was unatlecled.

The inability of the drug war's

policing forte 10 altect the supply

or the use ol illegal drugs leads u-

10 question whether or not the War
on Drug- i- i-Ht-etive or economical-

ly valid

The biggest battle of the drug

war has been tought against mari-

juana. In the past the i-sue of mari-

luana legalization ha- come in and

out of the public eve During the

carlv N70s many stales made mari-

juana illegal but not a criminal

offense. I'hc movement lasted until

the l«80s when President Ronald

Reagan was elected His goal was

to win the Drug War. To do this,

all drugs were to be made highly

illegal, including marijuana.

Recently the idea to make mari)ua

na legal has re-entered the public

opinion This time the idea is not to

tnak' marijuana legal for everyone.

lust lor those who have a definite

need for the medicinal uses of the

drug
Throughout the history of the

Drug War. there has been much
debate on the medicinal validity ol

marijuana Thirty years ago there

was intense scientific research on

marijuana, most ol which showed
i able medicinal qualities 'let

the government chose not to allow

any use of ihe drug in tear of losing

'he War on Drugs

In 1
4" 2 Nixon appointed a com-

naasion to determine the medicinal

value of marijuana President

appointed many scientists and doc-

tors he believed would report mari-

juana had no medicinal vaku

his surprise the commis-ion gave

marijuana high medical value and a

low danger to users. However thi-

report was covered up. and further

reports were not allowed by the

classing of the drug Utec lively

Pre-ident Nixon turned the W
Drugs into a lens, making the pub

he view marijuana as an evil weed

that destroy- people's livc-

Thc issue of whether maiijuana

has medicinal value has again

reached the pinnacle of public

awarene-- Recent reports by the

British Institute of Medicine and

testimonials by hundred- ol thou

sands of ailing American- have

shown that marijuana indeed ha-

medicinal value ranging Irom the

ability to slow down the damage

i bv glaucoma to helping peo-

ple from wasting awav Irom MDS
and cancer However, until niaiiiua

na is allowed to be tested by the

ID\ and the National Institin

Health, there will be no delinite

medical value of marijuana in the

y eminent

The refusal of the American

ernment to allow testing lot medical

benefits of marijuana is whv it

remain- illegal Because there are so

main dilfcrent agencie- m >•!>•

ernment that have se>me ability lo

alter how the government views

marijuana, it will be a while Mora
the government can olle

agree on a new polkv for niarnua

na Once the initial barriers are

removed, marijuana will be found

to have medicinal value, and be

made legal to those who need it

In conclusion, the War on Drugs

is not just a war against the

immoralities ot using illegal drugs,

but a war against every man.
woman and child that have legm

mate u-e ot medicinal marijuana

The War on Drug- BJ and

mostly ineffective policy that has

iiinued for mai,>

Sean Marten is a I Ma^ undent

Letters to the Editor

Adndnistration con-

tinues

twisting the truth

'ic editor.

'i 2 \--yvi.ite Chancellor

Sue Pearson sent out an e mail u

faculty, graduate student- and staff

informing them of the teniat

tract agreement reached between

Graduate Employee Organization
' 0) and the administration In thi-

letter *he use* the phrase "as rarviouah

proposed by the administratism" even

rime she refers to a settlement made in

mediation

She is not just lying, but saying that

graduate students arc stupid. She is -

ing that graduate students were stupid

to negertiate for so long, she i- -avmg

that graduate students were Mupid to

mobilize and hold rallies which ultimate-

ly brought the administration back to

the bargaining table: and she is saving

that graduate students are stupid not to

take what the administration giv.

The reality ol the situation is that

I.IO has emerged victe'rioti- in manv

ways over the administration The most

m>table vkton is that we refused to let

the administration break us up into

subgroups, with onlv a lew grc>ups

receiving wage benefits while the oth

ers get nothing Gl tought for even

one te> receive rhe same wage package,

and they wea- victorious.

The re-ult i- a 4S percent incrc

the guaranteed minimum wage for all

employees, which was not |ireviouslv

proposed bv the administration

Christopher De Vries

dev riesvWdaisy phast umass.edu

Stopping deforesta-

tion

isn't the answer

To the editor.

This fil in response to I.aura

lakutowicz - article entitled "Abenaki-

raise funds to combat deloreslaiioii"

27).

Before any readeri support banning

the defotestiition of the nottlica-t

please consider the big picture of indu-

trial forestry I n-t I would like to offer

some insight on the hardwoods that are

being "dc«ti

reata caaned by paper

companies in the northeast have been

highgraded for the last 20
means that the prevl

landowners only "cut the best and I

the r>

true that the paper ccaupansrs

are try m.
make paper products rhcx have tx> use

lor the poor quality hardwoods Pixauat

they are ,
s* and tlv

tori

why they spray he Inch kill

the hardwe>e>ds and allow the -

woods the competitive advantage they

ult that then
' hq

are just trying »o make da with what

thev have land, iiieidenllv. pay taxes

Secondly, il the paper companies are

harvesting softwood timber in the

•heast. there must be a demand for

paper IX-spite claims ol someday form-

ing a paperles- society, the United

States is actually using more paper now

than ever Bv banning all the commet

cial logging activitie- 0*1 the I

we stand the chance of putting the

papeT companies out ol business.

Assuming all the paper oompt

forestland i- -old. e>ne possible scerm

she>ws that all the l.iiul Hindi
chance ot being subdivided inli> small

|\ikcI- The developer- will >.

and the fe>resis will be tilled with -

denlial housing and WatMarll While

slightly exaggerated, tin- would (viTna-

ncnth eliminate large evpaiw

c-t and anv lurther supply of wood inot

to mention anv lorm ot contiguous

management i In another -..enario. the

feileral govc-mment OOuill buy the land.

This means ia\e- go up and the I

towns lose all their property tax hi-,

Snxe human popilation -cents to he-

grow ing exponentially, it i- -ale to

a-sume that the demand for fore-t

products will alsei be increa-mg It the

northeast is no leinger permitted to pro-

duce -1'inc ol these products, the |\ipci

companies will find other place- l>

we reallv w;mt to pay SI0 I roll for

imported toilet paper'' So. DJ -topping

timber harvesting in the northi

you're not really getting to the root of

the problem. Society nceil- to realize

that to use the pie-ent amount of papa

and wood products, certain sacrifices in

the wav our forest- appear (tcmpoi.m

Iv I will have to he made

In refer

tn«n-

Bui

that north

>
, .

>e- thev are ugly

yen rcmoi.

<nd forests are

gener.r

err

..•mpietctv cleared foi aaih idlurt m
the last two centuries and have grown

hackiust fine

about the fore--

and is genuine, but we can t

just "ban all commercial kigging activi

ties." There are other important corisid-

erati. ''-"aid -tnve lot a way

meet the nor- cioeconotajk

1- while von-c-rving natural

>cal

landou

Kent Nelson

Old Town. Maine

Smoking in public

a taxpayer rigfa

Thanks m> much to Marty Keane for

hi- anti -moking editorial i Match I)

But vou know what. Marty'' 1 aeh and

everv toul. rank exhale vour tragic

lung- make in delivering those la-

seniinicnts ottend- me more than vour

-uive and discriminating little noae

can imagine

I a- vouie concerned, '-moker-

should have no right to smoke in fiub-

Mt \nv yyhere \n> time."

Well, vour pt -herst bars

rivali i HaWishmenti
owned by individuals and supported by

the public. The .nom.itic subset of our

college population" is not a demo
graphic -ei small it can be dismissed

with one -eotl however asthmatic

that -colt BaVJ he It the environs of

vour favorite night spot are M toxic

that vou can no longer -tand to patnm-

ize the e-tablishment. vou should spe;ik

to the owner It is his responsibility to

market to whatever clientele he choos-

nOt that ol the state and federal gov

eniment-

You see. -mokci- pav taxes. This

entitle- u- to noke in public plaec-

"Anv time. Am
|
public | place"

Smoker- aren't the crude, insensitive

le>t vou describe- in your editorial. In

hot, mo-t smoker- are courteous and

socially con-cious of their actions.

Your cutting insight into the contrast

rn alcoholism and cigarette

-moking was even more impreaaive.

it I'm in a bar posjixhrtg beers on a

nightly bat-is the advene curs»eo«jenccs

alliens affect onh me, not every-

one esse m the bar." Actually . it affects

even laxpavct in the bar who has te>

-itt through the fallout of your shat-

ilv

'I implore those ol you who do

smoke to think lor a minute about

what you are doing unwittingly does to

those around you. never mind yout

self " Well. Marty. I have thought about

it Mv conclusion is that I am not

"smdiy." "arrogant." "self-centered" or

even "aromatic." I am very socially con

KtoM of m> toxic addiction, and fur-

themore. I enjov I

Brandon Hick-

Northcasl

R-rated chants

at hockey game
lo the CSaaBa*

It w.i- wonderful to see so many -tu

dents at the hockev game against

Boston L niver-iiv this past Friday night.

The CMass team played vers well but

were beaten mostly by the referee.

He>wever. the maioi di-turhance at

the Mulhns Center came from a vocal

group of students with a PG-H or R-

1 chant I am sure that the parent-

ot the -mall children in the Mulhn-

Center did not appreciate the choice ot

words used Utet all. the games have

become very much a family -centered

event

Sine there will be those ol vou who

will sav. "hut this is | eollege campus

such language will be heard here and

there." To that I ask. where lias tk- siu

dent population been for the other 1

2

games this season? All ol the-e other

!olk- have been here every week with

their families — where were you?

At the next game you attend, and I

know how important a large and lively

crowd of fans can energize a team,

please- trv to respect tho-e little kids m
the stand- Keep vour cheer- to some-

thing you would not mind explaining to

vour little -i-tei

Sean B. Tarpey

slarpey@mtholyoke.edu

Hidden history

T

We encourage our readers to respond to the contents of the Collegian through

letters to the editor.

Letters must be typed, no more than 400 words long, and include name,

address and phone number for confirmation purposes.

They can be submitted by mail to Ed/Op Editor, Daily Collegian, 115 Campus

Center, UMass, AmherstMA 0100%; by email to letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu;

or by fax to (4ll) S44-l$?2.

The Collegian reserves the right to edit letters for length, clarity and style.

abulou- i- the word that

comes to mind when I think

ot the weekend I lust spent

at the I niversity of

Michigan lor the National lewish

LesBiCay (lesbian, bisexual and
tudent leadership conference

About U' students attended the

conference from all across the

country There were even a few

international students It was spon

sored by the AHAVA Collective

(the gay. lesbian, bisexual, trans

gender (01 H T i lewish group at the

I niversitv of Michigan),

lights in \ction la group of North

American lewish -tudents) and the

L niversitv of Michigan Hillel

W hen I boarded the plane. I did

not know what exactly to expect. I

knew I was going to have a good

time, but I didn't realize I was
going tc> have a great time. When I

lust heard about the conference I

was surprised and extremely happy

there was an event

of this kind I was —-—————

—

so excited that I

was going to

spend a weekend
with other lewish

CJ H -tudent-

One of the main
reasons 1 was
going was to try

and get ideas on
how to start a

lewish GIB group

here at UMass. I

think it is impor-

tant for lewish

GI.B students to

have some sort of

group in which they can get

answers to questions about how
they fit into ludaism. as well as for

the social aspect.

The conference started out with a

speech called "Gay Marriages in the

Twenty-First Century?" by Evan

Wolfson. director of the Marriage

Project for the lambda Legal

Defense and Education Fund.

Wolfson spoke about the court case

in Hawaii that is pending right

now. and a few other cases. He also

focused on the fact that if the gay

community is to get the freedom to

have same-sex marriages, then it

must branch its efforts of support

out 10 the heterosexual community

We have to educate them and get

straight support in fighting for the

lieedom of same-sex marriages.

Wolfson cited a rVftt>aTt«aai article

that 56 percent of the public oppos-

es our freedom to marry.

W hile we need to push to make

it at least 5b percent in our favor,

this is already an extraordinary,

encouraging, and instructive

improvement, given that two years

ago most Americans had never been

asked to think about this question,"

he said.

His idea of reaching out to the

straight community is very impor-

tant How can we gain the freedom

to have same-sex marriages if we
don't get the support of the hetero-

al community'' Gays and I

bians have to educate the general

public lo the truth th

marriages ate

\fter he spoke, the participant-

of the conference stared the at'

noon workshop- Ihe first we>rk-

-hop I attended was on how M *-tart

a lewish Gl BT group on campu-
That workshop was very informa-

tive and gave me some great ideas

on how to start a group here at

UMass. One of the ideas that we
thought of was to have a Shabbat

dinner and have a speaker talk

about GIB lews in today - lOCsCt)

The second workshop I went to

was entitled "Rabbi V'chanan &
Rabbi 1 aki-h More Than |u-t

Iricnds." There was a Talmudic
story about these twe> men's chance

meeting which we di-di-ced. and
we also looked at some other

Talmudic stories and their

Midrashe-
It was very—^— interesting to

look at gay life

in the lewish
hi - 1 cm ic world.

Not manv lew -

actually look at

or know of the

- that we
di-cussed. To
see that some
famous lewi-h

thinkers w e r e

g.iv 01 had
h o m o - e x u a I

feelings made
me feel a sense

of pride within

myself. I always enjoy hearing
about gay or lesbian* who were
famous in history — it gives me
some role models to follow.

Sunday was the final day of the

conference. We watched a docu-
mentary film called "Chicks in

White Satin" about two |ewi-h

woman getting married. It talked to

the two woman and their family

members and it showed the wedding

ceremony. I reallv like it becauae

even though I have heard about

same-sex marriages. I had never

seen a lewish one. It wai heart-

warming to see twi> women under

the Chupah breaking the glass and

thinking that maybe somedav that

will be me and my partner.

We ended the conference plan-

ning for next year's conference.

which will be held at Smith
College. We then went around and

shared our thoughts about the con-

ference. One feeling mentioned
often was the feeling of being

whole. We were in an environment

in which it mm'l just Jewish stu-

dents, or just gay and lesbian stu-

dents, but both. We were all lewish

and gay. lesbian or bisexual

I truly had a great time at the

conference and 1 look forward to

starting a Gl.BT lewish group here

at UMass.
lesse Pasackow is a I Mass stu

dent.

"How can we gain the

freedom to have same- sc\

marriages if we don't get the

support of the heterosexual

community.' days and les-

bians have to educate the

general public to the truth

that same-sex marriages arc

not an cril thing.
"

Jesse- Pusai-rum
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Curve comes clean on latest
Blessid Union of Souls leaves

room to improve on latest CD

Curve hits the mark with unfailing intensity on their latest release

By Kevin Moooncn
Collegian Staff

COME CLEAN
Cunm

EMupendo/ liniverso)

At first lunt mi|rhi sound a bii

like the band Garbage Bui bear in

mind — Curve came I

After a five-year sabbatical.

h electronic/industrial ro«.k

pioneers Curve have released thetr

third LP Come Clean tin More* an
March 10), one of the moat anno

of I9t«. The bu//

>me Chan would be

much greater if onl> people have

even heard of Curve, let alone

understand their impact Cm
has undoubtcdlv led their finger-

prints on music as we know it

Before touring with The Cure
and The lesus and Mar) Chain,

band members Tom Halliday and
Dean Garcia were busv keeping

one step ahead of the London
dance musk scene, paving the way

for such acts as The Chemical
Brother* and Prodigy And while

,
piru; into

i«rwma»i<ifrf in >>»r state*.

Curve *s- » rl

ban>! ic ln,.h Vails and

Ministry

me Clean is not a drastu
departure for Un: \%hile their

previous albums, such as I992's

Dompelganger, were packed with

rough guitar edges. Curve seems
to have caught the techno bug
with Ml Most of the

hard guitar sounds have been trad-

ed in lor -vnths and sequcu
with excellent results Curve's new
sound is both abrasive and addic-

tive, both raw and refined. To put

Come Clean'* basic soundscape in

a nutshell would not do the album
lustice. but let's say that it's a

melting pot Tilled with techno and
industrial, a splash of trip- bop
and a lot of dark drum and bass

sounds. This concoction creates

one of the most intense albums in

recent memory, packed with
hooks and catchy rhythms that

grip the listener through all
I

I 5 tr.:

Come Clean gets off to a jump
start with the first trask "Chinese

Burn.* which is the first single and

was released as an EP last

muc-s

jailing intcnsitv with the

Ua«
R
Oth

AC^omc'
er I ITT * tha

hing I amili

t are nothing

short of excellence are

"Swcetba gotten Sanity"

and the title track 'Come Clean
"

isidcnng Curve's previous

work. Come Clean is not to i

a change in genre. It seen

like Garcia and Halliday are

smoothlv shifting gears Producing

themselves Halliday and Garcia

are joined by Steve Osborne and
Tim Simmon, whose credits

include working with Dcpeche
Mode. Also lending a hand on
(umr Clean arc master mixer
Alan Moulder. Hood, helping with

svnths and programming, and
ica's lustin providing some

drum beats.

As for the dance house ambi
ence of Come Clean — which was
recorded at The Beatles' renowned
studio. Abbey Road — Halliday

said. "We wanted to capture the

idea that this record was made in

London. It came out of the whole
atmosphere of living here. H
wanted to make that point. We
wanted something with grit in it

'

There is no doubt that Halliday

j.kI Garcia's return to the studio

was one ot the mosi welcome in

years; a warm reception for a band
that was always well ahead of its

time A

CAUGHT UP
Vanoui Artists

Noo Trybe

Soundtracks are often difficult to listen to, bemuse
you usually have to filter through 10 tracks of trash to

get to the couple of decent songs vou want to hear.

Either that or the material has already been released

and you have no need to buy it again. Therelorc it vou

have more then two or three good new songs, you can

usually consider the soundtrack a success.

Caught L p manages to break that mold with enough
bumping tracks that you will not need to use the last

forward button on your CO plaver Snoop Doggy
Dogg and Karupt set it off with "Ride
On\Caught Up." Okay, the Doggfather is

played out, and his last album appeared

more in the used CD bin then in whips,

but he shows what he is capable ot on

this track.

Given that there's too much west

coast on here. I'll gel to the east. Gang
Starr's "Work" shows whv he is still

top of the hip-hop pyramid. Lost Bow do

their thing on "Ordinary Guy." and you know you'll be

looking for the herbals cause that's how thev do Die

two best tracks come courtesy of Killah Priest.

Inspectah Deck and GZA and KKS One. Shaggy and

Mad I ion. respectively On "Cross My Heart" it looks

like the killer bees are back and Killah Priest might

have some of the sickest skills in the clan. As for

YoUThe Reggae Virus) " let's |u»t sav it's a dance

hall classic already

lict through the filler Q0>MM| Ol I

l.uniz. and you have a fairly bumping album Then
again you might |ust wan for the singles to appear on

mixed tapes i- (Adam Dlugacz)

HIGH CONTRAST COMEDOWN
Floor**c—n

DOC

WHATNOT
Cofd

Inferscope

God almighty Why does this crap just fall into my
lap'' V\ hv does it seem like any monkev with a guitar

can gel signed by a label when clearly they should just

live in quiet anonymity at the local bar playing all the

classic rock hits you know and love

When I first listened to both of these albums I was
like "not bad " The llourcs tcm album started off

well enough, with an autoharp starting off the song

"Slaughterhouse With A Bed " But it all went downhill

from thcr

Cola knew how to play their instruments and for

that I give them kudos, a doff of my cap.

Unfortunately, the musk wasn't altogether captivating

and I found myself playing solitaire and not concen-

trating on the minii What went wrong?
The problem is. m criticspeak. some inherent need

BBk I xpi llllvl

A undeniably

W contradict

y evoking the

10 find the exact nature of what is good or bad with a

.ci tain band or song Here, 1 just can't seem to put my

linger on it Both bands seem to play in key and obv i

uuslv they practiced once or twice They are extremely

and mind blowing!) competent.

And that just might be it They are only competent

These albums don't have any standout tracks or any-

thing in the writing that makes you want to hear more

I hey lust don't get jiggy with it. if you know what I

mean High Contrast Comedown — C-. Whatnot —
C- (Mike Messaros)

REVENGE IS SWEET, AND SO ARE YOU
Mr T Experience

Lookout

Revenge it Sweet, and So Are You, the

eighth full-length album by the Mr. T

he, I xpericnce, is full of twisted humor,
bly catchy music and interesting

lions. Despite a punk sound
the Ramones' blaring, fast- paced

tvlc. the selections are all weirdly insight

ful and wittv love songs. Tracks such M "S

Arms Girlfriend." "I awnmower of Love," and "The

Weather is Here. Wish You Were Beautiful" grab hold

ol vour attention with their rapid-fire guitar riffs, but

arc more remarkable for their amusing and brutally

honest lyrics In the poppy "With Mv 1 aahl and 5 our

Brains." lead singer Dr Frank puts down his girl

friend, condescendingly singing. "So hold my hand,

just like we planned, so you won't gel lost, and I won t

get thrown out
*

The disc becomes repetitive after a while, until the

thirteenth track. "I Don't Seed You Now " The north

em California trio lose the electric guitars in favor of

an acoustic treatment, which stands out against the

CD's clamor. The band makes up for the absent noise

with amplified lyrical wit Dr (rank rants. "I've dis

covered other things to hale ... I still don't like how
mush you don't want me to touch you, but I don't

need you now " Straightforward, clever, and at times

insultingly mean lyrics such as this permeate the

album.
Hard to take seriously at first, the Mr T Experience

•u with their upbeat, clever punk They re

loud, thoughtful, sad, funny, intelligent and dumb all

at once Their unique sound is fun to listen to. just

hard to define — kind of like their name.
(Brendan Lynch"

PITCH LIKE A GIRL

Kothl—n vV./hoire

Dove's Record Company/V2

female anists have been becoming increasingly pop-

ular recently W ith people like Alanis Mornsette, Ani

DiFranco and Paula Cole leading the way. female
tend to get a reputation as angry feminist music

Others such as lewei and Sarah Mel achlan have a

deeper sound to their music that make the rest ol us

Turn to TRAX page /

1-800-C0LLECT RECREATIONAL SPORTS

1-800 COLLECT

GKT Tiiosi; ioiwis i\ in

Softball (M/W/C) 3/9

Co-rec Soccer 5/9

Volleyball Special (C) 5/10

Swim Meet (M/W) 4/6

Tennis Doubles (M/W/C) .4/21

Ultimate Frisbee (M/W) . .4/21

World Cup Soccer (M/W) .4/21

INTRAMURAL
SPORTS

Paid Officials Needed for Softball, Soccer, & Volleyball.

Call for clinic dates and locations.

Visit Us On the Web: http://www.uinass.edu/urnim/

SIGN UP TODAY!

Remember, you can receive $9 in collect calls, visit www.1800C0LLECT.com

trax
continued from page 6

wish we were musicians.
With all these bigger name

stars around, people like Kathleen
W'ilhoitc may get overlooked. She
doesn't fall into either category.
She's neither angry nor soft Her
concerts aren't sold out. Most ot

you probably haven't even heard
of her. But you should
She's the girl next door. As

soon as you put on Pitch like a
Curl, you'll be wondering if you
have heard her before. At least

that's what I did.

On the album, her vocal abili-

ties are celebrated in each and
everv MaJ, Accompanied by her

msjetfc guitar she creates a light

sound that brings the soothing
sounds ol Shervi Crow to mind
Met ateM i" cheerful, though not
alwav- pcrleulv in lune. which is

Uk Ihe ellci is down to-earth
iiiusk that speaks of popular
themes.

The opening "Whatever It

Takes* gives out a message of a
passionate twcnivsoincihing just

trving to make n "out there-
Sound familiar'' Well I rank. I

does the rest of the album as sJm
sings ot the same troubles with
relationships and life While
Wilhoitc sings of the same popu-
lar themes as the Alaniscs and
lewels. she doesn't ically offer

any advice Bui that's not whv we
listen to music, or it shouldn't beMM

Pitch Like a Curl is an album
vou can lisien to while you're
studving Dr better vet pop it in

the stereo on a rainy Sunday
when you re in one of those
moods, hither way, vou won i

have to skip any Songs or worrv

that you're annoying your room
mate This is ihe tvpc of thing

that most people can like and
relate to litis is definitely one to

try out aW iGena.MavuIn

AT ZERO
Kerosene 454

Slowdime/Dischord

Well, now here is a band that

knows how to get jiggy with it

On this, their third album.
sene 454 tightens up their

already impressive sound on whal

could be their best album The

problem with their last two
albums - if you had to find a

problem — was that there was
just too much Instrumental
seemed to just drag on. there

were loo many drum breaks (even

if the drumming is alwavs nnprc»

sivel and some stuff merely
sounded the same.

On \i aVra, the band has nut

out an album that is still bruising

like their other work*, bui with

more meat, less fat. "flee tries on
the Rise." is one of the most

melodic tracks they have ever

written and the next track. "In

Pot fven," is pretty impressive as

well.

With this album, we can only

hope lot new things out ol this

band. With hardcore and its vari-

ous offshoot genres growing staj

nant by the day, Kerosene 454
seems to be growing coinlortable

with making edgy music that still

has a great sense of melody and
tune. B+ (MM.)

BLESSID UNION OF SOULS
Blessid Union of Souls

Capitol

The group that debuted last

vcur with the catchy single "I

Believe" has come back with
another Top 40 hit. If you listen

to the radio at all, chances are

you've heard Blessid Union of

Souls' latent hit "I Wanna Be
There." It leads off their new
^cll titled album with an odd mix

of upbeat music with the unavoid-

able depressing sound ol lead

singer I lioi Sloan But, it does
have one ol those tunes that

sticks in your head lor houis 1

caught myself humming that

calCB) little Ming long after I

heard it

Ihe album moves along to

Icily." which has a slow resonat-

ing beat that has the abilitv to

depress someone in the best ol

moods Though the words are
powerful I just wouldn't get past

the slow melody It made nu

get about the good things the

song was saying and think about

all the things that have gone
wrong in my life I don l exactly

love feeling that way at the end of

a song Me does speak of how in

love he is. which should cheer

people up. but it's reallv hard to

get by that voice

The rest of the CD moves on in

much of the same way A long,

slow song followed by more
upbeat music I can't help but

suggest that all these songs are

verv similar in evcrv a«pcst Ihcv

all speak of love, either good or

bad. Most have suggestions on
relationships, so all of you that

are having trouble in paradise
ihi» is vour CD. You may hate ihe

music, but you can't miss the

message
Blessid Lnion of Souls isn t bad
lop 40 musu. but thev defi-

nitely leave room for imi •

ment C 1 1. M.)

THE OATH THAT KEEPS ME FREE

Eorth Crisis

Victory

HELL ON EARTH
In Cold Blood

Victory

For better or lor worse heavy
metal and hardcore punk have
always gone hand in hand.
However, there have been bands

who have managed to skate the

fine line and bands who just go
over the edge Earth cn-is has

taken that metallic edge to a point

where it's hard to argue that they

are not flat-out metal. In Cold
Blood follow along Karth Crisis's

footsteps, only they trip over
every step.

The Oath Thai Keeps Me tree

is a live album taken from a show
in Svracuse. You do get two new
songs "Fate of Neo Cods" and
"Smash or Be Smashed" and a

cover of Cream's "Sunshine Of
Your I ove

.

" While live albums
don't normally work, this is a

better representation ot larlh

Critil then anv of their studio

work. The power ol ihe bands
metallic approach comes off,

lather then getting hogged down
in ihe repetitivencss of their

other albums Classics like "All

Out War" and "Firestorm" show-

case Farth Crisis's two finest

moment-
In Cold Blood is basically

Integrity without Dwid singing.

Too bad they're terrible This is

flat-out speed metal, with break-

downs for all the tough guy- to

tnosh it up. This is basicallv what

happens when bands spend too

much time listening to Slayer
instead of Minor Threat or the

Mags.

The Oath That Keeps Me Free

\-.HellOnEarth-DiAD.)

COMPARSA
Deep Forest III

550 Musk

Mv original review for this

album was just going to read
"Mmmmm lulling " But damn
these soft music giants, they had

to throw a monkey wrench into

the machinery I thought I knew
what to expect: some lulling,

slccpvtimc music and some
Indian -esque chants

Instead. Deep I orcst had tech-

no added to the mix on this new
album. That original review

would have been so easy to write

The only problem is. I never

found Dt i all that com
pelling I've never been fond of

techno, especially when the kid

across the hall is blasting it while

I'm in my room The combination

of the two is at least appealing,

but never that great ll was a't

tainly a good move by the band to

trv to expand their sound and
hev I give them prop*. But in the

end. Compatsa doesn't amount to

anything more than an average
i " \l

rite for A^s

Amherst Fire Department

VOLUNTEER FIRE FIGHTERS
JOIN THE STUDENT FORCE OF ENGINE COMPANY 3

GAIN VALUABLE EXPERIENCE

SERVE YOUR COMMUNITY

for information see our table on the

Campus Center Concourse. March 4th. 5th. 6th

Open house at the North Fire Station. March 6th. 5:00p.m.

Call 549-5419

" % ^
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Art Galleries

cousrtsv tvem couici ot *»

The Cocktail Party (1992) by Sandy Skoglund is one of the artist's most famous installation tableux

Amherst College Mead Art Museum. Currently on

display: Ihe I old Ifl 0/ lacninili Centurv lupun

(through luly I448i t' / <n estimating

Maner (through March i i > l#aaVnuna imtrivtm A
neuri \ri .»/ ihe Twentieth Centun (through April

26) Hours: Mon In 10 l.m 4 SO p m Salurd.i

Sunday 1-5 p 111 I or asorc information, call the

Mu-cum at 545-2 ">

Hampshire College Mam Caller) Harold I

lohnson I ibrarv Master & Kpprentic* la EMbitium aj

Wmi - I) lionard Hu^kui ami Stephen Hamink (opens

March bl Hour- Mon In KiOam 4 iO p m .
w

ends noon 4 50 p 111

Mount Holyoke College \it Mu-cum Current

exhibitions Viou/» from /'<< lv ,w/ Pottert and
Photographs Brought Back trmn the Spanish Ci\tl War
h\ tsaarifa VoliTater Ithmtigji Jfkrrli Ram
Painting and Sculpture front the Collection (through

April It), \b«ir.. rth (through

April 5) Haawi I
M am -5 p >un

15 p m for more information oafl 54 s OOKO
Smith College — Museum of \rt I pcotaiaj exhihi

lions: Sandy Skoglund Reality I nder Siege (opening

reception March 12, 5-7 p.m.) The exhibition will run

through March 24 Currently on displav \ Dozen Ra

(through March 281 and Berenice's Abbott's Seu ) ork

(through March 2t). Hours Tuesday. Friday &
Saturdav *:M) a.m.-4 pm \> ed Sun., noon 4 p.m :

Thursday, noon-8 p.m for more information call

University of Massachusetts — Augusta Savage

Qal>l) Roots Paintings by Ouang \ \gu\en (opening

reception March 4. 5-7 p.m 1 Exhibition will run

through March 51. The Augusta Savage Gallerv 1- locat-

ed in the Sew Africa liouae Hour- Mon I u^ - 1-7

p.m . Wed In 1-5 p.m lor more information, sail

-177.

University of Massachusetts Hampden Callers

ana is a collaboration between the L Mass Plant &
ncc's students and the Asian Dance and Musk

I'togtam Opening reception is March I, 2-5 p.m. The

exhibit will run through March 5 The Hampden Gallerv

is located in the Hampden Dining Halls in the

Southwest Residential Area Hours Mon I

Sundav 2-5 p m for more information, call 545-O680.

Turn to QAIIHWffl poge 8

Take home a pile
of tunes.

y
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galleries

continued from page 7

Unitersm of

Massachusetts Hitter Art

( urrcntl) on display:

juried Print

Exkibiliam. The exhibit,

whkh fllMttl a selection of

5b works b> 1 i artists using a

iariet> OJ printmaktng tech

niques. uill run through

Im Metier Art

i\ i- located at I25A
Hcrter Mall. Hour-
Mon In I I 4 p n> , Sunday

J 4 p in Pat more informs-

Universm of

Massachusetts — Student
ind Performing

\it- Sped CunciilK on dis

Mac*:
l/erft and White

ographi from Beijing

(through March 51.

Painting*

h«r (open

ing reception March It

I he exhibit will run

kpril :

News on Elle, Fergie & Rushdie
\ 1 KKIIK Switzerland . AP) —

Sarah Ferguson chipped a ihouJoet

bone when she fell while skiing, her

office said last week.

The 58->ear-old due ho-* w.i> com
ing down a slope last weekend behind

her 7-\ear-old daughter. I ugenie.

when she fell awkwardly, picked her

>ell up and made it down herself.

She went to M a doctor fhc injury

i-n't MriOMI and -he won't cut her

vacation short.

'The ducheat is in considerable pain

p m

Ma

The
ent I nion Visual e\

irming Arts Space i*

•J in the Student L nion.

rh«n i

fndas 10 ~S p m
information, call

itersily of

achusctls Unit*

itrent exhibiti

trie VI ind
'through

j Rtt:

mngi and

I

ted at the fine
.11

4 4o p in Id Sun
ntorma-
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I niur.ih Of
Wheeler

Gallers Currently on exhibi

it /fie

i S i \V heeler

.sled in the
• denvc Hall

Moa fhurs 4-*

information .all s4S
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tgvlirkar

but i- expected to stay on in \ erbier."

hei otfice said in a ent

\\nh K-rgwon. Eugenie and 4-year-

old Beat nee is a 1 nend. Italian

crat Count Gadck > della CJherardcaca.

and a torn. i motor racing

millionaire fail J |
M.V.IK IKi ex

Pnnce Andrew uHad as planned on

Thursdas to celebrate his *.gth birth

Model Elk Macphcnoo gave birth

to a boy last weekend in \

The British government promised to

keep lighting Iran's death sentence

agaitiM Salman Rushdie

"Iran should be in no doubt that

.in obstacle to better rela-

tion- with the United kingdom
"

Foreign Secratan kv.bin Com »o!d

lapotten after a meeting with the

author ~lt is appalling that the

so In- lite remains after all this time
"

Rushdie has been in hiding mikc

ic)gc>, when the late Iranian leader

\\jtollah Ruhollah Khomeini

declared that he had blasphemed

Britain will mobilize support in the

15 nation huropean I nion Cook said

Iran renewed the latwa I riday and

the bounty on Ru-hdie - head

at $2.5 million

Rushdie, who has been more visible

in recent months, called the death

threat "a t .— ure." adding.

-It i- a \et\ unplessant thing that

someone is oflering money fi

The baby, bum in a Manhattan hos-

pital, was named Arpad Hyrtn Buason

alter hi* lather and weighed tn at 7

pounds, the fgnph said rHi

parents will call htm I

ier and baby were doing well.

the newspaper -aid The n

retreated with her husband and new-

born to a hotel suite where they have

been staying for two weeks.

i is planning a IuikJ

raising a Seoul. South Korea.

latei this year to help starving

Korean children.

Iciuamcly called "We Me The
VAoild 2." the concert will be held

Oct 10 at the Olympic Stadium and

broadcast live in 120 countries, an

so President elect Kim Dac-jung

viid la-t week

"Mr. lackson is enthusiastically pur-

suing the project He has been and

will be contacting some 50 other

celebrities and world leaders lor par-

ticipation." said the aide. Choi K\u

-un

lhose being invited include

Luciano Pavarotti. Whitney Houston,

Celine Dion. Boys li Men. Elizabeth

Taylor. Michael |ordan and Tiger

Woods. Choi said

Pa uped messages and appeal- to

be aired during the concert, lackson i-

in contact with such luminaries as

I .tin Paul II and South African

I'tcsident Sel-on Mandela. Choi said.

Mi l.ickson's side has been in con

tact with North Kotea But we can't

say whether or not the hope will come

true, " Choi -aid

lie to Carnegie Hall wasn't the

problem lor the Minnesota Orchestra

Solokl Kathleen Battle was in

the middle of a piece from Verdi 'l

opera Attila on when the lights

dimmed by half, then dimmed again

until the stage was almo-t com
pletely dark She kept singing, and

three accompanying mu-i-ians kept

playing Music director Eiji Ouc
-aid afterward that if Battle had

red. he would have followed

her lead

"But we all have that piece memo-

ii/cd It's like walking to your kitchen

in the dark." he said.

Grammys attract critics

after revamping awards
By David Kligman

Associated Press

Pfcregork
Herring

n* ami k -»«•!*>

lowest mATtsmtrne va.

I. If 1>TIC<

Wild things w . _.

Neve CampbelfTleft) and Dentse Rkhard* launch a plot of murder, lust and revenge with a phone call in

the upcoming movie, Wild Tfnngs. The movie opem March 6 1

i ;',.. i 1 — *

—

\

The British band Radiohead

produced what one poll of critics

rated the best album of 1997 —
an ambitious cycle of rock songs

that soars to operatic heights

with its vision of paranoia in the

computer age.

Shouldn't that have made
Radiohead the favorite to take

home music's most prestigious

award when the 40th annual

Grammy Awards were presented

last week? Well. no.

Despite revamping the

Grammys' top categories after

the 1995 awards, it remains to

be seen whether the most
acclaimed music can actually

win
Two years ago. Pearl lam

failed to win the best album
award for the breakthrough
\ iiuUigs And last year. Beck had

rave reviews for Odelay but lost

the award to Celine Dion.

I hat Radiohead's OK
Computer was even nominated is

proof the Grammys have fmallv

gotten with the times, says

Michael Greene, president of the

National Academy of Recording

Arts & Sciences, the Grammy's
governing board.

'ur constituency is getting so

much more hip. so much
vounger that we are rapidly

approaching a time when pretty

much anything can happen." says

Greene, who noted that dance,

remix and Spanish rock cate

gories were new this year

And yet nothing really has

changed, complains Thomas
Neil, author of Th* Grammys

For the Record. He says the

awards — mocked by some as

the "Grannies" — are still hope-

lessly out of touch with anyone

younger than 40.

"They've been dismissed as

being notoriously fuddy dudd\

says O'Neil "It's nice that

|
re trvmg to make a serious

effort to address their problems,

but I'm not sure that they've

M up with a solution vet

Three years ago. NARAS tried

to fend off criticism that the

Grammys had become irrelevant

by selecting more diverse mu-ic

A secret panel of about 20 mdu-

trv insiders began nominating the

top awards — record, song,

album and best new artist of the

year. There currently are 9.000

members eligible to vote in

NARAS. ..

The nominations changed a bit

but the winners tended to be

more of the same, with top

Grammys still being awarded to

romantic ballads (Seal's "Kiss

From a Rose") or overdue veter-

ans (Eric Clapton)

The Grammy's biggest prob-

lem is that there is no way to

monitor whether members actu-

ally listen to all the music they

vote for, O'Neil says. That trans-

lates to winners with the biggest

names but not always the best

rnu-ic

-There are 50,000 CD releases

every year," O'Neil says. "There

is no conceivable way that the

Gramim \oters could be familiar

with all that music Ninety per-

cent of the voters have never

heard OK Computer and never

will-

That could explain why win

ners tend to repeat year after

year. Perennial winners include

Vince Gill (country). Clapton

i rock) and Babyface (rhythm and

blues).

It may also be the reason why

the Grammys seem to have the

biggest credibility problem of the

major entertainment awards.

This, after all. is the group that

has awarded Michael Bolton the

same number of Grammys as the

Rolling Stones (two). And top

Grammys have been awarded to

such now-dismissed acts as

Stariand Vocal Band ("Afternoon

Delight"). Christopher Cross

("Sailing") and USA for Africa

("We Are the World")

Perhaps the most embarrassing

gaffe occurred after the Academy

named the pop duo Milli Vanilli

best new artist of 1989

Bandmates Rob Pilatus and Fab

Morvan were stripped of the

award after it was revealed they

did not sing a note on their best-

selling album. O'Neil says the

Grammys should adopt the

process used by the Emmys in

which panels of the television

academy are forced to watch

everything nominated — without

showing any outward biases —
before they can vote

Greene admits the Grammy's
-\-tem may not be perfect but

rks just fine His admonition

at the top and bottom of each

ballot urges members not to vote

in categories if they haven't

heard the music

Save on general books

EVERY DA Y at UStore ' v

NEW Book Department

Osing E"ei>*v

cP 8c EveryWoman's Center 3*v

tr ir

V \\ ^ oik Times Bestseller

Hardcover Save 35%

Nev\ York I uncs Bestseller

Paperback Save 25c/c

IntennationaL Women's Day

It it

All Other Book*

Hardcover Fiction ...20% Off

Any other book* 10% Off
I » . hides I exlhooks. lot hint .tl'Rel

S.ik- Honks, .mil Spei i.il < )rdcrs:

Women's Voices in the Valley"

A night offemale accappella singersfrom the 5-college area in

A Celebration of International Women's Day. Featuring a soloist

Jen Eastman (UMass), the groups. "The M &C's"

(Ml Holyoke College), "Smithereens" (Smith College),

"Meanwhile" (UMass), "6-Minutes" (UMass), "Blue

Stockings" (Amherst College), and "Boundaries" (UMass).

Friday March 6. 1998
Bluewall Cafe...8P

I

'fitful. v

Lvb's Uriyuu

Following the Performances will be the film

"Eve's Bayou"

starring Lynn Whitfield and Debbie Morgan

@ 9:30pm and on Sunday March 6 @ 8 & 10pm
in the Campus Center Auditorium

This series is made possible by a grant from the UMass Auxiliary

Services Department, the Office of the Vice-Chancellor for Student

Affairs, and the Daily Collegian
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Doby, three others welcomed
into Baseball Hall of Fame
By Ben Walker

Associated Press

TAMPA. Fla. - More than a half-

century ago, Urry Doby walked into u

Cleveland clubhouse where some team
mates would not even shake his hand

Yesterday, he got a much wanner
welcome boa the Hall of Fame Doby.
the first black player in the American
League, was an easy choice as the

Veterans Committee voted in its full

limit of four new members.

Former AL president l^x MacPhail,

Negro leagues star "Bullet" |oc Rogan
and turn-of-the-century short-top
"Gorgeous" George Davis also were
elected

Induction ceremonies will be July 2b
in Cooperstown. \ V Don Sutton will

be enshrined, too. having been chosen

by the Baseball \v titers Association of

America in lanuarv

"You look back 5 1 years ago and you

never thought this type of situation

would come about." Dor* said by tele-

phone from Southern California, where

he was visiting former Brooklyn pitcher

Don Newcombe.
"Vuu think about some of the

changes that have happened in base-

ball." he said. "It's a feeling of struggle

in the past. It's a feeling of a certain

amount of relief. It's a great feeling."

IXiby, a seven-time All-Star outfielder

who went on to become a manager and

an executive, had come close before.

The last two years, in fact, he was at a

Tampa hotel, hoping and waiting for a

joyous call that never came.

The I Vman Veterans panel, which

included I ed Williams. Stan Musial and

Yogi Bcrra. doe* not announce its vote

U't.il- It took 75 percent for election.

meaning 10 voles, and the choice oi

Doby was described by one committee

member as a -imple one.

I\>by did not always have it to easy.

howevci

On lury 5. 1947, just 1 1 weeks after

lackie Robinson broke baseball's color

barrier. Doby joined the Indians.

Though he would go on to hit 2h^ with

25^ home runs and %4 RBIs in a big

i«hi A) mFi*.

Heading to the Sunshine State

Outfielder Pete Gautreau and the Massachusetts baseball team

open up their 1998 season on Friday at South Florida

tsnanrrai^BW

• 90% Student Discounts

• Right in Amherst

• Space is Limited! Call...

Classes Sun *W Man* ll*# 7-fJOpnv Lord Jeffrey Inn Amheiu (

EANANAR4MA

uice Bar
HEALTHY SMOOTHIES & FRUIT
4 One Free Nutritional Supplement with each Smoothie

(noxt fa AntoMot)

amc
Mt F..rms 4 «584 9153

Mt. Farms Mall

Th» Wedding Singer (PG-13)

Today (5:50 @ $2 50) 8:40

Sphere (PG-13)

Today ( 5:30@ 2 50 ) 8:20

As Good At n Gets (PG-13)

Today at (5:30 @ $2 50) 8:20

Klseing Fool (R)

Today at (5:40 <8> $250) 8:30

Hampshire 6 *584 7550
Hampshire Mall

Krippendort s Tribe (PG -13)

Today at (5:50 <§> $2 50) 8:30

Dark City (R)

Today at (5:40 @ $2 50) 8:20

The Borrower* (PG)

Today at (6 00 @ $2 50) 8:30

Titanic (PG 13)

Today at (4:20 @ $2.50) 8:10

Good Will Hunting (P.)

Today at (5 30 <g> $2 50) 8:20

Senseless (R)

8:30

Palmetto (R)

Today at (5:40® $2 50)

league career that lasted through 1959.

his locker room reception that first day

was chilly

"Very tough," Doby recalled "I'd

never faced any circumstances like that.

Teammates were lined up and rati
would greet you and some wouldn't.

You could deal with it, but it mi hard."

MacPhail. 80. became pan of history

with his election His dad. l-arry. was

already in the Hall, making the

MacPhails the first lather-son tandem to

be so honored.

MacPhail was general manager of the

New York Yankees and Baltimore

Orioles, and was the Al. president from

1974-81

"Baseball has been great to our entire

family," the elder MacPhail said from

Delray Beach, fla. "Obviously this is a

tremendous feeling It's a culmination

of a lot of years." Rogan, who died in

1967. pitched and played infield and

outfield for the Kansas Litv Monarchs

from 1920 to 1918. He had a HV-fi

record as a pitcher and a M\ lifetime

batting average.

Eagles
continued from page 12

BC, we have to come out with every-

thing on the line against Maine.

"This week has huge significance tor

us. and we're glad that we still have a

chance
"

BC will be led by one of the most tal-

ented forwards in the nation, a Hobey

Baker Award candidate in junior Marty

Reaauner. Reasoner ha* scored 21 goal*

and 29 assists this season, but he is not

alone on the frontline

freshman Brian Gionta has put an

exclamation mark on his inaugural sea-

ton with 42 points (23g. 19a). with

super sophomores Blake Bellefuille

(14g, Ha) and lefl Farkas (tog. 20a (fol-

lowing behind at a very respectable

pace. Add defenseman Mike Mottau to

the scoring mix ilOg. 29a). and the

Minuteman defense has it work exit out

lor it

But if anyone can cam the defensive

workload, that person is senior goal-

tender Brian Regan. Regan has

regained the form that has placed him

into the goalie hierarchy of HE. and he

is coming off W and J9-*ave perfor-

mances against the Terriers last week-

end, respectively^

T-minus 10 days...

lomwmmwK

|en Bowen will lead the Ivfassachusetts women's lacroise team into action against Harvard on March 14

at Totman Field

i Travel"
SMART!

Need a
Car Loan?
We can help you establish your
credit. We finance people with
credit problems: no credit, bad
credit, bankruptcy, divorced

No co signer* required'

S145 $264

S219 $403

$221 $419

or stop by Saturn of Hadley
and ask for Joel Faillace

BALISE
CREDIT EXPRESS

$259 $477

MweiM

J
EarallMsi*1 •vallalla

I _

| r*f*t saeajci •*

neat* let I ixlel ' D cares

RISM TRAVt.l

?1? 986

800 712 % •

Thur., March Jlh

Fri., March 6th

Smt., March 7th

Brotherman
Bi( Fun* Sight

Top Hat u/l Earl Davis
RascV t> BlssM

Hmw 19—
•U al— Ttntr. «•« ttMrttrtf al lOpm

Sunday NElrV ABC Ja%Z Troupe
starting at 3pm

Fully Slothed
\ar

\jale Viifhl
Menu

til Midnight

(Come to Haters... Cams* to Donee...)

36 TV. Pleasant Si. amherst, MA OiOOl Phone: 23J • 4400

0?? w&m m^(r > m®
hut (Becoming to you, you should be RELAX?

FORGET IT!

PLAY HARD TO STAY HARD
JOIN THE BEST

HAMPSHIRE FITNESS
90 GATEHOUSE ROAD

256-6446

GOLDEN KEY NATIONAL
HONOR SOCIETY

If the t**t wwe today,

how would you do?
^Mat LSAT

GRE
Find out wi

MCAT and GF

MCAT
ctice exam!

March 7

Saturday at | jkHerter 201

Bring $10 to thl Students Office

(227 Whitmortl attd register today!!

Sponsored by CrKrftlS and Kaplan

Oprii/t^ oV^^k

doumovii* -AiwUbrsT
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Collegian Classifieds
University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 F.ix: (413)545-1592

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ROOMS FOR
COMMENCEMENT

WEEKEND
B&8 accommodations in

Amherst area homes
through Jones Library Bed

for Books Program Call

256-4094 or stop at Jones

Library for brochure

APARTMENT FOR RENT

3 bedroom- Downtown
Amherst $1500/month
includes heat 549-7752

Sugarloat/Alpine

2 + 4 bedrooms available

immediately Free heat/hot

water, plush carpet 1

Designer bath, fully appli-

anced kitchen On PVTA
busline Call 665-3856
Ask about our great spe-

cials

AUTO FOR SALE

89 Honda Accord 2dr CO
Player Power everything

Alarm (413)546-7390

Saab For Salt Great con-

dition Reliable transporta-

tion $2500 or best offer

546-3335

Wanted Junk Cars Cash

paid everyday 1-800-649-

4795

COMPUTERS
City Communications

Pentium 233MMX 32 MB
RAM. 2 1 Gig, 24X CD
ROM, 33 6K. Ti Modem,
Video & Audio Cards with

speakers, plus 14 inch flat

screen digital monitor,

Windows 95, keyboard.

PS2 mouse $1150 546-

6826

Now P1MMMX from

$895 Laptops. Si 295'

Peripherals ZarVision 582

9198V/MC/AMEX

CHEAP! CHEAP! Color

VGA Monitor- $55 Laptop

Notebook- $99 486
Computer System- $295
Call CPC (413)584-8857

EMPLOYMENT

Positions

Attention All HRTA
Students, especially

Sophomores and Juniors

Come visit us today in the

Campus Center
Auditorium- Red Jacket

Inns

Club Mod & Cruise
Ships Now hiring Free

details 1-800-435-4247

Personal Cart
Attendant for male quad

Saturday evenings and Mi-

m $7 85/hr Call 546-0666

EMPLOYMENT
Nanny Position- Live in

babysitter needed for the

summer in Welfleet on

Cape Cod Call (508)349-

6392 for information

Summer Employment
Opportunities Student
Painters is looking for

motivated painters for

summer employment Earn

between $6-$8/hr For info

call 1-800-829-4777

ADVERTISING SALES
INTERNSHIPS

University Directories is

hiring students to sell yel-

low page advertising for

the official telephone

directory this summer
Commission based pay
structure Training pro-

gram Excellent sales/mar-

keting & management
experience Call 1-800-

743-5556 ext 143 or visit

www universitydirecto-

nes com

CRUISE & LAND TOUR
JOBS- Earn up to

$2.000/month Free world

travel (Caribbean. Alaska.

Europe, etc )' Free

room/board For info, ring

(919)933-1939 ext CI 50

ALASKA EMPLOY-
MENT- Earn up to

$3.000/month in fisheries,

parks, resorts Airfare 1

Food/Lodging 1 Our service

recommended by US
News & World Reports

(919)933-1939 ext A1 50

FOR RENT

SUMMER RENTALS
CAPE COD GROUP
Summer Rentals- Some
waterfront houses,
some with swimming
Bools. Falmouth area.

lamond Real Estate

(508)477-1900

FOR SALE

Brother Ink-Jot W P

Whisper Writer $200 or

best offer Call Jeff 548-

6961

PIRATES! Coolest Spring

Break T-Shirts and hats in

the world 1 On sale 1

Treasure Archaelogy and

History Visit EXPEDI-
TIONWHYDAH@www.
whydah.com

Corwood For Sale $125

Cord Call 549-5456

FURNITURE

Used Desk For Sals Free

chair" $25 256-6351

GREEK
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Congratulations to the

16 new members of Sigma

Kappa Sp98 Lauren P.

Mehnda. Lauren K . Laura.

Melissa. Lauren M . Julie.

Bethany. Sandra. Teresa.

Tiffany. Diane. Amelie.

Karlie. Ann. & Julia 1

HEALTH & BEAUTY
New Metabolism
Breakthrough Lose 5-100

pounds Dr Approved! Cost

$35 800-563-0386

INSTRUCTION

Casco Bay Bartending

Classes Start Soon

Student Discounts

Call For Info

1-800-467-2028

University Bartending
Course 50% Student
Discount National

Certification Available

Spring Sessions This

Semester Space Is

Limited 1-IOO-U-CAN
MIX

Lost- Black Sweater
Herter Hall on Jan 28th

Plane call 665-8394

MISCELLANEOUS

EARN
$75f>$1500/WEEK

Raise ail the money your

group needs by sponsoring

a VISA Fundraiser on

your campus No invest-

ment & very little time

needed There's no obliga-

tion, so why not call for

information today Call 1-

800-323-8454 x 95

MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS

4 String Pedulla
Fretless Bass with hard-

shell case $1900 or 670
546-5302

RESUMES
Kick Butt Resumes
Same Day Service

Includes Print-Outs

549-7558 Ruby

ROOM FOR RENT

Room available imme-
diately in Sunderland on

bus route SWF preferred

Call 546-5082

Largo room in Victorian

downtown house All

inclusive Cleaning ser-

vices. $400 549-0733

SERVICES

ental Problems?
Questions about your

lease/security deposit

deductions? Questions

about subletting/assigning

leases 7 Questions about

the condition of your new
house or apartment 7

Contact The Student Legal

Services Office. 922
Campus Center, 545-1995

Psychic Counsel
Medium Relationships.

Career. Health. Life

Concerns Free initial con-

sultations Yohah Ralph

586-3071

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need help?

Call Birthright of Amherst

area for free testing and

assistance. 549-1906

TRAVEL

Alternetive Spring

Break YogaFest Week.
Music. Dance, Meditation,

Vegetarian, Missouri

Ozarks, Ride Shares, $165

FREE MAGAZINE 800-

896-2387 http //mem-
bers aol com/yogafest

KILLINGTON- SPRING
BREAK Want a great time

for a low price 7 Go to

Kill ington for Spring

Breakf Starting @ $249.

including 5 day lift ticket,

5 nights @ Mountain
Green UMASS SKI N
BOARD CLUB 545-3437

JAMAICA- SPRING
BREAK IN NEGRIL Don't

get ripped off! Go with

who you can trust No hid-

den costs, starting @
$539 7 nights, round trip

air, transfers Collegiate

Beach & Party Events On-

site staff UMASS SKI N
BOARD CLUB 545-3437

SPRING BREAK 91

Free food and drinks 1

Cancun. Bahamas.
Jamaica and Florida from

$399 Organize a small

group and travel FREE 1

Highest commissions and

lowest prices Call Surf &
Sun Tours to become a

campus representative

(800)574-7577

TRAVEL

Spring Break 98 Get

Going!!!

Cancun, Jamaica.

Bahamas, & Florida Group

Discounts & Free Drink

Parties! Sell 5 & go free"

Book Now!!!

Visa/MC/Disc/Amex 1-

800-234-7007
http //www endlesssum-

mertourscom

TUTORING SERVICES

Spanish Tutoring

(413)549-1397 Rose

3K

I 1M
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Students

20C per word/day

All others

NEW Standard Headings

$2.00
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NO REFUNDS
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WEDNESDAY. MAR 4

Dance — The Ballroom
Dance Club presents its fourth

semi-annual Hooked on
Ballroom Dance from 7-11
p.m. in the Student Union
Ballroom. For more informa-

tion, call lessica at 546-6129
or Shannon at 546-2253.

/

.

dure — The Women's
Studies Brown Bag Lecture
Series will be sponsoring
speaker Kisa Aronson Fontes

in a lecture entitled Ethical

Issues in Cross Cutural
Research from 12:15-1:30
p.m. in Campus Center
804-S08.

\ leering— Students interest-

ed in participating in the 1998
International Fair are invited

to attend an organizational

meeting in the basement
lounge of Thatcher Residential

Hall at 8:30 p.m.

Meeting — The UMass

Theatre Guild is holding a

meeting at 7 p.m.. Campus
Center 168. Audition informa-

tion for Angels in America will

be available. Contact I.indsev

Bovairdat 545-0415.

Meeting — The UMass
Poetry Society will be meeting

in Campus Center 162 at 7

p.m. For more information
contact K. Evans at 665-3967.

Office Hours — Health
Reach International team
members will be available 7-9

p.m. in the Community Center

(Apt. H-2) of North Village.

Stop by. call at 577-5185. or

e-mail hri@uhs.umass.edu.

Democracy Teach In —
Showing of Michael Moore's

film. Roger and Me. 7-9 p.m..

Campus Center 905-909.

Meeting — The Index.

UMass' yearbook, will hold a

general meeting tonight at 6

p.m. in Student Union Room
304. All are invited. For more

information contact
Aordkian at 545-0848.

THURSDAY. MAR 5

Film— The Radical Student

Union will be sponsoring a

showing of the film The Myth

of the I ibcral Media featuring

Noam Chomsky from 7-9

p.m. in Campus Center
904-908.

Film— The film Dr.

Strangelove will be followed by

a talk and discussion led by Ira

Helfand. M.D. of Physicians

for Social Responsibility.

FRIDAY. MAR 6

Auditions— Auditions for

the UMASS Theater Guild's

production of Angels in

America will be held at 6:30

p.m. in Campus Center 904.

All are welcome.

NOTICES

Billing— At the end of the

business dav on Friday. Feb.

20. the Bursars Office will be

closing out its student billing

process. OIT will be required

to collect the $20 OIT comput-

ing account fee for the spring

semester.

Employment— The UMa^
CRC is hiring work-study
office staff and web publishers.

Applications are available in

the CRC office. 322 Student

Union or leave a voice mail at

545-1122.

Schedules— The Spring '98

Final Examination Schedule
will be available beginning
Thursday. March 12. Copies

will be delivered to students in

the residence halls, and will be

available to off-campus stu-

dents in the Registrar's office

(213 Whitmore). It will also be

available on the World Wide
Web beginning March 1 at

http://www-
ureg.admin.umass.edu.

Student Employment—
Effective the week of February

16. Student Employment
Services will be changing their

hours of operation. The new
hours will be Monday through

Friday from 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

For further information call

545-1530.

Support Group— REFLECT.
the Five College Bereavement

Support Program, offers grief

support services free of charge

to undergraduate and graduate

students who have experienced

the death of a loved one.

Groups are small, confidential,

and meet for 8 weeks. Pre-reg-

istration is required. Groups
meet on Tuesdays 7:30-9 p.m.

and Wednesdays 6:30-8 p.m.

For more information call

577-5316.

FVh are pubkc wvk* announcemenn printed

daily To tubmit an fvi please tend a pre**

release containing all pertinent information.

mcVx*nq the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Collegian, c'o the
Manage*! Editor by noon the previous da?

Tax Assistance— The
Department of Accounting of

the School of Management will

be offering free tax assistance

and preparation for taxpayers

with special needs, including

persons with disabilities, low
to limited income, non-English

speaking persons and elderly

taxpayers. Volunteers are
accounting majors who have
taken tax courses. Report to

the School of Management
Tuesdays and Thursdays, 6-9
p.m. All other taxpayers
should go to the Hampshire
Mall TUetdayi and
Wednesdays, 3-6 p.m. and
Thursday 3-9 p.m. (except
during Spring recess). Any
questions, contact Mike
Whitman at 545-5660.

'—

>

a HSCN
Bulletin Board

X7 HSCN Programming

1 IB TV-19
J a CBS/3 Hartford

a CBS/4 Boston
ID ABC/40 Springfield

B ABC/5 Boston
SB NBC/22 Springfield

': am CNN
c B PBS/57 Springfield 84 CNN SI

"W "7 HSCN Movie Ch.
C Headline News
~ a UPN/20 Hartford
•S M UCTV

a Weather Channel

0\ ia NBC/30
my tbs

z
u
00

New Britain II BET

ii Fox/61 Hartford II TV Land

is PBS/24 Hartford 1Q Univision

X 13 WOCH & HSCN 31 Comedy Central

" "
14 International 31 Cartoon

IB UMass Academic TV 33 Much Music

WEDNESDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
WVIT
WTIC
WWLP
WQBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
A4E
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK
SCIFI

TLC
TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

CD
CP

ffi

fD
©

JL Wiihbont ?.

NtwtX

i NsmX

CtMsraX

1
22 Newt k

20

23

30

21

6:00

FuMHoumX

Horns Imp.

Creatures

News tt

Mad Abo. You

6:30
Business RpT

CBS News

CBS News

ABC Newt

Boy-World

NBC Newt

Mad Abo You

NBC Newt

Simpsons X
NBC News

Business Rpt

ABC Newt

Mad Abo. You

Family Matters [Family Miners

Northern Eipoturt X
Worldvlsw X
Premium |Mafcs-Laugri

Strange Planet (R)

Up Clots

Supermarket Debt

Sporticentef

7:00 7:30
Ntwthour With Jim Lehrerl

Inside Edition

Extra C

Inside Edition

Freth Prince

Wheel-Fortune

Judy Judy X
Ent Tonight

Seinfeld X
Wheel-Fortune Jeopardy! X

Real TV X
Ent Tonight

Chronicle X
Freth Prince

Jeopardy! X
Judge Judy X
Hard Copy X
FrsslsrX

Newshour With Jim lehrer X
Seinfeld X.

Seinfeld !
Andy Griffith ]Andy Griffith

Law e. Order
"
Skin Deep" X

FrsslsrX

FrsslsrX

Moneytinel

Daily Show (R)

Gimme Shatter (R)

Crottfire V
Steint Money

C - Campus

8:00 8:30 9:00
Close to You: Remembering the Carpenter!

Nanny X
Nanny I
Spin City X
Sittsr, Sitter

CybiHX

CybelX

Dharme-Greg

Smart GuyX

9:30 10:00 10:30
MARCH 4, 1998

Michael Hayes Imagine" X
Intimate Evening With Anne Murray (In Stereo;

Michael Hayee "Imagine" I
Drew Carey I Ellen X
Wayant Bros Steve Harvey

Garth Brookt: Ireland t Back (In Stereo) X
Star Trefc: Voysgsr X |Star Trsk: Voyager X
Garth Brooks: Ireland » Back (In Slereo) X~
Beverly HUtt, M210 (In Stereo) [Party of Five "Go Away" I
Garth Brooks: Ireland a Beck (In Slereo) X
Andre Rieu in Concert: The North America I Love (In Slereo)

Spin City I jDharme-Greg [Drew Carey X | Elian I
Star Trek: Voyager X Star Trsk: Voysgsr X
NBA Basketball Ulan Jmz al Boston Celtics (Live) X

Chicago Hope (In Slereo) X
Championship Skatin

Newt X
Chicago Hope (In Slereo) X
Primetime Live X

Law I Order Divorce" X
|
Greet Under

Law t Order "Divorce" X

Law a Order "Divorce " X

11:00 11:30

News «

Lata Show i

Lata Show!

Star Trek: Next Gener

Nlghtlne X

Vibe

ITonight Show

Simpsons X
NSWS X

Andre Rieu - The Vienna I Love (In Slereo)

Pnmetime Live X

Biography: Marquis de Sade American Justice (R)

World Today X

Cheers X
NBA

[Larry King Live X
««t '3V»ittfe)vPsl»"(199i, Comedy) Ethan Hawks. Ten Polo.

Foot Soldier The Rebels"

World Today X
South Park (R)IStem't Money

News s

M'A'S'H X

Tonight Show

Deep Space 9

Tonight Show

Charlie Rote

neX
Real TV X

»«Vi 'Uncommon Vator*(1963)

Law A Order "Wedded Bliss" X
Sports lllut

Daily Show

MoneyllneX

Slein'i Money

MTV Live (In Stereo)

Figure It Out |Tlny Toonnyiniivwi 1 1 my i gun

Quantum Leap (In Slereo) X
Renovation [Renovation

Lois A Clark-Superman

Baywatch (R) (In Slereo) X

Intimate Portrait

WHd Discovery: Snow IPrscovsr Meganne "Origins" |Egypt Uncovered 'Justice Files "Bad Medicine"

I'CoHeqs Basketball: Mid-American Coherence Championship [College Batkttball: Big Easl First Round Teams TBA ISportscantsr

My So-Called Ufe (In Slereo) Music Videos

OougX IRugrats X
Sasqusst DSV Games" X
Home Again [Home Again Extreme Machines (R)

Babylon 5 (In Stereo) X
Highlander: The Series (R) X

(6:45) as"i "Mommie Dearest" (1981) Faye Dunaway. 'PG

(5:00) "Who's Harry Crumb?" (1989) John Candy. X
««"» 'Top Sacrerr (1984, Comedy) Val Kilmer, (In Slereo) 'PO' OB

Unsolved Mysteries (In Slereo) [««% "Dangerous Liaisons" (1988, Drama) John Malkovich. Glenn Close

Beavis-Butt.

Hay Arnold! X [Happy Dayt

All-Time Top 10i(R) (In Slereo) i Real World X I Austin Stories ILovellne (In Slereo)'
U/.U..4U Vuh llll»t^» Vuh I I aua I iu.u U T U_~_ * :

« TTT"^

Sightings (In Slereo) X
Wonder Years Wonder Ytart

Forever Knight (In Slereo) X
Lost Ark

I Love Lucy M.T. Moore

M.A.N.T.I.S. (In Slereo)

Science of Sex: To Have-Hold

*

'

h "Poison Ivy" [ 1 992. Suspense) Drew torrymoro. | Babylon 5 "Secrets of the Soul

Walker, Texas Ranger X The Con" (1998, Drama) Rebecca De Momay. iB

««« "Secrets a Ue»"(1996. Drama) Timothy Spall. (In Slereo) 'R' X

Golden Girlt

Taxi ii INewhartX"

Seaquest DSV "Games" X
Extreme Machinet (R)

Rough Cut | "Poison r>y
J

«e "Broken Arrow" (1996, Advenlure) John Travolta. 'R' X
«« Xrfic<e99"(1992, Drama) Ray LxKla.R

1

| Spotlight

[Ccmedy Hour: Janeane

Silk Stalklngs (R; (In Slereo

t-Vt "The Boys Cft;6"(1997)Chn8 Penn R
1

Dead Man's [Fait Track "Guys With Guns"

Johnny Skid
Sam KWsori"

Sci-Fighttri"
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Bruno By C. Baldwin

futVL, IV« >3T -IMS. TUrtMJO IJHHtHtHy
oowi <T. t've 1 Of AlL tmi IS vijno of
UtxtlUM tmm ««t>el».\ tiwitNf r> ti \«t MAirt
(Oft A fjwpexf X OF 11, I4NT n»

Robotman By Jim Meddick

Drabble By Kevin Fagan

uXjistoeRrix

XDO

CR^tTlkKOlREALW

Thatch By Jeff Shesol

ALICAi WAP NOrAtf-
TRtp^en* NOMRH*
ruMFvttM TUS H>

TwfeM- TITleaV
m«tn.' UMPtA?

I
CWtP

9%s /" N^a

Tfcf &v
\vJl-^

OF
crjuwe 6CT PrMUISU

•MPlVtRYTMlMe.'
TM6H (XLitHSAJW

CsOMNA LOOK U*
IKCOHOPCUOUC

*e i po'

rSMice

rwm
CMftMt.
0K»

IsTW TK4JC
CIMMFCMe
BANCMNOetf
arutHPRic-

TICHUV «Wr»U9Ut'

Non Seqoitur By Wiley

rftS IX PCTlTToN
fTroAA A. CosU.rnoN
or KYsX. MCCCToK,
Talk a*ow uoctc,

COAAJ3WNI, CoCUMwsXTC
AND OBTooUKTC
OOsUeCWC AN

NDtTMITE bXTDCtoN
To tMt. CXINToN't
tct»a m omct...

VISK

NTCoWCTVoiN of TK

^*^"
*%.*• •«—>. — .ear n«eH»«M» S Sjaw

Grix of the Bus Stop By Brendan & Kevin Doherty

H©r*©jcope$
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20) —

Yosj niiis be putting off making ,i

phvmc call or delivering important

information a bit too long M) l>>

il as toon as you Mail

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
An earlv start toda> will guarantee

sou rc>ultv evi'n though the> nia\

surprise you in the end Your cxpec-

i.moiiv ma\ benendad.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —

You are likely to receive MM news

today that put* v>u into high gear.

Take care, however, that sou aren't

moving ^o ta^t thai \outc CMM
GEMINI (May 2l-|unc 20) —

\\> not waMC any time tinlas OBH
uiu'ic on the move, you'll want to

keep up the pace and ensure that

urnr direction remains unchanged

CANCER (|une 2l-|uly 22) —
Kononiics and KlwdoUng may be

conspiring again--! >ou lodtTJ i
:l

may have to withdraw from a pro-

ject in favor of another that pays

more.

LEO (|uly 23- Vug. 22) — This it

i good time to ipMk openrj wtth

those who may not agree with you at

the outlet fake the time to state

nw em with care.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sepi. 22) -
The promise ol something big

around the corner i» alluring, and
nniv have \ou making a few deti-

Mon-- for the wrong reasons. Get
back lo b.i-

I.IBRA (Sept. 25-Oci. 22) —
V on ,.an imprc"-- those around \ou

today simpK b\ remaining true lo

your ideals and telling it like n i-

\ou will have no time lor taUchood.

SCORPIO (Oci. 25-Nov. 21)

—

You may find yourself taking

one or two important responsibili-

ties from someone who is unable to

do it .ill on hi-« or her own
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dcc.

21) — Can sou believe the report*

that have been coming to von

may have to engage in a private

investigation in order to get the

truth

CAPRICORN (Dec. 11 fm 19)

— Vou mav have to expose yourself

to some danger today before reach-

ing your destination. In the end.

-.itcts and -iecuritv can increase

AQUARIUS (|an 20.-Fcb. 18) —
Kku» on what vou most immediate-

ly understand today and what will

give vou the «.onfidencc vou need lo

explore IHMI that are more cloudv

SO \*GU <X5 fPtSiP, 1'« TJCC'0«> TO

«wp,TS ] «cc»Ae ^ f.w*ASicM,, folksv

VAIITU / S^O(cVTEUtR,SO 1 0r»6HT TWlS

WCXIK61

HDftMAai yjuwo i Tra.L STOBtfeS,

vtofvv: s fcvts <5LAze,c*/t!R **$> i
C-*.T TUt FCCHNkS TMTcY'RC »40T

TC 3fc V»Mi>AS>CAV tM>
HXVv^V, V^Ovtfcv>»H.v,PrVy

/

Kvope A-\-<ti*rnoi.

so,
WUJTPS
villTW

TV*
Pcct<i»i6

Dilborf By Scott Adams

SAL15 CONFt^tNCt

HEW. 5 THE PROOUCT VOO'LL

OE SEUING NEXT
QUARTER.

w IT H»\5 »s»0

USCR INTER

VACE!

THAT rAEANS NO
&OL»VY USER rAAvNOAL
ANO NO LOSS OF
FUNCTION DURING
A PQUER OUTAGE.'

HOU WERE RIGHT. OUR
SALES PEOPLE CAN T

DISTINGUISH GOOD
FROrA CvrL.

f

I STRAINED
A SMILE
rAuSCLE.

Pox Trot By Bill Amend

AhRolofo Zoro By Brod Turner

f~» -rK« Pr.lxtr o( I

:W T*'

~Tl*n>L
,
comts

Comin^
^
f'Siuel .*

VALlI

Spunk By Mike LaRiccia

[Kcard -H^.j craiy
rvrnos* Hvoi" iOf*v*-ir»fi

itrnUi -f*'i ov\r from lh*
llbrecry W(.''l

Close to Home By John McPherson

CjPt-iotc? oT the l>i*y

44 Do you have the Beatles' white

Album?..Just get me a cup of hot

fat and the head of Alfredo Garcia * *

- Fletch

"In the 42 years we were together, Hal

never really let go of his Navy days."

Today's D.C. Menu
Case! 345 76 J* for laifa i—

W

siai.

rranKiin

LUNCH
Ham, Turkey or Roast Beef Cnnder

Meatball Cnnder
Italian Sausage Grinder

Hummus Grinder

DINNER
Roast Pork

Chili Cheese Puff

Quarter Pound Burger

Quarter Pound Swiss Burger

ACROSS
1 Dancing
Queen" group

5 Antiquated
10 Gentle blows
14 Raise
1 5 Potato state

16 Fencer's
weapon

1 1 Type ot sugar
19 Henri's mother
?0 Amorous stares

21 Maintains

23 Droop
25 — ot the ball

26 Some sheep
29 Eye. in France
31 Put — save
35 Balin or Claire

36 Type ot cake
37 Named (a book)

38 One more
40 Washing otf

41 Soup server

42 Ruler of Venice

43 Quiet — mouse
44 Skirt style

45 Johann
Sebastian —

46 Polish German
river

47 Ore analysis

49 Asphalt
51 Rule
54 Herring

58 Jeans-maker
Strauss

59 Mood
63 Help a telon

64 Laziness

65 Start a poker
pot

66 Not any
67 Substantial

68 I och —
monster

DOWN
1 Golden F leece

ship

2 Golfer Patty —
3 Idol

4 "Gunsmoke"
star

5 Wire measure
6 Harem
chamber

7 Perched
8 Israeli coin

9 Alpine song
10 Storms
11 Primates
12 Bolivia's

neighbor
13 Ooze
18 Dos Passos

tnlogy

22 Jerry's friend

24 Bridge expert

25 Overalls top

26 Lasso
2/ Make invalid

28 Certain New
Zealander

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

I
o A M S s i A G B L O i

I S S U E A R N 6 R 1 F

s H I N S M O O R A M 1

(J)

H

B A R

G A RIO U N D D 1 V A

L

U
1"

oIa NMOlY
cioinIe

T

V.

F

AA o u L A|G|L|DH t u
A H T 1 C lit m\i\v 1 S D L

L

W i

S

G

SIC rieiaIlB s I o P

G
OlHlM
lIei c

u
OJM

NIP I

A

SM

N 1A V t R F L A M|B Y

N O N E T A P E D o N O R
F R I E F V F N 1 u N G E

O Y E [) f) A D S E R A S f

: 16-96 O 1998 Unted Feature S^dicale

30 Hearing organ
32 Story of the

Trojan War
33 Thick
34 — Allan Poe
36 Swiss or Brie

37 Stingy
39 Determination
40 Bird of fable

42 Sunrise to

sunset
45 Fight

46 Little — Annie
48 Twitch

50 Cleopatra's
snake

51 Blueprint

52 Mct-ntire ol

country music
53 Always
55 Philosopher

Descartes
56 Talents
57 Golfers' pegs
60 Exlinct bird

61 Baseball great

Mel
62 Timid

Worcester—
CDnTtI
—

Ham, Turkey or Roast Beef Grinder

Meatball Grinder

Italian Sausage Grinder

Hummus Grinder

Italian Tofu Balland Sauce Grinder

DINNER
Roast Pork

Cheese Spinach Strudel

Savor)' Stuffed Peppers

Pastabilities

Tortellini

Hampshire
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich
Macaroni and Cheese

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

DINNER
Pineapple Ham Steak

Chicken De Carlos

Berkshire
LUNCH

Ham, Turkey or Roast Beef Grinder

Meatball Grinder

Italian Sausage Grinder

Hummus Grinder

Italian Tofu Ball Grinder

DINNER
Roast Pork

Cheese Spinach Strudel

Hot & Spicy Vegetable Pasta

Pastabilities

I
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Minutemen to face Hokies in A-10 quarters

surprises aR over
Simply stated. Docainik Hasek is

enfuego.

The Buffalo Sabres netmindcr has

picked up right where he left off

before the Olympics. Hasek shut

down the Rangers on Monday night

and Buffalo is slowly starting to

make its charge towards home ice

advantage in the playoffs.

The Sabres are currently stationed

in seventh place in the Eastern

Conference, but will surely be the

Mn li.u I h«>h\l.inski

By Like MeredHh
Collegion Staff

one team that no one wants to run

into, regardless of their seeding.

• Sergei Fedorov is a Detroit Red

Wing once again The Red Wings
forward is now millions richer, and

has the possibility to make even

more should Detroit reach the con-

ference semifinals The Red Wing*

were forced to re- sign their Russian

superstar after an arbitrator ruled

that the offer sheet that was given to

Fedorov was in the context of the

collective bargaining agreement.

Detroit put Fedorov back to work

a* soon as he inked the deal V\ uh

the Wings already stationed in the

third spot in the Western
Conference. Detroit will only be a

better team with Fedorov.

• What do |aso» Allison of the

Bruins. Miroslav Satan of the

Sabres. Saasi Kapancn of the

Hurricanes and Ray Whitney of the

Panthers have in common with

Pavel Burc. Wayne Grctiky.
laroeair |agr and Peter Forsberg?

lue. huh''

Each of these respective players

leads his team in scoring. That's

pretty sad when jokesters like Satan

and Whitne> are team leaders in

scaring. At least when the Whalers

used to be terrible Ron Francis wh
their leading scorer

• Shifting gear? now to the "Oh,

how the mighty have fallen" portion

of the program, let's talk about the

Panthers and the Canucks.

Florida was a Stanley Cup finalist

a few years back. With Doug
MacLcan and his defensive style of

play, the Panthers rode into the

finals before falling to Colorado.

So what is the problem, you ask?

Well. loon Vanbiesbrouck is having

a respectable campaign, although his

win/loss record doesn't show it

However, a change behind the

bench hasn't proved wise for

Florida

The new problem in the Sunshine

State, however, is offense Young
guns like Rob Nicocrmayer and for-

mer number one overall pick Ed
lovanoski aren't lighting up oppo-

nents No. instead, it's Whitney who
leads the team in scoring, and is fol-

lowed right behind by Robert
Svehla, who happens to be a

defenseman. I'm sorry, but the only

defensemen who I'm accustomed to

seeing the top of a scoresheet have

the last names Coffey and Bourque

As far as Vancouver. I've been
through this before. So much talent,

but nothing to show for it. The
Canucks are dead last in the

Western Conference, and are ahead

of only Tampa Bay in that depart-

ment. St. Louis doesn't seem to be

regretting their decision to get rid of

Mike Keenan now. as Keenan is a

cellar dweller, and the Blues are sit-

ting pretty for possible home ice

advantage in the playoffs.

• In the department of pleasant

surprises. Allison, Bobby Holik and

former Bruin |ozef Stumpel are

three names that pop up. Allison

leads the Black and Gold in scoring

and is proving that he is one of the

best young players the league has to

offer. Holik is a former fourth liner

in New Jersey who now leads the

Devils in goals and is tied with Doug
Gilsnour for the team lead in points.

Stumpel is part of L.A.'s youth

movement that is starting to pay div-

idends. The consensus around hock-

ey circles was that the Kings were

making a mistake when they got rid

of Cretzky a few years back. But

that's why there is the cliche, "He
who laughs last, laughs best." Who
knows. LA. may just laugh its way
into home ice in the first round of

the playoffs.

Oh, and in case you were wonder-

ing, Gretzky and the Rangers are

battling for their playoff lives over

in the Eastern Conference.
• In the who gives a rat's behind

category, Bret Hedican of the

Canucks leads the league in short-

handed assists with five. Former
Whaler first rounder Chris Pronger

leads the league in plus/minus, and

Sergei Zubov leads the league in

power play assists with 22.

lust like the end of an episode of

SportsCenter, I bet that that was

something that you did not know.

Michael Kobylanski is a Collegian

columnist.

It's a dilemma the Minutemen
put themselves in

After a season of setting the

Atlantic 10 on its ear. a late season

slide has left the No 23
Massachusetts men's basketball

team in a position coach Bruiser

Flint didn't want to be in — an

opening round matchup in the

Atlantic 10 tournament at 2 p.m.

today against the West No. 6 seed

\ nj'iniu Tech at the CoreF.states

Spo-trum in Philadelphia (WHMP
>W > KM. WML'A 91 I KM I

A lethargic week made both the

A- 10 regular season title and a

first round bye go "bye-bye" for

Massachusetts (20-9. 12-4 A-10).

and now the Minutemen have to

win four games, not three, to win

an A- 10 title

The Hokies have suffered

through a rebuilding season, and

come in at 10-16. 5-11 in the

Atlanta 10 I Mass won the lone

meeting this season. 68-59, back

on |an 24

Senior forward Tyrone Weeks
led the Minutemen with 1 5 points

and 1 1 rebounds in that game, but

he will not be available for today's

contest. The senior forward will sit

out the game with a sprained ankle

and is listed in day-to-day condi-

tion Lari Ketner and Monty Mack
had 14 points, and Ajmal Basit

turned in one of his stronger per

fonnanccs of the season with 10

points in only 1 2 minutes

Provided the Minutemen get

past the Hokies. the road to win

ning the A- 10 tournament is now
much toughcT following Sunday's

loss at Temple The winner of

today's game will face George
Washington (22-7, 11-5 A-10)
tomorrow at 2: 50 p.m Last sea-

son, the Colonials ended UMass'
five-year stranglehold on the A-10
with a 58—49 win in the quarterfi-

nals

The other match-ups in UMass'

bracket include La Salle (9-17,

5-11 A-10) against St. loseph's

(10-16. 5-13 A-10) at noon, with

the winner lacing A-10 regular

season champion Temple (20-7,

13-3) in the quarterfinals In the

other bracket. St Bonaventure

(16-13. 6- 10) plays Duquesne
(II- 18. 5 1 1) at 7 p.m tor the

right to lace West No 1 Xavier in

the quarterfinals, and Fordham
(6-20, 2 14) and Dayton (19-10.

11-5) round out tonight's action at

9 p.m . with the winner to play

Rhode Island.

This is the second season the

tournament will be held in the

Spectrum, after one season in the

Philadelphia Civic Center. Before

that, the A-10 championship game
was held on the site of the highest

remaining seed. The last time it

was held on campus sites was in

1995. when UMass beat Temple.

63-44. in the William D. Mullins

Center. Lou Roe ended that season

not only as A-10 Player of the

Year, but as a four-year member of

the A-10 All-Championship team.

No matter the results of the

A-10 tournament, the Minutemen

seem in position for their seventh

straight NCAA bid. and their eight

overall Their RP1 index ranking is

17th. highest of all A-10 teams.

Temple is 22nd. followed by Rhode

Island at 27th. Xavier at 37th and

George Washington at 40th

Despite dropping out of the AP
poll (UMass is 26th), the

Minutemen arc still No. 23 in the

USA Today/ ESPN coaches poll

The team with the most to gain

during the tournament seems to be

Dayton Despite an 1 1-5 record in

the A-10 and a 19-10 overall

mark, a low RPI rating has the

Flyers on the bubble With GW.
URL Temple. UMass and Xavier in

good standing for a bid. Dayton
Mill have to have a strong showing

to convince the NCAA tournament

inittee to give out six bids to

the A-10. something it has never

done Ian Ketner and the Massachusetts men's basketball team will battle the Hokies of Virginia Tech in an A-10 tour-

nament contest today at 2 p.m

Atlantic 10 Award Winners
First Team All A 10

All A-10 First Team

Laniont Barnes, Temple

Mike James. Duquesne
Lari Ketner. Massachusetts

Cuttino Mobley. Rhode Island

Ryan Perry man. Dayton

Tyson Wheeler, Rhode Island

All A 10 Third Team

Donnie Carr. La Salle

Charlton Clarke, Massachusetts

Gary Lumpkin, Xavier

Yegor Mesherlakov, George Wahsington

Rashen Palmer. St. Bonaventure

Pepe Sanchez, Temple

All A 10 Second Team

Rashid Bay, St. Joseph's

Lenny Brown, Xavier

James Posey, Xavier

Shawnta Rogers, George Washington

Darnell Williams, Xavier

All A 1 Rookie Team

Mike King. George Washington

Monty Mack, Massachusetts

Roland Roberts, Virginia Tech

Beron Robin, Fordham
Tony Stanley, Dayton

Quincy Wadley, Temple

Playoffs on the line

as Eagles visit Mullins
By Joroio Kortsonon

Catalan Staff

Lots of surprises on All A-10 teams

The Massachusetts hockey team

mu-i flv like an Eagle as it face*

7 Boston College tonight at the

William D. Mullin- Center, or the

Minutemcn's postseason hopes

might sink in the sea. This game i-

the makeup date for the postponed

Ian. 25 game, and it will truly make

up what the Minutemen will or will

not do the rest of the season.

With two games left. UMass
(6-25-2. 5-18-1 in Hockey East) I

on the verge of cither clinching a

postseason conference berth or let-

ting it slip through its fingers. The

Minutemen are one point behind

Merrimack College in the HE stand

ings for the final conference playoff

-pot va. 1 1 h a game in hand —
while the Warriors have the unenvi-

able task of travelling to No. 5

Boston University this Sunday for

the regular season finale

UMass dropped two games to the

Terriers this past weekend, but the

immediate task at hand is what to

do with an equally dangcrou* IU

squad (21-8-4. 14-5-5 in HI
I

However, not only will the

Minutemen have to face the Eagles

Ml week, hut a tough Maine team

will ooaM to town this Saturday

night (7pm

I

One thing on UMass" side is that

Nkmmack has imploded the last

month and a half, not winning a

game since |an. 1 7 (a 6-4 win

the Minutemen). while the adminis-

tration has already announced
coach Ron Anderson will not return

next season. If the Warriors do not

pull off the upset ol V J M then

two ties will work for UMass. or in

true clinching fashion, a win will be

the best thing lor the job.

The Minutemen will have their

hands full in their attempt hi secure

a playoff spot. UMass coach |oe

Mallen is glad to still be in the play-

off race, but he will be much more

glad if his team can jump
Merrimack for that playoff spot.

"Despite our record, it is great to

-till he involved and have a chance

toplav in the playoffs." Mallen aajd

"These two games for us have a

high motivation (actor, and are real

important for our guys. If we beat

BC. then we hav* to still go out and

beat Maine. But if we don't beat

Turn to EAGLES, page 9

By MichoeJ KobyWci
Collegian Staff

There were some surprises in store

for those at the Atlantic 10 men's bas-

ketball banquet held in Philadelphia.

Sure, there were also some obvious

choices, such as Tyson Wheeler of

Rhode Island and Ryan Perryman of

Dayton University making the first

team All A-10.

Everyone knew that Massachusetts'

Mike Babul would have a spot on the

All-Defensive team, and that Monty

Mack would surely And his way onto

the All-Rookie Team.

But the biggest surprise of the night

may have been when Rhode Island's

Cuttino Mobley was named the A-10
player of the year. Mobley was not even

named to a preseason team, but obvi-

ously impressed the conference coaches

with his strong play throughout the sea-

son, and claimed the award.

The coach of the year award went to

Dayton's Oliver Pumell. After posting a

15-14 mark in 1996-97, the Elyers are

on the NCAA tournament bubble, and

may get a bid if they have a strong

A-10 tournament showing.

The Rookie of the Year went to

Fordham's Bevon Robin, while

Temple's Pepe Sanchez took home the

A-10 Defensive Player of the Year
award.

Other winners were Dayton's Coby
Turner, who won the Chris Daniels

award as the league's most improved

player, and lames Posey of Xavier, who
earned the Sixth Man award.

The Minutemen were well represent-

ed on all of the squads. I an Ketner was
named first-team All A-10, while
Charlton Clarke was named to the third

team. The Bronx, NY. native node a

strong push late in the season, and led

St. loseph's coach Phil Martelli to say

that Clarke would be his choice for

A-10 player of the year.

After accepting his award. Ketner

said he thought Clarke deserved his

spot, while Clarke insisted teammate
Tyrone Weeks belonged in his position

Babul, who also was a candidate lor

defensive player of the year, made the

All-Defensive team as well as the All-

Academic team. Mack, who was also a

candidate for the rookie of the year,

was named to the All-Rookie team.

The first team was comprised of

Umont Bames of Temple. Mike lames

of Duquesne. Ketner. Mobley.

Perryman, and Wheeler.

Second team recipients were Rashid

Bey of St. |oe's. Lenny Brown of

Xavier. Posey. Shawnta Rogers of

George Washington, and Darnell

WUHamj of \avict

The third team consisted ol I l

Salle's Donnie Carr. Clarke. Gary

l.umpkin of Xavier, Yegor

Meschcriakov ol George Washington.

Ka-haan Palmer of St. Bonaventure.

and Sanchez.

Named to the All-Rookie team were

Mike King of George Washington.

Mack. Robin, Rolan Robert- of

Virginia Tech. Tony Stank) d Dayton,

and Qunicy Wadley ol Temple.

In addition to Babul. Barnes. Caswell

Cyrus of St. Bonaventure, Rogers, and

Sanchez, made the All Defcwrw Mm.
The All Acadamk team was made-

up of Babul. Alexander Koul of George

Washington, Chris Lumsdon of St.

Bonaventure, Sanchez. and

Mescheriakov.

KMMA KANSANfN / COUH.IAN

Dean Campanale and the Massachusetts hockey team will host the

Eagles of Boston College tonight at 7 p.m. at the Mullins Center.
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March
madness

Basketball lever is

heating up now
that the NCAA
tournament n
around the corner

The Collegian can
help you stay in

the know (see Arts

6 Living, page 5)

UMass lakes

the first step

Mike Babul
grabbed live

rebounds as the
Minutemen detest

ed Virginia Tech in

A-10 tourney
action (see Sports,

page 14)

WORLD

Former Nicaroguan
pres. accused of abuse

MANAGUA. Nicaragua (AP) - In

a public letter that surprised the

nation yet'erday. Daniel Ortega's

stepdaughter accused the former
Nicaraguan president of sexual

abuse that she said began when
she was 1 1 and lasted tor years

Ortega ta«d the accusations were
causing him great pain, and his

wife said they were false "We want

to treat this as a family matter."

Rosario Murillo said at a news con-

ference, standing nent to her hus-

band
The accusation, published in a

newsletter and read over radio and
television stations, caused an
immediate commotion Dozens of

people called into the country's

mam radio station to express their

Shock.

The stepdaughter. Zoilamenca,

JO. is Munllo's child from a previ

ous marriage, and Ortega adopted
her

Although she has always used
the last name Ortega, the said in

her letter that she would now take

the name ot her biological lM
(orge Narvaez. who is dead

Zoilamenca told The Associated

Press that the letter was authentic

but said she didn't want to etabo

rat* on it now

NATION

Castrated sex felon

gets 26-year sentence

GINEVA. Ill (AP) — An admitted

cNtd molester who had htmseff surgt-

caaty castrated in hopes of getting a

fcghter prison term was sentenced yes-

terday to 26 years in prison for molest-

ing two girls Me could have gotten

nearly 100 years

lodge Donald Hudson noted that

30-year-old Jeffrey Morse waited "until

the gates of the penitentiary were clos-

ing m on him" before he was castrated

Hudson also said he wanted to keep

the threat of a stiff sentence as a deter-

rent to other child molesters "I choose

not to lose the threat of a longer sen-

tence and its deterrence because the

defendant wants to use his body parts

as a bargaining chip." the judge said.

Morse, who pleaded guilty to aggra-

vated cnminal sexual assault and three

other charges, could have been sen-

tenced to almost 1 00 years for molest-

ing two girls, ages 8 and 1 2.

Prosecutor Kathy Diamond
Karayannis asked for a sentence of 25

to 60 years and called Morse's castra-

tion a ploy to evoke sympathy and get

a lighter sentence.

"He had control over these victims,"

she said. "Do not let him get control

over this court, too."

Defense attorney Paul Wharton
urged the judge to impose a lighter

sentence, possibly even the minimum
six-year term, calling Morse "the safest

sex offender in the United States

today." "|eff Morse has made himself

as non-dangerous a pedophile as a

pedophile can be," he said.
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SGA candidates debate

Jewish student issues

Thursday, March 5, 1998

By Bryan Schwartzmon
Collegian Staff

For nearly two hours Tuesday, nine of the 15 candi-

dates for Student Government Association ISGA) presi

dent and trustee presented their platforms and fielded

questions and concerns from the Universitv of

Massachusetts lewish commumtv
The candidates addressed the lewish Student Union at

the Hillel House and responded to concerns about fund

ing tor Hillel programs, final exams on
Saturdays, and lewish representation

in student government "//// were a lewish

student} I would not

want exams on

Sunday

Funding

The lewish Student Union (formerly

the Hillel Council) is a Registered

Student Organization (RSOl which SatUrduX atlXmOTe
represents the campus lewish popula - •?

tion. and received $9,000 from SGA than I WUHt tHettl On
for this fiscal >ear.

"The Black Student Union repre-

sents 900 students and receives

St*. 500 from the SGA. it's almost a

given that Hillel. who represents 5.000

students should receive more." said ^—

—

Salwa Shamapande. presidential can-

didate

Shamapandc said he rarely goes two weeks without

seeing a poster lor a Hillel/lewith Student Union spun

sored event and is impressed with the kind of program-

ming that is

dential candidate, is current!) on ihe SGA V\avs and

Means committee and said, "were going kg take a hard

look at what RSOs are doing, those who are MM -pending

their money wisely will not get the same tunding again

Candidate |c--e Butchlield said it was important to

keep in mind that an increase in funding means thai

lunds are being diverted from anothei kMi
"Ihe president can be an advocaie but |lunding| is

essentially a Senate issue within the Senate, everything

i- inherently political " Rurchticld -aid

Southwest Senator \l large
~^—^~~~~"^ lennifei Casasanto -aid "Uav- and

Means has historically been discrimi-

nator) toward- Hillel
"'

Casasanto. a presidential candidate,

said that Hillel. one of the i.

RSOs on campus should not have to

share office space with Ma»-PIRG
and the UMass Theatre Guild, also

huge ot gam/at i.

lewt-h Student Union President

i Shein, who IntrodtlC—; the

candidates -aid that Hillel had a diffi-

cult time convincing iheir

PdlcgrinO need lot ice since there is the——^^—— Hillel House on North Pleasant Street

in Amhet-t

- Senator Amy

Senator Amy PeUegrino (Orchard Hill. Grayson), presi-

Shein said that having an office in the Student I Dion

provide* a vital 1st • >» and the rest of cam-

pus

Finales****

Turn to SGA poo*) 2

Which way to go?
UN s* DONALD COUfCMN

Senior French and psychology maror Samantha Gervickas talks to

a representative at yesterday's HRTA career day.

Senate discusses

Spring Concert;

debates sponsorship
By J* Carroll

( hejeji IM
UICVIMKOWU

SGA candidates answered questions pertaining to lewish issues at Hillel House Tuesday night

Route 9 construction discussed
Committee opposes Wal-Mart, cinema multiplex development

By SamonnSo PouHen
Collegian Staff

Those who regularly travel from

Amherst to Northampton at 5 p.m

on a weekdays know commuters
would be wise to allot extra time

to get through the thick traffic on

Route 9.

The stretch of Route 9 from
Amherst through Hadley and into

Northampton is one of the busiest

roads in the area, with traffic often

backed up from the bridge going

into Northampton to the Burger
King in Hadley.

Concern has risen that traffic

may become even more congested

if the town of Hadley decides to

increase construction on Route 9.

The Town Planning Board is cur-

rently deciding if it will go ahead

with a plan to build a Wal-Mart
and a 20-cinema multiplex in the

area.

Residents of Hadley feel build

ing more on Route 9 is not need-

ed, and that it will onlv add to the

increasing traffic problem

A group of residents have
formed the HadK
Committee, made up of bu-.

people and volunteers who belies c

Routc s» i- built up enough
already

"We don't need this overcoat-

merciali/.ation in Hadley." said

Tonva Thomas, an . t life-

time resident of Hadley and
founder of the First Commit n

Turn to CONSTRUCTION Doge 2

A motion concerning Spring
Concert occupied the majontv d the

University ol Maaaachusetts Student

Government Association (SGA) meet-

ing la«t night

A motion presented by Senator Dan
Backer (commuter at large) proposed

tunneling money from various SGA
HCQMMI M Students Ad^'ocrting: for

financial Aid (SAID which would

work in conjunction with a local radio

station to tund Spring Concert

There was much concern over the

abilitv ol s \ 1 1 a reeenllv inactive-

Registered Student Organization
with two members, to put on

Spring Concert

Senator lenniler Casasanto
(Southwest, at large) quc-tioticd allo-

cating money to an RSC) with a mem-
Ivr-hip of MO

"In the historv of the SGA has the

senate given $50,000 to a defunct

KSO with two people in it?"

Casasanto -aid

Backer felt finding a way to have

Spring Concert was worth giving the

money to SATF.
'Absolutely this could blow up. as

with anything. I don't think it « going

to be the greatest spring concert, but

it's better than nothing." Backer said.

Speaker of the Senate Peter

Kilbourne was concerned that the con-

cert would have a corporate sponsor.

"I don't w Ken \vehave

LPC | University Productions &
Concerts] and there's a reason we
have UPC." Kilbourne said.

However. Senator Paul Ferro

i(. ommuter at -large) felt corporate

sponsors are not necessarily bad.

iv thing that has a corporate

sponsor is not debasedly evil. A con-

cert with a corporate sponsor is better

than no concert at all." Ferro said.

Two concerns about the motion

that were not refuted were the consti-

tutionality of the motion and a lack of

money in the accounts the motion pro-

posed to take money from.

kilbourne felt the motion was put

together hastily and was not const itu-

Turn to DEBATE, page 2

Students hold protest,

demand Suharto's ouster
By Christopher Torchia

Associated Press

IAKARTA. Indonesia —
Thousands of banner-waving univer-

sity students demanded President

Suharto's ouster yesterday — the

largest display of anger yet over the

economic crisis that has Indonesia in

an upheaval.

The protests came as the United
States and other foreign lenders
stepped up the pressure on Suharto

to carry out reforms they consider
crucial to rescuing the economy —
reforms that could undercut much of

Suharto's power and wealth.

"Hang Suharto!" shouted protesters

in the lava island city of Yogyakarta.

circling their campus on scooters
under the scrutiny of hundreds of
police and plainclothes officers.

Students also rallied in sevetal

other cities on lava as well as on
Sulawesi, another of Indonesia's larg-

er islands.

Five people have been killed in

riots this year over rising food costs,

but yesterday's rallies were peaceful.

Confined to campuses, they posed lit-

tle threat to Suharto, who has resist-

ed calls to overhaul the government
he began shaping in the 1960s.

Even as the students protested, del-

egates to a special assembly were
preparing to extend Suharto's 52-year

rule. Already Asia's longest-serving

leader, the 76-year-old president is

almost certain to get a seventh five-

year term next week.

However. Suharto is under grow-

ing international pressure to carry out

economic reforms in exchange for

$45 billion bailout by the

International Monetary Fund.

The IMF has already handed over

$5 billion, but still has not decided

whether to grant the second $5 bil

lion installment, due March 1 5.

The United States, which exerts

virtual veto power over the IMF. says

Suharto is not moving fast enough on

reforms that would remove business

perks he. his family and their associ

ates have long enjoyed.

Indonesia says many of the mea-

sures, including the slashing of subsi-

dies, are too strict and could provoke

more social unrest. But with the

deadline nearing. Suharto said yester-

day that he had dismantled a string of

monopolies in line with the IMF
requirements. In a meeting of top

economic advisers, he said the gov-

ernment has stripped the state agency

Turn to PROTEST, page 3

KEN MC DONALD CLXLECIAN

What comes after Fame?
The UMass Theatre Guild will be performing "|esus Christ Superstar" from March 25-28.
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construction
continued from page)

Ihomas said there is already tOO

much congestion an Route ^. and
that building a Wal-Mart and a new

multiplex cinema would only add to

the increasing congestion

Ion Carlisle Director of Public

Relation! fol the Massaehuseit-.

Highway Department, said that

Route ^ is one of the bttl

lv»o lane highwa\> in the -tate.

•rding to C'arlMe the B1

daily volume of trailic on a portion

o\ Route 4 in Hadlc, was 77.000 in

1992. Statistics on the volume o)

cart traveling on the highway are

steadily ItKrcaabif, ever) year.

The Kitst Comniir iding

to Tlu is that the town has

no need lor a new department

or a huge cinema multiplex there

fore, there is no reason lor

increased tralfic

"Hove many theater- Joes this

town don t need 20 the-

in liadley. and vte don't need

a new department store in addition

to the stores already in the

Hampshire Mall." Ihon

The affect ol adding new build

hbji to the BIM m I ladles wouldn't

MM) ailed Route 9. Side -treci-

such as East Street and South
Maple Stieet will he altecled also.

The osetlloss ol liultic on Route 4

will lake the side Mi eel- causing

increased congestion I alenis

on these HW»U will find it in

ingly hai J to get onto Route 9,

rhoanas said even ambaiances
have a problem getting through the

tratlic on Route 9 and surrounding

DM
"I've seen ambulances -tuck fn I

long time in traffic, unable to get

from Hadley to Northampton "

Thomas said. "They honk but no

ut of the w a>

The Hadles I

planning a meeting on March 17

with representatives front Wal-Mart
and the t hladle) rhomas
said .i a/elcoOM to attend

the meeting

REWARD SSS

Cal &08-882-4804

FAX 508 882 7878, ••all harpP9nfcapecod.net

wehette htta: wrww.capecoe.net t

debate
continued from page 1

lional undei llie SGA constitu-

tion
-

I his i- hs I he ic are three

things unconstitutional in llie

motion alone. " Kilboume said.

Ilieic WM I debate SO propose

j motion to amend the uixoiimi

national lines, however, due to a

ol quorum the motion could

not be voted on.

Viuiloi \sakian iSoulhwc-l

lohn Xdamsl Chan man of the

Ways aivd Mean- Committee, said

there wa- noi enough money m
one ol the account* the motion

proposed to u-e

"One of the account- that |the

motion | would take $2,000 from.

$1,500 of it has alreadv been alio

.atcd.'Avakian

The motion failed

During the debate |odi Bailey

inlormcd the aeajeaa that t l>

having a meeting tomorrow in the

SG \ office .a I W P ni that will

be open to the public so di-

having back to hack, indooi

verts on the weekend originally

planned lot Spring Concert

other motion discussed

during the meeting concerned

allocating money to the

\ lemaine-e Student Association.

Senator Brandon Beane
tSoulhw | did not sup

port the motion.

"I am opposed to any racially

motivated organizations." Beane

sjU
De-pite this, the motion paaaed

hj a large majority

SGA
continued from page I

lewish Students have advocated that University linal

exams should not be admini-teted on Friday afternoons

or Saturdays since it interferes with Shabat. the lewish

day of rest. Last year, the Senate passed a motion 10 end

final exams on Saturday . but the proposal was rejected by

Chancellor Scott.

"I If I were a lewish Student) I would not want the

exams on Saturday any more than I want them on
Sunday," Pellegrino said

Eleanor Court, a trustee candidate who currently

serves on the Board of Higher Education, said a high

number ol student- take exams on Friday and Saturday,

and the Chancellor probably rejected the proposal

because of the extra money required to keep campus
open two more days.

Casasanto agreed with Court that a compromise was

needed She suggested doing away with Saturday exams

while keeping Friday afternoon but allowing students to

make up Friday exams.

Is there a need for allocated seats for lewish students

in the senate'' With questions raised about the number of

seats allocated for ALANA students, would the political

climate allow for more seat allocation- '.'

"It is highly unlikely., it would be a temporary solu

tion at best." Shamapande said.

Shamapande said it does not seem like anti-Semitism

has kept students out of the Senate.

Elections Chancellor Carlos Alvarez said "it would be

wan easy to have the lewish communityJadequatelyl rep-

resented without having allocated seats."

Alvarez said there are plenty of senate seats still open,

both on campus and commuter. Students in the lewish

living Community, located on the second floor of the

Hillel House an conaiderod off campus.

Reactions

Hillel Executive Director Saul Perlmutter said "I wa-

impressed with how much the candidates stayed focused

on the issues.*

Shamapande said "any chance we get to see students

were going to take it

"

"It was very informative, I know who I'm going to vote

for and who I'm not going to vole for." senior Sharon

Herr said.

SGA elections lake place Monday-Tuesday, March

O-I0
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Do you want to write Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual,

or Trangender articles/editorials for the

Collegian?

How about some p'lZZ3? Come to the

Collegian at 7 p.m. tonight In 113 Campus Center

or call Dylan at: 546-5807

March 98
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UMass professor to discuss

muscle soreness at lecture;

focus on boot camp syndrome
By Aimee Wollis

Collegian Correspondent

Being catty...

Two cat* sit outside their residence on Fearing St yesterday They

chose to remain anonymous

Have you ever wondered why it

lake> 24 houi> tor attack IOMHM
to develop?

This afternoon. University ol

Massachuscttv profaiaor l'ti»cilla M.

Chwhaon will he presenting a lec-

ture on muscle soreness in Herter

Hall, room 227.

Man) Mudents helieve thai their

muscle- arc simply sore' after a rig-

orous workout, when in fact they

have damaged their muscle Rben
Clarkson will answer question- on

how muscle- work and why they gel

MM
An exercise science professor

with a master - degree in marine
-aence and /oologv, Clarkson com-

bined her k've lor dance and her

inieiest in the mechanics of muscles

eive a Ph. D in exercise id
ence She was recently honored with

the 1997 Citation Award by the

American College of Sports

Medicine and has contributed a

book on the kinesiology ol dance

with professor Andrea Walkins of

the Oancc Department.

Clarkson s field oi exercise sci-

ence investigates the relation- ol

exercises to muscle damage. She has

studied a variety ol evervdav exer-

cises to the dc»ign ol exercise pro-

grams used in space-

In Clarkson's lecture she will talk

about exercises that cause damage-

to muscle fibers.

I xercises that produce I0HW0M
are usually those where the muscle-

lengthen as thev produce loixe

like lowering a weight. Running
down hill causes more soreness

than running uphill," Clarkson said.

Clarkson will ttiacuas "Boot Camp
Syndrome" which affects men and

women in the army and military

who are forced to do strenuous

exercises for long amounts of time,

day after day. Over time tlu

diome can leave permanent damage

to the muscle lihei-

Besides teaching and lecturing.

Uatkson is cuirently working with

the NCAA in exploring the recent

deaths of three college wrestlers

and is searching for the links

between dehydration and muscle-

damage. One of the three wrestler-

was found to have -eveie inu-cle

damage. often caused when one

tries lo lower their body weight

quickly
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irtment

VOLUNTEER FIRE FIGHTERS
JOIN THE STUDENT FORCE OF ENGINE COMPANY 3

GAIN VALUABLE EXPERIENCE

SERVE YOUR COMMUNITY

for information see our table on the

Campus Center Concourse. March 4th. 5th, 6th

Open house at the North Fire Station, March 6th. 5:00p.m.

Call 549-5419

•*v y

Tough test?

Call someone for sympathy.

1-800-COLLECT

The

Textbook

Annex

reminds

you

to make

sure you

get the

books

you neei

for this

semester,

SOON!

$SBk*

a«»»4ihv«-

protest
continued from page l

Bulug of all trade controls except

for a rice monopoly.

Presidential -pokesman
Murdiuno. who attended the meet-

ing, quoted Suharto'., icmurks on

ic-lunn.

Indonesia's wm-i economic tur-

moil in three decade-- hegan when
the curtenc). the rupiah. plunged

in value last year, pushing up
puces and unemplostnent in tin-

nation of 202 million.

Protesters said Suharto is to

hlunie.

"Suharto is the- mastermind of

the criMs." said IVdn.' V leru. a mu
dent al the prestigious Gadjah
Mada Ualvarahj in x'ogyakarta,

1I0 miles aaa] ol lakarta.

The Yogyakarta students also

appealed for the government to

lake action against ethnic \ioleiicc

Chinese mcrchant-v a minorits v. ho

dominute commerce in Indonesia,

have been targeted in the riots u\er

bag i nod arioai

Human rights groups accuse the

gosernment of doing little to pro-

lecl the Chinese, although Suharto

warned against scapegoating in a

speech last weekend.

In Surabaya, another lava city

.

seven university students entered

the second day of a hunger strike.

Police blocked a small group of

praaMM liom leaving the campus

at a state university in Bandung,

near lakarta. In the capital, stu

dents also marched at an Islamic

university.

Seveial thou>and people demon-

strated at a teaching institute in

Ujungpandang on Sulawoi island.

northeast of the capital In lakarta

three women who had been arrest-

ed in an anti-government protest

went on trial vesterday. Mure than

I00 people crowded a district

court for a hearing in the c.i

Cadis Arivia and Karlina I eksono.

both feminist editors and philu-i'

phv lecturers, and Wularsih. a

housewife.

They were arrested Feb. 25 after

waving posters on a main pla/.i to

protest the government's manage-

ment of the econom) Hie women
face one week in jail il convicted.

Authorities have imposed a ban

on political rallie* in lakarta. hop

ing to keep the peace during the

March l-ll assembly expected to

renominate Suharto The I 000
member Peoples Consultative

Assembly is dominated by Suharto

supporter

RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253 5441

Featuring "JJvij1UjJjJ :A iJyJjLiJt" 30-pk*1 5.

iNta'i
'
Wlattr Ala' - .^V

rOaaa art Mcaa" » ' Lg** i^h/«

Tfc. *h-Nck" Saatial!

Pete's 'Wiohwlfw*
Sm's 'Craaham laahek*

Tour

See Dee 'Wkrerhle' Choice!

Mill City 'Itahfacliw ah*

Sam's
</
WrS/teA/e" or "Loaer" $8." 12/pk

MICRO MADNESS CONTINUES"
Catamount -^_ <̂ ^aa^kalga*V^ir> Mill City

Middlesex
ALL FLAVO

i/ilEaj.-Bi-iIaTffil

Delivery ft rallsMt • OPEN f:MAM to meerM • VI—/Mmmtai seel • AM

Wowl m

%° & EveryWoman's Center"
,

^iv
*v.

International Women's Day

"Sing About It:

Women's Voices in the Valley"
A night offemale accappcllci singers from the 5-iollege area in

A Celebration of International Women's Day Featuring a soloist

Jen Eastman (UMass). the groups. "The M &C's''

(Mt Holyoke College). 'Smithereens" (Smith College).

"Meanwhile'' (UMass). "6-Minutes" (UMass). "Blue

Stockings" (Amherst College), and 'Boundaries" (UMass).

Friday March 6* 1338
Bluevvall Cafe 8pm

FREES
•rjc!i„i v Unicnik.

tve's Bayou

Following the Performances will be the film

"Eve's Bayou"
starring Lynn Whitfield and Debbie Morgan

@9:30pm and on Sunday March 6 @ 8 & 10pm

in the Campus Center Auditorium

This series is made possible by a grant from the UMass Auxiliary

Services Department, the Office of the Vice-Chancellor for Student

Affairs, and the Daily Collegian
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Ignorance is not bliss
On Feb. 22, someone threw a rock through the

window of the Graduate Employee
Organization (GEO) office in the Student

I i non When I walked by. a big sheet of cardboard asa>

ered where the window once was and various graduate

students and maintenance men milled around, taking

measurement- or talking. The scene reminded me of the

rock that was thrown through the window of my car on
the last day of exams last year, forcing me to drive

home five hours with a big sheet of plas-

tic taped across my back window. It

wasn't something I needed after a hard

sesnester. and I'm pretty sure the GEO
doesn't need this monkey crawling onto

their back, what with their problems with

this University.

Throwing a rock through a window is a

loud angry cry of rage, maybe despair,

that translates to, *Uh I really just don't

have much to say." It's an impotent,

puerile and stupid reaction to feelings

that cannot be intelligibly expressed. You
don't like the CEO? You don't like their

protests? Fine Write a letter You have

the ability to make your voice be heard, but instead we
get crap like this. Good job, guys.

t O is a group that is getting spit on by the sriosWs-

t ration and now it's spit on by a small part of the stu-

dent body However small this faction is. though, it's

the one that made the most impact and the one that

was heard. Unfortunately, the stupidest voice is usually

the loudest, and this is what is heard This is the sane
voice that throw* garbage cans into the pond or sprays

graffiti on the dorms. This is the same voice that sends

Amherst (the town and the college)

into lock-down whenever it snows a —————

—

bit

We are a school devoid of a strong

identity and community A good
amount of the messages sent out
about what we are is negative Ever

why we are trashed by the Boston Globe and
outlets? Look at what we have to say for

Look at what is being presented not rust by

the administration in it's handling of the negotiations

with graduate students, but how the students them
selves act. It's not a pretty picture that we are painting

It's a picture that lacks pride.

Michael Mcssaros

We are a school devoid

of a strong identity and
community

I remember someone writing a while ago about the

people of Amherst complaining about students unnat-

ing all over town. The basic response was. they should

get used to it. this is a college town What!? They
should get used to it? It seems that this is the answer to

everything around here. We live in a four-year bizarre

world where real world actions and proper ways of liv-

ing are disbanded in favor of some more animalistic

reactions. Rocks through windows? Yes. Peeing in pub-

lic? Absolutely. How can we be taken

seriously, not only in the Kive College

area, but state and nation wide, if we
accept things like that and expect the

world to smile and say, "Oh. those

wacky UMass students!*?

The rock through the window is just

another in a long line of wrong mes-

sages sent out by members of this

University. The finger should be point-

ed not only at the student body, but

also at the administration for letting it

go this far We live in an environment

that seems to incubate and nurture

such feelings by the administration not

promoting any sort of positive identity, ignoring cam-

pus needs and removing themselves from the students.

The administration lets problems go for long periods of

time, thereby showing off tangible signs of disrespect

and by default, accepting them.

We are a school that wants to be taken seriously I

can hear it. The problem is, nothing is being done in

order to change. The power is there, and certainly there

are enough people who want to proud of this school. I

really don't know why the people threw the rock.

Maybe I'm reading into this way————— too much. Maybe this is just

another case of having way too

much cheap beer on another
weekend at UMass Regardless,

the implications are there, and we————— certainly do have an all too volu-

ble history of stupidity and dumb reactions here.

I know there are some of us here who try to better

ourselves and to carry ourselves with at least a mod
kum of dignity. The problem is. the only voices being

heard in this school are the ones that aren't saying a

thing. At least, not anything worth being heard

Michmei Mrssoros is a CnrWgian naffmember

Concessions from
both sides

made agreement
possible

To the editor

It is understandable that

Chancellor Scott and his administra-

tion at the University must try to

save face coming out of these nego-

tiations with the Graduate
Employee Organization. By break-

ing off talks and declaring impasse

on Feb. 1 2. they were making a bold

statement that they would not
budge at the table. Now that a ten

tative agreement has been reached,

they have a vc-Med interest in claim-

ing that they have conceded noth-

ing. This is a standard ploy: try to

paint the union as inetlectual. there -

ding members' involvement in

the future

Aside from the ironies this stance

implies (notably, that the University

i» "victorious" when it gives as little

to its employees as possible), and
aside from belying the administra-

tion's attempted intransigence, it is

worth noting some of the ways in

which the University has moved.
As someone who participated in

approximately 27 hours of media-
tion last Thursday and Friday. I feel

that I have a decent sense of the

document that I signed and the

movement that the administration

made. Since 1991. and until enter-

ing mediation, the administration

has steadfastly refused to guarantee

wage increases for all graduate
employees. The package that the

Chancellor attempted to unilaterally

impose last month would have
denied over 1 .000 employees a

guaranteed increase. The current

agreement includes just such a guar-

antee for all employees.

The administration also attempt-

ed to shut down talks over access to

education, claiming that they would
dedicate no further resources to

expanding access. Part of the medi-

ated settlement, however, does
include greater resources to this

end: the University will fund a half-

time position in the Development
Office to do fund-raising on diversi-

ty issues. Chancellor Scott also

tried to eviscerate the Union by only

funding (wo permanent staff posi-

tions to administer the contract,

handle grievances, and provide ser-

Letters to the Editor

vices to over 2.000 employees. The
current agreement provides for four

permanent positions, two of them

Did GEO make concessions with-

in medistion? Absolutely
Personally. I was not happy about
some of the proposals that GEO
was forced to give up. but move-
ment is always necessary in order to

achieve a settlement that both skies

can live with We will be back at the

table in less than a year, and we will

then continue to build on the

improvements made in this con-
tract: improvements like a 49 per-

cent increase in the minimum wage,

a doubling of funding for diversity,

funding for childcare brought from
zero to $>00.000, e-mail waivers if

its use is employment-related, a 50
percent increase in personal time
off. and many other benefits.

Ion Zerolnick

Co-Chief Negotiator

Graduate Employee
Organization

Support UPC to

make
Spring Concert a
success

To the editor:

As a student and the Student
Government Association (SGA)
Public Relations Secretary. I would
like to explain a few things I feel

have been missing in the recent

debate about University Productions

and Concerts (UPC) and Spring
C oncert.

Historically. UPC was guaranteed

money in the Student Activities

budget to put on quality programs
in the Student Union Ballroom as

well as the Spring Concert.
However, that sum has been halved,

as the costs have tripled. Under con-

stant attack by students, as well as

the SGA who funds them, for poor
performance. UPC's membership
has dwindled into practically noth-

ing. Campus Activities has known
about this important issue for quite

some time.

At their last general meeting,
where posters all over campus said

this was a make it or break it time

for Spring Concert, four of 18,000

undergraduates showed up to

express interest. At the last SGA
meeting and in conversations since.

UPC has stated that funding in only

half of the issue: genuine support

from students is the other half. UPC
currently lacks the staff and infra-

structure to hold an event like

Spnng Concert.

This Tuesday i March J), lohn
Peters of MassConccrts explained to

students how he could 'save*
Spring Concert for $70,000 Besides

the legal restrictions put in a place

to protect unions, student groups
and student businesses, this offer

poses s significant risk in terms of

education. UPC trains and educates

students on the fundamentals of
running a concert promotional
group. This is akin to telling

People's Market they aren't doing a

good enough job and instead opting

for Dairy Mart or Dunkin' Donuts
to sell coffee and bagels here.

As a student. I would like to see

more money given to UPC to have

Spring Concert done right. I'm
probably one of a handful who
remember the Wailers. Beastie Boys

and Dinosaur. |r. onstage, not to

mention Belly. Radiohead and Rage
against the Machine in the Student

Union Ballroom. Back then, the

SGA and the student body support-

ed the efforts of UPC. They were
involved. That's what I ask of SGA
senators and students to do now.
Don't take the easy road and sell

out to private enterprise. Invest

your energy into making the UMass
Spring Concert great again. Get
involved.

Scott D. Conlin

SGA Secretary of Public

Relations and Policy &
UPC stage crew volunteer

Dance Team gives

thanks for support

To the editor:

The UMass Dance Team would
like to thank the students of UMass,
residents of Amherst, Liquors 44
and the Amherst Deli for helping

make our Can and Bottle Drive on
Feb. 21 a success. All proceeds from
the Can and Bottle drive help send

the Dance Team to Nationals in

Daytona Beach. Fla., April 1-6.

We would like to thank everyone

for their continued support and we
hope to bring home a National Title

for UMass.

The UMass Dance Team

JfettttLttMifK rTTVt v«»f>LVBir«xR«*rf^r.

Life in Lake Wobegon
Iwas watching TV the other day. and I saw a com-

mercial for the six o'clock news. I'm not sure which

station it was. but you know the type of commercial

the ones that go on and on about the station's dedication

to bringing you. the viewer, the best news in town and
its four-day. super- doppler. constantly updated,
never-wrong weather forecast.

This particular commercial was a little different from
most. Usually, stations play up to their hard-hitting

news stories. They give their investigative

journalism teams names like "The
l-Team.* and "Captain journalism's
Action News Squad." They want you to

know that when you turn to their broad-

cast, you'll be getting more hard truth

than you could shake a stick at But the

commercial I was watching didn't go that

route. Instead, it promised that every
night, the six o'clock news would have at

least one story about something uplifting.

It was pathetic In between clips of the

news team talking about how it was
important to make people feel good, the

commercial took it to the streets, showing
™"™*^*""^*~

footage of average citizens talking about how they were
sick and tired of depressing news all the time. Watching
these idiots complain that the news was too upsetting

and demanding a more life-affirming news report had to

be one of the most disturbing things I've ever seen.

Now. I'm not saying the people _.^^^____»—_
complaining that the news was
depressing were completely wrong.

The nightly news is basically a cat-

alogue of all the most spectacular

tragedies and scandals of the day.

and it does seem to focus on only

the lowest aspects of human
nature. I just can't see how changing it from sordid and
meaningless to cheery and meaningless improves any-

thing I am just as indifferent to the heart-warming story

of the courageous one-legged kayaker who didn't let the

loss of a limb steal his love for the sport as I am to

sportscasters' deviant sexual practices or presidents'

moral breaches.

But you can blame this switch to happy news on the

Mark Shea

Whatever the reason, the

station didn 7 promise more
important news to its viewers;

it promised happier news.

station If they didn't think anyone would watch it. then

they wouldn't be putting out sugar-coated news. If we
believe the supposedly unrehearsed and unsolicited inter-

views in the commercial, then there is a portion of the

population that truly don't want to know what's going

on if it makes them uneasy

Whether the public demand for chipper news is real or

was created by the station is immaterial Whatever the

reason, the station didn't promise more important news
to its viewers; it promised happier news.

We should be insulted that such an idea

has even been considered. It makes us

look like infants crying for pacifiers: "I

don't want to be told what's going on. 1

don t want to bee the world like an adult

I just want someone to tell me that every-

thing it okay so I can go about my daily

routine."

This is not the way it's supposed to be.

The media is supposed to inform the pub-

lic on what is happening in the world so

we can act on that information. The First

______^_ Amendment was created to insure that^^^^^^~
this sanitation of the news would never

occur. Our sacred popular elections are empty and
meaningless if the voters have no grasp of reality When
we say we want only happy news, we say that we would
prefer to go about blind because reality is too frighten

ing; we pawn the high ideals of the Constitution for a

^^^________ warm sense of security.

Perhaps I'm overreacting. I'd

like to think that we as a nation are

still smart enough to see what this

sorry excuse for journalism really

is. I believe that most people want
to know what's going on. not to be
told in soothing tones to go back to

sleep, everything's still fine.

We should want to know what's wrong in the world so
we can move to fix it. The day that we decide we would
rather doze peacefully in front of the television than face
difficult facts is the day that we resign ourselves to soci-

ety's failure. It's a day I never even imagined until I saw
those damn fools on that commercial.
Mark Shea is a UMass student.

We encourage our readers to respond to the contents of the Collegian through letters to
the editor.

Letters must be typed, no more than 400 words long, and include name, address and
phone number for confirmation purposes.

They can be submitted by mail to Ed/Op Editor, Daily Collegian, 11 J Campus Center,
UMass, Amherst MA 0100 J; by email to lettera€>oitvm«oit umaas.edu; or by fax to (41 i)

S4S-lS?2.
The Collegian reserves the right to edit letters for length, clarity and style.
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A
literary look at

college basketball
I ookutg tor i more intellectual wav to approach this yB•r,

v \ men's basketball loumamen
Literary tomes abound about not iu*t the tournan

but the college basketball world in g*
,an help you tort through the

Ihe should never -have- been -printed.

• \ Uun-h to Madness by |ohn Fetnstcin looks at

eral teams in one Mason from an ou
Feinstein eould be

sports author right

moat recent I

Hung, ami J his nsorc

nbitiuus efforts.

In Dean Smith's final sea

instein takes a stroll

through the Atlantic Coast
Conference, focusing mostly on

'tic hajtsn coaches.

Bear in mind when reading this

that Feinstein i* a Duke grad.

and it you didn't know that

going in, vou will by the end
reality doesn't always make

the best story, and last season's sensa-

tion was Ansona
AgftiNf by Marty Dobrow

leant, one season, outsider's view) — This
local author's look at not only the Final Foui

season oi the history of the

UMass basketball program in general is one of the

heat college hoop books in recent history .

Btftime is rich in historical content and human
est. And in focusing attention on the past and

the present, it can make the reader aware of just

how incredible everything thai has happened on
campus the past 10 yean realty is.

• tub Fur by Mitch Album (one team, one sea-

son, outsider'* view) — like 'em or hate 'em. the

gkjriousty flamboyant Wolverine fivesome forever

changed the world of college basketball

*om. « writer for th

t these**!

hanging role rr new gailiajta
*f fan" fn doing so he actoaaVhukrs these fln

rebel* kiok like kids, something so many peo-

ple forgot in the Fab Five's heyday.
• < Paths to Glory b\ Barrs

(acobs (three teams, one season, out-

sider's view) — l«- rth

Turn to BOOKS pogo 7

•A

• V

r »»

It's

Awesome.
Baby H

Vitale-ogy
In it* Xpnl I *m

thai read. T«

hex

I

Jnc of college basketball's mosi recogrriiablc

icons. VitaJe brings incredible enthusiast

>h Though some may argue with his

approach (criticisms run the gamut from his

rig of so mans
tg for the Is manner-

isms and outlandish style have made him incredi-

bly popular

i« to understand him. and
that's not always so easy The man has. after all.

invented a language of his ou rt a little

ish dictionary to help u>u
through the rough spots.

Tom to VTTAlf poge 7

Lifeguarding the office pool
III. Ilk- .Illi Ml

l.in Mi'.iim

II1K liH Illi- in \i in, mi

Casey

Considering entcri M \\ in pool 1 1 1
«

-~ vear. Come 2. Those No. I seeds don'l always make il all the wav lhc tournamcni i* , Ivdulc which i- not conduciu lo teams will

Sunday, when seeding* lot tin Hi I'm,. ,iii in.nle ollicial bracket* will draw The No. I land No 2) teams are up top loi they've won a loi ol killer regular season schedules Sine ill •
.. JO scat old kids arc supposed to

moie attention ili.ni mail nes More than likclv. thev aie hied v.nd \\ 1 1 ,
i ',m upset minded he at iheii physical peak. Hut vviih .ill thai travel ami preparation and game

Hut ollice pool* ,ue not lot weal the timid ot the stupid underdog togeihci with a wcar.\ ii
i an upset siul'l going on. a kill's goin tired

I lu-y .hi li i those I lop plunk down ss (or or two. ITtercloiv. cotisidet \\ b.it .i ic-am ha* h li Ivlore it even watched
mine dependm;' on vv ho* iiumiin- the *how I. watch lo he sale, vou can coinil tlict No I or No 2 to the tournament selection *how II they have more than "»(» vv ins already, don'l

every i-.nik loi the iv\i month and announce, theii make the I inal loin I hey ai
i diete loi a reason. Othei hank on raising a banner,

colli oi complete lack thereol than that and vou aie ri*kii i.ilpnini* 5. Beware ihc conference totirnamvnis.

lo i he iv 1.
1
Kl. y Don't eon in out the little guv* On the same note, he cat elul when miamcnt Ji.mi

I oi i

1 hit daunted In the piospecl of tan lu*i because there are team* *eeiK il No- I i I ) .mil I S docsii'i mean thev pions I hese k'.iiu* have had the benefit ol .ilioul lout ot live davs rest (thai*

gling with tlie*c toiimcv wart iot* Ivlovv aie a lew lips to can't vv in a game oi ivvo \»k South ( nolin.i I n ik Ciameeoek* |ii*t mill game and doesn't include travel practice, cK I going into the total

considet K-loi'i inn die pool were a No 2 seed and i.,irli vacationer- coinic*v No
I 1 1, oppin State. iiev.. Sure the i (hem an autoinaik berth. <bul that * not

I. You can't go wrong wilh a No. I seed in the first round. Keep in mind dial since the loin natneni *election committee Ivgim seeding alwuvs the best thing

Never befon has a lop' mi lo*i h * hi *i round game Sure, there team* in 1 *->
T

*> no group ot second, thud and loiinh seeded teams have mudi OI course, il a tcstui loses in the fust round ol its lea in tournament,

have been some close calls Inn loi all intent* and purposes these loin games i( through the I ir*t round wit luutl casualty.

mi. ink c* 4. The "Road lo the final Four" i* long. P001- PQge 7iiuntee* 4. The "Road lo (he Final Four" is long.

vtjl .
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Basketball flick smorgasbord
II vou want to keep the college basketball action

going non-stop throughout the month of March, but

don't want to gel involved with one of the ^00-pagers

what with midterms and all. have no fear. You can rent

plenty ol movies about basketball, although the> aren't

all about college hoops. Here's a look

Hoosiers— Quite possibly the best basketball nun ie

ever made. Hoosiers ranks up with Field of Dream* in

terms of great sports filii-

It stars Gone liackman as the reluctant coach d I

tiny high school basketball team in a hoop --hungry

Indiana town eager to win

There is something truly beautiful about the way
liackman transforms not only his team but the towns-

people into believers ot his system.

Hoop Dreams— A documentary about the \\\

Arthur Agec and William Gates lhi« lilm vol critical

acclaim front the moment it was released.

The story is engaging in large part because d the

striking similarities and differences in the lives of the

subjects I he filmmakers, who lollowed the two
throughout their prep career*, present an honest. eino-

tional portrait of these two Chicago teenagers.

Blue Chips— This thinlv veiled portrait ot Bob
knight would have worked better if it were m

ever made. Ever. Really

me on The producers should have used real

actors rather than professional athletes and Nick Suite

The t*th Man— Massachusetts men's basketball

I lint made his silver screen debut in ihi-

Marlon Wayan* vehicle last summer.

Of course, you have to know going in that some of

the premises in this movie require at least a small leap

of faith. I mean, not only does the ghost of a player

helps the team win. but. the I niversm si Wellington

v»m- the national championship, over our beloved

Minutemen.

While Men Can't lump— Okay, so this isn't in quite

the same genre that the others are. The focus is street

ball, not organized collegiate hoop. But Week) Snipes

and Woody Harrelson do put on a basketball show —
mixed with a little crime, money and women
Of course there are other movies out there that have

something to do with basketball, although it may not

be the main K e the Rim focuses more on

Panthalassa reconstructs Miles Davis

Marion Wayans stars as Kenny Tyler in the hoop
film The Sixth Man

gang viok hoofa, while Leonardo MCaprio'i
bout than lump ahotl in

I'he Ssat*t6*i urse. Michael I

i suudoui when the moon came out. but he

dealing with - basketball issue* as well in

B, the greatest cameo in a movie h> ,mv

one associated with basket! kaniafl in

-

j Coaagtii
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Aa Oood Aa It Gats OO-l 1)

Today St (S 30 • 12 90)•»

tUaalng a Foot (R)

Today at IS 40 • (2 90) 930

On March 24. Blue Note releases

Shiilcv Eikhard'l debut jazz; album
entitled Going Home

I ikliaul has been singing jau
since 197b. and since ineciiii

David of the famed writing duo of

iacharach/OavM, she has written

music recorded by Anne Murray.
Chel AlklMi rmmvKiu Hutu* .nul

the Pointer Sisters. Her most
notable COWpo»itiOB is Bonnie
Raitl's Cirammv winning "I el -

Give I hem Something to

Talk About."
I ntoiiuiutelv I ikhard's

OSS debut is undeserving

cil similar accolades

The opening "Desperately" is a

sultry song about longing and feels

like a lames Bond theme, cheet) and

somewhat contrived but nevetthe

less, the only reasonably well done
ttack on this CO f ikhard follows

this up with a series ot overpro-

duced. overlv dramatic. Barbara
Streisand up oil track* that make
the listener cringe the louder or

'vetdubbed her voice becomes
This iheme of overdone coinposi-

tions i> exemplified bv "Disciples ii|

Cain.* which feature
svnthesi/er -produced orchestral

back-ups and lyrics that are

far-fetched and nonsensical. The
instrumental finale. "Going Home."
is also overdone

Although t- ikhard has a good
her debut attempts to be

grandiose and falls flat.

Vance Gilbert's latest Rounder
release. Shaking Dtl Gnwit)
lain* MM interesting lyrics and a

varied repertoire ot backing instru

ments. but the singer/songwriter's

overall per' is nothing new
on the lolk Hues/storyteller lrc>nt

"The Hey I ah Dee Dah ScMaf"
open* the CD sounding a lot like

lames Taylor in an upbeat
ol the matter Style talking

Hampshire 6 -SH4 7550
Hampshire* M.*H

Kripparsoort ( Trtba (PO 13)

Today at(SSO«f290ta30

Dar*CNy(~l)

Today at (9 40 • S3 90) S 20

Th. Sonnm (PC)

Today at (600 • $2 90) a 30

Titanic <"G 13)

Today at (4 20 • 12 90) • 10

Oood WW Hunting (R)

Today at (530 • S2 SO) a 20

•30

Today at (S 40* $2 501

about the simple problems of even

clav living Eventually, Gilbert

evolves from lames lay lor into Don
\ladean with "Charlene " "Icarus

Bj Night" and "Oh I ittle Town"
during the second hall ol the CD.

making it sound weak and redun

dam.

ing

6V OOG t5UU.itfA.VJ

The best Hack is "Bringing Down
the House of Pain.' featuring a very

BQol slide guitar and coming off as

inspirational — ii sounds

gospel influenced

Gilbert's voice is soulful and
urgent on this CO at nines but it is

also too technically precise and
almost nerd) in some places Ihe

second half of this CD is tedious,

but it could be a keeper lor those

enamored with 70s lolk singers.

Rarely does a CD come along that

absolutely destroys ihe established

OH and outright blows the lis

tener's mind in one sitting, but the

lanuary-releascd Panthalassa
i Columbia) a reconstruction ol

It' music HJfevJ 1974.

can only be described as mind blow

ing

Made up ol lour tracks ap;

match 1 1 minutes each and leatur

endless changes, the CD was

pieced together bv producer. Bill

laswell. from Davis hi .4 Silent

rVaj 119W), On fW CbwHf (1§72)

and Get I f WUk '' ll474) '" lJ *e

idea is free ROW. I've fatal MgSjrl

mentat ion

The first opus, "In A Silent

shhh/Pcacetul/lt's About llu.i

I ime." opens sounding lik

interpretation of the uni

vafM forming until the

seventh minute when
the rh>ihm picks U p

Miles shirks in

with his droopy
trumpet riffs

and jn organ backing him

and then the track makes

another change to a p
ing soprano sax backed b\

organ and drums thai

might scare the pun-

"Black Satin/I'

, Agharta Prelude

Dub" features Indian per

cussion and mui accompa

niment that breaks into an electric

funk with Davis trumpet hooked up

to a wah- wah peddle I he ke\
|

Oil this Hack .i

reminiscent of an old science Rctton

iiic^ie and the background dapping

is pure insanity and ciisvombobula

lion

The final two tracks. "Rated

\/Billv Preston" and "He I

tiim Madlv " continue the trip this

CD puts you on. as the lormei

places the listener in the (unglc

music d Vw Nork l itv Jul

the latier is like In A Gadda Da Vtda

all over again.

Though not a traditional |axi

recording Panthalaaa must K
sessed It > like giving birth and

being killed at the same time

Simply wonderful

lot Sullivan ii a Collegian cvlum

JafAJ^.lJAMLi
'starts Friday - \t vuur favorite Theatre

i in tain Daily 7:00 and 9:15
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Vitale
continued from poge 5

And .1 vou get los, or contused. "Get a TO., baby!"
\n- Airport: IHeac pfayan look good in the airport, but

the) don t get much play ing time
All-Rip Van Winkle: TaaM players are "sleepers." ones

«l,o hacen I, ealK^M.e,, a lot ol attention
Ml- I nomas Edison: Tmmm Kuvs usually pen. guardsW some ol the imos, eiealive guvs in the game I he-

can create soiiieihing almost magically
\rea-code h \ ,umP shot Ironi far out (another area

in lact)

Brick City: U hen a player ui a team can't hit a shot
I ream puff: \n easy OMCaWa. or schedule
Diaper dandy: V gaaat t.eshman player.
Doughiiui oliense: \ learn without a center
Dow loneser: An athlete who plays inconsistently.

tie who - alwass up and down
frank l.loyd V* right \ coach who has built up a pro-
m a ical architect

Isolation man: \ great one-on-one defender
M&Alcr: \ niisinatch.

Mr Pac Man: \ temlic defender who just eats up

opponent
N.B.N.: Sure pMftal M) iiothm' but net nowadays but

Vitale has always used this to mean, nothing but nvloii

NC-er: No contest

I he Rock: Ihe basketball

Rolls Roycer: \ class act an. I a sun placer to boot.

PT: Playing tune

PI Per: \ Punic I ime playei a real standout

Shake and bake. \ great move.

Sky walker: A playei with great leaping ability

Space eater: A big player who lakes up a lot of room
Surf-and-lurfer: \ superttai player

J-D man: A playei who van drive draw the delense

and dish the hall.

Iriple-S man: A scintillating, sensational sujkt player

Uncle Mo: The game's momentum
W index man: X gfaM reKiundei tOaMOM who really

cleans the glass

Ziggy: I lie a\e. the boot, the ol heave ho Call it what

vou will, but the ziggy is a pinkslip

Cij- i a Collegian cohdmniu.

pool
continued from page 5

not exactly a favorable omen. In fact,

it's a momentum and. more impor-

tantly . a confidence killer

b. Experience counts

Steve fisher's first few games at

Michigan were the exception, not the

rule Kd lucker (Cincinnati. I^bli is

the only coach in NCAA history to

take a team to the tttie in his In si

dull) season as coach.

But that doesn't mean it can't hap-

pen. You can usually bet on one
ii who has never been there

making the final Four.

Of couise. experience is the key

Tournament winners have had an

average of over a dozen years cxpen-

ciue wilk iheir school more in

coaching alone.

7. The top ranked team does not a

champion make.
I sually, that is Although in 1992

Duke became the first team in 10

years to take the No. 1 ranking and

translate it into a title.

More than likely, though, you can

bet on the top poll vote- getter

(entering the tourney, that is) watch-

ing the championship game on televi-

sion

8. Don't rely on regular season
scores too much.
More often than not, the eventual

champion has a stinker of a game on
its season resume. In 1985-92. the

champ had lost at least one game by

1 2 points or more.

9 If you want a solid-gold sure

bet. count on the ACC. The Atlantic

Coast Conference will not disappoint

come tourney time. A conference

team is usually safe for at least an

appearance in a regional semifinal, a

safe bet for a regional final and not a

surprise in the final Pour.

10. Don't pick Syracuse any team

with the word George in its name
(e.g. Georgia Tech, Georgetown
George Washington, Georgia,
George Mason, etc.) or any team

with a multi-word directional name
(e.g. Southwestern Louisiana,

Northern Illinois, etc.) to bring

home a ring.

They simply can't get the job done

Of course, if these tips can't get

you started just do what niv mom
does: Pick the teams with the best

colors and mascots. Hey. if it works

for her. .

.

books
conhnoad from poge 5

lina wins national championship
i- lluie Bohhy Hutlev

lies all tunc NCAA assist leader
was there N C Stale suiters jr

the coitlerence. as
usual Jacobs who might not actually

lit he was there, tells the tale

• /'. nonml Foafi bv f

k rone team, several seasons,

view I || you like |un

no, don't read this k.4 \\ c vPU

'ike limnu \ go ahead, but

pared to change vour
mind

• I Season Inside by fcinstetn tsev-

jitis one season, oui-

Ihe IW: tt* season m diary

leinstein prasikallv leaves

I ! i with |ct lag considering
ijiiv trec(ucnt ther miles

feinstein must have racked up
lutein (one

warn, one season, outsider's vie

iic goes back two decades, but it

>.4 the classic cinderelUs

jc in the NCAA tournament
l>uki 1971 national runner-up

• on the Brink bv

•ne team, one season, out

Ml is the book that

i changed the world of sports

it was a national bestseller

-•ui 800 weeks. But it was this

honk that gave the nation a real instd-

imp*e ol Indiana coach Bob

km, .jctly Boy Scout mate
< a* hardly made to look saintly

the H s.-iers less than -desirable

j». n certainly didn't help — and
to hold a grudge) he and

in haven i exactly been pen
j

-iiksc iHihlisjtion H' years ago

m had complete access to

piaclwes and kicker ruums and dkln i

eeawnr anything tor his readers

Brink leallv paved the way lot the

flurry ol "look al a season" books that

came later. And nothing since has had
quite the same edge

• /'laying for knight bv Sieve

Mford (one team, several hm
plaver s c lew i W hikr playing cards

in the Olympic \ illage in the summer
o! |s)g4 Michael ka \llord

Siixi he would not last a lull lour sea-

•cith the volatile Knight a- hi-

codch

In I4K?. Alloid held the iiai

championship tu>phv akolt and coMact-

ed Itoin Hi

recollection oi ther* fc*ir years, and it

actually makes Knight look beat.

• Refuse tn I an C alipari

(one team, one season, oh
It vou ale up thai whole >

Lose* slick salesman- type thing that

Calipari had going for him, this book
will not disappoint II vou aajoj books

written above a lourth-grade reading

level oi -ports books thai include

actual sports this may not quite be

your bag
,s the

reader through the final foui season,

with glimpses of the monster rebuild-

ing job he did and the tiniest bit ol

game informal filing is at

times annoying and overly simplistic

but Us always lull of his characieristic

bottle it and-M-ll it (ahem i charm

fell the Pulitzer committee to hold

on |u«

• lull Court Pressure bv Rick
tone team, one season, coach's

Ihink there are some kW
lantie* between Calipari and Pilino''

urse there are. But here's a

difference Pmno wnn
sixth grade reading

Ihis one give- the reader a

huggy glimpse at the early I
k^>

Kemu-kc Uildcats Pttino's earlier

book Bom to Coach was more >

ing and honest, but this one isn't

entirely awtul

• \ Season is a lifetime by Mike
Krzv/ewski tone team, one season,

coach's view) — What does it take to

build a championship learn like Duke'.'

If you lake what this book has to offer

seriously, a whole lot of Vetveeta.

Lifetime, like Refuse and
Full -Court, oozes that same we
know -you -love-our-leam sap. Bui

we're fans, and we can eat this stuff

up without regret or embarrassment,

in the ptnacv ol our own homes, of

course.

• Big Hoops by Bill Reynolds (sev-

eral teams, one season outsider -

view) — The Big East back when pas

pie actually cared about the Big East.

An interesting look, especially now

that the former king conlcreiue i-

now struggling to regain its

once-mighty standing.

Cast a Collegian colum-

nist

10 \ lilli lit ll|u»\ K<»\l> A Mil I KM. \l\ (IHm.j

Friday

March 6 9:4Spm:

i-aal Tournament

The Strippers!

Saturday

March 7 9:4Spm:

Jesse

SUMMER POSITIONS AVAILABLE
deanofSt

L
Work Study -].

TUDENTS

Non-worn biuoy positions:

Ihe I Van of Students helpline is looking for responvi

ble. highly motivated ttudcntv lo ctatti loll tree

helpline. The phoneiine is designed to provide help to

current and progrosMci undergraduate students at

I Min Stat! will he trained in all aspects of Bursar,

I mane ul Ah! and Housing Assignments policies and

procedures

( and you'll be paid during the training period! \Xork

Studv and Nmi NX ork Siudv position* arc available.

Duration : June I. 1998 September 5, 1998

Starting Salary: 6:00/hr

Interested!!!

Applicobons or* now available

Dean of Students Office

(227 Whitmore).

Applications on due to DOS Office by

Moreh27, 1998

Questions? Contact David Jones or Paul

Vasconoaflos at 545-2684
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Hey RSO's!!!

Do You Want More

TP5*£
Come to the

UC2000 Meeting!!!

TODAY, March 5

9 1 7 Campus Center

Claim Your Space!!!
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Culture Clash brings snappy

humor to Bowker Auditorium

Culture Clash will perform this weekend at Bowker Auditorium

By Emiry Trosk

CoM«g«m Staff

ugh a seri rd \ intuit

The nation'* premiere Ohicano/l 4tiru> corticch

Culture Cla*h \»ill perform their latent »h>

MiniK' Culture Clash Invade* Miami uhich has been

called wiAi'dlv lunn> a- well M cutting odfl

Ric Salinas Richard Moatojra and Herbert SigUi

the members of Culture Clash, have been said to be a

colorful, snappy and ontrageou-

With their unique bund I

group has taken all of America bv storm Present

the N
it 8 p in

"Radio \1uitih.i " directed b\ R nveui

Smith combines a unique brand of ->cs. ull\

reporting and real comic entertainment Culture I

ventures to represent the diverse and hsbnd p

: .urn including Haitians. Cuban*. Chinese. Jewish.

Mrtcan and ( htcanos After one month

•one "idcnts who comprise this diverse .

nd old. male and Ic

i wide ranee of personalities can include a Cuban
Irunk on j drag queen, a bitter

Milligram or a drug fiend. In any case, the

characters of 'Radio Mambo" come together to praam
passionate, and per nt of

Miami, encompassing its rwh culture and Mat
The lenikl has called 'Radio Mann

ted

cultuie Clash has all rated al nunn
venues including the mark Taper forum, the South

be lo*cph Papp Public

Theater. Lincoln Center and the Kenned) Center

Springer, WWF lead parade of trash

l»ru

I on P
m// ll

h.i-h television is laUraj o\

I sal in im loom watcbJnj the \ideo

d "km SgtkajM I oq Hoi I 01 | \
'

that I was baajgaj to bung hack to

campus Itum home I witnessed the

amount ol people in m\ dorm room
use to Hi Springe i maniacs who
weie ium Bjaj loo cuilcd loi am
television snow
What I was trying to Rgun out

was the origin ol the extreme
infatuation that noiiiial people
ha\c with shows like this Win do
thes watch this junk' 1 \s m>

iieh continued, I same up
with a number ol solutions that

WfWI tile c|Uc>Imii ol wh\
do »• like lei

I

I he lust, and most important

element to realise about trash

television ia that n isn't tra-.li
1

It's

obvious that lens Springer has

studied his viewer .md
he appeals to what he liai

learned

What talk show host! met as

Springer and Ricki lake have dis

covered il that the public has a

to see things that will shock

and offend them When we look

bask on the bJetofj ol television, we
reallv don'l ICC much ol this ivpe ol

offensive material 01 course than
have been some things that have
shocked u> hut let I UKC it there

has never been anv thing on televi-

sion that ii'ii .an tune in dail.

ridiculous

that a person ium ha» |0 keep
watching lo tec what ties thev have

up their tl i hosts i

this and thev plan their shows
rdmglv

l"his bum laasaM number
I'eople have I de-ire that the)

iimv not want to admit, to watch
things that make them-,

bettct lhe world has become wav
too uptight, and when a cl

comes along to watch complete
sc rew up- i vplain I

ol tru the viewing public

iu*t lump- aj the EtaajHt t- - ;! bad
and wateh It aaaaaj like j

non but it reallv isn't lhe truth

that lies here la that it's human
nature to have a lu»t In being bet-

ter than other peop

there aren't man) people that are

much worse than the wonderful
on the I. gei »how

It's a place where anv one CM look

<d someone with a worst

and much aaaraa. problems than thev

can possiblv imagine

The third point in m> analvsis of
iv program^ is

that in ordet to realize what lerry

Springer is doing, we have to think

like lenv Springer.

\lv lavonte show on television is

Dennis Miller live " Phis is a show

that airs I ridav nights on HBO
Dennis Miller hosts a normal talk

show and otlen shows his extreme

hatted ol the trash) davtirne shows

Recently, Miller made a statement

about lei iv Springer that I (eel turn-

up the entire perspective on the

i-hv >hows He -aid ~M\

lavorite part of the 'lerrv Springer

Show i« lerrv s final thought Guess
what the onlv thought that lerrv

Are the transsexual cousins

d lor toiiioirc

I

Miller - quote seems to get to the

heart of what all the shews are

about leirv Springer wants money!

The purBOM of these shows i» |a

gain viewer- 10 raise their ratings.

He doesn't

care about anal v zing what happens
em his -bow i the linul thought I He
wain- the public to believe that he

lu-t doing a reallv

good acting |ob

j. ling iob is the fourth and
final point Mils is the key to getting

them. ngcr Riski

I ake and WW! Wrestl,

.! WW! Wrestling

ou mu-t be thinking "Whv i«

he throwing wrestling into the

lerrv Sptinger is talk show's

version of Hulk Hogan. As a viewer,

vou have to take it for what it i-

\bout 8S percent of "lerrv

Springer" s not real!

tier- m the WW! may be

qualm athletes, but what it I

down to i- that everything is

planned, and thev 're just doing a

reallv good lor reallv poor, depend

I how vou look at ill acting

job

"lhe guests on "Springer are u-u

allv acton I be show is planned and

acted out as a script. Here - some

thing to ponder; "Wh> aren t the

seats on the stage bolted to the

ground''' lerry isn't -lupid He

knows that if he inviie- two men

that are dating the MBK woman

that chairs are going 10 flj

whv doan'1 he boll them down
'

He doesn't bolt them down lor llu

same reason that I referee J"* 1

happens to be looking the wrong

way as a wrestlei wh.uk- hit

opponent with a ehuu I h

not bolted because the people Ofl

the stage are Ktors, and thev 'u

acting out a script that thev have

been hired lo perform

I love lerrv Springe! Ohviou-lv

I must be a fan because a- I men

tioned before I own I

l\ "
I enjov watching lenv

Springer with mv lalhei I- ihi-

whole-ome lamilv programming?

it definitely is in mv house, and

I'll bet that in milli.

families it I the same way
Shifting from lia-hv l\ to na-hv

acting 'Melrose PU
Milano has decided lo leave the

show, and she's about to an -

Disney movie this weekend Ofl \Bt

entitled Gold Hush I'd HI

gratulate Disney on hiring -uch a

model citizen and a gi>od role model

lor kids to lot* up lo I

nice to hear that a forniei adult (Um

star has grabbed the leading <

a lilm that- endoi led B) M
Mouse.

The Gram.nv \ward- prt ^ed lo

be no disappointment tin

as mu-
shined for the 44th

performances, and .

came together lor iculat

night The only thing that reallv

bothered me w.i

of sceuritv at the award-

member of the Wu Line

Dirt) Bastard) rushed
when Shawn Colvin wa-

with a Grammy for Re.

Year. There was a man art

wearing no shirt, and
Bomb* painted on hi- ci

wa- dearly a lack ol apod Neurit)

at the Grammy's, and thai

thing that must be -hanged in rfu

future Other than this problem, the

show proved to be an rscetleri

due t ion

R\an Benhurm /-a / \»

dent Any question

jbout this column can '•

to benharri&Hudeni umu

Paregoric
Retxing

Cmsam t» -i iu.i
i

rt> aMnmiiinfni isih

LOWEST RATES IN THE VALLEV
(all (413) 54>»-67ts9

foe prices/appointment directions

ALL AGES
AH THE TIME

•hursdoy, morch 5, 8:30 pm

Conehead Buddha
pkis Buy ly TV few. S5 Sfv

fridoy. morch 6. 9:30 pm

Ronnie Eari &
the Broadcasters

vedM rtdun Htm. SIS eh

safurdoy, march 7 10 pm

Free Beer A Chicken

Sunday, march 8, 7 pm

Moxy Fruvous
noy doncsobi* rock, SI 2 Otfv

monday, march 9, 7 pm

Wallace Roney
young 10;; h umpeier S I ? odv

luesday, morch 10, 7 pm

Larry Coryell
Itwoti pioneer SI? 50 odv

fnday, march 13, 7 & 9:30 pm

Susan Werner
plus Kevin So SI 5 odv

Saturday, march 14, 7 pm

Quetzal
pan lotin folk fovotitev SI I odv

Saturday, march 14, 10 pm

Belizbeha
Buttinqlon -, avant lunk oKhesl'n S6 adv

.Marcf. 17 BIG BAD &0UCXKS 7 PM

TICKETS. For the Retord at the

Northampton Box Offi<e or coll 586 8686

24 HOUR CONCERT INfO

4 13 S84 0610

SEASONS
RTE 9 HADLEY 584-8174

MONDAY-SATURDAY 9KK>«sm-llK>Opni
Not reemtwlbse foe rypoe • Vle a)J>iaiei>e)fcaarei tk Dsscsrvmr

He>inek*n
14- 13 OZ BOTT

^».I>ap

MLWBest
-je fk* m

MO.4:
Southern

Comfort
8 •• 7JO.I

Carlo Rossi

34-13 OZ BOTT

Keystone IT
30 ph>

Jim Beam

8.90
750 mi

Franzia

Wines

i£.
99
Sol

Corona
34-130Z BOTT

0»p

Busch A Lt.

»11ott
Captain
Morgan
SO"^ 7S0 ml

Wo
Deliver!
584-8174

is pk a«M

$8.
D̂»p

MLO.D. ft LT

34-13 OZ tk*M.

9.99
On,

Rumple
Minzo

DISCOUNT
LIQUORS

BEER • WINE • KEGS • ICE • CIGARS

Coors & LT.
89jt

$| m 99
I «a9« . o«t>

Bud Dry
34-13 OZ b*M

99
• Dap9.

$ 13w750 rrj

ieenei Farm
Wlrsos

5 -r *9."

Poland
pring Vodka

$ 8.°9
I 751

MO 20-20
Wlnos

5 .., *9V

Keg of the

Week!
ICE HOUSE
$36."

CH>

ICE!
lOHss... 1 !. 1*

50lbs...*S.**

lOO 'o'
3/1 1 /I

KEGS
Natural LT, Natural Ice,

RollingRock

34.
99

D^,****»**
Bud, Bud LT, Bud Ice, Red
Dog, Michelob, Lowenbrau

Dk, Lite. Michelob Lt

Micheloo Amber Bock

s39.
w
„

^X°2£'^»
iWestern Mass
DJ Association

Dor* f^tai^
^eonc/inff«U

ALL THE RULES!
Bucket

Of Rocks

ardi
Uinon

Ho
l6oz^.^ '^aott/e,

0%

um
20oz Big One

J4
1 2oz Rocks

I plus a T-Shirt

$6."
1 2oz Bottle

$2. 50

THURSDAY ^

Molson Snowboard Giveaway
T-Shirts -Prizes

Molson and Molson Ir.e

-Dancing-

No Cover Before 10pm

TRIPAY
1 /2 Price Appetizers & Nachos

Bar & Lounge
3-5pm 7-9pm

-Dancing-

No Cover Before 10pm

SATURDAY
1/2 Price Appetizers &

Nachos
Bar & Lounge

3-5pm 7-9pm
-Dancing-
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SavTncTrr^^rl rw*» en "^inf^lrl-" I

Pioneering CBS News president dies
\-JC\ y Ll 1H iiVJULl UyC LU vJCllllClVaj

. ^_^.^.^_ cwu.oifcMC-.Wii, awtkafli tu-u-eotu T»
^___ ^"^ t DV UOVKl DOUOer

, K....l.,r. Th» nwanf.u/inniiw M'rit'v

Tara on Grammys & winning
M M H)KK i \l>, k, MiabaBli Spielberg and Ins wife, actress Kate
v« ufx>ui nothing, Nkk di r^te'i Caftahaw, and make her watch while

IV Uml will -!k>w notMraj wlK-n the
final episode oi Seinfeld' i- un.

lhe .able IK-I«».ik wWct ajn ^Id
televiMun shows, will go blank on
Ma> 14 truing pm fa I0bjl.«Im
the final "Semleld i- ^heduled to air

on NBC
A note will appeal ofl the ajaaaj

evplaminj! that l\ I j„d will | Clurn
after the fcoiulu~ii.ii t ,f "Setafeid's*
finale

"Nothing i~ bjom iiiipotiam than
the laM epiMide ol Seinleld -aid

Larr> ki>efc. I\ I and pmtraj bmrs|
er. *We think ainnj; notfatBJ i- a tu

ting salute lo a ^how about KNUm
As 'Seinfeld i> one ^t the pasMst
fchow~ e\ci tu an on tdevkion, l\

land is hotVHt.\J to pre empt an hour
of priyraininin^ lor thi> historic and
monumental aOESjiOB

'

Skk at Nik- - l\ Und. a spinoll

channel lo Nickelodeon, reafches 27 5

million ol that nation's ^K million

television households.
•••

A man was convicted >estenia> ol

stalking Steven Spielberg in an
alleged plot to rape the fihnmaker.

The jur> decided that I

lonathun Nrajflnn'l two arovlotM

felony coflvicrioni froai a i^^s
assault ca>e o^iiii ^pftflM Imn undei

•mia '» three strikes law whieh

means he could get umuhcrt
several years in prison to lile when he

: i tented \pril 22 NoiflHti «a>

arrested after he made two attempt*

to enter Spielberg's home last lune

andkih
an had h-'

Spielberg's lamth rnembers and asso-

ciates and handcuffs, duct tape and a

ia/or knilc" Pro-efcUtor> called the

equipment a "rape kit* and said

Norman wanted to handcuff

thcdirectoi wa-- ~e\uull> assaulted.

At the time. Spielberg and his fami-

K were in Ireland, where he was mak-

ing a movie. He said he was contacted

and ordered beeled-up securitN

around his lamilv including his moth-

ei . who lives in Los Angeles.

Spielberg, 50, told the jur> that he

ha- itrffered frotn nightmares and

fears for his famil) ever since he

learned ol Neimian's plot

He said he was ai liiM leluctant to

become involved in a court case but

decided he fiad lie) choice because he

wanted to protect his tainiK

Tara Lipinski was wearing a dia-

mond necklace she'd borrowed lot

the evening, not her DUmpn. ((old

medal Hei In skd t<.-s were nowhere

insight

She wasn't on center ice in Nagano.

Ia|>an. but standing on stage at Radio

Cits Music Hall looking ineredibh

nnv at 4 feet II inches, espectall)

wlwn surrounded h\ the teKir mem-
i the soul group, Bos/ II Men

Tara Lipinski. girl singer''

No not icalh

The OKinpu gold medal winner for

women I li^uie skating was anions

the presenters at this year's Grammy
ds She and Boyz II Men

announced that lames Taylor was the

winner of the Grammy for best pop
album lor tlourtftisi.

I ipinski later admitted she didn't

realize how unusual it was (or some-

one who isn't in the music business to

be a presenter at the Grammys.
"I haven't made a video or a

record," she said "I'm not that food
of • singer

"

But w hat she may lack in tanging

talent, she more than makes up for in

skating ahihn At age IS, Lipinski I*

the youngest person to win a gold

medal lor figure skating She is two

montns younger than Norwegian
Sonja Henie was when she won in

I928

I ipinski said about winning the

Ohinpic Gold medal that. "It was fun

coming back lo the States. I really felt

n more when I got back here. Being

with Inends and lamilv. il has sunk in.

Bwn OMS in a while I can't believe

this is happening I"he last couple of

days, I've kepi u in sight."

vi thoughts about skating in

the Olympics in Salt Lake City.

I ipinski said "I san'l think about tluit

right now It's so exciting, winning

and skating this next year."

Bill Nye. the generally fltflckj

science Gu>" of children's television,

toned down the "way cool" persona

yesterday and spoke seriously to law-

makers in favor of modem MkoOss,

racial and sex diversity among scien-

tists, the metric system in America —
and plain Lnglish.

Appearing before the House
Science Committee, a dark-suited Nve

said schools will attract good teachers

only when school buildings are mod-

em and gleaming. Business people, he

said, wouldn't think of working in

buildings with leaky roofs and lacking

I*.
>w er sources for computers.

"Yet we expect our teachers in this

country in many cases to put up with

these kinds of conditions and environ-

ments," said Nve. who grew up in

Washington. DC. but works in

Seattle

ntists should be as racially and

cthnicallv diverse as the population,

because science "is a process created

and directed by humans." he said.

Also, he said, science class should be

used to push the United States toward

adopting the metric system

By David Boudor

Assooalad Press

NEW YORK — Fred W. Friendly,

the former CBS News president and

producer who teamed up with

Edward R. Murrow OB some of tele-

vision's most groundbreaking docu

inentaries. then became an acadaflk

guardian of journalistic standards,

has died. He was 82. Inendlv died

Tuesday at his New York home alter

a series of strokes

He was the bchind-the scenes force

on such documentaries as //uncs/ uf

Shame in l^l. about migrant laim

workers, and the Munow .Set /; Son

report that hastened the downlall of

Sen. loseph McC arthv during the

1950s.

Friendly became president ol CBS
News in |s)t>4. He resigned abruptlv

on leb. 15. I9tob. when the network

broadcast an "I I ova I ucv" rerun

while NBC went live with a Senate

hearing on Vietnam The next dav he

accepted a job with the rord
foundation to help launch public

broadcasting He later joined

Columbia Lniversity as a profcssot

and. through the 1980s, ran a series

of televised seminars on ethics and

the media

CBS News president Andrew
Heyward called Friendly "a tireless

crusader for the highest ideals of

journalism
"

"The only road he knew was the

high road, and the clear view from

there helped the rest of us find our

way," Heyward said Part showman,

part salesman, friendK was a major

influence in the development ol tele

vision documentaries. He found ways

to present serious issues without

putting viewers to sleep. Over the

years, he won 10 Peabody Awards

"He was both my friend and my
boss — which is olten dilficuK

"foO Minutes" commentator \ndy

Rooney "There aren't many people

to whom 1 1*

Friendly published numcrui;

clcs and five books, including The

Good Guvs, tin- Had Guys and the

I irst \mendmenl and Due to

Cmunista-nes Heyuitd Our Control.

an account of his lb years at CBS.

He was quick to speak out when

anyone violated what he considered

the principles qJ his profession.

Television news, he once said, was

in danger of being "twisted into an

electronic carnival, in which show-

biz wizardry and values obscure the

line between entertainment and
news."

He was born Ferdinand Friendly

Wachenhcimei in New York City. A
childhood fascination with hisu.tv

and radio led him to applv for work
at a Piovidc-iifcC. K I , radio station,

\\ I \V alter graduation from busi

iiess college there

During V\orld War II. he served

with the information and education

taction in the Armv. winning the

Soldiei s Medal for helping nMOW
survivors of a dock explosion in

India

In 1948 he met Murrow and thev

began to collaborate, tit si on the

best-selling / Can Hear It Vm album

lumbia Records an oral his-

tory ol 1952 to 1945 — then on a

i US radio network series "Hear II

Now."

They look the formal to television

with "See It Now "
Its initial prime

time broadcast on Nov. 18, 1951.

the first coast-to-coast TV
hookup. The award-winning series,

which ran seven years, included

Murrow's classic examination of

McCarthy
1

! ooajntaajsl witch hunt.

Proa 1959 to 1964, Friendly WSJ

executive producer of "CBS
Reports " which won more than 40

major awards lor its documentaries

He was reluctant to leave the job to

take ovei as news division president

When Ffiandi) quit CBS. he said n

was a matter of principle Others said

he had worn out his welcome with

his tough, driven sash In Hie l\mer>

I hat He. author David Halbei stain

dc-sciibed Friend'v as "a man who
always came equipped with his own
precipice Irom which to jump

"

t nendlv was an inatroctoi al

Columbia from 19tor> to |9M "He

was lilled with vitahlv and driven bv

his vision and not a little anger about

what happened at CBS." said

Geraldo Rivera, one of his students

"But he wasn't one of those disgrun-

tled people who retreated into some

dark comer to lick their wounds and

dteam about the good ol' days."

The televised Columbia L m
Seminars on Media and Societv

brought jurists, journalists, govern-

ment ollicials and others together to

discuss everything from libel to

health care, terrorism to the

Constitution.

"General Hospital" tells the truth about Luke & Laura
By David Booder

Aitoooted Prati

\|\\ U»kk Neat I.

I uke and I m neral

Hospital" became davlitne televi

• ion's most popular couple after

what the show romanticized as

I uke's "seduction" of 1 aura The

writer* glossed over how il really

happened Luke raped Laura on the

float of a closed disc,

night .

Now "General H.

tng that e; -
, e»

part to illustrate how attitudes

toward date rape have chi

since 1^7^ and to make clear that

the storv wouldn't be handled the

same wav lodav

"M\ fitst reaction was thai it was

a big can ol worms that could eat us

alive I was tetntied ha«icallv

Anthonv Goaf?, the actor who plavs

1 uke Speiuer

In the original *torv line. 1 uke

rmented by his lu»t for Laura

Feeling he had nothing to lose upon

ontrad out

i life be forced him-elf upon

Much to the the

two characters were a big hit with

viewers So the writers had them run

I'll together fall in love and get tnar-

wcncral Hospital
-

subsequent

Iv referred lo the disco incident as a

seduction, angenng many women.
I uke and Laura are still together

and have a lb- year-old son I uckv

In tomorrow s episode. Luckv is

told that his father once raped his

mother
plicattng matters even further

— remember, this it a toap opera —
I uckv learns about this from his

arch enemy, the illicit offspring of

his mother and a man with whoar
she had an affair.

"I or us. it was a great opporluni-

atd Wendv Rtchc. executive

producer "We didn't approach it at

'let't make amends.' We dtdn t feel

guilty or fell like we had to
"

But Richc acknowledged that the

same story line - a woman falling

in love with her rapist wouldn't

past muster with viewers todav

"It would be different ." she said.

"The times are different What the

audience perceives and what they

expect is vcrv different from what il

was 20 years ago. They are more
conscious date rape it unaccept-

able.-

r^Ak
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We're recruiting volunteer* from a variety of majors to help staff

this annual festival of 3-on-3 hoops, contests, special events, food,

I fun, and much more.

I Name:

| Address:

| Phoned

I

Email:

Past Haigis Volunteer? Y/Nrasi ndiyia vuiuiucei : i'«
i ^r-mwB

If yes, what duty(s) did you perform?

If you want to volunteer or want more information about volunteer

I opportunities, please complete this form and return it to the volun-

teer drop off box located @ the Haigis Hoopla Display in the lobby of

I

the Curry Hicks building adjacent to Sports Management office

FOB^STUBJTS
BECOME A PERMANENT U.S. RESIDENT

<^

Prasoatntstd by the uMiii Sport Management Program

Use Your U.S. Degree

In The \J.SA

IntcrBank's Invest In America M can

make it happen'

Don't waste time looking for an em-
ployer to sponsor you!

Benefits of a GREEN CARD in as little

as 8 weeks.

STAYI Don't give up your business, po-

itical A educational freedoms!

The Invest In America™ pro-

gram can successfully help you

to invest in a new life for you

and your family. Under a special

INS program, if you have the
minimum cash requirement of

$150,000*, Invest In Ameri-
ca™ can help you.

Continue to live the American Dream!
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hockey
continued from page 14

coach Kerry York said.

Things started out tine tor the

Minutemen as BC's Andy Powers

and I Mass' Dean Campanale trad-

ed goals in the first period

However, the Minutemen once

again had trouble generating

oneaM, and had only five shots

through the midway point of the

game Then, whenever UMass did

have an opportunity. Eagles net-

minder Scott Clemmensen was up

to the challenge.

"I thought that he (Clemmensen)

was very solid and made some big

saves.' York said. "He's a key part

of our club."

One of the problems on the

night for UMass were mental laps-

es. From those mistakes BC was

able to capitalize turnovers into

goals.

"This was more or less a very

slow played game. They capitali/ed

on a couple of opportunities, and it

seemed like we didn't have any legs

at all." Mallen -jk! "Maybe the

two tough games against Boston

Uni\er>it\ took a little bit more out

of us than their two games against

UMass Lowell did
"

The Minutemen now have their

backs against the wall, and are fac-

ing a do or die situation on
Saturday night against Maine it

they are to ciualitv for the Hock.es

East playoffs In order foi I M.i"

to make it. they must beat Maine

and Merrimack must lose to Boston

I niversity on Saturday night

men 's basketball

water polo
continued from page 14

with live goals this weekend
~YYe basically decided to take it

one game at a time, and hopefully

win hasterns. and make the teams

in the west aware that we can com-

pete with them
"

Marcie Hupp is also very valuable

to the team because she is the

two-meter set. that is. the position

that makes the offense work.

"She is closely related to a point

guard in basketball, she sets up the

but without her the offense

doesn t dick. ." McOskcr said.

Hupp was happv with her team's

performance at the Princeton tour-

nament
"I was impressed with the way we

played together, and the tougl

of defense we play worked so well."

said Hupp
NkOsker is also expecting big

things from his freshman who had a

good showing at the tournament

Katie Mayer tallied one goal I rin

Hilher also chipped in with one

Sarah Newell came up big.

home four goals in lout

McOsker said leadership would

be important to this UMass squad

Barbara Hukev and Lvndsay
Crenshaw will take a big step up as

the leaders of this relatively voung

team
"These two players are going to

provide the leadership this fOajM
team will need to achieve its goals,"

• kersaid

PIZZA GRINDERS CALZONES
SALADS SPAGHETTI

VBgttt

mi^k <&
17 MONTAGUE ROAD, AMHERST

continued from page 14

without their top rebounder, outre-

bounded a smaller Virginia lech

squad 42- 26, and owned a 19-6

edge on the offerv ive glass.

The reason for the large margin is

verj simple: l.ari Ketner played like

he was the best ..enter in college

basketball The junior gave perhaps
his most complete effort ol the sea-

son with a game-high 15 rebounds
— 1 1 on the defensive end - and
21 point-

live Minutemen also contributed

at least four rebounds. Chris
Kirkland finished with six, while
Mike Babul added live

Die defensive intensity was just

as affective as UMass held the

Hokies' starting guards scoreless for

nearlv N ol the game's 40 minutes

I Mass is just too strong," said

Virginia Tech coach Bobby Hussey,

whose team finished the season
"They pounded us on the

boards. When you're outrebounded
42- 26, it's real tough to wip."

Rolan Roberts one ol six fresh-

men on the Hokies' squad, led

\ itgmia lech with 21 points, four

rebounds and lour blocks.

Charlton Clarke, after a solid per-

formance at Temple last Sunday.
was once again Mr Clutch for

UMass The junior anchored a 1 V 2

Minuteman run to open the game
with seven points m three held
goals. Clarke led an offensive thrust

in which all eight L Mass players

had at least one assist, with four

ihree pointers and 21 points.

When the Hokies solved Clarke

hv switching to a man-to- man
defense, the Minutemen pounded
the ball inside to Ketner. who used

>hclming size and quick-

rflUVEL]
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Prism travel

On Large Get
Free II

Cheeee Pizza
'

Get a

Free One
Liter Soda

21? 986

80077? 96/<

i. .___ a .j i ..... - jc

LIQUOR SPECIALS
I Absolut Citron '14 *•'«>-..

Long Trail

llMallbu Coconut Rum *9.**''*»- <*«• •"»"" ** »*>

YOU HAVE TO SEE IT TO BELIEVE IT!

MICRO BREWS BEER SPECIALS
Catamount •9.** Rolling Rock

. «p lew BoitPi

Seagram's Cln
|(litra Dry. Um •/.••"'SO"*

I

Bert Grants
rVinttr Ate

I Icehouse b Red Dog >,2.**

•9.-
• as* w MrwCOv90D •
S " Mkhesob Light

•AS* H llpi<k(im

lax k Daniels Brooklyn

I
Country Cocktails

,3."/ 4 p-*

ASt Hnon

»5 «. J 1/2 Keg J.W.Dundee »50."|
• ' I Honey Brown

Micro Kegs
In Stock

mscovrn visa mastf«ca«o acceptfd opi n <»»m io 1 1 pm Full Redemption
<H1 UMlllinHII "I I /s__,„

Center

MEET TWO TRAVELERS
WHO JUST HAD A GOOD NIGHT'S SLEEP

SNI STAYED AT A NOSflL
and with the money she sored on her

cKtommodation, she had breakfast at

o trendy cafe , toured the famous sights, saw

a band at a local dub and still had enough

change left over to mob
/% a phone coll home.

HOSTELLING
INTFSNATIONAl

With a Hostelling International membership cord you get access to affordable accommodation at

nearly 5,000 hostels in over 70 countries So if you re planning a trip, get the HI card and |0in

4 million members worldwide who save every lime they travel For your HI card visit our website,

call us at 202783 6161 or contact your local student travel specialist

Join on-line today: www.hiayh.org

ness to his advantage. Ketner
unveiled an trteaaj ti assort- tungc

hooks and turnaround jumpers.

"With T>rone out. I runo^i I

load to take on offotlM.' kcinc-i

said. "I also have to concentrate on

rebounding now."

Alter | stretch of four bad gamev
in which UMass dropped three.

Hint was satisfied with his team's

effort Saturday.

"I thought we played hard today,"

he said. "We didn"t always play

smart, but we played hard."

For the second game in a row.

Flint called upon freshman guard

Rafael Cruz to perform after fellow

freshman guard lonathan DePina

was ineffective.

Flint did not deny that Cruz has

been earning minutes over his class-

mate.

"They went to a zone, and I think

I Rafael | can hit some shots," Flint

said. "I tell you the kid is making

the best of his opportunity."

Clarke admitted the win was
refreshing for UMass. which has

struggled lately, but added the team

has to play with the same inteiiMt\

from now on.

"This is a new season. We're

starting from scratch now," Clarke

said "We're 1-0, and we want to

keep winning because we want to

accomplish some things
"

UMass is trying to do something

no other conference team has down

before: win the A- 10 championship

by virtue of four wins in four days.

The Minutemen's quest continues

today against the Colonials, who
were embarrassed by UMass on Ian

20 in Amherst, 79-48. in their

wor-i loss of the season.

i« MiouuunaNS

Senior captain Harold Drumm, an All-America candidate, will anchor the

men's lacrosse team's defensive unit.

&te>0
HAIrXUTS._.*IO.

W
••

Bftl It! -I

bee Europe'
Conlihi European Maflic

It dayt>o counfnsi

Itart. at *810*

Cantiki European W.urt
\'i au*s,9 countries tn ,

-

starts at $ 107 5
• *l«a< >«tr

./« Marcfc Jt

'ru\tl

*262

[
ex«

f tfar atsmmi £ w•am*

44 Main Street

Amnerst

(413) 256-1261

Scott's and Save Lots
Thank you for your Patronage

Dozens of in Store Specials Every Day

Men-Sat
9am- 1 1pm

549-2692

y'/fw

• oft.M

Long Distance

Phone Cards

AvI. 15' per

minute

KlLUANS IRISH RED ,2 >ocl* $8 W^.

KEYSTONE LIGHT "^ SIO. 49^
Miller Genuine Draft 7Xm $10.".*p
2d 1 2oi BoHlm Rag & tight

MILWAUKEES BEST *"* $10/'^
l*grvt. k* & Reg

Sierra Nevada ** $6.
4
'.s,

lExauOMG to KOI)

Bud & Bud Light Suitcases sn. 79* "

24 I20Z ONS

- CHICK OUT OV* OTHfH OMMAT HI $TO»$ CMCUI1S-

TanouerayGin 1.75 $23.»9 **,p

Ron Roberto Rum l .75 S1 1
.*"*>

Ugh, Doit Gdd

Jose Cuervo 750 -
$12. 49^

hackler Poitin 750 * $11."*^
(WISH MfJONSHINE)

Bacardi Rum Uters $9."«%.

1 5% Off ANY mOTTU Of WIMI -HUM ITWMS aXCU/MD-

lacrosse
continued trorn page 14

Senior captain Harold Drumm, an All America ca

the men's lacrosse team's defensive unit

lor
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put the ball in the net"

The attack crew that will focus on

opposing nets is w>ung. although
junior Mike Mckeefrey came on

strong at the end i>l lust season Anil

even though the Minutemen lost fiw

of their top six coraM - including

the team's leading goal scorer for the

last four years in Brendan (.11. i--

Cannella is optimistic about what his

younger pl.iscis briny in the table.

The Minutemen also have a poien

tialK lethal combination ol experience

and talent at the midfield position

Dell'etcio and classmate Chris

Martens will team with junior lay

Negus to boost UMass' goal produc

lion.

McKeefrey, Negus and lanowic/

chimed Ifaej M capsssif ol answering

Cannella - call loi increased produc

tion with their pertormances in the

team's first game laM Saiurda> at Hol>

Crois. a 18-3 Minuteman win.

McKeefres and Negus each scored a

hat trick and added two assists, while

(anowic/ hn pasdin live tmiec

Providing a link between the often

sice and defensive ends of the field

will be UMass' defensive midfielders

Masses, one of the nation's best short

stick players. Eric Sopracasa and IT

lkna//i will share the duties at the

position.

"Yoall notice P.O. '• > ou BOBsJ to I

game tin- >eai." Cannella told the

crowd at a UMass Sports luncheon

two weeks ago.

The Minutemen have the benefit ol

returning not oiilv OM ol the nation's

OS gualies. but a top delendei as well

Drumm, preseason Ml America

candidate, has Dclcnsivc Plaver of the

Year potential, according to Cannella

hut it is his iniensils and tenacious

work ethic that Cannella pretei- u>

Us. us on.

"He is intimidating, but he !- a lolc

model." Cannella -aid "Harold

Drumm Ml 4*1 -laiulaui tor defend-

ers
"

Drumm will see plcntv ol action

this -eason. as the Minutemen plav on

of their most challenging -chedules.

An unprecedented eight home games

are on the ducket now the team's

home. Richard I i.aiKr held, has

I urt

I Mass will welcome \itginia to

\mhet-t lor the t it -t time, and host

Hofstra, Army, Duke, Irowa and

Harvard as well. I"he Minutemen will

also travel to lace Svucu-c Notre.

Dame and Loyola

Body Image &, Eating Concerns Week

March 9-1)
stop by the Carrspus Center Concourse table daily 9:30am - 2:30 pm

for information, videos, and a chance to win a prize

4)0 6:00pm

Monday Marth 9

8:00 - 9:10pm

Ptir Support Group for those

struggling with an eating disorder.

Room 811-15, Campus Center

Body Imago Worhthop
Hillel Lounge

8 00 9:)0pm

10:00pm

Tuesday. March 10

4:i0 - 6:00pm

6:10 - 8:00pm

Wednesday, Marth 11

10:00pm

Thursday. March 12

Healthy Eating m the Dining Halls.

Room 917, Campus Center

"Bocoviritig Bodiet

video produced by the Five College

Eating Disorder Task Force.

S»i it on Channel 15.

Body Imago Workshop
Room 803, Campus Center

Friends and Families Qroup
for those concerned about someone

who has as eating disorder.

Room 804-08, Campus Center

"Tht Famine Within" video.

See it on Channel IS.

Call University Health Services, General Medicine 2 at 577-5314

for more Information ahoirt Fatlno Disorder Proarama.

Till MM ARTS CENTER SERIES

T U A (t P !

iTwyk Tliarp
Simplv iht bigg«t. most exciting dance

evtnt of the season "TwyU of th« gods"

offers three new pieces in very different

styles Sure! Fteldi, 66. *nd Heroei.

which reunites Thirp with Philip Glass

Tickets ire selling fast—don't wait

TUESDAY, MARCH 10, 8PM
CONCERT HAL I

r avion!

Hilly Taylor «nd Kenny Barron

in Humeri
Two piano masters add up to an unequalled

night of jazz' The incomparable

Dr. Taylor returns with his friend the

renowned Kenny Barron in a benefit

performance for the University's Fletcher

Henderson Scholarship Fund

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 11, 8r>M

BOWKER AUDITORIUM
MVM fejPtKMT i*

WFCR 88 SFM

Ct !

Tap Oom
Part dance, part theater, pan rock concert

and part construction site, this phenome-

nal troupe reinvents the tap dance for the

90's. " electrifying energy that had the

packed house cheering
"

-The LA Chronicle

TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY
MARCH 24 ft 25, 8PM
CONCERT HALL
P«tst"

MJS9
Bas."

Snbssgi
IKE Mau

Coll 545-25 ll or 1-800-999-UMAS (or tickets

Visit est Website at www.sssess.eas/ret/fetJiras!

, Tw
F'neari
Center

< OWI < I \\ llll i Ol K < I Ml K! SMHCTST

Captain P. C. Massey

1998 Massachusetts men's
lacrosse schedule!

Feb ?8 at Holy Cross. W. 18-5

March 7 vs. Fairfield, 1 p.m.

Marth 10 vs. Hartford, 3 p.m.

Marvh 14 vs. Virginia. 12 p.m.

March 21 vs. Hofstra. 2 p.m.

March 24 at Boston College. J p.m.

March 28 vs. Army. 2 p.m.

April 4 vs. Duke. 1 2:50 p.m.

April 1 1 at Loyola. 4 p.m.*

April 15 vs. Harvard, 7 p.m.

April N at Notre Dame. I p.m.

April 2b at Syracuse, 4 p.m.

May 2 vs Brown. 2 p.m. at |ohns Hopkins

Horn* 0>mn plewJ ai Richer* f Ctuher fieU

Captain |ohn Kauefskis Coach Greg Cannella

MONThREY
SUMMER
LANGUAGE

PROGRAM

JUNE 17 — AUGUST 13. 1Wt
English as a Second Language

JUNE It — AUGUST II. 1998

Chinese. Japanese and Russian

JUNE 23— AUGUST II. 1998

Arabic. French. German. Italian and Spanish

CaWTtQO*>M> KOf VJsWV,

atc<aee>*474M*
For MormsMssi

T«9«<sa» Thai a VWtrtfWM
MONTEREY INSTITUTE Of INTEINATIONAL STUDIES

425 Van Buren Street. Monterey. Cahfomia 93940

Telephone (406) 647-4115 FAX (408) 647-3534

E -Stail msiember#mus edu wwwmusedu

ISRAEL
Opportunities Day

[
^^at UMass

Thursday, March 5
Want to go te Israel, but still looking for

that perfect experience' Ask the experts

'

They have info on how to travel, work,

study, volunteer, hike, dance, and eat your

way through Israel. Whether you are looking to

spend a summer, semester, or a year in Israel,

this is the day to start exploring

f[ATVH(D0UtSTtXPtRT$
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MILLER HIGH LIFE £
gem iM i)R\i i smm
& LIGH I

| ,c/ a, .no/ CAM aw aw

HARPOON
12 pk toTtua

KALIBER
6 pk Burnt !

ROLLIN(; ROCK
CASE Of 24-12 "/ RAK BOTTLES

HEINEKEN & AMSTEL
12 Pk fit ITTII v £bT%!

nattral LIGHT & ICE
& ROLLING ROCK 5
Y.KEOS

Off?

'9
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'amis, blush, mm. wmu gmnachi

MARCL'S JAMES
Ml fl'.

k
SALE $5.49

MAIL-IN REBATE -1.50

FINAI 1

STRACCALI CHIANTI

COKE & DIET COKE
1: rk (inn

«Ca#fa)

+ 01

R

POLAND SPRINGS VODKA
ITS •89i

BLENDED mail-in rebate -3.00

WHISKEY JiNAl
UB (

SQ99

IRISH
WHISKEY^

sia491

ymmmm
SALE $15.49

MAIL-IN REBATE -3.00

FINAL

COST
49

BACARDI SPICED RUM
7S0ML

TANQLERAY GIN
'<ti\4I ..assss ^

Discounts

Available on Cas HADLEY NORTHAMPTON
253-9344 586-3007000

HOLYOKE
534-4555

SALE PRICES

THURS. 3 5 98 THRU

WEDS. 3 1198
^BMBMWm^B^B^BBBMBEBmBEBEBEBEBWBBBmBMBEBMWmWBM

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS

.
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Collegian Classifieds
University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

ANNOUNCEMENTS
For

8&B accommodations in

Amherst area homes through

Jones Library Bed for Books

Program Call 256-4094 or stop

at Jones Library for brochure

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Amherst Center 1 2 and 3

bedroom apartments Gas

heat, hardwood floors We are

showing now for June and

September leases Lincoln

Real Estate 253-7879

3 BieVe— Ceeiei Gas heat,

hardwood floors, heated base-

ment 1/2 mile to campus on

bus route We are showing

now tor June and September

leases $1350 plus utilities

253 7879

3 bedroom
Amherst $1500/month

includes heat 549-7752

2*4 bedrooms available

immediately Free heat/hot

water plush carpet* Designer

bath fully appnanced kitchen

On PVTA busline Call 665

3856 Ask about our great spe-

cials

AUTO FOR SAIE

AUTO FOR SALE

Saab For Sale Great condi

Hon Reliable transportation

$2500 or best offer 546 3335

Wantotf: Junk Care Cash

paid everyday 1-800-649-4795

COMPUTERS

CHEAP! CHEAP1 Color VGA
Monitor $55 Laptop

Notebook- $99 486 Computer

System $295 Call CPC
(413(584-8857

126 616 IDE/AT HO $100

©546 6159

EMPLOYMENT

Martha's Viaoyard
Employment Opportunity!

Painters Wanted No experi-

ence necessary but preferred

Call Carta at 413 562 9076

Camp Counselors end Unit

Leaders needed for quality

YMCA girls resident camp in

NW CT Sports, riding, crafts.

aquatics, drama, photo, tennis

instructors, and more Call T
800-8421143

National Park Employment

Parks Forests. Wildlife

Preserves Ask us how 1 517

324-3109 EjrtN50013

tMPLOVMfNI

19M Jeep Wrangler Hard

and soft top Full doors 5

spaad Oversued tires Many
eitras B5K Great shape
Asking. $6000 Call 256-0501

93 Teyeta Tercel 2dr BOK

m,ies $4500/80 Excellent

con*t.on 548-9228

19 VW Golf Standard

Hatchback 91K Excellent

condition $2670 Call Sam
545-0457 IdV 256-3450 (n)

HAVE AN
MER! Prestigious coed camp

m Massachusetts seeks car-

ing, motivated college stu-

dents who love kids' GENERAL

& SPECIALTY COUNSELORS
needed Join a dedicated, fun

team Competitive salaries

CampTacorac 1 800-762 2820

Cluh Med & Cruise Ships

Now hiring Free details 1-

800435-4247

COUNSELORS TOP BOYS
SPORTS CAMP IN MAINE!
Exciting, fun summer.
Instruct, coach . or assist

Openings ia: All Land
Sports. All Water Sports.

PLUS: Camping/Hiking.

Ropes/Climbmg Wall. SCUBA.

Archery. Riflery. Martial Arts,

RN's. Secretaries Top

Salaries. Awesome Facilities

Rm/Bd/Lndry. Travel CALL
the (100) NUMBER NOW
(100)473 6104. or E-MAIL
cehbechiel9eol.com or

write Steve Rubin CAMP
COBBOSSEE. 10 Silvermine

Dr.. South Salem. NY 10590

JCC Camp Kingwood

A coed overnight camp in

Bndgton. Maine Summer
Positions Supervisory: Unit

Head. Arts & Crafts Director

Waterfront Director. Athletic

Director. Camping Director.

Drama Director. Office

Manager Counselors with

Specialties ia: Aquatics

Archery. Athletics. Boating.

Camping. Ceramics.

Gymnastics
Photography/Yearbook. Radio

Ropes Sailing. Tennis Other

Secretary. 1st Cook For irttor-

moelea. call Wayne Goldstein

or Ava Goldman^ 617 244-5124

Summer Employment
Opportunities Student

Painters is looking tor motrvat

ed painters for summer
employment Earn between $6
$8/hr For info call 1-800-829-

4777

CRUISE A LAND TOUR
JOBS- Earn up to

$2.000/month Free world trav

el (Caribbean. Alaska. Europe

etc )' Free room/board For

info, ring (919)933 1939 e«t

C150

EMPLOYMENT
Advertising Sales

Internships

University Directories is hiring

students to sell yellow page

advertising for the official tele-

phone directory this summer

Commission based pay struc-

ture Training program

Excellent sales/marketing &
management experience Call

1-800-743-5556 ext 143 or visit

www universitydirectones com

CAMP CANADENSIS.
Pocono Mountains. PA

Excellent residential coed sum

mer camp Caring counselors

to teach athletics, tennis, gym-

nastics, mountain bikes,

motorcycles, ropes course,

yearbook and newspaper,

drama, video, photography,

riflery, cooking, arts & crafts.

WSI. waterfront, dance, golf,

and much more 1 Excellent

facilities and great salary 1

6/20/98 8/17/98 Call

(800)832 8228 or E-mail us at

camp4youOaol com for an

application You can find us cm

the web at WWW CANADEN
SIS COm

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT
Earn up to $3.000/month in

fisheries, parks, resorts

Airfare 1 Food/lodging 1 Our

service recomrrteooed by US

News & World Reports

(919833 1939 ext A1 50

ENTERTAINMENT

OJ For Hire

Professional DJ spinning all

types of muse now booking for

Spring Semester Perfect for

any occasion Tim (DJ fooi)

253-6593 Check me out at

Pruddy s on Friday

FOR RENT

SUMMER RENTALS
CAPE COD GROUP Summer
Rentels- Some waterfront

houses, some with swim-
ming pools. Felmouth aree.

Diamond Real Estate

(5081477-1900

FOR SALE

Brother InkJet W.P.
Whisper Writer $200 or best

offer Call Jeft 548-6961

Corwood For Sale $125

Cord Call 549-5456

FURNITURE

Used Desk For Sale Free

chair' $25 256-6351

HEALTH & BEAUTY

New Metabolism
Breakthrough Lose 5-100

pounds Dr Approved 1 Cost

$35 800-563 0386

INSTRUCTION

Casco Bay Bartending

Classes Start Soon

Student Discounts

Call For Info

1800 467 2028

University Bartending

Course 50% Student

Discount National

Certification Available Spring

Sessions This Semester Space
• 1 800 U CAN MIX

MISCELLANEOUS

FREE T SHIRT $1000

Credit Card fundraisers for fra-

ternities, sororities & groups

Any campus organization can

raise up to $1000 by earning a

whopping S5.00/V1SA applica

tion Call 1 800 932-0528 ext

65 Qualified callers receive

FREE T SHIRT

EARN
$750-$150u7WEEK

Raise all the money your group

needs by sponsoring a VISA
Fundraiser on your campus

No investment & very little

time needed There s no oblig-

ation, so why not call for infor-

mation today Call 1-800-323

8454x95

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

4 String Pedulle Fretless

Bess with hardshell case

$1900orB/0 546 5302

RESUMES

Kick Butt Resumes
Same Day Service

Includes Print Outs

549-7558 Ruby

ROOM FOR RENT

available imme
hr m Sunderland on bus route

SWF preferred Call 546-5082

SERVICES

LOST & FOUND

Lost Thursday 2/26

Reeding glasses m black

hard leather case Reward
665-7189

Knew Your Rights Do you

have questions about youi

rights7 Do you think your civi

ights have been violated7 Fine

Out' Contact The Studem

Legal Services Office, 922

Campus Center 545-1995

SERVICES

Psychic Counsel Medium
Relationships, Career. Health.

Life Concerns Free initial con

sulfations Yohah Ralph 586-

3071

Pregnent? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for

free testing and assistance

5491906

TRAVEL

EARLY BIRD SPECIALS

EUROPE SUMMER 98

Northeast Deps $329 R/T

Canbb/Mexico $199 R/T

Florida $79 0/W
Puerto Rico $99 0/W
CALL 800-326 2009

http //www airhitch org

Miami only $79 0/W.
Mexico/Caribbean or San Juan

$200 R/T Europe $179 0/W
Other worldwide destinations

cheap ONLY TERRORISTS GET

YOU THERE CHEAPER! Air

Tech (212)219-7000 (800)575

T

ECH www airtech com

SPRING BREAK tt

Free food and drinks 1 Cancun.

Bahamas. Jamaica and Florida

from $399 Organize a small

group and travel FREE 1 Highest

commissions and lowest

prices Call Surf & Sun Tours

to become a campus rapresen

tative (800(574 7577

Spring Breek 98 Get

Going!!!

Cancun. Jamaica Ba.iamas. &
Florida Group Discounts &
Free Drink Parties 1 Sell 5 & go

free 1 Book Now 111

Visa/MC/Disc/Amex 1 800

234-7007 http //www end

lesssummertours com

WANTED

TAX
TIME

thl .th'tilkl the BOi

uakBi ..ik) l luv.iht ijJi>

viuni

..imuluiiKi I he hellci Ihc |XCj»

Mil." : |u\ and ItK

moreftkmc) >uu'll art •"*»

t ..II Mrrot al TAB TlMi
<4Ul54«M)2J2

Hertet

Hali on Jan 28th Please call

665^8394

TUTORING

Spanish Tutoring (4131549

1397 Rose

Do you
know

where your

going to

live this

summer ?

Be prepared
with

The
Classifieds
Apartment
Guide.

Coming Soon!

Personals Policy
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Rates
Students

20C per word/day

All others

40C per word/day

NEW Standard Headings

$2.00
min7day

NO REFUNDS

Acnvmea

AUTO r-OK »ALJ
AUTO PAJIT*

MCJU.TM • BiAUTY
HOUWI KM MfNT
Houanmiuu

•auwc Lxsaowa

MJT*KMSAL1

aeinuc Tioai

loot afouam
lOYM*MT

Ptrair wrrtr cW*rtv »nd

IrgiMv Wf «r not «t«pom*»» far «mm
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MOIOdCYCtll

moca wanted
room »oa m nt
ROOM WANTED
HOOMBAAT1 WANTSD
MRVICt*
••OUTt
a ienaa aeoaoua*

Ttcarre
to auaurr
tHAVtl
TmANaXMtTATTQAI
TVTonaM aemncaa
TUTOR WANTBO
WANTiD TO RCNT
MAWTIO OCNCRA^

THURSDAY. NIAR 5

Hint— The Radical Student

Union will be sponsoring a

showing of the film The Myth

of the Liberal Media featuring

Noam Chomsky from 7-9

p.m. in Campus Center

904-908.

Film— The film Dr.

Strangeluve will be followed

bv a talk and discussion led

b\ Ira Helfand. M.D. of

Physicians for Social

Responsibility in room 227 of

Herter Hall at 7 p.m.

Meeting— The Ballroom

Dance Club will be meeting

from 5:30-7 p.m. in Totman

101. Lessons in waltz and

cha- cha will be taught. No
experience is necessary and

everyone is welcome.

FRIDAY. MAR 6

Auditions— Auditions for

the UMass Theater Guild's

production of Angels in

America will be held at 6:30

p.m. in Campus Center 904.

All are welcome.

Music— The Graduate

Lounge presents Thank God
it's Friday with entertainer

and pianist Luke Henderson

in the Graduate Student

Lounge at 3:30 p.m.

SATURDAY. MAR 7

Comedy- MISSION
IMPROVable will be per-

forming their unique brand of

comedy improvisation in

Campus Center 163 at 8 p.m.

Self Defense— Valley

Women's Martial Arts. Inc.,

will be offering free introduc-

tory classes to celebrate

International Women's Day

and Women's History Month.

Healing and Strengthening

Exercises based on Chinese

Therapeutic Methods will be

taught from 7:15-8:15 p.m.

All girls and women ages 7

and up are welcome to

attend. From 10:30 a.m. to

noon, introductory martial

arts and self defense will be

held.

Planetarium Show— A free

public Planetarium show will

be held at 4 p.m. at Amherst

College's Bassett Planetarium.

For more information contact

Tom Whitney at 256-6234.

NOTICES

Employment— The UMass

CRC is hiring work-study

office staff and web publish-

ers. Applications are available

in the CRC office. 322

Student Union or leave a

voice mail at 545-1 122.

Schedules— The Spring '98

Final Examination Schedule

will be available beginning

Thursday. March 12. Copies

will be delivered to students

in the residence halls, and

will be available to off-cam-

pus students in the

Registrar's office (213

Whitmore). It will also be

available on the World Wide

Web beginning March 1 at

http://www-
ureg.admin.umass.edu.

Support Group—
REFLECT, the Five College

Bereavement Support

Program, offers grief support

services free of charge to

undergraduate and graduate

students who have experi-

enced the death of a loved

one. Groups are small, confi-

dential, and meet for 8 weeks

Pre-registration is required.

Groups meet on Tuesdays

from 7:30-9 p.m. and

Wednesdays from 6:50- 8

p.m. For more information

call 577-5316.

Tax Assistance— The

Department of Accounting of

the School of Management

will be offering free tax Mffal

tance and preparation for tax-

payers with special needs,

including persons with dis-

abilities, low to limited

income. non-English speak-

ing persons and elderly tax-

payers. Volunteers are

accounting majors who have

FVh are pubkc wrwc* jmounttrntnto p»»**d

daily To wbmit an fYl. pleat* **nd a prew
relmr confining *H prftinmt mlormjtiori,

inducing th» n»i» and phon* number o* tt»

contact pe^on to th* Colltqian, c o the

Managing td»or by noon the previous day

taken tax courses Report to

the School of Management
Tucm.1<i\s and Thursdays 6-9

p.m. All other taxpayers

should go to the Hampshire

Mall Tuesdays' and

Wednesday*, '•>
t> p.m. and

Thursday 3-9 p.m. (except

during Spring recess). Any
questions, contact Mike
Whitman at 545-5660.

Work Study l.mployment—
The UMass CRC is hiring

work-study office staff and

web publishers. Applications

are available at the CRC
office. 322 Student Union

Building, or leave voice mail

at 545-1122.
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14

IB

HSCN
Bulletin Board

CBS/3 Hartford

CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

HSCN Movie Ch.

UPN/20 HarfrW

Weather Channel

NBC/30
New Britain

Fox/61 Hariford

PBS/24 Hariford

WOCH & HSCN

International

UMass Academic TV

IT HSCN Programming

IB TV-19

ID ABC/40 Springfield

am NBC/22 Springfield

33 CNN

14 CNN SI

BB Headline News

BBUCTV
B7TBS

BB BET

BB TV Land

3D Univision

31 Comedy Central

3B Cartoon

Much Music

THURSDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
WVIT
WTIC
WWLP
WGBY
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6:00
Wuhbone I

News

New* I

Full House I
Ntwi

Cheers I

News

s
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
A&E
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV

en

©
S3

Home Imp Simpsons I
22

20

CD

NICK

SCIFI

TIC
TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

21

6:30
Business Rpt Ntwshour With Jim LehrerX

CBS News Inside Edition

CBS News

ABC News

Eirtra ff. Enl. TonirjW

Inside Edition

Boy-World

NBC News

Mad Abo You

NBC News

I NBC

Creatures Business Rpt

News i ABC News

Mad Abo You Mad Abo You

7:00 7:30_

Real TV S

8:00 «^n 9:00 I 9:30 I 10:00 I 10:30

9 Slaps to Financial Freedom

Promised Land (In Stereo) K
Promised Land (In Stereo) I

Chronicle A
Fresh Prince Fresh Prince

Wheel-Fortune

Judgf Judy I

Ent Tonight

Jeopardy! JX

Seinfeld R

Wheel-Fortune

Prey Infiltration" (In Stereo) I

Judge Judy I
Hard Copy I
Fraaiar X
Jeopardy!

S

Newthour With Jim Lehrer H.

Seinfeld «

Seinfeld E
Family Metiers 'Family Matters Andy Griffith

Northern Enposure I
Worldview

Fo»worthy [Mike-Laugh

Law t Order "Competence" It

Moneyline " Crossfire «

Wings Eagles of the Crown"

Basketball

Supermarket

n

€B

Sportscenter

Debt

MTV Live! In Stereo)

Figure It Out jTiny Toon

Quantum Leap (In Stereo) J.

Renovation [Renovation

Fratier X

Diagnosis Murder (In Stereo)

Dtaqnoaia Murder (In Siereo,

41 Hours (In Slereo) X
41 Hours (In Stereo) X

**«« Hutch dassnh and th» Sundance KKT (1969. Western)

Friends (R) X |Ju«t Shod Ha ISatnWd (R) X IVtrorrica-aCT

«"» -BitVMadaon"(l99S. Comedy) Adam Sandler. (In Stereofx

News

Hnnw IShmirklheKidaX |Fame LA. "Do or Die" X
— f—:= . — I . .. **L_.a aa^ A~:*4j»J«< /D\ W lU«rnnira
Friandt (R| X |Jutt Short Ma jSainteld (R) X IVeromcaTCi.

NAACP Image Awards
(
In Slereg]_I_

Friandt (R)X |ju«t Shoot Me

Monty Robtflt-Horae Whisp

Pray "Infiltration" |ln Slereo) I

Seinfeld (R) X [Veronica's CI.

ER "My Brothers Keeper" X
Grace Under

ER "My Brother's Keeper" X
News

ER My Brothers Keeper" X

11:00
Keeping Up

NewtX

News 8

11:30
This Old Hse

Late Show X
Late Show X
Night-line X

Star Trek: NeitGaner

Vibe

ITonlghl Show

Simpsons X
News I

Tonight Show

Deep Space 9

NHLHocKay Boston Bruins al New jersey Uevils (Live)

Mystery! "The Ice House" (In Slereo) (Part 2 ol 2) X
t',1 "Billy Madison" (1996. Comedy) Adam Sandler. (In Stereo) X~

News

NewsT!

M-A'S-H «

Andy Grrffith

Daily Show (R)

Gimme Shelter R

Stein's Money

Thunder Jt

Biography Nero

World Today X
NewEnplorers

Larry King Live X
1* «n* r.nuch rnp"(1987,Com*dy)DanAykroyd

Wild Diacovary: Whales

Collage Basketball: ACC Tournament First Ro""d Teams TBA

Strange-True |Movie Magic

Intimate Portrait ' Ricki Lake" Unsolved Myatarias (In Stereo;

My So-Called Lite (In Stereo)

Doug X |Rugrata X
'

Seaquest DSV (In Stereo) I Sightings (In Stereo) X
• -—3—:

—

V. r^—

:

.."_.!--! r\...,l IvUilhnu

Lois t Clark-Superman

Bavwalch (R) (In Slereo) X
(5 00)««"Wmo"H992i 'PG-13

Home Again
J
Home Again

Babylon 5 (In Slereo} X
Highlander: The Series (R) X

Music Videos

SicTet of AleT

Beavis-Butt

Happy Days

IfcHlical Detect IWWhout Warn

Deep Space 9 I

Tonight Show I

Charlie Rose|
NiohtHne X
Real TV t

*** "Best ol the Besf"(1989, Drama) Enc Roberts.

Unaspiainad (R) Law & Order "Poml ol View" X
World Today X
Foiworthy [Make-Lauah

Sports lllus

College Basketball: Big Easl Quarterfinal

Wings Over the Gull (R)

Teams TBA

tt'j 'Blind Witness" (1989, Drama) Victoria Principal.

AH-Ttme Top 10 (R) (In Stereo)

Wonder Years |Wonder Years

Forever Knight (In Stereo) X
Mystery of the Sphinx (R)

Ultra-Sound

I Lovf Lucy

Alt films-MTV

MT Moore

Robocop: The Series B

Science olSe»: Why Is

Daily Show

Moneyline X

Justice Files (R)

Stein's Money

Sportscenter X
Almost Perfect |Golden Girls

Loveline (In Slereo)

Taxi X .Newhart I

Seaquest DSV (In Slereo) X
Medical Detect Without Warn

An Mf«*r
'

and

a

'

Gentleman-'(1982 Drama) Richard Gere, Debra Winger. |«« "Mike's Murder (1 984) Debra Winger

walker. Texas Ranger X

(5:45) ea The Evening Star" (1996) Shirley Madame 'PG-13'X

The Truth About Cits .nrrnflgs-jliWb) Uma Thurman X
'> "Blmdlold: AM ol Obsession" (1994) Shannen Doherty. X

l

MBb9gorfan"(1998, Suspense) Kevm Dillon. (In Stereo) 'NR' X
Silk Stagings (R) (In Stereo) X
Shock Video 3: Turn-On TV X

"Doc HolrywocO" (1991, Comedy) Michael J Fox. 'PG-13'

The Godfather. Part ir (1990, Drama) Al Pacino. TV X.Ar,*J*r TrM Mana/idHis Uream"(1988) Jetf Bridges. 'PG'

Tr^P(W7|JryinLeougamo.
!

PG-13' |a* W^riinTft' (1996) Bill Murray PG' X ISlargate SG-1 "Polmcs" (R) X
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PISCES (Feb. I9-M«rch 20)—

This is a good da> to make that

purchase you've been putting off

for tome time It may be a >..i

BOS or never. m> what- \our deci-

sion?

ARIES (March 21-April 19)—
You and a friend or a> worker may

find \ ourselves at cross-purpose-

today, but you can work thiin

well if vou just take it -low

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)—

Keep your eyes on someone close to

you today, and youll learn an

important lesson even as \ou uncov

er something that is cause for con

cern.

GEMINI (May 2l-|unc 20)—
The time has come for >ou to break

with tradition and follow fO«Jf

instincts where a particular issue is

concerned. Vou can wait no longer.

CANCER (lune 2l-|uly 22)—
Take care that you don't jump to

conclusions today. You must be

willing to wait your turn when it

comes to collecting information you

need.

LEO (|uly 23-Aug. 22)— You

may not understand all of the mc»

sages that conic \our wa\ toda>. but

u>u II realize that almost all of them

CM be ol special benefit

VIRGO (Aug. 25-Sepi. 22)—
You can count on someone else to

come up with a plan today that fits

you like a glove and allows you the

freedom vou need to explore a little

LIBRA (Sept. 25-Oci. 22)—
Progress comes in fits and starts

today, but you'll be ahead of the

game b> dav's end it you remain

patient and diligent

SCORPIO (Oct. 21-Nov. 21)—
Take care that you're not settling

for something under par today only

to ease tensions between >oursclf

and a friend. Get what you want'

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21)— Nou niav have to get involved

in something that doesn't parttcu

larlv suit vou todav. onlv to unsovct

one or two vcrv important inswni
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an

19)— Speak softly today, and listen

carefullv to what others have to say.

You can get better results by being

leu aggressive and more receptive

AQUARIUS (|an 20-Feb. 18)—
Anvthing vou try to do under the

table today is likely to backfire on

vou. so vou're going to want to keep

everything above board.

Close to Homo By John McPherson

Ou«>t«^ *>f~ tii*? r>«y

jmer no function

beer well without 99
-Homer Simpson

Today's P.C. Many
C«*N 54J-1SS6 (tor

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Ro*

Pizza Casserole

Vegan Falafet Sanvsnch w/ Sauce

DINNER
Breaded Chicken Tenders

lamakan Beef Patty

Shells w/ Tofu Mushroom Sauce

Grilled Cheese Sandvvkh

"Well, Mr. McGraw, I understand you've got

a paper cut. Lefs take a look."

-JCWCT55
1 Froths

6 Male anirrval

10 Coalition

14 Hand out

IB "Now York»r'

cartooriKl

16 Annoy
17 Lag parts

18 Where heather

grows
19 Surrounded by

20 Lirvqer

22 Pnmo donna
23 Eene sound
24 Type ol cracker

26 Brwr gram
30 Ice-cream holder

32 Chills and tew
33 Ripened
35 Band

instruments

40 Newspaper
pteca

42 Occurrence
4* Cowhand R rope

45 Not imaginary
47 Splash
48 Electrical units

50 State of

discontent

52 Squirm
56 Crooner Perry

58 Declare
positively

59 Like the Spice

Girls' attire

6b Noi any
66 ArthPRive —
b/ Contributor

68 Toledo's lake

69 Level
70 Thrust torward

71 Changed a
color

72 Pops
73 Obliterate

DOWN

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

Worcester

LUNCH
Hot Turkey Sandwich

Elbow Marcaroni / Tomato Sauce

Vegetable Lo Mein

DINNER
Breaded Chicken Tenders

Black Bean Quesadilla

Vegan Black Bean Quesadilla

Pastabilities

HSHD racinisn MMraa

Hampshire

nwMd raaiBi-iH
nmWQ WDW UHOHDH

Bream or bass
Workers
protection agcy
T Tom
Kind of hear
Type of bagel
Pacific island

group
7 Dr;rub
8 Belore leng

9 Plash -

10 Small nails

11 Restrict

12 Complexion
stiade

1

3

Aromatic wood
21 Kit fur a king

25 Big Foot's

cousin
26 Idol

27 Taj Mahal site

28 Grooves
29 Garlands
31 Concert halls

34 Bug

? !• «r <T> 'no* iH«ii.iir-,.Mijfu Sy«i...i'r

36 Olympic rival

once
37 Trunk
36 Uproars
39 Fall mo.
41 Like a

r.ur.umhftr'?

43 Vertical, tu a
carpenter

46 Fled
49 Hoisted
51 Soup

iiigrodient

52 Dwindled

53 Elephant tusk

54 Spint in Muslim
legend

55 Avarice
57 Signs ol

the future
r>n Volcano

product
61 Not my
62 "— and the

King of Siam"
63 Yuletide

drinks
64 Forest unit

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Charbroiled CHicken Sandwich

Barbecued Beef on a Bun

DINNER
Breaded Chicken Tenders

Jamaican Beef Patty

Berkshire

LUNCH
Hot Turkey Sandwich
Hamburger on a Roll

Harvest Burger

DINNER
Breaded Chicken Tenders

lamaican Beef Patty

Pasta Shells w/ Tomato Basil Broth

Pastabilities
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Men's basketball downs VT, will face old foe
League honorees lead as

Minutemen tackle Tech

By Luke Meredith

CoiUgionStoH

PHILADELPHIA — If vou listen to the V
Massachusetts men's basketball team the late season

slide that saw the Minutemen drop trom the Atlantic

10*1 No 1 East seed to the No I i*n't anv thing to be

concerned with now
In their eyes, a new season started vc*terdav. and the

Minutemen celebrated their post-season opener with a

I win over \ irgtma lech vesterdav at the

estates Spectrum in

Philadelphia in the first

round of the A 10 tourna
Massachusetts 64

Virginia lech b8 ment
I Mmi (22 9) «ill b|m

0tm§t Washington in the quarterfinal* todaj at - M
pm ( \ 10 Network. WHMP FM WW \ FM)

a new season." junior Charlton Clarke said "We

had a great regular season, but we have to -tart over

We'n 1-0 and we're just Irving to go as tar a* we can."

The final score didn t indicate how lopsided the game

actuall) was — LMass led ol 4"5 with under three min-

. go — but the Minutemen slipped late, much like

the> did in the teams' first meeting according to LMass

coach Bruiser Flint

idtilai. Massachusetts coasted to the win with

out the services of T>rone Wick* who is still

da> with a sprained ankle In hi* ajajaajpa, |unior

center I an Ketner filled the void with a monster pane,

scoring 21 point* and adding I S rebounds

Clarke added 21 point* ol hi* own a* he and Ketner

— the "wo L Mas* player* named All -Conference

combined lor 42 d I Ma** tvt point*

M.i**aihu-i-M* put the game out of reach with aHo
run to open the game. 10 of which came from Clarke

Clarke buried a three pointer to open the game, and

with the Hokic* *hootmg cold he and Ketner outscored

J 7-6 in the game* opening 10 minuie*

Tech cut the lead to seven 2*22. on a Myron
Guillorv three-pointer with 2 2*) remaining in the first

half, and I it the intermission The

Minutemen then pushed the lead back to 15. 40-25.

carlv in the second half.

Clarke went 4-of-7 from three-point range, and hi*

21 points were onl\ three oil hi* career-high i*e! Feb
IB in the double overtime lo** to Rhode Island at the

William D Mullins Center).

"I thought we played hard " Flint said "Not alwav*

smart, but hard I thought Charlton Clarke helped get us

going ear

, mia Tech closed out the game with a li-^ run.

and the final was the Jo*e*t the Hokie* got in the sec-

ond half Rolan Roberts led the Tech with 21 points, and

Ketner-Clarke combo,

defense give UM win
By Coray Paler Goodman
Collegian Staff

mil MX I PHI \ - Has the M.i**achu*ett* men's

basketball team finally returned lo midseason form''

lliai WM one of the queMions swirling around the

ate* Spectrum lollowing the Minutemen's

ver the Wc*t V. t> *eed Virginia

| t-ch Hot afternoon m das one of the

Atlantic 10 touniaiii

idertng about the statu>

lo today's quarterfinal

matchup with v 2 seed ( a ashington

p.m. (A 10 Network, WHMP I M
WMl \ I \l i I lu *enior forward, a native of

Philadelphia wa* inactive \S ednesday alter suffering a

ted ankle in practice earlier thi* v*

M..**achu*eits 1 22 *»> coach Bruiser Flint was unsure

il hi* forward would be able to pla> toinoti-

-till up in the air." Flint said "We li see tumor-

I the wav his team played however. Flint may

hold oil on hi* big man with the NCAA tournament

ing in the background The Minutemen. playing

• MiNS BASKETBAU. pog* 10

Russ Wheeler added 10 points. The Hokies finished

their rebuilding season at 10-17. 5-12 in the conference.

I Ma*« i« OW, a team the Minutemen
de*troved 7*» 48 at the Mullin* Center in their only

meeting this season. George Washington is (22-7. 1 1-5

\ 10) earned a first round bve because of their sec-

ond-place finish in the Atlantic 10 Weal

One of the bright *pot* lor the Minutemen was the

plav of Rafael Cruz, who impre**cd tor the second

straight game, after scoring eight points in his first real

action ot the season against Temple on Sunday c iu/

*coied three points in six minute-

Flint pui him in because, "he can hit aaaaj shots" and

is useful to break down zone defenses, which Virginia

Tech employed against the Minutemen Hint acknowl-

edged that Cruz is now in the rotation.

In the noon game. St. Joseph's advanced to the quar-

terfinal* with a 7V72 win over la Salle M loc '* will

play Temple tonight, with the winner facing the

I Ma** C>\V winner in the semifinal! tomorrow.

In last night's other tir*t round gar»

*eed Davion escaped I ordham. 78-70 The Flyers will

now face Rhode Island, which earned the Fast's second

seed.

East No. 4 St. Bonaventure got 27 points from

Ra*haan Palmer to beat Duquesne. 75-62.The Bonnies

will face West No I Xavier today

Minutemen fall to Eagles, 6-1
By Michael Kobyionski

CcjBagion Staff

The scenario was one that t he-

Massachusetts hockev team has

Massachusetts 1

Boston College 6

become accustomed to: trailing

close game heading into the final

period.

The Minutemen were able lo

come back against New Hampshire,

nut have now dropped three in a

row after falling to No J BoatOfl

College 6-1 last night at the

William D Mullins Center.

LMass (6-24-1. 5-19-1 in

Hockev Eaat) fell behind 5-1 in the

second period on goals bv BC'l

Bobbv Allen and Brian Gionta. and

still were in the hunt heading into

the final 20 minutes of pi

H.wevet the Minutemen
*elf de*tructcd within a span of the

opening 7 minutes. 17 second* of

the third period, allowing three

goal*, and will now have to beat

Maine on Saturday night at the

Mullin* Center if thev want to reach

the Hockev ha*t plavoffs.

"We iu*t couldn't do anything

right. Our pa**ing was wav oft Fhi*

i* the lime ol vear where vou have

to have it." Massachusetts coach |oe

Mallen *aid. "I just don't think that

we had am jump, but usually dur-

ing a 55 game season you have a

couple of nights like thai."

With the game 5-1 early in the

third. L Mas* defenseman Mike
i Jaffna) look a holding penalty, and

the Fagles capitalized when Gionta

put home the rebound of a Blake

IVelletuille shot to put BC up 4-1.

Belleluille then tacked on another

goal 48 seconds later as he gathered

a puck in the neutral zone, walked

in uncontested on goalie Brian

Regan, and slid one under the

I Mass netminder to increase the

lead to 5- 1

.

Marty Reasoner would then

round out the scoring at the 7:17

mark when he slipped one through

the five-hole ot Marku* Hclanen to

make the final 6- 1

.

"In the third period, they eertain-

Iv wound up picking it up a notch.

and Reasoner and Gionta pi

real well." Mallen said. "It was kind

of a slow' and boring game for a

Hockey Fast game, and it was more

lhan a chess match then anything

el*e
."

"I thought that we played real

well through the first 40 minutes,

but the game was still in question

heading inio the third. Then we
kind of took it to another level." BC

Turn to HOCKEY, page 10

MAN MCDMMOTT COIUOAN

The Hokies could not solve Charlton Clarke, who dropped 21 points on Virginia Tech in the first round of the

A- 10 tournament.

Consistency will be the key for men's lax this year
By Casey Kone
Collegian Staff

Senior captain Mike DelPercio will lead a young corps of offensive players

men's lacrosse team.

commsv MtrxA hiiations

for the Massachusetts

There is only one buzzword lot Ma**achu*ett*

men's lacro**e coach Greg Cannella thi* *ca*on:

asmanancy,

The No. I I Minutemen have a number of

returning players. ,i fresh crop of underclassmen

and serious expectation* lor (heir tirst season on a

new field surface, all of which Cannella hopes to

blend into a winning combination.

"I want to see oonftatancy," he said "I want to

get back to the [NCAA] quarterfinal* We have to

have people consider u* I tournament team year in

and year out."

In order to achieve that tried and true formula.

UMass will have to rely on its senior class to pro-

vide the necessary leadership. That should not be a

problem for Cannella's four captains: P.O. Massey.

John Kasselakis, Harold Drumm and Mike
DelPercio.

Kasselakis will stand where he has lor the past

three seasons, a* the final line of defense in front of

the net. The goaltender. who statistically ranked

third in the nation la*t *ca*on. WM listed a* the

nation's second best returning goalie behind

Hofstra netminder Mark Spruyt.

"It means a lot to have I goalie who can keep

you in a tight game." Cannella said. "It's comfort-

ing to have him there, and it can he I great advan-

tage. hut we can't put all the onus on |ohn. He is

going to make his saves, and (he offense needs 10

Turn to LACROSSE, page 1
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Women s water polo wins

four to kick off campaign
By Paul Teves

Collegian Correspondent

The Massachusetts women's
water polo team took a step in the

right direction this weekend at

the Princeton Tournament, where

it went 4-0 to start the eajon.

The Minutewomen's wins

included a victory over SHppCTJ

Rock. I > 5, and over Maryland,

the defending Kastern champs, hv

a score of 14-5.

"We worked on what we want-

ed to accomplish." Dan McOsker
-.nil "We had our delense work-

ing. The other teams could harelv

get the ball past midpool."

With the effort that was put

forth by the team this weekend,

the goal of winning Eastern* i*

not at all a long shot.

"Our season goal is to win the

Eastern championships, and put a

feai in teams that play us. Make
them *ay I

they
I
really don't want

to play UM at nationals.

"We played a superb defensive

game, but we need to work on

our offensive, but the team really

came together." McOsker said

McOsker. who is in his first

year at the Minutewoman helm,
said that he is very excited about
the season and that he looks for-

ward to working with this excit-

ing up and coming team.

Katie Grogan. a sophomore, is

expected to he a hig part of the

team. She is a returning
Ail-American, and proved it this

weekend by netting 18 goals in

lour pajnea,

The other returning
All-American is junior Andrea
Vazquez. She to was a big part of

this weekends offense, as she
scored 12 goals of her own.
Vazquez is also one of the
tri-captains.

Another captain is Peggy
Nieves. the goalie who only had
to make 25 saves in four games
due to (he team's intense defense.
Sophomore Claudia Clement is

also a captain on the team. This
young captain al*o con tributed

Turn to WATER POLO, page 10
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A righteous

babe

Am DiFranco's
latest sees the D IV

princess branching

out and maturing
Check out our
review, along with

review* ot Coldie,

and A3 (see Arts d
Living, page S).

Down but

not out

Monty Mack and
the Massachusetts

men's basketball

team ted to confer-

ence rival George
Washington yeste*

day m the Atlantic

1 tournament (see

Sports, page 1 0)

WORLD

Thirty dead after

bus Dombs explode

COLOMBO. Sri Lanka (AP) — A
bus packed with ai least two shrap-

nel-laden bombs exploded yesterday

outside a crowded tram station m the

Sri Lankan capital, kitting at least 12

people and infunnq more than 500
The defense ministry said senior

government officials were the target,

out the bombs went off prematurely.

The government blamed lebcls seek-

ing an independent homeland for Sn

Lanka's Tamil mmonty.
The bus blew apart at one of the

city's busiest intersections, shredding

vehicles and ripping facades from
burtcfcngi The dead included at least

three children trom schools in the

m*» and two police officers

School books, a plastic lunch bo*
and children's shoes were scattered

around the site, littered among the

twisted hulks of cars and trucks The

bus driver — believed to be a suicide

bomber — was among the dead
"This was not a conventional

bomb." Defense Ministry spokesman

Sarath Mtifsasinghe said, saying the

bombs had been carefutty positioned

on both sides of the bus "so that

when they enptode, it would k* peo-

ple around."

a the bus had gone much farther,

t would have reached the route nor

maty taken by government ministers

to attend Parliament, Munasinghe
said

NATION

Lawsuit to block

bio-prospecting

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
National Park Service was accused m
a lawsuit yesterday of illegally selling

off federal resources in secret con-

tracts with biotech researchers who
want to patent microbes from
Yellowstone's hot spnngs.

"The Park Service cut a backroom
deal and bent laws to allow the com-
mercial exploitation of Yellowstone."

said loseph MenoXson, a lawyer for

one of the plaintiffs who argue US
law prohibits any natural resources

— from minerals to pine cones -

from being removed from national

parks

"The precedent set by this agree-

ment threatens not only Yellowstone,

but all of our parks," MenoXson said

of the International Center for

Technology Assessment, a public

interest group based here

The Alliance for the Wild Rockies of

Missoula, Mont , and the Edmonds
Institute of Edmonds, Wash., joined

in the lawsuit filed in U.S. District

Court here yesterday seeking to block

pending contracts with Diversa Inc

of San Diego.

The deal could be worth millions

of dollars to Diversa, but to date the

Park Service has refused to disclose

what kind of royalties the federal

government would receive as a result

of the so-called bio-prospecting for

patents on the tiny organisms It the

rare thermal pools.
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RSOs discuss UC 2000,

shared concerns revealed

(JVC opens its doors

to candidates
,
public

for final SGA debate
By Jill Carroll

Collegian Staff

|udy Steinkamp from the Office of Campus Planning and Space Management takes questions concerning the

Student Union.

By JJ Carrol

.
*i#*-4 }' * ."

Student* dissatisfied with the I aJvajaJt) Center 2000
\>00> plan for renovating the Campu- tinier and

Student L nton presented their plan lu Registered Student

Organization MitSO) m a meeting scsterdav that also

included a I C 1000 pr*"*-* *a*lon.

The Campus Communitv Center Coalition ((

ncv.lv formed group that designed and presented an alter

native plan to the admini*tiaiu>n * 1 1 2000 plan to reno-

vate the Campus I "enter and Student I num.

In a pre** mg the LC 2000 presentation.

chairman ot t tt * *aid their plan would

he cho*cn if »ludent* *hc>w support ft

our plan to be approved we need student backing

loud enough for the chancellor to hear il," McCormk: said.

The CCCC plan include* a sports bar and a night dub
on the third floor of the Campus Center.

Abo RSOs will design their own space to specflc needs,

say here's some space. The arvhitect will help vou

build it to your stats.* McCormk sasd

However, the majority of the meeting »a« *pcnt getting

RSO feedback on the LC 2000 plan through M
forum and breaking into groups to Hat problem* with the

plan.

' hearing the plan fur a foodcourt some members of

harthfood* had concerns about location and customer*

need*

"It* kind of like a mall foodcourt ' Would there he a

Turn to HO» page 3

Candidates for Student
Government Association (SCA)
l'rc*ident and Trustee will get a

last chance after a week of

debates to make their opinions

known to the *tudciiis in two
final debates Sunday before the

election*

There will be a debate from
7-9 p.m. televised bv l\i
l\ I -i

Questions will he a*ked by a

rc'ptc*entdtnc hoin l\l IV 1 9,

\\ Ml A and the M«MaHHktlS«(ft
Daily inllegian

In addition to being lelevi*ed,

the public i* welcome to come to

the l\l 1\ l*» *tudio to see the

debate

Chancellor ol I lection* Carlo*

Alvarez said as many people that

can lit in the *ludio arc welcome
"Thev can come until the *tu

dm i* lull." Alvarez said.

Alvarez also said mcmhci
the audience are welcome to ask

the candidates questions after the

debate citing last year as an
example
"A lot ot people may want to

ask questions after the debate

After the cameras go off I think it

would be good for people from

the audience to ask questions.

I a*i vear they kept right on going

even after the time allotted."

\lvarcz *aid

There will also be a debate ear-

lier on Sundav in the Latin

American Cultural Center from

"-b p.m.

This will be an open debate.

Audience members will be able to

ask the candidates questions dur-

ing the debate.

The candidates for President

are Phillip Blue, lc**e Burchfield.

lennifer Casasanto. Daniel
Parker. Amy Pelligrino and Salwa

Shamapande
The candidates for Student

Trustee are Eleanor Court.
Brenda Fitzpartick, Ink Hansen.

Icltrcv Howe, r ric Magazu. Kvan

Rozantes and Brian Tirrcll

Although candidates can't run

ally as pairs several of the-

candidates have teamed up to

share resources as well as cam-
paign issues.

Salwa Shamapande and
EatMot Court are teaming up as

are Amy Pelligrino and |el

Howe and Daniel Parker and I nk
Hansen Also working in tandem
are lesse Burchfield and Brenda
litzpatrick as well as Phillip Blue

and Inc Magazu
Three students are running

ollicc* as individuals Thev aic

lennifer Casasanto. Evan
mtes and Brian Tirrcll

The elections are on Mondav.
March <4 and Tuesday. March 10

Polling places will be open
Monday and Tuesday from 1 I

a.m. -2 p.m. and again 4-7 p in

Students will be able to vote in

polling places at any dining com
mons Commuter area student*

will be able to vote on the

Campus Center Concourse and at

the Newman Center

Charitable programs

lack male volunteers

UMass professor retires with high honors

By Jason Eisoman
ColUg'on Staff

By Eric Patareon
r„|-, ...., e*~JICjoaagKm aaaw

Moat people get a gold watch when
thev retire

I nivcr«iiv el Massachu*ctt*
Amherst Chemical Engineering
Proft:**or \ ladimir Haensr,

out hi< career receiving a gold medal,

a citation and $4iCU)Ol>

On lit* 24 Haenscl was awarded

the prestigious Crurle- Mark Draper

Prize, engineering's highest honor, in

\va*hingn«n DC The Draper Prize is

a biennial award presented bv the

National Academy ol I Bglnoailng

that recognize* achievements in the

field of engineering that have con-

tributed to the well heinv! of humani-

tv world wide

In addition to the medal, the

monev and the honor of receiving

such an award, however. Haensel

believe* he h.i* *oincthm£ even heller

to show for his 60 years of hard
work.

"I never had a dav when I said.

'Thank God it's Friday." he said.

Haen*el wa* cho*en tor the Draper

Prize for his 1947 invention of

"Ptatforming." a process of oil refine

ment that produces cleaner fuel much
more efficiently lhan earlier methods

Platfomung. short for platinum Iran*

forming, uses pellets of platinum to

speed certain chemical reaction* dur

ing oil refinement. This result* In

higher octane*, more fuel from the

same amount of crude oil. and fuel

that burns cleaner, eliminating the

need to add lead.

Manv consider thi* invention to be

one of the most significant in chemi-

cal engineering in th. ars.

nscl has created what can only

be called a revolution in mobility-

said Paul lennings. a pmfessor i I

engineering at the California Institute

hnology in Pasadena and chair-

man of the Draper Prize committee.

Platforming also produces, as a

hv priniuct. the aromatic hydrocar-

K.n* necessary lor the production of

manv modem pla*tic* These plastic*

are used to manufacture medical
devices, automobile*, tyntfactioi MM
clothing and tapes for audio and visu-

al recording.

"We are all delighted at the raoBf-

nition of Val's spectacular proK

al accomplishments with thi* mo*l

prestigious award." Michael F.

Malone. head of the Chemical
Engineering department, said last

October when Haensel was choeen to

receive the prize.

"I! \ al's idea worked, it has as

much to do with his making it work
as the teehnolocv behind M

"

The Charle* Stark Draper Prize

named for "Doc" Draper, is an
endowment from the Charles Stark

Draper Faboratorie*. Inc in

Cambridge. Drapci i* best known as

the father of the modern guidance

systems used today in aircraft, space

vehicle*. im*si!e* and *ubmarines

I'hi* vear * honorarium of $450,000

i* the world* largest ol it* kind.

"This | the Draper Prize | is really

the Nohel Ptize ol fngineerinc

Robert \ldnto*h. an electrical engi-

neering professor.

In the world, there i* no higher

award in the field of engineering

Some of the past recipients include

the inventors of the integrated circuit.

which made computers possible,

space communication*, and I OK

Turn to HONORS page 2

lo many people, donating their

time to volunteer organization* i*

part of their social rcspon*ihilitv

They find their greatest joy bv help-

ing those who need it, and asking for

nothing in return

So why are there so few men
enjovinc; an enriching pastime?

lniver*itv of Massachuseti*
Chaplain for the United Christian

Foundation for the campus
Protestant minism Kent Higgin* i*

organizing a volunteer trip to

Birmingham. Ala to help rebuild an

African \mcriean church Higgins

said the trip has attracted about 40

percent women
What is going on with the guys?"

Higgin* asked. According to

Higgins. I Ma** i* not alone with

thi* problem, in tact, it «eenis to be

a national trend.

Higgins said the problem may
have to do with the wav people are

raised. Of *ooali/ed. hut he said it is

not new

"It* ao1 *omething that's just

cropped up this year," he *aul

lie said it is not a bad thing, but

he wants men to know this opportu-

nity i* out there for them, because

men are not taking advantage of it.

However, not everyone sees it as a

problem

Vnthropology professor Art Keene
said he is planning a similar service

learning trip to Appalachia

"I'm not sure it's a problem."

Keene said. Currently he has II

women and six men who've volun-

teered for the trip "It's not like

there isn't interest on the part of

Keene agrees there seems to be a

trend which shows more women are

gravitating towards communitv *er

vice more than men do but said it's

not problematic

"I'm not that worried." Keene
said. "I don't know that it's an issue

right now."

Larry Redmond, the director of

volunteer recruitment, and case

coordinator for the Big Brothers and

Big Sisters, said he is concerned
about the lack of big brothers he has

volunteering for the program

He held an information session in

lohn Adams Residence Hall, he said

about 30 women attended compared
to four men.
"We have many big sister*, there's

a lack of big brothers." Redmond
said. He said because there are so

few men volunteers, there is a wait-

ing li*t for little brothers looking for

big brothi

Turn to MIN page 2

BMCP aims to introduce UMass
students to the music industry

By Gregory Cosimir

Collegian Staff

Registration begins today for the

annual University of Massachusetts

Black Mass Communication Project

(BMCP) Conference. The purpose of

thi* two day event is to provide those

with an interest in pursuing careers in

the music industry with an opportu-

nity to network, and to broaden an

awareness of the music industry to

the general UMejl and New England
communities.

The coordinators of this year's con-

ference are Anthony Graham, Cteco

Kelly. Navjit Saini, lame* I ewis and
other members ol the BMCP board.

Registration will begin at 5 p.m. on
the Campus Center Concourse
Admission will be $7 for UMas* sin

dents, and $"50 lot the general public

Tonight's events will include a wel-

coming address, live poetry and an
after party at the Malcolm X Cultural

Center.

The conference provides students
with an opportunity to network with

some of New England's premier disc

jockeys and retailers, as well as
national artists and industry execu-
tives. BMCP's conference also pro

vides students the chance to acquire

internships and other hands-on expe-

rience in the music industry.

The conference features many
informational workshops geared
towards educating people about all

ajpecH of the music industry: the ori-

gins, politics and business. These
workshops will begin tomorrow at 10

a.m. in the Campus Center

Some of the panels include:

"Sistas' in the industry." "Beatmakers

and Producers," and "The State of

College and Commercial Radio."

The keynote speakers will be

Daddy-O, producer and former exec-

uiive of MCA Records, and UMass
alumnus Kevin Mitchell, of Codeine

records.

Following the keynote address, the

conference will close with a fashion

expo and artist showcase, featuring

artists Peter Gunz and Lord Tariq.

that will take place in the Student

Union Ballroom.

Shannan Magee. a BMCP member,

encourages students to register for

BMCP's weekend seminar on the

music indusiiv

"This weekend will allow students

to learn valuable material not taught

in any classroom." she said.

Getting to know UMass better

IOHN BUST / COUIGIAN

Chancellor David K. Scott talks with Aaron O'Callaghan, a freshman environmental science major, and

Thomas Innis, a sophomore economics major, at the Chancellor's Leadership round table lunch.
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Website offers dry alternative
By Lorraine Kennedy

Collegian Staff

"Hoi without the sauce" is the slogan describing the

activities on the new Chilipeppers website, a listing of fun,

alcohol-free evMtil for hive College students

Sponsored by the Five College Alcohol and Other Drug

Committee, the website is a collaboration of the I ivc

College health educators, who sought to develop an

accessible listing of alcohol tree alternatives for area mu
dent-

"It s an easy way for people to click on and see what's

going on at the other campuses," said Sally Damon, health

cdiKJtor at I iiivcrMtv Health Services at the UniverMiv pj

MassachuMrits

On a weekly basis, members trom all five College

campuses, except Hampshire College, which is currently

without a contact person, can send a webmaster infor-

mation about area events. The website,

http://www smith edu/chilipeppcrs, is updated every

Thursday night, lists 10 categories of activities: road

uipv parties, dances, performances, music, cultural

events, movies, outdoor fun, stress busters and miscella-

neous.

According to Smith College student and webmaster

Haley Millet the site includes events that are "specifically

designed fot students in this area. . who are not in the

mood for |alcoholic| drinks."

Millet said there has been no shortage of activities to

include on the website.

"There s so much out there," Miller said. "We've gath-

ered about 100 events."

Rob Mac Donald, the contact person Irom UMass, said

he compiles events from a varietv ot sources, including

Mated fliers and the Campus Activities Ollice website. He
welcome" suggestions and can be reached by e mail at,

no. sauee#hotmail.com

Miller emphasized that thev are trying to be selective

about the events thev choose. Ideally, they seek to compile

a "pared down list" of events which appeals to "as wide a

group as possible."

"We're living to Iim verv positive, tun things, not acade-

mic lectures," Millci -<nJ

sihe insisted that the events are not "in-your-face anti-

alcohol " but rather more about "having fun."

"II |the events! happen to be alcohol tree, then great,"

Miller said.

Connie Peterson, Smith College Health hducation coor

dinator. stressed she and the other organi/ers are not pro-

hibitionists.

"We just want to show that vou can have tun without

alcohol or any other drug." Peterson said.

honors

•cat COUJOAN

So many choices, so little time
Jaime Bluestem, a sophomore engineering major, picks out some

sunglasses in the Campus Center yesterday

Professors , Hillel host holiday food debate

By Meher Singh

Collegian Staff
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In celebration of the lewish holi

day. Puriin. the Hillel Foundation

anil the L mveiMtv of Massachusetts

lewish lacultv Group are sponsor-

ing the Latke vs. Hamantash
Debate. The event takes place

Sunday at 12:30 pm in the Hillel

Mom
Purim originates from a story

about lewish freedom from oppres-

sion involving an anti Semite.

Hainan who was intent on destroy-

ing the lewish people in his country

Hi" plans were foiled, however, as

the King at the time destroyed
Haman - wicked plans. It is from
that day that the lewish people decid-

ed to celebrate this holiday, on the

1 1 th evening of March each year

The message behind Purim is that

everyone should be able to laugh at

those who irv to oppress, as that is

the first step in becoming truly free.

Purim is therefore a fun holiday

with a long tradition of celebration

with plays and musicals. Purim was

first otticiallv celebrated at UMass
in H7vi

I he debate this Sunday will be

between four CniverMtv professors

who will praise two traditional

lewish foods, latke (a potato pan-

cake eaten during Chanukah) and

hamantash (a truit tilled pastry

eaten during Purim) The professors

will argue tor these foods with

respect to their fields ot interest.

cssor Gerald Freedman of the

mic" department will debate

for latke. and hi* topic is "Potatoes

Rule " Professor Ruth Abrams of

the ludaic studies department will

also debate for latke. and her topic

is "A lewish feminist Historical

Analysis of the I atke."

The remaining tw isors,

Israel Koren of the electrical and

computer engineering department

and pi ktffrt] Haus of the

ludaic "tudies department, will re-

arguing for hamantash. Koren't

topic is "Hamantash: The Next

Breakthrough in Computer
Technology." and Haus' topic i"

"Hamantashen and the |cwi"h

Ouestion."

tyone is welcome to this

debate A brunch will be served at

I 1 M am lor the cost of $8 90 —
for students on any I Mass meal

plan, the cost is $2 SO dee it oa

the Kosher meal plan The brunch
is optional, however, it is recom-

mended but not necessarv Im »iu

dents and facultv to call the Hillel

House beforehand to reserve a seat

There will also be a Purim-day
celebration at the Hillel House on
March 1 1 . at 7 pm Students are

encouraged to come in costume and

bring noisemakers as there will be a

cOllIC"!

continued from page 1

TRAN. which was the first com

puier programming language. That

should give you an idea of the

scope of an achievement that

receives this award." Mcintosh

said.

"It's a tribute both to Val and to

the previous winners to add his

name to the list of awardees," said

Malone.

The Draper Prize is not the only

lecognition Hacnsel has received

in his long career. Among his

other awards are the Professional

. ress Award of the American

Institute of Kngineerv the Pc-rkin-

Medal in I9fo7, and the National

Medal cl Science in 1^7 3. He is

one of verv lew individuals to be a

member of both the National

Academies of Sciences and of

hngineenng, and he was the first

recipient ol ihe National Sciences

Award for Chemistry in Service tu

Socaetj

Over the years, he has been

granted more than ISO US
patents and 4S0 foreign patents.

Haensel. born in Germany and

raised in Moscow. Russia, emigrat

cd lo the United States at the age

ol lb unable to speak a word of

I nglish He went on to receive his

bachelor's degree Iron.

Northwestern I mversiiv and his

post-graduate degree from the

Massachusetts Institute of

Technology.

He began his teaching career at

I sijsc m WHO after 42 years as a

researcher, and later vice presi

dent, lor I niversal Oil Products,

because, as he said, "they (the

I niversitv | ottered me a job
"

Haensel looks upon the Draper

Prue and the money it brings with

the same straight-forward atti

tude When asked what he intend

ed to do with $450,000. all he

said was. "first of all. pay some

men
continued from page 1

"Guys who are in the program find it to be one of the

he"i things they ve ever done in their life." Redmond
said

Redmond believes that men underrate themselves, and

often don't think thev are worthy enough to be role mod

"A guy may put his expectations loo high, think he has

to be this incredible person." Redmond said "It » about

besng • friend; it doesn't have tekrt heavy, heavy reia

the

come from low -income families He said they just have

to be a good person with their heart in the right place

Redmond said when he does get men to come through

the door and learn about the program, he usually has a

high success rate with getting them to join the program

Higgins thinks there may be a larger sociological dif-

ference with how men and women arc culturalized

..be there's just more altruism in women." Higgins

•aid "Whyesn't men be tuned into that'' In what

are men TvitjeXl into that?"

Sniffktf said the exceptions are the fraternities, wnh
their various chantablc works.

Free coupon!

cut out this Collegian

special insert coupon

and turn it in at the

Campus Center con-

course for your free

issue of the

Massachusetts Daily

Collegian!

The coupon Is free, but

paper is... also free

- never mind.

JJt>lUjo LUJJJDU3 Atti/ltibj

8c EveryWoman's Centernter^**

Intennational Women's Day

FOREIGNSTUBJrs
BECOME A PERMANENT U.S. RESIDENT

^_y

"Sing About It:

Women's Voices in the Valley"
A night offemale accappella singers from the 5-college area in

A Celebration of International Women's Day. Featuring a soloist

Jen Eastman (UMass), the groups, "The M &C's"

(Mt Holyoke College), "Smithereens" (Smith College),

"Meanwhile" (UMass), "6-Minutes" (UMass), "Blue

Stockings" (Amherst College), and "Boundaries" (UMass).

Friday March G. 1998
Bluewall Cafe...8Pi

i

Following the Performances will be the film

"Eve's Bayou"

starring Lynn Whitfield and Debbie Morgan

@9:30pm and on Sunday March 6 @ 8 & 10pm
in the Campus Center Auditorium

This scries is made possible by a grant from the UMass Auxiliary

Services Department, the Office of the Vice-Chancel lor for Student

Affairs, and the Daily Collegian

Use Your U.S. Dtgrct

In The U.S.!

InterBank's Invest In America™ can

make it happen!

Don't waste time looking for an em-
ployer to sponsor you!

Benefits of a GREEN CARD in as little

as 8 weeks.

STAY! Don't give up your business, po-

litical A educational freedoms!

The Invest In America™ pro-

gram can successfully help you
to invest in a new lire for you
and your family. Under a special

INS program, if you have the
minimum cash requirement of
$150,000*, Invest In Ameri-

can help you.

Continue to live the American Dream!
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What issues concern you the most
about the upcoming Student

Government Association elections?

"I didn't even know they were

conning up. I don't really know
what the SCA does."

"I'm concerned with what's
going to happen with student busi-

nesses and privatisation."

"The issues regarding interna-

tional students."

"The ATMs in Southwest, and

the 24-hour card access. Maybe
better food too."

"Whether the candidates are

going to really do what they say

they're going to do."

"The fact that no one knows any-

thing about it, and I don't know
anything about it."

itntorftngian

Amherst

Emma Gilbert

lophomore/tnglnh

Orchard Hill

Ajay Rawtani

serwor/compirter xience

Amherst

Jeremy Hamilton
lophomore/undeiided

Southwest

Denlse Rosemond
tmhman/btotogy, pre-med

Southwest

Heather Perkim
luntor/art hntory

North Amherst

RSOs
continued from page 1

pi j tihfoods customers *et

aside «o we vould decorate it'"

Caiilm Bcrnhard. of Earthfoods,

asked

*|lt would be a probleml with u»

being in a fuudcourt near a diner. M
have cuitumers who don't want to be

around meat," lohanna YYilkie. al-

Earthfood*. said

|ud> Stcinkamp. Department ol

Campus Planning and Space
Management. prcenim^ the plan.

be-aid such concerns cuuld

addressed in the -mall groups

"That's something when we break

up into groups could be written

down." Stcinkamp said.

In addition to the foodcoun two

copy centers arc planned

leuka Thrall, of F.arthfoods. was

imKcmed thi» would create competi

lion for student busmeaae*.

Ifl Mfajaj hie us supporting an

extra amount of competition we can't

afford." Thrall said.

petiton was a major issue li-i

cd when the meeting broke into

jttoup- Steinkamp said these con-

vene will be considered in a revised

I i. :k\V plan.

"In April we'll come up with a

d alternative." Stcinkamp said.

Paula Hodecker. director of the

Craft Center was concerned about an

area designated for new businesses.

"The new businesses, would these

be outside businesses or »tudcnt Hum

Mates? " Hodecker aaj

"Both " Stcinkamp said "But not

necessarily outside businesses. This

building has to last ID years so we
want to make a general enough space

that wc could hive timely businesses

be there."

Carl Borden ol Alpha Phi Omega,
.^lucmed where organizations

would go during the renowattOM

"Where will sou put the people

during the construction." Borden

MM*.
"We will definitely provide swing

space for things that are displaced

during construction." Steinkamp said.

The prmian voncems brought up

in the groups included Mjme student

bu-inesscs weren't in the plan, the

mall like lormat will end a sense of

community, competition for student

businesses; and Earthlood* can't be

near the diner.

"Yourig& Powerful come see who we are'

AmeriCorps Info Session:
Anyone searching for

information on the 450 different programs,

and in search of the answer to 'What is

AmeriCorps?' are enouraged to attend.

MEET VISTA/NCCC/TEACH FOR AMERI-

CA/CITY YEAR/CITY WORKS/
YOUTH BUILD • reps

Campus Center Rm 905-09

Monday March 9th 7-9pm

FMI: 546-3337 or

fmeskoob@student.umass.edu

"I tfitb I wit tptetil," wrote a great taiel in til early 90s

-but you ARE special!

tWra reaaiea tae Coll$§iiH, New Eaajiea"* ItrtMf eslltii e'lily.

->
i

i

i

PSSST...

we've got a great surprise for you on March 1 1* & 12*

> t Ue I III! I I HI l< II A I Hill

I

Come see our renovated fish room!

• New Tanks

• Lots of Fish

• Supplies &
Advice

Fashion Bug
30% |l**»ul*r Prl**d

OFF
IHmrked Ktotrn

Fri. and Sat.

March 6th. 7th

r<^k

douitiouvi -AtwUfc'St

10%

Fashion Bus* Plus
Hampshire Mall Hadlty

Fashion Bug Calder
Plaza Northampton

I n- tocatlen nt«rt»i y*u calk

an-s«4-sa«ai
|

JT«M* It!

Vic« Von*

Saa Europa!
Contiki Europaan Magic

11 doys/tt countries

s.am at $810*

Contiki European W/iirl

17 days/9 coUn "' l,,
a 4rt^(: 1

siarts at $ lU/ 3L'tand only

onaon >o
fi
o

i..,u Marcd 31 $<-0«-

Ctn i ouncil «n Inifrmnonal

FdiKiiionil EwIiiinc

44 Main Street

Amherst

(413) 256-1261
V jr. _ _ ^.

cr cass travel

ALL THE RULES1

20oz Big One
$1"

Mfttte

4 1 2oz Rocks

} plus a T-Shirt

$6."
1 2oz Bottle

$2. 50

SATURDAY
1 1I Price Appetizers & Nar.hos

Bar & Lounge
3-5pm 7-9pm

-Dancing-

No Cover Before 10pm
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I the irtdis kIu il svriten and do not necessarily represent the s iewi ,.| ihe(

Discussing race relations Remember your manners
It '•tup thinking about a class

I had Tuesday morning Our dis

nutkrw encompassed a contto-

sersial. sensitive issue: rave relations.

I think thi» particular meeting spoke
m person ssho resided in the

room, in several different ways. The
curbing to me

that I have been virtually unproduc-

tive in iii> other academic work Irom

dwelling on the issue.

All week I have mulled over the

content of our debate. The head that

,ipon in> shoulders is weary

Irom the toil of constantly rehashing

..s- dialogue \i several points

throughout the day . I almost wished I

hadn't said a word in class. But now.

as I relics t upon my words. I am glad

that I spoke up I believe in what I

had to M In summary. I present to

sou rm ideas:

\\ as v.itizens of the United
Stales, consider ourselves to pi

dcnin.u.v Kr scars we have
claimed to be this "melting pot" of

peoples, traditions and cultures

Citizen* concerned with race rela-

tion* are trying to move towards the

future a future void of prejudices

and stereotypes Our goal is to

become a society in which people are

not judged by the color of the

but bv the character an individual

holds We have taken upon ourselves

the struggle to see all people just as

that — people Humans. As a whole.

people need to see the humanity har

bored in cash individual

*ith all of these ideas consid-

ered. I believe that we are doing just

the opposite through our separation

us groups and organiza-

tion*. I support the fast thai il is

important to be an individual, and to

ud of one's individuality It is

important to be aware of one's

culture and history, and to

articulate that awareness. At the

same time, though, the more s»e

articulatc our differences, the more
o* apart from one

another The more subdivisions we
create I I I am Krcnch. you arc

Save SjpriHg Concert

by supporting UPC
k editor

reading the March -4 article about the state of IK
ability to produce quality shows, I have a few thoughts I'd

Me to share. What is the one thing that students at L Mass
enjoy doing together — I mean other than witching basket-

ball games That s right — Spring Concert And how can we
as students work together to produce such an event'' \ o K
helping 1 1\

111 admit that I haven't rolled up my sleeves to help I \\

but what they can offer this community is something even

one should fight for. In recent wars. IPC has brought to

campus such acts as Maceo Parker. Blues Traveler. Kk>
One and Taj Mahal, not to mention scores of other groups

that I can) retnonliet right now.

I PC even promotes local acts — which many I Mass stu-

dents are involved with. A* far as IPC's RSO status is con-

cerned, let the SCA know that this is a student group that

we all benefit from IPO funding can be increased — but

only if we convince the SGA to do it.

Keith Paul

Amherst

Students desene
Spring Concert

[<.> the editor

Jing to Wednesday's article in the Daily Collegian

id) I) I nivcrMts Productions and Concert- 1 1 ft -

claimed that they do not have the necessary funds to produce a

Spring Concert this year at LMass. An outside vendor.
M.i*s(.',irKerts, offered to organize a concert at no extra charge

to the students. Responding to this. |ud\ Cagnon. Assistant

Doonesbury

Hispanic, she is Icssish. he is Cuban
- the more sse make ourselves into

representations ol labels instead of

humans I m\ no! promoting confor-

mity bs any means, but a wholeness

and togetherness as humanits

II it is possible to imagine about

one hundred hands shooting up in the

air sou do a good job ol picturing the

exaggeration I tell in class It seemed
as though everyone had something to

say regarding my statement I held ins

bieath waiting tor responses I had
anticipated since the fust word ot im
speech passed ms _____^^__
lips Though
everyone was
respectful of

what I had to say.

the majortts ol

the class didn t

seem very recep-

tive lo my point

In short I now
present tome
reactions my
ideas pros. •

It seemed as

though most
people dis ^^
agreed with the idea that organiza

Mcfc as houses or dormitory

floor* designated for different ethnic

group* and/or race*« a form, on
the smallest level, of segregation

Also, it was made clear that being

"one big happy family of humanits"

iealiMu somewhat romantt

and unrealistic The point was

made that it would not be an easy

-s. getting everyone lo unite

and that it would most likely nut

happen in this lifetime. The point

was also made that ibi truth and
a reality that a person's physical*" i>

the first trait «een and noted It is

unfortunate, but unavoidable, that

when we describe a person, we start

with their color *ush a* "He was
black, with a shaved head He had
on a blue shirt

A* people were responding to what

I had said. I sat in my chair trying to

muster up every ounce of strength I

"It ivas made clear

that being 'one big,

happy family of
humanity' was ideal-

istic, somewhat
romanticized and
unrealistic.

"

Nicole I .ism

had It took the energy from esers

inch of im hods, trom the lips of my

kSM 10 esers hair follicle on my head.

BO choke back the tears that were

welling in ms eyes I suddenly

aaajM so emotional. I hadn't any

idea what to do with myself As I

struggled to shake the tearing sensa-

tion out of ms eses I managed to

gain some lorm ol MMMMM and

proceed with ins final response Here

11 |v

I do I eel that separate houses,

and organizations are a form of

_____^^_ segregation, or at

Icjm immmml A
house designated

for a baseball team

is a form of separa-

tion also.

Maybe it is

somewhat naive to

think that it is pos-

sible for people to

POM together, but

I think we can
improve on our mi

uation Maybe
" togetherness*

""""""""""""""""" won't happen in

this lifetime, but throwing in the

towel because of what w«

to be unrealistic goals and watching

problem" MCM to ourselses and
those around us is much worse a

crime than being hopeful and unsuc-

oaaaftaTtj attempting to better our

world It won't be an easy process,

trying to get rid of stereotype* and
J ices, and people will get hurt,

led and angry But unless we
address the issue ol race it will

worsen withciut tail

Ignorance can be Mis*, but where

race is concerned it is a disease 'Race

is the one issue that everyone is a

i hut no one wants to deal

with Good idea If we ignore the fact

that we have our own little civil wars

going on. then we can pretend that

they don't exist at all. A* for a better

situation, all we can do it trs

Miosis1 Lavtn is a I Mats student.

Has the entire world gone crazy or is it just me?
I mean there are a lot of jerks out there in the
world, and many of them seem to flock to this

campus To me. its the little things that count in lite It

MM not take a lot SO make life just a little more pleasant

for each other, but very few people seem to want to make
the effort

Now. ol course sou hase lo k>ok oui fat yourself, but
that does not mean that you should go
around being miserable and making
other people's lives miserable as well

I sersone is allowed to hase bad
days, and get into a sour mood. That is

when sou have tu trs your best to

smile a little bit. and do sour best to

not put other people into a bad mood
Sometimes this is impossible to do. but

sou Mill have to trs

1 et't start with neeJIcss complain-
ing Sometimes it is necessary to com
plain so people know that something is

wrong, but most complaining is just

worthless.

The other day I was in the Hatch get-

ting soup They had been so busy that

many of the soups were not ready
because they were too cold. While 1

,*I*T*T,",",T,T,T,T,T,T"
was a little inconvenienced because I would not have time

for the cream of broccoli to warm up, I did not let it bother

he gus behind me though, had some major issue*. As
if not having the Hunganan mushroom was going to make
or break his day. he spent the next five minutes complain-

ing to the guy behind the counter I don't know w hcther or

not he realized that badgering the poor guy serving the

soup wasn't going to nuke the soup any warmer.
It was just needless complaining. Remember, especially

on campus, but also in other towns in the area, that many
Of the workers are students. Their lives are difficult

enough without another student humiliating them over a

bowl of soup

I sersone makes mistakes, and we have to be way
more understanding, and allow people to make mistakes

and learn from them Sometimes a waiter is going to

mm up an order. Sometimes your food is going lo come
out lata. Sometimes the bartender i-n t going to notice

sou immediately These are just a handful of the mil-

lions of mistakes which are made saor) das. and. saa,

they do cause an inconvenience, but there is no need lo

make the situation more difficult bv complaining lu«t

.1MU1 I IM 111,111

Use with it. accept it, reassure the person who made the

mistake 'hat it" okay.

My biggest pal pes'se I" people who don't hold dooi-

That' is probabls the most common, f* sTSJOl overlooked,

form ol BOUrstS) in the world Once I was walking into

the Campus Center behind some girl I tried to quickly get

behind hei SO (hut when she held the door, I would he-

reads to get through When she didn't hold the door, n

took me completely by surprise, crack

mg ms nose. I yelled in pain, but sjst

didn't seem to care, she just kept

strolling along the ODMOWfA not c.u

ing that she had just mauled some

bods How much of an inconvenience

i" it lor somebods to |ust wait a few

more seconds to hold the door for

someone behind them.

It i just about being nice. This is a

untry. people arc entitled to be

icik- li is eserybody's right to act like

a jerk But whs would sou want to do

that? We all have to share this miser

able mudball called Larth As students

we have to share this campus. We're

all in the same boat I- sets day we
should do w hates er we can to make
life on t hi- ^ampus just a little nisei

just a little better There are already too many jerk* out

there; be unique, be nice

I'm not saying people should be happy all the time

How would we know what happiness was if we weren't

sad occasionally I'm saying try not lo bring others down
with sou

I think it all comes down to respect, and there is a bic

misconception about respect I've heard people say that

you have to earn respect That is wrong. You hase to cam
trust. Fseryone deserves respect f sersone deserve* to he

treated with a certain amount of dignity If you warn peo-

ple SO respect sou sou hase lo show them the same

-aspect

I ium want to see things turned around. I haven't even

mentioned the meat heads thai get into fight* esers week

end. and I would rather not say anymore about them
I think if people were |ust a little more courteous and

[Mine thi« ^ampus would be a much better place. There

would be no whining and complaining for no reason

there would be no door holdu

please just be ni

lasun l.isentan /s a Collegian stuff member

TUssmkr tJa» 1*70* u».«. hmk o**»c 1 1 j

UMw. Astern MA 0V»». S> tmmt to

Th,(. .**»»» »ihcn*htfe!«i«fettn<k«l«iadvtlarav«cJ«)k

Letters to the Editor

Director of Campus Activities Advising Center, stated that it

would be a mistake so work wish an outside promoter who
want* to make a profit. Cagnon then continue*. 'Besides.

I PC has the ability to book these shows themselves.'

Obviously IPC doesn't Gagnon's quote clearly contra

diets itself If IPC had the abihtv to husk a spring concert

then a spring concert would be in the making and we would

not be writing this Being members of this large student

KsJs it is seldom that we have large events to look forward

la The Spring Concert is a great production that should he

looked forward to every year by students on this campus

Last year's spring concert may have been a bit short of

expectation* in terms of attendance, but most of those who
attended enjoyed it. including msscll

It i« pretty clear that L PC is being ridicukiusry stubborn in

not allowing MsasConcerts to produce and fund this year's

spring concert. According to the article, there is nothing in

SGA by-laws that prohibits outside vendors from co-spon

soring an event such as the spring concert It is foolish to

turn down MassConcens' offer which would not cost stu-

dents any additional charge. It is frustrating that IPC won't

give MassConcens a chance if they can't put on a show
themselves.

We don't believe that L'PC has the right to deny the stu-

dent body a thing that is as eagerly anticipated as the spring

concert There is a student activity fee on our tuition bill

whkh we have all paid, so money should not be an excuse.

Other than laziness or selfishness, there is no excuse for the

cancellation of the spring concert

Ken Appcll

Alex Pesarik

PQA
ic editor:

This letter is to the L'PC in response to the article in the

Wed. March 4 paper about the Spring Concert. 1 am
absolutely outraged that the LPC has the audacity to reject

the more than generous offer from lohn Peters and

MassConcerts. The fact that he is more than willing to sup-

ply funding and his own time to assist the I
' npus in

holding a Spring Concert is more than genensjs This tradi-

tion of having a spring concert can't and shouldn't be

stopped because L'PC doesn't have the funding or the staff.

lohn Peters offers not only a spring ejajsasj but a spring

concert that will be free to UMass students. A concert that

has been something that the whole school can partake in and
has been free to the students for many years before this

(except last years) I don't know whose decision it was to

reject this offer but I would appreciate it if the whole SGA
was able to vote on it. or maybe even the whole school to

vote.

I am a graduating senior and would appreciate a concert

that I have paid for in my tuition for the last Ksir years. The
amount of monev that I have paid this Lniversity alone

should at least allow us the luxury of a spring concert. To all

those students out there who share ms view, take a few- min-

utes to write your own letter of support of the spring BOOM
and mas he they will pay attention to what the real student

Usis wants Thanks again for your offer lohn Peters.

Brian Quick
Bclchertown

No more
Titanic bashing

lb the editor

This is ridiculous how you continue to publish these ami-

Titanic columns. The one in the Arts section about two
weeks ago was bad enough, but today's (March 4) column
has put the final nail in the coffin. It is time for sou guss to,

admit it. Titanic is a fabulous movie. What other movie has

esei continued to sell out every show, sesen weeks alter

opening.

The only reason these writers are going against this movie

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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\- because everyvwie else in America is in k>se with this film

I don't know why some people always have to go against the

grain. I bet you anything that if Titanic had bombed, then

these writers would be going on about how great a mosie it

is.

Yes. I am one of those people who is obsessed with the

movie. Yes. I have seen this movie four limes But. it is not

because of this dire need to see 1 eonard DiCapno with. si i a

shin on. It is because Titanic b a fabulous movie. The act

ing. the romance and the special effects What more could a

movie lover ask for Maybe, if your columnists sat down for

a moment and thought about that, and forgot about just

bashing something just because everyone else was going

crazy over it. then maybe their columns would have a little

rrk>re substance.

Rana Meyer
ranam@studcnt.umass.edu

Response to the

campaign paper storm

lb the editor

lately, the entire campus is plastered with obnoxious yel-

low signs with the words "Pellegrino" and "Howe" on them
in huge, bold letters. Literally, there are thousands of these

signs hung up in excess everywhere on campus
The waste of time, money and paper is completely absurd

These candidates have the misconception that the more signs

they put up. and the brighter the color is. then they'll win the

election. They . however are decidedly wrong.

The more I see doors and poles coated with their names,
the more strongly I refuse to sote for them. This ridiculous

display must certainly break some sort of property defama-
tion act It seems now as if every bulletin board, window.
door and telephone pole has a minimum of eight ol their

signs on it.

V\ | should not be subjected to such propaganda that i" a

blatant attempt to brainwash Mudents to vote for them. I

was happs to sex that one building on campus, which earli-

er in the das had had its entrywas almost GOOsftoofj cos

ered with signs, was rid of this nonsense only a few hours
later Apparently, this tactic of theirs is annoying more than
lust one person on campus It Pellegrino and Howe want to

win the elections, they slKiuld locus on getting their views
ahoul sMssi out to the entire student population and not to

hang up as many signs as the\ possibly can. At least the

other candidates posted their signs in reasonable numbers.
lifted more than jusf their names, and some even had their

views on certain issues they planned to address.

The only way I did find out about Pellegrino and Howe's
views (and what their first names were), was by a friend of
mine who had unknowingly signed their nomination paper.

They MM her a copy of their platfonn. which contained the

MM goals that candidates three years ago had promised to

get accomplished. I find it sad that election campaigns.
esen at the student government level, mimic those of the

federal government, where nothing is accomplished, impor-
tant issues are conveniently danced around or outright
avoided, and publicity is everything.

Abby Fenton

Afenton@studenl.umass.edu
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Smash mouth, 3rd EB delight

Smash mouth lead singer Steve Harwell asks "Why can't we be friends'" W
OaVM

night in Boston.

By Joseph D

THIRD EYE BLIND SMASH MOUTH / FAT
Orpheum Theatre

March 4

BOSTON — In this da> and age of the mega-mogul
musi. industis. moM of the media we are exposed to is a

bunch of one hit svenders vshu»e title song is unls

-kin deep Recentls. unls >.ne hit ssi.ndcis seem to be

making names lot themselves The most popular sounds

latels are ska (with poster children, the Mights Mights

Bosstones) and easv listening feminine popsters like lessel

and Sarah Mel achlan.

New groups seem to come and go like the tides ebb and

Hess Sutprisme to mi»i is the Maying power of San

Francisco's Third I se Blind The group's sound is nothing

groundbreaking, but their message and musical chops are

solid VAcdncsdas evening at the Orpheum Theatre, thes

brought the house down The night featured co-headlin-

er* Smash mouth who put the "fun" hack in rock

irding to Smash mouth basest P.iul Dc I isle

"Won- just out here to hase a good time and bring a little

bit of ps>s,imts back to music I mean, people are getting

Marilsn Manson."

Coming out strong and filled with energy to spare.

Smash mouth never let up in their fast and furious attack

Unfortunately, the crosvd ssas lairls lackluster, with sv ,me

rowds patrons upstairs in the balconv accounting for what

little mavhem there

Lead singer Stese Harwell helped k!cl the carls HI

blood pumping bv repeatcdlv asking il ansk-ds was actu-

alls out there There was. and the crowd quickls cot back

into the show It was easv to understand whs the ctowj

was out of it. as Smash mouth has vers atsptcal sound

"Nersous In the Alles." along with the wonderful

Turn to SHOW pope 6

Shop Off Campus..?

Why Bother?
Check out these everyday

low prices:

VV.ll.fcn.wn Cham MHonmi Chaws

Item: UStore Drug Store Grocery Store
In Downtown Amnsvtt

Coppertone S5.79
4or. SPF 4

Visine $3.39
Original .Soz.

Trojans $4.99
12pk Unlubricated Condoms

Tylenol $3.69
Extra Strength 24 Capleta

$3.39

$4.99

$6.99

$3.99

$7.49

$3.83

Near Amherst

$5.99

$3.99

$7.49

$3.69

Ustore.

Not like

a mall...

Better.

rsit

tfslty of Massachusetts Campus Centei

Amherst, MA

413-545-2619

Open M-F 9 to 5, Sat. 1 1 to 4

i, AMEX. Discover, and UCard

lea.

Kissing not a strong Schwimmer
By Rob Roensch

Collegian Correspondent

KISSING A FOOL
Directed by Doug Ellin

wiffi Jason Lee, David Schwimmer, and Mill Avital

Playing at Mountain Farms Theaters

Kissing a Foot is a isptcal romantic coiueds, pre-

dictable and unesenls vents I ha; sjid. it |s
|H ,( without

its charms

The stois. told in flashback* .enters ground las. a

ilea it hi iikcn wiitci (JMOI led, ssho sets up his edi

tot Samantha (Mili \sitali with Ins best Inend M.is

a womanizing sp0ftscas*sr t Das id Schwiinnieri The

obsiousls inistiiatched Max and Sjiii lot MM r,

get engaged and Mas becomes paranoid that Sam
will cheat on hun He enlists \n% io test net losalts

but lav onls succaadi in lulling in lose with her.

Prom there the plot is tangled and nasatvad \0 sitcom

fashion

The stors is otdmuis and the script is amusing but lit

tie else. The onls was a mosie eaa transcend these

handicaps i> through acting, and here the acting is

almosi enough

The central Jiaiactei is plased bs Ice. who walked

aw as with both Mallrats and Chasing \my bs sasmg

inappropriate things much too loudls He was lunns in

those movies because he was so obviously enjoying

himself, an actor as a class clown rather than a comic

"artist.* He calms down here, and although his acting is

tentative and he never seems to know what to do with

his hands. His character is incredibly simpathetu

because of Lee's simplicity and directness.

I ce gives up his place as scene stealer to

Schwimmer, previously known for his sensitise, m
e.mi wuss on television s "friends" and for his s,,J

mook in the Pallbearer Schwimmer abandons his aJet

guy persona and is reborn as a confident sleazebag

with siungels shiny hair. Schwimmer has alwass had

excellent timing and. in contrast to I cc. he moves like

a vs ell oiled machine here He says "What up

least 20 times during the movie, and it keep* getting

funnier because Max has no idea how ridiculous

Schwimmer is making htm sourtd.

Mill \sital has a distinctive screen presence as the

romantic heroine. unu«ualls gentle and natural, but the

movie gises her depressingls little to do Samantha

exists mostls as an ofejact lot the two men to argue

about, but it is to Xsital's credit that she II alw.i>s

interesting 1 ike the men. she makes the most of a

thinly written role

but all the well meaning acting in the end ean'l

the feeling that this storx has been told before, and its

been told much, much better Still, I laughed esers now

and then, and that's always worth something t.

Two movie soundtracks that actually work
By Seemo Gangotvkar

ColUQiiin Stan

THE MAN N THE RON MASK
(original musk composed by! Nick

Glennte Smith.

Milan

tttank:

(origino! music composed by) James

Homer
Sony Classics

the lirsl MM '•' the deepls

sinister opening "Surrounded." the

soundtrack to The Man in the Iron

\la>k sets itself up as a character

re. imbuing the story with a sense

of both passion and urge:

Set in 1662. The Mart tn the Iron

Mask requires music that comple

ments both the heaviness o! the

baroque stsle along with the sets

beginnings of the ngidits ot the dassi-

^.il period With an original K
written bs Sick illcnnic Smith. The

Alan in the Iron Mask folkrWl the

classical tradition of music, with

inspiration drawn from Handel.

following the rules of classical music

implies a restraint and an orderliness

in the compositions, and Glmnte-
Smith excels in the neo-classical stsle

adding just enough percussion anil

heavy brass lines to convey a sens

excitement in the music. Glennie

Smith also does not neglect the fact

that the film actually takes place dur

ing the har\>quc period — a period of

• isii on ornamentation

and detached notes He incorporates

those ideas within the piece, but light

rtcre with the

Mingtv class K.,i ttyk

Lnlike many soundtracks. The \lan

in the Iran Mask does not have one

single, pervasive theme rurming

through it The music changes often,

sometimes within a composition

Irom the intense blackness of

"Surrounded." followed by the tri-

umphant H -.ing." the playful

"Ihc Pig Chase" and the solemn
"king Fat V king " ClennieSmith

manages to conses an individualistic

sense for each separate piec

that there aren't connecting moments

within the tnusik. but for the mo»i

.ach composition manages u>

stand bs itself reflecting mood and

character themes, rather than an oser

whelming faCM
the lanfare of "The Masked

Ball" to the melanchols "A Taste of

Something." there is a freshness and a

romanticism wtthin the music that

ha« been lacking in the past.

Iitaiuc the soundtrack, is an emo-

tional appeal to the senses, a stimng

and sweeping attempt. There is a sim-

pKits in the music From the plain-

tise "Neser an Absolution" to the

more energetic "Southampton," the

emotions in the music run the gamut

from |os to deep sadness and in the

proces" siii up .1 feeling d grandeur

A soundtrack should complement the

film and Hantsc'l does so beautifullv

With a sweeping passion, the

lines blend softly together. There are

.v'tdant notes in Titanic and

there are no abrupt changes in mood:
each segment takes a mood and
expands upon the idea.

uposed by lames Horner.
Titanic resonates with the ideas and

the passions of the era, the

and fears of those aboard I I

Homer makes good use of <xnthcstw

and socals to complement the lull

orchestra in order to express tfu.se

feelings

Writing for a period piece often

makes it difficult lor the composer,

simply because it is almost impossible

to capture the exact flavor of trie musk
from 85 years ago Blending together

the beginnings of the modern »ound

with help from scnthesucrs and a

vocal accompaniment along with the

dreamy themes o( the romantic era.

Homer makes the musk resonate for

that era s* well as for this one.

Titanic, howeser doe* not hase

many shifts in the musical theme
itsell Its theme, most presalent in

"Rose" and "My Heart W ill Go On" is

the basis for most of the ICON Hut

it's hard to fault Titanu. lor rvlstng so

heavily on the romantic theme, cspc

cially when its softness doe» m.> much
to help the storv along and projeci the

grandiose theme of Titanic The Man
In the Iran Mask B* Titanic— A

Pr^k, THE s»
j
^,

COLLEGIAN
WISHES

ALL UMASS
HUMANS

dountouiwi -AtviU.'si

Paregoric
Piercing

Custom NhIc picrcine ansi jcssclry

LOWEST RATES IN THE VALLEY
Cafl (413) 94*4

tor prices appointment dii -elions

Amherst Fire Department

VOLUNTEER FLRE FIGHTERS
JOIN THE STUDENT FORCE OF ENGINE COMPANY 3

GAIN VALUABLE EXPERIENCE

SERVE YOUR COMMUNITY

for information see our table on the

Campus Center Concourse. March 4th, 5th, 6th

Open house at the North Fire Station, March 6th, 5:00p.m.

Call 549-5419
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Music goes to the jungle on Goldie's latest; Ani DiFranco mixes up her style
. . ,.. u ;.;.... r„. ,n .ikuin Purrentlv siorniina UP the charts c

The king or jungte, CoJdie, returns with Saturn/retum, with help from

KRS-One, David Bowie and Noel Gallagher

SATURNZRETUKN
Gold*

London/Brr

Techno hip hop onist Goldic ha*

often hailed as "the undisputed k

the jungle " C.oldie A I than

adequate fob of living up to thi- rcputa

lion with his lateM k
Saturnzretum C.oldie s new 2-CD

> best when he Hk b to his for-

mula ol up-tempo bass and drums

hem* He get* mixed results when he

expenment- with eretheral psyd>

vj which composes much ot the tir-i

div.

The 'he flrsl

"Mother." get* off to a fsbe nan but

pick* up before the listener lose* inter

e*t. which is a good thing considering

Hi over an hour long. "Truth." which

features David Bowie on vocals,

all the right places

icoad di*>. places Goldie in

familiar territory of pounding bass and

techno rhvlhms Noel Gallaghei pro-

vides some guilai wotk on "Temper

Temper" and KKS One is featured on

tal."

Solum:return provides gTeat jungle

lechno expected ol Goidic It also

tint material — some that

some that does not (Kevin

Mcmalum >

UTTlf PlASnC CASTU
Ani DtFronco

Righteous Babe

Bv this point everybody ptett>

much know- Am 1 n franco » D I ^

<ucces« »tor>. but for those who

karat! al ntmoo when mm d Mah

friendi laid 'Who ihc hell is Ani

DiFranco and why It Ma plavmg the

Mullins Center?" a brief intnxiuction

is ncccssai \

Ion in 1970 in Buffalo, N l

DU ranco began writing and perform

ing music hcloic it"-' i<-''>J s'i <P ol 10

Hv the time she M RJ Dil ranco had

keaxfa nka ed i ai laad album ot

original tOOfl Ml htf own recoid

label NO* M - 7 *•*• )
u -' "j****

her ninth studio album. Little Plastic

Gaav.
This latest aval aai tin- rtaaaoui

babe branching out of her litmlv

aanadaaj (oft and punk rooM kao ai

unsctiliing period of maturation, not to

mention a N examination ot hcr-ell

i"lucl"> Perhaps due to HaM main

stream exposure which opened her

eye* to a whole new world of possibili-

ties DiFranco tao'i coaaal lo "imply

pbr] the tolkv punk amnion- Songs

like the title Back and "Deep Dish

even feature trumpets. u outhones and

saxophones Co tiguic

Initially the album BH) sound a hit

shallow and hollow due it- aftdl pt>

duction Clearly. Piliaiic. works bet-

ter when the production is kept to a

minimum, allowing lor hei Irank.

in sour laa wit Hei powerful wotd>

are allowed to tevnale usual!) with

onl> an acoustic guitar heme
strummed over a background drum

heat Sot so with much ol tittle

tie Instead DiFranco tries

a more subtle approach which often

works -- as on "As 1»* and

"Independence Da\ " Whatever route

she takes though Dif taiKo is a voice

that s impossible to ignore She will be

heard.

While evervthing doesn t come up

rote* on / title Plastic laslle. |

crctdit lot trving instead of retting on

her laurel- B iMaitv keanet

EXILE ON COtDHARBOOR LANE

AJ
Elensental/GeHen

Perhaps the \eai

musical blend.

- most eclectic

sound i an onl>

be described as | slca/v mix of blues,

boogie and churchy choruses Fueled

In an acid trip. A bnel listen to the

album's best track "Ain't Gofel

Ivais tins out

Ihc \ei> Reverend l)r D Wavnc
I ove (there's a mouthful) and I any

I ove have assembled | like minded
^adie ol musician- who preach an

alinos! holy platform ol duhbv klM
throhs. eccentric hainunica blasts

with beaky- tonk Urtt

ance It all combines to

make ' til* On
I fldharboitr lane ,

riotouslv tun. unpie
diclahle rollei COaatOT

ride. B* (M K

MAVERICK A STRIKE

Fintey Ouoye
550 Music

A
(

above

''•'-'-^ggaF^av

]m On

IrarOff

show

Having the stigina KMtokfd to vou

of "being Iriekv | uncle' sail t be a

good thing. Realilv must he a tough

pill to swallow il vouie I inlev ciu.iv>.

then. I suppose

While both trOVtrte in pulling

together hallucinatorv -,'UiiJsv .ipt-

lilled with dope addled groove- and

blunted c>ul rhvthnis Ouayc is quite

dillerent liom his mole lamous

nephew . lor now at lean.

The excellent MoMti ^ \ SMfcf is

cloaca to I'hillv soul than trip hop.

and the leioKing nature that perme-

ates almost all of his debut shows whv

Ouave is a talent to behold Hi- vical-

arc almost Rastafarian and elearlv

taking a page out ol Bob Mat lex I

plavhook. the songs a gtorioul ie

:ialimn>l urban lite

"It s (..teat When Weie lo k'ethc-r

and "Ride On and luin the •

On are both cx^eptumal songs

because of Ouave s abilitv to pi

hi* li»tener* in an ir:esisiiblv chans

matic and righteou* manner, de

anv pretemions

Ouav Hilt is what

we've been waiting for — an album

wnh no filler A ( M.K.I

HARD QUESTIONS
Linee

Stvcl. Girl

I he elements have to be in good

older loi I inee iViioiicel s brilliance to

on iciord. and these ele

menis laeiucica fine rhythm - cHon .in

earnest zeal lor sell expiession, and

above all. I inee - UUW«rfal voice

The stixini along qualitv

ol the -oiigs on Hard
Oaestiuns lead them
either into beautifully

»v affecting folk rock

^W moments or untoi
s

] tunale meandering

*J ruts In "I'm No
' \ngel." bassist

I tank Ro/elle and

__ummer Mark Kislus

icniain. as alwav-. res|vctlull> nonde-

script as Linee makes a bald emotion

al appeal to the listenei "I can't walk

this road again ol unrequited lire
"

Ihc etleel d this disarminglv simple

tune and MMtkiaj vocal dehv

woiiderlul King- Highwav i- a

plaintive, open song which leatures

I inee dealing with contused desiie in

a dilleivnt and equally satistvm.

But songs such as "Ease Nour

Wear] aJ I kao kaaaaaafe
li-vmg ti> ciam liix's into verses

dull musical accompaniment. Kloie

she saves the song with a beautilul

chorus featuring her flawless har-

monies Problems such as these are

liustrating. and unfortunately Ire

quent I inee works best at her least

monotonous It ting*

Mv lite s a picture d bUod and rain /

\ holing book, an open refrain
'

On Hard QaaakMt n seems that

Ivk. much rain has diluted the blood

i laraa) r«l

NAKED BABY PHOTOS
San Folds five

(Carolina

tuirentlv storming up the chart- on

the back- d •irfcV "-"^''l H"'' V

Photos is an album for I hose who

need a little catching up with the

piano diiven pop of this Chapel Hill

S c trio.

Comprised ot lettove. tracks (roil.

then debut album and several live oltci

mgs. the albums centerpiece is the one

inal 7 inch version of ihe_ first evei HI I

song, "lackson Cannery

The live tracks each showcase the

vibrancy of their raucous live shows

especially the borderline mi-oevniM

humor of "Song For the Dumped and

the outrighl hilantv ol "Satan k My

Mastei .

While much ol the mate"

nowhere near the quality d Wkatt

and I ver \men. \aked Hahv Photos

nonetheless manages to be an album

of etloitlesslv entertaining WC»I and

self -effacing humor that underlie-

some consistently tuneful and clevei

songs B- i M K
I

WORDGCTS AROUND
Stereophonies

V2

Made up of three boyhood fri

l.oiu ihe same small South Wl
town Kellv lones Ruhaid I.

and Stuart table Steicophonic-

have dutifully taken their number m

the long queue ol Bnipop wannafv-

ludging tiom the re-iilts an then

dehut WW GM Ground, thex d bei

ter be prepared to wait a long while

helore anvhodv .alls that numfxi h

not that thev don t have talent

they plav their instruments well M\d

sound good enough — but Hi sunplv

a paint bs numbers approach I

lairh innocuc^s blend of Bntpop (the-

kind Cast and Ocean Colour Scene

play i

Honestly, nothing on tt

and merits much attention and

barely a second listen not even

"More I ile in a Tramp's Vcm " which

describes the tedium of a job at a

Iruit and vegetable stand 'lawn c

K
I

connnood from poo* 5

"Walkin On the Sun" (featuring a

mini-Coke parody), and "Whv Can t

e Friend*" all provided endless

listening enjoyment

Sol onlv did Ihird I vc Blind

have the energy d Smash mouih

thev tripled n Third I ve Blind i* a

band, which like most bands, tra-

verse in simple guitar, bass drums

and lead vocal* Nothing special —
the fancy pari was their musical

nt man Stephen lenkins on a

number of occasions said "Why do

any ol >«ju «a*a lukaat baai l lik e

He felt that their dark sound

shouldn't be popular

The last time Third Fye Blind

came to Boston, they played in the

cramped confines s>! ihe 800-capac-

ity Paradise Rock Club That show

wasn't even sold out.

Alter only a couple ol months

after their self-titled debut hit the

shelves, their "cult" status has gone

full-blown mainstream They have

staving power and the records u.

it In fact, their first single.

"Semi-Charmed life." IgaaM 20

- on Billboard s Hot 100 *in

gles chart

It wa< refreshing to see that a

otMAdHkmk m mating aauavay hand

over fist can prove that thev ate

mortal lenkins said many times that

he was having fun and that the fans

made it all worth it While it's easy

for many to make such a statement.

lenkins and his mates obviously

weien t kidding as the band

returned for three unscheduled

encores.

The current tour wraps up at the

end of this month De I islu

that "after that we II be going back

over to Furope for a month and

then come back to the states and

mav be do our own tour
"

I at opened the evening's proceed-

ings up with a typically loud, obnoi

ious and raior edged blend of

-tiaighttorward rock Too had those

blades were dull They were defi-

nitely not a very impressive outlu
I 'X«HS> MKMMl CAUM

England's A3 have created a curious brew of acid house and techno on their eclectic debut

I niversity of Colorado at Boulder

USE SUMMER TO
CCELERl
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Tuice Bar
ayfH E A L T H V SMOOTHIES & FRUIT DRINKS

One ftfic NutrrtJonal Supplement with each Smoothie

29 M. PI—ant %tr—i • Amlmrut 2*3-2774
(>

YOUR ACADEMIC
PROGRESS

Summer session on the Boulder campus is something special. U tth

over S00 campus courses to choose from, it s a relaxed, comfort-

able learning environment. Classes are smaller And when you re

not in class, you can soak up Boulder's mellow charm Or explore

Boulder's backyard, a high country playground that includes some of

the country's most rugged and spectacular terrain.

Summer is a great time to get a jump on the next phase of your

educational goals.

FOR EXAMPLE:

v/tSTTIrKj STUDCrtTS. Take advantage of CI resources to complete or

enrich your own degree program.

HIGH SCHOOL STUDCrTTS. Take a college course for experience, to

enhance your college application, or to see if CI! is the right school

for you.

TMCHCSS. Earn recertification credits and tap into everything the

I niversity has to offer.

P0OHESSIOMAL DtWiLOPMHTT. btCMaM vour knowledge base and

build skills to enhance your capabilities

ENRKHMEHT. Give yourself the pleasure of an academic challenge at

I
I this summer.

FOR MORE JMFORMflTIOM.

Lai 505492-5M6 or 800-331 MM tonqpal

a Summer Session catalog f )r visit our web site

www.colorado.edu/conled summer

raimiasiBW

• 50% Student Discounts

• Right in Amherst

• Space is Umiied! Call

(.utmSudWW Man* ll*« 700 pai Lord )*Hr*v Inn VmhctiH

Body Image &. Eating Concerns Week

March 9 - It

5top by the Catmpus Center Concourse table daily 9:30am - 2:30 pm
lor information, videos, and a chance to win a prize.

4:10 - 6:00pm

Monday Marth 9

8:00 9:10pm

Pitr Support (}roup for those

struggling with an eating disorder.

Room 811-15. Campus Center

Body Imago Workshop
Hillel Lounge

Think working for a retail company is limited to the view from behind the cash register' Think again

M T) ManAlarshalls were talking corporate careers full of ever-changing and challenging

responsibilities You see we re shattering the myth of what working for a retail company is all about

We know you want to step into an industry leader make mufti million dollar decisions and impact a

company s profitability right from the start in our Corporate Executive Training Program you will

Our Corporate executive Training Program is a well defined corporate career path that will prepare you to

become a Buyer or Merchandise Planning Manager You see. when it comes to corporale careers we believe

we have what you're looking for

We'll be conducting on-campus interviews

Tuesday, March 10th

For more information visit your Career Services Office.

If unable to attend candidates should forward their resumes to College Recruiter T I
Maxx/Marshalls.

Oept CR 98 770 Cochrtuate Road Framingham MA 01701 FAX (508) 390 2650 f mail

ksparre@1iac net (please do not send attachments) Visit our website wwwTIX.com

8:00 9:10pm

10:00pm

Tuesday Marth 10

I

TJ-mCDlt; TJX" ^ Mr
1

1

/Marshall
T/X(fMM.ME\iM.

We. are an «quH ogjpofl rwttaxl lo workforce dWtKtaty

4:10 - 6:00pm

6:10 - 8:00pm

Wednesday, March 11

10:00pm

Thursday. March 12

Htalthy Eating to the Dining Halls.

Room 917, Campus Center

Btcovering Bodin".
video produced by the Five College

Eating Disorder Task Force.

Sot it on Channtl IS.

Body Imago Workthop
Room 803, Campus Center

Fritndt and Familitt Group
lot those concerned about someone

who has as eating disorder.

Room 804-08, Campus Center

"Tho Famino Within" video.

S«* it on Channtl 15.

Call Unlverafty Health Servicea, General Medicine 2 at 577-5314

for more Information about Eating Dleorder Programa.
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hockey side
continued from page 10

two points

i Mas- v«.,ii need to nop Maim fa
wards Shawn Waniborottfh and
Steve Kariyu. two v.f the due playen
in Hock*) I .i-i In addition ihc
Miuutemcn will need ii. MH In Altie

Michaud, wtu> ihe Minuieinen could
not solve up in Orono

However, ihe BIkI IW.iis will be
hungn in then rtJfUaH season finale

Maine fell u Nebraaka Omaha 4 ~h

in its la*t conte-i. and will | lKA ),„

some iiioiiientuin headinvi into the
Hockey I ,ist phyofTl

On the I \t.i-s side of things, the

Minutemen have not been feneiaiini;

offense as ol late I Mass | ui s on |v

icd three goals in its last three
games, and has been struggling on
the olleilsive end thioughoul the

si in

Senior goaltendei Hnan Kegaii

had been playing well, but he I

up live gccils against loMM College

on Wednesday night and was pulled

in favor .1 MariUM Helanen
However. Kegan should be up lo the

task against Maine, knowing that the

contest could mark his linal bO mm
ules of collegiate hockev it I Mass
tails

Saturday night's game will also be
senior Sight for ihe departing
Minutemen Ihe cUm M IM-ik

includes Regan Dan luden. Cfaffa

Fawceii loin O'Connor, Dean
Campanile, Mike Gaffne) and

cell, who transterted to I Mass
ins lunior

L Mass will look towards not only

those seven plavcrs but the entire

roster lo help them it two points

Should the Minutemen reach the

plavolts thev will lace either Boston

I niversitv or Boston College in the

Hockev hast quarterfinals next week-

end
il should be a dandy Sixty minutes

will determine an enure scaMii W ill

the Minuienven -ink or iwfa?
We'll |ust have to wan and see.

continued from page 10

turnovers evervthing reallv

mated to go against Massachusetts in

those five ininutes CiW coach Mike
lutvis claimed that's what won the

CokmUl the game

"We got quickei in the second half."

laivis said. "v\c weie getting to balls

that I Mass usually gets to
."

laivis thought I Mass ^as tired, and

that it hurt the Minutemen in the sec-

ond half

But Hint didn't agree He thought

lAv |iist heat them ii' MPJ loose ball

in crunch time and that along with

strong contributions liom the Colonial

bench, was the difference.

I lint insists there really isii t much
lo this liisini: sk.jd Shots aren t tailing

guvs aren l getting lo loOH bali

Yet, m>t winning the Atlantic 10.

I Mass mam goal all season, is a dis

appointment he said

Now the locus is c>n the \C V\ tour-

nament L Mass A,.- m week* .,,

yesterday 'i loss won't affect that.

There isn't much concern in the

I Mass v jiup Ihe Minutemen will

take liven week oil icst up. and if thev

can't write a happy ending to theii

cunfcience season here m
Philadelphia they'll irv and write a

ending lo then season in the

Nl \ A tournament.

But unless thev get back on track,

and fast, there won't be a happy end
ing It won t matter what then KPI

ranking was. what their AP ranking

•vhcre thev weie seeded or who
thev played

It I Mast can't get back to what got

them into the NCAA tournament

that (Rctuv. !>• lose' attitude I \ln--

basketball is famou- tor

that will mailer Because they'll be in

the position thev were in fat night

Heading back to Amherst, head* hung
k>w . wondering what could hav |

Knowing the party i» going on without

them.

/ HaM If. n-dith u a totltptlH,

'nc/

UMass Hillel's

LATKE vs. HAMANTASH
Debate
•

l

&*$&*>)

n 1
Sunday. March 8. 1998, 12:30pm
Hillel House/388 N. Pleasant St.

Fnsenrad Open »d tie PU*(B\JXtt{i1130Hms^
by Uataas HNM and tna Uta*M Jtmnah Facvdty and Staff Group

II \MI(IN(.yipisI iii^nisli«Ml

l >lass F»ciill>

For Tko
Hamantnah:

Ruth Abrama
Judaic a Hmmr Eastarn Sludtaa
Dapl. "A Jawiah F.min.tl
HlaleHcal Analyaia of Ina Latka

-»>rolammo» laraal Koran
cirical a Camputar tnfltrvaoring

Dapt. "NamanlaariiTtw Mail
Braa* tnrowen In Camputar

acajnatoev

'

-Orotaaaor JaNray Haua
Judaic ft Naar Eastarn Studio*

Dapt.*Namanta*han mn4 tha
Jawlan Quattion."

9 ivanl io malm all ofmmk dbioamA corns bats.

•>*>>*« Happy Three Years »I«

•&

«

*
*
*

*
e%

CRAZE PR©M©Tl©NS
r»r«s*"rts

FREAKY WBVSk

Straight from NYC:

DJ Storm

and also Featurinq:

PJ WalfSee X Drink Sp«ciala
' l+- .ar»*iii \ $i .so Tequila Shots

$2.00 Sea on the

Batach

$2.00 Runt 4 Cokes
$3.00 22o». Rolling

Rock Bottles

$5.0O Miller Lhe
PRchora

Located on Rt. 9 next to

the AMC Movie Theatre

For Info 586 - 2744

baseball
continued from page 10

and should log plenty of time on
the hill lor I Mjss this year,

Oh. and by the way. the undci
cl.issmcn area'l loo shabby,
eithei

Catcher Biian Satnela returns

behind the plat* lor his |unior sea-

son altci a sophomore campaign
which sayy him belt eight homers
and IS RBI to go along with a

5^8 average lr*M MairtaftTff
nuncs oyer lo shortstop altei

ing sigiulicam action at third

in |sj-i7. a season in yyhich he I111-

ished second on the team in hit-

ting with a 4(10 a\i'

Aaron Ktaunstein is back
patrolling left field fot I Mass,

and will look to continue to

eineige as an imposing offensive

threat Braunstem left the said 14

times 111 1^7 and drove in 49 RBI

along venh a >5I aseragc

Sophoiiioic Shaun Sketln
Mill also sec action as the desig-

nated hitlei and should Use his

1 to cause some ptoblems for

opponent-
Redshirt freshman Hay in Claik

and freshmen Suk Corneau and
uld also see action

tor the Minutemen this season.

Ihe test of the pitching »iult

will also he lornndahle, as junior

southpaw Bill Cooke and junior

right > Ryan Cameron will be
-tarters for the Minutemen Cooke
was 6-2 in 1*447 while Cameron
linished up with a 4-0 mark.

Others who StOlte cvpects tee

action will be sophomore Itaci-

Vcracka. who was 4-S as a I

man. and newcomers Nuk
kan'ch. lason Grecheika.

Davi and I raig S/ado
I V. d the NCAA

Ktfioaall in l^t). but tell just

shott last season aliet tailing to

Virginia lech in the A- 10 tourna

merit Stone hopes that this u-ji

vc ill bring a return to the promised

land tot the Minutemen

"Wa want to win the A- 10 tout

ney and nunc onto the M \ \-

Ihais one ol our goals, but vye

haye a lot ot work lo do before we
get there." Stone said.

But lor now. the Minutemen
have been scrimmaging Amherst

College in effort to prepare for

their season opener uhich will be

toiiight al 7 p.m. against the

Univenit) o4 South Florida In

lampa.
ke is expected to open

things up tonight with the Hist

pitch Barnsby will start

Saturday's 1 p.m. matchup, and

Cameron is slotted to pitch in

teliel on I nda> as well as open on

Sunday at I p in

"They re going t>5 pitchc

three innings, vhatevet comes
first," Stone said. "There are a

number ol guy* »ho vc ill al-

WO! •

Ihe Bulls have not fared well

since their season began at Honda
International on Ian 2*4 \|i er 4

tough 1-2 loss, they have com
piled a 7-11 record Their -

ha- been a mix of ups and downs.

as they sagged to a 0-1 start

before beating Miami IS—J on

Feb. I South Honda 1 last game
was a staggering 17-7 loss on
Tuesday 10 lacksomille

"This weekend is more for our

guys to get work." Sione said.

"Hopelully they will pitch well

and will giye u« the opportunity to

wm the bdllgamet.*

%mass iw8
Schttlulr

at as.

«p* * si -rs#r»t s |M
apt « si jiM*M«s, .

.m 1 l*\ll fM« •

• 1

i> Ml

so. at

Major challenge awaits as

mens tennis heads south
By boolord Appd
CcJUgon Staff

Ihe Masaacht '* ienm>

team will have it* hands full this week-

end as il fsces three premier tennis

prc>grams in the course of two d.'

1 last year's smashing success.

K h ludy I I

ced the quality of the schedule

by adding teams the program had
never laced before.

The transformation will nol be more
evident than this weekend, when the

squad heads southward to face

Bloomsbcrg and George Washington

on Saturday I Ma-« vc il I then face

Maryland at College Park on Sunday

"This is the biggest weekend of len

ni> this program hes ever seen." l>\on

said "We have three lough teams lined

up one after another and wr must be

prepared."

The Minutemen have lived for

adversity over the past few teasont, to

at) fitting that So I singles play-

er Todd Cheney has come down with

hu>nehiti*

'Todd ha* played sick and through

pain many times lor us " fhvon said "I

am not worried for him. hut it i«

always better when all of our guy* are

healthy
."

furthermore, lason I in. who played

-i!lka!
Starts Friday • At your favorite Theatre

( uii.t. n Dailv 7:00 and 9:15

FROM ! CIEAT Oil OP 'MICO'

"A WlLDLV
ENTtRTAINING COMEDV!"

'John Cuoomw Is Bum i iwi.

The Col\ Brothers Suiri Amis!
INI /Mctm SBC TV fNKVCO

THE
BIG LEBOWSKI

.Jtj.*. laassV "^"^^ ^*2?tt"
www lebosrshi.com LMx»..»,i».m. i»i«,»>—

ACADEMY .MUSIC fa^fa J584W435
MORTMAWPTON MASS

ipEClAL EVENT
SAT MARCH 7TH

Deep House
I
Trance

plus

Hip-Hop in the

LAVA Lounge
18 plus

Drink Specials

Giveaways All Nitei

no Ro99ie Jcon/
>r7

of Work Bool/!!! /

track
continued tiom page 10

Minutemen is their team health. The
rigors ol the long season have slatted

to take their toll on the team.

Included on the proverbial waiting

list at the infirmary is lo.e, who is

still nursing a strained muscle, and
Carrara, who has been battling a sinus

inlcction for almost a month.
Freshman Marc Sylyander had to be

tenio.cd Irom the mile relay because

of a hamstring pull suffered one week
ago

"It s at the end of the year when
the kids aie experiencing some down
time. O Hnen said "I y cry one s run-

ning into the flu. People get some

Spectacular

compete in

By Pool Teves

Cdaayor. Surf

Ihe Massachusetts women's
indoor track and field stars are fac

ing what might be tor many their

last meet ot the winter season The
•uen are heading tor the ECAC*.

a meet in which an athlete must
qualify to participate

l Mas*, six athletes will com-

pete at this meet. The number
qualifiers from UMass wa* originally

en. but Rebecca Donaghue will

not run due to a shin injury

I leel 11 would be best if I

checked it out with a doctor first,

belorc I injure it any further.
"

Donaghue said.

As for the rest ol the I Mass
entries they will run, and many
have set yer> high goals for this

meet

Shclanda Inch will be competing

in the 200m and the long jump,
which she qualified for at her last

meet Irish has set yen high goals

this meet, and she is hoping her

knee miun will not be an issue.

"We re running on a very fast

track I Reggie lewis Track in

IVostonl and mi goals are to hope-

fully break the school records in

K th the long |ump and the 200m."
Irish said.

Irish also set a goal of qualifying

for the nationals provisionally

t llll—lll Irish needs 7

feel 1/4 inch on her best jump 1.

quality

Rosey Bryan also has qualified lor

two t-yents at the F.CACs. the tnple

jump and the SSm hurdle*. Bryan is

hoping io he able 10 qualify for

national* in her eyents. but she

knows that the competition at Mi
meet will be vary

aches and pains or. really. Unas*.
We'd like to be where we were two

weeks ago when we hadn't been
through all of this

"

All in all, howeycr. the meet looks

to be an exciting one, and each ath-

lete will try for one last time to

achieve a NCAA qualifying time or

distance that will lengthen the season

one week.

"When you get kids from N
schools at the same time and the

same place running all their best

times, you can imagine what's going

to happen. It's a gTeat competition."

O'Brien said

six off to

the ECACs
"Some ol the toughest teams m

the country will be here, but I 111

real up lor this meet and to run

against these great runners." Bryan

said

The big hopctul tor L Mass m the

lOOOm is Nicole Way She has been

running well the last couple ol

meets, and hope to continue to do

so.

"This is m> first ECAC and I'm

M] excited to be running in it I

feel confident and strong." 1
said.

W ay has been running personal

bast* in the last couple and

hopes to continue that trend at

kQ
Shana Mitchell is expected to do

well for L Mass in the 20-pound
weight Mitchell has been throwing

well, and II looking forward to see-

ing some of the tough competition

that she has seen at A-IOs and New
1 nglands.

"I look forward lo competing
against Beth Hart from Connecticut

again, and gel another look al

N rihcasicrn and Virginia Tech
Mitchell said

Also competing at this a*M
I Mass will be Silifa Kcnku in the

400m She has been running gnat

time* at all the big meets this sea-

son and has become somewhat of a

dutch runner.

Andrea Cornea u will compete in

one of the more gruelling events the

pentathlon This is an event that she

has been preparing for and looking

forward to for a king time.

I know my athlete* are prepared

and that they want to go out and
give it 110 percent, and they can

accomplish anything." said

Massachusetts OtMOl lultc

I al rcniere

at V> > doubles this spring, has left

the team and will be replaced by Kevin

Curiey in the lineup immediately

must move on and make due
with the lineup wr have." l>xon said

"The double play ha* been coming

around, and I am confident Kevin will

step in and play wrll for us."

George Washington appears to be a

main target (or the Minutemen this

weekend because of the Colonials'

Atlantic 10 standing

I urrcnth C.W places at third in the

conference behind Virginia Tech and

Temple 1 Mass tell to the experienced

Temple team earlier this season. 6- 1

.

"We competed well against Temple.

as did OW I >ixon said. Therefore, a

win over them makes us that much
more credible in the *. 10 put.

The only concerns Dixon *ertri> to

have regard fatigue U)M practices

and the tougher schedule haye taken

their toll on the team

Nevertheless, the Minutemen appear

to have plenty of fire left for the gruel-

ing weekend that awaits them.

"I love the competition." No 4 sin-

gles player Parse Sarnti said. "We have

so much incentive to play well when
we are up against these types of oppo-

nents. This team plays even better

when we are underdogs, so I think we
will be alright

"

UMass
Student
Legal
Services
Office <£6(V *76v^i

922 CAMPUS CENTER

FREE
confidential

professional

legal services

for UMass
students!

545-1995
1
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Collegian Classifieds
University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 F.ix: (413)545-1592

ANNOUNCEMENTS | APARTMfcNl FOR RENT

OVERCOMING
THE IMPOSTOR
SYNDROME

A workshop for

women who doubt

their competence
and shouldn't

Sat. March 14th

10 am -2:30. $49
includes workbook

seating is limited.

Call 585-0451

\tasms For

Commencement
Weekend
B&B accommodations in

Amherst area homes
through Jones Library Bed

for Books Program Call

256-4094 or stop at Jones

Library for brochure

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Amherst Center 1 , 2 and

3 bedroom apartments

Gas heat hardwood
floors We are showing

now for June and

September leases Lincoln

Real Estate 253-7879

3 Bedroom Condos Gas

heat, hardwood floors,

heated basement 1/2 mile

to campus on bus route

We are showing now for

June and September leas-

es $1350 plus utilities

253 7879

Sugarioaf/Alpine

2 + 4 bedrooms available

immediately Free heat/hot

water, plush carpet 1

Designer bath, fully appli-

anced kitchen. On PVTA
busline Call 665-3856

Ask about our great spe-

cials

AUTO FOR SALE

1990 Jssp Wrangler
Hard and soft top Full

doors 5 speed Oversized

tires Many extras 85K

Great shape Asking

$6000 Call 256-0501

93 Toyota Tsrcsl 2dr 80K

miles $4500/80 Excellent

condition 548-9228

89 VW Golf Standard
Hatchback 91 K Excellent

condition $2670 Call Sam
545-0457 |d)/ 256-3450 (n)

Wanted: Junk Cars Cash

paid everyday 1 -800-649-

4795

COMPUTERS

CHEAP! CHEAP! Color

VGA Monitor- $55 Laptop

Notebook- $99 486

Computer System- $295

Call CPC (4131584-8857

EMPLOYMENT

Earn extra cash mailing

our circulars from home in

your spare time No expe-

rience necessary Free

information 1-888-892-

2781

EMPLOYMENT
Summer Jobs- Martha's

Vineyard Island Foods is

now hiring for summer
warehouse and delivery

positions Interviews in

Amherst area on

Wednesday, March 1 1 and

Thursday, March 12. Call

Brian Smith at (508)693

2030 to arrange an inter

view

Martha's Vineyard
Employment
Opportunity! Painters

Wanted No experience

necessary but preferred

Call Carla at 413-562-9076

National Park
Employment- Parks.

Forests, Wildlife

Preserves Ask us how 1

517-324-3109 Ext N5001

3

CAMP CANADENSIS.
Pocono Mountains, PA

Excellent residential coed

summer camp Caring

counselors to teach athlet-

ics, tennis, gymnastics,

mountain bikes, motorcy-

cles, ropes course, year-

book and newspaper,

drama, video, photogra-

phy, riflery. cooking, arts &
crafts, WSI, waterfront,

dance, golf, and much
more 1 Excellent facilities

and great salary' 6/20/98-

8/17/98 Call 1800)832-

8228 or E-mail us at

camp4you@aol com for an

application You can find

us on the web at

WWW CANADENSIS COm

EMPLOYMENT

Summer Employment
Opportunities Student

Painters is looking for

motivated painters for

summer employment. Earn

between $6-$8/hr For info

call 1-800-829-4777

Camp Counselors and

Unit Leaders needed for

quality YMCA girls resi-

dent camp in NW CT

Sports, riding, crafts,

aquatics, drama, photo,

tennis instructors, and

more Call 1-800-842-1143

Advertising Sales

Internships

University Directories is

hiring students to sell yel-

low page advertising for

the official telephone

directory this summer
Commission based pay

structure Training pro-

gram Excellent sales/mar-

keting & management
experience Call 1-800-

743-5556 ext 143 or visit

www umversitydirecto-

nes com

FOR RENT

SUMMER RENTALS
CAPE COD GROUP
Summer Rentals- Some
waterfront houses,

some with swimming
pools. Falmouth area.

Diamond Raal Estate

1508)477 1900

FOR SALE

Corwood For Sale $125

Cord Call 549-5456

FOR SALE

Brother Ink-Jet W.P
Whisper Writer $200 or

best offer Call Jeff 548-

6961

HEALTH & BEAUTY

New Metabolism
Breakthrough Lose 5 100

pounds Dr Approved 1 Cost

$35 800-563 0386

INSTRUCTION

Casco Bay Bartending

Classes Start Soon

Student Discounts

Call For Info

1 -800-467 2028

University Bartending

Course 50% Student

Discount National

Certification Available

Spring Sessions This

Semester Space Is

Limited 1-800-U CAN
MIX

LOST & FOUND

Lost Thursday 2/26

Reading glasses

hard leather case Reward

665-7189

Lost- Black Sweater
Herter Hall on Jan 28th

Please call 665-8394

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

MISCELLANEOUS

FREE T SHIRT * $1000

Credit Card fundraisers for

fraternities, sororities &
groups Any campus orga-

nisation can raise up to

$1000 by earning a whop-

ping $5.00/VISA applica-

tion Call 1-800-932-0528

ext 65 Qualified callers

receive

FREE T-SHIRT.

RESUMES

Kick Butt Resumes
Same Day Service

Includes Print-Outs

549-7558 Ruby

ROOM FOR RENT

Room available imme-
diately m Sunderland on

bus route SWF preferred

Call 546-5082

SERVICES

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK 9B

Free food and drinks'

Cancun, Bahamas,
Jamaica and Florida from

$399 Organize a small

group and travel FREE 1

Highest commissions and

lowest prices Call Surf &
Sun Tours to become a

campus representative

(800)574-7577

Your Ad could

go HERE !

TRAVEL

Spring Break 98 Get

Going!!!

Cancun, Jamaica,

Bahamas, & Florida Group

Discounts & Free Drink

Parties! Sell 5 8. go free!

Book Now 111

Visa/MC/Disc/Amex 1-

800-234-7007
http 7/www.endiesssum-

mertours com

TUTORING SERVICES

Spanish Tutoring

(413)549-1397 Rose

4 String Pedulla

Fretless Bess with hard-

shell case $1900 or B/0

546-5302

TAX TIME
M»>i I V*«n^ai4i< Hn*l*r i>*
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v<<tnulHn I he hroat WM pt*\M

rat*«i ft* m» yo«i M pa* ukl tar

mom anart yaal an h»t

$

Call Manual
I U. llMt

HUaleUm $
Pregnant? Need help?

Call Birthright of Amherst

area for free testing and

assistance 549-1906

To place a Classified visit us in The

Campus Center Basement Or call us at

545-3500

Do you know
where your going

to live this

summer.7

Be prepared
with

The Classifieds

Apartment
Guide

Coming Soon.'
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FRIDAY. MARCH 6

Auditions -- Auditions for

the UMass Theater Guild's

production of Angels in

America will be held at 6:30

p.m. in Campus Center 904.

All are welcome.

Concert — Hiphop band
"Critical Mass" will play a

benefit concert for the Jericho

March to free political prison-

ers. It is sponsored by the

friends of RAIL and will be

held in the Commonwealth
Room (Earthfoods) in the

Student Union at 7 p.m.

Concert — A Battle of the

Bands will be held in Van
Meter and Butterfield dormi-

tories, 7:45 p.m.-12:45 a.m.

Free BBQ from 7-9 p.m. out-

side, rap, funk/jazz and punk

rock bands will play. Call

Andy or Chris at 546-2169
for more information.

Music — The Graduate

Lounge presents "Thank God
it's Friday" with entertainer

and pianist Luke Henderson

in the Graduate Student

Lounge at 3:30 p.m.

SATURDAY. MARCH 7

Auditions — Auditions for

the UMass Theatre Guild's

production of Angels in

America will be held at 1 1

a.m. and 3 p.m. in Campus
Center 904. All are welcome.

Comedy — MISSION
IMPROVable will be perform-

ing their unique brand of

comedy improvisation in

Campus Center 163 at 8 p.m.

Self Defense — Valley

Women's Martial Arts, Inc.,

will be offering free introduc-

tory classes to celebrate

International Women's Day
and Women's History Month.

Healing and Strengthening

Exercises based on Chinese

Therapeutic Methods will be

taught from 7:15-8:15 p.m.

All girls and women ages 7

and up are welcome to attend.

From 10:30 a.m.-noon, intro-

ductory martial arts and self

defense will be held.

Planetarium Show — A free

public Planetarium show will

be held at 4 p.m. at the

Amherst College BstSCtl

Planetarium. For more infor-

mation contact Tom Whitney

at 256-6234.

NOTICES

Employment — The UMass
CRC is hiring work-study
office staff and web publish-

ers. Applications are available

in the CRC office. 322
Student Union, or leave a

voice mail at 545-1 122.

Schedules — The Spring '98

Final Examination Schedule

will be available beginning

Thursday. March 12. Copies

will be delivered to students

in the residence halls, and will

be available to off-campus

students in the Registrar's

office (213 Whitmore). It will

also be available on the World

Wide Web beginning March 1

at http://www-
ureg.admin.umass.edu.

Student Employment —
Effective the week of Feb. 16,

Student Employment Sen ices

will be changing its hours o|

operation. The new hours will

be Monda\ through Friday 10

a.m.-5 p.m. For further infor-

mation call 545-1530.

Support Group —
REFLECT, the Five College

Bereavement Support

Program, offers grief support

services free of charge to

undergraduate and graduate

students who have experi-

enced the death of a loved

one. Groups are small, confi-

dential, and meet for 8 weeks.

Pre-registration is required.

Groups meet on Tuesdays
from 7:30-9 p.m. and
Wednesdays from 6:30- 8

p.m. For more information

call 577-5316.

Tax Assistance — The
Department of Accounting of

the School of Management
will be offering free tax attfe-

tance and preparation for tax-

payort with special needs,

including persons with dis-

abilities, low to limited

income. non-English speaking

persons and elderl> taxpayers.

Volunteers are accounting
majors who have taken tax

courses. Report to the School

of Management Tuesdays and

Thursdays. 6-9 p.m. All other

taxpayers should go to the

Hampshire Mall Tuesdays and

Wednesdays. 3-6 p.m. and
Thursday. 3-9 p.m. (except

during Spring recess). Any
questions, contact Mike
Whitman at 545-5660.

FYfe tn pubic MfW* amouncanwnn prtnM
dMty To tuba* «n FYI. pt»*w tend * prvu
rrteat* (ontwwq *M p*»tin*rn information

inducing tn* ntmc and phon* number of tnt

contact person to th« Collegian, c/0 th»

Manacanq Edttor by noon tht> pr*Mout day

C

HS£N . .

Bulletin Board

CBS/3 Hartford

CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

HSCN Movie Ch.

UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

NBC/30 .

New Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN

International

UMass Academic TV

17 HSCN Programming

IB TV- 19

Ml ABC/40 Springfield

88 NBC/22 Springfield

S3 CNN

84 CNN SI

88 Headline News

as ucrv

B7 TBS

SI BET

aa TV Land

3D Univision

31 Comedy Central

38 Cartoon

Much Music

FRIDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
WVIT

V/T1C

WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS

G
G
O

O
CD
G>
<L

A&E
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK
SCIFI

TLC
TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

®
K)

€D

JL Wishbonal

± NtwtX
News

5 Newt K

11

21

20

2)

6:00
Bunnett Bpt

CBS Newt

CBS Newt

Full Houte X

Mad Abo. You

Home Imp

NtwtX
Creaturtt

News .R

Mid Abo. You

Family Mattert

6:30

ABC Newt

Boy-World

NBC Newt

Mad Abo. You

NBC Newt

Simptont X
NBC Newt

Butinett Rot.

ABC News

Mad Abo. You

Family Mttleft

Northern Exposure J.

Worldview X

<D

CD
O)
CD
C3

m

Sea Wlogt "Wing ol Mercy" (R)

7:00 7:30
Ntwthour With Jim LehrtfX

Inside Edition RmITVX
E«1raH

Innde Edition

Ent Tonight

Frtth Prince

Wheel-Fortune

Judge Judy X
Ent. Tonight

Seinfeld «

Whttl-Fortune

Ipi Ntombi An Alncan Dance Celebration" (In Stereo)

Chronicle X
Frtth Pnnce

Jeopardy! X
Judge Judy fr

Hard Copy X
Fratier K

Jtopwdy!X

Ntwthour WHh Jim Lehrtr X
Seinfeld «

Seinfeld I
Andy Griffith

Fratier v

Frasier :t

Andy Griffith

Law & Order "In Memory 01
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8i00~ 8:30 I
9:00~ 9:30 I 10:00 1

1
10:30 I 11:00 I 11:30

Kidt-Otrndett (Candid C

Kidi-Darnd«st [Candid C

Stbrint-Witch | Boy-World

Gregory Hint

Gregory Hint

Sabrina-Witch

Soul Twin Mutic Awardt (In Slereo)

Step by Step

Step by Step

Ntth Bridget "Patrols" X

Hider-Oillet

Nth Bridget "Patriots ' X

Playert "Con-unenlal" I IPaWlnt (In Stereo) X
«» "A Home ol Our Own" (1993..

Ofwn) Kathy Bates

Playert "Con-tmenlal" X
Beyond Belief Fact or Fiction

Playert "Con-lmenlal" X

Dateline (In Stereo) X
Millennium "Owls" I
Dateline (In Slereo) X

Over Ireland (in Stereo) X
Sabrina-Witch |Boy-Wortd [Sabrina-Witch

lOuttt

NtwtX

20/20 X

Homrcidt: Lift on the Street X
[Grace Under

Homicide: Lift on thtStrtttl

Homicide: Life on the Strati X
Rivtrdtnct: Livt From New York City (In Stereo

Hiller-Oiller 20/20 X
"PMrf Conniption" (1993, Suspense) Michael Madsen

Butty the Vampire S«iy8r"(l992. Comedy) Krtsty Swanson

MontyllntX [CrottfinX

*'» "UpmSmo)tg"(1978, ComgdV) Thomas Chong

Auto Racing

Supermarket

Sporttcenter

Debt

MTV Live (In Stereo)

Figure It Out JTiny Tain

Omnium Leap (In Slereo) X
Rtnovation [Renovation

Lois i Clt/k-Suptrmtn

Baywttch "Bash at the Beach

Smoke AlarmM

Gimme ShtHtr (R)

Biogrtphy: Ivan the Terrible

World Today X
America'i Cattlet

Larry King Live X
*t* "Throw Momma From the Train" (1987) Danny DeVito.

Wild Ditcovery Northwest

p«ii«o« RMketbail: Big Easl Tournament Stmrfintl - Teams TBA
I* , . .. III...I...J Uu»t«»^a Jin ClAro^\

Intimate Portrait

My So-Calred Ule (In Slereo)

Doug X |Rug/tttX

Night SUIktr X
Home Again [Homt_Aojin_

Btbyton 5 "The Fall of Night" X
Highlander: Tht Stritt (H) X

»« Tros5>wr>dj
,, (1996)RulgerHau«r VU-n

My BoylmnoS B»ck" [
1 993) Andrew Lowery

(5:45)* "Ghosts ol Mississipp? (1996) Alec Baldwin. 'PO-lfX

Untolvtd Myttertet (In Slereo)

Kablam!

Bttvit-Buft.

American Gothic X
Happy Dtyt

Real America 48 Hours

Jinny

World-Wonder

IChttrtX

NtwtX

Lata Show «

LettShowX
NightkneT

Star Trek: Next Gener

Vibe

|Tonight Show

Seinfeld X
Newt X

fjatiri TT

M'A'S-H I

Tonight Show

Deep Space 9

Tonight Show

Charlie Rote

Nightlint X
Real TV

**h "Fast Tmes it Rtigemont High" (1962) Sean Perm

20th Century

World Today X
Law I Order Ana" X
Sport! Illut [Montylint X

**Vt "Mo' ^00*^(1992, Comedy) Damon Wayans

Divine Magic: Supernatural |Juttlce Filet "Nowhere to Hide

CcHegt Batketball: Big East Tournament Semifinal - Teams TBA

"WHh a VengMnce" (1992, Suspente) Metesi Gltjirt-Bnnkman.

Yol (In Stereo)

Wonder Yttrt |Wondtr Yeart

Top Ten Vldeoe of tht Week

I Lovt Lucy [M.T. Moort

**',*, "The Gwirton"(l99u, Horror) Jenny Seagrove.

X

Secrttt of tht Pyramidt

**'/> "Point ol No fl8tum"(1993. Drama) Brtdgtl Fonda.

Walktr, Ttxat Rangtr X |«»»W "Four Wetltngs and a Funerary 1994, Com

Body Atltt (R) I
800/ *11**

i
R

) l^" 1 *mtrict: 48 Hourt (R)

**t "Emmiiet" (1966. Prima) Farrah Fawceft, James Russo."

Hugh Granl. (In Sterto) X 1 "Booy-ErTci.

"

V. "Vegas Wacafiori"(1997) Chevy Chase. 'PG |iV> The Final Cut" (1995, Sutpenst) Sim Eflioll. 'R' X

Almott Perfect

Sporttcenter

Golden Girls

Lovtllnt (In Sterto)

TtxiX |NtwhtrtX~

Night Sttiktf I

tt "Inventing the Abbotts" (1997, Drama) Jotquin Phoenlk. 'R' X
tt "Mary Bey (1996, Horror) Julia Roberts. (In Stereo) 'R' IB

+ "Tango & Cash" (1989) Sytvwlw StiHonerK

Stargata SG-1 [Outer Umltt "Josh

Dennis Miller

Intimate Sets

Hunge
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Bruno By C. Baldwin
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Robotman By Jim Meddick
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PISCES (Feb. 14 March 20) —

You will feci as though you're back

in the sunshine today — at lead
emotu>nall> You can do much to

ensure thi* brighter mood will last.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
The focus today will be on health

and security issues. You are going to

have to juggle two important deci-

sions after dark

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) -
You will want to be in control today

li>cu^ .'ti those things that give you

an increased sense of confidence and

accomplishment

GEMINI (May 2l-|unc 20) —
This is a good time to turn to a

friend or loved one for something

you need. He or she already kaowi
what you want before you ask lor it

CANCER (|unc 2l-|uly 22) — It

may be up to you to pick up the

pieces today after someone MM .i

bit of a mess of things. Take MM u>u

don't overstep vour bounds.

LEO (|uly 25-Aug. 22) —
Teamwork is essential today, and

you must be willing to give others u

few pieces of privileged information

it you're to enjov. sucCM
MRGO (Aug. 25-Sept 22) —

Someone i* waiting tor vou to make
even a minor mistake, so he or she

can step in .inJ »how vou up The

surprise will be vmirv wu can't lose!

LIBRA (Sept! 2S-Oct. 22) — You
will be able to count on even more
-upport than expected today One of

vour friends or partners will share a

new and lucrative idea.

SCORPIO (Oct. 21-Nov. 21) —
Take care sou re not doing what you

have been lold not to do — even

unintentionally It is important that

vou follow someone else's rules

U>d.lV

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dcc.
21 ) — A memory brings you back to

the reasons for doing what you re-

doing today. You can enjoy greater

drive and inspiration than ever

before.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— There is some danger that peo
will misinterpret one or two impor-

tant messages today. Stick with a

friend who knows how to read the

signs.

AQUARJUS (|an 20 -Feb. 18) —
You can perform a special service

today for someone who needs you to

step in and take control. Take care

you don't become overconfident.

Closo to Homo By John McPherson

'wrwo/r Lovor) .

WKC WtD£ OP£# )/H£V. 7rVAr ^
OVaR HERE/ /} KID USED H/S \

' HAA/DSf I SAW )

HIM US*f HIS <

~z of t lio l>iiy

^Q What do you think, the Collegian pays

some little sophomore to sit on top of

the library with a telescope or something? ss

-Overheard in front of the

WEB DuBois Library

Today's D.C. Menu
Cm* S4S-SSS* for totNM •MM

The minimum age requirement for competitive

youth sports continues its downward spiral.

ACROSS
1 Make fun of

5 Courage
10 Visibility

hindrances
14 Persia, today
1 5 Battery pan
16 TV's Sevaretd
1 7 Ancient musical

instrument
16 Small harbor
19 Neutral color

20 Outer
22 Coarse
24 Actress Remick
25 Money drawer
?6 Straight

29 Tree
33 Type ol clock

34 Que or Sask
36 Machine part

37 — de Janeiro
36 Scribble

39 "Yes, Pierre"

40 Lower limb,

slangtly

41 Garment edges
42 Charred
44 Food
47 Reddish tints

48 Charged
particles

49 "Wheel of

Fortune'' buy
50 Natural
53 Strongholds

58 "55 at

Peking
59 Safe
61 Tnckle
62 Fencing

blade
63 Overact
64 Fashion

magazine
65 Mounts

gemstones
66 Synthetic fabnc
67 Changed a

color

DOWN
1 Marathon unit

2 African

antelope
3 Wagon
4 Pew adjunct

5 More concerted

6 Visitor to Siam
7 Lounge

(around)

8 Lyric verse
9 Fetch
10 Weak
1

1

Killer whale
12 Young female

13 Move swiftly, as
clouds

21 Paper unit

23 Under the

weather
25 Jogs

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

U P
1
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1
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s r
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n o P E O \E N T
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C E
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Q E u Rj E D CC G S
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T A L L 1 M E A D E

w A T E R UO A S W A N
A S 1 D E u P P E R H A N D

g E [ I S p A RE R

1
1 C E

M A n v s Ej y|l Y 1 I D
I .' "9 © !9<rS. United F»att't Syn*c«l«

26 Roomy
27 Greek epic
28 Singer Judd
30 Squirrel food
31 Spa amenity
32 Discharges
34 Iron

35 Wheel part

38 Sometime
42 Stooped
43 By oneself
45 Slants
46 Building unit

47 Hurry
50 March 15, in

Rome
51 Scruff of the

neck
52 No. lor Yeltsin

53 Channel
marker

54 Palo —
55 Paris airport

56 Cairo's nver
57 Went 90 mph
6C Doctors' org.

Franklin

LUNCH
Cheesey Chicken Casserole

Hot Cheesey Beef Sandwich

Cheesey Fish in Batter

Cheesey Cheese with Cheese Sauce

DINNER
Fried Chicken Pieces

Stuffed Shells in Stuff Sauce

Grilled Steak Pieces Sandwich
Stuff Sauce

Worcester
LUNCH

Hambooger
Krabbycake Sandwich

Raditore/Tomato or Alfredo Sauce

Harvest Burger or Vegan Falafel Sandwich

DINNER
Really Rotisserie Glazed Chicken

Psycho Shrimp Scampi Pasta

Vagabond Vegie Gumbo Casserole

pasta: Shrimp Scampi

Hampshire
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Grilled Cheese Royal

El Nino's Catch (fish product)

Cheese Drip Sandwich

DINNER
not BBQ-ed, but Rotisserie Glazed Chicken

Superfluously Stuffed Shells in Sauce
Fabulous Fettuccini Alfredo

Beef Drip Sandwich

Berkshire

LUNCH
Krabbycake Sandwich with Krabby Cakes

Cheesey Poof Sandwich
Chef's Grilled Cheese

Kenny's Rag-tag Ratatouille

DINNER
Rotisserie Glazed Chicken

Pineapple Ham Steak without Strawberries

Vegie Gumby Casserole

Stuffed Shells in Sauce
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Justice served?

The price is

right for some
The decision has come in. The

decision by a certain arbiter by the

name ol |ohn Fcerick that is Feenck

ruled this week that suspended
Iden State Warrior Lairell

Sprewell was to have the termination

his contract overturned and his

suspension reduced to five months.

In-tcad ol being suspended for the

entire year. Sprewell will be reinstated

as ot lulv 1 and become $lb » million

ruhcr This, alter physically assault-

ing hi- BOadV P I CaHtitoM), and ini-

tiullv being suspended for a year bv

\K \ commissioner David Stern

Sprewell and the NBA Players

Assoc union received a favorable deo

in pan. because other players

moid the Horn

supported Sprewell due to the abuse

•jy they also suffered under

Carlesimo Among them. Isaiah

Rider and one of the best player* in

the fame. Rod Strickland

her of these players may have

- either but what is

important is how Sprewell will act

after he returns Sprewell. not noted

as being the most generous player in

the league, will have to change his

scsfWi attitude if he hopes to turn his

obvious talent into an NBA career.

• \\ ith the Sortie's 97-91 overtime

win over the Heat on Tuesday. Seattle

snapped Miami's 10-game winning

streak and strengthened their position

as the best team in the league. Coming

on strong however, have been the

Chuago Bulls, who have seen

improved play from Scottk Pippen

Watch the Spurs for a late run if

center David Robinson can succea*-

fully return from an inflamed knee

that caused him to miss six games

No matter how San Antonio finishes,

however, they can look forward lo

Scan Elliot's possible return next sea-

son after being injured for most of

this year.

• I c\ m pause for a moment and

lament the plight of the Denver

Nugget- K>r those who know Boston

Celtic basketball, we have seen a

trong resurgence organized by head

coach Rick Pitino and the new-found

leadership of Antoinc Walker after

last year's regrettable campaign

Still, that light may be a little fur-

ther away for the cellar- dweller*

from the Rocky Mountain State who
have managed to compile an embar-

rassing 5-54 record, are 40 games

out in the West, have gone 1-29 on

the road, and have lost 12 straight. If

that's not a case for an automatic No.

I draft pick. I don't know what i-

• On the other end of the success

totem pole is Patriot running back

Curtis Martin, who may find hi« next

contract more to his liking than the

$247,500 he earned last year. With

fellow Pat Willie McCinesl recentK

signing on for five years at $25 mil-

lion. New Fngland seems intent on

retaining its star players Although

Martin has already rejected a six-year.

$20 million dollar deal, the Patriots

have about $7 million to spare under

the salary cap and may restructure

Drew Bledsoe's deal if necessary.

mer Fagle running back Ricky

Walters recently switched clubs, sign-

ing a four-year pact worth $1 5 mil-

lion with Seahawks. Surprisinglv

coming over to Philadelphia after win-

ning the NFL Championship with the

49ers in 1915. Walters averaged over

1 .200 vards and 10 touchdowns a

\ear for the Fagles despite problems

with management which stemmed

from the back's complaints of not

having a large enough role in the

offense. With Watters' role remaining

a large issue it is likely Chris Warren

is on his way out.

• Also moving, this time a return

move, was another running back.

Natrone Means Means returned to

the Chargers, signing a six-year.

$19.1 million dollar deal Both con-

cluded there were no hard feelings

between the parties after San Diego

released Means two years ago. With

the retirement of former quarterback

Stan Humphries. Means should

become quickly become a key offen-

sive component for the Chargers.

• The price may not be right for

Hravc second baseman Mark Lcmkc
l.emke, offered a contract in the

$200,000 range by the Boston Red

Sox. would be taking a substantial cut

in pa\ to leave a team bolstered with

deep talent and positioned for a

chance at going to the World Series.

This caused Brave cornerman
Chipper |ones to describe the offer

as a "little slap in the face." The Red

Sox will have to up the ante if they

expect to gain a quality second base-

man before the start of the season.

• Announced this Sunday will be

the selections and seedings for the

64-team NCAA tournament. The

Atlantic 10 has the opportunity to

possibly claim six spots, which would
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GW 10 quarterfinals

Sophomore forward Chns Kirkland and the Mi

A-10 tourney by George Washington yesterday

UCMBM

men's basketball team were eliminated

By Corey Peter Goodman
Collegian Stan

PHILADELPHIA- The
Massachusetts men's basketball

team's vacation in the City ol

Brotherly Lova ended abruptly

i day as the West No 2 -ecd

ge Washington Colonials bat-

tled back from an eight-point sec

ond half del Kit to upend I' Mass,

Geo. Washington 88

Massachusetts 83

Massachusetts" moves to 21 10,

and expects to be selected into the

\ tournament this Sundav

GW li 1) w ill now take H
seed Temple tonight in the

tournament semifinals.

I he Minutemen matched their

-i lead of the game at I 5 02

of the second half, following a

Mont) Mack baseline layup But

« lost the game in the next

six minutes, as the Colonials went

on a 19-5 run to pull ahead for

good 01 guard Shaw nta

Rogers was the biggest reason (or

the momentum change, scoring

seven points during the tun

rs finished with a game high

28 point* IJ oi which came from

the free throw line in the second

half

"The kid was all over the floor."

Massachusetts coach Bruiser Flint

said. "That's what big time players

W ith just under eight minu'

play. L Mass got back into the

game with a 7 2 run Ian Ketncr

red two baskets, and Mack
added a pair of free throws to pull

2 80. But Ajmal Basil could

Bat) convert on one of two free

ws on the next possession

cutting the lead to a point — and

the Minutemen were unable to

mplcte the comeback effort

CV< answered with a quick

11-2 run highlighted by a pair of

three-pointers from Rogers and

Yeg heriakov. and a

lone-range jumper by Roger*

Shawnta Rogers continues to

amaze me." George Washington

coach Mike larvis said "He 's our

most valuable player with how

mentally tough he kj

"I like to think that that was an

entertaining game Our kids don't

quit, their kids don l quit," contin-

ued larvis. "That 's why the

GW l Mass game is alwa\s exdt

ing."

Chris Kirkland, Charlton

Clarke, and Mack each hit threes

in a desperate final minute come

back, but it IM*I enough

I Mass led at halltmie. »
and opened the second hall with a

4-0 run The Minutemen led by as

many as six in the first half.

k broke i-ut of his tunk by

scoring 10 ot his team-high 24

points in the first half

\s ith i ftmmt nn ccks out

most of the game with a sore lelt

ankle and knee. LMass was

out- rebounded by C\\ 13 If

But the most revealing statist

the game came at the charity

stripe CiVv went lo the line 48

turns the third highest in tourna-

ment histiTv. and converted on

\2 the eighth highest The
Colonials hit :i of ^2 in the aec-

ond half

During GW's stretch run,

kcttici who was the most domi-

nating figure in the first half with

10 point — waa not a facte

h Mike larvis attributed this

M r lj » l 'l big man Patrick

"Do sou see the pipes on htm."

larvis said, referring to Ngongba's

.que "Patrick |ust put a little

pipe on him
"

• ngba's "pipes" didn't do

quite the job throughout the game

though — Ketner finished with 22

points, four rebounds, and a pair

of b!

UMass N< i) »UI be

revealed thi» Sunday at 6 p m
Hint was confident that the team's

j I wins would be more than

enough to earn them a berth

re %c got the highesi RPI in

the league I feel verv comfort-

able." Flint said

Minutemen need to get

back on track quickly
USF first baseball test

PHILADH.PHIA - The N
Massachusetts men's basketball team

is fast lullilling the prophecy critics

laid out for it in October It is perilous

K ck - ming an Atlantic 10

also-ran

nd straight - t

UMass' A- 10 title —_^^^_
hopes were

dashed in the

quarterfinals

I.iikt. Mc

jnd and St Bonavcnture. and blew

the A- 10 regular season title last

Sunday across town at the Apollo of

Temple.

What was once a dream season is

turning sour pretty quickly and the

1 I annual party will once again go

^^^^^^^^^ on without them

^T1^-"^ Th'' t,nc wa* •

-hootout. a game
l Mass hates to

with yet another loss to George
Washington Symptomatic of the

team's late season slide, yesterday's

loss slings, even with an N> \ \

tournament bid already locked up.

Massachusetts ha> now loaf four of

six heading into the NCAA tournament

ekend. and after starting 9-0 in

conference I Man hnished up a very

sluggish 4-S. I MaM each Bruiser

Flint had said all laajoa the main goal

ol the 1997-98 season was to win

back the A- 10 title, hopes that fell by

the wayside over the last lew week-.

The slide started against Temple at

the William D Mullins Center, where

the Owls blew the Minutemen out.

61-47. back on Feb. V Thc\ then lost

double overtime games to Rhode

play. But the Minutemen were in con-

trol — thanks to another monster

game from Lari Ketner LMass was up

47-59 early in the second half, and

was playing some of its best hall in

weeks- But for teams in a slump things

never seem to work out the way they

planned.

CA\ made its push, like a good team

will, and before UMass pushed back it

was too late. The Colonials cut the lead

to three, then finally took the lead at

So 4-t I Mas- couldn't buy a basket

during the five-minute stretch midway

through the second half. When all was

said and done. UMass was down
1 and GW was on its way to the

semifinals. The loose balls, the

Turn to SIDE, poge 7

Hockey faces must-win

situation against Maine
By Michoel Kobylanski

Collegian Staff

At this point, the ttt-t $1 pm
ol the- 1997-98 season mean noth-

ing to the Massachusetts hockey

team

All that matters right no

tomorrow night's 7 p.m. faceotl

against the University ot Maine at

the William D. Mullins Center

(WMt \ I \1>

With a win against the Black

Bears and a Merrimack lo

Boston University, the Minutemen

would qualify lor the Hi

playoffs.

"It's real simple. It's do or die on

Saturday night." Massachusetts

coach |oe Mullen I line ll

going to be a good team coming in.

If we want to be in the playoffs,

then we've got to win a 60 minute

game, and if we can't, then we're

done."

Should the aforementioned sce-

nario occur on Saturday, it would

be a great uecomplishment con-id

ering all of the adversity that

UMass has faced this season,

including starting 0-10-1 in its

Hockey last campaign. The
Minutemen didn't win their first

conference game until a |an. 50 win

over Providence.

Also included were injuries to

|eff Turner. Tim Hirsch. and Steve

MacKinnon, and the departure of

co-captain Brad Norton to the

Dctriot Vipers of the International

Hockey league. And most recently,

there wa- the suspension of Tim
I ovell.

Yes. it has been a tumultuous

haul for the- Minutemen, but all it

takes is a total team effort for 60
minutes on Saturday night against

Maine, and all of those bad times

will be forgotten.

The Black Bears spanked I I

by a combined two-game tally of

18-5 back on the weekend of Feb

15 and 14 in Orono, Maine. The
Minutemen were totally outplayed

in that scries, but will need t

up against an erratic Maine squad

in order jo pie k up the necessary

Turn to HOCKEY, page 7

By Michael Kobylanski & Kathleen Ralls

Collegion Staff

COUtGIAN flLE PHOTO

Junior captain center fielder Doug Clark and the

Massachusetts baseball team open the season at South

Florida today

There aren't too many college baseball teams across

the country that wouldn't like to be in the shoes of the

Massachusetts baseball team.

•er finishing up the 1 I »'th a 55-12

mark, the Minutemen return 18 player* from that

Atlantic 10 last Division championship squad, and

have a solid crop of freshmen who are ready to con-

tribute

"We've been practicing really well, and were getting

as ready as we can for the start of the season."

Massachusetts coach Mike Stone said "We've made it

out on the turf [at Richard I Garber Field 1 and that's

made it easier i>n u« \U \e got off to a good start, and

we've got to continue to do well."

Leading the wa\ t I I Mass this year will be co-cap-

tains Doug Clark and Scott Barnshv Clark, a junior

center fielder, hit 415 with 60 RBI as a sophomore and

was named All-American bv the National Collegiate

Baseball Writers Association. Barnsby. a senior

right-hander, was e I with a 4 66 earned run average

last year, and will be the ace of the Minutemen staff in

1948

The Minutemen will also have a plethora of experi-

ence throughout their starting lineup. Second baseman

Muchie Dagliere is a four year starter fot I Mass. and

was also named All-American by the NCBWA in 1997.

despite being troubled with injuries throughout the

year. Fellow classmate Matt Wolcott will get the nod at

the hot corner after a 1997 season in which he hit .288

with 18 walks

Northbridge native Pete Gautreau is also one to

watch for the Minutemen. The right fielder hit .574

with II homers and 46 RBI in 1997. and will provide

valuable experience for UM.i

Senior pitcher Jeff Puleri will be the only other mem-

ber of the class of 1998 on this year's squad. Puleri had

a solid campaign in 1997. going 4-1 with a 5.02 ERA.

Turn to BASEBALL, page 7

UMass harriers off to Ithaca for lC4As
By SehS Koenig

Collegian Staff

This weekend at Cornell University

in Ithaca. NY.. 90 collegiate indoor

track teams coming from as far south

as Virginia and Duke, as Eat north as

Maine, and as far west as Notre

Dame, will gather to find out who the

fastest, strongest and most agile ath-

letes are among them.

Ihis annual clash of the titans is

known as the IC4A championships.

Among the intimidatingly huge quan-

tity of squads represented there is the

Massachusetts men's indoor track

and field team.

Since specific times and distances

are needed to qualify to reach this

prestigious level, only the best of the

best are invited.

The Minutemen who made the cut

are as follows: senior Scott Price in

the 55m and 200m. juniors Tom
Toye and Neil Concepcion in the

400m; senior Dave Cahill in the

500m; senior Ryan Carrara in the

COUttnY MfDIA MICTIONS

Neil Concepcion

5000m; junior Ben Baraldi in the

55m high hurdles, junior |an Stevens

in the shot put; and both the 4x400m
relay and the 4x800m relay teams.

Going for UMass is its team experi-

ence level. Because the group is most-

ly upperclassmen, the magnitude of

the opposition will not rattle the

Massachusetts athletes.

"Most of these kids have been
there before." Massachusetts coach

Ken O'Brien said. "Oftentimes if the

competitor hasn't been to this level of

competition before, the meet
becomes strictly a learning experi-

ence. Our guys this year all have seen

this level before.

"Toye and Price both placed last

year in the 200m. We're looking for

similar performances again this year."

Unfortunately, working against the

Turn to TRACK, page 7
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"No gutter-balls for

these actors"

Steve Buscemi
joins an all-star

cast in the Coen
brothers' twisted

comedy The Big

tebowik/ ,se« Arts

at Living, page
7)

3,000 just

isn't enough

Senior goalie
Brian Regan sur-

passed the 3,000
career saves mark,

but UMass could
only t.e Maine in the

final hoc key game ot

the year (see Sports.

pagel2)

WORID

Netanyahu to present

four point peace plan

LONDON I
\l'- Israeli I'nme

Minister Benjamin Netanyahu char

actenaed yesterday's talks with his

British counterpart as "very posi-

but was noncommittal about

whether his four-nation Furopean

tour had pros vded hope of reviving

Middle last peace talks.

•unyahu was expected to pre-

sent lunv Blair with a four-point

plan lo trv to advance the peace

process He was reluctant, howcv

er. to answer questions when he

emerged from Blair* No 10

I V>wmng Street office.

Details of the 90- minute meeting

should he kept confidential "right

now." Netanyahu told reporter* "It

was actually a very positive and
businesslike discussion.

"

Blair said g.md-bve at the door

and did not talk to rcportc

Downing Stree

ing on cusN'inarN condition of

anonymitv -aid Blair and
Netanyahu discussed British assis

tarxe on economic issues including

ua Strip airport, industrial

park and seaport as well as a route

linking the U cM Bank and Gaia.

NATION

McDougal, 57, dies

in Fort Worth hospital

FOKT WO*TH, Te«as (AP) — lames

McDougal, one of most important

cooperating witnesses in Kenneth
Starr's Whitewater investigation of

President Clinton and first lady Hillary

Rodham Clinton, died yesterday at a

Fort Worth hospital He was S7

The CRntons' forme' business part-

ner was the owner of an Arkansas sav-

ings and loan and the architect of a

series of fraudulent loans and land

deals that he alleged the president

and first lady were aware of

McOougal's death will significantly

alter the complexion of the

Whitewater investigation. After they

got word of McDoogal's death yester-

day afternoon, Starr and his deputies

were in a meeting at their Washington

offices that was still in progress after

several hours. McDougal died in a fed-

eral medical prison He had suffered a

variety of ailments, including heart dis-

ease and blocked arteries, but the

medical examiner did not immediately

state the cause of death. He was serv-

ing » three-year prison sentence for

fraud McDougal's death means the

Clintons no longer face the prospect

of their former real estate partner giv-

ing damaging testimony against

them. While he testified extensively to

the Whitewater grand jury in Little

Rock and has been cooperating with

Starr since August 1996, McDougal's

death means he is no longer a threat

as a witness in a courtroom or an

impeachment inquiry against the pres-

ident.

EXTENDED FORECAST

Today Tuesday Wednesday

H? $? $?
HIGH: 57 HIGH: 43 HIGH: 31

LOW: 41 LOW: 17 LOW: 10
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SGA pulls three from election
By Jason Eiseman
Collegian Staff

The night before elections, two can

didates foi Student Government

Dan Parker

cticv including improperly accepting

campaign funds and disobesing liver

ing rules, at an emergency meeting of

ihe Klection Commission

len Casasanto and Dan Paikcr can

didates for president, and Krik

flan-en. candidate for trustee, had

their campaigns invalidated, at the

impromptu meeting held at nine

O'clock in the SGA office, last night

|en Casasanto was accused ot

accepting campaign money lt>.in

Bnan lirrell. SGA Student Trudee

\ecoiding to 1 II) C ourt, candidate for

student trustee. Tirrell admitted to her

that he was 0*|) Maying in the election

long enough to give len $100 of his

S^OO. which i- allocated for the cam-

paign ol every candidate.

She was also aceu-ed cil not getting

approval for a poatOI s he put up.

Member- of the election commission

said both issues were considered, but

the posters alone were enough to

invalidate her caocMi
court -aid lirrell told her he was

dropping out of the election right alu-i

SGA President Lie Wong had alieadv

signed a purchase order (P.O.I for

campaign money The- I'D wa-

brought forth bv Casasanto.

Association tSGAi president, and one-

candidate for student tru-tee were

removed trotn the ballot d th.

election- lor campaigning improprt

SGA debate held

during calm before

storm; issues raised
By Victoria Groves
CoJUgwn Staff

the

In the mid-t ol vet another scan-

dal, Student Government
Association (SOA) President and

Trustee candidates met for a panel

debate last night in the UVC-14
Studio at the Lniver-n

Maeaa .hu -en-

Candidates addressed the cameras

and a small audience according to

the office they were -ceking and

were allowed an opening and elo-mc

:^nt as well •* an nfportunitv

lo answer c|uestiora from a panel ot

journalists from I \ * Ml \

IM m I and The \lu>suihu$elts

l)iitl\ Collegian The questions asked

regarded concerns ol the entire cam
pu* ce>mmunitv a- well a- more inter-

nal problem* within "-C \

All candidates support the u

tuition rollback for in -late Mudcnt-

at the I niversity and said that they

will work to include Otf ol -tale -tu

dents in this endeavor as well

"I was very involved in the tuition

rollback I think we definitely have-

to work with the state legislature to

lower out-of-state tuition as well."

trustee candidate Heanor Coatt

liustcc candidate- were al-o asked

how they plan to have an impact on

Board of Trustee decision- it they are

unable to vote Student trustees vote

on an alternating cycle between the

five LMass branches, the Amherst

www utnass.edu/rWcolegian
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Reliving Goodell one year later

What has happened in the year since the Goodell takeover? For a

full report, see page two.

Erik Hansen

t'asasant. -aid the action ol the

committee wa- unconstitutional, and

unfair.

"I had no notice oj this hearing."

Casasanto said. "Ye>u must have a

written warning, then a suspension

M\ campaign was invalidated tonight

with no written warning
."

Seth Presser of the Klectioii

Commission said the constitution -a\-

uothing about which penalties to

e-nluicc and that it i- at the discretion

of the commission. P nd the

comriii— ion decided at the beginning

of the election that the\ we>uld not

give- out am warningL

e .i-asanto brought a complaint

against the pre-idential campaign ot

\m> Pellegrino and trustee lell Howe
lu-tin Smith, a UMass alumnus, and a

clo-e triend of Casasanto. said he

allegedly had pictures of two men
tearing down Casasanto campaign

oaten in a residence hall in

Northeast residential area.

He dio\c down Iumii Vermont \c-

tcidav nic.rmng and allegedly saw two

men tearing down Casasanto's

nith -aid he lollowed them

through the residence hall, moving

through the halls taking pictures ol

them He -aid he asked the men if they

were with the Pellegrino campaign,

and thev allegedly answered ye*'.

He brought the roll of film to the

hear-

ten Casasanto

Howe said, he and Pellegrino

alls told their campaign work-

ers not to rip down anyone's posters.

Turn to SOA poge 3

A look at SGA candidates
By JiM Corroll

ColUgKin Staff

branch will be without a vole

upcoming academic >car

"One wav to influence legislature

i- lo make students interested and

\our voice becomes a lot stronger

You may not have a vote, but you

have the right to advocate." letlrev

Howe, trustee candidate said.

"I'm going to join as many com-

mittees as I can. We need lo get our

BCI heard even it we don't have a

vote I ric Maga/u. trustee candi

date said

Currently. protc-«ors on campus
retiring or leaving the university and

not being replaced in the same num
bert. leaving students with larger

classes and scheduling difficulties

igned to cut BOOM c.m

asked how ihev could

remedy this situation to benefit stu-

dents

"The decrease in professors is a

countrywide movement Students are

sitting in classes with twice as mam
students... we need to mohili/e -tu

dents and inform them that this is an

M that needs to be addressed."

Krenda FHzpetrick. trustee candidate

-aid

The current image of the SGA was

also addressed and candidates were

asked to outline their plans for

improving their productivity

"We need new blood in SGA |We
need |

people who are there to help

student-, not for their own rln

Turn to DEBATE page 3

/ Jtior i note I a si night, the I nivtrtitl of

sdi/luseffs Student Government \v>o»wfic»n held an

v meeting u/nt/i resulted in the removal ol three

landidatts len ( asasanto and Dan Parker were removed

dfiiitai hallot I nk MMM »as taken off

the ballot lor truster At the I N deuJ

ing on ihe /fossihle removal of two more unJidates. run-

rung mu; ' president and leff Howe for

trustee ISee above tt>

In total, nine candidates are running. One i

Ivan Kozames is running independently for i

. •namntf. candidate* are running in pain.

The following is a summary of the candidate* running

„i li m for president and trustee LMass stu

dents can vole today and tomorrow On-campus students

can vote m any dining common and commuter students

mas vote in the Student I mon or the Sewman Center All

polling centers are open II a m.-2 p.m and again from

4-7 p m

Salwa Shamapande for SGA President

Eleanor Court for SGA Trustee

Sophomore Computer System* Engineering major. Salwa

Shamapande started his college government career bv working

as an administrative aauiilant lo former SGA ptuident . Maurice

v.a-K<\

Ishamapande •» now the Secretary of Geavaraitv Poicvofihr

SGA In the past Shamapande he* worked with the Blade

Student L'nkon and \ummo \

Shamapande said the main issue of his candidacy for the SGA
presidency is the Course And Teacher Evaluation iCATr't

guide.

"li'- the issue I've spent most of the semester on. At the end of

SHAMAPANOi .

Amy Pellegrino for SGA President

Jeffrey Howe for SGA Trustee

Arm Pellegrino. a sophomore political -eierice and his

u>ry major has been involved with the SG A tor two years.

In her first year. Pellegrino was on the women's isauea

committee and select arts and wa* an advocate lor Title

\ll Pellegrino has also served as the Women's |s-ue-

chairperson and on the Ways and Means committee

If elected as SGA president Pellegrino would work to

support Registered Student Organization- iRSO) bv alle-

viating the overcrowding in RSO ofloM

"I would weirk on space allocation You have things like

Hillel. Theater Guild and Meanthuifttl Public Interest

PtlLEGBINO poge 2

Phillip Blue for SGA President

Eric Mogozu for SGA Trustee

Phillip Blue, a junior Bachelors with Individual

Concentration iBDIC) major concentrating in Information

Sv-tenis. worked hi- wav up through the SGA ranks over the

past year.

Starting as a house council representative last year. Blue is

now a house council president and aSGA Senator.

If elected SGA president. Blue will focus on issues including

the 24-hour -eeuntv in dorms, bringing new channels to the

housing sen ice- cable -ystem. expanding the escort service and

making registration easier for students with undeclared majors

"I would like to roll back the 24-hour security to times posted

Turn to aiUE poge i

Evan Rozantes for SGA Trustee

Evan Rozantes. a sophomore School of Management

finance major, became interested in running for stu-

dent trustee to get the public more involved in the

SGA.
If elected student trustee. Rozantes plans to work

on parking issues, the quality of dining common food.

24-hour computer labs and library hours and getting

rid of the "generic" channels on housing cable.

To help students get to class easier after parking.

Rozantes would like to provide a shuttle service.

"I would like to see a shuttle service, ll takes about

Turn to ROZANTES page 3

Jesse Burchfield for SGA President

Brenda Fitipatrick for SGA Trustee

lesse Burchfield. a junior legal studies major with a basis in

activism started off his government experience at the top.

Butclilield was appointed Attorney General of the SGA six

months ago after activism within the Sierra Club and the

Human Rights Club.

I le has formed detailed plans that have been worked out

concc-ming customer service in Whitmore, the CATE Guide

and SGA reorganization.

Burchfield has a three step plan to make Whitmore easier

to use- fot students if elected SGA president.

"First, we plan to establish a I 800 number like the one

Turn to BURCHFIELD pope 6
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Shamapande
continued from page 1

every semester each student dues an

evaluation and gives it to the SGA or

whoever we decide should handle it

Then it will be posted on the internet. .

.

It's an idea based on customer service."

Shamapande said.

Differed maintenance is also high an
Shamapandes priority list on a basis of

"Fix what you broke."

"1 like to put tt as. 'fix what you

broke.' There is SW million dollars

worth of differed maintenance This is

something that won't be accomplished

m a year. Next year is an election year

[fa the state legislature | We need to

put in someone that this is a high prior-

ity. My pan would be to register >tu

dents to vote to put pressure on state

legislatures to care about this."

Shamapande said

Shamapande spoke of ways stu-

deno cause costly damage.

f\cr\ weekend there is

$IVOUO-450.000 in damage dune to

the dorms. Those benches lining the

walkway to Whitmore. There's one

knocked over everyday . It costs SoO
even time they are put back up
Students are the one who pay hi
these damages." Shamapande said.

Since students are required to be at

the first two classes of a course

Shamapande would lengthen

W hitmore's business hours to times

when most students aren't in daaaes.

"A report was done that showed
that 1 1.000 students were in class

from 1 1 am -4 p.m. . You don't go to

class so you can pay a bill."

Shamapande said.

Shamapande w ould also call for an

inner review of theSGA tomake it more
efficient sodoworkforthestudents.

"(II would i»U fie an rnner review aj

the SGA which would ultimately help

students. Getting senators to go out

and gel 20 signatures (before propos-

mgamotiun) This way we stay in con-

tact with the students."

!

With out -ol Mate tuition rising

Shamapande would work to keep
nation for al students low.

"|l would) make sure tuition and

faeattaytow I've seen a lot of | promis-

es on) fliers that would keep fees high

Al the things we are piopussng would

not raise tuition and fees,"

Eleanor Court, a junior neurobsoto-

gy major has been involved with the

SGA since her freshman year, starting

as treasurer of the Orchard Hill Area

Government her freshman year.

Sophomore year. Court served as Area

Governor as well as working with the

Board of Trustees at Assistant Trustee.

Now in her junior year Court is the stu-

dent representative on the Board of

Higher Education.

II elected to student trustee. Court's

priorities will locus on the Course and

Teacher Evaluation (CATE) guide,

lowering education costs for students

and getting credits for students

involved in extra curricular activities.

The CATE guide is currently in

collective bargaining to be approved.

Court feels pressure needs to be kept

on the administration through the

bargaining process to keep it a high

priontv

Who knows how long collective

bargaining is going to go? We need to

keep pressure while bargaining is going

on with the administration \N e need to

follow through." Court said.

Another issue Court plans to work

on if elected is connecting Whitmore

Administration Building offices into

"one-stup-shopping" for students

"Two years ago the administration

hired an Administrative Redesign

Director tARPi. An issue brought up

was the inefficiency of \\ I

C kajM said.

c v*irt has a plan to make the admin-

istration rrkrc efficient

"It would be more efficient to have

iinc stop -hopping, connecting

Financial Aid. Bursars office and the

Registrars office A connection

between them would be more user

friendly I haven't seen it this year. I

want to follow through with what

happened to it " Court said.

If elected student trustee. Court will

work on a project to give credits to

students involved in extra cumcular

.x mines
"Students m aa -currvular activities

get credit I think it should be expand

ed to avlude athletes and RSO leaders

who are so committed V. ere trying to

get some recognition for RSO leaders

and athletes." Court said

Court agrees with the goal of 20
percent of students being Asian,

latino. African. Native Americans

(ALANA) students if it iiptiamt* the

stales peculation

"It « ahkofoteh eaieniial our unrver

sny population reflect our community

We're a public school and we should

have equal access to all residents ol the

state.' Court said

On the issue of drinking on campus

Court feeb there needs lobe stronger

support services.

U main concern is that support

services are very lacking They're not

adequately funded or staffed." Court

-•—i
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Pellegrino
continued from page 1

Research C.ioup iMASSPIRGi all in

the same office. I want to make that a

big priority," Pellegrino said.

In addition to space allocation

Pellegrino would create a program

ming board tor RSOs.

"The program board select- nasal

for RSOs to do programming and it

would have a main schedule so there

won't be RSO programming overlaps.

It would help with advertising and
ieall\ help the -mail RSOs I he -mall

RSOs need help especially with

breakthrough stuff." Pellegrino said.

Student businesses are also a gffa
ity to Pellegrini

"Helping student businesses is deli

nitely important. I want to put -lu

dent businesses first. They add to the

character ol what make- UMass.
I Mass." Pellegrino said.

Campus safety is a major issue in

Pellcgniu' '- vampaign.

did a safety walk with

Women's Issues. A lot ol lighting

problems are trees {cutting back
branches | can improve up to 60 per

cent Some -a\ the orange lights

aren't bright enough but they give nfl

light to a bigger area than the white

light- You really do need to fat*.

background in this." Pellegrino said.

Xnother security issue for

Pellegrino is 24-hour card access.

"24-hour card access, all it does it

secure the administration from taw-

suits and make parent- I eel better. A
lot of school have a 24- hour person

that is a bigger deterrent It- Icard

access] a minor inconvenience
Anyone who want- u> get into the

building can I did it when I went to

get signatures tor my nomination

People hold the door for you."

Pellegnno said.

Pellegrino would like to improve

relations between University

Productions and Concert - I l\ and

the SGA
"I would like to build conne

between these two groups UPC can't

get back on their feet if thev continue

to have an antagonistic relationship

with the SGA ." Pellegrino said.

lowe. a sophomore pofiti

cal science and sociology major, hat

been part of the SGA for two years

working as a senator

He has also served on the finance

Committee and the Dining Service*

Committee In addition, he has been

an active member of House Council

Howe, if elected as student trustee,

plans to work on campus safety.

keeping tuition and fees down and

gaining more funding for the

I ni\el-ilN

Howe pointed out problems with

campus security.

I .1-1 year | there was a motion] to

have more lighting and call rn\e-

pJMatj on the 'rape trail' but because

the trail is not recognized by the

University lliev won't put tail
I

M lighting there If call fan
put there then the Ussivarsit) li

re-pon-ihle tor what goes on there.

Some place- that now have call boxes

and light- aie much more secure than

that path." Howe said

The "rape trail." is the path which

connect- Central and Orchard Hill

Residential Areas to Sylvan
Residential Area.

Howe believes if there aien t -ignit

ipaaj change- fa the Lnuer-ny then

-tudent lees should not be raised

v late education i- intend

be a quality education at an afford-

able price And unless ihere i- some
-igmlicant improvement that students

can see then fees should stay the

same or be lowered." Howe said

The Board ol Iru-tee- would pay

feried maintenance

under Howe- plan to make it a

high priority

"| Funding for deleired mainte-

nance! can only come from two
plan's, the stale or -tudent-' pockets

VAith the price so high nobody bul

the state could provide the funding."

-aid

Howe teel- there i- a problem with

recruiting \l \\ \ -tudents.

"Approximately 18.000 students

applv. It) 000 are accepted but only

IjOOO 4JQ0 come here The problem

is not getting people to apply, the

problem i- convincing them to come
IP thi- -chool We need an aggressive

recruiting and retention program of

\l \N \ -tudent- I do think 20 per-

cent is a good idea." Howe said

How bes the most impor
tant responsibility ot the Student
Trustee is to advocate for -tudents

nghts
*| The student trustee * job| it to

ensure student nghts on campus and
make sure -tudents needs are not lor

i Be an advocate tor student

rights and resposabittties to the state

legislature and adn n and
ensure quality and affordable educa-

tion that is practical and of use in the

real world." Howe said

Howe teel- banning alcohol will

not stop drinking.

"Alcohol is a problem with any

group of students People under 21

, are going to drink anvwav It - only

making more wotk tor the police
"

Howe -aid

Goodell revisited:

questions still remain

By Pool Hayes
Cdssgion Staff

you know HTML like the

back of your hand.

jwhat?

The student takeover of the

Goodell building was one of the

most important events of the spring

semester ol 1^7. but it has since

faded into ot-cunty "i et a handful

ol -tudent- continue to work with

administrators to ensure the causes

that students took over the

Controller's Office in Goodell are

not torgotten. despite the fact that

tea causes often are.

"What excites me about Goodell

is. a yeai later, I tell the -tudents

about |our continued dealings with

the university] administration and

I'm surprised by their responding

energy." graduate student and
Goodell occupier Rodina Cave said.

Yesterday marked the first

anniversary of the end of the Goodell

building takeover In the time -iikc

the takeover, -tudents and faculty

remain at odds, yet continue to work

together.

The student occupiers left Goodell

M March 8. 1997. after the

University administration

itself to meet 21 of their

collected to form a contract called

"The Living Document " L'nder the

I iving IXnument the I niversity will

increase minority enrollment in the

graduate and undergraduate student

hodicv reduce holds on registration

due to outstanding bills, diversify

University staff and curriculum, and

.onvene a task force on child care.

While the administration i-

responsiNe fa seeing their commit-

ments are met. they have continued

to meet with students. These meet

ings were for administrators to make
clear to students how they would ful

fill their comitments

Which, the former occupiers said,

they have not
"

I he administration is unwilling to

deal honestly with students."

Graduate Voka editor Tom Taaffe

said, "it's painful to deal with patho-

logical liars."

The discussions themselves arc the

greatest source of confusion for the

students working with the adminis-

tration. They had been meeting on a

regular basis until December.

The administration then told stu-

dents Phase One ol discussions —
where the relevant administrators

and student overseers met as com-
plete groups — was over as of

Decemhci The administration

declared discussions to be st Phase

Two — where studenu meet individ-

ually with administrators relevant to

their concerns.

"What the hell is Phase Two?."
Taaffe said.

For one side to declare a phase of

div.u«ikms complete indicates that

there arc no discussions at all. Taaffe

said.

The students working with the

administration are also upset about

the way in which the administrators

are meeting their demands.

The University's commitments

include ensuring that 20 percent of

all undergraduate and 1 5 percent of

all graduates will be African, Latino.

Asian and Native American

(ALANA) students. To get this per-

centage in this years incoming class-

es, the university included students

who did not indicate their race or

ethnicity on their enrollment applica-

tions.

Director of Undergraduate
Admissions Arlene Cash said this is

because there are more ALANA stu-

dents in the undeclared section than

there are whites, because many
ALANA students feel that to identify

thcm-elves could be detrimental in

some way.

Another commitment the universi-

tj made, to hire a United Asian

Learning Resources Center

lUALRC) counselor, also has gone

unfulfilled thus far. even though

some students overseeing the admin

i-tration said there was a chance to

All it

These students allege that Vice

Chancellor of Student Affairs Tom
Robinson did not fill the $40,000 a

year position, even though he had

ample funds and was asked by

Chancellor David K Scott if he

would fill the position.

Robinson responded that he had

never had the opportunity to fill the

position previously, and added he-

would be requesting funds for the

position in his next budget proposal.

Regarding holds on dan registra-

tion for financial reasons, the admin

ittration said they must keep them in

many situations, but have eliminated

them where they could

This comes too late for junior an
major Histin Beam, who was given a

$2,600 bill he could not pay. because

the University did not file his student

loan paperwork. As a result, he

missed two years of school.

Beatty said the University policies

toward minority and low -income

families is rough on students, and

added the school should change the

way tt deals with students

"As far as the school has been con-

cerned. | students | are just money,

we keep them in business." Beatty

said

Several new* stories and editorials

appearing at the time of the takeover

depicted it as only helping ALANA
students But many students involved

do not agree this was the case

"Goodell was not just an ALANA
thing." UMass student Brad
Davidson said. "Students of different

cultures worked together to accom-

plish one common goal."
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Clarkson presents faculty lecture
Exercise science professor speaks on human muscle system

By Aimee Wollis

Collegian Correspondent

•SUM MCMSMOn COUiGUN

Some heavy lifting required...
Mike Smith, a senior exercise science ma|or, bench presses in the Boyden weight room Saturday afternoon

Thursday afternoon marked the third lecture of the

Distinguished Faculty Lecture Series featuring Professor

Priscilla M. Clarkson of the exercise science department

at the University of Massachusetts.

Clarkson presented a lecture titled "Muscle Soreness:

The Aftermath of Overexertion" to an auditorium con-

taining family, students and faculty. Following the lec-

ture, Clarkson answered questions from the audience

and received a medal of honor for her services here at

UMass.
After receiving a masters degree in science/zoology.

Clarkson decided to combine her love for dance and

interest in the mechanics of the human body to obtain a

doctorate degree in exercise science. Besides teaching

and lecturing, Clarkson has co-authored a book on the

kinesiology of dance. She is also presently on the press

board of directors of ballet.

Clarkson has been an exercise science professor for

nver twenty years giving lectures all over the world. She

teaches and aids a range of students from first year to

graduates. Clarkson has been published in over 100 arti-

cles and has published two books of her own.

Clarkson's presentation focused on a brief introduc-

tion of the human muscle system followed by informa-

tion as to why muscles get sore due to overexertion and

what treatments work.

After muscles are overexerted, pain results when the

muscles lengthen during exertion of force. This is called

an eccentric movement Strain on the muscle fibers

cause the muscles to become over extended thus eccen-

tric movements are the cause of muscle damage

Cfafaea explained that muscles get sore due to lactic

acid (which is produced during high intensity exercise

and causes a burning sensation which is quickly carried

away from the muscle), spasms, connective tissue dam-

age and muscle fiber damage.

Clarkson explained the reasons why muscles do not

show signs of soreness until after 24 hours. It is not

until almost a day after the pull on the muscle that the

"clean-up crew" as Clarkson called it, removes damaged

debris to the muscle and begins to rebuild. The highest

peak of the sore muscle is at 48 hours due to the

"clean-up crew."

Clarkson reviewed the bout effect which occurs when

a subject lifts weights for an hour and the next day all

Lit then muscles are torn and they cannot move Alter

the healing process takes place and without training

with weights the subject lifts the same amount of

weights weeks or even months later and feels great the

next day. This change of reaction to the exercise is

called the Bout I Meet

Though muscles are not permanently damaged after

overexertion there is a worse case scenario called,

Rhabdomyolysis Rhabdomyolysis is when high blood

MB levels spill over into the myoglobinuria thrown

unne) causing kidney function to shut down. This can

especially happen if a person is dehydrated (heat stress.)

She reviewed temporary ailments that will ease mus-

cle soreness such as aspirin, massages and sports creams

however Clarkson explained these will not help the

muscle fibers to get better any faster or help to alleviate

the pain all together, they are simply for temporary

relief

Clarkson finished the lecture by lending a few com-

mon sense tips. She suggested on tuning a new exer-

k.'ram gradually, train before performing strenu-

ou» exercise and Jnnk plenty ol fluids

debate
continued from page I

Howe said.

"I think student government is set-

ting a bad example Students feel

disillusioned I will try lo smooth

out the partisanship that's going on

to make Ml people work for ttu-

dents." lennifer Casasanto. former

presidential candidate said

N OM I
in the Senate | has mal-

intent But we need to realize that

we're all here lor the same reason.

v\i need to stop walking out to

break quorum." said Ann
Pellegrino. presidential candidate

Uv ^.tn stop the fighting if the

people in senate would represent

then cotatrilttaacy. Have senators

bjoi hills with signatures from

then constituent Outreach needs

io happen." Salwe Shamapande.
president itil candidate said

\\ hilt many candidates oppose the

J 4 hour card access pilot program

that is cutrentlv being implemented

in Southwest and Orchard Hill

Residential Areas, some are hesitant

i criticiaa tfa program before

i cstohs are evaluated.

"I would ruihei see more student

security at desks instead of scanners.

The university is spending money on

something that is useless." Casasanto

said.

"We have to remember that it's a

pilot program and see the results. If

it ttopt an attack or a rape it it

worth it? I think so," lette

Burchfield said.

"We do need to be careful because

it's a pilot program. I refuse to look

at no data and say it's failed."

Shamapande said

The ALANA (Asian. Latino,

Alncan American and Native

American students i Caucus was alto

diffif—r1 concerning a bill that was

defeated early last semester seeking

lo dissolve the caucus because it

allows students to be voting mem
bers of the senate without being

elected into the afl

"I'm against the appointment of

students to the senate I would like

\l \N \ to have n otficio status

Thev wouldn't be able to vote, but

they could bring motions before the

senate.' prcsuienii.il candidate-

Phillip Blue said

SGA
continued from page l

"This person llustin Smith | has

no right to slander me. or slander

this campaign." Howe said.

"I am so disgusted that this hat

happened." Pellegrino said

At 12:50 this morning, the

election committee had devel-

oped Smith s negatives but

could not print photograph! or

otherwise enlarge the negatives

to decide it the men in ques-

tion could be identified at

Pellegrino and Howe campaign
workers

The two candidates waited
over two hours for the phoi

be developed No results were

available at the time of print

"Stuff like this happens every

year." Pellegrino said. "It's tough,

there's so much at stake."

Parker and Hansen were named
in a complaint filed by the

flection Commission, claiming

they were covering opponents'

posters » nh their own.

aejwo did not appear at the

hearing Fatet saving they were

never notified of it

Chancellor of Rlectiont Carlos

Alvarez immediately atked for

their namet to be removed from

the ballots and the motion was

carried out.

"They can't just take me off the

ballot." Parker said. "They're

scared I'm going to win
"

Hansen taid he wat never noti-

fied of the hearing. "I'd like to

know how the SGA can take ut off

the ballot without telling ut before

hand." he said

Alvarez taid he atked Parker to

be at the meeting at 9 p.m.. and

he expected him to appear.

<h Parker and Hanten deny

the allegations that they removed

or covered opponents' flyert.

rding to Hanten. he and
Parker had no help with their

campaign flyering.

"I know I didn't put any of our

flyers over anyone else's and I

didn't tear any down. Dan gave

me his word that he didn't

eitheT," Hanten taid

Rozantes
ccxTftnued from page 1

t 5 minutet to walk from each

building. The shuttle would be

running every half hour. The
Pioneer Valley Transit Authority

tPVTA) is great but people don't

know when it is Parking tickets

should go towards thit thuttle

service." Rozantes taid

In order to improve food quali-

ty Rozantes plans to work on a

plan with the SGA.
"When 1 |meet wiih| tenate

we'll work on a plan We can

come up with a tuccetsful plan."

Rozantes said.

Rozantes would also like to

have the library and computer
labs open 24-hourt.

"People want this People will

volunteer to keep these hours.

Maybe we could do it at a

Teachert Attittant thing."

Rozantes said

"We already have labs it's just

a matter of turning them into

24-hourt." Rozantes taid.

Low quality housing cable

channeli are a waste of money

and are something Rozantes
would like to change.

"We're paying housing lor low

quality things like thit where we
could use the same money to pay

for high quality." Rozantet said

Rozantct feels the current

alcohol policy it adequate

"I feel the current alcohol poli-

adequate for young adults

on campus. I am happy with

the situation now." Rozantes

said

Rozantes feels to attract more

ALANX students there should be

more activities to make the

University atmosphere more wel-

coming
"We have to have more activi

tiet to attract ALANA students

to make them feel comfortable as

I Mass and students would wel

come them with open arms."

Rozantet taid.

Rozantes feels dedication is

important to being trustee

"Be dedicated and really give it

your all." Rozantes said

_i , » i ii . 1
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SGA election candidates have their say

A note from the editors
Today's Ed/Op page features pieces written by candidates in the Student Government Association (SGA) elections

lor Student Trustee and SGA President. The Collegian feds it is important to provide the candidates with this space

so that students have some information about the stances of the candidates when they go to the ballot box.

The printing of these platform statements is in no way meant to imply Collegian support for one candidate or

another We have intentionally avoided headlines with editorial content, and have ordered the columns alphabetical

iv by candidates' last names to present theae pieces in the most neutral way possible

candidates did not submit pieces for this page: Erik Hansen. Brian Tirrell. and Evan Rozantes who are run-

ning tor Student Trustee; and Phillip Blue who u a candidate for SGA President.

flections will be held today and tomorrow. We encourage you 10 inform yourself about the opinions of those run-

ning and then cast ballots for the candidates you feel would best represent the L Mass student bodv

f dilortal/Opinion page
I amar Carroll and Daniel Bodafc

Candidates for Trustee

Mv name i> I IK Court and I

am running for Student
Trustee with Salwa

Shamapandc
who is running
for SGA
President Of all

II

that our platform is not made up of

grandiose promises for which we
have no plan of implementation.

^^^^^^^^ We will not^^—̂ —̂ —™ promise HBO
ff Coil and FSPS

ammmmmmm* because we
the Trustee candidates. I am the

most experienced Last year I

served as Assistant Student Trustee

and this year I am the student

member of the Board of Higher
I ducation. As Assistant Trustee. I

actually met and collaborated with

members of the UMass Board of

Trustees, and on the Board of

Higher Education I have worked
with Trustees from 29 different

campuses I know the position and

I have the confidence and maturity

to be a strong advocate for students

to the Board
The difference between Salwa

and I and the other candidates is

understand it is not a feasible

option Our platform consists of

issues and goals that we feel are

most important and those we are

confident that we can work on sue

cessfully.

One of our big issues is access to

student evaluations We are in sup-

port of making student evaluations

of faculty accessible to students

We feel this will help provide stu-

dents with the most information
when registering for classes. Salwa

has worked on this on campus and

I have brought it to a statewide
level this year. We are closer than

ever to achieving our goal, and we

want to finish thi-

We also want to take on the issue

of deferred maintenance. But we
recognize that we cannot be suc-

cessful as UMass- Amherst alone

We are prepared to mount a mas-

sive voter registration campaign
that would unite the 21 campuses
in our system. As a block of

175.000 students, we can lobby the

Slate Legislature wielding our vot-

ing power as our Mri In this way
we believe we can make the state

take responsibilit) lor its buildings

We also plan to lobby the

Legislature to increase investment

into public education, so as to keep

tuition and fees low. As your next

Trustee. I will work with the Board

ei Higher Education on this.

Salwa and I have a plan for all of

our issues: if you are interested in

results, please cast your vole for us

l.lh Court a a I Mass student.

Over the last two years, our

campaign has focused around

the slogan: 'Tired of Being

Treated Like a Number''* As a stu-

dent at this I university I am tired of

being treated like

a number by the

administration as

well as the stu-

dent government

large university.

Mn nil.t I it-patrick

Although '

it i' not inevitable

that students be treated like they are

just part of the "masses."

In my years here at the L nfveraity. I

have been active in a wide range of

activist organizations, such as

Common Ground (an organization

dedicated to bridging class divides)

and The Committee for Human
Rights and Democracy in Nigeria. In

these organizations, we worked hard

to make our members and the public

at-large feel included in what we

were doing. I would like to bring this

to student government

Throughout our campaign, lease

Burchfield and I have focused upon
which we really believe can gat

^^^^^ accomplished and
not |ust empty

zpatnch prosaists. For
•^•^—̂ —™—" example, we want

to create a pro Mudent Whitmore
We plan on accomplishing this goal in

three *

We want to expand Whitmore's
1-800 help line throughout the entire

year. So often. vou try calling and you

can't get through because it's busy.

Hv extending the 1-800 number
throughout the year, we hope that

students can solve their problems
over the phone instead of waiting in

line

I wo. we want to create an
earlv warning notification system. If a

problem arises with your account,

you should be notified early enough
so that you can solve your problem

without going into a nervous break

down. Also, you should be given the

steps to solve the problem.

Third, we want to re-train the

who work in the Bursar's Office,

Financial Aid and Housing so that

students icccivc the correct answer

the first time.

As Student Trustee. I would seme
as a voice to ensure that student

issues are addressed and solved at the

Board of Trustees. In addition. I

would like to build a coalition

between undergraduates, graduates.

faculty and staff so that we may begin

the process of reaching our common
goals and alleviating our common
frustrations.

Brenda Fitzpatnek is a I slass stu-

dint

Attention UMass students: You
are not getting the representa-

tion that you deserve"" Mv
name is |eff ^^^^^^^^^^
Howe and I am . ....

running for the ^^^J^trvv
position of '

""' ~ss ' ™*»^u- *

affordable for all students and will

oppose any fee or tuition increase.

The groups that make our campus

^^^^^^^^^^ diverse, such as
^"™

™

mmmm RSO's. need the
flow f space and funding

" "'""' '"
to function freelv

Trustee with presidential candidate

\mv Pellegrino I am a sophomore
political science/sociology double
major. For the past two years I have

been a senator from Orchard Hill.

The reason that I decided to run is

that bureaucracy has destroyed our

student representation We. the stu-

dents, no longer have a strong leader

that will represent our needs to the

administration.

If elected. I intend to set a founda-

tion that will help our university

prosper. I hold the fundamental
belief that state universities should be

and independently. Campus safety

will be a priority, with the demand
for more lighting and call boxes

across campus. We must find a way
to decrease the amount of deferred

maintenance we have on campus,
before our buildings become com-
pletely useless. On campus, we have

the right to a spring concert. I guar-

antee that will be back next year, as a

free and fun show for everyone. Any
new alcohol policy will not include a

ban of alcohol. We pay student activ-

ities fees for tickets, yet the Mullins

Center restricts our usage to certain

areas. That must change. We need to

address the horrendous food situa-

tion It isn't fair to pay $1,000 a

semester and cat cheap food substi-

tutes We need to unlock the doors in

Southwest and Orchard Hill and
make certain this impractical plan

does not get implemented campus
wide. A campus of this si/e should

have more than three ATM
machines. We need to find a way to

provide ATM's in more locations

across campus
These are just some of the major

issues that I have an extreme interest

in and will pursue as your Trustee

Now the decision is yours Do L'Mass

a favor and get out and vote. Make
the choice that i« right lor students

Vote leff Howe for Trustee and Amy
Pellegrino for President. Thank vou

leff Howe is a I Mass student.

Why am I running for Student

Trustee? I want to improve

the quality of education and

other services here at UMass.

Along with Phillip a^BMHBaBnnnni
Blue, who is run-

I ric VI
ning for president. aBBBBB^H"H"B"~l
mv goal is to

make UMass a better place to attend

l.et me tell you what I support and pro-

vide some more information:

• Stop any of the administration's

attempts to institute an alcohol ban

• Keep tuition and fees low. for both

in-state and out-of-state students

• Support the diversity that makes

UMass a great university

• Make the pre-registration process

easier for all students, in any major

• Accelerate the process of renovat-

ing dorms and campus buildings

• Get paper towels or electric hand

dryers in all dorm bathrooms

Hsssssa-MBissssssi * Get Ethernet

lt
,azu in all dorms

increase

to

mail

access

• Provide more access to students to

choose what channels are on dorm
cable: HBO. ESPN. MTV and others

• End the AT&T monopoly on cam-

pus; lower long distance rates

• Get better food, and a later closing

time, in every Dining Commons
• More call boxes, better lighting,

faster FLscort Service

• Change the 24-hour card swipe

back to nights only

• Get an ATM in Southwest, and
eventually one near each Munchy Store

• Support all registered student orga-

nizations and student-run businesses

Any issue of yours is an issue of

mine, but you have to tell me about it.

You can contact Phil or me through

our webpage. http://www-
unix oit.umass.edu/~emagazu/. We
will always stay up-to-date with your

issues. This includes my "Meet the

SGA" initiative, which I hope will

greatly increase involvement with the

SGA. Don't hesitate to stop and talk to

me in person. I will always be cnthusi-

astu to get your input. I hope you will

give me the opportunity to serve you as

your Student Trustee.

Eric Magazu is a UMass student.

Candidates for President

H

Today and tomorrow, the stu-

dents at this university will be

asked to choose their presi-

dent and trustee. To many students,

these titles belong g^^^gg^
to an organization

which has separat- ^B̂ B̂ B__
ed itself from the

student body. The Student
Government Association tSGA) has

turned into a training ground for

politicians and bureaucrats, instead

of an opportunity to serve as a stu-

dent voice

Mv experience does not stem from
politics, but from action I have been

blessed with the opportunity to work
with organizations like the Sierra

Club. Human Rights Campaign and
United Farm Workers When woik
ing with these groups, a goal was set

and hard work and preparation led

us towards that goal It is this simple

and often forgotten method that I

would like to bring to student gov-

ernment.

I make only one promise. I

promise to rise every morning and

passionately pursue a better educa-

tion and improved standards for the

students of this University.

mmmmm^^ m̂mm I would like

UrchfkU to begin work-

-^-^.^—^—^P^— mg on releasing

sophomores
from their obligation to join the meal

plan Students should have the

choice of whether or not to spend

approximately $1,000 a semester for

a service they may no want.

In addition, the Registered

Student Organizations (RSOs) on

this campus rely on funding from the

Student Government Association

(SGA) Often the political process

interferes with what is best lot stu

dents Unfortunately friendships and

pettv political rivalries olten deter-

mine the fate of many clubs and
organizations. A non-political

method of determining funding
needs to be established where the

activities put on by an organization

and its membership determines fund

ng
This semester, Brenda Fitzpatrick

and myself began working on the

first comprehensive study for the

need of undergraduate childcare \

study has not been done and Aid foi

Families with Dependent Childun

(AFOC) numbers are being used to

protect the need for childcare \v

,

felt that these numbers were unrcli

able it we were going lo begin son

ing the need lor undergraduate child

vdic No. parent should be forced

into choosing between a better

luturc and their children

These are just a few of the ideas

we would like to pursue if elected

We ate a«king for your vole so we

can have an opportunity to begin

working on these pio)ects Both

Brenda Fitzpatrick and I share the

same goals and determination \\,

hope you share in our enthusiasm nl

what could be accomplished and out

disdain for what has not

lent /> Burchfield is a I
'

student

Ml name is lennifer

Casasanto. I am a junior

political scicnce/historv

major I live in ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Moore donmlorv in ,

... ,

.

Southwest I have ^Jenn!*x^t^Ms*ritO
been in student ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

separate committees. I have worked

diligently to support student rights on
this campus including lighting the

proposed sur-

veillance cam-
eras in our
dorms, and help-

government as a senator for three

years and now I am running for presi-

dent

I am running to ensure that stu-

dents have a strung voice in their gov-

ernment I am the candidate with the

most experience. I ran for senate in

the beginning of my freshmen year

and 1 have been re-elected twice in

Southwest since then. I have served in

many leadership positions within the

senate, including chairperson of three

ing to stop last year's policy of room
sweeps during fire drill?

I am running on the issues that are

real and that the students care about

Once elected. I will stop the pilot pro-

gram of 24-hour lock down in the

dorms As an alternative. I want to

sec increased student security in the

dorms, trained people who can react

uble situations I will lohhv M
get a new bid for towing on campus

Amherst Towing is nppmg students

off and we can get a lower bid

I will also continue to fight to keep

UMass affordable through tuition cuts

and prevention of lee increases We
also need to reform the sports ticket

distribution system so that there are

more student seats and we are able to

sit with our friends

Finally, student government n.*eds

to increase funding for Spring

Concert to ensure that it is rv

celled again These are the issues that

are my priorities once elected. I have

worked on student issues for thin.

years and I ask that vou elect me SOBS

next student government president ».

I can continue Thank You
ufer Casasanto is a I Wjsv >/t.

dent

In
the past and in the present

there are thousands ,.! students

that always wK^Kmmammm
have a problem Danii'
With the W.I. ^^^^g^g^g^gg
UMass

I
!>

runs.

Current issues such ss the Office of

Information Technology colli
Housing, the Dining Commons and

administration in general, have
seem to upset every student on eam-

BajI)aaa^B̂ aBa^ pUS in CHIC toll!!

r
.mother.

——-— Dan
Parker, irtii real

Iv fed up with this, along with every
other student The Student

. nment Association (SG'Al

seems to have failed in their I

trying to represent the majontv .•!

student needs | don't have a back

ground or any kind ol htstoix In

IG \ but I know what it IsJ

get the student voices heard to

every other student, and most
importantly to Whitmore.
Hjh farkn /.< a I Mass student

\mv l»

If
we sit back thirtv years from

now to reflect on our college duv ~

chances are, we aren't going to

think about locked doors and whether

or not we had an ATM at the dining

ciimmons. True, the ^^^_____^^
ending of 24-hour

card access and
regional ATMs are

*^"^™̂ ™̂ ™

™

plans I would like to see come into

fruition, but it's onlv a traction of a

larger picture. Programming your stu-

dent organization put on. or a great

spring concert, the professor that made
such an impact, or seeing the basket-

ball team come back next year to beat

the University of Rhode Island by

twenty at the Mullins Center, are mem-
ories that stay long after graduation

These causes are worthy of being put

on a pedestal to be called priorities.

The Student Government
lation (SGA) should be about

building bridges, not burning them
Good communication is paramount
Helping to solve problems at

I niversity Productions & Concerts

I

I

l\ i is one example where this com-

^^^^^^^^^^ m u n i c a t i o n
^^^^^^^^^^ needs to take
"tunno place One of my

goals is to help

build this organization back into the

powerhouse it was years ago.

Advocating for registered student

organizations (RSOs) and student

business space in the University Center

2000 is another priority Student busi-

nesses are valuable entities worth pro-

tecting, as they add to the unique char-

acter of the University RSOs histori-

callv have had a difficult time in sched-

uling space for meetings, and it is mv
sincere hope that the UC 2000 project

will take this into account, as I will

advocate for it tirelessly until it

becomes a realm

In the area of academics. I would

like to see a stronger advising pro

gram, a measure that will hopefullv

increase the rate ol retention at the

L niversity Bv working with the

Faculty Senate, progress can be made
in 'his area Deferred maintenance i- I

priority When I went on the tour ot

UMass as a prospective trohmen. (or

some reason we skipped looking ai

Bartlett 65. However, I do not want

the money to come from leaving open
posniutis caused by a professor's

retirement As one CoHigjan writer

said. "There is no use in having reno-

vated classrooms if there is no one ai

the front teaching
"

I hope you will agree with some i !

the positions I have outlined and take

the time to vote on Monday and
Tuesday. Thank you lor vour support

\m\ Pellegrino is a I Mm student

My
name is Salwa Shamapandc

and I am a second year com
puter systems engineering stu

dent. My running mate is Elly Court,

who is running for Student Trustee.

Planning for success is our campaign

slogan, because it fits with our vision

for the Student ^^^^^^^^Government
Association (SGA) ^^^^^^^^^
Elly and myself have

spent the last year on our premiere

issue. CATE (Course and Teacher

I valuation) Guide.

CATE is an evaluation form that

would be filled out at the end of the

semester. Students are now not able to

see these evaluations, but we want to

make them open for all students. In

order to save cost and make it more

accessible, we would post it on the

Internet.

Our second big issue is that of

deferred maintenance, commonly
known as "fixing what is broken." This

institution has run up a bill of $395 mil-

lion Places like Boyden Gymnasium.
Goessman laboratory and the Student

Union have contributed to this cost

How do we bring down the cost with-

out increasing student tuition and fees?

We must pressure the Legislature to

take care of their buildings. We are

^^^^^^^^^^ already taxed for

these costs. Toamari^Klr^ (M us agam m
the form of rais-

ing fees or tuition is unacceptable. We
have come up with a two tier strategy to

combat this problem.

I will campaign on campus for voter

registration. The only way to get the

Legislature to listen is to say. "Fix our

facilities or we will find someone who
will."

The second tier is Elly's. After stu-

dents are organized on a campus level,

we need to organize them on a

statewide level (Lowell, Boston.
Worcester, Dartmouth and Amherst).

The problem with deferred mainte-

nance also speaks on a much deeper

level, asking: Where are the priorities d
our elders? They must ensure the future

of public colleges, beginning with facili-

ties.

The third issue we will be taking on
is that of Whitmore Specifically, mak-
ing sure the Bursar's, financial Aid. and
Housing offices are open later for stu-

dents. Elly Court will be working on the

idea of "One-Stop Shopping." This is

an office that has all three in one. It will

limit the offices that we have to see. and
stop students getting thrown from
office to office syndrome.

Planning for success pushes us to

look at the bigger issues that require
planning Salwa Shamapandc and I llv

Court have done just that. We have the

experience and the plan to do what stu

dents need done. Others have made
promises that frankly cannot be kept.

We can keep our promises because M
have planned to do so. and that is the

difference in candidates

Sdlnu Shamapandc is a i" Mass stu-

dent.

Ed/Op is lookingfor new writers!
The Ed/Op desk is currently seeking new columnists. The way to get involvedis by submitting pieces for us to consider publishing. They should be 600-800 words long, well-written, and

have a point. There are no restrictions on topics, but we are especially interested in pieces on campus politics, satire, and work that takes an unexpected perspective.

Editorials can be submitted by emailing letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu or in person to the Collegian offices in the Campus Center basement. Call Tamar Carroll
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Black Affairs

Letter from the editor
I would like to formally intro-

duce myself M all of our readers.

My name is F^igar A. Barros and I

am the new Black Affairs Page edi-

tor.

Nice to meet you!

My plana for the Black Affairs

page are simple. I want to contin-

ue to provide a forum where the

words, thoughts, ideas, theories,

and knowledge of all our black
students can be heard. The words
spoken oo this page will enlighten

our community on some of the

news and controversies affecting

this campus, this country and this

planet. There are many issues

today which affect black people
which need to be discussed. These

issues have to be made public

Those of us who know, those of

us who possets knowledge end
those of us who care need lo edu-

cate each other. Those of you who
clsim to 'know* need to come

.ind enlighten the masses,
there are many students on thi«

campus who waste their lives away
by sleeping or by partying for

semesters on out. Others are to

buried in their book, they don t

that the world which awaits

is not all about accounting,

or biology. Our world

is not a happy place.

We, at a people, must equip
ourselves with the knowledge
(remember: knowledge is power)
needed to survive in this ra

oppressive world. The Black

Affairs Page it a place where we
can acquire tome of this knowl-

edge

Ihe Black Affairs Page is not

here to preach hate towards waste

people. That is not its puri

The Black Affairs Page is simply a

bulletin board designated with the

responsibility to post "knowledge."

At each reader picks up the paper

and reads the Black Affairs Page,

knowledge is pasted, people our

educated and many themselves

become inspired to write (post

knowledge) — thus the cycle of

knowledge continues.

Reflect on what Malcolm X said.

"The greatest weapon of the

opprestor, it the minds of the

oppressed." Read that quote once

more and think about what it

means. For thote of you who
believe that we are living in a

world of equality, justice and
democracy, you are a lending your

telf over to the oppressor at a

weapon against the oppressed!

Yes, ihe physical chains and shack

let have been broken Yes, we arc

able to eat at the same lunch
counter as white people and attend

the same schools. Yes, the African

nations are now free of physical

occupation bv European nations,

but WF ARI SOI IX)M VET!

The ropes are still around our

necks. We are still the targets of

racist laws, racist economic prac-

tices and we are still the victims of

secret missions designed at turning

many of our African governments

against each other which seriously

handicaps the possibility of

Pan-Africanism.
Therefore, in closing this brief

letter. I ask that all those who
know come down and help spread

the knowledge.

Edgar A. Bsrte* it a Collepan

staff member

Got Yours?

Sak passe!. Uuc Pasa?

Whampun? What up YO?!
Peace God! and I go on and

on ...til the break-a-dawn

You've never seen your SGA constitution

Your protests are long and in vain

your community service is questionable

\our programming is still laMminuteish

Your offices are empty

Your grades are pathetic

Your business, savvy is punka>sish

Your retention rate has plummeted

Your visibility on campus is weak

Your dialogue lacks content and you continue to fall

prey

but you don't pray

to the diversity ploys and multicultural propaganda

promoted on campus

but...

...Put Your Hands Up...

Your gear is Phatt!

Your Tommy Hill and Ralph Lauren fa tight

your Iverson's fa the joint'

Your urbanness is well rehearsed

Your hair is the bomb
Your pseudo-cultural look is fiava...

the dread-locks.

the meditating & yoga exercising

empty spiritual,

karma and |ah,

positive vs. negative energy talk...

But your Deep...

You're rumblin' with the Hip-Hop Hustle but then

you're wondering

Who...

brought the sound from Jamaica

that the Latinos blessed the break beats

with the "Wild Style" and

we complimented the dancehall with lyrics???

...we were truly one

But...wait...you got the new issue of VIBE...?

cause the new Mecca shirts is )ohn Blazin.

oops! I meant Fila shirts...

Check out the new article on the WU...

Get at me Dog!

SGA elections are tonight

...I gotta go vote.

P.S. No need for debate, it's simply my opinion.

Peace

Shannan Magee is a UMass graduate student
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The real on the SGA elections

I
love HBO I really do.

Ihc-v tJkon all the box office

hits, have great original movies,

good boxing and get the best come-

dians to do their hour comedy spe-

cials, Not to take anything away
from our own channel 7, but if it

were up to me. we'd all be spittin'

up Kool-Aid as we watch the ghet-

to-fabulous tunny

men and women of

"Russel Simmons'
Def Comedy |am

"

Ya'll know you still

watch it

Unfortunate!) .

nobody's watching
"Del lam" if thev live

on campus, bcciuce

we don't get IIHo
in the dorms We've
never gotten HBO
in the Jvtin« And.

no matter how badlv we all want it.

we'll never get HBO in the dorms

I know what vou're thinking I

know what vou re all thinking.

"II I vote lor so-and-so in the

SGA elections, today, we'll get

HBi>
V\ ron^'

There is no name on that ballot

today that can give vou HBO.
1 M'S \1 F\ or jnv other of the

cable channels vou ve been
promised.

Why'' Nobody can get those chan-

nels for vou. because it they did. it

would be the onlv channel you'd be

watching. The cost of getting ihocc

channels is more than this

University is willing to spend

The same goes for belter food in

the D.C II we want that, we have to

privatize. We've been down that

road before and nobody wanted it

Fvervone knows it's not good for

student run and operated establish-

ments like People's

Market Yet I still

continue to see all

these flyers from
candidates claim-

ing to be able to

get these thing-

1 really don't

want to believe

that anyone would

waste theit vote

on issues like

HBO in the

dorms or hi

tood in the DC With all of the

really important issues, directly

affecting the future of this

Iniversitv. that vour elected preti

dent and trustee will deal with n I

child care, academic programs.
$>*»> million in deferred mainte-

nance) please tell me that you're

ic for someone who
claims to be able to give vou M l\

In the two and a half years that

Ive been here, every campaign
promises the same thing It you tec

for candidates that all center

around the same trivial, petty

issues it ain't your imagination

Hwm/^rrv brown III

It seems nobody, save for Salwa

Shamapande (president) and
I Meaner "Elly" Court (trustee)

knows anything about what's going

on and really matters in this elec-

tion. And why shouldn't they? Thev

haw the most experience

Shamapande was on the negotiat-

ing team in last year's Goddell
takeover I remember because I was

theie lie was a freshman last year,

but I didn't find thai out until well

after the takeover had ended While

in cioodell — tired and ready to

leave — 1 watched Shamapande go

toe-to-toe with the administration

like he had been at UMass for

years. Seediest to lay. 1 was
impressed Fnduring six days of

bureaucratic pooh-pooh (vou know
what I mean) from the administra-

tion is no easy task; particularly one

as misleading and anti-negotiable

as ours, lust ask QBO
the past year, he's been

woiking with the faculty Senate

and virtually all the \ Id
Chancellors He knows how and

where to go to get things done. A
lot of the other candidates simply

don't have this kind of experience

nc thing to know what needs

to be done and be looking for the

right people lo talk to lt*l another

thing to know what needs to be

done and already know where to

tind those people Court i> the same

way.

She was treasurer and governor

of the Orchard Hill Area
Government her sophomore year.

She's been an assistant trustee with

trustee Carter, working closely and

learning the ins and outs of what

being a trustee is all about

This year she served as the stu-

dent on the board of higher educa

lion, representing all 29 campuses

of public higher education in

Massachusetts. While there, she

worked with all 29 trustees and

presidents from the other campuses

and with the State Legislature of

higher education.

Is that sick or what? It ggajsjM

doesn't seem right There are can-

didates who actually know what's

going on with the experience to

make significant change.

Don't get me wrong I'm sure the

other candidates have a fairly good

idea of what's going on too. but it

they did. you d think thev wouldn t

trv and play the students like idiots

hv JaiKing around what's impor-

tant and focusing on the real

issues.

I love HBO and I would love an

ATM in Southwest, but its not

going to be the president or trustee

thst's gives those things to me.
\\hen I vole todav I in voting for

the cats I know are going to really

do something for student* Not for

someone who promises cable, but

can only deliver snow.

Humphrey brown III is a

Collegian Column

Along the color line

:

A black radical congress
,
part one

This June 19th. African- American activi»t-

from all over the country will be gathering

in Chicago The purpose of the gathering

it lo revive and lo rebuild the spirit ol

black militancy and social justice within our

munitv Ihic meeting which call" itself the "Black

Radical congress" has already been endorsed by

hundreds of prominent black leaders, trade lead-

MM unionist, feminist*, intellectuals and

community adiy i*is

A briet list of endorsers include author Anuri

Baraka. activist/scholar Angela N Davis Bill

Fletcher, education secretary; AFl CIO attorney

Lennox Hines. historian Gerald Home i

Hudson. vice

president of Local

1199; Health and
Human Services

Union; tharlene Mitchell

of Correspondence

Ih. Manning Marable

I mmiitees

noted journalist Salim

Muwakkil; anthropologist I eith Mullings: femi-

nist scholar Barbara Ransby; lamala Ro>

Organization for Black Struggle. St Louis;

leromc Scott director of Project South. Atlanta;

feminist writer Barbara Smith; Los Angeles polit-

ical activist Anthony Thigpen; lams Tyncr. vice

chair. Communist Party USA; and noted

African American scholar Cornel \\

The Black Radical Congress campaign was

announced at a time of grave challenges which

confront the African- American community In

the official statement calling for the Cone-

the endorsers declared; "Black people face a deep

crisis Finding a way out of this mess requires

new thinking, new vision, and a new spirit of

resistance. We need a new movement of Black

Radicalism. We know that America's capitalist

economy has completely failed us. Every day

more of us are unemployed and imprisoned,

homeless and hungry. Police brutality, violence

and the international drug trade threaten our

children with the greatest dangers since slavery

The politicians build prisons but cut budgets for

public schools, day care and health care. They

slash welfare yet hire more cops. The government

says working people must pay more taxes and
rviccs while the rich and the cor

porations grow fat Black people and other

oppressed people have the power to change the

wav things are today. But First we must unite

against the real enemy
"

For many younger African- Americans who did

not live through the militant struggles of the

1960s and 1970s, there may be some uncertainty

about the meaning of black radicalism What
it mean to call oneself a "black radical" in

the context of a rao-

ctv
-
' How does black rod any

other political tdealogv or program cur-

rently being pursued by other black orga-

nizations, such as the NAACP or the

Vatton of Islam'' Perhaps an even deeper

and more significant question which some may

whether black folk have the willingness or

capacity to effectively challenge the institutions

of inequality and white supremacy which still

largely define the character of American society
'

There is a long and rich tradition of

African-American radicalism in the United

States. The African-American social protest tra-

dition has historically called for a fundamental

transformation of U.S. political economy and

Sty, and the destruction of institutional

raciMii and human oppression in all its forms

There have been a series ol brilliant and

uncompromising African-American women and

men who have personified the politic* ot black

radicalism. One might begin with Henrv

Highland Garnet, the militant abolitionist who in

IX-Tv called tor the violent overthrow of slavery

in the South. Garnet exhorted other

African-Americans; "Let your motto be M
tance!"

During the Civil War years, black radicalism

was represented by the abolitionist writings and

orations of Frederick Douglass. So|ourner Truth

and the early feminist activist and poet. Frances

Ellen Watkins Harper. In the summer of 1854.

black militants led by abolitionist Martin R
Delaney held a black nationalist conference in

Cleveland. Ohio, which in many ways foreshad-

owed the emergence of black power more than a

century later

In the late nineteen century, as hundreds of

black people were lynched across the South, and

losing their right to vote, the protest tradition of

black radicalism emerged vet again Anna lulia

Cooper s igcjj k., •
| e from the South.

represented perhap* the first important tcvt ol

what would become known vears later as black

feminism C rusading journalist Ida B Wells used

her skills as a writer to expose the massive crime*

ol lynching William Monroe Trailer's protest

publication. Boston Guardian challenged the

conservative accomodationism ol educator

Booker T Vvashington Troiter and the celebrat-

ed black scholar. W F B Du Bois. founded the

\iagara Movement in 190V which later con-

tributed to ihe establishment of the NAACP.
Unh the outbreak of World War I. black radi-

calism again erupted, not only in the IS. but

across the black diaspora. In South Africa, the

African National Congress was launched. In the

iradc unionist A Philip Randolph estab-

lished a journal. The Messenger, which called for

program of socialism and full equality for black

Americans Caribbean activist C\nl \ Briggs

created the African Blood Brotherhood in the

I ^20. which advocated black revolution through-

out the world. During the Great Depression, the

Communist Party attracted thousands of black

members and supporters by organizing rent

strikes, farm and industrial workers These and

many other examples ol black militancy illustrate

the rich history of struggle within the African

Americans community. The Black Radical

Congress in Chicago is only the most recent

example of African- American protest thought

l)r Manning Marable is Professor of History

and Director of the Institute for Research in

African-American Studies at Columbia
I sjfVsjrairs, \<-n York Citx

The here and now
Ac winter finally winds down, the

prospect of spring is a wonder-

ful foreshadowing of longer

days, first flower in bloom, and

mental mind sets begin to

improve.

The other day. while leafing

through the pages of my journal,

my thoughts for my new years

resolutions leapt off the page at

me. catapulting my mind into a

mad frenzy. Promises of brilliant

and hopeful changes for my
future abounded. 1 will write this

story. I will tell that story. I will

tone this. I will be nicer when,

more grateful when and so on

and so forth the list continued.

As 1 pondered over what I was

actually doing it just seemed nat-

ural that this is what almost

everyone does at the beginning of a new

vear. more so on the threshold of a new

millennium.

My grandmother once said to me the

problem with my generation is that we

are constantly living for what lies ahead.

wishing our life away Tomorrow I will

do thus, next week I will do that, in two

months I will be this, five years from

now I will be-

that. For the first

time since I

began keeping a

journal of my
resolutions, I

decided to

reevaluate them

in terms of what

I am doing now.

As what usually

happens in my
quiet time, the

truth I was seek-

ing was
revealed.

So much of

my energy was

being focused on the future. I'm usually

ahead of myself, my mind moving faster

than my capacity to think. I'm forever

thinking about what's next. So often I'm

focused on the completion of a task. I

often end up missing the delight of

"We must retrain

ourselves to be

fully present wher-

ever we are, so

that we can enjoy,

rather than avoid,

living each pre-

cious moment.

"

Millicent Jackson

achieving it. I have to constantly remind

mvself that the moment I am living in

now is the most important. I am guiltv of

saying that when I graduate my life will

be more complete, when I make more

monev I will be happier. I will be content

once I know my career is established. I'll

be more patient, grateful, more under

standing. When 1 am in school most of

my focus is on graduating rather than on

enjoying the process.

What I forgot is that joy is in the

doing, expanding my awareness and

putting what I want into action. The

thnll of completion, of reaching my desti-

nation is fleeting. I have come to learn

the real thrill is being on the journey. We
must n-train ourselves to be fully present

wherever we are. so that we can enjoy,

rather than avoid, living each precious

moment We didn't come into this world

in a hurry or nervous. As small children

we are complete individuals. We held the

belief that wherever we were was the

center of the universe and we were right.

All ol our insecurities were learned on

our way to adulthood. I nvironmental

training limits our ability to accept our-

selves fully and enjoy our in the moment

experiences. Unlearning these behaviors

requires courage and commitment.

Life is a challenge. Things are bound

to happen, good or bad. If we are con-

stantly living our life looking to the past

or the future we are racing ahead of our-

selves instead of living in the here and

now. Life is all about creating, changing,

healing and giving birth to our new self.

When we live in the here and now we
see that people and situations are drawn

to us in order to help us to grow and

know our deepest truth. When we are

fully aware, we don't race past the here

and now in fear of it's outcome. We
know every situation is an opportunity to

grow. Every encounter is an experience

of growth.

Now as I go from day to day. in the

forefront of my mind is where the power

lies. The future will be. None of us can

tush or delay it, we can only create it hy

how we live and experience the present.

Millicent fackson is a Collegian

Columnist

Spread Your Knowledge! Write for Black Affairs-

Call Edgar A. Barros @ 546-5397 today!
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New anthology ofJewish

writers to be published
Hadley Farm hosts 1 st Equine Conference

By Bryan Schwartzmon
Collegian Staff

\nv one who has ever taken an

English dm fe jvmhably familiar with

Norton Anthologies, the moM widov

used textbook in college classrooms

After the success of ethnically-based

projects -iieh a- the \nihology ol

African American 1 .itetature. the

company has commissioned an

Anthologv ol lewish American
I itciaiure

I niversity of Massachusetts HDMI
MM emeritus lules Chametzkv is OM
ii| tour OS editori working on the

anthology which ia expected to be

available in 1+W
Chanict/ky -aid the anthology will

chronicle lewish American n
from the colonial era through

day.

"This will establish to some extent

what works of Jewish- .American lit

erature will become part of tk

non." Chametzky said

lrt a great honor, and yet also a

great rcspoii-ihilitv to be involved."

Chamet/ky said.

He said there have been other

anthologies, but this one will have

three distinctions there will be moic

women, more works translated from

N icUlish. and popular song Km
turing artist* such as Irving Berlin

and Bob I"Man

(.hamel/kv is writing the general

introduction and editing the -

of literature from the end of the 19th

centruv through the carlv pan ol the

20th

X taculty member since I ^S*t. he

retired Irom full time teaching in

l>W2 Since then he has spent several

leaching in Europe

In IIM he «a> MM ol the

founder* ol Th$ HatMchuttttt
I

a progressive literature joui

nal ediled at the L inversus Since his

retirement he has continued his work

anal

I Norton, the anthology business

is quite lucrative for the companv
Hie Xtik.m American anthologv MM
S0.000 copies in us tlr-i >i\ months

he said Xn anthology alwav- reim
questions of what is being left out

Siil onlv is -pace I majoi concern

but C'hamctsky said certain thing* are

lust RWO expensive loo include, such

as a play by Arthur Miller.

"\\c were looking for themes that

rcpic-ciii Ameiican life. Israel, the

Holocaust, ihe second World War."

he -aid

Iheic will also be work- lha! aie

cphcitly concerned with Jewish

themes.

"lews have 10 be conscious ol

themselves as a iiinioniv Ibi- is the

beat country lews have ever lived in

but we -till live with |the impact | of

the Holocaust." he said.

Piotc-soi lame- X oung ol the

fngli-h and ludaic Studie- depart -

MM ••aid he think it will
I

important work and the editor- work

ing on the MM) are some of the ino-i

knowledgeable in tlu- held

h. the lewi-h Campus
Servu Mow hope- to -tudy

lc«i-h American literature in gradu-

ate

"I hope no class or -ludv will be

limited to one anthology as it reptr-

-cut- onlv a piece of the wide vanctv

of literature as was chosen by a few

editors and professors.* she said.

Chametzsky -aid he prefers using

full texts to anthologies in his classes.

By Jason Trenkle

Collegian Staff

I 'he Department ol Veterinary and

Xniiii.il Science ho-icd the hist

annual I quiiic l onlcience Sunday

morning at the Hadlev l.inn I quine

Center

I vent- included a wet lab and

demon-nation ol mute teasing.

semen collection, ultia-ound exami-

nation ol the mure, and stallion han-

dling

'We're Ml) pleased that lor the

first time we re able to otler semi

nars on equine managemenl and vet

ennary." Douglas freeman, directoi

of the equine studies program at

LniveiMty d \l.i--.iJui-ett- said

kuvla Kenaas. lecturer in equine

management added "Oui goal is to

teach and then to outreach to the

community and inform them on what

equine studies i- all about

The lust demon-tiation OOMMMKJ

pi mare tea-ing A in.ire ilc-malc) is

i when a stallion (male)

sign- ol .irou-al and the mare, sens-

ing the atou-al become- m heat.

However, in some instances, the

nun e will not alwav- -how signs of

which could imply that the

mute i- not satisfied with her mate or

that the -tallion i- )u-t tooling

around with her and become-

wild freeman empha-i/ed the

Burchfield

Blue
contmuao from potjo I

on the dorms Have security from t>

pm 2am with sevunrvwxirkingintwc

shifts of four hours." Blue said.

Student involvement in selecting

cable channels is also on Bloc* agenda if

elected

"I would like to get more -tudent

involvement in the selection ot cable

channel- XX e could put in I SPN (or the

same price and hopefullv MT\ too."

Blue said.

Blue would also like to expand the

escort service.

"The escort service van would be able

to be there within five minute* of the

time you call, not within half an hour ol

the time vou call | would al- >,

< establish moroMu.k

\... HI)k

•k to ease the registrar

with undeclared majors

-ukl like to make it easier for reg-

istration lor students who have an unde-

clared major or BDIC major*. " Blue said.

To implement these initiative- Blue

does not feel going through SGA would

be effettr.

I would prefer not working dircctlv

through the SGA I know this might

seem counter productive but I think the

best idea is to approach the administra-

tion on a one toone basis."Blue said

Blue feels there should be a greater

awarenessof the dangers ofalcohol

"There should be awareness that alco-

hol is not a solution to problems It cre-

ates problems." Blue said.

Banning alcohol will only make drink-

ing related injuries worse Blue said

Xn alcohol ban would cause more

people to drink off campus. The fur

ther off campus you have to go. the fur

ther you have to get back It's just going

to cause more alcohol related death-
"

Blue said

Blue would use influence to ensure a

*pring concert.

"I would use any type of influence to

make sure the Ways and Means
Committee allocates money for a Spring

Concert " Blue said.

freshman computer science major

Erk Xlagazu has been involved n

since arriving on campus last September.

Magam became a senator for theSGA
last semester and served on the XX ay - and

Mean- committee during that time

He will he working to keep tuition and

fees low . supporting police* to not hav e a

alcohol ban and extending hour- in the

dining commons if elected -tudent

trustee.

Tolowei Ices Maga/u plan- '

more funding to the L Mass

I will -eek out legislature- to increase

allocatur to I
: Mass and get them to pov

lor more things thev -hould be paving

lor It a budget didn't help -tudent- I

wouldn't vcHctor it eveni! I waetl

vote against the budget Xlagazu said.

fo lengthen the hour> ol the dining

commons. Maga/u would include it in

contract negotiation*

"lit would bcl going to the university

importance of handling the hoi-e io

keep it under control in -udi
inoiiieiil-

\Xhen the mare shows heat, her

ovulation period begins Upon breed

ing the hoi-c-. .1 nunc should be in

heat tor three days so that the egg

completes the ovulation cycle and

becomes icudv to icceive 1MB -perm.

Also, the preferred season of

bteedmg lor many tv|>e- ol hoi-e- i-

in the rammer, when the days are

Douglas Freeman, the director of the UMass equine studies program,

demonstrates how to handle an excited stallion yesterday morning at

Hadley farm.

longer because the hoi-e- react to

long dav light bv releasing a hormone

that cau-c- -tiinulaiion ol the ovula.

Horse breeders, however, prefer

to breed during the winter, when

daylight i- morMr, lO that the hor-

e- van develop into a strong bleed

at a young age Owners such a-

1 iceman pUc ihe mares under light

tor long pcrivHls ol the dav and this

allow- the mares to begin their ovu

latum GfGH
An ultrasound examination tot

lowed the teasing in which freeman

displayed the borMt onmtmx "Bv

examining the ovaries, we can d.-tei

mine the growth atvd development ot

theovane-. freeman said

fK keeping exact records on the

changes in the uterus and ovaries, we

tan use it N monitor the reproduc

live cycles ol the mare." Renaas said

linallv the demoti-tratoi- pel

formed a semen collection of the

stallion

Renaas said. "W« try to keep an

equal balance ol tiding, management

and rc-carch all ol which are used

tot teaJung purposes."

Ihe Department pi X eterinary

and Animal Sciences hopes to

continue the equine contcrcn-e i.

lurther encourage -tudents and

other individuals to get involved

in equine studies Information on

the department can be obtained

bv calling .'=»* iw:

tion I would lengMMmHrmMWV^HJM*
7 pais, i wvukl try lo peopOM geitmg

more student- involved lo work aftet

ckases.

Adding an X I XI m s, ^thwest is possi-

ble w ith reriovanons toHampden Dining

Common Magazusaid.

"I plan to get monev to renov ate

Hampden which he require-

ment- helore an ATM goe* in If

Hampden ccmld be- expanded it would

reallv help student- It's onlv a matter of

getting a bank that won'tchargean

I think it would be a quick process after

that "Xlaga/u said.

Xlagazu feels education is kc\ to ^on

trol ling drinking on campus

"Theway which it should be handled i*

education. It should be the primary

methodoftrvingtokeepitundercontrol II

we had it banned it would only push it off

campusandpeoplewould bedrinkingand

drivingandthatisnett verv -ale thepro-

gram should be more oriented tow ard

educationnotabstination." Xlagazu -aid

Magazu also support* the univ e-r-itv -

goal of having 20 percent of the -tudent

population compri*ed ol XI XN X -tu

dent-

It i- a noble goal One of my feelings

i* that it - K-t to be color blind. The

color of someone- -km should not

impact whether vou get in L mil every-

one is judged h<i-e\l -eilelv e>n an applica-

tion we need this goal. ' Mmjhm hmI

On ensuring -pring concert Magazu

said more funding i- needed from the

Student Xctivitie- Trust fund (S X 1

1

"XX'hat we could do i- look into how

we can increa*e the SATF fund, work on

getting more monev into S XII without

increasing the student activities fund."

Xlagazu said

continued from page 1

u*ed last -ummei except make it available all sear

Hurehlicld said.

. mdly I want to have a re-training of the staff

in these oil ^hcri vou get an answer it's the

correct answer the first nine " BuivhTield said.

"Thirdly, we wc>uld implement an early warning

system XX hen a problem cixik-* up with voui account

you will be notified about it right away Sow they call

you on Friday and say there's a problem with vour

jceount vou need to he out of the dorm* on Monday,"

Burchiield said.

Another major issue Burchiield would work on it

elected i- the CAM guide

"Reallv there i* not that much lurther to go on the

l XII guide we need to lobby with P

lo make sure it gets em the table. " Burchfield said.

Targeting SCX inefficiency Burchfield plans to

bung together it* different peilitical BOMf
improve the w t >rk the M . V ,l,s-- lor tlie -tudents.

It - tunx-d intocon-ervatives versu* liK

'- >0d becau*e I don't see what being HMNMMH
liKral ha* to do with the Bursar's office or the Dining

non- and what* getting acct>mpli*hed."

Burchiield said.

"I hav e brought eonserv atives to come work with me
and liberal- to rk with me in a coalition

ihing I have *pv • ihe -enatc has passed

,e le>bmki a -million. KuiJilieldsaid.

i» roul of hanatrAi XN X -tudent*

, 20 percent of the student fxxlv hits home
with I

"I am one of the individuals wfso has benefitted from

ifu* Mv high -ehoul wasn't a place for studying It was

a place where vou wondered how you were going to get

home safely | Without goals like | thi* we run the risk of

denving that opportunitv !"here is someone out there

dying to get an opportunitv we arc running a risk of

closing the door It's a fantastic goal but they need to

stop fudging the numbers by including "other" as

XI XN A -tudent*.' Burchfield said

Brenda FitZpatrick, a lourth yeai -tudent in a

live vear program, majoring in Plant and Soil and

Anthropology got involved in government through

activism in I >miiiK«i Ground Bndgmg the -la— :

and a five college organization, and the COMMMMM lor

Human Rights an agua.

Mk- also served as the political chairperson lor the

IVide Alliaive I ttzpalrxk has been a senate* in the

Student Government AasuciationtSGAi thi- vear

v>nc erf the biggoM issues litzpatnck would address

if elected is child care.

" rhe biggest issue I have is childcare and a need (or

more undergraduate chikkarv X uiTently there are

onh 24 -pots for undergraduates where there are over

I tvOOU student*," fhzpatnek said.

need childcare.

"I worked on a task to study undergraduate need

lor childcare. It got passed |bv the SGAj rhe *tudv

should be ci«npleted bv the end of the semestet 1

1

want| to have firm numbers to gfve to the adnnmstra

tKwi about childcare because all they were using ana

the ArTX ." fit/patnek said.

•iher issue Rtzpatnek wv>uld work to kwer tfv

c-ost of the meal plan

"Right now Dining Services is part of Auxiliary

Service* and dining -ervKes it making a profit. Abo

part of Auxiliary services are things like the Hatch

which loses money everyday Dining Services is sub-

-idi/mg businesses Kke the Hatch XX e believe it a

business is kising iikskv it should look within itself

and restructure management Students shouldn't pay

Mirnianagcment of other businesses." Fttzpstnck

-aid

I it/patrkk feels the key to turning these issues into

COOn if elected lie in uniting the

I think lo implement | issue* | a coalition would

make the SGA a place where action can be taken XX |

need to tear down the fab* watts we put up ot corner

ifx-iul " titzpatnck-aid.

ivstnck support* the goal ot having 20 percent

XI XNAMudenls comprise the population

I fimilv *uprs>n it I think this again b speaking to

graduateand undergraduate students." Fitzpatrick said.

I nzpainek wesild work for ahemative programs to

alcohol.

I iKourap students so haw programs and aciivi

ties not based on alcohol so akohol does not become

the maul tutxtion ot *iudcni*." i itzpauick -utd

WORK EXCITING LATE NIGHTS!! NIGHT GRAPHICS

ALWAYS BRINGING EXCITING NEWS, ARTS, ED-OR
SPORTSAND MORE! YOU CANALSO WRITE! ! COME
DOWNTO OURBASEMENT IN THE CAMPUS CENTER!

TODAY.!!

1-BOO-COLLECT RECREATIONAL SPORTS
iz" ; .";-u

r -®H5t
Cmon

VcmaKett

If» »'"

i
A*%

Get Those forms In By:

SotlWI (H/W/0 V9

(oikSkw 5/9

VollrtNllSfNi.l((). VIO

/ 1 SIGN UP TODAVI

U Mass Amherst
Remember, you can receive $9 in collect calls, visit www.180OCOLLECT.com

50% Student Discounts

Right m Amherst

Space is LuniKd! Call

I

Cliiiei Sun Wed Man* 1 1*1 700 pn. Lord Je tfrrv Inn. Amhim l.tnmon

internet interns wanted!
want to become a part of

the biggest internet news

source in the valley?

contact josh by:

1

.

come down to 113 campus center

2. call 545-1864 to make an appointment

3. email at isylvest@student.umass.edu

are your internet capabilities

beyond all logical bounds?
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Lebowski knocks 'em down Secret revealed on General Hospital

JeH Bridget. |ohn Goodman, and Steve Bimemi make for a dim-witted bowling team ir

Lebowski

By Bryan McAllister

CcJUown Staff

THE BIG LEBOWSKI
Directed by JoeJ Coen

wiftH JeK Bridges, John Goodman Julionne Moore
Ploying or Hampshire Sis Theaters

the Big Ifhitu j howling iiie»vic although it

•ohm of the lunnicM tx>vt Im^ . t ciw« in re

And it >• not a CfMM HMrk, although itt plot

tmK-« HMMka vla*»ic HoMvwood lilm non

Actuallv, The Hig Lehowtki i»n't rcall> aKmi
thmx M all e\ k e-pt '«' character -uifcr

rih hmi'ell "Ihe l>udc " fie-n \ let nam M
»hn Jrjv»» hi> gun i>»or j bowling HTewc. an ultrj

•u«i \chei hurU lie-i the ren.in in a har-

< ii\jI he>vkle-r nanicd lo^ Uumtana who dresses

in all purple MoM d the- humor in the lilm i* based on

-uch character .i*ie* and pla>lul iron\

HUhhI Simple, the writing Jn

team of loel and I than Cocn have put a tw

nu.eie nuking that culminated with l»Wt> •> f argo. a

-tunning and hysterical look at -mall town murder and

hat won a *4ew of crltix-af prrn

rt/j. I pBl "I" 1 •' *KM le that

less polish .m ahing jtoe* comed>,

and mcctudn tor the mo-i part in uridei It's as

strange a- it- title, a movie with ndiculou*l> tnppv

ii sequence- involving Saddam Hussein and living

howling pins.

The Coent love odd people, and perhaps their great-

est asset i- i nc

i

,>nlv create nraMft chm
iiige character- wii(

intelligen

In their M
I ehow -k

are breaking

rug

Hut the l«i

I ebow-ki » in

an old million

Bunny \

•ate fe

a lis i-on

of course,

planned, and

iMrggy haired, perpetually -toned bum who
ig casually and iri-i-i- on calling himself

-t meet The Dude, two thug*

into his apartment and urinating on hi*

rug reallv tied the

Shop Off Campus..?

Why Bother?
Check out these everyday

low prices:

Item: UStore Drug Store Grocery Store

Coppertone 55.79
4oz. SPF 4

Visine $3.39
Original .5oz.

Trojans $4.99

12pk Unlubricated Condoms

Tylenol $3.69
Extra Strength 24 Capiat*

$6.99

$3.99

$7.49

$3.83

Mear AaMwirit

$5.99

$3.99

$7.49

$3.69

Ustore.

Not like

a mall...

Better.

rsit

University of Massachusetts Campus Center

Amherst MA

413-545-2619

Open M-F 9 to 5, Sat, 11 to -4

MC. Visa, AMEX, Discover, and UCard

cheerfully accepted.

Hi soap fans, I hope eve

had a lovelv weekend, like moi Did

anvmie happen to catch last

Thur-Jav » AP article iLallegiati,

March 5) about the inlainou- I ukc

and I aura on "Cieiuial Heispital"

and the secret that i- bound lo nip

Luke in the real In ca-e vou HtMMjd

last Fridav- apisoda tgasp, how
could you' i Nik told I uckv that it

was indeed Luke who had raped

their mother all tho>e vear- ago and

not M ike- I \pect thi- reveal to

lead to a huge Ca--adine Spencer

feud (what> new'i wiih Li] right

in the thick of thing!.

I have some conflicting feelingl

about the -torvline although I have

to adniu Bob Cur« - MOt MMM
"bleep," opening thi- can of

worm- ic-peuallv with all MOM
die haid I M EMM) It - not exactlv

the most flattering picture ot

daytime- mn-t legendarv eouple-

man rapes girl girl cventuallv tail-

in love with him The enliK

cept VM, and still i- disturbing

whi.h I- why the -how toll the need

-e.nie damage control (I

ing the scene as a "seduction" i

before the two of them tied the

knot Daytime had a hoo-K
it s hand and like those ol the pa-l

ill" would have been w

left it in the past I Robin s

buddv c j-, v eSPCC lallv liltCC

i fans had all but for.

about it tamong those who wn
nested it at all) Sow I in lett with

this iekv feeling about my U^

pic I have la admit though, it

makes for *ome intense drama
(finally giving Anthony Geary a

-torvline worthv ol his

thugs had the wrong guy there's two
wn .m.i the other cine i-

h) wite named
-kl lo

lionairc enlists him in a-

aptur tlv kidnapped Hunnv

the ransom exchange doesn't go as

bv the end of the i man nihil

tum to MB pog.6

taleiu I iiiniy can you hear me'.'")

On the "Days ol Our Lit

Irom what is going on with the

"Killing Pool'" (Kri-tin - death).

What a wacky mvsterv this is turn-

ing out to be. eh? I absolutely love

it In ij>t you nn--ed last week -

episodes,

it w as

revealed
that
"Susan"
is, in

tact Knstin in disguise (Kristin is

alive and kicking*, which means
that it must have been Susans body

that thev found in the pcH«l. right''

Sol quite On Thur-dav - episode

we lound out that Su-an was being

held hostage by one ot Kri-tin -

- (bag tied around her head

and til) which leaves... Sister

Moria ' Sope word i- -he'll be

making an appearance at Kri-tin-

luncial ihi- week which leaves us

with the nagging question who
died in the POOfr I have two guess-

cither one is beyond the realm

ssibilitiei I mean, this is

iher \ ictor in drag

Ot Ihoiiu- had a sex change and
1 in inking SAhile we're on

the -ubject I

" country

niu-ic sensation and longtime

Days* fan. LcAnn Rimes has

agreed to a short stint on the show

The details arc a bit sketchy but the

rumor is that her character (she's

not playing herself) will be involved

with I rk M some level. God help

us all.

Sow . tor some news... mark
your calendars for Tuesday night.

In celebration of its 35th (don't

quote me on that) anniversary,

daytime's reigning queen, the

"Young and the Restless." is airing

a primetime special this Tuesday

night uheck your listings). If it's

anything like last year's special.

you "Y&R" fans (all two of you

you know who you are) won't

want to miss it BMMM some fire-

woik- between Dru and Neil as

well as Grace lhasn't she become

quite the Oueen "B") and Sharon

^ ou know it s only a matter of time

before Neil and Olivia's one night

stand is revealed and something

tells me it may be sooner than later,

especiallv in light of the fact that

Dru is leaving Genoa City shortly.

I ook lor Diane and Nikki's feud to

MMM lo a head as well, with explo-

sive results.

|>H" has also announced plans

lor a primetime special, set to air

on April 2 opposite "LR" (the

phrase "glutton for punishment"

MM M mind i The show won't be

an actual episode like last year's

"lwisi of Hate" but a retrospective

of the show - long history They'll

be interviews with former and cur

rent cast members (yes ... Mauruc
a.k.a. Sonny, will be making an

appearance) as well as old clips,

cte Ii s no "Twist of Kate" but it'll

turn to SOA* poge 6

Spring Elections '98 V

Staying in Amherst Th;s Summer?
Looking for a job9

mtKS&f!
Full & Part Time

Are Available Working For

Summer Confeicnce Hcusjng

SMART CHOICES FOR

mi

•Wbrtc wilt, UCS in providing Residence Hall Accommodations to over

70 Conference Groups Meeting at UMass This Summer

•Many Different Types of Jobs are Available

•Applications and Job Descriptions are Available at the

Conference Services Office

Room 91 8 Campus Center Ninth Floor

•Completed Applications are Due By Wednesday, March 25, 1998
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count sv cmktt mv<

Ntna Cordon (top left) makes headlines for her exit from Veruca Salt, made up of Steve Lack. Stacy (ones,

and Louise Post

-fi-

fty Kevin Monohon J. Morty Keone

Colen.or.SldF

In move designed to help the ailing Pearl Street

Nightclub in Northampton, the venerable rock club has

been sold. The sale meant the venue will he Jom

an undetermined length of time while the new manage

ment restructure* Unfortunate!), the club's calendar

ha> been cleared, meaning upcoming shows by Rocket

Froam the Crypt and The Cramp* have been cancelled

tuned for more detail*.

Nhm Gordon guitarist/vocalist fur the hard-pup pad

band Veruca Salt, has left the band to pursue her "own

vision* according to manager Cliff Bumstien 'It's lough

having a band with two people who act as equal* hut

write the songs." Burmtien said in an

interview with Addicted To \oise It is not known

whether or not the other creative half of Veruca Salt,

Louise Post will continue with the band Drummer

Stacy losses is keeping busy touring with his old band.

Letters to Cleo

Upset with false rumors being spread on the internet,

-peech advocate Marilyn Mamon is endorsing cen-

sorship on the Web "Because |the rumors were I on the

internet. peop*« believed it, which i< reallv »trange and

dangerous.* Manson has said. Some of the allej;.

include that Manson encouraged his fans to kill kitten*

and engage in sex acts during his live performance*.

And he m upset about this?

ihute album to '70s pop icons Kg Star called Big

Star Small World featuring Julian. Hatfield Teenage

lanclub Afghan WMgs and Matthew Sweet .imong

otfaasac

Oa*i« but liam Gallagher w a > e harped with

ing a fan in Brisbane. Australlia last week The tragedy

erf the Utarj i* that he was released on $0,600 bail. The

singer is due hack in court in lune for this incident, and

Mill faces a court date for trashing the main terminal of

Glasgow Airport in Scotland last December
Hills CorgaaVs head has swelled to gar-

gantuan proportions. Even before the release of their

new album Wot. The Smashing Pumpkins have

announced their plans to record the 'greatest Mg|
album ever " Pumpkins co-manager Cliff Burmtien (see

above I said. "The next one knock* it right out of the

(•••ing universe. Billv's going for the whole f***in'

world, man " Can't wait for it. man. The lesson to be

learned — never underestimate the ambitions, or ego. of

Billv (.organ.

Start planning >our summer natal mneran Already

confirmed lor mat. country |aunts are The

Cure Celine Dion. Rod Stewart The Spice Girls

Alarm Morriweiie Dcpcchc Mode. Tori Amos, and

rmmvlou Harris Considering the already announced

tour d Pearl |am (who plav the Meadows in Hartford

on Sept 1 1 and Great Woods on Sept !*•>. an

improved Lilith Fair line-up featuring the superb Missy

Elliott, and thi* summer* concert season looks like a

winner.

So word >ci cm possible names for other big package

tours like I ollapalooia 01 Smokin Grooves but this

ssaaaaar*! HORDI - planning a return to their neo-

hippic roots I nfortunatelv thi* means that lohn

Popper* bab) will lea lure plcntv of long-winded jam

. 'itinned sn fact arc hi* own haad.

Mms Traveler, and Canada's Raeenakcd Ladies

The

Textbook

Annex

reminds

you

to make

sure you

get the

books

you nee>

for this

semester,

SOON!

££££g&^

soap
continued from page 7

do. What they should do is air a

slightly more racy episode of the

soap, kind of like "GH" meets
"NYPD Blue."

The Daytime Emmy nomination*

will be broadcast this Wednesday
on "Good Morning America"
(yeah!) so set your VCR's. I'd watch

them in the flesh but there's no way

I'm waking my sorry butt up at even

in the morning Will Susan l.ucci

get that Emmy or even a nod'.'

Regardless. I'm sure I'll have a

mouthful to say when we return

from our glorious break (Cynthia

Watros and Eileen Davidson better

get a nod or thev'll be hell to pay).

Sink or Swim:
>tk:

• Neil on "Y&R." stop being

such a moron. Dru's better off

without the grump at this point

• Once again to the "ley" saga on

"All M\ Children" could care

less who this woman is. These the-

atrics of hers aren't helping either

\\ hat a drama queen

• The constant teasing of

Maurice's (Sonny) return to "GH."

How main soap mags have

splashed "Maurice returning to

OH' all over the front page

Enough already. Put up or shut up!

• After watching a week's worth

of "Bold and the Beautiful' I'm

happy to report that, with the

exception of Sheila, the show is still

lame and by no means am I pick\ I

u*cd to watch "Model's Inc" for

erving out loud.

Treading water:

• The saga concerning Reva's

clone on "Guiding Light." Anyone

else get a kick out of Friday's

cliffhanger. our first glimpse of

Rev a 2, a la fetus. Oh, it's going to

be a long few months but hi

least it'll be good for a laugh.,

right guys? Ok, maybe not.

Longtime "GL" fan Cathy has

mlormed me that she will no longer

be watching

Swim:

• Annie on "Sunset Beach. i ou

gotta love the woman... she s has

absolutely "no regret*." M **>"'

science either „,,._.
. Nik and Robin on "GH. These

two are so hot. Finally the show

throws him a woman with a
i

person

alitv and some spunk (did you

catch her confrontation with

Stefan') "till" has the quadrangle

of the year with

Carly/lason/Nik/Robin. It s about

to get a lot steamier in Port

Charlc* . ,
• "As The World I urn*, alur .1

year of crap, has finallv lound it*

looting and 1* blo**oming mi.

of davtime s crowning achieve-

ment*'. I can't seem to get enough

of it these days. For tho-c of sou

who are interested in living out a

new *oap thi* 1* the one 10 watch

Seed a reason'' Irs |m and Carly

for starters.

lacob running 11 a Collegian

(.olumniM Comments or qutttiomt

about this column can be e-mailed

to jfanmngQstudent umais edu

big
continued from page 7

porno king, and the rich lcbow*ki

himself become suspects in the

erime Meanwhile, The Dude is

good at nothing but being sue ke red

and tormented (the film's funnic*i

scene involves a bloodthirsty ferret

and a bathtub). Bridges plays the

role with incredible assurance; his

transition from extreme casualness

*tress is one of the funniest parts

of a movie with plentv to laugh at

All the actors are extremely com-

fortable in their role*, especially

lohn Goodman. *o wasted in Blues

Brother* 2000. but right in his ele-

ment here The Coens originally

wrote the movie with Goodman in

mind, and it shows — the character

of Walter, a war vet who can't say

anything without mentioning
\ tetnam. is The Dude* macho side-

kick Waller, a converted lew. stays

inactive on Saturday unless it's an

emergency In this case, emergen-

cies usually involve bowling

Also shining in smaller roles are

Steve Buscemi. as a dumb bowling

partner who's never able to finish a

sentence, and the wonderful lohn

Turturro a* the splashv *c\ offender

lesus Ouintana It s roles like lc>u*

that have actors lining up to be in

Coen movies these supporting

characters could easily earn a

movie of their own.
k character has a separate

personality *tuek in their own little

world — worlds which collide when

brought together The Dude still

lives in the 70s. Waller can't forget

\ letnam and mimics lines from

George Bu»h '» Gull War speeches

The Coen brother* sometime* get

bat m their own plotting K-.ju*c

the entire movie 1* a mec-a ee'llec

tion ol wild ideas and situation*

*tjaj de>. however, have a great ear

lor dialogue, meanwhile, "eal

Coens dircetmg «tvle- 1* visually

engaging - plentv ol *tvle and good

timing, sparked with little louche*

m ol view shol from

m*ide a bowling ball

I he % LtmmtU k narrated bv

an old I
iSaai * lliotl *ho

can't reallv keep 1* train ol thought

going Bui he does suggest what the

film might be about — strange

pie eaught in strange time* Or

maybe it * iu*i about nothing at all

1 way. the Coen* throw curves

and Mill manage to bowl a high

score A-

Interested in writing for

Arts & Living?

Come down to the basement of the Campus Center

and talk to Seema Gangatirkarv

KTM

FOREIGNSTUBJTS
BECOME A PERMANENT U.S. RESIDENT

s_y

Ust Your U.S. Dtgrtt

In Tttt U.S.I

InterBank's Invest In America™ can

make it happen!

Don't waste time looking for an em-
ployer to sponsor you!

Benefits of a GREEN CARD in as little

as 8 weeks.

STAY! Don't give up your business, po-

litical 6\ educational freedoms!

The Invest In America™ pro-

gram can successfully help you
to invest in a new lite for you
and your family. Under a special

INS program, if you have the
minimum cash requirement of
$150,000*, Invest In Ameri-

can help you.

Continue to live the American Dream!

goalie lacrosse women s mens
continued from page 1
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and penalty prone tactic", inherent

to his defenseman the past foai
easjt, Truthfully, the New Miltord,

l onn native has had maybe four or
five "true" stay-at-home defence

man u> support him in hi* tenure

UMass coach |oe Mallen will

remember each and every save hi*

stalwart has made for him, because

Regan has been the main reason for

hi* leain* success.

"Brian made over V000 saves,

and he made over 5,000 memo
rics." Mallen said. "He was the

main factor in our biggest Mitotic*

that both our Ian* players and
coaches will remember fe>r a lite

nine

"This senior elas* were the build-

ing blocks of our program becau*c

the-s were the lir*i elas* te> sjsaj tour

years in Hockaj I a*t Ihi*

wcie the building blocks, but Brian

Regan was the cornerstone."

This has been an up and down
season lor 1he senior goalie and lor

a month or so. Regan wa* sharing

nine with tre*hiuan Marku*
Helanen He was a HI All-Rookie

Team selection in his inaugural
eampaign and expectations were
high lor the next three years.

In the last Ave game* ol this sea-

son. Regan has hioken the 50-save

barrier te>ur time* including 77
saves in the home- and-home
*enes against No 5 Ho*te>n

I rmer*it\. and a 1>8- save eltort 111

the 4-5 upset of No. 6 New
Hampshire two week* ago. Last

Saturday night, even though Una
goals went past Regan, the

crash-lhe-net offensive *t\le ol the

Black Bears shielded at least two ol

those tallies from the senior's eye-

sight

Last season, a Hr quarterfinal

id of 55 saves against UNH
was the reason why the Minutemen

were competitive against the highly

favored Wildcat squad While in hi*

career, the biggest win of the rein-

slated program, a 4-2 upset of

then-No I Maine on Ian 28. 1995,

Regan was the brick wall again

with 51 saves.

Bui in the end. this is the end for

Regan in a Minutcman uniform. A
pro career rests on the horizon for

him. po**ibl\ with the learn which

drafted him in the 1 0th round ot

the l*»*U Mil draft, the Carolina

Hurricanes.

That will be something to see.

h>rma Kanutnen i* a Collegian

continued from page 1
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vincingly, 15-4.

"Mike is a great finisher." said Cannella. "He worked

extremely hard in the off-season to be where he is today.

You can see the difference from last year."

lanowicz's five scores matched the career-high he set

last weekend against Holy Cross.

Senior co-captain Mike DelPcrcio. the team's leading

returnee offensively, did his part, posting four unassisted

goals and an assist, while the defensive players were their

old selves, holding a Fairfield's tl-2) offense lo four

gd.ll*

Goalie lohn Kasselakis had nine saves on 52 shots. The

I Mu** defense vej* aiiehe.re-d bv seniors Harold Drumm,

Mike Manna and lamie Doherty.

I he teams got off lo a low-scoring start, wilh

IX'll'cicio recording the game's first goal with six minutes

remaining in the tir*t period, lanowic/ tired a low ball

that got by Fairfield goaltender Tom Brandel to make the

*eOIC 2-0.

I Ik Minutemen (2-0) gave Fairfield numerous oppor-

tunities to pick apart the UMass defense. Six first-hall

penaltie* amounted 10 only two goals tor the Slags. The

Stag* got on the board halfway through the second period

attet ka**elaki* ge.t hit tor a slashing penalty, requiring

backup loin C.illigan to man the cage Forty eight sec-

ond* later. Fairfield * Mike Keegan put one past Oilligan

"\Vc had a eouple ot dips in concentration." Cannella

said "\%c- were a man down way too much. Against the

tvpe of schedule we are going to face, you cannot alloid

to be a man down."

In total, the Minutemen were penalized eight times for

6:50, but the Stags were able to capitalize only once

DelPercio scored what turned out to be the game-win-

ning goal when he intercepted a pass behind the UMass

net. drove the length of the field and rifling one into the

baek ol the net

lunior Mike MeKeeliev rounded out first hall scoring,

leeeiving a pas* I10111 Dc-ll'crcio in front of the net and

bouncing it past Brandel.

Fairflald'l I I C.roarke opened up the scoring in the

*eeond half, cutting the lead to four, on an assist by

keegan I Ma** eountered by netting five uncontested

goals, including two by lanowic/. to put the game out of

reach
"\\ 1 were afraid they were going to come back like they

did against Haiilord ' Dell'e-uio said "Oflcnsively, the

voung guvs reallv played well
"

The Minuteinc-n out-shoi I -airfield. 52-26, a big differ-

ence tiom last year's whopping 66-15 advantage in the

shol eeihllllll

The Minutemen return to action on Tuesday afternoon

when thev square off against the Hartford Hawks at 5

p 111 at Riehard I Garber Field The Hawks were defeat-

ed b> Fairfield earlier in the vear, 15-11, but gave the

Minutemen a scare la*t vear losing 7-4.

"Hartfi'td sln>uld be readv u> go against us," Cannella

said. "Thev have been talking about beating us since the

last time we mei
"

continued from page 12

extended season.

It's a happy ending for the

Minutewomen Things were looking

pretty dismal for UMass back in

IV-ec'inber, when it hit a slump after

losing leading scorer Kelly Van Huisen

to a torn anterior cruciate ligament

(ACL). But the Minute-women pulled

themselves together, ending the •warm

with an eight game winning streak,

including going undefeated in the

month ol February.

"\s c went through a real low period,

and we had trouble getting back on

track," said freshman guard Kara

Trent "But we came together and we

believed, and we felt like no one could

heat us."

Kara ludman and Sabriya Mitchell

willed their attitude on evervone,
"

couch lodiiic O'Brien said. "For those

two to have a chance to keep placing.

that's what makes it special for me."

Alter the celebrating was mar, the

team admitted to knowing little about

its opponent But it didn't seem to mat-

ter la*t night

"Right now I'm *till m the NCAA
ha/c\" Tudman said

continued from page 12

"I think we were rewarded for that."

Last season, an inexperienced

Minutemen squad was bounced from

the opening round of the tourney by

Louisville However, Flint sees a lot of

positive changes in this season's team.

"Some of the guys were out ot it 1

little You could see it in their faces."

Flint said. "A lot of the games, we

were scared. But |this year| the guv*

who have been there before can talk to

the younger guys and help them out."

As for a possible date with

Kentucky. Flint says UMass is not

looking ahead but considers its end of

the bracket a tough one

"They're IKentuckyl not pressing

as much as they used to in the past,"

Flint said. "We'll talk about that on

Saturday, though
."

It was no surprise which four

teams were rewarded with No. I

seeds. The Duke Blue Devil* will pan

in the South Region The North

Carolina Tar Heels are in the I a*i

Region The Kansas lav hawks arc

located in the Midwe*l Region, and

the Arizona Wildcats will plav in the

We

hockey
continued from poge 12

I !u Minutemen (6-24-5. 5-1^ -
1

in Ikekcv la*ti got oil in a quick

start at the I 1 J mark ot the game on

a goal by Nkk Stephen* Senioi ki

watd Dan luden then put UMass up.

J 0. at 7 05 on a beautiful goal in

which he shd the puck through the

legs of a Maine defenseman and went

top shelf on Altie Miehaud
Maine however, knotted things

back up at 2-2 in a span of 151 mid

wav through the period on goals by

Bobbv Stewart and Dan kerluke.

Dean Stork netted his third of the

year at 0:22 of the second period on a

wn*t shot from the left point, but

Maine responded right back on a

Shawn Wansbourough goal at 1 50 of

the middle stanza.

Kith Wallis put UMass ahead once

again, at 4 5. later in the second on

the power play, when he lifted the

loose disc over a fallen Miehaud at

12 51. but once again Maine battled

back, as Cory Larose evened the

game at I'M 5 of the second on a

wn*ter trom the left face -olf circle

The shootout continued in the third

period, when Dean Campanalc broke

in on Miehaud and lifted one under

the left shoulder of the Maine netmin-

dcr 10 give UMass a 5-4 advantage

Sure enough. Maine came back again.

*%w&%@r(c
' >fc*

iF]^-v>r^ e-a^*v

"Young& Powerful - Come see who we are!"

-kP*
r
<>t>'*y

AmeriCorps Info Session:
Anyone searching for

information on the 450 different programs,

and in search of the answer to 'What is

AmeriCorps?' are enouraged to attend.

MEET VISTA/NCCC/TEACH FOR
AMERICA/CITY YEAR/CITY WORKS/

YOUTH BUILD - reps

Campus Center Rm 905-09

Monday March 9th 7-9pm

FMI: 546-3337 or

fmeskoob@student.umass.edu

vSiprii/igj Vr^k

,Jo*j*«ro*jir« -AmU-rsI

side

as Robert Ik blasted a slap shot tunn

the left point past a screened Regan,

who recorded his 5.000th caMSj tana

in the contest, to complete the- *cot

mg
Neither team was able to net the

winner in overtime, and the

Minutemen fell just short of j

post-season berth

"I think that playing right down to

the last second of the season was

unbelievable," Mallen said "\Se did

take at least some points from tive

Hockey East teams, but we would'vc

like to have taken a lot more.*

The final result not only signified

the end of the season for UMass. but

also the collegiate careers of Tom
O'Connor. Regan. Tim Lovell.

Campanalc luden. Chris Fawcett

Ryan Fumess and Mike Gaffncv

"You have to look at this senui

class as one of the building blocks of

this entire program They were the

first class to play four years in

Hockev Fast." Mallen said

continued from page 12

-Hopefulh Mike ean do the same things Chris Grande was

able to do last year." Cannella said. Grande stepped up from

being a role player to one of UMass" most consistent scorers.

lugetlui PaJNuio and lanowicz have provided an

m*tant spark to a Minutcman lineup which lost live ol it*

top six scorers to graduation logether thev combine the

expeneiiee d the older players and potential of the younger

players into a potent offensive weapon

This weekend at home again*! rairtield. it was l\H -

who started the sconng. With a hard shot that sailed over

Stag goalie loin Brandel s nght shoulder with six minute*

remaining in the firet quarter, the Minutemen led. 1-0. \N ith

iu*i over two minutes on the clock in the same period,

lanowicz answered with a low shot past Brandel for a 2-0

lead

lanowic/ opened the second quarter with a move that

belied his youth, a behind the back shot to the low comer ol

the Fairfield goal to beat Brandel on his left side But

DelPervw took the lead in the pair's unofficial goal-scoring

contest with two more late in the period

Neither found the net in the third quarter, but Ian

we-nt on a tear late in the game, sconng three time* in the

final penod. DelPercio finished with four goals alter finding

the net one final time in the fourth

"I love it when Mike scores," DelPercio said of laiv

"As long as we put the other team av*

still, lanowic/ * ve»uth shincd through, as he racked up

unnecessary penalty minutes throughout the game

"Mike made us happy and angry today " Cannella said

"He scored and finished well, but he also lo*t hi* I

has to learn thai you have to be menially ready jor 60 mm
ute* Ot course it is only his second game, really

"

And Cannella realizes that with game experience comes

game intelligence, which potentially bodes well for lanou

because he and DelPercio will be two key ingredients to

UMass' season.
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21 Jarbers
*"

Tel. 253-1722

40 Main Street. Amherst. MA
(Next to Newbury Comics)

Appointment Not Meccessary

The Right Place to Be'

4 Barbers Everyday

Unisex Hair Styling

UHU
Jim Terri C«iht>

Gtaja A. Gala* ftaaor Cuts • Fades
Clipper Cuts • Kids Cuts

Loner Cuts • Flat Tops

9 & up Hours: Mon- Fri. 8-5:15 • Sat 8-3:45 p '

o58 ways

'o
4>.

<3!£ atVe>oursun^
ct

Summer Session at Stony Brook
258 courses in 45 subjects

Day and evening classes

Low NYS tuition Terms start May 26 and July 6

New interest-free payment plan

Check out our website at www.sunysb.edu/summer/

1-800-559-7213
ema i I :summe rschool@sunysb.edu
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

OVERCOMING
THE IMPOSTOR
SYNDROME

A workshop for

women who doubt

their competence

and shouldn't

Sat. March 14th

10 am- 2:30. $49

Includes workbook

rtlng is limited

Call 585- 0451

loom* Fir

AUTO FOR SAIE

1990 Jetp Wrangler Hard

and soft top Full doors 5

speed Oversized tires Many

extras 85K Great shape

Asking $6000 Call 256-0501

COMPUTERS

City Communication*

Pentium 233MMX 32 MB
RAM 2 1 G»g. 24X CO ROM,

33 6K, Ti Modem. Video &
Audio Cards with speakers,

plus 14 inch flat screen digi-

tal monitor. Windows 95.

keyboard. PS2 mouse $1 150

546-6826

582-9198

EMPLOYMENT

i

from $895

Laptops. $1295! tatpherals

ZarVision

V/MC/AMEX

B&B accommodations in

Amherst area homes through

Jones Library Bed for Boob
Program Call 256 4094 or

stop at Jones Library for

brochure

AUTO FOR SALE

CHEAP! CHEAP1 Color VGA
Monitor- $55 Laptop

Notebook $99 486

Computer System- $295 Call

CPCI413J584-8857

•7 Toyota Corolla 4 door,

air, auto Asking $2495 253-

4772

IMS Plymouth Neon Low

miles $8700 firm Call 585-

9263after430

» Toyota Torcrf 2* 80K

m.ies $4500/80 Eaeolltnt

condition 548-9228

99 VW Golf Standard

Hatchback 91 K Excellent

condition $2670 Call Sam
545-0457 Idl/ 256-3450 tn|

Wanted Joak Cora Cash

paid everyday i 800-649

4795

EMPLOYMENT

COUNSELORS TOP BOYS
SPORTS CAMP IN MAINE!
Exciting, fan summer 1

Instruct coach or assist

Openings in All Laos!

Sport*. All Woter Sport*.

PLUS Camping/Hiking.

Ropes/Climbing Wall.

SCU&A. Archery. Riflery.

Martail Arts. RN's.

Secretaries Top Salaries.

Awesome Facilities

Rm/Bd/lndry/Travel CALL
the (IH) NUMBER NOW.
(IMWj-oIM. or E-MAIL
cokbachiofOaol com or

write Stove Robin CAMP
C0BB0SSEE. II

Silvermme Dr.. South

Salem. NY 1(

WANTED
Responsible students to

market/manage Citibank pro-

motions on campus Make
your own hours No travel

Earn $400+/week Call 800-

932-0528 ext 117

Earn extra cask mailing our

circulars from home in your

spare time No experience

necessary Free information

1-888-892-2781

Martha s Viaeyori
Employment Opportunity!

Painters Wanted No experi-

ence necessary but preferred

Call Carta at 41 3-562-9076

Camp Counselors and Unit

Loaders needed for quality

YMCA girls resident camp in

NW CT Sports, riding, crafts,

aquatics, drama, photo, ten-

nis instructors, and more

Call! -800-842 1143

CAMP CANADENSIS.
Pocono Mountains. PA

Excellent residential coed

summer camp Caring coun

sefcxs to teach athletics, ten

nis. gymnastics, mountain

bikes, motorcycles, ropes

course, yearbook and news-

paper drama, video, photog-

raphy riflery. cooking, arts &
crafts. WSI. waterfront.

dance, golf and much more!

Excellent facilities and groat

salary' 6/20/98-8/1 7/98 Call

(8001832-8228 or E-mail us at

camp4youCaol com for an

application You can find us

on the web at

WWW CANADENSIS COm

voor class**
1

EMPLOYMENT
Summer Jobs- Martha's

Vineyard Island Foods il

now hiring for summer ware-

house and delivery positions

Interviews in Amherst area

on Wednesday. March 11

and Thursday. March 12 Call

Brian Smith at (508)693-2030

to arrange an interview

National Park
Employment- Parks. Forests.

Wildlife Preserves Ask us

how' 517-324-3109 Ext

N50013

EOR RENT

SUMMER RENTALS
CAPE COD GROUP
Summer Rentals- Some
waterfront houses, some
with swimming pools

Falmouth aree. Diamond
Real Estate (50M77 1900

FOR SALE

Corwood For Sale $!25

Cord Call 549-5456

HEALTH & BEAUTY

LOST & FOUND
Lost: Sot of Keys
Flourescent green and

Mickey Mouse key chains &
a number of keys If found

call Kathy 6-5123 REWARD'

Lost- Black Sweater
Herter Hall on Jan 28th

Please call 665-8394

MISCELLANEOUS

FREE T-SHIRT $1000

Credit Card fundraisers for

tiatemities. sororities &
groups Any campus organi-

zation can raise up to $1000

by earning a whopping

S5.00/VISA application Call

1-800-932-0528 ext 65

Qualified callers receive

FREE T SHIRT

MUSICAL INS1HUMINIS

4 String Pedulla Fretless

Bass with hardshell case

$1900orB/0 546-5302

RESUMES

Now Metabolism
Breakthrough Lose 5-100

pounds Dr Approved' Cost

$35 800-563-0386

INSTRUCTION

Kick Butt Resumes

SO DM BfaidM

Includes Print-Outs

549-7558 Ruby

SERVICES

TRAVEL

EARLY BIRD SPECIAL

EUROPE SUMMER 98

Northeast Dep's- $329 R/T

Canbb/Mexico-$199R/T

Florida- $79 0/W
Puerto Rico- $99 0/W
Call 800-326-70O9

http //www airhitch org

SPRING BREAKS*
Free food and drinks!

Cancun. Bahamas, Jamaica

and Florida from $399

Organize a small group and

travel FREE' Highest commis-

sions and lowest prices Call

Surf & Sun Tours to become

a campus representative

(800)574-7577

TUTORING

Spanish Tutoring (413)549

139/ Rosa

WANTED

Women Needed For

Nutrition Study

Exercising women need*

ed for a /me supp'emen-

tation study

Must be vegetarians

18 to 35 years old

Exercising at least three

times a weak

Suiatha 549 5065

•to

Bartending

Classes Start Soon

Student Discounts

Call For Info

1800-467 2028

University Bartending

Coarse 50% Student

Discount National

Certification Available

Spring Sessions This

Semester Space Is Limited

1 800UCANMIX

Know Your Rights Do you

have questions about your

rights' Do you trunk your cm!

rights have been violated'

Find Out' Contact The

Student Legal Services

Office 922 Campus Center

545-1995

WANTED TO RENT

Looking tor 4 6

house Will takrj

Call Helen 6-7127

Help the

Plight of

the

homeless

!

Advertise your

apartment or

room in

the Classifieds.

HALF PRICE

SALE

I help? •

Birthright of Amherst area for

free testing and assistance

549-1906

$100 Reward
Looking to rant a house to

accomodate 5 plus students

starting Summer/Fall If you

give us the rent we will give

you the reward Call Steve at

546-7461 :

Personals Policy

mm <jn»b«
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Rates
Students

20C per word/day

All others

40C per word/day

NEW Standard Headings

$2.00
minVday

INTO REFUNDS
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MONDAY. MAR 9

Info-Session— AmeriCorps

will be holding an information

session from 7-9 p.m. in

Campus Center 905-09.

Office Hours— Health

Reach International, located

in room 248 of University

Health Services, will be hold-

ing office hours 1 1 a.m. to 1

p.m.

TUESDAY. MAR 10

Career Fair— The First

Annual Retail Career Fair will

be held in the Campus Center

Auditorium from 10 a.m. to 3

p.m. Call 545-5014 for more

information.

Meeting— Hillel/Jewish

Student Union will be having

a general meeting at 6 p.m. at

Hillel House. All are welcome

to come and discuss future

programs.

Meeting— A committee

meeting for lericho March at

the White House in

Washington D.C. will be held

at 5 p.m. in the Cape Cod

Lounge in the Student Union.

Talk— lames Critchlow will

speak on "Literature by

Radio: Catalyst of the Cold

War" in Herter Hall 601 at 4

p.m.

WEDNESDAY, MAR It

Information Session

Council Work Abroad and

International Volunteer

Program will hold an informa-

tion session at 4 p.m. in

Campus Center 163.

Meeting— The

Prevet/Animal Science Club

will be having a representative

from Ross Veterinary School

speaking at 7 p.m. in Paige

Lab. room 202. The Livestock

Classic will be discussed.

Meeting— The Index

(UMass yearbook) will hold a

general meeting at 6 p.m. in

Student Union 304. All are

invited.

Panel Discussion— A panel

discussion entitled "Different

Identities: Common Space"

will be held at Mount Holyoke

College from 4:30-6 p.m. For

more information call Sarah

Grolnic-McClurg at

538-2030.

Reading— A Megillah read-

ing and costume party will be

held at Hillel House at 7 p.m.

to celebrate Purim. Prizes will

be awarded.

NOTICES

Employment— The UMass

CRC is hiring work-study

office staff and web publish-

ers. Applications are available

in the CRC office. 322

Student Union or leave a

voice mail at 545-1 122.

Schedules— The Spring "98

Final Examination Schedule

will be available beginning

Thursday. March 12. Copies

will be delivered to students

in the residence halls, and will

be available to off-campus

students in the Registrar's

office (213 Whitmore). It will

also be available on the World

Wide Web beginning March 1

at http://www-
urcg.admin.umass.edu.

Support Group—
REFLECT, the Five College

Bereavement Support

Program, offers grief support

services free of charge to

undergraduate and graduate

students who have experi-

enced the death of a loved

one. Groups are small, confi-

dential, and meet for 8 weeks.

Pre-registration is required.

Groups meet on Tuesdays

from 7:30-9 p.m. and

Wednesdays from 6:30- 8

p.m. For more information

call 577-5316.

Tax Assistance— The

Department of Accounting of

the School of Management

will be offering free tax assis-

FVh are pubfe wrtot armeuncurwr** printed

dwly To uibmrt an fVt. prerne vend a P""
rdMM contatntrtg a* pertinent iniornnalion,

inducing Bv» narr» and phone numb*? of the

contact perton to the Colltgion. <

Managncj tdxor by noon the prevwm day

tance and preparation for u\

payers with special needs,

including persons with dis-

abilities, low to limited

income. non-English speak-

ing persons and elderly tax-

payers. Volunteers are

accounting majors who have

taken tax courses. Report to

the School of Management
Tuesdays and Thursdays 6-9

p.m. All other taxpayers

should go to the Hampshire

Mall Tuesdays and

Wednesdays. 3-6 p.m. and

Thursday 3-9 p.m. (except

during Spring recess). Any
questions, contact Mike
Whitman at 545-5660.
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Horoscgpss
PISCES (Feb. I9-M«rch 20)—

You will find that more depend* on

you at this time than you had

expected, and every decision you

make will have a far-reaching

impact.

ARIES (March 21-April 19)—

Take the time to prepare fully for

what lies in store for today. You

mustn't make the mistake of think-

ing that you can handle anything

right away.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)—

Listen to what you say today, but

more importantly, listen to how you

say it. You may get all the wrong

reactions simply by your tone of

voice.

GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20)—
Family matters will take the focus

today and one relative in particular

is likely to demand more attention

from you than any other. Give it!

CANCER (|une 21-|uly 22)—

Protect yourself more carefully from

threats coming from the outside

today. Environmental influences are

likely to be felt for some time.

LEO duly 23-Aug. 22)— What

you do today must be more in the

interest of a loved one than of your

self The more generous you arc the

more vou will be rewarded

VIRGO (Aug. 25-Scpl. 22)—
You may encounter a conflict at

home that require* M to walk on

both sides of an emotional fence

You can do it: take vour time

LIBRA (Sept. 25-Oct. 22>— You

can prevent others from causing a

great deal of emotional damage

today by insinuating yourself into an

argument and playing mediator.

SCORPIO (Ocl. 2J-Nov. 21)—

You will want to see just hi>» much

>ou *.<in do in one da>. Hut take care

that you're not just spinning >our

wheels. You must be productive.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

2|)— Those around >ou may be a

little more reactive and irritable

than you had counted on lodaW, s >'

you're going to have to tread lightlv

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an.

19)— You can make up for a recent

loss by doing things today in a man-

ner that attracts new attention and

new commitment to vour cause

AQUARIUS (|an 20-Feb. 18)—

Vour calendar is filling up. but vou

must be sure to make time lor some-

one who has been missing sou for

weeks or even months

Close to Homo By John McPherson

- off t he l>i»iy

" To succeed is

to fail.
"

-Francois Truffaut

Today's P.C. Menu
Call 545 20 36 tor

Frankliin

LUNCH
Grilled Chicken Sandwich

Cheese Strata

Chiligetti

DINNER
Chicken Stir Fry

Fried Shnmp Dinner

Lentil Chih

Quarter lb Burger w/ or w/o Cheese

Worcester

'Hey, do you want me to treat

your psoriasis or not?"

ACROSS
i flind

5 Scrabble urnts

10 Fraudulent

scheme
u Ja«y Fiugorald

15 Foe
16 Exercise system

1 7 Memo mils

18 Tavern brew
19 Pmeappte island

20 Summer shoe

22 Made wavelets

24 Prelix meaning
eight

26 Manner ol

walking

27 Funny
31 Office Kitties

35 Shade tree

36 Director Kazan
37 Gnn
38 Pnests robes

40 Writing

assignment
43 Lath
44 Strong pool

46 Feed the pigs

48 Flightless bird

49 Hit the trail

50 Rodent catcher

52 Sarge s pooch

54 Webbing
55 Ambushed
58 Group Spin'

6? Eves son

63 Mushrooms e g

66 Rorr-an poet

67 By trom
memory

68 ice cream-root

beer combo
69 Promise
70 American

naturalist

71 Piverbank plant

72 Respond to

music

PREVIOUS PUZ2LE SOLVED

fiunw ramnisn hbejh
RELAX

aiawia osaiiiR snail
raardHUHnnM nuwraH

sail sksii

LUNCH
Charbroiled Chicken Sandwich

Barbecued Beef on a Bun

Fettuccini/Tomato or Meat Sauce

Garden Burgers

DINNER
Beef Fajita

Fried Shrimp Dinner

Tofu Fajita

Mankotti in Sauce

Hampshire

IT.IAIRI I INIFlTl Z I N N I AS
qhohd aaao booh

DOWN
1 Split and
snow —

2 Bom Free
lioness

3 Verve
4 Pampered pet

5 Revealing a

secret

6 Be there —
minute 1

'

7 Limb
8 Appear
9 Damascus is its

capital

10 Doctors
concerns

11 Ember
12 Chills and lever

1 3 Motel stafler

21 Yearn

23 Orange seeds

25 Kimono sashes

27 Toronto
Maplo —

PEARL
BUUm GJBliJH cZadllU]
ITIAILIOINIEIDMS I

IN

. I AlK I vBJ I lGlH

M l El Sit
P
aWaiy

LdUnU iJIKOUB HfflH®
M s j._Li^iPASTE

I IN

PE
^ 1Qt>n Uo*l»-r1 Fo.iIk"' ^v^rl" .1*°

28 Apportion

29 Shadow
30 Rodeo gear
32 OPEC vessel

33 Camellike
animal

34 Arrange
39 Tot s vehicle

41 Grad
42 Bridal Veil Falls

site

45 Kelt ol the

comics
47 Mexican coin

50 Unit

51 Tosses
53 Spats
55 Tepid
56 — Ben Adhem
57 Big Foot s

cousin
59 State trankly

60 Italian money
unit

61 Swirl

64 Head
gesture

65 Joke

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

American Chop Suey

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

DINNER
Beef Fajita

Ravioli with Tomato Sauce

Berkshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Rotini w/ Tomato Sauce

Golden Burger

DINNER
Beef Fajita

Fried Shrimp Dinner

Tofu Fajita

Manicotti in Sauce
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Massachusetts sends pair to NCAA tournaments

Minutemen
to face SLU
in I st round

f GoOOflKHt•y Corny Pat

CdUpon Staff

AMHERST — The wait it finally

over lor the Massachusetts men's bas-

ketball team, whose fate was revealed

,ght on CBS's NCAA Selection

Show.

The Minutemen were selected u
the No 7 teed in the South Region,

and will open up against the N

teed St. Lout* Billikens this Friday in

Atlanta. Ca
The announcement wasn't expected

to be nearly at dramatic as last tea-

ton, when I Mass was unsure

whether or not itt 19-15 record

would get it into the NCAA field of

t>4 But the Minutemen's ttomacht

were no doubt turning latt night at

gertucci's in Amherst, when their

name wat in the second-to-last pair

*l got a little nervout at the end."

Mattachutettt tophomore Mike

Babul said "But we're in. and than

all that counts now
*

If the Minutemen get b> the

Billikens |2I-I0>, they will plav the

wirmerof the No 2Kentuckv No I "»

South Carolina St. game on Sunday

This would set up an interc»tiri|S

rematch: the two teams haven't met

since their historic bout in the linal

torn two teaaora ago.

The other tide of the

Friday/Sunday bracket feature-

Michigan and So o I CIA The Duke

Blue Devils are the No 1 teed in the

South and will play Thur- '

>gton.Ky.

Massachusetts coach Bruiser Mint

said he's looking forward to coaching

opposite of St. l.ouis coach Charlie

Spoonhauer

He's one of the best coaches in the

countrv.* Hint said "I only know bits

and pieces of his team, but it'll be a

Women will

face Iowa

in first round
fty jodua Laroux & fcithlaan Rait

Collegian Staff

Chm KrrkUnd. Monty Mack celebrate with the rest of the UMass man's

Bertuco's last night

lOSM* UNUMN i COUtCMM

basketball team after finding out UMass seed in the NCAA tournament at

Four other Atlantic 10 teams were

named to the field, including George

Washington (No 4. South). Temple

Rhode Island
|

v

Midwest) and Xavier (No 6. East).

Flint said he was happy to be head-

ing to Atlanta

"I just didn't want to be close to

home." he said 'There are a lot of

distractions But I'm jutt happy to be

back in the tournament
~

Massachusetts was also hoping to

avoid an eight or nine seed. which

would likely pit the Minutemen
against a No 1 seed if they were to

advance into the second round.

"What helped. I think, is that we

just play 10 home games." Flint said

Turn to MEN'S poge ° Alison MacFarland and Kara Trent hug in celebration as Lucia Madajova

nament.

cheers after the Minutewomen were chosen for their second-ever NCAA tour-

AMHERST "Where are we

going?" Alison MacFarland asked

That was the sophomore guard's

question as she and her teammate*

leaped out of their chairs, screaming.

crying and celebrating upon hearing

thev had been given an at -large bid at

the No 13 seed in the West for the

1498 NCAA tournament.

The Massachusetts women's basket

ball team is heading to low a c m Iowa

to face the host team Hawkeye* o» the

UMass it returning to the big dance

for the second tinte in three years, and

for the second time in school histi>r\

In I44fc. it traveled to Slorrs, Conn

only to lose in the first round against

Michigan State

The Minutewomen lost their oppor-

tunity to earn an automatic bid when

they fell to Virginia Tech last week in

time in the Atlantic 10 final.

66-64 All that wa* left to do was wait

for las* night's selection committee's

decision. The general consensus was

that the A 10 deserved an additional

bid besides. Virginia Tech and it vs.,

be decided between the regular season

East and West champs. I Mass and

George Washington, respcctivelv

"Dunng the preseason, you can run

me into the ground." senior forward

Kara Tudman said "But this is always

the wor<t week of the season because

you have to wait and see."

The Mlnutcw omen's hopes sank

when FSPN announced GW as the I

10 seed in the East Region. The

Colonials arc slated to play against the

No. 7 seed, Georgia UMass would

have to wait until the last bracket was

announced.

-\l> heart dropped when the>

announced GW." senior guard Sabriya

Mitchell said "I didn t think the\ J

pick three teams from the A- 10 I

didn't think they were going to take

GW. but they did. and they took us

too."

"If you're not in here, vou're not

going." F.SPN s Rubin Roberts said in

the tense moments before the last

region, the West, was revealed

"When she said that, my heart was

just pounding." Mitchell said. "Then

when I saw Massachusetts I didn't see

anything else. I just saw Mass. and I

was so excited I didn't know where we

were going, who we were playing,

what seed we were. I was just excited."

The Minutewomen had prevailed as

the room thundered in cheers and

chanis to the news of their sudden

Turn to WOMEN'S page 9

Men's lacrosse cruises over Fairfield

Offense scores 13 to lift Minutemen to 2nd win

By Brett Mauser
Collegian Staff

For the 1998 Massachusetts
mens

Massachusetts 13

Fairfield 4

>se team - the No. 1 1 team in

the nation — storing would need to

come from other pla

Upon the graduation of five of

the top -ix scorers from last year's

NCAA Tournament quarterfinal

competing squad, coach Greg
Cannella knew that offense would

be the X- factor.

Cannella got some positive vibes

on Saturday as sophomore Mike

lanowicz, who coming into the sea-

son had only registered one point in

his career, netted five goals, as

UMass disposed of Fairfield con-

Turn to LACROSSE page 9

Mike lanowicz gets a hug after scoring one of his

five goals in the men's lacrosse team's 1 3-4 win over

Saturday Fairfield.

Janowicz & DelPercio

a potent combination
By Casey Kane

CuMtjinn Staff

In person. Mike lanowicz seems a bit reluctant to fully

accept his early season success, preferring to credit his

teammates for helping him along. Perhaps it's because he

ill growing into his role as an early-season attack

standout. Maybe it's because he is young, only a sopho-

more, and still learning the intricacies of the Massachusetts

men's lacrosse system.

On the field, however, lanowicz is a completely different

person. Reluctant he is not and the 10 goals he has

accrued already this season are a testament to his intensity

"Mike finished his opportunities today," UMass coach

Greg Cannella said. "He's young and he has a lot ot confi-

dence."

Mike DelPercio has already fully accepted his role in

Cannella's system as a leader. He knows what is expected

of him as both a senior and a captain. On the field, he pro-

vides the strong leadership that he says Cannella expects.

I lis lour goals and one assist on the year — a hat trick and

an assist Saturday — have come on shots that launch off

his stick like rockets with deadly accuracy.

Turn to COMBO page 9

Hockey falls short of playoffs
By Michael Kobyianski

Collegian Staff

Don't blame the Massachusetts hockey team for a lack

of effort in its regular season finale against Maine.

The Minutemen went all-out for 65 minutes, knowing

the only acceptable result

would be a victory'. A tie or

ton would end the taaaos)

and allow Merrimack to

capture the eighth and final

Maine

Massachusetts

spot in the Hockev last playoffs.

Unfortunately. UMass tied the Black Bears. 5-5.

Saturday night at the William D. Mullins Center, and

despite an outstanding effort, will now have to regroup

for next season.

"For us to get five goals in a Hockey East game was a

big deal this year with the way that we've been scoring

goals, but to walk away after scoring five goals without a

victory is a tough one to swallow," Massachusetts coach

|oe Mallen said

Turn to HOCKEY page 9

Brian Regan is

UM hockey's

best goalie ever
Get out your chisel and granite,

because it is time to officially carve in

stone that Brian Regan is the greatest

goaltender in Massachusetts hockey

history.

After last Saturday night's 43-save

effort in the Minutemen's 5-5 tie

with Maine at the William D. Mullins

Center, you can put the senior at the

top of the list. At the 4:41 mark ol

the second period. Regan notched

career save 3.000 on a shot by Black

Bear forward Scott Parmentier, while

ending his career with 3,022 saves.

After allowing 10 goals in the last

two games, during this unsuccessful

stretch run for the final playoff spot

in Hockey East, why should he In-

given the nod?

Regan has been the cornerstone ot

the Minuteman defense, amidst the

din and clamor of converted forwards

Turn to GOALIE, page 9

|0«MA KANSANEN / COUIGIAN

Dean Stork scored a goal against Maine Saturday night, but the 5-5 tie

wasn't enough to push UMass into the playoffs.
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"Twyla of me Gods"
comes to FAC

In her new show,
"Tharp!," Twylj
Tharp attempts to

find balance
between high art

and grand entertain

ment Tharp! will be
performed at the
Fine Arts Center
Concert Had tonight

at 8 p.m (see Arts (t

Uvirsg, page 6)

Baseball birds flying

south for spring
Bryan Mnnltno
led the

Massachusetts
baseball team
offensively in their

1-2 series with
South Florida (See

Sports, page 12)

WORLD

Portuguese investigate

illegal AIDS drug use

LISBON Portugal tAPl —
Portugal's health minister ordered

an investigation yesterday into

whether a clink is testing a banned

AIDS drug using patients recruited

through the Internet

The daily newspaper Piano de

Soffiins had reported that the drug.

\ midene PUS*, was being admints

tered illegally by a Portuguese doc

lor.

Health Minister Maria de Beiem

Rosens told the Portuguese news

agency Lusa that such use of the

drug would be a crime that must be

inve stigated
"All legal measures arc going to

be taken." to ensure that anyone

using it will be punished, she said.

The drug, which some University

of Pretoria researchers claim revers-

es the eltects ol AIDS, also has

been banned in South Africa. That

came after a committee of South

African medical experts last year

criticized the researchers for unau-

thorized human experiments, for

using a toxic substance without

proof M woriusa and for sidestep-

ping peer review in seeking govern*

ment funding.

NATION

WorldCom, MCI airy

with Grupo Telefonica

WASHINGTON (AP) — Long-

distance companies WorldCom
Inc and MCI Communications
Corp. are allying themselves with

Spain's largest phone company in

an arrangement that replaces

British Telecommunications.

WorldCom and MCI. which are

planning to merger, would take at

least a 10 percent stake in the

international unit of Grupo
Telefonica, a $15.5 billion compa-

ny, executives from all three com-

panies said yesterday at a news
cc>nference.

That unit called Telefonica

Internacional provides phone,

cable and wireless services in the

fast-growing latin American mar-

ket. It operates companies in

Chile. Argentina. Peru. Venezuela.

Brazil as well as in Puerto Rico

The latin American market for

all telecommunications service is

currently valued at more than $50

billion and is projected to grow to

more than $67 billion by 2000.

the companies said.

In addition. MCI and Telefonica

will create a new joint venture

that will develop and market

telecommunications products and

services for another fast-growing

market: Hispanic consumers in

the United States and abroad.
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Charges against Howe,
Pellegrino withdrawn

Misunderstanding may
cut access to oil supply
By Louis Mebder
Associated Prau

By Jill Carroll

Collegian Staff

Charges against Amy Pellegrino

candidate for Student Government
Association (SGAi president and
lettrev Howe, candidate lot -ludenl

trustee. were withdrawn earls \e-lci

day morning, as photographs Jul nut

produce evidence to support the

charges.

"After the picture* came back and
proved our campaign innocent gaja'l

(Casasantol campaign manager with

drew the complaint against saj psjra-

paign," Howe said.

"I knew mv luinpjifii Matt I knew

thev wouldn't do that," Pellegrini

-aid

Pellegrino and Howe - campaign
workers were accused bv former

presidential candidate lenniter

Casasanto, of tearing down liei CM
paign posters. The charges were sup

ported by photographs allegedU

taken of someone identified as being

from the Pellegrino. Howe campaign

tearing down postc

Alter a frantic search, a photo lab

was found and the pictures were
developed eailv this morning reveal-

ing two negatives One was Mown up

to show a person from the back walk-

ing down a hallw.i.

"The pkturc »j> ot the Kk
person from about 15 feet away walk

ing down the middle of the hall not

even touching anyihmg." Howe said

"There was nothing, ahsolutelv

nothing on the negatives." Pellegrino

said. "The people on mv election

committee were like thi- was such a

.it tunc

The other negative was inspected

under a magnifying glass by

Chancellor ol flections Carlos
Mvaic/. Thi- phalO showed a person

from behind walking out a dooi

Ihc olhei Inegativcl was just a

guv walking out the door so I didn't

feel the need to develop it I looked at

the other negative under a magnifying

glass." \U.ue/ said.

Although the allegations made
against Pellegrino and Howe were not

proven, thev teel the attention

to the alleged scandal will hurt their

-am paign

though it will come out that

nothing happened people ai

going to read it and it does raise

doubts " Pellegrino said

"I have gotten completelv trashed

simply because lenn | Casasanto] is

on a rampage." Howe said

Pellegrino and Howe are also con-

cerned because the charges weie

made public on the hrst dav of the

Mom the first

I would say it hurt mv campaign and
there's nothing to substantiate mv

jnnl tomorrow |Tuesday|."

"When vou're at this point in an

ejection every minute, every second.

MM ^an mean the difference

between winning or losing voter

turnout in franklin | dining common

|

j 1 1 v high I'm just going on
numbers |*«*j been hearing but 200
students v..ted in franklin and 150 in

Berkshire." Pellegrino said

Despite withdrawing the charges

into leels the trial with the

Elections Commission was not han-

dled proper I \

lot MM vou had to witness it.

VAc witnessed it I don't think It's.

fair thev didn't even consider his

Iphotographer of people allegedly

(caring down posters| testin.

Casasanto -jiJ

Mic-r the elections the senate needs

to ratify the elections If the senate

diK-s not ratitv the elections then they

will be held again

lennifcr Casasanto. who was also

the target of accusations which nulli-

fied her candidacy Sunday night is

appealing the elections which would

nullify the electi.

J a petition with the judiciary

to have the elections nullified .

"

Casasanto said.

without Casasanto's petition

the senate can still vote to nullify the

elections.

Pellegrino feels despite the

versies during this election the senate
will ratify u

ifoing to be tl"

out She I Casasantol was just looking

around and waiting.* Pellegrino said.

Alvarez i» against the senate nulh

fying the elections saying it would be

"•tupid."

"I think it would be very stupid to

nullify the elections." Alvarez said

Casasanto's candidacy was nulli-

fied Sunday night dunng a tnal with

the elections commission after two
charges were brought against her.

The actual charge Casasanto was
found guilty of was putting up an

turn to SGA. poo* 2

\bu\KH lift USS INDEPI V
Dl V I Iranian naval aiiciaft flv h\

the LSS Independence even few .la\-

monitonng the carrier and reminding

V\ aldington that Tehran's navy i» the

other big force in the Persian Gull

lor the past lew \eats, Iran has

been beefing up it* naw uMnp

resources to buy missiles, patrol boats,

submarines and an n shipping mines

While rvoi considered a serious threat

to the U.S. 5lh Fleet, Iran's navy

would be capable of temporarily chok-

ing off the Straits ol Honnu/ through

which 20 percent of the

"The Iranian navy is a navy to be

ied with." said Rest

Charles W Moore. |r . coinmai.

the two L S jiieiatt cOfTMN battle

groups in the Gull 'I in

impressed with them
'

The Iranian naval buildup, many
expert say. is designed to counter the

U.S. fleet and add to the countrv

\

prestige as a regional power

The Iranian! are "showing that they

are an impressive power in the* own

right that is nut to be trifled wit!

William Hopkinson ol the

Institute of International Affa

"There t* a buildup in.

and it does mean that the near monop-

o»v that the 5th Fleet has is being erod-

ed." he added
Though much updating remains to

be done. Iran look delivery earlv Um
of its thud Kik*clas» submarine

iwsia. It alto has modified some

patrol boats to carry the Chinc«e-made

C «02 ami shipping missile, which flies

Trombone portraiture

OANilul OLMOI ' COU(GIAN

Vicki Moore, a first year graduate student, gets a different perspective reflected in her trombone yesterday.

low to avoid radar detection I vpcrts

believe Iran also has about 100 shore-

to >hip Silkworm missiles, also made
in China

Iran « aisenal ol mine* incluJ.

modem devices from China that sit on

the bottom of the sea and shoot up
when thev detect passing ships. It has

an estimated 2.000 oldei mines that

are easy to detect and would slow traf-

fic in the crowded Gull to a crawl if

planted

Patrick (.law son, an analyst with the

MfajshejMlae Institute for Near East

Policy said Iran has layered systems of

pie weapons and a clear strategy:

"If anyone attacks them, they are going

ii! Jown the sti..

Iran * SS0 miles of Gulf coastline

mean Tehran scrutinize* U.S. efforts to

MM j Mat k l.cilt

re interested in what is going

tin ofl their coastline. |u»t like we
i 1 alilomia." said Mark

Milliken. caplasn of the Independence.

which was passing 40 miles off the

h Jill. in 4lotc-

l nablc to seriously challenge I I

forces Iran seems to have concentrat-

ed in gaining the ability to disrupt the

world's oil flow

The freeze in I S Iranian relations

since the 1474 Islamic revolution in

Iran has thawed just a bit since last

vear'* election of President

Mohammad Khatami, a relatively mod
erase voice in the leadtishsp

However, should tensions escalate

between the two governments. Iran is

capable of threatening the oil supply —
nothing that is vcrv important to

the Lnited Stales.'the (..ulf Mates and

actuatlv io the whole world." said Seth

M of the National Defense
L'nJvetMtv in W asnington

Serb power
protested in

Yugoslavia
By Dvson SSofonovic
Assoc loSad Pnm

PRISTINA. Yugoslavia -.Ethnic
Albanians staged their biggest prulMI

in a decade yesterday lo condemn
Serbia's deadly crackdown in

Kosovo The Lnited Slates and live

other foreign powers imposed new
sanctions io trv to halt the violetk

"All we need are weapons to fight

the Serb power." declared one of the

roughlv 50 000 pi

ture student \ bet Bajraktar

fthnic Albanians said veMerday
that at least t>2 people, including 14

women and I 2 children, old men and

entire families, died in the second of

two police sweeps last week through

sovo, an increasingly tense

province where ethnic Albanians out-

number Serbs 4 to-

1

"The Serb regime has committed

an atrocity." said Fnver Maloku.
spokesman tor the ethnic Albanians'

information Center.

H:- account and casu.iltv toll could

not be independentlv confirmed The

Official loll from last week's two
sweeps of villages west ot the capital.

Pristina. included 4t> Albanians and
»i\ Serb policemen killed.

Bruehfng Mid* foreign criticism,

the Serbs cav they had to crack down
on a militant group known as the

i\o I ihei.ition Amy, which ha*

claimed 50 killings in the past 14

month-, and crush Kosovo- attempt-

to win independence from Serbia, the

dominant republic of Yugoslavia.

Ko-ovo wnu the heartland of

Serbia's medieval empire, and Serbs

vow thev will never give it up.

Turn to SERBS, page 2

"Seeds of Peace" teaches students about "logical peace"
By Elano Premock
Collegian Staff

Di-cussing the effects of Arab-Israeli animositv on

their lives as young people, four Middle Fastern student-

gathered in the Student Union Ballroom on Thursd.iv

evening to present. "Transforming Hatred: Sowing the

Seeds of Peace in the Middle Fast." a program -pon-ored

by the University of Massachusetts Office of Icvvi-h

Affairs.

Abdasalam al-Khayyat, from Nahlus, West Bank. Shani

Raz-Silbiger. from lerusalcm. Israel and Shouq
Tarawneh. from Amman. Ionian, lived together during

the summer of 1447 at a peace encampment in Maine

participating in the "Seeds of Peace'' program. The fourth

member of the student panel. Samir el-Samman. from

Cairo. F.gypt. participated in the program during the sum-

mer of 1445 and is now a student at Boston Urdvetlit)

"Seeds of Peace" was founded by a journalist in 1445

as a program bringing student leaders from Fgypt, Israel

and Palestine together in an attempt lo begin resolving

some of the conflicts between the people of these coun-

tries. Since the program was founded, its base of coun-

tries has expanded to include lordan. Morocco, luni-ui

and Qatar.

"'Seeds of Peace' gives them a chance to create their

own new reality." Meredith Katz. the Associate Executive

Director of "Seeds of Peace." said.

The students involved represent a new generation of

people working toward peace. Office of lewish Affairs

Director l.arry Goldbaum said it is the young people's

responsibility for peace: a peace "that surpasses and
tian-lorms the hatred that their generation has known."

"Today, the peace process symbolized by the (Yitzhak]

Rabin-|Yasser| Arafat handshake and the Camp David
Accords signed 20 years ago seems all but dead,"
Goldbaum said.

Serving as a catalyst for creating a new brand of peace

are the lives and experiences of the "Seeds of Peace" par-

ticipants. Sharing such experiences with others is the first

part of the plan for peace.

Al-Khayyat spoke about how living in Nablus. the "city

of demonstration." affected his feelings about participat-

ing in "Seeds of Peace."

"flow can 1 sleep and eat and discuss sensitive issues

with my enemy, an Israeli boy or an Israeli girl?"

al-Khayyat said.

After a conflict resolution session, termed facilitated

Co existence by the program, during which he was
involved in an argument with an Israeli girl. al-Khayyat

Turn to SEEDS, page 2 A Panel talk on Peace in lrac
1
took place last Thursday
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Campus Police Log
Accident Leaving the Scene

Munh t»

A parked vehicle was struck by a

truck in parking lot S2 M
Buttertield Ten

Accident — Property Damage
Majtcfc 5

A parked vehicle »a> >truck by a

hit and run vehicle in parking lot

12 on rorestrv Wav A witness

identified the offending vehicle

Alarm—Fire

leave* t>

There was a Tire in a trash can M
the 17th Moor of lohn Adams
Residence Mall The fire was extin

gutshed bv the spnnklei lystaa

which caused flooding.

Animal Complaint

k 7

An resident from Br

knee Hall reporfd a squirrel

in his room Pest control was noii-

tied

Annoying Behavior

An individual was reported

pounding on a resident < door in

Cramptort Residence Hail

Munh «>'

Residential Stall ol Brown
lajiM Hall rec|uetted assistance

with the tern idividuaN

from the building

A large group refused to leave

the Campus Center Concourse

I Ma** police notified

reported an
<i5

An individual

attempted break in to his vehicle in

parked lot 1 1 on Stadium Drive.

IP
A vehicle in parking lot 22 on

limcisiiv Driva was broken into.

A parking decal VII reported

stolen

Disturbance

MurJi
\ light occurring at a private res-

idence on Sunset Avenue was
tcpoitcd Amherst police were noti

Red
Wore* 7

UMmI Police received a report

of a fight in progress on lohn

Adams Road.

1 Mass police received a leport

of a large light in progress on

sun set Vvenue

A fight was icported to be in

progress on fearing Stieet near

Washington Residence Hall

\ loud verbal argument was

ned on St vie

Health and Safety Ha/ard

March t
Physical plant wa> notified ol the

flooding alarm sounding in the- I ine

\i|s Center

toe* 7

A broken belt on an exhaust Ian

.aused smoke in the hallwavs ol

Khmllall.

A vehicle near Kennedy
Residence Hall on Massachusetts

Ml was leaking gasoline

I nvironmental Health & Saletv

was called to the scene

The Physical Plant was notitied

of an open manhole in Southwest

(ential Area tunnel

Mm

Water was reported leaking in

the electrical room in the I ine Arts

Center Physical Plant was notified

I arccny

Ugtek f

A telephone was reported stolen

Irom the I ederle Research Cen'er

I stimated value $250.

An individual from Kennedy
Residence Hall icported his wallet

lost in the building and illegal use

ol his credit cards

Munh 7

\d individual leported his wal-

let lost M stolen on Natural

Resources Road

A bicycle was repotted stolen

near the I ederle building or, North

Pleasant Street

Traffic Stop

Munh 7

loshua I Pen v. It 20. ol 51

CRM St Noiton MM .niested on

I mvcrsitv Dtive with a warrant.

\ andalism

Munh 5

Two vehicles in parking lot 15

onAuthoriiv Wav wete damaged.

Munh 6
\ window was smashed on a

vehicle in parking lot 15 on
\uthoiltV Wav
Igfjcft 7

A bathroom stall door was
thrown from a window in

MacKimmie K' 'lall.

A vehicle in parking lot 52 on

Massachusetts Avenue was report-

ed dama,
Graffiti was reported in the ele-

vatot of Washington Residence

Hall

SGA

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian is looking for

writers. If you are interested in writing for the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian then you can write for

News. Or Arts.

m Or Sports. «
Or Ed Op.

Or your Favorite Diversity Page.

Just stop by 1 13 Campus Center Basement and ask to

speak to the editor of the page you would like to

<£ write for. <£

The

Textbook

Annex

reminds

you

to make

sure you

get the

books

you need

for this

semester,

<0S8&,

SOON!

continued from page I

unapproved poster.

"I admit il I didn't get that poster

checked But I wasn't being sneaky

about it," Casasanto said

The other charge brought bv

I leanor Court, candidate loi student

trustee, which was the main point of

debate involved current student

trustee Brian Tirrell running in the

election just long enough to give the

iiionev allotted to him for running a

campaign to Casasanto.

I ourt brought the charges alter

noticing discrepancies between
I it tell s actions and what he had

>aid to Court concerning whether he

was running in the elections or not

"Brian took out papers when the

nominations opened I hen | later in

the week| 1 asked lenn if they were

running together and she said veah

it s Mill up in the air but we're run-

ning together.' Then I got I note in

mv mailbox. It was a paper all about

the rules and responsibilities of

being trustee and a note was
attached that said 'I thought this

would help you Wiu better win.

Brian ' This indicated to me that he

wasn't running."

Court said she then spoke to

lirrell on the phone and he said he

wasn't running.

"I called him and he said I'm not

running. I'm turning mv nomination

in."

Casasanto explains the reason

lirrell dropped out was due to per-

sonal conflict.

"We had personal problems

throughout the time we were cam-

paigning together. "Casasanto said.

Court said after a week Tirrell had

not had his name on am poMH and

had not accessed his campaign
monev
"He had not been anywhere on

the posters and he hadn't acceased

any of his money," Court said

When questioned about the manv

posters with her name and the lack

of posters with Tirrell's name on

them, Casasanto said thev MM K>i

her name recognition

"We made name recognition lor

him and we had name recognition

for me." Casasanto said.

Court goes on to sav that a week

later Tirrell's contradictions made
her conlront him and he admitted he

only ran to give Casasanto more

money for her campaign.

"I went upstairs to find out what

was going on. I said Brian you are

dropping out ol the elections tomor

tow right'' He said ves this is true

But I just talked to l.ia and she said

she signed a P.O. for lenn with your

name on it. He said This is also

true.' I said So vour going to put

your name on the poster to get the

monev tor lenn then drop out?' He

said vcah and he was kind of laugh

ing like it was a joke." Court said

Casasanto refutes this account

saving the I'O lorm was for Tittell

only

IK filled out the P.O form It

was his p lorm.." Casasanto said.

c MMMtO said all the money was

used for both their campaigns
• All the monev we spent, we spent

together." Casasanto said

Students will be able to vote

toinoirow in all the Dining
Commons Itoni II a.m. -2 p m. and

horn 4 p.m. -7 p.m.

Commuter students can vote in

the Campus Cenlet Coiuouise and

the Newman Center.

seeds
continued from page f

was able to come one step closer to

walking the path to pea,

"Before she is an Israeli, she is a

human being like me al Miaw.it

«aid

Raz-Silbigcr had never seen an

Arab participate in the "Seeds ol

Peace" program, but she decided to

join the program despite fear ol the

unknown
"I was going to have to do some-

thing I don t do every day. something

that isn t realist* Ra/Silbiger said

In lime her stereotypes faded away

and she realized that Arabs her age

are not to be blamed for the events in

the Middle East.

"During the bombing in Israel. I

fell Ihe need to tell them that they're

not guilty," Ra/Silbiger said

Tarawneh spoke of reaching what

she called a "logical peace." a peace

wherebv histotv is understood. Part

ol understanding history is separating

the role of the individual and the role

of a country's government

"I was always asking why you did

this not whv vour government did

this tarawneh said.

I I Semman recognized that the

problems in the Middle I ast cannot

be solved with anv finality through

the "Seeds of Peace" program

"What can 15 and 14 year old

K v s do to make peas I inman

said. "You can't solve a problem

Serbs
continued from pooe l

Maloku said some ethnic

Albanians managed to v tew bodies of

tho«e killed while thev were in

Pristina morgue Police moved the

bodies Sundav evening to the town ol

Srbua. the center of last week's

crackdown, about 25 miles west of

Pristina.

Associated Pre*s photographers

managed to get into Srbica. which

was heavily patrolled by poiia

brief look at a construction yard

where do/ens ol bodies covered

with one long white sheet with heads

and legs protruding — were lined up

in two rows A tractor lumbered
through the rain, dumping another

corpse Police allowed the APTV

crew to film only one body. The
Serb* claimed he was Adem lashari

and identified him a» the leader ol

the Kosovo I ihcration Armv
I he corpse appeared to be the

same man who has been pictured in

Serbian media in recent days Police

previouslv had turned beck reporters

trying to reach Srbica.

Relatives were refusing to pick up

the bodies, demanding autopsies bv

internationally appointed forensic

experts. Maloku said.

He said the Serb* were amuou* lo

iK'ld luneraK today and accused them

ol wanting lo covet up their alleged

crimes. Serb sources denied that sav

lag thev want burial only because

going back so many years in |ust

three weeks."

After going through the program

the students returned lo their home
communities to exercise what thev

gained from their experiences,

"The main challenge wa* being

accused of nol being loyal to your

country ." el Semman said

, ite the challenges presented

bv a mission to begin working toward

peace lor a new generation, the par-

ticipants in the "Seeds of Peace" pro

gram have hope

"If we all do our little part and

other people do their little parts,

place is the sum ol the parts ."

el Semman said

bodies are beginning to decompose.

For the first time «iikc re«live

Kosovo was stripped of auionotm in

Isjjt^. police did nol interlere with

yesterday* 50-minute protest, llash

ing victorv signs and waving banners

demanding outside intervention

Heavily armed not squads »at in

buses in side street*, and police with

submachine guns and bullet,

vests lormed cordons hut did not

got orders

Irom Belgrade nol to beat them." said

liceWW who insisted on

anonymity A similar protest in

Pristina last week ended with nol

police lobbing tear gas and clubbing

demonstrators as they ran

Mornings'* rating tor

the CREF Stock Account.

CREF Global Equities Account.

CREF Equity Indes Account

and CREF Growth Account'

AAA
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"...America's
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Serb found guilty American trust in government rising
g, f - . . » r» L aJ ml c-unlm

in war crime trial

By Mike Corder

Associotsd Presj

Feel the Vibe ^ ,.

lunior \uz performance ma|or Damon Grant (am. yesterday on trie

Vibraphone at FAC

Do you have a
news tip or a
story you would
like written?

Call the News Desk at

545-1762.

THE HAGUE, Netherlands — A
Bosnian Serb pleaded guilty yester-

day to raping four Muslim women in

an eastern Bosnian town in l^J It

marked the first time an international

court won a conviction treating rape

— in and of itself — as a war crime

Dragoljub kunaidc pleaded guiltv u>

a crime against humanity He is only

the third suspect convicted by the

I \ court prosecuting atrocities the

former Yugoslavia — and the first

convicted of rape. A war crimes

court in Tokyo alter World War II

included rape in a series ol ollense*

allegedly constituting crimes against

humanity, but this was the titst con-

viction in a case dealing exclusively

with rape as a wai clinic

Kunarac. ^7. faces a maximum
sentence of life- imprisonment He

pleaded innocent to three torture

charges related lo his alleged panic i

pation in what pnMCatSffl called a

svstematic Serb campaign ol sexual

assault in the town pi Iota.

After the brtel hearing. Kunarac I

attorney Slavisa Prodanovic said

Kunarac "pleaded guiltv because he

leels guiltv He knows he can trust

the tribunal 100 percent" to treat

him fairlv Kunarac unshaven and

wearing a dark suit and tie. apparent

ly took the tribunal bv surprise with

guiltv plea Ihete was no immedi

d on when he would be sen

tenced

ludges scheduled a hearing for

todav to give prosecutors tunc lo

decide whether to drop the three

other charges to avoid a lengthy and

costly trial

International human right*

. or* have accused forces in ihe

Bosnian conflict of using the syattaav

ape of women as a weapon to

terrifv and traumatize ethnic groups.

rding to his !<**! indictment,

Kunarac raped four women captured

after rebel Serbs overran Eoca He

also wa* accused of beating female

,ers and allowing them 10 be

gang-raped by members of a paramil-

iiarv unit he commanded
The beating* and the surrender of

women to be raped b> others were

I d in the three torture count* to

which Kunarac pleaded innocent

In one incident, the indictment

said Kunarac raped one woman and

left another, identified by the code

name EWS 7 V at the mercy of his

men.
r about three hour*. FWS-7S

was gang-raped by at least 15 sol-

diers Thev stxuallv jbused her in

all possible way*." the indictment

said.

By Nancy Benoc

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Americans

cvnicism toward their government

appears to be softening.

The percentage of people who trust

the federal government is up sharply

from two years ago. though the figure

is still low according to an in-depth

survey released yesterday. In addition,

tw c thirds of Americans have favor-

able opinions of federal workers and

iikisi arc giving government agencies

better marks than in the past.

Most Americans described them

selves as Irustrated with the govern-

ment but not angry al it. according to

questions posed by the Pew Research

i enter tor the People & the Pi

Overall. W percent ol Americans

said they trust the federal government

u, do the tight thing at least most of

the tune up 18 percentage points

trout the all time low in 19*4. accord-

ing to the center's main survey last

fall

even this year's allegations of a

presidential affair and cover-up did

much lo shake the improved view of

government by a public that has

grown accustomed to scandal. I

ing to the center's more recent

polling The trust figure slipped lo 54

I ni in a follow-up Eebruary poll

"There's a moderation of discon

tent with government which is pretty

consistent and across the board." said

Andrew Kohul, director of the center.

"They may be distrustful of govern-

ment, but there's nol a lot of hate*

The survey suggested that distrust

of Washington is driven by two prin-

cipal tactois discontent with the hon

esty of public officials, and dissatis-

faction with the way the government

does its job.

Meanwhile. Americans' satisfaction

with their own lives is at a 50-year

high, reflecting the strong economy

I ven as Americans gave the gov

ernment dismal performance ratings

overall. 69 percent had a favorable

opinion of government workers And

public opinion is up or holding steady

for 14 of 17 federal agencies ajgeaj the

Ifjgg.

The only significant decliiv

public opinion were for the IRS. I HI

and Veterans Affairs Department

Confidence in government plum

meted m the |s)bOs during the

Vietnam War and continued to fall in

the IffOl m response to Watergate

dropping again alter the Iran-Contra

affair in the W80s.

The low point came in I'm. when

just 21 percent of Americans said

they trusted the federal government to

do the right thing at least most of the

time Such anti-gov eminent sentiment

helped propel the Republican Partv to

power in CongTc-ss that Mot. Despite

the improvement in public opinion

since then, "public trust in govern-

ment can only be described as low

according to the centci's report.

But when it OOtMl Ml M ptaXttcal

impact of that distrust, the center

concluded that it has little direct

ellect on voter turnout, patriotism or

respect for the law.

"About as many people would ice

ommend a government |ofe to I child

today as would have in the eailv

lejfoOv when there was much less dis

trust ol government u tound

However the center said, distiu-t

"appears tjg miui Anieiicaiis dialoguc

with Washington, as reflected in skep-

ticism about whether public officials

represent then constituen

further, among the \2 percent ol

Americans who say thev are angry

wiih then government, more than

one-third ol those can see (ustilica

tioiv. tor violent acts against the >

emment
The survey also coni|

Americans altitudes with those ol

I utopeans. and found that while

Americans distrust government a bit

more than I uiopca'tv a tar gieatei

number of citizen* ol I urope call

politicians themselves untrustworthy.

Droplets

Yesterday* vweather provided students with graphically stunning r^tentjrnenon

to enpoy the rain.

OAMSUi CJU*& COCUCiAH

if they only took the time

You
hold the

11-1 and 4'/

Between
a Commons

Today
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H;
UPC not doing its job

iving cancelled Spring Conceit lor ihe second

iimc in three years. University ProdiictJ

.md the Caapui Activities

has once again failed the student bodv ol the

•mi> of Massachusetts bv not living up to their

nsibtlity lo serve the programming needs of mu

dents Part ol eveiv student > tuition hill includes a

i student activities which is wlu - bud

get is derived from To not use these funds or to at

,.~-ihle avenue before dead

ing to cancel - iceit is unacceptable

There exist no Student Government Association

ohibtting a registered student orgam/.

•kttie with jii Oil campus organization.

. ng with an outMde promoter like MassConcerts

woulu allow LPC to re organize while at the same

tune putting on qualm shows on a regular h.

including it. Allowing MassConcerl

as«isi in putting on uld still afford

I I't the opportunity to he involved in every aspc

putting on a concert, from hospitality and event secu

ritv to even hcing able to choose the acts for the

shove

We feel woiking with an outside organization will

help to Mtva I K s problem ol low paiiicipu

lion Bringing ads like the Mights Mighty iMrtoaaj

and A Tribe Called (Juest to campus will undoubtedly

spur students to actively get involved with UPC 1 fu-

will help foster an atmosphere which will better

both (he membership of UPC who want to gain valu

able experience in the field ot concert promoting and

the student body of I Ma-s w ho have a right to a

quality Spring Concert

In jssc-siiij. the current membership and financial

crunch at LPC. it is dear they do not have the option

jcsc-ssfulU without the help of an outside

Minpls put. UPC has shown a pattern of

not being able to bring top concert attiac turns tu the

UMass communitv which has resulted in these shows

being booked at other five college campuses

f argued editorials represent the ma/onty opinion

of the Collegian Editorial Board

What bothers you?
There are a lot of things wrong

with the world Your immedi

ate reaction is something to

the cf Ncah. obviously Do
you want a medal or a chest to pin

it on 1 " However, the

point is what
hear on the evening

newt isn t the half of

it Really

Quadruple h

sides are wrong, war
is wrong, theft kl

wrong, embezzle-
ment is wrong, and
to on and so forth

The news covers all

that quite well as a

matter ol lad. and

you will never besaj

information

of the planet

nmg pap
tlct

added to the I

the total state

WI

There is |UM so much
more lo the
*wrong than wc land

they'll be going a hundred miles jn

houi but instead they go about as

fast as

that

of course

. n

their-^ntne I

g lattice at

scum
the

et \\ hat goe* unno-

little it hat get

big ones that make up
There are a lot

ong with the world

t j I k i ngacouT^mo'e
people who only go

th speed
limit. I'm talking

about those geriatric

slugs who ride the breaks on a

si\tv live mile-per hour straight-

away. You know who I'm talking

about Those people who always

seem to pull out in fr

when there's ten feet of space

between your car and the one
before you. when it would have

been three limes easier to wait until

you've passed because thete isn t

IK for miles in your reatvicw

Then you figure that because they're

so antsy to get onto the road that

^Also, contrary

1$ the popular

adage, there are

stupid ques-

tions.
"

on a level plane All

early m your trip

because these v raits

ipiratOfl know lhat

vou re ptobablv late

. are usually right

Ihese drivers are a

good example
something that s

wrong with the world

Thet urse

there are th>

"too-close-for com
people in the

men's bathroom.
I .idle- vou II have to

take my word for this

one. In the bathroom.

there is generally a fairly long row
of urinals The reason that thete is

such a long row is that people need

personal space when doing their

union scns s

an unwritten rule that if possible

you give a person a one urinal

buffer on either side
~

~

—"""~^— Now I know that's

not always an option

If the only one free is

between two other

taken ones, you've
-till use it. but

there are people who
will take the one

_____^__ nevt to you even if

all the rest an In

don't like the»e people. I don't

know it th want to be my
best friend, or if they're just curious

as to if they compare *aiw*
I ithet was they make me ajCOB
fortable. and they. too. are what's

wtong with the world.

ObviousU m\ complaining
wouldn i be complete without citing

those lolks who want mi money
(which for the record, doesn't real

l\ exist, much like unicorns and -ea

serpents l Phone companies

Whitm .t merchants, all of

ihem If you are one of those people

trvtng to extract .a-h lioin me It-

ten carefully Ttu re isn t any left
"

I know I owe them all obscene
amounts of currency, but constantly

annoying me isn't going to make inv

money tree fwv, am la-tct If I had

the money they'd all be the first to

know but considering I'm broke

they might as well just be patient

Also, contrary to the popular

adage, there are stupid questions

You'll probably hear one today, as a

matter of fact Keep your ears open,

and when you have one fired at you.

nd with sarcasm and seorn

You II feel better Honest

I uckily. there is hope for the

world. With all the wrongs out

there, there is one. major, undefaat-

able tight V- that s right, the

Univt Massashu

Band. The folks in the Hoop Band

are talented enthusiastic, and. most

of all. funny Not only do I hey play

great, upbeat songs during the

I Mass basketball games, they lead

the cheering, and mock the oppos-

ing coach as well If that 'i not

multi talented enteTtainineiv

If We
could all be like that, we would
never have to do things like threat

en to bomb other countries

I ntottunatclv with basketball

ing M an end. we're doomed to deal

with the aforementioned annoy-
ances without the appropriate coun-

terweight

When next winter rolls around

they'll be back, though, because
otherwise we'd be faced with cer-

tain apocalypse. Let s |ust hope it

l t come to that, and keep
shaking our fist and swearing at

those slow drivers while they're

gone Remember, that s probably

what the Hoof Band would :

Seth koenig is 1 Collegian Staff

Member

Editorial Associate sought!
The Ed/Op desk is accepting applications for an editorial associate. The positions

entails approximately 8 hours of work a week and is paid. Good writing skills and abili-

ty to work well with others I must. Knowledge ot layout and style a plus. Applications

are available at the Collegian offices in 1 1 3 Campus C enter Basement, and are due by 5

p.m. March 24. Call Tamar Carroll at 545-1491 for more information.

We encourage our readers to respond to the contents of the Collegian

through letters to the editor.

Letters must be typed, no more than 400 words long, and include name.

address and phone number for confirmation purposes.

They can be submitted by mail to Ed/Op Editor, Daily Collegian. 113

Campus Center. UMass. Amherst MA 01003: by email to

letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu; or by fax to (413) 545-1592.

The Collegian reserves the right to edit letters for length, clarity, and style.

Doonesbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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Outside promoter needed

i

think University Productions and Concerts (UPC)
deserves a great big doff of the cap Really. Good
l^oing guys I know you ha»e dropped the ball before,

but never this c„l\ Inis is big Thumbs up. In my three

aajH here, there has been one Spring Concert, and it was

the lust one in the history ot the University where the stu

dents had to pay On top of lhat. it was headlined by G
1 ove and Special Sjuce. who played Amherst not a month

and are always playing the area anyway. Really,

great going I

I hen again, it's not like this is going to hurt anyone.

This isn I life or death, the fact that we re

not going to have a Spnnc; l oiicett Again

But this is what I PC exists lot to give us

quality concerts And they haven't.

ludy Gagnon, assistant director of

Campus Activities Advising Center, was
quoted m the CotlfgJBH (March 4): "It

would be a mistake for UPC to use their

budget to work with an outside promoter

who wants to make a profit Besides. UPC
ha- the ability lo book these shows them-

selves

Well, that s very altruistic I in glad UPC
isn't selling then soul to "the Man " aaaai

Regardless of whether or not I've seen one

good conceit since I ve gotten here my chest is w

with pride that our grassroots organizations are tl

stalwarts of IX. It Youisdf esthetic in concert prom

But I PC doeMi t seem to have the ability

to book theat shows Do I have to say n

again one half ass Spring Concert in

threi bviously they don't have

the ability to book these shows or they

d I ve seen concerts at othci OSl

lego, but I've yet to see one here.

it's not as if we. a* a University, have

not sold our souls to "the Man" already. When s the last

time you bought a Pepsi from a vending machine on cam-

pus 1 Oh. and is AT&T now a student run business or did common senae

"This University

should be made into

a monopoly board.

"

We're not so unselfish that we cannot take something

that is handed to us. quite reasonably, by someone wh, kl

yes. looking to make money Don't tell me that music i-

actually an industry, something with businessmen who ate

trying to make a buck We should ask what kind of deals

are being cut since UMass refuses to work with OMaJoV

vendors Where do they draw the line? No outside ven

dors, but here, have some Surge In a letter to the editor

on March 5th, Scott Conlin, Student Government

iation (SGA) Secretary of Public Relations and

Policv (along with being a UPC stage crew volunteei

thumbs up. Scott! ». urged the student

body to support UPC and their ideals, say

ing that using an outside promoter would

be "akin to telling People's Market they

aren't doing a good enough job and

instead opting for Dairy Mart or Dunkin

IXmuis to sell coffee and bagels here." But

People s Market is doing their job They

have the coffee and bagels UPC has bare

cupboards

UPC seems to be an impotent orgam/a

lion that is not getting the job done They

do not deserve our support, and instead

deserve a house cleaning Bring in people

who want to put on good not

rs who look forward to their summer internships at

gin

I'm no businessman, but I think I know whv I \\

is struggling It might be the fact that

they don t put on many contorts, and

when they do it doesn't see* to be a

band anyone wants to sec. My proof it

this there is ao Spring Concert Had
they brought in some quality bands, no

matter how large or small, there could

have been a little money left over to blow

on a great package of bands for the end of the year Do I

need a butanan major to back me up here7 Or is this just

I miss something'' And of course we can't use our own
waves, but we've been blessed because we can rent a

Mkrofridge (for a cost over four years that eclipses the

I just buying it) This University should be made

into a monopoly board But. oh. we're so grassroots, we're

so vary Woodstoc k

What are my feelings in the end'' Disappointment I feel

like an opportunity has been taken out of the hands of the

students by people who have misguided ideas and arc not

acting in accordance with the feelings of the student body

Once again guys great job! Can't wait till next year

MUu MstsaofOf is a Collegian naffmember

Letters to the Editor

Pellegrino for SGA
president

a editor

I nlike many of the students who
will have the opportunity to vote in

the Student Government Association

elections. I have been an active par-

ticipant in student leadership at

I'M sears | look at the list

andidates and I recogm/e the

names, know their record of service

and am familiar with their individual

methods for student advocacy I

wish I could say that this encourages

me but it di*s not

Student leadership has become
divisive to such a degree that its

representatives no longer have the

ability to work effectively.

I ntortunately the selection of candi-

dates who have chosen to pursue

the responsibilitv of student pt>

dent reflects this dis|ointed struc

tute

The partisan conflict in our stu

dent governance body must stop

While a number of the candidates

are qualified, and indeed represent

tesponsible leaders with whom I

have worked closely ovet the years.

there is only one who I ttust with a

divided student bt>dv

The candidate in question. Amy
Pellegrino. has suffered unjustly due

to support from some of the more
conservative factions on campus
Pellegrino is a person of extreme

integrity and diligence While other

candidates have equivalent experi-

ence. Pellegrino s strength lies in

her ability to build bridges between

divided groups. This ability to com-

municate with diverse constituen-

cies and to value differing views on

controversial is>ui^ makes
Pellegrino an ideal candidate in our

current campus climate. My experi-

ence working with her in student

leadership has shown her to be fair,

considering arguments on their mer

its rather than looking at issues

based on who brings them forward.

I firmly believe that Amy
Pellegrino could become one of the

most effective people to ever hold

the office of student president at

UMass. For those who think

Pellegrino's support is solely from

conservative elements, think again.

As an outspoken liberal who has

stood in opposition to the conserva-

tives on campus for many years. I

am giving Amy Pellegrino my full

endorsement as a candidate for stu-

dent president.

Ashavan Whitman Doyon
Sunderland

Vote for Court &
Shamapande
To the editor

As the current governor of

hard (Ml. I would like

e\pT«>s xn> sirucre ssppoet for

F leant" Court lor student trustee

and Salwa Shamapande for pre

dent. The trustee and president
positions arc generally considered

the highest positions that students

can hold, requiring both responsibil-

itv and the ability to deal with tough

situations.

Court's extensive knowledge of

UMass. her experience with the sys-

tem and her with produc

ing results clearly qualifies her for

this position

Shamapande was vice president ol

the Black Student Union, is current

ly the secretarv of I niversity Poluv

and is a liaison with the Faculty

Senate.

Both people are excellent candi-

dates with a clear-cut understanding

of the way things work at UMass.

Avi Khanna
Governor of Orchard Hill

Take MassConcerts'

offer

To the editor:

Talk about looking a gift horse in

the mouth! It is beyond my scope of

reasoning why University

Productions and Concerts (UPC)
would turn down an offer from an

outside vendor to assist in the spon-

sorship of the spring concert There
seems to be no downside to the deal.

The line-up sounds great (even to

this not-so-young student), there are

no Student Government Association

(SGA) by-laws preventing the co-

sponsorship, and what's more.
MassConcerts is promising that the

concert will be free to students

Unless the appropriate decision

makers are living in an academic vac-

uum, the whole point of attending a

university is to prepare for the real

world, and what better way than to

gain experience from the private sec

tor? I think that it is unfair to the

students who participate in the

endeavors of such organizations as

UPC not to be encouraged to seek

out and find workable solutions to

organizational problems. Someone
who actually does the job as a profes-

sion is likely to offer some valuable

lessons and ;issjstance in the running

of an organization such as UPC
In fact, a learning environment and

structure should be a prerequisite to

any agreement with a pnv jte vendor.

Why take the fatalistic "selling out to

private enterprise" view when an
opportunity is at hand'' Anyway, it

would seem that even rf UPC wets- •

Hrvr the funds they would he unable

to otgatvirr a concert

Niqui du FVssis

Amherst

Barriers to equal

society exist
To the editor

I applaud Nicole Luvm I strength

in not only vcs.ali/ing her viewpoint

in class, but following up with a clear

and heartfelt editorial in the

Collegian (March 6). She is someone
who has a stake in this issue and is

willing to make herself heard

I would caution Uavin. however,

that her vision of "togetherness' and

what an actual representation of a

society reflecting all its members' cul-

tures would be are most likely strik

ingly dissimilar. If the author was
willing to concede many tt.iits of a

society that are inherently white, she

is ready to discuss with gTcater depth

an equal neajtj
Until many barriers are surmount

ed. namely multi- lingualism. the

United States needs to be a "tossed

salad" of distinct cultural flavors and
textures.

Thomas A. George
powclK*nanosft.com

Put on Spring
Concert with local

bands

To the editor;

I've been at UMass for three years

now. two of which the Spring
Concert has been canceled because pj

dwindling funds. To be quite frank,

I've seen bands around here that have

a stronger sound than Blues Traveler

or Squirrel Nut Zippers could pro-

duce on their best day: bands like

RKDS. Hip Blaster Monkey and
Trick Knee.

It s not too late to have the Spring

Concert. Throw up a small stage and

ask some local bands who have more
of a right to play here in the first

place. Respond University

Productions and Concerts (UPC).

Arne Christensen

Amherst
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High court refuses affirmative action case
By Laurie Asseo
Associated Press

\v \SHINCTON - The Supreme Court, increas-
ing!) skeptical ot efforts to give minorities special
help without proof of discrimination, refused ves

terdav tu revive a Florida county's affirmative-
action program, for awarding construction con
ttacts The court, without comment, turned awav
Dade County s argument that discrimination in the
local construction industry is severe enough to jus-

tify an effort to aid black-owned companies
The court also declined to hear an appeal by a

minority contractors' group that sought lo reinstate

portions of similar programs in Dade County for

companies owned by Hispanics and women.
Yesterday's actions were not decisions and there-

fore set no national precedent

The justices have strictly limited affirmative
action programs in state and local public works
projects since 1989, saying such efforts must be
narrowly tailored to remedy the effects of past Jis

crimination

However, a lawyer for the minority contractors'

group said that people should not give up on trving

to meet that strict legal standard

"We know thete is discrimination and that it'»

unlortunatelv alive and well." said I nomas f- Pepe.

who represents the Allied Minority Contractors

Association "It's just that it's very difficult lo

prove discrimination."

With the proper research on the continuing

effects of discrimination, it is possible to win court

decisidiis upholding affirmative action programs.

Pepe said.

In 1995. the Supreme Court said federal pro-

grams that aim to help minorities must meet the

same strict standard required of state and local

governments.

The high court also has restricted the use of

racial considerations in drawing election districts.

while lower courts have cut back on affirmative

action in public university admission policies.

But the Republican-led Congress has not done

away with every lederal affirmative action pro-

gram, last week, the Senate voted to keep a 19-

v eat old federal program thet helps women and
minorities win highway construction contracts.

In another affirmative action case yesterday, the

justices rejected the appeal of a former Nevada col-

lege professor who said she was discriminated

against because she is white.

Yvettc Farmer said the University of Nevada.

Kc-iH'. unlawfully hired a black sociology professor

before her and paid her less when it hired her later

The university said the black professor was more
qualified.

In other action, the court

• Agreed to decide whether police need a search

warrant before peering through a gap in window

blinds to detect possibly illegal behavior.

• Ruled that federal copyright law does not pro-

tect companies that export their products from

having them shipped back by another firm for sale

in the United State-

• Set aside a Baltimore man's conviction for a

1993 beating death, ruling he was denied a fair

trial because a co-defendant's confession was read

to the jury.

The Florida case involved affirmative-action pro-

grams adopted in Dade County for black contrac-

tors in 1982 and for Hispanic and women contrac-

tors in 1994.

The plans set goals for awarding county con

tracts. The goals could be met by setting aside

some contracts for bidding solely by minority-

owned firms, requiring contractors to give work to

minority subcontractors, ot by cither measures

Six construction trade associations challenged

the plans in 1994, saying they violated the

Constitution's guarantee of equal treatment.

A federal judge ruled that Dade County did not

provide enough evidence to support the need tor

the program. The 1 I th US Circuit Court of

Appeals agreed, adding that the county improperly

used such remedies as a "first resort" instead of

considering neutral measures such as simpler bid

ding procedures

The countv s Supreme Court appeal addressed

only the plan for black-owned businesses

Pakistani students celebrate cultural heritage
DY rTlaJfiafT Jllltjel

Colagaw Staff

The Pakistan Students Association

i PSA) held its annual cultural show
and dinner. Hamara Pakistan lOur
Pakistan ) Sunday night in the Student

Lnion Ballroom The evening began
with a recitation of the Holy Quran
hv University of Massachusetts stu-

dent All Hussain. followed by the

Pakistani National Anthem.

The show incorporated songs and
poetrv readings of various Pakistani

artists. There was even an energetic

"bhangr^" dance choreographed by

UMass Computer science major and
event M host Samir Ahmed, and
Aamir Khan, a communications and

tnics major and President of

PSA for 1997-98

There were other non-traditional

acts tuch at a fashion show which

gave insight into the intricate designs

and bright colors of Pakistani cloth

ing. Ope of the acts was a narrauon
hv Nabeel Ali. a young PakiMaJii boy

who is an Amherst resident. The
event also mixed in a little Western
flavor, with UMass students Ari

/uckerman and Ijaz Ahmad doing a

folk jam.

Khan was pleased with the overall

outcome of the show, although he

emphasized that it did take a lot of

A..rk

"Bringing it together was really

hard, but it came out well in the end

because a lot of people contributed."

Khan said "The venue, especially,

was hard to set up
"

The PSA is only two years

old but active organization.

It hat been successful with

it* projects thus far, has
received a good response
from the student body, and
has had a lot of help from
the Pakistani community in

Amherst.

There were acts in

Sunday's show which
involved students from the

nearby colleges Nadia
l.ateef of Amherst College

sang a Pakistani song and
did a poetry reading There
was also a contribution from

a group of Smith College

women, who danced to

"Dhol Bhajne Laga.* a vil

lage dance

As far as future plans go.

Khan said "there are current-

ly about >*>-40 members,
and we're trying to expand
t hi' to a Five College deal

*

Tne'PSA cWs not limit hi

events to cultural shows:
thet also organize lectures,

and are planning smaller

events for the rest of the

semester, such as pizza

nights

According to Khan,
"we're planning a concert,

but we're not sure about it

vet It may be this semester.

or maybe even next semes-

ter. Hopefully a Pakistani

group will come to per-

form
"

MIAN MC Dt»MOTT COUICJAN

Amherst resident Nabeel Ali speaks at Hamara Pakistan Sunday night

En buscada de nosotros / In search of ourselves
A nosotros. los l-atinos dc Bataaha

L nidos (EE.UU) not importa la his

toria de las Americas. Somos un

pueblo en plena lucha por nucsm.s

derechos. Somos un pueblo en

ascenso gracias a nuestros propios

esfucrzos y nos urge saber de donde

venimos y
quienes somos.

Fn los F.F..UU hay una gran

nee esidad en definir quienes somos:

que color es el latino, quien es mas

latino — el nacido aca o quien viene

de alia. A pesar de que somos lati-

nos no todos hablamos espanol:

tampoco somos del mismo pais. Hay

temas de mas importancia que nos

deberian preocupar. por ejemplo.

nuestro lugar politico y economico

en este pais.

Para quienes quieren saber quien

somos como latinos debemos
reconocer que ser latino en los

EE.UU es diferente que ser lati-

noamericano en nuestra propia tier-

ra. Pero eso no quiere decir que

somos menos latinos. Colocamos

barreras entre nosotros porque un

latino es un poco mas oscuro que

nosotros. ^Hemos olvidado como se

formo nuestra culture?

Un recuerdo dc quienes somos:

somos hijos de un encuentro entre

las cultures. Tambien creo que el

termino descubrimiento sigue siendo

valido: el asombro que occurrio

entre ambas partes cuando se vieron

ojo a ojo por primera ves los

Hombres del Hierro y los Hombres
del Maiz.

Somos hijos de la subyugacion de

las culturas y la terrible herencia que

fue la esclavitud. Somos hijos de la

fusion de culturas. lo que los estu-

Jiosos llaman el sincretismo. Somos
una mezcla de diferente culturas.

Somos hijos de un encuentro dificil.

Hay que saber a respetar la tierra.

las costumbres. las

leves. las tradiciones

y el color. En nuetra

epoca este impulse)

liberador se

extiende al cambio de la igualdad

entre los sexos. la proteccion del

medio ambicntc y la de los derechos

humanos. Seguunos la lucha contra

la desigualdad racial.

La historia de las Americas no ter-

mino con un bianco atropellando un

indio y csclavizando a un negro. La

historia americana reflejo la caida de
un imperio. el espanol. y la ascen-

dencia de otro, el ingles. Este dese-

quilibrio hemisferico es el factor

determinante en nuestra realidad

como latinos en los EE.UU y pienso

que nuestra raza tiene que estar en

union una raza humana.

Nora Quintanilla

Editor's Note: The following is a

translation of the Spanish editorial

To us. the Latinos of the United

States, the history of the Americas is

important. We are a people in plain

fight for our rights. We are an
ascending people thanks to our own
efforts and it behooves us to know
where we came from and who we
are.

In the US there is a big necessity

to define who we are: what color is

the Latino, who is more Latino —
the person born
here or the person

who comes from
over there.

Although we are all

Latinos not all of us speak Spanish,

nor do we all come from the same
country. There are topics of greater

importance that should concern us.

for example, our political and eco-

nomic status in this country.

To those who want to know who
we are as Latinos we need to

acknowledge that being Latinos in

the U.S. is different than being lati-

noamericano in our own land but

that does not make us less of

Latinos. We place barriers with each

other because one Latino is a shade

darker than us. Did we forget how
our culture came to be?

lust a reminder of who we are we

are children of an encounter between

cultures I think the term discover] is

still valid: the amazement that

occurred by both parties when the

Man of Iron and the Man of Corn

saw each other tor the first time.

We are children of the subjugation

of cultures and the horrible inheri-

tance that was slavery. We are chil-

dren of the fusion of cultures, what

scholars call Ijncratioav We are chil-

dren of a difficult encounter.

One has to know how to respect

the Earth, customs, laws, traditions

and racial colors. In our time this lib-

erating impulse extends to the

change in equality between the sexes

the protection of the environment

and human rights. We continue the

fight against racial inequality.

The history of the Americas did

not end with a white man trampling

over an Indian and enslaving a black

man. American history reflects the

fall of one empire, the Spanish, and

the ascendancy of another, the

English. This hemispheric disequilib-

rium is the determining factor in our

reality as Latinos in the U.S. and I

think that our race has to be in unity

a human race.

Nora Quintanilla is a Collegian

Correspondent

Letter from the editor
It is a rare opportunity for an

editor to address hit readers, but

this being my first publication as

Multicultural Affairs Editor and
after much cajoling on my part, my
Managing Editor finatly suc-

cumbed to my pleas and allowed

me to use this space to let you
know what to expect on this page

in the upcoming months (years?).

I propose to adhere to the adage.

"variety is the spice of life." That

means each fortnight (two weeks)

there will be a mixture of newt (to-

nes features and hopefully an
opinion or two from anyone fear-

less enough to put pen to paper
that highlight the tremendous
diversity the Univertity of

Massachusetts hat been afforded.

"What tremendous diversity?"

you might say Well, although
many might contest the percentage

udents belonging to "other-

cultures on our campus, the fact

remains there are students from all

the inhabited continents in the

world currently studying at UMass
(and it seems a few from other

worlds at well). Thus, the need to

have this space to express stories

that arc important to these com-
munities at well at reflect their

ideals and values.

As a product of different cultur-

al heritages myself (but these days

who isn't?) it is with great enthusi-

asm that I embark on this journey.

i't expedition into greater

cultural awareness that all of ut

can benefit from.

Hopefully, through greater

understanding of each other's jdio

tyncrasies, both cultural and indi-

vidual, we will create a spirit of

tolerance that will contribute to

tearing down the proverbial walls

of racism and hatred that still

linger on as we close out the sec-

ond millennium of man's (rather

homo sapiens) modem history

With that diatribe having been

said, and plenty of space still to fill

up, I truly hope you the reader

enjoy this page, that it stirs your

curiosity, that it makes you ask

questions or even that some i

content agitates you. The point it

have a reaction, reflect on what it

being laid: maybe you'll be

inspired enough to drop me a line

with a comment, criticism or sug-

gestion. Then again, maybe you

won't. Apathy is certainly not lone-

ly on this campus.

Ultimately, the Multicultural

Affairs page it intended to illus-

trate what a diverse world we do
live in and what a panoply of views

there are in it — be they popular

or not.

As the last drops of ink on mv
plume are scratched on this parch-

ment (and this little philippic con-

cludes) I look at the words above

and sigh This is what to expect

from Iter* on in
-7

luan Curios Kaplan
Collegian staffmember

is a

Activist to speak tonight
As part of the ALANA (Asian.

Latino. African. Native American)
1 ccture Series this spring semester.

losettc Perard. a Haitian activist for

women's rights and the poor, will

speak to students today on
Globalization and Haiti in the

Lni\etsit\ ,,| Massachusetts Campus
Center. Room 101

Perard is the co-founder of the

Lamhi Fund, an organization promot-

ing sustainable economic activities,

linking Lnited States activists with

Haiti's popular movements.

Perard had to go underground, or

into exile, twice since the Duvalier

and Aristidc governments. Both times

she has worked to promote projects

for political and economic justice.

Some of her notable projects include

setting up programs which provide

women with the resources to access

food, fuel and housing.

Perard supervises and manages
over 50 popular organizations
addressing issues of economic and
political justice. She is reputed to be

an exceptional orator and inspiring

individual who captures the attention

of her audiences.

courrtn alana ieoum sums

Haitian activist (osette Perard

A small discussion will precede
this lecture at the Latin American
Cultural Center in Southwest
Residence Area today at 2:10 p.m.

»ov Fernandes is a Collegian con-

tributor.

EXPRESS YOURSELF
MULTICULTURAL AFFAIRS

WANTS YOU!

You can:
- Become a reporter
- Write about what you see here
- Tell the UMass community
what your group is doing

Contact:
Juan Carlos Kaplan,

Multicultural Affairs Editor, at
113 Campus Center

Tel: 545-1851
Email:

jckaplan@student.umass.edu

Roundtable discusses blacks , Latinos
By Nora Quintanilla

Collegian Correspondent

The Latin American Cultural Center (LACC)

held a roundtable discussion last Tuesday night

in Hampden Gallery focusing on the issue

"Black = latino." That is. are blacks and

Latinos one and the same, and if so. in what

sense?

African heritage has greatly permeated

Caribbean-Latin American culture. Thus, the

question is often raised whether blacks and

Latinos can be considered one group of people

— a theory referred to as the African diaspora.

The word "diaspora." according to Webster's

dictionary, means a homogenous people driven

or sent in different directions.

A fusion of cultures mixed in different pro-

portions is the make of the Latinos. According

to Latin American Studies Associate director

Gloria Bernabe-Ramos. "Latino American cul-

ture is complex."

"Self-exploration" is what this discussion is

about. Black Student Union President Lakeisha

Kennedy said. "We need to look at the way
people view the world, our own beliefs and

understand why it is that we believe what we
do."

Acknowledged at the discussion was that

"people will and do see others through a differ-

ent lens" perhaps with further discussions and

"self-exploration" as Kennedy stated.

Stereotypes, labels, "colorism" and all those

"isms" will be less destructive as we reach the

millennium.

The conclusion of the discussion was that

this is an issue of great importance and needs

to be explored further. Students debate issues regarding the African diaspora in the Latin American Cultural Center last week.

AlDcANDIR KOHOMILAS COLLEGIAN
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"Tharo T" defies tradition
Lowe's genre-blurring greatness

JL. 1. 1. LX Ml ^J VtVllVU l.lUUillV/11 . . _ M . «• iT returned with a n;w ulbum. 7>te portrait ol a scorned lover Hem
X By Bradley Sfcought ju. aw-i — a. >*-. II—-* M.-Cullnuvh's "hailed Christian " aciy Bradley Skooght

Collegiun Staff

WG MY MOOD
Nict Lowe
Upstart

! SnA LOM e-tjb

lulled hmi-ell m the late '70s a*

Milan alev. pop geniuv who WW MOM
than willing to utilize everything from
punk tn Ji-i.ii in lervj iikling

metodk songs and elevei lyrics

rtUtk philosophy that worked well

in his pu'dueiion vorfc fot Ehrli

Uo, loo When his albums began

turning gimnikkx I owe lounded up
some choice -.ideinen to -tall The
C'owhos Outfit and -tarted making
rootsiei .ilhutits full ol country, rock-

abilly and r&b influences

B\ the late eighties though things

had begun la petei out One la-t

major label album. Pan\ ot I

showed soine -pitii but tailed to

catch fire and Lowe seemed to just

disappear. In HH4, however he

returned with a sew album. The
Impossible Bird, on the tiny Upstart

label. It was an album that displayed

not just a reinvigoration, but damn
neai a reinvention Instead of play-

ing dres- up Lowe decided to strip

away the masks and finally make a

Nkk Lowe album.

Like 77te Impossible Bird, the new

Dig Afy Mood is a -ubdued. intimate

album — an album whose production

touches are light and wholly in M
vice of the songs, perhaps even more

than The Impossible Bird By putting

such an emphasis on his voonjh, Lowe
has . icated a surprising resonance

and depth in his singing almost nevei

displayed belt"

This is particularly true in several

darker, quieter songi where Lowe
has brought a kind of hushed desper-

ation to his delivery The opening

song. "I -an

i

little more
than a single repeated line, framed

almost entirely by tremok> ed guitars

and a wash of organ that makes for a

chilling more-than meets il

portrait ol a -corned lover. H
McCullough's "Failed Christian get-

-imilar treatment with Lowe calling

up the kind of rumble and pathos

perfected bv hi- loinicr father in law

lohnny Cash Lowe - e\ wile i- COW)

try smgei Carlene Carter

CM I -pint is pievalent through

out the album whether it- ihe

tick lock country ol Man That I've

Become" or the biltet-weet "Mu-t Be

Getting Ovet V>u" which recall-

Cash's "I Still Mi- Someone "
I owe

i- mote than willing to push stylistic

barriers however, and there are even

a couple ol songs which wouldn't

have sounded out of place in Sal

King Cole s lepettoiie (or, mote
appropriately someone like Ivory |iv

Hunter, whose Cole lirev light ol

Dawn ' closes the album i In fact. Dip

My Mood i- u-allv an album in the

spirit of country singer- like Rav

Price Marty Robbin- and similar bOs

country singers — arti-t- •

Torn to NKK. page 8

counts* i*ai vmtooo

The athletic choreography of Twyia Tharp will be displayed in her new show Tharpl, tonight at FAC

tybnaVTrask
Staf

The latest project of the creative

dance diva Twvla Tharp entitled

-Tharp!' will be akovceaed tonight

at the Rne Arts Center Concert Hail

at 8 p m
Tharp't choreography ha* been

called sexy, funny, wejritic. grace-

lul intricate and athletic This inno-

vative new show was designed to

support Tharp't most ambitiou-

work to date three new piece* of

va-tly different styles, created and

honed on a corps of 14 dancers.

It has been that this show was
developed as a more vibrant, tclai

lemative to the conventional

company model. "Tharp'" claims to

embody the future of American
aaodern dance Inspired by various

genres of music. Tharp has attempt-

ed to pull together three dynamic
and unique dance pieces that

promises to delight and move the

audience

The opening piece of (he evening

will be "Roy's \of%" with music bv

Roy Eldridge Lldndge » swinging

trumpet playing propels nine
dancers into a "happy mayhem,
acrobatic partnering. and
good natured competition — jazi

made visible

"

The second piece of the evening

will be incorporating hymns from
the Shaker tradition, as well as

choral compositions by William
Billings and music from The Sacmd
Harp The piece is called "Sweet
Fields* and is said to be an explo-

ration of American spirituality as

Turn to IIIAaVI. page B

What are you doing today?
(What arc you doing after graduation?)

March ll
,h & J2

,h

.Authemc Irish Stew or

Corned Besrf 'n Cabbage

Dinner

€re* Food

Asa. **d
G«eo ^ationt

$5.95—
per person

phis tax and

gratuity

until lOOOpm

Join us for 2 full

Corned Beef sandwithes, days of 4-leaf
sliced to order clover fun.

7:(X)pm til 10 pm

Accepting Re

for Career Positions,

Co Op and Internship

Opportunities

\ . »Y S I I t 1 M \\|>l |

Cr.ite&B.irtel Po |,

TODAY
Auditorium

students from

ail mafon and <oil«f«s

^Career Fair '98

RUTGERS-NEW BRUNSWICKSUMMER SESSION
19 9 8

Think Summer!!
Over 1 ,000 Courses

dergraduate/Graduate Level

A.M. and P.M. Classes

May 26 - August 12

-NEW-
Some Saturday Morning Courses

A World of Choices!
Broaden your world view

at UMass Boston

Your choices include

• undergraduate and graduate

study with an exceptional

faculty

• morning, midday, afternoon,

and evening classes

• over 500 course sections

• summer programs in

Mexico, Haiti, Ireland,

and Vietnam

• sessions starting May 26,

June 29, and July 13

•mail, phone, fax, and

walk-in registration

REGISTER NOW
lor more llUUfllMUOfl MM CaWafag pJeMC will (732) 932-7565.

OutaidedM r32 area code call 1-800-HI-RUTGERS
or 1-888-4RU-SUMMER fc

% j«bs»v Div ijion f Summer Session

[^1 fGERS '
91 CoBc»c ***• * Ncw Bfun>w»dt- NJ 08901-8546

___^^_^___^____ web site: lmp://www. siimnu-rscssion.riitgcrs.edu /<

Interested? Here's how to get in touch

Tel: 617 287 7904 Mail

Fax: 617 287 7922

Email: dce@umbsky.cc.umb.edu

Web www.conted.umb.edu

UMass Boston Summer Sessions

Division of Continuing Education

100 Mornssey Blvd.

Boston. MA 02125-3393

Name

Street address

City, slate, rip

Spring Elections '98 VOTE TODAY

Boston's Public University

BETWEEN 1 1-1 AND 4-7 VOTE TODAY AT THE FOLLOWING POLING PLACES!!!

Finally

youwon't mind
being

VISA

^.

1

"T5SP

•«. *. *

Now wktrx you \as€ yow \Zisn cwrit,

j®*\l saw big at these places

.

nv

VISA

It's everywhere you want to be.
C 1998 Viia USA Inc

09VC III #0 orse'rvke

at any Firestone Tire & Service Center.

Use your Viva* card and save 10% on the regular retail once of

automotive service or any Firestone or Bndgestone tires (including

performance or pickup/ SUV radials) at your nearest Firestone Tire

& Service Center or participating Affiliated Dealer To redeem this

special offer, mention code: PIOO #2481 3 for service and code:

P1 00 #24805 for tires Offer valid 1/1/98- 6/30798

Terms and Conditions: Certificate redemption is solely the respon-

sibility ol participating Firestone fire & Service Centers. Offer valid

January 1 , 1 998. through June 30. 1 998 Good only for tires or service

indicated at company-owned Firestone Tire & Service Centers and

participating Affiliated Dealers Not valid with any other offer and

cannot be used to reduce outstanding debt Any other use consti-

tutes fraud Void where prohibited, taxed, or restricted by law. Valid

only when you use your Visa card and present this certificate

Applicable taxes must be paid by bearer Only redeemable in the

US Cash value 1/100 cent Visa Rewards is a service

fmark of Visa International Service Association

C1998VisaUSA Inc. ^mm

M

^?QlfQ *^tWW on any purchase

OUffU aC of $10 or more.

Use your Visa* card and save $2 on any purchase of $1 or more

at any participating Rocky Mountain Chocolate Factory location

Enjoy the intense flavor and generous portions of our nutty clusters,

chewy caramels, exotic truffles, and ensp butter toffees Choose

from among a vanety of gift baskets and boxed chocolates,

perfect for any occasion For the participating store nearest you,

call 1 800-344-9630 (8:00 am -500pm MST) To redeem this

special offer, present this certificate to the cashier at time ol

purchase Offer valid 1/1/98-6/30/98

Terms and Conditions: Certificate redemption is solely the

responsibility of participating Rocky Mountain Chocolate Factory

locations Offer valid January 1, 1998. through June 30, 1998

Any other use constitutes fraud Void where prohibited, taxed,

or restricted by law Valid only when you use your Visa card

Applicable taxes must be paid by bearer Only redeemable in the

US Cash value 1/100 cent Visa Rewards is a service mark of

Visa International Service Association

O 1998 Visa USA Inc

Save 15% on any purchase

at Fashion Bug.

Check it out 1 Fashion Bug now has a new junior shop in most

stores Come in and save 1 5% on the coolest junior sportswear

when you pay with your Visa* card Fashion Bug has over 1 , 1 00

stores nationwide, so check your local white pages for the store

nearest you To redeem this special offer, present this certificate

at time of purchase Offer valid 1/1/98-6/30/98

Terms and Conditions: Certificate redemption is solely the

responsibility of participating Fashion Bug locations Offer valid

January 1, 1998, through June 30. 1998 Good only for purchase

of products indicated Valid on regularly pneed items only Any
other use constitutes fraud Cannot be combined with any other

offer or used as payment on your Fashion Bug charge Offer

excludes pnor purchases, layaways. and gift certificates Void

where prohibited, taxed, or restricted by law Valid only when
you use your Visa card Applicable taxes must be paid by bearer

Only redeemable in the U S Cash value 1/100 cent Visa Rewards
is a service mark of Visa International Service Association

O 1998 Visa USA Inc Cashier Key #: 775042005

FASHION BUG.
1ST

OdVC 13 /O purchase

of $75 or more at American Eagle

Use your Visa* card and save 1 5% on any purchase of S /5 or more

at any one of the more than 330 American Fagle Outfitters stores

nationwide Get great deals on fashions from our new collection

To redeem this special offer, present this certificate to the cashier

at time ol purchase. Offer valid 1/1/98 -6/30/98.

Terms and Conditions: Certificate redemption is solely the

responsibility of participating American Eagle Outfitters

locations Oner valid January 1, 1998, through June 30, 1998
This certificate may not be used in conjudion with any other

certificate, discount, and /or special in store offet(s). Certificate is

not valid towards previously purchased merchandise. "Buy one^get

one free" promotions, layaway, purchase of merchandise certifi

cate, or redline merchandise Any other use constitutes fraud Void

where prohibited, taxed, or restricted by law Valid only when you

use your Visa card and present this certificate Applicable taxes

must be paid by bearer Only redeemable in the US. Cash value

1 /1 00 cent Visa Rewards is a service mark of Visa International

Service Association O 1998 Visa USA Inc Authorization*: 25

S
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Back to basic hip hop with Jurassic 5
Before I even get into this hip

hop 401 session, I've got two
words for you: Jurassic Five. One
more time, Jurassic Five, 'cause

they're bringing back hip-hop
essence These are five cats from
California who are ^^^^^^^
100 percent ^m^F^^™whipped. ^^dam
creamy-smooth but —HUI^B
ter. They rewind to the eighties

with jazzy beats, and rhymes thui

don't promote violence or pirnpin

All 1 know is that they have an
independently released CD out,

and I'll try to bring you the

four one -one after spring break.

I had to work on Saturday (mix

tapes aren't free you know), so I

missed most of the BMCP confer

ence. but I heard it was quite an
event Big ups to everyone who
was involved with putting it m I

did happen to catch the Peter
Gunz/Lord Tariq performance I

hate to complain about something

that people worked really hard on.

but I do have Imm with paying

ten dollars to see Lord Tariq and
Peter Cunz perform two and a half

songs Alright. "Deja Vu" was off

the hook, but I was hoping to see a

little more Could it be that Gunz
and Tariq are one hit wonders' 1

Did they drop one of the i 1 1 «.- -

1

tracks of the >ear. only to be exiled

into bargain bins and used CD
' iTo be continued after their

album comes out)

Tony Touch #56 is out, and the

king is back. While Tony Touch
has always been running the mix
tape game for quite some time. I

had the suspicion that he was

^^^^^^^^ slacking of late.

^1^^^^^ The Diaz Brothers
mugac; was hot. but I was

starting to feel like

he was just relying on bomb tracks

to carry his albumv Someone must
have notified Mister Toca. because

he's hitting harder than Lawtence
Taylor on cocaine "You Know My
Skv/" by Gang Stan sets this I II

and judging by how many mix tape

appearances that song has made. I

think I know what album we're all

drooling over The tape reaches
blast off in the middle when you
get "Diesal" by Wu Tang Clan.
"Desperado" bv the Firm featuringCWM and "K.I.M." by FPMD
featuring Redman and Keith
Murray. One of the illest track'- is

"Armagedon" bv Cru. I think that

l.ii smoked something he shouldn't

have. "Armagedon" is one of the

KAliMI tracks to ever grace my
ears.

The other tasty treat I puked up
the Stretch and Bobbin*M DM
Nov I J. \997 You should MOM
bly seek out any copy of "The
Stretch Armstrong Show" you can

find. I oi those nl you who don't

know, the show is a radio show on

WKCR 89.1 FM, although you

probably cant get it around hear

However since the Gods occasion-

ally smile upon the hip-hop com
munity you can pick up copies of

this show in most mix tape stores.

Getting back to the original pro-

gramming, Stretch isn't even spin-

ning OB this tape, but "dat's okay"

D| Eclipse delivers the goods and

shows that he is a name you should

keep your ears peeled for. Eclipse

brings you MM underground, sub-

terranean tracks that you probably

aren't going to hear anywhere eKe

Husta Rhymes delivers a porno

track that will make you call you're

loved one in a half a second. This

is alto where I heard the truth, I

moan IHMW I k» There's a lot d
middle school (you know, late-

eighties, early nineties) jams on

here to keep you smiling I find this

tape especially necessary to combat

the fact that every morning I wake

up to find the weather in Anther

M

resembling the Aies of London
Put this tape on and return that

strut to your step and that

Kool Aid smile to your face.

As usual both the Tony Touch

\ol 5o and The Stretch Armstrong

Show can be purchased from the

line gentleman at the Grow Room
in Amherst.

Peace

Adam Dlugac: U a Collegian

Columnist

nick

This Egge's done over easy
Hlfong from Austin. Texas, Ana Egge opens for Grammy- winning Shawn CoJvin Thursday night at Smith

College's |ohn M Greene Hall

tharp!I

continued from page- 6

found in the American music of the

18th and 19th lentune*

In this piece. Tharp created a kalei-

dotcope of deceptively easy motion,

geometrical layering of ceremony
coupled with moments of pure sun

pie beauty creating the perfect mar
riage of music and dance

The third and final piece of 'he

evening. "66," provide* the audmtve
with a glimpse of a iumi v fetching

into the horizon. Route 66 In the

1940s, this was the main path to the

great West, the land of opportunity

and dreams This pieec i» described

at a travelogue of hilarious, sexy and
energetic vignettes that takes the

audience along for the tide

Tharp seeks and finds the perfect

balance -benyeas high est aad grand

entertainment, crossing the genre

boundaries between the worlds of

wsBWE®%m
• 30% Student Discounts

• Right in Amherst

• Space is Limited! Call...

CUuet Sun Wed March 1 1th <4 700 cm. Lord Jeffrey Inn. Amheru Common

ballet and Broadway, television and
the big screen Since founding her

first company in 1965. Tharp has had

a profound impact on the progression

Tickets for 'Tharp!' are 555. 530
$20 Tickets for children 1 7 and
under are S10. and tickets for Fin

Cartage undent* ant 55. For uckat >

call (413) S4$-2S11 or 1-800
999-1 MAS

*nmc
Ml F.!,mi 4 •584 9153

Ml Farms Mall

Tna Wiaw-ng SSnfar (PO-13)

Today (5 40 %3 V» 8 30

continued from page 6

albums were a marvelous jumble of

jazz, country. R&B and blues MytM
With a real sense of genre-blurring

back in the general musical con
suousness. n * nise to hear Lowe
calling up the spirits of such a I run

ful and exciting period in modern
musical history

A fair amount of credit, however.

goes to his wonderfully sensitive and
nplished band. The playing

throughout is understated and smart,

especially in the lush keyboard work
of Geraint Waikins. whose fluid

piano and organ playing gives an
almost gospel-like atmosphere to the

otherwise sparse songs. In many
ways the music recalls Lowe's old

British pub band. Bnnsiey Sshwanz
— a band that called heavily upon
the The Band's musical vocabulary

for its warm, folky character Steve

Donnely's guitar work, in particular,

recalls Robbie Robertson's seamless

marriage of country twang and deep
southern soul Making good use of

this are the album's strongest songs.

"What I ask of Lo.e Had Dosfet* and
the wistful "High on a Hilltop* —
both of which combine a sweet
Memphis groove with Lowe's coun-

try leanings — a match that recalls

The Cowboy Outfit's best work, but

with a lovelier resonance and hon
esty As on The Impassible Bird.

- a real sense of Lowe's own
voice coming through — the songs
are more straightforward than his

earlier pop work, both musically and
lyrically hut they ring true with j

beautiful simplicity that, again,

recalls the naked maturity of lohnnv
Cash

N ' everything I owe touches
turns to gold, however "You Inspire

Me" is an unconvincing vocal jazz

number with some tired lyrics, and
"Lead Me Not" never turns into a

song to make the forced delivery

engaging There are also a few songs

that are just too short, as if Lowe
was treading lightly as to not spoil

the simplicity that characterizes most

of the songs I"he\ re charming mis

takes, though — not bad enough to

sink the ship, and certainly not bad

enough to distract from the rest of

the stellar performances.

Lowe has already solidified his

reputation as one of pop's most
imaginative and exciting voices, but

he's also joined the ranks of artists

like Bob Dylan and Neil Young who
continue to make relevant, important

work that reflects the maturity and
experience of age — invigorating >.re

ativity instead of tired retreading

Dig .My Mood is a warm, intimate,

even sad album that works its way in

quietly like a fond memory on a

sleepy morning. Lovely and affect

ing A

Come down to 113 Campus Center

and find out how to write for Collegian Arts!

you know HTML like the

back of your hand.

whatL

i(PO-13)

Today ( 5 50 • 2 50 ) S 20

Aa Good Aa n Oata (PO-13)

Today at (5 30 • 12 50) 8 10

Klialnp a Fool (R)

MR
Tna Borrow*!! (PO )

Today at (5 50 • $2 50)

H.impihir* A •584 7550
H.impihm Mall

IMMtM
Today a) (5 50 • 12 50) 8 30

Dark City (*)

830

The Big Labowskl (R)

Today at (5 40 O S2 50) 8 30

T«arae(P0 13)

Today at (4 20 • S2 50) 8 10

Good WW Hunting (R)

(5 30OS2 5O) 820

I (PO-13)

Today at (S 20 O S2 50) ' 20

Kftppandorr* (PO-13)

15 50 O $2 50)

I . p , . . - - . f gjgayajgji

RELAX?
FORGET IT!

PLAY HARD TO STAY HARD
JOIN THE BEST

HAMPSHIRE FITNESS
90 GATEHOUSE ROAD

256-6446

the Collegian is currently looking for Internet Interns.

advanced knowledge of html o plus.

8M N» Twjk»- an npefo*n*m*ot

( f »//<
Jjf"** « I

r^ik

douwToun -^K«l^i.rsT

^58 ways
rX

4>

e>oUrsum^e

Summer Session at Stony Brook
258 courses in 45 subjects
Day and evening classes

Low NYS tuition Terms start May 26 and July 6

New interest-free payment plan
Check out our website at www.sunysb.edu/summer/

1-800-559-7213
ema i I :s umme rsc hool@sunysb.edu

STUNY
BRiMWC
MATf i.nivHsnvfir NFWYCRK

An Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Educator and Employer

UNDERGRADUATE STUDY ABROAD

GREAT BRITAIN
AUSTRALIA
IRELAND

NEW ZEALAND
ARGENTINA

CHILE
COSTA RICA

Fall. Spnn? or Full Year. Scholarships Available.

Studv Abroad Information Session:

Representative: Tom Roberts

Date:

Location:

Wednesday, March 11

10:00 - 1:00

Information Table
Campus Center Concourse

For further information contact the Institute lor Studv Ahrnsnl. Butler University.

4600 Sunset Avenue. Inji.innno'iv IN 46208. Tel 800/858-0229 Fa*: j 1 7/940-9704

INSTITUTE FOR STUDY ABROAD
BUTLER UNIVERSITY
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Brief;

I dttors note: Sports Briefs, a
ueekly feature column, is designed
to put the fba« on one of I W
largest mam ganaaj the „on
wry athletes.

In order tor tinets to he UtCOMB-
ful. members of different club n

alional and intramural teams must
submit information for inclusion
into the column Info can be
brought down to the Collegian
offices till famous Canter
Hascmeiin orfaxtd (54S- 1992), hut
it ajajfi r, c "i before noon on

Jay

>u haxt an\ questions about
Sports Briefs, please do not hesitate

to tontat i ( jh'i Kane at 5-^5 €719.
Women's bucko off lu nationals

The MussjJiusctis women s hockey
team will compete in the national
Hiidls ovei the weekend of Mareh
21 -Minlukel'Uid. \N

I Mass jdvarued to the finals

with a lie against North Conmmnin
College, at the Clarkson tournament
two weekends ago The tup two
learns lioin the toumc\ made the

cut tor the national linaU I Mass
lost in a shoolout with North

ununit)

At the tournament UMass
tl 1-5-1) tied Trimu 2 2 beat
Penn State, 8-2. and destroyed
Syracuse, 21-0. Coach lust n

BlackniM said the high score
against ihc Orangewomen was to

ensure L Mass would make the
tinals

I li/a ii.n \e\ . leanine

Dennoncourt. |enn> Nolan and
Mollv, Sherman have been plavmg
strong toi Massachusetts Erin

Murphy ani Iswud the final line of

delense with her plav in jioal.

Skating club becoming a reality

Students interested in competing
in ti>:uic skalinj.' at I Mass are form-

ing a club in hotves pj spjajfjaj RSO
-Ulus ne\t fall Ahead), however,
skatei - .lie iompet ing successfully

under the I Ma-- name I iherte

Sheldon, lamie toutu, I avla C adv

laiqui IraiKis and I eigh Gautreau

and Ainiee Wallis have all skated in

the competitive arena this year.

Anyone interested in joining the

liguie -bating c |ub t an contact
Wallis at S4b 56*6 General inter

est meetings, are held Tuesdays at 6

p m in the 22nd Hoot lounge in

Washington Tower

Lady Vols stay

unanimous for

year in AP poll

By Chuck Schofrner

Associated Press

(Quarts* wqmwjs hocu

Graduate student Melissa Freydlo attempts a slap shot u she and
her team gear up for the national finals

women s gym
contrvued from poge 12

Mt]
Freshman fill Fisher registered a

«4 900 on the floor, her fifth b

the vear. Fi«hcr currently ranks sec-

ond in the nation on the mat

Tammy Marshall's perfect ten at the

national* in I9M, PUsH has the top

live mm "ii the floor in I Mass hi-

lor>. including a perfect score of her

own against W est \ irginia and Mil
lunior Rctsv Cofajod took the vault

crown with a ^ " 2 ^ lollowed by

sophomore Mandv Mo»h\ '* ^.bS and

Chcncinski

ku/aia let evenhevdv in on the tun.

putting all healthy bodies into the

rotation luniors Amy Caput

Sara Kelly and sophomore Rene
Franklin all saw late season action

I his Saturday. I Mass travels to

Ann Arbor to take on the No 4

Michigan Wolverines Ku/ara and

assistant coach Mav Mav l.eung both

havd mai/c and blue blood, having

graduated from Michigan Ku/ara

served a three-year stmt at Michigan

as an assistant coach, establishing the

team as a national powerhouse,
l.eung was a four vear letterwinner

lot the Wolverines through W)
"We need to improve on the bars.

de-pite how we did today, and also

on the beam said ku/ara "Tb

going SO be the K>okcnd events at

Michigan Our veterans will need to

step it up a notch
"

I uine-sei lompleted a run at the

top of The Associated Press women's

basketball poll yesterday that was
just as impressive as its romp
through the season

Coach Pat Summitt's Lady Voh
remained a unanimous choice for

No. 1 in the final poll, making them

the first team in 1 5 years and only

the fourth of all time to go wire to-

wire at the top It also marked the

fifth time Tennessee finished the sea-

son ranked No. 1 Louisiana Tech

and Tenas are next in that categoiv

with lour No I finishes

Tennessee t/55-OI. which has

outscored its opponents by an avei

age of 11 points a game, begins its

bid for a third consciutive NCAA
championship on Saturday against

Liberty, the nation's only other

unbeaten Division I team

Onlv two NCAA champions have

gone unbeaten Connecticut in

Hs) 5 and Texas in 1986.

"Being 5)0. I don t know how
this team will respond in postsea-

son," Summit! said. "Practice is the

only thing I have to go OH right now

and they are as motivated and com-
petitive in practice, maybe even more

ian lhc\ ve been all
|

"They appear very excited and very

focused on winning one game at a

tune. Certainly I feel good about

them right now
W ith all 40 first-place votes from a

national media panel. Tennessee
ended up being a unanimous No I in

all but the first two polls this season.

Texas in i 98V86 was the last team

to be ranked No. I all season.

Louisiana Tech twice lasted all sea-

son on top. 1480-81 and Iftl«t2
The final Top Ten was unchanged

from last week as those teams either

won al their games or were idle But

there were two newcomers lower

down in the list — No 21 Purdue

and No 22 Drake. Old Dominion
was second and Connecticut third

followed by I ouisiana Tech.
Stanford. Texas Tech. North
Carolina. Duke. Arizona and North

Carolina State.

Old Dominion led Connecticut bv

three points in last week's voting

The margin was much greater this

time. 944 912.

Alabama, the only team to get

closer than 10 points to Tennessee
this season, moved up on spv
bead the Second Ten Then it

nda International. Florida.

Clemson and Western Kentucky, fol-

lowed by Illinois \ irginia.

Vanderbilt. Stephen F Austin and
Hawaii.

The final five were Purdue. Drake.

Iowa. Iowa State and LCI.A Purdue.

which won the Big Ten tournament,

rejoined the Tup 25 after being out

for six weeks. The Boilermakers

played well down the stretch and
earned a No. 4 seed in the NCAA
tournament. Drake, the regular-sea-

I and tournament champion the

Missouri Valley Conference, made
the poll for the first time since the

week of |an 17, 1995 The Bulldogs

were 23rd then, the only time thev

were ranked that season.

4*

Wanna write

for sports?

Come down to

113 Campus
Center and find

out how!

never fcnovi vthat mood
HI be in

One dasj Dragon Fries, the

ne»t da*} C-bicfcen Winge.

or rnasibe a big juics. burger

Than* goodness for Pete'ft!

Tbesj alwi^s got what

I want.

'"$!

BURG!
BUCI

NOW SERVING WNGS

ROUTE 9 HADLEY, MA

585-0241
rsttp://www javanetZ-mrburgor/

n\A r^Ak

L IoumIoum -AivUtrs.!

Women^ water polo reach 6—0
By Paul Teves

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts women s

waterpolo leum deatroyed the com
pel ii ion this weekend at the

Itimid Invitational Beating both

rivals Blown Usiverlit) and
Princeton ihc Minutewomen CM
tinued to loll on their peilec!

son

I Mass disposed ot Brown in

Impressive faahion with a 19 2

victor) ami then proceeded to beat

Princeton III 2 tor the second
tune in this younp Stt

"'I he delense was ihe key We'ie

defensa oritattad and then we in

isiute an oltense and maybe
latei in the season we CM open up

our offense to where we really

want to be.' said assistant

Dan Mc subtle

^lulled \ j/quc/ lead the assault

M Blown when she sv.oied lis

c

j!oals \ a/que/ also shipped in

with S tullu's against Princeton,

Kane Ct alau a big part

of ibis weekend - victories She
J live ^oals in both gl

and she abo chipped in with three

- against I'riiKeton

Marcie Hupp came through with

three scores against Brown, and
also netted one against Princeton

"Hupp has been a leader, and
it I good to see her score a few."

said NU Aulili

-

Claudia Clement another star

sophomore, chipped in with four

of her own. Her biggest con-

tribution though, was her
team oriented eliort of five assists,

against Brown.
Ihe s C nior leaders Barbara

Hickey and I yndsay Crenshaw
both were a factor in the Brown
game, not only as leaders but

on the scoreboard Crenshaw
scored two while Hickey chipped

in with one goal.

The other major contributions

CafBC from freshman Sarah Newell

She added to her scoring with two

more goals this weekend This

brings her total to an even b tallies

in si\ games for this young com
petitot Melissa I J -.sards also

.! two goals on their way to

beating Brown
"We went out and did what we

had to do against Brown It might

have looked like just a beating but

we are trying to prepare for the

harder teams in California and
that's what we had to do.' said

Ldwards about the Brown vu<

The other contributor for the

team emotionally was Maria
Yela/quez.

"She is so tough and she helps

leads this team with het spirit

Her leadership is irreplaceable."

said McAuliffe

Peggy Nieces is the other big

star of the weekend making I I

saves and only giving up four

goals in two games Niece- uk
cess is also the teams success in

running the new defense called the

front and lanes defense which
resembles a fullcourt press in ba-

kctball.

"It frustrates our opponents and

they turn the ball over and main
times iust can't get pi
mid poo! so it has worked really

well." said I dwanl-
\\ith the pair of wins this week

end. LMass ic in head
California with a mission This will

provide the team exposure to the

cream of the crop.

"We have a lot to prove and
this tournament is really imp

to us," said Laurie I dward- about

the tournament in California
"We re really looking forward to

it
"

Hanna in the house!
The Massachusetts men's lacrosse team take on Hartford today at 3 p.m at Richard F Carber fttM

Thank
you for

reading
Collegian

Sports.

Check us

out

every
day!

UMass
Student
Legal
Services
Office e/tjU lOV/iif

<m CAMPUS CENTER

FREE
confidential
professional

legal services
for UMass
students!

545-1995
/

OR..

t's it gonna be?
being Prom a democratic

society, you have many choices,

many ways to express yours el F and

your beliefs, many ways to make a

change, you can join a militia, you can erect

d barbed wire fence around your property, you rap c>rW to

tog can qei a bumpers! ledf call your local d i and »rnt

you can enroll in the Graduate

School oF Political Management,

the premier school For politics.

And make a REAL diFFerence.

;ih

Washington
Universitv

t O N c

The Graduate
Schi>ol of

Political Management

1.800.FOR.GSPM •- http://www.gwu.edu/~q%pm

>
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Collegian Classifieds
// i Campus Center

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Overcoming The

Importer Syndrom"
A workshop for women who

doubt their competence and

shouldnt

Sat. March 14th

10am -2 30pm

$49 includes workbook

Seating is limited

Call 585-0451

Rooms For

CoMMMncwMnt Wookend

B&B accommodations in

Amherst area homes through

Jones Library Bed for Boob
Program Call 256-4094 or

stop at Jones Library for

brochure

AUTO FOR SALE

Subaru Wagon 4/WDR

Runs great $650 978-544-

3448

Black 14 VW GTI Excellent

condition Call Nathan 259-

1984

•7 Toyota Corolla 4 door,

auto Asking $2495 253-

4772

1996 Plymouth Noon Low

miles $8700 firm Call 585-

9263 after 4 30

1990 Jaaa Wranglar Hard

and soft top Full doors 5

speed Oversi/ed tires Many

extras 85K Great shape

Asking $6000 Call 256-0501

19 VW Golf Standard
Hatchback 91K Excellent

condition $2670 Call Sam
545-0457 Ml/ 256-3450 |n|

Wanted: Junk Can Cash

paid everyday 1-800-649-

4795

COMPUTERS
City Communication*

Pentium 233MMX 32 MB
RAM 2 1 Gig. 24X CD ROM.

33 6K. Ti Modem. Video &
Audio Cards with speakers,

plus 14 inch flat screen digi-

tal monitor, Windows 95.

keyboard. PS2 mouse $1150

546-6826

New PlltMMX from $895

Laptops. $1295' Peripherals

ZarVis.on 582-9198

V/MC/AMEX

CHEAP! CHEAP! Color VGA
Monitor- $55 Laptop

Notebook- $99 486

Computer System- $295 Call

CPC (413)584-8857

EMPLOYMENT
CRUISE & LAND TOURS
Earn up to $2.000/month

Free world travel (Caribbean

Alaska, Europe, etc )! Free

room/board For info, ring

(919)933 1939 Ext CI 50

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT
Earn up to $3.000/month in

fisheries, parks, resorts

Airfare 1 Food/Lodging! Our

service recommended by US

News & World Reports

(919)933 1939 Ext A1 50

Earn extra cash mailing our

circulars from home in your

spare time No experience

necessary Free information

1-888-892-2781

EMPLOYMENT
Summer Jobs- Martha's

Vineyard Island Foods is

now hiring for summer ware-

house and delivery positions

Interviews in Amherst area

on Wednesday. March 11

and Thursday. March 12 Call

Brian Smith at (508)693-2030

to arrange an interview

Martha's Vineyard

Employment Opportunity!

Painters Wanted No experi

ence necessary but preferred

Call Carta at 413-562-9076

National Park
Employment Parks. Forests.

Wildlife Preserves Ask us

how' 517324-3109 Ext

N500 13

CAMP CANADENSIS.
Pocono Mountains. PA

Excellent residential coed

summer camp Caring coun-

selors to teach athletics, ten-

nis, gymnastics, mountain

bikes, motorcycles, ropes

course, yearbook and news

paper, drama, video, photog-

raphy, nflery. cooking, arts &
crafts, WSI. waterfront.

dance, golf, and much more!

Excellent facilities and great

salary' 6/20/98-8/17/98 Call

(800)832-8228 or E-mail us at

camp4youOaol com for an

application You can find us

on the web at

WWW CANADENSIS C0m

FOR RENT

Camp Counselors and Unit

Leaders needed for quality

YMCA girts resident camp in

NW CT Sports, riding, crafts.

aquatics, drama, photo ten-

nis instructors, and more

Call 1-80T>84M 143

SUMMER RENTALS
CAPE COD 6R0UP
Summer Rentals- Some
waterfront houses, some
with swimming pools.

Falmouth area. Diamond
Real Estate 1501)477 1900

FOR SALE

Corwood For Sale $125

Cord Call 549-5456

FURNITURE

For Sale: Computer Desk

and Shelf Call 253 7606 Ask

for Franci

HEALTH & BEAUTY

New Metabolism
Breakthrough Lose 5-100

pounds Dr Approved! Cost

$35 800-563 0386

INSTRUCTION

University Bartending
Course 50% Student

Discount National

Certification Available

Spring Sessions This

Semester Space Is Limited

1M0UCANMIX

LOST & FOUND
FOUND A Pair Of Black

Saranac Ski Gloves They

are in the Campus Center

Lost & Found Found in

Hasbrook

Found A bunch of belts for

Tae Kon-Do or Judo near

Parking Lot 33 Come and

claim 5-1548

Lett: Set of Keys
Flourescent green and

Mickey Mouse key chains &

a number of keys If found

call Kathy 6-5123 REWARD'

Lost- Black Sweater
Herter Hall on Jan 28th

Please call 665-8394

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for

free testing and assistance

549-1906

TICKETS

Billy Joel Tickets

Must Sell'"

May 8th Hartford

Call Danielle 665-3558

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK 91

Free food and drinks!

Cancun. Bahamas. Jamaica

and Florida from $399
Organize a small group and

travel FREE! Highest commis-

sions and lowest prices Call

Surf & Sun Tours to become

a campus representative

(800)5747577

RESUMES
Kick Butt Resumes
Same Day Service

Includes Print-Outs

549-7558 Ruby

TUTORING

Spanish Tutoring (41 3)549

1397 Rose

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for 4-S bedroom

house Will take over lease

Call Helen 6 7127

$100 Reward
Looking to rent a house to

accomodate 5 plus students

starting Summer/Fall If you

give us the contact to the

house and we will give you

the reward Call Steve at

546-7461

Visit us in the

Campus Center

Basement or call

us @ 545-3500

to place your Ad!

Help the

Plight of

the

homeless

!

Advertise your

apartment or

room in

the Classifieds.

HALF PRICE

SALE
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TUESDAY. MARCH tO

Carrrr Fair— The First \nmial Retail Career

Fur will be held in ihe Campus tenter

Auditorium from 10 a av to J pa Cell

S4VWI4 with err) questions

Mrrtmt— HilkH^ewtah Student Union will

be having a general meeting at 6 p m at Hillel

House All are wekoae to cose aid discuss

future prugraa*.

Mrrfinr_ The Belrrocan Dance Club will be

aeeting from i W-7 p m in Totman IOI

Leaaoro in Rumba and Tango will be taught

No experience or partner i» necessary. Call

leaaka a M6-6IZ9 for more information

Meeting— A committee meeting for lericho

March ai ihe White House in Washington D <-

will be held at J p m in the Cape Cod Lounge

in the Student Union

Talk— lames Critchlow will speak on

I nerature by Radio: Catalyst of the Cold War-

in Herter Hall 60 1 at 4pm
Talk- lack Kittredge will speak on the pro-

soesd USOA Organic Food Standards at 7 p m

a the lone* Ubrarjr a Aaaherat.

Satf Daftmte— Tnt -Power Girts" karate

and self defenae claw for ages 7-H will be held

at the Valley Women's Martial Arts |nc school

from 4 1*-VX> pa. Call «7-OI0l for

inlormatwn

WEDNESDAY. MARCH 11

Information Settion Council Work

Abroad and International Volunteer Program

will hold an information session at 4 p m in

Campus Center 16).

Meeting— The Prevel/Animal Science Club

will be having a representative from Ross

Veterinary School speaking a 7 p m in Paige

Lab. room 202 The Livestock Classic will be

discussed

Mernng— The Inden (UMass yearbook) will

hold a general meeting at 6 p.m in Studenl

Union M>4 All are invited

Herting— The UMass Poetry Societv will

meet at 7 pa a Campus Center 405

•iifki Duration— A panel dtanaakm enti

tied •Different Identities Common Space
-

will

be held at Mount Holyoke College from 4 10-6

p.a. For more information call Sarah

Grotnk-McCrurg at ««-»».
Reading— A Megillah reading and costume

party will be held at Hillel House at 7 p m to

celebrate Purrm Prim will be awarded

Video— Video and discussion on the student

non-violent movement for the right to educa

tion in Kosova. Serbia will be held at 7 p m in

Herter Hall For more information, contact

Jennifer at 256-5404

THURSDAY. MARCH 12

Meetinf— The Ballroom Dance Club will

meet from 550- 7 p m in Totman IOI.

Lessons in Rumba and Tango will be taught

No experience or partner is necessary Call

lesssca 6- 61 29 for more information

Prrsmtanon— Ricardo Ortii. IVoteaaof of

English at Dartmouth College will give a

multi-media presentation on "Rock Stars and

Pubnc Sesuality The Case of lim Morrison' at

1 2 50 pa in Campus Center *©J -

Video— A video showing of Eduardo

Chillida Basque Sculptor will be shown at I

p.a in the Student Union Visual and

Performing Arts Space Everyone it welcome

NOTICES

Aimotaiameni— Brian Tirrdl has withdrawn

his nomination for reelection to the office of

Student Trustee His name will not appear on the

Student government Association ballot today.

rmploymenl— The UMass CRC is hiring

work-studi office staff and web publishers

Aisplicationt are available in the CRC office. 522

Student Union or leave a voice mail at 545-1 122

SrrWu/et— The Spring 98 Final

Fjununanon Schedule will be i

Thursday. March 12 Copses wsU be delivered to

students in the residence hafts, and will he aval

able 10 off-campus students in the Registrar's

office (215 Whittiiorel It will also be available

on the World Wide Web Uajttaaag Mat* I at

http //www- urcg admin umass.edu

Support Group- REFLECT, the Five College

Bereavement Support Program, offers grief sup-

port services free of charge to undergraduate and

graduate students who have experienced the

death of a loved one. Group, are small, connden

lial. and meet for 8 weeks Pre-registration i«

required Groups meet on Tuesdays from 7:50-9

pm and Wednesdays from 6 50-8 p nv For

more information call 577-5516.

Tax Auiitanci— The Department of

Accounting of the School of Management will be

offering free tax assistance and preparation for

taxpayers with special needs, including persons

with disabilities, low to limned income.

non-English speaking persons and elderly taxpay-

FVh are pubac service anrsouricernarso prasted

dash/ To submit an til. please send a presv

restate corvusnincj all pertinent information,

rKluovvq the name and phone number o» me
contact person to the Colltgian. c/o Ihe

Manacanci feasor by noon die previous day

ers Votanteers are accounting majors who have

taken tax courses Report to the School of

Management Tuesdays and Thursdays 6-9 p m
All other taxpayers should go to the Hampshire

Mall Tuesdays and Wednesdays. 5-« p m and

Thursday 5-9 pm (excer* during Spring recess)

Any questions contact Mike Whitman at

545-5660

tVWunreerum— The Amherst Salvation Army

needs volunteers any day and am time Call

255-4747 for more information

Vodmteeritm— The Crisis Center, a

Massachusem Suicide Prevention Hotline is cur-

rently seeking vohinteen and intern. For more

information, contact Gina Grampetro at (9781

849-5600 ext 201

Had^ou far reading, tU Massachusetts Daify Cotufito,

New Etiaian-d's Hardest co&etfe da/fy/

HS£N r. J
Bulletin Board

CBS/3 Hartford

CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

HSCN Movie Ch.

UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

NBC/3Q
.

New Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN

International

UMass Academic TV

f7 HSCN Programming

IB TV-19

BO ABC/40 Springfield

SB NBC/22 Springfield

aa CNN

14 CNN SI

aa Headline News

aaucrv
a*7TBS

aa bet

aa TV Land

aO Univision

31 Comedy Central

3a Cartoon

Much Music

TUESDAY EVENING
C I 6:00

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
WVIT
WTIC
WWLP
WGBY
WGGB

a
o

WSBK
<P

WTBSDC ' CC\

12 Withbonair.

News

NewtS
Full House I

22

A4E
CNN
COM
DISC

f SPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK
SCIFI

©
CD

I

CP

Butinett Rpt.

CBS

CBSNtwt
ABC Nan

Cbee-s :

News

Home Imp.

Newt A
Craalurai

Newt

«

Mad Abo. You

C - Campus

6:30
Newthour WHh Jim Lahra 1
Intide Edition

EitraX

maid* Edition

Boy-World FraahPrmM

NBC Whtal-Fortune

Mad Abo You

NBC Newt

SimpaonaS

NBC New*

Buainsaa Rpt.

ABC Newt

Mad Abo. You

Family Matlen Family Matter*

|
Northern Expotura X

7:00 7:30

Ent. Tonight

Chronicle X
Frtan Prince

Judna Judy S
Ent. Tonight

Semield X
Wheel-Fortune

Real TV I
Jonathan Pond's Tax Party

YcHing and list rtaatlaaa I
YoungandttwFtattlattl

Jeopardy! I

Home Imp. |Somathing So
"

Butty Hv* Vampira SUryaX~

Judge Judy X
Hard Copy X

Jeopardy! X
Nawahour With Jim Lehrer X
Seinfeld X

8:00 8:30 9:00

Mad Abo. You jMad Abo. You

Finding Financial Freedom

MARCH 10,

1

998

9:30 I 10:00 10:30 I 11:00

Mia* USA Pageant (In Slereo live) X Newt X
Mlaa USA Pageant (In Slereo Live) I
Home Imp. IThat't Life I

"

Dawton't Creek (In SlereoTT

Fra*tef(R)X |3rd Rock-Sun'

Blockbmta Entartainmant Awardt (In Sleteo Live) X
Mad Abo. You IMadAbo.You |Fr*ai*r(R)X [3rd Rock-Sun"

Dateline (In Slereo) I

nam copy n. ww".». ""
t

-
> ' ji

J-.
—

-

Fraatf X **'" "The Ouk* and »i$ Dead" Vi9di, Western) Sharon Slone X
Mad Abo. You IMad Abo. You IFreaiet (R) X [3rd Rock-Sun

Ipi Ntombi "An Alrican Dance Celebialion" (In Slereo)

Home Imp. [Something So [Home Imp. IThat't life I

NewsX
Stw Trek Next Gener

IGrace Under

Dateline (In Slergo) X

Dateline (In Slereo) X
Coloun of Infinity (In SlereoJ

11:3
Breakthrough

Late Show X
Lata Show S

Nightline IC

Vibe

ITonight Show

SimpaontX

Tonight Show

News |

Deep Space 9

Tonight Show

NYPD Blue "Tom and Gen" X

Salntald X NHL Hockey: Boston Bruins ai Detroit Red Winos (Lwe

Senior PGA Golf Senior Slam X
Law A Orda "Misconception

Wortdview X
Premium

"

1Make-Laugh iDally Show |R) Istatn'a Mpng

Wlnga "Spyplanes" (R)

Up Close

TLC
TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

Supermarket

|

MoneytlneX [Crossfire J.

Biography: Alan Aids

Sportscenter

Salute lo Andy Kaufman Kaufman: Hollywood

ftimme Shatter jR)

|NCAA Previa;

WiTd Discovary: Wild Dogs |rsewDwactivas: Case Studies Isaarcrr-Trtsasura

NCAA Preview |0uUide the Unas

Debt

MTV Live (In Slereo)

Intimate Poilrait "Wynonna'X

Figurt It Out lTmy Toon ~ Doug X
My So-Called Life The Zit

Quantum Leap X
Renovation | Renovation Home Again

Lois A Clark-Superman Babylon S "Convictions" X_

Baywtlch Lost and Found" X Hlghlandw: The S*1**]^ ^

'Only tne Slronfl"(1993. braml) Ma rk Dacascos. rcr-13' X
> Eight MeniQuI" (1988, Drama) John Cusack PG'X

(4:45) Ue'A iuy faffwr.the Hem '

\

I W4. uxnedy) PG

Vtlziel and PascoeExH Lines" (IS Law A Order

Larry King UveX
Viva Variety |

Make-Laugh Daily Show

Sports lllus. Monaytina X

Baseball

(In Slereo)

Beavit-Butl. Ail-Time Top 10

1

Secret of Alei Bewitched BewMchad IBawttchad

Baavls-Butt .

Bewitched

Michael Noun

Beavis-Butt.

Bewitched

Trauma Centa

Charlie Rose

Nigbtlmt !

Justice Files (R)

llnsde-NBA

'/» "Tna/vrnVar(1996. Science Fctiori) Cnarhe Sheen. 'PG-13'

"Uro*rTh«nciiB
,

'(l996)BillMijrrav.'PG'X ISpotlight** Pick-e-Flick (In Slereo) Red Shoe
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Bruno By C. Baldwin

r'vov) «»evl*M CHUCK, ^\
\ Vf MCVAM LOSMT AM )

CHVlMUlM' COKSts'tlTION. /

Robotman By Jim Meddick

Drabble By Kevin Pagan

Pox Trot By Bill Amend

it Took a while

To rtAPPfN, Bl)T

IT SEEMS YowB
SiSTER HAS
BECOME OurTf
TUI SC8100S
STVC«NT

Pai&E'

/

Tou ShovlD have SCbi Au.

THE Bootes SHf jcrsr Took

uPVTAiRS - MY Bib DtcTsoN

ART Ml 8* THESAuftus

THt COMPLETE SHAKESPEARE

TV»> OSCVaorSEOsA VAUciHES

LrSTfN, I
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UvHTBUlt I

Non Sequirwr By Wiley

I Do«T
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VIST 30

Thatch By Jeff Shesol
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Hor©Jc©P«S
PISCES (Feb. m-March 20) —

>\>u miM be prepared Nl • .t c c .1

number of unexpected challen^o

today, and U> weather a great deal

ol unexpected influence a» well

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
Your ptmOMl life i^ likelv i>'

undergn a change K-tore the da\ 1-

oul. but it may be »c> subtle that no

vrn: notice* it at fim
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —

Your energy and drive are on the

rise, but take care that you don't

become overly aggressive and put

other- off Trv to remain in MIC
GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20) —

h ic essential that you maintain

your high level of -ell discipline

today. You are likely to face one

or two challenges that require

response

CANCER (|une 2l-|uly 22) —
You can put lo use much lhat vou

have learned recently about your

Financial situation. Things can

improve dramatically in little time.

LEO (|uly 25-Aug. 22) — Yom
spirits can be lifted today by work

ing with many individuals who

share vour passions and ambitions.

VIRGO (Aua. 25-S«pl. 22) —
Socializing today can pay off in

ways you cannot imagine. Make
vouiself available to to ihose who
desire your presence: you won't be

sorry.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Ocl. 22) —
This is a good day for planning but

you must be as detailed and specific

.1- \ou can be Do not leave any-

thing to chance at this time.

SCORPIO (Oct. 2*-Nov. 21) —
YOM mas feel as though interest in

>our affairs i* tailing off. but some-

one is read> to pledge a commit-

ment that may take vou fn

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec.

21) — You are getting more and
more personal in your approach to

your work Take care that IM
don't make it impossible for other*,

to be Involved

CAPRICORN (Dee 22-|an. 19)

— Increased pressures may have

you wishing you had taken another

road, but very soon you'll realize

that you've done just what you
needed to do.

AQUARIUS (|an 20-Feb. 18)

— This is a good day to revise your

thoughts about work and career.

Your motivation and inspiration

may be changing at this time
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Dilbert By Scott Adams

A.LICL, in SENOING
XOU TO EL&ONlPs "HO

UN SPCCT OUR FtVCTORY

FIU OUT A. TRIP

JUSTIFTXtViTOrsi FORfA

FOR rAX APPROVAL

SO, I NEF-D ^OUR
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UrslREASOrslAOLY

LOITHHELO

Losor Crow Comics By Alan DeMonde
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Marty's Tragic Lungs By Arts Girl
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Kampus Kids By Adam Souliere

I tust 5ecuf£b my
ftfcVT VoT€ IN mv $G*
SEMfTTE CMnpfilSig!

|TU6 GuV THAT V4oK<^>
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Close to Noma By John McPherson

Ouote oi^l-icj- Day
4% Relax and concentrate or

it's gonna suck

-Overheard
Waifs battle to keep me squirrels out of the

bird feeders takes a dark, new twist.

Today's P.C. Mo—
Caff S4S-SSSS for assart* lairairanarrtaf .

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Kielbasa Grinder

Chicken Burrito

Klelbasa Grinder Bi

DINNER
Pineapple Ham Steak

Chicken Breasts with Rice Stuffing

Eggplant Cutlet

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Worcester

ACROSS
1 Oil grp
5 Frosted
9 Calif hours

1

2

Deceitful person
13 Shoulder

movement
1

5

Greek letter

16 Spiritual adviser
1

7

Ice-fishing tool

18 Similar
1

9

Fever reducer
21 Replacement

vehicles
23 Drench
24 Actress

MacGraw
25 Actor Cotten
28 Type of nail

33 Admission
34 Hard ending7

35 Debauched one
36 Had brunch
37 Speedy
38 "The Ghost and
— Muir"

39 Dictionary
maven Webster

41 Middle Eastern
gulf

42 Desist
44 Dazzling
46 Leaves of grass
47 Garland
48 Courts
49 Esteem

53 Of the past
57 Doing nothing

58 Prize
60 Post
61 Famous fashion

designer
62 Expire
63 Long periods
64 Thickened, as

pudding
65 Fortuneteller

66 Zero

DOWN
1 Gymnast

Korbut
2 Pope's name
3 Marshal

Wyatt —
4 Squad car
5 Hebrew prophet
6 Thick piece
7 Work unit

8 Certain fight

9 Small dog
10 Agitate

1

1

Neutral colors

1 4 Reacted to a
riddle

15 Goofier
20 Viscous
22 Swiss peak
25 Casual wear
26 In the lead
27 Emulate Rickey

Henderson

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

P I E L T 1 L F S S c A M
E L L A E N E M Y Y G A
A S A P L A G F R M A U 1

S A N D A L R IP P L F D
O C T O H AI T

L A U G H A B L S P op L S
E L M E L 1 A B M 1 L E
A I B S

11

s S S AY B
hi

I A T
F O n T

CD

S L O p L M U
S T A r|t O US E R A P

MlifclH ClBHCa
w A Y L All OH BM|OlR A c E
A B E L F U N G 1 V 1 D
R O T E F L O A T O R D
M U 1 R S E D G F s W A Y
3 10 98 O 1908 United Feature Syndicate

28 Recorded 46 More daring
29 Ireland 48 Inferior

30 Wanderer 49 Disencumbers
31 Doctor's helper 50 Entertainer
32 Votes in favor Adams
34 Dry gully 51 Piggy-bank
37 Extreme opening
40 Aide 52 "— the night"

42 Lump (of clay) 54 Shakespear-
43 Camera ean villain

magnate 55 Bearing
45 Wedding-page 56 "Do it or —f"

word 59 Mimic

LUNCH
Chicken Burrito

Bean Burrito

Stir Fry Pasta and Vegetables

Ziti

DINNER
Quarter Pound Burger

Chicken Parmesan
Pastabilities

Harvest Burger

Hempshare
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Burrito

Charbroiled Chicken Sandwich
Hamburger on a Roll

DINNER
Quarter Pound Burger

Chicken Breasts with Stuff(ing)

Lil' Lisa's

Animal Slurry

Berkshire
LUNCH

Bean Burrito

Grilled Cheese Sandwich
Chicken Burrito

Chefs Grilled Cheese Sandwich

DINNER
Hot & Spicy & Hot Chicken Wings

Chicken Parmesan
Pastabilities

Harvest Burger

Ioda\ \ Staff

Nighl Editor

Photo Technician

Copy tditoi

Production Supervisor

Production StoH
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FL, 1-2 Final fl
By KoMmo Rash

CdUgion Staff

It may sound crazy, but as the run

totals decreased, the Massachusetts

baseball team's luck improved this

weekend Despite returning 1 2,

L'Mass improved with each game dur-

ing then three-game series versus an

experienced South Honda squad

f> !.

Friday's pitching matchup was

between the Minutemen's Bill I

and lohn Vigue. Cooke struggled tor 3

2/3 innings, allowing live hits, three

walks and live earned runs while strik-

ing out just one. Yigue powered
through tor seven inning compiling

seven hiiv three Ks and four earned

runs to retain the win UMass' |eff

Puleri pitched two innings and fresh-

man Nick Skiianich inaugurated his

collegiate career allowing just one run

in 2 1/5 innings.

Otlon-ivcls South Florida

sand-bagged UMass with IS hits for

COUrtt IV MOW MtAIKMS

Much* Dagliere and the Massachusetts baseball team fell to 1-2 dunng

a S-g*me series with South Flonda

1 3 runs. The infield provided most of

the punch as third baseman Dan Boyd

led all hitters with a V for -4 day while

utility infieider Mike F.yiward drove in

three runs on a 1-for-J day.

The Minutetnen struggled at the

plate, only hitting 250 as a team

Bryan Massaferro was the one bright

spot as he tallied three hits and scored

a run. The real of the team scattered

live hits and earned six walks for six

runs.

Saturday was much of the same
affair as UMass' bats briefly flurried

the field with just five hits, including

two from Mazzaferro. Senior right

fielder Pete Gautreau scored the only

run as they tell r> -

1

The Bulls battered senior co-captain

Scott Barnsby for 16 hits and five

earned runs. Centeriielder Bill Eaton

led the way with four hits while four

other baiters added two apiece. South

Florida's David Richtberg earned the

win. going six innings and allowing

four while facing 25 batters. UMass
sophomore Travis Veracka went the

distance in the final four innings,

allowing six hits and racking up two

Ks
The Minutemen retaliated on

Sunday with a promising 4-2 victory.

The highlight was senior Ryan
Cameron tossing a complete game, the

longest outing of his career. Cameron

struck out a career-high 10 and retired

the side in order in the ninth to clinch

the win.

UMass jumped on the scoreboard

first, producing two runs in the first

Shaun Skcffington led off with a walk

and scored on a single off Steve

Asadoorian's base hit Mazzaferro

added the second run when he reached

on a fielder's choice and scored off a

wild pitch

The Minutemen were quiet until the

eighth inning when they registered the

second-coming of runs. CenterfieMer

Doug Clark smacked a double down
the left field line to drive in freshman

Nate Lang who reached with a walk

and Mazzafarro who was hit by a

pitch South Florida rallied but could

only scrounge two runs in the eighth

off one hit and a walk

The Minutemen head back to

Florida to face Seton Flail on Saturday.

By Bret) Mauser
Collegian Staff

tmUUNVMK (OUICUM

The UMass women's gymnastics team defeated Northeastern during

Senior Night this past weekend.

In 1994, Massachusetts women's

gymnastics coach Dave Kuzara came

to Amherst in pursuit of changing a

mediocre team into a national con

lender To start, he brought in Penny

I eBeau and Karen Maurer as his

first-ever recruiting class.

On Saturday. LeBeau and Maurer

bid then final farewell* to the eon-

fines of L'Mass that they have called

home Seiuot Night came and went,

and the crowd let the duo know how

much they have helped

Minutewomen gymnastics grow.

UMass coasted to a

Iff 800 175 750 victory over

theastern to improve to 9-4 on

the season It was the first-ever meet-

ing between the two schools. LeBeau

and Maurer anchored the exercises

thev had prepared for. a tradition

started in Amherst three years ago.

" Ihe focus was on the seniors and

both Karen and Penny performed

tieinenduu^lv ' -aid Ku/ara "It was a

tribute M them and they deserved

. second of the glory."

The Minutewomen swept three of

lour event*, with the Muskies's

Lariua Chencinski taking third place

esj trie vault The Huskies picked up

their program this year after a long

absence

LeBeau rounded out the uutstand

ing team performance by posting a

career -high on the floor exercise with

a 9 Kim. which was good for second

place Maurer * 9 675 placed her

third on the event, also a career beat,

lunior Anita Sanyal recorded a

career high 9 825 on the uneven bars

to land in a first place tic with fresh-

man Man Moore Sanyal also cap-

tured the balance beam title with a

4 55 Maurer found her way to the

beam podium, placing second with a

turn 10 WOMfN'S ©YM. page 9

The Heat is on for some

Men's indoor track hobbles at IC4As
By Setfi Kaenig

Colegwn Staff

Twelve Massachusetts men's indoor track runners qual-

ified to go to Cornell Univcr*itv in Ithaca. New York to

compete in the IC4A Championship* Devest oi those run-

ners were healthy enough to make the trip. Only eight d
those eleven were healthy enough to compete at full

strength. At the end of the meet, one single Minuteman

harrier completed the weekend with a place in the pn

giou* competition.

The long season has taken it* toll on the UMass track

team, as several of the runner* who have qualified for the

IC4A Championships, have limped past the finish line of

their winter season.

Marc Sy Wander missed the meet with a pulled ham-

string suffered a week earlier Slightly luckier was Ryan

Carrara who entered the weekend recovering from a sinus

infection Scott Price and Tom Toye. both school record

holder* in the «prmtv struggled through leg problems

Prise, who at the New Fngland Championships set the

v I ngland record in the 200-meter, had to pull out of

that event and the 4x400- meter relay.

"We've been doing three championships in a row. and

some people just ran out of gas." junior Neil Concepcion

said "A lot of people were hurt Its the end of the season,

so people are gearing down.

"We'd rather have Scott miss those races than the

spring season."

Only 400-meter sprinter Concepcion snatched a place,

pulling in sixth for three team points, leading the squad to

a forty sixth overall place among ninety schools. It was

the junior's first time placing at such a level meet, and his

time of 48.67 seconds pushed him into third on the

all time UMass list in that event.

"1 was really happy with my performance." Concepcion

said. "I went into the meet without any pressure of team

H0t1*aj Irt kind of more of a fun meet without pressure
"

The only other Minuteman who came relatively close to

the top eight was Ian Stevens, who ranked 20th overall in

the shot put with a heave of 49'25".

None of UMass' runners qualified for the NCAA
Championship* next weekend in Indianapolis. Indiana.

That is a blessing in disguise as the outdoor season begins

April 4th. at Llewelyn Derby Track here at the Universitv

of Massachusett*

As the NBA prepares to kick oil the

fourth quarter ol the regular season,

several teams have begun to )ockey for

the top playoff spots while others

hope to either stay or join in the race

The Bulls and Sonic* remain the

front runners in their respective mn
ferertces. with Utah charging hard in

the West and Miami also playing well

as of late in the East Ihe Heat are

winners of nine out of

their last ten. and

remain the league's

best on the road at

22- 1

1

They may have to

take the third seed

behind Indiana, however, as the Pacers

continue to shut down opponents with

excellent defense. Seattle may be the

team to beat come lunc. though, as

they hold a commanding 7-1 record

against the next top four teams which

are Chicago ( I - 1 >. Indiana (2-

(2-0). and Miami (2

Even better on defense has been

New York, even though Michael

Jordan dropped 42 points on them

Sunday and received a standing ova

I.unit I

. \

lion from I juare

Garden crowd Chicago won the game
^ as Ionian extended his indivtd

ual scoring lead while wearing hi*

1984 edition throwback sneaks.

•
I aker venter Shaquillc O'Neal

blasted almost everyone but himself in

a post-game harangue last week that

came after I As 9t> 8fc loss to the

lv the Sunshine Kids have won
three straight to put

them three and a half

games out in the Pac-7

O'Neal had lambasted

hi* teammates lot being

a bunch of Rex
Chapman -h. siting, trig

ger-happv incompetents after Rick

Fox .irkl Eddie looes combined to go

4-12 from behind the arc Hey. is that

an insult

'

1 ct - |ust hope Shaq -implv got up

on the wrong side of the bed and was a

bit frustrated after rumor* began to

swirl concerning the firing of head

coach Del Harris If not. he ma\ want

to be a bit more careful in the future

and remember that whatever foible*

his friend- mav have from downtown,

UMass skier competes for Israeli national team
By Bryan Schwortzmon

Collegian Staff

Imagine being 25 years old and

racing for a third national

Telemark ski team, dreaming of

competing in the 2002 Olympic

Festival in Salt Lake City

David Block, a M idem

in Regional Planning, knows all

about it

As the holder of tri-citizenship.

he has competed at the World Cup
level for his native France, the

United States, and is now the Rnt

ever telemark skier competing for

Israel.

"I knew I wanted to ski for

Israel. ..there is no (downhill) ski-

ing in Israel, only water skiing."

Block said.

Block, who is ranked among the

top 50 in the world for telemark

skiing, said he enjoyed competing

for the United States but find- the

advantages in competing for Israel.

First, he considers himself an active

Zionist (an active supporter for the

state of Israel) and competing for

Israel allows him to express thi- A

more pragmatic motive is compet-

ing for Israel nearly guarantee- him

a spot in the Olympics; and access

to all the resoutces that should be

guaranteed.

"The United States team does not

provide much in the way of support

for peripheral sports [such as tele-

mark |" UMass ski coach Bill

MacConnell said.

Israel is new to competitive ski-

ing and competes in the small

European *ki Nations which
includes Lebanon. Cyprus.
Holland. Belgium. Iceland.

Denmark and Portugal. These
teams need to qualify in order to

compete in the World Cup. so

Israel was anxious to grab a world

class skier.

"I was about two years old when
I put on my first pair of skis." said

Bloch.

"I love it all. The traveling is

great, competing and getting to

know the other skiers."

Both his father and his grandfa-

ther were competitive skiers. The

younger Bloch was competing in

Alpine races by the time he was

-even.

Poor grades prevented him from

attending ski camp, and he decided

to try telemarking.

Named for a region in Norway,

telemark is actually the oldest

forum of competitive skiing, dating

back to the 1870s The skis are

similar to cross country and jump-

ing skies since the heel is not

bound to the ski. thus allowing

more flexibility. This produces a

very different technique which

allows for more knee bend and

placing one ski in front of the

other.

Block said that in the 1920s

there were far too many accidents

involving telemark skiing so the

entire foot was bound to the ski

and it became Alpine skiing. Alpine

became the dominant mode of ski-

ing and telemark did not resurface

until the 80s.

"Once you have tried telemark-

ing you won't want to go back, (to

Alpine skiing and snowboardingl"

he said.

Block did not discard Alpine ski-

ing entirely. He raced two years for

the UMass ski team.

"Alpine technique is extremely

different from telemark technique."

MacConnell said.

Along the way, he received his

undergraduate degree from UMass
in Urban Forestry.

As luck would have it,

MacConnell was not only the ski

coach but a faculty member in the

department.

MacConnell said although Block

was ranked 1 0th out of 10 skiers

on his team, he was still a valuable

member.

"David is a terrific athlete. I In

our department | doing urban street

work he was often swinging on a

tire through trees with a chain saw
running." said MacConnell in refer-

ence to Bloch- athleticism.

One day he hopes to apply his

skills to running a ski resort. For
now he will continue his graduate
studies and trying to attend as
many World Cup competitions as
possible.

On March 20th Block and the
other world class skiers will flock

to Salt Lake City for another stop
on the World Cup train, where he
hopes to be in four years.

COUHTISV ANDXd KUAN

UMass graduate student David Bloch hopes to represent Israel and to

qualify for the 2002 Olympics in Utah.

fl could be poor tree throw ihautinj
that hinder* the Inkers playoff run.

with O'Neal has contributing more
than his share of mi«*es. Whet he and

the team will need more of is some-

thing to the order of what he did last

Wednesday in I. As win over the

Pacers, as he went 15-15 from the

chanty stripe.

Switching over to the television cir-

cuit i- rcccntli rcm»iated Latrcll

Sprcwcll Appearing Sunday on CBS'

to Minutes. Sprewell will round out

the week with stops on ABC's Good
Honing laseTliaV CNN/SI and

I M'N He stated Sunday that "it

wasn't a choke" and that he "wasn't

trving to kill P.|. |Carlcsiaao|."

Sprewell has admitted that he did

"lose control to a certain degree" and

told his children that he made a mis-

take and that they should not handle

similar situations with physical force.

The Warriors can trade Sprewell at

the end of the NBA season in April,

providing that team has not made the

playoffs.

Speaking of sprees. Rod Strickland

has been on one since the All-Star

break in an effort to show that it was a

travesty to put an inexperienced Kobe

Bryant (who appears to have hit the

wall) on the West team despite the fact

that Stnckland is having a banner year

and has been playing better ball that

just about anyone right now
Also there with Strickland in the

upper echelon of point guards is Celtic

floor leader Kenny Anderson
>>rding to head coach Rkk Pitino

the pick and roll constitutes about 60

percent of the offense and both players

happen to be pick and roll masters.

Anderson believes Strickland may be

continually slighted come All-Star time

because "when you're quiet and people

don't know you, they start assuming

something is wrong."

There is something definitely wrong

with the Denver Nuggets this year.

Currently at the bottom of the league

standings with a 5-56 mark, the

mile-low Nuggets are seriously chal-

lenging for the title of All-Time Worst

Team. With the 1972-75 Philadelphia

76ers clinging to that coveted spot

dearly. Denver needs to win at least

five out of their last 2 1 to avoid joining

them
Continuing their surge Sunday were

the streaking Charlotte Hornets,
extending to eight straight victories

with their 109- 100 win over the Nets

Sunday.

Games of the Week: It's an
inter-east coast showdown as the Heat

will have their road strength tested

tonight as they visit the conference

leading Bulls who have been the best at

home this season. Also tonight, the

Nets visit the Spurs as two of the

league's top rookies in Keith Van Horn
and Tim Duncan go head to head.

Quote of the Week: I might have to

break somebody's facial structure to

get a call." — L.A. Laker center
Shaquille O'Neal following L.A.'s loss

to the Washington Wizards last week.

Jamie fee is a Collegian columnist.
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No one's

above the law

Tommy Lee |ones

stars in US
Manhali, a surpris-

ingly good reprise

of The fugitive. We
have a review (see

Arts k Living, page

6)

Shooting down
the Hawks

Mike (anowicz net-

ted live goals yes-

terday to lead the

Massac husett >

men's lacrosse

team over Hartford

(see Sports, page

WORLD

Bomb kills 10
on Pakistani train

LAHOM. Pakistan (AP) — A bomb
eaptoded yesterday on * tram entering

the Lahore nation, kMmq 10 people

and injuring more than 80. Pakistani

pokce said

The explosion es Lahore, capital of

the eastern Punjab province. Mowed
two blasts Monday that kited 1 3 peo-

ple and wounded at least 50

No one has taken retpons*i*ty tor

any ot the attacks, but the govern

ment bismed India

The latest bomb exploded as a tram

packed wfth passengers rated into the

Walton station, about a mee from the

home ol Prime Mmnter Nawaz Share

"There was blood everywhere and

people were screaming and weep
og," passenger Uaquat Ah said

Authorities believe a timed explo-

sive was planted on the tram at an

earber stop

Most victims were laborers Uavekng

to Lahore for work horn the Punjab

town ot Kasur, SO miles south near

Pakistan's border with mdka
'Smoke was pouring out ot the car

nages and many ot the bodies were

burned beyond recognition or npped

apart," said Mohammed Hussein, an

ambulance dnve i

Pokce used hacksaws to tree pas

ssngers tram the wreckage.

NATION

JonBenet case could

go to grand jury

fKXJLOCR, Colo (AP) - The 1

S

month-old investigation into

lonBenet fUmsey's killing may finally

be heading tor a grand jury, the

head prosecutor hinted

"It has been an option for a long

time and it has become a matter ot

more serious consideration at this

point in time." District Attorney Alex

Hunter said Monday.
He declined to elaborate except

to say: "We are evaluating if there is

a basis [to convene a grand |ury]

and if it would advance the investi-

gation."

Lawyers for the family of the slain

6 year old beauty queen declined to

comment.
Grand |ury proceedings, which

are secret, are sometimes used to

force uncooperative witnesses to tes-

tify.

A grand |ury may issue an indict-

ment to arrest someone for probable

cause, a lower standard than the

threshold of beyond a reasonable

doubt that must be met to find

someone guilty at trial. Hunter's

office rarely uses grand juries, but

some detectives has been pushing

for one in this case.

lonBenet was tound strangled and

beaten in the basement of her home
on Dec. 26, 1996, hours after her

mother reported finding a ransom

note. Her millionaire father and

mother, at odds with police almost

since the investigation began,

haven't been ruled out as suspects.

EXTENDED FORECAST

Today Thursday Friday

ft $? $?
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LOW: 5 LOW: 7 LOW: 1
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UMass student

dead after fall
By Leigh Faulkner
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Ueiversitv of Massachusetts
sophomore Andrew B. Sala. 19, oi

Mendon died yesterday morning
after allegedly falling from a window

in Cashin Residence Hall.

Sala '* bud) wan found on the

first-floor ledge of Cashin at approv

imately 8: 50 a.m.

iding to a pre** tck

by the Univei*itv N«wi office,

UMass police were notified about the

modem hv a Resident Assistant and

thev immediately vailed the AjbJwM
I ire department tor an ambulance

"Ambulance personnel were

unable to assist due to obvious sign*

of death \t that time the in

examine! was called and pronounced

him dead." the pic** release stated

Very little information was known

about Sale's cause of death last

night

"He was found this morning. A
resident d La*hin awakened i

hi* ^hade and saw Andrew's body

there At thi* time we have no mdi

cation of how long he may have been

there." Dean of Students |o-Anne

Vanin said in a pros conferen*.

night

Although it has not been deter

mined that Sala fell out his filth floor

room window Vanin said the win

dows in Sylvan residence halls "are

split windows that open in and out.

as opposed to up and down "

in resident, freshman Me lissa

lohnson. who live- on the MHaJ
floor, said screens cxi*i on the bot-

tom -vert of the windows but not on

the top

lohnson said she woke up heloie J

a m to commotion outside her win-

dow
"I heard poll, I and their

walkic talkie So I got up to look

out my window and I saw him laying

on the lust tlvH.ii baasanj ." she said.

I Mass Police CM lohn I uippokl

would not comment on the inveadfa-

tion, however campus and state

police are working together to inves-

tigate the incident

No foul play is suspected.

The University is waiting for

results from the Medical fxaminer's

Office loi the cause ol death. Vanin

said.

Following investigations conduct

ed yesterday, Vanin said there is no

reason to suspect *uiadc

"We have found nothing unusual

in terms ot his day and we have

tound no indication ol anv distress.'

she said.

rding to his friends. Sala "had

a regular day of classes and had an

exam I Monday | night." Vanin said.

She also added that Sala was in

Mod academic standing and had

recently made plans to change his

major from chemical engineering to

management
I his is a very sad time for our

campus these unexpected deaths are

vcrv hard to explain." Vanin said.

Residence Hall staff arc working

with friends and acquaintances:

chaplains and counselors are avail-

able for support lor all membct* of

the UMass communit

v

Ihe impact on the communitv ol

the death of a student can be devas

tating not only lot Mudciils. but lor

lacultv and staff as well " \ anin said

In an campus wide email sent last

night to the entire UMass communi
tv \atun wrote. "This is a time for

M to reach out and support each

other as we reflect on this very sad

tun.

arc available to

student and faculty who need assis-

tance with during their time of grief

Mental Health Services can be

19 2*V7. the Dean of

Student- otlicc can be reached at

:t>84. the tmployee Assistance

Program can be reached at

J>S0 In addition student can

also contact Public Safety a

212t ot I niversitv Health Services

at 577 5000 for emerfcncy help

Amy Pelkgrino wins presidency

amid SGA election controversy

Eleanor Court voted in as student trustee

By fj Carrol

Collegian Staff

After three recounts and amid controversy over one

polling place temporarily taking two valid candidates off the

ballot the I niversity of Massachusetts Student

Government iModatfcM (SGA> election results were

announced last night

Amy Pellcgnno won the race for SGA president and

Eleanor Court won for student trustee.

The titst announcement ol the results was inaccurate

M I'hancellor ol 1 lections Carlos Alvarez read a num
ber on the voting ballots wrong

"I misread one of the numbers of the machine report,"

Alvarez said

A second count of the numbers revealed Pellegrino had

won lor president and I ourt for student trustee.

"I'm absolutely sure we got the numbers right." Alvarez

said.

After the recounts the elections commission voted in

tavoi ol rutitwng the elections. This ratification, however, is

a moot point because the senate will vote today to ratify the

elections.

II the ceruite does not ratify these elections they will be

Hamlin rl and new elections will have to be held for SGA
i and student trustee sometime this semester.

and Court had different reactions to their vic-

tories

"I thought I was going to come in third this afternoon*

Pellegrino said.

"I don t feel any pleasure in winning because the election

was so poorlv run It doesn't reelect students votes. I feel

there should be another election." Court said

Some of the reasons Coun felt the elections were mis-

marvaged was due to mistakes in covering the names of can-

didates that had been nullified.

One mistake was discovered in Franklin dining commons

yesterday Tape was placed over the names of lesse

Burchtield candidate for president, and Brenda Fitzpatrick.

candidate for student trustee, who were valid candidates

atrick was told by a friend her name was covered up

"I was outside the dining commons and my friend came

out and told me I went to vote for you but your names

weren't there '

I went in and talked to the elections commis

skmer |who runs the polling placcl and said 'Our names are

covered.'

-When I asked him to change it he didn't even know who

we were on the ballot ." Fitzpatrick said.

ijntton. who ran the

I ranklm polling place, could not be reached for comment.

Burchfield felt this significantly hurt his and Fitzpatrick's

campaign because Franklin dining hall was an area in which

they extensively campaigned.

"If it was in Southwest I wouldn't be concerned. We
went to every door in Northeast and Orchard Hill. For it to

happen in Franklin is a big blow to us," Burchfield said.

Burchfield and Fitzpatrick felt shocked and disenchant-

ed.

"We're really upset right now We're sort of in shock."

Fitzpatrick said.

"You just get sort of disenchanted. We don't know the

time it I Burchfield and Fitzpatrick's name) was gone or

how many days. It could have been covered since

I Mondavi." Burchfield said.

Another mistake involving covering the names of the nul-

lified candidates was in Berkshire dining commons.

"I know in Berkshire there were no tapes over any of the

names and they [nullified candidates) got a significant num-

ber of votes," Court said.

Court felt if these votes had gone toward valid candidates

it might have changed the outcome of the elections.

"I only won by 56 votes so if sll those people voted for

left fiowe I could have lost." Court said.

The issue of Burchfield and Fitzpatrick's name's being

covered up, was not considered when the elections commis-

sion ratified the elections.

Burchfield and Fitzpatrick feel there should be new elec-

tions because these mistake were not considered when rati-

fying the elections.

"I feel Carlos has put expediency ahead of democracy."

Burchfield said.

"I strongly believe there should be a new election That

too many things went wrong to consider this s valid elec-

tion." Fitzpatrick said.

Alvarez dues not see a need for new elections calling the

elections "successful
"

"It was a successful election.* Alvarez said.

Alvarez said the names were covered for a half an hour

and only three people voted in that time He therefore tell

this made the Franklin polling place blunder insignificant

"You're always going to have minor imperfections.

Knowing how many people vote in a half an hour it's simply

impossible |to impact the election! especially during

non-peak hours. It's sad it had to happen but at the same

tune three votes wouldn't change anything." Alvarez said.

The three referendum questions results were also

returned.

The student majority voted "no" on a question asking if

the 24 hour card scanner in dorms had ir

Turn to SOA page 2

Public Policy series

to start with Wilson
By Louro Jasuitowkz

CoSsgion Correspondent

A nationally known author and

expert on race, poverty, urban policy

and the role of class in American soci-

ety. William lulius Wilson will speak at

the Universtty of Massachusetts, tomor-

row. March 12 at 5 p.m. in Bowker

Auditorium in Stockbridge Hall.

This talk will be the first in the

University's new Public Policy Lecture

Series.

Wilson's speech will serve as the

inaugural event for the new interdisci-

plinary Center for Public Policy and

Administration (CPPA) at UMass. said

lohn A. Hird. CPPA director

"This is an exciting way foi the cen-

ter to begin what we hope is an ongo-

ing dialogue with the community about

critically important public policy

issues," Hird said in a press release.

Wilson, who taught at UMass from

1965-1971. received the UMass
Distinguished Teacher of the Year

Award in 1970. He was awarded an

honorary doctorate degree from the

University in 1 982.

Wilson is now the Malcolm Wiener

Professor of Social Policy at the lohn F.

Kennedy School of Government at

Harvard University and professor in

Harvard's department of

Afro-American studies.

Wilson has also been chosen by

Time magazine as one of America's

most influential people. He is also the

author of several books, including

"When Work Disappears: The World

of the New Urban Poor." This book

was selected as one of the notable

books of 1 996 by the editors of the

New York Times Book Review, it also

received the Sidney Hillman

Foundation Award.

Several national boards and commit

tees claim Wilson as a member, includ-

ing the President's Commission on

White House Fellowships, the National

Urban League, the Center for

Advanced Study of Behavioral

Sciences, the Twentieth Century Fund,

and the Russell Sage Foundation.

Fie has been elected to the National

Academy of Sciences, the American

Academy of Arts and Sciences, the

National Academy of Education, and

the American Philosophical Society.

Wilson is the past president of the

American Sociological Society and is a

MacArthur Prize Fellow.

The public is invited to attend this

talk. Admission is free of charge.

Pinochet ends army years
,

will now be senator for life

By Eduardo GoNardo
Associated Press

AUXANOf* KOfOMILAS / COlLfGIAN

Hairy legs
Faith Thayer, a second-year entomology graduate student, and professor of entomology John Stoffolano,

PhD, are teaching Rosey, a Rose tarantula, to be more friendly, yesterday afternoon at Femald Hall.

SANTIAGO, Chile — With
tears in his eyes. Gen. Augusto

Pinochet stepped down yesterday

as army commander after a 65-

year military career that turned

him into one of Latin America's

longest-serving dictators.

Pinochet made no reference in

his farewell speech to his contro-

versial next stop: the Senate scat

for life he assumes today, a perk

of the constitution written during

his 1973-1990 dictatorship.

Today's handover ceremony had

a tense start when some in the

audience — mostly relatives of

military men — booed President

Eduardo Frei amid chants of

"Pinochet! Pinochet!"

Police used tear gas and water

cannons in downtown Santiago to

scatter hundreds of demonstrators

protesting the Senate seat for

Pinochet. Protesters also went to

the Congress building in the port

city of Valparaiso.

Some demonstrators and one

television cameraman were beaten

by police. One news photographer

was seen bleeding from the head,

apparently hit by a rock tossed by

demonstrators.

Frei has been an outspoken crit-

ic of the 82-year-old Pinochet

assuming ihe Senate seat, but con-

cedes he is powerless to stop him.

Pinochet's critics say a man who
shut down Congress after taking

power in a bloody military coup
has no place in the legislature.

Pinochet was accused of widescale

human rights abuses during his

long reign, including more than

3,000 political killings, according

to official figures.

Turn to MILITARY page 2
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Ihc student majority voted "yes" on

a question asking if the 24-hour caulm ihtwld b( abandoned

1kg majority of students voted tor a

mix ot reserved and general seating tor

students in the William D. Mullins

Center.

Abo announced were the results of

Area Government elections.

In Orchard Hill Area, governor is

Mohammed Reza, treasure) is lanicc

dun
In Central Area, governor is Sho)i

Martin, lieutenant governor is Kate

Mclaughlin.

In Southwest Area, governor is Ed

Ahern, lieutenant governor is Brian

Dombrowski, treasurer is Astar

Lambert and secretary is Kevin

Frame
In Commuter Area, governor is

nMMH. Halv, lieutenant governor is

l are) Brew, ueasurer is Alisa Croci

und HCNHf) is brin Mustrangelo.

Results (ton Northeast Area were

not available.

military

•uumesn aoaoMaAS i couscmm

Singing along
The Ooo Wop Shop a capetla team performing for the students tn the Campus Center Concourse yesterday afternoon

continued from page I

Yesterday's ceremony was in the

lavish militan Mvle Pinochet praf

Ik wa> honored by a parade of 3.000

soldiers from every military garrison

in Chile two thousand guests also

attended "Fatherland of mine, I've

been yout soldier and that makes me
happy," Pinochet declared. 'A- I

retire today. I can say I leave the

army in a situation that is a reason ot

pride lot Chile
"

In his speech. Pinochet recalled the

|cJ7> coup in which he toppled lelliM

President Salvador Allende. but

insisted the militarv was forced to act

because the nation "was on the brink

of self des trust

"I do not want to look back
because that anchors the country in

the past." he said Bui. "the armed

forces can now proudlv sji Mission

accomplished
"

\\ hen Pinochet went briefly to the

presidential palace Monday night for

a formal farewell to Frei, police had

to use water cannons to scatter

demonstrators

the slash reflected <hc growing

opposition to Pinochet assuming the

Senate sea* — a position he receives

as former president under the consti-

tution he wrote. His constitution also

made him commander of the military

after he stepped down from the presi-

dent Some lawmakers are planning

to begin proceedings to impeach
Pinochet the minute he sits in

Congress But their effort appears

sure to fail because the right-wing

opposition holds a majority in the

A quarter century ago. Pinochet

was named army commander by

Allende. whom he toppled 19 days

later in a soup in which Allende died

Pinochet dearly retains a large mil-

itary backing Last Friday, all 49

jimv generals named him "meritori-

inmander in chief.' a title that

while only honorary, was seen by

berth pro-government and opposition

politicians as a signal of army sup-

port.

His successor. Gen. Ricardo
Izuheta. is widely viewed as a profes-

sional soldier with no political aspira-

tions He held no political position in

the Pinochet government and has

never been linked to its human rights

Molatlon«

A 24-cinema multiplex is SCI

the Hampshire Mall on Route ° in Hadle>. no

20-cinema multiplex as reported in the M<
edition.

In addition, a Walmart is scheduled to be built in

the Mountain Farms Mall. Pam Westgate was the

Founder of lladlo First Committee and not

Tonya Thomas as reported.

The phone number of the Department of

veterinary and Animal Science was reported

incorrecth in the March ° issue of the Collegian.

The correct number is 54°*-J250

The Collegian regrets the error.

Au pair's fate in hands of state's highest court
By Alexis Chsu

AssocioSad Press

BOSION I ottM Woodward wants to go to

college She doesn I know what her major will be or

:l start Mater) av Jl

year-old just knows

wants to go home
Bui Woodward's fate has rested with the

achusetts legal system since Feb

when >hr was arrested and charged with killing on

ith-old babx in her care V>w, the British au

n the hand* of the state's highest

court

"The hardest thing m the world is just sitting and

wasting." said Sharp, a member of Woodward's

>e team "And the question i*. will she or

won't she go back to prison for the rest of her life?"

The Supreme ludioal Court heard appeals from

both sides Monday and i« expected to rule on
(ward's v a*c in the next four months. The

seven member panel could either send her back to

prison, order a new trial or send her home to her

native Fngland -\i Mondav '» hearing Woodward
sat with her parents and watched as justices fired a

steady barrage of questions at attorneys for both

Defense lawyers housed on medical evidence

they said shows Matthew Fappen died from head

injuries he sustained before Feb 4 the day

: ward called police to report the baby was hav

•ubk breathing

"You're asking us. who are not trained in this

area, to say that your evidence is so clear that it aim-

ply shuts the case down'" lusiice Charles Fried

asked defense attorney Andrew Good "That's cor-

rect your honor." he replied

Good said he would want the body of the child

exhumed for examination if the oaae were retried.

Prosecutor* argued that Superior Court ludge

Hillcr Zobel erred in reducing Woodward's sen-

tence and asked that the second-degree murder ver-

dict be reinstated.

Assistant Middlesex District Attorney Sabits

Singh said the judge was out of bounds when he

overruled the jury's decision. "Why should anyone

come for jury service if what they do can just be

thrown out." Ms Singh asked.

Woodward was accused of violently shaking and

slamming Matthew Fappen the day she called

police The baby died five days later
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Shawn Demerjian, a freshman political science major, checking out Captain Video, the "movie machine."

Videos available on campus
Captain Video places vending machine on Campus Center Concourse

By Jason Eiseman

Colsown Staff

Net bent!

Captain Video vending machine has been placed on the

Inivcrsm of Massachusetts Campus Co-

right oui-idc ol the CoffM Shop. u> sa tis|c the video rental

needs of the campus community

lohn Kuusisto. General Manager of the L ahrei

said a surv, ducted in the Campus Cottar and he

found that students were requesting a video rental -

on campus
.in Anaya. owner of Captain \ idee in North

Amherst, said he also conducted I survey in tlu

dences. and found that about 8S- *0 percent ot the stu

dents he asked had a VCR. but could not ge. off-campus

to rent a video.

"It's wild." Anaya said "It's basically iust like an A t M
Anaya said students must get a membership which are

available today al a table on the Campus i

tfaara Is students can got a membership at

will then go to the vendi id run

"their card through. The machine wil

Relatives claim dead in Kosovo
By Duson Stojonovk

Associated Press

SRBICA. Yugoslavia — Ethnic

Albanians solemnly tiled past charred

and bullet riddled corpses shrouded

by long white sheets, trying yesterday

to recognize relatives killed in a police

crackdown in Kosovo province.

Serb police threatened to bury the

dead in a mass grave if the decompos-

ing bodies were not claimed yesterday

Relatives, who want independent

autopsies, charge the Serbs want to

cover up atrocities. At least four chil

dren and a do/en women were among

the corpses King on the construction

yard floor Some were missing limbs,

apparently blown ott in explosions.

Others had bullet holes, and a few

were burned beyond recognition.

"Look what the Serb savages did

They killed women and children

a man who identified himselt only as

Fa/li "How does anyone expect us to

lorget this terrible massacre?"

Turmoil in Kosovo, a southern

province ol Yugoslavia, has caused

fears that neighboring Balkan coun

tries might be drawn into the conflict

Ethnic Albanians outnumber Serbs in

Kosovo 9- 1 and many w ant to secede

from Serbia, the dominant republic in

the Yugoslav federation

The official death toll from last

week's violence is 4b ethnic

Albanians and six Serb police. The

Albanians say at least 77 of their kin

died in two police sweeps through a

region west of Pi ivo's capi-

tal. Twenty live were buried last week

at a funeral attended by So. 000
mourners.

A list published in a local new spa

per identified 29 of those killed.

including 22 members of Adein

lashari's Limilv Serbs sav lashari was

the leader of a militant gToup known
as the Kosovo I iberalion Army

Reporters reached the shed contain-

ing the bodies by traveling on side

roads and walking into virtually

deserted Srbica. the region 2S miles

west of Prisiina thai was at the center

ol the crackdown. Police st, K «d guard

at the entrance to the shed and an

armored personnel carrier was parked

SO yards away with its gun turret

pointed at the crowd of some SO
mournets

Grin laced Albanian men stood in

ankle-deep mud in front ot the

corpses, many averting their rjpa

the gruesome sight The stench ot

decomposing flesh was overpowering

One dead woman appeared to have

been pregnant One small, dark-haired

dead boy with open eyes seemed a* if

he was reaching out for his mother,

who lav next to him

When Fazli found his brother

among the dead, he knelt next to the

corpse, which had hall an arm
chopped oil He sobbed cjuieth

fins genocide has dashed all hopes

that we could live together v. ith Serbs

again." said a man who gave his name
as Rexhep

The top I S envov to the Balkans.

Robert Gelbard. arrived in I'lMina in

search of a diplomatic -olution to the

violence He met with the leadei ot

the main ethnic Albanian partv

Ibrahim Rugova, who advocates a

peacelul struggle lor independence

from Serbia Gelbard said rjfterwi

that he was "very much in agreement

with Rugova on most issues, with

most but not all — ol the onus on

Yugoslav President Slobodan
Milosevic

lencc must be stopped on both

sides immediatelv ." he said I he pi

dent Montenegro the onh other

republic m Yugoslavia criticized

Milosevic lor allowing the K> -

problem to tester I ha* been

long neglected and naively undercut i-

mated." said Montenegrin leader Milo

Diukanovic

Independence foi > sould

mean a change ol tvordcrs. something

that has traditionallv sparked wai in

the Balkans Outsider - have

detuned the Serbian police riolo

and represser) used to iuK •

since Milosevic stripped the province

ol its autoiioim in I

how main videos thev want to rent The video vending

machi; for two dollars per dav On
weekends students can rent videos for three dollars for the

enure wevkend Students can choose from S20 videos.

One* a video is chosen, a robotic arm piclcs the video

out of the slot, and puts it into the door on the right, a

light goes on. and the student takes the tape. When they

return the video, thev swipe the card again, and the robot le-

ant! picks it up

Anaya said security is a big issue with this vending

machine He said that there is a tilt alarm, so if the

machine is rattled an alarm would go off. He said the plex-

iglass protecting the videos is thick and almost bulletproof.

In addition the building is secured by the University as

well Kuusisto sjid it is ultimately the responsibility of

i jptam \ idea so secsjee the machine.

Kuusisto is excited about the idea. "What a great idea,"

I I « s hope it works. I'll probably rent one this

weekend > n works."

Anaya said this is one of the most sophisticated video

rental machines around, and is one of the first at a univer-

um Brat machine to find out how it goes." Anaya

said.

suiMNDt* mm&mM * cJC«n

Reporting from the new Student Union
Richard Ezra Zakana and Matthew Cunningham, landscape architecture sophomores, make a documen-

tary regarding the new Student Union for their landscape architecture designing studio yesterday afternoon
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Surviving air travel
On f ridav . like mans of

u'u I will be strapping

my sell into a seat

approximately 15 inches wide
and showing down a dinnci

.1 -. rap o! bread dead

lettuce and a stale cookie. As
some airlines would proud K

UN to the friendly skies

M.|>| people
have a love-hate

relationship with

flying: barf bags
are provided for

w ho hate
the feeling of

ing that

there is nothing
but three miles of

atmosphere
between them
and the ground

I Uckilv i

I love 10 I

w inlet aaa^s^amsasn

ik.1 logged daM to t>0 hours

in the air and while my sanity

was threatened by boredom and
the constant showings of George

M lungle l

op a new appreciation for this

mode of travel

There is an art to flying After

careful analysis. I've come up
with some way* to make flying

much more enjoyable and com-
fortable

Before flying, it is always nee

essary to hit the airport book
•tore and pick up the latest |ohn

Grisham paperback Without fail.

40 percent of the travelers in an
" airport will he clutch-

sham masterpiece The
ncwbie liver may err and pick up

a Danielle Steel or Tom Clancy

II vou want to fit in. grab a

•nm.

There is an exception to the

'iam rule, how

.

u are

traveling on bu»> u are

allowed a copy of the W all Street

journal and The 7 Habr
High . will

be able . ni/e the

well -prepared n. he
•ie will accessorize well

a laptop and a cell phone
n the plane, avoid the

window seat with a passion: the

view i« all very nice but it's damn
inconvenient when you start to

ma ( i.iii-j.itirkar

feel the effect I of tBOM eight

Diet Cokes vou 've gulped down.
nig anywhere requites trav-

eling down the center aisle It

you wear a shoe bigget than si/e

nine, vou're automatically out of

luck 1 he aisle was sized lor

Lilliputians and none of us regu-

/ed people will evei manage
lo proceed careful-

ly down tii our
destination with-

out landing in a

fellow passengei 'i

lap.

\n tiips always
statt out with the

lajfat) mloimation
You know, that

whole drill about
being in the

upright position

and the lifejackcf

being undetnealh
bbbbbbI love

this drill Somehow knowing mv

seat is in an upright position

gives me the confidence I could

>uivive any major air dis.i

from turbulence to a bombing,
following the safety drill, it'*

time to taxi off

and hit the

Once the

pilot has
assured us that

we have
reached the

000 feet.

vou can relax and enjoy some of

that delicious gourmet food.

Airlines lately have been awful-

lv generous with then food.
Sometimes, in addition to a limp

salad, old desert and tough
entree, we also BM an extra bag

of peanuts. The peanuts are vacu-

um scaled by a highly secretive

process and opening the little bag

ten a feat of complex engi-

neering on my part I suallv. after

all that effort, the bag reveals

about six peanuts — half of

which spill onto the Dpi

Part of the dining cxpener

the wide varietv ot beverages
offered to compliment the meal
I've learned in mv experience-

that it doesn't matter what time
mj it is or what the meal i«

manv people immediately latch

:er careful anal.

ome up with some
ways to make flying much
more enjoyable and com-

ruising level ol fortablc
"

onto the prospect ol alcohol. At

dinner it might not seem so

MrMM, but at breakfast, the

I'd like a chardonnay with

my bacon and eggs" sounds a lit-

tle suspicious

Alter dinner, there are tl

individuals who snuggle up with

a thin blanket uourtcsv ol vour

airline! and a tiny pillow (you
know, the one that's big enough

our ear), but then there are

those >it hers the chatty one*.

It s useless to avoid these talk-

ative people. The tact that vou

are actually in the air make*
escape impossible It's not like

vou can leave the airplane. The
best bet is to pretend vou're
sleeping or really engrossed in

lohn Grisham.
But sometimes, vour chatty

neighbor just won 1 gel thc»e

subtle little hints I sal next to

one ol these type* recently; the

woman was telling me all about

her recent win at the Curling
World Championships while her

ir-old daughter proceeded
U' vlimb all over my lap.

. I don't mind, reallv I

___^___^___ found myself
• aving. "I real-

lv don't mind
an additional
50 pounds on
my lap for the

next five

hours."——^—— By the time
we landed in Dallas. I knew
everything there was to know
about this curling champion,
including the color of her house.

embarking is often violent.

I M some reason, people just

can't wait to get off the plane I

understand, various appendages
of mine are tingling with antiu

pation also. Yet. many limes,

people are scrambling over bod-

ies and reaching for their bag-

gage while simultaneously punch-

ing a fellow passenger in the nose
or gut

OfMI on the ground, it '»

impossible to hold back the sigh

iet Safe and exciting a

tng may be. it's alwavs j>ood to be
back oa solid ground

IffM Gangatirkar is a

Collegian columnist

EdftoniaL Associate sought!

The Ed/Op desk is accepting applications

for an editorial associate. The positions

entails approximately eight hours of work a

week and is paid. Good writing skills and
ability to work well with others a must.

Knowledge of layout and style a plus.

Applications are available at the Collegian

offices in 113 Campus Center Basement, and
are due by 5 p.m. March 24. Call Tamar
Carroll at 545-1491 for more information.

Doonesburv Bv GARRY TRUDEAU

tKK ' po vouAHCW
uhy route be/no
HAULEP INTO THE
STAR* CHOMeeK*

no. m/T 7>f W&ey proupto
have been chose* oeine
9uBfoauABP9rsmaiK>UKe
MAKN6N/X0N5ENE»1C&P5r-

Arr&tAu.rrZONLY
rue PBAL PLAV&K
who seem to be
setting subpoenas, oh

IAS6UH: UH...N0.

yOUSOT IYE0EEN
ONB,TDOT ON THE

HOAP MAC
SHOUtPI\

<S£0£»Jp|iJt>

The war to end all wars
Slav me. baby, 'cause I'm the messenget

I knew it might fall upon me. this nasty duty

that had to be carried out Sometimes vou just

have to hnlhe bearer. «f.s)adjav'vvs Bui lefflO.

t

get to«i ahead of trtvself iii- ^icgM id > .

There are people who I caft Mend*", spp Irvtv tnTeTJn

opposite side.* of the law — natural law. that is

nglish majors and others are SOM majors Ihi-

was never a problem, however, until The Decision
lame down.
The powers that be. in an ill-planned

integrationist maneuver, made the

al call to place some SOM classes in

Bartlett anu vice versa. I remembered
what m\ fifth grade historv leather had

said all those years ago: "Two cultures,

one area — conflict
"

Oh. crapballs I thought It 'i a I title

Rock tor the u0s and no one I

prepared The jihad would start quietly

enough, but in time what atrocities

would occur when Southwest met
Central? When CK met Han de I

When New lersey met Vermont'* The
horror.

But I. an astute journalism student, was already

armed with mv assessment. \lv chum* who were polar-

ized bv major had always been marked bv their petty

jabs at the opposite COOTM ol studv Ihus. all I had to

do was lav out all the pros and cons of each, hopefully

in the process eliminating all that ^^^^_^_^^
unfounded elitism

Folks, thev may kill me for this.

This possible martvr to be is

going to consult Salman Rushdie on
good hiding places and how to hang

out with 'J2 without getting shot.

so enjoy, learn and live:

English: Obsessed with finding the gelling points of

a nan
SOM Usbjcfed with gel

VeViwage English
j

SOM: fake "Business Ethh

English: Understand what ethics are.

Advantage: English

English: Pretend not to care about
monev
SOM: Don't understand the language

of people with short money
Advantage: SOM

SOM: Have corporate jobs lined up
after graduation

English: Have customers lined up in

fast-food establishment after graduation.

Advantage: SOM

C. hix lor CnniHT English: Most revered

bookshelf is Milton.

SOM: Most revered "lohn

lohn" on their

on their

bookshelf Is Grisham.

Advantage: English

SOM:

SOM: Carry calculators to all

clamm Bad Nad] Sanson*
English: Carry calculators only to figure out what an

eighth of the good Vermont stuff and a side of schwag
will cost if split three ways.

Advantage: SOM

English: Have read Machiavelli's The Prince, but arc-

appalled by the message.

SOM: Fmbrace the moral of The Prince, but think of

Machiavelli only as Tupac's alter ego.

Advantage: English

SOM: Have worn corduroys since thev came back in

st vie

English: Have always worn cords (and also were the

geeky kids whose audible swish swish gait doomed
them to a beating per day before fhey even got around

the corner).

Advantage: SOM

"
I he powcrs-that-be. in

an ill-planned integra-

tionist maneuver, made the

casual call to place some
SOM classes in Bartlett and
vice versa.

"

Aspire to take over multinational corpora

don
English: Aspire to take off from

their parents' house someday.
Advantage: SOM

English: Are inspired to great-

ness by the works of Charles
Dickens.

SOM: Are inspired to greatness

by the deeds of Charles Keating.

Advantage: English

SOM: Will valiantly struggle to come up with the

answer to a homework problem.

English: Will valiantly struggle to come up with a

brief, coherent answer to any question.

Advantage: SOM

English: Can read and write.

SOM: lust can't.

Advantage: English

SOM: Left for Spring Break — either mentally or

physically — before 'eading this article.

English: As Sam Wheat says, "Ditto."

Advantage: None here. But I hope you guys kill each
other and take those over-exposed Good Will Hunting
>;ii\s with you.

C. Taylor Conner is a Collegian columnist.
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Solidarity with Albania
As students at a public university marked by

struggles, such as the Graduate Employee
Organization (GEO) contraband Goodell.

the issue of educational access ought ^o hold partic-

ular interest fur us But do we really understand the

issue'.' How would we react if every,university and
college were to be shut down, inaccessible to us on
the basis of our nationalities, whatever those might
be?

1 he Albanian students of Kosova. southern
Serbia, have been denied all access to their univer-

sities and most high schools for seven years — ever

since the Serbian government announced an all-

Serbian curriculum taught only in the Serbian lan-

guage.

When the Albanian people — who make up 90
percent of the population — stated

1

that thev intend

ed to continue education in their own curriculum

and language, the Serbian authorities closed most
ol the schools to Albanians

<___>____^^^—
Whv ere the Serbians treating

the Albanian majority so harsh-

lv ' In addition to denying edu-

cational rights, when the cut

'rent Serbian government came
into power in WW, thev took

health care away from all

Albanians and fired 80 percent

of Albanian government work-

ers That included doctors, nuis-

es. teachers, professors and
those who worked in the telcvi

sion. radio and newspaper aBTaBTaBTaaTaBaanaTai

industries — thus the Serbian government seized

control of the media.
U a» this done out of hatred? Serbian President

Slobodan Milosevic's platform of Serbian national-

ism deliberate!) plaved upon the tears of the Serbs

in Kosova. In an area traditionally important to

them, the Serbians were the minority Because
Milosevic was introducing policies extremely hostile

to the Albanian majority, he could only enforce

them through a government that is essentially a

police state

In the face ol such intense repression, we might

expect that the Albanians would react violentlv

I Milosevic mav have expected this, due 10 the

area's war-torn hr*

Igbala. a woman from Kosova. felt that the

Serbians had heen thrown off guard by the

Albanians' non-violent response. But Serbians have

had no excuse for retaliation until now. as terrorist

acts by a small militant Albanian faction are on the

rise.

Sews scuues recent lv picked up on an incident

in which low Serbian police were killed. In retalia-

tion, al least 16 Albanians were killed, with re

that a statement from the ethnic Albanians -ell

styled government said Serbian police and paramili-

tary lurces had attacked unarmed Albanian civil

ians. including women and children, in ievernl vil

leges

'Dead bodies could be seen lying everywhere,

along the streets on gardens, yards and fields." it

said in a Hatement (Associated Prc*«. March I >

"If we truly support the

accessibility of education,

then we must extend that to

encompass the needs of
these students who are dis-

criminated against solely on
the base of their ethnicity.

"

Jennifer Connor

The reports of these events seem to be character-

ized by a tone of fatalism. What can we do? After

all. if there are two armed groups, there will be

clashes resulting in death. At least the Albanians

are taking care of the situation themselves.

The truth is that the people of Albania do need

international support, particularly the students

There is an active pacifist faction at work, margin

alized by the government-controlled media. The
student nonviolent movement, known as the

Students Independent Union, has already engaged

in three peaceful protests to regain access to their

universities and they are gearing up for their lourth

on March 13. In Prishtine alone. 20.000 students

marched through streets lined with 80.000 support

ers. The police surrounded the students

\ecording to one onlooker. David Hartsough,

"After an hour and without warning, the police vio

lent ly attacked the demonstrators, beat up and
arrested the leaders of the inde-

pendent student union The con

trast between the quiet, but pow

erful nonviolence of the students

and the violence and brutal

attack by the police was over
whelming. It reminded me of the

march in Selma, Alabama in

|s)o5 where the police mercileni-

ly attacked nonviolent black

marchers who were demanding
the right to vote in the Lnited

States."
aTliaBaiiiiBaa^BaTal The importance of connecting

such events lies in tccognizing the effectiveness of

nonviolence and the necessity of supporting it We
can also recognize that the situation in Kosova is

not foreign to us. The students of Kosova have

•peciticallv asked tor the support and awareness of

students across the globe If we truly support the

-ihilnv of education, then we must extend that

to encompass the needs of these students who are

discriminated against solely on the base of their

ethnicity

"Dear students, devoting ourselves to the release

of our buildings and premises, we are consecrating

ourselves to our untversitv. to out rights jnd I

doms, and to our future Our luturc lies in out

hands " These are the words of one at the ai

dents of the Students Independent Lmon
These words lie in stark contrast to those of an

Albanian militant leader "I saw all these emptv

hands yearning for weapons to fight for a free

Kosova Guns.' he said «oftlv I need guns, gun-

k;un> "
t New )ork Times. V2

The students are already using the weapons of

their voices and minds and presences to at least tr\

for the beginning of peaceful resolution in this

area, rather than one more walking of the road to

war.

Letters of support can be sent to the Students

Independent Lnion in Pristina at

upsup#albanian com and letters d protest can be

sent to President Slobodan Milosevic at Folstojeva

33 / 1 1.000 Belgrade ' N uk-oslavia

lent u>r i> a I Man student

Turn it off
Mv experience with daytime television began in

sixth grade. I was a member ol the Phil

Donahue and Oprah generation Mv eves were

fixed as everyone, from authors on book tours

to weltare mothers with cancer, paraded then stones in

front of millions.

Bui Phil s topics back then pale compared to the racy

themes of today's hosts. Heartwarming stories ot

adopted twins being reunited have been supplanted by

lerry Springer's recent "Big Bustv Strippers" episode

Our jaded remote controls reflexively flip from any

topic that might actually pertain to our own lives to the

dailv doses ol the pathetic and outlandish offered by

today's daytime kings.

Originally I'd intended to watch u lull week o! lerry

I wanted to get a feel for what he was all about, what

kind ol topics he hoped to treat After all. I hadn't «een

him since his debut about six veats ago. But I think

altet watching last Thursdav s __^__^^__
episode teatunng what possiblv

could be the world's most obese

woman. I don t think I'm quite so

interested.

Obviously, lerry s trashy I

know I'm going to step on some
toes bv desecrating ihe sacred

cow ot davtime TV. but he

n t dc-seive his following

and his following is tremendous

letty's as safe a conversation
statier j- "Have vou Men I itann ' Ot coutse. none ot

us sophisticated soon- to-be college educated viewers

buy into lerry's message. We just watch it for the

fights Bui the tad that he's as popular as fat pants

points to an alarming trend in out sooeiv

I his episode about the — gulp -

woman is a frightening illustration

with the inisciv of others Ihi

The doublethink of the 90s
Pmc ho. the ad

Drug companies are drop-

ping their practice of limiting

the advertising of prescrip

lion drugs just to medical profes-

sionals Now even mental health

drugs for depression and schizo-

phrenia will be marketed dircellv to

the consumer*

Alan Holmer. president of the

Pharmaceutical Manufacturing
Association, defends this direct mar-

keting to potentially unbalanced

consumers in these words: "This is

the information age and more infor-

mation empowers patients to be able

to have more
meaningful
conversa-
tions with

their doctors

about cures

and treat-

men'

Right on. I

remember
Hist how empowered I felt after

watching the latest McDonald's
commercial. And to those of you

who haven't been having your share

of meaningful conversations: Well,

maybe a few more ads would do it

for you.

Fortunately, says the Wall Street

lournal. "There is no shortage of

experts helping drug companies

learn to think more like a Coke or a

Nike [Well Street lournal. 2/10;

Vir ><>ric Times. 2/17)

The welfare avoidance depart-

ment
With the end of the Cold War.

many of you may be wondering why

we still need to spend billions so our

Trident submarines can run around

the oceans with nuclear missiles.

Aren't our bombers and

Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles

(ICrJM) missiles enough now?

Dead wrong, according to Rear

Admiral lerry Fllis. commander of

our Pacific submarines. Admiral

Ellis warned an audience recently

at the Bangor sub base in

Washington state that "It's only a

matter of time until a weapon of

mass destruction falls into the hands

of n rogue nation or group."

Certainly a real threat. But from

this our admiral goes on to con-

clude. "The Trident sub fleet will

continue to be needed as a deter-

rent "
I know if I were a terrorist,

a mere 10.000 nuclear bombs and

missiles aimed at me wouldn't stop

me unless I started seeing periscope-

in the harbor Let's keep those Navy

'uvs employed {Seattle Post-

Inquirer. 2/14)

Upstairs, downstairs in the

friendly skies

Airlines are responding to the

growing gap between Ihe rich and

the rest of us by. in the words of

Business Week, "making the plush

seats even
plusher" and

catering
more to the

needs of

their busi

ness passen-

g e r s .

Socially con-

scious air-

lines like TWA will be squeezing

coach seats 1 5 percent closer so that

first class passengers can enjoy more

space and seating. (Coach cla-

sengers will presumably enjoy

more... um. togetherness?)

Mark Shields, of Mercer
Management Consulting, says (hat

"Increasingly, people will be han-

dled in subtly but importantly differ-

ent ways." Much of the credit goes

to computer software that now
allows airline employees to target

"profitable" customers and so meet

their needs better. (Business Week.

2/23)

mencan
L Newspeak

'Waune Qryttiru]

Smile, you're on

candid camera

One of the big

growth areas in

the field of elec-

tronic surveillance

is in the use of

remote-controlled

camera networks. Whole cities can

now be viewed block by block by

hundreds of strategically placed

cameras feeding video images into a

central control room. The Port of

New York and New lersey has taken

the lead with a grand total of 1,200

cameras monitoring its bridges and

airports.

Private companies are springing

"Whole cities can now be

viewed block by block by

hundreds of strategically

placed cameras feeding video

images into a central control

room.

"

Hut none of this mock
sympathy could disguise the

fact that he was simply

exploiting her. as we all

ncrc

( n-rrit DeYouny

up to fill the need for complete
video surveillance by police and TV
stations In New York, a video con

trollcr for the privately controlled

Metro Networks is quoted as saying

"Rule of thumb, if vou can see the

Empire State Building. »c can see

vou
"

Fortunatelv there is an important

safeguard protecting citi/ens' priva

cy Says kevm O'Reilly. oaantkaM
manager for Shadow Traffic

Network. "But really, we don I have

a lot of time to look at people's

apartment

That's the safeguard. i\ew )ork

Times. 2/22)

CEO watch

It's been a long wait, but finally

someone has descended from the

country clubs to publicly defend the

slightly exorbitant salaries and
bonuses our top executives have

been raking in

Ira T Kay. remember that name,

came out in the pages of the Wall

Street lournal to defend high

Corporate Executive Officer U I I
>

pay as a "crucial factor making the

U.S. economy the most competitive

in the world."

Why does paying our CEO -

roughly 10 times more than their

lapanese counterparts help make
our companies more competitive '.'

Obviously, you're not a paraaHkaMl
economist if you need to ask.

Because without the incentives, our

CEO's would be in the same boat as

lapanese managers, with "no eco-

nomic incen-

pound
We are obsessed

woman exposed her

sell, her 14 vcar old daughter and her boyfriend to

certain public humiliation fhe ctueltv of this arrange-

ment was masked by lerry's supposed sympathy for her

plight. Throughout the show he wore a concerned

mask. His face furrowed with worry every time he

asked a question; he tenderly supported the woman's

daughter after she broke out in tears while describing

the torture she endured from her peers and even teach-

ers.

But none of this mock sympathy could disguise the

tact that he was simply exploiting her. as we all were. I

guess it could be argued that trucking this woman
acros, the nation's TV sets could bring greater aware-

ness and sensitivity to the issues surrounding obesity

But this argument falls flat in the face of the fact that

this woman's problem with her weight is monstrouslv

out of proportion with most other people's.

To put it bluntly, lerry and his cohorts otter us noth-

ing more than the freak shows of yesterday s carnivals.

Rather than flipper babies and bearded women, he fea-

lures social oddities The IbOO-pound

woman kept insisting her obesitv was

a result of her attempts to deal with

childhood trauma Another episode I

saw dealt with a woman who lived

with one boyfriend, slept with another

and claimed to truly love two other

fellow strippers

I have to admit to watching with as

much leering rapture as anyone else,

but it's frightening we find the misery

of others so entertaining. The men left

by the wayside by the stripper must have been crushed

Ihe woman herself, and her poor daughter, could not

have felt any more accepted bv the public after being

on display in TV's carnival tent

I have no problem with the escape provided by TV
most of the time But it's horrifying when it's delivered

at the expense its subjects When television serves to

degrade our already tenuous self-worth it's time to

turn it off

Gerrit DeYoung is a I Mass student

Letters to the Editor

Si uilc fit's death
a tragic loss

To the editor

I do not believe anyone in

Cashin, and indeed all of Sylvan.

will be smiling much this week
With Spring Break approaching
rapidly, a major blow to the

I nivctsiiv community was sus-

tained early Tuesdav morning.
\ndrew Sala's death »a- tragic and

sudden, adding to the uneasiness of

the situation

Melissa and I were good friends

with \ndv js he lived in our build

ing and we socialized in each
other s suites \ndy helped tutot

Melissa in chemistrv and was
always around the building offering

a joke and a smile

On behalf of all Sylvan
vcrnment. we extend our deep-

est condolences to Andy'l tamilv

all ol his suite males, and to everv

member of the L Ma» community

as this horrible incident affect- us

all in dilferent »n>

In a final note to the media and

press that have been covering the

storv we respect your right to free-

dom ol the press and your right to

report what is going on in the

world, but please be mindful that

all students of Sylvan are already

stressed by the presence of

midterms which all seem to be

scheduled this week.

This incident doc* not help any

one's academic situation as it i-

Thank Vou

Bill Toffcl, Lieutenant Governor
Melissa Falcy. Secretary

Sylvan Area Government

UPC is not

to blame

tive to face up
to difficult

management
decisions, such

as layoffs." So
supporting
those execu-
tive bonuses
so we can

get... fired, is Mr. Kay's inspired

message. (Wall Street lournal. 2/23)

Special thanks this week to David

T. Ortman for sounding an alert to

quality Newspeak.

Wayne Grytting is a syndicated

columnist. More American
Newspeak can be found on the

Internet at

http://www.scn.org/newspeak

To the editoi

In rtapoaM to the accusations ot

I K being selfish, of coutse s| U

dents are going to get involved in

these organizations to get some

thing out of them' It s a great way

to learn about an industry that one

may hope will lead to a career,

hn t that what most of us are here

for? It would be ridiculous lot

somebody who planned to make a

career in the entertainment indus-

try to not get involved in an organi-

zation on campus that tailors to

that.

Because 1 have chosen I PC as a

means of experience. I have been

called everything from stupid to

selfish. I also pay that student

activities fee that everybody keeps

referring to. But unlike manv s| U

dents who arc complaining. I take

advantage of the opportunities that

mv activities fee pays for. and I

have learned things that are not

available in any classroom.

Wouldn t it make more sense to

try to change negative things and
get involved rather than sit back

and complain about it If you are

really so concerned with LPC.
where were vou when they asked

vour input It was all over cam-

pus, posiet- layaaf "If vou care

about Spring Concert, come to this

meeting ' How many people
showed up'' Onlv '0

Those who «n back and complain

won t change a thing, it's th.

who gel out there and try to do
something about it who make a

rid of difference. I respect thoae

students who did attempt to make
a ditlcrcncc and help change
things Educate voursell on the sit

uation before you make
ill informed comments
On a larger scale, ask the

Mullins Center how "easy" it has

heen to secure talent during the

spring I'm sure they'd be more
than happy to tell vou the "unavail-

ability' of the artisi you are asking

to see. Hev mavbe you should be

asking the I aUaiahj ft a Spring

Concert nol I PC lot it is the

I nivcrsitv which can allocate the

resources for UPC to make the

event possible If IPC had these

resources thev would be more than

competent to fulfill the demands of

this community Vou can't fit an

elephant into the backseat of a

Volkswagen. Stop blaming UPC for

a problem that is much larger in

scope than most ol you care to see.

It says absolutely nothing in any

constitution that UPC was created

to put on a Spring Concert In fact

the concert was created by UPC in

its prosperous times. And for the

record. UPC never received a writ

ten proposal from lohn Peters of

MassConcerts. Actually. I take that

back, they did. on March 3. \W*.
via The Daily Collegian. Ideas

exchanged with one person do not

constitute a full organizational con-

sensus

Kristin Richard

Southwest

Drug war
limits freedom

To the editor

After reading Sean Marten's arti-

cle. "War costly and ineffective."

on March 4. I mu't say that while

vou touch the surface of why the

war on drugs is wrong ("costly and

ineffective"), vou fail to hit the nail

on the head.

The biggest reason why this is

but one of the many poor policies

by our government is because peo-

ple will do whatever thev uanl.

There is no way to ever stop the

flow of drug* into the country . and

no way to prevent people from
using them While you may consid

er it to be 'a war against the

immoralities of drug use." who are

you to determine what is moral or

immoral for anybody else?

The truth is. it vou want to do
something, go right ahead and do
it Determine what is moral and
immoral for yourself, not for me or

anybody else If you do get harmed
or injured by vour actions, take the

responsibility for those actions.

The main responsibility of the

government is to protect its tit i-

zens from violent threats, threats

that will unjustly harm its citizens.

Drugs arc not one ot these thre

Drugs, like may other things (ciga-

rettes, alcohol, lunk food, etc > can

be bad for you. There is no certain-

ty in this, and even if there is. I

possess the right to do whatever I

want to my own be-dv

The war on drugs is wrong for

many reasons, but most of all it if.

wi..ng because it takes away a fun-

damental freedom that every per-

son possesses at birth, the freedom

to govern his own life.

Scott Glazcr
Amherst

Sick

To the editor:

Are you that much of a hypocrite

that you think GEO is the only

righteous group on campus? V>u
make me sick. You dare to insult

the entire student body by calling

us drunken, ignorant fools I walk

around campus everyday and have

to look at immature GEO graffiti

on almost every building I pass by.

Not to mention whiny. sniveling,

unappreciative brats, who think

that a free education is not enough

payment for incorrectly grading

tests and homeworks. protesting on

every street corner. If just one of

these scantron-feeding. professori-

al ass-kissing, chalk-writing.

free-schooling. blue lot

sticker-having, protesting wastes

of space would appreciate the edu-

cation that my tuition and taxes

pay for instead of complaining
about the lack of community and

unity which he himself destroys.

UMass might be a better place to

live.

Gerald Kadish
Amherst

We encourage ear reader; to respond to the con-

tents of the C©N«$ia* through letters to the editor.

Uetters mu$t be typed, no more than 400 word*

long, and include name f address and phone number

for confirmation purposes.

They can be submitted by mail to Ed OP Editor,

Daily Collegian, 113 Campus C«nter, UMass, Amherst

MA 01003; by e mail to

letters ©itvms.©it.umass.edu, ©r by fax to 413
545 1592.

The Collegian reserves the right to edit letters for

length, clarity and style.

i
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Marshals a quirky surprise
By Rob Roensch
Collegian Correspondent

U.S. MARSHALS
Directed by Stuart Boird

wiffi Tommy Lee Jones, Wesley Snipes, Robert

Downey Jr.

Maying at Hampshire Six Theaters

( 8 \ianh*l$, a ipfa " ,l oi the solid,

middle ol the road action-thi iller Ihf FUfttiv*

begins with grainv surveillance camera footage ol a

shootout in a conveniently murk> garage It's in
|

libk to know ccaitlv what il |RJH| on, and that air

ol mystery and tontu^ion dominate* MM of the

movie.

in //it lupine, obmiild Deputy Sam Oerard

L

Tommy Let |on« givei a solid performance in

the suspemeful U.S. Marshals.

(Tommy 1 M lones) leads a state-leaping search lor

an oddly benevolent federal escapee (Wesley
Mupo i. I hi> time, the innocence of the wanted man
i- not always clear, so instead of hovering above the

story we are forced to walk the trail with Gerard,

evaluating clues along with him. The unanswered

questions and more jittery, less complacent filming

style make / .S Marshals more vibrant and alive

than the removed and mythic hugilne

The soul of ( i Marshals is the chase, and
efforts at characterization are minimal and odd

C«rard I >talt gee a little screen time in the begin

ning of the movie, but its just lip service Gerard is

the whole show, and when he goes after the bad

guys all by himself, it's no surprise The movie
attempts also to deepen and humanize Snipes' char-

acter bv giving him good-girl Irene lacob for a girl-

friend She- brilliant at the gentle and thoughtful.

like in Red. but this movie requires energy and frus-

tration, and she's about as desperate as a cherry

tree

Robert Downey |r.. as a mysterious agent

assigned to Gerard's team, and Snipes are both

smooth, but both leave oddly unmemorable impres-

sion*, as if they decided that the chase was bigger

than them. And it is.

The movie is best in the middle section, the pure

chase. Director Stuart Baird chops the

point-of view into pieces, neatly capturing the con-

tusion ol crowded streets and shoot- outs. The
movie hurtles by. fascinating and slightly out-of-

control, demanding attention, like a good friend in

the car up ahead who's driving too fast.

ITur beginning and end sections of the movie are

awkward by comparison The marshals fit together

like puzzle pieces when they are on the job. but off

duty, their interactions seem forced. They resort to

dialogue that makes them out to be crabbier than

four-year-olds in a crowded supermarket. The
movie itches to be back in the grace of the chase.

where no one has to worry about conversation

iimv Lee lones. for his part, is effortlessly

authoritative as the lead deputy By the end of the

movie 1 was willing to lay down in traffic tor him

Gerard isn't given much depth, but to add a love

interest or a real friend would take away from his

single -mindedness.

When the questions are answered and good and

evil is clarified. Gerard's devouring obsession to

catch the bad guys becomes tragic In the final

scene. Gerard and his underlings mention a lost Ml
league onlv briefly . in passing, on their way to a bar

The marshals attitude and the movie itself both

imply that the chase means more than a life or.

alternately, that a life is something these obsessive

deputies would give up in the battle for justice

l« this cold-hearted or noble hither way. the pri

mal force of this chase is hard to argue against B*

Propellerheads debut a winner;

Murphys hit paydirt, Cows don't

The latest offennq from the Cows might be the worst album of the year

DKKSAN0RUMSAN0ROCKAN0ROU

DreamWorks

Taking their name from a Silicon

\allcv term u«cd to dtWCfflM a com-

puter nerd. Propellerheads consider

themselves an "electronic duo
"

which mav actually not be entirelv

true

\\ hilc V and W ill While

clearly have an allium loi HI ..rested

breakbeats and club -be

BOSic. Propcllei heads >ecm K) be

shooting lot MMtMug outside the

realm ot traditi

andrum- .ndroll (in

stores March 24i An amhttioi,

Jaime debut offering, Giffonj and

While, like Orbital'* H.iMih.II broth

are sound engineers rr« .

using a i ul -and .-'

ute collages ol disparate noises that

morph into something altogether hal

lucinatorv L nlike those two Krictdj

Monumental ensembles

Propellerheads rope in vocalist* on a

lew trav ks I he results are sublime.

1tH> i Oh Yeah?)' leatures the

rapping prowess ,1 IV la

.Soul i- a laid-back funk

groove set to the sound ol ^k
nehoard going front JM

speaker to speaker. ^
lu-edk i nvakes LJ
lor an intriguing aural V

experience while V
Histon Repeating" show

Mis. shirlev I tinging like

she s working in a 'Us nighi slab try

ing to get gentlemen to buy cigarettes

ihen ladle* i

turns In a performance that can onhj

be called the afactioiiic age's take oi

Sot to pigeonhole thems,

secret Service" has a

cinematic quality to it with atmos

phenc horns ablating and harsh mus

Miing out of the speakers like

shrapnel front an expkrsi

I he ical fcm heie

though II

I i ma I he

Prodi>:v s Smatk Mv

V. Biuh I p
' without

lam I ramed in a

•

di//vme scratches

and drum 'n bass loops,

Bg/| title is

v all hell breaks |,„ .

theK

the dance floor

wa). gasssj

that's the idea am-

Turn to PtOftUIAfEAOS poge 7

The

Textbook

Annex

reminds

you

to make

sure you

get the

books

you need

for this

semester,

SOOM

^ 3E9** FREEgeta-—FRUITOPIA
WITH THE PURCHASE OF A

LARGE POPCORN

beginning

Offer good after 9:00 Pit) at participating AMC theaters

Hey
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Propellerheads
continued from page 6

Simply p U ,

/Hi k sundrum sanJroi kan droll \-

alicadv a defining moiiient on Icon's

musical map A (Mam KeaflC)

SENSELESS SOUNDTRACK
Vorious Artisfs

V2 / Dimension

\- fat as soundtracks go, iheie s

gcicid. lolelahlc and gi>J auful I his

one falls somewhere m between the

lallei two. Il s >a\ing grace liom the

bottom ol all souiwtracki caa
credited to solid contribution* hum
I'M Dawn and lhe Crystal Method.
lhe test ol the iiiusk on the

Sswsrscti Suundmnk merer) take up

BC and clutters up the already full

world ol rap iiiusk It doesn't even

have am lemoielv recognizable songa
lii look loivvald to I licit ale hardlv

an names to veoogjsJac Most oi ibsss

guys are |ust voui average to below
rappers vvho decided thev

ued to be the next Pull Daddv
Seedless to say

,
they don't even come

I his s^.undti.i • it dull and

uninteresting with onlv the

lleadrillia/ version ol Spasitunk'

worthy At lea-t n hioke the nioi

mv lhe lest ol i U s| |i||cli

up until Busv C hil
I -tal

Method, I hesc two techn.

front las Vega* cleari) know what

they're doing Ending with I'M

Dawn's excellent "Perfect lot ^ou."

the iJirack rounds out

on a high poisg \l ieast the editors

kn od note C-
4avulil

FACING THE ANIMAL
YVx/wie Ma/m jteen

Mercury

UNDISCOVERED SOUl

Mercury

Front the stall. Us appaient that

botk oi these men are experienced
musicians. Both know the euitar like

the backs ol then hands, and know
what good and bad musk is I hen
one fault, howcvci is not knowmj;
what good and bad VOCall StSJ

^n^wie Malmsieen and Richie
Sambora would be better off singing

leal and plaving mole
Malmsieen makes music lhal needs

to be played loud It may wake up
vour whole floor and piss oil v. mi
luoimnatc. but this CD was nevei

meant tu be used as backgiound
inusiL laanii ihf -Xnintal has a little

something about it lhal makes uiu

wain to keep on listening b'l nois\

and his voke is sometimes annoying.

but oddly enough it still manages to

work on main levels It was a lot d
lun lhal s his kev Malm
vssiat) in his songs which has a way
ol making vou want to hear more
I ven the most hesitant at listeners

will enjoy this energetic and via/v

album

kiehie Sambora on the other hand.

a Jut He « sjvnl the last 20 oi

us playing guitar alongside Bon

lovi He's toured all ovei and has

I lor millions u! pc. i

might think a San
would be a good thing -

least, decent \\ rot

from the lough guv gui

ivpe Sambora ends up
J s|-

/ .'iJi h oi m-ii Sosd tries tc K
personal and soli Well, he sertainlv

achieved s^ifi Mushy is actuallv more

like it In the slow ballad "fallen

from Craclcand." one can t help but

wonder what happened to the gui

tarist we all knew and loved He's

trying to change it SSBSSJ kO a tvpe

ucc Spnng>tein. but he - as)

lhe ran
•

i alavafl

,dmg like

wheie ileal as jjood as "lhe B

He's £o! the talent, jusi not the voice.

II he kepi it less UBpy, Id bt

inclined to thron out this CD.
Fating ihc Animal- A-.

Undiscovered Soui C- (OaM.)

THE SPOT
Thefleotnufs

Relativity

lhe Spa! is an II' lealuiing all

le mices of previously released mate-

rial Bv now there is no doubt as to

the Bcamuts skills in the production

loom Ihese kids got aula. Iben

last album Stone 0« | Mat sold on

the basis of Us beats more then any

thing else

.V. we should all be drooling

Beatnul- lemiv I P light
'

baJ thev hardlv use their

ample talent on ihis CO Hacks like

K I Keadv II C'.el I unki

I'sssho Dwarf are phal, but they

.ilso bangin on Ihr Hcatnuts

then brsi lull length, and thci

that much ol a change on this one

Suie there ale some difference*

between these and the originals, bui

not enough
Ihev do hit then stride on the

I a," and show

whv " Prop* ovei
I

\ I and the

Rawcotik* aa I' leatures

lodui \ I and the kaw^.tiks

:he reasons vou should buv

this r p Hev at least it s not another

double album B i Adam Din.

SORRY IN PIG MINOR
The Cows

l-angsum Hughes the great p>

the Harlem renaissance, was
obsessed with African folk music in

\ Hit |K<.nis reflected the sor-

row and loim of the blues, the

catharsis ol gospel and the free lorm

improvisation ol jazz He tried m
take something musical and tians

form it to something lyrical. What
was enjoyed with the ear was nans

lated into something that must be

lead He was transcending the medi

uni

Why do I say all this' \\< impiess

mv poetry BBoflaBIO) ' Well no I say

ihis because The Cows on their new

album have done close to the same-

thing Ihev have taken one sensual

experience and allowed us to live it

through another sense Ihev have

deitlv taken the act ol passing a kid

my stone and translormed that won-

derful feeling into sound

Mmmmhhh. I un almost feel the

catheter now
Sorry In /'ig Armor is sooooo bad

us the worsi thing I've heard in a

while \nd I hear a lot ol bad iiiusk

It's art-rock at its worst, with )oki

ness and pretension taking the place

of tune and melodv

I vervbodv listen well this is the

worst album of the year. I'm placing

the bets | I -'ike Mtjssjj

THE TROUBLESHOOTERS
funfedoobiesr

EPK

lunkdoobicst is back with their

third album. Dm ftvubbihoetm. a

lelererwe to the effort and problems

that went katO the production cvf the

ird The trouble was worth it fai

the most part, because the trio has

released an eclectic mix ol party

jams, street I -ocial com
mentary

Ihis time out producer/DI Ralph

M concentrates more heavily on their

Puerto Rican roots mixing latin

rhythms with a traditional hir> hop

und MC'l Sondoobie and
Tomahawk hunk keep up the inu

H with their tight, rapid tire rhymes.

Their stele is distinctive, though the

inllucnce ot cvpress Hill is quite

apparent Moct effective, though i»

the contrast created by the overstated

rhymes paired with the smooth, soul-

ful choruses.

At times. runkdoobic»t « delivery

gg| ''ing and obnoxiouv and

the Ivrual content seem* limited to

partv confines but a* the album pro-

gresses, they use several ia«.tu

otlset thece flaws | irsi is the armv of

guest MCl UaO, lhe instrumental

le* a brea>

the verbal assjult and the political

"live Deadly Indians" adds depth to

the album Iherealter the party

resumes B* (Brendan I inch'

FEAR Of STANDING STIU

Gam
Porodtgm

The Propellerheads explode onto the musical horizon with Decksandrumsandrockandroll, an ambitious array of

rap, tethno and dance music

Staying in Amherst Th;s Summer?

Looking fo r a job9

m/mscff/
Full & Part Time Jobs

Are Available Working For

liner Conference Housing

fl^wsA'str- CATCH THE LAST FUCK, GET A FREEBIE!

SMART CHOICES FOR

•Work with UCS in providing Residence Hall Accommodations to over

70 Conference Groups Meeting at UMass This Summer

•Many Different Types of Jobs are Available

•Applications and Job Descriptions are Available at the

Conference Services Office

Room 918 Campus Center Ninth Floor

•Completed Applications are Due By Wednesday, March 25, 1998

\\hat you think of this album
depends on what you think of

Britpop. Supposedly, some guys Irom

this band were in the "pioneering"

hnglish band The Dentists.

Hmmmmm... doesn't ring any bells.

But if that band sounds anything like

Coax, then I have no idea what made

them so pioneering.

It s not to say I didn't like this

album: I did. It was nice But it didn't

oltet me anything. 1 was deluged by

soft tangly guitar chords and toftfe

plucked strings Ihis is Brit- pop
without any shame-

But after a while, those sonws

blend into one another. I continued

10 do my homework while listening

to the album on headphones and
altet a while, lhe CD was over. It was

like the missing minutes on the Nixon

tapes I tust wouldn't account tor

them.

Ihc album peaks early, with the

first track. "Orchestra * The rest ol

the album isn't that much worse, but

certainly doesn't measure up. That

first traik is full of beauty and
thoughtlul Ivncs. and everything alter

that |ust blends By the time "|oe

Repaid cj|s" otjBMI on. you'll won
der where vou've been Lnless. cj)

course, you love Britpop B>- (MM)

DO OR DIE

Dropkick Murphy*

HaNcat

SPUT7*
Drop*** A^urpfSys / Anfr-nero*

TKO

Ihis is the first lull-length album

from the band that has taken over the

Boston punk aoSM lhe Dropkick

Murphvs have even surpassed the

Bruisers as the biggest draw for

punk oi' shows in the Boston area.

After uleasing a whole slew of 7"»

and appearing on numerous compila-

tions, the Dropkick* finally got signed

to Hellcat Records, a subsidiary ol

mph Records and here is the

result Sixteen track* that really do a

good |ob of representing the band.

The Dropkicks main influences

are tin- Clash and Mill I mlc finger*

with some "tuffer" oi! influence* a*

wall. You get fast-paced, energetic

i»unk that ha* come a long way

in the band's short career Mixed in

with all these songs of rebellion are

more traditional Irish sounding

songs. The entire band h made up of

Irish American members, and they

seem willing to pay tribute to the

men that struggled in Boston as

immigrants

With lohn from the Big Bad
Bollock* helping out on "Far Away

" and the band's arrangement

m Hnnegan * V»ake ."
it is clear

that the band loves its heritage The

real hammers on this album are

"Never Alone," "Memories Remain.''

"Barroom Hero" and the song that

dotal out 'his C I) and then live >C |

for the past year. "Skinhead on the

MBTA."
Well, the real good news here is

that the Anti-heros are still alive and

writing good music Ihis double 7"

leatures two songs Irom each band.

For both bands, there i* a song

released before, and one unreleased

song. On the Anti-heros record.

there is a live recording of the band -

Jass I lection Day." Snotty, Whmev
complaining punk bands that crv

about how oppressive the govern-

ment is should really take notes on

this record Mark Noah gives vou his

Ivncs in a "call em as I sec em"
manner that shows his disapproval of

the system without sounding like a

whimpering crybaby

The new headkicker on this lecord

is called "Rich People don t go to

lail
" This one keeps my laith in the

Anti-heros alive If you arc wonder

ing what this song sounds like, see

the comments above Honest pun

oi! music from Atlanta The

Dropkicks side is nothing to sneeae

at either. "Road of the Righteous

which was released on Do or /Ji.

the first song h I icry Clash influ

enced, so that means it's fwd
The second song, fittingly enough,

is a cover ol The Clash's "Gui'

Brixton " With the exception ol the

intro. the song is totally different

from the oiiginal. rocking a lot faster

Definitely a 7" worth getting Da f>

Die- §. Split 7"— A- (Mikev

Melillol

AUGUSTA MOWN
Augusta Brown

Rosiko

Do you ever wonder where those

guys you remember from high school

have gone — the guvs v. ho t.

advantage of every talent show and

student event to showcase then

tdd.e \an Halcn and C I l>c\ille

guitar flashinecs'> Most of them have

musically relocated and can be found

behind the deceiving smoke screen of

"good-time roots rock." and the

three member* of Augusta Brown are

perfect examples

On their *clf titled and
self released tape \ugusta Brown
take you through a *i\ song wa«te

land of faux -funk, impotent attempt*

at Zappa-esque virtuosity, and
ridiculously shallow blues rilling

tv chance thev get \ugu*ta

Brown like to tla*h their intluer

like badges of the machismo musical

police force, and as expected, these

influences include Hendnv Zappa

and Muddv Waters Such talent onlv

makes Augusta Brown look all the

more shallow and pointless m com
panson F ( Michael Telle* >

March 11
th & 12

th

Great
Food

Gr«» Lib
ationt

Corned Beef sandwiches,

sliced to order

7:00 pm til 10 pm

^Authenic Irish Stew or

Corned Beef n Cabbage

Dinner

$5.95
p*r person

plus tax and

gratuity

11:30 am til 10 00 pm

Join us for 2 full

days of 4-leaf

clover fun.

c_^ Pruddy* and Budu/eiser Present

~~ Tonight!

If utu're in the mrm

Pruddy's i cs ©pen

^Jhurs. - S<at!

T-shirts.

• Caj°s.

an:

<i itwrc
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Nomar cements deal with Red Sox
THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLUGIAM Wednesday March II, IWK / Pfege

l>

FORT MYERS. Ha. tAP) - AL
Rookie of the Year Nomar
Garciaparra and the Red Sox agreed

yesterday to a landmark $25.25 mil-

lion, five-year contract that could

escalate to $44.25 million if the team

$sMMMN tWO option years.

The deal, unprecedented for a play-

er who has been in the major leagues

for little more than a season. came
alter six weeks of negotiations that

began during the NBA All-Star game

"It's good that things are set,"

Garciaparra said. "I don't have to

worry about anything. I can just play

baseball for the next five

Garciaparra, who made the mini-

mum $ I 50.000 last season, gels a $2
million signing bonus, $600,000 in

|cH8. S<*00.000 m 1444. $5 5 mil

lion in 2000. $6.85 million in 2001

and $8 o million in 2002. Boston has

options tor $10 5 million in 2005 and

$115 million in 2004 with a $1 mil

lion buyout. If he make- the All-Star

team at least four times in the next

. ars. the options would increase

by $500,000 each.

"This is a very rare and talented

player What he's done, few people

have evct done their first sear in the

league." general manager Dan
Duquette -aid "His best days are

ahead of him. and we're glad thev re

going to be in Boston."

Garciaparra hit 50b with 50

homers, 98 RBIs. 122 runs and 22

steals last season, and was the unani-

vhoice as AL Rookie ol the

Year. He set major league records for

RBIs by a leadoft hitter and homers

by a rookie shortstop

He also led the majors with 68
multihit games, paced the league with

204 hits and 1 1 triples, and his 50-

game hitting streak broke Guy
Curtnght's AL rookie record, set in

1445. He broke club records held bv

Ted Williams, lohnny Pesky and lim

Rice

"I just want to meel the guy vou

were talking about." the sell -effacing

24-year-old said aller Duquette listed

his accomplishments 'Wow. I'm

very flattered
."

Garciaparra's deal dwarfs that of

M kookie of the Near Scott Rolen,

who agreed luM week to a $10 mil-

lion, foui vear coiitiact claKiaparra.

who-c OMMMBl li 'be longest and by

far the biggest Kn a player with one

year of experience, would not have

been eligible tor lice agciicv until

alter the 2002 season

"He's evcivthing that you'd like a

ballplayer to be." said Duquette, who
has balked at g'ving even MM
deals to Mo Vaughn and Roger
Clemens "It depends on the plavci

Wuh the market going up, we
thought it would be u good idea to do

a long term dc

Boston has spent more than $170
million this offseason on salaries,

with the biggest deal a $75 million.

six vear contract given i>> M c
)

Young Award winner Pedro
Marline/ Ihi- season's payroll will

be about $50 million.

"I would sav it's unprecedented

security for a one-plus plavci

aparra's agent. Am Telleni 'It

wa- in both o| our interests. Noinai

wanted the securilv and the Red Sox

wanted to lock him up for a long

time
"

Park emerging as one of NL's best

U kO Bl U'H Ha. tAPl - Chan

Ho Park was a lonelv figure as he ran

along the outskitt- of Dodgertown at

8 45 in the morning V» hen
approached for an interview 2 1/2

hours later. Park politely declined

saving he had more running on his

agenda, this tune with other I M
Angeles Dodger pitehcis

linallv. another 75 minutes altef

that. Park spared u lew minutes

before a trip to the weight room

,v morning I do 55 minutes by

myself — I run mv course around

Dodgertown." said the 24 year-old

Park, who also run- lot W MMMMI
with hi- pitching huddic- I run a

lot. it's big for pitching
'

Park became one ol the National

League's belter pitchet- MM MMMB
alter winning the No 5 starting |ob

in spring training Ihe lirst native

born Korean to pitch in the big

leagues. Park was 14-8 with a 1.13

IRA and Ibb strikeout- in le-

arnings He began the season with a

.J and 152 strikeouts

in I lb 2 5 innings.

Park lini-hed second in the Nl

with a III op|>oneni- batting aver

age, behind Pedro Marline/, who

allowed the opposition to hit iu-i

184 while pitching for Montreal

I'aik allowed ihiec earned run- 01

less in 25 ol hi- 24 starts and one

I ained run or less in 10 slait- Ihe

Dodgers were 20 4 when the right

hdlldci -tailed

-I don i think he has scratched the

surface." pitching coach Glenn

Gregson said "The sky's the limit lot

this guv Hi- work ethic and cverv

thing he does will keep him in a posi-

tion to excel
"

Ihe wav Park pitches is reminis

cent ol the wav Mall of I

Seaver did it much of the power

.cHiies from the upper legs.

"Last year was the first lime I

pitched so many innings in mv lite."

Park said 1 MM tired, not mentally

allv I tried to work hard dur

mg the off-season to be ready

Mommy not-so-dearest
Helen (Gwyneth Paltrow) thinks she has attained the perfect life when she moves with her new husband

to the beautiful country estate of Kilronan, until she meets his mother (Jessica Lange) in the thnller Hush, in

theaters now.

Wednesday Kite
Killing 1*ock Vite

Bottles ol Kock

Free Tee Shirts

TKursday Wits?

free $nack Baskets 9pm - 11pm

WRITE FOR
SPORTS ...

YOU LL FEEL
COOP!!

Not a bad spot for spring break
fOSMA M*VAN< •

.

Becky George and the Massachusetts softball team will travel to Tallahassee, Fla for the Lady Seminole

Invitational this weekend

UNDERGRADUATE STUDY ABROAD

GREAT BRITAIN
AUSTRALIA
IRELAND

NEW ZEALAND
ARGENTINA

CHILE
COSTA RICA

Fall. Sfmrttj or Full Year. Scholarships Available.

Study Abroad Information Session:

o . Tom Roberts
Representative:

258 ways • 50% Student Discounts

• Right in Amherst

• Space is Limited! Call...

Classes Suit Wed. March 1 llh (8 7-00 pm. Lord Jeffrey Inn. Amherst Common

Date:

Location:

Wednesday » March 1

1

10:00 - 1:00

Information Table
Campus Center Concourse

For further information contact ihe Institute tor Stuclv Ahmad Butler Univenitv.

4n00Sun»ei Avenue. InJunapoliv IN 4o208. Td 800/8SB0229 F.i« ) 1 7/940-V704

INSTITUTE FOR STUDY ABROAD
BUTLER UNIVERSITY

'o *>
e
>oursum^e

Summer Session at Stony Brook
258 courses in 45 subjects

Day and evening classes

Low NYS tuition Terms start May 26 and July 6

New interest-free payment plan
Check out our website at www.sunysb.edu/summer/

1-800-559-7213
ema i I :su mmerschool@sunysb.edu

ST0NY
BR##K
niau i.niv Rsmra newycrk

An Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Educator and Employer

Final Winter

Shoe &arqa\r\e

30-70°/o off

Steve W\addev\

Sketchere
9 + Co.

Mia
Nine Weet
Santana

L rJouMlOUM -A IV\W 4» r \ I

Men's tennis drops 3
By Sonford App«ll

Collegian Staff

The Southern tour for the
Massachusetts men I tennis team
did not go UN well a- planned, j>

the Minutemen dropped aM .nice-

matches that thev plaved

As usual, the Minutetncn did
compete at a high energv level, but
wcic ovctinaiclied hv ihiee consec-
utive tough opponent-

UMass fell to Atlantic li

George Washington b- 1 on
Saturdav attein

Only Parsa Saiuii wa- able to
come up with u victotv. as he won

singles ovci Mike Stein J-6,

t 4

Sjiiiii has been a vital part of

Massac buael is eoach |udv Dixoa'i
leain all -pnng

"I CMl'1 -av enough about how
well Parsa has plaved lor u- latelv

"

DlXOD -aid "I a-t veal I was not

alwav- -uic what M expect Iruin

him but now he is an almost cer-

tain winnei again-l anothet
'

plav

Saiim was the lone vku.i earliei

ihi- spimg MMaMfl anoihei ^oilier

eiice rival lemple

Todd Chenev who was buttling

bronchitis dropped a three tettei

againsi Q% ., malch DilOfl tell

Chenev w.i- ..ipable oi winning
"When I odd is health,

^ualitv N^ I ptayet Dixon said.

"But when he is ill. h gteailv attest-

his pla>. and that hurts us as a

team
"

I Mass also fail U -berg

later on Saturdav a'' b) the

tame 6 1 tallv

In this match. No J plaver Rob
Manchester was the winning repre-

sentative for the Minutemen
Manchester defeated Rob 1

1

5-6. 6-2. 6-4 Duon was ranked in

the Top 10 for Division II plater*

entering the match

"I hi- was ihe biggest win Rob
has had personally," Dixon said.

"He played one ol the best plaver-

in the division, and pulled out a

three set win That is tremendous
loi him."

Mane hesiei has eased into the
No 2 sinele- -pot ibis spring after

going undefeated al No I in the

fall.

I Ma-- plaved and lost u. its lir>l

Atlantic Coa-t Conferenca oppo-
nent al Maryland on Sunday allei

MMM
Despite another valiant effort,

the Minuleinen lell 4 2. as the dou-
ble- point was not completed

lo maintain the theme ol the
weekend Manchester and Samii
both won theii respective singles

matches
While the doubles coaptation

was noi linished Bo Navarro and
Alex Aller did have nine lo win
then No 2 doubles match t^

"Wi would have liked that dou
..ii sjid "But it was

|re*l to IOC Bo and Alev come
together lot a vutorv I heir play

will be pivotal lor doubles down
ihe -lienh

linpiessivelv. Navatio and Aller

idme bdek dgdin-t opponents they

were liouiiced by at the Cornell
Invitational in february.

While the overall re-uh
paper wei. live loi I Ma-s.

- ihe weekend as part ol a

leu mug process.

I -till believe we are capable ol

plaving al that next level up."

Dixon said "We have competed
well with tougher opponents this

year, even il the stores don't always
-how it

."

The Minutemen will spend the

Spring Break training in Florida for

the remainder of the week
I Mass will next host Fordham on

March 27 at the Upper Boyden
courts.

Men's gym downs
Pride a second time
By Sonford Appell

Collegian Staff

The Massachuseti- men - gvm
nasties team overwhelmed
Springfield College for the second

consecutive week

UMass (11-4), triumphed in a

tour-team meet in Springfield by

totaling 228.15 points easily sur-

passing Springfield's 207 > output

Vermont placed third at 186.7.

while the Massa^hu-elt- Institute

ol lechnologv lini-hed with

172. 4S

The Minutemen victory was
highlighted by anolhei lemlic per

toiinance Iroin junior Stephen

Prvoi ended up with loui

lirst -place finishes on ihe alter

noon.

The lop three overall finishers

were all I M.i

with Pryor (57 825) leading the

way Sophomore lell I e\ alle Im
ished second with a 56.775 and
lie-hman Andy lei- added a

55.050 lot third place

Pivot's school best afternoon

included a ^ 875 on tings, a v» 750

on high bar. and a »» 600 on paral

lei bars.

Other first place finishers for

L Mass were senior Dan Young
and freshman Bryan McNulty. who
tied lor lirst on floor wilh a 9.550.

and senior Michael Sangiradi on

vault with a 9.650

I le-hinan -ucli a- McNullv and

Andv I eis have been major con-

tributois thus lai thi- -eason.

"I just go out and perform a-

well I can McNulty -aid. "The

floor exerci-e this weekend was a

pie--uie situation I knew 1 needed

to -lep up and come out with a

really high sn

Ihe Pride, who fell i< I Ma-
la-t week al the Cum Hkk- Cage,

had several outstanding perfor-

mance- as well

Springfield capluied the lour

through six overall po-nioii- Van
Reardoii wa- fourth with a 51 ro.

I c i c- m v took tilth finishing at

51 65 and lames Mlynar-ki picked

up -ixth at 51.1.

The Minutemen will next

embark on a We-i C oa-i swing

which kicks ofl a l N.

California Beiklev on fridav night

I hey will then lace Siaiilord on

March 20. befon returning home
u \mhei-l whete ihev will ho-i

the Nl V \ I d-i Keeuiuil-

(unior Stephen Pryor helped propel the Massachusetts men's qym
nasties team to a victory over Springfield College last weekend

Coppin State denied spot in both hoop tourneys
By Hoi Bock
Ajvooa(«d Preti

COCK -
' SWCH* MCATIONS

Rob Manchester was one of the bright spots for the Massachusetts

men's tennis team last weekend.

HlClS5 SPORTSSPORT

GET THOSE FORMS IN BY
Don't Miss The

v.ttbdlliM w < u LP

( o-rei Vniei \S\\\

Volleyball Special « I
A.S.A.P.

OFFICIALS NEEDED:

ACTION
For entry forms

\ and info

B 545-2693

545-0022

V.tthalK linus 121 I :-l 1/2

( ortx S<Hiir( linus I J4, I 23 VI
VoUtyMI SpacM

call for timex and SSCaMnM

LATf ENTItANTS SHOULD CHECK FOR EXTENSIONS IN BOYDEN 215
Ori ««» umavs piIii umim

Need a
Car Loan?
We can help you establish your

credit. We finance people with

credit problems: no credit, bad

credit, bankruptcy, divorced.

No co-signers required!

^ Book It!

C-Ke'p Tickef-s Gre^t

Kd-fce Nfcf Pe.-ple.

See Europe!
Contiki European Magi
1 1 days /8 countries

^810*

Contiki European WHIrl
1 7 days/9 countries

k S1075*

or stop by Saturn of Hadley

and ask for Joel Faillace.

BALISE
CREDIT EXPRESS

Basketballs are bouncing everv

where right now except at Coppin
State, where coach Fang Mitchell

wonders about a system that denied

him a chance to once again take a

bite out of somebody's postseason.

Last year. Mitchell took tinv

Coppin State, enrollment V 200. into

the NCAA tournament as a No IS

seed and «ent No 2 South Carolina

from the fanes SI C packing in the

first round. The Gamecocks still

have scar* from that loss, a game
that forever will be cited as the rea-

son small conference schools get

invited to the tournament

Coppin followed that stunner with

a 21-8 record this season but had

the poor judgment to lose the Mid

I*Mien i Athletic Conference champi-

onship game b> five points to South
v, ale

1 "Bad mistake" Mitchell decided

"We lost with 18 seconds left on a

tap-in. You pla> all year so well and

one tap-in at the end of the last

game means you're not a qualm
team."

Because the NCAA's largesse

extends just so far. the lone Mi M
bid and what is becoming its tradi-

tional No 1 5 seed went to the con-

ference champs Mitchell under

stands that. Surclv, though.
Coppin's record would earn the

Eagles a date in the NIT. which has

evolved as the NCAA'l consolation

tournament

Omh again.

When the Nil announced its lield

Coppin was nowhere to be found

Onlv four of the >2 NIT team- had

'1

London
Thru M,n $262

Fain ire Round I rip jnd Du
1 .i\cc Hatrictioiu Applv.

vl^^^ll Travel

lot InJiuIr

261

(111 rounol on International

Klmjiion lAchanp

44 Main Street

Amherst

(413)256-1

as manv wins as the Baltimore

school Onlv lour of the 52 had as

lew los-es a- Coppin State I wo Ml
teams — Florida and Minnesota —
lost as many games as thev won
Among the invitees was Missouri a

team that Fang's gang beat 78-70

earlv in the season.

So whv is he silting at home right

now ' Didn'i anvbodv notice the reg-

ular season championship, the 21-8

d, the tough non-conterence

schedule''

Mitchell thinks he knows what is

going on here Spell it RPI, the

power rating thai weighs so heavilv

with the selection Lommitiee-
Coppin State- wa- a mediocre 104.

I hen RPI amounted to an RIP.

"The power rating is nothing more

than a mean- of keeping small con-

ferences down." Mitchell said.

"What makes me I5S or ItUi lo

start* What make- No I No. I at

that lime II ai hypothetical. "II I

start at I
build some

points But eventually I have to play

conference game* II the conference

is viewed as weak, everv time I play

a conference team, mv RPI goes

down."
Sounds a little like Call

doe-n'l il°

let Mitchell in a tournament and

he makes trouble Beside- beating

South Carolina in the NCAA last

vear. Coppin State beat St. loseph's

on the road in the NIT in W-.
"Our problem is we upset the

apple cart." he said "We irv to win
"

Mitchell ticked oil the succetaaja

of his team.

We pl.ivcd iverybod) tough." he

We beat Missouri on the road

We plaved \n/ona a b-poini game

ATTENTION STUDENTS!

If you were questioned,

detained, harassed, or

handcuffed at Pruddy's on

Thursday, March 5th, Please

call

;

legal advice. Please make all

inquiries this week.

Thur., March 12th Joint Custody
Fun*ty Rock;

Fri., March 13th Blacfc Thorn
Irtah mjhtEarty St. Patrick's Day

Sat., March 14th Free Radicals
tU>c\in' Oldies

all ihoui Thur. - Sat. ttartittf at tOpm

SundayNtW ABC Jazz Troupe
starting at 8pm

Fully Stocked
Bar

Late Might
Menu

til Midnight

(Come to listen... Come to Dance...)

36 TV. Pleasant St. Amherst, MA 01002 Phone: ZJ3 4400

with 10 minutes lelt on the road We
played Oklahoma a > point game
with two minutes lelt on the road.

Connecticut was the only one that

blew us out and that was our open-

er."

The villain here was the confer-

ence tournament Win that last game

and Coppin would have been looking

for another South Carolina to up-et

Because the Lac

everything Mitchell has a soUr

"If you don t make the Nt \ \-

aller winning the regular sea->

ought to be an automatic Nil'

he said

Soaking in the rays
»»m 'OlSSXIn/CniJIC

|eff Puleri and the Massachusetts baseball team will head back to

Florida this yveekend tor the Homestead Invitational

amc
Kl1*.tl '«*•* Mm «*>• *—

Mt. Farm* 4 «5*4 9153
Mt. Farms Mall

Ttw Wadding Stngar (PG-13)

Today (5 40 9 $2 50i 8 30

Moan (PG-13)

Today ( 5 50 '» 2 50 I 8 20

A* Good A* It Gats (PG-13)

Today al (5 30 @ $2 50) 8 10

Klsamg a Fool (R)

820

\»

Tha Borrowers (PG )

Today at (5 50® 12 50)

H*mp«htre « -584 7550
H.tmpvhtre M.tll

Today at (5 50 • $2 501 8 30

Dark City (R)

830

ThaBlgLabowsHKRl
Today at (5 40 9 $2 50) 8 30

:(PG13)
Today at (450 ® $2 50) 8 10

Good WW Hunting (R)

(5 30® $2,501 8 20

U.&r**nhala<PG-13)

Today at (5 209 $250) " 20

Krappendorfs (PG-13)

(550® $250)

' Spa curl f-a<a» a<i»-l

* or Cosp iias

47 MIlTw, Irtal

Show OasHsf

n\A ns.^k

(iOUiHTOaJt* AsMvAac ' Nl

'•
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Collegian Classifieds
113 Campus Center

ANNOUNCEMENTS | AUTO FOR SALE

Overcoming The

"imposter Syndrome'

A workshop tof women
who doubt their compe-

tence and shouldn't

Sat March 14th

10am 2 30pm

$49 includes workbook

Seating is limited

Call 585-0451

ROOMS FOR
COMMENCEMENT

WEEKEND
B&B accommodations in

Amherst area homes
through Jones Library Bed

tor Books Program Call

256-4094 or stop al Jones

y for brochure

AUTO FOR SALE

88 Pontiec Sunbird Runs

great $1200 or 8/0 Call

259-1915

1987 Chevy S 10 Pickup

Standard H2K $1000

253-5435

16 Subaru Wagon
4/WDR Runs great $850

978-544-3448

Black 84 VW 6TI

ent condition Call

an 259-1984

87 Toyota Corolla 4 door

air auto Asking $2495

253-4772

1996 Plymouth Neon
Low miles $8700 firm

Call 585-9263 after 4 30

1990 Jeep Wrangler
Hard and soft top Full

doors 5 speed Oversized

tires Many extias 85K

Great shape Asking

$6000 Call 256-0501

89 VW Golf Standard
Hatchback 91 K Excellent

condition $2670 Call Sam
545-0457 (dl/ 256-3450 (n)

Wanted: Junk Can Cash

paid everyday 1 -800-649-

1; MS

COMPUTERS

New P166MMX from

$895 Laptops. $1295'

Peripherals ZarVision 582-

9198V/MC/AMEX

CHEAP! CHEAP! Color

VGA Monitor- $55 Laptop

Notebook- $99 486

Computer System- $295

Call CPC (413)584-8857

1 26 GIG IDE/AT HD$ 1 00

orb/o ©546-61 59

EMPLOYMENT

Earn $390/weekly dis-

tributing phone cards No
experience necessary Call

1800-530-7524

Nanny Position- Live in

babysitter needed for the

summer in Welfleet on

Cape Cod Call 508-349-

6392 for information

Club Med ft Cruise

Ships Now hiring Free

details 1-800-435-4247

EMPLOYMENT
CRUISE ft LAND
TOURS- Earn up to

$2,000/month Free world

travel (Caribbean. Alaska.

Europe, etc.) 1 Free

room/board For info, ring

(919)933-1939 Ext C150

ALASKA EMPLOY-
MENT- Earn up to

$3.000/month in fisheries,

parks, resorts Airfare 1

Food/Loogirw! Our service

recommended by US
News & World Reports

(919)933-1939 Ext A1 50

Earn extra cash mailing

our circulars from home in

your spare time No expe-

rience necessary Free

information 1-888-892

2781

EMPLOYMENT

Vineyard Island Foods is

now hiring for summer
warehouse and delivery

positions Interviews in

Amherst area on

Wednesday March 1 1 and

Thursday March 12 Call

Brian Smith at (508)693-

2030 to arrange an inter-

view

Martha's Vineyard
Employment
Opportunity! Painters

Wanted No experience

necessary but preferred

Call Carta at 413-562-9076

Camp Counselors and

Unit Leaders needed for

quality YMCA girls resi-

dent camp in NW CT

Sports, riding, crafts,

aquatics, drama, photo,

tennis instructors, and

more Call 1-800-842-1143

National Park
Employment- Parks.

Forests, Wildlife

Preserves Ask us how!
517-324-3109 Ext N5001

3

CAMP CANADENSIS.
Pocono Mountains, PA

Excellent residential coed

summer camp Caring

counselors to teach athlet-

ics, tennis, gymnastics,

mountain bikes, motorcy-

cles, ropes course, year-

book and newspaper,

drama, video, photogra-

phy, riflery, cooking, arts &
crafts. WSI, waterfront,

dance, golf, and much
more 1 Excellent facilities

and great salary 1 6/20/98-

8/17/98 Call (800)832-

8228 or E-mail us at

camp4you©aol com for an

application You can find

us on the web at

WWW CANADENSIS COm

Town of Amherst ft

Leisure

Town of Amherst Leisure

Services Summer
Employment
Opportunities CAMP
Summer Camp Counselors.

Directors (Teen Camp),

Special Needs Counselors.

EMPLOYMENT
Art Director POOL STAFF

Managers, Instructors,

Lifeguards. Cashiers,

Wading Pool Attendant,

Pool Maintenance
Supervisor SPORTS Adult

Tennis Instructor and Field

Maintenance worker

EVENTS Hot Summer
Nights Volunteers

OFFICE Clerical

Competitive Hourly

Wages Applications

Available through Amherst

Leisure Services Office m
the Bangs Center or at the

Town's Human Resources

Office, Town Hall in

Amherst Amherst is an

E E /A A Employer

Deadline for applications

is March 31. 1998

FOR RENT

SUMMER RENTALS
CAPE COD GROUP
Summer Rentals- Some
waterfront houses,

some with swimming
pools. Falmouth area.

Diamond Real Estate

(508)477 1900

FOR SALE

Brother Word
Processor 12" screen

Disk Drive $45 or best

offer 548-6965

Corwood For Sale $125

Cord Call 549-5456

A Pair Of Black
Saranac Ski Gloves
They are in the Campus
Center Lost & Found

Found in Hasbrook

Found: A bunch of belts

for Tae-Kon-Do or Judo

near Parking Lot 33 Come

and claim 5-1548

FURNITURE

For Sale: Computer Desk

and Shelf Call 253-7606

Ask for Franci

HEALTH & BEAUTY

New Metabolism
Breakthrough Lose 5-100

pounds Dr Approved 1 Cost

$35 800-563-0386

INSTRUCTION

University Bartending

Course 50% Student

Discount National

Certification Available

Spring Sessions This

Semester Space Is

Limited 1-800 U CAN
MIX

Lost Gold bracelet with

sentimental value Bowker.

Saturday Night. 3/7 Call

Micheie at 5-3838

Substantial Reward

Lost- Black Sweater
Herter Hall on Jan 28th

Please call 665-8394

SERVICES

Rental Problems
Questions about your

lease/security deposit

deductions 7 Questions

about subletting/assigning

leases 7 Questions about

the condition of your new

house or apartment 7

Contact The Student Legal

Services Office. 922

Campus Center, 545-1995

Pregnant? Need help?

Call Birthright of Amherst

area for free testing and

assistance 549-1906

TICKETS

Billy Joel Tickets

Must Sell! '

•

May 8th Hartford

Call Danielle 665-3558

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK 98

Free food and drinks!

Cancun. Bahamas.
Jamaica and Florida from

$399 Organize a small

group and travel FREE 1

Highest commissions and

lowest prices Call Surf &
Sun Tours to become a

campus representative

(800)574-7577

TUTORING SERVICE

Spanish Tutoring

(413)549-1397 Rose

WANTED TO REMT

Looking for 4-6 bedroom

house Will take ever

lease Call Helen 6-7'.

$100 Reward

Looking to rent a house

to accomodate 5 plus stu-

dents starting

Summer/Fall. If you oive

us the contact t

house that we rent we will

give you the reward Call

Steve at 546-7461
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WEDNESDAY. MAR 11

Film - The Student Film

t\ will he screening the

film Hottle Rock* at 8 pm in

lienor Hall 211

Information Session

Council Wort Abroad and
International \ olunteer

Program will hold an informa-

tion letliofl at 4 pm in

Campus Center 163.

lure — Viera

Wallacc-LoreacoTa, from the

dept. ol communications will

- on I merging Feminism

and Anti-Feminism Discourse

in Post Communist Slovakia in

Campus Center 804-808 from

12:15-1:30 p.m.

Meeting — The Student
Health Advisory will meet at

5:30 p.m. in CHS room 504.

All are welcome.

Meeting — The
Prevet/Animal Science Club
will be having a representative

from Ross Veterinary School

speaking at 7 pm in Paige Lab.

rooi Ibe livestock

ik will be diicuaeed
\ltcting — The Index (I Mass

yearbook" will hold a general

meeting at 6 p.m. in Student

I nion 304. All are invited.

Muting — The CMass Poetry

SoetetJ will meet at 7 p.m. in

Campus Center l)
<

I'ancl Discussion — A panel

discussion entitled "Different

Identities: Common Space" will

be held at Mount Holyoke
College from 4:30-6 p.m. For

more information call Sarah

Grolnic-McClurg at 538-2030.

Reading — A Megillah read-

ing and costume party will be

held at Hillel House at 7 p.m.

to celebrate Purim. Prize

be awarded.
Video — Video and discus-

sion on the student non-violent

movement for the right to edu-

cation in Kosova. Serbia will be

held at 7 p.m. in Herter Hall

209. For more information,

contact lennifer at 256-5404.

THURSDAY. MAR. 12

Lecture — William luhus

Wilson will speak on race.

povertv. urban policy and the

role of class in American soci-

etv at 3 p.m. in Bowker
Auditorium.
Micting — The Ballroom

Dance Club will meet from

S 50-7 p.m. in Totman 101.

I Mieat in rumba and tango

will be taught No experience

or partner is necessary. Call

lessica at 6-6129 for more
information.

Presentation Ricardo

Ortiz, professor of English at

Dartmouth College will give a

multi-media presentation on

"Rock Stars and Public

Sexuality: The Case of |im

Morrison" at 12:30 p.m. in

Campus Center 803-
Video — A video showing of

Eduardo Chillida: Basque
Sculptor will be shown at 1

p.m. in the Student Union

\is U al and Performing Arts

Space. Everyone is welcome

Vigil — A vigil will be held

bv the Student Non-Violent
Movement for the right to edu-

cation in Kosova. Serbia at

1230 p.m. in the Student

Union. For more information,

contact lennifer at 256-5404.

NOTICES

I mployment — The UMasi
CRC is hiring work-study office-

staff and web publishers

Applications are available in

the CRC office. 322 Student

Union or leave a voice-mail

message at 545-1 122.

Schedules — The Spring 98

Final Examination Schedule

will be available beginning

Thursday. March 12. Copies

will be delivered to students in

the residence halls, and will be

available to off-campus stu

dents in the Registrar's office

(213 Whitmore). It will also be

available on the World Wide
Web beginning March 1 athttp//www-
ureg.admin.umass.edu.

Support Croup — REFLECT.
the Five College Bereavement

Support Program, offers grief

support services free of charge

to undergraduate and graduate

students who have experienced

the death of a loved one.

Groups are small, confidential

and meet for 8 weeks. Pre-reg-

ittrattaa is required. Groups
meet on Tuesdays from 7:30-9

p.m. and Wednesdays from
6:30- 8 p.m. For more informa-

tion call 577-5316.

Tax Assistance — The
Department of Accounting of

the School of Management will

be offering free tax assistance

and preparation for taxpayers

with special needs, including

persons with disabilities, low to

limited income. non-English

speaking persons and elderly

taxpayers. Volunteers are

accounting majors who have

FVh at* pubfct leiwe announcements printed

<My To mom* en rvi. please send * pre*

n ton containing. eN pertinent information.

ndurSno, rhe name end phone number ol trw

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the

Managua, EdMor by noon the previous day

taken tax courses. Report to the

School of Management
luestiavs and Thsjrfdiyi 6-9

p.m. All other taxpavers should

go to the Hampshire Mall

Tuesdays and Wednesdays. 5-6

p.m. and Thursday 3-9 p.m.

(except during Spring recess i.

Any questions, contact Mike
Whitman at 545-5660.

Volunteer Opportunity —
The Amherst Salvation Army
needs volunteers any day and

any time. Call 253-4747 for

more information.

Volunteer Opportunity —
The Crisis Center. a

Massachusetts Suicide

Prevention Hotline, is currently

seeking volunteers and interns.

For more information, contact

Gina Grampetro at (978)
849-5600 ext. 201.

HSCN
Bulletin Board

CBS/ 3 Hartford

CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

HSCN Movie Ch.

UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

NBC/30
New Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN

International

UMass Academic TV

t"7 HSCN Programming

IB TV- 19

ABC/40 Springfield

!S NBC/22 Springfield

13 CNN

(4 CNN SI

IB Headline News

IB UCTV

17 TBS

IB BET

TV Land

Univision

Comedy Central

Cartoon

Much Music

WEDNESDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
WVIT

WTIC

a

31

WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS

O)

12 Withbone r

Newt V

C - Campus

6:00

Newt K
Full Houm «.

CheertX

6:30
Butinete Rpt. Newehour With Jim Lthrtr J.

CBS News

CBSNewj
ABC Newt

Boy-World

NBC
Mad Abo You

NBC
Home Imp.

New% "

SJmpwrwI

0>

A4E
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

o>
CD

20

Creatures

New* S-

Mad Abo You

NBC Newt

Bminetl Rpt.

7:00 7:30

Intide Edition

Extra X
Inaide Edition

FreahPrinc*

Wheel-Fortune

Judy
Ent T(

JudyI
omoht

Seinfeld «

Whaat-Fortune

Real TV X
Ent Tonight

Chronicle X
Fraah Prince

Jeopardy! t
Judge Judy X
Hard Copy X
Fretier X
Jeopardy! X

Newahour With Jim LahrarX

ABC News Seinfeld R

Mad Abo You

Family Matters ; Family Mattersliy >

Northern Enpoaure tr.

Worldview 8

Comic Cabana |Make-Laugh

Winga (Ri

MTV
NICK
SCIFI

TLC
TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

©
CD
fit 28

Up Close ISportscenter

Supermarke t |0ebt

Seinfeld '

Andy Griffith

FraaiarX

Frasierlt

Andy Griffith

R-nn _g:30 9:00 I 9:30
Andrea Bocelli: Romania In Concert (In Stereo)

Nanny X
Nanny X
Spin City X
Sitter, Stater

CybtttX

CybHIX

Dharme-Greg

Smart Guy X
*** Tluelus" U99&. Comedy)

Michael Hayet "Imagine I
Michael Hayet "Imagine' I
Drew Carey X
Wayana Brot

Alicia Stanton*

Two Guyt-Girt

Steve Harvey

(In Stereo) X
Star Trek: Voyaoar (In Stereo) |Sentinel "Remembrance" X

'thMltu" (1995. Comedy) Alicia Sitveratone. (In Slerao) ill

Beverly Hillt. 90210 (In Stereo) [Significant Othen "Pilot" I
rly Hint, wiu|in oiereu; |

jigniiit»ii w»ti rnvi j.

Xkitltss" (1995, Comedy) Alicia Stvertfona. fln Stewo)

«

Andrea Bocelli. Romania in Concert

Spin City X IDherma-Greg

Star Trek: Voyager (In Stereo)

Drew Carey X

MARCH 11, 1998
10:00 I 10:30 11:00

Sarah Brightman-Royel Albert Hall

Chicago Hope (In Stereo) l" NewtX
Chicago Hope (In Slereo) X
Primetjme Live X NewaX

Lew * Order "Denial" (R) X
IGrace Under

Star Trek: NertGenar
"

[Tonight Show

Vibe

Law i Order "Denial" (R) X

Monty Roberts

TwoQuya-Girt

Lew a Order "Denial" (R) X
Roberta: A Reel Horae Whisperer

Sentinel "Remembrance" X
Primetime Live X
News

NBA Batketball Indiana Pacers al Detroit Pistons (live) X

Law 1 Order "The Blue Wall" X
Moneytine X
Dally Show (R)

Crosslin? X
Biography: Frank Serpico

World Today X

Stein's Money »« "9 to 5" (1980, Comedy) Jane Fonda, Doey Parton

Gimme Shelter (R) Wild Discovery: Good, Bad | Discover Magazine (R)

[ESPN Mag College Batketball NIT Firsl Round Teams lo Be .Announced

Intimate Portrait "Belle Midler'

MTV Live (In Slereo)

Figure It Out | Tiny Toon"

Quantum Leap (In Slereo) X
Renovation IRenovation

Lois a Clark-Superman

©

Baywatch Go to the Gold" X

Unsolved Mytterlet (In Stereo)

My So-Catled Lite (In Stereo)

DougX IRugratt X"

Mutic Videot

SeaquettDSV (In Slereo) X
Home Again [Home

I
H

Babylon 5 "A Day m the Strife"

Highlander: The S«i«»P »
Qwcktilvtr"

( 1 966. Dramal Kevin Bacon. (In Slereo) 'PG'

«

«» "A/ever Cry WoT( 1983) Charles Martin Smith 'PG'X

*V> 'The ProposKion" (1997) Theresa Russell. 'PG-13
1

CheeraX

NBA

American Juttice "LA Mob"

Larry King UveX

Hey Arnold! X
Beavit-Butt

Bewitched

Siohtinaa (In Slereo) A
Ultraacience [Sea Tek (R)

Foot Soldier "World War I"

World Today X
South Park X [Viva Variety

Arctic Odyaaey (R)

Jack Benny

11:30

Lata Show 3.

Late Show X
Nightline »

Simptont X
Tonight Show'

Newel
Charlie Reee (In Stereo) X

Deep Space t

Toniytit Show

NewtX
M-A'S'H X

Nightline X

»'4"Wario<*"(i989T

Real TV X

Law i Order American Dream

Sporttlllua.

Daily Show

Moneytine X
Sttln't Money

Juttice Filet "Women al Risk"

«« The Burning Bed* (1984, r>ima) Fatrah fewcett.

College Batketball NIT First Round - Teams lo Be Announced.
'

New Attitudes [Golden CUrltT

All-Time Top 10 (In Stereo)

Bewitched (Bewitched

Forever Knight "Jane Doe" X
Secret World-Speed Demina

*e "Bio trouble in Utm Chin*- 0966, Adventme) Kurt Russell

rrr-r.
—*-= n -r l^.a. vn» TUI/jki" liaai Cm,

Reel World X
Bewitched

M.A.N.T.I.S.

Austin Stories

Bewitched

Ancestral Evil"

Trauma Center

Babylon 5 (In Stereo) X
Wtlter. Te mqer « \»t Th» ric*el"(l997 Suspente) Shannen Ooherty X |Silk Stalkinot '«'"&<*"

(
R

)
*

7t The Sunchasef (1996, Drama) Woody Harrelson. 'R'X ~\***%"4 Utlla

C

**^f^^

Lovtllne (In Stereo)

Bewitched |Bewtlched

Seaqueet DSV (In Stereo) X
Uftratcience

Rough Cut

Sea Tek (R)

'Hunchbtcic"

'tm
> Dtpe« /ndependence Day"(1996, Science Fiction) Will Smith. (In Stereo) 'PG-13'X

t-k'.i "Absolute Power" (1997, Sutpenae) Cimi Eaatwood. 'R
1

IDead Man s

ee"CrW^*0<)rio'tWieeDream»"ll98l)'R'

Feat Track (In Slereo)X l»tt ''SngpoeTg"
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H©r©Sc©P«S
PISCES (Feb. !9-M«rch 20) — It

ts important that you maintain inter-

est in a project that is going through

a slowdown at this time you mustn't

abandon ship just yet.

ARIES (March 2 1 -April 19) —
Take cart that you don't overdrama-

tize what is quite ordinary today

Keep things in perspective and your

emotions in check.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
A bright and lighthearted approach

to the day can serve you and others

well at this time. There is no reason

to carry around negative feelings

GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20) —
You are feeling more in sync and

more in touch than you have in

quite some time, and others around

you are sure to notice the differ-

ence.

CANCER (|une 2l-|uly 22) —
You will want to be on the go early

in the day, and later you'll want to

slow down and enjoy a more leisure-

ly pace. Evening brings a proposi-

tion.

LEO duly 23-Aug. 22) — A
supervisor is likely to come up with

an idea that will require greater

commitment on vour part, but may
yield greater profits a> well

VIRGO (Aug. 25-Sept. 22) —
You will be feeling powerful, ere

ative and ready to do ium aKun ,inv

thing. Others will MOM that vou're

not about to be restricted

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) —
You will want other* to get out ot

your way today and allow you the

freedom you need to accomplish

something difficult and controver-

sial.

SCORPIO (Oct. 2i-Nov 21) —
V>u can pick up the pace I

where routine is concerned Todav

and everv dav vou can get more-

done than vou had planned.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — Nou are feeling the need 10

get in touch with lamilv members on

a more DMtC< down-to-earth.

Old la-hioned level Reach out now'

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an 14)

— >ou mav he trving to take in loo

much at thi* time I innt vour view a

bit and vou stsMld he ahle to make
more QUI d each and cverv moment
AOUARIUS (|an 20-Feb. 18) —

You are hkelv to discover, a new

interest todav that can prove both

pleasurable and profitable il vou

take the time to explore it tullv.

Closo to Homo By John McPherson

t»ew»Oei»««"

PROUD OF OUR RECORD"-

[J7) HOURS SINCE

LAST FI6HT OVER
A TOY THAT DREW BLOOD

» of the F>*%y

CC Guys like me don't go on blind

dates anymore. Actually I have

been contemplating joining a band of

migrant Tibetan monks and roam the

Himalayas in search of the perfect * *
grain of rice. ss

-Nelson Wong

Today's P.C. Mont*
Cm* 54J-243* #e>r

ACROSS
1 H.H. Munro's

Cname
Huntery

movement
10 Brawl
14 Tints

15 Superior group

1

6

Casual attire

1

7

German river

1 B Highway cone
19 Sign of the

future

20 Fiesta item

22 Gold-rush items

24 Corn unit

25 Plateau

26 Weigh
30 Gloves

35 Emerald, for one

36 Shooting marble

37 Actor Fryrtn

38 Dug in the earth

41 Land
43 Follow

44 One who gives a

hoot?

45 Head cover

46 Feats

47 Most unkempt.

In a way
50 Frank

53 Writer Rand
54 Movies
58 Juice

62 Tended the

garden

63 Attempts

66 Fabled race

participant

67 Like - of bricks

66 Plains dwelling

69 — out:

stretched

70 Actor Carvey
71 Daisylike flower

72 Bodies of water

DOWN
1 Hunt for

bargains

2 Volkswagen kin

3 Not dull

4 General
Putnam

5 Go different

ways
6 Layer
7 Belli

8 Actress
Sharon —

9 Waiters' lists

10 Kermit. e.g.

11 Italian city

12 Bean
accomplice

13 Longings
21 Greek letter

23 Player of a sort

25 Kitty's cry

26 — on: incited

27 Author Jules—
28 Entertain

29 Small child

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

Franklin

LUNCH
Chicken Breast Sandwich

Sloppy |oe

Ravioli Alfredo

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Broccoli Si Cauliflower Casserole

Mesquite chicken Sandwkh

Worcester

EQfJH DMHH BSE]

LUNCH
Grilled Steak Sandwich

Homemade Chicken Pot Pie

Rotini/Tomato Meat Sauce

Rotini/Tomato Lentil Sauce

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Cauliflower Eggplant Casserole

Payabilities

Cheese Lasagna

Hampshire

HfflBffl QfflHHH Dm

leinunra eibh

nun ffiMHH

asms HdHHH rannil
HOHB HHH0H HEilE
|

|l
|
I—

|
I |II PN|Q|N|F

3-' 1-98 © '996. UMM Feature Syndicate

31 Choler
32 Tinge
33 Caesar's

garments
34 Snoozed
39 Flower-to-be

40 Broom made ol

twigs
41 Reverence
42 Soap. e.g.

44 Possess
48 Change the

color of

49 Foot parts

51 Rigatoni. e g
52 — Park,

Colorado
54 African lake

55 Small amount
56 Gas for signs

57 — St Vincent
Millay

59 Grab
60 Type of code
61 Cerise and

scarlet

64 Fit

65 Honey maker

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Barbecued Pork on a Bun
Grilled Cheese Sandwich

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Fried Shrimp Dinner

Berkshire

LUNCH
Grilled Steak Sandwich

Mesquite Chicken Sandwich

Rotini/Tomato Lentil Sauce

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Penne with Tomatoes & spinach

Pastabilites
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Flyers in trouble;

Phoenix on fire;

Nolan still waits
There* plenty of trouble in the

•ir on Broad Street in

Philadelphia

The Flyers are going through a

severe state of turmoil right now
Eric Linaroc it out of commission

for a few weeks after suffering a

concussion, and general manager
Bobby Clarke demoted head coach

Wayne Cashaaaa to an assistant

after only a 61 game trial — the

shortest stint in Flyers history.

Personalis I |u*t can't fathom a

reason why Clarke would throw

Cashman in the background in

favor sj| Roger Nielsen. This )oke

ster knows nothing about coaching

The Flyers will be his seventh NHL

Michael K.

UM's Janowicz drops nickel on Hawks
By Casey Kane
Cottnyon Staff

Its 18

7

team, and he still hasn't won a

Stanley Cup yet

Cashman deserved more than

this brief stint to prove his worth

.res that this year's

edition of the Broad Street Bullies

is 4-9 in their last 12 lust look at

their record: 12-20-9. good
enough for third place in the

Eastern Conference. Nielsen proba-

bly won't make much of a differ

-

n the City of Brotherly Love.

After all. he hasn't really made
much of a difference anywhere else

he has coached

The injury to Lindros is obvi

ously a setback for the Flyers at

this point, but Philly has a safe

hold on the three spot right now.

anJ unless disaster strikes, will be

a contender come April

Oh. and by the way. Daigle's

acrobatic goal in overtime against

Pittsburgh on Sunday night proved

that the Flyers can still win even

without Lindros in the lineup

• Has anyone else noticed the

streaking Phoenix Coyotes? The
desert nomads who are secluded in

the Southwestern heat carry a

nine-fame unbeaten streak to their

credit

But there's still a comedic aspect

to that run: the Coyotes are still

three games below the .500 mark
at 24-27-12.

Phoenix was a surprise in the

West last year, and have a talented

nucleus of players in Keith
Tkacb.uk. Icrcsay Rocnick. Rick

Toccbct and Nikolai Khabibulis).

who may be one of the best kept

secrets in the league, between the

pipes.

• How about them Carolina

Hurricanes!

No. they didn't get Sergei

Fedorov, and yes. the

Massachusetts men's basketball

team does draw more fans at the

Mullins Center than the Hurricanes

do in Carolina, but the former
Whalers are currently three points

out of that final playoff spot in the

Eastern Conference

As a Whalers/Hurricanes fan. I

hope that these guys make the

playoffs With all of the problems

that have beset the organization off

the ice. it would be a nice reward

for the players that have had to go

through all of this to reach the

playoffs.

And who knows, fans might

actually go to the games, too.

• Former Buffalo Sabres coach

Ted Nolan sits home Lake Erie.

Ontario without a job. What a

shame.
Nolan was the NHL Coach of the

Year a few years back, and possess-

es a great hockey mind. Clarke

should have considered Nolan to

replace Cashman. lust think what

Nolan could do with players like

Lindros. I.eclair, Daigle, etc. Look

at what he did with the Sabres with

"no-names" like Donald Audeltc.

Matthew Barnaby, and some-guy
Dominik Hasek: the result was a

Northeast Division title.

I like Nolan, primarily because

he's a great coach, but secondly

because he's a former Whalers
assistant He got the sour end of a

deal with the Buffalo ownership,

and deserves another opportunity

to coach in the NHL. It's just a

matter of time before he gets that

chance, and the team that claims

his services should consider them-

selves very fortunate.

• New lersey has quietly cement-

ed its way into the number one

seed in the Eastern Conference.

They lead Philly by 12 points for

First place in the Atlantic Division,

and Pittsburgh by seven points for

the overall lead.

Don't expect the Devils to fold

any time soon either. Even with the

meager offense that they supply.

Martin Brodeur can win games sin-

gle-handedly. He is among the

world's elite, and New Jersey

knows it.

Michael Kobylanski is a

Collegian columnist.

The Massachusetts men's lacrosse

team didn't rest on its laurels follow-

ing yesterday's win over Hartford for

very long.

In fact, by the time UMass coach

Greg Canneila had corralled his team

into the locker room after the

Minutemen's 18-7
win the team's collec-

tive mind was focused

on what is yet to

come.

But before the Minutemen could

concentrate on this weekend's

matchup against Virginia (Saturday,

noon at Richard F. Garber Field), they

first had to deal with the visiting

Hawks
Take care they did. running out to a

lead as large as 17-1 and holding

Hartford's attack scoreless for a

stretch of 11:08.

But UMass' focus was also on its

own offensive production The
Minutemen. who have turned in a

slow point -production effort in the

third quarter of their game against

Fairfield last Saturday, exploded for

six goals out of the intermission, a fact

that pleased Canneila

"I'm happy with the way we played

in the third quarter." Canneila said.

"When we played our scrimmages this

year we didn't always play hard in the

second half We didn t play particular

ry well in the third quarter in the last

Canneila saw improvement in an

area of primary concerns after the

Fairfield game, penalties Against the

Stags, the UMass man-down unit

racked up more time than Canneila

would have preferred. Yesterday

against the Hawks the Minutemen
only saw four flags for 2:10 in penal-

ties.

"We did a better job today."

Canneila said "We were more selec-

tive on breaks, we moved the ball

around more, we handled the ball well

on the penmeter."

The Minutemen also moved the ball

well in the box. where they tormulated

successful attacks on Hartford goalie

Paul Caracci, who Finished with 1

1

saves in the complete game effort.

Mike lanowicz was his usual Mat
scoring five goals for the third consec-

utive game (in only his third start),

lanowicz has now found net on 1 5 of

his 22 shots on the season.

Like lanowicz. senior captain Mike

DelPercio had a strong day as well.

pocketing a hat trick. He
now has eight scores for

the season.

Despite its low output

it was Hartford that

opened the day's scoring. Ron Nader

tallied his first of four on the day off

an assist from Keith Anzetone to beat

Minutcman netminder |ohn

Kasaeiakis, who totalled seven saves.

UMass then put together its First

successful offensive strike when
DelPercio fired a hard shot past

Caracci. lanowicz got on the board

with his First 1 1 seconds after his

teammate. David Kramer won the

post -goal faceoff. raced upfield and

dished off to lanowicz. who one-timed

the ball into the Hawk net.

With the exception of a Hartford

goal from Todd Richard, the rest of

the first quarter was all lanowicz. The

sophomore scored UMass' next three

to push the Minutemen into the sec-

ond quarter

Freshman leremy Guski notched his

first collegiate goal with 1 1:09 remain-

ing before halftime to stretch the

UMass lead to 6-2. Alex Racioppi

recorded his second career goal on an

unaaaisted tally under a minute after

Guski struck, lay Negus connected on

a lanowicz feed to close the First halfs

scoring.

In the second half, senior Chris

Martens locked up a two- goal day

with a pair of strikes, and Mike Young

and lohn Madigan joined DelPercio

and lanowicz as scorers lohn

O'Connor and DelPercio found the

net in the fourth

"It was great to see a lot of the play-

ers out there today." said Canneila.

who was afforded the opportunit) to

play several younger players for signifi-

cant time "they deserve it

"
Mike Young netted a goal yesterday in UMass' 18-7 victory over Hartford

M.IUM0U MMOMlAVrOUiCUM

Women's lacrosse hopes solid mix equals success
By Jormo Konsonen
Colagion Staff

When compared to the upcom-

ing Massachusetts women's
lacrosse team's 1998 season, leg

endary bluesman Robert lohnson's

dilemma at the crossroads in

Rosedalc might not be so bad.

After graduating her first

recruiting class, coach Francesca

McClellan's program is now at the

junction separating the roads head-

ed to either national prominence or

also-ran status.

Rosedale and Aml.irst — just

one interesting metaphor amidst a

scries of intriguing scenarios facing

the Minutewomcn this spring.

lust to start with, the team lost

the foursome which laid the foun-

dation for UMass in its First four

years of full Division I competi-

tion The leadership of the Ridley.

Pa. trio of Erica Bryan. Kristen

Hocker and Michele Warrington

combined with the offensive

skill of Stephanie Walsh will be

missed.

However, add the return ot

nine starters and the possible

impact of a stellar freshman

class to the mix. and the sting of

the loss of the seniors is soothed

quite nicely. With that in mind,

if the 1998 season was a

Gen-Ed requirement, it would

be called Lax Psych 101

(Post-Ridley Consciousness), or

even more historically direct:

Year 1. A.R. (After Ridley).

The Ridley High trio brought

a high skill level from the

hotbed of lacrosse, and Walsh

brought an uncompromising
desire to score goals, but to sin-

gle out those four players from

last year's team would be

uncouth and unjust. The
Minutewomen had their best

season in 10 years, falling just

one game below .500 with a 6-7

record, while playing a schedule

filled with nationally ranked

teams.

For McClellan. those four

seniors set the base for the pro-

gram to build off of for the

future.

"Our Ridley kids plus Walsh

gave the program so much, and

the program was really able to

count on them," McClellan said.

"They're ability to bring the pro-

gram up a level was tremen-

dous. I think we burnt them

out. but really, their time came

and their time was done, and

that has allowed us to step up to

the next level.

"They did their tour of duty, so

to speak, and they were the foun-

dation in setting standards as far as

work ethic and commitment to the

program. The younger kids fed off

of that, and they're ready to step

up to the next level this year
*

With the loss of Bryan and
Hocker on defense, a Northeast

Regional All-American in sopho-

more l.ynne Young Fills that hole

admirably. Young came off of her

149b All-American selection for

Saratoga Catholic in Saratoga

Springs. NY. to be the only fresh-

man last season to start all 1

1

games.

Speaking of defense. UMass had

to rely on an inexperienced, yet

hard working, field player-tumcd-

goalkeeper last season in Megan
Haggerty. This season, the team

has two top notch freshman to

compete for the starting job in

Tara Durkin and len Nardi.

Durkin was a two-time
All-Philadelphia selection at

lenkintown. Pa. High School, help-

ing lead her team to a 52- 4 !

record over her tour vear career.

On the other hand. Nardi cap-

tained her \va.k N Y teain to the

Section I Championship last season

while garnering an honorable men

tion All- American selection at the

same tunc

McClellan's philosophy about

her goaltenders going into this

spring It definite!) two for me."

and hopefully, not as many goal*

for the opposition.

"With our two freshman goalies,

it's like apples and oranges as Em

as their styles, and what they bring

to the cage." McClellan said "Its

very exciting to have both of them

behind us I a<t vcar M had bad

goalie karma.

"But I have to say. Megan
Haggert\ did an unbelievable job

for the position we put her in
."

Losing a perennial Northeast

Region All-American selection in

Warrington is tough for the

Minutewoman midfield. but the

team return* a Jeep lineup of play

er- that will all challenge for play-

ing time

The UMass midfield is led by

two members ol the senior tri -cap-

tains*, the grim \mv I eder. who
ranked second on the team last

season in ground balls with 64.

and the speedy len Herker. who
he team's fourth leading

er with I I goals and seven a--i-t-

The key lor the Minutewomen will

be junior Melissa Anderson, who
will return to the center position

where she started I I games la-t

season

I'hrow into the mix sophomore

RctMCC* Minaker (1447 I6g. 6a).

who exploded onto the scene as a

walk on last season, and Stephanie

Pavlick and Sara MacNabh. and

midfield depth will be the strength

ol the Minutewoman squad going

into this season.

"We have some real toughness in

The foursome of (clockwise from
Naber, and sophomore Lynne Young

lOSMA KANSANtN/COUtGIAN

top) senior tri-captain Jen Bowen, junior Melissa Anderson, freshman Fay

will be key players for the Massachusetts women's lacrosse team this spring.

the midfield with Amy I eder and

Melissa Anderson ." McClellan
said "len Herker has been working

at full speed, and Steph Pavlick has

come back new and improved."

Two strong players return to the

UMass attack this season, and the

addition of a star recruit bolsters a

potentially high scoring unit. Last

season's leading scorer, junior

Laura Korut/ (47: 26g. 15a). will

join up with the team's setup
artist, senior tri-captain len

Bowen once again, and 5-foot- 1

1

Ireshman Fay Naber has stood out

among a solid freshman recruiting

class.

Bowen ('97: 9g. 9al and Korutz

both had to deal with a string of

nagging injuries last season, but a

health* tri- captain combined with

Korutz. who scored 22 points in

the last Five games last season, and

an All-American for Suffern

(N.Y.J High in Naber (career. 188

goals. 56 assists) provides a poten-

tially strong offensive unit for the

Minutewomen.
"Laura Korutz has been look-

ing the best we've ever seen her

look, and that is real good for us

because she's been struggling

with some back injuries the past

couple of years." McClellan said.

"|en Bowen has been contribut-

ing her steady leadership as

always, and with the newcomers.

Fay Naber is becoming a stun-

ning attacker.

"On attack, she can put the

ball in the cage from just about

anywhere. We're really excited

about her."

To be the best you have to play

the best, and the same holds true

with this season's schedule for

UMass. After a successful fall

training season, and two week-

ends of spring scrimmages, the

Minutewomen are more prepared

than any other season.

The Ivy League is once again

well represented, with home
games against perennial national-

ly ranked teams like Harvard
(March 14), Brown (April 1 ).

Dartmouth (April 8) and a road

game against Yale on March 25.

But. the biggest home game of the

season will be against Temple,

and last season's Final Four par-

ticipant will hit Totman Field on

March 28.

"Last season and this season's

schedule are similar, but the

changes in our lineup are monu-
mental," McClellan said. "We
have stronger people in all areas

of the field. So, the possibilities

for variety in our lineup are very

exciting. Player for player, we're

a stronger team."
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Who will the

Oscar go to?

It might be the
year of Titanic, but

don't count out
the others. Check
out what we think

will happen at the

Oscar* (see Art* it

Living, page 5).
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Bring on
the Billikens

Charlton Clarke and
the Massachusetts

men's basketball

team will face St

Louis in the first

round ot the NCAA
tournament tomor-

row (see Sports,

page 12)

WORLD

South African budget

limits spending

CAP* TOWN. South Africa (A») —
Trying to keep down costs and create

lobs simultaneously. South Africa

unvoted a budget yesterday that sticks

to tight spending limits white establish-

ing a fund for |ob-generating protects

finance Minister Trevor Manuel,

mindful ot national elections a little

more than a year away, has been
under pressure from the governing

African National Congress' left-wing

atfces to raise money for K>bs and wet-

tare by increasing tanes on the nch He

shied away from that, however, and

instead recommended a one-time 2 5

percent lax on the cash reserves of two

insurance giants, Old Mutual *t\ii

Saniam. which plan to issue shares to

policy-holders and become public

companies
Manuel said the tax could raise

12S0 million to $SS0 million, which

would create a fund to sponsor too-

creauon protects — especially among
the ANC's core supporters m the btack

community The government esti-

mates South Alma's unemployment
rate at from 29 percent to 14 percent,

but some private economists say it

rum as high as 40 percent

Since his appointment in 1 996,

Manuel has won over financial markets

with his investor-fnendly potKies and

commitment to stnet spending kmits

NATION

Promise Keepers seeks

donations for payroll

PORTLAND, Ore (AP) — The
founder of Promise Keepers, the

Chnstian ministry that rallied a harf-

millton men to the nation's capital last

year, is asking ministers from Oregon

and Washington to contribute J 1,000

each to help pay fei staff

Both men and women were
among the 3,000 clergy that attend-

ed a conference at Bible Temple
Church here Tuesday

The ministry, which urges men to

take more responsibility as husbands

and fathers, has drawn criticism for

restricting its gatherings to men.

Former Unrversity of Colorado foot-

ball coach Bill McCartney, the group's

founder, said donations will allow

more men to come and be converted

"This is about the father's heart

There isn't a father who doesn't want

to see his sons come together," he

said

Last month, McCartney said aH J4S

paid employees worldwide would be

laid off and the organization would

rely on volunteers unless donations

could cover the costs

The Denver-based ministry has

attracted more than 2.7 million men
to its events across the country since

its founding in 1990. Promise

Keepers' revenue grew from J4 mil-

lion in 1993 to $87 million in 1996.

Last year, its budget was 170 million

But now it is nearly bankrupt after

October's massive "Stand in the Cap"

event in Washington, D.C., which

drew 500,000 men
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ON THE INTERNET

Ratification postponed
By JiM Carrol

CoMegion Staff

Despite not being able 10 ratify

luc>day's election results, the

University of Massachusetts Student

emment Association (SGA) in a

unique show ol efficiency pa—ed six

motions to benefit students last night

However, the meeting also rendered

the judicial ami ot the senate ir*

MM
Chancellor lor flection- Carlos

Alvarez appeared at the meeting but

Peter Kilboome expressed displeasure over the way recent SGA elections

were handled at last night's senate meeting

jury could hear

Clinton testimony

did not give an official icpoit OH the

election- which i- iec|uucd MM the

senate can ratify live election!

ikei ol the Senate Peter

kilbouinc explained the problem CM
ated h\ Alvarez not giving an elections

mpori I.im night.

"II Carlo* -ubinit- ii [elcctkoM

reportl tomorrow ihc ciilic-t elections

could be held i- in MfJ) ki Ibourne

: "l haw Mrioan |MMM with the

ekttii

\Ujie/ delayed hi- rapon ta m
nipt to picvent the -enate Iroin

annulling the elections.

"Mv pui
|

avoid annulling

the election- II these election- are not

Mad there will not be new elect"

until next yeai Mvarez said

the -eivule will vote whether to rati

i annul the election- at the next

meeting on March 25

Despite this debate the senate was

lent and productive by passing -ix

benefit students. I

motion* passed concerning the- I Lard,

iiver-itv -luderil ID

.itor lennifer CaiaiMMa
uthwe-t at-large)

motion to enable student- to present

other forms ol identification at the

Dining Commons lor a limited amount

of meals to a!k>w a -ludcnt nine to find

a lost L C ard

"The poluv last year was il fOT

mead do it leal at the Dining

iinon-| nine time* without vour

ID I ver MM we got the I Card you

have to u-e vour I Card." CasasantoM
Casasanto also fen because student-

ay jofwi jOKHnoo
Associated Pr»»s

W tSHINGTON Monica

Lewinsky's lawyci -avmg her legal

bill- likel) exceed f 100.000, wel

ootead the poaaibiHt) yesterday, that

Pre-idenl C linlon might te-tilv before

the federal grand |urv investigating

the president -intern controvci

"We welcome the truth, and we
would do anything to get tht- over."

attomev William Ginsburj -aid of

reports that Clinton '* advisers and

Whitewater pto-ecutor- have had

preliminary talks about a possible

pre-idcntial grand jury appearance.

Ginsberg, however, -aid in an

interview he cannot protect when bl-

own client might te-tilv. a- he and

Independent Coun-el Kenneth Starr

continue to battle in COefl over

whether -he should be given full

immunity in exchange lor te-timonv

Meanwhile, the grand tun investi-

gating whether M- I ewin-kv had a

sexual relationship with the prc«i

dent and then tried to COM* it up

with Clinton's help appeared to

-pend ve-terdav reviewing evidence

Clinton - por-onal MOMMf*. Betty

Carrie, wai icheduled lo testify but

that appearance VM delayed until

next week, oltici.il- said.

One of the president > most trust

ed advi-ers. Bruce I ind-e\. is expect

ed to make a return appearance-

today in what could precipitate a

major showdown over executive

privilege

In hi- lir-t appearance before the

grand lurv last month, l.indsev

declined to answer several prcwesu

tors' question* on grounds hi-

answers might violate the president -

right to executive privilege, sour

-aid

Since then, prosecutors and the

White House have tried to avert a

showdown over the issue, but *

cial- have said tho-c talk- have made
little or no progress.

C.in-burg ha- argued thai pro-ceu-

made but then rescinded a deal

to give hi- client lull immunitv in

exchange tor her ci>opc*ration Chcv

deny it Both -ide- -pent an entire

dav in court la-t week arguing their

case- in MOW before the chief judge

overseeing the grand jurv

"1 here - all sort- of thing- hanging

it up." Ciin-hurg -aid A-ked it could

win full immunitv for his client.

Ginsburg said he remain- concerned

about hi- prospect*.

"A trial lawyer always run

scared... -o I feel no confidence, no

high level of elation. I feel con

ned." he said. "I always feel I have

the ability to win because I have the

M and the law on mv -ide But

that doesn't mean I'm not scared
."

Cnn-burg said M- Lewinsky. 24. a

former White House intern, i- some-

times depres-ed hv her plight, feeling

trapped mo-t time- in her Watergate

apartment by M intense new- media

following. "She goes from being

happy when we are out and having a

good time to norniallv human-type-

depression when she is not be able to

go out and call her friends." he -aid.

UM, AC crime

rose over year
By Samonmo Poolmn

Collegian Staff

v^vrw.umass.adu/rso/eolegian

The UnfverBJty of Massachusetts

and Amherst College have had a

significant increase in student

crime since last year with numer-

ous arrests on the UMass campus,

as well as five student arrests at

Amherst College since the fall

semester.

In comparison, last year there-

were no arrests made on the

Amherst College campus. This

year, charges have ranged from
trespassing to marijuana po-

sion.

Ed Zaniewski. acting chief of

the Amherst College Police

Department . suid that this year

crime on campui has been relative-

ly high. However, the college is

doing everything it can to relay the

message that the campus is still

tudents,

"We are trying to increase

awareness around campus,"
Zaniewski said.

According to Zaniewski. an

Amherst College student recentlv

reported almost being struck by a

car while trying to cross Route 9.

The student reported that the car

veered toward him intentionally

when he or she saw a pedestrian

ing the street.

There were also two reports of

suspicious cars reported in late

January and February at the

University of Massachusetts

In lanuary. a female student

reported that she was accosted and

ulted by three men in a vehicle

near University Drive. No one was

arrested for the incident, but*

UMass police informed other

depart ments in the Five College

Turn to CRIME page 3

Amy PeNegnno thanked her campaign staff at last night's SGA meeting

pjv lor meals ahead of time thev

should be able to use them without a

Uard
n -houldn t he denied meal*

because sou ini»place-d vour L X

The admini*tniHon ckv- thu

convenient lor them and hai.:

v asasantosaid

Although the motion p.>

f inuter

at -large i challenged it because he felt

allowing student* lo use other form* of

permitting stu-

dent* to he irresponsible

hmk it's a lot to ask a cot-

krye age student to keep an ID in their

Turn t . ILtCTtON | oge 2

m
Sym-a-free

Freshman pre-med major Nathan Totora takes a walk through Southwest Residential Area in yesterday's

bitter cold.

Family of victim gets restitution
By Slobodan Lekic

Associated Press

WASHINGTON A federal judge ordered Iran to pa*

$247.=) million in damage! to the tamilv ol an XniciK.in

woman killed in a suicide hoinhing in OaM m l-»-)v 'I1h

court is seeking to deter further terrorist actions. MM
District Court ludge Roycc I amberth.

The ruling yesteidav was the fn-t nuclei a new law allow

ing Ametkatis lo sue nations believed to apoMOl terrorism

for damages caused hv such attacks While the VfCtim'l lanii

ly is unlikely to collect the damage award am lime soon, the

ruling could complicate tentative effort* to improve relations

between the United States and Iran

"Tcnorist- and the countries which sponsoi them should

know that we will continue lo increase the price to Ix- paid

for acts ot let tot tout," cseclared Rep Inn Saxton, iR-N.I.).

who heads the House Task loice 0B Icnorisin Tin- deci-

sion clearh shows met we will... hit them hard in the wallet

as well."

Iran vehement Iv denies \\ h.is ,mv comeCaoM (0 Mil* a*.

groups 01 attacks. Although I amlvith s.iid Iranian represen-

tatives had bam invited to lestilv at court heatings on March

-. 4. I spokesman fot the Iranian mission to the United

\ations s;iid ve-teidav he was not avvaie ot the court case in

Washington, [he IWO CXXintrie* have been hitter foes since

the 1470 ouatCI of Shah ReM Mohammed I'ahlavi and the

taking of IS. hostages Isut since the election last vcar of a

model ate cleric as president of Iran, there have been signs of

a ixissihle thaw and iv establishment of cultural and other

lie-

Turn to IRAN page 2
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election
continued from page l

pocket," Ferrosaid.

Another motion brought by

Casasanto entailed raising the quali-

ty and lowering the price of the

UCard itself

"The meal plan office said it

[UCard] does not cost $15 to

replace an ID," Casasanto said of

the charge applied to students for

replacement cards.

"1 don't see how these IDs are

going to last four years for any of us

because they are cracking horizon

tally." Casasanto said. "If it cracks

vertically you pay for it. If it cracks

horizontally you don't*

Casasanto'* motion passed unani-

mously.

Senator Stephen Johnson

i Commuter at-large) proposed a

motion to have students' positive

achievements listed on transcripts

"You get something bad in your

transcript the> show it. but some-

thing good like Dean's list the>

don't." Johnson said.

The motion was passed without

debate.

After completion of business, the

relatively peaceful meeting ended

with a great deal of conflict

The senate ludicial branch was

incapacitated last niviht a- senators

would not permit a motion to

appoint a member to the judiciary

in order to have quorum, to the

agenda.

"lAn effective senate | is having to

go after and effective judiciary.

[Without this appointment | then, i*

not even a judicial branch." Senator

Brenda Rtzpatrick, iCommuter at-

large) said.

Despite Kitzaptrick'* plea, many

senators did not want the motion

even to be placed on the agenda

which would allow it to be voted

on.

kilboume criticized the people

who voted against or abstained,

which resulted incapacitating the

judicial branch

"I want to publicly chastise all d
you who voted against this | To the|

people who abstained, that is spine-

less. It is spineless and cowardly
"

kilhourne said.

lohnson also spoke out against

abstainers and "nay" voters.

They should be embarrassed to

Ron Carey

implicated in

fund scheme
By Kevin Garvin

Associated Press

Justice opposes moving
more lawyers to states

By Cassandra Barrel

Assoc Kited Press

WASHINGTON - The lusticc

Department doesn't want to see its

2.600-strong army of Washington-

based lawyers reduced, a top official

told the House Judiciary Committee

yesterday

As Congress begins its first

detailed review of the department

since 1979. Deputy Attorney General

Eric Holder said Justice officials and

committee members mostly agree on

how it should operate in the future

There's one area where the

agree, however — a plan to move
200 litigators out of Washington and

add them to the staffs of federal pros-

ecutors in the states.

A measure included in a bill by the

committee chairman. Rep Henry

iR -111.), and Rep. |ohn Conyers

higan. the committee's senior

Democrat, calls for moving 200
Washington-based antitrust, civil

civil rights, criminal, environmental

and tax lawyers to the staffs of the 94

U.S. attorneys' offices.

those offices, manned by about

4.800 attorneys handle federal pros-

ecutions in the states. The attornev

general would choose which law vers

to m.

view this proposed change as

weakening the department's si\ lui

gating divisions and the cntual tunc

tions they serve, and. therefore we

oppose it." Holder said.

Hvde said the move would increase

productivity by allocating more

resources to the IS attorneys,

which handle the hulk of federal

prosecutions.

"It would put 200 more assistant

attorneys on the tront lines,

where they can do the most good."

Hvde said. "The rationale behind this

provision is very simple. Trying to lit

igate a case from Washington is like

being a ballplayer who's playing an

awav game. You are always at a dis-

advantage when you are plavtng on

someone else's turf
"

But Holder said Washington-baaed

lawyers are specialists in their fields

Summer
I" aJsxice

UMass Boston

ranges far

and wide.

For information about these programs-

and over five hundred courses available on campus

this summer, contact the:

Division of Continuing Education

University of Massachusetts Boston

100 Morrissey Blvd.

Boston. MA 02125-3393

617.287.7915

www.conted.umb.edu

dce@umbsky.cc.umb.edu

WASHINGTON — Beleaguered

I canisters President Ron Carey's for-

mer campaign manager publicly

implicated him in an illegal lund-rais-

me scheme for the first time vestet

day but conceded Carev was told lit-

tle afxmt the plan.

An attornev lor Carey sought to

portray lere Nash, the ex-campaign

manager, as a profiteer who quick

talked Carey into agreeing to make
union donations |q third parties that

generated contributions to Carey's

I9*H> re-election cott

Nash told a court-appointed

Independent Review Board that

Carev reversed a decision to deny a

contribution to Citi/en Action after

he was told that the payment would

help his campaign effort. "I said it

will help Martin Davis to raise money

lot the campaign." Nash said

recounting his conversation with

Carey. Carey's response, he said, was

to approve the donation with the

.omment "Well, hell no one ft

lold me about it
."

Ihc Teamsters gave $475,000 to

Cm/en Action in October ol 1996.

and supporters of the liberal con

sumer group agreed to contribute to

help Carev in his tight race with

lames P, Hoffa Nash said the comet

sat ion with carev mav have lasted

onlv 1 1 seconds, and he said thev

never discussed subsequent payments

linking Project Vote '9b and the

National Council of Senior Citizens

to the scheme.

Mora than $800,000 in union

funds were used to generate contribu-

te! fbn (U*t before the

ember |fl ./leclion

was overturned and he was barred

from a rerun He has taken a leave of

absence from the union, and the

Independent Review Board could

expel him
Mark Mulkower. a union attorney,

suggested even if Nash's conversation

with Carey had gone as Nash
described it. it was plausible that

Carey didn't lullv understand Nash's

intention Nash conceded he never

dtredlv described a quid pro quo or

suggested that what he was tit

cussing constituted illegal use of

union money.
Nash. Davis and a third consultant

pleaded guilty in September 1

N

perpetrating the scheme, and all three

have been cooperating with federal

prosecutors in New York. The prose-

cutors barred Nash from answering

questions related to Davis' efforts to

ablish a similar contribution swap

with Democratk officials or to raise

money from other labor unions.

N.ish testified that at Davis' behest

he coordinated closely with William

Hamilton. Teamsters director of gov-

ernment affairs who took donation

requests to Carey.
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Making waves
Lindsay McCarthy, an undeclared freshman, takes time out of her day to check out the ripples made by

the fish in the Durfee Conservatory pond.

Iran
conttnued from page 1

President Clinton greeted

Mohammad Khatami * election as a

"hopeful sign" but demanded that

Tehran renounce terrorism and

endorse the Israeli-Arab peace process.

The ruling, made under the

Antiterrorism Act ol I9s>tv would

award the money to the familv of Misa

f latow 2ti of West Orange. NT. who
was student at a seminary in Jerusalem

when she was killed in an attack on a

bus in C.aza Citv on April 9. |s)sJi

Seven Israeli soldiers also died in the

attack for which Mamie lihad claimed

responsibility

The judge agreed with the Hatow

family that Islamic lihad is backed bv

Iran's Islamic government and that

Iran therefore is responsible for her

death.

"The lunatics who planted the bomb

and drove the van that killed Misa

were not acting alone." said Stephen

Hat low. the student's father "A state

sponsor id terrorism such as the

Islamic Republic of Iran has to he held

to account
'

But Lamberth did not specify how

ranian

are con

in

the award was to he collected Hatk>w

familv lawyers said they plan

after Iranian assets in the I mid
and elsewhere.

The Lnited Stat

assets valued at $12 bil

Most of the funds |

trolled bv the Iran L Bil

Claims tribunal in I he Hague.

Netherlands, a group ol nine bjdfN

who decide claims piuM K'th Iran

and the I l"he I mud
States itself has jurisdiction over onlv a

tract i.

estate

Ice u,ir< ago. the I nited S

agreed to pay |ISIJ nullum in a set-

tlement to families of Iranians killed on

a civilian airliner shot down by the

I 290 passengers

aboard that flight were killed

en Perlc* a lawver tor the

Hatlow family, said the money could

either come from the fmzen funds or

from Iranian assets in other n

that have arrangements with the

I nited State* to recognize rulings bv

each other's courts

"Iran is a wealthy country with lot*

of assets, and when MM have assets.

vou have tare said

"Mid m find them, we can

! j>k the sutfv .tttach

them on the basis of a binding tudg

ment I
•urt

."

in for

Islamic l.had dismissed the ruling and

denied the movement i* funded by Iran

or any other country '
I his is a big

ecausc thousands of Palestinians

"een killed during the past 50

years without anyone caring about

them or about their familv." said

Mohammed Said, a leader of the

group

Similar lawsuits are pending against

the I ihvan gits eminent, its intelligence

agency and two ol its intethger.

cers as a result of the 1 ******

Pan Am flight 103 over I odbtfWt
Scotland, that killed 270 people.

^hat we re trying to do by

law was to impose a severe penally on

countries that would engage in this

kind of thing, and immediately Pan Am
1 09 spnngs to mind." said Sen. Frank
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A Healthy Investment in Your Future

103 N. Pleasant Street

Amherst. MA 01002

(41 3)256-8923 • 256-8924

EvJiW M®W.WSHKJ@ OfglMIzPS

Health Care. Those two words have

been the source of much diseussion

recently Probably because we as i nation

know the importance of investing in a

healthy future.

So do millions of patients who choose

chiropractic as their preferred source of

health care The chiropractic beliefs in

fitness, nutrition, prevention, and natural

maintenance make good sense.

Wellness, vou see, is the normal

state of being

New York State government agrees. They

have recently passed the Insurance

Equality bill that mandates insurance

coverage tor

chiropractic care.

For over 75 years, New York Chiropractic

College has upheld a tradition of

excellence in chiropractic higher

education. Our combined traditions, old

and new, have built the base from which

the chiropractic doctors of the future are

created.

Choose New York Chiropractic College.

A healthy investment for today and

tomorrow.

Call us today at 800-234-NYCC (6922)

to schedule a visit of our beautiful

286- acre campus in central New York.

A NEW YORK
iUllllV CHIROPRACTIC

COLLEGE

2360 Route 89 Seneca Falls.

NY 1314ft 0800

Phone: H 5/568-3040 or

800/234-NYCC (6922)

Fix: 315/568-3087

E-mail enr<ilniiw#nycc.edu

Tell mom most ofwhat
you're up to.

1-800-COLLECT
®

Clinton plan

could raise

interest rates
By Libby Quoid
Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Lawmakers
ate piomising to kill a Clinton admin-

istration proposal to increase interest

rates on government loans to disaster

victims

"Over mv dead body ." Rep lim

Talent, chairman ol the House Small

Business Committee, told officials of

the Small Business Administration

"It s a dagger in the heart ol these

disaster victims It s a demoralizing

and discouraging message to K
ing to people ' The idea met with di*

gust from the appropriations panel,

with authority ovei SB\ finances Its

chairman. Rep HaioU! R

kv I, cut short a hearing bv ordering

agency officials not to telurn without

ditching the proposal1 lo raise the cap

on interest rates from 4 percent to b

percent

I he same frost) reception avvaits

the plan next wttk liom Sen
Christopher Bond iR Mo 1. who
heads the Senate panel on small busi

MM
mi assure vou. this one is going

to have to be passed over mv *trenu-

ous opposition.* Bond said Tuesday.

We've had our share of d

and vve know disaster loans go lo the

mosi needv victims It's really their

last hope
"

Ihis is the Irtth year the Small

Business Administration proposed

the idea of a rale increase Without

it. SB\ olficials estimate they will

need $121 million more from

ngress Talent, also a Miaaotarl

Republican, said the proposal masks

a $200 million increase in the

agency's cost.

The agency argues the current low

rate encourages people not to insure

homes and businesses Raising the

cap would boost interest rates from

an estimated 3.6 to 3 3 percent sH \

says the average homeowner's
monthly loan payment would rise

m $103 to $122 while businesses

would pav $374 each month, up

from the current $

"It would be an increase, ii

no doubt about that, but it would

still be less than what the UWttll

ment is paying." said Bernard Kultk.

for disaster assistance

we lend out adds to the deficit I his

operates as a disincentive lo people

to protect themselves.'' furthermore,

the cap on interest rate* has been

unchanged since |s>84. Kulik said.

Ihc I ! dliaattl loan pro-

gram last pan made 4*t.3!3 loans at

a total cost ol SI I billion

Thursday, March 12. |WH IM^ <-

FAA reports

strong sales

in aviation
By Glen Johnson

Associated Press

Getting their kicks

These vvornenw learning some new moves in their claw entitled Self Defense for Women

Children want dog home crime

klaak; I API\NCH0RU.I
Hallo come home

Alaska schoolchildren arc petition-

ing a Cleveland museum to return

the stuffed remain* of Balio. the sled

d'«*' that led the lasi Heroic,

'clav to bring iiu saving diph-

theria serum lo Nome
Bui official! at the Cleveland

Museum ol Natural History are

adamant
I he dog is not going I

returned." director lame* King said

I vca« m the IsMM of a dead-

ly epidemic at the nine ol the dofssed

relay, and Balto was hailed as a hero

The run later became the insp

for the \nchoragc li

Trail S

The stuffed dog has resided at the

urn since in the I
•

rs at Butte elementary

I north ol Anchorage have

launched a drive to bring him home

wcond- and third-graders have

II letters

•

drafting a plea l

"People in (

real well bv thi

lo have him
Dwight H
leas'

While B H are in

the dog has strong connect'.

It was schciokhildren in Cleveland

10 rescue a

i mates from

in who was exh

them in a "dime-a-look museum

.nd have done

i dog. Bui n'd be nice

home."
nd grade

contsxiad from page 1

area to be on the lookout lor suspi-

cars.

II old m.

arrested in a I nivertit)

Massachusetli pari m
lebruarv The lvs> >'cd with

Irving l > break into car* around ihc

campus
I here have tven allBSU ma>

the \mherst college campu« t.'i

breaking and entering into the- dorms

and in pus buildn
iave

da for trespassing and

ia possession

I i said memos c-

.i. h incident on

and thai the student* *fH.uld

1 special precautions to Irs to pre

l| again

access

cms in all 31 residence halls on

The) will

he locked 24 hours ., iJm

m the rassoencc ruii-

l Mat Mered

nuniei

in)' that -indents should t>

lion while walking on campus late at

night

uld take precaution

and walk in groups and utilue the

service I Mj- c h

I'olicC lohn I uippoki

w IkSHINGTON Ihc aviation

industry posted its Umrth consecutive

Strong vear in 1*4*47 and is expected to

grow domestically S S percent annually

over the nest 12 vears. the I v \ -.nd in

a report being released today

Ihe projected growth, the te»ult ol

such factors a> an increase in the num-

ber d senior citizens and pussei

is good news k,i an line-, .nicialt

makeis and other related businesses It

could be tempered it the cunent I

lion ik problems in \sia la~! mole than

two vears. or il there is a spike in world

fuel price- rransportat tan

Rodnev Slater and FAA Vlmtnisii

Jane Ciurvev were scheduled I

details of the tepoit at the kickott ol

the federal Aviation Adminisiraii

23rd annual Commercial \viation

asl Conierencc i

iding to the teport. donie-ik

.i dings bv pavnw
increased by 3 4 percent last .

IX 3 million in |c*s*ts to 342 3 million

in |v)*)7 International K
increased 4 2 [vrccrii Iroin So 3 mil-

lion to 32 3 million.

With more passenger*, the airline

indusiiA reported a -i/jble increase in

in- up SI 4 billion in

If*] i billion total In I

industry operating piotits w,

to Sscn 1 million

I \A , t'icial* sasd the traffic in»

iK that span atdan

and 1

1

iocs.

The report protected in

carrier |ct Heel will inci

,st year to 7.4H in

an annual increase

cent

he I \ \ i"

expecting stead) passenger growth V

iave the lime and :

income Ihc total numbei

.own to and from the I

i- forecast to nearly doubk
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One year later
It's

one year after the Goodell

Takeover, and icn little has

been said about it. Are we
ashamed that >uch an event had to

occur? 1- the administration trying to

make us forget it'* Or is it not as

important as it seemed while it was

happening'' At the end of last year, I

remember someone asking me and

several other students what the year

was defined by. and we all agreed it

was Goodell What happened to it.

and v. hv am I making such a big deal

out ot It?

Goodell is. was. and will be one of

the most important events to happen

in the hiMor\ of this Universitv lor

three important ^^^^^^^_
reasons: a sense of

community creat-

ed (finally), col- 1

and from out of state. A select num-

ber of faculty and staff members also

got involved. At its height. Goodell

was attended by hundreds, clapping

and rallying around the cry of "The

students, united, will never be defeat-

ed." and no one was ashamed or felt

alienated. Everyone »a> poised

towards the same goal

The fact that the feeling of com-

munity created bv Goodell was made

up of so many different kind* of peo-

ple attests to the greatness of the

event as well Although the takeover

was advertised as AI.ANA students

lighting for rights denied since I'MJ

the makeup of Goodell 's participants

__^^^___^^_----_ *** not restrict-

•™*m*™™™™™*—™™ ed to UMass'
)oc Sullivan minority

ties
labecation among diverse groups of

people, and what appeared at the

time to be a break from the unfair

practices enacted by the adminiatra-

upon everyone under them.

None of these three elements have

come together in the same way since

I Mass Amherst it the largest

school in the state and one of the

Largest in the country, and there are

hundreds of separate communities on
its campus, many ot which rarefy get

an opportunity to interact. This lack

ol interaction may also be extended

to include the five College communi-

h Mere, on an individual level, a stu-

dent is likely to experience a feeling

of not belonging, an anonymity that

results simply from the sheer sue of

the I ntvcrMty for those who partici-

pated in last March's six days of civil

disobedience Goodell erased all of

Students, graduate and undergrad-

uate, flocked to the old library, not

only from thus campus, but tram each

of the other four colleges in the are*.

from Springfield, from Boston, from

other schools in the UMass system

»» m u n

Goodell was inhabited for six days by

about 200 students ot every racial

and ethnic background People d
various religious backgrounds, peo-

ple of every sexual orientation indi

viduals with disabilities and those

representing various political and

social groups all took part An Indian

thief and a member ol hi«

Connecticut tribe were there to check

on a fellow tnbe member who was

inside. Afterward, they sang and

played percussion as the diverse

crowd outside took part in an

impromptu pow wow There were

socialists from Boston setting up

tables and promoting readme matcn

als that spoke of a better Mj
Cornell West called These and other

diverse sources promoted rights for

everyone

Most importantly, the promise of

Goodell was that there would be bet-

ter overall treatment for all people on

this campus. Central to this idea was

the expectation that dealing with

Whitmore. especially Financial Aid.

would no longer be comparable to

getting kicked in the head. It was the

promise that the climate of the cam-

pus would improve. To carry this

out. 21 "agreements" were negotiated

between the student negotiators and

the administration.

The resilient student community
created by Goodell seems to have

remained intact, but where is t he-

promise today'' V\ ith the way things

have gone this year thus far. it

appears that the ideal created by

cHssJell has been flushed down the

toilet

The week before school began in

September, every student received a

•f the University Picketing Code
— an instantaneous rebirth of the

cycle of administrative intimidation.

The administration has attempted to

pinpoint alcohol as the root cause of

most problems on campus, never

once considering it as a consequence

of the system they maintain The

Graduate Employee Organization

Id ci was finally allowed mediation

in their contract negotiations, but not

rt being driven to the edge ot

striking. Students are still being treat-

ed inhumanely by Whitmore and are

dissatisfied — check anv of the

recent campus surveys. The demands

of Goodell have not wholly been met.

including childcare and new academ-
ic departments Finally, the point

must be made that the whole negotia-

tion process resulting from the

takeover was broken off earlier this

year, brought on by student negotia-

tors' frustration with the administra-

tive team's inability to even under-

stand the concept of positive change

The analysis of what has Iran

spired this year can be summed up

as: one year after Goodell. climate

issues on this campus are still not

being addressed properly.

I nfortunately . things are the same as

or worse than before the takeover.

lor Sullivan is a Collegian staff

Why can't we stay?
Id like to start ig sorry about last week. Yeah.

I was m Philly, but I should have written earlier in the

week, before f left

Sorry

But that s me I never do anything on time My dad
i whom wc all know as PI . thank you) has

been dealing with my roller-coaater motiva-

tion swings for about 22 years.

When I made the East Middle School's

fabled "20 Book Club" in sixth grade, (you

know, read 20 books, get an A), he was ad

about the praise He said "Listen. Luke It

doesn't matter what anyone says in this

world. You do what you want to do."

Thanks. PI. even though all I did was
read the back cover and fake it.

c lopedia Brown? Come on, if Brown
solved one case, he solved them all).

W hen the Methuen Phillies came within

one game on winning the 1987 Methuen
Little League title. PI said he was proud of me. even though

I struck out twice in the title game (The history books win

never remember the solid day patrolling centerfield. Never.)

PI has alwavs let me do the one thing most other dads

don't let their kids do — what they fed is best. For that. P.|

gets prop*.

Of course, what I feel is best often revolves around sitting

on the couch watching I \ ,^__^_^____
See. I'm taking astronomy, which

isn't really my hag. I needed the class,

and I figured a 100 level would be a

breeze. I added on the last day. Before I

knew. I was being tested on

couldn't even pronounce.

Centripetal motion'' Nanometers? I

got a homework question (first problem: there was home-

work) that read "When Venus is at inferior conjunction a

pulse of radio waves is transmitted from Earth to Venus."

Oh. really Huh
But there was more.

"If the reflected pulse is received 280 seconds after it was

transmitted, what is Venus' distance from the earth in kilo-

meters at its closest approach, with c=W0.000 km/sec?"

I'hhh. II?

C=42°
Thirty-seven nanometers?

I'll break down niv tint exam score like this. If my grade

V

l.ukf Meredith

P.J. has always let me do

the one thing most other

dads don 't let their kids do
— what they feel is best.

Doonesbury

Soapbox, anyone ?

Doesn't it seem like the people that talk the most

about something actuallv know the least about

it? We've all been known to spout oil about

nothing, just to hear the beauty of our own v..ices hut

I'm talking about perpetual abusers: people that should

give off a blinking warning light every

time they open their mouths. I hese

voice box abusers come in all shapes and

There's your buddy. "Fred", who COT
stantly gives you advice on how to Mac
the opposite sex He tells you things like

"Listen, it you want to attract the guys,

you gotta make sure vou talk about all

your ex-boyfriends and your menstrual

cvclc I he v "II be drooling ove>

babe!"

"Hev. man." 1 ted oozes authoritatively.

"Ya wanna know my secrets that get the

ladies Meow' Talk about voursell con
~™~^^^

stantly and stare at her chest. Trust me. women dig

that'

I hen one day. after being slapped and rejected M
many times vou feel like Steve I rkel on a losing streak,

you re.ili/c Fred has only been out with one girl in his

life — and they were related' Fred, the "Mac Daddv ot

love." turns out to put the "I" in loser, not in love

lher person alllicted with this disease is your

classmate "Sally." Sally sits up in the first row ol all her

classes If all the seats are filled up there, she'll pull a

desk up from the back, just so she can be right under-

neath the professor's nose.

vonc looks bewildered when the teacher asks

what caused the French Revolution except, of course.

"The French Revolution was caused by France's

unequivocal desire for a land entrenched in

|e tic sai« quoi' that eventuallv led to an upheaval of

fear-inducing machismo, which torevcr affected the

moral convictions ot the citizens in this patriarchal

counirv

rvonc in the class stares at Sallv in confusion and

anger. They either think she's an annoying windbag, or a

genius The professor always is tactful and euphemistic

toward* Sallv She/he has memorized the part in the

"Professor's Handbook" about how lo *.iv "vou're full of

crap" in a tactful, professional manner But Sallv contin

ues to answei even question regardless of her obvious

lack of knowledge about anything besides booty kissing

I he people that really put a hair in mv toothbrush.

though, are the "healthnuts " They re constantly lectur

g vou on how to be more healthful, at the same time

bragging about how much time thev put in at the gym.

I hev cat iv on about how much they bench press and

how main vegetables they've eaten todav

"Ya know." they advise "you could easily lose that

spare tire it vou jogged around campus

and did 100 stomach crunches everv

day " As your throat closes up and your

eves get wet. they add. "Oh. and stop eat-

ing that bag of Doritov tor God's sake'"

So you begrudgmglv throw away your

DortkM uhev were that cool new 5-D
kind loo!) and put on vour dusty running

garni You are amazed the blue velcroed

wonders have survived the vears since

you got them in 198V Well, the peer

pressure worked because vou leel like

such a schlub compared to Ms. /Mr.

wotkout Viu decide vou could stand to
™"™™™™"

take their advice on healthful living

So vou actually did it vou became one ol those God

awlul people that run around campus in the midst of a

moiiscKin You arc just so damn proud ot vourself that

vou can't wait to tell vout luetic!

When vou get hack to voui loom vou can't believe

what you see Your gymrat friend is passed out in a pile

ol emptv vodka bottles and beer cans with puke on the

comer ol his/her mouth She/He has a cigarette dan

gling between their lips and Dorito crumbs stuck lo

their sweatshirt

Before you throw your running shoes at his/her head,

trv to muster up enough feeling to pitv the fool While

you're at it. have some pitv tor Fred and Sallv. too They

are among trie most annoying creatures on earth, but I

suppose they mean well in their warped little ways We
should try and keep in mind that they re only acting out

on their own personal insecurities Ok well maybe
throwing |ust oik- shoe would be alright

Since we all suffer from what I'll call 'smacking"

(talking smack in high doses), you may ask. "All the

svmptoms are there, what should I do. is there a talking

smack I ? step program where I can get help from my
higher power"*" No. unlortunately. besides putting duct

tape over your mouth or taking a code of silence as a

nun. there's not a whole lot vou can do When you're

really tempted to preach the Bible, even though vou ve

never read K. just carefully and slowly ease your foot out

of your mouth, take a deep relaxing breath, and shut up

Remember, it's OK to plead the Filth but onlv when
you actually know what the filth i«

luh? Iialkow is .; ( Mass student

Letters to the Editor

ww plugged into the AP Top 25. it d be a No S seed in the

East, with a first round game again* lona.

Which isn't that good
If I fail astronomy. I'm two credits short. Which is no big

deal, because I'll graduate in May anyway Which brings me
back to mv summer plans P | wants
answers, but I don't really have answers. I

mean. I don't even have a car.

Fortunately. I woke up about a week ago

and it all came into loCM I broke it down to

Big Red over lunch at the Blucwall I was

ready. My plan was ambitious.

A. I live in Amherst (Delano's in hine''

Good start. I sav
|

B. I get a "job" (not a real one. though),

sublet Garv's room and relax, t If I happen to

hit a few bars. hey. I hit a few bars).

C. I do interviews at my leisure, until I

found the right job for me (Not that my
resume's done or anything)

Sow. P| hadn't said a word in about five minutes But

when he did. he wasn't happy.

"You need to get a job I mean, that's why you've been in

school for five years."

S.w. here I am. thinking PI will let me slide. I mean hey.

I cover UMass hoops. How many college kids get to go to

the SCAA tournament as press? I figure since this is probe

_____^^ Ny my greatest accomplishment (though

the 20 Book Club was nice). PI
wouldn't mind if I chilled this summer,

and contemplated my future a little

longer.

But P.|. knows better. He remembers

what I did during the summer when I

was little. TV. riding my hike. IA

Not exactly the plan to a better tomorrow

I kept pushing the plan, disguised as a "sensible backup it

I don't get a job by lune." P.|. wasn't budging. If he was in

Amherst, he probably would have kicked me in the ass.

(Wearing crazy 1991 New Balance sneaks. I might add.)

PI s point?

"Hey Luke, finish your resume, get your head out of your

ass. arid get a job. Oh yeah, and get your head out of your

He's right, vou know. I mean hell, even Encyclopedia

Brown must have his resume done.

lAike Meredith is a Collegian columnist

BY GARRY TRUOEAU

UPC needs support,

not criticism

' To the editor

It s amazing how closed-minded

the campus has been thinking latelv

The bashing ol Univcrsit)

Productions and Concert

inability to put on a Spring Concert

is getting out of hand Fven the

Collegian has joined the act Having

been involved with L PC tor two
vears I would like to stand up for

them and straighten out some of the

ignorant opinions floating around

the campus

I am disappointed with the

Collegian's willingness to bash L'PC

while there was not one endorse-

ment tor the Student Government
Association (SGA) elections on its

lirM day

I PC has four unpaid officers

devoting their time. This may he a

result of poor management and com-

munication but it severelv hinders

their ability to run a small concert.

let alone a Spring Concert. Students

cannot afford to donate their time to

run L'PC when they need a weekly

income.

The letter to the editor (March 3)

from lohn Peters from MassConcerts

is verv vague and unrealistic

Although Peter* mav put on concerts

elsewhere in the Pioneer Valley, he

has not gained MM i" the UMass
campus. This is because UMass
already has a promotional group.

UPC. His proposal to produce l

Spring Concert tor "free" will not

only let him on campus as an autho-

rized vendor, hut set a precedent lor

him to return next year. If that hap-

pens, UPC will no longer exist ;md

students will not learn the real world

experience about the music industry.

I cannot believe that everyone
including SGA points the finger at

UPC when that finger should be

pointing at SGA and the student

body. How many people showed up

to UPC"s last meeting? Four. Have

the members of SGA consulted with

the UPC officers about the cancella-

tion of the concert and the troubles

of UPC? No, no one has offered to

help, just criticize. Has anyone
notice how bad SGA does every

year? Why can't we cut their payroll

and funding and give it to UPC to

put on the concert? SGA receives

over $40,000 each year! What do wc
get? A campus full of apathetic stu-

dents who laugh at the lack of com-
mon sense pouring out of the SGA
office.

It vou do no! like the «J»DK
run* organization. rSa^LfetP
involved Do not lecture them on

how to run a large-scale event like

Spring Concert if vou have no expe

rience or do not even know the

facts

I. like everyone else on this cam-

pus, want a Spring Concert, but it

has to be done with people who
know how to produce such a large

event. UPC has very few people who
can offer their time Donate vour

assistance to solve this problem.

Arik I olb.th

Eric ( .Hire

Amherst

Hadley Farm
article inaccurate

To the editor

I picked up the Collegian Monday
morning (March 9). and. to my
delight, spotted an article about the

I l.uilcv I ami and the UMass vet and

animal science department. After

reading this article, entitled "Hadley

Farm Hosts |fl Fquine Conference.

I and many other students and facul-

ty in this department arc less than

pleased with the information report-

ed.

To quote lason Trcnkle. "A mare

(female) is teased when a stallion

(mme) shows sj^ns of arousal and

the marc, sensing the arousal,

becomes in heat." Yes. a mare is

teased when a stallion shows signs

of arousal. However, this does not

bring the animal into heat. A mart-

has a set reproductive cycle, and
teasing is a method to determine

when the mare is in heat, or in

which part of her cycle she is in.

depending on her reaction to the

stallion. Trenklc also states that,

"the mare will not always show
signs of heat, which could imply

that the mare is not satisfied with

her mate."

Mares in heat have one thing on

(heir mind: reproduction. Mares are

rarely selective of their stallions.

Imagine if a mare wouldn't breed to

a gray stallion for the sole reason

that she's not partial to gray stal-

lions. It is true that sometimes a stal-

lion will not breed to a particular

marc, but there has to be some

extenuating circumstance* behind it.

such as a bad experience with the

same mare in the past.

He; article goes on to say that the

IwTCUiiig seaaott ttf the hor«e is in the

summer, due to longer hours,

"because the horses react to long

daylight by releasing a hormone that

causes stimulation of the ovula."

Perheps Trenkle meent to say

"ovary" instead Trcnkle continues

to talk about breeding seasons by

explaining that breeders prefer to

have their horses bred in the winter,

"so that the horses can develop into

a strong breed at a young age." A
I hreed is determined by its

genetics, not by the time of year it is

corueivcd If I breed my
Thoroughbred marc in the winter.

I'm not going to get a Clydesale foal.

Trenklc deserves credit for cover-

ing a topic unknown to many: how-

ever, he should have checked with

someone knowledgeable of the sub

ject before submitting his article

Stephanie Wolf
Sylvan

Keep it on

To the editor

I am writing in response to Gerrit

DeYoung's March 1 1 column I am
not the least bit ashamed to say that

I am part of the lerry Springer talk

show cult. I aKo know lor a fact that

I am not alone when I say this lerry

Springer's ratings are soaring, and
his viewing audiences gTow larger

and larger every day.

DeYoung says that "we are

obsessed with the miseries of oth-

ers." and "it's frightening how wc
find the misery of others so enter-

taining." Is anyone holding a gun to

these guests' heads, forcing them to

spill their guts on national TV? No.

I strongly believe the public ought

to know by now that the lerry

Springer show is not one that should

be taken seriously. It's purpose is

not to educate nor to enlighten us in

some way. like other talk shows out

(here. It is purely to entertain, and

entertainment is exactly what the

show provides.

I can only see continual success

for lerry in the future. So as for now.

"I'm keeping it on!"

|iiinic DePruspo
Amherst
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A TITANIC PHENOMENON

It's March — three months after the release of

Titanic, and the unsinkable epic is still being sold out

at your local theater. With a domestic gross of $450

million, it's poised to be the number one American

film of all time, a title it already holds world-wide.

Last week, the movie became the first to break the bil-

lion dollar barrier. And it hasn't even won an Oscar

yet. although its record-tying 14 nominations and

Golden Globe victory certainly helped escort viewers

back to the theater for second, third and fourth-time

showings.

Even the movie soundtrack, the first orchestration

score to top the charts since way back in 1 966 and Dr.

Zhivago. is dominating the competition. It's the

kind of cultural monopoly that probably has Bill

Gates pacing his office late at night. You almost

expect a Microsoft Windows in the shape of Titanic

portholes coming next year.

I must confess, I've only seen Titanic

twice. But I own the soundtrack, I've visit-

ed the web site and 1 even watched some of that

behind-the-scenes television special. Of course, for

some fans, this is nothing. The word "excess" does

not apply when a film experience such as Titanic

moves millions across the world.

But is all of this attention warranted?

ra
Bryan McAlusttr

u

Perhaps its quasi-religious status is not. The

film is not perfect, but then again neither was

Star Wars, E.T. or Jurassic Park, the movies

Titanic now shares a place in history with, or

rather, owns a place in history with. But

surprisingly, three months down the road

and there hasn't been any strong Titanic

backlash. Few will be complaining if the film

Me.ims through the Oscars as expected, even

fewer when it rewrites the box-office history

booki.

In fact, most critics — from Newsweek to

Roger Ebert — have heralded Titanic'i emotion-

al power, and the significance it will have on
Hollywood and filmmaking for years to come.

Titanic takes us back to the early 1900s, a period of

technological boom and new ways of independent
thinking and expression. But many, like the film's

young Rose, are still caught in age-old conventions of

upper and lower class life. Rose is expected to behave

nicely, look lady-like, and keep quiet. As she describes

in the film, she feels like her whole life is pre-destined.

Director lames Cameron isn't subtle with his camera

or his pen — he shows us everything boldly and bright-

ly. Early in the film Rose is depicted in a corset, her

Turn to TITANIC, page 8
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March Madness hits the tube;

FOX debuts two new shows
In the words d Dick \ itale. it's March Madness, baby! If

there's one tunc ot the year we can be absolutely sure that

TV' fans all oxer the country will be glued to their sets for

three solid weeks, it's tourney lime As • matter of fact,

Final Four Saturcbs always records the mvoiuI "tost viewers

ol the year (the first is that big fiasco thai happens on the

last Sunday in lanuary •

So as today's games begin, all of

the office |x».>ls have been tilled out.

and all of the high school kids have

made the plant to skip school for a

lew days. America gets prepared for

NCAAbaskcihull

In the next few weeks, basketball

will be life to many people It's

funny how such a thing can keep

teenagers home from school, and

grown adults home (ami work lu-t

to sit in front of their television for

at least tout straight days during the

first and second rounds Personally.

I like the tournament much better

when there are games non-stop I

like the idea that you can sit home,

and rum on a game that you know is

going to be a quality basketball

game, and know that you'll be entertained lor at least two

hours As a huge college basketball fan, I can honestlv vn
that it is definitely a gift by the NCAA to allow the television

work! to watch ail this basketball at once

As everyone starts to prepare themselves lor the upcom-

ing week, the teat of the network start to prepare for a bash-

ing by CBS and K-M*N Ium like the Olvmpics a ftw weeks

ago. it always takes a huge sporting event to mix up the tele-

vision ratings, and give something extra for everyone to

watch

I have a gnpe to pick with the wonderful people over at

AHi V I mm >uied before, cosntdtes such as "Home
Improvement" have lost their grass roots, and become a
show about dealing with the issues. In the past two weeks.

"Home Improvement* has had an episode dealing with drug

use. and an absolutely terrible episode where fill is stuck in

her house with at man who. last season, asked her out. not

knowing that she was married

But the gnpe I have to pick with the network involves the

Friday TGIF line-up TG1F used to be one of the beat nights

on TV I remember when TCIF meant: "Family Matters."

"Full House." "Step by Step." and going way back.
"Crowing Pains." Last Wednesday I was watching "Spin

Cm '
i which by the way is one of the beat show* on televi-

sion) and there was a commercial for "Boy Meets World." I

intgiinh remember this show when it was m its first season

The advertisement showed the lead character Corey <Bca
i) in a bathroom drunk What is the matur with that

pictuie'.' I was so curious to what was going to liappen. I

actually planned to spend the lirsi part si Friday night in in\

dorm room, watching "Boy Meat" World."

Alter telling another triend of mine, about the wonderful

programming that was on we sat down at 8 p. in to watch
"Hoy Meets World ' Little did wc know thai "Boy Meets
World" was not on until 8:K) p. in wc weie siuck watching

"Sabnna the Teenage Witch." I have

olficially watched one episode of the

BSBJBJ gMSJ on television' Sol onK I*

Sabnna. the title character played by

Melissa loan Hart (last seen on
Nickelodeon's "Clarissa I xplains It

All." another award winner) a ridicu

lou»ly written charadci but if you

throw into it that Hart has no talent

what I make lot a really

had mix

Ming back to "Boy Meet*
World." I just couldn't believe what

was going on The actually tried to

make it seem as though Corey could

just walk around his home lown
with a bottle of Vodka in his had.

completelv smashed, and no one
would do ansthing about it. until he

happens to run into a police officer The intent of the writ-

ers was clear. Since the majority ol the viewers ol "Bov

Meets World* are predominantly pre-teens, they wanted to

get an anti-drinking mrssagr across. This was a good idea.

however, you can't do this if vou don't have a quality show
toworkwith Remember K)\ « "In living Color*?
This was the >how that was created bs Kccnan Ivory

Wayam. and included many other Wayans family members
and was the sum of Jim Carrey's career V* ell I U\ has cre-

ated what could possibly be the triumphant return of the

Wayans familv kl IN In two weeks. 'Damon.* a new scries

staring D—on Wayam comes to K>\ where it seems that

he will revisit all of his old "In living Color* characters

including the hilarious. Antone the bum Unfortunately if

this show is anything similar to any ot the mam attempts of

the Wayam family to try to return to television, it will be a

Luropku flop I guess well just have to wait and see what

happens with Damon, after it has aired

Speaking of new FOX series, last night, the network pre

miered 'Significant Others"; because of this premier, the

fWTsVm 'Party of Five' has been put on hiatus until April

22 It « the intent of Fox to gain the same viewers who
watch "Party of Five" on a regular basis, and if they can
achieve this goal, then 'Significant Others* should prove to

be a much needed hit l>. K'\
Ryan Benharns k a ( Warn sfwtWwt. Airy lywisiom or

comments about this column may be emailed to

fteiiwinitJiliasiiit.Mmgts.edii

Stewart treks into TV's "Moby Dick"
By Lynn EJbsr

Asiociatod Press

I OS \M .1 1 FS - Captain Ahab's

fateful clash with a whale is the Mull

of classic literature Patrick Stewart,

who plays Ahab in the new TV minis

ene* *Mobj Dick." had hi-

ouan encounter rcccntlv but it

.itioning in Hawaii, the I

and his fiancee, producer Wends
News, went sailing off the island oif

Kauai in search of the great crea-

ture*

encountered two whales who.
for the space of nearly an hour,
breached sometimes in unison and
sometimes alone, again and again
and again." Stew an said.

"They were bursting out of the

water, turning in the air so you could

see the underside of the whale, so

you could see those great fins going
over and crashing back into the

water

"I swear. I felt as though we were
being greeted." Stewart said.

The display came after the actor, at

\1« Sru«* urging, took oft his cap
reading "New Bedford U haling
Museum " f xplaincd Stewart: "She
thought it might be discouraging to

the whale

He picked up the souvenir while

researching his role in "Moby Dick."

the IS\ Network adaptation of

Herman Melville's novel. The four-

hour miniseries shows 8- 10 p.m. EST
on Sunday and Monday. It's a rous-

ing adaptation of the story of a whal-

ing ship captain who puts his crew at

rail while obsessively pursuing the

white whale that maimed him
Stewart's Ahab nearean in

hi- wrath, and the animal is a worthy

tHwaajr) thanks to computers
and Hollvwood prop magic.

Bc*idc> - program
boasts other impressive on- and off-

screen names Crcgory Peck, who
was Ahab in the I**"* lohn Huston
film, has a small role as Father
Mapple. the preacher played by
Orson Welles in the imn

Henry Thoma*
I
/ / tJst /

Terrestrial) is the novice seaman
Ishmael. the story's narrator, and Ted
Levine I Silence of the Ijimbs)

\
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SSritiems YOU HAVE TO SEE IT TO BELIEVE IT!

Liquor Specials
I Absolut Citron '14.**

•19.**'«>'

r Micro Brews
[
Catamount
(Chrntmii Ai*)

'Tequila Rose

I Seagram's Cln
[(Extra Dry. Urn
Itwilted)

Malibu
Coconut Rum

Micro Kegs
In Stock

*7.** '**-"

*9."

|
Long Trail
(Amber Alt, Brown Ate. R*A)

I Bert Grants
IWinter Ate

Brooklyn
I BUck ChocoUtt Stout

Beer Specials
Rolling Rock
Caw Botttet

» Pack Cant

Mtchctobfc
*5.** • •*« Mkhatob Light

*•>H 1 B-pack cant

•12.*
• »

Scotish Ale >5.«*

1/2 Keg) W I

Honey Brown

•9.'
• a

Dundee '50.**
I
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MEET TWO TRAVELERS
WHO JUST HAD A GOOD HIGHT'S SLEEP

SHE STAYED AT A NOSm
ond with the money she saved on her

(Karnirrodcnion, she hod breakfast at

a trendy cote, toured the famous siohh, sow

a bond oto local dub and still hod enough

change left over to make

a phone coll riorne.

INTUtNATIONAl

With a Hostelling International membership card you get access to affordable accommodation at

nearly 5,000 hostels in over 70 countries So if you re planning'a trip, get the HI card and join

4 million members worldwide who save every time they travel For your HI card visit our website,

call us at 202783 6161 or contact your local student travel specialist

Join on-line today: www.hiayh.org

Unique dance troupe to perform
Pulvermacher well-known for expressing human condition

M,\^ U HI M lh .1 \\

DflrwHQPCjON

Net* Purvermacher and Dancers will perform tonight at the Hamper* Theater

By Emiry Trass:

\.cMsgian asrsw

i Pulvermacher and Dancer*
will bring a unique dance expert

ence to the Hampden Theatre
tonight at 8 p m Residential Arts

a program of the Fine Arts Center

at the University ol Md^achusctts.
will be presenting Pulvermacher
and Dancers in "Zaz* and
Beds/Children of the Dream

*

Pulvermacher and Dancers are
well known for creating a cinemat-

ic language in dance and theater

giving expression to the human
experience and condition She ha*

mastered a style characterized by

fragmentation, by shards of emo-
tion and physuality fused in flight

Pulvermsv' I .jllv acclaimed

work offer* the audience a total

experience that engages all of the

Pulvcrnidchi • ha

called "extraordinary powerlul

and moving bittersweet poetry'

and "forthright rhythmic and vig

orous cuddcJ with BrTtrBtl that

give the impre»«ii>n ot inner brakes

slammed on." by the Xilloge \

The Sen ) nrk limes applauded
the company saving.

Pulvermacher ottered dji

/le the eye * Pulvermacher >

rknrrn have been called "electric

moving through -pact with aban-

don and a cool concentration
Sparks seem to fly from one to the

next, generating a sense of n

ment that expand* in ripple-

the Ann trhor l)hu

The first pu
Beds/Children of the Dream.* was
created in collaboration with the

contemporary Israeli composer
> us jl Gabay Pulvermacher blends

a mosaic of voices, text, music and

mer's childhood

>nd piece.

physically charged movement
dancer to take the audience for a

ride through the hells and heaven*

of the

I'ulverma

"Zaz.* which mean* movement in

Hebrew, was created with the

village avant-garde composer lohn

The Hebrew language and
the richness and vitality of Israel,

the combination of Zom's music
and Pulvermacher » choreography

is said to be highlv improvisation

at
Hampdt >-ia led at

the lop of the horseshoe in the

Southwest Re\idenliol Area with

parking for all jcr, -,et in
'< Hampden theatre is wfrpf-

chait • $n>
for general admission and $

r^MfJjMrfe students I or tickets or

call 1-800-
s»w I W IS

III MM \KIS <l Ml K SI KIIS

I) () (, V .'

Tap Dogs
Pitt dance, part theater, part rock concert

and part construction site, this phenome-

nal troupe reinvents the up dance for the

90"* " electrifying energy that had the

packed house cheering."

-77* LA Chronicle

TUESDAY ft WEDNESDAY
MARCH 24*25, 8PM
CONCERT HAU.
svanswrto wth TMt gpnmous iia*xjai o*
FioaiNCi Swwcs Bank mo
tmi Mooox Mau

oiyaa

Global Divas
with the Stella Chiwestte Trio,

the Susana ilar«i IJn/trlel and

the Tish Hinojma Trio

These women kick "girl power" up a notch. I

with their innovative interpretation of world

music Zimbabwe's Chiwese is hailed as a

master Mbira (thumb piano) player; Baca is

t legend in Afro- Peruvian music; and

Texan Hinojosa is one of America's most

renowned singer songwriters.

THURSDAY, APRIL 2, 8PM, BOWKER AUDITORIUM
PWAfNTf o WTTM THf CFNfROUS SU*fO*VT OF WRSI 95 3FM AND Tnf RcCOROfR

OONIIlTTIi OntlCUTfM
The New York City Opera National Company presents

The Daughter
of the Regimen t

One of the great comic operas of all time

in 2 full production called by the

New York Times "a grand evening of fun."

Accompanied by a full orchestra, sung in

French with supertitles.

TUESDAY, APRIL 7, 8PM
CONCERT HALL
PWttNrtO WITH TH€ CfNIKOOS SUWOAT OF COCA-COLA

Coll 545-2S11 or 1-800-999-UMAS for tickets

Viiit ear Website at www.sx-ms.sda/fa(/fa<Jitial

COWIC I Willi VOl'K CI Ml K!

MORS
MUSK H A l t

3 . •( f t
- i '.„ ,n, |„,|.i

ALL AGES
ALL THE TIME

min-sdoy, morcfi 1 2, 7 pm

Stockton's Wing
lush kseawnal snak steoft SlOse*

ttidoy, march 13, 7 pm

Sosan Werner
sin Kevin So. SIS off*

Saturday, march 14 7 pm

Quetzal
pnn Latin folk '

t- The -

f,neari
Center

UNIVfSSITY Of
MASSAi HUStTTS

AMHn.TT

Saturday, march 14, 10 pm

Belizbeha
Burlington s ovont funk orchsslto So odv

Sunday march 1 5 7 pi

Martin Hayes &
Dennis Cahill

lush musK with The Loncome touch SI2od

monday, march 16, 7 pm

Cheri Knight
plus Mike Errko. SSodv

tuesday, march 17, 7 pm

Big Bad Bollocks
St Poddy's rocks at the Horse, SlOodv

Wednesday, march 18 7 pm

C.J. Chenier
& the Red Hot
Louisiana Band

SIO ark'

fhursday, march 19, 7 pm

Victoria Williams

March 2 1 THE DEVUNS 1 PM

TICKETS For rh< Rftord al the

Norrhoniplon Box OTdcf or roll 586-8686

24 HOUR CONCfRT INFO
4 I 3 584 0610

Women s Issues
Thursday, March 12, 1998

'Rape is nothing more or less than a

NamOM process by which all men
keep all women in a NMsfsal Mate ul

fear."

— Susan Brownmiller

I remember the first time I heard
the word "rape" and knew what n
meant. I was seven the first time I

used the word, and the woman I was
speaking to demanded to know where
I had learned such tilths language
That's when I learned that rape i^ M
something to talk about: it is a shame-

ful act, it is disgusting and it shouldn't

be mentioned out loud The thing that

never made sense to me was that it

wasn't particularly shameful lor the

man who committed the crime It was
me. the girl, who was guilts faj even

using the word.

I drive. Look, there's a billboard

with a blonde silicone- pumped
woman sprawled out. promoting a

restaurant chain

I walk. "Hey honey, nice ass!"

Leering voices leap from construction

sites and car windows.

I look. In my favorite art museum
there are more pictures ol women
naked than there are actual paintings

by women
I listen. 'The Accused" was on tele

vision a few nights ago. and some
boys in my math class are wishing it

showed more of the "sex" parts.

I think I fear for my body and mv
life every lime I walk to my car I'm

not allowed to go downtown at night

because it's not safe "for a girl

"

But I don't say anything I've been

taught that the state of things » 'nat-

ural." thai I'm not supposed to ques-

tion the patriarchy that has created

this wonderful society in which
women can work outside the home,
where women are allowed to marry
whu> they want, where women are

"equal" to men Oh yeah'' "KquaP"

Deconstructing a rape culture

Helena Kvarnstrom

Ihen whs can't I feel sale walking my
dog after the sun goes down? Why is

my body public aucs- .1- BOM as I

step outside'' Whs am I alraid'

The phenomenon of rape cultuie is

not something thai has sprung up in

the past few
years. The imbal-

ance ot the sexes,

the patriarchal

reign, the subservience ol women, was
eMahli-hcd thousands i>l sears ago. on
the das the lns| rape was committed
It is this ad ol sioleiicc which keeps

women in shackles esen today.

Il is sers simple men rape because

ities can. In ancient civilizations, the

notion of a woman as an object

belonging to her lather or husband
was cemented in lasc codes as well as

in cultural and religious beliels

Because ol the wide- spread practice

and acceptance ol rape, the rulers

were very reluctant, if not enirely

ignorant, of proclaiming rape as a
crime

I Vic Code ol Hammurabi (ca 2000
proclaimed that women were

allowed "no independent status under

Babylonian law slu- was either a

betrothed virgin, living in the house of

hei father, ot else she was somebody's

lawlulls wedded wife" (Susan
Hti'wnmillei 1

If a man raped a vugin. he was
killed while the girl was not consid-

ered to be guilty of ans crime
However it a married woman was
raped, both she and her attacker were

bound and thrown into the riser, at

which tune the husband ot the woman
had the option ol saving her from
death if he wished.

The Bible and other documents
detail how civilizations used rape to

proclaim supenontv over other groups

ol people, and to claim the women as

"theirs" atiei a battle had taken place.

Raping women al*o guaranteed them

as wives of the rapists in some soci-

eties, so it was quite an efficient

method of infiltrating an enemy tribe.

Of course, this is in keeping with

the great ludeo-C'hristian tradition of

naming Woman as the original sinner,

(Eve in the

Garden of Eden)

thus needing to

punish women
for the sins of their mothers. The
Biblical imagery of Cod, as the

omnipotent presence who can punish

and reward as he pleases, is powerful

for many men because it implies "the

ultimate male."

The fact that God is presented as a

man has led many to feel that men arc

closer aligned to God and it's there-

fore permissible for them to be rulers

of their domain, including "their"

women.
England, a country noted for its

religious devotion in many respects,

was among the first to concern itself

with rape as a crime. However, the

only real benefactors of the laws con-

cerning rape were women of high

social and economic status. The
woman was considered an object

unless she had money, in which case

her family worried that the rapist

would marry her and leech off the

family fortune.

Never was there any concern for the

woman per se. as wc can see by

observing literature, particularly from

the Gothic period In this type of liter-

ature, women were often kidnapped

and raped, only to fall in love with the

men who brutalized them (this type of

novel is not hard to find today: just

look in your local grocery store check-

out line).

The first time in history that rape

was "no longer just a family misfor-

tune and a threat to land and proper

-

is but an issue of public safety.* was
under the rule of Edward I (Susan

Stop the archaic beauty ideal
Girls, how do you fed about your

bodies these days? Do you think

you're fat"* Do sou think you're

underweight'' Do you wish you had

the body of a model on the cover of a

For many women, body image and

self-esteem go hand in hand Often,

when we fed good about our K -

we feel good about ourselves. This

fedrng can carry over to other aspects

of our lives: we smile more, have

more motivation to do work, have

higheT ambitions, have more friends

and better relationships The benefits

don't cease.

The pressure women and girls feel

to be 'beautiful* (translation skinny 1

is caused by cultural expectations

From an early age. girls are condi-

tioned to invest a great deal of time

in personal appearances. Starting

with the very first bedtime story, a

child hears messages that a woman's

most valuable asset is her appear-

ance, and that her image can either

transform her into a rich, pampered

princess or a poor, lonesome servant

girl

In middle school and high school,

many girls begin to read magazines

such as Sesenteen. YM and Teen.

Eventually they graduate to "adult"

girly magazines such as Glamour.

Cosmo and Marie Claire. Each maga-

zine has. literally, hundreds of images

of the same skinny body type.

A girl may not consciously realize

the messages she is absorbing as she

reads her favorite magazine. By being

exposed to images of only one rare

body type, she is taught socktjr'l

beauty standard, and this standard

becomes her personal ideal It's diffi-

cult to rebel against this ideal since it

has been reinforced throughout a life-

time of conditioning.

In a study of gender and body

image. Sharlene Hesse- Biber sur-

veyed 960 sophomores at a private

New England college. In her book ,4m

/ 77iin Enough Yet?, she describes tin

results of a survey which asked men

and women the same questions about

their weight and self-perceived attrac-

tiveness.

The women who responded overes-

timated their relative weights think

ing their bodies were heavier than the

medicalls desiuble weights on the

standard Metropolitan I lie Insurance

Company charts Men. on the other

hand, judged their weights more
.tccuratels

Chrissy Brown

\inets Vise percent ol the women
said they wanted to lose weight, while

the men were spin m halt between

wanting to lose or gam weight

Over three quarter^ ot ihe women
had dieted, compared to a third of the

men. Thirts taWM percent of the

women admitted to dieting "most of

the time" while only \S percent >!

men did

When asked how thes fell about

their bodies. M percent of women
were content. T8 percent were anx-

ious, and sesen percent fell

depressed. Fifty percent of men were

content with their Kdies. only 6 per-

cent were anvious and 4 percent were

depressed.

When asked what thes would pre-

fei to weigh, women responded that

they wanted to weigh an average of

10 pounds less Men. however, want

ed to weigh an average of one pound
less (Sharlene Hesse Biber. \rn I

Thirl linough )cl'\ Oxford I nisersits

These statistics should come as no

surprise to many people. As men-
tioned before, women are conditioned

to belies e lhat in order to be beauti

ful. thes must be thin. However, it's

often impossible tor women to meet

such ideals because of the high

degrees ,,l stftM in their lives

Upon arrival at college, some stu-

dents report a weight gain known as

the "treshman fifteen." The transition

from high school to college can be

especially rough, as a person daTOO*

ers independence for the first time

while juggling schoolssork, social life

and adjusting to I new environment

This stress can lead j overeating.

Students also struggle to find time-

to ett in the midst of hectic daytime

schedules. Since it's difficult to eat a

healthy meal at a convenient time.

many students won't eat during the

day. but pig out at night

Despite the fact that many college

women and men gain weight dunng
their school years, many women still

feel pressure to lose weight so that

they will fit the ideal. Some of these

efforts are motivated by eating disor-

ders. In college populations, anorexia

affects between six and 25 percent of

female students. Bulimia affects

between one and 19 percent. Between

2 > and 85 percent of women report

that they eat in "binges*

(Hesse-Biber).

Healing a warped body image and
crushed self-esteem begins from
within. We must remember, nobody

is pointing a gun to our heads telling

us we must meet the media's stan-

dards of beauty. We do it to ourselves

when we believe the myths and sup-

port the hype.

Of course, the media bears the

responsibility of beginning to project

images of realistic, everyday women
in magazines, television and movies.

We must stop the madness behind the

archaic stereotype of what is consid-

ered beautiful. Battlelines must be
drawn

Our first step in this war is to take

the beauty magazines which so many
are addicted to. and draw in the inch-

es which have been deleted from
models' hips, thighs, waists and butts

by computer imaging. We can add
back the blemishes and wrinkle lines

which have been removed by air-

brushing.

The next step is to send back these

corrected pictures to the magazines,

with a pleasant note: "The photogra-

phers have erred with this picture of

Cindy Crawford. Her legs aren't really

this skinny or cellulite-free. her waist

is broader and her face has more
blemishes than just her trademark
mole. Would you quit altering the

appearance of these models? No one
looks this "perfect," not even Cindy

Crawford."

Chrissy Brown is a UMass student.

Upcoming Five College Women's Studies Research Center Events

The following ©vents will be held in the Dickinson House Living Room of the Five College
Women's Studies Research Center on the Mt. Holyoke campus:

Monday. March 30. 4:30 p.m. — Kiran Asher, Visiting Assistant Professor of Women's
Studies at Mt. Holyoke College will give a Works-in-Progress talk entitled Victims or
Guardian Angels? Third World Women In Development Discourse

Tuesday, March 31 . 7:30 p.m. — Carol Cohn, a Five College Women's Studies Research
Associate from Bowdoin College will give a colloquium entitled American National
Security Thinking After the Cold War: Language, Gender and Institutional Culture.

Monday, April 6, 4:30 p.m. — Heidi Creamer, a Five College Women's Studies
Community Associate from New England Learning Center for women in Transition in

Greenfield, will give a works-ln-progress talk entitled How are we working for women?
Non-profit board of directors, diversity, and social change.

Tuesday, April 7, 7:30 p.m. — Patricia Larson KalayJIan, a Five College Women's Studies

Research Associate from Scripps College, will give a colloquium entitled Catharine
Sedgwick: A Case of Scholarly Misogyny and Literary Exclusion.— Laura Barcelia

Brownmiller). This idea was revolu-

tionary, and provided opportunities

for society to condemn rape once and

for all. Unfortunately, the enactment

of this belief has not changed anything

drastically.

America was supposedly the land of

opportunity. However, since the

founding of the United States as a

colony by Great Britain, rape has been

present every step of the way.
Caucasian settlers raped Native
American women, plantation owners

and workers raped slaves, slaves raped

white women, husbands raped wives.

The act of rape was and still is a

demonstration of superiority, and rela-

tionships in which there is an inequali-

ty of power are susceptible to having

rape as a part of that relationship.

Because women's status (black as well

as white, although black women have

been exposed to even more injustice

than their white sisters, because of the

vicious mixture of both racism and
sexism) was considered to be naturally

below that of a man's, rape was sel-

dom brought up unless il was a case

of a black man raping a white woman.
In such cases, it was a threat to the

white power structure rather than to

women.
As women began to gain more sta-

tus in America, they also began to rec-

ognize that rape had to be dealt with

as a social issue, as an issue of

women's liberation Although some
women surely realized that rape was
wrong, it was simply not discussed

The definition of rape at that time was
primarily confined to the traditional

"dark-alley, strange man with a knife*

stereotype.

The industrial revolution at the turn

of the century brought about tremen-

dous technological advancements,
providing washing machines, vacuums

and the like. These appliances were

designed to take care of traditional

"women's work,* to give women more
freedom from the role of simply being

a housewife.

Contrary to popular belief, the ini-

tial effects of this new technology

served to lower the status of women
even more After all, if a woman did

not have to clean or do dishes, what

purpose did she serve, in the eyes of

men? Women became less productive

human beings and more like Barbie

dolls, entirely economically dependent

on their husbands. Women were little

more than well-cared-for prostitutes

in some respects, trading sex for eco-

nomic stabilitv

Because it was one of the only
things they could offer, many women
felt guilty denying sex to their hus-

bands, thereby suppressing the

acknowledgment of marital rape even

more.

Luckily, the women's liberation

movement began to fight for women's
suffrage in the beginning of the 20th

century. The doors of feminism were

suddenly swung open, indirectly

exposing rape. Margaret Sanger,

the birth control advocate and revolu-

tionary founder of Planned
Parenthood, made great strides in

granting women the right to enjoy sex

on their own terms, and maintaining

possession of their bodies. Emma
Goldman also pioneered for women's
rights as well as birth control.

However, no one brought up the

issue of rape specifically After women
won the right to vote, there seemed to

be confusion as to what to do next.

Birth control was too controversial for

some, abortion was unheard of. and
rape was still a fairly accepted part of

American society. With the country

going through the Great Depression,

WWII, and the Korean War. there

seemed little room at the table for

women's issues.

With the end of WWII and the Red

Scare flooding America, traditional

values were pounded into the hearts

and heads of Americans everywhere.

A reincarnation of the Cult of

Domesticity arose, putting women
back in the kitchen with manicured

nails, rather than out in the streets

demanding equality

The feminist movement of the 'foOs

was fiercely passionate and political It

was influenced heavily by the African

American civil rights movement, as

well as fueled by the Vietnam War
peace movement, and the stories from

war veterans about the sexual

exploitation of women overseas. It

was during this wave of feminism, and

the influx of the sexual revolution.

that rape was finally brought to the

forefront of the women's liberation

movement
Rape is unlike other social and

political issues, because on the sur-

face, everyone claims to be against it.

Many still don't consider forced sex

within marriage to be rape, and many
have no idea that rape is the most fre-

quently committed violent crime in

America

America has the highest rate of rape

of any industrialized nation in the

world, and much of it has to do with

the way society socializes us to be

either rapists or victims. It teaches us

gender roles from the time girls get

pink ribbons in their hair at the hospi-

tal nursery and are called 'beautiful"

and 'precious " Boys, of course, are

taught to be "tough* and "manly.*

In the past 20 years, the number of

reported rapes has increased bs I ?#

percent While this number accounts

for the fact that women are reporting

rape more often, it is also quite possi-

ble that rapes arc increasing in num-
ber as a backlash to the feminist

movement
Helena Kvamttrom is a Collegian

contributor

Rape: A first semester surprise
Generally, when a girl first comes to college, she thinks

of classes, parties, drinking, dating and fun You don't

wonder about rape, at least not much
As a freshman on this campus. I was thinking about all

of the above The thought of rape was only a vague possi

bility at the back of my mind
During my first couple of weeks at

school. I went for a walk with a senior.

Being naive. I hadn't considered issues of

safety, or the fact that it was dark outside.

We left around 9 p m. for a tour of the campus. He
ended up taking me on the Observatory Path ("the rape

trail*), where he attempted to rape me. He grabbed my
hips and tried to throw me to the ground.

I was informed by nameless sources that because he

didn't succeed in throwing me to the ground or whacking

my head against the gravel. I could do nothing about it I

never pressed charges because I was advised by many peo-

ple that I would ruin both my and his life.

Should I care if I ruin his life? This man (if you can call

him one) tried to rape me. My friends told me to blow it

off because "that's the kind of guy he is." Still, he should

never have gotten away with it.

This brings me to an important question: What should

a woman do in the event of a rape or attempted rape? If

you can get away before he is able to rape you. do so.

Next, go to the police. Don't clean yourself up at all. The
more evidence, the better. After the police take care of

Emily Vacanti

you. tell a friend whom you completely trust.

Talk it out. As one who has been raped once and
attacked more than once. I know it feels better to talk it

out. Then you can fully admit to yourself what happened,

and begin to feel better

Tell your parents. In the event that

your parents want to pull you out of

school but you want to stay (this hap-

pened to me when I told my parents),

reassure them that you went to the police

and they have it under control

If you feel comfortable talking to a therapist, go for it.

Get everything out. Cry. punch inanimate objects, yell

every swear word in the book, whatever it takes. The
longer the pain builds up in you. the harder your life will

become. Talk it out.

Regarding UMass campus security. I think it's great.

When I was first attacked. I told a Head Security

Supervisor. He took care of me right away. He told me
about the many options I had, and he completely support-

ed me. As far as rape goes, campus security and police do
their job.

Now. it's our job We have to stop letting men get away
with this. We have to better prepare ourselves in the event

that rape should occur. I.eam self-defense.

Men must stop raping us. Rape and sexual assault are

not a joke, and I am not talcing it anymore.

Emily Vacanti is a LMass student
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ThE Women's Issues pAqc nee<Js writers! If interest-

Ed, COME TO TrlE ColUqiAN offlCES \H TtlE CAMpUS

Center Basement an<1 taIIi to Laura BarceIIa

Distorted media images & eating disorders
"I battle this illness both inside

and out... and in again. I've been

hospitalized seven times. I am 23;

my body thinks it's far older than

that. My bones are brittle, my heart

weak and erratic, my esophagus

and stomach riddled with ulcers,

my reproductive system shot, my
immune system useless. But I'm

alive."

As I read the above article about

Marya Hornbacher in the Daily

Hampshire Gazette, her words
struck a chord. The article inter-

viewed Hornbacher — a bulimic at

age nine, anorexic at 15, and
author of Wasted: A Memoir of
Anorexia and Bulimia.

Surely 1 am not the only woman
who can relate to Hornbacher's

account. We, as women, have

encountered distorted images of

ourselves from the time we were

children, receiving our first

Barbies.

In America, at least 8 million

people suffer from eating disor-

ders. An estimated 6 percent of the

afflicted die, and 90 percent of

these cases are women (from the

National Association of Anorexia

Nervosa and Associated

Disorders). The majority of the suf-

ferers are adolescent or young
women.

If you don t have an eating disor-

der yourself (or some form of one),

you probably have a friend who
does. How many times have you

asked one of your girlfriends. "Do I

look fat in this?"

We have all done it. It's because

of that body image thing that bom-
bards us on television, in movies.

Kelly Parent

on MTV. in magazines, billboards,

you name it.

We still live in a country in

which the phrase "You can never

be too rich or too thin" is the

national motto. You just have to

flip through the pages of Cosmo or

Mademoiselle to see the demean-
ing, ridiculously pencil-thin images

of models who look like they

haven't gone through puberty yet.

It's normal to get bigger hips and
curves when you enter your teens,

isn't it? Apparently not, according

to the images we are constantly

presented with by the media.

Of course young women get

worried when they hit their teens;

it's hard enough trying to prove

yourself as a woman in the world

today, never mind trying to live up

to impossibly unrealistic physical

ideals.

No matter how many books are

written, no matter how much we
learn about eating disorders
they're still occurring at an alarm-

ingly high rate, in addition, distort-

ed media images of women are still

perpetually in our faces.

Eating disorders do not discrimi-

nate by economic, social, cultural

or age groups. A disorder is not a

"phase" a person goes through, it is

an addictive disorder comparable
to alcoholism or drug abuse. It

appears to be an attempt at taking

and maintaining control in one's

life. Possible consequences are

death from starvation, cardiac
arrest and irreparable damage to

reproductive (as well as other)

bodily systems.

We must make a difference with

the women of our generation by

changing the unrealistic images
constantly perpetuated by the

media. Lately there have been
some advances — I have seen
more magazines with portrayals of

beautiful women with larger bod-

ies (for instance, the new publica-

tion Mode, which is a fashion mag-
azine specifically for larger
women).

Being 5 feet tall, I cannot appre-

ciate the fact that women 6 feet tall

and over are supposed to represent

some perfect ideal. We need to

change the way this country views

the "perfect woman," because
women like us are the real women!

Free anonymous screenings for

eating disorders are available at

1 ,000 sites nationwide. To find one
near you, call 1-800-969-6642. or

go to the website: www.nmisp.org.

Kelly Parent is a Collegian staff

member.
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Hollywood legend

Lloyd Bridges dead

from natural causes
By Oscar Mujiboy
Ajiocioted Prau

LOS ANGELES — Lloyd
Bridges, who survived a 1950s
government blacklisting to build a

five-decade acting career highlight-

ed bx the movie Airplane! and the

earlv TV series "Sea Hunt." has

died at 85

The patriarch of a three-genera-

tion acting family died at his home
Tuesday of natural causes with his

wife Dorothy, son Beau and
daughter Cindy at his side He had

suffered from a heart condition

since rit]

-\\c all feci really blessed to

have been with m> dad for these

XS xcarv" Beau Bridges said out-

side the home "If dad could speak

to those people who are thinking

about him right now. he would
want you to all think about fami-

ly
The tall, blond actor enjoyed

amazing resilience throughout his

career, even surviving the film

industry's political blacklist He
played everything, from an under-

water investigator in "Sea Hunt" to

guest parts as the zany l/zv

Mandelbaum on "Seinfeld" and the

drug-addled air traffic controller in

Airplane'

sons. Beau and leff. started

acting a* youngsters on "Sea Hunt"

and became stars in their own
right.

The famil) often worked togeth-

er, more often in the past decade

In 1988. Bridges appeared with

leff in Tucker The Man and His

Dream and had a recurring role on
Beau's 199) television series

"Ham of the We*.*
An episode of the 1995 cable

remake of the "The Outer Limits"

featured Beau with smaller roles

played bx the elder Bridges and
grandson Ovlan The patriarch

introduced grandson Ionian in the

1986 TV' movie "Thanksgiving
Promise. " which also featured

Beau and leff and his v. ilc

Married more than 50 years, the

Bridges lived in Westwood. a short

distance from the LCI A campus
where they met as drama students.

Actress Shirley tones, a longtime

friend who played Bridges' girl-

friend in the I9«>9 made-for-TV
movie "Silent Night. Lonely
Night." said he stood out for his

kindness and integrity — as well as

his acting

"He could combine comedy and
drama and play a villain. He was a

wonderful villain and a western

star." she said. "He was such a fine

actor, a giving actor and a gentle-

man — and a lot of actors aren't I

miss him dearly"

Lloyd Ycrnet Bridges |r was
born Ian 15. 1913. in San
Leandro. near San Francisco. A
star athlete in college, he trained

as a classical actor and got his first

nu>vie role in the early 1940s. He
played Gary Cooper's vengeful

couamt »s«x iatio miss

Lloyd Bridges, who made his

mark in the comedy Airplane!,

passed away Tuesday evening
He was 85 years old.

deput) in High Soon in 1952 and
other important roles followed
until he was caught in

Hollywood's Red purge.

Dunng the 1940s. Bridges had
been a member of the Actors' Lab,

a radical theater group that staged

plays in Hollywood. At the height

of McCarthyism in the 1950s, his

name was added to the industry

blacklist

"I was always against prejudice

of any kind, and when I was a

member of the Actors' Lab. there

was an opportunity to do some-
thing as part of a group to stop

prejudice and help people." he said

in 1971.

Bridges cleared his name with

the FBI and congressional commit-

tees and was allowed to work
again

In 1957. Bridges took the role

that changed his career Mike
Nelson, a Navy frogman turned
undersea investigator in "Sea
Hunt * The networks turned down
the series as being too limited in

scope, so producer Ivan Tors
offered it in syndication a year

later Soon it drew bigger ratings

than the network shows and it

lasted for 1 56 episodes.

Bridges starred in six other
series: "The Lloyd Bridges Show."
"The Loner." "San Francisco
International Airport" *|oe

Forrester." "Paper Dolls* and
"Capital News." He also appeared

in dozens of TV' movies as well as

such miniserics as "Roots."
"Moviola." "East of Eden." "The
Blue and the Gray" and "George
Washington."

Bridges and his wife received

the Ralph Bunche Peace Award in

1994 to commemorate the United

Nations Year of the Family
Survivors include his wife, sons,

daughter and several grandchil-

dren
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phenomenon
continued from page 5

strings being tightly drawn around her like a

puppet. Enter lack, the worldly free-spirit, who
talks of amusement parks, horseback riding, and

airplanes When lack draws her portrait later in

the movie, the scene has more signifi

cance than just to show a nude Kat

Winslet. lack has not only saved her from

suicide, but from her constraints as well

Fittingly, a final sequence shows portrait

of Rose riding and flying.

The appeal of Titanic is partly in thi

craftsmanship. Everything is tied togeth

er. beginning with the 101-year old]

Rose. Showing us the real Titanic an
telling us old Rose's story brings the tal<

closer to us, primarily via visual magic

We get the same doll-face at the bottom!

of the ocean as the one in a little girl's]

arms, the same diamond worn by youni

Rose, the "heart of the ocean." in ol

Rose's hands as she lets it go into the 1

sea's depths.

Depicted in ultra-romantic vistas, for-

bidden, and tragic, the love story is central to

Titanic's allure, and I have a feeling the film

would have been just as successful with or with

out Leonardo OiCaprio. Don't get me wrong,

the star with hordes of female fans is certainly a

main reason for the epic's success. Females
return for repeat showings because of him. And
even guys can identifv with DiCaprio's aggres-

siveness — or rather, lack's — independent,

underdog persona.

This love story, though, is less about upper

and lower deck adventures and more about sac-

rifices — both from lack and from Rose. "You
jump. 1 jump" is a line repeated twice in the

film, from the first meeting to the last night

Rose sacrifices her classy life for one with less

assurance but more freedom, and lack makes an

equally big one, constantly putting his life in

danger, and ultimately giving it up, for Rose's

physical and mental survival.

It would have been funny sitting in on the

pitch meetings for all this a couple of years ago.

Cameron is one of Hollywood's A-list directors.

COUITlSr Of MMMOUNT MCTliatS

lames Cameron

but the story of star-crossed lovers on a histori-

cally doomed voyage isn't exactly one to attract

excitement. No happy ending, no possibilities

for a sequel, no merchandise tie-ins — every-

thing Hollywood hates.

but somehow Cameron
convinced two studios to

back him.

Even when everything

turned to panic, and
Titanic soared to a bud-

get of $200 million

Cameron remained confi

dent in the picture, fore-

going his salary and
working extra-long home
to finish the film. Rumor
has it he only took one
day off last year — to get

married There wasn't
even time for a honex
moon.

Inviting comparisons to

such mega-flops as Cleopatra, Heaven's Gate
and Waterworld. Titanic needed extensive spe-

cial-effects work, missed its summer release

date, and was pushed to Dec. 19, 1997 But in a

rare twist of luck, this late release gave Titanic

more room to navigate and full-blown Oscar
consideration

I don't think it's jumping the gun to say that

the last hour of Titanic is one of the mn-i
enthralling and moving pieces ol film ever
made. Creating a 90 percent replica of the

ship. Cameron edits the film in almost
real-time, so as evervthing is happening we're

caught right along with it Since we've already

seen how the ship will sink via computer
graphics, our anticipation ol exactlv how thi-

will unfold is absolutely breathtaking. Using

camera angles from far above and below the

ship. Cameron depicts this hcartwrenching
confrontation between man and machine, spar-

ing us no small detail. A parallel is made — as

the ship destructs, so d< the supposed-

ly "feeling" humans; thev onlx wish to save

themselves or they HI 10 pSychkaU) nuinbcd.

they don't realize their very god-like lives are

in danger.
. ,

liumii it mart, though, iii in.il it s

scotl-free el c\nic)Mii .ind ntB oi mOft It MlH

manages u. aJkOM the living degrees aj RflM

and humiliation the ibjp'l paMMfNI ^" J ere-

ators undergo. I ItiM louche- like the

mini Ullhllll pluvmg wiih the ittp'l demise

and the captain going down with Ins ship high-

light Titanic't beai lwT»ncfato| Unas*

It's most admirable that out strongest char-

acters during this plight are women. Irom the

"unsinkable" Moll) Brown 10 Rose herself

I ike all I aineion lemales Rota II strong phx-i

calls and mentally. She Irecs | Uck tiom his

handcuffs, jumps irom her lifeboat, and ulti-

matelv survives to live her own liee lite.

me have died Hival'iios own plunge to

the sea as the most emotional moment, but mv

choice comes when we see the 1000 plus pas

sengers floating helplessly m the sea It's a

final sign ol the lollies ol human piogiess and

technology i, I ITIfe.nl men thinking technology

allows them to plav god is a theme which

strikes eJoaj 10 heart espe.iallv todav I nam.

ma> have been the ship ot dreams, but n

movie painted in majestic strokes ot icalitv

CM course being a motion picture trained bv

big-budget and spectacle Titamn could be

guiltv ol such artogancc itsell Hut despite its

success, the lilm started oul as an undeidog.

and onlv later became the grandest movie ever

built, plowing through IJ weeks ol being virtu

ally unchallenged ai the boa offla lionuallv.

the lilm most worthv to knock Illume lioin Us

perch is thi- Friday's //.-.- Man in the Iron

Ma>k. stattine DiCapno in not one but two.

starring roles It .. a guv s worst m^himate. but

HoIIvwirhJ's dream come true

And as the days loom to O-ui night.

DiCasrie N.jtc Winslet, Biiu Zane, lames

Horner and the hardest working man in enter

tainment. lames Cameron, mav reali/e their

dreams as well

Bnan We UHstsv is * Collegian uaf) member

predictions
continued from page &

formance, aided by equally warm portrayals by Robin Williams. Minnie
Dnver and Ben Affleck, enhanced an already perfectly scripted film Good
Will Hunting only lacks the grandeur of its competitors, and will hopefully

win a well-deserved original screenplay award.

At Good as it Get* and The Full Monty, while engaging films in their

own right, don't really belong in the same company. The Academy alreadv

awarded them via their nominations.

As always, the motives behind a Titanic victory wouldn't be without

clever politics. Hollywood's reputation has suffered in recent years, and

their dollars are threatened by the onslaught of the Internet and other

forms of interactive entertainment But here we have throw-back to old

Hollywood filmmaking, a film both moralistic and spectacular. A loss lor

Titanic would be a shock to the legions of fans who have never even heard

of LA Confidential If this is suggesting that the Academy might sacrifice

critical right for the good of the industry, don't forget that Titanic is not

without its laurels It's the best picture of 1997

BEST DIRECTOR: lamet Cameron

Even if Titanic fails to win. Cameron's nod for best director is the

biggest lock of the ceremony. Cameron was virtually a one-man show

behind the biggest movie ever made, writing the script, producing, direct-

ing, editing and supervising the special effects, done by his own visual

effects company. This much devotion aside, his direction is superb —
Cameron is constantly sweeping his camera through a perfectly designed

ship as craftsmanship and art are beautifully combined. While it could be

argued that Confidential director Curtis Hanson ran a tighter ship and

facilitated better performances, the Academy always loves do-it-yourself

acts like Cameron.

BEST ACTOR: Robert Duvall

Speaking of independent acts. Robert Duvall's self- financed role in The

Apostle should ensure an Oscar victory. Duvall played a down-and-out
preacher, and the Academy has always taken heart to such troubled charac-

ters, most recently Geoffrey Rush in Shine and Nicholas Cage in Leaving

Las Vegas. But his performance was also an uplifting portrayal of a man
with the determination and inspiration to overcome hardships and lead

others to salvation.

Duvall has very competitive and prestigious company, namely sentimen-

tal favorite Peter Fonda it'lee's Gold). Fonda deserves this award as much
as Duvall. but will likely be eclipsed by recent Academy trends, including

one that snubbed another sentimental favorite. Lauren Bacall. last year.

This is lack Nicholson's tlth nomination While his comically brilliant

and affectionate Scrooge-type in As Good as it Gets carried an already-

great movie, it wasn't much of a departure for Nicholson; he's already won

twice for better roles.

Meanwhile, Hjg the /><»g * Dustin Hollman and even Mall Damon, are

filler spots. Neither has much of a char

BEST ACTRESS: ludi Dench

Dench is the safest pick among a slew ol British thopi.in> up ior thi*

year's award. The odd-on lavonie to win Denctl cerrytag Mrs Hn>»n in

her first leading role, was helped ligniflcaatr) bv a C.olden vllobe win.

especiblly since the Golden OtMM Of1st) award more popular, mar-

ketable stars.

Helena Bonham Carter, in Wings o! the Pant, has the besi chance to

oust Dench Carter smoldered through a costume drama role and Ills the

Academy's likings lulie Christie is the sentimental favorite tor her pcrtor

mance in \fierghw, Christie last won an (.K^.u w.u wav back in l9t>V

The sleeper pick here is Helen Hunt \uu have to admire her determina

tion to take on two jobs, and her troubled single MM in If. Good a\ it

Gets was much a departure Irom Mad ihoul Kea YcMM| >tar Kale
Winslet. like Damon, is a filler, even it I name sweeps she has little

chance

BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR: Hun KtymtUt

One of the superb elements of this year's Ofcars la the heavy competition

lor best supporting actor and actress, made up of olJ HoIIvwockJ favorites

and forgotten stars toope Sights was a eclectic and poignani portrayal ol

the porn world which also significantly brought back Kurt Reynolds to the

big screen. The Academy loves comedic performances for the supporting

category, so Reynolds has that advantage as well over veterans Anthony
Hopkins and Robin Williams.

But the most deserving actor here is Robert FOCTSer. virtually brought

back from the dead and one el the onlv good things in laekie Hroicn

Hopefully the Academy will Ml through Reynold's popularity and select

the most multi- faceted performer

BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS loan CmmtA

Kim Basinger </ I ( onfidential) won the Golden Globe, Gloria Stuart is

the sentimental favorite. Both may cancel each other out. leaving room for

loan Cusack to step up and take the award Her hilarious port rayal ol

Kevin Kline's wife in In <& Out should be awarded as a representation ot

the great character acting this pan year.

However. I wish the Academy would recognize lulianne Moore, the most
versatile actress in Hollywood. The artsy ~tai also headlined last luiimiu'l

The Lost World in addition to her great role in Boogie Sights

Bryan McAllister is a Collegian stuff member

revisiting
continued from page 5

who carried the film on her back and made
Contact as much a personal journey as an
extraterrestrial one. She could have easily

taken the place that Kate Winslet. riding

Titanic's waves, doesn't deserve.

But snubs aside, the selection for this year's

awards celebrate a return to classical filmmak-

ing, and there's nothing wrong with that. But

the Academy should remember in the future

that they've always recognized the off-beat, the

intelligent and the unique. Perhaps after

Titanic's engines quiet down, next year will

bring a slew ol small brilliance to the big
screen.

Bryan MeMlisler it t Collegian ww//
member.

Collegian correspondent Ki>h Roenseh eon
tributed to this column

PIZZA GRINDERS CALZONES
SALADS SPAGHETTI

tf*ee
E\i*

c1

&
17 MONTAGUE ROAD, AMHERST

549-0626

Open 7 days a week nam - 2am
Small
Grinder

;Can of Soda;
and Bag ot I!

Chips
$4.9$

Free
Topping
On Large
Pizza

Buy Two
Large
Pizzas

Gets
Free Small

j! Cheese Pizza !!

Buy a
Large
Pizza
Get a

Free One
Liter Soda
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basketball
continued from page 12

: outcuM Hi moto
lonathan DePina leads the charge for the Mmutemen

tcsistcd left ankle, is listed as quo
tionable lot tomorrow's game
Weeks played nine minutes in the

first half against GW. but couldn't go

in the second half. If Weeks can't

make the start, sophomore Ajmal
Basil is expected to start in his place.

Though many thought the tourna-

ment committee might keep
Massachusetts in Hartford, site of an

East regional, the Minutemen are

actually glad they were shipped else

where. From relatives nagging lot

tickets to friends in the stands, dis

tractions can be a problem close to

home
"We're a belter team on the

road," sophomore guard Monty
Mack said. "It will help us a lot

| being in Atlanta |. easier to locus on

the road."

The main thing that worries

Massachusetts is that they don't

know much about the Hillikens.

UMass and St. Louis have only met

once, with L'Mass winning 80 74

Ian. 5, |sWS in the Kiel Center in St

I OUIs

"I'm concerned because we really

don't know much about them.
| besides Hughesl." junior centei

Ketner said "Hopefully we don I

take them lightly Guys are excited

| because | if we come oul and play

hard, we have the chance to play

Michigan I 1 1 A and Kentucky
"

Minuteman notes

The AP Ml American teams were

announced on Tuesday -\ri/oiia

guards Miles Simon and Mike Bibby,

Kansas forwards Raef lafrent/ and

Paul Pierce and North Carolina for-

ward Antwan lamison made up the

tirst team It's the first time two
teams have two members each on the

first team. The last teams to have
two members on the first team
include UM.V'i Stacy \ugmon and

I arry |ohn»on in 1^1 and ISl >

Michael lordan and Sam Perkins ln

MM I (onn s Kuhard Hamilton.

Notre Dame* Pat Garrity. Olc Miss

Ansu Sesay. INC guard Vince Carter

and Michigan St guard Mateen
l. leaves were named to the second

Mo Vaughn refuses Sox
alcohol evaluation request

Washington But they were rewarded

for a tough non conference slate

with a No 7 seed in the South
regional, and have come kg siV the

positive in their early exit in the

A- 10s

\% e gol a couple extra das* ol

rest after losing to lA\ L \la^
coach Bruiser Hint said "Whether

we win or lost, people shouldn't he

disappointed in |our taatoa] I know

I'm not | IX>wn the stretch |. cc

some dose games to some yyrx good

teams."

St. Louis, a memnet ol i

I S \ SOees'l have much national

, iitioii. but they do have l.iin

Hughes— arguably the nation s

finest tic'shman Hughes averaged
21 4 points a game this season, and
-ophomore lorward Mike Babul will

lie lask ol delending Hughes
Babul was named to the

Atlantic IO'i Ml Defensive ream
and the Minutemen are confident

Babul can contain the high thing

Ireshman

"I in realh impressed with I arty

Hughes ." Flint said "He's an
all around playei He doesn't iu«l

,,nds. he plays good
i St 1 ouisj plays well

together they have (good chem-
istry |

'

who sal oul most

ol the A- 10 tournament with a

Nobody seems to know what a

Billiken is. but consensus around the

I Mj«s ^amp is it's a dwarf, with a

logo similar to that of the old St

I ouis Browns, who lett St I c»ui» in

\*S\ to become the Baltimore
Orioles Ketner and Mack, the

- top two scorers this season.

weren t on the team during former

coach lohn Calipari's reign, but both

Hat games during the Final I our run

in I
1** «* their tayontc NCAA high

lights MSC&, a I N| \ tan in the

earh •*<)*. called the

eorgetown F.lite I ight

game his favorite, and Ketner said

the t Ma*s Kentucky matchup in the

I inal lour was the most memorable
game he's seen.

Pete Rose speaks of hitting;

could cause RecPs trouble

i

By Alan Robinson

Assocrated Press

IARASOTA, ll.i Pete Rose always liked nothing

better than talking about hilling His one hour talk yes

lerday to some altenliye Cincinnati minor leaguers.

however, max haye hun his hid to IIVMM his hlelmie

ban.

Rose, standing on a ptacticc tield about M yards

Irom a batting cage recently named lor hun g.i\e M
impromptu motiyation.il speech to nearly 100 minor

leaguers, including son Pete |r . an inhelder with the

Reds' Indianapolis tann club.

baseball s., K | the talk violated the liletime ban Rose-

agreed to nearly nine yeat-

"Pete Rose was in dear violation ol the agreement."

s.nJ Rich I cvin. the spokesman lot acting commission

er Bud Selig. "We are wailing lot a complete written

report from the Reds, at which time we will take appro

priate action
"

The Reds max be lined as a result ol Hoat'l speech. I

baseball official said, speaking on condition he not be

identified Rose, who agreed to accept the ban follow

ing baseball "| incestiii.itioti ol his gambling, applied tor

reinstatement Sept 2b Selig and the ruling executive

council haxen't discussed his bid. and Selig. according

to several officials, isn't inclined u> allow Rose back in

the game.

Tuesdays speech max tuni into another strike against

Rose, the baseball official said

Rose had received permission Iron the team to watch

his son work out. but there was no prior indication he

would make a speech. Rose is welcome at ballparks but

can have access only to areas fans arc allowed in. Reds

KM lohn Mien had said Rose would receive "no

Special treatment above and beyond |oe Fan
"

Baseball's career hits leader said it was the first time

he had stood before a professional team since he

resigned as the Reds manager at the conclusion ot his

gambling probe in His 1-)

Rose a 17 time All Star and the National League's

M\ P in WV agreed to the lifetime ban on Aug. 2V
|s)j<^ The ban also has excluded Rose from the Hall of

lame because players under suspension cannot be listed

on the ballot

"I'm not here to cause any trouble." Rose said after

receiving a loud ovation from the players, including his

son and Craig Griffey, the son of former teammate Ken

Griffey. "I want to help save baseball in Cincinnati. It

doesn't matter who you re talking to just speak the

truth and tell it the wax it is
'

It was not dear if a Reds employee asked Rose to

give the talk RoM talked at length beforehand with

Domic Scott, the Reds' minor league coordinator, and

shook hands with Scott immediately afterward.

W earing a w hite pullover shirt and jeans, and leaning

on a bat. Rose often used profanity-filled humor to

implore piaycri to work harder than those in other

organizations, urging them to. "Win and get the

Cincinnati Reds back on the map."
' \lwavs expect to win." he said during the talk,

which followed an hour-long session with reporters.

"Don't be like the Cubs. You know what God told the

Cubs, don t vou? Don't do anything until I get back."

Ite for sports write for sports write for sport w
rite for sports write for sports write for sports

write for sports write for sports write for sport

s write for sports write for sports write for spo

ATTENTION STUDENTS!

If you were questioned,

detained, harassed, or

handcuffed at Pruddy's on

Thursday, March 5th, Please

call 253-4940 for support or

legal advice. Please make all

inquiries this week.

By Jimmy Golen

Associated Press

IOR I \IV1 RS. Ha - Mo Vaughn
refused Boston's request that lie

undergo m alcohol evaluation saving

yesterday the Red Sox are using his

attest on drunken driving charges as

an excuse not to sign hun

The first baseman acquitted last

week in Dedhain Disttict Court said

the team told him it would not

resume negotiations on a lung

deal until it was certain \augtn

not have a drinking problem. But

\ aughn said the request was th

volley ot an effort to blame him it he

leaves via trade or tree agencv

"Watch out lor the HBSSf cam
paign. It'll be coming soon to a t he-

aler near KM \nd n will he a double

feature, gentlemen. " he said

I'll be doing drugs Then I'll he sell

ing drugs They're going to paint a

whole pattern ol aegativitj lhai's

typical ot the wav things l>i' around

Boston has signed Pedro Marline/

Noiuar Garciaparra. lohn \alentin

and Trov Hi carv to long tern

But negotiations with \ aughn. a for-

mer M\ IV stalled in Neiv ember

IK- wants a fivc-xcar deal II

Sox have ottered no more lhan three

"Ihev took care ot who they want-

ed to take DM - I V MgjH - J 'd yes-

terday, a day alter Garciaparra agreed

to a deal that could bring him $44 Jt

million ovet teem vears "If I had a

general manager who liked me. mv
deal would be done, too."

\ aughn is a clubhouse spokesman
who Irequentlv bulls heads with the

front olliee over his outspoken Mjfli

and his exuberani lilestvlc He says

It's all pan ol his te>|e as leader, but

general managei Dan Duquette has

made no secret ol his desire tor

x aughn lo loe the team's line.

Ihev want to control your every

thai > «hv I in not signed, and

no other reason.* said Vaughn, who
sat oui yesterday's game against

Baltimore bevaux ot an eve intedion

bags critical of the Red
Sjx Hut I vc .iilv heal critical lo help

the team win not to get me any

more 01 BW I hat's why there isn't a

deal All the other ihings are iust

slllok.

Ihev go Mo we want you to be a

good httlc- box now II thai s what

ihex wain ihev will nexei ever get

llvat

Duquette was not axailahl

comment He B

radio show yesterday under an agree

ment he not be asked about Vaughn,

saying he would issue a statement

next week

But the Ul-year old x aughn thinks

his negotiations arc following a pat-

tern established with Roger (.lemens.

when the team made a low first oiler

and then alter the market got too

priccv. crttici/ed his work habits in

the newspapers

"I'm prepared, though " Vaughn
said "I've been schooled." *Wh was

vour teacher ' he was asked

"Rogei Clemens." V aughn said

"I'm not really Irustrated I think

this whole thing is funny " Ik

"But everybody ought to expect it

Vaughns contract ixegotiations are

a constant theme in the Red Sox club

house In l^o. thev dragged into

spring training before he agreed to an

$18.b million, three veal deal

But it onlv took about a year belore

the subject came up again K
he s eligible lor free agencv after this

season I Bat tall Duquette said he

would trade Vaughn rather than let

him get away for nothing

In lanuarv Vaughn was in a car

accident while returning from a strip

dub ai 2 a m He »j- charged with

drunken driving and acquitted

>«U l*UMS i SltCMN

Toe the line!

The UMass women's basketball team heads to Iowa for their second-ever NCAA tournament appearance

check
us

out
on

www.umass.edu/rso/colegian
THE WEB

Parvgork
Pietninp,

CUSTOM BODY PIERCING
AND JEWELRY

BY AjPTOBCmrffiNT ONLY

LOWEST RATES
IN THE VALLEYj

i| s jo r,7X'l

I' 'I pi u . -. .11 M

Now Under the Ownership

of Leslie Mimitz!

SPRING BREAK
SPECIAL

MONTHLY UNLIMITED $T/\
TANNING

j
US t JV

We offer:

• Student Discounts Available

1 Great Tanning Packages Avail

• New Tanning Beds!

ech
Tanning

Y ^^^^^^^H ^^^^^^^^^^^fc ^m^^^^^ Hampshire Mall,

L.jjjjjjj^fe^-^VLJHL.a^^-^^fljf Twlllaht (R)

%Hmn*w to CarfeVa Mo ekrtel w*4mt • .« -»*,

KIlsfN »el»«J M«w .*H— t*pmt

Mt. Farms 4 «584 9153
Mt. Farms Mall

Dark City (R)

830

Tha Big taoowaki (R)

Today at (5 40 O $2 50) 8 30

Titanic (PG 13)

Today at (4:20 e $2 50) 8 10

Good Will Hunting (R)

(5 30 e $2 50) 8 20

US Marsnata (PG-13)

Today at (5 20 e $2 50) -20

Krttppandorfs(PG13)

(5 50 e $2 50)

The Wadding Slngar (PO-13)

Today (5 40 S2 50) 8 30

Hush (PG- 13)

Today ( 5 50 2 50 ) 8 20

As Good As It CMS (PG-13)

Today at (5 30 e $2 50) 8:10

Kissing a Fool (R)

820

The Borrowers (PG )

Today at (5 50 O $2 50)

Vc
, Sewr i..i f *

mi •»••••* a

139 Damon Rd., Northampton

584-4700
OPEN Mon -Fn 8 )0-8. Sit . 9-5. Sun 10-2
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Collegian Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS AUTO FOR SQALE

University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 F<ix: (41 i)
r>4

r
>-t~> l)2

Rooms For
Commencement Weekend
8&B accommodations in

Amherst area homes through

Jones Library Bed tor Books

Program Call 256-4094 or

stop at Jones Library for

brochure

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Amherst Center 1. 2. and 3

bedroom apartments Gas
heat, hardwood floors We
are showing now tor June

and September leases

Lincoln Real Estate 253-7879

3 bedroom condos Gas
heat, hardwood floors, heat-

ed basement. 1/2 mile to

campus on bus route We are

showing now for June and

September leases Si 350

plus utilities 253-7879

TO FOR SALE

88 Pontile Sunbird Runs

roat $1200 or B/0 Call

59-1915

1987 Chevy S 10 Pickup
Standard 112K $1000 253-

5435

Runs great

w•Qon 4/WDR
978544-

BleckMVWGTI
condition Call Nathan 259-

1964

87 Toyota Corolla 4 door.

•o Asking $2495 253-

4772

1996 Plymouth Neon Low
miles $8700 firm Call 585-

9263 after 4 30

1990 Jeep Wrangler Hard

and soft top Full doors 5

speed Oversized tires Many
extras 85K Great shape
Asking $6000 Call 256-0501

Wanted: Junk Care Cash

paid everyday 1-800-649

4795

COMPUTERS
Laptop Computer: IBM.
Fujitsu, OaoWoo; 133/150

Mhz, cheap starting $1300

16 MB, over 1 3 GB HD. big

12 1" screen Also Okidata

OL1200/PS Laser Printer

Call 665-7232 or leave mes
sage

CHEAP! CHEAP! Color VGA
Monitor- $55 Laptop
Notebook- $99 486
Computer System- $295 Call

CPC (413)584-8857

1.26GIGIOE/ATHD$100or
b/o ©546-61 59

EMPLOYMENT

Cruise Ship & Land-Tour
Jobs- Excellent benefits

World Travel Ask us how 1

517-324-3090 ext C50013

ALASKA SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT- f.shmg

industry Excellent earnings

and benefits potential All

major employers Ask us

how' 517-324-3115 ext

A50Q11

Earn $39tVweekh/ distribut-

ing phone cards No expen

ence necessary Call 1-800

530-7524

EMPLOYMENT

PART TIME WORK
$10 $15/ START

Intamohonol firm ho* 23

Amherst

& Northampton openings work

ing with customers Flexible

hours

All majors considered Will

train Spring Break & Summer

0£E£
413 736-3230

23 Immediate

Openings

Town 01 Amherst Leisure

Services Summer
Employment
Opportunities: CAMP
Summer Camp Counselors.

Directors (Teen Camp).

Special Needs Counselors.

Art Director POOL STAFF
Managers. Instructors,

Lifeguards. Cashiers. Wading

Pool Attendant. Pool

Maintenance Supervisor

SPORTS Adult Tennis

Instructor and Field

Maintenance Worker
EVENTS Hot Summer Nights

Volunteers OFFICE Clerical

Competitive Hourly Wages
Applications available

through Amherst Leisure

Services Office in the Bangs

Center or at the Town's
Human Resources Office.

Town Hall in Amherst
Amherst is an E E /A A
Employer Deadline for appli-

cations is March 31 . 1998

how' 517-324-3115 ext

A50011

Club Med & Cruise Ships

Now hiring Free details 1-

80C 435-4247

EMPLOYMENT
COUNSELORS: TOP BOYS
SPORTS CAMP IN MAINE!
Exciting, fun summer!
Instruct, coach, or assist

Openings in: All Land
Sports, All Water Sports.

PLUS: Camping/Hiking,

Ropes/Climbing Wall,

SCUBA. Archery. Riflery,

Martial Arts, RN's,

Secretaries Top Salaries.

Awesome facilities

Rm/Bd/Lndry. Travel CALL
the (800) NUMBER NOW
(800)473-6104, or E MAIL
cobbachiet@aol.com
write: Steve Rubin CAMP
C0BB0SSEE, 10
Silvermine Dr.. South
Salem. NY 10590

JCC Camp Kingwood
A coed overnight camp in

Bndgton, Maine Summer
Positions- Supervisory: Unit

Head. Arts & Crafts Director.

Waterfront Director.

Athletics Director. Camping
Director. Drama Director.

Office Manager Counselors

with Specialties in

Aquatics. Archery. Athletics.

Boating, Camping, Ceramics

Gymnastics,
Photography/ Year book.
Radio. Ropes. Sailing, Tennis

Other: Secretary. 1st Cook
For information, call Wayne
Goldstein or Ava Goldman.
617-244-5124

CRUISE & LAND TOURS
Earn up to $2.000/month
Free world travel (Caribbean.

Alaska. Europe, etc )' Free

room/board For into, ring

(919)933-1939ExtC150

INSTRUCTION

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT
Earn up to $3,000/month in

fisheries, parks, resorts

Airfare 1 Food/Lodging 1 Our

service recommended by US
News & World Reports

(919)933-1939 Ext A150

Earn extra cash mailing our

circulars from home in your

spare time No experience

necessary Free information

1-888-892-2781

Martha's Vineyard
Employment Opportunity!

Painters Wanted No expen

ence necessary but preferred

Call Carla at 413-562-9076

National Park
Employment- Parks. Forests.

Wildlife Preserves Ask us

how' 517324-3109 Ext

N50013

CAMP CANADENSIS.
Pocono Mountains. PA
Excellent residential coed
summer camp Caring coun-

selors to teach athletics, ten-

nis, gymnastics, mountain
bikes, motorcycles, ropes

course, yearbook and news
paper, drama, video, photog-

raphy, riflery. cooking, arts &
crafts. WSI. waterfront,

dance, golf, and much more'

Excellent facilities and great

salary' 6/20/98-8/17/98 Call

(800B32-8228 or E-mail us at

camp4you®aol com for an

application You can find us

on the web at

WWW CANADENSIS COm

FOR RENT

SUMMER RENTALS
CAPE COD GROUP
Summer Rentals- Some
waterfront houses, some
with swimming pools.
Falmouth area. Diamond
Real Estate (508)477-1900

FOR SALE

Brother Word Processor
12" screen Disk Drive $45 or

best offer 548-6965

FURNITURE
For Sale: Computer Desk
and Shelf Call 253 7606 Ask

for Franci

INSTRUCTION

University Bartending
Course 50% Student
Discount National

Certification Available
Spring Sessions This

Semester Space Is Limited

1 800 U CAN MIX

LOST & FOUND
Lost: Pair of contact lens-

es in a case Contact 6-5731

Lost: Gold bracelet with

sentimental value Bowker.

Saturday Night 3/7 Call

Michele at 5 3838
Substantial Reward

Lost- Black Sweater
Herter Hall on Jan 28th

Please call 665 8394

ROOM FOR RENT
Rent Me April 1st Call for

information Arne 549-5697

SERVICES

Legal Questions? Ihe

Student Legal Services Office

offers free legal assistance

to fee-paying students

Contact us at 922 Campus
Center

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for

free testing and assistance

549 1906

TRAVEL

Mexico/Caribbean or San

Juan $200 R/T Europe $179

0/W Other worldwide desti-

nations cheap ONLY TER
R0RISTS GET YOU THERE
CHEAPER' Air-Tech (2121219-

7000 www airtech com

EARLY BIRD SPECIAL
EUROPE SUMMER SI
Northeast Dep s- $329 R/T

Canbb/Mexico $199 R/T

Florida- $79 0/W
Puerto Rico $99 0/W
Call 800-326 2009
http //www airhitch com

SPRING BREAK 91

Free food and drinks'

Cancun. Bahamas, Jamaica

and Florida from $399
Organi/e a small group and

travel FREE 1 Highest commis-

sions and lowest prices Call

Surf & Sun Tours to become
a campus representative

(800)5747577

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for 4-6 bedroom

house Will take over lease

Call Helen 6-7127

$100 Reward

Looking to rent a house to

accomodate 5 plus students

starting Summer/Fall If you

give us the contact to the

house that we rent we will

ive you the reward Call

teve at 546-7461

Place

your room.

apartment,

or roommate
wanted ad in

The
Classifieds

March 23-April 23

To place your classified visit us in The
Campus Center Basement or Call us @

545-3500

Own bedroom is fully reno-

vated, furnished apt Minute

walk to town 548-7078 LOOKOUT
Iflr bargains

Personals Policy Rates NEW Standard Headings
I «J1 i»-»-..

*>>lwM
-4 «*aia*mai OM»

anw » to fauna* MBt» n» (x
. .«d *. m* am «*

% *Viam»ali .« t lf»—mm at aoun tuVf j» * t>» ( rfttun imnn aW r.«ht k> im m «u «*t
nut mf/uUkr INjkuimN of J %«*at> t«* at laalox tm ajmu naa" aha< ate* »< ««• »» CoUrjts* < «m
njtu*» ttw nut «< *• afcla ftavaoawH may not be flUrd*

used to fhr pwfjout of Hafaaampf* i iHmw,,* I ft*aj*a*fa*BafJi

Students

20C per word/day

All others

40C per word/day

$2.00
min./day

ACTIVITICS

AUTO MM tALI
AUTO r>A«T»

NO REFUNDS
flaw <* and

Uj^iblv Wr jrr not rr%uumit>lr hx r»ri*\ rrtult-

mft from illegible fundWtfling • I

COMTUTfR*
ftanOVMINT
t«m*TAIN»M*T
lODttli

MMLIM A IMUTY
HOUHI KM HINT
MOWeiA KM tALI

tsrrrmo

mtSTnucTioN
LOST A FOUMO
lOlrllKl

CIANS
IlLANCOUS
uamoLmtamim

MOTOUCVCLf*

•HOC* WANT I

O

DOOM KM MMT TUTOW MANTID
ROOM WANTED WANTVO TO MNT
moottMATf wantr> mamtio otncrai
MAVtCit MOULD WW* W*»

YARD SAL It
I ACOIOUW

THURSDAY. MAR 12

/ eeture— William lulius

WiNon will speak on race.

povtrty, urban policy and
the role of class in

American society at 3 p.m.

in Bowker Auditorium.

Hetting— The Ballroom
Dance Club will meet from
5:30- 7 p.m. in Totman
lOt. I essom in Rumba and
Tango will be taught No
experience or partner is

necessarv Call lessica 6-
6 129 for more information.

• Liuation l

Ortiz, Professor of English
at Dartmouth College will

give a multi-media presen-

tation on "Rock Stars and
Public Sexuality: The Cast
of |im Morrison" at 12:30
p.m. in Campus Center
803.

Video— A video showing

of Eduardo Chillida:
Basque Sculptor will be
shown at 1 p.m. in the
Student Union Visual and
Performing Arts Space.
Everyone is welcome.
Vigil— A vigil will be

held by the Student
Son Violent Movement fot

the right to education in

Kosova. Serbia at 12:30
p.m. in the Student Union.
For more information, con-

tact Jennifer at 256-54U4

FRIDAY. MAR. 13

Pianist— The Graduate
Lounge is sponsoring
"Thank God it's Friday"
with pianist and entertain-

er Luke Henderson at 330
p.m. in the Graduate
Student Lounge.

SATURDAY. MAR 14

Planetarium Show—
There will be a free

Planetarium Show at 4

p.m. at the Amherst
College Basset!
Planetarium. For more
information, contact Tom
Whitney at 256 6234.
Observatory Observing—

A free public Observator)
observing will take place at

9 p.m. at the Amherst
College Wilder
Observator] For more
information, contact Tom
Whitney at 256-6234.

NOTICES

Employ m ent— The
UMass CRC is hiring
work-study office staff and
web publishers

Applications are available

in the CRC ©fflci

Student Union or lease I

voice mail at 545-1 122.

Schedules— The Spring
98 Final Examination
Schedule will be available

beginning Thursday. March
12. Copies will be delis

ered to students in the res

id ence halls, and will be

available to off-campus
students in the Registrar's

office (213 \\ hitmore >. It

will also be available on
the World Wide W«B
beginning March I at

http://www-
ureg.admin.umass edu.

Support Group—
Rl I I.ECT. the Five College

Bereavement Support
Program, offers grief sup-

port services free of charge

to undergraduate and grad

uate students who have
experienced the death of a

loved one G roups are
small, confidential, and
meet for $ weeks. Pre teg

isi i at ion is required
Groups meet on Tuesdays
1 1 om 7 3 0-9 p.m . and
Wednesdays from 6:30- 8

p.m. For more information

call 577 5316
lax \ ssi st a me- The

Department of Accounting
nl the School of

Management will be offer-

ing free tax assistance and
preparation for taxpayer!
with special needs, includ-

ing persons with disabili-

ties, low to limited income.
non-English speaking per-

sons and elder I v taxpayers.

Volunteers are accounting
majors who have taken tax

courses. Report to the
School of Management
Tuesdays and Thursdays
6 9 p.m. All other taxpay-
ers should go to the

rrh jrr putaV vrrvKe announcements printed

djtlv To submit <n F VI. pleas* tend • press

retejse containing all pertinent mformatron.
inducing, trie name and phone number of the

contact person to the Cotltgian, c/o the
Managang IdMor by noon the previous day

Hampshire Mall Tnesdayi
and Wednesdays, >-6 p.m.
and Thnrsdaj 3 9 p.m.
(except during spring
break).

\ olunteerism— Anv OjOes-

tions. contact Mike
Whitman at 34 3 3660. The
Amherst Salvation Army
needs volvnteeri any day
and any time. Call
253-4747 for more infor-

mation.
\ ol u n t eeri sm— The

Crisis Center. a

Massachusetts Suicide
Prevention Hotline, is cur-

rently seeking volunteers
and interns. For more-
information, contact Gina
Grampetro at

(9781849-5600 ext. 201.

a HSCN
Bulletin Board

3 CBS/3 Hartford

a CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

B PBS/57 Springfield

7 HSCN Movie Ch.

UPN/20 Hartford

a Weather Channel

ID NBC/30 .

New Britain

11 Fox/61 Hartford

12 PBS/24 Hartford

13 WOCH & HSCN

ia International

IB UMass Academic TV

IT HSCN Programming

IB TV-19

BO ABC/40 Springfield

99 NBC/22 Springfield

83 CNN

ma cnn si

SB Headline News

SB UCTV

87 TBS

mm bet

2B TV Land

3D Univision

31 Comedy Central

38 Cartoon

Much Music

THURSDAY EVEN NG c - campus MARCH 1 2, 1 998
c 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30

WEDH o u Wlshboot X Business Rpt Newshour WHh Jim Lehrer X Monty Roberts-Horse Whisp Why People Don't Heal t How 1tiey Can (In Stereo] X Keeping Up This Old Hse

WFSB o 3 Hnrtif CBS News Inside Edition College Basketball: NCAA Tournament First Round Game - Teams TBA College Basketball: NCAA Town First Fk) Game - Teams TBA

WBZ o 4 News CBS News Extra X College Basketball: NCAA Tournament First Round Game - Teams TBA College Basketball: NCAA Tourn First Rd Game - Teams TBA

WCVB o 5 N*w«]L ABC News Inside Edition Chronicle X Prey "Transtormations" X |"CVwHof SummerNigftf''(1998, >ama) Erika Eleniak. X News X [Nightline X
WLVI o Full Houm £ Boy-World Fresh Prince Fresh Prince «t* "Enter the Dragon" (1973, Adventure) Bruce Lee. News Star Trek: Next Gener.

WHDH o News NBC New* Wheel-Fortune Jeopardy! X Friend* (R) X |Just Shoot Me Seinfeld (R) X {Veronica's CI. ER "No Brain. No Gain" (R) X News | Tonight Show

WTXX 3 Cheers 11 Mad Abo. You Judge Judy X Judge Judy X Honey. 1 Shrunk the Kids 1 Fame LA. "The Beat Goes On" News [Grace Under Vibe

wvrr 10 News NBC News Ent. Tonight Hard Copy X Friends (R) X 1
Just Shoot Me Seinfeld (R) X [Veronicas CI. ER "No Brain, No Gam" (R) X raews Tonight Show

WTIC o n Home Imp. Simpsons I Seinfeld X Frasier it RSVP-Party New York Undercover X News Simpsons X Deep Spec*

9

WWLP o 22 NtwsX NBC News Wheel-Fortune Jeopardy'
" Friends (R)X |Just Shoot Me Seinfeld (R) X (Veronica's CI. ER'NoBiain. No Gam" (R) I NewsX Tonight Show

WGBY at '« Creatures Business Rpt. Newthour With Jim Lehr My»tery! "Inspector Morse" X Mystery! "Inspector Morse" X [Impressionists Charlie Rose (In St

WGGB ® 20 News It ABC News Seinfeld X Frasier X Prey "Transtomtalxons" X "One Hot Summer Night "(1998, Drama) Erika Eleniak. X NCWS R, Nightline X
WSBK
WTBS

Mad Abo. You

Family Matters

Mad Abo You Seinfeld X Frasier u Blockbuster Entertainment Awards (In Slereo) X News | Cheers X M'A-S'H X Real TV X
Family Matters Andy Griffith Andy Griffith Thunder tr « Invasion t/S.A."!.^, AdVentum

A&E CD Northern Exposure I Law A Order X Biography: Mia Farrow New Explorers Unexplained Law a Order "Pnde and

,

CNN U4 23 Worldview i! Moneyline X Crossfire X World Today Larry King Live X World Today X Sports lllus. Moneyline X
COM CD 30 Sinbad |Make-Laugh Oaily Show (R) Stein's Money ** "Throw Momma From the Tra»i"(1987) Danny DeVrlo. Sinbad [Make-Laugh Daily Show Stein's Money

DISC CD Strange Plana* (R) Gimme Shelter R) Wild Discovery "Rattlesnakes" |Strange-True |Movie Magic Wings Over the Gulf (R) Justice Files "Child Stalkers"

ESPN <£ Up Close Sportscenter NCAA Special ICheeneading |Gymn»«'cs battle or the Sexes (H
|
HaseDan Sportscenter X

LIFE * Supermarket Debt Intimate Portrait Unsolved Mysteries (In Stereo) "Deady Vows"(199<, Drama) Gerald McRaney, Josie Bissetl. New Attitudes [Golden Girls

MTV
T*

MTV Live (In Slereo) My So-Called Life (In Stereo) Music Videos Beavis-Butt. All-Time Top 10 (In Stereo) Ultra Sound TBA Loveline (In Slereo)

NICK t±> Figure It Out Tiny Toon Doug H JRugratsX Secret ol Alex Bewitched Bewitched [Bewitched Bewitched Bewitched Bewitched |Bewitched

SCIFI U) Quantum Leap (In Stereo) X Sesquest DSV "Bad Water" X Sightings (In Stereo) X Forever Knight (In Stereo) X Robocop: The Series X Seaqueat DSV "Bad Water" X
TLC fit 21 Renovation

| Renovation Home Again JHome Again Medical Detect [Without Warn. Secrets Revealed (Part 1 of 2) Trsuma Center Medical Detect IWithout Warn.

TNT Lois I Clark Superman Babylon 5 I-

Highlander: Th<

arao] ll #*Vi "Magnum ForC9"(1973, Drama

USA Baywatch Shark fever (Ft) x Series (R) « Walker, Texas Ranger X ** "Canadian fiacon"(1996, Comedy) Alan Aid*. (In Slereo) a Silk Staikings "Partners" (R) X
HBO 9 (b;30) "To &Oan-37lh" ** -Memoirs ol an **Vi "Mu»j>tofy"(1996, Corned)t) Michael Keaton. 'PG- 13' X Hookers: Going Out Again

MAX 9 *«*'TopG(/n"(i986,Orama)Tm Cruise. (In St

) Helen Shaver.

jroo) 'PG' X *** "Village ot the Oamned"{ i960) George Sanders. ** "BrxKcen Arrow" (1996, Adventure) John Travolta

SHOW © "The Sweetest CM" ( 1 998. Drami In Stereo) t* "Fled" (1996) Laurence Fishbume. 'ft I! It* Wg/ria/Ganosfas''(l996, Drama) Fred Williamson. 'R JStargate SG-1

Bruno By C. Baldwin
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Nen Seqwiter By Wiley Proboscis, etc. By Brendan
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weixocne To roV Class

Kampus Kids By Adam Souliere

X SHOULD xiARN) VOU-j

Since "mis cuiSs has

DestGAi/TioN/D';..

rr$l,(7O0

BomiaS ^OR EMM OJE

Of You UJHO FAILS

Sven By Stephen Higgins
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Horoscopes
PISCES (Feb m-March 20) —

Ni>u ma\ he unu»u.ill\ cmulii'n.il .ill

da> lon^. hut Ijtci ;i situation at

work will require lh.it M*J OCMKidei

thin>!> in ,i Ban i.iiium.iI t^i- hu<n

ARIES (March 21-April it) —
Yihj mu\ have in dcponJ Mm lhan

usual tcxlax on the ftrntfttancc md
willingness ol those .imunil \oii IXi

iH'i tr\ to do lixv muih on \our own
TAURUS (April 20-May 20> —

^ou haxe I Bm meinotv for detail*.

and toda> thi* IMmingl) minor
atttihute is likels to p.iv oil lot w>u

in IptSafd P,i\ altenlion 10 .ill llf-

n.ils

GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20) —
Take tare \ou don'l fall into a pat-

tern ol hehauor lh.il Othcn i.>>uld

interpret .i> vindictive. Re\enge is

not lot \ou at ihis lime

CANCER (|iine 21-|uly 22) —
You don't want to do nythhig that

could rub someone important the

MTRWJ •**! Then, m iisk- K9 lake.

sureh. but di> s t > t.ourteoiis|\.

LEO (|uly 25-Aur. 22) — It may
be I while before VOU CM UhkIi b*sM

with a guide or mentor. Remain con

I idem and assert your independence
" illy, as milCtl as v e.u

VIRGO (Aug. ally. 22) —
Your mcmoiv lor past details i.jn

wiluable tO sou tmlav as uiu
-«. -r t out things from a long time ago.

^ ou ma\ leant a surprise lesson

LIBRA (Sept 2>-Oct. 22) — t ou

nia\ be attracted loda\ to all things

mysterious and unexplained \ lo\ed

one is hoping thai this is just a phase

and it is

SCORPIO (Oct. 25-Nov. 21) —
L'oneentrate on doing whalcwr is

-ar> to increase the Measfotl

and convenience level of your home
Ml domestic issues take precedence

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dcc.
21) — \s tempted as you may be.

this is not a good day to play hooky.

There are one or two duties yotj

must tend to before the da\ is out

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— "» ou will en|o\ reveling in memo
nes today, but be «ute that vou are

inspired to mint forward rather

than backward when all is said and
done

AQUARIUS (|an 20 -Feb. 18) —
You will uitch a glimpse of where
vou want to be today, and abo ot

the path you must take it \ou wi«h

to get there. Do not hesitate: start

now

!

Close to Heme By John McPnerson

Quote of the aOatfiy

44 Into this universe* and why not

knowing

Nor whence* like water willy-nilly

flowing. ^ -Omar Khayyam (Persian poet) "Will you quit humming 'Bridge

Over Troubled Water
7!"

ACROSS
1 Breakfast oread
6 Pitchc
9 Greek

Phitosoprw
ireplace

residue
15 Unr.ln<se tr> a

puet
16 Bright star n

Orion
1

7

Unfair attack

19 Upr .grit

20 Scottish cap
21 Beattie and

Remkino,
22 Air holes

23 To do
25 Gaiety

26 Arbors
29 Egyptian

goddess
31 Strong
32 Fillets

36 Dried-up

37 "Gee whir"

36 Sacred picture

40 Rhapsodic
43 Himalayan guide

45 Pops
46 Grasshopper
4/ Fnlhusiastic

50 Hlgh-ftying toy

51 Singer Reese
52 Farm building

54 Kmgsley ol

"Gandhi"

5/ Spirit in "The

TemposT"
58 Unreal
6i Competitor
62 Any s org

N -oily

64 Very small

65 Sua ii s Costa
del —

66 Suyary

DOWN
1 Diplomats

asset
2 Workers'

protection agcy.

3 Throat cleanng
sound

4 Adriatic. eg
5 Child s amt.

6 Lcnnon and
Irvng

I Well-versed in

8 Acquires

9 Stipulation

10 Steamship
11 Double —
12 Church portion

1

3

Auto pioneer

18 Teen magazine
23 Not so many
24 Large vase
25 Playing marble
26 Air rifle ammo
27 Crly south of

Moscow
28 On guard
29 Matinee quys
30 Baste

t'HtVKXJS PUZ2LE SOCVfcU
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n Ft1=1
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MIA

EINB
; 1

A V N
(Vhi

H t D T A B s H A H b
A T O '' T r p E E F K r n
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C 1996 Unit»d r«atur* SynOK*!*

33 Sibling s

daughter
34 Beige
35 Drenches
37 Compressed

mass
39 —King Cole
41 PeTectly
42 Sedan or

convertible

43 Type of shot

44 Fiery

47 Spooky
40 In existence
49 Gather b '. by

bit

50 Cartfe

enclosure
51 Cupid's

weapon
52 Dressmakers

rut

53 Pulpit

54 Infant

55 - Stanley
Gardner

56 "No. Vladimir

59 Those holding

office

60 Currently

Today's P.C. Menu
Cmtl 545-2«2« for metr* ImtmrtmmHmm.

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Brcxcoli Royale

Veal Parmesan Sandwich

DINNER
Szechuan Beet and Broccoli

I Ziti

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Worcester

LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Bow Ties/Italian Sausage Sauce

Beans and Rice

DINNER
Szechuan Beef adn Broccoli

Three Cheese k Macaroni

Szechuan Tolu and Broccoli

Chicken Cacciatore

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Charbroiled Chicken Sandwich

Veal Parmesan Sandwich

DINNER
Szechuan Beef and Broccoli

Baked Ziti

Berkshire
LUNCH

Worcester Breakfast Sandwich
Hamburger on a Roll

Ziti/Tomato Sauce
Black Bean Chili

DINNER
Szechuan Beef and Broccoli

Chicken Cacciatore

Szechuan Tofu and Broccoli

Pastabilities

Today's Staff

Night Editor

Photo Technician

Copy Editor

Production Supervisor

Production Staff
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UMass basketball teams prepare for NCAAs
Women face

experience as

they play Iowa
By Jock* laroux

Caasown Staff

Thant VO COUfGU

Center Lan Ketner and the Massachusetts men's basketball team get set to tip off against St. Louis tomorrow

Men to battle St. Louis as they focus in on Hughes
By Luke Meredith

Collegion Staff

So what exact!) is a Billiken anvw..

The Massachusetts men > basketball lean (-1 10.

12-4 Atlantic I0> will find that out. along with

things ahout themeeh mm when thev

Louis 121-10. 11-5 4 the first round of NCAA
tournament at the Georgia Doom in Atlanta. The
UMass-St. Louis game will begin at approximately J 4i

p.m.. ">0 minutes after the conclusion of the

Kentuckv - olina St game which tips off at

I
It-s

fhis i- the MveilUl sttaight year L Mast ha« made the

Ni \ \ tournament , hut tries aren't exactly rolling into

Atlanta on a hul streak Massachusetts ha* loal tour of

their I including another disappointing exit

in the \- It' tournament quarter! inals to George

Turn to BASKETBAU. poge 9

After working hard all season and
proving wrong all those who doubled

them, the Massachusetts women's bas-

ketball team ( 14-10. 1 1-5) has gotten

its reward. They were invited to dance.

Invited to dance in the Big Dance,

more specifically. The No. 1

5

Minutewomen will take on the No. 4

seed Iowa (17- 10. 15-5) tomorrow
night

UMass and the Hawkeyes will be

>u.uanng off in Iowa City at 9:20 p.m.

Playing in front o! the Hawkeyes home-

town fans, the Minutewomen are

unlikely to have many supporters in the

stands of the Carvcr-Hawkeye Arena,

but coach loanie O'Brien is confident

that her players can handle the pres-

sure.

"Anytime you go on the road it's a

challenge." O'Brien said. "And the

NCAA brings a lot of intensity, and the

young players will have never felt that

before, and there's nothing you can

compare it to.

"But if your confident enough in

yourself, and what you can do. than

you handle things, and this team has

been a very good road team it *

going to be a challenge, but it's going

to be fun"

This is just the second rime UMass
has made it to the NCAA Tournament

The Hawkeyes have made 1 1 consecu-

tive appearances since I486, including

a trip to the Final Four in 1995 last

year Iowa advanced to the second
round, where they fell to powerful

Connecticut. 72-55.

Iowa, a member of the Big Ten con-

ference, lost in the semifinal round of

their conference tournament to No. 5

seed Purdue. They had entered the

tournament as the top seed, winning

the Big Ten regular season title with

their 1 5- 5 record.

The Hawkeyes have four players

averaging in double figures in scoring.

topped by senior Tangeia Smith A 6'4*

center out of Chicago III., she heads

into tomorrow's game averaging 19.6

points a game Smith also pub down a

team-high average of 8.5 boards a

game She leads the team in blocked

shots (46) and field goal percentage

(55.9) as wdl
The imposing center has scored in

double figures for 21 straight games

She was named the Big Ten Player of

the Year, a member of the

All-Conference first team, and earned

Honorable Mention on the

All-America team. She was also hon-

ored by the Chicago Tribune, as the

new ".paper named her its Big Ten most

valuable player.

Also joining Smith on the

UM's Fisher lands perfect 10 on mat
Gymnast hopes leap onto national scene

as she lead UMass on the floor routine

By Brett Mauser
Collegian Staff

Walking off the floor to the roar ol the I Mass
crowd in the meet utvu- West Virginia and
M I f . freshman gymnast HI! Fisher knew the

had just landed the best routine of her coll

career thus far. The fans rose to their feet,

chanting for a perfect -tore, but thai certainly

was not an unfamiliar environment. A perfect 10

had landed jusl out ol

I isher 'l grasp on
numerous i

"When the 10

up. I went cra/v." laid

fisher. "It'l not often

that anyone can call

themselves pcit

Her routine lhat night

perhaps has defined lill

Fisher. Alter all t he-

close calls. Fisher at last

had reached one ol her

goals, never settling tor

what was good enough
for a win.

Massachusetts has

lomething special in

fisher. Seven meets into

her career in Amherst.
Fishei has alieai.lv pott-

ed live ol the top si\

scores in UMasi
women's gymnastic*
history on the floor rou-

tine. Fisher has more in

store.

"I would love tti

become the national

champion on the floor.

but I know 1 have i lot

of work to do before I can have that opportune

tv." said fisher.

After capturing the 1947 lunior Olympics

floor exercise crown, fisher chote I Mass over

national powerhouses Georgia and Florida.

"I really liked | Massachusetts women's gvm
nasties coach Dave ku/aii'l He came to m)
house, and when we talked, we really clicked,"

said Fisher. "I also realh liked the team and I

wanted to sta\ close to home."

Fisher added lhat t Meal alum and her coach

lammy Marshall had a tremendous effect on her

decision. Mai -hall herself gained tame wearing

the maroon and white,

winning the W5 V \ \

floor exercise crown and

the 19^2 vault champ!-
onsli

I ammj has had an

Incredible influence on

everything I ha\ e ever

achiev ed,' laid I ither.

"She made me realize

how fun gymnastics li

and how important it is

10 excel both as a gym
nasi and a- person."

\ New Yorket all her

life, lill found her way
into the world of gvtn

nasties v iii ballet, When
she was -i\. -he took

! her

teacher hinted to llll'i

mother that her daugh-

ter was too hyperactive

fbl ballet She tug]

gymnastic - I he rest i-

in the ho.

\t eight, she was
id) competing. The

word wai out lhat little

lill Fishei wa« a winner

Despite li Iven ability to perform, the

Olympics were just an attei thought The gloi \ ..I

ung a gold medal never became an IMUC in

the I ishei household.

"I knew right from the start that I was going

to go 10 college." said fisher "Am gymnast hai

ht about it. but I have novel looked at it as

a serious option."

| jghei I

ond in the nation behind

Georgia's Kriaten I Ichej on floor, In her brief

",»Ot MIOIAKtLATIONV

Freshman lill Fisher

Mav in Amherst. Fisher has scored a 9.900 or

better in five of the seven meets. Against three

highly touted opponents in Alabama. Arizona

State and North Carolina State. Fisher finished

sccoad on the floor with a 9.975. second only to

a perfect score.

But she doesn't focus on just one event. Her
talents extend beyond the mat.

She won the 1995 junior Olympics balance

beam title. This season, she has scored among
the top ten individually for both the beam and
vault She registered a 9.725 on vault in the

Alabama meet to place fifth.

"1 hope that maybe I can compete in the

all-around, but I have to work harder on the

uneven bars to get there," said Fisher.

1 isher has plenty of incentive to achieve the

goal. She and Marshall have a running joke

going where Fisher claims that she came to

I Mast to break every one of her colleague's

records,

"I called her up after the West Virginia meet

and said 'that's one'." said Fisher. "She was so

excited for me. She made me what I am today."

The work ethic will always be there. A rigor-

OUI practice schedule has taken its toll on
I Isher, but through it all, she claims to be tired

at times, but never bored.

"Gymnastics is so much a part of my life that I

could never get bored," said Fisher. "I love the

competition so much. In my mind, there is noth-

ing like going out in front of the home crowd
and competing. It is such a rush."

After college. Fisher hopes to coach gymnas-
tics or open up her own gym on Long Island,

near her hometown of Dix Hills.

ich Kuzara understands what he has in this

self proclaimed hyperactive workhorse.
"We have brought a lot of gymnasts here to

Amherst i<, improve this program," said Kuzara,

"but years down the road, when the fans look

hack. I think the gymnast that will stick out in

their minds the most is (ill Fisher. She electrifies

the crowd like no one I have ever coached."

Kara Trent and the Massachusetts women's basketball team know that

the strength in their game is in their defense

All Conference Team were seniors

Angela HamNin and Nadinc Domond
Hamblin a t> foot guard/forward, is

Bemad on the team in storing with

12.6. and third in rebounding with 5.9

She was named to the second team

All Conference Domond w.i

named to the Beoaatd team, leading

Iowa with 45 three point field goals.

41 agists and VI Meals on (Ik- vc.ii She

is fourth on the team in scoring, with

12.1 points per game.

i finished the season lank.

2> in the Associated Press poll. They

finished their scas*>n OR a similar streak

to I Mass. rampaging on a seven game
win streak, before falling to Purdue

"They are an excellent basketball

team... I'm sure they are gong to want

to end things on their home court in a

big w,i\ »o we'll definitely be chal-

lenged." O'Rriei ! ')ev have a

great inside game I would *jv their

strength comes m their four and live

players, and thev are -en athk •

Working on UMass' side will he the

tournament experience iA BOM of their

The Minutewoman
wem to the NCAA'i m 1496. losing in

the first round to Michigi

Sabriya Mitchell and Kara ludman.
along with

j
uniors Yolanda Raystde

and lavwana Bradlcv wen.- all a part of

that i,

Hopefully tfuil will he a kev lor uv

the mental part." O'Brien said "I guess

we'll find out if the nerves for it are

going to exist I told them that it's okay

to be nervous, but its not ok.iv to he

scared."

Women's water polo set

for games in California
By Poul Teves

Collegian Staff

The No. s) Massachusetts
women's watei polo team is head-

ing to California for I he week ot

spring break. Over the course ol

the week the Minutewomen will

put their ranking to the test as

they face some ol the top ranked

teams in the country

UMass will first play Redlands

on Sat.. March 14 and then No 6

University ol Southern California

on Monday. Other big matches
will include No. 7 San Diego
State. Possibly their most dial

lenging meet could be with the

number one team in the nation.

UCLA.
The week concludes with the

Claremont Invitational, which will

probably also include games
against USC and UCSD.
"We will probably play nine to

10 matches this week included

next weekend's tournament. We
need to continue doing what
we've been doing to be success

ful." UMass coach Dan McOakei
said.

He also commented on the

goals of his team for this week
"We arc going to continue run-

ning the front and lanes defense
,

and attack with a very structured

ol tense, and see how we do
against the best teams and go

from there." MeOsker said.

This week will provide UMaM
with a reference Of what they need

to do to beat the big teams in the

west.

"We really want to see what we
need to work on. so that when we

nationals w e can be mote
prepared for these teams than we
are now." McOtfcat said

This early season visit to

California will help younger plav-

ike I auric Edwards, Sarah
Newell and Marcie Hupp, to get

some playing time against really

high quality competition

Defensively , I Mass uill contin-

ue to try and frustrate opposing
offenaet with their front and lanes

defense. Peggj Nieces has reallj

benefited from the defensive play

The great defense has ,i\* created

the offense which has been lead

by a total team effort

Katie Grogan. Claudia Clement
and Hupp must continue to be a

force for the team in California.

They have been the major point

scores for UMaSS. Ihe team need

ed to play hard and work well

together as a team to win against

these west teams.

"We are also going to play
against tougher and deeper teams
on the west coast," Grogan said.

UMass is heading lor what
could be a defining week. One
that could lei ill r the

remainder of the season. With
games against ranked opponents.
UCT.A. ISC' and San Diego St.

The key is if UMass can play the

strong defense that the] have been
plaving and force the other team
to make costlv turnovers, they will

be successful in California,
Ihe trip is also a large blessing

for the coaching, they get to look
at the teams weakness and work
on the two months before nation
ail, when they will have to see
these quality opponents again.
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B\ Core) Peter Goodman
( olU-gnm S[H)rts

It
was the wanner of m95. md

then-Massachusetts assistant coach
Bruiser t lint w„s looking to move on.

Following I Mass' successful run ti-

the I lite 1 ight. Mint was drawn U) the

tempting (x>^>ihilii\ tluil he might soon
iv returning home to Philadelphia

\» • finalist for the head coaching job
at St. loseph's, hi>. lima mater. I lint was
hoping to get the chance to hegin a mar-
velous rehuilding job. not unlike the one
he had Drafted at lAlass over seven sea-

M with coach lohn v. alipari.

I'hanklulh for I Mass, he didn

hired.

Howtnf the Minutemen*s \wt
I inal lour leeeon, Lahpaii accepted I

head coaching ottci from the NBAs
New ferae) Net", and soon alter. I lint

the man asked tu take over the

reins.
"| Phil

| Martelli and mw-ll laugh
about it all the time." I lint said.

ho didn't gel some job the war before

loe'l hired him It «.h a step up for

both ot H
I lowexci. Martelli didn't lace the same

I
lint did Irom the outset

UMass had just graduated a pair ul

prime time starter^ in Dana Dingle and
DOOM Bright: Player Of the Year Marcus

ibv. who entered the Ml \ dralt a- a

junior, and the UntVCTSit) were the at

the center ol controvert surrounding
his illegal dealings with agents.

I lint s job - an unlikeh and unlair

one — MM to pick up the pieces, and
preserve UMass' reputation a- a clean

program. What made this even tougher
were new rumors surfacing almost evcrv

da]

"It took a vear and a halt belorc we
could reallv move on." I lint said. "It was
\er> difficult, lor a while, we didn't

know if there were going to be penal-

ties."

This took its toll on I Mass. as the

Minutemen opened flint's inaugural

season with a 6-9 axord. For the first

time in several years. UMaH was faced
with the possibility that it might not

make it into the NCAA tournament.

All of the critics pointed at Flint.

"I'm taking over for the best college

coach in the country." Flint said. "Of
course, it's going to be tough to fill his

shoes. A lot of people told me I was
crazy for taking the job."

Desperately looking for a connection

that worked consistently. Flint imple-

mented a three-guard offense with
Charlton Clarke. Fdgar Padilla and
Carmelo Travieso. It worked brilliantly,

and UMass went on to win 1 3 of its final

1 7 games and earned an NCAA bid.

However. UMass lost a heartbreaker

year older

to Louisville in the opening round
(65-57 in Pittsburgh), which
became enough motivation to come
back strong this season.

"There was a bitter taste," llint

said. "It was a tough loss, h was a

long season, and a lot of the guvs

were worn down. But we've been
working towards getting back there-

all season."

I nder llint. I Mass nWIWI out

determined this season Despite a

tough opening stretch, when the

Minutemen lost fames to Purdue.

Kansas and Fresno Slate, UMass
regrouped and put together a

mid season III pane win streak

Ml ol the counirv pointed

towards I Hot
"

I hat's |iist pin t ul the job." I lint

said "I vervone looks at the SOBCH.

Il goes with the terrii

It was during this stretch that

UMass made IH return to the lop

-?5 lot the first time in ovei a sear,

much earlier, though, than most
people expected.

I lint said he changed a lew

things Irom the leaaafl before, and
happv with the results

"I've been a lot more relayed." he
said. "I sometimes beat them down
to the ground Hut I found it dimin-

ishes the results
."

most ni the season, I lint's

philosophv ol "w inning takes CM
ot everything " held true. Aitei

having its five- year streak as

Atlantic 10 champions snapped the

vear before, UMass was atop the

I let division once again, with huge
road wins at Rhode Island and
\avier under their belts

"Its all about experience, end
playing these teams before," Hint

said We re getting a feel lor each

other on the court as well
"

\s the wins piled up. Flint said

he became more and more recog-

nized as the head COacJl of I Mass
basketball, something, he -aw ll

still uncomfortable to him.

"I enjov the kids I enjoy visiting

with them." flint said "Hut when I

want to go somewhere and >.

out. I can't The) have certain

images ot vou But sometime* I just

want to be Bruiser laugh, joke

and have fun."

I lint remembers one particular

incident last vear in a Pittsburgh

airport. A woman grabbed him
from behind, and asked to tak<

picture with him.

"Sometimes it gets a little scaiv "

BC said.

I his season, as UMass prepares

lor another NCAA run. I lint says

he is a much more confident coach.

"The veat of experience has

helped." llint syid. "We know
what to expect Irom each other

now. I think that'll help us down
the line

"

During the Tournament
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UMass' floor general
By Luke Meredith
Collegian Sports

The point guard fur the

Massachusetts inen'» basket-

hall team isn't your typical cul

lege basketball plaver He's built

like a fullback, rflOQtl a floater

most coaches would cringe at. and

is never, ever at a loss lor words.

UM.i-v coach Bruiser I lint has

insisted all season that he isn't even

a point |Hfd
But he is Charlton Clarke, and

lately, that's been more than

enough.

After | l^t> ^7 season main

thought should have earned I Mass

junior guard him Atlantic 10 Most

Improved Plaver honor- Claike

followed with a regular tcaton

more than one coach thought

should have won him the big

pn/e ol all Atlantic 10 Play*,

the Yeat

And though the award eventually

went to Rhode Island's Cutttno

Mobley. a late season surge bv

It's not like

we'll give you
the answers.

Well. ..yes it is

Standardized tests are predictable.

Understanding them is what Kaplan

is all about.

To find the class nearest you.

call today.

expert teachers superior materials smart technology proven results

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST

www.kaplan.com

l larke lelt A III coaches raving.

"Charlton Clarke is mentally tough, and in col

lege basketball today, players like that come lew

and far between." St. loseph's coach Phil

Martelli said "You could make an argument lor

him as A-10 Plaver ol the Year, he's improved

evetv dav since he's been here."

\liet saving UMass' chances twice against

Rhode Island, hitting a three -pointer to send the

game into overtime and nailing three free throws

to folOC a second overtime, and repeating his

heroics again three days late! against Si foe'i,

C larke began to build himself into a bit ot leg-

end. FaM at the St Iocs game held signs that

said "Charlton Clarke is Cod." a view held bv

scnioi I v rone Weeks, who said alter the game.
"

I hank Cod lor Charlton Clarke
."

\\ bethel Clarke is a heavenly figure or not is

up loi debate, but what isn't in question is that

Parke b the heart and loul ol this iqutd. and

,ial to I Ma- 121-10, 12 4i chances in the

Nl \\ tournament, which kicks oil Km I V

Xtl.inta I ndav with a match up I Saint

I Hills

the last 10 Clarke mg

16.1 points and »ts. and led the team in

six ol theii last I 2 games | ,.| th

ike hit lot 12.7 ppg and i .1 foi

third team All \ lOhonon In addition. Clarke

been the leader on the court, pulling the

hi together in huddles, shouting instructions.

mk\ motivating the troops with his brimstone

and tire leadership Clarke is a ^oa^h on the

Moor helping his team win not |ust in the last

tn ,N but lor 40 minute

page /

Tm the leader of this team." Clarke said. "' I'm

| trying to| play like I don't want my season to

end."

The regular season — a season that began

slow, took oil in lanuary and February and has

since been stuck in the mud is over. But the

recent slide isn't Clarke's doing. In fact. UMatf

might not even be in the NCAA tournament

without Clarke's incredible play down the

stretch.

The \ 10 tournament ended lor the second

straight vear with a loss |q C.coigc Washington in

the quarterfinals, and I Mass may have to win a

lew games in the NCAAl BO prove to tans that a

I 2 4 conlerence mark and 21 overall wins, despite

the late season slide, wasn't a disappointment.

"It's crunch time." C larke said alter the loss u>

the Colonials, insisting that the early exit in

Philadelphia gave the Minutemen a tew extra davs

rest up. "It we lose, the season- ovei Winning

the \ !0 was one ol the goiiK we set lor ourselves

thi- we'tv disappointed, but we'll be

alright."

Clarke's plav ha- been needed in the backcourt

latelv Montv Mack and lonathan IVI'ina have

slip, ilv at the end ot the season. sUinething

{ lint attributes the taliguc that comes a rookie sea-

itunatelv lot the Minutemen. Claike mi t the

onlv plaver playing well Ian Kelncr had a

tremendous A 10 tournament. But with TVl

Weeks battling a spiained ankle, and ft cropd plav

el- such a- Mack. IVhna. Mike Babul and Chris

Kukland poked to MC then first Hgnifcant action

jn • m ot I Mas- tournament

.' •

) \ 'M
> l On I HoOPS ->«: lion

• Cool osts

• Sj::«iil 'V Mtts

. ; i)OOI!

; «in

• .itwl Mnf.ii Moro

now 'xifuiico

success will rest on Clarke's power forward-like

shoulders.

And despite UMass' recent troubles, Clarke-

remains optimistic.

"We just have to keep that Refuse to Lose' atti-

tude," Clarke said. "We have to show people why

wen' UMass. why people don't want to play us.

We're best when our backs are up against the wall.

We've been underdogs all yeai

Traditional
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An unforgettable five years
While playing high school bas-

ketball in Philadelphia, I was
recruited by mam of the top

cullegiate basketball programs in

the nation. Since the whole recruit-

ing process w.i^ new to

me. I wanted to pick .i

COdepe uhere I uuuld fit

in with the system and |

•cbool thai would also

benefit rac M KM
b\ m\ >cnior \cai ol

high school. I narrowed

it down to two nchootei

MaSMOMIMttl and

VUlanova
UM. won the

niting wan because

ol then assistant, and
now head coach Bruiser

Hint bruiser is from

Philly. and he and I were

already good friends

from family and friends

we both knew. Mere was

a guy who I trusted and was willing

to try m> luck with

I ooking back on some ol im
favorite basketball memories I

would have to start with m> firM

college game at UMass. I wa^

pumped to play. Going to the F.lite

light as a freshman was great

because it made me feel like I chose

the right school.

doing to the Tinal lour was the

greatest teeling in the world,

because thousands ol pMjfSffl c\cr\

Mtf do not get to go. and most do

not ever get to go. I felt so sjvcial

My Senior Dn I* war was great

because I was HOOfNk HI) lainils.

which I love more than am thing in

the world To have

them honored was lei

tad lastly. I will

nevci forget m> IfrU

dunk It was Senior

•ii SBC against

ms neighborhood
school. lemple I

could not have picked

a better pfaw

Coming back
I

fifth >ear was a big

decision lot me It was

a hard decision

BOCauaC I knew I could

aUo make plans to do

new things Hut it was

the right decision,

because with this extra

Near I have opened up a lot ol dooi |

tot imselt tor the future.

Ihis \eat has been special in

mam way, but the best teeling was

getting my 1 ,000th career point at

lemple in front of m> hometown
tans and family

I hope this peart NCAA tourna-

ment will be- a special one lot me. I

think we have a chance to go Kit il

we plaN together and hard. I! we do

all the things that helped us to get

this far, then we will be ahight.

There are mam people to whom I

want to IB) thanks, but it would he

difficult to wiite ever) person's

name down
I would like to thank all the team

mates I had o\et ms >.ateer. the

u lung stall which brought me
here and helped me develop m>

game, a special thanks also KM guid

ing me on the right path: the admin-

istration, which has been wondertul

to me onci the years; and last but not

least, the I Mass tans vvho supported

me through the good and bad times

I will ncNer lorget these live yean
ol m> lite.

I \ mnc Weeks il a fifth

senior, forward and captain on the

Massachusetts mens basketball

team.
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The road to Atlanta

H> Luke Meredith
Collegian Sports

Well, thut was fun.

Pa i Ik- seventh stiaight season, the Massachusetts men's haskct-

ball team \2\ 10) extended its season with a hid to the NCAA
tournament, one the Minutemen have been expecting sinee earl\ I ehruary.

But for the second straight season, the hid has come via the at I

rout, following another quarterfinal loss to George Washington in the

Atlantic 10 tournament
IVspite a late-MMon slide that left them out ol the Associated Press lop

25 poll — UMass ended 27th — the Minutemen earned a No. 7 seed in the

South region and will battle l'onlerence USA member St I ouis (21-10)
in the first round in the Georgia Dome Fridaj at 2 45 p.m. in Atlanta I he

winner will face the Kentucky/South Carolina State winner, for the right

to go to the Sweet Sixteen in St. Petersburg. Fla.

The road to Atlanta has been interesting, to Mr) the least On I eb. 18.

I Mass was II 1 in the \ 10. and was Unking at a certain \ 10 tegular

season title and the V> I seed in the A- 10 tournament. But a loss u>

Rhode Island at home that night in double overtime despite Charlton

Clarke's heroics — meant the Minutemen would finish up the conference

MMon 12-4. They dropped the season finale to Temple in sluggish (ash

ion. and not onl\ lost the No 1 seed but a first round bve in Philadelphia

But it's a new season, and UMass is excited at the chance the V \ \

committee gave it to turn that bad ending around, therebv giving this

bunch a chaiKc to earn its place among the best seasons in Massachusetts

ry Their seed No 7, ranks higher than A-10 rivals Rhode Island and

GW, which | med No H seeds despite better showings m the con

V * The Department of Food Science
Mil
Mil A Wishes the UMass Basketball
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t> NCAA Tournament!

• • • •
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lerence tournament.

UMass coach Bruiser flint credits that in large part to UMass" philoso

phv of "Any Team. Any Tune, \ny I'lacc". a phrase that, in UMass' CMC,
Iijs hecoiiK- much more than a moniker to stick on the annual poster

Students may not think playing onlv 10 ol >l games at home is all thai

great, but Hint feels it helped his team get a higher seed.

One ol the things that reallv helped us is that we only plaved 10 home
games." | lint said The selection show was talking about teams that pla\

on the road lhaving an advantage|, and we've been on the road a lot. We
plaved ) I games, and only 10 were at home, so I think we were rewarded

at bit for that
"

I he bulk of the road games occurred early in the season. UMass played

I I o\ its iirst 1 > games on the road, including trips to C 'leveland. Alaska.

Kansas and las \egas It took a little time, but the Minutemen found

themselves on the road, and when thev returned home to hue GeOTfC
Washington o\\ Ian 10. thev were running on all cylinders. The\ trounced

the Colonials, 7^ 48. before I raucous William D. Mullins Center, and

won I I of their ne\t 12 games With an \P ranking that reached as high

as No. 18, and II V \ \ opponents on their schedule, the Minutemen
were confident thev d get a bid.

Massachusetts has become a lixture at the NCAA tournament, and the

plavers are excited at the chance to go further than last MQtr'l 63 17

first round loss to I ouisviilc. Mint, for one. KOfTed at the theon that it

helped I Mas- not to have to plav in a No 8 No *J prjne, with the winner

having to plav a No I in the second round.

'When you get in the NCAA tournament, there are no games u, a\oid."

I lint said "Yon want to be in it You don't CMC vvhat seed \ou are as long

.is vou're in there. That s all that counts

The bracket UMass resides fan lor the first two rounds looks to be among

Don't Let The Marshall Catch

You Going Anywhere Else!

Collision Repair
& Auto Body

Imports and other uiiiShIn

vehicles are iwr specialtv

• I sers ol Sikkens painl

prinlucls

• \ ^-picil hs all insurance

companies loi collision

rcpaii or j;las\ repair

53 S. Prospect St.

Amherst Center
256-8157
shop Rag IRSI2I2 i

HNAN/UHMA
Juice Bar

©
Your Body wants It

• Needs it •

Craves it!

the toughest in this year's field. The
No. 2 is Kentucky, a team UMass
has lost to twice in NCAA play. In

1992, UMass stormed back from
an early deficit onlv to lose to the

Wildcats 87-77 in the I Ml
kegionals. UMass first appearance
there in >0 seats. Kentucky then
lost to Duke in the fast finals, on a

last MCOnd shot from Duke Center

Christian I aettner. in what is wide-

ly regarded as one of the greatest

Id in college basketball history,

In 199b. Kentucky ended the

Minutemen's dream MMon in the

Raal lour. 81 74. A few months
before scandal would taint the

m^ti season. Mauus Cambv. |ohn
calipari. Donta bright et al. gave
it a valiant effort, but the Wildcats

and their intense pressure brand ol

play would land them an NCAA
title two nights later over

Syrecuee.

Other big name programs
include No. b I U V which won
the national title In 1945, and No

3 Michigan, which made it to the

championship game in 1992 and
1993. All in all, the 16 teams in

the South bracket have made it to

nine Final Fours in the 90s, and
the regions boasts four national

champions \o. I seed Ouke in

H4| and \W2, UCLA in 1995
and Kentucky 1996.

CW makes an appearance as the

No. 8 seed in the bracket's other

site Lexington. Ky.

The Minutemen didn't seem too

concerned with what is ahead of

them. After slipping late,

Massachusetts just hopes it can

write a happy ending to the sea

son. and use its chance at redemp-
tion to prove to the college basket-

ball world that UM.i- kiskctball

is alive and well.

"I didn't caic what seed we
|

sophomore centcr/torward Ajmal
basit said "Once you get in. any

thing can happen. We're iust going

10 go in and try to have some grc.it

games and win."

/^\
ALL

O.C.M.P.

Can We Build One For You?
Serving Sandwiches, Bagels 8c Lox,
Fresh Soups 8c Salads, Take Out.

• DBUV1RIB8 CALL 849-6514 *
• OWWM UNTIL 9p.m. *

AWARD WINNING LOCAL St HVICt

• Full Service Autcbody
Insurance Approved

• Full Selection of genuine GM Goodwrench parts.

• Mass. State Inspection Station #3243

• Fine Selection of New and Used Cars & Trucks

• Ask about our FREE 18 point maintenance check.

54IGE'Smhc
i/ifW

Ge<
DICKINSON Sf • BETWEEN RT 9 A MAIN St • Ml 1444



aoound at

tournev time

(

kinpl.

Id cau-

treats il the

jms are to nu
1 round

the s most lormwanie

matchup rone defense, tl

also feature one of the coon-

s best defenders in sop

iard Pepe Saneh
florid* State: The

Scminoles boast OM ot the

How the NCAA tourna
H> Case) Kane
Collegian Sports

You ma\ need .1 road map fan

oeder to follow the toad to the

I foal Four this yen Sat) tour

teams received invitations, but onl\

lout will wait/ their w;i\ into San

Antonio, K ^>- come March -^

And onh one will be left standing

two days later

But before .1 new (or poasibl)

defending) champion can

wned. o4 team- must duke it

out lor the privilege of a weekend

deep in the heart ol 'lev

/ fl /

I n

the East Regional North Carolina

wed up the No. 1 seed with it^

win oval l~>uke in the \tlantie

Ml Conference tournament final

Don't fed too bad for the lar HecK
— even though the\ have to go to

Hartford lor their first tound

matchup the) shouldn't run into

trouble until the regional semifinal,

where the\ could lace USUSil) tough

Princeton or upstart l \i \

mnecticut can** par) at the

Hartford Civfc Center because the

Khod fal homing that regional. N
instead the Huskies, who grabbed a

seed, will play in

Washington, D v.

olina, a team lookin,

avenge it
1
- Rrst round exit last year,

the No 3 seed. I he

always good fa soundbite Bob

knight graces the I ast as the No. 7

,i. and there should be I good

I I matchup when
\.i\ki lake- on the Washington

Huskies.

The I game in thl

uket teatuies a pair ol hyphenat-

ed itools. Nurth

l arolina Charlotte and Illinois

Oifarafj

1 / h

Duke, meanwhile, claimed the

I spot in the South The blue

Devils lace Radford in the first

round, and could potent iallv square

oil against Atlantic lu represents

rive George Washington In the see

ond round GW fell to \auer in the

conference tournament finals.

Syracuse and New Mexico round

out the top hall of the South region

al. which will be played in

Lexington Kent

Kentucky picked up the second

seed fal the South and will navel to

Atlanta for the first round I c I \

and Michigan. team featuring

hot handed Louil Bullock,

highlight that side i>l the biaeket

Massachusetts will head south to

Georgia as well, where the

Minutemen will meet Saint I ouis in

1 tu ^1 round tilt I rcshman l am
Hughes vw i 1 1 lead Charlie

Spoonhour's BUKkera into battle

against Bruiser Hint s (TOO)

Bt 2 45 p in.

eional

SMMM 11mats **A n/rg **/a olaalan

Black Mhnn_ f
the collegian is new england's largest college

daily, distributed to over 17,000 people, it's

your best source for news, sports, arts& living,

editorial/opinion, classifieds, comics and more.

read the collegian.
enlighten your life.
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ment regions stack up
Arizona, the defending king,

holds the first seed in the Matt
Region and the Wildcats will !,

Nichoai State in the first round in

Sacramento Both Ion Kru^
llline>is squad and Kevin Stallings'

lllineiis State team are BSSO headed
to! California, hut the teams
wouldn't do a regional battle until

the regional semifinal in \naheim,

In the bottom halt ol the West
Region. Boise Idaho will play host

Cincinnati and the

Baarcatt' opponent, Northern
\n/ona I he winner ol that game

Id meet |ohn Chancy and
lemples vaunted /one defense
I he Owls meet \\ L-st Virginia in

their opener.

Rick Majerus' troops earned the

seed and a trip to pota

10 eountn. where the I te^ will take

on San ftaaCSSOO m the IVm titst

tourney appearance dnosj the field

was expanded to 64 teams

Midwest
region;

Kansas, which already has ovei

>U wins, locked up the top seed in

the Midwest Region and a game in

Oklahoma City, with Big 12 tour-

nament victory The layhawks have

the easiest o4 the first round
matchup- I'tain W \l |

School that recorded tcwer than 10

win» over Division I opponents this

season.

Purdue, which lell in the inau

gural Big 10 tournament tei

Kigali, received the No. 2 seed

and will pla> in Chicago. It faces a

potential second round game
against St John's. v\hieh is finallv

oosainj into its nwn. of coarai
both have 10 win their early fame*

in order to advance.

Perhaps the team with the best

draw out of the Midwest is

Clemson. A No. 4 seed out of the

\CC. the Tigers have the capabili

ties to wreak SOBM have>c with the

higher seeds .md possibly head to

Stanford, which started hot thai

season with ^n 18 itiatk. k>vtk

the Midwest No 3 and facet

College of Charieatoa fan the open-
er

In the upper hall ol the bracket,

BryCC and Homer Drew will give it

on\: uioi Valparaiso squares

oil against Ole kOM in the first

round

Any way you slice it there is ne»

clear eut choice tor the crown.

h team faOM stiller eompetitie»n

in each successive round until the

Russian roulette battle for a title

draws to a close on March 50.

This is win thev call it Madness

toughest schedules in the

country because they play in

the nation's best league, the

Atlantic Coast Conference.

Add on top of that out of

eonterence games against

Arizona and Connecticut and
is literally prepared for

lust about anything

). Valparaiso: The No. 13

seed Crusaders have

the mos
\A tour-

on tl ! the

n without a fight

UNLV: Could there be a
i in the tournament with

more upset potential than

UNLV? Making their

appearance in the Big Dance
t thev went to the I

lour in 19^1. Bill Ba\

Runnin* Rebels pulled off

three big wins in a row to

earn an automatic bid. Bayno
jum has to hope there's more

Carry-a

Ik* lax

ruitoi

Turn to I page 17
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Proud Supporter of UMass Basketball and the

Official Pizza of Bruiser Flint's Basketball Camp

NEW HOURS OF OPERATION

ig Pizza

PAPA JOHNs
Sunday - Wednesday

Thursday

Friday & Saturday

1 1 am - 1 am
I lam - 2am
I I am - 3am

331 Russell Street, Hadley

586-7272
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Reaching new heights
By Corey Peter Goodman
Collegian Sports

Charlton Clarke. Monty Mask
and l.ari kernel arc considered

the Massachusetts men's I

ketball team's top performers head-

ing into its seventh consceume
NCAA tournament appearance.

But w ho can deny the value ol

Chris kirkland. the team's most

athletic and spirited player'.'

Not Massachusetts coach Bruiser

Hint.

"He's been I spark tor us all

long," I lint said

Id suhpai freshmen season,

last year, kirkland gained a bit of

edebrh) status this tetnn among
the William I) Mullins venter

faithful, as a sure commodity oil

the pine with his enthusiasm on the

hard wood.
But it was last vear when UMass'

most versatile plaver was not so

sure about his future in Amherst

He described it as an emptv tool-

ing, like he wasn't a real part of the

team, and kirkland said it started

well before last season began.

V a highlv touted high school

product at Sto Rov where he aver-

aged 25.9 points and 1 5 I

rebounds during his senior vear.

kirkland was recruited by North

Carolina coach IVan Smith and

hometown schools Duquesnc and

Pitt

But it was then Massachusetts

coach lohn Calipari and assistant

roach lohn Robic, during the Final

Four year in 1^M(\ who convinced

Kirkland that he could flourish in

the LMjss system that would soon

graduate small forward bookends

Donta Bright and Dana Dingle.

However, following the news that

Calipari had accepted the head

coaching job with the NBAs New
Icrsev Nets. Kirkland doubted that

UMass still wanted him.

"He (Calipari | never called me."

Kirkland said. "I was upset He told

me personally that he would stay

|at UMass | I just hoped things

wouldn't change
."

Unfortunately, it seemed they

had. As the season wore on.

Kirkland appeared as just another

face on the bench. Widely consid-

ered the least effective of the fresh-

men forward trio that included

Mike Babul and Winston Smith.

Kirkland didn't see action in 14 of

his team's 53 games. In 10 others,

he played five minutes or let

"It kind of demoralizes you." he

said. "The team isn't winning, and

I'm thinking 'maybe I should get a

review 87 88 page lb

chance.' That's what I was thinking."

UMass' season ended, ironically, in Pittsburgh

during the first round of the NCAA tournament.
With his family and friends in attendance,
Kirkland played less than a minute in a disap-

pointing 65-57 loss to Louisville.

Upon arriving back in Amherst, kirkland
admitted it was difficult to move on and focus
on next season. But following a visit with Flint,

kirkland decided to put the effort in

"I gave an ultimatum to a lot ol the guvs V«u
either work hard, or you won't be here," Flint

said "He responded to it. He reallv stuck with it.

He improved a lot. and got stronger"

This season, the commitment is paying oft big-

time for kirkland and UMass After scoring only,

four points in UMass' first I 2 games, kirkland is

averaging nearly -i\ points per game and ovei

three rebounds eta
kirkland's biggest game came against la Salle

14). when the sophomore put up I 3 |x>ints

and 111 tebounds. both caieer highs

However, Kirkland's toughest assignment

came last week against Virginia Tech in the

opening round of the Atlantic 10 tournament.

With Tyrone Weeks out of the lineup. Kirkland

(6-foot-6, 206 pounds) was asked to back up
Basit at power forward in addition to his duties

at small forward.

Kirkland responded with 50 minutes of steady

basketball, in which he committed only one foul

while scoring seven points and grabbing six

rebounds

"I like the four
|
power forward | better."

Kirkland confessed "I haven't told coach, but it

gets me started up. I go harder, because I know
I have to play against bigger guv

This wa s a lesson taught to him by another big

guy. formei Massachusetts center Inus Norville,

who banged with Kirkland during practice last

season Norville, said Kirkland. encouraged him

BO work harder even when the minutes were lim-

ited and the team was doing poorlv

"When I was down, he said work loi vour-

self,"" Kirkland said. "I had a bad attitude. He
helped me see that. He said 'keep working hard-

er, then they'll have to play you because you'll

get better.'"

Another inspiration, Kirkland said, is brother

lames who led California (Pa.) to the Division II

Final Four when Kirkland was a child.

"I always wanted to play ball because of him."

Kirkland said. "I grew up watching him play. He
pushed me a lot in high school. He hoped I'd get

to play Division I someday."
\- the team now prepares

kirkland can be assured that -

son — he will be one of the first guys off the

bench providing the boost he -.iv^ is just part of

"UMass Basketball."

"I want to go twice as hard, lump twi,

high." he said. "I want to spark the guys, even if

it's for only a minute or two."

"I want the country to see UMass diving oil the

floor, snapping and fighting tor the ball. That'll

what UMass basketball is about."

for the NCAAs,
unlike last sea-
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breaking through
B\ |ackk Lerom A Kathleen
RalK
Collegian Staff

Three short month?- ago just

about everyone had written the

Massachusetts women's I

kcthall team off.

The Minutewomen had been

•track with the left knee SCI spell,

a disease that is spreading au
the courti of America, and it didn't

look as though the> could reverse

their uneann\ had luck

The team's highest scorer.

pre season MOOad team Atlantic

10 All Conference pick Kellv Van

Huisen, a sophomore guard, lei I on

Dec. 7 with 1 1 seconds left against

Holy Cross. Her knee was deemed
impossible to play on and she has

been forced to sit out the season.

lunior forward laywana Bradley

injured her knee during the sum-

mer and had to settle for a seat on

the sideline as well, lunior forward

Kraft was in the proces-

making an eventually successful

comeback alter rehabilitating her

own knee.

The team was left to mend on its

own without three kev plaurs "I he

months o| Doceatbet and lanuary

were bleak for the Minutewomen
as they were trapped in a dark spi-

ral, going 5--tv unable to lift them
seKes out of the slump

But somehow the coach loanie

O Brien ignited a spark in her

n feeling eiut the lineups, she

settled on one which mixed senior

experience with freshmen jitter-

And the team responded with

new found determination and
manufactured a whole new reel of

highlights and milestones of it-

With a 58 5b win over Virginia

Tech on |an 4. O'Brien became the

UM. all-time winningest

women's basketball coach with ^5

victories, surpassing Mary Ann
Ozardarski's former record of 92.

She also reached the century mark
by defeating Fordham on Feb. 12.

But the accolades were not

bestowed on the coach alone.

Senior co-captain Sabriya

Mitchell surpassed Christel Zullo's

former mark of 533 career assists

on February 19 with her first assist

in their matchup with A- 10 rival

George Washington. Mitchell has

increased her sk>ck to a current

567. As a result, she was named to

the A- 10 second team

All-Conlerence.

Kraft, the team's most consistent

scorer on the year, was selected to the A-10's third

team All Conference while averaging just over 13

points per game. She was also named to the A 10

All--Tournament team as well as king honored as the

1^8 \ 10 tournament \1\ I'

While the Minutewomen were well represented a-

individuals, the team heated up in 1 ebruary to finish

out their regular season on a seven game winning

streak which included going undefeated during the

month ol I ebruatv

On Feb. 1 4 I Mass defeated St Joseph 16, m
Philadelphia for the Hrst time in Massachusetts histor)

live days later, the top team in the A 10 West.

ye Washington, came to the Wiliiam D. MultiltS

Center. UMass hatassed the Spanish Connection" o\

\oelia Gomez and I lisa Aguilar to beat the Colonials.

b8 J5 I icshman Kathy Coyner. who has been coming

on as of late, recorded a career high 22 points while

Kraft also reached a career high with 25 points which

included three three-pointers. With that win. the

Minutewomen had positioned themselves lor a tie in

the A- 10 East.

Ihcv clinched the crown two days later with the

63-54 trouncing ol St Bonaventure. They had never

finished in first plate beloic

In the \ 10 tournament. I Mass |i|s ( u,.k. to t.u

the nations second leading scorer (27.4 ppg). Korie

Hlede of Duqueme. I Mass focused on Ulede and

stunted the rest of her team to win. 03 47 llu

Minutewomen defeated Vivici. 4 C
> 44, to make their

inaugural trip to the A 10 finals where they lost to

\ irginia lech

I he Hokics thus had earned the automatic hid into

the NC \ \ tOUmament and UMaSS would have tO vvaii

for the selection committees decision. It was supposed

that either C.W or I Mass would cam the at large bid

Both teams were chosen bv NCAA committee, proving

how strong the \ 10 is

\ow the No. 15 Minutewomen are heading to Iowa

C uv fco plav the No. 4 seed Iowa (17-10).
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underdog
continued from page 13

magic left in the bottle.

5. Illinois State: Two
words; Rico Hill. The man is

big, at least he plays like he's

\nd good. And with that

weapon in his pocket coach

Kevin StaOings could surprise

a few people. I he Red Birds,

seeded No 9 in the West

where they will meet I

is Tennessee team in a

first round tilt, have a deep
bench and reasonable talent

So a first round win is not

improbable.

St. |ohn's I he Midwest

eded Red Storm will

Detroit in the first round

in Ch tnd the matchup
could prove to be a big chal-

lenge for the Titans. When
Felipe Lopei was about to

enter I hman
'v Illustrated put the tal-

ented recruit

lions

dwarfed Lopei and I

mplishments This

however, people have finally

given the Red Storm the

respect it d. least

some people have. The Others

have to witness St lohn's

•.hand.

7. St. Louis freshman
l^arry Hughes is good. Real

id unfortunate!]

Massachuscr he and

the No. 10 Billikens square

off against the Minuteuu
Atlanta in opening round
action. Of course. UMasi
brings a talented bunch to the

table, but it can't count its

chicken-

8. Eastern Michigan
Illinois State may have Rico

Hill, a bruising big man. but

3 seed Eastern Michigan
i ) have a small guy. Earl

Boy kins. One oi the most
impressive small guys in the

game, Boykins can turn a

game on its head with his

near 20 points per game I

age and over 80 percent at the

foul line.

9. lona: the Gaels, who
earned the No. 12 seed in the

South, face Syracuse in the

first round. Kashif Hameed is

an lona standout who is also

a talented saxophone player

(eat your heart out, drum
major Vince Carter).

10. Washington: It proba-

bly won't happen, but the

Huskies could give Xavier a

run for its money in the first

round.
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LariKetner

jr center

s ployed/storted 31/30

avg. minutes 30.2

held god percentoge-527

•rentage-.000

throw percentage-.634

/ave. reboonds-234/7.5

/steds-16/14

-63

points- 15.4

Jonathan DePina

fr. guard

ployed/started-31/0

avg. minutes- 18.0

Egooi percentage-.389

f-pomt percentage-,oo/

throw percentage-.627

total/ave. rebounds 47/1.5

/steds-93/17

-2

points-3.4

Charlton Clarke Monty Mack

p Ml

played/started 31/31

minutes-35.4

god percentage- .4 13

percentage-.355

throw percentage-.791

total/ove. rebounds-77/2.5

assists/steds 119/40

blocks 5

average points- 12.8

Tvrnne Weeks

i

sr. toward

games ployed/started 30/29

avg. minutes-28.7

hold god percentage- 504

three point percentage- 000

free throw percentage-.791

total/ove. rebounds 258/8.6

assists/steds 26/42

blocks 32

average points- 10.3

played/ started 31/3

19.6

god percentage .500

000

throw percentage- .663

tatol/ave. rebounds- 1 73/5.6

assists/ steds-9/ 11

blocks-47

points-6.9

Rafael Cruz

fr. guard

games played/ started- 1 3/0

avg. mmute$"2.B

field goal percentage.200

three-point percentage- .000

free throw percentage-.900

total/ove. rebounds-6/0.5

assists/steds-6/0

bkxks-0

averoge points- 1 .0

z

soph, guard

games pJayed/started-3 1/31

avg. minutes-34.9

field god percentage-.405

three point percentage .372

free throw percentage-.788

total/ove. rebounds-95/3 1

assists/ steds-93/ 38

laveroge points- 14.0

Chris Kirkland

soph, toward

played /started 30/0

avg. minutes- 13.2

god percentoge-419

500

.565

!/ave. rebounds-73/2.4

BMkis/steab-21/10

bfecks-4

average poims o. j

Winston Smith

soph, toward

games played/started-3/0

avg. minutes- 13.0

field god percentage-.000

three-point percentage .000

free throw percentage-.500

total/ave. rebounds-5/1.7

assists/steds-5.0

blocks-0

average pdnis-0.3

Mike Babul

soph, toward

games played/started-31/31

avg. minutes-24.0

Egoal percentage-.419

t-pdnt percentage-.500

throw percentage-.565

total/ave. rebounds 73/2.4

ossists/steds-21/10

btocks-4

averoge points- 3.

5

Ross Burns

jr. guard

played/started-7/0

avg. mmutes- 1 .4

field god percentage-. 167

three point percentage- 000

free throw percentage-.600

total/ave. rebounds-2/0.3

assists/steds- 1/0

overage points-0.7

Andy Maclay

jr. guard

games played/started 4/0

avg. minutes- 1.0

held goal percentage-.000

three-point percentage-.000

free throw percentage- .000

total/ave. rebounds- 1/0.3

assists/steals-0/0

blocks-0

overage points-0.0

I
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The eye of

the beholder

Slaying in the
area (or Spring
Break? Warm up
at some of the
Five College art

galleries (see Arts

6 Living, page
S)

let the

tourney begin

Tyrone Weeks
returns today as

the Massachusetts
men's basketball
team faces St

Louis in first round
NCAA tourney
action (see Sports,

page 8)

WORLD

South African spies miss

the plane in heist

CAPf TOWN. South Africa (AP)

—Two South African intelligence

agents, eager to make a quick for-

tune, thought they had the perfect

cnme
They had foamed last May that

four generals fleeing the coftapsirtg

Zairean dictatorship of Mobutu
Sese Seko were flying to South
Africa in a plane apparently loaded

with looted cash diamonds and
gold bars

The two spies waited for the

Zaireens to land, hoping to foot

the looters

tut one detail was wrong. While

they were staking out
Johannesburg's main airport, the

plane was touching down at the

city's much smaller Lanseria airstrip

"It was like something you see

in a lames Bond 007 film," said

Nosiviwe Mapisa-Nqakuta. head of

a parliamentary committee on
intelligence Services, which
revealed the bungled heist vaster

day The two |unior National

Intelligence Agency official* con-

tessed to their attempted crime

while Nqakula's committee was
investigating allegations that louth

a's intelligence services were

heaping former leaders of Mdbutu s

NATION

No evidence that gins do

bettor in segregated classes

WASHINGTON (Al>) — A women's
group that backed experiments with

separate-sex education in public

schools said yesterday it has found no

conclusive evidence that giris perform

better academically without boys m
the classroom.

The group suggested that efforts to

improve learning while ending bias

focus more on regular, coed classes

and teacher training.

Almost all the research examined

by the American Association of

University Women looked at private

schools. Catholic schools and public

schools in other countries — not at

the scattered American public schools

where experiments in single-sex

schools or classrooms are taking

place. Because of the lack of hard

data, the group urged more study

Earlier complaints by the AAUW and

others about bias against girls in edu-

cation helped start those experiments

in California, Illinois, Maine, New
Hampshire. NewYork and Virginia.

"What the research shows is that

separating by sex is not the solution to

gender inequity in education," said

Maggie Ford, president of the

Washington-based group's education

arm. "When elements of a good edu-

cation are present, girls and boys suc-

ceed " The group said gender stereo-

typing occurs in single-sex education

as well as coeducation. "Sound
teacher training is the key" to ending

such bias, said Sandy Bernard, presi-

dent of the AAUW.
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Senators disagree

over appointment;

race issue sparked
By Jill Carroll

Collegian Start

Controversy once again arose dur-

ing a heated debate between (wo sen-

ators after the L nisei mi

Massachusetts Student Government
tation (SGA) meeting

\vedncsda* night

In the wake of QOMtrownj over a

failed proposal to place a motion on

the meeting'* agenda. Senator
Robert Chirwa who had been
opposed to placing the motion on

the agenda, argued with Senator
Manelh lYlMMM who was in favor

pi placing the Mixtion on the agenda,

when Troneoso allegedly brought up

the issue of race

"It is tunc (or sou to look in the

minor and check sour color and stop

fronting." Troncoso said.

Chirwa. who it the only person of

color in the Pro-student caucus, felt

this comment was said because he

does not generally affiliate with the

Asian latino African Native

van i Al ANA' caucus and con-

sidered it a "malicious attack" on his

• I am a person of color but

there are no words so describe the

anguish, humiliation and hurt pride

that descended upon me at the pre

Moment." Chirwa said in a writ-

ten statement

"I felt that since I did not Tit into

her persona of the average minority I

nstdcrcd a sellout I consider it

a personal attack on my personal

character." Chirwa later said

Ironcoso had no comment con-

cerning the remark

The proposal was to place a

motion on the agenda that would rec-

ommend the appointment of Frank

Mullen to the judician committee

The debate was sparked over con-

cerns that Mullen would be in favor

Of petitions currently going through

the judicary that call for the recent

SGA elections to be nullified

The senate was divided into two

tactions over placing this motion on

the agenda.

Some senators wanted it to be

placed on the agenda to ensure quo-

rum at judicial meetings and there-

fore the functioning of the judicial

arm
Senator lodi Bailey (Commuter

Area at large l was in suppoit ol the

motion and pointed out whs support-

ers wanted the motion to be placed

on the agenda.

"There are so many petitions that

need to go through the judiciary it's

actually causing the SGA not to func-

tion." Bailey said

Bailey explained why supporters of

the proposal to place the motion on

the agenda were upset.

is one was so mad because |

the senatorsl wouldn't even let the

motion be put on the agenda.' Bailey

said.

Other senators were opposed to

placing the motion on the agenda

because they felt the appointment

was an attempt to "stack" the sen-

ate in favor of nullifying the elec-

tions

"It looked like a blatant attempt to

stack the judicary." said

President-elect Amy Pellegrino.

Pellegrino described the disagree-

ment as a result of the tension over

the election results

"I For voting to abstain] three sena-

tors came vwr and screamed at me."

Pellegrino said

Because the motion was not placed

on the agenda, the appointment was

never debated or voted

UM sophomore remembered;

funeral to be held Saturday
University of Massachusetts sophoniore Andrew B. Sala.

19. of 117 Providence Road, Mendon. died suddenly

Tuesday morning from injuries sustained in a fall at

Cashin Residence Hall in Sylvan Residential Area

Sala, who lived on the fifth floor, was a member of

I ainbda Chi Alpha rraterr.

He was bom on |une 11.1 978 in > r amingham. He
resided in Mendon for most of his life A 1996 graduate

ipmoc Regional High School in Mendon. Sala gradu-

ated with honors.

As a freshman at L'Mass. he was majoring in chemical

engineering but was in the process of changing his major

to business management this year.

Sala enjoyed playing soccer during his high school

! also worked as a camp counselor during the

months at the Soccer Scene in Northboro. In

ition. he was a licenced soccer referee for the Youth
' League for the past six years in Mendon.

Last summer, Sala was employed at Waters Associate*

in Taunton where he worked in the chemical engineering

department

i is survived by his mother Nancy (Browne) Sala.

bis father Albert Sala. his brother Gregory Sala. maternal

•V'alter and He ie of

id, and many aunts, undea and cousins. He was

also the grandson of the late .Albert and Josephine (Gesal

Sala, formerly of Milford

town, will be held today from 4 7 p m at the

.1 Home. 44 Congress St.. Milford

funeral will tv held Saturday at 10 a.m at St

Church on North Avenue in Mendon- Burial wffl foflcm

in the Swandale Cemet lartford Avenue in

Mendon
In lieu of flowers, donations in Sale's memory may be

made to the Andrew B Sala Memorial Scholarship Fund.

itord Federal Saving* & Loan Association. 246
x 01757.

/, sj I
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Faculty discusses 17M
summit and fee freeze

Something to say

By Victoria Grove*

Gflsnsjea >**it*

The Faculty Senate discussed bud-

get increases and investments at their

last meeting before Spnng Break yes-

terday at the I nicer*ity ol

Massachusetts.

Recently, at the L Mass Summit
held at L'Mass Worcester, ,i ||Mssji

wide meeting on administrative

restructuring and design. Chancellor

David K Scott presented "10 stub-

bom irreducible facts" for an integra-

tive universitc

Three hundred and seventy lice

representatives from all five UMass
campuses were present; representing

all levels of faculty and staff

"People were stunned because he-

was delivering a very tough message

if we continue to operate the same
wa\ we have we will reach the point

where we have to move 300 [staff

and facultyl. That is if there is no

increase in the budget." said loseph

Larson. Director of the

fnuronmental Institute at L'Mass.

tt's points included 'continuing

a philosophy of creating winners,

rather than increasing sophistication

at selecting pre-determined winners

(higher SAT's) with the necessary

attendant resources (human and
financial)" and "gaining release from

oppressive slate restrictions that con-

sume significant resources in comply-

ing."

The purpose of the Summit was for

members of all five universities to

come together to discuss the external

and internal challenges facing the

t M.iss system in the future and how
to build agreement and work togeth-

er.

In another discussion about fund-

ing. Faculty Delegate to the Board of

Trustees Brian O'Connor, biology

Turn to FREEZE, page 2

Iranian woman's activist Hakimeh A/ade, tells freshman environmental science major Doug Murray and

Ping Chu, a computer science major and sophomore, about injustices in other countries

Taiwan policy attacked

foreign minister calls
BEIIING (AP) — China s foreign

minister accused Taiwan sestet

backing away from the polio of "one

China" and accused it of using the

Asian financial crisis to its own
advantage.

Qian Oichen said China wants to

start political talks and officially end

hostilities as the first step toward
reunifying China with the island it

claims as a renegade province

Qian said the "one China" princi-

ple means "thee is one China in the

world and Taiwan is part of China."

He said Taiwanese officials "used

IB support this principle and now
they seem to have backed down

"

Qian. speaking at his annual news

conference coinciding with the yearly

• n of the National People's

Congress, also critici/cd Taiwanese

officials for traveling to Asian coun-

tries that arc suffering from financial

^ rises or receiving representatives

from those countries

Qian accused Taiwan of trying to

profit from the Asian financial crisis

and use it to serve political purposes

Taiwan called Qian's remarks aj|

attempt to turn the region's strug-

by China;

for peace
gling economies away from increased

vontacts with Taiwan.

"Our leaders m-iis art purely moti-

vated by good faith I wish the

Chinese communist authorities would

refrain from viewing every single

action on our part with prejudice-

government spokesman Chen Chien

I
en told reporters.

Taiwanese leaders travel the region

to learn the dangers facing Taiwanese

investors, and evaluate the need for

aid to those countries. Chen said

China's ci\it war was never formal-

ly ended. The Nationalists, under

Athletes upset over Totman locker assignments
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The locker room in Totman Gym

If you go to Totman Gym. to where the

women's locker room used to he. you will

find a lot of junk lying around. It looks like

there was some constmction done, hut not

much. About a year ago. all the women
who had lockers (here were moved some-

where else, and the space was supposed to

be used for an exercise science laboratory.

On Feb. 25. signs appeared in the men's

locker room notifying athletes that the.

would have to move from their half-lockets

to much smaller basket lockers. They were

told to have their supplies moved out with-

in a week. Some students did not have time

to move their things, and Totman employee

opened about 120 lockers, and moved the

contents to the basket type lockers them-

selves.

Now, students are upset about being

forced to move their lockers on such short

notice, and Space Management and the

Athletic Department arc pointing fingers at

each other.

|im Patulak. Associate Athletic Director,

said he knew there was going to be con

struction. but was not informed of the plan

to use the men's locker rooms until days

before he had put up signs notifying stu-

dents.

Patulak said a year ago a plan was enact-

ed to clear out the women's locker room,

and said the plan to use the men's locker

room was never checked by the Athletic

Department.

"That was done without any consultation

with the athletic department." Patulak said.

"This all changed without our knowledge."

\-soei.ite Chancellor Beverly Wood, from

space management said it was up to the

athletic department to make sure those

lockers were cleared out. and they had

enough time to move students out.

"This has been planned for a long time."

Wood said. "That's the responsibility of the

athletic department, they manage the locker

rooms."

leff Quackenbush works for Facilities

Planning, and is the project manager for the

construction at Totman. He said Space
Management is right, and the athletic

department did not move the students out

early enough.

He | Patulak | was aware that he had to

get people out of that locker room at the

end of the semester." Quackenbush said.

Quackenbush said Patulak knew construc-

tion was supposed to have started already

on the men's locker room, several months

ago. He said construction will start over

spring break.

Quackenbush said had trouble contacting

Patulak. that Patulak would not return his

phone calls or respond to his letters

I can appreciate that he was in a hard

spot, trying to get those people out of that

locker room." Quackenbush said.

No matter who blames who. the issue

still remains that many students with lock-

ers at Totman were moved out of their

lockers on about one weeks notice

Scott )ason is a senior economics major,

and member of the men's crew team He-

has already ben moved to a much smaller

locker.

Turn to LOCKER, page 2
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locker
continued from page 1

"That was kind of a bum-
mer," lason said "I wish
they'd given us a little more
warning I just hope (he> can

find arrangement" Km us ." He
said the basket lockers were

difficult to use. and could not

carry as many supplies as the

larger ones.

C hns Knight has a looker al

lot man. and was moved to a

small basket locker, but does

nut mind Knight is a graduate

student in the exercise science

department.

"The people moving up here

from Boyden |C>ym|, It's prob-

ably the best thing that's ever

happened lo out program."
Knight said "It makes a big

difference when evervone's in

the same building " Knight

said the he understands urn

some people are upset at being

moved out ol their lockers, but

it all depends on where peo-

ple's priorities lie

I his is a huge step faj

Knight said "I know what's

ore important lor me. and

it's not locker spa.

It « rk.t onlv undergraduates

who are upset over the issues

of the lockers at Totman
David Kim is an Associate

Professor of mechanical indus-

trial engineering, who also has

a locker at Totman He said he

i* not happy with the size of

the new lockers, but he

doesn't think anything can be

done about it

prem had " Kim said.

"I paid my lee expecting to get

a locker lor the year . and
then get booted out mid-way
through the I

freeze
conftnued from page 1

professor expressed his con-

cern that many people at the

university feel that there is an

floating*

around Whitmore
Administration Building

*A lot of people think that

because of the legislative

increase to the budget that

there's lots of money floating

around There's an incredible

amount of naivctv that we're

making all kinds of strides.

I nlcs* we continue to invest

going to go backwards,"

one knows what the last

word in budgets is going to be
"

said Presiding Officer Ernest

May. chairman of the Music

and Dance department.

Also discussed were the

MM fee freezes which will

take place for in-state students

The freezing of fees is likely

have a major impact on stu-

dents, health services may have

close evenings. . what steps

are being taken to identify these

impacts?" I arson asked

ording to Thomas
Robinson. Vice Chancellor for

Student Affairs, the freeze has

the potential of causing some
serious problems.

"The freezing of fees impacts

Housing Services and Housing

Services, to meet additional

ntracf commitments, the loss

of fees is a serious problem.

The flipside is trying to subsi

dizc programs in other ways

which will present other prob

lems." Robinson said.

ording to Robinson, the

Board of Higher Education has

been considering designating

fees as pari of tuition. Tuition

paid to I MssM pMH to directly

to the state of Massachusetts.
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Spirituality thefocus

ofresidentialprogram
Campus Police Log

By Jason Trenkle

CoManion Staff

The Orchard Hill/Central

Residential Area Life program
hosted an International Spirituality

woikshop Wednesday night in

held Residence Hall classroom, in

conjunction with the month long

"Mind. Body, and Soul" projcci

The workshop consisted ol shar

ing experiences, poetry readings,

and music that inspired individu

als and provided an example ol

how students come to accept their

inner spirituality

Some students defined internal

spirituality as how well someone

is in tune with themselves. There

was a general agreement among
the spectators that in order to

achieve that inner spirituality, an

individual must be able to arrive

at an understanding of who thc\

are and what moves them.

Within the group, student-

assumed that evcrv student's inner

spirituality is affected in common
ways. The goal of the evening

was to reach an understanding of

how students at college bsj

affected.

Student Stephanie Vellin teli

the event was a great success

because "as students, we are often

going through the same M
experiences in hopes ol finding

answers to the questions of who
we are and where we're going."

Student Allana Todman high-

lighted the evening when she

sjatjasj her experiences and how n

affected her internal self. She
explained her experience at the

University of Massachusetts and

the difficulties -he went through

in expressing her talents. She
learned in ordei to have her abili

lie- recogni/cd. she had to lit-l

understand her internal self to be

able to recognize that she pos-

sessed special talent

When she reached internal spiri-

tual awareness, she became a -ik

cess, and now hei -ton i- one ol

the mam that students are inspir

ing to lollow in the internal -pin

tual process.

lodman encouraged others to

share in their expeiietves by ask-

ing individuals to represent their

"soul searching" process bv the

curvature of a line. Other mem
bers in the group would follow

along the line to experience and

understand how different people

lind "the right path" to their

I pcoming events being orga-

nized in the Orchard Hill i

Re-idential Department on "Mind

Bodv. and Soul" include a drum

iit^le at VanMetcr Residence

Hall lollowing the week ol

Spnng Break for more inlomia

lion on the events around vout

area, contact your residential

cluster area.

Accident — Property Damage
March °

A minor two vehicle accident

occurred on Commonwealth
Avenue.

A two vehicle accident occurred

on Campus C'entei Service Road.

No injuries were reported.

Men* ;

;

A two vehicle accident occurred

on Commonwealth Avenue. No
injuries were upoited

Annoying Behavior

March 11

A group of individuals were
reported throwing bottle- on
Eastman Lane

A residential stall member from

|ohn Ouincy Adam- Residence
Hall reported a male in the

women's bathroom

KAl /Burglary

leave* °

A vehicle Irom parking lot 32

on Massachusetts Avenue was
broken into.

A stereo wa- stolen form a vehi-

cle in parking lot 32 on
Massachusetts Avenue

Disturbance

March 10

A verbal argument was reported

between two individuals on Clark

Hill Road
March 12

A fight was reported on Fearing

Street near |ohn Adams Residence

Hall

Loud noise was reported com
ing from an apartment in Lincoln

Apartments.

Larceny

Mac* s>

A resident from Cance
Residence Hall reported his bus

clc stolen I -timated value $200.

March 10

An individual from Moore
Residence Hall reported theft oh

photo negatives.

March 1

1

Money was stolen from a vend

ing machine in the W I I

Dubois I ihraiv I stimated value

A resident from Coolidge

Residence Hall reported theft ol

his credit caid lorm the mail and

lepoited the card activated.

Morescent lamp shades were

reported stolen from the

I neineering Laboratorv

A bicycle was reported stolen

from Bartlett Hall.

A bicycle was reported stolen

from North Village Apartment-

Warrant Service

\Lirch 9

Theodore Charles llnieky, 2". of

58 Long Hill Rd , I everett was

ui rested on warrant.

Vandalism

March 10

A door and window was
painted red in Thompson Hall.

A vehicle in parking lot 22

on University Drive was dam-

aged.

March 1

1

A card reader was damaged in

the lobby of Thoreau Residence

Hall

Derogatory gialliti wa- written

in a men's bathroom in the

W I B Dakota I ibiarv

March 12

A pool cue ball was thrown
through the window ol School ol

Management

\ aSSE f\~j Harvard professor

l

s

^^r^^^r
j speaks on race, class

Ready for spring break?
H)MNSl -

The campus pond starts to «e over from the cold yesterday

By Louro Jofcutowici

CoftaOKXi Correspondent

U.N. debates abortion funds
By Tom Room
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WASHINGTON U.N. chief

Kofi Annan cautioned yesterday that

the United States could lose it- vot

ing rights in the U.N. General
Assemblv it an abortion dispute con

tinues to hold up long-delinquent

IS payments He pledged that "not

a cent" of the money would be used

to promote abort ion

-

Republican congressional leaders

said they would press ahead to trv to

link abortion restrictions to money

to pay the arrears, even as

Democratic leaders predicted they

could round up enough vote- to -u-

tain a veto threatened by President

Clinton.

The long-simmering dispute also

separately jeopardizes new fund- In
the International Monetary fund to

help ea-e the Asian financial CfWi

Annan, wrapping up a two-day

m-ii warned that the United States

may have its General Assembly tot

ing rights suspended if it doesn't

soon pay a $600 milium installment

of back dues. The US position in

the Securitv Council where it holds

veto power, would be unattested

I v arrears are as high as $1/5

billion.

"I'm sure the IS government

nor the people of America would
want to be in a situation where the

United States loses its vote in the

I V beCaSBM Ol lack of payment."

Annan said in remarks at the

National Pre-- Club.

In hi- visit, the M metal

talked lo President Clinton and a

group of lawmakers about -epar.it ing

dues from the congressional light

abortion.

Clinton has said he will veto legis-

lation -ent to him that includes abor-

tion re-tiictions — even if it delays

the I Ml money or the back pa\-

ments to the United Nations.

Democratic leaders in both cham-

bers predicted yesterday they could

assemble enough vol nn the

veto Senate Minority I eader Tom
Daschle. (D-S.D.). even predicted

some votes against the measure
would come "fr< tvativesand

Irom -tune others who hold the view-

that I have: that we ought to pay our

bill-"

I egi-l.ition authorizing the back

I N dues as well as keeping in

place .1 vjtictv ol Slate Department

programs and providing for a reor-

ganization of the foreign-policy

bureaucracy had been scheduled for

a House vole yesterday.

Republican members showed
divisions on how large the U.N.

payments should be. Leaders insist-

ed, however, that solid support

remained for the anti-abortion lan-

guage.
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Held Over Due to Coen Bros. Fans

C REATORS OP 'FARCO'

"A Wildly
Entertaining Comedy!"

-On PHHroli, iss

"John Goodman Is Brilliant.

The Coin Brothers Score Again!"
- BM /.».,trr MK-TV. rilKACO
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William |ulius Wilscn spoke yesterday on the American class system

to exist within a disciplined, working

atmosphere, children do not haw the

ability to model themselves as future

breadwinner? in a mains;ream work

force setting.

Wilson suggested that structural fac-

tors, and not strictly racial segregation

are the fault ol reduced workforce par-

ticipation of inner city bljcks Wilson

cited "the disappearance of work in

many inner city neighborhoods is in

part related to the nationwide decline

in low skilled workers It has had an

adverse effect on blacks because a sub-

stantially larger proportion of

\trican- Americans are unskilled
"

Structurali/ed ghetto isolation i- I

major factor in determining whv M
many blacks arc without w oi k

Another mentioned explana-

tion for the lack ol :• 4m in inner uties is

the trend of firms and industries, once

located in the inner cities, to move out

into the suburbs, making it more diffi-

cult for inner city blacks to find and

afford transportation there. The com-

puter revolution was also mentioned as

a possible hindrance for inner city

blacks to obtain jobs with more and

more jobs requiring computer skills.

The remaining jobs in the inner sines

are often made more difficult for

blacks to obtain because of cmplovers

screening out inner citv black* due to

their supposed lack of the desired read

ing. speaking and writing skills deemed

proper for the jobs Wilson raised the

question, how are these black* lo

develop these "soft skills" when they

are shaped in a harsh environment?

Children raised in isolated ghettos.

learn riot to make eye to eye contact,

and also tend to take on a tough

demeanor, all of which are "ineffective

in promoting the welfare of the chil-

dren | in becoming mainstream work-

force employees!" Wilson said

To alleviate the problem. Wilson

asserts that "public jobs need to be

created in order for inner city blacks

to learn acceptable job skills."

Strengthening the Welfare Reform
Bill, by adding more programs with

mayors, using public and private sec-

tor initiatives to provide jobs in the

inner cities, is a step in the right

direction. Wilson said.

Time magazine rated him one of

Americas most influential people

former I'mversity of Massachusetts

professor, now Harvard professor and

national!) renowned author. William

lulius Wilson, expert on race, poverty

urban policy and the role of cla** in

American s^kh
W ilson spoke at Bowker Auditorium

aajfctniaj as the inaugural speech for

the University'* new Public Policy

I ec ture Series Themes of joblessness in

the inner cities, particularly in Chicago

among inner city blacks were the locus

of the speech, tie reminded the almost

full house of prominent onlookers,

including C-Span and Iniveisitv and

community members that the social

ramifications ol joblessness and unem-

ployment result in the lack of stable

family values and routine daily habits

"Regular employment determines

where you're going to be and when
you're going to be there. In the absence

of regular employment, life, including

family life, becomes less coherent."

Wilson said.

He went on to say that children who
arc raised in neighborhoods with rou-

tine work ethics tend to grow up with a

stronger sense of their own labor force

attachment. Without this opportunity
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GLBT Issues
Friday, March 1 3, 1998

Coming out etiquette guide

for those facing confusion
Wait! Please aad this article' I

ha^e been ^oing to UMass for

four years. Although I love

this place I am so tired of being known
as 11 1> svvial nuinhei or as that nameless

iu see in >oui class all the time.

I his j» m\ one cfuuicc to express who I

am as an individual

I have MM oui u> hundreds of peo-

ple, both as a member ol the Stonewall

CI HI Spcakci- Bureau and in my per-

sonal life I lind that most

people don't want to be

homophobic, but the\ .ite

not sure how In icjlI to

in> coming c>ut I want to make a few
suggestions about what to do whenMM comes llUl ui you as a GLBT
individual I am making no assumptions

alx>ui wut sexual orientation II you are

i.l B I >:i\e this article to your great

aunt I helma in Duluth. If you are

Straight. MM can soak up its profound

and subtle witticisms vouisell I also

know others will have verv different

opinion*, vi don't feel this u> some son

of universal word of the Lord. It is just

mi own thoughts. Here are my sugges-

tions iri llaft.inlK random order
• Do not heat the person into

semiconsciousness This is considered

badctiqik

• Be honest I would rather someone

say. "I have never met a gav person

before" or "Is it true that gay men have

an average of 1000 sex partners in their

lite '.'* than to lie and say. "I am totallv

cool with gay people." out of fear ot

ollendmg me. and then refuse to talk

about it again (the answer to the WOO
sex partners question is that most don't

have the time, but I know of one guv I

• Hugging the person is a fine show

of vour support All of the GLBT people

who I know will not. to my knowledge,

assume this to be a come-on. unless you

grope him or her and ask if the person

ajjaj to have sex with you. Sometimes.

even this won't clue

C/uiYti Rodin
them in.

• W hen meeting a

male to female transsex-

ual and you absolutelv love her purse,

tell her' I personally cannot understand

how anyone can go for an hour without

ipsjasj a thing like that, but that's just

me
• Metcotvpes. although often based

on reality, are nio-i Iikclv talse. I'm not

saying this because my TA for my diver

sitv class is giving me extra credit It's

really true. Don't assume a lesbian can

fix a car. I. for one. have trouble locating

the seal belt sometimes. I know some

gay men who love to make flower

arrangements, but others who would

rather gnaw on them to see if they taste

groovy.

• It your roommate comes uu t u>u

can »till undress in front of him or her.

When I am dressing for my 905 a.m..

class and my roommate is also getting

dressed. I am usually thinking things

like. "Wow, I have teeth." or perhaps.

"All right I think I understand. The rip-

per goes in the front of my pants."

Complex notion- like attraction don't

come into play until at least 4.30 a.m. If

your roommate is a morning person

who is capable of attraction at this

ungodly hour, I guess >ou will simply

have to kiet ovei vouisell You are not a

Greek god. If you are also gay. and you

choose to have sex. remember the possi-

bility exists that you might have to later

organize some sott ol complex plan

with advanced nuclear weaponry

• If you are a straight guy and a

woman comes out lo sou. don't ask to

w ate h. This is suggested for a hu^

etv ot reasons, including many involving

treating women with a minimal levd of

human respect.

• And lastly, when meeting: a drag

queen: never piss her off! Sticks and

stones may break vour bones, but a

social ruin is permanent

Well, that's what I want to say. I have

one other random suggestion before I

go: don't major in something like toenail

taxonomy or famous cheeses of the

Lrench Revolution unless you are inde-

pendently wealths Take this Irom a

senior who is independently broke and

graduating with the gradual under-

standing that there is a direct reverse

corellation between many fascinating

fields and employmen! rates.

I sigi. my name with pride, joy and

voluptuousness.

Cha\a Radtn i» a I Mum ituJent.

Upcoming UM GLBT events
Ouintcvvcniiallv Queer Cafe. Thi» Stonewall Center

event incorporate- poetry, song and creative cipifston

of the 1 1- e College Oueer Community. The event will he

held Wednesdav. March 2) at 7 p.m. in the Campus
tale Student Lounge. If you arc interested

:. please contact Glenna at 545-4824

Butch. This Is a new documentary Mm.
the Stonewall Center, that explores con

butch dyke* identity The dire

senfeid. explores the lives and identities of

n a 2»-yesr-old Texan
to a edd

l"h*re will be s ques-

Grad
in performer*

Seem uVi

temporary
Shoshana R<

over 20 bu<

charm »cl

moha m

tion-and-answer discussion following the film with the

director The event will take place Saturday. March 28

at 8 p.m. in Mahax Auditorium. Tickets are $3 for stu-

dents.

Bowling in Northampton with the Pride Alliance on

Tuesday. March SI. Meet at the Pride Alliance Office in

iiident Union at 7 p.m. Please register by March 24

The Shared Heart Pboto Exhibit in the Student

L nion Lxhiottion will begin April 1 1 and run through

Apnl 24

Gay New York The bus trip costs $20. The tnp will

take place on Saturdav April 23, Contact Marih a at

Queer Fest to be held on UM campus
What is Uueer Kcst ' Oueer

lest is a day -long queer

I lal lundion that will

take place April 30 on the UMmi
campus Several events are being

planned: A drag show and a semi-

formal are in the construction
process, as well as a performance

Irom an out musician.

The Pride Alliance, formerly
known as the LGBA. is putting

together Queer Fest and is still

looking lor ideas- your ideas! The

event is going to be our day in

which GLBT individuals can come
together, be out. and be visible on

campus. Oueer Fest is a celebration

ol our gav pride (of course, gay is

an umbrella term referring to all

GLBT individuals) We are here,

queer, and love to let our fabulous

selves shine in the light (or on the

Campus Concourse!

If you would like to help out in

the planning of Oueer Fest. please

contact the Pride Alliance Office at

5-0154.

IOHNBI HTUMI raiAN

Rkardo ()m/. Professor of English at Dartmouth College, gave a multi-media presentation on Rock Stan ami

I'libhi Sc\U(ilit\ I he C'a\e ofJim Morrison

Come out, come out, wherever you are!

The Stonewall Center, the gay, lesbian, bisexual and trangendered revource center, welcome* everyone. The

center located in Crampton in Southwest

Unisex bathrooms at UMass
When was the last time vou entered a room and

wondered whether or not securitv would be

called? I have to admit that it has been almost a

year since I had to worry about that, but I still remember

it vividlv Standing there sweating, trving to figure out

whether the need to enter this room and use the facilities

outweighed all of the possible problems I could face.

W hen I bring up this problem, people tend to laugh and

think of it as a joke. I admit that I also trv to phrase it in

an amusing manner, because otherwise. I find it ju*t us.

depressing- Most folks never have to worn about thai spe-

cial problem It made me leinesnbef the hss-

letrson regarding the »ign« that Were

once a regular ornament in the deep South,

regulating which facilities were to be used bv

whites" versus "coloreds

By this point, those of you who know your history fairly

well, may have figured out what the facilities are that I am
speaking ol For thc>se of vou who have not. it's very sim-

ple. What I am referring to is a distinction, utilized daily

regarding the use of a specific facility Most people lake

bathrooms that are labeled male or female for granted and

natural When most people need to use a public bath

room, they don't need to think about whether or not they

should go into the men's room or the women's room.

I nlortunately there are many who do need to think about

this \1anv ol are confronted with problems whenever

we are faced with the decision about which bathroom to

use. Onlv a year ago. there were many times that my dec i

sion regarding which bathroom I should use was left up to

others lot instance I would ask where the bathroom

was. even when I alreadv knew in the hopes that thev

would specilv which bathroom I was expected to utilize

the men's or the women's I nlortunately many times the

bathrooms were right next to each other and I would just

receive | vague gesture in that general direction What I

really needed was. The mens room is over there." or

"The ladies room is around the comer." In fact, one time

I was in a coltee -hop that had keys for the bathrooms

behind the counter The individual I was -peaking to tried

to hand me the keys for both bathrooms' He expected me
to know which one 10 take!

The question I expect most lolks to be asking at this

point is "what is mv point''" \l\ point is this | am not the

only individual to lace this problem on a dailv basis for at

least one period of mv life. Manv women who wear their

hair short, or who even just put it under a baseball cap for

the day. have been challenged with their right to use the

women's bathroom It is very disconcerting to enter a

Saui Accetta

bathroom, with your mind totally focused on your immi

nent use of the toilet, only to find yourself confronted by

some extremely hostile, disgruntled or just rude person

demanding that you defend your right defecate

There is a taboo in this culture around men utilizing the

women s bathroom facilities Many individuals who are

perceived as masculine, regardless of their gender, have

security called on them They are then often asked to pro-

duce identification that will support their right to be in

that space Speaking from personal experience when all

you want to do is sit and urinate, having ID demanded bv

,i a u;U i
i -i.uritv guards at the door to

vour stall is a bit uncomfortable Many folks

I know . who are masculine females, avoid

public bathrooms, unless accompanied by a

feminine woman friend These people avoid

public bathrooms the same way anyone would avoid shark

infested wai

Female-bodied people are not the only ones who may
find it difficult to utilize public bathrooms Many men
who have long hair and/or "effeminate" mannerisms also

tend to have problems, though not necessarily involving

securitv guards Physical and verbal violence are common
reactions irom some men when they confront another

individual who they feel is not "a real man' in public

men's bathrooms

Here at the Lniversitv aj Massachusetts Amherst, there

are a lack of facilities that can be used by those ol us who
fall into "tracks" in the system. In fact, since the begin-

ning of last semester when I arrived here. I have found

onlv one building on campus that has gender neutral bath-

rooms — Health Services.

While unisex bathrooms are a problem for manv on

campus, there are several problems more pressing Manv

of the buildings here on campus are in dire need of reno-

vation and rehabilitation For instance, the Fine Arts

Center's roof is in such disrepair that many rooms inside

have roofing material is falling down I would never advo-

cate that a bathroom should take precedence over a roof.

But there are alternatives.

A gender neutral bathroom is one where there is a toi-

let, smk, grab bars for the handicapped, four walls and a

door that locks. On the outside of the door there tends to

be a sign that either has both the little "man" and

"woman" symbols, with a line in between them, or the

word "restroom." Whenever an existing building on cam

renovated, or a new one is built, gender neutral

bathrooms should be included.

Saul Accetta is a UMass student

Five College Unity Day held at MHC
On Feb. 21, the Mount

Holyokc ( ollege I esbian

and Bisexual Alliance host

ed the first Five CoOefC L nitv Day

from 2-4:30 p.m. in Blaiichaid Hall

Rachael Running, a Mount Holvoke

student, created the event to

strengthen the Five College queer

eommunitv.

Kelly l.ambert. a Mount Holvoke

senior, was the emcee for the after-

noon. One student from each col-

lege gave a speech, and several stu-

dents performed. Ben Schafler.

from Hampshire College, used his

speech lo facilitate discussion of the

future of the Valley queer communi-

iv He addressed the need for

increased student activism and col-

laboration among the five colleges

Lara Neel, an Amherst College stu-

dent, spoke of the influence of the

Five College community on individ-

ual student groups. An active Five

College community, she suggested,

would strengthen the alliances at

each college. Several speakers

stressed the need for renewed stu-

dent participation.

Musical entertainment was pro-

vided by students as well. The
Notables, an a cappella group trom

Smith College, sang an extended

set. Renee and Scotland, singer/gui-

tar players from Mount Holyokc
and Hampshire College, played orig-

inal and cover songs.

After the event, organizers

received a positive response from

students. Scotland was enthusiastic

about the event. Others who attend-

ed also felt that because of the sue

cess of the event, a similar format

will probably be used next year.

— Kate Geyer

ACADEMY MUSIC ^jfo 584-8435
NCurnavptoN mas

Letter from the Editor:
Welcome to the first GLBT Affairs Page. I am Dylan Larke, the new GLBT Affairs Editor. GLBT is simply just an acronym for gay, lesbian, bisexual

and trangendered individuals. Please also note that GLBT is an umbrella term that is a reference to all queer folk and their straight allies The GLBT

Affairs page will run bi-weekly on Fridays throughout the semester.

My main goal for this page is to incorporate everyone in the queer community. Yes, that means you. I am seeking your input, stories, ideas, editori-

als poems, quotes or thoughts or even any random tangents that you would like to see printed in this page. I can even give you your very own column

if the idea suits you. I alone cannot represent the GLBT community on campus. Since I am in search of a broad perspective on issues pertaining to the

GLBT. I am going to be relying on all of the reds, oranges, yellows, greens, blues, indigos, violets or any other color that deviates from the spectrum.

In case you were wondering, you need not be gay, lesbian, bisexual or trangendered to contribute to the GLBT Affairs page.

This is your chance to be visible and say what you have always wanted to say, but never really got the opportunity to. We care because we have pride

in who we are and we are not going to disappear.

You can e-mail me at dlarke@student.umass.edu call me or at the Collegian at 545-1491. You may also stop by the Collegian, located in the basement

of the Campus Center. I look forward to hearing from you about the issues that concern you. Sincerely, Dylan Larke
|
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The view* and opinions expressed on tins page ,<re those of the individual writer* and do run necessarily represent the v lews of

I'm hooked!
A sad day has dawned in this

country

Actually. I was awake to

witness it.

It was 4 a.m., and I had to get up
early to type a certain editorial

• ei I wasn't steeping or studv

ing Over the past two years I have

let a terrible addiction slowly take

over mv life I know that I'm not

alone in my dilemma,
in faci. the sheer

number of addids is

one of the driving
forces of my late night

fixation

Mi name i* Ken Mc-

Donald, and I'm an
American On I me
addict

It tuns as a trick-

le

• 1 v'U -it Jcwn at

the computer and
begin te cruise along

the information superhigh* u> Then
you come across the "People

te

Whv not'" >ou ask. you've got a

feu minutes to kill. The drug has

taken hold.

Soon turning into a downpour.
• Pretty MOM vou have found

other "AOl -heads" that you talk to

on a regular basis. You develop
connections, and in a weird way.
form friendships with people that

claim to have the same interests as

you When the conspsHci goes off.

vou actually miss them It is now a

full blown addiction

And finally resulting in a flood:

Relationships start to deteriorate

around you Sour friends don't rec-

ognize sou N our lace pales, and
blisters form on uiur fingertip*

Weight loss becomes a problem.
Studying has lost all meaning, and
your parents are now unknowingly
spending a fortune to fund your evil

hahu
W elcome to the world of web

junkiea.

I met a girl online once, lor led!

that she is surfing out the Collegian

website right now. I'll call her

Candy So. anyway.
Candy and I started

talking one day She

was telling me about

how she was having

boy troubles, lobvi-

ousK it boh are look-

ing for guys online

that is problem num-
ber onel and I

offered to counsel
her In | weird way, I

was hoping that she

would break up with

him This is the irra-

tional logic that creeps into the mind
of a chat-fiend Candy eventually

ended up breaking up with Sergio

.ned to call e<Kh other, she is

halfway across the country, so it is a

fairly safe bet that we'll never bump
into each other

She went to F.uropc for a couple

weeks last summer What is the

first thing that she does when she

mss hotel'' She calls

me. Great. Apparently, she had set

up • "traveling* shrine to me If

you look at mv picture. I don't
blame her. but that was a little

much Well. Candy called me two
more times, once for 45 minutes. A
week later she sent me a stuffed

animal she bought in London, and
a poster followed not loo far

behind What's next, a wedding

ring? Keep in mind, we have never

met Needless to say, I was a little

crccped out. so I stopped writing

back so often. Now we're friends

again, if there was ever anything
deeper. Sometimes the drug blurs

your vision.

There is a school of thought that

on-line relationships are noble. You
know, because you are falling for

another person based solely on their

personality. Well, that's great, but I

hate to admit it. physical attraction

must exist. How jo vou know that

you aren't talking to I vie l.ovett?

AOl. perverts are very perceptive

people, persistent too. lust be smart

about what vou say and when you
say it. My advice is no different

than what your parents said about
talking to strangers: don't do it

lust because someone is 2.000
mile* away, they can still find out

where you live

The web is an interesting place,

an introvert's paradise. You un
meet others online who say the
things you need to hear to feel bet-

ter, but you never have to see them
Damn, imagine if you could screen

all your dates the same way. Isn't

that the pan of the fun of dating

though, trial by error to see what
v.Hir likes and dislikes are'' Call me
old fashioned, but dinner and cyber

sex aren't my idea of a first date

All I can say is "resist the tempta-

tion " When AOl. sends you that

"free" disk in the mail, realize that

it is not realty free. Your soul and
your identity will be stripped down
to nothing more than a

screen-name.

This is |unkic99 logging off.

V Donald a Collegian staff

member

The true March Madness
Whoever came up with the term "March

Madness" must have been a I Mass alumni
The month isn t half over vet and it has

already been filled with turmoil and insanity From
the embarrassing display of derm*. rat. v that we call

v*«ociation MtloM, to

the chaotic stale of affairs surrounding UPC and the

Spring Concert college basketball has hardly- been the

only institution gone temporarily mad this March I

can't say I've felt very proud to be a L'Mass student

over the past few »t
The student government elections should be a time

when we sit back and appreciate the fact that we live

in a democracy where we are encouraged to go out

and vote We should see the democratic system at

work, and relish the fact that we are able to have
input through our elected student ot duals It hasn't

been that way around here lately ^^^^^^^^^^
though The SCA elections were
nothing more than a disorganized

mix of accusations, dlaqualifica-

J.trm

and over pamphlcting "She ripped down my
poster." "No. he ripped down mine." Anyone who
has taken care of business (that's number two for

who are confused) in a lohn Adams bathroom
lately, are most likely aware of the fact that leff

Howe Illy Coun. lesse Burchfield and |cn Casasanto
all would like an ATM in Southwest. As is clear to

anyone who's had the experience of reading propa-

ganda from four or five different campaigns while
sitting on the throne, there isn't a problem with the

number of posters still remaining (unless. th. :

there are too many > The only real problems with
this whole election have been that the issues were
centered around things like ATM's and ripping down
posters. If those are the biggest problems they can
handle (we've been waiting for an ATM tor 20 years

now. hv the way I. then we have no true hope of ever

really improving student lite through student govern-

ment.

Perhaps next year students will demand a serious

election with real candidates. a » opposed to the group
of name calling children we got this year. Somehow,
though. 1 doubt it.

While I'm going on about useless student organiza-

tions, let's not forget about UPC. This group of under
achievers has now cost the students of this university

two Spring Concerts in three years I think Lmversitv

Productions and Concerts should shorten it's name bv

removing the defunct "Concert" ponion We'll just

call them UP Or maybe PL Well, it doesn't really

matter want we call them, because they do nothing for

it- I his group is allocated a portion of our tuition

money, has been offered help from legitimate outside

M and vet still has not put on a show of any real

caliber in the past few years (don't even mention
Redman). Maybe the time has come when a student
organization can no longer bring in the acts suitable

for such a show. We may have to lean towards private

promoters like MassConccns and leave UPC behind
It so. I only hope the organization gives us a little

__^_^___^___^^_ warning before the spring of '99.

B Finally. I can't end this column
.it Mm.in . .

^^^^^^^^^^^ without paying tribute to the real

boys of Spring. March is here, and
so is the NCAA tourney. I've got one word four our
team, as well as the other 64 that made this years

cut hunger. At the college level, most teams have
skill, but the team that wants it the most usually
win* When I go home for break. I will undoubtedly
trounce mv 14-year-old brother in a few games of

I -on- 1. I will beat him without mercy, making fun

ot his lack of game the whole time. But you know
what? Hell pick his scrubby self up and come back
for more. Why? Because there is nothing he wants
more that winning. If I'm beating him 10-0 in a

game to 1 1 . he'll still be looking for that steal so he
can try and get a run together. He wants to stop his

big brother so bad that he can taste it That's
hunger. That's what UMass. and every other tourna-

ment team in the country needs this time of year. We
had a little bit in '96. And Arizona was certainly-

hungry for that title last year. By the time we come
hack from break, there will only be four teams left in

the hunt for a national title, and they'll all be drool-

ing over the possibilities. Who's it gonna be? Only
the hungry will survive.

lames Rachman it a UMass student.

Would you like to write for Ed OP?
Then come down to the Campus Center Basement and

speak to either Tamar Carroll or Daniel Bodah
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Ed/Op is looking for

The Ed/Op desk is currently seeking new cokirnnish. The way to get

involved is by submitting pieces for us to consider publishing. They should be
600-800 words long, wol written and have a point. There are no restrictions

on topics, but we ore especially interested in pieces on campus potties, satire

and work that takes an unexpected perspective.

Editorials can be submitted by oreoeSng letlenOcMtvms.ort.urnasj.edu or in person
to the Cologwn offices in the Campus Center basement. Col Tamar Carrol or

Don bodah at 545-1491 for more information.

Letters to the Editor

Educated women
ufid population

To the editor

On International Women's Day.
the day in which we celebrate
women worldwide it is important

to remember how privileged we
are here in the United States.

Family planning and reproductive
serv ice* are not accessible to many
women throughout the world
These women do not have the

option of making choices that we
simply take for granted It is eat!

mated that more than 120 million

women worldwide would like to

control their pregnancies or spJ(.e

births of their children farther

apart: yet do not have access to

convenient and affordable family

planning.

Due to lack of accessible family

planning, there will be an increase

of approximately 1.2 billion peo-

ple in developing countries over

the next SO years, one third of

the projected population growth
Most often contraceptives are
either inaccessible, too expensive

or the types available are extreme-

ly limited. In some regions ot

Sub Saharan Africa, the nearest

contraceptive provider is ovei two
hours away

It is proven that the more edu-

cated a woman is about her body
and the more freedom she has to

make decisions concerning it, the

healthier she will be. family plan-

ning and reproductive health ser-

vices decrease the number of high-

risk pregnancies, sexually trari-mit

ted diseases and unhealthy child-

births, thus improving the health of

both women and children. It is

important to remember that social

and cultural differences do exist In

many societies women are abused
or looked down upon if thev u>c

birth control. If a woman in one of

these societies should desire to

control her family size, shouldn't

sexual education or another method
of contraception be accessible?

The growth of available family

planning services has led to an
increase in the use of contraception

from 10 percent in 1965 to 50 per-

cent today. In 194=). the United
States provided $547 million for

international family planning assjs.

tance. This year the assistance has

dropped to $385 million. The
United States, which has always
been a leader in providing interna-

tional family planning, has begun to

forget how inherently important it

is for women to make decisions
about themselves and their family

size. Without access to family plan-

ning options, the decisions women
choose to make are simply fruitless

Stacey Doucette

Amherst

Inaccuracies about
equine conference

To the editoi

I would like to address lason

Trenklc's article in Collegian (March
9i covering last weekend's Equine
Conference. The author chose to dis-

cuss the scientific aspects of the semi-

nar, but should have taken a basic

biology OOMSI before venturing to

write on the sub|ect He begins with

an incorrect cause and effect the stal-

lion becomes aroused when he senses

a mare in heat A mare cannot
"become in heat" from the momen-
tary behavior of another animal The
author then gives absolutely asinine

reasons why the mare may not show
signs of heat. Another backward
cause and effect follows: heat If. a

product of the 'ovulation period." not

the cause. As anvbodv knows from
high school biology, the sperm travels

to the egg and fcnilization occurs in

the oviduct (Fallopian tubes I Trenkle

leads us to believe that the egg must
spend three days "completing the ovu-

lation cycle" before sperm can be
introduced. Although it's true that

naturally, horses breed with longer

daylight hours. I'd like to know what
an ovula is'"' I can onlv conclude that

I'renkle meant ovaries \|\ lust reac-

tion to the word ovula t which simply

doesn't exist i was the little "thingy"

that hangs in the back of our throats

(called the uvula).

Nest. Trenkle claims that breeders

prefer to breed in the winter "so that

the horses can develop into a strong

breed at a young age." Again. I must

make an assumption, maybe he-

wanted to say. so that the young ani-

mals will develop strength through
out the summer and be ready for the

harsher winter? Stating that horses

will de\-elop into a strong breed li on

par with stating that your Beagle will

develop into a Rottweiler if bom at

the right time of year.

To his credit. Trenkle managed
not to make a horrendous mess of

quoting the presenters. Douglas
Freeman and Koyla Renaas.
However, he failed to mention that

the conference began Saturday with

a lecture series at the Mullins
Center. I'm sure this article could

have been handled without delving

into science, with issues such as

Saturday's lecture topics, attendance

of the event, opinions of partici-

pants, etc. If the Collegian felt the

story needed a science perspective, it

should have been assigned to some-

one with a basic understanding of

biology, rather than allowing |ason

Trenkle to make a fool of himself in

print. Finally, the phone number
given was incorrect. For information

on the Department of Veterinary and
Animal Sciences, contact 545- 2312.

lemiiler Cara McGregor
Northeast

The "Great

American Meatout''

To the iditor

On March 20. the lirst day of
spring The Farm Animal Reform
Movement if ARM i will be sponsor-

ing its 14th annual "Great American
Meatout." Patterned on the American

Cancer Societv l annual "Great
-\mcricin Smokeout ." there will be

educational events throughout the

United States that will attempt to

educate people about the benefits of

vegetarian diets FARM hopes that

many American* will kick the meat
habit at least on the day of the

meatout. and to explore a less violent

dici This is a very good tune to con-

sider the many retorts for switching

to a vegetarian diet:

I Concerned about health?

Animal-based diets have been linked

to degenerative diseases, such as heart

problems strokes ,„Ki tajfeaji n t n.-s ol

cancer.

] ( oncemed about animals? Over
9 billion animals are killed for their

flesh annually in the United States

alter lives ol abiect suffering in con-

fined spaces where thev are denied
fresh air. ex.cn.isc «,* any satisfaction of

natural instincts

3. Concerned about the environ

ment? The production of animal prod
ucts is a major contributor to soil

depletion and erosion, extensive pesti

cides. air and water pollution, the

rapid destruction of tropical rain

toiests ,md other ecosystems, and
global warming

4. Concerned about world hunger''

I Her 70 percent of the grain grown in

the United Suites is fed to animals des-

tined for slaughter, while 20 million

people die annually of hunger and its

effects. The L.S. is also one of the

world's largest importers of beef and
lish and these impons arc generally

from countries where people are starv

ing.

5. Concerned about resource scarci-

ties? A meat-based did requires up to

20 times more land and 14 times more
water and energy than a vegetarian

diet. Noil- vegetarian diets also require

vast amounts ol pesticide use. chemi-

cal fertilizer and other resources.

6. Concerned about spiritual val-

ues? Vegetarian diets are most con-
stant with religious mandates to act

with compassion toward animals, pre-

serve human health, help hungry peo-

ple, protect the environment, conserve
resources and pursue peace.

So. for our health, for defenseless

animals, for millions of starving peo-
ple, for our earth and its resources,

and for a more peaceful, just, and har-

monious world, let's go vegetarian!
And a great time to start is March 20,
during the "Great American
Meatout."

Batya Bauman
Amherst Vegetarian Society
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ART GALLERIES Suspicious menu on "Seinfeld"
By lyiwi Elber

Advocated rVass

LOS ANGELES You might want to think twice

before ordering at the "Seinleld" diner It appear* it may
have tasteless tare. The menu board at Monk's, the

make-believe hangout for lerry and the gang, tends

toward unappetizing and even profane items in a photo-

graph printed in the April issue of Swing magazine
Besides a grilled buffer "on Lice." the menu includes

a "Double Chili B— Burger" and "2 Large I

Homos." It's enough to drive a hungry customer into the

arms of the Soup Nazi.

The picture was shot on the "Seinfeld" set in early

December es pert of a profile of producers left" Schaffer

and Alec Berg. Swing spokeswoman Tory Johnson said

Tuesday

It was unclear if the mem board, nicked into a corner
of the set. has ever meet it into en episode of the show
with oil -color listings intact

rding 10 Suing* photo caption. Schaffer and

Berg devised the menu
A call for comment from the pair and from series pro-

ducer Castle Rock l-nteriainment was not immed
reiumed Tuesday NBC declined comment
Whether intended as an in-houae gag or not. the dis

play's reference to homosexuals tasted sour to some
"It sounds fairly anti-gay to me and certainly not in

keeping with the show * progressive outlook on life,"

said David Smith, spokesmen for the- Human Rights

Campaign the nation's largest gay end lesbian political

"At die seme time next of that entire menu,
it sounds ridiculously juvenile." he said.

"Seinfeld." the No. I comedy on television, is wrap-

ping up its nine-season run this Mav
'I doubt very seriously them will be protests outside

t>f the Seinfeld' »i ti gav bias." Smith said.

"However, it's clearly olfcttaisi and juvenile and should

be taken down." Suing a 100.0(. ; Sew
based magazine, is aimed at readers in their 20s.

The April issue will be on newsstands within a week.

Franken debuts new sitcom on NBC
By lyrm Emer
Avvooaaod Press

This is en example of work by Bren Baiadan
Augusta Savage Gallery starting in early April

His computer generated art work. Filtexh, will be on

Amherst College - Mead Sri

Museum Currentlv on displu*

Fold Art ol luenticth (. enlun /apart

(through lulv |sw*i \rt & Science

Imettigmjkng Matter ithrough March
I5l. <m American A
European Art of the Twentieth Centurt

(through April 2M lk>ur> Mun rn
Hi j m 4*>tlpiii ^sjturday A: Sunday
I S p in For more information call

the Museum at •

Mount Holyokc College - Art
Museum Current exhibitions Shouts

from the Wall Posters and
Photographs Rrough m the

Spanish Civil War by American
\olunteer (end* tudavi. Modem
Painting and Sculpture Irom the

Collection ithrough April I
4)). Abstract

Deugmfrom the Earth ithrough April

un: Tues Fn II am S pm
Sat.-Sun l-S p in For mure inlorma

twn. d!l M
Smith College Mii-.um of Art.

I pcoming exhibitions Sandv
Skoglund Reality I ndcr
ithrough Mav 24) Hours Tuesday.

Friday & Saturdav t:5(l am A pm .

Wed Sun., noun—* pm. Thursdav.

rv**i ti p rn l»>r mot mlormalkm call

"70.

Uaivcrsity of Massachusetts
AuguMa Savage Gallcrv Hoots
Paintings by Ouang I \,

I

I

vhibition will run through March
ill Lpcomin(( exhibitions filtexh

Computer Generate* An b

Ratai Ian (opening reception April o
S-l pm i liltech will run through

*pnl M) The Augusta Savage Cattery

* located in the New Africa HmN
Hours Mon lues I -7 p m .

Wed. Fn I Spm lor more inlorma-

Hon call VtS-Sl"
Ueivcrviiv of Massachusetts

llcitci Art Gallerv Cunenllv on di»

Softball

of V> works by 1 3 artists using a van
civ s4 pnntmaking tcchntviues will run

through Marvh 27 Hc»jr> Mem In
1 1 -» p m . Sunday Mpm For more
inlormatton call

Uaivcrsiiv of Massachusetts
Student Union Visual and Performing

Arts < irenllv on display

Paintings by lason Ian M
(through April 2) The Student I

titling Art* Space it

located in the Student L niun Hours
Mon Ihu. Friday MM
pin lor more information, call

taivcrsitv ol Massachusetts
Iniversitv Cullerv Current cxhibt

tion* Ihana Dh. Mind and
icnds todav l The

IWvrrsiiv Gellerj h located at the

nter Hen. In II

j rn 4 4l> p m Sal Sun 2 S p m
Fur more informatHai call • •

— Compiled by Saturn GtagBiHuir

wen s lacrosse

1C)S INI Al Franken.
who gave us the book Hush I imbaugh
is a Big hat Idiot and Othir
Obsenaiions. insists that "latehnc."

his new NBC sitcom, isn't political

Yes. the series loosely based on
\Hi. s "Nightline* is set in

Washington

a number of political figures

including Congressmen Richard
Gephardt and Barney Frank and
\\ jtergate burglar G Gordon I iddv

make appearances.

But Franken says he wants
"l-atelinc" to be a classic, character

based sitcom, not a political science

lemon — and definitely not a left-wing

tract

"I hate liberal T\ shows | hate

when shows say ihev re liberal." he

said. "They usually don't do it well

Abo. when comedy shows proselytize,

they re usually not funny

ivbodv takes n on the chin in

this show it* probably the media But

I don't think it's appropriate lor this

show to be about mv political values."

Franken said

The comedy, which debut-

p m FST Tuesday on SBC. stars

Franken as the cameat and painfully

untclegenk Al I reundlivh He's a

continued from page 8

I londa Atlantic has been playing

since the lanuarv 2r>. and ha« coin

piled a 22-5 record including a few
wins over nutiondllv ranked teams
Ihev are also coached bv former
pitching great loan loyce whose star

players have been Liz Niadna. compil-

ing a I 60 FRA. and I isa Schaus who
is currentlv hatting an impressive

.547.

On Saturdav I Meal will face

Bradley at 1 1 a.m. and Central
Michigan at 1 p.m. The Bradley

Braves are currentlv 2-V Their lead

pitcher. Anne Neben. has a 1.40 I RV
Ihev have several solid sluggers,

including rookie surprise Amv Fouts

louts is batting .311. and has a slug-

ging percentage of M7.
Despite Central Michigan 'a slow

start (2 I) thev also feature a s,,|id

pitching staff, as well as quality l}it

terv Alter the Central Michigan game,

the tournament playoffs will start, and

will continue through Sundav

"We might gel a couple of breaks."

Sortino said. "But this is our last trip

out of our region, and we're going to

be in waters that are going to test us
'

All of L'Mass' games thus far this

season have taken place in tourna-

ments This invitational will be their

last one before they resume regular

ii play. The Minutewomen are

currentlv 2 8 overall They have had a

week evil since their last tournament.

The National Fast Pitch Coaches
Association I eadoff Classic. They
went 1-5 in that tournament, taking

on some of the nation's best teams

UMass started off the season in

Arizona for the Coca-Cola Cluric.

Despite several glimpses of excellence,

the team left the tournament with a

losing record as well, going 1-5. They

faced off against top national competi-

tion by taking tin such teams as \o S

Washington and No. 14 Long Beach

State.

I Mass had started the season
ranked No. 12 in the nation bv the

USA Todey/NFCA < ..hes poll

Vlter their showing in Arizona, how-
ever, thev fell out the rankin,

team had hoped to climb back into the

'S with a good showing in

Georgia, but things just didn't go their

wav

"It was a multiplititv ot things

going awn Our pitching was margin-

al, and we're a better pitching stall

than what we have pitched Our hit-

ting was absent
."

The Minutewomen did get a strong

showing from their slippers lunior

Mandv Galas and senior tYescj ( >sier

tied for a team-high six hits ot ibo-e

12. all singles. on\\ two lelt the infield

Seventeen ol I Mass 50 singles in the

tournament came on last hasemnncrs

beating infield slaps and bunts

lunior Beck] George was one of the

tew highlights lor I Mass sporting I

504 average and a 5K1 on base per-

centage. Freshman pitcher Carrie

leffrics also continued in her progress.

She is the No 2 starter and leads me
team with a 2.50 FRA lunior pitchei

Danielle Henderson is poked to break

yet another school record With 48t>

strikc\>uts. she onlv needs live mote to

break KelK Daut'a record oi -Nl and

ahead) holds 14 otfmredhool lecofdi

Working on the Minutew omen's
side will be the week ot rest and prac-

tice time thev were able to get in after

the NFCA Leadoff Chmtc.
We needed it .itict the last tourna-

ment I think that we were a very

droopy team. Our confidence was

shaken. We came back from Atlanta

with a lot of question marks We've

had six practices since then, and all of

them have been highly productive."

After the invitational. I Mass will

plav Hiadlev on March lb. followed

bv a game with Florida AAM on
March 17.

continued from poge 8

the nation's previous No. I.

Princeton, a °--7 loss at home.
Ihc Mmutemen. however, are

where they wanted to be heading into

the contest.

"When we looked al the schedule

we said we wanted to be 5-0 heading

into the Virginia game, and that's

we are." Cannella said "Vou
hope thai through the first three

games the guys gained the conli

deiue thev need to face a team like

V irginia "

I Mass has everv reason to have
that confidence Sophomore attack-

man Mike lanowicz has recorded
five goal* m each of the three tilts,

while senior midfielder Mike
DelPercio has eight goals in the
voung season To balance what the

offense has been able to do the

I Mass detense has responded as

well The defensive unit has onlv

allowed 14 goals on the year com-
pared to the Minutemcn's 49 goals

scored Senior goaltender lohn
'.ikis has allowed seven suc-

CCalfal strikes, while making 18
saves. Even with all they have
accomplished. Cannella said it will

take a complete effort to hold down
the I avail

"Ihis started in the locker room
right alter the | Hartford] game."
Cannella said "We will have to give

a major league effort because they

,i verv good team."

In order to do that, the

Mmutemen will have to execute on

every offensive opportunity and keep
penalty minutes to a minimum
"Looking at the scouting report,

we're going to have to defend well

and finish opportunities on offense."

Cannella said "We also have to limit

our errors."

Staying out of the penalty box was
a locus of Cannella's game prepara-

tion following L'Mass' game against

f airfield on March 7 In a 15-4 win

over the Stags. UMass racked up
over 4:00 of penaltii

have to cut back on our man-
down situations or Virginia will kill

us.* senior captain P.C. Massey said

after the Fairfield matchup.

The Minutcmen have their work
cut out for them Dom Starsia brings

in a talented corps anchored by

junior captain Tucker Radcbaugh
and sophomore Drew Mcknight
Radehaugh had made a move troni

nudfield to the attack and \K Knight

flourished last season with the

Cavaliers' talented, but now graduat-

ed, attack pair of Doug Knight and
Michael Watson.

On defense, sophomore Ryan
Curtis has drawn the job of guarding

the opposition's top attackman He
has already squared off against last

year's Player of the Year. Casey
Powell of Syracuse, and Princeton's

Ion Hess. Senior Chris Sanderson
will secure the defense with his play

in front of the Virginia net.

CBS changes the way it

televises March Madness
By Josh Dubow
Associated Press
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NEW YORK - CBS. welcome
home.

I ush off I disastrous Olympics
plagued hv weather delays and pro-

gramming blunders. CBS has
returned to a more familiar path, the

'Reed to die Final Four."

Fueled bv big upsets and last-sec-

ond wins. C US' first day of tourna-

ment coverage was something that

the dav-late Nagano games were not

spontaneous

To help viewers get through the

opening weekend, executive producer

leiTV Fwert. in his first tournament

.it CBS, added I foe new wrinkles to

the broadcast. The continuous time

and score box is in. keeping viewers

up to date on the games. The quad
screen look at lour games at a time

raj ntostl) out, eliminating a frus-

trating device that left viewers unable

low. itch err) game.

when CBS took viewers to a

live look-in of the other games, it

kept the time and score of the main
game posted on the top of the screen,

so viewers won't be left wondering
what is happening in their main
game.

The highlight of the opening day
was the back-to-back, last-second

wins by Richmond and Cincinnati.

After B| McKie's shot at the buzzer

missed, sending No. 5 seed South
Carolina to its second consecutive

first-round upset. CBS juxtaposed

Richmond's celebration with McKie
collapsed in the lane.

After a quick jump to the studio in

the New York, the entire country saw
the final seconds of Cincinnati's

three-point win against Northern
Arizona. Unfortunately only about a

quarter of the country saw both fin-

ishes live. The rest of the country,

watching the Cincinnati game, was at

a commercial during Richmond's
upset and did not see highlights of

the finish until after their game
ended.

"Latclinc" correspondent who Icings

to be king — read "anchorman" —
while carrying the flame of journalis

tic integrity. That glamour spot, how
ever is filled by Pcarce McKen/ie
(Robert Foxworthi who has the req

uisite combination of polished air.

voice and arrogance He's not a Ted
Koppel parody, says lohn Markus.
who along with Franken. created

and produces "Latcline

"

"Our anchor is an amalgam of many
anchors. He's venal. He's elegant in

the way that lames Bond is elegant."

said Markus. Also pert of the news-
room landscape are Miguel Ferrer as

the savvy producer in charge of
"I aieline." and Megvn Price as the

patient producer in charge of

Freundlich

To steep themselves in the atmos-

phere of a nightly news show.
Franken and suff spent time in the

offices of "Nightline
."

We wanted to be grounded in

some reality . to do a workplace corn-

ed v where we understood what their

actual work was What we saw there

was how exciting it is to get a show
on every night." Franken said.

As with "Nightline ." the sitcom s

news staff scrambles to put together

programs on issues or brcakin.

nes But dun t look tor highlv topical

references in "I ateline:" the six

episodes NBC has ordered were taped

months ago.

The sitcom makes lighiheartcd use

ot its serious guests. In one episode.

Gephardt and former l^tbor Secretary

Robert Reich arc set to appear as part

of a strike story but end up as Buddv

Hackett pundits for a misguided pro-

fBc of the cornedien.

A Gephardt-Reich duet on
"Shipoopi." Hackett 'i number from
the 1962 movie Ihc Musu Man.
ensues.

want te show people being

tfteejeerves and write things appropn
ate for them. Their politics don't come
into play.' Markus said

The ultimate goal is to appeal both

to viewers plugged into politics and
those who couldn't pick Bill Clinton

or Newt Gingrich out of a police line-

up
Ii - like his l.imbaugh book.

Franken says: "You really didn t have

to know much about politics to reed

the book and enjov it But it vou did.

you enjoyed it maybe a little bit more."

"I ateline" is a change of pac

the nasals i.edian with the

puckish grin He earned his own live

IN stripes es a longtime writer player

for "Saturdav Night I ivc" and regular-

ly dabbles in political satire including

election continental * tor comedy
Central.

Women's gym looks to

fell top Michigan squad
By Brett mouser
Coftegion Starr

Heading back to his old stomp-

ing grounds, one could bet that

Massac huseii- women's gymnastics

coach Dave Kuzara will have his

team more prepared than ever.

Kuzara. assistant coach May Mav
Leung, and team choreographer
Megan Shields all graduated from
the I niversitv of Michigan, with

Kuzara making a brief assistant

coaching stmt They once had
Wolverine blood in them, but since

have flushed the streams in favor

of the maroon and white

Tomorrow, the Minutewomen
will venture into hostile territorv

when thev battle the No. 4

Michigan Wolverines with revenge

in mind. It will be the Gym Alumni
Meet for the Wolverines.

"There will be a strong represen-

tation of the maroon and white
there with Mav. Megan and mvsell

all having graduated from there."

Kuzara said.

Last year, the Wolverines came
to the Mullins Center and walked
away with a 195.000 195.700 vic-

tory in front of a record crowd of

2.455. After the loss, the

Minutewomen bounced back with

a school record 194.915 against

Rhode Island and Bridgeport.

This year, nine of the 1 1 letter-

winners return to the squad in pur-

suit of a national championship,
including the well rounded Sarah

Cain and Nikki Peters.

"The rotation favors them." said

Kuzara "We have to end on beam
and that has probably been our
weakest event all vear. but the girls

understand the importance of this

The schedule does not get any
easier for the Minutewomen. The
Atlantic 10 Championships come
calling next weekend, and the
Minutewomen arc looking to pick

up their tenth win of the season.

Double digits in the victory column
have eluded the Minutewomen only

once in the last nine seasons (nine

victories in |s.4,- 9t>|.

Minutewomen Notes: Ihc
Minutewomen are coming off a

solid performance in their

first-ever meeting with the
Northeastern Huskies. All healthy

bodies on the squad contributed to

the 189 800-175.750 win...

Freshman Mil Fisher has posted a

9.9 or better on the floor atfcfol
in the last five meets. She is a

front-runner for the 1998 Atlantic

10 Rookie of the Year ... Saginaw.

Ml native Sara Kellv returns home
this weekend fo- the clash with
Michigan... The Minutewomen are

5-0 in dual meets on the season

Head-to-head competitions
include victories over Rhode
Island. then-No. 22 New
Hampshire and Northeastern on
Senior Day last weekend... the
team currently ranks third in the

northeast region behind Penn State

and Ohio State.

BRIAN MCOMMOTT I COUtCKVN

The Massachusetts women's gymnastics team will battle No. 4 Michigan

tomorrow in the Gym Alumni Meet.
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Collegian Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS AUTO FOR SALE

University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

EMPLOYMENT

People's Market
Where the food's fresh, the

coffee's hot. and the music is

jammin'i Mam Floor Student

Union

Rooms for
Commemcement

Weekend
B&B accommodations in

Amherst area homes through

Jones Library Bed for Books

Program Call 256 4094 or stop

at Jones Library for brochure

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Amherst Ceeter 1 2 and 3

bedroom apartments Gas heat

hardwood floors We are show-

ing now for June and September

leases Lincoln Real Estate 253

7879

3 bedroom coneVes Gas heat

hardwood floors, heated base-

mem 1/2 mile to campus on bus

route We are showing now for

June and September leases

$1350 plus utilities 253-7879

AUTO FOR SALE

Purchasing • used car?

Having your car repaired7 Oo

you know your legal rights 7

Contact The Student Legal

Services Office. 922 Campus

Center 545 1995

•lack 14 VW 6TI Excellent

condition Ca!! Nathan 259-1984

17 Toyota Corolla 4 door, air

auto Asking $2495 253-4772

19M Plvmeata Naea Low

miles $8700 firm Call 585-9263

after430

1990 Jeep Wrangler Hard and

soft top Full doors 5 speed

Oversized tires Many extras

85K Great shape Asking $6000

Call 256-0501

Wanted: Jitak Can Cash paid

everyday 1-800-649-4795

COMPUTERS
Macintosh Color Stylewnter

1500 Printer, Keyboard. Mouse.

External CO Drive. SCSI

Equipment is in excellent condi-

tion All for $300 or B/0 549-

5514

Laptop Computer IBM.

Fujitsa. DaeWoa; 133/150

Mru. cheap starting $1300. 16

MB. over 13 GBHD big 12 1"

screen Alio Okidata

OL120O/PS Laser Pnntar. Call

665-7232 or leave message

CHEAPI CMEAPI Color VGA
Monitor- $55 Laptop Notebook

$99 486 Computer System-

$295 Call CPC (413)584 8857

EMPLOYMENT
Gymnastics Instructor

Tuesdays and Thursdays. 3pm-

6pm or 9pm Apply at Greenfield

YMCA. 451 Main Street.

Greenfield. MA 01301 Phone

(41317733646

Martha s Viaeyard

Employment Opportunity'

Paintars Wanted No experience

necessary but preferred Call

Carta at 4
1
3-562 9076

Natioaat Park Employment

Parks. Forests. Wildlife

Preserves Ask us howl 51 7-324-

3109 Ext N50013

PART TIME WORK
$10 $15/ START

International firm has 23

Amherst

& Ntorlhampton opening* work-

ing wiftS cussamers Flexible

hours.

All mafOf J considered Will

train Spring Break & Summer

oppy*

413 736-3230

23 Immediate

Openings

Town Of Amherst Leisere

Services Summer
Employment Opportunities

CAMP Summer Camp
Counselors. Directors (Teen

Camp). Special Needs

Counselors. Art Director POOL

STAFF Managers. Instructors

Lifeguards, Cashiers. Wading

Pool Attendant. Pool

Maintenance Supervisor

SPORTS Adult Tennis Instructor

and Field Maintenance Worker

EVENTS Hot Summer Nights

Volunteers OFFICE Clerical

Competitive Hourly Wages
Applications available through

Amherst Leisure Services Office

in the Bangs Center or at the

Town s Human Resources

Office. Town Hall at Amherst

Amherst is an E E /A A

Employer Deadline for applica-

tions is March 31. 1998

Creise Skip A Land-Tear

Joes Excellent benefits World

Travel Ask us how 1 517 324

3090 ext C50013

EMPLOYMENT
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOY
MENT- Fishing industry

Excellent earnings and benefits

potential All major employers

Ask us how! 517-324-3115 ext

A50011

CRUISE & LAND TOURS- Earn

up to $2,000/month Free world

travel (Caribbean. Alaska.

Europe, etc I* Free room/board

For info, ring (919)933-1939 Ext

C150

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT Earn

up to $3.000/month in fisheries,

parks, resorts Airfare*

Food/Lodging i Our service rec-

ommended by US News &
World Reports (919)933-1939

ExtA150

Earn extra cask mailing our

circulars from home in your

spare time No experience nec-

essary Free information 1-888

892-2781

CAMP CANADENSIS. Pocono

Mountains. PA Excellent resi-

dential coed summer camp
Caring counselors to teach ath

letics. tennis, gymnastics, moun-

tain bikes, motorcycles, ropes

course, yearbook and newspa-

per, drama, video photography

nflery. cooking, arts & crafts

WSl. waterfront, dance, golf,

and much more! Excellent facili-

ties and great salary! 6/20/98

8/17/98 Call (800)832 8228 or

E mail us at camp4you©aol com

for an appkcation You can find

us on the web at

WWW CANADENSIS COm

FOR RENT
SUMMER RENTALS

CAPE COD GROUP Summer
Rentals- Soma waterfront

houses, soma with swim-
ming pools. Falmouth area.

Diamond Roal Estate

(501)4771900

FURNITURE

For Sale: Computer Desk and

Shelf Call 253 7606 Ask for

Franci

GREEK ANNCHJNCEMt NIS

Sigma Sigma Sigma wel-

comes Angie Pisano and Dena

Scannelli 1 Congratulations!

Enioy your new member period'

INSTRUCTION

University Bartending Coarse

50% Student Discount National

Certification Available Spring

Sessions This Semester Space

Is Limited 1-R00-U CAN MIX

The
Just imagi

Collegian Classif ieds-

ne what they can do for you !

Lost Pair of contact I

a case Contact 6 5731

Lost Gold bracelet with senti-

mental value Bowser Saturday

Night 3/7 Call Michele at 5-

3838 Substantial Reward.

Last Black Sweater Herter

Hall on Jan 28th Please call

665-8394

ROOM FOR RENT

J hidfeam m 3 bedroom apt

Starts June 1st Fits 1 2/pref

female Mam St Above Bruno s

on bus route CHEAP* Call 253-

3802

Raat Me April 1st Call for

information Ame 549-5697

ROOMMATE WANTED
Cleen, older or mature

female who likes quiet To

share two bedroom apartment,

washer and dryer, furnished liv-

ing room area, optional bedroom

furnishing- Summer/Fall Please

contact Tma 665 3491

SERVICES

Pregaeat? Need helpT Call

Birthright of Amherst area for

free testing and assistance 549-

1906

TO SUBLET

One bedroom ia 2 bedroom at

Cliffside $280 month all inclu-

sive Call for details 665-0235

SPRING BREAK St

Free food and drinks' Cancun.

Bahamas. Jamaica and Florida

from $399 Organize a small

group and travel FREE! Highest

commissions and lowest prices

Call Surf & Sun Toms to become

a campus representative

(800674 757/

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for 4-1 bedroom

house Will take over lease Call

Helen 6-7127

WHATARE
YOU LOOKING

FOR?

Make your search

easy with

The Collegian

Classifieds !

We are now having a

SALE
Get 50 % off

when you place an apartment tor rent,

room tor rent, or roommate wanted aJ.
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FRIDAY. MARCH 13

Pianist— The Graduate Lounge is

sponsoring "Thank God It's Friday"

with pianist and entertainer Luke

Henderson at 3:50 p.m in the

Graduate Student Lounge.

SATURDAY. MARCH 14

Planetarium Show— There will he

a free Planetarium Show at 4 p.m. at

the Amherst College Basset!

Planetarium For more information.

contact Tom Whitney at 256-62'54

Observatory Obsening— A free

public Observatory observing will

take place at ° p.m. at the Amherst

College Wilder Observatory. For

more information, contact Tom
WhitTKV at 256-6254

NOTICES

l.mployment— The UMass CRC
is hiring work-study office staff and

web publishers Applications are

available in the CRC office. 522

Student Union or leave a voice mail

at 545-1122.

Schedules— The Spring '98 Final

Examination Schedule will be avail-

able beginning Thursday. March 12.

Copies will be delivered to students

in the residence halls, and will be

available to off-campus student* in

the Registrar's office (215
Whitmoret. It will also be available

on the World Wide Web beginning

March I at http://wv.v.

ureg.admin.umass.edu.

Support Croup— REFLECT, the

Five College Bereavement Support

Program, offers grief support ser-

etPH free of charge to undergradu

ate and graduate students who have

experienced the death of a loved

one. Groups are small, confidential

and meet for 8 weeks. Pre-registra-

tion is required. Groups meet on

Tuesdays from 7:50-9 p.m. and

Wednesdays from 6:50- 8 p.m. For

more information call 577-5516.

Tax Assistance— The
Department of Accounting of the

School of Management will be offer

ing free tax assistance and prepara-

tion for taxpayers with special

needs, including persons with dis

abilities, low to limited income.

non-English speaking persons and

elderly taxpayers. Volunteers are

accounting majors who have taken

tax courses. Report to the School of

Management Tuesdays and
Thursday* 6-9 p.m. All other tax-

payers should go to the Hampshire

Mall Tuesdays and Wednesday
5-6 p.m and Thursday 5-9 p.m.

i except during Spring recess).

\ oluntcerum— Am question-

contact Mike Whitman at

i4=> MM. The Amherst Salvation

Arms need* volunteers any day and

un\ time Call 255 4747 for more
information

Yolunteerism— The Crisis

Center, a Massachusetts Suicide

Prevention Hotline is currently

seeking volunteers and intern* Pn

FY1$ are public service

announcements printed daily

To submit an FYI, please send a

press release containing all per-

tinent information, including

the name and phone number of

the contact person to the

Collegian, c/o the Managing

Editor by noon the previous

day.

more information, contact Gina
Grampctro at <978i849-5bO() e»
201.

The Collegian is en vacation, se

should gen! a good Break!
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HSCN
Bulletin Board

CBS/ 3 Hartford

CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

HSCN Movie Ch.

UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

NBC/30 .

New Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN

International

UMass Academic TV

17 HSCN Programming

IS TV-19

SO ABC/40 Springfield

99 NBC/22 Springfield

aa cnn

84 CNN SI

aa Headline News

2B UCTV

87 TBS

aa bet

aa TV Land

30 Univision

31 Comedy Central

38 Cartoon

Much Music

FRIDAY EVENING
6:00

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
WVIT

WTIC
WWLP
WGBY
WGGB <D JO

WSBK
WTBS ffi

AAE ©
COM
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK

SCIFI

TLC
TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

Wi$hboo« 1
3 News

r News J

22

CBS News Inside Edition

CBS News Extra I College Bssketbell: NCAA Tournament Fust Bound Game Teams TBA
-—— — .. i - —— aT i ..... . i — _

" m,.. la.k.:— mu^. lulu—

.

ABC Ttewl lns.de Edition

-
"
Chronicle It ' Sebrins-Witch |Boy-World |Sibrin*Witch [Hiller-Diller

Full House Jt Boy-World Fresh Prince Fresh Prince ««'/> "Betsy's W9drtng"(l990. Comedy) Alan Alps

News

10 News

Northern Exposure H

CNN C5) 2) Wofldview K

Totally New |Msl<e-Leuoh Gellggher: Melon Crazy (R) A-Litt (R) K [
Comics Come Home (R)

Wings "Steel Ram" ;R)

®

C- Campus MARCH 13, 1998

6:30 i 7:00 I 7:30 I
8:00 I 8:30 I 9:00 I 9:30 I 10:00 I 10;30 I 11:00 I 11:30

NBC News

Newshour With Jim Lehrer X Wssh. Week Well St. Week

NBC Newt Wheel-Fortune

Home Imp Simpsons X Seinttld S. Fresterl Beyond Belret: Feet or Fiction

Newel NBC News Wheel-Fortune iJeoperdy! I~ Playere "Wrath oi Con" :i

Mr. Sepolsky; With Love

College Bssketbell: NCAA Tournament First Round Game Teatr

s MedAboYou Mad Abo. You
[
Judge JudyIT Judge Judy T *** "Bastard out <* CtmUna 'i 1996) Jennder Jason Leigh

Creatures Business Bpt~ Newshour With Jim Lehrer S Sersh Brighlmen-Roytl Albert HHI

News?. ABC News Iseinleld v iFraeier I Sebrine-WHch |8oy-World |Sebrine-WHch

Mid Abo. You Mad Abo You Seinleld X Frasierl «* frankensUin Unbound" (1990. Horror) John Hun. Raul Jute

Law a Order Inlolerance" 31 Biography "George C Scotl

Moneyline B [Crosslire B ~ World Today S

Supermarket [Debt

Gimme Shelter (R)

Up Close Sportteenier NCAA Special | Billiards

College Baeketbetl: NCAA Toum First Rd Game - Teams TBA

NewsX ' iNightrim X2(«0X

Players "Wrath ot Con i IDeleline (In Stereo) X

Players 'Wrath at Con" X Peleline (In Stereo) X
Millennium Roosters X
Dateline (In Stereo) X

Rolling Stones: Bridges to Babylon (In Stereo

College Basketball: NCAA Toum First Rd Game - Teams TBA

Homicide: Life on the Street X
]
Grace Under

Star Trek: Neil Genet

[Tonight Show

Vibe

Homicide Life on the Street «

Homicide: Life on the Street X
Michael Crawford in Concert

HillerDiller 20720 X

SSTGrWtrT" Andy Griffith ** "MovW (1988. Comedy) Richard Pryor. Beverly' Todd

America's Castles (R)

Larry King Live X

Wild Oitcovery Penguins |nsws

Cheers X

News [Tonight Show"

Seinfeld «

NewsX
Deep Specs 9

Tonight Show

Colours of Infinity (In Stereo)

News X
M'A-S-H I

Nightline I

I TV I

20th Century "Falsely Accused"

"SurTy Ifie Vtmptra Slay»r"(1992. Comedy)

World Today X
Dana Carvey : Critic's Choice [Drew Carey

WorjdjWond. [On Jupiter (Hi

MTV Live (In Stereo)

Figure It Out | Tiny ToorT

Lois S Clark-Superman

Intimate Portrait "Brett Butler" |Untotved Myslertet (in Stereo)

My So-Called LHe (In Slereo)

Doug IRugraltX Kabjam

Friday the 13th: The Series X Friday the 13th: The Series X Friday the 13th: The Series «.

2»
" Renovation TRenovation Home Again I Home Again Reel America: 48 Hours

—— T

—

. ——. « ' r-i—:

—

"^
I — — ..o r„_ 11^.41

Babylon 5 Voices of Authority"

Mission: Impossible' (1996. Adventure) Tom Cruise. 'PG-13'

|Bo»ing: Roberto Garcia vs Harold Warren (Live) X Baseball

JBeavis-Butt

"See Jane Run" (1995, Drama) Joanna Kerns, John Shea.

Yo! (In Slereo)

Bewitched TBewitched

Friday the 13th: The Series X
Secret World of Dreams (R)

Top Ten Videos of the Week

Bewitched I Bewitched

Friday the 13th: The Series X
Trauma Center

Law m Order

Sports lllus.

Acl Ql God" «

[Moneyline X
Comics Come Home (R)

Justice Files "Undercover" (R)

Sportscenler U

New Attitudes IGolden Girls

Loveline In Stereo)

Bewitched I Bewitched

Friday the 13th: The Series X
.Reel America. 48 Hours (R)

«** ""Escape from AJcafra?" (1979. Adventure) Clint Eastwood, Patrick McQoortan.
I
"Alcatraj: The Whole Shocking Story" (1980)

wJiikeTfeies Ranger X |«*'^ "Birdoria Wr8"(1990, Adventure) Mel Gfeson, Qoldie Hawn. (In Slereo) 3E |"CaveGifl

«« "Fvt tor an Cye"(l996) Sally Field, 'ff 11 rTopoffh«tVory
,

(1998, Adventure) Peter Welter. RIX
'- s—. £-._-.

V

i.~ft\ rtftr\ D^t.^.1, Ct«««^ DT. iVW \±1 "Kama Cirfra- A Tal* nt I Au* n Haac
"Star Trek: Firsl Contact" (1996) Patrick Stewart 'PG-13' X

*"> "Space Marines" (1996. Science Fclion) Billy Wirth R'

Round Midn

"Kama Sutra: A Tale of cove" (1996, Drama) Indira Vamna. ft'

StargateSG-1 |0uter Limits Rite of Passage" |Hunger(R)X
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Bruno By C. Baldwin
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Robotmon By Jim Meddick

DrabbU By Kevin Fagan
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Horoscopes
PISCES (Feb 19-March 20) —

Thi^ i* m> time for go*sip Trade
i>nf> in information >ou know to be

true, and then onl\ what i< going to

*<rvc you and others well.

ARIES (March 21-April \<i) —
Take tare that an> moncv u>u spend

today at going to work for you after

it changes hands Straight purchases

may not be a*kn1 n*l.i\

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
f his is one of those rare da\~ ifl

which great care is required in all

aspects of life, and yet you must
avoid am kind ol indecision

GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20) —
You can help a friend over a major

hurdle todav. and also assist in heal-

ing an emotional rift that has been

growing for some time.

CANCER (|une 21-My 22) —
Others can ttuM fOSJ to keep a secret

today — can't they? Be sure that you

respect the pri\uc\ of others just as

you respect \our own.

LEO (|uly 2J-Aug. 22) — This is

a good day to plan for the future in

a financial sense. You may want to

alter your strategy slightly in order

to increase earning power
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Scpt. 22) —

You will enjoy telling others of

recent experiences, and as you do so

\ou'll learn one or two very impor-

tant things about your own develop

ment
LIBRA (Sept. 21-Ocl. 22) —

Your enthusiasm for a current pro

ject may wane slightly today, hut

you must never stop doing the work
't ou will be hack on top in no time.

SCORPIO (Oct. 25-Nov. 21) —

You can win more than smiles today

by being jovial, lighlhearted and
entertaining. Others are willing to

trust \ou c\en I

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dcc.
21) — You don't want to be thought

of as lay. but the fact is

\>'ii re feeling rather loose and cillv,

about a great manv things.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-|an. 14)

— V>ur lo\iilt> may be put to the

aM today, and you'll pass with fly-

ing colon I ventualK jkmI want to

ulk. about uhat happened

AQUARIUS (|an 20 -Feb. 18) —
You are in the mood for a little

more attention from friends and
loved ones. From that special some-

one. \ou need even more affection
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Dilborf By Scott Adams

HERE^ MY REPORT ON
THE HIDEOUS TREAjr*.eNT

or emPLOYtts in our
ELL&ONTAN FACTORY

^

THE. EMPLOYEES ARE

FORCED TO WEAR HUGE
CLAMPS ON
TMCT.R HEAD5.

J

TWLN I SAID, "THE.

EMPLOYEES CAN T
COMPLAIN OECAUSE
THEY HAVE NO UNION

) 17*5*3

Vegan Chooso By Elise Checile
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Aabsolute Zero By Brad Turner
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You Mass By Greg Turner
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Closo to Homo By John McPherson
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6 4 Is the colonel's underwear a

matter of national security?

-Kevin Bacon in

"A Few Good Men"

Just when failing the geography midterm

seemed certain, Mike made an astonishing

discovery.

ACROSS
1 Kni'e handl*
fi Ann

Michigan
10 Girasot

1

4

CohhOws' tools

1

5

"Little House on
th« Prairie' girl

16 Celebration
17 Anticipated

20 Qieer for a
toreador

21 Bohemian
22 Mexican coins

23 Wrth no
guarantee

24 Famous"
cookie maker

26 Type of count

29 Wooden shofl

30 Moisture

33 Buckeye State

34 Boat
35 Important time

36 Goes on record

40 Before, to poets

41 Unadorned
42 Aunt Bee s

neprtew
43 Gloomy
44 Capri, h g
45 Arvcftor s rope
47 Molecule part

48 Gtves it fhe gas
4A Playing martSlc

52 King s address
53 Wood residue

56 News oatnenrig

60 Make airtight

61 Modules
62 Winter forecast

63 Bronte s
governess

64 Pushover
65 Chess piece

DOWN
1 Ring of light

2 1 ruant soldier

3 Ico sheel

4 Expression of

disapproval

5 Second man on
the moon

6 Floating

devices
7 Channel marker
8 Hockey Hall -o'

Famer
9 Unvarnished
10 Monsters
1

1

Cushions
1

2

Choir voice
13 Thailand's

neighbor
18 Relaxation
1

9

Highest point

23 Lotion

ingredient

24 Edgar — Poe
25 Nearly all

26 Apples, eg
27 Scarlett

28 Was fond of
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29 Type of pic7

30 Vast extents
31 Bert's fiiend

32 Popular quaff
34 Hymn
37 Acts

viiijiclively

36 To boot
39 Uses a lawn

tool

45 bxcommunica
tion cause

46 Say for sure
47 Passageway

48 Cracks
49 Church part

50 Earl — tea

51 Paraphernalia

52 Tirry

53 Visitor to Siam
54 Barge
55 Chopped

down
57 Drinking

vessel

58 Out — I'mb

59 Psychic gift:

ahcr

Today's D.C. Menu
CmH 545 16 26 #sm> Imfonmmtimim.

Franklim
LUNCH

Chicken Cutlet

Pissa

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

Spaghetti, Sausage Sauce

Tofu Fajita

Bugers

Worcester

LUNCH
Grilled Cheese
Sloppy |oe

Spaghetti

DINNER
Chicken Fapla

handcut Cod Sub
Black Bean burger

Hampshire

LUNCH
Burger

Chicken Cutlet

grilled cheese

DINNER

closed

Berkshire

LUNCH
Grilled Cheese

Vegan Sloppy |oe

DINNER

closed
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No. 2 Kentucky

able to mix up

players for win

UM kicks off NCAA's against St- Louis

By Paul hssnwafry

Allocated Press

ATLANTA — The T" in Tubbybell

Ml) stand for team. Kentucky
believes common goals are more
important than individual achieve

rncnt. the sort of philosophy that might

sound downright socialist in these fnse-

enterpnse. me-first time*. Oh sure, the

Wildcats (29-4) have plenty of taknt

— six different guys have scored at

least 20 points in a game — but they

never seem to rely on the same player

cry long.

Kentucky * leading scorer average*

onlv I 3 : points per game, and juat

two other players are scoring in double

figures — hardly the kind of numbers

one would expect from a team seeded

second in the NCAA South Regional

that might just be playing as well as

anyone tn the country

"We vc got confidence that seven or

eight guvs can step up and be the mar-

quee player.* Cameron Mills said-

Thai presents problems for the other

team The> never know what guy's

going to step up and give us a lilt

'

It might be Mills, who scored 31

points against Florida It could be Nazr

nmed or Scott Padgett Then

again, maybe the Wildcats will turn to

C turner, the M\ P of the

Southeastern Conference tournament.

Or Hcshimu Evans. And we haven't

even gotten to leading scorer leff

Sheppard
ach Tubby Smith

instilled the team concept from the day

he replaced Rick Pitino and realized

that Ron Mercer and Derek Anderson

were in the NBA.

-He told us. Don t be selfish, go out

and play a* a team and we'll get the

'ies.' It's worked well so far."

swingman Allen Edwards said.

The Wildcats' commitment to the

team concept was never more evident

than in tost week's SEC tournament at

the Georgia Dome, where they'll face

South Carolina State c: "
I
in the first

round today.

rdwards missed the conference

semifinals because he was attending

his mother's funeral, but Kentucky still

defeated Arkansas by 25 points. Early

in the second half, though. Sheppard

went down with a sprained ankle,

meaning he wouldn't be able to play in

the championship against South

Carolina.

Did that affect the Wildcats?

Hardlv Edwards returned from the

funeral, took Sheppard s spot in the

Kneup and helped lead a 30-poim rout

of the Gamecocks.

"I like the way we're playing," said

Smith, hardly bothered that Kentucky

doesn't have a clear-cut superstar

"The attitude of team-first has per-

meated our program."

The other first-round contests m
Atlanta have seventh-seeded

Massachusetts (21-10) against No 10

Saint Louis (21 10); \o. 3 Michigan

(24») vs. No. 14 Davidson (20-9);

and No r I t LA (22-8) taking on No.

II MtamiilX-9).

Sheppard s ankle makes him ques-

tionable for today's game, while

Mohammed is nursing a bruised shoul-

der. After last weekend, though, the

Wildcats hardly seem vulnerable

against a team like South Carolina

State, champion of the Mid-Eastern

Athletic Conference. Only three

1 5 seeds have won their first-round

game But South Carolina State coach

Mexander doesn't think his team

will be intimidated by the mighty

Wildcats, who won the national cham-

pionship in 1996 and were runner-up

to Arizona last season.

"We would not be here if we
weren't champions." Alexander said.

"I've told our guys that we're playing

five guys in a Kentucky uniform.

We're not playing the aura of

Kentucky basketball."

The Bulldogs played a difficult non-

conference schedule, losing respectably

at North Carolina State (68-67) and

South Carolina (90-85). They have a

top backcourt combination in

Roderick Blakney (20.6 points per

game) and Tyler Brown ( 1 5.8).

"I think our perimeter game can

compete with Kentucky's kids,"

Alexander said. "Where we're at a dis-

tinct disadvantage is in the frontcourt.

Those guys will have to play an above-

normal game to compete with

Kentucky's size."

Size is not a problem for UMass,
which has 6-foot- 10 Lari Ketner at

center and 247-pounder Tyrone Weeks
at forward. Also, the Minutemen have

adapted to second -year coach Bruiser

Hint, whose initial season was stained

by the controversy of former player

Marcus Camby accepting gifts from

agents

"Last year was difficult because of

(he transition from (former coach |ohn

Calipari| and the whole Camby situa-

tion." Flint said. "This year has been a

whole lot smoother."

The bulky Minutemen are a team

that seems custom-built for the zone

defence, hut don't expect Saint I^is

to spend much time in that alignment.

Charlton Clarke

the No 10 seeded

»*» t-.oouu \ comeww

and the No 7 seed men's basketball team will try to figure out the St Louis zone as they meet

Billikens today at 2 45 p.m.

By Corey Paler Goodman & Luke

Meredith

Collegian Skiff

ATLANTA -- Less than 24
hours from its NCAA opening
round matchup against St Louis

(21-10). the Massachusetts men's

basketball team appeared to be

mentally, and most importantly,

ph\MLdll\ read) fot the challenge

that awaits them

UMaaa(2l 101 looked extremely

active and refreshed during yester-

day'» 40 minute shoot around

The) will face off against the

•Milkens today at approximately

2:45 p.m at the Georgia Dome in

Atlanta ^^_—

—

"We've worked
real hard in prac-

and we
believe we are

ready to play."

Massachusetts

ward Mike Habul

said

Weeks ready lo

go Senior torward

•c Weeks said

he will plav todav

despite a nagging
ankle injurv that limited him dur

ing last week > A- 10 tournament

ki sat out most of yesterday's

light shoot around at the Georgia

Dome, resting the ankle he twisted

last Monday in pra. -

"I'll be ready to go* Weeks said

I but I'm going to

have to play with some pain There

arc things I work on in practice

that I can't do. It becomes a mental

battle lor me
*

Bring on the zone: I' I no secret

that the Billikens hope to confuse

and I Mass today with its mats hup

zone defense however, St Louis

coach Charlie Spoonhour w.i

did about hi- own team's confusion

when applvtng the defci

Turning the TV tide: "Our zone

II awful." he -aid "The only

time our zone is effective is when
the other team argues whose turn

it i- to -core
"

The Billikens have been fielding

questions concerning their lack of

success on television this season

During its last televised game. St

1 ouis was on the wrong end of an

embarrassing 30 point hi

against Cincinnati. Larry Hughes,

though, downplayed the effect tele-

l i-ion has on his team.

"We've uorkcJ

real hard in prac-

tice, and we
believe we are

ready to play.

"

Massachusetts for

ward Mike Babul said

"It won't make a diflcrence

tomorrow." he said "I vcivonc is

going to play stronger no matter

what television channel the game is

on."

Against Cincinnati: Hughes

compared the UMass bruising style

ol plav to that of Conference I SA

rival Cincinnati The Billikens, who

face an overwhelming size and

strength disadvantage against the

Minutemen, know their fate

depend on how well the\ pcitorin

on the glass.

"We've got lo make it a war

inside," junior forward Ryan

I uechtofeld said. "I m vers

cerncd with how well thev rebound

the ball
"

Watch your step:

lunior guard

Charlton Clarke

drew a few laughs

in yesterday's

NCAA iilcr

ence when he

reached for the back

railing behind the

NCAA banner
Clarke's jesting was

in reference to the

last time UMass
played tn the Georgia Dome, which

during the 1996 Sweet
Sixteen Carmelo Travicso fell off

the press conference stage, a high-

light that was replayed over and

over on T\
"I just wanted to make sure I

know where the ratlings are."

Clarke joked "I want to be known
fot good things, not

ical things." Travieso wasn't hurt

in the incident, and UMass went on

to beat Arkansas and Georgetown

to advance to the Final hour

Mano a taaao: The assignment

of defending St I oui» stai fresh

man Larry Hughe- has fallen in the

lap of sophomore I or ward Mike
Babul Babul is M stranger to this

roll though, having defended play

0k as Kansas All- American

.ird Paul Pierce and George
Washington forward Yegor

"It secant all anyone talks about

on St. Louis is Hughes." Babul

said. "I Bet | I've guarded a lot of

good players this vcar
"

Hughes led the Billikcn- in

ing at 21 J point- per game.

"I enioy watching Hughes play."

Spoonhour said. "He brings a little

life to practice ... he docs things in

a workman-like fashion."

Women's lacrosse renews rivalry

in opener versus the Crimson
By Soth Koansg.

Coleoon Staff

In 1982. when the Harvard women's

lacrosse team took the field against the

University of Massachusetts, they were

trvmg to hand the then undefeated

Minutewomen their first loss of the sea-

son as the UMass squad steamrolled

toward their first and only national

championship. The Crimson's hope for

victory took the form of Frances a

McClellan. their standout player who.

with 60 goals that year, was on her way

to winning her second consecutive Ivy

League Player of the Year award. In

that same year. McClellan led the

World Cup gold medal winning United

States women's lacrosse team in scor-

ing, but she could not lead her school

to victory against the Minutewomen

Fast forward to 1997 With ten sec-

onds left, down by a point to the

Harvard Crimson, the Massachusetts

women's lacrosse team Ires two placed

shots at the opposing goal, only to have

neither hit the back of the net. The

game ends in a 6-5 loss for UMass.

their closest defeat inat1

potentially leaving them a goal away

from a winning overall record. Again.

McClellan, now the coach of the team

she was gunning for 1 5 years earlier.

was on the losing end of a big game

between the two schools.

One year later. Harvard travels to

Garber Field for the latest matchup in

the long, storied history of the Crimson

versus Minutewomen competition.

"It was a big rivalry A very big rival-

ry." McClellan said. "When I played.

Harvard was just coming on the nation-

al scene. The game of the year was

always UMass If we saw them during

the regular season, typically we'd see

them during the postseason When
I Mass played Harvard it was usually

for a slot in the playoffs or a first round

game, so it was a real grudge match
."

Sow. things have changed, as

Massachusett- i- onlv in its sixth year

after a two-year dispansion that ended

in 19^2 Names and faces have

changed as well, as Liz Bcrkery - Drury

takes the reigns of the Harvard team

for her first game as trie head coach,

with few of today's players able to

remember the legendary matchup

yesteryear.

I Mas- bv the mid KOs had started

to not be as strong a program, and

Harvard had kept building on that win-

ning; all the way to a national champi-

onship in "J<9." McClellan said. "UV
was it. and Harvard had to beat them.

Then Harvard was it. and UMass had

to beat them."

This time around, the two team- arc

on a fairly even plane going into the

game. The Minutewomen will be lead

by tri— captains Amy l^dcr. |en Bowen

and Melissa Anderson, and leading

scorer Laura Korutz. Defending the

cage will be one of two outstanding

young freshmen. Tara Durkin and |en

Nardi.

"We have two strong, talented and

experienced goalies," McClellan said.

"They're very level headed and mature

for freshman The MM will be how they

hold up over the course of an entire

game How will thev deal when -o

many shots that will come at them, and

things like that
."

ard isn't the only challenge

awaiting Massachusetts (hi* spring

break. Holy Cross and New Hampshire

are both scheduled for the upcoming

week, as well. However, when
bined. their first three opponents' 1 997

records add up to 1 1-50; a scary num-

ber when one realizes that the next

three opponents, Yale. Temple, and

Brown, make up an intimidating 56-12

mark. The Minutewomen can't afford

to get comfortable with sub-par teams

early in the season with such power-

houses on the horizon.

"I think our kids are pretty familiar

with the team- that we're up against."

McClellan said. "I'm not too thrilled

about having Yale, Temple and Brown

in a row. Those are our three hardest

games of the season, tight there What I

am happy about is that we have a

warmup of aorta."

Still. CaOOH McClellan and the girls

are not looking past Harvard.

"I think Harvard is a great beginning

game for us." McClellan said. "For

these kids who have not yet beat

Harvard, this is a really realistic chal-

lenge and I think that will really help

them going into the games against the

big three.

"We're taking it one game at a time.

Ni i team'- a pushover in this sport."

Softball to compete in Florida invitational

after already facing off against top teams

COUHTtSY MIDI* HtLATlONS

|unior midfielder Melissa Anderson and the women's lacrosse team
open their season against rival Harvard tomorrow at 1 p.m. on Totman
Field.

Men's lacrosse takes on
No* 3 Virginia at home

By Jackie Leroux

CoMegion Staff

The Massachusetts Softball team will be spending their

spring break in Florida this year. They will be in Tallahassee

to compete in the l.ady Seminole Invitational tournament

which starts today and runs through March 1 5.

Unlike UMass' previous two tournaments, this one will

not feature any ranked opponents. The Minutewomen.

however, will still have their hands full.

"We'll have an opportunity to finally play some non

ranked teams, which will be a bit of a break for us." coach

Klaine Sortino said. "But a lot of these teams are the kind of

teams that can sneak up on you. In our pool Northern
Illinois. Florida Atlantic and Central Michigan will be very

formidable."

The Minutewomen will start off by playing Furman at 1

p.m. today. The Minutewomen are 5-0 all time against

Furman with their last meeting coming in 1997. also in the

Invitational. At 5 p.m. today UMass will face of! against

Northern Illinois, followed by a 9 p.m. game with Florida

Atlantic Universiiv

Turn to SOFTBALL, page 5

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts men's lacrOOM

team is staring down the barrel at the

meaty part of its schedule. And for

the Minutemen. opponents don't get

much meatier than Virginia.

After three early-season wins in

which the Minutcman margin of vic-

tory averaged nearly 12 goals. UMass
will lace its stiffest test thus far when

the No. 5 Cavaliers come into tomor-
row's matchup at Richard F. Garber
Field (12 p.m.). "They are nothing
like what we have faced so far,"
UMass coach Greg Cannella said.

Virginia's record stands at 5-1. but
what is impressive is the schedule the

Cavaliers have faced in compiling
that mark. Their only loss came at the
hands of top ranked Syracuse, in a

one-goal game that went into over-
time. Last weekend. Virginia handed
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"Few Small Repairs

needed"

Grammy-win-
ning Shawn
Colvin makes tor

a hugely disap-
pointing concert.
Read why (see
Ails (t Living,

page 6).

You can't

stop him

Mike McKeefrey
pocketed a hat trick

yesterday to help
lift the UMass
men's lacrosse
team over Hofstra

at home (see
Sports, page 10)

WORLD

Crude oil prices fall,

depression a possibility

CARACAS. Venezuela (AP) —
Plummeting crude prices have begun
to wreak havoc in the economies of

the world's oil-producing nations
Governments are slashing budgets
and growth forecasts, companies are

scrapping investment and cili/ens

from Quito to Tehran are preparing
tor hard tunes

"Our economy is buitt on oil, so

we are bracing tor a real depression,*

said an Iranian businessman. Omid
Rostamani Last week, futures prices

tor North Sea Brent blend dropped to

111 90 a barrel, the lowest in a

decade Prices tor other petroleum
types also have slumped, and oil-

dependent countries stand to lose

billions of dollars if prices don't
recover soon

The result may be less money for

badly needed social programs in

places including Mexico City and
lafcarta. Indonesia

Lackluster demand blamed on
Asia's financial cnsn and an unusuaMy
warm winter produced the million

barrel. a day glut on world markets
that sent price) tumbling Ol minis

ten of Saudi Arabia, Venezuela and
Mexico announced Sunday that they
have agreed to work together to

reduce output by at least 1 6 inWon
barrets a day

NATION

Tornadoes storm

through N. Carolina

MAYOOAN. N C — The storms that

lashed parts of North Carolina and
Georgia with killer tornadoes left

some congregations without churches

tor Sunday services

"The Lord giveth, and the Lord
taketh away." said the Rev. Paul Sisk.

whose West Side Baptist Church was
destroyed by last Friday's twister "I

don't know why. but I don't even
question why " The twister destroyed

Sisk's church and the Mayodan
United Methodist Church Members
of both congregations pledged to

rebuild and come back even stronger

"In the midst of this, there's not

lust the death of the building, but

there's the resurrection of our congre-

gation," said the Rev Doug Milter of

United Methodist

Residents said two smaller torna-

does swept across Mayodan and
apparently converged over the Mayo
River, producing one tornado that

gathered strength as it swept toward

Stoneville, less than 5 miles away
"It turned the sky greenish-brown.

It was the most peculiar thing I've

ever seen," said Sims Cromwell,
owner of a business between the two

towns.

Last Friday's tornado killed two
people in Stoneville, leaving much of

the business district in ruins and
closed to visitors because of potential

structural problems Duke Power said

about 1,500 customers in the area

remained without power Sunday.

EXTENDED FORECAST

Today Tuesday Wednesday

$ 9 $?
HK3H: 46 HIGH: 43 HK3H: 45

LOW: 20 LOW: 20 LOW: 31
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No board vote Rolling Stone to sponsor

on CATE guide milk mustache competition
By Jill Carroll

Collegian Staff

The Board of Higher Education
decided not to vole on the GoMM
And Teacher Evaluation (CATEl
guide last Tuesday, but it will be

debated through collective bargain-

ing.

The Board of Higher Education
decided not to \ote on the resolution

concerning the CATE guide at the

meeting

1 leanor Court. student representa-

tive to the Board of Higher
Education, said an official vote from
the Board does not directly affect

acceptance or rejection of the CATE
guide, but a vote of support would
have helped.

"A formal vote on the resolution

would have helped support it but

really has no effect on the collective

bargaining process," Court said.

However. Court fell there wasn't a

loss because the Board did not vote-

on the resolution.

"We didn't lose any ground bv Ml
taking an official vote." Court said.

The implementation of the CATE
guide, which would provide students

with information about courses and

teachers before enrolling, will be
decided through collective bargain-

ing

Collective bargaining is the con-

tract negotiation process that is a col-

laborate c- etlort between student rep
rescntatives. union and facultv mem-
bers.

If the CATE guide does not survive

collective bargaining Court feels

there are other avenues to get the

guide into publication.

"II it doesn't work through this

process we'll just do it through
another one." Court said.

According to Court if the CATE
guide is approved it may take a year

before it is implemented because the

collective bargaining process takes an

unknown amount of time

"Collective bargaining can take a

year to negotiate a contract so it's

hard to say when it would take effect

but it could be next fall," Court said

in an earlier interview

L inversus President. William
Bulger will also need to approve the

CATE guide in order for it to come
into being.

lames Carlin. Chairman of the

Board of Higher Education, could not

be reached for comment

By Jason Trenlde

Collegian Staff

Rock stars Eddie and Alex Van Halen won't be the only

ones sporting milk mustaches in Rolling Stone magazine
because from 12-2 p.m. today in the Franklin Dining
Common. I mversity of Massachusetts students will have

the oppurtunity lo be photographed with a white upper lip

for a chance to be featured in a milk mustache ad in a

future issue.

The photo contest is part of a national program, spon-

sored by the Milk Processor Education Program, whose
goal is to educate college-age men and women about the

health benefits of milk

The UMass finalist, selected by the milk advertising

agency, will be honored with their photo in the fXii/y

Collegian and posted on the national milk website at

www.whvmilk.com.
The winning individual will advance to the national

competition for the opportunity to be featured on the

ci.\ er of Rolling Storte.

The U.S. Department of Agricultural research found
eight out of ten college-age women, and more than half of

college-age men don't get enough calcium in their daily

diets In fact, studies have shown that students should be

drinking around 4-* cups of milk (2-5 pints) a day to

meet the daily requirements.

"There is a real calcium crisis on college campuses
across the country," Nancy Dell, a local registered dietit-

ian said. "Too many students are leaving calcium-rich

milk at home, not realizing their bones continue to grow

past their mid Wv and they need as much calcium now
as they did growing up." she said.

While students may leave milk at home with mom.
they're turning to nutrient-vacant drinks, such as soda

and coffee, at school

rding to the Milk Education Program. "65 percent

of college students surveyed, reported drinking sodas on a

regular basis, and they're downing an average of more
than a glass (9.8 ounces) each day*
The survey also revealed a national student body who

perceive themselves as healthy drinkers, but 14 percent

rated soda as the top beverage they "couldn't live without"

at school, while only 10 percent cited milk as the pre-

lum to MUK page 2

John Paul II visits

African countries
By Victor L. Simpson

Associated Press

ONtTSHA, Nigeria— Braving
sweltering heat. Pope |ohn Paul II

issued a powerful call

yesterday for change in

this country in the grip

>•) military rule, telling

Nigerian* to rid their

. ol "everything

that offends human
dignity or violates

human rights."

Hundreds of thousands

turned out for the

papal Mass in the

couni Roman
Catholic heartland, a

rare day of celebration

for a hard-pressed peo-

pie

The pope preached from an altar

beneath a thatched hut that faced a

red dustbowl and beatified a priest.

C vpnan Michael Iwene Tansi.

Since lohn Paul arrived Saturday

for a three-day visit, his message to

the military regime that seized power
in 194} coup has been strikingly

direct. The pope kept up the pressure

in yesterdav s Mass

"All Nigerians must work to rid

society of everything that offends the

dignity of the human person or vio

lates human rights.' he said. "This

means reconciling differences, over-

coming ethnic rivalries and injecting

honesty, efficieiicv jnd competence in

the art of governing."

Starting before dawn, hundreds of

thousands of people — on foot,

perched on motorbikes and crammed
into buses — converged on the Mass
site, an airfield on the outskirts i.t

Onitsha.

Pope John Paul II

with huge portraits of Tansi and the

pope, and blocked by a miles-long

traffic jam. In one battered old

Mercedes, a group of nuns stopped to

say some prayers and set out on foot

for the final leg of the

journey

One after another,

people praised the

pope and urged him to

help free their country

from the shackles of a

militarv junta that jails

its opponents, kills at

will and stifles opposi-

tion

"Mv prayers are that

he will bring us

peace." said 23-year-

old Lgwuanyi Evenin

who walked at least

10 miles with her father

to see the pope. "This is twice he

comes to Nigeria, that means he likes

the Nigerian people
"

Noting the military junta's promise

to hold elections later this year, lohn

Paul said "there was no place" for

abuse of power, misuse of authority,

or arbitrarily excluding individuals or

groups from politics

The promise of free elections has

been met by wide skepticism. The last

national elections, in 1993. were
voided by the military government
and the apparent winner. Moshood
Ahiola. was jailed and remains in cus-

tody.

lohn Paul flew here from Abuja.

the capital, his helicopter setting off

a swirl of red dust over well-wish-

ers. The 77-year-old pope, beset by

ailments in recent years, walked
slowly in the West African heal —
around 100 degrees — and 95-per-

cent humiditv. He looked tired, but

The road to the airport was lined smiled and waved to the crowd.

Welcome back!
CMJMNKOSrr COU1CUN

A snow plow moves newly fallen snow from the roof of the campus garage Sunday while students return

from their spring break

Willey defends letters to Clinton,

defends character on 60 Minutes
Claims press seeks to portray her as a "wacko"

Surgical robot used in

assisting military MD's
By Malcolm Rittor

Associated Press

By Kalpana Srinrvasan

Associated Press

WASHINGTON—Kathleen Willey

defended friendly letters she sent to

President Clinton after their meeting

at which she alleges he made a crude

sexual advance. She accused the
White House of trying to portray her

as a "wacko."

In an interview in the issue of

\cus\ifck on newsstands last

Monday. Mrs. Willey said by distrib-

uting the letters, which were friendly

in tone despite the encounter she

alleged, the White House was "trying

to make me look like a wacko."
Mrs. Willey also said there was

nothing improper about the letters,

which she portrayed as a way of try-

ing to secure a job. "I never hid
those letters. They were my way of

saying, Hello. I'm still out here. I

need a job," she said. "I had made a

decision that I was going to put that

incident behind me. I made that

choice, and I'm allowed to make that

choice."

In a dramatic television appear-

ance a week ago. Mrs. Willey told

CBS' "60 Minutes" that during the

\W*> visit. Clinton placed his hands

on her breasts, kissed her on the

mouth and placed her hand on his

genitals after she visited him to dis-

cuss her financial troubles.

Mrs. Willey said in the TV inter-

view she was so taken aback by the

advance that she wanted to slap

Clinton but pushed him away instead

and eventually left the office.

Starting two days later, Mrs.
Willey began a series of attempts to

get back in touch with Clinton.

Records released by the White
House last week showed Mrs.
Willey contacted Clinton's office on
Dec. 1 seeking to talk to the presi-

dent.

Time magazine reported Sunday
that a former confidante of Mrs.
Willey told the FBI that Mrs. Willey

faked a pregnancy in 1995 to seek

revenge on a boyfriend. According

to the Time on newsstands Monday,

the friend, lulie Steele, told investi-

gators Mrs. Willey urged her to go

along with the lie and tell the

boyfriend Mrs. WlDey had a miscar-

riage. Time reported, without identi-

fying its sources.

Ms. Steele also has claimed that

Mrs. Willey asked her to lie to a

reporter about the alleged Clinton

incident.

Mrs. Willey's lawyer Dan Oeckei

would not discuss the latest Time
report, which he said he had not

read. "I haven't seen it. and I'm not

going to dignify it," Gecker said

Sunday.

Meanwhile, book publisher Mike
Viner said on CNN's "Late Edition''

that he thought Mrs. Willey "shad-

ed" her version of events as she tried

to win a contract for a book on her

experiences.

Viner said he began talking with

Mrs. Willey's lawyer in early

lanuary, and at that time she was

"very much pro-Clinton." But this

later "changed a great deal to the

sort of Anita Hill-want-to-be that 1

saw on '60 Minutes
"

BETHESDA. Md— It looks like a

giant bionic fly that has found work
,i> ,i tailor.

It looms over a small table, moving
its black metal arms and silver pin-

cers quickly and silently. Elbows
spread wide and camera-lens eyes

unblinking, it deftly sews two rubber

hoses together.

About 12 feet away, Army Lt. Col.

Christoph Kaufmann leans forward

in his chair, peering down into a large

black box. Below, he holds scissorlike

handles at the end of two mechanical

,n ins He too makes sewing motions.

In fact, every move of his hands is

mimicked instantly by the bionic fly.

It's a little like that scene in "The

Wizard of Oz" when Toto pulls back

the curtain to reveal the real wizard.

And the reality here sounds just as

fantastic: The device Kaufmann is

demonstrating may one day let MsT-

geom behind the battle lines operate

on soldiers at the front.

The bionic fly is called TeSS, for

Telepresence Surgery System. The
Pentagon has spent about $3 million

for its development, and now it's

going to find out what TeSS can do.

Within the next few months.
Kaufmann and his military colleagues

at the Uniformed Services University

of the Health Sciences will start

putting it to the test, operating on
dummies, cadavers and anesthetized

animals. And in two or three years,

they'll have a better idea how useful

it could be on the battlefield.

The idea is to do surgery at the

front without putting surgeons in the

line of fire. Still, it's clear that TeSS
won't replace standard surgical care

behind the lines, said Kaufmann, a

trauma surgeon who sewed up sol-

diers in Operation Desert Storm.

Soldiers with simple wounds will

still wait to be evacuated. If an explo

sion blows away half a leg. a medic
will still apply a tourniquet and get

the soldier to human surgeons fast.

But on some future battlefield, a

soldier whose lung has collapsed
might be hustled into an armored
vehicle, where a surgeon-guided
robot slips a tube into his chest. His

buddy, whose face is so badly dam-
aged he can't breathe, might inhale

again after the robot cuts a hole in his

Turn to ROBOT, page 2
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News
Jackie Robinson web site

University of Massachusetts
history professor Ron Story has

received a $5,000 grant from
the Five College Multimedia
Access Project to develop a web
site based on materials from the

1996-1997 lackie Robinson
Initiative.

The (ackie Robinson Initiative

was a year-long interdisciplinary

program of courses, lectures,

and public events commemorat-
ing the 50th anniversary of

Robinson's breaking the color

barrier in Ma|or League Baseball.

The program was sponsored by
UMass' history, political science,

sport studies, and
Afro-American departments.

The web site will include
video clips of lectures from the

Initiative, interviews with
Robinson's family, photographs,

facsimiles of notable memorabil-

ia and original documents such

as original contracts

Story said by the end of 1998
he hopes to test the site in

UMass and high school classes

Public Health training

UMass Public Health and
Health Science professor Gary S

Moore is working with the

Massachusetts Association of

Health Boards (MAHB), a

statewide professional organiza-

tion to train board of health
members in Massachusetts on
the most current state laws and
regulations.

Moore has been working with

the MAHB for the past few years

to revise the guidebook that

contains critical information for

boards of health and has also

been conducting training and
certification programs for indi-

vidual board members
This training program is one

of the first of its kind in the
country and is being considered

as a national model Funding tor

the training and certification

programs is provided by a

Kellogg Foundation grant and
the Massachusetts Department
of Public Health

Symposium to honor retired

faculty member
The department of landscape

architecture and regional plan-

ning (LARP) at UMass will host

an international symposium on
land-use planning Saturday.

March 28. The symposium,
"Julius Fabos and the MET-
LAND," will recognize UMass
faculty member Fabos, who
retired last year after 34 years

with the department.

Fabos is a pioneer in the land-

scape planning field and estab-

lished the Metropolitan
Landscape Planning, (METLAND)
interdisciplinary research group
in 1970. The METLAND group
developed procedures for apply-

ing landscape planning princi-

ples to create sustainable land-

scapes The group also advances

the use of geographic informa-

tion system (CIS)

The day long symposium will

feature several department
alumni who were members of

the METLAND group at UMass.

Speakers announced for

History and Politics Lecture
Series

Writers from the New York

Timet and the Atlantic Monthly
will be featured in UMass'
Spring History and Politics

Lecture Series announced the

co-coordinators, political sci-

ence professor Jerome Mileur

and history professor Ron Story.

On Wed , March 25, Peter

Applebome, former national
education correspondent for the

New York Time* will present a

lecture based on his book,
"Dixie Rising How the South is

Shaping American Values,

Politics and Culture."

Applebome began working at

the New York Timet as a national

correspondent in 1986 and
became bureau chief in

Houston, and from 1989-94 he

was Southern bureau chief in

Atlanta Between 1994-98,
Applebome was chief national

education correspondent, cover-

ing both K-12 and higher edu-

cation He is now a reporter with

the newspaper's culture section

On Wed . April 22. Peter
Kaplan, contributing co-editor

of the Atlantic Monthly will speak

about, "Was Democracy lust a

Moment'" which appeared in

the December issue of the
Atlantic as part of its "Future of

Democracy" series

Both lectures tre in 601 Herter

Hall at 3 30 p m and are free

and open to the public

- News Brieh wot compiled by
Leigh faulkner

luweauiMMu

Well secured
Akiko Yamamoto a junior wildlife and fisheries conservation major works the security desk in Thatcher residence hall over break

Are you bored?

Have spare time?

Write for the

Daily Collegiaru...

woohoo...

milk robot

Student Affairs Special Services

and Undergraduate Registrar

Important Information for Seniors

•Commencement Program Listing*

The names that will be listed in the Undergraduate

Commencement Program book will be based on seniors of

record/class of 1998 as of Thursday. April 2. 1998.

Because of printing deadlines, names can not be added to the

i Program after that date. Please note, however, that if you are

f eligible to graduate, your graduation status is not affected even

if your name is not listed.

You must immediately contact a member of the "Senior Staff,

Undergraduate Registrar's Office (207 Whitmore, 5-0555) if:

ONE- you are unsure of your eligibility, have not declared a

major, and/or anticipate changing your date of graduation;

TWO- there was an error in the recent mailing from the

Registrar's Office concerning your diploma name and/or gradu-

ation date, and yon have not corrected it; -jr

THREE- you did not receive the mailing and are expecting to

have all degree requirements completed by May 24, or by

September 1.

The Undergraduate Commencement information brochure was

mailed at the end of February. If you did not receive one,

copies are available at the Registrar's Office and the Visitors

Center.

continued from poos I

fcrred beverage

Ironicalh according 10 Milk
Program studies, "70 percent of these

men and women
age choices are healthful while urvan

imously agreeing thai soda w.

good for v

\ mated options m» offer stu-

dent" an instant jolt, but cues* con-

sumption ol caffafna found in some
like soda and toffee, can

the body to lose calcium and
could lead to osteoporosis later in life

Students that drink the standard
requirement of milk dailv are also

less likely to gain the "freshman 15"

n than three in 10 collcy

dent" MQ they've gained weigl

N

thevve left home. "the Milk I ducatmn
Program Mated.

Workers at the "Milk there's
Your Mustache''" booth will be avail-

able at Franklin Dining Hall to

answer questions and to photograph

student" with their personal milk

Mtedm

WRTTE FOR NEWS-
TODAY. TOMORROW,

next week, next year, next

month, next century, next

spring, next winter, next

fall next summer...uh

there is no

COLLEGIAN
in the summer BUT hey, if

your motivatecLWRrTE!!

conNnuad from poga I

throat.

Some future version of TeSS might

help a medic put packing in a npped-

open abdomen to control bleeding, or

put a large intravenous line into a sol-

n because hi" arms are too

badly burned for a regular W
I
hunch of injured soldiers are

m mated by unknown chemical

or biological weapons. Or a soldier is

wounded by an uncxplodcd shell that

ike ,i K«.>b> trap in his bodv

"I think it would be more appropri-

ate to save a surgeon and put a

machine at risk." kaufmann said

None ol this i« will happen anytime

MM It could take live \ears to 10

years, kaufmann "aid

Mil! .mazing, said his col-

league l>r David Burns | sen with a

leas advanced version, "I've operated

on a pig three stories down in a park-

ing lot I would sew his gut together

just as well as if I were standing

Ic it."

II \ou peer down into kaufmann s

black box. grab the scissorlike han-

md give TeSS a test driv.

OukU) "tart believing you're wielding

pfeasan pawnta. it's like you're

working with two pairs of longs at a

barbecue grill.

You sec the pincers on a TV
screen, but they appear in three

dimensions because of glasses you
wear. The pincers respond instantly

M \our hand motions, and open or

doM when you manipulate the han-

dles But most startlingly. you feel

what thev feel. When a pincer bumps
something or pulls the surgical thread

taut, you sense the resistance.

The illusion is powerful. Recently,

when a reporter tried his hand at

operating TeSS. kaufmann put a nee-

KlaWAKI) SSS
far

i 8/77/87

ttNMMPmma
Uteri lartaf ifttr

ritfl

wrtt sates ass rtscat

Call 508-362-4804 Barbara or Dennis

FAX 508-382-7978, e-mail barprentcapecod.net

website htip: wwvv.capecod.net -bprentJc

die in one of the pincers and pushed

it toward the robot. The reporter

jumped back from the box to avoid

getting jabbed Ol course, the needle

was nowhere near.

TeSS works through a computer

that monitors the operator's move-

ments and sends commands lo 28

electric motors in the robot TeSS is

ncc ted to the computer and the

black box by a bundle of cables that's

as thick as kaufmann s w

And that illustrates a big problem

with taking a robot surgeon into the

battlefield Huge amounts of data

have to be slushed back and forth

without delav between the robot and

the human surgeon. Cables obviously

can't be used in battle, and trying to

send this data torrent by present-day

radio links would be like running a

four-lane freeway into a two-lane

bridge

fcchnological tricks might over-

COM that, but there are other con-

cern* \Nhat if the enemy jams the

signal during surgery ? Or what if the

robot malfunctions?

Burri" MMgWCtl that improved
training for medics might be a better

investment than robot surgeons. He
warns that if robot surgeons are

deployed, training for medu*
shouldn't be slighted. When the tech-

nology breaks down. Burris said,

there's a 19-year-old medic on the

ground. "If he's well trained, (he)

might be able to save the life ol his

buddy. If he's not well trained, he

might watch his buddy df

In any case, the first and most
widespread uses for machines like

TeSS may be far from battlctu

Civilian "urgeons might rehearse

operations with such a device, pro-

grammed to mimic particular

patients, kaufmann said. If real oper-

ations were done through a TeSS-like

device, it could be set to keep the M
geon out of dangerous territory. Ot it

could give a surgeon the equivalent of

extremely tiny hands for delicate

surgery, by greatly magnifying the

surgeon's view while scaling down his

motions

Already, in Kurope. a few patients

have been operated on with a remote-

control surgery device that works
through lubes inserted through small

holes in the bodv.

1-BOO-COLLECT RECREATIONAL SPORTS
""'""'>»

Sftft

Officials Needed:

Softball Clinics V/UUW6

(o -in Soccef Clinics . ...ViUWfi

Vollfybill Spill Wl

hllW-MiloitiinlidllKJliOlri

SIGN UP TODAYI

U Mass Amherst
Remember, you can receive $9 in collect calls, visit www.1800C0LLECT.com
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Netanyahu and cabinet

reject key peace clause

from the United States
By Donna Harmon
Associated Press

Spring?
A iign outside Stockbridoe Hall reminds students to "Think Spring" even though Mother Nature tells us otherwise

JERUSALEM— Israel rejected

on yesterday a key element of a

new U.S. initiative intended to

break a stalemate in Israeli-

Palestinian peace
talks.

Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu
and his Cabinet
ministers unanimous-

ly opposed a report-

ed American propos-

al calling for an
Israeli withdrawal
from another 15
percent of the Waal
Bank. Cabinet
Secretary Danny
Naveh said

"This figure which
has been mentioned in the news
media. 15 percent, is unaccept-

able, and... damaging to the

security interests of the state of

Israel," Naveh told reporters.

Netanyahu's adviser David Bar-

lllan said Washington had not

\ei submitted the proposal to

Israel, but "because it has been

advertised from American source--

and has not been denied" iMMl
assumes the reports are true

Netanyahu telephoned President

Clinton on Thursday and
Saturday and told him the impo-

sition of anv percentage would
be a breach of a written promise

made by the Clinton admintMrd
tion that Israel alone would
decide the extent of the with

drawals, Bar Ulan told The
Associated Press.

That promise was made in a

letter from then Secretary of

State Warren Christopher, which
accompanied the l«WO agreement

on Israeli withdrawal in the West
Bank town of Hebron, Bar Ulan

said. Both the Palestinians and
Israelis have expressed reserva-

tions about the U.S. plan, which
calls for Israel to withdraw
troops in phases from about 1

5

percent of the West
Bank in exchange
for a Palestinian
crackdown on
Islamic militants.

U.S. envoy Dennis

Ross is to visit

Israel and the

Palestinian areas

later this week to

discuss the initia-

tive

Secretary of State

Madeleine Albright

called Palestinian
Pnme Minster Netanyahu

|e,der YaMer Araf„
on Saturday to discuss the stalled

peace talks. Planning Minister

Nabil Shaath said he was not

sure it the Palestinians would
accept the U.S. initiative but

acknowledged that it could be

"the last chance to put this

peace process back on track
"

The Palestinians, who have full

or partial control of 27 percent

ol the West Bank, had hoped to

gain control over more.

Netanyahu reportedly wrote
Clinton last week that the scope

of the withdrawal proposed by

i he Lnited Stales would compro-
mise Israel's sccuntv

He also called Clinton twice

requesting that the I I

administration delay publicizing

the initiative, the daily Yediol
Ah runot said.

The two leaders agreed that

the L nited States would not pub-

lish the initiative before the Ross
wmi the newspaper said

'Living wage* bill proposed
By Michelle Locke

Associated Press

OAKI WD Culil - Truclla Ann
M.i.iiland sees a pcopoaad "living

wage" ordinance that would require

companies doing business with the

tin iii p.i\ $J< an hour as a stepping

stone to h.

"A pcr-on making the minimum
wage cannot survive," the home
health care worker <aid "It would
give them an incentive to work a lit-

tle harder. It would give them an

incentive lo gel up in the morning
"

But small-business owner Ana
Chretien believes the measure
would keep companies from moving

juggling Oakland
,i Km ncople of! and Hi

not good lor business rfk] said.

The Cm Council is due to vote

on the proposal List Tuesday night.

If the ordinance pMMI .is expected

it was approved 4-0 at a commit-

tee hearing earlier this month —
Oakland will become the l^th juris

n to set a minimum wage for

sompanies that do its

Oakland's will be one of the

strongest The measure would set a

minimum wage of $8 with benefits.

I without, tor companies or

organizations — including nonpiotit

— that have either a service contract

of at least $25,000 or get $100,000

in subndkl Ol tax breaks

I he current federal minimum
wage is $5 I 5 an hour

"\\ hat in If is the mote

rcient ordinances are getting

stronger and stronger as we get

more experience working with lis

ing wage poll iid Brian
kettenring. an Oakland organizer

with the Association for Communitv
Organi/at: low. Of

U ORN, which lobbied lor the new
rules

Although the ordinance
expected to allect only about 500 to

100 workers Kettenring calls it "a

step in the right direction that helps

to address poverty ! I he
level

"

Chamhi nmerce publu
policy manager Barbara Leslie said

the chamber is lobbying the council

to take more time to analwc the

ordinance and consider allowing

more exceptions

Business olliiials worn that the

ordinance in its present loim will

hurt efforts to recruit new business

M to town iusf as Oakland is begin-

ning to recover from the triple

whammy of a l*J89 earthquake, the

earfj '00i California recession and

the |swi Oakland Hills fire.

"This seems like a crucial

moment in Oakland's future

growth." Ms. Leslie said.

Mark Wcishiot who ha* studied

the effects u l the lirst II

ordinance, enacted in Ba
MS14 ,,,,j th.se BOMMRH probably

aren't hiatifled
"There was no evidence that

businesses responded negatively."

said Weisbrot. a research director

with the Washington. D C -based

Preamble Center, which studie

nomic issues

the front lines ol the debate,

M> Chretien, who has run ABC
Securitv Service lor It years, cur

rently pays employees St*

hour. If the ordinance passes she

plans ti> drop her IXUMItl providing

security guards at Cits. Hall, a lots of

about $550,000 a year.

"It's a good contract: I've had it

since 1 *a7ex But like any business

you gain some and you lose some."

-he said. "II I drop that contract,

some people in Oakland, thev re noi

going Hi have that job
"

Ms Mdarland. who tanu
$5.55 an hour taking care of her ail

ing 75-year-old mother doesn't

expect to directly benefit because
she - paid hv a HMBt) ;igency

Survey finds half ofprobationers

used drugs while committing crimes
By Michael J. SniHen

Associated Press

\v \MIIV,U»\ Mmaal half the men and women on

probation in the L nited States were under the influence of

i or drugs when they committed their crimes, the

Kttee Department said Sunday The first national survey

.ducted for the Bureau of I

Statistics found that 4b H percent of probationers had

used either alcohol drug or both at the lime of their

*as lower than use among incarcerated criminals

at the time of th onong )ail inmates. 60 per-

cent had used alcohol, drugs or both when they commit-

ted iheii stimc«: among state prison inmates, the figure

•
J percent

XLnhol lonsumption was more prevalent than use of

iHegal drugs.

I
• ihationers. 40 percent had consumed alcohol

when Ihey committed their crimes and 14 percent used

drugs Probationers who used alcohol along with drugs

anted in both the separate alcohol and drug per-

centages, which accounts tor those two figures totaling

nan the combined percentage.

The number ol probationers consuming alcohol at the

time of their offense was lomparable to that of jail

inmates. 41 percent, but higher than that of state prison

J percent

Bui drug use hv probationer* during their crime was far

below the figures fof jail inmates. 52 percent, ot state

prisoners. 56 percent.

The most commonly used drug was marijuana Among
all

probationers. 67 percent said they had used marijuana

or hashish ai least once in their lives. 5 1 percent had used

crack or other tonus ut eecaine. 25 percent had taken

stimulants. 20 percent hallucinogens. 15 pel cent barbitu-

rates and 8 percent heroin or other opiates.

Among all probationers. 55 percent admitted they had

ai least once consumed as much as a fifth of a gallon of

alcohol in one day That's the equivalent of 20 drinks of

liquor, three «is-packs of beer or three bottles of wine

Slightly more than half of all probationers said they had

been involved in a domestic dispute while under the influ-

ence of alcohol, drugs or both at some time in their lives.

Sixtv lour percent admitted driving a vehicle under the

influence of cither or both

rding lo the most recent data, there were nearly

5.2 million adults on probation as of Dec. 51. 1996 —
double the 1 .6 million adults incarcerated.

Probation is used as a lesser penally than imprison-

ment, for less serious crimes or criminals with no or few

prior convictions Vers rarely does a sentence in such

cases include prison time followed by probation.

Think working for a retail company is limited to the view from behind the cash register' Think again

At TJ Mao/Marshalls we're talking corporate careers full of ever-changing and challenging

responsibilities You see. we're shattering the myth of what working for a retail company is all about

We know you want to step into an industry leader make mutti million dollar decisions and impact a

company s profitability right from the start In our Corporate Executive Training Program you will

Our Corporate fjecutive Training Program is a well-defined corporate career path that will prepare you to

become a Buyer or Merchandise Planning Manager You see when it comes to corporate careers, we believe

we have what you're looking tor

We'll be conducting on-campus interviews

Wednesday, March 25th

For more information visit your Career Services Office.

It unable to attend candidates should forward their resumes to College Recruiter, T J Mao/Marshalls

Oept CR 98 770 Cochituate Road Framingham MA 01701 FAX (508) 390-2650 E-mail

|obs@TJX com (please do not send attachments) Visit our website wwwTIX.com

TfrfTKW, X!*If 1 IX ( I IMr\ Mf.\ IM

.

/Marshall's

C Th* TJX Ccmparvat in.- I9W
We: are an equet opportunity •mptoyw committed lo workforce dtvenrfy
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Ashes to ashes
The death of Andrew B. Sala

of Mendon, who died hrfl

weeks ago, has sel me to

thinking about how we — as
humans — deal with death. More to

the point, it has gotten me to rethink

the whole concept of burial.

I ma> come off as cold and cal-

lous, maybe I'm a heretic lor saying

so, but I think burial is a wasteful

practice which
serves no purpose.

I see it as the final,

desperate attempt

h> people to hold

on to their identi-

ties. A desperate
attempt which ulti-

mately fail*.

Remember lack

i r«*y? He
killed hmivcll hv

jumping out
ruont l»H in |U\
a couple of years

ago. I'm sure he
has a grave some- I 'mi

I

place, but he is aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaai

already being forgotten by u>. hi- fel-

low students. Soon enough he will

become obscure trivia. It is likely

Sala also has a grave someplace. And
while he is fresh in our minds, and
in many of our hearts, the odds are

good that he will also be forgotten

b> many students in a couple ol

slopped, because there is no end to

the amount of people who will die II

»i- keep burying them, we'll eventu-

ally run ourselves right out of town.

Our minds and hearts are the only

real tombs for our loved ones. These

are their final resting place*.

Two ol mv grandparents have
been buried while I've been alive.

Before they were even cold, the

wheels were >ci in

notion lor their

wakes and subse-

quent burials. It

was as if an altcr-

native was never
considered.

I suppose it may
have been their ij-i

request, their will,

10 be buried
Maybe it was based

on their spiritual

beliefs. But what-

ever the rea-on. I

think they should

have been cremat-

ed instead.

liav.

This w ho4e business of i

tang has got to atop.

When I go to graveyards. I see

row upon row of forgotten grave*.

They look nice in movies, and serve

as powerful settings for sad charac-

ters to return to at poignant
moments. But in reality these dispos-

al yards must not be romanticized

Thev are a cancer which must be

rhis whole idea of death being a

ritualistic thing, which requires all

sorts of established pomp and cit

cumstance must be overcome. I

mean, what's the point ol tossing

their bodies six leei under and then

carving their names on a slab of

-Oaves and gravestones are only

good for drunk teens and pre teens

ash bottles off of or pits on
while they're drinking in the cernc-

Ma> be il the name rhymes with

something humorous or grotesque
these kids can incorporate it into a

joke

I loved my two grandmothers, but

I also loved my dog. My dog was
cremated before I even had a chance

to throw his old water bowl away.

He has no grave, he is gone and will

be forgotten by the world.

What makes one more important

than the other?

Not to disrespect the memories of

my grandmothers, but right now
they and my dog are of equal
stature. They are all gone, they are

all just memories. Memories which
will fade away.

We have to give up the ghosts of

our loved ones. We have to give up
building monuments to their

demise.

I mean, let's face it. our names
and faces and accomplishments will

not live on — unless, of course,

people see it fit to keep us alive in

their thoughts.

At best, graveyards are like a pic-

ture. But I was under the impression

that art was meant to add to life,

-not stifle it

*Ashes to ashes," a phrase from
my (former) religion went.
Vcordingl). we should just admit
the true nature of our existence, and
have ourselves burned and our
ashes scattered in the wind.

I nearly suggested we should use

our bodies as fertilizer, fish food or

fuel; but we all eat so much crap
that we'd probably only poison our-

selves and future generations.

Using land for living is better

than using land for dying. All the

land we use for graveyards could be

open space. Or. at the very least,

housing. Either of those would add
to the human experience.

I mean, junkyards are inevitable— but these sprawling, egocentric

death-yards? Do people need to

hold onto their identities so badry?

Paul Hayes is a Collegian staff

member

Protesting activism
I

am not an activist I have never

been an activist, and I don't plan

on becoming an activist at assj

tune in the near future I don't vote

for many things. I don't claim to have

super-important belief that

requires me to rally with my fellow

brothers and titans in my "cause."

Sure. I believe in

the standards. I'm

racism. *ev
, all of your basic

-isms. But beyond
that there isn't much
that inspires me to

rally around a micro-

phone and shout my
thoughts for all to

hear I spend my
days -kipping
around this campus,

attending classes,

writing papers, lak

ing exams, and
frankly. I don't have

much time to spend
on the steps of the student union try-

ing to change the world.

But. no matter how apathetic I pro-

fess myself to be. there is always some
schmuck coming out of the woodwork
trying to get me to vote for this or

that, sign a petition, join a group or

get involved in some respect, when all

I really want to do is get a little piece

of paper that says I have some sort of

degree. If I feel the need to join a

struggle it won't be because some
lime-green flyer on a bulletin board

convinced me to do so.

It is my personal opinion that the

activism on this campus has gone the

way of "political correctness" and got

ten just a tad out of control. There
seem to he no limits any more
before I have even member of ( .1 1

)

ready to hang me from the nearest

tree, let me -.n this Some people have

real issues. I'll give them that. Issues

that demand a rally, a microphone,
maybe even some protest fryers. Some
"causes* however, remain question-

able

I think that most of you out there

can recall the "S»ve Our Beer" rallies

of last semester As ewe-insptring and
powerful as the sight of a couple hun-

dred plaid shirt

and white-hat- clad

students chanting
"Save our beer, save

our beer'" i-. -hiv

ers raced down tnv

spine As much as I

truly wanted to fight

for this cause and
join my fellow

"beer-savers." the

-warm ol two hun-

dred students con

fronted with the

threat of (gasp! ) los-

ing their beer was
not a crowd that I

aasaBBBBBaBBBBsas wanted to put my
phv-ical person in the middle of.

Then there is the case of the ailing

SCA election- Personally. I shy away
from the three-letter organizations,

simply because they don't seem to like

non-activists like myself very much. I

was thinking about voting, reallv I

>v. i- I mil the week before elections,

when I saw a poster that was using the

characters of "South Park" as an also-

ii"ii -trategy. "Keniu >te for

so-and-so" the sign read, with a

drawing of Kenny underneath it.

Yeah, right Nice trv. but pop culture

isn't going to make me rush to the

pollv

If someone tried to address me in

an intellectual manner, then maybe I

would feel obliged to march to the

I > i or wherever they hold the elec-

tions these days, and put in my
two-cent- worth. But I'm not even
going to bother if the catchiest things

Doonesbury

they can come up with arc cheesy slo-

gans and a cartoon character that

swears to display on posters all over

campus.

Personally, I am upset at the fla-

grant waste of paper that these causes

ha*e resulted in. I'm ready to start my
own cause and pit MassPIRC against

the SCiA in an all out war over the

slaughter of trees and the use of poi-

sonous inks in campaigning. In fact. 1

really would do that, if I were an
activist, which I have already said I

am not.

I have no opinion on the smoking
in Amherst bars. I am not going

to stake myself out in front of
Delano's with a mouthful of ciga-

rettes and a picket sign that reads

"Save our Butts." Then again. I real-

ize the ban as the oxymoron that it is.

If I'm going to go in and destroy my
liver, might as well take my lungs too.

Either way. people are going to be
forced to deal with it. Whining isn't

going to help. Neither will a protest.

People are apparently willing to

rally around anything these days. We
even had a protest to protest the ban
on protests, ah. er. or something like

that. But. alas. I wasn't at that one
either

So, the UMass community will

have to survive without my opinion

on the ever-important issues. I think

thcv'll do just fine. My voice won't be

heard among the masses, chanting
things like "Hey. ho. we're GEO!"
And unless there is another war
equivalent to the Vietnam War any-

time soon, there will be no love-ins

for me. I'm just trying to get myself

an education. I have enough trouble

fighting through the masses to get

into the buildings on campus — I

don't think I'll be joining their rallies

any time soon.

Eha Allen is a Collegian colum-
nist.
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I slept with the president
u
S

o. how was your break?" a

monotonous voice echoing

from a nameless face asks

for the umpteenth time
todav

With three years
i puny;

break depression under my belt im
response breaches that incornprchensi

ble gap between
thought and speech

in a flash.

"Ah. not bad." I

reply. "Cot some
rest, did some laun-

dry, saw MM
friends from home,
slept with the presi-

dent, you know, the

My t-rst two
spring breaks were
highlighted by crash-

ing on my parents

couch watching
"Law and Order"
reruns while trying •Ms"tTa*BB"Pa*tMI

to ingest s box of every Hostess snack

cake on the market. Last year's break

was spent in that Shangrila of MVMJ
break lure. Pittsburgh. Pa., watching

our beloved Minutcmen fall handily to

Louisville in The Big Dance I returned

home only to fall into another round of

couch dwelling, rerun watching and
Hostess snack cake gorging..

This year I was prepared Better yet.

I had a plan.

The agenda was simple: find a job.

How hard could that be
-

'
I had some

interviews. I had some connections. I

even had the token interview suit

With a few handshakes and smiles, a

new apartment, a new car. in short, a

new life would be mine, little did I

know, none of this would matter

Before embarking on three days of

a»*«r<a»v^»»wc\* Iff
'©096

L hris M.mim

hjck ft) IvKk to back interview hell. I

was off to Washington D i

friend from home in hopes of forging

some sort of spring break excitement

While deftly manuvering mv |v»g7

mo-tlv blue Dodge Shadow among
bumper to -bumper Beltway beauro-

crats. my future was revealed via the

urgent voice of AM
radio Yet another

woman claims to

have been violated

bv the president

It seemed as

(hough there was a

way to combine
some spring break

fun with a

much-needed job

search and still man-
age to come out on
top In fact I

wouldn t be (he ftr-t

one to do it.

Do you want^™™™™ fame? Do you want
fortune? Forget pining over the perfect

resume forget that interview with

your father's lawyer's girlfriend's little

brother who knows a guy that has a

friend... Forget it. just sleep with the

president — or at least say you did

Mv mind i- incrediblv numbed hv

the recent flurry of allegation-

However, (his last helping of "he said

she said" lakes the cake.

Kathleen W'illcy claims President

Clinton made a sexual advance in

199V She tells one story to her lawyer

(hen change* her lune in a conversa-

tion regarding a six figure book deal

with publisher Michael Viner
Conveniently, some claim thai Willev

boasts a six figure debt adding fuel to

the testimonies and news reports

across the nation. Various friends and

foes add their two cent-, the media

coverage snowballs and the public i-

Icf t not knowing who to believe

But they would believe M I was in

town vi-uing with friends at

Georgetown over break. My friend's

roommate was a Congressional tntcm

who showed us around the hill — he
probablv know- *omc -ha.lv intern

with an overt political agenda that

could fabricate a storv worthy of a

C NN mention i if not a Washington
Piist sidebar).

What - more I would he the first

man to come forward knocking the lop

off the scadal meter (hat would
assuredly gaurantee a made for I \

movie deal.

That's not to say that Clinton i*

either innocent or guilty Thai* not to

say that his predecessor* in the W hite

llou-e have not had their -hare of

affair-, public or private (I'm sunt vou
.11 heard (he I I K defSM
VJI of that is beside the point In

lad ihcrc i- so much mud flying

around (he media we II nev ci know the

truth

The icing 00 (he cake is the fact that

each time another woman comes for-

ward. Clinton's approval rating rises. In

the da\- lollowing Willev s claim, the

president * rating rose four percent.

I lev eve-n it mv -lory never gamer-
fame or fortune, even if I have lo don
(he interview sun and low the line like

cvervone else, mavbc the rise in the

ni * appioval rating stemming
from my allegations will further cement
his control of the nation, thus solidify-

ing our great nation for a low mure
month-
Now (hat's a spring break ac

.

plishment

Chris Siamm is a Collegian (a*Ma>
>u\t
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Our thanks to 6,500 students who spent spring break building homes with families in need.

Maxwell House" is proud to have sponsored the Collegiate Challenge: Spring Break 1998 and

is grateful to everyone who participated. We're also excited to be building another 100

homes in 100 weeks with Habitat for Humanity through Build a Home America. But none of

it would be possible without volunteers like you. So, thanks for working so hard over your

vacation. We know hundreds of families that are certainly glad you did.
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Grammy can't save Colvin Tale of the two DiCaprios
Young star upstaged by veterans in Iron Mask remake

By Bryan McAllister

Collegian Star!

coumiy miumohi
Shawn Colvin, hot off the Grammies, gave a cold Hofyoke performance March 1 2.

By Anno radar ond Kevin rAonohon

ColeoKmStof

jnOWfl CflfWI

Chapn Auditorium—Ml Horyokm

Conaoe
Mor T2

A large cloud of estrogen pawed
over Chapin Auditorium at Mount
Holyoke College on the night of
Thurs. March. 12 as multi-Grammy
award winner Shawn Colvin per-

formed her own brand of cookie-cut-

ter formula folk for the VH-I crowd
Colvin's solo acoustic performance
displayed her above average guitar

slula, and excellent vocal abduies. but

left «uu.h to be desired.

: terrain for her special

Ittdl
~

Colvin took the stage some two
hours after the scheduled start of the

show, due to two unexpected opening

acts and a backstage injury which did

more harm to her guitar than herself.

Borrowing an instrument from opener

Ana Egge. Colvin appeared on stage

dressed in sackcloth, bulging »uh
motherhood, and armed with it hand-

made acoustic

Cofvin went for neither quantity nor

quality, performing unit tew of her

bland songs. mo-tlc from her latest

album A Feu Small Repair*, and nil

ing her set with long diatribes about

pregnancy, guitars. Grammies. and
meeting Bob Pylan hventually the

audience forgot whether she was there

to sing songs or do a stand-up rou-

tine

As Colvin performed even her most

popular songs the crowd looked as

though they were anesthefrzed What
little audience vibe there Ml to speak

of came only twice dunng the show

when Colvin entered, and when she

exited

in > themes range from love,

pain. love, flow happineaa.

love. loss, and the mother of all -Itch

c* "true love " Certainly on an ego trip

after winning the lop Grammies this

year. Colvin felt as if she could walk

through her set. and her not even

remembering the name of her opening

act came across a* a bu hiichv

ess has come at the right time

for CoKin. with the success of more
talented solo female jrii-i- which is

the current phenomenon in the musk
industry today To >«> that Colvin*

performance was a disappointment is

an understatement Ixpecting her

to carry her and riding the >*»ve

of her recent Grammy win. Colvin

cannot hide the fact that her act fa cof-

fee slv

teuri/ed (or easy digestion

THE MAN IN THE IRON MASK
Directed by Randall Wallace

wiffi Leonardo OiCoprio, John Malkovich. Jeremy Irons

Playing at Hampshire Six Theaters

Trumpets fldic. kings sneer, und Gerard Depardicu
flu i- with a plethora of young women it can only he a

"JO s tfWtioa of I swashbuckling adventure, the classic

Dumas talc of revenge and redemption in beauty enrap-

tured funic, d PMMWM ago SurptismgH though Hie

Stan in the Iran Metal MtolN through Us rich, twisting

stoi> with mom superficial attempts at thrills and emo-
tion. Even Leonardo DiCaprio. the film's sole money
making luctot. is ptvan little to do in a dual role.

The film looks outstanding, however Cascading loun-

tains and perfectly cui graaaarj Ian the oataUrei of the

y lies set. where nearly all of the movie s auion takes

place. Equally affective arc the moody gray dungeons
and murkv waters of the palace's luwer levels Bui eanij

thing else, down to the charged music score and
notion tight scenes, suggests j level of entertain-

ment m ned by today's action movies than

ciaacks of old films and n< i

This creates a problem, considering we have a very lit

eral. and very layered dot the | ) kuling I

is the ruthless king I nail \l\ (DK aprto), who not only

treats his people poorly and threatens to shoot down
evolutionary attempts, but lake: after beautiful

young women, only lo discard them in the morning He
scion sets his rto upon Christine a young peasant

engaged to an ambitious loafMH Raoul Immediately

I outs devises a plan to send Raoul to war and get him

killed in battle, and then seduces Christine with sweet
Is of comfort

Raoul was the son of the aging musketeer Athoa tlohn

Maluvvkhi hi Mhos, this i. the last straw in a series of

despotic actions by louts He gathers his fellow muske-

teers (Icremy Irons and Depardicu) in a plan to overtake

the king and bring lorth a true leader, a twin-brother

prisoner confined in a hideous iron mask, also played by

Theie are a lew other subplots, and inanv good char*

icn/atioiis Of parliculai weight is lhc snuggle that the

king's top man. a former musketcct plased bv t.uhncl

ByrM, goes through between his lovaliv to I lacn

and the revolution that must inevitably come And lhc

Man in tin Iron Mask, is at its best when ii let!

Malkovich and Irons do a lililc acting, » lets IVpaidicu

do a little fumbling, even if halt the time vou cun'i toll

what he s laying It's tunny anyway, but these moments

aie tew and jumbled I he screenplay, bv Randall

Wallace who ai i is bland, overlong anJ

done "I can't offer you riches " pleads Raoul to Christine

eatlv m the film "But I can otter vou my heart," Please.

For a movie promising big tights jnd great adventure,

there's a little loo much talking

Wallace wiotc Uratrhtart, and vou can see some

laiities here with that superb lilrn he loves to dress up

his t funic lcr» and then thiow them into courage toting

situations L nlortunalelv, Wallace didn't learn muJi

front Mel Gibson and makes a less-than tnspkioui

ducctorial debut Scenes never lag but they never quiie

pack the necessary punch, aM
I mil the end. that is Many MnffM will he revealed

and luckilv to the credit of Irons. Malkovich. and I

you'll still be around to care That ending also has the

teuding. a prince and pauper iwi

works best in a haunting ballroom Kane where the mu-
> tool I ouis bv making him think the man in the

iron mask is all around htm II only Wallace could have

dared to shoot the rest of the picture like this, but he's

too hesitant Evan the turn the tables touMng ending

plods along like a meal with too many aoajraai I he

rt may be sweet, but by the time vou get theie

you re already full

As for the tw, •*. both are at the (unction of

ttpt. Those looking for a tree spirited Leonardo a la

titanic will be disappointed His king is quite good at

looking arrogant —and his prisoner equally good at look-

ing naive —but not much else. The camera loves him

though, and he somehow even manages to make the king

likable Overall, although not entirely his fault, the dual

performance is perfunctory, glossy and overmatched. As

is the movie itself — The Man in the Iron Musk: wields a

big sword but walks loo softly C

Portishead works its stage charm
By Kevin Monohon
Coleoion Staff

I video proftctJoM of

ig in the band's home-

--^• -L 1"w nsneoo
The Palladium—Worcester

Mar 14

The element of performance is something sadly

missing from most concerts as of late. Bands get up on
stage, play their songs and say goodbye as they leave,

which is all well and good. But a band actually putting

on a show for its audience is risky.

The theatrics of the performance can either add to

or detract from the music. The latter of which is what

the fans come to see. For those lucky enough to be in

attendance at the Palladium on the first Saturday of

spring break, British trip-hop pioneers Portishead

pushed all the right buttons, captivating its audience

with spectacle without being overly theatrical.

To see a band with a sound as intricate as

Portishead'? recreate their material live is a marvel in

and of itself Guitars and drums join forces with

upright basses, electric basses, keyboards, sequencers

and a tirade of turntables creating a cacophonic
orchestra that is beautifully melodic and wildly chaot-

ic.

The opening D|'s set was entertaining despite the

fact that it went on too long though it served as an

introduction for what was to follow. The last few min-

traffic in the I k eventually

town —Portishi

Opening up with "Numb the first track of I

Dummy, band mem bets Bcih Gibbons. Caofl Barrow,

Adrian I tely and Have \UHonald immediately com
manded attention Creating an aesthetically beautiful

atmosphere. Portishead gave the audience something

to look at as well as something to listen to. utilizing

the projection screen, saturate colors jnd the trij

lighting effect! this ' nk llovd But what took

center stage was the music

Beth Gibbons' amazing vocal range was the Ml

the show, ranging from smoothly serene to ccrchrally

spooky The songs performed were an even nn\ from

Dummy and 1997*1 sell titled masterpiece
head, including "Cowboys." "Mourning

'dor) Box" and a new rendition of the |s)*J4 radio hit

"Sour limes " which was almost unrecognizable at

fast due to the licrccly raucous w.iv in which it was

performed

.

Gibbons' nervous stage presence radiated a cute shy-

ness that was both engaging and endearing. She said

few words to the audience and spent much of the time

that she was not singing turned away from the crowd.

It is truly unfortunate that Portishead'- tour is piny.

ing so few dates, becaoas this is a hand worth traveling

to see. and you can be assured, they will make it worth

your while

COUrrtW f4KAMOUNT WCTUW5

Leonardo DiCaprio headlines The Man in the Iron Mask, but the star won't be present at tonight's Academy
Awards.
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I write for arts
it's that simple

Tired of fun?.

people inerested in-

writing for Arts &

Living should

come down to the

Collegian in the

basement of the

Campus Center,

andtalktoSeema,

or call 545-3500.

Back to Business

See Harlow

Property for next

semeter's HSG

Harlow Property

73 Main St.

256-3442

tournament
continued from page 10

tnananj, didn't disappear in Atlanta
In fat, <hc mashes grew loudci And
the skepticism that haunted this

I Mass team at the start ol th

— broken up by a brief spell of opti-
mism in lebruaiy CMM back in

full force b\ -cu-on- end None of
the things the Minutemen rroaj,
plished ihis season - the 21 wins,
w iiiiiing .11 Rhode Island and Xavict.
teaching as high as No I # in the AP
Poll, seemed to count as much as the
way it ended

Bitterly

ll s haid to see Saint I (Mtil lor
what it was — a scrappy, balanced
team with a budding -upei-tai In

Larry Hughes because it's Saint
louis ant CUcd) I basketball pow-
erhouse. We heie in \mhct-l like to

think out boys are such a powci-
house and it vou ask. we'll show vou
the banners hanging up over center
court at the William D Mullins
Center. And basketball powerhouses
don't shoot 24 pcicent in the Si \ \

tournament 01 loH in the tiist round
to teams named the 'Billikens

Bui the Minutemen did. and
capped off the want Match
ketball played by a L Mass team in a

men 's hoop

very long time in the process. The
game liself — a 1 1 4o linal — was as

ugly as you'll get in the NCAA tour-

nament, and the only excuse anyone
could hold onto the thought that

maybe just maybe. Saint 1 ouis was a
sleeper - was squashed two days
later when the Hillikens found them
scl.es down to Kentucky "Set I I in

the tiisi lull

I here were sonic bright spots In
l Mass Sophomore forward Mike-

Babul did an exceptional job on
Hughes defensively, and Tyrone
Weeks grabbed lb rebounds in his

final game in a Massachusetts uni

lorm

And there were plenty of teams
that ended the season more dkap
pointed than UMass. Ole Miss
Clemson and South Carolina all sut

tered the indignily ol losing in the

In si lound to schools nobody has

icalh hcaid ol, and Xtlantic 10 rivals

Gaofgc Washington, fcmplc and
Xavici were all beaten by lower sands
in the first round All that would
make you think the Saint I ouis loss

wasn l so tough to take

But it isn't like that in Amhcist
Nobody is just "happy to be

theie" We lancy ourselves quite the

program, and even have a slogan,

'I Mass baskciball." that is supposed
lo be a style ol play that pushed this

hod trom the hoonics lo the top of

the basketball world.

Two yeais ago we were the best

team in America, and everyone seems
to think we'll be back there pretly

soon.

But in all honestly, we probably
won't It's a tough thing to do. some-
thing Kansas and Ari/oiia lound out

all too bitterly this |Njar*| UMass
team was young and inexperienced

and it peaked too earl) Nobody
seemed to think UMass would go
anywhere la October, but after a

mid season winning streak evciy

one s expectations giew out ol con
irol lhc Minuieiiien ended pretty

much the way ihes were supposed lo

but that doesn t seem to be good
cnsKigh anymoi e

• vcai will be a etitical one for

this proguin Coach Bruisei I lint

will hayc taleni ex|vncncc and prob-
ably a lop 21) ranking in the pre sea-

i xpeclatioiis will be high and
justifiably s>, Bui it I Mass starts

next season the way ii ended this one.

conttryueO from page 10

Chris Kukland brought UMass to

within a pomt after two tree throws at
1 -llowmg a mid-range jumpshot

by C hit- Hemrich. a marginal bench
coninbutor lor the Billiken- [22 lui

Ajmal Basil scored on a put-hack and
Kirklarvd converted on a short jumper
in the lane to give Massachusetts its

first lead in over 10 minutes.

I his. however. was the

second to-Jast basket uf UMass whirl

wtrid season

Hughes hit a irev. then scored on a
traivartkm lay m After Clarke's jumper,

that pulled I Mass to 47~46 with under

three minutes to play. Hughes hit a pair

ol tuntaround lumpers The latter came
with tust under a minute left, and with

Babul s hand in his (ace. and proved to

be the stake in I Mass' heart.

I headed.* Massachusetts

Beach Bruiser Kbnt said of Hughes. 'A
get frustrated when they

nu*» shots carry He didn't
"

II w. I arew ell lor »emor
Is rone Weeks, who recorded 16
rebounds in fas final game.

so emotional." Weeks said mm
utes after the game "I really don't have
any words.*

sho plans to attend NBA
rookie camps after the season, looked

back on (he years in Amherst

"I grew from a bov to a man (he

whole atmosphere around (lAphngjl,
hrrprrl rhangnniy ate, —a to—*
ly and what's important in life,

gave iivc a chance l« *ucca
Weeks sjkI

I hni who recruit uj>
noticeably upset at the loss of his top

player and good friend

"Tyrone has been an inspiration to

me.* he said "Coaching isn't about
wins and losses It • about watching
men develop

"He came up to Vmhemt as an angry
young man But he wtirked through his

problem- rhrt the kind ol kid that you

say 'If he can make it. anyone can."

s> was equally appreciative of

Flint, a long-time friend (torn

Kiiladelphia

"He's been there for me the last five

yean.* he said. "He's been a father-fig-

ure lor me when I really needed one."

I be

*C-« .»•. ».(, »i>n»..

tan Ketner and Matt Baniak do battle in NCAA first- round action.

Baniak's Billikens got the better of UMass in the matchup

lacrosse
continued trom page 10

on the hoard, later Brian langtry fed Brad Obk>j to cut the

edge to one. before UMass Mike IVIPercio rifled a shot

past Spniyt Holstra added another pair, and lhc learns

went to the locker room deadlocked

It was more of the same in the second half, as the teams
battled for an advantage. The Minutemen staked them-

selves to a two-goal lead as McKecfrev and lanowic/ tallied

out of the kicker room Michael laurano and larml

-cored for the Dutchmen, setting the stage for Madigans
heroics.

"It was a big win (. anivella said. 'We hadn't played a

top team until today."

women's hoop
continued from page 10

ing scorer (19.2 points per game), who had been quiet
throughout the game, finally healed up with 1218 remaining
in the second half. She quickly erased her previous dismal
showing, scoring nine points in 1:49. bringing the more lo
"5-58

Freshman Kara Trent got on the board with a breakaway
layup at 7:01 after Kraft and MacTarland had bandaged the

sere at 59-47. But another ghost player for Iowa tanata
Angela Hamblin, finally appeared, chipping in a I 5-foot
pull up off a steal at 4:04 to spread the lead lo 20. ficshiiian

guard Cara Consuegra added to the Hawkeye lead with a

three-pointer at 2:55 to make it 70~»9. She had doubled her

usual point total to eight.

Tudman contributed two points and MacTarland drilled a

three off the right wing with 59.4 seconds lelt but n just

wasn't enough Smith capped off her 52-poini ctlort which
included 24 in the second half, with a 2-for-2 tnp at the foul

line to finalize the score.

"She's big to handle." O'Brien said of Smith "I ycrv time

we were able to push back till the end when they took n

away."

Despite being outsiied by the twin lowers of Smith lb-

loot 5) and Herric (6-fooi-4), UMass attU aaagnad 55
rebounds, with Kraft, Rayside. Coyner and MacTarland all

grabbing four apiece. The Hawkeyes raked in 4

1

Relocusing in the second half. Iowa double and inple-

Maatfld Kraft, minimizing her mobility Another key to the

change in the (low of the game was the improved sfxioting

for Iowa The Hawkeyes had only shot 1 1 -for- "i I (Jbt 555 in

the first half but they improved to 405 from the field in the

second half

W e relaxed, we looked at the basket, and we got better

shots." Smith said.

O'Bnen credited her entire team, especially the setn.

the contributions they had made to the program in their sec-

ond big dance experience.

"They took a good ribbing and they got back in there,"

O Brien said. "They gave it everything they had and left it on
the floor.

"The leadership was absolutely unbelievable (from co-
captains Mitchell and Tudman). You've just got to give the

best you can, whatever level, and those two did that. Now it's

up to (the rest of the team) to live up to what they've done."

Mitchell. UMass' all-time assist leader, finished the game
with a game high 1 1 assists to round out her career with
578.

This 1998 team did not disappoint anyone. After losing

their top scorer, sophomore Kelly Van Huisen, to an ACL
injury on Dec. 1 1 . and laywana Bradley to summer surgery

on her left knee (ACL), the Minutewomen had to recreate

their offense and gel once again. After struggling 3-6
through the rest of December and January, they fought back
for a perfect month of February, including winning 9 of their

last 10 games.

This season also included many personal achievements.

O'Brien passed the UMass all-time coaching wins mark with

95. beating Virginia Tech on Ian. 4. 58-56 She surpassed
ihc centennial mark on Feb. 12 when UMass defeated
lordham, 54^»7 Mitchell was awarded second team All-

Conference in the A- 10 as Kraft earned third team All-

Conference.

The team captured the A- 10 East title on the final day of

the season for the first time in UMass history, beating St.

Bonaventure, 65-54. The Minutewomen had also reached

the A- 10 tournament finals for the first time ever before los-

ing to the Virginia Tech. 66-04 Tudman and Kraft were
named lo the All-Tournament team as Kraft also earned
Tournament Most Valuable Player accolades.

Little Lee nabs MVP in Cardinal win
UK gets monkey off its back to lock up Final Four

t^euJkos 8
^tfariOAA Potato <*»&-75*375
frttdCrWfcOncOri i^s£50t25 V2

PRItfEf

H LOUIS (AP) - Arthur Ice.

the little guy on a huge team, car-

ried Stanford to the Final Four lor

the first time in five decades
In a riveting comeback. Stanford

unraveled Rhode Island's dream
season as lee scored 15 of his 2b
points in the final 2:04 and made a

steal that led to a critical basket

The third-seeded Cardinal rallied

from a six-point deficit with 59 sec-

onds left lo beat the No. 8 seed. 79-

-esterday for the Midwest
Regional title

"It's really unbelievable."
Stanford coach Mike Montgomery
said "It was looking like we were in

trouble — then bang! These guys

have a lot of heart, a lot of charac

Stanford (5041 which last

reached the Final Four in its chain

pionship season of 1942. will meet
Kentucky next Saturday at San
Antonio

The victory by Stanford dealt a
crushing end to |im Harrick's sea-

son. The coach, who won a national

title at I CI A in I9S5 but was fgja-

arieeed in disgrace, had taken Rhode
Island in his fust year lo the thresh-

old of ihc final Four
Lee. a 6-footer who had been

unfavorably — and. perhaps, unjust-

ly — compared to former Stanford
star Brevin Knight, was named the

region's MVP for taking the
Cardinal where Knight couldn't

Lee's steal from Cuttino Mobley
led to Mark Madsen's three point

play with 26.2 seconds left to give

Stanford the lead for good. He
clinched the victory with two free

throws with 4.2 seconds left He
was 26-for-26 from the line in the

tournament.

Tyson Wheeler scored 24 points

but missed three crucial late free

throws for Rhode Island (25-9

seeking its first Final Four appear-

ance. The Rams had knocked off lop

seed Kansas in the second round.

Mobley added 20 points for the

Rams, who did a great job against

the much taller Cardinal players.

With 7-foot- 1 Tim Young and the 6-

8 Madsen neutralized most of the

game, it fell upon Lee to take over.

And that's just what he did after

Rhode Island took a 66-60 lead.

ST. PETERSBURG. Fla. (AP) —
lust like 1992, Kentucky erased a

. ond half lead in its NCAA
regional final against Duke Only
this time the Wildcats erased the

memory too

The Wildcats, haunted for six

years for losing to Duke in perhaps

the greatest college game etftM

played, rallied from an 18-poini

il lo beat the lop-seeded Blue

Devils. 86-84. yesterday in the

South Regional final

lust like six years ago in

Philadelphia. Duke (52 4) trailed in

the tinal seconds and had a chance
lo win il with a bu/zer beater Bui

freshman William Avery couldn't

replicate Christian I acttner's shot

hcard-round-the-world jumper that

ended Duke's 104-105 victory thai

year, missing a running 50-footer

oil the backboard as time expired.

Kentucky (55-4). the No. 2 seed,

plays Stanford in the Final Four on
Saturday in San Antonio. A win
would send the Wildcats to their

third consecutive national champi-
onship game, this time against
either Utah or North Carolina, but
their first under new coach Tubby
Smith
The hottest team in college bas-

ketball with 1 1 consecutive victo-

ries, the Wildcats fell behind by 18

points — 58-20 — after a 17-0
Duke run and trailed 69-52 with
just over 10 minutes left But the
W ildcats then started doing every-

thing they hadn't until that point

making their outside shots, denying
Duke at the defensive end and lim

iting the Blue Devils to just one
shot

KMMA UNMNtN , COIUCUN

Yeah, but can she sing?
Actress Ashley |udd was on hand to cheer her favorite college bas-

ketball team, the Kentucky Wildcats, to a pair of wins in the NCAA
tournament in Atlanta.

La Cucina di

of Amherst 30 Boltwood

»tf »£?•>

attf)://virtaal-vallcy.com/hsdies

Solth.illiM/W/C)

Co-rec Soccer

Volleyball Special (C).

pj=c-_ INTRAMURAL
r\ims sports

Don't Miss The*

MCTIONSTILL TIME TO ENTER

A.S.A.P.

A.S.A.P.

A.S.A.P.

OFFICIALS NEEDED:

Softball I linli s »/2 l. 1/24 I/2V 1/26

I ,. r* Soccer! Unfa t/24. 3/2S, M2f>

Volleyball Special 3/24

call fin turn's and tecaWoai

For entry forms

and info

545-2693

545-0022

LATE ENTRANTS SHOULD CHECK FOR EXTENSIONS IN BOYDEN 215
On tli<- Web rmp:"ww« umass rdu/umrm

COLLEGE BASKETBALL SPECIALS!!!
Back by popular demand: Specials running Monday thru Thursday!

1 Large Cheese Pizza $4>*9£

V** 1G Free Buffalo Wings
Please Add $1.3C for Teppintjs and $3.GC fer Double Toppings

I
Delivery Only.

I Net Valid in

! Kcstardiint

Any Two Calzenes
57.0O+1-AX

~H

Must Mentlsn Ad When Crucring Offer Expires 5/31 98

1
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

People's Market
Whert the food* frith.

the coffee's hot. and the

music is lammin' 1 Main Floor

Student Union

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Live In Brandywint

Lease available June 1 1998

through August 31. 1999 or

Summer 1998 sublet option

Two bedroom, full bath, heat

and hot water included On

two bus routes Contact 549-

5046

Beautiful 3 Bedroom
Hardwood floors Downtown

Amherst $1350/month 549-

7752

COMPUTERS
New P166MMX from $895

Laptops, $1295' Peripherals

ZarVision 582-9198

V/MC/AMEX

bedroom apartments Gas

heat, hardwood floors We
are showing now for June

and Septembei leases

Lincoln Real Estate 253 7879

3 bedroom condos Gas

heat, hardwood floors, heat

ed basement 1/2 mile to

campus on bus route We are

showing now for June and

September leases $1350

plus utilities 253-7879

Black M VW GT1 Excellent

condition Call Nathan 259

1984

1990 Jew* Wrenflef Hard

and soft top Full doors 5

speed Oversized tires Many
extras 85K Great shape

Asking $6000 Call 2560501

Junk Cart Cash

paid everyday 1-800-649-

4795

City i

Pentium 233MMX. 32 MB
RAM 2 1 Gig. 24X CD ROM.

33 6K, Ti Modem, Video &
Audio Cards with speakers,

plus 14 inch flat screen digi-

tal monitor, Windows 95

keyboard. PS2 mouse $1150

546-6826

Brother Laptop Word
Processor and Printer

$140/both $75 each sepa-

rately 586-1572 Jeremy

Macintosh Color

Stylewriter 1500 Printer.

Keyboard. Mouse. External

CD Drive SCSI Equipment is

m excellent condition All for

$300 or B/0 549-5514

CHEAP! CHEAP! Color VGA
Monitor- $55 Laptop

Notebook- $99 486

Computer System- $295 Call

CPC (413)584-8857

EMPLOYMENT
Female PCA Wanted
Weekends only Call Barbara

at 256-6721

SUMMER WORK IN

WELFLEET ON CAPE COO
General restaurant work

including cashiering and ser-

vice $8)nour and meals plus

$100 per week bonus for

each week worked if you stay

through August 24. 1998 Call

or write Bill Millett. P Box

321 South Welfleet. MA
02663 (508)349-2265 e-mail

wmillettOcapecod net

EMPLOYMENT
Fall 1998 Internships with

the Student Legal Services

Office, get hands-on experi-

ence in the legal field

—

work directly with attorneys

and clients Earn up to 15

undergraduate credits No
experience in the legal pro

fession necessary— training

provided Application dead-

line is April 17. 1998 Contact

The Student Legal Services

0H.ce today 545-1995. 922

Campus Center

Town Of Amherst Leisure

Services Summer
Employment
Opportunities: CAMP
Summer Camp Counselors.

Directors (Teen Camp).

Special Needs Counselors.

Art Director POOL STAFF

Managers. Instructors.

Lifeguards, Cashiers. Wading

Pool Attendant. Pool

Maintenance Supervisor

SPORTS Adult Tennis

Instructor and Field

Maintenance Worker

EVENTS Hot Summer Nights

Volunteers OFFICE Clerical

Competitive Hourly Wages
Applications available

through Amherst Leisure

Services Office m the Barns

Center or at the Town's

Human Resources Office

Town Hall m Amherst

Amherst is an E E /A.

A

Employer Deadline for appii

cations is March 31. 1998

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT
Earn up to $3.000/month m
fisheries, parks, resorts

Airfare 1 Food/lodging* Our

service recommended by US
News & World Reports

(919)933 1939 ExlA150

EMPLOYMENT
Cruise Ship & Land-Tour

Jobs- Excellent benefits

World Travel Ask us how 1

517 324-3090 ext C50013

ALASKA SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT- Fishing

industry Excellent earnings

and benefits potential All

major employers Ask us

how 1 517 324-3115 ext

A50011

CRUISE & LAND TOURS
Earn up to $2.000/month

Free world travel (Canbtv

Alaska. Europe, etc I
1 Free

room/board For info, ring:

(919)933-1939 Ext C150

Ear* extra cask mailing our

circulars from home m your

spare time No experience

necessary Free information

1888-892-2781

National Park

Employment- Parks. Forests.

Wildlife Preserves Ask us

how' 517-3243109 Ext

N50013

CAMP CANADENSIS.
Pocono Mountains. PA
Excellent residential coed

surnmer camp Caring coun

setors to teach athletics, ten-

nis, gymnastics, mountain

bikes, motorcycles, ropes

course, yearbook and news-

paper, drama, video, photog-

raphy, riftery. cooking, arts &
crafts. WSI. waterfront

dance, golf, and much more 1

Excellent facilities and great

salary' 6/20798-8/17/98 Call

(800)832 8228 or E-mail us at

camp4youOaol com for an

application You can find us

on the web at

WWW CANADENSIS COm

FOR RENT

SUMMER RENTALS
CAPE COO GROUP
Summer Rentals- Some
waterfront houses, some
with swimming pools.

Falmouth area. Diamond
Real Estate (508)477 1900

FOR SALE

Large Jim Beam Mirror

$30 Black Leather Jacket,

perfectly worn in- $50 Call

Eric 665-3659

INSTRUCTION

University Bartending
Course 50% Student

Discount National

Certification Available

Spring Sessions This

Semester Space Is Limited

1 8O0U CAN MIX

LOST & FOUND

Lost: 3 subject notebook

The cover is black, the brand

is Pro and the back cover is

torn off Lost in the School of

Management on 3/12 549-

8308

Lost: Gold bracelet with

sentimental value Bowker.

Saturday Night. 3/7 Call

Michele at 5-3838

Substantial Reward

Lest- Bleck Sweater
Herter Hall on Jan 26th

Please call 665-8394

MISCELLANEOUS
FREE T SHIRT $1000

Credit Card fundraisers for

fraternities, sororities &
groups Any campus organi

zaticn can raise up to $1000

by earning a whopping

$5 00/VISA application Call

1 800 932 0528 ext 65

Qualified callers receive

FREE T SHIRT

PERSONALS

Melissa and Julie. Here's

your next clue We sleep in

different looms, yet we both

see stars at night! In Sigmas

Love. Your GA'S

ROOM FOR RENT

1 bedroom in 3 bedroom

apt Starts June 1st Fits 1

2/pref female Mam St

Above Bruno's on bus route

CHEAP' Call 253-3802

ROOMMATE VVANTFD

Females Share 1 bedroom in

2 bedroom house Five min-

utes Irom campus Call 549-

6127

Clean, older or mature
female who likes quiet To

share two bedroom apart

ment. washer and dryer, fur-

nished living room area,

optional bedroom furnishirvg-

Summer/Fall Please contact

T.na 665-3491

SERVICES

TRAVEL

FLY CHEAP!!
40%-80% Off Int'l Airfares

Be A Little Flexible & Save

Big $$$

Air Courier International I-

800-947-6311

EARLY BIRD SPECIAL

EUROPE SUMMER 1J
Northeast Dep's $329 R/T

Canbb/Mexico $199 R/T

Florida- $79 0/W
Puerto Rico- $99 0/W
Call 800 326 2009

http //www airtiitch org

SPRING BREAK 98

Free food and drinks'

Cancun, Bahamas. Jamaica

and Florida from $399

Organize a small group and

travel FREE' Highest commis-

sions and lowest prices Call

Surf & Sun Tours to become

a campus representative

(800)574-7577

The
Time

NOW

Rental Problems Questions

about your lease/secunt

deposit deductions

Questions aboul

subletting/assigning leases1

Questions about the condi

tion of your new home oi

apartment'' Contact The

Student Legal Service!

Office 922 Campus Center

545-1995

Pregnant? Need help 7

Birthright of Amherst area lor

free testing and assistance

549-1906

TO SUBLET

i m 1 bedroom

at CliHside $280 month all

inclusive Call for details 665

J12S

The Classifieds

are having a

HALF PRICE
SALE

Get 50% oft when you place an apart

ment for rent, room for rent, or room-

mate wanted ad March 23- April 23

Personals Policy
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MONDAY MAR 23
Health Rr*.h International

the I Matt community to H

boars A warn member will be available today

from II am -I p m m room 2*» of L'nrmaicj

I Semen Stop by or call J77-SU1

TUESDAY. MAR 24

Meruit — The niMinjunhed VWkM «

Program will hold a meeting in Campu*

Center, room 804-SOS at 7 p m New member*

are welcome

Urrtmg — Ml Ml I iteneral meclmf will

be held in the Campus Center, room lb* at

pm
Offict Hour* — Health Reach International

invite* the L'Mai* community to n« ofluc

hours A team member will he available today

Irom '-•» p m in Prince Re»idence Hall

International lounge Stop by or call

MSI

WEDNESDAY. MAR 25

nmmmitj — The »pting nemetter '*

Uumtetacntially Queer Cafe will be held at 7

p m in the tiraduate Lounge of the Campu*

Center tnt*-* purttv ««•«»• and virative cxprev

sjaajj ...t th. Pr»1 CtaaBfJ ejBew community

The event i« (ree and *pcin*ore-d h> ihe

Stonewall Center

Otrur houn — Health Reach International

invite* ihe I Ma» community to it

hour* A team member will be available today

from 7-t p m in the Community I enter i Apt

n North Villa*. H >•!!

S77-MK1

Support pasta KIIMU ihe Five

College (lereayemem Support Program, will

begm a »n-week support group series for »tu

dent* who have experienced a low today tall

S77-MI6 for more mformation

NOTICES
imrmrmrnl feaawiag - A limited

number of te»idence hall room* will be avail-

able for the reUtiye* and fnendi of graduating

LMass student* for the night of Saturday. May

2\ Cominencement housing applications arc

available at the Cnrvetstty Conference Services

Oflicc Campu* Center, room 9I8 To guaran

lee a reservation, completed form* must be

returned by May *

( .—imuniiy — Come join all the fun by

signing up to (how an animal for the Mrd

Annual livestock Classic The Classic will be

held on Friday evening. April 24 and Saturday

April 2". Contact Brian or Howard at

2)6-6022 to sign up or for more mformation

t.mplotmeni— The UMass CRC i» hiring

work-study office naff and web publnher*

Application* are available in the ». RC eata

jdent Union or leave a voice mail ai

MVII22
Vii/unleensm— The Amherst Salvation

rrh »rt pubtr service announceenantt pnraad

daily To ujomji an IYI. please sano a presy

release contamirvq all pertinent mformation,

mclucanq the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Collrgion. to the

Manacanq (cMor by noon the previous day

Army need* >oluntcer* any day and any nine

Call 2*. > 4747 lor more information

lo/imrreriim— The Imiii Center, a

Majiarhurll- Suicide Prevention Hotline is

turrenily «eekmg volunteer* and inlet

more information contaci Line Gtampetro at

m78l Ml SoUO c-M AH
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Bulletin Board

CBS/ 3 Hartford

CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

HSCN Movie Ch.

UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

NBC/30
New Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN

International

UMass Academic TV

IT HSCN Programming

IB TV-19

BO ABC/40 Springfield

9» NBC/22 Springfield

S3 CNN

84 CNN SI

SB Headline News

88 UCTV

W7 TBS

88 BET

88 TV Land

Univision

31 Comedy Central

38 Cartoon

Much Music

MONDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
WVIT

WTIC
WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
ASE
CNN

O

Wishbone 3C

N8WS X.

B
FuHHoumX

22

COM
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK

SCIFI

TLC
TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

CD
<D
O)
CP
IB
ffi

CP

a)

6:00 6:30
BusinaaaRpt,

CBS News

CBS News

Chaars «

Homa Imp

Naws X
Craaturtt

NasrtX
Mad Abo. You

Family Mailers

ABC

BoyWortd

NBCNasrt

Mad Abo You

NBC Naws

Simpsons H

Errl. Tonighl

NBC

Business Rpl.

ABC News

I Abo Yoo

Family Matters

Northern Exposure "

VVoridvltw X

Wings "Eagles o* Ihe Cfown"

Up Close

Superinarkal

MTV Live (In Sleiec)

Flours H Out |Tiny

21

Night Stand [Mike-Laugh

Spof1scenter_

7:00 7:30
Ntwthour With Jim Lahrar X
Inside Edition

Extra X
Inaioa Edition

Fresh Princa

Whaal-Fortuna

Judge Judy i:

Seinlefd R

Wheel-Fortune

Rail TV X
Enl. Tonight

Coaby(R)X

Chronicle X
Coaby (R) X

Fraah Prince

JaopardylX

JudoaJudy t
Hard Copy X
Frasier I
JaopardylX

Newshour With Jim Lehrtr X
Seintald «

Sainleld T
Andy Griflith

FraaiarX

Fritter X
Andy Griffith

Law • Order "Mayhem" X
Monaylina X | Crossfire X
Daily Show (R)

Gimma ShaHar (R)

Stain's Money

C • Campus

8:00 1 8:30 9:00 T 9:30 I 10:00
Harrnut LotH Goes Clastic (In Slereoj

10:30

MARCH 16, 1998
11:00 I

11730"

Riymond
,

The Clotar X
Raymond

Funniatt HomaVklaoi

7thhaavan(R)(lnStareo)I

Suddan-Suam

In the House

Sudden-Susan

House Rules

Malcolm-Eddie

House Rules

Matroat Plica (In Stereo) X
Sudden-Susan 1House Rules

TheCtoatr *
Georges Leo

20/20X

Gaorgat Leo

Thraa "Buyer Beware X
Carolina

Good News .*

Caroline

Naked Truth

Sparks (R) X
Naked Truth

Ally McBaal ' The Playing Field"

Caroline

Italian Americans (In Stereo) X
Funniest HomeVtdaot

In the House IMUcohn-Eddie

Naked Truth

Brooklyn South (In Slereo)X"

Practice "Checkmate" X Newt X

Dateline (In Stereo) X
Grace Under

Dateline (In Stereo) X

Dateline (In Stereo) X

20/20 X
Good News X I

Sparks (R) X

Joy ol Stress (In Stereo) X [LaFesti

Practice "Checkmate" X

a* "Stee;M>ljrio<ias'(19e9. Comedy-Dfima) Sally Field. Dolly Parton

Biography "Cary Grant"

World Todiy X
Poirot

Larry King Live X
** "The Couch rrc"(l967. Comedy) Dan Aykroyd.
—

' .
" n . »^: I. IB..J.. Blaus^A "\

Wild DiKovtry: Baby Animals IRaging Plinat: "Volcano" (R)

Cheers X

Helmut Lotti Goes Classic ;R] (In Stereo

Brooklyn South (In Stereo) X IrstiriX" Lale Show It

Lata Show X

Star Trek: Next Gener

[Tonn

NightKneX

Vibe

ght Show

Simpsons X
News a

Tonight Show

Deep Space 9

Tonight Show

Charlie Row (In Stereo) X
Newt I
M'A-S-H S

Ntohtline K

Real TV I

Sherlock Holmes Mysteries

ut'i 'Coal Mtneis Daughter" j\9K))

Impact (R) X
Awards |Make-Hugh

Debt

Toon

Quantum Leap (In Stereo) X
Renovation JRenoyatioh

Lois a Clirk-Superm an

Baywitch (R) (In Stereo; H.

(<30)

Intimate Portrait: Kattiie Lee

College Batketball: NIT Second Round - Teams TBA

Would You Believe It (R;

Law a Order Bom Bad" X
Sports lllus

Daily Show

Monaylina X

Justice Filet (R)

Steins Money

Women's College Batketball: NCAA Toum Second Round

Unsolved Myttiftat (In Stereo)

My So-Called Lilt "Halloween" Music Videos

Doug « [RugrattX

Saaquatt DSV "The Regulalor"

Home Again | Home Again

Babylon 5 "Dust to Dust" X
Walker, Texas Rangef X

**V> "GuntitjhtefsMoorrwm) 'PG-t3'

t« "Star Trtk. First Cor:,'acr"(1996) Patrick Stewart 'PG-I? B'TV

fSr*Some KM of Wonterlur^W. Drimi) Enc Stofa. 1*0- 13'

Hay Arnold! X
Betvis-Butt.

Bewitched

Sighting! (In Stereo) X
Extreme MifhlnBi(R)

** 'Judicial Consent" (1994. Suspense) Bonnie Bedelia

All-Time Top 10 (In Slf teoj

Wonder Yaari |
Wonder Yaart

Sliders "Fever" (In Slereo) X
Natural Disasters

Road Rules

Happy Dayt

Dana

I Love Lucy I:

VR.5 "Control Freak" (In Slereo)

Mm Against Nature

WCW NHro (In Stereo Live) X
Moby Dick "(1998. Adventure)Palrick Slewart. Henry Thomas. X
i*A "iithal Weapon 2" (\XS, Drama) Mel Gibson 'R'X

*'a "rviwn fWaicx)pe"(l996, ComadY) Keltey Grammer 'PG-13'

*** 'freltr rVoman "(1990, Comedy-Drama) Richard Gere R'

Sportscenter

Golden GirlsNew Attitudes
,

Loveline (In Stereo)

M.T. Moort |Ti«iX

Seaquest DSV The Regulator"

Extreme Machlnat (R)

* "Silen(ftage"(1982)

"A4o6y 0ick"(199B. Advenlure) Patrick Slewart. Henry Thomas. X
Real Sportt (In Slereo) X |"Sar>Cii;ary"(1996)'NR'X

'Natural Enemy" (1 997) Donald Suthenand | "Bftini Traffif?

JP<see "The Young Poisoner's Handbook" (1995) Hugh O'Conot R
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Bruno By C. Baldwin
Robotman By Jim Meddick
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Grlx of the Bus Stop By Brendan & Kevin Doherty
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Horoscopes
ARIES (March 2I-April 19) —

Be persistent in MM altempt to ne>
lac i *omeone who has the informa-

tion \ou need to complete a pivotal

task on schedule Do not get lu/\'

TAURUS (April 20-M.» 20) -
You are going to have to keep track

of all that is happening around you

today if you're also to know what

must be done totnorrou.

GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20) — A
change of plans may be just around

the corner, hut you're unwilling to

acknowledge that you must be flexi-

ble as vou approach a turning point.

CANCER (|une 2l-|uly 22) —
You are not likely to encounter

much difficulty this week where oth-

ers are concerned. Your internal

drive may wax and wane
LEO duly 25-Aug. 22) —

Collaborative efforts may prove dif-

ti. nit this week, as one member of

your team is unwilling to share ideas

as openly as others are.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sepi. 22) —
You must not be timid where criti-

cism is concerned, for it is only

through open and honest assessment

that improvements can be made
Heaa)

LIBRA (Sept. 21-Ocl. 22) —
You are going to have to get over a

lew ol your own preferences today if

you expect to do business with those

who might go elsewhere.

SCORPIO (Oct. 2*-Nov. 21) —
Take care you're not being unfair to

a friend by judging him or her

before all trie results are tallied. Do
not be ruled by knee-jerk reactions

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dcc.
21 ) — You may be waiting for an

» of* t H«j* I>i»y

" Dude. I was

so

apology from someone who. only

yesterday, crossed the line at the

workplace. Do not be tempted to

retaliate.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an 19)

— There may be no way to tell if

you are doing things the right way

today, but you'll want to continue

along this path for at least another

day

AQUARIUS (Ian 20 -Feb 18) —
Starting will prove the most difficult

part of the day. and the later you do

it the more unlikely you will be to

achieve a primary goal.

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20) —
You may be expecting some com-
pensation for a service that someone

else thinks was a free gesture Clear

up this confusion today!

AFTtRSfcttr«3.

JMAtS CA'AERCts'S

^lTA>4VC.''lsiX»lTy

AMP I M=t WSPtfifcP

TC TftAirtl BACK IN

Tlfflfc "TO T£V AND
AVM3T THt aSASTtC

.T_ \*^<^Tn4C«e>iM*C£THAT I

WrC J NAKED CAWMEW IN STATE BOOMS

Dllbort By Scott Adams

-"Vf NECJ PRODUCT IS

A DATABASE OF FAfAOUS

SERIAL KILLERS

m be
0(2(0

1

YOU CAN SEARCH THE

DATABASE 6Y NArAE

,

WEAPON OR TATTOO

LET rAE GUESS. tOALLY-

SIK IA0NTH5 AGO OUR

YOUNG INTERN ASKEO
YOO COHAT TH£ TERH
"KILLER APPLICATION

"

MEANT

Fox Trot By Bill Amend

I'Vt AlWATS

PtTCS. WAMTlPToSK
WriAT Hove I'D Look
TMt-' WtTVi A OoATB.

SINCE I CAN T ACTUAUT
&«ov,cit*mT, i *n>ota»

id just ttt DRAM1N6
oNC 0*4 my FACE With
A PtN

makes me look
bathe* sophisticated.

DoHT TOW TH»N1C»

\

MATE* IF

ItKJHADNT
USED

6X0E INK.

OK. COT
APA8T FROM

THAT

By V. D'Agoshno

Hey, why do you

drink so much?
Because everyone

else does
1

l

So how come you

don't study hard9

Because nobody

else does 1

You Most By Greg Shea

GOOD tiOCK HOTTING

cc5^
\*~\r^>

GiTutH ivio %yrt OKH
OTVaieC ^ons. Xf- yoo
fHi«.K AvBOUT IT. XTI

aotytwKb opt boujw TA*

£QOAT«DAi\

Closo to Homo By John McPherson

-Spring Break goers opening

comment, when ask how it was.

Today's P.C. Monu
CaaJK S4aT->t>a« fW a**t>r

Franklin

LUNCH
Spinach and Mushroom Quiche

Vegetarian Egg Roll

Subgum Ried Rice

Macaroni 61 Cheese

DINNER
Royal Zucchini Beef Parmesan

Penne w/Tomato and Spinach

Burgers

Worcester

To encourage fathers to take on more chil

care responsibilities, Pampers comes out

with its new line of sports-trivia diapers

ACROSS
1 Feel sore

5 Fall bloomer
10 Auctioneer's

word
14 Ostr chlike bird

15 —Island
16 Mayberry boy
1 7 John Dickson o1

whodunits
18 Makeup- kit item

20 Twitch

22 One, no matter

which
23 Surprise win

24 Hoists

26 "Do — say"

27 Song pari

29 — Mutant Nmja
Turtles

33 Lyrical

34 Broadcast
35 Down in the

dumps
36 Coffee container

37 Type of

underwear
40 Luau garland

41 Telescope pari

43 Kind of jump
44 Gentlest

46 Grassland
48 Ask forgiveness

49 Extinct bird

50 Painter's plaster

51 Vote 10 accept

54 Upper limb

55 Jugs
59 Impromptu

musical show
6? "Terrible" czar

63 Part of A D
64 Tithe fraction

65 Rome's fiddler

66 Wet weather
67 Artist's stand

68 Chew

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

1(1 1 iNiEHBlAlLlElDaBPlUlLlf
msHQ annuo hqdb

2

1
4

DOWN
1 Curved lines

Fellow
Greek goddess
Within— able

to hear
5 French artist

Jean
6 Young hogs
7 Villages

8 Whirlpool

9 Female
sandpiper

1 Dripping wet
1

1

Musical work
12 Monthly

magazine
13 Skillful

19 Trick

21 Deserve
25 Purple shade
26 Freshens the

aquarium
27 Kitchen utensil

28 Hairtinl

29 Comedian

I HSB
nmmiu hbhhd bo

madia saanmw hoed
3 ?3 9B O IBM. United Faatura Synocai*

Conway
30 Director Woody
31 Visitor

32 Give off (heat)

33 Tarantino's "

—

Fiction"

34 Onassis
nickname

38 — out stretch

39 Expire
42 Cartoon-show

family name
45 Sounding catty

47 Learn by —

:

memorize
48 Far off

50 Smiles
51 Slightly open
52 Andrews of film

53 Prefix meaning
"all"

54 On the ocean
56 Flush

57 — avis

58 Blizzard maker
60 Fr holy woman
61 Edmonton

Oilers org

LUNCH
Macaroni and Cheese

Meatball Grinder

Rotini/Tomato Sauce

Black Bean Quesadilla

DINNER
Stuffed Shells in Sauce

Southern Fried Steak

Mandarin Tjofu

Hampshire
LUNCH

Hamburger
Chicken Cutlet

Turkey Bacon Swiss Folded Pita

Grilled Chicken Sandwich

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Stuffed Shells in Sauce

Berkshire

LUNCH
Macaroni and Cheese

Hamburger
American Grilled burger

DINNER
Stuffed Shells in Sauce

Pineapple Ham Steak

Rotini with Garden Vegetables
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Men's, women's basketball fall in NCAA openers
Freshman Hughes

Billikens powerful

second-half force
By Corey Peejr Goodman
CdLponSte*

Saint Louis

Massachusetts 46

n

ATLANTA — When the brackets for the NCAA tourna-

ment were revealed two Sundays ago, the game plan fa the

Massachusetts men's basketball \fttn teemed almost too sim-

ple

.All I Mass. more specifically Mike Babul, had to do was

keep Larry Hughes — the nation's top freshman and the

Saint I oui- Billikens prize

possession lmm putting

up career numbers, then the

Minutemen would have an

open ticket to the round of

xl a date with the Kentucky Wildcats

flings didn't work out quite as planned, as college basket-

ball often dictates and Saint Louis, despite a heroic del

performance from Babul, pulled off the upset last Friday at

the C'fcorgia Dome. 51-46.

Babul held Hughes to iust one first-halt field goal, that

coming on an uncontested lay -in following a long rebound

and a three pointer mivsed b> \Um Stack.

However, the sophomore forward was alone in the effort

The Minutemen. who finished their season at 21 II shot

onl> fight percent in the first half and 29 percent fur the

game. LMass trailed at the half. 27-25. following a shot

dock buzzer beater by Virgd Cobbin ( 1 1 points)

Still. L Mast had a shot to win at the end. After falling

behind by seven, following a pair of Hughes tree throw v the

Minutemen began a comeback with just under I > minutes to

play

Charlton Clarke hit a runner and Mack came off a high

screen to knock down a lb-foot jumper LMass trailed v»c

>Y
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Senior Tyrone Weeks closed out his career in a

UMass uniform in the Minutemen s 51-46 first round

loss to Saint Louis in the MCAA tournament

Maybes cloud UM's tournament loss
Ml W I A— If there was ever a Clarke threw up a three pointer

Sophomore Mike Babul's defensive effort against Saint Louis' Larry Hughes, one of the nation's best freshmen,

was a high point for UMass in the NCAA tournament

sequence that symbolized the

Massachusetts men's basketball

team's 1997- 9S season, it happened

late in the first half of March iStfc'l

season-ending loss to Saint Louis.

Billikcn guard Tyrone Cobbin put

Saint I ouis up. 27-25. with a float-

ing jump shot from behind the back-

board, and with time running out in

the half. LMass guard Charlton

adI KM At
true, and rattled in the cylindci

1 ,iv though i!

iu>l mavbe. thi« would be the

Minutemen's d.i\

Mavbe. |UM max be. ihev would
catch a bi

Mas he. just maybe, they'd get that

chance to pla> Kentucky in ihc aja>

ond round, and show the world that

nasty little slide that ended their reg

ular si-aaon was an aberration

Maybe. |MM mavbe they'd make us

believe ag
I

But then the ball -omehow rattled

out. and L Mass never did get that

chance

Ml those mavK-v the maybes thai

linutemen were tagged with all

Tom to TOURNAMENT page 7

Iowa halts women's hoop season
By KotMeen Rdh
CeAagwr. Staff

IOWA CITY — This game in man> ways

similar in strategy and execution to the regular i

There's an opposing marquee plater pay close

attention to her and the rest of her team will collapse

Mav be she will earn her game average b> the end. but

it will be too little, too late The Massachusetts worn-

ens basketball team's balanced attack would rule a* it

had supremely through the entire month of February

But this time, this game, it was a little different

I Man, (f I I i in its mmmI appearance in the

NCAA*, would only make a brief stay As the N

seed in the Mideast, the Minutewomen squared off

again -t \

12) in the first

round at the

Carver-Haw key e

Arena in Iowa I

March IV

They fell. 77-59. to a seemingly omnipotent

Hawkeye squad, which never lost the lead. Lour years

ago. this Iowa senior class had been tabbed as the

most talented recruiting class that year. The
Ifasfam had Tangela Smith, the 1998 Big 10 Player

of the Year. They were expected to win multiple

national crvarnptonshrps and crown themselves annual

victors in their conference

But through their previous that vears they hadn't

lived up lo their expectations, and 1998 was their last

season to take what was supposed lo be tK.

The Minutewomen. although a force in the Atlantic

10. had little experience with national powerhouses or

even Top 25 mainstays The game was a tribute to the

seniors. Sabnya Mitchell and Kara Tudman. and their

abilitv to stick -to-it and fight through the loss of key

injured players and put together a successful season.

1 1 dominated the opening minutes, racing off on

a I > run as Amy Herrig and Valine Domond com-

bined for 1 1 point 1
- Herrig would finish with a dou-

ble-double of 14 points and 10 rebound* I MaM
called a timeout at 18: 10 to comb exit their jitu

"We came out extremely nervous." I Mass coach

loanie O'Brien said. "You can try and am yourself

that you're not nervous but you really arc and \ou

should be."

Tez Kraft broke the silence and retaliated with a

jumper and subsequent foul at 1 5:57 to make it I S S.

The Hawkeves would continue their romp until

6:07 when Kraft blinded them with a shooting clinic

going 7-of-9 including I perfect I for-5 from behind

the three-point line for a first half total of 18 point-

"It seemed like it was going to he one of ihoM

mghtv" Kraft said of her first half scoring. "At first I

didn't think they were going to respect me."

"We were preparing for Tez Kraft." Iowa coach

Angie LtM said "We had vocalized it very clearly (all

week | but they >e got to sec it lo believe u
"

Freshman Kathy Coyner and Yolanda Ray side were

the other Minutewomen scorers with three and four

points. respectively Mitchell lent a helping hand,

dishing out five assists. Despite the early shakeup.

LMass had battled back to get within three points of

low j. 28 25. at halftimc.

I -.ml they were scrappy and they were scrappy,

they were fighters." Lee said. They could have easily

walked out in the first five minutes, but they fought

nght back."

Mirroring much of the first half. Iowa rang up 10

points compared to a Rayside tally to force the score

to 58-27 and another Massachusetts timeout at

17:15. Sparking the ofTense as they had for much of

ttx- season. Coyner and Alison MacFarland bolstered

I Mass back inlo the game. They teamed up for II

ix lints, including two Coyner three- pointers to shoul-

der the team to within two points at 42-58.

Thai was the last time the Minutewomen would be

.ible to contain the Hawkeves. Smith, the team's lead-

Turn to WOMEN'S HOOP page 7

Madigan, McKeefrey send Hofstra home unhappy
By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

ALUAND! • KOSOMHAS

Mike McKeefrey had a hat trick...

Massachusetts men's lacrosse coach

Greg Cannella knows what kind of

potential freshman lohn Madigan has

locked inside him.

The Hofstra Flying Dutchmen now
know as well.

Madigan's potential became reality in

the clutch for the Minutemen yesterday,

as they topped Hofstra. 7-6. at Richard

I Goiter Field

Tied at six. UMass worked the ball

around
t h e

Hofstra

cage,
looking

for an opportunity against Flying

Dutchmen goalie Mark Spruyt. As

Chris Martens delivered the ball to

Madigan from behind the net, the

freshman took advantage, crushing the

ball past Spruyt on the goalie's left side.

"I'm real happy for him." Cannella

said of Madigan. "He's a guy we think

has loads of potential. I hope this helps

Mi confidence."

Madigan thinks it will.

Massachusetts

Hotstra

IOKMA KANSANIN I COLIFCIAN

Tez Kraft remained a spark for the women's basketball team through
UMass' NCAA tournament loss to Iowa in the first round.

"This was real big for me. It was a

big confidence builder." Madigan said.

"This was big game fa us It probe

bly the biggest game I've ever played

in."

Madigan and the Minutemen almost

didn't get the chance to even play, how

ever. Originally scheduled fa Saturday

at 2 p.m.. the contest was moved to

moll yesterday as snow blanketed New
Fngland early in the weekend When
Mother Nature showed little sign of

slowing yesterdav morning, the game
was further pushed back.

As game-time neared. a little man
power was needed to gel Gather Field

into playing shape. Coaches, adminis-

trators, family and friends in atten-

dance lent their services lo help make
the game field ready.

What resulted was a hard fought

game in the schools' heated rivalry.

"I wanted this game. I wanted to

beat Hofstra in the regular season. And

I wanted to play against Spruyt," said

UMass goalie John Kasselakis. who

came down with food poisoning
Saturday night and battled dry heaves

throughout the game "I had to pla\ ."

Kasselakis Meed came to play, as he

registered 10 onea,

The Minutemen took advantage of
the Dutchmen's hesitation, jumping out

to! 3 advantage. Martens started the

afternoon's -coring coming close on
Spruvt's left, where he faked high and
shot low with only two minutes off the

clock

Mike McKeefrey, whose family was
among the volunteers who cleared
Gather held, followed his teammate's
example alter taking a pass from
sophomore \lcx Racioppi right in front

of i he net.

McKeefrey then one timed a Mike
lanowicv pi UMass the 5-0
edge with 10:16 to go in the opening
quarter

Two minutes later llolstra came
alive Bob Parrinelli got the Dutchmen

Turn to LACROSSE, page 7
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Another

Transformation

With the release of

her new album Ray of

Light. Madonna >

ethereal new lyric*

and niuiK cuincidc

with her trannlorma

lion from sex amen to

earth mother (tee Art*

& I mrtf, page 5)

Boston College

or Bust!

Mike DelPcrcio and
the Mattachutctti
men* lacrotte learn

face the Eacfca al BC
iod*> lata Spurn,
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Alvarez resigns from SGA;
elections are not ratified

Yeltsin shocks Russians
,

fires his entire Cabinet
By Mikhail Londsberg

Associated Press

By Jill Carroll

Coesgian Staff

WORLD

Kenyan students riot

over requirements

NAIROBI, Kenya (AP) — Police

clashed with thousands of stu-

dents who threw stones and
burned cars in the Kenyan capital

yesterday to protest tower admis-

sion requirements to their med-
ical school. One policeman was

seriously injured when he was hit

in the head by a stone during the

rampage outside the University of

Nairobi's downtown campus
Five other officers were injured —
three seriously — when they tned

to break up the rioting crowd

After a day of running battles,

authorities ordered the university

closed late yesterday and sent all

the students home About 3.000

students took part in the riots,

chasing away dozens of riot

policemen with stones and set-

ting three vehicles ablaze, includ-

ing a van from the state-owned

Kenya Broadcasting Corp The

students also beat up a reporter

from a newspaper owned by
President Daniel arap Moi's

Kenya African National Union
party

NATION

Boy Scouts free to set

membership standards

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — The

Boy Scouts are not covered by

California civil rights laws and
can exclude gays, agnostics and

atheists, the state Supreme
Court ruled yesterday

In a pair of unanimous deci-

sions, the court said the Scouts

are not a business and therefore

are free, like any private club, to

set their own membership poli-

cies.

One ruling upheld a decision

by a Contra Costa County Scout

organization in 1981 to reject

Timothy Curran, an 18-year-old

former Eagle Scout, as an assis-

tant scoutmaster after he dis-

closed in an interview that he

was gay
The other ruling involved 9-

year-old twin brothers, Michael

and William Randall, who were

barred by an Orange County
Cub Scout den in 1990 after

they refused to declare a belief

in Cod.
The twins were allowed into

the Scouts by lower-court rulings

and recently qualified to become
Eagle Scouts, Scouting's highest

honor, subject to approval by

the national organization. They

and their father, |ames C.

Randall, who is also their lawyer,

say the boys are agnostics who
haven't yet worked out their reli-

gious beliefs.
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In another surprising turn pi events

surrounding the Uaivereit]

Massachusetts Student Government
Association (SGA) elections lor presi-

dent and student trustee Carlos

Alvarez resigned as Chancellor of

Flections, fuither complicating the

electioii ratification process

In a signed note given to (he

Afussui /lusrf/s D*tf> Collegian March

12. Alvarez resigned as Chancellor of

flections.

A report has to be given lo the

speaker of the aet I hour.

after the elections are closed in pedal

for the senate lo runts the election*.

As Chancellor d flections Mvarez

was holding mam impoitani piece* of

information needed for this report

when he resigned

"He left with all the ii

needed to be handed in.

associate speaker of the SG V

"You need to file a report within 4H

hours of the closing of the elections

that has the election tallies, .mv formal

complaints Hied Junng the elections

and the signatures of the elections

commission," Cook said

However Alvarez said he did coin

pile a report but the elections commis

sion would not sign it Ihe report he

did not sign mpiled by the

elections commission

"I submitted a report to the com
mission hut thev felt it wasn't (

plcte Ihev wanted to write up
jnoihei report I said mv report wa«

complete I signed the original report.

Ihev made anolhei report and I didn'i

sign it" Alvarez

Alvarez was not worried about the

confusion the lack of a report and his

resignation caused.

their problem because I'm not

involved anvmore and they have lo

deal with it I did mv best and I fot

sent stuighl to hell for it
" Alvarez

said

Because the report was not turned

in. the senate cannot vote on the <

tioiis The constitution docs not have

unv In laws concerning procedure if

the report is not turned in N there is

confusion as to what to do ne\t

"There is nothing in the constitution

to direct us on where to go There is

I ook said.

Despite confusion about procedure,

there is a hierarchv that is going to be

followed in order to till the vacant

president position C ook explained the

procedure in the constitution that will

be followed

..use- the elections ooajJd "ol be

ratified the seat pf president is consid

rding to the SGA
constitution if the position is vacant

when the current president • term is

over, the speaker of the senate will

become the president. The associate

.iker will become the speaker."

•aid

. will move up from a*sociate

speaker lo speaker and Peter

kilbourne. current Speaker will

Turn to SOA pocje 2

MUSt U\\ President Bon«
Ytltaia picked a little-known

relormer as acting prime minister

vesterdav after firing his entire

Cabinet without warning He
promised that Russia s biggest gov

eminent shakeup laajM the Soviet

L nion dissolved would not derail

democratic and free market
reforms

Yeltsin shocked main Russians

when he dismissed (he Cabinet,

including his stolid and loval prime

ministci \ • nomvidin lew

had ever heaul of the man named as

Chernomyrdin s acting tcplacifaeM.

Sergei Kiriem

De-pite the shakeup le;

Yeltsin on down insisted Ru»u was

not leetenng OB (he verge of a poli(-

ical ciisis "There is no governmen-

tal ( n the country,'
Chcinomvrdin said alter losing the

lobhe had held since Ift

a natural and roeti

renewing power One thing i« clear

DANIf III (.11*001 ' COUtGIAN

Poco to the rescue!
Officer Sue Waite and her trusty steed, Poco, patrolled Haigis Mall yesterday.

The course of reforms m Russia i-

irreversible
Most cabinet members were

oidered |
lemporarilv and

manv. including loteign Minister

Yevgenv Primakov, were expected

to keep their r>

In Washing(on Male Department

spokesman lame* Fole) said

Secretary of Sia(e Madeleine
Albnghl will discuss implications of

the changes with Primakov during a

previouslv aitanged meeling todav

in Bonn. Germain
ident Clinton, traveling in

\fiKa said Vettflia'l action is not

likelv lo harm the partnership he-

has been Irving to build with

Meat
One symbol of IS Russian

cooperation has been V lent

Al Gore's frequent meetings with

Chernomyrdin Their last meeting.

iusi 10 davs ago. produced a flurrv

ids and gcnnJ will ^.eltsin

said he needed a fresh government

to re-encrgize economic reforms,

which he said were

Turn to ( 'jg- •

A warm start

to Clinton s

Africa trip

ty Terence Hunt

Aatoocaad Prats

\uK\ Ghana — Buoyed by thc

biggest crowd of hi» presidency,

President Cli.iton hailed "the mfa

of Africa* and its growing peace, pros-

perm and denvocracv a* he opened a

historic six-nation tour yesterday

Ic poverty and war still trouble

part* of the continent. Clinton said

Aawiara must shake off "the stereo-

types that have warped our view and

now have elected governments Where

business w«- • iflcd. "now

Mr leans are embracing economic

reform." the president said on a mis-

sion to applaud political rdorms and

open the door for L S Mncantrade

Clinton's message was almost l>~'

a few seconds of dramatic video that

showed him being jostled by an enthu

siastK crowd. After waiting for hours

in temperatures that hovered near 100

degrees, the massive crowd u«ared at

the sight of Clinton in Independence

Square, a sprawling parade ground

alongside the Gulf of Guinea Aftei

weeks of sex-scandal public itv back

home, the \\ hue I louse happily pasted

along Ghanaian government estimates

. I more than 500.000 people, although

that number seemed high. Clinton '<

press acaatan said the audience was

"the largest he's seen as president

maybe one of the largest any American

president has ever seen."

-it to Bucharest.

Romania, cheered bv tens of thou

sands, had been the previous bench

mark But the huge turnout and intense

heat brought problem- Crowds surged

toward Clinton to shake his hand,

endangering people pressed against

metal barriers. \n obviouslv alarmed

Clinton waved crowds to stop, and he

shouted. "Back up! Back up!"

Spokesman Mike McCurrv said

Clinton was worried about the people

in front being injured

Tights broke out in the crowd over

scarce bottles of water. Police and mili-

tary security whipped people with belts

and canes to keep order. Thousands of

people drifted away from the square as

the ceremony droned on.

Accra, once an Atlantic port for

slave traders, was the gateway for

Clinton's 12-day. 21.000-mile journey

to Ghana. Lganda. Rwanda. South

Africa, Botswana and Senegal. Over

the course of the trip, he will spend

about 42 hours on Air Force One.

The United States saps. Africa as a

huge potential market, with per capita

income rising in vl countries The pop-

Turn to GHANA page 3

Eleven people killed in Pennsylvania cabin fire early Sunday
By Aiiah D. Wright

Associated Press

ON THE INTERNET

www.wmaa.ecni/rso/colagian

HKRNDON. Pa. — They headed
north to the wild beauty of a cabin in

the mountains. 1 1 young people, all

Inends looking forward to a weekend
of cards, cooking and laughter

By daybreak Sunday, all of them
were dead, caught in their beds by a

swift fire.

Little remained >estenl,iv ol the tvvo

story cabin on Madisonburg Mountain

except a tin roof, bent in the middle

ond draped like teal ooei the stubs of

charred supports. The cause of the

bla/e was under investigation.

The victims were in their late teens

and early 20s. and all were from

Hemdon, I close-knit rural town in

central IVnnsvlvaniii. Some were going

10 Line Mountain High School: the rest

had graduated and were in college or

working.

The reaction in their hometown —
where onh IH high school students

live ll) an area almost .is large as

Philadelphia was grief and disbelief.

Veterans of another tragedv the

explosion of Paris bound TWA Flight

800 off New York's Long Island in

1996 — came to help console them I

M

the 230 people killed in the disaster. 21

were from Montoursville. 5t miles

from Hemdon. Most of them were

members of the high school French

Club.

Classes were suspended yesteidav -it

Line Mountain High so students eouJd

instead talk about the fire and the vie

tims. Many spoke to member of (J*

same county crisis team that offered

on-ol.ition 10 Mcntounrvifk taaktantt

two •eon ago.

On their way home, students wore

memorial lapel ribbons in the choofl

colors, blue and gold, and letl banners

m the auditorium. "We will miss \ou

guy*. Hope SOU have a good trip." read

one. "It's going to take an entire village

10 s t x>the the soul of our entire commu-

nity here today." Principal Alexander

Menio |r. raid. Karen Wiest. the moth

er of two victims. 20 v cat -old David

and 17-veai-old Toby, s.nd: "The com-

munity is very strong and the people-

will pull together. They will get through

this."

Official! had not lelOaapd a Im of the

victims by Monday afternoon. The only

word of identifications came fcOPJ icl:i

lives. The 11 friends arrived en the

mountain Friday night and were plan-

ning to go home Sundav. said lohn

Wehry. the uncle of three victims

Police said a passerby saw lights in

the windows and nothing unusual at

3:10 a.m. Sunday. When offli

arrived at i:20 a.m.. the cabin was

engulfed in flames
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Campus Pott€B Log
Animal Complaint
March 13

Residential staff from Webster
Residence Hall found two aban-

doned gerbils.

March is

A sick raccoon was on a median

strip on Massachusetts Avenue It

was removed by a police officer

Mam* 20
A sick raccoon was located on

North Pleasant Street. It was
removed by a police officer

Annoying Behavior

March 21

Chrisshaud L Miller. 18. of 6

Carlise St., Springfield was arrest-

ed in Washington Residence Hall

with a warrant.

B*E/Burglary

March 13

An individual attempted to

break-in to a vehicle in parking

lot 12 on Forestry Way.

A vehicle in parking lot 49 on
Windmill Lane was broken into. A
CD connector was stolen.

Mswefc 22
An individual reported his

North Village apartment broken
into.

Disturbance

March 21

Residential Staff from Thatcher

Residence Hall requested assis-

tance with a large party.

Health and Safety Hazard

March 15

A malfunction occurred in a

large freezer located in Morrill

Science Center. Physical Plant was

notified.

Larceny
March 17

An individual from Pierpont

Residential Hall reported charges

on a credit card which he had

never received.

Warrant Service

March n
loshua K. Finlay. 20. 18

Riverside Dr.. Greenfield, was
arrested on Hast Pleasant Street.

with two warrants.

Vandalism

Mart* IJ

A vehicle in parking lot 4*J on

Windmill Lane was damaged
March 16

A vehicle was damaged in park-

ing lot 25 on Commonwealth
Avenue.

March IS

A vehicle in parking lot 79 on

North Pleasant Street was dam-

aged.

A vehicle in parking lot 35 on

University Avenue was damaged.

March 22
A vehicle in parking lot 49 on

Windmill Lane was damaged

Russia
continued from page 1

slowly, jeopardizing the future of democracy in Russia.

"I believe that recently the government has been lack-

ing dynamism and initiative, new outlooks, fresh

approaches and ideas. And without this, a powerful

breakthrough in the economy is impossible.' he said,

speaking slowly and calmly in a nationwide television

broadcast.

The Russian economy actually has begun to show

signs of growth after years of decline But as Yeltsin

acknowledged, it has been too little, too late for many

people.

Yeltsin fire* deputies frequentl). and is known for a

strategy of shifting blame to others for perceived fail-

ures of his government. But Chernomyrdin had survived

so long that many considered him untouchable

"It came as a total surprise." said Gennady Scleznyov.

the speaker of the State Duma, the opposition con

trolled lower house of Parliament.

Yeltsin indicated he had a candidate for prime minis-

ter, but did not reveal his choice His press secretary.

Sergei Yastrzhembsky. told NTV television that

kinenko was the "moat likely" candidate for the post.

Yeltsin has two weeks to nominate a candidate for

approval by the Duma, which has frequently criticized

the government's reform policies and is not likely lo

give its consent easilv

As the day wore on. speculation grew about what the

changes would mean
Was Yeltsin freeing Chernomyrdin to run for presi-

dent in 2000? The president seemed to say so. telling

Chernomyrdin to begin preparations for the campaign.

Or was he handing a victory to billionaire financier

Boris Berezovsky, who has feuded with Yeltsin's two

leading reformers. Boris Nemtsov and Anatoly Chubais?

Berezovsky had mounted a vicious media campaign in

recent weeks, demanding the reformers' dismissal,

while they responded with charges that the tycoon waa

plotting to take control of the economy
Berezovskv. who with other wealthy businessmen

financed Yeltsin'* 199b re-election campaign, was dis-

missed boa the Securitv Council last fall alter clashing

with Chubais.

Or was the choice of Kinenko as acting prime minis-

ter an endorsement of Nemtsov, the young deputv

prime minister whose political star had appeared to be

dimming''

Kinenko. 35. is from Nemtsov's hometown of Nizhny

Novgorod, and served as Nemtsov's deputy before

becoming fuel and energy minister last November.

"It shows me thai Vlr Nemtsov's position in the

luture government will be rather stronger than in the

previous one." said Nikolai Petrov. a political analyst

with the Carnegie Endowment for Peace.

He described Kirienko as "the most effective manager

hi Nemtsov's team." but a man of far-too-limited experi-

ence to become an eftcctivc prime minister.

Yeltsin's action was hailed bv the communist-led

opposition, which called it long overdue

"Communists have never trusted this course or this

government or believed that it could manage the tasks it

faced." said Communist Party leader Gennady
Zyuganov

But it seemed unlikely that the communists would be

any happier with a new Yeltsin government — except to

the extent that it excludes their most hated foe.

Chubais, the architect of Russian privatization and one

of the country's least popular men.

Chubais was tarnished last year for accepting a

$90,000 advance on a yet-to-be-published book that

critics have called a de facto bribe

The dismissals of Chernomyrdin and his top aides

were expected to shake the confidence of foreign

investors and aid donor-, who have been playing a

major role in supporting the struggling Russian econo-

my
The Moscow Stock Exchange plunged on news of the

dismissals but steadied after Yeltsin's television

address

TVic VMass Theatre Gviifo

fme&eHfo

esusjf
hris

A VicArt-*ton*rH5

The Messiah is coming! The UM
Theatre Guild's '-pnno, musical Jeana

Christ Superstar hire Bowkef
Auditorium March 25-28. With
fresh twist on the popular A L.

Wehher rock opera and with the tal-

ents oi Five-College students, the

( iuild present- \ef another extravagan-

a <>t ringing, dancing and jubdiance.

The director, senior Tim Fisk, has

steered the musical away from it's pre-

conceived rood in the barren lands ot

Israel, and set the rock opera m a Las

Vegas-like casino, appropnarly dubbed,

the Hosanna Cabana. But don't be

fooled b> the glittering lights and fabu-

lous characters. "This is a story about

love, intimacy, and poignant human
need that is not fulfilled m this world,"

F'lsk said. "It's B tragedy about the loss

of an enlightened one. It tells the audi-

ence as to show that it's not too late to

embrace one another."

rtwew Uox\t> Webber rock oper*.

TJtc CWttMrl 50C5 up

Wctmc$t>A\i. MatcU »* At

Oowkcr AviMtorium ah£> n«»is

flirow5li tVic 2»*\ There is *

SAtwrixwf M*twc At 1:90pm, fol-

lowed t*M a tAlU-UAck session

with the CASt Avti» Artistic tCAm.

the Final cvoims performance

will be *>m rlic l*ih .

Tickets Are $« for VMass

Stwoevits. amo $7 5cncrAl A>mis-

soiw. ticket* cah be |n<rchASCo At

the Fine Arts Center Box Office, or

caII ftc-Jfll **

Tki« show is tpontorcb TnpArtlnMtr.Twc, rHc VMass Art*

aho tne Stwocnt Affairs C§tvi'Al enrichment r"vmos.

SGA
continued from page 1

become president.

However Kilbourne will be grad-

uating, leaving the president posi

tion vacant again. Cook will move
up again to fill the presidential

space.

"Peter (Kilbourn. current speaker

of the senate] is graduating and the

president's term is for a year so

that mean* that I'll be president."

Cook said.

The position of student trustee

will be left vacant.

There was a meeting held last

night in an effort to change the

by laws of the constitution to pro-

vide a procedure in the absence ol

the report but it was unsuccessful.

"In order to make chunges it

ellects next veai- election- h

wouldn't be able to change this

years election-." Cook said.

In order to hold new election-

there will have to be a neve

Chancellor of flections appointed

I his could add up to 50 more Ja\-

to the election process.

Piped Symmetry
Power plant pipes turn into a work of art with a quick click of a camera

UMass Campus Activities

SOMkVTHJNG E.VERV

Master Lee has appeared on FOX's "Uptown Comedy Club,"

NBC's "Showtime At The Apollo," NBC's "Late Night With

Conan (rBrian," PBS' "Sesame Street," and A&E's
"Caroline's Comedy Hour." This w ill be Master Lee's

second performance here at UMass.

Chris Walsh will be the student opener for Master Lee.

Friday March 27, 1998

Blue Wall Cafe...8pm
- Free -

im ui s> Hinn i ii vt n rut.'

|\ hiniilitmi \fn-r llirt

Following the performance will be the film

"Tomorrow Never Dies'" starring Pierce Brosnan 1
9:30pm. This film will also be shown on Sunday in

the Campus Center Auditorium 8:00 & 10:30pm.

This series is made possible by a grant from the UMass Auxiliary Services Department,

the Office of the Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs, and the DAILY COLLEGIAlT

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY c ol 1 U.IAN
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Ghana

How's my mustache?
juna i

Katie Youman, a sophomore communication* major, and Tashnique Daniels, a junior environmental sci-

ence major, put their smiles to the test in yesterday's "Cot Milk?" model search

continued from page 1

ulation of Sub-Saharan Africa is projected to double to 1.5

billion in 27 years.

Clinton s joumcv i- the longest foreign trip of hi- pre-i-

denc> and the lir-t nine an American president has visited

any of the six countries on his trip map.

"It is a journey long overdue." the president said

"I want to build a future partnership between our two

people and I want to introduce the people of the IMtsd

Stasaf through my trip to the new face of Africa."

CMnion and his national security aides were distracted by

news ban MOSCOW that President Boris 'I eli-m had fired

hi- Cabinet, though the president said there was no reason

to believe that I S -Russian policy would be affected

Sitting in oversized wing chairs under an umbrella pro-

tecting them from the middav >un. Clinton and President

Icrrv Rawling- ol l.hana wjtched dancer- m native

tunic- move to the pounding of African drums. Clinton -

wile. Hillary and kawling-' wile. Nana, sat nearby on the

red carpeted -tage.

Raw lings has held power since a military coup in l-Wtl

He has run in two elections, winning easily both times He

assured Clinton that Ghana is commuted lo freedom and

justice and in lemis of trade — is "ready and able to do

bu-inc— in today's liberalized and competitive market

plan
" \lrica is not going kO he lound wanting as we approach

the 2l-i ccntuiv." said Rawling-. wearing a batakari. a

-mock like -hirt with leopard mm Clinton posed for pic-

ture- draped in colorful kente doth, and hi- wile wore a

kente cloth shawl. Clinton - Independence Square speech

wa- a scene-setting address for the entire trip.

\1\ dream Kn tin- trip is thai together we might do the

things so that 100 years troni now \oui ajasstkllBlliiSI and

mine will look back and say thi- am the k-ginning ol | new

African renaissance." Clinton -aid

"Willi a new ccniuiv coining into view, old paltcin- arc-

fading away," he said "The Cold Wat i- SJDM Colonialism

i- gone Apartheid i- cone Remnant- of pa-t trouble-

remain, but surely there will conic | time when even where

reconciliation will replace recrimination

Yet Clinton acknowledged that \liica i- ISO) lice lioin

peril He died genocide in Rwjnda civil wan in Sierra

;ic. I ibena, Congo and the Republic ol Congo, a military

dictatorship in Nigcna and continent wide |x»vcitv malnu-

tntion. disease, illiteracy and unciiiplovinciii

(.•lulu i- considered one ol Africa - success stories, with a

5 percent economic growth rate Yet. a -even di ought has

caused an energy crisis resulting in tegular BOW* outage- ol

12 hours a day. Clinton told Rawling- the I nncd State- will

guarantee a $t>7 million loan Iroin the Transportation

Department fa the purcha-e ol two barge- mounted power

plants from the Westinghouse Corp Mtet I davlotig

Clinton Hew to Lganda. arriving alter I a m local time in a

light dn/vle But fir-t the ptesidenl vi-ited with Peace corps

volunteers, noting that Ghana wa- the- bat countrv w
Peace Corps worked

Collegian Graphics loves you more
than Mom ever could *<£

Friends of Monica Lewinsky pursued by Starr

By Lorry

WASHINGTON Without
Monica lewin-kv - testimony.

Whitewater prosecutors have been

turning to her 21) something friends to

-ee it sfx- told them the same story of a

presidential affair and cover-up thai

i seueth recorded by an older con

torture

Prosecutors flew one college friend

all the way from lapan and two others

from Cahlomia lo face the grand jun

A fourth made the well-traveled dnve

from the White House to the I S

courthouse about 10 minutes away
"W e gave them her phone book and

thev ve called everybodv " III

lewin-kv s co-counsel Nathaniel

Speights said "They don't have anv

firMhand knowledge
"

IV-pite such complaints, individu

ab familiar with the matter say White

House staffer Ashley Raines. 2tv who

was friendly with Ms I ewin-ks heard

the cx-intem describe a relationship

she said she had with the President. A
second friend. Scv«a Demann
I i bland. 24. has reportedly given a

similar account

Inhk
witnesses appearing

jurv. the-

arrive at the court house-

fare, sending reporters a

learn their identities

"I think thi- I- tust the

technique that Ken Stan is u-ing on

her." Dr Bemaid lewm-kv Monica's

father told The Associated Press yes-

terdav "He is just trying to torture her

in even po»- iMc wa\

I cw
friend', like her m their m
being inconvenienced MM only by

virtue of having to travel Ifl

Washington but also hecau-c ihev art

being put at linancial n-k These are

all voung people and thev all M
hire attomev- that co-i money

"

formei proSCCtHon delended

Starr'* tactic-

"Starr is irving to prove wtuc

place by statements Lewinsky made to

her closest friends, when she had k-ss

ot a motive to fabricate a -

1

this became puMu " -aid Biucc

Yannett. who was a prosecutor in the

Iran-Contra investigation "It would

put a tremendous amount of pi

cm Mi lewin-l

to be trulhtul.

and |

in cv

la

a I leg

S -aid

tigatmg M»

a i ion

-

j -cvual i

and then wa-
Unton

J \cmon Ionian

I
help lindinv' a lob

nt and '>

B) the

.it in the111 I1C I all

ad tcstitv

Paula lone- -ecual haras-

\|. lewmskv denied an affail But

-he did describe a relationship in con

maatimai with Pentagon

recorded. In ad,

Lewinsky's friends about ri

-at ion- prosecutor- could be looking

for any east

noboraie the recorded chats

between the former White H

intern and Ms 1 npp
Summoned to the grand jurv

Catherine MM
Ms

tarn lives in lap.'

Satalie

II I OS

Angeles, and M- Raine- who work*

in the White House I
•

Management and Administration

Starr also sent pro«ecut- I

Save on general books

/; V KR > DA Y at (JStore ' s

NKW Book Department

*, *, -V -> r -*F

\c'\\ ^t « »l k I IIIK'n IU

Hardcover Save 35%

\c\v ^ i m k I ink's iV'v

Paperback Save 25c/c

: ;• it : : -ir * *

c'l Konk

Hardcover Fiction ...20c/c Off

Any other book* 10% Off
I , hi.i. | .| -...,.. I. . inn. .il.Ki

S ,1 Hooks in. I S|V, l.ll < >i I. I

Portland. Ore to -peak with Andy

Bleiler and hi- wife Kathv. alter they

said Ms I ewmsky had claimed to

have a sexual relationship with a

"high ranking White House official
"

Bleiler and M- lewinsky have

acknowledged a five-year sexual rela-

tionship

It i- not clear when Ms. Lewinsky

will t 1 her lead

atiorncv William Ginsburg. have

asked a court 10 give her immunity

from prosecution in exchange for her

teatjmonv arguing they had a deal to

do so with prosecutors Starr has said

such a deal was never finalized.

Barbara Nicastro. a private attorney

and former histke Department prose-

cutor also emphasized the importance

rroboratiag information Ms

lewinsky might have revealed before

the alleged relationship became pub-

lic

•ie talks to them rcgulariv

girl thing, hut people vou know from

wav back are people you talk with

about the darkest parts ot vi*u lilc."

M- Sica-tro said. "What she said in

unguarded moments will damage or

bolsu-r" anv comment* she makes
aa

Pure sunshine
Sophmore apparel marketing major Alexandra Adelman was a

' en/outtJQ the r

Campus Center
Open Competition for Public Art

The Mcsray D Lincoln Campus Center in association with the Campus

Center/Student Union Commission is pleased to anrxxrtce important art corr

;

tions beins conducted with the purpose of acquinns four mural paintings to

compliment the collection of historical murals displayed on the walls of the con-

course areas of the Campus Center These competitions are open to all Umass

Amherst students, alumnae, faculty, and staff as well as artists residing in the

Amherst vKinity Materials for the murals will be provided by the Campus

Center, and the artists will be awarded stipends as noted below

SITES AND THEMES
These representational murals will be painted on furniture grade plywood to the dimensions specified for

each site Because we seek a specific type of representational mural, the following site requirements should

be considered definitive statements of our expectations Simplicity is preferred to extreme complexity

Stylistic suggestion may be inferred from the works of notables such as Edward Hopper, Thomas Hart Benton,

Diego Riviera The artists will use paint (acrylic or oil) and drawing Photographic image transfer processes are

not eligible

SttC_L Two panels measuring 4 x8' will be installed to the left and right of the Phyllis Gardner Mural, "The

Rope Pull" Accordingly these new panels should compliment the Gardner work in style of painting and by

making some reference to the campus pond and/or some activity associated over time with that area The

depiction may be contemporaneous to "The Rope Pull" or consider some other period The strength of the

Gardner work should be respected The two new works are to be adjuncts Stipend $1 500

SiieJL One panel measuring 4x1 6' will be installed on the south wall of the lower concourse adjacent to the

Collegian, and WMUA complex Accordingly the mural should address the historical place of student media

in the life of the Campus Stipend $1000

Site III: A panel measuring 4x16' will be installed on the North Wall of the Lower Concourse adjacent to the

Auditona Entrance The theme here should consider the contributions to the cultural life of the University

made by the lectute and distinguished lectureKs). Stipend: $1000

SELECTION AND JURY CALENDAR

All entries shall be received by April 30, 1998 Entries shall be in the form of prototype paintings to a speci-

fied scale at 24" wide A statement of purpose describing what is being presented, how it would be execut-

ed and a rational of suitability for the proposed location should be included An estimate of materials cost

should be included Also, a brief vitae indicating any previous mural painting experience should accompany

the entry

A jury from the Campus Center/Student Union Commiston, the Campus Center Administrates and the

University of Massachusetts Art Dept , will review entries and announce selections by May 15, 1998 Work will

be completed prior to a final acceptance review by the jury Final reveiw will be conducted on or about

Sept. 1 1998. The acceptance procedure will be in accordance with the terms of the written agreement to

be signed by the artist and the Campus Center Administration.

Proposals are due at the Textbook Annex by April 30, 1998 A second preliminary rendering may be required

of accepted porposers Questions may be directed to the competition coordinator: Thad Dabrowski,

Assistant Manager, Textbook Annex, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Ma 01003

Telephone: (413)545-3570 • email T_Dabrowski@auxcom.aux.umass edu

All items submitted must indicate the name, address, and phone number of the entrant or contact person All

entries become property of the Campus Center
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The end?
The latest allegations broadcast against President

Clinton have followed a familiar pattern of sensation.

denial, counter-attack and opinion poll analysis. Those
surveys suggest that Americans are inclined to think

that President Clinton has been invoked in sexual mis-

conduct but are reluctant to pre-- mutters further A
-olid t>l percent approve ol the President's performance
in office despite the tact that an even stronger propor-
tion t>b percent — believe that Clinton lacks high

personal and ethical standards Kathleen Willev s tele

vised interview on "foO Minutes," much like the Monica
t ew insky allegations, does not seem to have altered

matter- much It is little wonder that most observers
still assume that Clinton will -urvive

It is not the task ol Kenneth Starr, the

independent counsel, to be swaved by

such numbers. The current wave of depo-
sitions and subpoenas is likely to repre-

sent the last stage of his investigation

Unce he ha* presented the remaining rel-

evant characters — not the least ol which

lident Clinton himself — before his

Grand lurv he will probably seek to wrap
up his evidence This mav mean that he
then invites Congress to consider po--ihlc

impeachment
The Constitution places responsibility

tor (hi- pTDCWi primarily in the HoMH
Representatives It will thus be Speaker Newt C.ingrich

who determines the Republican response Gingrich has

shown little enthusiasm for pursuing the President His

caution is only partly shaped by Clinton's popularity.

Clearly, the White House is coasting on the strength of

the American economy Clinton's standing is hardly

secure when it is so closely linked to an economic boom
that will inevituhlv slow at some point, almost certainly

sooner rather than later Indeed, many Wall Street

insiders are now coming down off their rosy prediction-

for 10 percent growth rates in the second quarter due to

the financial chaos in Asia. Only time is able to tell for

certain how Clinton will weather this storm However
Gingrich knows that impeachment may damage

Congress as well as the President and is mindful of this

fact. It is also not in his interests to elevate Al Gore into

the Oval Office

Starr's detailed examination of the Whitewater affair

may ultimately mean little more than a $40 million bill

to American taxpayers Whatever he has discovered, the

Democrats will argue that the incidents concerned have

long since passed. They will -av further that such i--uc-

are inevitably complex and that the Clintons may have

unknowingly and unwittingly broke the law. The
President's associates will note thai Clinton i- not the

only politician in Washington whose finances require-

some explanation It will be asserted that Clinton i-

entitled to the presumption of innocence

That -hould mean a trial after he has left

oflsM not ejection from it. In the inter-

im, the President should be allowed to

continue unhindered Of course, all this

rhetoric has little nl anv i legal weight,

but it may prove to be politicallv pcr-ua

sive. especially con-idcring Clinton-
communicative abilities and the recent

successful media campaigns run by his

team of political -pin docaon
One factor, though, could upset all

tlu-c , ak ulations. The sexual harassment
lawsuit hi ought bv Paula lones against

the President had been con-idercd an
embarrassing distiaction but not a potential political

powderkeg -\ conviction was thought highly improba-

ble in the absence of witnesses The emergence ol

Willev mav well alter that assump Seise ver

diet would imply the President was a sexual predator
who systematically lied under oath and intimidated wit-

nesses to protect himself Mr Gingrich could then hard
lv rc-i-t conservative demands for impeachment and lib-

eral Democrat- would swiftly abandon Clinton I he

White Hou-e will do it- utmost to discredit Willey's tes-

tiinonv In the end though, she. not Starr, may be the

real threat to the President

Marts Keane it a Collegian columnist

Choose a life— any life
I spend a lot of time staring at the

i - in my room whenever my
mind drifts off whatever I'm sup-

i to be doing. I have the

Tratn^poiting poster that comes
already hung on every dorm room
wall for an additional cost of $20.

It's the orange, black, and white one
with all the writing

and profanity that I

my roommate

while I tried i

tract them with mind-

Hatter about the

black market trade in

porcelain Chihuahuas

I know it's a piece

of paper, but when I

look at it I see an old

man raving at me:
"Choo-e life Choose a

job Choose a career

ping hamburgers at McDonald's
sounds appealing about thirt.

onds into a chemistry homewor >

The worst part about not knowing
anything about my future is not the

uncertainty itself but being asked
about it. Family gatherings are no
better after the awkward adolescent

phase Once MM
becomes an adult. I

find that one needs a

actal and a direction

Alexis I'ushkear

I get

stressed just thinking about it. and I

usually end up smashing the porce-

lain Chihuahuas.

I can't choose what I want from
the dinner menu at a restaurant. I

tell myself that it really doesn't mat-

ter whether I have a

tofu burger with gua-

camole or Gorg
ravioli tossed with
infused oils and
sun-dried tomatoes.
The choice isn't

earth-shattering, so

whv should I agonize
over it"

7

I know I have problems when I

get to the big stuff, though: choos-

ing classes, choosing a major, choos-

ing a job choosing a lifestyle. I've

alwav- Ken told that I could be any-

thing that I wanted. Now I'm almost

20 pearl old and making all these

life-changing decisions, and I can't

decide which path to take, Kven flip-

one really cares what

I'm doing as long as

it's honest and
"whatever makes me
happv

"

Again, no help
there. I might derive

^^^^^^^" -ome small measure
of happiness from beating yaks with

bikinis, but I can't make an accept-

able career out of that. And at this

point. I'd aim for an "acceptable"

career, never mind a really great

ryone a--urc- me I don't need

__^^^_^_^^^_^^ to have
life fig

ured out

at 20.

and I'm
line with

"still
having
plentv ol

time
yet" before I really embark ON mv
life But evervone a-k- me what
interests me all the time, and I can't

tell them. "I very thing and nothing."

Then thev -av. "Oh. vou mu-t have
some intere-t." as though the fact

that I can't make up mv mind i- out

of the realm of possibility. "Well,

I'm thinking of joining the Peace

The worst part about

not knowing anything

about my future is not

the uncertainty itself but

being asked about it.

Doonesbury

Corps and becoming the next
ambassador to V-rncn." I he And of

- they say. 'Let me tell vou
about someone I know who did

that." An hour later I make my
escape by throwing a porcelain
Chihuahua out the window and
yelling, "Stop, thief"

I can tell people what I'm not

interested in for example. I never

understood philo-ophy because I

.icd out whether the

dimkrv had free will or whether tale

determined whether he took the left

path or the right path. Humans
would like to believe that they have-

free will, but who s to say that

i ver v one is not fate's puppet''

Of cour-e it- easy for me to

believe in fate because it absolve-

n-ihilitv I iving with

the outcomes of choices made can

be hard when the choices seemed
right at the time, but the place
where the choices led is completely

wrong I feel as though the time i-

flving bv in college, and I have a

funnv feeling that I'm going to grad-

uate and realize that I should have

been studying something else entire -

Iv I'm not sure that going oil I

lege right after high school is the

best thing, because in high school

many choices are made for vou and
in college vou need to decide what
you want. How can you know unless

vou've lived a little Brat?

Trmtm$pottin% the movie was all

about choo-ing life over heroin I

think I'm set with that choice, it's

just the rest that confuse- me Mv
new plan is to ignore mv po-ter and
put off choosing anything for as long

a- po-sible. If anyone asks, I'm
going to make I career out of paint-

ing porcelain Chihuahua-
Alexis Pushkar is a I Muss stu-

dent

By GARRY TRUOEAU

nut. mAe*fmt*€umm/a
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Reality check
The war is somebody

scratched and clawed slightly more
than their respective counterparts

and now has earned the right to be

the Student > eminent
Association
president or trustee In

this prestigious p
lion, person x lit really

-n't matter whoi
will proceed to take
over the job rcqi.

ments which add up to

more scratching and
clawing, arguing about

pointless subjects, and
grooming him or her

-ell into being a future

senator or congresspct

son about whom we
will all complain about in due tunc,

the cand

nuch the same tl

AIM - will be appearing in each of

'
I HBO wiTI he

'ring on our televisions. RSOs
will be appearing in bigger rooms,

unlocked doors will

be appearing on the

dorms during the
dav dl-count- will

be appearing on
our tuition bill-.

good tasting food
will be appearing
on our trays, and
beer will not be

disappearing from
the hands ol our 21

year old students. Isn't all this won-
derful'' This impressive platform
supported just about every person
vou could have voted lor on Monday
and Tuesday. March 10th and I Ith.

I ntortunatelv. these promi-e- will

fall by the wayside, just as past
attempts to gram such things to the

-tudent population have been futile

The SGA has more power than
anv other RSO on campus. They
have more money, they have more
legal say in matters dealing with

Whitmorc. they have more press

u'c i. it least when juicy stuff is

going on), and they have more influ-

ence in other, puny RSOs (because

thev control the purse strings, for

the most part) I believe that this

would be a grand way to get a

good accomplished on campus. This

power can be put to

u-e to make the

I Mast experience a

great one. for those

involved in the SGA
and those who
don't even realize it

CM-I-

And sometimes it

Not terribly

often, though.

The power that

the SGA has is

rarely used in a neg-

ative way. however.

il loo

slbring nwl in the tut
more perfect campus
One w.uld think if all the candi

ed in the same platform

and wanted the same things, regard

I who was actually voted into

All I know is that the very aspects

of the national political scene that

we all claim to abhor are alive and
well and are growing up as young
politicians here at the University of
Massachusetts.

the people in the SGA would
be able to accomplish a pantload of

those things It vou have a bunch of

people who all theoretically agree on
what should happen to make the

Amherst campus a better place, they

should have no problem cutting
straight to the point and getting

important legislation passed and
cash allotted and whatnot.

Instead, the Newt Gingrich and
Bill Clinton masks come on and they

argue, and they undermine each
other, and they backstab. and. well,

they basically do what most politi-

cians do: an ugly remake of last

week - N oung and the Restless
."

All I know is that the very aspe

the national political scene that we
all claim to abhor are alive and well

and are growing up as young polm
cians here at the University of

Massachusetts
Don't we all groan when the pres-

idential election rolls around and
we're stuck picking the candidate

who flung the most mud? Don't we
all -igh when two littv or -ixtv vear

old tightwads go back and forth

about subjects none ol u> under-

stands nor cares about? At the col

lege level we have a chance to break

that mold Were, the candidates
aren't fueled by lobbyist groups who

' the platform Here, we have

a chance to deal with the issues at

lace value and move the proves*

ytjjj at an.hpnest rate, Wc hayc.djc
SpKfl to create a generation of

politicians who care about the popu-
lation and debate about the actual

problems that face our society If we
start at the I niversity level, honesty

and work ethic, just maybe, will

begin to infect our nation's gov-

ernment, as the young people here

pursue their dream, to that elite

level

Instead, we listen to stone-
about how so and so put up an
"illegal" poster, and so and so's

evil henchmen tore down cam-
paign signs, and so and so took
wrongful advertising funding, and
so and so's dog took a leak on so

and so's flower bed. and on and on
and on. Maybe I'm alone, but I

don't care I want to know who
among them is going to make my
life slightly more pleasant in MM
minuscule way by using the office of

president or trustee for the power -

of good.

I'm sorry, but I can turn on
C-SPAN if I want to see immature
bickering and finger pointing cloud
ing the minds of a government. I

expect more from our leaders of
tomorrow

Seth Koenig is a Collegian staff

member.

Letters to the Editor

Restart the Peace Process

To the editor

Certainlv. one of the lingering consequences of our
recent experience with Iraq is that the "double standard"

with which the United State- deals with Israel and the

Arab world has re-emerged as an all too real doctrine and

one that has driven even pro-U.S. Arab Governments into

a state of protracted estrangement from u-

In light of the recent avoidance of hostilities, thank- to

a U.N. brokered accord with Iraq on weapon's inspec-

tions, many, including Americans, have called on the

Clinton Administration to jump-start the dangerously

stagnated peace process between Israel and the

Palestinians. These "experts" warn that the United States

runs the risk of further alienating the Arab world, witness

ing the United States' acquiescence to the Israelis' backing

out of the peace pro-

It was not too long ago that two historic, sworn ene-

mies. Arafal and Rabin, arduously hammered out the Oslo

Accords thai were formally signed in Washington, sig-

nalling the beginning of the withdrawal of Israeli troops

from the Gaza Strip and West Bank, coupled with the

Palestinians' recognition of the Stale of Israel and its legit-

imate security interest-.

There was a freeze on settlements and the impossible —
peace between Arab and lew — seemed now arguably
very real and within reach.

But what has happened since Rabin's assignation and
the election of Benjamin Netanyahu has spelled disaster
for the peace process.

Netanyahu has quietly stonewalled and backed out of
the mandated withdrawal of Israeli Security Forces from
occupied lands. He and his government have allowed talks

to repeatedly break down. This has happened with little

exhibited distress in Washington.
And to make matters worse, the Israeli government has

again restarted the construction of lewish homes in areas
that were to be administered by the Palestinians. And the
White House watches with nary a word.
We. as Americans, if we are interested in a lasting

peace, should urge the White House and the Secretary of
State to reconvene the Israeli and Palestinian leaders and
formally restart the peace talks. If they don't, then the
Arab talk of a "double standard" will ring true.

I. for one. would like :o believe Clinton's presence in

the Rose Garden between Rabin and Arafat was more
than just a photo-op.

Steven P. Duplisea

Lake Pleasant
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Transcendent foray of truth Below the surface of the President
By Bryan McAllister

Collegian Staff

Along with her new look. Madonna's album Ray of Light shines

CeJksgKjn Staff

RAY Of UGHT
Madonna

rWjvertci/Worner Bros

W ith Madonna, there are no rules

to follow.

But those looking for a trace of the

Material Girl's previnu- -tvle- in her

new album. Ray of I ight. will be

sorelv disappointed. Gone are the

insipid lyrics, the catchv beat- and
thin vocals that characterized
Madonna's earlier effort- ln-u.id.

|
/ ig/)7 I- a iran-cc-ndenl foray

into electronic music with tle-hed

out vocals — thank- |o e\ten-ive

training during Evita — and reflec

live Ivncs

The change that comes with Kay of
Light — a softer, more pensive -ound
— should not surprise any Madonna
fan; Madonna is known for her inno-

vation and creativitv. whether il be

for wearing her underwear outside of

her clothes or for publishing a book
of sevuallv explicit pictures But this

lime, along with the change in image

comes a change in her musk
Madonna began moving .iwjv from

her Erotica phase with the hip but

still provocative Bedtime Stories and

then followed thai up with the more

elegant Evita. Il wa- in Evita that

Madonna's singing talent began to

emerge. While she will never K. 001

sidered a great vocalist, the training

she took while working on the musi-

Turn to MADONNA, page 7
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7ap Dogs'
Part dance, part theater, part rock concert

and pari construction site, this phenome-

nal troupe reinvents the tap dance for the

90's. " rlrcmfying energy that had the

packed house cheering
"

-The LA Chronicle

TUESDAY & WE DNESDAY
MARCH 24 A 25, 8PM
CONCERT HALL
Pmwwtso w'm rut ccnmous su**o*r o»
rtostMCt S«vncs Bank *mo

MUM!

Global Divas
with Ihe Stella ('hineshe Trio,

the ^iis.in.i ll.il ,i lln.irifi and
the Tish lliiiii|ns,i frio

These women kick "girl power" up a notch,

with their innovative interpretation of world

music. Zimbabwe's Chtwese is hailed as a

master Mbtra (thumb piano) player; Baca is

a legend in Afro-Peruvian music; and

Texan Hinojosa is one of America's most

renowned singer songwriters.

THURSDAY, APRIL 2, 8PM, BOVVKER AUDITORIUM
Par sfsmn with mt generous suppout of WRSI 95 3FM «nd The Recokocr

OONIIETTI'i OaUCHTHt!
The New York City Opera National Company presents

The Daughter
of tlie Regiment
One of the great comic operas of all time

in a full production called by the

New York Times "a grand evening of fun."

Accompanied by a full orchestra, sung in

French with supertitles.

TUESDAY, APRIL 7, 8PM
CONCERT HALL
Presented with the generous support of Coca-Cola

Call 54S-2SI 1 or 1 -800-9 99-UMAS for tickets

Visit our Website at www.vmass.eifci/loc/fiK.lirml

COWIC I Willi VOlKdMIK!

r The l»

f'neArt
,

Center

PRIMARY COLORS
Directed by Mike Nichols

with John Travolta, Emma Thompson,
Adrian Lester

Maying at Hampshire Six Thaoters

I was a lunior in high school when
President Bill Clinton on a Thursday
in Oc

l

obar , visited our gvinna-iuin

and -igned an education bill promis-

ing mote tla— nine and better opjxu

Utilities Ol course the bill didn't

mailer mush to us here was an
unlorgettable. Iten/ied event, a

chance to see the most important lig

ure in Amend -it SO leel awav tiom

you. Some ol u- |u-t wanted to be on
I \ Some wanted to -ec what the

;vni wa- like in person One guv

who had a lit-t hand look was our

student government president, who
sat right next is. I Imton and intto

duced him Our netvou- student tep

resentaiive ea\e pruhablv the shortest

introdiKt .h in histoiv

Clinton didn'l miss a beat. I can't

remcmhci the evatt woiJ-. hut he

said something like "leremv it vou

keep in jk mg -peche- thai -hoit

you'll dcfiniielv be a successful politi-

cian
"

But wc navel -aw how Clinton

talked to hi- wile the night bciorc we
never knew how hi- aide- (ell when
thev were totted to covei up one of

hi- main -vjtula!- sVt JUSI -aw tile

the

-ujxt intelligent and involving new
kc Nichols, aaks

— is the surface

lilm BOH Jire

the que- 1

enough' 1

In today's world, suggest- Nichols.

the answer is yes Clinton is accused

of having affairs with numerous
women, but vet hi- approval rating-

go up. A man watching T \ in

Prim. comments that the

rvewc-t woman i-n't that had looking

ill a little corrupt, as the char-

Mars in the film OOssM to realize But

bv the end. thev al-o know that a

man who cannot change himself can

still change other people.

Based on the novel bv Veil sueeA's

|oe Klein, ihe movie takes us was
back to the campaign for the
Democratic nomination, and puts it

in the hands of flenrv Burton, a

voung idealist played with solid digni-

ty hv newcomer Adrian Lester. One
tiav Bui ton finds htm-ell on a plane-

to New Hampshire, -wept up in the

campaign The Governor — here
called lack Stanton -leep- on his

-houldet He - skeptical at first but

ihen become- ov etpowered by
Stanton- ambition.

It - so ciucial that the star of the

movie i- I estet and not |ohn Iravolla

a- our rambunctious, chic ken- wing
eating presidential candidate Despite

how good Travolta- charactet is. it -

more effective to see him on the -ide

line- we gel enough Brll altcadv in

the new- Meanwhile, through
Button we see mainly what he

and (eel hi- di-ap|v.intmenl and Irus-

ti.it ton in what politics is all about.

Stanton for all his talent and chan-
in.i has alfairs with teacher- and a

daughtet ol hi- lavonle la-t

thel

But as much as Pnmar
tviiical n i- -vtupathetic Out In-t

glimpse ol the Governor is at a

school Itbrarv where he uncannily
relate- to pi>oi illiterate tolk deter-

mined to learn how lo read. Later.

Burton linds him in a doughnut
talking with the owner — no cam-
eras, no media. The Governor is cor

rupt. ye-, but he knows people he
- how they feel, and he cares.

I nlortunatelv he hurts many in

the process One of these is hi- wile

Hillary, or Susan as she's named
Ihe tiltn depict- the delicate

balance Susan goes through between
her devotion to the campaign and her

personal need- When her husband
cheats on her. Susan can onlv cringe

and turn away As portrayed with

incredible intelligence and toughness

by the brilliant I mma Thorn

|

Susan also has some funny, biting

moments, she throws her keys at

lack's head and her lir-t word-

tle-ciibing him are "faithless,

thoughtless, disorganized, undisci-

plined
"

Stealing the show i- Kathv Bales,

as an aging moral "dust- buster." She
enters the campaign thinking lack

and politics have changed, but they

haven't. There's a scene with Bates

late in the movie, when she confronts

the Stanton's with evidence against

their opponent's character, thai cap
Hires the heart of the film — and per-

haps the feeling ol many Americans
•veil It- a moving moment and

one that ensures Bates a supporting

actress nomination next year

Our guide through all of this i-

director Nichols, no stranger to con-

-lal subjects as the lilnimakei

behind Ihe Graduate, made a couple

decades ago but still a timele-- da--ic

of American cinema I'rtman Coton
is neither as good nor as timeless, but

the similarities between the two films

are abundant Both deal heavily with

se» — not the act itself . but the moti-

vations behind it and its reper-u-

-lon-

Nichols relieves tfu

the campaign trail with some great

comedic moments. He sends his

character- searching frantically for

cell phones in the woods and. late at

night, has them singing about their

mothers Billy Bob Thornton tlever-

Iv playing a role fashioned after pvlit

ical -traiegi-t lames Carvillc. i- deli

tiou-ly sarcastic and matter- of-fact.

iall) when trying to explain

metaphors about boars and britches

Don't ask.

tg with the equally eltcctive

Wag the Dug. wc now have two
films about presidential escapades
and the inner- workings ol politic

-

Primary Colors is sometimes
overkill, and occasionally flat, but

o smart to fall into traps. It's

the kind of movie that changes vour

state of mind after leaving the the-

ater, and the type of film that,

believe it or not. actually makes you
think about who vou vole for tn the

next election That's accomplish-
ment enough. A-

"l)lti ye** v*td. tit OicA^t bid irJiAX)

"hie M/*y, ny^x, f i(/a«4 it*M+*£ Ce&Ug+Ai* Aitti

'

GETAFREEFRU|TOp,A
-

WITH THE PURCHASE OF A

LARGE POPCORN
Offer good after 9:00 PM at participating AMC theaters

Hey
^fiwAenfs...

UNIVERSITY Of
nusrrrs

I

AMHtRKT

a atnmc
0. THEATRES

CATCH THE LAST FLICK, GET A FREEBIE!
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Old tap with an industrial twist Will Susan Lucci be snubbed again ?
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Mi MMf Ian- DM escisonc have
lovelv Spt mj.- Break? I in Mm those

nl you who -pent the wak in

Daytona M WOTM set. Cancun. have
your fail -hare ot -tone- thai, per
hap- rival the soaps thcm-clses

Iweekend romances ate...), As foe
moi. I spent the week in this host pit

we call MaiiacbwaalU, working no
lets. Thete was a silver lining
though at least I got to watch my
beloved toapa.

I hi- raar't DaytisM
l- nun > nomination- vera
announced la-t Wednesday
and as usual, the questioi

M •veryone't mind
was. "WIS kit I ecd,
diva axtraordiseirc,

her billionth

od foi leaf
Acttess?" At
tin- rate, she
in as get a life-

nine achievement award belore she
linalls wins that K iiintv Anvwav, in

SON ini--ed them, heie - I list oi

the nominees.

Best I >i .in i.i

• \ii M) CMI I

•
1

1

• 'General Hospital"
• v

i uuna and the Kc -tless*

The hit Aussie production Tap Dogs will perform tonight and tomorrow night at the Fine Arts Cer

Hall

By Emily Trosk

CoHegor. SloH

I up IV>gs. the irreverent, locking thear

\u-nalia that has changed the lace ci tap forever,

will perform at the Fine Arts Centei (all tonight

and tomorrow at 8 p m
lap

\u-ti I

award winn

The world- '

engagement-

I ap IX

t( seven male
ic become

loin

have plavcd sold

cr loV cities around the- world

ences with a unique theatrical expert-

s a combination of theater and Am
construction site. Tap Dogs grew out of

grapher Dein Perry's experience as an ind>

uiic in Newcastle Australia a- well a-. c»ut ol his

collahoration with design, ! . .inposer

Andrew Wilkie Tap Dogs perform in leans and
Blunstones. the Tasmanian made work boots, whik

structtng intricate rhvlhm- on an ingenious
,ind wood construct

Sheldon Perry Latl lopet (. I

B) lullani. lam rem) Kiesman and
Anthony I oca-

Tap dogs was an immediate hit at the - 'leatre

il. where it had it- world pun
the praise continued at the rdinhurgh Festival Mter their

initial entrance onto the dan Tap Dogs also

enjoyed continued success throughout Vusttalia and
I urope Dein became the first pet |

Tom »o TA». page '

I \-iress:

• I Been I >.ivtdew

Doj
iln.i V/otros i Annie "Guiding

I iW

I /inimei tResa 1
aniBobh

• \nd Su-an I ucci 1

1

Wis

• Peter Bergman i la k 'iaR'i
• I nc Braeden (VictOI VcR")
• \ • II")

• K it "Port

C bar I

• Devi 1 i ..narv (Adam/Stuart.

Supporting Actor:

• Ian Buchanan (lames, "Bold and
the Beautiful*) — he'll always be

Duke ("GH"> in my book
• Grant Alexander (Phillip, "GL")
• Steve Burton (lason. "GH")
• Michael E. Knight (Tad, "AMC")
• Scott Reeves (Ryan, "Y&R")

Supporting Actress:

• Vanessa Marcil (Brenda, "GH")
— this one's for you,

Beth
• lulia Ban

(Brooke. "AMC")
• Amy Carlson (ex-

)osie, "Another
World")

• Victoria Rowell
tDru.-Y&R")

• Amv Kklund
(Abigail. "GL")

Younger Actor:

• lensen Ackles (Eric, "Days")
• lonathan lackson (Lucky, "GH")
• Krsant lones (Nate. "Y&R")
• Isler Christopher (Nikolas.

GH
• Kevin Mambo (Marcus, "GL")

*i ounger Actress:

• Sarah Brown (Carly. "GH")
• Camryn Grimes (Cassie. "Y&R"i
• Christie Clark (Carrie, "Days")
• Heather lorn (\ictona, "Y&R"l
• Rhonda Ross (Toni. "AW"

I

Overall I'm quite happy about the

nominations, especially Cynthia
Watros and Eileen Davidson's nods

lor Best Actress, both ot which were

well deserved Cynthia was "GL" last

year enough said. The real wild

card in this race is Susan lucci nl

Hlcen and Cynthia spin the votes)

who had an incredible year The
scenes involving Maddie were some
ot the most heart-wrenching work
-be 's done in years (don't tell me you

didn't shed a tear when she handed
over Maddie to Maria) If anyone's

earned an Emmy, it's this woman.
As expected. "Y&R" led the pack

Fred Drasner

Chid \ xccutive Officer

t An Open Letter to. Students

Planning to Attend Law School

from

U.S.News & World Report

Dear Student

DON'T YOU JUST HATE TO BE GRADED? Well, by their shrill protests afaut U S New4 RbHbffitfartkw school

r.mkin^s. so do most ol the cleans ol the Livv fcisOob you are considering However, as a law schiwl graduate with both a

| P and all \l degRe, 1 can tell you that these same deans will subject you to rigorous grading YOU w ill he required

to endure lectures from tenured professors who haw not changed their class notes since the Rattle d Hastings Then,

alter attending class lor a lull semester you w ill be given one exam to determine vour grade One exam, one semester,

one grade One roll ol the dice to measure VOW performance

At Li S Wus c* World Report we are lar more equitable (to use a legal term) We have a multi laeeted, multi

dimensional, sophisticated ranking system developed and evolved over many years to give you guidance on what

may be one ol your largest financial investments and certainly one ol the most important choices lor vour career in

law and perhaps beyond While our law school rankings should not be the only criteria in your choice ol a law

school, they should certainly be an important part oi the analyst

-

( Jet your copy ol U s NrwsA World Report's Best ( iraduatc Schools guide on newsstands now Or, to make it easier lor

you to see the book that 164 law school deans would prefer you not see (notwithstanding their commitment to the \ km
Amendment), call 1 BOO 8^6 6397 (ask lor extension 5105) and I w ill arrange for a copy ol the book to be sent direetly

to you at SI oil the newsstand price *
I his will also ensure that you haw a copy ol these important rankings because as

a result ot publicity surrounding the deans' determination to have you ignore the rankings, they are a wry hot item.

These law school rankings are a small part ol our philosophy ol Vus Y.ui ( an Use' information we bring you in each

issue ol the magazine to help you manage your life

Good luck in law school and good luck on making the right ( hoiee

Kindest Regards

Sincerely

• shipping .mil tumllM

1290 Avenue of the Americas, Suite 600, New York. \'Y 10104

www.usnews.com

with a whopping I I nominations,

followed bs "OH" and "AMC."

There were, however, a lew sur-

prises one of which was Peter

Bergman's (lack. "Y&R"> nod for

Hot Acta < |U" ,nal ne am* ^ rK

aka Victor, dcsa'l gel one every

yeart. No uffsSsM 10 Mr Bergman

but there were a few other fine

actor*, on hi- -how alone, who
had a much more daunting acting

task. I just didn't think the materi

al was theie for him this year.

Another ivrBTIM was lensen

Ackles' (Erk, "Days") nomination

lor Younger -Vtot He - been on

the -ho\* lor what... a week.

There's a lesson to be learned

here, whine and bitch and you're

almost guaranteed j -pot DoSM t

that -uni up hi- first lew moniti-

on the -how? I mean, how main

tune- have we heard him whine,

"Mom. >ou can t do that to Dad!"

It makes me want 10 slam ins

head into a wall.

I'm a little bummed about

Nancy lee Grahn. Stephen
Nichols I i-a I'eluso and Roger

Howarth s (Ale*is and Stelan of

l,l|- I ila liom ' \U and I odd

on "One I lie l> I KV) ab-ence

from the li-t 01 nominee- It's a

-in I tell vou I'm thrilled about

I ski ihu-iophcr - iNik. "GH")
nomination How could the

Academy say no to a face like that

(can I get an "amen." ladies ha)

Senou-ls though, he had a great

year. It's rare to lind -uch depth

and maturit) in a newcomer I he-

thing that realty ha- me pi--ed >.li

it "CL's" absence in the category

of Best Drama Hello Academv
have we been watching the H

-how'' I he othet bit QJ b- i-

The World Turn's" no -how

-how didn't get a single nomina-

tion So what il the -how -tunk

for the better half of last year, the

actor* -etiainlv didn't

On a more personal note, next

Saturday I'll be attending a chan-

ty dinner for the "Make-A -W

foundation There'll be quite a

few of davtimc'' rising -tar* in

attendance including Stephen
Nichols (Stefan. "CH'i lohn
Ingle and lohn I York ildward
and Mac. OH Michael Diet/

and las Pickett (|ot and I rank

"PC") and two of daytin
t ladie- Lisa Peluso (I

\W | and I aura W nghr

"GL") The dinner includes an
autograph signing and a chan

even ga-p mingle with the

themselves I invite you all 10

come (and stop me from making a

fool ol inv-elfl Id loi

familiar faces there There i-

n: the dinner cost! S5S but.

$T? of it is tax deductltm) (cha I

ching) and better vet. it- for a|
g(««4-«av«* Ciod know- w«

-pent m,.re monev on a mea-ls
shirt Irom \hcrcrombie and I itch

-i>me more convincing, the

food is excellent and more impor

tantly. free. If sou te interested

send me an e mail or better

call for vour ticket dircctls

number is I8(X).»<?> ^4"4 Hone
10 sec sou there

In a bit of soap news, rumor ha-

il, the one and onlv. Deidre Hall

iMarlena. "Days") mav be on her

way out of Salem Time lo

open the champagne... no. M
|ust |okms; WOW 1-. -he w.n

spend more time with her familv

How vers dastime i-h

Soaps to watch this week:
\et.il Hospital" In cele-

bration of the show's "5 5th
anniversarv t si vears of daytime
at its best, give or take a year).

Boh t'.u/a - |00J| all out I iK>k lor

Robin to take a turn for the w
Will |ason save her in time'.' I ucks

tonn- an unlikely alliance and we
finally find out why Audrey has

been wigging out over I iz's rape.
"1 oung and the Restless" — On

last Friday's riveting cliff-hanger.

Veronica shot both Nikki and
loshua after he spurned her
advances (the WOMBS not dealing

with a full deck Both her and
I.aura from "Days" need to be
committed). Will they live? Tune-

in to find out. YON won't be disap-

pointed

]acoh Fanning is a Collegian
ci'luitinisi Quulloni or comments
uhoul this column can be
e-mailed to

llannintfa student, umass.edu.

Are you
interested
in writing

for
Collegian

Arts?
Come on
down to

113
CampUcS
Center

Basement
to And out

how!

Cannibus above MTV audience gggg
What's up'.' I hope- u.u enjoved vour spring breaks. If

you weren't in the -un, and had a chance lo watch M l\
Spring break. I hope you had a chance to catch D|
Scribble's performance The man got illmatic on a
Run DMC track to the point where he took his shirt off
while -pinnine. it WM pure hip hop at its best It was also
nice to see Cannibus get some e\po-uie, a- he made a

guest appearance during \\\c let- set R» ^^^^^^
bad Cannibus was cleails osei the head- ol ^^^^^^m
the audience \cla111

The single of the week, maybe month.
^^^™^™

either way it's what all aspiring l)|- and hip hop head in

general should own 1- Ihe Body Rock" leaiuiing Mos
Del. O -Tip and le-h ol Alkaholik lame Ilu- -ong might
melt your turntable, as it 1- the first in Rawku- s / yrictsts'

lounge The nice people at Rawku- have al-o made this

available on tape so go soursell a lasor and pick this up
I wo other single- out on Rawku* right now ate lirutl

Kxpress' bs McGrufl and "What if/Liciuid'' bs I tudgc
Gang Start- album 1- supposed to be out this week "I

Put in Work" and "You Know \1\ Mee/" have been on just

about even 1111 \ tape and they are pure ILH> pi

whipped butler

PiiiKe Paul- I'swhounalysts. has been out on Tommy
Bos tec old-, and I just got to peep it Paul still has the abil

ity to lind ob-cUte beats that slam harder than Shawn
Kemp Hi* Kric- on the olhei hand ate out there on HsM
ill sihe Uhile the Isiic- aic tongue in cheek, it make- sou
wonder what he- -moking Still I hope one ot the hardest
working ami lea-t recognized names in hip hop linalls gets

the attention Ik

The \ -Icutionets. loiiually the \ Men have released

then lull length \ rVsssssSM M MfkOsW Kcoid- Ilie \
EowHoasn (they'll alwas- K- the \ Men to me. beside-

thev could kill Supetman without kryptimite. |u-t a

turntable), ate made up ol Mistei Sini-ta. Rob >wilt. Ris,

Raider and lotal ldip-e These are the onlv lout D|- to

battle the Insisible Sciat-h Pickles and walk awas Ihi-

album is a lull representation ol what lout HI- can do

Dtugacz

when they put their collective skill into dealing a hip-hop

mastetpiece These guys are the Michael loidan's of

hip-hop.

The fab-five of this years hip hop OasN I very year the

radios and turntables arc littered with one- hit wonders

who hit one over the fence and then hover around the

Mendoza line for the rest ol their lise- kecentlv. some real

D|s have begun to emerge from the

Puff-Daddy, two cent movie fantasy

inspired rapper- who have put a strangle-
^^^^^^^™ hold on the airwaves

I he so are the five who have the best chance to leave a

mark on the community
• Cannibus 01 "Can I Bu- scv anywhere you like.

Bottom line is this guy doesn't even have a single out. but

people are putting him amongst the all time greatest

microphone assassins already He rips it on even track and

it looks like he might end 1.1. Cool I- CSVOH Simpls put

eseisone want* him on then tracks but no one want- to

battle him He- the C hn* Webber ol tin- team

• Mo- Del lit-t heard QSJ Dsj La Soul's Stakes Is High

his buttery flow has everyone's knee* bending Hi- debut

single "t niversal Magnetic" is hot. bringing back memo-
ries of the first time you heatd U I ip While he - mostly

been hyped lor his delivery and ability to plav with words.

don't sleep on his skill or he'll hurt sou

•
I I ive Do vourself a lasor and pick up "Braggin

Write-" hi- -ingle He's painting pictures that onlv veter

ans and Picasso are supposed to paint. A poet and a lyri-

cist

• Kwcli. peep him on Soundbanihuig with Mos Dot He
thtows deadly needles with his words but remain- con

-deuce about the community
• |)\l\ I in not sure about this dog I sweat everything

he's done so far but I can see htm being the lalen I-

tin- team. A lot of talent, but doe-ni produce like he

should.

Peace.

\dam Dlugucz is a Collegian columnist

Read Collegian Arts!

jSV-v uejSa||co peay

Staying in Amherst This Summer'?

Looking for a job9

Wf/V/CSCff/
Full & Part Time Jobs

Are Available Working For

Summer Conference Housing

SMART CHOICES FOR

•Work with UCS in providing Residence Hall Accommodations to over

70 Conference Groups Meeting at UMass This Summer

•Many Different Types of Jobs are Available

•Applications and Job Descriptions are Available at the

Conference Services Office

Room 91 8 Campus Center Ninth Floor

•Completed Applications are Due By Wednesday, March 25, 1998

continued horn page 5

cal is evident in Ray of Light.

for her first experiment in elec

tronic music. Madonna teamed up
with William Orbit, a producer
known for his remix work for Seal

and The Cure. The two had previou-

ly worked together on Madonna's
controversial "lustifv My l.ove" and
the theme song from With Honors, "I

Will Remember."
Along with the change in music

genre, Ray of Light is more autobio-

graphical and more feeling than other

Madonna albums and in thi- sen-e

Ray of Light resembles Li'ite a Prayer

in it- honesty.

The album opens with "Drowned
World/Substitute for 1 ose." a deeply

felt ode to Madonna's need for fame

and success in an effort to make up
for the lack ot lose in her life.

"Ray of Light" literally evplode-

Thc title track is wonderfully put

together, infused with a lightness that

is missing from both "Orowncd
World" and the second song,
"Swim

"

"Candy I'ertuine Girl" is a friso

lou- but metaphorical venture into

passion and desire. If anything.

"Candy Pertume Girl" con

more Tori Amos-esque than any

recording Madonna has put forth

before.

"Shanti/Ashtangi" demonstrate-

the interest Madonna has developed

in religion and yoga. The
Sanskirt based piece is influenced bs

Indian and Moroccan sounds and i-

accompanied by an inlectious beat.

The trilogy of "frozen," "The
Power of Good-Bye" and "To Hase
And Not To Hold" arc subdued com-
pared to the first hall ol the CD but

are more entrancing and profound,

"ho/en." in its simphcits. sei- the

mood for the ne\t two BOMS. I'he

darkness of "Fro/en" reflect- .1

theme ol opening up to feelings, but

also show- olf Madonna's newly

found socal talent. Un "frozen."

more than any other sung.

Madonna - soice is fuller and more
feeling, giving the theme more credi-

bilits

"The Power of Good-Bye" begm-
with a line liom "fio/en" N out

heart's not open" — and then contin-

ues along the line- ol ihc- tear the

come- when the actual word- ol

good-bye are spoken Once again.

Madonna manages to put her-ell

completely within the song, infusing

the music with not only meaning but

also a deeper emotion.

The philosophical "To Have And
Sot To Hold" closes out the trilogy.

"To Have And Not To Hold" has a

sweeter tone than other songs on the

album and once again showcases
Madonna's soice rising clearly above

the music, instead of being bogged

down by the heavy electronic beats.

If there are disappointments on

Ray of Light, it would be the final

two tracks — "Little Star" and "Mer

Girl." "little Star." of course, is the

lullaby dedicated to Madonna's
daughter. I.ourdes. but the saccha-

nne nature of the song quickly grates

on the nerves. "Mer Girl" is a dark

look at death and how Madonna
came to terms with the loss of her

mother at an early age.

In all though. Madonna's journey

through electronic music is more
honest and profound than anything

she has attempted before. Innovative

as always. Madonna manages to put

an ethereal quality within her music.

Ray of Light is more about feelings

and less about dance or love. Where
cithers might have been afraid to

open their hearts. Madonna decided

to take the chance to be honest and

the gamble has paid off. A

tap
continued from page 6

consecutive Olivier Aw aid \>r chore-

ography and also the youngest holder

of two Oliviers. which he wen 111

I ^vh> ior his work on Tap Dogs.

Tap Dogs made it- North
American debut at Montreal's |u-t

tor laugh- festival in August I'Wfc

followed by its U.S. premiere in U>-

Angeles in the fall of |sWt> Tap Dogs

then played to audiences and won
critical acclaim on a limited tour of

North Amenca. including an engage-

ment at the L nion Square Dteatre in

New Virk Citv. where Dein Perrv

earned a l»W7 Drama Desk nomina-

tion for "Best Choreography" and the

show received a |s)97 Obie Award.

tickets lor Tap Dogs are JI5 530
and $20 tickets for ages 17 and
under are $10 and tickets for fne
College Students are 55. For tickets

or more information call the Fine

4ris ( < utat Box Office at 14131
545-25/ / or 1-800- 999-UMAS.

Thanks for reading the Collegian 1
.

Consider the

alternative
type of music.

[ low price ^^fcjj.r
,u "

Wl**

m^^128/iolv

MUJICSOFTWaSI MOVIES- BOOKS

MEDIA PLAY
Mod J4I Ru>M«5t Hodhy |4I3) 582 0410'SluUlllH M«« I 34 EU Si Enfwtd (860) 253 *777

Croitraodt Sucklond HilU IConw ol Hoi* and SW| MondsMlw (860| 648 5871

Ncwinffton Common! Maio 1 72 KMs Lane ISaHin Tumpili*) l-fewinaton |8o0| 594 7272

»to «o>—: Morels 1S-2S. 1—
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Tarkanian feels pain of

player's mother's shock
By Stave Wilstein

Aitociotod Pratt

km l.ukanian called a pla

mother alter the latest arrests a

week ago, and felt the shuck and
bewilderment and helplessness in

her sott. sobbing voice

Here was another kid Tarkanian

had given a second, third and fourth

chance, another ol his reclamation

bad, and now he had

to tell the mother that her son. cen-

c>. had been arrest-

ed and kicked oil the Fresno State

team
"She was all shook up. heartsick

Tarkanian said. "She still can't

believe it -Kvondre would have
graduated He made the honor roll

la«i »pring He just screwed himself

all up
"

n b> Yarkanian's turbulent

standards, the Fresno State team he

brings into the SIT semifinals
luesdav night at Madison Square

. n has gone through a hellish

MMon
and arrests. Fists, guns

rds Booze, drugs
siv suspensions, one dis-

1 lingering suspicions of

hern the most difficult

M «jiJ wcarinesa in

.e. rings around his

raccoon eyes hd« droopy as ever as

.icllts

and san

and rch,

lll|s«al

pol

he boarded

in knew tough times at

IMM and IMS. cash

placed on probation during his

reign . and I red long legal

(oust with the NCAA He also knew
.ire ol triumph, capturing the

Final Four at LM\ in 1<*«*0 and
coming into this season with the

• inning percentage among
•ie» at 667 1 4S

But nothing in all his yean — not

even the infamous photo* of former

Rebel platers in a hot tub with a

..on* u ted gambler that led to his

exit Irom IMA in l«WI — com-
pared to this 21-1 1 season of utter

chaos and surpristng success

"I don't plan on doing this vers

long." said the towel chomping 67-

v car-old who is in his third vear at

his alma mater tall with at least 20
•nd SI I herthsi and has a con-

tract through next season "I would
just like to turn this thing around. I

thought we could have done it by
now. I'm disappointed we didn't."

larkanian's recruiting style wher-

ever he has coached has been to

place talent ahead of character and
brains, to take kids who have had
problems with alcohol or drugs or

the law and give them a way out

through basketball. He'll take kids

from obscure junior colleges, or

transfers who were unhappy at

major universities. Anyone who has

the game.

Unlike coaches at schools such as

Stanford and North Carolina, who
are in the Final Four, Tarkanian
hasn't been restricted to students

who must have high Scholastic

Aptitude Test (SAT) scores and
Msj grades to be accepted. This

shark is a bottom fisher Sometimes

his approach has worked, reshaping

the lives of players like former
UNLV star Larry lohnson or Fresno

standout Kendrick Brooks. But too

often players dnlt through his pi.,

gram with little education and no

degree. And no matter how they

turn out. his methods can be per-

ilous for the schools involved When
comedians joke that Fresno State is

California's newest penitentiary the

school has more than an image
problem Alumni scream — at least

those opposed to winning at all

costs — and good prospective stu-

dents may stay away
"There's no question there are

some risks that are taken." said

i>aano State president lohn Welts

,

who considered pulling the team out

of the SIT after tones' arrest with

freshman recruit Kenny Brunner for

investigation of assault and robbery

with deadly weapon*.

"In a perfect work), I would pre-

fer we didn't have to deal with these

things." Welty said "But if there's

proper review and good assessment

made, it certainly can be very worth-

while He's had a number of suc-

cesses, and in my mind it's far better

to have an individual who gets a

good educational experience and
becomes a productive person, as

opposed to someone that continues

to have difficulty and really becomes

a burden on soctctv
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Majerus sends Final Four wishes to Van Horn
SAJ I I VM till AP> For all the satisfaction in

reaching the Final Four. Utah coach Rick Majerus feels

a twinge of remorse at not being able to get there a year

earlier

The iM«un' keith Van Horn, an ex I'te now in the

cmplo. of the Sew (erst

• KA draft pick last year and a

Rookfc of the Year, called Majerus on
Isaturdav as the team was leaving the hotel in Anaheim.

Cal.t

e team luck." Majerus said, his vw.t
-h I ..ould have gotten him here

"

The n of course, is the Final Four, where
•llowing a stunning 76-51 upset of Arizona.

will pla\ North Carolina on Saturday

Ltah closed its practice at the Huntsman Center yes-

terday I he I tes 1 29 •*> leave Wednesday for San
.irrying hopes for the school's first NCAA

championship in 54 year

Nan Horn and Majerus are close, their relationship

strengthened by more than basketball

Van Horn was the Western Athletic Conference

Freshman of the Year m I H which his

father died from a heart attack Ma|enn . who had
heart-bypass surgerv his first sear at ltah. reached out

to his grieving star

"I remember when his dad died." Majerus -aid "I

guess you could say I became an interloper in the

parental process." Majerus pushed to do hi*

school work and helped with his Iannis He yelled at

him on the court, but off the court wa» ..

counsel.

Ma|eru» stood behind \an Horn, beaming, when he

donned a Sets cap and traded in his beat-up pickup

truck for the new Lexus and a $** milium conti

"I just wanted to let those guvs know I «d> behind

them." V'an Horn told Thi - «• Tribune on
Sunday, just before the Sew terse) Waahanflon game
"I wanted to offer m\ congratulations tor a great sea-

son
"

Van Horn was touched when he heard about
Majerus's comment "That mean- a lot to me. " h>

"Our teams, we were capable of goinj: We plavcd hard

every night It just didn t work out for

Four Cuban baseball stars fight for their rights

Robertson

AsvoctoSsd *n

cinallies

rrfrht •O'tMerM^BBSe *»

- detention" in the Manama*.
four Cohan l»e"t r)a ll <tan» ehd five

friend* appealed yestc -\lun

in Costa Rica. Bahamian defense
meanwhile, rescued another 10

Cuban boat people and were taking

them to the detention center, where

do/en- Oi refugee- protested the -pe-

dal treatment given to the Cuban play

Some detainees who -poke K)

reporters through a chain link fence

-aid several Cubans had started a

hunger strike yesterday I he camp's

r, Arthur Rolle. denied thai But

he did say security had been increased

V \P\

,tr

wherever y<

are, there*

££l>oL
PW
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ATM** momsrvg.

I . M( Corporation is the company that banking, financial, tnd industry leaders worldwide rely on for the tools to access

and safeguard critical business information in applications such as online reservation systems, transaction processing,

customer billing, and mote. EMCs intelligent disk arrays, software products, and services enable our customers to

connect, protect and manage thar data throughout the global enterprise - flexibly, transparently, across every maior

computing platform. In other words, we've taken information storage out of

the boa and made it a strategic IX pillar of success.

A global enterprise in our own right, EMC is part of the S&P 500 Index with

more than 6000 employees in more than 80 offices across the US and abroad.

Our consistent dynamic growth creates ongoing opportunities to "break out

of the box" with us.

To explore a future with EMC, please stop by your Career

Center or send/fsx your resume to: Human Resources, University

Recruitment, Job Code PM1-UMA3/31 , EMC Corporation, 5 Technology Dr.,

Milford, MA 01757-3681; Fax: (508) 435-8884. Or you may email your

resume to: univerairy_emc@iaua.emc.com Attach and sat* your resume as

an ASCII Uxt frit Mttng up to S cbaractm of jour last/first name*. TXT

(Lt. SMlTHJOE.TXT). If you an using Wordfor Windows 6.0, save the document

at MS-DOS Ttxt with Urn breaks. EMC is an equal opportunity employer that

values the strength diversity brings to our workplace.

• Hardware Engineering

• Software Engineering

• Information Systems

• Internet Technology

• Manufacturing/

Operations

• Marketing

• Customer Services

• Finance

•Sales

• Human Resources

• Business Development

airline

reservation

at lurKJiliii to..

«r shopped

the Web

last night.

On-Campus Interviews: March 31

SALES

EMC
The Enterprise Storage Company

chances are,

EMC was there.

•t the camp, where there have been
ru.|.

standing in mud puddle- that

nmr sn m-*t0ntMimsimr~'
layers, 2Vycar-old

lorre I

•
v ">*»»

thai thev had

spent the night on the floOf

because there were no beds.

"We beseech your cooperation

and help in permitting us the right

to live in .1 matt) of total freedom

where human rights are respected

the plavers said in a Icltet SeaM

-ta Rican President

i Figucres. They asked

him to immediately gtant them
"humanitarian vi^>

"

The letter said they were being

"unjustly detained" in the

Bahamas, which regulatK sends

Cuban refugees back home. The
letter was c>jvcn to a reporter by

Cuban-American -port~ a*jeM loc

Cubas. who has instigated an inter-

national effort to release the plav

ers. "Our fear is that we will be

deported back to Cuba where we
know that, simply for being base-

ball players who have decided to

abandon the country, we car
sj ttpau |i»n consequencer-im
letter said.

The player* left their hometown*
in central Cuba on March 10, then

hid for 10 days before setting out

to sea Friday. They drifted into a

Kahamian fishing boat a few hours

later and were turned over to

Bahamian authorities at Ragged
Island, a tiny fishing outpost about

(<0 miles north of the Cuban coast.

(he players included Angel
I ope/ 25: lorge Diaz. 2"\; and
Michael lova. a 17-year-old player

Irom Cuba's junior OtjMBtjfc team

They and hnriquc Chinca. 41. a

pitching coach, were banned from

( u Han baseball last year because

authorities suspected they were
planning to defect.

Bahamian official] were unlikely

to deport the celebrities, despite an

agreement with the Cuban govern-

ment to return all refugees.

258 ways

4> •
e
>oursum^et

Summer Session at Stony Brook
258 courses in 45 subjects
Day and evening classes

Low NYS tuition Terms start May 26 and July 6
New interest-free payment plan

Check out our website at www.sunysb.edu/summer/

1-800-559-7213
emai I :su mmerschool@sunysb.edu

ST#NY
BR«#K
StAII I.NIV HSIIYOI NrTvVYORK

An Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Educator and Employer

Women's gymnastics bitten

by Michigan's Wolverines
By Brett Mouser
Coftegion Stall

When looking at the sport of gym-
nastics competition conaieu ol indi

viduals battling other individuals, but
not against cadi oihci \i no point M
two oppoabu competitor* battling
each other directly. There are no
punches thrown oi anv game winning
goals. The Massachusetts women's
gymnastics team learned that, despite
these facts. gymnaMk^ letnains | team
sport

Consistency became u problem for

the Minuiewoinen ovei break, as (hev

took second place in both the regulat

season finale with No 2 Michigan and
the Atlantic 10 Championships

In their meeting with the
Wolvenives, Michigan put togcthei an
impeccable performance, defeating
UMass 197. 5S0-I92.tif I'he

Wolverines overwhelmed the
Minutewomeii. -weeping the lop three

places in three individual events and
the all-around I le-liiii.in fill I idler -

second place finish on the flooi exer-

cise saved the Minuiewoinen from a

clean sweep.

Computing the numbers, the Maize

and Blue averaged nearly a 9.*H) on
each performance, with three dillctent

gymnast* landing first place finishes

Kisher's 9 »50 on the floor was the

onlv score to eclipse that mark.
Michigan posted a team score no lower

than a 49 250. nearly three tenths

higher than the Minutewomen's best

cote.

lunior Anita Sanyal had two strong

performance*, tying for fourth on
beam with a 9.825 and posting a

9.800 on floor Sophomore Mandy
Motbj placed sixth on beam with a

9.800 and seventh on floor with a

9 825

Hv looking at the slat sheet from the

Atlantic Ten Championships. UMass
looked like they would be well on their

wav to their third consecutive confer-

ence crown A first place finish on
even event, including three bv Fisher.

wis not enough to propel the

Minutewmnen to victor)

fwo tenths of a point separated the

Minuiewoinen and the eventual win-

ners, George Washington. After notch

ing a 48.925 on the vault, good for

first. UMass fell to third behind the

Colonials and Rhode Island alter sub-

par uneven bars and balance beam
rotations.

The stage was set for another
astounding set of floor routines. A
school record 49.250 on the event

leapfrogged the Rams in the standings,

but fell just short of George
Washington.

Sophomore Maud) Mo*b) was
named the Most Outstanding Gymnast

Of the Championships, winning the

all-around with a ^8 990 She tied lor

first with teammates Fisher and fresh

man Mary Moore on the balance

beam lunior lennilet Pokrana won the

uneven bars battle with a 9.850

The story, though, was Fisher She
continued her dominance on the floor

routine, posting a 9.975. In addition.

she tied for first on the vault with a

9 875 and won the balance beam evcni

outright, registering a 9 850. She did

not compete on the uneven bars.

BauN MCtXSMOTT / COUfCUN

The Massachusetts women's gymnastics team competed in the Atlantic 10 championships at Rhode Island this

past week

Welsch attempts

Boston Marathon
as amputee runner

By Alison Fitzgerald

Associated Press

BOSTON — Mike Welsch can run

the Boston Marathon, and he can do
it on one leg

Race official* originally saiJ ihe

amputee runner, who ran the

marathon in eight hour- la-t year,

was about three hour- too -low to

qualify for the prestigious race-

Now thev ve decided Welsch -

determination is enough, and have

decided to make accommodation* fot

him to take his place among the elite

and evervdav marathoners on the

2b. 2 mile run from Hopkinton to

Boston.

"I am psyched and I will be there."

he said after hearing ihe Boston
Athletic \ssociation had decided to

let him run "I just hope thev don't

change their mind or anything
"

Welsch. 58. had run the Boston

Marathon twice before and in

December, he began training again

lor this year's race.

But was stunned la-t week when he

got a lettet from the BAA -aving he

couldn t participate

"He was not given an official num
ber because he in no manner ol

speaking was qualified and this is a

qualifying race," Race Directot Guv
M.'i-i -aid ve-lerdav "I ve taken

another look ai Michael's special situ

at ion and we are going lo allow htm

to enter

Morse said the BAA would arrange

to have WcKh start the race about

two hours before the other runnct-

and arrange for security and medical

support along the course lor him.

"I think we .an -tretch out -

net with the cooperation of the cities

and towns." he said.

In 1 97^ Wcl*.h lost hi- left leg in

an alcohol related motorcycle aea
dent >hat left his "good" leg in casts

for nearlv -i\ vear*.

I
while his right foot was still

encased in plaster, he put on his pros-

thesis and began riding a buvcle

Soon he was swimming and biking

seriously and in 198b WcKh decided

to try a triathlon Three vears jgo he

•el his sights on the Boston Marathon
— the race's 100th Mnrsersar)

"The first marathon was awe-
tome." he said.

Before he began running Welsch
admits he had doubts he'd linish

"A week before it wc drove it 1

almost literally got sick." he said. "I

got so depressed I couldn't believe

how long n *.i- " But he *aid he

talked himself through it. reminding

himself he had run 18 miles belore

and once run 10 mile- twice in a dav

"I said to nivscll now it's time to put

it all together V>u put all that in the

bank and it - time to draw inlet

he said Welsch laid he made it

through the race bv giving him-elf

small goal* to reach — 6 mile-. It)

mile*, then IS. He was halfway
through and started counting down
again

"When I saw the Citgo sign it was

|u«t a spot down the road and it kept

getting bigger and bigger and Ufa.

he said "Once vou get to the t

sign you know vou did it

"

Almost eight hours after he left

Hopkinton. Welsch crossed the line

at Copley Square.

Our readers are the best! -The Collegian

What is there to do

on campus??
http://www. umass.edu/campact/events/calendar.htm

Check this website out!

Special Summer Programs in

Cuernavaca, Mexico

These experiential programs emphasize hands-on learning in

the beautiful City of Eternal Spring, Cuernavaca, Mexico.

Traditional and Modern Markets of Mexico

June 3-29

Painting: Color and Light in Cuernavaca

June 329

Spanish Language and Mexican Culture

June 3-July 8

To learn more, contact

University of Massachusetts Boston

Division of Continuing Education

100 Morrissey Blvd.

Boston, MA 02125-3393

617.287.7915

dce@umbsky.cc.umb.edu

www.conted.umb.edu

tUlAX?
FORGET IT!

PLAY HARD TO STAY HARD
JOIN THE BEST

HAMPSHIRE FITNESS
90 GATEHOUSE ROAD

256-6446

side
continued from page 12

winning sudden death overtime v;oal

against Harvard to record a hat trick

on the lollowing day.

Overall, ihe Minutewomeii spread

the ollensive duties, with nine dillei

ent plavers contributing with either an

j^-im or a goal in the first two games,

regardless of the intimidating chill

factor.

"The bcautv of our Harvard game

I .i- that a lot ol kids had a couple

ppeJs," McC'lellan said "I think that

one of our strengths i- how balanced

oui scoiing is panl lo be this
)

As the I Mass offense scattered the

scoring thieat over their whole lineup,

then delense limned the opposition to

reiving on a single plaver Seven ol

rlarvattfl scores came ai ihe hands of

Alii Harper, and all but one ol Holv

Uox' ^oals were attributed lo |en

Amendola Without sufficient support

allowed bv the Minutew omen
defense, the two opposing ctars wete

tied able ti> stage respective victories

alow
The weather ' Although the lir>t

two games were not plea&anl fot the

fans, it seemed to allect the plavers

little

"We've been pfatntrku m u for a

long time I don t think that it both-

ered us much. McC'lellan B*J*J

A week lalei OS) Saluidav March
21st, the Sew Kngland skies tried

again to throw a monkey wrench into

the earlv seneoa puni of the

Minutewomeii. a> then BBBM Sched-

uled against the I niveisitv ol V a

Hampshire was postponed twice,

belore tinallv being rescheduled tcnta

tivelv at the end of April I hi> devaj

opment stupe I Mas- ol a vital

tune up game leading into a lough

three game stretch against Blown
Nale and lemple that begins loinoi

row

"I'm sorry we didn't get in our

Sew Hampshire game " McC'lellan

said "We probablv could've u*ed

another game belore this vv<

big games (that are| coming up. The
beautv is that we're well rested.

though
"

UM softball returns

on high note from
Florida road trip
By Jackie Leroox

Collegian Staff

Things are beginning to look up
for the Massachusetts women s

sottball team

The Minutcwomen spent their

spring break in sunm Florida, and
were able to improve on more
than just their tans After starling

the season in sluggish fashion,

going 2 K thev went 9-J in

Honda, and ended the trip with

their overall record on the win

ning end. at I I 10

I Mass began their trip at the

TulluhUiiff Democrat Honda
State Invitational. ihe

Minuiewoinen advanced lo the

championship game of the tourna-

ment lor the tir*t time in school

historv Fhcv lost 1-0 against So
nda State finishing as the

tournament s tunner up
The I ad) Sennnoles sooted the

onlv run of the game in the third

inning UMass committed »ei

- on a grounder from Florida

State - lenniler White, allowing

Dana Bailey to at

Minoiewotnen Kim Gutridgc. who
had a solid all around pel

mance in the tournament. wa» J-?
from the plate in the Honda State

tussle

The unearned run from the

Scminolcs was the only one
given up hv lunior pitcher
Danielle Henderson, who pitched

in all si-, tournament games The
run snapped her ainu jtive

shutout inning streak at 44.2
inntni

Henderson finished with a 5-1

rd in the tournament, all live

wins coming off ol shutouts In 41

innings she struck out 7> batters

and allowed just I > walk*.

On the first day ot the tourna

ment t Mass defeated rurman
nhern Illinois 4 I

and defeated Honda Atlanti.

In the hurman game. Hemic
struck out a total ot twelve

With her sixth strikeout of

the game she upped her career

total lo 4sl4 *ar| kellv

Daut's pre

Senior pitcher Im Wagner start

ed the Sorthern lllin>

allowing four run- itwo earned >

on *l\ hits She walked on

fanned MM
Henderscin had I > stnkcouts in

the win over Honda Atlantic

During the game she became the

tirsi I Mass pitcher to pass the

SOO career strikeout platcat.

her outstanding play in the

Invitational she wa- named the

Sational Pmi Mtch Coechc*
Assoc ia i ion Sational Plaver of the

Week the fir«l nine she ha« evet

ved the honor She was aiso

named the WHMf I M*aM \thlete

ol the week
In the res| ot the Invitati

I Maes thra-hed Hr.idlev I* o and
Central Michigan S 10 a.

I

to the quarterfinals against v

I ouisiana State I niversitv kellv

Hucklev powetcd I Mass at the

plate in the two win- pulling in

live RRI
UMass defeated i SI m the

quarterfinals, then went on to

defeat Michigan State, last

tournament champion, in the

semifinals

In other games over the break

the Minutcwomen plaved Hi.idlev

again in a douhleheader on March
lb. Thev won both games
and >-2. The Minutcwomen also

delealed Honda \.\M the MM
day by a score of 4-0.

I never s-nov* vahat tnood\
l« be in \

One daf Dragon Fries, the

ne>t dasj £.hitt.en vslingft.

or masfbe a big jmt^ burger

Than*: goodne»» for Pete'e.'

Tbe^ always got vtbat

I want

BURG!
BUCI

NOW SERVING WINGS

ROUTE 9 HADLEY, MA

585-0241
http://www javanat/-mrburger/

It's Coming-^. newba.ar.ee

Appisri it no can lo Iht Commonwaattn

university of Massachusetts
Sport Management Program

ajjjejaj
ySBpOr

April 25th and 26th
Its more than just great 3-on-3 Basketball

Haigis Hoopla has:

^j -Contest for Everyone!
•Great Food!
•Speaclal Events!

nd Tons of Fun!!!

Registration is Available Now !!

Whether You are a Participant or a Fan, Haigis Hoopla has Something For Everyone!

Any Questions call the Haigis Office @ (413) 545-5689

Presented bv the UMa^S-SjMlS-Majj^g^msijlFjiMarja
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Collegian Classifieds
University of Massachusetts • Phono: (413)545-3500 Fax: (41 3)545-1592

ANNOUNCEMENTS
I ill playing junior

level hockey for the Junior

Minutemen? Tryouts start

March 31st, 8-10pm at

Mullins For more informa-

tion call 545-5649

PEOPLE S MARKET
Where the food's fresh,

the coffee s hot and the

music is jammin' 1 Main Floor

Student Id

APARTMENT FOR RENT

One bedroom apartment

Colonial Village available

now Easily accomodates
two people On bus line, next

to laundry, across the street

from Mike's Billiards Call

Fred at 256-8406

Live In Brandywine

Lane available June 1, 1996

through August 31. 1999 or

Summer 1998 sublet option

Two bedroom, full bath, heat

and hot water included On

two bus routes Contact 549-

5046

Beautiful 3 Bedroom
Hardwood floors Downtown
Amherst $1350/month 549-

7752

1.2, and 3

bedroom apartments Gas
neat, hardwood floors We
are showing starting April

6th for June and September

leases Lincoln Real Estate

253-7879

3 bedroom constat Gas
heat, hardwood floors, heat-

ed basement 1/2 mile to

campus on bus route We are

showing starting April 6th for

June and September leases.

$1350 plus utilities 253 7879

AUTO FOR SALE

[Purchasing a used carl

epaiiea"? Dd

lyou know your legal rights!

Contact The Student Legal

Services Office, 922 Campu*]

jCenter 545-1995

1991 Subaru Justy 5 speed

Great MPG Runs great

$1200 533-4087

1990 Jeep Wrangler Hard

and soft top Full doors 5

speed Oversized tires Many
extras 85K Great shape
Asking $6000 Call 256-0501

Wanted: Junk Cars Cash
paid everyday 1 800-649-

4795

COMPUTERS
New P166MMX from $895

Laptops. $1295' Peripherals

ZarViSion 582-9198
V/MCAMEX

City Communications
Pentium 233MMX. 32 MB
RAM 2 1 Gig. 24X CD ROM,
33 6K. Ti Modem. Video &
Audio Cards with speakers,

plus 14 inch flat screen digi-

tal monitor. Windows 95,

keyboard. PS2 mouse $1150

546-6826

Brother Laptop Word
Processor Printer

both $75 each sepa-

. 586-1572 Jeremy

Macintosh Color
Stylewnter 1500 Printer.

Keyboard. Mouse. External

CD Drive SCSI Equipment is

m excellent condition All for

$300orB/0 549-5514

COMPUTERS
CHEAP! CHEAP! Color VGA
Monitor- $55 Laptop

Notebook- $99 486
Computer System- $295 Call

CPC (413)584-8857

EMPLOYMENT
CAMP CANADENSIS.
Pocono Mountains, PA
Excellent residential coed
summer camp Caring coun-

selors to teach athletics, ten-

nis, gymnastics, mountain
bikes, motorcycles, ropes

course, yearbook and news-

paper, drama, video, photog-

raphy, nflery, cooking, arts &
crafts. WSI, waterfront,

dance, golf, and much more 1

Excellent facilities and great

salary 1 6/20/98-8/17/98 Call

(800I832-8228 or E-mail us at

camp4youi3aol com for an

application You can find us

on the web at

WWW CANADENSIS COM

Ad Reps needed tor amher

stonime com We need moti

vated. articulate, internet lit-

erate people Call 253-9000

for details

Fall 1991 Internships with

the Student Legal Services

Office, get hands-on experi-

ence m the legal field

—

work directly with attorneys

and clients Earn up to 15

undergraduate credits No
experience m the legal pro-

fession necessary— training

provided Application dead-

line is April 1 7. 1998 Contact

The Student Legal Services

0ff.ee today 545-1995. 922

Campus Center

Female PCA Wauled
Weekends only Call Barbara

at 256-6721

EMPLOYMENT
COUNSELORS: TOP BOYS
SPORTS CAMP IN MAINE'
Exciting, fun summer 1

Instruct, coach, or assist

Openings in: All Land
Sports. All Water Sports.

PLUS: Camping/Hiking,

Ropes/Climbing Wall.

SCUBA. Archery. Riflery.

Martial Arts, RN's.

Secretaries Top Salaries,

Awesome Facilities

Rm/Bd/Lndry/ Travel CALL
the 18001 NUMBER NOW!
(8001473-6104. or E-MAIL
cobbachief@aol.com or

write: Steve Rubin CAMP
COBBOSSEE. 10

Silvermine Drive, South
Salem. NY 10590

SUMMER WORK IN
WELFLEET ON CAPE COO
General restaurant work
including cashiering and ser-

vice $8/hour and meals plus

$100 per week bonus for

each week worked if you stay

through August 24. 1998 Call

or write Bill Millett. P Box

321. South Welfleet. MA
02663 (508)349-2265 e-mail

wmillettOcapecod net

Fall 1998 Internships

the Student Legal Services

Office, get hands-on expert

ence m the legal field—
work directly with attorneys

and clients Earn up to 15

undergraduate credits No
experience m the legal pro-

fession necessary— training

provided Application dead

line is April 17. 1998 Contact

The Student Legal Services

Office today 545 1995. 922

Campus Center

EMPLOYMENT
Town Of Amherst Leisure
Services Summer
Employment
Opportunities: CAMP
Summer Camp Counselors.

Directors (Teen Camp).
Special Needs Counselors.

Art Director POOL STAFF
Managers. Instructors.

Lifeguards. Cashiers. Wading
Pool Attendant, Pool

Maintenance Supervisor
SPORTS Adult Tennis

Instructor and Field

Maintenance Worker
EVENTS Hot Summer Nights

Volunteers OFFICE Clerical

Competitive Hourly Wages
Applications available

through Amherst Leisure

Services Office in the Bangs

Center or at the Town's
Human Resources Office.

Town Hall in Amherst
Amherst is an E E /A A
Employer Deadline for appli-

cations is March 31. 1998

ALASKA SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT- F.sh.ng

industry Excellent earnings

and benefits potential All

major employers Ask us

howi 517-324-3115 ext

A50011

CRUISE & LAND TOURS
Earn up to $2.000/month
Free world travel (Caribbean.

Alaska. Europe, etc )' Free

room/board For info, ring

(919)933-1939 Ext C 150

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT
Earn up to $3.0O0/month in

fisheries, parks, resorts

Airfare! Food/Lodging' Our

service recommended by US
News & World Reports

(919)933 1939 Ext A150

EMPLOYMENT
Earn extra cash mailing our

circulars from home in your

spare time No experience

necessary Free information

1 888-892-2781

Cruise Ship & Land-Tour

Jobs- Excellent benefits

World Travel Ask us how 1

51 7-324-3090 ext C50013

National Park
Employment- Parks. Forests.

Wildlife Preserves Ask us

how 1 517-324-3109 Ext

N5O013

FOR RENT
SUMMER RENTALS

CAPE COD GROUP
Summer Rentals- Some
waterfront houses, some
with swimming pools.

Falmouth area. Diamond
Real Estate (508)477 1900

FOR SALE

Large Jim Beam Mirror

$30 Black Leather Jacket,

perfectly worn in $50 Call

Eric 665 3659

INSTRUCTION

University Bartending
Course 50% Student

Discount National

Certification Available

Spring Sessions This

Semester Space Is Limited

1 800 U CAN MIX

LOST & FOUND
Lost: 3 subject notebook
The cover is black, the brand

is Pro and the b& •

torn off Lost in the School of

Management on 3/12 549-

8308

Lost- Black Sweater
Herter Hall on Jan 28th

! call 665-8394

LOST & FOUND
Lost: Gold bracelet with

sentimental value Bowker.

Saturday Night. 3/7 Call

Michele at 5-3838

Substantial Reward

MISCELLANEOUS
FREE T SHIRT + $1000

Credit Card fundraisers for

fraternities, sororities &
groups Any campus organi-

zation can raise up to $1000

by earning a whopping

$5 00/VISA application Call

1 800-932-0528 ext 65

Qualified callers receive

FREE T SHIRT

PERSONALS
Melissa and Julie. Here's

your next clue We sleep m
different rooms, yet we both

see stars at night 1 In Sigmas

tour GA §

ROOM FOR RENT

1 bedroom in 3 bedroom
apt Starts June 1st Fits 1-

2/pref female Main St

Above Bruno's on bus route

CHEAP' Call 253-3802

ROOMMATE WANTED

Clean, older or mature
female who likes quiet To

share two bedroom apart-

ment, washer and dryer, fur-

nished living room area,

optional bedroom furnishing

Summer/Fall Please contact

Tina 665-3491

SERVICES

Pregnant7 Need help7

Birthright of Amherst area tor

free testing and assistance

5491906

TICKETS

Two Ani Difranco tickets

for sale April 4th B/0 546

3266

TO SUBLET

North Amherst- One bed-

room with deck Quiet $670

All included Available 5/9

549-9164

One bedroom in 2 bedroom

at Chtfside $280 month all

inclusive Call for details 665

0235

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK 98

Fiee food and drinks'

Cancun. Bahamas. Jamaica

and Florida from $399

Organize a small group and

travel FREE 1 Highest commis-

sions and lowest prices Call

Surf & Sun Tours to become

a campus representative

(800)5747577

Sale
Get 1/2

off

on
j
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Visit our office in The Campus Center
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DOOM WANT!D
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TUESDAY, MAR 24
him — Pnde aJaatkc anal tpamm a nv> k-

ni*hi in the Campi) -on* IMn ?

p m featuring the movie Brautiful Ih >

net ndummkm. call ihe office « S4S-OIS4

email lbf»#«iu«( umtii cdu or Nap t>« the

affke )i4HD Student Lnmn

Weermf — The Ballroom OefKc CM *»tll

meet in Tutman 101 from iB-I pm Tango

and Rumba will be taught \o experience or

partner is ncvessar* Sr« member* welcome

Herring — The Distinguished \ i

Program will hold a meeting in Ihe Campu*

Center, room B04-a0H « 7pm Mew member*

are welcome

Meeting — S II \ R I general meeting will

be held in the Campus Center, room 16V at 7

p m
houn — Health Reach International

invite* the IMm community

V team member will be available lusia*

i p m in Prinze Residence Hall

International lounge Stop b» or call

WEDNESDAY. MAR 25

II I If semester'*

Ouimessentiallv Oueer Cafe will be held al 7

p m in the Graduate lounge of the Campus

Center Enjoy poem. <onf and cumin opm-
riow of Ifct Rve CoSeee nwtr ou—imiiii* The

event in free and «pon«ored bs the Stonewall

,'r — The Biological Sciencrc Student

AAaodatkin will hc«t lim \leng. a profemor of

to talk about "Climate

i jin n of Paleogene mam
in the Mongolian Plateau' al 4 pm. in

v.uth IN
Health Reach International

invite* the LMac» communitv to n-

houn A team member will be available today

from *-4 p m in the iommunitv Center t Apt

H-2i in North Village Slop by or call

».77-*l8V

Support group — RHIK'T. the live

College Bereavement Support Program, will

begin a vu week <upport group tcrin today for

• tudentv who have experienced a lots. Call

577-DI6 for more information

THURSDAY. MAR. 26

Nj.nc\ Manahan. editor of

/ i'*/»un \uni Brmkinf ihi .Si/<-n<
> » ill drscuo

her new h^,. mr. Irsbiam Reflect

on thetr lAMBAj ' xprnmct al 12 W pm in

the C'ampu* Center, room HOi The evenl i«

free and wheelchair acce*«ihle Sponcored bv

the Stonewall Center

Aft) — Brenda tc Wanda Han«on of

Camp Sicter Spirit will «peak on their experi-

ence* with homophobic tiege againtt their

retreat «ite in the deep South at 4 p m in the

Campu* Center rwm *0^ Spon«,reJ b» the

Slieiewall Center

Meeting — The Peace Corp* representative

lor I Ma»« and the live lollege area will pre

•em general informatKwi on the Peace lorp-

and how to become a volunteer (rum 7-8 p m
in the Campu* Center . room cJOT-W All *tu

dentv Irom ant mayor are encouraged lo attend

lor thone unable lo attend or intcre*ted in more

information call the Campu* Pen*

ullKe at S4S 2UH or vi«n Room 112

Mukhridge Hall during oflicc hour* I Monday.

Tuesday & Thursday. I -5 p m i

Meelmg — The Ballroom llance Club will

meet in Totman IOI from 5 W-J pm Tango

and Rumba will be taught Vo experience or

partner i» nece**ary Sew member* welcome

Offii-e hours - Health Reach International

invitet the I M«" communitv to it* oflicc

houn. A team member will be available today

from V7 p m in ihe Communitv Center I Apt

41 I 1 of I iru r r* 4 '" SAtl

*77-X||ti

NOTICES
( ommt numrnt houving A limited num

-evidence hall room* will be available

tor the relative* and friend* of graduating

t MaH -tudcni* tor the night of Saturday.

May 2 > Commencement housing applications

are available al the I ni»ei*itv Conference

.mpu* Center, room 918

To guarantee a reservation, completed form*

mu*t be returned bv Mac h

( ,>inmi/nifv - I omc toin all ihe (un by

signing up lo show an animal for the bird

Annual I i\c*nck Ctaaak The ( la**i* will be

held D*J friday evening. April 24 and

Salurdav. April IS, Contact Brian or Howard

i-022 M -ivrn up or tor more informa

lion

lYH are pubac service announeement* printed

daily To submit an PY1. please send a press

release contammg all pertinent information,

inckjeang trie name and prtone number of tne

contact person to the Collrgian, c/o the
Maruxang (rtlor by noon tne previous day

hmplo\m< nt The I Ma*« t Re t* hiring

'»fl and web publisher*

Application* are available in ihe CRC office.

\22 Student I nion or leavi a <ii»e mail at

MS 1122

voCunrrrfum— Anv queMion* contact

Mike Whitman at s4S Sbbti The Amher*i

Salvation \rmv need* volunteer* anv da) and

any time Call 2M-4747 lor more informa

lion

I iifimrt'i-ritm - The Cn«i« (.enter, a

Massachusetts Suicide Prevention Hotline i«

currentlv ceeking volunteer* anil intern* lor

more information, contact Cina (rampetro al

,978 1841-5600 exl 201

Thank you for reading the Collegia!*
( We're New England's Largest College Daily! )
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Horoscopes
ARIES (March 2l-\pril 19) —

It may be more dilfit-uli than

txrxvted to put the piece;, of a puz

IM in order todav, A random
approach is un«m>idablc

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
- on detail* n<Jav and sou II

realize that >our understanding of

the big picture ha* H change TOS
have been assuming tiK> much.

GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20) —
You may be in fof Jilli^ult ttnic

today, as the collection ot data

proses complicated, and communi-
*ation with otherv i* dcla\ed

CANCER (|une 2l-|uly 22) -
YOI may find yourself in a situation

which is more than you think u>u

can handle at thi 1
- time. It MO

make time to -peak with a HSS*M
LEO <|uly 25-Aug. 22) — Voej

may be n hu*\ ir\ing to reach one

specific goal that \our are unwilling

10 learn lesMM that peripheral

activities have to offer.

VIRGO (Aug. 2*-Sept. 22) — If

it's bargains you're looking tot. fOH

tna\ be di-appointed by day's end

The fact is. it may be difficult to

i deal ol anv kind toda>

LIBRA (Sept. 2*-Oci. 22) - \

knik back over recent week- affords

you a clearer picture ol where you

are headed You can benefit greatly

Imm some time alone today.

SCORPIO (Oct. 25-Nov. 21) —
.Someone ma\ be tmng to stand in

\our way and preveni sou trom say-

ing what must be said. Be patient

the truth will come out and you II

h.i\c sour d.t\

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — ^ M ma\ lind you hase more

tc do todas than sou had planned

Tinkering with sour schedule skill

enable sou lo K- itaorc efficient.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-|an. 19)

— DOeaWfttk issue* are not lo be

ignored today You musi be sulling

IB -it down and talk about (fit

things thai are most disturbing to

sou

AQUARIUS (|an 20 Kb 18)

— Others are hkels lo gravitate

tossard you all day long, but how
can you be *ure it t* lor the right

reasons? Do not make hasts judge

ment*

PISCES (Feb I9-M«rch 20) —
'\ss.is boa home, you're Itkels to

find that your perspective and si*ion

are more clear You arnse at a con

elusion that ssas long in coming.

Closo to Home By John McPnerson

Ovi«>i«^ of l lie Day
CC Blessed is he who has a soul;

blessed is he who has none* but

woe and grief for he who has it in

embryo.

-C. /. Gurdgieff

—zr. , '„.m».j*v.".' '

A/r-WgTsy-

Todoy's D.C. Menu
Cmll 545-2436 rW I

Imf—mmHam.

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

BBQ Pork on a Bun
Ginger Black Beans

Leah for Rachel

DINNER
Chinese Beef fkPepperi with

Snow Peas

Italian Tortellini Stir Fry

Sausage Grinder

Worcester
LUNCH

Grilled Chicken Sandwich

Spaghetti with Sauce

Spinach & Mushroom Quiche

American Grill Burgers

DINNER
Chinese Beef tkPeppers

Lemon Pepper Cod
Curried Chick Peas

Pastabilities: Veal

"Granted, the cast has to stay on for the 37

weeks, but at least this way you can still get

around"

ACROSS
1 Function
4 Ringrng Aound
8 Nawta
12 Strategy
13 Notion
14 Navadalaka
16 "0»avna' fanga*

Hnhaatat
AMgator-t

68 S*a*a«p4»ar*s«ri

king

60 Po4nead (a gun)

70 Faoapart
71 Actraaa

Pfpojsi
72-pop
73 Plaaaad
74 Phoanu

21 Sknom Yoko
22 Lodang pOoaa
23 Sicaian volcano
25 Matody
27 SoKJWrn taava

31 HatratuK
36 Ganattc matana)
36Fadad
36 Iron-on picture

30 Shada traaa

41 Sottaryona
43 Captam Klrk'a

navlgaior

44 Romas rtvat

46 — anddinad
48 Awtut
40 Latdm
51 AdMknlura
53 Nuland—
55 Moray*
56 Truckar"trtg

SO PlartCTopa
61 Oyatafs nomm
66Ukaa*

chad

piayar

DOWN
1 Armbona
2 H H Monro •
pexinama
Gtoaay pamt
Ctecomng twrtca

a yaar
Unoauai
Varna'a captain
Profits

Airpod trio

Tir#»<>

lOLskaKataMoaa
11 By and by
12 Yukon rootwaar

15 ArvAavmas orad
t8 Space
?0 At tha paak of

24 Fladtant

26 Mead signal

27 Wornaa
28 Dart*

20 Staa«onaro*a
30 Skatar Sonfja

3

4

5
ft

7

|
9

PftCVlOUS PUZZLi SOtVED

fJWGlW WHMI4I;- MWHIfl
IaKa1(4U i.naKiow :<uan
Wfji.n.1 i2K:;.wi*\k\iiimikiii

HUQW7. Hinn midf-iMu

wiawiiimw mmwijimwh
UKI4UOM UOUl WWl»J7.
miiiin iiniNu.'.iOn nno
nmzm mi:<ii mm t

. hwm
uiiir.iii(.ini=t i.i^uMinii

- an wwwww
ciMMUhd nam i4aV.i4i.iE4

PiH.iiWMwwiiKi:! iinr.im
umiaiK hi4i:iiii:i i:ii4kiw

aiaoia uumww maa&
YJ*> O 'fW. Uraaaa) fmmim fysaneea

32 Typaofdtving
33 Lunch antraa
34 Avoid adroitly

37 That*
40 Rapatrad

(rtvecNnaa)

42 Sat in a mcha
45 Antigua auto
47 Cowry*) Evana
50 Ptwnograph

record
52 Sacred tonga
54 PertOfrTsjng

5© W*t#OjWfaW

57 Goddatwof
discord

58 Office note

60 Sun material

62 Adrntrar

63 Oat. aa salary

64 Lrkeadeser.
66 Harem

chamber
67 Neighbor ot

Can

Hampshire
LUNCH

Grilled Chicken Sandwich
Hamburger on a Roll

BBQ Port* on a Bun
Fnord

DINNER
Beef Strips with Snow Peas and

Mushrooms
Chicken Cacciatore

Bread

Berkshire

LUNCH
Grilled Cheese

Pastrami on Rye

Ziti

Pad Thai

DINNER
Chinese Beef & Peppers with Snow Peas

Turkey Fillet

Curried Chick Peas

Pastabilities: Stuffed Shells
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Women's lacrosse on a roll
By Jamie Jm
Coheg.an Staff

The Massachusetts women's
H team opened up their season

shortlv alter most students had left

i.'i spring break, and came away
with wins against Harvard and Hol>

Crocs on back to back game da\ I

I Mass 12-4)) started out against

rival Hanurd on Sunday after the

snow on Saturday bumped up the

contest to give the team games qs-

consecutive days. Steeped in tradi-

tion whenever the teams have joined

up in the past, they have usuallv pro-

vided an exciting game. They did not

fail lo disappoint in this outing, with

the Minutewomen edging out the

t. risTsMa* in double overtime. IV-12.

Freshman attacker Fay Naber led

the way for UMas*. storing four

nkm* • v. w •. oBami
Senior captain Jen Bowen led the Massachusetts women's lacrosse team

to a 2-0 start on the season

goals in her collegiate debut. It was

senior attacker |en Bowen. however

that provided the winning goal, as

she tired a shot past Harvard goalie

Kelti Donelan with 121 remaining

in the second overtime.

The Minutewomen came out fired

up and junior attacker Laura Korutz

opened the scoring with an unassist-

ed goal not long into the game
Harvard bounced back, however,

and eventually built a 5-2 lead

before Naber scored two goals in the

last five minutes of the half to move

UMass to within one goal of the

Crimson at 5-4.

The Minutewomen then regrouped

at the break and again came out

strong with korutz and Naber notch-

ing two scores a piece push their

team ahead at 8-5. UMass still had

trouble containing Harvard standout

Ali Harper though, as she would
score four second-half goals to knot

the teams up at 10 10 after her goal

with 1:31 remaining in regulation

If the game had been divided up

into quarters, the Minutewomen
might have been able to go home
with a victory even earlier as it

seemed that I Mass simply needed an

intermission to focus its attack.

Dominating the Crimson during the

first half of overtime, the

Minutewomen pulled ahead to

12-10 due to goals from senior mid-

fielder len Herker and sophomore
midfielder Stephanie Pav lick

The goals kept coming but fresh-

man goalie len Nardi still managed
to make 1 3 saves on the day

"I Nardil started the game a bit

nervous and that showed in her

clears." head coach Fran

McClcllan said "That's especially

strange for len. who i* normally real

good clearing the ball. She rebound-

ed well earlv. and she did that well

against Harvard
'

Harper continued to venture into

the Minutewomen defense undaunt-

ed, however, and sent the match into

its second overtime bv displaying her

talent in blazing by two goals in the

final 36 seconds of overtime

I ired after the win over Harvard.

UMass still had Holy Cross to con-

tend with and wanted to keep its

perfect home and overall n
intact They did |u«t that with a 9-4

win as senior attack len Bowen
sparked the Minutewomen with a

hat trick which included the game
winning goal.

The Crusaders continued to hang

until a three goal scoring barrage put

the game out of reach late in the sec-

ond half Naber. Kourtz. and junior

midfielder Melissa Anderson each

scored in a span of three minutes.

UM women's lacrosse make fine start

By Seth Koenig

ColUgion Staff

\v ekome to March in New England.

While many college students from the northeastern cor-

lie I nited States fled south to spend spring break in

the friendlier climate of places like Cancun and
Tallahassee, the Massachusetts women's lacrosse team

(2-0) anchored down on the suddenly barren Amherst

campus to fight the harsh elements and begin their season.

Encountering a sudden Ml storm on the day of their

opening matchup against the Harvard Crimson on
Saturdav March 14. the Minutewomen were forced to

postpone the game until the next day. killing any hope for

last minute preparations before their Monday follow up

against Holy Cross. On neither day was Mother Nature

kind, directing cold winds on the players and leaving them

on an unfavorably affected Garber Field

"Certainly the Harvard game was supposed to be played

on Saturdav. hut it wouldn't quit snowing." UMass coach

Frances^a McClellan said "We had to bump it. which

worked out fine for uv except that it put us in a position

where we had back to back games."

"We were a little tired going in. but again that was a

good test for us; to sec how well we'd respond when we

had to play smart and conserve our energy."

Apparently, the team perfected that art. as they handily

defeated the Crusaders with a score of 9-4 only a day after

narrowly sliding past the Crimson 13-12 in double over

time. Freshman attack Fay Naber and junior attack Laura

Koran led the earlv season scoring barrage by beating the

opposing goalies eleven time* collcctivelv between the two

games. Senior attack len Bowen followed up her game

Turn to SIOC , page 9

Men's lacrosse prepare for BC
after defeating rival Hofstra
By Brett Mauser
Collegian Staff

The weekend is over, back to

husin.

After an emotional 7-6 con-

quering of the then-No. 1 1 Flying

Dutchmen of Hofstra. there was

not much time for the No. 8

Massachusetts men's lacrosse

team (4-0) to celebrate the victo-

iv The Minutemen visit

state rival Boston College

today M 3 p.m. in Boston.

After two consecutive weekends
nj high winds and a constant flur-

rj of MOW, the Minutemen will

use this mid- week battle against

the hapless Eagles to work out the

kinks in preparation for this week-

end's home battle with Army.

II today's game resembles those

in the past, a fifth win on the sea-

son looks well in hand. The
Minutemen are 24-0 all- time ver-

sus Boston College, yet their hated

mals have kept the games close in

the past, including last year's 12-5

battle at Garber Field. UMass's
balanced scoring attack was too

much for the Eagles to handle, as

nine different Minutemen notched

at least one goal in the win.

On the 1998 campaign, the

Eagles, members of the ECAC,
finally got into the win column
with last weekend's 10-9 victory

over Sacred Heart. They come
into today's meeting 1-4 on the

Matoa, being outscored 77-28 by

their opponents, including a 20-2

thrashing to the hands of No. 5

Duke. They rank 51st in this

week's power ratings.

"We have to be mentally
focused to play because Boston
College always plavs us tough,"

said coach Greg Cannella. "I do
not care what their record says,

they always give us a great game."

The Minutemen's 4-0 start

marks their best start since 1987.

That team that started 6-0, but

finished 3-3. winning the New
England championships, before

losing to Penn in the NCAA
Tournament. Ironically. Cannella

helped that team to prominence.

After the Virginia cancellation,

the win over Holstra finally put

the Minutemen on the national

map for sure, after three rather

easy wins against Holy Cross,
Fairfield, and Hartford.

Due to the postponement of the

Hofstra game until Sunday, the

Minutemen were not able to prac-

tice yesterday due to the NCAA

rule that states a team cannot
work out for seven consecutive

days. The mandatory day-off does

not allow the team to work on the

problems that coach Cannella has

noticed thus far in the season.

"Our offense turned the ball

over six times in the final quarter

against Hofstra. and gave them
some opportunities. In one-goal

games, you cannot do that.

Luckily, though, our defense
remained solid."

Defensively, the Minutemen
rank among the top schools in the

nation in goals against. It was two
defense-oriented squads, but

deeper down, senior goaltendcr

|ohn Kasselakis versus Hofstra's

Mark Spruyt, who many maga-
zines had rated as the only goalie

in the country better than UMass's
All-America candidate. Kasselakis

took that to heart, and fought off

sickness to one-up his Spruyt.

"We have been thinking
Hofstra. Hofstra, Hofstra all

week, and after expending all that

energy on Sunday, the team has to

be ready to come out and play

against Boston College," said

Cannella. "They certainly are not

afraid of us."

Women's water polo took

on difficult CA schedule
By Pool Tevas

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts women >

water polo team headed for

California with big plans

on Friday. March 13th.

They accepted the big chul-

lenge that awaited them in

California, as they put their

undeleated recoid on the

line against the best com-
pennon in the nation.

UMass began the week
with an easy victor) 0WM
the Redlands 4 ] This

win would strengthen the

women s resolve heading

into their game with No r>

With a pei lee

i

I

rd. the UMass team
would put up quite a battle

but fall short ol USC 6-5.

lunior Andrea \ a/que/
and sophomore Marcie
Hupp each contributed to

the I Mass cause by netting

two goals each, while

Claudia Clement added a

goal of her own
I Mass outshot I SC

but couldn t put the

ball past L SC goalie

Bemice Orwig enough Mie

had a strong performance

in net making 1 3 saves.

Vu-r -uttering the tough

toss to USC UMass had

shrug it off and begin preparing for

No I U I \ the Bruins dominat-

ed the first three periods ol the

match outcconng UMaai 12

the lourth period the Minutewomen
finallv figured out UCLA, as thev

were able to outscore them in the

fourth 3-2. They seemed to |u»t he-

controlling the flow of the game
before losing the garni I

'

Katie Grogan figured out the

iiiv dasaaaa u nm mm bMb to

tally three goals in the lourth pen

od. but the firepower ol the louith

period carried over to the nighuap

Sentor Barbara Hickey and the UMas* worr

poto team headed to California over break

with a big 14 4 win

Andrea Ya/que/ came through

big with three goals in the game
against Whimcr Grogan bIm. .

through with anothet 2 poab in thi»

game
I Mass received unexpected

i from Maria 3 cla/que/ and

I vndsav I ren>haw who each tallied

two goals in the night cap Senior

Barbara Hickey also netted two

I In Mmutewomen's scoring

ounded out bv Hupp, and the

freshmen Erin Hillier and Sarah

Newell who both chipped

in with one goal.

After splitting their

first four games, the

Minutewomen began
concentrating on their

final non-tournament
game in California

against No 7 San Diego

Slate University.

I >i spite their valiant

etlort. UMass lost anoth-

er dose game They »ul

feted an 11-7 defeat at

the hands ol San Diego

State University Ol>-

The same names
appeared on the score

card for UMass Grogan
scored three, while

Hiikev and Hupp each

scored two in the loss.

The UMass week-long

rnia competition

M exactly what

coach Dan McOsker
thought it would be.

lifornia will be a

proving ground for us."

said. "And a

chance for us to see what

we need to work before

we meet these teams
again at Nationals.*

The Minutewomen have seen the

best and now the team can begin

to improve on what they need to

lose games This time around

being USC and SDSl In any case.

the experience will help them be

prepared for Nstionals.

I Ma-* finished the week of dual

matches in California with a

record of B-3.

UMass at .500 after first 10
By Michael Kobyionski

CoHegion Stuff

While most of the student bodv

here at the University of

Massachusetts was emoving a little

rest and relaxation over spring

break, the L Mass baseball team wa>

hard at work in the Sunshine Stale.

The Minutemen went 4-3 during

the seven-day Homestead
Invitational L Mass downed New
York Tech. Davton. Vermont, and
I 1 Post but tell to Seton Hall.

Indiana, and Kent.

"We haven't gotten into a p
yet We played well at times."

Massachusetts coach Mike Stone
said. "We've seen glimpses of good

hitting and pitching, but our defense

ha« been very Inconsistent W«
could have won two of il

games so far. but we needed <<

hett,

I Mass (5-5 ; its week
with a 9-6 ioM to Seton Hall The
Minutemen held a 5-3 lead into the

sixth inning, but the Pirates opened

the floodgates with five runs in the

of the frame Senior right

fielder Pete Gautrcau went 4

with a pair ol home runs and four

runs batted in against Seton Hall.

New York Tech didn't prove to be

much ol a challenge for

Massachusetts, as locals rolled to a

16-1 win Muchic Daghere paced

the offensive attack with three hits

three RBI's. and three runs .

lunior Doug I lark had a pair ol hits

i oimrrsv midiadhations

The Massachusetts baseball team competed in the Homestead

Challenge in Florida over Spring Break.

including a home run. and four runs

batted in. Cautreau and Aaron
Inunstein also shipped in a pair of

hits Rill Cooke went seven strong

innings while scattering six hits to

ev en his record at 1-1 on the year.

The high-powered offensive

attack continued the next day
against Davton. as UMass pounded
out 16 hits in a 15-5 rout of the

I Ivers Cautreau and Shaun
'mgton each had three hits, and

Dagliere and Braunstein added two
hit* apiece in the victory, leff Puleri

went lour innings in relief to pick up
•he win

\ ermont was the next victim for

I Mass as the Minutemen crushed

the Catamounts 18-5 Skeffington

and Dagliere each drove in four

runs, while Clark had two hits.

Sophomore Travis Veracka went
even innings, allowing only two
tuns on four hits, to earn his first

win ol the vear

I MaM continued to light up the

scoreboard against Indiana.

Unfortunately, the Hoosiers crossed

the plate five more times than the

Minutemen in a 12-7 loss. Clark had

three hits, including a home run,

and three RBI. while Dagliere had
two hits in the loss.

A surprising pitchers duel was the

story against C W Post It took a

run in the eighth to provide the win-

ning margin in the contest.

Skeffington. Bryan Ma/zaferro, and
Clark all had two hits apiece for

UMass. Cooke went the distance

while allowing only five hits and
striking out eight, to notch his sec-

ond win of the year.

The road trip concluded with a

13-7 loss to Kent. Dagliere and
Gautreau each had four hits, while

Braunstein and Steve Asadoorian
added a pair of hits.

"Steve has been a nice surprise,

and has done a great job offensive-

ly," Stone said. "Some of our
\ounger guys have given us quality

innings and Travis Veracka, Bill

Cooke. |eff Puleri, and Ryan
Cameron have all been strong.
That's important for us."

However, despite the .500 mark
through the opening 10 games, the

Minutemen still are in search of the

right lineup.

"We're still experimenting with
the lineup. Some games we'll think

offensive and give it up defensively.

Other games we'll go defensively
and not have it offensively," Stone
said "It's been hard, but when we
finally find it (the right lineup), then
we'll be fine."

UMass will return to the diamond
today at 3 p.m. when they will travel

to Providence to face the Friars.

"Providence is a good team. They
are one of the better teams in New
Kngland," Stone said. "We have to

be ready to play against them, l! will

be a good matchup."
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The Posies are back

with a new album,

along with Killah

Priest and the
Norwegian
Getaway People
(see Arts k living,

page 6)

Shooting down
the Eagles

Chris Martens and
the Massachusetts
man's lacrosse team

downed Boston

Coacge yesterday to

pick up their fifth

win of the season

] (see Sports, page

J 10)

WORLD

Britain on alert

for anthrax attack

LONDON (AP) — Britain's air and

sea ports have been put on alert to

the threat of deadty anthrai being

smuggled into the country by Iraq,

the prime minister's office said

Monday
The all-ports warning follows a

threat by Iraqi President Saddam
Hussem to flood Britain with the

toxin disguised inside "duty free*

bottles of ekohol. cosmetics, ciga-

rette lighters and perfume sprays,

according to a report yesterday in

The Sun. a tabtotd newspaper
The Sun reported that an mtetli

gencc document dated March IB

reveals an Iraqi plot to smuggle
large quantities of anthrax into

'hostile countries
"

A spokeswoman for Prime

Minister Tony Blair's office con
firmed that the document on which

The Son's story is based is authentic

The spokeswoman, speaking on cus

tomary condition of anonymity, also

confirmed that the government had

circulated an all port \ warning, but

said there was "no evidence that

this plot has been implemented,

simply that a threat may have been

made*
'Obviously that has to be taken

seriously, but we do not believe

there Is cause for alarm." she Mid

NATION

Mother uses duct tape

to kill daughters

DALY CITY. Calif (AP) — A moth
er used duct tape to suffocate her

three little girls in their pajamas,

then climbed into bed with them
and took an overdose of prescnp

tion drugs, police said yesterday

The woman, Megan K Hogg, 25,

was treated at a hospital, then

booked for investigation of homi-

cide and taken for a psychiatric

evaluation

Hogg left two notes describing

htr actions, police said "In 29

years. I've seen a lot of evil. Nothing

like this," said It Steven Lowe
Hogg's parents found the bodies

of 7-year-old Antoinette Marden, }

year-old Angelique Roberts and 2-

year-old Alexandra Hogg in bed

next to their unconscious mother

Monday morning Hogg lived with

her parents

"She bound their hands and their

faces with duct tape," Lowe said

"She did them one at a time She

took them into the bedroom, suffo-

cated them and came back and got

the next one." The officer added:

"It takes about five minutes to suffo-

cate someone Multiply that by

three-
Hogg overdosed on several pre-

scription drugs in what Lowe called

*a suicide gesture. I don't think she

intended to kill herself."

He said one of her notes

described what she planned and the

other reported what she had done.

Police did not release the contents
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Alcoholic Beverage Policy Colonial Village fire

considered for off campus
By Victoria Groves

Colagian Staff

A draft report of the reviled Alcoholic Beverage Polky at

the University of Massachusetts includes a broad exploration

of an extension of the policy to offcampus sites mAmherM

The draft report regarding changes to the current p
expected last November, was finally iemed to members of

the Alcoholic Beverage Policy Task Force on March I

K

Although not available to the public because of its tentative

form, this is the most extensive change to the current pol"->

according to committee member and spokesperson for chair

Susan Pearson. Kay Scanlon.

However. The Mauachusttts DaUy Colltpun received a

copy of the draft from an anonymous source

The document states that three issues the Task Fori |

ummends looking mm include "engagtingl the appropriate

student governance and campus administrative Kdies in dis-

cussions related to off-campus problems associated with

alcohol use These discussions should explore possible appii

nation of the student code of conduct." "consider|ing|

whether the Dean of Students Office should begin sending

letters to students taken into protective custody off campus.*

and "explorimgl the prohibition of kegs.*

'It's not ready for the public and it's obviously going to be

revised." Scanlon said "The most ssgnsfkant change is the

expansion of the alcohol policy, which previously only cov

ered on campus The intent of the task force is lo extend at

least some parts of it to include off campus*

The committee was broken down into subcosMntttati.

including one specifically targeted towards alcohol con-

sumption at off-campus sites. Each member has the oppor-

tunity to comment on the draft and return their own revi-

atom to Pearson who will forward them to Chancellor

David K. Scott with recommendation* Eventually, the

finalized report will be voted on by the Board of Trustees

Committee members' reports are expected by the end of the

month
Hill Boo. committee and Amherst Select Board member,

had not received his copy of the draft, but was pleased with

the news of an extension to the policy to include AmherM

"The town has been fighting for this I feel it is of cntvcal

importance <ind would appreciate the University change in

poky" Boss said.

Eva Schitfer. a committee and Amherst Select Board

member as well, was also happy with the possible changes,

but t<x\- that this is Mill very tentative

i ust a draft. It goes to everyone who participated |in

the committee | and they will have until the end of the month

to make changes No specifics have been set but I think it

would improve town and university relationships. We need

to work together to find a reasonable solution." Schiffer

said

Undergraduate Tom Sadlowski, also a committee mem
ber. does not see the possible changes off campus as an issue

of concern

"I think that the bigger issue is what is happening on cam-

pus. Off campus can be maintained by the Amherst Police

Department because that is their jurisdiction." he said

"UMass should look internally at their own problems before

they look externally There are a lot of problems with the

residence halls, the judicial system and campus wide pro-

gramming

"If I was to lorrect the alcohol problem. I'd do it by

putting mono into programming and resources such as

Residential Educational AJcohol Program (REAP!
*

For the academic year 1996-97. only 1 2 S percent of alco-

hol policy violators were sanctioned to REAP.

Pearson wrote in a follow-up to the report that "student

mvorvement in this process b essential I this | is one of the

most urgent problems facing college today
"

Pearson could not be reached for comment.

guts two apartments
,

damages six others
By Laigh rousVner and Ji Corral

Coisgran Staf

No one was injured in a fire that

destroyed two apartments and damaged

six others in the Colonial Village com-

plex early yesterday evening

Sharon Fergason. a resident of apart-

ment 70. smelled smoke then called 91

1

and fled the house.

"My apartment was upstairs I

smelled smoke coming up from down-

stairs and imrnediateh called 911." she

said.

Fire officials said the emergency cad

was received at 5 08 p.m. Firefighters

responded imrnediateh and arrived ai

the scene to find fire coming out of the

first story window and spreading into

the second story window
"The fire came out the first floor win-

dow, rolling up the backside into a sec-

ond story window," Assistant fire Chief

Patrick Brock said at the scene

A witness to the fire. UniverMtv oj

Massachusetts student Tom Elliott

described the scene while standing

behind the burning apartments

"When I first got there it was in the

first and second stories then it started

going to the roof. Once it got to the roof

it just caved in right away." he said.

Anon is being investigated but is not

believed to be the cause.

"We have a police officer trained m
arson working in the investigation,*

Brock said. "We don't think so. but it is

still under investigation
*

Furgason said she heard a candle may

have started the fire, however police

and fire officials could neither confirm

nor deny the rumor

Police officials said they do not sus-

pect foul play

They Ifirefightersl were doing the

best they could to keep the fire

tasned to that apartment." FJbott said

The damage done to two of the apart-

ments was severe

"It's an eight-unit complex Two
have been pretty much destroyed. There

is smoke and water damage in the other

ones." Brock said.

"Everything is completely gone but

everyone is OK and thai is all that mat-

ters." said Elizabeth Tuff, Furgason's

roommate
"No one was home in the downstairs

apartment when the fire began. The

building went up really fast." Furgason

said.

iiott also said he witnessed

Furgason and Tuffs cat escape the fire

by jumping from a second story win-

dow.

"The cat was in the second story win-

dow |lt| jumped 1 5 feet out of the win-

dow." he said. Then somebody ran up

and covered it with his shirt I remem-

ber seeing when it was running away, it

was smoking and had some serious

bums.
"When the cat jumped out of the

window the entire window was
engulfed in flames On the second floor

all you could see was an orange wall of

flames."

Furgason and Tuff, who had been

standing outside for almost two and a

half hours, looked on in disbelief as the

fire marshall and firefighters began

inspecting the house.

'I am in such shock right now. but I

have been comforting everyone around

me I ready don't know what to do or

what to think,' Furgason said, holding

back tears.

A small fire appeared on the comer

of the roof after the initial blaze had

been out but was quickly extinguished.

No other fire victims were available

for comment
Kamin's Real Estate agency owns

ColoniWVilBge

Tension increases

after Serb police
,

By Kotorina Kratovoc

Associated Presi

Terror on the wheel
|aime Perez, a senior communications major, and Tara McRae, a senior communications/theater ma|or,

are working on a wheel for the setting of the musical "|esus Christ Superstar" which opens tonight at

Bowker Auditorium

GLAMOC. Yugoslavia — Rate*

clashes between Serb police and eth-

nic Albanians in Kosovo province sent

scared villagers fleeing yesterday from

the rattle of machine-gunfire and the

boom of grenade and rocket launch

ers. One policeman was reported

killed

The new outbreak of violence,

which authorities say began when
Albanian separatists with mortars

ambushed a police patrol, came on the

eve of a conference where the United

States was to press strongly for sanc-

tions against Yugoslavia for police

repression in Kosovo.

Villagers say heavily armed Serb

police surrounded four hamlets in

in Yugoslavia

Albanians clash
western Kosovo and moved in,

launching an action that resembled a

Feb 28 crackdown which left about

80 Albanians dead and prompted an

international outcry over alleged

human rights violations.

The main party for ethnic

Albanians, who outnumber Serbs in

Kosovo province 9 to- 1, said it was

not known whether there were any

Albanian casualties. But the

Democratic League of Kosovo spoke

of a "dramatic* situation and appealed

for international help against "Serb

aggression
"

The clashes also coincided with the

clearest signal yet from the leader of

Kosovo's Albanians that he was will-

ing to enter into talks with the Serbs

on the southern province's future

Tom to KOSOVO page 2

Executive privilege for first lady questioned
By Nancy Benoc

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Legal scholars

voiced skepticism and critics saw

Nixonian abuses yesterday in the

White House effort to use executive

privilege to shield aides from ques-

tions about conversations with

Hillary Rodham Clinton.

President Clinton himself refused

to discuss the issue when asked about

it during his Africa trip. But sources

familiar with the Monica Lewinsky

investigation back home said the

administration was trying to claim

the privilege to prevent testimony

related to discussions with the first

lady.

And scholars saw that attempt as a

daring one.

"It's a bold claim and quite possi-

bly a real stretch of the doctrine of

executive privilege," said Mark
Ro/ell, a political science proft

American University and author of a

book on executive privilege

"This is a step too far." said

lonathan Turley. a law professor at

George Washington University and a

frequent litigator on constitutional

matters. "The first lady is not the tsa-

rina. It is difficult to see how the first

lady can assert executive privilege

when she is not an executive of this

government."

Republican Party Chairman |im

Nicholson raised a comparison with

former President Nixon's failed effort

to keep White House tapes private

during the Watergate investigation,

accusing Clinton of "putting the

nation through a constitutional cri-

sis."

Nicholson said the president's use

of executive privilege was "absolutely

bogus, especially with regard to con-

versations his aides had with Hillary

Rodham Clinton."

Executive privilege is the legal doc-

trine that allows the president to

keep talks with his aides confidential.

a privilege traditionally limited to

matters related to his official duties.

The idea of applying the doctrine to

conversations involving the first lady

has never been tested in court.

White House lawyers invoked
executive privilege last week, seeking

to shield grand jury testimony by

communications director Sidney
Blumenthal and longtime Clinton

confidant Bruce Lindsey. Starr has

Turn to EXECUTIVE, page 2

UMass grad offering internships in cross-cultural forensics

ON THE INTERNET

www.umoM.ecVrWcoleglan

By Jason Eiseman
Collegian Staff

It's pretty amazing to get a degree in just two years,

but Merle Knight did it

She came to the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst in 1976. In 1977 she was a humor columnist

for the Massachusetts Daily Collegian. In May. 1978

she graduated with a Bachelor's Degree with

Individual Concentration in foreign languages and lin-

guistics. At 17 years old. she was the youngest person

to ever graduate from UMass.

After working in the fields of law enforcement and

criminal justice. Knight is back in Massachusetts train-

ing private investigators and doing cross cultural

research on crime. She is looking for students who are

interested in these lines of work to join her programs.

Internship at the Institution

"It's open to students of all backgrounds," Knight

said. She is looking for a student who wants an

internship with her groundbreaking organization, the

Institute for Cross- Cultural Forensic Studies. The

institute is a place for the cross-cultural study of crime

and social deviance.

One project Knight is working on now is studying

criminal dialects involving gypsy languages, hut she is

also interested in the media attention given to serial

killers, cross-culturally.

This information can be used by law enforcement

officials, scholars and public policy makers. The insti-

tution is one of the first such scholarly institutions in

the country.

She focuses on cross-cultural research because of

her specialization in languages — at UMass she studied

12 languages. She now researches in 30 to 40 lan-

guages, but her interest has also been in criminal jus-

tice.

The tough jobs

After UMass. Knight got a master's degree from

Cornell in linguistics. She then moved to California to

find the "tough jobs."

She worked at a welfare office which had experi-

enced violence from prisoners from San Quentin

Prison who would often come in after their release.

"I was hired for security in some of the roughest

areas in Oakland and San Francisco," Knight said. "I

was the only female hired in that capacity."

As a prosecutor. Knight worked everything from

shoplifting to homicide. She also worked for the Drug
Enforcement Agency translating wiretaps which were

being used by a task force assigned to stopping the

Cali or Columbian drug cartels.

Turn to INTERNSHIPS page 2

AttXANDf It KOHOMIIAS / COUfCIAN

Merle Knight
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internships
continued from page 1

Private Investigator school

Knight trains people for careers

as private investigators She runs a

certification program at Westficld

State College

"Private investigation is a boom-
ing field all across the country."

-Ik said.

Knight said the image of Mike
Hammer as the stereotypical pri-

vate eye is out there, but there arc

many different fields people can
learn. Some Pis do dangerous
work, but some use mostly the tele-

phone or computer Knight is

experienced with all aspects of the

Kosovo

business and can train people

"You don't even have to have a

college education." she said. "SosM
people put themselves through col-

lege working as a private imcMigu

tor on the side

She said there b] MM autimoniv

with private investigations than

with other businesses. There is In

tie or no supervision for a field

Mrkw, and it can be a good c\pe

rience tor responsible studeni

lot oi the jobs in this state are in

surveillance, but to do surveillance

a reliable car is required

Knight also teaches a sljs- called

Be Your Own Detective." which

teaches people how to find lost

friends or siblings, and people who
owe money. Everything she teaches

is legal, and includes dealing with

issues of privacy in her classes.

Knight is the director of

International Security Seminars.

She talks to companies and individ-

uals about issues of security and

BftvM She said she is available to

give talks

She currently lives in

Bclchertown. and is asking anyone
mtcicsted in an internship to call

(4H> >25 4561

executive
continued from page 1

Serb state television, in a brief commentary last night.

said the new 'terrorist attack" was intended to undermine

the prospects for Serb-Albanian talks.

The Yugoslav news agency Tanjug said otic policeman

was killed and several were injured after a regular police

patrol was ambushed near the Kosovo village oi K/k

The fighting occurred down the dusty track leading fami

nearby Glamoc a village of 10 houses 25 miles west ol

Kosovo's capital of Pristina. toward four Albanian hamlets

that were reportedly surrounded by pelt

Dazed villagers who escaped the shooting searched for

relatives later yesterday.

'I don't know where my family is." said Sadriq Charaj,

18. weeping as he arrived in Glamoc on a horse cart from

the scene of the fighting "They fled
"

Albanians in Glamoc said 40 or 50 heavily armed police

in bulletproof vests arrived mid morning yesterday

shooting began beyond the village shortly afterwards, the

Albanians said Associated Press photographers wh.

reached Glodjam closer to the lighting, saw police stand

ing outside houses on either tide of the road. At one stage.

a police helicopter flew overhead Photographers who made
it further down the dirt road had their cars riddled with

bullets The window of one was smashed by an apparent

mortar bint, but no one was injured

Police with an armored personnel carrier blocked jour

nabsts from getting any closer to the fighting, but persistent

machine-gun fire could be heard at the blockade

Yugoslav President Slobodan Milosevic, who stripped

Kosovo of its autonomy in 1969. has come under intense

foreign criticism ower continued Serb police repression in

the province.

Two weeks ago. he suddenly offered the Albanians talks

that his aides said could lead to broad autonomy But they

have ruled out independence for Kosovo, which Serbs con

rider their national and religious heartland Serbia is the

dominant republic of Yugoslavia To date, the Albanians

have refused to join talks without foreign mediation Their

leader. Ibrahim Rugova. announced yesterday that 1 5 peo-

ple would be on the negotiating team

Mstaaevk made a series of apparently conciliatory moves

on Monday Serb and ethnic Albanian negotiators signed an

agreement to return ethnic Albanian students to state class-

rooms for the first time in years. In another concession.

Serbia released six American activists jailed for failing to

legtitrt with ponce, as required by law.

Serbia's Interior Ministry also announced that special

police had withdrawn from the Drenica region, site of the

earlier crackdown This had been demanded by the six-

nation group that weighs sanctions today

continued from page t

suspected Blumenthal. a protege of Mrs Clinton, of leak-

ing intoi tnation BO reporters about the conduct of his

prosecutors.

Sources familiar with the investigation said the While

hVotsM iii jv point to two court rulings in arguing that

aides' conversations with Mrs Clinton should be shielded:

one in which the first lady was considered a government

gflhtfj as head ol the Iff] health care task force and

snothei extending executive privilege to presidential

adwsers.

Prosecutors and attorneys for Clinton met for 90 min-

utes in closed ! uesday before Chief ludge Norma
lit How av lohnson They declined to discuss the subject of

the meeting

in Africa Clinton was asked whether claiming the priv

ilege would risk sending a signal that he has something to

hide Me told reporters "That's a question that's being

asked and answered back home bv the people who are

(onsiblc lot |it| and I don't believe I should be dis

cussing that."

"I haven t discussed it with the lawyers." Clinton said.

"I don't know You should ask someone who does.*

Barbara Olson, a former federal prosecutor and one of

the founders of the conservative Independent Women's
nil said the administration's attempt to apply execu-

tive privilege in the Lewinsky case was a stalling tactic

that was certain to be rejected by the courts ultimately.

"Presidential dating habits" don't fall within the bounds

of pi mmunicarkjns. she said

The American CM I iberhcs Union criticised Clinton's

move to claim executive privilege for his aides and also

ludge lohnson 's decision to keep the matter behind closed

doors.

"The public should not be left in the dark as these vital

issues about our system of government are debated and

decided." said ACl.L legal director Steven Shapiro

With the American people largely shrugging off the

whole I ewm-kv matter, pollsters predicted little risk to

Clinton in claiming executive privilege, comparisons to

n notwithstanding

"This question about executive privilege is very much a

part of the ins and outs of a story that the American pub-

lic In t tracking." said Andrew Kohut. director of Pew
Research Center for the People & the Press.

Likewise. Democratic pollster Mark Melbnan predicted

the issue would have "wro effect" on the president's pub-

lic standing "People don't believe the ultimate objective

here is the MS*CB for truth so that tends to make less

important the concept of executive privilege." Mellman

said.
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Microcosmos tour

tUUMOt* tOWMUU / (OUKJ*

David Lewis a chemistry major, takes a look through a polarizing microscope in Goessmann lab yesterday

afternoon

UMass Campus Activities

SOMETHING »£v&*V FR'DAY

Master Lee has appeared on FOX's "Uptown Comedy Club,"

NBC's "Showtime At The Apollo," NBC's "Late Night With

Conan O'Brian," PBS' "Sesame Street," and A&E's
"Caroline's Comedy Hour." This will be Master Lee's

second performance here at UMass.

Chris Walsh will be the student opener for Master Lee.

Friday March 27, 1998

Blue Wall Cafe...8pm

- Free -
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Following the performance will be the film

"Tomorrow Never Dies'" starring Pierce Brosnan @
9:30pm. This film will also be shown on Sunday in

the Campus Center Auditorium (<*> 8:00 & 10:30pm.

This series is made possible by a grant from the UMass Auxiliary Services Department,

the Office of the Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs, and the 'dAI^SqiIIgIAn"
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Black leaders

seek share of

tobacco deal
Sy Alison Fitzgerald

Associated Pr.vj

BOSTON — While state and
national lawmakers negotiate with

the tobacco industry over the med-

ical costs of smoking, black leaders

met in Boston yesterday lo come up
with ways to make sure they get a

piece of the pic.

The Rev HsssJt Hams, an orgu

n liter of the meeting in Boston's
Roxbury neighborhood, said he and
others want to ensure that tobacco

settlement monev goes to ami Miiok.

ing programs in minority neighbor-

hoods
"We want to make sure that we
MM out with a good social polio

that will change the effect on out

nimunity." said Harris, a member
of Churches Organized to Stop
Tobacco

Recent revelations showed lofeM

CO companies aimed a dispropor-

tionate amount of their advertising

dollars at the black community.
Now black leaders in Boston and in

CongTess want to make sure blacks

get an equally heavy share of any
tobacco settlement tor ami smoking

programs in their neighborhoods

Rep |ohi l> Mich . who
i- Mack, said he and other minority

members of Congress intend to

make sure a national settlement

would give monev dlicctlv tor ami

smoking programs in the minority

areas luidot hit bv tobacco

Rep Bennie G Thompson, D-
Mi>s who is also black, is spear-

heading the effort bv minoritv mem-
bers of Congress to "assure that

sation programs operate in the

minoritv community and that

they're designed to be culturally

effective." a member of his staff

said

rding to the federal Centers

for Disease Control and Prevention.

29 5 percent of all adults smoke
but J1 *J percent of black men
smoke. 53.7 percent of American

Indian men smoke, and IS. I per-

cent of American Indian women
smoke
Lung cancer rate*, went up 220

percent among black men between

1950 and 1985, while among white

men lung cancer increased about Kt>

percent

While black leaders wotk to

. urc benefits from sny tobacco

tlemcnt, they are also looking for

ways to become less reliant on

tobacco industry phikmthtopv
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Senate rejects making
Champlain a Great Lake
By Cumeswa Strong

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — There are five

Great Lakes, not six. the Senate con-

ceded yesterday, undoing a recent vote

that flew in the face of what every

schoolkid knows
Sen. Patrick Leahy (D-Vt). who

engineered the earlier elevation of

Lake Champlain, went along with the

change since it left his original aim

intact: helping the University of

Vermont snag maritime grants

Leahy had quietly inserted a sen

tence into other legislation last month

designating Lake Champlain one of

the Great Lakes for purpose of the

National Sea Grant program

But he underestimated the wave of

controversy that hit after President

Clinton signed it into law March 6

It snowballed into concerns that

we would have to rewrite our encyclo-

pedias or throw out our atlases,"

Leahy said jokingly on the Senate

floor

Lawmakers from the states that

border Lakes Huron. Ontario,

Michigan. Erie and Superior saw red

Ihe issue has been on the front pages

of newspapers and in editorials across

the Great Lakes states for weeks.

"This is not just a tempest in a

teapot for those of us who live on the

Great Lakes," said Sen. Carl Levin

(D-Mich.). "This is a matter of our

identity."

"It created a serious perception

problem." said Sen Spencer Abraham

(R Mich .). "Residents of the Great

Lakes take great pride in the Great

Lakes. The designation of any lake

beyond the original five is simply

unacceptable."

So Leahy. Abraham and Levin took

to the Senate floor to offer to "clarify"

the previous legislation — as Leahy

put it

"The purpose of my earlier amend
ment was not to change any maps, but

promote ecological research," he said.

"We've agreed to call Lake Champlain

a cousin
"

Champlain, a 490-square mile lake

that straddles Vermont and New
York, is puny in size compared to the

Great Lakes The smallest of the Great

Lakes. Ontario, is 7,450 square miles

The government spends $56 million

a year for Sea Grant research at nearly

30 universities on lake and sea prob-

lems such as pest infestations or pollu

lion

Harvard officials cant agree

on Holocaust chair position
By Robin Estrin

Associated Press

Gone with the wind...
A reflection remains frozen in Haiqis Mall yesterday afternoon

tUKHHOm tOtOUUM COUKtfN

BOSTON — More than three years

after Harvard received a $3 million

pledge to create a chairmanship in

Holocaust studies the university has

been unable to agree on a candidate

and about half of the gift has been

quietly diverted lo the medical school

The impasse apparently resulted

from academic infighting over how to

teach the Holocaust: as a studs of

lewish victims and ludaic culture or

as a historical analvsis ,,( the Nazi per

petrators.

The candidacv of Daniel I

Goidhagen. an associate Harvard pro-

fessor, also disturbed some members

of the search committee Goldhagen's

controversial 1996 best selling book.

"Hitler's Willing Executioners

Ordinary Germans and the

MM." contends that ordinary

Germans, not just the Nazis, were

responsible for the lulling of 6 million

lews. He attributes the Holocaust to

deep-seated German anti-Semitism.

By failing to appoint a professor.

some say. Harvard missed an oppor-

tunity to take the lead as a center of

Holocaust scholarship. Although
many universities leach the Holocaust

through history, religion or literature

courses, few of the country's top

schools have Holocaust specialists

"I think it s appalling that Harvard

is not endorsing this field of study and

is not standing behind it." Deborah

Dwork. who runs the new Center for

Holocaust Studies at Clark University

in Worcester, said yesterday.

In 1994. Kenneth Lipper. a philan

thropist, businessman and former

Vw York deputy mayor, endowed
the Helen Zeiaznik Chair in

Holocaust and Cognate Studies to

honor a familv member who was
killed in the Holocaust Lipper's onh
condition was that the professor be

hired with tenure

Harvard would not have offered a

degree in Holocaust studies But stu

dents would have been able to take

courses specifkallv on the Nazi anni

rulatvon of 6 million lews Currently

Harvard has no courses that focus

exclusively on the Holocaust

The VMASsTViCAtrc Gui1t>
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UNIVERSITY PRODUCTIONS & CONCERTS

A Student Run Concert Production Group

Invites All Students to Attend it's Next

GENERAL COMMITTEE MEETING

TUESDAY, MARCH 31ST

" 7PM - CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM

esus^>

Applications are now available for

next years Staff Selection.

They can be picked up at

UPC, 415 Student Union...

or call us at 5-2892.

More information will be discussed

at the March 31st meeting.

Here's your chance to make a difference!

A W*r%-9\cvx>rt\$ rent

Th« M. sc,.,h i> coating! The UMsm
Theatre Guild's spring musical Jesus

Chrisl Superstar hits Bowker Auditorium

- With i fresh twist on the

p pul ir A 1 . W<hhi'r rock opera ;md

with rhe talents of Five College students,

the Guild presents yet .mother exrr.iv.i

taping, dancing and jubdiance.

I In moi Iim Ftsk, has steered

the in

w

\ tiom it's preconceived

roots m the barren lands of Israel, and set

the rock opera in i Las Vegas-like casino,

appropriate dubbed, the Hosanna

Cabana. Rut don't be fooled bv the gilt-

ring lights and fabulous characters,

'Hits is ,i stor) about love, intimacy, and

poignant human need that Is not fulfilled

In this world," htsk said, "It's a tragedy

about the loss of an enlightened one. h

tells the audience is to show that it's not

too late to embrace one .mother."

iHfcrrew L\o\\o Webber rock opcr*.

Trie cwrtAm $oci i»p

Wet*nc*:>A^. Mai-cIi Jf1 ' At

Boivkcr AwMtorhmi AMi> runs

tUrovtgh the *#». Trier* i* A

SAtwrbAvj MAtince At 2:00pm. ^"

lowco b\\ a tAlk-bAck *C«l0r1

With t»1C CASf AHO AfttetiC tCAt*1.

trie FihaI evcMm5 pcrfomiAricc

win be on the 2**\

Tickets Are $5 for VMa»*

Stwfccrits. am«> $7 gctierAl Afcmis-

som. ticket* cam be frwrc1iA*ct> At

the Fine Arts Center Pox Office, or

caII w-2?ii

This show is spewsoret) hi fAtt

!

Ano trie StMtxrrit AffAfrs C|

Tux. the VMa** Art* Council

rAt £rirtcMtiie«tfvmo#.
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The week in review
Last week, we learned that a

mile-wide hunk of rock and
other space debris was
hurtling towards earth,

with an estimated arrival date of

sometime in

ber of 2028
Hut before you
could say

Armageddon.
\ ASA assured us

that the asteroid
will miss Earth by

about 600.000
miles. Thai's the

good news. The bad

news? NASA has

been wrong before
• • •

• ed the footage

ol President Clinton screaming
"Back up' Back up'" when he was
overwhelmed by crowds during his

visit to Ghana. Public relations

pMjh ) Clinton wj- concerned

tone of his fans would get hurt in

the crush, but more likel) Clinton

was thinking. "So many women, to

little time
*

• • •

Well, looks like Boris Yeltsin is

putting his foot down. He fired his

entire Cabinet on Mondas
replaced it with relative

era. saying he was looking for effi

ciency and change within the

Ruaaian government It's a fair bet

to say. for all you poftrkal science

and Russian majors who are look-

ing for a job. the Kremlin is hiring

The Boy Scouts of America will

change their slogan from "Be
Prepared" to "Straight Believers"

after a California Supreme Court

ruled that the 88-year-old organi-

zation can legally

exempt atheists

and gays. The
decision comes
as a great relief

to the Boy
Scouts as they

were afraid they

would have to

change their

motto to "God
Loves Gays."

• • •

After the four

hour long extrav-

Monday night, a.k a the

Oscars, it's fair to say Titanic is

probably one of the greatest

movies ever made, if you don't

consider acting as a criteria for

lodging films Despite taking home
II of its 14 nominations, the

blockbuster film didn't manage a

single win in the acting categories.

Pin-up boy Leonardo DiCaprio
didn't even got nominated. But

those are just the details Who
needs good acting when you've got

special effe
• • •

College job recruiters hit the

beaches of Florida last week, try-

ing to grab students during their

Spring Break Great idea in theory.

but who the heck packs a resume
with his sun block?

Whitewater prosecutor and
all-around scandal searcher Ken
Starr must be rubbing his hands

with glee this week as yet another

sordid tale of a cover-up emerged

from the While House. Current

opinion polls says no one cares,

and more importantly, most peo-

ple think Stair should resign and
apply for a job... far away. The
Kremlin comes immediately to

mind.
a a a

Forget about guarding your
stereo, car or television; thieve-

are hitting the graveyards in search

of heavy iron crosses, angel stat-

ues, iron benches and
wrought-iron gates. Sources in

USA Today says that there is a

market for architectural items like

these for decorative purposes. I

only have one question: why?
Wouldn't a Monet or a Rembrandt
serve just as well?

• • •

The National Football League
(NFL) took steps this week to fine

and suspend any players convicted

of violent crimes. It's a grand
move on the NFL's part, but the

new policy has some football fans

erncd about the fate of the

game. By the time the NFL is

through with handing out the sus-

pensions and the fines, there ought

to be about eight players left in the

league.

Sterna Gangattrkar \g a
Collegian cviummit
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The resignation of Carlos
Alvarez as Chancellor of
Elections and the nullifica-

tion of the elections was yet

another blow to the suffering cred-

ibility of the Student Government
Association Yet the nullification

of the election* for SGA president

and trustee is not as

disastrous for stu-

dent representation

as letting the elec-

tions stand would
have been.

How can I say
thu considering
that presentlv there

is no SGA president

for next year, and
it teems that hours

of campaign,
debating and vot-

ing have been wast-

ed? The elections were run so

poorly that the students could not

be sure that the person who won
was the same person who was
voted for the n

It can be argued that the party

divitiveness which is present in the

SGA mirrors the national political

scene. But even if we can't discern

the truth of the latest allegations

against President Clinton, at least

we can have faith in the electoral

process which propelled him into

office

By and large, the races for pres-

ident and trustee were solid cam-
paigns with more candidates than

any election in recent memory.
There was a series of forums and
debates, culminating with a tele-

vised debate on UVC (Channel 19)

in which most of the candidates
debated the issues and presented

their positions articulately.

In addition to the candidates'
numerous appearances, efforts by

UVC and the Collegian helped
publicize the elections and inform

students of the candidates' posi-

DOONESBURY

ltr\an Schwartzman

lions and credentials. If all this

went so well, why would Eleanor

Court (who won the race for

trustee* want new elections, and
whs would the elections chancellor

fail to give a report and then
resign1

The problem is not with the

result, but with the

very process itself

So many things
happened so quick-

ly that it's difficult

to see where the
democratic process

faltered

First, the night
before the elec-

tions, three candi-

dates were
removed from the

ballot These can-

didates violated
postering rules Although it

occurred at the last minute, it is

reasonable that the elections iom-
mittee disqualified them.

This is not where it ended,
though; the tale __________
just got stranger

from there
Accusations and
counter-accusa-
tions arose
which involved
supposed wrong-
doings by the current trustee.

Brian Tirell Then there was a wait

for the development of pictures

which were supposed to incrimi-

nate Amy Pellegrino's campaign
staff in tearing down opponents'
posters.

The pictures did not prove any-

thing, but this fiasco reinforced
the perception of the SGA being

divisive and a little bit ridiculous.

Yet nothing described so far would
cause a voter to doubt the election

results.

The Election Committee's han-

dling of the actual election is

I'm fdad the election was not

rutified I hope it leads to new
elections, which could save the

legitimacy oftheSGA

"

where the political drama got of

hand For several hours in

Franklin Dining Commons, no one
could vote for lesse Burchfield and
Brenda Fitzpatrick because their

names were covered up Only
three people were supposed to

have voted during this time, which

lead election administrators to

believe it was an insignificant mis-

take

Candidates complained that the

voting polls in Southwest opened
late and closed early, limiting the

number of potential votes. Perhaps

the worst accusation made by cam-

paign voters is that student IDs
were not always checked, creating

the opportunity for all kinds of

impropriety. Finally, a misreading

of the numbers produced a recount

and a different outcome.
I'm glad the election was not

ratified. I hope it leads to new
elections, which could save the

legitimacy of the SGA. although I

wish Alvarez had lived up to his

responsibilities The unfortunate
thing is. no one
needs to spend
more time
preparing for

another election

when we all

have other
important things

to do!

Whether they realize it or not,

students need the SGA. The body

has advocated for students and has

made changes that made students'

lives a little better. As a graduat-

ing senior, I'm disappointed in

SGA's condition — and what this

election has done to undermine it.

The job of the SGA is not only

to imitate the politics of the larger

world, but hopefully to do a little

better. Running a smooth election

is a good starting place.

Bryan Schwartzman is a

Collegian columnist.
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but we'll get back to that later

The sheltered white people have struck again. I used to

be as diplomats a- Nixon in China when the n-bombs
("naive bombs') were dropped, answering the questions

which seemed to be asked solely to prove that inanity still

exists in the world. It was rm ( h h dun . I reasoned.

I've mentioned the coif thing (popularly known as

"lour hair can't get messed up. right''"

I

before. Then there's the old stand-by.

'Do you know The Commodores''* But

one of my personal favorites has to be,

"\ou can't tan. can you?" Love to play

with that puppy, and this spring break I

scratched its belly good.

for those of you who read last year's

post-vacation column, you're well aware

that there are. in fact, approximately one

to one-and -three-quarters degrees of

separation left on the entire planet This

is disturbing to me in my burgeoning mis-

anthropy, but my humanistic side kind of MMMMMB
digs it.

Anyway, more unbelievable than my purely platonic

relationship with the 5-foot-10 model/actress with

whom I shared a hotel room is the chance of running into

a UMass contingent in Puerto Rico. Within eight hours of

arrival.

There was lulio. the cherubic, birthing-hipped (he said

it) native; Raphael, a fellow native and Desi Arnez
sound-alike; leremie. the sarcastic Frenchman; and len.

the girl whose nationalities outnumber her blood cells.

And there was me on my mission: to get blacker than

black. Blickity black. Blickity bleckitv black. Black black

black black black black black.

( How many blacks was that? A lot of blacks.)

I was determined to prove once and for all that the

noiring of the noire was wholly possible. With that in

mind, we spent our first full day in the rainforest. Not

much sun there.

Day three was my first sojourn into le soleil I admit. I

was slightly daunted at the premise of turning myself into

a Cajun dish from the outset, so I tossed on some SPF 8

The result was an almost unnoticeable browning.
Meanwhile. Kevin the Irish was ready to have his limbs

tied before being plopped into the tank with his crus-

tacean brethren.

This was highly disappointing, even more so than the

mindset of the studio executives who green-lighted Blues

Brothers 2000. Were I to return to Massachusetts with

only a light tan. this whole endeavor would be a whop-

ping failure.

It was as such that I came to understand the true

meaning of martyrdom, even if it meant being one of

roughly 10 black people in the world with skin cancer. If

flipping the bird to The Man meant spending :he rest of

my days in some clinic next to some overfat.

over-the-hill Gamma who'd sucked down Silkwood

onnor

amounts of gamma radiation on some cheesy Cancun
meat market beach, so be it

Anyway, the challenge was on big time The fourth day

was spent at the beach sans protection I never even ven-

tured into the water Damn it. there would be crispiness

or death Once again, however, failure guffawed heartily

in tm face, which had shifted from mocha to mochier

Nothing of note still

That night after several glasses of milk,

the rrc-ferrcd btVt rage of varsity athletes

cvetywhejp, I had a mortifying nightmare I

dreamt tna3 returned to the States, back to

I Mass. The black-and tanning naysayers

surrounded me in an interrogation room
not unlike the one used by the cops in LA
Confidential, the film that should have won
Best Picture Suddenly, the questions
began

'Do you think Clubber Lang should have
won"*"

""aaaaaaal 'Can you dunk }

"

"Do you live in the hood?"
'Would you and your mom like to visit the land of the

magical poop monkeys and flying Gore daughters?"

(Oh. like, you've never dreamt about that last one
before.)

I awoke from the slumber in a blinding, blustery rage

What if I dropped that proverbial ball? Maybe I'd

reached my sun-saturation point — The Man would be

victorious. But no. I wouldn't let that sort of mad talk

bring me down Refuse to lose, refuse to lose. (Hopefully,

the Collegian will cover the cost of using that Cal-copy-

righted catch phrase.

)

Raphael and crew arrived early the next moming. at

approximately 7 a.m. I rumbled out of my bed and
packed a day bag. Laura, the aforementioned Amazon,
awoke briefly to ask. "What's that for?." as I stuffed a

large tin can into the sack.

"Oh. nothing." I replied.

My new friends and I took the hour-long ferry to

Culebra. an island just off the coast of Puerto Rico. I

slept the entire time, but somehow unconsciously heard
them talking about the strange bulge in the backpack. An
easy smile fell over my face.

We reached the beach via bus and set up our gear in the

sand. Everyone started applying their various strengths of

sunblock until, grinning, I pulled out The Can. The Can to

defeat The Man — Pennzoil 1040 Motor Oil.

I slathered the ebony goo about my arms, legs. face,

torso, back, etc And then I sat out in the sun for five

hours. Flipped over a couple times to make sure I was
done.

I won. Conner 1 , The Man 0.

And while my charbroiling may have faded a tad since

my return to New England. I can go down a righteous
brother for once having looked like this: •.

C. Taylor Conner is a Collegian columnist.

Editorials sought about what's ahead for the Student Government Association

The Ed/Op page is seeking columns that examine what the future of the SGA holds.

Recent elections for student trustee and SGA president will not be ratified. The elections themselves
were dogged by irregularities and the evictions of three candidates.

Is there a crisis in the SGA? What is the SGA's job, and is it doing it? What changes can be made to
ensure smooth elections in the future? How can we make the SGA work for students?

The columns should be between 700-800 words long, and may be submitted to the Collegian in person,
by e-mailing "letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu" or by faxing 545-1592.

For more information, please contact Tamar Carroll at 545-1491.
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Covering for Clinton
According to The Boston Globe, President

Clinton really isn't so bad. Even if he did really

come on to all those women, even if he did it as

crudely as they say. at least he stopped.
Yes. that's right, the Globe argued that Clinton

should be lauded for backing off when women refuse
his advances. As opposed to raping them. I assume

No. this isn't a bad joke. On last Thursdays 13/19)
front page, the Globe ran an article

entitled. "Clinton? He knows 'No'".
in which staff writer Lynda Gorov
wrote that although thousands of
American women are "dismayed" and
disgusted" with Clinton, they contin
ue to show loyalty to him because "at

least he scans to understand that no
means no."

Well, by all means, as an American
woman, I am relieved that the

|

dent understands that no means no I

am so relieved, in fact, that I think I

may apply for a White House intern

ship. Who knows, the president may
drop his pants in tront of tne. place

ray hand on his penis or initiate an Bi——
afTair, but at least he'll know that no means no
Because that's what's really important, right? I might
be humiliated and degraded, or intimidated into com-
plying with his wishes, but at least I won't be actually

taped Whew, I leel better already Don't vou''

Not that the Globe stopped there. Gorov went on to

quote Los Angeles women saying Americans shouldn't

expect anything more from Clinton, because, after all.

he it a man. and men do sexually harass women don't

It I reality, and we shouldn i expect Clinton to he

anything different." said Susan Nassbcrg. described a-

"a marketing and advertising executive in Los
•\ngeles

"

Oh. tcallv '
I don't know about sou. Su-an. but that's

not my idea of reality, and I absolutely do expect MM
thing different from my president. Maybe things are

different out there in California, but I certainly don't

expect in\ male colleagues down here at the Collegian

i.' ili op their pants in tront of me and demand oral sex

Sute, they are male, and some of them may be my
superiors, but that does not give tin co worker- the

right to make sexual advances toward me. And.
although it might surprise Nassberg. thev don't. That's

right we function (quite well even I'd like to think)

ins Mi 'ind his female secretary get along. Mis "reality"

due mi t include groping her, either — even when she

,i-k- tor a raise.

I'd like to think I could expect at least as much from

the president as I do from my male co-workers. I

wouldn't find it acceptable if they did to me any of the

things Clinton is accused of doing to various women.

and I don t lind his actions — if he did do these things

— acceptable, either. However, my
point is not with the president, but

rather with the Globe, which ran these

ridiculous statements about sexual

harassment across its front page.

lust what message is the Globe tning

to send when it features Elizabeth

Fassberg (this time a New Yorker) say-

ing, "sexual harassment is just a part of

Really'' So. then. I guess laciMii is just

a part of life. Ami- Semitism. too. I sup-

pose. And homophobia Heck, why try

to combat any injustice at all? Thev re

laimtr Carroll
all just a part of life

Again, I ask. what message was the

MaaaaaMaMal Cilobe trying 10 send'' Whv not quote

am women opposed to accepting sexual harassment in

the article'' \\h\ enlarge Fassberg's comment in a puil

quote acioc- the page?

Sounds a lot to me like the Globe is saving, "Shut up

and take it women Stop complaining, because things

aren't going to change " When coupled with this past

Sunday's | lKU > piece \M22). in which the 0"/of>e noted

sexual harassment proceedings are often sU strc^tul

tr>r the victims that many counsellors advise women
not to press charges at all. an interesting picture ol the

Globe's message to women evolve*

"Shut up and take it. Because if you don t u.u will

be punished."

Perhaps the Globe is just trying to support the presi

dent Whatever it- motives, though, it i- time tor the

paper - editors to wake up and take responsibility f.t

spreading messages like "sexual harassment is just a

part of life ts front page.

V-xual harassment is wrong and illegal It is not a

.itv part pi hie, and it can be eliminated — by

telusing to tolerate it. This American woman, for one.

will not accept sexual harassment as "just a part* of

her lite I expect more from my co-workers, more from

in\ president, and most of all. more from my newspa-

per

without sexually harassing each other Kind of like how .'/ is a Collegian columnist

The Doublethink of the 90s
The culinary arts

None other than the presi-

dent of How lones. Karen
Elliott House, came forward

with sound advice lor President

Clinton dunng his moment of delib-

eration over Iraq.

Recounting a 1990 interview she

had had with Saddam before the

mva«ic>ns. \1s House wTotc. "I asked

how he felt

about being

known as

the butcher

t

ttahgdad.
W i i h o u t

hesitation

or remorse
he replied:

"Weakness doesn't assure achicv

ing the objectives required b\ a

leader." Then, without any similar

he-nation or remorse. Mi Hottac

drew the obvious conclusion "That's

sound advice for President Clinte>n."

she said, "as he contemplates using

force against Saddam ..."

Then he too can eam the coveted

title of the butcher of Bahgdad? Or.

M- House, how about butcher of

the month? [Wall Street lournal.

2/11)

Crop failures

February's award for Best Deten-e

I I S I'olicv in Iraq goes by accla-

mation to Secretary of State

Madeleine Albright

In Ohio. Ms. Albright faced a

large audience described by an

unnamed senior State Department

official a- showing "general support

for our position despite a few bad

apples." One of the bad apples quot-

mencan
L Newspeak
'Wayne Ciryttify

ed a statement b\ President Carter

that 100.000 Iraqi civilian- could hc

killed if we started bombing again

In a response that tailed to gain

the press attention it may have
deserved \1- Mbnght did ne>t both

er to den\ the Figures. Instead she

announced. "I am willing to make a

bet to anume here that we cate mote

about the Iraqi people than Saddam
does " Air

lotce pet-on

nel were
Mas o r I • d I j
w f» i king
jHMnd the

I to carve

the Ml
W

I

care
more M I

s

bombs.

Ml Mbrighl finished bv reaching

out to gang members ajaj drive bv

-hooter- with this arpHMM "If he

doe-- the totallv uncivilized thing of

putting women and children to

guard his regime, then the fault is

hi- ' i \.n \ork thstm 2/19)

Modern farming

What i- the >alue of a human life?

How could we even determine it''

Fortunatelv the-e age old philosoph-

ical question- now have answers.

Or at least we know the value of a

huii'.in eitihrvo yyhich i-. of cour-e.

$5,100. That s Si.000 for the egg

and $100 for the sperm, which may
seem a tad bit unfair until >ou con-

sider the testing. he>rmone treat-

ments and suctioning that women
mu-t endure to produce marketable

eggs

How is thi- value determined'.'

Aece>rding to Dr. |o-eph

Schulman. the price is "ultimately

determined by the balance between

supply and demand." What el-e

could it be?

With medical centers willing to

ante up big amount- fertility special

i-t Dr Mark Sauer reports that "egg

donation is becoming like an auc-

tion." That's wh> it onlv seems nat-

ural the p
' -iphontng out

women's eggs is now referred to as

"harvesting
"

'k Times.

2/25)

'I beautiful no i

Those of you still spouting envi

ronmental themes about consuming

Icaa and living lightly upon the plan-

et need to check out the latest ads

for the I incoln Town Car You arc

out of date

The latest I incoln magazine ads

feature the "spacious OMafort,'

"distinctive design." and "quiet ele-

gance" we would expect from a luxu-

ry car But this stylish sedan ha

tude as well.

As the ad's headline proclaims.
"

I his should finally put an end to all

that 'less is more'MM " They

then ask the critical question
Whose idea was this l t-s- i- more'

business anyway. Certainly not

ours."

Most certainly not' Lincoln knows
what it proudly stands for. Its raison

d'etre — "Because having it all is

what this car is all about." It must

feel great being all the way out of the

closet 1 1 S whs, V2)
\\ aync Grytting is a syndicated

columnist. More American
\f\cspeak can be found on the

Internet at

http//\vu\v sen org/newspeak.

Letters to the Editor

Post flyers on boards,

not all over campus

To the editor:

As an employee in the Custodial

Service Department of the Physical

Plant. I want to express my displea-

sure with the people who hung
fliers/"vote for me" posters all over

the place, including ceilings, doors,

windows, side walks, trees and on

top of other fliers.

W hy can't you use the building

event or classroom bulletin boards?

Why do you stick posters on a clean

surface, such as a ceiling, wall, win-

dow or table top?

The week of March 2, when the

posters appeared. Custodial Services

spent 100-plus labor hours — in the

buildings — removing illegally posted

signs. The labor hours spent should

have been used cleaning classrooms,

restrooms and offices. We can't

accomplish this when we're using

valuable labor hours because of the

inconsiderate behavior of a few. Your

consideration in this matter will be

appreciated.

James Shaefer

Physical Plant

Vote in GEO elections

To the editor:

When I signed my contract for a

research assistantship. I was asked if I

wanted to contribute to the Graduate-

Employee Organization (GEO).

"What's that?" I asked. The answer

made me giggle: A we>rker- union for

graduate students Ridiculou-

\- it turn- out. til (.) didn't leave

me alone. My paycheck showed a

deduction for GEO even though I

had specifically, declined la support

them First. I had to go to Whitmorc
to fill out a form to refuse again, then

I had to go to the GEO to ask for my
money back. The man I spoke with

there explained that there will be

elections thi- ttnlav and tomorrow to

decide whether or not GEO will have

the right to automatically deduct its

fees from every graduate student's

paycheck, since every graduate stu

dent benefits from GEO's work.
Apparently. 0E0 isn't worried about

me. but is very interested in my pay-

check.

I wish to be left alone to pursue my
education. I am appalled that some
non-govcrnmcntal organization that I

am not a menibei of and have
absolutely no interest in is now
imposing itself upon me. I owe \ou

nothing. Of course, there won't he

too many "no" \otes if no one outside

of GEO knows about the referen-

dum. Nice plan on their part.

If we don't all vote on this, there-

will not be a fair result and those of

us who are not members of GEO will

have to pay against our will. The vote

is tonight and tomorrow night, 4-9
p.m.

Erin Shafer

Amherst

Act your age

To the editor:

The Graduate Employee
Organization (GEO) is the union we
have been hearing about non-stop

since the beginning of the semester.

This is composed of
t
Taduate teach-

ing assistants who basically have

bam doing nothing but whining and

complaining because of a supposed

inadequate stipend.

I very student on campus cringes

when they walk through the Student

Union and pass the GEO office cov-

ered with asinine signs, and a

Publisher's Clearing House sized

check addressed to the Chancellor.

Although TAs do a fair amount of

work in lectures, they are also stu

dents and must realize they are not

professors. These graduate students

are usually 23 and above, but do they

act it.' Hardly. Throughout cam-

pus GEO has left its mark, and
showed the world how obnoxious its

members truly are. They mar the

Whitmore building with sidewalk

chalk demanding a new contract, and

then wear picket signs stating things

like. "Impasse my ass." Remind me;

did I say 25 or IS? In clos-

ing. GEO is nothing but a menace to

the University, expressing nothing but

immature views, borderline illegal

idea- and actions, and deserve noth-

ing but a "time out." The recent com-

promise made by GEO and the

Chancellor to increase TAs' base

salary from $7,000 to $9,000 was

nothing more than sticking a "binkv"

into a screaming baby's mouth.

Gary Mendcse
Amherst

He P^DQxlR^EAL.

STUDENT VIEWPOINTS
ACROSS THE NATION

Gay marriages — why not:)

Morals, for all Rep
I ortjiiu Vialli - right

eous indignation, are

largely evolutionary

Fills years ago. it wa- accept-

able to intern, or shall we say

"detain." Japanese American-
One-hundred years ago. it was
commonplace to work children

14 hours a day. One hundred
lifty years ago. killing Native

\nie-ticans was a national sport

and slaves were as ubiquitous as

Scarlett O'Hara's beaus

ence. technology, art. fash-

ion, culture, sport — thes all

change. Wh\ ^^^^^^^
should morality
neit keep with the

time

K.iti. I

The supervening socio-political

attitude in the I Mad States that

judges elhivs to be statu definite

and delineated is faulty. Those of

us who have studied law and
crammed a bit ol hi-torv n
ni/e niotals a- me--\ \ en rarelv

does a Lex I uthor exist, and |ust

as rarely, a Superman
For this reason WlMOM

state government i- highly illogi-

cal when it attempts to rub out

"immorality" with statutes The
late-t and greate-t I torn the deep

well of dubious legislation i-

\ mblv Kill 104. a Seratti-

sponsored ban on s«me-sex mar-

riage

-

However introductory the i-sue

proye- in Wisconsin, neither the

prohibition of unorthodox mar-

riages nor the homosexual
Hfaatyle are novel

Infatnojs for their malice and
dose tnindedness. the Nazis

enacted the Nuremberg law- m
the 1950s, a scries of ordinances

which made gentile-lew marriages

illegal The American South was
likewise guiltv ol mantal discrim-

ination when Inn Crow -era laws

discouraged black-white rela-

tions What was the justification

tor such legitimized bigotrv '

Why maintaining the moral fab-

1 the nations, ol -our-e

^^^^^^^^^ ProponeM
the bill will cite

^"HIj: homosexual
" "" ' marriage as a

cheapening of the institution It

seems heterosexuals beat them to

it Maybe it has something to do
with the divorce ratio, or the 25-

nd marriages of celebrities

or the adultery of a representative

,or two' I m thc*e things

are not judged "immoral." merely

unfortunate

I wonder what effect support-

ers of the bill anticipate the legea-

lation will have Will homosexu
ality disappear'' Since the life*tvle

appears to have been kicking

around at least since those das-

tard' 't is doubtful a bill

hv the Wiscon-in legislature will

change anything. But will more
heterosexual marriages -urvivc '

I hi- ha-n'l proved true thus lar

The reasons to allow gays to

marry are more compelling fn-t

of all, any time a majority can
appease an oppressed minority

with little or no consequence- it

should be done Secondly, it

expedites many legal que-'

arising from the existing "domes-

tic partner" cla»»if ^ome
companies are sympathetic to the

situation and some are not

Allowing homosexuals to enter

into a marriage contract will

extend employee benefits umver
sally, as well allowing them to

achieve the true MMfiMI dream,

a better tax bracket

But the debate is truly about
meone unlike our-

>clu-- Fear of gay behavior

that homosexualitv i- contagious

W hile the>>e are normal emotional

responses to dissimilar lilc»tvlc-s.

these are not reasons for pro

hibitory legislation "Equal

tedion under the law' is about

fairness, not fear.

So we're back to morality W ill

homosexual marriage destroy the

nation's moral fabric ' I think

•%'re pretty sale Alter all. it exe-

cuting Native American- intern-

ing the lapanese. and putting

1 9th centurv kid* to work didn I.

I don't know what will

Ka- :mg u rites for the

Badger Herald at the I mvcrsitv

'ism This editorial is

distributed through the I Wire

'Being prepared' for controversy

'A

Dan ( in

.i /- truttworthy.

loyal, hdptitl. friendly,

iourteoit\ kind, obedi-

ent cheerful, thrittw

brave clean and reverent " —
Scout law

Being a card carrying Fagle

It i-n t ea-\ Bc-ide- que-tu>n-

of km>w ledge illcy. I a>.'lc boy

what kind of mushroom i- thi-'

>

i-sue- ol pteparedne-- lOh. my
God. they've Mrfoatl) injured

Kennv' Does anyone know tn-t

aid?), and other ^^^^^^^^
practical 00MMH
tlley. can .limine _^
here tie a bow line-

on a bite' i. there are al-o the

ever-present wisp- of moral
dogma exhorting me to "do m\
he-t ." to "do a good turn daily"

and to "help other people at all

times." Twelve year- of Scouting

has been a mo-t MVOTJ -tew. I

-lock of wondcrlul experience-,

chunks of meaty knowledge and a

garnish of basic moral DfCceptl

and cilantro. As I cherish all that

Scouting ha- wrapped around m\
heart (like ivy), and firmly wi-h

that every hoy could he given such

an opportunity. I slu>uld be extra

ordinarily happy that Scouting has

come out of the MOM age and i-

now forced to accept openh ga)

member-
For years, ihc Boy Scout- ol

America has been taken to court

for being discriminate \

Recently, however. I New lei-e\

court upheld the plea for re-

admission of a Scout who wa-
evicted from the organization

after speaking at a ga\ rail)

According to the Scouts, he broke

a part of the Sccmt oath that dic-

tates that a Scout be "morally

straight." The court Mated thai

though the Boy Scouts i- private

organization, it makes a non-
exdusionary appeal to the general

public and must therefore accept

all sexual orientations This Jed
-ion pMW pti'hlctn- to the ba-i-

nature of the Sccmt ing program

uting is an organization

ned to provide knowledge
and morals in a manner that i-

compleieh free from anv -exuali

ty To this end. adult- seeking to

enter the organization are

screened, and extensive training is

^^^^^^^^ provided to

,
ensure that no
-exual situation-

develop between

leaders and bojrS, bo\- and bo\-

or leaders and leaders While Ho\

Scouts are still against all sexual

relation-, these policies, geared

towards adults, will remain con-

stant

At present, there is deliberately

ni> sexual policy for boys in the

organization. Allowing openly gay

hoy- in the program would lotce

the Boy Scouts to address matter-

of sex. It would necessitate the

m-ntution of an anti-sex policy

for boys. Though this policy

would coincide with the estab-

li-hed polio for adults, the result-

ing system would be fundamental-

ly different. ir> an effort to "be

prepared." the Scouting organiza-

tion would have to address mat-

let- of sexualitv as opposed to the

pre-ent system of ignoring them.

I hi- would change the nature of

the Scouting program.

Another important considera-

tion is that the Boy Scouts of

America is a private institution.

Unlike the ROTC program and

DotafJm College, two discrimina-

tory institutions in a publicly

sponsored school, Scouting

receives no grants from the feder-

al government, a fact which
allows the organization to restrict

their membership.
This right of the Boy Scouts to

restrict membership, however,
was disallowed bv the court dc-i

sion that cited the nonexdusioti

arv call to "all boys " Because of

the nature of the program itsell.

there is no easy internal solution

that could have kept the deliber

ately asexual nature of the pro
gram while appeasing the court

The organization bejjin- to accept

bo\- when they are roughlv seven

year- old. and it is impo--ible to

change the "appeal" of recruit

ment to include only heterosexual

if thi-. indeed, i- the desire

of the Scouting program) In addi-

tiyin. it i- cruel and mean-spirited

to eject bo\s from the program
who decide to come out (a boy

can remain a Scout until his 18th

birthday).

Though the Boy Scouts of

America is outdated and back
wards in its sexual policy, the

organization, as a private institu-

tion, has the right to be. Forcing

the group to fundamentally
change its sexual (or any otheri

policy was immoral, despite good
intentions. Fundamental change-

to Scouting should be done by the

Scouting organization, not by a

court — or Ml at all.

"On mv honor. I will do my
hesl to do my dutv to God and mv
country and obey the Seoul law:

To help other people at all tunes;

To keep mvself physically strong,

mentally awake and morally

straight. " — Scout oath

Dan Greenherg writes for the

Daily Targum el Rutgers

I niversity. I Ins editorial is dis-

tributed through the I -Wire ser-

vice.

On the Wi
top by AnytfmeHI ^^^^
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Killah Priest is beyond religion, Posies put the emphasis on singing
* -...-...» i :. . 1:1 .... ,. r.iMLi .(th.'iiti.

HEAVY MENTAl
Killah Priest

(ktm

"S our arms are too short too box

with God " Thi!> opening line from

One Step" sett the tone for this

album. Killah Priest is busting the

Ivrwal four lour on the hip-hop com
mumt) and he comes armed with

know ledge and the ability to spit

dcadrj

While Wu-Tang may have gained

notonviv through the efforts of

Method Man and Old Dirty Bastard it

was the GZA, Rackwon. and Ghost

Faced Killer whose ability to drop

deep l\ no that made them special

R.| KM.' was a brilliant song,

but it did have a message.

Killah Priest also has a message,

that heaven can be found on Earth if

we look har,: Killah Pr

spout* forth from all forms of religion

to prove his point, and at the same

tunc criMsfam the traditional church

W hile his message may teem cot

luted at times, you have to remember

that as an African- American it is not

surpnsing he would be skeptical d
the churvh

Have no fear, this album goes

hcvond ium religion. Priest has a mes-

sage for all the BtMBj MCs too: Too
many rappers in the east want to be

gangsten/Too many gansters in the

• t want to be rappers/Bunch of

actors/I ought to smack ya/Whote
vour master Sit down take a

Slop gue^»ing.* from "Fake

Mt -
" While the Priest may not deliv-

er hi» warning with the grace of De
La Soul he gets his point across.

The Mngle "Cross My Heart" fea-

ture* ln*pectah Deck and
GZA and should be taking

over your airwave- When* the last

time you heard someone talk about

the "Klohim" on the radio Member*
'he Sun* of Man. most notably

Hell Razzah. Killah » group aasoeia

tion also appear all over this album

Now Under the Ownership

of Leslie Mimitz!

and compliment then leader quite

well ODB or OVvrus appears on "II

You Don't Know" and hi* wild *tvle

is a perfect compliment lor the more

subdued Priest This i* a W u luiit

joint *o most ot the producing is bril-

liantly handled kg RZA.
The title track "Heavy
Mental" showu-i-
RZA's talent when he

t

samples a dijiridoc

and provide* one ot

the most haunting
tracks in hip-hop

To reallv eniov

Hea\y Menial MM have

to cut down to Killah Ptu

and listen to all that he has to

say. While I wouldn't put him in the

same catcgoiv a* Da I a. Tribe or

Guru. I would say that he i* Mi iar

from attaining that status A- (Adam

Dlugacz)

SUCCESS
The Posies

Pop Llama

Alter the crash and burn ot then

last major label release. Amazing

Disgrace, it was no surprise

to hear that The Posies were

ailing it quits. Having
never made *>ood on all the

promise they'd shown.

though, it was a dwip
pointing end to an oth

erwisc evening career

luckily . l"he I'

W^ seemed uneasy with then

messy end and have put tot!eth

er a more fitting swan song, the aptlv

titled S'uufj)

Stripping away the arena

of their past two albums. The

Posies go for a more intimate, almost

demo- like Icel on SutXtU and the

resulti are positively sparkling. The

KM get to shine on their own. and
the forced booiMtl ot 'Aasaainf
DiagrtOf" make* w.iv lor .1 more hon

e*l band *ound like MWMsTOffMJ
in on .1 ieheai*al

M.ivlx- thev tell like thev had noth-

ing more to prove, a nuivlv thev |u*t

lememlvred what a j.>reul band thevM when thev weren't living to pull

iheinselve* up Whatever the COM it

-

marvelous to hear the Kautilul har-

monies ol Irontinen Ken Slringfellow

and |on \uei tinging through
snipped down irrauenenti
putting the empha*i* hack on the

*ingtng and the *ubtletie* ol the *one

wiitine. HMtead ol drowning them in

an overwhelming me** ol Jevei pro

duvtion Sot that I he l'o*ie* have

abandoned the powet pop roal alto

pjthor. .Villi;* like I ooking I ost" and

fall \part With Me" thunder along

POST SPRING
j

[break special!
MONTHLY UNLIMITED $TA
TANNING lust JV

We offtt

* Student Discounts Available

• Creat Tanning Packages Avail.

• New Tanning Beds!

$&Tech
"wy^Tanning

119 Damon Rd., Northampton

$84-4700
OPEN "ei <Fn I 10-1. S*< . f-S Sua 10-2

a* leroeiously as the be*t ol Amazing

Disgrace, but it rings true this time

out alongside gentler fare like "I veiv

Bittei Drop" and the mood driven

t a Life."

It s vjd to see them go alter MM -i

taiiuistic return to form, but it's

about as good an encore as you'ie

likel) to hear Not ux> inanv bands

CM Jaim that their last gasp was also

one ol their best. A (Bradley

Skuught)

The GETAWAY PEOPLE

The Getaway People

Tangerine

What s the lit*i place that comes to

mind when vou think ol the blue- ' II

you said Stavanpci V.iwav then one

ol two ihings 1* true number one

vou're a wacko, or two. vou've heaul

the *ell titleS debut Irom the

(.•etawjv People Combining tradi

tional blue*. soul and the loops. *am

pies and scratching prevalent in

todav* hip hop. thev create a *ound

that i* at MM novel and lanuliar

lordlier MJ U°4. the l.etaw.iv

People give lite to I funky, autheiitk

blue* *ound then Norwegian MOM
ate well hidden I he album COVtn

broad range ol lOpfol MCll M t$£*

lelalion*. love and eruiMiii: in limoii

sme* I In- mi* keep* the IVCQfd tiom

rveeoming preachy, although at time-

lead singer rkn-l- -ouiiJ* like he's try

JM too hard to pl.iv the lolf ol blues

hipslet

The band balance then see

humoi and their conscience well

iratk* su^h as "Chocolate " "She

Cave Me love and "Blind" treat

relationships with oddball metaphoi-

.iiil .1 -harp wit Moieovei the

Getaaaj People show theit inn

live side till "IXk- \1v I OSOttt

You'" I slow soullul evamination ol

rave relation* and plastic paoplc — an

ostentatious tt.Kk dealing with indi

vtdualitv Koth ate thought pi.'Vokine

though the lattei COO) uten

lloll-

The Getawav People '» lit*l <

is an mlecliou* COUCCtiofl ol uikin

rhvthm*. effective!) conjuriaj up

image* ol |u*i aK»ul everything

Norway A I Brendan I ynchl

Titanic big winner at the

box office & the Oscars
by BobThomos
Associated Press

Killah Priest broadcasts his message loud and clear on Heovy Mental

What is there to do
|

on campus??
http //www umass.edu/campact/events/calendar.htm

Check this website out!

Paregoric
Piercing

Custom body piercing

and jewelry
BY ArfOINTMENT ONLY

Lowest R4rrs
IN THE VALLMYj

l«»i prici s .iinvoiiitiiKiit/ilin

znmo
Mt. Farm* 4 • 584 9153

Mt. Farms Mall

The Wedding Singer (PG-13)

Today Thurs at (5 40 @ $2 50) 8 40

Primary Colors (R)

•Today Thurs at 1 5 20 @ 2 50 ) 8 20

Mr Nice Guy (PG-13)

•Today Thurs at 1 5 50 @ $2 50) 8 40

Good Will Hunting (R)

Today Thurs at (5 30 @ $2 50) 8 30

I os Wed I Is — The mak
ei* ol /(tunic looked for a night

to remember at the Academy
Awards on Monday, with the

$200 million disaster epic a con

tender to replace Ben Hur a* the

biggest Oscar winner ever

The three-hour romance set

on the doomed luxury liner has

already <ma«hed box affice

resord*. overtaking luru

Park a* the biggest moneymaker
in movie history, with more than

$ I I billion It has also been So

I at the U.S. box oltice lor an

unprecedented 14th weekend in

a row.

I
Ben Hur won 11 Oscars in

II959. Titanic went into the.

evening with 14 nominations."

tvrng the record set bv I
-

Ml About '
•

The other contenders for best

picture at the 70th Academv
Awards were:

• LA Confidential, a film

noir starring Kevin Spacey as a

BM in l*»SOs I. os Ange!

• Am Good at It Gett. a

romance between a misan-
thrope, played by lack

Nicholson, and a working moth-

er, played bv Helen Hunt.
• (mod Will Hunting, starring

Matt Damon as a workingclas*

geniu*
• The Full Monty, a comedy

about laid oil British fact

worker* who lorm a male -trip

per act. The film wa* made lor a

mere $> 5 million with a

unknown to Anicruan audi

enve-

Individual favorite* included

NicholMfl lot > Helena

Bonham Carter ol ///. M

the I ' bc«l .Kite-- Burl

Revnold* ol tpafHi Nfigfctl

be*t lapportini and
Gloria Stuart oi /;/•.'••• V > he*t

suppe>rtm> sett

Hillv (. rjratal had the dui

keeping the three hour plus

vhow on COM
year absence, he resunii

emcee la*t vcar with temtu
re*ults

I hi* vear * Oacat pageant w.i*|

,' »' w t# bration of conebacki
with agitate h of nominee- who!

had been largely forgotten.

including Peter I
lulic

Christie Robert Forttei and the

ir eld Mi-* Muart

The no*ialpia theme extended

to the ccrcmoin - Mrvhation h*t

The Academv invite»l evetv In

ing winner ol the *upporung
and lead acting award-

The worldwide T\ audience

was protected at I billion The

ratings were expected to he up
over last year* disappointing

numbers, largelv bee an- ol the

monster draw of Titanic, which

has made nearly $>00 million in

North America.

H.impthirr 6 -584 75SO
Hampshire* M.itl

Twilight (Rj

Today-Thurs at (5 50 @ $2 50) 8 40

Wild Things (R)

•Today Thurs at (5 50 @ $2 50) 8 40

The Big Lebowski (R)

Today Thurs at (5 40 @ $2 50) 8 40

Titanic (PG 13)

Today Thurs at (4 20 @ $2 50) 8 10

The Man In The Iron Mask (R)

Today-Thurs at (5 30@ $2 50) 8 30

US Marshals (PG-13)

Today-Thurs at (5 20@ $2 50) 820

Need a
Car Loan?
We can help you establish your
credit We finance people with

credit problems: no credit, bad
credit, bankruptcy, divorced

No cosigners required 1

or stop by Saturn of Hadley
and ask for Joel Faillace

BALISE
CREDIT EXPRESS

SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PE0PL
WAY TO THE TOP.i hi:

If you didn't sign up for

ROTC as a freshman or

sophomore, you can catch

up this summer by attend-

ing Army ROTC Camp
Challenge, a paid five-

week summer course in

leadership.

Apply now! You'fl develop

the leadership skills and

self-confidence you need
to succeed in college and

beyond Andyournayquahry

for advanced officer train-

ing when you return to

campus next fall.

ARMY ROTC
TIE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE

Join us for an informational meeting

tonight at 6:30pm.

ROTC Building, next to Boyden

Or call 545-2321 for details.

Arizona to unveil its showpiece;

Williams heads out to a ballgame
PHOENIX (AP) - Two words

describe Bank One Ballpark.

Huge. And unique
From the retractable roof 1% feet

above the field to the centerfield
scoreboard that's 85 feet high, this

!»Uce is big. Its 1.3 million square
eet could hold eight copie* of the
America West Arena, where the
NBA Suns and NHL Coyotes play
Yet despite its size, the stadium

with the look of a brick warehouse
has the feel of an old time ballpark,

with some state-of the art tuuche*
It's the first retractable-domed

stadium with natural grass, not to

mention a swimming pool, heated
spa and swim up bar beyond the
right centerfield fence.

"It's a showpiece." said
Diamondbacks chairman |erry
Coiangclo "It's going to be a unique
attraction that's also going to pro
mote baseball with its ameniti

Fans enter the park along a con
course lined with has pastels featur

ing great moments in baseball htsto

ry. There's a "Cooperstown Wc*t
museum with memorabilia loaned
from the Baseball Hall of Fame and
a 10,500 square foot interactive

baseball theme park in back ol the

centerfield stands.

The field, with its shade tolerant

hybrid grass and unique double
warning track, sits 25 feet below
street level There's 48.500 seats

and the Diamondbacks insist there's

not a bad one in the house.

In the lower deck, there's a good
two feet of leg room, even with a

cup holder behind each of the
curved green chairs

Twelve elevators and eight escala-

tors transport fans to the upper
deck. From the top row. it almost

feels like you can reach out and
touch the motor-driven roof that

opens or closes in approximately
five minutes

During the hottest summer days.

8.000 tons of air conditioning from
tan-colored pipes ringing the lower

level will cool the stadium by 50

degrees in 1 1/2 hours

"Weil leave the roof open when

ever we can — probably for half the

season," stadium project manager
|ohn Wasson said. "But for some
night games in the middle of sum-

mer, we can close the roof about

11:30 a.m. and have the place

cooled down nicely by 4 p.m."

Wasson expects an annual electric

bill of $2 million.

There are 61 portable concession

locations and 38 fixed concessions

stands, including three McDonald's
There's also the glass-enclosed
An/ona Baseball Club restaurant in

right field. TCI Friday's Front

Row Sports Grill with an open bal-

cony overhanging the lower left-field

bleachers and Leinenkugel's Ball

Yard Brewery in the tree-lined main

plaza.

The Diamondbacks' 20.000
square-foot locker room has 40 oak-

paneled dressing cubicles, each with

a built-in mirror and safe. The bath-

room and showers are tiled in team
colors There's a bank of televisions,

a steam room, three Jacuzzis, a

training pool and an exercise and
weight room. Next door are two bat-

ting cages. The 7.500-square-foot

visiting clubhouse has one TV. non-

descript carpeting, smaller cubicles

and no vanity mirrors — but the

bathroom area is tiled in

Diamondbacks' hues.

So is the 30 foot 15-foot pool and
spa. which also features a barbecue

area and will be rented to groups of

up to 35 people Most of the best

seats are sold. Fans have bought
35 000 season tickets, at prices

between $283 and $4,050. But some
7.000 scats are reserved for game
day sales at less than $6 including

400 at $1 apiece.

Williams enjoys afternoon at the

ballpark

CLEARWATER. Fla (AP) — Ted
Williams took his hands off the

walker and danced a little jig

"I'm pretty good." said the Hall of

Famer. attending his first spring

training game in several years yester-

day "I can't see as well as I like. so.

as a result. I lose a little balance

\ GotOK\A

aS8 ways

e
>oursuirv^

Summer Session at Stony Brook
258 courses in 45 subjects

Day and evening classes

Low NYS tuition Terms start May 26 and July 6

New interest-free payment plan
Check out our website at www.sunysb.edu/summer/

1-800-559-7213
email:su mmerschool@sunysb.edu

STUNY
BRmmK
MAH UNMJWMO) NPrVYGRK

An Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Educator and Employer

That's why 1 have to use this."

Williams, who turns 80 on Aug.
30. made the 75-minute trip from
his home in Hernando to watch his

Boston Red Sox defeat the

Philadelphia Phillies. 2-1.

Although he "watches on TV all I

can." Williams said it was the first

spring training game he'd attended

in three or four years.

Williams said he came to see the

two players he had named the Ted
Williams Rookies of the Vear earlier

this spring, Boston's Nomar
Garciaparra and Philadelphia > BooM
Rolen.

But Garciaparra, who played in an

exhibition game in Tampa on
Monday, returned to the Red Sox's

spring training home in Fort Mver*

after the game and didn t accompa-

ny the team to Clearwater

"The Phillies called us late yester-

day afternoon and said he

(Williams) was coining, but that he

was coming to talk to Scott " Shea

added. "We wish it had been set up
through us and we would have made
sure Nomar was there."

Williams acknowledged he was
disappointed at missing Garciaparra.

but said he was eager to get hi* tir*t

glance at Rolen

"He's quick." Williams said as he

watched Rolen at the plate "He s

going to be a good hitter He stands

in there good
*

Rolen said Williams told him.

"the key to hitting is to get a good
pitch

"

As for Garciaparra. Williams said

he's seen the Red Sox shortstop

many times and had numerous dis-

cussions about hitting with him.

"He not only has as great a talent

as I ever saw. he's a smart intelli-

gent kid who knows all about what

to do hitting." he said. "The *kv n
absolutely the limit for him."

The appearance of the man many
consider to be the game's greatest

hitter sent a wave of energy through

lack Russell Stadium Fans and play

ers stood and cheered as Williams

shook hands with Rolen before the

game

Back in the swing of things
Mocfwe Dagliere and the UMass baseball team went up against Providence College yesterday afternoon.

Catch tomorrow's CoHeqnn for all of the action against the Friars

1RST
®

]
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COMPANY

A PRESENTS
Thur., March 20th EUctrU Blue tf the Cesmic TruOt

Oram* \\mtt\tt WmU

Fri., March 27th Hubert HMnsea If Vmm atoms
7»'» B—I Kmrnistian.

Sat.. March 2«th toftn SheMan If Blue %trem\

mil tHem Thur. Ben. starting at lOmm

Sunday NwlZ^eW ABC Jazz Troupe
atartirifi at 8pm

Fully Stocked
Bar

Late Nifht
Menu

til Midnight

(Cassis? ta Megan... Qtjgjj ta Dance...)

30 V Pl.acarii St. Amherst, MA 01OO2 Phone: 2J3 - 4400

Radical Buddhism for the 90s

What is Radical Buddhism''

a Monks and nuns on strike

b. An alloy of organic chem and meditation

c Rapid sfjMruefjKogress Ih a grounded manner

Free Meditation Workshops
Learn why and how to meditate

Learn practical techniques you can use every day

Learn how to increase and direct

you inner stillness, strength and intuition

6:30 pm: Women and Men
8:00 pm: Women Only
Saturday, March 28

UMASS Campus Center. Meeting Room 803

(413)263-3704 or wom_monkOix netcom com

rf

!fgrargr^rgjgrgrgjgrgrgrgjgrg^r[fii

Special Summer Programs in

Cuernavaca, Mexico

These experiential programs emphasize hands-on learning in

the beautiful City of Eternal Spring, Cuernavaca, Mexico.

Tnditional and Modem Markets of Mexico

June 3-29

Painting: Color and Light in Cuernavaca

June 3-29

Spanish Language and Mexican Culture

June 3-July 8

To learn mora, contact

University of Massachusetts Boston

Division of Continuing Education

100 Morrissey Blvd.

Boston, MA 02125-3393

617.287.7915

dce®umbsky.cc. umb.edu

www.conted.umb.edu

Satisfaction
(A comparative study)

A good meat . '

Graduating Valedictorian€
Working O Vanan

Appears n no cost to ttt* Commonwealth

As one of the world's largest

producers ot semiconductor

tabncation equipment, we know
what satisfaction is At Vanan we re

ahlP to provide the finest, m
advanced semiconductor equipment to

almost every maior chip manuf
in the U S .

Europe K ipan

And to our people — we offei

training, varied carei i path

to various areas of the industry

continuous mentorship and an open-

minded environment i

less will suffice So if you

a hand in ih * ol

technology that lies ahead

know Vanan — and pun

variant
ion impl.inl

e will be conducting

on-campus interviews:

Thursday, March 26th

For more information, please stop by
the University Career Center

il unable to attend our Interview
'in. please call or send

resume to VARIAN ION IMPLANT
SYSTEMS. Human Resources. 35
Dory Road. Gloucester. MA 01930;

178) 282 2243:
283 7344

is vanan com

www.varian.com
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Collegian Classifieds
University of Massachusetts • Phono: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

ANNOUNCEMENTS

PEOPLE'S MARKET
Where the food's fresh, the

coffee s hot, and the music is

jammin i Main Floor Student

Union

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Two Bedroom- Boulders Apt
a, i . _ . t t- •..: i | mi now
bedrooms S720/month Call

256 5489

3 bedroom Pirfflo* Available

June 1 S90G7month Call

George 549-3656

One bedroom apartment
. age available now

Easily accomodates two people

On bus line, next to laundry,

across the street from Mike's

Billiards Call Fred at 256-8406

Lease available June I. 1998

through August 31. 1999 or

Summer 1998 sublet option

Two bedroom, full bath, heat

and hot water included On two

bus routes Contact 549-5046

Beautiful 3 Bedroom
Hardwood floors Downtown
Amherst $1350/month 549-

7752

Amherst Center 1.1 and 3

bedroom apartments Gas heat

hardwood noon We are show-

ing starting April 6th for June

and September leases Lincoln

Real Estate 253-7879

AUTO FOR SALE

For Sale- 1986 Buick Century

New transmission/tires $700 or

B/0 665-3718

M Pontine Stmbird 124k. runs

well No rust 259-1915

1991 Subaru Jetty 5 speed
Great MPG Runs great $1200
533-4087

.
r Hard and

soft top Full doors 5 speed
Oversized tires Many extras

85K Great shape Asking $6000
Call 256-0501

Wanted Junk Can Cast) paid

everyday 1-800-649-4795

COMPUTERS

Now IMMMMX from $895
Laptops, $1295! Peripherals

ZarVision 582-9198
V/MC/AMEX

Macintosh Color Stylewnter

1500 Printer. Keyboard Mouse.

External CO Drive SCSI
Equipment is in excellent condi-

tion All for $300 oi B/0 549

5514

CHEAP! CHEAP! Color VGA
Monitor- $55 Laptop Notebook

$99 466 Computer System
$295 Call CPC (413)584-8857

IIS 616 IDE/AT HO for sale

$100 0546-6159

EMPLOYMENT

Rel

3 bedreaea ceeeJei Gas heat,

hardwood floors, heated base-

ment 1/2 m tie to campus on bus

route We are showing starting

6th tor June and
September leases $1350 plus

utilities 253 7879

ieble Reps Needed Post

flyers on campus Get advance

fee & commissions later Must
attend Summer. Fall-Spring

Terms E-mail info©optimigra-

ton com or Fax (604)893-8522

Drivers Wanted Ceetoae s

Pine Hiring Part-Time and Full-

Time Reliable car a must 256

6100 after 3pm or apply at 481

West Street (across from South

Amherst Dairy Mart)

EMPLOYMENT
Mayflower Gardens
Landscaping Needed- people

with an eye on a future in the

green industry Bourne, MA 508

563-9575

Neaay Peaitiea- Live in

babysitter needed for the sum-

mer in Welfleet on Cape Cod
Call 508-349-6392 for mforma
tion

Cleb Med & Creiie Shies
Now Hiring Free details 1 -800-

435-4247

HAVE AN AMAZIN6 SUM-
MER! Prestigious coed camp m
Massachusetts seeks caring,

motivated college students who
love kids 1 GENERAL & SPECIAL

TY COUNSELORS needed Join a

dedicated. fun team
Competitive salaries Camp
Tacomc 1-800-762 2820

CAMP CANADENSIS. Pocono

Mountains. PA Excellent resi-

dential coed summer camp
Caring counselors to teach ath-

letics tennis, gymnastics, moun-

tain bikes, motorcycles, ropes

course, yearbook and newspa
per. drama, video, photography,

rifle y cooking, arts & crafts.

WSi waterfront, dance, golf,

and much morel Excellent faoli

ties and great salary' 6/20/98

8/17/98 Call 1800)832-6228 or

E-mail us at camp4youO)aol com
tor an application You can find

us on the web at

WWW CANADENSIS COM

Ad Reps needed for amher
stonlme com We need motivat-

ed articulate, internet literate

people Call 253-9000 for

256-6721

PCA Wanted
only Call Barbara at

EMPLOYMENT
SUMMER WORK IN

WELFLEET ON CAPE COD
General restaurant work includ-

ing cashiering and service

$8/hour and meals plus $100 per

week bonus for each week
worked if you stay through

August 24 1998 Call or write

Bill Millett. P Box 321. South

Welfleet. MA 02663 (508)349

2265 e-mail

wmillettOcapecod net

Fell 1981 Internships with the

Student Legal Services Office

get hands-on experience m the

legal field- - work directly with

attorneys and clients Earn up to

15 undergraduate credits No
experience m the legal proles

sion necessary— training pro

vided Application deadline is

April 17. 1998 Contact The

Student Legal Services Office

today 545 1995, 922 Campus
Center

Town OI Amherst Leisere
Services Summer
Employment Opportunities

CAMP Summer Camp
Counselors. Directors (Teen

Camp). Special Needs
Counselors. Art Director POOL
STAFF Managers. Instructors

Lifeguards. Cashiers. Wading
Pool Attendant Pool

Maintenance Supervisor

SPORTS Adult Tennis Instructor

ana new rvwMiienance wotier
EVENTS Hot Summer Nights

Volunteers OFFICE Clerical

Competitive Hourly Wages
Applications available through

Amherst Leisure Services Office

in the Bangs Center or at the

Town's Human Resources
Office Town Hall m Amherst

Amherst is an E E /A A
Employer Deadline for apphca

tionsisMarch31. 1998

Cruise Ship & Lead-Tear
Jefee- Excellent benefits Work]

Travel Ask us how' 517 324-

3090 ext C50013

EMPLOYMENT
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOY
MENT- Fishing industry

Excellent earnings and benefits

potential All major employers
Ask us how' 517 324-31 15 ext

A50011

CRUISE ft LAND TOURS- Earn

up to $2,000/month Free world

travel (Caribbean. Alaska,

Europe, etc )! Free room/board

For into, ring (9191933-1939 Ext

C150

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT- [am
up to $3.fJOO/month fisheries,

parks resorts Airfare 1

Food/Lodging 1 Our service rec

ommended by US News &
World Reports (9191933 1939
ExtA150

Eara extra cash mailing our

circulars from home in your

spare time No experience nec-

essary Free information 1 888-

892 2781

Natieael Pert Employment
Parks. Forests. Wildlife

Preserves Ask us how' 517-324-

3109 Ext N5O013

FOR RENT

SUMMER RENTALS
CAPE COD GROUP Summer
Reatels- Some waterfront
houses, some with swim-
ming pools Falmouth area.

Diamond Reel Estate
1 508*477 1900

FOR SALE

Hardly Used Japanese Tapes
and a book 585 0713

GREEK
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Dawn- Nbm I I Clue #3 Do
you know who I could be? I'm

from another state as you will

see. but it is definitely not New
Jersey Still don't know' I'll give

you a hint My name begins with

TRAVEL

a consonant' Any ideas 7 Love in

02, Your Big Sis"'

HOUSE FOR RENT

Amherst- 5 bedroom
$1495/month Available June

1st 548-8166

INSTRUCTION

University Bartending Course

50% Student Discount National

Certification Available Spring

Sessions This Semester Space

Is Limited 1-*»0-U CAN MIX

LOST 8. FOUND

Lost- Black Sweater Heitei

Hall on Jan 28th Please call

6658394

MISCELLANEOUS

EARN $750 $150uVWEEK
Raise all the money your group

needs by sponsoring a VISA
fundraiser on your campus No
investment & very little time

needed There's no obligation,

so why not call for information

today Call 1-800 323-8454x95

ROOM FOR RENT

1 bedroom ia 3 bedroom apt

Starts June 1st Fits l 2/prel

female Mam St Above Bruno s

on bus route CHEAP' Call 253M
ROOMATE WANTED

Clean lea. laid back girl

wanted to share a 2 bedroom
apartment 1 minute from town

Apartment is renovated & fully

furmshed On-site laundry, work-

out room 2nd floor in house
548 7078

Clean elder er mature
female who likes quiet To

share two bedroom apartment

washer and dryer furnished liv-

ing room area Summer/Fall

•contact Tma 665- 3491

SERVICES

Da
Tired of fun?.

Back to Business

See Harlow

Property for next

semeter's Housing

Harlow Property

73 Main St.

256-3442

TICKETS

Two Ani Difranco Tickets •

Sale April 4th B/0 546 3266

TO SUBLET

North Amherst- One bedroom

with deck Quiet $670 All

included Available 5/9 549

9164

One bedroom ia 2 bedroom at

Cliffside $280 month all mclu

sive Call tor details 665-0235

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK M
Free to iks! Cancun.

Bahamas. Jamaica and Florida

from $399 Orgam/e a small

group and travel FREE 1 Highest

commissions and lowest prices

Call Surf & Sun Tours to become

a campus representative

1800)5747577

WANTED

Need 5.

ken Law

Will Take

tf 6-7127

Dissertations edited and pre-

pared by Ph D m English Any

subject 665-3718

Pregnant' Need bolef Call

:'»t of Amherst area for

Iree testing and assistance 549

1906

STEREO & CD EQUIP

Panasonic Mini Stereo

Retro Silver Metal Wood
Cabinet SMfej I 1 1 MM*!
clarity Paid $375 m November

Very good condition Asking

$275/80 586 1572

WANTED TO SUBLET

Wanted to sublet May 1 Aug
31 2 bedroom apartment m quiet

location No interior stairs

Playground area preferred Also

Mayl Aug 31. 1 bedroom Call

Gail between 8 and 5 665-8551

yourc
'ass,f,eo<

°OUl(j go

HERE
,

Personals Policy
«*«d imykiiii Ms* MiwH *nd xapura* <*
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Rates
Students

20C per word/day

All others

40C per word/day

NEW Standard Headings

$2.00
min7day

NO REFUNDS
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MtAlTM • MAUTV

AUTO 'OM SAtI
AUTO PA«T»

. jnri
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WEDNESDAY. MAR 25

Community — The spring

semester's Quintessentially

Queer Cafe will be held at 7

p.m. in the Graduate Lounge
of the Campus Center. Enjoy

puetr\. >«ong and creative

expressions of the Five College

queer community. The event is

tree and sponsored by the

Stonewall Center.

Film — \ornw Rae, starring

Sally Field, the Mor\ of a tex-

tile mill worker who forms a

union at her mill, will be
shown from 7-9 p.m. in the

Campus Center, room 903.
Sponsored by the Radical
Student Union.

/ 1dure — The Biological

Sciences Student Association

will host |im Meng. a profes-

sor of biology at UMass. to

talk about "Climate impacts
on the evolution of Paleogene

mammals from the Mongolian
plateau" at 4 p.m. in Morrill

South 319.

Meeting — The Student
Health Advisory Board will

meet at 5:30 p.m. in the

University Health Services,

room 304. All who are inter-

ested are invited to attend.

Office hours — Health
Reach International invites the

UMass community to its office

hours. A team member will be

available today from 7-9 p.m.

in the Community Center
(Apt. H-2) in North Village.

Stop by or call 577-5183.
Support group — REFLECT.

the Five College Bereavement
Support Program, will begin a

six-week support group series

for students who have experi-

enced a loss. Call 577-5316
for more information.

THURSDAY. MAR 26

Discussion — Nancy
Manahan, editor of Lesbian
Nuns: Breaking the Silence

will dinTi her new book On
My Honor I eshians Reflect

on their Scouting lixperietuc

at 12:30 p.m. in the Campus
Center, room 803. The event is

free and wheelchair ooCMftfe.
Sponsored by the Stonewall

Center.

lecture — Brenda & Wanda
Hanson of Camp Sister Spirit

will speak on their experi-

ences with homophobic siege

against their retreat site in the

deep South at 4 p.m. in the

Campus Center, room 803.
Sponsored by the Stonewall

Center.

Meeting — The Peace-

Corps representative fof

UMass and the Five College

area will present general
information on the Peace
Corps and how to become a

volunteer from 7-8 p.m. in

the Campus Center, room
905-909. All students from
any major are encouraged to

attend. For those unable to

attend or interested in more
information, call the Campus
PMCC Corps office at

545-2105 or visit Room 112

Stockbridge Hall during
office hours (Monday.
liR-sday & Thursday. 1-5

p.m. i

Meeting — The Ballroom
Dance Club will meet in

Totman 101 from 5:30-7 p.m.

Tango and Rumba will be

taught. No experience or part-

ner is necessary New mem-
bers welcome.

Office hours — Health
Reach International invites the

UMass community to its office

hours. A team member will be

available today from 5-7 p.m.

in the Community Center
(Apt. 411) of Lincoln
Apartments. Stop by or call

577-5183.

NOTICES

( \mtmencemcnt housing —
A limited number of residence

hall rooms will be available for

the relatives and friends of

graduating I Mass students for

the night of Saturday May 23.

Commencement botisifif

applications are available at

the Univertitj Conference
Services Office, Campus
Center, room 918. To guaran-

tee a reservation, completed
forms must be returned bv

May 8.

nmunity — Come join all

the fun b\ signing up to show
an animal for the 63rd Annual

livestock Classic. The Classic

will be held on Friday evening.

April 24 and Saturday April

25. Contact Brian or Howard
at 256-6022 to sign up or for

more information.

Employment — UMass Lab

School has openings in the

Reggio inspired pre-school

program for fall semester. For

rvti trr puMc mtmc* *m)unc*«n«nt> pnntad
d**y To wbrnrt «n f ¥1. pkwt fid a pr*u
r*k>«* containing «U pcflirwnl information

nckjdng thr rum* »nd pnon* number of the

contact perion to th* Collrgian, c'o th»
Marwqna. tcMor by noon th* prrvtout day

more information, call

letmitct Rvanat 545-31^
/ mployment- The I Mass

CRC is hiring work study
office staff and web publish-

ers. Applications are available

in the CRC office. 322
Student Union or leave a

voice mail at 545-1 122.

Volunteer work — The
Amherst Salvation Army
needs volunteers anv dav and
any time. Call 253-4747 for

more information.

Volunteer work — The
C lisis Center, a Massachusetts

Suicide Prevention Hotline is

currently seeking volunteers
and interns. For more infor-

mation, contact Crina

Grampetro at (978) 849-5600
ext. 201.

'
> a HSCN

Bulletin Board
17 HSCN Programming

J IB TV-19
j 3 CBS/3 Hartford<

5 4 CBS/4 Boston
BO ABC/40 Springfield

>j a ABC/5 Boston
aa NBC/22 Springfield

j aa CNN
B PBS/57 Springfield

I 84 CNN SI

u 7 HSCN Movie Ch.
,C 8B Headline News
5 UPN/20 Hartford
£ aa uctv

a Weafher Channel

df| ID NBC/30
87 TBS

Z
u
CO

New Britain as BET

11 Fox/61 Hartford 88 TV Land

ia PBS/24 Hartford 3D Univision

X 13 WOCH & HSCN 31 Comedy Central

k 14 International 38 Cartoon

IB UMass Academic TV 33 Much Music

WEDNESDAY EVENING
6:00

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
WVIT
WTIC

WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
AAE
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK

SCIFI

TLC
TNT

USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

G
O
a

®

®
©
fto

m

12 Wishbone «

Ntws V
News

News f
Full House K

Cheers I
News

Home Imp

News 5

Creatures

0_New»:H

Comic Relief |Make-Laugh [Daily Show (R)

Mad Abo You

Family Matters

6:30 7:00 7:30
Business Rpt i Newshour With Jim Lehrer 3

CBS News

CBS News

ABC News

BoyWprld

NBC News

Mad Abo. You

NBC News

Simpson* 5
NBC

Business Apt

Northern Exposure t?

Woridview '.I

ABC News
Mad Abo You

.Family Matters

Inside Edition Real TV «

Extra if

Inside Edition

Fresh Prince

Wheel-Fortune

Judge Judy H
Ent Tonight

Seinfeld E
Wheel-Fortune | Jeopardy! «

Ent Tonight

Chronicle ¥.

Fr»*h Prince

Jeopardy 1 it

Judge Judy^
Hard Copy "

Fraaiar JT

Newsradio £ ISainfald (R) Jt

Beverly Hills. 90210 (In Slereo)

Newsradiol ISeinteM (R) 1

Newshour With Jim Lehrer «

Seinleld JL

Seinfeld '

Andy Griffith

Frasier I

Frasier ft.

Andy Griffith

Spin City

Star Trek Voyager (In Slereo) [Sentinel "Dead Certain " (R) X |Wew»

Law 4 Order .

Sea Wings The Avenger' (R) Jamme Shaltar (R)

Up Close SporUcenter

Supermarke t [Debt

Moneyline if Crossfire «

Stein's Money

MTV Live (In Slereo
;

Figure ft Out |Tmy Toon

Quantum Leap In Stereo] i!

Renovation TRenovation

Lois 4 Clark-Superman

Baywatch '.

Intimate Portrait

|Bloopers

My So-Called Life (In Slereoj

Doug « jRugrats*

Seaquest DSV (In Slereo) JT

Home Again JHome Ag^m

Babylon 5 (In Slereo) JX

ighlander. The Series t
«« "The Firs/ Wives Cluo"(1996. Comedy) Goktte Hawn. 'PG'^
(5 30) «»w fndap9ndence0ay"(1996) Will Smith PG-13' a:

t * * "Cn/, the Beloved Country" ( 1 995) James Earl Jones. 'PG- 1

3'

C- Campus MARCH 25, 1998
8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 I 10:00 I 10:30

Himalaya (In Steieo) It

Nanny IK. Cybitl H

Nanny_

Spin City »

Smart Guy ¥
Newsradio R Seinfeld (R) V

Cybill a.

Oharma-Greg

Sister, Sister

Star Trek: Voyager (In Slereo)igtr(

[Sen

Wegman's World

Dharma-Greg

Great Parlormancet: The Art of Sngmg-Gokjen Voices

Michael Hayes (In Stereo) T Chicago Hope (In Slereo) ft

Michael Hayes iln Stereo) I
Drew Carey tr Two Guys-Girl

Wayans Bros

3rd Rock-Sun

Steve Harvey

Working T
Sentinel Dead Certain" (R) E
3rd Rock-Sun |

Working JT

Significant Otheri The Plan

3rd Rock-Sun [Working^

Chicago Hope (In Stereo) I
PnmefimeLive R

Law i Order "Harvest" (R) JT

Grace Under

Law a Order "Harvest" (R) JT

News

Law *, Order Harvest" (R) I
Great Performances: The Ad of Singing-Golden Voices

Drew Carey JX jTwo Guys-Girl Primetime Live £

NBA Basketball Chicago Bulls at Orlando Mage (Live) 31

Cheers I

Biography: Eliot Ness

World Today JT.

American Justice (R)

Larry King Live S
t« 'The Scouf"(l994, Comedy-Drama) Albert Brooks

Wild Discovery: Creatures-Dark [Diacover MagaaneiR)

High School Baaketbalt. McDonald's All-Amefican Gamo (Live

Unsolved Myateries ['-. $:;

Dana H

Hey Arnold! X
Fashionably

Wonder Years

Siohting«(R) (In Slereo) Jt

Uitrascience |Saa Tek (R)

NBA

Foot Soldier The Allies'

World Today I
South Park T | Pulp-VI

Firepowe r 2000: Battlefield

High School Basketball

"Anoe' of Death" (1990, Suspense) Gregory Harrison

All-Time Top 10 (R) (In Stereo)

I Love Lucy Tj |M.T Moore

Forever Knight Last Knight" JX

Warriors! Taking Sidet

t» "Cify Hflaf"(1984, Comedy) Clint Eastwood. Burt Reynokte

Velanie Darrow"(1997, Drama)Walker, Teiaa Ranger JT

The Relic" (1997. Horror) Penelope Ann Miller, 'R' 3E

» t V, Chances Are" (1989. Comedy) Cybill Shepherd. 'PG' Jt

When We Were Kings" (1996) Muhammad All. 'PG' JT

Real World «

Bewitched

Austin Stories

Love

M.A.N.T.I.S. "Ghost of the Ice"

Extreme Diving iR
)

Babylon 5 "Cal and Mouse" Jt

)elta Burke. (In Stereo) JT

'-; "AmifyviHeDoWiouse"(1996

11:00 11:30
Qursl

News K

News M.

Late Show R

Late Show a

Star Trek: Next Gener

Nightline °

Vibe

|Tonight Show

Simpaonai:

Tonight Show

Deep Space 9

Tonight Show

Charlie Rota (In Stereo) 1
a

M'A'S^H JT

Nightline B

Real TV ft

*'-> "ftedPaiwi"(1984)

Law I Order Night and F

Sports IJIus

Daily Show

Moneyline JT

Justice Files

Sportscenter a

Stein's Money

Murder One" (R)

New AttitudesiGolden Girls

Loveline (In Slereo)

Taxi X [Newhart JT

Seaquest DSV (In Stereo) Jt

Uitrascience

Rough Cut

Sea Tek ill

"las! Stand"

Silk Stalkings (R) (in Stereo) JT.

Robm rhomal
»*'-! "The E»"(1996) Yancy Butler, 'R' X
Dead Man's [Feat Track (R) (In Stereo) Jt

"Devil's Own"

Day the Sun"

"Dead Tides"
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Drabble By Kevin Fogan Dilbert By Scott Adams

OOuJM 'VWDGOT^--
TO**X£P' ^

fOuR CUBICLE. MAS BEEN
REPLACED IVf A
-PERSONAL HABITAT"
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THATS A
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THING TO

CALL YOUR

PERSONAL

STORAGE
UNIT.
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Spunk By Mike LaRiccio
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Horoscopes
ARIES (March 21-April 19) —

Your day i* likclv to begin in a fash-

ion that surprise* >i»u Dopiu- u>ur

planning, you're going to have as

improvise.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) -
See if you can't do more right from

the start to lend a hand to those vsho

need it. Even in social situation*

you can be more cooperative

GEMINI (May 2l-|unc 20) — A
promise that you know cannot be

kept will be made before the day is

out — but you'll be more than will-

ing to accept what comes instead.

CANCER (|une 21-|uly 22) —
You may not be able to believe

everything you hear today, even

when news comes from reliable

M>urcev Your perceptions are out of

whack.

LEO duly 25-Aug. 22) — What
transpires at the greatest pace today

may be worth some further study —
and possibly a little suspicion as

well. Is it what it seem*''

VIRGO (Aug. 25-Sept. 22) —
Seek an outlet as soon as possible

today for that surge of creative ener

k.-v vou've been expecting. You mu*t

begin channeling it verv >oon.

LIBRA (Sept. 2)-Oct. 22) -
There is no reason tod.iv *t

what you're doing to turn to some-

thing else There is time, during the

next few days, lo get everything

done.

SCORPIO (Oct. 25-Nov. 21) —
You have much to be proud of at

thi* time, but there's so much left to

be done that vou mustn't take time

out to bask in good feelings just vet

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dcc.

21) — You can get what you want,

but vou may have to wait Patience

is a virtue: take the time today to

plan a few steps ahead

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. I<»>

— You may be in no mood to tackle

the same old problems today, hut

one or two must be solved before

the week is out.

AOUARIUS (|an 20 -Feb. IS) —
There is no reason to think that a

<.n*i* will develop from a minor mis-

understanding — but that's no rea-

son not to apologize!

PISCES (Feb I9-March 20) —
You are likely to get a second
chance very soon at something that

was a failure earlier la*t vear Tixiav

vou'll realize how sou can make it

work

Close to Homo By John McPherson

Quote of tl-10 I>«iy

££ We were just saying that if

we lost, it would suck, but
if we won, it would be really

scary. Well, this is really scary.

-Ben Affleck

& Matt Damon

))

f> ' tm j*» **.*» M*om 9i j mm raw tratas* H^-v

|r n*u riust/owrjwrxc^virw^-vr raw

"If you think wearing that cheap cologne in

bed is going to win points with me, you've

got another thing coming"

Today'! P.C. Mtnu
Caff S4S-SSSS #*r »•**» MmrmrnH*

Franklin

LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Turkey Bacon Swiss Folded Pita

Meatball Grinder

Spky Black Bean Burger

Worcester
LUNCH
Tacos

Hungarian Noodle Bake

Ziti/Tomato Sauce

Vegetable Tacoi

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich
Taco

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Berkshire

LUNCH
Taco

Grilled Chicken Sandwich
Vegetable Taco

ACROSS
1 — monster
5 FumWer's word
9 Viscous mud

1

4

Prima donna's
song

15 Foars parent

16 Muslim holy

book
17 Zoo
19 Frosting

20 Windup
21 Designer

Cassmi
22 Prepare (fowl)

for cooking
23 Responded
25 Smacks
26 Away
27 Erased
30 Bar sign

33 IrMimrdated

34 Me. to Miss
Piggy

36 Wiener schnitzel

ingredient

37 Stationed
38 Roman goddess
39 Question
40 Glutted

41 Actress
Sarandon

42 Grew incisors,

eg
44 Chewing —
45 Animal's home
46 Sailing ship

50 Lasso
52 Ken or Lena —
53 Potato part

54 African

language
55 Summer cooler

57 Playful animal

58 Relax
59 Vinegar eg
60 Hollow stone

61 Swiss heights

62 "— Drive by
Night"

DOWN
1 Certain player

2 Castle or Cara
3 Actress Evans
4 Motorist's org

5 Egg dish

6 Propelled a
boat

7 Smugly proper
one

8 View
9 Evaded (an

issue)

10 Grasshopper
1

1

Eye part

12 Staffs

13 School subj.

18 Responded to

an alarm
22 Did a floor job

24 Fossil luel

25 Chopped
27 Gave medicine

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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i M >vi O 1996 UnrwJ ^..lur. Syndic »l.

28 Ostnchhke
birds

29 Spanish lady
30 Roe
31 Snug retreat

32 Capture
33 Provide food

for a party

35 Charged
particle

37 Brazilian port

38 Leap
40 Height
41 Taking to court

43 Overjoyed
44 Sparkles
46 Embrace
47 Fuzzy fruit

48 Singer Gorme
49 Like long

grasses
50 Hotel's price

51 Fascinated by

52 Pitcher

Hershiser

54 Swampy place

55 — pro nobis

56 Have supper

Dinner

GREEK
INDEPENDENCE DAY

Spanakopita

Greek Style Lemon Chicken

Pastitsio

Stefado

Greek Rice Pilaf

Butternut Squash

Greek Green Beans

Basics:

Stuffed Zucchini with Rice
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Nielsen just may
make a difference

as Flyers coach
Since 1 am not the kind of person

who will not admit when I am
wrong, my first order of business is

to take back a comment I made last

time out.

Maybe Roger Nielsen can make a

difference as a coach. Maybe.

I figured that a change in coaches

wouldn't be beneficial to a Flyers

Lax downs BC for 25 th straight time
DelPercio continues offensive tear

ly Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

team that was second in the

Atlantic Division After all, it

seemed like Wayne Cashsaan was

just getting sand-bagged, and this

move would only hurt the Flyers.

Boy. was I wrong

The resurgent Flyers have been

steamrolling their opponents as of

late, and have closed the gap with

First-place New Jersey to 10 points

with 14 games to play l« that

deficit impossible to tackle? No.

The two teams squared off last

night, and as long as Philadelphia

continues to weather the storm

before Eric Lindros comes back,

things will be fine and dandy in the

City of Brotherly Love
• I was disappointed, to say the

least, when I found out that there

weren't any blockbuster deals

before yesterday's 5 p.m trading

deadline Although there was spec-

ulation that big names like lercaay

Roenick. Alcsaadcr Mogilny and

Pat LaFontainc were heading to

new locations, nothing material-

ized

Instead, we have to be content

with |erl Brown heading to Toronto

in exchange for Sylvain Cote.

Wow. what a trade

There were some teams that

could have made a deal to help

themselves Detroit was one of

them, and they picked up Dieaitri

Mironov to help bolster their

defensive corps

Others, like New lersey. who
could have used another scoring

threat, sat back and did nothing

The Devils have the best record In

the Eastern Conference, but they

can't expect Martin Brodeur to

hold down the fort and allow only a

goal or two every game.

Although it takes defense and
goaltending to win championships,

you need to score a couple of goals

along the way. too. Guys like

Bobby Holik and Doug Gilsnour

aren't exactly as potent of a duo as

laromir |agr and Ron Francis.

• And speaking of Francis, he tal-

lied his 1.000 career assist last

week Congratulations to the for-

mer Whalers captain for reaching

that milestone and for continuing

to play at the game's top level after

all these years.

• I finally Figured out who is ben-

efitting the most from playing in the

shadows of |agr and Francis: it's

Stu Barnes. It seems like every time

I'm watching SportsCenter (which

isn't too often because we don't get

ESPN on campus) this guy is find-

ing the net But hey. it's not that

hard when all you have to do is take

feeds from two of the game's greats

and put the biscuit in the basket.

• It's time to finally give up on

the Rangers. 1 don't care who criti-

cizes me on this one, but they are

all done. They trail Ottawa by five

points with 12 games to play, and

face a treacherous schedule over

the next week. All 1 have to say is

'Start the bus |ohn Muckler." The
bus to the off-season, that is.

• Well, as the playoffs draw near-

er, there are several interesting

races. Washington, Boston.

Montreal and Buffalo are all duking

it out for home-ice advantage in the

East, while Ottawa is trying to hold

off the Rangers and Carolina for the

eighth and final playoff spot.

Out West, things are just as

much of a mess. Dallas. Detroit.

Colorado and St. Louis all seem to

have home-ice sewed up. but the

five through eight spots aren't as

clear- cut. Los Angeles still has a

chance to catch the Blues, and

Chicago. Edmonton and Phoenix

are jostling to reach the promised

land Other teams with a shot to

make the playoffs include San lose,

Toronto, Calgary and Anaheim.
• It's sad to say that this is the

first year in over a decade that I

haven't made it out to an NHL
game. Why you ask? First, Hartford

moved to Carolina, and second. I

hate the Bruins. I refuse to go to

the FleetCenter to watch the Black

and Gold play. Oh well, maybe I'll

start the streak again next year.

• Finally, Ray Bourquc dropped

the gloves for the first time in over

a decade last week. It's good to see

the Bruins star trying to win at

something. After all, he's not going

to win a Stanley Cup before he

retires.

Michael Kobylanski is a

Collegian columnist.

A battle between a team with no

losses and a team with no wins

produced no surprises as the Ns **

Massachusetts men > lacrosse team

rolled over Bay State rival Boston

College. 12-6. yesterday at Alumni

Stadium at Chestnut Hill.

The Minutemen showed no signs

of fatigue despite getting just one

day of rest after Sunday's 7-6
hard-fought win over Hofstra.

Boston College goalkeeper
Anthony Cirri got shell- shocked

early When the smoke cleared

UMass had already staked itself to

a 5-0 first-quarter lead Senior

Mike DelPercio continued his

recent offensive success, putting in

three goals in the game, including

the first one of the contest Alex

Racioppi. Mike McKeefrey. Mike
lanowicz and leremy Guski fol

lowed suit as the game was out of

tmsk early

lamie Heffernan put BC on the

board early in the second quarter,

but McKeefrey and Guski each

added their second goals of the

game to pull the Minutemen ahead

7-1.

BC's Kiernan O'Connor and
Kevin McLane scored within seven

seconds of each other to cut the

Eagle deficit to 7-3 at halftimc

UMass jumped back out on
offense right away in the third

quarter Freshman |ohn Madigan

who was the hero on Sunday with

the game-winner against Hofstra.

netted goal No 5 of his rookie

campaign followed by another

strike from DelPer

Stike Sullivan tried to keep the

Eagles alive by scoring a goal to cut

the UMass advantage to >»-4. but a

rare long-stick goal by Chris

Robbins and Racioppi s second of

the game gave the Minutemen an

I 1-4 lead after three quartet -

Racioppi > tails gave him the lirst

multiple-goal game of hi* brief

career

The home team annend twice in

the final quartet, while DelPercio

completed his hat trick to -end the

Minutmen home victorious

The Eagles were glad thai nanM
day marked the final time the> have

to face UMass goalkeeper lohn

| lakts He made 12 >j»o vcs

terday and in his three

starter, Boston College ha> onl>

been able to get 20 shots past him

UMass improved 10 t with the

win. while the Eagles fell to 0-5

The Minutemen's 5 suri marks

the programs best start since 1^87

when Dick Garber 's club opened

its campaign 6-0 en route to an

8 > sCjson whuh included a trip to

the NCAA Tournament
Massachusetts will attempt to

defend its prefect record on

Saturday, when the Black Knights

of Army come to Richard I Garber

field at 2pm
Minuicman Notes Mtc

games. UMass has three pla\

DelPercio. lanowicz and McKeefrey
— with at least one point in every

game lanowicz and DelPercio have

at least one goal in each contest...

UMass has now held regular union

opponents under 10 goals in nine

straight games dating back to the

Minutemen's I 1 8 loss to Loyola

on April 12. !••?.. Robbins' goal

marked the first UMass goal by a

long stick player since Harold

Drumm svored one against \ irgima

on March lb. last year

UMass finishes at 13-7

after West Coast meets
By Sonford Appall

Coff#oton Stott

The Massachusetts men's
gymnastics team closed out the

regular season at 13-7 after a

moderately successful West
Coast swing

UMass started the trip off in

disappointing fashion, placing

third at Cal-Berkeley in a

four-team meet. The Minutemen

gained 220.55 points at this

event, well below California's

winning tally of 229.45

lunior Stephen Pryor and
sophomore |eff LaValle led the

Minutemen at this competition

by finishing with the fourth and

sixth best overall scores respec-

tively.

Pryor finished fourth on par-

allel bars with a 9.3 and landed

seventh on vault at 9.4.

LaValle placed second on
floor exercise with a career-high

9.75 He also tied for fourth on

vault with a 9.45 and placed

fifth on rings with a 9 55

"There were some strong indi-

vidual performances Irom our

guys." Massachusetts coach I

Johnson said. "However overall

the team was somewhat tire'.

we ce-tainly came out stronger

for the second meet of the H

Indeed, the results were

impressive at Stanford last

Friday night, as the Minutemen
placed ahead of the IMS
National Champion Cardinal

squad.

UMass gained second place at

the four-team meet with a

222 625 total. Cal-Berkeley

once again triumphed with a

226.25 Stanford and Army
rounded out the competition

LaValle placed second overall

with a 55 05 to lead UMass He

won the rings event with a 9.65.

Pryor chipped in with a

courrnv midia rhationv

Mike Plourde and the Massachusetts men's gymnastics team

rounded out their regular season with a school-record 1 3 wins.

ond place finish on the parallel

bars with a 9.7.

Looking ahead, the

Minutemen have their work cut

out for them heading into the

postseason.

"We need a score of 228 at

the ECAC Championships to

have a shot at the regionals,"

Johnson said. "Anything else

will probably not get it done,

and the team really wants to

keep competing."

While two victories would
have really completed the West

Coast excursion, the team
returned home with their heads

held high.

"We did not win the meets,

but we can say we beat a team

like Stanford, which has a great

gymnastics program." junior

Phil Leiberman said. "We need

to prepare for the ECACs and

get as high a score as possible."

As it stands, the Minutemen
have already gained a new team

record of 13 wins, besting the

previous high of 10 set in the

1992-93 campaign.

WIAWII HOSOMMl I COUfCUM

The UMass men's lacrosse team upended Benton College in Chestnut HiM yesterday afternoon

Women's lax visits No. 14 Yale
/- m r* M

The Massachusetts women s

lacrosse team will try to extend its win-

ning ways today when it travels to New
Haven. Conn to face the No. 14 Yale

Bulldogs m a battle of unbeaten*

UMass (2-0) is coming off

hack to Kkk wins against Ivy League

opponent Harvard and Holy Cross, its

first two games of the year

The Minutewomen have played

especiallv well as a team thu

spreading the ball around nicety and

finding the open player Leading the

way ha* been the south experience

tandem of freshman attack Fay Naber

and senior attack len Bowen Saber

currentlv sits ,,top the team goal list

with six. with junior attack Laura

Konitz following at five and Bowen at

four.

B. wen scored the game winning

goal against Harvard in the season

opener to give UMass the win in dou-

ble overtime, and also scored three

goals in the win over Hotj (

Naber came through with four scores

against Harvard, two of which came at

the end of the second half to spur the

Minutewomen from three goals down

to three ahead.

Yale (2 0) will test the

Minutewoman defense, as it has scored

28 goals in its first two matches of the

season. The Bulldogs have been led by

lunior midfielder Alyssa Chen and
sophomore attack Heather Bent lev

who have 18 of those goals Fach

scored five in Yale's opener, a 1

1

win over h i Also effective

has been the Bulldogs set- up woman.

Erin Porta, who has dished out a total

of five assists.

I Mass goalkeeper |en Nardi has

played well in net thus far. and holds a

0.569 save percentage with a 7.48

goals against average She turned away

13 shots against Harvard and eight

against Holy Cross, but will need help

to contain Yale's flashy scorers. UMass

will have to be wary of its susceptibili

ty to the standouts, as Ali Harper of

Harvard rung the Minutewomen up
with seven scores and Holy Cross' len

Amendola scored three of the

Crusaders' four in the losing effort.

The Bulldogs last match was also

against Holy Cross, as they came away

with a resounding 15 3 stifling of the

Crusaders Chen and Bentley account

ed for over half of those tallies, with

eight total

The team will also work on distract

ing Yale from its game plan, which will

lis. us primarily on the triple threat of

Chen. Bentley and Porta Key for

UMass will be putting the Bulldogs

away early and not letting them hang

around like the Crimson did

tjsjsinst Harvard we wen up two

different times, and we should have

been able to put them out." coach

Francesca McClellen said. "One of our

goals against Holy Cross was if we got

a lead to keep it. and I think we did

that well
*

What has been working well for

UMass has been early period scoring

The Minutewomen have scored the

first goal in each contest, and have

enjoyed dominating earls

M.CIellan will have the opportunity

of facing her old team, having served

as coach at Yale from 198vv92 The
two time Ivy League Plavct of the Year

led the resurgence ot the Bulldogs' pro-

gram, similar to that which the

Minutewomen have enjoyed thus far.
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Kick

Ass!

The satiric al am
mated comedy.
"South Park."

starts its new
season next
Wednesday
Check out our
story (see Arts fit

living,, page S)

A finely

tuned machine

Massachusetts vott

ball pitcher
Danielle Henderson
is one of the best

in the nation To
find out why (see

Sports, page 14)

WORLD

Shakespearean deed
held from auction

LONDON — Britain won t let a

rare Shakespearean document leave

the country |ust yet — a move
aimed at allowing British buyers a

chance to r*ise the money to pur-

chase it

Arts Minister Mark Fisher

announced yesterday that the
export license will be delayed for a

1602 deed ot purchase for 107 acres

of land trie playwright bought m hit

hometown ot Stratford "As

Shakespeare was the most influential

writer this country has ever pro-

duced, any biographical documen-
tation is of immense importance,"

he said m a statement

The deed is known at the Warwick

Shakespeare Deed because it has

been in the possession ot the Earls ot

Warwick noce the 19th century

The present earl put it up for sate

n December at Sotheby's auction

house, but no one met the mini-

mum asking price of $4 17, $00 An
unidentified prospective foreign

buyer apparently is seeking to take

the deed out of the country The
government statement said a deci-

sion on an export license had been
deferred until at least May 2S to

aHow pubbc institutions in Britain to

•o raise the latest price —
1226,890

NATION

High school suspends

senior for Pepsi t- shirt

EVANS, C» (AP) — If your high

school guidance counselor was right

and there is such a thing as "your per-

manent record." this is going on Ma*
Cameron's: In 1998. he was suspend-

ed for wearing a Pepsi shin on Coke

Day
School officials viy the shirt was an

msuft to visiting Coca-Cola executives

and ruined a school picture in which

students spelled out "Coke*
Cameron says it was |ust a joke.

"In my eyes, I didn't do anything

wrong," the 19-year-old senior said

yesterday while serving his one-day

suspension "I know it sounds bad —
Child suspended for wearing Pepsi

shirt on Coke Day," said Gloria

Hamilton, principal of Greenbrier High

School in Evans, about 1 30 mites east

of Atlanta, the world headquarters of

Coca-Cola

"It really would have been accept-

able if it had |ust been in house, but we
had the regional president here and

people flew in from Atlanta to do us

the honor of being resource speakers

These students knew we had guests."

Friday's Coke in Education Day was

part of Greenbrier's effort to win a

JSOO local contest run by the Coca-

Cola Bottling Co of Augusta and a

national contest with a SI 0,000 pn/e

Cameron wore a blue-and-white-

striped shirt with a small Pepsi logo

underneath another shirt He waited

until just before the picture was taken

to remove his outer shirt, Mrs.

Hamilton said
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SGA obtains legal advice
Counsel DiMare assists Senate mux election problems
By Jill Carroll

Collegian Staff

Due to contusion uumnanJug the Marsh 4 \§

University ol Massachusetts Student Government

ation (SGAl riafttOTtt, the maioiitv n| last

night's sctiale meeting was spent answering qucs

tiniis and identifying option* u> lill the currently

Vacant positions

Special Counsel to the SGA and Dircctoi ol

Student I egal Seivi.es Unities DiMaie came to ihc

meeting In answer questions from the senate and

advise potential actions to avoid a "coiiMitu'

vllsl-

"If sou believe that even 10 percent of the allega

tions |o( misconduct during the elections] an
able than it is likelv some authoritv will overturn

these elections at sometime DiMare said It's m
the best interest ot the elections |io not be ratified

|

right now or Use a serious constitutional crisis
"

A report from the elections commission was not

given If) the speaker '» olticc within 4K houis altei

the election The senate sail not vole to taiilv H
annul the elections without receiving this report

The SGA soiistiiution does not outline the act

be taken in this situation

The elections currentlv have not been nullifi.

ratified The option c>l holding new elections was

Greece will

help Cyprus

in defense
By Goerge Geddo
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Greece will

defend Cvprus il Turkes loll

through on a threat to (iaatrnj >ur

lasc to-air missiles that Cyprtjl

plans to deplov this sear. Greek
ign Mim«tcr IhcisJorc Pangalos

said yesterdav

Pangalos said Turkev a N\lD
alls, should not be alarmed hs the

proposed deployment because the

missiles are defensive and will not

alter Turkey's supremacs in the

skies over the eastern

Mediterranean Sea.

II Cvpriot forces were lu respond

with the Russinn-made missiles
I

Turkish attack, the bulk of the

Turkish air lorce would I

even if the SAM firings had a UK)

percent success rate. Pangalos s., u |

Warhead- in v. vpru« prospective

I \M arsenal would number fewer

than one-third as mans as Turk.

superinodern" fighters, he said.

"The missiles don't change the

equilibrium." Pangalos ..nd

expressing frustration over the I S

poifej ot opposing the Ivpriot nm
sile deplov ment

I'.mgalos spent almost an hour
meeting with American reporters,

during which he sprinkled his

remarks with anti Turkish ssjtatl-

ments He left vesterdav for

Chicago after a five Jav <ia\ that

included dhctssiiotll with adminis-

tration officials, membeis of

ngress and private research
groups

Underscoring Turkey's military

advantage. Pangalos pointed out

that the proxisnitj Ot Cvprus to

Turkey relative to Greece means
that Turkish planes could engage in

hostile as i ion over Csprus for a

considerablv longer period than

Greek fighters before running short

ni fuel.

For a Greek-Turkish balance to

be achieved. Greece would need
"five planes for everv Turkish
plane.' Pangalos said.

piefci red ova usinf die sham oi oossmand to hll

the position- ol piesidenl and student trustee

"In niv opinion the constitution sails loi a popU-

laiU elected president and the speaket [filling the

|xisition| is not popularls elected." DiMare said

I he SGA constitution states all elections mU st be

Hnjahod hv More* 25. H oal senate ».!• H> hold new

elections alter this date the elections would be easilv

nullified as unconstitutional.

DiMare recowsends getting the Hoard ol

Trustee) approval 10 make an exception to the con-

stitution in this one ible new elections to

be held altei March 2V
"It is highlv possible thev | Hoard ol i*ruslns|

would give that authoritv II sou get th

authoritv then there will be no BSsanfJtoB] DtMorc
-aid

DiMaie -aid new held this

seinestei

"It could be |
iave elections in \pn | oi

eailv Mav ' HiMaic s.n.l It - BBS oiilv conservative

approach
"

DiMare saccasrafjed getting aaasroval Itom the

Hviaid ol liusiees as SOMI a- possible to set in

motion elections that would take place thi« semes

lei

ic immediaiclv right now to nullify and to

hold new elections and allow frostM linell to gel

the naDSSaar) authoritv needed to make it happen."

DiMaie said

Senator Paul lei to asked if it was within the

power of the senate to tatilv the elections

"Absolutely DiMare said

However Speaker Peter kilbourne pointed out

problems caused bv latitving the elections without

legal J to the complaints that have been registered

kilbourne asked what might happen it a student

who was denied a vote brought a suir against the

SGA
"I think they would win II 10 pOOphl stood up

and said I couldn i vote because there weten t anv

tee ballots that would be overwhelming evi

danOC il it is believed " DiMare said

Senator Dan Backet (Commuter at large) pro

posed ralifving the elections then having the student

judiciarv decide il the complaint petitions would

nullity the ejections

li » an option But it s the exact opposite of what

I'm trying to do." DaManj said.

kilbourne asked if the time constraints fol clcc

tions were the same fol student tru-' dent

"No. |The trusteel must be elected before Mas 1

dliei September 1 S" DiMare said.

No action was taken bv the senate ba-ed on

DiMare I advice Ihe decision will be made at the

SG \ meeting next week.

Garber-iffic view
Garber Field as it appears at night.
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Senate discusses

funding legislation
By Alan Fram
Associated Press

|OKMA KANUNfN / COlltf.lAN

The Massachusetts women's lacrosse team will travel to New Haven this afternoon at 3 p.m. to face the Yale

Bulldogs.

ON THE INTERNET

r-.umass.adu/rso/coUgion

WASHINGTON Legislation

providing billions for the

International Monetary fund. U.S.

troops abroad and II Nino damage
at home is moving MMMHI) through

the Senate. Bui the House version is

prompting sharp objections from
Democrats, with Senate Democratic

leader Tom Daschle u'stcid.iv call-

ing I veto likely.

The Senate resumed debate v ester-

day on a bill that would provide
more than $3 billion for American
soldiers in Bosnia and the Persian

Gulf and to help California. New
F.ngland and other states rebuild

from the winter's brutal storms.
Another $1.9 billion in fresh
requests for disaster assistance
seemed likelv to he added. It debat-

ed briefly an amendment by Sen
Kay Bailey Hutchison. (R-Texas.) to

set up conditions for a U.S. with-

drawal ot troops from Bosnia — but

she withdrew the amendment before

I vote, suggesting she just wanted to

make a point.

A separate Senate package of

$17.9 billion in loan guarantees fot

the IMF, whose coffers have been

drained bv the Man financial crisis.

had new momentum as (he Clinton

administration and Republicans

seemed neai greemenl on condi

tions that would be imposed on the

moiiev

Aides said the Senate might com-

bine all the funds Into I single bill

and approve il today.

On ruesday, Ihe House

Appropriations Committee approved

two separate bills. It used a voice

King case questioned
Scott-King wants death re-investigated

By Russ Bynum
Associated Press

vote lo pass one with the IMF

moot) plus $=soi million to paj bach

dues owed ths' I lined Nations \iul

b) a pain line M-.'l roll call vote.

the committee passed another race

sure with $2.9 billion for the disas-

Turn to SENATE, page 2

ATLANTA — The widow of

Martin l.ulher King |r. wants an

investigation into possible new

evidence that her husband's
assassination was part ol a con-

spiracy. But a prosecutor s.ud

lodav that records do not back up
the account of the man who pro-

duced the evidence
A former I'BI agent came for-

ward Tuc-dav (0 sav he has

papers that could help venlv
claims bv lames I ail Rav thai a

shadow v gunman named Raoul
set him up to take the blame for

killing King in |s»6X.

"This is compelling evidence
that further strengthens Mr.
Ray's appeal tor the trial he nevei

had." C'otctla Scott King said in S

statement.

"I call for thorough investiga-

tion to help bring about at least

some sense ot closure to the pain

m\ family and the American peo-

ple have endured over unan-

swered questions surrounding

this tragedy.'
1

Donald Wilson, who worked in

the FBI's Ailanta office when
King was slam, said Tucsdav he-

took papers from Rav's car when

he impounded it from an Atlanta

housing project six days after

King was killed in Memphis.
Venn

Todav. rht Commercial \ppeal

Ol Memphis reported that I Bl

records do not show Wilson as

being among the live agents

assigned 10 examine Rav's ear.

"There was no Don Wilson that

I heard of." said Carl E.

Claiborne. »\. a retired I Bl agent

identified as the agent in charge

of the cat search.

Claiborne told /'/;< Commercial

Appeal the car was searched in a

locked basement and that onlv he

and tnothei formal agent inspect

Turn to KIN©, page 3

Arkansas

shootings

planned by
13-year-old
°y Pe99y Hani*

Associated Press

lONfSHORO. Ark — A I Vyear-

old hov warned friends "he had a lot

Oi killing to do" alter he was jilted by

a gul \ dav later, police said, he and

his I I vear old cousin lured class-

mates out ol school with a false fire

alarm then mowed them down with

gunfire

r gnls and an fnglish teacher

who shielded a student from the

attack were killed in the ambush
luesdav Eleven others 10 students

and a teacher — were wounded Six

people remained hospitalised today,

one in critical condition.

Healings K>r the boys were sched-

uled lor todav, while authorities

searched lot answers to how the boys

gol their weapons and why thes

attacked Both parents of one of the

boss are postmasters, and his lather is

listed as a gun club officer "There's

no explanation in my opinion why an

I I vear-old or I s year-old would do
relhing like thi«." Craighead

Counts Sheriff Dale Haas »aid "Il

breaks my heart."

This morning, one big wreath, two
quels and a candle was on the

sidewalk in front of VYestside Middle
- >\ Classes were canceled

P. lice did nol •Her a motive but

cla-«tn.iU- -aid the I *v veal old had

recently broken up with his girlfriend.

A day earlier, he said he "had a lot of

killing to do." schoolmate lamie
Clevengcr told TV lorunburu Wi

Another student said she saw the

I I year old bv the fire alarm, then

saw- him running out of the school

once it was triggered Authorities said

up to 27 shots wet ungsters

scrambled as some ol their bloodied

classmates fell and cried as they

awaited emergency worker*

Killed were Natalie Brooks. Paige

Vim Herring and Stephanie lohnson.

all 12. and Brittanv R Varner. II

Shannon Wright. >2 died Tuesday

night after surgery for wounds to her

chest and abdomen Students Mid she

stepped in front of a sixth-grader as

the shots rang out The student was
nol hurt

Mrs Wright, the mother of a 2 1/2-

year-old son. was kind and loving.

said l.ula Belle lones. the school's

cafeteria manager. Asked about step-

ping in front of the bullet Ms lones

said: "She would do that without a

doubt
"

Authorities didn't release the boys'

names, but the Sun identified them as

Mitchell lohnson. 1 V and his 1
1 -year-

old cousin Andrew Golden Under
state law. children under age 14 are

charged only in luvenile Court. They

mav be held until they are 21. but

usuallv are turned out of the system

by 18 because of a lack of facilities.

Prosecutor Brent Davis said today

his office would charge the boys with

five counts of capital murder in

luvenile Court However, stale

Attomev General W inston Bryant said

earlier thai a defendant must be 14 to

be eligible lor the death sentence.

In little Rock. U.S. Attorney Paula

C ascv said her office was looking into

whether it could charge the iVyear-

old with federal firearms violations,

though it was likely the I I -year-old

would be off-limits

Golden's father. Dennis, is post-

master at Biggers. Ark., about 40
miles north; his mother. Patricia, is

postmistress at Walnut Ridge, postal

workers said. In state corporation

Kcotds. Dennis Golden also is listed

as an officer for a gun club, the

lonesboro Practical Pistol Shooters.

Students described Mitchell as a

troubled boy who had recently begun

bragging about involvement with a

gang and was upset over a breakup

with a girlfriend. wh.> was among the

wounded. Students said he made
numerous threats Monday.

"He told us that tomorrow you will

find out if sou live or die." seventh-

grader Melinda Henson, who
described herself as a good friend of

the bov. told the Sun.

"He told me yesterday that all the

people who broke up with him, you

know, he's going to come to school

tomorrow and shoot them." said 12-

vear-old Charles Vanoven, another

seventh-grader. "I thought he was just

kidding around."

Charles said the I 3-year-old also

pulled a knife on another student

Monday, but he was afraid to report

him. Other students said the boy was
specifically targeting one of the girls

wounded. "He said he was definitely

going to shoot Candace because she

had broken up with him." sixth-grader

Kara Tate. I I. told the Sun. Kim
Candace Porter, identified by several

students as the former girlfriend, was
listed in stable condition at St.

Bernards Regional Medical Center.
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A little strange?
Thn interestingly subtitled folder was handed into the abnormal psychology department

swds Brothers &

Co., LTD.
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< ampus < areer Network

Mother Builtlmq

Mtimni rurrentl) employed

.it Sands Brothers a ( «»..l id.

M.ilhrw Parker

li you would likr more infor-

mation regarding opportuni-

ties at Sands Brothers A ( <».,

Ltd., please contai t:

Peter Silverman

Sands Brothers A Co., Ltd.

90 Park Avenue

NV W 10016

(800} 866-6116

Sands Brothers & Co., Ltd. is an inter-

national investment banking and
securities brokerage firm .

Established in 1990, Sands Brothers &
Co., Ltd. is a New York Stock Exchange
member firm that provides a full range of

services to high net worth individuals,

institutional money managers and corpo-
rations (both public and private).

As one of the faster growing invest-

ment banking firms in the United
States, Sands Brothers & Co., Ltd, is

conscious of its commitment to maintain-

ing the lean and responsive management
style that has distinguished it in the eyes
of America's top executives, who are

among its clientele. For its client base of

over 9,000 investors Sands Brothers &
Co., Ltd. provides advice, counseling and
agility in plotting a course for capital

preservation and growth that will sustain

this base well into the next century.

Sands Brothers & Co., Ltd., has earned
a reputation as counselor and advo-
cate for informed, committed

investors, as well as corporate clients.

Over the years Sands Brothers & Co., Ltd.

has earned the trust and confidence of

clients by providing superior investment
returns* and a high degree of personal-

ized service.

Sands Brothers & Co., Ltd. is seeking
members from the Class of 1998 of

the University of Massachusetts who
are highly motivated and well disci-

plined.

'Based on the performance of our audited

Special Opportunity Model Portfolio

senate
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continued from page I

tens and troops.

To pa> lor the disaster measure.

the tuiiiiiiiiuc approved $2.9 billion

in cuts to low-income housing, air-

port projects, bilingual education

and Pie-idem Clinton' I pet

Amerieorps national service pro-

gram. The Republican-proposed
reductions were approved in a sV2b
parts -line \ote.

House Speaker Newt Gingrich

defended the decision to cut domes

tic programs, and responded to

White House opposition b\ ques

tionmg whether the Clinton adminis-

tration wants a balanced budget.

"I don't understand, as the prc-i

dent goes through Alrica giving

away monev win the White Hou-c

is opposed to a balanced budget."

Gingrich. (R-Ga). said in a brief

interview todav Gingrich also pic

dieted there would be enough votes

to push the measure through the

House ne\t week, despite solid

Demociatic opposition

"Were serious about dealing with

what are ver\ serious issues," said

Rep Hob I mngston, (Rial, chair-

man of the appropriations panel

Both bills were due to hit the

House floor nest week But using

overtone- ot List vcar's veto battle

over aid to the flooded Midwest — a

fight between President Clinton and

Republicans in which the public

1110-tlv blamed the GOP — the

White House was altoadv pouncing.

Daschle told reporters todav that

II in the House to tr> to pas for

the disaster aid and for military

operations with reductions in

nundomestic programs was a

starter."

"The president will be forced to

veto the legislation" if it reaches his

desk in such a form. Daschle said.

I he White House has expressed

similar reservations.

"It would be disappointing and

disturbing if our ability to provide

a-M-uince to victims of natural dis

asieis and our troops in Bosnia and

Iraq were held hostage to partisan

politics in the House." White House

Chiel of Stall Krskine Bowles said in

a statement.

I ,i>i year's veto fight over the

Hood bill focused on Republican

provisions dealing with census tech

niques and preventing future federal

shutdowns But Tuesday, adminis

tration officials said they had two

chief objections to this year's House

legislation They opposed the $2 1

billion in program cuts, and thev

said conditions the House GOP
would clamp on the IMF money —
ic-tticting the way it issues loans to

ailing countries — are too harsh

Warning that the administration

would "vigoiouslv oppose" domestic

cuts, White House budget director

I ranklin Raines wrote to Hou-c
leaders. "I urge you not to take

action- that could result in gridlock

and that would be detnmental both

to our troops abroad and to out citi

/ens jt home at their time of need
."

\iui in a separate letter to law-

makers. Treasury Secretary Robert

Rubin wrote of "very serious con-

cerns" he had with some GOP MM
ditions lor the IMF tunds

Don't Delay- Summer is just

around the corner and there are

still many opportunities for

Internships and co-opt

available

Get Started Today!

Attend a "Welcome to Held Experience" session and

learn how to find your dream job this summer

Tuesday at 2:30, Wednesdays and Thursdays at 3pm
Campus Center 804

Opportunities still available at: the Algonquin
Hotel, American Superconductor, Fidelity

Investments, Main Audubon Society, Kewton
Online Business Solutions, Putnam

Investments, ReliefResources
and many many more!

Unlvei

Campus
Career
Network

of Massachusetts Amherst

Tell mom most ofwhat
you're up to.

1-800-COLLECT
®
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Students, police clash in Solo
Indonesian students protest Suharto's failure to reverse currency

By Geoff Spencer
Associated Press

IAKARTA. Indonesia Police and soldiers used sticks

and clubs kajaj to beat back rock -throwing students who
tried to v.im an aim government demonstration beyond
the confines nj their university At least 49 people were
injured, witnesses said The fighting in Solo. 250 miles east

of lakaita. broke out hours after the United States
announced it would send $5t> million in food and medical
aid to ease the suffering ol millions of Indonesians impov-
erished b> then W0M economic crisis m W vears.

The cla-li was the most \iolent in a monthlong series ol

campus piou-ts over President Suharto's failure to reverse

a devastating plunge in the value of Indonesia's currcnev

\ow in his Vird scar ot power, Suharto 7t>. ha- sharply

reined in dissent, arresting opponents and banning critical

hooks and magazines

The government is taking the same tack with the -tu

dents, warning them to stav on uimci-in grounds and

blocking them with anti-riot police when tho -tiav unto

main roads.

Today 300 police and troops used -tick- and dub- to

beat back MM d the roughlv 1,000 student- who took

part in the anti-government protest at Solo- March I I

Iniveisitv At least lOMmrit) personnel and s9 protesters

were injured, witnesses said. "We tried to prevent them

from marching into the street, -aid police chief It Col

Imam Suwangsa. He said 10 policemen were injured b\

stones.

I

K

She's got a ticket to ride
Nicole Hasse, a |umor commur

last night in the Campus Center C

c.itions major, hands her ticket to Josh Walker, a senior marketing major,

arage

A hcArt-stcrrtrrtnS rcnoitl norew Uoiffe Webber rock opcrA.

The Messiah is coming! Tlu' UMass
Theatre Guild's spring musical Jesus

Chrt-t Superstar hits Bowker
Auditorium March fresh

fwt-i on the pojnifen A. L Webber r.id

opera and « ith the talents o( 1 i

lege students, the Guild
|

another extmvagama ot singing, danc-

"MlU! It

The director, senior Tim F
: isk. h.is

steered t hv.- musical away from it's pre*

con* oots in the barren lands oi

Israel, and set the rock opera in a I as

isino, appnipriath, dubbed,

the Hosanna Cabana But don't be

tooled In the glittering lij^ht- ,\nA fabu-

lous characters. "This is a stor) about

hue, intimacy, and poignant human
turd that is not fulfilled in this world,"

hsk said, "It's ,t tragech about the loss oi

an enlightened one. It tells the audi-

».ii« e as to show that it's not too late to

hi .1 mother."
v.-

m

The cwrtAin $ocs up

Wct*HC5l>Mt. M*rdi If** A

Dowker Awtwtoriwm Ano no

through the 2»*\ Th*t

SAtwroAVf Maftmcc At 2:00pm, t

bwct> b\\ a tAlk-bAck session

wHth the cAst A»it> Artistic team,

the FJma! evening pertormAM

will be on the 2s<
tU

.

Tickets Are $* for VMas*

StMDents. amo $7 gc«crAl Aomis-

soin. tickets cam be pwrchAseb At

the Fine Arts Center Box Office, or

caII *4f-2fll

This show is sponsored Hi pArt b\\ Mr.Twx, the VMass Arts Council

An© the Stwbcnt AffAirs CultwrAl Enrichment Fwn?»s.

TVic VM.\55 TVtcAtrc Gwi1t>

esu?v>
hris*

Dog days
Ken Swart/ sells a hot dog to Nathan Frailey, a sophomore computer science major
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Communist leader

noncommittal after meeting
Russia's acting premier

King

By Vkxfimir Isochenkov

Auocidad Prats

with majoi i>|j

whoM- Mippi'rt he » ill ixw!

Bori» Vdtsin nominate- hmi l.-i j |vi

raancnt ttini ea prvn <>

Sergei Kbiycnko'i nicctuvs nvludtd

di*cu»Mon< will; \ uiniuiii-'

leader Gennad> ZjfUfBKM «ho heads

a coalitkH) .-I Nclt-in opjxjncnt* in par-

liament's loucr hous^v ttv SlMC IXinui.

The Duma n>uM approve ^

didatc for pritnc tiuni-in and winning

/ui|wiv>\ - suppon will ht (.ru.
I

Mtcr an hour uith Kiriyenko,
/yuganos was noncommittal about the

.ir-oW lormer ihI mini

.annul ntka am mint,

conclusions ." he laid. 'He di^

ull inlonnatuti doe* nui know
the real situation in at nt the

one he was dnsilinp with

table him to lv in ^harye of the huge

-man said the prest-

denl was grateful to his countrymen for

remaining calm during the government

ip "Ihe president counted on
i-. 'ivJing to his decision to

fire the Cabinet just the was thev did

tetesi.undenunding and calm-

. nan
Lv told the IT\R Tass

Ul

IH'

t)n Monday, Yeltaiii tired Prime
Minister \ iktor ChernomvTdin and hi*

entile adnunMi.ition saving kutaJMI

needs a in.ne JvivaniK. leadership team
tlu WOWMBJ] and protect

democratic refonn-

llowevi'i 'ieltsm ha> made it clear

that it ~ of his lormer

Cabinet will ha uut their

desk*, todkatfni that some kev mini*-

ltni«tei ^evaens
• Prtmakor and DetenK- NttniMer lyor

be hack

contmoed tiom page i

ed the vehicle s interior and tiunk

lohn Camphell. chiel Bfajai

on the case in Memph
todav that the IHI record- M the

tar search don't mention Wilton
Campbell, who has worked on the

case for about four pearl »aJd
records do ctjnlirm that a Donald
\\il-un worked lot the I HI la

inta and that Wilson did hat

M aspects ot the king investiga-

tion, unrelated to the car

W il-on insisted he has the I

ments and -aid he want- u- show
them to I s \ttornev .

lanet Reno He would not -av whv
he withheld the paper* Irom hi- I HI

uperiors but I hi l,.'iul
: itilutmn -aid luc-da. that

Wilson said he did not pass the doc

uments to his superiors in I
•

because he did not believe thc\

were conducting a seriou- mvc-i

Hon and did not trust them
\\ il-on said he found an envelope

containing two piece- of paper with

the name "Raul" written on them
Ra> pleaded guilty to killing King

in l^t) 1* and was sentenced to *»»*

scars in prison, but later recanted

and has been seeking a trial t

.ravels ill with chr

liver disease.
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On pot & legalization
The prublcm with idling someone what thev can

and can't do is that tomorrow, vou could be on
the other side of the fence being told that what

sou re doing is wrong So I'm going lo tr\ not to do that

While I do EM MM the use of marijuana, in fact, I

hate marijuana. I do feel that there are holes in the argu-

ment that ii should be banned While
there i- proof, despite what pro-marijua-

na supporters sac, thai the use ol the drug

MM negative effects and can lead to

worst- things, that same argument could

be used for alcohol.

while I must sav from the heart that

I am not tor the legalization of marijuana,

mv mind tells me that there are lap inaiiv

irguiiienis tot me to sup-

port an all- out ban I'll rule the fence on
.his 0M. Don't like the smell, don't like

dealing with people who smoke up, but

the* onaJ reasons I his isn't I

Mike (although it should be —
I krv,

port

Mils. \l

I think that the pro marijuana sup

eadfog cm dangerous ground bv throwing
weight behind Pwyfcjuil Jli Diis proposition

passed on |s)s)b in the MM 01 Calilomia

after being put to a suite wide vote It legalized the med-
mjuana for patients with a note from their

Marijuana has been shown to

relieve manv ol tl

gbm-oma. and , clfef for suf-

• MPs and other

fltoUtt.
The law has come under lire

recemlv from the federal government
because of people like Dennis Peron

Perun owns a 'cannabis club" in San Francisco, and this

club was founded under the pretense that it would dis

tribute medictoal iMrijuana to patients But it has been
charged that Peron has used his cfub to sell marijuana to

people a little less need) than MM patients It has
become a hot setting location lor the drug in the

/< support the legalization

of p<>l is ggfj than;, to hide

behind the au\pice.\ of help-

ing tiu \uk it another.

This leads me to doubt the sincerity of manv of the

supporters of the proposition. Their actions come off as

less than altruistic To support the legalization of pot is

one thing to hide behind the auspices of helping the sick

is another It taints the cause. To be seen supporting this

tti look like vou're using the sick to win favor lor voui

own cause, can only make you look bad
in the end. To quote Homer Simpson.
"I'm not one for these back doot
shenanigans." Hey — no one likes back

door shenanigans. It onlv makes you
look bad in the eyes ol the "silent majori-

I o watch the news reports and see

people in tied-dyed t shirts and hemp
jewelry, it doesn't seem as if they're act-

ing without a bit of self-interest Sol

that acting in one's own self-interest is

intrinsically WTong — but to use the sick

as a human shield? Not very good.

I'ssiirns So here's the thing: stop being silly

about it Stop the stupid rallies in the

town common, stop being duphciious in voui support

rutin laws and hill- Don't put out dumb pamphlets
with quotes from source saying that pot is the greatest

thing around — it just comes off as rationalization It

hurts me to say it. but just ask for legalization Point out

ihai it's silly to demonize the drug when everything that

is wrong with pot is wrong with alcohol, a pcrtectlv legal

drug The only way to be taken scri-

ouslv is to cut to the point, skip

steps one and three And don t I

mean don i let Wood) Harrelson be

vour spokesman Inat guv is a little

off-kilter He's one step above
Wavy Gravy.

And why do I say all this, when I

am no btg fan of the drug'' Because I know thai hv M>
|K>rting this. I support my own rights. Yup. now I'm

being selfish But I can imagine what the world would be
like if they made it illegal to play Mil ^(iti Sony

I shudder at the thought

Mike Mttsuros u a Collegian columnut.

New Cuba policy not enough
This past week, the Clinton

administration altered its poli-

i sanctions

against I id Cuba just a bit.

allowing Cubans living in the I nited

States to send money to relatives on
the inland nation Trie administration

also will alkw more charter flights to

Cuba, will ease •

irtg incilk mi-s and will »

Congrtsx to send more humanitarian

aid to rr< long-time American adver-

sary.

Those changes m policv may seem
a loosening of the iron fist

that the L nited Slates has clasped

around the Cuban state sirxe Castro

came to power in |s»Sq This week
changes stand in line with traditional

• to hamper the Castro regime
with economic sanctions while claim-

ing, as a l§W State Department docu-

meni noted to support an "outreach to

the Cuban people."

The moves last week follow that

desire to appeal to the Cuban people in

the wake of a changing social atmos-

phere brought about h\ the visit ol

Pope John Paul II The population not

onlv seemed to rediscover its Catholic

hut saw for the first time in

decades an alternative to the Castro

lie for its philosophical nee

C uhans arc emphasizing something
other than government intervention in

their lives and the Clinton administra-

tion has now decided to pursue out-

reach more than entrenchment
Despite this new-found leniencv.

American policv on Cuba remains COB-

( Kir nation apparentlv

itself reaching out to a population that

en its economy ravaged by the

ir-old economic

embanj i an idea that confounds the

mind. Even last week's poticj changes

will not have much effect on the living

conditions of Cubans, who struggle to

pay Mack market prices for many rudi

mentary goods.

The group Americans for

Humanitarian Trade reports that it

coats four times more to send medical

supplies to Cuba — a cost passed

along to consumers — due to the

embargo The current easing of resine

tKvns change* nothing related to the

embargo, a fact that the Slate

I hns V hK

Department s own spokesmen noted

this past week at a press conference.

Allowing Cuban- Americans to send

relatives money only simplifies a
- thev have engaged in for years

>rd parties \n \ humanitarian

aid. however, hardly offsets the further

damage created by the Helms-Burton
••v hich extends the embargo's

impact bv punishing foreign firms that

deal with Cuba.

I nited States policv towards Cuba
since Castro s takeover always has cen-

tered upon democratic change for the

nation. This has moved from clandes-

tine operations like the Bay of Pigs

invasion of I°*l to sitting behind the

economic embargo and waiting for

Cubans to gel hungrv enough to lake

up amis themselves Sow that Cuba's
aid from the Rastem Block has evapo-

rated, the embargo has decimated the

Cuban cconomv as much as unv Casiio

economic policv furthermore, sanc-

ilv succeed in Needing the mid-
dle s lass of Cuba dry while the ruling

elite entrench themselves hrough cor

ruption. Anyone who studies the revo-

lution lor verv long will tell vou that

the middle Jasses -jvsilkallv the

urban bourgeoisie, are the revolution-

arv classes m am M-cietv They are the

Doonesbury
cow*, i Parnatew 7n»
l£T7)H OFi«mtT#ffmKTION
Of-AMOK* lajTjniON H3VVU-
«**?MMAOV&HGAut MAXB
sun.m autMAres. eerm*

dM.. WU(..lPBEHAPPfTO
SVU AUTHOTOfi IWXXI,
StK. HW4KIY, r POH7MBT
TlX?MAHrfiaiHeA*wrtX-
<*W# THAT ItPf OF
*«A0u.uaNaxfBfti-

people to whom the United Stales

"reaches out." and yet they are inca-

pacitated by America's embargo pofi-

CJ

Never mind what the policy has

done to the poor of Cuba With a neg-

ative economic growth rate since

I *»V Cubans now face food and med-
ical shortages in a nation once revered

as having one of the finest health care

systems in latin America All the

Cubans know of America is that it h
the nation that keeps them in abject

poverty while proclaiming itself the

guardian of freedom in the hemi-

sphere.

The belief that anvthing thai dam-
ages the Cuban econon.v diminishes

Castro's grip on power remains an

antiquated and baseless policy It only

has led to undue suffering by the

Cuban people and the elimination of

the middle class as a potential chal-

lenger of power The lesson economic

sanctions taught America in Haiti

where the rich only got richer by

hoarding embargoed goods while the

masses starved, have gone unheeded in

Haiti s Caribbean neighbor.

To reallv hit Castro the L nited

Stales should foster a relationship with

the Cuban middle class by lifting the

trade embargo once and for all.

Starving a people with no real means
of supporting a revolution on their

own is a cruel and paradoxical pokv
C.is|ic. will fall, but only if we help the

Cuban people, who now have tasted

freedom with the pope's visit, in their

endeavors.

Chris Nehb writes for Cavalier Dailv

at the I m\ersit\ of \ irginia This edi-

torial is distributed through the

I U ire senice

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

1 tmouxv b NhPie/tR,
BCUIS U IT%6*BAT
m/tou ii /mrwk

,

U <• encourage our readers to respond to the contents of the Collegian through letters to the editor
letters must he typed, no more than 400 words, and include name, address and phone number for
confirmation purposes. They can be submitted to Editorial/Opinion Editor, Dailv Collegian. 113

Campus Center Hasement. VMass, Amherst, MA 01003. or by email to: letters@oif\'ms.oii.umas$ edu
Letters may be edited for length, clarity and style.

Hip hop hooray
Keep in mind I was really, really sleepy when I came

up with this one.

It's 8 2b a in yesterday I'm riding the PVTA.
because I have my French mid term (which, of course. I

would eventually bomb) This kid gets on the

bus (which, of course, happens a lot these

lim) and Mails tapping

Rapping. At 8:2b a in

rhis kid, who by his age I'm assuming is a

college student, just mis down and busts out

like he il was a 1988 taping ol "Vo' MIA
Raps," and he was Fab 5 Freddy. In mv
sleepy haze— at 8:2b a.m.— I eaught the lol-

lowing lines

"F-ducate, comersaie, regulate. I don't use
bait, when I fish. dish. I wish I was a fish

educate y'all".

Or something like that (I might have
missed a few verses). ^^^^"^"

At first. I'm like "What the hell is this kid's problem'
Who raps on PVTA buses ' Before noon'"

I mean reallv. get a hold ol yoursell there. "Fishmasiei H
But then I stan ihinking. W hat it this kid is the next fasv

F, and he just gave us all a free concert ' What if the fish

thing is what all the kids are rapping about

'

Then wed all be sorry.

Then I start to wonder if I could rap. because it s 8 Jb in

the morning and I'm heading into a mid lenn that is about

to kick mv ass. and I'm not even sure I'm awake vet

And dammit, sometimes rap makes you happy.

Im thinking I could write a whole rap album by noon.
Not that rap albums are easy, but mine would be "wack," so
it wouldn't matter.

Or would it?

First, it needs a name I figure I could call it either Oeititi

DvokieM // or Puff Paddv mnt my IXiddv

Because he ain't, you know
Im going with OsMaaj l\*.,kw Wu It. because frankly.

W ill Smith rucks from South Street to I 2 fifth

Alright, there we go.

Next thing to do would be to go to the mall and buy a red

Yankees hat Don't know why Yankee hats conn.- in

ors now. (must be George Constanza s fault i but I think H '»

in the Hip-Hop Rule Book that vou have to have at least

four of them You'd probably find it in the chapter about

1 like- Merrdith

why Vanilla Ice s Miami hat was wrong, but whv Chuck D's

PUtiM hat in Wtkom IB the lerrordome was so. so right

No« it I learned anvthing from N W.A. toh. and I did).

Wl ihai vou should rap about what you know. I could do

l ha i

Mv first song would be about Maggie

leaver, because she's so hot. I know about

that.

Believe me
"Maggie. Maggie, looks good in a baggie,

pants are never saggy, veils at Mike because

his icans are raggy... You are so fine,

Maggie."

I could write a song about Housemate A
In fact. I could write an album about

Housemate A.

But we won't go there.

"Housemate A... ho. hey. ho, hev
^^^^^** Housemate A... ho, hey. ho vou wrote a

column about a pin but vm didn t look my way, hey vou

drank a beer cause it was good as a baker, 'cause your A by

nature, not 'cause you hate ya."

Housemate v Ho, hev

If Chuck D taught me anything (oh. and he did), it '| thai

you have to address social issues in your hood. I can do that

"I live in Mill \ alley, cause I ain't a sallv 1 ite is hard, but

I don't need a bodyguard
"

I once saw three Ii vear olds walking around "The Val"

after 10 p.m None ol them had done their homework.

And vikj sav Compton is scan

I could have guest stars, like P.|.. and his smash hit "Hey

I uke. Get a |ob." which goes like this

"Hey Luke, get a job Hey 1 uke. get a job. Hey Luke,

Luke, get a job. baby
"

I bet P I thinks that one will sell like wildfire, because it's

all he's been saying latch

Mv tour would be a mild success, I bet I'm hoping I

could open up for Puff Daddy and the Family i featuring I il

Kim, Masc. and PI.) this summer, so I don't have to get a

real job until September or so. I'm even thinking of plaving

a lew warm-updates, co-headlining with "Fisfunastet B" on
In- t'\TA is Phat" l*W8 tour But believe me. none of those

shows would start at 8:2b a.m

That way. I know I'm awake fur it

Luke Meredith is a Collegian columnist

Letters to the Editor

Who is SGA
representing?

To the editor.

I wmld like to lake this opportunity

to publicly condemn some of the parti-

san politics that parasitically dwell
within the Student Government
Association (SGA).

The essence of this letter manifested

itself during one of the side squabbles

proceeding the last SGA meeting's

adjournment I was rngagrtl in a fierce

verbal confrontation with some d the

proponents ol the justice's, appoint

ment. I called them upon what I

stronglv felt was an unethical move. I

alTirmativelv proclaimed that I felt the

ouKome of the election was what
fueled their corrupt motives in denying

the student hodv with higfilv competent

leaders The pinnacle of the confronta

tion occurred upon an Al \S \

appointed senator. Manelly Troneoso.

turning around to me and stating. "It is

time for you to look in the mirror and
check your color and stop fronting."

I was appalled and taken aback "i

I am a person of color, but there are no
words to describe the anguish, humilia-

tion and hurt pride that descended
upon me at that precise moment. I saw

this as an attack on my personality. My
characteristic traits were being con-

demned' I perceived this as an attack

on the way I speak mv diction, mv
mannerism, mv values and the ua\ I

dress I felt that since I did not fit into

her persona of the average minontv. I

was considered a sellout.

I was dismayed that fellow a minori-

ty student could launch such bitter \in

dictive and malicious attacks against

one who chooses to think for baMal
and goes against the grain. Against . ne

who traveled along a different path in

life prior to arriving at this I ajvanfej

A path that has led me to have an

entirely different ideology when dealing

with SGA related business She for one-

knows practically nothing about my
background. I am a senator who stands

up for my principals and beliefs I

acquired my senate seat through the

due process of democratic elections

with the intent of furthering student

causes on campus. I feel that I am
accountable to the student population

as a whole, particularly my con-
stituents, and not a small (

percentage-

wise i select group of people. I do not

appreciate being expected to follow a

behavioral pattern because of my race.

I am not a robot thai can be simply

programmed at will, nor can I easJFj he-

corrupted by those bent on using me as

a pawn to further their cause, nor am I

a puppet I will publicly state that I am
not what is commonly referred to as an
"I nde Tom." i An Lnde lorn is a

black individual that is perceived as try-

act Caucasian while disclaiming

their ethnic culture and heritage.)

I feel that the tvpc ol mentality dis-

played by the Al ANA appointed sena-

• larielly Troneoso. is extremely

detrimental lowatds ihe process of
achieving a true sense of campus unity

This remark led me to strongly believe

that she loolishh see-s evervthing along

ihe line* of color. I feel that you as

members of the CMass community
should public Iv chastise and condemn
such outrageous practices and behav
k>i

I will dose bv asking vou il

crime to think for voursell or to do
what vou deem hesi for the sjudent

h»«lv as a whole?

Senator Robert Chirwa
McNamara

Rcchirwa^Mudcnl urnasscdu

GEO provides

valuable services

to graduate employ-

ees

Totheeditoi

I im .sh.ilcr s encouragement to
graduate employees to go out and vote

in the Graduate I niployee
Organization (Gin Contract
Ratification ve>te (letters to the editor.

V25) is to he welcomed, even if the

lone of her letter is regrettable We feel

that we need to respond to some of the

more contentious claims Shaler makes
First of all we einphaticallv reject her

claim that CI (.) is after her jiavcheck.

Her individual contract offers her a

jitovision to opt out ol paving union
dues the emplovees. much to our
regret, who do opt-out are not forced

to pay what may reasonably be argued
is then fair share. GF.O is not responsi

ble for payroll deductiem errata, but we
will be happy to explain how to rectify

any problems.

Shafer dOM raise the important issue

of agency fee. something GF.O is con-

sulting all its members over during the

Contrast ratification process L nder

Massachusetts labor law. GF.O is enti-

tled to collect a service fee from gradu

ate employees who choose not to be

union members This fee is used
toward staffing, negotiating, servicing

members and administering the new
contract This is a decision that GFO
does not take lightly All graduate
employees are free to vote to reject the

new contract, which includes the

age-nev fee. but in s,. doing they will

also reject the gains in the contract

I verv eltort has been made to

inform graduate employees of the

agency provision, including two rounds
ol posting in departments, a direct

mailing to all graduate employees and a

full page spread in the latest issue of
the graduate \ one.

All other unions on campus collect

an agency fee and the fee is a norm
among Massachusetts public employee
unions. GF.O feels that agervv fee a

Meant) since the administration have

shosen to cut OK) stall by half.

Additional funds will be helpful in

hiring the staff nevescan to prepare us

lor our new contract round, which
begins in a year's time.

Shaler says that a worker's union for

"graduate students" (we assume she
means lo say graduate emplovees) is

"ridiculous." The unionization of teach-

ing assistants may appear to be novel,

but GFO/L'AW is part of a growing
nationwide movement to organize and
umoni/e graduate emplovees that has

in manv respects, been the cutting edge
of the IS. labor movement in the last

decade. In some respects GEO was at

the forefront of this: all the guaranteed
benefits that graduate employees enjov

on campus are the result of ( il 1

1

II Shaler wants her money back, will

she also forego her free health-care,

tuition and curriculum fee waivers, and
the wage hike that is imminent for her?
After all these must make her "giggle."

in the way that the idea of GF.O does.

We encourage all graduate student

employees members to turn out and
vote Please read the posters on campus
or the latest Graduate Voice new spa

per. drop bv the office, or come to the

question and answer session between 4
and 5 p.m. in the Colonial Ixxinge to

get more information. Ballot boxes will

located in the Colonial Lounge today
between 4 and 9 this evening. *

Mahmood Ketabchi

and lennifer Fastilo.

GEO President and Vice-President

Ed/Op is looking for new writers!

The Ed/Op desk is currently seekmg new columnists. The way to get involved is by submming pieces for us to consider oub
lishmg They should be 600 - 800 words long, well-written, and have a point There are no restrictions on topics but we are especially

interested in pieces on campus politics, satire and work that takes an unexpected
perspective

Editorals can be submitted by email - letters @oitvms oit.umass.edu or in person to the Collegian offices in the Campus Center basement
Call Tamar Carroll or Dan Bodah at

545-1491 for more information
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Method to tne madness
It - j- il Ricild Dahl dropped an

* tablet and set a stein in dys-

lunctiunal America

\nyune vvhu hasn't been locked

up in cave this pd st vear knew
ii 'Sotlth I'a.k s Lined

( entral s show about "four loval

scamps." Simplv put. it's the biggest

cult hit on television since 'Ihe
\ I ilo" went mainstream

I.' the uninitiated, the show
comes off a* a new low in the realm

•of Uxs-biow humot. even he low

MTV » "Beavis 1 Butt head " But

upon cloeer examination. "South

Park" is much more than jusi .1

bunch of crass language and sopho-

moric hum. .1

The genius of the show is that it

works on two levels \ lewers can

take it as simple couch-potato
tooncry or look at what's hap-

pening below the surface,

which is more often than not a

hilarious — and poignant —
social commentary on some of

life"! taboo subject matte-

ranging It.. 111 gun control lo race

relations to homosevuahtv

Y\ hen C.irtin.m dressed up like-

Hitler, and then a KKK grand wiz-

ard for Halloween, it was nearly

impossible not to see the humor in

such an obvious svK.ial lau\ pas.

Besides, n.. single group can reallv

Jaim "South Park" offensive

because no one on the show comes

off rosy. Certainly not the

down-on-his-luck Kenny, who has

unceremoniousl v

been killed in even

f*A»Ty
StANf

show — save for a Christaui
episode respite Trying to fiftare c*ji

just what the hell he mutters under
his hood is reason enough to watch

verv \%edncsdav night

outh Park" is a fictitious small,

hound community located in

the Colorado Rockies, home to hsjr

8-year olds. Stan. kvle. Cartman
and Kenny The quartet is obsessed

by bodily functions end what thev

perecivc as sexual deviance These

vhesanei traits lead to lots oi scato

logical banter \s the warning
before every episode explains: "The
following program contains coaree

language and. due to its content,

should not be viewed by anyone."

Needless lo say. the kids are

ever getting involved in strange

happenings In the opening
episode, the fantastic foursome.

animated with all the stvlc and
seiphisticalum ..I Pae Man

l^fOi somewhat prc-

Hv encounter alien intrud

ers who give Cartman an anal

probe.

Other installments include the

destruction ol Barbra Streisand (h\

The Cure s Robert Smith no less)

and Kathv I ee C.itlord V\\g (.lav U*|

Big Gay Animal Sanctuarv and the

unforgettable Mr. Hankcv the

Christmas Poo.

The creators of "South Park."

Matt Stone and Tre> Parker, are two
twentv something animators who
resemble slightlv earnest tock st dr s.

Turn to CMKSY POOfS pOfle 9

LAYOUT & DESIGN BY DAVID
PHOTO BY THOMAS F. SWEENEY

^

Exposed: the cult of "South Park"
Vt e all know the da)
dnesdav ). the time 1 10

the channel tComedv Central 1

"South Park" is without question the

most popular show here at L Mass

and it doesn't take an anal probe to

figure it out.

Hordes gather in the Bluewall lo

watch It. Dorms fall silent

fraternities use the show as a recruit-

ing tool. Thursday morning classes

are inevitablv awash in pre-lecture

chatter about Kenny's latest unfortu-

nate demise and what new thing

Cartman was bitching aimlesslv

about. In short.

jth Park" has
a following

so fervent that its fan- ~^^^^^^H
i« s|uicklv becoming ^^I"^Sc*7

larger than Cartman s girth -_
Since the first episode aired this ^

past summer. Corned) Central's pro-

file has gone from being the home to

movies starring big name celebrities

before thev were famous and
"Saturdav Night Live" re-runs to one

of cable's more formidable networks.

Indeed. Comedv Central has even
built "South Park' into a block of

v corned) shows along with

"The lick" and "The Critic" every

Sundav night Another testament to

the show's legs is the fact that the net

work shows the same "South Park"

episode four times each week.

In fact, most fans at UMass freeh

admit to watching the show more
than once a week "I never miss it So
matter how many times I've seen

them shoot Kath) lee (Gilford). I still

crack up even time." Pete Ingraham.

a senior geographv major, said.

For man), watching "South Park"

with a group makes

t h e

1 smarm) humor even more
laugh-out-loud funnv Vcording to

senior Lnglish major liana
Mendelson. "Fcei-vone in our house

watches it It's almost a communal
experience

Another component of "South
Park" mania is the propensity viewers

have for debating the ments of their

favorite characters While most seem
to favor the loutish antics of Cartman.

man) are enthralled by the btt-pla>-

ers much like The Simpsons" Chef

(voiced by the legendary soul singer

Isaac Hayes), the flaky Mr. Garrison.

Kvle s mom. Pip tthc poor Lnglish

^ chap who can't seem to bus a hs<

all helmet*, and the id.

Officer Barbrady
among them Still.

South Park" is

much more
over the top in its

humor and a little too
dangerous for main-

stream consumption when compared
to its adult cartoon counterparts

I ike "Beavis & Butt head" and
"The Simpsons" before it. "South
Park" ha* moved en force into the

malls and onto the streets ot \merica

by way of t shirts, hats and stickers.

The current wave of merchandising

and the blitzkrieg of media coverage

is little more than a passing fad to be

sure, but who can argue with a

bona-hde pop culture phenomenon.

One is hard pressed to walk to

class every day and not see at least

one t-shirt or other article d eMhing
emblazoned with a "South Park" like-

ness. Take a look at the newsstands.

on CNN — "South Park" is eveiv

where. Imagine if it was on one of the

four major networks

Wijrry Keane and Emily Trask are

Collegian columnists
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Wild Things not so wild
Campy new flick little more than overgrown soft-core porn

COU*TtS> TIMOTm MMT1
Suzte Toller (Neve Campbell, left) and Kelly Van Ryan (Denise Richards) an in deep in a plot of murder, lust

and revenge as murky as the Flonda swamps in Wild Things.

By nob Voenich

CcJUgicn Correspondent

WtDTHNGS
CVadtsd by John McNoughton

wi#S Mo* Diflon. Kevin Bacon. Neve Campbel
flaying at Hampshire S« Theaters

It's good to Me mne oki-tashioncd campv evil in the

movie* every now and then, but Wild Things i* too much
of a good thing, if campy evil can be a good thing

The movie takes place in an uppervlas*. South Florida

community that seems to be drowning in sunlight I

not a pristine, wholesome surface set up to be shattered

The high school is like the Playboy mansion with boating

classes A comparison with "Melrose Place" would make
sense, except even "Melrose" doesn't devote five minute*

to high school girls in white T-shirts washing a jeep in

slo-mo. In another understated move director lohn

McNaughton cuts away from the characters to a shot of an
aBigator lurking in dark water approximately one million

times likewise, he use* the same *watnp> song more

often than VH- 1 plays Celine Dion.

rhi> movie is so black that the money, the prize every-

one fights for. is more of an excuse to be evil than anything

anyone cares about The meat of the movie is an orgy of
double crosses and plot twists so violent your neck gets

sore from spinning around The movie is so manipulative it

verges on malice towards the audience. You can almost
hear the director cackling in the background.

Ml this said in spite of myself. I intermittently enjoyed
Wild Tilings Mavhe I'm just dense, but I was fooled com-
pletely scveial tunes, and I liked being fooled. It was also

entertaining to watch the actors stumming Bill Murray has
his usual rumpled excellence Nesc Campbell and Kevin
Bacon .iwkn.iuilv )itter and slime through their respective

roles. Denise ki. hards has excellent car washing skills and
a good handle on dopes . selfish glee, despite the fact that

•he'* about as subtle as a dumptruck Matt Dillon effort-

leash holds .,|| the murky crap together as the dim (or is

he?> high sch.s>l guidance counselor.

The movie does have lots of problems, the most major

Turn to WHO page 8

UMass Campus Activities

SOMETHING tVERY FRiDAY

Comedian

Master Lee has appeared on FOX's "Uptown Comedy Club,'

NBC's "Showtime At The Apollo," NBC's "Late Night With
Conan (rBi-ian," PBS' "Sesame Street," and A&E's
"Caroline's Comedy Hour." This will be Master Lee's

second performance here at UMass.
Chris Walsh will be the student opener for Master Lee.

Friday March 27, 1998
Blue Wall Cafe...8pm

- Free -

JHI Hf>T mi Ml III U II fit!

IV Twtiiii t /III leu" flu-*

Following the performance will be the film

"Tomorrow Never Dies" starring Pierce Brosnan &>

9:30pm. This film will also he shown on Sunday in

the Campus Center Auditorium • 8:(K) & 1 0:30pm.

This series is made possible by a grant from the UMass Auxiliary Services Department,

the Office of the Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs, and the TTTn^^OLLEcTAhr

Old Tap with an industrial twist
"" MASSU HIM I I S DAILY COLLEGIAN

By Emily Tro.sk

Collagion Staff

TAP DOGS
Fin* Arts Cantor Concert Hall

March 24-25

Donning in jeans, flannel shins and Blunstones — the

Australian work boots — the six men who make up the

dance company Tap Dogs tapped their way into the Fine

Arts Center Concert Hall last night and Tuesday night to

the delight of the audiences who packed the theater both
nights.

As the crowds Tiled into the theater, the curtain stage

was left open, revealing the industrial strength set on
which the crew was still finishing some last minute
details. The set consisted of a multi-tiered platform dec-
orated with the image of a tread of a large work boot
projected on to a large piece corrugated metal that was
suspended from the ceiling.

As the lights went down, only the sound of a lone
dancer filled the darkness. A solitary beam of light

unveiled the mystery pair of feet. Performing intricate

dance patterns, and with growing intensity, the single

dancer disappeared, only to be replaced by five other

pairs of tapping feet who were unveiled from behind the

set.

Dcin Perry, the creator of Tap Dogs, after having
established his reputation as Australia's preeminent tap

dancer, sought to create his own show inspired by his

experience in the industrial world and his desire to bring

more contemporary music to the stage

Perry's genius shown through every step of the way,
with the stage looking more like a construction site than
a dance set. and the dancers seeming as if they were on a

lunch break rather than performing dance routines for a

packed house.

The entire show was a veritable rhythmic extravagan-

za with a jazzy -techno-new age musical combination, as

well as incorporation of the fold-out set and various

power tools into their highly creative routines. The
self-contained set was transformed numerous times

Turn to TAP. poga 9
The Tap Dogs thrilled audiences at the

Center last night

Titanic rules lengthy Oscar ceremony;
"Damon/' "Significant Others" dehut

So where were you at about I

am Tuesday? I'm willing to bet

that many people were sitting in

front ol a television watching the

70th Annual Titanic — I mean.
Academy — Awards, waiting for

the winner of the Best Picture.

The awards proved to be more
entertaining this year, despite
extending over four hours, and
having to witness Titanic clean

up. The producers of the awards
show did an excellent job keep-

ing the performances interesting,

and mixing them with a fair

amount of awards being present-

ed to keep the audience glued.

Titanic walked away with Best

Picture. Best Song. Best Score
and Best Costumes, among oth-

ers, on its way to winning a

record 1 1 Oscars.

Best Actress went to Helea
Hunt for As Good As It Gets.

Her co-star in that film, lack
Nicbolsoa. took Best Actor.
Robin Williams won Best
Supporting Actor for Good Will

Hunting and Kim Basinger took

the Oscar for her role as a prosti-

tute in LA Confidential

Aside from the drama of the
record-setting Titanic sweep, per-

haps one of the most dramatic
scenes of the Academy Awards
came when all of the previous
Oscar award winning actors and
actresses were honored for their

achievements. However. I was dis-

appointed with this portion of the

show. Some of the past award win-

ners did not show up for this

honor, and no attempt at all to

explain why these people were not

there. For example, where was
Tom Hanks? He won two consecu-

tive Best Actor Oscars a very short

time ago. and people remember
him Other Oscars winners who
were missing included Nicholas
Cage. Clint Eastwood and Meryl
Strccp.

In celebration of Titanic's win.

FOX re-aired the behind the scenes

look. Titanic at the lames
Camera* spectacle which was orig-

inally aired over a month ago.

One of the biggest lontroveiWM
about Oscar night, was whether or

not Lcoaardo DiCaprio would
attend. Movie fans were forced to

wait till the night before to find

out that he was not coining. He
said the reason he did not attend

was because he didn't want hit

personal fame to get in the way of
the others in the cast and crew of

the film. Awfully considerate of

you. Leo.

Kudos also go to awards' host.

Billy Crystal Crystal chose to ho*t

the show even after he claimed
that 1997 would be his last

Crystal's dry wit mixed with hi*

knowledge of so many of the
Hollywood names and faces make
him an excellent host. I also
enjoyed Crystal's reaction when
one of his closest friends. Robin
Williams, won an Oscar for K--i

supporting actor in Good Will
Hunting.

This Saturday afternoon, the

ond highest rated sporting event ol

ihe year hits the airwaves. That's

right, it's 'Final Four Saturday."

Utah. North Carolina, Stanford
and Kentucky are all set to battle

in what proves to be pizza deliv

number one Satutdav of the

year Ironfalls the championship
game which is plaved on \1..mi<iv

night never receives nearlv as high

a ranking as the semi-final* on
Saturday

POX added manv nev» *hov» s t.>

their lineup the eeejaj predomi
nale and most advertised of the*c

new >hn»< an- "SignificantMm ami "Dan
"Significant Other* Iho—ad

to be an extreme disappoint
ment This *hovv ha« been hvped
so miuli i- responsible (or mv
sudden depression ever)
VveO ighl at *> p m since

this new kid «>n the Hock took
the time *lot tor four weeks af

"Partv of i

"Significant Others" lacks the

charismatic and alluring actOTl
and actresses on other >hu»>
like "Partv of t < . rose

Place" and "Frier

But "Damon" was a true sur

prise In the past few years,
many members ol the . j*t of "In

I ivinj; Color" have tried to make
a name for themselves on televi

sum Unfortunaielv. none ot these

attempts have come up vsnh any-

thing. "Damon" allowed Damon
Wayans to act the wav he
best Me was in control ol the show
at all times, and was a very likable

character

Did anvone catch the
"Simpsons" this week ' this past

Sunday* episode involved mv
favorite, and the favorite character

of the people that I u*uallv watch
the show with. Ralph Wigam
Ralph's fame has been growing in

the pa*i lew MMOM because the

creators have realized that there is

so much you can do with such a

simple character 1 wrv lime Ralph
says something, it is funnv I don't

think he has ever laid anything and
mv response was not to burst out

laughing. Thi* past weekend, view

Turn to TUBE page 8

"Other" awards for Oscars' best, worst
Associated Press — As befitting Oscar's 70th birth-

day, everything was dignified: the clothes, the speeches,

the production numbers. The Shrine Auditorium in Los

Angeles was packed with celebrities dressed in Armani
tuxedos, borrowed jewels and designer gowns by Vera
Wang. Escada and Dolce & Cabbana

But despite the short acceptance speeches, the no-

nonsense introductions — and the absence of Michael
Flatley and "Lord of the Dance" — about two and a half

hours into the broadcast, host Billy Crystal stated the

obvious: "We're running a little long." It took another

hour to wrap things up.

When everyone was finally ready to head out for the

round of post-Oscar parties, Titanic had sailed away
with 1 1 Oscars, including best picture and best director;

Helen Hunt and lack Nicholson had won best actress

and best actor Oscars for As Good As It Gets: and about

70 Oscar winners (past and present) — including

Shirley Temple, Charlton Heston and Sidney Poitier —
had gathered on stage for a group portrait. (Too bad
that Oscar family moment came so late in the show).

Although some may complain that this year's show
didn't have as many of the show-stopping, deliciously

unscripted moments of years past, there were a few

piquant moments:
Most Authentic Surprise (tie): Best supporting

actress winner Kim Basinger, who gasped. "Oh my
God," and Robin Williams, who won best supporting

actor. Said Williams: "This might be the one time I'm

speechless."

Best Couple (tie): Screen legends and frequent co-

stars Walter Matthau and lack Lemmon, who presented

the Oscar for best original screenplay to 20-somethings

Matt Damon and Ben Affleck, who have been friends

since childhood.

You Look Great! Award: Susan Sarandon. wearing a

Dolce & Gabbana black-stretch, tulle-fitted evening

gown; Kim Basinger in a sleeveless satin ball gown
designed by Escada in the color of pistachio; and every-

one dressed in Vera Wang including Meg Rvan. Sharon
Stone. Hollv Hunter. Frances McOormand (OK. Maybe
she looked a little less "pulled together"). Whoopi
Goldberg and Halle Bern

Best Impromptu Dance Production: Directs! Stanley
Donen. who danced "check to cheek" with his Oscar for

lifetime achievement.

Worst Staged Dance Production The choreographed
medley of songs, redeemed (somewhat) bv the male
dancers who went from The lull Ifoflfy to Men In
Black

Worst Staged Impromptu Moment: Helen Hunt snap
ping lack Nicholson's picture with Oscar host Bilk
Crystal.

Best Advice to Oscar Nominees: From France*
McDormand. who presented the best actor Oscar. "OK
guys, sit up straight and act presentable."
Most Original Use of a Mars Attacks set piece:

Cher's headgear.

Most Elegant British Imports: Oecar nominee* lulie

Christie. Minnie Driver and Helena Bonham Carter.
Christie sparkled in an azure blue lace and bias-clip
satin gown by Badgley Mischka. Driver was a visual
delight in a garnet-red. full-length gown designed by
Randolph Duke of Halston. And Bonham Carter looked
like a princess in her lavender gown.

Best Snub to Armani and the Rest of the Designer
Gang: Drew Barrymore in a daring, black plunging
number she bought off the rack One can onlv hope the
daisies in her hair came from her own garden.

Best Biceps: Madonna.
You're Not Wearing Thai Are You? Award

Presenter Ashley ludd, whose dress was split way up t he-

front.
v 3 y

Most Likely to Sneer at a Titanic Joke: lames
Cameron. Most Welcome Words: "Good night even
body." spoken by host Billy Crystal 3 hours. 42 minutes
after the Oscar ceremonies began. The record is held bv
the 1984 show, which timed out at V4i

Gerry Hemingway hits Hampden
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Ford's Authorized Bootleg coming soon
By Joe Sulrvon

Collegian Staff

BitM rhumb Recorde ha* i**ued a promotional live

rding entitled The KutktMxtd Bootleg Iran Rohbcn
aivd Ihe Blue I ine recorded at Ycahi'i in Oakland

California ,m Dec J l*N5. hopelullv to he released to the
general public scan

Inspired bv lohn CohnWj
Cole-nun end \1iL-* Davis, I

catcx-i ha* hccii varied, dippii

into i.i// blue*, pop and
lunk In the pa*t he ha*
played with loni Mitchell

Michael MclVmald Rjxkk
I at lone*. Hob Dylan and Bonnie
Ram amoagotherx.

The iuthorized Bootleg ta Ford
and I>k- Blue I in. I ium Ihc avoid-

d ol it he *uv*. "Manv of our

fans have asked u* (ova ihe U-t tew

years I lor a live rec

too have looked tot an opf.

do a i

I) begin with the jubilant applause ol the- dub*
ice. and then bi • classic 12-har blue* called

en I I eavt H which allow* lord to *hme on
acou-n. guitai Changing things up on "Chevrolet, the *ev

track give* a lesson in acoustic funk a* it tell* the tale of
thinf! possibk to win a woman who will aawaj he

'

Ihe fourth track. "Stan It I p ' mav be the best on the
album a* it feature* a k.w -down - sound
and cucptkinal xJoing lord * plaviii, 4 the Hill"
is puic iayy Kunai wlule• "Help v en s bus k k> the
funk bui lord* singing, while solid technxalK

J we

deeper.

Throughout the CD, ford and his ensemble jam eonstant-

h making this a recording that fans of jam bands like Phish
mas enjoy In many places. Ford's singing is lacking the grit

needed to go along with the type of music being played, but
'\erall, not bad.

In the decade before the Civil War. the Underground
Railroad conducted escaped slaves to free

code songs. Kim and Reggie

Tis' Steal Away: Songs of the

L'ndergrou n d
Ruilnmdi Appleseed) puts

!
these songs in perspective

^^" both for historical signifi-

cance and musical influ-

ence as forerunners of blues and
gospel

The CD includes well-known
spiritual* such as "Wade in the
Water." "Go Down Moses." "Steal

Away," "Follow the Drinking
Gourd." "Deep River/Swing Low"
and "Free At Last,* all sung by the

Harrises with little or no accompani-
ment to capture the true essence of these songs as thev ongi
iiallv werv

veeajai l.I Wade in the Water* is incredible lor

ability to hit some soulful high notes, while her voice

k 1 1 Xrwn Moses" delivers a haunting solemnity charac-
teristic of the song's context. "Sinner Please Don't Let This
Harvest Pass" builds in urgency and forcefulness and is

another definite highlight.

Ihe music of this CD is both beautiful and inspire? hope.
»tiik- at the same time offering a perspective on the darkest
part erf this nation's history Listen, read the liner notes, and
reH*.c

ART GALLERIES

The Gerry Hemingway Quartet will play at Hampden Theater tonight

By Joe Sullivan

-

1 i taiik' lc la /

/

Met Includes

ided both

^>een

rait through bejBj:

- 1^74 Ml
oeej

i *M!llth.

>v orkman
' I lielias, and

also a mcaaber of a tru

with Hciias, as well •» the Anthony
Davi* I nsemble

In |s)7t». Hcmingwav founded
-\urule Rceord* which !

everything rroai his earlier

Kuumhr and .V ic>*r,\

/ III, Uir,

Slamadan !«**<

Work* and ;

and his most recent .

/o/r- /r\imr

Ulerv I skelin ha» been a I

leader skjw \^n and has be*

lured on |oey Baron* Hanm /

Mark Helia* |,i./ii Ihe future, and
Phil II • | What '

allv Irom Baltimore. I skelin
' with scores ol

v A his most dJAftii
release. i

'"'"V^sr'
'

m a irk> c.Mop|oaen(ed bv fvjH^i
J drummer Kennv

Dg hi* nearlv .?> vear *arevr.

Michael Formanek has recorded four

alhun
I

and his most re

label, and his

band. Wide Opei ha-
reeentlv plaved at the I cverki,

huztage m I everku

llival in (inland.
I incoln Center Ot

J numerous other
.nd the I nited

Ia bo-

rated with

Oct/. Gcrrv Mulligan,
Henderson and lharle* Mmgu* in

Mingus'

V
. ollahc

Berne

! and MingU*

ted with Mark i

ltlv with Tim

Vmhtrsi College J Art
Museum Current!) on d<*plav ///(

I ll 'I fury
lapan i through lulv I

Art ot ihe Twentieth lentury
(through April 2fti H

a m -4 10 p in

Satur

ll the Museum

Hampshire College Mam
Harold I lohnson I

M*Mter \ \ppn ..,-,, , in Exhibition

'd Hasktn and
Steph.

Hour« Mon In H "vn j n.

p.m
.hi Holvokc College
mil. In.

19),

•r the

In I ! a in S p in . Sat Sun
in lor more information, call

Smith College Museum ot Art.

.indx

tits I nd

Ugh Mar^h
28) and Herenm t \hbott » Sen

•thi,.ugh Maich 2») Hours
Saturday *> H)

1 W : Sun . n |

p m fhursdav. noon-8 p m for
more information .all '>*> 2770

Lnivcrsitv of Massachusetts
Augusta Savage Caller \ R
I'ainunjti h\ Ouang V \guyen
(Exhibition will run through Mauh
vl> Lpeoming exhibitions hltech
Com; 4 \n b i firm
Batailan topemng reception April b.

mi filieih will run through
April U> The Augusta Savage

bested in the New Africa
Hou*e Hours Mv>n lues I 7 p.m .

1-5 pm For more infor

•177.

I nivcrsm of Massachusetts —
H, .-.;>,!. -. Gallerv I peorning cvhibi

tnUa h'lhaum l'h<>i,>

txhthit Her I a\i Photograph
in hen War rvhihtl opens

Mar»h SI 4 7 pm A gallery talk

will he presented bv Professor Laszlo

15 at 5 p.m The
exhibition will run through April 16
The Hampden Gallery i» located in

the Hampden Dining Halls in the
Southwest Residential Area Hour*
Mon p m . Sundav
P ni ! information, call

University of Massachusetts —

Herter Art Gallery Currcntlv

plav \ational luried Print
Exhibition The exhibit which fea

tures a selection of 96 works bv I >

artists using a variety of printmaking
techniques

. will run through tomor
k.w The Herter Art Gallerv is locat-

ed ai I25A Herter Hall Hours
Mon Fn

.
11-4 p.m.. Sunda

p m For more information, call
545-CW76
University of Massachusetts —

Student Union Visual and
Performing Arts Space Current lv on
display: Paintings by lason Ian
Monber (through April 2>
I pcoming exhibitions: Prints and bv
Mark Zunino Opening reception
will be held April 5. 2-4 p.m and
will run through April 10 Also.
Silent Metaphors by Soon lc Voh
will run April 12- April 17 Opening
reception will be held April IS,

I p m The Student Union
\ isual <V Performing Arts Space is

located in the Student L mon Hours
Mon -Thurs. 10-5 p.m . Friday 10-5

p m For more information, call
545-0792

University of Massachusetts —
I Diversity Gallery The lniver*m
Gallery is located at the Fine Arts
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continued from page 6

ers were allowed to sec where he
lives, and mikc he [| tin- BOH o!

Police Chid WifBB, we learned the
rules that Ralph lues In Ihis vh
hands down, the bcM apBodt of the
new man Kudov io tt>.

the "tiapaoaa" (which Includes
Oscar award winning din

lames 1 Brooks loi || Goo,
lot doiltf a BJTaajl |oh

In oihct WWI, George C'looncv

announced on "Howard Stern' that

he would be leaving "IH" at the

end ol next season However
CtoOM) hopes to keep making pen-

pdl( appearances on NBC'l

\op rated show

K\un Henhums is a ( Wall SlU

Jem \n\ qutttioiu nr comments
dhimt this column GUI be » mulled

ic benhornni student mihiss tilu

CollefiM lltfl member Scunu
ilangdiirkar contributed lii Oi,

u mil
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"You're the one that I want"
MMVX *«' *Sv TuSf >.

Otrvia Newton-rohn artd John Travolta hit the b»g screen again when Great* is re-released in movie the-

aters tomorrow.

wild
continued trom page 6
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It's a little more than a schoo
Sam Lombardo (Matt Dillon) in V

Kelly Van Ryan (Denise Richards) has on her guidance counselor
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Campus Center
Open Competition for Public Art
The Murray D Lincoln Campus Center m association with the Campus
Center/Student Union Commission is pleased to announce important art competi-

tions beins conducted with the purpose of acquiring four mural paintings to

compliment the collection of historical murals displayed on the walls of the con-

course areas of the Campus Center These competitions are open to all Umass
Amherst students, alumnae, faculty, and staff as well as artists residing m the

Amherst vicinity Materials for the murals will be provided by the Campus
Center, and the artists will be awarded stipends as noted below

SITES AND THEMES
These representational murals will be painted on furniture grade ph/wood to the dimensions specified for

each site Because we seek a specific type of representational mural, the following site requirements should

be considered definitive statements of our expectations Simplicity is preferred to extreme complexity

Stylistic suggestion may be inferred from the works of notables such as Edward Hopper, Thomas Hart Ber I

Diego Riviera The artists will use paint (acrylic or oil) and drawing Photographic image transfer processes are

not eligible

SttcL Two panels measuring 4x8' will be installed to the left and right of the Phyllis Gardner Mural, "The

Rope Pull " Accordingly these new panels should compliment the Gardner work in style of painting and by

making some reference to the campus pond and/or some activity associated over time with mat area The

depiction may be contemporaneous to "The Rope Pull" or consider some other period The strength of the

Gardner work should be respected The two new works are to be adjuncts Stipend $1500

SiteJL One panel measuring 4x16' will be installed on the south wall of the lower concourse adjacent to the

Coiles-ian, and WMUA complex Accordingly the mural should address the historical place of student media
in the life cf the Campus Stipend $1000

SileJIL A panel measuring 4x1 6' will be installed on the North Wall of the Lower Concourse adjacent to the

Auditona Entrance. The theme here should consider the contributions to the cultural life of the University

made by the lecture and distinguished lecturers) Stipend: $1000

SELECTION AND JURY CALENDAR

All entries shall be received by April 30, 1998 Entries shall be in the form of prototype paintings to a speci-

fied scale at 24" wide A statement of purpose describing what is being presented, how it would be execut-

ed and a rational of suitability for the proposed location should be included An estimate of materials cost

should be included Also, a brief vitae indicating any previous mural painting experience should accompany
the entry

A jury from the Campus Center/Student Union Commision, the Campus Center Admmistraton and the

University of Massachusetts Art Dept , will review entries and announce selections by May 15, 1998 Work will

be completed prior to a final acceptance review by the jury Final reveiw will be conducted on or about
Sept 1 ,

1998 The acceptance procedure will be in accordance with the terms of the written agreement to

be signed by the artist and the Campus Center Administration

Proposals are due at the Textbook Annex by April 30, 1998 A second preliminary rendering may be required

of accepted porposers Questions may be directed to the competition coordinator: Thad Dabrowski,

Assistant Manager, Textbook Annex, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Ma 01003
Telephone (413) 545-3570 • email T_Dabrowski@auxcom aux umass.edu

All items submitted must indicate the name, address, and phone number of the entrant or contact person All

entries become property of the Campus Center

WANTED: LEADERS/PILOTS
United States Marine Corps Officer Programs

GUARANTEED AVIATION
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UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS

OFFICER SELECTION OFFICE
SPRINOFLELD

NICHOLAS W. PETERS CAPTAIN,USMC

GDN'A M. RIQUER SERGEANT, USMC
105 EAST STREET

CHICOPEE, MA 01020

l-Wfr-25sHJSMC OR (413) 594-9781

OR SEND US E-MAIL AT

SPRFLD 080@A0L.COM

visit our web site at

http://membera.aol.coin/sprfldo8o
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Marines
The Few. The Proud.

Forget Oprah, Jerry rules talk TV
By Frazwr Moore
Aisociated Pres»

NEW YORK Well. 1M , . lUl
nice

Ihe Rev. Billy Graham rtiarmi
NmMbM (. Iiiin.n nl mi|x.liiK hurm
MM, Saddam HtMMfcl i- miiiiil' PCMtJ
with hi> k>i)ib>. and ^vmiv H.i>kelhail

>lar I audi Spiewell gels a*a\ with
ju>t a slap on one ol ihe hands he
used toCBOBl hi- Loaeh.

And |err> Sprfaaei rule- da\innc
talk IA

You know ihe Man "
I he |en>

Springer Show' has alnioM doubled
it- RBBBi in ihe pa~l uji diid reieiil

h lia> lied with and even heal " Ihe
Oprah \Vinlre\ Shu*

"

\\\\s (his seu-nth-season surge tor

"Springer"'' Simple \toie brawls,
bviobs and bad words

Should a smppei go on maleinin

"I'm not hurting nobodv," argues
Angel who. great with shild. proceeds
lo peel lor the whooping studio audi

BM
Vnother da>. TOBJ gels io learn,

along with millions of \ieweis thai

his girllriend laliaiui is reall> a man.

cheesy poofs
cemtrHjed from page 5

ling to the so sieatuiv Parker
was the IMBBBBB Mund Stan while
iheie s iiKiu than a hint ol Siooe in

kUe the disillusioned Icwish kid

Ihe st,, t > ot how what became
"South Park" began as a >ideo
thiiMiiia sard Ihe Spirit ol

CMMMH soininis.ioned b\ Fm
eveiutivt Bnan v.raden

Craden gave Stone and Parker
who had met making student film* at
the I jvanfc) ol I .'lorado-Buulder. a
$l.2tX) budget lot the N uleiide greet

ing. According lo a rccmi Rolling
Stone interview, Craden claims "they
povkcled hall ol it " Ihe result was
typtcalK in ^kji t*.e with lous and
Santa C'laus in a punch up over the
eWKt meaning ol Christmas i prevents

H religion) and the kind ol dialogue

tap

H O R S
MUSIC H A I I

20 Cenfpf S* No*thomp*on

ALL AGES
ALL THE TIME

murjoW march 26, 7 pm

Mike Stern

tHursday, march 26, 10 pm

Percy Hill

yoov* todi lovwats S4 oaSr

fridoy march 27 7 pm

T.S. Monk
a tubule to his legendwy lottwi Sit adv

Saturday, march 28, 7 pm

Shemelcia Copeland
nmnnnq bkm vwaMst and show woman. S10 odV

Sunday, march 29, 7 & 9:30 pm

John Gorka
plus Koren Sovixo & the Mind t Eye SISodv

monday, march 23, 7 & 10 pm

Christian McBride
the best young bossist in jntz SI 8 odv

fuesday, march 3 1 , 7 pm

Cordelia's Dad
(D telease potty for "Some," S8 odv

Wednesday, april 1 , 7 pm

Nomos
WMUA ptpspnt- Critic qtfats SlOndv

Wednesday, april 1 , 1 pm

Come
plus RithmH Dnvif S6 ml.

ihursday, april 2, 10 pm

Dan Bern
the post nltwnntivf Roh Dylan S8 vl

April 2 LETTUCE 10 PM

TICKETS, For the Record, at the

Northampton Box Office or call 58A-8686.

24 HOUR CONCERT INFO

4 I 3 584 06 10

"So whatchu sayin'?" he presses
Tatiana in stricken disbelief iu-i

before he tears the place apart.

And don't forget the chap who lias

deserted his child's mother, a woman
who happens to have no amis or legs

For some reason he calls her an
MSOrtiMtM ol bleeped vulgarities.

then, alter mixing it up with her cur-

rent husband, repeatedly threatens to

kill him right after ihe show
I me and dandy We can concede

the God-given right of every American
to watch "lerry Springer," and even to

appear on it. And as Springer rightly

points out, those of us who aren't fans

can just go watch something else.

But none of that spares Springer
from his own disgrace as the host of
such eltlueni Mas he somebody's got

10 do il But if that person is going to

be lerry well, shame on him. no
matter how agile his Jainis u | jmmu-
mt\

Hear him profess pride for offering

a platform lo people he says the media
otherwise neglect Note the aspect he

tor his guests, hailing them in

one inleivicw a- "blatantly honest
"

And yet. with the snap of a finger he
is happy to belittle the whole

"Springer" enterprise.

"I just don't take it thai seriously."

he says of the show he 'ikes to call

"silly."

When viewers tell him his guests
are crazy, says lerry, "I go, Duh."' As
host of "Mad TV" one recent week.
Springer played himself with gusto in

a sketch that nailed his show as the
sick joke it is Yet seldom, if ever, are
his guests in on the joke Or aware
that they're the butt of it. "Duh" is

right. But that doesn't excuse lerry.

"It's a crazy world. Have fun with
it

"

That's Springer's cavalier welcome
to viewers on his big-selling "lerry

Springer — Too Hot for TV." But
huset beware: Apart from unbleeped
words and unmasked nudity, this

"Iront row. uncensored" adult video
doesn't difTer substantially from what
we san see. free of charge, on
Springer" every day.

What we see are people who flaunt

and rancorously defend the mess
they've made of their lives. None is on
IV to listen or learn. They are there to

be noticed on a grand scale, whatever
the indignities they incur in the bar-

gain.

that one would expect if "Beavis &
Bun head" BM H HHl> Dudes.
don i say pig f r in front ot lesus"

was onls 0B1 ol a slew ol men
utterances in the brief slip

Surprisingly. "The Spirit ot

s. hristnids" became an underground
hit in Tinseltown, leading to a spate of

otters i^, Stone and Parker from the

studios In the end, the duo decided
on Comedy Central because the sta-

tion understood what thev wanted to

ashicve

The now legendary Christmas
episode featuring Mr Hankey drew a

whopping 50 percent share of
IK to 24 year olds, pushing som-
mercial rates up six times above the

k | standard pruc and is the
fledgling cable channel's highest rated

show in its history. "South Park* mer-
chandising is everywhere, and doing a

hoflb business as well — $28 million

thus tar and counting.

With a new episode next
\Kednesday and a second season
beginning in lune. not to mention
cover stories by Rolling Stone, Spin
and Newsweek (gasp!), the cultural

phenomena known as "South Park"
looks to have a fresh set of legs for the

long haul.

late, "South Park* has sold to

Australia. Germany. Latin America.
Zealand, Canada and the United

Kingdom, where it debuted last

Fridaj Worldwide takeover appears
imminent, resistance futile

Vfj-ry keune it a Collepurt colum-
nist

continued from page 6

right on the stage a* the dancers
ettottlesslv maneuvered then tapping

feet around il following through
with the construction siu- image*,
these wotkers perlormed various
«tunt« imolsmg ropes and pulless

Stringing the ropes as toss the stage

like a spidet web thev used the pul-

levs to pull pBCM ot the floor up so

that the slats were suspended in the
air which thev then proceeded to u»e
as thi BBfBkJ their way up
and down I atei these s| ;l t» were
hoisted up so that they were hanging

settuallv like ladder, whish were
again used as a forum for tap

V Tie potni the people m the- tirst

lew row* wete torced lo wear yellow

rain ponchos in order to shield them-
selves from the splash off as these

Dogs bathed in about four itx*

water while sporting rubber K-
• show these Tap Dogs held a

Talk Back One audience member
asked it it was difficult growing up as

dancers tor the»e men Tap
\nihon\ I otascio replied, "the same
guvs who teased me in grammar

school are now the ones who beg me
nplimentary tickets."

With a lot ot "whoops." "heys."
"\eahs," and various other personal-

ized comments, these would-be con-
struction workers verbally encour-
aged one another as well as eliciting a

frenzied response from the audience.

They demonstrated the endless vari-

ct\ ot rhvthmic sounds that can be
produced from everyday objects that

we take for granted. From the begin
nmg Tap Dogs was a hit with this

L Mass audience.
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A picture speaks a thousand words
Silent Metaphon, an MFA Thesis Exhibition by Soon Ee Ngofi opens Apnl 1 2 at the Student Union Visual

and Performing Arts Space The opening reception will be held April 1 J. 4 30-7 p m

Liquor Specials
•9."

YOU HAVE TO SEE IT TO BELIEVE IT!

Malibti Coconut
Rum

Absolut Citron

I Seagram t Cln
I (intra Dry. Umm TwHtarf) '7.**'S» M

Cider lack

Micro Brews
I (Stout. CMdnvm Air.

Auburn Air Hoptrit.)

SaranaK '8.**
-

(Pate Ale, Buck k Tan. Trad M„) • *

IWachusett ^.".i*.*
l(Counu> Air. H>A. Nut Brawn,

IPortrr)

1 1/4 Keg Harpoon
Winter Warmer

R Specials
iBud Dry
I JO p*k

Keystone Light
H f. .

St. Pauli CM
W-Pi.

'10.

m I 1/2 Keg Rolling Rock 135

Micro Kegs
In Stock

IMSCOVI.H VISA MAS1 CRCARO ACCEPTED OetNSwn lot 1pm
RT 4EAST / 33aCOCLECE ST (413|?S3 SM4/TAKE I 91 TO EXIT 1S/RT 9<

Full Redemption
Center

April 25 and 26

DON'T MISS OUT ON THE ACTION

Ife* new balance

HaioV
>»/;•* i

University of Massachusetts
Sport Management ProgramWW
Register Now!

Slots For Teams Are filling Up Fast!

Three or Four Players per Team

Registration fees: before April 10, 1998 $15 per player

after April 10, 1998 $18 per player
If you have any questions call the new balance Haigis Hoopla office at

545-5689 or stop by the Curry Hicks Lobby to pick up your registration brochure.

REMEMBER : REGISTRATION DEADLINE APRIL 17, 1998

Presented by the UMass Sport

Management Program
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Kentucky hoops benefit

with more mature Turner
By Mike Embry
Associated Press

I I \ISo UA ks Wayne
I'm iter ha> taken hi- garlic lo a

hijihtt levtl, bringing the

Kentttcaj Wildcat! nj;ht along
with him W tru St. \ \ I inal Kiur

"II rig to win games I

ha\i us hi-t the entne
lutnei -aid More practice

at his best in

n| Keatuck) i > v-»i to n>
t hi r>: utive Final Four.
where the Wildcats will play

'ut\la\ in

I

!

In the SvAA tv.'ur u anient

Tutn. ed 10 8 point-,

•mid- and just

ed it1 point*, including

ital nine minute>
tallied {<

beat l>uk

and won the South
Mo-l \ aluahlc ('laser

n better at running
nd knuvsing our

KcM ick] . oach
I uri el * plav

nai

• > kins; down the

ed ton 1

1

It Padgett said

has excelled in the postsea-

M knos*

s»cll bcv.au-

whan you get into (he tour

n tihn

out and

trs to s:uard sou."

Turner who aseraged 4 4 point*
and 4 5 assists during the regular

season, also turned up his plas in

last year's NCAA tournament,
aseraging 12 7 points. 4.5 assists

and 2.8 steals in helping the
Wildcat! reach the championship
game against Arizona.

Turner also won the MVP in

(hi- sear 's Southeastern
i. onleience tournament, after
aseraging I 1.0 points and 6.3
assist -

"He's a tcrrih- point guard."
nd Mien Fdssards said

"A lot pf people Join respect

his game because of his funny
>hot Thes neset paid attention to

how quick he is and how you can't

*iop him oil the dribble
."

lurner doe- have a quirks jump
-hot. one that looks a- it he's pos-

ing for a statue as he softls pushes
the ball off his fingertip- But he's

become an adequate shooter from
the perimeter.

I urner also has improved at the

firow line He made just 5t> 5

nt of hi- attempts his first

-easons. but is -hooting 64.2

| ear.

During his lirst two seasons at

Kentucky, he made iu-t fit

point shots, making onls 26 3 per-

cent of his attempts This year he's

made 2 1 of 5c (37 5 percent)
from beyond the arc.

lurner. an elementary education

major, has become more of a

leader on the floor this season
although he is naturally shy and

-en

ar I feel I'm getting
rs to be more aggressive." he

said "I'm more vocal
"

Stanford's Weems looks

to be sharpshooter again

By Dennis Georgatos
Associated Press

< *i i* •as *•.(•, ON HI

Wjsne Turner ha» emerged to lead hu Kentucky Wildcats into thu year's

Final Four UK will play Stanford on Saturday.

\ kNTONK) - Kris Weems
has no complaint- about Stanford's

NCAA tournament run He just

ssant- lo do more to keep it going.

Weem-. the cardinal'- leading scor-

er for most ol the -ca-on and their

top oui-ide -hooter, has suddenly
des eloped aOCMWC) ptoblem-

Arthur Lee and Mark Madsen
hase picked up the scoring slack,

and Stanloid i MM) has advanced to

the Final Four, where it will play

K«HSk) < SS-4) on Saturdav in San
Antonio

Weems, who led Stanford with an
average ol T> points per game dur
ing the regular season hut i> scoring

|u-l | point- a game in Stanford -

four tournament wins, knows he has

to -lep up his game
"I have lo plas better I have to

shoot better." said Weems. an All

Pac-10 selection who has led
Stanford in -coring nine time- thi-

season He had a career-high 34

points et Oregon on Ian. 5 and
made a dramatic game-winning
three pointer a- time ran out in a

74-72 sutors at W a-hmgton Feb
14

Hui hi- regular season form has

eluded him so tai in the tournament,
where he i- H tor 54 troin the held

including O-ol 10 against Purdue.

Kris has struggled a little bit

lioin the (loot ." .Stanloid (

nd "But I think

we ve kind of had the abllits to

Irom a lot d diftcreni

tnm all season long "With kn-
out. Arts in Pete Sauer s been a lit

tie down, and Rvan Mcndez and
d Mo-eles have come in.

M»<*<fT» has been M
think it itmmttatm >"•" wi ham

an offense that distributes the

n-ibilitv around, give- evciv

bods an opportunity and if one guv

i- not available, we have the ahilils

to go somewhere else."

At the same time. Muntgoiucrv

said, a renewal ol Weem-' -hooting

touch could onls help Stanford

"We're better when r-.ii- i- getting

open and getting -hot- and making

litem." Montgomery -aid

WMM looked to be breaking out

ol his -lump in Stanloid- la-l game,

a 7-) -77 win over Rhode Island in

Sunday's Midwest Regional champi-

onship He connnctad fam three

point range on his first shot and

quickly added a jumper but he look

ju-t three more shot- the rc-l of the

day. missing all of them

who led Stanloid - last-

minutc rails Irom -i\ point- down to

defeat Rhode Island, said esen

though Weems ha-n't been -coring

he has helped the team in other

"He's fine and he's detiniiels

happy with where we are.

Ohsiou-ls. he want- lo hit more

shots than he has been able to. hut

people hase been kesing in on him."

Lee said. "It's tough on a shooter

when guys are doing evervthing ilies

can to stop him Bui he - been

rebounding, playing great del

He's had to guard MM ol the

loughesi 2 guards in the nation and

he's been responding in that

I ee -aid it was just a matter ol

time before Weem- -tart- hitting hi-

-hots again He added he wouldn't

be surprised it Weem- lind- the

range against Kcntucks
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Pats won't match Jets' offer
bleu England will receive NY's first and third draft picks next month Write

mt rumnw jt shop
HSDUf •SOStlHAMrrO" *oo «•

S34-45SS

-, . ir smi rM i .>tii •

I ricla> thru Thursday: March 27 - April 2
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England Patriots ha. to let

star running back Cum- Marin

the New > , rk let- the K.

said sc-tci :

V-w i natch
the ollet -heel the I Irce

with Sew
hange. the Patriot- would

get tF

>e\t maud 'wner

Robert Kral a press k <

en.e s oil r
Orlando where the» were attending

"In I' >f Iree agency sou
fill in and till in

"

Krall I have our own I 2 »

and I he U'

k- in the :

In an earlier It

und puk

m our

futui aid.

The I 'iad until midnight
,tch the let- ofTet and

had asked the SI I to raid .' .

-ion in the offer -heel prohibiting" a

"TWO III! MBS I IV"

"\ MSI \l s^ MPIIOM OF
MYSTKKY \M)II \K.'*

What is there to do
on campus??

httpV/wvvwumass edu/carnpact/events/calendar htm

Check this website out!
HUMAN tUM

(ilM.I Hllli! \[)
M \\

H.imiI tm .in Original Sliirj l»\ John (irisham

horn declaring Martin a fran-

chise player. But a ruling seemed
unlikels before the Patriots would

ide whether to match the

offer

The oiler -heel gase Martin the

option of one year for $4 million or

»i\ s Ssb million If the

Patriot- matched the one-year offer

without being able to declare him a

franchi-e player, he would be an
'ccicd free agent after that seal

The Patriots already teweived Mar
Ki- puk- — third and fourth-

rounders in I997. a second in !"W
and a fir-t in I4»W in exchange for

letting Sew York sign Bill Parvells as

ach last year. With two more
Sew Fngland would

have two choice- in each ol the first

three round

-

Martin, a third round draft pick in

led the AFC in rushing as a

and made the Pro Bowl his

fir«t two seasons He rushed for

l.lbii said- last season but missed
the last three regular-season games
and both playoff games with shoulder

and abdominal iniune- He later had

abdominal surgers

SPORTS

SPORTS

Need a
Car Loan?
We can help you establish your
credit We finance people with

credit problem*: no credit, bad
credit, bankruptcy, divorced
No cosigners required 1

258 ways

V*o arr open Turolav Sunday

Tuc» . Woi- . ntm- . r-n . and Sjc S 1 1 1 ..lov*

Susmsss 2 til t l,*-c

Cxccfkncc r* Japa*c;c Ct>rjm<

OF JAPAN
COOKING AT YOUR TABLE

TWO DPSNtHS K5II y 1
'' K )S

TvVO DTNStRi FOR S 2

SMftlNtl

TWO DINNHIS FOR \ I 7

^ All Ihtmcn mctmdc mU4, irititnhlt

™ HaedU wup rim 'cam

Funotkn taa aanUAla tar yor party

(MaDi>B«Falla*(wktS»*(iak* lok« «» SwSkM In tm» <

<4ij>««s saia
ri has

.'• Mm •• '«'"' *'<

l*aivi»orit

Ptctrlng

CUSTOM BODY nttCWQ
AND JEWELRY

BY AfTOINTMBrJl ONLY

LOWEST RATES
IN THE VALLEY,

or stop by Saturn of Hartley

and ask for Joel Faillace

BALISE
CREDIT EXPRESS

nmc
Mt. Farms 4 »584 9153

Mt. Farms Mall

4>

e
>oursum^

et

Summer Session at Stony Brook
258 courses in 45 subjects

Day and evening classes

Low NYS tuition Terms start May 26 and July 6

New interest-free payment plan

Check out our website at www.sunysb.edu/summer/

1-800-559-7213
ema i I :su mmerschool@sunysb.edu

STUNY
BRfMHK

SHRIMP
AT THE

TOP OF THE CAMPUS

mpM

The Wedding Singer (PG-13)
Today-Thurs at (5 40 @ fc 50) 8 40

Primary Colore (R)

•Today Thurs at ( 5 20 @ 2.50 ) 8:20

Mr. Nice Guy (PG-13)
•Today Thurs at (5 50 @ $2 50) 8:40

Good Will Hunting (R)

Today-Thurs at (5:30 @ $2 50) 8:30

H.impnhirr 6 »584 7530
H.impnhirp M.ill

Twilight (R)

Today Thurs at (5 50 @ $2 50) 8 40

Wild Things (R)
•Today Thurs at (5 50 @ $2 50) 8 40

The Big Lebowakl (R)
Today-Thurs at (5 40 @ $2 50) 8 40

Titanic (PG 13)
Today-Thurs at (4 20 @ $2.50) 8:10

The Man In The Iron Mask (R)

Today-Thurs at (5 30@ $2 50) 8 30

US. Marshal* (PG-13)
Today-Thurs at (5^0@ $2 50) 8 20

Sp«>«-i«tl Fnq .t]pm> nl

•' ( nupims

lUAWS 9

\SV' J •.//

EVERY WEDNESDAY ck FRIDAY
T.O.C.BAR& GRILL
SHRIMP 25c EACH

.
4:30 P.M. TIL 7:30 P.M.
ited on the l 1

"
floor. CAMPUS CI Nil U

10A BELCHERTOWN ROAD AMHERST, MA 01002 256-8284

bTATI l,NIV MSIIYOI NrTW YORK

An Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Educator and Employer

>
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Sports Briefs
I atrime club dropi, tough opener

m Ini
^'"UIMI haajMi imam mh bad h mm*, having

*' ''"
' ""KM

' pfc"! junior college power SUNY hinningdale
LMasslotiaHghioaomi, 10-8.

I MriN HiiniKd o«| i„ ., J lead in the firM 4uarter on |oail fag Stephan
Vuirano JiidUttm (v,|iinJ ,,„,and pUs|H.d |hc ^(m k..

u) k , ^^ VM(|) ;)

man HpfW W \ uttmo mmM »ul | UniunKdalc would MM remain quiet,
a* it rattled oil three IMMMtWul lo knot thl Nxm ai halllimt

I he third 4ua.1t, u|„,om murortd m MOOWL a> Poland completed hi>
hat trick and the hoetl lallitd tssice lor a i ^ I anningdale adsaiMa^t

1
m rbanpeun and Vutrano eadi podutod iwo the fourth quarter, but

Iramimgdalt matched I Mjm' total lo lake the svin Vlikt Nowbtl and PbtK
Ihai anthoitd the lad | lnc „, Jclen>c ^ ith |hc(t ^ m , hc t Ma_ |K,,

Brendan Kctnan and I .eseiice I Utta) puked up "Heart A HumIc "
MMMftfl

lor their enortl in the taint

Kallrooin dancer taplurev vvini

Maiianka Mado | mtmhti „l tht I Ma- Hallioom Oantt club, out-
gone hti competition at 1 recent event held at Kcn-aleai Polytechnic
In-mute m rroy. N.Y.
The trtshiiu.n ,,nd hti |\irtnti took Iiim pact m the -ilser lesel and MR>

ond in the gold lestl in ilit international disiMoii ol wait/. uuitkMcp. tangD
and fiaRUOt

Mandts tin i.K.k home RrU pbec m the adult disi>ion ol the same
1

'itiimiuliiiii

I Kamat i-/5 o7iv
i/i/i 1 .S/Niri> I Jiltir

It's Big Ten for title,

Bulldogs for NIT third
By Tom Withers

Ajsoxioted Press

lacrosse
conrnoed from page 14

I he DM had al-o ^titled tht

Cnisadet KOfin| altaik ssith a >olid

delenMst eflbrt, allowing onls mm
Yale* strength becaint tsidtnt

carls as freshman gINKM |tn Sard)

lactd a Hum ..| vliol- lu.in iht I li

attack line, although she Mill man-
aged to make nine *ases on the das
Mlosv fre^hm l.uj

Ourkmt ilaa t&m lime in net ditd

likesvise sv.i- able n> luin a»as nine

Yale scoring attempt*

It was not enough however, as

the Minutewumen eould not keep

up with their opponents' coring
and ihooting ipreet IIk I lit ended
up outshooiing I \1a-- i"i 25, hm
iting the team lo u* lowest shi«i

total thu<> far.

Attempting io keep it cloae lor

the Minutcwotnen ssa» the team-
leading MOrOT, lumor attack I aura

Korul/ who had lour of the team •

-i\ goal- Nan Haven raatamad a

drears plan MM BMM •! ihe othet

I \la-> plasct- though j» the ^ alt

defensive Ironi \ij> Nnaj enough
to disrupt MVaial pasve» and sub»e-

quenl -hoi attempts as ihe

Minutesvomen ventured into the I It

/.'tit

Seniot iindtieldet len Heikei and
freshman attack I as \aK-r made up
ihe remainder of the I \la— often

-ise output with one goal a pit

while sophomore midfieklei

Stephanie Pashtk tallied l»i>j«M>
.ml senior attack |en Bi«wen had

Mihough McClellan wa« unable

smet the win against her old

»ehiK>l thi> year's showing wu» an

improvement oser latt season -

lie, which »u' a 20 i drum
ruing that saw the His tails nearls

twite .h mans »hot» a- '

Minutewoinen

10 an integral part ol ihe I li

dcieiw ea goalkeeper, |unior

le Cole Itusiraled

would K' L Mat
she dcftls turned aside lb -hot

attempts

Ihe Minutcwomcn will not hase

muth time to mope around about

thi- one. howeser. as thes will have
lo bounce ha«.k lo face another

-trong -quad in No. 2 Temple on

M W YORK - The Ug Tan i- in. the Bulldogs arc-

out Minnesota and 1'tnn Stale, who split theii two
Icicntc gamts thi- HalOB in the Big Ten. earned ihe

ughl lue-d.is night to plas lor a ihild time with seinili

nal victories in the M I

The Gophen nnilested Frarao Stale >-» I H^ m ovtr-

time, and the Niilans I ions adsanced lii the lii-l ba-ket

ball championship game in their histors with I tstvbU

win osti Georgia
The Minnesota I'cnn State linal imam (he Big Ten ol

winning I MOOnd -traighi Ml allei Michigan won the

ciown in 1-147 And the matchup will be ihe lii-l

belsvttn -chool- lioin the same conltientc situc Indiana

beat Purdue in 147-1 another all Big len linal

"We. had two k>ugh game- agam-t ihem.' Ptnn State

lit-hinan guaid lot t. ri-pin who had 18 point- lue-d.i\

night, said ol Minnesota I lies it tough
"

Ihe Fresno StaM Gaorgk oonaoiatson game will pre-

stdt the title game and maith Bulldog- s- Build.

The Sitians I ion- (19-12), plasing in their third Ml
final lour in the 'sRi-, will hase a little added pie--urt on

them tonight

[Hiring a late timeout with Perm State Itadint Georgia
i=) S4. the -rowd ol lllMi at Madison Squate l.aiden

wa- informed that ihe Nutans I ion-' women - team had

iu-t detealed Basloi 10 win ihe women's \| |

The sizable Slate contingent erupted into canst

"Uc are. Penn Slate and although the gus- wouldn't

lalti admit it. thes -etmtd m-pired enough lo »ait-.

the Bulldog- (19-19) I I d in Ihe linal

"Really?" Penn State tenter Calsin Bi>oth -aid when
told of the ladies win "I didn't lit ui that I paaai »e
hase li> win now

."

In the first game Kesin C laik KOtad I -aitti high ">0

points jnd Sam |atob-i>n added 2-1 to lead Minn.

(19-15), which plased in the real linal lour la-l ,

ite. a -ea-on of -caudal which included

airesi- -u-pen-ion- and -ub-lan-t abu-t piobltm-

•BBBfl ol it- -tar plavtr- will end with a con-olation

matchup with the tourues - othet Bulldog- Irom

f'ia

Mike Wallaca, the correspondent tor l B s

Mmutt- who rceentls dtd a picte exposing all ol the

Bulldog- oil eourt transgressions, -at neat mid-oun lot

the lirst game
\ltti the Hoi ' h. irs

laikanian crilici/ed Wallace lor not being up front with

him aSOUl it- content But at halflime Wallace, a gue-l

ol laikanian'-. -aid he and the coach -poke belore the

gaine and had a seis ti\ili/ed convei-ation "

"This lo-- t tails huit- betuu-t of all the adser-its we
went ihlough." said laikanian. who-t -luh won its pre-

siou- three tournament games bs a total of eight point-.

lermamt low Ike- led Ire-no State i2l I2i with 2i

points .ind Chris Hernm had 14 — all m rise stcond hall

"With all the trials and tribulations thi- star, it Itlt

like long year." low Ike- -aid "Ue tried to round it off

In at least going to the thampionships. but we tan I

hold out headl down |u-t being in the po-l-ta-iti i-

grtai lot u- Loach lark ha- endured a long season with

u- and we've all -luck through thi-
"

Ihe second meeting between Fresno State and
Mimie-ota wa- much lighter that ihe lir-l. a ->2 72 win
bs the Gophers in December. Ihe dub- went at each

Othet hard Irom the outset, and went lo osertime tied at

77.

Heittn - fret throw with 2 S2 lelt in OT gave the

Bulldog- an l<2 81 lead before la-obsen was fouled and
made two to pul the Gophwi baek up.

\ltti lowlke- milted — onls hi- -c-ond in 12

aitempti lacohaoa scored underneath lo pui

Minnesota up bs three with 2:10 remaining Herrcn's

buskct tut il to 8S 84. and the Bulldogs got u thantt to

take the Itad when Uuincv Itwis mi--cd but frt-no

lurntd the ball I

I ewi- made two Iree throws with 48 sCcunds left, and
'pher- doted it out at the tree throw line after

Hernm loal COtStreJ i>l the ball while making a baseline

most
claik wi : 21 point- again-l 1 re-no Stat

tier this season, «ent 9 for-19 front the field and k -

lioin tht line In the MOOnd -cilii, Pele I i-ieks -vored 1}

point- lor Ptnn Slatt. making a pan ol late \ pointer- SO

-top Georgia rallies. I ie-hman lumaine lone- led the

Bulldog- with 21 point- and IS rebound-, and Michael

rwick had 12 aonna
I ratling 46-16, the Bulldog- picked up their defensive

I went on a 114 run to close to M> 4-1 But

! out Penn State with a Vpotnter with five

baseball
continued from page 14

went 2 lor 4 while -toiin

run.

I Ma-- padded their lead with

three additional run- in the sixth

and seventh inning- to secure the

win. Providence produced h>ui

more run-, but thes prosed not

enough
Th. Hie

plate a- tight balttt- failed lo

n lii-t \ncJ' ' Ciminiello led

the was with a ~i for I uuting

which included t team leading

two RBI Iht first Mike

OtCeaft, had iwo hiti

altempl- ssith one rill

Stott I iiedholrn w.,

walk- d{^\ toured two runt

Prowtdi

men Si v k Sknkanith and
|).md I oonfe cached pitched

inning -Hiking out out battel

each

cat game in whu
became the all link 1 M.

icadi-l mi caieel Int-

2 4 including >

run lor a current U

Ht Hit] . -i Bill K

ol 2l'*s Dagliei

RBI total ol I 4 i

ottered -i\ pitcher* lo due! wnh

•man

nnnui

II.

thing

the

Ma»*ash

p in 1

1

begin then

. travel 10 I -i

. Uiui stars here, he's been a gus who doe-

like ihai," Penn State coach lerrv Dunn said

. are plavc-rs who want 18 lake -hots during the

game He want- lo take a shot il the game is on the

farkanian takes Wallace to task on
u
60 Minutes"

Henderson

brain
|

Smith | Training wit

affords her the .

the game, and now i

I here and .i ( W "

tune her game lor ihe im

MW "lORK
| U>l M.kt\\allaet

it-poneleni M
Tarkanian's gue-i H the Ml scmifi-

nal-

The I rem had a pur

DOM m the ins ital ion He wanted lo

tell Wallace he didn l appreciate his

kindling e>l a stors on the team on "K>
Minute->" tarhti thi- month

"I ins ited sou here to tell pi

sour face that sou lied to us."

Tarkanian -aid Tuc-das nigh) at

Madison s^u.iu Garden lh« Doih
ited sesterdas

The eisach -.nd he had K
bs Wallace thai the -cgment would he

Ian

The piece detailed tl>f 1 1.

oil the court problem- including

drug related -u-pcn-ie>ns, assault

arrests and m of point shav-

ing

I arkaman Ic4d V\ alia-, t that hi* pre-

sentation was a rehash of old iv

"It was new to America." Wallace

replied, noting the segment had been

strong!) praised bs the press.

PLAY
BALL!

I Ol I l

I.I IN

(PORTS

fl l«l

M/M
-9J.IOI

MM
#»IIM»«I#»

RUSSELUs
LIQUORS

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-544

1

Featuring "JJujtJj $ UuJ IJjjJj/" 30-pk $ ll

Delivery Available • OPEN 9:00am to iioopm • VUa/Martarcard us Deposit

m*

DAILY COLLEGIAN

w*

Skate Night at

S^stv^

^tee
•fie***

sn 1M0 • DniK/ tfnaa 1f«7

Bring your
Rollerblades or
rent skates or
Rollerblades

HAMPSHIRE
MALL

**«
Tick

ets

Get your free Tickets at the Collegian

113 Campus Center Today, Friday and Monday only!!

Monday March 30th 7:30 -10 pm

-^ffTTWO TRAVELERS __
WHO JUST HAD A GOOD NIGHT'S SLEEP

SHE STAY!D AT A HOSTEL
and with the money she saved on her

accommodation, she hod breakfast at

a trendy cafe, toured the famous sights, sow

a band at a local club and still had enough

change left over to make

f% a phone coll home.

HOSTELLING
INTERNATIONAL

With a Hostelling International membership card you get access to affordable accommodation at

nearly 5,000 hostels in over 70 countries So if you re planning a trip, get the HI card and join

4 million members worldwide who save every time they travel For your HI card visit our website,

call us at 202-783-6161 or contact your local student travel specialist

Join on-line today: www.hiayh.org
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Collegian Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS AUTO FOR SALE

University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (411)545-1592

PEOPLE S MARKET
Where the food s treih

ot, and the music is |am

oor Student Union

APARTMENT FOR RENT

One Bedroom Breedywme
Apt all 549-1770

The Boulders Lease or sublet

e 1. 1998 .

1998 Large 2 bedroom, full bath

heal and not water included Bus
ghi outside door

Two Bedroom Boelder* Apt

e 1 Tv»o spacious

3 bedroom PutftM Available

S900month Cat) George

Oee bedroom aptrtmeat
'je WMtkaW now

Hyundai Excel ISM Standard

Towncar Must see $875 Call

665-7232

1990 Chevy Berotte Indy LTD
Mmt condition Call 546-2262
IQiieju)

For Sale- 19M Buick Century
New transmissron/tires $700 or

8 665 3718

M Pontiac Sunbird 124k njuj

well No rust 259-1915

1991 Subare Judy 5 speed
MPG Runs great $1200

5334067

EMPLOYMENT
SUMMER JOBS OUTSIDE
Looking tor painters and foreman

for summer m Amherst area Pay

$6 50-$9 00/hr 35-50 hrs/wt Call

Eric at 546-4327

Cars Cash paid

everyday 1-800-6*9-4795

COMPUTERS

leasee Computer IBM Fu|itsu

Daewoo. 1 33 'be1*.'"' starting

$1275. .". ROM 16 MB 1 3GB
Celer Sceaaer

H2! Okideta OL
1200/PS 600dpi 12ppm H/duty

later Printer tor PC M-

| 1
1- 'i' r ' , , ( a ' >)

r

CimaeSir ft Ink Jet Printer CO-

ROM 14 4 modem 16MB
256»Cache Great deal $200 548

Susssser 1988 sublet option Two 6961
'

3a two bus Mscintosk Color Stylewriter
- ISM Printe*. Keyboard Mouse.

CO Onve SCSI

Beautiful 3 Biereem Hardwood .mem is in excellent condi

herst lion All for $300 or B/0 5495514
CHEAP' CHEAP' lor VGA
Monitor $55 laptop Notebook

Haabersi Center | and 3 bed $99 486 Computer System $295
•**' neanmeai "^j< baas *jfj • JI5M-8857

hard Drive 4 Sole 1 26 gig

iDt'AT Manor $100 « 5*6-6159

EMPLOYMENT
3 bedroom condos
hardwood floors, heated bass Summer la Weltleet Seed

7 mrie lo campus on bus ale Free

room exchange for child care

April 8*i tor June are) Soctarnbar Requires taking 11 year ok) boy to

wnts S13S0 sees uMrt«s 253 beach Good swimmer Outdoor

5 days Nights tree

..ew Call Katie 1508)3*9

9054 (50BD49 3411

AT&T Author lied

Agent needs'20 students now' No
etpenence. will train $100
$300/week Part/Full Time
(8001592-2121 « 123

JCC Camp Kingwood
A coed overnight camp in

Bndgton Mama Summer
Positions- Supervisory: Unit

Head Arts & Crafts Director

Waterfront Director Athletics

Director. Camping Director. Drama
Director Office Manager
Couaselors with Specialties
ia: Aquatics. Archery, Athletics.

Boating. Camping. Ceramics.Gymnastics.
Photography/Yearbook. Radio
Ropes. Sailing Tennis Other
Secretary 1st Cook For ieiorma
fJaa, call Wayne Goldstein or Ava
Goldman. 617-244-5124

COUNSELORS TOP BOYS
SPORTS CAMP IN MAINE'
Exciting, tun summer' mstru

coach or assist Ofeemsss in All

land Sports. All Water Sports

PLUS Camping/Hiking
Ropes'Climbmg Wall. SCUBA
Archery. Rillerv Martial Arts

RN s. Secretaries Top S .

Awesome Facilities Rm/BdAndry.
.. CALL the (HOI NUMBER

NOW 1800147] 6104 or E MAIL
cobbachietaaol com or write

Steve Rubin CAMP COB
BOSSES. 19 Silvermme Or

South Salem. NY 18888

Summer Jab Opportunities
Groan Mountain camp a a small

residential summer camp for gets

JonHd in Dummorston Vermont

We are looking for counselors

cooks and a Water Safety

instructor Applicants must be
energetic and love working with

children Send resumes Green
Mountain Camp R01 Boi 237

Brattieboro VT 05301 or

anptOsover not

EMPLOYMENT
Reliable Reps Needed Post fly

ers on campus e fee &
commissions later Must attend

Summer. Fall-Spring Terms E-

mail infoOoptimigration com or

Fax (604)693 8522

Driven Wanted- Csntone s

Piua Hiring Part Time and Full

Time Reliable car a must 256-

6100 after 3pm or apply at 481

West Street (across from South

Amherst Dairy Mart)

Mayflower Gerdeas
Landscapiag Needed people

with an eye on a future in the

green industry Bourne. MA 508

563 9575

Club Med ft Cruise Ships N

Hiring Free details 1800 435

4247

Ad Raps aaadad lor amherston

line com We need motivated.

articulate, internet I iterate people

Call 253 9000 for details

Cruise Ship ft land Tour Jobs-

Excellent benefits World Travel

Ask us how 1 517 324 3090 ext

C5O013

SUMMER WORK IN WEIFLEET
ON CAPE COO: General 'estau

rant work including cashiering and

service $8/hour and meals plus

$100 per week bonus tor each
weak worked if you stay through

August 24. 1998 Call or write Bill

Millett P0 Box 321. South
Weltleet. MA 02663 15081349

2265 email
wmihettOi.auw.ud net

Fall 1998 Internships with the

Student legal Services Office, gat

hands on experience m the legal

field— work directly with attor

nays and clients Earn up to 15

undergraduate credits No eaperi

once m the legal profession neces

sary— training provided

Application deadline is April 17.

1998 Contact The Student legal

Services Office today 545 1995

922 Campus Center

Female PCA Went.
only Call Barbara at 256 6721

EMPLOYMENT
Town Of Amherst Leisure
Services Summer Employment
Opportunities: CAMP Summer
Camp Counselors. Directors (Teen

Camp), Special Needs Counselors

Art Director POOL STAFF
Managers Instructors. Lifeguards.

Cashiers. Wading Pool Attendant.

Pool Maintenance Supervisor
SPORTS Adult Tennis Instructor

and Field Maintenance Worker
EVENTS Hot Summer Nights
Volunteers OFFICE Clerical

Competitive Hourly Wages
Applications available through
Amherst Leisure Services Office hi

the Bangs Center or at the Town's
Human Resources Office. Town
Hall m Amherst Amherst is an
E E /A A Employer Deadline for

applications is March 31 . 1998

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOY
ME NT fishing industry Excellent
earnings and benefits potential

All major employers Ask us how'

51? 324-31 15 ext A50011

CRUISE ft LAND TOURS- Earn

up to S2.000/'month Free world

travel (Caribbean Alaska. Europe,

etc )' Free room/board *

ring (9191933 1939 EitCl50

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT- Earn

up to $3. 000/ month in fisheries

parks resorts Autjre 1

Food/lodging 1 Our service recom-

mended Dy US News & World
Reports (9191933-1939 Ext AI50

Earn extra cash mailing our cir

culars from home m your spare

time No experience necessary

Free information 1888 892 2781

National Park Employment
Parks forest-

Ask us how' 517 32*3109 Ext

N5O013

FOR RENT

SUMMER RENTALS
CAPE COD GROUP Summer
Rentals- Some waterfront
houses, some with swimming
pools Falmouth aree Diamond
Real Estate 1501)477 1988

FOR SALE

Brand New Snowboard One of

a kind Plus 2 passes to Mt
Snow Best Offer Call 253-6467

Hardly Used Japanese Tapes
and a book 585 0713

HOUSE FOR RENT

Amherst- 5 bedroom
$1495, month Available June 1st

5488166

INSTRUCTION

Boxing and Kick Boxing
Lessons M SprmgMd Call 1-800

500 3299

University Bartending Course
50% Si.

Certification Available Spring

Sessions This Semester .

1 MM U CAN MIX

ROOMMATE WANTED
Clean, tun. laid-back girt want

ed b) share a 2 bedroom apart

ment 1 minute from town

Apartment is renovated & fully fur

inshed On-site laundry, workout

room 2nd floor m house 548-7078

Claan, older or mature female

who likes quiet To share two bed-

room apartment washer and
.mished living room area

Summer/Fall Please contact Tina

6653491

SERVICES

Legal Questions? The Student

legal assistance to fee-paying stu

I us at 922 Campus

Cenler

MISCELLANEOUS

Have Fun- Raising Funds I

your Clubs. Teams. & Groups Earn

up to $500 or more' Put our 25
years of fundraising exp to work

for you Call Now tor details on
FREE CD of your choice 1 800
592 2121 « 123

EARN
$750 S15O0VWf Ek

needs by sponsoring i VISA
Fundraiser M your campus No
investment & .

ed There s no obligation so why
not caff for informai-on today Call

1 800 323 8454 x 95

PERSONALS

Oayna

•M>- ssiS]

Big Sister

ROOM FOR RENT

1 bedroom in 3 rjnj apt

June 1st Fits i

female Mam St Above Bruno s on

bus route CHEAP' Call 253 3802

Dissertations edited and pre

pared by PI

' 6653718

Pregnant' Need help 1

' nt Arnhei

testing and assistance 5491906

STEREO A CO EQUIP

Panasonic Mini Stereo
Retro S 'Vood Cabinet

Speakers G
Paid $375 m November Very good

• i 586

1572

TO SUBLET

Unique Puftton Apartment
Hi^st see Av t it'V t. ' i

4-

North Amherst One bedroom

ad. a, atajbhi 5 -i 5*9
*'

fi -t

One bedroom ia 1 bedroom at

C'nftside $280 month all inclusive

CaJ faj BaMkBaMn

TRAVEL

FlY CHEAP 1

TRAVEL
SPRING BREAK 98

Free fc ^s 1 Cancun,

Bahamas. Jamaica and Florida

from $399 Organize a small group

and travel FREE' Highest commis

sions and lowest prices Call Su't

& Sun Tours to become a campus

representative (800)57* 7577

WANTED

Need 5* Bedrooms Will Take

Over Lease Call 6-7127

WANTED TO RENT

$100 Reward
Looking to root a house to acco

modate 5 plus students starting

Summer/Fall II you give us the

contact lo the house that we rant.

jive you the reward Call

Steve at 546 7461

WANTED TO SUBLET

Wanted to sublet May 1 Aug 31

I bohx ' bpaYtsaajiit n yj'et

location No interior stairs

Playground area preferred Also

May i Aug 31. i bedroom Call

Gail between 8 and 5 665-8551

Think

Spring!

Think

The

Classifieds

t

Personals Policy Rates NEW Standard Headings

»MRP*VJ i

BJBJBj
I

<

:» bjbj

Bg] the- «*

.» ..-• •

"8ll8Jftfll <8>l" i. Mattftxt •.,

k UftTjJkW *Rr In*
*H>art «-**•>*% BR* fsfhf St> RM

~"\dh1 rt*a« «fcsr» *txst "ve* Jhr ( .*/*r#s*r« » s»*v»

<»* lha?

-****+**** gfriHWl

Students

20C per word/day

All others

40C per word/day

$2.00
min. day

NO REFUNDS
Plow »»* rk-,i«l» and

legittK VVrarrnol'' SSMR N

bSSO iHrgitofr ttanriv

Acnvims

auto ron saii
AUTO PARTS
cmiocAnt

HCAITM • MAUTV
houscs ron mmt
Mouses ron saii

COMTUTfaS
IMMOYMCNT
EMTfRTAINMENT
ron saie

INSTnUCTTOW
lost a rouwo
o*»» >*m,

MUSICIANS
MISCCLLANCOUS

MOTOnCVCLIS

MOCS WAMTEO
noow ron ncNT
nooM WANVCO
MOOaSMATS
srnvicis
sponTS
stssso a co sous*

TUTOn WAMTtO
WANTIO TO nSNT
WANTED OCNCnAl
womo weoe wt s
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nullity — The
i n Red lrns> will

huld ;i hlood drive from
10 JO am. 4 SO p.m. in

lhc Campus Center, roosi
I] I *W 4'

n appointment. Walk
i n > .i r e w e I c m e

.

/

»

oh — Nanc)
han. editor ol Lesbian

Breaking the Silence

will discuss her new hunk
Hmuir Lesbians
hi their Outing

I
. .it 1 2:30 p.m in

the Camptll Center, room
I he c\ enl ia I ree and

5 1 cha I f bcccb si b le

.

Stonewall
• e r

.

\'< r e n d a &
Hanson of Camp

Si^iei Spirit will speak on

their experiences with
homophobic siege again>t

their retreat site in t h

e

deep South at 4 p.m. in the

CasaptJS Center, room 803
•sponsored h> the Stonewall

C enter.

Meeting — The Peace
Corps representative for

I \1a -s and the live College

area will present general
information on the Peace
Corps and how to become a

volunteer from 7-8 p.m. in

lhc Campus Center, room
90S 909. Ml students from
an\ major are encouraged
to attend. Hor those unable

to attend or interested in

more information, call the

Campus Peace Corps office

at 545-2105 or visit Room
I 12 Stockbridge Mall dur-

ing office hours (Monday.
Tuesday & Thursday. 1-5

p.m.).

efeefiltf — The Ballroom
Dance Club will meet in

Tottnan 101 from 5:30-7
p.m. Tango and Rumba will

be taught. No experience or

partner is necessary New
members welcome.
Office hours — Health

Reach International invites

the UMass community to its

office hours A team mem-
ber will be available today

from 5-7 p.m. in the

Co mm unity Center (Apt.
4 11) ol Lincoln
Apartments. Stop h\ or ^.ill

577-5185.
/ tCture — Serge Lang, a

professor from Yale, will

be giving a lecture entitled

II l\ an J Aids: Have U f

Heat Mislead'' \ Challenge
to the Orthodoxy. " The lec-

ture is part of the mathe
matics and statistics

evening colloquium.

SATURDAY. MAR. 27

medy - mission
l\ll'RC)\ able will be per-

forming their weekly come-
dv improv show at 8 p.m
in room 163 in the Campus
Center The show is | r e

8

and open to ev ervone.

NOTICES

Commencement hou sing
— A limited number ol resi-

dence hall rooms will be

available lor the relatives

and friends of graduating
UMass students for the

night of Saturday. May -?">

c o m 111 e n c e m e n i housing
application- are available at

the Universit) Conference
Set vices Oil ice. Campus
Center, room 918. To guar

an tee a reservation, com-
pleted forms must be

returned bj M.iv 8

Community - Conic join

all the fun bv signing up lo

show an animal for the b3rd
Annual Livestock Classic

The Cla-sic will be held on
I r i d a v evening. April 24
and Saturdav \pril 25
Contact Brian Ol Howard at

25b tU)22 to sign up Ol foi

more information.

Employment - I Mast I sfa

School has openings in the

Reggio inspired pre school

program for fall semester.

Foi more informal ion. call

lennilcr Ryan at 545 5 144.

Employment— The L'Mass

C RC is hiring work study

oil ice Staff and web pub-
lishers. Applications are

available in the C RC office.

322 Student Union or leave

a voice mail at 545-1 I 22.

Volunteerism— Any ques

lions. contact Mike
\\ hitman at 54 5 5pfM). The

fYH jtp putott icrvice announcement* printed

<t4ity To tubmtt tn FYt. pMm vend » pmi
release containing, all pertinent information,

mckxSnq trie name and phone number of the

contact pervon to the Collegian, c'o the
Managing, EdRor by noon the previous day

Amherst Salvation Army
need- v o I u n t e e r s any day
and an v time. Call

255 4747 for more informa-

tion.

Volunteerism— The Crisis

Center, a Massachusetts
Suicide Prevention Hotline
is currently seeking volun-
teers and interns Lor more
information, contact C>ina

Grampetro at

|c>7xi f< 4c,_5e)yo ext. 201.

\oting — Absentee ballots

for the April 7 Annual
Town Election are now
available in the Town
Clerk's Office , Monday -

I ridaj from 8 a.m. - 450
p.m. The deadline to apply
for an absentee ballot is

noon on Monday. April 6.

/ \ a HSCN
Bulletin Board

3 CBS/3 Hartford

<a CBS/4 Boston

B ABC/5 Boston

B PBS/57 Springfield

1 HSCN Movie Ch.

B UPN/20 Hartford

B Weather Channel

ia NBC/30
New Britain

u Fox/61 Hartford

IS PBS/24 Hartford

13 WOCH & HSCN

ia International

IB UMass Academic TV

17 HSCN Programming

IB TV-19

ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

CNN

a CNN SI

Headline News

B UCTV

1 TBS

BET

B TV Land

Univision

31 Comedy Central

38 Cartoon

Much Music

THURSDAY EVENING C- Campus MARCH 26, 1998
C 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30

Wait lor God
11:00 I 11:30

WEDH © u Wishbone it Busmess Rpl Newshour With Jim Lehrer 2 Northern Railroads Vermont Mystery! "Inspector Morse" X Keeping Up Vicar of Dibiey This Old Hse.

WFSB o 3 News J! CBS News Inside Edition Real TV X Promised Land (In Siereo) X Diagnosis Murder (In Stereo) 48 Hours Weather Bealen' News: Late Show X
WBZ o 4 News CBS News Extra Z Enl Tonight Promised Land (In Siereo) X Diagnosis Murder (In Siereo) 48 Hours Weather Beaten X News Late Show X
WCVB a i News it ABC News Inside Edition Chronicle X Prey Collaboration" (In SlereoJ "Crimes ot Passion: Nobody Lives forever" (1997) Greg Evigsn. News X |Nightline X
WLVI o Full House « BoyWortd Fresh Prince Fresh Prince ** '"Captain Ron "(1992, Cornedi) Kurt Russell. Martm Short. News Star Trek: Next Gener.

WHDH « News NBC News Wheel-Fortune Jeopardy! R! Friends X |Just Shoot Me Seinfeld (R) X {Caroline ER "Faith" (R) (In Siereo) X News Ijonigfrt Show
WTXX • Cheers I Mad Abo You Judge Judy X Judge Judy X Honey, 1 Shrunk the Kids X Fsme LA. (R) (In Siereo) X News [Grace Under Vibe

WVIT to News NBC News Ent Tonight Hard Copy Friends X |Just Shoot Me Seinfeld (R) X jCaroline ER Faith" (R) (In Siereo) X News Tonight Show
WTIC « 11 Home Imp. Simpsons X Semleld I Frasier R When Disaster Strikes iRi u New York Undercover $ News Simpsons X Deep Space 9

WWLP o 22 News !! NBC News Wheel-Fortune ; Jeopardy! X Friends it Just Shoot Me Seinfeld ^R i
a JCaroline ER "Faith" (R) (In Stereoj X News I Tonight Show

WGBY U) « Creatures Business Rpl Newshour With Jim Lehrer X This Old Hse Drs on Call Dsngerf'ield Dangerfietd "Perfect Witness Charlie Rose (In Siereo) 1

WGGB £ 20 News I ABC News Seinfeld X Frasier li Prey "Collaboration' (In Siereo) "Cnmes ot Passion: Nobody Lives Forever" (1997) Greg Evigsn. News "
Nightline X

WSBK <D Mad Abo. You Med Abo. You

Family Matters

Seinfeld X
Andy Griffith

Frasier I! *» 'A Show ot Force" (1990, Suspense) Amy Irving. News [Cheers E M'A'S^H X Real TV X
WTBS © Family Matters Andy Grilfith Thunder 1 ** "Police Academyj. Back in Trail 1986. Corneovi

AAE Northern Exposure 1 Law A Order J>,
Biography "Ava Gardner" (R) New Explorers (R) Unexplained "Noah's Flood" (R) Law a Order "Wage

CNN £t) 23 Worldview « Moneyline it Crossfire World Today 1 Larry King Live X World Today X Sports lllus ^Moneyline X
COM CB 30 Comedy Neli Makp Laugh Daily Show Rj Stein's Money *** "9lo5"(1980,Comedy)JaneFonda,l Comedy Net 1

| Make-Laugh Daily Show 'Steins Money
DISC

ESPN
Winjs Doomsday Mission' (R) Gimme SheHer (R) Wild Discovery: Hammerhead |Strange-True Movie Magic Wings "Fireslorm in Dresden" Justice Files "Vmilanles" If

Up Close Sportscenter IColleae Basketball: NIT Championship • Teams TBA College Basketball Slam Dunk i 3-F imt Championships (Live) Sportscenter

LIFE Cb Supermarket Debt Intimate Portrai 1

ve"( 1985, Music

Unsolved Mysteries (In Siereo) \"A Perfect Stranger" (1994, Drama) Robert Unch, Stacy Hsiduk. New Attitudes Golden Girls

MTV OJ MTV Live (In Siereo) ** "Krush Groo ill Blair Underwood, Joseph Simmons (In Stereo) Rockumentary^ NBA Rookie Loveline (In Siereo)

NICK W Figure It Out Tiny Toon Oouq 1 ]RugratsX Secret of Alex [Bewitched Wonder Years |Wonder Years Happy Days I Love Lucy X M.T. Moore Tan |

SCIFI © Quantum Leap 'In Stereo) V. Seaquest DSV "Whale Song" X Siqhtings (R) (In Stereo) X Forever Knight "Dark Knight" Robocop: The Series X Seaquest DSV Whale Sori 1
TLC Q> 21 Renovation (Renovation Home Again

J
Home Again Medical Detect |Wfthout Warn. Warriors! Last Battle Deep Oceans "Ocean Voyages" Medical Detect Iwithout Warn

TNT © Lois i Clark Superman Babylon 5 "Ship ol Tears" X
Highlander: The Series X

t*Vi "The DmwnmgPool" (1975, Mystery) Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward. |*** "Ulap Snot" (1 977, ComedV lulNewman
USA m Baywatch Nightmare Bay' H talker, Texas Ranger X |***'i "Fw/doy Dreams" (1989. Fantasy) Kevin Costner. X Silk Stalkings

" S S "(Rnr;

HBO ii< (5:00) "Mission: Impossible'^ Cinderella Season' The Lady Vols Fight Back
|
"Higfi Voltage' (1998) Antonio Sabalo Jr.. 'NR X Tribute to Monty Python ***'! "4 Little Girts" (19971 Bl

MAX m * "fload Gam«s"(l98l. Suspense) Stacy Keach PG' #* "Silver Bullet" (1985, Horror) Gary Busey, Corey Haim. 'R' X *Vi "Diabolique "(1996, Suspense) Sharon Stone. 'F

SHOW * "Weekend at Bertie's «"|1993| 'PG' 1 ]My Giant »«'i
,

Xmgpin"(1996, Comedy) Woody Harrelson. PG- 1 3'

X

* "Poison Ivy: The New Seduction" (1997) "R" X | Stargate SG-1

'
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Robotman By Jim Meddick

ProbbU By Kevin Fagan DHbert By Scott Adams

UOME^Dt'fCKI'M isAjPPS

lOTMttSfJOOUTTO
Du>STJ£JZ,rXnu)tr\lttD

TOOtT AArVUvtC)T4'

iPlfJfcDONTOtTTMERt
r^AKLH IT UJHX fit

CBOuJDto»jv,Du;tU.
WUk. rX IONO U)f»iT ( .

\f\ TMl. RAG f^vAK

LOSEH

.

V

BDOotT CUTS HAVE HIT
OUR PROTECT hard
ffA FORCEO ""D CitG FOR
«.C500«CES.

V

SPARE
SOr-ut

PENCIL
SHAVINOi

EsCtUENT!
WE NUKE
COFFEE our
OF THAT

I
° t*"

Thal<h By Jeff Shesol

1M.
ALL RKHT,
e**^ »Hicx

ITTOMC
GiMMC TV?
POLL NUMBt««.

vow-Re

HMiaiNG
in vmuz,
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Pox Troff By Bill Amend
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OH MY FAff

Non Sequitor By Wiley Proboscis, ate. By Brendan

Kampws Kids By Adam Souliere

TrteRE<5 NoTwNG To DO
i

,&£ ON uJCEHtTvjDS^

EX^-PT 0WNK'
^rWE - DKIKKjPASSouT,

r^o rr rxu, o-.fR asain

1 m GeTNG ft

^ou gaav<r*G?
j

Svon By Stephen Higgins

ftm f*'ff* f&rmn ft*'*** J

Horoscopej
ARIES (March 21 - April 19) —

You mav have to tend 10 certain

things v*ith nunc jttcntion ihjn

uvual todav Sonic i»^uc- won't £o

away simplv bcCMfkN von .a knowl-

edge them

TAURUS (April 2»-Ma> 20) — It

in important that fOM irv to >;et to the

K>ttom ol a partkulMtj sudden and

unexpected pergonal situation HKlav

Do not wait'

GEMINI (May 2l-|unc 20) —
Your ahilitv lo see thtng> for what

thev are i* MM SO MTM \ou and oth

ers quite well today Do not neglect

to ask for fair compensation

CANCER (|une 2l-|ul> 22) —
Do not let the little thing- -lip

through your finger- lodav. It i*

important that vou tie up today's

endeavors in a neat and tidv ta-hion.

LEO (|uly 25-Aug. 22) —
Someone nun be counting on vou SO

come through in a wav that ha- noi

been discussed. Wait until vou have

been given evplicii inatructkm.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) —
Others mav he looking JOUt way

today 10 see what JTOM are up to.

Indeed. u»u're onto -omething that

may prove unexpectedly luvralive in

the future

LIBRA (Sept. 25-Ocl 22) — \

current project itiav icquirc a little

mere poli-h before il i- readv lo be

-hared with tho»e in authority

Superior- want the finished item

SCORPIO (Oct. 25-Nov. 21) —
Viu mav have to -truggle through
-omcihing thai i- u-uallv a rc>uttne

dut\ lot you h>dav. your mind will

be on more pressing i--u.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec

21 ) — Nou are going to have to lol

low in-tructions to the letter today if

you wish to impress those who are in

charge I\> not try to be -ute'

CAPRICORN (Dec TT fsTfl 19)

— A mistake made some tiin

mav f>e catching up with you at last

atler vou'ye Uirgotten all aK'ut it'

lodav a -olulion -hould be ea-v SO

find

AQUARIUS (|an 20 -Feb 18) —
Take care you're not being - forth

right and open with those around
you that you end up burning MM
biidge- in the name ol honc-tv

PISCES (Feb I9-March 20) —
Someone ha- put you under a great

deal of pre--ure lately, and the

expect.it ion i- that vou will be able

lo come through with flying colors.

Closo to Homo By John McPherson

Quote c>F the JjD>*»y

6 £ My brother says you're a

freak, and you have no yy
allowance. -Overheard at the Greenfield

Middle School Science Fair

J *s\l\|6'- *
«^5f*^f,

CfeSti

*4iV ••'

/ /saw ,in. . •mirmKtxw nm

Management's latest attempt to keep

employees from nodding off after lunch.

ACROSS
1 Arch or

5 Foor.h planf
9 Lkisoph'Stca^ed

1 4 tye amorocttiv

15 Type) OlC*ani
16 Uv»i.i.*n<1

17 Typo ol yeai

1 6 Srnrjer Tumer
19 Jot (down)

2C ColHp««, <n a
way

22 Aaron Hurl was
triod lot t

24 O&jacts ot

devotion

26 Anei«rrt

27 Gcunnng covic*

X Oor>of lhc-

crowd
35 Award
36 Body of water

37 Positive

38 Yaln grad

3S New Vo*. City,£
-

Industry

A?. Diemond —
43 Busy ones
4b Animal Mdft

46 Gosling iiltle

48 Norwegian
explorer

noalrl

50 Uondes
51 Yo*. nCaUus
52 ColjmbiiR' port

54 HitrTimed, in »

way

M Cttrta n ay.' ol

'*eklc5Snej»,

bi: opeec
63 fierce
Bi h'oet Teardalo
Rfi Wir rnr fes'rvals

67 Pilaf Insjrodsonl

68 .
l>crve9

69 Yu»«or vcticICS

?0 Tjrt)l«rs' parts

71 Momp produU

DOWN
1 Jell O inaKer's

riBPd

t 8 shaped curvn
3 Norwr>rjian -nig

4 Cooy
5 Slogarvs

t> Hi&tonan
d.rant

/ Od tbo

maratlton
lain

9 Staircase parts

10 CrtakN
1

1

Sacred bird nt

fnvpt
12 Pf«sidenti»i

power
13 fcve's pardon
21 Grown up
23 Vatontlre's Day

pr"CH*rvl

25 Us ng legally

?.> Micrgscopir
annrval

28 Bra/ lian city

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVtD

a

rj i . A J 5 P b V ^L, 1 IV £

k ft i A M A R E K n A N
rVi r u AG I n 1 1 \V i NC
L N L

F

fl illi

T
u

n r A ClT DB '"1

wmo (oauuuuw
N T A i r. vW " 1

V r A l A 5 F D J u N

A s K

E
S A T E U R u s A N

E T H f 1) Q u M
l A 1 R (J L i p]p E R

K 1 A r A O L 1 N F Y 1-

IS A u T i) w H A N G E A u b

T T 1 H R F § T A C 1 rj

G r p [) i- A i P S -\ fl 1 V

ii'pw *i 199B UlltKir-. *i'd c vrvVlirfi

29 'G0O0-By«.
Pit*«re"

31 Similar

32 Measuring, cttcK

33 Rohano or

Of} Palma
34 Bar^s
36 SkywalKer of

"Sliit Wats
<S0 Actor Davir:

41 Ttic rnal —
44 Sojrded )>Ke a

horse
A I Hiifk<or (m

voice)

49 Force
bO Nighl notsfts

53 Throw ool
forcotjlly

54 Toddlers"
'vorit* yvords

55 Carry
56 Dol in the

occar
57 StistlprHs

'juarlers

59 otriciios'^e
to Hard candy
61 Facility

64 By tvnans of

Today's D.C. Menu
Cesff S4S-2e»#> (W i smfsmsmsmok

Frankli
~

i

in

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Vegan Falafel Sandwich w/ Sauce

Fiesta Rice and Cheese

DINNER
Breaded Chicken Tenders

Lemon Pepper Cod
American Grill Burger

Gnlled Cheese Sandwich

Worcester
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Vegetarian Egg Roll

Vegetable Fried Rice

Vegan Ravioli / Tomato Sauce

DINNER
Breaded Chicken Tenders

Lentil Chili

Payabilities

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Cha rbroiled Chicken Sandwich
Macaroni and Cheese

DINNER
Breaded Chicken Tenders

Baked Fish with Herb Stuffing

Berkshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Spaghetti/Meatballs, Tomato Sauce
Meatball Grinder

Spicy Black Bean Burger

DINNER
Breaded Chicken Tenders

Broccoli Stuffed Flounder

Lentil Chili

Pastabilities
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UM's Henderson pitches into national spotlight
ly Jormo Kansonen
Collegian Stan

Danielle Henderson i* not a monster

1 sen though the junior pitehei tot the Massachusetts

softball team has been alfcctionatels nicknamed
"Harr>.* alter the fictional Bigfoot esque character por-

trayed in the mosies, the r> foot 2 natise oi Comniack.
S N is not a menacing figuic oil the Raid

Rather than incessant riunn^ Hcndci*on i* more apt

to elevated whispering when she talkv and sou v^ ill not

find a shaggy coat on her utile-* -he i- pitching a dou-

bleheader somewhere in the upper >, ukoii We all unm
tentionally break thing* MM and then, but unlike the

fictional character, the demolition ol lurniturc when it

concern- the real-life Harry ot the I ong Island^————^———^—^^^ Headertom li

All-Even thing t tollman -ea-on (Conference,
Tournament, New England and Soilhca-t selection!

lliat -aw MM -elected M the V 10 Kookie ol the N c.u

Harry built oil that MCCOM to place hei-ell a- one ol tlie

top pitcher- in the nation

In onls hei -econd MMKM. Ilendei-oii -el 13 I Ma--

pitching records (including 'hi- -e.i-on. 16 records) and

currently hold-- ever) -ingle game mark in the book
Amongst tho-e rcoid* were Ml 61 - inning -hulout

-ticik. which included the A - 10 I ouinaineiit and the

Ni \ \ pin in -eiu- with Canisius. and her *>5 -Hike

out- winch -et both the t Mas- and \ 10 -ingle MMKM
NM

However, the performance that stood head and *houl-

ders above the re-t wa- during the NCAA Regional- at

lotnian Field laM Mas Mtei hei doinniai ion ol

Canisius in the pla\ in -eiie-. Hendei-on and her team
mate- laced oil with the nation's he-t which includ-

ed the likes ol then No I CofccMSO Mate-

Hue to their 2 H |OM tO ( s * the das beloie. the

Stinutewomen needed to win two games in the Sundas
I nuil again-t the highl) touted Ram -quad Hut in the

end. CSt coach Candi Lett* and hei *quad weie reroul-

ed tioin then alreadv ticketed trip to the WCWS
annuallv held in Oklahoma Cits back to I oil Cottint,

Colo
Heiidei-nii lacked up a 4 I iccord (0.40 I K \l with

S*> ItrikeOtttl OS) the weekend, while winning thiee

MMM that linal das to take the honoi ol Tournament
M\ I' I he dream like run to make the WCWS -till tun*

thiough her mind and in hei estimation the team can

make it back to Oklahoma Cits thi* MMM

"Nobody will ever

know what that felt like

except for our team. It's

something to make us

work harder this year.

and make it there

again,

"

— Danielle I lenderBOB on
the Women*. College World

Scries.

right out

That said.

Danielle
Henderson i- not

a monster — off

the field, that i-

On the field,

howeser. the

\tlantic 10

Pitcher ot the

Year, third team
Ail-American
and Women's
College WorldSeries
Ml Tournament
team -election i»

a monster in the Bela Lugost scin Ihi* season, the

iJes have alreadv begun to roll in lor Henderson.

and la-t week -he wa- named the National fastpitch

Coaches Association National Player ol the Wt
her showing at the lads Seminole Ins national in

Tallahassee. Fla

Her opponents in Tallahassee must have thought -he

was the reincarnation of the fictional character, as the

literal and figurative standout for the Mmutewomen
(11-10) posted a 5- 1 record with 75 *trikeout* in 44

innings of work All of that was done while also allow-

ing only 14 hit- ill singles) without giving up an

earned run along the was

And. by the wav. all live of those win- were *hutout*

Against all these personal accomplishment- coach

Elaine Sortino con-ider- Henderson the consummate
team plaver While Harrv might be con-idered a mon-

ster on the mound -he i- far trom that in even other

aspect in her life

'I'm glad she '< on our tide." Sortino said *|Thc

NFCA award was| a tremendous tribute to what -he did

against some more than formidable opponent- She* a

great kid. and her heart is as big as a Held.

"It * never been about her -ince the fir*t das Tse met

her II sou watch her in the dugout. «he* cheering

even bodv on at the plate. She's a great human being,

and you can t help but love to be around her
"

Henderson, this award was for just one reason,

and one reason onlv — doing her job. Ans other reason

would be stepping on her alreadv minutels -i/ed ego

"It wa* kind of weird. bceau*c I wa* |u*t out there

doing ms |ob." Hender-on -aid "Trie coach called and

told me. and I wa* iu*t like Oh. okas ' It's a big differ-

ence than the award- I se received at I Ma-- MsMMM ol

all the plaver* in the country sou're going up again-t
"

Top of the tops

Henderson's selection as the Ml \ \ational Plaser d
the Week i* onlv one part — granted a major one — of

a long li*t of achievement* the junior hurler has accom-

plished in the past two and a half years After an

I -till think about it all the time." Hender-on -aid

Noted) will ever know what that tell like except fa

our team It - something to make u- work harder this

sear and make it there again

-"Ihi* tune, she -aid. "maybe we can make it a little

ea-iel on oiii-else-

\i that nine Soil mo compared going to the College

World Serial M an cquisalent to "meeting Ood" for the

Softball plaser At thr- tune, the coach compared

Henderson's World SertM peiloimance. m which -he

pitched 14 I innings (0.91 IKAi M nine strikeouts

while holding national champion Arizona and No 4

I MMM State 10 combined 1 1*4 aserage. as an odyMay .

U inning the Regional wa- the -tull dream- are made

I looted at hei and it wa- like a Slo-

rshook I j-i scar wa- like a Walt Disney mosie, and

you look at^—^—•">——

—

Hans and it was

one ol l hose

rookie ol the

seal Stork

"That kid

stood oa that

mound | in

Oklah ., ( us
|

and she wasn't

in awe of it but

-he wa- thrilled

to be theie It

was one ol her

lifelong g>

"She's a wonderful

Sony television set with

a 12-inch sereen, and

she just needs some

fine tuning and adjust-

ing.
"

— Softball coach Elaine

lino on Danielle

I leikoVitrton.

Danielle Henderson may not be a monster off the field, but she is an intimating presence on it

Big dreams
Ml thi* *Ucce»* ha* placcc Henderson in the national

spotlight Along with one ol her teamm.

man kim Gumdgc Henderson ha- alreads begun to

make the next -tcp up the laddei Irom collegiate compe-

tition the national team la-t tail, both

Minutewomen w cd In I s V Sotthall M an elite

p. ml o| M athlete*, and trained with the be*t of the

nation * hc*t in San Diego over inter *e**ion

lu*i la*t week Henderson relumed to Call!

hei NKCCM at the I adv .Seminole Invitational and
d with the IS team Cold medali»t- I i»a

I ten Dot Kuhard-.-n and Michelle Smith were

there on the -ame soltball lield a* the osergrown kid

Irom A.mher»t wiih the mon-tcr - nickname.

I he feedback from ISA Softball concerning
Hender-on « future in the game *he lose* has been
nothing but po*itise. a* i« her outlook on her luture

It- a great atmo*phere |to train in |
." Heru).

-aid "lhc-i are the player* who I took up to and
admire and there I am Ml the same field Who |

mas be I can make ihe MOO Olympic team.

It - | goosj goal, and it* closer than I ever thought it

would be I se alwav* wanted to play in the Olympic*,

and now heie I am at their training camp. I feel amazed
and h. rs nine I go there

"

It sou want to get in line for the Danielle Henderson
fan dub. vou better take a place behind Sortino. Harry's

No I Ian Sortino has seen Hender-on « progression

Irom a thrower to a pitcher in het tint two years at

I Mas* and now the dream of being part of the 2iH>0

Olympics it tustralia iwav

OH the field or oil the held whether -he i* realls a

no) Hender-on i- -till the living and
me ol living out u dream lor Sortino

all base dream-, but -he has big dream*
."

Sottin HM ha- the work ethic and the abilits

and -he ha* the heart of a champion Right now. she's a

wondcrlul Sons teles i*ion -et with a ^2-inch <creen.

and -he iu*t need- MMM fine tuning and adjusting

"The thing that support- her i» the opportunits to

' HENDERSON page II

Women's lax drops first game
By Jomte Jo*

ColUgion Staff

The Massachusetts women

-

lacrosse team was upended ye-ter

day by a solid Yale 'quad, which

dealt the Minutewomen their lir-t

loss of the season. 1 3-t>.

Going into yesterday's conte-t

I Ma- i2 1 1. knew the t.>

defeating the No 14 ranked I If.

is -01 would be daunting, but the)

had high hopes. tho*e of which

re-ted upon shutting down Yulc-

-tar attack- Heather Bentles.

Ms --a Chen and Erin Porta

Although the Minutewomen
defense managed to limit the I li-'

leading goal scorer in Chen to one

goal. Bent ley *nuck in three, while

Porta contributed with two
.I--I-I- Both team- had DOOM into

se-terdas- MMM altei lacing Hols

Mtd l MOM knew that > ale-

had -cored li goals, posing a -en

ou- threat to their perfect record

with -ikIi ollen-ive capabilits

Turn to LACROSSE page 1
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junior tri-captain Melissa Anderson and the UMass women's lacrosse team fell to Yale yesterday, 1 3-6.

Baseball pummels Friars, 14-8

Dagliere all-time

UM hits leader
By Kathleen Ralls

Collegian Staff

Mtei breaking esen oser winter

break, the Ma--.Klui-etl- baseball

team regrouped lor the long haul ot

the rest of ihe -ea-on I heir lir-t -top

was on Tuc-dav sshen thes bla-ted

Ptosidence (15-7). 14-8 With the

victory, the Minuteinen improse their

record to 6-5. Sophomore lelt

handet liasi- \cr.icka wa- the win-

ning hurler. allowing )ust live hits in

-i\ innings ssith -esen -trikeout-.

improving to 2 0. lunior righthander

Ryan Cameronm the doaa with

one lull inning ol ssork. The Kriar-

Rob Coii.iio MM 00 the lo-ing end.

going 4.1 inning- md allowing -even

I run- Hi- record fell to I- ?

Oil the seai

Neither team -eemed 10 find their

sens around the plate as thes ssent

scorelcM through two innings. Both

teams broke their spell with two runs

apiece m the third inning. UMass also

tallied ,i run ill the third to take the

lead while holding Providence M0n>
le--

Mlei foot imingS, the Minuteinen

exploded on the I rkn foi eik-ht runs.

ShortMop BryMi Mazadcrro tipped

tiff with I triple and tallied the first

run ol the inning alter Dagliere

reached on an error credited to the

right fielder. He drove in I

game high lour run- Ma//alerro

would return for a second helping in

the fifth and connect for the first

Ma-sacliu-ctts grand slam of this Ml
son. Dagliere also -macked I home
run.

UMass racked up 14 hits on the

afternoon. All bul one -taller had a

hit for the Minuteinen I eftlielder

Stevt A-adoorian ssent > lor 5 with

two RBI while Shaun Skeffington

went 2-for-4 with I double and a

triple. Third baseman Seth Kaplan

Turn to BASEBALL, page 1
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"They know
where ifs at"

The All Saints

debut album high-

lights the latest

installment ot

Trax Check out
our reviews (see
Arts b Living,

page S)

No rest for

the weary

Doug Claik and
the L Mass base-

ball team will

a Salle in a

three-game
*wing thi- week
end i

-
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WORLD

Marcos admits to

hiding $800 million

MANILA. Philippines (AP) ImetdA

Marcos claimed yesterday to have
more than MOO mdlton stashed away
in foreign bank*, all of which she

promised to give to poor Filipinos it

she is elected president

"If you know how rich you are,

you are not rich," the widow ot chela-

te FeroVvand Maxos said "But me, I

am not aware ot the entent ot my
nvearth That's how rich we are

"

it is the first time Mrs Marcos has

pubiiciy admitted her family has

more wealth than that discovered by
the government since Marcos was

ousted m a popular revolt in 1 986
Marcos died 1989, accused ot

plundering about JI0 billion from
the national treasury during his 20
year rule He never admitted any
wrongdoing

Mrs Marcos said the S800 million

does not include SS40 million the

government has discovered her hus-

band had in various accounts in two
Swiss banks

"There is more Marcos wealth that

this government is not yet aware ot,

but tor the time being. I can admit

that there is only MOO million kept m
various international banks, but I can-

not reveal them," Mrs Marcos told a

press forum in Manila

NATION

Navy ordered to

reinstate officer

WASHINGTON (AP) — A federal

tudge told the Navy yesterday to

comply with his order reinstating a

thief petty officer who successfully

fought dismissal from the military

over allegations of homosexuality

U S District Court ludge Stanley

Sporkin said the Navy should return

Timothy R McVeigh to his old sta-

tus as the top enlisted man on a

nuclear attack submarine rather

than give him only clerical robs

Setting a |une 1 hearing, Sporkin

gave the Navy two months to com-
ply with his (anuary order in the case

in which he said the Navy wrongly

enforced the Pentagon's "don't ask,

don't teir policy on gays in the mili-

tary

Christopher Wolf, McVeigh's
attorney, accused the Navy of

"dragging its feet" and purposely

keeping the decorated 1 7-year vet-

eran from returning to his former

duties that would let him advance

his career

"He used to be in the chief of

boat position," Wolf said after the

court hearing yesterday. In that job,

McVeigh managed the day-to-day

activities of a nuclear attack subma-

rine, the USS Chicago. "And now
he's stuck with clerical duties

."

justice Department attorney

David Class, representing the gov-

ernment, told the judge one chief

of boat position bad opened up
recently, but McVeigh wasn't

deemed the best candidate.

EXTENDED FORECAST

Today Tuesday Wednesday

9 V
High: 65 High: 76 High: 67

low: 46 low: 45 low: 41
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Brian Samela and the Massachusetts baseball team beat Providence
Tuesday, and will play Holy Cross in a makeup game today.
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Faculty Senate discusses

concerns about tenure
By Victoria Groves
CcJUgion StaH

The procedures *urn>utiiJiii|t the removal ol tenured

lacultv wa* ditClifMd scMcrdas altcrnuon at the

I nisciMis .1 Ma**achu*ett* lacults Senate meeting

A MBkM document has been ciiculatins! throughout

the LniseiMts coiuinunits sshich has not been

appioscd but ha* iai*ed coiKc-rn BsssOHJ prole**or* in

general.

There wa* a document circulated concerning leuios

ing lacults who hasc tenure It ssa* not an approved

procedure Ihe i^ue i* becoming generally known on

cainpu* it need* a re*olution that can be broadls

pted -aid 1,-eph Iji->.ii ..hair ol the Rule*

Conun
I here ha* been a MMM liled M bring the is*ue to

the bargaining table in the futuie

aie lulls av*are ol the pn-ccdure that has been

ciuulating and we have filed a rMJMWI to Kirgam with

the provost's office." *aid lennv Spencer president ol

!.i**achu*elt* Socictv -*ors.

addie**ed at the meeting vsa* the vearlv open

hou .use «ludent* to be held bv the

this Salutdas Sonic »ellu'

e\pre**ed concern lor the *tate ol rratemilv Kow alter a

s night

lernitvl Kow i- going to be an absolute pit

Saturdav morning Could some pressure be used M
call trat* and a*k them M pick up **> it do«-*ii t look

like a dump for students and their parent* '

Brian O'Connor. Faculty delegate to the Board of

I ruM

\ ice Chancellor lor Student Affairs Thomas Robin*on

also expressed concern and told the senate bodv that he

would be speaking with Michael Wiseman. Director ot

liieek Mlairs.

Senator lohn braces expressed concern about the

v \ll \nJ leather IsaluatioiH guide that may
,d on In the board of trustees in the future and

mas he included in bargaining negotiation*

Wl had a joint meeting with SGA and I

iLnaduate Student Senate! I thought we had an agree-

ment not to include it in the bargaining process... was
there *ome misunderstanding?" Braces said

C liaiKelKir David k Scott slated that he i* noi

ie-(* vshai end* up on the bargaining table

"I don't have one hundred percent control over what

end* up at the bargaining table." Scott said

"I do think that now it* gotten bevond this campus
There's a lot of pressure from *tudcnt* it mas onlv be-

ach icscd through bargaining." Spencer said

1 ta Wong. Student Cios eminent Association iSGA)
outgoing President gave a farewell address to tho-

.nd vailed upon past communications as building

block* lor luture *tudent and faculty relations

"I wanted to thank students for the opportumtv to

represent them at the faculty senate. Together we laid a

foundation let u* build on the communication build

this year." Wong said.

GEO agency fee debated
Gfc( I expects to ratify new contract despite agency fee controversy

By Jason Eisemon
/-ni.,, I,,, c*JI
c.oeefJiQn jmjn

The Graduate employee Organization tGEO) held a

contract ratification election yesterday and Wedrta

Irom 4 <4 p.m in the In Massachusetts Cape

God Lounge.

The rc*ult* will be announced today, and many
employee* expect the contract to be ratified though

some are voting against the ratification of the conn

C harfie Bam Aldrcd, a graduate Mudent in the School

of Management -ntraci sshich wa* agreed

upon between s I O and the I niver^ns ol \lj

administration earlier thi* month
"I don't believe graduate student* *hou)d be fired

becai. i injhilitv to pas an ae Ham
Aldrcd said He >.nJ becMM Gl iwi recognized

unnii emplovee* will be

in lieu ol union due* Bam Mdred i* up*ct hecau

member docs not pay hi* dues thev can be fired bs the

union

Mahmood Ketabchi <-.| O President, defend* the new

contract, saving 1.1 V dOM not want to lire cmpl.

but is legally within their nght if it come* down to that.

" \n agency fee is something that all public employee

union* hase | right to collect." Ketabchi said Hi

the ageiics tee bs las* i* a term of emplovment "We
don't intend to fire anvonc.'

ketabchi »aid there is a process GKO must go through

if a member does not pay their agency fee. and that ter

initiating that employee is a last resort

II <..K) rattde* the contract, it only rec|uires the

approval of I Mass President William Bulger Originally

it ssa* thought the UMass Board of Trustees would also

have to approve the contract, but GKO staff said a copy

of the contract was sent to Bulger, and only his approval

is required

Hi a food coin ra^t" *aid Dave Hammer a steward

for the labor Center and GFO staff member "I have no

real concerns that people vsill vote again*t it because

they have problem* with small pieces."

t 1. 1 o members said they also expect the con-

tract to be ratified

We do evpect it to be ratified." ketabchi said. "We're

quite sure people realize how much work has gone into

thi* contract we're quite sure it will be ratified."

Ihe negotiation* ol thi* contract have ended two

TumtoOfO page 3

lOKusuer

Taking time off the job?
Pat Mcrae, an employee for UMass, is given release time from work

to donate blood for the American Red Cross Mary Doyle, a registered

nurse, looks on

Lewinsky job transfer

focus for grand jury
By Lorry Mergesak
Assoc icissd Press

WASHIM.IUN Ihe White
House personnel chicl te*nfied before

a federal grand jury yesterday, signal-

ing a strong tocu* bs \S hilewatcr pro*

idmin

istration *obs— including her transfer

to ihe Peril..

Mar*ha Scott appeared for a *i

time in a week before the gTand

who have heard from a half do/en wit-

l who played role* in \l»

l.ewin*kv * White Housework prior to

her April l*»*>r> reassignment to the

Detensc Department

After \1* Svotl finished te*tilving.

the pre*idenl* chief ol Oval Office

operation* Nancs Hernreich. made

her third appearance at the court

hou*e Ml Hernreich see* virtually

eseisoiie who enter* the president'*

office Both women are expected to

return another day lor more testimony

The testimony ol witne*»e> familiar

with M* I ewin*ks * lole could be

valuable to prosecutor*, even if the

Matter* were unaware of a Clinton-

Lewinsky sexual relationship. They
might be able to *hed light on M*
I essiu*ks°* frequent appearances
around the Oval Office despite her

low level tasks — a possible factor in

her transfer

M* I c*sin*ks told a tnend that she

had a sexual affair with Clinton and he

asked her to lie about it. contradicting

• liWINSKY pogo 3

UM students visit Senegal in educational trip
By Jason Trenkle

Collegian Staff

i ourrui doi i atMHOom

UMass student Doug Elmendorf assists a Senegalese mother in drawing water from a well

In a nationwide etlort to addre**

the i>-ue ol poserts. Lniser*its ol

Massachusetts students lenniler

Oliser and Dougla* I Imendorf
returned Mondav Irom a nine day trip

to We*t Mr k.i

The trip was organized bs Oxlarn

America, an international non- gos-

ernment aid agency, as part of it*

Mtern.itise Spring Break program

Oliver and I Imendorl K>th mu*ic

majors, traveled with the Oxfam
group and I "i other college -tudent*

to the country of Senegal where thes

sritnetted 1 1 -t hand problem* ol

poverty and the *olutions being

implemented by lociil pes'ple.

Oliver and Klniendorl met KOTM
of strong. enlerpri*ing African* ssho

are working to improve their lise*

through forming non-profit and
non-government organization*, in

partnership with Oxfam. These
Africans are making change* in

ti> help provide the Scnegale*e

children with an opportunits to

receive an education

Oliver and Klmendorf said the real

problem of poverty in the African

community i* the result of a poorly

*upported educational *s*tem.

"The *tudent'* interest in learning

is not coupled with an adequate
learning environment or reading

materials, and Oxfam America and
other organization* are working to

change that." I Imendorf said.

Senegalese children start public

education at age 7. two year* later

Vmcrican children, but the pro

jcited numbers attending or enrolled

have dropped significantly

According to an Oxfam press

reJcBK, currently 44 million African

primarv *chool aged children do not

go to school

More and more children are need-

ed to work at home and do not have

the opportunity to get an education.

Turn to OXFAM. page 3

Stonewall Center holds

Brown Bag Lunch Series;

Manahan reflects on past
By Chaya Rodin

Collegion Correspondent

ON THE INTERNET

vrvyw.umass.edu/rso/colegian

\ mall, vet eiithu*iastic crowd
welcomed Nancy Manahan. author ol

On My Honor: lesbians Reflect on
Their Scouting Experience se*terday

during the weekly Brown Bag Lunch
Series sponsored by the Stonessall

Center.

Manahan's book is a compilation
of ^2 personal essays about lesbian*

personal experiences while involved

with the Girl Scouts and Girl Guides.

Girl Guides is an organization which
I* similar to the Girl Scouts

The idea for On My Honor.
according to Manahan, came Irom
personal experiences following her
participation in the Girl Scouts dm
ing her youth.

Manahan said inspiration for the

book came sshen talking to the

woman, who is now her partner, in

an "attempt to understand what it is

about Girl Scouts and lesbians."

She showed how the relationship

ol lesbians to Girl Scouts contains

both po*itive and negative aspects.

Manahan did this when she described

boss there are some Girl Scout troop

leaders who go out of their way to

end homophobia, but, "The (struc-

ture ol the organization! is really fun-

damentally conservative." Manahan

said She teels there is still homopho-

bia in the organization of the Girl

Scouts.

Manahan also discussed the differ-

ences between Boy Scouts and Girl

Scouts, and how she feels the two are

Turn to SCOUTS, page 2

Suspect admits to stealingguns
By David A. Lieb

Associated Press

LITTLE ROCK. Ark. — The grandfather ol the

II -year-old charged in a deadly school yard

ambush said Wednesday the boy admitted stealing

seven guns from him and pulling the fire alarm

that forced the victims into the line of fire.

His grandson did not confess to killing font

classmates and a teacher, however, saying he

couldn't recall what happened. Doug Golden told

The Associated Press on Wednesday.

"He told me he fired some shot*, said Golden,

who talked to his grandson. Andrew Golden, with

police in jail after Tuesday's shooting.

"He said he shot at a car on the parking lot but

I don't remember anything alter that."' said

Golden, the manager of a wildlife area.

A luvenile Court judge on Wednesday ordered

Andrew and his alleged accomplice. Mitchell

lohnson, 13, held until an April 2« hearing. The

two are charged with five count* of murder and 10

counts of battery. They did BOt enter I plea.

After he heard about the shooting* at Westsule

Middle School. Doug Golden drove irom hospital to

hospital fearing Andrew might be among the

wounded Instead, he was directed to the sheriff's

office.

"After we got out to the jail and found him. thev

brought the guns in and I recognized them." he

said.

Golden said the boy then admitted stealing three

titles, tour handguns and several boxes of ammuni-
tion from his house

His grandson had his own weapons. Golden said,

including a shotgun, two rifles, a crossbow and a

bow. but didn't know the combination to the steel

vault at his house where they were kept, so he and
Mitchell Iried breaking in.

"We were told the other boy brought a torch and
hammer and some other tools to try to break into

the gun vault and they couldn't do it." he said.

So the two broke into his house and took the

rifles from a gunrack and found pistols that were
hid "all over the house." Golden said.

The boys, ssho had skipped school Tuesday, also

took a white van from Mitchell's house and parked
it near the school. Golden said. Police said the

boss shot from a wooded hill at the rear of the

school.
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Ireland talks at Amherst College
By Louro tarcella

Cottsgiori Staff

Patricia Ireland, president of the

National Organization lot Women
l NOW I. gave a lecture \Vcdnc*dav

night at Amherst College'* lohnson

Chapel.

In Amherst to promote her new

hook. What W<m*n rVeWf, Ireland

spoke for about an hour and a half

before an audience of 75 people.

Ireland began the di*cu**ion by

recalling her own dav* in college,

and the events which sowed the

seeds of her activism. She recalled

"people were still arguing that

women didn't deserve equal pa\ lot

equal work."

Ireland related an event which

summarized the state ol women *

affairs when she was in cdhp
got married in college, and her

mother accompanied her to the doc

tor to receive birth control before

the wedding. The doctor, hownei

would not issue contraception

because she was still unwed He

msliuctcd hei to "come back after

the ceremony
However. Ireland considered her

most relevant evivueiwc" to he hei

Man working as a llighl attendant

t,.i c.m \m irtlaet she recalled

spc-ndmg seven BSjSjtj \e.ilking down
aisles taking people * garbage and

thanking them lor it |Back then)

we didn't even have the word*

al harassment.' I assumed it wa* the

price we had to pa> in the work

pla.

The discrepancies in men and

women '* job benefits inspired

Ireland to activism *tu stated.

Working as a llighl attendant at

PanAm, female emplovees did not

leccive benefits 10 covet their (ami-

I hi* angered Ireland, and she

vailed SOU lor wh
She staled that *hc got a ' *en*e ol

empowerment" alter lighting lor

women s benetit* Hv lighting toi

something I needed tor mv lamilv I

had won for other women's fami-

he-
"

Ironically. PanAm eventually went

Patricia Ireland, president of the National Orgam/atu

spoke at Amherst College Wednesday evening.

OUtCM/.

omen.

bankrupt, and Ireland w-itt on to

become president of the most pow-

erful national feminist organization

Ireland continued to reflect on the

|H>Miive changes ihe women's move-

ment ha- nude over the vears She

identified a national "backlash" to

feminism, as well as contusion about

"what sexual harassment is and

isn t
." especiallv now that there are

more women in positions of power

"Whenever women are in position tt

power, there i* resistance ' Ireland

said

Ireland tead an excel pi lioin hei

book about how women I sexuality is

u*ed againM them She stated that

there are "a niinoritv of men who
don't want to compete with women
on an equal basis." and the more

non traditional the job a woman has.

the more threatened *udi men teel

Ireland spoke a great deal about

-cxual harassment, and the ways it is

u*ed to "keep MM m thei: place
"

Sh, ke ol how harassers

I'tempt to "let women know that

they will alway* be reduced to a act

ol hods M
iibed the wavs in which

men attempt M degrade victims ol

ual harassment in court, "any

adult behavior can he used agam*i

women; drinking. MsMMJ
Ireland went vin to stale thai

pic attempt to |ustilv the harassment

in such cases b> saying a victim

isn't harassed. |because| she was

promiscuous."

Ireland also voiced hei opinions

on the Clinton sex scandal. She

staled het bcliel that many people

are letting Clinton oil the hook by

tailing him an "otherwise good

president." and bv dismissing the

many allegation* ol crude sexual

advances

Ireland stated that throughout

Clinton's presidency, he has led a

number of "bicakthroughs" tor

women, bul she implored her audi-

ence lo consider a question. "Is a real

man one who vcrballv or physically

attacks women? I don't think so
"

Ireland stated her belief that

some of Clinton's alleged sexual

advance* could be considered sex-

ual assault She continued "When

you sun talking about allegations.

we have 10 MJ that is not a

good president it* agatnM the

law. and it * |u*t unacceptable."

Towards the end of her lecture.

Ireland gave some inspirational

advice lo the audience She encour

•gcd women to make change* in

whatever ways they can. and thai

"there U a rose for every one of us

to plav I encourage you to help

continue this *trong movement..

* ill all be able to make a dif-

ence somewhere."

Campus Polite Log

TO LC
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Accident Leaving the Scene

March 24

A hit and run accident occurred

on lioveinois Drive Police located

the offending party who will be

cited

A two vehicle accident occurred

on Massachusetts Vvenue. Owner
of vehicle one quickly leh the scene.

The owner was later identified .is

having given the proper inlorina

tion. Nil citation wa* given

Accident — Propcriv Damage
Manh 23

A minor accident oceuired M
Hick* ttav

A parked vehicle wa* *nuck in

parking lot 44 on Sylvan Drive

A minor accident occulted on

Commonwealth MM
March 2-i

\ vehicle rolled oul ol il* parking

*pace. *triking another parked vehi-

cle on Sylvan Driu-

\ftiri7; J5

A parked vehicle was sliuck in

parking lot I 2 on loie*nv Way.

\ two vehicle accident occurred

on Inlirmaiv \\ uv No injuries were

leporteel

Annoving Behavior

Mawcf 25
Individuals reported luework*

being ignited from Dickinson
Residence Hall

B&E/Burglary
Manh .'5

A vehicle in parking lot 1 1 on

Stadium Drive was broken into

Motor Vehicle Theft

A/cin/l .'5

A vehicle reported stolen from

parking lot 32 on Massachusetts

Avenue was recovered in

Connecticut

Traffic Stop

March 23
Benjamin A. Scott, 21, of I

A

Dyson St.. Staten Island. NY, was

arrested on Stockbridge Road tor

operating a motor vehicle with a

suspended license and speeding.

Vandalism

Marc* 21

I gg* were reported being thrown

at two PVTA buses

\larch 24
Windows in Mary Lyon

Residence Hall were damaged from

BB gun pellets
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What do you think about the possibility

of the University alcohol policy being

extended off-campus?

Scouts
continued from poge 1

nrvected in any wa\

Bov Scout* Manahan said, have a

pohev which .iclivelv d;*ciiinmale*

agairisl gav*. while the C.irl Scout*

have a policy similar lo the \tiiiv *

"don l ask don't tell" polio. I hi*

poliev slate* the organization docs

not discriminate based on sexual ori-

entation, but thai no sexual orienia

non is usually advocated.

Audience member* engaged in di*

cussion with Manahan. following her

lecture lopie* included personal

expci lences w;lh the Girl Scouts and

Oirl Guides organization* including

King a scout leader, camp counselot

cm troop member Main women in

the audience described the dillei

ciice- tliev *aw between their experi

MM Oirl Scout troop* and at

summer camp
1 roop*." one woman at the le*

ture claimed, "often teed into the

e Doll Sviidrome '" meaning

women being laughi traditional

tc-nidle activities thai do no! challenge

ot intere*! them

Summer camp experiences were

Ivd in a more positive light by

inariv audience member* Women
spoke ol being taught when they

were C .irl Scouts that thes MM
hie ol anv thing, and were provided

with a sate, warm environment

Manahan concluded her lunch time

presentation hv reading a passage

het book which described the

.rice ol a girl in the Girl Guides

during the l*K>0s.

"I honestly don't think it's within

the general scope of the Univervity

I think the University should stick

with it's hands-off policy with

off-campus students
."

"I don't see how it has anything to

do with the University. People

off-campus should have the same
rights as the general public

"

"I think it's a good policy. I don't

drink My experience around people

who dnnk isn't that pleasant, so I'm

all for it."

"I don't think there should be a

policy at all It's just like the alcohol

ban back in the 1920s, it will just

make things worse."

"I don't think the same policy

should apply for off-campus stu-

dents
"

"I think it's preposterous it's

even being proposed on cam-
pus."

Scott Proulx

senior

sports management mo/or

Amherst

lennifer Maclea
senior

psychology major

Amherst

Victor Cruz

sophomore

sports management ma/or

Southwest

Cherose Walker

luntor

economics mafor

Amherst

Amy Riendeau

lunior

sociology ma/or

South Amherst

Damon Brunelte

freshman

undeclared

Central

geo
continued from page 1

vear* ol negotiations between the

adm 1

1

including

a lemporarv impasse, and finally

the mediation which led lo the con

tract settlement

lennifer Fasule, Oi \ uc
President, said the contract ha*

"unprecedented accomplishment*
'

"I don't think it has everything I

wanted." hasulo said "But ii has a

loi more than we would have got-

ten if we didn't work as hard."

Ml said this wa* the !ir*.t nme

in the billot) Di GEO'l negotia-

tions with the administration thai

CEO has earned a rai*e loi

graduate employee and *uch a large

i*e m child care lun.:

I rn quite stftiftfird with it." said

I
Oz*ekuk, a graduate student

in the economics department She-

said she voted lo ratilv lb

"It was a big struggle " Ozsekuk

said. "Ihe struggle M not tinished.

we should still work on MM of the

claus.

Lewinsky

Just warming up.

row* scat couaCMM

Spring time starts to rose around as temperatures went up yesterday and helped mett the snow near the

Fine Arts Center

r'TODAYKTSuVlWoW^ READ]
THE COLLEGIAN

7tjK TffK /ffK st^K ^p% *9fl\ /»p*

continued from page 1

her allidavit in the Paula lones

denying a sexual relationship 1 he-

president ha* said there was no allair

or suggestion that she lie

M w bo prev iou*!v testified

included

met W hue Hi^u*e deputy chief

of sialf f velyn I leberman Current and

former White House official* have said

that *he wanted M* I MrMMJ trans-

,d bccau*e of "inappropriate and

imnvat ure beha I

• I miothv keatmg. who hired M*

I ewin*ky in the legislative correspon-

dence Mellow when her internship

en,: i alter tcMilving that M«

Lewinsky was u jnsterrcd because of

dissatisfaction with her pet:

mane
• Pat*v Thomasson. who a

White House personnel olticial She

said after her testimony that she gave

the grand |utv "the tacts about her

placement at the Pentagon
"

• r kelson who also was a

personnel aide Her lawver said after

she testilied W ednesdav that she wa»

asked about an e-mail memo she w re>te

in l*Wt> She asked in the memo that

she be notified if Ms. Lewinsky sought

Master Lee has appeared on FOX's "Uptown Comedy Club,'

NBC's "Showtime At The Apollo;' NBC's "Late Night With

Conan O'Brian," PBS' "Sesame Street," and A&E's

"Caroline's Comedy Hour." This will be Master Lee's

second performance here at LMass.

Chris Walsh will be the student opener for Master Lee.

Friday March 27, 1998

Blue Wall Cafe...8pm

- Free -

Ml hi si nn\n Hi W flFRf

', hmimrint Xrirrllir*

Following the performance will be the film

"Tomorrow Never Dies" starring Pierce Brosnan @
9:.s()pm. This film will also be shown on Sunday in

the Campus Center Auditorium @ 8:00 & 10:30pm.

^r.^«^"
st

PAIN KILLER.

This scries is made possible by a grant from the UMass Auxiliary Services Department.

the Office of the Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs, and the pAlLY COLl K.IAN
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Ft
or fam reliel Irom the nagging ai hr •( taxes, ver

rr.omnwnd TIAA-CRKF SKAs SK As rfr . Isn

.Irlrrrrd annuili*« that can help you build SSMISSSSSl

asset, -money thai ean make the dilli-ir me between

living anil living x-rll in retirement

Contribution, to SRA, are conveniently <lcilui tnl

Irom tour salary on a pretax baiis. The result'' Mori

money invested. Fewer taxes now. And since investment

earning, are tax deferred until you receive them a,

income, the money you don I send to Washington can

work even harder lor you

What else da SKA- ..I). I

' \ U tSSSJI "' mws.menl

. lio>. M, I hilpliil loan feature, and the lin..n. id expenise

ofTIAA CREF, id. worMs kwfSSI lllillSMM *yslem.°

Now A\ore W a.VTi lo Mrti VsMf T«>al«

Paslaj 1 IAA CREF can l..-l|.>.«i sssai •* »'....

..i y„„ tWsssscaal lasiacriwi, wii* IRAs, rwsnssl nsmW,

and more. We'll h.l|. yem stsel the colution* ISM *i"i

\oui nc.-d- \imI v."" ben. I'll'- offic* 01 Oal • .'I

1800rW2.277nioleainn...i.

I >o it today h i ouldn't hut

k

\l,it us on the Internet at www.liaa-crel.org

Ensuring the future

for those who shape it.

I •.« A*»ei* umlrr manAa^menl

IIVM KIH~l.v«lc-l«^U"B...HK«JS.rv.r.,l by. .... .n.1 ,nwr.l. ,n .h. tlAA Kr.l Ut...
jm

i i am ii linn ' hi ir
- *"—*•"'— ii^inMMiviMiiSii«iiiii.%ba "< "*" l ™m '™y

another \\ hue- Hc>u*c iuh.

. ehn ledlev w h.» .ej- \1»

I ewin*k\ cdiie-ct *upvrM*c>r in the Ice;-

i»lutive' dlljll* .'Hue M» I* -1 1

c

tranefcrred eiut c>l the \AT\ot the same

duv J*M* l.cwinskv

Ms. Scott has krK>v.n QsHM from

his day* as Arkansas governor, and an

incident in hi* depe»*itinn in the lones

ea*e indicates she's a confidante >>l the

president

As Clinton related the incident he

was attending a high school reunion in

\rkansa* in 1*W4 and got Into I

versation with an old lrie-nd. Doll)

Kvlc Br civsning

rding to the pie*idcnt \1*

Kr. vening was angrv that he had ruit

called her back in l*N2 when *hc wa*

concerned thai a ttMoM was going lo

run a siorv about her The pre*ide

m

*aid *he- Kgun u (edK'U* tirade about

huw unhappv *hc- wa* that she had

never had a sexual rebitiein*hip with

Clinton and threatened te> *ell a book

claiming thev did

Clinton said he asked Ms Scotl *io

listen to the conversation when it start-

ed, and she stood verv clo*c- *e> "he-

could hear everything, and then as

soon as i '
er. I

asked her it *hc had he .ird it

The president said he- later made
notes of the conver»atie>n and asked

M* SeOtJ il thev were- ccHisisieni with

her memory "and *he- said Yes.

except I think that the conversation

went on a little longer than sou said

Clinlem testified he put the note* in

a lile folder, which went in a briefcase

that wa* *UTc-d under hi* desk.

\l- Browning a l>alla real e*taie

altomey who gave a deposition in the

li'iie* case, ha* *aid *he had a loup

affair with Clinton and accused him d
King in hi* Jepo*niein

She said that at no tunc wa* Ml
it listening to ihe conversation

although a woman with blond hair

<\1* Sett i* a blondi did interrupt

their conversation twice M ask

Clinton to end the conver*ation.

which he did not do.

Oxfatn
continued from poge '

according to Oxfam '

Studeii! rial orgam/a

tions like xsl'l S '>a*c *ei up day

cares enabling more teaching
|

tions tyob *uppon). and *iu>!

are receiving an educaiional expe-

rience that before was not possi-

ble.

Oliver said that "watching a

woman write her name on a

chalkboard for the first time in

her life was one of the mo*t strik

ing moment* d the trip
"

Oliver and I Imendorf both

l "the tnp wa* cvcrall an edu-

cational experience We learned

how Ovlam helps to empower
Senegalese people and to give

them sustained life " Oxfam
America currenilv supports

Alternative Spring break, but

Oliver and Hmendorf hope that

in the future, increased interest

among the student*, will SB*

age a univcr*nv Itipp

Oxfam here on campus

•

I s • • • a high-tech, live-action, interactive

laser game played in a themed arena

where special effects and other players

create art exciting, entertaining

adventure. Teamwork counts as much
as quick reflexes. Players can come
by themselves or any size group. You

control the outcome of the game.

2 F0R1\Games after 7pm on Mondays

WITH COLLiGi ID

HOLYOKE MALI
AT INOLESIDE

50 Holyoks. Strait, Holyok., MA 01040

Cafe Square level next to Orange entrance

532-6777

STORE HOURS
Mon-Thu 1 0am - Midnight

Friday 1 Oam - 1 am
Saturday 1 0am - 1 AM
Sunday 1 1 AM - 1 1 PM

FREE REGULARLY PRICED GAME
FOR

NOT TO BE USIO WITH ANY OTHM DISCOUNTED OFFM

COUPON EXrtftfS S/1/9S
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A modest proposal

I
think I have figured out a way io solve all ol

our problems I have a way to repair all ot the

social ills plaguing us I know hovv to end

v.mii ego and egotism, inferiority com

thev will all be things of the past. My plan,

which is in the same vein as lonathan Svutt s

Modef I Proposal involves the use ot technology

which was. in manv ways, perfected here at the

Imv. Massachusetts I am talking about

using our cloning and genetic engineering technology

ka wipe out even problem which •

tocietv

I c-t - start with racism. The problem

is that the world is a very diverse

place There are people from all over

the world who look, talk and act dif

lerently There are ditterent ethnicities

.where and this has created a

huge problem
i. we mutt uae genetic engineer

tn| « ks exact!) the

unie No more different colors, differ-

ent ethnicities, cvervone should look

.tlv alike But what color should

t s skin be'.' I think we must

go with a color that is not found anywhere like

green or purple, that way there can be no fighting

about what color everyone will be. Once evervone

actly the same there will be no more

Because we are using genetic engineering we can

rt< perfect being* in a factory, a bar-

But people must still have sexual contact with each

other in order to be kept content and bu-v

But to make se» moat satisfying and to keep peo-

ple as happy as possible we must make each per-

son a» attractive as possible to the opposite I

man must be slender, but also nm>

cular All men wtll be designed to have perfect ab».

and cserv man will have a 10-inch penis They

must be tall as well, about b'V. and as I men-

ihcv will have the perfect bodv no

lat at all

We will genetically engineer every woman to be

IX) pounds, with long leg*, and a double I)

bra sue Of course, the women will be engineered

H they arc without any fat. as well This will also

eliminate anorexia and bulimia There will be no

need for breast augmentation since every woman
will have big brea-

luson liscman

But that doesn't solve the problem of se\i>m

I orget making everyone attractive II we truly want

to end se&ism. we have to eliminate different gen-

der- We must make a unisex being, an asexual

creature. Then not only will have everyone he the

same color, everyone will be ihe same sex us well

No man. no woman, a hermaphroditic species.

But wait people will still ihmk very differently,

and this could be a problem I suggest we take

every child, at a very early age. and put them

through a sort ot military training

We will condition them to be ol oik

mind ai'd PH0 purpose Oiue thev

grow older thev will all think evactlv

the same, and there will be no divi

sions between people who disagree on

certain issues II people all think the

same there will be no more partisan

politic- or needless litigation

But wan a minute, there will still

bttiMa (here will -till be rich

and poor, but paving people the same

wages or salaries will not solve that

problem, we II have to make sure

that evervone *Jm receives the same

poiafMinn I vciwne will have the same car. the

-amc house — every possession people can have as

symbols ot mono and power will he exactly the

same It will eliminate greed, it will eliminate peo-

ple's dependence M monev Clasci-m will disap-

pear

That's still not enough, though Everything must

be exactly the same evadlv the same \U can not

stop at looks and the status symbols I mentioned

before there is so much more that needs to be

made perfectly equal.

ryone must have the MM *«nie

clothes, same sperm count, same periods ol men-

| marriage age. same wedding, same

underwear, same ruga...

There can be no difference*, because dittcn

are what separate us We must all play the same

>port. and watch the same sport, we must all read

the same newspaper, watch the same television

channel and cat the same food

II that- not I topia. I don't know what is. What

could be better? If evervone was the same then

there would be no problems We would all be of

one mind, one bodv one -pint

luson Eiteman n a Collegian staff member

The things I carry
Author Tim O Brien

led "The

Ml Thev Carried
'!• magazine In this storv he

delined his characters, not bv

their appearances, but by what

thev carried around with them

One guy carried a sling shot,

another carried sun tan lotion, a

third carried M&M's and so on.

Fhi- method of description really

told a lot about^
the character*. —"""*"*"™*—
So I was read-

ing this <tory. and

really See. I got it one vear on

my birthday I walked into a

picked something up. paid

for it and mv change came to $1

tl) The cashier handed me
this dollar that )ust happened to

say "Happy Birthday" on it

I looked close at the cashier

to see if somehow he knew it

was my birthday, but it »i< iust

icidence that I received that

specific dollar

on thai specif-

Ctencn ic dav Now it»»» make* me

I got cuiiou- What exactly did I

have in my pockets, and what did

they say about me I turned my
pockets out onto the desk to find

out I would almost recommend
this activitv to anyone, except that

what I found out is that I'm

incredibly boring. All I had a wa*

a piece of paper with blurred blue

ink on it in my left hip pocket, so

I cue-- I learned that I have to

check mv pocket* before putting

im jeans in the wash
When I pulled out my wallet. I

learned that I was broke anu

would not be eating dinner

Actuallv. I did find two things

that do say some things about me.

I'm just not sure what.

The first thing is this dollar

bill I carry around in my wallet

all the time. I never spend it. I

like it too much I can tell it

any other bill because it

Happv Birthday" in red

marker on the top margin.

Actually, it's pink marker, but I

think the bill's been through the

washer a time or two. It's not

a good luck charm, though. Not

smile every time I see it there in

j wallet Coincidence wa* on

ic the day I got that dollar,

and I figure coincidence will

with me as long as I have it

In fact, if that's the only monev I

have in my wallet. I count my*ell

as broke — it wouldn't even

occur to me to use that dollar. I

could be starving to death, and I

wouldn't use that dollar to buy

food. I've got this feeling that if

I did. I'd die of food poisoning

soon after. Not because I got rid

of the dollar, of course, lust a

coincidence

The second thing I found in my

pocket is this smooshed up penny

with a message on it. My girl-

friend. Melissa, gave it to me a

while back. She had put it in one

of those machines you sometimes

find at tourist attractions You put

in a penny and turn the crank on

the side of the machine. A
turn the crank, your penny gets,

well, smooshed between these two

cylinders, and some kind of mes-

sage gets printed on one side.

Some of the messages I've seen

Doonesbury

Ihe Grand Canvon* or The
Man on The Mountain. I aconia

New Hampshire thine- like that

Thi- one *ay». "Good for one hug

and a ki«- anvtimc. anvwtu

It- chce-v I know, but I like

u I .c! MM then, all I have to

hand it to Melissa, and I get

a hug and a kiss, anytime, any-

where She s not a big fan of

Public Displays ol Affection, so I

take a sadistic pleasure in handing

her the penny in all kinds of

crowded place*: malls, bus termi-

nals and churche*

\nvwav I keep the thing on me
even when she's not around. I

keep it in that little secret pocket

inside the right hip pocket on

blue jean*. Melissa and I have to

spend a lot of time away from

each other I'm in Massachusetts.

she's in Connecticut. I have

school; -he has her job

know how it i- It 1 like having

the pennv with me I vcrv time I

reach in nn pocket. I feel it in

the secret pocket and think of

her.

Sometime* I'll take it out and

roll it around in my hand while

I'm doing something else, like

talking to someone. I'll rub my
thumb over the one side, feel how
smooth it is. Then I'll rub my
thumb over the printed side, feel

the bump* of each letter.

Sometime-. Ill kis- it, like for

good luck, or I'll talk to it as if it

were Melissa. Then I'll coo to it

Then. . then I notice the person I

was talking to is looking at me
funny, so I put it away.

Erie Petersen is a 1/JftWi stu-

dent.

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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Response to

GEO slander

Letters to the Editor

Against protesting

activism

lo the editoi

I was shocked that when I J

ed to look up my home Lniversitv -

newspaper over the web. I wa* met

with such an "asinine" and insipid

letter as that of Mr Gary Mendcat

i( ollepan. March 2S>

In the letter to which I have

made reference, there is a great deal

of umbrage and iimwii maij slander

directlv then at

least in sptnt. ^«rt!« an organr/a

tion which, bv all other means, it

merelv Irving to -upport those who

are Irving to do their job* and «ur

The facts speak for themselves

here; the current salary for a gradu

ate student teaching assistant are In

tie over $©.000. taxes removed I

would suggest that anyone wi-hing

to claim that that pittance is enough

monev to live on for a year try u

before openly proclaiming them-

selves fools. In today's society.

$10,000 i* looked upon as a bare

minimum, and is not even consid-

ered to be a reasonable sum. The

oiilv mean* to survival in am sort ol

modern living s|>|e . then, is to get

married or to work two jobs.

To insist upon the necessity of the

hr-t would be a ridiculous assertion.

one to which the various issue

groups all over campus would imme-

diately instigate an uprising were

-uch a claim supported and/or

socially coerced. The only valid path,

then, is to work two job*

The workload in graduate school

i- -ufficient to allow for the senti-

ment that a part time job should be

the only form of work necessary to

maintain a proper living style. The

average TA position works "20

hours per week." The first problem

i- th.it this i- onlv the purest form of

fiction; the average TA works at

least 30 hours per week, and

receives the pay of 2/5 that time.

Some work even more, and anyone

who has been at school for almo-t

two years can easily tell that any

excessive time spent outside of

school work results in only one

thing: a lowering of grades. In grad-

uate school, there isn't nearly the

same kind of leeway as there is in

undergraduate school.

All of this put together, perhaps,

will bring the GK.O into a slight Iv

better focus for everyone who
opposes them so distinctly. In

today's world, little can be done

anymore, for the average person,

without obtaining at least I

Master's degree. Don't be so anx-

ious to cut the tree branch before

discovering you might have to

stand on it later.

Sean Murphy

1 Mass Student Abroad

lo the editor

Elsa Allen covered a gamut ol

issues in her contribution 10 the

Collegian i March 2">>. making cmtte a

ta«k ol determining where to begin

mv response fit-t ol all. I wonder

exact!) how "protesting activism"

work- DM ii involve actively voic

ing vour opinion against actively

voicing vour opinion'' II everyone

wrote such letter- of concern, the

world to the activist would really be a

better place The purpose of activism

i- not lo oppress or even offend other

ideologic- hut to question whether

people arc sati-fied with the condi

lion* that some of us consider unac-

ceptable II vou choose apathy, thai i-

\our choice However, please do not

be affronted when someone attempt

-

io offer sou intelligent discus-ion

regarding the state of things.

The author'- point that many ol u-

havc little ot no time for actiu-m i-

grantcd. but the fact remains that

there are people who do feel that

education entails not only over-

pikcd K*.k- II Ml and No. 2 pen-

cil- hul also other extracurricular

amusement*, including active partici-

pation in cvvictv Perhaps the author

should have considered at least a less

animistic standpoint against activism

She complains thai nobody address**

her in an "intellectual manner."
which is wh\ she is apathetic If she

is looking for intelligent conversa-

tion, then what is the argument
against petitioning?

In the end. I am left confused bv

the "real issues" that the author

deem- worthv ol activism The article

would have been clearer had it

focused on cither the author's self-

professed apathy or some
better-defined standards that might

measure the "realitv" of an issue,

preferably more specific than some-

thing "equivalent to the Vietnam

War "
I \er\onc's i--ues are of rela-

tive importance. The few thousands

ol children who starve to death each

day in the world are assumably not

concerned with preserving our right

to drink beer on campus. The point is

that by nature, people will fight for

what they need or believe in If one is

led to believe in nothing, then I sup-

pose one will fight lor nothing.

Chris Friar

MassPirg

SGA needs to

inform students

To the editor:

After reading |i 1 1 Carroll's articles

in the March 1 2 and I 3 issues of the

Collegian, and after hearing com-

ments around campus. I have decided

that student* need to be made fully

aware of the events which look place

during the March 1 1 I ndergraduate

Senate meeting My observation*, a*

a senator, of the events both proceed-

ing and during the meeting in que»-

tion are a* follow*:

I ir-t the Student ludiciary became

-hori on member* when the Chief

lu-tice resigned Inis was announced

during a Senate meeting prior to the

election It is the SGA's rcsponsibilits

ito students) to make sure this

branch of the student government

can be run ellcctivelv It is not possi-

ble lor the Student ludiciary to do it-

job when there are not enough mem-
bers.

id a -tudent who had shown

interest in the Student ludiciary wa*

contacted I hi- all t«x>k place tSefore

the election results were announced.

The candidate then went before the

coordinating council committee
where members unanimously agreed

he was an excellent candidate for the

Student ludiciary

Third, at the senate meeting on

March 1 1 . three attempts were made
to put a motion to appoint this stu-

dent to the Student ludiciary on the

agenda All three attempts failed. The
motion that failed was only to allow

the appointee to be considered, not

to appoint him If it had passed, the

appointee would have been able to

explain hi* reasons for wanting to

join the Student ludiciary. as well as

answer questions from any senator

Next, the appointee would have been

debated on by senators.

Senators who voted against this

motion on March II. were in fact

voting against allowing a student to

speak: a student who is part of the

community thev claim to represent.

The reason thev voted this way was

that they believed the appointee

would align himself with the

so called "enemy" and rule their

friend's presidency invalid. They did

this without allowing the appointee

io speak to prove his motives were

different from what they believed. Is

this the wa\ students on campus
should be represented? I'm not say-

ing that these senators should have

voted to appoint this student to the

Student ludiciary. but they should

have at least heard what he had to

say.

During my three years as a senator

in the Student Government
Association (SGA), I have seen rela-

tions in the senate go from bad to

worse. Students on this campus mock
the Senate and senators don't under-

stand why. The reason is that senators

have forgotten the real reason they

should be in Senate and have instead

used the meetings for political games.

It's time that every senator is remind-

ed that their main responsibility as a

senator is to represent students.

Cindv Gargano
Orchard Hill
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Another girl group hits U.S. soil [Sweet Honey to "rock" Smith
ALL SAINTS
All Saints

London/Polygram

Upon first glance, this d || kinale

u»cul quartet looks U s j| they're the

Spice Girls without the clever nick-

names. There's no "Sporty" or

*p«by" in All Saints The girls

Sha/n.i\. Mclanie Nicky and Vn.ilic

siinph go h\ their own monikers
How boring' It's too had because
v\h.it this group lacks (among many
things] is a definitive identity

Songs like "Trapped" and I aoj

Marmalade" are pure Hull and drift

off into thin an Itieie's simply

nothing about All Saints

that remains with the lis-

tener The songs are all

highly littettabta, but

ulterls forgettable

I Ik\ range from pleas-

antlv wateied down
soul. "I know Where
It s \i ' to the insipid

vet oi the Red Hot Chili

Peppei» "I ndei The Bridge ll

among the wotsi covets |vi

heard

Ihe slo/cn scings on their

self tilled debut are each immacu
lalelv ssntstrusted and produced pop

- which contributes to the

album coming oil slicker than the

I won \ aide/ U h\ Nellec H
• Madonna. B|ork lanet lacksonl and

Cameron McVtJ iNeneh Cherry.

Maisive Attack • chose to get

involved with All Saints probably has

a lot to do with the almighty dollar

With such lightweight Hull maieri

al. I'm sure thev II be huge within

two months Thev re already

rivalling the illustrious Spice Girls

lor chart supremacy in Kurope and

have several lop 10 singles out

across the |K>nd.

Live them a little credit though,

thev at least ulaim toi write their

own material CotrTM K> think ol it

mavbe that's v*hv All Saint* are all

wet I adics. lake a cue Ifom the

spue I. iris and leave the important

Mull to somebody with talent Muk
to looking prettv lor the camera. C-
I
M.ntv Keane'

g^^C S(tlVU I? HIC'FSC.

T \H So-Called Spm
I J \ge i

% a decent b
\y ,ik...

LIFE IN THE SO-CAlifD SPACE AGE
God Lives Underwofer

A&M/1500

The first lew tracks Iront God
lives L ndervvalei s second major

label rasMM / ife in the So Called

Space Age. are. for the most part.

insipid But before vou classilv this

.ilhuiii as cheesy indusinal pop. keep

listening

The best material from the disc

Coma* appropriately mid- way
through its II tracks Songs like

Alone Xgain" and "Medicated to the

Due I I ove" are hugely

entertaining. Other ~oiigs

such as "Behavior

lic.itiori." may have

you thinking that vour

^^ Mcrcs> is broken
Li^ r ;fm ;•• the

ce

but

inconsistent, album.

Whether vs'U find in

dreadlul ot delightful, it vvill

make vou be thankful foi the "track

skip" teatuie on voui I plaver B-

( Kevin Monahanl

AIL THE PAIN MONEY CAN »UY
Fastball

HoHyvvood

I actually heard a di«c jocks

some nameless alternative >uiwn in

Connecticut bad mouthing the

fastball single. "Ihe W av I hat -

how bad it is Nou don l usually hear

those wackv guv» hadmouthing the

merchandise, but this ^U v was ,md

he had every right to

"Ih - actuallv low rent

Sublime, which in itsell was | U st

plain old low rent Some canned

baskbeat and Mevuan flourishes

are old hat on the radio these days

and this song does nothing to enliv-

en whatever gente n tails under

Although it's bound 10 be a hit.

that doesn't exactly make it anv

good
od aim>un! of the album i*

actually low rent something or other.

Ironi sume really bad Skvnvtd

i"Better Than It Was "I to some bad

Matthew Sweet ("Which Way To The

Top?" which features guest vocals by

Poe — but why?).

Although some tracks show
promise ("Fire Escape"), even those

have grooves that are driven into the

ground by repetition One or two

tracks escape with a good idea or

two, or at least rock a bit. but even

those will escape your mind given

time. C (Mike Messarosl

MEET THE DEEDUES

Original Motion Picture Soundtrack

Mercury

MrjrsJ Ihe Deedles looks like a big

lining crap of a movie Something

about two brothers being "rad"

(swear to God. they say it in the trail

cr. It's not met. working at

Yellowstone National Park, tailing in

love Hijinks ensue

What a surprise then, that the

soundtrack is not half bad It's a little

less than good, though, in case vou've

forgotten your tractions

Dii- soundtrack is basically wall to

wall ska Your opinion of the album

will be influenced thusly The disc

starts out with a Mighty Mightv

Botstones slow jam. which seems to

have been left off their last album

because it sounds too much like

"Another Dunking Song " Things ds.

pick up with Dance Hall Crash

"lady Luck." The inclusion ol

Hepeal - cool old school ska gets

points in mv book. The best track OB

the album ll bv Hoinic. which has

three members of W ec/er in it Their

\rnerican Girls" is the sweetest

plum on this album by far and. sU r

prise, it is not ska.

On the other hand, there i* no

need for Goldfinger Lver. Gary

Hot) I "Psvcho Grcmmie" is an

unneeded surf-rock meets Yngwie

Malmstein number Perfect Ihvroid

covers the Hawaii live O theme toi

no good reason

Take this album with a grain el

salt readers | ike most soundtr.i

I mixed bag B- (MM.

Turn to WAX DOQO 6

<.ou»'iv< SMMKmf*

The Grammy-winning a capella group Sweet Honey

p m
In the Rock performs at Smith College tonight at 8

By joe Sullivan

Collegian SlaH _^^^_^_____^___
Grammv award winning African an a

s.ipella group Sweet llonev In Ihe Rock brin,

snlinjss K. Smith College's |ohn M QfOOM Hall

tonight at *< p.m
Sweet Honev s musical repcttoiic is varied ft

ing the folk, gosivl ia// and blues music ol \m.

a* well as the tribal music ol the Atrtcan continent

Since forming in 1971 via Berime lohntOO

Reagon s vocal workshop at the Washington I > *.

Repeitorv Company, the five woman group ha*

led 22 dilletent members and 14 rccordm.

its v redn The current lineup includes Bernuc

lohnson Reagon. ^«ave Maria Barnwell Vitanju

le Casel Aisha kahili C jrcl Malllard and

I anguage interpreter Shirley Childress |ohr

In |s»Xs). the group won a Grammv Aw.r

contributions to the Smithsonian I olkwavs/Columhia

icle.i n Shared A Inhul, f> Guthrie

\nd leadbelh. and in I'M 1 and |vW4 the ensemble

received top awards (torn C AS V the Contcmr.

\ Capella Society ot America.

The summer ol Hs»t> *aw Sweei Honev touring

Australia tor the tilth lu i When I

inpilaiton. and visiting Sew

Zealand lor the first time I ast vear. the gioup staved

busy developing new material tor a possible tel

in |sW8 singing and giving workshops in urban ccn-

.ind communities ihtoughout North America

ibuting to a Pete Seeger ttibute anthology «ind

releasing their own two CD compilal

/so m
Sek a fine introduction to the mu>ic ol

uid also the individual group members

through l biographical information in the

liner notes The set captures the varied

mu ic the group has been known to delve into

the vears. while also displaying its message ol

humanity and social juatl

Hofj'l vibe is well displayed on their

sum ol the spiritual. "Wade In Ihe Water .' per-

ls,rmed with hauntingly unreal harmonics and a

slower pace lor added solemnity Other highlight*

from the compilation are the biographical "Fannie

I ou Hamet " the mournful "Sometime.' the W e«i

\tricaii luneral song "Mevango." and ihe laL

lean to HOMY oogeo
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The Mighty Mighty Bosstones are featured on the ska- flavored sound-

track to Meet The Deedles.

Discounts

Available on Cases of

Wine & Liquor.

Ask For Details.

HADLEY
253-9344

NORTHAMPTON
586-3007

HOLYOKE
534-4555

SALE PRICES

THURS. 3/26/98 THRU

WEDS. 4/1/98
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HOME TRUTHS FROM ABROAD
Fretblanket

Polydor

Yet another British-grown band

it brought onto the American alter-

nati\c rock ram*. Their flftt CO
lunktiu'l was introduced a tew years

agi' but did not receive the pi.

their current release. Home Truths

m Abroad is receiving Their

recent re-appearance to the musu

CMM has been widely noticed

liethlank was voted number one

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

Wildcat scandal stuns Final Four
on MTV'i "i- -\ngM Viewers
..wards.

Mv lirsi implosion ol thc-e j:uv>

wa- thev «crc )ust another Hin^h
band. But. as I continued to HbW to

the CD. I began to enjov it MM and

more It wasn t the IvricN that >;ol me.

the\ seem to be more ot a Tiller than

the main attraction on their n
Their musical talent is what made me
keep on listening

The CD starts olt with three la-t

and upbeat MMfi including "Into the

Ocean " Thev then slow down to a

more personal level with "killer in I

lomici I lie (Ml bl'lrtl * CD up

a bit. fiu- n a ehaap ot mm Im
km d tM H> continues to be upbeat

and tun It end- ol on I wisttul note

with "Me and the Sttrl
"

\h\- CO HfMl ^H>d new alter

native sound In >onic aspects tlMQ

>ound |ust like the ie-t ot the alterna-

te e field. Inn I eu|o\ed n a lot more

It | MM -olt but <.ettainl> not as

ROM) a- some musicians these days.

ianket is certainly I grout to

give | shaiKe and see what else the)

can come up with 8> (Gcttl

MavuUl

By Paul A. Driscoll

Associated Press

CHICAGO — On the eve ol col-

lege basketball's showcase event, the

sport was rocked again \esierday by a

point-shaving scandal, this time at

Noithwestern — a school known
more for brains than betting lines

Federal indictments charged for-

mer Wildcat players Kenneth Dion

Lee and Dewey Williams — both
siaileis at the time and two others

with fixing the outcome oJ three bas

kctball games during the 1994-93
season.

A tormer Wildcat football player

n,i- accused in a separate indictment

of running a bookmakmg operation

on the Northwestern campus

ll was the latest in a string of

gambling sthenics involving college

basketball players since the point

shaving scandal ol 1991, which
involved schools »uJi a- Kentucky.

CCN\ and NYl And it came when

the spotlight on college basketball

was brightest two davs before the

t mal Fout m San \ntonio.

"It s a bomb readv to explode ll

can happen to anvbodv ' Duke

Mike Kr/v/ewski said vesteidav lioin

San Antonio "Nou wouldn't even

know about it until it happened."

And it happened at Northwestern.

|usi like the point shaving scandals al

Arizona State and Tulane lw.

age' I \ Boston College loolball plav

ers weie suspended tot betting on

college and pro !>Kitball and ma|oi

league baseball games

"L nlortunalelv. student athletes

are vulnerable to the temptations and

ires assoviated with gambling

and greed." U.S. Attorney Scott

l.assar said. "That, however, does not

condone unlawful conduct-

Lee and Williams were charged

with point-shaving, while Kevin
Pendergast and Brian Irving were

charged with conspiring to fix the

outcome of three games in the '^4-95

teason — at home against Wisconsin

and Penn State, and on the road

against Michigan. The Wildcats lost

each by at least 14 points and failed

to cover the pointspread against the

Badgers and Nittany Lions.

Northwestern finished the season 5-

22 under coach Ricky Byrdsong

Lee. a senior guard, was suspended

by the school for six games during

the '44 v»=) season for betting on foot-

ball games not involving

Northwestern pTMMMOtl said. They

charged that it was only weeks alter

his leturn to the team that he began

the conspnacV lo shave points

"We were all shocked that aftci his

suspension for gambling he is

involved in point shaving." I.assar

-aid

Pendergast and Irving also were

charged with conspiring to fix the

games to ensure the success o! bets

Formal football player Brian

Ballet mi was charged with accepting

bets on sporting events from other

Noithwesiern athletes, including Lee

I he charges against Ballerini include

an allegation that he threatened I ee

would be harmed it lie did not pay a

gambling debt

Rick lasloi Northwestern s alhlet

lc director, said the school learned

earlv vestetday of the point shaving

allegations.

At a news conference with the I S

attorney. Taylor said point-shaving

"purely and simply is betrayal.

Betrayal of self, teammate, lamilv.

coaches, university and the very game

itself."

William Saum, an NCAA gambling

specialist, said he believes illegal

sports betting is a problem "on virtu-

ally every college campus in

America."

Taylor said he did not expect the

NCAA to issue any sanctions against

Northwestern.

I assar said the Northwestern

investigation began when univeisitv

officials turned ovei icsults ol then

own investigation into MMMM MM
bling by student athletes He said the

univeisitv had cooperated fully.

Lassar said Ballerini and lee MM
cooperating with prosecutoi- and

were expected lo plead guiltv

The games in question occurred on

Feb li Feb 22 and March 1. 1995

In the first game, in which W imoM
was favored bv I J 1/3 points, the

Badgers beat Norlhweslein 70-9*

after trailing 19-21 •" i1k' ,,j "

In the next game Penn State VtJ

favored by 14 points and won g L
"

and in the thud. Michigan was brand

b) M I-'- points and wonXI-b4.

The government said PcndVl

paid Lee $4,000 to fix the IVnn Slate

game PKMBMMM would not sav how

much more was involved in the

alleged pavollv other than the plav

ers got nothing lot the Mulligan

game because thev tailed to beat the

point spiead Ihe government Mid

$20,000 was wageied on that game

b\ the two accused gambled but

would no say how much more MM)
was involved

Utah is dark horse of the Final Four

By Robert Gehrka
Associated Press

The burdens of being huge
Dave Matthews Band step up into the world of stadium rock for

Tickets, priced at $55, go on sale tomorrow morntng at 10 am at all

7H-2500 Good luck

a date at Foxboro Stadium on |une 5

TicketMaster outlets or by phone (41 3)

University of Colorado at Boulder

USE SUMMER TO
CCELERi

Honey

YOUR ACADEMIC
PROGRESS

Summer session on the Boulder campus is something special With

mm $00 campus courses to choose from, it's a reined, comfort

able learning environment. Classes are smaller And when you re

not in class, you can soak up Boulder's mellow charm Or explore

Boulder s ba.kvarci. a high country playground that includes some of

the country* most rugged and spectacular terrain.

Summer is l great time to get a jump on the next phase of your

educational goals

FOR EXAMPLE:

VIsmtlG STWHTTC. Take advantage of 01 resources to complete or

enrich your own degree program.

high school STUDHfTS. Take i ooi i bi experience, to

enhance vour college application, or to see ifd is the rfejjhl KDOOl

for you

TffKHfftS. Barn recertification credits and tap into everything the

I 'Diversity has to offer.

PCOfESSIOflflL DfVHOPMem. Increa.se your knowledge ba.se and

build skills to enhance your capabilities

ENRICHMENT. Give yourself the pleasure of an academic challenge at

Ol' this summer.

FOR MORE INFORMATION.

Call 303492-5146 or HOG 331 2801 10 request

a Summer Session catalog. Or visit our web site

www.colorado.edu/conted summer

continued from page 5

WOMMl'l plight. 'MM FfMM
hut rvcrj •onji i» well done .ind

hii- ,i message that -«hould be taken

to heart

meiiihei ol the group has

her own personality whieh i< appar-

ent at different points depending

on ihe • together thev deal

liientlv with i^uc> -ueh a* being

a hlaek woman in \ineriea. the Ml
torv ol oppression in hoth t h i

^

country and Mriean MttkXM >iieh as

,ih Mriv.i and the struggle 10

keep up the light foi iu-tue to

maintain the hope lor a better

tutuie

The themes contained within

Sweet Honey** ••!« combined
with the group's phenomenal musi-

cal talent makes t,,t an outstanding

package worth viewing live

SAl I I \M cm Ihe flu

could do what Arizona couldn't

stop Ltah

Andre Miller. I tah s rw.int guard

who put up a triple-double against

\n/ona. reseive |X>mt guard lordie

Sk lavish and backup guard DMM
ii all complained ot flu sstnp-

toms alter Mondav s workout

I tah eoavh kick \laierus said

luesdav thai \L lavish let! pJMMM
earlv Mondav but Miller had a

great pra^tKe and Majerus hadn I

heard he was ill

Koth Miller and |aeks,.n were M a

allv lor the team lu>

night Miller «aid later that he has a

little bit ol a sore throat, but it is

not going lo keep him out ol the

game Saturdav and he does not

expect it to allect his plav agam-t

North Carolina in the national semi

finals

During a new> conference
luesdav. rVb)enil deflected the bulk

ol the questions lo his pttJWfl He
i the end ot the table scribbling

on the hack ol a news release,

ng them into little square* and

putting them in a pile

This is MMMMI basketball mind

at work - and his mind is alwav- at

work
"I just want to >'ct out of here and

go watch more film." the COMB
said Hil coaches were watching

lilm of North Carolina right up until

the pep rails

Majenu has a winning ••MMMM
e»t 78 S at Ltah and has led his team

Nt. \ \ tournament appear

arises, including two trips to the

Sweet lt> and. last year, a trip to the

\V est Regional finals

ITiis. >car. he s guided a team of rel

ativelv unheralded plavers into the

Final Four, the first time since I***

the I tes haveadvarieed that lat

Credit Maieius s knask lor lind-

ing rt-sruits where other* aren't

linking Indeed, lew gave the Utes

I) imkh ol a CMMM to advance

deep into the Nc \ \ MMMM
alter losing last vears star. Keith

\an Horn to the NB\
Maierus s search has taken him to

I inland where he turned up Hanno

MottOBI He lound Muhael Doleac

when Ltah s big man wasn't start-

ing for his high school team in

Oregon And he locked up Utah's

biggest high school plaveis. Drew

Hansen and Mev lensen Miller

academicallv ineligible his lirM year

at I tah. »,i- the I tes most sought

alter recruit among Ltah's sta-

"I was alwavs so had that all I

could do was improve." Doleac said.

Maieius saw potential in Doleac

and others, and his team gelled at

the right time, knocking off

Arkansas V\ est \ irgima and
delending champion Arizona

Utah's players credit Maierus

coaching and uncompromising
work ethic lor the team's unevpect

ed success.

"He works ver> hard evei>

and he demands uh.1 percent Irom

his plavers [Xileac said "You don I

have a practice where sou dog it."

Mottola said the houi> thai

Majerus and his assistants -|vnd in

the film room -tudvmg the team -

opponents gives the team an edge

ttc spend so much time preparing

, ames so we know preltv

much what we te going k) M going

m." Mottola -aid lomoiiow s game

could hinge M defense.

Noith Catolma i">4 SI has held

opponents to vH > percent shooting

and only allowed one team

Marvland better than M pMOSM '"'

a game — one the Far Heels lo-i in

overtime

I ikewise I tah has held oppo

nents to »J< 2 percent MBOtMj
has not allowed an opponent lo

srux't better than SO peieeni

the Meld all season In t tah s foui

tournament games opponents have

shvit below ">si paMMJ
The I tes plav almost cxdusivclv

man-to-man defense, with the

notable exception ol the verv siU

il "triangle and two" Majerus

used to smother Arizona.

"Our whole philosophv is ^ei

hand up on even shooter, don't let

them fast break, don t let them get I

second shot." Majerus caid.

Not giving up a second shot

means rebounding, and Ltah'« 10 2

average rebounding margin again-i

its opponents is the largest in the

nation.

•

UNC will fight fire with fire in semifinal

By David Droschok

Associated Press

Collegian

Graphics!

Got paper?

i HAP1 l HII I .
M Offense

>-r.iK headlines. CMMM wins cham-

pionships

Those words were spoken this

week bv All- American Antawn
lamison. who hopes the No I N.nih

Carolina Tar Heels can continue to

plav strong defense in the national

semifinals against I tah tomorrow

Wink- the I lc- Mtrfftj i olM bas-

ketball hi ; a rrunsi) Dj yn% a trian-

gleund-lwo delense to shut down
defending champion Arizona in the

West Regional, the Tar Heels added

to their own defensive resume on the

TANNING & NAILS
9 Large Uniqudy Th§m$d

Tanning Rooms
Wolf* 26. 28 & 32 Bub Beds w'Face Tanners

opposite coast

Through ^7 games. North Carolina

MS limited opponents to >8 percent

shooting — the lowest since the

I999-6C season. That mark has

dropped even more ili percent) in

lout NCAA tournament games.

We know deep down inside that

our offense can disappear just like

that." lamison said "There will be a

time when we're not shooting "iS per-

cent, and that's when we really need

to rel v on our defense."

lamison pointed to last year's

national semifinal loss to pvmni:.',

NCAA champion Arizona as a time

when the otlense dried up and MM!
delense was needed

"If we had the same defensive

intensity last year as this year, it

probably would have been a different

story," he said.

Only one team — Maryland in its

overtime win on |an. 14 — has shot

better than 50 percent against the l.n

Heels t'54-'i) this MMOM Nineteen

teams haven't cracked 40 percent.

including Michigan State and

Connecticut in the Fast Regional

semifinals and finals in QtMMtkMB.
"Our defense really has become a

factor." coach Bill C.uthndge -aid

It is not the typical delense seen

under coach Dean Smith for niosi

of the '70s and '80s. a trapping

style that would often flustci

guards into turnovers as thev

crossed midcourt.

"We are trying to build on tin-

same delense that Dean went lo in

lanuarv of MS. ve.n ." Outhridge said

"In a wav it's not the tvpic.il ( aiolnui

defense in that it's not the pressure

that we would like to have hi t it has

been good to us

The Tar Heels also confuse oppo

nents with their interchangeable
pails

2 fton in o ,'ow
1

The Area's Best Nail Technicians

Acrylic Nats ' Manicures * Pedicures

Waxing 'Ear Piercing' Great Gossip

»i4::ipi if Mcu'

Crtdil Cord

realions

The Valley's Premier Nail & Tanning Salon!

10Ui/»ell$!(eie9)/2ndi:foor'Hodley,MA

is

i
i

I
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Radical Buddhism for the 90 s

What is Radical Buddhism?

a. Monks and nuns on strike

b. An alloy of organic chem and meditation

c. Rapid spiritual progress in a grounded manner

Free Meditation Workshops
Learn why and how to meditate

Learn practical techniques you can use every day

Learn how to increase and direct

you inner stillness, strength and intuition

6:30 pm: Women and Men
8:00 pm: Women Only
Saturday, March 28

UMASS Campus Center, Meeting Room 803

(413)263-3704 or worn monk@ix.netcom.com

I
1

1
1

1

I
i
1
1
1
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Robotmon By Jim Meddick
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Absolut* Zero By Brad Turner
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ARIES (M«rch 21-April 19) —
There may be evidence todav that

what you say and do does indeed

have an impact on those around vou

Confidence t> 0* the risa

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
You might hear from someone v*hc>

i* feeling a little lelt out ti^.rv Vosj

can do much to NMSJM him or her

that vou re not forgetting'

GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20) —
Yo« may not know what today's

decisions will bring about in the- long

run. but there's every indication that

short term gam> will be made.

CANCER (|une 2l-|uly 22) —
Progress may be difficult to aaaaas

today It is OK to take your time and

figure out what vour M.itu- hi

LEO (|uly 25-Aug. 22) — While

others gravitate toward fltDM things

that will quickly be forgotten, vou

are best to focus vour energic- M
long-term items toda>

VIRGO (Aug. 25-Sepl. 22) —
Take care that vou don't fall victim

to your own deception today. Your

best bet is to avoid any kind of false-

hood at this time

LIBRA (Sept. 25-Oct. 22) —
What vou are doing i» understand

able, but that d.*-»n t mean that oth

ers aren't going IB Br] and talk vou

out of continuing this wav

SCORPIO (Oct. 25-Nov. 21) —
> ou arc gi>ing to be in a position v>f

some authority todav. whether vou

know it or not Ihe hcM thing SON

can do i* listen to another- COS)

terns

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — Self-promotion prove- I

trickv task todav Othct- may be sus-

pictous ot any attempt to put vi>ur

bbH Iront and COM Be -ubtle. easy-

going

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-|an 19)

- "i m will receive an important

and timely affirmation before the

dav i- out It i- a good day to begin

putting a new plan into motion
-lowlv

AQUARIUS (|an 20-Fcb. 18)

— With the help ol a Iriend. vou

-hould be able to dig your wav out

of a tough situation that came
upon you quite suddenly only yes-

terdav.

PISCES (Feb I9-March 20) —
locu- on what vou can readilv iden

tilv todav Thi- i- no time to get

caught up in issues that appear to

have no definite answers.

Closo to Homo By John McPherson

* of the Oiiy

££Amigo! Amigo! Its

fun for a boy and a girl.
* *

-annoying Isuzu commercial

Today's D.C. Menu
CmM 343-3*36 for

Franklin

"Marge hSinks I got it for quicker stock quotes, but I

really bought it because my downtoods from the

Victoria's Secret Web site were taking forever."

LUNCH
Taco Taco
Vegie Taco

Clam Roll (or Taco)

Reuben Sandwich on Rye (or Taco)

DINNER
Savory Baked Chicken Poultry

Risotto Italiano (neato!)

Spaghetti w/ Tomato Lentil Sauce or Water

1 1A lb Cowburger

Worcester
LUNCH

Captain's Lucky Catch on Sesame Roll

Grilled Sneeze

Fettucini /Tomato Sauce

Black I'd P's

DINNER
Savory Baked Chicken w/ Sassy Sauce

Pineapple Ham Steak without Kiwis

Korean BBQ Tofu

Ravioli Alfredo

Hampshire

ACROSS
1 October

birthstone

5 Chicago for one
9 ChlnaTRuasia

divider

1

3

Narrow road

14 Neighborhood
15 Desert transport

17 Nerve
1B Dramatist

Coward
19 Leg bone
20 Boxing great

21 Cell occupant
22 Plain

24 Container
weights

26 Opposed
27 Boasted
29 Suit fabnc

31 Jtnxed

32 Location

33 Basin

36 Geisha s sash

37 Act Jlke a tyrant

40 Important time

41 Pale
42 Fibber

43 Type of bear

45 Chili ingredients

47 Lookedat
49 Get hold of

51 Vagabond
52 Urged
54 Hearty laugh

56 — do you do9
"

58 Slight trace

59 Spellbound
61 Actress Nina —
62 Show scorn

63 Away from the

wind
64 James of Jazz

65 Miscalculates

66 Clumps
87 To - plus

DOWN
1 Gymnast

Korbul
2 Newman or

Revere
3 Immunizing

agent
4 Bandleader
Brown

5 Used a certain

boat

6 Golf dubs
7 Golf peg
8 Princeton's riva)

9 Busy
10 Damsel
1

1

Brown pigment
12 Bridle parts

16 In the wee
hours

21 Belief

23 Windmill parts

25 Impress greatly

27 Grub
28 Singer McEntire
29 Italian coins

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

WHHH HQUH SGBHH

iimmum aura

iziHicoii uuiaa widhli

3-27 te (ft 18SB United f-sa'jre Syndicate

30 Caesar's
highway

32 Washer cycle
33 Type of lens

34 Russia's —
Mountains

35 Medieval
entertainer

38 Hangar vehicle

39 Talk
44 Electrical unit

45 Wisconsin
native

46 Sea ducks

47 Beasts
48 Makes a

choice
49 Pickling

juice

50 Copier need
51 Used a

keyboard
53 Attract

56 Eight prcf

57 "Huh?"
60 Miss neighbor

61 Groundhog's
mo

LUNCH
Cowburger
Chicken Puks

Captain's Shoestnng Catch on Sesame St.

Cheesy Sandwich of Grilled Cheese

DINNER
Savory Baked Chicken with Nothing

Glazed Harvest Ham with Pork

Savory Baked Oscars with Cheese

Cheese with your... choice of toppings

Berkshire

LUNCH
Captain's Catch

Fettuccini/Tomato Sauce

Grilled Cheese
Beans and Rice

DINNER
Savory Baked Chickin'

Pork Ginger Stir Fry

Tempeh Stir Fry

Ravioli Alfredo
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Collegian Classifieds
University of Massachusetts • Phone: {413)545-3500 Fj\: (413)545-1592

APARTMENT FOR RENT APARTMENT FOR RENT

Large Thret Bedroom
Apartment Two full bathrooms

Walk from Uptown One mile

from campus Call 256-0656

2 Bedroom Available June 1st

Easily accomodates 4 people

Center of town $825/month
Call Andy 549-5637

One bedroom- Brandywine
Apt. Available 6/1 Call 549
1770

The Boulders lease or sublet

available June 1. 1998-July 31.

1998 Large 2 bedroom, full

bath, heat and hot water includ-

ed Bus Stop, laundry right out

!00f 256-1415

Two Bedroom Boulders Apt
Available June 1 Two spacious

bedrooms S720/month Call

256-5489

3 bedroom Pufftoe Available

June 1 $900/month Call

George 549 3656

One bedroom aeartmeet in

Colonial Village available now
Easily accomodates two people

On bus line, next to laundry

across the street from Mike s

trds Call Fred at 256-8406

Live In Brandywine

Lease available June 1. 1998

through August 31. 1999 or

Summer 1998 sublet option

Two bedroom, full bath, heat

and hot water included On two

bus mutes Contact 549-5046

Beautiful 3 Bedroom
Hardwood floors Downtown
Amherst $1350/month 549-

7752

. 2. and 3

bedroom apartments Gat hem
hardwood floors We are show-

ing starting April 6th for June

and September leases Lincoln

Heal Estate 253 7879

3 bedroom condos

hardwood floors, heated base-

ment 1/2 mile to campus on bus

route We are showing starting

April 6th for June and

September leases $1350 plus

utilities 253-7879

AUTO FOR SALE

Hyundai Excel 19M Standard

Towncar Must see $875 Call

665-7232

1990 Cbevy Berelta lady LTD

Mint condition Call 546 2262

iChnssy)

For Sale 19K Buick Ceetufy

New transmission/tires $700 or

B/0 665-3718

M Pontiac Sunbtrd 124k. runs

well No rust 259-1915

1991 Subaru Jutty 5 speed

Great MPG Runs great $1200

533-4087

Wanted Junk Ceil Cash paid

everyday 1 800-649-4795

COMPUTERS

Laptop Computer: IBM
F*litM, OeeWoo.
133/150MMX starting $1275

W/CDROM 16MB 13GB. 121"

screen Color Scanner
graph/tent $125 Okidata OL

1200/PS tOOdpi 12ppm H/duty

Laser Printer for PC/MAC/NW
Call 665-7232

Computer A Ink-Jot Printer

CD-ROM. 14 4 modem 16MB
256kCache Great deal $200

5486961

Macintosh Color Stylewnter

1SO0 Printer. •

Eiternal CD Drive SCSI

Equipment is in excellent condi

tion All for $300 or B/0 549

5514

COMPUTERS
CHEAP! CHEAP) Color VGA
Monitor- $55 Laptop Notebook

$99 486 Computer System-

$295 Call CPC (413)584 8857

EMPLOYMENT

Summer Jobs

For The Environment

In Cape Cod
$2500 $4O00/Summer

Campaign for clean air and

water

Protect endangered species

Make A Difference

Campaign To Save The

Environment

1-800 75-EARTH

CAMP CANADENSIS. Pocono

Mountains. PA Excellent resi-

dential coed summer camp
Caring counselors to teach ath-

tennis, gymnastics, moun-

tain bikes, motorcycles, ropes

course, yearbook and newspa-

per, drama, video photography.

ntlery. cooking arts & crafts.

WSI. waterfront, dance, golf,

and much more 1 Excellent facili-

ties and great salary 1 6/20/98-

8/17/98 Call I800I832 8228 or

Email us at camp4youOaol com

for an application You can find

us on the web at

WWW CANADENSIS COM

HAVE AN AMAZING SUM
MEM Prestigious coed camp in

Massachusetts seeks caring.

motivated college students who
love kids' GENERAL & SPECIAL-

TY COUNSELORS needed Join a

dedicated, fun team
Competitive salaries Camp
Tacornc 1 800-762 2820

Summer In Wellleet Need
responsible male/female Free

room exchange for child care

Requires taking 1 1 year ok) boy

to beach Good swimmer
Outdoor activities 5 days Nights

free Interview Call Katie

15081349 9054 15081349-3411

EMPLOYMENT
SUMMER JOBS OUTSIDE
Looking for painters and fore-

man tor summer in Amherst

area Pay $6 50-$900/hr 35-50

hrs/'wk Call Eric at 546-4327

Summer Job Opportunities:

Green Mountain Camp is a small

residential summer camp tor

girls located in Dummerston,

Vermont We are looking for

counselors, cooks, and a Water

!y Instructor Applicants

must be energetic and love

working with children Send

resumes Green Mountain Camp.

RD1. Box 237, Brattleboro. VT

05301 or angieSsover net

Drivers Wanted- Centone s

Pizie Hiring Part-Time and Full

Time Reliable car a must 256-

6100 after 3pm or apply at 481

West Street (across from South

Amherst Dairy Mart)

Mayflower Gardens
Landscaping Needed people

with an eye on a future in the

green industry Bourne MA 508

563 9575

Ad Reps needed 'or amher-

stonhne com We need mo'

ed articulate internet literate

people Call 253 9000 for

details

Earn extra cash i ig our

circulars from home in your

spare time No experience nec-

essary Free information 1-888-

892-2781

SUMMER WORK IN

WELFLEET ON CAPE COO
General restaurant work by

mg cashiering and service

$8/hour and meats plus $100 per

week bonus for each week
worked W you stay through

August 24 1996 Call or write

Bill Miliett P0 Box 321 South

Weltleet. MA 02663 (508)349

2265 e-mail

wmillettCcapecod net

EMPLOYMENT
Fall 1998 Internships with the

Student Legal Services Office,

get hands-on experience in the

legal field— work directly with

attorneys and clients Earn up to

15 undergraduate credits No
experience in the legal profes-

sion necessary-- training pro

vided Application deadline is

April 17. 1998 Contact The
Student legal Services Office

today 545 1995. 922 Campus
Center

Town Of Amherst Leisure
Services Summer
Employment Opportunities:

CAMP Summer Camp
Counselors. Directors (Teen

Camp). Special Needs
Counselors Art Director POOL
STAFF Managers. Instructors.

Lifeguards. Cashiers. Wading
Pool Attendant. Pool

Maintenance Supervisor

SPORTS Adult Tennis Instructor

and Field Maintenance Worker

EVENTS Hot Summer Nights

Volunteers OFFICE Clerical

Competitive Hourly Wages
Applications available through

Amherst leisure Services Office

hi the Bangs Center or at the

Town s Human Resources

Office. Town Hall in Amherst

Amherst is an E E /A A
Employer Deadline for applica-

tions is March 31. 1998

Cruise Ship A Land Tour

Jabs- I icellent benefits World

Travel Ask us how' 517-324-

3090 ext C50013

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOY
MENT- Fishing inrj...

--uent earnings and DemjRM
potential All maior employers

Ask us how' 517 324-3115 ext

A50011

CRUISE A LAND TOURS- Earn

up to $: 000. memm Free world

travel (Caribbean Alaska.

Europe, etc )' Free room/board

For info, ring 1919)933 1939 Ext

CI 50

EMPLOYMENT
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT
up to $3 000/moiiih in fisheries.

parks. resorts Airfare 1

Food/lodging! Our service rec-

ommended by US News &
World Reports (919(933 1939

ExtA150

Female PCA Wanted
Weekends only Call Barbara at

256-6721

National Park Employment-
Parks Forests, Wildlife

Preserves Ask us how 1 517-324

3109 Ext N50013

FOR RENT

SUMMER RENTALS
CAPE COD GROUP Summer
Reatals- Some waterfront

houses, some with swim-
ming pools. Falmouth area

Oiamond Reel Estate

I50M77 1900

FOR SALE

Brand New Snowboard One

of a kind Plus 2 passes to Mt

Snow Best Offer Call 253-6467

and • beat jj/t

JatPtnttaVC

6-0713

Tapes

HAPPY BIRTHOAY

NYER
HAPPY BIRTHDAY BABY'

20 YEARS YOU OLD"
So you don t like parties or cake

eh"hehehe Hows this 1

I LOVE YOU' Teresa

HOUSES FOR RENT

INSTRUCTION

University Bartending Course

50% Student Discount National

Certification Available Spring

Sessions This Semester Spate

Is Limited 1-100-U CAN MIX

LOST & FOUND

Lost: Sunglasses 3/24 Silver

frames with light blue lenses If

I please call 6 1199

ROOM FOR RENT

1 bedroom in 3 bedroom apt

June 1st Fits 1 2/pref

female Mam St Above Bruno s

on bus route CHEAP! Call 253-

aW
ROOMMATE WANTED

Clean fun. laid-back girl

wanted to share a 2 bedroom

apartment 1 minute from town

Apartment is renovated & fully

furnished On site laundry, work

out room 2nd floor in house

548-7078

Clean, elder er mature

female who likes quiet To

share two bedroom apartment.

washer and dryer, furnished liv-

ing room area Summer/Fall

Please contact T.na 665-3491

SERVICES

Amherst- S
$1495/month Ava

1st 548-8166

bedroom
afj|g ju- e

Rental Problems? Questions

out your lease/security

posit deductions 7 Quel
j,.- muetmnM

ment 7 Contact The Student

Legal Services Office 922

Campus Center 5451995

INSTRUCTION

Bonag and
lessons in Spr

80O 500 3299

Kick Boxing
1 Call 1

Dissertations i_
pared by Ph m English Any

subject 665-3718

Pregnant 7 Need help? Call

jht of Amherst area for

free testing and assistance 549

1906

STEREO 8, CD EQUIP

Panasonic Mini Stereo,

Retro Silver Metal Wood
Cabinet. Speakers Great sound

clarity Paid $375 m November

Very good condition Asking

$275/80 586 1572

TO SUBLET

One hedroom in two bedroom

at Brandywine $390/month all

inclusive Available June 1 July

31 Call Christina 549-7088

Unique Puftton Apartment &

must see Available 6/1 Call

548-6961

North Amherst One bedroom

with deck Quiet $670 All

included Available 5/9 549-

9164

One ludroom m 2 bedroom at

Clitfside $280 month all mclu

sive Call tor details 665 0235

TRAVEL

EARLY BIRO SPECIAL

EUROPE SUMMER 98

Northeast Deps $329 R/T

CarrbfVMexco $199 R/T

Florida $79 0/W
Puerto Rcr> $99 0/W
Call 800 326 2009

.vww airhnch org

WANTEO

Need 5* Bodiesma Will Take

WANTED TO SUBLET

Wanted to sublet May 1 Aug

31

location No interior

Playground area preferred Also

May' Aug 31 1 bedroom Call

Gam

THIS SPACE
FOR RENT

Call us @ 545-3500.
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FRIDAY, MAR 27

Community - The UM
MFA Reading Series will

continue with a live litera-

ture reading by fiction writ-

er- Lisa Baker and Peirce

lohnston. The reading will

take place at Wootton's
Books on North Pleasant

Street in Amherst at 7:50

p.m.

Lecture — A lecture enti-

tled "Contested Histories:

Towards a Multicultural
Media Studies" will be held

at 4:50 p.m. in Thompson
Hall, room 104. The focus

will be on the audio-visual

media and the presentation

of diverse points of view on

history. The event is spon-

sored by
Department
Communication

the I \1

of

SATURDAY. MAR 28

Comedy MISSION
IMPROVable will be per-

forming their weekly come-

dy improv show at 8 p.m.

in room 165 in the campus
center. The show is free and

open to everyone.

SUNDAY. MAR. 29

Fi'/w — Something Ever)

Friday will be presenting

Tomorrow Sever Dies at 8

and 10 p.m. in the Campus
Center Auditorium. In his

second time as lames
Bond. Pierce Brosnan

attempt- to head olf a

powerful media mogul
intent on triggering a gloh-

al war. The event h spun-

sored h> the UM Campus
Activities Office

NOTICES

Commencement housing
— A limited number of

residence hall rooms will

be available for the rela-

lives and friends of gradu-

ating UMass students for

the night of Saturday. May
25. Commencement hous-

ing applications are avail-

able at the Universit)
Conference service-

Office. Campus Center,

room 918. To guarantee i.i

reservation, completed
forms must be returned b\

Ma\ 8.

Community — Come join

all the fun by signing up to

show an animal for the

65rd Annual Livestock
Cla-sic. The Classic will be-

held on Friday evening.
April 24 and Saturday April

23. Contact Brian or

Howard at 256-6022 to

sign up or for more infor-

mation.

Employment — UMas«
Lab School has opening- in

the Reggio inspired
pre-school program for fall

semester. For more infor-

mation, call Jennifer Ryan
at 545-5199.

Employment— The
UMass CRC is hiring

work-study office Stafl and
web publishers
Applications are available

in the CRC office. 522
Student Union or leave a

voice mail at 545-1 122.

\ olunteerism— The
Amherst Salvation Army
needs volunteers any day
and any time. Call
255-4747 for more infor-

mation.
\ olunteerism— The

Crisis Center. a

Massachusetts Suicide
Prevention Hotline is cur-

rently seeking volunteers

and interns. For more infor-

mation, contact Gina

FYls are public service announce-

ments printed daily To submit an

FYI, please send a press release

containing all pertinent informa-

tion, including the name and
phone number of the contact per-

son to the Collegian, c/o the

Managing Editor by noon the pre-

vious day.

Grampetro at

(978)849-5600 ext. 201.

Voting — Absentee bal-

lots for the April 7 Annual
Town Election are now
available in the Town
Clerk's Office. Monday
through Friday from 8 a.m.

to 4:30 p.m. The deadline

to apply for an absentee
ballot is noon on Monday.
April 6.

/7p\
Happy Weekend!!!

from the Collegian - milters of sunshine, newspapers, DC menus and other swell stuff.

HS
,
CN . .

Bulletin Board

a CBS/3 Hartford

•a 4 CBS/4 Boston

C B ABC/5 Boston

C B PBS/57 Springfielc

7 HSCN Movie Ch.

B B UPN/20 Hartford

B Weather Channel

tSf||

Z
u
on

to NBC/30
New Britain

11 Fox/61 Hartford

is PBS/24 Hartford

X 13 WOCH & HSCN

m 14 International

J« UMass Academic TV

17 HSCN Programming

IB TV- 19

SO ABC/40 Springfield

38 NBC/22 Springfield

aaCNN
84 CNN SI

SB Headline News

as uctv

TBS

BET

TV Land

Univision

FRIDAY EVENING C - Campus M

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI

O
WHDH !Q
WTXX
WVIT
WTIC

WWLP
WGBY CD
WGGB tB
wsbk lm
WTBS '©

CNN
COM

31 Comedy Central

38 Cartoon

Much Music

DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK
SCIFI

TLC
TNT

USA

tJ

6:00
Wuhbona I

NtwsK
News

New. «

F'jll House "

Ne*s

Mad Abo You

Hornajmp.

News R

Creatures

News I

Mad Abo. You

Family Matters

6:30
Business Rot Newshour With Jim Lehrer «

CBS Inside Edition

CBS News Ertrs il

ABC News Inside Edition

BoyWofld

NBC News

Mid Abo You

NBC News

Simpsons «

NK Nam
Business Rpt

ABC News

Mad Abo You

Family Matters

Northern Exposure t!

Worldview I

tt'i -VHF" (1989. Comedy) Al Yankovic. Michael Richards

Wings Ragles ot the Crown'

UfiClose

3*

Q<

HBO | g>
max 'at'

SHOW j ® i

7:00
,

7:30

Real TV «

Ent. Tonight

Fresh Prince

Wheel-Fortune Jeopardy! Tt

Judge Judy 1.

Ent Tonight

Seinfeld

Chronicle v

Fresh Prince

Judge Judy I

Hard Copy I

Wheel-Fortune
]
JeopardyM^

Frasier «

Newshour With Jim Lehrer &

Seinfeld 1 Frasier «

8:00
Wish. Week

Kids-Dirndest

KidsDarndest

Sabrina-Witch

8:30
Wall St Week

Candid C.

Candid C

Boy-World

9:00 9:30
Connecticut Journal

10:00
McLaughlin

10:30
Religion

Figure Skating The Great Skale Debate 2 (In Stereo Live) ft

Figure Skating The Great Skate Debate 2 (In Stereo Live) ft

Sabrina-WitchlHiHer-Oiller 20/20 R

The Fruhman" (1990. Comedy) Marlon Brando"

Players "Conspiracy"

IntheHoute IMalcolm-Eddie

Playert "Conspiracy" I
Beyond Belie): Fact or Fiction

Players 'Conspi

Wash Week

ai.y w

Sabrina-Witch

Wall St Week

Boy-World

Dateline (In Stereo) ft Homicide: Lite on the Street «

Good News ft ISpartu (R) ft"

Dateline (In Stereo) ft

Millennium "19 19" (R) ft

Dateline (In Stereo) ft

State Were In | This Week

Sabrina-Witch HillerDiller

Seinfeld r. (NBA Basketball Boston Celtics al New Jersey Nets (Live)

Preseason Baseball Atlanta Braves vs Tampa Bay Devil Rays (Live) ft

Law 4 Order Self-Defense" ft

Moneyline ft |Cro»»fire ft

Supermarket

Sportscenter

Debt

MTV Live In Stereo)

Figure II Out 'Tiny Toon

Quantum Leap fin Stereo) ft

Renovation [Renovation

Lois i Clark-Superman

Baywatch Nightmare Bay M.,

,5.15)'roGi»ian.37fh"

(5:00)

(500)

Gimme Shelter (R)

Biography: Conluous-Wisdom

World Today I

America's Castles (R)

Larry King Livt ft

ThTCouch rnp"(1987. Comedy) Dan Aykroyd.

Wild Discover)

Women's College Basketball NCAASertill <

Intimate Portrait

Fashionably

Doug :

Diarjr^LJngerie.

ftugrati
|

Night Stalker The Werewolf

Home Again ;Home Again

Babylon 5 Cat and Mouse" ft

Highlander: The Series

:

9!lL Dump-CCNY Scandal

Head Above Water (19%) Harvey Keilei ft

-High School Hgh "(1996) Jon Lovitt 'PG-13'

Unsdvad Myttariaa (In Stereo)

News

Kablam! (Rj_

Beams-Bull

Bewitched

American Gothic
"
Rebirth" ft

Rial America: 4» Hours

News World-Wond

Grace Under

Homicide Lite on the Street I

Homicide Life on the Street

No Safe Plae-Violence-Women

2(V20 R

News Chwrs R

ARCH 27, 1998
11:00 11:30

Nova (R) (In Stereo) ft

News E I Lata Show I

News R

Lata Show ft

Ntghtline «_

Star Trek: Nait Gener

Vibe

]Tonight Show

Seinfeld I

News R

Tonight Show

Deep Space 9

Tonight Show
Charlie Rose (In Slereo) ft

News R

M-A'S'H ft

Nirjhtline ft

Real TV R

«« "Brewsler
,

sMil>ioni"(1965
l
Comedy) Richard Pryor

20th Century (R)

World Today ft

Law 4 Order "Doubles" ft.

Sports Itlut. IMoneylineft

"The Late Shift" (1996. Comedy-Drama) Kalhy Bates.

Black Hole*: The Abyss jjustice Filet "Missing' 7hT

Women's College Basketball: NCAA Tournament Semifinal Teams TBA

*«'t "Avahnche"{W*. Suspense) Michael Gross

Yo! (In Stereo)

Wonder Years [Wonder Years

Top Ten Videos of the Week

Ha£Pl
berly R

Dayi |l Love Lucy «

"Love flrfes"(1992, Comedy) Kimberly Foster. Roger Rose

Ancient Warriors ISclenc* Timet" Extreme"

iupa Basketball Houston Rockets at Orlando Magic (In Stereo Live) ft [Tnide-NBA

waiter 7e»a»"Rangafft |ee'i "Beverly Hills Cop II" {1987 Comedy) Eddie Murphy. B~
r
The Substitute" (1996. Drama) Tom Berenoer 'R' ft

Booty Cs<?"( 1997) Jamie Foxx 'R' ft [Broken Arrow

ia "CIass of )999"(1990, Science Fiction) Bradley Gregg 'R'

'The Substitute 2. School Out"

New Attitudes

Sportscenter

Golden Girls

Loveline (In Stereo)

M.T. Moore |Ta«i ft

Night Stalker The Werewolf"

Real America: 40 Hours (R)

o "Ghost Wamor(l984)

"fl*in/Dwe-fn"(199<)

1998) 'R' ft

ta "The Cr»ff"(1996, Horror) Robm Tunney 'R'

Stargata SG-1 [Outer Limits "Identity Cnsis"

Dennis Miller

Intimate Sett.

Hunger (R) ft,
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Men s tennis prepared for

possible confidence boost
By Sorrford Appeil

ColUgKin Staff

Alter a disapixiiniin^ southern trip

featuring three lotMi the
Maaaachu-etts men'i lenali team
reloaded with a trruelin^i training se>

sion in Ftoridd ova OtiM hreuk

This preparation leud-. up to this

weekend's action, which involve* two
kev home matches U | the Has Road
Tennis Club.

UMass i2 4 cprinj!. 8 i ovejfajg),

will take on Atlantic 10 nvjl
Hordhani this jlteniooii hefoie meet
ing Colgate tuinomm dt noon

"There i> no question that this is j

big weekend lor the team coach
hid) Dixon said "We need to turn the

momentum ol thi> sca-on back in our

hfafOM it i s tern laic."

A» Dixon has slre»ed io her team

all season, the mtei sonlenttces

matches, such a> the- hordhani attjir

weigh so heavilv in regards io the

Atlantic I O tournament

lutthcniH.te Colgate ha> squared

off with seveial V 10 teams this sea

son. which also will pl.i

.

>( (he seeding*

"Hoth matches arc so important to

our overall outlook ' |)i\on >a id "I

expect to have ginnj results dgdinst

lordhani. but Colgate has been c>pc

«.ldll> lOUgh (HI Us

The Mmulenien die O 2 agdinsi

Colgate having fallen to the KcJ
RaKler»m I^Sund ]*<*

Number one singles pljvcr

crew

ClicncN is lulls rccoveud li\un a bout

with bronchitis, und Divon expects

him to lead the chatge this weekend
\nothcr plavcr to watch will be

sophomore I'disa Sdinii, who has

been moved up a spot to No. 4 in the

singles rotation.

Xnini has been ellecmc ull spnng.

sporting a team bol X 2 overall

spring tecoid He posted the lone sin

^les victor) lot I Mass dguinst George
\\ j-liington edtlter this month

IK spite an extended team >lui>

I Mas. has dropped 4 straight match-
es the team morale is upbeat.

~\Ke know we have been plaving

tough opponents." junior Rob
Manchester sdid \U competed well

lol the most part, and we have (veil

pic paring hatd lot the stretch run.

iillv we ^an turn this around

The Mtnuteinen I . ome
tiemendous amounts ol adverti!)

vnei the pdst few s t

feels the mrrMU situation i> not a

sduse for greet concern.

"Wi wanted to plav better team*,

and wc are now getting a taste lor

whai the next level ol competition ts

all dbout ' Dixon said "I am OtM*V
dent that this yroup ol guys can

iJ and l>e tough to beat bv the

end of this season."
' Ihc team needs to win now,"

Manchester said "Mentallv and |>h\si

sallv we are reeds, but winning a few

matches, will bouM our confuk
I

the was back up
"

conttnuoo from page 10

fUVA] has the strongeet schedule

of any crew team in the countrv

Dietz said. "I also think we are i

them at a disadvantage this earl) in

die season We're facing a teem that

finished fourth in the countrv last

year with a bad race in the

Championships Right off the bat.

we're getting thrown into the fire
"

Although I Md-s women « slew

program ranks aewuigai the nation '»

clue. Diet/ admits that hi» pupil*

may face some stiff competition with

in the A- 10 II the Minutewomen
hope to capture their third OMtfn
cnee crown in the as many sca*ons.

they will have to contend with poten-

tial spoilers Cicoigc \N d»hingion and

Temper Rhode Island and fordham
;vcied to be competitive

In addition to bis pride in the

• tiong I Mass varsitv eight -rew.

DtMi il cxltc-tnclv pleased with both

the progrc-- and potential of h

I (cam whoae bnght future has

hnn fioating
" fhts sear l tir-t novice team is the

fastest I've had since I've been here."

he sail! paw lite blood"

tftet the

the M.nu'

until Mas 9, when t

partake in the Stat*

on their home water

venine

on the road

ne slated to

ool R

Massachusetts
1998 schedule
March 28— BostootCMtef '

April 4 — Virginia (lake IrVvanAa

April 18 — NortbeaatetTi sund ColumniH ' harle

April 19 — Villanova (Cooper Riv*?r (. amden N

Apnl 25 — Atlantic IO Championship (Cooper

May 2 — Yale and Brown 1

1

May — State School Regatta (Conne<

May sKKll — NCAA Championships (Gainesville. Ga.)

Bostoni

Carndi'ii

Conn i

! Collegian Night Graphics

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i
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«• fOT

Paregoric
Piercing

CUSTOM BODY PIERCING
AND JEWELRY

PY Arr.OlNTMENT ONLY

LOWEST RATES
IN THE VALLEY,

Wifis, confidence

boost water polo

for weekend trip

By Paul Teves

Collegian Staff

Ready and waiting
The Massachusetts softball team will kick oft its

against La Salle and fordham

COtUCaTl ISI

Atlantic 10 conference slate this weekend with games

Stanford excels in class, on the field

Dy jSsve tnrinwin

AsKxiossd Press

i w \\ rONIO When lett

Tarani/o threw a tantrum that got

him kiskcvl out ol Wimbled. mi a few

years ago. a British tjhloid noted be

had played wv>n

dered he *chool

w.is i .•>;
. ,/\

Tlte amwei. in a was i- ves Crazy

about competition. In the classroom*,

on the courts, m the lields

Stanford i* the home ol winners

Nobel Pn/es Pulit/er Pn/e>
OI\nipic medals St. \\ champi

pt lohn NK I nroe Tiger

Wood*. The men s batJwthall

that pla>s m the I tnal lour against

Kentuck) toinotrow is even bit part

of a work-hard, plat -hatd attitude

that enable* Stanford to reign, \irtu

all) \eat alter year, a* one of the

nation s top sports achooh
With a sporis budget ol more than

$"Hi million a seat this private uni-

\etsit\ draws athletes from I relative

l\ tmv student population compared

with North Carolina I c I V Penn

Stale and other perennial basketball

01 football powerhouses

But the lack ol piominence in has

ketball and loothall Stanlotd last

readied the I inal lout in 1
1*42 and

last pttr/ad in the Rose IV>wl in 1^72
— obscures the fact that it wins m so

manv othei sj>,,tis

Stanford won si\ NCAA champi-

onships last )

women > tennis men « and women's

vollcvhall. and men s and women «

cross country It jIh> had three run-

ners up. three third place Malta It

teams in the top live I *» in the top

id 2 > in the tot

So far th< mford ha* won

three NCAA title*. I has

won more Nt \\ team champi
c>n*hips than Stanlord over the last

.Ml. 10 V! <r>d IS

48i

In the live vears that the Scars

Director* l up has been awarded to

the top I S athletic program.

Stanford has won it lour times.

including ihc last three North

Carolina, one ol the RttetM state

schools academically, won it once

ITtis vear Stanlord will win it again

Stanlord I 8 1 national champi-
onships include If in men s tennis.

10 in women's tennis, nine in men's

raM polo, nine in women's swim

ming. seven in men's swimming.

and seven in men \t firsi

vrlance. the school looks laid back

lowering palm trees shade the main

drive into the campus \ ast lawns

serve a< carpets lot students studv

ing under the sun or tossing

Krisbees Neat lliiwer beds surround

Rodin sculptures Rolling hill*,

green as Ireland in the wet winters

and brown the rest of the vear. offer

a bucolic backdrop to the low. red

tile-roofed Spanish stvle quads. In

elegant Palo Alto, about halfway

between San Francisco and San
lose. Stanford* workaholic scien-

nd etitrepiencurs spawned the

companies that evolved into Silicon

Valley. The university, along with

rival California aero** the bav in

Berkelcv. continue* to generate the

talent and nonstop working atmos

phere that make Silicon \al

successful

That same attitude translat

success m sports.

nature, we have motivated ath

letes who arc used to competing in

the classroom and in sports " assis-

tant athletic director Gary Migdol

said. "It's a special kind ol student

who comes here He or she has a pen-

chant to improve and excel We
have mote Olvmpians than anvonc

eUe i-t 1* athletes and coaches at the

Atlanta Games) and the MM
the NCAA championships fa

itself. The baseball and tenni* team*

win. so the swimming team wants to

win. and the basketball team* and the

volleyball team* There are just a lot

of champions walking around this

campus
"

The Massachusetts women's water

polo team heads to Hanover, N.H..

on Saturday for the Collegiate Water

Polo Association League
Tournament No. 7 UMass hopes to

continue building off the success g|

its recent California road swing

The Minutewomen came home on

Monday after a solid nine-game road

swing, during which they won six

games. The crowning achievement of

the trip was the championship perfor-

mance at the week ending Claremont

Invitational.

"Our contidence level increased as

the week went on. because we new
that we were so close to beating

teams like I SC, and in the end we
did." Minutewomen coach Dan
McOsker said

I Mass started the tournament by

beating Whittici College lot the sec-

ond time in the week. 12-0 Sarah

Newell scored three goals while

Katie Grogan. Barbara Htckev.

Claudia Clement and Marcie Hupp all

chipped in with two goals each

I Mass then gained even more con-

fidence when it defeated the

Redlands. 8-2. and followed with a

win over No io LC San Diego. 8 2

All American Katie Grogan came up

big again with five goals in these two

games, and Andrea Vazquez had

three a* well But the key to these v ic

lories were the all-around pert

mances as many different players con-

tributed to these two wins.

"The reason *o manv different

players weie scoring is because they

were in a position to score, but it was

the work ol the seven players as a

unit that got these result- McOsker
said

UMass headed to the champi-
onship game against Southern
California, which had beaten the

Minutewomen earlier in the week on

a outstanding performance bv I

goalie Beatrice Orti/ Bui after this

game every one would be talking

about Pcggv Ml
I Mass received live goals each

lime they played the Trojans, but this

time Nieves came up with eight big

saves L M isllv S-2

"Nieves came up bic. -he seemed

to |ust get stronger as the week went

on." McOsker said.

i the solid finish in California.

- would return with a

12-s They now head for New
Hampshire to take on We>lcyan.

Brown and Dartmouth
we can take what we have

seen in California and work on it tot

the next four or five weeks hclorc we

head back for Nationals ." McOsker

The Minutewomen learned a lot in

California, more than holding then

own against some of the nation '» lop

competition.

"The player* learned to play as a

unit, they learned to believe in each

other and trust each other and under-

stand that we can beat anvonc il we

believe that a teammate will be there

to help ~ McOsker s.iid about the

team's trust in each other on the

oast

A* a result, the team has made a

commitment to their offense and
defensive play in preparation for

Nationals. The competition for the

remainder of the season pales m
comparison to the team* in the

West, leaving L Mass to work on its

game without the upper level oppo-

sition

"Every game i* important, and we
will use every game as a stepping

stone for the National*, and if we
believe in each other and work as a

group we will be able to be MMMtaM
this weekend." McOsker said

What is there to do

on campus??
http://wvvw.umass.edu/carnpact/events/calendarhtm

Check this website out!
—

i

• Hair Curs

• Perms

• Relaxers

Waxing

• Nails

Process Color

+ Blow Dry

220 North Pleasant Street • Amherst • 253-8897

COUSTf SV MIDI* MLATIONV

The UMass women's crew will be on the Connecticut River early tomor-

row morning for its only home race of the season.

•|HllililiTiilr1-l»U-irillilVnVi1

Friday thru Thursday; March 27 - April 2
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UM men's lacrosse ready

to do battle against Cadets
By Brett Mauser
CoJUgton Staff

The phrase "opposite* aitidct

probablv is mow Mwrimd wWl
love, but tomorrow at 2 p m. at

Richard K Garber held the world of

lacrosse will gel an in -depth look BJ

it really means The No 8

Massachu«cii* men - team

li (ii will he plaving the number*

when it lake* on the V> ?V

I he game will be broa

UMl \ I M € •* 1 I) with a pre-game

show starting at I 4S p.m

It will he strength v* strength.

NSjfcMM vs weAnc** j- gtadujlioii

has riddled both ol the team* '

diltcient end* ol the field I he

Minutemen lost five out ot their top

- with MOkM Mike

DelPercio the onlv one ol t>

remaining Irom la*' W \ \

quarterfinalist team. Shuts are living

against the cjJct* a* three

year* top delen»emen were lost to

graduation

The last two time* the

Massachusetts men » Ucrossc

ashed with the Cadets the

game* have been decided in the

fourth period, with L Ma*- outscoring

Aims. 10 M The all lime series i*

knotted at nine.

"This is a game that we really want

to get going into a tough stretch

! Duke Loyola and Hjivard."

I Ma** coach Crag Cannclla *aid

"
1 ladnionullv much like |h\>*ion

College
I

Vnnv plays us tough every

time we pi.

I he Minutemen come roaring into

ihi- contest headed by a strong

deten*e doing back to last season.

I Mass has not allowed an opposition

double digit *coring in 10 out of

iheii la*t II game* I-ventual national

champion Princeton defeated the

Minutemen I I *» in the NC \ \

lournament
The Cadets arc hot off a two-game

winning streak and are looking to

continue onto a seventh Patriot

I nfii! title in eight years.

,» i* a very physical team who
are not going to back down from us."

Cannella said. "Any team in the

Armed homes is going to go out and

try to pu*h u» around."

Much like la*t weekend's meeting

with Hoi*tra. rial locus moves to the

senior goaltcnders. this time around.

I M.i** lohn kasselakis and Army's

I ou Kousouris.

\\ hile Kasselaki* make* hi* hid lor

All America *tatus. Kousoun*. a pre

season honorable nicniion

All America, has been the savior ol

the otherwise porou* Cadet defense

Holding opponent* to 8.33
J!

*'* •

game. Kousouris has needed to *top

an average lb shots on goal each dav.

and even made 23 saves in the I I

victor) over Colgate In combination

with a rout of Bucknell. kou*ouns

went the equivalent of an entire game

without letting up a goal

"It might turn into a Greek haiilc

the both ol them have been solid all

| nulla *aid "It could MM
down to the goalie* because both are

experienced and can control a

game
"

l)e*pite ictuming it* two top goal

scorer* in lotdon Grcrt and Chad
Hadlovk the Cadet olfen*e has sirug

gled through si* games, especially

against the nation's top teams

Against Georgetown and llobart.

their onlv two deleats of the season.

eight- and live point losses, i

tivoly . the offense sputtered, i

onlv 1 1> goals total

Material from » Ml \ t M u<J>

in thi> article

UMass downs Crusaders 14-6;

will face La Salle this weekend
By Michoel Kooytontai

Coaagvon Start

The Massachusetts baseball team

will open up it* I****** XtlantK 10

slate thi* weekend when K

Philadelphia for a three-game series

with the h\pk>rers of La Salle.

The Minutemen (7-5> are coming

off a 14 c win

terday afternoon in \\

I. Mass pounded out It* hits against

..der pitching to roll

in a game that was called after eight

innings due to dark.;

I Mass big guns

stepped up their level of plav MM
again vcr*u* Holv c ro*« lunior

aptain Doug Clark was
5 with * home run. and also

J lour runs and catcher Brian

Samela also belted out four hit*

Senior* Mudiie Daglierc. who
now has an I I -game hitting

streak, and Pete Gautreau. the

reigning A- 10 Plaver ol the Weak,

each pumped in two hits and four

runs batted in.

1 I Salle *truggled to a I

mark last season, ft-12 in the A-10

Pus weekend s set. which features

a douNebeader tomorrow at noon,

and a *ingle conteM on Sunday at

noon, will represent the lir*t ever

meeting* between the Minutemen

The ho*t- who finished last in

the A 1 1» \N cstern Div ision in I *N7

*port a J-7 mark entering the week

end. The Fxploicr* will be led bv

nan Mike Bell who leads the

team with a >*>1 hatting average

thu* her I .a Salle starter

will .arry an average over 300 into

the «et against the Minutemen
lunior Damtan Derico anchor*

the Explorer piuhing staff The

Wooribwj N I native i* 1-0 with

HmJ run average in three

starts Other hurlers who the

Minutemen will probablv

include senior Brian Mill*, who also

plav* the outfield, loe hiorclli. Ryan

mder and Paul Blasetti As a

la Salle has been struggling.

and brings an ERA of 6 73 into the

weekend
On the L Mass side of things,

the contribution* have been com
ing from all different direction*

Gautreau leads the team with a

4t>3 average, while Dagliere is

hitting at a 444 J.p with 21 KBI

in I I games. Steve Asadoorian

boasts a 414 average heading into

the weekend, and designated hit

tcr Shawn Skeffington is at the

mark Clark and Bryan
Ma//afcrro are also above the

plateau

The pitching staff has also been

holding off the opponents as of late,

and will need to continue t"

through this weekend.

Minutemen Notes: Dagliere

became the school '« all time leader

in hits in the vutotv over

Providence on Tue*dav He now

has 210 career hit* Ryan
Hartman earned hi* tirst win of the

year by hurling an inning against

Holv Cross... Travis Yeracka and

Bill Cooke each have two win*

MM SO lead the- «tafl freshman

la*oii Grechika picked up hi* lir*i

collegiate save in the win over

He Ihe Minutemen have —till vet

to plav a home game The MM
opener will be Wednesday. Apnl I

The Massachusetts baseball team defeated Hofy Cross yesterday. 14-6, and will meet up with conference foe La

Salle this weekend.

Owls next up on tough women s lax slate

By Serb Koemg
Coftagtan Staff

After overcoming the natural ele

ment* to deleal it* tir*t two oppo

nent*. the Ma**achu*elt* women*
lacrosse team *uf lered it* tirst low of

the MMM under tame *kie* at the

hand* of ^ ale on \\edne*dav alter

noon That matchup kicked off an

extremely lough three game *tretch

earlv in the season, on that continues

with Temple and Brown.

The Minutewomen face Temple
tomorrow at I p in at lotman field

Ihe loss, a seeminglv solid victor)

for the I li* wa* much CsMMf than the

I J r> score indicated.

"It look*, like a prettv healthy mar-

gin, but I don't know that the game

reallv went that way." coach

hrance*ca McClcll.m *aid of the

Minutewomen* mid week content "I

wa* happv with ihe wav we were

plav ing We had an excellent 23 min-

ute*, but then we let down and let

them go on a five goal run. We lelt

oemlvci la i position where art

couldn't catch up

"The first 2"i minute*, it wa* J S,

and the la*t 20 minute*, it wa* S !

The middle ol the game wa* where

the difference was."

The mid-game slump could be

perhaps traced indirectly to the

weather the Minutewomen over-

came to win their fir*t two games
W ith the more familiar Totman
field taking longer to prepare for

plav. the team was forced to take it*

game to the AstroTurfed Richard F.

Garbcr I leld Vide Irom a different

surface. Garber has a smaller

perimeter. leaving the

Minutewomen less prepared for a

wider field. Also, with their third

scheduled game, against New
Hampshire, postponed indefinitely,

the -quad mi**ed out on valuable

playing experience.

"Not to make excuse*, but we've

been plaving on turf for a long time."

McCktlM *.nd "Ihi* wa* the first

time in almost a month in which we
plaved on grass, the last time being

at I
North Carolina!. Also. Yale's

field was larger, so I think we got a

little tired during the middle of the

game."

Yale, whose 20-5 trouncing of

UMass last year was compromi*ed
tin* time around by a significantly

improved Minutewomen team, was

onlv the tip of the iceberg A difficult

pair of game* |mm on the hon/on.

including thi* weekend against

letnplc | Ni \\ hnal four partiei

pant in 1

1

"Temple is going to be obviously

vcrv competitive \K* Icllan said.

"They have a few more games under

their belt than we do. so they have a

little more experience I hev have a

lot ol talented plavei* teturning. as

well We will have SO work on con

taining their fast break. Another
strength of theirs is working around

the 0TMM, *o that's also something

we'll have to plan for
"

I .ii K last season, the Owls took

advantage of the Minutewomen's
inexperience between the pipe-*, clob

bering CMa**. 2V S This year, the

Carolvn Albright and-Claudia
Chchinikoff led Temple team will be

firing at a talented pair ot freshman

husetti goaltender*. len Nardi

and Tara Durkin.

"Tara Durkin stepped in and had a

great day |again*t last],* McClcllan

said. "Both goalies got time and I

think that's really beneficial going

into the weekend."

Looking to continue its past success,

Massachusetts' crew races year's first

By Aaron M. Saykin

Collegian Staff

AlEXANOM KOROMILAS / COUfGMN

The Army Cadets will tangle with the UMass men's lacrosse team this weekend at Richard F. Garber Field.

Three-time Olympic athlete.

Two time Olympic coach. Twentv

two-year active member of the U.S.

Olympic Committee. Twice the

Atlantic 10 coach of the year in only

three MMMM.
These ImprtMtvC credential*

belong to fourth-year

\las*achusetts women* crew coach

|im Diet/, who. during his tenure )
the helm of the Minutewoman row

ers. has ignited the team to new

heights, directing it to a second

place finish in the NCAA Rowing

Championships last |une.

Over nine months alter finishing

second in the nation. Diet/ is conli

dent that his UMass squad will

remain atop the U.S. elite team*,

despite the loss of three World

Championship-caliber rowers to

graduation.

"It'll be us or Brown (competing

for the top spot|." Dietz said of his

144t< Minutewoman team, which

may surprise a handlul ol coache*

this spring. "In the overall coaches

poll. UMass is ranked fifth, and no

one has seen us race yet this season.

I think we're going to be a lot faster

than filth, though."

Dc*pite the loss of kev personnel

from 1497 varsity eight boat, the

UMass roster is still filled with ath-

letes whom Dietz describes as more
than capable of picking up the

slack. Denmark native and World
Championship silver medalist

Sarah I aurit/cn. Rlena Maciulaitstc

and captain |en Strong are expected

to power the Minutewomen to their

third consecutive A- 10 title*-.

In addition to its solid core of

rowers. UMass returns nationally

acclaimed coxswain Laura Simon,

whom Diet/ characterizes as invalu-

able to the Minutewomen crew
squad.

"l-aura Simon is the second-best

coxswain in the llnited States." he

said. "She's very important to our

team."

focused on producing another

Mcllar season, the UMass rowers

open their l*)4K campaign tomor-

row, when they will play host to

Boston College and the University

of New Hampshire along the

Connecticut River. Although both

competing programs are considered

competitive, the Minutewomen may
use the Eaglet and Wildcats as mere
tune mm lor the following weekend,
when they travel to Virginia to race

national power LJVA. The Cavaliers

finished disappointing fourth in

the country last season, relative to

their potential.

Turn to CREW, page 7
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"Unknown
Pleasures"

Ian Curtis and
his band, |oy
Division, have
finally been given

their proper obitu-

ary with the
boxed set Heart
and Sou/ (see Arts

h Living, page 6)

Stone wall

of defense

Goalie John
Kasselakis made
10 saves as the

UMass men's
lacrosse team
defeated Army
on Saturday (see

Sports, page
10)

WORLD

Nelson Mandela
affirms friendships

WASHINGTON (AP) - President

Nelson Mandela of South Arnca tatted

President Clinton a man ot "thick skin

and strong nerves" but stressed yes-

terday that he will not bend to U S

pressure to restrict his nation's rela-

tions with countries such as Libya and
Cuba

"Libya. Cuba and Iran are my
friends, and I propose to honor trial

friendship," the 79 year-old president

said in an interview on CNN'S "Late

Edition
"

Mandela's support tor countries trie

United States regards as hostile or

backers of terrorism was one of the

tew sore spots in Clinton's visit to

South Air* j that concluded Saturday.

Mandela said his position on Libya.

Cuba and Iran, supporters ot his long

struggle against apartheid, came as

no surprise and did not affect the suc-

cess ot his talks with Clinton

"The president is one ot the most
decent men I've come across, and he
has got a thick skin and strong
nerves," Mandela said "We emerged
Irom those discussions with our mutu-
al respect enhanced I realty respect

President Clinton."

On Friday. Mandela urged Clinton

to "set an example to all ol us" and
make peace with Libya. Cuba and
Iran.

NATION

Tobacco bill provisions

approved by Congress

WASHINGTON (AP) — Negotiators

on Sunday agreed on most of the

provisions of Congress' leading
tobacco bill that would charge the

industry about $M8 billion more
and impose harsher restrictions than

the settlement companies and states

reached in |une

Negotiators also approved for the

Food and Drug Administration
broad authority to regulate nicotine

products, a victory for the health

community and the White House
But the bill also would set strict

guidelines tor the agency if it ever

tries to ban nicotine. For all the

progress, negotiators left unfinished

the central issues of debate — how
much, if any, legal protection to

give the industry, and specifically

how to spend the J506 billion over

25 yean the companies would pay.

Several negotiators in the round-

the-clock talks - involving about
two-dozen maior players including

representatives of federal agencies,

private health care groups and the

White House - said the sponsor,

Senate Commerce Committee
Chairman |ohn McCain, likefy would
announce the plan for legal protec-

tions at midweek and leave the

funding question unanswered, to be

debated on the Senate floor. In a

statement, McCain said the draft

summary his staff released on
Sunday should serve as a "solid

foundation for the debate that lies

ahead."
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Police report

JQA peeper
University of Massachusetts

police are investigating reports

of a peeping torn in Southwest
Residential Area Thursday night.

At approximately 7:50 p .

police received a call from a resi-

dent of lohn Quincy Adams
Residence Hall who reported a

"male with a camera taking pic-

tures of individuals taking show-

ers,* UMass police Chief lohn

l.uippold said.

The alleged female who was
targeted by the peeping torn told

police officers she was taking a

shower when she was alerted bv

a camera flash, Luippoid said.

While police officers were
searching the flours and taking

statements from KM residents, a

second peeping torn report was
received from an individual in

Kennedy ResiJcncc' Hall at 8

p.m.

"The police offtceri searched

the two building but didn't find

him. He was seen on several

floors in both buildings."

Luippoid »<iid

Based on descriptions given to

the police by the two alleged

tints and other witnesses, public-

safety officials are searching for a

"Itghi male. 5-foot-b to

5-foot- 10. dark hair and a pos-

sible moustache."

In addition the suspect was
seen wearing a navy blue wind
break catshin. and jeans,

Luippoid said.

Anyone who may have seen the

perpetrator leaving or entering

either residence hall or nuiv have

information regarding either

dent should call public si

immediately aj 545 2121.

- Leigh laulkner

HousingAssignment office

tests new registration system
By Victoria Groves

Collegian Staff

I esley Usher, a University of

Massachu*c-u* undergraduate, was
honored by the Housing
Assignments office for being the

first student to take advantage ot

the new housing preference 1-800

number to register lor an on- cam
pu* dorm room
The pilot program, entitled PAW'S

\**i^nment Work Sheet) was
tested la*l *eine*ter and allowed

incoming student* to request a liv-

ing area over the phone and know
what building thev would be living

in by the end ol the phone call.

Noiinallv student! have to wait

weeks for their requests to be

piocc-ssed.

Men than five years ago we
started looking at how we could

make it easier lor out students This

plan would allow *tudcnt* to bond
with the universitv much ta*ter. The

Blowing bubbles
BRIAN MCDMMOTT COUK.IAN

lasmine Rodriguez, a first grader at Wildwood Elementary, blows bubbles as her "big sister" Amy
Diamond, a junior psychology major, looks on. Both are participants in the Big Brother/Big Sister program.

MOMM now is very cumbersome."

ferry Quarles, Assistant Director of

Housing .said

Currently, students apply for

housing before they leave school in

the spring, or for incoming tresh

man, at summer orientation. They
are notified of their assignments
about a month before classes begin

The first of its kind in the nation.

PAWS is expected to be used every

year by 15.000 students, of which

Usher was the first. She received

various UMass memorabilia at the

ceremony, held in Thoreau residen-

tial buildings main lounge.

Tom to PAWS poge 3

MUM MCOMMOrT couscmm

ferry Quarles presents Lesely Usher with prizes for being the first user of

the new telephone housing preference system

Giro, Richie Perez

highlight annual

PR Cultural Night
By Juan Carlos Kaplan
Collegion Staff

An estimated s50 people
packed the Student Union
Ballroom Saturday night as

Intvetsity of Massachusetts
Registered Student Organization
kHli Boricuas I nidos hosted its

annual Puerto Rican Cultural

Night Highlights of the event,

entitled "Abriendo Ptiertss"

(Opening Ooorti. included a

speech by Richie Pctez. Director

of the National Congress of

Puerto Rican Rights and the per-

formance of salsa singer Giro

"Our purpose is to educate
the minds of all ages. We're
concerned about the future of

our children and we want to aid

parents in making them | the

childrenl aware of the different

opportunities that are available."

I Mass senior and Boricuas
chairperson Melissa Hernandez
said.

This is the fourth Puerto Rican

Cultural Night that Boricuas has

hosted in the past three years

"This | the event | is not only to

celebrate our culture but educate

others what it is to be Puerto
Rican." Hernandez *aid

Perez, who was the keynote
speaker also addressed education

and children stressing among
other issues the need to prepare

the younger generations and the

necessity of being active within

the community, be it the Puerto

Rican community or of other
minorities.

"Tonight is to bring us all

together — unity. ..the typical

food and music This is family

oriented. Hey. my mom's even
here." Boricuas Public Relations

Officer, sophomore Perla del Mar
Mondriguez said.

For many, one of the high-

lights of this year's installment

of the annual event was the tra-

ditional Puerto Rican dinner
which featured "Escaveche de

Guineito" a salad made from
boiled green bananas or plantain

mixed with onions, oil and vine-

gar.

The evening's entertainment

also received much praise as first

dancers from Springfield's Girls'

Private Dancers School of the

Arts performed traditional

Caribbean dances including
Bomba y Plena and Salsa. They
were followed by UMass D|s
Concepto Latino who played a

variety of different tropical

rhythms including salsa, meringue

and techno-meringue.

Although the event was prin-

cipally attended by Latinos,
other members of the UMass
community came to appreciate

and join in on the Puerto Rican

celebration

"I like any multicultural event

You learn different things I think

we should have more of these

{multicultural events]." graduate

student Sean Mehrtash said

Nor was Mehrtash intimidated

by the music. "I feel pretty com-
fortable. It's very fast so you
hsve to move."

The star attraction Saturday
night was salsa singer Giro who
flew in from San luan specifical-

ly to perform at UMass. Giro.

27. has been singing profession-

ally for the last five years and
already has made four albums
which have sold throughout
Latin America and the United
States.

Singing two 45 minute sets

with a 12 piece back-up band
based out of eastern Mass.. Giro

ssng both old and new work
including the hits "Me Engane" (I

Tricked Myself) and "Regresa*
(Come Back) off his latest album.
Histonas de Amor (Histories of

Love).

"Thanks to the people who
came to see me. 1 am very grate-

ful. The reception which they
gave me... the support through-

out my career." Giro said.

Such is Giro's star power that

three teenagers from Westfield,

Erica. 18. lessica. 17 and
Mariela. 19 came just to see him.

"I love his songs, they're so

good." lessica said.

"The important thing is that

people enjoy themselves." Giro
said.

Echoing that sentiment after an
event that lasted into the late

night Hernandez said. "The hard
work was worth it seeing the

smiles on everyone's faces."

GEO waiting for Bulgers approval of new contract
Jason Eiseman
Collegian Staff

Members of the Graduate
Employee Organization(GEO)
voted to ratify their new contract

last week, but University of

Massachusetts President William
Bulger, must approve the contract

before the new changes can be
implemented.

Out of approximately 2, 100
graduates, 330 voted on the new
contract, with 83 percent voting

to ratify the contract and 1 1 per-

cent voting against ratification.

"We expected the contract to be

ratified." said Mahmood Ketabchi,

GEO President.

Another GEO source called the

ratification a "fait accomplis," and
said many members did not vote

because they were certain the con-

tract would be ratified.

Susan Pearson, Associate
Chancellor and chief negotiator

for the administration said it

would have been unusual if the

contract had not been ratified.

"I'm simply pleased that two
years of negotiations are at an

end," Pearson said. "I don't think

it was surprising that it was rati-

fied."

She said the contract has been

mailed to Bulger, and immediately

alter he approves the contract

many of the new terms which
have been agreed upon will take

effect.

"I would anticipate a couple of

weeks," she said.

Pearson said the administration

will soon start posting notices on

campus announcing their intention

to recognize GEO as a union.

If there are no challenges to

this. GEO will become a recog-

nized union, and Pearson *.iul

beginning in September they will

switch from voluntary due* to

mandatory dues. All other provi-

sions of the contract will begin

immediately.

Ketabchi expects the contract to

be approved within two to three

weeks. Afterwards graduate* Will

begin to get their raises, and two
years of back pay. Ketabchi *aul

the raise was one of the most

important parts of the new con-

tract.

"That was really a huge victo-

ry." Ketabchi said. "We were very

adamant about it. If we have it

now. it's going to be in the next

contract."

Pearson agreed with GEO on

the importance of wage increases.

"Stipend increases are a goal we

share with GEO." Pearson said.

"This contract represents serious

improvements over previous ones."

She also cited the importance of

funding for child care which has

been increased as a result of the

new contract.

Ketabchi also mentioned the

new health care committee which

will be responsible for exploring

the options of providing graduate

employees with optical and dental

health care coverage.

This contract represents the end
of two years of negotiations
between GEO and the administra-

tion. In February the administra-

tion declared impasse, and cut off

negotiations.

The next week the administra-

tion announced they would go to

a private mediator. After several

days, the mediator led GEO and
the administration to a settlement

on the contract. The administra-

tion and GEO will have to return

to the bargaining table a year

from now to negotiate another

contract. as required by

Massachusetts law.

I
»*
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WSMAhostsjob fair;

softwaremainfocus

ml MASS* HIM iim>aiiv<ou.k;ian

By Jason Trsnlds

Cdlegwn Staff

The Westtm Massachusetts Software

Association iWMSA) will host its third

annual software lob Fair 98 tomorrow

from I I am. to 7 p.m. at the

Springfield Sheraton Hotel Grand
Ballroom in downtown Springfield

Appruximateh 40 companies will he

on-hand at New f.ngiand's largest soft-

ware job fair, seeking to recruit and hire

strong, determined individuals that have

an interest ot expend* c in computer

technology and communications.

Interested students are encouraged to

come to the fair with multiple copies of

theii resume and to dm* in presentable

autre Sponsors such as MassMutual.

\d. Applied PC Systems

Computer Moruuns Corporation, and

I nned Personnel Services are just a

few of the mam software associations

that will be present at the (air.

..i manager Alison Simpkin*

Irom the Corporation for Public

Technology said, "in that growing tedv

nological field, which is experiencing a

growing de—nnd far tsnranyara. Mai
panks are looking far students with a

wide liberal arts background, as wed

as nvajors in computer science, market-

ing, and corranunications
*

In the past, students who have attend-

ed the fak have rjeen offered pusmom or

even job interviews from htghh respect

ddcesTiriMiracauon corporations

. andsys-

» analysts are some of the mam avail-

able or^rtunines for students hopaig to

get a start on their professional career

"Software Association* in Western

Mass. are clamming for aajaajpj

Simpkins said. "Companies realize that

if they can get a hold of young interna

and employees, not only will students

have a better chance of getting experi

ence early which strengthens resumes,

but students will also have a better

chance of remaining in the company."

she said.

Over the past yean, there has been a

misconception that most of the computer

software opportunities are onh available

m Homoh. but this growing belief is only

half accurate

rdmg to Simpkins "many

high-tech software industries are situat

ed in Western Massachusetts and are

offering practical job experience for stu-

dents that want to remain in western

Mass, and for those people that want to

gain good technological cxwmunication

skills, as well as an understanding of

In a technological field that is wide

open, industries are further seeking

women to get involved. Past static

have shown a mak^-dominated field, but

corporations are now looking for

women to get ahead in the computer

software field

The Software Industry is the future of

computer technological business and

already, it is advancing rapidh More and

more desired and eligible applicants are

needed to get involved. According to lob

Fmt VS chairman Ed Mangiaratti. This

yaar we've got an even greater vatvi

oonpanses exhibiting than ever before,

plus free workshops on resume writing

and inaaviewing skilk. We expect this to

be the most successful job fair vet
."

Are you sure that water's safe?

Knnrter lacobson, a wntor English major, and Shannon Doyle, a sophomore English major, splash around in the campus pond Friday afternoon

g7ai-^o7n^pnjle«fa^care«r be the most suoWul job fair ye.

"

jennrter )a<ot>son, a senior tng.isn ma,or, ano vnnnon c^c, . ,»,,,,.,,« »«,- ..-^. i * r

|

Israelis won't pull back troops without Palestinian pledge
, „, CLmoU ^lh lhe »e.-Untv I il

- art oat by the tandem with Palestinian moves to do more to fight terror- Bar Ulan va.d he did m -
^TT^i-'.^l

Sy fcWvan Borzoi.
I m,^£ir^a£lE.S T^Han3edp£. -" no,cd ,hu

'
Sc"""' hu

u
P™ ,uu »'> ' * C*mp

L™S.^M ?* "ZZSiZl^^ZZ. some l.«e. h» said i, cannot withdraw -e than V ,W style meeting with A

v . \/ v. CI 1 1 . Gaxa Strip — Israel came away from

talks with a US mediator yesterday saying no new troop

pullbacks from the West Bank can proceed without secu-

rm pledges from the Palestinians Graphically underv

ing Israel's security fears, a powerful car explosion killed

at least one person Sunday night in the West Bank town

Kamallah. Israeli reports said authorities were investi-

gating whether the explosives were meant to be used in a

terror

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu held two

hours of talks last night with I S envoy Dennis Ross.

p aide. David Bar -Ulan, said afterward

th.i jn leader Yasser Arafat had so far not

bao iprocal secuntv steps in exchange

- p pullbacks. "The main problem today was

that Arafat has not yet replied to our questions and those

oi the 'muni ana rrn bow much he would be willing to do

mply with the security

I ruted States." Bar Ulan told The

"There will be no redeployment unless w« see some

action on compliance." he said.

Ross and Netanyahu, whose meeting last night was to

have been their last, agreed to meet again Monday. Bar-

lllan said After talking with Netanyahu. Ross went

straight to Gaza and was holding late-night talks with

Aral.

who arrived in the region Thursday, has been

shuttling between the two sides in an effort to break the

yearlong impasse in the peace tasks.

larlier Sunday. Arafat welcomed what he said was an

American proposal for an international summit in

ngton. a meeting that could give him the politic!

Justification to continue the peace process even >

concessions from Israel. Ross has been tmng

n acceptance of a U.S. proposal for an Israeli troop

pullback from about 1 1 percent more of the West Bank

over 12 weeks. The withdrawal would be earned out in

Israel has said it cannot withdraw in

percent of the Wot Bank, and the Palestinian- have

demanded far more, but reports have circulated that a 10

percent to 1 2 percent pullback was being discussed

Asked about reports that he would accept a 10 percent

withdrawal. Arafat said. "This i* -till under discu*-

A senior Israeli official sjiJ Netanyahu and Ross did not

discuss spec ntages last night but would do so on

Monday Israel radio said.

Arafat's comment that he would welcome a

Washington summit came after he was asked if he was

ready to meet with Netanyahu The two have met only

once in the past year, in a meeting arranged by Ross in

October.

"I am ready to have any meeting which will lead to

results, and I welcome the idea sugjeitrrl bv th.

initiative to hold a >ummit meeting in Washington

attended by a number of world leaders.* Arafat sat.

Bar Mian said he did not k>

noted that Netanyahu previously >uj

J stvle meeting with Aral

. iou>lv we would welcome that." be said.

c-ive further detail-

Madeleine Albright told

a coalition ol American fewfeh liaJltl that Israel muM
reali/c the United States it fi *'th 'he -

pete I i lesJBrnaaJ the Clinton administration is

Ictennined" to break the- stalemate

Malcolm Hoenlein, sxectHfvs rfce chalnnan of the

Confei net lean !

Iicputed reports in Israel \oterday that

Mbright used the conference call M urec members to

pressure Netanvahu

Hoenlein said Albright noted that endn

ship of the: mains a possibK n light

of the stalemate but added that the \ instead are

pushing idea- fat budging the gap t acl and the

Shop Off Campus..?

Why Bother?
Check out these everyday

low prices:

Coppr-t tone

Visinc

USiorc

S3 Vi

Trojans $4.99

1 ,'pt. Unlubrn ..t.-d

Tylrnol S3 69

Oiuq Store Grocery Store

S6.99

S3. 99

$7.49

S 1 83

$5.99

S3. 99

$7 49

S3.69

Ustore.

Not like

a mall...

Bettor.
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Hospital mercy killings

hard to prove, expert says
By Michoel Fleemon
Associated Press

1 OS ANCihl.l S Science niav not be much help

proving the MM against a hospital worker who admit

ted suffocating or fatally drugging up to 50 terminally

ill patient;., an expert *aid yesterday. Those methods of

killing can leave lew signs to show up in an autopsv it

the bodies are exhumed.
lis going to be very difficult," said Dr Cyril

vvccht. a nationally known forensic s pathologist who
serves as a county medical examiner in Pitt-.burgh.

He suggested that authorities -hould take their tune

and be "\er\ selective" about which bods to dig up.

"II potto going to nail this gu>. and make sure he's

not a kook or a nut or something one case against

him is a* good as 50," said Wecht, who has been

invoked in cases like the lonBenet Ramsev >ia>mg and

became lamou^ lot disputing the single bullet theorv in

ssassination of President Kenned^

I lien Saldivar, a respirstory therapist, told police in

suburban Glendale on March 1 1 that be committed

the mere) killing* ol 40 to 50 patients at Glendale

Adventi-t Medical Center in the last decade But DoMca

found no independent evidence to back up his daun
and released him

He was dred two days after his confession, his rtata

llrtinaa wa» lanporaril) *u>pended and he faced an

administrative hearing luesdav on a permanent sus

pension

Hut no criminal charges were pending against him

IU ataM and federal law, a confession alone i-n t

-ullicient to bring a case.

concerned family members ol patient* continued to

Hood police and the hospital with phone calls as crimi-

nal investigators tried to find corroborating evidence

that would allow them to arrest and charge Saldivar.

A six-member task force has been combing through

hospital records and interviewing stall and patient's

relatives in a methodical investigation that police say

could take months to complete

patient bodies have been exhumed yet but

"that's a definite option as the investigation contin-

ues." police spokesman Rick Young said.

Wecht >aid examining the bodies might not yield

evidence, however

In his confession. Saldivar told police that he killed

some gravels ill patients by giving them surgical drugs

that can relax muscles to the point that the victim is

unable to breathe. The drug*, one called Pavulon and

the other going by the initials SUCC. break down
quickly in the body and mav not leave a trace by the

time the body is autopsa-J WtCRt said.

"They both are (nearlv gonei in terms ol minutes

when they are given bv iniection." he said. "If the per-

son live* lor half an hour or an hour or two n almost

all is going to be metabolized " Even sign* of the

drug* could prove only that the patients underwent

surgery • not that they wete killed The drugs are

given to help keep a patient still while the surgeon

operates.

Saldivar s other admitted method of killing, decreas-

ing the oxygen supply to patient* M respirators, is

tantamount to the petted murder it can't be deter-

mined at autopsy, Wecht said. Adding to the dlfficul

lie* lacing investigators is the

likelihood that most of the alleged victims were old

and extremely ill with a variety ol terminal disease*

"Who in the hell know* when *uch people die."

id 'Ihev could die any day anyway."

Climbing trees...

|ay Allen, a student at Fermi high school, uses the warm weather to practice bike tricks near Garber field

yesterday afternoon.
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Snake eyes...

UMass students Kirk Morgan, |ose Martinet, Ben Andrews, and Frank Sierra play outdoor dominos near

the horseshoe on Saturday

paws
continued from page 1

"This is trailblazing we repie

sent 20 or W people who put a lot

si el tort into this The fact that it

made sense to vou and that vou

didn't doubt it gives us a strong

message,* Quarles said

Eventually expected to branch out

to include the Internet, the pilot

program involved the telephone so

it would be accessible to more *tu

dents

ntuallv we will branch out to

the web. but right now we wanted

to u*e inclusive technology." Corey

Edam ant Housing OfBoi

Manager said.

PAWS i* expected to be in full

use a year from now worksheet*

will be going out to students at

home and they will be able to regis-

ter lor housing for the coming
sjejasster

ntuallv ail new students will

be able to get their assignments

ovet the phone I believe we will

integrate well with NSP (Sew
Students Program* and this will

enhance students overall experience

here at the univer*nv " I dwards
*uld

Army grounds L7H-J copters
BUMOS tAP> — After failing

to find the cause of potentially cata-

strophic mechanical problems, the

I | \rmy and the National Guard

have grounded their fleet of I If 1

Huey helicopters.

As recently as last week, the

Armv declared the Vietnam-era heli

copters were safe to fly, despite pre-

dictions that gearbox failures were

hkelv to occur more than once a

month in the aire rait

On Eriday, Army officials changed

their minds.

"After careful consideration and

as a prudent measure of safety the

Armv I* grounding its fleet of UH-I

helicopters until each helicopter

can be tested to determine it

there are excessive vtbrstions." said

Bob Hunt "pokesman for the Army

Aviation Missile. Command at

Ked*tone Arsenal in Alabama.

in all. 907 Huev helicopters are

expected to be grounded for

between *ix months and two years.

e than foOO of the helicopters

are used by National Guard unit*

The Army has .2M

Hunt said the National Guard has

about 400 newer I II N) Black Hawk
helicopter* in >7 states to help offset

the impact of grounding the Hueys.

The Black Hawk w«* designed to

replace the Huev when its produc

lion stopped in the mid- 1
-

The Massachusetts National

Guard has 2i Hucys and has not

received anv Black \i^-
Major General Raymond A.

\ e/ina. an adjunct general of the

Massachusetts National Guard, said

grounding the Hueys could stv

change pilots, taking away valuable

flying and training time "This will

aflect u« terribly." Vezina told The

Boston Globe "It impacts our state

and federal mission If we have a

state mission that required a heli

ter we would have to go to

other states."

But pilots who have spoken to

the newspaper on condition of

anonymity said they were outraged

the choppers had been kept in ser-

vice despite safety concerns about

The ALANA Lecture Series
In collaboration with

Distinguished Visitors Program &
latlnas Promovlendo Gamunldad a n x ».r.m» »
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472 NORTH PLEASANT STREET.
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Palm Sunday Masses:

Sat: 4:00 p.m.

H:(K)a.m.

10:30am
7:00 p.m.

Sun:

Tuesday:

M.iss: 5:15 p.m

Monday:
Mass: 5:15 p.m.

Reconciliation Service:

7:.Wp.m.

(Twelve priests available for con-

fession)

Wednesday: Good Friday:

M;iss: 5:15 p.m. Celebration of the lord \

I'assion: .1:00 p.m.

Holy Thursday:

Evening Mass of the Lord's

Supper: 7:30 p.m.

Easter Sunday:
\1.i\ses: K:00 a.m.

10:30 a.m.

1 2 noon

Edzvard James Oltnos
Actor & Social Activist

LECTURES ON:

Diversity, Racism, Social Change and Politics parte of our everyday llvee.

i*#*
**" TUESDAY. March 31. 1908

7:00pm
Fine Arts Center

University off Massachusetts - Amherst

UMass Students. Free with ID & General Public: $5

rssuMiaasi sf MssBMasasai

ALUMNI

CO SPONSORS ALANA Caucus, Boricua* Unidos. C»s« Dominican*. Cultural Enrichment fund. Graduate

Stud-m Sena,,-: Hou,in<, Service* Resident!*. Lite Prooranv Institute tor the Advance Study '" «h- M™'"

;

Latin American Cultural Center. New World Theater. Office of Jew.sh Atfa.rs. Off.ce of Greet. Afl..,. .

.

UMass Ahmn Association. UMass Arts Council. UMass Cultural Centers. SGA Secretary 1 »»»«€.
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A teacher's role
Tl hose who can do, iho«e who can't

teach." We've all heard the saying

before, typical banter about teach-

er* we had in high school and couldn t

•land. Unable to get a job doing some-
(hing exciting and worldly, these men
and women decided to re-enter the

riawumii for Utile pay and little re*pect

in an effort to edu
CMC the coming gen —

—

—^——
erariom.

With L
shooting in

lonesboro Ark. we
witnessed from afar

the death* of four lit-

tle girl* and a preg-

nant middle v.hool

teacher b> an
II vear old and a

I 3 Year-old who
attended that nmc

ol V her iiu

dent* fell to the

ground screaming
and bleeding during

the ambush.
Shannon Wright

. threw herself m front

of 12 -year-old

Emma Pittman nv- sssBBBBBBBsssssssai

ing the life of the

child, but losing her own and her
unborn baby's in the process. With a

2-year-old son and a husband at home.
»-ht died at the school she had

dreamed of teaching at. protecting those

student* the had dreamed of teaching

Now, all we can learn about this woman
if what we can see in a grainy yearbook
photo reproduced in the newspaper
along side those of the accused and the

dead

"Instinctively, tin

women put the lives of

their students before

their own in a proft

sion where they ha
I

to jump through hoops

to get supplies and
computer access and
have to teach with

textbook* 20 yean
old.

"

\ IV till lit lunv

In instances like this and 1996*1

school shooting in Dunblane. Scotland.

where It) children and their

kindergarten teacher peri*hed when an

armed pedophile entered the gymnasium
and fired shots arhiuanlv through the

crowd, we can team a lot about what it

means to be a teacher at the end of the

twentieth century Instinctively, these

—————— women put the

lives of their stu

dent* before their

own in a pii

I where thev

have to tump
through hoop
get supplies and
uunpuur a.

and have to teach

with texd

years old. The dav

that a teacher

dgn* a contract for

S5 million a )

like we see profes-

sional athlete*

I lav i« the

tsssssBBssBSjBBBBBBBBBs """'- uiip>>iiair

influential

I a-i 0( tober. in Pearl. Ml
It year-old bo\ accused of killing hi*

mother arrived at his high school and
shot nine students. Two died, intruding

the boy's ex-girltnend Dec I. in West
Paducah. Kv a 14-year-old boy open
fired on a student praver circle at hi*

high vhool killing three and wounding
And two week* later in Stamp*.

Ark., a sniper wounded two student*

outside a school: a 14 year-old boy was

Letters to the Editor

arrested after a manhunt. As the*e

example* illustrate, more and more,
teachers are expected to be guidance
counselor*, consoling students who have

seen violence up ckwe. some who have

even seen their friends and classmates

die

Walking into a *ehool vard I* no
longer considered safe With an increase

in violent crimes by children, like the

one in lonesboro. teacher* are being

constantly put at risk for little compen -

sation. monetarily or olherwi*e tx-*ide*

the scKlesi desire so help *hape the

future Police officers gel bullet proof

vests. What did Shannon Wnght get''

tier death and that of her unborn child

*hould earn a* a reminder to all In a

tune where un>*t American public

schools arv *cn<unging lor assj) to buv

construction paper, teacher* now have

to worry about their own *afetv the

minute they park their car outside the

school lrank.lv thev don't get enough
money or enough respect

ilium criticism about public

Is thai iiiuni of u*

graduate from high *ehoe4 not knowing
hj-u *kill* When icachct* have to

v about avotdmg shootings instead

acfung Shakespeare, and explaining

death instead of grading papers, we can
understand that anv lad. of education

i*n i wh.illv a teacher * fault and that

those who believe so are clearly mi*iak

en. A» l NN reported high powered
spray gun* being used to clean the blood

off of the s.hool walkway in lonesboro

last Thursdav, we tan clearly sec that

ihcir nn*placed blame has become our

burden.

\iiUirta Gnvn is a Collegian staff

Ftlt'rfihtr

Same rights protect

activists as writers

To the editor

I found great irony in Elsa Allen * editorial (3/23). On
one hand, she stipulated that she. "doesn't have much time

trving to save the world" or "rallying" for cause* And yet

she has graced us all with a litanv of erWeJasM lei local

activists: something I can only imagine she It passionate

about, having taking so much time and care in composing
her editorial.

While Allen doesn't have any "*uper important Del
that would require any personal efforts, "rallying" and the

like, she does manage to "believe in the standards " She's

against "all your basic -isms."

Bravo! While Allen "doesn't plan on becoming any
activist any time soon." some issues have managed to gar-

ner her passive approval. And vet. it *eems that while she-

must believe strongly in those beloved "ba*ic i*m* '

it i*

not *o deeplv as her need to malign those that spend lime

raising awareness for those cau

She refers to activists as shmucks They have earned that

honor hv inconveniencing Allen a* *he "*kip*. around cam
pus." bv ,i*king for her support, signature or ear. In their

defense, one might hope a journalist would take an interest

in current politic* or issues

I would direct her attention to the fact that the vet

group of rights that allow her to print her editorial also

encourage the said shmucks to lobbv tor what they believe

is right.

Allen goes on to call for "limits." She leel* tree -peech

and consdousne** raising has gotten "a tad out of control."

She differentiates between what she qualifies as "real

and those she deem* questionable can

Allen i* ini**mg the tore*t for ihe tree* In even aspect of

our culture there is an element which i* le** siglsMVsjM in

itself than the whole However mo*t people would be
reluctant to pass judgement on almost an entire group, dis-

cipline, or genre based upon that clement Sadlv. in Allen*

case. *he has been more moved by her annoyance with
"lime green flyers" and the shmucks that anv personal dedi-

cation to her aforementioned "basic Ian

Cailin R. Gibbons
Northampton
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Fight for your rights

I .itir.i

Like every other university that ha* experienced an

alcohol- related tragedv thi* year, the I niver*itv

of Massachusetts is in the hot scat right now. trv

ing to revise its Alcoholic Beverage Policy The mission

is to incorporate state and federal law with a little

something extra to prove L'Mass mean:
business when it comes to prohibiting

underage drinking. However, recent dis-

coveries hint UMass" incentive for creat-

ing policy may not be solely the protec-

tion of students

That said. L'Mass and the

Chancellor-appointed Alcoholic
Beverage Task Force committee are tak-

ing this convenient opportunity to pro-

tect the University's reputation and
attempt to flex a little muscle in the law

enforcement arena.

ording to a draft of a proposed
Alcoholic Beverage Policy L Mass wants
to extend it* control over student drinking to include

off-campus enforcement of the Code of Student
Conduct

In other word*, the rule* that currently applv only so

students living in residence hall« would now apply to

all University students no matter where thev live of

where they commit the violation

Let me get this straight I host a keg party at my ol)

campus house. The music gets too loud, invited guests

become a little rowdy, and my neighbors call the

Amherst police who charge me with disturbing the

peace. Does UMass want to send an RA down to write

me up for violating quiet hours?

Or. hypothetic ally of course. I have a few too many
after a night uptown, get behind the wheel of mv car

and cause a fatal accident. Police arrest me. charge me
with drunk driving and I go before a judge in the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts, who mo<t likely

takes away my license and sentences me to serve time

in jail. Does the Dean of Student* Office want to sanc-

tion me too. and make me attend RhAP workshops on
campu*''

I'm sorry, but the last time I checked, the United
States Constitution guaranteed me the right to a speedy
trial by an impartial jury of the state where the crime
was committed — not additionally by a judicial board
of the university which I attend. That selfsame docu
ment also protects me from being tried twice for the

same offense, even if UMass could try me in the first

place.

Without putting aside the Bill of Rights, as the

University would have us do. lets look at the current

parameters of the Code of Student Conduct. As it

stands, Code regulations apply to student conduct
which occurs on the grounds of UMass or any of the

Five Colleges. In addition, the University may apply

Code standards to "serious violations of the law or acts

of misconduct which occur in other locations when the

behavior distinctly and directly affects the Universitv

community
i.uess what? Lnlike residence halls,

having a keg party off campus is not ille-

gal In Amherst, all you need is a permit

The proposed Alcoholic Beverage Mkj
draft wants to. among other thing*

"explore the prohibition of kegs" — a

dear violation oi *tudcnts' rights. So I

ask. exactlv who i* the University Irving

to protect In

There i* another potentially scary ele-

ment at work The Town of Amherst
does not feel its power is being usurped

at all by the Universitv with this pro

Slock posed policy: in fact, the town and
Amherst Select Board members like Hill

Boss applaud it. Administrators sav it will "improve
town and I mver*ity relation*." which are indeed
strained because Amherst apparently is so overrun
with unruly students it need* the UMass Police-

Department to extend it* iuri*diciion off campu*
Vnvthing to pawn re*pon*ibihiv off on someone else

I et me *av I do applaud the I mver*itv * attempt to

enact responsibility among students who drink, but

chang? does not have to come at the expense of *tu

dents' Constitutional right* I certainly do not advocate
underage drinking, purchasing for minors or sneaking
e\^e**ive- amount* of alcohol into residence halls, but I

am an even bigger advocate of protecting student* civil

liberi'

I am sick and tired of *tudents. especially those who
live in residence hall*, thinking that they have fewer
c institutional rights because they are at UMass. The
next lime dorm security wants to check your bag as

vou enter a residence hall, tell them you want to see a

h warrant. Police also cannot search your room
without warrant or probable cause to believe you are

committing a crime.

Students, be aware of your rights and do not let any
one. especially the University, encroach upon them
You can also get involved with the Alcoholic Beverage
Task Force, in fact, committee members encourage it

However, to those committee members who claim not

enough students get involved on task force committees.
I say the administration should always be keeping stu-

dents' best interests in mind when drafting policy —
even if there is no student sitting on that specific

board. Otherwise, we students will be left to fend for

our*elves and fight for our rights... (in this case) to

partv

Laura Stock is a Collegian columnist.

Dear Readers.

I have received numerous calls and letters regarding my inclusion of Andrew Sala in my
editorial ("Ashes to ashes") which appeared in the 3/23 edition of the Collegian. I would
like to take this opportunity to respond to those who were upset by what I wrote.

It was neither my intention to defame Andrew Sala's name, nor to further inflict pain on
his friends, family and colleagues who are still in mourning. However, I realize now that the
mere mention of his name so soon after his passing was in poor taste. I also realize now that

the mention of his name, in connection with the disparagement of the revered practice of
burial, could be taken as a disparagement of Sala himself. I would like to apologize to those
I may have offended.

Sincerely,

Paul W. Hayes

We encourage our readers to respond to the contents of the Collegian through letters

to the editor.

Letters must be typed, no more than 400 words long, and include name, address and
phone number for confirmation purposes.

They can be submitted by mail to Ed/Op Editor, Daily Collegian, 113 Campus
Center, UMass. Amherst MA 01003; by email to letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu; or by
fax to (41 3) 545-1 592.

The Collegian reserves the right to edit letters for length, clarity, and style.
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Black Affairs
Monday, March 30, 1 998

Did you know Clinton is in Africa?

Ye*,
as your sitting on that

toilet seat reading this arti-

cle, the president of the
United States. Bill -| never touched
her" Clinton, is in

\lrk.i nght now.
Your probably

wondering why he is

fhere and why vou
*hould care?

fioidem Clinton is

in Africa trying build
better trade relations

and political tie* with
the African continent
And you *hould care
because he is the first

American president
to visit the continent
in more than 20

African countries are viable

uade partners and should be Jcilt

with as such

l're*ident Clinton's tour will

include visits to Ghana. Uganda,
Rwanda, South Africa. Botswana
and Senegal (sorry Cape Verdeans.
maybe nevt tim

l'ic*idc-nt Clinton's tour will
open iiunv economic opportunities

Wrican countries. The huge
labor force has been ignored bv the

world, mainly because
of the many misconceptions and
negutive stereotypes promoted by

the United States and many coun
lie* in I urope about Africa \S hen
investors hear that the President of
the United States of America i* bj

Vinci building economic tic* with
Mi uan countries, they will open

I elo.ir \. Barro*

their eyes, minds and wallets to the

vast investing opportunities avail-

able in Africa.

President Clinton has made sev-

eral eye opening statements during

his trip, "I don't
believe any living

American today
would defend slav-

ery or the awful
legacy which it left

in its wake.*
Statements such as

these can prove to

be powerful.
Clinton also spoke
of "America's dirty

hands in the slave

trade," (Whether
Clinton truly means
* uncertain, and iswhat he says

another article in itself)

How can these statements prove
to be powerful? Hopefully when
Americans here in the United
States here these comments, they

will open their minds to the reality

that has shaped this country- slav-

ery Once Americans come out of

denial and actually realize that

slavery has shaped our world, a

real solution can be implemented.
The economic profits available

for investors outside of Africa and
the profits available for the African
counties themselves are extremely
beneficial. Investors have an
opportunity to tap into many 'vir-

gin' markets while having access to

a large work force The African
countries will also benefit tremen

dously from these investments
Unemployment rates will decline,

which means the amount of buyei*
in the market will rise, which
translates into bigger economies,
which translates into more tax rev-

enue for governments to work and
build with, which means more
schools, better infrastructure, more
medical facilities and more funds
available for research. We must
step back and recognize the mum
reason why today, the United
States has such a large economv
foreign investment*

Once one investor profits the oil

opportunities in Africa, all

investors will want a piece of the

pie That's how the money world
works.

V\ ith better economic and social

opportunities for Africans in

America and bettei economic and
social opportunities for Africans in

Africa, the global power of our
black people will reach enormous
heights.

Now that you have read this arti-

cle and probably realized that
>c been sitting on that toilet

for too long, get up and wipe you
behind, then look for a friend. Tell

them that the president of the
western world is in Africa. Tell
them that we are finally getting
viable respect as a people-

Tell them that the Western
world has re di*ci>vercd Africa
the real Africa.

Edgar A Burros is a Collrgian
columnist

Look at it from my perspective:

Part one of a two part series
I'm

walking down fast Pleasant street, my eldest son
bv in\ «ide mv vounger one tagging close behind. It's

about vo degrees outside and the wind |u»t happen* to

be blowing our wav It * three B'cfacft in the afternoon. I

iu*t punched out and nee-ded to pick mv kids up from
*chool Id lei them walk by them*. not Uio far

but with the countless groups of judge-

mentalists that peer in ihcir direction. I

• to walk them home myself.

I am *tngle parent of two children —
.1 *< ve.ir del and a 7 vear old I work as

much as I can while thev re in adtOOJ
Vvilliniv saiaiv. altei school care is out of

ihc qucMion We don't even have a car —
Oh wan. iheii le-ighbsir. maybe
ihev II »top and oiler us a ride, well
inavbe ihev didn t »ee us ." Anvwav
where ».i> I

'
I iv ing in Amherst without

I" not tti.it bad because the bus sys-

lem i* preitv good, when it's up and run-

ning

"I \u*e me. parden me. over here veh
•"•"•"•"•"•"•"•"•"•",

me- I'm the one who's speaking. May I ask what you're
^taring at"* Oh. |u*t admiring me? Never saw a single

black lather before''"

I wonder whv she looked so Ji*gusted. "Alright guv*.

.ilino*i home- Mv neighbsir i* on the *iair* making sure
ii i- not gelling himself in trouble again. She * a

ratal piece of work She attend* the Lmversily. think* sjsj

know* everything - but she really doesn't have a clue

"Hejr, ht«w va Join "'" We go in the house and I start

c-.iiil' through my mail bill. bill. bill, bill ..letter The
bill* get io**ed a*ii!e lor the time being, it's a letter from
mv wile along with divorce papers — well it's about time.

I urn* out thai *he i* getting re-married — couldn't ju*t

"/ mean, I'm

poor, I'm black,

and I speak the

truth. No politics

in my game, so I

must he crazy

right'"

I amont I dw.trd** Jr.

send me the papers and leave at that. *he had to twi*i the

knife. That's alright though. I'm dealing with it

'You guys going over A I * * tome home bv dinner
time."

Mv minister i* coming bv loday. he's a good man. he
advocate* in mv behalf Being a poor, black *mglc father

in a rural, well do to town such as this

one where the majority of the people art-

caught up in the successes and attribut-

es, does little for m\ eredibilnv It has

become vital for me to establish a strong

social network in ordet ti> *urvive the red

tape that's attached lo ihe atigma of

insanity that has been laid upon my ha* k

I mean. I'm poor. I'm black, and i speak

the truth No politics m my game. *o I

must be crazy right ' Well housing man
agement seems to think* *o I have more
M*itor* than any other tenant in this

complex. I mean I'm living in a town
without through traffic and a very low
crime rate, what's the problem? The prob

lem is that I refuse to become a prisoner in mv own
home I refuse to stay couped up and hush my children in

order to quiet the hypocritical judgcmcntalist* I mean
that the manager herself live* in Springfield. I know the
bars she hangs out in. and the assistant manager has a

pregnant teenage daughter knocked up by a I aiino man
Everyone knows her business because she doesn't think
twice about sharing it. It's pan of her "relating to the

common people" proiect 'I el they all have comments and
pass judgements on people that thev don't know and
don' I understand.

Catch part two nevt monda\
l.amont Edwards \r is a I Mass student

.

9th annual BMCP music conference a success
By Shonnon Mogee, UMass graduate

student & Gregory Casimir

ollegian Staff

\nd Thej Said It Couldn't Be Done.

The 'Jth Annual BMCP Conference

u.i* ,i *cn*alional *ucce'**. de*pite the

Internal struggles and rumor* of the

di*e>rgani/ed management of the eon

leie-nce But all those who did attend

ihe conference this year can alte*l to

the *ucce** of the two-day conference

Ihi* wa* the hc*i event I've attend-

ee! in mv three years at L'Mass." L Mass
student fve-lvn \c|uino *aid

Ihe BMCP Conference kicked off

with a good start. The first day pre-

sented entertainment from UMass'
own NYC Band, and a Poet's Pulpit

ill, ii *hovvca*ed talent like MHS, a

group from Baltimore. Maryland. Poet.

Butlnaked. gave the audience an "ear-

{ .ism " a* he skillfully played on phon-

ic* to enlighten the crowd on the

importance of word structure.

The second day of the conference

featured panel* dealing with the differ-

ent aspects of the music industry and
the meaning of Hip-Hop culture.

"Behind the Scenes jobs/Internships"

w.i* heavily anticipated by students

looking for career prospects in the

niu*ic industry. Moderated by Chris

Alias of Tommy Boy Records, students

liMneil a* panelists dropped advice on

ihe audience on how best to land an

inletship with a reocrd company.

The most attended panel was
Sista's in the Industry". This panel

featured women of various positions

and careers within (he music business

I'aneli*! included Cindy Diggs; UMMF.
\i*ha White: F.pic. UMass alumnae
Sunce-ai Gretchen; Universal Record*,

ludie Andre; BMG Distribution, and

Queen Vivian of the Zulu nation.

Despite ihe disportionate number of

wotmtl in the male-dominated music

industry, this panel showed that

women are influential, and that (heir

Influence in (he industry is growing.

The last panel of the conference was
"What is Hip Hop " BMCP saved the

best for last. It panel featured some of

Hip Hop's pioneers The panel includ

ed Pec Wee Dance: one of the original

break dancers. Grand Master Caz and
Raheem of the Furious Five. Daddy-O
of Stetasasonic. Water Bed Kevy Kev.

Oueen Vivian, and Will Strickland.

The panelists spoke on the impact of

the evolution of Hip Hop culture They
questioned titles laced throughout
Hip- Hop like, "rap and rappers."

Grand Master Caz stated. "We never

called ourselves rappers; we were
MC's." The panel also warned the

audience about the pressures of the

industry. GM Caz explained how his

group rejected a lucrative record deal

on the basis their name would be
spelled differently. Instead of spelling

their name "Cold Crush Crew." the

group was asked to change the C's to

K's: therefore the abbreviated name-

would reflect the acronym. KKK.
Panelist agreed that it was very impor-
tant that an artist remained true to

himself/herself.

"Maintain your individuality and
don't allow others to dictate your art

form," warned Pee Wee Dance.
"People would come uptown and see

us Breakin' and ask us what we were
doing. Then they would leave and try

to recreate and redefine our moves,
that's why they called it break dancing.

We called it Breakin'." he said. The
panels came to a close and the confer-

ence was moved to the Student Union
Ballroom for the entertainment portion

of the night. The night opened with a

keynote address by UMass alumnus
Kevin Mitchell, now CEO of Codeine-

Records. He spoke about his experi-

ences as a student here at UMass and
the many probelms that he faced. He
spoke about how rejection of his vision

by some of the student organizations
consequently compelled him to pursue
and accomplish his goals. Mitchell has
worked with acts such as the Roots,

Shaquille O'Neal, and is the producer
of rap newcomers Peter Gunz and
Lord Tariq. Following the kcvin>u
address, the fashion sparked the fire-

works of the evening. IX-signer* for the

event included Lnigma Design* of

Boston . Soul Bmthcr* Clothing, and
Lche Onyemclukwc. a L'Mass *iudent

Models graced the runway with
provocative evening attire that stunned
the audience During the lashion show
intermission, DFO Receirding Artists,

lamie Udell, melodically captured the

audience as she sang her single. "No
Easy Way."

Also present was Mind & Merit, a

Springfield based teen group. BMCP's
Public Affairs Director, lennifer
Etienne. and Phi Beta Sigma s Corey
Rhinchart. brought them because thev

felt it was important that young people
witness first-hand some of the
inter-workings of the music industry.

But the crowd didn't have time to ccmI

down from the steamy fashion show
because the music entertainement
came blazing right after GP-Wu crept

on stage on performed their hit songs.

"Black on Black Crime" and "Chamba
Danga."

The evening ended with a perfor-

mance by Codeine Recording Artists

Peter Gunz and Lord Tariq that had
the crowd going buck wild and
screaming. "Uptown Baby!"

The conference ended with an
after-party at the Malcolm X Cultural

Center, with UMass' own D|
Wal-Gee, who will be appearing at the

Tunnel in New York City on April 10,

vvreckin' shop on the l&2's.

The weekend turned out to be a big

tUCCeM despite the difficult tasks of

meeting deadlines, stated BMCP gener-

al manager, Khari Roulhac. "However.
we learn from our mistakes and con-

tinue to work harder to improve the

conference."

BMCP would like to thank everyone

who contributed and helped make the

conference possible.

Along the color line

A black radical congress : part two
The announcement of a Black

Radical loiigre** to he held in

CWCMD on lune 19-21 repre-

sents a rebirth of black militant
activism, a* we enter a new millenni-

um Hundred* ol Alrican American
trade unionist, community organizers.

youth and *iudenis. and others are
alicadv participating in the national

proeo* i 'I building BRC local organiz-

ing committees I ocal committee*
have alieadv been established in New
Nork Cat) Philadelphia.

Chicago. Washington. —^^—~
l> (. Si I otfJl North
Carolina, and in other

otic* and states.

However, we should
keep in mind that there i*

a long heritage- ol

an Amen* an radi-

calism and re-

the forces of while
ia*i*m and corporate
domination.

1 oi example in the
- most mainstream

.African- American leaders and organi-

zation* acquiesced lo McCarthvism
and the politic* of the Cold War Black

radical leaders such as the great
arti*i Paul Robeson and U I h

Du Ben* retu*ed to capitulate to

right-wing anticommuniMii The I S

government seized their passports and
attempted to deny them their nght to

earn a living Their books were
removed from library shelves. But their

voice* were never silent And even
Robeson and Du Boss represent

shining examples of courage and com
mitment to the cause of black freedom
and human liberation for all people.

Dunng the Civil Rights Movement,
il was the black radicals who pushed
the boundaries of political possibility

relenlle**lv le.rward Aclivi*t Flla

Baker helped lo establish the Student

Nonviolent (. oordiruting Committee.
known a* SNCC Baker admonished
vouthlul activist* to foster "group-cen-

tered leaders" rather than "leader ccn

tered groups." SPCC and the Congress
of Radical Equality involved thousands

of radicals and reformers who were
willin. iail in order to chal-

lenge uniu*i law- Ihe Mississippi

Freedom *ummer of 1964 registered

thouvmd* erf black folk who had been

"Ifyou want to

struggle against

class exploitation,

racism, sexism, and
homophobia, come
to the Congress.

"

Dr Maiiiiinv; Marahlc

denied the right to vote for decades
As integration declined and black

power rose in ascendancy, black radi-

calism assumed a central place within

African-American politics. After
breaking with the conservatism of the

Nation of Islam. Malcolm X estab-

lished the Organization of
Afro-American Lnity in Harlem. Huey
P Newton and Bobby Scale created

the Black Panthers Party in Oakland.
California in October I9t>6. Brother*

and sisters work
—^——

—

— ing in the auto
factories around

Detroit created

the League of
Rev olutionary
Black Workers
in the late 1960k

Malcolm, the

Panthers and the

league all point-

ed toward a

principled and

______^^==_^ fundamental *n
™ tique of the elil

iMs and oppressive nature of American
*>>ciety They knew that there could be

no freedom for African-Americans, t
long as a system of white privilege,

power and prejudice formed the foun

dations of this country through their

agitation, thev attempted to make our

people more aware of what it would
lake to achieve full liberation

In the 1980s, many black radicals

were part of the political struggle to

elect Harold Washington as Chicago's

lint Mack mayor in 198!. Much of the

energy of lesse lackson's Rainbow
Coalition came from black radicals

inside the labor movement, women's
organuatioas. and community group*

Black radicals actively participated in

the moral and political struggle lo top-

ple the evil apartheid regime of South

Africa

In recent years, black radicalism has

been expressed in the writings of
Altican Americans scholars such as

Cornel West. Michael Eric Dyson, bell

hooks. Angei Y Davis, lune Ionian,

hiliannc Malveaux. Clarence I usane.

Gerald Home. Barbara Smith and
many others. At the grassroots level, in

thousands of communities and neigh

borhoods across the country, black
radicalism is expressed in hundreds of

protests: marches against police brutal-

ity; pickets and demonstrations against

Workfare: public protests to impiovc
the quality of our children's education:

the fight for decent and affordable

housing: efforts to establish universal

healthcare and improved public health

facilities.

The Black Radical Congress in

Chicago this summer is only one step

toward the long term effort of revers-

ing the reactionary and conservative

agendas of both major political parties.

\ve need a new black leadership for

the twenty-first century which i* capa-

ble of listening to the masses and fully

expressing our discontent with the way
things are today

In its Call announcing the Black
Radical Congress, the co- signers

declared: "If you believe in the politics

of Black liberation, join us in Chicago
in I99K at the Black Radical Congress
II peja hate what capitalism has done to

our community — widespread joblew
ness. drugs, violence and poverty —
come to the Congre** It you are fed

up with the two party system and want
to develop a plan for real political

change, come to the Congress. If you
want to struggle against class exploiu-

tiun. racism, sexism, and homophcibia.
come to the Congress The Black
Radical Congress b for everyone ready

to fight trade unionist, and workers,

youth and students, women, welfare

recipients, lesbians and gays, public

housing tenants and the homeless, the

elderly and people on fixed income*,
veterans, cultural workers and immi-
grants You'*

"Sisters and Brothers, we stand at

the edge of a new century The
moment for a new militancy and a new
commitment to the liberation of all

Black people, at home and abroad, has

arrived. Let us build a national cam-
paign toward the Black radical

Congress, setting m motion a renewed
struggle to reclaim our historic role as

the real voice of democracy in this

country. Spread the word: "Without
struggle, there is no progress!' Now is

the tsme'"

/ >' vtunning Muruhie it Protestor of
History and Director of the Institute

for Research in African-American
Studies at Columbia Lmversin. \eu
fork I trv

Open up to corrupt legislation

Omar Gay le

Even ludas heard the truth

It seems as if we still have
not learned to decode the Ian

guage of oppression and racism until

such language become our downfall
Neverthele** let « canva* this situa-

tion of language and its roles as pa*1

of a mechanism used as the guillotine

of the unfortunates

However, remem-
ber when the land
thai in now America

.eupied bv the Natives, about
2 S million strong living in indepen-

dent tribe* before I hey where deemed
inferior by the prisoners of Fngland.

and *o *aid Natives were branded
"Indian*"

Neverthcie** (he "Indian Removal
\ct of I8")0" (keeping in mind that

thi* wa* written into the legislation)

thi* law wa* |u*t another step in sep-

arating the Native* from their land,

culture, themselves The next law
that was past was the General
Allotment Act or Dawe* Act d 1 887
which ba*ii.allv wa* *aid to civilize

the Native* by giving them individual

ownership of land. The premise on
which the Natives of this land based

their survival was/is cc>mmunity and
with the new act (Dawes Act), said

community collap*ed. The govern-

ment, after dividing the Native's land,

bought land on tribal grounds, mak-
ing land available to white settlers

which further created divisions

amongst the Native*

Nevertheless lets go back a few to

when the first Africans in I 926
became a reality to this land or rather

this land (America) became a reality

to them. Indentured they were Laws

pawed. Not I/). Not even I V> of I

Article I. Selection 2 Maryland
1640. Massachusetts 1641

"n'g'a" now. Virginia
"n'g'as" for life

1661 ..West Side!
600.000 "niggas" by

Declaration of Independence
Different Dependence Keep the
order South Carolina 1712 Negroes
and niggas Selection 1. Selection 5

Ebonic* '

Our freedom was not for us hut

rather for the Industrial Revolution.

a call to get out of the fields.

the factories are our new salvation.

Bv the way. here are some guns.

Pointing guns in mirrors, sweeping
the streets with 44s. 45s drunk off

p*. while overseers — officers — *>0s

takes orders from 1600. By the way if

you want justice just go down to the

70th. What's the bid? He committed
a 187. found guilty of homicide, sui-

cide, genocide. "Boy you better hold

on to that soap!" The Fourteenth
Amendment section 2. is not yours
anymore. "Welcome to cell block
one". 209 will erase racial preference

Bend over 26 percent of them suck
ers now left living with their own
ignorance. Not to get off the subject,

whatever the subject is. The great

trek into the interior of Africa paint

cd bloody the river bank of the
Ncome 3000 Africans spilt their

souls deep into the Bloedrivier. the

150th anniversary for which was eel

ebratcd on the 16th of the 12th.

1988 In 1896 on this land (America)
Plessy v. Ferguson was not rectified

or dealt with until 1954, selection 20
in Brown v Board of Education of
Topeka — separate does not mean
equal Separate means "apart" and
equals means "having the same
nghts".

However 209 did not only disband
Affirmative action in California, it 6
213 11 -ed the provisions of the rul-

ing made in 1954. selection 20...

Until next week, ask yourself...

W'hat does language have to do
with the passing and interpretation of
law* and the reality that follows?

Vvhat does the celebration of war
of blooded river and the event itself

have to do with America and in fact

the world '

"Grab your peace pipe", haiku,
what does this mean...

Yes like dead back bones
Tress also stand foe to the wind
The wind as no foes.

What does the "Indian Removal
act of 1830" have to do with the pre-

*ent'' Is this act still in effect?

What is the difference and similari-

ties between "act" and "Law"?
"The bird is in your hands."

Omar Gayle is a UMass student

Neglecting what belongs to YOU
Author's note: This is a story about a

7-year-old boy who lives with a single mother
in a Massachusetts housing complex. Eor one

day. I chose to watch and interview this little boy as

he carried on his daily rou-

tine. Out of courtesy for the

family, I chose to leave
their names unmentioned.

Stanley LP. Sterlin

your daddy's dead, doesn't mean I can't spank you to

bed." The mother, speechless and dazed from her
son's inquiry failed to detail the truth, but in a high
tone she reacted by saying. "Finish your Babyruth."

As he turned himself to his dessert, he
closed his eye's and told his imaginary friend

that he wouldn't cry, he would rather die

than live with a lie.

And lastly, in this story I had imagined my self as the

young boy, and on how I would have felt if I were
him.

(Deep inhale) As he laid on his bed. surrounded by
Ruxpin Ted. and wrapped by Flinstone Fred, he laid

in darkness, counting his ceiling stars, wishing the

sleep would extinguish the emptiness in his con-
scious.

Tonight was a night of no surprise, but of fool's

paradise. He watched his mommy smoke, beer drink,

and sell an ounce of weed, which serves no need in

raising a seed. As he sat on his chair, watching his

mommy laugh with friends, who had no care of his

uncombed hair, or the roaches that stare at his din-

net, in a soft tone, the winner asked his mommy,
"Does smoking make you a looza?" The enthusing

atmosphere along with ten brown eye's were focused

on him and mommy who was in smiles, had saddened
from her son's question. A dmnk guest spoke out
and said to the boy. "you little shithead. just because

When he finished his thought and finished his food,

he rose up and waited with his head down by his

shoulders. He floated to his room, a place he could
feel whole and safe. Sensing the crowd had no inter-

est in him. he purposely neglected his mother, and the

rest of them. No kiss good night, no "Night, night"
from mommy. The twelve 9teps to his heart were the
longest steps he had ever experienced. The joy he
had for his mother was now silenced with contempt:
no more respect, just neglect, because she chooses to
avoid his inquired subject.

The aggravation has been building for a long time,
and because of tonight, he begins thoughts of ending
his time, but not with the physical, but through the

emotional. He's a smart boy with problems like a
man, from a woman who fails to understand his
needs. No more joy. just pain, she's no longer sweet
as a candy cane. On his bed, in his mind, it will take

more than a while, to remove his mother from exile.

Stanley L.P. Sterlin is a UMass student.
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Stars help Make a Wish JoyDivisionboxed set examines

the heart and soul of darkness
AGAWAM — It was a magical

evening last Saturday as a handful of

daytime's brightest -t.it ^ came out to

support the "Make-A-Wish" founda-

tion. "Make-A-Wish" is a lovely

charity that grants children diag-

nosed with a terminal illness then
"dying" wish They really do make a

difference in the lives of thousands

ol kids out there who don't have the

luxury ot life that so many of us take

for granted

The event was held at the Ires

chic Che/ lose! (imagine "All M\
Children's Crystal Ball, part deu\>

in Agawam I mean. I've been in

tome pretty ntzv establishments but

this one takes the cake The MBM
phere was fab and the food... ah.

words cannot describe I hioke
down and had this little to die tor

chocolate extravaganza lor desert

The food, however MM1
! the \um

micst thing on the menu That title

belongs to the ceiehntv line-up

which Included «uch stars as

Stephen Nichols i Stefan. "General

Mo*pital"> lohit Ingle diiJ |ohn |

York (Idttutd an J Mm tiom
"OH"), lay Pickett and Michael
Dictz (Frank and loc from "Port

Charles"). Lisa Peluso ilila.

"Another Y\orld"> and several oth-

ers.

The evening started out with an
autograph scxion that ran from 6
pm until 8 p.m.. followed b> dm
ner and then, a chance to mingle
with the stars i photos ctv. » Ot
course, that was easier said then

done with 400 plus streaming
females swarming Stephen Nichols

and such (talk about pu*hvi I did

accomplish my mission though, pho-

to* with most ot the stars (after

being assaulted bv hordes of
women) I think myself and the

guvs »ho met me there (fellow

UMass-ians I were probably the

only guys who were there willingly

The other guys were Molt I

J

tag alorifi and couldn't have cared

lets about the stars

I. on the other hand, was a ner-

vous wreck, at least with the 1 1
r -

>

few start. What would I say to

someone like Stephen Nichols or

Lisa Pelu«o. who wa* a vi«ion ot

beauty, not M mention the best

damn actress this side of the coast

Fortunately things went smoothly

and »urpri«mglv enough, the word*

came to me I cruise-control >. I have

to say the stars were inerediblv gra

cious. down-to-earth and generous

with lheii nine ll cdii I he c.i>\

dealing with 400 iou< fanatics,

especially the onei screaming. "I

want your baby!" but thev were teal

troopers Stephen Nichols t Stefan.

"CiH") was a riot, u-n ate) going

and extremely wiltv Stullv Stefan

must be a bit ol a *ttcich for him
(if I didn't think he deserved an

Emmy then. I do now > He and
lohn Ingle (Edward. "OH*) were
quite the ladie> men. garnering the

most applause from the audience

Lisa Peluso and Laura
Wright iC'assie. "Guiding
light'i were stunning
and ever so nice. I

thought ihev'd have to

wipe me ofl the Ron
when Lisa threw
her arm around
me for a quick
photo lohn I

York, lav

Pickett and
Michael
DietI... all gentlemen Michael
Diet/ s gorfOUl smile had the

ladies swooning all night long lohn

I York w.is .is jlw.ivs handsome
and extremely appreciative of his

tans as were all ol the stjr* It was
such lun. definitely better than vour

average Saturdav night around here

To all of \ou who missed it now
would be a good time to kick vour

selves in the i

Last week I heard a rumor that

i.fl" was cooking up a hot little

location shoot (reminiscent of

Sonnv and Brenda in Puerto Ruo
rolling around on the beach, etc i

tor Nikolai and Robin and I

thought to mv>ell ia> do so many
"l>avs oi Our I ives" characters).

"Amen!" Could it be. could the

romance be back' \uu -ee some-

where along the line, romance
became lo»t in the shuffle ol things.

replaced b> an emphasis on tragedy

and drama I he soups became more
about "breaking up" than "making
up" Sure the writers v* ill tell vou

that "throwing a couple MM ohnaV
cles" is what makes tor interesting

drama but doesn t it seem more and
more like those obstacles have
become a wall It* not about, "how

can we get the two ol these people

together," it's about "how can we
np the two of them apart

"

Rumor of the Week People are

still bu/./mg about the rumor that

lack and Carlv on "As I he World

III MM \RIS f I MIR SIRIIS

tfMfJ

Global Divas
with the Stella (ihiweshe Trio,

the SusMtfl li.it .i I lii.n ii-i and

the I i«.h Hiimjusa 1 1 in

These women luck "girl power" up a notch,

with their innovative interpretation of world

music Zimbabwe's Chiwese is hailed as a

master Mbira (thumb piano) player; Baca is

a legend in Afro- Peruvian music; and

Texan Hinojow is one of America's most

renowned singer songwriters

THURSDAY, APRIL 2, 8PM, BOWKER AUDITORIUM
N»mO WTTH THf GtNfSOUS Su*»0«T o» WRSI 95 }FM ANO Tm( R[(0<W"

oomiiTrrt oaucuriit!
The New York City Opera National Company presents

The Daughter
of the Regiment
One of the great comic operas of all time

in a full production called by the

New York Times "a grand evening of

fun." Accompanied by a full orchestra,

sung in French with supertitles.

TUESDAY, APRIL 7, 8PM
CONCERT HALL
PWHWTtD WITH TMC GINf SOUS SUWOUT Of COCA-COLA

a dinar night roa mu

II Great Day

in Harlem
uiilh Irl Farmer

A great night for film buffs

and jazz fans alike. The first

act is the screening of the

Oscar-nominated documentary which tells the story of the legendary

photo ofjazz greats. The second is a live performance by a jazz great him-

self, trumpeter Art Farmer and his ensemble A must-see—and a must-hear!

THURSDAY, APRIL 16, 8PM, BOWKER AUDITORIUM
pKiviNno *m. M i.fWKous Support of WRSI 93 1FM and WFCR 88 SFM

Call 545-251 1 or 1 -800-999-UMAS for tickets

Visit Mr Website ot www.i»ma$s.eou/«oc/fo<.litiiil

(OWM I Willi HMKdMIK!

r- Tup -,

f>neari
Center

uMvstsm <*

AMHERST

Turns" made love during their smv

in the cabin mot exactly the most

romantic of circumstances but

hev i hut that the shc>vv ha> dec id

ed to keep that tidbit of Info from

the audience tor now. Uh. oh.

who's daddy dealest
'

Sink or Swim
Swim
• lo the Maiiati'Stuatt RaeCO OH
\Mc " At en t these twc> make the

most adorable couple since

I'diiiund and Susan
.1).,

• I he atleiiiialh of

\ikki s ihootin| on
"1 Dtllt| and the

Restless ."
I ooks like

it might get a little

more bucrcstin|

Could Victor still have

some angering feelings

UJ7
• I isj Peluso ( I i la.

'AW" i flu- woman
steals evc'iv scene she's

in He i pettonnaiKe ha* Iven nolh-

ing le» than supetb these last few

weeks
• Manas return to WK icven

it she is just a vision i Ah the

scene when she told him to.

on habv' " Irte scene almost brought

a tear to mv eve I his is ihe kind of

romance I was talking about folks

Sink

• Mariana on "Onti " what a

sanctimonious witch she i~ squeal

ing on her best triend I aura She'd

be wise to watch her Man I aura

isn't exactly n tabtlitv she may
dtown vour sorry butt next

lamb tunning is a Collegian
columnist Ouesiti»i\ <>r mmmenis
about this column may be e-mailcd

lo jfuimiiig9Mnuletn.ymau.eau.

By Marty Keane
Collegian StaH

HEART AND SOUl
Joy Division

London

Ot .ill the bands that formed in the immediate aftermath

ot the |s»7o '77 punk explosion in I-.ngland. |oy Division

was hv lar the BMM important. In their all tc*o lleeting lour

I existence, the Manchester based group only
teleased two ptoper albums ( nknmcn I'leasur,

both ol which are incontrovertible masterpieces

of then anl

With the tcleasc ol the 4 CO boved set limn and Soul.

the brief but brilliant time ot Ian I utiis and |ov Division

has liiullv been piopeilv aillholoci/ed Ihe victim ol a

sccininglv endless s U pplv ol rctroanactlifai and hastily

thtiivvn togethet collec lions since their untmielv depattuie.

Heart and .V»i</ w ill replace all prev ious sets

I Ik fust two discs concentrate on the two studio
albums, adding on essential Hacks like \utosuggcstioii

."

"Front S.iKiv to Whan I
lass." while the latter

two discs pull togcthct some tnsightlul live performances
and top qualitv b Sidm

\s .ilwavs. it t.ikes barer) fifteen second rder."

the openmi to recogni/c that

something ; ' tei Hook's unmistakable
rolling bass line vies with an inhumanely precise rhythm
and Cuius compelling baritone

been waiting for a guide to come and take me by

the hand." he sj\s W ho ate we sOaf|

With apocalvptic imagerv that borrowed hcavilv Irom
the Bible, science fiction and tasci«t spectacU
DfvWon'l dire stark music paved the wav for dance-pop.
death metal, mdustnal grunge and the brooding, intro-

spective pop that bands like The Cure brought to the mma-
es 111 the >

|ov Division look the "It's O.K to be pissed off at the

we>rld" altitud F Moil and internalized it

through the fractured lei -mger Curtis and hi*

insistently monotonous vocals which conjured a consider-

ably mote haunting - not to mention real — vision e>l the

world m which he w.i Joomed participant

Considering Curtis' tragic suicide lout davs before their

hist American tour, it would be too M0J IB M) that much

(if tun all) of their material plays like a soundttack that

slowly loretells of his demise, which is a shortsighted

assessment to say the least On the coiitrarv. one cannot

help feci utterly exhilarated in the BHjafc'l shared human

ism and leel Curtis' almost palpable sense ol liberation a-

he purges his tormented soul Anchored bv an unt

table melodv Curtis muses in the beautiful "I ove W III fear

it "Wnj is the hcdioom so cold'' leHj've turned

awav i.m vour side" before revealing thai "there's a taste m
mv mouth as desperation lakes hold

Sure the concept of life as an open book mav have began

MbM v. ei"is and |ov Division did. but no one MCOBaiea m
writing such haunlinglv personal postcards from

\rmagcddon I veil almost 20 vears on. lew can muster the

enioticinal punch of a Cuitis Ivric W ho among todav 'l tes.k

elite could come up with a line like "forced bv the aiaantn

I he tciiit..iies niaiked Se> longer the pleasuie Ok
I \e since lost the heart fienn "C andidate" ' I draw a blank

The band had a sound as visceral as the Pistols but in a

more attiie'spheric and e hilling dehumanizing manner

Blame theii pioneering use of keyboard drones and While

punk's (ury was verv in vour face and easy to "get." |oy

Divisiem's sound comes up from behind and bites the lis

lenei Nothing with them was ever easy, but it wa> always

enthralling

Several months after Curtis suicide Hook, drummer
Stephen Morris and guitarist Bernard Albrecht (now

Bernard Sumnert formed New Order with Sumner taking

over vcH.al duties Over the course of the next decaef-

Order were smgulailv responsible lor the creation ed

danc cable pop through the merging ol disco punk rock

and guitar-based songwrittng Life moved on. more historv

was made, but the shadow and legacy of Ian Curtis has

alwavs been present

Kevk music has a thousand lost souls, some lionized like-

Hervdnx (. ohain and Lennon. some forgotten, but

always picture them now. greyer of temple, cxpen

sively suited dragged Irom retirement for some lame

reunion special or alimonv cjuclching stadium spectacular,

but Ian ( uriis is different fie shares something with that

other lost tnglish talent Nick Drake in that it b as difficult

a» it is intriguing lo imagine what songs they would be

singing as they approached middle age It's hW bad we'll

never know A-*

Through the tortured lyricism of Ian Curtis, |oy Division bridged the gap between punk and dance in their brief existence.

( OeKtlST LONDON ttCOSOS UK

Meel Tha Deedlet (PG)

Today (5 40 @ $2 50 1 8 40

Primary Color* (R)

Today ( 5:20 @ 2 50 ) 8 20

Mr. Nice Guy (PG-13)

Today at (5:50 @ $2 50) 8:40

Good Will Hunting (R)

Today at (5 30 @ $2 50) 8 30

t*»wtonBoys(PG-t3)

Today at (5 30 @ $2 50) 8 30

Wild Things (R)

Today at (5 50 @ $2 50 1 8 30

Grease (PG)

Today at 15 40 @ $2 .50) 8 40

Titanic (PG 13)

Today at |4 20 @ $2 50} 8 10

The Man in the Iron Mask (PG-13)

Today at (5 20 @ $2 50) 8 20

US Marshals (PG-13)

820

The Big LebowiM (PG-13)

Today at (530 @$250i

What is there to do
on campus??

http://www.umass.edu/campact/events/calendar.htm

Check this website out!

N|s... i it Fnq .rj< m- S? ^O ITnri Ulnl
Sh..* D-»ly

&rt ftf^to Fri^ iffi 25$

^mplirwyim ^5313 V2

1 aoo COLLECT RECREATIONAL SPORTS
i; ,:• 'tat

3iJLft

\

Last (hance to Cntpr:

joIiWI(H/W/() A.S.A.P.

(0 if(!io((fi ASAP

VolleybdH Special (C) ASAP.

SIGN UP TODAVI

U Mass Amherst
Remember, you can receive $9 in collect calls, visit www.1800C0LLECT.com
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Utes, Wildcats meet in championship
By Jim O'Coonell

Associated Press

Kentucky coach Tubby Smith and his Wildcats will square olf against Rick Majefus and the Utah Runnm utes
tonight's men's basketball national championship game

Believe it, Utes & coach are a perfect fit
By Hoi Bock

Associated Press

•s\\ WK.MO In the button-

cie>svii husines. p| OaMnji hd-kctlvjll

pillows Rick finri alkl his \\\|
sweater base taken a mo»tlv anonv-
ni^us I tah team mtn the Nl \ \

championshir KaiiH- tonight Masenw.
who shop* in the bt# and tall depart-

ment, look* hkt he'd He

tortable propped up against th

net cushion ol a living n*M
than prowling a MdeKnc But he '* the

least unlikelv pjit ol L tah s final

I out equation

This is ., ibjbj (run lea] the higheat

in s.he*.>l historv and went fur

ther than it ever dij when Keith \ an

Horn wa* artmnd It i* a team
posed of smart guvs Rhode*
Scholar candidate l>rew Han«en sur

rounded hs academic All -Americans

And it is lad hv pc»int guard who
started his academic career a* a Prop
*t< student XnJre Miller makes the

Utes go. and he is Maienis it

recruited bv him when lew other*

were interested When Millet

«cotes i.mie- up short the ODadi itu*

saged his psvche telling him "II this

is the we. 1st thing that happen" to

vou in lite, sou will have a wonderful

life
"

And Miller became a wonderful
point guard.

M.iieiiis tutneJ canlai Michael
Doleac. a future naj^aon, into a gen-

uine NBA prospect He impeirteel

Hanno Mdttdli from I inland and
lordie McTaviafa Front Canadta He
coaches around his Moniion pl.ivei-

missionarv obligations, and he has

found a wav t. prosper

So how cli>es it do it'
1 With a few

one-liners ;i tongue in his cheek, and

a firm commitment to hi> pluvers and

his -pe.rt Ihete is. lot example, next

season's planned trip to Maui.
Hawaii

"We'll be there ID davs. Maicrus

said. "We're going to snorkel and

we're going to both suit If I wanted

a hotel with a pio|cctor. I'd go to the

Alaskan Shootout

• IXslcac about the erne- lit-

don't heat the one linen very

often " the MM I here might

be one-liners but tht^ ,me as

I unt)

. rus admit* he can be tough on
his pla

"Initialls when vou plav toi me
lm biting in mv criticism." be said

The bottom line, he said. i> getting

hi* p and that's

what he has seen with this team.

"This team constant Iv improve*! <m
The>

like lo plav Kill and thev wanted to

f'laving in ihe undc
W \C tcr would have

trouble finding highlight* to *how ol

is said I tah wa* the

final unbeaten team in the countrv

and takes a W-J record into the title

fame
thing work* unle** the players

are good MalarM *aid. "I plav that

Madden loot hall game once in a

while That alw YeKi know,
it works a lot better with better plav

• erv giKsd guard and
these guvs ale \cr\ smart at deplov

ment l"he\ have ei'mmttted error* of

commission rather than omission
So what can Kentuckv expect
Mondas night''

are able to use several differ

ent alignments ' htajarni said "I

don't knciw right now what look we
arc going to start out with. If

Kentuckv guesses right, that deiesti't

make much difference because eve

will change even time anvwav

How ce'inlorting that must be lor

Wildcats coach Tubbv Smith Smith
said he admired Majeru* amac of

huin.'i

No problem, the L tah coach *aid.

"He makes sei much ntc>ne\ II he
gives me MM moncv. I'll write a few
lines feir htm." Mnjami added

Hie sense of hunie>i prohahlv came
from a do/en vcars as an assistant at

Marquette, the first six sitting next to

wittv \l McCiuire. who explained
that "Rick came out ol the v

in ,iss|*tant

with the Milwaukee Hucks ol the

M< \ Maieru* returned to Marquette

as hea ear* Then.
after two sear* at Ball State he was
hired bv L tah in l*!**) vimc people

wondered if thi* wa« the right tit. a

It bnnging all those one-

unt iv Majerus

. ged that oil

ilking about it aj >'

ommunitv * he
said "It s a big dtv with a small town
env it its Green Hav

.

nsin in the k, *. kv Muuntaaw is

what it i»

"

With I ouie \nde-r>.Hi coaching the

basketball team

SAN ANTONIO — lor Utah, pay

back time has artived against
Kentuckv in the national chainpi

onship game. The W ildeats plan end
ing the L tes' season with a loss for the

thiid straight veat I tah and Kentucky
have played each other in the NCAA
tournament the last two seasons, with

the Wildcats winning both tunes ITie

stakes have frown each year and
tonight thev will he as big as they get

in college basketball

The championship pits a L tah team
that pulled off two ot the tourna-

ment's biggest upsets against a

Kentucky team thai used two thrilling

comebacks to advance to the title

game for the thud straight vear. this

lime under new coach lubhv Smith.

I wo vears ago. Kentuckv crushed

Ltah 101 70 in the second round on
the wav to its sixth national champi-

onship. Last season, the Wildcats beat

the Lies 72 i*) j„ lr>c nrgmnji semifi-

nal and went on to lose in the title

game to Arizona.

"The main thing I remember about

those two games is that we lost That's

about all vou need In know ~
L tah

senior centet Michael IK. leas -aid ol

the recent anataeaaon Mieor) with

Kentuckv "Sophomore vear it was
more like we wete |ust watching
Kentucky plav instead ol being in the

game last year it wa* a lot different

aid play with those guvs and we
did plav with them until thev had that

spurt at the end when we fouled

"It * always a bad menion getting

knocked out of the tournament This

year we are a different team and a lot

better defensively and a great

rebounding team
"

I lah • hi s-i u|'-et ol top-ranked

North Carolina on Saturday may have

been an even bigger *urpn*e than its

25-poini laugher over No i

na in the West Regional final a

week before But the common thread

\ccllent defense: the Lies lead

the nation in field goal percentage
allowed at st* percent

look to go out and keep teams
under 60 point*, and if we can do that

we have a great chance of winning the

game." Utah junior guard Andre
Millet

i though this is kentuckv s

third straight championship game —
the first team to de. thai since Duke
from IsNOvO the W.ldeat-

mav have changed more than the I tes

VI

e to the NBA are Antoinc
Walker. Ron Mercer Tony l)clk and
Derek Anderson I v en with the loss of

All American Keith Van Horn, the

I tah roster with Doleac. Miller and
sophomore lorward Hanno M
may have more future NBA

|

than Kentuckv And the Wildcats,

who beat Stanford K*>-8^ in overtime

WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS SOFTWARE ASSOCIATION
i'. Mam Vrrrt • FIoicikc MA D\t»U ' » H ".H4 I4» ' »*4 24s)r.

JGBFAIR'98
Tuesday, March 31, 11 a.m-7 p.m.

Springfield MA Sheraton Monarch Hotel Grand Ballroom

30 COMPANIES ATTEND INO!
• Suftvv.iic F.npntrt*

• Network Specialiv.v

• Ir.hjiicjJ Publications

• Software NLina^crs

•Tcihiuca. Wnnis
• Mlb Ptofcssiotuls

* Q^ialitv Assurance

aWausi morr''
1

• Ssvtcms .Ajulvvis

• Appucatii in Piograi! utters

• SyttHR L^' .Adnuius

rsiaaST sponsors

JavaNet
ca
Compsj*a>r Horizon* Corp

APPI

MassMutual

The Blue Chip Company ,M

anteO
Poeti y Prose Lyrics ad ONE ACTS

In all languages other than english

3D, 2

A tw
D.

rk a So A
Ittrnvdi

Cei t^d

To be featured in ITlOthertongue an annual multilingual journal

contributors must be Five College Bilingual Students.

For information

send e-mail to: iTIOthGrtongua@complit umass edu
or contact: The UMass Comparative Literature Dept

Following the journal publication, writers will have the option of reciting

their material at a mOthertongue spoken word performance held

on friday, may 15th in Hampden Theatre. Artwork featured in

mOthertongue journal will be on display in Hampden Gallery from
Friday May 15th to Friday, May 22nd

Deadline For Submissions Has Been Extended To
April 17th

mOthertongue is sponsored by the Department of Comparative
Literature at UMass and the UMass Arts Council

ons
ould take my

1. 4.

-John Korzmon, Foundar & President

Class time that counts

More class hours with

teachers well trained in our

techniques meons much less

time studying on your own
Class size is limited to 15

O Results-oriented approach C
Our students average a 7poinl ' '

3

; average i

increase on the ISAT

Real tests

Try out new skills on the four

most recently released LSATs,

administered under timed,

test center conditions.

Summer course enrollment

has begun 1

of The Princeton Review

We're on campus!
The Princeton Review wos chosen

to administer all test-preparation

programs for the UMASS Division

of Continuing Education

No traveling, no hassle

Satisfaction guaranteed
If you complete the course, take the

LSAT ond ore not sotisfied with your

score, we'll work with you agoin for

up to one year, at no fee

413/584-6849
wnn review cam

jm mi
a*fy PRINCETON
^r REVIEW

Saturday, have a new coach in Smith,

I Kimier assistant i Rick Pitino.
'

I here wa* no doubt in my mind
we could back to the Final Four
because I know how hard our guys
work," Kentucky junior center Nazr
Mohammed said

And the work got even harder when
Smith started making changes to

Pitino's stvle of pressure defense and
3 point shooting ITie Wildcats still do
those things but not at the same level,

although thev did use the tactics to

come back from a I 7 point second-

halt deficit against Duke.

"Kentucky was the number one
delensive team in the Southeastern
Conleie-ricc last season and was num-
ber one again this season." Smith said.

"I thought their fialfcixirt defense was
outstanding last vear and I think it

outstanding this vear It helps when
you have players that understand the

game and plav together and are willing

.is i if ice."

ITiese teams have a lot in common
on the delensive end but little in com-
mon in the trophy case Only UCLA's
1 I titles arc more than kentuckv '| siv

while I tah s only title came in 1*44 in

men s lacrosse

its only other trip to the championship

game.

The coaches are as different as the

school's tournament success. Smith is

quiet and rail-thin and got his name as

a child for how much he liked to sit in

the bath tub. Rick Majerus is outgoing

and rotund and has been known to

have the media eating out of his hand.

"He has had an outstanding eaten

in developing players and building

programs and I think those have been
some of the areas I feel strong in from
Tulsa and Georgia." Smith said, refer-

ring to his earlier head coaching jobs.

"I don't know him as well as I'd like to

know him but I've always been a fan

ol Rick Majerus in the way he had
coached. He is a much funnier guy
than I am."

\V.hen Majerus was told of Smith's

comments he proved he has a sense of

humoi
"I don't know Tubby that well but a

good friend of mine does and he says

he's real funny." Majerus said. "I don't

know about coaching styles and I

don't know about personalities. He
makes so much money if he gives me
some I'll write a few lines for him

."

continued from page 10

The offense helped out the defetise-

hv holding the hall on Us side of the

field for a majority of the game.
Seven different Minutemen chalked

up at least one goal. Freshman lohn

Madigan netted a hat trick, while

senior co-captain Mike DelPercio
scored I"

"When the defense makes a stop

I
I hn makes a save, it gets our

offense going " Madigan said.

"He>pcfull> next week will have the

*ame result
"

Next weekend, the Minutemen
take- on So t> Duke, which i* hoi off

an 18-4 thrashing of Harvard. The

Blue Devils are 7-1 on the year, with

their only loss coming to So J

Maryland in the season opener. They

arc outsconng their opponents by an

average of eight goals per game.
"We made a few mental mistakes

that we cannot afford to make
against Duke." Drumm said 'We
don't look at (our recordl as being

undefeated We come into each game
with a clean slate

"

Cannella sees an asterisk next to

their unblemished record. A contest

aaaanat Virginia, a game that gut can-

celled due to snow, would have
removed that mark

women 's lacrosse
contriueo from page 10

temple midfielder lenniler I Jens

*nuck the Owls' lourth *corc behind

a seemingly inspired L Mass delerne

I ts-shman goallender |en Nardi
I well under constant early

game pressure, and strong defensive

effort! hv senuir m captain Amy
I eder and *ophomore midfielder
Soelle v.>eir*ki kept the game close

until about 1240 left in the first half

I nfe>rtunatelv the Owls' speed

n much lor the Minutewomen
to handle. Temple's senior sisters

Claudia and Alex Ovchinnikoff tore

up the gTass combining for nine goals

and an as*i*t over the course of the

game -\» L Mass struggled while try-

ing lo chop the Held up on its way to

the opposing pipes. Temple moved
down field quickly and fluently, with

an almost liquid like- smouthiu

"There's no doubt that they have
fantastic speed and their experienced

players know how to use that to their

advantage — and they have been for

four vcars " McCTellan said. "They're

a very strong team."

"I think that we ran with them
really well." Anderson said "Our
transition i* a lot s|e>v*er. Where we
think a lot before we pa** the ball.

thev catch and pass almost immedi-

ate-lv

I Mass also had to contend with

the Owls phvstcal aggressiveness,

which seemed to be questionable at

times Sine minutes into the second

half, tdens checked Massachusetts

midfielder lenniler Hcrker to the

ground, then, tossed Herker's dis-

lodged stick at her as she slow Is got

to her feet

That speed and aggressiveness
contributed to eight unanswered
goals between the end of the Inst

half and the beginning of the second

Down 12 2. it would have been easy

to have given up to their highly

ranked opponents, but instead, the

Minutewomen seemed to u»e that

slump to jog their intcnsitv

Attack I aura Korutz and midfield-

er Denise Brey scored within a

minute of Melissa Anderson
ond goal, which came I I minute*
into the second hall Korut/ joined

Anderson with a team -leading two
goals in the game. Both helped
spearhead a strong overall perfor

mance late in the game that

appeared on the score sheet at a

three-goal barrage. Over the last I*)

minutes. Massachusetts matched
Temple in scoring 4-4.

"I felt this game was a lot more
intense for me." Anderson said "I

knew they'd be scoring a lot of goal*

because they're a strong team so I

thought I might as well get in there it

I had a chance."

"They're starting to hang their

heads less and less." McCTellan said

"We re starting to stav in the game. I

think when we came back out in the

second half and put some goals in the

cage that's exactly what we needed."

The Minutewomen will attempt lo

ride that game-ending enthusiasm
into their Wednesday afternoon
home game against Brown.

Ar*'
£.

arhers
Tel. 253-1722

The Right Place to Be!
3 Barbers Everyday

Unisex Hair Styling[!
40 Main Street. Amherst. MA
(Next to Newbury Comics)

Appointment Not Neccessary

Jim Terri GftlM-

Guys A Gals* Razor Cuts • Fades
Clipper Cuts • Kids Cuts

Laurr Cuts • flat Tbps

9 & up Hours: Mon- Fn. 8-5:15' m
• Sat 8-4:45'

TANNING & NAILS
9 Lara* Uniquely Th§m$d

fanning Rooms
Wolff 26, 28 4 32 But) Beds w/Face Tamers

1 am in a Ml

The Area's Beat Nail Technicians

Acrylic Naiis * Manicures * Pedicures

Waxing ' Ear Piercing * Great Gossf)

CrftfilCorti

rea/ions

The Valley's Premier Nail & Tanning Salon!

108 ffusse/f Sf (fffe 9)/2nd F/oor
*

frodley. M4
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ANNOUNt.lMINIS APARTMEN I FOR R( N 1 AUTO FOR SALE
WHAT ARE YOU OOING
AFTER GRADUATION? Teach

English Overseas! New 4 «veek

International TEFL Certificate

courses monthly in

Northampton, MA 1-800 665

2829. 1413)582-1812.

mfoQteficertificate com,
www tetlcert ideate com

People i Market
Where the loodtfrask. the

coffee's hot. and the muse is

jammm i Mam Floor Student

Union

Minority Scholarehip

Available

The Univ. of

Massachusetts Amherst Alumni

Association is accepting appica-

tions for their Minority

Scholarship Program

Application can be picked up at

the Alumm Relations Office m
Memorial Hail bamnrung March

23. 1998 All applications must

be completed and returned no

i April 24 1998

Large Three Bedroom
Apartment Two full bathrooms

Walk from Uptown One mile

from campus Call 256-0556

2 Bedroom Available June 1st

Easily accomodates 4 people

Center of town $825/month
Call Andy 549-5637

One bedroom- Brandywine
Apt. Available 6/1 Call 549
1770

The Bowlders Lease or sublet

available June 1 1998-July 31.

1998 Large 2 bedroom full

bath, heat and hot water includ-

ed Bus stop laundry right out

side door 256-1415

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Back to Business

See Harlow Property

for next semeter's

Twel
Available June 1 Two spacious

bedrooms $72G7month Call

256 5489

3 bedroom Pufttoa Available

June 1 $900/month Call

George 549 3656

One bedroom apartment <

Coiomal Village available now
Easily accomodates two people

On bus line, neit to laundry,

across the street from Mike s

Billiards Call Fred at 256-8406

laeaati LW m * '"
•VITO lie DlWtmjjf^VVVmjji

Lease available June 1, 1998

through August 31. 1999 or

Summer 1998 sublet option

Two bedroom full bath, heat

and hot water included On two

bus routes Contact 5*9-5046

1 2. and 3

bedroom apartments Gas heat.

hardwood floors We are show-

ing starting April 6th for June
and September leases Lincoln

Real Estate 253 7879

iarjowj^rooert^

73 Main St.

256 3442
»

3 er 4 person apt in Salem
Place Call 256-3585

Tired at liviafl I

mates? Stud* I

able m Amherst June 1

S360/month includes all utilities

Can 259-1064 and come check n

out!

3 bedroom condea Gas heat
hardwood floors. Banded •

mam 1/2 m.ie toeampusonbus
route We are showing starting

April 6th for June and
September lease; $1 350 plus

utilities 253 7879

AUTO FOR SALE

Purchasing n ased car 7

Having your car repaired 1 Do
you know your legal rights'

Contact The Student legal

Services Office 922 Campus
Canter. 545-1995

CAM FROM $100

Seized and sold locally this

month 1-800-522 2730 ext 4554

Hywtdni Excel ISM Standard

Towncar Must see $875 Call

66^7232

1991 Subaru Jasty 5 speed

Great MPG Runs great $1200

5334087

COMPUTERS

New P1MMMX from $095
Laptops $1295' Peripherals

ZarVision 582 9198
v/mc/amex

City Communications
Pentium 233MMX. 32MB
RAM 2 1 Gig. 24X CD ROM.
33 6K. Ti Modem. Video & Audio

Cards with Speakers Plus. 14

inch flat screen digital monitor

Windows 95. keyboard PS2
mouse $1150 546-6826

City Communication!

Peetiem 233MMX. 32MB
RAM 4 1 G*. 24X CO ROM. 56K

Voice/Fax Modem Video &
Audio Cards with Speakers

Plus, 15 inch monitor $1100
5466826

Leptep Computer IBM.
Fuptse. DaeWoo
133/150MMX starting $1275.

W/CfJROM. 16MB '3Gt-

screen Calar Scennor
graph/test $'25 Okidate OL

12ppmH/dirtv
r'for PC/MALVNW

Call 66^7232

Computer ft Ink Jet Printer

CO ROM. 14 4 modem. 16MB
256kCache Great deal $200

Need mare storage speco
Call 546-6159 and buy a i 26

GIG IDE /AT Maitor for $100
Problem sloved _____^_

Macintosh Color Stylewrrtor

1500 Printer. Keyboard Mouse.

External CO Drive. SCSI
Equipment is m excellent condi

tion All for $300 or B/0 549

5514

CHEAPI CHEAP! Color VGA
Monitor $56 Laptop Notebook

$99 486 Computer System
$295 Call CPC |4i 3684-8857

EMPLOYMENT
Cape Jobs/Rentals

Names and Numbers of over

200 Cape Employers and Rental

Agents Categorized by location

and industry Send $3

check/money order and self-

addressed stamped envelope to

ESCAPE TO THE CAPE P0 Box

2884. Amherst, MA 01004

Student Reps- AT&T
Authorized Agent needs 20 stu-

dents now 1 No experience, will

bam $100-$300/week Part/Full

Time 1800)592 2121x123

Summer Jobs

For The Environment

hi Cape Cod
$2500 S4000/Summer

Campaign for clean air and

PbjM I dJi pjaajananjpj

environment
' 80O75-EARTH

Summer In Wellleet Need
responsible male/female Free

room exchange for child care

Requires taking 1 1 year old boy

to beach Good swimmer
Outdoor activities 5 days Nights

free Interview Call Katie

15081349-9054 (5081349-3411

SUMMER JOBS 0UTSI0E
Looking for painters and fore-

man for summer in Amherst

area Pay $6 50-$9 OQ/hr 35-50

hrs/wk Call Eric at 546-4327

Drivers Wanted- Centene's

Pun Hiring Part-Time and Full

Time Reliable car a must 256-

6100 after 3pm or apply at 481

Wan Street (across from South

Amherst 0»ry Mart)

EMPLOYMENT
Fall 1991 Internships with the

Student Legal Services Office,

get hands-on experience m the

legal field— work directly with

attorneys and clients Earn up to

15 undergraduate credits No
experience in the legal profes-

sion necessary— training pro

vided Application deadline is

April 17, 1998 Contact The
Student Legal Services Office

today 545-1995, 922 Campus
Center

Town Of Amherst Leisure
Services Summer
Employment Opportunities:

CAMP Summer Camp
Counselors. Directors (Teen

Camp). Special Needs
Counselors. Art Director POOL
STAFF Managers Instructors

Lifeguards. Cashiers. Wading
Pool Attendant. Pool

Maintenance Supervisor

SPORTS Adult Tennis Instructor

and Field Maintenance Worker

EVENTS Hot Summer Nights

Volunteers OFFICE Clerical

Competitive Hourly Wages
Applications available through

Amherst Leisure Services Office

in the Bangs Center or at the

Towns Human Resources
Office Town Hall in Amherst

Amherst is an E I

Employer Deadline for applica-

tions is March 31 1998

Cruise Ship A land-Tear
Joe* Excellent benefits World

Travel Ask us how* 517 324

3090ext C50013

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOY
MENT- * sh.ng ir :

EMPLOYMENT
National Park Employment-
Parks. Forests. Wildlife

Preserves Ask us how! 517-324-

3109 Ext N5O013

FOR RENT

SUMMER RENTALS
CAPE COD GROUP Summer
Rentals- Some waterfront

houses, some with swim-
ming pools Falmouth aree.

Diamond Rnal Estate

IMM77 1900

FOR SALE

Sony Playstetion with 8

games $275 Call Jason at 546

0475

Small DP Home Gym $60 or

B/0 Call 665 3491

Brand New Snowboard One
of a kind Plus. 2 passes to Mt
Snow Best Offer Call 253 6467

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Happy 21st Birthday Danny*

Congratulations on your intern

Oops now the world knows 1

Love. Dab

HOUSE FOR RENT

Amherst- 9 bedroom
$1495; month Available June

1st 5488166

INSTRUCTION

Boxing nnd Rich Boxing
Lessons in Springfield Call I-

8005003299

MISCELLANEOUS
FREE T SHIRT $1000

Credit Card fundraisers for fra

termties. sororities & groups

Any campus organization can

raise up to $1000 by earning a

whopping S5.00/VISA applica-

tion Call 1-800 932 0528 ext 65

Qualified callers receive FREE
T SHIRT

Heve Fun- Raising Funds tor

your Clubs. Teams. & Groups

Earn up to $500 or more! Put our

25 years of fundraising exp to

work for you Call now for

details on FREE CD of your

choice 1-800-592-2121x123

ROOM FOR RENT

TO SUBLET

Brandywine: 6/1-8/31 with

option to take over lease 2 bed-

room, heat and hot water includ

ed on bus route, air condition-

ing Contact 549-1988

One bedroom in two bedroom

at Brandywine $390/month. all

inclusive Available June 1 July

31 Call Christina 549-7088

Unique Puftton Apartment •

must see Available 6/1 Call

5486961

North Amherst One bedroom

with deck Quiet $670 All

included Available 5/9 549

9164

for

stonlme com We need i

ed. articulate internet literate

people Can 253 9000 for

details

SUMMER WORK IN
WELFLEET ON CAPE COD
General restaurant work includ

mg cashiering and service

$B/hour and meals plus $100 par

week bonus for each week
worked if you stay through

August 24. 1998 Call or write

Bill Milieu. P0 Box 321. South

Weifieet. MA 02663 15081349

2265 email
wmlhTttOcepecod net

Wanted Junk Can
everyday 1-800-649-4795

How to Place a Classified-

visit us in the Campus Center Basement or

call us @ 545 3500

Ail mayor arroioyers

Ask us how* 517 324 3115 ext

A50011

CRUISE A LAND TOURS- Earn

up to $2 000/montri Free world

travel (Caribbean. Alaska.

Europe, etc )• Free room/board
For info ring (9191933 1939 Ext

C150

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT- Earn

up to $3.0uTVrnonth m fisheries,

parks, resorts Airfare'

Food/lodging 1 Our service rec

ommended by US News &
World Reports 1919)933 1939

Est AIM

Eern nitre cesh mailing our

circulars from home m your

spare time No experience nec-

essary Free inrorrnation 1-

892 2781

50% Student Discount National

Certification Available Spring

Sessions This Semester Space
Is limited 1-880-U CAN MIX

LOST a FOUND

Lost TIB Calculator

'he library right before

Spring Break It found, please

cad Paul 6-01 70

1 bedroom in large 2 bedroom

apt Starts June 1 for lease or

summer sublet Close to town

and campus 549-3992

Summer Sublet 1 room in 2

bedroom apt Female, non-smok

or only 665-2420 days

ROOMMATE WANTED

Clean, fun. laid back girl

wanted to share a 2 bedroom
apartment 1 minute from town

Apartment is renovated & fully

furnished On-site laundry, work-

out room 2nd floor in house

548 7078

Cleen. elder er meture
temele who likes quiet To

share two bedroom apartment

washer and dryer furnished Irv

ing room area Summer/Fall

I contact T,na 665 3491

SERVICES

Dissertations edrted end

pered By Ph m English

subject 665 3718

- •

i ia 2 bedroom at

Cliffside $280 month all inclu-

sive Call tor details 665-0235

TRAVEL

FLY CHEAP!

!

40%-80% OH

Be a little flexible and save t

$$$

Air Courier interrujbonaj

(2031625-3192

WANTED

$100 Rewerd
Looking to rent a house to acco-

modate 5 plus students stating

Summer/Fall If you give us the

contact to the house that we
rent, we will give you the

reward Call Steve at 546 746i

WANTED TO SUBLET

Wented to sublet from first

week of April to first weak of

Jury One or two bedroom apart-

ment Near to UMASS/on
buslme Call Sanjay 545 3072

evening 54SF5460

T18S Calculator

Contact Paul 6-0i 70

Missing Black Jelly Rifer
Pirate Flag Last seen on
Butterfieid Roof if found phjase

notify Butterfieid Special Ops

Lost Sunglasses 3724
'

frames with Isgbt blue lenses If

•<ajrvdlplea*tai6-1199

Pregnant' Need help? Call

)M of Amherst area for

t-ee testing ,*xj ass starve '•**

1906

SUMMER SUBLET

Specious 2 bedroom
Brandywine Apts Central A/C.

water included on bus route,

top floor with deck, option to

lease furniture included Call

549-4740

TO SUBLET

must see

a Apartment •'•

Available 6/1 Call

•V *

Think

Spring !

Think

The
Classifieds!

MONDAY. MAR 30

Keadini — There will be * poem lam at 7

p m in the Hillel Howe Bring a poem that

vou svnrtt or on* you love and read it at the

open nuke Coffee will be provided The event

a) tponaored by Facet, lewiih Campus Service

Corps, and lewith Arm Protect For more

information contact l.i»«a at S49- 1710

TUESDAY, MAR 31

Career Fair — The Criminal lu«iice and

Sociology department! will be holding their

annual Career Da* from 1pm - 4 Wpm in

room* 162 16V and I6S in the Campus

Center There will be discussion panel i having

to do with careen in prosecution, correctiom.

policing, and probation and parole

(.'elehfattun — There will be a Women's

Celebration from 7-9 p m in the havemem of

the lohnson Home Presentation*, perfor-

mance!, art. and information celebrating

women will be presented Men and women

trt welcome M attend

Vetting " The Animal Right* Coalition

will have an informational meeting at 7 p m
in room SO* in the Student Union Student*

will be writing letter* on issues related to ani-

mal rights For more information call

S45-I02S

Meeting — The [>i*<ingui*hed Vi«it>>r «

Piuaram will bold ttt next meeting at 7 p m
ia room* 004-00* in the Campus Center

Everyone i» welcome Call V45-004* for more

information

WEDNESDAY. APRIL 1

Meeting — The Index ithe LMass sear

book) will hold a general meeting iirjpm in

room SO* in the Student L nion fveryone if

welcome Contact lill Aordkian al S4S-OMH

for more information

NOTICES

{iimmrfK/mml homing — A limited num-

ber of rendencehall room* will be available

for the relatives and friend* of graduating

I Max »tudenl« lor ihe nighi of Saturda*

Mas 2\ Convnvencemeni housing application.

are available at ihr I al

Servues Office Campus Center, room 118

To guarantee a reservation, completed forms

must be returned b\ May 8

(omistiiftirv — Come |oin all the lun b>

signing up to show an animal for the 6Srd

Annual I .isestuck Classic The Classic will be

held cm Friday evening. April 24 and Saturday

April 2S Contact Brian or Howard at

236-6022 to sign up or for more information

Oiimi-jiii htchange — There are onl> 4S

spaces leri for the 1998- 1 *?*)<) domestic

exchange Over 100 school* are still available

Come to ihe domestic nchanft offke u

Machmer Hall or call H9-9MI for more

information

I mpUi\mrm — UMass Lab School has

in the Reggio inspired pre -school

tor fall semester foe more informa-

tion, call lenmfer Ryan al S4S-JI99

tmplmment The I Ma** C He i« hiring

work-Mud; office staff and web publishers

Applications are available in the CRC office.

122 Student Union or leave a voice mail at

i4S 1122

so/unrerrisin— Any question!, contact

Mike Whitman at S4S-S66U The Amher«t

Salvation Army need* volunteers any da* ami

On) time Call 2SS-4747 for more informa

lion

FYh an public service anoouncements printed

dairy To submit an fYl please vend a press

release containing all pertinent information.

reducing tts» name and phone rvurnber of the

' person to the Collegian, c o the

KAanacpng bstor by noon the previous day

\ ulunteeriim— The ln*i< Center a

Ma.sachuseti* Suicide Prevention Hotline i«

currently seeking volunteers and inlet

more information contact Otnj C.taiiu

(978I844-S600 ext 201

V.mng — Absentee ballots for ihe I

Annual Town Heclun are now available in

Ihe Town Clerk* Office Monday through

f ndav from Cam In 4 V p m The Jcadhne

to applv for an absentee ballot is noon on

Monday. April 6

Like to see yovtr name In the poper?

Viace an c\A in the Classifieds!

HSCN
Bulletin Board

CBS/3 Hartford

CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

HSCN /Movie Ch.

UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

NBC/30
New Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN

International

UMass Academic TV

IT HSCN Programming

IB TV-19

BO ABC/40 Springfield

39 NBC/22 Springfield

aa CNN

ma cnn si

aB Headline News

aa uctv

87 TBS

aa bet

aa TV Land

3Q Univision

31 Comedy Central

aa Cartoon

Much Music

MONDAY EVENING

WEDH
VVFSB

WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
VVTXX

WVIT
WTIC
VVVVLP

WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
VVTBS

AftE

CNN
COM
oisc
ESPN
LIFE

IssTV

NICK
SCIFI

TLC
TNT
USA

Withbont I
Ntwsl

NewtX
Full Houm Ti

<D

Q>

HBO
MAX
SHOW

Si

!

Cheers R

21

6:00

Home Imp

Newil
Creatures.

News?
Mad Abo You

6:30 7:00 7:30
Bunnell Rot Ntwihour With Jim Lthrtr X
CBS News

CBS News

ABC News

BoyWortd

NBC News

Mad Abo You

NBC News

Simpsons "

NBC News

ABC News

Mad Abo You

Family Matters Family Matters

Northern Eipoturt Roots " H.

Worldview £
Comedy Net 2 |Makt-Laugh

Winga Fighter Relueler" |Gimmt Shatter (R)

Up Close Sporlscentar

Supermarket DebtSsipti

MTV I

inside Edition Baal TV .»

Eitra :

Inside Edition

Fresh Prince

WheaJ-Forlune

Judy Judy TC

Ent Tonight

Semlald rr

Whsjal-FoitunalJtopardy! X

Antiques Roadshow J

Ent Tonight

Cosby (R) £ Raymond

FoodNE

Cosbv R I

Funniest Horn* Vidto*

Fresh Prince

Jeopardy! IT

7!h Haavan "Says Who
1

?" (R) i
Sudden-Susan HoutaRulat

Judgt Judy T In tha House

Hard Copy ft

Fiasier " Melrose Place ' M P ConlidenliatThe Nasty-Minded Professor' S
Suddtn-Sutan |House Rules

Business Rpt. Newshour With Jim Lehrtr H
Seinfeld X.

Sunfald tf

Andy Griffith

Frasier X
Antigua* Roadshow X
Funniest Homa Vidao*

Frasier 5 In lha Houta [Malcolm-Eddie

Andy Griffith

Law t Order Volunteers" I
Moneytina X
Daily Show (R i

Crossfire X
Stein's Money

Live (In Stereo)

Flgurt It Qui |Tiny Toon Doug X IRugrillX

Quantum Leap (In Stereo) 5.

Renovation i Renovation

Lois i Clark-Superman

Baywstch Poml ol Attack" X

Intimate Portrait

{Reporters

My So-Celled Life (In Stereo)

Seaqusst DSV The Stinger X
Home Again | Home Again

Babylon 5 (In Stereo) X
Highlander The Series X

Tracey Takes | "The Ultimate Lie "(1996, Drama) Kristin Davis

«»« DocHrtfywcX)Cf"(l991,COTsKry)MicnaalJ Fox PG-lfX
tea "7?ie American Presidenf'11995) Michael Douglas. 'PG-'3'

C - Campus

8:00 8:30

Raymond

Sudden-Susan House Rules

Malcolm-Eddie

9:00 9:30 10:00
Moytrs on Addiction: Cto*e to Homa I

MARCH 30, 1998
10:30 11:00111:30

Connecticut Journal Robert

College Basketball NCAA Tournament Championship - Teams to Be Announced iNawt I
College Batkatball NCAA Toornament Championship Teams to Be Announced INews

20/20*

Thee* 'Uncontrollable Urge" I
Caroline

Good News f
For Your Love

Caroline

Sparks (R) X
Dateline (In Stereo) X

For Your Love

Practice Trees in the Forest"

Grace Under

Dateline (In Stereo) X
Vibe(R)

Carolna [For Your Love

Moyers on Addiction: Cloaa to Homa X
20/20 X

Dateline (In Stereo) X

CsoodNewsX |5parks(RjX"

IStralght Talk

Practice "Trees m the Forest"

tt* "The CuffinrjCmog"(l992. Comedy) D.8. Sweeney.

Biography: Lady Bird

World Today X
Poirot

Larry King Live X
« "TheFavor (1994, Comedy) Hartey Jane Kozak

Wild DiKOvery: Crocodiles

Sporticentor Champ. Praviaw

Unsolved Mysteries (In Stereo)

Road Rules Road Rules

Hay Arnold! X iBawitched

Sightings (R) (I" Stereo) X
Extreme Machines

WCW Nilro (In Stereo Live)"X

Four Million Year Old Man

ICheeraX

News X iNightline X
Star Trek: Next Gener

ITonighl Show

Simpsons X
News «

Tonight Show
Deep Space 9

Tonight Show
Charlie Rose (In Stereo) X
News K

M'A'S'H tf

Nightllne X
Real TV rr

**"> "Point ol No Return" (1993, Drama) Bridget Fonda

Sherlock Holmes Mysteries

World Today X
Comedy Nat 2 |Make-Laugh

Mysteries of the Unexplained

National Aerobics Champ. |Figure Skating

'tries From the Heart" (1994. Drama) Patty Duke, Melissa Gilbert

Road Rules IRoad Rules

Wonder Years Wonder Years

Sliders The Prince of Slides"

Fergie: Downfall-Duchess

Road Rules Dana

Happy Days

VR.5 "Avenging Angel"

I Love Lucy X

Paramedics

"Walker, Texas Ringer X [World Wrestling Federation |WWF War Zone In Stereo) X [Silk Stalkings (R) (In Stereo) X
'«*« "The rruf/rAtoufCafsandPog5"(1996)xIs>s> ILcve You foPeaffi"(1990, Comedy) Kevin Kline 'R'X ["Devil's Own~

± . _ .'.L». ft 1 Tl...... ri.-La-i- nl t>*—^»> 'ft1 IW lii.1t. »C*r\j\sil f*ieswjsi" / 1(1011 Ctt.e.i I .... f-;.i-t- 7 ' .A. « —~

—

Law 4 Order "Snatched" X
Sports lllus.

Daily Show

Moneyline X

Justice Files (Ri

Stein's Money

Baseball

New Attitudes

Sportscenter

Golden Girls

Loveline (In Stereo)

M.T. Moore
I Taxi X

Seaqusst DSV "The Stinger" X
Extreme Machines (R)

"Police Academy 3"

, , lnJ .. «..- 8 1 ) I

"Orr(6"ll996, Drama) Theresa Randle. (In Stereo) 'R' X
"«"; "Absolute Power" (1997, Suspense) Clint Eastwood. 'R

"School Daze" (1968, Satire) Larry Fishbume. 'R' X
tut "The Portrait ol a Lady" ( 1 996) Nicole Kidman. 'PG- 1

3' X
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Bruno By C. Baldwin Robotman By Jim Meddick

Drabbl* By Kevin Fagan Foxtrot By Bill Amend
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LETS JUST
SAY Yotl

LuCKtD OClT

Bib TiME

WiTh THtS STuflD RUC iNK

AIL trvER MY FACE. T>*

OiSVS DECIDED I LPortD

LiktE LEoNAKPo DiCAPRso

TDVsW» THE END OF TiTAHiC

vshsicf TVtE 6uT<, TNoOsSeiT I

REStM8LED SomE AUEN
BEiMO FfiDM TTABTRElt

r^sTTCJNATEa, BsTTVeKN
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AVERAMD OUT OK
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nPUtSSsesN

THAT GlBLS

LIKED
LEONARDO

its Funny

YIDV AND 1 SHNrt

S3 NrsMY rjCHES.
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Thatch By Jeff Shesol Dilbort By Scott Adams
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Non Sequitor By Wiley
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yOONO INTERN ASKED
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By V. D'Agosfino

I'm hungry lets

go to the DC
Nan I want to

eat healthy

Orix of the But Stop By Brendan & Kevin Doherty

So where should

we go 7

j

McDonalds'

tity, Crnx, 'J-vt rt

set* y*v e*.r rv/

utiorb \rJ *-

vff\ TvtA as

left- by h>^*S
,
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The Unsilent Majority By Dookie

K. /*V5>f->

Horoscope;
ARIES (March 21-April l«J) —

Today, you may be on the receiving

end of a threat which vou are com-

pelled to take seru>u*lv RaTstM the

temptation to answer in Lmd
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —

You may find that it is almost impo*

sible to do things in the manner to

which you are accustomed today. Be

prepared to experiment and impro-

M*f

GEMINI (May 2l-|un« 20) — It

may seem as though any and all

attempts to follow the rules are

thwarted today. The stars arc

demanding that \ou gel a little cre-

ative

CANCER <|une 21-|uly 22) —
You and a friend have put off getting

together long enough. Toda\ i- i

good day to make time for some con-

versation and recreation.

LEO (|uly 2J-Aug. 22) — Take

care that you're not forced by cir-

cumstances to work so fast today

that your calculations are faulty. You

have to be right on the nume\'

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) — A
little more monev may be at stake

today than you had anticipated. You
may want to reshape your plans- but

don't postpone them altogether

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oci. 22) —
You and a friend can accomplish a

great deal working together today,

where individually you may come up

against a number ol oh»tacles.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) —
\\h> do something the old-fashioned

way today when you know you can

rely on new and improved methods

to see you through anv difficulties?

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — You may feel as though

you're ncaring an important junction

in your life. Consider options as they

arise, but don't make long-term

plans vet

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— Work may take you away from

your familiar environment to day and

introduce you to people and oppor-

tunities you have not considered.

AQUARIUS (|an 20.-Fcb. 18) —
Remember the adage about all work

and no play making someone dull,

dull, dull? Today you have a chance

toenjov a little fun

PISCES (Feb I9-March 20) —
You are going to have io keep your

eye on the clock all day. Do not let

yourself get so far behind schedule

that you have to cancel anything.

Close to Home By John McPfverson

/ •«« . .*• i i «>>*• •.»*••' J »

Ouolc of 1Itt«J* >i»>'

a My sister went to

Smith, and she's an

1Q10 1. yS -overheard by another idiot

/ ArVD TterV /A/ '9i r\
( sv*s promo reo ro

.If -v V RESEARCH AND
• \ \ ^^ DEVELOPMENT. __

/
^^

Today's P.C. M#tm
OaR J4<-aea*> »W mtmr* ImtmrmmHmt

Cari's attemp to appear more intelligent

than he really was backfired disastrously

when his fake enlarged brain began to slip.

rroolc/in

LUNCH
Mtjsquite Chicken SandwKh

Italian Sausage Grinder

Pizza

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

Beef Strogarvoff

Tofu Fajita

Chicken Hoagie

Worcester

ACROSS
1 Does matri

S Peaks
10 Boxers punch

13 Electronic

reminder
H Speak rashly

— oul

15 "Les Miserabtes"

author
16 Pollster Roper
1 7 Greek letter

18 Toast topper

19 "Scram!"
20 Type ol nng
22 Early stage

24 Distance down
25 Ultimate

26 impartial

26 Skater Heme
32 Mist

33 Actor Sharif

37 Toledo's slate

38 "When Ihe —
breaks

40 Electrical unit

41 Adventurous
42 Writer fland

43 Folklore dwarf

44 Mend
46 layer
48 Marsh bird

51 Apple pw —
55 Furnace fuel

58 Eugene O'Neill s

daughter

60 Declare

61 Cadge
62 Firtilious story

63 Ewes males
64 Match
65 Type ol bargain

66 Urban trams

67 Stockpile

68 Thyme or

oregano

DOWN
Farias and
I incotn

Indian Cty
Imp
Lighl parody
Not there

Settle

conclusively

7 Humid
8 Cokjmmst

FJombeck
9 Animal with

antlers

10 Mint drink

1

1

Author's rep

12 Kiosk
15 Hope, to Bill

Clinton

21 Mss. workers

23 Sanla — winds

26 Run
27 Yuckr

28 Cry
29 Fxpre9Sion ol

surprise

30 None

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

wraun miiuo niT.imui

noon niuHD mdujbh
raraaw rasrani aamoa
ana wwia NQOBsmo

oariiMH fanaQBH

miiaaH hddh urns
HtOD HQHHaBH aaa

raHaciH [Diicitiani
KHUBhm MI;1H17JU
QHHraraww atHQ rasn
DDCiaH QQUli UMWIB
Hoaaa auaa aooo
BBtuta saraa aatao

1?IM © 1998 UMsrd fsMlurc SyrxJ<ai«

31 Riding
breeches

32 "Are we having
— yef'

34 Kind of tackel

35 Bar* device
abbr

36 Map line abbr
38 Farm sound
39 Popeye s girl

Olive —
43 Phys ed.

45 Poet s always
46 Mineral-bearing

deposit

47 Whipped
46 Catch
49 Ol ships

50 Bits o1 news
51 Mall lor Plato

52 Vitality

53 Holmes crealor

54 Go inside

56 Nursemaid
57 Company

emblem
59 Melville's

captain

LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Hot Hero Sandwich

Ziti Italian Sausage Sauce

Szechuan Tofu and Broccoli

DINNER
Chicken and Tofu Fajitas

N.W Style Cod
Squash Bake

Pastabilities; Stuffed Shells in Sauce

Hampshire
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Italian Sausage Grinder

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

Beef Stroganoff

Berkshire

LUNCH
Pizza

Hamburger on a Roll

Ziti/Tomato Sauce

Macaroni, Lentil and Tomatoes

DINNER
Beef Stroganoff

Chicken and Tofu Fajitas

Pastabilities

Stuffed Shells in Sauce

'
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Lacrosse uses physical game to disarm Cadets, 10-4
Seven scorers prove UMass [ ^ UMass defense

has depth on offensive end impressingly stingy

By Casey
CoBeg-an Staff

Massachusetts men's lacrosse

coach Greg Cannell* shouldn't haw
many worries about the depth pi his

team. Especially after Saturdav

testafainst Amis
in unseasonably pleasant weather

the No. « MiiHitemen used seven dil

ferent goal scorers to defeat the

Cadets. 10-4. in Iront a crowd v>t

I 404 at Richard r Garber Field

The effort was
excellent." Cannella

said "We were physi-

cally and mentally pre

pared and we gave a

good physical effort
"

<h the win. I Mats

on the season, the team's beat atari

since Cannella donned the maroon

and white lor his senior season Bui

that isn't the Minutemen's strongest

motivating factor.

don't look at it as being unde

feared." detenseman Harold Drumm
'We come into each game with a

isU<

laaun Hetnze started the scoring for

the Minutemen He took, a Mike
lanowicz pass directly outside the

crease and smsck the ball past Army
gualse Lou Kouauuris low for a I-

kremy Guski celebrated hi* l*»th

birthday as he followed *uit |

cling high and letting loose an on-tar-

get shot to up the L Mass advantage

with |s29 left in the first period.

But it was |ohn Madigan provided

the most firepower on the afternoon

for the Minutemen. as he used

short-range al get past

Kouaouns Madigan't first came on a

extra-man opportunity as Cadet K I

cd a 1:00 slashing

penalty Madigan found the rebound

of a errant Mike DelPercio shot and

fired past Kouaouns to put LMstss up
5-1

"V«c baekaBj wanted to possess

the ball hold it and get good looks."

Massachusetts 10

Army

Madigan said of UMass' oflensive

philosophy. "We didn't want thcin to

get any looks, especially because they

are a transition team."

Armv did manage a lew looks, but

more ollen than not the shots were

off the mark following a goal by

\rtnv * Dan Monahan to end the first

qujiur I Mass grabbed the game's

momentum and nevei looked back.

Ihe Mingy play o! the team's defense

— including a strong ID-save pertor

mance from goaltendcr lohn
Kasselakis — carried

over to the offense,

which reeled off a

! i \ c goal run to put

the game away

lav Negus fired firM in the run with

a shot to Kousouris' left barely two

minutes into the second quarter

Thirtv seconds later P G Masses look

a pass from lanowicz and beat the

Army netminder to up the I Ma--

edgeti

Dnscoll got nabbed for a

pushing penalty. DelPercio knocked

home the first of his two on the day

with a hard, shoulder-high shot from

Kousouris' left with 14X23 left before

halftime Madigan conneted for his

second after Mike McKeefrev led him

from behind the net four minutes

before the break

W hen the teams returned from the

ns after halftime. it was

again Madigan who broke free for a

m similiar fashion to his tally

just before the break Meirue took the

ball behind the cage where he passed

to the waiting freshman But the ball

was high, forcing Madigan to tump in

order to catch it And as he lumped.

uris came out of position just

enough for the LMass attackman to

get past him.

Before the Minutemen could do
an\ further damage, the Cadets ban-

daged their wound with a pair of tal

lies But a DeiPercio goal to end the

third quarter and a Janowic/ M
the fourth proved to he the final

blows.

|ason Hem/e withstood this Army attack and scored against the Cadets,

lacrosse team defeated Army, 10-4

WMumswaon rautcux

as the UMass men's

By Bratt Mooter

ColSsyon Staff

With six seconds remaining in the first quarter of their

game with the Massachusetts men's lacrosse team, the

Army Cadets s Sieve Austin inserted a goal p^st UMass

goalie lohn Kassclakis's left ear to cut their deficit to >-2

With the quarter winding down, the Cadets had with

stood a furious Minuteman attack on senior goalie Lou

Kousouris and had to feel good about their position in the

game.

Austin's next goal came at the four minute mark in the

third period, but at that point, it did not have much

impact on the game because the lacrosse team had scored

five unanswered goals to put the game in its back pocket

For 2b minutes and six seconds, the frontier was silent,

the birds were chirping, and most importantly, the

Minutemen were running away with the game UMass's

defense had once again taken the game into its own

hands.

The most overused phrase in sport is "defense »m-
championships." This year, the Massachusetts men's

lacrosse team is hoping that the originators of that state-

ment had the Minutemen in mind for the l**»8 season

With Saturday's 10-4 rout of Army. UMass's defense

continued its dominance, holding the Cadets mi goals

*hort of their season average The Cadets could only

unleash 18 shots on Kasselakis. well below their usual

output bach Army shot was well-earned, but with each

Kasselakis save came increased frustration. The Cadets

were hoping that one would trickle by to reveal a ray of

hope on an otherwise gloomy day. but UMass never let

down its guard

The senior defensive corps of Harold Drumm. Mike

Hanna and lamie Doherty proved too much for the loaded

Army attack The trio, along with KajaaMI* ha» vei to

vield double digit scoring to the opposition, leading the

Minutemen to their best start since 1*)87.

"lohn made some good saves today, but we don't

expect anything less of him." coach Greg Cannella said

"Today we knew that we would need to ride our seniors

and that's exactly what we did."

Last weekend. Kasselakis bettered Hofstra's pre-season

first team All-America goaltendcr Mark Spruvt. A week

later, he disposed of one of his closest competitors, the

honorably mentioned Kousouris.

Army had four extra-man opportunities in the second

half, none of which it capitalized on. as the Minuteman

defense gelled when it needed to Despite returning two

30-goal scorers from last year's squad, the Cadets war*

not able to get into their rhythm

Turn to MlN S LAC&OSK page 7

Lacrosse holds its own
By Sash Koenig

Colsgion Staff

The Temple Owls arrived at Totman field Saturday

playing the role of schoolyard bully, and even though

the Massachusetts women's lacrosse team could not

overcome them completely, the Minutewomcn Mood
firm and kept their proverbial milk mon

Temple, which participated in last season's NCAA
final four and was ranked second in the nation with a

S-l record going into the game, looked to intimidate

the up and coming I Iad as it had one year ago

m an early 1997 blowout.

Instead, the Minutewomen held their own in the

16-6 loss.

"V\c haven't been in this game in a long time."

coach Franceses McCldlan said "It's been years since

we've been competitive against Temple
."

When midfielder Stephanie I'avlick wove in and

around the center of the Owls' defense for a

point-blank shot to cut the Temple lead to a mere ] I

after only about a third of the first half had ticked

away, it was obvious that the Minutewomen were not

interested in rolling over to die.

In fact, after 18 minutes, the score was 4-2 and the

game looked as though it was going to be a barn-burn

lidfickler Melissa Anderson scored the first of her

two goil- with 1708 to go in the half, soon after
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Baseball, softball find weekend success

Minutemen pummel
Explorers for three Ws
The potent offense, which ranked 14th in the nation last

year, returned with a vengeance this past weekend in the first

\tlantic III matchup in Philadelphia for the Massachusetts

baseball team. Ganging up on la Salle. UMass battered the

I \plorers for 48 runs and swept in their weekend three-fame

series.

Massachusetts coach Mike Stone (301-186-1 ) became the

second coach in school history to reach the 500th career win

in his II th year.

Strolling along a five-game win streak, the Minutemen

< 10-5. 5-0 A-10) opened up on Saturday with nine runs in

the first inning en route to a 18-0 victory Bill Cooke (5-0)

tossed the first shutout for UMass. Matt Wolcott went 2-for-

5 with six RBI. smashing one home run. Ten other

Massachusetts players contributed with at least one hit as they

totaled 15 hits

The second half of Saturday's doubleheadcr proved much

of the same as UMass hit three horneruns and easily came

away with the win. 1 5-6. Doug Clark hit two round-trippers

and Pete Gautreau leveled La Salk: with a grand slam in the

fourth inning to lead the team with 4 RBI apiece Muchie

Dagliere went 5 -for-5 to extend his hitting streak to 13

games as bested his team-high batting average to .463. Ryan

Cameron pitched his second complete game, striking out five

On Sunday, the Minutemen continued their winning ways

with a 1 5-9 thrashing as Steve Asadoorian connected for a

three-run homer in the sixth inning, the first of his collegiate

career. |eff Puleri (2-1) secured the win while going five

innings Travis Veracka earned the save through three innings

of work. —Kathleen Ralls

Henderson tosses perfect

game for UM softball

The Massachusetts softball team rode the strength of

Danielle Henderson's pitching power to a win in the

first game of a doubleheader yesterday at Fordham. and

matched the score total in the second game to put down
the Rams by two counts of 9-0.

Henderson threw the first perfect game of her career

in the first win of the day. striking out I 7 batters in her

fifth career no-hitter She allowed onlv two groundout-

and the same number of pop ups in the win The game
marks her ninth consecutive double digit strikeout

game.

UMass (14-10. 3-0 Atlantic 10) started its scoring

with an RBI single from catcher Nikki Faessler. hut it

was first baseman Kim Gutridge who starred at the

plate in that first game.

Gutridge went 2-for-4 and knocked in four runs,

including a two RBI single to right in the top of the

fourth inning. In the fifth inning, she blasted a single

that eventually carried three runners home. Two
advanced on Gutridge's hit. a third came home on a

throwing error

In the afternoon's second game, freshman Carrie

Iclfrics tossed a two-hit shutout and allowed only four

hits to propel the Minutewomen.
leffries' classmate Kiley Scofield led UMass at the

plate with her 3-for-4 performance. Scofield con-

tributed three RBI. Galas connected for two doubles,

and Liz Wagner went 2-for-4 with an RBI.

See tomorrow's Collegian for a complete coverage of

UMass' weekend games.
— Casey Kane

Crew excels despite warm weather, river

to beat Eagles
f
Wildcats in first home race

By Aaron M. Saykin

Collegian Staff

IOKMA KANSANfN f OUfGIAN

The Massachusetts women's lacrosse team wouldn't stop fighting against Temple this weekend, even

though the Owls walked away with the 1 6-6 win.

Although Mother Nature nur-

tured most of the winter- wearied

in the Pioneer Valley last weekend,

she managed to spank the

Massachusetts women's crew team

and its coach |im Dietz during their

Saturday race against New
Hampshire and Boston College

along the Connecticut River.

Minutewomen spirits were high

last week before their first home race

in three years, but despite a convinc-

ing victory over the Wildcats and the

Eagles, the unusually warm weather

dealt a serious blow to UMass.

"It was a pretty good day for us as

far as racing was concerned," Dietz

said. "But the water level came up

about eight feet because of the melt-

ing snow Half of our markers were

underwater"

As a result of the excess water

flowing into the river, the current

was moving much faster than usual,

making it difficult for Dietz to assess

the performance of his team, which

had practiced along a much calmer

Connecticut River the previous week.

"The water was moving very fast,"

Dietz said. "I wish we could have a

better assessment of our times, but

this is an outdoor sport, and we real-

ize things like that can happen."

Although unpleased by the weath-

er. Dietz was extremely proud of the

effort of both his varsity and novice

teams. The varsity eight boat blew

away its competition with an impres-

sive time of 5:51. while the first two

novice rowed solidly en route to a

pair of first-place finishes. The fresh-

man boat also won its race by a dom-

inating 1
1 -second margin.

"All of our teams looked very

strong," said Dietz, a three- time

Olympic participant and two-time
Olympic coach. "We won ail our
races."

In addition to the river conditions,

the fan support was much to the sur-

prise of Dietz, who was extremely

happy to see approximately 250-300
fans cheering along the hanks of the

river during the Minutewomen 's first

varsity home race in nearly three sea-

sons.

"The most amazing thing about the

entire event had to have been the

spectators." he said. "It was great to

see that kind of support."

Although projected 5th in the

country in the preseason coaches
poll, UMass will travel to

Charlottesville, Va. this weekend as

possible underdogs to the nationally

acclaimed Virginia Cavaliers. Dietz
anticipates this race to be one of the

most difficult tests of the
Minutewomen's 1 998 campaign.
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WORLD

Bombing investigation

over in Saudi Arabia

RIYADH, Saudi Arabia (AP) —
Saudi Arabia has finished its investi-

gation into the |une 1996 bomb-
ing that lulled 19 American airmen

— but will not announce its find-

ings until the time is right, the

kingdom's interior minister said

yesterday

U S. officials have repeatedly

complained that the Saudis have

refused to share information and
were dragging their feet in the

investigation

"All the facts of this enme are

with us and our intelligence exert-

ed huge efforts to discover every-

thing about the incident and we
w* leave the announcement for its

time," Pnnce Navel bin Abdul Aziz

told reporters in Mecca.

There was no indication when
that time might be.

In Washington, State

Department spokesman |ames P.

Rubin disagreed with the Saudi
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"As far we're concerned, the

investigation is stilt wide open We
do not believe it's over We art

continuing to pursue it and believe

that at the end of the day those

responsible will need to pay a

price," Rubin said yesterday

NATION

Military locator system

upgraded for crvman use

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Global Positioning System,
which provides pinpoint loca-

tion information around the

world to the U.S. military, will

soon provide the same accurate

data to civilians thanks to an

upgrade announced yesterday

by Vice President Al Core. He
said the government will

expand the number of signals

available for civilian use from
one to three That should over-

come atmospheric distortion

that affects the current lone

civilian signal by providing com-
panion channels to check for

accuracy. The announcement
builds on another one made in

1996, when the Clinton admin-

istration said that over the

course of the next decade, it

would eliminate small errors

intentionally inserted into GPS
to guard against its misuse by

non-Pentagon users

Taken together, the changes

mean that by the middle of the

next decade, hand-held GPS
receivers sold to civilians should

soon be able to pinpoint loca-

tions within 33 feet — 10 times

as close as the current range of

325 feet
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Jewish Student Union to

elect new leaders tonight
By Bryan Schwartiman
CollegKm Staff

Sect yeai - lavish Student I mon t|sL i leaden will he

decided tonight at I he ISl I \cxutive Boaid election

The Executive Boaid consist ol the |Sl president along

with the- vice presidents d Mrioui branches which comprise

the Registered Student Oigani/ation (KSOi Hie I xecutivc

Kkiid w».ik- caoaei) with iIk lewiek Student i "Jan Council

(which anvonc can attcrvdi to create pHaUaHU, activities and

policies relevant to Jewish lite OR KmfUt

I iigibilii) and process

Student> can vote al ti p m u»nik!hi ji the Hillel HoUH In

oidei 10 vute. a Mudcnt muM have attended ihiee previous

IM aamtiev including one council mcetiM
The result"- will he known almost ininic-diatelv due to the

nature ol the process Candidates will m..; nation

and take quCStioMl alter which each race will he decided

individual c andidato had lo >uhnnt a lettei ol intent bv

laM lluif-dav which include^ the opdOB kg diup down and

run ten a lowei pci-itum il iIk-v le»e the election

Current President I i>ui-.i Shein t$M nominations will be

accepted but the person whev nominate* I candidate will

have to »peak on their hehall

Currentlv the- race loi pic-cident i» the onlv one beinj! con

hut ihe BOaeMhj d laM minute tiiHiutialicHic could

ehanvie that The presidential candidates an- Rachel Knciol

and \nelle Uetntraub. who i> currentlv the \ lot IV

ol Kclipou* and (. ullural Mian- Ihe I'lvMelenl oversees the

entire organization, runs council mccungv and facilitates

communication between the different branches.

Slina Mutt is running for Vice-President of Religious and

C ultural Affairs, a branch which organizes services and

observances Mutt currentlv holds the administrative posi-

tion ol I veeutive Coordinator

Meli^a /en/ is running to head the Social Action branch.

Also relerred to as Tikun Olam (repair the wurld) this

bianch organize* events such as food drives and shelter vis-

its

Rounding out the candidates: Michelle Veyvoda for \ ice

President ot Membership, Yoav Glockman for Treasurer,

and Daniel Friedman for Vice President of Administration

Currentlv . no one is running for the position of Secretary

lollowing the elections there will be a transition period in

which ihe offices will have changed hands but the previous

ollicc holders will observe and instruct the new fxevutive

Board

President reflects oo term

l.nie'lit - election will mark the end of Shein 's one year

term as 1st I'e-ident During that time. Shein says, there

have been some changes One of the most obvious is the

name, the Hillel Council became the |SU Shein said the

name change was part of an effort lo attract more students

to council meetings and events

Yvc wanted to make it clear that this is a |non~ denomi-

national | RS0 lor the kwish students." Shein said.

Shein has been here for five years and says their is an

increase in religious, cultural, and social activitv One of the

changes which have pleased her most is that students have

started to lead the Fndav night services at the Hillel House

"I can see how much things have changed, there is a real

lex-ling of student ownership in the organization.'' she said.

Film looks at being butch
Personal interviews explore gender limits

By Choya Rodin

CoHsgton Correspondent

A Urge audience ol all ages

attended the third public show inc.- ol

self-proclaimed indie dvkc lilm

maker, aaoaba
Hutih in Mahat Auditor iiiin

Saturday evening

Ihis documentary was a

>S minute- compilation

interviews with "hutch" women It

told ol these women* '
past (

•

eiice's and present notion* ol what it

means lo be a butch in

cIV

i iAu Huhh. Rosenleld s first

maioi production, w

KIN MACDONAID / COUtClAN

Shoshanna Rosenfield was at a screening of her film Scenf uVa Butch last

Saturday evening.

ken down into several sections. One
of these sections explored the con-

nections butch women have to their

bodies Some described feeling

dccplv connected, while others felt

more negative about their ph

shape and structure One such
woman who said she did not like her

hodv later came out as transgen

dered and i* now living hi* life a* a

man. R%senield explained

Other section* described the dif-

ferent ways the interviewed women
felt appreciated as butches. and
some of the challenges faced b>

these women. The women varied in

the ways thev identified themselves

as butches Some childhood experi-

ences were also described Roscnfeld

found these experiences impacted

the ways the women live their lives

today. For example, many of the

butch women in the film were
tomboys as children.

One of Rosenfeld's favorite sec-

tions in the film resulted from a

question she asked one of the

women: "What makes you feel pal
appreciated as a butch woman?" She

decided to ask all of the subjects this

question A woman from B

responded that she felt appreciation

came from "being valued for who
you really are."

After the viewing. Rosenfield dis-

cussed the creation of the film. She

first talked about choosing her sub

jects. She used two criteria in deter-

mining who thev would he they had

to self-identilv as a butch and not be

famous. The producer also tried to

interview subjects who were
"diverse as far as race, ethnicity and

religion." This could clearly be seen

in her documentary.

The women she interviewed

showed a wide range in their person-

al histories as butches. Rosenfeld

explained that "some of my subjects

have identified as a butch for years,

others are still going through the

process."

Rosenfeld discussed several of the

reasons for creating the film. One of

Turn to BUTCH page 2

Business and pleasure
freshman |aclyn Carlson combines business and pleasure as she

studies on the fAC steps yesterday

Juvenile convicts can

carry guns in Arkansas
By David A. bet
Associafejd Pnass

I ITTI f ROCK. \rk. - The way
Arkansas law now stands, the two

boys accused ol killing live people at

their school will be able to own guns

the day they get out of the juvenik- ius

tice system.

Under state law. adults convicted of

ielonies can never again posse** a gun.

But Arkansas youths convicted a* iuve

niles of similar crimes can buy and

possess guns the moment thev are

released Irom *iate supervision — at

age 18. That's because such voungsters

are considered juvenile delinquents,

not felons. The disparitv has tncc-nsed

man) Arkansas legislators, who
alreads are rallying to change the

state * luvenile laws after the slavings

of four girls and a teacher last week at

lonesboro's WcMsidc Middle School

"As far as I'm concerned, when vou

murder five people you vj forfeited

your rights to guns forever." said state-

Sen. Gene Roebuck, a Democrat from

lonesboro. "I don't think vou can ever

be trusted with guns again."

Mitchell |e>hnson. IV and Andrew

Golden. 1 1. face five counts oj murder

as juvenile* State law prohibits youths

younger than 1 4 from being charged as

adults, and lawmakers cannot change-

that retroactivelv

But legislators ma) have a better

legal case for changing the state's gun-

possession laws retroactivelv.

\ccording to the stale attorney gener-

cc the law in effect at the time

of release — not the time of s crime —
would decide whether a juvenile

offender could carry a gun

llM that do not operate as pun-

ishments can applv even to acts that

occur prior to the law." said David

Raupp. an assistant Arkansas attorney

general. "This isn't punishment. This is

about whether you have a privilege

available to you.*

I nder Arkansas law. anybody of any

age can buy and possess a rifle.

N oungsters under 18 cannot buy hand-

guns, but can possess them. Police said

the boys in the lonesboro massacre had

three rifles and seven pistols when they

opened fire last week

Some states, including Iowa and
North Dakota, already have laws
restricting adults who were convicted

as juveniles Irom possessing guns.

Most states do not.

"Hits isn t just an Arkansas prob-

lem." said Stephen Teret, director of

the lohns Hopkins Center for Gun
Polk) and Research in Baltimore.

"That's something that the county as a

whole should look into
"

'We are now seeing so much crime

among juveniles — crimes that would
he felonies if they were done by adults

— that we ought to rethink this." Teret

said. "Somebody who has convicted

violent acts is not somebody who I

would want to see in possession of a

firearm."

Edward James Olmos to speak at Fine Arts Center

ON THE INTERNET

www.umas$.edu/rso/collegian

By Edgar A. Barros
Colkgion Staff

The man known as the
"Olivier of the Latino
world." Edward lanci
Olmos will ipeak at the Fine

\ i l * Center tonight at 7

p.m. This event is pan of the

ALANA Lecture Series

Olmos has in hi* DOMei
liotl live honorarv doctor
ates. He has performed In

such film-* as Selena. A il

Suit, American Me. and
Stand & Deliver. He also
played It Castillo in Miami
Vice, for which he won an
Emm] Award and a Golden
Globe.

Olmos is an activist loi

the United States Goodwill
Ambassador to UNICEF, he-

is the national spokesperson
for the luvenile Diabetes
Foundation, and he is active

with the Rockefeller

Foundation for the advance-

ment ol the ;iii* and humani-

ties Olmos j*. u|so the exec-

utive director of the Uvea in

Harvard Educational
Project, I national preven-

tion program funded by the

i s Department of lustice

which has been cited hv

Attorney General lanet Reno

and President Clinton as

"one of the lore-most pro-

grams ol its kind

Olmo* if atl extremely
pa*sion. lie artist and human-

it a i i.in He has spoken at

ovei \oo schools, charities,

and juvenile institutions

each veai Olmos also led

clean up efforts after the

I ,h Angeles riots, after the

I oi \ngele-s Earthquake of

I
*i*) > and aftet Hurricane

Vndreu in l-lorida.

Olmoi is an actor, leader.

and role model that is an
example, not only for

Latinos or people of color,

but for Americans across the

board.

The director of the Office

of ALANA Affairs, Nelson
Acosta. and Diana Estrada
will supervise the event.
They expect 1.500 to 2.000
individuals at the function.

People from all over New
England are expected to

attend the function, includ-

ing high school students,
college student groups, com-
munity center groups, com-
munity leaders, and educa-
l.'l V

The function will appeal
to a broad range of audi-
ences; children and adults.

African-Americans.
Caucasians, Asians, Native
Americans, and Latinos. All

ate welcome.
Edward |ames Olmos will speak as part of the ALANA lecture series tonight at 7 p.m. at the

Fine Arts Center.
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butch
continued from page \

her desires was to "celebrate hutch-

es." This came through in the

unapologetic and honest nature ol

the film.

Rosenfeld explained that Re-

designed the documentary to be an

"activist | film) about doing stull

after we leave the cinema tonight."

The central issue of (his activism ic

the "fluid notion of gender" and
breaking down the boundaries set b\

iety, proclaiming that "I ha\e felt

limits being ultimately press.

Rosenfeld talked about a desire to

express the io> of being a butch

"There if something," Rosenteld

said, "about humor and laugh:

During ihe interview, the panic i

pants who were interviewed would

laugh or their eyes would twinkle

with joy as they described their

experience*.

During the production of the film

the producer faced some challenge*.

She had some problems obtaining

the proper technical equipment

"Getting m> hands on a descent

camera." Rosenfeld gase a» an exam-

pie, was a difficult task Another

problem was that Rosenfield found

the feelings of the subject* changed

over time. The result was that she

had to throw out an amount c>i

footage which no longer accurately

captured the subject's notions of

their gender

The presentation was concluded

by thanking all who helped in the

filming, including those in the mov ie

and those who helped with technical

equipment, distribution of the film

and the Stonewall Center

Ross fails in last try for

Israeli withdrawal
By KarinLaub
AivociotBd Press

™M?°£
Ri

jflE°
w

Pe Thursot

URL S VI EM IS eim.N Dennis

Ro^ «j- left empty-handed yesterday

after Israeli Prune Minister Benjamin

\etamahu refused a I. S piuposal that

he withdraw troops from 13 percent d
the West Bank.

The American mediatoi '- fourth and

final meeting with \etan\ahu ended

vesterday night with no deal He wm to

depart Israel earl\ MssJ
lailui Rom NMMMd American

paticiKe wa- running out and the

Clinton administration would not keep

up the mediation etloit indetiniteh

some poir.t we have to bring thi* effort

to a conclusion." he said.

David Bar Ulan, a top tjtWim to

myahu. said the prime iMwi
"flatly rejected the idea of a I J percent

withdrawal .* But Bar Ulan insisted that

"progress was made" in the meetings

with Rom.
"We belie\e there is a much greater

understanding ol our position on the

part of the American*." he said.

Palestinian Planning Ministei

Shaath said it was too early to say

whether Ross' mission had failed.

h side presented then MMMMM
and perceptions oi the minimum things

they can accept." he said

In the West Bank, where Iru-i

is growing over \\ a - inability

to break the deadlock in the peace

talks, Palestinians chanting "Death to

-toned Israeli troop*.

I
troops fired tear gat and metal

pellets to disperse hundreds of protect-

in the West Bank town* of

Bethlehem H Bireh and Ramallah.

Several Palestinians were injured

ftdestinian police, meanwhile, round

ed up several supporters of the Islamic

militant group llama* to question them

about the explosion of a car reportedly

rigged with 1 10 pounds of TNT The

car bomb, apparently intended for use

in an attack in Israei. went off prema-

turely Sunday in an industrial zone of

the West Bank town of Ramallah.

killing one Palestinian The blast

PI
itntv \iti» sss

* aMN piena

Ctf 508-362-4804 Barter* or I

FAX 508 382 7978, a mall barpren9capecod.net

reduced the car to a ball of twisted

metal and leveled the garage it was hid-

den in. A gun and a hand grenade were

found nearby, Israel's Channel Two
television said

Ross was meeting with Netanyahu to

try to get his backing for Washington's

proposal that Israel withdraw from II

percent of the West Bank in several

stage over 1 2 weeks. The Palestinians

would meet each stage with new efforts

to prevent terror attacks in Israel.

Bar- Ulan said Israel made no counter-

proposal to the American proposal of

I? percent Netanyahu says Israel can

gt\e up no more than 9 percent of the

West Bank, and has denied Israeli

media reports that he had made a com-

promise oiler of 1 1 percent. The prime

minister and Defense Minister Yitzhak

Mordeehai explained to Ro»» in detail

w In Israel cannot give up more territo-

ry. Bar Ulan said

But Bar Ulan said the meetings

toe used largely on Israel's demand* that

the Palestinians do more to combat ter-

rorism, and that a concrete mechanism

to verify thoae measures be established

Rom said the stalemate in the peace

talks was beginning to "diminish the

hopes that people have for seeing a very

different Middle East and for building

and achieving peace."

Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat

blamed Israel for the deadlock and

asked the I nited State* to use "its inter

national and regional weight" to find a

solution.

The peace process ha* languished

because of "the obstinate position* and

policies of the Israeli government.

which contradict the spirit of peace."

Arafat said in a speech in Rotterdam.

Netherlands.

Palestinian official* said they were

concerned the United State* wm ready

to modify its initiative under Israeli

pressure "We fed this is a real test for

American political will and the ability

to withstand Israeli intransigence." said

Hanan Ashrawi. Palestinian Cabinet

minister for higher education In a U.S.-

backed agreement signed last year.

Netanyahu had pledged to carry out

three troop pullbacks by this summer
However, he later said he would go

ahead with only one withdrawal before

launching talks on final borders The
('., est imans have said they aMlM Ml
accept any changes in agreements

already signed.

nyahu hinted yesterday he wm
softening his position, saying he was

ready to discuss an additional with

drawal with Palestinian officials

However. Palestinians reportedly insist-

ed that American* be present at such

talk*, an idea Netanyahu rejects.

I mass Campus Activities

SOMETHING EVERY FRIDAY

Friday April 3J 998

Student Union

Ballroom

8pm

free

Ronny Romm will captivate you in moments as he demonstrates his amazing ESP abilities

by reading minds of audience members. Then he'll demonstrate how funny hypnotism can

be with more demonstrations involving audience members! Bring a friend and watch them

speak Martian ar star in an Opera!

The Not Readyfor Bedtime Players will be opening for Ronny Romm.

The film "As Good As It Gets" starring Jack Nicholas and Helen Hunt will be shown on

Sunday (April 5th) in the Campus Center Auditorium @ 8:00 & 10:30pm.

This series is made possible by a grant from the UMass Auxiliary Services Department, the

( )ffice of the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs, and the ^/"/"yT^OLLEGIAN
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Cancer Society donates to political causes
By Jonathan D. Salon

t

Associated Press

CMMIUlcJUUOi caulu*s

Soak it in

Sophomore Beth Nuremberg and a friend voak in the sun yesterday

WASHINGTON- The American

Canter Society, hcM known lor raising

million- ol dollars to light the disease,

steered $"50,000 ol this year » pro-

ceeds to the Democratic and
Republican parties The contributions

MJMMM a tiny fraction ol the Kfld

ety's $57K million annual budget Bui

thes double ta\ expert* ium the MM
I thaiitie« nius noi make polili

cal donation-

Cancer Society officials contend the

contribution- to the Democratic and

Republican go\cnun- MxWM are

acceptable because the* went M MR
political account! held b\ the onjMl

/ations These account- finance the

group- annual conference- and dm
ncis, not their political actiutie-

Officiall -aid the) donated the

money to ensure that their arguments

on -moking and other health i--ue-

are heard.

"This gets u- the -ana access* as

BaMnl MM] to get MM asM mes

sage, said Linda Ha\ Crawford, the

-octets - national sice president lor

tederal and -late gos eminent tela

MM "W« warned to look iike aJMM
and he pla

|

But the same part of federal tax law

that allow- ihe CMCtl MKMttJ to

receive deductible donations also pro-

hibit- the -ociets lioni making poliu

cal contnbutii

"The bottom line i- campaign inlet

vention will jeopardize a chants «

exempt statu- ," -aid \larcu- Owen-

director ol the Internal Revenue

Santa exempt organi/jtion- disi-um

The National Chaime- Information

Bureau, a New Yatt ba-ed organtxa-

tion that track- charitable organiza-

tions, does not know of any other

chanty that make- contribution- to

political parties, -pokesman Dan
I angaii said.

"On the lace ol thi- it i- not a good

use ol charitable moncs." I angan -aid

But he also -aid that if the contribu

lion- allow ihe cliarits to meet with

the gosemoi- "il comes closet to

being a salid expenditure."

The SIS.000 contributions allow

cancer -ociets repre-entatisc •

attend lorums and dinners, where thes

Ml chat with the nation - pMMMMa
much like tobacco executive- and

other special interests do

Unlike pnsate bu-inesses, howevci.

Char1t*)bk organization- base -tiul

rule- giseining their political actfvf

Mi
Thf hai-he-l MM*) the IRS could

less lor ans siolation- of the rule-

would be to withdiaw an oigani/a

lion - lax exempt -lalu- But the MM
i more olten applied i- a letter ol

admonishment ot line

Ihe MSaM) MM il- entire $^78

million budget through contribution!

— aseiage donation: $5S — including

tram high-profile fund rai-mg cam

paign- -uch a- the sprinfMH dallodil

nid Mas leluv BJ

\lmo-l one third ol it- bud.

SI H million goe- I 'i an

additional $-W million gc>e- lor pre-

scnlion program- and $76 million

gv*.-- lor detection and treatment, -uch

as birast cancer screentries. The can

-ociety wa» in I

-t scat to get the

Viiiooal Cancer Institute to endorse

regular mammograms for women

slord said the socien spends

Ie-- than SI million I sear on direct

lobbying, including the $30,000 in

contribution! to the two governor*'

organi/alioii-

i the past seat -Ik -aid. the

societs u-ed 10 ol it- own emplosee-

to lobbs for legal and other help il

lined the lobbying firm of llogan \
Umlaut •'

'
'

' include- loiniei

Mouse MinoritJ I eader Robert II

Michel (R III)

During policy luiuiu-. cancel soci-

al) representatives hase the oppoitu

nits to discuss issues -uch as -moking

and insurance coverage lor long*

pital -tas- lor women who has

tc-ctoinie- Crawford -aid the cancer

society made $1,000 ^ontiibulioii- lo

each governors' association la-i seal

and tripled the ante thi- sear becuu-e

the SlSjOOO donations gase thi

greater access to governors includ-

ing the pnsilege ol -itting at a

table during the annual dinner-

each group hold-

ng up to the next level gase u-

esen mote leserage to be competitive

with the' i. he -aid

We were on their turf. It got more

ticket- to go to the SMI .md more

opportunities to get to educational

loruin-

uxperts -ay the contributions

may be legal it they went loi eel-.

iK'iial pioiiruin- -uch a- loruni- But

problem- an-e becau-e the-e event-

are sponsored by a political parts not

a nonpartisan organization, and the

programs mas be more politica l than

educational.

Indeed, both the Democratic and

Republican gioups say then prfe

goal i- to elect governors.

. ve got questions a- t> s nether

thi- i- being done lor political kiivj-

-aid former IKS official Milton

Cemy who once oversaw lav MM-
tionsat theageti-v

High court spars over HIV as federal disability

By Laurie Assao

Assocoted Pr«»

\\\n|||Ni,HiN In a maior test

cJ di-abtliiy nght-. Suprc-mc Court |us

i
»>ether

levied people should be cuneid-

involved m -ex and childbcarmf.

The lawyer lor Maine dentist

Randon Bragdon argued thai Hi

did not illegalls divir

lll\ infected ws

tieat hci at hi- ofl

TV
no MD> -vmntc

MM

the

|ohn

Save some for the fishes!

.*c***

Freshman biochemutry major Toam Nguyen tries to feed the fish yesterday at the campus pond, but

pup Zoe has other plans

McCarthy

But M-
couru d that Bragdon

violated the law. which bars discnmi

nation againsi the di-abled in

hou-ing and publk. accommodations

Ihe law — responsible for such aids

a» wheekhak ramps at countless pub

Ik pla- people are disabled if

thes hase i phseical or mental impair-

h.it "-ub-iantuUy Mtttt one or

mure man>r lite .

|)|\ wld alway-

ecau»e the

cvwuagious and fatal nature of acquired

immune MsMMMJ svndrotne severely

limit- their ability to have sen and bear

children said Ms Abbott's attorney.

Bennett H Klein

Aether HIN
h a hmn

Ium ulcr and
I an Hl\

mlcxlcd person faces a "moral choice"

rather than an actual physical limit on

h»s ability to have children

"lm riot surv that* what the statute

is talking about.' Souter said

However lu-ttcc Anthonx M
Rennedv said that if a person with

highlv inlcctu'ue tuberei.

awav MMMMJ people, "we don't iu»t

call it a moral choice
"

Someone with bubonic plague

would be .on-idered disabled, added

Kisticc Stephen C. Bt

Bragdon « lawyer said the disability

law aims to protect people whose dis-

abilities allect their "day to-day inde-

pendent living and economic -ell -ulli

not HIV inlcvlcd people who
-ufler no Mtnptoma.

Hh tights law says db
abled people can be treated umeiently

it ths . direct threat lo the

health >'i -atets ol others."

Bragdon believes that when he

provides a MM "' (be face of the

risk of death he should be allowed to

take additional precautions* such as

insisting on Ming Ms Abbott s cavity

at a hospital McCarthy said.

Brevcr c«iid that "alter H
years and hundreds of thousands of

deaths" from AIDS there appeared to

be no documented cases in which a

dentiM caught the virus from a patient

w can we say here that sour

client exercised reasonable medical

judgment' Bresei a«ked VMarths

replied that there were seven possible
tllV transmission in dental

I i - Klein said that unless

HIV mlccicc] people have clear protcc

ti<*is under the law. many will hide the

tact thai thes cam the wru-

Hide and seek
A little girl is barely seen between the bars of the campus pond

bridge

WANTED: LEADERS/PILOTS
United States Marise Corps Officer Programs

Meet With Captain Peters and

Sergeant Riquier at the

Campus Center on Wednesday

April 1st 10:00AM-2:00PM

or call us at

1-800-255-USMC OR (413)594-9781

visit our web site at

http://members.aol.com/sprfldoso

GUAJIANTEED AVIATION
Mint* Corps waton 9v rtr«hir^ from rets to

bdicofwrc. Quanta *pua«3. nak«dtole.

Ooce raauiussioneti «ou will receive tlitjht irauunf] a

Pensacota. Honda, with die world's most modern and

sophisocaed iircran

NO OBLIGATION
This is an officer tnnag propam 1 ate the sumner

a-anntj. wu deode me Manne Corps s Botferfju.

ancd vour enroilment md wu will mxbeoNipttdffl

serve Tots program allows you the faobtlitv to change

your career path.

WE TEACH LEADERSHIP
Officer candidates learn ho* ;o lead peers and

subordinates with confidence As on Officer of Marines,

you will have more responsibilitv at the start of your

career than most people have at the peak of theirs

THIS IS NOT ROTC
All training is conducted during the summer No

classes or uniforms are required at school. For

freshmen and sophomores, the training consists of

two su-week sessions at Officer Candidate School in

Quantico. Virginia For juniors and seniors it is one

1 0-week session. Candidates earn about $ 1 .800 for a

six-week course and $3,000 for the 10-week course

PAY AND SENIORITY

Time spent in the PLC program during your college

years (tenure) accumulates as lime in service for pay

purposes and will earn vou a higher salary upon beini

commissioned. Starting salaries can range from

$28,000 to $34,000, depending upon when you join.

Marines
The Few. The Proud.

If TR
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Clinton's disgrace
With Kathleen Willey's latest

account of her interactions with

President Bill Clinton. rasssssslssssssssssssssmaaaaaasssssasi

the count has reached Michael Mann
eight, hight women^^mM
that Big Bill allegedly

job which critics say she has no right

to hold.

Gennifer
Flowers —
Rowers start-

ed it all dur-

has either had sexual relations with or

made sexual advances toward.

Whether or not they were before or

during his presidency should not mat-

ter If these allegations are proven to

be true, what does matter is that this

pattern of sexual improprieties and

attempted cover-ups proves our presi-

dent is a sexual predator whose dis-

reputable moral character is constant

ly disgracing our country.

Let's take a look at Clinton's love

flock

Dolly
k\le Browning — A former

high school classmate of

Clinton's. Browni
claims that she had
sexual relations

with Bill which
began in 1970
and didn't end
until after he

elected president.

She claims that a

friend of the presi-

dent threatened to

destroy her if the

affair ever went

public
Apparently this

didn't matter to her

because she has
vin..e written a

book and has

recently made numer-

ous appearances on
television.

|«f A
Gladden
Cowlson —
During his

governor-
ship of

Arkansas.
Clinton visited

Cowlson's house
on numerous occa-

sions when her hus-

band wasn't home
Clinton says that he

recalls these trips

and the fact that the two were alone

but that nothing of a sexual nature

ever took place. At age 52. Cowlson

was made a state judge in

ing Bill s first run at the presidency,

i
—«. claiming they

>

JP"\\ n»d a

Wrr.\> 1 2-year
*^*-, affair

nor
o f

Arkansas.
Clinton has
admitted that in

1977 one sexual

encounter with

Flowers took
place

Paula lonn —
Paula claims that

in W9I she was
invited by a state

trooper for

a ren-

dezvous in the then-governor's hotel

room lones goes on to claim that he

made suggestive com-
ments and unwanted
sexual advances, and then dropped his

pants and requested that she engage in

a sex act with him The trial for sexual

i on May 27

Monica Lewinsky — This former

White House intern was taped in con-

versation by her friend Linda Tripp

saying that she had a sexual relation

ship with Clinton over a period of

months. Bill says that he may have

met with her between midnight and

6:00 am at the White House, but that

he "doesn't have any memory of that."

He docs remember exchanging gifts

with her. Monica also told Tripp that

Clinton's friend Vernon Ionian offered

her job opportunities to keep quiet

about the affair.

Sheila Lawrence — The widow of

the late ambassador to Luxembourg
ever having sex with Clinton.

When asked if he ever spent the night

with her when Hillary wasn't with

him. Clinton said "I believe. I

believe I did. I do not remember

for sure. I believe I stayed

there once when she was not

with me " Okay, now I under

stand.

Elizabeth Ward — This

former Miss America
(1992) told her fnend |ud>

Stokes that the then-gov-

ernor coerced her into an

unwanted sexual

encounter in his limousine

in the late '80s Stokes testi-

fied that this incident has

vdused numerous problems in

Ward Mile
Kathleen Willey — A former

White House volunteer. Willey claims

that Clinton fondled her in a small

room in the Oval Office in November
1993. On "bU Minutes." she said that

Bill embraced her and then attempted

to kiss her When she resisted.

Clinton put her hand on his genitals

After she pulled away. Willev saiJ

that Clinton told her that he'd "want

ed to do that for a long time " Clinton

denies this account, but said that he

might have kissed her on the forehead

in a wax which was meant to comfort

her

Bill Clinton is the president of the

United States. He holds probably the

most powerful position in the free

world. He is supposed to represent us

by his actions and his moral character

Hill Clinton's mere presence in the

White House will continue to cast a

disgraceful shadow on our country

until he is either impeached, resigns or

his tenure as president ends.

Michael Mann it a I Mass ttudem

The cruelest cut
Sarcasm. It's a cruel, snide, condescending method

of communication that makes whoever it's directed at

look and feel lower than life when used correctly,

anyway.

Sadly, too many people out there try and fail to use

sarcasm the right way. and thus come across as social

invalids who deserve to be berated. The only thing that

makes one look worse than having sarcasm used

towards them is when that person uses sarcasm stupid-

l\ in reply

I'm not a mean person by nature, but 1 know how to

use sarcasm correctly and intelligently. I think this

information is important for children to

know (with that in mind, give this col-

umn to your little brother or sister), so I

will proceed to give lighthearted exam-

ples of several times and places that this

wonderful aspect of language can be used

to the fullest degree of its insulting

potential.

Please study these practice exercises

and repeat them to yourself. Use them in

real-life situations when you deem them
appropriate.

Practice exercise number one. in a

store: The cashier says. "Will that be

all?"

You reply. "No. there are some smaller items in my
coat but it wouldn't make much sense for me to pay for

them when I'm such a great shoplifter."

Practice exercise number two. about exotic food:

Your mother says. "How do you know you won't like

this fried pork snot if you've never tried it? It's a deli-

cacy in Zimbabwe."
You reply. "Mom, have I ever set your head on fire?"

"Would you like me to?"

"How do you know you wouldn't like your hair being

ablaze if you've never tried it? I hear they love that sort

of thing in Zimbabwe.*
Practice exercise number three, with a telemarketer:

He says. "Can I interest you in a —

"

Seth Koenig

You interrupt. "I'm sorry. I don't have much time

now. Can I get your home phone number and call you

back later? What
-

' You don't like people bothering you

at home to talk about the trade of expensive services?

Hmm..."
Practice exercise number four, with your parents

They say. "Go clean the living room!"

You say. "That's funny. I could've sworn Lincoln

abolished slavery quite a while ago."

Practice exercise number five, with a lehovah's wit-

ness: He or she knocks down your door and says.

"Have you been saved?"

You sax. "I'm sorry. I'd like to talk to

you more about this saving process, hut

I'm entertaining Satan for dinner right

now. Perhaps I can bully my way into

your house at two in the morning and

the three of us can have a heart to heart

and discuss it."

Practice exercise number six, with a

nerdy math professor: He or she erases

the board a mere nanosecond after writ-

ing down the correct way to finish the

hardest problem on the homework
assignment.

You interject. "Excuse me, professor.

I left my photographic memory in my
other jeans. Can you hesitate a heartbeat before you

erase the next one so us mortals in the class can keep

up9
"

Practice exercise number seven, with Whitmore:
They send you another bill for some little service you

didn't realize you were getting.

You call and tell them, "I realize that there is still

money in the world that you folks haven't sucked in

yet. but you won't find any of it in my wallet. I think

you and AT&T have managed to lay claim to all of it."

Of course these examples are only a select few from

the literally thousands of ways one could belittle others

through the use of sarcasm. Its a great verbal inven-

tion, so use it wisely.

Seth Koenig is a Collegian columnist.

We encourage our readers to respond to the contents of the Collegian through letters to the edi-

tor.

Letters must be typed, no more than 400 words long, and include name, address and phone num-
ber for confirmation purposes.
They can be submitted by mail to Ed/Op Editor, Daily Collegian, 1 1 3 Campus Center, UMass.

Amherst MA 01003; by email to letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu; or by fax to (413) 545-1592.

The Collegian reserves the right to edit letters for length, clarity, and style.

Student Viewpoints/ Across the Nation

Reject sexist ads
STATE COLLEGE, Penn. —

Exhibit A: The HUB. a veritable sea

of Penn State humanity, through
which streams of students parade

daily. With this amount of italK

what better place for advertisers to

peddle their propaganda'.' Hence, the

illuminated, advertisement-drenched,

mini-billhoards. located in the stun

wells of the Hetzel Union Building

I xhibit B: March. ^^^^^^^^
the month dedical . .

ed to women's his-
Mc^dil

lory

presumption that the average con-

sumer must be lured to buy by

means of sexual tactics, but they are

presented by our University, for most

ol the student population to see

every da\ I. for one. do not see this

as equalin

Herein lies our problem. We don't

get mad. We walk by subtle sexism,

and racism, and classism and many

^^^^^^^^^^ other isms.

. ., without
* lh-iKtT muchmm^^Km^m

flinch

so

as a

As a

Exhibits C and D Some recent ads

placed on the HUB billboards One
shows a woman parading around in

her undergarments, declaring her

"independence" from Mr Wrong
Another depicts a topless female, her

arm-, vmsscd in from ol fur chest,

with a colorful map projected on her

body

Verdivt We ve got a king way to

go

The mixed messages seni M
women in our society arc frightening.

Take, for instance, the above exam-

ple Here we are at a university . the

place where independence, enlight

enment and rationality are supposed

to reign. We preach multtcultui.

and praise pluralism, or claim to.

During the month of March, we plan

events featuring women and post

pictures of Susan B Anthony, yet we
blindly pass by. blatantly degrading

advertisement* in one of the ttio*t

heavily traveled buildings on cam-

pus

What should we do' Gel angrv
tit i very angry Every person who
walks by those ads should be angry

Not only do they objectify women as

mere body parts, and cater to the

lte*liman. I remember learning about

I li/urvili tad\ Stanton, the master-

mind behind ihe women's right*

movement, and hearing of the

oppression that lead up to her rcvo

lutionary ideas.

As ran professor talked of domes-

ivitudc mental smell v. denied

human rights and persistent depres-

sion I became enraged, not onls at

hearing the tails, but at noticing the

apathy around me I ven the women
in ihe classroom sat doodling,

ignoring ihe fact that n is only

because of the efforts of these

women thai we are able to sit in a

college cti People have a

tendency to forget the past and
ignore the present

Reminders of past oppression lurk

in the world today for instance, the

widely used phrase "rule of thumb"

supposedly came from an 18th cen-

tury court ruling that said a man
vould legally beat his wile with a

vwitch as long as it wasn't wider

than hi* thumb
men still adopt their husbands

last names, even though the custom

came from the fact that women used

to he considered property

A woman went from her father's

possession to her husband's because

-he vould not hold a job. own land

or vote. We say that this tradition is

harmless But is ihe legacy lhat it

repres sssl harmless?

The good old United States of

America still boasts one of the high

est rape rates in the world, a pitiful

notion in light of the fact that we

cotultsfff ourselves a "civilized"

nation All of these examples are

subtle, but destructive

W heieas. I agree that Women s

Hiviory Month should be a time of

celebration, (the WNBA, the

increase ol women holding tmpor

tant politkal ollices, Roe vs. Wade.

etc.) it also should be a time to

reflect upon still existing problems.

One clever protester, armed with a

permanent marker, sketched the out

hive of ribs and cheekbones, on the

scantily clad woman in the HUB
underwear ad. and added a conversa-

tion balloon reading "I'm hungry."

It 's nice to see that someone else

agrees with the impropriety of the

image

In addition to special events and

Morics of the suffrage movement,

let's reject degrading images. Let's

start noticing harmful stereotypes,

and acknowledging the cruelty of the

past

I et's get angry, and stay angry

U i v not accept offensive picture* of

women in our student union, on our

televisions, in our minds

I et* celebrate women with praise

and respect

IfttJSjR / Pciger writes for the

Daily Collegian at Pennsylvania

I hit editorial is tin

tnbuted through the t Wire senior

Individualism vs. public ed.
Yet another tale has been added

to the growing list of anecdotes

about the miserable state of educa

tion in America.

The newest su>rv take-, place in

Vsffssssf), where a fourth grader,

named Savanna, fascinated with her

newly-applied pink fingernail pol-

ish, became inattentive in the class-

room Savanna's teacher, after sev-

eral unsuccessful
appeals to the girl's I

mother, decided to

clip the fingernails I

herself.

Three days later, the teacher was

charged with criminal assault for

cutting fingernail* without permis-

sion

Given this example, it's not diffi-

cult to see why the state of

American education is so poor.

Savanna's *torv is iu*t one of many
in which teachers have forfeited any

reasonable amount of control in the

classroom in the name of con*titu

tional right*

Anecdotes like these are becotn

ing all too common. Savanna's

Man is merely the latest in a grow-

ing list of petty bickering between

parents and teachers in America's

schools.

Sp*»ncef Haunt

Although the end results of these

debates are silly (criminal charges

over fingernails?) the undcrlving

issues such at the boundary
between teaching and parenting

an- quite real

These seemingly trite arguments

between schools and parents high-

light a fundamental conflict in

American culture public education

vs. the ideals of a

free *viiet\

f ven a brief look

at the role of public

education in

America reveals an obviou* conflict

with the ideals of individualism

t oinpulsorv . government-funded
education. by it* nature, is easily

sub)ect to abuses of individual free-

dom*
I rom the time they are 5 years

old. American children arc required

by law to go through some form of

government-approved education,

usuallv in the form of public

schools that all citi/ens are required

to fund.

In these *chools. teachers and

counselors act as government-
appointed parents and families have

little choice but to accept what they

get

The conflict between individual-

ism and public education may be

the *ingk most important factor in

captaining the dreadful pert, r

man* i of American schools.

The countries who annually beat

America in education (Korea.

Germany, lapan. etc ) can all put

forth a level of discipline in their

*vhi>ol* which would be impossible

in America, because in the rest of

the world the individual freedoms

of the students are not held in as

high a regard

Can you imagine any place but

America where a student's rights

are so important that an elementary

school teacher can't clip a student's

fingernails''

If America is ever going to fix it*

broken educational system, it must
tir*t realize that compulsory, gov-

ernment-funded education is anti-

thetical to the ideals of individual

i*m set forth in the Bill of Rights

Then it will have to decide which it

believes to be more important, indi-

vidual freedoms or public educa-
tion

Spencer Baum writes for the

Daily Skiff at Texas Christian
I nivmtit) This editorial is distrib-

uted through the I Mire sendee.

Doonesbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU

>tefeS 60NG WN66P XX/
ALL !eVf CANNOTALLOU/
THf-serriBHENTg&am
G0N6*eS6 7ONtSrHCT^v>
0UKACCB9Z7O7Me
one thing/&Neep

ONLYKW9 A*£ MOmtATBP
BN0U6N TOSUCXNOTFUMES
/NW Ttt/KLUNOe UNTIL
THCYBBCOMZ SCK'ONLYKiaS
mLMAKB THATCHOtCg'

Pode, That's Ed/Op Backwards!
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Reliving the days of old Resurgence of underground hip-hop

rm. '*»!k *t\le at prom in the re-released

si nc u «i*

tttfsJoad thecIa*sK (

\\ h.it'* up n * *ummt-r summer
lime and I couldn't be happier The
winter i* over and it* time for The
I Ml BojFJ and their ilk to take over

vour ta|V |>lau-i

• Pull Daddy's putting out a new

re mix album lunin. I ^^^^_
thought lhat * what hi*

lir*t one was _
• I>l* the weather ha*

n ie in a particularly good mood, so

now* the time to dtop oil your tape* it

vou want to get them reviewed

• The new Cuiii: St.ii i and I ribe

Called Ducst album* come out today.

II look.* like we have two contender*

lot the album* of the *ummer
poscdlv 1 1 ihe Called Uue*t has

gone hack to the dtawing hoards for

this one and it *hould be more in line

with low I ml lhenr\ ihen Beat

MysjM *"i"' '''• II O lip's appear

the "K*>d\ Rock." and other

underground joints ale M indication

il II be hot.

lerutuni 1 1 \ i* the name of the

new n-\S I I \ which *hould be out

• I heard a couple of )oint* afl ol the

ivew Cappaduna. and he's spitting box

cUllv

sjsssj \ol I on Rawku*

Record* will be out soon Besides the

pure butterfied "Bodv Rck" the comp

\il.tm Din".

will also feature tracks by KRS One
and /ach De La Rocha (yeah. I'm

wondering about that one too. I

• Ihe Big Puni*her album wa* *up

po*ed to be out last week. *o I in

assuming it'll conn* out soon. But don't

. blame Big Pun. he's

not a player he |u*t

^^^^^ . crushes a lot~
• The new Method

Man i* *upposed to be out some time

thi* veiiturx

• \v hat* poor I I C ool | going to do,

sure he's got more Benji's than seen on

Robin I cash's litc*t\le*. but Cannabis

just might have killed him Cannabis

drops mathematics in the lorm of

deadly needles, and I'm not sure il I 1

can spit back.

Il seems that tali * Marting to get it

going on tor the summer time I irM the

lX)gg Pound has split up. which i* a

good thing Then they produced the

underground groups lurrasic live and
' yed Pea* |uira*ic I ive. bring it

back to the day* ol Grand Master Flash

and the I unou* live and are pure sum-

mer lain* Thev got me open on the

Sltetvh Show so act like you know

Black I yed Pea- are another gToup

from the west, and have been spawned

from the same seed that gave birth to

ihe Roots and Oigable Planets They

ate not as musically inclined as the

Roots but not as pop as the Planets.

Imagine molasses like verses oyer

smooth jaw influenced beats. They've

got a video that's been getting heavy

lotation on HI 1 . which usually mean*

it'll be blowing up in the 9-8.

black 1 yed Peas and |una*ic live

have decided to forget about the Ian-

ta*v inspired gangster talk and simply

keep it right You won't hear any

booty bouncing bass or rhvme* that

were tipped off from the late*i Brian

De Palma movie Rather both gioups

Ilex intelligence and humor in their

rhymes, and just make vou feel good

about the beats that are coming out of

your headphone* So when vou re

dc-viding between Puff Daddv - great

est re-mixes or the new Bamcv album

put them both down and realize t he-

real hip-hop

I'd like to add that there seems to

be a resurgence ol underground
hip-hop. let's keep it going Also with

Tribe and Gang Starr we're *eeing

*ome veterans kick like no one el*e

can For all the i il artists that

are still trxing to bite off of even lad.

you're looking more flat-footed than

Shannon Bnggs and vou'll probably

fall as fast.

Peace.

\dam Dlugacz is a Collegian

Columnist

By Bryan McAMisss* and Rob

Roensch

CdUotor. Staff

GtfASf
Directed by Randal Klwts*

with John Travolta. Oirvta

Nss«rtor>-JoKn Stockord Chonning

Playing at Hampshire Six Thsasart

THI bKWTON BOYS
OirecSsd by R<hord linklotsjr

wiffi Mutttiaw McConooghey Ethan

Howke. Juhonna Morgulies

Playing at Hompshtr* Stx Theaters

Mur a twenty -year absence.

'am* this p«»t weekend to

again inspire little sssl .where-

to sl< 'i living room dance

perloiniai;

I lion at I

woilJwivlc and not without reason .

The movie boast* several inctcdtblv

catchy songs, lot* of pieitv colon,

usly cheesy overact-

jnrung as

i nool *vrnoi »l\.

ofl her sentence* like a prison guard,

and lohn Iravolu who mm* in one

ol the *in>

ever I It and *till

manages to inakv l>unnv cool

i*s. and the

high school years in general, as a time

when romance and fnend* w

that mattered I nlike the other big

the dark,

loveh. vthing

at Rvdcll High turn* out perl

the end. a big reason pulan

-illy that any HssM of .yni

- overwhelmed II * ea*v to

argue that the whole ihing i* a iic. or

even that the songs and charaster*

arc thin, but NMtissKa the lit!

ters of the world are nght GsssssM is

lun 'I it

I he
the -O- hut it * a

•lie latter when the

I film

are the opening and .

begin with some old-time
.. lera photog-

raph) und some promising and

photogeni. aOSVtl Matthew

laughev I than Hawke. and
i.cet L Inch in a very dif

ferent roll bom usual The three play

who join with fellow

n hov \incent I) Onotrio to

me the most sucvc-ssiul bank
robber* in American history — and

they never *hot anyone, except their

own brother.

sing this pin up cast it

Dwight Yoakam as a nitroglycerine

expert and lulianna Margul
love interest who's

not all that interesting.

In fact, all of the characters are

one-note *toek personalitie*. and the

annoying draw naughty as

the film * resident smooth talker

t help anything Faring hc*t in

- Hawke. whi

WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS SOHWARE ASSOCIATION
a Mam Vieri • FWinr MA •HM • 41 1 fali H44 • fax 413 "»*4 24f»1
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John Korzmon Fovndar & P

Class time that counts

Mora class hours with

teachers well trained in our

techniques meant much less

time studying on your own
Class size is limited to 15

Rrsults oncntrd approach

Our students average a 7pomt

increase on the ISAT

Real tests

Try out new skills on the four

mosl recently released ISATs,

administered under timed,

test center conditions

Summer course enrollment

has begun'

We're on campus'

The Princeton Review wot cnoien

to odmimtler all lesSpreporotion

progromi for rhe UMASS Divinon

of Continuing Education

No traveling, no haute

Satisfaction quaranteed

If you complete the courie take the

ISAT ond are not satisfied with your

score, we'll work with you ogam for

up to one year, at no fee

413/584-6849
vww.ravliH.cain

JBTHE
^V1 PRINCETON^ REVIEW

JOB FAIR 98
Tuesday, March 31, 11 a.m-7 p.m.

Springfield MA Sheiaion Monarch Hotel Grand Ballroom

30 COMPANIES ATTENDING!
• Software F.npneeis * Trihniui. Writu* • Ss stems Aiulvsts

• NrtwvMk Specialists • MIS rVfcssmiuls • Appbcaimii Ptograninicn

• Ir.hriisal hjbjcjtums • QjiaJiiv Assurance • Svttcm LAN Adnaiusti.it. n>

• Software Managers andmmi mart"'

rmNim yroasom

JavaNet M
pn* APPI. El) PC

MassMutual
The Blue (.'hipCompanv ,-

rof asore

natoraunun

**/!

Happy 20th Birthday

Kristin Johnson!

FROM ALL OF YOUR FRIENDS HERE AT UMASS'

Carrie. Cory. Beth. Lourif . kmcca. Stei'f S .

Theresa. Jen. Ntvneen. Chris. Ned. CJ. Nicho/e.

Stei'e B . Christine. Stephanie. And Justin!

n*ver Know what mood
\\\ be in

dasj Dragon Fri*», the

rtevt da*{ tShtctten Wings.

nusjbt a big juicsj burger.

: goodness for Pete's!

The^ a\wa*{s got what

I viant.

BURG!
BliCI

NOW SERVING WINGS

ROUTE 9 HAOLEY, MA

585-0241
http: //www javaiiet/-mrburger/

S*f ^eo&tMYvK^W^a
P/s MN-WiOMMj jc-sf"""

Ik
*HC

RELAX?
FORGET IT!

PLAY HARD TO STAY HARD
JOIN THE BEST

90 GATEHOUSE ROAD
256-6446

drunk nil the time and deliver the pic

turc* lew j.ms«J lines.

The "Wit KM Bo\s plavs like an cle

mentutv *shool film strip

know the one* whetc cvervone in

class, including the teacher, fell

asleep There's jsja] nut much to see

here, even when the action heightens

DircvUir Rivhard I inklater in a huge

departure from fresh work like

l)a:ed and Confused and Before

Sunrise, seems to be more concerned

with tfve tastiv s i«nd failure of these

tjvtiv*i behind the bank-robbing
than the actual thing Too bad he's

not making a documentarv

The film's best sequence, and one

that prevents \uu from permanentlv

snuo/ing. involves greedy
naughev getting loo zealous

and attempting to capture a myriad

of cash bags as thev leave the bank

Niiu van tell everyone had fun mak
ing the pisturc especially since

MsConaughcv Hawke. and Linklaler

are old Austin natives and obvious

admirers of the good of movie
Western

This is the only movie where the

audience can't wait to leave the the-

atet hut still stay lor the closing

credits. That's because I. inklater

imcs u* dclisiou* slips of the real

Willis Sewton. in his 80s. in home
movies and on lohnny Carson More
evidence that this should have been a

dvvumentary

.

tireu* B*
The Newton Boys: C-

1-BOO-COLLECT RECREATIONAL SPORTS
m

Cm°n -

i-

r ^Wr

7-

List Chincr tofntrr:

MMI(H/W/() ASAP

(iiftW J UP

VoMSaKMlft) AUP

SIGN UP TODAVI

U Mass Amherst
Remember, you can receive $9 in collect calls, visit VAVw.1800COLLECT.com

What is there to do

on campus??
hUp://vvvvvv.umass.edu/campact/events/calendar.htm

Check this website out!

SPUN 0()X(!ERT

TUESDAYS WITH
|

RayJVfason tv

»!K HONEY
BROWN
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thai Coors "Light" Field, the Mom
that Vinny Castilla built.

3. Loa Angeles Dodgers (85-77)

Pitching, no hitting like even veai.

they have the potential to win it all.

but they never do.

4. San Francisco Giant* (80-82)

You can't win with mirrors e\ci\

year.

5. Ariiona Diamondbacks
(78-*4) Should field the K-t expan-

sion team ever, and still faith la-i

Next vear. though. the\'ll be in it lot

real.

With the theme of this season M
geared towards hitting, even the

teams expected to make the plavolt-

have question marks near the bottom

of their rotation Below are tout

pitchers who are critical M then

team's chances of playing in October

They aren't the aces, but they need ID

produce

liauey Key, Baltimore — On
solid as they come Kev druggie:

much late last season he tound him-

self in the pen for the plavolt- II Kev

can get 1 V 1 7 wins and return to hi-

old form, the Orioles should get back

to the Al.CS

Dwtght Coudcn. Cleveland - The

Indians need innings out of Cooden.

because the rest of their staners are

to young Cooden isn't what he used

to be. but if he can pitch over I M
innings and at least 12 win- n might

be enough in the Al I eniral

Pedro Asiaeto. Colorado W uh

Darryl kilc in tow. the Rockies think

they finally have the pitching to -on

tend But they need a good season

out of Astacio. who -eems to be

ready to become a star

lack McDowell. Anaheim - If he

pitches like the Blackjack of old. the

Angels will be there in October If he

doesn't, they won't

Andy Ashby. San Diego

Athby't star was rising before a

-ul> par lfi7. II he can pui up the

nuniK-i- he- capable of, \-hbv and

Brawn will pui up a I 7 punch to

rival anyone in bnaebaJL

Rookies ot '''«' re**

Todd Helton. Colorado —
Replacing tadm GManaga at faM
ha-c won't be cu-\. but the Rockies

have shown then confidence in the

24 veai old In handing him the |oh

eailv. and he ic»pondcd with a good

-pring.

Ben Grieve. Oakland Yo*
know \ou ie in Oakland when a kid

who mm ia-i seai in DouUa \ It

hitting thud, but Cicivc appear- 10

have star written all over him. He hit

well m a brie! -tun al ihe end ol la-t

veai

62
Alter la-t season's heroic- bv Mark

McCwuc and ken Ctiltcv li cvciv

one thinks Roger Man- home run

id ol pi in a antra will tali

Bui il piobabK won't

People don I -eem at teali/e |u-t

how MCial Mark McCwuc and ken

Bt) h - 1*17 season- Mt, and

il will lake mon than ju-l a lew

poke- to break il Ihe cha-e will be

fun. but it am i ajam happen

tv lom Pacsorck

I ht Hal
I alwav- go with Atlanta, but not

anvinoie Alici L-mg in the- M v !

the Marina thev didn't pat am bet

ler Ihev II make it to the World
hut oajCO again thev won't

have enougl - are the

he-t team in ba-eball and have the

(Xtobtt expert;

Yankee- in -i\ F« 115 million

anything Ie— than it all would be bad

business

L»Jbf Meredith is a Collegian

mjaanaaaat

Senior skiers reflect on successful season
By Aaron M. Saykin

Collegian Staff

Thiz ftokj Colle&an would like to rvroirxi you:

IT'S SPRING!!!

I lh the 58th time in his tenure at

the helm ol Massachusetts varsity

skiing, 79 vear old Bill MacConnell

must bid tarewell to his senior alh

whom he watched grow

competitively, idttaari) and per

-onallv

Among-t those who have skied

in then final race for UMass are

men's squad captains lim Cranston

and I rk McCormack along with

-ullo and lustin Rouleau

Dcpaiimg lor the women's team

are -non to-be three-time

VII tmtrtran I cah Muliero, fell

h and Sarah Lupis.

Although the Minutemen charge

was powered bv junior

Ml \meikaii I om llolden tor the

maioiuv ol the l>W8 campaign, n

was the contributions ot

M.i orniack that made this season

a memorable one.

.apiain and leader of the

Minutemen. the 1 eno\ native pro

duced a MKOnd hall -urge lo eul-

minate a -tellar season. After skiing

in the -hadow ol holden for the

MOMi McCormack
Imallv leaped into ihe spotlight as a

rceull ol hi- patience and diligence

nig- -laiied to click for me
loward the end ol the season,"

McCoraaact said "I knew it was

mv la-l vear. so I decided to .

broke I was on a plateau for a

while but things started going my

In addition to the satisfaction

derived Irom excellence on the

-lope- \kvornia-k Icel- hi- expe-

rience a- team captain was verv

aernVJ fa both his periormaiKe

and woik ethic

"It was a greet feeling |to be cap

lain).* he seid. "There was a lot of

hard work involved working with

some of the younger -kici- but it is

an experience that I'm glad that I

had. It helped me grow. Inn

| Cranston | and 1 were, more or less,

role models for the younger guv-.

and that gave of us a sense ol ic-pon

-ibility."

MacConnell. who has coached
UMass skiing since the I^WjOs. char-

acterize- BtoCoraeack and fellow

Capital Cian-ton a- both impies-ive

-kiers and individuals

'Eric, over his entire career at

I Mass has had a steady upward
improvement," he -aid "He and |im

gave us the besi kind ol leadership

we've had on and oil the hill in

vears."

The contribution- of -enioi lustin

Rouleau, who was an intricate mem
ber of the 1»W8 Minutemen team,

will be dearly missed. Rouleau just

tailed to qualitv lor the NC A A

regional- bv iwo positions as oik

the most -olid slalom -kicr- in ihe

I a-tern College Ski Conferen*

One of the mo-i tnumphant ath-

letes on the Minutewomen squad i-

Leah Muliero Although a stellar per-

former on the -lope- her victory was

earned while she was oil her skies.

After blowing out hei knee |u»t lour

meets into the 1447 season, both

Muliero and her coaches were unsure

if she would be able to compete this

winter After enduring a rigoiou-

rehab program throughout the entire

fall of 1447, the loiuu-r Gould
Academy standout exceeded her

rccovci itions as she pre-

pared to embark upon what would

eventually be her lines! season lor

the Minutewomen
"She had a devastating accident in

the middle d la-l vcai MacConnell

said of his 1448 women's squad >i.n

"She was able to recover lor the start

ot this season and skied ama/inglv

well, and carefullv
I

After a hand!u I ol top Five and lop

Write for Sports!

Come to I 1 3 Campus Center

to find out how!

The AlANA Lecture Series
In collaboration with

Distinguished Visitors Program &
Latlnas Promovlendo Comunidad \ n \ aawamam

Present

Edzvard James Olmos
Actor & Social Activist

LECTURES OM:

Diversity, Racism, Social Change and Politic* part* of our everyday ffvaa.

n#%&
TUESDAY. March 31. 1998

7:00pm
Fine Arts Center

University of Massachusetts - Amherst

Mass Students Free with ID & General Public: $5 aLUMNI

10 finishes throughout the regular

season. Muliero finished a team high

16th in the slalom as she put the Fin-

ishing touches on what will likely be

her third All-American honors in

three full seasons for UMass.
\- ihe lalentcd and motivated

class ol senioi skiers depart from the

Massachusetts' program, a core of

-olid athletes will return in 1448 — a

season during which MacConnell

leels that the women's team will

reach new heights and the men's

squad will rank among the top three

in the conference

"We're really going to miss |im

and Inc. but we have two to three

men coining in that help till the void

I expect us to ski ju-i as well as we

did this season." he said of the

Minutemen "As far as the women
are concerned, we have three top

recruits coming in We may see then

team as strong as the men's in

|4-»

\mong those hopcluls whom
MacConnell mentioned as possible

HKCCeaon I0 the 1448 scmot- will

be junior Holden As the top UMass

-kier this year and a likclv recipient

loi Ml American honors for the

third time, expectations will be high

In Holden next winter.

"On the whole, the season weni

vcrv well." he said "W'e have some

great skiers coming beck, and a I

pic ol good treshnien coming I in

really looking forward lo next sea-

son
*

Holden. who has reached unparal

leled heights in 1448 credit- team-

mate and captain McCormack for a

significant portion ol hi- -uceeae.

"It was great to see I rfc

| McCormack | ski so well at the end

ol the year lor a couple of reasons,*

Idcn -aid "FirM ol al'. II felt good

to see him ski so well to cU-c hi-

senioi veai And -econd of all. he

started to put pressure on me to keep

•MMWOUMOn v (0UKMM

I spy...an ant!

The Maisechusem men's lacrosse team defeated Army this week-

end at home

Wanted
p et 7 PrQS< L.ri sa d

In all languages other than english

3-D. 2

A tw
D M.ltm
rt a So A Ce: t d

To be featured in ITIOthertongue an annual multilingual journal

contributors must be Five College Bilingual Students

For information

send e-mail to mOthertongue@complrt umasaedu

or contact The UMass Comparative Literature Oept

Following the journal publication, writers will have the option of reciting

their matenal at a ITIOthertonflUe spoken word performance held

on Iriday. may 1 5th in Hampden Theatre Artwork featured in

mOthertongue journal wiM be on display in Hampden Gallery from

Friday May 15th to Friday. May 22nd

Deadline For Submissions Has Been Extended To
April 17th

ITIOthertongue is sponsored by the Department of Comparative

Literature at UMass and the UMass Arts Council

j, to working harder, and to

ski faster That's what a good skiei

can do. Because of him. we both

improved and the team improved.

In addition to Holden. Ireshmaii

loidan Kingdoii and -ophotnore

|ohn Griffin are expected to make a

major impact in 1444. after solid

inaugural campaigns this winter

"He reallv had a good Ireshman

year," MacConnell said of the

potential star and East Lansing

Mich native "He could have gone

to Ihe Umversitv ol Michigan, but

decided to come here instead

We're very plca-ed to have him

here

"lohn IGnllinl i- al-o a impor-

tant part of our team He's an out

standing giant slalom skier, and

was able lo break into the top I 5 ol

the league .*

After a sensational freshmen sea-

son in 1448. NCAA Regional quali

largatcl I aBombard It c\|hxi

ed lo pick up most the slack lor

Muliero tot the Minutewomen

squad Having picked up the slack

toi the injured Katie Keane.

LaBombard kioked like al u
at times as the -econd mo-i

tent skier on the team

"She had an incredible freshman

and she had lots of lun doing

,i
" Mav Council -aid d hi- budding

While I eah was finishing in

the top 10. Margaret was u-uallv in

the top 20. but she was consistently

•coring for us."

W ith nearly 40 vears of coaching

experience and 18 consecutive con

lercncc titles under hi- bell.

MacConnell -nil remain- enthused

and eager to prepare for the 1444

campaign While he will cenainlv

miss the core of outstanding gradu-

ated seniors. MacConnell hope* ihe

nii-e ot budding slat- will

bloom into another vear to retnem

ber
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DRAFT YOUR PLAYERS!

SHARPEN YOUR SKILLS!

LACE UP YOUR SNEAKERS!

ENTER YOUR TEAM!

CO SPONSORS: ALANA Caucus. Boricuas Unidot '

StuHinl S. nal. . Mousinq Services Residential Life I

Latin Amarloan Cultural Center. New World Theater, Office of Jewish Affairs,

UMass Alumni Association, UMass Arts Council, UMass Cultural Centers, »Q

The Eighth Annual New Balance Haigie Hoopla 3-or\-3

basketball tournament ie back! Step by the main

:^J lobby in the Curry Hicks BuiWing to get a

registration form or visit our table at the

Campue Center on April 6 & 7.

For more Information call 545-5659

-Experience Haigis-

Men's tennis beat Fordham
but collapse against Colgate
By Sonford Appell

Collegian Stun

The MassachuM-iic man's tcnni-.

team's season Icll ^hik wli.it ^hort of

a lull rcKiund M llk\ --plit iwo week
end makhc> al the h.iv Road Tennis

Club

Ihe Minutemen < » i >pimg. 'i-b

overall), gained u big conl.ieiKc vk
tois ovei Fordham b I on ludav
bui tell to Colgate b> the same HON
on Saturdav

"Ue needed the win BWM loidham
lor conference seedings" coach |ud>

Dixon said. "But I ajej aMfpoiMad
with the Colgate outcome because we
could have laken lhal match

Prior to ihe weekend. I>i\oii again

implemented several lineup changes

She boosted Rob Maixhe-Ki R) No
I single^ loi ihe Iiim tunc-, while

plaving Kx.ld L henev at No -

"Rob had plaved lealh well in sev

etal challenge inaKhc- and ha- been

so consistent all season," l)i\oii -aid

"Il wa> not a slight lo lodd I ium

want lo gel him going -Hong again

I urlhermoie. l)i\on gasc Rvan
Calelv hi- lir>t -iillegiaK' evpeneiice

by adding the MwooaaM .it No t> ahv

gle- in place ol slumping Kevin

Curin
"When the team has lo-i ilncc

straight malches. even though ihe

OpnoaWon wa- lough, change- need

to be made." Hivon -aid

|)ivon- intuition wa- on the maik

lor the nio-l pan in the loidham
match. Mam hllll I ball led lough in

his debut at No I succumbing to

Ale\ Haiicila in I grueling thicv -el

thriller

"I wa- reallv pleased with the wav

Rob hung in there." DfatOH -aid "He
-lood up to the praaaurei ot playing

well, and Todd reallv -bowed I loi ol

lue at No 2 a- well '

Chenev di-po-ed ot Mall Kocbil

with case b 0. o 2 \le\ Mki wa-

impressive at No > picking up a 4-0.

t> 2 win ovei Siellen Schier

I Samii continued to be ihe

nio-l reliable I Ma-- component a-

he klKS.kcd oil lonv Sil.a b U 1

Ho Nasarro and newcoinei CaleU

both look -iraighi let vidoiie- to

complete the Minutemen romp in sin-

gle-

l Ma— earned ihe double- |K>inl bv

winning two ol three maulu- to

open the allcrnoon.

Ihe lollowtng alternoon wa- a tan

succes-lul one loi I Mass. a- l>i\on

ciied a latk ol concentration a- the

main cLilpi it

I nloiiuiuiicK the uiKii-iiy was
ju-i not great enough on our pari a
come up «nli a victory,' DUon -aid

Inilecd the lii -i five -ingle- match-

e- could have J0M cilhei wav. but

Colgate managed to -leal lour of

iho-e matches lo ciui-e lo the overall

win

S.iinii il No 4 wa- the lone

Minutenian lo pull out a lough one.

b\ bc-almg Ro-- Newman b 2 4 b.

f 4

Chenev regained tha top

against Colgate but tell 7 b <

\l.iilche-lei lOHowed -Ull at No
jgain-l Kuan Boyfc

~
l Hi- tow hurt- becataw I Ml we
uld have had MOM ol those close

one- DtSOH -aid

We wen regaining momentum, we
had plenty d i naaa

:-,iii ihe eltoit iu-1 am noi there,

and thai should nevei hapivn
."

Minuiemcn notes, lo Na\aiio
i hack l will miss one week ol action,

but will return loi the \tlantic 10

tournament I Ma-- returns' to

jclioii oil tndav at Scion Hall al 200
p in

(OM MOkrONV

Sophomore Parsa Samii and trve Massachusetts men's tennis team played Syracuse this past Saturday

amc
Ml. Farms 4 •584 9153

Ml Farms Mall

Meet The Oeedles (PGl

Today (5 40 9 %2 501 8 «0

Primary Colors (R)

Today (520*2 50 I a 20

Mr Nice Guy (PC-13)

Today at (5 50 * $2 50) 8 40

Good WHI Hunting (R)

Today at (5 30 • $2 501 8 30

Hampihir. 6 «5S4 73M>
Hampshire M.ill

Newton Boys (PC -13)

Today M (5 30 • S2 501 8 30

WIM Things (R)

Today at (5 50 « S2 50) 8 30

Greeee(PG)

Today at (5 40 O S2 50) 8 40

Titanic (PG 13)

Today at (4 20 • $2 50) 8 10

The Man in the Iron Maak (PG-13)

Today at (5 20 S S2 50) 8 20

US Marshals (PG-13)

820

The Wg LeboweW (PG-13)

Today e(5X9«2 50)

MEET TWO TRAVELERS

WHO JUST HAD A GOOD NIGHT'S SLEEP

SHE STAYED AT A HOSTEL
and with the money she saved on her

accommodation, she had breakfast at

a trendy cafe, toured the famous sights, sow

a band at a local club and still had enough

change left over to make

a phone call home.

&

I CTAYID AT A HOm
and aad awiah moray Wtow

for a tup of cofW

(no refills)

a. A
iinsii inc.,

IMIKVMMVM

With a Hostelling International membership card you get access to affordable accommodation at

nearly 5,000 hostels in over 70 countries So if you're planning a trip, get the HI card and join

4 million members worldwide who save every time they travel. For your HI card visit our website,

call us al 202 783-6161 or contact your local student travel specialist

Join on-line today: www.hi

NBA
continued from page 10

and -u-pended one game. With
Miller. Indiana knocked oil ihe

red-hot Hornets by S7 points.

Without Miller, the Paocn -oored

55 points in their 19 point home
loss to the Spurs 55 points.

My guess is that Fred Hoibcrg

wasn't the substitution coach

Larry Bird was looking for. He
netted a deuce in 20 minute- d
action. But hey. it's not as if the

team showed up either. Miller

was out. Rik Smiis hdd -ote feet

(how weak). M iIk Pu^ei- weie

hurting.

A 27 c
t shooting peiloinidiKe

later. Bird learned a whole lot

about his squad With the acquW-
tion of Chris Mullin in the

..II season, the Pacers added a

jump shot to a very basu Pacer-

ullen-ive -chenie Mullin ontaM)
i-n't as peppv as his St. |ohn-

days where he seeminglv drilled

every shot in the area code

With the I win lower- in San

Antonio, only a solid perimeter

game wuuld save the day \nd we
know that Hoiberg. a.k.a The
Muvor (how intimating), couldn't

till Miller's shoes. This pve-
Clcveland. Indiana's likely tu-t

ri'und opponent, some hope. The

idea: shut down Reggie and \ou

shut down Indiana. A duo of

Wesley Person and Derek
Anderson would be able to body

up against Miller

Somebody need- to -tep up in

the Land of Hooaian Hag Latj
tan -tiv.k the I. I hear Give lhal

man a uniform

Hreti Mauser ts a Collegian

columnist

baseball
continued from page 10

frame- hi- second complete game
of the leaton, allowing jusl four

earned run- ;md -Hiking out 5 bat-

tel-

Ihe I vplorer-' bul- linally woke
up a- third bii-eman li-hei j--i-ted

wilh three RBI on a 2-for-S day.

Second heaeaaan Kevin Ibach went

1 lot-> and knocked in two run-

The Miiiuiemen ^oniinued on
their torrid hitting pace with 12 hits

u- Daflierc reached base three limes

for three RBI Doug Clark, who
leud- the team with five home run-,

smacked two more, both two iuii

-hoi- Ihe center! lelder contributed

lout RBI. Oeutraau ripped a grand

-lam in ihe fourth inning as he went

2 for-4.

"Wilh hitting, it's a streaky

thing." Stone -aid. "VSe can I ulw.iv-

rely on hitting il out.

"We just irv and make thing- hap

pen out there, whether it be I bunt

or a -teal
"

lodav- game vei-us LConn
should prove to be another battle ol

the universities' a- it ha- become a

rivalrv lor UMass.

The Huskies are batting >25 a- a

team as compared to the Minutemen

who are hitting .545 Ihev are also

a quick team, compiling 22 stolen
ba-e- in 20 allempt-

"Thev plav an aggie— ive olleii-e

Stone -aid Ihev are alwav- good

and a big rivalry."

Iie-hman |a-on Ciiclnka will

head lo the mound lo earn hi- colle-

giate start

polo
continued rrom page 10

Crogan lead the team with lour goals

in the game, while Barbara rttcfcaj

and Hupp each netted three. Seven

other players tound the net in the

game, among them was junior goalie

Peggv \ic\c- who ialli--d her lir-l

career goal She also made five save*

in the match

LMass capped an excellent week

end with I" -huloul agam-i
Dartmouth College Sieve- made two

saves in the lir-i hall, and then

Ilkko and Mavct each played in the

second halt to complete the -hulout

n Crogan was again a big part of

the story as she compiled three more

goals, while Sarah Newell. Andrea

Vazquez, and Maria Velazquez each

•cored two goal- in the game.

Their next challenge will be April 5

when the Minutewomen take on

Boston Ljaiveisitv. Boston College

and Welle-lcv

Just call me Flex.

The UMass baseball team heads to UConn today to

*ni«i morn

Believe it, Utes & coach are a perfect fit

By Hoi Bock

Avvocxitod Pmst

IAN -WluMO — In the button

down business ol college ha-kelball

piliowv kick Malarai and hi- \\\l
awaaler have taken a mostlv anonv

mous Utah team into the NCAA
championship game tonight Majerus.

who -hops in the big and tall depart-

ment, look- like he d he more com
foriable propped up against the cor-

ner cushion of a iiving room sofa

than prowling a sideline. But he- the

inlikelv part of Utah's Final

Four equation.

This is a team thai lost the highe-i

-corer in -chi>ol hi-tory and went fur-

ther than il ever did when Keith \ an

Horn wa- around It is I team ^oin

posed of smart guv- Rhodes
Scholar candidate Drew Han-en -ur

rounded by academic All-American-

And it is led by point guard who
started his academic caieer a- a Prop

48 -tudent. Andre Miller make- the

I te- go. and he i- Majeru- creation,

recruited bv him when lew others

were interested V\ hen Millei

-core- came up short, the coach mas-

saged his psyche telling him. "If this

is the worst thing that happens to you

in life, you will have a wonderful

life
"

And Millet became a wondeilul

point guard.

Maieru- turned center Michael

IVIeac I luiuie -urgeoii into a gen-

uine NBA proapeel He imported

Hanno Moitola Itom I inland and

lordie Mc lavish from Canada. He
coaches around hi- Mormon plavei-

mi--ionarv obligations, and he has

tound a way to prosper.

So how does il do il'' Wilh a few

one-linei-. a tongue in hi- check, and

a firm commitment to hi- plavers and

hi- -por1 There is. for example, next

season's planned trip to Maui.

Hawaii

"We II be there 10 daw" Maieru-

said. "We're going to -norkel and

we're going to KkIv -urt II I wanted

a hotel with a projector I'd go to the

M.i-kan Shootout
."

Vk Delate about the one-liners.

"We don't hear the one-liner- verv

often." the center -aul Iheu might

be one linei- hut they're not quite a-

funnv
"

Maieiu- admit- he can be tough on

hi- plavei-

"Initially . when you play for me.

I'm biting in my critici-m." he mid
Ihe Kit torn line, he -aid i- gelling

hi- plavei- lo improve and that's

what he has seen with thi- team

"Thi- team con-tantlv improved on

a day lo dav ba-i-." he -aid "Ihev

like to plav ball, and thev wanted lo

prolong it
" Plaving in the undercover

WAC "Sport-Center would have

trouble finding highlight- lo -how

u-." Majerus said — Utah was the

final unbeaten team in the couiuiv

and take- I H I rccoid into the title-

game.

"Nothing woik- utile— the plaver-

are good." Majeru- -aid "I plav ihat

Madden football game once in a

while Thai alwav- woik- Vm know,

il work- a lot Ktter with K-tter plav

et- Andre i- I verv B9oA guard and

the-e guv- aie verv -mart at (Mpi

ment They have committed eiior- oi

commissicin rathei than onii--ion

what can Kentuckv expect

Mondav night''

'W e are able lo u-e -everal differ

cut alignment-. " Maieiu- -aid "I

don'l know right now what liK>k we

are going to Itafl out with It

Kentuckv gue—e- right, that doe-n'l

make much difference because we
will change everv tunc amwav
How ci>nilorting that mu-t K lot

Wildcat- coach lubbv Smith Smith

-aid he admired Majeru- -en-e ol

humor.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS I APARTMENT FOR RENT

WHAT ARE VOU DOING
AFTER GRADUATION? *

English Overseas 1 Nev« 4 week
International TEFL Certificate

courses monthly in

Northampton. MA 1800 665-

2829. (4I3I582-1812,

intoOteficertificate com.
www tetlcertificate com

People's Market
Where tne food s fresh ••

*ne music is

oot Student

Union

Minority Scholarship

Available

The Univt of

Massachusetts Amherst Aiumm
Association is accepting applica-

tions for their Minority

Scholarship Program

4;>p Mm m hi pkM up 3i

the Alumni Relations Office m
Metearii Hi tmmtlnq MmI
23. 1998 All applications must

be completed and returned no

«V "a A- ' '4 'sH4lj

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Large Three Bedroom
Apartment Two full bathrooms

Walk from Uptown One mile

from campus Call 256-0656

2 Bedroeen Available June 1st

Easily accomodates 4 people

Center of town $825/month

Call Andy 549-5637

One bedroom Brandywme
Apt Available 6/1 Call 549

1770

The. Builder* Lease or sublet

available June 1, 1998 July 3V
1998 Large 2 bedroom, full

bath, heat and hot water includ

ed Bus stop laundry right out

side door 256-1415

Two Bedroom- Boulder* Apt
AveHafali June 1 Two spacious

bedrooms $720/month Call

256-5489

AUTO FOR SALE
Wanted Junk Can Cash paid

everyday 1-800-649 4795

COMPUTERS

New P166MMX from $895
Laptops $1295' Peripherals

ZarVision 582 9198
V/MC/AMEX

City Communications
Pentium 233MMX. 32MB
RAM 2 1 Gig 24X CO ROM,
33 6k. Ti Modem. Video & Audio

Cards with Speakers Plus. 14

inch flat screen digital monitor

Windows 95. keyboard. PS2
mouse $1150 546-6826

City Communications
Pentium 233MMX. 32MB
RAM 4 1 Giq. 24X CD ROM. 56K

Voice/f a> Modem, Video &
Audio Cards with Speakers

Plus. 15 inch monitor $1100
546*826

EMPLOYMENT
LEADERS NEEDED: Summer
teenage bicycling trips US

Canada. Europe Minimum 4-

week time commitment Salary

plus expenses paid Student

Hostelmg Program, Ashfietd Rd .

CONWAY MA 01341 1800)343

6132

COUNSELORS TOP BOYS
SPORTS CAMP IN MAINE!
Exciting, lun summer

Openings in

All Land Sports. All Water
Sport*. PIUS: Campinu.

Ropes/Climbing Wall SCUBA.
Archery. Ritiery. Martial Arts.

RN s Secretaries Top Salaries

Awesome ties

Rm/Bd/lndry, Travel CALL the

(1001 NUMBER NOW.
(800H73 6104 or E-mail cob
bacbief0aol.com or write

Steve Rubin CAMP COB
B0SSEE 10 Silvermine Or

South Salem. NY 10590

3 bedroom Puffton Availabie

June 1 {900/month Call

George 549-3656

One bedroom apartment
Colonial Village available now
Easily accomodates two people

On bus line, next to laundry

across the street from Mike's

Billiards Call Fred at 256-8406

Con pater IBM.
OaeWoo

See Harlow Property

for next semeters

Housing

Us* fell

lease available June 1. 1998

through August 31
. 1999 or

Summer 1998 sublet option

Two bedroom, lull bath, heat

and hot water included On two

bus routes Contact 549-5046

73 Main St.

2563442

I to* 1 person

On bus route. 1 mile from cam-

uded
S3607month Available 67 1 Lots

of privacy Cal> 256 U55

Single room apartment
Available immediately

or for summer subset AH utilities

nTMsnl t «a*e CaJj Robm r.

3 or 4 person eat * Salem
Place U> 256-3585

Tired el living with room-
mates 7

• June 1

.nth mcludes all utilities

CM 2t)9 "J64 and MM ; ">' » I

out'

1. 2. and 3

apartments Gas heat

hardwood floors Wa art show-

ing starting April 6th for June

and September leases Lincoln

Real Estate 253-7879

3 bedroom condos
hardwood floors, heated base-

ment l,'? mile to campus on bus

route We are showing starting

April 6th tor June and

September leases $1350 plus

uUmes 253 7879

AUTO FOR SALE

M vw GTl Black Grant shape

Call Nathan at 258-1984

r Wh.te Brand

new engine, exhaust tires

$9000 or BAD 256-8895

Sei/ed and sold locally this

month 1-800-522 2730 e*t 4554

oTaeM
Towncar Must see $875 Can

665 7732

1M1 Sebaru Jesty - speed

Great MPG Runs great $1200

533-4087

Laptop
Fu|itsu.

133/150MMX starting $1275.

W/CDROM. 16 MB 1 3Ct-

screen Color Scenner
•e»t $125 Ohidata OL

1200/PS 600dpi 12ppm H/duty

Laser Printer tor PC MAC/NW
Call 665 7232

Caaaila r ft Ink -Jet Printer

CD-ROM, 14 4 modem 16MB
256kCache Great deal $200
5486961

Macintosh Color Stylewnter

lfM Prtsttar. Kevtoard Mouse
External CO Drue SCSI

rookie'" 5 I rue B I BBTel

nor. All for $300 or B/0 549

5514

CHEAP' CHEAP! Color VGA
Monitor $55 Laptop Notebook

$99 486 Computer System

$295 Can CPC (41 3684 8857

EMPLOYMENT

Nanaies/live-ia needed '

NY/CT/CA/NJ lamilies

Minimum one year commitment

Pi rfcgaJM sjej bJRmrI tajb
1

lias Must have child care

and/or related experience

Excellent opportunity for net

working arvj saving money Also

accepting applications for new
Elite Division Average Salaries

$3rj0-$50u7wk 1 BOO 932 2736

Office Assistant Position
Part-Time now Full Time >n

summer Please call or stop by

Oandywme Office and press 16

G 5490600

Now hiring energetic stu-

dents
• ••••

this semester and for summer
Downtown Amherst $7/hr plus

bonus Sean 253 05B3

Cape *

200 Cape Employers and Rental

Agents Categort/ed by location

and industry Send $3
noney order and sell

atWtimt Mbntpai majaji
ESCAPE TO THE CAPE P0 Box

2884 Amherst MA 01004

Student Reps AT&T
Authorised Agent needs 20 stu-

dents now* No experience will

tram $100-$300/week Part/Full

Time (8001692-2121 x 123

Jobs
For The Environment

In Cape Cod
$2500 $40007$urnrnor

uaBnjnjp hi am pj anc

Campaign To Save The

FjannjssfnTnl

1 800-75-EArTTH

SUMMER JOBS OUTSIDE

man tor summer m Amherst

area Pay $6 50$9 00/hr 35-50

hrs/wk Call Enc at 546 4327

Drivers Wanted Canton* i

Pteaj Hiring Part Time and Full-

Time Reliable car a must 256
6100 after 3pm or apply at 481

West Street (across from South

Amherst Dairy Mart)

SUMMER WORK IN

WELFLEET ON CAPE COD
General restaurant work includ-

ing cashiering and service

$8/hour and meals plus $100 per

week bonus for each week
worked if you stay through

August 24 1998 Call or write

BiHMiliett. P0 Box 321 South

Welfleet. MA 02663 15081349-

2265 e-mail

"Scapocodnet

EMPLOYMENT
Fell 1998 Internships with the

Student Legal Services Office,

get hands-on experience in the

legal field— work directly with

attorneys and clients Earn up to

15 undergraduate credits No
experience m the legal profes-

sion necessary— training pro

vided Application deadline is

April 17, 1998 Contact The

Student Legal Services Office

today 545 1995. 922 Campus
Cnntai

Tewn 01 Amherst Leisure
Services Summer
Employment Opportunities:

CAMP Summer Camp
Counselors. Directors (Teen

Camp). Special Needs
Counselors Art Director POOL
STAFF Managers. Instructors.

Lifeguards. Cashiers Wading
Pool Attendant, Pool

Maintenance Supervisor

SPORTS Adult Tennis Instructor

and Field Maintenance Worker

EVENTS Hot Summer Nights

Volunteers OFFICE Clerical

Competitive Hourly Wages
Applications available through

Amherst Leisure Services Office

m the Bangs Center or at the

Town's Human Resources
Office. Town Hall m Amherst
Amherst is an E E /A A
Employer Deadline lor applica-

tions is March 31. 1998

Cruise Ship A Lead-Tear
Job* Excellent benefits World

Travel Ask us how' 517-324

3090 ext CS0013

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOY
MENT- Fishmg industry

Excellent earnings and benefits

potential All major employers

Ask us how' 517-324-3115 est

A50011

Earn eatre cosb mailing our

circulars from home m your

spare time No experience nee

892-2781

National Park Employment-
Parks Forests. Wildlife

Preserves Ask us how' 517-324-

3109 Ext N5O013

FOR RENT

SUMMER RENTALS
CAPE COD GROUP Summer
Reotels- Some weterfroat

bouses, seme with swim
ming pools. Falmouth aroe
Diamond Reel Estate
5001477 1900

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Small DP Home Gym $60 or

B/0 Call 665-3491

Brand New Snowboard One

ot a kind Plus 2 passes to Mt
Snow Best Offer Call 253-6467

HOUSE FOR RENT

Amherst- 5 bedroom
$l495/month Available June

1st 548 8166

INSTRUCTION

Boxing ead Kick Boxing
Lessons m Springfield Call 1

800 500-3299

University Bartending Coarse

50% Student Discount National

Certification Available Spring

Sessions This Semester Space

Is Limti 1 800 U CAN MIX

LOST AND FOUND

ROOMMATE WANTED

Clean, lun. laid-back girl

wanted to share a 2 bedroom

apartment 1 minute from town

Apartment is renovated & fully

furnished On-site laundry, work-

out room 2nd floor in house

548-7078

Cleen. elder ar meture
tomele who likes quiet To

share two bedroom apartment,

washer and dryer, furnished liv-

ing room area Summer/Fall

Please contact Tma 665 3491

SERVICES

Legal Questions? The Student

Legal Services Office offers free

legal assistance to tee-paying

students Contact us at 922

Campus Center

T185 Calculator

lost in the library right before

Spring Break It found, please

call Paul 6-01 70

Faand: T18S Calculator

Contact Paul 6 01 70

Missing Black Jolly Roger
Pirete Flog Last seen on
ButterfieW Roof if found.

.

aaj % BoHciifj Spta j,
| gn

MISCELLANEOUS

FREE T-SHIRT t $1000

Credit Card fundraisers tor tra

temities. sororities & groups

Any campus organization can

raise up to $1881 by earning a

$S00,VISA ippl ca

ton Can 1-800-932-0528 est 66
Qualified callers re FREE
TSHMCT

RESUMES

Express Resumes

I • '

; . • . •

inauou ninujuo
rjf] Kg (j ....

RIDE NEEDED

Ride Needed- Springfield

Help with gas Mon Wed.
Thurs Call 6-1746

ROOM FOR RENT

1 bedroom in large

apt Starts June 1 tor lease or

summer sublet Close to town

and campus 549 3992

Dissertations edited and pro

pared by Ph D in English Any

subject 665-3718

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright ot Amherst area for

free testing and assistance 549-

1906

STEREO & CD EQUIP

Khpsch 2way Cerpeted DJ
Speeker 550 Watts RMS '8"

Woofer 15" passive fused high

and low's $350/each Jimmy 9
253-8615

SUMMER SUBLET

Spacious 2 bedroom
Brandywme Apts Central A/C.

water included, on bus route,

top floor with deck option to

lease furniture included Call

549-4740

TO SUBLET

TRAVEL
FLY CHEAP'!

40%-FJ0% Off Int'l Airfares

Be a little flexible and save big

W
Air Courier International

(203)825-3192

WANTED

3* bedrooms on busline in

Amherst tor 4-6 seniors Good
'ices Call James 549

5432/Dan 256-1984

WANTED TO RENT

$100 Reward
Looking to rent a house to acco-

modate 5 plus Students

Summer/Fall It you give us the

contact to the house that we
rent, we will give you the

reward Call Steve 3t 546-7461

WANTED TO SUBLET
Wonted to sublet ' im first

week ot April to first week of

July One or two bedroom apart-

ment Near to UMASS/'on
busline Call Saniay 545-3072.

evening 549 5460

I one room tor

Fall only m a dean laidback

place Can Alex « 256 1521

Puffton. 1 bedroom furnished

Easily accomodates 2

$565/month exclusive Available

after finals 549 5037

Brondywiao: 671-8/31 with

option to take over lease 2 bed-

room, heat and hot water includ-

ed, on bus route, air condition-

ing Contact 549 1988

One bedroom in

inclui

e bedroom
.month, all

kme 1 Jury

7088

For Solo

book shel

753 7606

Sony

and

roe couch franc

with 8Playstation

$275 Call Jason at 546

1 room in 2

bedroom apt Female, non-smok-

er only 665 2420 days

This space

could be yours I

Call us @ 545-3500

Unique Puffton Apartment I

must see Available 6/1 Call

5486961

One bedroom in 2 bedroom at

Cliffside $230 month all inclu-

sive Call for details 665-0235

Spring

Fever

Half Price

SALE
Place your

Classified

advertising an

apartment for rent,

room for rent,

sublet, or room-

mate wanted before

April 23 and get

HALF OFF !

Five Co eCommuni
TUESDAY. MAR 31

nminel lutttce and

I dcpartakcnt* «ill be holding their

T m in rewms

I enj ItS in the I impu> Center There

will ht panels hating to dt> with

and prohitHwi and parole.

' Sere will be a Women's

Ccham - p m. m ihe banement of

n Presentations, perfor-

art and - celebrating

will he presented Men and women are

lend

it - The \mmal Righl« Coalition will

hate a> nal meeting at 7 p m in

room WO in the Student linkm Stud.

n issues related to animal

Mian tall MS-I92S

-ijr — The l>i>tingui*hed Visitor's

meeting at 7 p.m in

K04-80* in Ihe Campus Center

Fveryone u wekome Call V4S-004* (or more

HeTlM manor!

Speech — Den Fhmn. Ihe F «ecutivr Director

'act in Academia and editor of Campus

Report, vtill be speaking to I, Mast students

about the liberal bias within mainstream cur

riculum It will take place at 7 p m in room

1 6* of the Campus Center The speech ts enti-

tled -/ «-v ) our Prufnu* Told IbOJ
'

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 1

Mrrtmg — The Index (the LMass >ear-

hookl will hold a general meeting at 6 p m in

room 304 in the Student Cmon I lUtyoM b

welcome Contact lill Aordkian at 54S-0M8

(or more information

Steeling — The UMass Poetry Society will

have a meeting at 7 p m in the Campus Center

Check at the information desk for the room

number Call Chance at S46-6sOI or Tim at

bbjatnt — Pri'feoor Michael Mansion of

Swarthmore College, author of I uthetamsm

Ann luJdum and Hacn'% Si. fahn rVun wi will

provide an intro tu the piete The tntro will be

from 2:W p.m. to S- to pm m Warheke Room

in Pratt Hall at Mount Hotvoke College

THURSDAY
I h< Peer Mcnlor't \etwork

. PMN i will have a meeting (rum 6 W-H p m in

the Campus Cenlcr Check the information

desk for room number The group will be dis-

cussing the evolution and direction of PMN

tat it wekome to attend

Speeih — I Ken Sluckv. Ph I) candidate in

Knglith at Cornell I mvcrsiiv will speak on the

topic "Wnrmg and (.Jppnurion '/n I'.ndlrw

Pamdiie " The speech starts at \2 W
p m in Room Kti "> in ihe Campus Cenier and is

isored by the Stonewall Cent.

Graduate Student Organization Women's

Studies Cenier. and Ihe Chancellor's Task

Force on GLUT Matter*

NOTICES

Commencement hnuung — A limited num

ber of residence hall rooms will be available for

the relatives and friend* of graduating UMaas

siudentt for Ihe night of SatutJav May 2t

Commencement housing applications are avail-

able at the University Conference Services

Oflice. Campus Center, room a l8 To guaran

tee a reservation, completed forms must be

returned by May S

Curwnumry — Come join all the (un by sign-

ing up to show an animal (or the btrd Annual

I ivcatock Classic The Classic will be held on

Friday evening. April 24 and Saturday. April

H Contact Brian or Howard at 250-6022 to

sign up or (or more information

DvjasoHa / i ill si ijre — There are only 45

left for the I
•»<>•.

I
Icjcj imtmtttk

exchange Over 100 schools are still available

Come to the domestic exchange office

Machmcr Hall or call \4VS1M for more infor

malion

Employment — I Mass I ab School hat

i in the KcggHi inspired pre- school pro-

for tail semester For more information,

call knnifer Ryan ai S4S tl*l

Employment flu- I M hiring

jd\ office staff and web publishers

Applications are available in the CRl

t22 Student Union or lease a soicc mail at

S4S 1122

foMrwawriain — \n\ onestians, contact

Mike Whitman at 54S-S660 The Amherst

Salvation Army needs solunteer- am day and

any lime Call 25 1- 4747 for more information

\ ohmieerum — The Crisis Center, a

Massachusetts Suicide Pretention Hotline is

currently seeking volunteers and interns lor

FVh are pubat service armour* rmenti print-

ed daaV To submit an FYl, please send a press

release containing all pertinent ailormanon,

including the name and phone number of

the contact person to the Categan, (Jo the

Managing Editor by noon the previous day

more information, contact Gina Grampetro at

(<>78)84«-5«HX)exi 201

V oluntecri vm — The Wiunen of Color

Program at the Fvetywoman's Center at I \1.i--

needt volunteers for their annual Women's

Institute All women are encouraged to attend

The volunteers are needed for the wcekcn.l af

April 24-2b For more information contact

Waltdah at 54 5 -co-

loring — Absentee ballots for the April 7

Annual Town i lection are now available in ihe

Town C lerk's Office. Monday ihioutt

Irom 8 am to 4 >l> p m The deadline to apply

(or an absentee ballot is noon on Monday. April

b

Thank you for reading the Collegian, New England's largest college daily!
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IB BET

IB TV Land

Univision

31 Comedy Central

3B Cartoon

Much Music

TUESDAY EVENING

WtDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
WVIT

WTIC
WWLP
WGBV
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
A«E
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK
SCIFI

TLC
TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

s

tt)

©

Is Wishbone n

News ii

News

Newt ''

Full House l!

News

Cheers

22

Street Smart-Child

News il NBC

Creatures

20

2!

2»

6:00 6:30
Business Rpt.

CBS News

CBS News

ABC News

BoyVVorld

NBC News

Mad Abo. You

NBC News

rBWS B.

Business Rpt.

ABC News

Abo You jMad Abo You Seinttld X
Y Major League Baseball

Northern Exposure «

Worldvitw X.

Comic Relief >J.ik»Laugh

Modern Combat Aircraft

Sporttcenter

Supermarkel | D«bt

MTV Live (In Slereo)

Figure H Qui |Tiny Toon

Quanlum Leap [In Stereo) if

Renovation [Renovation

Lois t Clark-Superman

Baywatch ThmoiDie'B

7:00 7:30
Newshour With Jim Lehrer a

Inside Edition

Enlra «

Inside Edition

Fresh Prince

Wheel-Fortune

Judge Judy ff

Ent, Tonighl

Seinfeld «

Wheat-Fortune

Real TV?
Ent Tonight

Chronicle <t

Fresh Prince

Jeopardy! .t

Judge Judy I
Hard Copy I
Trasier I

Jeopardy! T
Newshour With Jim Lehrer X
Seinfeld I Frasier X

C - Campus

8:00 8:30
(In Slereo) X

JAG "Dealh Watch" (In Slereo)

JAG "Death Watch" (In Slereo)

Home Imp. ISornathing So

Butty the Vampire Slayer X
Mad Abo You

Moesha(R)X

Mad Abo. You

For Your Love

Clueless (R) X
For Your Love

*** "Watt Lovt Got to Do W»ilf(1993) Angela Basseft.X

Mad Abo. You [For Your Love

Nova (In Stereo) X
Home Imp. ISomttmng So

9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30
MARCH 31, 1998

11:30
Movers on Addiction: Close to Home (Par) 3 of 3) X
PuWic Eye (In Slereo) X
Public Eye (In Slereo) X
Home Imp. [That s Lite

Dawson's Creek (in Slereo) X
Frasier (R) 3

Malcolm-Eddie

Fraaier (R) X

Frasier (R) X

Lateline I

In the House

Lateline «

Lateline «

Public Eye (In Stereo) I
Public Eye (In Slereo) X
NYPD Blue (In Slereo) (PA) X

Dateline (In Stereo) X
News [Grace Under

Dateline (In Stereo) X
News

Dateline (In Slereo) X
Movers on Addiction: Close to Home (Pari 3 ol 3) X
Home Imp. IThata Lite X

Andy Griffith

NBA Basketball Boston Celtics at Miami Heal (Lrve

NYPO Blue (In Slereo) (PA) X

Andy Griffith

Law & Order Censure" X
Moneytine X
Daily Show (R)

Crossfire X

Gimme Shelter jR)

Stein's Money

jm Bw lMyVe"(1994, Comedy) Luke Edwards, Trnothy Bustiekl

Biography: Gloria Swanson

World Today X
Dana Carvay: Critic s Choice

Wild Diacowry: Salmon

Cheers X

11:00
Straight Talk

NsJWS M.

News tr

John Denver

Late Show T
Late Show «

Nightline «

Star Trek: Next Gener

Vibe (R)

[Tonight Show

News

Simpsons B

News*

Tonight Show

Deep Space 9

Tonight Show

Charlie Rote (In Slereo) X
News a

M'A'S-H X
Nightlinell

Real TV R

Jane Eyre (R) X
"Crfy Slickers II: The Legend of Cutty's Gois?

Larry King Live X
Rowan Atkinson: Face

New Detectives: Case Studies

Major League Baseball Cleveland Indians al Seattle Mariners (Live) X

World Today I
Viva Variety [Make-Laugh"

Mysteries ol the Unexplained

Sports lllus.

Daily Show

Castles

Moneytine X
Stein's Money

Justice Files "On the Inside"

Intimate Portrait: Carroll

My So-Called Lite 'Betrayal'

Doug (' [Rugrats I

Seaquest DSV Hide and Seek" Sightings. "The Secrets ol Alien Abduction" (R) (In Stereo) X
Home Again [Horn* Again

Babylon 5 "War Without End

Highlander: The Series X
(6:46) *« « v> "Indiana Jones end the Last Crusade" , 1 989) 31
tCA£\ *.*.^ "A I -.- I +C-:_ rt. _.. ..-~-. m. 1 . T—

-

(5:46) ««« "A League of Their Own" (1992) Geena Davis PG' X
(4_45) When We Were Kings" (1996) 'PG' X

Unsolved Mysteries (In Slereo)

Music Videos (In Slereo)

Secret ot Alex IBewitched

e«« "In Broad Paydgftt"(199l, Drama) Brian Dennehy

All-Time Top 10 (In Slereo)

Wonder Years [Wonder Years

Major League Baseball: Rockies at Diamondbacks
'

New Altitudes [Golden Girls

True Life

Happy Days

Beavis-Butt

Flash Pilot" X
I Love Lucy X

T^^rrii^ttMirR IR) IWana-s Story (R) [Trauma Center

NBA. Basketball Detroit Pistons at Chicago Bulls (In Stereo Live) X

Loveline (In Slereo ')

M.T. Moore |Ttxi X
Seaquest DSV "Hide and Seek'

Trauma: Lite in the ER (R)

Jfloxing Robert Hawkins vs Boris Powell (In Stereo Lrve) X
NBA Basketball: Jazz at SuperSontcs

Walker. Texas Ranger Rodeo

'** -teinip All the Wav"(1996, Comedy) 'PG X |Tribute to Monty Pytho

..
-J "J—sT ^ riJj in" HOOl\ fV«ma\ Al Dn/'arvA HiAriaS kfasalrVl (\r\ S

*** "TTw Godfather. Part III" {1990. Drama) Al Pacino. Diane Keaton. (In Stereo) R' X
|
Larry Sanders

Silk Stalkings Dirty Laundry"

ee "The Relic" (1997) 'R'X

"Smiila's Sense ot Snow" (mi)

*** "TTm Birdcage"

1

1996, Comedy) Robin Williams. 'R' X |««« "The Rapfure"(1991) Mimi Rogers 'R' X |My Giant
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Bruno By C. Baldwin Robotman By Jim Meddick

Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dilbert By Scott Adams

\iMLl?t
C006M-'A v"»»4P iT lKc»v4kL 1IAAT Ot\0$

;
wgoieTMrV.'

Q!T f ^ (iCAM'TesfARl

IS IT (AY tm*&Ir>lA,TION,

OR. IS vouR NtOCTIt
OCTTING SHORTER EVERY

DrVY?
I

I'rA GRKOOAcLLY f^OVING
TOOJAsRO CASOAsL CLOTHES

IN SIK rAONTWS THIS
NECKTIE WILL Bt

GOME AND NO
ONE WILL NOTICE.

EVERYONE NOTICEO
COHEN YOU WENT
5»tLD.

Thatch By Jeff Shesol Loser Crew Comics By Alan DeMonde

YtVRt *PWB APPliCAKT.

Mt CaNORAT.uiTf»Ms;
AHP W*XC0Mt TP

6CAPUHTE
5C«0fX!"\

•wucom. TC FlVt -ilMtt.

PROSAtHV MOCt.Of IN

Oaa&tNacY owcuiet amp
TBMiat ^Mnwm>.•

'(AY ntUJ) TV MRLV UN-
WROBAP*.. TMANKUW
pvohMono... amp a joe

aMRrttT k» BUT>sU«* A4

«NNtT>s 9TMIR''

CtNARAT
UlATlOteS..

IHPetP.

'NANA' Ha(
««RI0U«CV.
TKMOM.'tOO
owe us

t«0a»?ANP.'

He* r«iT »iuj< m»w t>«Vs,g c«,T ^^J^TStT^oTJ'H.rsl "tfr
•MCSvJ O'jINW f ** BOv-.*B.«» <s>

->tv^js»*j«s,sjvj< '•ri' **• s>rv A
^ **»-•*«* «ier. *«» •>u»t? .**-»£•
atata^MTs, ( ^^ TO ^jf- u«ei«< v»

c»orviTa.ve«>.'-

TTT
»n_tv i>> s»»>«it. t» »,«jat oj-r
Tsaaas '-. a •^ca,«c«.s» iw-.-r-tcs.fcO

vif !*'•> SurTT'

Non Sequitor By Wiley Sven By Stephen Higgins

Working f»e r+t« Ft.1
inJom>««bl( S.J I I

Pox Trot By Bill Amend

TZi tmmet Wlu » !••%•» in l-lt

Kampus Kids By Adam Souliere

I FAiK
• ALARM

r^CW JASoN,
WILL TOO CooL
iT WITH THE
trrS6U'SCS»'

I

Eileen, you Don t undeb

STAND T»#l rinW-ti«ADI MAU
ETHoS if TS€ «>t/r$ FiNDa/T

THAT I like lev- A 6arl-

IM ktafuT.' Finished'

RuiNtD'

THfT'U rMICl

RiN of HE'
TUSC ME'
TAunT ME
TrU I Oat'

WELL. I'D

DO iT TO
TMIM

TOUDiDSAT
FiFTH 6RADE,

AND NOT.

oh first ob

SECOND.
CoS«cT>

^OU STME£> AUlAKE

twpou6h that
Qcttire Class'??

1 PAINT
1

£,ES OrJ

leutvs.

Closed R\6v4T r*>w

Horoscopes
ARIES (March 2\ Vpr.l 19) —

You may be asked 10 69 MM impor-

fant favors lor pc«.>ple nxJa>. and the

more quickls vou tend to them the

more likely you'll impress all

involved

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
You are not likely to be called upon

to do anything out of the ordinary —
at least not for the first half of the

day. Be ready after dark!

GEMINI (May 2l-|unc 20) —
You may feel as though you've been

bending over backwards for someone

in need, when in fact there is one

thing you've left out that needs to be

done.

CANCER (lune 2l-|uly 22) —
You are looking forward to a new

project, but sou mustn't get so lost in

your planning that you neglect anoth-

er job that is nearing completion.

LEO duly 25-Aug. 22) — You
may find yourself thinking of some-

one who hasn't been a central figure

in your life for some time. A reunion

may be around the corner.

VIRGO (Aug. 25-Sept. 22) —
Someone vou know and work well

with is ItlccU to balk at the suggestion

that he hasn't been doing all he can.

It is tunc to talk openly

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oci. 22) —
Take time to prepare for tonight's

events You don't want to walk into a

room and find that you've forgotten

ct en thing vou need to know

SCORPIO (Oct. 21-Nov. 21) —
You mav be c.iught between the need

for something unusual and the taMatV

to follow the straight and narrow

path today. Trust your better

instincts

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dex. 21)

— Someone you meet today is likely

to bring out the best in vou — at least

where work is concerned Do not trv

to combine business with pleasure!

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. I«#) —
l« there unv MM hi vou M steer

clear of the beaten path todav ' Is as

you must make the decision to change

ci>upse as SOS.H1 as possible

AQUARIUS (|an. 20-Fcb. 18) —
Vou have been focusing on the lads

and figures too much lately It h time

10 get your interpretive faculties

involved; what do vou think and feel""

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20) —
You may have to carry on today with

out a trusted ally by your side. IX) not

forget the lessons you've learned;

they'll serve you well.

Close to Home By John McPherson

46 I'll tell you all my
secrets, but I lie about

my past. 95
-Tom Waits

-. !.jjra»cWtexJ9,vi.'
.

u

(-

Tr'S GCWtS 7b TAKE AT L£AST
S DAYS FOR THE PARTS TO GST /#.

AS FOP TH£ CO&T THERE'S AV
MAY TO T£LL UrVT/L WE GET /#

THEPE AlVD SEE EXACTLY WHAT
THE PROBLEM IS.

Dr. Gremley reveled in this opportunity to turn

the tables on his auto mechanic.

ACROSS
1 Thick carpet
5 VCR button

1 Cartoonist Peter
14 Frat-party attire

1

5

Walked (in the
woods)

16 Part of speech
17 Sept-—,

Quebec
18 Mountain nymph
1

9

Type of call

20 Spas
22 Once over —
24 Thai's neighbor
25 Before, to a poet
26 Credit's opposite
29 Serpent
32 Use a pencil end
36 Arkin or Ladd
37 Horrified

39 Fellows
40 Ultimatum words
43 Colorado Indian

44 Type of smarts
45 "Green Gables"

girl

46 Award
46 Annex
49 Judge's call

50 Machine part

52 Limb
53 Peas and beans
57 "The — Queen"
61 Ponderosa

brother

62 Woman's
garment

64 Christen
65 Liver's output
66 Eagle s abode
67 Small group
66 Ollie s partner
69 Take an oath
70 Noticed

DOWN
1 Agitate

2 Golf-course unit

3 Epochs
4 Car fuel

5 Passport need
6 Melodies
7 Luau

instrument
8 — of approval
9 Actor Cantor
10 Pollen

container
1

1

Type of canal
1

2

— and void
13 Merely
21 Squealer
23 Actress Garbo
26 Statistic

27 Gladden
28 Used the oven
29 Plato's

marketplace
30 Fragment
31 Lost color

33 Change

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

A B B A p O L A R

1

P E fl U
1 L E S R H O D E o M A R
M U H P H|\ L A W s 1 G N
E fc R 1 E A P o S T F S
D H Y c E L L L R A M

L A Y S D 1 A D E M
' N A s 1 R E S D R A K E
C A G r R F V U E K L E E
M 1 E N S E N D E Sj K
P L E A T S R U N r

M O O S P A R A P E T
1 R E w O O ™ A L AlM O

R A 1 I

1
T R E D A T E R

O G L E H E N N A A 1 N T
G O L D w S S A Y M O D E

© 1998, United Feature Syndicate

34 Paris river

35 Come in

37 LL.D holder
38 All — ; ready
41 Muslim's

religion

42 Undesirable
animals

47 Shrewdness
49 Hockey great

Bobby
51 Plateaus
52 Later

53 Scientists'

workplaces
54 Blue-pencil

55 Festive

56 Distort

57 Prima donna's
song

58 Relief org.

59 Girlfriend for

Yves
60 Electric

sign

63 Wrath

Today's P.C. Mtim
545 3d 26 for toeWtaMtX*!..

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Grilled Cheese Sandwkh
Hot fit Heavy Chicken Wings

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Southern Fried Steak

Southern Fried Nothing

Caponita with Pocket Bread

Worcester
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Spaghetti with Sauce

Hot & Spicy Chicken Wings
Garden Burgers

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Pastabilities

Sicilian Spaghetti

with Vegetables

Hampshire
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Charbroiled Chicken Sandwich
Chicken a la King with Rice

Chicken enough for ya?

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Southern Fried Steak

Thallidomide

Berkshire

LUNCH
Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Spaghetti with Tomato Sauce

Meatball Grinder

Harvest Burger

DINNER
Beef Fajita

Fried Shrimp Dinner

Tofu Fajita

Manicotti in Sauce

•Today's

Night Editor

Photo Technician

Copy Editor

Production Supervisor

Production Staff
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UMass softball batters Fordham
Henderson tosses first career perfect game with 17 Ks

By Jackie Leroux

ColWg.on Staff

Danielle Henderson never

ceases to amaze After vet

another weekend of spectacular

pitching -he ha* furthered her

statu* at perhaps the best

ball pitcher the Lniversm
Ma* 'ball

team has ever seen last

Sundav, she led UMass to a

thorough spanking of Fordham
when she threw her first career

per led game I he

Minute* omen won both games

in the doubleheader. both with a

Head uck out 17 bat

and allowed just two pop-

up* and two ground outs The

pcrtormancc was her tilth pi

no hitter, and her second in

four starts. Her 17 strikeout*

fell just one "Hike short of the

ceord she Ml la*t year

against Fordham For her el 1

she was honored by the Atlantic

10 uthe Pitcher of the V.

Sentoi K.im Ciutridge was the

tor UMass at the plate. She
wci I in the game with

four RBI* including u too RBI

single to right field in the fourth

inning She also had a single

with the bases loaded in the

fifth inning to bring in three

run* two K HI - one on a

throwing error

Senior
I

>*ier had two

RBIs. and sophomo'e Siki

Faessler added one of her own
Freshman Annie Smith was

I
4 in the game, and junior

Becks George was 2-for-V

HUH l .one Ictliic* look

ovw the mound in the second

game, throwing a two-hit
*hutout to take the second
game Freshman kilev Scoticld

was the offensive "tar in the

game, going » lot 4 and adding

three RBIs lumor Stands Galas

was 2-for-3. including two
doubles while M-niot Liz

net went ' for 4. and had

The Mtnutew omen look on

la Salle in a doubleheader
Saturday, also *weeping both

game* Henderson had 14

Mnkeouts in the fust game as

*hc threw a two hit shutout

The Minutewomen'* bats were

hot a* thc\ beat the F\pl.

Galas had three hits in the

team'* 13 hit performance

UMaM had two tun> in the

lirst inning, with Ciutridgc hit-

ting an RBI single to bring in

Galas for the first Hurt
(.•utndgc Scored stsorth alter

herself coming in off of a sac-

rifice IK Irom George. Faessler

hroughi Id in the

cnth with a double to the lett

field

Henderson struck out ten of

La Salle's first twelve baiters,

allowing a pair of singles Her

total of fourteen strikeouts

marks the eighth consecutive

time she has reached double
dibits

In the second game, six

Minutewomen had two hits or

more, bringing the team to a

season high ten runs, as thev

beat the I vplorcr* again. 10-2.

Once again the Minutewomen
took control early, scoring
twice in the first inning.

ige had a two out single to

bring in Gutridge and Osier.

La Salle scored in the bottom
of the first with a sacrifice fly

liom Natalie Straino Galas
then scored in the third oil M
an Explorer error.

UMass had five runs in the

fifth, with Galas leading the

way She had a two-run triple

that reached the fence in left

field Wagner and Osier each

had an RBI After LaSalle
ed for the last time in the

bottom of the sixth. UMass
pushed across two more runs.

lettties went the distance on

the mound, allowing a pair of

unearned runs off of two sin-

gles. The Minutewomen will

«c|uatc off against the Hartford

Hawks on Thursday.

Yankees , Braves

top list of teams

in hunt for title

If there was ever a time when any-

one could hit a home run in the major

leagues, it would seem to be 1998.

Not only are we smack dab in fhe

middle of baseballs -Creatine Age."

circa 1997 — present, but baseball

did Arizona and Tampa Bay the

honor of granting them expansion

teams. For only $135 million dollars,

the Diamondbacks and Devil Rays

get the right to deplete already thin

pitching staffs and introduce more

purple to the major league landscape

Ah. expansion

I ilk. Meredith

paMtaaMSjaan

Danielle Henderson was one strikeout short of the Massachusetts

record this weekend in her no-hitter

I

all-time

UMass baseball drops La Salle

as they focus on UConn today
By KcHhUan Rots

ColagKjn Staff

COUHTCST MCDIA M1ATIONS

Doug Clark contributed to the overwhelming UMass offense this

weekend as they beat La SaHe.

Riding a fi\e game winning streak, the Massachusett*

baseball team (10-5. V-0 A-10) head lo Connecticut to

face the 6-* Huskies The Mtnutemen arc returning from

Philadelphia where they ove rpowered a 5-1 1 la Salle team

ack open their Atlantic 10 schedule this past weekend

They swept the three-game series by a 48 to 1 5 run margin

UMass coach Mike Stone became the second coach in

sch.il MrtOf) SO r-ach the 500 win plateau during the

Saturday doubleheader His record improved so M I
I M>- I

in his 1 1 yean at Massachusetts, and 555 270-5 overall

UMass had no trouble finding their bats on Sunday »s

they won 15-9 Six different players tallied homenms off

starter Brian Mills who pitched six innings and allowed 1

1

runs. F.xplorer relief pitcher Toby Fisher, finished the la*t

three innings, lunior Brian Samela racked up two hit-

including a three-nin homer in the third He also drove in

lour RBI Rightfielder Pete Gautreau and junior Br\an

Mazzaferro added to the insult with solo shots in the ninth

inning.

Our hitlers really seemed to be staying on the ball."

Stone said

But la Salle would not go down as easily as it had in the

previous two games. Catcher Mike Fuchs had a perfect 4-

for-4 day. driving in three runs and drawing one walk.

Toby Fisher went 5-for-5 while scoring 2 runs Kevin

Ibach hit 2- for-4 and scored three runs while driving in

two more.

"We gave up too many hits and we really couldn't put

them away." Stone said. "We need to make better pitche* in

crucial situations."

It was also a day lor milestones for a few UMass players

Sophomore Shaun Skeffington led off the fourth inning for

his fiiM home run for L Mass while sophomore Steve

Asadoorian also recorded his first collegiate home run. a

three run dinger in the sixth inning Muchie Daglierc

extended his 1 4 game hitting streak with a perfect 4-for-4

d-v

Senior lelf Pulcn captured hi* second victory on the

mound this season. He completed five innings while allow

ing just three runs Travis \ cracka finished up the last three

inningv earning the save while allowing two runs

irday's double feature proved a judging point for the

weekend a- the Mtnutemen attacked the La Salle pitchers

lor a combined II ruas and held the Explorers to ium t>

runs in 1 8 innings.

In the first game, junior Bill Cooke was relentless on the

mound, tossing a complete game for the first shut out for

I Mass this season Allowing seven hits and just one walk,

he improves to 5-1 on the year.

The Minutemen led off with nine runs in the first inning

but were restrained until the seventh inning when they

scored again. Third baseman Matt \\>kott clubbed his first

home run of the season while driving in six RBI on a 2-for-

5 dav Skeffington added three RBI on a double as UMass
won handily. 18-0.

"We had momentum going." Stone said. "They were

alwav* playing from behind and mentally, that gives a little

bit alter a while
"

The second half of the dav proved much of the same

though Massachusetts let up six runs on eight hits but still

won I 5-6. lunior Ryan Cameron pitched the full nine

Turn to BASWAli, page 7

Nets face playoff expulsion;
Pacer's suffer without Miller

All right, finallv. the NBA can deal with its own type of

Madnc** Thev can get mad. can't they'.' Sure tK

|um ask Made Divac. who was on the receiving end of a

Reggie Miller elbow There's plenty of madness left to go

around, especially during the home stretch of a wild play-

'ec'

The New |ant) Nets last year witnessed one of their

wot -t WHOM ever, placing fifth in the Atlantic Division.

ahead of only the hapless 76ers and
Celtics In mid- February, the All-Star

Break came around and the Nets were feel-

ing good about themselves, holding onto

<id place in the division

|ayson Williams' appearance in the

All-Star Game represented the high point

of the season lor the boy* of |cr*ey 1 inallv. they had

gained respect from their peers.

The real lest came a few weeks later when their fran-

chise plaver. Williams, sat out with back -tillnc*-

was their center, who. at any rate, was a stretch. GoM
was the NBAs second leading rebounder and emotional

leader on and off the court.

With W illiams ailing, the Nets laced its toughest stretch

ol the season, taking road trips to Chicago. San Antonio.

New York, and Miami, to go along with home dates i,

Utah. Charlotte, and Orlando. In Williams' time off, the

Nets posted a 2-7 record, plummeting to ninth in the con

ference. with wins over the Magic and in Dallas

Coach |ohn Calipari had to devise a formula to make-

up for the lost height in the middle. That he did not. He

tried to run and it came back to haunt them as tin

forced New Icrsey to play the comeback game Now the

Nets lace an uphill battle in a bigger arena, losing three of

ten in the month of March, and needing to crawl back

into the eighth spot to draw the Chicago Bulls in the fii -t

round.

While talking about the Bulls, the return of Luc

Longley lo the lineup adds more punch to an already

stacked Chicago lineup. In his first game back. longley

notched 14 points and nine rebounds against a solid

defender. Milwaukee's Ervin Johnson. The Bulls picked

up their 12th straight win over the Bucks, who have hired

Chris Ford as coach to take the place of David

Hntf Mauser

C opperficld at the helm of the world's greatest disappear-

Without question. Chicago is scary. At 55-17. they own
the best record in the NBA. but 14 of those losses are on

the road. A chink in the Bulls armor? Hardly. With

Scot lie Pippen back, it's hard to not pick the Bulls to win

their sixth championship in eight years. Sometimes I just

wish NBA plavers would keep their word so I could be

right every once in a while.

I see only Seattle and Utah as the upset

waiting to happen. To beat the Bulls in

the playoffs (key phrase: in the playoffs),

a team must play smart basketball, fend-

ing off the temptations of Michael

lordan and Dennis Rodman Secondly.

out) great home team can upend this juggernaut.

Winning in Chicago only means that a team has to go

back to their own domain and win out. Seattle and Utah

have nine home losses between them, so with a nudge, the

Bulls pedestal could fall.

New York is running out of time. Patrick Ewing is 55

and needs to win now before the team is taken apart. If

Fwing returns from wrist surgery for the Knicks's final

charge to dethrone the Bulls, he'll need help from his

fronteourt mates. Fwing isn't the only one on his last legs

I he si\ plavers the Knicks have topping the 6'9" mark

average 56 years old. The team has been overachieving all

season with the absence of their leading scorer and

rebounder. Currently, they are seventh in the conference,

aligned with Miami in the first round.

I wing's return will give the Knicks the much-needed

emotional boost. Allan Houston has taken over the reins

ol the team on offense, while Charles Oakley and Larry

lohnson have guarded the paint by playing help defense.

A Houston Fwing 1-2 punch would look good, but if

(.wing's lossilesuue body can't return to last year's form,

look for an early exit. A young, physical frontcourt has

given the Knicks problems all year, and rumor has it

Alonzo Mourning and P.J. Brown like to throw their bod-

und Vk Charlie Ward. He knows

Reggie Miller, as stated before, connected on a sweet

elbow to Divac, but paid the price. He was fined $7,500

Turn to NBA, page 7
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The Massachusetts women's water polo team listen to their coach's

instruction.

No . 7 water polo wins 3

By Paul Teves

Collegian Staff

After finishing 6-5 on a tough

California road trip. the

Massachusetts women's water polo

team returned to the east and con-

tinued their domination of the

region. They preserved victories

over Wesleyan. Brown and host

Dartmouth College.

With the three wins. No 7

UMass improves it record to It J.

The weekend began with a 20-1

rout of Wesleyan. F.veryone was

involved in the scoring as freshman

Krin Hillier led the team with three

goals, and a host of others includ-

ing Claudia Clement, I.yndsay

Crenshaw, Katie Grogan, Marcie

Hupp and Katie Mayer all con-

tributed two goals each. The
defense was outstanding, as Peggy

Nieves made eight saves in goal.

UMass then played Brown
University, who they also routed

17-4. Ag-iin, different people

chipped in for the Minutewomen.

Turn to POLO, page 7

Back up shortstops, middle reliev

ers and modem-day Tom Paciorek's

should all have hope, because 199g

might just resemble one big

WifflcBall game, where anyone can

knock it out. and final scores look

like Ivy League football totals.

But in the end. it II be the pitching.

as always Which means that once all

the fireworks of lune. luly and August

are over, expect to see the Braves and

Yankees, the teams with the best

starters in each league, in the World

Series in October.

One man's thoughts on how the

rest of the season might go

American League tan
I New York Yankees (100-62)

All the talent $7 5 million can buy.

and Hidcki Irabu What more could

you ask for

'

2. Boston Red Sox (S9-75) Not

just because of Pedro either. Great

lineup, good bullpen

5 Baltimore Orioles (88-74) Thin

on starters thick on age. but if things

come together they might win divi

•ion

4 Toronto Blue lays (86-76) Not

enough firepower for East, although

they should improve offensively.

5. lamp. Bay Devil Rays (71-91)

Not very expansion- like, but still not

ready to contend.

American League Central

1 Cleveland Indians (88-74)
Another World Series unlikely with

out pitching.

2 Detroit Tigers (89-77) Young,

solid club that can challenge Indians

until late in September

5. Chicago White Sox (79-85) Too
much of a mess.

4 Minnesota Twins (68-94) Way
too much of a mess.

5 Kansas City Royals (58-104)

Oh boy.

American league West:

1 Anaheim Angels (95-69) If. and

only if. they stay healthy, they have

enough to win the West.

2 Seattle Mariners (90-72) Weak,
weak starting pitching, but with

Griffey. Rodriguez and Buhner you're

never out of it.

5. Texas Rangers (80-82) Too
many questions, not enough answers.

4 Oakland Athletics (74-88)
Another disaster by the Bay.

Sutional League East:

1. Atlanta Braves (94-68) More
vulnerable than usual, which seems

strange considering their pitching

They can't win 100 games every year,

you know.

2 New York Mets (84-78) No
Hundlev, no playoffs.

5. Philadelphia Phillies (75-87)

They can't be awful forever. Well,

maybe they can.

4. Florida Marlins (75-89) A
World Series championship, and then

a youth movement? Hmm.
5. Montreal Expos (66-96) All the

talent $10 million can buy.

Somebody, for the good of mankind,
move them out of Montreal. Please.

National League Central:

1

.

Houston Astros (87-75) Could
finish last if pitching suffers. Moises

Alou bolsters an already strong line-

up.

2. Chicago Cubs (85-79) Decent
lineup, bad division. Youngster
leremi Gonzalez might be best young
pitcher nobody has ever heard of.

5. St. Louis Cardinals (82-80)
Besides McGwire, no juice.

4. Milwaukee Brewers (81-81)
Because they always finish 4th.

5. Pittsburgh Pirates (72-90) No
money, no fans. One of the surprises

of baseball in 1997, and they still

went four games under .500.

6. Cincinnati Reds (67-95) What
can you say, really? Barry Larkin
deserves better than this.

National League West:

1 San Diego Padres (90-72)
Could surprise baseball if healthy.
Pitching is good, lineup has few
holes.

2 Colorado Rockies (88-74) Kile

should get them into playoffs, but you
never know about the Rockies and

Turn to MAJOR LEAGUE, page 6
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We're not full of

ourselves, really

Big Ben, Mighty
Matt, lames the
Ciant and Leo the
Loser talk about life

in the limelight (see

Arts & Living,

page J).
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It's all

in the family

former UMasv
coach John Calipari

has come to light

as the leader of an
infamous Mafia
tamily (see Sports,

page) 4).

WORLD

Saddam does things

that makes U.S. mad
This is Sadaam.

Saddaam is from Iraq, a nation

the United State* like

People in the I S government
think he is building weapons filled

iwth icky germ*' that could kill

people

We almost tried to kill Saddaam
because of his bombs.

That would have been bad if you

were Saddam, but good if you live

in the IS jikI like having cheap

gas and oil

What do you think this has to

do with the cheap oil prices at the

as stations on Roui<

NATION

See Bill,

See Bill run

See Bill Bill's the boss (the one
from Washington, not the one from

lersey).

Bill ha« lots of friends, many of

them are female - but that's OK
because they are his personal assis-

tants and have every right to show
up in his office at all hours of the

day
Bill likes his |ob

His wife likes his job, too

Bill's wife does not like his assis-

tants

Neither does this short man
named Mr. Starr He thinks Bill it a

bad man and wants to take him to

court

Run Bill, run
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"Whitey" Bulger

seeks refuge atUM
By Maxe TsjntacJs

Special to lh« CoHegion

Something shadv is afoot at

the University of Massachusetts'

Berkshire Dining Hall, and it

isn't last week's Turkey Divan.

Source* report a ••u-picious

black Lincoln Continental

>creeching around the

Southwest horseshoe in the

predawn hours. The car slowed

down just enough to allow a

mysterious, white dad figure to

jump out the back door and
sprint into the dining hall

Dining Service* insiders have

ciilirmed that the figure is

none other than the infamous

fugitive ol lusiicc, lames
"Whitey" Bulger brother to

L mversity President William

Bulger.

"Today is a great day for the

L n 1 . e r * 1 t v .

"

Chancellor David

fc

remarked. as

usual. "President

Bulger has done a

lot to re-vamp
tin* institution

He put money in

our bank
ants and

commercials on
our tele-

sets. So what if

he wants us to

harbor escaped
criminals'*

"Whitey is part

of the L'Mass

family. I suppose,

•aides, he's the only one who
can keep up with me when we
go shot-for-shot at Anthom 1

Administrators became suspi-

cious when the Dining Service's

budget quadrupled this year

with lands being traced to a

numbered Swi*s Bank Account

and Vito's Trattoria of Boston's

North Knd
In addition, the number of

black-suited, sunglas* wearing,

revolver-packing goon* in

Southwest Residential Area has

tripled *ince the fall

Specifically, said shady indmdu

University
William Bulger

als have been seen standing

guard around Berksh
kitchen area.

"I i>ok. at least fhflU gu>*

with the guns and shades are

not guarding the I H ti cer up
jinples of Kbola found in

pte microwaved Stonewilty'i

Pizza — all of that has been

chMWfd up." Ditectoi »'l I Ma**

Dining Service* Sal Monella

said. "The guards are there tor

student protect'on. We don't

know exactly how stable Whitey

is right n.

XV hilt- in prison, Whitey was

the *ubject ol illegal inmate

chemical testing University ofli

cials fear he may *ullei (torn the

Sid Barret Syndrome [SIS)
named after the former Pink

Hoyd star, in which victim*

believe they are orange* and try

to eat themselves.

Butiertield
resident* are

hoping the Ji*

ease is conta-

gious.

However, not

all students are

happv with this

to

I rmctMlv »tatl

"I don't get it

man. what's
with all the

corned beef and
cabbage din-

ner* ''
L Mass

student V no
Antonio
BonnadiK
I ong Island.

S 1 said of DC menu change*

thought to be linked 10 Whhey's
nployment. "All my boys

1 iidgc have been farting up

a freakin *t«.iiii It s gotten so

bad they've peeied the paint on
iiiv I Roc and ruined my
ground h I SSiei my cavatelli

supreme back'"

his autobiography has

been pulled from bookstore

shelve* and there are no more
I Mass home basketball games.

President Bulger could not make
the trip to Amherst for com-
ment

Dave Matthews

to headline V8
Spring Concert
Bye MorSse Paochy ICasm

Colsown EooSst

After putting on a really cool

Spring Concert last year featunng

big draws like The |azz Mandolin

Project and Trick Knee. University

Productions & Concerts iL PL. il vou

mu*ti have reeeaaalliy outdone
themseives this year.

Ihev have booked the Dave
Matthews Band, all 724 (at last

count) members of the Wu-Tang
L Ian and three portly older dudes

who go by the name "The Three

Tenors" — who I think suck, but

hey. they're alternative.

funded by the generous support

of a cockfighting exhibition held last

semester — won by "Little

Chancellor" — UPC is "rottng in the

dough." according to ksdy Gagnon.

who tells the venerable campus
organization what to do and pull*

This year's Spring Concert is set

to take place on Sunday. May 43 at

12 am. It will be held in the

crnous confines of GEO's office

(you know, the one with the neon

chalk all over the walls) Due to

those assholes at MTV driving up

prices of concert tickets, the show is

gonna cost S3 50. but methinks if

enough people bitch and complain

— read: hold a protc*i with big

megaphones — you can get in for

free Hell, if that doesn't work, take

over the building!

As everyone knows by now. Dave

Matthews Band recently sold out

their lune 3 show at Foxboro
Stadium the day it went on sate, sett-

ing some 30.000-plus tickets. Why
then is Dave Matthews Band playing

here at UMass? The answer is sim-

ple. Matthews says.

"UPC came to us and offered us

like $2,000,000 to play at UMass
I'm a whore for money so I couldn't

say no." Matthews said

The aspiring hippie also added

their new album, due out later this

month "is just filled with a bunch of

the same crap as before
"

.nrie shit different album
"

Also on the bill m the hip-hop coJ-

lectivc Wu-Tang Clan who promiae

to put on a show that will *f**kin'

blow everyone's damn mind and

throw the shit down your throats."

Tom to COHCan, page) 2

BuajOMMSBI

Fugitive from justice lames "Whitey" Bulger

serves some Stonewilley's piz/a will hiding out

from federal Agents

COIUKMMIU

UPC surprises the UMass campus and secures funds to bring the

Dave Mattehew/s Band to this year's Spring Conceit - no reaMy.

Chancellor re-opens

Amherst^ Time-Out
UMass police chief resigns
Luippold calls it quits after rabid racoon run-in and shower violation

By Luke Springer

ColegKn Sscrt

AMHHRST — After a year out ol

business. Time-Out has found a new
home.

In a move designed to bring bac k

what many consider an Amherst classic.

L nivervitv of Massachusetts Chancclkir

David K. Scott announced today that he

used the GKO's budget for the

year 1998 to buy Time-Out. which be

will re-open under a new name. "David

K.'s Pancakes. Ho's and Dreams."

"Look. I love to drink." Scott said. "1

mean. I've been wasted since the day I

showed up here. And what's better than

pancakes'' I like blueberry pancakes."

I i«..il politicians were surprised that

Scott made the move, considering

Time-Out's reputation and the fact that

he's the Chancellor But Scott, who said

in his 1 995 Commencement speech that

he* just an "Oxford-educated, pan-

cake-eating crazy bastard ya' don't

wanna mess wit." has a plan.

"I'm bringing in chicks," Scott said.

I. 'ii* of them. And I'm gonna nail

them all. I'll be like Hev I'm the

Chancellor. Wanna be mv intern''

Bulger always gets chick* that wav. and

"•t even Chancelkir It pisses me
off. you know? And what's better than

pancake*'' I like blue-hem pain.

Students have long wished lot

lime Out to re \>pen. and most are

excited about the impending re-open

ing

"Yeah, it'll be great." senior cannabis

major Danny Pinatauro *aiJ We used

to party with David K all the time. At

Homecoming, he was doing shot* until

halftimc. and if we didn't *top him. he-

said he was going to run out on the field

.ind *cream I'll kick Bulger's aas any

day of the week.' He can party. And he

lovH Hlucbenv pancake* When he

makes them, he soaks them in vodka

Tbej must be good. He eats a box of

them a dav

Scott has booked RLO Speedwagon

for opening night.

Turn to SCOTT page 2

By Caffeine Girt

Dunkin Donuts Staff

ON THE INTERNET

www.umass.adu/rso/coUgian

I nivcr*ilv ol Ma**achu*ett* Police Chief fohn Luippold

resigned late la*t night, following a day of what he called

"pure hell."

In his resignation letter given to Chancellor David K.

it I I p in yesterday I uippold wrote, "after being

cha*cd bv live rabid raccoons, being the victim of a peep-

inc torn and having mv vehicle vandalized and stolen in

our own police statiem parking lot. I feel it is time to start

having conversations about a new profession
"

Student* walking to da** reported seeing a distressed.

e> loot tall. Mr.iuhcrtv blonde-haired, mustached.
p,i*i\ white, lankv. thin, individual in a police uniform

running like a "cra/v man with arms waving" from five

rabid raccoon* which were later captured and donated to

*uuienl> lor pel*

"I didn't know what to do. he was running and
*ci earning to get help." senior finance major Ima Thief

id
Following the animal cha*e 1 sweaty I uippold decid-

ed to take a shower and while whistling "O Danny Boy"

in a |ohn Quiiuv Vlam* Residence Hall shower stall in

Southwest, when he *uJdcnly became aware he was not

alone.

"She was staring at me and began to whistle along."

said Luippold. who reportedly chased the individual

down the hall SCreantaf. "H«J wait I need to have a con-

versation with you''

WtakWOM 01 the incident described the alleged peep-

ing torn a* a white leniale. medium build, wearing an

Abercrombie & Fitch baseball cap. a UMass sweatshirt

and Adidas warm-up pants.

As if that were not enough. Luippold discovered his

vehicle was missing when he left Southwest

"I walked around the parking lot for 20 minutes

before I realized that it just wasn't there." he said.

Later Luippold's brown, unmarked Crown Victoria

was located at the bottom of the Campus Pond.

"Two car alarm systems and the Club and I still can't

protect my vehicle from these UMass hoodlums."
Luippold said.

Upon getting the vehicle out of the water, Luippold

reported that the windows were broken, key marks ran

along the side of the vehicle and the stereo system had

been stolen.

"I suppose that's what I get for leaving my door
unlocked and leaving valuables where they can be seen,"

he said in retrospect.

Witnesses have come forward to police describing

what seems to be the UMass Minuteman as the sole thief

of the vehicle.

Police are asking any students who may have knowl-

edge concerning the disappearance of the vehicle or

know of the whereabouts of the UMass mascot to come
forward or call 1-800-GUILTY.

All information provided to the Public Safety

Department will be released to the public at the earliest

convenience of the Public Safety Department.

"At this time I do not wish to comment any further

about my resignation. I just want to have conversations

with the individuals involved in vandalizing my vehicle,"

Luippold said.

First time ever: SGA harmonious
By Zippy Carroll

Collegian staff

COUtGIANFIll

Chancellor David K. Scott will reopen Time-Out adding his own personal

touch. Blueberry pancakes anyone?

After vote* were tallied for the

new University of Massachusetts

Student Government Association

tSGA) elections last night, Dan
Parker was elected president and

Erik Hansen was elected student

trustee by close margins after

being ousted in the la*t *enate

election*

Parker passed a motion within

an hour of being sworn in as presi-

dent.

"I can't wail for the inaugural

party. I've already passed a motion

lo take none) ouf of ihe SGA
account 1 to pa> for the kegs,

Parker said.

Amherst Selectman Hill Boss

showed his support for the motion

by providing funding for cups at

the gala.

"I provided the cups to show my
support of high student- voter

turnout. Like I've always said,

alcohol is the answer to getting

students involved in the election

process," Boss said.

Hansen was enthusiastic about

starting his term.

"I'm very excited about getting

to be trustee. I heard you get your

own office and a big desk,"

Hansen said.

It was a close race for both posi-

tions with a three-vote margin of

victory for president and six vote

margin for student trustee.

The close race produced feelings

of comraderie among the candi-

dates.

"I have to honestly say Dan is

the best man for the job. He actu-

ally helped me put up my posters,*

presidential candidate Amy
Casasanto said.

"I know with Erik in office stu-

dents will see huge reductions in

tuition. He just really seems to

have his priorities in line," trustee

candidate Eleanor Howe said.

The majority of the student body
voted as a 93 percent voter
turnout was tallied.

Speaker of the Senate Pete
Kilbourne was enthusiastic about
the turn out.

"This is the best damn turn out

we've ever had. I think it's

because this time all the students

were allowed to vote," Kilbourne

said.

However. Chancellor of

Turn to SGA page 2
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GEO: still angry after all these years
By Anonymous
Coftagian Stan

Twenty members of GEO tried to hold sit-in

on the floor of the Mullins Center last weekend,

attempting to stop a UMass basketball game and

lorce Chancellor David K. Scott to negotiate a

new. contract. After three days, a janitor informed

GEO members that the basketball season was

over and they had already ratified a new contract.

"This is just the first in a long line of disasters

inc.* said GEO spokesman Kookie Roberts.

In a related story there was an anti-GEO rally

outside ol the Mullins Center, as undergraduate

»tudent!> held signs condemning GEO. and chanti-

ng "P»k GEO -

Of course the anti-GEO rally was broken up by

a rally to promote the new protesting policy on

campus, but that was interrupted by an

anti-protesting polic> prottel llns if. MM to be

confused with the rally in support of rallying for

an anti-protest policy rally, which w.i- MM con-

ducted by students who were already protesting

anti-protest policy rally ralliers.

GEO members finally found their wa> to

Whitmore where they stood outside of Scott'l

office whining and complaining like little babies

until Scott finally came out ol his office As the

whining and complaining reached a deafening

pitch. Scott reached under his coat revealing a

sawed-off shotgun.

"Step off. unless you all want to be academical

Iv withdrawn David Scott style' the chancellor

yelled. One bystander reportedly heard Scott say.

"Yeah. Scott's gonna get medieval on your ass."

Tom Dooley, of the labor center critici/.ed GEO
lor then crybaby tactics

"GEO is a good organization they just have one

big problem They make everyone on campus hate

them, and I don't think anyone gives a shit about

them It s hard to get support when no one gives a

shit about sou," IVolcv said

GEO members retreated from Whitmore. Thev

went to the Amherst Elementary School where

thev bought automatic weapons from a fifth grad-

er and vowed to return to Whitmore tomorrow

morning

In a related story GEO has announced a new

program II you bring in a gun, they will give you

an earful of communist propaganda, no questions

asked

sga
continued from page xx

Elections Carlos Alvarez was

displeased with the 5 percent

of students who did not vote

"1 can't believe thi» I

quit," Alvarez said.

The senate held an emer

gene) meeting after the votes

were tallied and ratified the

elections unanimously.
"

I his is one hell of an

example of the SGA working

tor the students. I'm glad we

^jn count these elections as

another success m a siring ol

productive endeavors,"
Kilbourne said.

concert Scott
continued from page l

Dirtyaccording to the group's Ol'

Bastard

Bastard went on to say a lot of other

sniff about the East and West coasts —
including a brilliant soliloquy on the

adverse affects B Nino has had on the

rap scene

"Instead of join' underground, we're

gonna go underwater." ODB cracked,

only half-kidding He also wanted to

assure all the group's UMass fans that

he will be wearing that expensive suit

he bought for the Grammy's.

As for those three fat guys, rumor

has it they'll be performing a selection

of Sex Pistols arias, lodging by a recent

performance on the PBS network
(Pretty Bad Shit), the mosh pit will be

going in full force

The Doth Collegian tried no less

than 87 times to interview Tenor
Luciano Pavarotti but he cancelled

them all at the last minute. Who's he

anyway? Probably just some
Nirvana-wannabe

.

There has been an undercurrent of

controversy stemming from the

announcement of the baV. mostly com-

ing from local Sony rep Brad "Dude"

Davidson, who apparently offered to

put on a bill with Celine Dion. Harry

Connick Jr . Marian Carey and Barbra

Streisand — all of whom are acts on

the greatest record label ever He's

pissed because UPC "blew me off and

told me to get lost 'cause I work for a

big label." Davidson remarked. "Screw

them though."

continued from page I

"1 just wanted a place where kids

under 18 could go and party, " |e*M
said. "I'm sick of all this alcohol policy

bullshit. It's not me. you know Its

those administrators who haven't got-

ten booty in like 20 years, man. I'm not

down with that."

GEO staff members were upset

about Scott using their budget, and

voiced their opposition by writing "We
want a new contract" all over campus.

"We may smell, we may whine, and

we may be losers, but he can't just take

our budget." said GEO member Stinky

Hippie "Give us a new contract or

we'll go on strike."

Scott said he'd didn't care about

GEO
"What a bunch of pansies." Scott

said. "I'd tike to write Shut up Stinky

Hippie in chalk on their faces."

Scott will be out of town for the

next month, so Pancakes. Ho's and

Dreamt won't be open until May In

the mean tune. Scott — an award-win-

ning rapper who tours under the name

Drunk Daddy and the Family, said he

wee going on a brief East Coast tour to

support his new album ( ptown
Anthem— Drunk Daddy and the

Family; featuring Lta Hong. The
Sotorious SGA . Lit' Kim and D /.

lohn Cahpari. a benefit album to help

all those harassed at Pruddy's a few

weeks ago
It's a fun album, one I hope helps

the kids." Scott said "We |ust had a

good time, and the songs reflect that
"

Sit & think or sit & stink?
h _ rrtM_ „,_

Some well-read UMass students take advantage of the quality reading material supplied by your Mossochusetfs Dotty Common in one of tne cam-

pus's best reading rooms

Go
GoU
Go UMass
Go UMass
Da da da da da da, da da da da

da da da da da da da da da da da

PVTA going your way from a

galaxy far, far, far, far, far away
By "Rookie"

En-Con

This segment of the issue was brought to you by the

UMass Court Club.

Are you an athlete? Do you need cash? How about a

deluxe. $40,000 automobile? Then we can help. No cred-

it, bad credit? No problem. With a simple, no frills,

scholarship deal, you can be hooked up for the remainder

of your college career. Is that Monday, Wednesday,

Friday 8 a.m. class a thorn in \our side'' No problem.

with the help of the Court Club, that bothersome GenFd

can quickly become a Wednesday, three hour basket

weaving seminar.
- Marcus Camby. Athletic Department Alum

Financial aid gets FRIED
It's fast, it's friendly, and best of all, free

By Jock OLontem
CoBegion Stair

In a sweeping series of moves, the

University of Massachusetts has

authorized the revamping of the

financial aid process for undergradu-

ate students. Spurred by a top secret

memo sent by Vice Chancellor Moe
Muny to the head of Financial Aid

Dewie Cheetum. an exhaustive study

was conducted during spring break at

the annual "Bureaucracy is Better"

meeting held in Panama City. Fla. The

pilot program, known initially as

Financial Reforms Intended to End
Despair (FRIED), will commence in

the fall semester.

"FRIED is going to set the national

standard for financing college." a

source close to the administration dis-

closed. "Hopefully, students will want

to get FRIED. Nonetheless, we expect

to have as many students FRIED as

possible. Essentially, what we're talk-

ing about is going from 'financial aid'

to 'financially made.'"

Among the changes proposed is the

elimination of the Free Application

for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA).

Currently, FAFSA is the basis upon

which all federal, state and University

aid is determined. In the future stu-

dents needing money will only have to

present themselves at the University

financial aid office no later than two

hours before classes to begin request

funding.

Upon completion of a new and sim-

ple one-page form the student will

then be sent to the Bursar's office to

claim his or her check. Negotiations

are running round the clock at this

moment to convince the Bursar to

appoint a permanent check writer to

handle the expected throngs of

FRIED students.

"We realized the current system

isn't working out too well. It's not fair

to the students and after all. that's

why we are here," said Moe Muny.

"Pell grant, schmell grant." was the

prevalent attitude overheard at the

Panama City reunion. Since there will

no longer be federal aid factored into

the equation, UMass will have to bear

the financial burden by itself.

As to where the University will gen-

erate the necessary income to inde-

pendently finance students' financial

needs, the most recent quarterly

report indicates a surplus in revenue

generated from various profit-making

enterprises such as University

Parking, computer accounts and the

overdue library book fund.

"We've been screwing students foi

so long and what with the intense

Florida sun and those really cool

drinks with the little pink umbrellas,

we decided it was time to give back,"

Cheetum said.

One other significant change in the

litiiiiuiiil aid polio will be the elimi-

nation of requiring monies disbursed

to students to be used only for acade-

mic related activities. In the future,

provided the student can remotely

justity his or her request, the univcrsi-

ty will gleefully give out the monc\

"Does this mean I can buy the new
VW bug?" a bewildered and enthused

student was asking at Whitmore.

"Oh my God. I'm headed to

Martinique next year!" an elated

sophomore exclaimed upon learning

the news.

While the new and improved finan-

cial aid system is sure to cause | st u

at other major public universities

UMass is not content to rest on its

laurels. According to a source who
chose to remain anonymous, next up

for the administration is implement-

ing weekly beet and pizza nights kg

boost morale on campus, a controver-

sial move destined to place UMass
within the first tier of US iVeir.v ami
World Report's annual college WTVey.

It was discovered yesterday that

the Pleasant Valley transportation

Authority tPVTAI is involved in a

conspiracy with the

Lniicd States Air ——

—

Force to backward
engineer alien tech-

nology to produce-

buses to destnn

t in our country.

The PVTA buses

are made in Ro*well

New Mexico the same
place alien space vehi

r ashed in 1947.

and where alien bod-

ies were recovered.

The buses also resem-

ble eyewitness reports

of U.F.O sightings in

the area.

k.-well is also the sight of Area

S I . where the U.S. Air Force is work

ing with extra-terrestrials at the

'ive base.

Charles DeMarr. and Lane Meyer

said they have been working at Area

51 for 25 years. They said they

worked closely with an alien code

named "key rock
"

"well Key -Rock and his race. The

Drada't. made a treaty with President

Eisenhower in |cl54." DeMarr said

" fhev would give us technology to

destroy mass transit systems, and we

would stay away from their space sta-

ll on the dark

—^———— side of the

moon
*

IKAIarr also

said Key-Rock
would answer
his question*

telepathically.

He said he

would think of a

question and the

answer would
pop into hi*

head. During
our interview

DeMarr drank
several beers

-^-—~

~

~~~—~ and smoked a

fat spliff.

Mever said it took 20 years for the

PVTA buses to be backward engi

neered from the original alien ships

The original alien ships. Meyer
said, were designed to fold M
travel between points anywhere in

the universe instantaneously. He said

the PVTA buses were also capable of

"WW/. Key -Rock and
his race. The Drada's.

made a treaty with

President liisenhowcr in

1954, they would girt* us

technology' to destroy

mass transit systems,

and we would stay away
from their space station

on the dark side of the

moon.

"

-Charles DeMarr

this type of travel, and most student

drivers are aware ol this feature

although they are told to only use it

in an emergency

He also said there is also a device

on the bus which makes it impossible

for the driver to keep accurate time

In addition there is a device which

allow s bus drivers to go out of service

whenever there is anyone in dire need

of a bus.

They said the purple lights in the

buses arc actually alien devices used

sucking the energy out of stu-

dents, keeping them subservient

throughout their college caret

r said the aliens had tried to

abduct students, but were unable to

learn anything Irom them.

IK-Marr said there were rumors
around the bases that several college

administrators across the country had

actually been replaced by alien dou-

bles. He said the name David K.

it had been mentioned as one of

the administrators who had been
replaced.

Kej Rock was unavailable for

comment. Chancellor Scott's ,,i

said he was "off-campus." DeMarr
and Meyer died from mysterious
heart ailments before this story was
published.

Correction

To all readers who have no sense of humor on April Fool's

Day, suck it up and deal. The Collegian regrets you.

Campus Cops On Patrol
Animal Complaint

25

The campus swan died last night

and MM rescued h\ I nvironmental

tie.ilth iVSalctv Officials were able

to reincarnate (he swan as the St.

Joseph's Hawk. He can now be see

sporting plastic feathers at every St.

foe's hoop game.

It-h. 14

A group of rabid students were

reportedly chasing raccoons down
North Fieasant Street.

Annoying Behavior

(ht >/

Drum Circle members near Van
Meter Residence Hall had 'heir hands

tied up with hemp by the Anti

Non-rhythmic Drumming Coalition.

Assault & Battery

luly 4

Dr. |ohn Carter, too young to be in

the "F.R," was verbally scorned by

Dr. Carrie "The Bitchy Gimp"
Weaver for performing anal sutures

without her permission.

Disturbance

Ian I

Megaphone man from Gilreath

Manor on Hohaaaht l-ane was arrest-

ed for shouting how "lonely for

female companionship" he and his

housemates were

Members of GEO were arrested

for chalk contamination, assault with

a smelly armpit, and unlawful obtru-

siveness in the Campus Center.

Gerald Leone. 34. of 1003 Mass

Whole Ave.. Mattapan. was found

running amok screaming random
obscenities about Louise Woodward
in a thick Southie accent. He wbs
told to go home.

Drug Law Offenses

The fourth Thursday in Sovembcr

Pott Hedd. 20. resident of

Butterfield Residence Hall, was
arrested for spilling bong water.

Intoxicated Person/s

Mac* 17

UMass Police officers were found

intoxicated and puking in the Boy den

Gymnasium Pool.

Liquor Law Violations

Sept. 24

A group of sober students in

Southwest Residential Area were

arrested for drinking Surge.

Suspicious Person/Activity

Feb I

P. Ping Tom, 69. of I Sic Fuk Way.

Intercourse. PA. was arrested for get-

ting naked and looking in the mirror.

Members of the UMass
Cheerleading team were picked up

for suspicious behavior. Reportedly

the spunky group was found to be

studying and carrying on discussions

about the sanctions against Iraq and

the impact they have on the world

community.

"Cliff." age and address unknown,
was found.

Takeovers

March U
Members ol F.arthfoods student

collective conducted a violent

takeover of the Massachusetts Daily

CbMagJm office because of bad eat-

ing habits among the staff members.

DP Dough and Sugar lones leftovers

were confiscated.

Members of Students For Spring

Concert Coalition were arrested for

taking over the UPC office.

Vandalism

25 B.C.

The North Amherst munchichi
posse was arrested for vandalizing

the Pufton Village Apartments No.'s

500-400.

Warrant Service

Aug. 2J, 1809
yourMOM was arrested for stalk-

ing a Collegian staff member over a

period of three months. The staff

member's name will be withheld.

The Student Government
Association (SGA) was arrested for

taking themselves too seriously.

George, the cow that was cloned

at the University, was arrested for

successfully impersonating
Chancellor Scott for two weeks.
Police realized the fraud when the

cow's British accent sounded gen-

uine.
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A brand new
beginning

Rob Halford
leaves the heavy
metal posing
behind on his lat-

est. Check out a

review in this

week's Trax (see
Arts ft Living, page
6)

Home
sweet home

A- 10 Player of the

Week Matt Wokott
and the
Massachusetts
baseball team host

Siena College
today m their

home opener (see

Sports, page 12)

WORLD

Network to revive

questionable cartoon

TOKYO (AP) — "Pocket Monsters"

was one of trie honest kids' shows on
TV. an action -packed cartoon that

kept millions of Japanese children

glued to their sets every Tuesday
night It was. in tact, too noting
The cartoon was taken off the a* in

December after a visually intense

episode sent at least 700 viewers to

hospitals, many m convulsions

Now. "Pokemon." as the series Is

caned as lapan, is ready for a come-

back

TV Tokyo's decision to bring a

toned-down version of the series

back April 16 follows investigations

by the network and the National

Association of Commercial
Broadcasters

But as producers ready the show
— and tats of possible syndication to

the United States — questions remain

about how lar networks should be
allowed to go in lacing children's

programs with visual thrills such at

those that attracted, and apparently

sickened, to many children

"This incident was something that

hit us out of the blue.' Hiroshi

Uremoto. spokesman for the TV
Tokyo network, said yesterday

"Before this case, there reaty weren't

any rules regarding the use of visu-

als," he said

NATION

FCC creates

new toll-free code

WASHINGTON (AP) — Coming
soon to a telephone near you 1-877

The 877 prefix goes into use April S

for toll-free calls, the Federal

Communications Commission said

yesterday It will ,oin the 800 and
888 numbers
Some s4 billion toll-free calls are

made each year in the United States,

says MCI Communications Corp

With yet another toll-tree number
on the honzon, the FCC also resolved

a two-year-old question over how to

distribute "vanity" numbers Those

numbers that, for instance, spell a

company name, product or service

The FCC decided vanity numbers in

the new 877 prefix and future toll-

free codes will be doled out on a first-

come, tint served basis.

But some vanity numbers in the

888 code will be treated differently

Two yean ago, 374,199 vanity num-

bers using the 888 prefix were not

distributed because some companies

using the same vanity numbers with

the original 800 prefix wanted them.

The FCC decided yesterday that

those companies will get first dibs on

the vanity number in the 888 prefix.

But a company must act within a

specified time frame — now expect-

ed to expire in mid-|ury — to reserve

its 888 vanity number. If it doesn't,

then the number will be given out in

order of request, the FCC said.

The FCC could not provide exam-

ples of the 374,199 vanity numbers

that were not distributed
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Warnings issued

about cult dangers
Cult warning

brings about

responses

By Bryan Schwortzmon
Colacyon Staff

The letter and pamphlet that

was sent to students by the

University ol Massachusetts
administration regarding religious

club practice ha- evoked a van

ct\ of responses from dilfcrent

groups.

The letter, which advised stu-

dents of some warning signs asso-

ciated with destructive religious

groups, is sent out by the Dean ol

Students Office every few years.

Many of the recognised reli

gious groups on campus were
aware that the letter would be dis-

irtbuted and offered some input

into its content

On the back of the pamphlet,

which accompanied the letter the

following organizations were list-

ed as the recognized chaplains:

African U.K. Ziun Church.
Alliance Christian Fellowship. Ark

opal Chaplaincy Athletes in

Action Campus Crusade for

Christ, Chabad Ho«M Htllel

Foundation. Intervarsity Chmttan
Fellowship Navigator* Christian

Fellowship Newman Center, and

the United Cb .nidation

lot! • - KlKJtOUS SeOUW poj* i

By Victoria Groves

ColagKm Stall

A mailing went out to all University

of Massachusetts students last week
warning them about dangerous religious

groups recruiting students on campus.

Sent out by the

Dean of Students

ollice. the letter was
iiipamed by a

pamphlet detailing

the recognized cam-

pus chaplaincies and
information on how
to recognize a

destructive religious

group

Trie brochure out

lines some ol the

issues related to reli

gious recruitment through high pressure

tactics "Everyone is, at some time, tus-

ceptible to these high pressure tactics.*

read the cover.

"If any group approaches v.

campus, you are free to request further

inlonivation. to attend its meetings or to

become a member Yuu are also free to

tank you. I'm not interest

read the letter signed by Dean of

Students and Associate Vice Chancellor

for Student Affairs fc> Anne T Varan.

A atah* pamphlet has come out in

the past and because of" trie constantly

changing population at the University.

Varan wanted to issue another

\\e haven't done it in a couple of

years. *! the kind of information we
believe is important lor students to

have." Varan said.

Students are urged to cal the Dean of

Students Office with anv a

about being pressured to yum a

on campus Recently, there have been

"Everyone is, at some

time, susceptible to

these high pressure tac-

tics

- UMass brochure which

educates, students about

dangerous religious groups

complaints about specific group* which

have been dealt with, according to

Vanin.

"We've had some complaints over the

past year and we've addressed them.

Students are expressing a lot more inter-

eat in spirituality, and some groups |on

campus) are not using appropriate

methods for

recruitment If

they are

approached and
fed pressured, stu-

dents need to

know where to

go." Varan said

Many recog-

nized religious

groups on campus

are also prepared

to help students

avoid becoming
involved in a potentially dangerous situ-

ation

"I've dealt with students who have

experienced cult- natural groups We
are dealing with a particular group

band in Spnngfieid. and some of our

concern comes from there. We're con-

cerned about how much control emo-

irstaff) the group has." said Rev. |ohn

«n the UMass United Christian

Foundation

The panyhict outlines the bask prin-

ciples of mind control, including braav

and gives phone numbers of

I campus chaplaincies to

go to for assistance

rding to Father France f

I avcllc close to hall the students on

campus are baptized Roman Catholic.

and many retain the faith through their

college years.

"Many students hold fast to their

faith and that is a safety device as far as

Turn to CUIT page 3

Sylvan resident

reports UMass

'

second peeper

to campus police
By Loigh Fautuvar

Colagion Staff

Olmos to speak at

Fine Arts Center
By EoQOf A. Botros

Cottagion Staff

The man known as the "Olivier of

the Latino world." Fdward lames

Olmos will speak at the Fine Arts

Center tonight at 7 p m This event

is part of the Al %NA lecture

Series.

Olmos has m his possession live

honorary doctorates. He has per-

formed in such films as Selena. Zoot

Suit. American Me. and Stand &
Deliver. He also played I t Castillo

in Miami \ ice lor which he won an

Fmmy Award and a Golden Globe

Olmos is an activist for the United

States Goodwill Ambassador to

UNICEF. he is the national

spokesperson for the luvenile

Diabetes Foundation, and he is

active with the Rockefeller

Foundation for the advancement of

the arts and humanities Olmos ji

also the executive director of the

Lives in Harvard Educational

Project, a national prevention pro-

gram funded by the U.S.

Department of lustice which ha*

been cited by Attorney General lanet

Reno and President Clinton as "one

of the foremost programs of its

kind
'

Olmos is an extremely passionate

artist and humanitarian. He has spo-

ken at over 100 schools, charities,

and juvenile institutions each year.

v>lmos also led clean-up efforts

alter the I os Angeles riots, after the

Los Angeles Earthquake of I ill

and after Hurricane Andrew in

I l.rida.

Olmos is an actor, leader, and
role model that is an example not

only for Latinos or people of color,

but for Americans across the

board.

The director of the Office of

\1 \\A Affairs. Nelson Acosta. and

Diana Estrada will supervise the

event They expect 1.500 to 2.000

individuals at the function. People

from all over New England are

expected to attend the function,

including high school students, col-

lege student groups, community cen-

ter groups, community leaders, and

educator^

The function will appeal to a

broad range of audiences: children

and adults. African-Americans.
Caucasians. Asians. Native

Americans, and Latinos. All are wel-

come.

www.umass.edu/rso/cologian

For the second time in a week.

University of Massachusetts Police

are investigating reports of another

peeping loin, this time in Sylvan

Residential Area.

While responding to a report of a

suspicious person in Brown
Residence Hall al 2:40 am.
Saturday, police were approached

by a resident of Brown to report a

mate entering her room while she

had been asleep.

The female victim described the

perpetrator at an "Asian male.

5 foot to 5 tool -B. medium
build " The male may also be wear-

ing eye glasses

UMass Polue Chief lohn

I uippold said the suspicious indi

vidua! was identified but did not

to be related to the peeping

Monday afternoon by a sc

female from Brown Residence Hall,

claiming that a male had also

entered her room around the tame
time as the first report.

'He entered the room and leaned

over her bed. He did not touch her

or say anything to her,* l.uippold

Due to the darkness, l.uippold

said the women was not able to give

a description of the male. However,

due to the time and place similari-

ties to the first incident. 1 uippold

thinks the two cases may be related

While searching the building for

the intruder, a second call was
received that a male fitting the same

200 pound* was
(Residence Flail 1 trying door hen

dies to resident's rooms.* Luippold

"The police went to

Cashin and searched the building

They never came across the individ-

ual.- Luippold said

A third report was also made on

gation-

Anyone who may have

tion regarding these incidents or

knows of a male fitting the descrip-

tion who was in the Sylvan area

early Saturday morning should call

the UMass public safety department

at S4V-2I2I Students may also call

the anonymous crime tip line at

577-T1PS
In addition, police are anal mves-

tigeting the peeping torn reported in

the Southwest Residential Area last

Thursday. The peeping torn, who
was described as "a light skinned

male. «i-foot-6 to *-foot-IO. dark

hair and a possible moustache."

was reported to have been taking

pictures of women taking showers

in lohn Quincy Adamt and
Kennedy Residence Hall Luippold

said

My future's so bright I gotta wear shades...

Michael Baker dreams under the hot sun near the campus pond yesterday afternoon

Alt XANCXH KOtOMIAS / COUfCIAN

Wong appoints two to judiciary
By Jill Carroll

Collegian Staff

«lfXANDU KCMOMILAS / COUtGIAN

Edward lames Olmos addresses the UMass community last night in the

Fine Arts Center.

University of Massachusetts Student Government

Association (SGA) President Lia Wong last night

appointed two students to the Student (udiciary. which

will vote to ratify or nullify the senate elections on

tomorrow night.

Bill Toffel and Ricardo Herrerias were appointed to

fill the two vacant positions in the judiciary.

"I approved William W. Toffel and Ricardo

Herrerias," Wong said.

The appointments will also have to be approved by the

senate.

The Student ludiciary will be holding a hearing this

tomorrow night to hear petitions filed during the senate

elections One of which is a petition to nullify the elec-

tions.

It was decided to leave the ratification or nullification

of the elections up to the Student Judiciary because it is

an internal issue.

"We decided to leave it to the Student [udiciary. This

is why we want the ludiciary full to decide internal prob-

lems," Cook said.

There were four candidates for the two positions. The

coordinating council interviewed the candidates last

night and gave their suggestion to Wong, who had the

final say.

"Basically the coordinating council will interview them

and then recommend to Lia who they want. Lia has the

ultimate say," Lisa Cook, associate speaker of the senate,

said.

The council also interviewed the candidates for half an

Turn to S©A, page 3
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Student to compete in nationals Campus Police Log

Christine Maxwell in action yesterday afternoon in the Student Union games room.
luman hmomuk

By Jason Eisemon
CdUgion Staff

Normall) it takes a long time for someone to become
one of the best in a certain field, especially in sports. It

takes dedication, hours of practice and a desire to strive

lor the top.

>e the dedication it takes to become the best If.

why it is unusual someone like University of
Massachusetts sophomore Christine Maxwell excels in

pocket billiards She is shy and soft spoken, she doesn't

practice every day. but in just a few weeks she will play

against some of the best nine- ball players in (he aunin
Alter winning the New England championships k

Hampshire. 20-year-old Maxwell is looking lor • nation-

al championship in Green Bay. Wis. She has made the

sweet lb of the national tournament. Though she's only

been playing the sport for four years, she is already

excelling in it

Getting waned
"The first time I picked up a stick I missed the cue

ball." Maxwell said. "I don't like not knowing how to do
things I just liked it and kept up with it

"

1 ten in high school she was playing in leagues in tour-

nament- with players much older and more experienced

than herself. She said the owner of a pool hall in her

hometown of Satiek taught her a lot about the game of

pool, and she would like to see herself do the same thing

in the future.

"I want to own a pool hall." Maxwell said. "The guv in

xnetown. he just plays pool and plays cards."

She said she tned to play for money in her hometown,
but it didn't work out

"I did a couple of times back home They wouldn't pay

me. so I stopped." Maxwell said.

Tbc National*

Mjvwell said she is looking forward to the national

championships, but is also nervous.

"I have no idea what the competition is going to be like

there." she said. "I've never played anyone other than

local Iplayen)
"

Maxwell i« the only representative from LMass going
to the nationals, although fellow UMas* student Angela

Pavne finished second at the regional* in New
Hampshn
Maxwell placed as one of the top 16 players in the

country by winning her regional.

"I'm playing mure because I've been working here."

Maxwell said, referring to her job at Union Billiards. "I'm

here by myself, and a lot of good pla\crs MM in
"

Maxwell said she plays for about five hours when she

works.

All players are responsible for funding their own trip

en Bay for the championship, and Maxwell lound
help Irom the Campus Center and the I nivcrsiiv Store

The Campus Center Administration and I h/abeth
Dale. Hires tot ot Business and Facilities Services, are

happy 10 underwrite Maxwell s travel expenses to Green
" said a letter written to Stnder Rubck. of

I nion Billiards " irtis i« |ust one ol the wav- profits from
the UW*OTJQ Bookstore goes to give assistance

I

dent'

i with her trip to the nationals planned and her
spot in the sweet 10 sealed up. she is not prasticing as

much as some might expect She said that classo j<

her most important priori! v. despite her success at

nine-ball

hard in the dorms." she said "Too many people
are using the table Some days I would like to practice,

but I have a qui/ in the morning. My classes come first."

Maxwell is currently undeclared and is trying to become
a School of Management major.

The love

"It's a game that every time you play it. you learn
something." Maxwell said IVspiic the image of nine-ball

being played in smoky pool halls bv men. her parents do
not have a problem with her devotion to billiards and
support her

She still says she has a long way to go to becoming a
nine ball champion.

"I could plav for years, and not be at the point I want
to be at." Maxwell said.

She said she has thought about playing professional.

but does not think she is at a high enough plaving level

yet

"I watch the women play and they just amaze me."
Maxwell mid. "I'm not even close to the point they're at

"

Animal Complaint

March 2S

A large dog was causing prob-
lems near the entrance of Van
Meier Residence Hall

March _>s»

An individual reported being
at lacked by a dog in Southwest
Circle.

Annoying Behavior

March 2X
An individual was reported try

ksj| to open doors to residents'
rooms

March 2fl

Objci- were being thrown Irom
field Residence Hall the object!
almost hit individuals passing by.

Fireworks were reported Croat

rvamrj Road.
Individual^ weie reported being

out on the second floor ledge ol

I merson Residence Hall

Assault & Battery

March 29
An individual reported a past

assault Irom Pnnce Residence Hall,

individual Irom Ihoreau
Residence Hall reported being
assaulted A restraining order assj

issued

Brvan M Riley. |s». ol

Burlington, was arrested in

Pierpont Residence Hall for assault

and battery and domestic assault

and battel

B*F /Burglars

Mar,

\ resident from Brown
ience Hall reported that an

individual entered her room while

she was sleeping The intruder was
scared ol

An individual Irom Brown
Residence Hall reported that a

male entered her room over the

weekend and attempted to gei

the victim's bed

Edgtwood St., Springfield, was
arrested in Southwest Residential

pyramid area for dlsordari]l con-

duct and disguise to obstruct jUS-

llcC

Earl T. Baulkman. 18. of 121

Maynard St . Springfield, was
arrested in parking lot 21 for unli

censed operation of a motor vein

da, reckless operation of | nioioi

vehicle, failure to slop for a poke
officer, and receiving a stolen

motor vehicle

March „>y

A large rowdy group was dis

d near |uhn Uuincy Adam*
Residence Hall

\mherst Poke weie notified of a

tight in progress on Fearing Street

Drug Law Offenses

Imps! M
hav.d S Graham, It, fK> Oak

Orova Ave . Springfield, was
arrested in \\ t Kc-sidencc

Hall for possession ol a class D
drug, and disguise to obstruct JUS-

llcC

Aldwayne O. Lindsay. 19, rW

Stephanie t it . Springfield, was
arrested in Washington Residence

Hall for possession of a class D
drug

Health and Safety Haiard
Man-h 28

BBOs were in progress on the J

and b floor hukonies ot Webster

Residence Hall I nuronmental
Health and Saletv was notified

Man* 29
An individual reported a laptop

computer stolen from Morrill

uter.

March >0

An individual from Patterson

Residence Hall reported over 100

CDs and video games stolen lioiti

hi- loom I Miniated value $^>00.

Liquor Law Violation*

March 27

Michael I Pierro. 20, of bl

Hobail \u I'oiuhc-ter. \Y. was

led on Sunset Avenue for ille

gal possession of liquor

loci 1) Sexton. |v», of 45 Phelps

Rd .
ftjinmghaiii. was arrested on

Md^jihusctts Avenue for illegal

possession of liquor

Suspicious Person/Activity

Manh2K
An individual allegedly smashed

a vehicle window in parking lot 21

in order io enter the vehicle

lottery I Kai,/ IK. ol Swan
I Wis., was arrested

lot malicious destruction ol proper-

ty over $250. nighttime breaking

and entering lor felony, and
attempt to commit a crime

Traffic Slop

Maaot 28
Stella Kia 21 <i II East

lunsit St Providence R I , was

arretted on Unnersitv Drive with a

warrant and for operating a motor

|< with a revoked lit

Mar,

A small It

hcasi |

Volleyball Court

A fire occurred in a trash can in

parking lot 1 1 on Stadium Dp

March 28
Pol 'nded 10 a distur

bance in the Southwest pvramid
area. A large group had gathered to

watch a ongoing fight A s t

disturbance occurred in the area of

ing Common whish
irking lot 2

1

I .mi.i
• B Burke 19, 40

jrted on the

tial Area

In!

Mm
Three intoxicated individuals

were laming a disturbance in Mm
Oumcv Adams Residence Hall

eral intoxicated individuals

causing a disturbance in Field

Residence Hall

Larceny
• 27
. lights were stolen I r

s

vehicle in parking lot 22 on
Lnivcrsity Dri.

A license plate was stolen from a

vehicle in parking lot 44 on SvUan
Dnve

A i

window at the

Common

•ugh a

Dining

• 29
Beer bottles were thrown at a

vehicle in parking lot 52 on
Massachusetts Avenue
Individuals were reported

oying a fence near Kennedy
Residence Had.

Individuals were reported break-

ing fleas in the halfway of Kennedy
Residence Hall

.hide was damaged in park-

ing lot 52 on Massachusetts
aw.

Objects being thrown from
Wellington Residence Hall
smashed a vehicle window on
Washington Road.

r
ri te for news Please ! i

|
Perhaps one of the best career moves you could make,

GRAND PRIZE

Ibnnez TAMA

SLAUGHTERHOUSE

Science Fiction
I and Fantasy

BAT TIE OF THE BANDS I Book Signing
MOrrRr*/ kock

CHECK OUT LOCAL BANDS
BATTLING IT Oil AT THE FOLLOWING

DATES AND LOCATIONS:

- Solutions
(SprlngtUM)

-Breakers Billiards
(W. Springfield)

With:

James D. Macddnald
Debra Ddyle

April 11

April 24

-Solutions
(Springfield)

-Waterfront
(Hotyoke)

INFINITY
(Springfield)

SIMIMI ROUNDS APRIL U «MUimMM Ml 24

-riday, Plpril 3, I99<3
Ipm bo cfpm

Campus Center Concourse
. acrossfrom Usbore

This signing is sponsored by:

,>:soafl>

SIC MALL t£jgy

rsit 5C0M

A Division of Falcetti Music

fl

in Morthampt-on, \
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Grease phenomena
ftti tANOCI KOSOMLAS / COUlGM*

Rachel Abbott, a freshman communications major, and Motoyon Yamagutchi. an exchange junior com-
munications and American studies major . while practicing for a '70s disco party on Monday afternoon.

-a-

Umass Campus Activities

Something Every Friday

Friday April 3, 1998

Student Union Ballroom

at 8pm

free

Ronny Romm will captivate you in moments as he demonstrates his amazing ESP abilities

by reading minds of audience members. Then he'll demonstrate how funny hypnotism can

be with more demonstrations involving audience members! Bring a friend and watch dvm
speak Martian ar star in an Opera!

The Not R*ufrfor Btdthnt f>J*y*n will be opening for Ronny Romm.
The film "As Good As It Gets* starring Jack Nicholson and Helen Hunt will be shown fol-

lowing Rottriy Rotnm this Friday and again on Sunday (April 5th) in the Campus Center

Auditorium # &0O & 1 0:30pm,
'

•, .: ^H

Office

i «W

hk by a grant from the, UMass Auxilun -Services Depart

m for Sudem AfBurs, and h.
, , „DAILY i

cult
continued from page 1

getting involved in cults. What I've

not iced is that young people who stop

practicing their laith and start looking

around are attracted to these groups,"

I jivelle said.

"Sometimes cult people have this

radar and they are able to pick these

people out I don't want to encourage

students to be impolite or rude, but they

should say they aren't interested."

Lavelle said.

Rabbi Chaim Adelman of Chabad
House, believes that it is the responsibil-

ity of the University to protect students

from dangerous groups.

"I'm aware these groups are on cam-

pus, but I've not really had much per-

sonal experience. It's our responsibility,

the college and the administration, to

protect individuals and make them
aware. We are morally responsible to

provide a healthy environment,"

Adelman said.

"If students are approached, they

need to seek guidance and get more
background on the group," Adelman
said.

Any students who believe they or

someone they know is being pressured

to attend or join a group, they should

report it to the Dean of Students Office,

227 Whitmore Administration
Building, or call 545-2684.

religious groups
continued from page 1

The chaplain for the Upside Down Club, the Boston
Church of lesus Christ, was recognized after the pam-
phlet was published.

"We get two to three complaints a year, and they
have all been resolved," said Merle Ryan, the Chair of

the Religious Activities Committee, which is under
Student Affairs.

Ryan said the complaints received are all from
groups with recognized chaplains, but she would not

comment on specific groups.

"We saw the letter and liked it," said David Thorn,
the Minister for Athletes in Action, a division of
Campus Crusade lor Christ.

"We are too busy to bother people that don't want
to be bothered." he said.

Thorn said that his groups attracts members to their

weekly meetings by postering, handing out surveys and
speaking to coaches and athletic teams.

"The life of a student -athlete is very different from
that of a normal person we are a Bible-based,
non-denominational group which brings people from
different denominations together," Thorn said.

These recognized chaplains should not be confused

with Registered Student Organizations (ISOs), but

many of these groups, such as the Hillel Foundation,
have a corresponding RSO. However. RSOs such as

the Muslim Student Organization are affected by this

letter even though they do not have a recognized chap-
lain.

Kamran Muhammad of the Muslim Students
Organization said he could not comment on the letter

because the group was meeting to discuss its imp
rions.

Students not involved in a particular group
expressed a range of views on die letter and on groups
themselves.

"(The letter) was a waste of money. I understand
why it was done, but I haven't seen it as a problem on
campus," Brian Costelio, an undeclared freshman
said.

Tony Smith, a junior economics major said he has
been approached by groups and has been bothered
repeatedly after he has declined interest.

'[The letter] was a good idea. It gets the message
out that it's their right to express what their beliefs are.

but they have to adhere to the wishes of others."

SGA
continued from page 1

hour Sunday and unanimously decided their first and
oki- to he recommended to Wong.

"Sunday they had half-hour interviews with the four

They (coordinating council] came to a consensus on the

first and fourth but couldn i decided who should be sec-

ond and third | choice |." Cook
A past appointmem to the Studert ludiciary was

denied at the SGA meeting March 1 1 over controversy
that the appointee was biased towards a partisan group
in the senate.

'Some (SGA presidential and student trustee) candi-

dates were doubtful about my appointments." Wong said.

Wong put the appointments through due process in

order to avoid doubt about them.

"To make sure there was due process I put them (can-

didates for Student ludiciary) through the Student
ludiciary Ad-hoc Committee." Wong said

Cook said the candidates do not have an affiliation

with any partisan group in the senate.

"They were taken from W people who are not on
either side They weren't brought to Lia by either side."

Cook said.

©PEN HOUSE
Monday, April 6th

1 1 3 Campus Center
I I a.m. to 3 p.m.

Today 4pm

Rand Theater
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A dangerous precedent

•

M-mputer and I. we've got

this understanding — I don't

mess with it and it duean't give

me any lip

Basically, my computer and I have
survived some bloody battle*; at one
point our relationship was menaced by

some serious mtsunder

standings I kept

hange, go
J» this, do that. My
computer astt warned
to be its own machine

do Hi own thing

But after a

aaJWataal
we reached the previ-

ously mentioned

ment. which is all

line and dandy Now
we get along great.

iiia (sanjsalirk.tr

I m tettng you all

this to explain tm phobia of al things

.omputcr related I think this phobia
i a couple years ago when I first

OK, computer
ment. in which we had to create a

rull-fledgcd daring service Mv dating

service was going well until the moment
when it actually came to matching peo-

ple up and then I realized the fatal

w matter who you were. MM
perfect date was always George Bush.

There was no avoiding it

II sou used Seema's
Dating Service, you were

spending a night on the

town with George Bush
After that experience. I

shied away from the

whole programming deal

But then, as I started

looking for a job. I real-

ized that knowing anoth-

er langnagi was key

It didn't matter

you coded in

lava. C++ or whatever

Mayw out there: u just mattered you

bad." By chapter two. that object-ori-

ented programming stuff was digested

Chapter three raised my eyebrows and
by chapter four. I knew MB I wasn't a

computer science major By chapter

Bm I had returned the book u> the

store.

Bui I wasn't done yet with my foray

into computer science Armed with my
new but scanty knowledge ol i

then decided to proceed with IfTMl
HTML is the language of the Web.

and in markeikig. the Web b the new
id God forbid if I missed

found myara m * computer scteace

ckua. Ideaty tcibng a collection of cir

cuas and chips what to do ought to be

sample, kind of Ike Ming Mile kids to

P»U up their toys or to atop p
their nose. But programming isn't like

I knew I was in trouble when I

couldn't get the computer to add two
and three and get five. Usually a comma
or a misplaced semi-colon was to

blame, but damn < took forever to find

the Mile bugger, ttv then, most of my
hair had turned gray and I swore that I

would never art near a computer aaakv

The kicker came on our final,

could code i

So over Spring Break. I made up my
mind to apply myself seriously to the

study ol computer science SMCe"
"object oriented programming"
seemed to be the buzz phrase of choice

I decided to learn I

> went out and bought an
extremely informative book labeled

leum C++ at 24 Hour*. Now. it lakes

mint people a couple senieaters to learn

what I ww smoking
when I thought that 24 hours would be

good enough for me Heck. I figured I

was a fast enough reader to actually half

the learning time to about 12 hours.

In chapter one. I learned all about
O* and thought. "Hey. this ain't to

the "it" revolution Well tntenrioned

friends told me that any moron could

program in HTML and. putting myself

in 'any moron* mode. I got a book and
proceeded to read it while drinking
ucd coffee at a bus stop. By the

Hampshire Mall. I knew how to make
line-breaks. At Amherst CoBear. I was
up to changing background color. And
by Haans Mail. I was thinking. I can do
Mk
So I spent this past weekend

eauMbtng, my web page. People told

me it was beautiful outdoors, but the

high of actual!) writing HTML and
hav mg it work was loo hard to resist,

especially after the George Bush di«

now not only do I have a

decent relationship with my comput-
er. I also have a simple but passable

wen page, which will hopefully attract

an employer my way One thing I'm

I no dating service will ever

hire me.

Serosa Oangatirkar is a Collegian

The needfor evaluations
In

one of the Student Government Association's Of
finer moments, it managed to come up with a proposal

that would really benefit students The Course And
Teacher Evaluation tCATF) would allow students access to

evaluations completed at the end of the semester by those

who had taken the course. For those of us who have sal

through a semester of painfully boring lectures, the benefits

arcobv

l) prc-regjstration period. I have the same dilemma: I

can find countless classes thai look interesting, but can only

fit five into my schedule So I want those five to be good This

semeitei I hit paydirt. but last semester was a big letdown. I

took one course with a professor obviously not cut out for

teaching He drearily spent each class _______
reviewing what the book had already told

uv and oafs what the book had already

told us. I survived by reminding myself that

at least I was fulfilling Gen Ki

K painful was the course that I'd

supposedly chosen merely out of interest

Two weeks into the class, that interest had
ii//lcd I was stuck with a pacer and a

mumbler: a rambler who attempted to

introduce neophytes to an arcane and for-

eign literary tradition simply by talking at

two and a half hours each week.
I" make matters worse, last semester

was my first With two out of my four pro-

fessors boring the tar out of me. I wasn't

too thrilled with the prospect of spending another seven
semesters here. I nearly transferred.

The CATF would have been invaluable to me. Incoming
freshmen have no idea which courses will be the one that

changes their lives and which will put them to sleep.

I ppcrclassmen have a slight advantage, but still must wade
through the prejudices of their friends when making their

decisions The CATK would allow students to do exactly what

"CATE would help

ensure that students

can pick faculty mem-
bers whose styles

they 7/ benefit from,

and that they'll

respond positively to.
"

(ierrit DrYoung

buying a car or a dishwasher a consumer has tons of informs
iu>n with which to make a decision. When picking a profes-

sor, a student should have the same advantage.

It's an advantage many others enjoy. Smith College, for

instance, publishes a booklet outlining the responses to stu-

dent evaluations, as weU as printing representative comments
about each class. This approach runs the risk of giving espe-

cially negative responses undue influence. But one negative

comment in a sea of positives would barely be noticed by a
student considering the course.

Unfortunatelv. the faculty at UMass seems to be threatened

In | \ rE. According to an article printed in the March 27

CoBegian. the Faculty Senate is attempting to block the pro-_—______ posal from being implemented. It

makes sense that the faculty would be

threatened: it promises to make all ti

their shortcomings public. But it also

promises to proclaim their successes.

CATE would benefit faculty as well

as students. Having a class of disap-

pointed, surly 1 4- year-olds can't be

pleasant. CATK would help ensure that

students can pick faculty members
whose styles they'll benefit from, and
that they'll respond positively 10 It will

also give departments valuable infor

mat ion when it needs to decide which

professors to promote, or to offer
'~ " tenure.

The Faculty Senate should stop blocking this proposal. It's

^ ital that students are able to make informed decisions when
picking their classes, especially when there are so many to

choose from. Students need to be assured that they're choos-

ing classes that will interest them, and professors need to

know that the students they're having in class are going to be
interested and active. It's a win-win situation, but only if the

(•CUB) has the courage to let it happen.
they're supposed to be doing: think for themselves. When Gerrit De)'oungis a VMass student.

F.d/Op is looking for new writers!

The Ed/Op desk is currently seeking new columnists. The way to get involved is by submitting pieces for us to con-
sider publishing. They should be 600-800 words long, well-written and have a point. There are no restrictions on top-
its, but we arc especially interested in pieces on campus politics, satire and work that takes an unexpected perspective.

Editorials can be submitted by e-mailing letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu or in person to the Collegian offices in the
Campus Center basement. Call Tamar Carroll at 545-1491 for more information.

Monkey read, monkey call
Somebody's dead or dying.

When the phone rings in

the dead of night, one of these

scenarios must be at hand You bolt

upright from slumber in anticipation

of the worst, but thankfully tragedy

seldom awaits on the other end of

the line, usually, it's something as

harmless as an intoxicated friend or

a wrong number.
And then there was my 2:30 a.m.

call last Thursday.

rhis is a true story. Two chumps,
both quite certainly drunk out of
their melons, phoned me that
evening tor morning, as it were) to

engage in agitated discourse about
last week's column, "Canning the
Man 1 5/25 1

" They were so offended

by the content of the piece - which
dealt with the hun
ous side of a stereotype

— that they opted to

ring me al their most
eloquent juncture.

That juncture, of
course, was 2 50 am
after what was probably

a filthy white-hatted.
Natty Light bender of

Dionysian proportions.

Anyway. so
Philosophe \umero ( «

hops on the phone first,

arcuamg me of fostering

racism and muttering some
other drivel about white suprema-
cists. Following thai intellectual

bombast, he handed the phone over

to hit fellow Mensa
brother in -alarmum This conversa-

tion ended with a kicker A brief

transcript, if you will

M F Calling Too Late: I just

thought it was really offensive

_Mf
Me "veil, it was just a humor

piece. I'm sorry if you felt that way.

But I hope it wat clear if you read

the whole thing that it was a humor
piece

Mil II Well. I didn't read the

whole thing

III Pardon?

MK II : We onlv read the first

couple of lines.

Me: (with faux civility) I'm sure if

you finished it. you'd see what I was

going for. But thanks for calling

hack is good.

These sorts of incidents reinforce

the iv pe of things I don't talk about

at parties. I have several allergic-

among them pollen, animal hair and

grossly stupid people. But I'd rather

have a Golden Retriever who'd just

wet rolled in a patch of dandelions

jump on my face than deal with real

morons.

And I'm not talking about the sort

of knuckleheads that might common
ly spring to mind. There are plentv ol

book -mart folks who can't distin-

guish the "I liter" from the "Fxit"

door in the supermarket, and a good

number of street- smart kids who
think Moliere is

French for "beau-

ty mark." They
don't bother me
because there usu

ally isn't any
lunkheaded. mali-

cious afore-

thought

I'm really

addressing true

idiocy like that of

the Wonder Twin-

who roused me
from sleep last

week. People whose lips part, tongue

rolls, larynx vibrates and yet nothing

of any redeeming value comes out

These are the reps of the Clueless

uve lor "t C " for short).

Ifs resentment of the C.C runt

deeply for so many reasons. I'm not

even sure my always burgeoning
frustration allows me to put Ml
cmstly how I feel about the matter

anymore Perhaps the best way lo

attack the issue it to break down
precisely, via utage of Thursday's
conversation, what it takes to be a

Class A craphead:

I i Establish your hollowness right

off the bat. Don't hesitate to make
your shallowness apparent from the

start. The first guv on the phone let

me know within 1 5 seconds that he

didn't have the slightest tense of

\3l
l . lavlor Conner

irony, and that he probably finds Inn

Carrey's thtick a little dry for his

tastes.

2) Sever begin a clear or coherent

argument: Where most people start

using _| as lilk-i i» where you stan

This means, in our scenario, that you

can start rambling about how your

grandparents and great-grandparents

weren't racist and then support your

liberal family tree by slurring some

thing about white supremacist-

Perfectly, chillingly nonsensical.

5 1 lustify your pointless point with

mure painlessness: The telephone

duo did this expertly By mentioning

to me just how many black friends

they have, these schlubs were able to

get the job done swiftly and without

approaching anything remotely ekm
to relevance The "logic" in their

statement "We know Negroes, so we
can't be total wastes of oxygen

"

C ouldn t have done it better myself

4 1 Reveal your complete and thor

ough lack of thought This is without

a doubt the most important element

of the C C process. It is at this place

that you must inform your opponent

that all of vour contentions are from

the valley of the uninformed Once
again, my new pals nailed that bad

hut Genius Number Two's
admission that he and his crony
hadn't even forged beyond the first

few lines was the final and master

stroke of their reactionary obtuse

ncss. A*
But al the same time, they get an

F— for having the thickness of a

five-dollar milkshake I'm not a true

misanthrope, but sometimes people

make it so damn hard You tend to

forget the bunches of good apples

out there when the bad ones fall off

the tree and clock you upside the

head on a frequent basis Then again,

if that famed fruit hadn't whupped
up on Isaac Newton, think where
modem physics would be

In other words, maybe we need
the occasional monkey- brain lo

remind us lo keep our mindt in

motion.

C. Taylor Conner i% a Collegian

columnist.

Were looking fc* cxataav atnut tl» SO* for nett week Wb^
vow could it be more useful to the student hodv ' Anv columns should be about 800 words, typed and spelt-checked

and brought lo the Collegian office at 1 1 5 Campus Center basement or e-mailed to lenu

s

trollvms.oit.umaas.edu hv

Mi«iday at noon. Call Tamar Carroll or Mike Messaru* at 545- 1 491 for more information

The current state

o/SGA
To the editor

ITus letter is to clarify the situation

concerning the trustee and president

elections held on March II and 12.

There is currcntlv no
"president-elect" or "trustee-elect

"

This election has not been ratified

The senate cannot ratify it because it

never received the full official report

from the Flection Commission within

the designated 48 hours from the

completion of the official tally of the

results.

There were a number of occur-

rences during the elections that can
possibly make the elections invalid.

There are petitions filed with the

Student ludiciary pertaining to the

validity of the procedure under which
this election was held. These peti-

tions allege that the elections violated

a trustee document (the constitution

and bylaws of SGA). which is a state

law.

There was an emergency meeting
held Tuesday night. March 25. to

address this situation. In attendance

were members of the SGA leader-

ship. Chuck DiMare (Director of the

Student Legal Services and Chief
Legal Consul to the SGA), trustee

and presidential candidates, (includ-

Doonesbury

Letters to the Editor

mg lllv Court and Amy Pellegrino.

who came out with the most votes as

trustee and president, respectivelv >.

workers There was a

reached at this meeting to

have the ludiciary decide whether the

elections were illegal or not.

Bound under this agreement of

consensus, no candidate or other
individuals may claim the validity of

the elections and what it encompass-
es, implies or empowers until the

ludiciary has made a ruling

The ludiciary will hold a hearing
for the petition- ,.n Thursday. April

2. At this meeting, the ludioarv will

hear the statements from all panics
involved in the alleged act of griev-

ance(s) following this, the ludiciary

will go into deliberative session to

rule on the information obtained
from the hearingis) This is when the

ludiciary decides whether the peti-

tions submitted were substantiated

and whether the election of March 9
and 10 was legal or not. No decision

or assumptions can be made until the

ludiciary has made a ruling on these

petition-

Chuck DiMare has advised ihe sen-

ate and those present at the Tuesday
night meeting "that if you believe that

even 10 percent of the allegations of
misconduct during the elections are
provable, then it is likely some
authority will over-turn these elec-

tions at some time." He also said that

"it would be in the best interest of

(.'•A not to ratify the election-

right now and let the ludiciary make
a determination as soon as possible

or we may have a constitutional

to deal with." There is a chance of

another election this semester to

recast the ballot This second elect ion

has not yet been decided on.

Since the election has not been
ratified, there is a procedure defined

in the constitution and bylaws of the

Studenl Government Association
thai fills the position of president in

the event that it becomes vacant in

the absence of a popularly elected

president. A popularly elected presi

dent is recognized under the condi
tions that the elections in which
he/she is elected arc ratified by the

SGA Senate.

The presidential term of President

l.ia Wong ended yesterday. March
51

. Due to the current circumstance-
there is no elected successor. As of

today, April I, Peter Kilbournc. the

speaker of the senate will move up to

the positions of president. Lisa Cook,
the associate speaker, will become
speaker once Kilbournc becomes
president. This will remain until

decision is made as to whether the
elections were valid or that another
election needs to be held.

Lia Wong
SGA President
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Cheap oil drilling may create

an era of bargain fuel prices
By Dirk Beveridge
Associated Prest

LONDON — When the oil market collapsed this

winter, OPEC and other producers got hammered
and consumers enjoyed unusually cheap gasoline
prices.

But while the drastic price twings for the world's
mott vital commodity made headlines, a revolution
in the way big oil companies find and produce
their crude hat more quietly been keeping prices
lower and expanding the pool of oil available for

future generations.

Adjusting prices for inflation, the cott of finding
a barrel of oil offthore in the United Statet was
$24.81 at itt peak in 1981, but had slipped to

$5.21 by 1996, according to the U.S. Department
of Energy's Energy Information Adminittration.
The total cott of producing oil. both onshore and

offthore in the United Statet, dropped from $14.61
in 1981 to $4.12 in 1996, the E1A said.

Major oil producert from the Wett are finding

cheaper wayt to produce crude in hostile environ-

ments like the North Sea. enabling them to better

compete with OPEC producers and their ultra-low

cost, oil-rich fieldt of the Pertian Gulf.

The innovation! let the Wettern oil companies
pump from some fieldt that previoutly would have
been written off as impossible, while increasing the

life and production of othcrt.

The cheap production costs help keep a lid on
prices that have been decreasing for years in real

terms. When U.S. motorittt filled up recently on
gasoline that sometimes cost lets than $1 per gal-

lon, they paid pricet they might have paid in the

late 1970s — with zero adjustment for inflation.

In real termt, tome experts taid. fuel wat at

cheap at il't ever been.

The lower costt ttart at the wellhead. An exam-

ple: Texaco discovered the Captain Field in the

North Sea two decadet ago. but the oil was heavy

and there wat little ground pressure to let it flow.

Texaco did nothing with the field for yeart.

"Up until the early '90s. it wat really at the bot-

tom of our portfolio.' spokesman Andy Norman
said.

But oil companies improved three technologies

— horizontal drilling, floating production and elec-

trical tubmertible pumpt — and. eventually, the

Captain Field wat looking like lett of an ugly duck-

ling.

"It's now onttream. producing 70.000 barrels a

day.* Norman taid.

Many of the offthore drilling technologies were

pioneered by Shell in the Gulf of Mev
They quickly spread elsewhere, improving the

way Big Oil and also medium sized production

companies get crude in not only the North Sea but

alto offshore Brazil, offthore Wett Africa and

other areat that previoutly were technologically

off-limits.

Tim Daviet, a project manager who runs 30

North Sea wellt for Britith Petroleum, taid hit

company produces more oil from horizontal wells,

where the drilling equipment can move at a shal-

low angle through oil formations, finding the best

places to extract the crude.

Often the oil can be pumped from several places

along the line, getting more out at the cost of

drilling just one hole. Oil companies can never

hope to get every drop of oil out of a field, but now
they can get a greater proportion.

"Whatever the shape of the reservoir under the

ground, you just follow it," Davies said. "You can

steer up, down, sideways or whatever way you

need to go."

The oil companies can trot out example after

example of how they're doing better, but some crit-

ics say the numbers aren't all that they seem.

Colin Campbell, a former Amoco and Fina man
who worked in the Norwegian North Sea. said

companies often can make big boasts about
improvements to their projects because they start

out with very conservative estimates of how much
oil they might get.

That way, the geologists and engineers avoid get-

ting into trouble by staking their reputations on

overly optimistic estimates of a drilling prospect

"You start with a lower number." Campbell said.

"The performance improves all the time — there's

medals and champagne for something that gets bet-

ter all the time. It's jutt a maze of confusion and

doubletalk — and. also, no audit."

Not necessarily so, said Davies at British

Petroleum. He said oil executives now start out

with much higher estimates for the amount of

crude they can get from a new field.

"The amount of recoverable reserve is going up
and up and up with the new technologies." Daviet

said. "Before, you might have thought 40 percent

was a good target. Now, people are looking at 60
percent or 80 percent."

Since the mid 1980s, three-dimensional seismic

studies have helped the seven biggest oil compa-

nies — Exxon. Shell. British Petroleum. Mobil.

Texaco. Amoco and Chevron — reduce the number
of dry holes, or wellt that produce no oil. by 28

percent, according to Leo Drollat. chief economist

at the Center for Global Energy Studies in I ondon
Meanwhile, the cott of that technology has fallen

by 60 percent over the last four yeart.

Drollat taid offshore production cottt also are

plunging. He compares tv.s> Norwegian projects —
the Heidrun Field, which was brought onttream in

1995. and the Nome Field, brought onstream in

1997.

The Heidrun Field utet what is known as a ten-

sum oil platform, which wt floated into place and

hat produced oil at a cost of $6 per barrel

The Nome Field uses a state-of-the-art floating

production system, where a ship kept in place by a

satellite controls drilling equipment that is set up
under the sea.

The cost per barrel: $5.30.

"Ten years ago. that would have been unheard

of." Drollas said. "Twenty years ago. you wouldn't

have even dreamed of it." Using the satellite-guid-

ed ships is considerably cheaper in start-up

and the equipment is easier to dismantle when
production stops Keen the new technology can't

do anything about a field that finally runs out of

oil

Large study exonerates diet pill Redux
as major cause of heart valve damage
By Daniel Q Honey
Associated Press

ATLANTA — A large study released yesterday found no
sign that brief use of the diet pill Redux caused dangeroush

leaky heart valves, as many feared when the medicine was
withdrawn from the market last September

The study, conducted at Georgetown { imersity, appears

to largely exonerate Kcduv a prescription appetite suppres-

sant. It found the medicine i- no more likely than sugar pills

to seriously hann the heart during the two or three months

that most people took it.

Kowe\ei it did not rule out the possibility that taking

Redux for many months — as the drug was intended to be

used — could have harmed people It dki did not examine

whether the chemically similar phen-fen, which was pulled

from drugstores at the same time as Redux, is bad for the

heart valves.

"These results should be reassuring for the majorm oJ

patients who have been on Redux." said Dr Neil |

Weissnian. who directed the study.

Mis study i- the tiist large, carefully controlled experiment

to see whether kcduv truly caused the damage that many
suspected. Wyeth-Ayerst Laboratories, which makes Redux

and fenfluramine — the ten of phen-fen — pulled both

drugs oil the market at the request of the Food and Drug

Administration. The government acted after a Mayo Clinic-

team reported 24 cases of heart valve problems among peo-

ple taking phen-fen.

nimeiit agencies eventually gathered several hundred

cases of damaged heart valves among people taking phen-

fen and Reduv Such reports cannot prove that the diet pills

actually caused the valve damage However the FDA esti-

mated that one-thud of people taking the diet pills could

have sutfc-ied Mtmificant heart valve damage as a result

Dr. lanet Woodcock ol the IDA said that while the study

"is reassuring for people who took it for a short period of

time." the study does not settle the question of what hap-

pened to those who used it longer She said the 1 l> \

believes this is where most of the hann occurred

Dr Curt Furberg of Wake forest Lniversity. a member of

an expert panel assembled by Wheth \vetst to help design

studies of the drugs' effects, said the Georgetown studv

"meets the highest scientific standards we rune

The results were presented at a meeting of the Amenciii

College of Cardiology

The study involved 1.072 overweight men and women
who had been involved in testing of a new .

-u-t.uned releaar

form of Redux. They were randomly assigned to take regular

Redux, the new form of Kcduv or dummv pills Neither the

doctors nor the patients knew which they were getting.

The study was stopped when Redux was taken off the

market. The patients were then give echocardiograms to

look at their heart valves. The doctors who read their scans

did not know which treatment they had received

The results showed no significant difference in the three

groups in the kind of serious valve damage that the FDA
had warned ol in Redux patients

The study found mild or worse leaking of the aortic valve

in 5 percent of patients on Reduv. 5.8 percent on sustained-

released Redux and 3.6 percent on placeboes. It lound mod-

erate or greater mitral valve leaking in 1.7 percent on
Redux. I 8 percent on sustained-release Redux and I 2 per-

cent on placeboes. The small differences were not consid-

ered statistically meaningful

The studv showed as heart experts jhc.ids know —
that trivial valve leaking can be found with sophisticated

diagnostic machines in almost everyone, even though this

was somewhat more common among those getting Redux It

found 50 percent of Redux users and 48 percent on placebo

had slight valve leakage.

The patients took the drug for an average of 77 days,

which is about the same as three-quarters ol Redux patients

used the medicine.

The findings are unlikely to quell all of the furoj

Redux "This leaves the false impression that these drugs are

safe," said Guerry Thornton, an Atlanta attorney who has

filed lawsuits for women who used them.

Dr Richatd Bow en ol Naples. Fla.. who sent 122 cases of

apparent valve damage to the FDA. said that while new data

arc reassuring to those who used the drug brieflv . he worries

that valve problems may be more common among those

w ho took the drug longer.

I>r Philip | de Vane of \v scili \.crst said the company
has decided not to reintroduce Redux "Given the legal envi

ronment. it doesn't make any sense." he said

Suspect in estranged wife's slaying

gives interview and kills himself
1)1 ARRORN Mich. — A man killed his estranged

wile yesterday and said he would surrender after talk-

ing to a TV reporter. He confessed during the inter-

view which he ended abruptly by going inside his

home and fatally shooting himself

Shortlv alter midnight, police answered a shooting

call at AAA- Michigan headquarters and found Donna
Sinithtaj. 32. in her car with a gunshot wound She

had just completed her shift as an emergency service

operator

She died several hours later at a hospital.

Ms. Sinishtaj had obtained a personal protection

order against her husband six days earlier in response

to his threats against her. police in this Detroit suburb

said.

'Due to a past history of domestic violence, the vie

tim's ex husband. Alex Sinishtaj. became the prime

suspect." Police Chief Ronald De/iel said

At about 10 a.m.. Sinishtaj. 50, called television via

tion W\YZ TV in Southficld and asked to speak to a

reporter at his Detroit apartment. Dc/iel said Ihe sta-

tion called police, who went to the home.
Police allowed Sinishtaj to be interviewed The sta-

tion said he agreed to surrender aflat < Jkaetg with a

reporter

"What happened. I did shoot my wife " he told the

station as he stood in the hallway of hi* apartment
building "Me and her we are togethti I" years. I

did trust her. I did care for her
"

Dezicl said Sinishtaj "further attempted to justify hi«

actions, then abruptly ended the interview dosed the

apartment door and fatally shot himself."

The couple « two children, ages 9 and 12. were
placed in a foster home he sjid
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Throwing a Curve ball Global Divas perform at Bowker
By Emily Tratk

Collegian Staff

vy Kawvi Monahon
Colarjan Staff

counw rm. «xon

Although plagued by technical problems, Curve managed to take the crowd at Boston's Axis for a wild ride

Monday night

From the start of the opening Dl's set. the audience waa a

seething cauldron of energy, but the excitement of the crowd
paled in comparison to the exuberance emitted h> Curve

when they took stage.

Through a haze of thick artificial fug and a blinding light

show that spelled danger for anyone with epilepsy, core mem-
bers Dean Garcia and Turn llalliday exerted a presence that

left everyone in the house awestruck With Garcia on bats

and Halliday on vocals. Curve »as joined on stage by a gui-

tanat and drummer. Curve jumped into their set with muck
that was more guitar driven than eiectrvruca induced,

ftespite the prominence of the guitar sounds. Curve seemed

1 1 KM
TheAxu.

10

HOMOS — The line to gel into Axis stretched the length

of Lamdowne Street (on a Monday night! ) a* Curve brought

their hard-edged techno/rock to Boston. Although their set

we* plagued with technical problems. Curve put forth an

mense show that gripped the capacity crowd and refused to

let it go.
Turn to CINrVf . page 7

,

This Thursday. April 2 at 8
p.m ., the fine Arts Center Series

will present Global Divas in
Bowker Auditorium The pro-
gram promises to bring together
three extraordinary women from
ducrsc cultural and geographical
settings.

These divas include Stella
Chiweshe from Zimbabwe. Susan
Baca from Peru and Tish
Hinojosa from Texas. Although
ihe\ are all unique in their expe-
riences, the three still have much
in common Coming from cul-

tures in the midst of far-reaching

transition, all three have had to

overcome cultural boundaries to

challenge the barriers that exist

between people of different cul-

tural heritages.

During this tour, all three
women will grace stages across
America, but individually, each
artist will speak to a small group
allowing her art to find expres-

sion in the most intimate wj\

possible

Among the three Global Dirt*,

Chiweshe 1* distinctive III that

she grew up in a Mrictl) tradi-

tional culture, intact centunes

before her biith The SfeoM ago

pie of Zimbabwe have a proud

history, especially known for it-

profound spiritual tradition. A
master of the mbira. a

22-pronged hand piano.

ChKvethc coanbinei this Jeep

living traditional art. ancient reli

giun and her own innovation- 10

produce her imi-k

lor both Baca and Hinojosa. in

order to dlacovei their ancestral

heritage, they have had to dig

through historic- that have been

all but buried Baca was raised

knowing that she wa- de»v ended

from Miuanv But her countiv.

Peru, denied it- Mrnuii past She-

found the tore of her

Afro-Peruvian mu-ic hv exploring

the memories ol net patent- and

aj old people who -till retained

fragments ol the puzzle The

oak Bad has unearthed, recon

structed and transformed from a

new era will never be lost again.

riknofOM found her inspiration

and Biatrial in the diverse cultur

al backgound of South It

where \ativc Americans. Me\Kaii

immigrant*, cowboy*, and ganoan

danti ol European settlers all con

tribute to the rich, cultural fabric

o! the Aiiieruan Southwest.

Inspired bv folk. rack, and coun-

try icon- ol the 60s. Hinojosa

created a music that allowed her

own Mexican heritage shine

through modern mu-K
Ticken fot Global Dicas arc

$10 and SI i rickets for age

and under are SH and tickets for

( allege students are $5 For

tickets and information cal (4131

2511 or I §00 swo ( MAS.
Honker Auditorium is located in

Stockbridge Hall on the

t nnersity of Massachusetts cam-
Parking is available in tin

adjacent Campus Center Parking

Oarage for Si with remttlatu

I It i on< crt ticket stub

<outn« MTtatMTioNAt Mcn« Niiwasm

Stella Chiweshe highlights a bill of musical divas at Bowker Auditorium tomorrow night
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Ex-Judas Priest frontman returns with overhauled sound

Former |udas Pnest frontman Rob Hafford returns with a new look and a different sound

COU«T|S*lOMNI0tl

VOYEURS

Nothing/lnterscc>pe

Artistic transformations in the world

of rock n roll are nothing new hell

David Bowie shows hi- diverse musical

colors more often than loseph's

Technicolor dreamcoat. The complete

changeover of former htdas Priest bad-

boy Rob Halford to an almost gothic

industrial maven has got to be a first.

On the surface. Halford't new alle-

giance to Trent Reznor s Nothing label

may seem a crassly contrived ploy

to recapture some of hi

'80a hipness and
Scratch a little deeper

though, and the W4*
version of Rob Halford

is revealed to be a

complex character,

-truggiing to cope with

a day-to-day life tha

at a blinding pace

that's why Halford called the

album Voyeurs throughout he just

seems to be relishing in the view

s, it's roc* to simply kmk
much of the album concen

1 on Halford's emotion and distort-

ed perception rather than a full on

approach favored by his former band.

What make an intriguing

release is Halford's ability to make the

unmemorable memorable From the

dream sequence of "Stutter Kiss" (an

oblique ode to Gene Simmons and Paul

Stanley, perhaps?) to the fatalistic futili

ty on "Leave Me Alone" and "Bed of

Rust." Halford manages to weave slight

meanings into intriguing tales of s»

v\ ith Trent Reznor and Dave "Rave"

Ogilve working on the album's prudu*.

Hon. the sonic quality achieved by Two
is often a little bogged down in

'9us-sryle industrial overkill, which is a

shame considering Hah
expressive voice "I Am a

Pig* is a killer single, but its

immediacy 1- hindered

B*w. through the -nil

c glossed-over produi

H Hon of Ogilve Still.

I not a bad debut B
f (Marty Keanri

PIECES OF A MAN
AZ

NooTrybe

It's a good thing for A/ that the

Firm doesn't have a patent on their

style of lyrics or he would be out of a

fob. On Puces of a Man. AZ doe* not

attempt to bring anything new to the

table, instead he relies on

gangs and a mafioso lifestyle to get hat

[vmt across. On the other hand it - a

paad thing that A/ has some skill and

a whole sack of beats to toss at you.

known." the first track, cops its

line from the movie Ihmnie Brasco

with its choru- oi Tin known in every

borough forget about it. I'm known
throughout the world ' The thing is

that line would have been a lot funnier

if vou couldn't sec it coming from a

mile away Trading Places* runs this

date with its calypso beat played out on

a steel drum It's the perfect jam for a

summer barbecue

AZ flexes his lyrical muscles on tfas

album, bringing bis stories to Me lie is

blessed with the ability to really have

movie reds running through your head

on tracks »u«.h as "The Pay Back."

"Tnal of the Century" and "Pieces of e

Black Stan " While nut up to the level

nly living s couple of

doors down.

While it is obvious that AZ can spit,

you have to wonder why he spits

re run* of stones we've all heard

before, hie does the same thing a lot of

other people are doing and it all sounds

lame to these cars. It's a shame I

thought AZ was better than that tV

(AdamDtugaczi

IN THE GLOAMING
lolene

Sire

In the Gloaming, the new release

from North Carolina rock band (olene

offers up stream-of-consciousness gui

tar rock with a melancholy mood.

While the meaning of the lyrics is diffi-

cult to discern on many songs, the

ambient, cavernous feel of the ajsjak

conveys a sense of loss and depression

The deep, angst ridden voice of lead

singer |ohn Crooke and the contrast

between the acoustic and electric gui

tars create a spooky, spacious sound

which sets the tone of the album.

The quintet successfully maintains

this murky tone throughout the record,

but the Ivrk- often sound contrived In

"Pensacola," Crooke repeats the cho-

rus, "need you now" in a whinv vi

:

ruining an otherwise thoughtful, catchv

tune. More importantly the whole

thing sounds like it's been done before,

and a sameness pervades the record,

lolene is reminiscent of the Counting

1 -, minus the energy and variety

.

Taken individually, most of the

tracks are emotionally moving and sad.

"Pensacola" is an eerie love song and

"Ouisch" is a pulsing standout

However, as a whole, the album drags

on. lolcne's "In The Gloaming" raises a

lot of questions but answers few. moat

importantly . what the hell does 'gloam-

ing" mean? C- (Brendan Lynch 1

AGAINST ALL ODDS
Shutdown
victory

THE SERAPHIM FALL
Bloodkl

tory

It's almost hilarious that both

Bloodlet and Shutdown get thrown into

the same genre known as hardcore

These bands sound nothing alike and

10 years ago it would be tacrilcgioiis to

consider them on the same label I

wonder what Ian Mikav woukl

about Bloodlet being caikd hardcore

Shutdown seem to have the whole

Curve
continued from poge 6

to be avoiding material from their carry work, including their

first LP. l9B2s DoppeJganfrr Their set consisted mostly of

l>wv« Cuckov. their numerous LPs and the recently released

Come Clean "Missing Link* from Cuckoo was one of the

early highlights, as was the first single from Come Clean.

'Chinese Bum." -Something Familiar" and "Dog Bone" each

struck a nerve with the crowd and translated well in the live

band members Halliday and Garcia brought the Cotiepan

up-to-date on what they have been doing fur the past few

Form watching Curve for even a few minutes, it is obvious

that Garbage's Shirley Maroon owes a tremendous debt to

Halrlay Her onstage exuberance bears an eerie resemblance

and easily tops that of the younger Maroon. Whether it be

jumping up and down or enticing the audience with her sultrv

appeal. Halliday was clearly the star of the show. Taking cen-

ter stage, Halliday made certain that all eyes were on her.

Curve finished up their set with "Swcetback" — one of the

best tracks from Come Clean and returned to the stage to play

a short encore, which included their newest angle 'Coming

Up Roses'

On the whole, however, the show did not go off without a

hitch. Buzzing coming form the stage right amplifier had to be

fixed, and sporadic feedback came and went until halfway

through the set.

As Come Clean is the first LP from Curve in five yean.

-Loads of things." said Hamday -We've been working on

and off. different kinds of musk and side projects. I got mar-

ried and Dean spent more rime with hi- children
"

After all the time away from the spotlight, touring is "excit-

ing" according to Garcia. "Scary and exciting." added

Halliday Although Curve's largest fan base is in their native

England. Halliday and Garcia see attic difference in perform-

ing to audiences in the IS 'If people like your stuff, they II

come to your shows." said Halliday As Garcia put it. 'people

are the same the world over
"

Curve's confidence is boosted by the success of British

bands overseas, 'it's great to see a British band sell records

after a long period of time when British musicians weren't

proud of what they were doing.* exclaimed Halliday.

Even though Curve considers themselves to be more of a

studio band than a live band, they are confident with their live

performances "It's not as intense, but people expect that. It's

also a great rush when you perform live a song written in the

studio." agreed both Halliday and Garcia As for recreating

their intricate sounds live, Garcia says, "we surprise our-

What's it gonna be?

OR.

being From a democratic

society, you have many choices,

marry ways to express yourself and

your beliefs, many ways to make a

change, you can join a militia, you can rrect

a barbed wire fence around your property. yo»can decline to

vote you can get d bumpersticke' cal' you' local d.i and vent

you can enroll in the Graduate

School of Political Management,
f

the premier school for politics.

And make a REAL difference.

.ffgton
Jhiversity
WAiHlNCION DC

The Graduate
Schtxil of

rblitical Management
Gft a ar* »(jua' B«fWrti*Mrp'arf»njtN* a*'>W >r»Mulue>

hardcore thing down pat. They play

Ijm music with enough breakdown
jnd ving- a-longs to keep things inter-

esting this is a bunch of straight-edge.

Iiool kid» from Queens, N.Y.

whu are playing their collective hearts

out. Hardcore the way the gods intend

cd it to be played, last and aggresMvc

"What's To Come" sets this album

off. and you immediately know what -

up with Shutdown Memories of bands

like Youth of Today, Token Entry and

Gorilla Biscuits all quickly come to

mind While the press kit says thus is a

combination of old and new school, it

sounds like all old school to me.

The themes on this album are about

unitv and believing in yourself, and

while MM mav nmsider those topics

played out. they never sounded better

to these ears Songs like "Inside Out"

and "Hope" sum up the above ideals

perfectly They also reinforce the idea

of believing in yourself and achieving

your dreams rather then conforming to

the constraints of everyday society The

final track. "We Won't Forget." fea-

tures guest vocals by Craig Setari. and

i* m memory of Kaybeez. The song is a

fitting eulogy to a great man. and exem-

plifies the unity that this band sings

jfxwt

The only negative on this album is.

surprisingly, the production hmim Q,

a great man too. does a surprisingly

pour job on the boards here The gui-

tars are too low and the drums and

vocals arc too loud However, other

then the shoddy production, this is a

great album.

The key to listening to the new

Bloodlet album. The Seraphim Fall, is

remembering that this is a metal

album In fact, they actually succeed

because they have devoted themselves

to plaving nveui

This is pure mind-numbing, shout at

the devil metal, full of scary vocals and

imagcrv VShile Bloodlet is not as dev-

astating as bands like Today U The Day

or Kiss it Goodhvc this 1* a fairly pun-

ishing album When Bloodlet keep*

things interesting, this is a pood Basse,

However, when th> to the

played out chuggft-cfallgga van

metal the only reason it's numbing is

because it's so boring

Shutdown B+. Bloodlet C+ lA.D .1

ARE YOU THERE. MARGARET?
IT'S ME, GOD
Anthony tMaajpaJI

Are You There. Margaret'' Its Me.

God. the latest offering from UMass
-tudent .Anthony VVestcott. is a collec-

tion of funny, irreverent and at times,

sick songs along with a few surprising!)

serious ones.

Westcott, a member of both the

comedy troupe Mission IMPROVable

and the local band Humbert, delivers

witty reflections on utterly random
mmutia without being boring. "Ramv

Day Grocery Shopping" is the funniest,

most in- depth examination of >uper-

market happenings you'll probably ever

hear, and "Record Store Grrrl" deals

with the singer's unrequited love lor his

favorite mall employee.

The acoustic album also calls atten-

tion to any number of mental problems

from which Westcott may suffer Many

selections, such as "I like Tin Dead"

and "Lac-latin' Mama" are amusing in

that disturbing kind of way. 'I I ike

Tin Dead" contains the tyrK. "lou

sub em. I'll grab em You impale

em. Ill nail em ." The >ongs that start

each side of the tape — "Hell of \

Guy," and Total Bastard' — are wittv

portraits ofaheilofaguyanda total

bastard. In the latter, the bastard brags

that he met a group of Girl Scouts and

"taught them every dirty word and how
to smoke." At tones, the songs seem as

though tho're gross for the express

purpose of being gross, but for the

most part there is an even balance of

sickness and wit

A few songs stand out because

they're nut funny on purpose "HoM
Swim." "You're Mouth." and "Another

Person* arc thoughtful ballads and

"Beautiful lesbian" is both insightful

and weirdly funny Other*.

vtestcotl'g twisted sense of humor dom
mates the afbum. and it ain't deep, but

dammit. it'« funny aW (HI

You Than Margaret ' // > W<

God is available at Mystery Train

Records in Amherst 1

courrtir sacwat uwa

More than just laundry room legends
Always one of the more interesting bands around. Sonic Youth play their only New England concert on

Friday, April 24 at 8 p.m. at Smith College's |ohn M Greene Hall Tickets are SI 5 50 and are on sale now at

Tix Unlimited, For The Record and through ProTix (41 3)732-0202.

VISIT

lONCC'IRSE

thursdi

What is there to do

on campus??
http://www.umass.edu/campact/events/calendar.htm

Check this website out!

I.8OO.FOR.GSPM - http://www.qwu.edu/-qspm

HOLY WEEK
SERVICES

APRIL 5-12, 1998

NewmanCente
472 NORTH PLEASANT STREET.

AMHERST. MA 01002
(413) 549-0300

Palm Sunday Masses: Monday:

Sat: 4:00 p.m.

Sun: 8:00 a.m.

10:30 a.m.

7:00 p.m.

Tuesday:

Mass: 5:15 p.m
Reconciliation

Service: 7:30 p.m.

(Twelve priests available

.for confession

)

Mass: 5:15 p.m.

Holy Thursday:

Evening Mass of the Lord's

Supper: 7:30 p.m.

Wednesday:
\l.iss 5:15 p.m.

Good Friday: Easter Sunday:

Celebration of the Lord's Masses: S:(K) a.m.

IVsion: 3:00 p.m. 10:30 a.m.

12 noon
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Padres win, 10-2

MXWCM EOaOMUVCOUICum

Keep your eyes open
Freshman Jeremy Cuski and the UMass men's lacrosse team will

pot their undefeated mark on the line against Duke on Saturday

afternoon at 12 10 p m at Richard F Carber Field

CINCINNATI IAP) — The
Cincinnati Reds hadn't started a

season this poorly in 16 years.

And no shortstop has ever started

a season worse than Pokey Reese.

Reese tied a opening-day record

for shortstops with four errors,

helping the San Diego Padres and

newcomer Kevin Brown roll to a

1 0-2 victory yesterday.

Brown, one of a dozen players

discarded by the Florida Marlins

after their World Series title,

gave up one run and five hits in 6

1/3 innings and hit a three-run

double in the seventh.

Wally loyner and Tony Gwynn
added homers as baseball's first

professional team took its most

lopsided opening-day defeat since

a 12-4 loss to Philadelphia in

1962
Brown has won eight straight

regular-season decisions since

last luly 27. the best streak of his

career, although he was beaten

twice by the Cleveland Indians in

the World Series.

Reese put the Padres ahead to

stay by committing four errors in

the first three innings, tying the

record for gaffes a shortstop in a

season opener set b> the Chicago

Cubs' Lou Stringer in his major

league debut on April 15. 1941.

Reese, filling in while Barry

Larkin recovers from neck
surgery, committed the four

errors on his first three chances

of the season Two of the errors

came on one play.

The capacity crowd of 54.578

booed each misplay and had little

to celebrate on an opening day that

had already lost a lot of it? luster

The Reds traded Dave Burba, their

scheduled starter, to the Indians

for a minor leaguer less than 24

hours before the first pitch.

Mike Remlinger. the team's No.

I starter by default, consistently

fell behind in the count and gave

up three runs in five innings. He
also let in a run with a wild pitch

loyner hit a solo homer in sixth

off David Weathers, and Gwynn
added a two-run homer in the sev-

enth off Ricardo lordan, the eight-

time batting champion's first hit

of the season. Brown's bases-

loaded double completed a six-

run seventh inning that made it

10-0.

Reese's flubs set the tone. He
threw into the Reds' dugout
while trying to complete a double

play for an error in the first, but

the Reds got out of it without

allowing a run.

He committed three in rapid

succession in the third, setting up

three runs. Remlinger let in the

final run with a wild pitch

Notes: Brown is 50 in six

career starts against the Reds, his

best record against any team.

Brown is 4-0 against the Cubs
and Giants... Gwynn went 0-for-

5 against Remlinger. He's Mr)
.176 career against the left-han-

der (5-for-17).. Reds owner
Marge Schott took her St

Bernard, Schott/ie 02. onto the

field while the Padres were
stretching before the game and

asked a couple of them if the\

wanted to have the dog lick their

faces. They declined... The
Chicago Cubs' Lou Stringer also

made four opening-day errors, in

his major league debut on April

15. 1941. The major-league
record for errors by a shortstop is

live in one game.

mm MhUWWKOUWMK

Bring on the Bonnies
Senior Lu Wagner and the UMass softball team open their 1998

home slate this weekend with a three-game series against St

Bonaventure

Red Sox open up against A's, Henderson
OAK I IND Calif (APt - R

Henderson drew a walk, then quick!)

ad A fan at the Oakland
i um turned to his buddy and

yelfcd back! Rkkey'srmk'"

Then, rookie catcher A.|. Hinch

bunted for a base hit and rookie right

fielder Ben Grieve singled to drive in

licndersun — who at 59 is nearly as old

as Hinch and Grieve combined
\\ ithin three barters, the Oakland

Athkncs had dcmonetraSed the mixture

• nerve and youth they hope will

:o smear this season, one year

<iltcr the\ slumped to the worst record

in the major leagues.

Alas, il was only an exhibition same

the San Francisco Giants, and

the A's were not facing a pitcher nearly

as talented as Pedro Martinez — who
will Marl for the Red Sox when
Oakland is host to Boston in today's

season opener.

But. after a second straight season of

downsizing and trading away players

such as Mark McGwire in order to

slash the payroll, the A's feel they're

ready to start building again with play-

ers such as Hinch and Grieve and

Henderson, back for his fourth stmt in

Oakland.

Henderson, the career leader in steak

and feadoll homers, grew up in

Oakland and was a member of the

Athletics' 1989 World Series champt

onship team. He was greeted as a

returning hero when the A's were host

to the Giants last Sunday.

While fans waved signs proclaiming

-Welcome Home. Rickey." Henderson

helped manufacture that run in the first

inning and then doubled in two runs in

the fourth

"He set the tone, didn't he?' mar-

veled A's manager Art Howe, who is

beginning his third season "It's Hie it's

written in the script."

The A's and Red Sox are trying to

rebound from miserable seasons While

the A's went 65-97, the Red Sox were

78-84 to place fourth in the AL East.

SHRIMP
AT TH E

TOPOFTHECAMPl -

EVERY WEDNESDAY & I RIOAY
T.O.C. 1V\K ex (.RILL

SHRIMP 2Sc 1 U II

4:30P.M. III. 7:>0 P.M.

Both will be starting pitcher* toda> wfu-

were in the National League last year.

Martinez won the NL Cy Young
Award last season for Montreal with a

17-8 record, a 1.90 FRA and 505

strikeouts fie got a $75 million. si\

vear contract from the Red Sox. plus

the opining day stan.

Ii I going to be a little bit different

for me." Martinez said. "The baseba ll

fields don't change at all — you have

the wafls. the bhes and three bases and

home plate to throw the ball around

But the hitters. I'll have to pa H
schooL"

Howe has seen Martinez pitch when

both were in the NL. and managed him

in winter baseball in the Caribbean

"I know what Martinez looks like.

He's got pretty good stuff." Howe said.

"But we've got a pretty good lineup,

too"

The A's, who had the worst pitching

staff in the majors last season with an

I R\ v>i 5 4»< will counter with knuck-

lehaller Tom Candiotti — who signed

with Oakland as a free agent from the

los Angeles Dodgers.

Though he abo moved in the offsea-

son. Boston reliever Dennis Kckerslcy

will he coming hack to the ballpark at

whuh he -pent manv years with the

A's.

ho was with the St

Louis Cardinals bast season, said he's

looking forward to returning — though

he knows the Coliseum, and the

crowds, are much different than in the

As championship years.

The Athletio have ranked near the

bottom in the major leagues in atten

dance the last two years, and the

Coliseum was renovated two years ago

to lure the NH.'s Raider* back to

Oakland

"There arc a lot of memories

Different ballpark, though." Kckcrsley

said "It'll he nice the first night, thevil

Write

Sports!!!

16ok NoyT
UmiQtr s
coming!

. (Luj FlaMfc <r*n*J AeW«
j

DUBLIN $449
ROME $389

LONDON $298
I, Ixu mm «•>•> -*v —> »o «•» :m ij*

J

WEVNESVAY NITE

MIKES
MIKES BOH OF THE WEEK-HO 00* $t.50

HIKES DRINK OF THE WECK

$2.00

AMD ALWAYS...

j mikes BIG ONE
W 16 02. 9W OR WU9U7E

$1.50

44 Main Street

Amherst

(413) 256-1261
f "* As aa

Need a
Car Loan?
We can help you establish your

credit. We finance people with

credit problems: no credit, bad
credit, bankruptcy, divorced.

No co-signers requiradl

*Z2>

or atop by Saturn of Hadley
and ask for Joel Faillace.

BALISE
CREDIT EXPRESS

TANNING & NAILS

Suit
k 1997 *

1 hen m o rot!

9 Large Uniquely Themed

fanning Room*
Wolff 26. 28 & 32 Bub Beds w-Tace Tsnners

The Area's Best Mail Technicians

Acrylic Nate * Manicures * Pedicures

Waxincj * Ear Piercvrg * Great Gossip

as Accspt All Major

OeeViCerai

realions

The Valley's Premier Nail & Tanning Salon!

10Uwwll$.(M/M Woof' Hodley.MA

-John Kotzmon, FounoW & Pmidant of Th« Princeton Review

1. 4.
Class time that counts

More class hours with

teachers well trained in our

techniques means much less

time studying on your own
Class size is limited to 1 5.

Results-oriented approach C
Our vtudenti overage a 7poinl •*

'

increase on the LSAT

Real tests

Try out new skills on the four

most recently released LSATs,

administered under timed,

rest center conditions.

We're on campus!

The Princeton Review wot chosen

to administer oil lesl-preporolion

programs for the UMASS Division

of Continuing Education

No troweling, no hassle

Satisfaction guaranteed

l( you complete the course, lake the

ISAT and are not satisfied with your

score, we'll work with you again lor

up to one year, at no fee.

413/584-6849
mum revlaw cam

jmwu.
<«^P PRINCETON

REVIEW
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L
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Mets open up winners
NEW VORK (AP) - By the ume

the Phillies and Mel* linished in the
14th inning, opening day had
become opening night.

In the longesi scoreless opener in

Njiionul Laajua history, pim.fi hitter

Alberto Castillo's single with two
out* and the battel loaded u-sierday

paw Kaa York .i i o victor) over
Philadelphia

The Mets want their fan- to
"Believe" again, and alter one game.
they do A Mart) full Shea Stadium
was bathed in sunshine and K2
degree temperuiuu-s when the first

pitch was thrown at 145 pin 1|)|

Mlhough there were lai less than the

44.142 lell al 20 pin when Brian

MeRac iiossed home plate. Mets
fans had their faith rewarded

Mall franco opened the I 4th with
a single oil Kicks Bottalico 10-1 ) and
became just the third Mel lo reach

d MM when McRaal walked
After a lorceout at thud Bernard
Gilkey singled for what should have
been the game winning hu to left,

but McRac lost hi> tooting and tell

lounding third

The Metl dugout, which had
-pilled onto the held to celebrate

Gilkay'i hit, letrcated and waited
I ui- 1 opez popped up lor the second
out. and it looked like the marathon
would continue when Castillo finally

ended it with a single to nghi on a
lull-count pilch

Turk Wendell il 0). the m\$M
sixth pitdsM puked up the win with

two inning*, ol hitler relict

If this had been a spring training

game, the game would have been
stopped by mutual agreement Bui

when it went to the Nth tied 04), u

surpassed the pan ious longest open-

M Matt] loakhja and
New Vorl m I QOo and again in

l*»
The Ionfaii opening day game in

major league nistor) cam in 192b
when Washington beat Philadelphia

in 19

New York's bullpen, s disaster a

year ago. displayed its new depth
and qualm hs holding the Phillies lo

five hits in the final eight innings.

Xnd catcher- Tim Spchr and
CastMlo. who'll fill a spot in the line-

up until Todd Hundley returns, oom-
ncv iii Sc» fork's seven

hiu.

Phillies starter Curt Schilling

pitched eight shutout innin.

opening dav for the second straight

vear and was matched hi

- Bobby lones. who allowed

hits in six shutout innings.

Schilling stopped u-tng «mokclcs*

loiacco last month after a lesion was
nesnoved from his mouth, and is now
pililiiii|( arhik wearing a nicotine

»>i handa *•* Bj an

.cimo
«C 1 1 — .—« Mai

ft. Farm* 4 -584 9153
Ml. F.nmv Mall

319 strikeouts last season, walked
one and struck out nine.

New York shortstop Rey Ordonez
made his first highlight-reel play of

the year in the seventh. He charged

and barehanded a slow roller and
made a diving off-balance throw to

nip Mark Lewis at first.

Orioles fall lo Belcher. Royals
BALTIMORE (AP) - The weath-

er was unusually fine, and so was
Inn Belcher.

Belcher, starting in place of the

injured Kevin Appier, allowed three

hits in seven scoreleu innings yester-

day as the Kansas City Royals
opened the season by beating Mike
Mussina and the Baltimore Orioles,

4-1.

Rookie Larry Sutton drove in

three runs and |eff King went 2-for-2

and scored twice before leaving in

the fourth inning with a sore back. It

was the tilth straight time the Royals

opened the season against Baltimore

and only the second time they

won Baltimore lost despite II

strikeouts in eight innings by
Mussina, and the defeat ruined the

debut ol Orioles' manager Ray
Miller, whose star-studded team is

expected to make a third straight run

at the playoffs. On this day. howev-
er, Baltimore's potent batting order

was quiet against a 3b year-old
pitcher who went 13-12 last year
with a 5 02 ERA.
After Belcher left, consecutive

doubles by |oe Carter and Chris
Holies against lose Rosado goi

Baltimore to 3-1 in the eighth Scott

Vr\ue then struck out pinch-hitter

Harold Baines and leff Montgomery
worked the ninth for the save.

The previous two openers al

Camden Yards were postponed
because of bad weather, but the

game time temperature was a sum-
mer-like 91 degrees Belcher, putting

a chill on the crowd of 4b. 820.
allowed only three runners and
-truck out six en route to the win.

Appier, who had started every open-

er for Kansas City since 1991. was
scratched this year after shoulder

-urgcry Belcher proved to be a suit-

able rcplaccmer" — he faced only

one over the minimum and did not

permit a runner past fir-t

1 1
1
- success was reminiscent of last

I game, in which Baltimore's

limmy Key started in place of an ail-

ing Mussina and pitched six strong

innings in a 4-2 win Mussina
pitched well enough this time
around, but experienced the same
problem he encountered in last

year's AL championship series — no
offensive support.

Mussina gave up three runs and
walked none in falling to 9-3 against

Kansas Cit\

I The OeedUe (PG)

Today (5 40 *> $2 50) 1 40

Prtmavy Colore (H)

TotSayi 520«J250)820

Mr. Nice Guy (PO-1 J|

Today at (5 50 *> 12 50) 8 40

Oood WM Hunting ())

Today SMS 309 S2 50) S 30

H.tmpshin- a - >nm ri

M..inpxh.r- Matl

Newton Boye (PC 13)

Today at (5 30 $2 50) 8 30

WHo TrilnQO (n)

Today at (5 50 a) $2 501 8 30

Oreaee(f>0)

Today at (5 40 •> «2 50) 6 40

Taan*e (SX1 13)

Today at (420 *> SZ 50) 8 10

The Men In the Iron Meek (PO-13)

Today at ii 20 a> $2 501 8 20

US Manuals (PO-13)

820

The aa) LabwueM (PO-13)

Today at (530 *>S2 50)

Nstionml buying power /wans you ssv more)!

maauiFiiM.
ftsjrfl } April

J
Aprif

Super Savings!

For 5 days only on bikes,

pumps, tubes, helmets,

gloves, shorts, bags, racks,

locks, lompuicrs and more-

KVtV'yfflgftg W#J HflaVtt B Oft Staff)

some examples,

tP Tubes regjfor 3 for $ 6.99
$12-15

*> Helmet «« 34.99 $24.99

^Computers #*» $24.99

t* Gloves reg. 14.99
J j

Qf^n

TREK "
BIKES ARE ON SAL£!

Our best deals of the season on Mountain, Road. Hybrid

and BMX Bikes.

M9 PLEASANT SI ,
NOR! HAMPTON

586-3810
Imp://www |

jv.infi.com/-nohohikc

Rain, rain go away
Weather permitting, the UMass baseball team will play its home opener at Earl Lorden Field this afternoon at 3 p.m. vs. Siena.

Kentucky overcomes odds to win championship
SAN \MO\IO (AP) — A new

coach. No superstar. Another ink

"Some people overlooked us thi*

season." Kentucky guard Wavnc
Turner said. "I think when you look

at this team, it was an attitude of us

against the vtorld."

These are the Comeback Cats, the

NCAA champions They came back

against Duke. Stanford and then

I uh. winning 7tt tot Monday night

for their second national title in

three years

"It's amazing what vuu can
accomplioh when >ou don't care
N»hi' gets the credit." coach Tubby
Smith said

The Wildcats rallied from 10

points down at the half, the largest

comebsck in the history of title

fBBHM. But the comeback, m essence.

started after last year's team loaf to

Xn/una in the championship game
All-American forward Ron Mcrttri

turned pro and coach Ruk Pitino no

laager could withstand the lure of

.in NBA return Athletic dn
t. M Naartaa wasted no time in hit

ing Georgia's Tubby Smith, the First

black to coach the storied program
Inheriting a team devoid of super-

stars. Smith built a unit forged on
the principles of hard work and
unselfishness.

"We beli. n day one that

uld win it." Smith said. 'That

never changed. Every team thai

throws the ball up on the Ium dav al

practice back in October believes

.in do it If you don't believe n

will happen, then it never occurs.*

Kemuckv (>V4> hit rough spots

early on. with rare home losses to

Louisville Florida and Mississippi

lru'>e defeats did not ajsj well with

fans.

'We had some really good times

and some really bad limes on and off

the court." senior guard leff

Sheppard said. "Some things hap-

pened to this team that we couldn't

do anything about. And there is

something about going through those

times that make you pull together as

a team and as coaches and team-

mates pull together as one team
"

Twelve games into the season —
and two losses — Smith inserted *wr
Mohammed into the starting lineup in

place of kvnaal Magloire at center to

add more offensive punch.
Mohammed weni on to make All-

Southeastern Conference while

Magloire was a reliable backup. When
forward Allen Edwards slumped mid-

way through the season. Smith stuck

with him and uv.-d llohimu I vans off

the benv.h fJwiiiJ* finally ie|

his touch during the post season a hie

Evans continued SB light j »p»n
I

reserve

Different pjjjari Iteppad up all

season. The balance was i

m\ plavcr* averaging n I J.

7

pe.mis i Sheppard i and X * il v

ch Smith always lold us that

individuals can win games hut it

takes teams to win chami

said Sheppard. who iaj oat II

son as a redxhirt and SMI i
i> I "kg

final Four's most valuable pi.'

DefensiveK Smnh made a

mcnis. switching Croat m
to various /ones when teUSBI

knocking down ll

There was no need, hv

adjust the intensity

stant.

No Bite in these Bears
Melissa Anderson will look to lead the Minutewomen over the Brown Bears this afternoon at 3 p.m. at Totman Field

prrK
Lincoln Real Estate

Has the best selection of V2 & 3 bedroom

Center of Amherst Apartments with gas neat

Showings

Start

in April

for June or

September

Occupancy!

(itheath Manor
Condos

• ) Bedroom

• I 1/2 Baths

• Heated Basement

• New Gas Heat &
Hot water

• 1/2 mile to campus

• On Bus Route

Lincoln Real Estate • 25 N. Pleasant • 253-7879

GET THOSE FORMS IN BY

Swim Meet (mTW) 4/6

Tennis Doubles (M/W/C) 4/21

Ultimate Frisbee (MAN) 4/21

World Cup Soccer iM/Wi 4/21

INTRAMURAL
SPORTS

Don't Miss The

CTION
For entry forms

and info

545-2693

545-0022
«.all tin times jnd Iik.h

LATE ENTRANTS SHOULD CHECK FOR EXTENSIONS IN BOYDEN 215
(Hi thf Weh http 'wwh umaHs cdvi umim/

Vs/enteQ
p et\ p os Lvrics a d

In all languages other than english

l !

A tw
D.

rk a So A
Itm Ii

Ce, t d

To be featured in ITlOthertongue an annual multilingual journal

contributors must be Five College Bilingual Students.

For information

send e-mail to: mOthertongua@complit.umass.edu
or contact. The UMass Comparative Literature Dept

Following the journal publication, writers will have the option of reciting

their material at a ITlOthertongue spoken word performance held

on fricjay. may 15th in Hampden Theatre. Artwork featured in

ITlOthertongue journal will be on display in Hampden Gallery from

Friday May 15th to Friday, May 22nd.

Deadline For Submissions Has Been Extended To
April 17th

mOthertongue is sponsored by the Department of Comparative
Literature at UMass and the UMass Arts Council.

Thur., April 2 Trick; Knee
Melodic Jazry SoulsUrs

Fri., April 3 trailer Par\
Sweaty Flinty Roclrto' Horn*

Sat., April 4 ¥un\ Plow
Roc\ If Fun\

all thow* Thur. • Satt. starting at 10pm

SundayNEWT ABC Jazz Troupe
starting at 8pm

Fully Stocked
Bar

Late Nigh I

Menu
til Midnight

(Com* to litten... Com* to Dance...)

36 .V. Pleasant St. Amherst, MA 01002 Phone: 2J3 - 4400
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WEDNESDAY. APRIL 1

MkaMjRJJ — The Inckx (the UMrss
yearbuuk ) will hold a general meeting
at 6 p.m. in room W4 in the Student
I nion Everyone it welcome. Contact

Mil Aordkiah at 545-0848 for more
information.

lint — The L'Mass Poetry
Sodctj vvill have a meeting at 7 p.m.
in the Campus Center. Check at the

information desk for the room num-
ber. Call Chance at 546-6301 or Tim
at 546-0819
Wmii — Professor Michael

Marissen of Swarthmore College,
author of Lulheranism,
Anli-luJaism. and Bach's St. John
PamitM, will provide an introduction
to the piece. The introduction will be
from 2:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m in
Warbeke Room in Pratt Hall at
Mount Holyoke College.

Film — A film entitled On the
Beach will be shown tonight in room
227. Hater Hall. There will also be a
hncl talk and discu^ion on why the
air force loves the bomb.

THURSDAY. APRJL 2

\lceting — The Peer Mentor's
Network (PMN) will have a meeting
from 6:30 p.m. to 8 p.m. in the
Campus Center. Check the informa
tion desk for room number. The
group will be discussing the evolu-

tion and direction of PMN Everyone
i« welcome to attend.

Speech — |. Ken Stucky. Ph.D.
candidate in English at Cornell
University, will speak on the topic:

"Writing and Opposition: 'The
Endless Work of Paradise." The
speech starts at 12:30 p.m. in Room
803 in the Campus Center and is

co-sponsored by the Stonewall
Center. GIB Graduate Student
Organization. Women's Studies
Center, and the Chancellor's Task
Force on GLBT Matters.

Conference — There will be a con-

ference entitled "The Fight for
Abortion Rights and Reproductive
Freedom Conference" from 2:30
p.m. to 7:30 p.m. in Franklin

Patterson Hall at Hampshire College

The conference starts tonight with
speakers and workshops commemo-
rating the 25th anniversary of Roe vs.

FRIDAY. APRIL 3

Wade, and the 50th anniversary of
the Declaration of Human Rights.

Conference — A conference enti-

tled "The (Re)Tums of Marxism" will

start tonight from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. in

Herter Hall. Room 227. The confer-

ence will highlight innovative direc-

tions in economic and social analysis

and philosophy.

Seminar — There will be a Life

Impact Seminar on time and financial

management from 4 p.m. to 5:30
p.m in room 801 in the Campus
Center. The seminar is presentee] by
the Campus Crusade for Christ.

Service — There will be a Shabbat
Service at 6 p.m. in the Hillel House.
The service will discuss Israeli-Arab

relations and include special guests

Samuel Bolozky. and Mohammed
liyad

Commencement housing — A lim-

ited number of residence nail rooms
will be available for the relatives and
friends of graduating I' Mass students

for the night of Saturday. May 23.

Commencement housing applications

are available at the University
Conference Services Office. Campus
Center, room 918. To guarantee a

reservation, completed forms must be

returned by May 8.

Community — Come join all the

fun by signing up to show an animal

for the 63rd Annual Livestock

NOTICES

Classic. The Classic will be held on
Friday evening. April 24 and
Saturday, April 25. Contact Brian or

Howard at 256-6022 to sign up or

for more information.

Domestic Exchange — There are

only 45 spaces left for the
1998-1999 domestic exchange. Over

100 schools are still available. Come
to the domestic exchange office in

E-26 Machmer Hall or call

545-5351 for more information.

Employment — UMass Lab School
has openings in the Reggio inspired

P
re-school program for fall semester,

or more information, call Jennifer

Ryan at 545-3199.
I mpUnment— The L'Mass CRC is

hiring work study office staff and
web publishers. Applications are
available in the CRC office. 322
Student Union or leave a voice mail

at 545-1122.
Nominations — The Student

Government Association applications

for Executive Cabinet for the upcom-
ing fall semester will be available as

ot April 1 in room 420 in the Student
Lnion. The deadline for the applica-

tions is April 7 at 12:30 p.m.
Volunteer work— The Amherst

Salvation Army needs volunteers any
day and any time. Call 253-4747 for

more information.

Volunteer work — The Crisis

FYh ant put* tarvtca jmouncamaots printed

dasty To submit an (Yl. phrat* tend a prats

rataata contamtnej at partmant Hsfutiisatton,

nducfcnci kSe narna and phone number of tha

contact parson to tha Colltgian, c/o tha
Martacpncj EdRor by noon tha previous day

HSCN
Bulletin Board

CBS/3 Hartford

CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

HSCN Movie Ch.

UPN/20 Hartford

Weather Channel

NBC/30
New Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN

International

UMass Academic TV

V7 HSCN Programming

IM TV-19

ABC/40 Springfield

IM NBC/22 Springfield

13 CNN

14 CNN SI

IB Headline News

! UCTV

17 TBS

IB BET

IB TV Land

ID Univision

II Comedy Central

IB Cartoon

Much Music

Center, a Massachusetts Suicide
Prevention Hotline, is currently seek-

ing volunteers and interns For more
information, contact Gina Grampetro
at (978)849-5600 ext. 201.

Volunteer work — The Women ot

Color Program at the Everywoman's
Center at t'M.i^ oajada volunteers for

its annual Women's Institute. All

women are encouraged to attend.
The volunteers are needed for the
weekend of April 24 - April 26. For
more information contact Walidah at

545-0883.
Voting — Absentee ballots for the

April 7 Annual Town Election are
now available in the Town Clerk's
Office. Monday through Friday from
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. The deadline to

apply for an absentee ballot is noon
on Monday, April 6.

WEDNESDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
vwrr
yVTIC

WWLP
WGBY
WQGB
WSBK
WTBS
A«E
CNN
COM
DISC
ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK
SCIFI

TLC
TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

2

g

03

Wishbone tT

Nsywa a.

Ntwt X
FutlrtouatX

ChaartX

Snyipaond X

Croaturat

20 NbjtWS X
Mad Abo. You

21

6:00

CBS Ntwt

6:30
Sutineti ftpT

CBS Newt

ktakto EdHkifi

"

I ftaalTVX

ABC Ntwt

BoyWortd

NBC Newt

NBC
I Abo You

Mad Abo You

NBC Ntwt

ButinataRpT

ABC

Mad Abo. Youmeu wu. i uu wq rttro. i ou

Family Mantra [Family MattetT

Nnr1h«rn EvnAan.a "1*1*1 Dnil"Northern Expoaute "Gal Real

VYortdvrtw X
Ntght Stand |Maka-Laugh

Winy o( the UtWte(R)
Up Close

Supermtrtset

SporttcfrtaT

7:00 7:30
Newthour With Jim Lehref X

Extra X
Inrude Edition

Ft-eth Prince

Wheel-Fortune

JudgaJudyX
Ent. Tonight

Seinfeld X
Wtvtt>t-Frjrtttr>t ]Jaopardy! X

Ent Tonight

Nanny X

Chronicle I

Freeh Pnnce

JaopartJytX

Judge Judy X
Hard Copyl
FrattttX

Nawthour With Jim Lahrtr X

Seinfeld*

8:00

C • Campus

Mertt Auaaat

Cyt*IX

Nanny I
Ottafma-Qrafl"

Smart Guy X
t-amradroX

Star Trek: Voy

NajTWlfaMK) X

8:30
Newt in Revue

CybiX
Michael Kayet (In Slereo) I

SphtCttyl

'Sialar, Slater

Setnterd (R) X

: Stint

^g-rpion''

f(R)X

Beverly Hilt, B0210 (In Slereo)

Ntwsradk) X
Mark nueeeil

SaWnrtdX I Fratltfl ISpinCltyX |Dhtyma-0Vao |Prew Carey X |Two

SttrMId (R) X
Frscnc

9:00 I 9:30 10:00 10:30
Yo-Yo Ma: Inacarad by Bach (In Slereo) (Part 1 of 3) I

In Stereo ) I

otereo) (ran i ot j) a,

CNcago Hope "Deliverance" X

Draw Carey X |Two Guya-Qltl

Wayana Broa~
|
Steve Harvey

3rt Bock-Sun |WofMng I
Star Trek: V

iiiiwc

"Scorpion"

3rd Bock-Sun fWortdngX

Sioraflcafit Othart 'The Shoot"

Yo-Yo Ma: tntpk-ed

3rd Rock-Sun Wortirtol Law * Order Carrier'

X

anol
ivBachby Bach (In

ittuya-GIrl

Chicago Hope "Oetvefanca" X
Newt I

Prlmeiime Live X

Law 4 Order 'Carrier X
Grace Under

Law 4 Order "Garner X

In Slereo) (Parti of 3) X

aatmeto j. win, noctiay

Andy Griffith |Andy Grrfftth

Law A Orrlnr "Purnlfl Hoaft" 1

NHL Hockty Boston Brums al New York Rangers (live)

Tp Livel

Law 4 Order "Purple Heart" X
Monevllne X ICfoaafirt X
Daily Show (R) |Stein'i Monty

Gimme Shatter (R)

Debt

MTV Live (In Slereo)

Figure rl Out |TlnyToon

Lost in Space X
Renovation I Renovation

Loit 8 Clark-Supttman

Btywatch Reunion" (In Stereo)

NBA BttturtbeH Botton Cettcs at Orttndo Magic (Uve) IM

Biography: Howard Stem

World Today X
American Juttke (R)

Larry King Uve I
*** "Inntrsptct- V967. Settnee r^ion)rJaiYilsOutid

Wild Dttcovory: Dress-Dinner |Drtcover Mag-utnt

ntimatt PortraH

Major League Baaaball Stn Francisco Gianls al Houston Atlros (Live) I
I lUnaolvsjd Myttsyriet (In Slereo) l-Wurclaraf ASpy Door* (1tJ

FootSotdiar

NBA

World Today I
South Park |South Park I
Myttertee of the Unttplaintd |Jutttce Filet "Con Artists" (R)
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BayolPtga(ln Sm
11:00 111:30

Lata Snow]

Nbjw$ X
LateShowX

Star Trek: NerlGenar

VTbe(R)

|TonightShow

I Abo You

Tonighl Show"

Deep Space »

Newt X |Tonight Show
Chartia Rota (In Stereo) X

M'A-S'H X
NJyitliO# X
Real TV X

TwofpVQraoYjn"(i8es)

Law 4 Order X
Sportt lllut.

Daily Show
Montylintl

Sleln't Monty

My So-CaHed Lite "Weekend"

DougX IRugrtttX

Lot In Space X
Home Again |HomaAgaii

Babylon 5 "War Without End"

m
o:

j
Highlander:

i»*ar*(19B3) u

The Series X
t-kMi "Sat/eftrifl tor Booby Faeht? (1993) Jot Mantegna. 'W

«t> "Big Top Pt8-tyipd"(i988) PeeWnerman.I t "» »>"" "«" 1,-^WJ | tartj-asr^sy IrWIIIHH

(5:45) »« VWnd"(1992, Adirenture) Matthew Modm l

rVj-13
i X

Music Videoa (In Slereo)

Hay Arnotd! X IBawHched

Making-Space

1l*>nJk>/dttp/qr>0r
> ()a«,Sut^^

Major League Baseball: Yankees al Anoels

Real World X
Wondar Years

Lost In Space X

Rati Work) X
Wonder Years

Raal World X

Wondr-Weathr Without Warn. |Wlndtor Rettorad (R)
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ARIES (March 21-April 19) —

You may have to put up with bjmn
than your share of interruption ur

intrusion today. Take care you don't

let your reactions get too emotional

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
You and a friend or loved one will

have a good reason to reaffirm vour

vornrnitment to one another and join

forces to wage war against a double

threat.

GEMINI (May 2l-|unc 20) —
Time spent contemplating your cur-

rent situation is well-spent indeed
— if you use what you learn to

improve things as soon as possible

CANCER (|une 2l-|uly 22) —
You are likely to reach the extent of

your influence before the day i* out.

leaving you to trust that others will

do the right thing on their own.
LEO (|uly 23-Aug. 22) — You

are advised to be cautious today,

particularly where travel and inv co-

ntents are concerned. Avoid an over-

ly aggressive financial strategy.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sepi. 22) —
You will be making contacts left and

right today Right now. though, it's

not who sou know bin how l.i

get to know ihcni TruM vour gut'

LIBRA (Sept 2i-Oct. 22) — li ia

important that you be just a little

more considerate of another < time

today. You don't want others to

think that vou're taking advantage.

SCORPIO (Oct. 2S-Nov. 21) —
Pitch in and help where you can.

and vou'll be rewarded for vour

BsfbrtB in good time. Take care that

you don't start becoming too
demanding
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dcc.

21) — A change i» in the works that

OmM have you packing up and get-

ting out sooner than expected. Still,

it mav be jum B fal*c alarm

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-|an 14)

— N ou are going to want to <harc
what vou know with those who can
benefit from it. but timing iv the kev

Keep things under wraps foi now
AQUARIUS (|an 20-Fcb. 18) —

You will reveive Nome advise today

that has you thinking that perhaps
vou ve been on the wrong path.

Take care: vou're the onlv one in

vour shoes!

PISCES (Feb I9-March 20) —
You are more in tune with things

today than you have been in a long

while. Keep your ear to the ground:
vou'll pick up important messages.

Close to Home By John McPherson
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<•<• Of all the things

I've lost I miss my
mind the most

55

-Steven Tyler

"You're going to play a song that you

wrote about me?! I didn't even know you

played an instrument! This is so romantic!"

.

ACROSS
1 Raced
5 Departs
9 Florida city

14 Roof part

1 5 German car

16 Violinists need
17 Tel —
18 Claim on

property
19 Constructed
20 Tropical fruit

22 Steer
24 FBjow grease
27 Tad
28 Magnificence
32 Where

1 7-Across is

36 Chairperson
37 Golfer Sam —
39 Trucker's rig

40 Yankovic and
Molinaro

41 Shade tree

42 State VIP
43 Onion's cousin
45 Stumbles
47 High-flymg toy

48 Weirdly
50 Purified

52 "Cheers" name
54 Abominable

Snowman
55 Member of a

boys' group
59 Radiant

63 Luau greeting
64 I ocation

67 Greek goddess
68 Symbol of

slowness
69 Sleigh, eg
70 Diplomacy
71 Canvas covers
72 Posilive votes

73 Tiff

DOWN
1 Sewing line

2 Do a road job

3 Bad
4 Loyal

5 Liquid meas.
6 "Yes. Pierre"

7 Utopia

8 Red Sea
peninsula

9 Planets' paths
10 Mountain Ikons

11 Largest
continent

12 Cheerful tone
1

3

Start a poker
pot

21 Miss Piggy's

negative
23 Nu» and—
25 Psyche parts

26 One who likes

solitude

28 Oil-beanng rock
29 Point —

,
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Ontano
30 Surgical tool

31 Object from the
past

33 Sponsorship
34 Overact
35 Dwelt
36 Generously
44 Affinity

45 Novice
46 View
47 Medieval

soldiers

49 Some trains

51 — loss for

words
53 Rumpled
55 Acting group
56 Arm bone
57 Razorback
58 Floor piece

60 Pounce
61 Fierce whale
62 Electrical unit

65 Afternoon party

66 Mss. workers

Today's D.C. Menu
Call 54S-2626 for asorc information

Franklin

LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich
Spicy Black Bean Burger

Macaroni and Cheese

DINNER
Roast Top Round of Beef

Cheese Lasagna
Chicken Breast Sandwich

Worcester
LUNCH

Macaroni and Cheese
Meatball Grinder

Rotmi/Tomato Sauce
Red Beans

DINNER
Roast Top Round of Beef

Baked ZM
Caponata w/Pocket Bread

Pastabilities

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich
Grilled Cheese Sandwich

DINNER
Roast Top Round of Beef

Baked Ziti

Berkshire

LUNCH
Macaroni and Cheese

Charbroiled Chicken Sandwich
Tri Bean Casserole

DINNER
Smoked Turkey Tostada

Roast Top Round of Beef

Caponata w/Pocket Bread

Pastabilities
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Huskies down Minutemen, 11-3 women's soccer
For Massachusetts freshman pitcher

lason Grechika, yesterday afternoon
was not a homecoming to remember
The Watertown. Conn, native got

the ball against his home state school.

but lasted only 1-plus innings and
took the loss in a 1 1 —5 Connecticut
vwtory.

The Huskies jumped on the south-

paw early and often before Rich
Hartman entered in the fourth inning.

All in all. Grechika gave up seven runs

on eight hits in his first collegiate

start

But don't blame Grechika alone for

the defeat

UMass continued to swing the bats

well, pounding out 12 hits against

their border-rivals However, the

Minutemen stranded 10 runners on
base in the contest.

After the Huskies took a 2-0 lead in

the first inning. UMass responded
with a run in the top of the third to

cut the deficit in half Huwcycr
UConn scored three in the third and
four more in the fourth to distance

itself from the Minutemen
Eight UMass starters had hits in the

Muchie Dagliere went J-for-5 to

extend his hitting streak to 1 5 games.

The North Haven. Conn product is

hitting MX> with 1 J RBI over hit last

•even game*, and lead* the squad with

a 4^2 average.

Brian Samela and Aaron BraunsMin
also had rwo hits apiece in the losing

effort.

•nn players had two hits

apiece and Scott Bemey went eight

konangs to ptck up his first win of the

M falls so 10-6 with the km.
and will now set its sights on in home
opener today at J p.m.. when the

Saints of Siena College visit Earl E.

Lorden ReM.
The Saints enter today's game with

a 4-16 mark, a far cry from a HOT
team that won the Metro Atlantic-

Athletic Conference crown and
advanced to an NCAA ptay-in game.

Gone from thai team are four start

sng pitchers, which b the n

for the poor mark. The only

pitchers for Siena will be (union Dave
Fields and Kevin Brown
However, all nine porilion starters

are back lor the Saints. Leading the

way will be first baseman Mike
Ostrander The junior was the MAAC
iourne> MVP last year, and led the

team in both home runs (5) and RBI
(44).

At second base will be captain Dave
Marek. a four year starter for coach
lorn Rossi. Marek led the Saints in

hitting last year and was an
All-MAAC first team selection

Other Siena players to watch for

include freshman catcher Bill Cilento

and outfielder Tony Fiumefreddo.
who hit .106 a year ago.

The Saints are directed by longtime

coach Rossi, who has been at the helm
of Siena baseball -ince 1468 Rossi

has turned the program around from a

once floundering Division II team to a

middle class Division I program that

has won three consecutive MAAC
crown*.

These two teams met last season in

Loudonvillc. NY., with I Mass com-
ing out as 21-4 winners. Jeff Puleri

earned the win in that contest.

Overall, the Minutemen hold a 10-5

advantage in the all-time series, which
began in 1478

On the UMass side of things, the

offense continues to put up impressive

numbers The Minutemen had scored

76 runs in their previous five games.
all wins, before the UConn loss.

Dagliere. Pete Gautreau. Shaun
Skeffington. Doug Clark. Brian
Samela and reigning A- 10 Player of
the Week Matt Wokott have all been

hot as of late at the plate. Collectively,

the team is hitting at a .343 clip

i before yesterday's game) on the year.

And with a depleted Siena pitching

along its way to Amherst today,

the opportunity is on the table to

regain the form that UMass displayed
over the weekend.

Minutcsnco Notes: Dagliere has a
hit in even contest which he has start-

ed this year. He has 25 RBI already

this year, after only driving in >6 a

year ago... Hartman came in relief of

Grechika and tied a career high with

four strikeouts in five innings of
work... yesterday was also a home-
coming of sorts for Scott Barnsby.

Nick Skirkanich. Chris Wandelt.
Samela and Dagliere. as all are

Connecticut natives

tHOMC VtXCXUCMM

UMass senior second baseman Much* Dagliere has been out on the
basepaths a lot this season, as he carries a 1 S- game hit streak into today's
contest with Siena

UMass looks to get back on track vs. Brown
Cofleoon Savf

The Massachusetts women's lacrosse team will

look to rebound from two lough losses to nationals

ranked opponents when it hosts Brown Lniver-ity

today at 4 p.m on Totman Field

UMass (2-2) will meet the Bears (IV 0-1 |yy

League) in hopes of getting back on the winning
track. The Minutewomen have played well through-

out the season, but in their two last contests against

Yale and Temple, were pitted against deep and con-

sistently strong teams.

UMass is looking to move on now. however, and
have chalked those games up as valuable learning

experiences. In fact, the Minutewomen did improve

conspired to last year's showing against Temple, scor-

ing six goals, more than any previous UMass team
and the second most against the Owls this year.

"In the Temple game, we really learned how to play

the runner's game and how to pick up the quicker

players." Massachusetts coach Franceses McClellan

said "It was good training for us. Against Yale, we
became a little smarter defending funky plays and a

little stronger one-on-one
"

In today's matchup, the Minutewomen will hope to

also improve against s Brown team that defeated them.

16- V in the season finale last year and holds the

all-time series advantage at 6-3. UMass will be looking

for a win though, and not just s decreased goal deficit

"We're actuslly very excited to he plsying
|Brown|." McClellan said. "They rccentlv It

Harvard by a goal, so I think it should be a really

good matchup."

The Minutewomen beat the Crimson in their sea-

son opener with a I VI2 double overtime win

The question this afternoon may center around who
decides to penetrate and simply throw it in the net. as

UMass has received several different multiple-goal

performances thus far. In the team's win over
Harvard, it was freshman attacker Fay Nabcr who
came through, scoring four goals. Against Holy Cross,

it was senior attacker |en Bowen who tossed in three

in the win. Finally, in the loss to Yale, current

leading scorer Laura Korutz netted four tallies

"What's nice about our offense is that anyone can
contribute at anytime." McClellan said. "We can do a

little bit of everything, which affects the outcome of

different matchups."

Minutewomen scoring leaders Korutz and Naber
will k*<k to counter any possible damage from their

Bear counterparts in the senior midfielder tandem of

Phoebe Koch and Allison Schettini. who have com-
bined for I S points on the season. Koch, who hap-

to he the niece of UMass men's soccer coach

Sam Koch, and Schettini. have often times also com-
bined with junior Amanda Hatton to form a formida-

ble scoring triad. The defense and the freshman goal-

tending combination of len Nardi and Tars Durkin
will have to work together to prevent them from scor-

ing st Will

"I feel that we can match up with Brown's key kids

well," McClellan said "Strategically, our first four

games have prepared us well Drop sessions have

been very important so far and will he today as well. I

just hope we can put it together."

UM opens in Georgia
Coaagwn Correspondent

Massachusetts women's track and

field coach hilic l.aFreniere and her

squad team have great expectations

tor their outdoor season.

The indoor track and field team
ended on an emotional victory, and
made a loud statement, by winning

the Atlantic 10 Championship. This

UMass indoor team let its competi-

tion know that you can't take the

conference championship lightly.

The team proved to its biggest

competitor. Virginia Tech (which

was favored to win the A-lOs). that

being focused and having emotion

can make or break a meet. In this

case, the fired-up Minutewomen
showed the Hokies what they knew

they could do. Many school records

were broken, and the UMass team

walked out on top.

With the energy and excitement

the indoor team ended on, the out-

door contingent is ready to pick up
where it left off. Add the return of

captains Rosey Bryan. Anya Forrest,

Rebecca Donaghue and Shana
Mitchell into the mix, and the team

is expected to be strong.

"Last year was a struggle at times

because of several injuries, but we
are stronger this season," LaFreniere

said. "I depend on my captains to

keep an eye on things. They are lead-

ers by example, sensitive to issues

with the team, mature, and have a

good relationship with their team-

mates."

The women's team faces a tough

schedule, as they will open their sea-

-on in Georgia in a meet against

Alabama. Aubum. Kentucky and
Western Carolina.

But the tough schedule doesn't

phase the Minutewomen.

"Top competition makes you a

better competitor." LaFreniere said.

While this weekend's meet will be

the opening for many of the girls on
the track and field team, two girls on
the team will have already participat-

ed in their first meet.

Andrea Comeau and Melissa

Ward competed in a heptathlon in

Gainesville. Fla. last weekend.

A heptathlon consists of seven

events: the high jump, the 1 00m
high hurdles, the shot put. the 200m
dash, the javelin, the 800m and the

long jump. Four events run on one
day and three run the following day.

The women's track and field team

have a short outdoor season. Their

season begins in early April and ends

in early hme.

However, there is a problem
looming on the horizon for the

Minutewomen seniors. Because the

ECAC Championships are May
22-24. these athletes will have to

decide if they want to participate in

the ECAC Championships or gradu-

ate with their fellow classmates on
May 24.

LaFreniere is looking forward to

the outdoor season, especially with

the boost of finishing the indoor sea-

son with a huge upset over Virginia

Tech. As a group, the UMass
women's track and field team will

take on the 1998 outdoor season

with the attitude "nothing is impossi-

bk\"
|en Bowen and the Massachusetts women's lacrosse team will look for

their third win of the year today in a 3 p.m. faceoff with Brown at Totman
Field.

hits the jackpot
with top recruits
By Jorma Kansanen
CoHegion Staff

As winter begins to melt asjej

around the Pioneer Valley, green

pastures are not just indicative of

the farmland surrounding this

University. With the addition of

three top flight scholarship
recruits for the Massachusetts
women's soccer program, the

future looks bright for the defend-

ing Atlantic 1 champions.

Add s trsnsfer from the

University of San Francisco to the

mix, and coach |im Rudv has a

foursome that will be able to till

the holes left behind by a stellar

senior class.

Martha Conover (Liverpool.

N.Y.I, Sarah Cook (Cincinnati.

Ohio) and Cori Stevens
(Greensboro. N.C) will make up
the incoming freshman class, and
Suzannah Nord (Oakland. Ca>, a

two-year starter at defense for

USF. will come in as a junior next

fall

For the past few seasons, Rudv
has wsnted to recruit these kind of

quslity student -athletes to push
his learn back into the perennial

Top 10 — instead of the perennial

Top 25 — and he has received

what he wished for

"We're very pleased with these

plsyers, and they have the poten-

tial to be the best ever ai UMass.*
Rudy said "We wanted to ernpha

size speed and personality with

this class, and we got that."

Defense is a necessity lor the

Minutewomen. as the team will

graduate three-quarters of its

backficld this spring With the loss

of the senior tn -captaincy, defend-

ers Erica Iverson and I \i

Rutherford and goalkeeper
Danielle Dion, plus defender Ann
Burrill. junior Amanda Thompson
will be the only returnee.

UMass injects instant eitpcrl

ence lo the beckline with the addi-

tion of Nord. who was a member
of the prestigious Northern
California Olympic Development
Program team in 199V Ai
Berkeley High School, she played

lo all fields, and was the offensive

MVP in 1994. and the defensive

MVP in 1995

Nord's transfer to UMass has

been a long time coming, and will

also be s sort of homecoming. She
wss bom in Brook Kn N Y . and
lived there until she was three, so

her return to the Fast Coast will

not only be a sporting one for her.

but a historical one as well.

"I've wanted to go to UMass
since my freshman year in high

school, but it was kind of weird,

because in my senior year I

changed my mind and went to San
Francisco," Nord said. "I didn't

apply anywhere else, and that was
a mistake. I stuck it out until my
sophomore year, and that's when I

decided to transfer.

"I think I'll fully realize mv
potential under Coach Rudy. In

college, you need the best coach-

ing to get the best out of yourself."

With the loss of Dion in net.

another goalkeeper was needed in

conjunction with sophomore
Angie Napoli. Napoli has proven
her worth over her first two sea-

sons in a backup role, and with

the addition of Stevens, who was
the Conference and Regional
Goalkeeper of the Year for both
1996 and 1997 in the North
Carolina area, the Minutewomen
have a nice one-two punch in net.

Stevens brings an impressive

resume to UMass, which includes

her All-State selection for

Grimsley High in 1996- '97 (stats:

41 games, 40 starts, 33 shutouts

with only 11 goals allowed) and

she also was a N.C. ODP team

member from 1991-97 Her choic

es came down lo Pennsylvanis,

N.C. Stale and UMass. The
Minutewomen won in the end.

"UMass is just a great area, and

I like it because it's a college

town." Stevens said "I wanted to

gel out of North Carolina, and find

a new place and explore. When it

came to St State, it was like

'been there, done that.'

"I know the game of soccer

pretty well, and I'll do whatever ii

takes to win My game is not the

prettiest, but I try to make up for

that with my natural athletic abili-

ty I'm looking forward to coming

in and playing well next year."

Another possible defender for

UMass next season will be

Conover, who has played in both

the midfield and defense for

I ivcrpool High and her club team,

the Salt City Shakers. Conover
was a first team All N Y Slate

selection in 1996 and 1997. and
the Central NY high school

Player of the Year in 1997 as well

"Two things helped me make
im decision to come to UMass."
Conover said, who chose to come
to Amherst over Princeton. "One.

it was the coach of the team, and
two. the team really made me feel

like a part of the family.

"Mv strength- are that I'm
determined, and I work hard out

on the field I have a good vision

of the game, but I just need to

learn the intricacies of the game
Next year is going lo be an inter

c-ting year for all us freshmen,
and I'm sure it s going to be

competitive
'

This entire incoming class of

plavers is impressive, but the play-

er that might stand a little bit

above the rest is Cook. The
Sycamore High School and Club
Ohio midfield standout brings a

history of leadership lo UMass,
being named the best offer

player at Sycamore for three sea-

sons ( 1994-96). and was the team
captain for Club Ohio from
1995-97

According to Cook's chub coach.

I ouis Hollmeyer. the first team
All-Cincinnati selection will bring a

heightened sense of speed and agili

Q s9 ( Meat MaasTaj-aji ha* | high

opinion of Cook, and compares her

to another Cincinnati player.

Danielle Borgman. who is the star

recruit for the defending NCAA
champion in North Carolina.

"Sarah is just explosive." said

Hollmeyer. who was a member of

the mens soccer team at UMass
( I -W0). "When coaches come to

our matches, it only takes five

minutes for Sarah to jump out to

them. Her skills have gelled over

the last two years, and she's a lot

more adept with the ball, and it's

tighter when she has possession.

"But truthfullv. she hasn't even
come close to reaching her poten-

tial yet. and a lot players reach that

in their senior year of high school."

Cook is prepared to make an
instant impact for the
Minutewomen. and she wants to

bring her history of success at the

high school and club level lo

UMass.
"What made me decide to come

to UMass was the people 1 met
there," Cook said. "Rudy was real

down to earth, and my teammates
were easy to talk to. and getting

along with the team was the top
priority in my decision.

"On the field. I will have to
work on my decision making,
especially at the collegiate level.

Establishing a spot right away next

season is important to me. and I

want people to recognize me out
on the field right from the start."

|0»M* KANSANIN/COUKIAN

Massachusetts women's soccer coach |im Rudy (left) has brought
in a solid recruiting class for the 1998 season.
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Stars speak candidly of

careers with Collegian
By Bryon McAllister & Corey Feidmon
Cokaoion Staff ond Star of Sordsflo of Blood

BOISF. Idaho Chaotic hfStaria surrounded
Hollywood like a Police Academy festival Thursday,
March 26 when a collection ol the most powerful and
humble people in the entertain-

ment industry gathered together

in an Idaho school cafeteria to

discuss upcoming project-, then

sex lives and ju-t how pad gjej

ml) are.

name- only were neces-

sary: assembled were I eonardo.

lames. Kate. Matt. Ken. lack,

Madonna and Leonardo's friend

\\ith the Reallv Bad Italian

nt In liiamc A hu-h tilled

the cafeteria when the eight

entered, and ju-t fa good mea-

sure. Ashley ludd strolled in. dbs>

ered head to toe in a multi la)

cred Saudi Arabian tunic Some
who attended swore that her ankles

were -flowing

Incredibly, the Dairy CDIIepan

was the only Media Thingy to he united lo thi- unprccc

dented.
'

n attendance were a bunch of

really old school lunch ladies and a kid named Dstfeat

After Idaho elementary school principal loscph I

cleared oil the milk cartons and dirty napkin- from t he-

table, the HoIIvwihm.) -upersiars took their -eat- It

noted by several observer* that I eonardo asked for a

high-chair and a bib

I began the interview by ignonng the young, hot

and focusing on ugly . bird like lame- Cameron.

Mf lames, how does it feel to have won an Oscar'*

I\M1 s Ok ii - not reallv about the money And it's

noi about fame or prestige Lranklv I ju-t emov the art.

It's ridiculous how much attention the movie i- getting

luann wa- reallv iu-t a subtle metaphor, and people reallv

shouldn't torgct the ttagcdv ol n In taet I in planning to

hsve every elementary school in America oh-crvc a

moment of silence each morning in memory ol tho-e lost.

MADONNA I di-approved of all the -e\ vou -howed in

Vitanu lhat -lull i- iu-t wrong

Ml lames, I heard your next project Is. actual) a study

of mating tendencies in modem cultuic-

I AMI S Yes, that's right, it- a remake ol I'lunct u/ the

Apei.

MATT& BrV I think we should talk more about HI

Ml Man H.niion and Ben Affleck, the stars of Good
Will Hunting, and some ol the mo-t Sj

gani. conceited people in Hollywood
How do you live with vour-elvc-' Vou
guys should really be more modc-t. like

Leonardo and lack Nicholson.

DtCKI V And me.

ME: And Dickey Speaking ol

Leonardo, does the young -tar em.

hi- new tound lame''

I I ONARDO: Id prefei not to talk

about myself.

Ml Arc vou sure ?

I I ONARDO I'm very -hv I'm ugly

and I hate my -ell

ML: What's vour next Broksf

I EONARDO Iu-t the "(ir..win, I

reunion

c,l 1 Willi IHI Kl MM H\D II \l

IAN U II N I IN TITANIC I once had

two line- in an episode of "The Lad- oj

MADONNA I wa- the voice of all the Snorks

Ml So vou all have humble beginnings, then'' You all

built your way up from nothing, vet -till don't have big

Nk Hol SON Not when there are people starving in

\\c-t \ irginia. Bryan.

Ml I in afraid we're out of time. Any comment- on

upcoming prefects?

I)K kl > I plan to graduate first grade.

M Ml We re planning a movie called It )tv I teryoite

I v I beat up Ben and lake over the world.

HI N Screw you. Vou know were not reallv

friends That was just a publicity stunt to make people cry

lor u- And vou can now call me The Actor loiinerly

Known a- Ben Affleck.

KAIL WINSI1 I I love Idaho

KATE'S \OI Nl Kate, -hut up get naked, and look

prettv Slop eating the potatoes. You're getting fat.

DICKER W e have good squash, t

Calipari
continued from page 4

Hagen. cleared him of all charges

Police believe that the bomb in

C'heanev's mailbox mav have been

Cakpari's rvtnhution tor the incident in

I -)<*» when thcancv -untied into

Calipari's press conference threatening

kick his ass." Chcanev ha- -ince

apologized after discovering the teaks

in his mailbox. As a result of his alleged

involvement in the incident. Hint has

been dubbed by local F.B.I, agent |oe

Pistone a* the "L m Bruiser."

Clarke, who is yet to he revealed as a

concrete suspect in the investigation,

has been named b\ Gravano a- a po—

i

hie heir to the local Calipari family in

Amherst When asked why he decided

to attend the Iniver-itv d
Msssachusetts. Clarke re-ponded.

"They made me an offer I couldn't

refuse."

I ticomc identally. Gravano stated

that former Calipari assistant Bill "The

Angel of Death" Bayno has been strate-

gically placed in I .as Vegas — an area

notorious for mob tic- dating hack to

the days of casino "Ace" Sam
Rothstcin

Although most feel that Calipari

"jumped ship" when the proverbial -hit

hit the fan in the waning hour- of the

Marcus Cam by scandal, investigators

now Hlptf 1 that hi- move to New

lersey may have had a higher purpose.

According to Gravano. Calipari wa-

named a possible replacement lor k>hn

OottJ as head of the Gambino family.

Gotti ha- allegedly been running the

family from prison -ince his incarcera-

tion in 1990.

Calipari has also recently been spot

ted eating at Spark s Sicuk MpmW in

Manhattan, where former head of the

Gambino Family Paul Co-tellano MM
brutally gunned down in I9HS by both

tiotti and Gravano.

Upon learning of the allegation-.

University of Massachusetts athletic

soccer
director Bob Marvum defended hi- for-

mer coachc- Kayno and Calipari. cur

rent coach Hint and current athlete

"lugghctahoudit! Mm, Bruiser. Bill,

and Charlton, to my knowledge, have

no affiliation with any organized

crime." Marvum said "I stand by their

stories of innocence every ssjaj of the

I ktsM c hancellor David K. Scott

was unavailable for comment, as he has

suffered a relapse of the

Disease which afflicted him exactly

two years ago Calipari and I lint deny

having anv connection with the very

timely food poisoning of Chancellor

Scott, with whom both individuals have

bad numerous disagreement- over hi-

illness. According to Kl Torbino's story

of Scott- onginal bout with the disease,

the I Mas- Chancellor vowed to "actu-

ally eat I Mas« dining commons beef" if

the basketball team was defeated by

Kentucky in the 1996 Final Lour

Rumor ha- ii that Calipari became

irate as a result of the pressure put on

hi- team to win by Scott and tampered

with the meat: however. Franklin

Dining Common officials attempted lo

exonerate Calipari by professing. "It i-

not our opinion that anyone tampered

with the meat Wc olten -cm infected

bad

'

According to recent C NN rumor-.

llvni.in Roth, a long time Miami friend

of Calipari and Flint, will also come for-

ward tc-iitv a>ruin-t Calipari in an

attempt to remove himself with any

associative charges.

Both Calipari and Bayno art' expected

to be indicted by Thursday morning

Harvard professor Alan Der-hovvit/

and OL Simpson attorney lohnnv

Crjd—1 have been mention a.- po—ihlc

coun-cl lot the MCMMd The motto of

their defense is expected to be "Refuse

to Brake."

Dear Collegian readers:

Luke Meredith says he won't write

another story for the Collegian until

Chancellor
Scott apolo-
gizes for steal-

ing all the
vodka from
his house.

Fess up,
David K. We
know it was
you.

conttnueO from paged

With the dcci-ion to -ub-ti

lute Rudinho tor Ronaldo.
Chamidingo wa- immediately

tned as the Brazilian national

team coach after the match
However, the boi-ter ou-l v

beleaguered coach has already

found a nowhere |ob in a

nowhere soccer league — the

NAM.
j'et about international

football. I'm going to coach in

the State-, wheie the real

money's at. man." Chamidingo

said "I heard there's a real

future in coaching college soc-

cer. Yeah, really ... I'm not

kidding!"

After Rudinho s controver-

sial goal last spring against the

III A World All Star- where

he knocked AC Milan -

George Weah oui with a

viciou- clout from a six-inch

fish hook stuck in hi- -kull

idon't ask). Rudinho was
indefinitely suspended from
international play. A year full

of hearings and trial-, multina-

tional payoffs and bribes lhat

would make Ronald Reagan
and Oliver North hlu-h ended
with FIFA granting Rudinho
one more shot

Unbeknownst to the interna-

tional football... I mean.
.

.-oc

cer governing body. Rudy
made his last shot into a

"-hot" — and once again, it

was to an opponent's -kull.

Thus, this brilliant move by

one of the most overhyped
athletes in the hi-torv ol the

sport (well, maybe behind
Paul Gascoigne or Alevi l.al.i-i

forced FIFA to revoke his

playing privileges for life.

No lie. babe. Rudinho can't

even play for a local club learn

like "The Old Boys." or even

in his backyard, without hav-

ing some FIFA thug rub him
out for good.

For Lalas and Gascoigne.
who's the man, now?

"I'm still stewing over his

Howdy Doody crack a few
years back." Lalas said. "That

comment made me suck IS

bad for the New England
Revolution that I had to be

traded to a team that is more
-chizo than me — the New
York/New lersey Metro Stars."

"He's a bloody f**kin"

wanker." Gascoigne said,

while sitting on the bench eat-

ing a bag of Walker's Crlspi

for the Glascow Rangers ol

the Scottish Premier League.

"He's a worse nobody than me
now, and oh yeah, he still

owes me from that allnighter

we had in London five yean
ago.

"I would get it from him
myself, but I can't be both-

ered."

Bible: a hot new release
By Arts Girl

Collegian Staff

THE BIBLE
i nkiumn

Supreme Publi-her-

Knocking lohn Gri-ham oil the

Yori ln> Hci I Isti

would require a teat of divine

intervention, but Gri-ham ha-

finally met hi- match

raking cue from Anonymous
\ir\ Colon), a brilliant new

writei Lnknown. ha- bur-l onto

the -ccne with a tonic ol the mo-t

fsnta-"' si In it- fii-t

i has

been llvinc oil the -helves and
book- finding it difficult

to keep up w ith the demand
"I don't know who thi-

Inknown pet-on is." says local

letti i Mom Somsjkm. "But

whoever lnknown i-. he- really

hit the lackpot on tin- one Ihi-

has got everything villains.

heroe-. great leadci- -ex. betrayal.

You name it. this book ha- it"

Starting off with the gripping

preiiu-c ol "In the beginning there

wa- nothing." the Hiblc takes the

reader on a journey which ulti-

mately result- in a spiritual realiza-

tion of magnitude previou-ly

unknown in the world of litera-

ture

Simple but elegant prose set the

tone for the Bible, especially ol

note i- the -killful wording of "I et

there be light " The -heer ma|e-ty

of those lour word- exemplify the

power d Lnknown - writing

I nknown's portrayal of the kev

character- i- alternately sympa-

thetic or viciou- Lor example,

both Adam anJ I vc jic -hown as

the originator- ol the first sin in a

way that i- touching and human.

On the other hand. Cain comc-
-s as s mercenary, willing to

murder even hi- own brother But

the bad guys get all the good lute-

in thi- page turner and Cain gets a

doo/y of one: "Am I my brothei >

keeper?"

Probably the climax of the Bible

conies with the Hebrew- exodus

out of I j»\ pt . I iiknown relates the

40 year- of trekking through the

de-ert in a gripping fa-hton. culmi-

nating with the parting of the Red

Sea.

llv- rlir>/f i- a tnu-t have for

anyone interested in having a

beautilul leather-bound.

kiold leafed book for then M
However, the hook- are flyn

the shelves and vou -hould head

over to your nearest Barnes and

Nobis tor a copy But if vou run

out of luck, the Gideon- have been

kind enough to K pv m
hotel rc»- - the country

Also, c he ning hall-

tor people distributing complimen-

tary copies ol the book But wher-

ever you do get vour copy keep in

mind this dramatic lorav into liter

aturc will prove to be a true classic

in every -ense of the word. A*

Middle East officials tee off on
policy in diplomatic golf match
By Tennis Boll Bouncer & Arts Girl

Cplaguy lockay*

In an unprecedented event, sports and politics have

combined i. bfkaj ikw meaning in the struggle towards

world pea.

In the pa-t Israel Pnmc Minister Benjamin Netanyahu

and Pieestmian kulhorit) Chairman Yaasar Arafat have

hlficuli times m the stalled peace process, but they

di-plaved -olidantv hv honoring the memory of England*

Pun and her effort- to ban landmines.

N c-tcrdav evening. Netanyahu and Arafat met on a pro-

posed goll coui-e -trewn with landmines, in order to

bring attention so the landmine effort

"The mo-t important thing to a pc • .edom. and

land mine cdoin in the most ha-ic wav ." Arafat

-aid "Moat <nes takeaway lite n-elf. which i- the

mo-t!. 'ccdom- I hen-ihle We cannot

allow thi

mvahu cch. v.! \iaiai - sentiments -avnik!. "The

riv wounded when Diana was

killed i nlv -embolic an l«racli and Palestinian

leader ju unified m pieinoiing a cause so dear to the

Prince— hul it - al-c important lhat cause is directed

against danger

I he I
v

I . I )enm- Ross was given the diffici:

.mging the meeting between Netanyahu and Arafat,

finally. Ro— Im upon the idea of honoring Princess Dkaaj

in a -pomny «.i\ a- a way to move on the -tailed Middle

I a-i pea«e proce— The final golfing result will undoubt

edlv go down at the greatv-i .lehicvenient since th

ic aaked cucmlla- and Israeli troop- to cease

fighting in Southern Lebanon for the day We have every

• to believe ihcv will comply I 'here might

some i--ue-. but wc he>pc everyone work- together to

make thi- event -uccc-*ful It would be a tragedy if we

tot able to join together on this sigaifkasM event,*

k«~- -aid

Ross also said that plan* are underway to clear the

minefield*

plan to use our most experienced United Nations

people to clear the minefields." Ross said in a press con-

ference vc-tcr,|jv "There arc plans in progress to con-

-truct a golf course o» the highest qualm At the opening

ej the cour-c Netanyahu and Arafat will play IB holes.

-imultaneou-lv cclcbrsting the life of Diana and making a

-vmbolic gesture for peac I

"Thi- will be great lor our two peoples, but I won t he

-ati-tied unless I beat him by at least three holes." the

Israeli pnmc minister said "We pulled our levp guys off

missile building dulic* to wc«rk on a reallv kick a— driver."

Arafat, more known for his terrorist activities than for

his golf game, is optimistic about the match up

"I have never played the game before but I vc watched

Tiger Woods a bunch of time- Mv only hope i* that the

L nited Nations -omehow forgets to remove a mine off the

fifteenth hole." Arafat s.i

In a side note, the golf match has dwarfed the betting

frenzy surrounding last weekend $20

billion are being wagered on the match according to Las

\ eea- ^sld- in.ik.et-

ee dc-crt pot It - grueling and when mine-

fields are involved, all bet- are off." an anonymous bookie

said.

The match has not gone without control

Netanyahu has insisted he will walk the course, but there

ivculation Arafat lacks the endurance to walk lg holes

on a minefield

"Arafat has got to be 70 years old. He's led a ssajaajsjaj

movement lor more than half a century Lor peace's sake,

give him a break and let him ride." -aid embattled golfer.

. M.irlin

©dj^kv I
^^JK^^^^ (March 2 1 -April

^ ^r^aj^ 19) — Take a long look

^V^kw at yourself in the mirror.

^^^ No. longer. Nope, longer, you

idiot Do yoil like what you -cv
'

We didn't think BO.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) — It

i- recommended that >ou do not sleep

while you are trying to dry your hair with

,i hairdryer. Think about it...

GEMINI (May 21-June 20) — Yellow

Bird to Big Bear: a sleeping doc tells no lies,

unit-- he '- sleeping with vour pirlfriend!

CANCER (|une 2l-|uly 23) — .cu... v.;,„.

vou need is a horoseope. Consider for a second

you ate already a born eaneer. CANCER! Get

it? Vou should be spending your time in better

ways than reading this trash.

LEO (|uly 23-Aug. 22) — Ask the Magie 8

Ball any question today. The answer will

always be the one vou want. All signs point

to Yeil

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) — Break

some minors, walk in front of some
black eats who Bit under ladders. How
mueh worse eould things aetually

get'.'

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) —
Yo%l exude self-confidence.

intellect, style, charisma.

and beauty. A born
leader, you cer-

tainly

don't need
advise from a sopho-

moric horoseope.
Celebrate your achievement-

with a huge party Frida\ night.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) —
This is a long distance dedication

going out to Penny in Tuscaloosa.

Penny. Darren knew he was doing you

wrong by fooling around with your mom...

and dad!

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) —
Maj jof D C tood and eniov ii Maj yom

!

'Jer. Ma) >jii spend die U

three weeks at Whitmore — in line for the

Bursar's Office!

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19) — Your

Mom!
AQUARIUS (|an. 20-Feb. 18) — Venus is

in your water sign this fourth moon of lupiter.

Look out for asteroids and hemorrhoids.

Beware that while the sun is lollygagging

with the moon in Virgo. Aries may be

going through your things.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) — You

know those girls, the ones you talk to

at night, the ones on the other end

of those 900 numbers? They don't

care about you! And those

things you buy on infomer-

cials are never as cool

as they look on
TV!

Happy April Fool's day to everyone who reads the Collegian.
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UMass softballstarfacesjuicesup,

NKOTB to sing opening anthem

hurler Dammit*- HtmlM "

By IhaWI flonogon
GjIsgonAlT

In news that i* certain to push Titan* to the back

of entertainment section* nation wide, what

prcaniees to he one of the giialrtl cultural event* of

our generation will occur at Totman Field on

Sarurdav

The original member* of the New kids on the

Block will reunite to wng the national anthem at the

I Mas* *oftball home opener The boy* from
Dorchester had wanted their reunion to come at

their MM* I tveert but I PC wouldn't

pom up their $ I .*» asking fee

I scars now we've been telling peopte com*
on evcrvhodv il you want to take a chance ju*t get

on the floor and do the New kid- dance " loe

Mclntyre said through his agent Hehath Nothin

"The timet right now and I guess this Bert chick

really digs us too.

The NKOTB reunion is one of the highlights of a

star- studded schedule of singers Trisha Yearwood.

Puff Daddy and Debbie Gibson will also come to

Totman. along with the cast of Sesame Street on Ice

for a special performance before the North Carolina

game.

The news is not all good though Reportedly pel

nfied by an obsessed fan. Vanilla Ice cancelled hi-

scheduled date along with a show at a junior high

school dance in Tonawanda. N.Y. The Spice Girt*

appearance for I Conn was nearly cancelled when

Sporty Spice had complications from a nose job but

she will be replaced by Kelly Buckles

• Diminutive ! toot-2 outfielder Katie Kender-ki

has been suspended following a positive drug test

for steroids. Trainer Matt DiBartaolomeo first

became alarmed when the petite number nine hitter

recently topped the scales at 82 pounds She was

alto seen shopping for a full size-two dress, instead

of her usual size- 1/8.

Recent reports indicate that Kenderski will soon

eclipse the 100-pound plateau The usually harm

leas owner of a V-)7 cumulative GPA (for real) was

described at a volatile monster by her teammates.

"I am scared shitless and getting the hell out of

Dodge." said Becky George who returned to her

rural Pennaytvarua roots aa fact at she could go in

her Bttle red rodeo. Trying out for Swingrn 2 -he

rust screamed "Schnecksville. baby. Schnecksvillc
"

Kendcrski was at home for a team dinner, but the

phone never got past Liz Wagner Audible in the

background however was Kenderski whaling on

Carrie kfTries who was screaming. "No. Katie this

it any pot pie.*

'Dang.* was all freshman Annie Smith could say

Although she is now NCAA ineligible, all is not

lost. She hat received offers from the Chinese swim

team and one from task Bischoff to join the NW O
and wrestle either lex 1 uger or Ric Hair on

Monday Nitro as "Killer* Kenderski

"I hope Luger tries to put me in that torture

rack.* a teething Kenderski was heard saying over a

steak breakfast at Bub's Bar-B-Q. "I'll shove his

wimpy att off and torture him by racking his

iva brain vuih tables Iroin tn> linance classes until

il explodes And. I heard the Nature Boy flunked

geology."

"W inioooooooh!*

• Intunaicil by the team leaving all of her luggage

at the Atlanta airport, coach F.laine Sorting has

punished the team with the most drastic measuie

that rial could think of.

"We lake so much time keeping the kids healthy

and feeling great from nutritious, low-fat meals like

salads, popcorn and skinless chicken." she said.

"From now on they can only eat unspeakable foods

like -teak and tiench fries."

All but two players skipped town and most

haven't been heard Iroin mikc kilcy Scofield was

located when she was arretted on five counts ol

murder after starting a not when a Maryland Sizzler

ran out of ined shrimp on it* buffet

at, lian-v Osier and Danielle Henderson were

attempting to hit a Sizzler in all SO states Harry

and I races were separated liom kiley after an

unlortunatc modem with some bud anchovies at a

Rhode Island pizzeria left them hospitalized in criti

cal condition.

I hope we still make it to the World Serial in

Oklahoma Cm O-ier said. "I know this great

Mexican place

Farmer UMass
coach a reputed

Mafia crime boss

By Maurice "Irse oVaVShalar*

Ouoootad Prats

COUICMMMU

UMass softball star Katie Kendarski

NFW II MEY - In a story which

will come much to the surprise of

spurts fans. Italians. Minutetnen and

Nets alike. Sammy The Bull"

Gravano has alleged to Spurn,

Illustrated writer

I a c k i e

MacMullan that

former
L Diversity of

Massachusetts
men's basketball

coach lohn

Calipari has held

tic- to the New
York Gambino
Mafia Family lor

the past I"*

years, during

which time he

has served as

both coach and

local Godfather

In another

attempt to dit

mantle the rem-

nants of the for-

mer lohn OotH New V>rk crime

organization. Gravano has again

revealed kev information which

could lead to a likely indictment of

the once locallv glorified "Don"

Calipari at earlv as today Gravano

justified his actions by claiming that

Calipari was in dirt with

'i during his trial as thev con-

COUtCMMIU

Former UMass hoop coach John

Calipari

spired to kill him.

In addition to the ringleader

Calipari. Gravano also named his

associate* in the alleged Anther *t

Mafia scandal Current UMass coach

Bruiser Flint, former assistant Bill

Bavno and current UMass point

guard Charlton Clarke have all been

identified by Gravano as having hitn

cate roles in the

local Calipari lami

I
Hint 's organized

crime roots date

back to his adoles-

cence in

Philadelphia,
where he once
worked at the reg-

ister of Giovanni's

Pizza, which was
owned by reputed

mobster \ ito

Corleone His ille-

gal activity contin

ued through his

college years at St

Joseph's, where he

acted as both a

bookie and a bufler

between students

and convicted gambler Sonny

Corleone. The current Minuteman

coach's name was also mentioned aa

a possible suspect for a bomb which

went off in Temple coach lohn

Cheaney's mailbox in My of 1995;

however Flint's attorney and

Corleone Family lonugliere. Tom

Turn to CAUPAM page 3

Brazil's Rudinho banned from

the world of international soccer

By YorMoh
CoROQton Inltif nofionol

BI.RMN If vou thought the

,r career of Brazil's agate"!

superstar Rudinho was supposed

to be over years ago it i- now

Tear* were shed, cats and dogs

slept together tor even worse, the

Fngli«h and French), rioting

evolved in the streets of Berlin

and. oh yeah, a football I

mean soccer match between the

German and Brazilian national

teams ended in controversy at

Ulvmpic Stadium.

A 2-2 draw in the final "friend-

lv" before World Cup '98 con-

cluded in a devastating disph

disabling debauchery, as Rudinho
— the 50-year-old (or more)

executive consultant of the

Massachusetts women's soccer

program — ended his 50-year

career in a blaze of maniacal
manliness.

Brazilian coach Chris

Chamidingo busted a nut in his

sunburnt brain, and foolishly sub-

stituted Rudinho late into this

not so "friendly* for the FIFA
World Player of the Year.

Ronaldo. Only : I 5 after the tub-

-titution. the Satchel! Paige of

international football... I mean
soccer viciously elbowed not only

Itrikef lurgen Klinsmann. but

four other German players, en

route to an immediate red card

ejection

In extra time, the bloodied and

beaten Klinsmann scored the

game-tying goal to end the match

at 2-2.

klinsmann had nothing ti

after the match (due to obviou-

reasons), but Rudinho. who it

unfortunately never at a KM Km
words, had his say.

"Ah. Klinsmann is a ervbabv

and I just nudged him a little."

Rudinho said, who will now
assume the head coaching )ob for

the Brazilian women's team,

about the blow that forced cmer-

gency surgery on Klinsmann'*

jaw. "Hey. I thought I would go

out there and try to give the team

a little boost (while motioning
upwards with his right elbow |.

but it didn't work out

"Um. I guess I should sav sorrv.

eh?"

Turn to SOCCER page 3

Marcum announces UMass
Hockey squad to go big-time
By Jormo Kekolainen

CoJIagion Staff

After a disapp caton that saw the

M.o-.nhu-ctts hockev team miss the Hockey Fast play

Chancellor Scott announced this past weekend that

the live-year-old program would immediately be dis-

solved and instead, try to become a professional fran-

chise

With a veritable plethora of Minutemen making a living

at the professional level, a list that now includes fre-hman

Matt Smith (who signed with the Worcester Ice Cats of

the American Hockev League last week). UMass has off!

cially given up on college hockey, and will try to make the

jump to the pros as well
_,

i ou had to see this coming." Scott said. "We were asi-

nine to think we could make a dent in lack Parker r^ast. I

mean. Hockey East. That wanker has a stranglehold on

(hi- conference, and we couldn't buy a goalscorer from

the Boston area, even if we had NCAA permission. Damn,

you can't go to the loo without a hall pass from that jerk.

Mm.. • all , i out players are ovet 21 and will nor -tav

lor a full four years anyway, so what's the big whoop?"

credited the potential jump from Div. I-AA to

Div. I for the football program as the inspiration for the

move, and UMass coach foe Mallcn was inspired as well.

'Ihi- i- the best possible move for both the progTam

and the school." Mallcn said "Can you believe it? We can

give the kids who want to play hockey these dayt what

thev really want money And. it will be all on the up

and up
Now tell me. who is the glorified Div. Ill program dis-

guised as a Div I doormat now 1 Who lost to Maine at

home in the conference playoffs? Um. New Hampshire?"

lack Parker himself commented on the move, and

believes that Merrimack College should do it as well,

especially after they knocked BU out of the HE playoffs

— at home
"We need to get these pests out my league." Parker

said. "They are like little bug- buzzing in my ear. and I

want to cru-h them like this | while pinching his forefinger

and thumb together!."

Collegian Perspectives
Compiled by yourMOM • Photos by Lauren Kosky

What do you feel is the most pressing

issue facing students on this campus?

"The rising importence of G-

String wearing. Monchichi

raising barbarians. We have

rights tool We will not be

oppressed!"

Maco
Hotlanta . Ga.

"Passing out cold on a Monday after-

noon (aka what I do when I should be in

I'-vch 100.)"

Bud "Ice" Lite

Assorted Frat Row basements

"Gettin" rid of all dem classy

broads on campus. Who needs

em with their make-up,
deoderant. and regular thow-

ers? There's something to be

said for baddass hoochies."

"This ain't Eden and he ain't no Eve.

out, but an apple would be nice."

want "What? I can't hear you. I have

a big fuzzy belly in my ear! Oh.

I think he's going to be a soccer

player, he is. He is."

Tree huggers

Somewhere surrounded by

UMass shrubbery

Mr. Unlucky

Mrs. Lucky

UMass Health Services

"The neo-classical resurgence

of the post modern, decon-
structionist idolization of the

Western dialectic of

yourMOM!"

Scott Marduk
From infinity and Beyond

Thctma Mae Scrubfrcc &
Gladys Mae Mopnglow

A traitor park

somewhere In Florence

////ZZZZZZZZZZZZZ"

We didn't want to wake them.

to we don't know who they

arc or where they're from

"Pressing this cool towel
against my head. It's hot.

damn hot! The world is com-
ing to a flaming, fiery end and
we're all going to hell! Oh. but

an AC would be nice.'

Wal E. Mart
South Hadlcy

"The art of public urination."

"Yeah, there are 1 7,000 people

walking by. and we don't
care."

Salvatore Linguinnl & Diego
Santa de Loria

Coolldge 'yo

>AILY COLLEGIAN
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Phenomenal
woman

Am DiFranco, who
will be appearing at

the Mullins Center

this weekend, |omj

an emerging class

of rocking women
(see Arts k Living,

page S)

Down to

the wire

Goalie Tara Durkin

anchored the

women's lax

defense with her

play in goal in yes-

terday's 7-6 over

time win (tee

Sports, page M)

WORLD

Clinton backs Israeli

plan to pull out troops

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Canton

administration yesterday backed an

offer by Israel to putt its troops out of

Lebanon and catted for direct negotia-

tions between the two sides on new
border arrangements

Hundreds of Israel, soldiers, sup-

ported by mostly Christian militia,

have manned an enclave inside

Lebanon's side of the border since

1982 to keep terrorists from crossing

into Israel to attack ctviham

The cost is high Some 1 .000 Ivraefc

sotdwn have been kitted, making the

operation unpopular On Wednesday,

the Israeli Cabinet accepted a 1979

UN Security council resolution that

catted for a puttout with new security

arrangements

Lebanon reacted cootty "Lebanon

wiN not negotiate with Israel over the

withdrawal." President Elias Hrawi

said during a visit to the United Arab

Emirates

But Secretary of State Madeleine

AJbnght was instantly receptive

"We welcome the decision by the

Israeli Cabinet." she said "This is a

positive v

While the United States would tike

to tee a wider Arab-hraeh settlement

that involved Syria, "we understand

the value of making progress where

we can," she said

NATION

States develop reports

on affirmative action

CHICAGO (AP) - Illinois. Indiana

and Michigan are publishing their

own reports on affirmative action

after the U.S. Commission on Civil

Rights decided they were unbal-

anced and refused to release them
"We were furious," |oseph

Mathewson, chairman of the Illinois

committee, told the Chicogo
Tribune. "We felt that our work was

being ignored wrongly They are

now sitting as censors over these

state committees that they are sup-

posed to be listening to " The three

reports conclude that affirmative

action enjoys wide support in the

three states Illinois' report was
issued Tuesday, although it may be

illegal for the states to publish

them. The national commission
deadlocked 4-4 on a motion to

accept the three reports last year.

The four commissioners who voted

no say they have accepted reports

from other states, but that these

three were too one-sided, the

Tribune reported yesterday.

The reports consist mostly of

statements submitted by people

from around each state. In Illinois,

contributors include such figures as

Chicago Urban League President

lames Compton and Ameritech
Illinois President Douglas Whitley.

During debate, Commissioner
Carl Anderson complained that the

Michigan report includes 20 state-

ments supporting affirmative action

and just one opposing it.
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Select Board may allow

Time-Out re-opening
By Paul Hayes
Collegian Staff
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"
/ used H> go to

Time-Out, reopening

it is definitely a nostal-

had giu thing. It would he

WIHr RSI" I imc In

Utet month- of lingering in sober darknc— the taps

iiiuv oikc again be tunning under the bright lights at the

rime Out Sport* Bar in duvvnlown Amlu

One fcrmci I Ma- -tudent and two husine- partner-

have taken the ln>i -tcp- towards icopening the

Tunc Out Spoif Hji ti-riiietlv local

cd .it >? North Pleasant St in —~—""-

~

—"""""~~

AmIn

lorn Murphv 1'9©1 >l Agawaiii

Mike Mel aughlin »•! I j-i

I ongmcadow and l>an Dmeen ol

I 'onnecticut going under the name
of McMuipliv incorporated

their applications lor a liquor ... .„,,,/.,,, /; nieee of
u eoniinon victualler- license and I

llKL

coin operated atiiu-ement permit

approved hv the Amhi
Board on Monday night

Mi Murphv In. ^—^——^^—~
an agreement 10 hu\ n Iroin former owner

Michael I umj Hut btHM riW cjn happen more hurdles,

including the state Akoholu Beverage Control

approval of their liquor lice

must be cleared.

Murphv who has managed the Uoverleaf Cafe in

said he wants to re-open the

is a great boat-

nets opportunity and it is in a great location

Hut Murphy also die- personal reason* for the deci

«ion

"I used to go l. lime Out. | re opening it | I* de'

a nostalgia thing.' Murphv -aid 'It would be "fcl

a p> Mass hittor

Although thev approved all appli.

\ote- Select Board Rteml Kent

linn premise! I ih* both lime Out and

Pruddv - have- hud difficulty in preventing underaged

drinking on their pretri

Select Board member Hill Bo-- warned Murphv.
: ihcir law Npnngficlcl

thai thev would be under inten-e -uutmv bv the -late

heve when \mher-t bar- had their |llciuor| licens-

es icvokcd 01 -u-|xiiiled. the owners didn't trulv realize

illci B°*s

——

—

—— \ cull hd^ l.uhli and

tll(>!

Murphv -aid if the deal |

through he plan- I

drinking

hade the ni-tallalioi

muibilic wlikfi i an vulidjli newel dri

UMass History

—Tom Mut pin

ver- I

tin m an.'

lull time

on
i«e-

btiainc-- Mi

\mhersi Htewin

businc**. But Murpf

will

ild

. >ui would primarily be a

arnhurgerv sausage* and

i Murphy

lV -4ll

over hou the men would prevent underaged dnnki

ied acros-

Ni[ which

lime Out's

didn't tee them a* compeii-

t the fad that each establishment would have

>r- local bar market

-|H.< jusl brings

Murphv said "Plus,

studen go around to each bar in the I

Olmos lectures at UMass
Actor and activist speaks about societal ilk

By Juan Carlo* Kaplan

Colsyor. Stat -

Renowned actor and activist fdward

lames Olmos spoke at the Universii

M.i-sachu-ett- line \m- Center

luesday night as part of the M IMA
I ecturt v

' ion

with the llistinguished Visit

Program and l.atinas Promoviendo
nunidad lambda Pi I hi Sorontv

Inc

Olmos. II, when not appearing on

the silver -iK-cii dedicates himself to

his "other" career a- a ibe-d

statesman who ti*irs the country giving

up to :mi -pcec-hes annually on a wide

range of social issues such as cultural

diver-itv. violence and racial tolerance

"All I've been doing i- tellin

ties." he said in reference to hi- unique

-tvle dJ getting hi- message act.

(. ombining very personal anecdote-

i

Olmos had a much iiimaVr-ihan

ipated audience cheering his poignant

t ever speak about the I

Slates of Amcnid without

the Sative American" I

as he potnicd out thi

we are taught m -chool "*Vt know fen

much about Eurof
heroes and not enough at

Asian. Latino or Native Sm«

|one*|."

i want to -top v i

America'' Then teed our children

teem The- only thing v.*j have is

vour own - u have

icem and self rc-pcci w>u have

i-vinthing." Ohm* said, addressing the

topic of violence in An which

i- gamed fame for hi- I i-

Haard Educational Protect thai i

i!>il'.-r citv *
t.'blc-m in

iich he iWnbcd

Ming violence as

[ tal problem and start treating M

as a health problem.' he

Oln
ttjfe an eot .in cat «tan hi actMan

Mi .i -iv ism started in tunior high

lateness of

garding a heat

wave., they wouldn't let u- nit of class

udent protest I realh did

activate human understanding

Olmo- -aid

Oln, i iticized

L lintiHi lot the- mult';

pie-ident has made during hi- tnp in

II igh He bad

Torn to OLMOS pO"M 2

Still life

Sarah Rakitin, a sophomore English major, works on a painting in the art department yesterday.

SGA approves

elections; Wong
gives last speech
By Jill Carroll

Collegian Staff

I he Lniver-nv of

Md--jihu-ctl* Student
rnntcnl Association iSt

voted to ratify the election

lent and student trustee dur

ing last night -

the elections -till face the poten

rial ol being nullified at a -tudent

judiciary meeting khIjv

Despite iiiori

of the election-, ihc Imal decision

• t I \ or nullili, II be

led bv the student |u.ii

today

"Regal die— if it wa- ratified or

not |la-t night | . |u»iav| n will go

to the -tudent |ud> -here

the final decision on nullification

will be decided* Lisa L

tpeaki-r ol the -enate -aid

In a mi -iv the student

fudiearc will he hearing petitions

that are calling for nullification ol

i torn

10 be

true the election* will be nulli-

iliev Imd -oinelhiiig IM
-tituiioiial il •' v can vote to nullity

the elecliont Hut ol they lind

theii "i- iben t f » c

v

will voti gorv

i i \

The -enate ratification might be

•uiit bv the |ud

Ihcy might take inti

the -enar. m bui 1 rn not

reallv -u' 1 >>/icr

-

Ihere wa- heated debate over

ratifying the eli

lodi Bailev iliMiimutcr

at I.. . wrn lru.

lent* should be-

have their voice- heard

jltow 1

Hv i

lutr • SGA | oge 2

Lia Wong gave her farewell address at last night's SGA meeting

Experts say Jones

case weak from start
By Laurie Asseo

Associated Press

\\ ASIIINOION I eg.il ivpnt-

ecatssW a federal judge's findini

asTdq ihat P.iul.i lone- t.n-ed "no gen-

uine i-sues for trial" in her -exu.il

harassment law-uit again-t Pre-ident

Clinton M.inv -aid her case- wa- weak

from the -t.itt

'She vva-n t able to -how anv nega-

tive |ob consequence-." \orlhwe-teni

Universit* law profestot Cynthia

Bowman said after Mr- lone- law-uit

wa- dismissed bv a federal judge in

Arkan-.i- " I"here MM never ,m\ -how

ing that the environment of her |oB

MBJ ho-tile to her bccau-e o\ her KM
"She had I verv. verv we.ik

-aid S.m liancisco lawyer Philip Ka\

"I getu-r.illv don't even rXNsasdai taking

,i scmi.iI harassment Ctttt mile-- there

u.ic in element of -erious unwanteil

physical touching.*

"Thi- i- not ;i i.i-e I would have ever

brought.'' added Kav. who won a $3.7

million damage award in l
ot)4 of a lot

met -eitetan at a law firm over

harassment.

Mi- lone-' l.iw-iiil MsUI then-Liov

Clinton exposed liimsell and proposi

ttoned her in a Little Rock. Ark., hotel

room in I*W1. At the time, she was a

state employee Clinton denied the alle-

gation In throwing out the ca-e. I S

District fudge Susan Webber Wright

-aid Mr- lone- did not -how that she

suffered any "tangible job detriment"

or that IM alleged incident created an

abusive working environment

•Reduced to its essence, the record

taken as l whole could not lead a ratio-

nal trier of fact to find [for Mrs. lone-

1

and the Court therefore finds that

there are rxi genuine i—ues for trial in

tin- CM
Her lawver. lohn \\ billhead, said an

appeal wa- likelv.

\\ ( haven't rOtl V\ I lost one
iouikI.' a--etted Mr- lone- lawyer,

lohn Whitehead We just think that

am time SDK challenye the most pow

i-iltil man in the world, vou have a

h ca-e " New York lawyer Gregory

lo-eph. who wa- not involved in the

ca-e. -aid it was not -ale to assume

that the appeal would he rattCtssst

But Ua-binglon I niveisitv law pro-

fessor lane Aiken -aid Mi- lone-' case

ha- baas OH -hakv legal ground from

the verv beginning" because il was

batssj OB I -ingle incident and did not

demon-tiate how that alleged incident

affected ha job.

Sexual haia--ment ca-e- are "not

eat) ca-e- to piovc." said Marcia

(.reenlxigei ot the- National Women's

I aw Canter.

"There ha- to he enough of a harass-

ing act 10 rise to the level of actual dis-

crimination, and that mean- affecting

the condition- ot the job in a tangible

jay,* Citeenbetger said. "We don't

have a hi-toiv in this countn of sexual

hara--ment ca-e- baaed i>n one time-

event- prevailing in court
"

Washington lawyer Lawrence

I other, who often ivpie-ents emplov

ci- In -uili ca-e-. -aid he always

thought Mt- lone-' ca-e was a weak

one

"It went haywire" in recent day-, he-

added, when her lavvvers filed papers

alleging that Clinton sexually assaulted

a woman mam veat- ago but neglected

to include her -worn denial. The
woman wa- identified in the papers by

name
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SGA
continued from page 1

ing these etecHoee not all stu-

dents could get their vol

heard." Bailey said. "There were

no absentee ballots {at polling

•tattoo*] that is highly illegal.

It's in tbc ^institution that >ou

have to have absentee ballot*.

V\ rite in volM were discouraged,

students were allowed to vote for

invalid candidates
"

Senator Benjamin Gaumond
(Southwest. |QA) said the elec-

tions should be ratified to fill the

positions

"There will be no student voice

heard on the board (of Trustees).

Students themselves have to deal

with this, that is grave, let

democrao prevail that is the bot-

tom line on this." Gaumond said.

Bailey was also concerned the

senate would ratify the elections

only to have them nullified by the

|udK :.

In this and have it nulli-

fied tomorrow it would make us

look inept." Bailes said

Senator Asif Sayani said a

lower voter turn out because of

the mistakes made did not impact

the outcome of the elections.

"\ oter turnout was taken at a

sample of the population No
matter how big the sample is mul-

tiplied the elections would have

been in favor of who won."

Sayani said. "The candidates who
won are the people student want-

ed to win."

Senator Ricardo Rodriguez
(Southwest at large) questioned

Sayani.

"If any one student is not gi\en

the right to vote, any one student

then the whole process is messed

up. If one student could not \ole

is that democracy," Rodriguez

said.

ih" Sayani said

Amy Pellegrino was sworn in as

president after the motion passed

and encouraged students to let

their senators know if they are

dissatisfied.

"II students are really upset

with the ratification they can call

up their senator and say 'this isn't

right." Pellegrino said. "It just

needed to get done there was an

election I won and the senate rati-

fied it"

Eleanor Court was not at the

meeting at the time the motion

was passed and could not be

ii in as Student Trustee

Lia Wong gave her farewell

address as SGA president

"I want to recognize all the mu
dents who put in the time, effort,

and dedication to work for the

interest ol the student body."
W ong said.

Olmos

Back to reality...

UN MC tXVMLO I COLUC1AN

High temperatures, such as this one in Northampton on Tuesday, are a thing of the

past as more seasonable weather has moved in.

continued from page 1

the opportunity and Ik blew

M R) tlic message would be

heard here in Ainciica."

Olmos siiki

Olmos discussed the

inherent racism in the

I-uropean lepiesentatioii of

|csus CWM
"The Church still down")

get it." Olmos said regarding

I umpean culture's appropri-

ation of a "blonde and blue

e\ed" lesus Chnsi llu-\

[European culture] don't

realize the) nude race the

issue the day the> made hun

Dhw] while
'

"W« have a \er\ dilficiili

ego we are not inclusive

but exclusive.'' Olmos ••aid

about the racial problems

thai evisi in America.

In perhaps (Ik mud emo-

tional moment ol the

evening. Olmos spoke of the

meaning of lorgiveneas using

an anecdote the NOT] of a

family who had adopted the

teenage killer of their

8-year-old son.

"I Tie whole understanding

ol (orgrvenesi Is the ki

my lite
" Ohm said.

I have to lead by

example." he said summing

up his discourse.

UMaai lie-hman

(eanan Haddad. Olmos* lec-

ture was very cfleclnc

"I like listening to people

w ho teach in a divers*.- way.

who share their ideas
'

Haddad said.

-| was speechless. I agree

with everything he said OH

dnei sin.' freshman biology

nialoi Mandi lug MM alui

leaving the fine Arts Cenlei

"On thi- campus vou don't

get a lot ol things of this

nature," junicr Damans
Rodnguez said.

In addition to the UMass

community. Olmos' audience

•mprised ol middle

schcx'l and high school MM
dents from the surrounding

areas including students par-

ticipating in Holvoke

Community College -

Upward Bound program

which is a federally funded

program that target

noinicallv disadvantaged

vouth

i ins i* an excellent

opportunity for student to

gel a role model There

jien t inanv male Hispanic

s

er Paula Daipe* said, noting

that her group is 70 percent

Latinos and

\liiuin- Americans.

RUSSELL'S
1

A preview

edition. The <

I Arts Center was in. "frday

iepan regret* the en

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst ZS3-S441

Featuring jj

VtMSIt 'Pr HrN##fl

3 jiuJ JJulj/" 30-pk
r?

x $5»
•Ctest Ml MwfP ^fZ+A

24 bets.

Urn ftteai "White Ale"

Irtwerv Mill "all Flavtrs"

lack's "lej t Dark"

^12pk,

Sam Adams
"Cranberry Lamberic"
"CLOSE OUT PRICED!"

9-24 bats COM
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A World of Choices!

Interested7 Here's how to get in touch

Tel 617 287 7904 Mail: UMass Boston Summer Sessions

Fax 617 287 7922 Division of Continuing Education

Email: dce@umbskyxc.umb edu 100 Mornssey Blvd

Web wwvyvconted.umb.edu Boston, MA 02125-3393

Broaden your world view

at UMass Boston

Your choices include

• undergraduate and graduate

study with an exceptional

faculty

• morning, midday, afternoon,

and evening classes

• over 500 course sections

• summer programs in

Mexico. Haiti, Ireland,

and Vietnam

• sessions starting May 26,

June 29, and July 13

•mail, phone, fax, and

walk-in registration

Mmm

Stmt mM'HS

City, state, rip
Boston's Public University

The Office of Alana Affairs would Mm to recognize Che following organiza-

tions for their support: Asian American Student Association, Black Student

Union, Bortcuas UftJdos, Campus Canter BluewaH, Campus Center Hotel,

Campus Center/Student Union Commission, Cape Verdean Student Alliance,

Gamma Phi Sigma Iota Phi Theta, Phi Beta Sigma and the UMass Daily Collegian.

Tell your folks how much you're studyin
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Time for gun control

llllu I t.ilkow

Everytime a gun in this coun
try is sold, a free gift

tificate for sterilization

should be given with it. That way.

we could be assured that people

with guns couldn't bear any chil-

dren. Or maybe just a mandatory

10 test would suf-

fice; if your IQ is

below 40. maybe
you shouldn't be

allowed to carry

firearms Because
anyone with an
average intellect

wouldn't have a

gun in the same
home as their

child

I am deeply
angered by what
happened in

Arkansas, but far from stunned

Why did the families of those kids

have a collection of guns when
there was even a slight possibility

a child could gain access to them''

One of the boy's weapons came
from his grandfather He was a

hunter, he said on TV He told the

boy he should only use guns for

target practice
and never aim
them at peopleGee
I Vyear-olds arc

known M
bey their

elders. Did
Grandpa believe

hit grandson,
too. when he
promised never

to look at the

dirty magazines
in Grandpa's
tackle box? V»hen your
child/grandson's history include*

possibly molesting small children,

maybe a little extra supervision is

in order. Wake up, gramps. I

know you didn't expect your little

darling to kill five innocent peo-

ple, but don't plead complete
innocence The families of these

two hoys carry a great deal of

responsibility in this (ragedv

Ok., what really bothers me is

why do people in lonesbuto. \i

k

need handguns'' To protect them-

selves from the

Arkansas chapter ol

the Crypts and
Bloods? In case
their chickens want
to »tcp to them '

People Irom * It lei

say they need hand-

guns to protect

themselves. It's a

matter ol lite and
death, and I can't

say I completely
sympathize with that

argument, hut I can

understand it at least But regard-

less of whether you live in

|onc*horo or I. A . if vou have
children in your home, there i* HMM lor owning a weapon. The
room lor accidents i* |ust tar fcM

great If vou don't believe me.
think hack to that -s)0210"

episode where Brian's be*t Itiend

shot himself
pretending to

be a cow I

i Nothing rep-

rtaents reality

more than
90210' —
nothing.)

I realize

MM people
have handguns
because they

en the

__^^_^^^___ sport ol target

shooting. It

requires les* physical strength

than using a rifle, and is more
convenient. It is a shame that a

few careless people ruin it for

iho*e that are responsible and
respect safety above all else But

the sdd la*t is there are too mam

But regardless of
whether you live in

lonesboro or L.A.. if

you have children in

your home, there is no

excuse for owning a

weapon.

"

careless people wandering atound

to just pretend that they don't

exist. It's unfortunate that we
can't all do what we want, but life

is too precious to waste on a

hobl

Most small town folk. I pre-

sume, own rifles, not handguns,

both of which were used in the

Arkansas school shooting Kille*

are used for both hunting and tar-

get shooting While I would never

have the audacttv to suggest we
stop killing deer, twe'd have no

creepy plaques with giant heads

nailed to them! I M wonder if

nio*t of the rifles are put in hands

that have absolutely no intentions

of hunting animal*

I also wonder why the rifle has

to be in the house with a child,

when hunting season is only a

small part of the year Maybe
nlle* could be rented out only

when their is an overpopulation

a certain animal and it's hunting

season. With renting, you could

have a constant monitor of who
has the guns and for how long

You could also make guidelines

lot rental application more *|

ic and difficult; not just limiting it

to people who can breathe

Vicordmg to the /)«;i/v leian
suicides and accidents amount lor

more than half of the St.OM
Americans who die of gunshots

wound* yearly hour children and
one teacher became part of that

statistic last week. The two chil-

dren that committed the murders
ate only partially to blame. The
Dail\ Texan also reports that over

210 million guns are in circulation

in this country, dearly an exces-

sive amount. I blame not only

Grandpa, but every manufacturer

and everv MOM that has anvthmg
to do with handing orx

210 million guns to somebodv like-

Grandpa.
lulie Fialkow is a Collegian naff

men:

Viva la policia
While vacationing in sunny, fun-filled Cancun

over Spring Break, two of my tnends almost

didn't make it back. This i* their courageous

slory and the lessons learned.

It was Wednesday evening, two days before our sched-

uled departure, and. hoping not to spend much money, a

group of about seven of us decided to go to a club with no

cover charge. We mobilized, caught the bus. and upon
arrival, were annoyed to find a line

about a block long surrounding the a^^^^^^^H
outside of the club.

Voicing our frustration with the wait MBMMI^Hal
to enter the club, and putting this in

the context of it being late and the fact that we had par-

tied earlier, myself and two of my friends decided to call it

a night.

We walked until we found a bus stop, but before we
got there, my two friends were in the bushes on the

lagoon side of the road (Cancun surrounds a lagoon) next

to a Mexican guy who in Spanish commented, laughing.

"Adding more water to the lagoon."

About one minute later, the police pulled up. and our

Mexican comrade made a run for it. frantically shouting

"Policia!" as he ran. My two friends were apprehended,

placed in the back of a paddy wagon, told they were uri-

nating on public property, and offered the choice of

spending 56 hours in jail (meaning they would nits* our

flight back), or paying KX) pesos, which is about S40.

There were three officers, but only one really doing the

hassling, so in the meantime. I asked one of the passive

participants. "Where is the police station?" and he

answered, in English. "I don't speak English, ask him."

pointing towards the man dictating options to my two
bladder- emptying friends. The head officer just ignored

me when I asked him the same question.

Knowing that Mexican jail was not an option, the three

of us gave the officer in charge all the money we had.

which only amounted to about $50. One of my two
friends pleaded with him to let us go without paying the

full tine, and at this point he took me aside and attempted

to charge me with drug possession for no good reason

After searching me illegally (by U.S. standards) and
finding nothing, the head guy told me to wait behind the

lot- Sullivan

paddy wagon where my friends were Mill being held I \en

though it was I a in he came back M seconds later

telling us he had radioed the judge who graciou*lv

approved the $10 rather than $40 fine. We were told to

stay out of trouble for the re*t ol the trip otherwise we
would be flat out thrown in jail, no question* -\* the head

told us this, the two offtccn not involved were

smiling and laughing to themsel

Prom this harrowing incident there

^^m arc several question* left unanswered,

but also a couple of important DSMM-

The most questionable part of this

whole incident is our Mexican Iriend who disappeared

when the police showed up Wa* he there M M u* ut to

banter with u* long enough for the police to ad h

seemed like too much ol a coincidence that the police

arrived so soon after him.

There's obviou*lv the question ol police procedure —
was the option of fine or imprisonment legal without a

hearing?

Iinallv. there * the question. "Where's the poll,

tion?" While traversing Cancun and surrounding area* tor

a week. I never saw a police station, and the olhcer*

re*ponse to this question seemed to indicate it was
non-existent.

The most important conclusion to be made from this

incident is that the police we encountered were corrupt. It

wa* obvious that we were being harassed lor the fact that

we had money the police could get bv prcving on the fact

that we knew, when conlronted by them, we had no legal

options for resistance because Mexico i* not (he United

The second most important conclusion (which should

be taken to heart > is that we Americans who vi*it Mexico,

or any country for that matter, have created an environ-

ment where situations like the one my friends and I expe-

rienced happen as a response to our own lack of MM
for the people in whose country we are guests. Our behav-

ior on this night was concurrent with the behavior of

many of the other Americans I saw in Cancun that week
- obnoxious, unruly and indignant.

foe Sullivan is a Collegian columnist

I

We're looking for columns about the SGA for next week.

What do you have to say about SGA's future, how it can reform itself

or how could it be more useful to the student body?

Any columns should be about 800 words, typed and spell-checked and brought to

the Collegian office at 11 3 Campus Center basement
or e-mailed to letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu, by Monday at noon.

Call Tamar Carroll or Mike Messaros at 545-1491 for more information.

Impress this

My
resume sucks.

It's not that I don't have enough things to

put on it. but I don't have anything with expe-

rience If I'm going to battle out old guys with experi

ence for a job. I need to have some experience of my
own. So I wrote a rough draft of my new resume, to

include the only experiences I have of any length.

Id like you to check it out lor me
P.S. It's my birthday today — 2) years young and still

in college, what a coup. If you didn't get me a card, I'll

understand At least this year, I didn't

write a depressing column about how
old I'm getting But that's just because
I've accepted it

I'm old.

Now get the hell off my lawn, or I'll

call vour mom

•Soap esperience include* ln*h Spring. Pantene and

Dove.

- present

spriig. fall and summer

\iewer, 7Y Sept. 1979 — present

•Watched television for an average of
seven hours a day.

• holar-like knowledge of the fol-

lowing shows "Crowing Pains." "The
W oiider Years." "One Day At A Time," ^_______
"W ho s the Boss" and others

•Know where every channel is on both Amherst and
Methuen cable systems by memory.

I ater root/ Apr. 1975 — present

•Can eat with mouth closed, or open
•Have eaten Italian. American. French. Irish and

Mexican lood

ned nickname "Fatty" from Housemate C for eat-

ing exploits during l*>97 1W8 school
]

Wearer Clothe* April 1975

•Worn clothes in winter

(most of the timei

•Have lived through many clothes phases, including

the "Pegged lean" phase t l^-* il), the "Acid Wash*

phase (I98t> *&) and the "Baggy lean. White Hal"

phase (14^4 91).
• Will wear clothes to most company

functions

Sleeper April 1975- present

•Have slept nightly since the mid-'70s.

• Record for sleep in one night is 14

hours, set in lanuary 1992
• Places slept include beds, floors,

couches, hallways and stairwells.

Writer Collegian April 1 996— present

• Wtote weeklv columns for Ed/Op
page

• |s*ues ta*klcd include teeth, alcohol,

rap music, bars. PI. Maggie Seaver and

Bather, Self April 1975 -

•Can clean self, either by bath or shower

•Self-cleaning since late 1979

wiffleball

•W MM about sports.

•Can type on request.

MJ resume has been a pain in my ass lor quite some

time because I don't know who is going M hire a kid

who wr.tes about his housemates and hanging out But I

don't care, because I'm having way too much fun to

stop I guess I'll stan sending out my resume soon, and

ir\ and get something to pay the bills.

But not today It * my birthday, and I'm going to

enjoy n

t uke Meredith is a Collegian ixtlumnin

Letters to the Editor

Students should
take more responsi-

bility

To the editor

There is an old saying that foot
something like 'Denial is more than

a river in r gyp!
"

It also appears that

denial is a cloud that hangs over the

I nited States in general and the

I Mass campus in particular. I am
referring in particular to Select

Board member Hill Boss's comments
in early February regarding low stu

dent voter turnout and student alco-

hol use

Mv wife and I are homeowners
and are trying to raise two boys, one
seven and one three, as best we can.

We realize that we live in the real

world (even though many Amherst
citizens may disagree) where alcohol

it at much an accepted part of soci-

ety as cable television Therefore,

the reaction of the Student
Government Association to Mr.

inments did not surprise

me
At parents, we will be taking

responsibility for how our children

handle alcohol within the next 10

years. As homeowners, we take
ptide in the scenic beauty that the

town provides us. and lake the

responsibility to maintain that scenic

beauty This pride is obviously a for-

eign concept to people who drift in

and out of town for four years.

It seems that there is an unwilling-

ness on the L Mass campus to take

responsibility for both low voter

turnout and student alcohol-fueled

brawls that take place every week-

end both on and off campus.

Brian Anastasi

Amherst

Upcoming
SGA events

To the editor:

1 would like to apologize for the

recent three-ring circus the Student

Government Association (SGA) has

been calling the executive, the leg-

Doonesbury

islative and the judiciary Being at

the epicenter. I can assure you I

have been trying to bring all parties

and their grievances to the table in a

private setting, rather than a public

setting These matters will hopefully

be resolved through compromise
rather than parliamentary maneu-
vers. If you have something to say

about the way things are going, the

phone number is i4S 01451

All that aside. I want to shed some
light on things that have taken a

back burner to the current business

of the day. A special project that «*

in the works is a possible "Spring

Weekend" to offset the gap left bv

cancelling the Spring Concert.

I niversity Productions and Concerts

(UPC) and the SGA want to tointlv

foster programming the weekend of

May 8-9. UPC is planning a concert

for each of those nights, along with

presenting local bands during the

day We are seeking programming
possibilities from Registered Student

Organizations (RSOs) This can be a

great community building event.

Also. I know people are con-

cerned about Spring Concert sjg

UPC is looking for people to help

out in anyway possible I ind out

what they are all about. Their oIIkc

is on the second floor of the Student

I nion.

Another issue is the new Campus
Center. Some of us may still be here

when the project is finished: most of

u* will not. However, this project

will forever change the lace of our

University and it is vital that student

input figures s'rongly into the final

result. RSOs. do you want more
space, or space in general? Are you

sick of the Campus Center acting as

a conference center closed to stu-

dents, but conveniently located in

the middle of our University ' Please

get involved.

For all those interested in campus
safety, the SGA Women's Issues

Committee is co-sponsoring the sec-

ond annual Campus Safety Walk on
April 25 at 7 p.m. at the Student

Union Steps. Campus safety affects

everyone on this campus, from *tu

dents to administrators, faculty to

staff. We will be covering the same
routes as last year, plus additional

ones We will evaluate progress

made on last year's recommenda
plus make new recommenda-

tions for additional lighting and call

box placement. I am seeking volun-

teers to help out The more people

attending, the more routes we can

Please call the SGA if you are

interested.

Amy Pellegrini

SGA Senator

Ratify SGA elec-

tion^

lo the editor

I thank the Collegian for taking

the initiative to support ratification

of the election in the policy editorial

thai ran Monday. 5/50 I am proud

to announce that the Student
Government Association (SGA)
Ser.ate finally had election ratifica-

tion on the agenda for last night's

meeting. The Flection* Procedure
Select Committee, which I head,
voted to put it on the agenda March
50.

However, there have been
attempts to curtail the ratification

process using technicalities that I

deem invalid. The Associate Speaker

of the Senate. Lisa Cook, insist* on

saying that my committee is not
using the correct procedure for rati-

Iving these .-lection*

I Im CiKik would have us believe

that, since the Flection* Commission
did not submit an Flection Report
within 48 hours, the Senate has no
method for ratifying the elections.

This erroneous interpretation of the

Constitution is unacceptable, and as

chairman of the Flections Procedure

Committee. 1 do not feel bound by

it

It is time for people to stop utiliz-

ing legal technicalities thai unneces-
sarily thwart the democratic process.

The students of this great University

have spoken loudly: it is time for

some of our student leaders to take

their ear plugs off and listen to the

students' screams.

Benjamin C. Gaumond
John Quincy Adams

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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Who says music is a man's world?
With Ani DiFranco

coming to town this weekend to play the biggest head-

lining date of her career (selling more tickets than

last semester's 311 and Counting Crows
Mullins Center shows combined), it seems

like an appropriate time to look at the vital

|y important — and often overlooked —
rule women play in nn

In many respects. DiFranco presents

the ideal CM study of a strong inde-

pendent woman. She can rightfully

claim to have made it on her own in

the male-dominated musk world play-

ing by her rules. Even if her music

%ucked - and it doesn't — DiFranco

deserves to be a source of inspiration,

not just for women, but for aspiring

musicians every-

EANE ^olk.ein
punk clothes.

Di Franco has success-

fully battled against the Goliath of corporate

emerge as one of the most influential

cult heroines of the decade. True to her D1Y
ethic she releases her albums through her own
indie label. Righteous Babe Records, and has slow-

ly but steadily built a devout grass-roots following

on the strengths of a relentless touring schedule, liter-

ally building her audience one at a time.

An ardent feminist and an open bisexual, her songs

tackle issues like rape, abortion and anger DiFranco is

unique because she tempers the emotional intensity of

these sensitive topics with a poignant candor through

her singer- songwriter confeasionalism and a clever

sardonic wit

Hil-ranco has become more than merely a

blip on the radar screen, due in large mea-

sure to a growing acceptance of female

singer-songwriters outside their small

but loval fanbaaes.

The Alanis effect:

With the intense spotlight

of the music world shining

down recently in the

post-Alanis aftermath.

women in popular
music have been the

focus of a seem-
ingly endless

stream of

rah-rah sto-

ries each
touting the

advance-
ment that

t h e

female
species
hat
made
i n

recent

times.

Rolling

Stone's

50ih

anniver-

sary issue

was writ-

ten com-
pletely by
women and
about them.

Unfor-
tunately, much
of the attention has

in fact, cheapened the

impact of women in

music. It's as if women just

started making great music after

seeing Alanis Morissette flailing her

head and whining about going down on

f fi

;\

Jhe unique dymtrric females bring to co-ed rock

Women have always played an important role in the making of

music The phrase "behind every great man is an even greater

woman" largely rings true. A look back at some of history's

most significant ensembles and groups shows what a dra-

matic effect the co-ed factor can have in the band

dynamic

} opera, oikj i

it

• The career and marriage of Ike and Tina

Turner played out like a soap opera, and ended

in a long, protracted legal

nV.hedtlh'f'o'rMAR, CJ

many years. There

was a time though, where

the Ike and Tina Turner Revue was one of the

hottest, most durable, and potentially moat

explosive acts around.

Fronted by Tina, with one of the raweat. moat

sensual, and impossibly dynamic voices in biack

musk, the Ike and Tina Revue that set the blue

print for musical discipline v. rule manifesting

nearly unbearable tension, eventually giving in to

wave upon wave of catharsis. The purging of one's

soul through sheer vocal ability is a unique talent

that few have been bequeathed. Listen and learn

• After running out of ideas as a bsues-ruck outfit.

Mkk Fleetwood wanted to rum Fleetwood Mac into a

more contemporary rock n roll group, but needed help

Along came the almost mystical dynamic between Lindsay

Buckingham and Stevk Nkks. Asked to join the band in

1975. the duo revived the Mac's creative and commercial for-

tunes

n

JJ* 4

4

Not only did the pair write songs, but each brought distil*.

tive talents the band had been lacking Nkks' husky voice.

along with her sexy, hippie-gypsy stage persona brought

women to the forefront at a time when lesser arena

bands like Blue Oyster Cult and Kansas dominated.

Along with the maniacal guitar plasm.

Buckingham, the male- female juxtaposition

brought the group the success they'd been

lacking

The fraying behind-the-scenes that

was taking place between

Buckingham and Nkks. as well as

John and Chn*tirx Sk\ ic came

to an apex on their legendary

1977 album. Rumours. The

folk-ish "Gold Dust
Woman" (covered by

Courtney Love and
Hole in 1996) and the

melancholy
"Dreams" illustrate

|u<t how much
depth and emo-
tion Nicks is

capable of.

The '90s

have seen a

continued
exploration

of the end-
less possibili-

ties of

male-female
tension with

a plethora of

co-ed rock
bands that

have success-

fully tamed
what many
deride as the

omnipresent
male voice in

rock with a hearty

dose of anti-dole to

t h e

testosterone-fueled ram-

pages that ushered the

decade in. Sensitivity and
emotion is in. folks.

Bands like the Mazzy Star, the

now-defunct Velocity Girl. Pulp and

Sonk Youth have kept the tradition alive.

Marty Keane is a Collegian columnist

a stitch in time, buy the
Patti Smith

tunning debu
\d showea

shambolic airangem

2. LikeA Praye~

Material Girl.-,

her cat***. Likt

hei game with « fcaleld

u the funk of
'

3. Exile in Ga,

A starllingly

is loosely based
hat album'

male point c-t view
;;' Hit ^VMflty

and a piano -— that

4. To Bring You My tm>4

Wlh •.-•. count the 4*

fatter hi the

Wonderfully

n^
btfSuyviUe

'» Str0e<,

lllusioned

surgeon's

roll to just

effort.

Me as her best

work, thanks to

breaking free from her old bandmates. Robert Ellis and Stephen Vaughn.

Her voke. always capable of hysteria, has been tempered to better reflect

the individual mood of each song, leaving an indelible impression on the

listener.

5. Pretenders — The Pretenders ( 1980)

Few rock 'n roll albums rock as hard or with as much authority as the

Pretenders' eponymou* first album. An ingenious fusion of

ANE Stonesy rock 'n roll, new wave pop and pure punk aggression.

Chrissy Hyrtde exudes a viciously cool attitude through o distinctly

feminine songwriting style.

6. Chelsea Girl— Nko ( 1 967)

One of the most fascinating figures of rock's frity - the German--horn

Nfco hobnobbed with experimental music's hoi polloi. she'll forever be

remembered for her collaboration on the Velvet Underground's first

album. Her solo material was equally interesting, as Chelsea Girl proves.

It presents her as an austere singer, with elegant strings providing the

backdrop. Many of the songs here were written by the Velvets lohn Calc

and Reed.

7. / Do Not Want What I H&vm't Got -~- Sinead O'Connor 1 1 990

1

While her debut was ckmrt? a

stunner. Her songwriting Is con?

demonstrate a wider range of

Kmperor's New Clothe** and tfct il-

( penned by Prince) ragtttght tyCoan
presence who can be sctt»tttv« wHtHS^T

inrter-strength.

8. Homogenic— Bjork I

On her fourth album,

eschewing the dance^
intensely personal look •

artistic statement. Hamt
9. Live Through Tkit-

If Hole's second album

debut, it's little wottter. A. -

Courtnev Love was clearty.*jrln>: I

This. Still, Love's rageful feminist

feel her raw pain.

Marty Keane i$ a *

this follow- up was a

"incistW**»» her vocals

8tiv» skill*. "The
: "Nothing Cosapare 21T
to be s "ipping female

«ay qualities of her

down a dark toad,

earner wotk for an
^ bold, mature

fine pack,

mt

myxit can

LAYOUT AND DESIGN BY: BRENDAN CRELL1N*
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Robert Altman still weird
C ungerbread Man unlike anything previously done by Grisham

Rose is highly enchanting film
By Anna Feder
Collegian Staff

MA VIE EN ROSE
Directed by Alain Berliner

with Georges do Fresno, Michele

Baroque
Playing at Pleasant St Theater

There arc tew Vrorda to Jcscribc

the usual ktffaawi md emotional
Olenc] that characterize Alain
Berli nd film Mu i

Tho Mui\ bi-^in> with
Ludovic. a 7- year-old "girltx

he self-defines) dunning l\i> li

pink piiiu e-nting

himsell -ii hit porov
ing puny Thi*

ll oppressive 'Uhurh.tii i

lucimj> his

to dismiss hit affimtv

But

Ludo'i budding preference r

to he mme than cloth deep.
-i I a l c when l.udo

announces hi* plans to marrv the

son ol his lather > boss when

Man] "coastal out" itorisi begin

with people poking then head mil

of the close) M c-.it Iv as the tendet

ttiie ol two. hut ratvlv aie we able lo

witness the ramifications of that

experience With the new tiend of

adult movioi from a child's

point- of view we are actually privi-

what few who've
shared Ludo'i experience can aciu

alls remember. You get the son—
that everyone around him is "just

confuted* whereas he is the onl)

one who i- complete!) certain of

himself and what he wants. Any
Btteffl| liter his leah'

easily explained with a child 'i

I) girl X [chromo
nt i Y b)

I he saturate tell and
costumes in the film allow us

the richness and optimises of

I udo's view of the world Vi hen
this world begins to crack and the

sk> threatens to tall, he escapes into

the wwrld ol I'am and Ben (Barbie

and Ken i
I lu->c l.nita>v sequences

allow I udo a safe place in pink

ptoetk and while lace where he ll

loved an accepted.

I he director himself is ambigu

ou» as to what message he's trying

to convev through the lihn. "More

than many Waal il belongs to the

people who see ii People will iden-

tity based on their own experience-

I don't want to offer ins own vision

and risk distorting theus. I wanted

to make a t i tin that wa> open

The tilin is essentially about tot-

erance. whether it be of trans

homosexuality, or any ol

the numei <*t set

people apart It is clear that in

ing I udo s point ol view vcc

i lowed to identify with him in

a unique way. As viewers we're

allowed to M) things dial aren't

who he ii

and what liea ahead lot him.

Ma \u En Rose is at lime a

light hearted with its senousneaa in

small e.tM to take doses It

much of U ll viewing expe-

rience for children as it is for

adults All enchantingly beaulilul

and highh origtrval film, it deserve*

aa many accolades as can be given.

Guy Davis sounds like textbook

Kenneth Branaoh (left) stars as an arrogant lawyer in The Gingerbread Man The movie also stars Daryi Hannah
(middle) and Embeth Davidt/

By Rob Roc-nsch
' BSaj M S'ri"

THE GINGERBREAD MAN
Directed by Robert Altman

»i* Kenneth Bronogh. Embeth
Dovidtz. Robert Downey Jr

Ploying at Normomplori Academy
of Musk

an has finally yielded u

ut that he is -till a

I •n»ham'» more
train! than a framework

and that tension keeps the

Kraj as either a

atcment or a

KOOd thriller

U I itn » work ii tightlv

I and laced with healthy
i 'iretch to thi

re than j :

Movies can become more than the

detail and direction Although
-

the same
mild thrill* the ItOffei |

.i- Fran
ntingiv ui

cloacly to the -

•iv and Mnoothlv ISM

hum* but the IV » ides

hi* technical »kill i

hand with hi*

\ltman ve«

with a Ion erhead sh

a wild. in\ m .

tu-hing bv accompanied with an

15&

While (.. n t hc-

im ply

hall

tastU allv

w ri

lul

k enn
.lee C ii r* aj

the beth I>.im tit/ *

tormented wailres* b\ i •pet

d for Old. 1

nth

The tiioi

On \ptil J^ Red House Records will telease countrv
bluc-sman v.us I )a\is thud ettort niu /)o»l'f JCajOM tf)WW
Although thi- i I ' ral highlights, it is ulti

tnatclv verv average and Licks what the blues is

authentic pain, wffcring and heartache Ihivi- scunds
like he h.i- learned ihe blues via a tc-vllxKik. when the

I
the blue, can be ttulv known is

h living them
Th. .1 tracks ,

this tD which are horren
doush overproduced

when, traditionally,

count r\ blue* ha* K
intimate, acoustic cxpres-

I M '
I rack

is Ivruallv awkward with boring
and overdone music 'It ^ ou Love
Someb.sK" is ruined b\ obnoxious

background vocala, 'Georgia
I loOS.* though set 10 tell a

is monotonous, and "Home
ins to utill/e a

I machine unacceptable

rhete >ire lour highlights on this disk " x ou
KemeinbeieJ Mv Name" teatures .1 loM l>avi- playing a

verv down home guitar and singing sparingly but «oul

lulls ill instrumental 'Docotfc) l« Harlem
ut pensive It I 1 00M flv I

hagle" lutther show that I ifl reallj play.

"Marlboro Blues' ,> j|«c, well done showing

1. I >av|s needs to lend m

J»es Ite

^1 J
6V ooe evLLWOU

1 k on this one
Ihis mouth, legacv leleases a Thelonius Monk dou-

ble disk /hc tr The It lluh. which recaptures Monk's

working quartet's Halloween and Sen I
|v»t>4 perfor-

mances at the now deluiicl I \ lUghtapot

Ihe CO includes three bonus tracks und 11 Hacks

nted lor the Itrsi time as thes weie performed
I ach track on the two <. |)s is pvrtormed

in the same lormal ol cohesive rill

> bs the whole quartet, solos,

and a return to the main riff,

and while this makes n

(
somewhat tedious to listen

to all the wa\ through.
each track sees Monk

exhibiting his unique *t\le of chop-

py, dissonance and tenor saxophon-
ist Charlie Rouse smoothly grasp-

ng each mto
"Blue Monk opens ihe st-i with

a cool aloofness, and forelells a

metropolitan feeling that tran-

scends the eniue recording. The
version .1 ' Round Midnight"

should al»o be heard lot the fact that it is accelerated

into double time, replacing the -ong's sadness with an
expte

On the second disk Monk s shouts and |eers to his

bandmates make every track urgent

k is a |a/z legend, and the unearthing oi this

ling is an event worth experiencing, but probablv

lone m small d

fot Suliiiaii it a Collegian culummu

GINGER

llll MM \RIS CI Ml K SIKHS

OONtltTTIf OtHICHTEti!

Thr Sew Vorlt Citv Open National Company presents

The Daughter
of the Regimen t

One of the great comic operas of all time

in » full production called by the

I r^ Timer "a grand evening of

\ • ompanird by a full orchestra,

sung in French with supertitles

TUESDAY, APRIL 7, 8PM
CONCERT HALL

»omv so«oin 01 Coca-Coo.

a fitffur night roa mil

WEDNESDAY NITE

n Great Daq

in Harlem
mill) Rrl fanner

— - -

TWOWEEKS ONLY!

25% off

Calvin Klein
BASIC UNDERWEAK STYIES

1 4

r
>RICH1
.CLOTHING FOR MEN I

J J MflScmk St Norlhjmplon • Sht» l»ll|>

OPI N HViS

Do you collect
Beanie Babies? Are
you wild about any
thing Beanie? The
Collegian wants to
hear from you. Call
S4S-1361 and ash to
speah to Seema.

i-ffifc*,

JOLLY

• A

A great night for him Dults

jnd jjk fans alike The first

lie screening of the

lommated documentary which tells the story of the legendary

photo of jazz greats The second is a live performance by a jazz great him-

self, trumpeter An Farmer and his ensemble. A must-see—and a must-hear!

THURSDAY, APRIL 16, 8PM, BOWKER AUDITORIUM
./s slkvout or WRSI 93 1FM a.o WfCR 88 5FM

a ocvii or n cooo timi

l )ii in 11

Yankees
This Faustun musical comedy clastic follows

middle agrd Joe Boyd as he makes a pact with

ilir devil 10 lead hu beloved Washington

Senarors to victory over the unbeatable

Yankees With songs like "(You Gotta Have)

Heart" and "Whatever Lola Wants," Damn

Yankees is a home run hit!

SUNDAY, MAY 3, 7PM
CONCERT HALL

M wms sciwout Of Piopks Bank «nd WRNX 100 ')( M

Call 545-251 1 or 1 -800-999-UMAS for tickets

Visit our Website at www.aaMSS.eau/fec/fec.litml

r TurA
Center

BDSCH & BUSCH ^Sfc
—UCHTr^ ^

m m + ofp.

'

>'^J

LABATTS i

' is/ ('/ .••/.' /'A Hiilll l\ ia49
• DIP

BDD-BL I) LT - BUD ICE
li PK KtlTTI I

GENESEE
HUM Alt HI

I 4S/ Ul.HO/ I l\\

9
+ DIP.

SALE $9.49
MAIL IN REBATE -3.00

FINAL £*Wa9
COST ^O+ 0f/»

HARPOON
*PK miTTIIS AU. FLAVORS

sa99
+ DIP

ROLLING ROCK e 9
+ DfP

1/2 KE(iS
I h:k tut

nor, + DIP

<Haywood Winery
\AYH

rAStwrsAiMCNnN 7S» Ml

ALMADEN
< llllRttA<..IS-AII<>\

mm mush.
NMfHiscomn

COLIMBIA CREST
tilWlWtRAMINFR
7$0 Ml.

GALLO
rst mi

$929

MARCLS JAMES SaleS549M "!wnRS .Jin ui orvT.77 « «7/fkit «,„ MAIL-IN REBATE -1.50

FINAL

COST *J9«
JACK DANIELS
mmm comma
4PK

sz

POPOV VODKA
sio

Jfr <^igafet- MAIL-IN REBATE -4.00

^ ;?£OTCH FINAL $*]f%49
tmJ COST

m K msia
BACARDI LIMON RUM
7SO ML

s949

-=J
JOSE

CUERVOS^i
GOLD TEQUILA
750 ML

GORDONS GIN
/.75/.

S1T

COWIC I Willi VOIR IIMIH'

Discounts

Available on Cases of
Wine A liquor.

Ask For Details.

HADLEY
253-9344

NORTHAMPTON
586-3007BBS

HOLYOKE
534-4555

SALE PRICES

THURS. 4/2/98 THRU
WEDS. 4/8/98

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOP, TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS

New. WORLD Theater
alumnus brings stories

of Hawaii to Hampden
By Emily Tra$k

Collegian Staff

/ VfMM 'k\$ kuniJ. I oak i„ the

Source, t toia perlormancc Icatur-

inj; Htm WORI I) theater alum-
nus I eiliini C han. vsill hc staged at

the Hampden Theater beginning
tonight.

/ \unu 'Hu Kt4inu is an attempt

to voice the unheard voices and
Mortal oi Hawaii

This jkiU,nuance is the culmina-
tion of than s search lot the home
she (MM left behind ToTOUfh her

h. s(k ultimate!) discovers the

stoiic-s ui the women she has
knovsn. Ihi ancestors, her kumu
hula, and in the chants and move-

ments ul the hula.

In this piece. Chan displays a
picture ol Hawaii that is more than
lets, smiles and a tour of the
elands She deinwiiics paradise
vsith the hajrah realits of what lies

behind the image.

loyoad the sands beaches, the

al weather and the seemingh
unending hospitdlit> ol the islands

there are real people dealing with

real life struggles Chan depi

culture like even other in the I V
people wh,' boa iob s^aum. eco-

11,'inic and brain drain, environ-

mental destiuction and cultural

alienation.

Through her performance, Chan
movingly explores the untold sto-

ries of the people of Hawaii by
combining hula, chants, poetry and
native Hawaiian folklore.

Poignantly, Chan invokes her
ancestors and heritage to soothe

the present troubles of her home-
land.

£ fVooaj ike Kuma was first

workshopped in the New Works
for a New World play lab in con-

junction with he UMass
Department of Theater this past

summer under the direction of

Roberta Uno, the Choreography oi

C Ince Wahineali'i Nuhi and the

dramaturgy of Harry Wong III,

Artistic Director of Hawaii's Kuma
Kahua Theater.

Chan's performances, writing,

and directing have been presented

in various venues including the Los

Angeles Theater Center. East West
Players. Great Leap. Inner City

Performance Space, and she also

heads Te-A-da Productions in Lot

Angeles.

E Suno ike Kumu will be per-

formed at the Hampden Theater on
April 2-4 at 9 p m For taken und
information call the Fine Arts

Center Box Office at i4H>
Wy-2"ill or I- 800-999 / WCS.s

ginger
continued from poge 6

scenes capture perfectly the dead white of a calm before a storm and the

interior* teeter tantalizing!) between dav light and twilight Skin gleams
like woin polished wood Ihe quiet sense of impending doom is com-
pleted bv an approaching hurricane that lurks just out of sight for days

Al the lawyer's relationship with the frail waitress grows deeper and
stronger his lite spins graduallv out of his hands, threats are made on his

children and a warrant is put out for his arrest Then the storm hits and
i.niges

Mtman acts the table brilliantly. His characters are both sympathetic

and conflicted, and then all at once confronted with fear, love and waves
and a araM Hut the movie backs away from the darkness and
contusion in their souls in favor of unnecessarily complicated plot

inaiieuveis including a double-cross so emotionally wrong it feels like it

ii another movie. The Gingerbread Man ends when interesting.

v connected characters are jammed into the simple-minded
cheat piece ii les the plot leaves lor them.

I sen though it could have been much more. The Gingerbread Man is

>till pi ei iv darn good. Strange, memorable elements are scattered

throughout like shiny pebbles the glowing purple flowers in the mental

<al vard. the disturbingly beautiful death-by-flare-gun scene.

Robert Duvall's otfhand malevolence. Robert Downey |r ,'s calm, sleary

MjvK the forced, awkward ending is the result of reediting and
\ i nuin - intention at all. but the fact remains that The Gingerbread

Man planuses Heart of Darkness in Savannah and delivers instead The
Bi , i tier -

cousrrtvr lOYCt suoolpm

After a passionate one-night stand with Mallory Doss (Davidtz), Rick

McCruder (Branagh) finds himself in the midst of a Irfe-threatening sce-

nario where survival is the only objective.

National buying powr means you s»vm morel

gSaWpne.
'^x\\\ April

I Aprif

Super Savings!

For 5 days only on bikes,

pumps, tubes, helmets,

gloves, shorts, bags, racks,

locks, computers and more

-

Eve* y tiling w« Hove Is On Sato

some examples........

^ Tubes amSfc 3 for $6.99
$12-15

& Helmet «* 34.99 $24.99

c^ Computers reg. 34.99
J 24.99

Cloves «g 14.99
J iq

no

.

(Sb.TMZK ~ BIKES ARE ON SALE!
Our best deals of the season on Mountain. Road, Hybrid

and BMX Bikes.

af EST 1971 J%
319 PLEASANT ST., NORTHAMPTON

586-3810
hitp://wwrw.)avanet.cum/-nohohikc

HSCN adds WB to regular channel line-up
Starting this .Monday, the University

of Massachusetts' Housing Services is

adding the WB network to its line up
The network is being added after a

many requests from students at the

University that felt that they were miss-

ing out on some of the WB's quality

programming.

V> B grabbed viewers with its claim

that it was the "new Fox." Allegedlv,

this marketing
ploy would bring

back that nostal-

gic feeling of "In

Living Color" and

-Married With
Children" if view

ers gave WB a

chance.

There's a minor

hitch though;

most of the pro

grams on WB are

less than stellar

In sum. most of

WB's program-
ming is utterly

undistinguished

by virtue of

taatafcas humor combined with boring

and unintelligent plots

You can't even give WB kudos for

originality: many of their shows arc

recycled from Fox shows. For example.

"Unhappily Ever After" has the exact

same plot and character profiles aj

"Mamed With Children " The only dil

fcrence is that "Unhappilv
|

haa a little stuffed bunny puppet names!

Mt I loppv. with voice cour
Bobcat Goldw aith "Unhappilv tvei

After" lacks the crude charm of Al

Bundy in a main character, and more
importantly, the show isn't funny

"Unhappily Ever After" airs as part ol

the WB Monday line-up. aloi

Nick Frcno: Licensed Teacher." "The

Parent Hood." "The lamie Foxx Show"

and The Tom Show
"

WB's V* ednesdav night haa die same
eltect as the Monday night line-up

Beginning with the former ABC homh

"Sister Sister." the lest of the

Wednesday line up includes "The
Smart Guy " "The Smart Guy" stars

Taj MawTy as 10-year- old kid who is

attending college, and who (big sui

pnx.1 is smarter than everyone else Bv

the way, Taj is the real life brother of

"Sister hisiei stars Tia and Tauiara

"The Smart Gu>" is followed a rip-off

oi "In I iving Color." known as "Ihe

W a y a n s

Brothers."
This show
actuallv has

in c ill hers
"In

n g

as

but

the

that

Ihe

from
1 i v i

Color-
stars,

lacks

humor
made
fov sho\.

likable.

now
after you sat

here and lis-

tened lo me
completely

bash on the WB network vou mast be

wandering why so many students on
campus wanted to make it a part of

housing services line-up Well, some-

times it only takes one good thing to

make people forget all the bad stuff,

and for WB. Iue«dav comes through

like f'.lllgt>Us|e|s

The night begins with the

highlv rated "Bulls the \ainpire

\o he jiertevtlv honest, when I

first Iseard this show was actuallv on

the air. I couldn't help but laugh

"Butts' is based on an unsuccessful.

mediocre movie thai starred Pee

Herman as a vampire. So how was

there am was that a television show
could be made that could even be

watchable out of a movie that teallv

waan'l? WB had one of the best ideas

that any network has ever had to make
a negative out of a positive: hire Sarah

Michelle Gefiar as the lead. V* onh is

COOSIfSt MMCS MSDGiS

Sarah Michelle Geller, shown here in last year's surprise hit, / Know What
You Did fait Summer, anchors WB's strongest night of television m "Butfy,

the Vampire Slayer."

Cellar extremely attractive, but her

youth provides a chance for a wide

range of ages for the shows audience

Huaaorooi situations, mined with

enjoyable ad ion sequences makes
" Bulls Ihe \ atnpire Slaver" a true win

ixt and a highly recommended show.

II vou ve seen "Dawson's Creek

youII know what all the hype is about

Prxduccr Kevin Williamson, iwnte-i ,!

Scream and Jicreum 2 1 has made this

coming-of-age drama into a hit bv fea)

ing real life issue* and placing the char-

acter into them, almost to a satirical

point, that pokes fun at things that are

happening in the news Probablv

"Dawson Creek" is most famous tor its

portrayal of a I

of her students, a i

the real life story of teacher Mary Kay
I | Kuim-au who had an affair and a

Nibs with a 15-year-old student fa
those keeping tabs on the sordid

IVv.ember saga. 1 cToumeau is

hack in jail after v vuUting an order not

to see the bov and she is pregnant

nation that "Significant Od
going to cut it in the \\ wortd. The
nctw.irk staled this week that ii

in the works to trv to reiik'Vc the shs>w

is scheduled cancel''

know that Fox produces a lot > 4 «hows

that can't survive past a lew weeks,

but the biggest mistake »

"Pativ n hiatus

draw in v iewc

Others."

The WWF got its annual

shine this week when millkms of view

er shelled out I'M catch

Wrestleinarua k*l estimated that nsorc

people watched the \v\vl
: .nagan-

za than the NCAA ml
Monday night

Finally. I hope esi-rvoe was ahk- to

satisfy their long awaited cravin.

south Park" episode. Last night's

program haa been hvped bv Comedy
Central for over a wv iHSsed

the shocking truth about CartsaM's

The award for 'I told you that you

shouldn't have done that" of the week

goes to the Fbb network lor their real-

father
i
tune i nto an encore

show ing Saturday night at 10

1

Ryan Benham I Ma* sssssssM

Ouestww or comment*
umn ,un nr emailed I

Weiland shows promise, but still sounds like STP
By Mike Messoros

Colsgion Staff

12 BAR BLUES
Scott WwJand

Atlantic

BOGGY DEPOT
Jerry Cansnsf

CofumDto

I thought we needed solo albums

from these two guys as much as we
needed a Steve Perry solo album. But

here they are. foisted upon the

unknowing listening public like

biblical swarm of locusts

Weiland. from Stone Temple Pilots

tame was at least the lead singer of

hit band; terry Cantrcll was the gui

tarist fai Mice in Chains, lor I

sake This i« the Peter Criss album
for the -40».

Now. mt indie rock elitist buddies

MM down on me Reno StyM

for admitting that, but Weiland'*

album is not awful Granted, my
standards were set so low for this

disc it may have created a kind of

beer goggles effect for the ears I was

never a big Stone Temple Pilots |jn

and I knew that there were people

more de»ervine ratu* than

this chump
Weiland (whv iott he automati-

cally ge, bv his last name'' Whv do

we stand for this'') wears his influ

•n hi» MM This guy wants

to be a rock star so badly, but he'd

rather just pick up the identitv ot

someone else than invent his own
Where he used to want to rock like

he was in the Who. he now would
glam out He chooses David

Bowie and I om Waits out of the

rock star grabbag and fashions a

ragged, strange album that wants to

be everything at once Even the

packaging recalls the old jazz albums

that are must haves lor anyone who
wants to be ceml V>u can tell that

this album i> his attempt to distance

hi the other Pilots by just

throwing evervthing at vsju.

The album with

. e-ration »i 'irenic

song that flails between cool and rag-

ing, clear and distorted Man he

wants to be Tom W a

through his teen

rious lie tries his hand
rv. but it fails

man. hist like M rue

to go down switi,

Highlights include

"Mcs-kingblld 0M.' a

his song from the lat

ISpiritjyus

LIQUOR SPECIALS
|Mt Cay Eclipse '12.**

I Rum

Uauia CcW Tequila Ml."
I Cordon's Flavored Vodka w
l(WMdb«rry. Citrus Orarsssa) 6.

YOU HAVE TO SEE IT TO BELIEVE IT!

Boone*
(AN Flavors)

Micro Kegs
In Stock

*9.w/ffve

MICRO BREWS
I Sierra Nevada *$." •

(Stout r-al« Al* Portnj

ISaranac
'8.

(Pal* Al* BUct a Tan)

Wathusett Bewlng Co.
(Country Al*. PA. Nut Srosvn)

Oregon IPA »g

Beer Specials
| Bud Dry i •

ltOpatk •

Coors Extra) Cold 1

1

Motson Cotden at k*
IJ-PacliBonln

1/2 Keg Rolling Rock >)5.**

track, which may have b

before thev actuallv started »

in pseudi, ie.hu. l

have to give the guv
,

Turn SO WtlLANO pesge $

HORSE
MUSIC H A I I

20 Center St Norrrsarnpson

ALL AGES
All THE TIME

mursday, apnl 2, 7 pm

Dan Bern
*. twst sfstfMtra* lok Orkm Slser

oiscoven VISA MASTERCARD ACCEPTEO OpTN SmiIo llpm
RT 9 EAST I 33S COLLEOC St («13|?S3-S3a4 / TAKE 191 TO EXIT 19 ' RT 9

I Full Redemption—
* ' Center

A World of Choices!

a

Interested 7 Harei row to got in touch

Tol: 617 287.7904 Mail UMass Boston Summer Sessions

Fan: 617.287 7922 Division of Continuing Education

Email: dcoOumbsky cc umb edu 100 Mornssey Blvd

Web: wvwvvcomed.umb.edu Boston. MA 02125 3393

Broaden your world view

at UMass Boston

Your choices include

• undergraduate and graduate

study with an exceptional

faculty

• morning, midday, afternoon,

and evening classes

• over 500 course sections

• sonvmer programs in

Mexico. Haiti. Ireland.

and Vietnam

• sessions starting May 26

June 29. and July 13

• mail, phone, fax. and

walk-in registration

Sum! MS3r*»«

City Stat* np Boston's Public University

fhursday, opril 2, 10 pm

Lettuce

friddy, april 3, 7 pm

Monster Mike Welch
lotion v yountj gmtoi wizard SIO odv

friday, april 3. 10 pm

Electric Blue A
the Kozmik Truth

pkft Foxtrot Zulu Si otr»

Saturday, april 4, 7 pm

Brooks Williams
masteiful guiloi ployiiiq SIO odv

Saturday , april 4, 10 pm

Big Geraniums
plus Use rrrjftic Afio ¥^rtSirOT$

th* absolute best in Irish rrxk S4 odv

Sunday, april 5, 8:30 pm

the Aloha Steamtrain
reofi baby, sbogodek, SS odv

iTirjnday/ruesaay, april 6 & 7, 8:30 pm

Charlie Hunter &
Pound For Pound

and Galactic
pn (or the iwtt maVraum ovtml and odd SI 4 odv

Wednesday, april 8, 10 pm

TR3 featuring Tim
Reynolds

Dove Mnlthe*'. motMit guitarist SlOndv

Apnl 9 MARYS FIRST we HOSPfTAl 8:30 PM

TICKETS: for the Record, ot the

Northampton Box Office or coH 586-8686.

24 HOUR CONCERT INFO:

413.564.0610

\
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Weiland
continued from page 7

all over the album. Weird sounds
jump out at you from everywhere
Svnths, cellos, vibraphone and ther-

imin are all listed as being used, but

than threaten to take over

the individual songs, thanks to pro-

ducer Daniel Lanios "About
Nothing" is a nice little rocker that

onl) to tuck a bit, which pro
u nice little breath on this

album
Weiland, though, will always be

remembered for his bend's lav •

'. m than tor anything else.

Stone Temple Pilots seemed to bor-

irom alt sources, from Led
Zeppelin to Pearl lam to T. Rex.

it could be easy t<

much of Weiland 's involvement in

u take into account

that SIP was basically guitar dn
c same time, though, it

was '

hardcore, from "lumpin' lack

Hash * On this album, we get "Cool

which lil title

but its verse melody ft

Against Bovs' far superior "Click

Click."

Other things go wrong on this

album I at Roof Brings

Mc Down." which was on the

undtrack.

should never have been down The
song is bad tin pan alley style writ-

ing. and never really hits the spot.

And Scott, about your lyrics. Not

once, not twice, but thrice is,

ahem... self- abuse mentioned.

Come on now, I think Bob Dylan

has yet to touch on that subject

Take a cue.

in the end this album's main sin

is that it overreaches. While trying

to distance himself, he has overshot

the mark. He has produced an
album, that while showing promise,

still lacks vision, direction and

oatroi. Hey! Just like his old

band. It just goes to show that the

apple doesn't fall far from the tree

in the long run.

Jerry Cantrell, on the other hand,

doesn't emerge unscathed from his

solo outing. This album arrives on
your doorstep like a flaming bag

Plus, anytime I see that Les
Claypoot is a guest on an album, a*

he is here, warning bells go off in

my head.

The album is generic, full of riffs

stolen from his Alice in Chains
rehearsals, full of the same level

distortion and the same chunky
stop/start patterns What separates

this from an Alice in Chains album

is the vocals. Before, we'd get

• nley's rangeless. but at

least intci a point), voice,

here we have to suffer through

iem's sissy delivery — he's a pooi

snmt s Geddy Lee.

The songs en much the

same, although once in a while lei

throws a piano ot i

into the mix Great, "tut "i>'u In,"

the second cut on the disc will be

our scapegoat tor now Willi lyric*

about how he want- to "turn off the

phone/ lose myself.' ihew i really

no way to hold your attention

ciully with the musk King so uncx

citing I wouldn't mind ham getting

lot) sithei as long as it's far. far

away from any mean 'i ding

And IUT] I
— there may be a

drug reference oi two it you

closely enough kidd

Other songs sutler from just too

much lerry. "Settling I >-«" is over

mutes long. What was the pro

ducer thinking? Another "Break-.

lore than seven min

long. Plu« he add-

effects. And once again you have to

wonder when the r fall

asleep at the wheel ng ol

drug references, this is an overdose

of Cantrell

So. looking back on what

learned toJav Weiland ha- a

promising tuturc il he cuts town on

tightens up the writing On the

other hand lerry Cantrell shouldn't

quit his da

12 Bar Bluet — B-

Buggy Depot - D-

ART GALLERIES

Scott Weiland delves into self-abuse on his new solo release, 12 Bar Bktei

PIZZA GRINDERS CALZONES
SALADS SPAGHETTI

UffiflOU,

OZENA
&>

17 MONTAGUE ROAD, AMHERST
S49-0626

Open 7 days a week Ham - 2am

www.umass.ed
u/rso/colegian

Amherst College Mead Art

Mammal Currently on display. The

1,'U At . » luentteth -Century lapan

(through lulv I. Modernism, \meruan
• ot the Twentieth

Century (through April 26). Hours:

Mon Prl 10 a.m. -4. SO p m .

Saturday A Sunday 1-5 p n

more information, call the museum at

149 »J1
Hampshire College Main

Gallery. Harold I lotmson I ibrarv

Hour- Mon In K SO am 4 10

p.m.. weekends noon-4:S0 p.m
Mount Holyokc College - Art

Mu-euni Current exhibitions:

Modem Painting and Sculpture from

llectioit (through April 19),

Ahsrrucr Designs from the Earth

(through April S) Cooking for the

Gods opens April ** at 7 p.m. Hours:

In II am -5 p.m.: Sat Sun

I -5 p.m for more information, call

545-06*0
Smith College — Museum of Art

ming exhibitions Sandy
Skoglund Reality I nder Siege

(through May 24 1 Hours: Tuesday.

I nday A Saturday 9:50 a.m. -4 p.m.;

Wed Sun., noon-4 p.m., Thursday.

BOM -I pm for more information

call 585-2770.

Small
Grinder

Can of Soda
and Bag of

Chips
S4.9S

Free
Topping
On Large

Pizza

Buy Two
Large
Pizzas

Get a
Free Small
Cheese Pizza R

Buy a

Large
Pizza

Get a

Free One
Liter Soda

BOSTON
NEW YORK

Discover a Star.

Wheelock
[GRADUATE SCtfOOI.

When S89 re a teacher, vou

never know Imvv \our students

will mm out The\ could be the pSMMS,

heroines, and leaden, of tomorrow.

Discover agar own stars through

VkhecliKk (.raduate School's teacher

training programs in Boston

• Special Needs Education

Ml students receive a paid internship

IK.IXMI I |.<MMI

• Urban Teaching Program

ha-week tammtr teacher

certifiiation program

• Elementary and Early

Childhood Education

Paid Internships available

we .ire mm .uicptiiiK application- for

Summer and Kail Terms To learn more

about our programs, please call

(617)734-5200x195

(800)734-5215

DAILY
EXPRESS SERVICE£ofar£an

800-343-9999
PVTA»781-PVTA
(413-781-7882) Northampton. Petsr Pan Terminal 1 Roundhouss Pi

Amhsrst. Peter Pan Terminal. 79 S Plsasant St

Umats
Campus Cntr, or SW Hampden Dinning Common

-John Kotimon, Founder & Prtnidenl of Tn» Princeton Review

1.
Class time that counts

More closs hours with

teachers well trained in our

techniques means much less

time studying on your own.
Class size is limited to 15

4.
We're on campus!
The Princeton Review was chosen

to administer all test-preparation

programs for the UMASS Division

of Continuing Education

No traveling, no hassle

O Results-oriented approach C Satisfaction guaranteed

Our students overage a 7poinl J * H you complete the course, toke the

increase on the ISAT LSAT and are not satisfied with your

score, we'll work with you again for

< f\pal tPStS up to one year, at no fee

WHEELOCK COLLEGE 200 THE R I V E R W A Y BOSTON. MA 02215

Real tests

Try out new skills on the four

most recently released LSATs,

administered under timed,

test center conditions

Summer course enrollment

h.ts bi'ijiin'

413/584-6849
www.revlew.ceni

THE
^P PRINCETON^ REVIEW

University of Massachusetts

Augusta Savage Gallerv liltech

Computer Generated Art by Bren

Batactan (opening reception April b.

5-7 pm I Ftltech will run through

April \0 The Augusta Savage
Gallery is located in the New Africa

Mouse flours: Mon.-Tues. 1-7 p.m..

Wed.-Fn 15 p.m For more infor

mation. call MS-JIT7,
University of Massachusetts

Hampden Gallery L'pcoming cxhibi-

tion« I he Cynthia l.lhaum Photo

t.xhibtt Her I a>t Photograph

the Chechen War A gallery talk will

be presented by Professor Laszlo

Tikos on April 1 5 at 5 p.m. The exhi

bition will run through April 16. The
Hampden Gallery is located in the

Hampden Dining Halls in the

Southwest Residential Area Hours

Mon.-Fri. V-7 p.m.. Sunday 2-5 p.m

For more information, call

545-0680.

University of Massachusetts —
Herter An Gallery Currently on dis

play: Sational luried Print

l.xhitntton. The exhibit, which fea-

tures a selection of 56 works bv I >

artist* using a variety of printmaking

techniques, will run through tomor-

row. The Herter Art Gallery is local-

TRAVEL
SMART!

ed at I25A Herter H.ill Houi-

Mini I ii 1 1 a in 4 p in Btjmmj

2-4 p.m. For more information, call

47t>

University of Massachusetts

Student L mon \ isual and Performing

Aits Space c'urrcnllv on di*|

Painting* bs la-on Ian Mi

(through tomorrow » I actmMtkj exhi

bltlon- /'riM7s tiltJ Own a:.

Zunino Opening ic-cption will he

held April 5 2-4 8cm. and will run

through April lt> Mm Silent

Metaphors \
h v. ill run

April \2 April 1 7 Opening
lion will be held April I ! I

p in The Student I nion \ isual A

Performing Arts Space i- located m
the Student I nlofl Hoars
Mon Thurs li> a in I p in I

10 a.m. -5 p.m Pm inure mi

mm ,aii
;

University of Massachusetts

I nueisit\ Ciallcrv The University

Gallery is located at thi

Center Hour- luo hi II

a in 4 40 p.m.. Sat Sui

For more information
t>70

University of Masvsehuscti>

V\ heeler Gallett is located m the

\sheelet RcMdeiuc Hall

CvUl nTi« will run througl

lr> Opening reception will K- held

tomorrow front ! S p m Hoars
Mon Thurs 4 | p m Suiula> 2 !

p.m. For mora intorination v.ill

545-0680
— Com, 1

Gavtffun

$ .•» S367
lasj tin
Ma

Eurallpaaaaa avallahla.
amstmal i

I
t'mtmasiM

rsoUosc asfl aasssint T O
aaay ea raasj«a4.

rSVSA/ TRAVEL
.

i

rJHt? , 7 <llw'»,

TWO WEEKS ONLY!

25% oflF

Calvin Klein
RAS'C UNDERWEAR STYLES

j.richI
CLOTHING FOR MEN 1

in. Si V.mI, impion • SKftfitUi

ot'i s - nws

Wanted
Poetry P OS- Lyrics and ONE-ACTS

In all languages other than english

3-D. 2-0 i Multimedia
At. So a Cepted

To be featured in mOthertofigue an annual multilingual journal

contributors must be Five College Bilingual Students.

For information

send e-mail to: iTIOthertongue@complit umass.edu
or contact: The UMass Comparative Literature Dept

Following the journal publication, writers will have the option of reciting

their material at a fTlOthertongua spoken word performance held

on frtday, may 1 5th in Hampden Theatre. Artwork featured in

mOthertongue journal will be on display in Hampden Gallery from

Friday May 15th to Friday. May 22nd.

Deadline For Submissions Has Been Extended To
April 17th

mOthertongue is sponsored by the Department of Comparative
Literature at UMass and the UMass Arts Council
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Dion honored, princes on vacation [Carter curse hits TV(AP) — As if wearing the litanu

McklaM wasn't enough. Celine
Dion has a new honor

The Ouchec name will be made
an offieei in the Order ot Canada.

Gov, Gen Romeo LeBlanc said last

week.

I he honor goes to those who
evemplil) "the highest qualities ol

citizenship* b\ making eontribu-

uoiis that "enrich the lives of their

contemporaries,' he *aid She will

rocetM the hmkaJe Ma) I.

The hejeweleJ Dim >ung \h
Heart Will Go On" at the Oscars.

Earl Spencer called land atmm
an "obscenit>" and >aid hi- will

Catf) sin the crusade ot bat M-tcr.

the late Princ:ss Diana, against

them

iMmmr'l vftat to Cambodia, one
of the world's most heavfll mined
tounttiev Icill.icc v | w ,4, u ( Dianj'j

that he jouricv here with her to

make a docunentjiv

"Our filrs can ne\cr conic to

Iruition of course but out coiner-

sattona haw compelled me to com*
plete her with in tome »av h\ .v.in

ing here mtsclf." he said

Smmcarapoka at the graduation

ol >tudent. who learn to lit artificial

limbs. Ahsut 500 people arc killed

or maimeJ b\ mines each month in

Caatbodfc

He ^ald he carad little about
mines until Diana "forced me. and
manv ithers, to lace up to the

orstv that land mines repre-

M-nt
"

Diaja died last August in a Paris

car crtsh

I h. battle ot the "lis" is
|

t. ouisrv -tai Garth Brooks and rap-

per tarren G. Naid the>'re drop-

ptngtrademark intringement law-

.uilagam-l each oilier ovei u*c of

theetter in their logos.

Varren G u«e« a fattened "G"
w^ "funk mu-K' wntten inside

Brtoks' logo is an unadorned

a Irelc

ITic media behaved last week and
va« rewarded with the chance to

pictures of Britain's vacation

i ptlMBl

( aaitm I J v ear old William and
Vvcar old Harry posed tor pho-

tographers near the summit of

Mhi*tlcr Mountain on the sacoasl

tlj\ ol theii sta)

"I'm grateful to vou all for leav-

ing u« alone '

l harles said. "It

makes such a difference
"

Hal comments came a day after a

roval official criticiied crew«

three Canadian TV stations for

-hooting footage of Charles near a

ski lid The otticial warned that

access would he canceled if photog-
raphers took any more pictures of

the roval-

Things certainly Me looking up for Celine Dion, as she wil

Officer of Canada on May 1

be made an

rsit
i

EMTER TO WIM A BIG PLU5H BUMMY

RABBIT TO BE GIVEN! AWAY ON APRIL ff

. AT 9PM AT IKTORE!!!

Win a Bunny Official Entry Form

Name:

Address:

Phone:
Mail to:

UStore Bunny Drawing

University Store

Campus Center

UMass, M/\ 01003

No purchase necessary.

Staff and Families of the University Store may

not obtain, complete, or submit entries.

Form must be fully completed to be eligible.

Drawing will be held at 3pm on April 8, 1998 at

the University Store. You do not need to be

present to win.

By Frazior Moore
Associated Press

\l \S YORK It \wi- ju-t ahoul a yeai BfO lliat

c Us .urn ,. .1 "lour Corners" m one of the coming
season'- -parkfing new series.

|u>i about a yeai lata l>>w: i omen- iln. saga ot a

ranching lamiK svith \im Nt.jij.-ict a- matriarch, hnalls

ptmmarad That "a- in Februar) I hen. attei n- second
airing. I i>ui t. omcrs" wa- put oui to paature.

US) lutings. CXips 1 Mas Ik -.oineone lorgol ihai the

la-t nine an idea like tin- reallv won actv
liiiuiu Ijiui was president ol course, Cartes uu-- in

the White House the ia-t time Mai) Ivlc-i Moore had a

hit aerlai knd \et. a prospectrvc sitcom lot Mil -.

m^8-4sj schedule would reunite hei with \aleiie
llaiper in their beloved Mare and Rhoda rokei

quarter-centun ago Surer) riawan can't lv blamad it

tltev hear a tuisu-vl vcrskm ol that Peggv I ee song ccho-

mg in their head- "I- that all theie at? I hen lei- keep

fliptsing." It's a- good a theme a- an> to acconipanv the

a-t iK-twork- just weeks from unveiling then

fall lineup- while the] -weep up the wreckage of the

season twarh done

A front-page -torv in tin- current Variety dec I.

Net- lack houi ot |v>w,.i h iK>te- that 20 ilraliialic

hour- debuted thi- year, with all -ave two the

rfbeat \llv McBeal" and "Dawson's
C leek getting a chlllv reception tiotn the audience

Most of those - , h .ae headed tor the aslv.au

s newest programs
And what about la-t tall- crop ol 2u lK•v^ -iicom-'.'

Onrj kBCi *Dhafma«ft c>\^^ pimmevad with a heart)

bu// and healtln i.iting-. thank- mo-lK to it- vivaciou-

-tai leiina I llman
' Dliariiia' next tail will join "The Woiuleilul World

of Dismay" (whose original varsion goaa b.uk to

I i-eiihowei - first term) a- likc-K the sole rurvivon
among the 1 I son.- \IK launched at the Ix-ginning of

thai -ea-otl

Meanwhile, CHS conceivabt) could log 0-lor-7

lenewal- ol la-l lall- new lare Bui besides "lour

that network ha- since introduced another

mid-ea-on entiv a -ittoin -tarring loin Selleck at BU
adman A- a hit. The I lo-cr" i-n l even cloM Selleck's

\etv -ucce--lul loiinei -cue- pieimeied in the linal

week- ol iIk i artet adankustratlon

Remeiiilxt t. artel's 1474 -[xecli aK>ut the ruuioiial

malai-e'' It vould applv to network l\ llie-c da>- aO

the wanned ovei leel >.| nio-i new -how- and to the

viewers who if)ect them This ha- been a season whose
nio-t gripping prime lime drama and nio-i patverserj
lunin comad) has been MK struggling foi Jeai life to

hang onto it- hit- from a mote m-pired
|

Rot mstance threatened with losing "f R" to another

iK-twork iH.-xt lall \fU. kepi thci-e gunwv pushers on its

schedule bv agreeing to hike the "I R " licensing tee to

an estimated S I > milltcHi |X-i Bpascsm. Inen, lasl week,

the network handed "Mad About You" -tars Paul

Rei-ei and Helen Hum lots more Mud monev to

come back for one last season.

women
confirmed from page 6

tome guv in a theatei Sure, n inuv

I S million copies world

wiJe but the aiti-tu merit ol lagged

little Pill I- dubiou- ai best She
didn't even write much of the

album's hrical content, hiring a man
en Ballard to CO-WritC the

material Fifteen million record bus

ers can. and u-uall

It a damn
olten ha-

rness con -u in
J

rence lo hear

Manis as being

women when -I

piece t

words
II vou wain I I the

other tvordh en .• and thcat-

tv. trv IM H i Hnng t

II vou want to hear

that - tnlinitelv not it and
moving than "i> verted like

itti Smith's

that mu-i

he mam
I least its an abhor

le talk about
thi- gtcal voii

a mciuth-

middle aged guv -

Still thi- Mum ol attention ha-

ix-ct- One
•

t he cars of

mu-K take

notice ol the artistic mei
n The mu-i*. ha- alwas- been

there, but recently, critical acclaim

and recognition ha- come along with

it

Hope lor the tuturc:

il \ear- have consis-

tent 1% -c-en women release the Bon's

share ol memorable album- \Kork-

bv Harvev Melissa I ihendgc Indigo

Girl- Biork. Mis-* "Misdemeanor*
Elliot and Hole have all topped
receni i lists and.

.ntlv . have brought

artisticail) credible portrait- ol

strong willed innovative women to

the lore ol a niu-ic ICStSS that has

•.ale Fven the Cirammv -

•ininaling Paula

it and hand

mi- gtamophones lor -VIbum
of the Vai and Record of thv

I at lea-l the sentiment was BSB

s\nh the last yaai giving " s the

wildlv -ucces-lul I ihth lait package

tour and -trong releases from new

comer- like Meredith Brook- and
Beth i whose ace debut.
Trailer Park, wa- criininalb

! the futut • aright

indeed

Alter appearing on "Satutdav
Night I ive " on March J Natalie

Imbruglia - / tfi of tki \liddle

entered on the Billboard lop JlKI

Album than aj the high

est debut lor a new Miernative

Rock female utti-t -elhng mon;
in it- lirsi week than Mon

kl and t i. n.i \pple

combined \S ith a i. m the

lune issue ot ,S;>in and jn exhaustive

sumniei tout -chcdule. the -kv - the

limit

Mart\ Keane I I lunt-

ON SALE TODAY AT 10 AM!

ONLY ii PERFORMANCES!

SPECIAL THEATRE SEATING' MOTHER S DAY WEEHENO'

„* FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY
!
!Ns( [N!i K MAY 8 MAY 9 MAY 10

8PM 2PM & 7:30PM 2PM & 7PM

TICKETS ON SALE TODAY AT 10 AM AT THE MULLINS CENTER BOX OFFICE.

- C- ' OUTLETS & CHARGE BY PHONE (413) 733-2500 • (860) 525 4500.

I to ( IIANl.t

in taOfHHJTAW CNTCRTAINMCKT I

i pmirrAWMSNT { CAHfl lit <2
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Providence College to hire

lona's Welsh as head coach
By Terrance Petty

Assoc Kited Press

PROS IDI NCB. R.I. - Inn

\\el*h. whu ooafhad lona to a spot

in the Si. S S tournament after a 13-

year absciKc. will be hired as coach

al Provid**C4 College. The
Aaaociated Press learned yesterday

Sotircei ctoM to the ncknniiition*

laid the announcement could come

today kit Ruland. a former lona star

jiid current a**i*tunt at the school,

would then he hired as coach ot the

VWI*h who led lona to a 27-6

record this season that included a 1
5-

game winning streak, will replace Pete

i.illen. who left to coach Virginia.

Welsh 17 takes a big step in

moviaf from the Metro Atlantic

AthletK Confer—CB to the Big East

Conference and will inherit a team
that went IV 16.

Welsh met with Providence offi-

cials on Monday, the Providence

lournal-Bulletin reported

"We have no comment until a

deal is done." Providence
spokesman Tim Connor *md

The Sew1 York Post and the New
)ork Dail\ Vfus *<iid Welsh agreed

to a six-year deal with Providence

"I've been contacted by

I't.vidence about the job." Welsh
told the Post on Tuesday night. But.

he added. "I can't say anything at

thi* time."

Two days earlier. Welsh said he

"always thought that Providence was

one of the great places in college bas-

ketball, so I would be interested it thev

called

-

Welsh is 70-22 in three seasons at

lona. He took over the Gaels in

1994-95 when his father, lerry. then

head coach, became ill. Gillen's

departure marked the fifth time in a

dozen years that Providence had to

go looking for a new coach

C.illcn has a career record of 274-

128 in 1> seasons, the last four at

Providence, where he guided the Friars

to a 24- 1 2 record in 1997 That season

ended with a loss to eventual national

champion Araona in the regional final

Under Gillen. Providence had a

72-55 record. Some Providence

players have expressed bitterness

that he left.

But at a Tuesday night awards

ceremony attended by Gillen. play-

ei* thanked their former coach and

at least one of them wepi

Boxer Patterson resigns NY post
By John Kekis

Associated Prws

have

.mi .

ra

Sluh

t'l.m

: Patterson resigned yesterday as New York's athletic

qpaflnWoNH amid report* he was suffering from memoes

re that he couldn't remember his secretary's

. 'i iIk faf he beat for his first heavyweight title

ter long and careful consideration, mv family and I

.1 that tor personal reason*. I will resign."

I a bnel letter to Gov George Pataki "I

weful for the opportunity you gave me to serve the

.y N ork and the boxing eommunitv

•ncr boxer* — trom Sugar Ray Robinson to

irrunad All — have *uftered from various forms of

injuries or illnesses, or memory loss.

ng report in yesterday "s New York Post may
I Patterson's resignation as head o» the

ites professional boxing and wrestling. It

said a 5 1/2 hour videotape of a deposition Patterson gave

ago shows that he was unable to recall impor-

tant ei 04-fight professional career or the names

of his closest aides.

The 65-year-old Patterson was asked downs of questions

under oath March 20 for a suit filed by promoters of "ulti-

:
anting." a no-holds-barred sport that is banned in

Vw \ old not recall that he beat Archie Moore

in MSp ti win the heavyweight championship, nor that the

fight was in Chicago.

Patterson said he thought the bout was in Sew York He

also said he thought title fights were still 1 5 rounds instead

of the current 12

On the videotape. Patterson did not know the name of

the man he replaced as commissioner. Randy Gordon. And
he was given the name of his secretary and then

who n was. he recognized her name but did not

know what her job was.

"I didn t get much sleep last night and I'm very, very

tired." Patterson said during the deposition. "It's hard lor

me to think when I'm tired. Sometimes. I can't even

member m> wite « name, and I've been married 52 — 35

to reuih Patterson for comment at his home in

Sew Pali/ S V., were unsuccessful Messages left on his

answering machine were not returned.

Patterson, who earns $76,421. was to serve at commis-

sioner until the end of the year

Rumors have been circulating that Patterson suiter*

from problems with short- and long-term memory former

light heavyweight champion lose Torres, a longtime friend

Patterson, had heard those rumors.

"I felt that he was having a little trouble with his memo-

ry, and people were talking about it all around boxing.*

Torres said "But I have been in a couple of programs with

him and he has been pretty sharp If he had problem*.

maybe he had problems sometimes. I assume that he has

ups and downs. If he was caught on one of those days that

he doesn't remember, then he's in trouble
"

Patterson, who grew up in Brooklyn and won a gold

medal in the 1956 Summer Olympics, was picked bv

Pataki to be commissioner because of his name and reputa-

tion to rebuild boxing in New York, once a mecca for the

*pon

Since Patterson took over, the number of boxing shows

has doubled and big events have returned to Madi*on

Square Garden, including title bouts featuring Oscar de la

Hoyaand Roy Jones

Hut two yean ago. Patterson made headlines when he

was quoted as saying he had just heard of AIDS. As com-

missioner. Patterson had announced that New York would

begin testing boxers for the AIDS viru* in response to

boxer Tommy Morrison's positive MIS test SVhen asked

why the state waited so long to institute the testing.

Patterson replied: "AIDS just came out I go back to the

So* I fought lor 23 years. There was no AIDS I just

heard of AIDS a few weeks ago."

Patterson claimed that his comments were misinterpret-

ed. If he has a physical problem that would cause memory

loss, doctors and numerous tests so far have been unable to

find one. according to a source close to the situation who
spoke on condition of anonymity.

Patterson's letter to Pataki did not mention his memory

loss, and commission spokeswoman Gwen Lee said

Patterson had been considering his resignation for some

time

Down and dirty

David Kramer and the Massachusetts men's lacrosse team wiH face off against the Duke Blue Devil* this

Saturday at noon at Richard F Garter Field.

A year later, Woods to return to Augusta
By Ron Sirak

Asiocioted Prau

U 1. 1 sTA. Ga. - Even before

Tiger Woodl tinished hi* 12 ttrafca

victor) at the Masters the *ry wa-

echoing through the towering Georgia

pines to "Iigenze" Augusta National

Golf Club Grow tough was a sugges-

tion Stick (airway bunkers all over the

place to swallow up tee *hot*

Lengthen the par-5 h.

Tiger's driver

.Is so completely dominated the

old course in shooting i x

. it seemed something had to

DIAMOND SALE

On* King St .
Northampton 584 3324

264 N PteosootSt ,
AmKer»i753 3324

What is there to do

on campus??
http://svvvrw.umass.edu/campact/events/calendar.htm

Check this website out!

be done to keep him from winning the

Matters every year until he lost inter

eat But a* S\ oods returns to the scene

of one of the most overwhelming per-

formances in major championship

Pal the response of the men in green

who run Augusta Sational has

h>.en very much in character.

TheVve dine virtually nothing

"There are always ongoing discus-

sions regarding possible changes to

our p However, we would

never make any changes because of

vine player or one tournament.* said

Augu nal chairman lack

Stcplven*

Ihete were «oi«c tweak* to the

course over the last year. Three greens

I 6. 8 and 14 — were rccon-

toured slightly to give more options for

pin positions.

A tall pine that protected the right

side of the 11th fairway fell down a

few vears ago so the tee was moved 20

feet to the right to make the drive

more demanding.

Trees were planted on the right side

of the dogleg on So I 5 and on the

right <idc of So 18 to narrow the

bailout areas on those holes.

But the basic attitude of the men in

charge i» that Augusta Sational is a

masterpiece, and that while the Slona

Lisa may require restoration work now
and then, you don't draw a mustache

on it.

"In I act. last year's scoring was the

highest it had been in the last eight

tournament* and higher than when
l<tik Sicklau* *et the record in I9t>5.

and Raymond llovd tied it in 1976."

Stephens said

"All changes are the result of long-

range planning
"

In main wuv*. the call to radially

alter Augusta underestimates what

ipli*hed last year A great

2 rounds of near peigoiter I'l.ivevi

lev t e» 'It

It was Hill SSalton shooting 2 1 of-22

in the Sv \ \ .hampionship game It

was Bob Beamon * MOord Ion,

in the I9t>8 CMympkt that lasted 25

It was the kind of performance that

comes along only once in a lifetime

There is only one flaw in that reason-

ing — Tiger Woods He just might be

capable of more than one

lifetime performance

lack NicUau* think.* M St

SSomJ* *oach. Butch Harmon, who
us student might he 50*

someday at Augusta A little more than

veral changes were

made to Augusta after a long hitter

won the tournament in 1963 and
1965-66.

"They changed the golf course in the

mid-1960s because of me ." Sicklaus

said. "I won the tournament three out

of four years They put in bunki

tried to n-striit where I could hit the

ball Now those bunkers are obsolete."

Suklau*. who won a remrd *i\

Master*, think* Sugu*t.i lit* SSi**J*

game as well as it lit his own and pre-

dicted Wood* inuld win the tourna-

ment 1 times

"I felt if I played well I would really

have to have some bad breaks to Iota

at Augusta." Sicklau* *jid "SSith mv
length, the hazards weren't there I hit

it over everything, same a* he doe* I

see no reason why he won't do it

again
'

Siiklaus opposes growing rough to

make courses more difficult, saying it

takes away from the beautv of the

recovery *hot. He advis.ale- pro golf

rolling back by 10 or 20 percent how
far the golf ball will go.

'T.lII'HtEEt
"thursom*.

KARAOKE.
W/OIUA PRODUCTIONS BY tAIIRIr || # Ha ; r Cufs

APRIL

DISCO
BOWL
RETRO - 80's

DJ Mike
Perkins

Debbie VUhyl Band

APRIL

CAROL HAHN BAND

220 North Pleasant Street • Amherst • 253-8897

Decades mmm
NORTHAMPTON BOWL £•«• || I | V«a#

JOLLY

voter!

*>orssv

LIGHT SHO\

Ml. Farms 4 '584 9153
Ml Farms M.ill

MMt The DM tilM (PO)

Today (5:40 & $2 50) 8 40

Primary Color* (R)

Today ( 5:20 <&> 2 50 ) 8:20

Mr NIC* Guy (PG-13)

Today at (5:50 <g> $2 50) 8:40

Good Will Hunting (R)

Today at (5:30 <g> $2.50) 8:30

Nurifiainplon dm is cm 'in • 58-1 43311

Newton Boys (PG 13)

Today at (5:30 <S> $2.50) 8:30

Wild Things (R)

Today at (5:50 @ $2 50) 8 30

Grease (PG)

Today at (5:40 @ $2 50) 8:40

Titanic (PO 13)

Today at (4:20 @ $2 50) 8:10

The Man In the Iron Mask (PG-13)

Today at (5:20 @ $2 50) 8:20

US Marshals (PG-13)

820

The Big LeboweW (PG-13)

Today at (530@ $2.50)

s? «mi a*; i,

i

Sh..« n..<iy

'$ I II IAl I S
9

' RTOWN ROAD AMHERST, MA 01002 256-8284

Night __ UVEMUSKT^:

Friday
April 3 rJ:45pm:

RKPS

Saturday
April a - Live Music

TWO WEEKS ONLY!

25% off

Calvin Klein
BASIC UNDERWEAR STYLES

I

A*^am

|J«RICH
[clothing for men

JJ M.iMiDK S| Northampton • *H(, 1, 1 M,

<>l'l N " OWS

baseball
continued from page 14

Shaun lamas drew a walk trom
Skirkanich Freshman Tony
I iumlreddo then ttXMaCaad tur a

single to right When Samela tried

to catch I luinhi-ddo. who wa» lead-

ing off first, l.ang imsplayed the

ball, allowing Kinic* to leuch third.

Rumfreddo stole second on the next

play

That put Siena s hopes on the bat

of Bill Cliento. who drove a

grounder to third, but WosCOtl
made the play to nab Cliento at

liiM

Hie U'llom of the second provid-

ed LAla** scoring opportunity, and
Siena tould not inu*tei unv firepow-

er in the lop of the third

The game wa* willed in the bot-

tom ol the third, with \1.i//.ilcito

on third and Clark on first

Ciautituu was dt ilk- plule

attack

The UMass baseball team was only able to get a ft

the ram washed away the team's home opener

continued from page 14

was a solid di//lc That turned into a

*olid showei *i»mi .liter.

I he rain mude condition* miserable

lot the tan* eailv on but the storm did

not wash the mustard oil of attack

I .una Korut/'* shot, a*

she cut cleanly into a

gaping hole in the cen

ter of the Bears'

dclcii*e and *i//led the

ball pu*t Bmwn goal

tendei Beikv Tavani six

minute* latei fat hei

second goal of the

young lit*! hall giving

the Minutewomcn a

one score lead

In fact, the heavier

the LMass offensive

pressure got the hcav

icr the precipitation

*eemed 10 |M X* mid

fielder Noelle Cioi*ki

put Mas*achu*ett* up

by a scou of 1 la lew minute* later

ihc shower had progressed into a tot

rential downpour.

While *enioi tri captain lennilet

Bow en and her teammate* ad|u*led

well to the condition*, taking their

time on offense and waiting patiently

lor plays to develop around the oppos-

ing cage, the Beat* Seemed to Jutih

onto a speed game, which hindered

their attack at the beginning ol the

Nam *ioi*ki and Ireaaaaan Rachel

Ingiallea provided timely burst* ol

eneigy lo break up the oppo*ing
delense.

On delen*e. *ophomore \i

Faasanese and senioi m cMbbI !)
I edet lead an iinpre**ivelv *tiong

eflon against a hungrv Blown team
Irishman lata Dutkm in her lit*l

«tan at Massachusetts, made at

,e* IS over the course ol the

paw.
"I thought we plavcd really nice

defense, and that - an underrate

merit." McClellan said "I think the

lir*t half went amazing In the M

half the mud wa* a little bit more of a

but there weren't many mi*

THANC VO CCXUCIAN

Mandy Galas and the

UMass softball team trav

el to Hartford today for a

doubleheader

take*
"

I wo Brown awm and roughly 17

minutes later, alter what became a

much slower paced, defensive

matchup, inidliekkt Stephanie PavUck

scored lo push the

Minutewomcn ahead
with about a minute
and a halt to go in the

firsl half. I he lead was

short li\cd hflWW M
Elizabeth Rodgers
snuck a goal bv Durkm
to lie the gajW at fatf

going mio lialltinie

\1ueh like the begin

ning lir*t period.

Massachusetts
j

the board w ith great

freojueac] to -tan the

second halt 'I he

Minutewiimen man-
aged three unanswered

SttHvs out the gale* to

gain a commanding 7 A udv antage.

Again, like ihe fn*i halt, the tide

*low|y turned hack to the QBfaaWon,
as a few *mall lapse* ^<n the part of

I \la*- allowed Brown lo iieep buck

into the game. A goal by Rodgei*

bioughl the Bi-ai* lo within oive M30M

" The rain evened thing* out."

MiClellan *aid " llicv had their share

of *lip* in biid time* and we had our

share of *lip* in bad d
I eder and freshman midlielder

l)eni*e Biev then became the baik

bone of a late game defensive standoff

in which the Minutewomcn hung on

to their one goal advantage lor I 2

minute* trying HO avoid overtime,

That staii.! a di*hcartening

end a* Amanda liatton postponed
Brown - eventual lo** with a **

the I OX mai k

i i icoretesi tn*t overtlate,

Pav Ik k tliiked in the game winner

I 01 into the - ling a

sudden exp Habita-

tion a* the Minutewomcn brought

iheir record to > 2 (liiult

game opening schedule

Sports Briefs
Lacrosse club claims hard

fought win
Although ihe scouting report the

l Mu** Juh lacrosse team received

in preparation lot it* game against

the Army junior varsity squad
teemed intimidating —
"Attackmen so strong the \nm
coaches lei them freelance" —
I Ma** went into the game deter

mined

What ie*ulted from the conte*t

at We*t Point, N V wu* an imprev
*ive 4 i win in the visitors' favoi

Perhap* the key to the game wa*

the woik of UMass' defen*ive

Corps, whieh held Army *ioiele**

li-i the first and third c|uattei*

loin Sihauweker. Ink Beikei.

luan Pablo \la*. Patrin- Bernadel.

Chril Paulson and Mike liaidak

Bammed the ta*k al close iafnaa,
while I \ta** ii-ii-ned *tioiig goal

tending Irom Mike Sowlan ifive

saves) and Phuc Thai i eight saves).

Ihe BOM team al*o had to .

tend with the work of Tim
Moonev Chrt* Murray. Mike liver

I tu Hansen, Greg Ramsay,

Roberto Torres and Chuck I.avers

in the midfield. All combined to

push UMas*' tran*ition game.

I nloitunatelv for Army, UMass'

Brendan Keenan was virtually

unstoppable. He eluded his defend-

ci* to pick up five key groundballs

and tally two goals and two assi*t*

Owen Poland and l.evence

kut*av each contributed two goals

and hi a**i*t. while face-off man
Stephen Vutrano. Kevin Murray
and C.abe Martz had one score

apiece

for more information about the

L Mass club lairo**e team, contact

coach |udv Dietel al 545 5815

Sporti Briefs i> j column dedi-

cated to I \/n** 'ton i unity ath-

lete* SwasasaJSom, wkiek must be

tn r>> MMH luesday for considera-

tion each ini'ii can he taxed to

SJ i / 592 or brought down to the

Collegian al Hi Campus Center

i, ni

lor more information about
Spom, hViWv aanme cntatocl <

Kane at 5^5^7/9

softball

lacrosse
conrnued from page 14

clean that up Our connecting through the midtield

in the first half, before it gut messy wa* |u*t hcauti

lul"

Thc Minutewomcn downed the lw leaguers as

thev battled downpour* and un*ure t.s^ting to lm.il

ly snufl out any Brown hopes of another wir, thi*

year. After the Bear* tied tin- *. with k-**

than a minute remaining in regulation. UMass sim-

ply refused to let any more opposing piayer*> neat its

defensive wall

It w 'ban )u*t delei

often times the midfielders and attack line made the

defender* |ob* a little bit easier by simply outbu*

thng the Brown players, and getting to the ball

quickly

"ITiat's something we ve worked on recently I
|

to thi* point we fouled on a lot of ground balls and
trails MiC lellan caul "I thought we did *onn

•hmg* with the loose ball*
"

men expected those thing* to be

among the keyi to winning along with dro|

*ion« which thev al*o controlled *cxcral lime* It

seemed however, that this game was going to be

clone no matter what. The element* had only height

ened the drama and once again. L Mass did not aa>

appoint

the best opening game
ci lil haye had, bciausc the evpeiieiice ol

pulling it out and getting to thi* *ituati.>n knowing

we could pull it out." SliClellan said "It wa- )u*t

leallv taith in doing out job* and the kid* did that I

can't J*k lot a battel with a really young

group ot plaver* It was reallv heartening
"

i up for the Minutew.inen will he an awai

dale with I Conn in Storr* Conn CaaM time i*

scheduled fat Saturday at I p m

Minutewomcn Notes: I Ma*
Hamp*hnc which was originally scheduled for

March 21 and cancelled be inclement

weather londitions has been reecheduied for April

2b in Ihirhani VH at 1 p.m

continued from page 14

voung and inexperienced ream to

the held

Ihe team ioii*i*t* ol )u*t one
oi tour juniors, three *opho

more*, and *ix lte*hman While
Randall ha* brought a stronger
ollen*ivc team to the plate thi* year.

the Hawk* pitihing staff has been

*uuggling

'Out pitihing i* an area of some
concern." Randall *aid in a pre-sea-

son interview " Ihe people to whom
we will be banding the ball are rela-

tively unproven at this level The
ihallcnge i* in front ol them an they

need to *tep up
"

lunior right-hander and at *ap

tain Sue Dvorak has been
Hattloid * gO tvi pitihei *o lar ihi*

season. She has started eight games,

winning three and losing live She

lurrentlv hold* an I R \ al I 13 and

he only returning pitcher the

Hawk* have Backing her up arc

Maiii Simoncau. a freshman with a

o I RA. and lohanna Boi*ellc. a

*ophom r with an I R v

With no real power pitcher on the

mound*, the Hawks have to lount

on their deten*c to bv *ohd eaih and
iv game Handling the respon*i

bihlv in the infield i* a verv young

squad, one featuring three freshman

and one junior lunior transfer Dana
Kennett is the *trong spot for

Hattloid \ two tune junior college

All- American, she anchors the

ibortstop position freshman
Meghan Henning. Tiffany Bryant

and Simoncau are cutting their teeth

at tit - 1 *ciond and third base
i lively

In the outlield Harlloid relies on
the play of junior center fielder

Tammy laworowski. laworowski
lead* Ihe Hawk* in otlcnsive prevdue

lion as well She holds the team's

highest batting average at 271.

Ihe Hawk* will need all the offen

«ive production they ian gel when
they face off against UMass' Danielle

Hendcr*on Henderson, a junior

named to last year's third team All-

\meriia. is coming off of a weekend
where she threw her lirst perfect

game and was named the

\tlantic 10 pitcher of the week
"She ha* become more consistent

in her workout She has really

worked on finishing when she's

down in the count." Sortino said.

"She ha* become more comfortable

on the mound. She's doing what you

would expect of her. and becoming
mote ioti»i*tent at it

I
COLLGtAN SPORTS - CATCH THE EXCITEMENT!

]

Haigis Hoopla

fc
I Hiss

(*(,/ \/)S

GAME
Com* cm your favorite

CMASS basketball etars

of the peer decade. This

year will feature mane

M̂ Wl.lS

HOOPLA
K Ulfi M t\» »

Don't ml** the chance

to win everything from

an individualued le*eon

from a UMASS Hoop*
Coach to an opportunity

to shoot for a new car!

AITENrnQNI
YOU DO NOT HAVE TO BE ON A 3 ON 3 TEAM TO ENJOY

HAJGfS HOOPLA.' THE HOOPLA HI-UVE FEATURES
ACTIVITIES A ENTERTAINMENT FOR PEOPLE Of ALL AGES!

R\
SLAM
DUNK

CONTEST
A riaigfe fan-favorite

•tnce it» Inception, this

year'* contest Is sure to

be filled with dazzling

dunks and high-flying

excitement!

y

HAJGfS
2BAJJ

COMPETITION
A Haigis version of the

popular 2 -person

shooting contest with

many divisions for both

spectators and 3 On 3
participants.

V

April 98

ARTS A monthly calendar brought to you

bv the UMass Arts Council.

KIDSPOHTS
frVTEftACTTVE

AREA
Last year, kids of all

ages enjoyed our first

ever interactive area.

Back by popular

demand, this year's

edition will be bigger

& better'

April 25 & 26

CjyU«»»»%%p 1 osv

For more information, please call the

New Balance Haigis Hoopla office

at 545-5689 or pick up a registration

brochure at the Curry Hicks Lobby.

Presented by the UMass
Sport Management Program
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8pm
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Pm "
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I «e«eaM Thf LastSfnCM
1 pm rj Studrt lift VejailPSAA Spacs

aSRlik Trio Kotoo with Akikuu
Shskuhachi Masiei 8 p m . m Bosftsr AudSo-

>wm J 545251

1

XLECfURE Prof L§uk> T*n «i iwtunc
tonwACYr^Elbat^eihMori 5 7pm at

X<oSlTuHAL »GHT WBasi ttfavaaNcNitt

ratrtfthim lam fiCampiB Center 665-

4149

?m n .

$ Also a ?p m maSnee on Apd 1

.

" Li A GrsttO»fto»Brtii«l»iaicyaural
Festival 8 p m m Bowtei Aixstonum %

Ip.mnS
5450792

BUSlfc teoaee Geeit Wind Ensemble
Vafco1 '" W Rowel. Jr , conductoi 8pm m

ie Am Certe, Conceit Hat $545-2511 oi 1

esntadbyDsan

nut interdkMJpfnary

(ilwRandTnsae/

ggg August* Stvtge Gafery

msch
By Brm Batackvi

AsitS30
RecepSon Apdt, 5 7pm

(™Qa
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Chamber Cnoe, Daysd Hodo^ont, oradoi. cans
Chnsfieid sopiano. Essen Ruby, alto, Alan

Sdmeidei. lenoi I John Sato bass 4 p m

m

X^HEDY°r*f *»«• lugliHd CoUtgt
Impnr J*m\ Osm - 10pm m Itie Student

Union Balroom 5546-5225
XCULTURAL MGHT Mo* sponsored by trie

UMass Students Hindu Association 4p m
tarn in Campus Center 101 546 2608

xtfiCTW (^sttBartforswotjest.lectuist

about art and diatal technoloay every Mayday
4pm - 6 30 p m in Herter AudSonum 545-

<jlVuS[t*8»"ir fort CHy OptrsHsthtAl
Coeipenypertomis The pauonterol Ihe Heaj-

Lee Edwards and
muse, and dance c

Hampdf, Umiiwif

The Cywtksi Elbasai Photo Coeecrioe
Through Apil 16

BFA1
ApH26-30

mAtK
I by Rodn
Auotonum !

. gout Rotili s Jilipmo
Met** by Rodngo Ouarte Ctark

*

545-25110(11
m in

999

joltheCommu
I olSpiinoteid and the Amherst

WMerj and Artists Institutes 7 pmn Augusta

BUSK^aSctsfM OrcSesrni t Soloist

Uraversiry OrchestraTeark Russel Smith di

redor, Shelagh Abate, horn 8 P m m fine Aits

Center Conceit Hat $545 2511

XMUSK Jost GonztkiGutfr Concert ?

DA^E^a^oWSpm -lam mine SS>

denlUiiionBaJroom S 546 6222

TURE DAT Nttin Amrictn Annul
' " m*/Socayi2p m - 7 30p m in

Yard 546 0969

XWOR^SROP Dnhners Locturt Stmt
sponsored by the Interior Deagn and Archtec

tuial Studies Program Lecture on April 23 m
Herler AudSonum and woAshops on Apri 21 &
22 m Herter Galen/

^_ ykilhe day lo apply

lo the UMass Arts CouncJIo help lund your sum-

mer and (al art events on campus! Cat 545
0202 lor more information

MUSK Chopk t Ottos** Viaang pianist

Maria Szraibei. 8 p m in EWanson Recital

Hall J45 251 ' or ( 800-999-UMAS
Chroniclt ot t Dittppttrtnct

ural Film Fe«va 8 1 5TpW in Herter

MM^fXaVtlrS Dmct 8 o m in Bowker
AurJIonum $5452511 Apnl 23-25.

XFILa Uttttrt otAnkntOon ; p m mStu
dent Umon Visual » Pert Arts Space 545-0792

. HOPf Annuel Women ot Color
... 7 lOpmrfte Graduate Lounge. Cam-

pusCentef 5450883

SHurdayJlprll25
USK re^f/inue/AwwfiioSwidSaioonooe

Symposium Lynn Klock. cootdinalor 4 rent

Herter Art Gallery

FA Thesis EiMbMM
Apnl 2«-May 1

Student Union Visual t Performing
Arts Space

FA Thesis EiMMom: Bait Zunlno
Apnl 5 10 RecepSon Aprt 5. 2 4 p m
FA Thesis EiMbMoe: Soon-ee Nooh
Apnl 12 17 Recepbon Apnl 13,4 X 7pm
FA Thesis EiMMiea: Kriti Arors
AMI1S24
BEATThesis Eihibeion (TBA)
Apit27tAay1

University Gallery

Lome Rtz: Recent Paintings and Drawings
Through May 7

Wheeler Gamety

GaneEyeVaw
Photogntphs by Ittntg* oris Iron Wtn MA
Mar 30-Apr 16

RecepSon Apnl 2 Irom 3 5 p m

BFA Eikibtt : Jason Woftowtci
Apr 27 X

*% 5 Codto* iludanli ox ilMnd mj Fm Arts C«nw tmi loi only S5' a bn**l in pert oy « earn hm tm Haku Am Comet

*UMass Arts 'council' 'J6l Hast 'rouck Hall* '545-0202

I
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ANNOUNCEMENTS I APARTMENT f OR RENT I AUTO FOR SALE

mtyi:

Looking for leads to

help move business

into India.

No Travel Necessary

Call tor into, at

413 263 3863

HAPPY 23rd BIRTHDAY
LUKE 1

tout triple luu could utt COM
work but don i nvony the

CMmfcxd Gingei Ale is on me"

Love Oksana Data Thomas, and

Big Red

WHAT ARE YOU DOING
AFTER GRADUATION? Teach

[ | >• OwmmI Mm I .•'<-

International TEFl Certificate

courses monthly in

Northampton. MA 1 800-665

2829 1413)582-1812.

mfoCteticertiticate com.
www teficertiticate com

People's Market
Where Ike food s fresh.

coffee s hot. and the music >s

Smmin ' Mam Floor Student

mm

MNMrrry Scholarship
Available

The Umv> of

Massachusetts Amherst ASumm
Associate al Mpla|ippta
tions for their Minority

Scholarship Program
Application can be p««ad up at
•-

r a ajH "e-at.ons 0«cr •

Two bedroom- Available

6/ 1/98-8/3 1/99* or Summer '98

sublet $530/month. hot water

included Across from PVTA
stop Call 259-1581

Take over oar lease) in June 3

bedroom. Puffton. renovated

dishwasher. A/C, heat included

great condition, low rent, near

bus partially furnished including

Hibachi Cail 549-8745

Studio aoar—al for 1 person

On bus route 1 mile from cam-

pus All utilities included
$360/month Available 6/1 Lots

of privacy Call 256-1455

Smile room apartment
Clitfside Available immediately

or for summer sublet All utilities

included Please call Robin at

665-1281

3 or 4 persea apt >n Salem
Place Call 256 3585

One bedroom- Brandywine
Apt. Available 6/1 Call 549
1770

Two Bedroom Boulders Apt
Available June 1 Two spacious

bedrooms $720/month Call

256 5489

•4 VW GT1 Black Great shape

Call Nathan at 259 1984

1919 VW Camper White Brand

new engine, exhaust, tires

S9000orB/0 256 8895

CARS FROM $100

Seized and sold locally this

month 1 -800-522-2730 ext 4554

Wanted: Junk Can Cash paid

everyday 1 800-649 4795

COMPUTERS

Macintosh Performs *ith 15"

monitor & Color Inkjet Printer"

75MH2 16MB RAM 1 1 Gig HO.

4X CO ROM $800 or B/0 Paul

64170

EMPLOYMENT
Summer Job Opportunities

Green Mountain Camp is a small

residential summer camp for

Girls located in Dummerston.

Vermont We are looking for

counselors, cooks, and a Water

Safety Instructor Applicants

must be energetic and love

working with children Send

resumes Green Mountain Camp.

RD 1 Box 237, Brattleboru VT

05301 orj

LiMltl
lease available June 1. 1998

through August It, 1999 or

Summer 1998 sublet option

Two bedroom, full bath, heat

and hot water included On two

bus routes Contact 549 5046

City Communications
Pentium 233MMX. 32MB
RAM 2 1 Gig 24X CO ROM
33 6K. Ti Modem. Video & Audio

Cards with Speakers Plus 14

inch flat screen digital monitor

Windows 95. keyboard PS2
mouse $1150 546-6826

Macintosh Color Stylewnter

1500 Printer. Keyboard. Mouse.

External CO Drive, SCSI

Equipment is in excellent condi-

tion All for $300 or B/0 549

5514

CNEAPI CHEAP! Color VGA
Monitor $55 Laptop Notebook

$99 486 Computer System
$295 Call CPC (413)584-8857

EMPLOYMENT

23 1998 All
be coajMtajtwt and returned no

later than April 24 1998

APARTMENT FOR RENT

ZbUu lawman In front

of bus stop Fits 4 comfortably

Heat and hot water included

$895/month 253-5867

1 . 2. and 3

apartments Gas heat.

d floors We am show

mg starting April 6th for June

and September leases Lincoln

Real Estate 253 7879

3 bedroom condos
hardwood floors, heated base

mam 1/2 rwle to campus on bus

route We are showing starting

April 6th for June and

»i f<9S8 phis

2S3-7o79

AUTO FOR SALE

Two I

Apt Available 671 with "option

for Ft* Full bath A/C pool next

to laundry Located on 2 bus
routes Heat/hot water included

Call us 549-1381

3 bedroom opt. m Puffton

Village Available June 1st with

Fall option $9l5/month Please

call 5494573

1 bedroom apt. Available June

1 Busline Close to campus
$S6uVmonth 549-4575

Purchasing a used car'
Having your car repaired 7 Da

you know your legal rights 1

Contact The Student Legal

Services Office. 922 Campus
•

Wanted Teyetes Novas
Pri/ms Sennas Any condition

Cash paid everyday 1-800 649

4796

Accord CD Player

power everything, alarm Low
miles 546-7390

i apt Summer sublet

with a fall option On busline

Spacious Irving room Call 549

6546

61C Runs eaceUent

Cheap transportation Needs
new brake pads $300 Call 546-

7050

JCC Camp Kingwood
A coed overnight ca

Bndgton Maine Summer
Positions Supervisory: Unit

Head. Arts & Craft Director

Waterfront Director Athletics

Director. Camping Director

Drama Director Offce Manager
CavavtMaklaM ujitfc. O^AeiAltiat

kc Aquatics Archery Athletes

Boating Camping. Ceramics

Gymnastics.
Photography/Yearbook Radio

Ropes. Sailing. Tennis Other

Secretary. 1st Cook For infor-

mation call Wayne
Goldstein or Ave Goldmen
617 244 5124

HAVE AN AMAZING SUM
MER 1

Massachusetts seeks caring

motivated college students who
love kids' GENERAL & SPtClAl

TY COUNSELORS needed Jom a

dedicated fun team
Competitive salaries Camp
Tacomc 1 800-762 2820

LEADERS NEEDED Summer
teenage bicycling trips US.

Canada. Europe Minimum 4

week time commitment Salary

plus expenses paid Student
Hosteiing Program. Asfmatd Rd

.

CONWAY MA 01341 18001343-

6132

Nanntes/Live in needed lor

NY/CT/CA/NJ families

Minimum one year commitment

Professional and affluent fami-

lies Must have child-care

and/or related experience

Excellent opportunity for net

working and saving money Also

accepting applications for new
Elite Division Average Salaries

$300-$500/wk 1 800-932 2736

Meytlower Gordons
Landscaping
with an eye on a future in the

green industry Bourne. MA
(5081563 4575 Transportation

Club Mod & Crane Ships
Now hiring Free details "800

4354247

Fell/Part-Time Positions
Available Now for 38 individu-

als as movers, drivers, supervi

sors S8/hr Flexible hours Need
transportation Contact Kathy

Banas 584-4746

Interested in Advertising
Sales? Looking for energetic

inut inaiad people 1 Limited earn-

ing potential (4131737-3479

Office Assistant Position
Part-Time now, Full-Time m
summer Please call or stop by

Brandywine Offce and press 16-

G 549-0600

New hiring energetic stu-

dents 'or nights and weekends
this semester and for summer
Downtown Amherst $7/hr plus

bonus Sean 253-0583

Cape Jobs/Rentals

EMPLOYMENT
SUMMER WORK IN
WELFLEET ON CAPE COD
General restaurant work includ-

ing cashiering and service

SB/hour and meals plus $100 per

week bonus tor each week
worked if you stay through
August 24. 1998 Call or write

Bill Millett. P0 Box 321. South

Welfleet, MA 02663 (5081349-

2265 e-mail

wmillettQcapecod net

Fall ISM Internships with the

Student Legal Services Office.

get hands-on experience in the

legal field— work directly with

attorneys and clients Earn up to

15 undergraduate credits No
experience in the legal profes-

sion necessary- training pro

vided Application deadline is

April 17 1998 Contact The

Student Legal Services Office

today 545 1995. 922 Campus
Center

Craise Ship A Land-Tour
Jobs- excellent benefits World

Travel Ask us how" 517-324-

3090 ext C50013

Earn eitre cash mailing our

circulars from home in your

spare time No experience nee

salary Free information 1-T

892 2781

ENTERTAINMENT

DJ For Hire:

Professional DJ now booking for

your next party, function, or

occasion Get an experienced DJ
who spins all types of music

Call T.m 253 6593 DJ F002
Check me out at Pruddy's on

''id,

Call lobe and get a great bend
for your party 5484545

FOR RENT

CAPE COD GROUP Summer
Rentals Some waterfront
bouses, some with swim-
ming pools Folmoutb eroo.

Diamond Reel Estate
! 500 1477 1900

FOR SALE

HOUSE FOR RENT I ROOMMATE WANTED

Amherst- 5 bedroom
$1495/month Available June

1st 548-8166

INSTRUCTION

University Bartending Course

50% Student Discount National

Certification Available Spring

Sessions This Semester Space

Is Limited 1-m-U-CAN-MIX

LOST & FOUND

Found: Sot of keys on Rte 202

near Belchenown 5-3751 Dave

Pair of glasses with pink case

Lost on Friday 546-5782

Lost: Manatee Bracelet!!

Gone since week after Spring

Break Can't get another Miss it

badly H found, call 665-7921

Mass License either in

Brandywine parking lot or in

town on North Pleasant St

Please be honest end return call

549-4086

MISCELLANEOUS

Clean, fun. laid-back girl

wanted to share a 2 bedroom

apartment 1 minute from town

Apartment is renovated & fully

furnished On-site laundry, work-

out room 2nd floor in house

548-7078

Clean, elder or mature
fomelo who likes quiet To

share two bedroom apartment

washer and dryer, furnished liv-

ing room area Summer/Fall

t contact Tina 665-3491

SERVICES

Have a lovely selection of

bunnies Many colors and types

as well as a selection of cages

and hutches We can also help

with any bunnies you can no

longer care tor Call Ellen 367

0105 after 9 00 am

EARN $750 S1S0Q/WEEK

V.SA Fundraiser

pus No investment

time needed Then

tan. so why not ca
tion today Call 14

x95

lormg a

our cam
cry little

ajjjjp

M', eaj

123 8454

I end pre-

pared by Ph D m English Any

subject 665-3718

Pregnant? Need help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area tor

tree testing and assistance 548
1906

STEREO 8. CD EQUIP

Klipscb 2way Carpeted 0J
Spoaket 550 Watts RMS 18"

Woofer. 15' passive fused high

and tow s $3SO/each Jimmy 9
253 6615

SUMMER SUBLET

TICKETS

Ani Difranco & Palace New
Haven 4 tix- Row M-orch"'

$100 It's sold out Call Liz 665

0569

TO SUBLET

2 bedroom apartment

UPTOWN Great location June

to January Furnished, heat and

hot water included Call Sheri ©
253-8815

1 bedroom at Clitfside

6/V98-1/10/99 $540/month

Utilities included Well fur

nished On bus route Call 665

5019

Brandywine 471-8731 with the

option over the lease Spacious

2 bedroom with cheap rent Heat

and hot water included On bus

route Air conditioning Contact

5483915

Puffton Village Apt.

$740/month Heat/hot water

included 2 bedrooms and 2

bathrooms Starting June 1 Aug

3) with option to renew Call

5480702

North Amherst One bedroom

tk Quiet $870 all includ-

ed Available 5/9 5489164

200 Caps Employers and Rental

Agents Categorized by location

and industry Send $3
check/money order and self

addressed stamped envelope to

ESCAPE TO THE CAPE P0 Box

2884 Amherst MA 01004

Student Reps- AT&T
Authored Agent needs 20 stu-

dents now* No experience, will

tram $108$300/week Part/Full

Time 18001592 2121 1 123

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOY
MENT- Fishing industry

Excellent earnings and benefits

potential All maior employers

Ask us how" 517-324-3115 ext

AS0011

mint condition" 21 in 6 5302
$100790

96 Specialized Stumpiumper
Full suspension New n

pedals and tune-up Excellent

condition $650 or B/0 Call

Sean 546 7050

For Sale: Computer desk and

book shelf Free couch Franci

253-7606

Seny Playstatiee with 8

games $275 Call Jason at 546

0475

Small DP Homo Gym v
B/O Call 665 3491

FREET SHIRT* $1000

Credit Card fundraisers tor fra

termties sororities & groups

Any campus organization can

raise up to tlemt by earning a

whopping S8.lt/VISA
tion Call 1 800 932 0528 ext 65
Qualified callers receive FME
T SHIRT

RESUMES

Express Resumes

549 7558 Ruby

RIDE NEEDED

Ride Needed- Springfield

Help with gas Mon Wed
Thus Call 6 1746

ROOM FOR RENT

Graduoto Students
for the Summer w
Close to campus Cnstma 549

0605

Summer Sublet 1 room in 2

bedroom apt Female, non-smok-

er only 665-2420 days

ROOMMATE WANTEO

baths New unit June 1 Aug 31

ineg) Call 548-5221

Summer Sublet I "> Fall

option 3 bedroom with A/C
Available 6/1 Call 253 1736

Large 2 bedroom apartment

Walking distance to campus and

uptown Available June 1 Call

549 5913

...I one room tor

Fall only m a clean, laidback

place Call Alex 0256 1521

Peflsa. 1 bedroom furnished

Easily accomodates 2

$565/momh exclusive Available

after finals 549 5037

Broodywine 6/1-1/31 with

option to take over lease 2 bed-

room, heat and hot water mctud-

ed. on bus route, air condition

ing Contact 5481988

275 Puffton for Summer lease

3 bedroom 2 bath Semi fur-

nished Call 549 8769 We will

hook you up

5 bedroom beeee on bus route

Available June i Sept 1 Only

$1250 month Call 584-2422

Available S/2S Downtown
Amherst. Mam Street Cheap
rent Call 253-2979

i evailebte to a five bed-

room house $300 per month all

inclusive On bus route Call

Kate or Donna 549-0774

2 bedroom apt

Available May 26-July 31 with

option to rent through Aug 31 or

for next Fall Heat/hot water

included On 2 bus routes Call

5495079

Spacious 2 bedroom
Brandywine Apts Central A/C.

water included, on bus route,

top floor with deck, option to

lease, furniture included Call

549-4740

must see Available 6/1 Can

5486961

TRAVEL

FLY CHEAP"
40%80% Off tnt I Airfares

Be a little flexible and save big

$$$

Air Courier International

303 543 0750

WANTED

Free body composition de:
its Physically active

I only 546 5091

3» bedrooms on busline
Amherst for 4-6 seniors Good
references Call James 549
5432/Dan 2581984

A classified a day-

It can get you

all you ever

wished for.

THURSDAY, APR 2

fata— A flkn entitkjd "CM the Beech' will be

Osw tunojht in mom 227. Hcncr Hall There« oho be a brief tab: and rtimiMnti on vv hv the

Air Force love* (he bomb
Meeting — The Peer Mentor's Network

I'MN * ill have a meeting from 6 M>-# p m in

the Campus tenter Check the information desk

for room number The (roup will be ijinuaajng

the evolution and dirrctmri of PMV Everyone is

welcome to anend

Sprnh I ken Sluckv Ph D candidate in

English at Cornell Unrversnv will apeak on the

topic: 'tVrtnng and Oppotttnon The t.ndteu

rhc speech starts at 12 10

p m m Kuom SOI in the Campus Cents' and is

i-ored bv the Stonewall Center (.1 K

Graduate Student Organization. Women's
Studies Center, and the Chancellor's Task Force

KT Vlaners

FRIDAY. APR. 3

Auditions The LMau Theatre Guild will

be holding dance audition* lor in Spring produc-

tion of Angeti in America at 7 SO p m in the

Campus Center, room I6SC h» mure mforata-

tion cat An at S46-7449 Of the L'Mas* Theatre

Guild at WV04IV
Conference— There will be a conference enti

tied The right fur \bortu>n Rights and
Reproductive freedom Conferrnte" from

MO-JiO p m. in Franklin Patterson Hall al

Hampshire College The conference sums tonight

with speakers and workshops commemorating

the 25th anniversary of Roe i> Wade, and the

50th anniversary of the Declaration of Human
Rights

( inference — A conference enniled "The

iReiTums of Mamsm" will start tonight from

7-9 pm m Herter Hall. Room 227 The confer-

ence will highlight innovative directum* in OSS)

rtomk and social analysis and philusophv

Seminar — There- will be a life Impaci

Seminar on time and financial management from

4-550 p m in room 801 in the Campus Center

The seminar is presented bv the Campus Crusade

lor Chnsi

.Senior — There will be a Shabbat Service al 6

prn in the Hillel House The service will discuss

Israieh-Arab relations and include special guests

Shmuel Bokizkv and Mohammed livad

SATURDAY. APR 4

C..m.iiv MISSION IMPROVaNe will he

performing their comedy improv show at * p m
in the Campus Center, room 165 The show is

free and everyone is welcome to attend

Conference — The Rght lor \hornon Rightv

and Reproductive Freedom Conference" will con

tinue tonight from 9 a m- b:50 p m al

Hamrvshirc College in franklin Patterson Hall

International hair — The annual I Ma-*

International Far will be held from noon until K

pm Groups of international students will have

food and crafts from their home OaUOaY.

well as open dance, and live entertainment The

event will be held in the Campus Center

c uncouple and the Blue Wall Coffee Shop

SUNDAY. APR 5

Celebration — The Hindu Students

Association will celebrate Ramnavmi from 6-»

p m in room 101 in the Campus Center

Refreshments will be served. Call lai at 546-2608

for more mformarton

Cometh — I Maw will host the second annual

New r ngJand Cohege Improv lam in the student

union ballroom from I -H p m Thirteen-plus

convedv improvisalional troupes from around

tland including ihose from Harvard.

Yale. Tufts, and MIT will be performing. The

LMass troupe, MISSION IMPROV able will also

perform

Conference — The "Fighl For Abortion Rights

and Reproductive Freedom Conference" will con

dude todav from 9am -noon at Hamphirc

College in Franklin Patterson Hall

afro* - Mount Holvoke College will hold a

concert enlitled Mount Holvoke Baroque at 4

pm in Warbeke Room in Pratt Hall There will

he music bv Ramcau. Clerambauh. Schobert, and

Mondonville

NOTICES

Commencement housing — A limited number

of residencehall rooms will be available for ihe

relatives and friends of graduating CM,

dents for the night of Saturday. May 23,

Commencement housing applications arc avail-

able at the Lrirversir* Conference Services Office.

Campus Center, rum 918 To guarantor a reser

vation, completed forms must be returned bv

Onm.-wu I \ihange — There are only 45

spaces left for the 1998 1999 domestic

exchange Over IOO schools are still available

Come to the domestic exchange office in I 2b

Machmer Hall or call 545-5551 for more infor

mation

ImpUrsment — I 'Mass lab School hat open-

ings in the Reggio inspired pre-school program
(or fall semester for more information, call

lennifer Ryan at 545-5199

I mplo\ment The UMoOJ C RC is hiring

,Jv oflket «ialf and web publishers

Applications are available in the CRC office. 122

Studeni Union or leave a voice mail al 545- 1 1 22

V'TtirHiiions — The Student Government

Association applications for rxecutive Cabinet

for the upcoming fall semester will be available as

of April I in room 420 in the Student Union The

deadline for the applications is April 7 al 1 2 50

p.m.

Openings — The UMass Labschool has open-

pnedfeSal ihildren (or the fall semester in

a Reggio inspired program. Call 545-5199 for

ajnaj ilet.nl-

FYh *nt pubac service annourxernenti printed

daily To submit tn FVI, please vend a press

release containing all pertinent information,

rKkjdmg the name and phone number of the

contact person to Ihe Collegian, c/o the
Manacanq EdXor by noon the previous day

\i>lunieensm— Am questions, contact Mike

Whitman at 545-5660 The Amherst Salvation

Army needs volunteers any dav and anv time

Call 255-4747 for more information

\ ulunteerism— The Crisis Center, a

Massachusetts Suicide Prevention Hotline h ser*

rentlv Making volunteers and interns. For more
information, contact Gina Grampelro al (9781

849-5600 exl 201

Vo/unlrerijm — The Women of Color
Program at the Everywoman's Center at LMass
needs volunteers (or their annual Women s

Institute All women are encouraged to attend

The volunteers are needed for the weekend of

April 24 Apnl 2b For more information con

tact WaUdah at 54V 0885
\oimg - Absentee ballots for the April 7

Annual Town Fleiikin are now available in the

Town Clerk 's Olfice. Monday through

from 8 a.m -4:50 p.m. The deadline to apply for

an absentee ballot is noon on Monday. April 6

< >
E

a HSCN
Bulletin Board

1 a CBS/3 Hartford

MO
a CBS/4 Boston

B
B ABC/5 Boston

E B PBS/57 Springfield

0J
zr 7 HSCN Movie Ch.

m UPN/20 Hartford

z
u

B Weather Channel

IO NBC/30
.

New Britain

it Fox/61 Hartford

is PBS/24 Hartford

X 13 WOCH & HSCN

m 14 International

w UMass Academic TV

17 HSCN Programming

IB TV- 19

ma ABC/40 Springfield

81 NBC/22 Springfield

aa cnn

84 CNN SI

88 Headline News

aBUCTV
87 TBS

aa bet

aa TV Land

3D Univision

31 Comedy Central

38 Cartoon

Much Music

THURSDAY EVEN

WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
wvrr
WtlT
WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
A&E
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK
SCIF1

TLC
TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

O
ffi

CD

OD
O)

1L
Wishbone I!

rwWH »

!

22

Creslures

23

28

6:00
Business Rpt

CBS Newt

CBS

howtX
Full House »

Cheers i:

News

Simpsons 3C

News H

News!
Mad Abo You

NG
6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30

ABC News

BoyWorld

NBC News

Mad Abo. You

NBC News

Mad Abo You

NBC News

Business Rpt.

ABC News

Mad Abo. You

Family Matters Family Matters

Northern Enposurt I
Worldview If.

I Night Stand |Maka-Uugh

Winy The Bear Trap" (R)

Up Close

Supermarket

SporUcentar

Ntwshour With Jim Lehrer X
Inside Edition

Ertra I

Inside Edition

Fresh Prince

Wheel- Fortune

Judge Judy 1
En( Tonight

Seinfeld R.

Wheel-Fortune
|
Jeopardy! T

Real TV X
Ent. Ton]ght^

Chronicle H

Fresh Phnce

Jeopardy! JC

Judge Judy X
Hard Copy X
FrasiorX

Newthour With Jim Lohror X
Seinfeld *

Seinleld *.

Andy Griffith

Frasier K

Frasier B
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Cirque du Solail

Promised Land On My Honor

"

Jane Doe Telethon

Mystery! "Inspector Morse" X
Diagnosis Murder (In Stereo)

Figure Slitting World Championships (Live) X
Diagnosis Murder (In Stereo)

«« Ton* rVc*McOuadB"(1983, Adventure) Chuck Norrii

Friends X |Ju«t Shoot Mt Seinleld (R) X IVeronica'tCT

Honey, I Shrunk Ihe Kids T

Friends « Just Shoot Me

World's Wildest Police Videos

Friends « Just Shoot Me

This Old Hm. Drs on Call

Fame LA. "Who Do You Love"

Seinfeld (R) X |
Veronica's CI

New York Undercover X
Seinleld (R)X | Vtronics's CI.

Otngerftald "Blood Money

Figure Skating: World Championships (Live) X
Star Trok: Voyager "Scorpion' [Star Trek: Voyager "Scorpion

"

K*»PiniTJP Wait lor God

*t Hours (In Stereo) X
4» Hours (In Stereo) I
General Hospital

ER "Tribes" (R) (In Slereo) X
Grace Under

ER "Tribes' (R) (In Slereo) X

ER "Tribes" (Rj (In Slereo) X
Dangerfield "Happy Families"

General Hospital

Law t Order Black Tie" X
Major League Baseball Milwaukee Brewers al Atlanta Braves (Live) X

Moneylint X
DlilyShowiR)

Crossfire I

Biography: Andy Griffith ~ Titanic: Death of i Dream (R)

Gimme Shatter (Rj

Stain's Monty

Cheers 8

Vicar o( DiMey

Newt?

Nawt £

This Old Hte

Late Show I
Late Show '{

Nighlline X
Star Trek: Next Gener

Vibe(R)

|
Tonight Show

News

Mad Abo You

News K

Tonight Show

Deep Space 9

Tonight Show
Charlie Rote (In Stereo) X
Newt 'If

M'A'S'H X
Nightline X
Real TV I

"Maximum Overdr^9"(1986) Emilio Estevej.

World Today X Larry King Live X
t-t'i Sacxto Scnoof" (1966. Comedy) Rodney Dangerfiekl

Wild Ditcovery: Primates
|
Animal X

Debt

TOuttidt the Lines |6thkoth Fly-In (R)

MTV Live i'ln Stereo)

Figure It Out |Tiny Toon

Madonna Vi

Quantum Lapp (In Slereo) X
Renovation Renovation

(In Slereo)

|Ronovtti<

Loit a Clark-Superman

Btywttch War of Nerves' X

Intimate Portrait

Doug X IRugrttt X
y (R) (In Slereo)

lUntolved Mytteriet (In Slereo) |«e "BocA-at>ye"(1986, Drama) Valerie Bartmelli, Rachel Ticoln

Mowe Magic

X Garnet

World Tooey X
1 Night Stand^Mokt-Laugh
Wingt

X Garnet
I Baseball

Seaquetl DSV (In Slereo) X
Home A'

tt DSV [In

gain |HHome Again

Babylon 5 Walkabout' X
Highlander: the Serlet X

"Supwf)nf)f5"(l995. Advenlure) Brandon Gaines, Faye Wu NR'

"Dmgonslayer (1981 , Fantasy) Peier MacNicoi PG' X
'Stmt Fighter II The Animatad Movie " (1994) PG- 13

Secret of Alex |
Bewitched

Sighting! (R) (In Stereo) X
Wonder Years [Wonder Yeart

Forever Knight "Dark Knighl"

Happy Deyt 1 1 Love LucyT
: The Seriet X

Medical Detect [Medical Detect |Royil Marriage-M Yeart

«v; "the Dewrs Brigade" Q966. Drama) William Holden, CWI Robertson.

***', "The Naked Guo"(1988, Comedy) Leslie Nielsen. X

Trauma: Life |Trtumt: Life

Walker, Texat Ranger X
The SutstHviel^School's Out" (1998) 'R' X "No Way Back" (19%) Russell Crowe. 'R'M

Law 4 Order X
Sports lllut. IMoneyline X
Daily Show [Stoln't Monty
Juttice Filet (R)

SportKtnter X
Now Attrtudtt |Golden Glrlt

Lovtline (In Slereo)

MT Moore ITaxi

X

Staquett DSV (In Slereo) X' (In Slen

tJMediciMedical Detect iMedical Detect

Warner Bros. Story

Silk Stalkingt(R) (In Slereo) I
Shock Video 4: Turn-On TV 1

tee "A»lfwrar^'i*^n"(l949, Drama) BroderickXrawtord |"Sk9telons"(i997, SusponselRon Silver.'WW W'WatchMe"
e«"3Winjas"(1992,C^yt>edy)ViclorWong. 'PG' |"Sfree(Gi/n"(1996. Adventure) Justin Pagel 'R' Istargatt SG-1 "Bloodlines"

X
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Bruno By C. Baldwin

IT <«**.«*.' ^\

Robotman By Jim Meddick

Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dllbert By Scott Adams

LOOK. PAUnVItVUUWT
*

1. «sf' N ,ANtU) ^r^-^^'v.rir^ '-IT' MUfAMsj R.ESOORCHS IS

PRE5CRIBIMG r*OU>tr\.FLA

A4MTtDtV»Vlt55AvrslT5 TO

IIAPROVE fAOHeVUt.

TWt LMiEL SAVS IT rAAsY

CA.USE "UNUJAB.RKNTED

DEAD- UNO JO©'

(l GOTTA. GET nC

Thatch By Jeff Shesol

i

i

i

Pox Trot By Bill Amend

«C0COt*AlA-0RAP
MMM - WOK TMKK
•MP AtltN AtOPlsCnoityy.

Tnt mx Of 9U*ri 6AIM
i

(«> SCAntPIMG

rr
TMIH6<> FAtl ftPAKT

,

TW C«NTWt
CAeeMOT rttXP.

KsAHcoS.

JASON HAS
90MITXIN&

i Ht WANTS
ToTri.LTb4J

N

8AS1CALLT MAitCo*

uM WHAT TbU . fH

A* l*Y 8Cs>T FtMNO ijm

SMOUIA KNOW uM IS

THAT Eilf&f ANC I

MtMrieM KiNOAl- L~

I CANT
Do IT/

r>JW T TUl HI
Toy TVryairf

. K\ AN lT|Ii

o« SoMfTMiNb

HOT >£".
AS Of y^J

Non Soqwitwr By Wiley ProboxU. otc. By Brendon

VlaK

Kampus Kids By Adam Souliere

|^«\Ki...xW Got to

IldoK FWfi€T FoR

THoj Job i'MTerview.

ir

X MoPE I'nr.

Wi£SSEb OUAY
2/

Swen By Stephen Higgins

^«*\ T *oAt VOW \jt»e^~rX~
*0Utma>U Wirt do yo« fh.r,kj)

Horoscopes
ARIES (March 21-April l<*) -

You ore going to want to Weep a

detailed record >•! vour thoughts.

actions and expenditures at this

time Later, the infi- will be uselul

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
N ou ma) fail at something toda\

which vull baOOOM routindv cas\ tc>r

>c>u in the near future Indeed, wu
m.i\ come to be an expert'

GEMINI (May 2t-|unc 20) —
You ma> not be able to do even
thing on the docket within the nine

allowed today, so you must be cure-

to prioritize Do not lOH IcCMaV.

CANCER (|unc 2l-|uly 22) —
Someone close to you may IfJ IO

take advantage of your natural ten-

dency toward tolerance and under-

standing today. Vol nun have t>> ^.i\

no!

LEO (|uly 2J-Aug. 22) — Yi

can play a larger role than expecicl

in tOaafMOJ cKe's affairs today, but

the decision you have to make is

simple: Would it do \ou any good at

all?

VIRGO (Aug. 2J-Sepl. 22) —
loda\. you ma\ conic to one or two

conclusion^ which max be uti(H>|ui

lar in the long run Snll. vou have (o

be true to voursell

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) —
Take time out toda] yout

progress in recent •rackl V>u in.n

have been sidettacked reccnilv: gel

back on course 1

SCORPIO (Oct. 21-Nov. 21) —
Ibis is a good du\ to begin putting

plans jn motion Someone may be

ii\mp to complicate MttCT*; don'l

let him or her pel voti down
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dcc.

21) — Viu may be doing something

'I entirelv the wton>.- rCMOM
but (he gain* evcivone cnu

)

tc-sull make the moltve forgivable

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|»n l»»

— N ou mav find youislel racing

.ie.iins( the dock throughout much
oi (he dav Retliembei dial rOU
mustn't get *lopp\ in anv w.iv

AQUARIUS (|an 20 -Feb. 18) —
rhere is tm> much for von lo lend to

on \our own todav 'l ou are going (o

have lo get help it'* onl\ a maltet

.•I Baking for it.

PISCES (Feb l«*-March 20) —
See if vou can't adopt someone
else's approach M a problem todav

YOM vvav is onlv doinv.' vi>u to much
giKid. a new wa\ can only improve

matters.

Closo to Homo By John McPherson

"5 of the I>iaiy

££ It's the spot where

the 'g' goes. ))
-Overheard

-
. L

Today's P.C. Monu
Ceill S4S-a02t> rW ojfr# li#oinoiaiNoi.

Franklin

ACROSS
1 Relaxation
1 Spanish house
9 Domain
14 Mafinem man
15 Unto
16 Bandleader

Shaw
17 TV part

18 Neighborhood
19 Presses
20 Poetic

contraction

?1 Tumblers' gem
23 Winter apples
25 Possess
26 Loop trams
27 Injunous
32 Row
35 Shrow
36 Carnival city

37 Etornttios

38 Midday meal
39 Melnc weight

unit

40 Large-antlcrcd
animnl

4

1

Book units

42 Meditated
43 Soothes
45 Help
46 7oo animal
47 Watered down
51 Early U S mall

service

56 Rowor's need
57 Love, in Pans

58 Ship port

5s> Opposed to

60 Washer cycle

61 Still

62 Ukraine s
capital

63 Horse
64 Not as much
65 Land measure

DOWN
1 Duck priced tor

its down
2 Farewell to

Henri

3 Rises rapidly

4 Addition

5 Maps
6 Atmospheres
7 Look us il

8 Relative of

PDQ
9 Moans of

transport

10 Going astray

1

1

Like— of bricks

12 — of fire

13 Clutter

21 Blab
22 Vitality

24 Uses a Singer

27 Great . dogs
28 Curves
29 Spring flower

30 Cairo s

river

31 Virtuous

PBFVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

J
<"

£ I 1 g C i\ L A

1 A V m 12 u L> 1 ^ s N
A v 1 V |L 1 N B I. L 1

V E i. n •l In A V L, A T E

1 wun ilolT A

s p 1. F NJDIO 1
' H|A L

i
1

l AD SIN ElAlDBi ?K M 1

A L a aura e y
I E K TIR l PS K 1 T F

b t R | LJY c L E A M s 1 O
N o|r M YE T o _

c; U B s cb U u V, i w
A L 5 H a!

i

? 1 T r H L P A

S N A 1 1
is
[V

L L D T A c T

I A H 1' s| r. A S '. P A 1

K> iioit , iJmii^i fujium Synrtcate

3^ Electronic

reminder
33 Bakery buy
34 "Lonely Boy'

suvyet

35 Enormous
38 Raw rubber

39 African

antelope
41 Decorated the

walla

42 Wire measures
44 Native ranne

horse

45 Walkways
Al Farmers'

places7

48 Gins
companion

49 Consumer
50 Use a car

51 Golf

scores
52 Leave out

53 Zilch

54 Mr Donahue
55 DisrebiiiM'tt J

59 Alias: ahnr

LUNCH
Texas Chili

Meatball Grinder

Qukhe Lorraine

DINNER
Baked Chicken

Breaded Veal Pattie

Fiesta Rice and Cheese

Quarter Lb. Burger w/ or w/o Swiss Cheese

Worcester

LUNCH
Turkey Burger

Chili Con Carne

Sesame Noodles It Pea Pods

DINNER
Duchess Meat Pie

Baked Chicken

Hot & Spicy Vegetable Pasta

Payabilities

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Charbroiled Chicken Sandwich

Turkey Bacon Swiss Folded Pita

DINNER
Baked Chicken

Veal Parm

Berkshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Reuben Sandwich on Rye

Sesame Noodles & Pea Pods

DINNER
Boneless Pesto Chicken

Veal Parmesan

Garden Chili

Pastabilities J

today's Staff
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Copy Editor
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Nature pulls plug on baseball's home debut
UM led 1-0

before delay
ByCosey Kane

CdUgan Staff

Mother Nature couldn't hold off her

attack an> longer, and the

Massachusetts baseball team payed the

price.

\\ ith the Minutemen holding a I I

lead in the bottom of the third in

I Mj« home opener againM Siena.

the team- retired to their du f

After a 27-mtnute rain delav the game

was called on account d the weather

The Minutemen had scored the Oflftj

run d the dav before the rain began.

Right fielder Pete tiautreau DM cm

j fielder v Oadoi trom third baseman

Matt \\ olkott in the bottom of the sec-

ond inning

tiautreau reached bate on a double

the gap in right center. He moved to

third on catcher Brian Sameta's single

to left field Aaron Btaunatein walked

to load the bate*, setting up W
at bat.

Wanich made an abbreviat-

ed home debut, giving up two hits in

three inning* of work

In the top of the first, Tan Dnwdt
reached bate on a Wolcott rmr but

Nick Spera lined to UMass Nick lang

at first, who doubled up Breault on the

play l>ave Merek flew out to center

field to end that half d the inning

In the fir-i hall inning .4 I Mass'

home debut. Shaun SkefFington start-

ed thing* with a single Short-top

Bryan Manaferro ripped another sin-

gle to push Skeffington to third But

>e Daghere lined out to Siena*

,
who doubled up SU/y

I baoe Doug Clark flew out K)

left to end the inning

The second inning gave Sic

beat chance to plate a run earl •

the tir-t two Njini batter* flew out
L_ J

Turn to pops
The members of the Massachusetts baseball learn find other way* to amove themselves a* Mother Nature pots the home opener on hold The game was eventually called.

Rain doesn't stop UM lax attack
By Scan Koarag

Coaaoton Stair

"It rained and rained. There was light rain I

rain and ram that was kind d at between IK

rain that came down, rain that went sid>

even rain that seemed like it »»» coming straight

up

Forrest t ium|

Ma»»ak.hu*ett« asgaaei

"I knew it would Mat

tunc I Mass coach 1

1

hu\ c dc-enbed the

loublc

itaM n didn't Mart long belore the gaim

vaaaaeaBj sx I lad u started any ear-

lier, we would have ban in tough shape."

When the Be. • \lh*on Schetttm

I the- game « first goal at the 27:92 mark, there

Turn to ATTACK page 1

1

Softball faces Hartford,

looks to continue streak

lOKM* HANSANI

I

Attack Rachel Ingraffea looks for an opening against the Brown defense in UMass' 8-7 overtime win yesterday afternoon.

Women's lacrosse hitting on all cylinders in Brown win

By Jamie Jee

Collegian Staff ^
Out of the rain, the mud. and the conlu-inn came

the Massachusetts women'- IkTOM team. With it.

an 8-7 double overtime victor) over Brown

University, a team many players rcmetnbcicd well.

Those recollections were not verv pleasant

though, as UMass (5-2) could still recall the rude

farewell dealt to them by the Bears (1-4, 0-1 Ivy

league) last year in a 16 3 aataon finale ktej

I hi- scar would bt dillcrcnt thouyh I hi- «

new season, a new team; and with ye-knl;i\ - -lop

py win. a new beginning.

Improvement hai been paramount lor luctl a

young team and ibis KaaOB the Minutewomen have

alieach shown, it nothing else, that they can win the

|v leason'l end the\ hope to have even

more to -how lot theit teamwork.

Not even Mother Nature could -lop the I Man
aj it rumbled on. taking a lew goal-

0n the grill along the Mr] There HH -lipping, there

wa- -liding. but in the end it only seemed all for

hi to the vilfton De-pite the bad conditions

and I wet ball, the learn -till managed to remain

sharp.

"We did I much hetlei job catching than we did

i Temple," Massachusetts, coach From
Mel Ml. in said. "That was one of our issue- with

Temple Olll kid- weie jittery. I think we eame out

the la-i couple ot days, in practice varj (owjad to

Turn to LACROSSE page 1

1

TMANCVU (.OUltlAN

Mandy Galas and the UMass softball team travel to Hartford today

for a doubleheader.

By Jackie Leroux

Collegian Staff

After starting the season I 7.

the Massachusetts women's Soft-

ball team used the month oi

March to improve its record. The

Minutewomen went 14—J in the

month and are currenth Of) I

SCVan- game winning streak.

loda\ the) will tr\ to continue

their winning ways when the)

travel to the Universir

Hurtford to take on the Hawk- al

) p.m.

Coach Klaine Sortino credits

UMass* slow start to IRC lack of

outdoor practice. I he majoritv ol

the team's opponent- SO lar this

on have been Southern

ichoots. Since those schools are

in a warmer region, they can

begin practicing outdoor- II soon

Bl the season begin- I Mass on
the othei hand ha- been forced to

practice m the dim confines d the

Boyden Gymnasium.
Our schedule i- rery, vet) dif-

ficult earl) on," Sortino -aid

"People ask us whv we go out

there and get our brains blown
out. and It's because we have to

plav these kind of people. We
don'l -tart with a level playing

Field, so we have to put) excellent,

while our opponents just have to

• hI."

Hie Minutewomen will be tak-

ing on ,i llaitlord team that has

struggled so fai this season, After

losing two straight games to

Cornell the Hawks now -land at

J 10 I, Coach I odd Randall, in

his second season at the head
coaching position, bring- a verv

Turn to SOFTBALL, page 1

1
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"Autumn

Sweater"

Vo La Tengo's
Ira Kaplan spoke

to the Collegian

•bout upcoming
concert and
plans (see Arts

ft Living, page
5,

Friday, April 3, 1998

Hitting the

big time

Judiciary debates I Faculty Senate to

election violations |

<^s progress

of Vision ZUUU

|ert LaVallee and

the UMass men's
gymnastic! team
will host the 1998
NCAA East

Regional* this

weekend at Curry

Hicks Cage (see

Sports, page 1 0)

WORLD

Russian space officials

curb media coverage

MOSCOW (AP) — lournalists will

no longer be allowed to listen in on

conversations between Russian

Mission Control and cosmonauts on

the Mir space station, officials said

yesterday

The shift in policy came after a

veven-hour spacewalk on Wednesday

failed to accomplish repairs to the

outside of Mir Reporters at Russia's

Mission Control were able to hear

occasional fragments ot radio traffic

between ground controllers and cos-

monauts Talgat Musabayev and

Nikolai Budann during the

Wednesday spacewalk

But for most of it. the audio sys-

tem was intentionally turned off and

reporters had to wait for space offi-

cials to provide periodic briefings

The mission ended in disappoint

ment as the crew ran out of time and

tailed to stabilize a badly bent solar

panel, leaving the task lor the ne»t

spacewalk. set for Monday
When asked why the sound system

was turned off, officials said it reflect-

ed a recent decision to keep reporters

trom listening in Pressed further.

Deputy Mission Control chief Viktor

BUgov cited problems with "uncon

sclentious- journalists who aBeoedly

exaggerated some of the Mir s past

problems.

NATION

Reynolds pulls out of

proposed settlement

WASHINGTON (AP) — R
I

Reynolds Tobacco Co is pulling out

of the proposed tobacco settlement

that already has earned three states

billions of dollars, dismayed by

Congress' attempt to approve a

much tougher version a lawyer said

yesterday

The practical effect of R|R's move,

expected to be formally announced

today m Washington, is that the

company would fight in court any

restrictions on their industry that

Congress passes.

"they're doing it because this (leg-

islation) as written kills them," said

(ohn Coale, a Washington-based anti-

tobacco attorney who said tobacco

industry officials had informed him of

the pending move.

It also means no other states

beyond Mississippi, Florida and Texas

would be m line to settle pending

lawsuits with R|R. Coale said

R|R did not immediately return

phone calls requesting comment.

Such a move by a tobacco company

was long expected, and the leading

congressional Republican on the issue

dismissed RJR's threat yesterday

"I don't think that it matters," said

Sen. |ohn McCain, (R-Ariz), chairman

of the Senate Commerce Committee

"They've been saying all along that

they couldn't support this bill. I

expected a negative reaction from

the tobacco industry. So if one tobac-

co company can't go along, then I'm

sorry."

EXTENDED FORECAST

Today Saturday Sunday

c? Q $?
HIGH: 49 HIGH: 46 HIGH: 50

LOW: 33 LOW: 28 LOW: 27

INSIDE

Arts & Living page 6

Oossrrteds p°9« 10

Comics poQ6 I 1

Crossword page 1

1

Editorial page 4

FY1 page 10

News P°9e *

Sports • .page 12

ON THE INTERNET

By Victoria Groves

Collegian Staff

By J* Carrol

Colagjar, Staff

lesse Burchfiefd shows the panel of judges evidence on video tape at the student judiciary hearing last night

Hcvtmn rwiaiMBiiniirr Mebssa Haatrai ah» mealed to not

have* absentee baDoU at her polhrvsj place

*No I did not provide thetn labsentee baUotsl." Haskell

•aid.

Former trustee candidate and Student Represents!

the Board of Higher Education. Eleanor Court abo teatfad

that absentee ballots were not provided
^

"Student* were not allowed to vole with absentee baBott.

Court said

Burchfield spoke of the significance of the violations

"Each one of these » enough to change the elections What

we have is substantial violations." Burchfield said

However Ed Cutting, advocating on behalf of former

Chancellor of Elections Carlos Alvarei said these errors did

not affect the election results.

"You have a harmless error that doesn't hurt am individual

candidate Thes Elections comnstsswncn who manned the

polling places] screwed up but they were impartial*

Brooklev testified to witnessing other violations

"I know lor certain that when (students) tried to write

in thev were told bv the commissioner thev could not

A verdict on petition* tiled concerning Univcr-it\ of

Massachusetts Student Government Association tSGAl elec-

tions that will decide the ratification or nullification

elections was not decided at the time of print by the student

ludician in a meeting last night

The petition- tiled arc complaints of unconstitutional

processes in the elections Bv finding a petition true the elec

lions would be found unconstitutional and would be nullified

The first petition debated was hum Attomes General and

former presidential candidate, lesse Burchfield and Sanejotf

and lornicr -tudent trustee candidate. Brenda riupatrvck

1 Commuter at-largc 1 Several elxtion practices were cited as

unconstitutional in the petition

The main complaint however wa* that absentee ballots

were not available at all polling places It is in the constitution

that absentee ballots must be at polling place*

non* Cc«nmissiuneT Sandra Brooklev said as«*•
that her polling place was the onlv one with at

-\1v station was the onls one that allowed

to be taken." Brookley said

At ne*t week's Faculty Senate

meeting at the University

Massachusetts. Vision 2000
report- will be presented by van

out ^'uikiI- and a general dtscus-

afca will take place on how the

proposal will move ahead.

\ ision 2000 was first submitted

in the spring of IW and is a pro-

posal made to the Prealdenl s and

Chancellor ol the New England

Und Grant Universities to ensure

full and equitable participation by

women faculty, staff and students

in these sues In short, to include

women more full) in the workings

of the univcrsitv by ending gen-

der-bias and discrimination, and

promoting family -friendly initia

lives, among others

fdcultv senates at each of the

n institutions were asked to dis-

cuss and endorse the proposal

"Vision 2000 is asking the urn

versus to look at a number of

iseuc*. whether there arc salary

equity issues If we do have salary

inequities, then there needs to be

steps taken to recttlv these con

cems," said Carol Walla.

tor of the Everywoman's Center

and committee member
According to Wallace, the com-

mittees that have been heard from

so far have been very mpportivc

and at least two have produced

motions in support of the proposal.

In some areas, the university is

doing exceedingly well Title t,

which consists of legislation

requiring equal access for women
in athletics, has been addreand

adequately by the university.

"We're doing well with Title

c) There are other places where

we )usi don't know how we are

doing, and where there is definite

room for improvement." Wallace

-did

This would be an all encompass

ing document for all si* New
England land grant institutions

including the Universtt

Connecticut and the University of

New Hampshire.

rnmittee chau Ann Ferguson

was not available for comment

Turn to BOA poo* 2

JSU makes plans for future
By Bryan Schwm tu iiun

Ccilaginn S>#

New leaders (or the lewish Student

estiva Board were elecfed

Wednesday night Approximate!

|

-tudents in the k»ish Student I nkm

| M i turned out in the Hillel House to

cast their vote.

The Fsccume Board consists of the

President and several vice presidents

who co -ordinate the differvni branches

of the Registered Student OrganizatK«i

and work dosc-lv with the larger ISl

incil to plan events and set agendas.

The election process required candi-

dates to submit a letter of intent the

previou- week, and allowed for the

possibilitv for candidates to drop down

and run for a lower position pending

defeat, and aUowed for nominations on

the spot. Candidates were allowed four

minute- to -pcak »"d then the audi-

ence was allowed two questions.

Rachel Kristul was elected president

in a race contested wnh \rielle

Weintraub. former vice president of

administration. Kristol said she wants

to attract more members bv holding

more social events Kristol said she

does not want people to associate the

-li Mudcnt Lnion with religious

matters, but be a place where people

can meet others

Kri-tol -aid the most important

goals for the remainder of the semester

are planning for Holocaust

Commemoration Week and Israeli

Independence Day.

Wetntnwb a—iinrl the drop down

option and ran against Daniel

Friedman for vke^prcaideni of admm
istration Friedman won the electkei

and attempted to redefine the various

positions in his platform speech.

Friedman said one of his main con

cems is public advocacy: he wants to

create an cx-offkio seat in the SGA
Senate in order to ensure lewish issues

are addressed.

Shira Hutt. who was elected

vice-president of religious and cultural

affairs, said she wants 'to bring more

-h awareness to campus."

She described her position as an

overseer to various committees, while

Turn to EUCTION page 2

Share and share alike...

Killian Verman would rather feed himself than the ducks while visit-

ing the campus pond with his father, Peter Verman

HiM teaches Jewish tradition and history through art

By Morgan Tobor

CoBsgian Correspondant

When students first enter the Kosher Dining

Commons at the Hillel House at University ol

Massachusetts, their eyes will feast on an array

ol cokt design provided by an award- winning

mural.

rding to Rabbi Saul Perlmutter. this

prized mural stretches 70-feet across, furnish

ing the commons with a lively colorful back-

drop.

The mural, though untitled, received the u
Wiesel Award for the lewish Arts and culture

b\ National Hillel.

Under the instruction of Northampton's local

artist lonathan Kohrman. 17 students painted

the mural last Spring, which links text with

lewish imagery that mirrors the different time

periods throughout lewish antiquity.

The Hillel house offers a series of one credit

courses; one of which is mural making with

emphasis in lewish traditions and historv

The class is a Hillel-sponsored ludaic studies

course. Perlmutter said. There is no religious or

artistic prerequisite for the class, however

diversity is encouraged, Kohrman said.

Senior Lii S. Gordon, a political science

major, registered for the class with the initial

intent of contributing her prior knowledge of

mural making, a skill she cultivated during her

experiences decorating her local temple back

home.
"I left this feeling I was able to make a con-

tribution but received so much more in return

— an understanding of lewish art history, as

well as a broader sense of lewish painters,

while at the same time enhancing my individual

production techniques." Gordon said.

The Hillel House will be offering the ludaic

Studies l
t)2W course again next fall for stu

dents interested in working with a professional

artist, in a hands-on atmosphere.

Students can sign up during pre-registration

and should contact the Hillel House at

549-1710, or e-mail

umhillel@oitunix umass.edu for more informa-

tion.

Greek Hellenic Society re-established onUM campus
By Jason Trenkle

Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts -tu

dents like Gregory F.ssopos and

Alexandra Bitzas are just a few of the

many Greek students here on campus

who are making a big effort to con-

tribute to the first successful G.eek

Hellenic Society here on campus.

In the past, a Greek Hellenic Society

was started, but due to lack of organi-

zation efforts and funding, the society

became inactive. As a new addition to

the RSOs last semester, the society

was re-started in joint efforts to bring

the Greek community back together at

the University. With a strong connec-

tion to his Greek heritage. Essopos

seeks to find individuals on campus

that want to be a part of the Greek

community.

"We have a very strong background

in family heritage and a long tradition

of ethnic pride." Essopos said. "This,

along with religion, has played a big

role in bringing us together."

This semester, the RSO has been

planning and is interested in working

with different churches to help con-

tribute to the benefits of the sur-

rounding community.

"We want to get our names and our

ideas out to the campus and to let

perspective students know that

there's an opportunity to get involved

with and be a part of the Greek com

munities." Essopos said.

This past weekend, the Hellenic

Society traveled to Boston and took

part in the annual Greek

Independence Day parade.

Donations from the surrounding

community and from the SGA
helped make it possible for the RSO
to participate in Boston. By taking

place in the Greek parade, the soci-

ety not only interacted with other

groups of the same culture, but were

also able to let people from Boston

and all over Massachusetts know
that the university has grown to now

include a Greek society.

Since the beginning of the year,

the society has increased from 10

members to now more than 50. a

quarter of whom are natives of

Greece. In the future, the Hellenic

Society hopes to increase the number

of its members and to encourage the

UMass campus to become involved.

Already, they have exuded success as

an RSO that had once fallen. "Our

main purpose is to bring together all

students of Greek descent, with the

purpose of getting to know each

other and to form an exclusive Greek

community active on campus and in

the surrounding communities,"

Essopos said.

J
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onesboro killers possessed powerful, semiautomatic rifles & more in atsenal

www.umass.edu/rso/colagian

By Farrell Kramer
Associated Press

IONF.SBORO. Ark. — At 100

yards, their seven handguns wouldn't

be terribly effective. Too hard to hit

their moving targets.

But the two boys at the eentci of

the |onesboro schoolyard massacre,

no -trangcrs to firearms, had other

options at hand, officials say.

Evidence indicates most of the bullets

that felled 1 5 classmates and teach-

ers, killing five of them, were fired

from two powerful rifles, stolen from

the younger boy's grandfather the

morning of the attack.

Fifteen shots came from a replica

of the Ml carbine, a famous weapon

carried by U.S. troops in World War

II, Korea and Vietnam. Five more

were fired from a Remington .30-06

hunting rifle, able to take down a

200-pound deer with a single shot

from a quarter mile away.

Both are semiautomatic, the only

limit on firing speed is how fast a

shooter can pull the trigger, which

ejects the spent shell and chambers a

new one in an instant.
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Adelman finishes

study with siyum

at Chabad House
Rabbi's study focused on Mishnah Torah

By Elena Pramock
Collegian Stan

Celebrating the completion of

Rabbi Chaim Adelman's three-year

study of the Mishnah Torah com-
posed by Rabbi Moses Maimonides,

a "siyum" was held at Chabad
House on Tuesday night.

The siyum, a custom of eelebrat

ing the completion of a great |e»i-h

work, was attended by students and

other members of the University of

Massachusetts community, along

with several of Adelman's lamiU

members.
Adelman's daughter Channie

brought a historical perspective Ml

her father's celebration b\ providing

those gathered with background
information on Maimonides and the

Mishnah Torah.

nonides. recognized as a great

lewish scholar, began commenting

on the Mishnah. or Torah commen-

tary, at the age ot 2 "v Within 10

years he began writing the Mishnah

Torah. drawing from the Talmud,

considered in lewish tradition as the

word of God. and the Mishnah
Maimonides' entire work is com
posed of 14 books, containing over

1000 chapters, and is a compilation

of lewish law

"He compiled the entire breadth

and width al lewish law in his day."

Adelman said.

Adelman's accomplishment is

unique — he was able to complete

the study of what he called a "monu

mental work" in three years

Adelman has completed the study

tive times since the Lubavitcher

Rebbe. Rabbi Menachem Mendel
Schneerson. initiated it 15 years

ago

"It is a lifetime proposition for

10 study the entire Torah."

Adelman said. "The closest we can

get in studying the entire Torah is by

studying the Rambam jthe Mishnah

Torah 1

"

Adelman <.l.osc to study one chap-

ter per dav pmatelv

"The Mishnah Torah touches on
every aspect of lewish life."

Adelman said "It was illuminating
"

During the celebration on
luesdav night. Adelman shared his

experience and gave insights into

what the Mishnah Torah includes.

"The world's continuity in enis-

iv dependent on the Torah."

Adelman said "Once the Torah was

given on Mount Sinai, the world was

given tcrtaintv

The chapters that Adelman pre-

sented concentrated on the ccttain

I the world and the belief in

ludaism of the coming of the

Messiah

"The poignancy of Maimonides'

work is that there is more than just

faith," Adelman said

The Mishnah Torah stresses the

active participation of the lewish

people in hastening the coming of

the Mm
The work also includes the 1 1

principles of faith. Adelman gave

all in attendance a copy of the l>

principles and. in keeping with

the theme of celebrating lewish

tradition, a dollar bill for

tzedakah. the lewish custom of

donating to charitv
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What do you think about the proposal

for the new Student Union?

"\ think it's great, just for

the fact that all the student

businesses arc going to get

more space I hope they don't

bring in privatization. I'm hop-

ing h's going to work out for

u»."

•| didn't even know about it -| think Mt'a a good idea If thev

have the money to make it better,

they might as well

'

"I think its good I think thv

better utilize that space for busmess-

"I don't know much about it I just

heard that they were proposing one

and that s it
"

"What's the proposal?

Bill Vaaocrvalk

nemor/engineenng

Casey Brennan
sophomore/

School of Management
Southwest

Sarah Pcci

Central

Pal rlynn

•logy

At

Aderito Spinola

freshman/undeclared
sylvan

fmhman/anthropology
Central

Plenty of space
Deborah Diggs. an Amherst resident, take* her dogs Max and Ruffus out for a by the stadium

First family applauds Jones ruling [AG invests in tobacco stocks

SGA
conmoed from pogel

They lelections commissioners!

weren't aware they had to check

(identification's) because Carlos

JAlvarez. former Chancellor of

>>ns| did not inform them they

had to do it

Burchfield asked if student could

vote for invalid candidates at pottng

places

"Yea." rJrookery said

Haskell was questioned as a wit

i to other violations.

"I did not check IDs for the hr-i

two or three [voters|." Haskell said

Haskell was questioned by Cutting

about any bias.

"Did you attempt to favor am
didate. You saw no bias in the elc

tion itself." Cutting said

I did not." Haskell said

In closing arguments Cutting and

Burchfield differed on the significance

to the elections of the errors made.

"This is harmless error." Cutting

a want to have students

running the elections, they're going

to have hai I in them
"

"I don't think anyone here is psy-

. nough to •av you know- that

tfcaea itlakai didn't change a

thing Burchfield said "I* it lair u>

the vtudents who couldn I vote or is

it harmless error I am not here for

mysdf I'm not going to get that

I want to start doing things

fairly so everyone can vo<

election Witnesses allegedly paid

Science Fiction
and Fantasy
Book Signing

continued from page 1

organizing services and bringing

speakers.

She said that the ISL can be an

excellent resource for a University

which is trying to educate its students

about diversity

Yoav Gluckman. who was el

treasurer, said. "It's my first position

on a council. I'm definitely looking for-

u '
•

Rounding out the results Michelle

Veyvoda was elected vice-president of

membership Melissa Zeitz is now
vice president of social action and

lacryn Sobel was nominated for secre-

tary by Daniel Friedman, and she

accepted the nomination.

By Karen Goto
Auooatod Press

WASHINGTON — The tables could

be turned on Whitewater investigators

they may be investigated themselves.

Attorney General lanet Reno yester-

day said accounts that Whitewater wit-

ness David Hale received financial assis-

tance from conservative activists while

he was cooperating with independent

council Kenneth Starr "must be pur

sued"

"I think it must be pursued and I want

to make a determination as to how it

should be pursued." Reno said at her

weekly news conference

Reno is considering whether the alle

gations should be investigated by the

lu-tice Department's Offh
Professional Responsibility, by Starr.

who has authority to probe obstruction

of his investigation, or by the federal

judge in Arkansas who heard Hale's tes-

timony in the Whitewater case, said a

ktstke Department official who request

ed anonymity

A spokeswoman for Starr could not

rnrnediatelv be reached for comment

Hale* testimony before IS District

fudge George Howard in I ittle Rock

Ark . helped OBM k i President Clinton's

former business partner* and Arkansas'

sitting governor.

By John Solomon

Associolsd Press

WASHINGTON - Buoyed bv hi*

legal victory President Clinton

declared yesterday from Africa that

he was "very much looking forward"

to a homecoming absent the Paula

lones' trial

Prosecutors tempered White House-

euphoria by questioning the prcM

dent » chief ol Mall before a grand

jurv

\liv (ones' lawyers said they were

"s)s» percent" certain they would

appeal the dismissal of her sexual

harassment lawsuit Hut lor the time

being, the ruling bv a federal judgr in

1 title- Rock, Ark lett the White

House focused in a single direction —
Independent Counsel Kenneth Starr

and his investigation into the Monica

Lewinsky matter

That investigation, an outgrowth of

e* law.uit. I- to determine if

Clinton had sexual relations with M*

I ewmckv a White House intern, and

tried !> cover it up from Mrs. tones*

law vers

With the political climate around

him markedly changed. Sun said he

recognised "a vers keen and powerful

interest' in quickly wrapping up his

investigation but declared he would

not be derailed by the (ones dismissal.

II vou lie under oath, if you intimi

date a witness, if you seek other*

obstruct the process ol
t
ustice. it

doon t matter who wins and loses in

the civil case." the prosecutor said

Mrs. tones drove off wordlessl

her I ong Beach. Calif . condominium

haftm n>«jo yesterday with one oj her

children in a carseat She has made no

public comment since Wednesday's

decision However, her spokeswoman,

Susan Carpenter McMillan, said. 'If

that ruling stands, then you just have

an open season on women here in this

Mr) for groping and grabbing
'

uton s legal troubles

wcren t over. Starr's staff questioned

Whit. skine

Bow les before the grand |ur> investi-

gating the I rwinsky matter

v>« an ea*> time for me It

wasn t verv difficult." Bowles said

alter he emerged from the federal

courthouse in Washington. His

appearance had been scheduled for

we<>

"I answered all of their questions

whollv and completely." he said.

Bowles said many of the prosecutors'

questions Unused on "what goes on at

the While House."
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With:

James D. Macddnald
Debra Ddyle

Esther Friesner

Friday, Plpril 3, I99<3

Ipm bo cfpm
Campus Center Concourse

. across from Usbore

This signing is sponsored by:

OVER ONE MILLION OF
THE BEST MINDS IN

AMERICA HAVE ALREADY
CHOSEN THE BEST

RETIREMENT SYSTEM.

TIAA-CREF.

Something Every Friday

Friday April 3, 1998

Student Union Ballroom

at 8pm
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When it comes to planning a comfort-

able future, America's l>est and

brightest turn to the expert: TIAA-CRKK

With over $200 billion in assets under

management, we're the world's largest

retirement system, the nation's leader in

customer satisfaction" and the overwhelm-

ing choice of people in education, research,

and related fields.

Expertise You Can Count On

For 80 years. TIAA-CREF has introduced

intelligent solutions to America's long-term

planning needs. We pioneered the portable

pension, invented the variable annuity, and

popularized the very concept ol si<xk investing

for retirement. In fact, we manage the largest

stock account in the world.

y, TIAA-CRI I cast help vou

achieve even more ol your financial goals.

From tax-delerred annuities and IRAs

to mutual lunds, you'll find the flexibility

and choice you need, backed by a proven

history of performance, remarkably low

expenses, and peerless commitment to

personal service.

Find Out For Yourself

To learn more about the world's

premier retirement organization, talk to

one ol our retirement planning experts

at 1 800 842-2776 (8 a.m.- 1 I p.m. ET).

Or better still, speak to one of vour

colleagues. Find out why. when it comes

to planning lor tomorrow, great minds

think alike.

tx

Visit us on the Internet at wAvw.tiaa-cref.org

Ensuring the future

for those who shape it.

•1997 DAI.BAR IXinrd Coninhution Ks.ellen.r Kamnfr* Past pcrlormancr is no guarantee ol luiitn- result* < ktl tftiftnttt and

in itwTIAA Raal fcatair Annum arc distribute.! h\ 11 V\ ( Kit Indiv vdual and Institutional IwviCM >
'•< rnorr • ronplrie inlormahon. im Ulmg

< Karjres and expenart. call I BOO MMPatf, e*t#naton M>09. for th* prospectus** Read lh*m I arrlully before you mv«t or s*nd money
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Ronny Romm will captivate you in moments as he demonstrates his amazing F.SP abilities

by reading minds of audience members. Then hell demonstrate how funny hypnotism can

be with more demonstrations involving audience members! Bring a friend and watch them

speak Martian ar star in an Opera!

The MM fifadv for Bedtime Players will be opening for Ronny Romm.

The film "As Good As It Gets" starring Jack Nicholson and Helen Hunt will be shown fol-

lowing Ronny Romm this Friday and again on Sunday (April 5th) in the Campus Center

Auditorium @ 8:00 & 10:30pm.

This series is made possible by a grant from the UMass Auxil iary Services Department, the

Office of the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs, and the T)T[^^COLLEgTaiT

BOSION \f Amrney General S

Harshbargcr. who t*M •' r^i ,ru

mdustrv to pa> lor treating those sunenne i

Ions: rc-portedK has imcMmcnt* in mutual funds

that own stock in the Philip Morris tobacco coaaejajlifj

Harshbarttct k Naftaa] the Democratic nomination

for aovemot /'» Boston OUttte yesterdas «*id he has

imcsiincnts m hdc-lil> Puritan and fidelitv f c|uit\

MOM II. which together own ab.ut 8b million

~ ol Philip
'

alued at slight l\ more than $1

billion

The lidclm mutual funds „wn stock in

: jnics but Philip • l» among the

largest of their holding the Gash
Ac\er the newspaper also said riar-hbai.

direct ownership of toba«.v sould he set\

small

shhsrger spokesman r.dward Cafasso said he did

not know il Harshbarger knows about th

• but said he does not plan to take his mortcv oui

>c lunds

u can own tobacco stocks through a mutual fund

and siill fight to bring big tobacco to justice,' Cafasso

said. "There is nothing inconsistent about a sharehold-

er demanding that big tobacco live up to it« corporate

responsibi I

asao also said Itarshharger's intention to keep his

investments was not a contradiction of his advocating

that state agencies be forced to gi%e up their invest

nvents in tobacco companies.

Last year the state banned tobacco holdings in pub-

lic pension funds,

"II these allegations are in fact true, then I think the

attorney general should be held to the same standard

as private pensioners who arc not allowed to prolit

Ironi those lund-. and he should practice what he

preaches." said Phil Stanley, campaign manager of for-

mcT «talc senator Patruia NKCovem. who also seeks

the I tk gubernatorial nomination

"The question is. who investigates the imestigator''"

said former Boston mayor Raymond I,. Frynn, another

candidate for the Democratic nomination.

EXPERr

• C/C++PROGRAMMERS
• PC TECHNICIANS

• NETWORK ENGINEERS

•SAMS

Scl \ III'.' Va\ IllL'I.HUl

•
I ItHV I (H .llH'lls: So

Wok c"slci

\ imi oui website (<<

http://www.wca.com

Please Fax or Mail Your Resume to:

Whalley Computer Associates, Inc.

Attn: Personnel

549 College Highway

Southwick, MA 01077 •

fax# 4 13-569-4320
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Keep doors locked
Propped doors are safe, right? Well, if >ou live in

Greenough, or are friends with people who do.

>ou understand that they are not as safe as you

are led to think. As I walk across campus scleral

time- daily . I sec dorm doors all over propped open

lor anyone who wants to invite themselves in. I live in

Greenough. Heck »e even used to prop our doors,

until there was an intruder who stole some personal

belongings and put the residents in fear. This male
was soon to be known as the BCG bandit, for his

appearances in Baker, C'hadboume and Greenough. At

the beginning of the year. I was practically an advo-

cate of open doors. My dorm room aajaaaajaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaja,

door was never closed, unless I was rmilv
(.hanging But fear changed that for __^_^^^^^_
me
The reason that I'm writing this is not to find who

did it. though that would be great, but to ask why

people continuously prop dorm doors open on the

weekends When we do that, we're inviting problems

in. Security continuously closes the doors, simply

doing their jobs. Yet we reopen them? I would
understand it this was a small campus, and if things

vccic never Mftal and people were never violated, but

that's not the case. This is a huge campus, and things

are happening all of the time I was talking to a

Baker resident and asked them why the door is con-

tinuously propped The person responded by say-

ing. "Whenever I prop it. I watch who conies in and

out ' That can't be the truth because strangers are

always wandering through there and other dorms. I

know this because I've walked through an open door

and wandered around Residents have gotten to know
me. but what about before that? Convenience for this

resident can put the whole dorm at risk. This is the

reason for call boxes, so the doors don't have to be

propped open. In many ways, it's more about selfish

ness than convenience that the doors are opened
Making your life easier may make everyone else's

harder.

And the open/unlocked door policy makes it even

worse. I have a TV. so I keep my door locked. Yet.

many others don't. Others that lock their doors do it

mainly because personal items have been stolen, but

there are some like me — who have never been

robbed — that I know of. We don't want thieves or

other bad people where we live, yet we prop the doors

open as if to say,"Why not come in. do and take what

you like, and then leave without a trace?" People com-

ment on this to me on a daily basis. They basically say

"How stupid is everyone' l)o they think that it's not

going to happen to them?" Well I can tell you one

thing: those who think that it will never happen to

them will be the next victim.

Two of my friends in my building have been robbed

One was in the bathroom, the other in the hallway.

Neither was expecting anything, as they shouldn't have

sjBBBBaasBBBBBBBBBBBi hecn Yet they both got a surprise

that would change their outlook on

^^^^^^^^^^m -ampus security We thought our

dorm was safe, which it is. unless

doors are propped. We honestly never thought that

there would ever be a safety issue. Then there was. In

response to that, many of the residents learned to

close and lock their doors at all times. It's just an

issue of safety, but it's something that many of us

have learned, some of us the hard way.

This whole thing just makes me mad. It's like, if

you leave your door closed but unlocked, you're

screwed. My door is now never unlocked unless I'm in

it. My dorm door is never propped anymore, either

Every extra precautionary method is solely because of

the BCG bandit And what's worse is that there's real-

ly nothing special about him. or this string of crimes.

He's an ordinary guy who got away with a crime that

happens all over. So why make such a big deal about

Wt Because he's an ordinary guy who got away with a

crime that happens all over'

One question for everyone who does prop doors

what will it take to unprop them? A small robbery

(just a wallet or two)? A big robbery (a whole stereo

system or TV)? A personal violation (attack/assault
»''

Or a murder? Wallets have already been stolen TVs
and stereos have been contemplated, if not stolen (to

the best of my knowledge) Assaults have occurred

Let's make sure this never escalates. If you agree

with me, and the many others who agree with me.

then unprop the doors, and don't prop them again

It's for everyone's safetv

Emily Vacantt is a L'Mass student.

Walkway to hell

MA., and
a head-on

Is
beauty in the eye of the beholder''

I was driving home from Adams,
something struck me like. well, like

collision

Right before the bridge over the Connecticut River

Matt the mighty tide of Route 9. the Coolidge Bridge

htflw What also starts there is a footpath that pro-

- along the road all the way into Hadle\

importantW. on warm, sunny days like last Saturday,

mayhem begins here as well

Vv hen I got to the path, there was a log jam that had

to have been backed up for at least a mile I figured

that there was an accident or a random appearance by

a celebrity like |ohn Tesh or Richard Simmons. As I

approached the intersection. I saw the

cause of the pile-up: hundreds of cars

were pulling three-point turns, parents

were parallel parking their children's

strollers in order to be able to take a

jaunt on this "Mecca* of leisure activity

I have no problem with anyone getting

exercise, in fact. I should have been one
ol the hoard trying to improve their

health and enjoying one of the first days

of spring, but I figured that I could get

the same effect by driving with the win-

dows down; I mean. I could have
sprained an ankle or knee.

In all seriousness, though, my ques-

tion is. why would you want to walk on

a concrete path, with two lanes mind
you. when you live in the most beautiful

area in the state? I can see the whole
point of safety and ease for bikers and
rolier- bladers. a smooth path away
from all the crazy drivers, and yes there

art some. I just have a problem with the

mentality that when it's "nice" out. we
must go to a town park or common.

There are paths and mountains galore

right in our backyards, but the yuppie

class wants none of that. Who needs beauty in nature

when we have a man-made audacity pawned off as nat-

ural? What a great idea, we eliminate all need for imag-

ination and originality, take as much adventure out of

life as possible, and market it as a beneficial creation

Thank God for tar or we'd all be screwed, huh?
What happened to those days, not too long ago for

MM of us. when a spring day meant gallivanting

through the woods pretending to be explorers, brave

crusaders on a new frontier. Times where you and a

Ken Mc Donald

"The next thing

you know, we will be

manelling at the lat-

est four lane

"super-walkway ",

fully equipped with

breakdown and high

speed lanes.

"

friend just shared a place that, for one brief moment,
was your own place.

Mj father and I used to walk to this field that

seemed to be a hundred miles from my backyard. When
I go there now. I realize that it is just a postage stamp

of a lot two hundred yards from my house: back then,

it seemed as if I was walking along the Great Plains It

was our place

I am so glad that I did not grow up and have to look

hack and say. "Gee. that paved walkway was great We
used to walk the whole length and then we turned

around and walked back. Those were the days." I saw

all the parents getting out of their Volvos and Acuras

with their little ones dressed to the nines in Gap for

Kids' latest line of junior urban wear and

realized that such memories are being

made right now.

We are approaching an era where
concrete will be scenic and nature will be

out of style. The next thing you know we
will be marvelling at the latest four lane

"super-walkway" fully equipped with

breakdown and high speed lanes.

God forbid we venture into the

(oh-no) woods, maybe step over a few

branches What a radical idea! Wait! I

could go one step further, we could stay

overnight, call it "camping." We could

stay up until dawn singing songs about

bottles of beer on the wall.

Nah, that idea will never fly. where
would we plug the computer and televi-

sion into? Where would we go to the

bathroom?
How about we rent The Great

Outdoors: even better, we can recycle

those beer bottles and donate the money
to Greenpeace. We'll stay up until 1

1

p.m. and get up early the next morning,

buy two veggie bagels, a pair of double

decaf lattes at Starbucks, then jog along

natural" path down by the river. Isn't

Doonesbury

that "oh-so
nature grand?

Yuppies make me sick.

I wonder if they ever read Robert Frost. "Two paths

diverge in a yellow wood and I, I took the one less

traveled by. and that has made all the difference to

me."

From what I saw last Saturday. I think I know the

answer.

Ken Mc Donald is a Collegian columnist.
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Respect cultural

diversity

To the editor:

Seth Koenig's two references

to supposed Zimbabwean cul

tural practices were crude and
offensive iVKM It cannot be

Letters to the Editor

questioned that when a partic-

ular country in Africa is used

as a butt for derogatory
humor like his. there are

implication*. Make lun

of your own self and culture.

>u feel the need. Seth

The people of Zimbabwe,
including the shona " ..haw a

proud especially known
for its profound spiritual tra

dition' (quoted frum
Wednesday's preview of the

"Global Divas" concert, by

I milv Trask I Respect cultural

JlVCtsIt,'

Rob Caitlin

Anthropology

What a girl wants

Marigold

Dating. It's a ritual that can

get a bit tmk> I've got a

bunch of guy friends and

occasionally we'll talk about rela-

tionships and the different quali-

ties we look for in people.

"What do you look for in a

guy?" It's a valid question Usually

when you get asked something like

that on the spot. >ou can rattle off

a couple of broad, all encompass-

ing qualities: nice, fun to he

around, great sense of humor,
blah Well of course we all want

those things, but it's not a very

thorough answer.

SO four faaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaajj

friends and I

decided to tack- m
le this question

and get specific. The end result

was a list that we compiled of the

things that make up our perfect

guy. It turned out to be a long

list, some things were more shal-

low than others, but they're what

we want (not what we need),

what we look for. and things we
notice — our observances of cool

Do you know how many things

are on this list? 88. But don't

worry — I'll spare you our fan-

tasies and discuss the more curi-

ous ones.

14) Never buys me stuffed ani-

mals.

I mean, come on! Stuffed ani-

mals. What a cop-out of a gift.

First of all. they're pointless. What
am I supposed to do with a furry

pseudo-creature or an oversized

heart? Owning these things does

not hold some sort of prestige.

People don't come over and
admire your vast array of clutter.

Secondly, I am not a little kid: I

am not going to have tea parties

for my stuffed animal collection or

give them cutesy voices. My
friends and I are in agreement on

this. If u guy were to give us a

stuffed animal then it's just not

k:oing to work out. That may
sound a little extreme but the

implications of stuffed animal giv-

ing are immense. It says that he's

lame Furthermore it says that he

thinks that we're lame Stuffed

animals are symbols for the inane.

Of course there are some girU

who like stuffed animals. And it

their boyfriends are willing to

throw down good money for a

stuffed animal because they know
(this is key because unwarranted
gifts of fuzzy creatures is a major

faux pas) their girlfriends like

them - then total props for them
I'm sure it's not pleasant for them,

maybe a little embarrassing Like

have you ever seen the boyfriends

who walk around lost and in awe
(jaaajaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaj Victoria's

Pascual S^™ ***
^MHBaH^^^B Not only do we

like the gift

and get use out of it. hut more so

the fact that he went through
some trouble and issues to get it. I

like the idea of my boyfriend wan-
dering around in VkIsv's Secret. It

makes mc laugh.

43) Knows that I get along
great with guys and it can some-
times seem like I'm flirting, and
he gets jealous, but only lets me
know it sometimes because it's

part of what attracts him to me.

It's a pretty long one. ay? Yes.

hut it's one that makes a lot of

sense if you think about it. It is

not uncommon to have a bunch of

guy friends if you're a girl. Now.
we don't not want our boyfriends

to get jealous, but at the same
time, he can't get jealous all the

time because then that would be a

little bit, urn. psycho. So you have

to find the right balance. Only let

us know about it say 25-30 per-

cent of the lime

46) Has cool shoes.

Okay. I know (hat may sound a

little shallow, but it's not. Well,

not really. You don't only notice

that he has fly mamma-jamma
shoes, but what those shoes say

about him. Shoes are an invest-

ment. They should be able to last.

They should be practical. They
should have a flair. When you
invest in a pair of shoes. \ou took

the time to figure out what the

best shoe is. how sturdy they are.

and how much they go with. If

.ou went out to (he store and
bought a cheap pair of shoes that

are going to fall apart within a

month of wearing them, then that

wasn't a smart move All you're

going to have to do is go out and

buy another pair ol shoes So cool

shoes isn't |ust about appearance,

but about durability and persever-

ance. All five of us hold snazzy
shoes as top observance of cool.

57) Is in to all kind of music,

can sing old '80s rap songs and
some heavy metal — if the mood
strikes him

i the interest in all kinds of

music says that this guy is open
minded — he's not afraid to try

different things and can appreci-

ate them. We've noticed that if a

guy has singular tastes in music,

then he himself is a myopic
(watch the "Daily Show"?) indi

vidual. Have you ever been sitting

around and something comes on
the radio, a little Heavy D. ard
someone in the room knows all

the words? One of my friends

surprised me when she busted out

with all the words to "Ice. Ice

Baby."

I know that last one was kind
of a cop-out. but it's true Nb
matter how comprehensive (he list

may be. there are many things
we've probably left out. And con
versely. there are things on this

list that probably don't apply to

some people. Like the "wants to

share a dog with me." That one
is not mine

I don't know if (his list answers
any burning questions, or even if

it can apply to anyone else. I sus-

pect it does.

My friend Tim was over and
read through the list, ticking off

all that applied to him. "Are you
serious. Marigold? Can start a

fire?!" Hey. don't knock it — it's

a definite plus.

Marigold Pascual is a VMass
student.
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ur funny hone

England Imprc

into UM Sum
Staff

Improvuattonal comedy take*
front stage this weekend as the
annual New England Improv Jam
braeie* into the University of
Maasairhuscttt on Sunday.

Orgenlied and hosted by MIS
SION IMfROV.ble. this year's cel-

ebration of improv will include a
roster of 1 3 groups.

This is an ongoing project.* says

Aaron Kreb*. the director of the

1 1 - m e m b e r

MlSSIW.IMPROVabie "(Because

of Inst year's event], it's growing in

popularity A lot of groups wanted
to perform but we have limited

spa***

Last spring.

MISSION IMPROVablt hosted the

New England Improv Jam for the

flirt rime

"last year wae great Everyone

had a great time," Krebs said.

Some of the groups performing

on Sunday include riarvard'i Thin
Ice. the University of New
Hampshire's Theater Sports and
Yale's lust Add Water. Both of

L Mats' improv group* — MIS
SIONIMPROV able and This Side

L p — wfB also perform

Headlining the laugh feat is the

world renowned group.
ImprovOiympic. out of Chicago
You may have never heard of

ImprovOiympic, but you certainly

have heard nMnoon of some of the

ahassni from the group.

'Saturdav Night Live* stars Tim
Meadows. Mint Meyers and Chris

Farley all got their starts in

ImprovOiympic while Andy Dick
Ncwsradio"! and And* Richter

("Late Night with Conan O Bncn'i

also have root* with
IniptovOlympsc.

ImprovOiympic specialize* in a

style of impruv cdvedy known as

'the herald " Kreb* described the

heraM style as 'long form, continu

ousry naming show, working off of

a beginning *uggc»tion It's an

intrkaasly woven |*h»«rj
'

improvOlvrnpk will peffi'ifii at 8

p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom

and will also hold a workshop from
9 am- noon Sunday morning for

anyone who is interested.

This year's Improv Jam builds off

of last year's successful event,

"It ww a unique change for UMass
to have other groups Ithan MIS-
SION IMPROVaWe and This Side
Up) perform." Krebs saM. "Everyone

had a great time and (there is]

increasing awareness t»f improv,"

Part oil Krebs' goal in hosting an
event the six of the New England

Improv |am is to facilitate commu-
nication and to trade idea*.

"We want to get the groups to

talk to each other and create bonds

with each other." Kreb* mid. Some
of the bonds
MISSION IMFKOVabfc fnrmed last

year have paid off for the group

"We've bean invited to some fes-

tivals." Krebs said Recently. MIS-

SION IMPROVable appeared at

the Boston NCAA College Improv
Tournament, the Georgetown
Improv Fest and the Pittsburgh

Improvathon Next up for MIS-
SrONIMPROVabic i* a week-long
trip to Austin. TX. lor the Big

Stinkin' International In ;

Festival.

According to Krebs, the Austin

event is the biggest improv {eat In

the world and will include over 79

group* from around the world.

including Spain. Ireland and
England a» weft a* the United Stmm

But right now, Krebs' attention

is focused on the New England
Improv lam
"We made many trips to Campus

Activities, researched groups on the

Internet," Krch* said He also

added that housing needed to be

found for n
troupes The whole grou,

it I couldn't do it without them."

The gland Improv lam
begins at I p m at the Student

n and the

Earthfoods Room AJmistion is $5

for students and $7 general One
.

tnjormmuMi contact Aaron K*#s

ABC rises to the top of ratings

By Dovid Boudar
Astociolad Pratt

NEW YORK - Thanks to Oscar and Barbara Walter*. ABC was able to cel-

ebrate a rare victory in the prime-time ratings race. Last week'* telecast of the

Academy Award* drew the show'* best ratings in 15 years, and had twice as

many viewers as any other show.

Wallers' pre-Oscar special, featuring interviews with Kim Basinger. Burt

Reynolds and Will Smith, was the fourth most-watched show, NieK-n Media

Research said Tuesday

ABC won with a 10.) rating and 18 share, followed by a 9.5 rating and 16

share for CBS NBC sank to third, with an 8.4 rating and 14 share, followed by

Fox's 5.6 rating and ° share The WB had a 2 .7 rating and 4 share, and UPN
had a 2 2 rating and "S share. Except for ABC. all of the networks had lower

ratings than their season averages It was a week when reruns dominated.

Two midseason replacements. \BC's "Eateline" and ABC's "Two Gm~ .i

Girl St. a Pizza Place." tied for 21st place. Other new shows struggled: Eox can-

celed "Significant Others" after it rated 88th

Fox's attempt to cash in on the Oscars with "Ti(anic: Breaking V-v.

Ground." and the interactive "Great Skate Debate" show on CBS that invited

viewers to vote on their favorite ice skaters both had lackluster showings.

A rating point represents 980.000 households, or 1 percent of the nation's

estimated 98 million TV homes. Share is the percentage of in-use televisions

tuned to a given show.

The "NBC Nightly News" won (he evening news competition with an S.2

rating and 17 share ABC's "World News Tonight" and the "CBS Evening

News" finished tied for second with 7.6 ratings and 16 shares.

For the week of March 23-29, the top 10 shows, their networks and ratings

were:

"Academv Awards." ABC. 54.9; "Seinfeld." NBC. 18.6; "Touched By an

Angel." CBS, 16.5; "Barbara Walters Special." ABC. 16.1; "Friends \iu

15.9; "Caroline in the City." NBC. 15.5; "lust Shoot Me." NBC. 15.2: "60

Minutes." CBS. 14.6: "CBS Sunday Movie: Chance of a Lifetime." CBS. I 5.6;

"ER.-NBC. 15.5

r APTCd ON

In all languages other than english

A tvv i- n So A C

To be featured in ITIOthertongue an annual multilingual journal

contributors must be Five College Bilingual Students.

For information

send e-mail to: iTiOthertongue@complit umass edu
or contact: The UMass Comparative Literature Dept

Following the journal publication, writers will have the option of reciting

their material at a iTIOthertongue spoken word performance held

on frlday, may 15th in Hampden Theatra. Artwork featured in

ITIOthertongue journal will be on display in Hampden Gallery from

Friday May 15th to Friday, May 22nd

Deadline For Submissions Has Been Extended To
April 17th

mOthertongua is sponsored by the Department of Comparative
Literature at UMass and the UMass Arts Council.

Kaplan discusses Yo La Tengo

La Tengo swings -nto Amhmt College tonight

By Mike Mesvoro*

naai lam

You know it '< not like I don't have

better things to do than to sit around

and wait for rock stars to call.

OK. I don't

So 50 minutes after the arranged

nine Ira Kaplan from Yo La Tengo
finally called mc. but apologizing pro

fuscK "Sotrl I overslept." Kaplan

said Hej win. hasn't been ihctc '

Looks like RDCft stars and I have one

thing in common.
Yo la Tengo is in town to play

AmherM College today Well. the\ re

not really in town, so much as at

home ready to drive to Amherst K)

play tonight. After spending "most of

last year travelling." the band is play-

ing a few college shows here and
and tonight's follows m that

fashion — "hit and run" as he called

They arc • band that tours often

but has a little down time now They

have recently gotten hack from a tour

out on the other side of the Pacific —

lapan New Zealand, Australia.

a as the highlight of the

trip. We look forward to going back

there." Kaplan said, despite the over

:mg of the city One of the

perks to going over there was being

able to come home with a nice fat

pile of hard to find records, like one
by the lapancse band. 5.6

Kaplan has alwavs wanted to be a

rnusuian. a* far back a* he can
remember as least "ever since 1 real-

ized that baseball star dream w .isn't

going to happen." Growing up. he liv-

tened to a lot of British Invasion

hands, like the Rolling Stones the

kinks and the Beatles, and less her-

alded ones like the Move, 'l > I a

Tengo has just released an ep on
Matador Records. Little Honda, that

contaaas eight aosssj songs, from the

title track hv the Beach Bovs. to the

I rtnals "Black Hole
."

e of these bands, or songs
i with the exception ol the K

were influential to him or the hand
growing up. They picked the songs

based on what they liked, not on

influence This is not a homage. As
for bands he likes today, he would
i'iiK go so far as to say that "the list

changes e*eryda»" hut did mention
(he S b.7.8s. and offered "the new
Gastr del Sol is great." And he thinks

that David lee Roth was the best

singer Van Halcn ever had. but not

out ol aim sense of lo\ailt\. iust that

he really hasn't heard Van Halen
since he left the band. But. hey. you

•ur votes where vou can

When the band writes, it's usually

as a group, not by one person coming
in with an idea The ideas for songs

spnng from rehearsal, and from there

on out, the songs are tightened up
and arranged (as much as Yo La
Tengo songs are tightened up and
arranged), look for more humor in

whatever they record coming up. The
band has included some great inserts

of fake bands ("rTkotrk Tie-Rack."

"Lntanitary Napkins") and song
with their albums,

while their songs have always been

Turn to VO LA TB+SO page 6

Nakamura
to play at

Bowker
By Emily Trask

Collsgion Staff

A concert performance by

world-renowned Shakuhachi
Master, Akikazu Nakamura,
will be presented b> the Asian

Dance and Music Program at

the University of Massachusetts

at Bowker Auditorium tomor-

row at 8 p.m.

The Kikazu Nakamura Trio

Kokoo was formed in 1995 in order

to present the full range of lapan's

700-year old musical tradition of

the srvsJaahachi. which is an elongat-

ed, end-blown hamboo flute, and

the koto zither — a stringed instru-

ment. Nalcarnira founded the Trio

Kotoo, and it is the only group that

performs both ancient masterpieces

andeckxtx futuivtic wirics

In this trio. Nakamura has

combined the skills of kot

tuoso Mi.hnn Yagi and second

kotoist Naoko Kikuchi In their

program, the three musician*

present a program that is said

to serve as a comprehensive
introduction to the Zen-
derived repertoire of these tra-

ditional instruments. The trio

presents listeners with over 700
years of music in one evening,

using these ancient instruments

to appeal to the most discrimi-

nating modern audiences.
Nakamura calls hi* music "a

lapanese tradition which is liv-

ing in the urban atmosphere."

Since the beginning of his

career in 1975. Nakamura has

performed all over the world.

making appearance* in such

prestigious inititutiont a*

japan's national Theater, the

I incoln Center, the Kennedy
Center for the Performing Arts,

and NYC'J "Five Spot ."

Nakamura has been said to

possess the "stylistic versatility

on his instrument of a Herbie

Hancock or Ry Cooder.*

Besides the Trio Kokoo.
Nakamura has been involved in

Turn ro NAKAMURA. page 6
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University of Colorado at Boulder

USE SUMMER TO
CCELERl

L doumOUH -AaVaAa.r\i

After Break '98
featuring:

Best Tan / Hard Body Contest

DJ Dynamite-Tunnel NYC
spinning:!

li'M'fU PJ Mic--NYC
spinning:! I in the Lava Lounge

1

info:582.9898
492 Pleasant St., NoHo 8 plus

Sat. April 4th

YOUR ACADEMIC
PROGRESS

Summer session on the Boulder campus is something special. With

over 500 campus courses to choose from, its a relaxed, comfort-

able learning environment. Classes are smaller. And when you're

not in class, you can soak up Boulder's mellow charm. Or explore

Boulder's backyard, a high country playground that includes some of

the country's most rugged and spectacular terrain.

Summer is a great time to get a jump on the next phase of your

educational goals.

FOR EXAMPLE:

VTSmrKi STUDENTS. Take advantage of CU resources to complete or

enrich your own degree program.

HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS. Take a college course for experience, to

enhance your college application, or to see if CU is the right school

for you.

TEACHERS. Earn recertification credits and tap into everything the

University has to offer.

PROFESSrOflBL DEVELOPMENT. Increase your knowledge base and

build skills to enhance your capabilities.

ENRICHMENT. Give yourself the pleasure of an academic challenge at

CU this summer.

FOR MORE IMFORMftTIOli.

Call 303-492-5146 or 800-331-2801 to request

a Summer Session catalog. Or visit our web site

wwwcolorado.edu/conted/summer
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Pinsky plans project to

celebrate poetry month
By Con rtaitinon

Associated Press

W kSHINGTON — Poet I |

Fliot called April "the cruellest

month" hut the Acadcmv ol

American Poets has made it

Vitional Poetr> Month and
Jem Clinton has promised to

loin in bv reading his favorite

poem in a video to be preserved

lor posterity The White Ktowc
won't vet say what the president

will read at the event April 22

Htllaiv Rodham Clinton will

read her favorite

Others reading that night will

be poet laureate Robert Pin-kv

and two predecessors Robert

Haw and Rita Dove

Hariri began as laureate last

her with a project for recoid

ins> the favorite poems of

-leans from all walks of life,

read bv themscl

here will be about 1.200
audio and 200 video." he said in a

revent interview

Tuesday the poetrv month

got off to an earlv Hep

Martin CHav Sabo, (D Minn I gal

played an 8 foot -be mag-

. "poetrv wall" in front of the

one of at least 20 to be

-ci up around the country

Amateur poets can 'write* poetrv

by rearranging words on ntagnc

tized tiles on the wall

In a loiewoid he wtotc l

book I he WujiHt'ik /'.

Book of I\>ctr\. collected by the

Miune apolis jirm that makes the

tiles Pin-kv said ' I he pSSSM
we assemble on our red is:

tors arc the compositions of

actual American people, pro-

duced not Km profit hut lor the

fun of it. and to satisfy that

peculiar, deep itch to make
something new
Sabo said he has little int.

in poetry, but was trying to help

out the company that makes the

tiles, which pr h> in his

Jistrict and does good work pro-

I Itaaatj

On the other hand he is an avid

fan of the Minnesota Twin-, so lor

reporters and photographers on

the Capitol lawn he read lour I

from the poem 'Casey at the Bat"

hv t-'mest Thayer, which appeared

in the Sm frana nimtt

tune V lt***H

But before anyone cc*ild actual

•itipose poetry on the wall the

Capitol police asked that it be

moved to a nearby bookshop
because, an aide to Sabo
thev considered it a commercial

message for the company that

makes the tile-

MYo La Tengo
continued from page 5

achingly honest and hui licit (sec

"Autumn Sweater" on / 0M Hear the

Heart Beating As One)
"It's something we'll try to Jo more

of in then wolk. Kaplan -aid. The

band wants to show how tttt

have a sense o( humor and Ik serious.

not onlv in parlagtaa hut in their

music and Uric- \- for future pro-

jects, nothing - dear, although the

hand has a bunch d sc>ngs that thev

recorded with lad fair tot Mall

Japanese lumei. with lad doing the

vocals. It was recorded "awhile ago...

over two sessions last year "
I 00* fa

that maybe later thi-

As for Matador, he says nothing

ha- changed Matador was an tnde-

pendent label lor a while, and is still

one of the best, but ha- rccenih

signed a distribution deal with

Capitol iituujll* I hi- «<! course, has

indie purist- up in anii.-

"I don't pay too much attention."

Kaplan said Anv changes that might

have happened haven't taught his

Nothing - affected us directly

that we know of" he added

As for the age old question ol

does Yo l.a Tengo mean absolutely

nothing. Nothing, tealh Well, it

might mean something, but the name

was chosen based on how it -ounded

aasj up on answering that

question.' Kaplan said.

Nakamura
continued from poge 5

.)- project! centered on the

lapenese traditional music

km.
<t» foe tomorrow s concert per-

forma-. .mura Trie

Kokoo are SI 5 and $10. and 55 for

students and children under 17.

Bowker Auditorium it

Mas*achu$etts Amh
information, call //r< laaKM

and I ''ogram at i4 1's>

577-2486
Arts Center B. f at t4IM

:illorl-SOO-W I MAS

Robots take center stage in

new Lost in Space adventure
By Dennis Anderson
Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — The robot
designed by |im liaison'- Creature

Shop for the new movie Lost m
Space owes a mechanical nod to its

movie robot ancestors, some ol

which date back to the 1920s.

"My all time favorite was the

robot from Forbidden Planet." says

Yerner Ctcstv. one ol the supervi-

sors who created the new automa-
ton lor / ost in Space.

Robby. the friendly bubble-
domed robot from the 1956 sci-

ence fiction classic forbidden
Planet, inspired a legion of admir-

ers. One Hollywood designer. Fred

Barton makes replicas ol Robby at

$25,000 a oof) fa the movie buff

who has to have everything.

Like Robby and many other
movie robots, cinema's latest

mechanical man embodies a mix ol

qualities ranging from the MM!
ing to the protective and I rum
the human to the cold and metallic

Crest v worked with a do/en spe

cial effects wizards in Ingla

make the 5.000 pound. 8 loot tall

robot tor lost in Space. Operated
by a crew of four, the device can

travel at 1 5 miles an hour

"He s j pretty fearsome industti

al kind of robot." Gresty said in a

telephone interview from London
"We worked to get the menacing
look of an American football play-

ih huge shoulders."

The Leaf in Space robot is trans-

formed midway through the movie

to a mechanical man with the

Busted!

C»»«ir fw rsssiss. Sat NHf
UlUfUd V, taw sm Isie It.

HAIRCUTS *\0.

TRAVEL"!
SMART! :

FflOM BOSTON

LONDON
$209 $382

$267 $490

$296 $544

familiar -pinning glass dome and

light-up chest that fans of the

1960s Lost in Space television

-cue- will tccogm/c

And the robot wattles between
good and evil, depending on who's

programming it: the villainous I N

Smith or the good little hero, W ill

Robinson

Filmmakers have long been
intrigued with mechanical being*

which were an obsession of 19th-

century fantasy writei- like F.T.A.

Hotliiianii I he Clown and the

Automaton, a one-minute reel

made hv Georges Melies in IN97.

i- perhaps the eailiest lilm to fea-

ture what would become known as

a robot.

The word itself was used by

Karcl Capek in his 192) play.

R I R (RossubTi I mversal
Robots I Three years later. frit/

Lang released his futuristic lanta-s

Metropolis I he -ilent movie -el in

the vear 2000 features an evil robot

named Maria who incites worSBM
to revolt

Since then, robot- in various

guises have graced all sorts ol

movies.

The 1950s saw a slew at paboH
i naming among fantasy technolo

gy in serials like "Ihe Phantom
Empire "I ndei-ea Kingdom"
and "The Phantom Creeps."

Robots pretty much had a respite

during World War II. but the

atomic age. with its paranoia and

high anxiety, lound a robotic

in the late 1940s with

The Perfect Woman and continuing

throughout the next lew decades,

robots became central characters in

soBMtitnei triilo*arj Rial plot-

Robbv C.o.t (Tfa ""v 'he Earth

Stood'Stilh. R2D2 and C-5P0 {Star

< and the Terminator were as

intriguing as their human countei

parti I he Stipfnrd Wbm 1
1974)

featured suburban women who
were docile, empiv eved — and

coldly, hauntinglv mechanical And

"Star Trek I'hc Nevt c.eiieration

-pent seven vear- chronicling the

android Data - quest to be more

human
"Robots in film and television

are an index la the way humans

have fell about the ever changing

technology around them." Barton

W hcthet u - friendl)

clou-, people retain their fascina-

tion for automatons because of

their resemblance la humans,

"Robots are humanoid, like a

replica," he said. "You can -tep

away and still get a machine that

wu've got an affinity with ^>u
want the audience to have a link

with him
"

One of the big differences in the

new lost in Space robot is that

there - no human in-idc But the

film robot shares the same voice as

the original TV senc- l>kk luleld

does both

-|l . lo*e to being a real

robot." Cteat) -aid al the movie

device "All the performances done

by the robot, like crashing through

doorways and getting shot at.

they re all done for real."
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ISA celebrates diversity
Middle East lecture questioned

For the first time I can remember, in my short career as

a reporter. I covered an event which expressed sentiments

I felt so personallv opposed to that I did not feci coinlott

able reporting on it. both for fear of biasing the story and

of propagating what I believed to be harmful ideas. I

came up with a compromise. Instead of having readers

lose out entirely on a new-.worthv event. I will trv to sum
marue what was discussed and then explain why I feel

the ideas are destructive

"Oslo Unravels What f-uture for Middle Fast Peace?"

is an on-going five-part series at Smith College sponsored

by the College's Committee on Community
Policy, the International Students

Organization and the Smith College chap

let of Amnesty International. The series ||

mcunt to inform and educate the communi-

ty about the Middle I cist pejSBJ particular

attention to under reported point- of view,

namely the Palestinian Perspective. My
objections were not with the stated aims of

the series, but with a possible agenda
which has not been announced

Lecture

Musicians perform a classical instrumental piece during the ISA culture night

By Mehef Singh

CoHagwn Staff

The University ol Massachusetts

at Amherst India Students
Association (ISA) presented

"Vividha" - or Mvenfe) — a cele-

bration of India's cultutal divcr-itv

on Sunday The I Mass Student

Union Ballroom was transformed as

event organizers covered the walls

with an ar lortul slui

ic-s from India

Ue wanted the decuratic

depict the variety in India " -aid

rytosna Advani. a UMass computet

ice graduate -tudent and viec

president ..I BA
The event began with ihc pel

mance ol j South Indian classical

hv an Mi«tiun

. uinposition u-nic; several i

lean Indian InMrumcn'

the labia and the m' main

der of the evening highlighted

Indian culture through folk dances,

songs, poetry and ended with

"Thoda sa pagla. thoda sayaana."

an upbeat song taken from the

widely regarded Indian film. Aur

\m Hua
One of the most popular and

innovative ad- ol the evening was a

hilarious comedv -ketch written.

directed, and performed bv I Mass

-tudents entitled "Air Force I
1/2"

The audience was also able to taste

ethnic Indian food cooked by

I Ma-- -tudents. as well as experi-

the more contemporary India

with a Dl party.

"This time we were hoping to

have more undergraduates taking

part, but this was a high-stress lime

•ne " |yto«n.i -aid noting

ilthough they had been expect

-

ing a larger audience. IS*. w-a<

happv with the overall outcome of

the show

The ISA has been in existence for

several years and is open to -tu-

dents of all ethnicities It i* strongly

supported bv the Graduate Student

Senate since us members are pri-

marily graduate students.

The cultural show has always

been the ISA's biggest event, but

thev do have several other smaller

events that take place annuallv K-

welcome incoming freshman and

transfer students, the ISA hold- a

"I ear \S elcome " Ihcrc is also

an Independence Daj celebration,

and this year they also had a movie

showing.

As for future plans, the ISA is

contemplating its participation in

thi- -eme-ter's International Fair

which will he held SaSBgjtj.

Iditionally. the I
s \

to h

On Thursday. March 2b. Sormin
Finkelstcin. professor ol political theory at Sew
University and Hunter College, spoke about the prccan

ous Oslo ucci'id- at Smith's Seclye Hall. Finkelstem is the

author ol several hooks, has spent time in the Middle East

and especiallv the West Bank, and is also the recipient ol

a Distinguished Teachers' award

finkelstcin digressed to the l^hh century and discussed

Furopcan colonialism and exploitation He argued that

the conquering of an indigenous population occurs in four

stages or methods: extermination, expulsion, encircula-

Hon and enslavement He said as the political climate of

the world changed and foreign powers could no longer

exterminate the indigenous population, these powers

would try the next tactic on the list

finkelstem cited the American conquest of the We-t

and the expansion c>t \j/i l>ermany as examples of colo

tual conquest and murder Zionism, the lewish people -

struggle to establish a state in the land formerly known as

Palestine, was stated as analogous to the first two events.

tusm as an idea is incompatible with peace with

the indigenous population," he said.

Reaction

li - eery trtghtening when a "teacher of the year" speaks

to a re-pectcd audience and becomes part of the problem

in-tead ol the solution Linking events in history that have

entirely different circumstances is one of the most mis-

leading things a teacher can do. While killing is always

killing, the fact that lews were returning to a land they

had once inhabited should figure in his careful equation

-otnewhere.

More importantlv. his statement that a

lewish -tate i- incompatible with peace is

not only pessimistic, it attacks the legiti-

macy of a state celebrating its 50th birth-

dav When an event that is supposed to

evaluate the Israeli-Palestinian peace

li questions the right of Isrsel to

e\i-t I have to question the legitimacy of

the event It s one thing to criticize a gov-

ernment it s another matter entirely to say

that a government docs not have the right

to cxi-t

If we're going to understand the

Palestinian perspective, it is not helpful or

con-truciive to reduce the Israelis to mongrels ol evil

There Is enough room lor both the Palestinians and

l-raeh- to i vacctullv. and that is what needs to

be emphasized, not hate

DBS who was at this presentation, understood that

wrongs have been committed on both sides for more than

half a oaatery, but proclaiming oneself a Zionist is not

proclaiming oneself a rac

Never the last word

The other events in the series may bring a different

perspective, and I would strongly encourage those inter-

ested to attend the events and come to their own conclu-

sions

There are four more events scheduled in the series.

ranging from the Israeli-Palestinian conflict to women
and the Middle East peace movement For more informa-

tion contact Ariy Markham at 415 586-OWV
Brsan Sehuartzman is a Collegian columnist

llr\an ScliwaitZBIMl

Without affirmative action laws,

Berkeley minority enrollment falls

By loura SchiebesSut

Do«ry ColiforTMon

BIRKLI I V CaUl (I Wire) -
The first Ireshnun class admitted to

I nivcrvm ol (. alii,.mi. i K-rkelev with

out affirmative action will have a dra-

matically lower population of

under- represented minoritie-.

Chancellor Robert Bcrdahl announced

yesterday. Because the number of

blacks. Latinos and Native Amcncan-

admitled to the univer-itv thi- fail

dropped bv more than half. Berdahl

said he and other top univer-itv offi-

cials intend SO pcr->>nallv call minoniv

students who received acceptance let-

ters to encourage them to attend the

univer-itv

Lniver-it> I'ltiual- called the -clcc

tion of next year's freshman clas- the

most competitive admi--ions proces-

in campus history. Only 27 percent ol

the record number of -tudent- apply-

ing to UC Berkelev - 29.<W>1 appli

cants — were admitted. The number

of blacks. Latinos and Native

Americans admitted made up 10.4

percent of the total pool of students

admitted, compared to 2VI percent

last year. Of the three ethnicities.

blacks showed the sharpest drop,

comprising 2.4 percent of all the

admitted students — a 64.5 percent

decline from last u.tt

In addressing the drop. Berdahl

emphasized the competitiveness of the

admissions process, citing that more

than 800 of the under represented

minority students turned away had an

average grade point average of 4.0

and Scholastic Assessment le-t score

of 1200.

"There arc a lot of mulct represent-

ed students |not accepted |
who could

have done exceedinglv well here." he

said. "Virtually all of the African

American student- admitted had very

close to s 4.0. Out ol this pool of

applicant- we could have admitted

two or three CSMBI that would be the

envv d other universities."

the number ol whites and Asians

admitted slightly increased The per

centage of white students accepted

tumped -hghtlv from 55.1 penent to

v4 2 percent of those admitted, while

the number of Asians rose from 55. °5

pctcent to ML3 percent of the entire

pool of admtt-

The number of students who
declined to siate their ethnicities ,il-,'

c'icvc significantly from b percent last

\..n to I 5X percent this year — a fac-

tor which complicate- the statistical

,i,lmi--ions picture, campus officials

Berdahl said he was saddened to

see that the number of under-repre-

sented minorities will decline next

year.

"I am very disappointed that our

entering class will not better the

impressi\c diversity that distinguishes

this state." he said. "We know from

our own experience that a great many

of the under-represented minoritv -tu

dents who were not offered admission

would have succeeded here and would

have contributed to the excellence of

thi- universitv

Berdahl also said that change- to

the admissions process would be con-

sidered in upcoming discussions but

did not predict major alterations He

lea stressed the importance of

strengthened outreach efforts.

"We -ubstaniially increased our

recruitment efforts and as a result,

applications from |
minority

|
groups

remained high." Bcrdahl said. "We
iso created the most comprehensive

admissions review process permitted

under the Isw."

We will review our admissions

process, hut we cannot change the

process m -uch a wav that takes race

into account — that's against the

law." he said. "This campus intends to

do all that is possible to encourage

Iminoritv | student-

who have been
admitted to enroll at

Berkelev I will per-

sonally phone as

many of these -tu

dent- a- I

Bob Laird, the

universitv 's director

of undergraduate
admissions and rela-

tions with schools,

said this year's

admissions process

was more thorough

than in years past

because of a new
process that takes

into account more
factors on a stu-

dent's application.

Laird said that

under the new
process, the acade-

mic and nonacademic accomplish-

ments of each individual applicant are

examined carefully along with the

background in which those successe-

were achieved. The process included

identifying the number of academic

te-ources — including the number of

Advanced Placement classes — avail-

able at each applicant's high school.

"We made much better informed

decisions this year as a result of look-

ing at each applicant individually and

carefully," Laird said. "Every applica-

tion was read twice'

Photo Essay

Compiled by thano vo

Actor and distinguished

speaker Edward |ames
Olmos was at his best rais-

ing the issue of diversity for

the ALANA Lecture Series

on Tuesday — thanks m no
small part to riveting per-

formances by violist Olivia

Martinez and poet |aime

"Shaggy" fldre*, both
UMass students.

Letter from the Developing Nations Editor
As the new editor of the Developing Nations

page, it is my privilege to cover issue- relevant

to a good three-fourths of humanity. The devel-

oping world is inadequately — and at times

incorrectly — covered by the US press; too

much emphasis is placed on the

problems, leading people to believe

this area of the world is I mass ol

corruption and poor leadership,

when in fact these nations have so

much more to offer that we unfortunately don't

hear about

As students we may not be .ible to change much

on a national level as far as content and coverage

goes, but we can begin here at UMass by creating

an awareness about these countries we label as

"developing" that goes beyond the sensationalist

headlines that tend to only portray the misery and

plight of far-away places. That means examining

issues from viewpoints that we might not Mcetaal

ily agree with; voicing the "other"

I side to global affairs.

MeKer Sinqh The * oul of ,he dt;vc|o P in g

nations page is to covet news and

cultural issues on an international

level as well as right here on campus, which at the

same time reflects the opinions and comments of

I he UMass community.
That said. I encourage all students interested in

contributing to the developing nations page to con-

tact me at 546-1659 or email

meherC<*student.umass.edu. No prior experience

necessary!

Meher Singh is a Collegian staff member

Editors' note: Today's page it a combination of

the Developing Nations and Multicultural Affairs

sections of the Collegian. There is clearly a very

fine line between these desks as issues pertaining

to developing nations are undoubtedly multicultur-

al as well. This page therefore reflects our collabo-

rative effort to provide a more comprehensive cov-

erage of themes that are timely, and of interest and

importance to the entire UMass community.
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Softball
continued from 12

Mike Threehouse it in his second
year as head coach of the Bonnies,
after finishing last season at 1 3-25.
The Dayton livers are teetering at

an even 500 They recently ended a
five-game losing streak with a 5-1
win over Butler University. Thcv will

travel to Rhode Island tomorrow
before taking on L Muss on Sunday
Rhode Island and UMass will be
Dayton't first outings agdin-i
Atlantic 10 opponents.

Kary Zimmerman, a nnini Aon
stop, has been one of the Flyers'
strongest hitlers so far this m
going 22-for 7b at the plate, and
holds a tatting average ol 35 S \K.
making a strong contribution has
been Tanya l.eet. who leads tht uuin
in RBI. She carries a batting average

of .358, and has already hit one home
run this season

Dayton has been led on the mound
by sophomore pitcher Sara Hatcher.

Hatcher hold- j record ot t> 5, and
an ERA of 1 .61.

water polo

Night
Qraphics

at 3 a.m. we're

only getting

started...

continued from 12

what we need to do to complete
our goals." McAuliffe said

UMass' goalie. Peggy Nieves,

pei sonified McAuliffe's statement

by putting together another great

effort in net. Nieves made seven
s.i\e- OH the was lo another UMass
victory.

"Peggy has been the backbone of

our defense, and she just continues

to get better with eNery game."
MiOsket >aid

This weekend the Minutewomen
head back to Cambridge for the

CWPA I eague Tournament hosted

In Harvard I \la-s i* not evpected

to play Harvard again. Their sched-

ule include- Hosu.n University at h

a.m.. Boston College at 1 I a.m.

and Wellcslcy at 2 p in

I he Minutewomen head into

tin- weekend's competition unde-
feated in their league and hope to

leave Harvard still undefeated

"Main ol these teams are tan

K

new piii^tunis. so thcv'ie still learn

ing the lopes, but at the same time

we can not overlook teams like Bl

BC and V\ elleslci \U Vulilfe said.

"
I here uk mriuus teams we will

lace that could present excellent

IcM- and keep us in game shape for

national- " ^aid McAuliffe about
the remaining competition

McOskei is pleased with the

play of his team, and hopes that

people will continue to step up for

the remainder of this season.

"The whole team has played
really well. I just want to sec them
keep their intensity level up and
that drive toe used " said McOsker.
The team has been doing an

excellent job which is apparent by

their record Certain players like

Crogan. Hupp and Claudia
Clement have been spectacular on
offense while doing great work
defensivelv

Barbara Hickev and Newell have

stepped it up to perform at a level

that could have been expected
I Ik key. who was supposed to be

an emotional leader, has done a

terrific job of putting the ball in

the net Newell has become the

true freshman sensation, finding

her way to the back of the net

more than anyone could expect

Irom a young plavc i

"Everyone is plaving well, but it

takes an ellort front all seven peo-

ple in the pool to get the job

done." McO-ket said.

It will take that type of effort

again for UMass to stay undefeated

in the CWPA at Harvard this

weekend

/nu < nothing to do at 3 a.m. one night u week?

come down to 1 1 3 Campus Center and" uppi\ for a job in th*

CoUfgian Qraphics Dept. INSOMNIACS WELCOME

Women's track to

open in Georgia
Dy Jono Benscoter

Cufteyiuii CorTMpondsnt

The Massachusetts women's track and field team is

heading down south for tough competition The UMass
squad will be facing Georgia. Alabama. Auburn.
Kentucky and Western Carolina tomorrow at I p.m. The
meet will be taking place at Georgia.

This is the first time UMass will he lacing these south

ern competitors, several from the Southeastern
Conference, one of the nation's toughest leagues. Georgia

is known for it's excellent sprinters and field participants,

while the Wildcats of kentuckv are known lot having the

best recruiting class last year Vuhurn and Alabama are

alio strong competition, known lot being among the best

in the conference

There are 20 athletes heaths,

thctn arc to*ir freshmen Mi
laPlantc. Chrystal Murphy ant]

have competed during the ina

experience under their belts Hendctson runs cross coun-

try and placed sixth in the indoor Atlantic 10 champi
onship-

I aPtante and Tostevin both throw the shot put and di-

cuss. While both have had experience with the -hot put

dunng the indoor meets, they will be experiencing ihe di-

cuss for the first time in Georgia lot Murphv she'll re-

running further with the hurdles, going from 55m indoors

to 100m outdoors. She will also be involved with the

200m
An additional event that will take place in Georgia is

the 4x1 mile relay.

"This will take time and discipline." assistant coich

Hi/abcth Zimney said, noting her confidence lor the

event

This meet will be the first time for manv of the women
to compete again: the last time that the squad competed

down south and among
ssa Henderson. Carole

-levm Ml roar*

or season and have some

COUrtl i» MtOM «tlATIONl

Shelanda Irish and the UMass women's track and
field team will begin their 1998 outdoor season this

weekend.

w.i- tour weeks ago.
" Ihe season is short and this meet will be good for the

girls because it will be tough. Hopefullv this meet will gel

them prepared for the road ahead and get them foeu-cd

Zimney said "Our season is intense and we need the girls

to be intense the entire way through the season until the

end of May.
"

I his trip is a great way for the team to get back into

competition and show their all around abilities in each

event
"

What is there to do

on campus??
http://vvvvw.umass.edu/campact/events/calendar.htm

Check this website out!

Amherst Select Board Dolly Jolly

M year resident

Ckacn'l Advisory Board -

UMass Fine Arts Center

lessie's House Advisory Board

Human Services fundraiser

Director Youth Hockey Association

Member of our Business Community

Dolly Jollv has been effectively serving Amherst

for over 30 years, working with our youth,

fund-raising for our human service agencies,

actively supporting our schools, and creatively

participating in our business community.

Amherst needs the energy, cooperative spirit

and ability to get things done that Dolly will

bring to the Select Board.

Please join us in electing Dolly Jolly.

FnUtk /' Ijtttuca. Co-chuir

I .nniyti Holilein. ( v -cluiir

Donald Frizzle. Irtasurtr

vote for Dolly Jolly FOR AMHERST select board
TUESDAY, APRIL 7 • POLLS OPEN NOON TO 8 PM

'Paid Political Advertisement

Mens tennis set to begin stretch run
By Sonford Appeil

CoiUgian Staff

The Massachusetts men's tennis

team is looking to conclude the reg-

ular season with a string of victories

heading into the Atlantic 10 tourna-

ment. That run would have to begin

this afternoon, as the Minutemen
play Seton Hall in South Orange.
New ler-cv

(J Mass has faced a much tougher

schedule this season, but coach |ud\

Dixon leels the remaining three

iiutche- jic winnable

"Seton Hall is one of those pro-

grams that I- light about the same
level as ouis," Oivon >did "those

uie the schools we want to beat,

because talent wise, vve mutch up
with them."

Coach Dfem is hoping her squad

can get past the Pirate- despite play-

ing without Bo Navarro Nuvjiio is

suffering through back trouble, and
is hoping to return lot the Tufts

match next week.

"We have played on through
injuries all season," Dixon said. "We
have to expect and be prepared for

them, because the sport is becoming
more physically related."

The Minutemen now possess a

'i-b overall record, but have strug-

gled through the spring portion of

their season. Three wins over the

next week would give them an
above 500 record for the spring.

"It is important to Finish strong."

Dixon said. "We don't want to con-

tinue slumping, heading into the

tournament, we need to get our
rhvthm back beforehand."

The key for UMass will be to play

strong at the lop. Seton Hall's top

half iineup has been very potent

thus far for 1-1 singles. Todd
Cheney, back in place at No. 1

along with Rob Manchester and
Alex Alter, will be heavily relied

upon for this match.

"If we can take two out of three

at the top of the order, we should be

alright," Dixon said. "I'm confident

Parsa Samii and my other guys will

pull through for us."

With Navarro sidelined, it

appears that Ryan Cately and Kevin

Curley will round out the lineup for

the Minutemen.

Samii has anchored the lower half

of the lineup all spring. He began

this year at No. b singles and went

through a rut before establishing

himself as the team's most consis-

tent winner in the spring while mov

ing up considerably

.

Samii has posted a 10-2 lecotd in

singles dating back to the Cornell

Invitational in early February Miei

today's match, the Minutemen will

return home for dates with I airfield

and Tufts next week.

"I his match against Seton Hall is

our last true lest unlil the tourna

ment." Dixon said. "Fairfield and
Tufts have good programs, but we
expect lo beat them."

Women s tennis gears up for tournament
By Sonford Appal
Coaagion Staff

The road has been rocky, but there

appears to be light at the end ot the

tunnel for the Massachusetts women's
tennis team.

The Minutewomen have played

some of the nation's best teams, but

heading into the final stretch, they

remain a respectable 7 ^ overall this

veai

This after taking on the likes of Ivy

1 eague powerhouses Vale and
I'timeton as well as perennially

strong I ulane.

Those matches proved to be too

difficult at this stage, but the team
expects to be more prepared for simi-

lar opponents next season after gain-

ing experience bv plaving at a higher

level

However, there have been bright

moments, such as a clutch win over

conference nval Temple in February.

More recently. UMass fell to

Syracuse 6-1. but at thi< juncture, the

schedule seems to be taking a turn for

the better

The Minutewomen will play three

matches this weekend that they feel

they are capable ot winning

"I am looking foi I -uong »<t of

matches tin- weekend." coach ludy

Dixon -aid We have played the best,

and now we will take on some team*,

that we are more comfortable plaving

against."

UMass will face three v.onfcrencc

opponents in I ordham. I aSalle and
Rhode Island

All three matches will take place at

I ordham beginning tomorrow morn-

ing at 4 a in

Ihe Minutewomen appear to be

heading towards a third seed at the

Atlantic 10 tournament after knock

ing off the fourth best team in

Temple
Virginia Tech. at S5ih in the

nation, and George Washington stand

firmly in place at the top two spots.

I hi- weekend's opponents are near

the bottom of the conference with

URI and La Salle currently at 1 0th

and 1 1 th. as well Fordham
"It is important that the team stays

focused." Dixon said. "Although these

are icrtainlv not our toughest oppo-

nents, they are division rivals and weamc
Ml Forms 4 «584 9153

Mt. Farms Mall
»T>aM,Ma«|»o.tM
(4 80 • It 901 «00 1940

< 40 14 W • tl SOI ' SO 1V40

• 40 (4 SO • St Ml »0»

need all three matches."

UMass holds a 22-6-1 advantage

in the ongoing rivalry verses URI, and
defeated La Salle the only tunc they

faced them, back in 1991 The
Fordham match will be a first time

meeting

Coach Dixon will look for her play-

ers to rebound from some of the loss-

es against such stellar competition

earlier on.

Ola Gcrastmova at No I -ingles

holds a 7 10 overall record this year.

followed bv Marie Chri-line Caron
(7-l5lat N
The Minutewomen will next travel

to play Williams after this weekend's

action
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Super Savings!
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DIAMOND SALE

Orm King S» . Northompton 584 3324
264 N riaosont St , A/rthsrst 253 3324
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CAROL HAHN BAND
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DJ Mike
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ANNOUNCEMENTS APARTMENT FOR KIM

Looking for leads to

help move business

into India.

No Travel Necessary.

Call for info, at

413-263-3363

I for 1 person

On bus route. 1 mile from cam-

pus All utilities included

$360/month Available 6/1 lots

of privacy Call 256-1455

COMPUTERS
CHEAP! CHEAP! Color VGA
Monitor $55 Laptop Notebook

$99 486 Computer System
$295 Call CPC 14131584-8857

EMPLOYMENT

WHAT ARE YOU D0IN6
AFTER GRADUATION? Teach

English Overseas! New 4 wee*
International TEFL Certificate

courses monthly in

Northampton MA 1-800 665

2829. 1413)582-1812.

mfoOtellcertificate com.
www teflcertiticate com

Minority Scholarship

Available

The University o!

Massachusetts Amherst Alumni

Association is accepting applica-

tions for their Minority

Scholarship Program
Application can be peked up at

the Alumni Relations Office in

Memory Hall beginning March

23. 1998 All applications must

be cowpiatad and returned no

pjaj fti ftp! .4 •**

APARTMENT FOR RENT

1 lefreew unMaala Jm* 'st

Easily accomodates 4 people

Center of town $825/month

Call 549-5637

1 edroeai apt available at

C/estview 671 fail option On

2 betfroom- Braadywiae
Available 6/1 $800 per month

Can Kusten 54*1571

Two Bedroom- Boulders Apt

Available June 1 Two spacious

bedrooms $720/month Call

256-5489

Live In Brandywme
lease available June 1. 1998
through August 31. 1999 or

Summer 1998 sublet option

Two bedroom, full bath, heat

and hot water included On two

bus routes Contact 549-5046

Amherst Ceattr 1. 2. and 3

bedroom apartments Gas heat,

hardwood floors We are snow
ing starting April 6th for June
and September leases Lincoln

Real Estate 253-7879

3 bedroom coadoa Gas heat,

hardwood floors, heated base

ment 1/2 mile to campus on bus

route We are showing starling

April 6th tor June and
September leases $1350 plus

utilities 253-7879

AUTO FOR SALE

92 Hoada Accord Red. power

windows power locks, low

miles, automatic, good tires

Florida car Call and leave mes-

sage 413 533 9043

Wealed: Toyotas Novas
Prums. Sennas Any condition.

Cash pwd everyday 1-800-649

4795

! CD Player,

power everything, alarm low
miles 546^7390

2 hidreiw Boolders front

of bus stop Fits 4 comfortably

Heat and hot water included

$895/month 253 5667

Two
Apt Available 6/1 with option

for Fan M bath. Art pool, next

to laundry located on 2 bus

routes HeaiA»t water included

Can us 54*1381

3 bedroom ept. m Putfton

Village Available June 1st with

Fail option $9l5/month Please
call 549-4573

6LC * .'
- • >-

Cheap transportation Needs
new brake pads $300 Call 546-

7050

19M VW Camper White Brand

new engine, exhaust, tires

$9000 or B/TJ 256-8895

CARS FROM $100

Seued and sold locally this

month 1-800-522 2730 ext 4554

Bilingual Tutors for part-time

paid assistance to students

speaking

Aamaric.

Kkaser. Malay. Nepali.

Portuguese. Russian.

Tibetan

Contact ESI/Bilingual Office

at 41 3 549-9857

Amherst Public Schools

An Equal Opportunity

Affirmative Action Employer

COUNSELORS: TOP BOYS
SPORTS CAMP IN MAINE!
Exciting, fan semmer!
Instruct, coach, or assist 1

Openings ia: All Land Sports

All Water Sports PLUS
Camping/Hiking,
Ropes/Climbing Wall SCUBA
Archery. Riflery Martial Arts

RN s. Secretaries Top Salaries

Awesome Facilities

Rm/BdAndry. Travel CALL the

11001 NUMBER NOW.
10001473 6104 or E MAIL cob
bachief9eol.com or write

Steve Rubin CAMP COB
B0SSEE 10 Silvermiae Dr.

So** Salem. NY 10S90

PERSONALITY WANTED
We re looking for a personality

that is likable, energetic, talxa

twe. a tittle craiy When we find

you. we want you to do TV com-

mercials for our vanoos clients

Lots of fun Greet pay No expe-

rience necessary There is an

open casting can this Tuesday.

April 7 at Paulson & Michaels

Advertising. 15 Hampden Street.

Springfield MA 413-731-0750.

800 243-0750 Call to schedule

you audition for this Tues

EMPLOYMENT
Full/Pert-Time Petitions

Available Now tor 3-6 individu

ah as movers drivers, supervi-

sors $8/hr Flexible hours Need

transportation. Contact. Kathy

Banas 584 4746

Interested ia Advertising

SalesT Looking for energetic,

motivated people' Unlimited

earning potential (413)737 3479

Office Assistant Peiitioe

Part Time now, Full-Time in

summer Please call or stop by

Brandywme Office and press 16-

G. 549-0600

New hiring energetic stu

dents tor nights and weekends

this semester and for summer.

Downtown Amherst $7/dr plus

bonus Sean 253-0583

Cape Jobs/Rentals

Names and Numbers of over

200 Cape Employers and Rental

Agents Categorized by location

and industry Send $3

check/money order and self-

addressed stamped envelope to

ESCAPE TO THE CAPE P Box

2884 Amherst. MA 01 004

Sledeal Reps- AT&T
Authorized Agent needs 20 stu-

dents now! No experience, will

POO-WW/week Part/Full

Time 1800)592 2121x123

SUMMER WORK IN
WELFLEET ON CAPE COD
General restaurant work includ

ing cashiering and service

$8/hour and meals phis $100 per

oonus for each week
worked if you stay through

August 24. 1998 Call or write

Bin Miiiett P Box 321. South

Welfieet. MA 02663 1508)349

2265 e-mail

wmiiienOcapecod net

FOR RENT
Take Over Oer Loose 3 bed
room renovated Puffton Apt
Available June 1 Call 549-1966

SUMMER RENTALS
CAPE COO GROUP Summer
Rentals- Soma waterfront
houses, seme with swim-
ming pools. Falmouth erea.

Diamond Real Estate
(501)477 1900

FOR SALE

i Bike: Trek 850 19 m
$225 256-3557

I Bike Schwinn Sprint, red.

mint condition' 21 in 6 5302
$100/B0

95 Specialized !

Full suspension New rear tire

pedals and tune up Excellent

condition $650 or B/0 Call

Sean 546-7050

amammmMtftear

en who live i

'want

ed for 3 children who live m the

suburbs of Boston Live m or out

Call 549-1966

R Available June

se to campus
$5fi0/month 549-4575

: Can Cash paid

eveiydey 1-800-649-4795

COMPUTERS

Macintosh Performs with 15'

monitor & Color lnk|et Printer'

75MHZ. 16MB RAM 1 1 Gig HO.

4X CD ROM $800 or B/0 Paul

60170

HAVE AN AMAZING SUM
MER! Prestigious coed camp m
Massachusetts seeks caring

motivated college students who
love kids' GENERAL & SPECIAL

TY COUNSELORS needed Joma
dedicated. tun team
Competitive salaries Camp
Taconc 1-800-762 2820

3 bedroom eat Summer sublet

with a Fail option On busline

Spacious living room Call 549-

Take over oar leeee in June 3

bedroom. Puffton. renovated.

dkshwasner, A/C. heat included

great condition, low rent, near

bus. partieHv furnished including

Hibachi Call 549-8745

City Communications
Pentinm 233MMX 32MB
RAM 2 1 Gig. 24X CD ROM
33 6K. Ti Modem. Video & Audio

Cards with Speakers Plus. 14

inch flat screen digital monitor

Windows 95. keyboard. PS2
mouse $1150 546-6826

Macintosh Color Stylowrtter

1500 Printer. Keyboard. Mouse.

External CD Drive. SCSI
Equipment is in excellent condi-

tion All for $300 or B/0 549-

5514

Job Opportunities

Green Mountain Camp is a small

residential summer camp for

Girls located m Dummerston
Vermont We are looking for

counselors, cooks, and a Water

Safety Instructor Applicants

must be energetic and love

working with children Send
resumes Green Mountain Camp
RD1.Box237. Brattleboro. VT

05301 or

j

Mayflower Gardons
Landscaping Needed people

with an eye on a future in the

green industry Bourne. MA
(508)563 4575 Transportation

needed

Fall 19M liilimik ipi with the

Student legal Services Office,

get hands-on experience m the

legal field— work directly with

attorneys and clients Earn up to

15 undergraduate credits No
experience m the legal profes

sion necessary— training pro

vided Application deadline is

April 17. 1998 Contact The

Student legal Services Office

today 545-1995. 922 Campus
Center

Cruise Ship & Land Tour
Joes- Excellent benefits World

Travel Ask us how' 517-324-

3090 ext C5O013

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOY
MENT- f-shmg industry

Excellent earnings and benefits

potential All maior employers

Ask us how! 517-324-3115 ext

A50011

Eern extra cash mailing our

circulars from home in your

spare time No experience nee

essary Free information 1-888-

892 2781

ENTERTAINMENT

For Sale Computer desk

book shelf Free couch Franci

253 7605

Seey Playstation with 8

games $275 Call Jason at 546

0475

Small DP Heme Gym $60 or

B/0 Call 665-3491

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Happy Birthday Diane

Love. Lauren

Folic idodos oa tu

cumpleanos numero 2111!

HOUSE FOR RENT

Amherst- S bedroom
$1495/month Available June

1st 548-8166

TRUCTION

Umv#fiitv BeiflsndiM Costm
50% Student Discount National

Certification Available Spring

Sessions This Semester Space

Is limited 1-WB-U-CAN-MU

LOST * FOUND

Found Sot of keys

near Betehertowii 5 3751 Dave

ROOM FOR RENT

Graduate Students

for the Summer with Fall option

Close to campus Cristma 549

0605

Summer Sublet 1 room in 2

bedroom apt Female, non-smok

er only 665-2420 days

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 bedroom in a 2 bedroom apt

Available Now' Through

Summer Call 549-3878

Room available >n a five bed-

room house $300 per month all

inclusive On bus route Call

Kate or Oonna 549-0774

Cloee. fun. leid-beck girl

wanted to share a 2 bedroom
apartment 1 minute from town

Apartment is renovated & fully

furnished On-site laundry, work-

out room 2nd floor in house
548-7078

Clean, elder er mnture
femele who likes quiet To

share two bedroom apartment

wasnei and dryer, furnished liv-

ing room area Summer/Fall

Please contact Ti

SERVICES

it The Studem

Legal Services Office offers tret

legal assistance to fee paymi,

students Contact us at 92,

'

:

Have a lovely selectiea
•

bunnies Many colors and type.

as well as a selection of cages

and hutches We can also heip

with any bunnies you can no

longer care for Call Ellen 367

0105 after 900 am

SUMMER SUBLET

2 BEDROOM BRANDYWINE
AVAILABLE JUNE 1 AIR CONDI

TI0NED

FULL BATH AND KITCHEN

HEAT AND HOT WATER
INCLUDED

ON TWO BUS ROUTES

$785 PER MONTH
CALL 549-5586

3 bedroom Puffton Apt with 2

baths New unit June 1 Aug 31

Inegl Call 549-5221

Summer Sablel with Fall

option 3 bedroom with A/C

Available 6/1 Call 253-1736

Large 2 bedroom apartment

Walking distance to campus and

uptown Available June 1 Call

54*5913

275 Puffton lor Summer lease

3 bedroom. 7 bath Semi-fur

-

mshed Call 549 8769 We will

hook you up

S bedroom beeae on bus route

Available June l Sept 1 Only

$125Q/month Call 584 2422

Available 5/25 Oowntown
Amherst, Mam Street Cheap

rent Call 253-2979

2 bedroom oat m Brandywme

Available May 26 July 31 with

option to rent through Aug 31 or

for next Fan Heat/hot water

included On 2 bus routes Call

54*5079

Spacious 2 bedroom
Brandywme Apts Central A/C.

waier included on bus route,

top floor with deck, option to

lease, furniture included Call

54*4740

TICKETS

TO SUBLET

Puffton Village Apt.

$740/month Heat/hot water

included 2 bedrooms and 2

bathroc J Jura 1Au9
31 with option to renew Call

549-0702

North Amherst One bedroom

with deck Quiet $670 all includ-

ed Available 5/9 549-9164

Looking to sublet one room tor

Fall only in a clean, laidback

place Call Alex O 256 1521

Brandywino §/1 1731 with

option to take over lease 2 bed-

room, heat and hot water includ-

ed on bus route, aw condition

ing Contact 54*1988

I
n y> e> i TillfJ N

t

must see Available 6/1 Call

548 6961

Pair of

i ost on

glasses with park

Friday 54*5782

I and pre

I by Ph D m English Any

"subject 665-3718

Pregnant? Need belpT Call

Birthright of Amherst area for

free testing and assistance 54*
1906

STEREO & CD EQUIP

Klipsch 2way Carpeted OJ
Speaker 550 Watts RMS 18"

Woofer. 15* passive fused high

and lows $350/each Jimmy 9
253«15

SUMMER SUBLET
Lest: Manatoo Bracelet"
Gone since week after Spring

Break Can't get another Miss it

badly If found, call 665-7921

Mass License either in

Brandywme parking lot or in

town on North Pleasant St

Please be honest and return call

54*4086

RESUMES

Expross Resumes

Includes Printouts

54*7558 Ruby

1

Easily accomodates 2

$565/month exclusive Available

after finals 54*5037

Puffton Village 3 bedroom. 2

bath Renovated Right near bus

stop $1040/month 54*6069

looking for 1-4 people for 2

bedroom summer sublet m
Brandywine Call 54*0951

• Palace New
Haven 4 tix Row M orch"

$100 its sold out Call In 865-

)b69

TO SUBLET

2 bedroom apt

Available 6/1 to 8/31 Fits 4

Great for summer Call 54*3878

Looking to UN 1 bedroom m 2

bedroom apt tor Summer $250.

with option for both bedrooms in

Fall Bus stop on our corner

Clean and comfortable 259-

2940

2 bedroom apefXnent'
UPTOWN- Great location Joxf)

to January Furnished, heat and

hot water included Call Shen •
253-8815

1 bedreem el Cliffsido

6/1/98-1/10/99 $540/month
Utilities included Well fur

nished On bus route Call 665-

5019

Call labb . jei j /•

for your party 549 4545

Buy Me

!

Contact The Classifieds

Department 545-3500.

1 1/1-1/31 with the

option over the lease Spacious

2 bedroom with cheap rent Heat

and hot water included On bus

route Air conditioning Contact

548 3915

TRAVEL

aV CHEAP"
09% NT* OffM naejnj

Be a little flexible and save I

$$$
An Courier Imefnatwnal

(800847 €311

WANTED

Free body composition

assessments Physicai'y active

females only 546 5091

3* bedrooms on busline a

Amherst for 4 6 seniors Good
references Call James 54*
5432/Oan 256-1984

Do you

where

your going

to live this

summer.7

Looking for

;t place for

next year?

Cheek out

Collegian

Classifieds!

Five Co
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tiiamiim — The I 'Mass Theatre Guild will

be hutdtnc dance auditions for it* spring: pro-

duction of Anjeis in America at 7 TO in the
Campus Center, room IfcTc For more mforma
lion call An at S46-7449 or the L Mass Theatre
Guild al S4V-04IS

'<n<i There will be a conference
entitled 'The fight for Abortion Rights and
Reproductive Freedom Conference" from 2 TO
cm to 7 5o cm in Franklin Patterson Flail at

Hampshire College The conference starts
tonight with speakers and workshops commem-
orating (he 2iih anniversary of Roe vs. Wad*,
and the SOth anniversary of the Declaration of
Human Rights.

- rence — A conference entitled "The
iReiTurns of Marxism" will start tonight from
7 p m to 1 p m in Heeler Hall. Room 227 The
conference will highlight innovative directions

in economic and socialanalysis and philosophy
Debate — There will be an academic debate

between Dr Peter Atkins and Or William
Craig on the question of whether there i« evi-

dence for or against the existence of god The

debate will take place in the Leach Flail base-

ment lounge at IWpm and is sponsored by

the Campus C rusade for Chnst
.Seminar — There will be a Life Impact

Seminar on time and financial management
from 4pm io S TO p m in room 801 in the

Campus Center The seminar is presented by

the Campus Crusade for Chnst
Service — There will be a Shabbat Service

al 6 p.m in the Hillel House The service will

discuss Israeli-Arab relations and include spe-

cial guests Shmuel Bolozkv. an J Mohammed
livad

SATURDAY. APRIL 4

Comedy — MISSION IMPROVable will be
performing their comedy improv show at 8

p m in the campus center, room 1 65 The show
is free and everyone is welcome to attend

( (inference — "The Fight For AF
Right* and Reproductive Freedom Conference"
will continue tonight from 1 am until 6:JO
p m al Hampshire College in Franklin
Patterson Hall

International hair — The annual LAtass
international Fair will be held from noon until

8pm Groups of international students will

have food and crafts from their home coun
tries, as well as open dance, and live entertain-

ment The event will be held in the Campus
Center Concourse and the Blue Wall Coffee
Shop

SUNDAY, APRIL 5

Celebration — The Hindu Students
Association will celebrate Ramnavmi from 6

p m to 8 pm in room 101 in the Campus
Center Refreshments will be served Call lai at

54b-2608 for more information

Cpmaaty — UMass will host the second
annual New England College Improv lam in the

student union Ballroom from I p.m. until 8

p m Thirteen plus comedy improvisational
troupes from around New Fngland including

hose from Harvard. Yale. Tuns and MIT, will

be performing The I Ma" troupe. MISSION
IMPROVable. will also perform

rrence — The "Fight For Abortion
Rights and Reproductive Freedom Conference"
will conclude today from 1am until noon al

Hampshire College in Franklin Patterson Hall

Ifu.vic - Mount Holyoke College will hold a

concert entitled Mount Holvoke Pirogue at 4

p m in Warbeke Room in Pratt Hall There will

be music by Rameau. Clerambaull. Schobert,

and Mondonville

NOTICES
( t>mmencement housing — A limned num-

ber of residence hall rooms will be available for

the relatives and friends of graduating UMass
students for the night of Saturday. Mav 2">

Commencement housing applications are avail

able al the University Conference Services

Office. Campus Center, room 918 To guaran
tee a reservation, completed forms must he

returned by May 8.

C/>mmumrv — Come join all the fun bv sign

ing up to show an animal for the 65rd Annual
Livestock Classic The Classic will be held on
Friday evening. April 24 and Saturday Apnl 25

Contact Brian or Howard al 256-6022 to sign

up or for more information

Domestic Exchange — There are only 45

spaces left for the I <J<»8- 1 999 domestic
exchange. Over 100 schools are still available

Come to the domestic exchange office

Machmcr Hall or call 545-5551 for more infor

matton
l.mplt>\mrn: UMaM I ah .V hool has

openings in the Reggio inspired pre-schod pro-

gram for fall semester For more information

call lenmfer Ryan at 545-5 H9
hmplosment— The LMass CRC is hiring

idv office staff and web publishers

Applications are available in the CRC office,

522 Student Union or leave a voice mail at

545 1122
financial Aid — Friday. April 5. the last day

to lubmil financial aid appeals for the
1997-1998 school year

\iiminatmns — The Student Government
Association applications for Executive Cabinet

for the upcoming fall semester will be available

at of Apnl I in room 420 in the Student I atoa

The deadline for the applications is Apnl 7 at

12 50pm
Openings — The UMass I ah tihool has

openings for preschool children for the fall

semester in a Reggio inspired program Call

545-5199 for more details

\iilunteerism — The Amherst Salvation

Army needs volunteers any day and any time

Call 255-4747 for more information

Volunteerism — The Crisis Center, a

fVh are pubsV service announcements ponied
daily To submit an FYI please send a press
release containing all pertinent information,
inducing, the name and phone number of trie

contact person to the Collegian, c'o the
Managing Editor by noon the previous day

Massachusetts Suicide Prevention Hotline h
currently seeking volunteer and mu
more information, contact Gina Grampetro at

19781849-5600 ext 201
\ Ulunteerism — The Women of Color

Program at the F.vervwoman'c Center al

needs volun"rrs for their annual Womea'i
Institute All women are encouraged Io attend
The volunteers are needed for the weekend af
Apnl 24 - April 26 For more information con-
lad Wrtlidahat 545- ilMfi

\oiini — Absentee ballots F« ihr April 7

Annual Town Flection are now available in
the Town Clerk « Office Monday, through
Friday from 8 am Io 4 50 p m The deadline
IO apply for an absentee ballot is n.

Monday. April t The elections w ,|| he from
noon until 8 p m at various polling locations

intUYin,
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a CBS/3 Hartford

4 CBS/4 Boston

U
H a ABC/5 Boston
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e»3 7 HSCN Movie Ch.

I a UPN/20 Hartford
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u
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a Weather Channel
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ii Fox/61 Hartford

ia PBS/24 Hartford

X ia WOCH & HSCN

14 International

« UMass Academic TV

17 HSCN Programming

18 TV-19

ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

CNN

84 CNN SI

88 Headline News

88 UCTV

87 TBS

88 BET

88 TV Land

3D Univision

31 Comedy Central

38 Cartoon

Much Music
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WEOH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
wvrr
WTFC
WWLP
WQBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
A»E
CNN
COM
DISC
ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK

SCIFI

TLC
TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW
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Wiihbon* S

Newi 8

Tf

Full Houm X

Mad Abo. You

SimpaonaX

Newt «

Creatures

Mad Abo. You

Butinttx Rpt.

CBS New*

CBS News

ABC News

Boy/World

NBC Newt

Mad Abo You

NBC Newt

Mad Abo. You

NBC News

Butinaxt RpT

ABC Newt

I Abo. You

Family Mattert |Ftmiiy Matter?

Nortnam Expotura "Our Tribe

World view
"

Tim Allan |Maka-Lauori

«*"W
Up Close

Supermarket

Sporttcanter

Newthour With Jim Lehrer '»

Intide Edition

Extra a

Intide Edition

Freth Prince

Wheel-Fortune

Judge Judy X
Enl. Tonight

Seinfeld X
Wheef-Forturvj

Detalco

Ent. Tonight

C - Campus

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 I 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30
Wean Week

Kidt-Damdett

Kidt-Oarndetl Candid C

Wall SI Week

Candid C

Salute Io Symphony

Freth Prince

Jeopardy! I
Judge Judy I
Hard Copy T
FraakwX

Jeopardy! I
Newthour With Jim Lehrer X
Seinfeld «

Seinfeld «

Andy Griffith

FraaitrTT

Fratier €.

Titanic: Secret! Revealed

Connecticut Journal

Untotved Myatartaa X
Untolvad Myiteriet I
Sabrina-Witch Haalthbeat

Playert "Conundrum" X IDattjina (In Slereo) X
t* "Odd JtoP5"(l9B6, Comedy) PaulBaitar, Robert Towraend

Playert "Conundrum" X
Beyond Belief: Fart or Fiction

Playert "Conundrum" X
Wath Week

Sabrina-Wrtch [Boy-World

Wall St Weak

(In Slereo) X
Millennium "In Arcadia Ego" X
Dateline (In Slereo) I
State Wert In ITWtWeek

Sabrina-WHch Boy-World

McUughli
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Religion

Utah Bridget "Cuda Guce" X
Nova (In Sleieo

Newt X
Naeh Bridget "Cuda Grace" X
2O720X

Homicide: Lile on the Street •

Star Trek: Next Oner

Grace Under

Homicide: Life on the Street X
News

Homicide: Life on the Street I
Monty Python

|Monty Python

20/20 X
NBA Batkttball Boston Celtics al Detroit Piston*, (Live)

Law t Order "Secuntate" I
Major League Baseball Philadelphia Phillies al Atlanta Braves (Live)X

Moneyllne I Crottfirt X
Police Squadl

|
Police Squad

Gimme Shatter (R)

Debt

MTV Live (In Stereo)

Figure It Out |Tiny Toon

Quantum Leep (In Slereo) X
Renovation [Renovation

Loft a ClarkSupermwi_

Beywatch (In Slereo) X
** "Den God"

| Figure Skating'

Biography Dr Ruth

Work) Today X
«« ithotl tJrrw'(1990, Comedy) Dabtvay Coleman, Malt Frewei

Titanic: The Legend Uvea On (Ft)

Newt X

Late Show X
Late ShowX
Niohtline If

Newt ITonight Show'

Vibe (R)

Med Abo You

Tonight Show

Newt X
Deep Space »

Tonight Show
Charlie Rota (In Slereo) X
Newt X Nighlline X
M-A-S-H JC Real TV X

** 7h«Got^c^)(r(1W)E0AlielvujrpmJ

Larry King Uve X

Wild Diacovery: Wsd Pop |Newt [Storm

World Today X
Police Squadl | Police SquadT

Raging Planet: "Hurricane" (R)

Intimate Portrait Reki Lake"

True LHe (R)

DougX
a.

Night Stalker X
RugrtttX

Home Again {Home Again

(4:30) "SfrlasrV

(4:45) "Hxjtfen'

Babylon 5 "Grey 1 7 Is Missing"

Highlander: The Series X
1996, Comedy) Greg Kwnear. (in Slereo) 'PQ'IE

"Space Jam "(1996) Michael Jordan. 'PG' X
*W "The Pesf* (1997) JohnLeougamo.'PQ-iy"

Work) Championships Bateball

Unsotvod Myttertet (In Slereo)

Mutic Videos (In Slereo)

tCablemllR) (Bewitched

American Gothic "Ring ol Fire"

Real America: a Hourt_

t* "Through Naked Eyes" ( 1 963, Suspense) David Soul

Yo! (In Slereo)

Wonder Years Wonder Yeart

Top Ten Videos of the Week

**V>
• ,

7heDarxhVr(l993,Horrw)TirnothyHutlon, AmyMadigai

Happjr

or) Turn

Days 1 1 Love Lucy X

Law I Order "Progeny"

J

Sports lllus. IMonevlineX

"Tnaffefi/rnofrriePiins- Panther"

Justice Filet "Against Her Will"

Sporttcentw tr

New Attitudes [Golden Girls

Loyeline (In Slereo)

M.T. Moore

Royal Secrets jRcyal Secrets |Treuma: LHe

NBA Basketball Los Angeles Lakers al Cleveland Cavaliers (In Slereo Live) X
Trauma. Life

Inide-NBA

ttt'-i "7>w Aae of IWiocence") 1993, Drama) Daniel Day-Lewis, Michelle Plesler. (In Slereo) X
^^^^TT^T^Tf^S^T^nrTA^tkl^lrtvTJ^Dm^ a.14. "Unelita UV<Oi»«" / I OMl
«« "Fools flush fn"|l997, Comedy) Matthew Perry. 'PG-13' X
« "Fathers

1

Dey"!iW7. Comedy) Robin Williams. 'P0- 1
3' X

Boxing: Felix Tnnidad vs. Mahenge Zulu (Live)

Taxi I!

Night Stalker

Reel America: 48 Hours (R)

x'TWiicft Way Is up?"(19»)
>i

««* "Hoslile Waters" (1997) Rutger Hauer. 'PG
eH "Thinner (1996) Ftobert John Burke R

1 x

'Suspect" (1987)

Stargate SG-1 | Outer Limilt "Vaccir

Dennit Miller

Booty Car ty
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Robotman By Jim Meddick
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Pox Trot By Bill Amend Dilbert By Scott Adams
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Horoscopes
ARIES (March 2 1 -April 19) —

You mav find someone quite daz-

zling today — personally or profes-

sionally — but you mustn't let

yourself be blinded to the truth'

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
In your efforts to be cooperative

and flexible, vou actually ma> put

yourself in a fairly threatening situ

ation later in the dav Use care.

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20) —
You may feel disadvantaged today,

but with a little extra effort you

can make even negative develop-

ments work to you favor.

CANCER (|une 2l-|u.y 22) —
You are looking forward to renew-

ing your partnership with someone
who worked well with you in the

past. There may be one obstacle to

overcome yet.

LEO (|uly 23-Aug. 22) — Take

care you aren't so quick to spot

flaws in another's plans that you

are unable to be supportive of

those things that can work well.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) —
You may have no choice but to do
exactly as you are told during the

first part of the day. Independence

mav become an issue later

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) —
You can do much to help a friend

or loved one from falling into a

rut. Be open and honest, but

always supportive. Suggest a cre-

ative outlet

SCORPIO (Oct. 2J-Nov. 21 )
—

You won't have so much to worry

about today that you are unable to

forge ahead with renewed enthusi-

asm. Potential is on the rise.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec

21) — Someone close to you ma>
be engaging in a certain bchciwor

today simply to get a reaction out of

\ou Take care vou don't overdo it!

CAPRICORN (Dec. TI j— 19)
— > ciu will discover that you and a

rival have a great deal in common
Surprisingly, this is unl> likely lo

increase vour desire to get ahead
AQUARIUS (|an 20.-Feb IS)

— You will have much to discuss

with famil> members later in the

day. As the day dawns, however,

you ma\ have more questions than

answer-

PISCES (Feb I9-March 20) —
You may want to take more time

to get to know someone today,

always remembering that a career

boost may be the ultimate result.

Close to Homo By John McPherson

I" the l>ay

" It's gonna rain

on yo' head "
-The Color Purple

Today's D.C. Menu
ntH»m.Cm* ***•%*%• eW axeaxio feaaVw

Franklin

LUNCH
Hauqht Turkey Sandwich

Grilled Sneeze

Ptiish Munchies
Ungrilled Cheese Wheeh (gorgonzola)

DINNER
Country Line Dancing Style Ribs

Hippie Style Baked Ziti

Big, Charbroiled Breast (of chicken)

Napkins yum

'Good news! We got rid of that rattier

ACROSS
1 Sumptuous
5 Synagogue

scroll

1 Heavy book
1 4 Singer Guthrie

15 Alpine heroine
1 6 Singer Burl —
1 7 Conceited
18 Type of renewal
19 Profound
20 Certain nut

22 Delicate

24 Defeat
28 Tempt
27 Happen again

30 Uproar
32 Wash away
38 Presidents —

Office

37 Asian headdress
39 Alphabet letters

40 Reassuring
object

43 Penod
44 Aviator Larhart

45 Rrver to the

Seine
46 Inventory

48 Gaze at

49 Loamy soil

50 Flock
52 Bndge
54 Fleet

57 Urge
61 Actress

Fontaine

62 — of the action

86 "Typee" sequel
67 Female relative

68 Surmise
69 Module
70 Female

sandpipers
71 Goes steady
72 Provoke

DOWN

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

Molten rock
Russian nver
Slender
Oahu port

Heavy sounds
Above, to Keats
Type of roast

Palindromic

name
9 Indian native

10 More like Felix

Unger
1

1

Baker's need
1

2

Be introduced
to

13 Glimpse
21 Neither here —

there

23 Sports complex
25 Fried lightly

26 Theater areas
27 Fragrant

flowers

28 Turn inside out

29 Chocolate tree

31 Emotionlessly

f- A S 1 1 A S A

1
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© IBM United Feature Syndicate

33 Actor Jack —
34 Designer item
35 — Park,

Colorado
37 "A Chnstmas

Carol" boy
38 Pie — mode
41 Gathered

(leaves)

42 Lunchtime, tor

many
47 Says over and

over
49 Lenient

51 Speedy
53 Equals
54 Not quite

closed

55 Libertine

56 Lion s pride

58 Science
magazine

59 Make turbulent

60 Carry
63 Once — blue

moon
64 Salamander
65 Average grade

Worcester
LUNCH

How about some: Fish Munchies

or a: Mequite Chick'in Sandwich

or, try some Tri-Bean Casserole

Bow Ties w/Tomato or Basil-Pesto Sauce

DINNER
Beefy Beef Strips w/ Snow P's (s Shrooms

Shrimpy Fried Shrimp Dinner

Stir Fried Vegies and Toe-fu

pasta: Robert (Egg)plant Parmesan

Hampshire
LUNCH

Roll w/ Cowburger/Cow Cheeseburger

Sandwich of Chicken Cutlet

Cheesey Cheese Sandwich
Fishy Munchies

DINNER
Beef Strips w/ Sno P's £t Mushies

Lemon Pepper Cod
Beef Chips with nothing

Orange Salt Cod Chips

Berkshire
LUNCH

Beefy Strips w/ S'no P's n' Sh'rooms

Half Baked Ziti

Stir Fried Vegetable Matter

endless pastabilities

DINNER
Fishing

Buffalo Bill Chicken/Honey Wheat Wrap
Serendipitously Stir Fried Vegies and Toe-fu

meager pastabilities
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Men's gym to host regional Lax faces date with Devil(s)

ByJomieJoa
ColUgwn Staff

The Massachusetts men's gymnas-

ia- team will be getting ready to host

part of the big show tomorrow, as

this prepare to compete in the I ^K
M. \\ East Regional Championship

The event will kick off at 7 p.m. in

the Curry Hicks Cage.

I Mass managed to qualify eight

individual gymnast;, to take part

tomorrow luniors Phil Lieberman,

Mike Plourde. Stephen Pryor; sopho-

more left LaValle. freshmen Clayton

Kent -\nd> Leis and Bryan McSulty

will all be facing many of the top gym-

nasts in the BOOM] LaValle finished

seventh all-around at last year's East

Regional, as he qualified for the I**

7

Hi \ \ National, earning Academic

All-America honors after being

named LTC.L Rookie of the Year

The Minutcmen will strive to rep-

resent the Atlantic 10 well as they

face a large Big Ten contingent, the

only represented in the team compe-

tition The University of Iowa will get

top billing as they earned the top

seed based on its 230.175 regional

qualifying average. Following closely

behind will be Ohio State. Penn
State, Michigan State, Michigan and

Illinois.

The Hawkeyes come in as the Big

Ten champions after four straight

second place finishes in the confer-

ence championship The Buckeyes of

Ohio State should also be in the mix

ol things, as they came in as the two

seed and the two-time defending

East Regional champion

I Mass is coming off its second

place finish at the ECAC
Championships where three

Minutemen meddled in their indmd
ual events. In West Point. N.Y..

LaValle gave the team a boost

towards that finish by competing in

four events and placing third in the

all-around event and the parallel

bars. He will face top-ranked Mike

Dutka of Penn State and Travis

Romagnoli of Illinois in the

all-around program.

Only Temple outpaced UMass as

Lieberman and Surgent contributed

with key performances Lieberman

managed to take a second on the

vault and a third on the floor exercise

while Surgent grabbed a silver on the

pommel horse.

Also competing were Pryor. Iron

man II Hershey. as well as seniors

Michael Sangirardi and Dan Young

As Young and Sangirardi near the

end of their collegiate gymnastic

careers at the uni\crsit\. thc\ will tr\

to finish them off nicely after impart

ing the wisdom they have gained

through experience onto the under

classmen

Sangirardi turned made important

contributions throughout the year for

the Minutemen. competing on the

high bar and vault Young also made

his presence felt after sitting out last

season injured.

By Casey Kone
Collegian Staff

On the College Lacrosse USA web
page, former |ohns Hopkins goal-

tender Ouint Kessenich writes a

weekly column This week, among
the other items Kessenich penned,
the popular piece includes an item

-untitled "Duke is So Fluke."

Tomorrow at 12:10 p.m. at

Richard F Garber Field, the mem-
bers of the Massachusetts men's
lacrosse team will find out for them
selves if Kessenich's claim hold- true.

But the No 8 Minutcmen (6-0)

will be prepared for the No. 5 Blue

Devils who despite losing a number
ol talented players from their final

four roster, still remain among the

country's elite.

"A lot of their success and final

four was due to their seniors last

year, their leadership, but the> did

have a lot young players that really

contributed tor them." said UMass
coach Greg Cannella. who is not sur-

prised h\ Duke's national ranking,

nor its 7-1 record.

The Blue Devils, who claimed a

win in last year's 8-7 double over-

time contest in Durham, N.C.. will

bring a significantly different roster

to Amherst than what the

Minutemen faced last season Gone

are midfielder Jim Gonnella and

defensemen Tyler Hardy and Dave

Stilley. And gone is standout goalie

Joe Kirmser

Duke will, however, have some of

the program's mainstays on the field

Senior |ohn Fay. who has 21 goals

and 14 assists, and sophomore larod

Frood. who has 22 tallies and 14

feeds lead the Blue Devil charge. The

two represent one of the strongest

parts of Duke's attack, but the

Minutemen are not focusing on any

one person.

"We have to play great team
defense." Cannella said "If you facM
on one person and one person alone

the other people are going to burn

kiu It has to be an overall great

cllort ol the six guys we have on the

field. plus Igoalie) John

[Kasselakisl*

In Kirmscr's place will be senior

Craig Seyffcr. who has recorded 75

saves and allowed 44 goals in Duke's

eight games He has posted a save

percentage of 6)0 and a goals

against average of 7.44.

"He's a guy who's been around."

Cannella said. "I think he's got some

experience in his past. And they ve

won seven straight playing with him

in the goal. They have good defense

in front of him And as a senior. I

think he's probably saying I've got

my chance. I'm going to take it and

run We re going to have to shoot

well against him

Whether or not Nick Hartofilis will

be game-ready is still up in the air

The sophomore midfielder, who has

six goals and an assist on the year,

broke his index finger a few weeks

ago and was scheduled to miss two

or three weeks of action. Cannella

however, is not planning on

Hartofilis' absence

"We re preparing for him." he said

"We're going to prepare for him to

play on regular six-on-atx situations

and on extra man. because he's one

of their guns on extra man. But we re

going to be prepared for him whether

he plays or not."

I he Blue Devils will have to be

prepared for a Minuteman team that

has jumped out the best start since

1487 Undefeated after six games.

UMass hat three main Mikes to

thank on the offensive end —
DeiPervio, Janowicz and McKeefrey.

who have recorded 55 points, as well

as a key supporting cast, and a cone

«uc defensive unit at the other end.

College Lactone USA'* web page

can be found at

www centennial! fandmedu/cluu

UMass faces St. Joseph's at home
in baseball doubleheader tomorrow
By Kathleen RoMs

>Stoff

c i«f < BOOB

The Massachusetts men's gymnastics team will host the NCAA East Regional* tomorrow at Curry Hicks

Cage. The meet will start at 7 p m

tomorrow's doubleheader against Atlantic 10 s St.

Joseph's marks the reopening of the Massachusetts men's

baseball team's home schedule at the Earl F lord Field

They will conclude the three-game series on Sunday at 12

p.m. Then original home opener on Wednesday against

Siena was postponed in the bottom of the third inning due

to rainy conditions.

I Maes (10 0) was leading the Saints 1-0 as Pete

Gautreau scored on Matt Wotcott't fielder's choice in the

bottom of the second Sick Skirkanich made the brief

appearance on the mound for the Minutstnen, giving up

two hit* in three innings.

I Mass' offense has been a spectacle as of late, with

junior Doug Clark leading the teem with five home run*

He is lollowed closelv b> Gautreau with four homers

including a grand slam. Senior Muchie Degliere leads the

team with a 492 batting average and an impressive 25

RBI count Sophomore Steve Asadoorian trails closelv at a

ip Centerficlder Clark is hitting 421 and is second

in the learn in RBI with 23

V\ rule the offense has continued to be the strong point.

the pitching is making steady progress. Junior Bill Cooke

has captured three wins to one loss with a 2 70 earned

run average He has two canapes** games under his belt as

well I Jcka. Ryan Cameron and Jeff Pulcn all

stand at 2-0 Yeracka is second on the team with g 3.15

I K\
The Hawks have been see sawing through their season

with a clutter ot wins and losses in their record column

While tapering along the 500 meridian, they have strug

gled in most d their contests, clinching victories by small

margins over Virginia Commonwealth. Drexel. Akron and

La Salle

St. Joseph's offense is led by sensor Mike Sposato. who
leads the team in hitting, followed by freshman irtficider

kewn kirkhv and |unior lamie Clancy, lack Marvellus.

C hn- Heck and Mike Gondas have been shouldering a

majority of the pitching duties.

When the two teams met last year, the Minutemen want

undefeated ( 3-0) including a convincing 1 9- 1 victory.

Minutcmen Notes: Muchie Dagliere has hit safely in 1

1

straight games.. There are currently no plans to resched-

ule Wednesday's matchup with Siena Yesterday's game

at Hartford was also cancelled due to poor weather condi

Young UConn team to host women's lax
ay jetn

Coeegton Statt

There is a newcomer to the NCAA
family of women's lacrosse teams.

Beginning recently, the University of

Connecticut is fielding a brand new
squad to take part in the age old

sport, and who better to welcome the

Huskies to the tradition than the

Massachusetts Minutewomen. their

collegiate regional rivals.

I Ma— !re-h ofl ol a hard K.ught

double overtime victory against Brown
in the miserable weather of Wednesday
afternoon, will attempt to handily

defeat the young UConn team As the

Minutewomen are looking as tough as

they have in \ears behind an impressive

3-2 record in a difficult season opening

stretch. Connecticut will continue to try

and get their feet planted as an inexpe-

rienced group looking up from the bot-

tom of the totem pole

Working to the Huskies' advantage

is the tutelage of their coach. Bonnie

Ro*cn

"UConn will be technically and
strategically sound." Massachusetts

coach Francesca McClellan said.

"They have a strong player as their

coach, and she's a defender by trade,

so they'll be sound. They won't have

a lot of speed, though, because
they're a new program."

Playing against a newer team could

be seen as a much needed break in

the action for UMass after a MM" tul

two weeks. Over the past week and a

half, the Minutewomen went 1-2

against Yale. Temple and Brown:
three schools that were in the double

digit- in the victory column a year

ago. One team. Temple, advanced all

the way to the NCAA Final Four in

1997. Coming up on the docket after

Connecticut i* Dartmouth, a team

that boasted a 10-4 record last sea-

son and is returning a respectable 9

starters.

Still. McClellan and her team
refuse to overlook the Hu •

"We re onlv. as of today, ready for

UConn." McClellan said "l I

will try to trap us in the defensive

end a little bit. so we're preparing for

that. We will be expecting a zone

against them, so we'll review how to

attack that as well."

leading the charge offensively for

the Minutewomen will be junior

attack Laura Korutz who. with 17

points scored this season, is looking

to lead the team in that category for

her third consecutive year. She will

be playing alongside sophomore mid-

fielder Stephanie Pavlick. whose
game winner against Brown finished

off a hat trick and continued a per

sonal hot streak Tri-captains |en

Bowen and Melissa Anderson play

the roles of field generals, setting the

pace for the team.

On defense for Massachusetts,

senior tri captain Amy Leder runs

the show, as her fiery drive and emo-

tions inspire the squad. Sophomore
lessica Passanese and freshman
Denise Brey played crucial roles in

thwarting the Brown attack two days

ago as well. One of the talented

freshman duo of Tara Durkin and Jen

Nardi will represent UMass in goal.

Durkin made 15 saves in her start

against the Bears.

The Minutewomen need to remem-

ber though, to not overlook the

Huskies

"Most importantly, we're not get-

ting cocky." McClellan said. "We're

taking in one game at a time, and

looking to improve each time."

Softball looks to make
up game against Hartford
By Jackie Leroux

Collegian Staff

IOIIMA KAN'.AMf.

The Massachusetts softball team will face two conference opponents

this weekend, and try to make up yesterday's rain-out on Monday.

Mother Nature ruined yet another

game yesterday. The Massachusetts

women's softball team was sched-

uled to play the University of

Hartford at 3 p.m.. but

Wednesday's rain left the Hawks'

home field ioo soaked too play. The

Minutewomen and the Hawks will

attempt to square off again on
Monday at 3 p.m.

In the meantime UMass will be

focusing on its slate of Atlantic 10

competition this weekend.
Tomorrow the Minutewomen will

take on a doubleheader with St.

Bonaventurc. Sunday's schedule

will feature a doubleheader with

Dayton. Both competitions are set

to kick off at 12 p.m.

The Minutewomen (14-10. 3-0)

are currently on a seven- game win-

ning streak. With the cancellation

of yesterday's game, they will have a

full week of practice under their

belts. Also working on UMass' side

will be the fact that they will be

playing at home this weekend for

the first time this season.

"It's always nice to be home, to

not have to be on a bus and travel-

ing." coach Elaine Sortino said.

"We always look forward to our
home opener, it's a very exciting

day."

Along with receiving some excel-

lent pitching from junior Danielle

Henderson and freshman Carrie
Jeffries, UMass has been very solid

at the plate lately. Last weekend.
UMass hit .341 as a team. Every
Minutewomen with more than one
at at-bat had a hit. including junior

transfer Nicole DeMauro, who had
her first career hit. Two
Minutewomen had six hits, and four

had five hits apiece. Every UMass
player that had at least three plate

appearances scored a run, including

junior Mandy Galas, who had
seven.

The St. Bonaventure Bonnies
have never beaten the UMass soft-

ball team. UMass holds a 19-0
all-time edge, including a sweep in

last season's double header.

Turn to SOFTBALL, page 9

IOHMA KANSANtN CtXUCMN

The UMass women's lacrosse team will face off against the UConn
Huskies in Storrs, Conn, tomorrow.

CWPA Tourney is next

for undefeated water polo
By Paul Teves

Collegian Staff

The No. 7 Massachusetts women's

water polo team made an important

stop before heading into this week-

end's CWPA (Collegiate Water Polo

Association) Tournament. UMass had

to go to Harvard on Wednesday night

in what was an important East coast

battle.

"We knew that Harvard would be

one of our toughest games on the

East coast, this is a team we must be

ready for," coach Dan McOsker said.

The Minutewomen made short

work of Harvard, defeating the

Crimson by a final of 10-1. UMass

came up with another strong effort

defensively, while just allowing the

offense to get into its own rhythm.

"We played very well again on

defense, and gave it a real solid effort

all around, but these games are

allowing us to work on certain

aspects of our game." assistant coach

Dan McAuliffe said.

The win over Harvard improved
the UMass record to 16-3 overall and
3-0 in CWPA play. The
Minutewomen disposed of Harvard
on the strength of five goals from
Katie Grogan and four from Marcie
Hupp. The Minutewomen also
received strong play from Maria
Velazquez, who helped create the

scoring opportunities with three
.i-sists.

Freshman Sarah Newell continued
her strong play on Wednesday night

when she netted another goal. Newell
has been playing extremely consis-

tently, finding a way to score in just

about every game. This consistency
has been present all season from
most of the players on the team.
"We need consistent play, and a

strong effort every game, and the
players know this because that is

The Massachusetts

"Rock

enduri

n roll's

beauty
Yo La Twkjo snowed
why they are perhaps

America's greatest root

'n roll band you've

never heard ot Friday

night at Amherst
Cutegr* Cheat out our

review (see Arts 6
uveig, page 7).

Here's

|etf Pulen threw
seven strikeouts in

seven innings ot

wort tor the UMass
baseball team,
which took three

games trom St. joe's

this weekend (see

Sports, page 10)

WORLD

knew of Nazi banking

NEW YOWC (AP) — A torthcom-

mg report concludes that

Switzerland's central bank knew it

was supporting the Nazi regime

through gold and trade dealings,

Newsweek said in its editions on
newsstands Monday
A source close * Swiss-appointed

historical commission tota the mag-

Mtat the report found that com-
mercial banks also were aware they

•were financing the war, but lest so

But lean Francois Bergier. the

head of the commission that wrote

the report, was quoted Sunday as

saying the study would not be
much help to Holocaust victims and
heirs trying to include the central

bank in their lawsuit against three

commencal banks

"They will, however, be a little

disappointed." he totd the Zurich

based weekly Sonntags/eitung 'It

might not be so bad (for

Switzerland) if they Me their com
plaint now, because our report will

then pull the rug trom under them
all the more

"

The plaintiffs have filed a mufti-

billion dollar suit against Credit

Suisse, Union Bank of Switzerland

and the Swiss Bank Corp , and »n
m teffc* to negotiate a global settle-

ment

NATION

>tudents not over

Ohio's early last call

ATHENS, Ohio (AP) — For the sec-

ond year in a row, a rowdy crowd con-

fronted police in this college town
Sunday as bars closed early for the

switchtodaytght savings time.

An estimated 2,000 people gath

ered outside downtown bars that cater

to Ohio University students before the

ban started closing at 2 a.m., half an

hour earlier than usual because of the

time change, authorities said.

Police dressed in hot gear fired rub-

ber and wooden proiectiles into the

crowd when people started throwing

bottles, chunks of pavement and coins

"The rubber didn't work and the

kids were actually enticing us to fire at

them," Athens County Sheriff Dave
Redecker said "We then moved on to

the wooden ones. I'm sure those knee

knockers took some toll
.

"

No civilians reported miuries, he
said

Police eventually dispersed the

crowd with batons
Five officers suffered minor injuries

and at least 30 people were arrested,

authorities said . More arrests were pos-

sible as police check photographs and

videotapes, Redecker said

One year earlier, the same time

change sent about 1,000 people into

the streets Forty-seven people were

arrested, J4 of them students.

"I think the students are trying to

start a new tradition," Redecker said.

"This incident was much more violent

than last year, which doesn't give us

much hope for next year.

"
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Amherst elections held tomorrow

runs for board
oy vkiotki uro»e»
Colegion Staff

AMHERST — (aeon Vecchio.

a University of Massachusetts

undergraduate, will be running

a sticker campaign for a seat in

the Amherst Select Board clcc

tion to be held tomorrow from

A closer look at

Amherst ballot
By Pawl Hayes
Collegian Staff

.i board candidate Jason

Vecdkio

1 2 to 8 p m
Student coordinator of

SCERA (Student Center lor

Educational Research and
Advocacy) and L Mass political

science and social thought and

political economy (STPECl
mat - hio has been
(undressing and campaigning for

over a month to encourage vot-

er* to visit the polls and vote

for him election day
V\ith the help of town resi-

dents and university connec-

tions. Vecchio was able to raise

over SI 000 in about three

AMHERST — Tomorrow, student

will once again be given the opportu-

nity to make their presence fell in

town politic!i with the chance to cast

their ballots in the town Select Board

vote

Five candidates: Universin of

Massachusetts student lason Vecchio.

Margot Parrot Dolly lolly, incumbent

Bryan Harvey, and Teri Hwci I ing

Greeney are vying for two open
spots.

The following are profiles and plat-

forms of these five candidates.

Turn to VfCCMO poge 7 Vl„cr

Vecchio

Why should a university student be

voted into the Select Board, anyway?

According lo L'niversitv

Massachusetts senior lason Vecchio.

it is precisely because he is a student

The other Select Board candidate*

don't identify the problem between

students and the town as a priontv in

their platform*." Vecchio said "They

don't have the appropriate back
ground or experience to act as bridge*

between the two communities.*

Vecchio said having a student on

the Board would be an excellent

opportunity to get other student*

involved in town issues, and to ensure

that students are fairly represented in

the town.

"There needs to be a voice on the

Select Board to act as a counter to the

comment* made by Hill Boss, which

eally appalling." Vecchio said

Boss had suggested placing kegs by

cm-campus poll* to improve student

turnout.

"I leel (Boss) wasn't representing

me," Vecchio said. "We need some-

one to represent those thai have been

here two year* or twentv vears."

Vecchio himself plans to take up

residence in Amherst after his gradua-

tion in May. whether he wins a seat

on the Select Board or not

In answer to questions about his

lack of political experience. Vecchio

said he has had an amazing record of

advocating issue*, and would be u-n

capable of serving a* a Select Board

member
hio and (Student Government

Association trustee] Brian Tirrell

were responsible for creating the

polling places on campus for

precincts 4A and I0A in South* ot

residential area Vecchio has also had

a strong relationship wiih State

Senators Stan Rosenberg and Ellen

Story for the past four year*.

As Student Center tor Fducation

Research and Advocacy tSCERA)
rdinator. Vecchio advocated the

publication of year end course and
teacher evaluation surveys, so stu-

dents could know reactions to partic-

ular course* and instructors prior to

pre-registration

"I have a really strong base of polit-

ical experience, stronger than that of

other students at the same point in

their careers.* Vecchio said

.hio is knowledgeable of

non-University related issues as well

He supports a parking garage which

will fulfill business need*, yet has a

minimal impact in the surrounding

community He also supports a pro-

tect to convert the Amherst Cinema

Tom to BAUOT poge 3

Students show support of

Tibetan
u
fast unto death"

By Jason Trenkle

Collegian Staff

Turn to WATER POLO, page 9
ON THE INTERNET

AMHERST — A Dawn-To-Dusk Fast was held yes-

terday on Amherst Commons in support and recogni-

tion of the Tibetan individuals who are suffering from

hunger and abuse in a Chinese occupied Tibet.

Six Tibetans between the ages of 25 and 70 have been

on a fast unto death in New Delhi. India, since March

10; thirty years after the Chinese repressed the Tibetan

people. The fast has been undertaken because the

demands of India have been ignored by the United

Nations, the United States and by other countries for

too long. The demands include the Tibetan right to

self-determination and the need to address China's

genocidal practices in Tibet.

In honor of these struggles, several Tibetan Student

Associations from western Massachusetts and
Students for a Free Tibet Chapters (one of the largest

student organizations in the U.S.) helped organize a

one-day fast on Amherst Commons in honor of the six

individuals that are involved in the fast unto death in

India.

Among those fasting at Amherst Commons was Dawa
Gyaltsen, spokesperson of the Tibetan Students

Association from the University of Massachusetts.

"The situation today is that the Tibetan culture is fac-

ing extinction. Tibetans are being reduced to a minority

in their own country," Gyaltsen said.

The week of April 25 will be named Tibet Week in

the five-college area, where lectures and discussions

will be presented.

UM students run
for Town Meeting

bhisn mci* nswirr oollbomm

Karma Dolma. a UMass graduate student in education, and Tsewang Phuntsok of Hadley participate in yesterday's fasting

protest in Amherst.

"The significance of the week is to demand the

release, from Chinese captivity, of the Panchen Lama,

who is the youngest and second most important Tibetan

political prisoner in the world at 8-years-old." Gyaltsen

said.

Lama, whose where abouts is still unknown, will

experience his ninth birthday during Tibet Week.

Other presentations at UMass will include a video

presentation on April 21 that will provide information

on getting involved and becoming more aware of the

aspects that need to be addressed relating to the repres-

sion of the Tibetan culture.

lessica Collins, a member of the Tibetan Student

\ssociation from Smith College, was also fasting.

Collins helped organize a party/concert to be held on

Friday. April 24 at the Davis Center at Smith College.

"1 think that we're privileged enough to have the

opportunity to speak on behalf of those individuals that

are suffering and don't have the opportunity to speak

out for themselves." Collins said.

These are just a few of the Western Massachusetts

efforts that have been organized to help those suffering

in Tibet.

"I am constantly reminded everywhere 1 go of the

Tibetan youth that are being brainwashed by the

Chinese officials. The future of the world depends on

the younger generation and if some action is not taken,

the Tibet culture may face the threat of extinction,"

Tsering Dorgee of the Tibetan Association Chapter of

Holyoke sa-d.

Students interested in assisting the Students for a

Free Tibet Chapter can call Leda at 585-6900.

RHUS C* !* KCf H ! 'iXlli.MC

Town meeting candidate Joiyoa

Yale*

By Pool Hayes
Collegian Staff

AMHFRST - Two L niverMtv oi

Massachusetts students running foi

lown Meeting spots in tomorrow's

town elections hope to bridge the

gap between students and local

resident-

lames FTtringham and lolvon

Yates, both resident- ol loolidgc

residence hall in Town Meeting

Precinct 4 in Southwest
Residential area, look forward to

representing students in Town
Meeting.

hltringham. a freshman journal-

ism major, is enamored with the

prospect of taking part in Town
Meeting. He hopes to be u-n
active in Town Meeting, and would

like to curb the problems between

the student* and the town

"I fell in love with this town.

and I want to ensure it will be a

place where students feel comfort

able," bltringham said

lolvon Yates, a lunior finance

major and economics mini

running for Town Meeting on the

platform that he will vote for tax

cuts, which he said Amherst needs

"There's a lot of taxes in

Amherst, which I feel is unfair."

Yaies said. "Landlords pass the tax

off onto students, and businesses

pass it off onto consume
Both are attempting to enter a

Town Meeting which past and cur-

rent student representatives claim

dwells on subject- unimportant to

students and i* not responsive to

its student members
UMass student and Town

Meeting member Brian Mcl.uthv

said when he began attending

Town Meeting, some Amher-t rest

dent members came off as

anti-student

"(Amherst resident Town
Meeting members] alwavs mention

students breaking laws, they fail to

recognize we re the backbone ot

the cotniiiuni! 1 1 h v said.

"Half the (own works for the

school, vei thev badmoulh it."

lown Meeting member Brian

litiell. also a UMass student.

I that lown Meeting doesn't

takf into consideration the needs

ol I imei-itc -tudent-

lirell aUo referred to Select

Board member Hill Boss state-

ment as mdicjme ol lown senti-

ment towards the student popula-

tion

Bos* made comments lor which

he later apologi/ed to the

I ndergraduate Senate and Student

innicnt Association, which
referred to low voter turnout at

on-cumpus polls He said more
students would have turned out lo

heer were placed by

the polls

"Thev put us in the position ol

second class gMBBBB.* I irrell

Yet the attendance of student

representatives at the tall and
spring sessions ot lown Meeting

this
i

has not helped in

garnering them the town's re-;

The nine student r.

had a 25 percent attendance rate

lot the eight ni^hi- of aprfag Town
Meeting, and a one percent atten-

dance late lor the eight nights a|

fall Town Meeting

McCarthy, who had the best

attendance records of am student

representative tor the spring

Meeting, showed up six of the

eight nights He said he didn't

show up to the fall sessions

H*M he was in the middle ol

Tilling out law school applications.

adding that the fall session was not

important enough to students to

show up for the remaining meet-

ing*.

*To me the garage is not a real

front burner issue " McCarthev

Turn to MKTtNC poge 2
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Town meeting candidate James

F.ltnngham
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Blowin' in the wind
Freshman anthropology major Kirsten Hodge and undeclared freshman

Pompimol Kulhom walk through the "wind tunnel" next to '.he library.
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Vecchio
oonMnuecl from page 1

weeks to undeiv.nK the cost

of running the campaign A
from lawn sign*, buttons and
platform flyers, card* also had

to be printed with a removable

ker with Vecchio* name,
including instructions on I

to vote for a write in candi-

date.

'Almost all the raon.

rt and it went into material

you see. The rest i* bud-

geted for the day of the elec

tion," Vecchio said.

Fifty volunteers from
Vecchio's campaign committee

will be passing out stickers

tomorrow at all eight polling

places, including the one in

Southwest Residential Araa.

'When anyone goes to

volunteers wiU be very dearly

recognizable with grss

an and cards.' said.

A "Oct Out •

psngn wilt also be taking place

throughout the day outside

Hampden Dining Commons in

Southwest Residential Area.

Music will be playing through-

out the day and food will be

served as an incentt>e to get

registered voters at the

University to »

"It's to serve as a reminder

I vc been bu»y tailing regis-

tered voters, and I think by

now people should be i

•ware." Vecchio said

Vecchio's goal is to get at

least 200 sludc.

ig the Hampden polling

By staying in Amherst dur-

ing spring break VoocneO »i«

able to go door knocking
throughout town as well as

participate in a candidate*

debate televised from (ones

rary The debate has been

aired In Amherst 12 tunes and
was attended by over 100
town residents.

*1 think .t vsise off really

well. I would say that everyone

was a little unclear about my
until the debate I

it's given me a lot of

I given them
so take me serio

Vecchio said

Vecchio cred

volunteer base for the success

of the campaign thus far

Unlike student run campaigns
in the past. Vecchio has

focused on Amherst residents

as well as University, students

by door-knocking in town and

in residence hails and b) using

a phone bank

"Whan calling voters. I want

to make sure people are clear

where to vote. While I'm tin

ishing up paign and
trying to *»» the ursdeflBL
I'm also just trying to get peo-

ple oat to vote." Vecchio said.

UM Pride Alliance

hosts professor panel
By Dylan Larke

Collegian Staff

The Pride Alliance. University ol

Massachusetts' undergraduate gay,

U-hian bisexual and trangendered

group. Mill hold a panel discussion

tomorrow night about the coming
out experiences of seven "Queer
UMass Professors."

The discussion will be held in

room lt>2 of the Campus Center at

7 p.m. and will be followed by a

question -and- answer session.

Panelists will discuss the positive

and negative reactions thes icci-im-J

from fellow departmental staff

members and students.

"It should be interesting to see

what the professors have to say

about their experiences of being out

at UMass." said Pride Alliance

Steering Committee member and
junior philosophy major Kate

er.

A diter»e group of male and
I all different

sexual orientations, will be speaking

from various departments None ol

the speakers are from the same
department For example, a few of

the professors are from the commu-
nication, anthropology and political

K lencc departments.

"We tried to get the most diverse

group of professors to speak that we
could find." Geyer said.

Pride Alliance Steering

Committee members had little trou-

ble finding out female professors to

speak on the panel, but had difficul-

ties finding out male professors to

speak.

.r believes this is because "it

is harder for gay men on campus
than gay women to come out on
campus."

rding to several members of

the Pride Alliance Steering
(. ommittee. there are only a limited

amount of out gay. bisexual, or

transgendered males on campus
because men tend to receive more
harassment than females based on
>exual orientation.

"I am excited for Tuesday night's

panel. We are expecting a good
turnout " Gever added

meeting
:onttnued from page l

said

Tirrell agreed the garage wi

o students

not

an important issue i

iher reason Tirrell gave for

low attendance by students was that

Town Meeting normally met on
Wednesday*, when student govern-

ment holds its meetings.

"The undergraduate student sen-

ate i> rrell said

the timing of meetings and the

content of some of the issues arc

visible reasons why students don't

get involved, which is unfortunate.

Town Meeting moderator Harrison

"Some of the issues we deal with

are pretty local." Gregg said. "But

issue* like the parking garage affect

them closely.

Brian Palmucci. a I Mass student

representative to Town Meeting,

said he stopped attending the meet-

ings, and hasn't decided when he'll

get involved again.

Palmucci. a Delta Upsilon frater-

nity member, cite* town contempt

for fraternities as one reason why he

made his decision not to attend

Palmucci said he continues to

hold onto hi* seat in case an impor-

tant issue comes up.

one ran against me. The seat

would remain vacant if I left."

Palmucci said

McCarthy said he still holds his

seat because he plans to attend
spring Towen Meeting

Claims by students that Town
Meeting member* discourage them
from getting involved are a cop-out.

Town Meeting member and former

UMass journalism professor

aid.

me old geezer frowned on
- just go and do your duty"

/ill said. *Go in and fight
'

Lewis Mainzer. also a Town
Meeting member and former L Mass

professor, said students have not

stood out as a separate force in the

Town Meeting

He said student* should not con-

cern themselves about whether resi-

dent* are friendly towards them or

not.

'Town Meeting is not like going

to church where everyone gives you

a hug. lot* of folk* feel unloved m
life." Mainzer said.

nons will be held on Tuesday

from 12 -6 p.m All students regis-

tered in Amherst can ^cHe. Polling

places in Southwest will be open for

precincts 4A and I0A

Write For
News!

SOutti Hto»
Voter Fest

LIVE IN SOUTHWEST?
REGISTERED TO VOTE?

DOIT!
Amherst Town Election Tuesday

Noon - 8:00 p.m.

Hampden Commons

VOTE EARLY AND CELEBRATE!

Bands, DJ's
Popcorn, Cotton Candy

Plus 3 Kegs!
(Well it's Root Beer)

NEED VOTER INFO?
CALL COMMUTER SERVICES AT 545-1810

It's all about suing!
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into u downtown performance center

for the arts.

Vecchio also hopes to prevent the

extension of the University alcohol
policy to affect off-campus students.

"The University has a role with off

campus problems, but I don't believe

this role should include imposing
negative sanctions on students,"
Vecchio said.

Vecchio said that students who
move off-campus should have the
rights and protections of all other
AmhctM loidentv

Vecchio, who as a member of
s i'f.RA was one of the student heads
ol the Student Union renovation pro-

ject, also hopes to bring local busi-

ness into the COsBfNM Center/
Student Union complex

"Students want better quality and
retail, but it has to be done in a tan)

lensitiva to student business."
\ ccchio ^ald "I don't want a negative

impact
"

Margul Parrot

Maryni I'aiiot has made a habit out

of serving her community since she

moved to AmhciM in H8t< Having

served on over ten different commu
nity and civk committees in the past

ten years. Parrot feels she has experi-

ence dealing with many different con

Miiuencies.

She has been a Town Meeting
member Mnec 1^89, and has served

on the town finance Committee —
which makes recommendations on all

financial articles presented lo Town
Meeting — for two and a hall \ca:

Parrot al&> served as the vhuu ol

the Public Arts Task PofM Iruin

148C)m). has been on the executive

board of the Amherst branch of the

N V U P miicc |u«Ht. and is the former

president of the Fcho Mill South
neighborhood Association.

Running under the slogjn "open

mind, open door." Parrot lecK she

would be an independent ISsJh on the

Select Board She added that she

would make Amherst residents —
besides those few who currently dom-

inate local politics — feel more
included in town government

"I believe people don't (eel invited

to be included in town affairs. I want

to invite them." Parrot said.

II elected Parrot would take fur-

ther steps to end racism and classism

in \mhcrM. and to promote ihe Mini

ol neighborhoods in determining

their own futu>

"Neighborhood* arc the basic

building blocks of society." Parrot

-aid

Parrot said she plans to hold meet-

ings with the public to di«ciiss the

issue* in their various neighbor-

hoods.

In regard to problems bei

campus student* and town I

dent*, a great deal ol cooperation is

needed l\uiul said

But. Parrot -aid -he has found that

it doesn't lake much to get students

to be considerate ol neighbors.

"As soon a- students know |
perma-

nent Ainhet-i le-idents) live by

them, they are respectful." Parrot

said.

Parrot said the problems with

oil campus parties were created

when the Lniver-itv pushed drinking

off-campus, hut feels pioblems are

made worse when -tudents do not

seutchout othei (bmtoi iccieation.

"I don't feel drinking is the be all

and end all ol existence." I'ariot -aid

"There need- to Ik MM drinking

.IctlUI

Parrot reaoru an Aauhmst political

altairs lor the Western Sew I ngland

New- Service on the local lelevi-ini

piogiam 'Amherst Edition." which

aomaancfl Amher-t Catta lelc-u-mn

\
I

She received her Bachelors ol \n-

degiee in ConimuniH Llrgani/ation

from i I7l. and i- cuirentlv a

law student at Western New I ngland

t oltege

Dolly lolly

Although a strangei lo politic-.

IXilly lolly i- no -nanger to Anihet-i

She has lived here since !•

a tamiK Man. .md is going to I Ma--

Kn her Bacheloi- ol I ine \rt- degree

Much ol lolly - campaign centers

on the concerns ol local bu-inesses.

w Inch she feel- are in need of assis-

tance

"There's lot- ol .oniiKimoii in the

local area, lots of bu- ive left

the center including hardware and
lolU -aid

lolly herself ha» strong ties to the

local businetl community She is

married to lerry |oll\ who is the part

owner ol The Pub and Rafters Snort-

Bar.

lolly want* to expand the local tax

base in order to assist Amherst busi-

natlOl and the Amherst economy.
She hopes to accomplish this by
working with the local colleges and
by working to create research parks.

"The schools are wonderful
resouice- but ihev don't help out the

town with providing services such as

maintaining sidewalks,* lolly said.

She also supports the construction

of a parking garage at Boltwood Walk
to help dowmown business.

She al-o wants to improve commu-
nications between residents, stu-

deni-. the school administration, the

Select Board and Town Meeting. She
-aid -he brings kits ol practical expe-

rience working with and talking to

people

"I'm a \ci\ good listener. I've

wotked m \mliei-i with diverse

groups ol people lor a long time,"

|oll) said.

But improved communication
alone is not the solution to the

pioblem- posed In oil campus stu-

Jents to the residential community
The Unlversit) reallj need- to

take responsibility for off- campus
student- and maybe by implement

ing the -ame -tandards in neighbor-

hood- a- in dorm-, -tudents will be

held more accountable for their

.iciionv lollv -aid

Regarding the warrant article

which will go before town meeting

for the town to take Mohart lane by

eminent domain, lollv said this was
not the -olution

"The town can't take every com-
plex by eminent domain." lolly said.

I he most important thing it to

ensure that everyone is safe, and to

prevent -pillovei lioin parties into

neighboring yards, lolly said.

Bryan HMMH
Incumbent Select Board member

Bryan Harvey said that, over the last

he has tried to move in a

couple of direction* to improve the

This Summer Do Something Different...

Work /a/ Bothm
BUNAC Offers Full Time U.5.

Students/Graduating Seniors:

• Government approved student work permits

* London & Edinburgh resource centers for

advice support, accomodation & Job Listings

* Active social program

• A resume to stand out from the crowd

CMt h900-€O-BI/M*C

po sour 49 sovru $*rn/« a 0641?

\ i C4--

COMPETITION
APRIL 15, 1998 @ 7:00P.M.

ROOMS 101,103 LEDERLE GRADUATE CENTER

/FIRST PRIZE

JsSECOND PRIZE

XTHIRD PRIZE

= $1600 IN CASH

= $1000 IN CASH

= $400 IN CASH

Sign -UP in room 1623D by April 14 and Bring ID on April 15

Corporate Sponsors

EDS (ELECTRONIC DATA SYSTEMS) • SABIS EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS. INC.

The Competition is open to all freshman and sophomore degree students currently enrolled at UMass

Amherst. Continuing Education students and Relatives of Math/Stat faculty are NOT eligible.

Tbe pew baVance

'KAMflfK'

university of massachusetts
Sport Management Program

-i-r.\< I'iUi-v't CRLL 5M5-S889-

quality of life in the Amherst commu-
nity.

He has introduced community
policing, a paramedics unit that ser-

vices Amherst and neighboring towns
— which he calls a big step for

Amherst residents, and has generally

tried to get the town government to

work better.

"We really need to bring people

together and get them to focus on

the common goals of the communi-

ty, such as renovate town hall, sup-

port economic development and
broaden Amherst's tax base,"

Harvey said. "We need to keep the

town hall vital and take some of

the pressure off of homeowners."

Harvey said he is running tor

another term because there contin-

ues to be opportunities to improve

town services and there are things

he wants to see through that are

not completed yet

In the luture. Harvey sees a need

for more town resources, programs,

and opportunities lor kids.

"With the University and col

leges, Amherst is very difficult for

kids growing up here." Harvey said.

"It's not like a normal town, it's

like a theme park."

Harvey attended UMass and
received his B.A in Political

Science in 1977. and his E.D.D. in

Education in 1997. He also

received an Matters of Public

Administration from the Kennedy

School of Government at Harvard

I imcrMU
Harvey said the Town-Gown com-

mittees relationship, which is meant

to improve relations between the

town and the University, is doing

well

-"I don't see it as a confrontation,

having lived on both side* for so

long." Harvey said "I think that get

ting folks together to understand

what problems look like from the

other side will help relations."

In regards to the extention of the

university alcohol policy, to include

students that live in off-campus
housing, Harvey declined to give a

comment.

Tcri Hwci Ling Grceney

When Teri tlwei Ling Grceney

lived in Taiwan, she never thought

she could have a say in the way gov-

ernment operated. Now. as a resi-

dent of Amherst, she prides herself

on being a civic-minded Ametican

citizen

"1 realize now that we have a

responsibility and a privilege |as

American citizens) to be involved in

policy making and the affairs of the

town." Greeney said.

Greeney has participated in the

local democratic precnM by serving

as a Town Meeting representative,

and most recently by seising as the

chair of the "Vote No on the

Parking Garage" coalition

She also acts as the coordinator

of the soup kitchen located in the

dining room of the Flrni

Congregational Church in down
town AmhciM
As the coordinator for the soup

kitchen, which is open on Saturdays

and Sundays, she works with \olun

teers, recruits workers, and searches

out financial donations She also

must find a way to feed 100 people

on a budget of $50 a weekend.
*1 pride myself on ms efficiency,"

Greeney said.

Greeney is running under a plat-

form stressing environmental
responsibility and aiming to improve

student—resident relations.

I \cn though Amherst prides itself

on its recycling efforts, and the level

of participation is high, it could be

better. Greeney said Apartment
complexes and downtown business-

es need to be involved in the rccy

ding cllort. Greencv sjid

"I would like to promote it in a

painless way. without regulation^ M
any financial strain," Greeney said.

Greeney would also like to make
public transportation more avail-

able, and to appear as a more viable

alternative. She would also like to

have a bike path available on the

main streets in uptown Amher«t
"Since we have a traffic conges-

tion issue, we need to make other

travel options available to deter car

use," Greeney said.

And although she chaired the

Coalition to Vote No on the Parking

Garage. Greeney said she is not
opposed to a garage, but feels a mas-

ter plan should be worked out before

a garage is built.

Greeney also wants to get stu-

dents involved in the town, and
suggests that residents should get

to know their student neighbors

Various residents of the McClellen

Street neighborhood in which she

lives hold a Sunday brunch every

month, and flyers arc sent out to

students to ask them to partici-

pant,

Greeney also would like to set up

host families for students, which
would eat with and talk to students

in order to further acquaint them
with the local community She set

up a similar program for lapanese

exchange students at Maryville

College, in Maryville. Term.

Holy Week Services
Newman Center

472 North Pleasant Street, Amherst, MA 01002

(413)549-0300

iPRIL6-12, 1998

1

|

mONDAY - Mass: 5:l£p.m. _
Reconcilation Service: 7:30 p.m. j/ Mj
(Twelve priests available for confession) [\ M/ 1

[

TUESDAY - Mass: 5:15 P m.V "
'

' "

WEDNESDAY - Mass: 5:15 p.m.

HOLY THURSDAY - Evening Mass Of the Lord's Supper 7:30 p.m.

GOOD FRIDAY - Celebration of th Lords Passion 3:00 p.m.

EASTER SUNDAY - Masses: 8:00 a.m. 10:30 a.m. 12 noon

PpHege Students
This is Your License

to Summer Fun

This summer do something that will put a smile on your face and some
money in your pocket. Work for the Hertz Corporation. _^—^ssss"*

That's right .This summer Hertz is offering its Summer Internship Progtam.

Our Logan Airport location is a perfect place for people who want to work

hard and experience what Ifa like to be involved with an industry leader.

Our Summer Internship Program will offer you a flexible schedule, exposure

to our team-based environment, a competitive salary of S10 per hour and

exciting position responsibilities. Stay with Hertz for a full ten (10) weeks

and receive a S260 bonus, or stay a full twelve (12) weeks and receivsrjgg

$500 end of Summer h"""«

g|

End of Summer
CASH BONUS

We are accepting applications now, so don't deleyl Apply in person to

the Hertz Corporation, 207 Porter St., East Boston, MA 02128 (Logan Airport)

or Fax: 617-568-3276.

For More Information Call our Summer Job Hotline at 1-888-Job Hertz

fottal Opportunity Employer
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Involvement in Columbia
With Washington* for-

eign policy attention
fixated on President

Clinton'i trip to Africa and U.N.
weapon inspections in Iraq, a

dangerous situation in Columbia
has been developing with barely

a fleeting interest being shown
on the part of the Clinton
administration — at least pub-
licly

As a result, the United States

risks being sucked
into a

Vietnam-style
quagmire after

quietly stepping
up military and
civilian involve-

ment in the South
American nation
to counter
increased inttabil-

causcd by
left-wing rebels

and the ___„
never-ending war ^^^^^^™
against drugs
Apparently, the harsh read

ties U.S. peacekeeping forces
learned from missions in Bosnia

and Rwanda have not registered

in the head of President Clinton

and his foreign policy team.

If Clinton is as serious as he
claims to be about "getting on
with the buti- ^^_^^_^__
ness of the
country,* he
must ignore
the brewing
powderkeg in

Columbia no
longer.

So far this

year, the U.S.
military and
counter-drug
presence in

Columbia has •~"~~™~""""~~"

almost doubled to more than
200 officials. They arc involved

in counter-insurgency training.

intelligence gathering and civil

tan spraying of drug crops

In response, one of the two
main guerrilla groups has
threatened to target I S mili-

tary advisers, claiming that they

are conducting covert
' ter-insurgency operations.

American military officials

Marty Kcanc

deny they are significantly beef-

ing up their presence, claiming

the numbers fluctuate as per-

sonnel are rotated. They say no
U.S. combat troops are sta-

tioned in Columbia and most
personnel are involved in man-
ning two radar stations that

monitor drug-smuggling planes.

Sound familiar? It should

The Clinton administration
has shied away from outright

involvement in

fighting the guer-

rillas, partly
because of the
human rights

abuses committed
by the Columbian
military and its

paramilitary allies.

The focus of US
policy toward the

country has been
fighting the

__ cocaine, heroin
""""""""""""""""

and marijuana
traffic coming into our ports. It

should continue to be. Getting

involved with government
upheavals is not something the

Pentagon is very good at. espe-

cially in Latin America
US involvement in the drug

war has taken on more of a

counter-insurgency role since

__________ these guerril-

"Getting involved

with government

upheavals is not some-

thing the Pentagon is

not very good at, espe-

cially in Latin

America.
"

las established

lucrative links

with drug traf-

fickers The
flow of drug
money into
guerrilla cof-

fers has
turned them
into one of the

best financed,

most highly~

*

—™""—"—"""* equipped rebel

fighting forces in Latin
America's long history of guer

rilla warfare.

After accusing then-President

George Bush of "waffling" on
issues during the '92 campaign.
Clinton has a lot of nerve to sit

on the fence and wait to get

pushed into a conflict. Witness
his position (if you can call it

that) in Bosnia

After a humiliating defeat of

the Columbian Army last month
by guerrillas operating in the

country's dense southern jungle.

Washington is hotly debating
increased aid to tackle the
rebels. About 80 soldiers died
in the attack and another oO
were taken prisoner by the
guerrillas.

The Clinton administration is

also urging Columbia to

increase its own efforts to

strengthen its ill-equipped
armed forces. That was the mes-
sage during a recent visit by
General Charles Wilhelm. head
of the Miami-based U.S.
Southern Command, which is

responsible for U.S. security in

Latin America. However, short-

ly after Wilhelm's visit, the
guerrilla commander of the
Revolutionary Armed Forces of

Columbia (FARC), who led last

month's attack, warned America
to stay away.
Fabian Ramirez, a FARC

regional commander, said in a

March 20 Times of London arti-

cle 'The claim that the United
States is combatting drugs in

Columbia is a sophism. All the

military and economic aid it is

giving to the army is to fight

the guerrillas " He added.
"Most (Columbian army) bat-

talions have IS advisers, so it

is clear that Columbian rage
will explode at any moment,
and the objective will be to

defeat the Americans."
Analysts say it is time that

Washington reviewed its policy

in Columbia Increased U.S.
involvement could give the
guerrillas more ideological
ammunition, they say.

Clearly though, the Clinton
administration needs to get it

»

act together, and quickly What
exactly is going on down in the

jungles of Columbia? For what
purpose?
One only need look at case

after case over history in which
the United States gets involved

and then slides down a slippery

slope, from Vietnam to Bosnia.

Is Columbia next'' Let's

hope not

Marty Keane is a Collegian
colum

The real "Big Dance"

Chris Stanim

"The man across the

desk lobs a question

your way and you

His mere pretence seems to suck the intelligence

from my brain.

Vangoh's "Starry Night' hangs

ominously on the sterile office wall — a

cookie cutter decoration that blends in

among the other famous reprints as a

form of anti-art. Mounted on the wall

with the hope of breathing life into

mundane corporate America, it fails mis-

erably Like the thousands of offices

across the country with the same posters

of the same paintings, aesthetics are

replaced by an army of cliches which
seem to take away more atmosphere
than they offer

From across the table comes the ques-

tion which echoes in my brain with the

clarity of an adult's voice in a

"Peanuts" cartoon. "Blah. blah, blah -
blah."

The silence of a ticking clock
echoes in the background, sweat
begins to form on the crest of my
brow, and my response begins to

take shape
j
However, all I can think scramble, Ot first not tO

is. What does he want me to say? „ '

Am I on trial for a crime? Has Offer yOUr OWn answer,

Si, l.

rn

nd^
d

pe"

W,y likC
"

S"' V"d0r bUt t0 tdl Him WHat He
i wish. wants to hear.

"

instead. I sit "on trial" in my third __________________________
job interview in four days, mind rac-

ing as I try to bring voice to the response the inter-

viewer wants to hear.

While most people thought "The Big Dance" ended
when Kentucky downed Utah in the National
Championship last month, for many seniors, the real

big dance is just beginning. With graduation T-Minus
eight weeks and counting the job crunch is on.

They say this is the best time of our lives. They say

there is nothing but possibility ahead of us. They say

this is the culmination of four years of hard work.

What they didn't say was that the entire job inter-

viewing process — even when planned meticulously

using the deepest, darkest resources at the Mather
Career Center — is one of the largest mind games
ever created.

Fear not, for I have answers, or at least an enlight-

ened look from the edge that most of you can relate

to Perhaps you've felt the same way I have. The man
acrosa the desk lobs a question your way and you

scramble, at first not to offer your own
answer, but to tell him what he wants

to hear. The way I see it. there are

three types of interviews

The "I'm here in the big chair hiding

behind this Titanic- shaped desk,

you're on the other side cramped into a

tiny folding chair — impress me" inter

view. You can't tell this guy anything

he doesn't already know. Whatever you

have done was 10 times better, 10

times harder or 10 times more impor-

tant when he was in college. Yes him
to death, give him your best smile and
hope things work out tomorrow.

Second, there's the "Hannibal
— Lechter" interview. Your interview

er reads off a script with the emo-
tion of a CIA agent interrogating a

serial killer. You only wonder if

everything at the company is as

rigid and antiseptic. The defense is

simple: with a cold, calculated

glance, stare blankly over the inter-

viewer's head. Respond to his

questions in a soft monotone paus-

ing at infrequent intervals. When
he asks why you've stopped, tell

him you are waiting for the voices

to subside.

Finally, the best and most reassuring of all. the

good interview. You respond to each question without

thinking and your answers are all money. At the close

of the interview, $42,000 and a cushy benefits pack-

age are yours. You are so money and you know it.

Maybe you're like me and haven't had one of

these yet. Look on the bright side. Once you "win"

the interview game, you get a handful of fun benefits

not found in the glossy "work for our company"
folder. You get your own cubicle. You get five days

of rush hour traffic. You get to learn the ins and
outs of business shorthand like 401 K and HMO.
And best of all, as a cousin of mine repeatedly

reminds me, from here on in Christmas is a

three-day weekend.
Is this something you really want to win?

Chris Stamm is a Collegian columnist.

Care for HIV patients
The Supreme Court heard a case Monday that pre-

sented the argument that HIV should be viewed

as a handicap, allowing infected patients protec-

tion under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).
The case was brought before the court by Sidney

Abbott, who claimed discrimination after a dentist in

Maine refused to fill her cavity in his office, because
she carries the human immunodeficiency virus.

The dentist, Dr. Randon Bragdon, is not the bad guy
here, however

Bragdon. who had been outspo-
j

ken on his views that special pre- "Bragdon, like any
cautions be taken when treating

HIV-infected patients, was sought medical professional,
out by Abbott because of their dif- has every right tO
fering viewpoints. Abbott is part of -

.

a national movement that chal rejUSe treatment tO O
lenges health care providers who
refuse to offer treatment to HIV
and AIDS patients.

Second of alt. Bragdon did not

refuse to treat her completely, but

requested that treatment take place

in a hospital, where greater precautions could be
taken

Was it wrong for Bragdon to request that his health

and safety be taken into consideration before treating

Abbott? Of course not. Even if one views HIV as a

physical disability, the law states that if a person poses
a threat to the health of others, treatment can be
denied

patient who he deems
as a possible threat to

his health or safety.

"

Abbott argues that HIV patients should be consid

ered disabled because they are unable to have chil-

dren, due to the risk of transmitting the disease to a

child This, however, is an ethical decision with no

bearing on the actual physical ability to have children

at all.

Abbott also wants the courts to protect the right i of

asymptomatic HIV patients, but the Americans with

Disabilities Act only covers those with "a physical or

mental impairment that substantial

limits one or more major life activi

ties."

If patients show no symptoms,

then their life activities have not vet

been affected enough to warrant pro

tection under the law.

Abbott's argument is full of hole-

and it appears that she is not trying

to gain protection for those with

HIV, but is instead trying to punish

those medical professionals who
treat her differently because d h

—"-""—" """"" Bragdon. like any medical profes

sional. has every right to refuse ticatment to a patient

who he deems as a possible threat to his health or

safety. No law should ever be put in place that would

require someone to risk their lives for the routine

treatment of another.

This is a Lariat staff editorial from The Lariat at

Baylor University This editorial i> distributed through

the U-Wire ser\

Letters to the Editor

"Jesus Christ

Superstar"
deserved coverage

To the editor

I am a senior at UMASS and to

I have been reading The Daily
Collegian for almost four years.

Time after time I have been
amazed at the poor coverage of

important itsues around campus,
the lack of relevance of most of

the pieces on the editorial page,

the misinformation printed in both

articles and advertisements, and
the general lack of support the

Collegian gives to its fellow

Registered Student Organizations

iRSOal.

I understand the Collegian it a

business as well as an RSO and
must function as such. 1 understand

that it is an extremely large organi-

zation and things are bound to be

overlooked from time to time, such

as the -double printing of the

Fdward Jarnet Orrrjos preview we
are all students here However, the

Collegian seems to have forgotten

that it is in fact a student organiza

tion. and the students should be its

top priority

The L'Mass Theatre Guild just

finished producing "lesus Christ

Superstar" in Bowker Auditorium
March 25-28. I was the producer

for the show, and we gave the

Collegian complementary tickets so

that they could review it. Not only

did we not get a review in the two
days after we opened, we did not

get a review at all. This is unac-

ceptable. Over 50 UMass Students

worked on this production, and our

ticket sales were well over 2.000.

The only coverage included in the

Collegian were two photos. No pre-

view. No review.

The Collegian needs to think

about its role on this campus and
the impact that it truly does have
over the students of this University.

However. I'm not sure that the

Collegian is capable of looking at

itself with objective eyes. For myself.

I have come to deal with the fact

that the Collegian is not good for

much more than the crossword puz-

zle.

Icnmfcr Giroux
Amherst

Propped doors
not the problem

To the editor:

In her April 3 column. Emily

Vacanti called on residents to stop

propping doors open. She asks
why anyone would ever do this. I

have an answer. Like Vacanti. I

live in the BCG cluster. Baker Hall

hat six exits, only one of which
we are permitted to use. I do not

believe that the University or peo-

ple like Vacanti have the right to

make me walk 100 extra feet or

even two extra feet to get to my
room when there it a convenient

entrance available

If some people are too lazy to

lock their doors, that is their own
problem. I always lock my door
It is ridiculous to assume that the

only , thieve* are "slraftgcrv" Yimr
neighbors arc just a* able to steal

from you and they are more likely

to know when you are not in

your room The whole argument is

a fallacy, because outsiders can
easily get into any residence hall

by waiting for someone else to

open the door. Locking doors
does not keep criminals out. All it

does is annoy residents who have

busy lives.

Dave OHearn
daveoh9stiHknl.umass.edu

Support Pesticide

Disclosure Act

To the editor

How many times have you rolled

down a grassy hill, played soccer in

a field, or had a picnic in the
park? Chances are you've done
these things since grade school. Did
you know that you could have been
endangering your health?

The problem is pesticides. They
are sprayed almost everywhere: on
school grounds, parks, golf courses

— your parents might have u-ed

them on your own backyard
Almost everywhere you go. patti

cides are right there with vou

Arc you concerned and angered

at the fact that pesticides arc

sprayed without your knowledge''

You have a right to be upset, but

you still don't have a right to know
where and when pesticides arc

sprayed. Sound fair'* I don't think

so, and neither should you.

PestKides have been linked so

birth defects, cancer, hortm tu

disruption and neurotoxicity

Children whose yards have been

sprayed with pesticides are 400
percent more likely to have toft

tissue cancers, according to

MassPirg. The Poison Control
Center also reports around
110.000 pesticide poisonings even
year and 27 "accidental" death*

from pc-iicidc exposure And
those arc iu«t the effect

humans. The outlook isn't anv

better for vour dog or M
bud* oi anv other living 1 (fangs.

Jjfvl Mill v»e arc denied the

to know when pesticides arc

sprayed Our health and mortalitv

are at risk The government i-

responsible lor denying us the

right to know.

The Ways and Means Committee

of the state Senate is currcntlv

considering a bill entitled the

Pesticide Disclosure Act Bv pass

ing this bill, it is possible that the

frequency of pesticide use will he

reduced and the least toxic psjatj

cides would he used. In addition

we will be provided with int

tion regarding these pesticides and
what we can to do protect our
-civet.

In our area. Senator Stan
Rosenberg is the man who must K
convinced that this hill is a good
things. We have to write to him
(Senator Stan Rosenberg. State
Mouse. Boston. MA 02m> or call

him (617-722-I455) and tell him
that we are citizens who have the

right to know when and where pes-

ticides are sprayed.

lennifcr Schonvi-k\

Southwest
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Black Affairs
Monday, April 6, 1 998

Our nation needs to wake up Can one bullet kill a nation? j
With the new information on

experimental vaccines and
the development of treat-

ments for the AIDS virus, the media
is leading the public to believe that

the worse of this epidemic is behind
us. The commercials on AIDS aware-

ness seem to have lessened in intensi-

ty and urgency The public's concern-
over being exposed to HIV have dra-

matically decreased.

To most of us, there is no real cri-

sis concerning the contraction of this

deadly virus, "lust use a condom to

present it.
"

is the oversimplified mes-

sage we are consuming today. The
rumors currently being generated on
a rather wide scale is that the cure

for AIDS has already been discov

ajasj We have come to expect mira-

cles from tcientitts. doctors and
researchers, which will permit the

plague of AIDS to be stricken from
our memories. AIDS victims seem to

be attended to. and attention on pre-

ventive programs are almost
non-existent.

Okay, maybe every now and then.

celebrity will wear a barely conspic-

uous AIDS ribbon on an extravagant

gown or suit to somehow prove their

awareness, but how seriously do we
lake AIDS?

How many of us know the

high-risk factor (AIDS) which is

killing blacks more than any other

race in the UJ
True, the breakthroughs in medical

technology and therapy arc allowing

more people to live with AIDS than

die from it In fact, since the year

l^t> the number of deaths from

AIDS has declined for the very iir-t

time and continues to decline New,

medicine can minimize the growth of

the virus if found at an early stage

lll\ transmission from a mother to

her'growing fetus is preventable.

However, the number of blacks

being infected with HIV. developing

AIDS and dying from it continues to

rise every year For those of us who
choose to remain oblivious, the truth

about AIDS may be hitting closer to

home than realized The statistics arc

downright scan
\ I ncan- Americans account for

over 40 percent of all AIDS cases in

the US today, but represent only 12

percent of the entire population

Black men are six times more likely

to get infected with HIV than white

men and three times more likely to

die from it Black women are 16

times more likely to get infected than

white women and nine times more
likely to die from AIDS. More black

infants are infected with HIV than

any other race.

Currently less than three percent of

the National Institute of Health's

research grants are awarded to

African-American researchers.

Significantly more whites are receiv-

ing standard drug therapy and more

effective drug treatments for AIDS
than are blacks.

In 1992. it was estimat-

ed that every hour, anoth-

er African- American
died of AIDS. As more
young blacks are finding out that

they are infected, their suicide rates

are beginning to soar. As of 1996.

AIDS has become the leading cause

of death for Blacks under the age of

55, more than heart disease, cancer

and homicide By the year of 2005.

experts predict that the typical

description of an HIV/AIDS victim

will be. a straight, black male. Is that

enough urgency foe you*

At I read all of those statistics to a

friend, his response waa. 'damn, for-

get about epidemic, this sounds more

like genocide!" A little extreme'
Maybe, maybe not. While an entire

nation is beginning to led comfort-

able in classifying AIDS at a paaiing

scare, its affect on the black commu
mtv continues to grow more and
more detrimental

The spread of AIDS within the

black community has nothing to do

with ethnicity (as we all should know

AIDS docs not discriminate), but it

has everything to do with the risky

behavior of individuals and the gen-

eral misconceptions about the dis-

ease The reasons wh> more blacks

are suffering from AIDS are deeply

rooted in both systematic and cultur-

al factors

The elements contributing to the

spread of AIDS include a lack of

access to quality health care

and economic depression, poor edu-

cation and misinformation. These

factors affect blacks more than any

other group

Shirley Bruno

Most African-Americans infected

with HIV/AIDS live in the poorest,

urban neighborhoods where drug
trafficking is heavy and education ||

poor. Proper information on risks

spreads at a much slower pace within

these communities. Poor blacks are

likely to be ill-informed on the risks

of AIDS, they are more likely to shun

the use of protection (they simply

can't afford it), to use drugs intra-

venously, and are more likely not to

go to the doctor on a regular basis.

In these desperate times, most
African-Americans do not have ade-

quate health insurance or access n

health services and sup-

port programs. Even
when there are low-cost

services, or public

health available, people

are usually treated at the indiscretion

of staff members who arc likely to

turn away people with full blown
MPS the homeless and homosexu-

als. Unfortunately, racial inequality

does exist within the health system

But the worse factor fueling the

spread of AIDS within Black

America is ignorance Not only arc

poor, uneducated blacks misin-

formed, but according to recent stud

ies and tests, everyone wants to put

the blame on someone else and per

haps use that as a meant of suppres-

sion Middle class, upper class and

college students arc believing a lot of

the myths around AIDS, thus they do

not protect themselves Many blacks

are very distrustful of White
America, their white health systems,

their services, their schools and their

media My same friend who suggest-

ed genocide at reasoning, found it

easy to believe thai they ve already

found the curt for AIDS but it s clas-

sified, on the down-low and part s| a

huge elaborate conspiracy against all

black Americans Perhaps a little

paranoid, but not without reason

II vou remember, the first univc-t

sal image of an individual with UtH
was a Central African man Since

then the scapegoat for the spread of

AIDS has claimed everything Imm
Africans to African monkeys (talk

about hidden parallels i. to Haitians

Everyone wants to put the blame on

someone else and perhaps use that as

means of suppression. And as an

entire nation, we all were guilty of

categorizing AIDS as a gay disease,

and some of us probably still do

To black people, the concept ol

homosexuality had never really been

discussed openlv until recently. Most

straight blacks would label them-

selves as anti-gay and being a homo-

sexual may mean fearing physical

harassment and assault. Until recent

Iv. popular culture, music and film

had almost always portrayed homo
phobic images arid messages towards

gays (the gay images nowadays arc

rcdllv not po-itivc ones. |ust more

comical) The support for gay AIDS
victim- in the black communitv i-

-edtce. being that many of our lew

disease support programs are spon-

sored by churches who condemn the

gay lifestyle.

Although the sexual risk behaviors

are universal, more blacks arc

becoming sexually active at younger

ages, and contracting more STDs.
including AIDS, than anv other race

But who 's talking about our homo-

phobia or our di-ttu-t tot doctors or

our high risk lor STDs? AIDS is

feeding on our cultural - rcluctuncc

and biases to discuss sexualitv and

due to our own ignorance masked by

fear and intolerance.

|u-t look at the campus here at

LMass How tiunv ol vour Iriends

(not vou ol course) engage in

high risk behavior for sexually trans

mined diseases ' Noi trving to scare

v all hut il vou know about all of the

diseases running around, especially

kJDS, shouldn't you take extra pre-

cautions'' Some of us seem to be

picking our sexual partners by shut

ting our eves and chanting eenie.

magna mime. me. And il vour

exeuse happens to be that you )ust

didn t know, after reading this you

can no longer claim ignorance

This article may give you an

opportunity to think for a moment
Take a minute to reevaluate vour

own lifestyle and read up on tome
facts about AIDS and disease, and in

particular, its affects on Black

America. No matter how tightly you

shut your eyes, the spread of AIDS
imi i going to naturally come to a

halt, it's going to take the action of

an entire nation.

Shirley Bruno is a I Mats student

How long will they kill our

prophets

While we stand aside and look
'

-Bob Mariey

"Kedemption Song"

t only took a fraction of a sec-

ond to end his lite

Before he could draw one

last breath of Memphis air, Martin

Luther King. |r. was shot and
killed

The bullet wasted no time as it

traveled down the long barrel ol

the 30-06 hunting rifle, -creaming

at the speed of

I

What's love got to do with it in the meantime?
By Milhcent Jockson

CoUagton Stuff

IN THE MEANTIME
ryonla Vanzont

Simon and Schuster

You know where you want to be. but you have no

clue how to get there You know exactly what you

want in life, but what you want is no where in sight

Perhaps your vision is unclear, your purpose still unde-

fined On top of it all your relationships are failing If

these scenarios feel familiar, you are in the middle of

the meantime.

one can prepare you or help you find what you

are looking for. What you need is love. Love is the

only thing that can make the meantime worthwhile

Once you find true love, true self love, and uncondi

tional love, things will look, feel and be a lot better all

of the time But what do you do in the meantime''

We all want to experience the light of love The prob-

lem is that our windows are dirty The windows of our

heart and mind are streaked with past pains and hurts,

past memories and disappointments. In the meantime,

we keep looking through the foggy window, trying to

convince ourselves that we see the real thing. It's not

and we know it. but we can't seem to figure out what to

do until the real thing comes along. Author, lyanla

Vanzant. suggests what we must do is clean. We must

clean the floors, windows, walls, closets and the corners

of our mind. We must do this through mental house-

keeping from the basement up. The work starts at the

basement working its way up from the first floor, second

floor, third floor and the ultimate destination, the attic.

The book begins with knowing where we live

Most of us start out in the basement of life. This is

where we are first programmed about worldly affairs

and love affairs. It is here that we develop our self

image and bump into issues of self value and self

worth. It is in the basement that we develop issues

related to survival where we learn and act out

passive/aggressive behavior patterns that determine our

life approach.

On the first floor we must do our laundry. You must

realize you are the love you speak, the companionship

you desire. You are the only one who can do what you

are looking for someone else to do. What arc you look-

ing at? What are you looking for and with whom*
These are the questions essential to developing true

love One of life's most difficult challenges is to look at

yourself honestly, acknowledging and accepting what

you see When you take responsibility lor what vou

have or haven't done when you are telling the absolute

truth, you will know whether to stay in the meantime

or not.

On the second floor we take out the trash. When you

are on this floor you know what the problem is. but vou

do not know what to do about it. You know what vou

want but not how to bring it about in your life When
you are on the second floor in the meantime ot lite vou

must learn to trust. Trust yourself and the process,

above all trust love. Love will always bring vou the high-

est representation of your expectations Fear brings vour

worst nightmare. Trust grows from willingness, the les-

son you learned in the basement.

I ivmg on the third floor will be a piece of cake

because you have all of the information vou need to

move yourself through the situation You know love-

heals almost anything on the third floor This does not

mean you will no longer have normal, emotional

responses to life but you will quickly recover from an

emotional upheaval because you apply love to the situa-

tion.

The attic of life's house is the final destination. The

consciousness with which children live, totally trusting,

totally free, accepting of self and others. The attic of

life's house is about living with a childlike heart

through all things which are good even after you are

told otherwise. In the attic you have made a commit-

ment to shift your consciousness into a state of uncon-

ditional self love.

In the Meantime is a powerful book which forces

you to take a good spiritual cleansing of the soul.

Vanzant's step by step approach is simple yet very

rewarding. As with her other guides to attaining the

highest possible spiritual life for oneself she gets you

thinking and questioning what path in life you are tak-

ing. In The Meantime is a guide, with which you want

to have a hi-lighter in hand, as you will want to refer

back to it over and over again, long after you have

completed the book. A definite read for anyone who
wants to improve their life in general.

sound, until finally

reaching its target

with horrifying ac-u

racy. It offered no apologies and

tell no remorse Its job had been

done King was dead.

Ihirtv vears alter the shooting of

the greatest civil rights leader in

history, questions are still left

unanswered Is lames Earl Ray. the

man convicted of killing King, real

Iv the killer? If so. what was his

motive What docs the FBI have, if

anything, to do with it all?

-pirasv theorists and mvcMi
gators alike, are trying to answer

these and many other questions

All the while, a black nation lies

stagnant and without direction

never quite recovering from the

lott. The repercussions that

occurred the minute King died are

still being felt today The baton

was never pasted

I ike Malcolm \ before him. King

was in the midst of taking the fight

for equality to another level A poor

people's march on Washington was

King s last major protect before he

was killed The idea was to get one

million poor people to Washington

DC and show how powerful the

oppressed can be It would have

been King's greatest feat The idea

alone is enough to make a barrel

full of Washington tuff shirts

extremely nervous.

Vvho did he think he was anv

way 1 This is the Capitol of the

L niteJ States we're talking about.

You can't even flv over it. much
less bring a million poor people to

camp out on its lawn.

King didn't care what they said

he could and could not do He assj

going to do it For the freedom of

his people and the love of his Cod.

Martin I uthcr King. Ir was going

to turn Washing1c>n inside out

That kind of power in the hands

of a black man was too much. There

was no way King would have been

allowed to do all that he planned

Hi- death was their reckoning

All last week, we were bom-
barded with theories at to who
killed our leader and who waa to

Humphrey Brown

blame. Everyone has their own
opinion. Everyone hat a story -Vet,

buried deep underneath the fonitm

and panel discussions, there he* a

greater mvstery It's not a question

directed to the conspiratorsMt's

not in the interest of finding who
gave the command.
The mystery that really needs to

be investigated it the myttery
behind the continued silencing of

black leaders. How long will we
continue to look at our leaders arc

put away? Why are we to content

with letting things

go? Thirty ynatrs

have passed since

Kings death and
we haven't had a leader of tut

magnitude since It's at if the bul-

let that killed King killed all of

black leadership

King's legacy didn't die thirty

years ago It's still there, staring

vou in the face, asking you for

spare change as you walk on by

It's in the scorching flames of a

church burning to the ground in

Alabama In the hearts and minds

of every black collegiate trying to

get that degree, it's there

Today, vou have the entire King

family backing the words of

William Pepper. Ray's lawyer, in

proving Ray's innocents.

Would l>t Martin Luther King.

Ir really want his family to be to

preoccupied with hit death, that

they've neglected what it is they

mutt do in life? Would he want
that for any of hit people

?

It'i been thirty yean
There's no denying the signifi-

cance of getting to the bottom of

King's assassination, but there it

greater work to be done. I don't

doubt for an instant that Dr King

wants his people to continue our

fight for equality and racial peace

The man wasn't that selfish in life

Whv would he be in death? He
knew he wasn't going to make it to

the mountain top with us. but he

promised us that we would make
it We aren't there yet

We let them kill our prophets

and we die'' We can't let it end so

«impl> Malcolm. King. Event.

Newton, they were all silenced by

the gun
Silence carries no echo.

It - time to project their words

and dreams, oot their -ilcnce If we
really want to commemorate these

great leaden, we have to make
strides for Black America and the

world

The King family is fighting for

Earl Rays freedom, when does the

fight continue for ours?

Humphrey brown III it a

Collegian Columnist

See it from my prospective: part two

I

ended last time by speaking ol the

d--i-tant manager of my residen-

tial apartment
complex, and her

"relating to the com-
moners" project. I shall

continue She'll (refer-

ring to this assistant

manager) waltz

through the neighbor-

hood with her nose in

the air passing judge

' When you see

me busting my
behind in the

kitchen with my

way it goes with "us common black

lolk- ''" We only know what we need

to know in order to

survive and you won-

der why we're frustrat-

ed. You wonder why
there's this rough edge

to our personalis

pav thousands of dol-

lars to educate yourself

at a university which

promotes "diversitv"stained apron

ment onothers'because and SWeat On my (among other things)

-he ejn afford the nice f „u„„A A^*% '* > ct > ou ?radua,e not

fancy car and the fancy fOTetWaa — OOn I knowing what real life I'm walking down East Pleasant street

nity surrounded by friends and loved

ones. It would be nice to have a job

that pays well, it would be nice to

have a decent car. it would be nice to

have period! Like a lot of us who
don t have. I make due with what I

got and feel content with what I'm

doing.

So when I sit on my stairs, socialize

with my friends and drink beer —
don t judge me When you see me
busting my behind in the kitchen with

my stained apron and sweat on my
forehead — don't judge me When

clothing Well. I own judge me..
quite a few -int-

myself and mv chil

dren do. too. We
wear them on
Sundays when we go to church I

choose to wear my jeans and T-shirts

when I'm working in the kitchen (at

tnv )oh) On the other hand, give me a

de-k job and I'll dress for the occasion.

What's that Didn't go far enough

within the educational system'.' Nope.

I can't speak too much on the devel-

opments in computerized technology

and don't ask me about the White

I lou-e scandals and how they affect

the future of this country Why are

our troops in Iraq anyway?

Talk to me about affirmative action

and I'll tell you about it. Isn't that the

Larrumt Edwards Jr.

is all about! And I'm

ignorant... No. just

a poor black man
in a town where
you can count the

number of black people on your fin-

gers.

Ignorant? No. just a father trying to

raise his children and. at the same
time, keeping his eyes open wide in

search of that equal opportunity

everyone raves about. Where is it?

"Well, maybe if you did things differ

entlv then ..." "Maybe if you did this

now..." I may not have always made
the "right" choices, but I made choic-

es as I lived my life relevant to the cir-

cumstances I've encountered.

As far as what I'm doing now, I'm

raising my children in a safe commu-

wnh my children close behind

don't judge me. If its later than usual

and my friends drop by my apartment

— don't judge me.

This attempt to assimilate the une-

ducated minority is useless. I will

remain strong and teach my children

to walk with their heads held high. I

will teach them to discredit the count-

less judgemental groups who seem to

find it okay to stare and gawk.
However, let it be known that those

who judge are the ones who are igno-

rant.

Oh. wait a minute, here they come
now... "Hey. dinner will be ready in a

minute. You have homework? Let me
see...

I.amont Edwards. Sr.,

student.

is a UMass
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High priestess of folk-punk delivers her message
ty Marty Keane

A»»B«n Staff

AMI DIFRANCO CHRIS BROWN &
KATE FENNER

Williom D MuHtns Center

Apr 4

Muih ol luday's muMv merely till*

3*1 Aural void in people* ears, v. huh i*

jwiflicient for most casual listener*

'Ha» do you think Hootic totd 1 5 mil

Weir cop4*« ' |t .i >,iiii\,)> pleasant.

that * dll that really man.
\ni Dirranco's musn. however, is

Indifferent story entirely It demands
'complete attention. She's racked up a

Considerable cult audience on the
I basis of her convktiora — a feat not

easily accomplished Sot surprisingly

DiFranco can lay claim to one of the

oat devoted fanbases around
The DIY princess of urban folk lot

the '90s. DiFranco coniure> up a curt

ous brew of anger, humor and
poignancy as she articulates what it

meant to be a post-modern feminist

in the context ot j male dominated
existence. To the masses her ihu-k i-

an acquired taste — easier to apprci i

ate than it is to listen to

Responding in kind, her fans

wholeheartedly embrace these ideals

I't afraid to let their true col-

[TWOWl \ KSONLY1

25% off

Calvin Klein
»AS< UN0C8WEAR St>lE

S

abS lv

Jrichi
^CLOTHING FOR MEN

J

ot'l \ " t»\Ns

ors shine through, wildly cheeiing

ever) Individualistic lyric <i* the\

did Saturday night at the \\ ilh.nn I)

Mullins Center

K i a 1 1 then cull popular 1 1 \

Dil rMCO'l Itttdio albums are fre-

quently hampered bv mannered per-

formances, which is prcisely what

her Mvt show is not In concert.

UKo'l musK morphs into a toue

far more powerful than metely words

and musK it nWSMaM I medium for

an emotional catharsis a purging ol

listeners' pent-up feelings, it u>u will

To the many who see her a< a lonely

ii of light on a desolate plain of

diluted corporate rock, DiFranco U j

source of inspiration and rightfully so

Playing just the fourth date of an

eMended I S trek that will see her

play Great Woods on lune J4

inco and her three piece ba^k

ing band showed their rust earls

New bassist la-son Mercer seemed to

be searching for a groove and long-

time drummer Andv Sto..hansky

plaved with slight hesitation perhaps

due to the sheet newness ol the male

rial. Opening with two new. unre-

leased songs — "Hat Shaped" and
'\ irtue" — the sold out crowd s jubi

Ian i reaction was based more on the

fact that they were in the presence of

their idol rather than the music itself,

which is fine because Oil MM her-

self embodies the message of female

individuality Het music is merely the

vehic lc

In her *K>-minute performance at

the Mullins Center Oil rjneo played

her songs with an infectious energy,

frequently twisting the melody lines

and digressing into entertaining ito-

ries and jokes. "Pulse" was trans-

formed into a rambling soliloquy .

w inding its way seamlessly from tale to

tak whilst keeping the loose ihu*kjI

patchwork of the studio version intact.

\lter the tentative start, the bund
became moie cohesive and intuitive

00 "Cradle and All." and really hit

stride with the joyful anthem.
"Shameless." which ended the main
set

Most of hci songs, especially the

acoustic folk- tinged earlier material,

lack traditional melodicism.
DiFranco's distinctively funky
acoustic guitar riffs are played in a

harsh strumming style that belie the

tumult of her intensely personal
Uiics It's an approach that works.
but leads to a bit too much repetition,

at least on record. In a live setting

though it's simply enthralling.

Itv choosing to highlight songs off

the newly released I title Plastic

Castle album (a work which sees

Oil raiico expanding her sonic palette

significantly), DiFranco utilized a

moie v aned percussion attack, with

the addition of a keyboardist the

most obvious change DiFranco aired

eight of the dozen songs on the

album, dosing the evening with the

live favorite "Gravel." a song that's

been in her repertoire for several

years

Openers Chris Brown and Kate
Fenner showcased tunes off their

excellent release Other People's
Heavens. According to Brown, the

Canadian duo are "ready for the long

haul in the States."

1 1 S St- ( » *«A. Hit' IV.

Ani DiFranco played the largest headlining gig of her career at the Mullins Center Saturday night

IM ^^^!^~, moniv»Y-Fri(>ay
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Gilreath
Manor Condos

.tfS£«
Showings

Start

in April

ftr Jim or

September

Oecoiney!

Gilreath Manor

Condos
• i Bedroom
a 1 Ml Bathi

• Heated Basement
• New Gas Heat 6

Hot water

• Hardwood ftoon
• 1 2 male to campus

• On Bus Rout*

iMacoln l«ai l»|j)'« • ti H W M • HI T9T*

Enjoy your

week... don't

stress read

the Collegian

instead of tak-

ing an

exanx...Realhj..

we do it all the

time.

.cimc
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Mt Farms Mall
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Junior Fellows
an academic year

research scholarship program.
UMass life science majors with a

GPA of 3.0 or higher may apply to

the program in the spring semester
of ih<eir junior year.

Junior Fellows _
• Conduct a laboratory research project
• discuss their research projects in

weekly seminars
• learn to present their results professionally
• receive a cash award of $ 1 ,000

Junior Fellows

Pick up an application in one of life

sciences Departmental Offices or in the

Biology Undergraduate Office,

Morrill Science Center, Rm. 348.

Questions? Call Joyce Britt at 545-2287.

Send applications to: Junior Fellows Program

Department of Biology

University of Massachusetts

Amherst. MA 01003

THE JUNIOR FELLOWS PROGRAM
APPLICATIONS FOR 1 998/99

Deadline: April 17,1998!

TOP FOOD SALES IN U.S.
y©»>ma is an uootsi FOOD SCIENCE

Ttiaj major witn JOBS AND CAREERS

CHEMISTRY MICROBIOLOGY BIOTECHNOLOGY
ENGINEERING RELATED TO FOOD QUALITY . SAFETY
HEALTH MANAGEMENT ENVIRONMENT MANAGEMEN1
AND FOOD PROCESSING

BE A PART OF THE LARGEST INDUSTRY IN THE U.S. It

INTRODUCING TWO NEW OPTIONS with »mph«$l» on

FOOD TECHNOLO<5}£
MANAGEMENT

FOOD INDUSTRY
FOOD PROCESSING

MANAGEMENT

FOOD, HEALTH AND
THE ENVIRONMENT
FOOD SAFETY
FOOD AND HEALTH
FOOD AND THE ENVIRONMENT

La Cucina di

'*
•*Vi

*?

of Amherst 30 Boltwood
<?

COLLEGE BASKETBALL SPECIALS!!!
Back by popular demand: Specials running Monday thru Thursday!

J

1 Large Cheese Pizza $4>*2}&

V** 1G Free Buffalo Wings
Please Add S1.3G for Toppings and $3.CG for Double Toppings

Any Two Calzcnes

Delivery Only.
Net Valid in _ . .

Restaraunt Must MciUicii Ad When Grdering Offer Expires 5JI9t

-H

Live Yo La Tengo enthralls

Ira Kaplan and Yo La Tengo kept a sold out audience metmeri/ed at Amhent College Fr

ftyMfca

YOIA TENGO RICHARD DAVIS
Amhent Cofcps FimWoom

Apr 3

The question you have to ask yuursdf after a «ho» like

the one at Amherst Coflcjjc Friday najht h n t the

Uni\\ ^sachusetto put on «hu»-» like i

uat) though, it was a smaH shuv> it «<4J nut. u was
well uone and attracted a gremt cruwd It had ctervthmg

Sc *h\ w*< it m AinrKrM ChIIcjk and not here at LMaas?
IVafl, it '» pmKibls hcvau**- tho hate their ad toprther and
aren't hiding! behind an\ Uaj niorab or scaptfuats. I-

like these bands aren't looking to pUn at colleges. They
uunr us to call. And unc area college did. This, folks, to

what I \U->» should have, and what dues have.

Nlavhe thev could lx«.)k i*ir «h«>w' I • «eem to sh

t*i their hands as much
.Ahem.

ih.ii I in done with rm «.wpbu* antk>. I'll get on to

icvu-wwig the show

Mxmg the YoLa Tengo show ><> F'vlay, I reaJbad

that to truly spprecaMe thi* band, sesi have u >oc them Hve

I've alw.iv- liked their album*, hut then brand of pop nasty

lends itself to hv IMlnp Vvnh the Oaajaj und bass prvmd
ing a strong backbeat. the guitar e> allowed to expand and

! Mfcu-nt iii.truiiients are used and the players switch

on and off throughout the dvow It rcaih makes you appreci-

ate them mure to see it dune right in front of you.

Yo La lengo opened with a bcautilul little sustained,

dromkas song, listed on the set 1st as "I oonev ' fhe beauty

and the fngility of the number held the ^mwd mesinerued

and -dent, at one point you could hear guitarist Ira Kaplan's

guitar wtoes suapping and flopping on the fkae around him
on the stage. The tension in the song was bulk exptrtH bs the

whi4c band At one point Kaplan used one of his guitar ped-

ats to sample a snippet of feedback that he looped and used as

a rhythm to the rest of the w»»g fn«n there thev aajaj

new version of the beautiful "Autumn Sweater.' with brushes

being used on the drums and vocals that echoed each other.

A lot of the songs were puled from their last album. I

1 1car the Hean Beating As One. including the master-

ful "Sugarcuhe " The heasibreaking "Stockholm Svndrume"

I
highligb'

(amba- flavored by way of a Casio) ars.1

Tom CuufTuiv" were very dB
The show ctadd be called transcendent, and I usuaMjr

don't throw that tenn jiiiund attnfcssly. Songs lasted fur

minutes upon minute* and you wouldn t even know Instead

of being eniaptund with themtehc*. as is the case at too

many indie ruck shens* these dayv the CJUHaJ was inllwalatl

with the n had a gocd lime and no one
rubbed up agu-

Kichard Davies and hi* band >i>vncd up tfx *fk>v« with

some songs and a lot of chatter In between some very good
cicctne fuflt songs. Davie* and the band had fun bantering

with the crowd, rrtaking him more endearing than a traight

up show would have made hrni At e*ne rusnt. Oavies told a
story about how the bassist thmghi thev weie going to play

tass Amherst, not Amherst College. I g»»

don't know how things art run around herv

&*4tmi
PROFESSIONAL

JPIBC1I
<nrr/c' SBC rhe- tdtfhtrvncitt far £\>t4ry&/f

OWlfDtEABU KSPECnil PIERCEISHUGE!

CERTIFIED
SalMt a Mew I

JEWELR
IEDCIIISS CPUs HIST Ml CERTIREl

IUTOCIAWE STIRHIZATIOH

,

sINBLE ISE IISPOSUU NEEDLES SELECTIOI

'€W£BG1C€ lie GnCOLi

It 310 f>na-ls Awn
imhoi

sant StreetMA 01002 ireestar. MA I

pitchers softball
continued from page 10

which led to the only Hawks run of

the game. However, the junior bat-

tled ba«A to acaMi mils three more
hit* ovaf the final six innings to

notch hi^ fourth win and third com-
plete game of the vear

"It was a tough day to get loose,

but as the game went on it seemed
like I was getting stronger," Cooke
said. "It'* m> jub to keep the ball on
the ground, because I know that our

defense i* solid It seems like I can
alwav* COUfll on them
Cameron also went the distance

in game two, allowing seven walk*
but al\*a\s *eemed to come through
with a big strikeout when he needed
to

"It vsa* just a dogfight with
m\*elf out there." Cameron said.

"But the team played well and gave
me the run support that we needed
to win."

Puleri. however, may have saved

the best lot last vesterdav The Lee

native went *even shutout innings

while allowing only three hits

before giving wav M \eratka for

the final two innings ol work
"It was a cold dav today, and I

wa* |u*i tiving to throw the ball

over the plate, said Puleri. who
move* to i I with the win "I tried

to spot my fastball and mv
change-up was good When I in

able to do that it only makes me a

belter pitcher
"

lie Massachusetts *taff took a

big stop forward this weekend with

three *ohd outings Pitching will be

a kev tailor a* rial *ears on,

as it will ohviuuslv be impossible
for the Mtnutemen offense to main-

tain a pace which has them scoring

afanoM 10 run* per conteat.

pitching staff had a great

weekend Hopefullv that will be

i us, and give us some
momentum for the re»t ul the vear."

•aid L'Mass second baseman Muchie
»hi> went S (or -10 with

live RBI this weekend.
"

I hi* weekend wa* real big for us

lifts <ve a lot of talent

ed pitcher* on this team who can
shut down the opposition." Puleri

said "If we have our pushing going,

then we re going to be a tough team
to beat

"

continued from poge 10

er Mandy Galas started things off

with an infield single. With senior

left fielder Tracey Osier up at the

plate, Galas stole second on the first

pitch.

Osier then hit a single of her own,
sending Galas to third base and scor-

ing position. Senior first base player

Kim Gutridge. UMass' top hitter

with a .193 batting average, was
unable to reach first on her hit. but

she brought in Galas for UMass' first

baseball
continued from poge 10

Braunstein led oft with a double to

centerfield as Wolcott was hit by St.

loe's pitcher Mike Gondas. Lang
advanced the runners with a sacrifice

and Skeffington reached on a walk.

With the bases loaded. Mazzaferro
reached first on four balls to force

Braunstein home Dagltere powered in

two more runs off a long single in the

outfield

Gondras recorded the loss for the

Hawks as he allowed four walks to fall

to 1-3. In 1 1 Boy Ian finished off the last

rwo innings, not allowing any runs.

Saturday's doublefeature was a

showcase for Massachusetts hitters, in

the first game. UMass was trailing 1-0

until the third inning when it pounded

St. loseph's hurlcr lack Marcellus for

seven hits and eight runs.

Doug Clark and Pete Gautreau
opened the floodgates with twin tnples

j* v lark scored the first run Brian

Samela ripped a double into right field

to drive in Gautreau. Braunstein,

it and Lang all tallied singles as

Skeffington reached on an error,

naghrrr rapped a tangle to center field

to continue the cycle, as the Hawk's

defame could not find a way out of the

jam. adding two more errors to their

game total of five Clark would later

smash a home run in the sixth to put

away St. loe's.

Bill Cooke went the distance,

improving his record to VI.
In the second game. Ryan Cameron

(3-2) went the full seven frames,

though he struggled early on. naming
many St. loe's batters to a full count.

The offense stole the show, scattering

sn runs over the first five aaangs.

Great Volunteer Opportunity
Become a

contraception and

safer sex educator.

Men and Women
wanted.

Pick up an application at

the Health Education

Office, room 248, at

University Health

Services.

1-800-COLLECT RECREATIONAL SPORTS
""» "'*»

~f.
3JU3

C tnon.
thecal^

Get Thoir forms In ly:

3«nNrft(N/W) 1/6

lnnslMWn(H/W/() Ul\

OltiMttlm»*(n/W) Ul\

*fli(*to(n(H/W) Ul\

SIGN UP TODAY!

U Mass Amherst
Remember, you can receiwe $8 in collect calls, visit www.1800COUECT.com

With Osier having advanced to

third base junior shortstop Becky

George hit a single. The Flyei

defense acted too hesitantly and
Osier snuck home for a run.

UMass finished things off with a

flurry of scoring in the third inning

George got herself on first base with

a single to left field, then advanced to

second with a steal on the next pitch.

After freshman third base player

Annie Smith's pop fly aaa] caught in

left field, Faessler stepped up to the

plate to perform her magic.

"I was just thinking about hitting

it hard and getting a base hit."

faessler said. "I was onl\ concerned

about putting it into play."

f-aessler's hit flew to the far left.

and kept going, giving her a third

career home run. With the MtN at

4-0, UMass continued through the

batting order and ran up the sunt
Octavia Brown had a single that

brought in senior designated player

I i/ Wagner Gala* then had a hit ol

her 0m. a triple to left field that

brought freshman right fielder

Debbie Tomoguchi in With Omci *

RBI single that brought in Gala* the

Minutewomen had set the Flyers up
tor a mercy ruling

freshman Came kffries pitched in

the game, allowing five hits and get

ling seven strikeouts, lunior pitcher

Danielle Henderson pitched in the

loss, allowing four hits and totaling

16 strikeouts. The Fivers had a triple

play against UMass in the first inning

oi the first game. Gutridge's hit to

left field was caught, and Galas and
Osier were tagged out on second and
third base The Flyers scored the only

run of the game in fourth inning

lennifer Thompson scored the

unearned run.

In Saturday's games UMass swept

St Bonaventure in the

Minutcwomen's home opener. 4-0
and o-2 Henderson pitched the

shutout in the first game, allowing

just one hit. sinking out 1 1 and walk-

ing sis She relieved Wagner in the

fourth inning of the second game,
after Wagner allowed three hits and
two runs. Henderson earned the save.

allowing one hit and striking out five.

UMass will play again tomorrow in

a makeup game with Hartford

DIAMOND SALI:

On* Kino St Northampton 564-3324
264 N PWwont Si , twtktrt\ 253-3g4

STA Travel specializes in

LOW COST ftavel fot students

• toon tort

Email • Ran I

StuOnt IDM
' Around tas Wbrtd

(800) 777-0112

aaaaa siuotin

nuni osttMunon tas •• pmm taora.

600N YOUR TICKET ONLINE AT:

STS-TSSVtl.COM

V&rifed
Poetry. Prose, Lyrics and ONE-ACTS

In all languages other than english

3-D, 2-D, and Multimedia

Artwork aiSo Ai.Cei'tvd

To be featured in mOthertongua an annual multilingual journal

contributors must be Five College Bi-lingual Students.

For information

send e-mail to ITlOthertongue@complit umass edu

or contact The UMass Comparative Literature Dept.

Following the journal publication, writers will have the option of reciting

their material at a ITIOthertongue spoken word performance held

on friday. may 15th in Hampden Theatre Artwork featured in

ITIOthertongue journal will be on display in Hampden Gallery from

Friday May 15th to Friday, May 22nd

Deadline For Submissions Has Been Extended To
April 1 7th

mOthertongile is sponsored by the Department of Comparative
Literature at UMass and the UMass Arts Council.

course.

Class time that counts

We spend more time in clo»s to

moke Jure we cover the te»t

exhaustively You won't have to

spend hours working on your

own Class size is limited to 1

5

ounder & President of The Princeton Review

d We're on campus!
• • The Princeton Review was chosen

to administer all test-preparation

progroms for the UMASS Division

of Continuing Education

No traveling, no hassle

3

i You'll score more...
• Our »»udent» improve an average

of 2 1 2 points on the GRE

lr you knew the CAT
No one knows the computer
adaptive tests better than we do
So. whether you choose the pencil

& paper or CAT format, you'll

review powerful techniques to

maximize your score

Summer course enrollment

has begun'

Satisfaction guaranteed

If you complete the course, take the

GRE and are nol satisfied with your

score, we'll work with you again for

up to one year, at no fee

413/584-6849
wwn rufln.ciRi

JH Mil

^Vl PRINCETON^ REVIEW

La Cazuela

"... in the Northeast, good Mexican

food is as rare as fresh lobster in El Paso.

La Cazuela is one wonderful exception."

|ane and Michael Stern

Eat Your Way Across the U.S.A.

Dinner Every Night

Downtown Northampton
Across From The Parking Garage

/ OLD SOUTH S T R E I 1NOR I I I A M P T O N
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Collegian Classifieds
Uni\crsit\ of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

ANNOUNCEMENTS
People s Market

Where the food's fresh, the cof-

fee's hot. and the music is jam-

mm' 1 Main Floor Student Union

APARTMENT FOR RtNT

One bedroom apt in

Southpomt Available June I-

Aug 31 $S50/month Call Geoff

259-2979

2 tueraei available June 1st

Easily accomodates 4 people

Center of town $825/month
Can 549-5637

1 bedroom apt available at

Crestview 6/1 Fall option On
bus. short walk to UMass Call

548-6*-

2 bedroom Braadywiaa
Available 6/1 $800 per month

CaH rOnten 549-1571

2 bedreem Boulders In front

of bus stop Fits 4 comfortably

Heat and hot water included

$69Symonth 253 5667

Two bedroom Braadywiaa
Apt Available 6, 1 with option

for Fall Full bath. A/C pool, next

to laundry Located on 2 bus

routes Heat/hot water included

Call us 549-1381

AUTO FOR SALE

92 Honda Accord Red power

windows, power locks, low
miles, automatic, good tires

Florida car Call and leave mes-

sage 413 533-9043

Wanted: Toyotas Novas.
Prums. Sentras Any condition

Cash paid everyday 1 800-649-

4795

19 Honda Accord CD Player,

power everything, alarm Low
miles 546-7390

K Mazda 6LC Runs excellent

Cheap transportation Needs
new brake pads $300 Call 546

7050 ,

1999 VW Camaer White Brand

new engine, exhaust, tires

WH)..«MrL 256-8895

CARS FROM $100

Sei/ed and sold locally this

month 1
-800-522 2730 ext 4554

Wanted: J«* Can Cash paid

everyday 1-800-64^4795

COMPUTERS

Now P1MMMX from $895
Laptops. $1295' Peripherals

Zai Vision 582-9198

VAC/AMEX

EMPLOYMENT
Nannies/Live in needed for

NY/CT/CA/NY families
Minimum one year commitment
Professional and affluent fami-

lies Must have child-care

and/or related experience
Excellent opportunity for net-

working and saving money Also

accepting applications for new
Elite Division Average Salaries

$300$500/wk 1-800 932 2736

Under New Management
(Local down by the Fleet

Canter)

Upscale restaurant featuring

regional American cuisine has
immediate openings tor all posi

tions Be a part of our growing

team with endless opportunities

We offer competitive salary,

incentives, and benefits Please

fax resume to 781 674 9747 or

call 781 861 3700 after 5

EMPLOYMENT
Student Reps- AT&T
Authorised Agent needs 20 stu-

dents now' No experience, will

train $100-$300/week Part/Full

Tune 18001592 2121x123

SUMMER WORK IN

WELFLEET ON CAPE COO:
General restaurant work includ-

ing cashiering and service

$8/hour and meals plus $100 per

week bonus for each week
worked if you stay through

August 24 1998 Call or write

Bill Millett P0 Box 321. South

Welfleet MA 02663 15081349

2265 e-mail

iOcapecod.net

1 bedroom apt Available June

1 Buslme Close to campus
$560/month 549-4575

3 bidream eat Summer sublet

with a Fall option On busline

Spacious living room Call 549

Available June 1 Two spacious

bedrooms $720/month Call

256-5489

City Communications
Pentium 233MMX. 32MB
RAM 2 1 Gig. 24X CO ROM.
33 6K. Ti Modem. Video & Audio

Cards with Speakers Plus. 14

inch flat screen digital monitor

Windows 95 keyboard. PS2
mouse $1150 546-6826

Southshore YMCA Camp seek-

ing energetic and caring coun

sewrs. aquatic staff, van driver,

security, nurse, arts and crafts,

maintenance, and office staff

from mid-June to end of August

Come join us for a summer of

fun Positions include room end

board Call 1-800-373-1793

Manager far Retail Seafood
and Ice Cream store Position

offering experience and
overview m all facets of Small

Business Management No
experience necessary, only a

positive attitude Must be avail-

able from 5/18 10/18 Other

positions available also Call

before 6pm 508-627 3574

1. 2. and 3

bedroom apartments Gas heat.

hardwood Noon We are show-

ing starting April 6th for June
and September leases Lincoln

I23J7879

3 bedroom condos
hardwood floors, heated bate-

mem 1/2 mile to campus on bus

route We are showing starting

April 6th for June and
September teases $1350 plus

utilities 253 7879

AUTO FOR SALE

1997 Hyundai Eicel New
alternetor. water pump, brakes,

muffler, tailpipe, exhaust sys-

tem, belts Needs new head
gasket Overall good condition

S3S0otB/0 Call 256-6351

1500 Printer. Keyboard. Mouse.
External CD Drive. SCSI
Equipment is in excellent condi-

tion All for $300 or B/0 549-

5614

CHEAP! CHEAPI Color VGA
Monitor $55 Laptop Noteoook-

$99 486 Computer System
IMS CaM CPC |418fi8«HMKi >

EMPLOYMENT

PERSONALITY WANTED
We re looking for a personality

that is likable, energetic, talka-

tive a little cra/y Whan wa hnd

you. we want you to do TV com-

mercials tor our various clients

Lots of tun Great pay No expe-

rience necessary There is an
open casting call Ml Tuesday.

April 7 at Paulson & Michaels

Advertising. 15 Hampden Street

Springfield MA 413-731-0750.

800 243-0750 Call to schedule

your audition for this Tues

ed for 3 children who live m the

suburbs of Boston live nor out

Call 549-1966

Fell 1999 Internships *ith the

Student Legal Services Office,

get hands-on experience in the

legal field— work directly with

attorneys and clients Earn up to

15 undergraduate credits No
experience in the legal protes

sion necessary— training pro

vided Application deadline is

April 17 1998 Contact The
Student Legal Services Office

today 545-1995. 922 Campus

Cruise Ship • Land-Teer
Joes- Excellent benefits World

Ask us howl 517-324-

3090 ext C50013

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOY
MENT- fishing industry

Excellent earnings and benefits

potential All maior employers

Ask us how' 517 324 3115 ext

A50011

Earn extra case mailing our

circulars from home in your

spare time No experience nec-

essary Free information 1-

8922781

FOR SALE
Road Bike Schwinn Sprint, red.

mint condition! 21 in 6 5302
$100/BQ

95 Specialised Stumpjumper
Full suspension New rear tire

pedals and tune-up Excellent

condition $650 or B/0 Call

Sean 546 7050

Far Sale: Conspeter deed and

book shelf Free couch franc*

253 7606

Sony Playstatien with 8
games $275 Call Jason at 546-

Small DP Home Gym $60 or

B/0 Call 665-3491

INSTRUCTION

SERVICES

Rental Problems? Questions

about your lease/security

deposit deductions7 Questions

about subletting/assigning leas

es 7 Questions about the condi

tion of your new house or apart

ment 7 Contact The Studeni

Legal Services Office. 922

Campus Center. 545 1995

Have a lovely salectien at

bunnies Many colors and types

as well as a selection of cages

and hutches We can also help

with any bunnies you can no

longer care for Call Ellen 367

0105 after 9 00 am

SUMMER SUBLET
2 BEDROOM BRANDVWINE
AVAILABLE JUNE 1 AIR CONDI

TIONED
FULL BATH AND KITCHEN
HEAT AND HOT WATER

INCLUDED
ON TWO BUS ROUTES
$785 PER MONTH
CALL 549 5586

3 bedroom Puttton Apt with 2

iidt'is New unit June 1-Aug 31

inegl Call 549-5221

TO SUBLET

Puffton Village Apt.

$740/month Heat/hot water

included 2 bedrooms and 2

bathrooms Starting June 1 Aug

31 with option to renew Call

5490702

North Amherst One bedroom

with deck Quiet $670 all includ-

ed Availat '164

Summer Sublet
option 3 bedroom

with Fall

king to sublet

Fall only in a clean, laidback

place" Call Alex a 256- 1521

I Volunteer Opportunity

Become a Contiaception and

Safe Sex Educator Men and
Women wanted Pick up an

application outside the Health

Ed Office. Room 248. University

Health Services

50% Student Discount National

Certification Available Spring

Sessions This Semester Space
is limited 1-900-U CAN MIX

LOST & FOUND

Mass License either .n

Brandywme parking lot or in

town on North Pleasant St

Please be honest and return call

5494086

PETS FOR SALE

Young Iguana- All included

Paid $80 asking $40 Call

Lauren 549-5106

by Ph D in English Any

subnet

Pregnant? Naad help? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for

tree testing and assistance 549

1906

STEREO & CD EQUIP

Klipscb 2way Carpeted DJ
Speaker 550 Watts RMS 18"

Woofer. 15" passive fused high

and low's $350/each Jimmy O
253-6615

Large 2 bedroom apartment

I
distance to campus and

uptown Available June i Call

54*5913

9 bedreem heeao on bus route

Available June 1 Sept 1 Only

$1250/month Call 58474.

Available 5/25 Downtown
Amherst. Mam Street Cheap

."979

SUMMER SUBLET

Puffton

6959

Summer Sublet / bed-

.UU'iJ* tfJ*) i > '!' L B 1tl'»_'

i Fully furnished A/C
MtV$Mrson Will negoti-

ulabie after finals 548

Cheap reeea in a clean, quiet

house Short walk to campus
$220/month Call Adnenne •
545 3772 Leave a message

ENTERTAINMENT ROOM FOR RENT
Fwil/Part Time
Available Now for 3-6 i

at* aa movers, drivers, supervi-

sors tt/hr Flexible hours Need
transportation Contact Kathy

Banas 584 4746

Interested in Advertising
Sales? Looking for energetic,

motivated people' Unlimited

earning potential (41317373479

Office Assistant Petitiea
Part-Time now Full-Time >n

summer Please call or stop by

BranoVwiru) Office end press 16-

6 5494600

New hiring energetic
Ms and wee!

Call labb ;-•;•
for your party 549-4545

FOR RENT

Teke Over Our Lease
room renovated •

Available June 1 Call 549-1966

SUMMER RENTALS
CAPE COO GROUP Summer
Rentals- Seme waterfront
houses, seme with swim-
ming pools. Falmouth area

Diamond Real Estate
15091477 1900

Bedroom available

mshed apt O The Boulders

Available from 6/1 till 8/31

Contact Terry O 253-0375

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 bedreem apt >n I

Greet for 1 or 2 people Lots of

space Water is'uot^ ftaicor,

Central A/C On 2 bus routes

549-4357

tu.nnhedI text
Easily accomodates 2

1 bedreem ma.' beOn

Available Now' 1

Summer Call 549-3878

FOR SALE
eeats for nights

I

this semester end for summer
Downtown Amherst $7/hr plus

bonus Sean 253-0583

ountain Bike 85019 m

m a five bad-

room house $300 per month ell

inclusive On bus route Call

Kate or Donna 5494774

Cleen. alder er mature
femele who likes quiet To

share two bedroom apartment.

washer and dryer, ttjwushed lur-

ing room area Summer/Fan
I Tina 66S 3491

after JRjg b49 503/

Puffton Village 3 bedroom. 2

bath Renovated Right near bus

Stop $104Q/month 5496069

Looking lor 14 people for 2

bedroom summer sublet m

275 Peftleo for Summer lease

3 bedroom. 2 bath Semi fm
mshed Cell 549-8769 We will

hook you up

2 bedroom ami m Brandywme
Available May 26-July 31 with

option to rent through Aug 31 or

for next Fall Heat/hot water

included On 2 bus routes Call

54*5079

TO SUBLET

s4 m Brandywme
Available 6/1 to 6731 Fits 4

Great tor summer Ce»54» 3878

Leekieg to UN 1 bedroom m 2

bedroom apt for Summer $750.

a M '"
!x'!' ; !*-oioo«!5 m

Fall Bus Stop on our comer
Clean and comfortable 259
2940

2 bedreem apartment
UPTOWN Great location June

to January Furnished heat and

hpj *atei .nested Call $Nw 4
253-88-

'.

1 bedroom at Clittside

$540/month
I Well fur-

nished On bus route Call 685-

5019

Brandywme 6/1 a/31

option over the lease Spaoous

bjxbM ejn i'.i; m . >iej!

and not water excluded On bus

man Mi aetftioeJae OaaMd
548 '

Unique Peffton Apartment I

ee Available b/1 Call

548-6961

TRAVEL

FLY CHEAP'
40V8CT fares

Be a little fhwbfe and save t>

Air (

1800)947-6311

WANTED

Free body composition
assessments Pi

temaies only 546 5091

• mom tor

Fall only m a cir-o

place

Whenever you

/>!lJ4 l till

apartment,

sublet, room, or

a roommate

wtmted

Classified.

Call us Today

545- HOC.

TUESDAY. APRIL 7

Discussion — A forum on "What s

Left of the Two-Party System" will

be held tonight from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.

in room 168c in the Campus Center.

Panelists include Hal Herbert, Howie
Hawkins. Eric Chester. Ken
Mosakowski. and representatives of

the Rainbow Coalition. Labor Party

and the New Party

Discussion — Pride Alliance will

be sponsoring a panel discussion of

Queer professors at UMass. A ques-

tion and answer period will follow

The event will be in the Campus
Center, room 162. For more informa-

tion call the office at 545-01 54.

Information — There will be an
Israel interview and information day

from 3-5 p.m. at the Hillel House. A
Kosher dinner will be served from

5-6 p.m.

Meeting — There will be a general

meeting of the Hillcl/lewish Student

Union at 6 p.m. in the Hillel House
Future programs will be discussed, as

well as planning for next year.

Meeting — There will be an intro-

ductory meeting of the Simple Lmng
Study Group from 7 to 8:30 p ni in

the First Congregational Church in

Amherst. There will be interactive

presentations, discussions and oppor-

tunities for on-going study circles.

Performance — The award-win-
ning South African choir, loy of

Africa, will perform in Abbey Chapel

at Moun» Holyoke College The event

is open to the public

Theatre — The Fayerweather
Studio Theatre at Amherst College

will be holding a production of

Harold Pinter's The Collection start-

ing at 8 p.m. The play is a wild game

of sex and power about four people

who seek to learn the unfortunate

truth about each other The event is

free. Call 542-2277 for reservations

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 8

Meeting - The LMass Theatre

Guild bj holding a meeting tonight at

7 p.m. in the Campus Center, room
904. All are welcome.

ung — The Pioneer Valley

I ibertarian Association will hold its

monthly meeting tonight at the Wild

Boar on 2341 Ronton Road in

Wilbraham. The meeting begins at 8
p.m.. and an optional dinner meeting

begins at 6 p.m.

Meeting — The Index, the I M.i-^

yearbook, will hold a general meeting

at 6 p.m. in room 304 in the Student

Union. All are invited.

NOTICES

Commencement housing — A lim-

ited number of residence hall rooms
will be available for the relatives end
friends of graduating UMass students

for the nigh) of Saturday. May 23.

Commencement housing applications

are available at the University

Conference Service* Office. Campus
Center, room 918. To guarantee a

reservation, completed forms must be

returned by May 8

Domestic Exchange — There arc-

only 45 spaces left for the

1998-1999 domestic exchange. Over
100 schools are still available. Come
bo ihe domestic exchange office in

E-26 Machmer Hall or call

545-5351 for more information.

hmpluyment — UMass Lab School

has openings in the Reggio inspired

pie school program for fall semester.

Fur more information, call lennifer

K%anai S4S >|»*Q

I mployment— The UMass CRC k
hiring work study office staff and
web publishers Applications are

available in the C Re office, 322
Student Union or leave a voice mail

at 545-1122.

Homlnmtiont — The Student
Government Association applications

lor I \i\uti\c C abinel lor the upcom
ing fall semester will be available as

of April I in room 420 in the Student

I nmn The deadline for the applica-

tion* i* April 7 at 12:30 p.m.

Openings — The I Metl Lab
I has openings lor preschool

children for the fall scmeMer in a

Reggio inspired program. Call

545-3199 for more details

Volunteerism— The Amherst
Salvation Arm\ needs volunteer* any

rvh are putXk icrwrc armounc rm.»*\ pis AMI
da»N to ujtomit an f VI. pirjvr t*nd * pmi
r<4*4s« conliwwiq «H p>rtm»ol information
tfvhjdNiq Ihe mmr and pnonr rwnbvv of ttw

contact pr'io'i to thr CoeVpttfrl I o the

Marucpnq, IdXot by noon tt» prrviou* day

day and any time Call 253 4747 for

more information.

\,ilunteen\ni The ln-i- Tenter

a Massachusetts Suicide Prevention
Hotline i* currently leeJdag volun

seers and intern* For more informa-

tion, contact CitM Grampelro at

(9781849-5600 ext. 201

Voting — Absentee ballots for the

April 7 Annual Town Ejection are

now available in the Town Clerk's

Office. Monday through Friday from
8 am to 4 >0 p.m. The deadline to

apply for an absentee ballot is noon
on Monday April 6. The election*

will be from noon until 8 p.m. at var-

ious polling locations in town.

deify listing* sponsored by

UVC-TV !9
How is your last chance for the semester to attend the

workshop cycle beginning Tuesday, April 7th

UMass' only student run Television Station
216 Student Union (located to the right of the Hatch) • 545-1336 • www-unix.oit.umass.edu/~uvctvi9

Cablecasting Tuesday April 7 6-9pm

Multicam Tuesday April 14 6-9pm
Camcorder Tuesday April 21 6-9pm

Editing Tuesday April 28 6-9pm

For more information, attend our General Meeting

this Monday, April 6 in the uvc studio at 7pm.
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED

1
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HSCN BvtloHn Board
CBS/3 Hotlford

CBS/4 Aoslon

t «**// *y# «2pf7fKrftn*n#

HSCN Movip Ch.

UPN/20 Harihfd
Weather Channel
NBC/30 New Britain

Fox/61 Harlhrd
i

PBS/24 Horfferd
WOCHAHSCN
mterrationd
UMass Acoanmc TV
HSCN Programming

UVC-TV19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield
CNN
CNN SI

. .cSino News
UCTV
TBS
BET
TV Land
Univision

Comedy Central

Cartoon
Much Music

MONDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
WVTT
wnc
WWLP
WGBY
WGQB
WSBK
WTBS
AAE
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK
SCIFI

TLC
TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

u

Simpsons I~
NtwsX

21

is

6:00
Withbont 8

Nswt X

Ntvrt I
FuIIHoumI

ChstrsX

CrMtUTM

Ntws X
I Abo. You

6:30
Butinws RpL

CBS
CBS

ABC News

BoyWortd

NBCNtws
Mad Abo You

NBCNtws
Mad Abo You

NBC Newt

Business Bat

ABCNewi
Mad Abo. You

Family Matters
| Family Matters

Northern E»po»ure

"

Worldview ':

Night Stand |Mt>e-lsu»

Wings of the Luflwarwi(R)

UpCloea Sportacenttr

7:00 7:30
Ntwshour With Jim Lehrer X
Inside Edition

Extra I
In aide Edition

Fresh Prince

Wheel-Fortune

Judge Judy X
Ent. Tonight

Seinleld X

Real TV*
£nt Tonight"

Chronicle I
Fresh Prince

Jeopardy! X
Judge Judy X
Hard Copy X Sudden-Susan ISudden-Suten

Fraaier «

Wheet-Fortune |JeonnrdyTx

Newthour With Jim Lehrer I
Swnleld «

Seinfeld X
Andy Griffith

Fraaier X
Fratier

"

Andy Griffith

Law 4 Order Blood Is Thicker

Moneyllne X I Crossfire X
Deity Show (fl) | Stein's Money

Gimme Shelter (R)

C - Campus

8:00 8:30
Antiques Roadshow (In Stereo)

Cosby I
Cosby X

Raymord

Push Pilot" I
Raymond

7th Heaven My Kmda Guy" X
SuddervSutan]Sudden-Susan

Danger in Our SXies

Damon X
Sudden-Susan Sudden-Susan

Get. Personal

Antiques Roadshow (In Stereo)

Push Pilot"!

Oanger in Our Slues

9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30
Frontline "From Jesus lo Chnst. The First Christians" I
The Closer X
The Closer X

Murphy Brown 100 People of the Century

20/20 X
Murphy Brown

7th Heaven "I Love You" (R) X
Caroline ] Fraaier (R)X

KHUrs In the Water [in Stereo)

enroll lFraaier(R)I

Ally McBeel (In Stereo) X
Caroline |FrasltrlR)X

Frontline "From Jesus to Christ The First Christians" X
20/20 ir

• •

Killers in the Water (In Stereo; [Newt ICheersX

Ponf BrM*" (1991, Drama) Patrick Swayze, Koanu Reeves

100 People of the Century

Practice "Food Chans" I

Dateline (In Stereo, I
[Grace Under

Dateline (lr Stereo* I
Newt

Dateline tin Stereo) I
Mad Abo. You

NewsX

Practice Food Chains' X

Biography: Casanova

World Today X
Tom Jones (Part 2 of 3)

Supermarket DebtSuperm

MTVUvUve (In Stereo)

Figure It Out |Tlny Toon"

Quantum Leap (In Stereo) I
Renovation I Renovation

Lots * Clark-Superman

Baywetch Sharks Cove" X [Highlander; The Series I
(5:00) Jrnalrd" 1 1* -All Want for Christmas" ( 1 991 , Comedy)&

Intimate Portrait

|Cheark»sdlng(R)

Wild DiscoverflFt) 5

Larry King Live X
*"; "Mad)OUS9*(1990, Comedy) John Larroquetle, Kirslie Alley

World Today X

Old Betore Their Time

My So-Called Life (In Stereo)

DougX iRugrata X
Seagueat DSV "Abakm" X
Home Again |Home Again

Babylon 5 (In Stereo) I

»'V Tough fluyi" (1986, Comedy) Burl UncasterVG'
(5:45)tttS TheEie^OTMt/)'(i9e0,nrlms)JohnHuirpF

iGymnaattoa: Rock 'n' Ron (Rj

1 Night Stand |Make-Laugh

Inside Area 51 iR)

IBaaeball

Unsolved Mysteries (In Stereo)

Artist Cut

Hey Arnold! I
Sightings X

Say What?

Bewitched

Extreme Machines

Making-Space

XHdthom rjify A Survivor's Story" (1998, Drama Kathy Baker

Rockumentary Top 5 ol Day

Wonder Yeert Wonder Yeiri

Slidert Into the Mystic" I
Connections III

Road Rules I DariajRi

Happy Dayt |l Love Lucy H
VR.5 Parallel Lives " (In Stereo)

Connectiont III

WCW Monday Nrtro (In Stereo Live) X
Walker, Texas Ranger X |

World Wrestling Federation |WWF War Zone (In Stereo) X

APRIL 6, 1998^

11:00 I

11:30"
Connecticut Journal

N#We» A Late Show X
Late Show X
NightlineX

Star Trek: Next Gener

News
| Tonight Show

Vibe

Tonight Show

Deep Spaces

Tonight Show
Charlie Rote (in Stereo; X

i

Real TV It

Nighttine X

SleelDiwri- [\W)
Law » Order Wh,te Ratibitt" X
Sports lllut I Moneyline X"

Daily Show Stein's Money
Justice Filet Catch a Thief"

Sport scenter X.

New Attitudes
|Golden Girls

Loveline (In Stereo)

M.T. Moore |Taxl X
Seaquett DSV AEaior, jb:

Extreme Machines iRi

**', 'TheWamors"(1979)

Silk Stilkingt Hard Copy" X
»«t "Independence Dsy"(l996, Science Fiction) Will Smith. (In Stereo) 'PG-13' X |««t "Always Outnumbered" (1998. Drama) I
r#Vi 'Hear»urn"(1986. Drama) Jack Nicholson 'R' X
«'«* "Dead Man rVa*ng"(1995, Drama) Susan Sarandon 'R'

»« The \e^ri6or-( 1993) Rod Steiger'Ff
\

"5elert

»««''i "Looking tor Hcfwtf'd 996) AlPacno. 'PQIFb
s
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Robotman By Jim Meddick
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IN TUe NVJNTUS StNtt UXO
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Wt"W A WOMAN li WHEN 1
GET A SHAMfCX? AT THE MAI*

CTfutri

TWfe WsJtTIPte
VISIT6 TO
"SyPtlcCUTS"

KNotfON Twose sair
ENDS WERE A C«Y

Drabble By Kevin Pagan Dilbert By Scott Adams

ewe
to

RALPH I AA GOthlC T^AAAKsXI' I'MGCAMb
TO TvVe- \AAKK.tT TO
UK TO BCN OREAD'

i'a ee e*ck in

IV-
XGAlM.ieNT

1
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(p€TUEB
IHTO A

P»lvttfA»Aj

jlaJ

I ArA mOROAC, the

PREVENTER OF INF0R-

mATtON SERVICES. I

BRING NED GUIDELINES
FOR PASSlOORDS

"ALL PASSWORDS WUST
CrE AT LEAST SIX
CHARACTERS LONG
INCLUDE NUMBERS AND
LETTERS

. . INCLUDE A
rAlX OF UPPER. ANO

LOWER CASE '

"USE DIFFERENT PASS-
WORDS FOR EACH SfSTEfL
CHANGE ONCE A rtONTH.

' DO NOT
WRITE ANY-

THING DOWN"

Thatch By Jeff Shesol Fox Trot By Bill Amend

fJMATKMPtf
MM PCRtM 00
f* Ttwhsxwa
K.. M0UHCM1
RICM«?

)

NO, NO,

Njruaul
FRCMQ4

Fiinrr

RICH* 8UTI$MMiect9
TAOOeno

KettK._

1PV€
Rich'

PCI HAVtTO
LUMtTNe
CHMRFW

TritT?

•s5TTCeWTsTlX3o«la~

APoLo&n
To Eileen"
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Horoscope;
ARIES (March 2 1 -April 19) —

Take care thai in an attempt to

guide someone you know well. MM
are not crossing the line and offer-

ing nothing but insult

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
Your enthusiasm is on the rise, and
you are taking on an almoM child-

like attitude about all that is avail-

able to MM at this time.

GEMINI (May 2l-|unc 20) —
Do not try to lord it over anyone
today! You can learn a lesson in

the use of power from a Cancer
native who tactful to a fault.

CANCER (|une 21-|uly 22) —
Today, your usual unwillingm-^ u>

confront someone directly ma\ |0VM

.illowing you to face a chal-

lenger head-on.

LEO (|uly 23-Aug. 22) — A
pioicct M>u've been working on for

some time may begin to go slightly

sour today. Do not give up on it

ium yet: be prepared to change
CQMfM
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Scpt. 22) —

Your intuition will serve you and
others well today. You should be

able to keep those around you from
following a dead-end path

LIBRA (Sept. 21-Oct 22) —
Make sure that you're not |mi
spinning your wheels at this time

It is essential that your activities

Meld consistent result*

SCORPIO (Oct. 25-Nov. 21) —
1i>u may need to stop and think

before charging into a situation

about which you know very little.

Are \ou doing what's best tor fOM?
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-E>«c.

21) — There is no sense in repeat-

ing u>ursclf over and o\cr

can gain much more ground MVMM
b\ rrving something new and fail-

ing'

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an
19) — A Scorpio or Leo native

will offer a challenge that is

attractive M) u>u. but >ou may not

be able to work out the logistics.

AQUARIUS (|an 20 -Feb. 18)
— You need more attention than

>ou \e been getting at this MJM
Do not be afraid of telling iboM
around you what vou reall\ want.

PISCES (Feb I9-March 20) —
You can surprise a loved one
today by doing something e\pc\t

ed in a wholly unexpected fash-

ion Take advantage of his or her

gullibility.

Closo to Homo By John McPherson
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Ouote of the I>iiy

" ..but the ATM was

right there..^
-Overheard by an $85.00 dollar

loser at Casino Night

+1&S+' •niX^r WfcPfTOWBgl 9, <J-nnM Mm Synama

"To help better prepare its students for the

real world, Ralston University simulates

actual office conditions during final exams."

ACROSS
1 Leg part

6 Mexican coin

10 Type of cake9

14 Video's
companion

1 5 Certain
newspaper pg

16 Ear part

1 7 Scholarship of a
sort

18 Pleasant
19 "—Called

Horse"
20 Loving
?3 Fall behind
26 "— Miss Brooks'

27 And soon: abbr
28 Party fabric

29 In — together

31 Makes sweaters
33 Factory worker,

perhaps
34 Cheese lovers

35 Every
39 Concept
40 Teams
41 Frolic

42 Rolltop —
43 Common

connectors
44 Scottish

landowner
45 Cher's ex
47 Puzzle doer
48 Greek letter

51 Fruit drink

52 Nutritious grain

53 Airport info

54 Unexpectedly

58 Cordon —
cookery

59 Not common
60 Baby deliverer''

64 Leaders of the

flock

65 Sailor's

greeting

66 Follow
67 Helper abbr

68 Free ticket

69 Spa amenity

DOWN
1 Children's

game
2 "Ben- —

*

3 Apple-cider girl

4 Ms I ollobngida

5 — ft: skedaddle
6 Hearth tool

7 Heroic story

6 Parts of a
paragraph

9 Curiosities

10 Scottish

household
1

1

Speaker of

Latin

1

2

Slacken off

1 3 "The Devil and
Daniel

Wofcster"

author
21 Enjoyment
22 Fall mo
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O 199S Unnod Foaiuro SyndKaw

23 Sensational
24 Battery part

25 Taunts
30 Drenches
31 Child

32 Flower part

34 Hiawatha's
love

36 In existence
37 Insert mark
38 Nine-headed

monster
40 Golfer's hazard
44 Waterlllies

46 Lout

47 "My Gal —

"

48 Hooded snake
49 Hawaiian

dances
50 Things
52 Heeds
55 Depose
56 Son of

Aphrodite
57 Mount —

,

Sicily

61 Big Ten sen

62 Hurry
63 Large green

parrot

ot

Today's P.C. Morm
Cmtl 343.2020 tee tmer~~

Franklin

LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Turkey Tetrazzini

Grilled Steak Sandwich

DINNER
Chicken Breast with Rice Stuffing

Spaghetti/Italian Sweet Sausage
Italian Tufu Sails and Sauce

Quarter lb Burger w/ or w/o Cheese

Worcesr^er

LUNCH
Grilled Cheese Sandwich,w/ or w/ Branola

American Chop Suey
Spaghetti/Tomato Sauce

Macaroni, Lentil, and Tomatoes

DINNER
Chicken Breast with Rice Stuffing

Black-Eyed Peas

Pastabilities

Ravioli Alfredo

Hampshire
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich
Turkey Tetrazzini

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

DINNER
Chicken Breast with Rice Stuffing

Spaghetti/Italian Sweet Sausage
Tomato Sauce

Berkshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Turkey Tetrazzini

Lentil Chili

DINNER
Chicken Breast with Rice Stuffing

Shrimp and Sausage Jambalaya

Penne with Tomatoes and Spinach

Pastabilities
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Baseball pummels Hawks in sweep
ByKoMMnRofc
Colagon Staff

It didn i seem nght that baseball had to be plated under

such conditions alter last weekend's sultry tease The
sound (.4 aluminum pings echoed painfully m I art r

I orden Held Saturday
and yesterday, as (he

Massachusetts baseball

team swept a three game
•cries with St k*eph '»

L Mass tl3tv
Atlantic 10) tossed the

Hawks 1 1 1-1 S I) u> the

roadside. 1 1—I, 6
Saturday, and 5-0 ycatar-

IdT Pulen i V 1 1 pitched

seven innings, fanning

seven while walking three

yesterday to earn the win. Travis Veracka finished up
strong, striking out two including the last batter to end the

"We got a couple early runs.* Pulen said. "I had my
breaking ball and changeup working, and we all rcallv

The Minutemen started off hot in the first when leaded

hitter Shaun Skeflington singled to center, stole second

and advanced to third on Bryan Maiiafrim't sacrifice

bunt hack to the pitcher Muchie Daghcre. currently enjoy-

ing an IS- pane hitting streak, smacked a stngje to center

field to score Skeffirajsav He went V-far- 10 an the week-

end

"Our dutch guys came through for us." LMaat coach

Mike Stone said. "We were pretty solid dcfcnaivtty and
our ratting was good."

St. (oseph's went down I 2 -3 m the first two awing* aa

Pulen began both innings with a K The right-hander

jumped ahead on the count at me Hawk* faded to reach

first. It wasn't until the third inning that they recorded

back- to-back bate hits but faded to take advantage.

UMatt scored another run in the second awing at Matt

ON reached second on an error and Sate Lang
knocked m Aaron Braunstcin. who reached on a fielder's

choice. But I Mass conserved until the fourth as

Brainstem. Wolcott and Skeffingtun all touched home un

fust rwo hits at the exploding uffente took advantage of

the Hawk* ttruggttaj defense

Turn to BASEBALL poge 1

St loseph's was left lying in the dust after the Massachusetts baseball team swept its three-gam*

weekend.

Minuteman pitchers combine for impressive effort from hill

By Michael Kobylanski

Collegian Staff

Massachusetts junior hurler Ryan Cameron was
unhappy with his performance in a 6-2 win over Si

Joseph <. in the second game of a Saturday double-

header at Karl F Lorden Field

The right-hander pitched a complete game (7

innings), while allowing onl\ two runs on four hit*,

sinking out eight Hawk batters

"I didn't pitch well at all today Ms control w.i

and I walking too many guys.* said Cameron, who
upped his record to 3-2 with the victory. "In oui

tern we're asked to get ahead in the count, and I

wasn't doing that I just had too many lapses out

there
"

Regardless of Caaseron ditappoi n an
outing that in.

Iron in all of thi»

•si la- were the most tallied bv the Hawk-
game all weekend

. hi The ii

That is because tumor southpaw Bi!

a complete ganu- (7 Inning*) five hitter

oalj one run in the firsi |ai
twin-bill Then un Sunday kfl Pulerl and I

VataeJta combined on a three hit thti

the weekend tat from the visiting Han
"W« k',.i lotjM ! pitching this

from all three starters and I *ell kit

• mixing all uf hi« pitches and was

Mill • ui." said

Stone whose chtb MO*M
Bill is thrajaj toW

I he did a nice job Rvan had a tittle

K- out there with (he walks, hut OstH hack and

It aagaaj like all ol the attention has been on the

nae this icaaon However, while

the offense was hot and cold at time« this weekend.

the pitching was al»j\> approaching the boiling

l*t<tnt

ill. .wed a pair OJ hits in the lirst inning

Turn to PITCHERS page 7

The Massachusetts Daffy Collegian

Minutewomen drop one,

but take three at home
against conference foes
By Jockie Leroux
Cottagton Staff

The Massachusetts soft ball team received a wake up call

vcterday. After a less than spectacular effort, the

Minutewomen dropped a 1-0

dec iaioci lo Daytoa m the

lust hall of a doubleheader.

That was all the motivation

UMass needed

'We weni out there kind of

expecting to win," said

sophomore catcher \icole

I taaslei who ha<l .» home run

in the second game "It wat a

wake up wall and it hurt us.

but it definitel] made ut

come back stronger

"

In the nightcap I Mass
took over and dominated the

flyers, winning 8-0. The
game was called on the mercy

rule in the fifth inning

The Minutewomen started their slugfest early, scoring

two runs in the bottom of the first lunior second bate play

Turn to SOftlAO. page 7

K •«< UtNSANIN COUJCJAN

Carrie Jeffries led the way for the Massachusetts soft-

ball team to split two games with Dayton yesterday

Saturday, the Minutewomen swept St Bonaventure.

UMass is knocking Duke bedevils lax with scoring spree
on next level's door

l asr\

John Fay does not have to hype his

game with a tat of talk. What he does

on the lacrosse field is proof enough of

his talent.

The Duke men's lacrosse team — for

which Fay currently stars — does not

need the incredible media attention the

Syracuse* and the Mary lands of the col-

legiate lacrosse world get. The results

the No. 5 Blue Devils produce, howev-

er, deserve that attention.

Fay and Duke's recent success go
hand and hand. The senior attackman

is one of the school's — not to men-

tion the country's — best. Halfway
through his final season, he ranks third

all-time in the Blue Devil goals scored

category with 13'? tallies (he needs 23

to move into first i

and among the

school's top 10

point scorers.

In his four years at Duke, the Blue

Devils have risen through the ranks 10

stake their claim as a national power.

Last season's final four appearance

attests to that fact. The Devils' 8-1

record attests to that fact, as does their

1 5-4 defeat of Massachusetts Saturday

at Richard F. Garber Field.

"|ohn Fay is one of the best attack-

men around." Duke coach Mike
Pressler said. "He shoots well and he

has a great knack around the goal "
I av

made his presence felt Saturday with

four goals and two assists; Duke veri-

fied their status among the nation's

bag

That level is one Pressler says the

Minutemen themselves are very close to

achieving.

"UMass is very close to the top level

of college lacrosse." he said. "They are

probably one or two players away. And
Greg Cannella is the kind of coach who
can get UMass to that next level."

This weekend represented this sea-

son's first major step toward reaching

that level. And although the game did

not give Cannella or the Minutemen

the result they wanted, it did give

them something that could prove
more valuable as the year go

focus.

"Anytime you are involved in a loss

like this it causes some refocusmg

Cannella said.

The lesson is especially timclv consid-

ering the rest of the Minutemen's |9s)8

slate. Next week I Meat travels to

Baltimore for one of the most talent

laden lacrosse afternoons all season. In

the first game of a doubleheader at

lohns Hopkins, the Minutemen will

take cm l.oyola at 4 p.m.; in the second

game, the host Blue lays will face

Maryland at 7 p.m.

"This game was a gut check." senior

goaltender John
Kasselakis said.

,Vane
"Loyola is a heck

of a club. We've
i come out ready to plav against

them."

I Mass will also have to come ready

to play against the rest ol its date. The
five games the Minutemen have remain-

ing read like a who's who of both
regional nvals and national powers: the

Greyhounds. Syracuse. Harvard. Brown
and V>tre Dame.

"I told them to think about | the

game) alone and think about it aj |

team." Cannella said. "I told thom to

keep their heads up We are 6- 1 with

five games left, and they're all big

games. I told them You can't let this

defeat hurt you.'"

With what I Mass has accomplished

this season. Saturday's game notwith-

standing, the Minutemen are knocking

on the same door Duke faced otilv I

year or so ago.

They have the ingredients to make
that transition to sustained national

prominence. Now they have to make
that step

Next week's game could be a big part

ol that.

Casey Kane is a Collegian CO&MMMI

By Brett Mauser
Collegian Staff

It was a reality check, mil
I

the

ichusctts men - leant

I he Minutemen were riding high con

Saturday's com Kike The No >*

Minutemen were one ol lour undefeated teams in

the country They slowlv climbed the poll*,

re-establishing themselves as a national p>

after graduating much of last
)

ffenttvc pro

ductl

I he Blue Devfh certainly put the season into

Iikus Saturday, as they ran the Minuteman delense

all oyer the field, en route to a 15-4 demolition of

I Mass (6 l> The loss marks the worst home
defeat smcc losing to Dartmouth 14 2 in 1965.

The teams battled to a standstill in the ftr<t six

minutes, until Duke's Brendan Keaney caught I

lohn lay pass wide open in front ol the goal and

IOHMA KANSANFN I i >l I f ( ,I*N

|ay Negus and the Massac husetts men's lacrosse team faced tough pressure from Duke this week-
end in a 15-4 loss.

fired it past goalie lohn Kasselakis

The floodgates opened, as Duke poured it on in

i he first quarter, netting four more goals before

the first whistle sounded. Five different Blue
De\ils tallied goals in the first quarter, including

I av who finished the day with four goals and two
assists. Duke out shot the Minutemen 12 " in the

lirst frame and took advantage of junior Scott

Diggs's domination ol the taccoff circle.

Duke opened the second period much like the

lirst Sophomore attackman T.|. Duman scored

his second goal of the game with an up and under
move OH KajaaataJrio,

The Minutemen finally found the back of the

net when sophomore midfielder Alex Racioppi
cocked and fired a bullet past Duke goaltender

Craig Seyffer from the restricting line to make the

score 6-1. lunior Mike McKeefrey posted his

tenth goal of the season, but not before Fay struck

again.

The half that the Minutemen had dominated all

season, outscoring opponent*. 45-14. had back-
fired as Duke had simply taken it to UMass.
"We hadn't been down yet in the season. In the

style that we play, it's tough to come back," coach
Greg Cannella said. "They have to keep their

heads up. A defeat like this cant hurt you for

more than a couple of days. We have to think
about working hard on Monday."

In the second half. Duke waited for the perfect

shot, working the ball around the perimeter
before getting a clear look on Kasselakis. He was
I sitting duck as the Blue Devils continued the

onslaught in the third period. Racioppi's second
goal on the day was sandwiched between four
Duke scores to make the count 11-3 after three
frames.

Duke's offense was the story as the fourth quar-
ter, one which saw the Blue Devils extend their

lead to 15-1 when Ben Quayle found paydirt.
Mike DelPercio scored a late goal, but Duke had
the game well in hand.
"We just got outplayed," Kasselakis said. "They

came ready to play, and we came out flat. When
you get buried like that, you have to dig deep."
UMass will next try to tame the No.7 Loyola on

Saturday on the campus of Johns Hopkins
University. The Greyhounds are hot off an 18-15
upset of No. 2 Syracuse at the Carrier Dome.
"We didn't play with enough heart today,"

Racioppi said. "This week, we'll find out what this

team is made of."
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General Hospital

turns 35

"GHs" 35th
anniversary,
prime time special
was such a lovely
trip down memory
lane and so mucn
fun to see Check
out Jacob Farming's
Soap Chat (see Arts

fr Living, page 5)

Lax win

over Huskies

Amy Leder led
the UMass lacrosse

team to victory
over Connecticut
this weekend (see

Sports, page 10).

WORLD

Meiring's resignation

announced yesterday
PRETORIA, Sooth Africa (AP) —

South Africa's military chief

announced his resignation yesterday

because of the controversy over a

report about an aaeged coup ptoL

Gen. Ceorg Meinng. who cad not

admit any wrongdoing in a brief

statement to (ournahsts, said he was
stepping down "vvehout prejudke"

and would seek fas pension

President Nehon Mandeia said he

had accepted the resignation 'with

regret" and agreed to alow Meinng

to retire early The president would
Wee to thank Gen Memng for the

services he has rendered to the gov-

ernments of the Repubhc of South

Africa," Mandela said in a state-

ment
The military report Meinng gave

to Mandela on Feb S named sev

eral former anti-apartheid guerrillas

who now hold top military and
government posts as taking part m
organ* red activities to destabilize

the country, with the awn of top-

pling the government Mandela
has said he never believed the

report and his government has
repeatedly insisted there was no
ptet

NATRON

Suprerne Court refuses

suit against Domino's

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Supreme Court yesterday refused

to revive an antitrust lawsuit

against Domino's Pizza Inc. by 1

1

franchise holders who accused it of

monopolizing the $500 million-a-

year market for pizza ingredients.

The HjstKes, without comment,
let stand rulings that threw out the

lawsuit against the nation's second

largest pizza company Domino s

sells more than 11.8 billion a year

worth of pizza and other food
items through a national network

of 4,200 stores. Some 3,500 of

those stores are owned and oper-

ated by independent franchise

holders.

Each franchise holder's contract

with Domino's requires that all

pizza ingredients, beverages and
packaging materials conform to

Domino's standards.

The contract also states that

Domino's may require that ingre-

dients. ..used in the

preparation. ..of pizza be pur-

chased exclusively from Domino's

or from approved suppliers or dis-

tributors The lawsuit alleged that

Domino's, which controls more
than 90 percent of the market for

pizza ingredients, used its market

power to drive out an cooperative

effort by franchise holders set up as

a competing supplier.
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U.S. Representative Olver Current SGA budget

allots more funds to

SGA than other RSOsmakes stop in Thompson
ly Laura Jakutowicz

Collegian Staff

ON THE INTERNET

www.umass.edu/rso/colagian

United States Representative lohn

Olver spoke yesterday in Thompson
Hall as part of a round table discus-

sion sponsored by the University ol

Massachusetts Democrats in collab-

oration with the Pi Sigma Alpha
Political Science Honors Society.

The discussion opened with the

Chair ol the University Democrats.

Toby Chadhun. who began with the

statement "quest i.'iis come up as to

why this generation is apathetic to

politics. Now it's time for us to get

involved and engage the system."

Olver. who has served as the

western Massachusetts representa-

tive sukc 1 *-*v> | . discussed the goals

of Democrats in the upcoming con-

gressional elections.

Recent congressional trends.

Olver said, are "now the two parties

have sort of separated, the distribu-

tions hardly overlap now. so this

leads to confrontation When you
had the two parties with a substan-

tial degree of overlap, there would
not be much in the way of con-
frontation

"Now there are major battles over

ideologies on a lot of different

issues The Democratic party, of

course, is trying to regain the house
el representatives."

According to Olver, the

Republican Party is interested in

switching at least four scats in the

Senate By achieving this, the repub-

licans would be able to get a majori-

tv vote *to cut off debate and
would then be in control of fili-

busters completely." he said

Specifically, Olver pointed out

that democrats are putting in a

strong effort to take over 1 1 seats in

the House of Representatives.

Olver said issues Democrats arc

Israel cleared

in death of

bombmaker
By linod Muso
Associated Press

RAMALLAH. West Bank
Palestinian secuntv official! cleared

Israel yesterday in the death of the

chief Hamas bombmaker. saying he

was shot by a rival Hamas member
who tried to cover up the slaying bv

disfiguring the body in a bomb blast.

Hamas leaders rejected the find-

ings. They insisted Israel was respon-

sible for the death of Mohiyedine
Sharif, and said the Hamas military

wing. Izzedine al Qassam. would
probably make good on its threats to

carry out revenge bombings in Israel.

Sharif's death has strained ties

between Hamas and Yasser Arafat's

Palestinian Authority.

An open confrontation with Hamas
would make it easier for Arafat to

crack down on the militants, at

demanded by Israel as a condition for

a troop pullback in the West Bank.

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu said the investigation

proved that the Palestinian Authority

was capable of fighting terrorism and

that it must continue its efforts.

"That. I think, would pave the way
for the resumption of the peace
process." Netanyahu said. But he also

said he regretted that some
Palestinian officials had been so quick

to cast blame. Sharif's body was
found at the scene of a car bomb
blast in a garage in an industrial zone

of the West Bank on March 29. and
the circumstances of his death were
unclear for days.

"I can say now that Israel is not

responsible for that operation." said

Palestinian Planning Minister Nabil

Shaath, who several days ago had
accused Israel of involvement.

A senior Palestinian security offi-

cial said Monday that Sharif was
killed by Adel Awadallah. a rival for

leadership of Izzedine al Qassam.
On March 29, Awadallah and a

teen-age bombmaker. Ghassan
Addasi, drove Sharif to a remote
area, said the official.

Awadallah shot and killed Sharif,

packed the body in the car and then

drove to Ramallah. Addasi and
Awadallah rigged the car with explo-

sives, placed Sharif's body near it and
detonated the bombs with a timer,

the official said, speaking on condi

tion of anonymity.

The two apparently hoped the body
would be disfigured enough to erase

all signs of the shooting. However,
only Sharif's right leg was torn off by
the blast, the official said.

Hamas has carried out more than a

Turn to BOMBING poge 3

dealing with are teceriu tocial

security, reducing the uv?e lor entry

into Medicate tor youa^** anrhen,
education infrastructure. Bed
research and development

"The kev position thai bus been
evolving is. it loo^ a^ il were going

to end up with a lUeablf surplus

over the next several years after not

having surplus for at least >0 years."

he said

With that there was a new
dvnaiiiic beginning to appear, the

Dcinociais and Republicans were

Turn to OiVfR page 3

By Jill Carroll

ColUgon Staff

Representative |ohn Olver speaks to students on campus yesterday

Registered Student Organizations

iRSOl will be left without financial

support if problems arise the rest ol

this semester because the Finance

Reserve account ol the Lhivcrsity ol

Massachusetts Student Government
Association (SGA). used to provide

emergency funds tor RSOs, wat empty

as of March 1

1

RSOs will have to petition other

RSOs for money or. in the case ol a

severe emergency, use the SGA
long-term reserves in order to receive

additional money this sra i

"With the finance reserves emptv it

would have to be a real cmergencv

like the craft center burning down, but

we do have long term reserves for

that But the best bet » to go to other

RSOs. Sometimes other RSOs have

extra money." Seth Avakian.
Chairman ol the Ways and Means
Committee said.

The Finance Reserve had S3.1 >*v

to use for ether purposes besidet giv-

ing emergency money to RSOs
"It gives them [RSOt| more money

There are a couple different roles, one
is to have emergency money for RSOs
Their main role is to fund for events

that weren't planned for in their

IRSOl budget." Avakian said

Avakian felt it wat loo carry for the

finance reserve account to be emptv

"Spending that money this early in

the semester it somewhat irresponsi-

ble.* Avakian said.

Dan Backer, chairman of the

Finance Committee, could not be

reached for comment
Money in SGA accounts comes

from the Student Activities frusi

Fund (SATF) which is paid for by stu-

dents through the Student Activities

lee included in tuition

i ding to a copv ol the SGA
budget lor fiscal year 1998, each stu

dent contributes $71.00 per year For

liscal vcar 1998 that amounted to

SI. 194

The SGA has sole respon-ir-ilnv to

giving out the SATF money to RSOs
and Agencies. This includes the SGA
which is an Rsu

Student governments including

area governments, were given
$ISM S84

The SGA received $48,737 ol that

monev which is more than any other

Ihe next closest RSO in funding

is the Distinguished Visitors Piufiam
with $''.000

Peter Kilboume. speaker of the sen-

ate explain* the large amount of fund-

ing

have 13 or 14 people on pay-

roll That alone takes up about
Sso.ooo Mjraatf, the president and
trustee each get $4,000 a year alone."

Kilboume said The executive cabinet,

which is appointed by the president,

alto gets paid $ I SO0 per person per

vc-at

Agencies receive the majority of the

s\ll mc>nev with i8 percent ol the

budget The highest allotment to an

agencv i» the Student Legal Services

which is given $282.8 vt>

All RSOs either maintained their

level of funding or received an
increase in funding in fiscal year 1 998
The RSO with the biggest increase

was the Black Mass Communications
i with an increase of $1 I 000

Raising funding to $30,000
Ml Agencies received more money

in liscal year 19**.

The Agency with the largest

increase was the Office ol \l hfi V

- adding $48,937. totaling funds

to $120,677

Flower girl

D»NI(Lll CJLAHOI COUtCUVN

Kristen Powers, a junior HRTA major, arranges cut roses yesterday at the florist stand on the student union concourse.

Antitrust case against Microsoft mulled
By Rob Wells

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The hzttlce

Department is considering a new
antitrust case grirat Mkroaoft Corp
involving the new Windows 98 soft-

ware, officials Mid vestcrday.

lusticc investigators issued a new
round of civil subpoenas to major
computer makers concerning
MfeKMOA Corp., but haven't decided

yet if they will file a MM
A Microsoft spokesman said the

company "will work very closclv"

with lusticc Department investigators

but said the company envisions no
delay in the planned May 1 5 retwet

of its new Windows 98 taftwait to

PC makers. The software is scheduled

for public release lune 2V
"We do not believe there is any

scenario that would delay the release

of Windows 98 with all ol the

Internet capabilities included."

Microsoft spokesman Mark Murray

said.

A Compaq Computer Corp
spokeswoman confirmed that it

recently received a civil subpoena
from the Justice Department's
antitrust division concerning
Microsoft, but declined to provide

any details, lusticc investigators have

subpoenaed other major computer

companies and are considering bring-

ing a case before Microsoft releases

ns Windows 98 program, said an

official familiar with the govern-

ment's case, who spoke on condition

of anonymity. Windows, the domi-

nant operating system software for

personal computers, controls a PC's

h.isic functions.

The software giant could be

charged with violating the Sherman
Antitrust Act by maintaining and
extending its control over operating

software for personal computers.

The Wall Street lournal first

reported the new investigation in yes

terday's editions.

lustice spokesman Michael Gordon
declined to comment, citing the ongo-

ing review of Microsoft. "We're in

the middle of an open investigation,"

Gordon said. "It's important to point

out that no decision has been made."

Murray said the company wouldn't

speculate on what government inves-

tigators may or may not do with infor-

mation gathered from the subpoenas.

"The issuance of new requests for

information isn't surprising or signifi-

cant in our view." Murray said.

"We're optimistic that after they

review all the facts, they'll agree that

we're completely within the law and
competing fairly."

Officials stepped back from earlier

plans to stop the Windows 98 version

of operating software altogether and

may instead settle for forcing

Microsoft to offer the new program
without Mtaomft'l Internet Explorer

software, according to the source.

Ihe government also might seek to

MM PC makers and Internet service

providers tiom alleged exclusionary

contracts, the source said.

«
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Campus Police Log
\ccidcni — Properly Damage
\}ml J

A minor two vehicle accident

occurred in parking loi 44 on Van
Meter Road.

A three vehicle accident

rred on Massachusetts
iue

April 4

A parked vehicle rolled out of

its space and hit another vehicle

on Hick* •
\ nunoi IWO vehicle accident

occurred in parking lot 25 on
commonwealth Avenue

Animal Complaint
April 2

An individual reported a dog
locked in I vehicle on lohn Adams
Road
April I

1 nvironmental Health &. Safely

was called to remove a mouse
Ifoin a lounge in lohn Adaml

iJciicc Hall.

Annoying Behavior

. ironmental Health and
Safe!) VN notified of a bievcle

chained to the main entrance of

the Textbook Annex

Apnl i

An individual reported being

haru**cd h\ other individual- '

lohn \daiti* Residence Hall

/ 5

ObJlCtl *erc thrown from the

4th floor window* in Van Meter

baft

Pan individual* were reported

exposing themselves on lohn

Adams Road.

A large group refused to dis-

perse on the Southwest
Jeniiai Area Mail.

Asai.i Ciiuen

April!
ion L. Palmer, of J Plumtree

Rd Sunderland, with two war-

ranto

Dixiurbancc

4.pri7 i

\n individual reported that a

resident from Kenned) Residence

Hall threw a barrel at hci

»r>n7 4
Individual* in Van Meter

ReMdencc Hall bvpu-ssed *ccutm

April 5

Intoxicated individuals were

CWataVg a disturbance in Hamlin
Residence Hall

Domestic Disturbance

April )

kenncth lianklm WatkJM, 22,

I 174 Nursery St . Springfield.

was arrested in Coolidfa
Residence Hall toi domestic

assault and battery and trespass-

ing

Health and Safctv Hazard
\prtl 5

A dumpster was on fire near the

ol a. Management.

Id
ironmental Health and

IV wa* culled to check on a

KKU in progress on Orchard Hill

Drive

Larceny

April J

A generator was reported stolen

near the Cunness Ijiboratorv

A telephone was reported stolen

from Kennedy Residence Hall

An individual from Cashin
Residence Hall reported packages

sent through the mail stolen

Liquor Law Violations

I >

Matthew I \\o)dkow*ki I

Mlollwood Dl VW-Mtield wa*

arretted in lohn \dani* Residence

Hall for illegal possession of

liquor.

lake I Pecatello It, ol >

Rampart RJ \ armoothpori. was

arrested in Nan Meter Residence

for illegal possession of liquor and
misuse of an ID card.

Apnl 4

lohn P Ward. 18. of bl Acorn

Millie was arrested on

Commonwealth Avenue lor trans-

l and illegal possession of

liquor.

Mario I Rcves. 19. of 84

Hioml'cld St., lawrenee. was

arrested on Commonwealth
Avenue for illegal possession of

liquoi

Traffic Stop

LarfJ 2
I redcrtck McKemmie. 5tv ol

990 V Pleasant St . Amherst, was

»u*pc-iided on Olvmpia Drive for

operating a motor vehicle with a

suspended license

Vandalism
law£ |

A tricvde at North Village

Apartments was run over by a

vehicle that was being opciated on

the sidewalk

I 5

Iwo vehicle* in parking lot II

H Stadium MM were damaged
\ parked vehicle on Sylvan

Drive was damaged
A patked vehicle on Presidents

Drive was damaged
Apnl 4

A locked storage area in

nan Residence Hall was bro

ken into Mattresses and furniture

were strewn about in the hallway.

thirteen windows in Worcester

Dining Common were smashed by

rocks.

A trash can was thrown on to a

vehicle in parking lot 22 on

I nivctsitv Drive

c ard access system was dam-
aged at Van Meter Residence Hall

A vehicle in parking lot 71 on

M.issjchusetts Xvenue was dam-

aged

Apnl 5

Individuals damaged furniture

and a vending machine in the

lobbv ol Washington Residence

Hall

The main entrance was smashed

in McNamara Residence Hall

The lire alarm svetem on the

2|aj floor of John Chiincv Adams
Residence Hall was damaged
April 6
A window was smashed on a

vehicle located in parking lot 22

on I nivei«itv Drive

Write for Ncwjin
Come dew* to the Collegia* offices at 113

CamjH-j Cemer Bajcfncm or call 545-1762 a*d

ask to sp«ak to Leigh for more mformatton.

Midi COUKMH

Paint me a scene
Crad student* Media Maraia and Nikki Cohen adorn the walls of the Fine Arts Center with landscapes for

their scene painting claw

REGISTERED TO VOTE IN AMHERST?
THEN VOTE EARLY AND CELEBRATE AT

SOUTH WEST

utfiSlflS1

00

Bands and DJ's spinning i

Popcorn, Cotton Candy

Plus 3 Kegs!
(Well Its Root Beer)

Vilflfr

POLLS OPEN FROM 12:00 - 8:00 P.M.

SOUTHWEST VOTERS VOTE IN

HAMPDEN COMMONS
OTHER RESIDENTIAL AREAS CALL THE TOWN CLERK AT 256-4035

OR CHECK THE LIST IN OUR VOTER VAN

A Van leaves the Student Union every 20 minutes to bring YOU to your Polling Place.

WJ:1Jl^cli:s3^idill|^**>lll»>I
CHANGE IT, GET OUT AND VOTE!
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Olver
continued from page 1

thinking of how they wanted to use
the surplus. The president decided
that whatever surpluses were going
to come forward were going to go
into social security to secure the gen-

eration between you and me and
your generation and long into the
luture" said Olver.

After finishing with this final

statement, Olver fielded questions
from students. One student asked
how the democrats felt about the

Republican proposal to raise the

Medicare age from b"> to 67.

"We push for universal health cov-

arm lOM form. So. of course
we'd be bitterly opposed to upping
the age which then means there's a

lot more people who don't have
health insurance." he responded.

Uuestions ranging from how to

give jobs to the unemployed to bal-

ancing the budget were asked bv mu
dents attending.

"What other things can we do to

bring down the costs of tuitions

across the board for college educa-

tions"'" asked Chadhuri.

He went on to inform students

that to reduce costs in one area,

funding needs to be taken from
another area. For now, the focus of

federal support for tuition has been

with supporting financial means for

minorities and economically deprived

students to attend colleges and uni-

versities

Olver responded by saying that

"we have attempted to give scholar-

ships, Pell grants, student loans,

work study, and to pour them in

such a way that people who have less

economic means could get a bigger

package of those things The presi-

dent's proposal would be to provide

a substantial increase in those types

ol issues for those at the lowest top

nomic end of the scale."

bombing
continued from page I

do/en suicide bombings in Israel

since 1444, killing scores of people

Addasi, along with two other

llamas members, is under arrest,

but Awadallah remains at large, the

. tal said

Addasi s family said he was inno

cent His 26-year-old brother, Isain.

said Ghassan spent the evening of

the killing praying at the mosque,
having dinner with his family and

going to bed early The other tw;

suspects were not identified fibril

Kajoub. the Palestinian securitv

chief in the West Bank, said thev

included people whom Sharif had

trained and others who had helped

hide him Sharif. 12. topped Israel's

most-wanted list as the mastermind

of several suicide bombings He had

been on the run -nice August 1995.

moving from safehouse to safe-

house.

Abdel A/i/ Kantisi. a leader of

llamas in the Gaza Strip, said the

investigation's results arc "not

. ptable to Hamas." Rantisi

insisted that Israel was ultimately

responsible for Sharif* death

Asked M Israel radio whether
Mamas would go ahead with previ

ouslv threatened revenge attacks.

Rantisi said: "I believe in the way ol

Hamas, and that is that it will

indeed react " The Palestinians also

took care to fill in the Americans on

their investigation Israel's Channel

One said CIA officials received a

briefing in Ramallah.

In response to the Hamas threats.

Israeli security forces have been on

heightened alert, patrolling markets

malls and bus stations in lerusalem

and tightening controls at West
Bank roadblocks.

Israel was expected to seal off the

West Bank and Gaza Strip before

the start Iridav of the wceklong
lewis h holiday of Passover to pre-

vent possible attacks.

In lerusalem. disturbances broke

out in Arab neighborhoods after a

Palestinian driver was shot to death

by Israeli police after he refused to

stop. Later, local residents began

stoning police cart Tires were
burned and Israeli buses were
stoned outside the Old * it.

section

The editorial entitled. "Involvement in Colombia." which appear*

tcrday's edition, incorrectly spelled the country's name The C
lesywti the error.

You are reading The Collegian,

New images

of Mars' face
PASADENA. Calif. (AP) — New

images released yesterday from a

NASA spacecraft orbiting Mars may
resolve a debate over the purported

"Face on Mars," a feature pho-

tographed more than 20 years ago
that has become part of folklore.

Images of the site recorded dur-

ing the weekend by the Mars
Global Surveyor were released yes-

tcrdav In NASA's let Propulsion

Laboratory

.

After data transmitted from the

spacecraft was processed, NASA
began posting images on a Web site

at late morning

But the first raw image of the

region ol Mars called Cydonia was a

dark rectangle with a blotchy white-

patch that might or might not be

the "I ace" formation seen from the

Viking mission to Mars in the

1970*.

Global Surveyor also attempted

tc> photograph the two \ iking lan-

der sites and last year's Mars
Pathfinder landing site. Those
images were to be released later

today and Tuesday, said Diane
\msworih. a |P1 spokeswoman.

The "Face" has taken on a life of

its own since images of the shad-

ows gape-mouthed visage were

popularized.

\v hile mainstream scientists say

the linage is a trick of light and
shadow on natural features, believ-

ers say it may be part of an ancient

city on Mars.

Several years ago. supporters of

the "Face" theory went so far as to

suggest that the troubled billion-

dollar Mars Observer mission was
disabled by NASA on purpose to

avoid photographing artificial

structure* on the Red Planet

N \SA lost contact with the

Observer spacecraft as it was
approaching Mars. Mission officials

said the sabotage suggestion was
preposterous.

"There 've been charges of con-

spiracy and manipulating the data

and we want to make it very clear

to cverybodv that no such actum
goes on here." said Glenn I

t unningham. project manager.
"We put the raw data out there so

that am hod v can take the raw data

and process it any way they want
"

The space agency recently

announced that by chance it had an

opportunity to photograph the

Soma region and other features

of public interest because of a

change in plans for the Global
Surveyor mission The change was

made necessary by a technical

problem involving one of the space-

craft's solar panels.

IT The
Edwin M. Rossman

Alumni Career Forum

Bodwlor's Degree zvitii Individual Concentration Program

How to market your major in the 90's

Date: Wednesday, April 8

Time: 4:00 PM
Location: Campus Center 803

Sponsored bv:

Campus Career Network
UMass Alumni Association

Alumni/ae Panelists:

Susan Howard '76

Jeffrey Pechuiius '87

Brian O'Connor '83

Jennifer M. Raitt '96

Attorney
Peterborough, NH

Community Planning Consultant
Vanasse, Hancan, & Brustlin Assoc.
Springfield, MA

Senior Vice President
Fleet Financial Group
Boston, MA

Vista Development Director

Holyoke Commuity Land Trust, Inc.

Holyoke, MA

For more information, please contact:

Campus Career Network 545-2224

ssssssssjBass Banna

Military sees rise in gay dismissals
By Susanna M. Scholar

Associotad Prass

WASHINGTON — Mere people are opting out ol the

military by declaring they are homosexual. Defense
Secretary William Cohen said yesterday, but he denied

that there has been any increase in sexual harassment

Cohen insisted the military's policy on homosexuals is

working properly

"We intend to continue to emphasize the fact that this

policy should not be abused, that there should be no
attempt to hunt or seek out those who are — may be —
homosexual, and that we intend to strict!) enforce the

'don't ask. don't tell' policy." Cohen said, appearing at a

photo session in the Pentagon

The secretary was asked about a Pentagon study of the

issue, which is now in a draft form and has not been made
public. "There are some indications that there has been an

increase as far as some of the people who have declared

themselves to be homosexual and have opted to getting

out of the military." Cohen said "But in terms of the poli

c> itself overall. I think it's working
"

He did not elaborate.

However, the number of people who have either lelt or

been kicked out of the service on grounds of homosexuali-

ty rose from 850 in 144© to nearlv 1 .000 in 1447. at

ing to a Pentagon official familiar with the stud) Ihe offi-

cial, like Cohen, declined to say how many of those volun

tardy said they were homosexuals so that tho would be

discharged.

A second official, who also spoke on condition of

anonymity, said a variety of reasons appears to explain the

increase He said it appear* main of those who are volun-

teering to disclose their homosexuality do so shortly alter

entering the service Some officer* speculate that homo
sexuality may be used as an excuse b) people who are

unhappy with being in the military

Those dismissed for homosexuality receive an adminis

trative discharge, which doe* not cam a had conduct stig

ma.

The 'don't ask. don't tell' policy, adopted KXM alter

President Clinton entered office, i* supposed allow gav*

to serve if they keep their sexual orientation private, but it

punishes those who engage in homosexual acts or take

actions that call attention to their orientation

Commanders are not to ask about sexual orientation or

launch investigations without credible evidence

But critic* of the Pentagon * approach s^c they believe

that harassment ol homosexuals i* cm the increa*e

"We think ihev are not following their own rule*

Dixon Osburn. the co executive director of the

Servicemembers Legal Defense Network, a gav rights

advocacy group "We think there is a huge amount of

harassment going on Commanders are asking questions

thev arc not supposed to he asking
"

Osburn said the number of service members who were

kicked out ol the military on ground* ol homosexuality

sieadilv increased from 547 in 1444. to 722 in 1445 and

190 hi 1 44©.

In its annual report released in February, the group said

service member* reported 565 "command violation*' m
1447. including -chcrc thev said they were asked

about their sexual orientation or harassed in direvi

lion ol the administration's polk v

Holy Fire, Batman!
An Amhmt fire fighter put* out the flames from a parked car that seemed to b* the vxtim of spontaneoui

combustion Sunday morning in front of the Amhent Theater

?
Moving off Campus

Come to Commuter Services 6th Annual

iraafflT!

APARTMENT
COMPLEX FAIR!

Why waste time on the phone, or looking through the

newspaper when you can find your new apartment at the

Apartment Complex Fair?

Wednesday April 8th
10:00-3:00

Campus Center Concourse
Sponsored by UMass Commuter Services (Off Campus Housing)

545-0865
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Get out and vote
Another Amherst town election is upon us. com

pletc with another opportunity to prove Select

Board member Hill Boss and other town icm

dents who feel that kegs of beer reall) a;e the onl>

things that will get us to the polls right or wrong

This past semester. only four people voted out d
150 el'g'ble voters in the polling place located in

Southwest. The proposed parking garage had been

placed on the ballot as a ,__»________________-.

—

referendum vote and had
the potential to affect a lot

ol students, vet hardly any

voiced their opinion on the

issue hv casting a ballot

Ihis time around, there

are three I Mass students

running for ollicc I own
tt| candidates lolyon

Yates and lames
I Imngham are on the bal-

lot lor Town Meeting seats __________________
and lason Vecchio has
launched a major write-in campaign for a position on

i Board

This campus has historically been very active about

lata** concerning minority enrollment at the

I niver*ity and childcare Yet. under five percent of

the eligible campus population turned out to v
.

the last election, even though the polling place is right

on >. am pus We seem to like the sound of our

anting as we march outside Goodell and
Whit more, vet when presented with the opportunity

to impact town politic lor the good ol our fellow mu
dents we tall disappointingly short.

L ntortunately. Yetchio'f name will not be appear

tng on the ballot today, to he's facing an uphill bat-

tle, counting on volunteers to pass out stickers with

his name on them at the polls and voters to apply

them to the ballots. Logically, he should sweep the

"We will have the opportuni-

ty to prove to Amherst residents

that we are interested in invest-

ing more into the community
than an occasional keg party.

"

\ ii Icin.i ( .rove*

student vote. Since there isn't one. his potential suc-

ccss may be merred by apathy ludging from the past,

he will have to count more on townspeople than fel-

low students to have faith in him as a politician.

Relations have nevci been amicable between the

town and the student population, but students truly

are the backbone of the community We keep the

economy healthy. Unfortunately, what gets noticed is

______«________, the "Save Our Beer" rally that

makes us look like we will

organize for only the most
trivial of causes With stu-

dents on the Select Board and

also as members of Town
Meeting, not only will we
have .someone representing us

on issues that we otherwise

might be unaware of. but we
will also have the opportunity

to prove to Amherst residents

________________ lnat we ar * interested in

investing more into the com-
munity than an occasional keg party

Vacchio'i campaign fundraisers consist of mem-
bers of both the Amherst and University community
As a student legislator in the past, he was able to

raise enough money in three weeks to run a profes-

sional campaign, with legitimate sponsors to back

him up.

Rallies, marches and chalk slogans written on
Herter Mall can show the administration that we are

unhappy with the state of UMass But there are

issues in town that affect us just as much, the possi-

ble extension of the alcohol policy to off campus
being one example. The only way our voices will be

heard is if we show up and vote for those who are

running to represent us. Otherwise, we can't coin

plain.

Inform Groin is a Collegian staff member

•®W HTT,fA#bU HKfft*

U.S. interests in Africa
Ye> ii s true Clinton was in Africa last week

The President d the Lnited States of America.

The President of the ultimate capitalist econo-

my of the world made a visit to Africa II this were an

ideal world then this would undoubtedly be a good
thing What we need to focus on i* not that Clinton

was in Africa but what he was doing there and what

he had hoped to achieve bv the ___________________________
end of his . ,-. .

There have been suggestions Irude IS tlOt SXH-
about trade, abo OtlXmOUS With equity
democratic rule and ah

.

enforcing integration on a global OT foimeSS.
scale Without imposing my opin- i^^^^^bmimhmb
ion* on any readers, I will «tmplv

\l.ilik.i latawa
ihis There a reason that mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

Clinton vi»ned onlv a handful of

countries and it wasn't because there were just too

many for him to get through. It was because he was not

welcome in those other countries The fact remains
that the stringent militant rule, which was a norm dur-

ing the days ol colonialism as a means to control the

creation of mass rebellions by the population, have per-

petuated themselves in countries throughout the conti-

nent today Other countries, in their plight to achieve

ultimate "independence" have made conscious efforts

iect anything that even vaguely symbolizes
stern wayt."

Think about it If the United States initiates trade

relations with a continent that has systematically been

excluded for nearly half a century, it il not because

someone woke up and decided that it would be mutual-

ly beneficial to engage in trade with Africa. !t is

because the Korean. Mexican. Indonesian and Filipino

workforce is exhausted. It is because the U.S. empire is

Nad) for a new wave of expansion in its plight for

eventual world domination. It i< because a new source

of low wage labor is waiting to be tapped into. Taking
the perspective of the United States and its sudden
interest and subsequent pursuit of African involvement

in the world economy on a significant level. I tttH I

know that I have more to gain from it (trade) than the

other party involved. I will readilv do without if."

ong as U.S. government officials retain good

relations with local and national African leaders bv

pampering their wallets and Swiss bank accounts, then

the suppression of the majority of the population will

MOT with ease and at the hands of their own people

Irade is not synonymous with equity or fairness II it is

supposed to end or reduce unemployment, why don't

we take a step back and consider why there is

__________ large-scale unemployment in the first

place If economic structures within tor

merly colonized African countries were
not geared toward industrialization and
the fueling of the Western machine ol

capital accumulation at all costs, then

the pull lac tors away from rural areas

and to commercial cities within the con-

tinent would be non existent It II

these urban dwellers who account for

the unemployment we speak of.

It is a fact that countries which were coerced into

monoeconomies suffer when demand patterns on the

world markets change. For you economics majors, here

lies the concept of inelastic demand for subsistence

agricultural products, which affects African. Latin

American and Asian countries, due to the development
of substitutes and technological advances in the

'nies of potential consumcis

President Clinton's lour will open many economic
opportunities... Yes. but for Nike. Victoria's Secret

and other corporations who will be provided with new
locations for their sweat shops. Is this really something

to be appreciative about?

If anything. I am afraid of the implications of

Clinton's visit to Africa. Afraid of what I think will

inevitably result. Perhaps it is believed that our people

have forgotten about the nature of the last time that

"trade" was conducted with the continent on a large

scale. It arrived with the "discovery" of Africa, so how
can one assume thai the idea of a rediscovery of Africa

i- ans thing worth looking forward to? Perhaps we need

to take a stand and remind ourselves of colonialism

and its overwhelming legacy. Perhaps we need to take a

stand as individuals and as a group for our people back

home... Perhaps we just need to take a stand.

Malika Tafawa is a UMass student

We encourage our readers to respond to the contents of the Collegian

through letters to the editor.

Letters must be typed, no more than 400 words long, and include name,
address and phone number for confirmation purposes.

They can be submitted by mail to Ed/Op Editor, Daily Collegian, 1 1

3

Campus Center, UMass. Amherst MA 01003; by email to

letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu; or by fax to (413) 545-1592.
The Collegian reserves the right to edit letters for length, clarity, and style.

Doonesbury Flashbacks BY GARRY TRUDEAU

cap, A/te hm/mm

Cartoon wars
Although my existence may be

mundane in my opinion. I

live out every child's fantasy

with my college life I can eat pizza

for every meal, go to bed whenever I

please, throw water balloons, have a

UhhJ light, wear my pajamas all day.

and at the end ol all

that I can kick back

and watch car-
Iih.iis

The cartoon
"South Park
aimed at people my
age — late teens

and early 20s.

Anyone more than

a decade older or

younger doesn't get

it People who are

between lit and 24
are the perfect age

>uuth Park", voung enough to

still act like kids and old enough to

understand the points that the

show makes about our society. For

example. Christmas really is a bat-

tle between |c*us and Santa Claus.

or rather, religion and capitalism.

However, the symbolic way this

idea was depict

\lY\i» I'ushk.tr

"Cartoons are minor

compared with what

kids imbibe from the

rest of the culture.
"

cd on the show
— with lesus

and Santa Claus

beating each
other up and
swearing —
oftends some
people both
inside and outside the age bracket

Why do we like that show and
w hv do we like cartoons in general''

Do cartoons distort our perceptions

of reality and cause violence?

"South Park." like other car-

toons, is the ultimate fantasy
world where nothing is real and
everything is actually quite distort-

ed. On the show, death is mean-
ingless, and absolutely everyone
from lesus to genetic engineers is

the target of ridicule. The children

are dwarves with no elbows, and
they only wear winter jackets and
hats no matter what the season, no

matter whether they are inside or

out. Characters spontaneously
burst into songs with objectionable

lyrics, monkeys have four butts,

turkeys are demented, excrement
happens to come alive, gay animals

have their own amusement park,

babies heads aren't attached to

their jaws, and there is a monster

in the mountains that has celery

for an arm and Patrick Putfey lor

a leg.

"South Park" both mocks car-

toon* and condones them
However, the subtlety ol the mock
ctv may be lost on five percent of

the show's viewing
audience: people I I

and under
Kids love c-rtoons

and most can separate

fantasy and realm
Many of them are

aware that rabbits

can't run into a cement
wall at 90 miles an
hour and live to tell

about it. but the unre-

ality of it all is what
they find funny^^^^^ Cartoons are an

escape from reality into an intense

fantasy world where there may not

even be any people. The setting is

nowhere tn particular The weath-

er is only important if it figures

into the plot Time is meaningless

The laws of physics and biology do
not apply. No one important can

ever die. Most
importantly, in

many popular
cartoons like

"Bugs Bunnv"
and the "Smurfs."

there are no par-

ents

Do these unre-

alistic fantasy worlds confuse chil-

dren and contribute to something
like the murders in lonesboro.
Afk.7

Usually the causes of childhood
violence are attributed to a variety

of stressful circumstances acting

upon a disturbed psyche Divorces,

abuse and bullies create stress in a

child's world which is filled with
visions from an intense imagtna
tion and a feeling of helplessness.

Cartoons may influence an already

disturbed individual, but they can-

not cause a child to commit a mur-
der if the child is otherwise happy
and well-cared for.

Cartoons are just another part of

the fantasy world that kids inhabit,

and they understand the difference

between the world they inhabit
with each other and the world the

adults inhabit.

Some adults remember better

than others how their childhood

Letters to the Editor

was. Trey Parker and Matt Stone,

the creators of South Park remem
ber ver> well the contusion and
excitement of being a kid. They
mixed that with their adult deakm

. and do the most outrageous

things in an attempt to be funny

The result is a fantasy world that

reminds us of rcalitv but is not

really grounded in realm
I watch "South Park" to escape

the realm ot inv life for half an

hour Ms \ounger cousins dream
about mv life to escape theirs

Cartoons give us a was to <•scape

into another world, a little like the

world we escaped into as children

The onlv caveat is to rememhci
what i- real and what could never

be real

Ii - MM lor parents to say that

cartoons influence kids hv making
them more aggressive and violent

V. hat parent- tail to think about is

their own behavior when thev are

stressed while driving, when thev

come home front work, and when
thev have to wait in line at the

bank Adults are nastier and more
aggressive in public They see

more violent movies and exhibit

more open tension in their homes.

Cartoons are minor compared
with what kids imbibe from the

rest of the culture. The reason why
kids can keep cartoons in perspec

live is because they are just draw
inv's on a screen without any
resemblance to reality at all Kids

intuitively know that if they are

going to tump off a roof, they

aren't going to squish down like an

dion and then pop back up.

They also have I mortality

their own and others.

ith Park" and other cartoons

are not the problem. They only
reflect what is in the rest jf the

culture. The problem the reality

of our culture, what kids sec and
hear adults doing, and what adults

don't see and hear kids doing.

There's a "South Park" episode
where parents catapult themselves

into the side of a building to save

their children from the "Terence
and Philip" show, mocking parents

who advocate censorship "Terence
and Philip" are still on the air on
the show, which means that the

kids won Kids are. after all.

smarter than we think.

Alexis Pushkar is a Collegian
columnist

Check out RSO
programming board

To the editor:

This letter is in response to |en Giroux's letter to the edi-

tor (4/6).

Yes. it does seem that Registered Student Organizations

(RSOs) are totally ignored and do not get the coverage that

we should in our school newspaper. I lowever. we can change

all this if we work together! Imagine what could be accom-

plished if all the student groups on this campus worked
together.

Many of you may not know this, but we now have a pro-

gramming board. It is still in its early stages of develop-

ment, but its goal is to be a terrific resource to student

groups. The function of it would be to advocate for RSOs.
create an accessible calendar of events, create communitv
among the student groups, provide workshops, and in gen-
eral be a resource to the RSOs. People from student groups
would actually make up the board.

We've been having meetings for over a month now, and
only a handful of groups have shown up. This is your
opportunity lo have a say in the formation of this resource

If you haven't heard about it till now. don't fret! This
Sunday at 1:00 p.m. in the Campus Center (room tba)
there will be a meeting for it.

So if you want to find out what other RSOs can offer

you, then come to the meeting!

Chris Gasbarro
UMass Outing Club
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Four daytime stars booted
\ "Lost" in cliches, stupid ideas

In a bit of shocking news this

week, lour ol daytime's |___t< or not.

have been given the boot from then

respective snaps The most mind bog-

gling ol the lour has to be "Another

World's" decision to let Charles
Keating (Carl) go.

Granted. I'm stjll bittei

about the fact that he stole

the F.nunv Irom Maurice
Be nard (Sonny. "Genera
Hospital") a few years

back but I've

always enjoyed the

character, lit-
always been that

bad boy trying

desperately to

be good and
those are. ultimately, the more inter-

esting characters on davinne I In- _
onlv one of many changes the show

has made since Richard Culliton

i who's doing a

marvelous |M
ic his faux

pjs with "OH" a

year ago) and
Co.'t arrival (I

believe they call it

rhauli It II

be interesting M
see how the fans

react to this one.

especially with

the dM
fans still gtuin

bling about Kale

Browne-
< Michael* depar-

ture Irom the

The other three

dismissals con
cern Barbara
C r a m p I o n

(Maggie. "Bold and the Beautiful").

Sieve Wilder and Stephanie

Cameron ilack and lenn. "Davs p|

Our I ives'i I'm *ad to hear about

Barbara's departure only because

she » one of the few things the show

had going tor it I vervonc eUe on

"BAB" seems s>, blase and boring

It - crucial that 9H 'iase at

least one vi*en and since Sheila's

maternal act. she'* been it fafcfj M
mourn the passing ol one ol dav

time s bitches I'd like a moment ol

-iknce picjse

ihe other shocking departures, as

I mentioned above, are Steve and
Stephanie s departure from "flays" as

the infamous lack and lenn (a

Lisa Peluso of "Anotrwyr World*

donating her time to the Make a

Wish foundation

role it Ive ever seen oncl In all hon-

esty. I could care less about the two

of these clowns (no pun intended)

although lenn had started to grow on

me, the kev word being "started
."

The new lack just didn l do it tor me
and the two ot them
lacked that special

something tthc cheesy

dialogue didn't help

mattersi ll'l |u-i

siiangc imagining life

without lack and lenn

I mean thev vc been

on the canvas lot years

and they re *uch a

huge couple I \pcet

the two M them 10

leave on a happv note

sometime in May most

hkc-lv Jui in j' Ma\ -weeps Speaking

ol 'I'ij'

I have to admit I in evcited about

the upcoming
Maison Blanche-

reveal and its

connection to

Hope for the

past lew months

the show ha-

been teasing uv
throwing us the

occasional hint

here and there

f\pcc>

to blow sky high

this spring, stall

summer. as

and lohn

..! 10 lind

out what hap-

pened to Hope
all those veat-

ago (during her

amnesia > I rom
what Ive heard

so far. it promises u> be hot All I

have (>> MS I' if it turn> out that

- teallv i.tna and that the real

up in some back

executive producer Tom
Langan. better be prepared to deal

with mv wtath I ei s hope that this

storv gives the extremely talented

Louise Sorcl A .thing she

can reallv sink her teeth into The

woman is long overdue for a pi.

the pie

Here s a little lynopsis of some of

the more interesting **>ap» th»« wee*,

that includes mv opinion and a bit ot

into about (he week l shows

• Ml Mv Children" Mike Roy has

made his was back to Pine \ allcv

which will, hopefully . spice up this

already tepid altair between lack and

I ik a Pool lack this guv's always on

the losing end when it conies to

romance I.nlortunately. it looks like

he might be stealing a page from
"lurkei girl -' book and spending the

better halt ot this month looming in

the shadow- look for Gillian to tie

the knot with oops, what fun

would that be V>u'll have to watch

lor vout sell VII I can say is. all is not

as it may seem
• "Voung and the Restless": Phyllis

and Muhael need to return to the

c round again These two are my
tave couple and yei they've been

reduced to supporting roles over the

last lew weeks My ttiend. Randi

would once again like to stress that

she thinks Iricia i> a bimbo (that's

the edited version! Can't say I don't

agree with her' Look lor \ ictor to

make the ultimate - kki

(how vcrv Marlena ish' Will poor

I liana be lei! out in the cold, vet

again'' It '« ofa) I sure lack would

be more than happy to console her in

her time of need
• "Days* Laura is arrested lot

Kristin's murder, thanks to the divine

intervention of her good pal.

Marlena V*. ith Iriends like ihcse

things are coming to a head mv
nds and ihcse next tew weeks are

must set I )jc - I ileen's last airdate

is later on this month
• Ihe other must «cc soap this

week big surpr i.cneral

pital." which is reallv heating up

last I ndav the assassination attempt

on lax kicked into high gear and

someone *•< hit in the cross-tire

Who vou ask' Vou II |ust have

find out lor yourself I loved cverv

minute of the Carly/Brenda con-

frontation expect her to get in

_fc**| face thi> week She's such a

witch I k>ve it' Bv the end of the

week. Carl) will have lason right

where she wants htm Will her plan

to seduce him work ' Un a sidenote.

let s pick up the pace with this Robin

and Nik romance She's been in the

hospital for a week now and Nik

hasn't dropped by once Nik s long

overdue for a little somethin. some-

thin (borrowed from my good pals

Dave and losei and we're loaf over-

due lor a sweet romance (now that

H are histo

• "Port (. harles": Daytime's baby

Turn to SOAP, page 6

SICK OF BEING TREATED LIKE

YOU DON'T CARE AND ONLY
WANT TO PARTY?

et out ana

vote!

TODAY
POLLS OPEN 12:00 - 8:00 P.M.

REGISTERED IN SOUTH WEST?
VOTE IN HAMPDEN COMMONS

OTHER RESIDENTIAL AREAS
VAN LEAVES STUDENT UNION

EVERY 1/2 HOUR

PLUS: SOUTHWEST

VOTER FEST

BANDS, DJ'S

FREE FOOD AND FUN
12:00 -8:00 P.M.

By Bryon McAllister

CoOagion Staff

LOST IN SPACE

Directed by Stephen Hopkins

wiifi (Malt usBlanc, WiBiom Hurt, Gary
Oldman

Phying at Hampshire Six Theaters

Ihe produce! s ol Lost in Space

obviously lotgot the two rul

miMl marketing when making their

video galllish action figure inos» that

makes Spnt World look III

/cc/rii Inst, ncvei iitle voui movie

with words hk, it invites

new -papers u, play with headlines

Second, never base your movie on a

I \ show that sucked to begin with

But good judgement was oimouslv

not on the minds ol (he gei

behind /<>sr in Space, wh
million crejttng chcv>v special effects

and hired Mai ur the star-

ring role, who's onlv way of acting is

HTiirking and who - previous movie

outing was / d seen by approximately

two to three people and a couple of

envious primates.

The lilm begins with a gargantuan,

scoping space battle Vs. ow I vers an

gle shot is straight out ol Sur Wars

I here we're introduced lo the

Robinson larnilv Coating siraight

from the "Aciik H-. » fl (. Itches" —
like ihe "Dad Who. M ..

I "A illiam Hunt, the "I oving,

and the IVltkssni

I- Neglected"

Mm
Computi

rhe Kobmsons are making a tup

out to deep space to do well some-

thing I wasn't paying attention, but it

doesn't matter because it could have

been anything The real point is to get

everyone lost, which happens when
I eBlanc's Harrison lord-for-hire

captain pilots the ship into the sun.

divd then into some sort of wwrnhole

lust tor the record, this is the 1,174

film to use to the wormhole idea in

|um a year alone.

Ihe mission was sabotaged by

Gary Oldman. who forgot he was

making a B-movie and recites lines

reek tragedy Oldman will

rally turn into a giant spider

creature — reason enough to get up

and leave the theater.

there s a lot of talk about time

and space holes, but it's all lost

in the chaos of the special effects.

which at times are quite visually

-sivc but stolen from just about

-ciencc fiction movie ever

namely those by George Lucas

and Star trek

1 mt in Space also observes some

other rules of the genre

I Mwavs have the characters get

froarn in "space pod*." 'cause il was

really cool in Aliens.

\lwavs have slimy creatures

lurking in the halls of the ship, cause

it was reallv cool in 4/ien* In this

case, creepy space spiders!

*. Always defy normal rules of sci-

ence If you're ever hurdling towards

the tun. don't panic, rust go through
kut also applies to planets

l>in. i r Stephen Hopkins it an

sji admirer of Lucas and Steven

hut he's about as talented

the thirteen year olds who enjoy

this movie Greeting every tcene like

an action sequence. Hopkins gives

the film a video-game feci complete

with metal!*, production

characters who speak every sentence

in monotunic. witty space jargon.

Hopkins also likes to get cute.

Lacey Chabert, managing to be even

more annoying than in her role in

"Party of Five." is a misunderstood

teen who tells us all our feelings in a

little digital diary called "Penny

Virion." We also get lessons on con-

stellations, friendship, and father-

hood Barney couldn't have done it

better

Somehow, perhaps because the

material is so poor, some perfor-

mances actually hold up The best of

these comes from Heather Graham,

an up and coming actress t rom

Boogie Sights. playing the

Robinson's oldest daughter Her bit

tng sarcasm and smart look are timed

perfectly — somehow, she transcends

a screenplay which gives her lines

like, in response to LcBlanc's

come-ons. "why don't you hold on to

vour joystick."

Who it to blame for all this | |

nominate tcreenwritcr Akiva

GoUsman for the amazing number of

cliches and stupid ideas What - the

motivation for the Robinson family to

explore a strange, holographic world?

In Star Trek, it was to examine
human nature, in /«>»/ in Spate _*

to the producers can introduce a

cute, cuddly monkey creature to go in

McDonald's happy meals.

I also nominate Goldsman because

he wrote Batman and Rubin, which

may explain why the characters all

wear super-muscle suits And just

when he couldn't make anything

worse, he tets up a sequel. Giving

tost in Space a fating grade is being

F

Local talent: Springfield's own Ugli Kids
olumn their two song tingle Representing

i the underground hip-hop m Western

^^^^^^^^^^^^ Mass I never knew'^^^™ *e had such skilled
\J.im niuuiu- aMJm jn our ow„**—***mmmmmm̂

backyard. The EP
I'm assuming that it'i kicks rjfl with "On Da Block" a song

coming out today so that n d»<«n t brimming over with caffeinated

I have lo start this week's .

with an apologv to m> legi

read. u can ^^^
probably tell, tl

new Tribe Called ^^^^
Ouest did not come
out last week

with the Gang Starr r e leas e .

but don t hold me H

I list up on O* Bloc*,

Spnnglielj s own Lgli kids with

rhymes and sinister beats. The song

i dangerous line by using the

popular refrain 'Ain't no party like

an I gli kid party." and "Don't stop

hip- hop " By using those lines the

Kids have the advantage of a chorus

that is guaranteed like Michael

lordan scoring fifty in the Garden.

On the other hand if you arc going to

have a catchy song you better have

the skills to back it up. and they do.

There were more than a couple of

times on this tape where I had to

rewind and listen to the verbs and

nouns laced togethet in killer dart

Turn to UMAN. page 6

So#^4%
UMASS CAMPUS ACTIVITIES

PRESENTS

tyfkAtifr

FRIDAY APRIL 10, 1998

BLUEWALL CAFE...8PM

David J
Comedian DavidJ

has opened for "SNL's" Adam Sandler and

Kevin Nealon. He was a finalist in HBO's"

Kids in the Hall Comedy Challenge.

He jokes about his own experiences

growing up and going to college.

David can be seen regularly at

clubs in and around New York City.

Umass Student Bill Dempsey

will open the show!

The film "Jackie

Brown" will be shown
following performance;

and on Sunday in the

Student Union
Ballroom at 8:00pm

This series is made possible by I grant from the UMass Auxiliary Services Department,

the Office of the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs, and the ^J^Jly^olTegIAn"
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fwhhm
I Ik B ikU oi iIh- I P il "Stud>

featuring I u\ "SiuiiN Hard"

is like a dmm ranka ai the mm
IMC, tli.ii most ol \uu missed I'd like

lo add, "ii D« I >i Soul's Stdtoi />

//i#// PronKUin^ the message thai il

\ou remain dedicated to yourtelf,

believe in you I skills, and mote

minor Unit l\ read ecu c.m succeed in

the tap aaaM B\ the vcjc those aie

the lirsi three commandments on

hove to succeed in the underground

hip hop game The heals rcni.nii

hard and remind me o! .i

between Premier and the RZA's
Hacks

I malls the UfN Kids haxe done i!

right . b< doing I sell promoted tour

- ihe country and selling their

tape* out of the trunk ai then „»
\- curu so eloquent!) put " "Hh
nghi M) is not alv»a\s the fast »ai

and the fasl »^ i« not .ilv.a\s the

soap

hesi vaj " The Kids have put in

W0(k and deseivc voui IIIMOft

Next to hat we have HI I a/s K

with Hutlu \lswin Kicun I't > I

think it was about two oi thiee uji-

ago when I lir-t heaid the name I BS)

K I ».i' in I at Beats and while look

ing through the states ot tapes

Marching ni the new Funk Mfcatei

I lev tape and the new MC Seats h

single. I WW asked il I heard ot I a/\

k because she lust won the I ptown

P| competition. Seedless lo «.i\ I

picked up the tape with quickness

and wore out the contributions ot

the new PI Irom New lemsalein

So now she's got her third tape

out and she's still got mote ability

then most o! her more testosterone

influenced compatriot! While there

is no doubt that she can cut and nu\

ithat thing Ph do), it' the fieWtytw

on this tape that reallv get you open

Mu*olini, Maze. Bab\ Sah Keeton.

I ., the Dark Man. lilts lent and

Royal I lush. There's also some high

rolleri like Old Pirtv Bastard and

Pas I I \ miving it up with the

vounger eats The real gem* COM
COUrtOI) ol Hall a Mil I'toitolok

Phil Blunts, and Nigio league V>u

also gel exclusive cuts like Big Pun

with "Pream Shattered' and

•Method Man the I \il StJMtl reiiiiv

as well as \ Million A Oh
Onwailnwj* bj la\ / a» tm mdmht
PriBO remix

It sceins that evenonc in the game

wants to help out I a/\ k and as long

as (fee maintains hei abilit. to get

liggs on the tables and to promote

vounger underground as is who can

blame them II all the highrolleis am
trving to get on her tape shouldn't

sou at least purchase n
'

IM
Adam D/uf.i collegian

column i\t

continued from page 5

has bOM tealls good laiels es|vsialls

\»ith this I

>lorv

line II sou have some free time

between I .' SO I P Vi ^ggesi

checking this beauts out luo> the

. worth the pi

admissK.il Ihis week I rank s lile

- in the balance ithanks to

- attempted suicide jumpl

Things look reallv bad!

• s un >i'i Beach" In case sou

isn't Ben. a» most had suspected but

Ben » evil twin How scrv original

I oofc lor Meg I lile to be in danger

oiuc again (denial i* a heasv burdeni

this week

Nmk or Swim
there * onlv one this week and

It'l a mix ol both It s in regards to

1

1 - > ith anniversarv

prime -time special It was such a

lovelv trip down meniorv lane and

so much lun i Loil Sonn)

Anna. Puke, sou name il !>.uk in

action again Ihe scenes msolsing

Bl and Stone almost had me in MM*
and the Q/l had me in hvsterus Ms

onlv complaint was that the tribute

was too short I huts live seal- ot

histois is too much lor an hour

show

Ijcob Finning r> a Collt

columnist In* eaaaajtajli ot uucs

nous about iha column can be

c-mailed '"

ifumunfff student uma»

Baseball looks to avenge UConn loss

By M.choel Kobylonski

Coiayon Staff

Round tw«. ot the border war
the Uaivenlt)

isersits ol

at will take place this

afternoon ai > p m at larl I

Id Ihe Minutemen are

Use returning to the tncndlv

I
New I ngland. their onlv

~h coming at the hands of the

n March 51 I Ma*

I I V and had problems on the

d in dutch sttuati

the plate

Rut the Minutemen 115-6. t« m
Atlantic I

<

week-

end - «nd
- front

their pitching stall all weekend

The I Mass offense continues to

pound out runs |g the IUI

almost 10 pet contest and with the

inten»its that this risalrs tradition-

all) bungs, this aturnoon s game
ntial signs of a clas-

"Thes iLConni beat us up pretts

bad last time We hase to plav bet

ter this tunc out Massachtl

COOCB Mik have

I
belter pitching trom the

start, which i- something we didn t

have in the la<t gai>

it the onlv bright ipotl from

the earlier meeting was the fact that

cenior second baseman Muchie
Paghere went > lor i and that the

offense mustered 12 hits off the

Hu>kies pitching Still I Mast

couldn't come through with the

timet) hits. jn d loft 10 m
I hat will he something which

the Minutemen can to do

again this time out I ^ualitv

ii squad

i ihe timeiv hits and we

didn •

hits but not in the kc\ situali

..r as pitching ihe Minutemen

will tend

Vers freshman Nick

lanfch to the mound today

urled two shutout innings

in Jsundav s win over the Hawks.

while Skirkanich last pitched

against Siena on April I in a

ram shortened three mmng allair

OffenaraefJ Paghete .oniin.,

be on lire at the plate He went

10 with live RBI over the

d and leads the team in bat

ting a and RBI

Shaun Skefftngton and Dou| t. lark

aUo had a produdis ainst

St loseph's. and should provide

tOOM problems lor the Husku

On the UConn II0-* 2 4 m Big

I ast i tide ot things .oph.'i

third baseman Brian Packin leads

the team with a 457 average

dro Rodriguez, lason Idgar.

Clcnn Kat/ and Billv Rich arc all

idl had issi, hits

in the litst meeting lunie-i south-

paw |osh v phomorc
. and Pete Smith are I Conn s

.cciil eight

mead ihe *m in game

them take two of three Irom the

llos getown

CONGRATULATIONS!
The Department of BiochemiMrx vSi Molecular Biolij;v mkkm to

.ic knowledge the following students whi> were named to the Deans. List

-Fall W7. There were i2S honorees in Arts pad Sciences-Natural Sciences

and Mathematics-40 from Biochemistry and Molecular Biologf!

\NPRf\\s. Pa«| 8.

J BANSAL. Ruhv

BH.M.AI. Madhur, N.

c \I'|N\. Juanv..

L ARR. Bcthanv

c II INI \SO. juhM.

PI It . K..bin.. V
HclllM \l B. Vth S.

1-1 \\ II I O. Athena C.

• FRffMAN. kfkdkaai I

i . \( ). Connie >, OBJ

•GRt'VfR.M

HALtV, Benjamin J.

99 •HAM11 I UN. Brand.wsvi.

99 kit N \N. Brendan (..

01 •KrLlvX.t.. Adam R.

99 aMOnOKL Bradl..

01 IfMKlNcl.RactvK-IC

01 MARRtRO. t.abml J.

01 M0CLAI 1 .1 11 IN. Joseph S.

00 «Ml t.O. MuruhiS.

00 »NOm V,.,nR.

01 OIMI7. lnal

9M .POU.M)P.kjn*xjKM

99 aQUYSNEK, ANNii

00 REIBOLP. RkBhCCA t.

00 ROlMvK ,1 BZ, y*b;m I.

99 s\INI UH I-. |, an P.

00 • SCOTT. Brian P.

MAM MUkZ 1'iam

01 « Ml I MWAY, Laurence A.

99 srrRASSNUv. Sa^Ti M. Ill

00 »Sl SKI.Henrv R.

00 *Tl RACJA. Snmv..-

01 Vt). Mi. u P.

9M Wbl. Vu

01 •Will /I.. Brian C.

00 XU. Wenshu

99 • YL , Wenshu

* Indicates Honors

raphics

Collegian night graphics department

is now accepting positions for fall

'98.

Anyone with experience with

Quarkxpress, Adobe Photoshop or

Adobe Illustrator should come down

to the Campus Center Basement room

113 and fill out an application.

If you have any questions please

call 545-1864 and ask for Joe or

Josh

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY CQLUGIAN

McKie stays

put; will return

to USC for

98-99 season
CO IMHIV |.C. lAP) - B|

Mckie the Southeastern
t. oiileiciice s leading KOtW, will

return lor his i»nlo< toaio* at

South Carolina lather than

declaie eatls lor the NBA dialt

SUkie announced his decision

scsieulas. neat Is low weeks allei

the Gamecocks weie eliminawd
in the liisl round of the Nl \ \

tournament lor the second con-

scculise s

"I have decided to It

South Carolina and I look for-

ward to getting my degiec s.,id

Mckie whi' i- o\\ Hack to

become the school's all-time

leading scorer next season

Mckie aseraged 1 8 *< point*

per game as South Carolina went

2V8 ihis pasi season, its second

ccuttse 20 win campaign
lhai included a 24 point outing

in the Gamecocks' tO tM los> u.

Richmond in the lust round of

the East Regional al Washington

Ihe t> loot 2 guard acknowl-

edged altei lhal game that he

would take MMM MM to explore

his dralt sutus

h fddte

fogler also »pokc with MMM
NBA sc.-uts on Mckie s behall

"I u-speet the decision B| and

the Mckie lamilv have ma.:

1 oglei said

Bl ha- plased a big lolc in our

success 0KM the la-t th

and we U»ik lorward lo having

him back lor his cCin

Batter Up!
in Ma//alerro and the UMa%4 bawball team take* on the H

it today at tart £ Lorden FieW Game time i» «hedirfed

for J p m

A'l llr ill tl(

for the

Collegian?

'onie clown

IcJ Cairipu:

intei ciiul n

HmtiriMlrMllUili(PG-l))

today IS 30 «S? SOI 1 30

rnmsrs tetan (I)

Marisioesisoiin

aWtsry tnmf (I)

IsssY(S«tf7SOII40

GaMWIHmtmj(l)
Todoy (I 4CS

Waa-nmetll)

Taany (S 40 it S7 SO) 1 40

Grsma(PO)

lorn. IS «0«S7 SOI •«

TNmk(PtVI3)

loan 14 ?0 as? SOI 1 10

laMll.Sf*t(f0-IJ)

lodo*(S?0CS?S0ll?0

iirGi

loan is so as? soi

ltowrtmlaytffO-13)

joAjjsjpj^spjnp^

IMMJ » Uoat AaSrsatort (C)

lain (S SO OS? SO)

(PC- 1 J)

i GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE ELECTIONS

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS 1 998-1 999

The President ser\es as chief administrative officer of the Graduate Students

Senate; chairs the Executive Committee: acts as Speaker of the Senate: holds

regular office hours and performs other duties. 20hrs7\%k: June 1, 1998

31.1 999; $10.6tt I stipend, tuition waiver & GEO health benefits for academic

year; approv Vv(MK) for summer stipend.

The Vice President ser\es as Vice C hair of the Finance Committee: serves on

other committees & councils and performs other duties of the Senate. 2< I

hrs7wk; September!. 1998-May 31 . IW9: $10,660 stipend, tuition wtivei &

GEO health benefits for academic year.

The Treasurer serves as Principal Investigator of the Graduate Students

Senate Trust Fund and chief financial officer of the Senate: chairs the Finance

Committee: oversees all financial activity of the Senate: serves on commit-

tees & councils. 20hrs./\vk; June I . IW8- Ma> 31, 1999: $10,660 stipend,

tuition waiver & Gt( ) health benefits for

academic year; approv S3.(MK) tor summer stipend.

Ihe Executive Officer coordinates all Senate committee appointments and acts

as liaison between the University and the GSS: serves on committees and per-

forms other duties of the Senate as necessary. 20hrs./\vk: September I .
I99S-

May 31, 1999; $10,660 stipend, tuition waiver & GFO health benefits for aca-

demic year.

All Graduate Senate Tax-Paying students at the Amherst campus are eligible.

Nominees must submit their names and a Bursar's receipt indicating payment

of the Graduate Senate Tax to the Graduate Student Senate office in writing

no later than 5pm on Tuesday April 21, 1998.

•Candidates'

will be held Thursday April 30, 1998 at 7 pm in Campus

Center 168. Candidates are expected to present a 3-5 minute talk

and answer questions.

Balloting

Begins
at GSS General Meeting on Tuesday May 5 and continues

Wednesday and Thursday May 6 and May 7, 10am -6pm, in front of

the Grad Lounge on the Campus Center Concourse.

For More Information, Contact the Grad Student Senate- Office,

919 Campus Center, 545-2896.
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polo
continued from page 10

against Be I yndsaj Crenshaw and
Claudia Clement also scored five each
in the morning session Othei major
contributions of the morning CMM
from Katie OtOfM who chipped in

vcilh few goals. and also fan I un
Hillier who netted three goals ol her

o» n

Uc lui\e been working on different

oltcnsue pla\s in practice and theit

working out in game situations." said

Illl Hmmi
DssasJM tin- offensive attack being

so potent in the lirsi iwn games the

pasj MM) was ihe datNM and goal

tending

In the afternoon, t M.is- was unable

Kl keep the teams ..ompletelv oil the

scoieboard. but it didn t matter
bc'sausv the offentC maintained the

potent attack tn the thud and lourth

pme*.
Cirogan added six goals to her total

lot the da> in the second session

Andica \ cla/ijue/. Barbara lliskev

and Hupp cash netted lour goals in the

afternoon icssion Meantime,
I u> her ahead* stellar

morning i^ b\ icoring three

more goals against Ml I SopK>m>>re

I auric Idwaids als,, had a solid dav

led five gvials two ol them in

the (male, again -i Ml 1

IVfensiveU everybody sontributed.

but goalie Pcgg\ Naves walks away
ihe ti'urncN with lour wins 2 1

)

and two shutouts \ cl.i/vjuc/

also got MM time in net against BL

Slw made tw, -jus in the relic'

iiis the biggest

pari ot our game, and when ai-

placers m the rx»>l are giving it their

all the defense II and they

have been doing their job " sjiJ

StsOsker about the delense pertor

mance «4 hi« team.

the Minutc-wofiien prepare for

then ent on

MM of the seecmd

hall ol the home and home with

Harvard The Harvard game n meant
the match lo watch

Women's tennis

improves to 10-9;

Seton Hall is next
By Sanford Appell

Collegian Staff

K>i the Massachusetts woinen's

tennis team, this past weekend
one lor the books

Hie Minuiewoincii expected to

dcleal the thiee \llantis 10 OHO
nents lhe> laced at lurdhaiu. bul

the> did not expect thev would
capture all J I matches thev would
plav

I Mas- however, did accomplish

this rare feat, in knocking
I oidham. LaSatle. and Rhode
Maud bv identical tallies ol 7-0.

"Obviouslv. this is a milestone

lor the program Massachusetts
'i ludv DiXOSI said

"SVc I ell we were better than
those teams coining in, but vou
alwavs figure on losing a lew

matches anv time vou compete m a

weekend sei

Impressively, the Minute women
have lifted their overall record to

above SlKi.it III ^ | hev stand at

4 4 lor the spring season which
has mduded manv stellar t

neiiis

Ihis was a feel good weekend
MmutewoiiKii

body got a chance W plav and .on

tribute to the victories

"We needed this to happen as a

confidence boo-in Dison -aid

"The team wa» a bit down itnce

they had struggled against the

tougher cenifs •

Ola Cicrjsiiiu'va led the wa> ai

' singles in the tordhum and
I Kl matches while sitting out the

I a.Salle engagement

Cerasimovs pounded Nine Fiore

idh.im ti "i ^ J. and tri-

umphed over Maria I'asuale of

I Kl b I c. 4

lackic Brauiistein picked up two
victories at \o 2 singles She
blanked Stacv Muelenberg ol I Kl

6 0, after beating Illl I vanko
.1 I ..Salle ts |, 6-2. Mane
Christine Caron, the usual No 2

-ingles player, vv.o superb at So. I

-ingles againsi I aSalle in beating

C ainille Khan ts 4 2 b t> "i

Robvn lebovitz, I ana
letskava and timlv Wegner

all picked up three straight set vie

tones in smgl.

"I am very proud ol this team."

Divon said "\ lew vcar* ago, we
were in the middle ol the pack in

the \ H> Now we are dearly
superior to a good portion ol the

team

I Ma-s will now have lo switch

i as they take on Seton Hal! in

South Orange Sew lersev thi»

afternoon

The Minutewomen were given

ihe dav oil ve-terdav to iccuperalc

from plaving three IttCCCOtiVfl

matches in I ordham
"Ihe team needs to mentally

said

push them physical!) right

now would be a mistake The tour

(lament is coming up snd they

need stamina
"

KM Hall will pose a greater

. than ihev laced this

he v have an I

lit) ranked program
I Mate Wl in Seton Hall in their

onlv previous meeting in l>*»t^

gym
continued from page 10

essence as on the uneven ban
lic-liiiuii Mars Moore hit hei Idee

on one of the bars, forcing the

Minutewomen to take Anita

Sanvals 1.700 She and coach Have

Ku/ara rushed to the hospital, while

the Minutewomen tried to march

on. But by that time, the cumula-

tive 4S WO on the bars had all but

kiK>cked out I Mass lunior transtet

lenniler Pokrana was the highest

finisher on bars, placing I Sth

Other than Pokrana no
Minutewoineii finished higher than

28th on the event

"It was an awful looking fall,*

Ku/ara said "When something like

that happens K'| going to shake

vou up."

Mofb) s alile bac k -I

took the beam event following

Moore'l lall Sanval ranked ninth

on beam, registering I 4 700

The meet marked the grand Imak
of two storied cJiccrs at LM

nors I cBcau and Karen Maurer

represented the Minutewomen one
final nine Ihe twosome was coach

Dave Ku/ara's first recruiting class

at I Mass

I lie Minutewomen conclude their

season with a 1 i record , second m
the \tlailtic 1

1

nee

-appointing is not a good
word lo describe the veai Ku/ara

said "this veal we concentrated OH
raising our level ol difficult) What

t us a tri| on

sisteh

o women s gynUU
will try lo move even closer to the

limelight when thev bring in three

highly touted ircshmen
We're going lo have a large

iior class to help the freshmen
adjust." Kuzara said. "I expect fill

and Mandy to approach the

Ml American level because they are

really capable of doing that We had
good depth this vear and the fresh-

men will help us on bars and
all-around

*

Crew falls to Virginia
By Aaron M. Saykin
Collegian Staff

t 1 I
rd ! SHRIMP

AT THE
TOP OF THE CAMPUS

vote for omasa studants rcinninj tor

* town maatiog

your time is now' vote today

RELAX?
FORGET IT!

PLAY HARD TO STAY HARD
JOIN THE BEST

HAMPSHIRE FITNESS
90 GATEHOUSE ROAD

256-6446

>-a» .«. >_//

EVERY WEDNESDAY <k FRIDAY
T.O.C. BAR& GRILL
SHRIMP 25c EACH

4:30 P.M. TIL 7:30 P.M.
i. CAMPUS CENTER

<"?Sl

BLIRG!

BICI

I never Knox what mood. N.

fi be in \
One day Dragon Fries, the

ne»t day Chicken Winga.

or masfbe a big juic^ burger
Than*: goodneftft for Pete'*'

Thesf a\vtasfft got vihat

I want

NOW SERVING WINGS

ROUTE 9 HADLEY, MA
585-0241

http://www.)avanet/-mrburger/

UMass
Student
Legal
Services
Office

FREE
confidential

professional
legal services

for UMass
students!

545-1995

Vll CAMPUS CENTER

l ndet iiu>st circumstancc-s. il -i\

ven crew boats lose their

racet>, it would be considered a

demolishing defeat: however, in

the case ol the Massachusetts
women's crew team, its loss to the

L Diversity of Virginia last

Saturdciv has been considered a

Inundation lot success rather than

the staging lor collai

Despite tailing to win all but

one ol their races, the

Minutewomen performed gallantly

gaiaai a nationally acclaimed
Cavalier team, which has enjoveel

the lu\urv of significantly more
practice time from the warmer
weather

OUM back at this weekend,

we learned a lot sd nj >emor cap

lain and varsity eighth rower len

Strong. "It's so carlv m the m
for us. and there's parts of our

race that we need to improve
upon If we had more time to

practice I think that we'd be able

10 take them."

A* one of the top ranked crews

in the Northeast, the L Mass varsi-

tv eighth ncarlv stunned \ irginia s

top boat, finishing a mere tour

tenths of a second behind their

opponents The Cavaliers, who are

lanked among the top five teams

in the nation, also narrow l\ inched

the Minutewomen's second varsitv

lour boat by five and a hall

onds The lone victorious UMass
rowers comprised the lightweight

eighth boat, whose triumph uplift-

ed the team and its coaches after a

siring ol deleals

"They rowed a really great

race.* Strong said of her team-
mates. "That was pretty good
news after seeing I the

other finishes
'

Although the Minutewomen
may have been unfairly hindered

by a well-prepared Virginia -quad,

UMass spirits, remain high aftet

the defeat, as its rowers eagerly

await another showdown with the

Cavaliers during the M \ \

Championships.

"Coach (|im» Diet/ and the rest

of the team were reallv excited

after the rase." Strong said "
I he-

fact that this early in the season

we could keep up with Virginia, a

verv fast crew, is encouraging
We'll be ready to get another
crack at them later on in the sea-

son."

The Minutewomen will next

race this Saturdav in H>

against host Northeastern and
Columbia

[I
6ok NoyT
ummer s
coming!

. CJs4«j> TWLats v><*.< Aj.
Vi« Ataala

DUBLIN $449
ROME $389

LONDON *298
cut. «(iTtU-l]» tfU

Truvtl
< III CmrtMi >!««

ii—It «i am i

44 Main Street

; Amherst

(413) 256-1261
r "* ara mm

^^fL r>r>r*.

f ft
"s ^ Lincoln Real Estate

Has the best selection of t 2 & 3 bedroom

Center of Amherst Apartments *>n gas r- ,<

Showings

Start

in April

far Jam «r

Stpttmetr

Oceuaancy!

Gilreath Manor
Condos

• Hedawm
• 1 1 2 Baths

• Heated Basement

•New Gas Heat &
Hot water

• 1 2 mile to campus

• On Bus Route

t
—

r^i-
Lincoln Real Eetate 25 N. Pleaaant • 253-7879

l±_] ->T~

-Jo*m Kotimon. Found* & FVawdtnl ol Th» Princeton *•»

1.
Class time that counts

W» tpand more time m clou «o

moke iur« wt covar m* rail

•xKouiiivaly You won't hov* to

tpand Souri working on your

own Clojmze u limited to 15

You'll score more ...

Our Mudanti improv* on ov*'og«

ot 2 1 2 pomH on m« GRE

IF you knew the CAT
No ont knowi ihe computer
adoptive HM beAer rhon we do
So. whether you choose Ihe pencil

& pope' or CAT lormot you'll

review powerful techniques to

maximize your score

Snmmrr ronisp enrollment

h.f- brtjiin'

4.
We're on campus'
The Princeton Review was chosen

to administer all test-preparation

prog'oms for the UMASS Division

of Continuing Education

No traveling, no hassle

Satisfaction guaranteed

If you complete the course lake the

GSE and are not satisfied with your

score, we'll work with you ogam for

up to one year at no fee

413/584-6849
MMMlal
mm nitA^ PRINCETON^ REVIEW

Wanted
Poetry Prose. Lyrics a d ONE-ACTS

In all languages other than english

3-D, 2-0. and M It in. dia

A tw rk aSo A Ceoted

To be teatured in ITIOthertongue an annual multilingual journal

contributors must be Five College Bilingual Students

For information

send e-mail to: IT10thertongua@complit umass edu

or contact: The UMass Comparative Literature Dept

Following the journal publication, writers will have the option of reciting

their material at a mOthertongue spoken word performance held

on triday. may 15th in Hampden Theatre Artwork featured in

mOthertongue journal will be on display in Hampden Gallery from

Friday May 15th to Friday, May 22nd

Deadline For Submissions Has Been Extended To
April 17th

mOthertongue is sponsored by the Department of Comparative

Literature at UMass and the UMass Arts Council
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Collegian Classifieds
University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

ANNOUNCEMENTS I APARTMFNt FOR kini

People s Mark*

tee s hot and the music is jam-

mm i Mam floor Student Union

APARTMENT FOR KIM

3 bedroom renovated Puttton

Apt Take over after Spring

Semester Call 549-8564

2 eodfooi aft m Brandywine

Available May Zfj-July 31 with

option to rent through Aug 31 or

Heat/hot water

included furnished On 2 bus

3 bedroom apartment Heated

basement On Hotoart I *xelkjrit

condition Call John 549-6307 to

3 bedroom apartment Great

location uptown 5 minute waft

DWfM Hedl amj M Aj'e'

Oao bedroom apt

Southpomt Available June 1-

Aug 31 J550/montf< Call Gaoft

75^-2979

2 bedfoem available June 1st

Easily accomodates 4 people

of town $825/month

1 bedroom apt available at

* 6 1 fall option On
- «l waft to UMass Call

2 bedroom Brandvwiae
km •» I

' WO m T "

Two I

Apt. Available 6/1 wi* option

for Fad M bath. A/C pod. next

to laundry Located on 2 bus

routes HeatAwt water erfuM

1 bedroom opt Avertable June

1 Buslne Close to campus

aft**-."" 549-4-

3 bidreem apt Summer sublet

ption On busline

Spacious innng room Call 549

6546

3 bedroom condoa Gas heat,

hardwood floors, heated base-

ment 1/2 mile to campus on bus

route We are showing starting

April 6th tor June and
September leases $1350 plus

utilities 253-7879

AUTO FOR SALE

19*4 Volvo WaajM Blue. safe,

dependable spacious, ski rack,

animal cage, air-conditioning,

radio Black leather interior

Many new parts Needs some
work Must sell fast Call 6

2491 Ask for Courtney

15 VW Jetta New exhaust

New tires $2500 or B/0 Call

548-0405

1M7 Hyundai Eicel New
alternator water pump, brakes,

muffler, tailpipe, exhaust sys-

tem belts Needs new head
gasket Overall good condition

$350 or B/0 Call 256-6351

12 Honda Accord Red power
windows power locks, low
miles automatic, good tires

Florida car Call and leave mas-

sage 41 3-533 9043

Wealed Toyotas Novas
Pri/ms Semras Any condition

Cash paid everyday 1 -800-649-

CO Player

power everything alarm Low
546-7390

m Maida SIX Runs i

Cheap transportation Needs
new brake pads S3O0 CaM 546-

7tt0

I9t» VW Catapof vVhrie Brand

new engine exhaust tires

$9000 or 670 256-8995

Seued and sold locally this

month 1800-522 2730 ext 4554

COMPUTERS
City Communications

Pentium 233MMX. 32MB
RAM 2 1 Gig 24X CD ROM
33 6K. Ti Modem. Video & Audio

Cards with Speakers Plus. 14

inch flat screen digital monitor,

Windows 95. keyboard PS2
mouse $1150 546-6826

Msciftiosii vOfOr aMyivwrnwf
1500 Printer. Keyboard. Mouse.
External CD Drive, SCSI
Equipment is m excellent condi

tion All for $300 or B/0 549
5514

CHEAP! CHEAPI Color VGA
Monitor- $55 Laptop Notebook

$99 486 Computer System
$295 Call CPC (4131584-8857

EMPLOYMENT

New hiring energetic stu

this semester and for summer
Downtown Amherst $7/hr plus

bonw Sean 253-0583

Computer Wort
Dajaa ajpjaajaj MP, MM ,

ing Excellent income with flexi-

ble schedule IBM compatible

required 1888)613 9636

LEADERS NEEDED: Summer
teenage bicycling trips US
Canada Europe Minimum 4-

week time commitment Salary

plus expanses paid Student

liutWMlU rrxjawm. mVmmO HO .

CONWAY MA 01341 (8004343-

6!»

VMCA Camp saat-

mvj anargatc and caring coun-

selors aquatic staff, van driver

security, nurse, arts and crafts,

maintenance and office staff

from mid- June to end of August

Come (om us for a summer of

fun Positions include room and

board CaU 1600-373-1793

EMPLOYMENT
Full/Part-Time Positions

Available Now tor 3-6 indindu

als as movers, drivers, supervi-

sors $8/hr Flexible hours Need

transportation Contact Kathy

Banas 564-4746

laterosted ia Advertising,

Sales? Looking for energetic

motivated people 1 Unlimited

earning potential '4131737-3479

Office Assisteat Position

Part Time now Full-Time in

summer Please call or stop by

tapAfvaJMttlpj HftSMa b)

G 549 0600

Lets el ha*

Promotional company needs

people for college promotions

$15 per hour Call Shannon with

Stars Promotions for immediate

work 1413)863-0210

ATI.
Authorized Agentnaeds 20 stu

dents now 1 No experience will

tram $10O$300Avee* Part/Full

Time 1800)592 -2

V

! « 123

SUMMER WORK IN
WELFLEET ON CAPE COD
General restaurant work inciud

ing cashiering and service

SB/now and meals plus $100 per

week bonus for each week
worked it you stay through

August 24 1998 Call or write

FJ.il Millett P0 Box 32V South

Welfleet MA 02663 1508)349

2265 e mail

vandJaaCcapeav

FOR RENT
Take Over Our Lease 3 bed
room renovated Puttton Apt
Available June 1 Call 549 1 966

ROOM FOR RENT SUMMER SUBLET

FOR SALE

Mountain Bike 850 19 in

Road Bike .ihwmn Sprint, red.

mint condition! 21 in 6 5302
$100/BO

95 Specialized Stumpiumper
Full suspension K
pedals and tune up Excellent

condition $650 or B/0 Call

Sean 546 7050

Small DP Home Gym
B/0 Call 665-7491

INSTRUCTION

Great Volu

Become a Contraception and
Sale Sex Educator Men and
Women wanted Pick up an
application outside the Health

Ed Office. Room 248 University

Health Services

LOST & FOUND

1 2 and 3

bedroom apartments Gas neat,

hardwood floors We an show
mg starting April 6th for June
and joptonibor leases bacon

1253-7879

aall Cm Cash paid

everyday 1600649-4795

COMPUTERS

New P1MMMX from $895
Laptops $1295' Peripherals

ZarVision 582-9198
V/MC/AMP

' tor Retail Seafood

and ice Cream store Position

offering experience and
overview m all facet! of Small

Business Management No
experience necessary, only a

positive attitude Must be avail-

able from 5/18-10/18 Other

positions available also Call

before 6pm 50M77-3574

xkaaaBBaMJfl m t

i with the

Student Legal Services Office

gat hands-on experience m the

iagai faaid— won deadly with

attorneys and chants Earn up to

15 undergraduate credits No
aspanance m the legal protas-

B)#ji Ape pajkej jajajfiaj kj

April 17 1998 Contact The

Sftatoat Legal Services Office

today 545 1995 922 Campus
Cawtw

Eare extre cask mailing our

circulars from home m your

spare tune No experience nee

essary Free edormation 1-888

892 2781

ENTERTAINMENT

I Earring

behind HoWsworih Retrieve at

Desk

Reword for tbo retara

Ereen binder last seen m

Mass Licease either in

Brandywine parking lot or in

town on North Pleasant St

f'eaif bfhorw paJaajeB] pal

MMM
PETS FOR SALE

Young Iguaaa
Paid $80 askn

Lauren 549 5106

$40 Call

ed for 3 children t

suburbs of Boston Live m or out

Call 549-1966

Call lab* and g bjj baj
•

RESUMES

Express Rasaaaae

ROOM FOR RENT

Available June 1st

tion lacoss from The Pub)

:vdt bjm dj • •- bbjhjM
Call Lu 256-4813 or Harlow 256
3442

Bedroom available in a fur-

nished apt ® The Boulders
Available from 6/1 till 8/31

Contact Terry Q 253-0375

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 bedroom ia a 2 bedroom apt

Available Now* Through
Summer Call 549-3878

Raoes available m a five bed-

room house $300 per month all

inclusive On bus route Call

Donna 549-0774

Claaa, elder or mater*
female who likes quiet To
share two bedroom apartment

washer and dryer, furnished Irv-

ing room area Summer/Fall
Please contact Tina 665 7491

ROOM WANTED

Cool, tun girl looking for other

cool fun girls to live with next

year If you Ifte to have fun and

have an extra room m a house or

apt call 546-1 182

SERVICES

Have a lovely selection

as wall as a selection of cages

and hutches We can also help

with any bunmes you can no

longer care for Call Ellen 367-

0106 after 9 00 am

Dissertations edited aad pro

pared 0y Ph D it

subject 665-3718

Prtonaat' Need holpT Call

Birthright of Amherst area lor

Raj testing 3"d •miSt.fa.t- S49

1906

SUMMER SUBLET

Twe bedroom spacieas
apartment mailable June 1st-

Aug 31st Rent will be nego-

tiable Call 256-5460

Cheap room m a dean, quiet

house Short walk to campus

$220/month Call Adnenne <8

545 377Mjaye ajnessage__

1 bedroom apt in Brandywine

Great tor 1 or 2 people Lots of

space Water included Balcony

Central A/C On 2 bus routes

5494357

Village 3 bedroom, 2

bath Renovated Right near bus

stop $1040/month 5496069

Looking lor 14 people for 2

bedroom summer sublet in

Brandywine Call 5490951

2 BEDROOM BRANDYWINE
AVAILABLE JUNE 1 AIR CONDI

HONED
FULL BATH AND KITCHEN

HEAT AND HOT WATER
INCLUDED

ON TWO BUS ROUTES
$785 PER MONTH
CALL 549 5586

oom Puflton Apt. with 2

•el Aug 31

Summer Sublet with Fall

option 3 bedroom with A/C
Available 6/1 Call 253 1736

Large 2 bedroom apartment

Wafting distance to campus and

uptown Available June 1 Call

54*5913

275 PuPftaa for Summer lease

3 bedroom 2 bath Semi fur

mshed Call 549 8769 We will

hook you up

2 bedroom Bowlders In front

of bus stop Fits 4 comfortably

Heat and hot water included

253 5667

S bedroom houM I bjjPJbH
Available June 1 Sept 1 Only

Avoilable 5/2S Downtown
Amherst Mam Street Cheap
rant CaM 253 2979

TO SUBLET

2 bedroom apt xt Brandywine

Available 6/1 to 8/31 fits 4

Great tor summer Call 549 3878

Puttton Summer Sublet

rooms Could easily accomodate

3 people Fully furnished A/C
$23TJAr»rirJVperson Wallrrson wm negoii-

bwB ' O I Mi

One bedroom

with deck Quiet $670 all includ-

ed Available 5/9 549:9164

2 bedroom apartment
UPTOWN Great location June

10 January Furnished, heat and

DM pajbjj MbjaM Obi She- «
2536815

TO SUBLET

1 bedroom at Cliffside

6/1/98 1/10/99 $540/month

Utilities included Well fur

mshed On bos route Call 665

5019

Brandywine 1/1-6/31 with the

option over the lease Spacious

2 bedroom with cheap rent Heat

and hot water included On bus

route Air conditioning Contact

548-3915

Puttton Village Apt

$740/month Heat/hot water

included 2 bedrooms and 2

bathrooms Starting June 1-Aug

31 with option to renew Call

5490707

Looking la NN 1 bedroom in 2

bedroom apt for Summer $250

with option tor both bedrooms in

Fall Bus stop on our corner

Clean and comfortable 259

2940

Unique Puttton Apartment

must see Available 6/1 Call

548 6961

TRAVEL

FLY CHEAP"
VJy HO v FJR PJTTM

Be a little flexible and i

m
A« Courier kHematri

(80019476311

WANTED

Free body composition
ments Physically active

lonry 546-5091

PLACE
YOUR

CLASSIFIED

HERE!

CALL US
545-3500

TUESDAY. APRIL 7

I tortsta oa "Wfcat'i Left of

sill be held lo

in the Campu' Center

luoe Hal Herbert. Howie

rteaddM tm Otruer. Ken MutekowiU. end

repre«' ihe Reinbo* toelnion.

Labor Perry. «td the New Parry.

mam Prate AHience wilt be *por>-

iurme « penet dwcwuioa ot Uueet profnaonai

L'Man \ irwonon end en—w period wB fce-

I r>mi will be in the Canput Center.

room 162 For more odoiaiartun cal die office

MM
-uii.'i There wiB be en Uriel inter-

view and awaaiaikm da> (rum V S p m the

HiMcl Hi<u«7 A Ko%her dinner will be verved

from 5-* p m

Ummf There w-ill be * general meeting

t>( the Hillel/k»i»h .Student Union el 6 p m m
the Hillel Haiok Future prugrarrn will be di»-

coated. e» well *• piermnf tor next yen

Thrtr «ill be en tntrodui.tor>

daily listings sponsored by

akNtaif of (he Staple LMmj Stady Croap from

T-aSO

p

m m the Orel Conereeerionel Chucvh

in Amlatrn There will be mteractive pvaHMa-

lutimloni and opportunitiei for

I
— The tadiuuia Doncine Oab wM

meet from S SO- 7 pa In Totman. room IOI

Come be toclel and teero tome fancy foot work

Center room 004 Ml are weVome

Weefiof — The Pioneer % alley 1 ihrrtertan

Aaeociation will hold il« monthly meeting

lueajtit at the Wild Boar on 2 Ml Botton Road

in Wilbraham. The meeting begin* at 8 p m

and an optional dinner u ieia beghia at 6 p m

Per^ejntaeitev — The award winxnraj South

Mmen choir, /or of Africa, will perform in

Abbey Chapel et Mount Horyobe College The

- The Feyerweether Studio Theatre

at Amhertl College will he holding a produc-

tion of Harold PhMer't TV CoUertion •taning

at 8 p m The play n e wild ferae of tex and

power about four people who atek to learn the

unfortunate truth about each other The event

i» free Call M2 2J77 for rceervetiom

WEDNESDAY. APRIL 8

Weermg - The UVfa«« Theatre Guild i»

holding a meeting tonight at 7 p m in ihe

Wmiig - The Index, the L V

wiB hold a general mettaxs at 6 p m m room

«M m the Student Union All are mvaed

Tktmtn — Aaahxi il CoHeaje Diagiliawil of

Theetre and [Xsncc production present* the *ei-

ond nbjM of Harold Pinter • TV CoUrctum at 8

p.m. at Fayerweather Studio Theatre at

Amherit College Re«ervatk>n* are required

Call the box office at MS-4977.

Workshop - The Hillel Howe will hold a

pre Pattover workthop at VJO pm l.earn

Paatom tonp. how to lead/pertkipete in a

Seder and how to prepare for Paaaover All err

welcome

THURSDAY. APRIL 9

Lecture — Vincent lioyle. a graduate Mu

dent in communication at I Meat. «ill present a

An A" 'he Pup 1 '

SanuanilHig the I ondun. Ontario KMaW Pom

Ring * TV event wdl begin et 1 2 SO p m tn the

Camgeja Canter, room SOS

men from S 10- 7 p m m Totman. room IOI

New aaemben wdcume So experience or pert

lee a reservation woenpieted torn.* mual he

reeaeaed i» Mav 8

fJowi. ee There are only 4%

IfJM |.w Jomeitic

ll\»-i liv sN^i arr »'ill jtatlahle

lie rxjatcetic Excbarajt office i
f

Maxhmer Hal or cell S4S SiSI for more tnfor

FtH are puttee atrace ennouncernentt pnmea)
dewy To mbnut an lYl. pleeve tend a prni
nrieete contammq a* pertinent information

evkjchnq tfar name and phone number of SSe

contact person lo the (ollcgion, c/o the
Manaqa-iq EdXor by noon the p«<mou» day

\niher»i l li
fc t IVnartlTM-n! .»t

Theetre end Dance production conclude their

pruductioii of Harold Pinter > TV CoNrttwn at

8 p m at Fayerweather Studio Theatre at

Amhervt College Call for naeTvlhBai at S42

NOTICES

\ limn

ciderKT halt rooma wii be available for

the relative* anJ dienJ« of graduatin>

«iuclc-ni» Im Ihe night of Saturday. May 2?.

(. ommencenient housing applKatiom are avail-

able at ihe I inference Scr»nr«

ni im To guaran-

rmpU>\mtmt IMi" lab Nchcnil ha«

openUvja at dar Rcajrto maptred pre-tchool pro-

gram for fad •eexester For more information

call lermifer Ryan at S*S i 1 44

/ mr fV I Ma-> t He i« hiring

akafj and web pwbtiaVrt.

ApplKalion* are available in ihe I Rl office

\22 Student I mon ot leave a mice mail ai

W 1122

Vumitm riiiaM The Student tioiemmenl

Aaaociation application* for FAfcunve Cabinet

for the upcotnmg fall «eme»ter will he available

a« of April I in room 420 in the Student L ntun

The deadline for the application' i« April 7 al

I : io p m

Dprfimgi The UMa«« I ab School ha>

opening* for prr«*.hcK<l children for Ihe fall

«eme«iet in a Reggio Wapittd profrem Call

Vt«. U44for inorrdetaUa

VokmUniam— Any ciue«tion« contact Mike

VVMrman al MS-SobO The Amhent Sehetiun

Army itcede vokjnteen anv day and am time

Call 2SS 4747 for more information

\olunirrritm The lime Center, a

Maeaachuaett* Suicide Prcveniion Hotline i«

currently «eclcing volunteers and mtn

more mformaiu-n. contact Otna Cirampetto al

1478184* SMXIrxt 201

li.img - Abventee hallm- Im the \pnl I

Annual Town Flection are now available m the

Town Clerk ' Office. Mondai through Iriday

from 8 am to 4:W pm The deadline to apply

for an absentee haiku i« noon on MaadeTj

6 The elections will be fixmi noon umil 8pm
at various polling kvalion> in town

Mow is your last chance for the semester to attend the
workshop cycle beginning Tuesday, April 7th

UMass' only student run Television Station
216 Student Union (located to the right of the Hatch) • 545-1336 • www-unix.oit.umass.edu/~uvctvi9

Cablecasting Tuesday

Multicam Tuesday

Camcorder Tuesday

Editing Tuesday

April 7 6-9pm
April 14 6-9pm
April 21 6-9pm
April 28 6-9pm

HSCN Bulletin Board
Hartford

Boiton
Boiion
Springfield

Movie Ch.
Harftord

to
It

M
IS

CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN
UPN/20
Weather Channel
NBC/30 New Britain

Fox/61 Hartford
PBS/24 HorfrW
WOCH & HSCN
International

UMass Academic TV
HSCN Programming

a

»

UVC-1V19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

CNN
V

CNN SI

Headline News
UCTV
TBS
BET
TVLond
Univision

Comedy Central
Cortoon
Much Music

i iie^

TUESDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
VVBZ

WCVB
WLVI
VYHDH
WTXX
rwrr
WTiC
iVWU>
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
AttE

CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK
SCIFI

TIC
TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

CD

u
J_

T

21

6:00 6:30 7:00 I 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 I 10:30 11:00 11:30
Wishbone «

Newel

Newt IM House X BoyWorld

ChetraX

SimpeontX

NewtX
Creatures

Newt X
I Abo You

Butinett Apt.

CBS

CBS Newt

ABC Newt

Freth Prince

NBC News

Mad Abo. You

NBC Newt

Mad Abo. You

NBC News

Business Rpt

ABC News

Mad Abo You

Family Metiers Family Matters

Northern Enposurs 1
Wortdviewl

Comic Cabana |Matte-Laugh~

Wingi

UpCIo

"Wings Over Ihe Pacific"

Up Close I Sportscenter

Supermarket

Newshour With Jim Lehrer X
Inside Edition I Real TV X
Ertra I

Inside Edition

Wheel-Fortune

Judge Judy X
Ent Tonight

Seinfeld ;:

WheelFonune |Jeopardy! X

Ent Tonight

Chronicle X
Freeh Prince"

Jeopardyll

Judge Judy X
Hard Copy X
FmierX

Newshour With Jim Lehrer X
Seinfeld X IFratierX

C - Campus

Nova (R) (In Slereo) I
JAG "Above and Bryontf (R) X
JAG "Above and Beyond' (R) X
Home Imp. [Something So

Buffy the Vampire Slayer I
Mad Abo You

Moesrn (R) I
Mad Abo. You

For Your Love

Clueless (R) I
for Your Love

Frontline "From Jesus to Christ: the FVsl Crtnattans" X
Public Eye (In Stereo) X
Public Eye (In Siereo) X
Home Imp. | That's Life X
Dawson's Crssit (In Stereo) X
Frtsier %. LaWlneX
Malcorm-Eddielln the House

Fraster I LaMineX

e'.'i "Money Tnjri'(1995, Suspense) Wesley SntpeTX

Mad Abo. You IFor Your Love FresJerl

i (R) (In Stereo) X
Lateline %

Frontline "From Jesus lo Christ. The First Christians" X
Home imp. ISomethtng So [Home Imp, | That's Life X |NYPD Blue (In Stereo) (PA) X

Seinfeld X [NHL Hockey Boston Brums at Ottawa Senators (Live)

APRIL 7, 1998

Public Eye: In Your Face

Public Eye: In Your Face

NYPD Blue (In Stereo) (PA) I
Star Trek: Nert Oner

Dateline (In Stereo) I
|Grace Under

Dateline (In Stereo) I

Dateline (In Stereo) X

Major League Baseball Atlanta Braves at Pittsburgh Pirates. (Live X

Trappitt

Newt %,

Nfw> I

Late Show X
Late Show X
Nightline X

Vibe

|Tonight Show

Mad Abo You

NewtX

Tonight Show

Deep Space 9

Tonight Show
Charlie Rote jin Stereo) X
Newt X
M'A'S'H I

Law t Order

Moneytine X
Daily Show (R)

Gimme Shelter

Crossfire X
Stein't Money

h-

ly: Dean Martin

World Today X
Allen Rewiret Tim Allen

Wild Ditcovery: Chile

NightHne X

Tom Jonet (Part 3 ol 3)

|»* Ttoc»yfsvCogpu/ri"(1975, Western) John Wayne

Real TV K

Larry King Live X
Robin Williams: Off the Wall

New Detectives: Case Studies

Debt

MTV Live (In Stereo;

figure It Out | Tiny Toon"

Quantum Leap (In Stereo) X Seaquett DSV (In Stereo) X
Renovation [Renovation

Lois i Clark-Superman

Baywiitch (In Stereo)

Intimate Portrait

NHL Hockey St. Louis Blues at Detroit Red Wings.jUve

My So-Called Lite (In Stereo)

DougX |RugrttsX

Home Again |Home Again

Babylon S h.-n!.» [)jn
j

Highlander The Series X
**'.>> "Foo(toc>«|"(1984, Drama) Kevin Bacon (In Stereo) 'PC X

4:45) "Hidden'

Tiger Haarff.1996) T J. Roberts 'P0-I3'

»W "Par>/sa Catfs Up"(1995) Tim Oary. 'PG-13'

Unsolved Mysteries (In Stereo)

Artist Cut

RugrateX

Say What?

Bewitched

Sightings (R)lln Stereo) X
Trauma -Ufa in Ihe ER(R)

«

World Today X
Viva Variety IMake-Leugh

Allen Abduction

Baseball

Babysitter* SeJudon-j 1996. Suspenee) Karl Russell

Rockumentary

Wonder Years

Top 5 ol Day

Wonder Yean

True Life (in Stereo)

Happy Days 1 1 Love Lucy X
*e •Trsppfdiri Sp*cs"(1995, Science Fiction) Jack Wagner, fa

Connections III [Connections III

NBA Basketball New York Knicks al Atlanta Hawks (In Slereo Live) X
Walker, Te«at Ranger X
** "The SUnt" (1997, Advent

IBoxing Jimmy Thu

ValKirner. 'PG-13'

Insde-NBA

mnder vs. Tim Witherspoon (In Stereo Live) X

"lnfersegion
,,

(l994. Drama) Richard Gere. (In SteredprTX

« 'Toucn"(l997, Comedy) BrtdQei Fonda. 'R* | Spotlight-Abt.

From the Earth to the Moon X

Law* Order Guardian I.

Sports lllus

Daily Show
Moneyline X
Stein's Money

Justice Files "Parole" (R)

Sportscenter X
New Attitudes |Golden Girls

'

Loveline (In Slereo)

MT. Moore ITwl X
Seaquest DSV (In Slereo) X
Trauma - Ufa in the ER (R)

**TrneBunnef"(1992)

Silk Stalkings "Curiam Call" X
Round Midnight

** "Daitmin III: Die Packman D)9"(1996) TV X |"Pre)i;o9-t.ovi}~

*th "Absolute Poiv»r"(1997, Suspense) Clint Easlwood. 'R'

X
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Bruno By C. Baldwin Robotman By Jim Meddick

V mica, vts, i uat, callino to roasiScr ac>t{lXn.f.
AM iNttSNifvl I'VS HU4 wMniMw F««fe»Si«N/si.cT Far*.
AaMVT A rtAir ttAS NOW AMD AH tjHAl ? HO 140 D 14401

1

im utf TAuam MMAtAt acrria tham mb»t r«ani satm
AMwOIS NO, I OOmt HCAM To iMavy rts ailTW tHAM toom asaVt <OV MAV/S MANY HlrUli AMO AfAl KTTfJL tUAUit
Of IT liABvAWJ r»44 AMO I SCC SAt... OtO I TlU. fOU HV
UAMt TCTT maysi I Setosxcarr, to t cam CALL S^rc saMCTirtl
amo im thu AraAtM Ma.a*Au.t. thama you art now srrc

"*,
. . WVP////M.

Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dilbert By Scott Adams

l iVrA rAOROrXC, THE.

PREVENTtR Of IKFOPc-

fAATlON SERVICES. I

COrAE TQ CONFISCATE

YOUR MON- STANDARD
COfAPuTtR

tU rirWTZ \ THE. HtW
TO OI5r\aL.E ONE. IS
IT AND
LEAVE. IT

HE.RE

ALREAOV
ON ITS CaXAT

RIGHT 1

Thatch By Jeff Shesol Loser Crew Comics By Alan DeMonde

NOT JwST Utce sVU,

REAUy. 6*Ttjr». I MEAN,
THf GUY D*rWS«
namonmuri

etmot'

[ LIKE THAT IT* H0MWT.
Bra 6ATt« WT5 6N Ml*3

PANT* ONE tea *T «

T1MC- JUST Uice TSIE

RE9T0f 119'

neRt«T
Of \»

piufre..

POYOU
«aff»Cs»IU.
6ATE5 MT9
rVTWrTCNE
FINP$ UStPt*

mt FRtpaje*

HftV ftob, t OfTiOr-r-Ow

is t^iC. TOW^
<Xr\r\, V tr $*ry Oi

I I' bit yo* (<**.

i»^,.kj *%aw| at le.i-r

One pt'io-y on car^^y

Kills tSt« Jt l T .''

(\/o »vay ittvc' Hour

gullthle do yOw. Knit

T a„7"

iA
Non Seqwitor By Wiley Sven By Stephen Higgins

£1
TUt BOLITT of Y*
rvNAiC BoNMC

VIBJ/

Fox Trot By Bill Amend Kampus Kids By Adam Souliere

hi, CiLEIN'
ITS JASON
UST1N. I- CL'ta'

Ml, EiLKN* iT S

JASON. LiSTtN,

I VeANTED
To APoLosei- CL'CSi'

c s»s..->«o. » -..-«.ir«». ta»

•etLL, SMO Tbu'VI

TAnrab Longcu BCCN AT

lb HANO THrSsstSAT-

Uf ON Ml, SlXMOWtS*
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Nun cin't jret Mimclhini; ft>r nothing

Uxla\ but if >>Hi Mork hard and don't

hack down. >ou can arrange quite a

bargain tor yourscll

TADatUS i April 20-May 20l -
tun ma) lx- more interested at this

time in Ihe tinancuil prospects you
arc GaCeaj than in an> possibilities

tor personal ennchmenl

GEMINI i Mas 2I-Juise20> - If

you don't pay attention to that spe-

ci.il someone when it is asked of

you. you may not get a second
c h.tiice today Be generous with your

time.

CAM KR ljune 21-July 22i -
N on have theatric.il streak that will

have a chance io shine today, but

you must take care that you're not

overreacting to routine events.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) - You
are not in the ithkh) to accept any

handouts today, but by day's end

you'll realize that >ou should have

accepted one particular offer.

VttGO (Aug. 2J-Sept. 221 -
N iiu are not one lor the in-between

approach today ' You are in the mood

to go for broke, but take care that

you aren't risking anyone eNe's
resources.

LIBRA (S«Ot 23-()ct. 22) -
iou may have to turn to someone
else for something thai you are used

to supplying yourself. This need

should only be temporary

M ORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21 1
-

You will have a chance to share your

views in a manner to which you are

not altogether accustomed, but you

can nse to the occasion for sure.

SAGITTARHS (Nov. 22-l)ec.

21) — You may impress others

being very much together today . but

inside you're flirting with insecurity

thai mav threaten to hold \ou back.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)

— It is time lo set aside any methtxls

that are not proving effective these

days. Perhaps you should try what
works lor others

AQIARII'S (Jan 20-Keh IK)

— Now is no time lo shirk your

duties You will be responsible for

more than expected, so you must

focus on changing circumstances

PISCKS (Feb I9-M«rch 20) -
You may have trouble regaining

your balance after someone unex-

pectedly knocks you oil your plate

early in the day. All is well bv night

fall.

Close to Homo By John McPherson

Ouotc of tlio I>i»y
/"/' It is like this with everything man under-
* • takes. What democracy does not eventual-

ly turn into tyranny, what faith does not

breed intolerance, what disinterested search for

truth does not culminate in the rigidity of a sys-

tem? J%
-C. /. Curdjieff

1 gotta find a new HMO.'

ACROSS
1 Smell
6 Truck part

9 High mountains
1 3 Some runners
1 5 Actress Remick
1 6 Undercover cop
17 Schedule
18 Quiet — mouse
1 9 Mayberry boy
20 Paradise-

author
23 Style of a room
26 — banana
27 Motionless
28 Whirlybird

inventor
Sikorsky

29 Impair
30 Blubber or suet

31 Glassware
33 Supermodel

Carol
34 Cherry seed
37 Lamprey
38 Muhammad —
39 Tropical snake
40 Jackie s second

husband
41 Pigpen
42 Fond du —
43 Spy's file

45 Shade of blue

46 Cat's coat
47 Sea eagle
48 Edition

51 Dry. as wine
52 Caravan stops
53 Winter

Olympics event
56 Actress

Cheryl —
57 Listener s need
58 Lethargy
62 Perimeter
63 Roadmap abbr
64 Ohio city

65 — oft annoys
66 Nourished
67 Performed

diligently

DOWN
1 Doctors' grp.

2 Tractor-trailer

3 Fiesta shout
4 Special

teachers
5 Passion
6 Uproar
7 Fable writer

8 Polar —
9 Consecrate
10 Expire, as a

subscription
1

1

Earlier

12 Fragrance
1 4 — Jose
21 Slanting print

22 Lassos
23 Cuts into cubes
24 Heron
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25 Flirtatiously

29 Asian
peninsula

30 Story
32 Chatted
33 Carry ofl with

force
34 Duos
35 Goodnight gal
36 Wearies
44 Shorebird
45 Soft leathers
46 Was afraid

48 Dot in the

ocean
49 Tool for digging

50 Rivertoank plant

51 Use the rink

52 "— of Old
Smoky"

54 Vassal
55 Is, in Berlin

59 "Anne of Green
Gables" loc

60 Lyric verse

61 Dowel

Today's P.C. M»nu
Cmll 343-16**) tW atr

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Hungarian Noodle bake

Tacoj

Vegetable Tacrjj

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Meatloaf

Ratatouilte

Capt'n's Catch on a Roll

Worcester
LUNCH
Clam Roll

Ziti with Tomato Sauce

Tacos

Vegetable Tacos

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Jamaican Beef Patty

Bean k Rice Proveneal

Meatball Crind-o

Hampshire
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Charbroiled Chicken Sandwich

Tacos

Vegetable Tacos

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Meatloaf

(Your most hated of

all loaves)

Berkshire
LUNCH
Tacos

Vegetable Tacos

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Chefs Grilled Cheese Sandwich

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Meatloaf

Bean & Rice Proveneal

Ravioli Alfredo
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Jordan strong

as playoffs near
Michael Can we ever get enough of

Ml? Mom basketball fans would say

they could never become satisfied with

greatness. I'd have to agree. His

Airness simply knows how to get it

done Lact week wis no exception, as

Ionian capped off a busy one by being

named NBA Player of the Week tor the

third time this season, leading the

Bulls to a 1-0 record while averaging

15? points. 5 assists and 4.3

rebounds per game It didn't hurt that

he lurther solidified his position

among die game's elite Friday joining

Karccat Abdul-|abbar and Wilt

Chamberlain as the only players in

NBA history to score 29.000 points

That came after Ionian was named

I.hiik ! «

Player of the Month for March, beating

out strong performances from several

players including Sauquillc O'Natsl.

Karl Ma lone and Tim Duncan
Mkhael also appears on the most

recent issue of ESPN Magazine tack-

ling the three Ms management,
money . and more.

'Sure. I know what it takes to win a

scoring title.* says Ionian "I can aver-

age 12 points a game and know III

win. Eight points a quarter Three bas-

kets, two free throws. It's as easy as

that " Yeah, for your everyday house-

hold name superstar

Of course on his return, lordan is

vague lordan dots say he won't budge

on his loyalty to head coavh Phil

lackson and »fjj—« the Bulls' owners

set the team if they don't agree.

"You want odds on me coming
back"' Okay.' says lordan "70 50

Which wav ' Whichever wj

UM women's lax rolls over UConn, 15-4

As if Chicago didn't have enough
IMl JalmUL ^valflar PlIUUll i< r^mtirm astsW

daaplrasrd with his current situation

and is now saying he wouldn't come
back even with a management change

Ptppen said he wouldn't mind being a

"complementary player' somewhere
else, maybe with Houston and
Hakeem Olafuwon
Forward Toai Kukoc will miss at

least five games with a recurring foot

injury With Lac I oagiey likely side

lined the rest of the season with s knee

injury, even Michael will be hoping

Pippen doesn't get distracted as the

Butts go for a sixth title, lordan poured

in 40 points Sunday to make it twelve

in a row for the Bulls

The question, of course, remains.

Who is the heir apparent to lordan?

Piston forward Grwat Hal was practi-

cally dubbed just that, coming out of

Duke with a clean-cut image and the

stats to back it up We saw that even

Hill has his bad days, or years for that

matter though. Detroit has been strug-

gling this year and although Hill's

numbers are not way down, he has

taken some criticism over his role in

the firing of former Piston coach Doug
Collins. Hill's attitude has seemed to

change from Mr. Nice Guy to Mr "I

just warn to win" guy. hist ask Akxuo
Mourning, who was recently slammed
to the ground by a frustrated Hill.

Piston teammate lerry Stackhousc

let his own emotions boil over when
he attacked Cleveland point guard

Brevin Knight Stackhousc and the

rest of the 1945 class, which includes

Antonio McDyess and foe Smith, have

showed that three years is better than

two in trying to evaluate a young play-

er's talent After talk emerged concern-

ing 100 million dollar contracts, their

market value will come down from the

stratosphere after this season

L.A. leaker Kobe Bryant had many
projections thrown his way early in the

season, but there is still time to prove

himself Then there is MVP candidate

Tim Ducan. Duncan has helped to

transform an inept San Antonio squad

into a legitimate contender, assisting in

one of the greatest season turnarounds

in the history of the game. After win-

ning four in a row last week, the Spurs

need to win just four of their last seven

to set that record.

Other "of the month" awards went

to Duncan in the rookie category —
again, and to Utah's lerry Sloan for

the coaching honor. Duncan, the for-

mer Wake Forest player of the year,

took home the Rookie of the Month
trophy for a fifth time, which sets him

up as potentially becoming only the

third player to win it every month.

Ralph Sampson (1981-84) and fellow

twin tower David Robinson
(1989-90) are the only others since

the award's inception in 1981-82.

Setting their own record on Sunday

were Larry Bird and the Indiana

Pacers. Indiana overcame an 1 1 -point

second quarter deficit to the Bucks to

win 91-92. That gave the Pacers 52

for the season, tying their 1994-95

and 1 995-96 best season marks.

Came of the Week: The Spurs may
further experiment with their 21 -foot

frontcourt Wednesday at the Delta

Center when they play the Utah |azz.

With Will Perdue at center, Robinson

at power forward, and Duncan at

small forward. San Antonio is 1 1 -2.

lamie fee is a Collegian columnist.

By SashKoanig

Colsgon Staff

Meghan Magee and the Massachusetts women'* lacrosse team upended

Women's gym trips

up at NCAA's

Connecticut this past weekend.

STORRS. Conn. — Together 1 Roll

UMass!"

As the Massachusetts women's
lacrosse team gets set to begin a game.

the crowd hears that chant blast out of

the team's pregame huddle. At the

University of Connecticut on Saturday

.

that's exactly what they did

The Minutewomen entered the game

after having just fought to an overtime-

win against a very strong Brown team,

boosting their record to 1-2 this year

UConn was not to present a threat, as

they are a relatively young program

that has yet to make a name for itself

in the field of NCAA lacrosse teams

This game normally would mean
very little in the larger scheme of

things, as UMass would "roll" over the

infant squad and move on On
Saturday, however, the "together" part

of their chant gained significance

After 12:24 had passed in the Bag

half. Husky midfielder Michelle Paulin

beat Massachusetts goalie Tara Durkin

to be the game 1-1. and the game was

lest of a "rolling" than the

Minutewomen were prepared for

"Today we saw with our voung

group, on the whole, when you don't

have a big hype around the game that

we know that this team's not that

strong." coach Francesca McClellan

said. "It's harder to get up for it It *

harder to get mentally readv
"

Lp to that point. UConn hjd

matched their more experienced coun

terparts score for score Midfielder

Laurie McCarthy began the scoring for

Connecticut at the 2540 mark, giving

the UMass team a harsh wakeup call

A couple minutes later.

Massachusetts got on the board lor the

first time, as midfielder Stephanie

Pas lick ducked in and out of the left

wing of the Husky defense and fed the

ball to a penetrating I aura Korut/.

who fired the ball past junior goal-

tender knnifer Schiavone.

I wo scores apiece later, the

was lied up when on paper it shouldn't

have been. This is the time when

strong teams pull "together" and do

what they're supposed to do, suppress

their underdog opponents With a total

team effort, the Minutewomen proved

that they are a strong team.

\t the lb 1 1 point. Koruu whipped

the ball clear across the width of the

field to a breaking Melissa Anderson,

who proceeded to an uncontested

score to put the Minutewomen up for

gaag

After Paulin's score, the UMass
defense stoned UConn until the 9:06

iii.il k i" 'he -ccond half, after eleven

unanswered goals by Massachusetts

Nine Minutewomen scored during the

rout including a hat trick by Koruu

and 2 goals each by freshman Fay

Naber. Anderson, and sophomoresMM Minaker and Sara MacNabb

I rcshman attack Kara DePaula joined

MacNaM hv scoring her first career

As the first half churned on, Durkin

got quicker and quicker By halftime.

dM had recorded nine impressive

saves. Her teammate. |en Nardi. played

the second half and allowed only one

goal over thirty minutes

The kids came in very casual They

took the team for granted, and they

really were sloppv " McClellan said.

"But I think thin we made some cor

rections on that V. e lightened up a bit

and became a bit more serious and

more effective
"

Almost all of the first five minutes of

the second half were played within

twentv feet of Schiavone, producing

two scores for the Minutewomen. one

each for MacNabb and Minaker

Freshman Eileen Currier finished off

a solid overall game with an assist to

senior Jennifer Herker to end the scor-

ing at -4 2^> left to make the final score

of 15-4

When all was said and done.

Massachusetts did what they were

expected to do all along, but they had

to come together on the way to accom-

plish it. UMass rolled

UMass track demolishes BC, 1 16.5^4-5

By Brett Mousar
ColUgion Staff

Twenty-five years ago. the

Massachusetts women's gymnas-
tics team picked up the

University*! first ever national

title To duplicate that perfor

mance against the top teams in the

Northeast Region. the

Massachusetts women's gymnas-
tic team would need a stellar

all-around performance to move
on to the NCAA National
Championships in I os Angeles in

two weeks.

Only the winner would advance,

and when the dust cleared, the

Minutewomen were packing their

bags for home, finishing fourth in

a field of seven.

Penn State won the Regional
with a 194.600. followed rn Ohio
State. Kent State, and then the

Minutewomen. who finished with

a 189.650. New Hampshire.
Pittsburgh, and Rutgers rounded

out the scoring

Sophomore Mand> Moaby and
freshman (ill Fisher highlighted

the night in Pittsburgh M
captured the balance beam title,

registering a 9.875. while hshcr
will tr\ her hand in the Nationals

after winning the floor exercise

with a 9.975. Moafej tin finished

fifth on floor with a 9.775 and
sixth in the all-around with a

58 475
After two events. the

Minutewomen found themselves

in second place after remarkable

floor and vault rotations Mosby
and Fisher led the parade on floor,

while senior Penny I.eBcau

replaced Bct-v Colucci on floor

and finished 12th out of 4M com-
petitors with a 9 700 On vault.

Iishcr and Michelle I oPre-ti tied

eventh LeBeau again pro

duced for the Minutewomen.
notching a 9.550

Then, concentration was of the

Turn to ©YM. page 7

The men's track team beat Boston College this weekend at home at Llewelyn Derby Track.

•MAN MC WKMOTT \ COUfCMN

By Kathleen Ralls

Collegian Staff

Breaking in the new outdoor season, the Massachusetts

men- track team easily strolled past Boston College.

1 16 5- 44 5 on Saturday at the Llewelyn Derby Track.

The dual meet was supposed to include Colgate but they

could not attend.

Despite the frigid temperatures, UMass had no trouble

of disposing the visiting Eagles, winning 16 of the 19

events.

lunior B |. Cardoza. in his first meet for UMass. hurled

himself into school history, shattering the 27-year-old

hammer throw record with a toss of 1917" and capturing

first place Cardoza, a transfer from UMass-Dartmouth.

beat Edwin Arcaro's record of I90'8", set in 1971.

Sophomore Vic Morency won the discus with a throw

of 173*1 1* a personal best. The toss placed him second

all- time for UMass. Morency also won the javelin with a

throw of 200.5.

Senior Tom Toye won the 1 00m in a time of 10.7 sec-

onds. He also placed first in the 200m with a time of 21 .4

seconds. Ryan Carrara provided the excitement of the day

as he came from behind to win the steeple chase. Other

notable performances for UMass include sophomore
Kevin Somers' second place finish in the 5000m.
The Minutemen will host Central Connecticut, Holy

Cross, lona. and Providence on Saturday at 12 p.m. at

home. This will be the last home meet of the season at the

Llewelyn Derby Track for UMass.

Water polo remains perfect
By Paul Teves

Collegian Staff

IMV. i.MLIGIAN

Nice Scoop!
Massachusetts first baseman Kim Cutridge leads the team as they

face Central Connecticut today

The No. 6 Massachusetts women's
water polo team performed above par,

easily defeated this weekend's four

collegiate Water Polo Association
(CWPA) opponents, in turn keeping

(heir 12 game win streak intact.

LJMass first disposed of Boston
College and Boston University in the

morning session with two shutout vic-

tories, 18-0 and 1 5-0 respectively.

"We are just trying to do what our

coach wants us to work on. and work
on counter attacking, good releases

and certain offensive plays," said

sophomore Marcie Hupp about the

teams performance this past weekend.

The afternoon session at Cambridge

was a little tougher but nothing the

women couldn't handle. They contin-

ued their domination of the league

with a 16-5 win over Wellesley, and a

1 5-2 drubbing of M.I.T.

"As a team we continue to keep

playing hard in games and keeping our

intensity level up by practicing hard,

and focusing on Easterns so that we
can stay focussed," said Hupp about

the state of the team.

With the wins the Minutewomen
improve to 8-0 in league play, and

20-1 overall.

The morning session at Harvard was

a clinic by UMass. as they held the

opposition to no goals in two games.
They also displayed how to get the

whole team involved in the scoring.

The front and lanes defense contin-

ues to work wonders for UMass. This

pressure is pushing opposing teams to

submission, while goalie Peggy Nieves
benefits greatly in net. Although she
has been playing extraordinarily in

goal, she doesn't face a huge borage of

shots. This is a credit to the team's
overall defensive play.

Offensively, everyone contributed as

has been the story for most of the sea-

son Marcie Hupp scored five goals in

the morning session, including four

Turn to POtO, poge 7
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It's like something
from a Bond movie

Three of Pussy
Galore's albums
have finally been
re- released on
Matador Check
out our reviews
(see Arts & Living,

page 6)

A perfect

afternoon

Senior Li; Wagner
tossed * perfect

game in the second

game of a double

header sweep
against Central
Connecticut State

University (see

Sports, page 1 2)

WORLD

Burns compared
to Imperial Roman

ATHENS. Greece (AP) — Two
high-ranking Greek politicians

sparred in parliament over the con-

duct of the U S ambassador, who
has infuriated many Greeks with his

outspoken opinions

Parliament speaker Apostolos
Kaklamams said Monday that

Ambassador Nicholas Burns acted

like sn "anthippatos." which in

ancient Greek was used to desenbe a

deputy governor of Imperial Rome.

"He is an ambassador, but he
behaves like an anthippatos,"
Kaklamams said, interrupting

Deputy Foreign Minister George
Papandreou while he was addressing

parliament "It's about time you
reined him in

."

"The Foreign Ministry is perfectly

aware of how to conduct its busi

mas/ Papandreou shot back

Kaklamams. addressing
Papandreou's back as he left the

chamber, repeated that "the ambas-

sador doesn't act like an ambas-
sador-

Earlier, Papandreou defended
turns, saying "In Greece, which is a

deeply democratic country, every-

one has a right to have opinions,

including the American ambassador

or the ambassador of any other

country
"

NATION

Eight planes grounded

after cleaning procedure

WASHINGTON (AP) - A leading

maker of |et engines pulled eight

from commercial service and recaHed

thousands of spare parts after deter-

mining their fan blades may have suf-

fered microscopic cracks while being

cleaned

Pratt & Whitney said yesterday

that none of the suspect parts caused

any safety problems, although both

the company and the Federal

Aviation Administration feared the

cracks could cause an in flight engine

shutdown or require a pilot to make
one.

The four senes of engines affected

power some of the world's best-

known planes, including the Boeing

747, the McDonnell Douglas DC-10
and the Airbus A 300 About 8.200

high-pressure turbine blades were
identified as prone to microscopic

cracking, a single engine can contain

hundreds of fan blades

The problem began with a

machine used to clean the blades,

said Pratt H Whitney spokesman Mark

Sullivan The machine, which went

into service in January, uses ultrasonic

waves to strip grease and other mate-

rial from the blades and reapplies a

protective coating The engine is then

sent on for servicing.

An improper calibration made the

machine "overaggressive," Sullivan

said, and an inspector spotted a blade

thwas cracked after it had been
cleaned All the suspect parts were

cleaned between |an. 1 7 and Feb. 26.

EXTENDED FORECAST

Today Thursday Friday

!$$ lUlf ^F
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LOW: 39
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LOW: 34

INSIDE

HIGH: 54

LOW: 31
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Activist Parker speaks

on poverty in the U-Sa

Wednesday, April 8, 1998

Social activist Star Parker talking about "Blacks and

Conservatism" in Hasbrouck yesterday evening

By Jill Carroll

CoUegion StoH

In a *pee».h la-t night. s.on-ervative social avtm-t

Star Parker -.aid there arc lour requirement- anyone,

rcgardle-- c»l race ot sex can fulfill u- get " ul "• P"»''
IN

"Anybody who want- to get out of poverty CM
matter what oolof or Ml to do four

things." Parker said

Parker outlined thi I

"The firM thing vi>u have M do i- lini-h vour cduia-

turn Nou mu-t become proficieni in I ngli-h and math

It takes a whole U>t el attitude cftaM p speaking

ebonies and start speaking King s Fnglish." Parker

said

"The second thing you have to do is take any job and

work harder than the person above you

Parker said the third requirement i- getting off wel

fare and the fourth is being married

"Thirty percent [of peoplel -till on welfare bought

the dependent welfare lie hook, line and sinker."

Parker said. "The lazy conservatives speak of the

importance of marriage for a healthy family Vet, when
it comes to marriage for the poor we don't think it - an

important voncern
"

Parker also said the three of the country - biggest

problems have one cause.

'The three main problems in America are AIDS,
abortion and welfare and they are all rooted in sexual

promiscuity." Parker said

Parker also said in the speech that the government

was hurting the poor when trying to help them

She empha-i/ed welfare was an incentive for people

to be poor

"If the incentive is too great to pay for someone's

or apartment if it bums down then you'll see a

lot of houses and apartments burning down If the

incentive to do something is for your own personal

gum you II -ee more people (going on welfare]. * Parker

said

Parker said when the government instituted rent

control to keep landlords from exploiting poor tenants

they ended up making the poor lose their homes
"What did they do in response to rent control'' They

sold them a- condominiums What happened to the

We priced them right out of their home-
Parker said

Parker said the minimum wage is another example ol

the government hurting people in povertv

"We priced the poor right out ol their |0M People

who u-ed to create entry level job- don't do it any-

more. Self- service gas stations are an example of this

You don't have someone paid to wash the windows
and check the oil." Parker -aid

Parker said -chool CaaatM doc* not help rich white-

"I con*tan1 1) hear that -vhool etVMM I- for ruh
white people. But I have to tell you - inething If

you re rich and white you already have school cl

It s the poor who doesn't ha e in education."

Parker said

Turn to PAJhYji poge .

Metal, only more attractive

Diana Natty, an art history and painting maior, hammering an

iron piece outside the Forestry Lab Annex yesterday morning

Jewish community

prepares for Passover
Seders to be held over weekend
DY taWyon jOMrXVtllHUi I

CofagonSajft

This Friday evening lews around the

world will iclcbratc the holiday of

"Passover is a festival celebration of

the Israelites freedom from slavery and

exodus from Egypt.* said Lissa Loeb.

lewish Campus Service Core Fellow.

Main or unleavened bread, is eaten

dunng the holiday because the Hebrew-

could not bake bread while they Bved in

the desert for 40 years in search of pre-

sent day Israel.

The Iniver-ity of Ma--u-husetts

community i- prvpunng for the momen-
tou- holiday The Chabad H> i.

Amherst will be holding traditional

Seders cm Friday evening at 7 p.m.. and

Saturday evening at 8 p m Rabbi

Charm Addleman said that explanations

of practices and Chassidic insights will

be provided throughout.

The cost for each Seder is $10 per

person, but nobody will be turned away

because of inability to pay. Services for

the seventh and eighth night of Passover

will be held on April lb and 1

7

The llillel Mou-e will also hold a

Seder on Friday evening at 515 p.m.

On Saturday evening the \mher-t

|ewi-h Community will join Hillel in

the Kosher Dinning Commons at 6: JO

pm
Today is the laat day to sign tap for

the Seders

In ^injunction with the Seders, wae

Kosfaer Meal Plan will be serving three

meals a day for the week of Passover,

whiih would make it much easier for

students to adhere to the holiday's

dietary restrictions

Throughout the rest of the semester,

the Kosher Meal Plan onh serves dinner

on the weekdays or brunch on the

weekends.

The food is going to be incredible."

Loeb said

The menus are currently posted in

the llillel House Today is also the laat

day to sign up for this weeklong option

Loeb said that for those who cannot

make the meals, she will be handing out

Kosher snacks at the Campus Center

Concourse Monday through Thursday

between 10 a.m. and 1 pm
In addition she will also be running a

program called "Women's Passover

Celebration' on Wednesday. April 15 at

7 pm
For information regarding events at

the Chabad house, students may call

549-4094 For events at the Hillel

llou-e. -tudents can call 549-1710.
Students looking for more information

regarding the Kosher Meal Plan can call

545-1562

ON THE INTERNET

www.umoss.aelo/rso/colegion

International parent
*ll«ANO€ll KOKOMILAS .' COUlGIAN

Urip Purwono, a psychology Ph.D. student from Indonesia, posing with his daughter, Putri, in the Blue

Wall during the International Fair on Saturday afternoon.

Tomoxifen reduces

breast cancer risks
By Paul Racer

Associoajd Press

WASHINGTON — Women at

increased risk of breast cancer face a

difficult decision about whether to

take a drug that cuts in half the

chance of getting breast cancer

while raising the risk of serious side

effects.

Federal researchers announced
Monday that tamoxifen, which has

been used for more than two
decades to fight cancer, also can

reduce the risk of breast cancer by

45 percent among women who are

at high risk of developing the dis-

But Dr. Richard Klausner. head

of the National Cancer Institute,

said the benefits of the drug also

carry some danger, including the

possibility of life-threatening blood

clots.

"The results tell us that breast

cancer can be prevented, but there

i- no simple take-home message,"

Klausner said. "There are important

and serious side effects from this

drug.

"The message is not simple," he

said, noting that each decision must

be made individually by each

woman at risk.

Klausner said that women at

Turn to CANCER, page 2

Gandhi vows reform of India's long-ruling party
By Ranjan Roy
Associated Press

NEW DELHI. India - Promising to

revive and reform the divided
Congress Party. Sonta Gandhi won
confirmation Monday as leader of

India- longest-ruling party.

Gandhi, the widow of a former
prime minister and heir to India- most
renowned political dynasty, had been
alool from the public since her hus-

band. Rajiv, was assassinated in 1991.

But she accepted the presidency last

month after the party ousted Sitaram

Kesri, whose divisive politics had dri-

\cn donm of leaders out of the party

to set up splinter groups

li.mdhi's confirmation completes

the transformation of the reclusive

widow into one of India's most power-

ful politicians. The Congress party,

which ruled India for most of the

C0UntrT*l JO years of independence,

has suffered two successive election

routs.

"The greatest enemy of the Congress

is the Congress itself. Nothing can

shake the party if it remains united."

Gandhi told 1.000 delegates to the

party's convention Monday.

Making her speech in Hindi and

English from a dais where leaders sat

cross-legged on white mattresse- -he

promised greater democracy within the

party, which has not had internal elec-

tions for years — its leaders usually

have been chosen by a small coterie in

New Delhi.

Having heard more than K) speak-

ers outline reasons and oltet explana-

tions for the party's decline. Gandhi

said she was appointing a committee to

suggest ways of making party leaders

more accountable and decision making

more democratic.

She also exhorted leaders to travel

to the villages and revive the dormant

local party organizations

"We have to get to get over our

weaknesses and remain in touch with

the people." Gandhi said, urging dele-

gates to regain the confidence of the

lower castes and Muslims whose sup-

port once made Congress invincible.

The one-day session of the All India

Congress Committee, a forum of state

letiders. is the first since general elec-

tions in February and March resulted

in a coalition government led by the

Hindu-nationalist Bharatiya lanata

Party.

Gandhi. 51. has been considered a

party power broker for years by virtue

of her position as heir to Congress'

political dynasty. Between her late hus-

band; his mother. Indira Gandhi; and

Indira's father, (awaharlal Nehru, the

family led India for 55 of its 50 years

-ince independence.
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cancer
continued from page 1

UK raised risk of brawl cancer will

need to have a thorough discussion

with their doctors, examining every

(actor of their personal health histo-

ry, before deciding whether tamox-

ifen is appropriate for them. He said

his agency is developing guidelines

to help women decide what to do.

Tamoxifen should be used only

by women at higher than average

risk of breast cancer because the

drug's side effects include doubling

the risk of getting endometrial can-

cer. The increased risk for this can-

cer is about equal to that of women
on estrogen replacement therapy.

Tamoxifen also causes a tripling of

risk far a blood clot in the lungs, a

of I

mark 'the first time in history that

we have evident that breast cancer

cannot only be treated, but abo pre

vented.- said Dr Bernard Fisher, an

Allegheny University professor and

scientific director of the stud) that

involved more than 1 5,000 women.

The drug, taken daiy. cost* from

$80 to $100 a month, said

Khuaner
Tamoxifen * known as an "anri-

ogen* because it blocks the

effects of the hormone in some tis-

sues and retards growth of cancer

ccfis that depend upon estrogen.

Federal officials said the breast

clear that they cut short a long-term

caracal trial and notified the 13.588

women participants of the findings.

The 6.707 women n the study who
had been taking a placebo, or

drag, wsl be told they may
srt taking tamoxifen, orficiab

. As a safe benefit, the study also

i lowered the

risk in older women of fractures of

the back, neck or wrist due to brittle

that the

proven benefit of the drug is only

of developing breast cancer The
level of risk depends upon a

woman's age, her medical history

and those of her mother and sisters,

and her reproductive history.

Breast cancer risk increases with

age, officials said, and they estimat-

ed that only about 0.3 percent of

women 39 and younger would be

candidates for tamoxifen

The percentage of women at

increased risk goes up to 2 7 per

cent for ages 40 to 44; to 7.1 percent

for 45-49; 9.3 percent tor 50-54;

and to 12.5 percent for women ages

55 to 59.

Klausner said it also is unclear

hist how long women should take

the drug The study lasted only six

years, and some women took the

drug for less, he said Final effects

of tamoxifen may still be years

away, be said.

Despite the complexities and the

problems. Klausner said, the major

unprecedented effect of the study is

to prove that a drug can be devel-

oped to actually prevent a high-risk

group from developing cancer.

"This is the first iniperlcct. but

|
encouraging step." he said,

ird drugs that could protect

people from King, rectal, bowel or

tate cancer. About 85 other

drugs are being tested for this pre-

ventive effect.

In the stud>

• W omen taking the drug had 45

percent gTCWI IrVMsVl
breast cancer compared to those

taking a placebo — 85 cases vt.

154
• Patients on tamoxifen had

fewer noninvasive breast cancers:

31 vs 59
• There were 47 bone fractures

among those on the drug, compared

with 7 1 among those on placebo.

• Among me group on the drug,

mere went 33 cases of cancer of the

uterine lining, vs. 14 cases in the

placebo group; 17 cases of blood
- in the lung, including two

deaths, compared with «ix cases and

no deaths among the placebo

group

Parker
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Parker said religion should be

allowed in the classroom

"Why can't they let these poor

kMl go to private schools that

involve religion?" Parker said,

arguing that religion in school

keeps students well-behaved.

"Tim* kul» are out of control in

the classroom because we have

told them they are incapable of

learning," she said. "In private

schools a teacher looks out at a

class and says Each one of you can

learn '

If you try not to learn we
send you to the principal's office

and he has a stick and your mother

signed a form saying he can use it

H sour butt."

Parker also said unions and min-

imum wage hurt blacks

"Unions were created to keep
blacks out. Minimum wage is

because blacks would take jobs at

any price." Parker said.

Water found
on Saturn s

largest moon
By Edith M. Laderer

Asjooumd Pr*u

LONDON — Europe '*. infrared

space observatory has discovered

* titer in many unexpected places —
including a moon of Saturn — raising

expectations of life elsewhere in the

universe the European Space Agency

said yesterday.

The discovery of water vapor in the

atmosphere of Titan. Saturn's largest

moon, may indicate that conditions

there duplicate those that gave birth

to life on Earth, said Roger Bonnet.

the agency's director of science.

"Now that water has been discov-

ered the only thing you need is a lit-

tle heat, to heat up Titan, and maybe

the birth of life may be seen." he said.

Previous findings indicated water

existed in the far reaches of the solar

system Most recently, scientists have

found evidence of a possible ocean

beneath the surface of Europa. a

moon of lupiter For 2 1/2 years, the

European Space Agency's Infrared

Space OtMVWMon known as ISO.

has been orbiting high above Earth,

exploring the universe at wavelengths

that can't be seen with the human eye

MIUNOf• HOaOMUU COUKMN

Catching waves
Danielle Robertson, a sophomore wildlife biology major, doing radio telemetry with the help of her TA,

graduate student Elise McMahen, and sophomores in wildlife and fisheries conservation |ennifer

Conlon-Kardian, Charley Eiveman, Jonathan Sandberg and David Howe

Hustler publisher indicted again
Flynt and brother charged with pandering obscenity

By John Noson
Associated Preu

CINCINNATI — Hunter magazine publisher Larry

Flynt was indicted yesterday on obscemtv and other

counts in the city where he was convicted of the same

charge in 1977 for distributing his magazine

Flynt and brother hmmy both were charged with nine

counts of pandering obscenity, three counts of dtssastt-

nating matter harmful to juveniles tw<.> n>unts of con-

spiracy to engage in a pattern of corrupt activity and one

count of engaging in a pattern of corrupt actmtv
Hamilton County Prosecutor loseph Deters said in a

news conference

The charges cite videos sold in Flynt's downtown
store, not the magazine itself I lynt had indicated he

wanted a court test of his maga/ine

Deters said the Hvnts are charged with selling an

obscene videotape to a 14-year-old boy. and accused of a

pattern of selling material- Deters said are obscene in

Ohu.
Deters would not fully describe the content of the

wdcMs died in the indictment

"These videos are of such a nature that they would not

be appropriate for discussion at this conference." he

said.

I Unt s |cj77 conviction was thrown out on appeal and

he was never retried He opened the store in October

challenging law enforcement authorities by selling

Hunter, adult videos *ex toys and mainstream publica

nons at the store.

He has repeatedly told reporters in recent months that

he wanted a trial on obscemtv charges, because he

believed that a jury wrnild find that HustUr does not vu.

late community obscenity standards.

Being cleared in such a trial would make it easier for

him to persuade other Cincinnati retailers to sell Hauler

he said Flynt did not return a message left at his Los

Angel and his lawyer in Columbus. II Louis

Scran, ifeo did not return a call.

Deters vaid he did not know when a trial would cx-iui

The maximum penally, if the brothcts were convicted

of all charges, would be 24 year> in pnson The charges

also are punishable by probation.

Hello! Always Welcome!
vyvyw.uitias8.edu/rso/coleglan

Former office worker

testifies about Willey
By Lorry Morgasok

Associated Pr»ss

WASHINGTON — A fomier White

House volunteer said yesterday she

was questioned by a grand jury about

Kathleen Willcv a onetime colleague

in the social office who accused the

president of making an unwanted *ev

ual advance.

Ilarolyn CaiJo/o did not respond,

however, when reporter* asked

whether she was questioned about

anything her father — millionaire

developer Nathan l.andow — might

have told Willey

Independent counsel Kenneth Starr

reportedly wants to know whether

I and.'W a ma)or Democratic fund

raiser Irom Maryland, urged Willey

not M tell Paula June*-'* lawyers about

her ajscounter with Clinton near the

Ov.il Olfkv m ksM November I«*H

Clinton has denied making an

advance toward Willey when she

asked him if she could have I paid

position on the White House Malt

ling a statement outside the

courthouse. Mrs Cardo/o said. "I

willmelv responded to question-

my relationship with Kathleen

Wilkv with whom I served as a vol

r in the White House

office I answered all questions to the

best of m\ ability I answered thosc

qucstions truthfully and lonhnghtly

! ewinskv grand jurv

alto summoned the chronicler I

Office meetings, on a day that House

iv I eader Dick Armey stood bv

his Matemcnt that he would resign if

faced with the sestsil allegations

1
Moving off Cam^
Come to Commuter Services 6th Annual

The
Edwin M. Rossman

Alumni Career Forum

mc

APARTMENT
COMPLEX FAIR!

Why waste time on the phone, or looking through the

newspaper when you can find your new apartment at the

Apartment Complex Fair?

Badtelor'sDegree ividi Individual Cottcentmtion Program

How to market your major in the 90's

Date: Wednesday, April 8

Time: 4:00 PM
Location: Campus Center 803

Sponsored by:

Campus Career Network
UMass Alumni Association

Alumni/ae Panelists:

Wednesday April 8th
10:00-3:00

Campus Center Concourse
Sponsored by UMass Commuter Services (Off Campus Housing)

545-0865

Susan Howard '76

Jeffrey Pechulius '87

Brian O'Connor '83

Jennifer M. Raitt '96

Attorney
Peterborough, NH

Community Planning Consultant
Vanasse, Hangan, & Brustlin Assoc.
Springfield, MA

Senior Vice President
Fleet Financial Group
Boston, MA

Vista Development Director
Holyoke Commuity Land Trust, Inc.

Holyoke, MA

A quick tune up
Truwg a wheel is not a difficult job for freshman horticulture major |ohn Spencer, an employee in the

Bike Co-op in the Student Union yesterday afternoon.

!
President Clinton.

Isrti* Kearney. who keep* uffuul

: - hut also writes a dail\

spiced with her observation*, testified

before the grand jur> invoiigatiry J

hie presidential affair and

NWOTP but wnuld not comment upon

leaving the courthouse

Meanwhile. Armey, the Texan who

is the No 2 man in the HoMI

Republican leadership continued his

harsh criticism of the president

A day after telling high school stu-

dents he would resign if faced with the

kinds of sexual misconduct allegation*

raised against Clinton Amies aid in a

land b) my remarks.

whuh reinforced the importance of

personal responsibility
"

Armey said that when he spoke to

rnment students aj the high

I in topped. Texas cm Monday.

these children think

thi* president is a good role model
"

He said Chnton should be held

high standards expected 'from teach-

ers, kiotball coaches and CEO's."

Armey called the president "a

shameless person." and said: "If it

were me that had documented person-

al Qoadna along the lines ol the pre*i

dent's. I would be so filled with shame

that I would resign This president

won't do that. His basic CSW in life

is. I will do whatever I can get away

with.'
"

The No 5 man in the House
Republican leadership. Rep Tom
Del a\ *.•! Texas, also has been harshly

critical of Clinton, giving a series of

Hoot speeches in recent days question

ing the president s character

But the top House Republican

leader. Speaker \ewt Gingrich of

Georgia, *uid he didn't agree with

\nney but said he thought "'hi

dent should tell the country the truth
"

"I think that the rest of us ought s9

be patient and wait for ludge Starr to

report." Gingrich said

idential aide Paul Begala

responded yesterday. "If goofy M
ever go to $40 a barrel. I want the

drilling right- s9 Dick Amies s head

Thi* ll further proof that the right

vung of the Republican Party is using

the Starr investigation fur pani*.m

aJajMp
Independent Counsel Kenneth Stan

l- investigating whether Clinton had

.hi .ill. in with I ewinskv and asked hei

to lie about it under oath Clinton and

1 ewinsky have denied the allegations

j- part of the now dismissed Paula

kmes lawsuit, but Lewinsky in con-

versations taped by a friend — said

there \»a* an affair Kearney who is

the Oval Offue record* manager.

keeps track of all the schedules brief-

ing memo* and other papers that flow

through the president's of

But she also keeps a daily account

of presidential activities choosing at

whim which high level meetings and

presidential function* she wants to

narrate for history's sake.

Rattier than write a dry account of

Clinton's day — a career diarot does

that — the onetime weekly newspaper

publisher spices her summary with her

own observations.

Mrs Clinton »j> the hit a] the

(White House! family and received

loads of applause.* she wrote on one

occasion. Another time she said that

an unscheduled presidential

"meant he would be more than his

usual tardy for his first scheduled

event " Kearney- has been making such

iibservations since l*»V but late last

her diary became caught up in

justice Department and congressional

investigations of una; sign fund rca*

inc.-

Man arrested

after stopping

crash suspect

By Rob Millar

Associated Press

DURHAM. N.C left

Bell leaped into action when
he saw a notorial crash into

another vehicle and speed

away, chasing alter the *u*

pect and evcutuallv cornering

him on a dead end street But

Bell got arrested himself

because he pulled out a pistol

and opened fire in a residen-

tial CM-OS *uc trvmg 10 sntMN

out the hit-and-run car * tire*

"There were no thank*

whatsoever, other than

ie going SO have to HIM
vou Mr Bell, ' he *aid "I

hate that the police see me M
a bad person, but I was just

trving to help
"

Bell. II, pleaded innocent

terday to a felony charge

of discharging a firearm into

an occupied vehicle

"If 1 had tiled to *hoot the

guy. or through hi- window

or hi* door, then I could

understand." Bell *aid I did

feel like my life was bj dan-

ger
"

On Saturday. Bell *aw a COJ

drive through a red light in

front of the auto parti -tore

he manages and Strike I pick-

up at about W mph
"This wasn't a little fender

bender." Bell said Both

women in the pickup were

taken to a hospital tor treat-

ment
The driver of the car hit the

gas and took

Bell ran M his vjn and *et

out in pursuit, joined bv two

people in another > an

Along the way. he called

II I and gave police directions

until he and the people in the

other van had the man cor>

nered in a residential cul-de

sac.

Bell got out and waved at

the driver to stop but the

man turned hi* vehicle

round and started toward
him Bell said That's when
he reached lor hi* *tmm

|

and fired one *hot

Bell said he aimed for a

rear tire and cooscsotttij

avoided shooting toward the

driver He apparently missed.

striking OOr) the pavement.

and the motorist kept going

$o#^4%
UMass Campus Arm nil-s
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For more information, please contact:

Campus Career Network 545-2224
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Just inder:

Friday April 10, 1998

bluewall.caif...8pm

David J
Comedian David J

has opened for "SM s Adam Sandler and

Kevin Nealon He was a finalist in "HB0Y

Kids in the Hall Comedy Challenge

He jokes about his own experiences

growing up and going to college

David can be seen regularly at

clubs in and around New York City.

Imass Student Bill Dempsey

will open the show!

tiPa

The film "Jackie

Brown" will be shown

following performance;

and on Sunday in the

Student Union

Ballroom at 8:00pm

This series is made possible by a grant from the UMass Auxiliary Servufs ncp.irtmcnt^^

the Office of the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs, and the ^^J^^OL

Anolicat- ions Available For 19 98-99

STAFF POSITIONS
at University Productions and Concerts:

-Hospitality

Coordinate)

-Productio

Manage

-Office Manager

-Business Manager

-Talent

oordinator

-Promotions

Director

-Graphics Designer

-Security ^H
Coordinat&M

'StageJAanagel^
^ ^rioky April
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Car wars
He's jusi standing there

The guy in the party

black muck turtleneck

and slim- fit slacks i- just stand

ing there, as spikily aloof as his

hair I drive by him again, hoping

thi- will be my final circle.

How long has it been, you ask?

Minutes'' Days^ Week
Who kn.

The only constant has been me
and Mr Depeche Mode, he a

Mud\ in inertia, me a pawn in a

neverending state of circumnavi

gallon But as Sam Cooke once

sang, a change is gonna come.

For today. I shall snag that

parking spot in the Bo>den lot

M\ Jeterminist spirit intact and
my will unbent. I shall not sur-

render to any of the numerous
adversaries who have blocked my
path — nay my destiny —

\

ooah \ (dot) "hall be mine.

The existential

vtiM>. started some
time ago. We, the

members of the

team, were to show
up earlier. Todd the

Trainer said, il we
wanted proper
treatment before
practice I obliged,

pulling out of the

Puffton slums at

p m that

Monday That fate-

ful Monday. "^^—^^™
I should have known better

when I arrived at Boyden to find

the sharks swimming in their

familiar oval-shaped pattern
around the lot. There were plenty

of open spaces in the adjoining

red Muker area, but when you
have enough unpaid parking tick

cts to wallpaper Versailles thrice,

vou hesitate to march down the

yellow-envelope road any fur-

ther

Anyway. Mr. Depeche wi> in

the peasant lot and appeared to

have been there for days — I

ond omen I should have turned

and peeled out Didn't Assuming
it would be a simple matter of

moments before parking was a

possibility I rolled into the pool

with the other tisrn

fifteen minutes slipped by
without any meter departur

was slightly miffed. Then we all

smelted the blood in the water —
a leaver. The sharks converged,

but I was nearest to the kill. Or
mi I thought

lust as I flipped on my blinker.

a little red late-model sports car

swerved into the open asphalt.

My lip inched its way into a slow

sneer The girl, hait badly
blonded and Aniston scissored,

bounded out of her Acura
Integra, a cigarette dangling from
her mouth. I could barely discern

the features of a face underneath

the make-up. Then I looked at

the license plate

New lersey OH mn GOD
I swiveled my head in every

direction, making out as many of

the shark plates as I could.

lersey. lersey Connecticut
lersey lersey. Connecticut
Connecticut lersey Alaska. |er

—

Alaska?
The reality

began to dawn on
me — it was me
versus the aero-

bics chick*.

Physics never
made much sense
to me. but I knew
that this magnetic

Mfel had a sort of

inevitable quality

to it The only
question that

remained was how
^^^^^^™

I was to become
the ion. breaking free to park in

peace.

And |oe Depeche. perhaps
knowingly, slouched a tad.

For hours, every available
crevasse into whuh I could slide

aim car seemed to close up in a

turning signal-less blur of cherry.

The driver then would emerge
la/ih from the automobile, and
each time she smirked, stamping

a butt beneath her feet. I dreamt
ot doing the same to her span-

dcxed hind quarters

following these cars around
the lot did have one benefit,

however I never studied a clas-

sical language, but having spent

days reading Creek off the win

dow-placed bumper stickers of

these ladies' motor chariots and
sweatshirts, I can now translate

Sophocles from the original
text

I jvlor Conner

By this time I had also become
intensely obsessed with all things

circular. Family Circle
' Family

Circus ." Circle of Friends, "Circle

of Life."

I also came to understand
there was a certain method to th<-

madness and a madness to the

method when it came to acquir

ing a spot. Those who danced the

roundabout were subject to nar-

rowly missing or duking it out

for a space all day. People who
eschewed the doughnut game in

favor of slaking out certain cor

ners of the lot were taking a con-

servative and sometimes unfruit-

ful path. Either way. the

aerochicks were in charge.

Despite the chaos. Sir Depeche
ol the Boyden Modes did not Mir

Insanity had begun to set in I

wheeled my Cherokee into

reverse, coasting several laps

with the rearview mirror as my
guide I gave my center console a

pet name — Han Consolo. And I

found myself singing along to

that insipid Natalie lmbruglia
tripe-fest "Torn * The end was
near.

But then, today, it happened
As I edged down a straightaway.

I noticed a leaver budging M
slightly out ol her spot My eyes

wild with delight. I dashed
toward nirvana, my competition

racing from the opposite duci
tion. Like Mothra warring
against King Kong, the din of

lapanese and American metal col

tiding echoed in the snapping
wind
Au rrvoir. mon Acura
Staggering from my car. I saw

one of my teammates. Vinny.
exiting the building

"Conner, il you're looking tor

Todd, he's down in Mullins." he
smiled "Oh. and can I get a

ride?"

A mangled, maniacal grin crept

•• my lips as I responded.
"Sure " There was only one thing

left to do.

"Depeche Man." I asked the

stranger "Why are you here?"

"Dude. I've been waiting forev

er for this Godot guy,"

Suddenly, things didn't seem
so bad after all

( Taylor Conner i\ a Collegian

columnist '

The crossword problem
So here's the deal: I've got this

new addiction And it involves

a drug infinitely more treach

erous and fiendish than my former

habit. m> computer So. I have to

Wf I'm totally head over heels

into crossword puzzles

it even ask where the mad-
started I have no clue Before.

I used to watch crossword aficiona

dos with that kindly mixture of

amusement and bewilderment, with-

out ever suspecting that one day I

would join the ranks of those who
are confident
enough to use pens

Ivc The New
York Times cross-

word puzzle.

See. for thi

us who never cross

word, this whole
thing of finding
words to fit in little

white boxes is as

foreign as that

Olympic sport, curl-

ing. The amount of

panic a crossword
puzzle can induce is strangely bewil-

dering as the solver runs amuck try-

ing to find that one word that relates

to a "small African village" in order

to finish the darn thing.

Frankly, my brain cells didn't

seem able to grasp anything about

crossword puzzles and hence I never

understood the intensity put into the

search for an eight-letter word
meaning "obstruction of a blood
vessel by a foreign particle." Like,

what is the big deal? Is it really a

matter of life and death if you do
not know this eight-letter word?

For instance. I would walk into

class and a friend would immediate-

ail me with "Seema. do you
know a four letter word for rope?"

"Uh. no. But vou know, a hello

"win a (.mngatirkar

would certainly be appreciated
."

"Sure, next time. But do you
know what J4 down is?"

So much for deep friendship, she-

would do her crossword puzzle and

I would twiddle my thumbs, won-
dering what madness had gripped

her.

After a while. I decided to check

out what all the fuss was about.

After all, we do get calls down here

at the Collegian asking what the

answer to 22 across is. so obviously

this crossword mania was not solely

restricted to my
friend

.

So one day. instead

of flipping through
the news, editorials or

arts. I moved straight

to the back page and
focused on the little

black and white grid.

I could make like

Scully and Mulder
and investigate this

paranormal activity

known as crossword
puzzle addiction.

Armed with a purple mechanical

pencil. I began the process of slowly

deciphering the clues. "Baby deliver-

er" was easy: stork. A nine-headed

monster equaled the hydra and the

son of Aphrodite was Cupid. So far

so good. At this point, I was licking

my lips with relish, thinking, hey,

this crossword stuff ain't so hard.

Which, as you all know, are
famous last words in any situation.

"Ms. Lollobrigida" raised my eye-

brows and this particular arts girl

had no idea of what could possibly

constitute a Big Ten school starting

with the letter "O." But here was the

deal: I had most of the crossword
puzzle filled out and there were
these five words completely imped-
ing my progress towards crossword

nirvana

\l> blood pressure rose, my hands

started to shake and I knew I was in

trouble I turned the paper around

and looked at it from all different

angles, maybe eyeing the clue upside

down would give me some hint Ml

the answer and elevate this

self-induced misery Then I started

staring intently at 18 down, thinking

that maybe if I just glare at the tiny

script long enough, the answer
would automatically come.

But it was no use: by the time my
friend slid into her chair next to me.

I was already attacking her with "I

need a four letter word for 'Ms.

Lollobrigida."

"Hello would be nice." she
replied

I tried to fit the word "hello" into

the space and realized it was one let-

ter too long.

"Four letters, not five." I said in

frustration.

My friend threw her arms up in

despair and said. "You're one of them."

"One of who?"
"Those crossword people."

Moi? One of them? The mind
recoiled from such a sentiment.

How could I possibly be as addicted

as some of those I've seen
beady-eyed over their crosswords?

Surely I had more willpower than

them. Besides, this was only my first

time attempting the darn thing and I

could quit anytime.

Well, so much for quitting. I now
know nothing about what's going on
in the world since I seem to head to

the crossword puzzle before any
other section in the paper. But in

case you were wondering what the

eight-letter word for an "obstruc-

tion of a blood vessel by a foreign

particle," it's embolism.

Seema Gangatirkar is a Collegian

columnist
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Dictators, U.S.

involvement and poets
Eight \e.ir- alter a sonstitutional democrat »a-

reestablished in Chile, the Latin American Legacy

of Dictatorship is still evident, as a former head of

state it deemed "untouchable." by the law

Reaction to Pinochet

Augusto Pinochet, the architect behind the l*J7q coup
of the elected leftist government and brutal dictator of

Chile for 17 yean, stepped down last month as comman
der in chiel of the nation's armed forces Although he

clinquisfied control ol the government in IMO. he was
able to maintain his position in the military despite the

tact that his government is credited with killing more
that V000 of its political opponents

>nl> has Pinochet been able to avoid prosecution

lor his orders, but the 82 year-old general was granted

the constitutional privilege given to heads of state, a sen-

ate seat for life. How can a nation which is trying to

forge a democracy in the wake of a brutal dictatorship

honor the architect of that dictatorship

with such an important position9

Senator lorge Lavanderos. a

Christian Democrat said in the March
I I issue of The Sew York Times.

^vwhere else except Chile, evil die

tators go into exile. Hitler. Mussolini.

Papa IXk were never allowed to be part

of the legitimate democratic process

Win should Pinochet?"

Forget about term limits, this gU \ will

be making policy for the rest of his life

(howevei long that is). Forget about
stealing opposition party secrets or

allegedly sleeping with an intern.

Pinochet is known to have had his own people kille.l

( intcJ States imnlwment
As United States citizens, we should be appreciative

for the rights we have and the stability our government
guarantees us. However, at the same time, we must real

i/e lhat we wis j n our government) are somewhat respon

sible for the dictatorships that have existed in Chile and

throughout Latin America in the 20th century. The poli-

cies of the U.S. government may not have caused bloodv

regimes like Pinochet's, but these policies sometimes
helped them along.

The reasons behind the rise of Latin American dicta

torships are complex and vary greatly from nation to

nation, but there are some common denominators we
can explore.

European colonialism was supplanted by a kind of

economic colonialism implemented by the United
States. We coined the term "Banana Republic." as a

derogatory way to describe a one-crop economy In the

Cold War. the U.S. routinely backed right-wing dicta-

tors because they kept the elected leftist or even com-

o
Brvan V'huarrtnnan

Doonesbury

munist governments we were wary of out of power In

i.mklin Roosevelt began a "good neighbor"

policy in attempt to improve relations wirh Latin

America, but needless to say our government both

before and after Roosevelt has not always been a good
neigh |

/ la political struggle of the port

The ls»7* „oup in Chile was ^<nv ol the bloodiest, and
1 the moat mirln aayjiliiini il historical events

since World Wai 11 ^n^SBaflgV tcMata and com
munists have often mounted the most resistance to right

wing dictatorships One ol ihe n

lalorship and one ol ihe BOM tanioi;

tims ol the 197? soup was not a military leader, but a

Pablo Ncruda. recipient of the 1971 Nobel Prize for

Literature combined poetry and politics to empower the

people and challenge dictatorships He « nd of

the I
1 S government and the US gov-

ernment was not fond of him
He had to flee the authorities once

Pinochet took power Stricken with
piostate cancer however, his death
was sped up b> the lack ol medical
care he received while he was fleeing

Neruda had faced dictatorship K I

in his lile. he aritMMtd the use of

Franco in Spain and the horror ol the

Spanish Civil War.
In the late 1940s. Neruda was an

elected communist senator in Chile-

representing the mining district II

too. a right wing dictatorship took
ocei ihe COtaMTJ iDfdng Neruda to flee his homeland
and go into exile While in hiding, he wrote some of his

most powerful poetry concerning Latin America and
U.S. -Latin American relations His poem "The
Dictators." portrays life under dictatorship is an inner
ent paradox

In his gp|( htx>k CmMd General, or universal song to

Latin America, he describes his joy as an exile, both in

al and political terms |,,\ vc.is knowing that every

thing had been taken away from him and he was snli

human.
Remember our neighbors

Neruda loved the American landscape and the
American people, but he disliked the policies of our gov-
ernment. We need more of a OOMCimi awareness of the
area of the world which is closest in proximitv to us. As
citizens we may be separate froaj the government, but
we have an obligation to monitor the policies of our gov
ernment and voice ourselves when we feel they art
unjust

Bryan Schwartzman is a Collegian columnist
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Dismissal of Paula Jones' case: right or wrong?
Back to business for Bill Justice not served

he plaintiffs' allegations fall far short of the rigor-

ous standards for establishing a claim of outrage

under Arkansas law.'

With those words. U.S. District |udge Susan Weber
Wnght. an appointee of President Bush, has dramatical-

ly altered the political landscape of the remaining years

of the Clinton presidency.

While Clinton still must deal with Special Prosecutor

Kenneth Starr s Whitewater investigation and allega

tions surrounding his relationship with Monica
Lewinsky, he has largely been freed to return his presi

dency to normal.

Wright ruled that the "Quid pro quo and hostile work

environment sexual harassment claims are without

merit."

She did say that the alleged behavior, in which

Clinton allegedly dropped his pants and requested oral

se\ from |oncs, was "boorish and offensive." but ruled

the lawsuit filed by lones with the aide of assorted

right-wingers, to be capricious.

lones claimed she suffered trauma after the incident,

but the most serious complaint she filed was that she

didn't receive flowers the next Secretary's Day.

I ot this reason lones has tried for three years to bnng

the workings of a popularly elected president to a halt

Sot being able to stop the Clinton administration at

the ballot box. conservatives have tried to circumvent

the will of the people by paralyzing the administration.

I oi three years, too much public focus and too many
administration resources ha«e been dedicated to the law

suit

However, ludge Wright has taken some of the

ambiguousness out of sexual harassment law. determin-

ing that (ones did not suffer as a result of the incident

(ones continued to work at the Arkansas Industrial

Development Commission for 1 9 months afterward and

received regular raises

She never formally complained to her supervisors

lones apparently wasn't harmed by that incident, but

other women might be.

The Paula lones case might make it harder to file sex-

ual harassment cases in the

future, as the woman's motives

might be more thoroughly ques

tioned.

It might be assumed she is

seeking to harm the plaintiff

instead of trying to redress her

complaint, as it appears that

lones was doing.

America's women are not the onlv ones hurt b> lones

lawsuit President Clinton, rightly or wrongly, will always

be remembered as a womani/er Ihe nation has been

hurt as its chiel executive has been forced to devote his

resources to the lawsuit instead ol improving the nation.

With ilu remaining time that Clinton has io svrvc. he

would benefit — and our country would benefit if he

could simplv focus on doing America s btasstMM. and not

on frivolous claims about his ^\ hi v

flli* is a Daily lllini staff editorial from The Daily

lllini at the I nt\ersit\ ol Illinois This eJitonal is dtstnb

uted through the I Win ser

T
here are many things good in this world.

There's the fact the Utes beat Arizona.

There's also the fact the Utes beat North

Carolina. The |azz are playing well going down the

home stretch.

Skiing up in the canyons is still good. The valley is

warming up and spring time weather is on the way.

Traffic accident rates have gone down due to the cur-

rent lack of snow Crime in New York City is down.

The Star Trek Experience is just a few hours away in

Las Vegas. The quarter is new
and nobody is failing any class-

es yet.

There are also many things in

the world _________^
which are not

quite right.

For example.
sometimes

our justice system doesn't work. To
demonstrate, in a shocking ruling. Paula lones' case

against President Bill Clinton was formally dismissed

yesterday by U.S. District ludge Susan Webber
Wright
Wright, in a 59-page ruling said. "The plaintiff's

allegations fall far short of the rigorous standards for

establishing a claim of outrage
"

According to lones. on May 8. 1991. in a room at

ihe Kxcelsior Hotel in Little Rock. Ark., then Gov
Clinton tried to kiss her. exposed his penis to her and

then asked her to perform oral sex. She also said that

"Point
Counterpoint -

Sometimes our justice

s\stem doesn 't work.

the encounter caused her to suffer "extreme anxiety,

intrusive thoughts and memories, and consequent sex

ual aversion."

Realizing the case is her word against his word, if

there is any truth to the allegations, they sure sound

outrageous.

Wright's decision was a shock to both the Clinton

and (ones camps. In fact, President Clinton suspected

he might be the victim of some practical April Fools'

Day joke. We could only be so lucky.

Whether or not Wright was correct in assuming that

Clinton's alleged improper behavior did not constitute

sexual harassment was not for her to decide, lones

should have been given a day in court with a jury of

her peers That's the way the justice

system works, or should

On May ". '.997. America
thought that was exactly what was

going to happen. The Supreme
Court unanimously ruled that day

that (ones' case could go forward during Clinton\ s C c

ond term They ruled that. "Like every other citizen

who properly invokes that jurisdiction |of the Federal

District Court) respondent (lones) has a right to an

orderly disposition of her claims."

Knowing she docs have such a right, let's hope the

appeals process works the way it should.

TVtij is a Daily I tah Chronicle staff editorial from

The Daily Utah Chronicle at the University of L lah

This editorial was distributed through the L'-Wire ser-

The little things

Blowing smoke
There is an ongoing debate

about the fate of a ban on

public smoking Opponents

to a ban claim anti smokers are try-

ing to tell smokers how to live their

lives They feel that because they

are aware of the risks associated

with smoking, they should be

allowed to do what they want to

themselves without intervention

That is not the real issue here

The controversy has centered

around a ban on smoking in bars in

Amherst scheduled to be enforced

this summer. Some opponents to the

ban argue that alcohol has just as

many ill effects as cigarette smoking

This fact doesn't _

^

-_-^_^
justify their argu

ment against a

ban. however.
Both health

issues need to be

solved. I would
be among the

first to welcome
restrictions on
the amount of

The problem is, it isn t

just cigarette smokers who
are contracting health

problems.

Justin Smith

akohol that can be sold to any one

individual in a bar. You don't justify

one wrongdoing by pointing at oth-

er, — you should right both wrongs.

This isn't really at the core of the

problem, but it needs to be

addressed that this is not a valid

argument on the part of opponents

to the ban

There are a number of legitimate

reasons why I feel smoking should

be banned in all public places. I

could point out the sheer number

of cigarette butts that cover the

ground of the campus. Yes. I know

that not all smokers are litterbugs.

but nonetheless, there is no deny-

ing that there are mjny who do not

care where they leave their trash

The result is that the campus is

made to look like a landfill, not a

pristine place of education One
could argue that the janitors can

clean it up. but funding for that

work has to come from some
where. The funding would come
from tuition of both smokers and

non smokers alike

I could also point out that ciga

rette companies market to chil

dren. and supporting these indus-

trial giants only encourages their

actions But. neither of these ivvo

points are really at the core of the

issue.

It doesn't real-

ly matter to me
what smokers are

going to do to

themselves. If

they want to

increase their

odds for getting

lung cancer.

emphysema or

other often fatal illnesses, then so

be it. If they wish to smell like the

smoke they inhale. I won't stop

them In fact. I'm all for the idea of

large buildings having smoking
rooms. I even feel that bars are not

public places, but rather, are the

private property of the owner, who
should make the decision on his

own. 1 don't want to force people to

stop smoking cigarettes altogether.

The problem is. it isn't just ciga-

rette smokers who are contracting

health problems. How could any

one justify forcing these risks on

me for the sake of their habit? In

my opinion, my right (and that of

other non MsOsMO) to a healthy

life is far more meaningful than the

right to continue a habit And I

don't have an> choice about it I

have to walk through campus to

get tc> classes, or to eat in the din

ing hall. and. whether I like it or

not. I'm going M end up walking

through a cloud of cigarette smoke

on the way.

For someone of relatively normal

health, this is already a consider-

able problem But look at what
happens in the case of people with

asihma My younger brother once

had this disease quite severely, and

cigarette UBOaM used to always

cause I reaction Young children.

too, can be affected dramatically

by second hand cigarette smoke.

sun c iheir level of cellular develop-

ment is at a highly accelerated rate.

This means that deformations

caused by cigarette smoke can have

an enormous effect on their proba-

bility of contracting some kind of

cancer or other illness

When people are allowed to

smoke in public, the lawbooks that

permit it are essentially saving they

don t care about people with asth-

ma. "Children?" they ask. "Who
cares? We have to protect the

rights of people who smoke, and

the rights of tobacco industries to

make I profit." For this reason. I

think we need to take a very good

look at these laws, as well as our

responsibilities to promote a

healthy environment for others.

And it is for this reason that I will

support any effort towards a public-

smoking ban.

Justin Smith is a VMass student.

I

was walking across campus
with my friend Andrew earlier

today, lust strolling to class,

chatting about nothing really The

mood was decidedly pleasant

Andrew casually reached into his

pocket, and removed his hand with

• gasp ol

"I have a dime!" he stated.

"You have a dime?" I replied,

not recognizing the immediate ben

eltis that this discovery might
behold

N. I have a

dime, this means
that I now have
exactly enough
money to buy one

of Antonio's
cheese pizza."

Andrew answered, a

huge grin spreading

across his face at

the prospect of

devouring a steam-

ing hot piece of

pizza. yummy
cheese melted all over it. perhaps a

little bit of garlic or hot pepper

sprinkled on top (because they give

that to you for free

)

Then I had a revelation: It really

doesn't take much to make a col-

lege student deliriously happy

I enjoy being a student. 1 really

do But you have to admit that

being a student ^^___—
requires sacrific-

ing some of the

luxuries that one
takes for granted

while living at

home with parents

— the constant
availability of

~"""~~~"~

~

dimes being one of them. Then
there's food, free heat and even

meone who sometimes does your

laundry for you These things that I

never gave a second thought to

back in the day now constantly

occupy my thoughts So it becomes

the little things that make me

happy
It's not only dimes that become

little treasures waiting to be

found Quarters are very important

too. The other day I was forced to

confront the daunting task of

doing my laundry With my limited

supply of quarters. I was ponder

ing the manner in which I was
going to wash all my clothes I had

twelve quarters, just enough to do

either two loads of wash, no dry.

or one load of wash,

one dryer for thirty

minutes and buy a

soda. What to do.

what to do Then I

saw them, gleaming

from the depths
beneath my bed.

four shiny little

disks that meant I

was going to be able

to do both washes
and dries. Now. this

^^^^^^^ would not normally^^^^^^~
be an exciting occur

rence. but to a college student,

with not one pair of clean socks

left in sight, a dollar in quarters

was my savior

But finding spare change isn't

the only means of bringing joy into

my otherwise rather pathetic exis-

tence. One of the things that makes

me quite happy is milk, which we
rarely have in

/ hope that when I leave

college, simply having milk

in my refrigerator will not

be the most exciting event

ofmy week.

our refrigera-

tor. It's like

those "Got
Milk?" ads are

a cruel taunt

directed specif

ically towards
me because

somebody out there knows that I.

as a matter of fact, do not have any

milk As a result. I was forced to

make my Kraft Macaroni and
Cheese with water once again last

night So. when I open up the

refrigerator and see that container

with the Hood label pasted on it. I

get an instant rush The opportuni-

ty to eat a bowl of cereal in the

moming is a rare prospect But dis

covering actual cereal in my pantry

is also a rare occurrence, and when
the two discoveries actually coin

cide it makes me want to dance.

These are things that do not occur

in the real world. 1 hope that when
I leave college, simply having milk

in my refrigerator will not be the

most exciting event of my week.

In the same respect, it can often

take something very small to upset

a college student. Such an occur-

rence took place in my living room
last Saturday. My two roommates
nearly came to blows over a sand

wich. I swear.

They had ordered from The Sub
and had eagerly awaited their food,

when finally it arrived Two steam-

ing chicken cutlet subs, one with

veggies, one with just cheese and

mayo. Not a big deal. I thought.

chicken cutlet is chicken cutlet.

n>zht ' Not so. apparently

"Wait. 1 ordered all the veggies."

laimie said as Cristi was already

breaking into her sub

"Well, they obviously messed
up." was the response between
bites.

laimie: "Well, you called, so you

should take this one."

Cristi: "I told them all the veg-

gies."

laimie: "Well. I'll just take half

of it then
"

Cristi: "I hate cheese."

laimie: "Well. I hate cheese too."

(not true, laimie loves cheese I

Cristi: "Well. I can't eat this

"Fine, do you want this back?"

laimie thrusts half of the veggie

sub. minus a few bites back at

Cristi.

Cristi: "Forget it

"

I guess they had a right to be

upset about the mixup. they paid

for their subs with dimes.

£/s<i Allen is a Collegian colum-

nist.

A message of warning

—

We encourage our readers to respond to the contents of the

Collegian through letters to the editor.

Letters must be typed, no more than 400 words long, and

include name, address and phone number for confirmation

purposes.

They can be submitted by mail to Ed/Op Editor, Daily

Collegian, 113 Campus Center, VMass, Amherst MA
01003; by email to Utters%oitvms.oit.umass.edu; or by fax

to (413) 545-1592-

The Collegian reserves the right to edit letters for length,

clarity, and style.

To those who drink, you may
believe you're not hurting any-

one. You're just having a good

time, just kicking back after yet

another hectic week of exams,

papers, protests and presentations.

However, you are hurting some-

one. I'm not talking about knocking

off a few brain cells (which you

wouldn't have used anyway) or even

damaging your liver. No. I'm talking

about the infringement on the rights

of those of us who don't drink (we're

such nerds), the lies you probably

tell your parents (they don't care

anyway, right?), and the loss of

friends due to an argument that

arose either because of drunkenness

or a hangover. That's not a rational

way for emotions to occur. The end

result of overdrinking is always pain.

I'm talking about alcoholism. I'm not

talking about an

occasional glass of

drugs The Doors. Led Zeppelin.

Pink Floyd. Grateful Dead. Blind

Melon, the list goes on. You'd think

by now we'd get it. You'd think we'd

understand the overconsumption of

alcohol is bad. Actually, it's much
worse than that It's deadly.

By now. many of you have proba-

bly written me off as nothing more
than a fool spouting off propaganda.

I only wish I were. You've probably

said to yourself. "Yeah. so. it's not

me. I don't have a drinking prob-

lem " Well, maybe not. But danger-

ous habits such as alcohol abuse

often develop in college. And maybe

it is your friend, or someone else at

that party who is cultivating a life

long problem with alcohol. Or the

kid you drove to the package store.

Or maybe it was the kid in your

building who died.

1

—

wine with dinner, or __^
even a few drinks
on the weekend every now and

again. I'm talking about those at

UMass who drink excessively.

Every weekend, the majority of

this campus gets smashed. The fol-

lowing week, they share their drunk-

en stories, slurred along with sway-

ing detail, with the rest of us. By the

end of the week, they're discussing

(obnoxiously loud) how the coming

weekend they're going to get more

plastered than your average con-

struction site. When alcohol, how
drunk you were, and how drunk you

want to be are major focal points in

your life, you have a drinking prob-

lem.

It is ironic that while you drink,

you likely blast music by someone

who probably died due to an over

consumption of alcohol and/or other

Eaton

Are we as a

society really

that insecure

as to make
alcohol, a poison which allows us to

retain absolutely nothing, the center

of our lives? Do any of us really

believe getting drunk every weekend

is some sort of great rite of passage''

Yeah, the passing of our lives right

before our eyes — twice. It deeply

disturbs me that we. as a generation,

look to the bottom of a glass bottle

for the answers to our problems.

And what do we do when we don't

find these answers? We make the

bottle, and everything else around, as

smashed as we are.

What alcohol does, when exces-

sively consumed, is deteriorate the

consumer, frustrate his or her loved

ones, and leave family members to

wonder forever what they would

have, could have, should have done.

While you drink excessively, you do

two things: (1) anger sober neigh

bors and (2) endanger lives I'm not

saying alcohol kills everyone who
touches it. but it certainly can kill

you if you abuse it. And when you

drink so much that you can't talk,

walk or contain any of your bodily

fluids, you're abusing alcohol. When
your blood is the color of spiced

rum and your urine darker than the

beer you're drinking, you have a

drinking problem. So. will alcohol

kill you? I don't know. But wouldn't

you rather put the bottle down than

find out?

I mentioned before that many of

you have probably written me off.

That's fine. Write me off all you

want. But what will you have left

after you've written everything off?

Because that's what happens when
you drink to excess. First, you blow

off Monday and Friday classes, then

into the middle of the week. Your
grades begin to slip. Before you

know it. you're out of school with a

job that'll soon slip away the same

way your education did. Next, it's

your money, home and anyone close

to you. After that, it's just you and a

bottle. And you no longer care

whether it's beer or screwdrivers or

whiskey straight up. you just want

your fix. You just need your fix. How
are you going to get it tonight?

Steal? Sell yourself?

Dramatized, maybe. But it's dra-

matized because I don't want any of

you «o end up face down in a gutter

wondering where your life went, or

afraid to sleep because you're not

sure you'll wake up. Some of you are

alcoholics. Some of you will die

because of it. Few of us will escape

this pain. But we all make our own
choices. What's yours gonna be?

Ion Eaton is a UMass student.
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Pussy Galore gets their due
Intricate rythyms, instumentation give Mavericks release quality sound

COUPIH tWMMi ( (

Pussy Galore were a great rock 'n roll band back in the day

RIGHT NOW1
SUGAaSHfT SHARP

DUl M FOB MOTHERfU—ER

PvssyGalore

One uf the seminal none-rock bands of the

arte '80a. Pussy Galore made music so scuzzy

so raunchy, you almost need to take 4 bath

after listening to it. Mated after a character

in the lame. Bond film Goldftnger. thi-

Washington DC quartet created some of

the most abrasive racket ever committed to

tape In other word* tht* is musk best taken

in small dose* Think of a (much) leas iuh«iii "^^1
|esus Lizard

After their demise in 19*40. the band - members went on

to form mam interesting side projects and formal bands,

including Boss Hog. The Ion Spencer Blues Explosion. Free

Kitten and Royal Trus I nfortunately. much of Pussy

Galon- - Kk k - Jtalog has remained out-of-print for yean,

save for the Curpte Low compilation which throws together

a hodgc podge of tracks scanning their career Td

appnicastc Pussy Galore in all their dirt) glory, one need* to

hear than through their proper studio albums. Thankfulh

Matador has ftnalb released three of these works While no

single album is strong all the way through

seems to have a runrang joke which makes for an

fdK Off

Led by bortemian hipster wannabe km Spencer

Pony Galore's musk was equal pans earnest

-garde guitar noise and bullshit pose

surprisingly, any serious discussion of

band's musical attribute* tv.

tils ignore technical ability as they had
none Like Spencer's current outfit The Ion

sms*^*" Spencer Blue* I \pio*ion. Pussy Galore had no

baas, which means guitarists Mia Cafritz and Neil Hagerty

constants kx.k horns Add ex -Sonic Vtith drummer Bob
Bert and his so-bad-itVfunny drumming and you've got

yourself a curious sonic brew— to say the least.

The moat amazing thing about Pussy Galore then, is that

Turn to WAX page 7
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DIAMOND SAU:

On« King St . Northampton 584 3324
264 N Pfcosom St ,

Amherst 253 3324

A World of Choices I
Broaden your world view

at UMass Boston.

Your choices include

• undergraduate and graduate

study with an exceptional

faculty

• morning, midday, afternoon,

and evening classes

• over 500 course sections

• summer programs in

Mexico, Haiti, Ireland,

and Vietnam

• sessions sterling May 26,

June 29, and July 13

• mail, phone, fax, and

walk-in registration

Interested? Here's how to get in touch

Tel 617 287 7904

Fax: 617 287 7922

Email: dce@umbsky.ee.umb edu

Web: www.conted.umb.edu

Mail UMass Boston Summer Sessions

Division of Continuing Education

100 Mornssey Blvd

Boston, MA 02125-3393

Nan •

Street address

City, net* zip

Voices speak through Walker
By Craig Schmidt

State Naws

EAST LANSING, Mich.
1 1 Wire) — If you believe Alice

Walker, she- doesn't have much to

do with writing her critic all> and
publicly declaimed books.

Instead she serves as a conduit

for the voices of her characters and
her ancestors, simply relating the

stories and menage! they inspire

her to tell

"You've got to go where the art

take h-. said "And be

aware of your own spirituality and
how it propels us in art. My ances-

tors made it possible for me to do
the art without worrying about the

Walker, who spoke at the

Wharton Center last week as part

of the College of Arts and U-
Celebrity Lecture Series, also par-

ticipated in a colloquium in parlors

B and C of the Union
At the colloquium, the Pulitzer

Pme-winntng author of The i

Purple and The Temple of My
Familiar, addieased an audience of

nearly 200 people on topics at

dtwaiai) as the nature of her err

processes and fruitful leisure I

ties

Mostly, though, she tasked about

the mental and physical rigors of

being a professional writer

"Every time you write, there has

to be a really dramatic shift in your

life," she said "You shed your life

like a skin, whether that happens
on the inside ot the outside."

lenntfet Sp.nui | Kalamazoo res

ident who attended the lecture,

said the vibrancy evident in

Walker's writing also makes her an

engaging speaker

she believes in the importance

of her message, and knows the

importance of it," Spano said

"That's why she can be so calm and

easygoing, yet her message — in

print and in spoken word — is still

so forceful
*

Walker is a smiling, diminutive

woman whose conversational style

masks the weigh! ot her subject

matter In the past, she has drawn
ism for her portrayals of black

men. and has campaigned against

female genital mutilation.

The 54-year old was born in

Eatonton. Ga , and attended Sarah

Lawrence College in New Nork
Her career as a professional writer

began when she was an wrhanga
student in Kenya.

"A great deal of sat first book
was written under a tree in Kenya."

she said "I spent a year or so there

when I wa« in school At the time. I

had no idea it would become a

book: I was helping build a school

there I became emotionally

involved in the school and poems

kja| started to bubble up."

Only recently, however, has she

begun to talk about her feelings,

instead of just writing them down

"We were very fortunate to be

able to get Alice Walker to speak,"

said |o-Ar-n VandenBergh, execu-

tive Mafl assistant in the College of

An- and letters. "For a long lime

she had not been accepting invtta-

\>r ..liatever reason

"Then, just recently, she started

accepting invitations to talk about

her craft She has been at the top

of our wish list foi some time, and

we are very pleased to have her."

But Walker s lack of activity on

the speaker circuit didn't affect the

ease of her deliven During the 50

minute colloquium, Walker talked

extensively about the characters in

her books and how they have

enabled her to turn writing into a

career.

"I was working as an editor at

W magazine when I realized the

character-, in The Color Purple

wanted to be heard." she said. "At

the lime. I was the only person at

had her own private

office, but the characters just

couldn't deal with it. I had to relo-

cate so that they could speak

I relocated eventually set-

tling in I alifomia And the story

came naturalh
."

Robin Williams filming at UOBerkeley
By Mormon Waist
Doily Califo'nion

BF.RM 1 I N Calif (U-Wire) - One day after win

ning an Academy Award, actor Robin William

-car to UC Berkclev B9 film a movie, stunning the

sparse number of people who decided to May in town
during spring break

Williams was on campus last Tuesday through
Thursday, filming the movie Patch \dams His appear

ante on campus was marked by movie trucks, produc

Hon crews and movie extras surrounding LeConte and
Wheeler halls dressed in 1960s garb

In the film. Williams portrays Patch Adams, a real

life medical doctor and clown famous for introducing

humor into the healing proccs* Adams helped found

the Gesundheit Institute in Virginia

The portion of the movie filmed at UC Berkeley

depicts the doctor as a medical student in the IBM
speaking out in large lecture halls Producer* said it

was not difficult to transform Wheeler Auditorium and
I 1 eContc Hall into 1960s settings for the movie
Williams said he cfcOM M lilm at L'C Berkeley

because it i* dose to his San Franci^n home
the most mellow place in the world." Williams

said "I've been going to Berkeley for years and noth

ing ccems to chang

V.ith many MsssMal gone for spring break, people

who were on or around the barren campus said they

were surprised to see the world-famous actor so far

from llollswood especially at the height of hi-

career Last month. Williams won the best supporting

Academy Award for his performance in the

mosu Hi// Hunting hi- fir-t O^ar after

three nomination-.

Hiking through Sproul Plaza two days after winning.

Williams — sans Oscar — said that he still could not

. r the fact that he received an award so momen
tou- that it made him "speechless" when he won.

"I wa> in shock ' Williams said. "I was truly aw
prised It's nice It's a great feeling It's a medal that

- wood."
rywherc the actor -topped, large crowds immcdi

ately formed Near Sprqul Hall. William- was chatting

with a homeless man when a crowd of W passer- b>

suddenly noticed the presence oi Knhm Williams The

crowd], which included the Italian media, mobbed
Wiltiami lot hi- autograph and pictures But Williams

• it all in stride and took hi- time with his fans

'^.•u know the Free Speech Movement''" Williams

aanad It tool place right over there and I'm looking

at the results." Williams said as he posed for pictures
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Need a
Car Loan?
We can help you establish your
credit We finance people with

credit problems: no credit, bad
credit, bankruptcy, divorced.

No cosigners required'

or stop by Saturn of Hadley
and ask (or Joel Faillace

BALISE
CREDIT EXPRESS

Boston's Public University

GWV International

Costa

Rica!

GO EXPLORING THIS SUMMER!
7 Night

vacations

from

S699
Vacations include:

roundtrip air, hotel, tax &
service charges

Weekly Monday Departures

from Boston

GWV's Great Costa Rica Deals!

Air Only From M99

Sol Playa Hermosa From *699

Melia Playa Conchal

Deluxe Best Beach! From s849

Blue Bay Papagayo
All-Inclusive 1 All meals,

drinks & more From *949

Combine a Beach Vacation & Ecotourism!

Experience River Rafting, Diving &

Snorkeling, Rainforests, Volcanos,

Golf, Tennis, Hiking,

Windsurfing and more!

It's the Exotic Place You'll Love to Explore!

Cancun & Aruba
From *649 From *749

Year-round weekly 7 night departures

Air Only available too'

EUROPE!
Mix and Match Cities!

Low Cost Airfares to

over 100 European Cities

PARIS Round-Trip fij .

Air Only'"'
From

599
Beginning June 27, 1998 From

Weekly Departures from Boston
Saturday Departures & Sunday Returns

Flights via L-1011 WIDE BODY Jets!

Bring this coupon to

Vacation Outlet

to receive a discount

Save
up to

$50
per person

I

I

|»25 per person oft any Pans Charter Air Only booking!
|*50 per person off a GWV Costa Rica vacation
Coupon valid for new bookings only made
iNow through May 31, 1998

Vacation Outlet
RLENES BASEMENT

CALL 61726781
Vacation prices are per person based on double occupancy, include air/hotel All prices exclude departure/arrival
taxes/tees (currently »52-,62) possible fuel surcharge, are capacity controlled, for new bookings only and subiect
to change Flights via ATA, Allegro or North American See Tour Participant Agreement for details Restnctions
apply Not responsible for typographical errors ^^^
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they somehow managed to create some
of the best trash rock around. And,
thankfully, they had a wickedly twisted

sense of humor. Witness the nihilism.

cover of fellow noisemakers
Kinsturzende Neubauten's "Yu Gung"
which highlights |9U'l Sugurshit
Sharp, an album filled with enough
violent, chaotic noise to beat an
eardrum into submission. It's an ear-

ful, for sure, but it's a lean album as

far as length, which helps to rope in

the band's signature traits with a mini

mum of panache.

Blessed b> the best album title ever.

Dial M For Motherfu—er is by and
large more of the same, albeit in a

slightly more cachaphnnous maniwi js

the other records Lyrically, it's proba
bl> the most cynical as the hilarious

"Undertaker" and "1 Hour Later" ably

Jttl'st

On the othei hand. Right Mm '.

originally released in 1487. stands as

Pussy Galore'- finest album A
tour-dc lurcc nl thiashing and bash

ing. Right NokW I- chuick lull ol MM)
posing and arty indifference acciden

tally setting a blueprint for much of the

-lackerdmn that would soon dominate
the indie world. Songs like "NYC:
I4*W!" give a glimpse- of the direct ton

Spencer would take with |SBX. with

purposefully out of tune guitars and
silly shout along choruses Truth be
told it's catchy as hell, but I don't

think that was their goal.

Freaks for this kind of anti rock will

no doubt want to own all three
albums, but for the casual listener who
wants to hear the essence of Pussy
Galore. Right Sou' is where to start.

lust don't forget to wear earplugs

Right ,\W — A-; Suganhtt Sharp -

B Dial \t /or \i,,therfu—er — C
l Marty Keane)

TtAMPOUNI
The Movwicitj

MCA NoshvJfe

While The Mavericks have always

been top-notch country pop songwrit-

ers there is nothing in their past like

nsistent cclcsiis excellence of

their newest album. Trampoline It is

doubly amazing that the album comes
from Nashstlle the eery same place

that has been shipping out truckioads

of robot songs by robot men in inter

changable. comically large hats for

yean now
The first thing The Mavericks have

going for them is lead singer Raul
Mak>. whose silken tenor is one of the

gorgeous instruments in pop
musk today. His voice is so gorgeous

in fact, that he doesn't just recall the

ghosts of Roy Orbison and Elvis fic

srngs with them To Maso's voice. The
Mavericks add a little bit of everything

Cuban rhythms, pop melodies and
even a sttar A sitar' But the weird

instrumentation never overwhelms the

concise songwriting and the ace inusi

cianship. The album is slicker than

Teflon, but there is nothing false oi

overproduced The large numbers
were even recorded the hard way. with

all the musicians together in the same
room, even the string orchestia

Trampoline is at once authentic and
easy to love, already sure to be one of

the finest albums of the year From the

first song, the bouncy horn driven

Cuban pop number "Dance the Night

Away" to the last song, the spare, sad,

soaring lullaby "Dream River." The
Mavericks prove that music from
Nashville can still be inventi\e and dis-

tinctive A (RobRoensshi

IKJACY: A TWBUTf TO HfETWOOO
MAC'S
RUMOURS

Various Artists

Aiianric/Lova

Here's a new twist on a tired con-

cept: a tribute album comprised entire-

ly of songs off one of ruck's best-sell-

ing record's of all time As is the case

with so many of these tribute ellurts

the idea itself is way more interesting

than the results on Legacy A Tnhute
to Hcctuood Mac's Rumour!, One
glance at the list of artists and I was

MMCtWJ me head. For chrissakes.

tham lohn is sandwiched between
Matchbox 20 and The Cranberries! As
Hank Hill would say. "Whut the hell!"

The dubious selection of aitists ui

seem- like someone went around beg

giiifr.' to get these tracks recorded How
else could one explain having the

insipid Sister Hazel cover 'Gold Dust

Woman?" Why not just put the rip

ping version Hole did a few years back

on the album? Considering the fact

that Mick Fleetwood himself sat

behind the boards leads me to believe

a certain someone is hard up for green

lohn's cover of "Don't Stop." which
is merely adequate, is one of the

album's soongci moments. Not a good
omen for any album laMciatr) j

Fleetwood Mac tribute Simply put.

this is »n embarrassment to one of

ruck's most enduring acts. D- I M K >

ONI BY Or*
Agents oi Good Roots

RCA

One B\ Qm '- a Hrfh decent album
sonsidering that nothing much is

expected from it Although the album
on a whole is by no means excellent,

the 12 tracks on One H\ Om " better

than most ol the generic bluegrass

rock produced today

Agents of Good Routs' mam strong

suit is their instrumentation.
Guitat ywriter Andrew
Winn, bassist Stewart Myers, -a\o

phonist | C Kuhl and drummer Brian

lones are great musicians in their own

anted
P(^ety P os< L.rics ad ONE-ACTS

In all languages other than english

3-D. 2

A tw
-D. ai d M iltimedia

rk a So A Ce. t- d

To be featured in ITlOthertongue an annual multilingual journal

contributors must be Frve College Bilingual Students

For information

send e-mail to mOthertongueOcomplit umass edu
or contact: The UMass Comparative Literature Dept

Following the journal publication, writers will have the option of reciting

their material at a iTIOthertongua spoken word performance held

on friday. may 15th in Hampden Theatre Artwork featured in

ITlOthertongue journal will be on display in Hampden Gallery from

Friday May 15th to Friday. May 22nd

Deadline For Submissions Has Been Extended To
April 17th

mOthertongue is sponsored by the Department of Comparative

Literature at UMass and the UMass Arts Council.

right. The talented band, along with

Winn's vocals are enough to urn, the

album. However, Winn's songwriting

leaves something to be desired. The
are rather bland, creating sale.

radio-ready songs as produced lover

produced, rather for music of this

type) by Paul Fox.

Agents of Good Roots are at their

be-i when the music takes center
stage, giving its audience above a>er

age blues- influenced rock. B (Kevin

Monahan)

WINTERLAND
Emma Townshend

EaslWest

I inma Townshend's debut album
Winterland sounds like one long song

that only pauses every now and again

for chord changes. Actually. I kept lis-

tening to her songs, waiting for the

moment when she would )ust lash out

and stretsh her vocal chords to the very

limit like so many solo lenialc .mists do
these days. But that moment never

came, instead, the same caressing voice

echoed back accompanied by piano
and drums and an occasional guitai

I think that Townshend is really try-

ing to convex different emotions
through her songs but whethet -he's

singing about someone's "bitchy little

comments" on live A Side football"

or "all the people having picnics, hav-

ing fun" on "The Ladder,* it's all pret-

ty much the same melody, the same
tempo, and the same eerie voice

pruching about angei leal sadness

and joy.

M mtcrland is good, but it gets a lit-

tle boring and somewhat drawn out.

However il you re looking to relax

after a long hard day or you're in the

mood for a quiet night at home, then

ihi- album would suit you fine C
(Alexandria Lipka)

CLARA THOMAS
CJara Thomas

Mercury

hist when you thought it was safe to

utside. Alanis MorriMtM
sound alikes have once again hit the

market — so. let's meet Scandanevia's

rendition. Clara Thomas. Ok '

Alanis has unintentionally built a

bad reputation for herself due to an

immense media overload and her

musk I- not "too bad " But with hei

upcoming album, and a corresponding

single on the Cm of \ngch sound
tr .is k another sound alike ha* -m

and they're not "too bad."

cither

1 -inger I lat.i I leherath and
keyboardist Thomas Li sombtne with

guitarist Kasper Soderlund to create a

"good" effort — believe me. as

itstanding." folk-

Expectations of a more -luk
I uio pop manifestation of the Alanis

Emma Townshend finds life in her father's shadow a little intimidating on her debut reieas

sound diffuse in the strong beginning

of "The tiitl With Strawberry I

complete with strong slide guitar

plaved bv Siiderlund with "Automatic

Feeling" hardening the edge of this

release niscly

The Md two songs. "Whop Da Da
Doh" and "Fishes." nauseate with. yes.

a harmonica in the lormct song, but

overall, the strength of the CD is in the

middle portion Starting off will

•ng." a haunting piece

with sputs of hcavilv reverbed vocals,

the sreative pace picks up with the

next five tr

All and all. thi- i- a "good" release,

and you san't heat the use of a Dobto
guitar which highlight- a var;

liavk- lust not outstanding B

( lomia Kansanen

)

REBBCAH
Rwnambar To Breathe

Elekhu

In contrast to Clara Thomas, a much
stronger, and more original, ruck voice

and presence emanates from this

MM
It is a strange adjective to use to

describe a rock singer, but Rebekah s

i- "smooth." while being rhythm

and blues influenced but not cuntnved

A future star might be on the horizon,

but 1 must emphasize "might be
."

The two pre-prescribed singles in

(lev Genius" and Sin So Well

tin- MM Oi well with the standard

rock mix of distorted guiiars (Use fur

met song) and acoustic- tinged riffs

(the latter song). To throw the listener

totally off. the title track opens with a

haunting, spacy fed. and showcases
Rebekah "s ability to hit to all musical

After a sadly poignant I

the next track "I \S i-h I c ukl H

Me." is the -trotige •• n the

album and issues in a trio

that lean to the d.ok
Rebekah s song writing On "B.

Own," the singer songwriter lei s her

lover know that "baby nw. I

ing to be my man. and start being

your own."

Ouch That s got io hurt

And. there is not much that h.

thi- relea-i

imes gets the lister

not shir> wrecked >

unimaginative at time- hut Rebekah
"might be" here to stay RW < I

-

•
Funky Rock.

Lonesome Brother*

Valley Rocker*
David Boatwrifht
Rocl^in Bluet

all snow* Thur. Sat. starting at I Opm

Sunday l^ftlfT ABC Jazz Troupe
starting at 8pm

Late /Vight
Menu

tit Midnight

(Come to __R_g__ Come to Dance...)

36 S. Pleasant St. Amherst, MA 01002 Phone: 153 • 4400

CIEI C—en rm liwiiwi l

KaniantlFirl

44 Main Street

Amherst

(413) 256-1261
j

r *" s^__ . • j

OilAG
Out

NT

d take my

rse.

l.

-John Kotzmon

Class time that counts
We spend more time in clou to

moke sure we cover the lest

exhaustively You won't have to

spend hours working on your

own Class size is limited to 1

5

4.

oV & President ol The Princeton Review

We're on campus!

The Princeton Review was chosen

to odmmister all test-preparation

programs for the UMASS Division

of Continuing Education

No troveling. no hassle

O You'll score more

3

Our students improve an average
of 2 1 2 points on the GRE

If you knew the CAT
No one knows the computer
adoptive tests belter than we do
So, whether you choose the pencil

4 paper or CAT formal, you'll

review powerful techniques to

maximize your score

SiimmrM rouisp enrollment

h<is bequn'

Satisfaction guaranteed

If you complete the course, take the

GRE and are not satisfied with your

score, we'll work with you again for

up to one year, at no fee

413/584-6849
wsrw rBvlew cam

#THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW

rlrjUKtOUH
i Ht t\ k I ST
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Hanging with rapper Vanilla Ice
By Corey Moss
Iowa State Doily

COll MM \ Ml (1 Unci It i>

. l.i> when a man has the

opportunity u> meet ihic of hi* heroes.

so vkhcis Vanilla Ice's manager con

tinned my interview a week ago, you

can imagine aq ewitement.

id >v>u meet Vanilla or did you

ii.ui>: with vanilla?" a friend of mine
i ne Sunday morning, hours after

IM Id MaaVl performance at The
Hlu. lumbia, M

Oh. I dctinitely hung." I said

*Ho« do you know?" he asked.

I guess I don t realty know how. but

I do know that Vanilla Ice's friends

call him Rob
I know he picked Kentucky to win

>CAA tournament (must be

because Miami dkln t make it in)

1 know Yarulia does things hit way
or no way.

I know he drives the rental car from

ub to the hotel, while his crew

rides in the back scat.

And lantl) I know
VaniaVa In remembers my name.

The plan Me M be at The Blue

bj S p id to watch the sound
check and mi down with Vanilla for a

sO-rtunuie interview

I arrived in C olunibia at 4 p.m At

I had a beer to calm my nerves

and at 4 52. 1 had another

It w !« the day I had been i

about since I was 15 In the last

I had run through inservi*

in tn\ mind hundreds of raises and by

f the most polished

iWiastsimi of my (ournaaam earner.

I arrived at the chib at precisely 5

iry to find that Vanilla and his

crew were not in town vet Already,

my interview was looting shaky

losh. the promoter of the show who
looked no older than me, was ner-

vous I fen hi* pain.

I puked up a The
JWamisiair. the t amml I

ol paper, to pass time What the

sng Maybe II ask VansBa after I ask

mm what a roni is.

At b I S p in the Vanilla Ice Foam
(yep. yep. that's what VIP stands

putted up to the club The sound

k. minus ke. touk almost 30 mat-
ures

"Someone get Rob." Vanilla's man-
ager said

"The game is ami on." Dl Zero mid.

Robin Williams

"1 guarantee Ice ain't comin' out until

it •» over."

So. there is less than two hours

before the show is supposed to start,

and the only thing coming between

me and Vanilla Ice is a basketball

game
It could be worse like if the game

were to go into overtime, which — of

course— it did.

Vanilla finally made it to the stage,

where he picked up a microphone,

rapped two verse- -el it down and

completely rearranged the mix the

sound guv just spent V) minutes on

"We're running out of time and we
still have to get Ice back to the hotel

to get ready for the show." his manag-

er said "The TV station is doing a

quick interview with him in a few
minutes, you can ask him a few mjgf>

lions then or we can do something

after the show

"

I opted for the post-show interview

After a casual conversation with the

Ice Man which 1 think went some-
thing like. "What's up?" "Not much,
man." Vanilla sat down lot the TV
interview.

M' l\ guy. a complete and utter

tool shot his first question, the obvi-

ous "What can people expect

The second question was a reword-

ing of the first, and the third question

a rewording of the second. Twice dur

ing the interview. Vanilla said the

words "like I said."

During question three, ke glanced

at me as I rolled my eyes at Mr. TV
guy He chuckled and answered the

question I was in

After question four and another

short answer from Vanilla. Mr TV
guy desperately turned around to me
and another newspaper guy and actu

atty asked if we had any questions for

mm (and Missouri it aunpoaad to be
one of the best journalism schools in

the count is

I shook my head with a grat on my
face that said There is no way in hell

I am letting you Meal one of my pro

After TV guy was finished making a

fool out of rumseif. Ice and his pome
headed for their hotel

An hour later, to a monstrous chant

of "Ice Ice Baby" by a sold -out crowd
of over 1 .000 fans. Vanilla took the

Ironically Ice opened with "Fame."

a song from his 1994 record 'Mind

Blowin '" about how the media ruined

his lite

In between freestyle chants like

"Show me the money," "Down with

o.p.p.." and "This is how we do it" (no

"Can't touch this"). Vanilla rapped

through several "Mind Blowin'" tunes,

including the pot-promoting "Roll

Km Up."

Ice "kicked it old school" with an

extended version of "Havin' A Roni"

in which he amazingly simulated

scratching a record with his voice.

Portions of "Play That Funky
Mumc" and "Stop That Train" were

used to tease the crowd, but the only

other "To The F.xtreme" song Vanilla

played was a phenomenal 10 minute

version of "Ice Ice Baby."

The show ended years too early,

and with my adrenaline at an all time

high. I headed backstage for my inter-

view.

v .milla's manager had set up a table

behind the back curtain and my hero

was standing next to it This was the

big moment
As 1 walked over to the table with

questions in hand, the stage curtain

began to go up \ aaaVl bodyguards,

who stood onstage the entire show

noticed the curtain raising and raced

Ice out the door.

I followed and the manager assured

me we would figure out a way to do
the interview

While small talking with In in the

alley behind the club about the dumb-
ass who brought the curtain up. a

mob of fans spotted him and rushed

to his car

Adding a strange but flattering twist

to the night, a group of high school

girls standing nearby pointed at me
and asked each other "Is that him?"
\ik ther approached me and asked

"Are you Vanilla Ice'v brother''"

Vanilla kepi with the words he

declared so boldly in his 1441 book by

"keeping it all about the fans " He
signed over 40 autographs as Ms man-

ager and I came to the conclusion that

a phone interview would be our only

solution.

After making a few arrangements,

the posse loaded into the car ke
looked at me standing close by and
said "Later. Corey." He stepped down
into the car and before I could start

breathing again, he was gone.

"Later. Corey." Two simple words.

Yet. by far the coolest thing anyone

hm ever said to me

He's got friends in high places
Tim Reynolds (left), whose guitar skills will be prominently featured on the new Dave Matthews Band

album, plays the Iron Horse in Northampton tonight with his band TRJ Call S84-0610 for more informa-

tion

continued *om page 6

and pointed at Sproul Hall

,..er. a rou-

tine It Wheeler Hall

ninutc

ng session with th-,

>,ilking down one of the halls

,

r TRAVEL
;

SMART! !

when she noticed the long catering

tables, the extras and Williams sit-

ting at the end of the table with his

golden statue

"I looked at him and I said, at it

you?.' and he said. 'Yeah, it's me,'

and everybody started laughing."

. iez said.

n local businesses were not

free of the frenzy that seemed to

•npanv the actor Edward
Woo, an assistant manager at Foot

on Telegraph Avenue, said

that NVilliaiiic presence in the store

i created a security hazard
when 51) people rushed in thi

for the celebrity's autograph
who helped Williams pur

chase New Balance running shoes,

said that he got caught up in the

moment even though he was doing

hi» i

"I did get excited." Woo said "I

can't believe I helped him
"

After Williams let! Woo called

his manager to tell him the news
but his toM would not believe

him Woo said, however that he
has the credit card receipt to

|

it

FROM BOSTON

LONDON
$209 $382

$267 $490
MADRID

$296 $544

$189 $367
Sem«ult« tllfhli

First to worlSwHt Sattlasllans

Eurailpasses available.
Weekend surcharges may apply
Customs- Immigration rants apply
Fires suDiect to change without
notice Ml student I cards

may be required

H«y! B° y°d collet BwAiUw Babi«s? Are yoa absolutely fafci-

nated by XU little critters? T5e Collegian wants to Kn°w wfty!

So, if yoa feel llX- chatting (we're friendly!) aboat BeanieS.

grve $*<im& * call at 545-1361. And no. vv. don't Xfl ^ anyone

wfto wants to bay or s«ll tB«m. Bat if yoa're really desperate.

cfoc\ out XU Classtfi-ds! Serious calls only, please.

RISM TRAVEL
54b Filth Ave NT. NY 1001/

212-986-8420*
800-272-9676

•in NVC
twww.prismtours.com

-CXCo-

Gilreath
Manor Condos

Showings

Start

in April

for June ir

September

Occupancy!

Gilreath Manor

Congas
• 3 Bedroom
• l 1/2 Baths

• Heated Basement
• New Gas Heat {*

Hot water

• Hardwood Floors

• 1/2 mile to campus
• On Bus Route

THE
WIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUM

rb© new balance Haigis Hoopla has a lot to offer

Til* pew balance

ci

v UNIVERSITY Or MASSACHUSETTS
SPORT MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

aaMtSUavVoHur

April 25 & 26
Don't Forget to Register Soon!

Before April 10 - $15 per player

After April 1 -$ 1 8 per player

Sponsored by

DAILY
HAMPSHIRE
GAZETTE

SPALDING

Dana
Automotive

Absolute Deadline-April 17

3-4 Players Per Team
Pick up a registration form at the

Curry Hicks Lobby

Any Questions - call 545-5689

Buetw Y S<mt*
'Good altvl Ha*lthy"

('<hc:q

i: : II it i ill tl

~ * now balance AS

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
& REGIONAL PLANNING
"AFTER YOU PICK UP YOUR DEGREE"

• • •

date: Thursday, April 9, 1998

time: 4:00 p.m.

location: Procopio Room, Hills South

SPONSORED BY:

COLLEGE OF FOOD & NATURAL RESOURCES CAREER NETWORK
• • •

UMASS ALUMNI ASSOCIATION LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE &
REGIONAL PLANNING

ALUMNI/AE PANELISTS:

T.C. Zimirowski
Andrew Leonard

Jenny Chang

Jonathan Diette

Katie Galluzzo

Principals
EMG Associates
Fitchburg, Massachusetts

Landscape Architect
Symmes Maini McKee
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Emanouil Brothers Inc., Landscape
Contractors

Chelmsford, Massachusetts

Land Use Planner
Pioneer Valley Planning Commission
West Springfield, Massachusetts

us is an opportunity to meet witn alumni and discuss tneir experiences in the woi
world. Don't miss this important panel discussion!

For more information, please contact College of Food t% Natural Resources Career Network 545-601

1
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Men's tennis heads for home
By Sonford Appall

Collegian Staff

Heading down the homestretch, all appears to be in

order for the Massachusetts mens tennis team
I he Minutemen huve improved their overall recoid

1 I 6 (5 5 spring), with twu recent victories

UMass soundly defeated Seton Mull b I lusi I nd.iv

and then trounced Fairfield on Monday afternoon by
i he value count.

"These were win- we had to have." Massachusetts
tennis coach |udy Dixon said "It is understandable
that we lost to some quality opponents this spring, but
we felt we should beat these team
The Minutemen were successful in five of su singles

matched agumst ihe Pirates No. I Todd Cheney w.i-

ihc lone victim a- he fell to Buvor Biiisnii. 1 t>. 5 6.

Rob Manchester was triumphant at No 2 by easing
pa-t Todd Green. t> 0. b 2 Alex Aller, the Ion* venior.

knocked off Mark VanderlcM 7 t> b 1

"It is great to see Alex peaking at the end of his

career here " Dixon said "It is great for him and the
a* well

Parsa Samn continued to linpre^ at So 4. as he
rolled ovei I ou Cu-telli b 0. b 2 Kevin t'urlev and
Ryan Gately were straight set rfcton M No- live and
-i\

"The Seton Hall match was a nice team effort."

DfasOn said. "The guys came out and took urc of buM
ness.*

It was more ol the sMM M Monday, as the

Minutemen returned home to battle a local foe.

I an field.

UMass had dominated the series with the Stags, hav-

ing won all 10 previous encounters. The trend held for

thiv meeting, as the Minutemen simply overpowered
I airfield in just about every match

With the exception of No. 6 Ryan Cutely, all the

UMass singles players captured their ryitches No. 2

Rob Manchester was extended to three sets to gain the

win.

"We have had a nice string of matches in a row now,
and we need to keep winning." MancheMer said "The
iiiom important thing now is to be ready physically for

the Atlantic 10 tournament."

The tournament will take place on April 17-19 at

Blacksburg. Va. The site happens to be the home of

the conference's strongest team. Virginia Tech.

The Hokies are currently ranked in the Top 40 and
figures to be the heavy favorite UMtas will be looking

to fit in at the four spot

"We continue to move up in the conference." Dixon
said "That is something that i- really important for

the program as we continue to push tor the next level

of play."

UMass will conclude the regular season thi- aftel

noon against lulls at the upper Boy den s.ourt^

The match will serve as Senior Day a-. Alc\ \ller

will play his last home match for L Ma
"I am so proud of Alex and what he ha- C0MI

pli^hed here," Dixon said. "He has been an integral

member of the team and a great person as well
"

Evans takes over reins at Arizona State;

Lipinski makes the decision to turn pro
HOCNTXtAP Evens,

who turned Mississippi's lallenng

basketball program into a

Southeastern Conference power will

tackle another rebuilding pk with

rut State

Evans was introduced yesterday as

the Sun Devils' 1 2th head coach at a

2 JO p rn EDT news conference.

The Associated Press learned

Monday night that Evans and Arizona

State athletic director Kevin White

agreed to term- I van* returned to

Oxford. Miss., to tell his players, then

caught an early flight back to Arizona.

"He said they reallv didn't react

one way or the other." Ole Mis* ath-

1 1 rector Pete Boone said of

Evans' meeting with the pl.<

When Boone asked Ivans what the

-ling factor in his decision to go
the Pac 10 MaWA the coach told him

"it was just a gut feeling and probably

the location as much as anything
"

Evans is a native of llobbs. N.M
where his parents Mill live I

repb. * man w ho took ov er

as interim coach after Bui Frieder

resigned under pressure laM

September

Newman took over a 10-20 team
with only eight scholarship players

and the Sun Devils finished this sea-

son at IK 14 with an MI bid ,4
oping a devoted following among Sun

boosters But \vhite was alter

a bigger name, starting with Utah

Risk Majenjs

After Majerus rejected a reported

$1 million offer Irom Arizona State

last Tuesday White and a search

niiittee met with Ivans. At Ole
Miss, he southed (uniot guard

Mlshael White. Kevin White's son.

"The key thing about Rob Evans is

that Kevin White feels very, verv

comfortable with him." said Frieder.

who remains close to the basketball

program. "You know. Kevin has

known him for a long time Kevin's

son was recruited by Rob. and so that

- vin a Km of time tot

evaluate and develop a fr

with Rob He s seen what Rob has

done rebuilding the Mississippi pro-

Evans was 86-81 at Mississippi, but

his last two teams were a combined
42 lb with back to-back SK West

title* and NCAA tournament berths

l.ipinvki lu turn pro

BM IIMORI i MM Olympic
shumpion lata lipinski intends to

become a professional figure skater so

m spend lew tune training and
more lime with her family

a III have four day weekends

and be able to be with my family

because they mean id much to me."

she said yesterday "I don't want to be

2 1 and not know my dad
*

Asa pro. I ipm-ki would be ineligi-

ble for amateur competitions and

Jones seals the deal for Tigers;

Devil Rays fall prey to Detroit
I )l rROIT < API — Todd ksies was a

man on a mission He had hixkev tkk

ets and didn't vtant to be late.

lones. IXtroit's saves leader with a

career-high 31 last season, earned his

fir*! of 1998 with a perfect ninth inning

yesterday as the Tigers beat the Tampo
Bay Devil Rays. 3- 1 in their home open

er The win. sparked by the hitting ej

Brian Hunter and some aggressive base-

running by Luis Gonzalez, ended a five-

game k>sing streak, which matched the

ligers' longest ol |sN7

"I had felt absolutely useless until

today." lones said. "I mean. I want to go

out and contribute. Plus. I've got third-

row tickets ,ii the hockey game.

lones said Mike Hitch, who owns both

the Tiger> and the Mil \ Red Wings.

gave him the tickets

"If I'd bk»wn it. I don't know, maybe

he'd 0MM and snatch back the tickets."

lones said with a laugh

But it was no laughing matteT for the

Devil Ruvs 4 2 through their first six

games and trying to bevome just the

third expansion team to start 9-2.

Tampa Bay stranded I 3 nmnerv includ-

ing eight by Bubha Trammcll

Both teams left runners on base."

said Tampa Bay's Kevin Snvker. who
had a triple and two singles from the

ninth slot But wx> had the opportuni-

ties, and that's what you need is oppor-

tunities We're going to win a lot of

games if we keep getting those opportu-

nities
'

Trommell. who played for Detroit in

the Tigers' \wi home opener, struck

out for Tampu Bay in the first and third,

leaving the bases loaded eah time He
fanned for the second out with runners

at first and second in the seventh.

"The onlv thing that struck me about

the change of uniforms was how I hit in

this ballpark." Trammell said "It didn't

vhiinge anything liist year. I think I hit

about 1 40 here and 280 on the road."

lacrosse
continued from page 1

2

will be |unior attack I.aura Korut*.

who has scored sj\ ggaji in her Ml
two games, three against Brown and

three more at UConn. That gave the

team's leading scorer 17 for the season

and 20 points overall.

If the game happens to go down to

the wire, the Minutewomen may call

upon sophomore midfielder Stephanie

Pavlick. who had the game-winning

goal in last Wednesday's win over

Brown. Pavlick follows Korutz on the

scoring list, with eight goals and 1

1

points.

The younger players have played a

crucial role on the team thus far and

players such as freshman attack Fay

Naber and freshmen goaltenders Tara

Durkin and |en Nardi will look to con-

tinue their contributions. Sophomore

JOLLY

k voter!

midfielder Sara MacNabb and fresh

man attack Kara DePaula also got into

the scoring act in the win over UConn.
and will look to build upon that in

upcoming games

IS
6ok NoyT
UmiTjer $

corning!
C^-»*s» TkiUH*. Or««U A«)v\<«. J
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DUBLIN $449
ROME $389
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44 Main Street

Amherst
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' 1'al,

would need to receive reinstatement

as an amateur to skate in the 2002
Olympics in Salt I ake I ity

Reinstatement by skating authorities

would not pose a problem

"I would love to go to the 2002
Olympics and try to win another

gold." she said, but added that she

would feel "almost a little greedy in

doing that, especially to my parents,

who have given up so muih
"

Lipinski spoke on NBC's Today"
show from Baltimore, where she is to

perform tonight in a Figure skating

show
"I think now. I'm going to go pro.*

said Lipinski. who at I) won the title

at Nagano, making her the v. •ungest

individual gold medalist in her sport

"And for one major reason. I think —
I really miss being home with my dad

di/ed after Nagano how
important it is to me to be with mv
mom and dad and be all together and
have fun and go out to dinner and
really be a family ag.i

Sne said her training schedule in

Detroit kept her from spending much
time with her familv at home in Sugar

Land. Texas She also said she d like

to go to cottage.

"I owe that to my parents and
vakl "

I v e accomplished

my dream I think I need to give

something back to them, so we can be

a family again and really have that

connection."

uMaNaoan

We're heading down South
|ay Negus and the Massachusetts men's lacrosse team will square oft against national power Loyola on

Saturday afternoon at 4 p m at |oftns Hopkins University

Reds fall to San Diego, 3-2
S\N nil v.O iAPi - Carlos

Hernandez tied the scute vvirh a two-

out, two-run homer in the ninth, and

Greg Vaughn hit a sacrifice fly in the

10th as the San Diego Padres won
their home opener. 3-2 yesterday over

the Cincinnati Reds •

Tony Gwynn singled off leff Shaw
10- 1) leadi

later, loyner singled to send Gwynn to

third Vaughn followed with his ilv to

left, and Gwynn scored standing up.

Trevor Hoffman (24}l allowed one
hit in the 1 0th as the Padres beat the

Reds for the third time in four games
Ms season ll was the third time in

their first seven games that the Padres

staged a late comeback
Pete Harnisch. making his hrst

appearance in San Diego since a

nightmarish opening day with the

New York Mets a year ago. shut out

the Padres through eight, allowing

|tisi four hits

But Shaw, who has saved all three

of the Reds' wins this year, lei the

Padres tie it in the ninth Wullv loyner

hit a one-out single and Hernandez
in his firsr veur as the Padre*' starting

catcher, hit the first pitch he saw
from Shaw into the First row of the

-eats in left center field

San Ihego then loaded the bases cm

two walks and a single before Steve

.tame
Mt Farms 4 -584 9153

mi Fanaa Mali

hnley popped up to shortstop Barry

activated from the I S day di*

ablcd list before the game
It was Hamisih's first appearance

in San Diego since April I. HOT
when he allowed three consecutive

homers as the Padres launched an 1

1

run rally in the sixth — a modern-day
,ord for runs in an inning on

opening day — in a 12S win over the

That was H.nm-.h s only

appearance for the Mets before going

on the disabled list with insomnia and
anxietv He was traded to Milwaukee
on Aug. 30

Harnisch has two aavdecieiom
against the Padres this season I M
Wednesday, he allowed homi
Ken (. aminiti and Finley as San Diego
rallied from five runs down to beat

the Reds 10 s) in Cincinnati.

San Diego's |oey Hamilton, the

winner of that game, fell behind 2-0

in the first inning yesterday after

allowing RBI singles by I duardo
Perez and Reggie Sanders on consec-

utive pitches.

Hampshire* 6 «M4 7350
Hampshire* Mail)

WU%(I|
loooy(S400$?SO)i40

Looking for No. 5
|0»M» UNUNIN COUIGIAN

Sophomore Jessica Passanese and the Massachusetts women's
lacrosse team will look for win number five on the year today at 4

p.m. when they face Dartmouth.

tea hi Km km Mask (PG- 1 3)

Today (5 30 OS? SO) 8 30

rilMry Colors (R)

Toooy (5 20® 52 50)8 20

KUrcwy RfcSNj (R)

Today ( 540@ 2 SO) 8 40

vOOd Ttm mWTprlJj (Kf

Today (8 40)

Meat Ik* Dtadks (PC)

Today (5 SO & 52 SO)

M«wto-loys(PG-l3)

Today (5:30 ® S 2 SO) 8:30

GrteM(PG)

Today (5 40 ©52 SO) 8 40

THeaMPG-13)

Today (4 20 ® S2 SO) 8 10

lost In Spots (PG- 13)

Today 15 20 £ 52 50)8 20

s Great Advtatvr* (G)

Today (5 50 ® 52 SO)

U5l*orsWs(PG-l3)

Today (8 20)

gwtfuw, WEDNESDAY NITt

IDY PIERCIH6
CERTIFIED
blMstaNewrjMpfe*

*t>mc sck? the cf/fftnvrrcv far r&urre/f

lOWLMttlf IESPECTFII PIERCEISHUGEl

sIMGLE ISE IISPOSUU NEEDLES SELECTION!

wree trug oraieice n ov ad?

, N. Pleasant Street aio Pam jh#«J
imherst. MA 01002 XSSmmSH*

MIKES
H4XP00N MITE U 01 H4*P00M tPA $100

\J COCKTAIL Of WE WEEK
~CAPfC0DD€K

$2.00
kv

SPECIAL HARPOON GLASSES

fAM
}. m SHIRTS

\
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ANNOUNCEMENTS APARTMENT FOR RENT
f-rmm kniu CtM\SMMtta\tttMt\JttlM manwwai SBHeww S*lll^i*aawe>***aFBaj V*v* eteveiajeieiMM Physically active females onty

SSWM CAMPAWN
Uabng tor rosurrteeis 1

(an and Hat may 10 gtl mvokadf

WI<IIIMl>W<flMll>l

Out kiiiitu a at in SoutKpoint

AvaJao* June I Aug 31 $S50/montfi

I eaSreaa ayaitaMa Jwna 1st Easily

accamaoam 4 people Canw of lonyn

»2Vmonth Ca)tM9-583'

MS3S09
Not |u»t t« Sartors'

PEOPLE'S MARKET
an * tood s trash, tne coffees not

I tae aatc it seesaw ' Mam Flaar

t aafcu ai eat evailaow at Crestvaw

6/ t Fall option On bus snort wait to

UMa» Can 5489964

S900pv month (M fasten 549- 157

1

COMPUTERS
PC Creae Peateea '66MHJ 32MB
RAM. 2 w bita Hard d»ve iVmJows 95

Windows NT 4 0. Photo Step 4 Sala

1500 Email |uni;4K«Mtama com 665
6790

New P1MMMI from 9895 Laptops
$l?95' Peripnersls ZarVition 587 9196

V/MC/AMEX

APARTMENT FOR RENT

^4s
| M

J- - i.. .as>< |fl

Ca*HMt41

naaami May » Jay 3t aoa aptaa a
KM fatus* *<•>** ' * **—>»
Eaa Haat/tet eat* mcwM On J but

-

I kedreeai apt Summer sublet aitn a

fail option On Busline taarmat swing

mom Can 54» 6546

Aaaaani Caaba* l ? and 3 tearoom
apartments Sat teat kanteootl ftoort

We «'• snoausg starting April it* tor

June and Sapajmbar eases Imcom naal

tUeta 25*7879

Gatnaat. kaeaond
l/7mdaiocan>

"8 April (tti tor June and

1' TO paja utilities 25>Wi

AUTO FOR SALE

1 badraaa apanawai
adti fat opaaa Q» but Mb SleTVaantti
Cat Watt'

•eta jyn\Aaondry aoaaiewi Meet ate

tet aea> actuate lianabu May 27*

Cat 25*9871

Natl

Part baaiaj a aaad east wr

apasaf> Oo toy taaa yaur act* art,'

Contact Tba Student lafl |i Services

Oftea 972 Campus Cent* S49-1996

. 32MB RAM.2 ! Gig.

24X CO ROM 33 6K T, Modam. Vidao &
Audn Card* arrtti Spaatari Plus M a**

flat screen digital monitor Windows 95.

tayboard PS2 rouse $1150 5466926

Maciataab Calar Stviewriier 1999

Piialaf. tayboard Mouse Eitarnal CO
Onue. SCSI Eqmpmanr n in aacaMant con

ation AHtotS300arB/0 5495514

CHEAP! CHEAP) Color VGA Monitor

$55 Laptop Noaooot S98 4H Compute.

'tW CaliCPC|4'3W4»»57

EMPLOYMENT
htvyuarSs

saaesaaa, pool lifeguards Must ba t8

rears at apt ate tuna all certification

papers Apply at Rolling Graan Ottica

aatctertotyn Rd Amherst I4I3I25J MX
M

EMPLOYMENT
at far Ratail Seafood and lea

Cbpjpj jpjai reaaa* fat s aa* Hi
and overview in all tacats of Small

Businass Managamant Mo eipetience

necessary only a positive attitude Mult

ba avarlaba from 5/18 10/18 Otter poi

tiom available alio Call batara 6pm 506

627 3574

Eapanaacad bla|l Hl»t wanted tor 3

children who live m ma lubuiDi ot

Boston live in or out Call 549-1986

FOR SALE
Rate Bibb Sctiwinn Sprint rad runt con
ditionl ?1 in 6 5302 $100/80

i $6il 6/0 Cat

ROOMATE WANTED | SUMMER SUBLET TO SUBLET

•xn :tV

INSTRUCTION

Qatati Stan Soon

Studani Discounts

Call for Wo
1800467 2O2B

at aaalate

'or 3 6 individoalt at rnouert. drivers

luparyitors $8/lH f-lesible hours Need

transportation Contact UtnyBanasSM
4746

Looting tor energetic motivated people 1

- earning potential (4131737

3479

Naw hinap energetic etadaatt
'

agBta ate waaiendi ttui ataattti ate

for tuavnar Ooaaloan Aatem S7/hr

ptutbonut Sean 2530563

iMPal
t Contraception and Sale Se> Educator

Men and Woman wanted Pick up an

apptcaten outsat the Health Ed Office

aaj :« i >• ,«i>i, nM"r San<.«\

LOST & FOUND

Laekmi ler I or 2 'emales to share

aparaiujnt at The Townhouse! for fall or

Spring nam year Easy to live with Call ui

el 546 2137

t tidrna la a 2 bedroom apt Available

Now' Through Summer Call 549 3678

Claea. alder er aetata teaele .

laat qi*et To share two bedroom span

mem waiter and dryer furnished Irving

room area Summer/fall Please contact

Tea anS 7491

ROOM WANTED

Caal. baa pari looting for otter coo1 tun

gall to Irva with neat year P you Use to

have fun and heve an eica loom in a

rautaet apt. caii 546 lift?

Pantsn Summer Sublet

Could easily accomodate 3 people fully

furnished A/C S230/tnonth/parson Will

negotiate Avertable aftei finals 548 6959

ill aula - . . ,

i Can Ui 549 5498

I terrine

rt

ItM Vatua Ptapaa Blue apt

ate asacaua av net awmaf caaa *>

cowMaMa, naae aaat tbattet eaanor

InaPyaawpam Needs some wort Man
sat teat Cat 6-2491 Aa for Courtney

•ng »» an tour Cad Steta M8D7 lor

•a ATaT Authorind Agent

needs 20 students now' No aapaiaaca.

i $100 S300/ weet Part/full

Tata ««692 2121 • 123

SUMMER WORK IN WE If If ET ON
CAPf COD - < i-staurant wort

m..)^ i as««< 'j *nj >»<-,,,. In

ate aaaa pte $100 par west bonus for

each west worked it you stay through

lajalal '** M (imoi MMM
P0 Bca 121 South Wstflsst. MA 02963

15081349 2295 a mail

last seen « haserout '3

can Gave 753 '916

MISCELLANEOUS

EARN
1750 S15tXvWEfft

VISATuMiiimi

A*N SBJ ^4 *c*

90O 373 8454. i

t?50DoiB/0 Can 54tV0405

'apanan
t+K!.rri PateBI aVsaaaa *.»-ati«

tea' •* fataphon Cat VtaiiOB

1997 Eicei •.-• aaaaaal
• .'•• M8J »•

aaSaj ., , ,.vc condito $:'-

M) Cat JS9-9351

Weated Teystae Novat Pritai

Sateat Any coabtan CatP pad every

•ay i 80r>a»4795

who KM tidal GtPJERAL t SPECIAL TV mi
OXJrdSElOPS NEHXO Jea a dadcatad

la* taaa Competitive la'anai Came
Tacanc 1-800792 2120

Ctab Med A Cnaae taape S «

ftas detaui I aflOa*

] kad.< I "*!•*} til*
aateuat taaa 89000 or 9/0

John sa^tJC '•::•<: pj ,

rx>.<v- C*

taaatet

iaAprdl7
l The Student Lagai Sanaon

Otftta bteay S4S 199V 922 Caapui

RESUMES
t '• Hfijnifj

ROOM FOR RENT

Atailakl* Jiint tit

SERVICES

Have a lovely telectioa

Msjsy colon ate types as wall as a suae

Ma of tapes ate hulttei We can akw
help wrth any bunnai you can no longer

Ml Cat I ... lb' m aH> M

Diuanatioaa edited ate erasaiad .

Ph « English Any subwcl 6b

Prepaaat' Nate batpT Can BmhrigW oi

Amtarst area fa tee tssbag ate atus

SUMMER SUBLET
i

Cheap i»m OiaC'r on bus route

Wondertui nsajhboti BrajM ipecoa ty-

ing ares Large iartrywd' Came an 1 Aa
te Deny Tilt Eraa. a Lisa 2539944

J badraaa aearaa

I in a clean quiet house

Short watt to campus $72G7month Call

Adranna O 545 3772 Leave a message

1 kiirnia apt N Biandywina Groat for

l or 2 paopa Lou ot space Water mdud

ed Beicony Cantral A/C On 2 but routas

5*94357

PeHteo Village 3 bedioom. 2 bath

Renovated R>aht near bus stop

$1040/morith 5499089

Laakuvg far M paapaa lor 2 bedroom

summer sublet m Brandywine Cad 5*9

095'

2 BIDAOOM RAN0VWINE
AVAILABLE JUNE 1 API CONOITONED

fUU BATH AND WTCMfN
HEAT AND HOT WATER iNOLiOf D

ON TWO BUS ROUTES

$785 PER MONTH
CA11549-5S9B

Jura a January ftataasd. haat

and hot water included Cad Shan O 253

8815

1 badraaa a ClWeide: 671/99 1/10/99

$540/montti Utilities included Well fur

mited On bus route Call 666 5019

Braadvwiae 9/1-1/31 with the option

ova the aasa Spacoui 2 badraaa wnti

cheap rent Heat and hot watt) included

On bus routa An conditioning Contact

5*93915

PaHtee V'llege Apt $740/month

Heat/hot water included 2 bedrooms and

2 bathrooms Starting June I Aug 31 with

option to renew Call 5*90702

A must see

Atetektbl/I Can

June Aug MB pte cteap uMitai Near

594 3775

1 badraaa PafNaa Apt *>th 2 I

Naw umt June 1 Aug 31 ineoj Cad 549-

Saasaar aaatat w* fall option 3 bad

room wtti A/C kralabte 9/1 Can 253

1738

tit Patwaa for Sumnar aasa 3 bad

loom 2 baa Seat, tumated C*n 549

8769 We will hoot you uC

i bedreea kease 99 bus 'Oute

aaaaajal JN88 Stc' asa]

Available 9/19 a « . -

Ma« Street Cteeprant Call 2532979

TRAVEL

HV CHEAP"
40\ 90* OP kit I Airtaras

Be a little iteuba ate tava tug $S$

Aa Courar bdaiakuial

1*001947 6311

WANTED TO RENT

Wanted 4 badraaa apt

Paaaat I '•' >- '*• 'H.T

subat « 4 bedroom Alpme Comnom apt

Air conditioning two full baths

• 293

Hall

. i«.

aa9bMb«2i9«35l>M

892 779

aatenstedaptO
tern tVI i.i aO!

Twa bedreea spacieaa epailaaat

lie abU Jun* '« Aug 3's» Rent will ba

: Can 259-5490

targe apt Saataa
but* Ju*a through

I par room Call 249 2994

Can

ENTERTAINMENT I ROOMATE WANTED

lbadr, apana I 99J

S awma waNai
ate tet water wciaM Cat S3 f«J7

527 2730 em 458*

ta»«494795

Jkw » end of August Com* as* at tor a

ivmwar of tun Positions inctaaa room

ate board Cad 1909-373 1793

Cell lakk

.*•, 191 1

7 bedreea Oeuldert

4 asmtonatrly Heat and bet

watar nemded |9aV"»jmii 253 5967

'.« it,r>-j.a.i :- m*"-ji • a)

summer Passe contact Sam

'

*/tto8/3! frts4 Gaattei
181 Bal

I I bedroom »2l
ap* RJB aaaaal V*i » I ' I *>

s<w aeaaaaa i
t« Bi» Itsa M <**

79929*0

your

ad

could

be
O

here. _

O
O

m

>
Classifieds

Personals Policy
1>w inw* »» wm i> tor awawali onty Ttw pw
«»vjl»xu nwt Not k* uwd sc vfl awns »»*
imwiwiai i at iwan meeaap. va
Ml prnvanaN mua nave aw nanw iienatuvT and
< M«> I O number at MW MuasM ptarmp Hw m
PJbte m a* as i

n» Nwakew «* wHI
* 4 nVtJi nm* ov

a4*r rvmmaa. or t aaaa

m miwysavw aavrfi n vubyn r > •

*• wtuw atm^l
any penoml dua don not mew da I

dardt in ». . i.'d^o. r wilh the

aai^ m*^v* iw^
.tatutei

Rates
Students

20C per word/day

All others

40C per word/day

NEW Standard Headings

$2.00
minVday

NO REFUNDS

H-vtii, m ....

COMtnjTPJtS
traaptorawtrr
iNTIHTau
top tail

LOST A KKIWO
is oava raasi

atusaciAPjs
kStaXCLLAtalOUS)

asoToacTCUb

WAMTtD
KMPanaT
WAMTtD
inbasaftajo

tcotour

ttUataata aUMXT

TO I

TtlAWll
raaNsaottTATiON
TuTowaao atntvtcip
TUTON WANTIO
WAMTTIO TO PWNT
WANTfO UIMIII

WEDNESDAY. APRIL 8

•ing — The UMi»> Theatre
Guild h rXadrrig a meeting UTiight at 7

p m in trte Cdtnpu* Center, room <XM.
All are wek« tnc

irijr — The Pioneer Valley
Libertarian A^stxiatinn will hold it*-

monthl) meeting timight at the U ild

Boar on 2 > 4 1 Boston Road in

Wilhraham The meeting begin

p.m . and an optional dinner meeting

begitv. at 6 p.m.

Meeting — The Index, the I
'

yearbook, will hold a general meeting

at 6 p.m. in room 504 in the Student

Union. All an.- invited

Theatre — Amherst College's
Department of Theatre and Dance
Production present the second night of

Harold Pinter s The Collection at 8

p m at I ayerweather Studio Trteatre at

Amherst College. Reservations are

required. Call the box office at

542-2277

Workshop — The Hillel House will

hold a pre-Passover woriishop at 5:50

p.m. Learn Passover songs, how to

lead/participate in a seder, and how to

prepare for Passover. All are welcome.

THURSDAY. APRIL 9

Lecture — Vincent Doyle, a gradu-

ate student in communications at

UMass, will present a lecture on "The

Fabrication of a Moral Panic: An
Analysis of the Public Discourse
Surrounding the London. Ontario
Kiddie Porn Ring." The event will

begin at 12:50 p.m. in room 805 in the

Campus Center.

Meeting — The UMass Queen Fan

Club will hold a brief and important

meeting at 5 p.m. in the Cape Cod

Ixjunge. Ideas for future events will be

discussed.

Meeting — The Ballroom Dancing

Club will meet from 5 50-7 p m in

Totman. room 101. New members
welcome. No experience or partner

necessary.

Theatre — Amherst College's

Department of Theatre and Dance
concludes its production of Harold
Pinter's 77tc Collection at 8 p.m. at

Fayerweather Studio Theatre at

Amherst College Call for reservation^

at 542-2277

Video — The Student Union Vaaaa
and Performing Arts Space will feature

Kazimir Malevich's Suprematism as

part of their weekly video series .it I

p.m.

FRIDAY, APRIL 10

Discussion — Come meet and dia

log with the AI.ANA Graduate
Student Network from noon I p m. in

the Campus Center, room 805.

Religious - A I irM Night Passover

Seder will be held at 5: 1 5 p.m. at

Hillel Kosher Dining Common Sign

up by April 8 by calling 544 1 7 1

NOTICES

Conference — loin in I Oataaaaaaaa

of undergraduate exploration and
excellence by attending the state-wide

Conference on Undergraduate
Research. Scholarly. Creative and
Public Service. Activities on Friday.

May I . at the Federal Reserve Bank of

Boston No charge for transportation

or registration Oral, pottarr,

visual/performing arts presentation--

based on student work span and disu

plines To register, contact Jennifer

B.iiU-v II I'n pram, hv April 10 at

"v4S 2M*>

Commencement housing — A limit-

ed number of residence hall rooms will

be available for the relatives and
friends of graduating UMass students

for the night of Saturday. Mav 21
Commencement housing applications

are available at the University,

Conference SaTvlcea Office. Campus
Center, room 4 I X To guarantee a

reservation, completed forms rnust he

returned bv Mav 8

Domestic l:\changc - There are

onlv 45 spaces left for the I9<48-I9«»

domestic exchange. Over 100 schools

are '-till available Come to the domes
tic exchange office in E 2b Machmer
Hall or cill 545 5551 for more infor

m.ition.

/ nif>li>\ment — UMass Lab School

has openings in the Reggio inspired

pre -chool program lot fall semester

fYH are pubhc tarvtcr announcernents prmtrd
dairy To submit an FYl. please send a press
release rontaminq ad pertinent mlormation.
«x furling the name and phone number ot the
contact person to the Collegian, c/o the
Manacanq tdttor by noon the previous day

lor more information, call lennifer

Ryan at 545-5 1 ««
I mplo\ment— The UMass CRC is

hiring work stodv office staff and web
publishers •Vpplications are available

in the CRC office 522 Student I nu.n

or leave a voice mail at 545- 1

1

22.

Volunteer work — The Amherst
Salvation Army needs volunteers any
day and any time Call 255-4747 for

more information.

V oluntcer work — The Crisis
Center, a aaaUSM husetts Suicide
Prevention Hotline is eurrentlv seeking

volunteers and interns I or more infor-

mation, contact Gina Grampetro at

070)849 5600 ext. 201.

dairy listings sponsored by

//l//^ 7%/ 1d UMgssf_omly student run Television Station
\S frW^S^m \r I *±W 21 6 stud€nt Unlon Oo«t«<e to the right of the Hatch) • 545-1 336 • wvm-unix.oit.umas$.edu/~uYctvl 9

Today's Program Schedule
3:30
3:37
4:09
4:44
5:00
5:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
10:00

UVC TV-19 Premier
CCttMS Ptowam

National wildlife Foundation: In These Ancient Trees
Rights A RaispontibilKies: Date Rape on Campus

Channel 1 9 News
A Gospel Celebration
UVC Basement Tapes

Theater With a Conscience
Room 307aVfign Off .flHMHMMMi

HSCN Bulletin Board
CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN
UPN/20

Harnord
Boston
Boston
Springfield

Movie 0>.

Hartford

Weather Channel
NBC/30 New Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/2- Hartford

WOCH&HSCN
InterrKJnoncrl

UMass Accidernic TV
HSCN Programming

31

UVC-TV19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

CNN
CNN SI

Headline News
UCTV
TBS
BET
TV land
Univision

Cornedy Central

Cartoon
Much Music

WEDNESDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
WVIT
WTIC

WWLP
WGBY
WGQB
WSBK
WTBS

O

CNN
COM

J®.m
CD

DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK
SCIFI

TLC
TNT

USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

H)
€D

u
3

JO NewsE
Mad Abo You

2«

6:00
Wishbone X
»- - -w-PWWS

News I
MHoaaslI

Cheers T.

New i

Simpsons I
News I
Creatures

Family Matters

6:30
Business Rpt

CBS News

CBSNewj
ABC News

BoyWorld

NBC News

Mad Abo. You

NBC News

Mad Abo. You

NBC News

Business Rpt.

ABC News

Mad Abo. You

Northern Exposure 8

Family Matters

VYorldview X
Lounge Liz. |Mal<e-Laugh

Wings (R)

Up Close

Supermarket

Spoilteenier

7:00 7:30
Newshour With Jim Lelwer I
Inside Edition

Extra X
Inside Edition

Fresh Prinea

Whaal-Forlune

Judge Judy X
Ent. Tonight

Seinfeld X
Wheel-Fortune

ITVX
Ent Tonight

Chronica X
Fresh Prinea

Jeopardy ! X
Judge Judy X
Hard Copy X
FrasterX

Jeopardy! X
Newshour With Jim Lehrer X
Seinfeld X
Seinfeld X
Andy Griffith

Frssie'X

Frasier X
Andy Griffith

Law a Order "Breeder X
Moneyllna X Crossfire X
Daily Show (R)

Gimme Shelter

Stain's Money

^

C - Campus
8:00 8:30

Scientific American Frontiers

Nanny (R)

X

Nanny (R) I
Dhirma-Greg"

Smart Guy X
Newsradio X

CybtHX

CybHIX

Spin City X
Sister, Sister

Seinfeld (R) X
Sentinel Breaking Ground" X
Newsradio X [Seinfeld (R) X

9:00 9:30
Life by the Numbers

Michael Hayes "Power Play' x
Michatl Hayes "Power Play X
Draw Catty X
Wayeni Bros.

3rd Rock-Sun

Star Trek: Voyi

Two Guys-Girl

Steve Harvey"

Working (R) X
agar

~|Wti

•Visa-Vis"

3rd Rock-Sun [Working (R) X
*** "Rookit of the Vtvtr" (1993, Corrady) Thomat Ian Njchoiat

Newsrsdio X |Seinteld (R) X
Life by the Numbers

Spin City X |Dhartn«-Grag~

Sentinel Breaking Ground" X

3rd Rock-Sun [Working (R) X

APRIL 8, 1998
10:00 I 10:30 I 11:00 I vTao

Yo-Yo Ma: Inspired by Bach (In Sleieo) iPanTof
Chicago Hope (in Stereo) I
Chicago Hope (In Stereo) X
Primetime Live XLivi

News

Law 9 Order "Thnll" (In Slereo)

News Grace Under

Law i Order "Thmf (In Stereo)

Newi

Law 1 Order "Thnll ' (In Slereo) NtwsX
Yo-Yo Ma: Insp red by Bach (In Slereo) (Pan 2 of 3) X
Draw Carey X |Two Guys-Girt | Primetime Live X
Star Trek: Voyager "Vis-a-Vis"

NBA Basketball Miami Heal ai New York Knicks (Live) X
Newi

Biography: Fatty A/buckle

World Today X
American Justice (R)

Cheers X
NBA

Larry King Live X
'AcVartfutM ot Bucttaroo Banzai Across them Dmmslon"

Wild Discovery: Life [Discover Magazine "Hunt"

Debt

MTV Live (In Slereo)

Kids' Choice Awards (R)

Quantum Leap (In Stereo) X

Intimate Portrait

'

My So-Called Ufa (in Slereo)

Major League Baseball Teams lo Be Announced (Live) X
I 'Join Lunden" |Unsolved Mysteries (In Slereo) I "Oklahomt City: A Si

Target: Mafia (R)

World Today X
South Park X |Dr. KattProT
UFOs: Down lo Earth

Renovation [Renovation

oil 9 Clark-Superman

Seaquest DSV (in Slereo) X
IRugrats 3

(In Stereo)

Home Again | Home Again

Baywatch "The Big Sp II" X
Babylon 5 "Z'ha'dum" X
Highlander: The Seriei X

(5:30) ** "JmgaAJ/iftaWay- [Inventors' Specials (In Slereo)

Romeoi Judef(1996. Drama) Leonardo DtCapno. •PG-13'
***•> "L»t$ lot Dinner*[My Comedy) Brian Wimmer. 'PG

Artist Cut

Hey Arnold! X
Say What?

Bewitched

RockumsnUry
[

Top 5 of Day

Wonder Years I Wonder Years

^urvrvty'i acvy"(199e. Drami

Real World X

*» "Marooneo"{^9, Seance Fiction) Qfegory Peck, ftictiard Criinra!

Happy Days

N»SWS M,

NtWS .**-

3)X
UteShow X
Late Show X

Stat Trek: Neit Gener

Nightline X

Vibe

[Tonight Show

Mad Abo. You

Tonight Show

Deep Space 9

Tonight Show
Charlie Rosa (In Stereo) X
News X [Nightline X
M'A-S^HX iRaalTVX
«» -4BHRS. "(1982T
Law 9 Order

sports lllus. IMoneyfine X
Daily snow [Stein's Money
Justice Files (R

'

Major League Baseball: Teams TBA
Kalhy Baker.

Austin Stories

I Love Lucy X

Wondr-WtithrTWrthout Warn.

Babylon 5 "The Ragged Edge~

Masters Praviaw

Hindenburg Craah/Titanlc (R) [Connections IN (R)

« "Forest Warrtor(l996. Adventure) Chuck Norris,' Teny Kiser.

"

4/* "ThM Thru* I luo* nl ktamn*tiaa7 h»m<in.;l A<^.L. m.

,aVi 'One Fine Oar" (1996, Comedy) Michelle Pleiller. 'PG' X
»« -The Three Lives ot Karen" (mi, Drama) Gail P'OradyTm

aa'A "SBr80"(1983. Drama) Manel Hemingway. 'R' X
a "Mad Dog Time" ^996) Ellen Barkri. 'R' X |My Giant

From the Earth to the Moon X
"Naked Soult'

,

(l995) Pamela Anderiorrwli;

\
WW Attitudes |Golden Girls

Loveline (In Slereo)

M.T. Moore ItiidX
Saaqmsl DSV (In Slereo) X
wondr-Watthr

I Without Warn.

Babylon 5 "The Ragged EdoT
SHkStalklngs (R) ("stereo) X
Ine kubsttutez SchooT, Out"

Dead Man's |Fast Track "Sweet ThurwW v
"Gente-Nlghr

"Dangerous"
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Horoscopes
ARIES (March 21-April 19) —

You can enjoy repeating a paM -ik

a'» today, but you mustn't allow
yourself 90 get loM in the mtmnirif*

of what only seems a better time.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
Now is not the time to test the
waters ol something new when you
have an old. familiar project to

work, en \ct FirM things first!

GEMINI (May 2l-|unc 20) —
You are feeling unusually affection

ate today, and you may surprise I

loved one with your willingness to

tend to his or het even whim.
CANCER (|une 21 -My 22) —

Your generosity is likely to be
matched today by that of a Scorpio

Matte. Together, you should be able

to produce a great deal!

LEO (|uly 23-Aug. 22) — You
may be considering a relationship

change, but you don't want to

appear at all fickle to those who
constantly have their eves on you.

VIRGO (Aug. 25-Sept 22) —
This is a good day to prove to oth-

ers that you have what it takes to

stick with it and go the distance.

The question ol how can be
answered 89981)

LIBRA (Sept. 2. -Oct. 22) —
You may be feeling as though oth
ers do not reaped you as much as

they should Do not demand what
you're not getting: try harder to

earn u

SCORPIO (Oct. 25-Nov. 21) —
Your social lite is about to pick up.

and today you'll have a chance to

get ahead on important projects in

order to free up a few evenings

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dcc.

21) — You needn't be submissive
today, nor must you try to be domi-
neering in any way. Strive] lo

achieve a new equalitv with friends

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)
— V>ur pride ni.i\ Ml .illovv you to

overlook even the *lighteM offense

today, but you must take care that

your reactions are not out of pro-

port ion

AQUARIUS (|an 20 -Feb IS) —
You are in the mood to be a little

more showy and stylish than usual,

and you may have the opportunity

after dark to strut \our stuff.

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20) —
You mustn't tea«e others today, for

vou will very likely take your own
joking too far. You don't know
when to say when at this time.

Closo to Homo By John McPherson

Oi-i«>t«e of the V>z\y

H Thoughout my life, to

where ever I roam, always
360 degrees, right back
home. }}

- Overheard

e **H . lilV* '<t>aaU9aafV.<'>jM»V*' -

M&W \t A - - •.. *•' ' J'' ^ O

It's part of our new Campaign

for Increased Productivity."

ACROSS
1 - mater
5 Had supper
10 Speaker s

platform
14 Nectar gatherers
1 5 Worship
1 6 Vanished — thin

air

17 Songbird
18 Gourmet

mushroom
19 Arabian gulf

20 Flee (from iaii)

22 Some students
24 Horned animal
25 Happen to

26 Ember
28 Yellow pigment
32 Face to face

36 Blood vessel

37 Comedian
Costello

38 Bar seat
40 — Khan
41 Native of

Topeka
44 Type of key
47 More timid

48 Cast a sidelong

glance
49 Greenish melon
53 Dress
b7 Loyal

60 Paper fastener

61 Flex

62 Polato state

64 Adolescent
65 Overfeed
66 Kind of wave
6/" Persia today
68 Trudge
69 Fashion
70 Actor Grant

DOWN
1 More
competent
Dog s chain
Thank you, ai

Montreal
Obliquely
"The
Hunchback ot

Notre
Oa1h response
Swedes
neighbor
Build

Indian city

10 Regional
language

1

1

Forever — day
12 Roman road
13 Juniors

21 Destitute

23 Aroma
25 Pat dry

27 Org or soc
29 Warmth
30 Therefore
31 O'Neal of films
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32 Types
33 Actor Wyle
34 Undersi/ed
35 Negative votes
36 Toward shelter

39 Neighbor ot

Ark
42 Withdrew

formally

43 Fine horse
45 No! right

46 Unpredictable
50 Skin features

51 Act like an
accountant

52 Like some eyes
54 "La Boheme.

tot one
55 Prove innocent

56 Singer Rogers
57 Recipe amt
58 Genuine
59 "Do others"

60 Shoe part

63 Computer in

"2001

Today's D.C. Menu
Cam* BAS-lty1« tW aaatra Jâ OWatlJaii

Franklin

LUNCH
Grilled Chicken Sandwich

Hot Pastrami on Rye
Ravioli with Tomato Sauce
Vegan Ravioli/Tomato Sauce

DINNER
Roast Pork

Chili Cheese Puff

Quarter Pound Burger

Quarter Pound Swiss Burger

Worcester
LUNCH

Grilled Chicken Sandwich
Spinach Noodle Casserole

Lentil Chili

DINNER
Roast Pork

Cheese Spinach Strudel

Savon/ Stuffed Peppers

Pastabilities

Tortellini

Hampshire
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich
Macaroni and Cheese

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

DINNER
Pineapple Ham Steak

Chicken De Carlos

Berkshire

LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich
American Chop Suey
Portabella Mushrooms

DINNER
Roast Pork

Cheese Spinach Strudel

Hot & Spicy Vegetable Pasta

Pastabilities
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Samela, Clark power UMass over Huskies, 12-6
By Michael Kobytonski

OJIaoion Staff

Massachusetts 1?

Connecticut 6

There is a reason why they play

nine innings in a baseball game

It in lor those days like yesterday

when Massachusetts spotted

Connecticut three runs in the top of

the first inning, and subsequently

watched leadoff hitter Shaun
Skeffington get picked off of first

base in the bottom of the frame.

It iv for those days when a pitcher

can struggle early,

but rebound to put

things together, like

UMass freshman
Nick Skirkanich did

against UCortn.

Trailing \ O, UMass quickly erupt

ed fur four runs in the bottom of the

frame, highlighted by a bascs-cleanng

double hv ..it. her Brian Samela. and

spotted their rookie hurler a 4- J

lead Skirkanich then settled down to

allow only one more run in his next

til innings of work, and the

Minutemen offense came through

once again to propel the hosts to a

12- 6 victory over UConn
"It didn t Mart off good, but we

came back Nick pitched well out

there and got some confidence We
knew that we had to go nine innings,

and that's a long game with our

team." said Samela. who finished

S-for-5 with three RBI

"(When Nick came in after the first

inning) I told him that he had to con

centrate on every hitter That's some-

thing that you can get away with in

high school but not here in college."

Massachusetts coach Mike Stone said

"But he settled down and pitched a

great game It's important for not

only him. but all of our freshmen to

do that

"

After scoring single runs in the sec-

ond and fourth innings. UConn
trimmed the UMass lead to 6-4 with

a rur *n in the top of the

-ICth

Then the Minutemen opened the

floodgates in the bottom of the frame

Skeffington started the inning with

a double to the right- center field

gap. Third baseman Bryan

Mazzaferro followed with a base on

balls, and Muchie Dagliere loaded the

ha-e- when UConn pitcher Al Bundy

booted a sacrifice bunt by the UMass

second baseman, who extended his

hitting streak to 19 games with a sin-

gle in the first inning

Doug Clark then came through

with a bases-clearing double ol hi-

own. upping the Minutemen lead to

9-4 Aaron Braunstein made it 10-4

with a single through a drawn-in

infield, and Sieve Asadoorian closed

out the five run inning

with a fielder's choke
which brought home
Braunstein. who had
moved to second on a

single by Samela

"This was a big game today. We
went down there last week and got

embarrassed We wanted to come out

and show them that we weren't the

kind of team that they played against

last week." said Clark, who drove in

live run* "There really aren't any

holes in our lineup All of the guys

have the potential to hurt you. so you

can't pitch around anyone. That

means we get a lot of quality pitches

to swing at
"

Braunstein would later add his first

home run of the year, while UConn
added a pair of runs to make it a 1 2-6

final

"Things started out rough out

there, but we came back. This was a

great win for us because we lost to

them last week." said Skirkanich. who
earned his first collegiate victory "It I

great to have such a great hitting

team and a good defense behind me.

because it picks me up and makes my
job a lot easier.*

"This was a mirror image of last

week's game. Last time we spaced out

our mts and they got them in bunch-

es. Today it was the opposite.* Stone

said. "We made some things happen

today. But now we've got to be ready

entral Connecticut tomorrow,

because they are a good team.*

The Minutemen will go up
* at 3 p.m in

Britain. Conn Freshman Craig Szado

will get the ball for his first collegiate

sun against the Blue Devils

For UMass, change in latitude

equals change in game's results

By Kathleen Rolls

Colsgnn Staff

Brian Samela had three hits and three RBI in a 12-6

yetterday afternoon.

CUIWUMh COUSCMM

victory over UConn

It whs nearly a mirror image of their

lu-t matchup a week ago lor the

Massachusetts and Connecticut baseball

teams Except this time the reflection

was a little more attractive for the

Minutemen, as they avenged their 1 1 -5

and won. 12-6. yesterday at Earl

rden Field.

In the last affair. UMass dotted the

-corccard with 12 hits, none of which

the Minutemen could mesh together to

formulate more than three runs, as they

stranded 10 runners The Huskies, on

the other hand, had no trouble provid

ing the timely hits to -ink the

Minutemen Muchie Dagliere went

r 5 with a pair of doubles while

Biuti Samela and Aaron BraunMein

both went 2 lor -4 with an RBI apiece,

but it just wasn't enough

'When we went down there last week

w.- were embarrassed." centerfielder

I Vug Clark Nasi "We wanted to show

them that we weren't that type of club,

we just dkint execute llast week|"

In the fir- 1 inning of yesterday.

UConn ilappnl UMass with u three run

deficit as freshman pitcher \kk
Skirkjnich struggled, letting up three

hits and walking two But has team pro

vided the backup as it topped the

Huskies with four runs in the bottom of

the same inning, smacking three hits

and forcing two errors off senior pitcher

Mike Galen and his Kara Galan faded

to And las groove, only completing one

inning while giving up five runs.

Skirkanich calmed down after the

first inning, hurling seven innings and

stowing just four runs while striking out

seven UConn talstd eight rut- but could

not find the breakthrough it needed

make a comeback, as the Minutemen

continued to mount their lead.

"I told him that he needed to concen-

trate on every single pitch after the first

inning." Massachusetts coach Mike

Sutie said 'But Nick scnled down and

pitched a
|

Opportunity knocked more than

once for UMass as the Minutemen

scored four runs in the first, and five

runs in the -ivth Muchie Dagliere

extended hi- longest career hitting

streak of 14 games with a single to right

held in the first inning in which he

eventually scored. Doug Clark drove in

live runs on a 2-for-*. day. and Aaron

Braunstein delivered his first homer on

the season Eight of the nine players got

at least one hit. including five

extra base hit;,.

It- great to have a great hitting team

behind you." Skirkanich said "It made

easy and it was a great wm fur

us."

UConn was not able to recover,

though the Huskies posted a two-run

rallv in the eighth inning Their four

pitchers failed to deceive the UMass hit

ten. as they gave up 12 hits, five walks,

and managed to hit Matt Wolcott twice

lor Samela. it was for personal rea-

sons to come out and perform as weU as

he did The native of Cheshire. Conn

was originally recruited by Hu-kir-

coach Andy Baytuvk. but was eventually

tossed to the side as Bayiock found he

didn t need another catcher at the time

Instead. Samela opted for UMaas.

Yesterday's game also marked the

<tne Samela caught for a fellow

Cheshire native, freshman Slurkarach

nice to play well and beat the

coach who didn i want me." Samela

said "| Skirkanich | was a freshman

when I was a senior, so I never got to

play with him*
What come* out of all this is while

the pitching is still s mixed bag of expe-

rience and freshmen jitters, the hitting

has been providing the balancing medi

urn K.r the team Prior to yesterday's

game. UMass was hitting a monstrous

V40 as a team and averaging over 10

runs per game
"1 don't see too many holes in the

lineup, and there's speed and power

everywhere." Clark said "Every pitcher

we face has to throw quality pitches to

every hitler in our lineup
"

Same story for pitchers against CCSU
By Jormo Koreanon

OifaawnSsaff

The pursuit of "perfection" could

definitely be considered one of the

most futile endeavors of the human
mindset...

Sometimes, that is

Yesterday after-

noon in New Britain.

Conn., senior I i/

Wagner pitched a perfect game
against Central Connecticut for the

Massachusetts softball team (20-11.

7-1 in Atlantic 10). and the

Minutewomen easily

took the 8-0 game for

themselves.

If the pursuit of

perfection can not be

achieved, near perfection could also

be considered a futile endeavor.

However, that congruent point has

already been nullified

Wagner had a 'no-hit" precedent set

for her in the first game of the double-

header against the Lady Blue Devils (0-

10). as junior Danielle rlenderson threw

a no-hrtter m a not- quite-as-immense-

ly dominating 6-0 win.

Sheer domination over this team

from a city known more for it's

Minnesota Twins' Double A affiliate.

Massachusetts 8

Central Conn.

or the Stanley hardware factory, is

not new for UMass. This perfor-

mance marks the second straight sea-

son the Minutewomen have held

CX M hitless in a douMeheader. after

UMass did a double-take as well last

season in a twin bill

on April 7.

Who were the

pitchers in that dou-

bieheader"'

Henderson and

Massachusetts 8

Central Conn.

Of course.

Wagner.

For Henderson, it was a case of

deja vu— all over again.

"After Liz had fin-

ished her warmups. I

said to her. 'do you

realize that t hi

the same team we
no-hit last year.'" Henderson said. "If I

didn't have two walks in my game, we
would have had two perfect gams.

"This performance kind of psyches

us up for this weekend |two double

headers agains, Rhode Island and

North Carolina 1. especially after that

loss to Dayton on Sunday We need-

ed this one."

The perfect game for Wagner was

the first of her career, and her second

career no-hitter This has been a tran-

sitional season for Wagner, as the

Sidney. NY native has been shanng

the No. 2 role on the pitching

with freshman Carrie kffene- while

also seeing time tn the designated hit

ter spot in the lineup.

No-hrtters are beginning to become

second-hand material for Henderson,

and this is the third no- hitter she has

thrown in nine starts, and the sixth of

her career. The Commuck. H Y mat
uci no-hit Michigan State on MMk
15. and also threw a perfect game

against Fordham on

March 29

After junior

Mandy Galas

scored on a throw-

ing error in the first

inning. the

Minutewomen took

a 2-0 lead on senior

Kim Gutridge's RBI

single in the first

game of the after-

noon. Wagner com

In the second game senior Tracy

Osier dabbled in some perfection her

self, going J-for-5 with HSTtething as

rare as a perfect game — a infield

double Alter (.utndge scored Galas

on a fielder s choice in the first

inning. LMa— put three runs on the

board in the third inning with the

help of two |.ady Blue Devil errors

The Minutewomen plated three

more runs in the fourth inning, with

another deja vu I all over again) exnen

ence occurring with

Gumdge on a RBI on

a fielder - cfc

lunior Becky
George's sacrifice fl>

finished off the fourth

inning scoring, and

Galas' btoop single in

the fifth officuitlv

invoked the aurcf

rule in the- 8-0 win.

Minutewoman
Danielle Henderson Notes: Henderson

Playoff spots still open in NHL;
coaches can make the difference

bined with freshman Annie Smith for

a pair of RBI singles in the fifth

inning, with Gut ridge scoring on a

throwing error after her triple

Freshman Debbie Tomiguchi

rounded out the scoring in the first

game with a RBI single in the sixth

inning.

earned her first career hit in the sec

ond game doing pinch hit duty the

third team All American has not

yielded a earned run in her last 91 I

innings of work, dating back to Feb.

28. and has registered double digit

strikeout totals in her last 12 starts.

p . aj for 202 Ks on the season.

Mich.it I Kt»r»\ l.mski

Lax to face Big Green
By Jamie Jee

Collegian Staff

Liz Wagner, shown here batting, did her damage on the mound yester-

day against CCSU, hurling a perfect game and not allowing the ball to

leave the infield.

The Massachusetts women's lacrosse

team will make a return to Ivy Ixague

play today when it hosts No. 12

Dartmouth ( J- 1 ) at 4 p.m. on Totmun

Field.

The Minutewomen won two of their

three previous Ivy League matchups.

the last coming against a solid Brown

team which finally succumbed to

UMass 8-7 in overtime.

What made the victory even swectei

was that the Minutewomen had Mm
thing to prove after last year's season

finale loss to the Bears— and they did

just that. UMass (4 2) also defeated

rival Harvard in its season opener, a

IV 12 thriller that ended after going

into double overtime. Their only loss to

an Ivy Leaguer came against a deep

Yale squad that used its speed and

agility to put together some strong

plays.

That gives the Minutewomen two
wins against the Ivy, both coming in

overtime periods. With UMass coming

off two straight wins over Brown and

Connecticut and Dartmouth being

nationally ranked, today's contest

could be very close. So far this season,

that has meant an advantage for the

Minutewomen. who have played out

standing defense in the extra periods

Although UMass had a minor scare

earK in its game against regional rival

UConn last weekend. the

Minutewomen bounced back and dom-

inated late as they sealed up a 15-4

road win. After a few shaky opening

minutes saw the Huskies pull even at

" V UMass finished with an impres

-ive 12-1 run.

The Minutewomen put together at*

eral crisp and well timed passes and

plays during that run and may need a

similar performance tot the duration of

today* game. The Big Green are led by

lacque Wcitzel and Lmily Fenwick,

who spearhead a solid attack for

Dartmouth, leaving little room for

error. UMass is certainly capable of

playing that type of game, especially on

its home field.

I it year, the Big Green came out

on top and put away the visiting

Minutewomen, I "-8, to increase their

lead in the all time series to two games

ill) I), Now that UMass has entered

the transitional phase in the rebuilding

process though, many negative -etie-

mora** should start to tfJVt

Hoping to continue that trend today

Turn to LACROSS, page °

And down the stretch they come.

it is crunch time for all

National Hockey League teams in the

playoff hunt twhtch is MM much
everyone but Tampa Bay). There are

some teams that are battling just to

make the post-season, while others are

trying to clinch home ice advantage

and a high seed for the playoffs.

• The majority of the University of

Massachusetts student body is proba-

bly in good spirits right now After all.

the home-state Bruins have been one

of the league's biggest surprises tn

1997 98. and sit right in the thick of

things in the Fastem Conference.

You really have to sit tn wonder and

try to comprehend how Pat Burns has

pulled this off The answtrr is simple

he gets the most out of every one of his

players.

The Black and

Gold are not a

team laden with

All-Stars and
Olympians. They
are a young team

with a veteran

coach — one that knows how to win

hockey games. Forget about the days

with Steve Rasper behind the bench

Burns provides stability for the Bruins,

and with a young nucleus of players m
place, this could represent the begin-

ning of a new saga in the storied histo

ry of the Bruins

• The mirror image of the B's in the

Western Conference has been the Los

Angeles Kings, and the fact that they

play 3.000 miles away from us makes

them seem even more unrecognizable

Once again, the situation is the same I

young team with few top notch play-

ers

I lowever. things are different behind

the bench Larry Robinson still is a

youngster himself as far as coaching

experience. Regardless, alter I playing

career which saw him etch his name as

one of the most solid defenseman of

all- time, you would just figure that

the man knows a little bit about hock-

ey.

And I would say that he does. In

fact, from all of the awards and Stanley

Cups that the former backliner took

home, it's safe to say that Robinson is

a winner. And now the Kings are

becoming winners too.

• Then there are the teams that are

still knocking on the door. Carolina

and San fose are still alive after starting

the month of April in impressive fash-

ion. The Hurricanes shut out New
lersey 4-0 last Wednesday (another

prime example why the Devils needed

to get another offensive threat at the

trading deadline) and downed Boston

on Monday night. With those wins, the

former Whalers are only two points

behind Ottawa for the final playoff

spot.

Hurricanes goalie Trevor Kidd may

have said it best when he said that the

spot will probably go to whatever team

huskies first The Senators appear to

be holding their ground after a 1-0

win over Buffalo on Sunday night

Sorry Trevor, all of us Whalers fans

know all about the failed last minute

playoff surges that end up just short I

hope that I'm wrong, but this year

appears to be no different

As far as the Sharks. I left them for

dead a few weeks ago. but they are

I hey actually pulled ahead of

Edmonton the other night, but are now
two points behind the Oilers after the

\lherta puckster*. beat Vancouver.

Goaltending will be the key for the

Mike Vernon will do his

best to single handed!) lead San lose

to the playoffs. Still. I don't see any

miracles happening again this year

dike they did when
s I shocked
Detroit in the ptay-

a few years

ago). But hey. at

least these guys

can work on their

tan in sunny California

• The top dogs are even trying to get

into the act out West Dallas leads

Detroit by two points for the No I

seed. However, the funny thing in all

of this is that St I oui- may end up

with a lower seed than Colorado even

though they have more points than the

Avalanche

Somehow the rule that gives the divi-

sion winners the top two seeds regard-

less of their number of points doesn't

seem as iiistified anymore. Oh well.

• I had to stand up and cheer for the

all-out brawl in the Islanders/Rangers

game over the weekend. However.
Rangers backup goalie Dan Cloutier

just totally kicked the |you fill in the

four-letter word| out of Tommy Salo

of the Islanders. Salo looked like

Cloutier's personal punching bag out

there, as the Swede was tucked in the

fetal position.

• Several teams can now be officially

declared out of the playoff hunt, even

though they still are mathematically

alive.

first, the Rangers. You lost to the

Islanders. Enough said.

Second. Anaheim. Scoring punch
with Tcemu Selanne. but not much
else II they only had Paul Kariya for a

full year.

Next on the list: Florida. Get some
offense and maybe you'll win some
games.

Finally. Toronto and Vancouver.
Polar opposites here The Maple Leafs

have no money or talent, while the

Canucks should be battling Colorado
for the Pacific Division crown, but
aren't.

Oh well, there's always next year.

Michael Kobylanski is </ Collegian

columnist.
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Don't know any-
thing about what's

hot and whit's not

this spring? Check
inside tor some
tips (see Arts it

Living, page 5)

It just

wasn't enough

|en Herker scored
two goals, but the

UMsss women's
lacrosse team tell

to Dartmouth yes-

terday (see Sports,

page 14)

WORID

Greek rocket attack

has officials on edge
ATHENS. Greece (AP) A rocket

attack on a CiUbanfc branch «i Athens

early yesterday sent out much wider

tremors tears of * return at the deadly

and elusive November 1 7 terrorist

group "It's the* way ot saying, We're

back, we haven't forgotten, so don't

•onjet about us.'* said Maria Bom. tor-

mer head of a committee formed to

fight Cfaak terrorism

No one darned responvbasy for the

anti-tank mmde attack, which caused

safJtmii i damage but no rnunes

But it carried ail the hallmarks ot

November ) 7, whtch has been srtent

twice the slaying ot a Creek shipyard

owner 11 months ago November 17 a
the only terrorist group in Greece
known to use rockets It often waits

days before claiming mporwtxMy for

an attack

Some orSciah cfcdn't was tor a decla-

ration to put the blame on November
1 7. whose litany of violence and 22
Manas dates back to the murder of the

OA station crart c 197S
'All the evidence points to

November 1 7," police subcommand**
rums Gnrgopoulos usd

Pokes worry that Oaece'i oldest

and most feared terrorist cell could

begin a new round of attacks There

was also concern about the target t

htgh-proMe American company

NATION

Amtrak accused of

racism by employees

WASHINGTON (AT) — Eight black

Amtrak employees and their union

sued the passenger railroad yesterday,

accusing it of racial harassment and
discrimination

The lawsuit, also lorned by a former

Amtrak worker and a rejected appii

cant, accuses the company of hiring

too few blacks, denying promotional

opportunities to those hired and sub-

jecting them to harsher discipline

than their white counterparts

"At Amtrak. African-American men
and women are passed over for jobs,

are passed over for training and are

passed over for promotion," charged

Anthony D. Rochon, a regional vice

chairman with the Brotherhood of

Maintenance of Way Employees.

Amtrak spokesman Cliff Black said

the company was surprised by the

lawsuit He said Amtrak promptly
investigates reports of discrimination

and harassment and initiates discipli-

nary proceedings when appropriate

"Amtrak has a zero-tolerance policy

for any discriminatory practices either

in hiring, promotion or the work
place," he said "Amtrak has always

worked hard to make sure its hiring

and promotional practices are fair and

equitable for all applicants and
employees."

The lawsuit, filed in US District

Court here, does not seek specific

damages, but plaintiffs' lawyers esti-

mated it would take $100 million to

cover lost wages, mental anguish,

attorneys' fees and punitive damages

EXTENDED FORECAST
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Harvey & Jolly

elected to seats

on Select Board
By Paul Hayes
Collegian Staff

AMHERST— Bryan Harvey and
Dolly |ull> won Select Board scats,

and two University ol Massachusetts

students became Town Meeting rep-

resentatives in Tuesday's Amherst
town elections

Harvey, an incumbent Select

Board member, coasted into hi-

third term with 1. 70s votes lolly,

who received

1.447 votes.

withstood a

strong sh

bv Teri

H w e i I i n g
Greency. who
received I.IU
MM*
Harvey said he

is looking tor

ward to having a

constructive
relationship with

the newlv elect

ed lolly Hi- Brat

order of business

will be to get

ready for the

I own Meeting, which will begin in a

>oeks

lolly was very pleased to have
won. and look* forward to learning

what people have to say about town
nment. and listening to citi

lens and student concern*.

A* a UMass art student and a

school activist, she also is consider

ing serving as a Select Board liaison

with the Town Public Arts

Commission and the School Board

As for I Mass candidates, stu-

"I'd gladly lay down
my body to get more
students to vote.

Maybe the only nay
to get them to come
out will be to wait

until I run Ifor

re-election],

"

- Amherst Select Board
member Hill Un-

dents lames lltringham and Mum
Yates both received bt> votes, 12

apiece from on- campus voters M
gain seats in Town Meeting which
meets next month.

L Mass student and Select Board
write-in candidate lason Vecchio
finished last in the election with 165

but said he felt good about

the wav things went.

Vacckio said that he was very

proud of his supporters, and added

_^_^^^^^_ that other than
not getting his

name un the bal

lut. he wouldn't
change a thing

about the elec-

tion

"I felt I was a

solid candidate,
mv issues were
strong, I was
articulate.*
VceeMo said *A
lot of what hap-

pened |in the

election | was just

the reality of a

write in cam-
paign

"

\icchio felt the University's dis-

play of participation in 1

1

>t ordinary, and that it made
an impact on the town

"I feel thev were taken aback by

it," \c-cchlo said

. hio who plans to take up
residence in Amherst after he gradu-

ates), said he would take a couple ot

months to consider his lulure politi

cal plans

Turn •OAIO page?

Look Ma! No hands!
•

Harry LaCoste displays his unusual talent ot being able to balance a bike on his face yesterday

Dorm sign-in motion fails
Questions over student safety prevent passage

By Jill Corrofl

Hifqioi asi

A motion intended to provide convenience for students

when signing in visitor* to residence halls failed after

questions ol compromising security were raised during

last night's meeting ot the I IlisaiBsvj of Massachusetts

Student Government Association (SGA).

Senator Michael Rossettie (Southwest. Washington

i

proposed a motion to make it easier for students to sign

in guests to their dorm.

The motion would allow residents to give a list of up to

four guests to their cluster office and the guests on the

list would be able to show identification and enter the

dorm without requiring the resident to come downstairs

to the secuntv de»k

iMMMli proposed the motion based on similar pro-

grams used at other school

-

"I have some friends who go to (Massachusetts
Institute of Technology) and all you have to Jo ic walk in

|the dorm | and say your name." Rossettie said.

Senator Hrenda Fitzpatrick (Commuter At-largei -.aid

thi- system could allow viMtors to wander the dorm when
the resident was not home.

*You could submit a guest list and vou could be out to

dinner and the person could be wandering the dorm for

two hours." Fitzpatrick said.

Rosettie said the responsibility of the resident lor the

visitor would prevent thic

'People are still responsible for their guests even it

thev are not there." Rosettie said.

Senator Scth Avakian (Southwest, lohn Adams" ajaa

was concerned about letting visitor* in dorms without

ensuring the resident is there.

"The guest list gives an open window to people who
don't live there to be there through the night without the

host being there." Avakian said "What houMnj; i» push

ing for is greater security and this will not help it It will

hurt it

"

Senator lennifer Casasanto (Southwest At-I arge)

debated in favor of the motion.

V'u take it into your own hand* II vou use vour

name to submit a guest list then vou re still responsible-

even if your not there." Casasanto said. "This make- it

easier for our constituents I really don't see the problem

with this
"

Senator I leanor Court (Orchard Hill. Field) afag had

aoaritj concerns.

"If your roommate goes away for the weekend jnd

leaves a list and you also have a list, there could be ci^ht

people with one host." Court said.

Casasanto said it is now possible to have up SO ID peo

Turn to MOTION page 2

Queer profs speak

on life experiences
By Dylan Lorke

Collegion Staff

Civil Action author Harr
speaks about life as writer
By Nicole Simmons
Collegian Correspondent

lonathan Harr. author of the

non-fiction book A Civil Action.

and winner of the National Book
Critics Circle Award for

Nonfiction, discussed life as a

writer with members of Universitv

of Massachusetts lournalism
Department Chairperson Norman
Sims' literary journalism class

Tuesday.

A Civil Action follows the law-

suit of several Woburn families

who's children died of leukemia
caused, they said, by groundwater
contamination. They sued the
companies believed responsible
for the environmental damage —
W.R. Grace Co. and Beatrice
Foods Co.

Harr. a Northampton resident.

discussed the goal of the book.

"I wanted to see what was
going on behind the scenes," Harr
said.

To do this. Harr shadowed |an

Schlichtmann, the lawyer repre-

senting the families, from the time

the trial began in 1986. He was

granted almost absolute access

during the case.

What he didn't see first-hand,

he reconstructed later.

"If you're not there, the issue is,

to what extent can the reader
believe what you've written?"
Harr said. He made sure to ques-

tion all parties involved in a scene

to make sure the reconstruction

was as accurate as possible.

Harr explained after eight and a

half years after starting the pro-

ject, he was able to take 196 vol-

umes of deposition testimony, 78

days of trial testimony, 57 vol-

umes of pre- and post-trial hear-

ings, and 100 notebooks worth of

notes and produce an award-win-

ning book.

"It was a terrible experience,

but it was a good outcome. If it

wasn't a good outcome. I

wouldn't be here telling you what

a terrible experience it was." Harr

admitted.

Harr's "good outcome" was bet-

ter than he expected. Not only has

the book been a success, but six

months before it was published,

Robert Redford bought the rights

to it for $1.25 million.

"I never thought it would he I

movie." Harr said. He didn't think

the story was movie material: it

was a complicated lawsuit with

two defendant* in the CMC, the

families never took the stand, and

it wasn't exactly a happy ending.

Nevertheless, the movie i- *ct to

be released this fall, starring lohn

Travolta as Schlichtmann.

One of Harr's bigge"

was how to structure the hook

"I didn't go into it with an fen-
da. I didn't know what I w.is

going to say." Harr *aid "Unlet*

you're writing history, you don't

know what's going to happen."

Harr was following the ItOTJ H
it happened so he couldn't shape

it. He finally decided how to struc-

ture the book in 1991. five years

after he began it. He made
Schlichtmann the center ol the

story.

Harr has found manv parallel"

between his life as a writer and
Schlichtmann's life as a lawyei

It took Schlichtniann eight cen-
to try his case and Harr cijiht

Turn to AUTHOR page 2

The I 'nivctMiv ol \l.i«>achu>ctt-

Pride Alliance — the gav. lesbian

Manual and transgender undergrad-

uate ^roup hoMcd a panel ol out

queer pralataOQ Tue-day night in the

Campus Center

tl v-ho participated in the

panel dlactsaticM included I '-.I

Henderson. Communication
Department. Warren Blumenfeld.

Social Oivcr-itv and Fducalion
Department; lee Budget t. Konomio
Department. Ilelan Page.

AnthropoiogJ Department: and
Barbara Cruik»h.ink. Political Science
Department

The paneh-tv -poke to approvi

mater) 70 undergraduate-, graduate

Widen*! and community members
about their positive and negative

experience- a- out gav. lesbian and

irangender community member- OH
c.iinpuv The panelists described the

reactions thev received trom other

department member- and -tudent-

\lter the panel, ihe profetsori

an-wered quedion- from the audi-

ence

Hendci-on. spoke first to the

group about her experiences within

her department

"I Mthoughl awkward... and
uncomtortable things happened being

an out lesbian. |at UMaas] nothing

bad ha- ever happened to me as a

recult ol being out." Henderson said.

Henderson has run into conflicts

with student* in the past, however

"Student- have sometimes made
nasty remarks (to me|." Henderson
-aid

In comparison to Henderson's
previous job as one of the few openly

£av prolessors at the Lniver-itv ol

IVnn-vlvania. the climate at L'Mass

l- much more supportive and
divei

' There were some antagonistic fac-

ultv members that were fearful of me
|.it Penn State |." Henderson said.

Blumenfeld often facilitates Social

Diversity, and Education Weekend
Seminar- and noted that he was the

only male on the panel

Turn to QUEER page 3
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A group of University

coming out experiences.

Massachusetts professors speak about their

•
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board
continued from page 1

"I don't want to suggest ai this tunc that I'll run for

any other positions." Vecchio said. "But I continue to

have aspirations."

lolly said Vecchto ran a commendable campaign,
which was also beneficial because it got Msjdants
involved

"We'll hear a lot from him in the future." lollv said.

Harvey said Vecchio planned a good campaign, and
that 163 voles was a lot for a write in campaign

^ervone I talked to had a favorable impression of

him," Harvey said. "I hope he'll stay involved, and I

plan to talk to him about possibilities [ol involve

mentj."

The Keg Vote
The Student Government Association (SGA), the

Student Center for Educational Research :mj
Advocacy iSCERA), Commuter Service> and the

Commuter Area Government worked together to

hold the Southwe-t \oterlcst Irom 12 to 8 p.m. in

front of the Hampden Dining Commons in the

Southwest Residential district on Tuesday
U cording to poll worker Dave Hammer, 51
ihwest area students i27 from district 10a and 2-i

from district 4a i voted at Hampden in Tuesday's
town election, which is a vast improvement over the

four student- who ..a-i their ballots for a referendum
vote lait Fall.

In response lo Select Board member Hill Boss' sug-

gestion that student voter turnout would improve it

kegs were placed by the polls, \oterlest offered kegs

of root beer

"Wt appreciate Hill Bosses suggestions, because
turnout has been higher lor this election thai

ones." Hampden poll clerk, and recent l Mass pi
ate, Ben 1 inkow said

"\\c J appreciate any further suggestion- Mr Bom
has." I inkow said.

Boss said he still felt 5 1 votes did not warrant polls

on campus, and was disappointed thai the plo> to use

him to get more students to come out was not more

successful

"I'd gladly lav down mv bodv to get more students

to vote Maybe the onlv way SO gel them lo come out

will be to wait until I run [for re election).' Boss

-aid

About >0 other student- were turned awav troni

the on campus poll- Some had then voter rcgi-tru-

lion cancelled by the town because the) had tailed to

vole in previous elections others had HlfJllCfSjsJ in

another district, or had moved and forgotten to notitv

the town.

"In the defen-c ol the town, they have tons of

information in their data bank- Irom ever. -lu..

They choo-c tO lemove inaccurate inloi malion.

>uo said.

Regardless ol the problems in regi-tution, or the

low turnout -anient volunteer- in Southwe-t were
pleased with the wav thmg- went

"Thi- i- o. m Ud
election- ilntlhUsi.* Hammer said.

.nupaign along wilh the \oierfe-i.

attracted over *00 people over the cour-e ol the dav

and made Southwest residents aware of the polling

I in Hampden, Hammer said

"This wa- about voting not the clecti

Hammer said o( the Voterte-t "The improved stu-

dent turnout can onlv be a good thing a- tar a- that's

concerned il it doubles again we'll keep on gelling

-iton^

V. !.:mc to Hammer, during the \ olcrle-t 40 -tu

dents wei .'isiered to vote in the next town
elections.

vordmg to S..oii CotUin, one t I lun-

- there were two Vecchto -upporter- campaign-

mg tor the write in candidate at each ol the t>

polling star

hsjpoM J in tront ol (lamp
handing , hio -ticket- to be

placed on the ballot- lor hi- wnle in -aiiipaign

"I've lived in Southwe-t lot iwo vear- Ive never

seen anything like this before," Conlm said

motion

Ready for GO?
list* imsM' i oust •*>

Gavin Friedman gets his hair cut at Amherst
Barbers yesterday

continued from page 1

pie with oik ho-

1

The polci J- tar a- I know you can have 10 people in

your room So I don i -ee how this would be more than

thai." Casasanto -aid

Scnatoi Sara Cody (Orchard Hill At Large) felt this

-v-tem would create additional work lor Resident

\--i-iaius (RA's).

Isn't that ju-t going SO create more work for RA's."

t-odv said.

"I'm an RA and I like this motion.' Casasanto said.

"This i- not making anvthing mandatorv It's just giving

students more options
"

Court tcciue-ied thai il passed, the system should be

implemented later

"Sccutilv need-" 10 nam and there are a lot ol them -o 1

would like to add a Iriendly amendment |to the motion

|

-o it would take cited next vear." Court -aid

,-anto tell it should be enacted soon in order SO

wotk out problem- in the -v-tciii

"I think we should enact it this -pring II would be a

great trial run and then thev could work on it over the

summer." Casa-anlo -aid
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Ball to raise AIDS awareness
By Jason Trenkle

Collegian Staff

author
conhnoed from page l

to wtite hi- book Schllchlmann - ^a-c won Sh

million and Harr wa- given an $t<0.000 advance on the

book Schhchtsnanti becasM so broke during rtu

that he -lept on a couch on hi- offlol Harr became SO

that he stopf. on a couch in Schlichtmann's office

too.

Ihe -la— wondered how Harr -urvived for so long

without a -leadv income In essence, he became the

ivpival -trugghng writer He -aid hi- wile -up

ported them it Harr - advancements weren't enough

They lived trugallv Harr drove a I^KI Toyota to and
Irom Boston In [Wb it was -ulli-ieni but bv tl

of the CMH m |s»-»i. the gas tank was rusting and Man
-aid. "I wa- an environmental hazard my -ell " He now

drive- a I evu-

The first Annual University of Massac hu-ctt- flayers

Ball ol |vWg, hosted in part by the Soul TV Network.
will take place 1 ndav liom 8 p.m.-I am in the Student

Union BaJtrooai in tecogmtion ol AIDS awareness.

The puipo-e ol the -tudent organized event i- to mtc
giate an enchanted evening with a classic urban ball

loom -iv le with a hip-hop theme, in hopes of increasing

student awareness in the practice- ol -afe sex and the

DOMHtMMM of AIDS. A portion of the evenings bene-

ln- will go toward- 1 ifetieat. "the music industry's fight

again-t All I

I Ma-- student- |o-lm Green, I velc Hernandez and
Mike Harris will be hosting the evening as members for

the Soul I V Network and have contributed a lot of

effort into the event. Soul T.V. Network also has experi-

ence in various television production- including seg-

ments "Hoi Spot-' and "Master Mu-ic "
I hoc -cements

havc been highlighted by variou- interview- with proles

-lonal R&li/hip hop artists, and the host- organized past

event- including local talent- of l> I
- and cntertamei-

Uihcr or gam/.n ion- and individuals that have con-

tributed to making the ball possible include Black Mass

Communications Projoct, \-ian latino African Native

American lALANA) Caucu- Iota Phi Theta, Asian
\meiuan Student Association. Campu- Activitie-

Office. Xlpha Phi Alpha, Cape \erdean Students

Association, Bertucci's, WMUA-FM. Nam Global

Enterprises, Charles Limited. Dc-igner Tyrone (ohnson.

Designs by Uche. models from I Ma--. Springfield and

Bo-ton, AIC Football, and various other Amherst busi-

nesses.

Some of the evening activities thai will be taking place

include various styles of dance, a wide variety of music,

food, and a competition lor the haver and Playette of

the vear. Students will have the chance to judge the win-

ners based on style, appearance, talent, and the individ-

ual with the most AIDS awareness.

"We want lo bring out AIDS awareness in a unique-

way by incorporating music, entertainment, and fashion

into a social atmosphere," Green -aid

"This is an opportunity lot eveivone to come Out and

strut their stuff for a good cause." -aid ho-t Mike Harris

of the event.

In benefitting the ball, the event will be televised on

UVC Channel H. as well a- the rallling Cot tree tickets

lomght on WMUA-FM with DJ. Sweet "
I " at ^ p.m.

"So much has gone into organizing the order of events

thai I want lo thank everyone who helped make it possi-

ble," Green said

In the past. Soul I \ has been responsible for promot

ing student talent through live and televi-cd productions.

"I think it's great lhal student- have come together for

Soul IV - MDS awarcne-- through the Player's Ball,

and it's going to be an oil the hook event.' Hernandez

said.
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he Collegian Is taking applications for:

WERTISING
i REPRESENTATIVES

;/ We are looking for Enthusiastic, Energetic, Organized and

j
. f Self-motivated Freshmen, Sophomores and Juniors from any major.

...

I! you are guilty of any of these traits, contact Luis at the

<y ,
Collegian Advertising Office at 545-3500 or stop in and fill!

|
out an application at

,1 *k^ U3 CamPus Center Basement

;';/mF }H) \\ BMll VWk\ \\$\\ w ii \ii}1h\\\\\\\\ .

ra.ph.ics

Collegain night graphics department
is- now accepting positions for fall
'98.

Anyone with expirence with
Quarkexpress , Adobe Photoshop or
Adobe Illustrator should come down
to the Campus Center Basement room
113 and fill out an application.

Jf you have any question^* please
call 545-1864 and ask for Joe or
Josh

UN ut DOMM.D I CQUICK*

Does that come with a sauna?
Greg Wegrryn, a sophomore geology major, looks at possible

place to live for next semester yesterday in the Campus Center.

Interested in

writing for
News and get-
ting paid for

it?

Become a News
Associate Editor

for next semester.

Reporters needed
to cover:

Amherst/ Five

College Area,

Features/ RSOs,
Student

Government,
Faculty and

Administration,
and Public

Health. For more
information, call

Leigh at

545-1762 or

stop by 113
Campus Center.

S# t̂o

UMASS CAMPUS ACTIVITIES

PRISFNTS

Call your mom. Tell everyone

you're calling your girl.

1-800-COLLECT

fyftm

queer
continued from page 1

"Why are the majority d the out

professor- female?" Blumenleld
rhetorically asked the audience

"Homosexuality. bi-e\ualny and

tran-genden-m transgress- ihe male

gender role to -ueh an extent |that|

maybe this is why there are more out

female taculty than out male faeultv
'

Blumenleld said.

following Blumenleld was Badgeti

who explained how hard it M
her to eome out lo her classes on the

lir-t day "because mkrcieccinornics is

more difficult to come out in than a

class on .1

"I am out in print I feel

professional lesbian and I am
about as out as I can be." Badgeit

said

Badgeti ha- received both positive

and negative reaction- Irom lacullv

members and student

-

"A lack of understanding made it a

little harder being out. |bui| being

out at least gave me the chance lo

confront pce>ple in homophobic situa-

tions." Badgeti said.

Badgeti ha- recently been denied

tenure and believe- ihi- might be

i
open about her sex-

De.-pite the discrimination, I

don t regtei a>ming out." Badgeti

-aid "It i- useful lo come out
"

"I do think it i- our responsibilnv

be out | Coming out | i« going to

have more personal benelit- I

than vou can ever imagine." Badgett

said.

Page spoke as the next panelist.

and i- a lemale lo-male transsexual

(>okc about hi- gender identiiv

and racism he has received being

Page lives as a male and underwent

a -e\ realignment procedure 18

months ago He believes his depart-

ment ha- overall been accepting of

both his gender idcntitv and transi-

tion hui feel- hi- student* had con

-iderablv more difficulty coming lo

term- with hi- -urgcrv

VotJ a-sumc thai bodie- deter

mine who you arc . I have always

experienced the body as not me."

Page said

Page made clear that throughout

hi- life and at I Mass. racism has

cllecied him much more than homo-
phobia.

"Those who identify as white and

have a privilege of not being one of

color.. If anything happened to my
10b il had nothing lo do with my
gender, but everything lo do with my
race." Page said

Cruik-hank was the la-i SB -peak.

"Professionally I have never been

set back from being out. but m tally I

have been." Crutk-hank said.

Ctuikshank feels that it i- hard

socially to be queer in departments

that arc predominately straight

"I can't related lo others -ociallv

The thing I worry about most as an
out faculty member i- being accused

vual harassment." Cruikshank

said

The panel wa* well attended and

d response* from man> of the

audience member*.

Jusf- inder:
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BLUEWALL CAFE...8PM

David J
Comedian DavidJ

has opened for "SNTs" Adam Sandler and

Kevin Nealon. He was a finalist in "HBO's"

Kids in the Hall Comedy Challenge.

He jokes about his own experiences

growing up and going to college.

Da\id can be seen regularly at

clubs in and around New York City.

1 mass Student Bill Dempsey

will open the show'

UPa

The film "Jackie

Brown" will be shown
following performance;

and on Sunday in the

Student Union
Ballroom at 8:00pm

1 his scries is made possible by a grant from the UMass Auxilia ry Services Department.

the Office of the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs, and the '

DAILY COLLEGIAN

Applications Available For 1998-99

STAFF POSIT
at University Producti

-Hospitality

Coordinate),

-Productio

Manag
Office Manager

-Business Manager

-Talent

Coordinator-

-Promotions

Direct^^M

-Graphics Designer

-Security^^M

Coordinators

•Stage ManagM

xo-ti*
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Yearbook shots

Mike- M

You know, you can't escape

Monica Lewinsky. In the

wake of the dismissal of the

Paulo lones case, the media has

gone back to focusing their cam-

eras on everybody's

favorite California

tut. And we've gone

back to seeing that

MM
lhat picture

W e all remember
it You have to

There was our little

Monica, dressed up
lur the internship

she didn't deserve

all smiles But the

IK turned out
horribly wrong »^^^^^^«
I ewinsk) i picture made her look

chalky, googly-eyed and confused

I still «nuley. though — she's a

trooper il nothing else). She seems
to have a stewardess uniform on.

It's one of those pictures that she

probably seat home to mom who
was like "That's very prcttv.

Monka " Then it was hidden deep

in some drawer under thai ugly

prom photo were she has frosted

hair and some dress out of

Tiffany's closet.

But then the fit hit the shan and
that picture became the picture of

the moment And I feel sorry for

her Because we all have that pic-

ture, back from the da> Think

hack — there's some picture from

senior week or spring break that

you don't want the world to see

Monica hist had the misfortune of

becoming famous. All of a sudden,

people were judging her by lhat

picture On top of n. ihe

President in ladies was
hasnsj questioned But if you look at

other photos, videotape, she's

Her handlers have

gone to great lenfths to show her

off as being pretty and fashionable

Hey I give her an eight out of Ifl

But that picture, it will ahvajfl be

there

M\ st. nun MM ol high school. I

had to get the senior

portrait taken Sow

.

tnusi people look

toiwjid to this get

ting the haij

paving extra money

to have the /its

taken out of the pic

lure alterwatd Not

me I hate having

niv picture taken I

just wanted to get it

over w uh So thai

morning I had the

misfortune of has
cssaru

ing a LaSallc High School deli.

breakfast pizza Breakfast sjajaj is

made Irom "egg." "cheese ." and

some kind of ..rust I washed that

baby down with some Mountain
Dew Oh. vcah. vou don t have M
be Richard Simmons to know
that's not good. It's like Pop Rocks

and Pepsi

As it turned out in the picture I

look gassy (which h\ all MOMMM.
could be the case), and contused I

seem to be falling asleep lo top it

all off. my head kv > | lor

my body I'm telling MM MJ
head is not loo big for m> Kk1\

But by some tnck of photograph*.

I've got a Charlie Brown's head It

gives the wrong impression of rue I

don't look like that You have to

realize with the right haircut. I CM
a dashing stance M* morn s d vs |

am quite handsome I have spent

ibe vcars since trying to keep thai

pk-ture out of sight

I worry at night, when I have

nothing better to do. that om
I'll be caught in some p

and that picture will be what I

one sees of me The media will

stake out my house and scare niv

dog We think we see Mike, a.k.a.

I\impkinhead,' but it could just be

a weather balloon or a Kodiak
bear " People like that mummy
loan Rivers will judge my outfits on

the F' channel "Yuck' How many
times is he going to wear thai

livers larat) this week'' Do the

wash Mike' And comb sour hair'

You can't wear a baseball hat with

a sun!"

Something along these lines hap-

pened to my friend Mike in high

school We had to hand in baby

and toddler pictures so that thev

could be matched up with our
senior portraits Kind of a

"look-how-far tlwv ve some" kind

of thing Not wanting lo leave this

dangerous chore up to potentially

starrv eyed parents. I got a MM lit

tie picture where I have nothing

going in or coming out of niv

mouth and I am fully clothed
Other kids did the same choosing

tastelul photos troni those years,

bul mv friend Mike wasn't think

ing. He let his mom choose the pic-

lure So there it was one day. a pic

lure of Mike taking a bath in a

sink The water was dirty, but not

dim enough that it could obscure a

certain voung feature \nd this was

an all boys school So lor the rest

of the year. Mike had to listen to

people questioning his hygiene and
his manh.i«J So one need» that.

So here's what I'm saying watch

vour back You may laugh at

MonicJ now hut one day. you'll be

watching TV. and there* that pu

lure of you. on the toilet, reading

Swedish porn i there are no rules

there) that your buddy took as

a joke Oh man. it will not be pre!

tv \nd then Monica will have the

last laugh

MM U a Collegian

ixtlumniM

Karaoke king
Remember when I told you how I wanted be a rock

Well mv dreams have come true

In Chtcopee. at least.

I ike 1 told you last week, my birthday was last week,

so we went out to the HuKel.au in Chtcopee to cele-

brate I had never been, but my f'nend Teddy la Western

Massachusetts baseball legend. I'll ha.e you know) sold

me on it by promising "an incredible buffet." and the

potential for a karaoke panv

And hey. I love but'

W e should have known it was going to

be an interesting night when, after some
scrumptious swordfish. our waitress told

us thai the night s entertainment would be

f lovd Patterson.

mean Floyd Patterson former
heavyweight champion of the world, is at

the Hu-Kc-Lau. right now?" I said.

V». if PI ever knew I ate swordfish

and hung out with former heavyweight
champion of the world Floyd Patterson in

the same night, he'd be pretty proud.

No. but his son. Floyd Patterson is.

He's a singer." she said. sasssssssssssssa

I h. OK.
None of us. besides maybe Housemate A. (and he's

never been normal) wanted to see Floyd Patterson's punk

kid sing R&B covers. Our waitress sensed we weren't

impressed.

"There's also karaoke at the bar." our waitress said.

Hrrtm. Sounds like a part*

Problem is. the place is dead. People are sleeping on

their tables. (Maybe they never had the swordfish).

Something had tn he donr

So I recruit Housemate A t. pacabana" with

me. because I was scared as hell about signing to the citi-

zens of Chicopee. (Never an easy crowd)
Now. I don't know if it was the bright lights, the

swordfish or the scorpion bowls (both of them), but

dammit if I didn't feel like a diva as soon as I hit the

stage.

Within five bars of "Copacabana" (his name was Rico,

and you're damn straight he wore a diamond). I was belt-

ing out Neil Diamond's finest, complete with hip-swing-

o

ing and a dance I like to do around the house when I beat

Housemate C tn Sega.

Despite messing up 'Lola" and "Rico" more than once,

we were a hit

And damn it if we didn't keep signing

I had two different older ladies ask me to sing with

them I had a girl snuggle up to me and ask me to Ms]
"Paradise hv the Dashboard I tght" with her I said no

(frankly, she was chubby, wasted and a wee bit flirta-

tious), and she said "No. not with me. I

want you to sing it with your little college

frient!

Oh. we love you Hu-Kc-Lau.
It was Jna time I sang "I adv In Red*

by walking through the crowd and signing

it to a girl in a red sweater ( Big Red knows

nothing, let's keep it that way) while C
and Oarv crooned in the back "Kathleen

| Red i is mi in the. head."

Unite a moment.
B* the end. some guy named Wavnc

(who plavs soltball for the Nitrosi was
calling me the "Karaoke King." I sang

BBBBBBBSBsassasa "Summer lovin" twice I sang Elvis |

sang the "Dirtv Dancing " song I was thanking people for

coming out to the Hu ke I «iu \nd the lady running the

karaoke machine kept saving "Oh Goodness" whenever

we performed.

I think it was a compliment

But by the end of the night, things got blurry Some-

local Chicopee chicks tried to steal the lei the good peo-

ple ol the Hu kc I au gave me for turning 2!>. and a guy

known to the world onl* as "Spencc" came clean with the

crowd after he messed up the words to his final song. He
told the crowd "I don't know this \ersiun "

But there's onl* one version of "Amazing Grace."

B* the time we all got up for an encore of "Summer
Lovin'," it was mayhem The magic of karaoke had faded

into Chicopee craziness. and me and "mv little college

friends" jetted back to \mherst before last call.

But if you ever go to the Hu Ke I au. I recommend the

swordfish. and trunk.- a HJUI""suil bowl or two.

You'll sing like a diva Trust me.

/ ukv Meredith ii a Collegian columnnt

We encourage our readers to reepond to the contents of the Collegian

through letters to the editor.

Letters must be typed, no more than 400 words long, and include name,

address and phone number for confirmation purposes.

They can be submitted by mail to Ed/Op Editor, Dally Collegian, 113

Campus Center, UMass, Amherst MA 01003; by email to

\ettere@oltvme.o\t.umae>6.edu; or by fax to (413) 545-1592.

The Collegian reeervee the right to edit letters for length, clarity, and style.

Exhibit responsibility
Last Friday. I was walking past the Campus Pond

around ten or eleven o'clock at night. It was a

quiet, pleasant night There were onl* a lew peo-

ple walking around The ducks were sleeping peacefully

under some trees. The moon and stars

shone down on campus with a calm and
beautiful light. A bunch of drunks were
trying to climb the Fine Arts Center
(FAC).
Huh?
As I watched, three guys attempted to

scale the walls of the FAC Now I don't

know how familiar you are with the FAC's
convoluted architecture, so I'll try lo illus-

trate this Nivt to those wide stairs lead-

ing down to the pond there's this roof

that slopes low enough to the ground to

climb on top ol Near the stairway, this _^______
toot narrows to no more than a loot or

two Ihe kids were tr*mg to edge their way out along

this ledge

I mall*, tlic, got scared sober enough to climb back

down to where their friends had been stumbling around

wailing for them. The whole bunch look off. laughing

hysterically W haiever illicit substance

they were using. I'm pretty sure thev

wete using too much ol it

Now. I know you're probably
thinking. "So what? Most of the

I mvcrsit* crawls into a

chemically -induced fog on Thursday

night and doesn't come out again

until Sunda* Why does this particu

lar bunch get valuable newspaper
space devoted to their antics'.' Whv i

people spend their weekends?"

Well. I realize lhat a lot of people drink themselves

into a stupor on the weekend, and normally I couldn't

care less If you want to reach a higher plane ol con-

sciousness through chemicals, or just blow oil steam or

turn yourself into a puddle on the floor, then that's vour

business and more power to vou As long as you don't

bother me. I can't think of a reason to worry about what

you do with vout time

These kids are a little different It wouldn't have been

too difficult lor one of them lo slip oil that tool They

would have fallen for about IS feet before landing on

the concrete steps and bouncing down to the ground

Then the emergency vehicles show up. and it's another

Mark Shea

"I'm tired of dealing

with hassles caused by

people who can't control

themselies when the\

drink.
"

care how

death at UlttM
\nd that's what I don't need to see any more ol here

We've already had plenty of people mess themselves up

bevond repan ,i> I result of excessive chemical indul-

gence

I know lots of people who get intoxi-

cated and don l u* to stage a human fly

act. They go to parties, stay in the dorms

oi walk around outside \ ery few ol them

perch on narrow ledges high above the

ground to have a good time These more

responsible substance abusers are made

to suiter unlanlv lot the actions of tools

like the ones I saw clinging lo the walls of

the I U
W hen people gel hurt or killed because

the* re inebriated and doing stupid

things, it is sad. and I leel son* tor the

tiiends and lainil* of the injured or

deceased Bui I find n hard to ha*e sympathy toi some

one who severely wounds hmisell because he had a few

too manv and decided he was invincible I'm even JM
s\iti|>athetic due to the tad that those of us who sUr*i*c

then going down in a bla/e of glorv have lo deal with all

the aggravations the* cause We gel

investigations regulations, and calls

Irom parents asking. "W hat the hell is

going on at that school ol vours?"

Personally, mv parents are suspicious

enough ol mv college activities with

out a weekly fatality report on lhe

news.

I in tired ol dealing with hassles

caused bv people who can't control

themselves when thev drink Ol course, everyone ties

one on now and again, but most of us don't need a

let to make sure that we don't hun ourselves We
shouldn't he made lo suffer for the idiocy of people like

the ones climbing the I U
I have a request tor those guys, and anyone else

planning on tailing oil buildings diving into shallow

water or wrapping a car around a telephone pole in the

coming weekends. I don't think it's an unreasonable one

II vou re going lo do something stupid that might get

vou killed, go somewhere else What vou do is vour own

eOHMM I'm not one to tell people how thev should or

shouldn't act lu«t do it somewhere else, somewhere lhat

the rest ol us won t be guilty by association.

Mark Shea i» a I Mass student

Letters to the Editor

SGA coverage
inaccurate

lo the editor

Monday's Collegian (4/b> 0*M
tained an article regarding the

Student Government Association

(SGA) budget and the SGA finance

reserves The sections about the

budget discussed last year's

budget, which ends this semester,

not the new budget currently being

written.

Contrary to the article, the pur

pose of the Finance committee, as

stated <n our Constitution, is not

just emergency rebel of RSOs It

c\i«ts as an auxiliary lunding source

so that the Senate, through the com
mittee. can help sponsor worthwhile

programs and events, support new
provide help lo underfunded

RSOs and help the small RSI'

ceed. Funding is allocated on a first

come, first serve basts, and an enor

mous number of petitions came in

this vear. which drained our

$26,000 budget

I am proud thai this committee
has temained fair all year, without

the bickering of the Senate, and has

funded RSOs that needed and
deserved money W e supported >U

different programs, from speakers

like Ldward lames Olmos and Starr

Parker, to our nationally ranked
Crew and Dance teams We funded

two area spring events, gave money
10 several underfunded or new
RSOs and supported an array of

other programs. Our allocations

were based on the petitions that

came before us and how they met

the criteria laid out in the

C (institution.

I stand behind our allocations

100 percent It is petly of the

Collegian, and Senator Avakian. to

assume that spending our funding

early was "irresponsible " If we care

about the finance reserves being

drained, then tackle the problem at

it's source. Give small and medi-

um-sized RSOs. the backbone ol

our campus, the money they need in

the SGA budget, and then the

finance reserves will last \IKc.at ing

huge chunks ol MM] M a few
and letting the rest trickle

down hurts smaller groups that

work just as hard I am tired of see-

ing a $«H>.000 allocation given out

and sfill not having a spring

cert, while most groups on campus
sir.ijx- bv Perhaps Senator Avakian.

Chair of the Ways & Means
Committee, will be responsible-

enough to look out for the lit 1 Ic guy

in this year's budget.

Dan Backer

SGA Finance Committee

Middle East
problems

To the editor

Recently. Mr. lames Rubin,
spokesman for the L S Stale

Department, when faced with U.S.

I nvov Dennis Ross' failed mission

to "gently nudge" the right-wing
government ol Benjamin Netanyahu
to accept a \"i percent withdtaw of

Israeli troops from the West Bank,

staled lhat lhe Lnited States reallv

had two options left.

One would be to "disengage" as a

broker ol peace altogether. He stal-

ed that if both sides were not inter-

ested in peace, the Lnited States

would not continue its efforts lhe

second would be to continue to

help both suJc-i achieve an agree-

ment.

It is an outrage that Mr. Rubin

Doonesbury Flashbacks

could even suggest the lnited

"disengage* from exerting its

influence to help broker a settle-

ment to the stan

Whv' Because either Mr Rubin
thinks \merican taxpayers are stu-

pid or he is being entirely dtsmgen

uous How can we be "disengaged"

from a country where we are its

loyal patron to the tunc of $1 5 bil-

lion a year in taxpayer's money in

foreign aid guarantor of Israel's

security '

Ufa arc hardly disengaged
"

Israel gives ihe United Slates a

strategic foothold in the Middle
I Ml Km it seems the I nited Slates

is beside ilsell lo get Israel, the ben-

eficiary of our tremendous generosi-

ty to honor the same agreements on
withdraw of Israeli troops from
occupied lands that the Israelis

themselves signed with the

Palestinians at Oslo

It is cleat thai Netanyahu needs a

little more forceful persuasion to

move him This relationship of

"whispering in the dark" has accom-
plished nothing.

One might ask: "lust who is

putting money in ihe meter?"
lust the other week. Congress

gave President Clinton a signed let-

ter b] members, urging him not to

make public a peace proposal thai

would "embarrass" the Isiaclis.

I mharrjss J We are talking about
peace and the interests of the Israeli

and Palestinian people versus the

status quo ante of perennial wars,

bombings and killing!

Netanyahu declared that if the

Clinton Administration makes the

proposal public, then "no deal."

What? "No deal?" Netanyahu,
didn't your mother tell you. "don't

bite the hand thai feeds you"?

Steven P. Duplisca

Lake Pleasant
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Sfisuttp tnendb frvi owMtea
W iih the advent ol warmer weather, it's time lo. literally, spring into

And style has never been easier than this season's hottest looks 1 rends to look for

this season include tailored while shirts, lonjter hemlines, shinier materials and
knits.

Vv uh simpler cuts and classic lines, this year's coolest styles ate
heading for a cleaner look. But tailored shins and khakis don't have

to mean turning your wardrobe dull as vibrant new colors aa- hitting

the racks.

Spring usually means pastel colors but this season, colors are more playful than

the usual soft shades of blue, purple. velk>w and pink The '70s are all lhe rage in

spring fashion these days, so keep an eye out lor brighter more neon
shade* of pastels in eye-snatching colors like with eyebrow-

raising names like raspberry, pineapple,

kiwi and mango.
I h 1 s

spring, brighter colon are supported best with a neutral palette for example, pair

a bright Mp with a pair of neutral pants in beige, gray, black, navy or khaki.

I spevtallv popular this season are pants cinched with belts or classic trousers with

a matching -c. >k>t belt measuring at least an inch wide.

• I news fawn the skirt front, as hemlines are no longer reced-

ing. Ik-mlincs are longer this spring, with some of the shorter

skirts measuring just an inch or two about the knee. Longer
skirts are hitting the mid-calf or even lower It you're really brave,

you may w ant t.- try some of the slimmer fit skirts that hit exactly al the knee
I . *>k out fat knitwear — especially cardigans — this spring, as this versatile

fabric can be both casual and dressy, not 10 mention comfortable. Cardigans

arc a must have, as it's easy to drees up or dress down with a one-button

cardigan. The latest cardigans have short sleeves and one- button, easy
t

towar over a t-shirt or tank top.

In pairing a cardigan with a lank-tup over slacks to dress up or over!

a ajaghrlti map spring dress for s more formal outfit. Another look sol

try is pasting a cardigan with a baby t-shin. and leave|

the cardigan open for a more sophisticat-

ed image.

Capri/

pants, made famous by Mary Taylor Moore on the ~Dtck Van Dyke Show." are

back in style. Capri pants, which start about mid-shin, usually come in basic col-

ors such as black, navy and white. Pair the pants with a bright pastel rweater set

and a pair of mules or slides for s cool ata> k>ok

>w imsuits. always a frigh.'-rung topic tie women in the spring, are

available in inure luxurious styles — if you're not piaraahg to swim.

fat velvet, lur lined, scquined and cashmere suits. Also
check out the new two-piece styles, with the boy short bottoms.

av ailabie in a variety of eye- catching colors

And finally, for al of you who were sick of the matte- finish

pastel nail polish colors of last spring, metallic iridescent and
prarlescew polishes arc back and hotter than ever The colors are

still pastel, but are dressed up with a ahimsnery shine fur more

A l

gq£?

N i xi can't possibly ignore your feet and if comfort isn't an
for you. the new sandals are more open and strappy . with heels

starting at the three inch mark Other shoes to keep in mind are

bpanes^infruenced thong sandals, sandals with wooden botusrts.

as well as shoes done in suede or isiwi still patterns.

Hut whatever the look you choose for this spring, keep two
things in mind never eat spaghetti when wearing a white

shirt and keep it simple*

Seema Ganpitukarua Cokegian coktmmm

a I niversity as eclec

tic as our own. men's fashion
ranges from non-existent to maximalist, from
Dockers lo Dolce & Gabbana. resulting in a

modem spectrum that allows true self-expres-

»ion However, self-expression easily leads lo

categories (image) which need not be men-
tioned for their overwhelming stature on cam
pus.

But forget these categories for one minute. I

appeal to only one: the well-dressed man

I he grey suit: a spring staple

In a time of lhe casual Friday and even the

casual office, men forgot about suits But Kt
spring, a single-breasted grey suit is essential

— from weddings to job inter-

views to the club that won't let

you in with jeans and a tee shirt

It's plenty versatile and being

made by everyone, including
Calvin Klein. Hugo Boss, Helmut Lang. Donna
Karan. Todd Oldham. Kenneth Cole etc, etc.

While the three-button has become classic, the

two-button is a bit conservative and the

four-button is very hip. but they arc all trim

and hang close to the body (here's a hint:

always leave that last button undone, it allows

more flexibility and simply says that you know
what you're doing). Several
designers offer ticket pock

cts. but stay away, these

will pass quickly as

they did in the late

'60s. Materials range,

of course there's

linen, but a lightweight

wool is always a good
choice and a

double-faced wool

lends

to fine iridescence

which is not only safe, but fashion

able t.

V»l i the new black and the new
khaki, and best of all it allows a plethora of
options k> west underneath the suit to

make it your own Lor a casual look, a light

wieght. fitted, while ovtord with a spread col-

lar (top button undone) is fine and even a knit

MMMMCt will do — bul please, no lee shirts

It vou w.ini t dress it U p. trv an iridescent

shirt Irom Thomas Pink, almost anv color will

work, then carelullv choose a lie with a sheen

that matches vour shirt Ties are

looking belter than
ever, bul the vibrant.

solid silks seen last vear have been

replaced with small, geometric patterns which
are lust as attractive. One more thing vou can
wear a collar on the outside of vour lapel with-

out looking like MMM pimped-out freak from
lo "70s — in fact manv shirts are made just lor

this reason, just make sure the collar of vour

shirt does not exceed vour suits lapel and
you'll be safe — you may even look like

someone from the "<

The spring shoe: square

That big. rounded toe seen on
most shoes from any designer

in the past few vears is all done
I he square toe has taken ove
and is being well-made
Kenneth Cole Natha. M C .

& Power. I nc ot I ondon
and even Bruno Magli

This
st vie add* a sleek-

ness to loafers and lace-ups which
was never there before, and with the addition

of a bulkier leather sole and the new heel (one

hes). you can't go wrung Black is

alw ays safe (and must be worn with that grey

sum. bul a spectrum of brown is Clouding the

market, ottering almost loo many choices.

metal gear

Rat-finish, base metal has been twisted and
formed into every accessory — from cuff links

MdMI to sunglasses Storm watches offer

a wide variety of interesting styles and
Kenneth Cole's Precious Metal sunglasses will

protect vour eves and keep you looking good
throughout the summer and well into the fall.

Fall: a peck

Minimalist style is taking over in the Fall.

simplicity is a must. Ties are getting skinnier By Amy Brosay

Doily CoHegton

'Tttoderut mafeufi aoet, mCha-

and clothes are getting sleeker

Led by Helmut Lang and
D&G. men's fashion is actu

ally becoming something
thai matters.

lonathon liberty is

Collegian staff member.

STAII COI I I 1. 1 Pan (1 WIKI
— Call it the end of the simple, natural

look. Call it a chance to experiment. Call

it the return of the long hours it took to

applv makeup in the '80s.

Whatever you call it. bold makeup
is back in a major wav

A barrage of new products meant
to attract customers with more
color options might also mean
more lime spent in front of the mir-

ror this spring, and more people
looking so f*0s musicians such as A
Flock of Seagulls and Twisted
Sister for inspiration.

A glance at newer cosmetic lines

proves that subtlety is not the

word lo be used at the makeup
counter this season.

For example. Revlon's spring
I avenDare line focuses on both deep
and bright purple hues in nail polish.

lipsticks and eyeshadows that manv
haven't experimented with

since Martha Quinn was
on MTV.

\icole DiPaola
i senior, telecommu-
nications) said she

has noticed the new
makeup shades in

magazines.

"I guess it could

catch on. if every-

:

one wants to dol
what they see in

|

the magazines,
she said.

DiPaola saic

although she

wouldn't

wear
th

seemingly '80s-inspired colors, one of he

friends often wears a light lavender lipsticl

and eyeshadow

I Ureal '> World Wide Web site intro

is latest unusual shade with "Dare tc

bring your eyes into tiscus with yellow — i

surprise touch for lids

The models are shown wearing the vellov

eyeshadow right up to their eyebrows
Culture Club-stvle. but with a slightly mort

blended '90s m
Tracey Ltz. business manager of Manelin

Salon Systems, said the salon carries thi

Sebastian makeup line, which features prod
nets such as a light purple lipstick, vellowisl

blush and yellow and purple eyeshadow
These colors are more popular will

younger clientele, but probably won't catd

on with professional business people. »h

said.

Other makeup lines focus on combinini

shades to create entirely different colors

Revlon's recent Street Wear line dare
customers to "experiment with color,

according to Revlon's Web site

Street Wear — in colors such as "toad,

splash" and "prissy" — can be lay

ered to create new colors an<

open up a wide palette for cus

tomers who are willing t(

experiment and layer on dif

ferenl shades of cosmetic

such as nail polish

Whether customer
take to the new cosmetic

colors and techniques

the influence of th

'80s seems to be bom
barding the makeu|
counters this season

One can only hopi

banana clips won't COM
back in style, too
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NY opera provides comic relief

CCXMTtVr CMOS NMtCC

Cathy Thorpe starred as Mane in the NYCO National Company's production of Donizetti's The Daughter of the

Regiment

By Emily Trosk m Bono Mondobon
CdUyonSto*

DAUGHTER Of Trt REGoMBff
fine Am Center Concert HaS

ApriV

As the mthtatta began the rich and

meiodk merture. the curtains opened

reseating a small tillage nettled in the

mountain* ol the Mp» There were

miniature boejOM, shatcaov and a

whurvh Jeouraong die suge. The Mage
was di 'uracters. and in the

w minutes, furvtng the audtctwc

.cntratc purely on the MM)
and the atmosphere was set for the

New York Cits Opera National

Compams production of IXnuictti'*

Daughter ofthe Repment.

In this melodious comic opera, we
ate told the story of an orphaned Marie,

who t* adopted by and become* the

spirited darling » 21st

Repment This is Marie's tale of love.

ware, and the search for her true identi

Mane ithc daughter of the regi

menu hos»rss?T was a -tr.mg character.

was wortfiM of her role. Her voice

wa« ear resonating

throughout the concert hall It was an
' pleasure to behold her maneu-

her sotce up and down scale

upon M.iik

The character MorquiM
Herienleld. played by Sondra GeJb waa

not as strong of a character. Celb por

trjsed a high- class women, and her

g vsas just not up to par. Her
vocalizations did not befit the expecta-

i high-powered Marquise

Sulpice i the -ergeant of the

menu was a great, big. hurls man. but

it was toon revealed that underneath he

was a big lovable ledds bear Ton
played bs Matthew Chellis. »a- por-

ed as a hopeless romantic, whoae
passior for Marie truly shined through-

out the production While lor the moat

part Chellis rote to the occasion, mak-

ing Tonio one of the most memorable

characters, in a few ul his songs he

missed some of the most ke> high

notes. But what he lacked in vocal tal-

ent, he made up in ha acting.

The regiment, made up of 10 men.

was a cute little crew. They were comi-

cally portrayed as buffoon 1

although kindhcarted. soldiers »ub art*

i inflated view of the their looks

and ihann feeding into this idea, in

the Regiment's song. Marie told us that

husbands and lovers alike, were afraid

to see them coming, thus unphtng that

the women were more than happ\ to

mx them
\t the end of the aaggtjtj ad, M.tnc

wat removed her regiment lannlv to

become a Duchess, under the supers i-

sion of her Aunt, the Marquiae.

Starting off act two the curtain

opened to the same mountainous back

drop but centrally located in the

rhatcti of the Marquis*. Disheartened

after being separated from K>th her

lathe .nenl l and he.

.tie's attempts tola into her

rsew life mxiikiJ nn But just

at the moment i! - fate stem*

to he doomed to an arranged marriage,

the regiment an.

rtacue.

The Mu. ! kentorp.

plased b\ \ani unio-

rabic. She captured her character per-

tectls Ml dressed in black the

DuctsevH.- portrayed a high-class citizen.

with a shrill xo>

The opera ended on a high tvote. at

reuruieJ with her real family and her

true love. Marie's tale comas to a happy

ending

WHAT ARE
YOU

DOING THIS
SUMMER!!!

Coinf to 'I

vWK1.CO]MKTO
Fn^jrexperience*

session and c* o f started on your future

today with internships ;uirl co-ops!

Tuesdays at 23C), Wednesdays and Thursdays at 3pm
Ca mpus Center H04

*!
; i( ! I >( >,< :i i ioi i,

(

; r I i I I .' s \/.' s i I.' ; I >lr ,' ) ! :
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I
.

I

Boston Globe (6 months),
Center for Science in the

Public In teres4> Ourdcell,

. The Gap, Gillette

Company, Investors Bank
and trust, Marriot

Newton, Matrix-One, (

Pratt & Whitney, Putnam
Group Legal Dept,

Solutia, University Child
Care, Boston Financial

Consulting Group, Fine

I lost Corporation and
many more!!!

'i/'.K!

V7'.Ni/'.(

>! 'ii: i\

ART GALLERIES
Amherst College - Mead Art Museum. Currant)) on

displav: The hold \n of Twentieth Century Japan
(through lul) ls»s)8i. Uotfamu
Art of the Twentieth < > • Houn
Man, in 10 i p.ra , Sahii

p.m. For more information, call the Mu-cum al

MS-2335.
Hampshire College Mam Gallery, Harold I

lohnson I ;.„ Fri 8

Mount llolyoke College An Muh-uiii current
exhibitions \ (,>./. nt Painting and Sculpture from the

CCtion (through April !»->>, Cooking for tin I

opens u.night at 7 p.m. Hoi. Fri. 1 1 U
p.m.; Sat. Sun l-$ p tn For more information, cull

>o80

Smith College Museum of Ait I p shibi-

\d\ Skoglund Reality I nder Siege (through

May 24 ». Hour.: luoaday, Fridaj a Saturdav,

a m 4 p.m.: Wed Sun BOOB 4 p.m.: Thursd.n

noon , more infonnarion call -v*^ 2770.

Universitv of Massachusetts Augusta S.,

Gallery Filtech: Computer operated Art by Hn„

Batadan loper ' £
'" '

,l/'<v/ '

run through April I up lu * student

* (.opening reception M

tjjguatt Savage Gall.

House Hours Mon rue* I

-J
pin.. Wed Fri

p.m. Pa hi. lIll>" sail S43 si 77.

University of Massachusctu Hampden Gallery

The Cynthia f Ibuum Photo I \hihit II, i

Photographs trow the Chechen War (through April 1m

A gallery talk will be presented t

Tikos on April I 5 at 5 p.m. 1 he exhibition will run

Turn to AW. page 7

Gordon offers insight into be-bop
This month, blues guitar legend

Minnv Winter is bask after a live vear

ling hiatus with fohnny Winter

\>< ' V7
Winter began plaving in hi>

native lesas dining the

ind was dubK-d bv

Rolling Stone in 1^^ j-

"the hottest itan aMUl ol

lanis Kiplin ' He ha-, plaved

with blues greats B B King

Bland and Muddv WM >'nd he hat

been noaaiaeied foi lour Grammy
awards while also having played on

three Crammv award winning
albums with WwM

This CO live* up to all of Winter*

credentials, never diNappointing and

remaining steadily rooted in the electric

blues, but also oltcrmg a vanetv of

sounds, ranang from ruck to funk

I le opens hi* liv

mental Hideaway,

: M.-I with an mMru
i>mg In- lull

«|ft.S* IfksV

63^ 0O6 <3UIWPN

range on the guitar, and -funding like

felow htuesman and I evan Sievie Ray

Vaughn, but a bit faster and not quite

a* biinig Winter gels low-down and

,- he pluvs and sings his tail oil

<>t \l\

Wotting and hi- -low jam on Ra\

k luck M.VUI- to have hi-

guitur rc-onanng with deternunation

on even luk

Ml < / "''«' Hit i- the !ii>l xnig

that leatuies a nil oriented

app. i
mg a gmd change of

pace from Winter- extended lam-

On limmv Rcx-d - The Sun Is BMj
a astuallv fed Reed't spirit

through Wintei - mastery of the -lidi

technique and his laid ba>.k -mging

sivle

heavs hitter ol this i

Ys true i I Insure lames' The

Sky h Ctyirng, probablv tk

blue* song of all tuise W ith the

Turn to JAZZ, page 9

|ohnny Winter is back after a five year hiatus

Friday, April 1

9am -

V '
I v I

I '
I \ I

Umfltt Imprinted

Clothing!!!!
University of Massachusetts Campus Center

Amherst, MA

413-545-2619

Open M-F 9 to 5, Sat. 1 1 to 4
f

MC, Visa, AMEX, Discover, ana UCard
. cheerfully accepted.

I HI MASSU HlJSHTsnAIIV(OHK,|.\\
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continued from page 6 Gang Starr's latest about respect
By Adam Dlugaez

Collegian Staff

OMPMen
This is an example of a photograph taken by Cynthia Elbaum Elbuam was a 2f»-year old photo-journalist who

was killed in a bombing raid in Chechnya Her photographs are on display at the Hampden Cialler>

thiough April lb. MFA Thesis evhibi

will run April 26 ">0 and Mj\

rhe Hamp:
in the Hampden Dining Halls in the

Southwest K. -iJeniial Area Hi>ui-

Mob In >
" p III ^Ulldav 2 5 pm

on inlonnation. call S4S

I inversus ol Massachusetts
\rt Caller. Ml \ I>k-

bitions on displav April

and V ht Herter Art Callers

is losJted at \2S\ Hertei
H.^ir- M»ii In I I 4 p m . Sursdav

.' <r I" K* more infomiati. •

L'niscrsils of Massachusetts

Sn

Metaphor*
I h will run

.'nl I? t.>jvning reception

p m
\ isual &

the I nion Hour-

.all

I

Rit: t , ii mfi

(through May 7) The Lniv.

Caller >ed at the line \rt-

Center Hours- Tue» -Fri I I

• to p in . Sat - Sun 2-S p m
for more information, call

US ->i

Ueiscrsits of Massachusetts
W heeler Callers is located in the

Wheeler Residence Hall
: u will run through April

'pcning reception will be held

tomoi ii 1-5 pm Hour-
Ihurs 4 t< p in . Sund.i

p m lor more information call

( omptled by Seema Gangatirkur

MOMENT OF TRUTH
Gang Starr

Noo Trybe

Gang Starr has got to he (he sure shot. Sav it loud
i.ause the crew is back Ioi springtime One ol the

hardest things to do in hip hop, or in the record
industry in general, is to maintain a certain level of

success ovei an elongated period ol time. Think
about it. Other then KKs One lube- Called QuM.
Da I .i s oul — and (he ludcr two aren't even thai old

lis NJ figure out how manv have stayed afloat over

the years Remember all those groups who dropped
ill tracks in the ,vH)s who have never been heaid Irom
again Snoop DofJ and Dl Ore were the bomb four

vc.iis ago. don't denv it and now they arc barely

mcniioned except fot Snoop - re«.ent guest appear-

ances Then sou have Gang Starr who have simply

been an institution -in^e thev -tailed Say the name
Guru and Premier and watch heads bow out o(

retpe*. t

Premier has alwav- been one ol the best kept
i- in the production game, until this yeai when

ever> track that blew up seem to be produced by

Primo Then (here - Guru who did his la.zmutuzz
serif- Ji-gi aeetullv slept OB bv most ol you. who lit

it up ovei |a// ira^k- Then there were the runior-

that Gang Starr was over, that the two would never

be seen together again Well to quote Al Pacino
"I ubgeddaboutit." eause thev re "putting in work

"

Opening up Sfom. ,th with "Wu Know Mv
Stee/." Guru lavs it on the line and tells Nuu exastlv

what to expect on this album If vou don't know, how
about the tightest production in the game, butter

bean beats and a flow that Guru should patent

•sever, this is a deeper album, while Guru can

»i ill spit with the best he s attempting to reach his

audience on a more mental and spiritual level

"Robbin Hood Theory" espouses the virtues of taking

the government down to a street level, and making
them give the people what they really deserve The

thing is. Guru is not mindlessly preaching pump em
up revolutionary theories, he's actually put a lot of

thought into what he is talking about.

"Work* and "Royalty" (featuring k O and |o|o)

and should have everyone wide open, both talk

about succeeding in hip hop lor Gang Starr u is

about respect, but not through money drugs, and

trashy girls Instead it is about- elevating voui head

through reading so that you can be piepared to deal

with problems you might have to confront. Can vou

even remember the last MC who rhymed about read-

ing books The other plus is that I'lcmicr actual!)

talks on the end ol "Royalty." and there are rumor-

that it is the most anyone has ever heard him say.

"IIK 2 I AX" deals with the rumors (looting

around Guru's arrest. While the title tra^k "Moment
of Iruth" talks about being a man. and auuallv tak-

ing up to the hardships and controversies of life

rather then pretending you are living out a b movie

better reserved lot Sunday morning television 'She

Know* What She Want/' i- a pro Icnule Ua^k and

a nice change ol pace l:oin girl- who but: .ihout

using "sex as a weapon
The album is littered with guest ap|> troin

Inspectah Deck (who will probably be the next mem-
ber of Wu-Tang to take oven. ScOrfwc krumb
Snatch (whoac simply killing phonv MC'tl ( Dep
and Shiggy Sha MOP appc.u on "B I v-

Knendship." a track about the difficulties that

from putting your friends on and gelling no love in

return The roughneck flow displaced bv Mill' i- a

nice back drop for Guru, and tullv represent- the

anger of the track. "The Militia" featuies Big Shug
and Freddie Foxx should be on mix tapes everywhere.

and is a clinit on how to cut a p»-

Overall Guru and Premier have done a lot of grow-

ing up and it is displaved on this album Thev have

learned the power they wield bv eeuM ' -uch

stature and rather then trying to coQecl the cheddar

they are trying to uplift a community When vou buy

this album, listen to it and absorb it, and then maybe
you'll understand where true respect come- Irom.

"Gang Starr has got to be the m 00 Joubi

A

HEY!DOYOUCOU£CTBEAr«BiA^
LY FASCINATED BY THE LITTLE CRITTERS? THE COLLEGIAN

WAN15TOKNOWWHY! SO,WYOU FEELUKECHATnNG (WE*RE
H3BNlXY!)ABOLnrBEUsrK^

and no, we don't know anyone who wantsto buy or
sellthem. butwyou're really desperate,checkoutthe
CLasshds! Seriouscallsonly, please.

1HHSWH!1W ^©fkM

103 N. Pleasant Street

Amherst. MA 01002
C4I3J256-8923 • 256-8924

raw &(3(gIliI)
'K

,8ra @(gIM!lF§

tw»*W tSSSF* N*° &
PMrton

out Community

k To Tilt

Northeast!

BOSTON
NEW YORK

DAILY
EXPRESS SERVICE
Amherst, Peter Pan Terminal. 79 S Pleasant St

JPnffir

800-343-9999
PVTA e 781-PVTA UmaM
rw in i u

* " ' " Campus Cnlr, or SW Hampden Dinning Common
(413-781-7882) Northampton, Peter Pan Terminal 1 Roundhouse Pz

HELPING YOU BUILD A SECURE FINANCIAL
FUTURE IS AN IMPORTANT JOB.

FORTUNATELY, WE HAVE THE PERFECT RESUME.

\ \/ "^ ^.v''* 1"* °' leadership cxprriemc in our

V Viiel.l. TIAA-CREF is miiimulj qaafcated to

help vou build a lomlort.ililr. \w>?r\ -ln-i irlirt-mont

Our references are etiuallv im| tinlav,

two million ol the best mmik in \iihth .1 trust us

Willi their llnam i.il tuture

Alow us to review our qualification.

Superior strength

With £00 billion in assets. TIAA-CREF is the

world's largest retirement organization ami

•inning the most solid TI.\/\ 1- one ol milv .1

hanulul ol companies to have earned top ratings

Ioi financial strength, and CREF is one ol Will

St iter's largest iovtWOTl

Solid, long-term performance

Wt MOT out long-reiin oppoi tunine- dial OtRCt

COWpaniaii in pursuit ol ipiii k gams, often miss

Though past performance can't guarantee Inline

results, this patient philosophv Kaa pun en

extremelv rewarding

Surprisingly low expenses

II \ \-( Rl.l s operating coaN are among the

lowest in ihe insuianie and mutual had Industrie*.

Thtnloie more ol your money goes where it

hotlld towartw ensuring lour tuture.

Kasy diversification

v\ 'e oiler ,1 wide variety ol expertly managed invetit-

ment Opt ion! to help build your assets With slm k.

I money market, and real estate accounts— a*

well as a guaranteed annuity to choose Irom

—

I IAA-CREF makes do ersilit ation aa

I n ri valid service

lies I that "in sen 11 c distinguishes us Irom

Other iiliiement iiiinpany In a reienl nation-

wide mrves ol retirement plans. TIAA-CREF waa

voted nutnbet one in iiislomer salisl.u lion

ll vou work in education, research, or related

lields, win not put II A \ ( Kl I s experience to

work for vou ' In lind out more, v i-it our Web site

al ww w.tiaa-i rel.org or call iia al I 8tK) H42-2776.

Ensuring the future

for those who shape it.

U

S tptrwl LM.KmC« \\\ i»,

rhl m rtalt linans ml Mrrrtftk rhw r«nnfi .a .

I'TifJi-te intinnutwm III lutloil .|l

helcwr sou nit-%1 o. wml money I I \ \ I in* Tl A \ i : 91

^r.

O R S E
MUSIC HALL

20 Center St Ncxthomplon

ALL AGES
All THE TIME

viA!oV>esdoy, opnl 8, 10 pm

TR3 featuring
Tim Reynolds

otewMK eaHotrvi SlOodv

iKorKby, opril 9, 8:30 pm

Mary's First

and Hospital
oraanxk wmobc. SIMaaVdoo'§m OMni

soturdoy. apnl 1 1 , 7 pm

Ronnie Spector
"le Hh Wr» lofcv I love You SI8od»

Saturday, april 11 10 pm

Viporhowso
RwHojtan v 8 piece funk oroSevtro SS odv

Sunday, april 12, 7 & 9:30 pm

Dee Dee Bridgewater
a tribute to Elta-FrtzgeroM SIS odv

monday, april 1 3, 7 pm

Hamiet Bluiett/James

Carter Baritone
Saxophone Project
l«irt«inq borrlone ptoyen Bluiett, (oiler,

Alex Hording and Poriewe Higqim

plus drummer Ronnie Burroge SI 6 odv

tuesday, april 14, 8:30 pm

Drill Team
plus Ti/ry wm txkerv on WHMP W 3 f

M

Wednesday, april 15, 7 & 10 pm

Leo Kottlce
mewwlds mnvi icronipkrierl quiiaria SI 7 SO odv

ihursday, april 16 10 pm

Agents Of Good Roots
jnakin Southern gtoovev S6 odv

Apnl 20 & 21 JOSHUA REDMAN QUARTET 1 PM

TICKETS: For the Record ol the

Northampton Box OHice or call 586 8686.

24 HOUR CONCWT INFO

4 I 3 584 0610
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Howard Stern to challenge "SNL"
I .1-1 Wednasda) night, Coaaad)

Central's "South Farm" aired it

>

'Who ! I ik Cartman's Father?"

aptsode. Like mum ofl pets, l vvuiu-il

four ssaatti la tM iii^' BMwei u> the

question thai was buttling l\ view

ci> i>'i m Umg. and to be parfectl)

oaaati I >iill have no Idea what

actuall) happeaed Maybe it had
something to do with the fad that

the -how was aired on April Fool'l

day or ill a > be the Hiwt! lies

deep inside the personalities and
lick humoi ol "South Park" ere-

BAon I raj Parker and Mall Stone

But vuu haw 10 >i\e Parker and
Stone credit foi the asassiva
build up lor the \piil I epi-odc

and with all the hype. \l- under

Munduble why some viewers might

be upset the April Fool'l epi

liir |W0 reason^ lirst, it wj-n I

e\en an episode ol South Park"

and see oiid luns will have to wan
another foul weeks t>' disc

C'urtinan s paternity

I he truth is it vuu wauhed this

It as a normal "South Park."

it wasn't that bad "South Park*

aired a vO minute long leienee

and Philip (ironically, the one nine

banned cartooa bv the paresMs ut

the s^uih Park' children) In

delen- I have to

sav ramMII and Philip ate lunnv!

•en i funny for the

length of lime lhat we were
cd lo them, but tlu

tain humoi to them
lui-na1 and Phillip have the

..rude humor as all ol the

'South Park" characters, and up
until now. we did not mueh about
these two character! Froei eating

ki-ilt" iu>ed 10 Ke krult whieh is

short toi Macaroni and ( I

the cheese company threatened kg

SOWh Park lot »ljiiik

lo then constant flatnlcacc
problem. leretue and Philip were

sure to make vou laugh at least a

tew limes |a»i week, and thoi

laughs ate worth the few more
* s wc have to wait to tind

what's up with Cuilinun's lather

1 1 seems that I have been hitting

OM litis leipie every week, hut BaaM
mam ol vou keep asking me about

il. I will keep everyone updated on

what is happening Wednesday
nights at 9 p.m. Previously, Fos

announced that they would remove

'Significant Others' from its

line up three weeks before the end
ot us run 'Significant Othati"

CIS i.ilty 'lout Cornet*
in the televisieui gravevurd

Hut eveiv i loud hu« its silver Im

ing and while "Significant Other*"
^usi might be heading towards the

unemployment lines, thi

out hit "Ally \U Heal" will ail

te iuiis until \pnl 2- when the

I mmv award winning "Pat

I ive" leluins with all new episode*

II vou have not seen "Mlv McBeal."

this i« ihe perfect lime lo get a

shansc to eheck it oui n l

lent

Howard Siern II starting to

reveal mitivc plans toe his

late night television show that will

hegin in late AuguM At a king time

I am verv eacitcd

I this, and am counting the

until it aits Stern, who has

en full control over the

appaienti. against SfK -

"Saturday Night I Ivt

show is going to have Ihi same

thing thut my radio show has

explicit sev. and nuditv I have no

idea how they're BOtaf I" alkw h

on television." He also added that

he would like 10 have Norm
MaeDoiiald who was fired From

•ssi "
for betaj too iten-ive on

his news laportl. kO do the

K at

\\ hen MacDonatd heard this

he said in a public mleiview lhai

he would be more than In-

to lake this position Iheie 'l onlv

one thing we CM he Mil

about "The I low aid Stem Show

— Noun MasOonald will

nnelv not be the most offensive

east member'
I vou who love

parades Suiulav givei us

Disae) - Happy I ailei Pa

-| ive from thi Magk Kkagd

Orlando this two hour long

program allows viewcis |.

only watch the parade, but alio

give* vou a rhanri to tea behind

the scenes on new and I

lion> I hts is si idden

wav io ail'.

could possibly think ot

DM happen 10 tune in

Sunday at I 2 10 p vou II be-

sure te> see colllilieK ial- I ' I I

movie- merchandise and

that age ol'l Kissifl

ad that offl t» discount fa

Orlando Ml logetbei ism

ought lo be worth a watch

I inully

annual "kid* i. *

.1 by talk «how ho«t I

.nell. this loiik

.wake alter bed tinM

with Hanson Mkkl Silvei

and Inn Cat*) among sht

were able to pick up uw aid-

voting wa» dc>nc hv kid* ,ver the

Inter'

Kvdrt 8<-

dent

about thi> an be r-mailed

lo benha-- Ju

Howard Stern and CBS' Plan* are in th# works for the

"Saturday Night Live
"

shock jock" ot radio to host a late night show opposite

AT TIIK
sun. In thru \ip 16 o\n \KI\sllu\M\

D.ulv 7 cV 9:00 (Better than "Women On fhe Veri

"Sensuous,

Delirious ...Thnltng!
Mnodour Sat nans mat Set

an u»* *n * wpertin w
i Span tmtr » « Ssswc. 9v»-

•TWO Thumbs Up"

A L o n o v a

LIVE
FLESH

<J^ Data : Wety, AflW It, 199$
^***

•hn: cAmrvuwm toom $os

TIM: I740f.jm. lit p.m.

vMiomiT: xm huh ssassw wtaeai anwant

.\C\DE.MV.MIMC 584 8435
SOtt'HiVP'OW MAS'

"^37

Great Volunteer Opportunity
I . v VI.M. wiMf-wt nir< •

. | Become a

contraception and

safer sex educator.

Men and Women
wanted.

Pick up an application at

the Health Education

Office, room 248. at

University Health

Services.

$&*&

on down for some great deals at...

I f Don't Drink
and Drive

Thursday night at

MIKES
Bud Lite Nitc

Seek
* UK CAUOFt+HQt < O^

*ff49Off

IIm
MOLSON
GOIUX O OGHJ

I *sh "F 1-12 f% tOTIIf~

49

HMICHEL0B.
5Q99 \4-MM i

. BM
1H-12 Ol MV»

PETE'S WICKED
All I1AV0RS

c^yj|99
Mr5

1

^M* + DIP.

DUNDEE HONEY
BROWN & LIGHT

$6"uric Hoi II Is

+ DIP

HAMM'S
i is/ iii 24.no/

'9
+ 01P

Vi KEGS
HI I). HI HIT. HI I) Il I

UTh.lll IIOl SB,

HMD DOG, Mil HI tOH
Mil III I OH II. Mil H AMHI H HOCK

*D€P.

IWIVr-ny THE MONTHf

CT\aywood Winery

^v-Vr' ,'l.h ^V)MI

FRAN/IA

CHllAi: £
:gJ9<

HI VCKSTONEMERI.OT
'«iMI s349

BKRIM.KK «r
VVHITK ZINFANDEL *
*<'/it;

(ORBKTTC ANVON
CHAfiDOMtAY Wft/Or GWffl*
; </r s6
COH MBIACRKST
r.imwN i.HAHunNNw n Gtmm/ www «
-<vyvr;

CITRA WINES
/ v/A

KAHLUA COMBOS
S£g49

MAMSCHEWITZ M££ e299
MAIL-IN REBAlt -1.50

49
AtlHAVOH
7<tl\1l

FINAL

COST n

JmirndfT) sf/g99
VODKA ; -mi

BACARDI RUM
i r,m & ha/Ik

Li£lSCHMAN
Ns

SAII $11.49
MAIL-IN PEBAIf- 3.00

PRFFFRRFI)

I 7AI.T C0S1

3
SEAGRAMS V.O. ^,,44."

- ' -4 00

FINAL $A]4f%49
COST

*12
UEUR '"'"'

SALE $15.49 $
MAIL-IN REBATE -3.00

FINAL

COST

I 7M.T

CUTTY SARK SCOTCH
/ 7v/.T

Discounts

Available

ATTHESTOP «£ SHOPPLAZA
HADLEY NORTHAMPTON HOLYOKE
253-9344 586-3007 534-4555

*1.SC
MIK£S

Big One

tett
Snack Baskets 9 till II

Your choice of Chicken Wings, fries, or Onion Rings

fntt
BBJ

jM a^nr^MM ftlt

La CazuelaRESTAURANT
n

... in the Northeast, good Mexican
food is as rare as fresh lobster in El Paso.

La Cazuela is one wonderful exception."

SALE PRICES

THURS. 4/9/98 THRU
WEDS. 4 15'98

HOT RESPONSIBLE FOB TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS

lane and Michael Stern

far Your Way Across the U.S.A.

Graduation

Reservations

Dinner Every Night
Downtown Northampton

Across From The Parking Garage

/ OLD SOUTH STREETNOR 1 HAMPTON
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Mercury Rising suffers from lack of logic, dialogue jazz

By Rob Roensch

Collegian Stall

MERCURY RISING
Directed by Harold Becker

wirfi Bruce Willis, Alec Baldwin and
Miko Hughe*

Ploying of Mountain Farms Four

Theaters

Bruce \\ ilh* battles the mi-hmoi

U.S. govc-rnmeni in Msvtsvy Rimtix.

,111 action/thriller .ibout an autiMic

child cracking a government cupci

code that ha>> the cjnie amount of

bone->hakin>! thnlb a> A Kenny G
Christmas. Thic movia is so bad it

doesn't even deserve any clever puns

on the title It •-houldn'i be called

Mercury lulling or even MeffCttry

Sucking The bast title Is Stupid
Stupid Stupid SlupiJ rhSBMWBSh
so mindlessly mediocre, the be>t vyay

so talk about il it to list the bad
things

• The casting. Bruce Willie iv a

cynical ovscast with a heart of gold

(Art lefferiesl and Alec Baldwin is a

grinning, arrogant power chaser ill

Cotonei Kudrovc 1 Where have yye

that before ' Ok yeah, ftran

movie they \c iac-i done rhe> both

dine their stereotypes into the

ground here.

• Ihe mu^ic Ihc nssVl tune is

tauly dark, lull of guns and shadow)

conspiracies, but the hi>h- !•• inure

sugary than \ erniont maplc~ in

h I he effect i» like "The
es" scored by Disney.

• The widespread dumbness. Not

only is the movie made badly , but the

character- \ye are i-upposed to identi

ty with don't have the capacity loi

tational thought. I yen though he i*

up against aBMMM agency capa-

ble ol finding and attacking a liule

boy in the middle of a major dly and

lot Mune reason doesn't think that a

phone call lo hie only tnetid in ihe

I Bl might possibly he lapped

furthermore, when Art knock- on .1

-Hanger-, doot in the middle ol the

night and yiolenily demands entry

without explanation, the Stranger

doesn't call lot help, even though BBS

already saw him hide Itoin the |>.lice

InsSaad she decide- to become hi-

love interest.

• fhe place pi women and family

V>l only does ihe -liangei MKtJ, let

ihe deeply SUSpJCJOUl \rt into her

home, -he accept- the care ol \it -

"child" at the e\pen-e ol hei earner.

Up until that point, ihe relationship

Ivlween An atyd the child wa- mtei

esting. a lilelong individualist -addled

all al once with an unruly responsibil-

ity, with family But Siacev lets An
oil the hook the woman take- the

kid mj the macho lather figure can go

oil unencumbered and save ihe

world It - not iu-i convenient and
cubtlv -e\i-i it- dull furthemioie

the movie - for all its glorification ol

the bond between Art and the child

treat- tamilv as more of a annov

Bans than a positive value Art's

friend at the I Bl can't hel;

because he ha* a wife and kids. Only

unattached males can save the world'.'

W hat is that''

• The dialogue. Apparently the lan-

guage sculptors from "Walker, Texas

Kanger" got some free time and
decided to write a movie.

• The ending. When a movie's
-ctipi 1- a- caretully crafted as a land-

fill and the ending is still confusing,

something is desperately wrong.
• The "scary" government. The

movie seems wants to create a sense

of paranoia towards the government,

but the all-seeing, all-murdering con-

spiracy seems to consist of Mr.
Baldwin and some guv who looks like

he should be performing root canals.

The end battle is not as important as

one man versus the government, its

just Bruce versus Alec and the evil

dentist

• I ogic If the government would

kill an fv-year old boy who can't even

communicate with his parents, why
don't thev kill everyone who helped

make the code'' the code makers
would fall far more easily into a

enemy hands, unless the government
thinks the bad guys have spie- m
nur-eiv -chools. And it one autistic

child can crack the code, doesn't that

raise the pi>ssihilnv thai others could?

Whv not |ust kill all autistic children'.'

Why not just kill even
• W hai it could have been. The

-ton 11 sell presents some fascinating

possibilities, ideas of fractured fami-

lies and modem communication, but

the movie makers don't have the tal-

ent 01 desire to create anything but a

"MacGyvnr* episode without bombs
made of soap and chocolate. In short.

11 - no tun D

Alec Baldwin stars in the unredeemable Mercury Rising

^ oollc
9
ian Hw ^Uffllfllli Otts Wits & Living

is nil mtya alwoy8 i***^ for n * ri^*os?o writsara.

the basanmt baaeasait of the Of** aanrtar Center

talk to

to

continued from page 6

slide in lull ellc-cl again, Winlei s vei-

sion is funkier and moie wavering than

lames' original, but it still captures the

pure soul of the song — it may he bet-

ter than Stevie Ray Vaughn'- vct-ioii

In terms of pure electric blues play

ing. Winter s -kill level is up there with

Eric Clapton and Vaughn W hv he

hasn't gotten more tecognition is anv

body- guess

In the jazz category this week,
legacy has released Uvt \i Carnegie

Hull from the late C ollraiie mentor

IX-vter Gordon.

Though he passed away in I 'W0 and

his career was probably at it- height in

the '50s. Dexter Gordon s influence

can be heard in everyone from Stan

Getz. k>hn Coliratie or Sonny Rollins

to anyone coming up today This 1*478

live recording capture* the tenor-plavei

after 14 years ol having plaved and
|

nered a following in hurope, and 11

oilers great insight into the be bop
movement, prior to the eruption ol

avant garde.

The CD is made up ot live

1 0-minute-plus tracks that all lnvolve

Gord '" improvising relentlessly lor

what ocem like endless periods oJ time

Secret CaMR, the |M cut. sounds a- il

Gordon's horn is not being played, but

used as a voice, smooth and sweet,

tightly holding onto everv note and
every phrase — the entire recording is

like this

The End Of A l/aee \tiun sounds

like Gordon's young rhythm section is

lighting to keep up with him and barely

succeeding — the man could flv. Blues

I p -\nJ Down and Cheesecmke see

Gordon dueling with iellow tenorrnan.

lohnny Gritfin. both ol whom are

equally fast with their fingers, causing

the duel to revert to who can create the

strangest sounds in the midst of furi-

ously executed phrases.

\i c anaaga

very sobd recording from a very influ-

ential player. It is not experimental or

avant garde, just straight ahead,

non-stop, precision improvisation

he Sullivan u a Collegian columnist

"TRAVEL]
SMART!

LONDON
$209 $382

$267 $490

MADRID
$296 $544

AngeitM

$189 $367
SckttiKI lii|hti

f Iitf I* trlSaiSt ItllmititM

Eurailpasscs available
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RISM TRAVEL
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THE
EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

AL0MNI CAREER FORGM I
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
& REGIONAL PLANNING

GWV International

Costa

Rica!

GO EXPLORING THIS SLIMMER!
7 Night

vacations

from 699
Vacations include:

roundtnp air, hotel, tax &
service charges

Weekly Monday Departures

from Boston

GWVs Great Costa Rica Deals'

Air Only

Sol Playa Hermosa

Meha Playa Conchal

Deluxe Best Beach 1

From *499

From *699

From $849

Blue Bay Papagayo
All-Inclusive 1 All meals,

dnnks& more From *949

Combine a Beach Vacation & Ecotouhsm!

Q Expenence River Rafting, Diving &
Snorketmg. Rainforests, Volcano*

Golf, Tennis, Hiking,

Windsurfing and more 1

It's the Exotic Place You I Love to Explore'

Cancun & Aruba
From *649 From *749

Year-round weekly 7 night departures

Air Only available too 1

—- irtuf\r^r§ Mlx and Match Cities 1

tUHtJrt! Low Cost Airfares to

over 1 00 European Cities

PARIS R"T5«599
Beginning June 27, 1998 From

Weekly Departures from Boston

Saturday Departures & Sunday Returns

Flights via L-1011 WIDE BODY Jets'

Bring this coupon to

Vacation Outlet

to receive a discount

I

Save $n/\
up to **w

per person

1*25 per person off any Pane Charter Air Only bookingj

1*50 per person off a GWV Costa Rica vacation

Coupon valid for new bookings only made
Now through May 31, 1996

VACATiONOUTLH
RLBMESBASEMBNTr

CALL 617-2678100
Vacation pnees are per person based on double occupancy, include air/hotel Al pnees exclude departure/arrival
taxes/fees (currently •52-*62) possible fuel surcharge, are capacity controlled for new bookings only and subject
to change Flights via ATA, Allegro or Nortti American See Tour Participant Agreement for details Restrictions
apply Not responsible for typographical errors

"AFTER YOU PICK UP YOUR DECREE
• • •

date: Thursday, April 9, 1 998

time: 4:00 p.m.

location: Procopio Room, Hills South

»

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP WRESTLING PRESENTS

AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

SPONSORED BY:

COLLEGE OF FOOD & NATURAL RESOURCES CAREER NETWORK
• • •

UMASS ALUMNI ASSOCIATION LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE &
REGIONAL PLANNING

•BSSSSsl SATURDAY
MAY 16
7:30PM!

ALUMNI/AE PANELISTS:

T.C. Zimirowski
Andrew Leonard

Jenny Chang

Jonathan Diette

Katie Galluzzo

Principals
EMG Associates
Fitchburg, Massachusetts

Landscape Architect
Symmes Maini McKee
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Emanouil Brothers Inc., Landscape
Contractors

Chelmsford, Massachusetts

Land Use Planner
Pioneer Valley Planning Commissio
West Springfield, Massachusetts

lis is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss their experiences in the working

world. Don't miss this important panel discussion!

For more information, pleas* contort: College of Food & Natural Resources Career Network 545-<

VS.
KEVIN NASH

RE BOY" RIC FLAIR
VS.

CURT HENINIO
,OND«JpUAS I

RJaVMN

BIU.GOLDBIRO
VS

MRRYSATU

TICKETS: $25, $20.& $15.
To Charge Call 413-733-2500 or For More Info Call 413-545-0505.

Tickets Available at the MulNns Center Box Office Mon.-Fri. 9AM - 5PM, Sat 10AM - 5PM and All Tcketmaster Outlets.

CARD IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE SUBJECT TO SERVICE CHARGE
1998 © World Championship Wrestling. Inc. A Time Warner Company. All rights reserved.

IB
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women's lacrosse
~ Sdorts BmeFs ~

continued from page 14

close out the halt with a goal to

push Dartmouth's lead to three at

8-5. Opening the second half,

henwick provided a virtual instant

replay of Frazier's opening charge

with her own march through the

I Mass defense and put a shot past

Sardi after 12 seconds into the

game. Following Fenwick was
Weit/iil with four goals and senior

attack km Greene with three assists.

On both sides of the field.

Dartmouth showed no qualms con-

cerning the physualitv v)l their pld\

\» then sticks flew freel> and their

ifcowfcaWra lowered liberal!), the

Minutewomen were finding out

what it felt like to play a team that

had the pressure and abilit\ of

inexperience

defending their national ranking

"I thought wc gut -nme really

nice support from our bench today

when we needed it," Massachusetts

coach Francesca McClellan said.

"This was a tough team. They were

beatable defensively and we ccrtain-

I) showed them that I think we just

needed to step up a little more
defensively."

I Ma>s would ultimately be done

in after sharp stick handling and

well timed passing on the part of

the Big Green.

"It was a tough loss." McClellan

said "I think we're playing a little

flat since our win over Brown
We're going to have to pick our-

selves up and get down to business

the rest of this season. I was hoping

we'd play a little sharper today

although we did some very nice

things and (we had our| moments

The strain of playing u team with

the weapon- like Dartmouth had

could be seen on main

Minutewomen faces at the start of

the second halt

"They've got a lot of Jepth,

they've got a lot of size, speed, and

-kill. McClellan said. "They sort of

have a little bit of everything in

each department Sow it - in m
u.- to get down to business for St.

K-eph's, Hofstra, Bl .
and

Syracuse. They're the real com k»-

teams that wc N going to have to

come out pas-u>nateU

¥

'lr

s is&i&k
*-)

continued from page 14

dunng the rest of the week as well.

tntng to keep the team focused and

with good perspective

"\\ uh a voting team like this, vou

have to do a lot of talking about

their heads and how they re

approaching things menially, in

practices and games." McClellan

said. "This is a sort of midseasun rut

and we talked about that yesterday*

The key for the freshman and
sophomores is how they will

respond in the coming weeks. The
next two opponents, St. loseph's

and Hofstra. both on the road, will

prove to be challenging games for

the Minutewomen Both are project-

ed as beatable teams, but the hills

and valleys indicative of any grow-

ing season might give LMass some

trouble come game time Still in the

best position it s been in years.

Massachusetts cannot complain

about its youth

> 141,1 L

A*3 >

4"a""*a>W

ccxanw i

The UMass co-ed cheerleading team brought home ninth place from the National* in Daytona Beach, Fla

Kuchar taking it all in at The Masters
U G, STA. Ga. (AP) — Matt

kuchar munched cm a sandwich and

potato chips yesterday in the section

of the Augusta National clubhouse

marked ""layers Only
"

To his left. k«hrt Dalv puffed on a

cifamte To ms right. Phil Mkkeawn
glanced at a newspaper. Dew
III settled into a scat right across the

table, then Greg Norman joined the

group a few minutes later.

kuchar's eyes, wide and alive, wan-

dered beck and forth, soaking it alt m
"It was great to hear their nones,*

the 19-year-oid Georgia Tech sopho-

more said "lohn Daly was telling

some fumy stories about his days in

colege Greg Nor—n started talking

about all his toys and how he's dri-

ving the pace car in the Indianapous

500"

kuvhar is this year's Tiger Woods
invited to the Masters as the reign-

ing IS Amateur champion But

unlike the hoopla that followed

Woods from the very first day he

stepped inside the gates at Augusta

National kuchar slinks around the

grounds in virtual obscuntv

'I just came in at the right time and

at the right place.* sasd kuchar. who
surprised even himself by winning the

\mateur title in August "I'm

kind of riding his wave. Tiger has

made goat so much more popular For

me to feJsow m his footsteps is tuckv
'

This week, the cheers for kuchar

have been respectful — after all.

Augusta National co-founder Bobby
tones never surrendered his amateur

status — but more of the luror is

reserved for players like Woods and

Els. Faldo and Norman Nicklaus and

Palmer

This is the true amateur experience

at the Masters, which went through an

anomoiy during V* oods' three yean as

an amateur champion Guys like

kuchar. one of five amateurs in the

88-player Field, arc here to immerse

themselves in the experience, immune
to the hordes of media and fans.

ling is too mundane, from
ihepang in the dorm-like ausu--

the Crow's Nest to glancing out from

the veranda at the hordes of people

already gathered on the course in the

Cheerleaders place ai Nationals

UMass sent two cheerleading

squads to national competition in

Daytona Beach. Fla . April 2-5 and

both came home with top 10 awards

The all-girl team took home tilth

place, and the co-ed team finished

ninth.

The teams qualified during a camp
in Port lerviv N I last August and

competed against 14 teams in each

division

After preliminary round action

the all-girl squad, which has 20
members, stood in third place, while

the co-ed learn, comprised of 10

women and 10 men. was in fourth

Both advanced to final competition

The LMass Dance team which
also traveled to Florida, finished

I Ith in preliminaries and did not

advance.

After the finals competitions, the

all-girt team was awarded fifth and
the co-ed ninth

APRIL 18th

-. Maa I •(••• K'l .

-

|II1)S93«52?2
(anaa Maa.' Iie.'eaaa. luri tula,

laa la la« 4 MTV > t.i.ll, ».u l.

APRIL 25th
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CHECK OUT A GREAT CLASS!

Peer Health Educators...
...lain, about eool fluff

.teach work-hop* in the ret idenee hilli end Greek MM,

...e>e eat eoadomi end other joodiet it

the CiMpat Caater and special event-.

...mike new friendi.

...MAKE A DIFFERENCE!

IL

PEER HEALTH EDUCATION I & H

PUBLIC HEALTH 213/214 or EDUCATION 213/214

6 Credits • 2 Semester Commiiment Required

ATTEND AN INFORMATION SESSION:

Tuesday - April H, Noon - lpm, Campus Center Room 165 -169

Wednesday- April 15,800 -8:30pm, Campus Center Room 805 -809

For more iofomutioa call Lauri Turkovsky al 577-5181.
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The Nationals will be aired on

CBS April 19 at 2 p ni UMass Jim

Mon will be aired on USA Network

on May 2 at 12 p.m.

Club lacrosse picks up win at

Williams

It was a all-around team effort tor

club lacrosse learn as il

traveled to Williamstown to hand the

William- College junior varsity a

lough 16 -3 loss on April 7

Ground balls kc>ed the game as

Tim Koattk, Brendan Keenan.

I Bemadel and Owen Poland

created opportunities for UMass
I Mass took advantage of those

opportune log 10 assisted

goals. In all. 10 different plater* tal

lied points on the afternoon Kevin

Murra) led the wa> with m\ points,

while Gabc Mart/ I cyanic r'u»tay

and Poland all added four Keenan
contributed two points.

UMass also gat its fair »h«

individual goal* Irom koMck. Mike
iu\ Mike Murray

and defenseman luan -Pablo Mas.

On the defcn»ne a*a*a of the field.

Mas teamed with Tom S\hauwcker

and Ink'* >hut Jown the

William* offense Phuc Thai and
Mike Vmlan anchored the defense

with their play in goal.

L Mass plays next on April 1 1 at

Dean lunior College the reigning

league champion
more information about the

club lacrosse team, contact |uJy

Dietelat S45-MI3

Club volleyball heads to Nationals

The I8ih-ranked UMass men
club volleyball team will head to

AuMin. TeiM loi Nationals next

ajaaa after fini-rtinj; the Neve

Kngland regular season undefeated

\pnl 4. the team competed in

. * 1 upland Championship-

against Rhode Island. Dartmouth.

Amhi! Ibv Provident
Southern Connecticut, New
Hampshire Mil. Wnm.ni and

Western Connectk ui

After moving through pool play.

UMass knocked oil L Rl IJ-J. 15-5

in the semifinals and L Ml. 15-7,

IS K ,n the final*

'\ael Shippce. Wayne Chestna.

lason Greenlaw and Elk Blahut were

tabbed as some of the tournament's

top performers. Also contributing for

UMass were laret Baiter, leff Zima.

Damian Gasparatto. lason Telle-

Shawn Daly. Pedro Fcrnande-

Bryan and Rob Settembro

The UMass women* dub vollev

ball team finished 2 t in pool
|

Boston I niv t r*nv jivd earned

with Nik SOU IS 12. Is IV The

women will also travel BO Au*un
next week for Nationals

Women's hockey ends season at

Nationals

The UMass women team

earned a respectable fourth plan-

finish al the National Club
Champion*hipv Mjl!
Lake Placid N 'i I"he team s leading

N 'Ian. v. a- honored as

an All -Tournament team UMa
ished the season with a 14

revord
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Lincoln Real Estate

4^
/ vw»ea»*>

Has the best selection of 1 .2. 4 3 bedroom

Center of Amherst Apartments with gas heat

Showings

Start

Gilreath Manor
Condos
• 1 Bedroom

• 1 1/2 Baths

lJ
^

in April
• Heated Basement

• New Gas Heat &
^^\

Y
far Jan or Hot water

hk
September

Occupancy!

• 1/2 mile to campus

• On Bus Route

Lincoln Real E state • 25 N. Pleasant • 253-7879

Li_j fc^.s^
-

TOP FOOO SALES IN US
roe SAcasts

»000
r soosutss

a ft>*i*<ma
BcAJicax
psmsro

~i Ajnsauaca
• COTACOSJa
Bar tat

*J>M
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3 jst'iAaasro

FOOD SCIENCE
Tha> major with JOBS AND CAREERS

*fff
CHEMISTRY MICROBIOLOGY BIOTECHNOLOGY
ENGINEERING RELATED TO FOOD QUALITY

. SAFETY.
HEALTH, MANAGEMENT ENVIRONMENT. MANAGEMENT
AND FOOD PROCESSING

BE A PART OF THE LARGEST INDUSTRY IN THE U.S. !!

INTRODUCING TWO NEW OPTIONS with emphasis on

FOOD TECHNOLO
MANAGEMENT

FOOD INDUSTRY
FOOD PROCESSING

MANAGEMENT

FOOD, HEALTH AND
THE ENVIRONMENT
FOOD SAFETY
FOOD AND HEALTH
FOOD AND THE ENVIRONMENT

llll MM \KISf IMIK SI KIIS

a (,aini n\(,ui ton mil

II Great Daq

in Harlem

with Hit Farmer

A gr«t night for film buffs H
and jazz fans alike. The first

act is the screening of the

Oscar-nominated documentary which tells the story of the legendary

photo of jazz greats. The second is a live performance by a jazz great

himself, trumpeter Art Farmer and his ensemble. A must-see—and a

must-hear!

THURSDAY, APRIL 16, 8PM, BOWKER AUDITORIUM
PatMNTf WITH TMI GCNtaxxA SuaaOaT O* WRSI 93 1 FM ANO WfCR 88 SFM

a of vu or a cooo timc

Damn
Yankees
This Faustian musical comedy classic fol-

lows middle-aged Joe Boyd as he makes a

pact with the devil to lead his beloved

Washington Senators to victory over the

unbeatable Yankees. With songs like

"(You Gotta Have) Heart" and

"Whatever Lola Wants," Damn Yankees

is a home run hit!

SUNDAY, MAY 3, 7PM, CONCERT HALL
P»f SfNTCD WITH TMt GENEROIK SUPaOKT Of PlOPtfS BANK AND WRNX 100 9FM

Coll 545-251 1 or 1-800-999-UMAS for tickets

Visit sw Wtbsiu si vrww.iaass.SaW/fec/facJrtMl

< OWI « I Willi i<H U < I Ml U!

F|nearts
Center

UNIVtRSITY Of
awasAOftarrrs i

AMHUST
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mcr who died, whui Cat*) MartJn'l
trial meani to |olf>, I SI'S has
>hi>wn little hint ol Iseadtni in that
direction

With ESPN ilread) isvuin^ two
editions ol n- /.S/'\ l/,,,. i; ,„,. ,|,cv
have beeome the new kuK on the
Block II vou e\ci had a new neigh
bor move in ne\i io qi neat vou
when >ou were Soun

t'ci. wm ean
probabl> recall thai thev tried to
impress quukK Maybe il was \our
new friend's J d j show me oil hi^
brand new OrillMaatat iiXK) to \oui
pop or being able to pki\ wnh ever)
io\ vou though could exist II sou
didn't leali/c il then, vou prohubU
do now il'l called iiiNCsurnv

While I don t want io lu^h the
concept of I sl'\ \4a§aiin* there
are flaw> W Ith all u. belli and
whiMlc- iIk\ In;, forced out the
contenl. whi^h Sports Illustrated

has faithfullv proviaed ihioughoui
the v. rhange i- pood
hopefullv il will mean progress in

collie rtapactl Bui when vou have
the "new kid" being hilled a> j||

nude.'' vou inav eiKOUBtei a lew
problems somewhere down the line

I expesled no les. from I SPN
Well known in part, lor its witiv

and creative ^how "Spoilt, enter.

"

mev stable thai the Ben
of pop and pi/a// would lurn up in

what sould be considered i\- prim
edition Ihe error, howavat lie>

within the assumption ol

'SportsCentcrV flash carrying ovet
and being transplanted into a maga-
zine While I would eagerl) awake

ESPN
lor a b a in edition of
"SportsC enter," I would be less

enthralled with the assault on the

teases emanating from the next
i--ue of / Sl'\ \laxa:iiii-

While it does boast great photog-
raphs and excellent writers, tho an
unlortunaielv drowned out by the
blatant pandering to the younger
generation and the waste of large

pages of grown men grabbing Back
other or wincing in pain and hold
ing their groin

I lie content that does impress
unlortunatelv seems out of place.

An artistic 76ers Spurs photo lea

luring Tim Hunean and Allen
Iverson ium somehow doesn't jive

with a naked Miehuel lohnson us we
gel io witness the "evolution of
-km " While llll- || onlv an adwr
ti-ement and not ihe content of the

. iik characteristic! *pill over
l sl'\ Magazine seems to have

been caught between piovidmg con
lent and image While the effort
should be applauded, we can how
the lighter side ol BaMM presented
in whal lcH)k* like a l|Mttl J'la- 'nav

be mi-guidcd in it-, deliserv

ShsafM Illustrated has the udvan
I being a week more tiineK j-

I SPA Magazine is le-^ concerned
with »hort lerm new-. *QCaakeJ on
the bigger puiuie II allempl> to

-upplemci c enter" with a

-Ho the future but again we
see a piospcvt with proim-c tall to

the wavside faster than Brian
Bo»worlh

In the second i->ul we see

Michael "u- [we've] never heard
him " Michael talks about his aver-

sion to SI because ol me cover ihey

ran that did not quite endorse ln-

baseball detour entitled "Bag It.

Michael!: lordan and the White Son
are Kmbarrassing Baseball."
Somehow thai reaction doe-n'i In

with his pel -avmg "I'll get over il

."

What about rbrgive and forget

Mike? Thai s the altitude that per

vades throughout this mugu/inc
because it BBBI with the target audi-

ence of rebellious south I sen the

headline ol the Morv. "I linch First?

Not Me." exemplifies the mag's
apparent direction of IlippaiKv thai

spoil- the -how like eating too much
popcorn before wring Titaak foi

the umpteenth time

Not .S7. though We se alieads got

a complete package without the u-e

less wrapping paper that we get

with lunior (wrapping paper that

tomes with loud, ugls graphics bs

the was i SpofU Illustrated is a cias-

ek liiiiclc-* I'cerle-s

I \vcpt now there- / >/'N

afaajaifusri Itn- Week » Sign the
Apocalsp-e i- I pon Us.

lamif lee and tasey Kane are
i, ollegii'ii cotummitti

continued from page 14

the sports reader wauls ansnioic

Not esen the Iree token- ol apprcci

a l ion

II >ou are ans kind ol sports Ian.

sou watched the game- or sou saw
the highlights, probabls on I SI'S '-

"SponsC enter and sou don t warn

to rehash them m print Doe- il

mallei that with 10.21 leinaining in

the second quarter Dana) lens
lei t the game with mmoi back
spasms? Bui tin- i- |u-i the begin

ning.

PhotOB, Itlolo- \\, u' all -ecu a

million action picture- of Michael

lordan diismg or dunking on -oine

leaf -out oi a -eating boCM) plaser

BBJ at In- opponent ui Ijse .'II

— ye-, thev are (he -taml.ird lor

gixnl photo v""iuili-m Hut don't

sou t hi i tk '.' time to branch out

and u|«Jale thi- nimd-el '

The extra -i/e that mans a—is.i

ale with Hulling Stum- open- up
-poll- photographs to another
world In the \pnl i s/'V

pictures include IXuntnik lla-ek -it-

ling spread eagle uivdei the BeataM
(with short- oni Res (.lidoiie/ -ur

laeillg from plaslul

or our own Pedro Martinez

enveloped in flamboyantiv die--ed

dancer- Such pictures will catch the

non-fanatK -port- Ian and lorce the

avid Ian to imagine what il has to do
with the athlete It's an art. not just a

matter of limelines-

But the main draw is that il is a wel

come influx for ihe perennial sports

Ian who doesn't want to locus on |u-l

one sport, but also doe-n't want to be

forced to read about some Iannis ol

acrobats

Details, -nillmg lor little known
tact- that s whal Mortal knowledge
ha- come to todas S|xm- journalism

with an attitude It reflects mans of

our athletes todas and we should be

able to hase a medium which will pro-

side us with opinion- ol "guss who go
to the trainer- ris«iii onl\ lor \dsil

"

i the hi'ni.iii -ide ol

athletes, their sense of humor, and
outlook on their leam Sol stale lines

about working esersdas to make the

playoffs I think that gameplan was
well established buck when IXiubledas

created the game.

When much ol -ports is based on

preposterous -alars icieclioii-

intra team gawking, and ownership

discrepancies attitude i- needed

I Sl'\ \laga:im- creates and elabo-

rates on the controversy that holds

-port- together Fans thrive on the

dirt

Spurts Illustrated doesn't let fans

have opinions on lopics Instead, thev

reiterate what newspapers write and
add unbearable blandncss to an
al reads -our story.

In today's fast-paced world, if

something doesn't catch our initial

attention, then we won't read it.

Spurts Illustrated is loaded with epic

stone- on the WHA or Tara l.ipin-ki

that the aserage reader will get

halfwas thtough and then decide on
-leep instead /..S/'S Magazine is short

and lo the point llashs gimmicks and
than- aie mixed with a leal knowl-

edge ol -poit- Irom the people who
kii-iw ihem .

'x/'N \laga:im unveils the world

ol sport- thai we don't see through the

ie-1 ol mas- media I SPN took a

chance with this publication I hi- trio

believes it's a sleeper that will soon

dethrone the flavorless giant known as

Spurts Illustrated.

Brett Mauser is a Collegian colum-

nist Kathleen Halls and \arun Saykin

are Collegian staff members.

basketball
contnued from page 14

t loe - all time a— i-t h-i with
4i' I and Ihe same -pot on ihe -in

eaaoa li-i with 171 which he
amassed in hi- ar

Him ha- -ersed a- ihe ouoS ol

the Minutemen lor two .*

lough lor

Shannon Crooks looking to transfer

St lohn - Ir-.-hnian guard
Shannon Crook- will likels transfer

Irom ihe R > at the end of

this sear and I Ma i run

Bat to land him
Mas-aehu-eti- oiiginalls rcruncd

product o! f .erelt High
•I whs' instead opted t" plas

in New V.rklns l lowavet . Croofci
is now looking to niosc Jc
home because hi- laifut ha- cancel

1 Hiaso

lold ihe Dai7t "

thi- weekend that the Minutemen
hold the in-idc track win
"Shannon ha- a sers rapport with

Bruiser Hint " DiBi Being

irom home ha* been a K
Io him It- iu-l him. hi- (.nher and

hi- mother, and ii - I

him to he aw as

Ihe ^ Kk'I 2 combo guard aver-

aged 1,9 point* in the 2> game* dur
ing which be -aw limned action

Due ; Nc \ \ rule- no matter
he end- up Crook- will sit

out a sear bul still retain three

ol eligibility

Kcvrun considering I Conn
Philadelphia product lohn

Salmon- i- leaning towards
Connecticut and may sign with the

Hu*kie* il hi- S\l scores are high

enough I Conn and several other
high profile tcbooti will likely

extend scholarship offers to
Salmon-

Ihe official signing period began

Salmon- a r> Uh>i i who
la.ed increased interest due to his

plas ihis season, may -till con-ider

! nulvmcn. especially if hi*

not high enou.

of the school- he i- con-idering do
ept partial or noil qualllier-

Orioles again have chance

to make noise in AL East

Holding 'em off

The Massachusetts men's lacrosse team will have to fight off the

Loyola Greyhounds in the first game o< a college lacrosse doi *»•••»• •«*

er at |ohns Hopkins Saturday

H\l IIMORI i API - Ihe
Baltimore Orioles last year made hi-to

rs bs becoming only the sixth team in

baseball history to remain in first place

the entire season.

laj chance this year's team had of

an encore dissipated opening day with

a 4 1 Io-* to Kan*a- Cits Bul ihe

Oriole- hase won eseis game -nut

and after -even game- thes se got a

heller record than the l*>*>7 scjuad thai

won six game- and went to the \l

championship se'

Phi- is the lourth time in franchise

history Baltimore has started t>- 1 In

|s)ot> and 1*1"
I ihe Oriole- reached

the World lariat, and in I side-

Baltimore made it to the Ml S a- a

wild card

Although it's far loo early lot

Baltimore to start printing piavof'

ets. ihe Onole* have at least given the

other teams in the \l Fast something

io think about

Baltimore has -cored al least 10
run- three limes during its lit game
winning streak The Orioles have also

won IB M run. including a 4-

s I win oser the Royals in which
Baltimore rallied to score four run- in

she bottom of thejpm)
The pile 1

1
i aver

age of only three runs per game and
the hitler* have repeatedly di*piayed

then abilns lo come ihri>ugh in the

clutch — ihe Oris'le* have -cored a

wlKipping 4f percent of their 44 run*

with two out*

"We can't go wire to wire, we
prosed that opening day." manager
Kas Miller said "Bul to win the tough

games, that make- everybody, kind of

relaxed We know that il we can't out-

slug them, we can do the little things

and win with our pitching
"

The Oriole* climbed into first piece

in ihe M I -i-i after their lourth game
and appear intent upon staying there

re getting timely hitting, play

trig good defense and getting what we
need from our pitcher*." mlielder leff

Rchoulct *aid "Wo wanted to get off

to a good start, and so far that » exact

ly what's happened
"

The Orioles -nil have 155 games
left, and it would be absurd to draw
ans cone la*ions after |u-t seven games
against Kansas Cits and Detroit Bui it

already appear* evident Miller will

benefit greatly from having the most
expen-ise 25 man roster in baseball

history at hi* disposal

I leadotf hitter Brady Anderson

hurt his shoulder Saturday Miller

: lamnionda atop the

n Sundas
and in-eiied Robe-no Mortiar in the

V , I spot Tuesday

[ B6ok MoyTI
oUmmer $

coming!
» (C««c> T~><al«4s sVr«s< Aal*st« J

Vic« fVe»f«.

DUBLIN ^4-49

ROME $389
LONDON $298

I, Faau a« aovas u> u) m ar :acuM
•wUk- amucnsM a«au.

[Travel ~
CICt Caaiaram hlat*«aaaal

Faaaraiaanal F iraaaf

44 Main Street

.Amherst

(413) 256-1261
/C " m ~

***"

n _ i n 1

1

You hide, you seek
you BLAST! LASER

Wb< fegfamBB

It's not virtual, it's REAL...

It's the most exciting, interactive

laser tag game in the Galaxy I

LASER STORM...
where YOU are the action!

GET TWO GAMES FOR
THE PRICE OF ONE...

with this od

Not vota wots ar>y oMiet aftsT

One deepens per customer Upass SOO^t

Hampshire Mall Hadlcy MA 586 8345
Games Daily.. Call for times

DIAMOND SALI

On« King Si Noflbomolon 584-3324
264 N Pleasant Si , Amherst 253 3324

What is there to do
on campus??

http //www umass . edu/campact/events/calendar htm

Check this website out!

f5pfr»jyusl
YOU HAVE TO SEE IT TO BELIEVE IT!

LIQUOR SPECIALS
•12.Cuervo Cold

|
Tequila

Mt. Cay Eclipse Rum »12.**

i6 **

I Cordon s Flavored

IVodka
|(Wildberry, Citrus, Orange)

1 99 Bananas *9.**7

10% off Kosher Wines

MICRO BREWS
Sierra Nevada "fj^**taeaai

A P»*f Mr Porter) • a*

I Boston Burton '5.**

I(W». IP A CiLaaer) «*e

I Wachusett Brewing Co. fjj^
|(Countrv Att, IPA, Nut Brown.

I Summer)

I Catamount ^
|(P»le Ale Amber Ale) 1; r* r>ju I

BEER SPECIALS
Milwaukee* Best so |

|(Req and liont) .**

1 10 pack

Michelob it Michelob ^9 m I

Lt. • **r

1 8 Paxil cans

Buscti it Busch Light
*9 **

C ise Bottles '

Guiness Pub Draught 14 »•

Cans 441

Micro Kegs
In Stock

DISCOVER VISA MASTERCARD ACCEPTED OPE N 9am lo 1
1 pm I Full RedemntlOn

RT 9 EAST/ 338 COLLEGE ST (41317S3 S3S4 / TAKE I 91 TO EXIT 19/ RT 9 east ~
Center

Poetry, Prose, Lyrics and ONE -ACTS

In all languages other than english

3-D, 2-D, and Multimedia

AitWork alSo AcCepted

To be featured in ITIOthertongue an annual multilingual journal

contributors must be Five College Bi-lingual Students.

For information

send e-mail to mOthertongue@complit.umass.edu

or contact The UMass Comparative Literature Dept

Following the journal publication, writers will have the option of reciting

their material at a mOthertoligue spoken word performance held

on friday. may 1 5th in Hampden Theatre. Artwork featured in

mOthertoligue journal will be on display in Hampden Gallery from

Friday May 15th to Friday. May 22nd.

Deadline For Submissions Has Been Extended To
April 17th

mOthertoligue is sponsored by the Department of Comparative

Literature at UMass and the UMass Arts Council.

-John Kotzmon, Founder

Class time that counts
Wo spend more lime in class to

make sure we cover ihe test

exhaustively You won't have to

spend hours working on your

own Class size is limited to 1

5

You'll score more...

Our students improve on average
of 2 1 2 points on the GRE

If you knew the CAT
No one knows the computer
odapttve tests belter than we do
So, whether you choose Ihe pencil

4 paper or CAT formal, you'll

review powerful techniques to

maximize your score

Summer course I'nrollmi-nt

h.is hi'ijun'

& President of The Princeton Review

A We're on campus!
' • The Princeton Review was chosen

to administer all test-preparation

programs for the UMASS Division

of Continuing Education

No Iroveling, no hassle

Satisfaction guaranteed
If you complete the course, take the

GRE and ore not satisfied with your

score, we'll work with you ogain for

up to one year, al no fee

413/584-6849
am* review cam

^I'llll
,«^P PRINCETON^ REVIEW

PIZZA GRINDERS CALZONES
SALADS SPAGHETTI

UPERJOil

/-

j v

IZZERJA ®
17 MONTAGUE ROAD, AMHERST

S49-0626

Open 7 days a -week I lam - 2am
Small

Grinder

|
Can of Sod*

' and Bag of

Chips
$495

Free
Tep;?!n«-

On Large
Pizza

Buy Two
Large
*>*.*.*-==

Get a

Free Small
Cheese Pizza

Buy a
Large
Pi-Be*

Get a

Free One
Liter Soda
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Collegian Classifieds
University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

ANNOUNCEMENTS APARTMENT FOR RENT I EMPLOYMENT EMPLOYMENT
Fret body composition/diet

v
• , SJfc i09

'

SENIOR CAMPAIGN
Looking for volunteers!

I , i |lw *d> b) Ml
involved'

Contact Annual Fund Office tn

Memorial Hall

545^3509

Utttoet 'o' Seniors'

People j Market
v the rood s fresh, the cof

toe & hot. and the mute it lam-

mm ' Mam Floor Student Union

APARTMENT FOR RENT

North Amherst
Ju.et S670 All

included Available 5/9 549

Take Over Our Leese 3 bed
room renovated Puffton Apt

-.•1966

3 bedroom apartment
Pytftoa Half renovated

.mm Available 6/1 CaM

m

2 bedroom- Brendywine
Available 6/1 $800 per month

.ten 549-1571

3 bedroom aft Summer sublet

with d Fall option On busline

Spacious living room Call 549
6546

Amherst Center 1. 2. and 3

bedroom apartments Gas heat,

hardwood floors We are show
ing starting April 6th for June
and September leases Lincoln

Rod Estate 253 7879

Pre- School Teacher
F/T position witn diverse orouf,

ot people in Montesson Schoo
in J P Start June 1 Cal

1617(524-3237

Gas heat,

hardwood floors, heated base
mart 1/2 mile to campus on bus

route We are showing starting

April 6th for June and
September leases $1350 plus

253 7879

For apartment program serving

adults with mental illnes'

m the community Get training

and experience necessary to

wort in the field All shifts, open
to applicants available through

the summer Wages $7 00 an
hour Send resume and cover

letter to Amherst Apartment)
Program 29 Colonial Village.

Amherst MA 01002 No calls

in

hm •,* r -. i it - Md» x*^ •»uywmtt^ . •^•/jaieajojjmBJ mey 4.1/

' with option to rent

through August 31 and through

mat Fall Heat/hot i

ad 0n2busi

able 6/1 wrth fa.1 ophon On bus

line $440 month Cat 2534101

AUTO FOR SALE

IS VW Jotta New eihaust

New tires $2500 or 670 Cart

5460405

1M7 Hyundai Excel V ••

altorrmtot. water pump, brakes

muffler tailpipe, eihaust sys

tern, belts Needs new head
gsket Overall good condition

50 or 8,-0 Call 256-6351

Wanted Toyotas Novas
Prums Santras Any condition

Cash p*d everyday 1-800 649
4795

Nannios/Live-ia needed for

NY CT/CA families

Minimum one year commitment
Prolessional and affluent farm

lies Must have child-care

and/or related experience
Excellent opportunity for net

working and saving money Also

accepting applications for new
Elite Division Average Salaries

S300S50GVwk 1^00-932 2736

ne exhaust, tires

rbVO 250 8836
enamt
lorB/0

Specie** 2 bosVoom
route private gym/laufldry

downstairs Hoot and hot wattr

included Available Ma, 27th

Cat 256 397

CARS FROM SIM
Seued and sold locally this

1 800-522-2730 e.t 4554

) bedroom
• • •'

ajjartaajnt Available June 1 wrth

Fafljpticn Ca.' 549 5'06

2 bed
Thai

•e gym. hot

water and heat Ptoyground and

bus row* VXfmarm Cad 253-

S28B

3

Apt
renovated "•

Take over after Spring

Ca8SAS8S84

Dal

candrtwn CaM John 54M307 to

pittiajtoomioriuetol

tolirajn uptown S rranute waA
to campus Heat and hot i

wJuded Carl 2S3- 1487

Cars

evaryday 1800849-4795

COMPUTERS

PC Crome Panteen
32MB RAM 2 gig bite hard
drive, Windows 95 Windows
NT 4 0. Photo Shop 4 Sale

$500 E mari lunirOwriteme corn

a»V»7|0

Pentium 233MMX. 32MB
RAM 7 i j g 24X. CD ROM
336*. Ti Modem Video & Audio

Cards with Speakers Plus 14

>X* ''at sceef 3 q 'a Mi ':

Windows 95. keyboard PS2

Macierteaa Celer !

1500 Primer. Keyboard. Mouse
External CD Drive SCSI
Equepnant is m excellent cond.

iw All for $300 or B0 549
55M

apt in

Southpomt Available June 1-

Aug 31 S550/month Call Geoff

2»2979

1 bedroom apt available at

Crestvew 671 Fall option On
ton. short walk to UMass Call

faaaaaay

CHEAP' Color VGA
Monitor $55 Laptop Notebook-

$99 486 Computer System
$295 Call CPC 1413)584-8857

EMPLOYMENT

Club Med & Cruise Ships
Now hiring Free details 1-800-

4354247

XCI
A coed overnight camp in

Bndgton Maine is looking lor

staff 6,23 8/2J Counselors
with Specialties m Aquatcs
Arc' Boating
Campmg/Hiking. Ceramics.

PtoMfrastoj ftottMl laaM
and male General Counselors

For information, call Wayne
Goldstein or Ava Goldman 617

LEADERS NEE0E0 ummer
teenage bicycling trips US
Canada. Europe Minimum 4-

*er« toH kSaaaeaSM Sa:a<y

plus expenses paid Student
x*—^_» — tea, . . . - A *- * - * -* A.*lMC *,!«""«, "OcJ'd" A BJ e BJ H !

CONWAY MA 01341 (800)343

6132

Liteguanto

Amherst apartment complex
looking lor swimming pool lite

guards Must be IB years ot age

and have all cartifcation papers

Apply at Rolling Green Office

Beichertown fid Amherst
S3-3000EOE

Semmer Employment
Worcester or Reading areas

Unrvarsity Punters is h*mg $6

19 an hour Call Shana 6 1607

sorwwo

HAVE AN AMAZING SUM
MER
Massachusetts seeks caring

noti.arc.) cone*' stjdent*. *'<

love kids' GENERAL & SPECIAL

TY COUNSELORS NEEDED Join

a dedicated, fun team
Competitive salaries Camp

/82Q
Manager for "• !aTJeaTood
and Ice Cream store Position

offering experience and
overview m all facets of Small

Business Management No
experience necessary, only a

positive attitude Must be avail-

able from 5/18-10/18 Other

positions available also Call

before 6pm 508827-3574

Information
Systems

Immediate opening tor an

Information Systems asao-

ciate reporting to IS

Manager tor day-to-day

hardware/software trou-

bleshooting Hardware

includes PC s. PC networks

and midrange computer

systems

1 to 2 years Heap Dee*
experience preferred

Automotive experience a

plus Must have high ener-

gy, inteejgence and organi-

zational studs Up tor the

challenge? Send resume

ajto m/m% >aa)BeeRtoatelj

AMonOon IS Depl

PO Box 1161

W SprmgfteMMA 01080-1 161

e-maa

HA I ISI

Drug-eee/Smofce-Hee Wort*mo«
Equei Opportune*/ Employer

EMPLOYMENT
Fall 1998 Internships with the

Student UqjI Services Office,

get hands-on experience in the

legal field— work directly with

attorneys and clients Earn up to

15 undergraduate credits No
experience M the legal profes-

sion necessj g pro-

vided Application deadline is

April 17. 1998 Contact The
Student Legal Services Office

today 545 1995 922 Campus
Center

Interested in Advertising
Sales'* i energetic.

motivated people 1 Unlimited

j potential (413)737-3479

Earn extra cask mailing our

circulars from home in your

spare time No experience nec-

essary Free information 1 888
892 2781

FOR SALE

For Sale Iwo shelves and
dresser Franci 253-7606

ROOM FOR RENT
Bedroom available m a fur-

nished apt O The Boulders
Available from 6/1 till 8/31
Contact Terry @ 253-0375

ROOMATE WANTED

Northampton
room with A/C and 1/2 bath in a

2 bedroom apt Available 6/1

Call 584 5143

Responsible, warm, tun

lemale looking tor ruornmatelsl

on Martha s Vineyard this sum
mer Please i ah 546-

Looking far 1 or 2 females to

share apartment at The
Townhouses for Fall and Spring

next year Easy to live with Call

us at 546 2137

Gym $60 oi

Doing simple entry level rnvon

ing Excellent income with flexi

hie schedule IBM compatible

required (888)613-9636

Southshore YMCA Camp stak-

ing energetic and caring coon

sators. aquatic staff, van driver.

security, nurse arts and crafts

maintenance, and office staff

from mid June to end of August

Come |om us for a summer of

tun Positions include room and

board Call 1800-373-1793

Experienced babysitter

ad tor 3 children who live <n the

suburbs of Boston live m or out
-

Fell/Part-Time Positions
Available Now for 38 individu-

als as movers, drivers, supervi-

sors ta/hr Flexible hours Need
transportation Contact Kathy

Banas 5B4 4746

New hinn
Stoats lor n.ghts

this semester and for

Downtown Amherst $7/hr plus

bonus Sean25345S3

B/0 Call 665 7491

HOUSE FOR RENT

fit bedroom home Stockondge

ney Close to UMass
5494270

INSTRUCTION

Cases Bay Bartending

1800-467 2028

Become a Contraception and
Safe Sex Educator Men and
Women wanted Pick up an
application outside the Health

Ed Otfce Room 248 Unrvarsity

Health Services

LOST & FOUND

black

and white cat needs a home
. 549-5498

MISCELLANEOUS

Reps AT&T
A./V* ajd A;< • v-cts a Oi
dents now! No experience, will

JO$300/week Part/Full

Trme 1800'

SUMMER WORK IN
WELFLEET ON CAPE COO
General restaurant work mclud

mg cashiering and service

SB/hour and meals plus $100 per

week bonus for each week
worked if you stay through

August 24 1998 Call or write

Bill MiHert. P0 Box 321. South

Welder-; MA 02663 1508)349

2265 e-mail

•ttOcapecod net

Raise all the money your student

group needs by sponsoring a

VISA/Fundraisor m your cam-

pus No investment & vary nttie

time needed There's no obhaa
lion, so why not call for informa

non today Call 1800-3238454
x95

RESUMES

I n-'ess Resumes

ROOM FOR RENT

Available June 1st

tion (across from The Pub)

Cheap rent, all utilities included

Call Li/ 256-4813 or Harlow 256-

3442

1 bedroom in a 2 bedroom apt

Available Now 1 Through
Summer Call 549-3878

Clean, older or mature
female who likes quiet To

share two bedroom apartment.

washer anddtvat. !

ing room area bummer/fad
Pleasa contact Tina 665 7491

ROOM WANTED

Cool, fun girt looking for other

cool, fun girls to live with next

year It you like to have tun and

have an extra room in a house or

apt. call 546-1 182

SERVICES

Know Your Rights

Have a lovely selection

and hutches We can also help

with any b

longer care for Ca
0105 after 900 am

Dissertations edited and pre

pared by Ph in English Any

subject 6653718

Pregnent 7 Need help 7

:nt ot Amherst area tor

tret; \s\ 'ig a'fl <m >tdix.t 'MS

198B

STEREO a CD EQUIP

Pioneer ft Technics House
System Pioneer 8 1/2- 3 way
caowtets Two 2way T senates

Satellites and one four Tweeter

Center speaker black dmsh
Technics 5 disc CD Player with

remote Receiver also available

Excellent condition Call tor

prices 256 8641

Your Classified

could go HERE
Call us @ 545-3500

SUMMER SUBLET

Two bedroom sublet for

Summer in The Townhouses On

bus route, good condition, fur-

nished Utilities not included For

more info call 549-8793

2 bedroom apt m Sunderland

Available 5/21-8/31

$525/month Email at mian-

nott®ecs umass edu

Newly renovated 2 bedroom

ant Cheap rent Directly

on bus route Wonderful neigh-

bors Bright spacious living area.

Large backyard 1 Come seel Ask

forDany Tiff. Enka. or Lisa 253

6644

NoHo 3 bodroom apartment

Sublease June Aug $900 plus

cheap utilities Near busline

5843775

Two bedrooms available

summer sublet in 4 bedroom
Alpine Commons apt Air cundi

tiomng two lull baths

S onth. an utilities includ

ase call Knsti O 256

6351 or Michelle O 253-2050

Two bedroom spacious
eaertsaeat available Ju

Aug 31st Rent will be nego-

.56 5460

Cheap room in a clean, quiet

! walk to campus
$220/month Call Adnenne
545 3772 Leave a i

TO SUBLET

2 bedroom apt m Brandywine

Available 6/1 to 8/31 Fits 4

Great (oi summer Call 549-3878

Looking to till 1 bedroom m 7

bedroom apt for Summer $250.

with option for both bedrooms m
fall Bus stop on our comer

Clean and comfortable 259

2940

2 bedroom apartment

UPTOWN Great location June

to January Furnished, heat and

hot water included Call Sheri d>

253 8815

Pulfton Village Apt
$740/month Heat/hot water

included 2 bedrooms and 2

bathrooms Starting June 1 Aug

31 with option to renew CaM

5490702

TRAVEL

EUROPE SUMMER 98

i

CARIBEME*
Low Fares to all places'

CALL 800 326-2009

.vww airhitch org

WANTED TO RENT

Wanted 4 bodroom apt

house for summer Call Mike
546-1828

1 bedroom apt m I

Great tor 1 or 2 people Lots of

space Water included Balcony

Central A/C On 2 bus routes

Pefttoa Village 3 bedroom 2

bat' 1 He'<r,d!e-! Right near sal

stop $104u7month 5496069

Looking lor 14 people tor 2

2 BEDROOM BRAN0VWINE

Rial BATH -vr«: > !

'

'<tN

HEAT ANO HOT WATER
INCLUDED

ON TWO BUS ROUTES

PBPBIM NTH
CA

Summer Sublet
option 3 bedroc
A-.ei'aTV6 ' j .

:

. I
"<'•,

5 bedroom house
Sept 1 Only

$1250/month Call 584-2422

TICKETS

Eric Clapton Ticket April 14

Fleet Center 546-6091 or 253
0406

TO SUBLET

1. 2 or 3 bedrooms
n Amherst on bus route

June through August $600 per

room Call 259 2984 Best you

MOM:
Have you

found a

summerjob
uet?

YOU:
UMMht„

Don't let

this happen

to you.

Check out

The
Classifieds

Today !

THURSDAY APRIL 9

ni Dovle. a freduate <tu-

dem in ., mmunuation al I M»«v will pre-

»eni a lecture on "Th* fabrication of a

Moral Pin>. \n ft—Ijoll of the Public

lite Surrounding the London
Ontario kiddit Porn Ring " Th« ocm »ill

begin al 12 SO p m in room 803 in ihc

Campu' Ctnin.
The I Ma«« Uuccn fan Club

will hold • brief and important me<ting at ^

p m in the Cape Cod l.oungr ldra« for

future oveeM will be diacu<»ed

the Rallroom Dancing Club
»ill meet Irom 5 TO- 7 p m in Totman.

loom 101 New member* wrkome No
experience or partner necc«*ar\

\mher«i College Department
of Theatre and Dance pi nJudc
their production of llarold I'mter « rag
(ullriliim at 8 p m at Faycrweather Studio

Theatre at Amher«t College Call for re»er

»ation« al S42 2277.

Vidro — The Student I nion \ i«ual and
Performing Xrt» Space will feature Kaiimir
Malevich'o Suprrmatiim a« part of their

weekU video eerie*, at I pm

FRIDAY. APRIL 10

their South Vian ( .-nvcntion with an r-a«t

Coeet Inter Collegiate dance competllloo

The event will be held in Buckle)
XuJtionuni at Aniher«t College at 8 p m

cHrne meet and dialog

with the \l \N\ Craduate Student
k from noon I p m in the Campu*

Center, room «(><

Rcli/>ou\ \ I ir»t Sight Paeeovet
Seder will be held -lilipm at HUM

I
Dining Common Sign up be April 8

b) .ailing 541 t 7 Hi

SATURDAY. APRIL 11

Smiih College enjoyc the

i the Soutl

with debate* and di in i.«ue« fac

iih Aelom and the South A*ian
Diaopora TTie opening ceremony will begin

al u TO am in Sweeney Concert Hall at

Smith College following will be debate*
and lecture* Call Sadia I atif at S42 M2»
for more information on *peci(ic leciutiv

and debate*

Religious — A Second Night Pa**o*rr

Seder will be held al 6:T0 p.nt at Hillcl

Kaehei D)lalai Commoe Hillel and
\mher«t '* lewnh community will join

together lor a community wide feeder Call

541 I7IO by April 8 to *ign up

SUNDAY, APRIL 12

Ceevmuall] There will be an fid

El Adha Celebration and holiday desert

charing party in I tampion Residence Hall

I ounge at 7 p in The cveni i* -pon«ored by

kreb Student Club

NOTICES
Cimftreme — loin in a celebration

cf undergraduate exploretion and
excellence by attending Ihe «latc-»ide
Conference on Lndergraduate
Research. Scholarly. Creative end
Public Service Actlvitlei on Itidav.

FYh are public service announcernenb pnrtted
deity To submit an FY1. please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,
including the name and phone number of the
contact person to the Collegian, c/o the
Managing EdNor by noon the previous day

May I. al the Federal Renerve Bank and
ot Boston No charge foi Irsi

or registration Oral. poster.
vi*ual/performing art* presentation*
based on student work span and diocl
pliaei To rcg>*i t r conimt lennifcr
Bailey. Honors Program, by April 10 at
S4S 248i

daily listings sponsored by

Today's Program Schedule

UNiass' only student run Television Station
216 Student Union (located to the right of the Hatch) • 545-1336 • wvrw-unix.oit.umass.edu/~uvctv19

3:30 UVC TV- 19 Premier
M7 Video Competition Winners, 1987-1998
4:42 Tom Vigneau
Mi Channel 19 Narwi
5:30 SGA Senate Meeting, 4-8-98
7:43 Soul TV Network
8:30 Mass Hysteria
940
10:00

Master Musk :;*

Sign Off

J

Cm" HSCN 8o//efin Board 13 UVC-TV19
3 CBS/3 Hartford 3D ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfielda CBS/4 Boston 33
ABC/5 Boston
PBS/57 Springfield

S3 CNN
Sat* CNN SI

"7 HSCN Movie Ch. 33 Headline News
a UPN/20 Hartford as UCTV

Weolner Channel 37 TBS
ID NBC/30 New Britain 83 BET
11 Fox/61 Hartford 33 TV Land
12 PBS/24 Hartford 30 Univision

13 WOCH & HSCN 31 Comedy Central

1« International 33 Cartoon
IB UMass Academic TV 33 Much Music

I" HSCN Programming

THURSDAY EVEN

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX

WTIC
WYVLP Q
WGBY (D
WGGB ItD
WSBK <F
WTBS ffi

A4E
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK
SCIFI

TLC
TNT

USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

CD

SL

Ji.

11

'0

6:00
Wishbone X
NeTWS i

Full House X

CheersX

SimpeoneX

NewsX
Creeturee

News x
Med Abo You

NG
6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 I 8:30 9:00 1 9:30 10:00 I 10:30 11:00 I 11:30

Butineii Rpi.

CBS Newt

CBS News.

ABC Now*

BoyWorld

NBC News

Med Abo You

NBC Newt

Med Abo You

NBC

Ent. Tonight

Buelnees Rpt

ABC Newt

Med Abo. You

Family Metlere |Femlly MetlerT

Northern Exposure X
YVorldview ?

1 Night Stend
| Moke-lough

Wings "Airpower Showdown

Up Close

Supermarket

Sportecenter

Newshour With Jim Lehrer X
Inside Edition

EitraX

Inside Edition

Fresh Prince

Wheel-Fortune

Judge Judy X

Seinfeld X
Wheel-Fortune |Jeoptrdyl X"

Reel TV X
Ent Tonight

Chronide X
Freeh Prince

Jeopardy! X
Judge Judy X
Herd Copy X
FraeierX

Newshour With Jim Lehrer X
Seinfeld (t

Seinfeld I
Andy Griffith

FrssJerX

C - Campus

World of National Geographic

Brty Grehem (In Stereo) X
Promised Lend (In Stereo) X

Mystery! "Inspector Morse" X
Diagnosis Murder (In Stereo)

Figure Stating Work) Championships X
Diagnosis Murder (In Stereo)

»** *Ccrrly&*• ( 1 991 , fomiqy

Friends X [Just Shoot Me

Honey, ' Shrunk the Kids I
Friends X Must Shoot Me

World's Wildest Police Videos

Friends X Just Shoot Me

This Old Hse. Drs. on Cell

Jetnes Bekrehi, Alton Porter."

Seinfeld X Veronica's CI.

Feme LA. "Chnstmas Episode

Seinfeld X |Veronice's
0~

When Good Times Go Bed X
Seinfeld X [Veronica's CI.'

Figure Skating Work) Championships I
Dengerfteid "House Calls"

NHL Hockey: Ne* Yorklslsnders al Boston Bruins (Live)

APRIL 9, 1998

Mysteryl "Inspector Morse" X
44 Hours (In Stereo) X
it Hours (In S.ereo) X
Gale lor the President

ER "A Bloody Mess" (In Stereo)

Grace Under

ER "A Bloody Mess" (In Stereo!

ER "A Bloody Mess" (In Stereo)

Oengarfleld 'GuiC

Gelt
i
lor the President

Andy Griffith

Lew I Order "Mushroomt" X
CrossfirsXMoneyline X

Daily Show (R)

Gimme Shelter

Debt

MTV Live (In Stereo)

Figure It Out | Tiny Toon~

Quantum Loop (In Stereo) X
Renovation I Renovation

Lois a Clark-Supermen

PGA Golf

ipei

mWings

Stein t Money

a

WCW Thunder X
Bioqrapliy: Tyrone Power

^World Todey X

WCW Thunder X
New Explorers

Larry King Live X
m, The FeVcV(l994, Comedy) Htrtey Jene Koitk.

Wild Discovery: Animal I Q |Animal X | Movie Magic

Wait lor God

News X

News X
Star Trek: Next

This Old Hse

Masters

Matters

Nighlline a

Goner

News

Vibe i?L

| Tonight Show

I Abo You

News X

Tonight Show

Poop Space 9

Tonight Show
Charlie Roee (In Stereo) I
NewsX
M'A-S'H X

Nighlline X
Reel TV Xe "Ace«.lror)cT«gfe;))-(n»92, Adventure) Louts Qossett!

Unexplained Zombies"

World Todey X
Night stend

|Make-Lough"

Intimete Portrait "Jactyn Smith"

NHL Hockey: Phoenix Coyotet al Detroit Red Wings. (Live) X
Wings Harrier

My So-Celled Lite (In Stereo)

Doug X IRugrats X
Seaqueet DSV "Higher Power"

Home Ageln | Home Agein

Babylon 5 (In Stereo) X
Highlander: The Series X

Unsolved Mysteries (In Stereo)

Artist Cut

Secret of Alex

Say What?

Bewitched

Sightings (R) (In Stereo) X
Medical Detect jMedlcel Detect

"Baca Against Time: The Search lot Sara7i"(1996

Rockumontoty

Wonder Years

Top 5 of Dey

Wonder Years

Ultra Sound

Happy Days

B-
Beseball

Petty Dukt
'

TBA

I Love

*** "S»frtrWiir>/(197l,ScicweFWion)B^ LucyX

Tutenkhemen Mystery

tt* 'iUcf>fcX^"(1983,Wettem)John Wayne, Maureen OHwiL"

[Connection! III m

Lew t Order "Big Bang" X
Sports lllut. [Moneyline I
Daily Show |Stelns Money
Justice Files (R)

Sportscentor I
New Attitudes |Golden Girls"

Loveline (In Stereo)

M T.Moore ITeidX
Seequest DSV "Higher Power'

Medical Detect
I Medical Detect

Walker, Taxes Ranger X PGA Golf The Masters - First Round. (R) (In Stereo)

»*«* "The Out* Uan" (\9J2) Jc^'Wayne"

+« 'The Evmiig Stir- (1996, c^et)y-r>arrva) Shlrtev MacUlne. 'PG-13'

M

I*** -Tlr)C'up"(1996.Comedy-0rama) Kevin Costner. (In Slereo)'R'IB

Silk Stelkings

(4'30) "rVhart' l ee •ttarpooT1 1996, Comedy) Tom Amok). 'PQ

(500) |e "The Shrimp on the BaW" (1990) 'PG-iF
"

**'/> "The Star Chamber (1983, Drama) Michael Douglas 'R'

,lcoman Tapes: With e KillerM
l'
,w

.
su?reon^' ( ' 995) 'sabel Gltsser. ff |^JZZrfcF

"BkhDome"(\m)Ptu*i Shore. 'PG-iym J**'/, "Eddie Muiphy Raw"j\W) Eddie Murphy. [Staroate SG-1 "Fire aridWate?
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Drabble By Kevin Fagan

HOW uJArt *>C»40GL Houvv>iou;^c*_ve
KAp A GOOO PAS lt4

«XWC(jC U)Mtr4 SOO
CANTRtMtAABte
ANSTLAlKiC At30L'T IT

'

Thatch By Jeff Shesol

CtAVC OUR
JOtHf LtAVe
wtAMiNaTwi
P«W6e«RV
TrUNGMePGOr

/

mitsjK . it*

ixeu»T
TMriC IN

WFeeefU.
KoeUTO!

MO M0RTfiA&e« NO
HP* AMPMe.ITrlMK
I M FINALLY BtttM TO
uAve Tvte tNurrt

MMi*H

NHAT ABOUT N0U «

ivV Rt NOT &0NKA
WORK AT THIS WO*
CTORt FOUtstR,

H wca. if

COtefeBffcw

HIKWTHt
MINIMUM
NMC--

THAVsilT.
dtT rHkCeciNtt.

\

Non Sequifvr By Wiley

UoLLYWooD
CEKACTCRY

Kampus Kids By Adam Sooliere

X'D UKG TO

T>«ce WstiM.

Sof^^eOTVoUCliNT

Soa ftLREAbl St6NEt>

THREE. IN EARLsE*.

^EftH.BUTIWV ALU

(>ASS€b OUT Vou CAt^

C<^SS TMCm off

^fOO* U&T.

H©r©SC©P«S
ARIES (March 21-April 19) —

Take care >ou don t *a\ the wrong
thtnii at the apMMMJ tinii

- tinl.is Oiler

information vvhen required; hold

\our lonsnie olhenn*c

TALRUS (April 20-May 20) —
Some ma) be entertained b> sour

antics today, hut other* may feel hat

you are acting inappropriately. You
needn't cut loose quite <o much'

GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20) —
I nvironmental influences are too

much to ignore today. You are going

to have to adjust \our schedule and

.ictivitics accordinvjK

CANCER (lune 2l-|uly 22) —
Travel plans? You had better be pre-

pared to follow and alternate route.

.i* the one \ou had laid out for sour-

*elf is fraught with pitfall-

LEO rjsjj] *ug. 22) — Voej

may want to be BMn aggressive in

your approach today. There are those

who may be rubbed the wrong way.

but overall, sou -houlcl be mccsWefuL

VIRGO (Aug, 25-Sepf. 22) —
You can capitalize on a sudden,

unexpected development today, but

you must be ready and willing to id

immediately l)cla\s render sou pes*

erles*

LIBRA (Sept. 2?-Ocl. 22) — It

shouldn't take long for you to make
your mark today Once other* are

looking in your direction, sou can
sloss down and make a show of sour

work
SCORPIO (Oct. 21-Nov. 21) —

You may be tempted to pur*ue *onie

thing dangerous today, but with the

-ubtle assistance of a close friend all

should turn out well.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21 ) — Your head and your heart mav
not be working together today S

you can't reconcile what sou are

thinking vsnh how schj are Iceling

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an I Mi

— 1 ou may not be able to re*t*t

doing something that sou know will

be considered wrong by some ol the

people around sou Mold your
cour-

AQL ARILS (|an 20-Feb 18) —
Speed must not be alios* eJ to put

quality ol ssork in jeopards today. If

sou must, skis* down and make scire

that even thing is being done right

PISCES (Feb I9-March 20) —
N ou mas find that sou're in control

oi something that sou don't under-

stand. You must be willing to ask for

assistance sshen the time is right.

Quote of the Day
« I'm still an athe-

ist, thank god. "

Robotman By Jim Meddick

Gilbert By Scott Adams

I'rA NOT ALLOWED TO \

GET A t4EU COfAPuTER
j

UNTIL I GET RIO OF
J

M*C 3ANIT0R (JOK'T
' ALLOu) IT IN THE TRASH,

UNION RULE* COONT
LET fAE CARRV IT TQ
STORAGE SO I BUILT
TVtIS CATAPULT, f"^ '

LIKE I ALuJAYS SAY

EVERY PROBLEM
HAS AN ENGINEERING
SOLUTION

Pox Trot By Bi

S. L '-~s.r-.ksU

Amend

i MilN C'HOM'

I TOW HAVE TO

LIT Mt
M»ocoeji2C '

«\«IAM»' I WAHT
-to ArVX.ofe.lt I MUD
To Afoco&ill ' 1 M
im»» TO AtoloftiZf '

»llA«
PUASI
•itAM
PCIAlt

PltASl'

o*r. PinE"

Just Do it

Ql/'CKLT-

OHftELATE
FoS ClAM

SmooT- DoTOu
kavi a Ioom lot » SCE
t-T IBoTseH TocDK you ev

I VtetO tlAT aus CLASS,

Jft»T ***** JASOM
MuS»C »»taE \

Proboscis, etc. By Brendan

mtosftWs

&& ITS o '

Svon By Stephen Higgins

TTreafV*. »"J b.t 4tl,r«.tl
T
\mtfy I te

Close to Homo By John McPherson

-Luis Bunuel

"4* ,,iV/t«JW,irtfw<lf(-J" «••

O'O

tf<Hfr*jw

ACROSS
I Walks with a

swinging garl

6 Oil grp

10 Flimsy, as an
excuse

14 Perfect

1 5 Soft drink

16 Writer Haley
1 7 Sixth —
18 Spiral

19 Part n a play

20 Becoming
22 Replacement

car

24 Paving material

25 Transgression
26 Obtain
27 Hit slang

31 Type of

chamber
33 Story of the

Trojan War
34 In apple-pie

order
38 Lurch
39 Ignominy
40 Arab sultanate

41 Campus lodging

43 Grassy surface

44 Wound
reminders

45 Quiets
46 Favorite

49 Baseballs
Mel —

50 Knock

51 Some
graduates

53 Likens
58 Horseback

game
59 Clay pot

61 Last Greek
letter

62 Lhasa —
63 Close
64 Ladder parts

65 Tilt

66 Uses a straw

67 Lock of hair

DOWN
1 Shopper s need
2 Theaters
3 Wnling tools

4 Toward sunnse
5 Rained ice

6 Happen
7 Car or
swimming —

8 Wallachor
Whitney

9 Circus
instrument

10 Zhtvagos love

1

1

Onward
12 Free-for-all

13 Put forth eflort

21 Craze
23 Burden
25 Vile

27 Robm or wren
28 Toast topper

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

HHUP1 MB KH=llaJ
I N p[ernTsTo n AlRlTlE R V

I O sir ooi! 1 •"' G A
K A NISIAlNys K|rli i* O N
s H .•Wl.l HUUH

Musnran uawMfa

* <•?» K> ts)9e c'ri't«1 Faatiire Synrtrato

29 Wharf
30 Date trees

31 Singes
32 Arab trading

vessels
34 Vertically

challenged
35 Nursemaid
36 Peel
37 Halts

39 Depots
42 Saint's picture

43 Advocate
45 Sandwich meat

46 Of the Vatican
47 Run ort to wed
48 Oil city

50 Laughs heartily

52 Satellite

53 Applaud
54 China/Russia

divider

55 Philosopher
Descartes

56 Omelel
ingredients

57 Be impudent
60 Garland

Todays P.C. Monu
CeteV S4S-SSSS far aeara tmtmrmmltmm.

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roi

Pizza Casserole

Vegan Falafet Sandwich

DINNER
Breaded Chicken Tenders

Jamaican Beet Patty

Shell*, w/ Totu Mushroom Sauce
Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Worcester

LUNCH
Hot Turkey Sandwich

Elbow Macaroni/Tomato Sauce

Vegetable Lo Mem

DINNER
Breaded Chicken Tenders

Black Bean Quesadilla

Vegan Black Bean Quesadilla

Pastabilities

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Charbroiled Chicken Sandwich
Barbecue Beef on a Bun

DINNER
Breaded Chicken Tenders

lamaican Beef Patty

Berkshire

LUNCH
Hot Turkey Sandwich
Hamburger on a Roll

Harvest Burger

DINNER
Breaded Chicken Tenders

lamaican Beef Patty

Pasta Shells w/ Tomato Basil Broth

Pastabilities
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Women's lax falls to

No. 11 Dartmouth
Crooks considers move to UM

By .MffMt J96

CoSaown Staff

Sometime* it - ium time u mow-

on. Most member- ol the

Massachusetts women's lacrosse MB
seemed to realize that near the end ol

their Its- 7 loss, to No II Dartmouth

(J H w-stetdav .it lotman 1 icld

I Mm tell kg - I with the delea!

The Big Green got down to bust

. arly as sophomore midfielder

Massachusetts

Dartmouth

Melissa I i n starting

freshman goakendcr len Nardi with

mere 10 seconds elapsed in the game

•mouth returned after that goal

with a consistent^ aggressive offen-

sive attack but Sardi made two solid

saves, one on a wide-open point

Mint shot by a breaking attack The

Big Green delcnse continued to mm up

their teammates for scoring opportu-

nities and sophomore I nulv fenwick

eventually found an open shot with

Bva minute« plavcd in the

first half . and snuck it pass Sard, in

the first of her five scores on the das

\t the 2415 mark in the opening

hull. aopoMBOre nildlielder Noellf

Gorski *et up senior midfieldci len

Hcrkcf to put the Minutewonien on

the board Herket led the wav with

two joaji lollowed bv live other* with

one each Alter L Ma** pulled to with

in a goal Dartmouth reeled oil three

more, with sophomore midfielder

|a**|ue Weitzel *coring on
had to- hack drive*

I Ma«* then responded starting

with a Met move by sophomore mid-

lieldci Stephanie PtvHct a* *he

barged past a wall ol defenders 10

sjing a shot over lieshnun Hie I

gOMendcr l.llie I eahv * lelt shoulder

CorsU then lollowed with hei own
-coiing attack and both teams alter-

nated pairs of goal- a* |unior attack

Laura korut/ jabbed into the

Dartmouth defense and then * it* led

out and around to position herself tor

re with 2 21 remaining in the

hal! Ilerker lollowed nine si

later with hei -c-cond. comin>

kj assist.

That would be as close as the

Minuiewomen would get. heme

lenwick spurred e>n a lutious attack

b> the Big Green lenwick would

Tc#n to WOMfN'S LAC»OS» POQ* 10

ICMMA UNSANth COUiCMN

Amy leder and the Massachusetts women's lacrosse team were over-

powered by the Dartmouth Big Green yesterday at Totman Field

Inexperience hurts now,

but bodes well for future
By Setrt Koenig.

Colegian Staff

What i* sometimes forgotten about

the Massachusetts women* IsjCKMf

team is that it is a sen young team

Even though the Minutewomen are

4-3 on the year — easily the bc*t M
son-opening record since their rein-

statement in 1992 — and have shown

a certain maturity in two double over

time victories against strong oppo-

nent*, thev are Mill very capable of

rookie mistakes The Minutewomen

are still growing toward* their peak.

n of the L Ma** *tatter* against

Dartmouth were sophomore

younger, including two freshmen.

DerriSf Brev and len Virdi Noelle

.
i and Stephanie Pavlick are

among those *ophomore* who not

only got on the HON sheet against the

Big Green, but have been offensive

threat* all MtffOn I ir*t year player I av

\abet has also shown that she can be

.i piesence a* I newcomer, a* her goal

yesterday brought her *ea*on tally up

to 10, good lot third place on the

team.

Coach Irancesca MeClellan also

needs to rely on freshman Tara

Durkin. who *plits time between the

pipes with Nardi. and has built a 2-0

record on the year.

However, with that talent, there is

KMM inexperience.

"We're expecting senior and junior

from freshmen and

sophomore*." McC lellan said. "There's

M doubt that we're reallv asking tor

maximum performance and consisten-

cy in perfonMNM and we're bound to

get some lumps Did we see some ol

that inconsistency today? I don't

know Did I think anyone had a disas-

trous performance'' So

Often times against Dartmouth, the

No 12 team in the nation, the

Minutewomen looked as though thev

lo*t track ol the more *avv\ Big (recti

player* And although at time* *he

KtCOKd impenetrable, \ardi *ome-

times appeared "green" in her own

right as the opposition capitalized on a

number of BOST goal*

There were several *hining moment*

bv the undercla**men. however \t the

17 18 mark in the first half. Pavlick

wound around two defender* from the

right *ide to create an open shot for

herself. That score pulled I Ma** ka

within three points. 5-2.

It a i
lophomore, Gorski,

who cut that lead to two gosh by

putting the ball in the Dartmouth net

roughly four minute* later

In lact. at one point in time, the

younger Massachusetts group was scri-

ou*lv challenging their ranked visitors,

a* thev were only behind by a competi-

tive score ol 7 t as late as 1:06 in the

first half.

Still, the Minutewomen showed that

they have some room to improve, .i*

they did not *core again until almo*t

19 minute* had ticked away in the sec-

ond hall I Ma** *cenied unsure of

itstll a* the confident Big Oram -cored

twice in the opening minute after hall

time as part of a dominating stretch of

nine unanswered goal*.

During that *tretch. \1a**achu*etts

became easily frustrated, letting the

Dartmouth momentum snowball

instead of digging in and slowing the

game down, a* perhaps an older

might

tlong with dealing with her squad's

nh during iIk- OOUTM ol the game.

McC lellan mu*t keep on top of them

Turn to INEXPERIENCE, page 10

Weeks goes to Slamm ,

Flint gets place in Hall

By Casey Kane
Collegian Staff

TyrOM Weeks decided not to watt until the

SH\ dralt to tlv 111* hand at prole**ional basket

ball I he MlimlHimlll men* basketball -

lotward loined the Sptmglield Slaiiim Western

Massachusetts I a*tem Basketball Mliatue affili-

hoitlv alter Spring bleak

Week* and the Minuicmen finished their season

over the break with .. loM M S.unt I oui* in the

tii vi round ol thl NC W tournament

Weeks who has otilv plaved in the Slamm's

home game* ha* not given up M the NB \ I a*t

week he mi**cd Sprmglield * game in otdet to

attend the I', itsinouth i\ a ' diati camp

..rding to the I S \ loda\ - wd> *ite. Weeks

not among the top lour in cither the scoring

hounding catcgoiies and was not invited to

the Phoenix chad camp
While- with the Slamm. Week* plavs alongside

lormer I Ma** plaver* Kigo Nunez and Mike

W ill'.

Flint to be inducted into St. |oe'» Hall of Fame

I M..*- coach Bruiser Flint will receive personal

n next week lot his work on the court,

but not on the sidelines

Ihc forma Hawk, will be inducted into th

dl ol limit next week for what

he accomplished at the school as a player

graduate of St Ion's. Hint averaged

14 t> point* pel game, while leading the Atlantic

10 with r> I assists pet game a* a senior He

earn. team All C unfcwnot accolade* in

leading Ml team I" *t * !• *• jnJ jn V VN

berth that vear I lint holds the tilth place spot on

Tyrone Weeks is trying his hand at profes

p-SUA UNVIMN

vith the Springfield Slamm Turn to BASKETBAU poge 1

1

SI & ESPN: A classic vs. an upstart

Sports Illustrated is truly a "tastefully done" sports ma&
I here * a real

Illustrated i* considered the king

rt* magazines It s the best

Plain and simple And part ol

being the best has been i

ha- been able to w cither the

of every Other new llavor ol the

month sport* publication

giaphics and <

.nd pictures and l<

graphic pictui

!c\ not |U*t hi

K ,l il, lit is«ue It features

some of the nat

mans ol

surprise months

ago when I Sl'N

announced it

going to

produce a

semi weeklv magazine that everv

one immedi.iiclv Started the rivalrv

whispers It was no surprise that

I SPN i* tatgeting the youngei.

htpper crowd, leaving to I

south to think oi Sport* Illustrated

a* vout lathet * spoftl mag.

Instead, two weeks into its pub-

lication and it'* alteadv been two

weeks too manv Where .Sport*

Illustrated ha* probing fcutures,

in- igorattng game Stories, high

light and low lights, review* and

previews, analysis, commentary
and exemplary photo* /.S/'S

Magazine has color and loud

the opportunitv

in on
• K-i; | si'N - groundnss

m depth report* Of) *pott*

ind the w.

/ s/"\ tfagurtne gives the i

\actlv wh ewer

would get on ( c titer:" a

*hotl. rathet shallow look at

todav* hot topic Oh. but the

*port better be mainstream il it

want* recognition \l U l

While SI Isn't aUaid to go dl

into i**ue* affecting tod

ing and sports viewing public

(including pu 'croid u*e

and abuse in

hack about a Notre Dame swim

Turn to S.I.. poae 1

1

Sports Illustrated is a timeless classic

ESPN Magazine offers readers a flashy alternative

mmr tvPN MALAWI

while ESPN's new publication puts an updated spin on things.

There's nothing like going to

grandpa* ftOUK Where el*e can vou

i a moth ball aroma while

enjoying all those damn old people

magazines on hi* coffee table ' lr *

always the tame one*, ton

Readers /)igc*t. I he \nr Worker,

dolt Dtgeil, Madder ( ontrol. and

even Sporfl Illustrated Vcv Sports

Illustrated

The most popular periodical in

American sports histon can gel I bit

old and out ot ^^^^^^^_
touch with the

con tempo i .i r

)

readers / .s/'\

Magazine li

simple, hi weeklv

solution tor ih-- smnrnMBBBBB
ol vou who .i

*ick and rued d leading ailicle* b)

the Bjmc old vciitci*. who have been

utilizing the same *tvle ol writing

since t.ordie began hi* profs.nloin]

hockev career (that wa* in the

IfMO's, il vou can believe it).

In ca*c vou have not .ilieadv

noticed. I Ala** cable i*n'l exacllv ,i

turn on (hovv ironic — TV doing the

turning on. that* what llonoi*

292W can do to Your niindl. At any

l NN/SI i* gelling old. nauseal-

inglv old. and so are the Sports

Illustrated writer* and their

two minute commentaries. Those ol

you who live oil cainpu* have the

luxury ol liming ill to I SI'N. but

those ol u* *tuck on campus now

have an alternative I Sl'N * maga-

zine i* much like il* program* rnloi

native, intoxicating (without alco-

hol i. and above all. lunny.

/>/'\ Magazine pool* together

*ome ol the top *|x>ri* |ournalt*t* m
the country to voice their opinion

Alt mule and taking *tance* i* kev ro

holding a reader* interest SI fills

head* with the *ame old thing, week

in and week out. lacking anything

that resembles an personal thought.

Thi mo*t beautiful thing about

this new magazine i* that it* only 50

^^^^^^^^^^ cent* per issue*

Kathleen Ralls,

Aaron Savkin sV

Brt-tt Ntanst-r

for their inau-

gural year.

Twenty-tli
Issues for only

Is buck*. S7

BjjBjaaaaiaaasi goes for about
triple that. For a

college Student, B bargain is music to

the ear* C an I get I witness Irom the

congregation'.'

Some ol lifetime .S7 subscribers

might be unwilling to make the

switch or even to look at ESPN
Magazine without begrudging eyes

't ou annually write "
1 . Renew ST at

the top ol your Dear Santa Claus. or

other holiday wish list and pray your
parent* don't order you the package
in which you get vout free 5f white.

Haynet, \\l sweatshirt that you
always sec husbands on television

exclaiming "lust what I wanted!'' to

their wive* a* they try it on with
forced glee. This is just the point

with Sports Illustrated, it's not what

Turn to ESPN, page 1

1

«&••** >AHY COLLEGIAN
Volume CVIII Issue 49

Jane savs, "No
Lollapalooza!"

Lollapalooza is

not happening
this year, due in

part to lane's

Addiction, back-

ing out as headlm

er (see Arts &
I ivmg. page 6).

Trying to gel

back on track

Mike lanuwkz and

the men's lacrosse

team will face No.

S I ovola tomor-

row at lohn

Hopkins Universit)

* port s. page

icn

WORLD

Albanians march for

independence

PRISTINA, Yugoslavia (AP) —
Cbsnlmg -freedom!' and
'Independence!.' thousands ot

Kosovo AJbaruans marched yesterday

to protest Serbian ruie

The protest was organued by lead-

ing rthnK Albanian political parties

and student and workers' untons m
Kosovo, an increasingly restive

province in southern Serbia It was

denounced by Serbia t state-run TV as

a "snow" staged by "separatists and

terrorists."

flashing victory signs, the protest

ers marched through the provincial

capital. Pnstma. carrying banners say

ing "Peace, freedom. Independence."

and singing "Cave Peace a Chance
"

Police estimated the crowd at 10,000

The protest was the latest of several

in recent weeks by independence
minded ethnic Albanians, who com-

prise 90 percent oi the population m
Kosovo and are increasingly angry at

Serbia's strong-arm rute.

At least 80 ethnic Albanians died

last month as a Serb police sweep o<

several Kosovo villages, which the

Serb police claimed were the com
mand centers ol Albanian militants

The- march was the fourth ma|or

protest m Pristine since then, and the

third without ma)or police interven-

tion

NATION

Standoff at school after

student pulls gun

POCATULO, Idaho (AP) - A 14

year-old student at a school lor troubled

youths pulled a gun on the principal

yesterday, and then holed up inside

with five other students The prtncesal

escaped unharmed Initially, police

bekeved several students and posstity a

teacher were being held hostage at The

Alternative School by the boy. who fired

a shot into a wall or ceiling and

demanded cigarettes and alcohol But

nearly three hours later, pofcee U Carry

Prttchett sari none of the five students

with the 14-year-old was considered *

hostage There were no reports of

Injunes. He sari a psvchiatnst was tail-

ing to the boy.

The area around the school was cor-

doned off, and homes within a block

were evacuated after the incident

began about 8J0 am MOT A SWAT

team was on the scene.

About 90 minutes into the standoff,

somebody stepped outside and placed

a gun on the ground A short time later,

a person — it was unclear if it was the

same one — kicked the gun further

away Pritchett said the 14-year-old,

who remained armed with another

weapon, had swapped a 22-caliber

semiautomatic pistol for packages of

cigarettes from police.

Police said the youth had threatened

principal Paul Matthews on Wednesday.

The boy returned yesterday and polled

a weapon on Matthews, who threw up

a table between them and was able to

order students to evacuate, Matthews

said.

EXTENDED FORECAST

Today Saturday Sunday

HIGH: 50 HIGH: 55 HIGH: 56

LOW: 26 LOW: 29 LOW: 35
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Vision 2000 approved at

Faculty Senate meeting

INSIDE

...pag«9!

Editorial ...page 4

Soorfs .^••••••••••»..page 10

By Victoria Groves

CoIsokki Start

Vision 2000, a resolution to improve gender inequities

at New hn^land land-Grant universities was approved

b> the University of Massachusetts Kacults Senate at yes-

teiduv » meeting amid great debate

rventuall). the motion was passed to include nine

amended recommendations and two points concerning

the University's non discrimination pol

The Rules Committee collected recommends t ion

-

vanuus councils and committees to create a motion to

substitute the original Vision 2000 motion Changing it to

include onlv the nine recommendations from the docu

mem, it included actions to encourage women's academic

and cateer development and encourage full integration

into the curriculum of relevant scholarship and texts by

and about women
-The Rules Committee is trying to act as a vehicle and

represent senate councils and committees." said Joseph

larson. chaii ol the Rules Committee

Senator k prick proposed an alternate motion

to strike \isi>.n 2000 and sirnpl) recognise the

I mvctsitv s non discrimination policy celebrate the

progress that has been made under the policv. and reaf-

firm commitment to it

"This campus has reason to celebrate shouldn t vse

admit we base a non-discrimination policy and celebrate

that fact''" said Sedgwick

Onlv the final two points were finally added to the

snotion

Many senators agreed with Sedgwick ...tuerned with

the impact the document would have on the uniw

and questioned its necessity.

-It s m the best interest of the University to diisasori-

ate itself Irom Vision 2000. Its seriously flawed." said

Sen r dward Connors.

Agreeing that the Universit) has improved in •

its treatment of women, other senators felt

that this was no reason to stop trying to progress lurthcr

"The basic document built out of this was a UMass

document We can't disassociate ourselves from it I'm

hfjpn to >rv to celebrate the success we've had, but we

should do better I'd like to think that most facultv (eel

this was Sidestepping the issue will make u* look bad,"

said Sen. Lisa Saunders.

Sen loseph Donohue echoed Saunders sentiment

"I think we should defeat (the amended I
motions, not

because thev are without merit, but I think it we adopt

either, we will be sidestepping We must confront square-

ly the issues Vision 2000 has set before us It is not a cos-

metic hv" IKmohuc said

Other senators felt that Sedgwick's amendment was

merely stating what must be done legally anvwav and

will not make improvements sisssjfkantly for women on

campus.
"Ihis lamendment) isn't saying anything I don't feel

it's appropriate for our collective body to remain compla-

cent," said Sen Klisabeth Selkirk

SGA (Student Government Association) President

Amy Pellegrino addressed the senate body with concerns

that students lack information about this document and

how it will affect them in the future The senate did not

address this statement

"I'm concerned that it hasn't been presented to the stu-

dent KsJv oi the M..A." Pel legnno said

Sm Marv King did acknowledge the strides the

L imctsitv has made, and still debated stronglv lor the

motion's passage.

iv things are great, but many things are not so

great I find it appalling that my colleagues think we've

made such progress that we don't need to adopt this
'

King said.

Sen Braces agreed with King

"It's a disservice to women on this campus lo make

light of the way they live Vision 2000 is what brought us

here, and we should associate ourselves with it." Braces

said

When the sun hits the campus pond just right, you can see how

dirty it really n down there A trash barrel is seen underwater near

the Fine Arts Center

RSO is first responder

at campus wide events

UM prof collaborates on book
Susan Landau co-authors book on subject of encryption & privacy

*r
CoaauMV Steal

Thev are at c '* of

Massachusetts event They're qualified

to do anything from applying a band

aid to giving CPR Ihcv are a

•c-red Student Organi.

dedicated to protecting the lives

of I Mass students

I irst Aid Services, a certifier

dent Kmergcncv Medical Technician

i r M 1 1 organization who provides

medical attention to people in need at

campus events.

All members of the organization are

registered I Ml* from Massachusetts

or other states; university students cer

tified us | \i | . Irom other states are

allowed SO work with first Aid

Services as well.

David Reisman. junior management

major, is executive director of First Aid

Services.

-With the permission of the W estem

MajaT*chu>ctt- I mergenev Medical

Service, thes allow out of state cerrifi

cation lo transfer over for the level of

care we arc providing." Reisman said

The level of care First Aid Services

provides is "first responder ." They

assess the seventy of the situation and

take the medical precautums they feel

is necessary.

\Sc don't go on-campus call*."

Reisman said "We do events."

I irst Aid Services works events at

' illtns Center. Fine Arts Center

and Bowker Auditorium. Thev work

ssjsjjj event from Southwest Week to

Commencement
In the last year the Service has had

Turn to RSO. page 2

By Jason Eiseman
CofceawnSiofl

As the Internet has grown and developed so have the

issues concerning privacy and secuntv

nty can he compromised when the Internet is

used to purchase products, transmit sensitive informa-

tion, such as logging onto the Internet and sending a

sample e-mail How can we know if our privacy is being

One Universitv of Massachusetts professor has

co-authored a book on the subject of privacy and secu

ntv Susan landau professor ol computer SCSSSSC4

the author of Pri\ac\ on the Line The Politics of

Wiretapping and Encryption, along with Massachusetts

Institute of Technology |MIT» professor \\hitfield

n.lfie.

The book published by the MIT Press, deals with

• encryption with respect to privacy and security

issues I andau used UMass e-mail accounts as an exam-

ple of how encryption works

"When vou type in your password for your computer,

the computer does not recognize your password The

password records are stored in encryption," I andau

She said the password goes through a "hash ' a ««q
pies lunction which is very difficult to decrypt She

said the computer only remembers the result of the

password once it has gone through the function, there-

fore protecting privacy for the individual and security

for the entire system.

"There are otheT forms of encryption that ought to be

used." landau said. The security of the system could be

compromised because of the lack of security when stu-

dents enter their e-mail accounts from "remote" or

campus terminals. Landau said there are other ways

the campus could improve on the privacy of students

"lis completely inappropriate that one's social securi-

tv number as an ID." Landau said. With access to a per-

son's social security number, any number of problems

can arise. With a stolen social security number a credit

>unt can be started in someone else's name, it can

affect their taxes, and a lot of other private information

can be divulged with a social security number

"They don't force you to." landau said "I don't have

Turn to BOOK, poge 3

Man charged with killing

two of five women slain
By Trudy Tynan

Associated Press

ON THE INTERNET

wrww.tmtass.edu/rso/colegian

The comforts of college
Students catch some z's between classes in the basement of the Campus Center yesterday.

SPRINGFIKI D. Mass. — A 31 year

old Springfield handyman was charged

yesterday in the murders of two of five

women slain in the city over the past

six months.

Hampden County District Attorney

William Bennett said DNA evidence

links Alfred |. Gaynor to the deaths of

Joyce Dickerson and Rosemary Downs,

both of whom were strangled.

Authorities have not obtained evi-

dence directly connecting the slayings

with the deaths of the three other

Springfield women, who have all been

strangled since October. Bennett said

However. Police Chief Paula Meara

said Gaynor has not been ruled out in

the other slayings and police sources

said he remains a suspect in the investi-

gation.

Gaynor pleaded innocent at his

arraignment in Springfield District

Court on two counts of murder, ludge

Robert Kumor ordered him held with

out bail pending a pretrial conference

on April 30. Security was tight as the

burly b-footer was led into the packed

courtroom in leg shackles and hand-

cuffs. Meara sat with family members

of the victims.

Earlier, Dickerson's mother. Helen

Strickland of Brockton, said the arrest

late Wednesday brought her some relief

after weeks of worry

"This is the first night I really can get

some sleep." she said.

Dickcrson's frozen body was found

March 1 1 near an abandoned restau-

rant in downtown Springfield, three

utcks after the 37-year-old mother of

two disappeared from her home.

Downs, 43, was found naked and dead

in the bedroom of her Springfield

apartment Feb. 1 1

.

Bennett described Gaynor, who had

been under surveillance for some time,

as a cocaine user, who had shared

crack cocaine with the victims. He said

autopsies showed both women had

used the drug shortly before thev were

killed.

Semen samples linked Gaynor to the

scene of both murders. Bennett said.

And Gaynor had pawned some of

Dickerson's jewelry in the weeks

between her disappearance and the dis-

covery of her body. Investigators

believe Dickerson was killed shortly

afteT she left home for a night out on

Feb. 18. Her empty car was found

parked nearby the next day with blood

and semen stains on the seat. Bennett

said the blood was determined to be

hers.

Sex was involved in both killings.

Bennett said, but the only charges

that have been filed against Gaynor

are two counts of murder. He was

acquitted in a Springfield rape case

last year. Gaynor's mother. Plushia M.

Gaynor, said her son, who did odd

jobs around the city, was innocent

and had "been in the wrong place at

the wrong time."

She said he came under suspicion

after telling police he had been with

Dickerson before she disappeared.

Bennett said Gaynor voluntarily pro-

vided authorities with a blood sample

that was used for DNA tests. He
declined to comment on whether

Gaynor had known the other victims or

their families. The killings spread a

wave of fear through the city. And
many women said yesterday that thev

were still nervous.

"There's a little bit of a sense of

relief, but I can't relax It's not over.

They still haven't made an arrest in the

other killings." said Glenda Hopper,

who had gone to high school with one

of the other victims and had also

known Downs. "Every time my two

daughters are away from home I

worry."

All five of the women had links to

cocaine use, all were asphyxiated in

various ways and found at least partial-

ly undressed, police said.
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Campus Police Log
Accident — Property Damage
April 6

A parked vehicle was struck in

parking lot 26 on Governors
Drive.

Ap«7 7

A two vehicle accident

occurred on Massachusetts
Avenue No injuries were report-

ed

A vehicle backed into a parked

vehicle on C'ashin Residence Hall

loading dock road

Alans—Fire
\pril 7

The trash room on the 15th

llovr of |ohn Adams Residence

Hall was on fire.

Annoying Behavior

Kpnl 7

A window which was broken in

Cance Residence Hall landed M
a parked vehicle causing damage

Individuals from Bultertield

Residence Hall were on the' 2nd

floor roof Thev were removed bv

residence staff.

An individual reported almost

being struck b> a vehicle while in

a crosswalk on North Pleasant

Street

\pril 8
An individual from Marcus

Hall reported receiving threaten-

ing e-mail.

Assist Agency
April 7

Richard M. Stein, 21. of 990
N. Pleasant St., Amherst, was
arrested at North Village

Apartments for violating an

abuse prevention order.

B&E/ Burglary

April (i

An individual in McNamara
Residence Hall reported an

attempted illegal entry into his

room. The core lock was damaged.

Fraud
April t>

An individual from lohn

Adams Residence Hall reported

that his credit card, which was
never received, had been used in

illegally purchased items.

Larceny

V'' &

A water color painting was
reported stolen from an office in

the Whitmore Administration
Building

An individual from Mary Lyon
Residence Hall reported her jack-

et and personal items stolen from

WfaMMIM Dining Common
April 7

A displav telephone was stolen

from Machmer Hall

An amplifier was reported stolen

from the Student Union Ballroom

An individual from Thoreau
Residence Hall reported his lap-

lop stolen from his room

Motor Vehicle Theft

4prii 8
An individual reported his

vehicle stolen from parking lot 55

on University Drive.

Traffic Stop

April 8
Catherine Holly Schnepp. 20,

ot 4b Moore St., East Long
Meadow, was arrested on
Commonwealth Avenue for oper-

ating a vehicle with a suspended

license.

Vandalism
April 6

A vehicle in parking lot 1 1 on

Stadium Drive was vandalized

April 7

A vehicle in parking lot 44 on

SvKan Drive was damaged.

April 8
Two vending machines in

Gorman Residence Hall were
damaged.
An individual reported his tire

slashed on his bicycle at Arnold

House.

The storage room in Van Meter

Residence Hall was damaged

RSO
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continued from page 1

478 patients, most of them coming
from big events, like 12 patients at last

year's commencement
Reisman said they had nine patients

at the Ani DiFranco Concert last

Saturday, including live drug and alco-

hoi related problems — four of which

were underage.

Reisman said it is not the job of

EMTs to act as police, only to help

save lives.

"Anything where people are going to

dnnk. anything where people are going

to fight, aja have workers," Reisman

said.

EMTs from First Aid Services also

teach first aid and CPR course* to any-

one who wishes to gel certified

"We do classes for anyone who
calls," Reisman -aid lust Aid Services

recently trained Dining Common-
workers and all hotel restaurant and

travel admim-t ration major- Phey also

had a call from a fraternity and will

move equipment to the fraternity

house where the\ will certih members

in CPR.
First Aid Services is having trouble

Interested In writing for IMeics and getting

paid for It?

Become a IMeirs Associate for ne%t semester.

Applications are currently being accepted

for reporters needed te ceecrs

Amherst/ Flee College area

Features/ Registered Student Organizations

Student Cevernmcnt
Faculty and Administration

Public Safety

Fer mere information, call Leigh at

5-45 I7€>2 or step by 113 Campus Center.

&P*4
fy

UMass Campus activitii-s

Presents

taMA

finding members at the moment

"We have very low membership

right now," Reisman said, "keeping

vour EMT is «arj difficult." he said.

EMTs must go through continuing

education classes and training which

First Aid Services does provide lor it-

members A lot of training and edu.a

tion is provided by the Amherst Fire

Department, who works closely with

I it -t Aid Services.

Reisman also credited the

Environmental Health and Safety

..like lor paying I n-t Aid Services and

supporting them

"Any -tudent can join the RSO. but

only KMTs can work," Lukas Sturm

-cPMoi landscape architectute ma|oi

and member ol First Aid Services

-aid "Anyone can be a member and

participate in the classes."

Reisman said people jotn fot diflet

en i reasons.

"I just got this sudden urge to help

people Rei-man saki "It's a great way

to build confidence within yourself
"

Sturm received hi- I Ml wcrtitica

tion when he dropped out for a aaawa

ter. and began working for the First

Aid unit upon his return to the univer-

-ItV

Caiulicc Foster, junior exercise sci-

ence and health and wellness major,

said she became interested in First Aid

ttjvfaej through her experience in the

nursing program

"I was a nursing student for three

and a half years, and got my EMT as a

sophomore." Foster said.

In addition to working as tn-t

responders at campus events and

teaJung classes for the campus eom-

munitv, First Aid Service also sponsors

blood drives with the American Red

The unit is also currently submitting

a grant proposal to get two defibrilla-

tors to nutcase the ellectivencss of

their response.

UaJbj with Reisman. the unit i-

-tiuvtuied with lour other dit-.

Cynthia Stimfc Director ol Training

Lao Phoenix. Director of Operations

rro; Director ol

Administration and Scott Walker is

Director erf Special Projects.

Ready for action
Dave la*cone, a |unior sports management major, warms up with the UMass rugby team for a game yes-

terday They take the field again this Saturday

FRIDAY APRIL 10, 1998

BLUEWALL CAFE...8PM

David J
Comedian DavidJ

has opened for "SNL's" Adam Sandler and

Kevin Nealon. He was a finalist in "HBO's"

Kids in the Hall Comedy Challenge.

He jokes about his own experiences

growing up and going to college.

David can be seen regularly at

clubs in and around New York City.

Umass Student Bill Dempsey

will open the show!

9om

20°/

The film "Jackie

Brown" will be shown

following performance;

and on Sunday in the

Student Union
Ballroom at 8:00pm

All UfllMf Imprinted

Coining!!!!

This series is made possible by a grant from the UMass Auxiliary Services Department,

the ( )fficc of the Vice ( Chancellor for Student Affairs, and the r) A TI V COLLEGIAN

University of Massachusetts Campus Center

Amherst, MA

413-545-2619

Open M-F 9 to 5, Sat. 1 1 to 4
f

MC, Visa, AMEX, Discover, ana UCara

cheerfully accepted.

Campus Perspectives
Compiled byjason Eiseman • Photos by John Burt

What do you think about the situtaion

that's going on with Spring Concert?

I think that it's rough that there isn't one.

It'* been an important part of the spring

aspect ot -thool. I'm surprised that there

ne."

Eric McCortnack
iemur/exenriut n

Amhcnt

"I think thev »hould have taken the offer

from the outside promoter. Thev should

have taken his help
"

I Ryan
junior/environmental sen-nit

Sunderland

"I think a lot of people have way u>o

much energv this time of year, and it's a sad

thing there isn't going to be one."

Claudine Mallorv

sophomore/undeclared
Sylvan

"Well that's a shame. Same old M"ry isn't

Amelia Harris

junior/English

Ainhervi

"It's been a tradition so I think it's a pret-

ty poor decision."

lohn Brereton

frethmon/forestry

Central

book Twisters kill 24 in Ala*
continued ftom page 2

in > social security number as mv
identil

iding to federal law the onlv

nine a person is required to give

their social security number awav i>

toan einplover Kir their U\e»
people ask lor it. but

they 're not entitled to the informa

tion." she said.

landau personally tests out

encryption devices she ha* an
encryption device on her desk
which prevents eavesdroppers from

iistcning in on her conversations.

The device, about the size of a video

cassette is a 168 bit encrvption
device which, according to I andau.

is virtually unbreakable She said

the device prevents eavesdroppers

trom being able to understand the

conversation going on She only

uses the devi how it works

"I don't work on things thai I

think rcallv need to be protected

against eavesdroppers." I andau said.

Most ol Landau's work || with

the mathematics of encryption She

said <he was inspired by "elegant

mathematics" which are related to

•v pi ion

She said the need for encryption

has grown with the World Vs ide

VWh and its use for international

business.

"With the growth of the Web.
growth of the Internet, growth ol

international business has fueled the

need for encryption." she said.

Landau said the future of encrvp

tion technology will be a fight

between domestic companies and for-

eign companies. She said there are

controls on certain encryption tech-

nologies thai can be exported from

this country, but many foreign com
panics can sell the most advanced of

these technologies in the I

The Federal Bureau of

Investigation (FBh is fighting to put

restrictions on the encryption devices

brought into this country, and pro-

duced by domestic companies

rding lo I andau. the FBI

claims these devices restrict their

investigations, particularly with

wiretaps. She said civil liberties

groups and computer companies are

lobbying against the FBI

the I HI against the rest, but

the FBI has a lot of clout." Landau
said

A study which was recently

released stated that IS companies

will lose $>? billion if they can't

include strong encrvption dc\

their products, because they will

lose business to foreign competi-

ng Joy Reeves

Aivoooksd Pmss

RtX K (. Rl IK. Ala. - A mournful

wail went out over a rural Alabama
community laid waste by a killer tor-

nado.

"Mama, where are you? Where are

the houses?" a girl called through sobs.

"I'm here." her mother replied in

the darkness, through tears of her

own "The houses are {tone."

A twister that killed at least 24 peo-

ple and injured more than 160 others

central Alabama laic

Wednesday left a wide path of destruc-

tion — both physical end emotional

In Rock Creek, a tiny communiiv
about >0 miles west of Birmingham,

the bodies ol vacate* littered the land-

scape like splintered trees.

Three corpses — apparently those

of two adults and a child — were cov-

ered with blankets along the shoulder

of the main street through town
.Another body was suspended in a tree-

top. Another was in a car Searchers

looked for yet another in the woods.

In all. at least 10 people died in

Rock C reek, an unincorporated area

with a couple of hundred residents

Survivors walked down darkened

streets with blankets draped around

their shoulders seeking pieces of their

Tke^btsan^ PROUDLY PRESENTS

Boopja

SPOUT *»"*£"£ ^ fivjE

UMass Legends Game- come watch some former UMass basketball players

in the first annual women's legends game; including Beth Kuzmeski and

Sabnya Mitchell.

Slam Dunk Contest - watch or compete in the exhilarating dunk contest.

2 Ball Competition- find a partnc and compete against other teams in a

shooting competition.

Raffle Mania- enter for a chance to win a shot for a new Volkswagen, or a

variety of other prizes.

Kidsports Interactive- check out a new and improved kids interactive

area; including a dunk tank and a driving range.

April 25 & 26
Slots for teams are still available / 3-4 players per team,

Before April 10: $15 per player
After April 10: $18 per player

• • •

Absolute Deadline- April 17
For more info call the new balance Haigis Hoopla office, 545-5689.

Presented by Umass Sport Management Department

Sponsored by:

SPALDING Bueno Y $<m*
.

DAILY
HAMPSHIRE
GAZETTE

"Good »rwl Healthy"

DAM
Automotive

mm
ltil!l|Mlii:.ii II new balance

lno But there was little Ic-tt

A huge trampoline was wrapped
around a telephone pole A refrigera-

tor — minus the doors — came lo rest

in front of a home A pair of orange-

handled scissors lay on blacktop.

Firewood will he cheap next winter:

Thousands of trees were twisted off by

the tornado, many pulling down
power tines as they fell Flashing emer
gcivv beacons provided the only light

The center of the community. Ri«.k

Creek Church of God. was converted

into a triage unit Injured residents lay-

on pews as a cool breeze blew through

the broken windows.

I ong after her parents had been

taken to a hospital with critical

injuries, a girl believed u> be less than

I year old was found lying listlessly at

the front of the \anctuary. somehow
forgotten in the mayhem.
Red Cross volunteer Susan Sidwell

and lodv Melton, a pediatric nurse

who lives nearby, gathered up the

child and got her help "VW took her

in a pickup truck through a pasture,

ruvhing out looking for a doctor.* said

Mi Sidwell

In the April 7 edition of

the Collegian, the group
Ugli Kids was reported as

hailing from Springfield.
The group is actually from

Cambridge, MA. The Collegian
regrets the error.

Quit Smoking Events
in Hampshire Countvfor April 1998

Six Week Smoking Cessation

Group Clan
South Hadtey Apr 29-June 3

7 8 30pm 263-3208 to register

Class-For tho— who want

to quit and need a push

Amherst Apr 15*22

5 30-7p m call 256-4077

Just want to talk"? Call the

Massachusetts Smokers Quitline at 1-800-TRY-TO-STOP.
Weekdays from 9-9p m and Weekends l0-3p m.

AH class** art Irsa See n««t month's schaduit lor mora classes including hypnosis

Sponsored by the Tobacco-Free Hampshire County Coalition

w inlAW

MM K U'liltK. ru)hl

<ii i ompanies Shannon

fautkner Icenter) into the

CMMbb, K ' c-iicru/

< earl It M-* iw*
Professor \ofdik JMMd
the Western Vw fnulund

College Srhoof

ol Lou hitiith

in fall
!<">'

School of Law

omen
A Conference for Women Interested in Law

Join us on Friday, April 17, 1998, to

find out how women can make their

dreams of being a lawyer a reality.

Discover the challenges and rewards

of a legal career through an exciting

panel discussion and the keynote

address by Shannon Faulkner, plaintiff,

Faulkner R The Citadel Pre-Registration

is required by April 10, 1998. The event

is free. To register, call the Office of

Admissions at Western New England

School of Law at (413) 782-1406

Friday, April 17, 1998
2:30to7:OOpim.
Western New England College School of Law
1215 Wilbraham Road, Springfield, Massachusetts

Keynote address by
Shannon Faulkner
Call (413) 782-1406 to register.

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC • FREE OF CHARGE

Sponsored by (he Western New England College School of

Law Admissions Office and the Women's Law Association.

Western
New England

^College
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C tudent Viewpoints
from Across the Nation

Drunk driving hits home
LINCOLN. Neb — Last Thursday. I pled guilty to

driving while intoxicated.

> M are supposed to start a column with

something that grabs the readers attention, so there it

is This semester I have been writing columns that were

fun and interesting for me. This is one column that I

wish I had no personal experience with For two months

I've debated even writing it.

After thinking about it further, I decided this column

would do more good for the campus than it would

cause personal embarrassment for me.

On Feb. 7. I was pulled over by a Lincoln police offi-

cer. I had been out drinking with my _^^^^^BB>̂
friends earlier that night and was on

my way home When the officei
m.uk

approached my car I had my license

it i.i r:

and registration ready for her It never crossed my mind

that I was intoxicated I was asked if 1 had been drink

ing that night I told the officer I had had a couple of

beers I went through the alphabet and through a series

of other tests At the conclusion of these tests the offi-

cer told me she would like me to consent to a

Breathalyzer test I blew over the legal limit for operat

ing a motor vehicle.

Every year you see countless statistics about drinking

and driving; statistics that tell you about the amount ot

money and the number of lives drunken drivers cost this

country. These statistics were meaningless to roe two

months ago I had never known anyone who was
injured by a drunken driver; I had never experienced

any loss because of alcohol Statistics did nothing to

sway me from drinking and driving in February

Having a personal experience with drinking and dri

>ing » not something I enjoyed I have learned so deal

with my mistake and sec the outcome of such an offense

on a personal level I would like to pass on this informa-

tion to those of you who don't know the particular pun
ishments that go with a DWI After 1 failed my
Breathalyzer I was taken to detox If you want to see

what hell is like, just go down to detox for a while

You enter the holding cell, and all you can smell is

urine I took a seat on the floor in the comer while I

waited for m> roommate to pick me up Thank God the

other occupants of the cell were sleeping

About 10 minutes into my stay, a guy stumbled out of

the sleeping area and began to pound on the door. He
citing about his constitutional rights and about

false imprisonment I looked up from the comer at this

guy and saw something missing in his eyes The kind of

that stops a man from killing a guy like me
i looks at him funny. Some of the guys running the

center came in and physically subdued the man
\in-r he calmed down, they left. They left him in there

with me He attempted to make me his new friend

Right about when he was getting irritated again, the

door opened and I saw my roommate. If you ever expe

rience some time in detox, you'd think it was punish

ment enough for any crime

The next week I hired a lawyer at the bargain price of

$250 When I say bargain. I'm not being sarcastic I got

a half-price discount because my lawyer is an alumnus

af tm fraternity After being charged with a DWI, you

get a temporary license for 'SO days. After the 50 days

are up you lose your license for 90 days, according to

the Department of Motor Vehicles policy. At the end of

these *J0 days you get to apply for a license reinstate-

ment The reinstatement fee is $95 plus SIS for a new

^^^^^^m^mu license You must take both the

written and driving test again These

^^^^^ above mentioned punishments are^^^^—m̂ mt
iu*t from the D M \

The coun sanctions are as follows: For a first offense

you can get probation for anywhere from three months

to a full year, and only if you have no previous infrac-

tions. The fine for your first DWI is a minimum of $200
to a maximum of $500 The courts also have a mini-

mum license suspension of 60 days This can be served

simultaneously with the D M V 40-day suspension

Probation is done on a case by case basis You have to

go down to the probation office and fill out this I SO

question test to analyze your alcohol and drug problem.

The questions on this thing are quite scary Flere's an

example: Recently I have felt like I was: a) a danger to

myself (suicide) bi a danger to others (homicide) c]

both a and b d) neither Probation consists of a mini-

mum of six Saturday morning alcohol education classes.

The same people who answered c to the above question
are now sitting to your left and right every Saturday for

a month and a half All of these punishments are

nothing compared to the fact that you now have a DWI
on your criminal and driving records A lot of employ-

ment opportunities are now shut off to you Your car

insurance is going to skyrocket. People you know wont
look at you in the same way they used to Mentally, you

are going to be beating yourself up over the mistake I

am just thankful that I didn't hurt myself or others on
that night

I am on day 52 of "-H' without a drivers license, and

believe me it MCfcl I will have spent almost $700
before this b over and that doesn t include the insur

ante increase that will be coming The next time you see

one of your friends attempt to drive after drinking pro-

pose the following to him or her: Tell the individual to

give you his or her car for 90 days and $700. and then

hit them in the head with a hammer That is what bast-

( alls happens when you get caught

That is. if you don t kill someossC

Mark Imarzh writes for the Dairy Nebraskan at the

I mversit\ of \ebraska This editorial i% distributed

through the I 'ir

Sometimes, I really appreciate the fact.

that there are so few women in computer science!

More caution
needed in editing

To the cdr

I am writing in response to Marty

Keane's article "Involvement in

Columbia." My complaint is not with

the content of the article, but rather

with the editing of it.

Doonesbury

»**"
. /*&r. pm- butt

mum ac fwrr or rre oae*-
AHCt MCHTALlTf' rVHUhfftS

Letters to the Editor

The country in question li spelt

Colombia and not Columbia. This

mistake caused me to doubt Mr
Keane's knowledge of the issue at

hand. I am not sure who to hold

responsible for this error, but I do
know that it is Mr Keane's repula-

tion that has been damaged. In order

for an individual to speak about a

topic, in hopes of gaining respect

from his/her audience, he/she should

at least know how to spell the topic

correctly. My intentions are only that

more care be taken when editing an

article, by the author as well as the

paper's editor. This will hopefully

deter future embarrassment by both

the Collegian and its authors.

Angela Milani

Brett

By Garry Trudeau

Lies, lies, lies

Erk I*

I
have this nasty habit. I'm sort of ashamed it, but 1 can't

help it

I... well. I'm a liar

Actually, it's not really lying; it's more like telling stories

that happen to not be true. I'm not trying to impress any

body or deceive anybody. I'm just trying to entertain peo-

ple... okay, mostly myself 1 figure the audience knows I'm

kidding because the stories are always so out there It's just

not always a correct assumption.

Let me give you an example About a year ago 1 was in

my dorm room alone with my rvxanmate's girlfriend. We'll

call her Emily instead of using her real name; she's already

mad enough at me We expected my roommate to appear

within 10 or 1 5 minutes, but. for the moment, she sat on his

bed. bare-foot, picking her toes.

There was this awkward silence, but I sure didn't want to

watch her pick her toes any more than mmmmmmmml
I had to. so I deckled to try small talk

Small talk is strange Flave you ever

tried to stop in the middle of small talk
™""""""""""""""""""""""""

and trace the different topics you've covered'' Try it 5. ou'll

realize you've made the weirdest jumps in topic as though

they made perfect sense. A discussion about a recent movie

moves into an account of what drunk L'ncle Bill did with a

lighter and Aunt Fvelyn's Persian cat last summer which

flows into a description of why you shouldn't sneeze while

watching the movie Outbreak in a crowded theater

I swear, we started with an innocent comment on the

weather, flowed through some of the topics above, and

finally arrived at my comment that some people believe, and

you may have heard this, that it's a sign of good luck to have

your second toe longer than your big toe.

Emily stopped picking her toes long enough to show me
that her third toe was actually the longest toe on her right

"What's that mean?" she asked.

"That means ... uh. . you have Marfan Syndrome." I

told her. "We just learned about it in Human Development

class in the chapter on birth defects."

I nub's eyes widened, and the stopped picking her toes

blond, but not always.

1 almost lost her with that last part She raised her eye

brows doubtfulh

"How can your hair color have anything to do with it

"Have. uh. you ever heard of... cross-over?" I asked her

She shook her head

"It happens when the sperm and egg cells combine But

what happens is well, sou know how you have genes that

ate mixed from both of your parent- '
It - mostly because

you're getting genes from both parents but there's also this

Cross-over F.ntire SSCtBOM of some chromosomes will break

off and switch with part ol another chromosome The closer

two genes are to each other, geographically the greatet the

odds that thev'll cross-over together That way, two seem-

ingly unrelated traits stick together. Apparently, the gene for

blond hair is really close to the defective gene for Marfan

^^^m̂ mm^m Syndrome*
Marfan Syndrome is a real birth

fiTxt-n
defect but it doesn't bare much resem

mmmmmmtmm
blaiKc to what I'd )ust described. The

symptoms I had named described Emily to a T.

"Of course, there is one more symptom." I told her It it

was completely harmless, they wouldn't call it a syndrome
"

"What's the last symptom?"

"It s a heart problem People with Marian Syndrome have

a little weak spot on their aorta — that's the big vein going

into your heart Anyway, it doesn't appear until the patient

is relatively close to full maturity But they don't know any

thing's wrong. One day. they're doing something that gets

their heart pumping, like playing a sport or running, and the

jotu bursts II the patient knew thev had Marfan, they

could avoid that kind of thing They usually don't though, n
the life expectancy of people with Marfan is around 20

"What's Marfan Syndrome''*

-Weu.it sa birth defect
"

'Yeah, but what docs it d

"Oh. it's got a bunch of symptoms .

*

*Most of them harmless. The most distinctive is the third

toe being the longest toe on one or both feet It's most com-

mon in Caucasians In fact, people who get it arc often

unusually fair skinned. And they are usually blue-eyed and

Emily's jaw dropped

"Hey. how old are you anyway''" I asked

"I'm turning 20 in two weeks." she replied

"Oh." I said, and turned back to my computer

Soon after, my roommate showed up. and I left. I com-

pletely forgot about the conversation until I saw Emily in the

hail the next day She walked up and slapped me soundly

across the face.

They laughed at me.* she yelled "I skipped class and went

to Hearth Services. I waked in. and I vatd You've got to help

me I have Marfan Syndrome ' And they laughed at me!"

I was shocked that she d believed me I felt awful I felt

guilty. I laughed uncontrollably

Emily slapped me again.

/ Iff Petersen is a I Wats student

Disney not so innocent. .

.

I
hate Disney movies. I'm not

afraid to say it

Disney is tearing our BuaJatj

apart. It teaches our children values

that no respectable individual would

teach them It plays at being movies

that promote family values, but only

succeeds in subverting the values we
should be teaching our children

The ethnocenirisrti of Disney, and

the way in which they co-opt ancient

myths and folklore has become so

deeply rooted in our culture that it

may be impossible to

stop them I boycott

Disney movies, and I

want to convince
others to do the

same
Let's begin with

"Snow White "
I

once saw a quiz
show of some sort

where one of the

questions asked. "In

the original Grimm's

fable Snow White mmmmm™
what were the names of the seven

dwarfs?" The contestant began to

mumble something about "Happy.

Grumpy. Sleepy. Dopey." The con-

testant was wrong. He had named all

of the seven dwarfs from the Disney

movie correctly, but in the original

Grimm brothers fairy tale the dwarfs

have no names.

This is how deeply this Disney
mess has permeated our society.

Disney took a fairy tale which had

been passed down for hundreds of

years and took it upon themselves to

change it and make it their own
Worst of all they made it weak, they

took what was interesting about

"Snow White" and made it lame.

Everyone loved The Little

Mermaid, a story originally told by

Hans Christian Anderson, but the

Jason I jm man

The Little Mermaid " In the original

story the dies at the end Anderson

had written a beautiful, tragic tale

and Disney marred it and destroyed

it

Bambt is a classk Disney film

The problem is they took it from a

story which had already been pub-

lished. Many people like the movie
Pimmhio but many people don't

realize that it was a wonderful story

written by an Italian These arc just

two of the movies Disney has taken

and ruined for genera-

tions of children, who.

instead of learning the

beauty of folklore, will

learn Disney's need to

make everything son

form to their twisted

ideals

Unfortunately
Disney is not the only

company making
movies that deviate

from ancient literature.m^m̂ m̂ Take hint Knight, for

example, a horrible movie with for-

mer UMass student Richard Gere
and lames Bond himself Sean
Connery. This movie pretends to tell

the story of Sir Lancelot and Queen
Gueneverc. This movie has very little

in common with the actual
Arthurian legends The original sto-

nes ni i eajoaJot and Guenevere are

more beautiful than any hyped up
movie vehicle could ever be.

We are not talking about artistic

freedom here. We're talking about

destroying beautiful legends and lit-

erature We are talking about help-

ing a society flee from it's traditions

of oral storytelling and folktales and
turning everything into mass media.

Perhaps the worst qualities of
Disney movies are the ethnocentnsm
which is completely blatant. Take

Disney movie is not the real story of Hercules for an example. I never saw

the movie (remember my boycott)

but from what I have heard Hades is

the bad guv

In original Greek mythology.
Hades is one of the most powerful,

revered, respected gods He is the

brother of Zeus Disney displayed

'hnoientrism by placing the

conception ol hell in the movie,

because Hades is God of the under-

world, on these ancient myths | just

hope they haven't ruined the beauty

of Greek mythology for an entire

generation of children

There's also Aladdin, which I

refused to see From what I have

heard, the movie eVm not portray

Middle Eastern culture very kindly,

and that doesn't surprise me at all

That's what Disney does. It shows a

complete disregard for other cultures

Am I reactionary? Yes. I probably

am. Maybe it's because when I was a

child I learned about the stones ol

King Arthur and the knights of the

Round Table, with classic tales like

Sir l.awain and the Green Knight
"

As a child, someone read to me the

iiriginal story of "Pinocchio," which is

more spectacular than Disney's ver-

situi My mother read to me the origi-

nal Grimm brothers fairy tales I

learned an appreciation for fables that

are lost on a generation weaned on
Disney's watered down l.n.sk offs

There i> something special about

fairy tales which are passed down
through an oral tradition before they

are ever written down. There's some-
thing special about Greek mytholo-

gy, and the Arthurian legends. When
Disney and other movie makers
change the substance of these tales,

they kill everything that was special

about them They take away the bril

liance of folklore; ihey take some-
thing special and make it lame
lason Eiseman is a Collegian

columnist
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Women's Issues
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Turning the tables: The feminist art movement
Turn on the television: are you

shocked to see a herd of sili-

cone and
liposuction-enhanced women jogging

nonchalantly across the beach in

microscopic swimsuits?

look at the magazine rack: does it

bother you to see the majority of
mapTines targeted at women bearing

headlines such as "10 Days to a

Thinner You" and "How to Make
Men Want You?"

I ook a little higher on the maga-
zine rack, behind the frosted plastic

sheet: do the photographs of women
m demeaning sexual positions disgust

l.'U
'

The fact that the majority of peo-

ple are not particularly distressed
over the incessant objectification of
women is a deplorable comment on
the stale of society

Recognizing the political and social

injustices against women in America,
feminists began the quest to stifle

remaining traces of inequality
between the sexes. These women
vtere (and still are) determined that

one day little girls will not idolize

Barbie with her enormous breasts

jnd minuscule waist, but rather live

their own dreams without the con-

fines of gender roles.

While the definition of "feminist"

varies greatly. I consider a feminist to

be a person who advocates the equal

treatment of men and women in both

domestic and public life Through the

use of the visual arts, feminist artists

have created work which serves to

: .11 -c- awareness about political and
social issues relating to women
As discrimination against women

began to be recognized throughout

society in the 1970s, a particular sect

of artists emerged. This group
marked the creation of the Feminist

Art Movement.
One reason for female artists' pas-

sionate involvement in the movement
was the discrimination they faced in

the art world In 1970, a survey of 10

New York City g««llsr..'s revealed that

the work ol 190 male artists v. as dis

played, but only 18 female artists'

work was displayed. In that same
year, women made up 60 percent of

all art students, and 50 percent ol

professional artists.

Disgusted and outraged, an organi-

zation called the Guerrilla Girls

responded. The Guerrilla Girls were

an extremist group of feminists, noto-

rious for rallies in which they con-

cealed their faces behind gorilla

masks. These women protested the

injustice within the art community by

designing posters and billboards w uh

slogans such as "Do Women Have to

be Naked to Get into the Met.
Museum?" The text continued. "Less

than 5 percent of the artists in the

Modem Art sections are women, but

85 percent of the nudes are female
"

Feminist art is not a manifest com-
modity, and it cannot be summarized
in a single sentence. We can. howev-

er, find several recurring themes and
images throughout feminist art

Abortion has been an enormous
source of inspiration and conflict

within all kinds of art. Shawn
Fichman used the actual body of her

aborted fetus in her work, demon-
strating the idea that her body was
her property, and asserting that she

had the right to do with it what she-

wished.

Pushing the control cis\ ol abor-

tion directly in the lace ol the viewer

in such a powerful manner forced

both women and men to re-evaluate

their own ideologies about the issue

Though met with much criticism (the

project was later cited in the Heritage

Foundation's list of "wlstsaaq"
National En !owment for the

funds), Fichman's work unapoloo.cu

cally put abortion under
the microscope.

Sexuality is a critical

part of feminist art.

Feminist artists often explore the

physical state of being female, in

order to represent a broader, deeper

condition Menstrual blood, lor

example, can symbolize fertility and

suffering calling attention to a

monthly ritual which affects every

woman, yet remains taboo even in

today's 'liberated* society

Expanding on Georgia O'Keele's

infamous flower closeup studies.

this new generation of artiltl

abstracted female genitals to the

point where the> could easily be

mistaken for flora. This equating of

the vagina with a flower can be seen

as women finally acknowledging
their sex as something beautilul to

be celebrated, rather than as a

shameful trail.

Breasts, which have been repre-

sented for centuries by predominant-

ly male artists in works such as the

countless "Madonna and child" paint-

ings, were also abstracted in feminist

artworks In feminist works, breasts

were often transformed into fruits.

such as apples This relates a conflict-

ing message: while retaining the

theme of fertility through fruit

imagery, symbolizing anatomical
parts with edible objects implies thit

the female body is created for the

nourishment and pleasure of others

llns Implication that the female body
was somehow public property, was
recj.Mii/ed for the first time as not

entirely positive.

The notion ot women being put on
display
translates

Helena Kvarnstrom

Same planet, same species
Recently, a seminar was held

on the UMass campus
based on the theories of

lohn Gray, author of Men art From
Man, Women an From Vemu. For

those unfamiliar with this best-

selling author. Gray believes that

men and women are radically dif-

ferent in both personality and view-

point. This, he feels. Makes them
symbolically from dif-

fcrent "planets."

lie attributes these

supposedly static dif-

ferences in men and women to the

inaccurate theory that our hunting-

gathering ancestors were always
relegated with the same gender
roles, thus genetically determining

our behavior now.

Gray makes blatantly general

ized statements in his books about

the "mighty hunter* who refuses to

ask' for directions when driving,

and the "nurturing mother" who
only speaks about her problems to

have them actualized rather than to

tind a solution.

With these ideas in mind, the

advertisement for Gray's UMass
seminar used blatantly sexist word-

ing. The ad claimed that at Gray's

seminar, men will "discover" new
information and romantic tactics,

while women will simply "ream."

In addition, the ad stated that the

aggressive "mighty hunter* (man)
can regain his rightful dominant
place when he learns "the impor-

tance of romance to create great

Micfu. Guar.no

sex." as well as tactics to "sweep
your partner off her feet with the

power of listening, the power of

doing little things to show her you

care... and score big points."

As seen, the word "power" is

used twice in the men's portion of

the advertisement, and this power
is intended to be wielded over one's

femsle partner. Such statements

presume thai the

only reason a man
would do kind,

romantic things for

his wife would be to "score points*

and get better sex.

When addressing women in the

ad for his seminar. Gray attempts

to reinforce subservience by telling

them to learn "how to fully appreci-

ate your man. how to accept your

man just the way he is and still get

more of what you want. and... the

importance of sex for creating a

lifetime of intimacy and passion*

In other words, women, don't try-

to change your husband, even if he

is a jerk; simply manipulate both

yourself and him to fit his needs,

and get what you want in the

process. Gray seems to particularly

enjoy the thought that women
don't appreciate their husbands
enough. He states in one of his

books that when a woman argues

with her husband, "she is forgetting

how wonderful he is." (Mars and
Venus in the Bedroom)

Is Gray implying that if a woman
seeks to defend herself from an

abusive lout, an argument is her

fault because she is just forgetting

"how wonderful" he is?

Also, the notion that men always

want sex and women must be

coerced or coaxed into sex is a

gross inaccuracy, which I'm sure

many women can attest to.

Gray's advertisement also quoted

course participants, in the hope* of

lunng in desperate attendants. One
man seemed to swallow Gray s sex-

ist propaganda in us entirety: "It

was so great to find out that it's not

just my wife that's like this."

A female participant stated. "He
now makes me so happy and I can

understand why he watches sports."

One has to wonder what exactly

these people were "taught" in

Gray's seminar. Instead of applying

common courtesy to a situation, the

seminar seems to state that we are

victims of our biology and must
accept this.

People are people, and although

men and women are socialized to

behave differently, we have a good

deal of common ground in which u<

communicate. We also have the

cognitive ability to contest the prej-

udice of people such as lohn Gray.

I think Gray's books and semi-

nars will only lead to further alien-

ation between the genders. They
will also make it more difficult lor

men and women to relate to each

other in any way but sexually.

Michelle Guarino is a UMass
student.

The long walk home
Something has caught my attention the few times

I have walked home to Southwest from the

library at night. Every time I leave the library at

night I end up walking with another woman. The
strange thing is that I never ask her if she wants to

walk with me. and she never asks me if I want to walk

with her. As a matter of fact, we never speak a word to

each other.

It usually starts with me walking outside

thev

either right before or right after another

woman leaves. I never know these women.
As I start walking, said woman either

gradually speeds up or slows down so that she is closer

to me. She gets closer and closer until she is walking

ri^ht next to me. Then she changes her pace so that

she is actually walking with me.

I'll notice that our paces begin to match. Our strides

grow in synch, so it sounds as though we are march-

ing together in perfect time.

We continue this way through campus. It is usually

after crossing Massachusetts Avenue that we separate.

She usually turns left to whatever building she lives in,

and I go straight, to mine. We never look at each
other, or say goodbye.

I have been trying to figure out what it means when
two women who have never met feel the need to walk

home together, never even speaking.

It's apparent to me that these women walk with me
because it makes them and me feel safer. However, it's

alarming that these women feel so unsafe walking

through campus that they would rather walk with a

complete stranger. These women have no way of

knowing whether or not I am a harmful person

just single me out because I am female.

This probably happens because of the lack of securi-

ty on campus. I often see police patrolling campus
streets at night, looking for drunk drivers and such.

However. I have never seen any campus security while-

walking through campus at night.

There are only two emergency phones along the

route I take to get home. Should some-

Imwic Faille
thing happen to a woman walking back

to Southwest, she might have to run a

quarter of a mile to get to the nearest

help phone. It's no wonder many women feel nervous

walking alone at night.

I don't feel that women shouldn't walk together. In

some way. this activity actually creates a sense of com-
munity among us.

Yet I wonder why these women try to be so pubtJe.

If they feel safer walking with me because I am a

woman, maybe they should stop me as I leave the

library, and ask me if I want to walk with them.

There's no need for us to be so silent. If we share a

fear of walking through campus alone, and feel more
comfortable walking together, we should be able to

express this in words without being embarrassed.

The women on this campus have every reason to be

nervous. Recent reports of a peeping torn photograph-

ing women in the shower, as well as another man enter-

ing women's rooms at night, prove that women aren't

safe in their own dorms. If women aren't safe in the

residence halls, they certainly aren't safe on campus.

Laurie Faille is a I'Mass student.

into the

concept of

rape. This tragedy has been brought

to the attention of a wide audience

due to its significant place in feminist

art Margaret Harrison's 1978 col-

late, entitled "Hape " « ... monumen-
tal in Us ccplisii ccplotati' ii of the

topic

However, the 1985 "Rape" show,

begun by Stephanie Blackwood at

Ohio State University, was the first

major exhibit dedicated exclusively to

the issue of rape.

Sue Cue's monumental work.
"Bedford Rape." depicted a woman
being raped by tour men in a bar

while 20 watched. Because of its

graphic nature, her work produced

much controversy. Fven more shock-

ing than the painting's image is the

fact that it is based on an actusl

event which took plsce in

Massachusetts

Rape is not confined to the text-

book definition of a man forcing sex

upon a woman. It also extends to

p-whological rape. The feelings of

violation forced upon women in

everyday society are indescribable.

When pornography is an almost
socially-accepted part of our culture,

when a girl can't walk down a street

without having vulgarities directed at

her, when the top-rated television

show in the world is "Baywatch." it's

no wonder women experience inse-

curity about physical appearance,
translating to an overall vulnerabili-

By creating works in which femi-

nists turn the tables on traditional

low class nudie-magazine photo
shoots, such as Donna Ann
NL Adams' "Feminists and Porn
Stars," women were able to soften

the strength of made-for-men
pornography.

Female artists transformed porn by

first satirizing "regular* pom. calling

its crudci.c : to the media'* atten-

tion, and making it more of a social

stigma. They also created work which

represented sex as enjoyable for

women as well as men. nullifying the

idea that women are merely objects

whose sole purpose is to satisfy men.
Angela Muriels "Sheela Na Gigs"
portrayed a woman using her genitals

as a weapon of sorts, as a source of

power.

Homosexuality as subject matter

further promoted the notion of

"mutual desire" as well as gay and
lesbian rights The stereotype of les-

bian feminists being masculine is

well- known, but portraying them as

sexual beings seemed to humanize
them. Work such as "Fierce Pussy."

by a Los- Angeles based feminist

group, showed lesbians as thinking,

feeling human beings rather than the

harsh prepackaged picture most envi-

sioned.

With the Wonderbra becoming
one of the bestselling undergarments

of all time. Playboy subscriptions

not showing signs of decrease, and

one rape occurring every 50 seconds

in America, the gender gap is far

from being bridged Luckily, howev

er, feminist activists have recognized

the twisted values wa tovfl been
taught to adhere to. and have taken

it upon themselves to shatter the

glj-- spheres women are impri- >ned

in.

The Feminist Art Movement has

played a pivotal role in exposing the

objectification of women in society

Abortion, rape and pornography have

been flashed before the eyes of the

public, forcing many to consider
these issues.

Some have found this sort ot art

vulgar and repulsive, olten drawing

comments such as 'But you wouldn't

want to hang it in your house" and

"Art is supposed to be beautiful. Why
show violence and ugliness?"

The beauty ot feminist art lav- in

its brutally raw honesty, not making
any attempt to soften the blow oi

provide a "fig leaf for society

.As |ud> Chicago, a pioneer of femi-

nist art. explained when asked about

the meaning of her work. "It was a

work of art aimed at promoting
empowerment, and a monument to

those who have struggled for free-

dom."
If that does not constitute beauty I

don't know what does.

Helena Kvarnstrom is a Collegian

correspondent

A re v..u female? Don't exer-

cise? Do you smoke or

drink too much? According

to the National Dairy Council, at

least I 5 million Americans have
osteoporosis The most likely candi-

dates to be afflicted with osteoporo-

sis sre people who hsve one or

more of the sbove
char* vristics But

the number one trait

for those to be
afflicted with osteoporosis is being

female.

Ue usually think of osteoporosis

sufferers as ol*. decrepit women
who have shrunk a few inches. Why
should we worry about it now?

\rlene Thompson, a registered

dietician at the UMass Health
Center, responds. "Women lay

down bone mass until their early

20s. Then during early 20s to

mid >Ds we sustain the mass,
until age 55 when we start losing

it

"

This fact alone should encourage

you to start thinking about calcium

now. so that you aren't trying to

play catch- up later in life, lust

watching your mother or someone
dose to vou go through menopause
should give you a wake-up call to

-tori thinking about what you can

do now
The typical diet of a college stu

Kt*ii\ Parent

Got milk?
dent isn't always the most nutri-

tious, especially during those
all-night cramming sessions when
one downs caffeine to make it

through the night.

"So many students substitute

milk with Diet Coke." said

Thompson. She also emphasized
that while there are

ways to increase cal-

cium intake, there are

ways to interfere with

or deplete calcium intake (such as

excessive salt in one's diet).

"We need magnesium and
Vitamin D to absorb calcium. . and
you shouldn't take iron supple-

ments with calcium because it

inhibits absorption." said

Thompson
Whst are other ways to sid

absorption of cslcium? One wsy
which Thompson mentions is

weight-bearing activities such as

free weights or nautilus, because it

increases bone density.

"Vegetarians can drink soymilk.

rice milk, col lard greens, or tofu to

get calcium." she says.

The dietary requirement for calci-

um is I 200 mg per day for ages

18-24. and 800 mg for those over

24. according to the Sutrition \ews
supplement from University Health

Services. That equals about four or

five servings a day. Calcium isn't

just found in milk; it can be found

in yogurt, cheese, milk shakes, ice

cream, oranges and cappucino (my

personal favorite), to name just a

few sources.

If you're very desperate, you can

take a calcium supplement,
although most of the experts.

including the American Dietetic

Assocnt ion. don't recommend it

If you do take a supplement.
Thompson gives the following
tips:

• Don't take calcium lactate

because it can lead to gastrointesti-

nal problems later in life.

• Take calcium carbonate or cit

rate in liquid or gel form because

the absorption rate is high

Why wait until we start shrink-

ing, especially when this is the most

critical time to add bone tissue '

Why wsit until you reach the magi-

cal 50s when you will gain the max-

imum amount of bone mass you
will ever have?

These days, everyone is con-
cerned about the way they look, and

they should worry about how they

feel as well The most important

thing is to be healthy inside and
out. Who believes in growing old

gracefully? I'm going to fight it

every step of the way.

Kelly Parent is a Collegian staff

member.

Fighting athletic discrimination
Freshman biology major Olivia

C'uhreio is taking a long- await-

ed step forward for women on

campus with her proposition of a coed

wrestling team at UMass. Although

Cabrero is pursuing the formation of

the team for the sole reason that she

loves wrestling, she

brings to our attention

the issue of athletic

oppression, a form of

discrimination against women which is

not often addressed

Take a moment to consider the dif-

ferent ways athletic oppression mani-

fests itself, starting with prejudices

concerning the capabilities of the

female body.

From an early age. women are dis-

couraged against being physically

strong and aggressive. Women's athlet-

Htasic tend io be nowhere near as

extensive as men's, and women seem

to be offered fewer options of sports

they can play. Additionally, there are

few career options for women who
want to play professionally, and even

fewer sports scholarships.

The reason behind this discrimina-

tion may seem plausible at first, if one

doesn't try to deconstruct the myths

that surround the differences between

the sexes

Little boys and little girls' bodies are

not all that different. So why are boys

encouraged to plav Little League base-

Mtv/u'ilc' Guarino

ball, while girls are usually forced to

play softball? Baseball is hardly a con-

tact sport, but many people voice con-

cern about the potential injuries for

girls playing baseball. Ice-skating,

gymnastics and horseback riding seem

more likely to cause injury, yet young

girls are encouraged to

participate in these

sports as opposed to

"rougher" ones.

Could it be that these activities are

designated as "feminine." therefore

more acceptable? Or that injuring

one's back or being bruised up on the

ice is somehow more acceptable, less

unattractive than a black eve from an

errant baseball?

Many argue that the male body is

stronger than the female body.
However, people don't consider the

fact '^at boys are encouraged from a

young age to be strong, large and
aggressive. Women, on the other hand,

are taught to diet, to be as small and

slim as possible, and to exercise only to

be toned rather than strong.

If a woman is physically strong, or

larger than socially acceptable, she is

often rejected by others and led to feel

unattractive. This is a form of psycho-

logical conditioning which restricts the

abilities of a body far more than gen-

der.

People also tend to forget that

though males, on average, have more

arm and shoulder strength, women
usually have stronger hips and legs It

is technique, rather than brute strength

or force, which is the primary determi-

nant of one's success in a sport.

There are many natural differences

between individuals when it comes to

size, strength and aggression, and
testosterone levels vary greatly from
human to human. Therefore, it is pre-

posterous to assign a specific category

of abilities to a single sex.

If you find my viewpoint too radical,

consider that just a generation ago.

female basketball players were allowed

to use only half the court. Bicycling

and typewriting were considered activ-

ities too strenuous for women at the

turn of the century, and doctors in the

'20s considered studying to be
unhealthy for the reproductive system.

Sports discrimination is blatant sex-

ism, and serves only to reinforce

stereotypes of the macho man and
helpless, passive woman. Women
should be expected to pass the same-

tests men must pass when entering the

military or the workforce, as well as

the playing field.

If the female body is recognized for

its potential physical power, perhaps

less rapes would occur, body images

would improve, and women wouldn't

feel quite so intimidated in the world.

Michelle Guarino is a UMass stu-

dent

On April 24-26. the Women of Color Program
of the l-.verywoman's Center will be holding the

second annual Women of Color Institute. The
WOC Institute is a three -day event designed to

facilitate and highlight the academic, artistic and
creative abilities of women of color at UMass.

The first institute, held in the Spring of 1997,
pave women of color a wsy of connecting with
each other and uncovering support resource* and
information.

This year's WOC Institute will continue to

build on this tradition. Sociology professor
Dierdre Royster wtll give Friday night s opening

address. The theme oTProfessor Royster'j address

is "Sisterhood snd Friendship: Moving from the

Group to the Individual." In addition, UMsss
based performers snd artists such as Cajena and
fcMndarles will perform.

Throughout the weekend, numerous work-
shops, presentations and performances will be
has*, and well over 75 percent of the oresenter*

will he women from UMass. Many will present

ini Annual Woman
•f CaUr InstltHta

original works mat reflect their culture and eth-mm through the mediums of dance, poetry, the-
atrical skhs. song and music Workshops th*t
focas <nf 4*nce/nwven*nt, storytelling and the
a«sr'«M harnessing tms creative energyinto inter

active events, arc slso scheduled for Saturday
morning.

Saturday morning's program wit contain infor-

mation about imsjicial sid, academic palsies, intem-

ship* and study sbroad pruarams. In addition, repre-

sentatives from academic departments hsve been

invited to share information on their respective

depsrtrnerits. The popular workshop "How to Get

Into Grad School" win »»»o be repeated.

A round table discussion focusing on the expe-

riences of people, particularly young people of

color living in Amherst, will be facilitated by
Shenandoah Thus. Human Rights Director for the

town of Amherst.
The event is being held and sponsored in collab-

oration with the Educator/Advocator program, ttv

ALANA Graduate Student Network, the Office ot

Minority Graduate Recruitment, the New
WORLD Theater and the UMass Arts Council

Any women interested in this unique and
refreshing event are welcome. For more informa-

tion, call 545-1671.
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Spring a weak time for movies
ly Bryan McAftsler

Colsomn Staff

Springtime. that season of rebirth,

is notoriously desoUte when it comes

to films Audiences were luckv last

year with the re icL&sc of th..

Wars trilogy - and retkeides] th;

year via Gnat* — but those movies

were 20 yean old, not original, innov

•tivr creation*. And the recent slop of

new offerings — Mercury Ri*int

in Space Specie* II and My Ok
are testaments 10 th; •' \ that

Hoi I v wood 5 view ot spring is "that

time before summer
"

Fortunately, a number of indepen

dent features are slowly surfacing in

art-house theaters around the coun-

try, and garnering large amounts of

well deserved attention Neil {The

Crying Game) Ionian's TV Butcher

/>«•. based on the novel by Frank

McCabe. is a shocking, strange por

trait of a young Irish lad currently

being widely praised bv critici

Another gntty youth film Niagara

Niagara, explore* a woman stricken

with Tur- syndrome, something

rarely ti> < n film Robin Turmey's

perforn : : if flawless, and the

road in K r..jvie. which also stars

ET's Henry Thomas, isn't bad either

With all these startling pieces i< I

fMfi iiH that the wont film* are still

making the most money The

juiced -up remake of Lust tn Space

)ousti\l with Titanic at the K>\

last weekend and won. raking in $20

nullum Aided by a vicious marketing

campaign and audience gullibility

Lost in Spine nevertheless lakes all

die fun out ol science fiction.

in an interview *ith PtemmmM mag-

azine. Space screenwriter Akiva

GoldttNM ^aid he wanted to make
irk action fluk less campy and more

dark. Huh ; iVaH nothing wrong

with tmmjmWBM, tl it I done right.

The big test for Specie* II. opening

today, will be whether they gei the

campiness right this time Apparently,

sequels can now be made e\en if the

first movie proved terrible The origi-

nal Specie* was a mixed up trash bin

of entertainment — like lite Relic, ii

took itself cntireh MM seriously Thi-

time around, there* two aliens, and

beloved Natasha Henstridge ha* more

nude scene*, but not much promise

for a seme of humor this film could

definitely use

Comedy will instead be offered in

Father* Pay — oops. My Giant

Billy Crystal's sentimental vehicle

with NBA star Gheorghe Muresoii

portraying the lovable outcast. Max
Crystal loves to instill good friend

ship/family values into his film*

When it work* it iekers.

When it doesn i. it - ( irv Suckers II

My Giant looks more tike the I

Perhaps its a symbol of

Hollywood's spring when the new

film from Ed Bums, the writer direc

tor-star of The Brother* McMullen. is

a dreary, mildly depressing look at

twentysomething live* In New
England While McMulun and the

She* the One were vicious

comedies V> Looking Back is a

laid back drama It's been getting

reviews Bums has a delicious

Ol dialogue but doesn't seem to

iiow to elicit complete perfor-

mances, save his own. Critics site the

aii too glamorous Lauren Holly as

being unable to accomplish the gritty

teel her character demands
Otu-n compared to Woody Allen.

Burns i* more of a conventionalist.

Bui like Allen, he shoots on the East

Coast and is primarily concerned with

relationships. No Looking Back con

.ems the love triangle of Holly, rock

M turned actor Ion Bon lovi and

Bum* While it may fail to reach the

potential Bums is capable of. it still is

a refreshing diversion from the

spring's overloaded blockbusters.

And speaking ol overloaded, we
wait, along with Hollywood, till

Memorial Day for the opening of

Godzilla Camptness or darkne

the latter, at least Titanu will surely

still be in theaters And hey. who
knows. Titanic might still be around

out next spring •

Natasha Hemtrtdge trie* to get out of the spring movie rut in Species II.
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Bluewall Cafe...8pm

David J
Comedian David J

has opened for "SNLV Adam Sandler and

Kevin Nealon. He was a finalist in "HBO s

Kids in the Hall Comedy Challenge.

He jokes about his own experiences

growing up and going to college

David can be seen regularly at

clubs in and around New York City.

Umass Student Bill Dempsey

will open the show 1

The film "Jackie

Brown" will be shown
following performance;

and on Sunday in the

Student Union
Ballroom at 8:00pm

This series is made possible by a grant from the UMass Auxiliary Services Department,

the Office of the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs, and the DAILY COLLEGIAN

News from the music world

counnmui

Thanks in part to lane's Addiction backing out as heaoiiner, LoHapatoo/a '98 is a no-go

wy Wrlofty KtofM
CoesoKX. Staff

It 1 been a busy week in the musk world Milli

Vanilli s Kob Pilatus committed suicide in a

Germany hotel room. Great Woods announced a

good chunk of their summer schedule 1 ollapalooxa

was cancelled and Pearl Street has announced it's

re-opening
• I Lullapalooia '98 is a no go After

desperately searching for a headlining act over the

past several month* M no avail, organizer-, have can-

celled the venerable traveling alt rock festival

because it can't book a virong bill

Festival founder Perry Karrell » band lane's

Addiction *.i~ . nginally penciled in as headliner.

but backed out in January Organizers, then asked

Marilyn Minvun Garbage and fesfKatxlumai .

Green Day and Nine Inch Nails to hc.i ! iv to

be turned down h\ all ol them

Launched in mv»| a s a farewell tour for lane'
Addiction (before their "relapse" last fall),

l.ollapaloo/a quickly became one of summertime '>

most anticipated concen events It* all day multi-act

blueprint wa* copied MCCeaaftsU) by competing

package KMsTl MsOl a* lohn Popper > IIDRIU
Msftst'l heavy metal Qorsst, and

Sarah McLecblaa'l l.ilith Fair which eclipsed

1 . Ilapalooza as the highest grossing travelling fest

last year

While I ollapaloo/a is off for this year, the textual

isn't nece-sanly dead One has to wonder, though,

about the once mighty festival's drawing power after

disappointing outing* in '9t> and "97 I nfortunately.

I ollapaloo/.a Mssssl H M I concept whose time has

passed
• Closer to home. Pearl Street i- <ct to re-open

after being sold back in February ludging from the

acts booked for May and |une. the future I

bright for one ot the Valley's few RtSI rate live

tnuMc venue* They Might Be Giants play upstain

on May 8 while promising newcomer Alana Davie

i* down*tair* in the club room Other highlight*

include a visit from Frank Black on May 10. The

Crystal Method on May 14 and the Sugar Hill

Gang (with Grandmaster Melle Mel) on May 22.

Welcome back. Pearl Street, local rock fans have

missed you
• Cambridge's fast \p,khc Studio* hosted a listening

party last Thursday lor the new Dave Matthews Band

album. Before Itmt Crowded Streets, ludging from Ml

eral tracks, the new album promises to whet the

appetite of fans with more of same instrumental virtuo*

ity and pleasantly inoffensive songs A perfect sound-

track for the upcoming summer month*, no doubt.

Before Ih, ., ( rowded Streets I* M le.i*t four sin

gles deep, with the most interesting being "Stay

(Wasting Time)" — a tune with a bevy of brassy

homs and jazzy percussion The nest planned single

i*h "
is a meandering eighi minutes on the

album but will be pared down to a more manage-

able length for radio The running otder for the

album promises to be interesting as W second pre-

views of "new" tracks have been inserted in between

Before These Crowded Streets proper ttacfa

OMB's third album hit* these- etowded street* on

April 2*. with un appearance on "I ate Night with

Id l.etterman" the same night As alw.i

are guest spot* aplenty on ?he new album, ranging

from Bela Plack'l banjo playing to Tim Revnold*

guitar.

Also, after selling 42.000 tickets for a |une b date

at Foxboro Stadium, several thousand additional

tickets are going to be released shortly No addition

al dates, however, will be added

Michael was arrested in a Beverly I

park for having his hands in the wrong place So
the former lead *mger of Wham' was taking a cue

from Pee Wet Herman Nc>w he ha* the- foil

I S label DnasaWotfa SM" beating a retreat

• Also in legal hot water i* Motley C rue drummer

Tommy Lee who now face* the prospect of spending

six month* in jail after beating up a photographer

due** he'll have that much more time on hi* hand*

to think about hi* upcoming divorce to Pamela
Anderson.

• In other news involving pop stars we once cared

about Mill! Vanilli'* Rob Pilatus died in a

Frankfurt. Germany heitel room after apparently

overdosing on a combination of pills and alcohol

After seeing VH I's "Behind the Muak* program

on the lip syncing duo. I thought thing* were well

with the former model. Unfortunately. I'tlaiu* will

go down as just another , .i-u.iltv of the mu*ic bu*i

• Being the opening act for the Rolling Stone*

isn't quite the plum gig many have it made out to

be. lust a*k Meredith Brooks who was iwkc booed

offstage last week in Buenos Aire* Argentina altei

fans pelted her with rock*, bottle*, tampon* mar-

bles and i:
'

• Great Woods has announced several shows
including dates for OzzFest duly 7). Spice Girls

duly 8). Metallic* duly 17. 18). the fir*t ever tout

by Shania Twain (August 18). three night* in

Margarita, illc with limmy Buffet! (Augu*t 2b. 2K 1
30). Abo booked for the Manfield shed are Stevie

Nicks, (he Allman Brothers. Pearl |am (both date*

are already sold out), lames Taylor. II. O.K. D.I

Fest. and the Smokin' Grooves tour which feature*

Busta Rhymes and Public Enemy
• Ticket* for Pearl Jam* September 15 dote at the

Meadow* V1u*ie Theatre in Hartford go on sale

tomorrow morning at 10 a.m. through Pro Ii*

(860-422 0000). All seats are $2i and there's a

4 ticket limit per person. Good luck.

'
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Women s lax to visit St. Joes tomorrow
By Seth Koenig
Collegian Staff

Tomorrow at 1 p.m. on Finnesey Field in
Philadelphia. Pa , the Massachusetts women's
lacrosse team will try to improve- on their 4 3 record
as they take on the Hawks of St loseph*

If ancient history is any indication, the
Minutewomen will do just that, winning three out of
the four time* they have played the Hawks, including
last year's 1

1 -to victory at Totman field Also, while
UMass played to a competitive b 7 record last sea
son. St let'i struggled to u 4 10 mark. Over the
course ol Hawk* coach l)e-ni*e Liggett s six year
tenure at the school, the team has averaged only
slightly more than four wins a season.

if recent history has anything to do with it, improv-
ing their record might not be such an easy task The
Minutewomen had difficulty against their last two
opponents, even though they were victorious in the
first e>( the two — a 15—4 decision over Connecticut
la*t Saturday

'We certainlv should go into thi* game confident,"
coach France*ca MdlcTlan said Tm not pleased
with how we played against UConn. and I'm not
pleased with how we played against Dartmouth. We
need to start getting back to basics

"

In their last game, the Big Green outscored the

Minutewomen by a 16 7 count on Wednesday after-

noon in a contest that wasn't close in the second half

"I think we played an okay first half, but I don't

think we played well in the second half," McClellan

said. "I think we've been holding our own. but we
need to tighten up a bit."

Dartmouth scored in the first 12 seconds after half

time, and twice in the first minute UMass alk>wed a

9-0 scoring run without getting on the board them-

selves after pulling to within two goals late in the

first half, 7-5.

Against the Huskies, Massachusetts picked apart

their opponents, but often looked careless and over

confident. UConn. which was not supposed to conic-

close in that matchup, was tied with the

Minutewomen 5-5 early in the game. Mental lapses

in the UMass defense were the cause of the

Connecticut threat.

Against St. loseph's. the team cannot take victory

for granted.

"The truth of it. we've just finished Dartmouth,"

McClellan said "St. lot's has got some very good
skilled players and they've surprised us in the- pa*t

when we weren't paying attention. We're just looking

to be a little more proactive than we were against a

team like UConn or a team like Dartmouth."

water polo
continued from page 10

return this weekend from an eye

injury that kept her out of the last

five games.

UMass will be heading into three

weekends of championship play

after the Harvard game. How impor-

tant is this game?
"This game is a *tepping*tone to

our championship play." said

McOsker
The issue heading into tomorrow's

contest is whether or not all the

preparation ha* left coach McOsker
and the Minutewomen in the posi

tion they wanted to be in heading
into their championship run?
"We set ourselves up for the

championships All we need to do

is keep the intensity and POtwistlffl

cy level up and we should do fine.

said McOsker
The No. 6 Minutewomen are

poised to make their run at the

Championships and it all starts

here at tomorrow at Boydcn Pool

with one of their biggest east coast

rivals

Softball
continued from page 10

Connecticut in a double-header

Senior Liz Wagner pitched her first

career perfect game. In the ln*t

game sophomore pitcher Danielle-

Henderson had set the stage for

Wagner, pitching a no hitter In

the second game Henderson also

earned her first e areer hit J ling

pinch hit duty The doubleheader
turned out to be even more phe-

nomenal for UMass as the Lady
Blue Devils never even managed to

get the ball out ol the infield.

Henderson ha* been putting
together another great Season *o

he has not vielded an tamed

run in her last 91.1 innings and has

al*o earned double digit strikeout

totals in her last 12 Marti
Henderson currently has 202
strikeouts on the season and was
honored last week as A 10 Pitchei

of the week and WHMP/UMass
Athlete of the Week

baseball

Haigis Hoopla returns for eighth year
By Casey Kane
CoHagion Staff

By now considered a spring tradi

tion unlike any other at the L mver*ity

of Massachusetts. Haigis Hoopla.
Western Massachusetts' large*!

three-on-three basketball tournament,

is set to make its return to campus
The eighth annual event, sponsored

by New Balance, will run April 25-26

and will debut a new feature this year,

the Hoopla Hi five v.h-.h is geared

toward offering more entertainment to

fans. The five components ol the

Hi f ive are the men's and we>men's

LUpend I fames, the Slam Dunk con-

test, the Haigis 2 Ball competition and

a Kidsports interactive area.

"In addition to the core of the event.

out focus this year was towards offer-

ing additional entertainment opportu-

nities for spectator* and participants

alike." Hi five director Ion Kinloch

said in a press release.

Two of those prime entertainment

events will be the men's and women's
Legends games. The men's game,
which will feature senior Tyrone
Weeks, is in its second year, while the

women's event will be the first ever.

Former Minuteman players Rigo
Nunez and Ted Cotrell are both sched

uled to appear in the men's game on
•Xpnl 25 Former Minutewoman stand-

outs and current professional players

Melissa Gurile and Octavia Thomas
will highlight the women's game that

same day. Also on the slate for the

women are Beth Kuzmeski. Sabriya
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The Hi five 2 Ball competition will

be run similat to the event of the same
name that highlighted the NBA
.All Star weekend
The UMass weekend tournament

will feature an assortment of other

fan-interest showcases, including a

high school all- star exhibition and a

women's basketball clinic with I M.i-

coach loanie O'Brien

For players. Haigis Hoopla offers a

variety of age-groups and skill levels,

from Couch Potato to Weekend
Wamor to Top Gun.

Haigis Hoopla is a non-profit event

put on by a UMass sport event man-
agement class. The entire weekend i*

planned and run by the students with

supervision from professors Dr lay

Gladden and Dr. Carol Ban Proceeds

from Haigis Hoopla benefit the I nk K
Kjeldsen Scholarship Fund, which
awards gilts to undergraduate sports

management students

/ ' BjsHV information about thi*

.: including r< .

information tall the llai^i- Hoopla
Hotline at i41*i 545-5609 or cistt the

i'\ web page at

www.umais.edu/sptmgt/haigis

continued from page 10

"They did not MM ready to play
'

Stone said "They ICentral CT | had a

good pilcher and we didn't wake up
until the fifth inning

"We had one errot in the first and

after that, things just went south "

In the bottom ot the first, the Blue

Devils *eored lout run* off two hit*

They talked on tw\> mote in the M
ond and third UMaM ripped 1 1 hits

but they could not wore until the

seventh inning The Minutemen

added one more run in the eighth

inning hut it proved to not be
enough
On Monday the Minutemen return

to Earl F. Lorden field to face

Hartford at 5 p ni

women's track
conttrvued from page 10

the record we finished with last year." l-aFreruere said.

Michelle Cooper made a great comeback after getting

injured by weight lifting. Cooper began training aaj

the middle of the indoor season but was no where close to

where she wanted to be. Cooper worked hard and never

gave up She could not break 60 second* in indoor, but

this past weekend she ran a 58.68 in the 400-meter dash,

placing fifth

Shelandi Irish finished seventh in the 100-meter dash

with a time of 12 5 Irish b a very versatile athlete and also

competes in the long jump in addition to anchoring the

4000 and 4v*00m relay Irish is also the reigning ECAC
champion in the kmg jump
The Minutewomen also competing included hurdlers

Anja Forest Rosemarie Brvan Chrysul Murphy and
Andrea Comeau All of the women participated in the

Hi' meter hut Idles and placed. Forest received second

14 \»). Bryan third (14 47). Murphy fourth (14 70) and

Comeau received fifth ( 1 4 *>5

1

The I Mass distance squad had three women placing in

the 5,000-meter run. Christy Martin received a third place

with a time of 10 51 00 Teammate Melissa fiendervm lot

lowed hot with a lane of 10:40:16. good for lourth while

Sharon Tdlotson finished at sixth in 1 1 00 1

4

Also in the distance events were Sarah Hirsch and Tracy

Meagher who came through for third and fifth respectively

in the 5000m Hirsch ran a personal best 18 02 25 as this

was her first tune running the event on the track. Meagher
ran a 18 07 45. not too far behind her teammate

UMass also placed in the 400-meter relay The
consssled of Rosemarie Bryan, who led off for the

giving Anja Forest a flawless hand-off of the baton Forest

then managed to hand off to Rachel Shelnn despite twist-

ing her ankle. Shelton then set-up Shalanda Irish for the

anchor leg to give the team a 48.71 mark.

"The hand-off between Shelton and Irish needs to be

worked on," Lal'reniere sasd. "I know that it will take no

time to fix Timing is cvwything and I know that we wil

get quicker in this event

The Minutewomen knew that the competition would be

difficult and challenging but welcomed refreshing chance

so get out ot the New England area and face new seam.
It made the meet more exciting for the girls to face new

competition." laFreroere said "It will help to become a
better team The girls are behind these schools with start-

ing their season. We are a track meet behind, however the

women showed promising performances."

Minutewomen Noses:

v ill hit the road again as they visit Narmeastem
for a 12 p.m meet with Boston College. Brown and
Southern Connecticut

What is there to do
on campus??

http//www umass edu/campact/events/calendar htm

Check this website out!

APRIL 18th

M Inula Man, lio Domt. ' Ju>> Oult,"(••*• Man," ' Im Dent.' July Oulj.

W.-l.-l.!." t MTV'i ttl.ll, >«ul T

APRIL 25th

mrn-iiTii
HU H E L A U

413)593-5222

ffl*
-1

"Th* I

»MI'i "My Oantrnlion"

Affordable
Jewelry Natural fiber Scarves

Blouses Skirts Dresses

Earrings
.Rings

Chinese
Shoes

A 6

JrK Candles

^B Incense

Skirts

EO to 50K
off selected
Clothing

& GreatGifts Vi" ^Frl.SPM
ercantile Sun 12 5

&Vk\
Northampton- 18 Center St.
Amherst Carriage Shops

Doily 10-6^

'ROFESSM
'

&**#&&

CERTIFIED
StlMt hi Ntw Inftai

cwte .?&? the; cJiffctrertcz: farjp&urrc/f

lOWlflKUolf I£SPtCTTfl PietCEii

ied entss cpr & nisi ui certihu

IUTOCLAVE STERILIZATION __ ____,
ilNGLE ISE IISPOSUIE NEEDLES SELECTIOI

'omBce tru€ excaiGice in bodv au?

Pleasant sire
erst. MA 01002

Ot SIO Raasras awe.
»a ¥Varc4*siar. MA Q1BR9

Wanted
p >et r

y PrQSO L rics and ONE-ACTS

In all languages other than english

3D, 2

A tw
-D. ind M
rk aSo A

iltmedia

Cepted

To be featured in rtlOthertongus an annual multilingual journal

contributors must be Five College Bi-lingual Students.

For information

send e-mail to: mOthertongue@compltt.umass edu
or contact: The UMass Comparative Literature Dept

Following the journal publication, writers will have the option of reciting

their material at a mOthertofigus spoken word performance held

on friday. may 15th in Hampden Theatre Artwork featured in

mOthertongile journal will be on display in Hampden Gallery from

Friday May 15th to Friday. May 22nd

Deadline For Submissions Has Been Extended To
April 17th

iTIOthertongus is sponsored by the Department of Comparative
Literature at UMass and the UMass Arts Council.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS I APARTMENT FOR RENT COMPUTERS
Free body composition/diet

iiimimli, Physically active

females only 546 5091

SENIOR CAMPAIGN
looking for volunteers 1

Easy and fun way to get

involved 1

Contact Annual Fund Office in

Memorial Hall

545^3509

Not just for Seniors!

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Two bedroom m Amherst on

busline Available 6/1 with Fall

option Only $525/month' Call

259-^93

North Amherst One bedroom

with deck Quiet $670 All

included Available 5/9 549

9164

Spacious 2 bedroom On bus

route, p.ivate gym/laundry
downstairs Heat and hot water

included Available May 27th

Call 2563971

Amherst Caaler 1. 2. and 3

bedroom apartments Gas heat,

hardwood floors We are show

ing starting April 6th tor June

and September leases Lincoln

Real Estate 253 7879

Take Over Oar Lease 3 bed

room renovated Puffton Apt

Available Junt 1 Call 549-1966

J bedroom

f9157month

549-0166

aaartmeat-
Half renovated

671 Can

2 bedroon apartment m
Brandywine Available May 26-

July 31 with option to rent

through August 31 and through

aa_ fat' HmMM M* inciud

ad On 2 bus routes Furnished

Can 549-5079

1 bedroom aparmeat avail

able 6/1 with Fall option On bus

ana |44fVmon» Cad 253-6401

with a Fall option On busline

Spacious Irving room Call 549-

3 bedreeaa cea4es Gas heat

hardwood floors, heated base

mem 1/2 mile to campus on bus

route We are showing starting

Apnl 6th tor June and
September leases $1 350 plus

utilities 253 7879

AUTO FOR SALE

Mazda MXS 1Mb Sport coupe

red/grey Excellent condition

Well maintained, no rust

S350GVBO 584 8362

S WV Jena New exhaust

New tires $2500 or B/0 Call

546 0405

1M7 Hyaadai Eicel New
alternator, water pump, brakes,

muffler tailpipe, exhaust sys-

tem belts Needs new head
gasket Overall good condition

$35<k»B/0 Call 256 6351

Waited Toyotas Novas.

Pnzms Sentras Any condition

Cash paid everyday i 800 649

4796

-1
p
-..-- b—0

new engine, exhaus t tires

$9000 or B/O 2S&BB96

City Communications

PeatiMia 233MMX. 32MB
RAM 2 1 Gig, 24X CD-ROM
33 6K Ti Modem. Video & Audio

Cards with Speakers Plus. 14

inch flat screen digital monitor.

Windows 95. keyboard. PS2

mouse $1150 546^826

Maciatosb Color Stylawriter

ISM Priate*. Keyboard. Mouse.

External CO Drive. SCSI

Equipment is in excellent condi

lion All for $300 or B/0 549

5514

EMPLOYMENT

DATA ENTRY CLERK
Athletics. Grad student pre

terred. Computer background

required accuracy essential 15

20 hrs/wk. $6/hr 413 5454290

SCERA Student Ceerdiaator

June 1998 May 1999 $6 00, hi

30 hours/week Summer 20

hours/week academic year

Coordinate SCERA research

training, and advocacy efforts

Undergrads only Experience

working with SGA/SCERA pre

terred Resume by April 1 7th to

Of Marc Kenen, SCERA
Director Room 420 Student

Union Questions 545-0709

Kitchea Nalp Wealed
Evenings/Weekends 323 6420

F/T position with diverse group

of people m Montessori School

in J P Start June 1 Call

1617)524 3237

EMPLOYMENT
Lifeguards

Amherst apartment complex

looking for swimming pool lite-

guards Must be 18 years of age

and have all certification papers

Apply at Rolling Green Office,

Belchertown Rd .
Amherst.

(413)253 3000 E0E

Seminar Employment in

Worcester or Reading areas

University Painteis is hiring $6-

$9 an hour Call Shana 6-1607

tor info

Computer Work
Doing simple entry level invoic-

ing Excellent income with flexi-

ble schedule IBM compatible

required (888)613 9636

Summer Camp
Southshore YMCA Camp seek-

ing energetic and caring coun-

selors aquatic staff, van driver,

security, nurse, arts and crafts,

maintenance, and office staff

from mid June to end of August

Come join us for a summer of

fun Positions include room and

board Call 1 800 373-1793

Naatacket
Manager far Retail Seafood

and ice Cream store Position

offering experience and
overview in all facets of Small

Business Management No
experience necessary, only a

positive attitude Must be avail-

able from 5/18 10/18 Other

positions available also Call

before 6pm 508 627 3574

EMPLOYMENT
SUMMER WORK IN
WELFLEET ON CAPE COD:
General restaurant work includ-

ing cashiering and service

$8/hour and meals plus $100 per

week bonus for each week
worked if you stay through

August 24. 1998 Call or write

Bill Millett. P0 Box 321. South

Welfleet. MA 02663 (508)349

2265 email
wmillettOcapecod.net

Fall 19M latemshies with the

Student Legal Services Offire.

get hands-on experience in the

legal field— work directly with

attorneys and clients Earn up to

15 undergraduate credits No
experience in the legal profes

sion necessary— training pro

vided Application deadline is

April 17 1998 Contact The
Student Legal Services Office

today 545-1995. 922 Campus
Canter

Eara extra cash mailing our

circulars from home in your

spare time No experience nec-

essary Free information 1 888-

892 2781

FOR SALE

Far Sale Two shelves and

dresser franc 253-7608

ROOM FOR RENT I S TEREO & CD EQUI

Pioaeer A Tecbaics House

System Pioneer 8 1/2- 3 way

cabinets, Two 2way Technics

Satellites and one four Tweeter

Center speaker, black finish

Technics 5 disc CD Player with

remote Receiver also available

Excellent condition Call for

prices 256 8641

Small DP Hi

B/O Call 665 7491

$60 or

HOUSE FOR RENT

Seired and sold locally this

momh 1 *» 522 2730 ait 4554

3 bedreea aaonmol- easily

fits four m renovated Puffton

epenmem Available Junel with

Falopbon Ca>5m>5106

3

Apt Take over after Spring

0*1549-9564

3 bedroom apartment Greet

toQHQn uptown 5 WMI '

to campus Heat and hot-

nduded Caa 253-1487

Oaa bedroom apt in

Southpoint Available June 1

Aug 31 SS&u/morrtrt Call Geoff

1 bedroom apt a. a ..-Die at

Ciltvil » 6/1 Fall option On
bus. short walk to UMass Call

east Can la;' >a J

everyday 1-800-6494795

COMPUTERS

ut . . i «.. ' 1MB,

85OH00. 33 6 modem, monitor,

Win 95 and Office $490
Remaining warranty (4131628

4611

PC Crease Paateee 166MH2
32MB RAM 2 gig bite hard

drive. Windows 95 Windows
NT 4 0. Photo Shop 4 Sale

$500 E-mail tunuOwt itarne com

CHEAP" CHEAH Coaoi VGA
Monitor $55 Laptop Notebook

$99 486 Computer System

$295 Call CPC 14136846857

For apartment program serving

J . | a SJ BJ rss > |

in the community Get training

and experience necessary to

work in the held All shifts, open

to applicants available through

the summer Wages $7 00 an

hour Send resume and cover

letter to Amherst Apartments

Program 29 Colonial Village

Amherst MA 01002 No calls

Nanmes/Live-ia needed for

NY/CT/CA/NJ families

Minimum one year commitment

Professional and affluent fami-

lies Must have child-care

and/or related experience

Excellent opportunity for net

I
and saving money Also

i
appbcatio-u tor new

fHe? Diweieft JNerage Saiarioa

Sgp-fSDtywk 1 gO_gfl|

MM
ed'for 3 children who live in the

suburbs of Boston Live in or out

Call 549- 1 966

Fall/Pert Time Positions

Available Now tor 3-6 individu

afs as movers, drivers supervi-

sors $8/hr Flexible hours Need
transportation Contact Kathy

Banas 584 4746

Intsrestod ia Advertising

Sales? Looking for energetic

motivated people 1 Unlimited

earning potential (4131737 3479

New hiring eaergetic sta-

deets for nights and weekends
this semester and for summer
Downtown Amherst $7/hr plus

bonus Sean 253-0583

Stadeet Raps- AT&T
Authorized Aflent needs 2fi tfu

dents now* No experNneei will

trair $100 $39uVweek Part/Fell

1800)592 2121x123

t bedroom home Stockbr.dge

Rd Hadley Close to UMass
5494270

Available June 1st Great loca

tion (across from The Pub)

Cheap rent, all utilities included

Call Lu 256-4813 or Harlow 256-

3442

ROOMMATE WANTED

Nonsmoking, faa, clean

female roommate needed to

share two bedroom apt $265
256-4189

Northampton 1 very large bed

room with A/C and 1/2 bath in a

2 bedroom apt Available 6/1

Call 584-5143

Rospoasible, werm. fun

female looking for roommale(s)

on Martha s vineyard this sum

mer Please contact Sarah 546

5291

Looking ter 1 er 2 females to

share apartment at The

Townhouses for Fall or Spring

next year Easy to live with Call

us at 546 2137

Cleaa. elder er mature
femele who likes quiet To

share two bedroom apartment,

washer and dryer, furnished Irv-

ing room area Summer/Fall

Please contact Tina 665-7491

ROOM WANTED

Cool, faa girt looking for other

cool fun girls to live with next

year If you like to have fun and

have an extra room in a house or

apt. call 546 1182

SERVICES

SUMMER SUBLET

at with 2

baths New unit June 1-Aug 31

(neg) Call 549-5221

Puffton Village 3 bedroom ran

ovated Drastically reduced rent

$900/month 549-1516

Twe bedroom sublet foi

Summer in The Townhouses On

bus route, good condition, fur-

nished Utilities not included For

morejnfo call 549-8793

2 bedreeaa apt m Sunderland

Available 5/218/31
$525/month Email at mian-

nonOecs umasssdu

Newly reaeveted 2 bedroom

apartment Cheap rent Directly

on bus route Wonderful neigh

bors Bright spacious Irving area

Large backyard! Come seel Ask

for Deny. Tiff. Erika. or Lisa 253-

6644

NoHo 3 bedroom oeartmerrt

Sublease June Aug $900 plus

cheap utilities Near busline

584 3775

INSTRUCTION IjLeqrtl Questions'

Casco Bey Bartending

Classes Start Soon

Student Discounts

Call For Info

1800-467 2028

RESUMES

Express Resumes
MM D,iy Mai >
Printouts Included

549 7558 Ruby

ROOMS FOR RENT

Raean For Root- Private Home
Furnished vegetarian/kosher

kitchen Laundry parking quiet

friendly $335/month Barbaia

549 4853

Bedroom available in a fur

mshed apt O The Boulders

Available from 6/1 till 8/31

Contact Terry O 253 „75

Typing Service Will type your

papers Call 548 9497

Have e levely selectiea of

bunnies Many colors and types

as well as a selection of cages

and hutches We can also help

with any bunnies you can no

longer care for Call Ellen 367

0105 after 9 00 am

Twe bedrooms available for

summer sublet in 4 bedroom

Alpine Commons apt Air -condi-

tioning, two full baths

$302/month all utilities mclud

ed Please call Knsti O 256

6351 or McheHe O 2»:2050_

Twe bedroom epaciaas
ptrtatee* available June 1st-

Aug 31st Rent will be nego

liable Call 256-5460

3 bedroom. 2

bath Renovated Right near bus

stop $104O/mqnth 5496069

Summer Sablet with Fell

option 3 bedroom with A/C
AvailabJo6/1 Call 253-1736

by Ph D m English Any

"subject 665-3718

Pregoeatr Need belp? Cell

Birthright of Amherst area for

free testing and assistance 549

1906

S bodrooa aoooo on bus route

Available June 1 Sept 1 Only

$1250/month Call 564 2422

TICKETS

Eric Clapton Ticket April 14.

Fleet Center 546-6091 or 253

0406

TO SUBLET

1. 2 or 3 bodrooma Large

apt 5 min from Amherst

on bus route June
through August $600 per

room Call 259-2984 Best

you will see

Looking to fill 1 bedroom in 2

bedroom apt tor Summer $250,

with option for both bedrooms in

Fall Bus stop on our corner

Clean and comfortable 259

2940

Puffton Village Apt.

$740/month Heat/hot water

included 2 bedrooms and 2

bathiooms Starting June 1 Aug

31 with option to renew Call

WANTED TO RENT

5490702
Wanted 4 bedroom eat oi

house for summer Cell Mike

54618a

Looking for 2 bedroom . '

ment including heal and hoi

water Close to center ot town

MOM:
Have you

found a

summerjob
vet?

YOU:

L7MMML

Don't let this

happen to

you.

Check out

The
Classifieds

Today !

FRIDAY. APRIL 10

Dance — Amherst College
will start their South Asian
Convention with an East Coast

Inter-Collegiate dance competi

tion. The event will be held in

Buckley Auditorium at Amherst
College at 8 p.m.

Discussion — Come meet
and dialogue with the ALANA
Graduate Student Network
from noon-1 p.m. in the

Campus Center, room 803.

SATURDAY. APRIL 11

Comedy — MISSION
IMPROVable will be perform-

ing their weekly comedy improv

show at 8 p.m. in room 163 of

the campus center. The event is

free and everyone is welcome.
Discussion — Smith College

enjoys the second day of the

South Asian Convention with

debates and discussions on
issues facing South Asians and

the South Asian Diaspora. The
opening ceremony will begin at

9:30 a.m. in Sweeney Concert

Hall at Smith College.
Following will be debates and
lectures. Call Nadia Latif at

542-3228 for more information

on specific lectures and
debates.

SUNDAY. APRIL 11

Community — There will be

an Eid El-Adha Celebration
and holiday desert sharing

party in Crampton Hall Lounge
at 7 p.m. The event is spon-

sored by the UMass Arab
Student Club.

NOTICES

Conference — loin in a cele-

bration of undergraduate explo-

ration and excellence by attend-

ing the state-wide Conference

on Undergraduate Research.
Scholarly. Creative and Public

Service. Activities on Friday.

May I . at the Federal Reserve

Bank and of Boston. No charge

for transportation or registra-

tion. Oral, poster, visual/per-

forming arts presentations
based on student work span
and disciplines. To register.

contact lennifer Bailey. Honors

Program, by April IO at

545-2483.
Commencement housing — A

limited number of residence

hall rooms will be available for

the relatives and friends of

graduating UMass students for

the night of Saturday. May 23.

Commencement housing appli-

cations are available at the

University Conference Services

Office, Campus Center, room
9I8. To guarantee a reserva-

tion, completed forms must be

returned by May 8.

Domestic Exchange — There

are only 45 spaces left for the

1 998- 1 999 domestic exchange.

Over lOO schools are still avail-

able. Come to the domestic

exchange office in E-26
Machmer Hall or call 545-5351

for more information.

Employment — UMass Lab
School has openings in the

Reggio inspired pre-school pro-

gram for fall semester. For
more information, call lennifer

Ryan at 545-3199.

Employment — The UMass
CRC is hiring work-study office

staff and web publishers.
Applications are available in

the CRC office. 322 Student
Union or leave a voice mail at

545-1122.
Openings — The UMass Lab

school has openings for

preschool children for the fall

semester in a Reggio inspired

program. Call 545-3199 for

FYls are public service announce-
ments pnnted dairy To submit an
FYI, please send a press release con-

taining all pertinent information,

including the name and phone
number of the contact person to the

Co/legion, c/o the Managing Editor

by noon the previous day

more details

Volunteerism — The
Amherst Salvation Army needs

volunteers any day and any
time. Call 253-4747 for more
information.

Volunteerism — The Crisis

Center, a Massachusetts Suicide

Prevention Hotline is currently

seeking volunteers and interns.

For more information, contact

Gina Grampetro at (978)
849-5600 ext. 201.

dally listing* sponsored toy

Today's Program Schedule

UMass' only student run Television Station
216 Student Union (located to the right of the Hatch) • 545-1336 • www-unix.oitumass.edu/~uvctv19

330 (JVC TV-19 Premier
*3mm Comedy Might at the Hatch tm\

5:00 Channel 19 News
3:30 UVC Art Residency, 19*3 P
7:00 An Interview With Reverend Eugene Myers1 7*7 The Adventure* of Bait Read -:?

8:00 Room 307
StenOff

'.**

u
c/3

*

HSCN Bulletin Board
CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS757
HSCN
UPN/20

Hartford

Boston

Boston
Springfield

MovteCh.
Hartford

il-

ia

f7

Weather Chonnal
NBC/30 New Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH&HSCN
International

UMass Academic TV
HSCN Programming

UVC-TV19
ABC/40
NBC/22
CNN
CNN SI

Headline) News
UCTV
TBS
BET
TV Land
Univision

Conway Central

Cartoon
Much Musk

FRIDAY EVENING

WEOH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
wvrr
wnc
WWLP
WGBY
WQOB
WSBK
WTBS
A*E
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
Tin

T

MTV
NICK
SCIFI

TLC
TNT
USA

HBO
MAX
SHOW

3)

I Ntwtl

i

S)mp«on»I

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 I 10:30 11:00 11:30
WlthborwX

Niwt X
FuUHoumX

Mad Abo. You

Nml
Crmtiurei

Nlwl X
Mtd Abo You

Butin»M Rpt

CBS
CBSNmm
ABCNmra
BoyWorld

NBCNtwi
Mad Abo. You

NBC Newt

Mad Abo. You

NBCN«w*
ButlrwM Rot,

ABCNawt
Mad Abo. You

Family Mttt»w | Family Ma««t

No-tham EipowrtX
WorldviewX

ComadyHaH |Makt-laugh

Wlng»olthiLuftwarl«(R)

Up Clota I SportacerittT

Supanrnrlurt |0abt

Nawthour Wltti Jim LartrarX
Intid* Edition

ExtraX

Intida Edition

FrMhPrincT

WhMl-Fortun*

Judy Judy X
Ent Tonight

SeinteldX

Whaal-Forturw |Jeopardy! X

RoalTVX
EntTonjaht

Chronic* I
FnMhPrinct

JaopordylX

Judy Judy X
Hard Copy X
Frailer X

Nawthour WWi Jim Lartrar X
SairrftldK

Sainftld X
FraalarX

Frwiarl

IIOT Lwgu«

C - Campus

WaihWaak
Kida-Oarndast

Kidt-Dimdttt

Sabrina-Wrlch Boy-World

*TF~J

Will St WMk
Candid C.

Candid C.

Connecticut Journal

Unaolwd Myrtarl— (In SteraoT

Un»orydWytttrtM(lnSlfo)

Funnwtt Horn* Vldoo*

Pltytm "Conundrum" I
(I9B4, Drama) EUnBirttt

Titanic: SecrtU Rav—tod

lOaoOrw (In Slerao) X

Ptayaw ''Conundrum" X
Beyond BoMot: Fact or Fiction

Ptayara "Conundrum" X
Millannlum "Luminary" (R) X

Wash. Week

Sabrlna-WitchjBoy-World

Wall St WMk

DaMina (In Stereo) X

DaWlne (In Stereo) X
State We're In |Tril*Week

Funniest Home Video*

*H "The J*** (1979, Comedy) Stave Martin, Bomadette Peter*.

Uw I Order Consultation" X
Atlanta Braves at Philadelphia Phillies (Live) X

MoneylineX jCroMflreX

Young Comedian* (R)

Gimme Shelter (R)

Biography: Liberace

World Today X
1 Night Stand IComedyHaH

Wild PlKQvery: Killers

America'! Cattle* (R)

Larry King Live X
Dan* C*rv*y: Critic'* Choice

|Storm

MTV Live (In Stereo)

Figure It Out | Tiny Toon"

Quantum Leap (In Stereoj"x"(in Ste

Renovation I Renovation

Loi* 4 Clark-Superman

PGA God ]Wing* Ic

Intimate Portrait

NHL Hockey: Teams to Be Announced (Live) X

No Safe Plat-ISVToienc*-

APRIL10, 1998

Womtjn

Naeh Bridge* "Lady KBer" X
'

Ne*h Bridge* "Lady Mer" X
20/20X

Homktde: LHe on the Street X
jGrace Under

Homicide LHe on the Street K

Homicide: LH* on the Street X
Monty Python

I
Monty Python"

20/201

~lcl
iParaok**

Cheer* X

Nov* "Shark Attack'" (In Stereo)

NewtX

HtmiX

M—ter* Hlghtt

Matter* HighH

Star Tr*k: Next Q*n*r

Nightlin* X

Nmt*

Vibe

ITonight Show

Mad Abo. You

New»X

Tonight Show

Deep Space »

Tonight Show

Charlie Rote (In Stereo) X
NewtX.

M'A^S'H X
Nightlin* X

«• "Oub Paractta'dftee, Comedy) Robin WHtoms

Real TV X

Tom Jon**. (R) (Part tot 3)

World Todaytf
Herman

Trmaura of King Crurlet I

Ultra Sound Newt

Doug I RugrattX

Wght Stalker "Bad Medicine" X
Home Again |Home Again

Babylon 5 (In Stereo) X
lighltnder: The Serle* X

**+ "EiahiUen
Qf(\996,

Draina) John Cutack.wf
*** "TimCtttleauy'iW. ComaoV) Jim Carrey 'M-lfl"
(5.-00) ~. .]Spice Girt* In Concert -Wildl(Rj

Unwhred My»t*rt*» (In Stereo)

Artltt Cut ISay What?

Eatter Beagle [Bewitched

American Gothic "Resurrector"

Real Amerlc*: 48Hour»

Chart

•VWboi otrndu-nmSutowM) Barbara Eden.

Rockumentary Top 5 ot Day Live From the 10 Spot

Wonder Yew* Wonder Yeem HtppyOay* I LovaLucyX

Lindbergh Kidnapping IConnectlon* Ml (R)

NBA B*tketb*ll Atlanta Hawks at Charlotte Hornet* (In Stereo LrvoTuXT

W»lk*r, Teta* RangerX
I
PGA GoH MCI Classic - Second Round.

t** •Vaxknm Risk" (1996. Acrv»ntuw)'fT HI | "Optntion DaH Fore* fr

t* 1h6&MtomindtheJtoti^\mrmb^<-mx It* "Thl

EL
NBA

Sport* lllu*. |Moneyline I~
Robin Williams Oft the Wall

Jurtc* Filet "Kidnapped" (R)

Sporttcerrter X
New Attitude* Golden Girl*

Lovellne (In Stereo)

MT. Moore [T*xl X
Night Stalker "Bad Medcmi

Real America: 41 Hour* (R)

|NBA bmkatbali: Suns at Lakers

(In Stereo)

* ikthmHbVbU* Su»p»n»») Ray LWIt.(ln Shvao)T_ jstargat. SC ~TcXm>Vun>lt.

"(1997) Michael McGraoV. 'ft' X
'(1998) CorbinBemtea'R'X

"Fear Itself"

&»_2 J

Dennis Miller

Intimate Sets

Hunger (R) X
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Fox Trot By Bill Amend Dllbort By Scott Adams

TtS, I'M ANttT AT IbO,

BuT I'M Mofit XHbfty
WiTX HtUlf »«« 6CTTi»*
TMiS WHOLE STwPiO Setow-

BALL BoLLiNfe iN TM|

first Pt*a.

Tr«r

iT MAS atfvwut Tbo *UH» T

KEADT Fofl A RELATIONSHIP

TLT I ifcttoAfO Aa THE

EViOtNcE. FatXEP YouR
HAND, AND IN THE END
GOT WHAT I DESERVED

CAJBERT: eviL HR 0IWCTQR

THElfct COILL Ot

NO LKVOfFS
A.FTER TMF.

rvtWitR

.

HOLOtVER, fAA.NY OF YOU

OJILL Ot TRANSFERRED
TO J005 ON A FROZEN
A.STC.ROIO

WILL CJE MAVE.

PROTECTIVE.
SPACE SUITS?

I LABEL VOU
"NOT A TEAK
PLAYER

Thatch By Jeff Shesol Drabble By Kevin Fagan

TMEOtv wMAtTNttarj «
utdWTMe ab«ut
«er.lPfM*Q TOWN AMD
CTAPTIN6 CUAM..

IT*

NAM
M

'/ £i

\

LU<e_. IICHJ»*6JM&
I OX LIFE FOB »

IMtU NtNONC'

.___ ;

Vii A I u

TRADE V0U TMRtMIN
VH mi*ior >eyRCP I

CMARMfeR CiuerreN*
^^^^e*\ ^^%^m^^%0

\v pecuety.
'

\
j KjL

TI ^S

Non Saejwitor By Wiley Eastar Wish By Arts Girl

..JVC TUAT

TUC riNAL CTCP
IN MY *7CTB>
KMtPTlVOCU.

T8MMN&
PVoCVMM...

Absolute Zoro' By Brad Turner

Ws\S

tunr\*

ujh>cr^ trYyAVse5

^Vr Co^q»an
recu\v haPPV •

fit
Jurats, LV*")f# \

By Elise Checile

G*?cao_r txxi^tx

Clout) n-i\^v_i

Chr-\5TYvtX_

COuVC^«^ V

_

fcvSVur _vnr>-j

lOA\ \onrxx

U5 _^rr\e-
(jo>o6cAjJt> ar>d

orojeopss
ARIES (March 2 1 -Apnl 19) —

Take care you dont say the wrong

thing at the WTong time today Offer

information when required: hold

\our tongue otherwise

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
Some may be entertained by your

antic, today, but others may feel that

you are acting inappropriately. You
needn't cut loose quite so much'

GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20) —
Environmental influences are too

much to ignore today. You are going

to have to adjust your schedule and

activities accordingK

CANCER (|une 21-fuly 22) —
Travel plans9 You had better be pre-

pared to follow and alternate route.

as the one you had laid out for your-

self is fraught with pitfall B,

LEO (|uly 23-Aug. 22) — You
may want to be more aggressive in

your approach today There are those

who may be rubbed the wrong way.

but overall, you should be successful.

VIRGO (Aug. 25-Sept. 22) —
You can capitalize on a sudden,

unexpected development today, but

you must be ready and willing to act

immediately Delays render you pcrw-

rlM
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) — It

shouldn't take long for you to make
your mark today. Once others are

looking in your direction, you can

slow down and make a show of your

work.

SCORPIO (Oct. 2J-Nov. 21) —
You may be tempted to pursue
something dangerous today, but with

the subtle assistance of a close friend

all should turn out well.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec

21 ) — Your head and your heart may
not be working together today See if

you can't reconcile what you are

thinking with how you are feeling

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an 19)

— You may not be able to resist

doing something that you know will

be considered wrong by some of the

people around you Hold your
course.

AQUARIUS I |an 20 -Feb. 18) —
Speed must not be allowed to put

quality of work in jeopardy today. If

you must, slow down and make sure

that everything is being done right

PISCES (Feb 1 9- March 20) —
You may find that you're in control

of something that you don't under

stand. You must be willing to ask for

assistance when the time is right.

Close to Home By John McPherson

Quote of tlie_* I>iiy

££ I'm having an old

friend for dinner... ^
-Hannibal "the Cannibal" Lecter

' Them aoaim. rr you HAPreveD
TV BUY. OH. L£TS 5AY 1

36 BOXES or GIRL SCOUT \
COOK IE5 r*OM MY C»U(,H7ER,

)

T Mk»HT CO&SIOER RAISIV6 I
\OUR PfftPORrVlHCE REVIC* fROM

' UMbAribfACTORY' TO
SATISFACTORY- —

.

Today#f P.C. Mtwii

Franklin

LUNCH
Casserole of Cheesey Chicken

Beefy Beef Sandwich
Fishy Fish in Batter

Profoundly Substancetess Nothing

DINNER
Savory Baked Chicken

Stuffed Shells in Sauce

Grilled Stake Sandwich

Organic Stuff w/ Essential Nutrients

Worcester

ACROSS
1 Apply toghtly

4 Edges
8 Farm baby
12 Actor Vigoda
13 Summon up
15 Mexican mister

16 Actress West
17 Eyelashes
18 Part of

Hispamola
1 9 Fed fuel to

21 Sparkle
23 Pea container

24 Musical symbol

25 Question
26 Pale-laced

29 Celebration

31 Easier said —
done

32 Easy as —
33 Forested
37 A Chaplin

38 Actress Keaton

40 — Ruth
41 Saudi city

43 Hound lor

payment
44 Football's —

Alonzo Stagg
45 Roomy sleeve

47 Data
48 Birds — leather

51 Goose
formations

52 Taro dish

53 Breed of cat

55 Bonus
58 — oneself of

use
59 Red Cross

lounder Barton

61 Grease
63 Some

instruments

64 Wading bird

65 "Annabel Lee-
poet

66 Like an
octopus'

67 Neutral colors

68 MIT grad

DOWN
1 Beaver's

construction

2 Loose robes

3 Borscht
ingredient

4 Suppose
5 Like Pnnceton s

buildings

6 Jell-O maker's
need

7 Compete in a
slalom

8 Meadows
9 Jazz singer

O'Day
10 Specks
11 Edge
14 Aerie builder

15 Elusive

20 Outdoor

PREVIOUS PJZZLE SOLVED

liSHSH HH_H D!_~H

_____ HHOH BBIIH

luui (-mm wwu

__„oi _____ ___
____OD__El MffiQIilW

__a _aa ___
_„n_ _na_ ________ ___ _____
D___ WDUW UblMUM
4-1096 C 1998. Ur*«d Fmnur* Syndicate

22 Reduce
24 Shrill insects

26 Basic particle

27 Loafer, for one
28 — -me-downs
29 J Edgar

Hoover's org.

30 Tirane's

country
32 Wise sayings
34 Boot part

35 — Ben Adhem
36 Robin's home
39 Habit wearer

42 Some oranges
46 Hanger-on
47 Hawkeyes
48 Old cattle town

49 Small gift

50 Type of clock

52 Juan —
54 Wee
55 — avis

56 Lasso
57 Singer

Celine —
60 Permit to

62 Table part

LUNCH
Hamburger or Harvest Burger - you decide

Krabby Cake Sandwich (umm, yeah )

Raditore/Tomato Sauce or Alfredo Sauce

Vegan Falafel Sandwich - a party in yer mouth

DINNER
Baked n' Savory Chick'n

Scanty Shrimp Scampi Pasta

Vagabond Vegie Gumbo Casserole

today's pastabilities include: Shrimp Scampi

Hampshire
LUNCH

Hamburger w/ Grease

Grilled Cheese w/ Bread

Captain's Catch w/ Fish

Styrofoam Cups w/ Nothing

DINNER
Savory Baked Chicken w/o Peas

Sauce Stuffed in Shells, or Something

Fabulous Friday Fettucini Alfredo

Wienerschnitzel Casserole Surprize

Berkshire
LUNCH
Beef

Krabbycake Sandwich without Beef

Grilled Cheese or Chef's Grilled Cheese
Ratatouille w/ Welfare Cheese

DINNER
Savory Baked Chicken and Poultry

Stuffed Shells and Sauce

Mystery Vegie Gumbo Casserole

pasta: Stuffed Shells

Night Editor

Ptioto Technician

Copy Editor

Production Supervisor

Production Staff

Saemo Gongotirkor I

JohnBortj

MeBnQ Touber]

Leon Latino I

Angie Anneie I

Susan Ely I
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Men's lacrosse to face No. 5 Loyola
By Brett Mouser

CdUgian Staff

Fifteen Blue Devil goals made the

No. 5 Massachusetts men's lacrosse

practice a bit more focused this week

in preparation for the No. 5 Loyola

Onjtioilil Coach Greg Cannella

knows that last week's 15-4 loss is

in the books and the team is ready to

go for whom he considers "one of

the hottest teams in the country,

probably right behind [No. 1]

Maryland'
The Minuteman defense has

dropped two spots nationally for

against and now will be tested

once again versus a Greyhound team

that notched 18 scores against

then-No 2 Syracuse Loyola has

slowly regained their confidence in

stride with regaining their super-

stars Five Greyhound players were

suspended earlier in the year for pla-

giarism violations. The meeting in

the Carrier Dome versus the

Orangemen marked the first time

those players were on the field all at

once. Loyola's only loss came to the

hands of North Carolina, where they

played without three key players,

including All-America candidate

MarkFryc
L'Mass (6-1) will look to capture

their first victory over the

Orevhounds tn the school's history.

Since 1965. Loyola has won all five

contests, including last year's ll-B

JfUMon over the Minutemen in

Amherst No returnees this year reg

tstered a point in last year's outing

The Minutemen make their first

mm! to lohns Hopkins L'niver-it> '»

riomewood Field in Baltimore since

the I9«9 NCAA Quarterfinals There

ttnutmti coutam

The Massachusetts men's lacrosse team will do battle with the No S

Loyola Greyhounds tomorrow at 4 p.m at |ohn Hopkins University.

some offensive punch that was lackthey were defeated by the Blue lays

9-4. Tomorrow's game is part of a

doubleheader. with Maryland and

|HL> rounding out the night

The Minutemen will look to get

ing in the Duke game. UMass had

trouble getting in close to Blue Devil

gualtender Craig Seyffer. scoring only

one goal inside the restricting lone.

Sophomore midfielder Alex Racioppi

posted his fifth and sixth goals of the

season, while Mike McKeefrey and

Mike DelPercio netted one apiece.

"Any time you lose a game like

that, it forces you to step back and
refocus." Cannella said "It humbles

you, squashing a lot of the egos."

After averaging 14 goals per game
in the first four games of the year, the

UMass offense has sputtered in the

last three, averaging under nine

goals. Sophomore Mike (anowicz.

seemingly coming out of nowhere
this season, registered 1 5 goals in the

first four, but has since then scored

only three

The defense remains a staple for

the Minutemen. Goalie |ohn

Kasselakis will try to rebound from

his poor performance against Duke
to shut down the potent Loyola
offense led by Frye arid junior attacks

Gewas Schindler and Tim O'Shea

Kttrtfiir"' 5.92 ranks second in the

nation in goals against average, while

the defense rank* third in that cate

gory. The defense will try to limit the

Loyola shots, especially from in close

on Kasselakis. Schindler led last

year's 10-4 squad with 39 goals and

"The most glaring asset of Loyola

is their team speed." Cannella said.

"Their team speed is possibly the best

in the nation. Also, their stick skills

are amazing. They have a lot of

weapons to work with
"

The schedule gels a little easier fol

lowing tomorrow afternoon's contest

A win would give the Minutemen
momentum going into Wednesday's

home clash with Harvard in the first

night game ever on the newfy-turfed

Garber Field.

Harvard to visit water

polo for tournament
By Paul Teves

Collegian Staff

The 20-5 Massachusetts

women s water polo team comes

home this weekend for their last

preparation for the New England

and F-astern Championships which

will take place during the next two

weekends. UMass makes their only

-top at home this year when they

meet Harvard University tomor-

row at 5 p.m. at Boyden Pool. The

Minutewomen easily defeated

Harvard in their last match in

Cambridge UMass won 10-

1

ring contributions came in

ihe last game from All American

Katie Grogan who scored live

goals, vvhile Match Hupp netted

lour and Sarah Newell tallied one

"Recently in practice we have

been working on drills and to

keep our game awareness and

intensit) level high, which I feel

will make for an even better effort

this tune against Harvard."

Grogan said.

The defense shined through, as

it has all season and the total team

effort resulted in only one goal

allowed Goalie Peggy Nieves was

a big part of the defensive effort,

making seven saves For UMass.

Harvard will be its last tune up
heading into the Eastern and
National Championship*

I Inniatelv our goal is Easterns

and Nationals, and we know that's

where we want to be. and if we

play hard and execute Dan's plan

then we should be alright," said

Grogan.

The Crimson's game presents a

big challenge for the

Minutewomen. It will be the first

time they will be playing in a

smaller pool this season, and there

is no room for even the slightest

error.

"We will not have room to

make little mistakes and get away

with it like you can in a small

pool." said Coach Dan McOskci

This contest provides a few last

moments for some UMass players

The seniors will be playing their

last home match Seniors include

goalie Peggy Nieves, Andrea
Vazquez, Maria Velazquez and

Barbara Hickev

All these players have con

tributed in various ways to the

team's success and that should

.ontinue against Harvard this

weekend Nieves has contributed

all season with solid play in net

and has even netted a goal. Hickey

has been a threat to explode on

offense on any given day. while

Velazquez and Vazquez have been

emotional leaders of the team as

well as consistent goal scorers.

Vazquez has also been a big part

of running the offense when she is

at the two meter set.

The team is looking forward to

having Vazquez back, as she will

Turn to WATB POtO page 7

Softball prepares to

host URI & UNC
By Jockia leroux

Coisyon Staff

The Massachusetts softball

team will return to their usual

rigorous schedule this weekend
when they play two doublehead-

ers. Tomorrow the Minutewomen
will face off with Atlantic- 10 foe

Rhode Island at 12 p.m. and on

Sunday will play North Carolina,

also at noon.

UMass last played the Rams in

April of last year, winning both

games of the doubleheader.
UMass is 47-12 all time against

Rhode Island The Rams are com-

ing off of a doubleheader with

Boston College, in which they

lost both games. The Rams made
rrors in the first game and

could only connect on five hits in

suffering a 9-0 defeat. Rhode
Island improved their defense in

the nightcap but still ended up on

the losing side, 3-1. With the

loss, the Rams now stand at

17-17.

Senior Kellie Cookus (Pittston.

Pa ) leads the Rams in hitting

with a 480 batting average. She

ha- started in all 32 games and

leads the team in all major offen-

sive categories. She has 46 hits

including five doubles, six triples,

five home runs and 21 RBI. She

also has a slugging percentage of

.814. She was named the

Atlantic- 10 Player of the Week
this week for the period ending

April 6 In eight games she went

10-22 (.455) with 10 hits (one

double and three triples) and also

had four RBI. She also scored

five runs, stole four bases, was
walked six times and struck out

just once. Cookus was also

named the 1997 Atlantic -10

Player of the year, leading the

nation in doubles last season with

25 She was also an all-confer-

ence selection at second base and

an ECAC Division I and All

Northeast Region First-Team
selection.

Starting pitcher and co-cap-

tain Kathy Bailey, a senior out

of Portland. Maine, has a record

of 7-8 and an ERA of 1 .79 in 86

innings of work. Bailey has

made a dramatic recovery this

season, returning after rupturing

her Achilles tendon last

December.
The Minutewomen have not

played North Carolina in a full 10

years, with their last game dating

back to 1988, a UMass win. The
Minutewomen and the Tar Heels

have only faced off a total of

three times, with UNC holding

the edge at 2-1.

The Minutewomen last played

on Tuesday, shutting out Central

Tom to SOFTBALL page 7

Taking it to the next level

The UMass men's gymnastics team will be represented by freshmen Andy Leis and Bryan McNulty next weak in the NCAA Championships.

Baseball to compete in weekend series
By Kotfcleen Rots

CoBagion Staff

Snapping a four-game winning

streak, the Massachusetts baseball

team hopes to hop back on the

Iim track during their two-game

series with Temple today and tomor-

row. On Wednesday they fell to

Central Connecticut, 9-4.

Temple is in the midst of an

up-and-down season in which their

longest winning streak is three games

On Wednesday they lost to Villanova

8-12 to fall to 11-17. 3-3 in the

Atlantic 10. Collectively, they bat

291 with Bob Filler leading the team

at .356. Filler has recorded two home
runs while driving in 18 runs on 36

hits. Five other Owl players hit over

.300 including Craig Munroe who has

been providing the power for the

team with five dingers while knocking

in a team-high 27 RBI

The Minutemen have excelled at

the plate, averaging an impressive

.338 average. Senior Muchie Daglicre

tops the charts, hitting 470 with 31

RBI on 39 hits. The second baseman

is currently riding a 20-game hitting

streak. Rightfielder Pete Gautreau has

also experienced some success at the

plate, batting .397 with three triples

and four homeruns. Captain Doug

Clark is slugging a monstrous .721

with 6 homeruns.

While the hitting and weekend
pitching has been a mainstay so far in

the season, the weekday pitching has

yet to achieve such stability.

"If we have good pitching, then we
have a good shot at winning." Coach
Mike Stone said.

lunior Bill Cooke will start today's

game while Ryan Cameron is slated to

be the closer. Tomorrow, Jeff Puleri is

set to start with Travis Veracko as the

finisher.

Wednesday's loss marked the colle-

giate starting debut of freshman Craig

Szado. who allowed four runs in the

first and could not recover after that

Turn to BASEBALL page 7

Women's track prepares

for championship season
By Jano Banscoter

Collegian Correspondent

All against all

MIAN MCCKHMOTT / COUfGIAN

junior long jumper Andre Roach and the Massachusetts men's track team will host four teams during their second and last home meet tomorrow at

12 p.m. on Llewelln Derby Track.

This past weekend the

Massachusetts women's track and field

team faced tough southern competition

in a non-scoring invitational meet. The

women returned to competition after a

four-week hiatus, geting rid of some of

the dust.

For the Minutewomen. there were

several strong performances. Senior

Shunii Mitchell received first place in

the hammer throw, reaching a personal

record of 154 feet. Mitchell also

received sixth place in the discuss with

another personal record of I 34 feet

pulling off the super double.

Rebecca Donaghue also received a

first place for the Minutewomen, run-

ning a 4:38:03 in the 1 ,500-meter run.

This was a respectable time for

Donaghue because she sat out the sec-

ond half of the indoor season due to a

calf injury.

Right behind Donaghue was team-

mate Nicole Way, who finished second

in the 1 ,500-meter run with a time of

4:41:20. Both Donaghue and Way par-

ticipated in the 800- meter run and
placed. Donaghue finished fifth with a

time of 2:18:13 and Way finished sixth

with a time of 2:19:68. The two
women put forth a good effort showed
signs of fatigue. If the meet had been a

scoring competition, Donaghue and
Way would have scored.

UMass coach |ulie LaFreniere spoke
very highly of the 4x400m relay team
of Michelle Cooper (58.9), Andrea
Comeau (57.8), Silifa Kenku (56.2)
and Shelanda Irish (56.7) who com-
bined to run 3:49.67.

"Last year the women ended the sea-

son at 3:48.28 in the relay. The
women are starting the season close to

Turn to WOMEN'S TRACK, page 7
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"This is Ihe

new Pulp"

Pulp wakes up
after finding suc-

cess on their lat-

est. This d
Hardcore. To see

how it alt shakes

out... (see Arts

it Living, page
«)

Just another

no-hitter

Softball v Danielle

Henderson pitched

her third no-hit-

ter this week in

a 4-0 UMass vtc

tory over North
Carolina yesterday

(see Sports, page
10)

WORLD

Mexicans arrest 1

2

for rebel sympathies

SAN CRISTOBAL Dl LAS CASAS.
Menko (Af) —Authorities escorted

12 foreigners- including three
Americans — to Menico City yester-

day, a day after they were arrested in

a raid on a southern Memcan town
sympathetic to area retoeh

At the airport in the Chiapas state

capital of Tuatla Gutierrez, police

transporting the prisoners used the

butts of their rtles to beat two newt
photographers taking pictures of the

departure Associated Press photog-

rapher Pascual Corn/ Marcos. 27. of

Spam, suffered a gash to the head,

and Agent* France Press* photogra-

pher Oiana Con/ale; Eftcabe. 25, of

Argentina, was bruised

Both left with their film and eqsap
ment. which Corn/ Marcos said

authorities had tried to confiscate.

Oano Chacon Montejo, watch
commander on duty at the Chiapas

State Public Security Polite in the

state capital, said he had no informa-

tion about the airport incident, but

would investigate Th» foreigners

were arrested Saturday when 7 SO
MriKin police and soldiers raided

Taniperlas. ne«« the Guatemalan bor

dar and about 100 miles east of San
Cristobal del las Casas Initial reports

said 11 were arretted, but unmigra

ton authorities later said it was 1

2

NATION

Church destroyed;

faithful stand strong

BIRMINGHAM. Ala (AP) —The
pulpit of the Open Door Baptist

Church lay shattered amid rubble

during the Easter sunnse service yes

terday. destroyed along with the

rest of the building by a monster

tornado

But hundreds of worshippers who
gathered in the church's debris

strewn parking lot only four days

after the deadly storm still heard a

message of rebirth, love and healing

There were tears and hugs in the

predawn chill There was also laugh

ter — something pastor Rick Cooper
made sure of by telling a couple of

lokes about the destruction

"There's a time to cry," said

Cooper, standing on the remains of

a concrete wall and before a wood-
en cross hung from an exposed
steel girder "But let me tell you:

Life is important
."

Sixty-nine people huddled inside

a central hallway as the Open Door

church was demolished Wednesday
night by a tornado with winds
exceeding 260 mph. Everyone
walked out alive, with the most seri-

ously injured being 11 -year old

|anna Presley, whose badly cut right

arm needed 80 stitches.

"I'm doing better," the girl said

shyly, a Mickey Mouse jacket over

the big sling that cradled her arm
"It's a blessing and a miracle God

was with them," said (anie Morgan,

who attends the church in suburban

Birmingham
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Faculty union reacts to Administrators back

prof's possible dismissal comP- sd - professor

in research scandal
By Victoria Groves
Coaagton Staff

W. Bruce Croft, computer sciencc

professor at the University of

Massachusetts, has gained strong

support from fellow faculty members
in response to a Boston Globe article

that ran last Tuesday. The article

at taiked Croft for making large sums
of money from a spinoff company
that he created.

Criticized for using taxpayer's

money to create a private company.

Croft and fellow UMass researcher

lames P. Callan CO lounded
Sovereign Hill Software using a

University computer center paid for

by taxpayers in what i- now called

"technology tranter

The Globe questioned whether
these spinoffs "encourage conflux ol

interest and allow entrepreneurial

researchers to take advantage of tax-

payers, using them lor M strings

venture capital with little payback*

At last Thursday s Faculty Senate

meeting, many senators, as well as

Chancellor David K. Scott, addressed

the body in defense of Croft.

"I have a feeling that the people

who work at this institution will con-

tinue to do important duties," Scott

said.

Vice Chancellor of Research
Frederick Byron also spoke in Croft's

defense.

PMlBTMi L ii It h.i- plavcd hv the

rules he should be commended."
Byron said.

Currently. UMass owns 5 percent

of Sovereign Hill and earns no royal-

ties from the company Croft receive*

royalties and $1000 a da v consulting

fees on top of his $1 17,000 yearly

salary

At the time of Sovereign Hill's

inception. Croft and Callan insist that

there was no University policy gov-

erning technology transfer ol

ware and they were therefore were
left on their own

According to the Globe. Croft and
Callan control shares and options in

lumtoCtOfT paga 2

Chenoweth Lab, the home of the UMass food science department

By Victoria Groves

CoJUponStar"

An unnamed professor from the College of Food and
Natural Resources at the University of Massachusetts may
be dismissed despite tenure and faculty union complaints.

President of the Massachusetts Society of Professors

lenny Spencer spoke before the faculty senate body at last

week's meeting urging the administration to bargain before

agreeing to dismiss the faculty member
"Before preceding further, we would like confirmation

that the Administration will bargain with us nothing so far

has struck us in the spirit of good will and cooperation."

Spencer said.

Details of the case are not being disclosed, as are all per

sonnel matters pertaining to the reputation of an individual

The reason for the possible dismissal, along with the naaae of

the professor, has still not been made public

"All we know is that a dean warns to dismiss a faculty

member It \ a personnel issue and any personnel issue is not

allowed to be made public." University spokesperson Kay
lancavd

Professor loseph Larson, chair of the Faculty Senate Rules

Committee, explained that part of the confusion over the

dismissal is due to a new procedure drafted to deal with such

issue*

"The Dean of Food and Natural Resources has a faculty

member that he has recommended for dismissal What
prompted the discussion in the senate and the union is

that someone in Whitmore drafted a procedure to lead to

a decision on dismissal It was drafted without knowing

that in 1964. University trustee* the administration and

the faculty senate all agreed on a formal procedure."

Larson said.

This new procedure, drafted several weeks ago. according

to Larson, fails to provide basic due process for the faculty

member The faculty union is currently trying to get the situ-

ation resolved without a hearing process and has scrapped

the newest draft

"The old I pnxedurel was never used because it was never

needed From the union's position, first we need to look at

current standards and see what other colleges have done in

the last 10 years to ensure maximum due process." Spencer

said.

Only one tenured professor has ever been fired from

UMass. and that occurred under a procedure that was in

place before the faculty was unionized.

"I basically think the problem is due to a failure to realize

there was a procedure already in place." Larson said

UMass officials have suspended the hearing against the

professor while they consult with their attorneys.

Dean of the College of Food and Natural Resources

Robert Helgesen refused to comment when contacted by

telephone

Puerto Rico debates statehood
ISAIAH WILNER
Yola Doay News

(U WIRE) M AYAGUEZ. PR —
Sheets of rain bounced off the curb

outside "La Cacerola de Maria." a

tidy cafe just off the Plaza de Colon

in Puerto Rico* third largest city

"iSalte!" joked Maroa del Carmen
Zapata, the owner, stretching to her

full 5 -foot -5 and pretending to point

an inebriated man to the exit. After

four Medalla beers, the gray haired

gentleman in a faded cotton shirt had

begun to stutter for statehood He did

not want to leave, he said, because

then he could not eat fried snacks

and talk to people from Connecticut

and shake their hands Zapata smiled

and told him he could stay.

Beneath the smiles are serious dif-

ferences of opinion On Mar. 4. the

U.S. House of Representatives voted

209-20B for the possible introduction

of the commonwealth of Puerto Rico

as a full-fledged state Now. other

U.S. citizens are beginning to notice

Puerto Rico.

But on the island, sentiment
remains split. Puerto Rican* have

debated the issue since 1952. when
the island first gained commonwealth
status. In 1996. the commonwealth
elected a pro-statehood governor,

Pedro RosselK- MED 70. with 51

percent of the vote. In a non-binding

1995 vote. 48.6 percent voted to

keep commonwealth status. 46.3 per-

cent voted tor statehood, and 4.4 per-

cent wanted independence, according

to the Boston Globe.

Around the island, many members
of the professional class said they

believe statehood could invigorate

Puerto Rico's economy. But among
the 50 percent of Puerto Ricans who
live below the federal poverty line,

worries persist that statehood could

result in the loss of Puerto Ricans'

distinctive culture Erazmo and
Leonck) Quitones. two brothers from

Culebra. an island off the eastern

coast of Puerto Rico, lived and
worked in New York City during the

1960s, until they got fed up with the

cold and returned home. Now. they

said, they want fast-paced economic

change, but they worry they could

lose their language.

"Most people want to be another

star on the American flag." Erazmo
Quitones said "We gonna get a lotta

'factories, industry. We work ... and

then we can pay the taxes very amflrj
"

Turn to PUERTO RICO page 3
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Over the river and through the
woods...

Bicyclists take advantage of the warm Saturday weather to ride on
the converted railway bridge over the Conneticut river.

Boston NAACPrips
mags Gates headline

By M. DOUGLAS O'MALLEY
Harvard Crimson

(U WIRE) ROXBURY — The
Boston chapter of the NAACP
held a press conference yesterday

at the People's Baptist Church,
stirring the current controversy

over Boston Magazine's headline.

"Head Negro In Charge." in its

April profile of Henry Louis
Gates, (r., WEB. DuBois profes-

sor of the humanities.

Leonard C. Alkins. president
of the Boston NAACP. joined
with presidents of surrounding
branches — along with Reverend
Charles R. Stith. national presi-

dent of the Organization for a

New Equality and Dr. loan
Wallace-Benjamin, president of

the Eastern Massachusetts Urban
League — in demanding that

Boston Magazine publicly apolo-

gize for the headline.

"In my opinion, neither the
city of Boston nor the nation
itself possesses the interracial

maturity to manage the use of a

racial epithet on the cover of a

mainstream magazine like Boston

Magazine," said Wallace-
Benjamin.

"This is an insensitive state-

ment." Alkins said. "Would you
ever see Head Caucasian In

Charge. Head Cuban In Charge
or Head Greek In Charge?"
Boston Magazine editor R.

Craig Unger 71. who is a

Crimson editor, did not attend

the press conference and could

not be reached for comment yes-

terday.

But in a statement released

Sunday night, Unger defended
his headline on the grounds that

the term la accepted throughout

the black community.

"It is a term that has been
widely used by black intellectuals

and writers, such as Harvard
professor Cornel (R.) West ("74).

The New York Times' Brent

Staples, and Gates himself in his

interviews with us," Unger's
statement said.

Area branch presidents of the

NAACP stressed the need for a

Turn to NAACP. page 3

U.N. tries to avoid genocide
Headquarters leaked plans to abolish Rwanda's minority Tutsis

PARIS (AP) — U.N. officers hoping to head off

Rwanda's 1994 genocide wrote U.N. headquarters

about leaked plans to exterminate the country's

minority Tutsis. but received no orders to take

action, a French newspaper reported yesterday.

The report that a top Rwandan official disclosed a

plan for genocide — and that U.N. officials failed to

act on it — came amid a widening French parlia-

mentary investigation into who was to blame for the

slaughter that left at least 500.000 minority Tutsis

and moderate Hutus dead.

The article by the lournal de Dimanche included a

copy of the fax dated Jan. II, 1994. which said an

unnamed U.N. commander was "put in contact with

a very important government politician. Informant is

a top-level trainer" in the main Hutu militia. The

extremist militia spearheaded the genocide campaign

that began on April 6. 1994. and ended three

months later when Tutsi rebels toppled the Hutu

government.

The informant, identified only as "lean Pierre."

spoke to Belgian Col. Luc Marchal and provided pic-

tures of stockpiled arms, hit lists and militia training

videos, the newspaper said The informant said one

plan called for the militia to target opposition law

makers and Belgian soldiers in lanuary. according to

the faxed message.

"Deputies were to be assassinated upon entry or

exit from parliament." the U.N. fax said. "Belgian

troops were to be provoked, and if Belgian soldiers

resorted to force, a number of them were to be

killed and thus guarantee Belgian withdrawal from

Rwanda."
While that mission wasn't carried out, tensions

exploded two months later when President luvenal

Habyarimana's plane was shot down, killing both

him and the president of Burundi. Officials have yet

to confirm who fired it. but one theory points to

extremist Hutus who opposed Habyarimana's peace

accord with the Tutsis. Marchal immediately passed

the information to the commander of U.N. peace-

keepers in Rwanda. Gen. Romeo Dallaire. who a day

later sent the fax to U.N. headquarters in New York,

the lournal de Dimanche said.

Despite the warning, the peacekeeping office

headed by Kofi Annan, the current U.N. secretary-

general, refused to take action. Annan last month
said in an interview with the French daily

Liberation that despite ominous reports before the

genocide, "the necessary political will to send a

force didn't exist."

A French parliamentary panel is to hear several

top French ex-officials this month, including prime
ministers Alain |uppe and Edouard Bahadur.

The investigation was launched last month amid
reports the French government allegedly continued to

arm the Hutu-led regime even after the genocide
began.

Last week, a Rwanda expert told the panel the

rockets that downed Habyarimana's plane came from
French stockpiles. The panel promised to look into

the allegation.

Meanwhile. Hutu rebels wounded a local official

and killed his driver in an attack in central Rwanda
that brought this week's death toll to more than

100. Rwanda News Agency reported Sunday. Rebels

ambushed the pair as they they drove Saturday
through Kivumu, some 15 miles west of Kigali.
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Kentucky campus declared dry by fall

ty Mat Hwron
Kentucky Kernel

lU-WIRE) LEXINGTON, Ky. —
Some campus leaders say it was
inevitable

Others say the time was right

Despite the opinions. University

of Kentucky fraternities and sorvn

ties will no longer be allowed to

have alcohol in their houses begin-

ning next fall.

The University's Board of

Trustees approved the new policy

Tuesday, after months of discus-

sions with student leaders following

the board's resolution in October to

re examine its alcohol policy, as

well as the deaths of Benjamin
Wynne at Louisiana State

University and Scott Kreuger at the

Massachusetts Institute of

Technology last fall.

"The decision is timely." said

Dean of Students David Stockham

"The process started back in the

fall, and the intent was to curb the

kinds of things that are hurtful to

students. For me. the bottom line is

students' safety."

Interfraternity Council officifJl

had been hoping for a much longer

timespan to adopt the policy but

said they will work with ii

"We had been hoping for the year

2000. which seem» H be a trend

across the nation, but that '«. not

what we got.* said Marc Clegg. vice

president for external relations for

Some of the enforcement
response is coming down on IK
It's a very sudden change and we
have to cope with it

"

While the decision may have

perfect timing on UK's part, some

leaders say a dry Greek System

was already a done deal, even

before the UK board meeting

Tuesday, even before the Phi

Kappa Psi. Phi Gamma Delu and

Sigma Nu social fraternities

announced they'd stop in house
drinking by the year 2000. and

even before the lanuary symposium

most of the fraternities and sorori-

.ttended on stopping alcohol

a bust-

Former interfraternity Council

President Tony Hayden said he met

with Stockham. Assistant Dean of

Student* Victor Hazard. Chancclloi

e Chancellor of

Student Affairs lames Kuder and

Dean of Fraternities Tony Blanton

in Octobei to talk about a dry

Swem
"Chancellor Zinsei ki-uallv said.

'We're going dry' and tried to get

input on how the system would
adapt." said Hayden. a political -si

eruc senior and a member of Sigma

Nu "From my view of it they had

already decided we were going tit

\

Hayden likened implementing a

I
thi- quickly to putting "an

animal in a comer."

"If you bring something down
that sudden in the tirM year, you're

going to have more violations," he

asjfj "I was for a gradual induction

of this system. I knew it was going

nve down. I |ust didn't think it

would come down thi- quukh
Hayden said he foresees the new

policy heaping a lot of pressure on

fraternity presidents to straighten

out their chapters, but also com-
mended L'K for being proactive.

1 1 will be interesting to see how
people will react." he said.

This vcar Greek iy*MM
•beady moving in the dry dn

because of high liability insurance,

repeated violations of nsk manage-

ment policies and an overall need to

override the culture of fraternities

on campus, leaders say.

"That the symposium was held

in lanuary is an indication that

things were headed in that dtrec-

said Bill Martin executive

director ot Phi Gamma Delta

International, who spoke at the

lymnnahsm There were a number

of signals that this wet something

that the Board of Trustees Ml was

a step that was going to be neces-

sary."

Phi Gamma Delta announced in

the beginning of October its new
policy to make all of its U.S. and

Canadian fraternities dry by the year

2000, setting off a chain reaction

among some fraternities across the

nation.

Martin called UK's policy

"encouraging."

"We believed, when our board of

directors made its decision, that we
were simply on the front end of a

trend among Greek organizations

and higher education toward alco

hoi free housing as one part of the

.ich to address problems relat-

ed with alcohol." Martin said. "It is

a big help to us. because it con-

tributes to changing the culture that

needs to be changed
"

The University targeted the Greek

community first because that's

where the greatest concentration of

underage drinking occurs.

Stockham said.

"The preponderance of people in

fraternities and sororities are not of

legal age." he said.

Of the Boone Faculty Center,

which is considered to be the only

'wet* area on campus, he said. "I

don't think there's a double stan-

dard there Somebody might want

to argue that. The faculty club is a

i a smoother transition.

Hayden proposed a neutral venue,

like the Boone Faculty Center,

where students who were 21 had to

ptaaani IDs to drink

"It doesn't even have to be as

nice.* Hayden said. "Anybody could

rent it out
"

letheless. friction is expected

with a decision like this, said loel

•in attorney at the Higher
I duration Center for Alcohol and

Other Drug Prevention, an orgarri-

Hrioa funded by the U.S.

Department of Education in

Newton. Mats.

Croft
continued horn page 1

Sovereign Hill worth roughly 1 >

percent of the privately held com-

pany which is based in Hadley

Professor Joseph Larson, chair of

the Faculty Senate Rules

Committee, felt that the article

was unfair and one-sided.

"There seems to be two things

not well addressed I in the Globe

article). First, the value of the

ty's role in creating new
industries in the slate and |oh»

that add value to the economy
We've been asked to view the

University as an engine to help

recover the economy in this state.

One way is these spin-offs."

Larson said

"They also didn't look at the

value to our graduate education

program There are graduate stu-

dents whose training comes
through working on research pro-

jects like that." Larson said

•g to University

spokesperson Kay Scanlan. Croft

himself brings $2 million to the

University through research.

Croft and Callan refused to com-
ment when reached by telephone
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NAACP
continued from page 1

public apology.

"We require and deserve an apology," said |oyce

Williams, president of the Newport County Branch of

the NAACP. "How hard is it for someone to apolo-

gize? We want |him] to say he'll never to do it

again."

An attempted meeting on Monday between the

magazine's editors and Stith, Alkins and Wallace

Benjamin immediately fell apart when Stith and oth-

ers objected to the inclusion of black community
members who supported the editors, according to

Stith.

"We are not interested in a black debate. There is

a diversity of ideas [within the black community).

The debate lis between] the Afro-American commu-
nity and Boston Magazine,' said Wallace-Benjamin

The conflict quickly became a shouting match
between S«ith and Reverend Eugene Rivers on the

sidewalks outside the magazine's offices, a scene

played out in front of television cameras.

"It was clear that the intent of Boston Magazine

was to try to spin their way out of this controversy

rather than to deal with the problem they had created

by using a racial slur on the cover of their magazine,"

Stith said.

Stith said Rivers' support of the magazine is based

on monetary influence.

"He is by his own admission on the payroll of the

magazine." Stith said "The only people that defend

them on this are the people they are paying."

Several speakers also compared the controversy

with two local incidents, the racially motivated fall

River attack and the two teenagers in Amcsbury

who wrote racial slurs in letters to a teacher

"When a mainline media outlet like Boston

Magazine publishes racial epithets on its cover, it in

effect desensitizes and at worst legitinn/es the -ort-

things that we've seen happen in Amesbury and

hall River." Stith said

"We want an apology, we want it addressed."

Wallace Benjamin said "Nobody gave [the editors) a

poetic license
"

Wallace-Benjamin also refuted Unger's attempts to

legitimize the headline because of the use ol the

phrase in the black community

Taliban forces kill 5

wound 3 in battle

north of capital

By Zoheeruddin Abdullah

Associated Press

QULA1 MURAT BEG, Afghanistan — In their first

major offensive in months, Taliban forces backed by

artillery fire and fighter jets overran four enemy
enclaves north of the Afghan capital, senior Taliban

official! said yesterday.

Taliban forces launched the attack late Saturday,

pounding opposition positions at Guldara, about 15

miles north of Kabul, commander Mullah Hezatullah

said

Artillery and rocket fire continued yesterday, as a

stream of Taliban reinforcements headed north to

the front lines from Kabul under a warm spring sun.

He/atullah said the Taliban assault was a preemp-

tive Mrike against ousted military leader Ahmed
Shah Massood who. he said, had deployed fresh

troops to attack the capital

Iim enemy soldiers have been killed and three

wounded in the fighting. Hezatullah said His claims

could not be independent!) confirmed Both sides in

the conflict regularly make inflated claims of sue

>.ess

The Taliban Islamic army dominates 85 percent of

Afghanistan and is battling an alliance of northern

tactions for control of the rest of the country.

The United Nations has urged both sides to nego-

tiate an end to the fighting and has called for an

embargo on anus (lowing into the country.

Ihe .all toi talks received a boost Sunday, when

Iranian President Mohammad Khatami declared Hi
support for negotiations, the Islamic Republic Newt

Agency reported in Tehran.

But the report gave no indication whether Iran

would heed a call by U N Lakhdar Brahimi

10 halt arms deliveries. And in Afghanistan, none ol

the warring parties appeared willing to abandon

their military aims.

So close...
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Erich Traum, a sophmore biology major, tries to grab a fnsbee near Thatcher residence hall yesterday after-

noon
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Puerto Rico
continued from page 1

But Puerto Ricans like the Ouitones brothers understand

the price paid lor statehood V-arlv 100 percent of Puerto

MOM speak Spanish Half speak English, and some fear

they could become the American equivalent of Quebec

"I think that il Puerto Rico became a state, we would

lose our culture and our traditions." said lose Alber

Rodngue7. a police officer patrolling the dense avenues of

Old San |uan

One hears a lot about culture and traditions on the

island, but no one bothers to define them Puerto Rican

culture, like much of American culture. i* hvbnd and hard

to place There i- no equivalent in Puerto Rico to the

salsa, or to santeroa

Burger Kings nov. pockmark the grassland between

Cetera m the i-lan.! I ast And American leeps now
march down Isla VajaVl luxurious hotel -trip on weekend

night- But many blast Spanish music, suggesting that the

Americanization of Puerto Rico will lead more to a new

definition of what it means to be American than to what it

means u> be Puerto Rican.

Contrary to many Americans belief, nearly all Puerto

Ricans are aware ol the econoeak benefiti to be gained

from statehood, not just the most wealthy Rodriguez, a

. . jt old Mill slightly gangling, said the $100 he

receives monthly in health insurance could rise.

Wealthy Puerto Ricans. like lose Perez, could benefit

even more. Perez, a partner at Price Waterhouse and a

trustee on the board of the University of Puerto Rico, said

he holds a very "corporate" view of statehood Puerto

is an excellent place for Latin American headquar-

ter- of IS operations, he said, because "'si' in Spanish

has 10 different meanings " Continental Americans can-

not data Latin American deals like Puerto Ricans can.

The proposition of statehood is one deal Perez would

like to close It "has shackled Puerto Rko for 150 years."

he said "Instead of running towards development, we're

basically taking little steps because we cannot move any

fasti-

But not all Puerto Ricans take the corporate view It's

morning in Mayaguez. Young Puerto Ricans fire up their

Thule topped sportscars and run to the waves Huh.

statehood? They hop out and set their shortboards on

the beach of Rincon. ready to wax. Its 6 am They hast

want a wave. . _ _ «.
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The ruining of the Bulls

Marty

For those of you who believe

all is well in the world of the

NBA after the Latrell

Sprewell tornado went back into

the clouds, think again. The finest

aatsanblafe of talent

ever to play profes-

sional basketball,

the Chicago Bulls,

are a team in tur-

moil In fact, this

current campaign
may well be the last

for Scottic Pippen
and head coach Phil

lackson with the

team. For Michael

fordan. it may be
his last season peri-

od
The reason for all this? Blame a

shortsighted owner. lerry

Reinsdorf. and his egotistical side-

general manager lerry Krauts,

for this embarrassing charade
Consider this analogy: If the Bulls

were a rock band, they'd be the

Beatles Assuming lordan would
take |ohn Lemon's role, then logi-

cally. Reinsdorf and Krause are

Yoko Ono. trying to drive a wedge
between a top-notch bloke and his

mates. For anyone who even

casually follows the NBA. the mere

thought of breaking up the Bulls

dynasty is criminal Although fans

of every other team in the league

(including all of you who worship

at the altar of Rick Pttino) may
actually have a shot at winning the

Larry O'Brien trophy with the Bulls

out of the picture, no one can deny

the fact that the NBA

super-duper star. Who's waiting in

the wings now? Kobe Bryant? Not

yet. Grant Hill? Not quite.

Shaquille O'Neal? He's too busy

"acting" and "rapping."

Of course you'd
never know of the

internal strife within

"\r BuBi i . .. •!••.(<

them on the court as

they destroy oppo
nent after opponent

So what exactly gives

then?

Pippen has said

repeatedly that he'll

be packing his bags

and leaving town
(probably for

Phoenix) after this

eane

f very road game the BuBs play is a

sellout, television ratings for NBA
panes with the Bulk are 50 percent

higher than the league average

Erononaiili conservatively estimate

Ins worth to the NBA in SSO-100
million range. Per iraaon.

Besides, when Dr I . Magic and

Larry each retired, lordan was wait-

ing to tiiumr at mantra of league

season because of

the way manage-
ment has treated

him Right now
though. Pippen's

whining should be

little more than a

minor headache for

Bulls fans.

Coach Phil

lackson — he of

the highest winning

percentage in

league history — it

due t« step aside

after this season
per the comments
made by Krause
last |une when he

signed the zen mat-

ter for only a one-year extension

Tun Floyd and Roy Williams, both

college coaches with no NBA expe

rience. are the leading candidates

to replace lackson Makes a lot of

sense to me.
And then there's lordan

Throughout this whole fiasco, he's

calmly but firmly stated that he has

no interest in playing for another

coach at this stage in his career.

Why should he be forced to any-

way? In essence, as lackson goes, to

does lordan. Save for |im Brown, it

is unprecedented for an athlete on

top of his game to just walk away.

Well. OK. Jordan did it once, but

The only reason Jordan may be

facing such an awful decision is

because Reinsdorf and Krause want

to "bring in their own people" |o

coach the team Translation: They
want a someone who can be easily

manipulated like a puppet I can
only imagine the two stooges merri-

ment as they yuk it up pulling

strings.

The point here is simple The
Hull* are the best team in the NBA
Phil lackson is the best coach in the

NBA. Michael lordan is not only the

best player in the NBA. he's the————— greatest ath-

lete of our
time. For
Reinsdorf
and Krause
to dismantle

the NBA's
best team,
not to men-
tion the

league's
most mat
k e I a b I e

NHsjm i*

unthinkable

I thought
sports were
supposed to

be run like

other busi-

, you know, doing what's best

for the bottom line Let's see how
many of the United Center's 210
luxury boxes are renewed with Torn

Kukoc at the Bulls' marquee player.

Ouite simply, the Bulls are not

only America's team, but the

world's team. We. as sports fans,

deserve better. Let's hope the two
ferry's. Reinsdorf and Krause. real

ize this too. before it's too late.

Marty Krone is a Collegian
columnnt

"Michael Jordan is

not only the best play-

er in the NBA, he's the

greatest athlete of our

time. For Reinsdorf

and Krause to disman-

tle the NBAs best

team, not to mention

the league's most mar-

ketable resource, is

unthinkable.

"

The monster movies
Something stinks in the nation's movie theaters

and it's not the day-old bag of popcorn they

just sold you for $4

Currently under review by the Department of histice

Antitrust Division is a proposed merger between Sony
Loews and Cineplcx Odeon. two of the

largest movie exhibitors in the United
States If the deal is approved, the potent

one-two theater punch will form the

highest grossing movie chain boasting

over $1 billion in ticket receipts

While those of us in the Happy Valley

are spoiled with $5 50 student admi*
sions down the street at the AMC
Theater, life beyond Route Nine is not to

rosy Anyone who has travelled beyond
the Holyoke Range knows that the cost

of movie admission has rose to anywhere
from $7.75 to $8 25. depending on the

If this mega-merger is allowed, don't expect things

to change.

Since 1980. average ticket prices have increased

approximately 71 percent — 9 percent in the last three

years alone.

In the 1940s, the Supreme Court found that movie

studios were violating antitrust regulations in a case

against Paramount Pictures At the time, the major
studios owned the theaters in which their films were
exhibited and distributed films through "black book-

ing" — forcing theaters to buy groups of their movies

not only the first-run films the paying public wanted

to see. However, some trust-busting may be in order

today in 1998

Consider: According to figures sighted in the Ian 6

Los Angeles Times I Hollywood Reporter Sony Pictures

is the nation's market share leader in film distribution

dominating 20.5 percent of the market. Universal

Pictures, which owns half of Cineplex Odeon, boasts

the sixth largest share with 9.9 percent of the market

Do the math and you see this merger would allow the

nation's largest movie distributor to be held by the

largest and sixth largest movie distributors.

If you leave our little western Massachusetts Utopia,

you'll find that going to the movies isn't what it used

to be.

Over spring break I had the pleasure of trying to

take my girlfriend, who just happens to live in the

nation's largest movie market — New York City, out

for a Friday night flick. Mistake.

£*)
*=»

L'hri«> Stamm

We arrived at the theater (a Loews, of course) an

hour early to find that the show was sold out That

was nothing Off to the side of the ticket booth, a

swarm of angry theater- goers were irate for being left

out in the mid March Manhattan cold Apparent!),

they had shelled out their credit card

numbers over a frightening creation

called Movie Phone to reserve their

seats, which were apparently re-sold to

some poor sap who actually sat in line.

The fact that Movie Phone causes the

aters to sell out hours in advance with

show times zipping past lobby
ticker-tape screens at a frenetic pace is

another matter entirely.

Clearly a consumer -oriented market.

If the merger goes through, the Sony
Loews-Cineplex Odeon super-chain
would control 70 percent of Manhattan

box office receipts and 60 percent of its

screen

-

In Chicago

the merger
the nation's third largest movie market,

would dominate 67 percent of the

metro-Chicago screens and every screen in downtown
Chicago.

Chances are some of you are off to these cities

after you graduate and will one day plan on catching

a flick after a hard day at the office. We've all heard

how choice the job market is for college grads. but

really, this merger could be another slap in the face

for the good old fashioned date. Twenty bucks for a

movie?
The merger is currently being reviewed by the

D.O.|. but you never know how long that will take —
I think this guy named Bill who does something with

computers is turning their heads right now. Have
faith. I'm sure that $86 billion Citibank-Travellers

merger that was approved last week will level percent

age rates and send insurance premiums to an all- time

low.

Do something about this problem now — your

UMass ID and accompanying student discount is only

good for three more years at best. After that it's $8
like the rest of the world.

For more on the proposed merger and to register

your concerns with regulators surf to

www.MoviePriceWatch.com, organized by the Hotel

Employees and Restaurant Employees International

Union.

Chris Stamm is a Collegian columnist.

Ed/Op is looking for new writers!

The Ed/Op desk is currently seeking new columnists. The way to get involved is by submitting

pieces for us to consider publishing. They should be 600 800 word* long, well written, and have

a point. There are no restrictions on topics, but we are especially interested in pieces on campus
politics, satire, and work that takes an unexpected perspective.

Editorials can be submitted by emailing letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu or in person to the Collegian

offices in the Campus Center basement. Call Tamar Carroll at 545-1491 for more information.

Blame it on the rain

Paul I lav

Before I begin. I want to take this opportunity to

express my moM sincere condolences to the friends

and family of Milli-Vanilli's Rob Pilatus. Yo. Rob,
together we're one. separated we're two.

Now to the matter at hand.

Anyone out there listen to WAAF? Well, turn off the

Gun* n Roses, put on your cleanest N.W.O. shirt, and join

me in expressing another round of condolences for drive-

time D.f's Opie and Anthony. Actually, I'm

more inclined to say "good riddance" to the

two faces made lor radio, but I digress.

If you didn't hear, Opie and Anthony
were booted from WAAF following an April

Fools Day gag. They told listeners that

Boatoa Mayor Thomas Menino had been
killed in a car accident in lacksonville. Flu

Some listeners, friends and associates of

Mayor Menino 's apparently bought into the

joke hook, line and sinker In turn they

Hooded ihe mayor's office with calls

expressing their grief and concern.

\ >> ne might question ho* listeners

could take the announcement of a high pro aaaanssssssssssss

I ilc- death, on April tir*t by central Massachusetts' two
"wackiest" D I

'* seriously I myself wonder how they could

not have put two and two together But from a strictly legal

point of view. Opie and Anthony were flat out wrong, and

their actions are indefensible.

Because their false death report was i->sued with actual

malice, which is to say they knew what they were saving

was false, they could be sued for libel because of the gag

Menino could prove that the reports of his death caused

actual injury to his friends, family and colleagues. On a per-

sonal note, imagine if Pilatus were still alive, how would
that make you feel I

Had Opie and Anthony instead said that Menino talked

like he had a mouth-full of crap, they could have gotten

away with it I say this because, in the context of a humorous
and -utiiK.il show such as Opie and Anthony's, it would
have been understood to be merely an unflattering joke. See

lerry Halwell versus Larry Flynt for another example

Adding to the interest of this story is the fact that on
April first, other D I .a on WAAF also pulled hoaxes on the

audtence.

According to my brother Ryan, who listen* to WAAF
while working at some place on the Winchester/Wobum
line, morning D I Greg "The Hillman" Hill told the audi-

ence that an asteroid would be visible as it zoomed over-

head at 9:20 am My brother said he and his co-workers

actually went outside to look for it. Some of them even

pointed in the sky. and claimed to see it

He also told me that D I lohn "O-Zone" Osterland had
said the lead singer of Stabbing Westward killed an unruly

fan during the band's show the previous night in Boston.

OeHriand alto said Pearl lam had broken up
Now. before you approach my brother and his friends

with swampland in Florida, let me note that his stories

reveal a lot of people who apparently couldn't put two and

two together And maybe, considering this, one could

imagine how distraught one would be if they heard on the

air that a loved one or a friend had died.

Opie and Anthonv ..ould blame the fact that they got

-v u wed on the rain, cause the rain don't mind But they

should probably blame it on the fact that the harm of their

prank was foreseeable, while the harm of the other pranks

was not.

But to the editors ot Boston Magazine. I vay "whatever

A
't"S

you do. don't put the blame on you."

In their April edition. Boston ran a story on Harvard

University African-American Studies professor Henry

Louis Gates |r., entitled "Head Negro in Charge." The story

ha* received a lot of backlash from some of Boston's black

activists.

One of these activists. Reverend Charles Stith, called the

headline offensive and demanded an apology. Stith see*

"Head Negro in Charge" as a term which

was used to describe the "House Negroes"

of old Southern Plantation days. The
"House Negroes" were black slaves which

were favored by their masters, and were

more apt to defend these masters than the

lower "Field Negroes
"

N ei Boston editor Craig Unger, in a story

from last Thursday's Boston Globe (April

91. defended his magazine's use of "Head

Negro in Charge" by saying the phrase had

been tecontexti'alized in modem America
' |The term is] part of the vernacular of

modem writers and intellectuals [denoting
|

the phenomenon of the white establish

ments selecting one African-American to speak for the

| entire] race." Unger said

Stith claim* the title adds to a climate of racial intoler

aiue Others cite Boston's pandering to a while,

upper middle class demographic as further evidence of its

racial insensitivity

Yet Columbia I diversity Professor Michael Dyson said

the attack by Stith and others is a "squandering of the

moral capital of the black movement, deflecting attention

from more crucial issues (Boston Globe. April 9)." I'm

inclined to agree with Dyson.

Stith comes off as someone who has created a controvei

sy. and is using it as an event with which he can reap media

exposure and thus further himself He is raising himself on

the backs of a misguided group, who wrongly read

"racism" into an article which deals with the imperfect rela

tiont of "race " Talking plainly about race relations does

not amount to racism.

Stith also seems to be ignoring that the title was placed

within the context of the article And in fact Union Bapn-i

Church Reverend leffercy Brown said in last Thursday's

Globe that he himself is referred to as the head Negro in

charge.

"I've been called the Head Negro in Charge by people in

the black community it s not a derogatory term, not as

it's used now." Brown said.

It seems that while it is not such a bad thing to weed out

the irresponsible people such as Opie and Anthony, it i* .i

bad thing to place unnecessary restrictions on responsible

i.'uniah-t> *ush a* Unger anil hi* fellow editor* at aVttM
Magazine. We must be willing to allow breathing room for

all forms of media, to ensure that free speech can prevail

I don't think Stith could argue this point Boston's article

ww actually meant to heap praise on Gates as an African

American who is in a prominent position to represent his

race to many members of the white community
But in getting back to Pilatus. I once again want to

express my condolences to his family and friend*

tragedy for me to see the dream is over, and I never will for-

get the day we met. Rob. I'm gonna miss you. I hope
you're in heaven giving God a flying chest bump.
And lastly. Fabriee Morvan. if you want to talk call me

on the line, call me anytime, lust don't forget my number.

Paul Hayes is a Collegian staffmember

Letters to the Editor

Protest mandatory
GEO fee

To the Editor

As many ol you are aware, the University has

recently agreed to a contract with the Graduate
Employee Organization (GEO). This contract allow*

the GEO to claim 2 percent of your income as union

dues, or if you choose not to belong to GEO. thi*

same two percent will be mandatorily deducted from

your income as an "agency fee." I disagree with the

proposition that thi* "fee" i* legal and am initiating a

lawsuit against GEO to bar this deduction from my
stipend.

If you feel as I do. that thi* claim by GEO of a

proportion of your income i* both unfair and illegal,

please send me a blank e-mail to

*werle#marlin bio umusvcdu
Please note that these messages will not be consid

ered as to content, but merely counted in order to

gauge support for this lawsuit from the graduate *tu

dent community. If you disagree with this law*uit.

sending mail to the above address, regardless of con-

tent, will produce result* counter to your goals.

Sean Werle

Department of Entomology

Doonesbury

Comic page
needs improvement

To the editor:

There once was a time when I enjoyed reading the

Collegian's comic* page. It used to be a nice change from
the depressing news of campus and the world. That was a

while ago. Now. I dread reading the comics page. What
was once a humorous respite from the more serious top-

ics of the day has now become a depressing burden
Then, we had Dilbert. l.eedee. and University^, to name a

tew Nov, the only saving comic of the page is Dilbert.

which, although very humorous, cannot save an entire-

page. It is indeed a sad state of affairs when the made-up
lunch/dinner menus are funnier than all of the student

comic* combined. I can't say strongly enough how tired I

am of seeing these crudely drawn figures fill up the

comics page with their sad attempts at serious humor.
Sure, it's hard to produce a funny comic strip. I'm not

saying that it's easy. All I'm saying i*. at least put a small

amount of thought into it. If the only thing people say

after reading your comic is. "What?" or "I don't get it."

then you've done something tremendously wrong and
need to re-do your comic

I understand that suffering "artists" need a medium
through which to display their work, but please don't

make the public suffer in the process. And while we're
at it, let's bring back Leedee!

David Bilotta

dbilotta@student.umass.edu
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Drinking binge teaches lesson
By StaneJy LP. Shjrlin

Collegian Correspondent

Last Friday, a Haitian student
had what he called a "near- death"

experience from drinking too much
liquor in the Southwest Residential

Area here at the University of

Massachusetts.

The victim was left Desir, a

freshman who described the event

as an experience he prays will not

happen again.

On the night of Good Friday.

Desir. a first-time drinker, and his

triend* decided to drink large

amounts of vodka, because they felt

bored with their current situation

As Desir calmly put it. "Since we
have nothing to do and we are all

bored, let's get nice.* So at his

friends were drinking and playing

the Nintendo 64 system, Desir was
fumbling in the room in an overly

excited manner as this was his first

experience at hard drinking.

He explained tha, as he watched
his friends from a distance having a

good time, he felt compelled to

consume more alcohol. After fin-

ishing the bottle of vodka, he
expanded his taste to a cup of Alize

and a 40-ounce of Old English
malt liquor. His friends had warned
him that it would be a mistake to

mix liquor and beer on an empty

stomach, but as Desir explained. "I

didn't care. I just wanted to see

what it would be like to get drunk
"

As the evening progressed,

Desir, neglecting his friend* wi*h

es. continued drinking the bottle of

Old English At that point of intoxi-

cation, he vomited on the floor in

hi* friend's room.

"I was drinking so much, in such

a short amount of time, it caused

me to vomit on my boy's floor."

Desir said.

Before Desir could realize what
he was doing was a costly mistake,

he decided to sing and bang his

head on the concrete wall out of

good humor. But when he fell to

the ground in his vomit, the fun
stopped In a desperate attempt to

preserve his health and assure his

sutety, hi* friends had escorted him
back to his room in hope that he

would feel better with the aid of

some rest and time.

His friends then left him alone

in his room. He laid in the loul

stench of his own vomit and urine,

thinking that he wouldn't live to

sec tomorrow As he described it.

"I had a headache the size of the

Prudential rock and my body was
aching all over." it then dawned on

him to cry to God and call 91 1 for

assistance. The ambulance arrived

promptly and took the aspiring stu-

dent to the Cooley Dickinson
Hospital in Northampton where he

stayed until the next morning.

From this event, l)c*ir said his

attempt to fit in with the "boys*

was a "stupid" idea that had no
point from start to finish However,

hr is frateful for the cxpet

because he now knows what it feels

like M bat ci Tirol of the human
body when alcohol is an intoxicat-

ing factor

At for whether or not Desir
would drink again, he said. "After

what happened. I feel that 1 got a

second chance at life Therefore, I

say no."

It's apparent to Desir that he

needs to make an improvement in

his llle

Students seeking education on
alcohol and other drugs mas
tact the University Health Smvien
at 577 5181

African-Americans the target;

big tobacco corporations

bring destruction to community

CVSA to

host event

Along the color line

South Africa after apartheid

Not long ago in a not too distant

place, an industry happened
upon the perfect product. It was

cheap to make li made users feel good

and it was very addict] ve

The business world marveled at this

di*ccv ery and rushed to reap what
seemed to be endless profits. Even
when it was
di*cn\ ered
that the

product,
when used as

directed,
would kill us

users, the

crafty cap-

tain of indus-

try fretted

not They
would make
up for the

lots with

new markets.

They set their sights on
African Americans, who smoked far

less in the 1950s than people in other

c i immunities They began by I

ay Edgar A.

CcJUgKm Staff

As part of Cape Verdean
Awareness Week, the Cape Verdean

Student Alliance (CVSA) will hold a

discussion at the Malcolm X
Cultural Center, which i* located in

the Southwest Residential Area.

The event will take place this

Thursday and is scheduled to begin

at 7 p in

Three panel speakers are expected

to be present at this event
Information on these speakers are

not yet being released, except the

fact that they are part of the

I imer*ity of Massachusetts faculty

The di*cu**ion which is titled.

"We Are More Similar Than We Are

Different." will deal with issues

>uch as race, ethnicity, identity,

nationality and religion.

"After witnessing the success of

the African Student Alliance's dis-

vu**ion on such issues." UMass stu-

dent and event organizer )oao
Amado said, "we were inspired to

held a similar discussion, only we
plan on concentrating on. and cele-

brating our similarities."

Students are looking forward to

Thursday in hopes of engaging in

lively di*cussions. "I'm looking for-

ward to the event. It will provide

stimulating conversation." sopho-

more Armindo DeAndrade said

The belief that people of color

share a similar experience has been

echoed by students such as sopho-

more |o*e Brandao
"This discussion will be an essen-

tial part of Cape Verdean
Awareness Week because we as

Cape Verdeans believe that the dif-

ferent ethnic groups are very similar

— in a number of ways." Brandao
said.

Other students such as freshman

Hydn Vales see this event as a com-

ing together of a people torn apart

by trivial matters.

"We are all one race if you really

think about. The only difference

between us are some minor physical

features and religion. Once every-

body recognizes this, we will be

much better off." Vales said.

Editor s Sote This is part one of

a three-part series on South Africa

Since the election of Nel-

Mandela and the end of

apartheid's dictatorship.

South Africa has been projected as

a model of racial reconciliation and

peaceful change

Dr. Monrung MorublePresident
Mandela hini*ell

has become hi*

nation'* most effective and persua-

sive salesman, as even the most
racist and reactionary Afrikaner
former leaders praise hi* inclusive

policies Almost overnight, the

country that once *vmbolized a

citadel of while supremacy, now
relishes its new liberal image under

the slogan, the "rainbow nation
."

From the vantage point of down-
town Cape Town. South Africa

does look like a modem economic

miracle The business center looks

like Baltimore. Seattle, or any other

major metropolitan area The new
waterfront mall development has

hundreds of exclusive shops and
restaurants attracting over 200.000
tourists each year. A new black
African professional class has
rapidly begun to emerge in both
governmental and corporate circle*

Yet for all the glitter and hype,

there remain two vastly different

South Africas. separated by an
enormous chasm of racial and
income inequality. At the top of

society are the white upper and
middle classes, who for centuries

benefited directly from the enslave-

ment and exploitation of the black

mas*e* White* comprise only 12

percent of the South African popu
lotion, yet they **t i II own the vast

majority of the wealth — factor ie*.

banks, land, gold mines, and other

resources. Six percent of the popu-

lation earns more than 40 percent

of the total income. The typical

white managing director of a com
pany earns a salary that is 100
times that of the lowest paid work-

er*, who are almost always black

The "other" Cape Town is rarely

shown on the tourist maps or guid-

ed tours. Outside the city, behind

the magnificent Table Mountain, is

Cape Flats — a barren, sandy plain

that i* the home of over one million

black and brown people In segre-

gated, impoverished neighborhood*

called Guguletu and Crossroads.

Africans live in conditions of unbe-

lievable poverty, hunger, and di*

ease I saw tens of thousands of

shacks constructed
largely with card-

board, plastic sheet*

and wooden boards,

without toilets, running water, or

electric itv

Poverty's greatest casualties are

always children. According
recent study by South Africa's

Human Rights and Gender Equality

Commission, about 87 percent of

all African children are undernour-

ished, with J8 percent of all poor

children suffering from stunted

growth An estimated 200.00 chil

dren between the ages of 10 to 14

years are employed in the labor

force

Like Mm Crow's schools in the

U.S. southern states a generation

ago. the South African system has

been a major factor in perpetuating

racial inequality Four years after

apartheid was overthrown, six out

of 10 schools nationwide still do
not have electricity.

Student-teacher ratios are often

more than 60-to-l per classroom.

Another recent study of South
African education noted that 82
percent of all schools have no
media equipment such as televi-

sion*, computers, or videocassette

recorders, and 72 percent have no
library In many classes. 60 chil

dren have to read and learn from
only one or two textbooks. Only
one black South African in 2.000
attends college or a university,

whereas the ratio for South African

whites is one in only 50 Because of

this educational underdevelopment,

it is not surprising that two- thirds

of all adult South Africans are func-

tionally illiterate.

Rampant poverty breeds despair

and violence. When people don't

have anything to lose, they fre-

quently turn against each other.

The former apartheid regime under-

stood this well, and it manipulated

fear, poverty and old ethnic rival-

lias to divide and terrorize its non-

white opponents In the 1980s the

apartheid government allowed mil

lions of dollars worth of weapons
and drugs into the country, saturat-

ing black neighborhoods Even
after Mandela's victory, the flow of

narcotics and weapons has contin-

ued. Between |9*M and 1997. an
estimated 200.000 firearms were
stolen or lost in South Africa. In

1997 alone, nearly 20.000 convict

ed criminals were nevertheless
granted licenses to own firearms.

At a result, the violence in the

hip* i* nearly out of control,

with 100 or more young black men
being murdered every week. In the

black townships near Cape Town.
tens of thousands of black and col

ored boys, many of whom are 14.

15. and 16 years old. belong U>

gangs. The level of violence has

become more deadly with the intro-

duction of machine guns and other

high-powered automatic weapons.

On the first day I was in Cape
Tow. the waterfront mall was a

scene of a wild gun battle between

security guards and two suspected

shoplifters Tourists scrambled to

get out of the way of gunfire, and
one black security guard was *eti

ou*l\ wounded Violence has now
become such a "normal" part of

daily life that Cape Town's central

busine** district i* virtually vacant

after dark Private security compa-
nies are the country's fastest grow-

ing enterprises

Today* street violence and gang

murders in the segregated town
ships are a by-product of a power-

ful and corrupt, centuries old \\*

tern of white rule. The day-to-day

violence of interior schools, sub-

standard shelter malnutrition, and
poor health care is the root cause of

South Africa * cri*i* ot crime. Until

and unless million* of black South

Africans acquire the basic prerequi-

sites for a decent life, the

post-apartheid future will descend

into an abv** of deadly violence.

Dr \liinmng Marable is profes

sor of history and Director of the

Institute for Research in African

American Studies at Columbia
I niversitv

their money to every cause and institu-

tion that African Americans hold dear.

They funded their musk, their an.

their concerts their schools and their

churches They gave money to African-

American family reunion groups and
sponsored family reunion storytcUmg

contests for children.

African American streets. ^^^_
buildings and homes bore

larger-than-life signs pro-

claiming the products "bene-

Thc industry became to

ingrained into community
life that few protested when
the death toll among
Mil an Americans at a

result of this product
climbed to more than

50.000 annually

Unfortunately, this is not

science Ik lion but the

real-ate story of the tobacco

industry's targeting of

Africa*- Americans
Recently released documents show
how Big Tobacco plotted to addict

African Americans to high nicotine,

mentholated cigarettes. These docu
ments demonstrate, in cold blooded

detail, how tobacco industry executives

saw African Americans as a growth
market for tobacco industry Not con-

tent to simply market products, the

tobacco industry psoneered promotion

al campaigns that made tobacco a cen-

tral feature of African-American life.

Few African-American leaders have

expressed concern in the face of these

disclosures They simply owe Big

Tobacco to much
Whik- most African- American lead-

ers go about their business in silence.

President Clinton ponders a limited

offer of legal immunity to the tobacco

industry in exchange for a cash settle-

ment. The money, according to the

Clinton administration, would go to

fund child-care policies and other fami

ly programs — mostly for the middle

via**

These negotiations have virtually

ignored the millions of

African-Americans living on the front

lines of the tobacco wars. Few
African-American victims of the

tobacco industry can retain

high-priced litiga tlord

the time and energy of a pro

tracted civil suit. Most are bat-

tling for meager insurance bene-

fits — and for their lives.

Tobacco has caused more
death and destruction in the

African-American community
than illegal drugs, alcohol, AIDS
and violence combined.
Hundreds of thousands of black

children suffer from exposure to

secondhand smoke in the form of asth-

ma and other respiratory illnesses A
1 995 Center for Disease Control study

showed that African Americans are

least likely to be advised by their doc-

tors to quit smoking According to a

University of North Carolina study, up

until 10 years ago African Americans

were more bkefy than any other group

to receive medical advise to start smok-

ing for stress and weight management

Clinton's consideration of tobacco

industrv immunity in the face of this
'

suffering is ironic.

"Tobacco has

caused more
death and
destruction in the

African-America

n community
than illegal

drugs, alcohol,

AIDS and vio-

lence combined.

"

to the least Under

"The Individual

Resporaabtiity Act

of 1995." he

greatly decreased

support to com-
munities left to

deal with the

tobacco industry's

impact
Community clin-

ics and hospitals

have been shut

down Access to

medical care has

been limited, and
basic financial

support for fami-

lies has been slashed. Any offer of

immunity can only increase the burden

on communities while letting the itvdu*

try off the hook.

The newly released documents show

the industry's sinister intent to addict

African Americans to the most deadly

of its brands The havoc it hat wreaked

and the profits it has reaped are too

immense to alknv it to simply buy its

way out. Instead of immunity and set-

tlement. Clinton should tell the tobacco

industry to pay its fair share — with no
strings attached

That's the least it can do for the

African- American community

Makani \ Themba is corrector of

The Praxis Project, a media and policy

advocacy organization based in

Oakland. California.
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Plight of a people: The return
We need to unite in order to move toward a better future

What is our problem?! Yes, this is strictly

directed to all of the black folks in the area.

We seem to have extreme difficulties uniting

as one. We seem to have extreme misunderstandings

when it comes to realizing the fact that we are all *triv

ing for a common goal. We hate each other, we envy

each other, and we try hard to remain

separated.

Like fools, we allow simple things to

divide us. Why can't we all understand

that we are one people? Why do we
allow language, culture, color and
nationality to disband us? All of our

cultures are quintessential^ African,

the element which seems to divide us is

the different injections of European

cultures into our "mother" culture —
Africanism.

Think of it this way — African cul-

ture is at the base of all our cultures.

When you bake a cake, (I know you're

probably thinking. "Where the heck is he going with

this?" but bear with me) the two base ingredients are

flour and eggs. All of our cultures have that base of

flour and eggs — Africanism. Through the course of

history we have been divided and different ingredients

have been added to the different batches of "egg and

flout." but all of our cakes are basically the same; they

still contain the base ingredients (eggs and flour).

African-Americans have been injected with
American culture, Haitians have been injected with

French culture, Jamaicans with British culture, the

Virgin Islands with French. Dutch. American. Spanish

and British cultures. Cape Verdeans have been injected

with Portuguese culture. Dominicans with Spanish cul-

ture. Nigerians and Ghanians with British culture, and

Mozambicans with Portuguese culture, etc. You get the

point.

What we must remember is that each of

these injected cultures were forced injec-

tions! One of the most effective strategies

used when conquering a people, is the

forcing of the oppressor's culture and reli-

gion onto the oppressed. Thus, the

oppressed people (us) come to "love what
they hate."

While Europe is working on unifying

their continent under one common curren-

cy, we are still bickering between each

other over childish bullnoggish While the

United States and the rest of his European

allies are taking control of the globe, us

black people can 't even unite under a com-

mon thought or purpose

Below are a few simple examples of what I am talk-

ing about.

Our different ethnic groups seem to have trouble

actively attending each other's cultural celebrations. I

mean, a few might go but will not dance! What's up

with that? It's all black music.

Inter-ethnic dating still seems to be some sort of

taboo or a violation of ethnic principals. What's up

with that? We are all one people.

How often do you here someone who is not Haitian

saying. "Let's go out to a Haitian restaurant." or a non-

African-American saying. "Let's go out for some soul

food?" Not often. What * up with that? These are all

black cuisines. But yet. we will not hesitate to say.

"Hey, let's go out to an—^— Italian restaurant," or

"Let's go out to a

t-iench restaurant."

Another element
which continues to

widen the crevasse
between us is the act of

separating our histo-

ries, and the denial of

our history. Many of u*.

who shall remain
anonymous, believe the

struggle that has been

going on in the United

States is in no way con-

nected to us and/or
does not affect us. You
couldn't be more
wrong! You live in the

United States, most of

us will raise our children in the United States, so the

struggle in the United States is very much relevant to

all of our lives. The struggle here in the United States

by our brothers and sisters is what makes it possible

for all of us to be here today.

Likewise, those of us in the United States must not

reject or ignore the struggles of our brothers and sisters

"Many of us,

who shall remain

anonymous.
belie\'e that the

struggle that has

been going on in

the United States

is in no way con-

nected to us

and/or does not

affect us.

"

around the globe. If Nelson Mandela ended Apartheid

in South Africa, it was a victory for not only South
Africans, but black people around the world. Do you
feel me? If Amilcar Cabral freed Cape Verde and
Guinea-Bissau from Portuguese colonization and men-
tal slavery, it was not only a victory for West Africa,

but a victory for black people everywhere. If Martin

Luther King. |r. freed African-Americans from
neo-colonialism. it was a victory not only African-

Americans, but a victory for all of us. When Touissaint

L'Ouverture freed Haiti from the French threshold, it

was a victory for all of us, not just the Haitians them-

selves. As Martin Luther King. |r. proclaimed.
"Injustice anywhere, is a threat to justice everywhere."

It is one struggle.

There are those among us who believe that the whole
siruggle has nothing to do with them because they were
never enslaved or oppressed. You need to wake up to

the smell of the wet whip coming across your back!

Slavery affected virtually every black person in the

world. If you were not physically enslaved, you were
mentally enslaved, and if neither of these two apply to

you, than your brother or sister suffered from these evil

acts. You need to read up on your history, and 1 don't

mean taking an Afro-Am class at UMass.
We need to unite under one common purpose and

understanding. I am not asking you to come out to

Goodell for a million man march. I am simply stating

the fact that we need to unite under one common
understanding and purpose. This is not simply a physi-

cal unification, it is mental unification.

Edgar A. Barros is a Collegian columnist.
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The sound of what happens

when a band becomes huge

Pulp ponder* the effect* of drug* and pornography on This Is Hardcore

fty Marty Keorta

Coaogton !AjH

THIS IS HARDCORE
Pulp

Ulurvj

About 30 seconds into a mock gothic tune about drug

p*>i.huMv entitled "The Fear," larvis Cocker drop- .i

not-so- subtle clue that Pulp- foBov up lo HW'l
Different Class is going down a decidedly different path

This is the sound of someone losing the plot." he aver-

gravely 'you're gonna like it. but not a lot."

Indeed. This H Hardiore h j far cr> from the bouncy,

synth-spikt- pop that made Different Class -uch a muring

success — which isn't necessarily a bad thing. juM differ-

ent. The grandlv theatrical styling*, have been left in place

in all their resplendent glory — just listen to the title track

to be reassured. On the flipsidc. (he melodic and hix>k-

aren't as up front thi- time around Thankfully it lowl
Pulp to explore a broader canva- of musical territoi

they utilize droning keyboards and dissonant guit.i'

achieve the dark mood found on Masters of the I ni\ <
-

77ns fa KMfajM l- a Pulp album as you know one only

in as much a- it'» a c. incept album about life and the inher

ent weirdness ><t everything In short, it's Pulp: The Sequel

It's the panoramic widescreen director's cut of the band

through the lyrical pen of Cocker only without the ch>

>d pointed commentary on English social

This jc many things, but Britpup it

It'ia woril that ponders the question of what happened

to Pulp when they woke up one day and found life in

"The Dream" was not quite the overly romanticized por-

trayal articulated in their first decade together Or is it
'

personalis conflicts a-ide. 77ji.s fa Hardcore is not

an nq wi.ik to pin down. The lyrical content i> much

more assured and personal, without the quintessential^

!ish fluff that watered-down the otherwise excellent

Different Class A- mentioned. Cocker seems to want to

have it both ways On one hand, he's the- same regular pq
he's alway- been On the othei. he's the suave intornation

al plavKn. thank- to his newfound lame It all make- tot

an interesting dichotomy Who cire- if it make- any -en-e
'

Case in point: On the album- second track. Cocker i- a

humble homebody who -till doe- the "Di-he- ." Indeed, he

I .mi not le-u- though I have the -ame initials — I am

the man who stays <tt home and does the dishes " On the

next s ( ,ng though, he's that rabble rou-er who mooned

luiel fackam. Party Hard" i- the soundtrack — a

bizarre and quite frankly, fairly idiotic Scary Moral

homage full of cn-p observations like Tee seen you havin

it/lla\in' it yeah/But now you've just had it." and further-

Turn to PUIP. page 7

Deidre Hall signs for two more
"Guiding Light" heats up, Genie Francis to return to "GH" & more

Fans have reason to rejoice

this week. . one of daytime's

reigning queens. Deidre Hall

(Marlena) has signed with "Days

of Our Lives" for another two
years despite earlier rumors to

the contrary Some had specula!

ed that the KtffMI would take a

leave of absence to spend a little

quality time with her fanulv

"Days." however, apparently

made the actress an offer she

couldn't relu-e

We can all breathe a collective

sigh of relief knowing that

Marlena will continue to spread

her sanctimonious good will

throughout Salem well into the

ne\t millennium I bet you that

knile in Laura's back i- tecling

awfully tender right about now

In my opinion, -he- long o.ci

due for a good bitch slap, pi

ably from the woman who-e lile

-he single handedly ruined

Ku-tin Here - hoping she gets

what's coming to her befoie

Kristin -kip- town

Speaking of "Days." last

Friday brought about the big

"Killing Pool" revelation We
found out that the Kri-tin look

alike, the one keeled over in the

pool, was yet another Bank-
spawn (bringing the total to

four*. Penelope and that the

killer was none other than...

Edmund or at least we think

Hows that for a curve Mom
fans had Celeste pegged as the

killer, a la her little bout with

"lungle Madness "
I mean, gener

ally, that s how mo-t ol ihe-e

murder mysteries play out It -

almost aiways an evil twin

(seems to be the trend nowa-
day*, -omc random nobody or

someone who s lo-t their mind

Celeste falls into at least two ol

those categories, wouldn t you

say? Next week look- prettv

promising too Look lot Kristin

to run into Susan on Friday as

she makes her getaway.

I mm are not at all amused
with "Another World'-" de.

to let Charles Keating itarh go

Ever since word leaked out early

la-t week about him getting the

boot, disgruntled fans have been

Hooding the MM with calls, e-

mails. you name it. It'll be inter-

esting to see how this drama
unfolds and whether or not

"AW" can weather the su.rni |

don't know what's going on
backstage but I smell a rat

Despite the behind the scenes

nie-s. the show itself i- a- strong

as ever. Head writer. Richard

Culliton -hould be commended
for the bang-up job he- done

with the -how -itue hi- debut

Hi- delivery could use -oiih-

work but at least he's got the

-how on a roll again after two or

so years of stagnant writing.

In a little bit of exciting

"General Hospital" news, rumor
has it that Genie Francis (Laura)

may be making her way back to

the MM as early as May. just in

tune lor -weeps week. Please let

it be true there's been such a

void, not only in my heart but in

the -how, -ince -he split town
two long MMI Mi I mean let's

face it. she is the Cassadine
Spencer feud and she's long

overdue lor a reappearance,
especially now that she's in the

thick of two prominent HOT]
line- II the new- i- true, expect

the Cassadine Spencer feud to

erupt into an all out war. that's

if Stefan and Luke don't kill

each othei on Monday's episode

Bob Guza'- made i\o -eciet that

he - not above breaking up one

.il davtime - ino-l legendaiv cou

pies

Soaps to watch this

week:
• "Guiding Light"

Carl. Beth s abusive ex.

winds up dead this week
and almost everyone in

town is a suspect

espe-ialls Beth
"GL" has had one

hot triangle with

Beth. Phillip

and Harley
and now
they're
throwing a

murder mv -

tery into the

miv ah I love it For those of

vou who tuned out after the

done fiasco. I'd suggest tuning

back in for a few week- t.l i-

j- exciting a- ever and vou know

what the Mill of the Reva 2

-toiy i- ovei -o gi\c the "Light"MM -hot

• "One Life To Live" Last

week. Dorian found her-elf on

the other end of a bullet during a

heist in downtown Llanview
This week -he finds herself at

death's door, literally The show

is having her take a stroll into

hell with none other than the

devil himself. Carlo Hesser. as

her tour guide I can't wait to see-

the two of them mix it up I el -

see if the Oueen of mean can talk

her way out of thi- I M II vou're

looking for a bit ol levity this

week, this i> the week to watch
• "All My Children" |im final

ly gets what's he deserves, a one

way ticket back to hell The
question isn't who had a motive

it - who didn't Edmund and
Dimitri fight for their lives and

I ik,i has a run in with her past.

Sink or Swim
Sink

Jacob Fanning'* Soap Chat

• Michelle and (esse's romance

on "GL " Ugh. these two make

me want to vomit She's always

whining and he's just this sappy

Romeo." I haven't seen a more

enibariassing couple since Nik

and Sarah on "GH."
• Nick and Sharon on "Young

and the Restless " What are they

doing to my fave couple? I can't

believe Sharon hasn't told Nick

the truth yet Forget what Grace

has to say. Nick has a right to

know that he's got a step-daugh-

ter floating around town Nick

needs to stop acting like a

spoiled brat too it's so unbecom

ing

Swim
• The reading of Michael's will

on "AN His final goodbye was

touching and heart wrenching (I

mi-- him already), especially hi-

final message to Vicky and lake

Nou could ju-t see Vicky s heart

breaking when
Michael told the

two of them to

hold on to one
another and not

let petly diffei

ences get in the

way of their

romance. What
made the whole
thing so bitter

sweet was what
happened imme
diatelv loll. *

ing the reading

of the will

however, when
lake swallowed his pride and

gave a clearly distraught Vicky a

hug It brought a tear to my eye

• Penelope on "Days." She's

such a not with her witty one Iin

• . lure Ku-tin and Kate all

rolled into one and there's your

profit*. II onl> they had brought

this gem to Salem a few months

ago Eileen Davidson looked like

she had a ball with the role too.

• Lillian and Ryan steamy love

ICtMM on "All My Children."

fa are always - t naming that

there's too much sex on daytime

(too much -ev what an absurd

concept* but lately there hasn't

been nearly enough Couples

making love has been cut to lip

locking and then, just when
things start to ignite, they cut to

a commercial. Next thing you

know, the two of them are lying

in bed under the sheets Where's

the lust, the passion, the shame-

lesi -kin -hots (a la "Melrose

Place")? Last week it was on
"AMC " Let the games begin

laeob harming is a Collegian

mlumiihi Any questions or

comments about this column can

he emailed to jfanning&stu-
dent amass edu.

Hey Beanie B^by Wers!

We know you're out there. If you collect Beanie Babies, give the Collsgian a call. We're work-

ing on a story about the adorable little critters, and we'd sure appreciate your help. But, sorry

folks, we don't know anyone who wants to buy or sell them (hint: check classifieds) so, serious

calls only.

Contact Seema at 545-1361

A mberst

j|)arhers
f| Tel. 253-1722

40 Main Street. Amherst. MA
(Next to Newbury Comics)

Appointment Not Neccessary

The Right Place to Be!

4 Barbers Everyday

Unisex Hair Styling

LSIHSS
Jim Terrt Gabe

(.iic..- rt (..i/-» Razor < ur- • Fruti's

(Upper Cuts • Kids Cuts

9 & up Hours: Mon- Fri. 8-5:1

5

P" • Sat 8-3:45

MKsi&iSatesSSS
fslcrfws&Wcid -75*375 V2

PRI^E.'

hn» 7/vfrtaal vaWeycfn

GOLDEN KEY
NATIONAL

HONOR SOCIETY

There will be a

General Membership
Meeting
with a

guest speaker
from Career Services .

6 : 30pm
Monday, April 9th

Herter 116

Write for News
1-800 COLLECT RECREATIONAL SPORTS

""»-""'*»

/" Cnton
c-ake the «UJ

&r%

Gpt Those forms In By:

!« Doubles (H/W/() t/?l

OliiiMlflmkwIH/W) t/?l

World (up Wi(H/W) Ul\

SIGN UP TODAYI

U Mass Amherst

Remember, you can receive $9 in collect calls, visil www.1800C0LLECT.com

Pulp
continued from page 6

more "Why do we have to kill our
selves just to prove we're alive?"

"This Is Hardcore" is Pulp's
attempt at "Bitter Sweet Symphony

"

Kind of. An operatic opus built

around a sampled horn loop, the title

track is a staggeringly bleak refrain;

an ode to a pornographic fantasy as a

metaphor for fatal fame. Not many
can pull -uch a trick, but Cocker does

it brilliantly

I he tin-wer to all this weirdness

of "The Dream'' comes on "The Day
Alter The Revolution" where Cocker
u-ll- of linding the answer. "Why did

n seem so difficult to realize the

simple truth," he's decided, "the rev-

olution begins and ends with you."

It would be wise not to underesti

mate the wisdom and spirit of larvis

Cocker. After all, it took him a dozen

years to realize "The Dream." He
knows, perhaps more than anything,

about "The Answer." B-f

Artist requests bras for tapestry
Ay Sarah Baker

Daily Nabraskon

LINCOLN. Neb. (U-Wire) -
Take off your bra and send it to the

president

Hey. it's |bj a good cause.

The National Bra Tapestiy. |

40 foot wide by 100 foot tall

tapestry made ot bras that etc

ates an image of the Statue ot

Liberty is one man s way ol

attempting to advance brea-t
cancel research

Sieolinu. the conceptual ani-t

and art director for the project,

said he hopes to gather 40
bras for the project

"The bras are -vmboli
Nicolino said "They are a political

request by women all across the

country to get Clinton to do more
breast cancer prevention research

"

The tapestry is -lated to travel

throughout the United State- and
end up in Washington. DC. where
it will then be presented to

President Clinton in the hop.

advance breast cancer awareness
and research

Nicolino said the basic design of

the tapestry will consist of an out

line of the Statue of Liberty, made

out ol colored bras, and the rest of

the picture will be filled in with the

remaining white bras. The torch is

.i -pcd.il .itti jctioii

"We are hoping to collect

celebrity bras to make up the

torch on the tapestry," Nicolino

-aid "So far we don't have any,

but we plan to contact Madonna,
shjion Stone and Dolly Parton."

Suolnio -aid he i- working with

K Singer and Soma Cn-maijer
authoi- ot Dressed to Kill The
I. ink Between Breast Cancer and
Bras on the pioiect

I tn-t got involved when the

author- contacted me about creat-

ing a public event -urrounding thi-

idcj and I wa- delighted with it."

Nkolino -aid.

Suolino -aid the book advances

ihe theory of a negative impact
Iroin wearing constricting clothing,

p.n tic ul.it \\ bra- He also said the

book -how- re-ults from a study

stating that in non bra wearing
countnev the rate of breast cancer

paiient- with the disease in their

family hi-torv were one in 168,

wherea- in Vbra-ka. the rate is

one in 8

I en though this research has

been done it i- being virtually

ignored." he said. "So we're going

to the president
"

Nicolino said he has worked on a

similar project before.

"In 1994 I did a project called

'Bras Across the Grand Canyon.'

which dealt with social and politi

cal commentary." Nicolino said. "It

was a personal and artistic expres-

sion around breast obsession in

Western cultures."

Although the main concept of

the tapestry is a political statement.

Nicolino said he thought the arti-

tic aspect of the project was equal

ly important.

"I view this project as something

pretty unique." he said.

"Thousands of people can panic

i

pate in one single artistic adven

lure The idea of getting many peo-

ple involved is really exciting to

me"
Nicolino said the tapestry will

travel to cities where more than

1.000 bras are donated, and he

invited women in Lincoln to join in

on the offerings

Anyone who it interested in

donating should send their bras to

Ih. \ational Bra Tapestry. 4298
Vineland Avenue. Studio City.

Calif 91602

Nebraska students don milk mustaches
wy Anno ffsifx

Dotty Natrovkon

I ISCOLN. Neb tU-Wire) - More than ISO *tu

dents walked away from the Nebraska Union on
Thursday afternoon wiping their upper lips and licking

their fingers clean.

They had ju-t downed a milkshake while trying to

don the one perfect white mustache that could win

them a spot in a national milk advertisement

Creativity abounded
lohn Mc Sally, a sophomore political -cience major.

taw his big. toothy grin in the milk contest as a great

opportunity for stardom

"I'm hoping this might be my claim to fanu-

McNally said, adding he wanted -tudcni- to M what

their future governor looked like.

Another spunky contestant wore a white rjocfoi -

lab coat and safety goggle- while holding a beaker

filled with milk, said milk campaign -poke-man Bill

Hyland
And another wore a bold Supc Yv in..- L . -rumc,

spokesman Brooke Shepard added.

"You can tell when someone's having lun ." Hyland

said.

The milk campaign is on a 100 city nationwide
search for the perfect university milk mustache model.

The national winner will appear in a milk ad in

Rolling Stone magazine
One winning University of Nebraska-Lincoln stu

dent will appear in a Daily Sebraskan milk ad and on

the national milk World Wide Web site at

hup //www why milk com
Hyland said the contest judges likely will choose the

most creative contest entrant at the winner. The UNL
winner will be announced in about two or three weeks

The purpose of the contest it to improve students'

milk-drinking habits, said Sutan Drew, a regittered

dietitian with the milk tour.

Few students drink enough milk to get their reconi

mended daily dose of bone-building calcium, she said

"We're not asking them to give anything up." she

said "We're asking them to add something on*
Diew -aid the milk mustache campaign does a good

loh ot promoting milk

"Students will rethink their drinking habits." she

-aid

H viand said more UNL students than expected
entered the contest. He stayed busy giving pep talks to

iho-e posing for the camera.
w the camera why you like to drink milk!" he

yelled "Tip it all the way back! I want to see happi

and I want to see fun'"

In the end. UNL students' involvement imprc--ed

Mvl.ind he said

"We've teen a lot of good mustaches."

Students combat noise with loud music
By Come Beth Losley

TheMonecasr

COLUMBIA. Mo 1 1 Wire) —
There were no afternoon naps for the

men of Wolpers Hall at the Univer-rtv

of Missouri on Wednesday.

Residents decided to take revenge on

construction workers who had awak

ened them with hammering and
pounding on the Black Culture Center

They used their short-range radio st.i

tion. 93. " FM. to play loud music

directed toward the workers

Phil Shocklec. director of campus

facilities, said he spoke to the conti.K

tor for the construction project on

Wednesday.

"We were aware of the situation." he-

said. "We spoke to the contractor The

contractor is working within the guide-

lines of the contract, which is no cuc-

sive noise prior to 8 a.m. or after 6

p.m."

Since Wednesday, the contractor

moved a ctwnpnrssor to the south side

of the project, away from the building,

to alleviate the noivc problem. Shocklee

said

Wolpers resident leff Samson said

music was played to try to protest the

early morning noise

•h>- l.i-i couple months, they've

been working early, making noise,

keeping pev'ple from sleeping." he said.

"Wt re getting -iek and tired of it. and

with Rnali coming up. we decided

something has to be done."

Residents played music out windows

from 7 am until 5 p.m. They played

such recordings as Leeann Rimes
yodeling. the Muppets and Sesame
Street, said Wolpers resident Loal

l-.l.lc-

He -aid the main point of the day

w.i- not to annoy construction workers.

"It wa-n't just the music." Isaacs

-.ml "There was a petition."

Henderson
continued from page 10

"We really hurt ourselves when we
lost those kind of scoring opportuni-

ties," Sortino said

In the fourth inning, sophomore
Crystal Henderson hit a triple to center

field, then scored on a throwing error

by Scofield. who was playing short-

stop.

Sortino brought freshman Carrie

leffries in for senior Liz Wagner after

the run. She also brought in Henderson

in during the sixth inning, when leffries

began to give up hit-

"I hated to pull Liz Wagner." Sortino

said. "I thought she was throwing a

great game, but the way we were hitting

the ball. I felt we had to make a change

I thought all three pitchers did a good

job."

UMass tied the game in the fifth

inning, when Gutridge hit an RBI single

to bring in Galas. The Tar Heels came
back in the sixth inning, as senior

Brandy Arthur snuck home for an

unearned run.

The Minutewomen attempted to

rally in the bottom of the seventh.

Osier hit a single to center field, and

then stole second. Gutridge grounded

out to the pitcher, allowing Osier to

advance to third. George was walked.

and then Smith was unable to bring

in Osier, grounding out to the pitch-

er.

On Saturday, UMass swept a dou-

bleheader with Atlantic 10 toe Rhode

Island. 1-0 and 4 1 Henderson
pitched the first game, allowing the

Rams no hits, and coming one walk

away from a perfect game. The
Minutewomen scored their only run of

the game in the fifth when Gutridge

hit an RBI single to right field, bring

ing in Galas.

In the second game. Gutridge also

brought in Galas, hitting an RBI single

in the first inning. UMass then scored

three insurance runs in the fifth when
Galas had a terrific two- RBI triple over

URJ's rightfielder. Galas then scored

herself on a throwing error by the short-

stop.

"I thought it I the Kit) was flat-out

awesome." Sortino said.

George
continued from page 10

at bat. but she gets a lot ol quality at bats for us. Beck

a very unselfish player, and she is a consummate team

player.

"I can't say enough about her

Combined with Galas, senior captain Tracy Osier is one

of the setup hitters in the UMass lineup. Whether it i-

Gulridge or George, the eenterfielder i- confident on the

base paths when either player is at the plate

"I'm very confident when -he is at the plate, because

Becky is a real fighter to the end." Osier said "She's a

very aggressive player in general, and I would go to war
for her if I had to I have a tremendous amount of respect

for her.

"To do what she has done after the back injury, and

beep a positive attitude, is a testament to her She's a real

leader on this team."

For George, it is all about keeping her spot in the line

up. and after another gritty performance, you can ink her

tor the long haul — in whatever capacity

"As long a> I'm playing. I'll be fine." George said "I

consider myself more of an all-around player anyway.

We're halfway through the season, and I definitely feel

good about our chances, but time will tell

An interesting metaphor, because Time has finally been

good to George, and now. it is her tune to shine.

lorma Kansanen is a Collegian columnist
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The UMass Softball team jwept Rhode Island and split a doubieheader with r4orth Carolina this weekend

victories

"The petition was to get construc-

tion time delayed until 9 a.m.."

Wolpers resident histin Clark said "It

was mainly to show the construction

workers how many people were angry

about the noise before the 8 a.m. start-

ing time."

About 1 90 signatures were collected

at the Wolpers front desk, and addi

tional copies were passed out to com-

munity advisers. Isaacs said.

Clark said the mask was not the first

method residents had used to quiet the

clamor. Campus administrators

received e-mails with no audible

response. No further plans of action

were in process if the noise continued.

Isaacs said noises that have awak-

ened residents before, such as jackham-

mers. banging of metal, drilling and

other intrusive noises, did not wake
students Thursday morning.

"It was perfectly quiet this morning."

he said.

continued from page 10

The UMass women's lacrosse team was alto in

Philadelphia lot its tilt against St. loseph's. which the

Minutewomen won. 10-2 on Saturday.

Freshman attack Fay Naber pocketed four goals in the

win. as UMass upped its record to V3
Seven different Minutewomen scored, including junior

Laura Korutz. who tallied two goals and two assistt to

help UMass Senior |en Herker added a goal and two

assists, while sophomore Noelle Gorski contributed two
assi-t-

Freshman goalie Tara Durkin made five saves in her

time in the UMass net. and classmate |en Nardi matched

that total with her net play in the second half
• • •

The Massachusetts women's water polo team proved

why it is ranked No 6 in the nation, with it- 16-2 drub-

bing of No. 20 Harvard at Totman Pool Saturday.

Sophomore Marci Hupp tallied five goals to lead the

Minutewomen. who stand at 21-1. 9-0 in the Collegiate

Water Polo Association The win o»er the Crimson also

gives UMass its I >th straight win. good for the best mark

in school history

lumor Andrea Vazquez scored three goals. Katie Grogan

added a pair, at did Sarah Newell lunior goalie Peggy

Sieves made 1 1 saves for UMass.
• • •

The UMass men's track and field team beat Holy Cross,

lona and Providence in the team's second and last home
meet of the year Saturday.

Sophomore Vic Morency won both the javelin and the

discus, and junior Albie Vazquez set a new school record

in the pole vault with a jump of 14-feet- 1

1

• • •

The Massachusetts women's track and field team
received two wins each from Rosey Bryan and Shana

Mitchell, as the Minutewomen topped Northeastern.

Boston College. Boston University. Brown and Southern

Connecticut in a meet Saturday.

For complete wrap-ups of these stories, please see

tomorrow's Collegian

Kasselakis
continued from page 10

going into the final quanet But as they

did in the third quarter, the Minutemen

came out firing Unfortunately for the

Minutemen. so did the Greyhounds

And whenever UMass chipped away at

the lead. Ixiyola would find an answer.

"What we did was stop their momen-

tum." Frye said.

lohn Madigan tallied an extra-man

goal to pull UMass to within two at

8-6; Mike Battista — a Massachusetts

native — responded a minute later.

leremy Guski stuck a Minuteman attack

past Brown with 7 11 remaining, but

Chns Georgatas negated that score with

one of his own. Madigan pocketed the

last goal of the afternoon on an assist

from lason Heinze with 4: 1 8 left.

"It's frustrating." said Kasselakis.

whose career-high 20 saves earned him

the selection as UMass' most valuable

player of the game "We gave an overall

team defensive effort, to lose is just

frustrating.

"

DIAMOND SALE

Orta Kino St . Nortbompton 584-3374
264 N rtaotont St , Amhrst 253 3324

Meeting Notlc©

Top ofthe Campus, Incorporated (TOC. Inc.) will hold its Annual

Meeting in Campus Center 902, Thursday, May 7. / 998 at 3:00 p. m.

What is there to do

on campus??
http://vvww.umass.edu/carripact/events/calendar.htm

Check this website out!

UMass
Student
Legal
Services
Office

FREE
confidential
professional

legal services
for UMass
students!
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/ t » Lincoln Real Estate

(j^
Has the best selection of 1 ,2. & 3 bedroom

Center of Amherst Apartments with gas heat

I OL. ...:-.- Gilreath Manor
1 uat*'* VliC'l 1 1 ll tn Condos

• 3 Bedroom

• 1 1/2 Baths
Start

LJ in April
• Heated Basement

• New Gas Heat &
^\

V
for June or Hot water

tk
September

Occupancy!

• 1/2 mile to campus

• On Bus Route

Lincoln Real Eatato • 25 N. Pleaaant • 253-7879
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Collegian Classifieds
Versify of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545 3500 F.ix. (413)545-159:

ANNOUNCEMENTS | APARlMtNT FOR RENT

People s Mart*
Where the food's fresh, the cof-

fee's hot and the music is jam-

mini Main Floor Student Union

Free tody composition/diet

•MMMwats. Physically active

females on ly 546-5091

SENIOR CAMPAIGN
Looking tor volunteers!

Easy and fun way to get

involved!

Contact Annual Fund Office in

Memorial Hall

545-3509

Not just for Seniors!

ITMENT (OR fUNI

1 bedroom eel available at

Crestview 6/1 Fall option On

bus. short walk to UMass Call

548 6964

Amherst Center 1. 2. and 3

bedroom apartments Gas heat

hardwood floors We are show

ing starting April 6th for June

and September leases Lincoln

Real Estate 253 7879

COMPUTERS
Gateway 4M- 66MHZ 24MB
850HDD, 33 6 modem, monitor.

Wm 95 and Office $490
Remaining warranty (413)628

4611

Spacious 1 bedroom

apartment on bus route Laundry

on site Available 6/1 with Fall

option J44&. 256-3145

1 eedreem eat available June

1 Busline Close to campus
$56Q/month 549-4575

I
Gas heat,

hardwood floors, heated base

mem 1/2 mile to campus on bus

route We are showing starting

April 6th for June and

September leases $1350 plus

utilities 253-7879

AUTO FOR SALE

IMS Chrysler 5th Aire Runs

well MANY NEW PARTS Call

Jack.e 546 3088

City I

Pentium 233MMX 32MB
RAM 2 1 Gig, 24X CO ROM.
33 6K Ti Modem. Video & Audio

Catds with Speakers Plus 14

inch flat screen digital monitor.

Windows 95. keyboard. PS2

mouse $1150 546«26

Cheee 1 tedreom apt.

Available 6/1 Call 253-6423

t for

_j 5/29 or earlier if

needed The Boulders 253 591

'

Purttown- Village 3 I

newly renovated Sublet June

1st to August 31st. option to

take over lease Hett/hot wetter

ircfcjdad Rent has beenswnrfi

candy reduced to onry $900 per

month This deal won't last' Call

"ow 549 1516 day or ma*.

MXt 1» Soon coupe,

red/grey Eicellent condition

Well maintained, no rust

$3500780 584 8362

•S VW Jotia New exhaust

New tires $2500 or B/0 Call

54604Q6

1M7 Hyaadoi Eacol New
alternator, water pump, brakes,

muffler tailpipe, eihaust sys

tern, belts Needs new head

gsket Overall good condition

50 or B/O Call 25^6351

Wealed Toyetes Novas
Prisms, Sentras Any condition

Cash paid everyday 1-800649

4795 .

Macintosh Color

!

1500 Printer, Keyboard Mouse

External CD Drive. SCSI

Equipment is in excellent condi-

tion All for $300 or B/0 549-

5514

CHEAP! CHEAPI Color VGA
Monitor $55 Laptop Notebook

$99 486 Computer System

$295 Call CPC 1413)684 8857

EMPLOYMENT

Two hedreeea m Amherst on

bushne Available 6/1 *nth Fed

Ption Only $52S/month l Call

12933

> One bedroom

with deck Quiet $670 All

included Available 5/9 549

9164

Tahe Over Oer Lease 3 bed

iwm reiiu raied Pu ff iun Ap t

Available June 1 Call 549 1966

3 hodreem apartment
Patttea Half-renovated

$9i5/momh Available 6/1 Call

549-0165

1 hedreem apaHmanl avail-

able 6/1 with Fall option On bus

line $44G7momh Call 253-6401

r White Brand

new engine, exhaust, tires

$90001 or B/0 256-8895

CAJU HIOM S1S9

Seized and sold locally this

month 1800 522 2730 ext 4564

2 sadness On bus

route, private gym/laundry

downstairs Heat and hot water

included Available May 27th

Call 256-3971

Cars .,
'

1 80O6494796

COMPUTERS

Peetiem 133MHZ. 28 8

modem. 1 2GB. hard drive.

16MB RAM. 6X CD ROM
Windows 95 Netscape

Groher's Encyclopedia $900/80

Noah 6- 1349

New P15MIMX from $895

tiptops $1295' Peripherals.

ZarVision 582 9198

V/MC/AMP

Mac Performs 1 2 gig HO CD
ROM 24RAM. software

$1000/80 Vanessa 549 1591

pjej

outgoing campus spokespeopie

Work thru end of the semaetar

Earn $10/hr. 10-15 hrs/wk work

ing on campus Contact Dan at

CIS 800 567 6247

April 17. 19N is the last day to

apply to the Student legal

Services Office about a Fall 1998

Iraafnetnp' Get hands-on experi-

ence in the legal field Work
directly with attorneys and

chants Earn up to 15 undergrad-

uate credits No experience in

ta Mja
1 p**MsM 'Haired

training is provided Contact The

Student Legal Services Office

today 545 1995 922 Campus
Canter

Earn Great Expeneace
Freshmen and Sophomores look

ing lor a job on campus Apply at

The Daily Collegian {^sifieds

Pick up your applications at 113

Campus Center

HOME TYPISTS PC users need

ed $45 000 income potential

Call 1800 513 4343 ext B 9616

EMPLOYMENI
MUSIKER TOURS AND SUM
MER DISCOVERY SUMMER
OPPORTUNITIES Counselors

needed for our student travel

programs and/or our pre-college

enrichment programs

Applicants must be 21 years old

by June 20. 1998

We need
* Mature

•Hardworking
* Energetic individuals who can

dedicate 4-7 weeks this summer

working with teenagers

We will be on campus inter-

viewing Wednesday. April 29

To receive an application or to

find out more information, call

Jen at (888I8SUMMER or E

mail jenOsummertun com

SCEIA Student Coordinator

June 1998 May 1 999 S6 00/hr

30 hours/week Summer 20

hours/week academic year

Coordinate SCERA research,

training, and advocacy efforts

Undergrads only Experience

working with SGA/SCERA pre-

ferred Resume by April 17th to

Or Marc Kenen. SCERA
Director. Room 420 Student

Union Questions 5454709

Pro-School Teacher
F/T position with diverse group

of people in Montesson School

in J P Start June 1 Call

(617)524 3237

Relief Staff

For apartment program serving

in the community Get training

and experience necessary to

work in the field All shifts, open

to applicants available through

the summer Wages $7 00 an

hour Send resume and cover

letter to Amherst Apartments

Program. 29 Colonial Village

Amherst MA 01002 No calls

EMPLOYMENT
Nantucket

Msnnger far Retail Seafood

and Ice Cream store Position

offering experience and
overview in all facets of Small

Business Management No
experience necessary, only a

positive attitude Must be avail

able from 5/18-10/18 Other

positions available also Call

before 6pm 508 627 3574

Experienced hahysiNer want

ed for 3 children who live in the

suburbs of Boston Live in or out

Call 549 1966

Fall/Part Time Positions

Available Now for 35 individu

als as movers, drivers, supervi

sors $8/hr Flexible hours Need
transportation Contact Kathy

Banas 584 4746

Interested ie Advertising

Seles? Looking for energetic

motivated people' Unlimited

earning potential (413)737 3479

New hirieg energetic sta-

dents for nights and weekends

this semester and for summer

Downtown Amherst $7/hr plus

bonus Sean 253-0583

Stedeet Reps- AT&T
Authon/ed Agent needs 20 stu-

dents now 1 No experience will

tram $100 $300/week Part/Full

T.me (800(592 2121 x 123

Earn extre cess) mailing our

circulars from home in your

spare time No experience nee

essary Free information 1 885
892 2781

FOR SALE

3 hedreem apartssset Great

I d' PJ ,r""*
r

I BBWBBl AS*

to campus Heat and hot water

included Call 253 1487

Laptop Computer Cost

$4750 Selling $785 549-4366

HAVE AN AMAZING SUM
MEW Prestigious coed camp m
Massachusetts seeks caring,

motivated college students who
leve ids' GENERAL & SPECIAL

TY COUNSELORS needed Jan a

dedicated. fun team
Competitive salaries Camp
laconic 1 800 762 2820

DATA ENTRY CLERK
Athletics. Grad student pre

ferred. Computer background

required, accuracy essential 15

20 hrs/wk $6/hr 413 545 4290

Kitchen Help Wanted
Evenings/Weekends 3235420

Nannies/livo-la needed tor

NY/CT/CA/NJ families

Minimum one year commitment

Professional and affluent fami

Ires Must have child-care

and/or related experience

Excellent opportunity for net

working and saving money Also

accepting applications for new
Elite Division Average Salaries

$300 $500/wk 1500932^2736

Biaacni Reed Bihe
Cempagnolo components and

Brother WP Great prices 548

6861

For Sele Two shelves and

dresser Franc 253 7606

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HAPPY 21st BIRTHDAY
USA'"

With Love. Jackie. Laura.

Amanda Seth Amy and Patrick

HOUSE FOR RENT

LOST & FOUND
Rewerd: Lost Green Filofax

Schedule Book Last seen in

Momll 1 Room 329. Wed .

4/8/98. 11 15 am Need impor-

tant information in book

Mataim at 546 7108 or send to

218 Johnson Hall

PETS FOR SALE

Buy my snakes with or without

cages Boas Corns, and Kings

available Also 2 African Spiny

Mice and a Plated Lizard Call

Ian at 549-5893 for info

ROOM FOR RENT

i Far Been- Private Home
Furnished vegetanan/koshei

kitchen Laundry parking, quiet,

friendly $335/month Barbara

5454853

Available Jane let Great toca

tion (across from The Pub)

Cheap rent, all utilities included

Call Li/ 256-4813 or Harlow 256

3442

Bedroom available n a fur

rushed apt O The Boulders

Available from 6/1 till 8/31

Contact Terry O 253-0375

ROOMMATE WANTED

Looking tor 1 2 or 3 room

mates for Fall semester only

Can be male or female Call

Sarah at 546 0957

Nonsmoking, faa. clean

female roommate needed to

share two bedroom apt $255

?56 4189

Niiwinajlis 1 very large bad-

room with A/C and 1/2 bath m a

2 bedroom apt Available 1/1

Call 584 5143

SERVICES

Have a lovely selectiea ot

bunnies Many colors and types

as well as a selection of cages

and hutches We can also help

with any bunnies you can no

longer care for Call Ellen 367

0105 alter 9 00 am

Typing Service Will type your

papers Call 548-9497

Dissertations edited and pre

pared Dy Ph D m English Any

subject 665-371B

STEREO & CD EQUIP

Pieaeer & Technics House
System Pioneer 8 1/2 3 way
cabinets Two 2way Technics

Satellites and one four Tweeter

Center speaker, black finish

Technics 5 disc CD Pla.

remote Receiver also available

Excellent condition Call for

prices 256-8641

SUMMER SUBLET

I hedreem tewaheaae
South Amherst Available 671

8/31 $57Vmonth Great for 2 3

people Cail25365«

SUMMER SUBLET

Newly renovated 2 bedroom

apartment Cheap rent Directly

on bus route Wonderful neigh

bors Bright spacious living area

Large backyard' Come see! Ask

(or Dany Tiff. Erika. or Lisa 253

6644

NoHo 3 bedroom apartment

Sublease June Aug $900 plus

cheap utilities Near busline.

5843775

Two bedrooms available tor

summer sublet in 4 bedroom

Alpine Commons apt Air condi

tionmg. two lull baths

$302/month all ut

ed Please call Knsti 9 256

6351 or Michelle « 253 2050

Twe hedreem spocioes

apartment available June 1st

Aug 31st H. nego-

tiable Call 756 5460

Puffton Village 3 bedroom 2

hptfj HriiOvd!ti1 High- BOjBj k*J

siop $104uVmonth 549 6069

I
i

targe bedroom for 2 people FuMy

furnished A/C $200/month per

person Available after finals

5488858

Three hedreem apartment

available May 25 through

August 31 Puffton Village

PaJnV IsjsJsJpkJ vap Pjej Can

Jajrnn)5485206

with

full

5 iidnjim hsees on bus route

Available June 1 Sept 1 Only

$1250/month Call 584 2422

TO SUBLET

1

walk m closet

fumahad Available after hnars

3 months tor $700 549 7543

on

Amherst apartment complex

looking tor swimming pool life-

guards Must be II years of age

and have all certification papers

Apply at Rolling Green Office.

Belchertown Rd Amherst.

1413)253-3000 EOE

Doing simple entry level rnvoic

ing Excellent income with ftexi

ble schedule IBM compatible

required (8881613 9636

( bedroom heeae Stockbridge

Rd Hadley Close to UMass
5494270

INSTRUCTION

GREAT VOLUNTEER OPPOR
TUNITY- Become a contracet>

tion and safer sex educator

Men and women wanted Pick

up an application outside the

Health Ed Office. Room 248

University Health Services

war*, fun

Ufa tootona for ioommeaj(s)

Martha s Vineyard this sum

WsM P>vi<>e MeM eM ^
5291

Looking tar 1 or I females to

share apartment at The

Townhouses for Fall or Spring

next year Easy to Irve with Can

us at 546 2137

Claea. elder or metere
temele who likes quiet To

share two bedroom apartment

washer and dryer, furnished hv

mg room area Summer/fail

Please rfrjeft Tma 665 7491

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need helpT Call

Birthright of Amherst area for

free testing and assistance 549-

1906

ill OptJaa 2

1

bathroom New kitchen appli-

ances 1730/month Boulders

Kate. Oernene. or Steve O 253

6911

3 hedreem- PeWlea Apt

baths New unit June 1 Aug 31

(negj Call 549 5221

1 3 bedroom ren-

oveted OrastscaBy reduced rant

ISutyrnonth 549 1516

V 2 or 3 badreeess '

Puttton Village Apt
$740/month Heat/hot water

included 2 bedrooms and 2

bathrooms Starting June 1 Aug

31 with option to renew Call

5450702

TRAVEL

EUROPE- SUMMER'S!
$158 (each way oka tanas)

CAMBBAsGaoTsiSSRA
low feres to sH places'

CALL 800 326 2009

http //www antntch org

WANTED TO RENT

Looking tor 2 bedroom <n>i
°

ment including heat ami hot

water Close to center of town

and campus Call 2585351

Twe hedreem sublet '

Summer m The Townhouses Oa
bus rssdjp good condition, far

^^^fersrtM'rKluo*) F9

more in* cat 5495793

7 bedroom apt m Sunderland

Available 5/218/31
$525/month Email at mian-

nortOcs umass odu

The
Classifieds-

Bringing you

what you want 5

days a week

MONDAY APRIL 13

Monday. Apr! II

Rim — A documentary fibn entitled The

Women Outside Korean Women and the

US Military will be shown at 7 p.m. in

Augusta Savage Gallery. New Africa House.

Central Residence Area. Everyone a invited

to attend

Meeting — The UMass Outing Club has

invited E.M.T s to give a clinic on how to

prepare for a day or overnight hike The

meeting is at 7 p.m. in room 805 in the

Campus Center. All me welcome

TUESDAY. APRIL 14

Lecture — Professor Laszlo Tikos will

give a lecture about the Cynthia Elbaum

Photo Exhibit from 5-7 pin. in Hampden

Gallery . Southwest Residential Area All arc

welcome

Meeting — There will be a mandatory

meeting for committee heads and animal

coaches of the Livestock Classic in Paige

202 at 8 50 p.m Contact Howard at 256-

6022 for more information

WEDNESDAY. APRIL 15

Clash — A two-session cla'-s to help

smokers quit on their own starts tonight in

Amherst from 7-8:50 p.m. Call 26V 5208

to register

Discussion — The English Department d(

UMass. me Humanities & Fine Arts Career

Network, and the UMass Alumni

Association present an alumni panel discus

sion in the Campus Center, room 804 at 5

p.m The discussion provides an opportunity

to meet with alumni and discuss their expe

riences m the working world. AH are wd
come to attend

Discussion — Sarah Foudy. a

UMasVSTPEC graduate, will be discinaiiin

her experiences organizing in the labor

movement Highlighted will be paid oppor

tunnies for graduating seniors as full time

organizers, as well as a summer internship

program for non-seniors. The discussion

will be in Draper Hall. Labor Center

I ibrary from 4:50-5:50 p.m. Food will be

provided.

Meeting — There will be a second

mandaton meeting for committee heads

and animal coaches of the Livestock Classic

m Paige 202 at 8: 50 p.m. Contact Howard

at 256- 6022 for more mformation.

NOTICES
Clothing Drive — The Lambda Chi

Alpha Fraternity will be holding its In
annual slothing drive, with all articles donai

ed being distributed to needy families at the

Amherst Survival Center. Bags will be

dropped off at the homes of Amherst resi-

dents the week of April 1 5- 17 and retrieved

on Sunday. April 19 by 5 p.m. Anyone not

receiving a bag can drop off clothes at 574

North Pleasant Street in Amherst at any

rene.

Commencement housing — A limited

number of residence hall rooms will be

available for the relatives and friends of

graduating UMass students for the night of

Saturday. May 25. Cornmcncement housing

applications are available at the University

Conference Services Office. Campus Center,

room 918. To guarantee a reservation, com

pleted forms must be returned b> May 8.

Domestic Exchange— There are onfy 45

spaces left for the 1998 1999 domestic

exchange. Over 100 schools arc still avail

able. Come to the domestic exchange office

in E-26 Machmer Hall or call 54V555I far

more information

Employment UMass lab School has

openings in the Reggio inspired prc-schuol

program for fall semester For more mfor

mation. call krauTcr Ryan at 54V 5 1 9M

Implovrnt'ii The UMass CRC is hiring

work-study office staff and web publishers

Applications are available in the CRC office.

522 Student Union or leave a voice mail at

545-1122

Openings — The UMass Lab school has

fVh are pubec wrvve mnoc»ic««Twnts prmt*d

daily To submat an m picas* tend a prru
rtwnt containing J* pertinent information.

nckxkng the name and phone rxjmbef of the

contact person to the Collegian, do the

Manacsnq Editor by noon the previous day

i for press hool children for the fall

in a Rcgajo inspired program. Call

545- 5 1 99 for more detain.

\olunteensm- Any questions, contact

Mike Whitman at 545 5660 The Amherst

Salvation Arms needs volunteers any day

and any time. Call 255 4747 for more infor

mation

vii/uMriTnsrn I he CrWa Center, a

Massachusetts Suicide Prevention Hotline is

currently seeking volunteers ;md interns Pol

more mfeffmation. contact Cma Gnamnctro

at (978)849- 5600 ext .20

1

dairy listings sponsored by

UW-1V t9
Today's Program Schedule

UMass' only student run Television Station
S16 Student Union (located to the right of the Hatch) • 545-1336 • www-unlx.oit.umat$.edu/-uyctv19

30

K>0

:00

10:00

UVC TV-19 Premier
PrivatlzaTtion Forum
Channel 19 Mews

Video Version*: Made for TV Festival

James Baldwin/Tim O'Nealc
mwmm stoomaoT

Sign Off

HSCN Bulletin Board
CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN
UPN/20

Hartford

Boston
Boston
Springfield

Movie Ch.

t-hrtford

to
n

17

WeortHor Chonrtel

NBC/30 New Britain

fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartforri

WOCH&HSCN
IriieiTOhonal

UMass Academic TV
HSCN Programming

*l

UVC-TV19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

CNN
CNN SI

Headline News
UCTV
TBS
BET
TV Land
Univision

Cornedy Central

Cartoon
Much Music

MONDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB

WCVB

WTXX

Family Matters

6:30
BuainsaaRpt Nawahour With Jim Lehrsr X
CBSNaws
CBSNswt

Insidt Edition

ABCNtws
BoyWorld

NBC News

Martin if

NBCNaws
JudgaJudyl

Mad Abo You

NBC

Buslnass Rpt.

ABCNtws

Mad Abo You

Northtrn Exposure X
Family Matters

WorldvitwX

1 Night Stand |Mekt-Laugh

Wings "Wnspanncj Death" (fl)

Supermarket

Sportseertler

7:00 7:30

EitrsX

Insidt Edition

Frtsh Prince

rVheel-Fortunt

Ent. Tonight

SainfeMX

WhatJ-Fortunt

Real TV I
Ent. Tonight

Chroniclt T
Frtsh Princt

Jeopardy'

T

Judge Judy X
Hard Copy I
F raster «

Jeopardy! I
rltwshourWHhJimcahrarX

SairrfsldX

X

C - Campus

8:00 1 8:30 9:00 9:30 I 10:00 I 10:30

APRIL 13. 1998

CPTV Auction

Cosby (R) I
Cosby (Ft) I

Raymond

Raymond

Puah "The Rivals" (In Stereo) I
TBI Heaven (In Stereo) X
SuddtrvSutan |Houaa Rules"

Love Boat: The Ne«t Wave X
Sudden-Susan

Damon X
Sudden-Susan

House Rules

Gal Personal

House Rules

Antiques Roadshow I
Push 'The Rivals" (In Stereo) X

TheCloaarX

TheCtoaarX"

Murphy Brown

20/20 X
Murphy Brown

7th Heaven (R) (In Stereo) X
Caroana |FrasJtr"(R)I

Totally Ridiculous!

Caroline IFraster (R) X
Ally McBtal (R) (In Stereo) X
Caroline |Frasitr (R) X
American Eipartenee

20/20

1

Brooklyn South ' Dogoonit" X
Brooklyn South "Oogrjonit" X
Practice The Means" (R) I

Oateline (In Stereo) X
ILAPO

Dateline (In Stereo) X

Dateline (In Stereo) X
Apollo 16: The Man

Practice "The Means" (R) X
NHL Hockey Boston Brums al Carolina Hurricanes (Live)

Major league BasebaH Atlanta Braves at Philadelphia Ptiillies (Live) X

Law* Order

Gimme Shatter (R)

|
Biography: Pmce Charles Poirot

MoneytlnaX |CroaaflreX |World Today X iLarry rung uve n

Daily Show (Fl)lstain'sMonay t* "T?ieScc^(l994,Corr^-rjrama) AJbarl Brooks

Wild DiKovtry: Rains Came |Loat Mammoths (R;

Debt

MTV Live (In Stereo)

Figure It Out |Tiny Toon"

Quantum Leap (In Stereo) X
Renovation I Renovation

Lois S Clark-Superman

Intimate Portrait

NHL Hockey Philadelphia Flyers at Buffalo SabresJLive)!

i lunsorvtd Mvsteries (In Stereo) |"S»m»m

11:00 11:30
CPTV Auction Continues

News B

News X

Late Show rr

Late Show X
Nijhtline =

Star Trek Next Gener

Vibe

[Tonight Show

News

Mad Abo. You

News B

Tonight Show

DeepSpaceT

Tonight Show"

Charlie Roae (In Stereo) X
News «

M'A-S"H ti. Real TV i

*'>> "Sfespwsa«rs"(1992. Horror) Brian (Pause. Madchen Amlck.

Sherlock Holmes Mysteries

Impact (R) X
t Night Stand |Make-Laugh

Would You Believe It (R)

My So-Called U)e (In Stereo)

Doug X jRugratt X
Saaquast DSV "Daggers" X
Home Again I

Home Again""

Babylon 5 "The Summoning" X
lighlander TheSerietX

SHOW

Baywatch "The Summer o\ 85"

(430) \*'A "Black Shttt^

(5:45) ««« 'A Lugut or" Thttr Own" (1992) Qasns Davis. 'PQ'

«

'4:30) "Stent" («t •3Wn<as
,
(19M,Cornady) Victor Wong. 'PG'

Unsotvtd Mysteries (In Stereo)

Artist Cut

All That

Say What?

Bewitched

Sightings (R) (In Stereo) X
Extremt Machines

)X iBaaaball

nt)rance"(!996. Drama) Eva LaRue, Angie Dio)cins6n~

Rockumentary

Wonder Years

Toial Request

Wonder Years

Sliders "Dead Man Sliding" X

WCW NHro (In Stereo Live) X
Waco II (R)

Road Rules

Happy Days |l Love Lucy X M.T. Moore |TasiX

VR.5 "Reunion" (In Stereo) X
Operation (R)

Wafctr, Ttias Ranger X [World Wrestling Federation ]WWF Wat Zone (In Stereo) X

Law t Order Pnvileged" X
Sports lllus. iMontytine X
Daily Show | Stein's Money

Justice Files "Have Faith" (R)

Sportscenter «_

New Attitudes |Golden Girls

Lovtfine (In Stereo)

Seaquest OSV "Daggers" X
E»treme Machines (R)

*« "VVWrc<Sderic»"(tfle5)

Silk Stalkings "Intensive Care'

t*» "A Time to KIT (1996, Drama) Sandra Bullock. (In Stereo) 'R'X
«t« "f)omtTtdta7irfg|i!aaTi»"(l9>B, Drama) Tom Hulce. 'PG-I?

r

««'-s Juminiri\&Q)rW>inm\»ins PGuTj |My Giant

* foxtm" (1996. Drama) Hedy Bunass. 'R'X
fsrriari'0»y"(1997) Robin Williams. 'PG-13' VrVaoer-Lve^"

ttitn "TTw Long Way Home"{mi Documarilary) 'NR

DrabbU By Kevin Fogon Dilb«rt By Scott Adams

IF I DON-V AXXtPT THE

TRANSFER TO A FROZEN
ASTEROID, I'LL 13E

SURPL.USSED.

I

j\ ,

ML <^M^L
< fC M^ I

TED, LET r^E SMOU
TOU SOr^ETHlNG

ON TM15 IAAP

(SEE THIS TINV ISLAfNsO?]

« II ,
'THAT'S COHERE
THE PEOPLE U)HO

CARE LIVE

TlMrtch By Jeff Shesol Fox Trot By Bill Amend

I Th« ^»UN8 MIUION
WRt. HtiOWHotHD.
C*»we« a *Ptc4*x

TUL.
CMC WMCWt 9tKM
TMSfi NSTTUSiATt,

L4Fi, cwa RerwAr
INTO sMiPUM
lMTORttlirJ#M«.

\

N0>

\

MC. M0. 1 kSWT-

*s>«rnwMMCsx
Tt«0CttTVr

swa.icaiumT
TNweX sf rWYTwINri.

MI NWTHtT
THWe IWTTMR

SUM*.

FAVoSiTX MoTMfU ...

V*>HCiBfOt McffHCR

njtAvTifol MoTHtB.

FUkMUSS rfkiftC. V*1H

ANDVU.SC- A BmtD'US*
J L'« TMAT. I

CAN PwbMiSE 1MJ in

AOMAMCC. MY ANSWfS

J IS NO' \

I
Ss'

Do YOU MiND iF I foT
off MT ItuMCVduSSt So
I CAN 6o *> THt MALL »

Nen Soquifrwr By Wiley By V. D'Agosrino

VISK.

GH x o« Hie Bus Stop By Brendan & Kevin Doherty

ViHrSTW y^
KGAoiNb rAV

\

>m0S% IHlMkaV »*rtC
tX-*A». Yo« HvtT
Vs\ 3Tup»l> TO
SUvNsT WHftT K

-IS s \

So *J«tVTC *l.N4T

Dilbert By Scott Adams

l JUST GAVE r^Y TWO
LUEEK NOTICE

tVERYONt SEErAS TO

BE TAKING THIS
RATHLR lOELL.

COUNT fAE

IN FOR TWE
GOODBYE LUNCH.'

Horoscopes
ARIES (March 2 1 -April 19) —

Others are bound to know, quite

instinctively, if you're keeping a

secret It is best to reveal all you

know today, when asked

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
You must be sure to get one thing

done today before moving on to the

next. A subsequent endeavor is

likely to take up much more time

and energy.

GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20) —
You have a big project coming up.

and you must be sure that you're

prepared. Talk with people openly

and share your plans.

CANCER (|une 21-luly 22) —
You won't be able to get everything

done on your own today, and you

must pick and choose your assis-

tants with great care.

LEO (|uly 25-Aug. 22) — You
can inspire others to commit to

something to which they may have

been doubtful in the past. You can

prove it will work!

VIRGO (Aug. 25-Sept. 22) —
Do not make the mistake of

excluding friends from a current

endeavor. Cooperation can yield

greater pleasure and profit All for

one!

LIBRA (Sept. 25-Oct 22) — Do
not commit to a new project today

until you know precisely what role

you will be playing and just how
and when you'll be compensated

SCORPIO (Oct. 25-Nov. 21 )
—

You may be tempted to cry foul

today, but it is best for you to over-

look minor offenses and infrac-

tions. Turn the other cheek.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dcc.

21) — Style and substance can go

hand in hand today. You are in a

fine position to teach others the

value of this combination

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-fan. 19)

— You aren't likely to encounter

much opposition today, but pro-

ceed cautiously nevertheless, as

other hazards may be hidden from

you.

AQUARIUS (|an 20-Fcb. It)

— Someone is trying to send you an

important message today, so you

must do your best to be available

for all incoming calls. Do not hide!

PISCES (Feb I9-March 20) —
Someone may catch you in a con-

tradiction today that may make
things more confusing than neces-

sary. It was all unintentional

Close to Homo By John McPherson

Ouolc of llu- >iiy

£6 I'm young. I'm danger-

ous. I'm beautiful, and

I can't be beat. "
-Muhammad

AH

MI-MM «W anew* tasememmltma

Franklin

LUNCH
Gritted Chicken Sandwich

Cheese Strata

Chihgetti

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Fried Shrimp Dinner

Lentil Chrli

Quarter lb. Burger w/ or w/o Cheese

Worcester

ACROSS
1 "A Boy Named
Sue" singer

5 Scare away a fry

9 Bark or yelp

12 Ark neighbor

13 Droves
15 Puppeteer Band
16 Steep rock

17 Actor Cantor
18 Similar

19 "Alley
—

"

20 Start at the

bottom and
work up

22 Reply
24 Proper
25 Made fun of

28 Picnic pest

29 Coquette
31 Throng
33 Pen poini

36 Marathon
37 Iron

38 Pueblo Indian

39 Inquire

40 Branch
41 Damp
42 "Is thai a

yes — no?
"

43 Gown fabrics

45 Picturesque

48 Restless state

51 Srult the blame
to someone else

55 Slangy "no"

56 Pierre's deed
57 Noblemen
58 Land measure
59 Guitarist Atkins

60 Otlice worker
61 Venison
62 Endmg tot

"auction"

63 Basenatler
Musial

64 Helper: abbr.

DOWN
Hot dnnk
Ohio city

Stooges' tone
Witch
Scissors

6 Actress Lamarr
7 Church

calendar

8 Norse god
9 Oogpatch name
10 The Little

Mermaid
11 Bedding plant

14 Teeter-totters

15 Military student

20 — moss
21 Transmit

23 •— No Angels"

26 Neutral color

27 Coffee grounds
29 Monks title

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

ratiniains Baa onus
moraciuTia was idmctm

rauiouw arca iibhhh
@qlg i3ou @mm
BHiuHEBH nail raoo
nMK] tins DDK QMS
ilWii UI1W MHiTlfllirNIO

HBraatn amm HSODfa

uranH rJHH ujoi»]Mni;i
raaou wroa r-iaaaaa
|A|R|K|SMK|
« 13.9S O 1998 UrV*erir-»atureSy™*cate

30 — Vegas
32 Job-safety org
33 Pests
34 Those holding

power
35 Chomped
37 Hunts illegally

38 Area
40 Slangy

Englishman
41 Luxury fur

42 Beginning

44 Arizona city

45 Gap
46 Stash
47 Chemical

compound
49 Fathers

50 Put forth effort

52 Has a meal
53 Author Harte

54 Arm bone
58 Oklahoma

town

LUNCH
Charbroiled Chicken Sandwich

Barbecued Beef on a Bun
Fettuccini/Tomato or Meat Sauce

Golden Burgers

DINNER
Beef Fajita

Fried Shrimp Dinner

Tofu Fajita

Manic otti in Sauce and Pastabilities

Hampshire
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

American Chop Suey

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

DINNER
Beef Fajita

Ravioli with Tomato Sauce

Berkshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Rotini w/ Tomato Sauce

Golden Burger

DINNER
Beef Fajita

Fried Shrimp Dinner

Tofu Fajita

Manic otti in Sauce and Pastabilities
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UM softball uses all-around effort for three wins
Henderson continues

pitching dominance
By Jodue laroux

Colagian Stuff

Danietke Henderson just keeps getting better

Yesterday she threw her third consecutive no-hitter, in the

first game of a double-header with North Carolina. The
Massachusetts softball team won by a score of 4-0. and
Henderson upped her season strikeout total to 2 M)

UMass dropped the second game to the Tar Heels, losing

by • score ot.1 1

Massachusetts

North Carolina

North Carolina

Massachusetts

Henderson is currently

ranked second in the nation

in strikeouts per game with

1 1 V She narrowly trails the

nation's leader. Texas' Chnsta

Wilbarm. at 1 1 .5 She is abo 28th in the nation in ERA. at

92 and has not allowed a hit in 26.2 innings of work.

The team as a whole is cur-

rently ranked by the National

Fast-Pitch Coaches
Association as third in the

also receiving votes category.

In the day's first game. I Mass scored three rum in the

third inning With junior Mandy Galas on second and junior

Tracey Osier on first, senior Kim Gutridge hit a single.

advancing Galas to third base, while Osier was caught at sec-

end Coach Elaine Sortino put junior Katie Kenderski in to

pinch run for Gutridge. and she quickly stole second base

tumor Becks George hit a

single to center field, allowing

both Galas and Kenderski to

soore. George then advanced

to second on a poor throw by

UNC. and advanced again to third base when freshman Anrae

Saiga fKmiJed out to the pitcher Senior Ketty Buckley had

the next at-bat. and singled

down the right filed line to

bring m George

Henderson didn't allow

North Carolina to get any-

thing across in the top of the fourth In the bottom of the

inning freshman Kiley ScoficJd scored an untamed insurance

run far UMass She was walked to first by Tar Heel pitcher

Radars McHugh. and then advanced to second on an error by

the first baseman fanior Octavia Brown hit a sacrifice bunt to

advance Soofidd to third, and she then scored off of an RBI

single from Osier

"We put our hits together a lot better in the first game."

Massachusetts 1_

Rhode Island

Massachusetts

Rhode Island

L Mass and Henderson hung on to the lead for the rest of

the game, earning their sixth consecutive win. and Henderson

her IMi shutout of the season. The game was the 14th time

Henderson had fanned double digits in consecutive starts

In the second game UMass was unable to capitalise on
scaring opportunities, and allowed North Carolina to son*
two unearned runs In the first inning. Galas was waited to

first, but was called out at first base. She had attempted to

steal second while Osier was at bat. but failed to dive back to

the bag when Osier struck out. The call meant a lost scoring

opportunity for UMass. when Gutridge hit a double. UMass
fast the same land of oppoi imaty in the fourth inning when
Kenderski was called out at first base.

Turn to Henderson page 7

George improves

into the spotlight
Yesterday afternoon, junior pitchei Danielle Henderson

assfj pitched l*r third no hitter of the week in a 4-0 win

ovet North Carolina.

It uii be officially said the ace ol the Massachusetts

volt ball team Is gocd " but it's getting a little boring to

keep heaping the applause on onl> one Minutewoman. A
team has to score runs to win. as was proven by UMass
(25 I2i in their 2 I loss in the nightcap against UNC
(24 17)

Meandering amongst the shadows of Henderson on the

defense, and senioi lir-i baseman Kim Gutridge on the

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ offease, junior
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Beck> George has^Jonmthan^jn^^ .ought oil I tough

baik injurs to qui

etly establish a rock solid place in the Minutewoman line

up — in the field, and most importantly yesterday after-

noon, at the plate as well.

The thank* lot the Minutewomen's game winning RBI

in the first game of the afternoon can be given to George,

and her third inning double was the difference

"When you have runners in scoring position, all you

want to do is put the ball in play." George said. "You're

not thinking home run at the plate, but you are thinking of

keeping the ball on the ground It didn't take loo much
"

But. you ask. "Bevkv wh
In her three years so far at UMass it vou asked a soft-

ball outsider where George played, you might get some
thing like a bad Abbott and Costelfa routine in repl> I m
Kim's on first, Mandy IGalas | is at second, but *h>

short 7 " Beck> used to be. but well get hack to that one

Mi UCDSSMOTT | (OulOkM

Danielle Henderson, who is second in the nation in strikeouts and has not allowed a hit in 26.2 innings, threw

her third no-hitter of the week yesterday

At the plate, if you asked that same outsider where

George hit in the lineup, you probably would have found

better luck asking the Witness Protection Program With a

.220 lifetime batting average going into this season, and a

steady spot in the batting boonies (otherwise known a- the

eight spot). George has historically been "oh so quiet* at

the plate

I ike a bell, however, the native of SchnecksviBe, Pa has

begun to hear the ring of the ball jumping off the jIu

miruirn bat on a frequent basis. George put the exclama

lion mark on the 4 I vfajfj n with a quality at bat amidst a

aeries d quaint at bats on the day

Alter Galas reached third base on a dropped pop lis to

center b> Gutridge. runners were at the corners for

UMass' new cleanup hitter— yes. as opposed to the eight

After ptnehrunner hats' Kenderski stole second. George
knocked the solid double up the middle giving the

Minutewomen their game winning and insurance runs in

one tight package The new leftfielder for L'Mas« du

freshman Kilev Svofield taking over at shortstop, was in

the offensive mi\ all day. drawing three walks while going

i 4 to Bsjaj her batting average to ."»!"> n the season

BBSStM 100 ovet her career average holorc 1998
UMass poach I Lone Sortino i* the Inst to applaud

George's work ethic on and off the field, and not onlv loi

this season, but for all three of her years as a

Minutewoman.
"Becky 1 having the year of her life." Sortino said. "She's

hitting the ball hard, and she mas not get a hit every time

Turn to QCOtGC pocje 7

Loyola too much in lacrosse battle
Goalie Kasselakis stops

career-higji 20 in effort

By Casey Kane
CoesQKW Sfcjrf

BALTIMORE — There sre several reasons

Massachusetts men's lacrosse goaltender |ohn

Kasselakis is considered among the best goalies in col-

legiate lacrosse. Chalk Saturday's performance against

Loyola College (8—1 ) up as one more.

However, there are also several reasons Loyola

attackman Tim O'Shea is considered a leader on a

strong Greyhound squad. Count his two goals against

the Minutemen (6-2) Saturday among those reasons

The battle of the defensive stalwart and the offen-

sive power— and their respective teams — was every-

thing it should have been as the Greyhounds defeated

UMass. 10-tJ. in the Ikon Lacrosse Classic at lohns

Hopkins University.

Minuteman coach Greg Cannella was concerned

about his team's confidence heading into the weekend

matchup, and the game's first-quarter gave every indi-

cation UMass teas still feeling the effect's of its 1 5-4

loss to Duke last week.

Loyola coach Dave Cottle was also worried about

his team's attitude coming into Saturday's contest His

Greyhounds were still celebrating their 18-15 win

over then- No. 2 Syracuse the week before. He
needn't have worried.

Loyola's Gewas Schindler jumped all over the

UMass defense to set the early tone of the game as he

took a pass from O'Shea to score off the opening face-

off just seven seconds into the game.

Three minutes later, Schindler struck again, this

time with an unassisted tally. Loyola's Mark
Goettleman. Mark Frye and Todd Vizcarrondo all fol-

lowed as the Greyhounds reeled off five unanswered

first-quarter scores.

"We struggled last week in practice," Cannella said.

"I was concerned about our confidence from last

week's game."

Those concerns dissipated in the second quarter —
and for remainder of trie game — as UMass came out

inspired.

Mike McKeefrey stopped the bleeding for the

Minutemen with UMass' first of the game. The junior

attackman came around the back of the cage on

Loyola keeper |im Brown's left side and dodged away

from his defender before sticking the ball low past

Brown.

"Mike McKeefrey played a great game." senior mid-

fielder Mike DelPercio said. "He works his butt off

and he helped the team a lot. We need that from him
"

DelPercio helped the team himself with UMass'

only goal of the second quarter. He received a Chris

IOHMA KANVANfN CO! I K.IAN

UMass goalie John Kasselakis, seen here carrying the ball against Duke, made a career-high 20
saves against No. 5 Loyola Saturday in the Ikon Lacrosse Classic.

Martens feed, took one step and fired on Brown.

Even though the Minutemen only scored once, the

UMass defense would only allow the Greyhounds to

match that total. Frye tallied his second of the game on
;i shot with eight seconds remaining before intermis-

sion.

Whatever was missing from the offensive side of the

ball for UMass was found when the teams returned to

the field. Immediately, the Minutemen knocked home
three in a row, as McKeefrey. Alex Racioppi and
DelPercio found their way past Brown.

That set up what proved to ultimately be the turning

point of the contest. Staring at a one-goal game.

O'Shea fired a shot from 10-feet out past Kasselakis

with 2:43 remaining in the third. Lm than I minute

later, he played a mirror image of the shot into the

UMass goal.

"[O'Shea] stuck the ball when he had some chances

and that was the turning point." Cannella said.

"At first we were a little surprised they were coming

back," O'Shea said. "Those were big goals, but any-

body could have scored those two."

O'Shea's goais put UMass in a three goal deficit

Turn to KASSELAKIS page 7

Weekend givesUM
handful of victories
By Casey Kane
Gaseawn Staff

The Massachusetts baseball

team traveled to Philadelphia to

take on Atlantic 10 foe Temple,
where they split a Friday double-

header with the Owls

The Minutemen (15-8. 7-1

A- 10) picked up the day's first

win. 7 2 Temple (12-18. 4-4)

took the second game. S I

Muchie Dagliere extended his

hitting streak to 22 games with

his performance on the after-

noon
Bill Cooke (5-1) earned the

complete game victory in the first

contest, allowing two runs on
seven hits. He also threw two
walks and eight strikeouts. Ryan
Cameron (5 5) took the loss in

the second game.

Turn to VICTORIES page 7
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The UMass baseball team took on Temple this weekend in
Philadelphia. Check out tomorrow's Collegian for the story.
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Hollywood-ized

food for me soul

City ot Angels,

the new movie fea-

turing Meg Ryan
and Nicolas Cage,
is an exercise in

pleasure, longing,

sacrifice and loss

(See our review Arts

& living, page 5)

Here I come to

save the day!

Rich Hsrtman
pitched five innings

of relief as the
Massac husetts
baseball team
downed Hartford,

6-) yesterday (see

Sports, page 10)

WORLD

Russia will boycott

G-7 meetings

MOSCOW (AP) — Russia won't

attend this week's meeting of

Croup of Seven finance ministers

in Washington because it has not

been granted the status it deserves

in the organization, the head of

the Central Bank said yesterday.

"We've informed our partners

that we aren't w*mg to participate

mi the format we have in the past."

said bank chairman Sergei

Dubtrwn.

The members of the G-7, the

leading industrialized nations of

the world, have brought Russia

into the group to hesp it maintain

its international prestige after the

coiapse of the Soviet Union After

meetings last year, the group was

informally dubbed the C-8 But

while President Boos Yeltsin regu-

larly participates in summits of

heads of state, Russian official!

have been |unior participants in

talks among top economic offi

iiats.

NATION

Lower income people

fare wefl with MA taxes

WASHINGTON (AP) — Two
days before the 1997 tax-filing

deadline, a new study showed that

lower income people do relatively

well when it comes to income
taxes in Massachusetts, which
doesn't tax families below the

poverty line.

But the poor face other financial

obstacles in the high-cost state

According to the liberal Center

on Budget and Policy Priorities,

half the 42 states with income
taxes still impose those taxes on
three- and four-person families liv-

ing at or below the poverty line.

Massachusetts was one of three

states that made changes last year

so that those families don't pay any

state income tax, the study said. In

Massachusetts, a tax credit was
enacted that provides money — up
to several hundred dollars in some
cases — to families who don't earn

enough to owe tax.

The progress states have made
is laudable, " said Nicholas (ohnvon,

co-author of the study. "But what's

truly surprising is that more states

haven't taken advantage of a

strong economy and higher-than-

expected revenues to provide more
tax relief to the working poor."

In Massachusetts, two-parent

families of four begin paying

income tax when they earn

$1 7,400 The federal poverty line is

$16,405. For families of three with

one parent, the income tax kicks in

at $16,400 The poverty line for

those families is $12,804.
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SGA election ratification still up in the air;

decision may not be made for another month
By Jill CarroN

Collegian Staff

The decision to rality Ot nullity the

University ol Massachusetts Student

Government Association (SGA) elec-

lions may not be handed down Ironi

the student juduiaiv t"i a month
According to the SGA constitution

the student judiciary has JO days

from the time of hearing complaints

about the elections to make a deci-

sion. Then the associate speaker ol

the senate has 14 days to hand in the

written decision

Chief I"-" . LaToya Simm* could

not comment on a possible date fot a

decision to be handed down
"It is a long, tedious pro-.

That's about all I can say." Simms
said

Speaker of the senate Peter

Kilbourne said the decision could

come at any time

"I hops- we heat something lyester

dav| or (today) because Chuck
DiMare (Student Legal Services

Office Directing Attorney) is going

on vacation | today | We don't know
il they are deliberating or writing the

report (supporting then decision]

kills, urne said.

DiMare could not be reached foi

comment
The judiciary heard the complaint

April 2 which means the entire

pieceai ol deliberating and writing

the decision could be linished as late

I

May 16.

One complaint petition was filed

by lesse Burchfield and Brenda
Kitzputrick.

They charged former Chancellor ol

I lections. Carlos Alvarez with run-

ning the elections using unconstitu-

tional practices

The primary complaint against

Alvarez was the absence of absentee

ballots at polling places It is written

in the SGA constitution that absen-

tee ballots must be provided at

polling places Because they were
only provided at one polling place

this would make the elections union
stitutional This |v d basis to nullify

the elections.

Because Alvarez had already
resigned as Chancellor of flections

action could not be taken against

him However the elections could be

thrown out il the complaints in the

petition are found to be true

Other complaints included polling

places opening late and only one
elections commissioner manning the

polling places instead of the reunited

two.

It elections are nullified new elec-

tions may not be able to be held this

semester.

"The longer we wait the less likely

it is to re-do the elections this

semester, if these elections are nulli-

fied." Kilbourne said.

Amy Pellegrino. who was voted in

the elections as SGA president, felt a

nullification of the elections would
be counterproductive.

"It seems counterproductive to do
it twice." Pellegrino said.

However. Kilbourne feels there

were too many mistakes made to be

able to ratify the elections.

"The evidence, in my opinion,

points to the fact that there was a lot

of error." Kilbourne said. "The
results are irrelevant. The pr

was unjust.'

Pellegrino was also concerned a

precedent would be set if these elec-

tions were nullified

"II vou throw out these elections

then you might as well have the

third 1 don't know where this might

be going maybe best three out ol

five." Pellegrino said

Kilbourne felt students should not

have been denied a I

"We have proof many students

were denied the right to vote because

we did not provide absentee ballots

Kilbourne said

Kilbourne was also concerned rati-

fication of the elections could lead to

the University being sued

"If one person could prove that

they didn't get to vote they could

get a lawyer and sue us." Kilbourne

said.

The decision of ratification or nul-

lification of the elections could be

further delayed by charges against

Chief justice LaToya Simms that

were discussed at a meeting of the

Rule* ;, n d Ethics Committee last

night

Senator Dan Backer (Commuter
At 1 arge) brought forth allegations

in a petition to the committee that

Simms said she would throw out the

elections.

"LaToya Simms said something to

the effect of I am going to throw out

these elections.'" Backer said in the

petition

Backer sailed for the impeachment
.•I Simms

"I am calling for impeachment if

that is what is required." Backer
said

Simms said she did not make any

comment concerning the elections.

Shadowed
Brendan Hegarty, a senior communication major, studies beneath tree shadows near the School of Management yesterday

Flynn defends himself
Gubernatorial candidate denies Globe story

ON THE INTERNET

s^vyw.uinass.adu/rio/coUjjian

BOSTON (AP) — Describing The
Huston Globe as arrogant, guberna

torial cundidate Ray Flynn denied the

newspaper's allegations that he has a

drinking problem during a Sunday
broadcast of CBS' "60 Minutes."

Flynn defended himself against an

Oct. 1, 1997 Globe article criticizing

both his drinking and work habits

while he served as U.S. ambassador
to the Vatican.

"I think there's certain arrogance

in media." Flynn said during the "60

Minutes" interview at |.|. Foley's pub
in Boston's South End. "1 think the

media is basically out of control I

think they're losing their locus ot

what's important to people.' The 58-

year-old Flynn was mayor of Boston

from 1984 to 1993. served as presi

dent of the U.S. Conference ol

Mayors from 1991-1992. and was
U.S. ambassador to the Vatican.

The Globe said Flynn's imbai
sadorship had been spent "skipping

meetings, shunning much paperwork,

ignoring some important invitations

from his diplomatic peers, and rarely

showing his face at the office for

months at a stretch."

But the focus of the "60 Minutes"
piece was on the paper's decision to

publish reports of Flynn's drinking.

"We understood all along that our

story about former ambassador Flynn

would be controversial." said Globe
Editor Matthew V. Storin. "Given his

impending candidacy for governor at

the time, we were convinced, and

remain so. that publication was in the

public interest
."

The article said former aides often

had to help Flynn get home because he

had too much to drink.

It also said that on Aug. 6. 1997.

Flynn — who was in Boston on vaca-

tion — was seen walking out of a

lest.iutant in the city's North End and

appeared to be "intoxicated... and
walking unsteadily and slurring his

speech."

The reporter. Walter V. Robinson
— who wrote the article and said he

saw Flynn that night — said Flynn

was "Disheveled. His shirt was
untucked. He reeked of alcohol."

"It's not true." Flynn retorted. "Not
as mayor, not at the Vatican, not any-

where has anybody ever said that mc
stopping at a working class pub and
drinking three beers has ever affected

my work ethic."

|oe Sciacca. political editor of the

Boston Herald, said his paper could

find no evidence that Flynn's drink-

ing affected his job as ambassador.
W | sent a reporter, our best politi-

cal reporter, to Rome, right around
the time the Boston Globe was there;

went to every tavern Ray Flynn was
known to frequent, could not develop
— despite our best efforts — informa-

tion that showed it affected his duties

as ambassador. And so we didn't

print it."

He also told "60 Minutes" he didn't

think the Globe was as critical of for-

mer governor William F. Weld.

Smith College lecture to

discuss global warming,

climate changes tonight
By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

Unstable weather patterns

across the country will be among
the topics discussed at tonight's 8

p.m. Smith College lecture. "Have

we created El Nino? The real

story behind global warming and

climate change."

Two guest speakers. Dr. |uan

Leon, director of the Union of

Concerned Scientists and
University of Massachusetts
Geoscience department head
Raymond Bradley will speak on

problems concerning global

warming.

The Union of Concerned
Scientists wrote a statement about

their questions of fossil fuel use

The uses of these fuels: coal, oils

and gas are creating a climate

change, the statement said.

Signed by 1.500 scientists in 65

countries — 109 of whom are

Nobel Prize winners — the stale

ment is being used to aid them in

creating alternative types of ener

gy. said Anita King, member of

the Population Committee of the

Pioneer Valley Sierra Club, who is

sponsoring the lecture.

"They (Union of Concerned

Scientists] are on the forefront of

educating the public in terms of

finding alternative types of fuel."

she said.

Bradley has been studying the

effects of climate change for over

20 years and has focused his

works on climatology and climate

variations.

He has served on various gov-

ernment agencies, including the

inter-governmental panel on cli-

mate change and the international

geosphere and biosphere.

"This lecture is very timely."

King said, referring to the recent

tornadoes in the southern part of

the US. floods on the west coast

and summer-like days in New
England last month.

In addition to the Sierra Club,

the lecture is co-sponsored by the

Project on Women and Social

Change from Smith College, the

Family Planning Council of

Western Mass., Earth Act,

MassPlRG. National Audobon
Society, the Union for Concerned
Scientists, 5-College Peace and
Western Security Studies and the

Smith College President's office.

The lecture begins at 8 p.m. in

the Nielson Library and is free

and open to the public.

"1 have yet to say anything about

the decision of the judiciary," Simms
said. "1 have never said it, never said

u never said it."

A decision of whether to begin

impeachment proceedings against

Simms was tabled to a later meeting

when senators claiming to be wit-

nesses of Simms making the com-
ment can come before the Rulea and
Ethics Committee.

Pellegrino commented on the dam-
age the controversy surrounding the

elections has caused.

"I'm doing my damndest to try to

restore it. If 1 could be just left alone

to tackle the SGA credibility it could

be a great year." Pellegrino said.

Kilbourne also felt SGA credibility

had been damaged.
"We tost a lot respect by students

if we had just allowed them to vote."

Kilbourne said.

Pellegrino has been the acting

president while the decision of the

judiciary is awaited.

"What I have been doing it pro

ceeding as normal. There is a whole

bunch of stuff going on," Pellegrino

said.

At the time of publication, the

judiciary was still meeting regarding

ratification of the election

Challenges

to Pulitzer

on the rise
M W YORK (AP) — At least five

entnes for Pulitzer Prizes this year

were challenged for accuracy or fair-

ness by outside parties during the judg-

ing process, the Pulitzer administrator

said yesterday The number of such

lobbying efforts was greater this year

than any time since the board decided

in 1994 to let Pulitzer juries see outside

challenges, according to Seymour
Topping, administrator of the prizes in

journalism and the arts.

This year's winners are being

announced today.

Pulitzer juries consider hundred* of

entries submitted by newspapers in 14

categories and nominate three for the

coveted prizes The Pulitzer Prize

Board at Columbia University chooses

the winners.

Topping said he personally screens

the challenges and then passes along

those with substance to the juries.

He said the challenges all have been

in the newspaper categories, none in

arts and letters.

The efforts to influence the outcome,

first reported by The New York Timet.

was described as beneficial by some
board members and former jurors.

"I welcome them." said Geneva
Overholser. chairwoman of the

Pulitzer board and ombudsman of The
Washington Post "It's better to hear

about a problem before rather than

after."

"Unless an entry's going to be at the

top of the list, you don't pay attention

to the complaint. If it is. I want to

know everything about it." said board

member Andrew Barnes, editor, presi-

dent and CEO of the St. Petersburg

Times in Florida.

Matt Storin. editor of The Boston

Globe, which entered a series on police

misconduct, said: "Challenges are legit-

imate, but should be withheld until an

entry makes it to the Finals."

The Globe stories prompted a com-
plaining letter from the police depart-

ment to the entire Pulitzer board and

attracted national attention after the

newspaper reported the police had
obtained a copy of the newspaper's

entry, which Storin called a private

document.

Storin said five-member juries bur-

dened with judging as many as 1 50
entries don't have time to consider a

challenge in detail and might use it as a

way to pare the list.

William German, editor of the San
Francisco Chronicle, said he wouldn't

want to encourage complaining letters.

"But part of the rules should be that

whoever's accused is given a chance to

respond. Then trust the jurors and the

board to be just," German said.

The Chronicle submission of a series

on the way disabled children are

assigned to foster care was the target of

a complaint. The other entries chal-

lenged by letter writers were The
Seattle Times stories on reprocessing

of hazardous materials into fertilizer,

The Philadelphia Inquirer series on
financial operations of the board of

Girard College and 77ic Tennessean of

Nashville's stories on environmental

danger around Oak Ridge. Tenn.
Topping and others familiar with the

Pulitzers said they thought the chal-

lenges came because people assumed
certain types of stories were being put

up for prizes.
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Virginia asked to block execution
By Richard CareMi

Associated Prass

WASHINGTON — Secretary of

State Madeleine Albright asked
Virginia's governor to block today's

planned execution of a death-row
inmate from Paraguay, saying she

was .concerned about the "potential

harm" to Americans abroad.

Albright made the request "with

great reluctance" yesterday in a let-

ter to Gov. lames Gilmore. A
spokesman, Mark Miner, said the

governor was reviewing Albright's

request but would wait to see how
the Supreme Court rules in the

MM
But the lustice Department urged

the Supreme Court to allow the exe-

cution of Angel Francisco Brcard to

proceed, despite pleas for a post-

ponement by the government of

Paraguay and the World Court. The
high-level split between two federal

agencies on whether to stay the exe-

cution was outlined in the lustice

Department's brief to the Supreme
Court and was confirmed by State

Department officials.

Albright, in her letter to Gilmore,

fully endorsed the US position

before the World Court but said she

had the "responsibility to bear in

mind the safety of Americans over

seas
"

"I am particularly concerned about

the possible negative consequences

for the many U.S. citizens who live

and travel abroad," Albright wrote.

The immediate execution of Breard

could be seen as a denial by the

United States of international law

and the World Court, she said.

The Justice Department, in its

brief, noted Albright's request to the

governor as a proper exercise of per

suasion in a case where a World

Court order does not provide a basis

for U.S. courts to act.

Breard. a citizen of Paraguay, was

C unvit. ted of the 1992 stabbing death

of Ruth Dickie in her Arlington, Va.,

apartment The World Court said

Breard's case violated a treaty with

Paraguay because that country's con-

sulate was not notified. Whiie

acknowledging that Breard was not

allowed to meet with someone from

the consulate, the lustice filing con

tends "there is no basis for concfud

ing that the assistance of a consular

officer would have changed the out

come of the criminal proceedings.

Beautiful wares
Nazeen Hasan, a sophomore biochemistry major, checks out dresses in the student union concourse yesterday
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Attention Collegian staff:

Candidate's Night for Fall 1998 Editorial positions

will be held tomorrow night at 7 p.m. in the campus
Center Auditorium. Attendance is mandatory for all

staff members. voting will take place thursday and
Friday. Please speak to Chris Stamm or Laura Stock if

you cannot attend.

.
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Hazing investigated

at Kappa Alpha Psi
»y Todd Spongier

Associotad Prass

PRINCESS ANNE. Md — Five

college students were beaten so

severely with wooden paddles and

canes during a two-month fraterni-

ty initiation they had to be hospi-

talized. state police said yesterday

Some of the pledges of Kappa
Alpha Psi at the I niversitv of

Maryland. Eastern Shore under

went surgery last week for cuts and

infections on their buttocks from

being spanked dairy from Feb. 8 to

April 4. according to police and

family members.

"Anyone who would do this to

>o—ww ebe it a vicious animal."

said Cynthia Pinkney. whoae son.

Andre Smith Clemensia. a 19-year-

old from Clinton, was among those

injured.

No arrests have been made.

Yesterday, the university sus-

pended Kappa Alpha Psi. canceling

all the fraternity's activities at the

small, historically black college

until the investigation is complete

The chapter president of Kappa

Alpha Psi told university officials

the injuries occurred at a function

in Baltimore and were not related

to the fraternity's initiation,

according to a release issued by

UMI
Police said one student was

released from the hospital over the

weekend Hospital official* would

not provide any information on the

other students' conditions nor say

whether they were still hospital-

ized.

Richard Snow, executive duet.

tor of Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity

Inc.. based in Philadelphia, said the

fraternity takes hazing very seri-

ously

"We prosecute anyone, or assist

in prosecuting anyone, who partici-

pates in an illegal act under name
of Kappa Alpha Psi." he said.

Kappa Alpha Psi reached a

$2 25 million settlement in

December 1996 with the family of

Michael Davis, who died after

being beaten, body-slammed and

kicked in the chest by fraternity

members at Southeast Missouri

State in February of 1993

SoiMEThiNq Every FmdAy
presents

Not Ready foi* BEdiiwE

PLACERS
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<5 CONGRATULATIONS!
The Department of Biochemistry & Molecular Biology wishes to

acknowledge the following students who were named to the Deans List

-Fall 1997. There were 325 honorees in Arts and Sciences-Natural Sciences

and Mathematics-40 from Biochemistry and Molecular Biology!

>m the UMass Auxiliary Services Department,

fice Chancellor for Student Affairs, and the
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k ANDREWS. Paul S. 99 KEENAN, Brendan G. 99 SAINT LOUIS, Jean P. 00

BANSAL, Ruby 99 • KELLOGG, Adam R. 00 •SCOTT, Brian P. 00

BHAGAT, Madhuri N. 01 • KOSINSK1. Melissa S. 00 • SHANEHSAZ.Piam 00

CADENA, Juan G. 99 • KUROWSKI, Brad G. 99 SHUMWAY, Laurence A. 01

„ CARR. Bethany 01 LEVERENCE, Rachael C 01 STRASSNER, Stephen M, Dl 98

• CELENTANO. Julie M. 01 MARRERO, Gabriel J. 99 • SUSKI, Henry R. 01

DUFU. Kobina N. 01 MCLAUGHLIN. Joseph S. 00 • TURAGA, Srinivas C. 01

EICHENLAUB. Seth S. 00 • MUGO, Mutuhi S. 00 VO, Mi,-., D. 99

ESTAV1LLO, Athena C. 00 * NOYES, Aaron R. 01 WEI.Yu 99

• FREEMAN, Michael F. 01 OLMEZ, Inal 98 * WEITZE, Brian C. 01
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HALEY. Benjamin J.
00 REIBOLD. Rebecca E. 99

^HAMILTON. Brandon G. 00 RODRIGUEZ, Joshann 1. 00 * Indicates Honors

k' Note: Correction of previous published listings _ ^-A^
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Insurability questions raised
By Moggie Jackson

Associated Press

Unexplained hygiene
A toothbrush and paste were found on the sidewalk yesterday by Haigis Mall

For years, executives at Astra USA
pressured women workers for sex

and punished those who objected.

Yet in the midst of its troubles, the

drugmaker was able to buy sexual

harassment insurance.

The company recently agreed to

pay a record $10 million to settle a

harassment lawsuit, restructured its

personnel department and imple

mented sexual harassment training.

Bui the case highlights serious ques

tions raised by the recent corporate

drive to buy harassment insurance.

Are insurers looking closely

enough at the companies they sell

to? Will companies — which spend

up to $500,000 a year on the msur

ance — relax once their coffers are

protected?

"There's a danger that sexual

harassment can become just a cost of

doing business for those who've
invested in insurance coverage," said

lonathan Turley. a law professor at

George Washington University

Companies insured for sexual

harassment will have less incentive

to avoid lawsuits because their legal

costs won't come out of their own
pockets, he said. "Corporate cultures

respond to the bottom line
"

liiNuret David Sterling, mean-
while, believes the industry is lower-

ing its standards of risk assessment

in order to sell more policies "There

are so many insurance companies
competing, those (pre-sale) demands
have dropped." he said Other insur

i disagree.

Muhacl Furgueson. vice president

of Chubb Insurance, said most insur-

ers check a company's programs
carefully. But he said he "can't say

every underwriting process is flaw-

lm in uncovering what goes on in a

company."
Before selling a policy, insurers

typically check company rule* M
sexual harassment, financial state-

ments and past lawsuits or allega

tions. After a policy is sold, some
insurers offer more in-depth advice

on a company's risk of being sued.

At Chubb, underwriters study

handbooks, finances, programs and

litigation trends before making a

sale, although they don't audit com
pany procedures out of concern that

results could be used against the

company in potential lawsuits.

Chubb also offers companies |g|| I

law firms that provide seminars in

harassment - prev en t ion

.

It's not hard to see why companies

are shopping for coverage. Sexual

harassment charges filed with the

Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission rose to 15.889 last year

from 6.88) in 1991. while monetary

settlements paid to victims leaped to

nearly $50 million last year from $7

million seven years ago.

"We're not even chasing people to

buy this coverage." said Sterling, co-

owner of Sterling & Sterling insur

ance brokers in Great Neck. NY.
Sterling has been selling four

policies a week for the last few
months — a period when Paula

lones' sex harrassment lawsuit

against President Clinton made head-

lines before being thrown out of

court A year ago. he sold two poli-

cies a i

Companies don't buy a specific

harassment policy. Rather, they pur-

chase Employment Practices Liability

Insurance, created in the early 1 990s

to cover harassment, wrongful termi-

nation and discrimination Still,

insurers say fears of harassment suns

are driving sales — and the increas-

ing size of the coverage.

Midsize companies that wanted
$2.5 million in coverage last year

now are asking for $10 million lim-

its, said Lisa DeSimone. vice presi

dent of employment practices liabili-

ty at Reliance National itisut.

Companies pay up to $500,000 for

$25 million in coverage, she said

Lor Vincam. a company that pro

vides employees as a longer term ver-

sion i>! temps, the decision kg buy the

insurance meant boosting its prices,

but clients supported the move ~aid

leff lamb vice president ol market-

lag and business development
"Businesses want to know there's

something in back of them should

the unknown occur." he MM
At Astra, harassment ol women

began at least as far bask a~ WMV
according to the Equal I mploymeni
Opportunity Commis-. n \ vear

later, the Westborough Ma" .,,m
pany purchased Employment
Practices liability Insurance The
EEOC began investigating com
plaints from women employees in

I9M
"Our insurance brokets advised us

that this was a trend in the industry

and it was an investment we would
want to consider," said AaM spokes-

woman Ann Gillespie who refused

to name the insurer oi the •>/

the polls v

Protestants avoid Catholic area— a sign of compromising times?
Ry Shown PoyusuHnaV
Astoodad Pr«u

BELFAST. Northern Ireland —
Taking their cue from last week's

sweeping peace accord for Northern

Ireland. Piutcstant marchers avoided a

hostile Catholic: neighborhood yesterday

that has frequently been a sectarian bat-

tleground.

This symbolic start to Northern

Ireland's always divisive "marching sea-

son.* which runs from Easter Monday
to late August, demonstrated the kind

of retreats that will be required for the

peace agreement to survive the coming

months
Police blocked the early morning

march by 20 Apprentice Boys, one of

Northern Ireland's three pro British

Protestant fraternal orders, at a bridge a

few hundred vards from the Catholic

Lower Ormeati neighborhood of south

Belfast

The marchers handed the police

commander a letter of protest But

rather than mounting the kind of

lengthy standoff that in past years has

ended in violence, they and an accom-

panying band immediately boarded a

bus to join another parade in a mostly

Ptutcslant town.

Later, speakers at ApprentK,

rallies condemned the compromises

contained in Ia«t Prtd ord —
which Northern Ireland's largest

Protestant party. David Trimble's Ulster

Unionists, supported

'For Sale?" read one leaflet, picturing

a silhouette of Northern Ireland. It was

handed out to some of the more than

10.000 Apprentice Hi»- rallying at

Balfymena. northwest ol Belfast. "Estate

agent Mr David Trimble and the

Ulster Unionist Party " Many
Protestants oppose key compromise* in

the agreement: That several hundred
Insh Republican Army prisoners will be

released within two years if the IRA's

lulv l^c»7 tru.e holds, that the IRA
allied Saw Fein parry can take part in a

new Northern Ireland Assembly, and

that Assembly must pursue joint policy-

making with the Insh Republic

The agreement accepted by negotia-

tors from the Ulster Unionists. Sinn

Fein and su othet parties has to be

passed in public referendums May - - hi

Nth Northern Ireland and the Irish

Republic Two hard line Protestant par

ties that boycotted the tafcs are already

itmpaignmg far a "no" vote.

The accord also has to be approved

Saturday by the lister L niunists' gov-

erning body the 800 member I Ktcr

Unionist Council And Sinn Fein leader

Gerry Adams says his party's support

depends on approval by its giaisiuoti

members at a Saw Fein conference this

weekend in Dublin

Both Adams and Trimble have been

defending the deal as advancing their

mutually exclusive goals for Adams, to

unite the north with the rest of Ireland

lor Trimble, to ensure Northern

Ireland's continued union with Bntam

"The positives outweigh the prob-

lems." Trimble wrote in yesterday's

Daily Telegraph newspaper. "Despite

Gerry Adams' taunts, we have risen

trom the table with the union stronger

than when we first sat down
"

Should the accord pass all these eke
toral tests. Protestants and Catholics

trying to work together in the new
Assembly will face an immediate chal-

lenge unless Protestant marchers and
Cathobc protester* can resolve their ter

I disputes

Since 1995. protest groups led by

paroled IRA members have tried to

block Protestant parades from pasting

near Catholic Lames in three key con-

frontation zones Belfast's Lower
Ormeau neighborhood. Londonderry's

Bogside district and Portadown's
Garvaghy Road. The Portadown show

down has triggered sustained, wide-

spread violence for the past two hdys —
and Northern Ireland's ponce chief says

this year looks no different.

"There's still scope for tremendous

disorder Thai's the reality of We." said

Chief Constable Ronnie Flanagan "As

we sit at the minute. I don't see much
stgn yet of people coming together

"

Protestant marching groups insist

their parades should offend no one

since they simply celebrate the strength

of their community and its pro- British

evangelical values.

The north's substantial Catholic

minority loathes these parades — com-

plete with fife and drum groups nick

named "kick the pope" bands — as

demonstrations of dominance

In Washington yesterday. George
Mitchell, the architect of the Northern

Ireland peace accord, told President

Clinton the deal could not have been

achieved without his help

Mitchell meeting with Clinton

briefly at the White House sj,j he

hopes the president will visit the region

in the coming months "It it would

help, of course I would be willing to

go. but I think it's important

make that decision yet." Clinton said.

Mitchell former Senate majority

leader, was appointed by Clinton as has

envoy for the peace efforts three years
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Rethinking accountability
This being the day before the

deadline for tax filing, it

might be a good time to

reflect a little about some
of the le-^ visible things the U.S.

PPMMMMM spends our mone> M
We alt know that tax money

our highways maintained,

funds perverted artists, subsidizes

the profits of private corporation*,

military veterans and pro

vides an easy ride for welfare

queens Or at least we've all prob

ably heard that it - M But a report

by Allan Nairn, in the March JO

i»-ue of The Nation, details a less-

er-known use of taxpayer funds:

training Indonesia's military to

mote effective!) kill its civilians.

Indonesia, one of the largest

nations in the world, has been
undergoing some major turmoil

lately. You know all that stuff

about financial markets in Asia

collapsing ' Vvell. a lot of the pres-

sure of the bailout is being
*ed on the common people,

and they're none too happy
loi Suharto's military, a.k.a

ABRI has been getting busy with

beatings, killings, bans on all pub
hi. gatherings and other methods

of intimidating the public to make
sure the people know their place

And. thanks to the conniving ways
ot the Pentagon. ABRI is doing so

with good old American know-
how
ABRI has been killing people for

with plenty of U.S. assis-

tance There were a lot of people

pose of back in 196$ when
ABRI and Suharto came to power,

and thankfully the US govern
men t was there then, handing over

gf names of suspected com-
munists Since 1975. ABRI has

slaughtered over a third of the

population of East Timor, a coun-

donesia took over — again

with I S patronage In 1991. at

least 271 people were killed in a

Tt— " by ABRI: once again, the

Mate Department was there

with political support and reassur-

offi

The United States had been a

major supplier of military hard-

ware to Indonesia over the years.

until Congress forced the White
House to tone it down after the

1991 massacre. We had also

brought members of ABRI over
here to the US to train them in

killing, until Congress rained on
that parade, too, reducing the

training to human rights IHMMM
These lessons were to take place in

classrooms, instead of the field It

seemed as if key elements of U.S.

complicity in ABRI 's bloodshed
were being deleted.

However. Nairn discovered that

the Pentagon is nonetheless run-

ning an even more extensive train-

ing program than the one Congress

eviscerated. ABRI currently
receives direct training from fully

armed U.S. troops, who are flown

over to Indonesia to teach tech
lethal skills as Advanced Sniper

Techniques. Military Operations in

Urban Terrain, and Demolition
and Small Weapons Instruction.

Most of the classes train a part

of ABRI known as the KOPASSUS
Red Berets, a group that tortures

civilians Photos of one specific

unit performing torture have even

been published — a unit that has

been given direct training by U.S.

military personnel This training is

much a thing of the present.

with approximately 20 sessions

scheduled for the remainder of

I9M
Nairn's article is essential — you

should get to the library and read

it yourself I sketch it here to bnng
home this point: We need to con-

sider our role, as taxpayers, in

funding such activities.

Although some of us. as stu-

dents, may not yet be full members
of the taxpaying workforce, nearly

all of us will be soon. And many of

us are working our ways through

school with part time jobs, where
taxes are deducted each week from

our paychecks That money sou

work for but don't get at the end
of the week helps to maintain the

flow of liquid assets the govern-

ment has available.

We all probably know that tax

money often goes to fund activities

we don't like. Remember all the

stink several years back about how
the National Endowment for the

Arts (NEA) was funding work
many thought was obscene? A
huge uproar was created when it

was revealed that Andres
Serrano's work "Piss Christ." a

beautiful photo of a crucifix com-

pletely immersed in urine, had
been produced with NEA support.

Since then, pressure from
Republicans has decreased the aba
of the NEA budget dramatically.

But did you know that the entire

budget of the NEA is smaller than

the amount of money spent on the

Marine Marching Band? And, to

put things in perspective, is it

worse to give money to an artist

who produces one controversial

work, or to train a KOPASSUS
Red Beret who tortures and kills

political enemies?
The military budget, even after

the end of the Cold War. is -.till

docking in at close to 55 percent,

rding to activist Martin
Kelley. If we pay our taxes, we are

participants, willing or unwilling

Calling our senators and represen-

tative to urge their action on spe

cific issues, like the ABRI training,

or on larger issues, such as cutting

military spending, are options,

thev might even have some small

impact Eor those who prefer to

refuse their cooperation more
directly, not paying the percentage

of taxes that fund the military is a

path many have chosen. These war
tax resisters even include a num-
ber of organized religious groups
— see

http://www.n0nvi0lence.0rg//wtr/

Whatever your preference, at lax

time just don't forget that it 1* fM
and I who pay for, and are respon-

sible for monitoring, what our gov-

ernment doe*

Daniel Budah U a Collegian
columnist.

duti control

column off the

mark

I am writing in response to lulie

Fialkow's column on gun control

which recently appeared in the Daily

Collegia" (April 2)

I am ashamed that our press would
even print such an article I was par-

ticularly offended by the first two
sentences, which read: "Every time a

gun in this country is sold, a free gift

certificate tor sterilization should be
given with 11 That way we could be
«. cured that people with guns
couldn't bear any children."

w h> • are you to say something like

this'' Mv father owns firearms, his

father and many other upstanding
American citi/ens |own firearms].

Your article portrays gun owners to

be barbaric and stupid. While some
people who own guns are not rocket

scientists m> father is a doctor and I

am an engineering student. I don't

feel we fit into your stereotype.

Yea sarcastic comments were also

far from amusing. If you really care

to know why people in (onesboro
own guns, ask yourself, why do peo-

1 n baseball bats? To participate

in a spun not to injure people That

goes the same for gun owners. Not
vou say "protect themselves

tioin the Arkansas chapter of the

c ivpti and the Bloods " or "in case

theii chickens want to step to them."

but to target shoot for enjoyment.

rv time an incident like this

occurs, we all point our fingers at

guns. Eor the record, I'd like to point

out (hat guns don't kill people, peo-

ple kill people. As far as penalizing

all gun owners for the actions of a

select few. that is ridiculous. Why
not create stricter penalties and actu-

all\ enforce them (eye for an eye...).

Letters to the Editor

By taking away my guns. I am left at

the mercy of any criminal who can

get his hands on a firearm

Michael H. Brcisch

Southwest

Thanks to

UMass Crew

To the editor:

The board of Directors of the

Amherst Survival Center would like

to acknowledge and to thank the

UMass Crew Team for their generous

gift of $ 1 .000 to the Center.

The gift was presented to Vange
•tt. Director of the Amherst

Survival Center at the 1998 Crew
Team Banquet that was held in

March. The banquet was held to rec-

ognize the women and men who
strive to continue the tradition of

hard work and dedication to the

sport of rowing.

For the last 50 years, the Crew
teams have inducted a new member
into the 1871 club. This year Scott

|ason. of the Riverdale Boat Cluh of

Boston, was inducted. Scott won
senior events at the Royal Canadian

Henley Regatta, and finished second

at the American Rowing
Championships.

The club was established to recog-

nize the "on the water" accomplish-

ments of men and women in pursuit

of rowing excellence beyond the

UMass Crew. Induction requires

being named to the U.S. National

Team, or a victory in a senior or elite

national championship event.

The contribution would have been

spent on party favors at the annual

banquet, but in lieu of favors, the

Crew Team chose to contribute to

the Amherst Survival Center. The
Survival Center is a non-profit orga-

nization that provides emergency

food and clothing, information and
referrals to those in Amherst and
nearby town-

The I Mas- community and the

families of the Crew are fortunate

enough to have young men and
women of such character Their self-

less acts of kindness and compassion

to those in need in the community
are to be applauded

Michael I Hayncs
Amherst Survival Center

Disney
merchandise:
sweatshop
produced?

To the editor:

In response to jason Eiseman's edi

tonal (4/10). I'd like to point out

that behind the brightly colored
facade of Disney's pro-children and
pro-"happiness" imagery lurks some-

thing far more wicked than the sub-

version of folktales sweatshops.

Disney sweatshirts, stuffed animals

and assorted paraphernalia are all

manufactured under deplorable
working conditions by small children

in third world countries According

to UNITE (the garment workers
union) workers in Disney's sweat-

shops would have to labor for 1 56
years to earn what Disney CEO
Michael Eisner pays himself in one
hour. A most alarming statistic and
surely an even better reason to boy-

cott not only Disney movies, but also

Disney theme parks and merchan-

dise. Disney represents something
that needs to be labelled far more
harshly than "not so innocent." I per-

sonally prefer "evil."

Kristy King
Amherst

We encourage our readers to respond fo the confeMfWHe Colleaien through letters to the editor.

Letters must be typed, no more than 400 words Ions, and include name, address and Phone number
for confirmation purposes.

They can be submitted by mail to Ed/Op Editor. Daily Collegian. 113 Campus Center. UMass.
Amherst MA 01003: by email to letters oitvms.oit.umass.edu: or by fax to f 4-1 3 J 545-1592.

The Colleaiar) reserves the riant to edit letters for length, clarify and style.

English only
__ nglish only; somebody messed up when they

1-4 P ul 'hose two words together." So began
l^i Edward lames Olmos in his speech to UMass

students two weeks ago. These words have
stuck in my mind, as they should in yours. Olmos con-

tinued, saying that he didn't feel bad for those individ-

uals who spoke English only; that he didn't feel bad for

(heir children, but that he did feel

bad for their children's children.

At that point. I was reminded of

the debates that occurred in

California concerning the possibility

of enforcing Spanish as the second
official language and the subsequent

uprising in opposition which
drowned out the advocates for this

cause. "How could the United States

of America, in the 20th century,

constitute and implement a second
language on a national scale that is

not a dialect of the language spoken

by its former colonizers?" oppo- sssssssssssssssssssssl

nents asked.

And I ask you. "How could the most international

country on the face of this earth, where every single

ethnic origin is in existence and where 99 percent ol

(he world's languages are spoken, be English only?"

On this campus alone. I cannot walk around for

more than an hour without hearing or seeing the inter-

act ion between two or more people in an oral language

(hat is different from the one which is acknowledged as

the national one. There are times when it even takes me
a few minutes to identify what foreign language is

being spoken. This brings about the issue of whether it

is the language that is foreign or whether it is I who am
foreign to the language.

Some view this fact with admiration These students

are promoting a situation which is dynamic in explor-

ing alternative means of communication It allows

those who have not had the opportunity to explore

another language to do so on a more practical level

than that which is available at the high school level. It

is now clear that the problem is perhaps on a larger

scale and concerns the motivation behind providing

language on the school syllabus at the high school
level The students represent a larger portion of people

within the population who are not native to the United

States.

Language is a means through which culture is per-

petuated. Demoting the formalizing of another lan-

guage in a nation such as this one tells people they are

expected to denounce all that defines them as individu

als. all that derives from their family heritage and from
those who they are descended from, in order to con-

form to that which is "American
"

As the world becomes a global market, is it not impor

tant that an American businesswoman be able to commu
nicaic with her partner from Nauru in establishing a deal

with a Burmese businessman to market umbrellas in

"This brings about

the issue of whether it

is the language that is

foreign or whether it is

I who am foreign to

the language.

"

Muliku 1 .il.iw a

by the formal educational system and wishes to live or

work in the West, speaks his native tongue, the language

of his respective colonizer and English. Likewise, a Swiss

man is considered abnormal if he is fluent in only one

language, while living in a country where there are sub

stantial groups of people who speak a total of four main

languages. In lapan, every student is taught in English

from the first grade They are expected

to speak lapanese and to take an addi

tional language course. I encounter

immense difficulty in my attempt to

identity the drawbacks of such situa

tions

Before moving on, it is necessary

that we acknowledge that this land at

distinct in the fact that we don't have

to travel back in history for very long

before we find that we are all foreign

10 11 In our debates to have a range

of European languages spoken in this

country, we fail to see two very big

sssssssssssssssssssal points For one thing, in selecting

another language that could potential

ly be the second official language, it is unclear what that

language should be Why are we even arguing to have

Spanish as a second official language when one in five

people on the face of this earth speak Mandarin? If it is

about proportionate population numbers, the advocates

for Spanish can again be overruled, for the simple rea

son that the tendency to have large immigrant
Spanish speaking populations is mainly a reality in spe-

cific American states; which, let's not forget, were

seized from Mexico in the first place

There is another issue that has to be addressed This

approach appears to be a very patronizing one. but what

about the Native Americans? If we are all about perprt

uating a culture that respects the citizens of this great

nation, then why is it that the only visible aspects of

Native American origin and cultural heritage today are

derogatory or used in a manner that severely disrespects

the people and their ancestors? Have they not been the

only true citizens by birth''

I had a series of discussions with various students on

this campus who had a wide range of views One was.

"You can't fully understand what you are. without

understanding what you are not * So were the words of

Lia Wong If we all conformed to the "English Only'

speaking personality that is encouraged, then sure

enough we will be promoting the idea of the melting

pot mentality that presides over American society. At

the same time, is it not the practice of seclusion and
consequent exclusion of everyone else, if people arrive

in this country and live within their own communities

and celebrate their own cultures among themselves?

I leave you with this If all was light, there would be

no appreciation of it. as there would be nothing to com
pare it to. Not only is there a necessity for both light

and darkness, but a must be recognized that each pos-

sesses its own beaut)

Bangladesh? An individual from Africa who is educated Halika Tafawa is a UMass student

Book of love
Relationships Maybe you've

been in one. maybe you
haven't. If you've been in

one. you know how tough they can

be once they pass that line from
being a lust thing to a love thing In

fact, many romances self-destruct at

that point, because
those involved have a

hard time dealing
with the everyday
traits that make up
their significant other

when the benefit of
sex isn't there to

sweeten things (let's

be honest, we're all

willing to deal with
some attitude prob-

lems for a good roll in

the hay).

Well, as a man in a

long distance, long-term relation-

ship. I feel that I can make some
statements (at least from a male
point of view, which, while not nec-

essarily right, is the only point of

view I can biologically have), that

can be thought of as basic, general-

ized laws of interaction between the

man and the women — or man and

man. or woman and woman, what-

ever — in a relationship.

Now. while many of you out there

— mostly from the female popula-

tion — are prepared for some sexist,

biased nonsense and have angry let-

ters to the editor already partially

finished. I'd like to include a little

pre-attack defense. First of all. I'm

not planning to make the women
look like evil people, and I'm not

planning to make the men look like

wonderful people. I realize that both

are quite often not the case. 1 just

want to write what I have seen in my
experiences with the girl I love (her

name is Alison, by the way). If you
really love someone, after all, you
can recognize their faults (not that

I'm writing all about faults) objec-

tively and still adore them as a

whole.

And even if I was planning some

all-out assault on the female gender,

it's not like it would be an unpro
voked attack. I don't know how
many articles in newspapers and
magazines I've read that make over-

ly blatant, sexist statements like "All

men are pigs/rats/insects." and back

that ignorant state-

ment up with the
shady dealings of two
or three members of

a significantly larger

male population.

Anyway, without
further ado. Koenig's

Laws on
Relationships (from a

male point of view):

Law 91: Women
tend to like flowers

Some will claim oth-

erwise in an attempt

to seem as though they're different,

but they are most likely just hiding

the truth. There's something about

pretty plants that die within a week
but cost an arm and a leg that they

find attractive. Guys, buy the damn
flowers. There's something to be
said for letting the girl know you
appreciate her. and if you don't,

then let her go before people get

hurt and eyes get poked out and
whatnot.

Law #2 If you are a male arguing

with a significant other, you are

wrong and will apologize. Even if

you are right, you are wrong and
will apologize. Your only hope for

any sort of victory in an argument
against a female counterpart is to try

and get her to apologize, too.

Law #J. Women tend to like

chocolate. More than they tend to

like flowers by a long shot. I'm not

sure what it is about that stuff, but

when I choose butterscotch lopping

for my ice cream sundae over hot

fudge, females look at me like I have

two heads

Law 94: They might try to deny it,

but there's no use: females are com-
pletely different people during PMS.
It's a touchy subject, but it's true.

Three out of the four weeks of the

month, women can handle anything

just short of being completely berat-

ed (not that I completely berate my
love), but that fourth week — oh my
God If you say hello with a mildly

incorrect intonation in your voice,

prepare for a verbal slaughter of

you. your character, your habits, and
your sensitivity. This viscous lashing

is often followed by crying, so while

you are still reeling from being
attacked from all angles, you have to

console her.

Law #5; Compromising consists

of the two of you suggesting options

you know you'd like in a desperate

hope that the other will give in. Case
in point; my girlfriend and I will go

to a video rental store. She'd point

out Fools Rush In and I'd counter
with Broken Arrow Then she'll

"compromise" to Up Close A
Personal and I "compromise" to

Face/Off.

Law #6. There must be some kind

of sex life there. Yeah, we'll all say

that we'd love them anyway — and
we might — but things are so much
more difficult when you're both sex-

ually frustrated Dry spells are nor-

mal, but if your significant other
repulses you for too long, it's time to

move on.

Law 97: This is the last law. and
is kind of a continuation of Law #6.

A good relationship is a trilogy of
qualities: love, sex, and friendship

If you love the person and you are

great friends, but you aren't turned
on by them, then that person is

known as your sibling. If you are

friends with someone and you occa-
sionally screw around with that per-

son, but do not love them, then you
are just horny. And. if you love a

person and sleep with that one, but
can't stand to be around them when
not shagging... well, you won't
make it far. You've got to sincerely

have all three. Then, you'll be in the

perfect romance.
Seth Koenig is a Collegian staff

member.
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Roc stays in the old school Pood for the soul in charismatic film
"Ain't no party like an Ugli kids

art) " MR) that truck is Mill -tuck

in my head, it might have to make
the list of butterlicious summer
tuckc that'll be out next week.

• Fotgc-i about the new A Tribe
Called Quesl album. ^B̂ B___
h'l not coming out till

the ciul of (he sumniei __^_^__
• An \ one hear lie

La Soul and lungle Brothers on the

Piopcllerheads album'' I don t know,

I in -nil not -old on the whole techno
and rap thing. Although lungle
Kiothei- chow oil MM -kill by keep-

ing up to one ol the la-le-l tracks

..mi make- me kind ol miss the
lu Schnickens.

• IIku - a British import single

tc.miniy Ie\a- and Wu- Tane
diiced b\ the RZA The track i- hot

and while Method Man'* rhymes are

Lacking, the combination of him with

a gieal tenule vocalist has got me
open in the -Jine way him and Man

'ape of the spring is here, and

Aditrn 1 )lu",ac z

no surprise it's by Roc Ruida Stuck

in the Old School, is the name of ii

and you should bus it or forget about

hip hop. This tape is where it's at.

strictly old school that pieces thai

Raida is definitely putting in work

^^^mmmmm The man has been dig

ging in ihe crates to

find some obscuie
beats that wil have

your head nodding and a kool aid

-mile pasled to your face. Whal i-

uniu/ing uhoui ihi- lape i- thai it

lack- iho-e -uie hie hit- that can
save a mix tape, and it -till comas off

like Anthony Mason in the lane He
mice- in funk, -oul and the C | Id

tru-h brothers and makes you wish

>ou weie there when it all started

I in not going to get into a battle osei

whose the greatest of all tune, and I

know a lot ol sou think it was settled

Jtlet the \ Men lim-ible .SctjKh

Pkkle- battk-. but I'll lease sou with

tin- I gel chill- esets Unit I pick

up a new Roc Ralda tape hi - top

billing.

Sow. I'd like to show lose to you
and the underground by letting you
all in a little Mcret called Dujeous?
Don't worry. 1 can't pronounce it

either. Whal I can do i- toil sou that

you need to knoss about these kids.

Hailing from the Bronx, New
York, you know the place that gave

birth lo hip hop. thi- is one of the

ino-l creattse group- I have ever

heard While the group lack- a l)|. it

feature- drum-, guitar, bass, trumpet,

and a digeridoo Dujeou-'' aie like a

soung Roots but while (he Roots use

hse instrument- to recn.se t hip hop
ihe-e guys go off into some

jams If sou combined (he coolness

of Ihgablc Planets, the live affects of

|a//ma(a//. and the cieativeness of

If—ilk lisc sou'd hase this group
While (he group does show some
glossing pains, especialls esideni on

the Ii th groups like Black

I'ea- making some noise there

i- no MM lo keep ihese cats in the

Turn to UMAN. PQQS) 6

In City of Angels. Nicolas Cage looking like a cuKist in a gushy trance, plays iweet-natured Seth, ar

cated to guiding the recently deceased up to heaven.

i. i

By Bryan McAftster

Colston Staff

• V

«

QTYOFANGBS
Direcssd by brad Smarting

wtaS Nicolos Cone Mag Ryan Derma
Franz

Ptoytng or Harnpihtra Six Tneotsrs

Rain pitter-patters the windows a*

Mef Ryan, alone and seaming, mas-

sage* her neck and close* her crystal

blue eye> The solemn lyrics of Sarah
McLachlan - "Angel" provide (he

background ballad And the comfort

tng embrace ol Nicolas Cage helps her

tal into a magical sleep It - th.

sensual scene in dry of Angels, the

new ultra

ctV in

that's also an exer

i pk-j-urv

•ilm

than ai

Pari. and Pals — and

doubt Trey Parker and Matt Stone
would have a field day with a satiriza

lion

It I was in a different moid I might

make fun of C'ify ofAngels too. But the

film is M0 charismatic to take with a

light heart It doesn't nearly reach the

trenching heights of flMaar.
Ghost or any other soul-mate feat, but

it does stand tal. Kteraoy Black-coal

cd angeb watch and contemplate from

atop Diaooarat mo train- ugnts as

msh by below them
I torn the lush sea-scapes to the beau

rifutty cluttered Los Angeles sky-scrap-

ers and highwa • Angels is

food for the soul — HoBywood- bod.

d course.

Cage looking like a cuius! in a

gush) trance, plays sweet- natured
angel dedicated to guiding the

recently deceased up to heas.

wonts to know what the best thing

/ v.* *

A great night of ja

L

iov unique evening of film and |«ur when the fine Aru Center's Center Senei presents "A Great Day m
Harlem, this Thursday at 8 p m in Bowker Auditorium

CHECK OUT A GREAT CLASS!

—
I () R th, I I) I < \ I a iid K I s I \ R ( 1 1 ( \ I I .

«4r« V'"»

s»-aVo*
sTM

^•sSVVX cty-rrsxN^

>i*'1l^-

PAIN KILLER.
Ft

in last irln-1 Irom the nagging ache ol taxes, wc

mrnc) TIAA-CRKP SRAa SRAs are lax

.Irlriinl annuities that lan help you Imilil .1. Union.

J

Won thai can rnakr the (inference between

living and living n*7/ in retirement

( onlrihutinns to SRAs are conveniently deducted

Irom your salary' on a pretax basis. The result 9 ,Moi.-

money invested PsWSf taxes now And since investment

Marred until vou receive them as

in. mm . ibe money \ on don't send tu Washington can

Work SVM b.irdei lot you

What else do SRAs oiler ' A lull i.inge ol in\Tstment

choices. .1 belptul loan leature, anil the Imancial expertise

of TIAA-CRKK the worloTa largest retirement system.*

Nov. More Ways to Meet Yssur t .....I-

Today TIAA CREI • an belp you meet even more

"il nun linan, tal i.l-ir. iKe-, with IRAs, mutual liuid-

and more. We'll help vim atlas 1 tbe dilution- that -ml

com 111 cl- Yi-it yiuil lienel'll- oll'i. e or i all us at

I 800 H-ra-2776 to learn more

I )i 11 linl.n it 1 ouldn'l hurt.

\ i-it uc on the Internet a( svww.tiaa-crcf.org

Ensuring the future

for those who shape ft."

tX

'*•* ] "umancrirw-nl

IIAM HI M 1 hr TIAA Real hat*r» V<
1 „ r .tvarr-»«n.lr, )

^nsr. 15. ,xl .'1609 km rfc
r«OOp»UIMM K»«l ihrm s *•, l<

rilnrrruitHssn.

1 'ISIC

=

about life 1- I'diamas u little girl

wntchiti(! her family deal with her

death, fittingly rrplie- Hmmm
sparse in this mood-soaked idsaTl
ma. but when it comes it - tinted pei

feeds

Se(h and fellow angel Andre
Braugfver (TV s -HomKide~i -seem to

be content with thi* ethereal UK
you get to appear and disappear when
eser vou want Keel no pain Hear
music at sunset by the beach Spy on
Meg Ryan taking a bath
Don leoaaks. this Isn't the

voyeuristic male fantasy thjt

mighi have suggested Thi-

film When Seth si iriing

patient at the city ho-piul \v

lock onto Dr Maggie Rke (Rvanl. and
m a truls other workllv tmirk-nt. she

setaii to look right .it him to. Sethi*

atalinl by (his .Angel
,
posed

lobe seen by humom unless the angd
desires it IV-ire. though
what Seth dese-lop- foi M.i|? f

soon makes hinise-lf truly si-ible to her

but finds thai his inabilits to led her

louch. her -mell and hi-i pn
leaves him aching Maggie, meanwhile
is fed up with her dull boyfnend and
lakes 10 Cage's understandinv

SsKckssTiiii: dam
faataj Ci

Turn to CRY. PQQO6

Peer Health Educators. .

.

...Uira ibout cool ttuff

...teiel. st/orkihopt in the retidence halls ana* Greek aree.

...five out condoms ind ether goodies at

tha Campus Center and special events.

...Make new (needs.

...MAKE A DIFFERENCE!

PUR HEALTH EDUCATION I & II

PUBLIC HEALTH 213/214 or EDUCATION 213/214

6 Credits - 2 Semester Commiimeni Required

ATTEND AN INFORMATION SESSION:
Tuesday - Aprtl M,Noon- 1pm, topw Center Room 16S - 1W

Wtshwday- April 15, 800 -8:30 pm, Canpus Center Room 80S- 809

tor more ioformitioo call lauri Tarkovsky at 577-5181.

TO,
'Si

Nov'
Ummer s
coming 1

. (JUas* TttsVstj 9mmt\ AaW
V,l« Pca>»i«_

DUBLIN $449
ROME $389

LONDON $298
1 , 'tis tat «tva» -iz» u» ao ae :atijh
f.

-a***, awajpwi ***u

Ii7Vi7vr/
>fcil

CtCI Caaaril aa bntwaaii
U Maniaml ttiSaap

P £4 Main Street

L Amherst

[(413) 256-1261

women in JAW
a Conference tor women Interested in i.<)\\

loin us on Friday, April 17, 1998, to

find out how women un make tlu-ir

dreams of being a lawyer a rcalih

Discover Ihe challenges and rewards

ol a legal career through an exuling

panel discussion and the ke> note

address by Shannon faulkner plaintiff

faulkncr i like ( itinlvl Pre Registration

is required by April 10, l
l'9H The event

is free. To register, uill the Office of

Admissions m\ Western Nets. I ngland

School of law at (4 I'M 782 1 40b

HrJtTfc! K \\<nltk. ruiht.

ifximrs Shanaan

Ftmlkner to-ntrrl Stat flSJ

l harlf\ton Si. Federal

i ourt m Vl.ii /<W
I'ruti sMir IiviM joined

t>U- \\c\tcrn \i« iHg/mni

i istnBt School

.'I Iijh forvJrt

mini/ NC-
Western
New England
College

School of Law

Friday, April 17,1998
2:30 to7:OOp.m.
•Vutern New England college School ol I .n%

1215 Wilbraham Road, Springfield M.iss.h Inisetts

Keynote <ukir(\ss by
Shannon Faulkner
Call (413) 782-1406 to register.

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC • FREE OF CHARGE

SpOMOnd h\ Hie Western New tnglanil Coltfa School nl

Law Admissions Office and the Women s I aw Association
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continued from page 10

play desperately tries to catch up.

These early scenes between the two

lovers go both north and south. North,

because of the star power; south,

because Dana Steven's script never

knows quite what to do.

For instance, why does Maggie

never seem to wonder where Seth

comes from? She just sevtns to accept

it when he pops out of nowhere, but

later can't handle his secret origin.

Furiously. Maggie tries to cut Seth to

Me if he bleeds, and finds a pictuic

with Seth mysteriously blutTed out >>!

it All of this is done so the two

pop-Thespians can cry and light, then

make up with clear lakes and Mi
tires in the background This is all fine

except there's no mystery, no sus

pense. We know exactly what Seth will

do when confronted with the idea of

becoming human.

(irv ofAngela is based on the clank

l*»88 Wun JtmSmn tale Winga of

Desire, a treatise on humanity and

spirituality that stretched film com en

tions. Angela instead builds up the k>vc

affair, making like a paperback,

romance with good acting and a •«. i

ence -fiction spin

M'mgj of Dtsin invoked a poetic

atmosphere that ( it\ of Angela smartlv

-teals I'oni Gubriel Y a red - iingl>

couansv cmh ci»Mao

A Hope and Dream Explosion extraordinaire

Having |ust released their siellar Repnse debut. Drill Team have hit the road They ptay the Iron Horse in

Northampton tonight The show is at 8 p.m. Listen to 99.3 or call 584- 0610 for tickets.

C7£e 0^/rs/ Annual
Commencement Jjall

Jriday, May 22. 199S from 8 00pm to I OOam

7:00pm Coci/a//Jfour in t/ie '7*iano L ounye

6:00pm JITustc A Oancina

$23.00per /Wson

7>lavk 7n> ' Jfilionai

lo ardor ticjtehfor tie 7ialf. phase call the Htumm 0//«v at HS-% lit 7,cAet, may

obtained at the C 'amp; i ( Center ( SmhmtM Le< .7from Uprit 1 lt/i to the 14/A.

a/to be

A World of Choices!
Broaden your world view

at UMass Boston.

Your choices include

• undergraduate and graduate

study with an exceptional

faculty

• morning, midday, afternoon,

and evening classes

• over 500 course sections

• summer programs in

Mexico. Haiti, Ireland,

and Vietnam

• sessions starting May 26,

June 29, and July 13

• mail, phone, fax, and

walk-in registration

piano score is juxtaposed with the

peerless photography of )ohn Seale to

create a metaphysical tone that is so

popular these days, from the music ol

Madonna to the abundance of angel

shows parading our weekend televi-

-loll -ct>

And who is more angelic than Meg
Ryan'.' Here, with clevei restraint, she

plays a more uptight character one

troubled by her profession and place in

lite When --he mysterious!) loses a

patient one day after making no mis

takes, s|ye thinks her life is out of her

control Ot course, she's partly right

It's a clever move on the movie's part

when it stays in charactci even

when Ryan's dream- come true, she

can't get over her need to ride a bike in

sell contained bliss.

One of the themes of dry of .-tiigWs

lone that Christianity might have a bit

1 .1 ,i problem with, but '90's audiences

will eat up) is to enjoy — rathei

in — the pleasures olTile whiU it last-

ieth's friend Nathan Me r
,

played with some much needed spunk

Minis Franz of "NYPD Blue."

|bbbj pleasure- include a healthy alack

Of pancake- fa Cage, the pleasure is

all Meg And who can blame him

Luckily. Cage overcome* his early

blandnes* and lulls evidence- his

-eno comic tulent- in the movie -

surging third act. Those last 40 mm
ute- a.e somehow the Mm - l'e-l

de-pite then staggering predictability

Cage almost make- up KM fa enliie

movie - -tumbling along fa vvav

tllv of Angtit i- an odd cd-

ail hou-e premise -ui rounded In I

pop culture cuerioi lot I director

we have Brad Silbciling. who-e fl

tilm ellort wa- CnfMr, anothei B>

movie pretending to deal with lite and

death without evet really dome

Siav awav il tin- guv evei attempts

remake Kergman ol Hitchcock

But ll vou have a hopelessly loinai.

Ik guliiieiid. oi i gullible boyfriend

don't -tav awav liom ( it) ' I

When the in-rediblv inv-tk new -ingle

from Mam- Moii-elU (rem, ring hour

on top ot world heaven herself)

,wl- over the end credits and

leave fa theater Aon t bt -mpn-ed H

soui significant olhei turn- .nmind |u-i

il there's an angeh- being

lowing him/her It - the -piniu.il V
wav ol conquering loncli

course, tlu- inav prompt a huge tlghi

"Who - > important " Hie BJBJ

me?"
Id -av vou could make up in

fireplace and a lake but fal am) hapv

pen- in the movies B-

urban
conNnued from page 10

bjejej

Oh yeah, did I even mention the

lyrics, cause they're kind of dope On
"Curiosity." they wonder "Cur

killed the cat. but who killed rap1
"

They then contemplate how much
better a united hip hop scene would

be. instead of one where everyone is

beeling over the cheddar on

"Currency " The tape was put out by

Wax Poetic Productions who write

"Our intent is to promote free

Come to 113 Campu

expression oiler support lor it- expo

sure and further the education of the

people " In other word- tk

doing what all hip-hop artists should

be -triving to do Du)eous? are doing

a college tour -o check them out if

Vou van

To help you know what's going on

I'm providing you with a list of some

of the lop niiv. tape- they have at the

I Room in Amherst Andrew

(mm the Grow Room has been kind

enough to
|

with a

go pick them up and vou CM

-oineth.ng 10 bump in thi-

weathei

77,, id i 'i in.

Old aVfaoi Urn Killf

" '-'

ni>r „hi , ba nu\ iv

M Ofajp egiau
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Look for your ballot in tomorrow's Collegian

and vote on UMass' Best

Enter to win a dinner for two!

See tomorrow's Collegian for details.

fP i o f e s s o YfG I i*rj s L, »Wp o cl c o c k
Proiressor Chris i~ Woodcock

Interested? Here's how to get in touch.

Tel 617 287 7904 Mail

Fax: 617 287.7922

Email: dce@umbsky.cc.umb.edu

Web: www.conted.umb.edu

UMass Boston Summer Sessions

Division of Continuing Education

100 Mornssey Blvd

Boston, MA 02125-3393

Uvf

Stfift address

City ittti. tip
Boston's Public University

is being reviewed this Spring for reappohattneni fa Department Chair.

To assist the Bioligy Department Personnel Committee in evaluating his

performance over the past three years, we wotiM greatly appreciate input from the

University and Five College coramunuty.

Please give your title and department, as welt.

Send your signed responses by April 20, 19*8 to:

Dr. R. Thomas Zoeller

Biology Department
Morrill Science Center

University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01003

NFL draft tackles who will be Number 1
By Pool Teves

Colragian Staff

New York, in April, what is it? It's

the National Football League Draft.

This year's version takes place on April

18 and 19

The draft should pro-

vide every hard tore NFL
fan with their Till of a. lion

in two days to keep them
satisfied until August

.

Lets start with the fir-i

big debate — who goes No 1 Should

it be Tennessee's quarterback Peyton

Manning. i>i his Washington St coun
terpart Ryan Leaf? If history i-- any

thing to go by. Manning MS only be

compared with his predecessor llcuth

Shuler from Tennessee, while Leal' can

be compared with WSL alum Drew
Bledsoe

The Colts are expected to select

Manning The signal caller has visited

Colts management and camp and has

been in to see team doctors to dear his

previously injured knee Manning h
the money guy, and the Colls have

banked on that as Paul lustin is expect

ed to sign with another team, and with

last year's starter |im Harbaugh being

traded to the Baltimore Ravens
Meaning that Manning is the

do-or-die for the Colts

How lucky are the San Diego
Chargers who own the second pick to

open the possibility to choose Leaf?

He it a young energetic quarterback

with all the skills to perforin al the

next level l-caf has a \ery good chance

at being the prize of the draft Leaf fits

nicely in San Diego because former

atarter Stan Humphries looks ready to

call it a career after suffering his sixth

uukm last season in a limited

amount of time

By this time next year, the Arizona

Cardinals might have won the award

for most unpriced team Here r- »h\

Paul lew*

they have had an incredible off season

in the free agent market, and the mar-

ket has not even begun to heat up. The

Cardinals resigned receiver Frank

Sanders to a five-year deal. Arizona

could have potentially signed a possi-

ble free agent steal in

Eric Metcalf, and

Mario Bates another

paaaJblt steal at run

i nng back.

The move that took

the cake was the trade

of their 64th overall pick to the New
York lets for Adrian Murrell. who is a

1 .000 yard rusher, and a seventh

round pick finally, they have the third

overall, which means that now that

then running back needs are filled they

can draft the best defensive linemen in

the draft, Andre Wadsworth from
Florida M
Who will take the Heisman Trophy

\v inner Charles Woodson liom

Michigan'' The Oakland Raideis will

with the fourth pick because Al Davis

is in love with this young man's athlet

h abilitv

I lie ( In. ago Bears are in a really

tough position They're really not l»«'k

i running backs, having just

signed Kdgar Bennett to a huge deal,

and with Curtis Conway still there.

ion t need Randy Moss I he

Basin aie baa] looking to trade down
for a quality player, or several picks,

which might be the best thing for this

-truggling franchise.

' releasing Lawrence Phillips

bast season, the Rams are looking to

diatt the pride of a very deep running

back cou- which i> Curn> fins from

Perm St. Eras should spark an already

potent group of underachievers

The hapless and hopeless Saints will

make any easy decision which will

include dialling Randy Mo»* from
Marshall I aJaajsjBj This is the best

pick. Mike Ditka could make at the

spot, and even he can't screw this one

up by saying he is in search of better

defense.

Lets talk some of the first round
pluses. Vonnie Holliday, who was the

leader of the incredible North Carolina

defense, could be a huge addition to

either the Cowboy's roster or

Jacksonville's, but laguars are looking

to trade up for Wadsworth.

The Carolina Panthers need to work

on both of their lines, but they did that

when they went out and signed Sean

Gilbert away from the Washington
Redskins They will probably look for

more line help later in the draft. The

Redskins in turn for their loss will get

Carolina's 14th pick where they will

either select Grant Winstrom. DE
from Nebraska if he slips, but will

probably draft Greg EIHs, a defensive

end from North Carolina

The New England Patriots have an

evcelleni situation fur this years drati

The Pats have their own three picks in

the first three rounds, they receive the

|a|j second round pick this \ear for

Bill Parcells leaving and the jets tir-i

and third round pick* thi* sear in

compensation for Curtis Martin who
signed a six-year $36 million deal

with the lets The Patriots have 6 of

the top 82 picks in a very deep draft

Coach Carroll's team might want to

begin in the first round with either

Fred Taylor, the running back from

Florida, or Robert Edwards the back

out of Georgia This is the plan if

negotiations break down with the

Bean for the fifth pick overall If the

Pats keep their 22nd pick they are

likely to select Tebucky |ones. a defen-

sive back who really has all the skills

Various team owners around the

league compare the Patriots situation

this year to that of the Dalla*

Cowboys when they received all those

picks for Herschel Walker The minor

JitlcteiKe \- the Patriot* already are

contenders where the Cowboys were a

1-15 team.

Who will help the contenders? The

Bucs, who have now become con-

tenders under Tony Dungy, will likely

select more help for Dilfer in the form

of Kevin Dyson, a talented wide

receiver from Utah. Look for the

Chiefs to take a gamble on Ahman
Green, the running back from
Nebraska Green will try to fill the

shoes of retired veteran Marcus Allen.

Green Bay will try to stop the bleed

mg caused by free agency with proba-

bly an all defensive draft. Look for the

Pack to select outside linebacker

Leonard Little from Tennessee in the

first round and select the best avail-

able defensive end. and comer back in

the second and third rounds.

The Broncos will probably get help

at wide receiver, in the form of Pat

lohnson out of Oregon They love this

kid's speed.

The major sleeper to watch out for

is Chris Conrad, an offensive tackle

from Fresno State who will likely be

selected early in the second round

Another notable is |oe lurevicius, a

talented WR from Penn St who is a

thira round possibility for the Oilers,

Bengals, or Lions Abo on the list is

Tavian Banks, a questionable pick in

the second round but a steal in the

third for either the Bucs. or maybe the

Pats who are in need of runners

finally Scott Frost who will proba-

bly be a third round selection for the

Niners who hope to convert him from

quarterback to safety.

Expect the Dolphins to take a risk

on Gator's WR. lacque/ Green, who
lust might become the type of fran-

chise player they need.

No matter how the draft finishes or

where the players fall, this is one of

the deepest drafts in recent history

•ry Parcells I guess you blew it

again

Controversy sprouts

over Knicks ' loss

By Chris Shaodon
Associated Prett

NEW YORK — The New York
Knicks filed a protest today over

their controversial loss at Miami,

bringing up a new argument — a

red light malfunction that might

have caused a referee to wa
Allan Houston's last-second shot

Replays showed that Houston
released his shot with 2 seconds

remaining Sunday in Miami's *2 *\

victory,

Referee Bob Delaney emphatkal

ly waved it off. and the officials

huddled at center couit before

upholding their dec i

The loss knocked the Knkki mto
eighth place in the l**Mf*
Conference

The Knicks' protest consisted of a

letter, a videotape and a check for

$1,900 — the official fee for filing a

protest.

They argued that an electronic

malfunction — the red light behind

theii basket illuminating with 1

seconds remaining — could have

caused Delaney to wave off the

-hot

"If they do the right thing, we'll

have another win." Knicks coach

|eff Van Gundy said today. "I don t

expect them to do the right thing in

this case."

By claiming a technical malfunc

tion. it appeared the Knicks were

trying to get around the NBA rule

that states: "Regardless of when the

horn or red light operates to Mgnifv

the end of a period, the officials

ultimately make the final deo-ion

whether to allow or disallow a sue

cessful field goal
"

League spokesman Brian

Mclntyre said the NBA would have

no comment until the Knicks'

protest was reviewed.
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0*Meara victorious in Masters
By Ron Wok

VJOUSTA l..i I'nde i« an important part ,-t the gfJJ

plex makeup of Mark O'Meara. a gentle man who neverthe-

less gets a glimmer of determination in his eyes if he feels

he s being ignored.

Nowhere was that pride more evident than when he stood

tall on the 1 8th green at Augusta National Golf Club on

Sunday with his arms raised after his 20-foot winning putt in

the Masters completed a finish of three birdies in four holes.

N where was the pride of the new Masters champion

tested more severely than 14 months ago when O'Meara

won at Pebble Beach and Torrey Pines on comecu
weeks But the second win came on the same day Tbjer

1 ud< was winning in Thailand against a weak field Still,

it ajaj the victory half a world away by Woods that received

.^lia. smraaw-— WtpaajgN toejLoi flfffani* * 0>
tune

O'Meara and Woods are hoth represented hv

International Management Group and the super agency has

encouraged their friendship, hoping the 4 1 year-old

O'Meara could teach the 22 year-old Woods a thing or two.

That friendship has blossomed because of a genuine affec-

tion, but that had nut stopped O'Meara from bristling when

he left the golf world was spending too much rime talking

about Woods and not fully appreciating other players

"I would hope not." O'Meara said when asked about the

poassbuit) of a Woods-only focus among golf fans "I think

that would be very bad for the game.*

O'Meara. who lives near Woods in Orlando. Fla..

knows what his neighbor has brought to golf, but offers

a word of caution "He has been a blessing for the

game.' O'Meara said "But I would hope that the peo-

ple he brings to the game can appreciate the game of

Woods' talent, his early success on tour and the at

times unreasonable expectations for his future by the

public have charged the competitive juices of a slew of

voung players like David Duval, the runner up at the

Masters. |im Furyk. who finished fourth, and lustin

Leonard, who was eighth

But Woods has also rekindled the competitive fire in

some players who ve been around awhile, like Fred

Couple who tied I)uv«l for second, and perhaps even

l*jM" ! '' la^k^icklau- who tied for sixth^ ^ |S~~

CefiainU it is true in the case of O'Meara
I It rnpetltion." he said. "I love feeling that lit

tie bit of tingling going on inside When you have a guy

like Tiger Woods coming on and the yelling, it's the

be-t
"

By every yardstick but one — winning a major cham-

pionship — O'Meara has had a very successful career.

After Sunday, he had 15 PGA Tour victories, six more

wins overseas and with more than $9 million was
fourth on the career PGA Tour money list.

polo
conflnued from page 10

UMass will play their first game
on Friday night, two games on

Saturday and one on Sunday.
Their toughest competitor will be

Harvard who they have beaten

twice this season by an average

margin ot 1 1 5 goals Meanwhile.

MttaJi lw* jveraged ten saves per

game the Crimson
"We )ust need to stay focused

and keep what we have been

doing in practice in mind and exe-

cute as well as play together as a

team, and we should be able con-

tinue on our way to our goals."

said McOsket

Want to write for Sports?

Sports is looking for

interested writers to

cover games. Give

Casey Kane a call at

545-1851 if you are

interested.
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Great Volunteer Opportunity
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Become a

contraception and

safer sex educator.

Men and Women
wanted.

Pick up an application at

the Health Education

Office, room 248, at

University Health

Services.

basketball
coottncied from page 10

finish line, going 4-6 in their last

ten games, giving outsiders

Washington and Orlando a distant

shot. Now is the time, if any. that

the Knicks should be playing their

best. Patrick Ewing has stated that

he wants to be back for the play

offs, so he can give it one last shot,

before New York gets yet anothei

year older. Hey. if )ohn Starks

doesn't go J for 21 in Came Seven

vs. the Rockets, maybe Ewing
would be home resting his knees.

Despite having a better record

without Ewing, the Knicks could

use Ewing in the middle instead of

fotcing Charles Oakley and Terry

Cummings into the middle. An
NBA championship this year for

MSG's finest would stun the

world, but not entirely out of the

question, especially with Ewing
back.

Well, yeah it is. but listen lor a

moment Everybody in the Big

Apple obviously want* to draw the

Heat in the first round The Bulls

arc automatic see-ya-laters in the

first frame, sweeping the eight

seeds in their last thtee campaigns

as the top seed in the I a^t \\ ell. a>

for the Heat, the Knicks beat

Miami both at home AND on the

road (tough call at full speed, but

God knows Allan Houston beat

that clock) So a first round dous-

ing could and would happen

Next on tap for UM Knicks
would be Indiana or Cleveland,

and with a little luck and great

interior defense they would kn. a k

I never Know what mood
I'M be in

One da-a Dragon Frie», the

ne*t dasj d-hiefcen VJingts.

or ma^be a big juitsj burger.

Than* goodnea* for Pete'ft!

The^ always, got what
I want.

NOW SERVING WINGS

R0UTE9HADLEY,MA
585-0241

http://www.Javanet/-mrburgor/

RELAX?
FORGET IT!

PLAY HARD TO STAY HARD
JOIN THE BEST

HAMPSHIRE FITNESS
90 GATEHOUSE ROAD

256-6446

off either The Knicks are just too

deep and close knit in the paint for

either. Let Wesley Person and
Mark Jackson beat you from deep

It just isn't going to happen.

By that time, perhaps, the BuIN

could be dislodged. Sure, chances

are slim, but the Bulls' possible

second round opponent, Chailolte.

has the second best home record in

the East behind Chicago.

There lies a lot of parity in the

Western Conference. Last year, the

Clippers earned a ticket to the

playoffs. The feat, amazing in

itself, but more amazing because

they only posted 'Sb wins on the

season. This year, although
Houston is huffing and puffing, the

West will be well deservedly won.

whoever is left -landing.

A late surge by Phoenix has put

the heat on San Antonio, especially

with David Robinson still woozy
from a Karl Malone elbow. A
Phoenix/San Antonio first round

clash will create a very interesting

variance in abilities Coach Danny

Ainge has implemented a three

guard offense in Phoeniv and an

undersized frontcourt. with former

Trail Blazer and small forward Cliff

Robinson in the middle I sorry Hot

Rod) San Antonio counters with

the biggest frontcourt in basketball

in Robinson. Rookie of the Year

lim Duncan (call it a st d b). and

workhorse Will Perdue Tempo will

be the kev

Brett Mauaer is a Collegian

columnist

lOaUAUMAM

I think we can make it. . .one more time!

The Massachusetts men's lacrosse team look to continue their domi-
J

nance as they prepare to face Harvard tomorrow

What is there to do

on campus??
http://vvww umass edu/campact/events/calendar htm

Check this website out!

^6Q\
«AIKGUTS...*I0.

," n pimjrv *i amhtr?) 2 r 6 0733

uri t- nonhampton S&6 0155

°CQaa—
Gilreath

Manor Condos

Showings Gilreath Manor

Condos
Start • 3 Bedroom

• 1 1/2 Baths

in April
• Heated Basement
• New Cas Heat &

for June or Hot water
• Hardwood Floors

September • 1/2 mile to campus

1

Occupancy!
• On Bus Route

Lincoln RcmI lit at* 25 N Pt.ai.nl il • Xii r*rv
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ANNOUNCEMENTS I APARTMENT FOR RENT

People i Market

Where the food s fresh the cot

t and the music is jam-

>ui Student Union

Free body composition/diet

hmsiwhU Physically active

• n46 5091

SENIOR CAMPAIGN
Looking to/ volunteers!

involved 1

Contact Annual Fund Office in

MemwalHaH
5453509

Not just for Samonl

APARTMENT f OR REN1

Mill Valley !r0 MM I Hi
...table 6/1

VMttf incluO#0m

3 bedroom epartmeat Great

location uptown 5 minute walk

to campus Heat and hot watet

included Call 253-1487

Cheap 2 Bedroom apt.

Available 6/1 Call 253 6423

Aaahertt Ceatar 1 2 and 3

bedroom apartments Gas heat,

hardwood floors We are show

mg starting April 6th for June

and September leases Lincoln

Real Estate 253-7879

3 bedroom coedes Gas heat

hardwood floors, heated base

mam 1/2 mile to campus on bus

route We are showing starting

April 6th for June and
September leases $1350 plus

utilities 253 7879

AUTO FOR SALE

COMPUTERS
PeatiMM 133MHZ. 28 8

modem. 1 2GB. hard drive.

16MB RAM 6X CD ROM.
Windows 95 Netscape
Grolier s Encyclopedia $900/60

Noah 6 1349

Mac Perforata 1 2 gig HD CD
ROM 24RAM software

$1000, BO Vanessa 549 1591

Caler Laptop Computer Cost

$4750 Selling $785 549-4366

Gateway 4tt- 66MHZ 24MB
850HD0 33 6 modem, monitor

Win 95 and Office $490
Remaining warranty (413)628

4611

*icatioC*/Ci
Peatiem 213MMX
RAM 2 1 Gig

336K

Stadia apt available 6/1

Perfect tor grad student 549

4386

: Spacious 1 bedroom

apartment on bus route Laundry

on site Available 6/1 with Fall

i avertable June

•line Close to campus

Percaaaiaf a aaed carl
Having your car repaired? Oo

you know your legal rights?

Contact The Student Legal

Services Office 922 Campu
Canter 545-1995

32MB
24X CD ROM

Ti Modem. Video & Audio

Cards with Speakers Plus 14

>nth flat screen digital monitor

Windows 95. keyboard. PS2

rnpu$aJ1150 546 6826

1

T
Clos

$56uVmon0i 549-4575

[tor

i 5/29 or earlier if

needed The Boukton 253 591

7

TuJftown-Vttaaje 31

newly renovated Sublet June

1st to August 31st. option to

i over lease Heat/tat water

-'-of. aai bib .q

a'eoV. tO U o«»y $900 pe'

This deal wont last 1 Can

tow 549 1516 day or najtt

Twe bedreea in Amherst on

£ion Only S525/month' Call

One bedroom
with deck Quiet S670 All

included Available 5/9 549

3 bedroom apartment
Patftea Half-renovated

nth Avertable 671 Call

5490166

1N7 Chrysler Stb Ave
great, many new parts

Dependable $1300 5460385

19415 Chrysler Stb Am Runs

well MANY NEW PARTS Call

Jackie 546 3088

Marda MX6 IStt Sport coupe.

red/grey Eicellent condition

Well maintained no rust

$3500760 594 8362

IS VW Jane New eihaust

New tires $2500 or 8/0 Call

546$405

1947 Nyaadai Eacel New
aNernatoi water pump, brakes,

muffler tailpipe exhaust sys

tern, belts Needs new head
Overall good condition

iorB/0 Call 255-6351

Wanted: Teyetes Novas
Prims. Sentras Any condition

Cash paid everyday 1-600 649

4795

.Keyboard

Eiternal CO Drive. SCSI

Equipment is m eateMent condi

tion All tor $300 or B/0 549

5514

CHEAP* CHEAP! Color VGA
Monitor $56 Laptop Notebook

$99 486 Computer System

$295 Call CTC (41 31664 8867

EMPLOYMENT

Employment- Retell Seles

ftMttMAbmmml. «ajM
Naat appearance and must call

for appt Jonathan Raid

Hampshire Mall Hadley MA
886 5302

LEADERS NEEDED Seaemor
teenage bicycliag trie*. US
Canada Europe Minimum 4

week time commitment Salary

plus eipenses paid Student

Ikwialinn Program. Ashtield Rd

CONWAY MA 01341 (8001343

6132

EMPLOYMENT
Eara Great Eiperieece
Freshmen and Sophomores look

ing for a job on campus Apply at

The Daily Collegian Classifieds

Pick up your applications at 1 13

Campus Center

DATA ENTRY CLERK
Athletics. Grad student pre

ferred Computer background

required, accuracy essential 15
/Ohrs/wk $6/hi 413 545 4290

Responsible attractive girls

tor beer promotions $15/hr

ASAP Call Man 259 2984

SCERA Stadaat Coordinator

June 1998 May 1999 $6 00/hr

30 hours/week Summer 20

hours/week academic yeai

Coordinate SCERA research

training and advocacy efforts

Undergrads only Experience

working with SGA/SCERA pre-

ferred Resume by April 1 7th to

Or Marc Kenen. SCERA
Director Room 420 Student

Union Questions 5450709

F/T position with diverse group

of people in Montessori School

in J P Start June 1 Call

(617)524 3237

EMPLOYMENT BrOOMMATE WANTED
Stadaat Rape- AT&T
Authorized Agent needs 20 stu-

dents now* No experience, will

trim $100 $300/week Pail/Full

Time 1600)592 2121x123.

Eera extra cask mailing our

circulars from home in your

spare time No experience nec-

essary Free information 1 888

892 2781

FOR SALE

Biaacbi Road Bike
Campagnolo components, and
Brother WP Great prices 548

6961_

Far Sala Two shelves and
dresser Franci 253 7606

HOUSE FOR RENT

1-2 females for 2 bedroom
Brandywine $200/5305
heat/hot water included Sept

Aug with 1998 Summer option

549 1387 Clean

to share

a house in Amherst over

Summer May 15 Aug 31 $300

half utilities Call Jom at 256

4792

Rd Hadley
549-4270

Stockbrtdge

INSTRUCTION

GREAT VOLUNTEER OPPOR
TUNITY- Become a contracep

tion and safer se* educator

Man and women wanted Pick

up an application outside the

Health Ed Office Room 248
University Health Services

Amherst apartment complex

looking for swimming poof Ma-

guards Must be 18 years of age

and have aN certification papers

Apply at Rolling Green Office

Belchertown Rd Amherst.

(413)253 3000 EOE

Spec teas 2 bedroom On bus

route, private gym/laundry
• ••

included Available May 27th

Seized end sold locally this

"«"*. 1-800-522 2730 exi4S54

Willi Jem* Cars Cash pad
everyday 18005494795

COMPUTERS

New MMMMX from $895
laptops $1295' Peripherals

ZarVision 582 9196
. V Ml

'

Apnl 17. 1«M is the last day to

appiy to the Student legal

Services Office about a FaM 1998

Internship" Gel hands on expert

ence m the legal field Work
directly with attorneys and

chants Earn up to 15 undergrad-

uate credits No experience in

v -<jai ejajajakji 'rq.i'fd

trammf is proveJed Contact The

Student Legal Services Office

today 545 1996. 922 Campus
Canter

Manager far Retail Seafood

and Ice Cream store Position

offering experience and
overview m all facets of Small

Business Management No
esptnence necessary, only a

positive awajutN Must be avail

able from 5/18 10/18 Other

positions available also Call

before 6pm 508-627 3574

Fall/Pert Time Positions

Avertable Now for 36 tndnridu

als as movers, drivers supervi-

sors SS/hr FMotjkt hours Need
transportation Contact Kathy

6anas 584 4746

Interested ie Advertisieg
SaiesT Looking for energetic

motivated people* Unlimited

1)737 3479

Class*? SrafT |bbj

Student Discounts

CaN For Info

1 -806467 2028

LOST & FOUND

Reword Lost Greea Filotax

Schedule Book last seen in

Momll 1 Room 329 Wed
4/8/96 11 15 am Need impor

tant information in book

Masako at 546 7108 or sand to

218.

PET FOR SALE

To share two bedroom apart-

ment m North Amherst 5 mm to

campus Call 323 4434

Leekiag for 1 2 or 3 room

mates for Fall semester only

Can be male or female Call

Sarah at 546 0957

Noasmekiag. faa. clean

female roommate needed to

*o bedroom apt $265

2564189

Northampton M , . g>- M
room with A/C and 1/2 bath in a

2 bedroom apt Available 6/1

Call 584 5143

Respeosibla. warm
female looking for roommate(s|

on Martha s Vineyard this sum

mar Please contact Sarah 546

5291

Leekiag far 1 ar 2 females to

share apartment at The
Townhouses tor Fall or Spring

next year Easy to bve with Call

us at 546 21 37

Cleea. elder er meture
female who likes quiet To

share two bedroom apartment,

washer and dryer, furnished kv

mg room area Summer/Fall
lT«a865749l

SERVICES

ProgaaatT Need helpT Call

Birthright of Amherst area for

free testing and assistance 549

1906

STEREO 8. CD EQUIP

Pioneer 6 Teckaics House

System Pioneer 8 1/2 3 way

cabmels. Two 2way Technics

Satellites and one four Tweeter

Center speaker, black finish

Technics 5 disc CO Player with

i emote Receiver also available

Excellent condition Call for

prices 256 8641

SUMMER SUBLET

Witb Fell Option .
•

;

easily accomodates tour $530 a

month On busline Available

671 2564872

Spacieas 2 bdrm
Brandywine Apts Central A/C

water included, on bus route

quiet top tl«x with deck Option

to lease furniture included rant

$805 Call 549 4740

Three bedroom bease

able June 1 with Fall option

$1100/month 253 1758

SUMMER SUBLET

With Fall Option 2 bedrooms/1

bathroom New kitchen appli

ances $730/month Boulders

Kate Danielle, or Steve O 253

6911

3 bedroom Puffton Apt with 2

baths New unit June 1 Aug 31

(negj Call 549-5221

Two kedreem saklat for

Summer m The Townhouses On

bus route, good condition fur

nished Utilities not included For

more info call 549-8793

2 bedroom apt ia Sunderland

Available 5/21-8/31

$525/month Email at mian

rxjtteiecs umass edu

2 bedroom

apartment Cheap rent Directly

on bus route Wonderful neigh-

bors Bright spacious living area

Large backyard' Come see* Ask

tor Darty Tiff Ertka. or Lisa 253

6644

ROOM WANTED

i with 0' without

cages Boas. Corns, and Kings

available Also 2 African Spiny

Mica and a Plated luard Call

Ian at 549-SB63 for mfo

ROOM FOR RENT

Nov.

this semester and lor summer
Downtown Amherst $7/hr plus

bonus Sean 253-0583

i Far Rons- rrr* it? ^

Furnished vegetarian/kosher

kitchen Laundry parkmo quier

friendly S335/month iarkxWB
5494853

Bedroom availakle m a fur

mshed apt O The 8oulders

Available from 6/1 till 8/31

Contact Terry O 253 0375

Oavaai aawia male roommate

for Fad and bve on a bus route'

Cad 5466097

SERVICES

Have e lovely selectiea

bunmes Many colors and types

as wok as a lehjctxan of cages

aajj RaajBfli rVr- Ml mafl MM
with any bunnies you can no
tonjaar car* for Call Ellen 367

0105 after 900 am

Typing Service Will typo your

papers CaN 5486497

1 kedreem available

room Boulder s apt Available

5/77 On bus line Fall option on

whole apt $1 75 $750/month

2563927

Spacieas 2 kedreem
Brandywine Apt Central AC
water included On bus route

Omet top floor with deck Option

to lease Furniture included

il 5494740

2 kedreem tewakaase
-\mheist Available 6/1

8/31 $575/month Great tor 7 3

people Call 253 6506

Pufftoa learner Sublet One
large bedroom for 2 people FuHy

furnished A/C $200/month per

person Available after finals

548 6959

Three kedreem apartment
available May 75 through

August 31 Puffton Village

FgnvtMaJaMxl cheap -«-t Can

Jarrae 549-5706

Sublease June Aug $900 plus

cheap utilities Near busline

5643775

Two bedrooms available

summer sublet in 4 bedroom

Alpine Commons apt Air condi

ttoning two full baths

$302 month all utilities mclud

ed Please call Kristi O 256-

6351 or Michelle 4J 753 7050

Puffton Villege J bedroom 7

bath Renovated Rxaht near bus

stop |10etVrnpm*T»ffJMJ_

S kedreem boeso

Available June 1 Sept 1 Only

$1250/mon* Call 564 2472

TO SUBLET

1 2 or lb sdre iwa Large apt 5

nun From Amherst on bus route

June through August $600 per

room Call 759 7964 Rest you

Pefttoa Village Apt
$740/month Heat/hot water

included 2 bedrooms and 7

bathrooms Starting June 1 Aug
31 with option to renew Call

5490702

Dissertations

pared English Any

1

walk in closet and private full

h i afc ii i ibi
*.s_. - *- aaaaataaaataaaaaaaaaafr SMBml

fu-n.shed Amiable ajbji ImlN
3 months tor $700 548 j

Pufftoa Village) 3 rjedropm rwi

ovated Drasticahy reduced rent

SfJOu/month 5451516

iMrtl
ment including heat and hot

water Close to canter of town

and campus Call 2566351

Call the eollegatn <

to place a Classified

545-3500

TUESDAY. APRIL 14

f«om» ctaaac* by * certified hyp-

itott*rras*>*t ami ajuwds r*vo •taitont of frtpno-

w and iwfiir—rina oa braakmfl old pattern*

and «iarting ne* ona* Tlve fir»t il<

htotnamaiuw from 7 ipm Call M7-l2l4to

tjrturr — PtxaVaaot lantn Ttkot *UI five

iKiut the C»nthia Flhaum Phoio

froBi S-7 p.m in Hampden Oxilerj.

Soulhaim Pendmaal Arm. Ail are «ek<me

rhere will he a mandaton meet

mf fur ctitninrttce head* and anaml cuathe* of

the I nmsaak Cheek Paipt Ub ».' n * w
mm.\ Huwird at 2S6-6022 for more

bdbvaxattori

WEDNESDAY. MAR 15

IBM to help tmofc-

'heif o*n »urt» lonighi in

Amhet M p m Call 26V ^208 lo

regiMer

Oitrutucm — TV ln$h«h Depifen l •

IMik. the Humsmtiet A Fine Arn Cireer

Network, and the UMan Ahaini taHemmW
prewni an alumni panel dmraaaioa. The di<

miaion provide* an uyyui ltintl} to axcei BM
alumni and di«t««« iheir experlente* in the

working world All are welcome to attend

Maraasie*) — Sarah Fou

'

^TPEC graduate, will be ditcuuing

her expenence* organizing in the labor move

ment Highlighted will be paid opportumtie«

for graduating «enior« at full-lime orgamierv

at well a« a «ummer internship program for

nan aeniorv Ttie dncu«»on will be in fVaper

Hall, labor Center Library fn«n 4 W UO
P m Food will be provided

Mrrtmg — There will be a vecond manda

tun meeting for committee head* and animal

loachei of the I i\e«iu«.V. Claxu Paige tab

202 at K to p m Contact Howard al

2S6-O022 for more information

Meeting — The Index, the

Yearbook, will hold its general meeting at 6

p at in room S04 in the Student Union Alt

are invited

THURSDAY. APRIL 16

- K rnpnuM" clait providing two

•e««ion» of hvpnotM and information on

breaking old pattcrnt like imoking begin*

tonight from 71pm in Sekhertown Call

12V-04<MI to regitier

atammaJea — The Stonewall Center will

ho«t an opening reception (or The Shared

Heart a book and traveling photo exhibit of

portrait* and Morten celebrating gat Icbian

MaeaaaL and tramgendered young people

The panel di*.u««ion «tart5 at 7 M) p m in the

Colonial Lounge ICape Cod Annex) in the

Student Union

Lecture — |ohn Bkkford. a graduate «tu

dent at UMatv will be speaking on the topic

"The Way lo be Gay Stereotype Conformity

and the Gay Identity Formation Procets " The

lecture begin* at 1 2 SO pm in room 803 of

the Campu* Center

NOTICES
Homing Deiva — The Lambda Chi Alpha

Fraternity will he holding their firtt annual

ihiihwg drive, with all article* donated bring

dittnbuted to needy famine* at the Amher«t

Swrvtval Center Bag* will be dropped off at

the home* of Anthem retidentt the week of

Apnl 11-17 and retrieved jn Sunday. Apnl II

by 1 p.m. Anyone not receiving a bag can drop

oft clothe* at >74 North Plcatant Street

Amher*t at any time

iiinferertee — loin in a celebrai

undergraduate exploration and excellence by

attending the Mate-wide Conference on

Undergraduate Research. Scholarly. Creative

and Public SenKc Activities on Friday. May I

.

at the Federal Re*erve Bank .
•

charge for transportation or registration Oral,

poster, vitual/performing arts presentation*

baaed on student work span and discipline- To

register, contact lennifer Bailey. H

Program, by Apnl 10 at S4S-24H*

'iBHiaumew r nouung — X. I

bar of rewdence hall room* will be available for

the relative* and fnend* of graduating I Maw

students for the night ol Saturday. May 2\

Ciaamiairmrnl houtaxg application* are avail-

able at the Inisersity Conferei

Office. Campu* Center matafM To guaran

tee a reservation, completed forms must be

returned by May S

Pomr*ru fithange — There are only 4v

spaces lell for the I «***n I*}f9 amaseetk

exchange Over 100 schools are still available

C law to the domestic exchange ofrkc

Machmer Hall or call its *SS I K.r m. rr

inlormaiHin

tmpli>\ment — L'Ma»» l.ab School ha*

opening* in the Reggio inspired pre school

program for fall semester For more infortna

lion, call lennifer Ryan at *-4S 5I>W

fmplotment — The l'Ma«« CRt i* hiring

id\ office staff and web puN^her*

Applicaiion* are ayailable in (he l Hi

122 Student Union or leave a voice mail at

FYls are public servtc*? announce-

menu printed daily. To submit in

FYI. please send a press release con-

taming all pertinent information,

including the name and phone
number of the contact person to

the Collegian, c/o the Managing
Editor by noon the previous day

MS 1122.

Op«-nirtg> — The UMa»« I ah >chool has

opening* for preschool children for the (all

*eme«ter in a Reggio inspired program Call

Mi i I *»f..r more detail*

Viilunteenim — Any queoion* contact

Mike Whitman al S4V S660 The Amher«t

Salvation Army need* yohinteer* any day and

any lime Call 25 s-4747 for more information

\ nlunleertsm — The Cn*i« Center, a

Ma***chu«eii« Suicide Prevention Hotline is

currently seeking volunteer* and interns For

more information, contact Gtna Grempetro al

(978)84<»-Sb00ext 201.

daily listings sponsored by

iH/^ ^%/ / Q UMass' only student run Television Station
/ r !a/^/ \r m -~w 216 Student Union (located to the right of the Hatch) • 545-1336 • v*^-u^

Today's Program Schedule
3:30
3:37
4:12
5:30
7:05
8:00
8:15
9:00
10:00

UVCTV-1 9 Premier
•anil Muldoon: A Poet Speaks

Dr. Juliannc Malveaux
Hew PcffOffieMftcc Video
Through Indian Eyes

Marijuana: A Problem on Campus?
Soul TY Network
Matter Musk
Sign Off

r. HSCN Bulletin Board
CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN
UPN/20

Hartford

Boston
Boston
Spririgfield

Movie Ch
Hartford

Id
II

IB
13
vam
Yf

Wectmer Channel
NBC/30 New Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
International

UMass Academic TV
HSCN Programming

St

UVC-TV19
ABC/40
NBC/22
CNN
CNN SI

Headline News
UCTV
TBS
BET
TV Land
Univision

Comedy Central

Cartoon
Much »Ausic

ringfield

ringheld

TUESDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSFJ

WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
WVIT

WTFC
WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
A4E
CNN
COM

CD
©
CD

disc i m
ESPN "IB

"

LIFE I©

9

6:00
Withbont «

r*JWl «•.

Ft* House I'

Freth Pnnca

Siitipaont X
NawaX
Craaturaa

ravwa X
Mad Abo. You

Family Mattart

6:30
Butinaai Ftpt rxawsnour With Jim Lahrar X
CBSrstwa ktilda Edition

CBSNawa
ABC rat**

Etlral

Inaida Edition

8oYWortd

noL nawa

Marlm I

NBC New.

Mad Abo You

NBC Nawa

Busineas RpT

ABCNewi
Mad Abo You

Northam Eipoaura X
Family Mattart

WorldviawX

JohnHanton [Maka-Uugh

MTV
NICK
.SCIFI

TLC
TNT

USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

Winga ol tha Luttwatla (R)

21

UpCloaa

Suparmartat

7:00 7:30

Fraah Prince

Whaal-Fortune

Judge Judy X
Ent. Tonight

Seinfeld I
Whaal-Fortuna

RaalTVT

Ent Tonight

Chronicle
"

Fraah Prlnca

JaopardyiX

Judge Judy I
Hard Copy I
Frasier ~

JaopardyiX

Nawahour With Jim Lahrar X
Seinfeld I
Seinfeld 9

Andy Griffith

Fraaier X

C - Campua

CPTV Auction

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 1 10:00 I 10:30

APRIL 14, 1998

JAG "Paonfa vt Flabb '
(R) X"

JAG "People vt BaM)"(R) I
Home Imp

Buffy the Vamplra Slayer X
Mad Abo You

Moejha «

I Abo You

For Your Love

Clueless «

For Your Love

Public Eye (In Slereo) I
Public Eye (In Slereo) X
Home Imp. [Something So

Dawaon'i Creeli "Blown Away"

Fraatar(R)X iLatetineX

Love Boat: The Neil Wave X
Fratier (R) X^Lataline X

"Tomadol" (1996, Drama) Bruce Campbell. (In Slereo)X
Mad Abo. You |Fot Your Love

Nova "Top Gun Over Moscow"

Home Imp. I
Soul Man X

Fratier (R) I |lalelinel

NBA Basketball Boston Celtics al Cleveland Cavaliers. (Live;

Frontline (In Slereo) X
Home Imp [Something So

Brooklyn South (In Slereo) X
Brooklyn South (In Slereo) X
NYPD Blue (In Stereo) (PA) X

Dateline (In Slereo) X
LAPP

Dateline (In Slereo) X

Dateline (In Stereo) X
Glimmer ol Hope (In Slereo) I
NYPD Blue (In Stereo) (PA) X

Law A Order X
Major League Baseball Pittsburgh Pirates at Atlanta Braves (Live)

Moneylinal Crossfire X
Dally Show (R)

Gimme Shelter

Sportscrntfr

Biography ''Elizabeth II

World Today I
Stain's Money Paula Poundstone

5 Wild Discovery: Kalahari

TOulside Lines

Debt

MTV Live (In Slereo)

Figure It Out |Tiny Toon"

Quantum Leap (In Stereo) X
Renovation Renovation

Lots I Clark-Superman

Baywalch (In Stereo) X

tntJmate Portrait "Grace Kelly"

Sportscenter Special

Unsolved Mysteries (In Slereo)

MyStvCallodLife TheZri Artist Cut

DougX IRugratsl"

Seequest DSV "Daggers" X
Home Again [Home Again"

Babylon 5 (In Stereo) X
HighUndar: The Series X

treV, -One Frw Pay" (1 996, Comedy) Michelle PleiHar. PG X
11*51 **_'Space Jam" (1996) Michael Jordan 'PG'X

(545) «*« "Muse Box" ( 1 969, Drama) Jessica Lange. 'FXH?

Cheers X

11:00
x

:PtV Auction Continues

11:30

Nfwi %.

Nawsl

LateShowX
Lata Show X

Star Trek: Next Genar

Nighttlnal

iTonlght Show

Vibe

Mad Abo You

Nawsl

Tonight Show

Deep Space 9

Tonight Show

Charlie Roaa (In Slereo) X
News X
M'A'S^H X IRaal TV X

NJghtNne X

'1h»Sarl)irBcVffiaSun"(19a8,r^5tety)JorinTrviw'

«#«''» "Sii^Fam*/floori5ori"(1960)

Larry King Live X World Today X
1 Night Stand |MargaratCho Viva Variety ~[*"*«a-Laugh

Would You Believe It iR)

All Thai

SayWhal?

Bewitched

Sightings (R) (In Stereo) X
Trauma: LHe In the ER (R)

New Detectives: Case Studies

lESPNews [Baseball TonlghT

tt'h "Ntfitnwe m Cdumhia County" [ 1991) William Devane,

Rockumanlary

Wonder Years

Total Request

Wonder Years

Knight (In Slereo) X
Truth About Waco (R)

Music Videos (In Slereo)

Happy Days |ILovoLucy~X

Flash "Pilot" jC

CsrsraMon (R)

NBA Basketball Washington Wizards at New York Knicks (In Slereo Live) X |lnsde-NBA

Walker, Tesm Ranaar X [8oilng

S* "Vofcano"(1997. Adventure) Tommy L

Eli D«on vs Andrew Gotola (In Slereo live) X
»«' •Vdano" (

1997, Adventure) Tommy Lee Jones. 'PG 1
3' PC

«"i*Vi Viac$» in tht Heart" (1984, Drama) Sally Field PG' X"

Law A Order X
Sparta lllua.

Daily Show

Moneylino X
Stein's Money

Justice Files "love and Death"

Sportscenter X
NJrw Attitudes |Goldan Girts

Loveline (In Slereo)

MX Moore |Taml X
Saaquast DSV "Daggers" X
Trauma. Lite in the ER (R)

The Day lincori Was Shot" HI

Silk Stalkinga "Squeeze Ptay

'Trw Fixer- (1998, Drama) Jon Voighl. X

From the Earth lo the Moon X [Larry Sanders

.T)wd>r>w>at»nr(1998,Suspe^)Nar^BaallyT

«« "Mad Dog Tim" (1998, Comedy) Ellen Barton. R' X

"<3rand/va''

Intimate Seas.

Red Shoe
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Bruno By C. Baldwin

KJtrt, Wt«a,T 10 DO
v*V*1 10 (>• | CAN'T

Robotman By Jim Meddick

Drabbl* By Kevin Fagan Dilbert By Scott Adams

t^,rC)*2M,(X)UXX
IKTV*£*>a»OKr^AK0
Tta AAt vOxa; \j QPCu

5*1

I'rv\ GLAD HE QUIT.

HE CO**S SUCH AN

OONOMOUS, USELESS

CO-LOOKKER

U>E HAOTO BE NICE TO

HIrA &EOUSE C0E

NEEDED HIS

COOPEWAsTION

HE SHOULD (fNEKT TIf*»E,

• WILL NOTCHECH. THE
EXPIRATION
OATE ON HIS

COLOGNE.'

GIVE TWO
WtEKS'
NOTICE

Kampus Kids By Adam Souliere Fox Trot By Bill Amend

x'w. so esycwtt)

FOR tnV vjpoorrtBNG

^ l̂ IT>^torol-0<^<CA^

flELb RE56AftC«

SET to 3mjt>y fs

I
COCTURJE TrrfTT HAS
NE^R B€FOP£ BCEN
bot^rfTi>rr«D'

ooR BfeoTHER
IS So VWEiRO OM'

tou tCHO* HOW THE Ni&HT

BEFofit A MATM TEST, Mf

SLEEPS *«iTH HIS MATH
Boost uHOEB HiS PiUoke*

AND HE DOCS HE
THE SAME THlNtj BtL'EVCS

FoQ TESTS ax IN

t>a6L"SH. SCifHCE OSHOS-S

AND HlS»orr» So»

WEU THTTK So THAT S

Gi*r**> A WHAT HAF*MP
ButxKH of To THE ElslCTClP-

3Vr*oatS PEPtASfT
IQTtSTS
ToOAT

Non Soquifor By Wiley Loser Crow Comics By Alan DeMonde

**K YOU CoactBHCD
AT ALL IxtVOxJT

OsrAOAt; aPMaVTKT
aAovoAorr?

yu, k*y urx
WoULt' K

0l*\r1a.TATCD<

UaaiMe

You KHMX.
or CoUKE
TUAT Oft*
kt A COUNT*?Y
AND MOT A

ta*C£

1
014.

M -a CAft.

i txar uvc
KtkU
»ATooT_.

JT

Do you necJ »>«. to

b»-,rifj yO»A a rAuanayr*!

bra-rs, to p*+ ,r
>

tk»*

robot 1 "

'

/V#i I nee** yo* te..
.*'

Or*., lor-(}Zl it theo

H\\^
Dilbert By Scott Adams Thatch By Jeff Shesol

FIRST YOU HAVE

TO LEARN HOW
TO GIVE YOURSELF A

SPONGE BATH AT TWE
UlATER FOONTAIN

YXMP* IPHttTOM
THE K#f) Of RICH GUY
WHoarve« Ptoru

STurTt'

\

Horoscopes
ARIES (Merch 21-April 19) —

You will be expected to put your

money where your mouth is today,

but are you fully prepared to com-

mit to that extent? Weigh the odds

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
You should be able to take time out

today to tend to a piece of personal

business that you dont want to

become public knowledge Be dis-

creet.

GEMINI (May 21 |unc 20) —
You may have to wait out a few

unexpected delays today. Spend the

time productively; now is not the

time to stand by doing nothing.

CANCER (|une 2l-|uly 22) —
Your own expectations may not be

met today, but you can do a great

deal to see that someone else's are!

You can be a hero by day's end

LEO (My 25-Aug. 22) — Focus

on what brings you pleasure today.

A few special memories should give

you the inspiration you need to

overcome a new obstacle

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) —
You may receive an unexpected call

today that opens your eyes to a

problem you hadn't anticipated. Act

now and a solution is assured.

LIBRA (Sept. 25-Oct 22) —
You may feel a little disorganized at

this time, but circumstances are

keeping you from getting things in

any more order right now. Be
patient.

SCORPIO (Oct. 25-Nov. 21) —
You may be feeling on edge today

as a result of a personal challenge

you did not foresee. The best thing

you can do is to stay calm.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Ike

21) — You have much more to

offer at thi> lime than you are giv-

ing, and someone in charge is wait-

ing to see just when you'll cut

loose.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— Swing into action early today

and you'll be able to put yourself in

a choice position to negotiate for a

better financial deal.

AQUARIUS (|an 20.-Fcb. 18)

— You may not be seeing things as

clearly as you would like, but you

can trust a friend to steer you
around any hidden obstacles.

PISCES (Feb I9-March 20) —
Today, you'll enter a phase charac-

terized by the granting and accept-

ing of favors. A longtime friend fig-

ures prominently in the future.

Close to Homo By John McPfverson

Ouolf of the Day
44 Some girls are bigger

than others. W
-The Smiths

Today's P.C. Mtnw
Call 5453420 tW , laseme rtlai

Evel Kinevel at age 86.

ACROSS
1 uomputei

i lumbering
system
Alberta tribe

10 Luck
14 Pleasant oooi
15 Corridor
16 Miscellany
17 Vaults

18 Eye amorously
1 9 Ltue ;n the sun
20 Type of test

23 Is. In Berlin

24 Bohemian
2b Han
28 Pika var
30 Window units

35 Vital statistic

36 "Quiet!"

37 Type of cocktail

38 Forces
40 Lettenng guide

41 Knights suits

42 Singer Jams
43 Actor Wallach
44 Squander
4b Father's sister

47 Worry
48 Mine entrance
bu N«st-egg letters

52 In a hopeful

mannei
btf Electric sign

60 Actor Guinness
61 Blossom

63 l aunt
64 Roman ruie.

t>5 Baseball's Yogi

66 Capital of

Norway
6/ Org or soc
68 Textbook part

DOWN
1 Western

alliance abbr
l Slurry at the

last minute
3 Soy product
4 Aviator Earhart

5 bndures
6 Karate or lamb

follower

/ Roomy sleeve

8 Mystery's
Queer

9 Choose a
candidate

10 Gray wort

11 Jal —
1? Phonograph

record
1 3 Blouse part

21 Needs
scratching

22 Dash's kin

25 P«rrot

26 Plato s market

s?7 Abounds
29 Exclamations
31 Prince Valiant's

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVfcU

HnBci HcawM ana
o
R

PIA

W E R D Sj

Ed d i \
N

ui-.ui.iiti' Mi.i [•];;>] i:iui*j

so lowmMci mc4n.au
MlilEI HHUUfflH

HJUIIifJWW
lEIBIUICIKI

HMUU UMulrtH fJWIill-1

MfflNU MUI4CK4 14I4WU1
MM Id MUUuTl HMMU
4 14-96 O iwee. llnltwiraaiurtSyndKata

son
32 Friendlier

33 Writer Zola
34 Divide
36 Noise from the

roller coaster
37 Radio proDtem
39 Spoil

40 Peccadillo
45 Walkways
46 Says
4/ Ruined
49 Singei Ross

51 Synagogue
official

b? Latch - grab
53 Church seats
54 Work hard
55 Fascinated by
56 Saint's picture

57 Parliament
memoei

58 Davs of —

:

long ago
«>» utmost, tor

shod

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Kiefbasa Crinder

Chicken Burrito

Creamed Com

DINNER
Pineapple Ham Steak

Chicken Breasts with Rice Stuffing

Eggplant Cutlet

Cnlled Cheese SandwKh

Worcester
LUNCH

Bean Burrito

Chicken Burrito

Corned Beef on a Water Roll

Ziti and Tomato Sauce

DINNER
Quarter Pound Burger

Chicken Parmesan

Harvest Burger

Pastabilities

Hempshan
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Charbroiled Chicken Sandwich
Chicken Burrito

Damitol

DINNER
Q. P. Burger

Chicken Breasts with Rice Stuffing

Soylent Green
Car Parts

Berkshire
LUNCH

Bean Burrito

Chicken Burrito

Corned Beef Sandwich

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

DINNER
Quarter Pound Burger

Hot & Spicy Chicken Wings
Harvested Burger

Pastabilities
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Minutemen power over Hartford, 6-3
By MKhoel Kobytanski

ColaawnStoff

Ncsterday afternoon's matinee between
Massachusetts and Hartford at Earl Lorden Kieki

could be properly deemed a microcosm of the

season foi the Minutemen
It seems like ever) game a different player

emerges to lead UMass to victory, and yester

day's contest was no different

Trailing 2 1 in the sixth inning, senior right

fielder Pete Gautreau belted a MM tun homer

over the right center field fence The Minutemen

would not relinquish their lead,

and pulled away for a 6-3 victory

over the visiting Hawks.

"I was just trying to hit it hard,

and I got under it a little bit But

I won't take it back." Gautreau

said "The lineup is just full of real good hitters

Everybody is capable of getting the big hh. and

it's good that it works out that way
"

However. Gautreau wasn't the only one who
stepped things up against Hartford luniot

pt utter Rich Hartman came in and threw five

shutout innings to earn his second win of the

"He (Hanmanl gave us some quality innings

his last time out against Central Connecticut and

gain today." Massachusetts coach Mike Stone

said. "Right now it looks like he's the next guy

(in the rotation). It was nice to see him pitch

well
*

Hartford jumped out to a 2-0 lead off i

Scon Bamsby. who was asaking bit first i

ance since March 16 because of tendinitis The

Minutemen cut the lead in half in the bottom of

the third Senior Matt Wokutt doubled to lead

off the inning, moved to third on a ground out by

and scored on a double by

in the fourth after Bamsby
ched his pitch limit With LMass still

in their half of the sixth, senior Mucfue

Dagbere laid down a bum tangle to extend hit

bitting streak to 24 games Than, with two outs.

Gautreau sent a Robert Field offering over the

170-foot sign to put the Minutemen ahead for

good
I Mass (17-B. S- 1 Atlantic 10) tacked on

another run later in the inning lunior Brian

Samela doubled down the right field line, and

scored on a single by junior Aaron Braunstein to

increase the lead to 4-2.

'We made things so tough on ourselves

because we were either getting picked off or

making mental mistakes by swinging at bad

atacfcai alter mx balls in a row. or not holding

runners when we're supposed to," Stone said.

"This is all not good We're a better team than

that"

Gautreau would later tack on another RBI

after getting hit by a pitch with the bases loaded

in the seventh Skeffmgton also drove in his sec

ond run of the game with

an RBI single in the

eighth Hartford's Earl

Syndei rounded out the

scoring with a solo homer
in the ninth But it proved

too little, too late tor the Hawks at the

Minutemen secured another v it ton

The Minutemen alto took two out of three

from Temple over the weekend. UMass split a

doubleheader on Friday winning game one 7-2.

but falling 5 5 in game two against the Owls
The left-hander. Bill Cooke, tossed another com-

plete game with eight strikeouts to move to 5-1

on the season in the victory.

UMass then pulled out an 8-7 win in 1

1

tnrungt on Saturday afternoon, as Braunstein had

a two-out single which scored Samela and gave

UMass the win. The sophomore southpaw.

Travit Veracka. pitched tix and two- thirds

in relief to cam hit third win of the saa-

V* e were lucky to get two of three out of the

weekend. ' Stone said "We struggled and we're

playing down to the level of our opponents.*

lerday't victory provides a tremendous

confidence boost for the Minutemen as they had

been struggling to find stability in their pitching,

especially in their weekday rotation

UMass will next hit the diamond Thursday at

> p.m. when the Minutemen travel to Boston to

face Northeastern. Next week marks the return

of the Beanpot held at Fenway Park on April 2

1

and 2> Massachusetts will face Northeastern.

Harvard, and Boston College in the two-day

affair In between, the Minutemen will travel

north to oppose the Black Bears of Maine on

Apnl

Bulls last dance?

Ewing wants in

on Finals action
My lather told me that I should go

abroad and cover sports. He said I

could cover Australian Rules

Football soccer, cricket, bullfighting,

and the Running of the Bulls. Going

iv mv sweet BC average in Spanish

lav- I figured sticking around

the homestead would be a better

UMass' baseball team kicked into high gear yesterday versus Hartford

Rat*

aBa^aM
DSMA IUMSIHV.

at the Earl E Lorden

idea After all, why travel around the

world when you can capture the

Running ol the Bulls in the comfort

of your own dorm?
I he Bulls are going with a full

head of steam these days, and with

the playoffs coming up Right now,

only an equally gigantic Pacer or

iet or Laker is going to need to

step in the way like a catcher would

in baseball But looking at the com
petition literally Of ligurativcly

l hiTown should be arranging anoth

er one of them parades come |une

While Reggie lackton is Mr
October. Michael lordan. fittingly, is

Mr |une The postseason is hit play

ground, Ml domain It could be

another juicy campaign for the
|

Tarheel, possibly challenging the

i, ks in the first round for possibly

the last time in his glorious career

1 ntvet way the bfck* will be in a

dogfight in the first round The Heat

could come calling as well In the last

two weeks the Heat and Knicks have

tangled for two nailbiters The NBA.
with Hi* Airness leaving (or to he

taid). could ute a March
Madness like finale of the season

New York is stumbling across the

Turn to BASOTBAU. poqo 7

Women's lax trample St. Joes, 10-2
It was the best of timet, it was

the worst of timet It was a tale of

two halves wnen the

Massachusetts women's lacrosse

team took the field at St Joseph 's

on Saturday afternoon, winning
10-2

In the first half, the

Minutewomen buried the ill-pre-

pared Hawkt by tcoring nine

Harttord

goalt and allowing only one
Starting UMass goaltender Tara

Durkin taw a mere tix shott.

although the oppotition spent

considerable time putting offen-

sive pressure on.

Attacks Laura Korutz and Fay

Naber produced four points

apiece, and seniors |en Bowen
and len Herker got on the board

at well. Overall. seven
Massachusetts players got in on
the action offensively

In the second half, however.
St. Joe's matched UMass with a

somatic score of I I

Goalie len Nardi started the

second period for the

Minutewomen. and made five

saves of her own. What bothered

coach Francesca McClellan was
the inconsistency.

"The real story here is that

nobody scored in the last 23 min-

utes of the game." McClellan
taid.

In the first half, they spent way
too much time in our end of the

field

Our defense played way too

casual. In the second half, we
strengthened that up a bit. but

we couldn't finish on the offen-

sive end. We need to work on
putting together 60 good min-

utes."

On Thursday. the

Minutewomen will host Hofstra

at Totman field at 4 p.m.

Men's track claims win
in weekend quad-meet

a^aU
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— Seth Koenig The women's lacrosse team soundly defeated Rutgers on Sunday

Women's water polo beats Crimson 6-2
By Paul Teves

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts women's water

polo team closed out the regular sea-

son on Saturday with a victory over

Harvard University. 16-2.

The win closes out the

Minutewomen's regular season with

a 21-3 record overall. 8-0 in league

play and 1-0 at home. They disposed

of Harvard as they have done in past

meetings with eastern opponents.

The contest was over before it

began. Marcie Hupp scored five

goals leading the offense, while

goalie Peggy Nieves made 1 1 savev

"We played really well, accom-
plished what we've been working on

in practice, which is excellent. This

victory keeps everything up beat

heading into the New England
Championships," said Coach Dan
McOsker.
Other offense contributors for

UMass include Andrea Vazquez who
punched in three goals. Barbara
Hickey who scored two. and Katie

Grogan who also netted two, to

bring her season total to 68. which

leads the team.

Other point scorers included Katie

Mayer. Lyndsay Crenshaw and
Laurie Edwards who all chipped in

with one goal each.

"As of right now every thing is

right where we want it to be heading

into New England's, and because

everyone has gotten comfortable

playing as a team so the offense is

clicking the way I wanted it to." said

McOsker.
How is the defense? Strong as

usual. Peggy is averaging 1.42 goals

against in net. which is outstanding.

She is also receiving stellar support

froni the other players who arc work-

ing hard on the defense, which is the

mainstay of the team this season.

"The defense has been our steady.

It's worked for us all season, and
now we just hope that it curries over

into New Englands," said McOsker.
What's next for UMass. who has

gone 1 5-0 on the east coast? They

head to the New England
Championships, in Middletown,
Conn , where they will battle more of

the same competition.

The New England's will determine

where the Minutewomen will be

seeded heading into the Eastern's

which is in two weeks

Tum to POLO, page 7

The Massachusetts men's track and field team crushed their opponents

on Saturday as they hosted lona. Providence, and Holy Cross.

the Atlantic 10 this spring Senior

Brandon Tutt's victory in the triple

jump (42'l ]").

The Minutemen runners held up
their end of the bargain, as they were

not outdone by their field counter-

parts, lunior Ben Baraldi raced to first

place in the 110 meters hurdles in a

time of 14.8 seconds while junior

Tom Toye won first place in the 400m
(48.6).

The Minutemen controlled the

400m intermediate hurdles as junior

Neil Conception captured first in a

time of 53.8. Dave Cahil followed
closely with a time of 55.34. Both
scores rank first and second for tops

in the A- 10 this spring. Senior Scott

Price continued the gravy train with a

first place finish in the 200m (22.1).

The Minutemen completed their

successful meet with victories in the

4x100m, and 4x400m relay teams

UMass returns to the track with

another quad-meet at Northeastern
on April 18. The Ivy League's
Dartmouth will be represented along

with the A-10's Rhode Island. After

that, the Minutemen head to

Philadelphia for the famed Penn
Relays from April 23 through the

25th.

The Massachusetts men's track

team continue their successful spring

season with a win this past weekend
to improve to 4-0. Towering over

their competition, they amounted a

score total of 123 points as they

claimed first in 14 of the 19 events

The Minutemen hosted Holy Cross
(3*)>. lona (24). and Providence (II)

at Llewelyn Derby Track on Saturday.

The field events continue to enjoy

improved success with another record

shattering performance — this time in

the pole event — as junior Albie

Vazquez set a UMass record with an

even I5'0" leap, beating his own clear

of 14'9" last year.

Sophomore Vic Morency also put

forth a stellar effort, capturing first in

two events with a 6' hammer throw ol

172'4" and a javelin heave of 191 "6".

lunior B.|. Cardoza won the 5"75

hammer throw with a distance of
185'7". UMass also reigned in the

long jump as freshman Kyle Kinter

won in a length of 201 1". Other
Minutemen notables in the field

include junior )an Stevens' win in the

shot put with a toss of 50'6". best in

The Massachusetts
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Stuck in

the middle

Newcomer Natalie

Imbruglia can't over-

come mediocrity,

while Wu-Tang's
Cappadonna turns

in an auspicious solo

effort. Check out alt

ol this week's Trax

(see Arts 6 Living.

P*9*5)

Swinging a

hot bat
*

Tracy Osier went
S-tor-8 at the plate

yesterday to pace
the Massachusetts

sottball team to a

doubleheader
sweep over
Hartford (see

Sports, page 10)

WORLD

U.S. envoy discusses

security with India

NEW DELHI, India (AP) — India

and the United States discussed

security concerns yesterday during

the first high level U S visit since a

new government took over In

India

"I will not reveal what we have

discussed, but the talks were
focused on all the issues necessary

from a security point of view,"

Defense Minister George femandes
told reporters after meeting with

Bill Richardson, the U N ambas-
sador to the United Nations

Femandes took office March 19

as part of a new 20 party govern-

ing coalition led by the Hindu
nationalist Bharatiya |anata Party

One issue likely on Richardson's

agenda was recent B|P pledges to

induct nuclear weapons The
United States, long critical of

India's refusal to sign international

nuclear nonproliteration agree-

ments, maintains the B|P stance

does not represent a new direction

for India

Femandes told reporters said the

final decision on whether to go
nuclear would be made by a

National Security Council that his

party has pledged to establish

That made it clear no changes will

be made soon.

NATION

Post offices try

to moke taxes fun

WASHINGTON (AP) — last-minute

tax filers r> Pteasanton. Cat* , might not

be able to drown their sorrows at the

post office tonight, but they can pre-

tend to drown the tax man in a dunk-

ing booth set up near the mai boxes

Other post offices around the coun-

try are also offering ways to cope with

the final hours of the tax season, from

back rubs for the oventressed in Boise,

Idaho, to blues bands m Arlington. Va ,

for those who just want to whine and

moan.

Its a way we can get together and

make it a little less taxing for them,"

said Beth Harriett, spokeswoman for the

Memphis, Tenn , post office, where tax-

payers can blow off steam by bashing a

Butck with a sledgehammer

Tax forms must be postmarked by

midnight today, and many post offices

expect long lines as procrastinators send

an estimated 44 mWion pieces of mail

Many post offices will stay open late

and offer some amenities, such as curb-

side pickup of tax forms or free coffee.

IRS agents will be on hand at a num-

ber of post offices to answer questions,

but the line will no doubt be longest in

Pleasanton, where IRS volunteers will

take a seat in the dunking booth

There's no dunking booth in Boise, but

the post office and local broadcast sta-

tions will offer just about everything

else In addition to tax help and free

massages, late filers will be serenaded

by a quintet from the Boise

Philharmonic and can listen to Sen

Larry Craig, an Idaho Republican, talk

about the need for tax reform.
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Student judiciary Bulger announces
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nullifies elections
Gen Ed task force

fly Jill Carroll

Collegian Starr ^_
I he student judiciary nullified elections for the

University of Massachusetts Student Government

Association (SGA) president and student trustee late

Monday night and vet dates for new elections.

The judiciary nullified the elections after finding sev-

eral election procedures unconstitutional in a petition

brought before it.

In a unanimously signed Majority Ruling the judiciu

ry outlined the reasoning behind their decision

The judiciary found the lack of absentee ballot

adequate staffing at the polling placet were harmful

errors that denied students the right to vote

lue or six polling stations, on both election days,

failed to provide absentee ballots whatsoever." the

Majority Ruling stated "This harmful error' could

have substantially affected the outcome of the eU-v

tion."

"Polling plates were staffed by only one person

rather than the prescribed two people." the Majoruv

Ruling stated "The judiciary deems this a harmful

error' because of its significant implications."

Chief lustuc I aToya Sitnms could not be reached for

comment on the decision

Attorney General (esse Burchfield. who proposed the

petition that caused the nullification ol the elections.

was happy about the judiciary's decision

"I'm psyched." Burchfield said "The judiciary had a

hard decision to make and they came to the only proper

action," Burchfield

Senator Brenda Fitzpatrick (Commuter. At- Large),

who also proposed the petition, was pleased with the

decision.

"I'm glad that the judiciary came to a decision,"

I it/patrick said.

Senator Eleanor Court (Asian. Latino. African.

Native American Caucus who had been elected student

trustee was in support of the nullification.

"I'm happy because I feel it's the SGA s chance to

save face with the students, " Court said

Court said she will run again in the new elections

"I'm looking forward to running again I'd rather

work twice as hard to get elected again than be sworn

in right now," Court said

Amy Pellegrino could not be reached for comment

I mil new elections can be held, the speaker of the

senate. Peter Kilbourne. will be the acting president

Kilbourne fell the elections were too flawed to be

ratified.

"Too many things have happened in the elections that

we can't say have or have not affected the outcome of

the elections." Kilbourne said

There was concern that nullifying these elections set

a precedent that would enable future elections to be

easily nullified

"It creates a loophole for candidates that lose in the

future." Senator lefferey Howe (Orchard Hill.

MckfaMOa) "aid "The precedent that has been set is

that every future election will have to be run specifical-

Iv by the constitution, and the way the constitution i»

written that is impossible
"

New elections will be held April 29 and JO The

judiciary mandated new election dates in order to hold

elections this semester.

Kilbourne is in support of the new election*

"It's the best thing for the SGA to finally be able to

redo these elections in a just manner." he said.

Candidates for the new elections will be the same

candidate* as in the first elections, including candidates

who were dismissed from the race.

"Everyone who turned in valid nomination papers

which includes Cassasanto. Hansen and Parker, are

back in the race No new people can join the race."

Kilbourne said. Campaigning begins when an elec-

tions chancellor is elected.

"The judiciary mandated it will have an elections

commission internal vote for elections chancellor that

the judicium will run." Kilbourne said. "I will try to call

them | the election commission) tonight and get them

together Minimum time (when the election Lommi>

sion will vote) is a couple of hours Maximum is a cou

pie of days."

UMass President William Bulger in

afternoon

By Victoria Grovas

CofleQton Stow

MiXANOtl KOaOMCAS ; COUIOAN

Spring musician
Sean Bissaillon, a senior sociology major, addressing the students in his own way outside the Student Union yes-

terday morning.

Web to get new data pipeline
Experts unsure how faster, more reliable Internet will be used

ByTedBrioSs

Associated Press

ON THE INTFRNI

I

wvm.w1wM.adu/rjo/coU9ion

WASHINGTON — The next genera

tion of the Internet, so fast that even top

experts aren't sure exactly how it might

be used, got a boost yesterday from

three companies that will contribute an

ultra-fast data pipeline and some of the

needed network equipment.

"We will end the days when the

World Wide Web is known by some as

the world wide wait." said Vice

President AJ Gore, who announced the

contributions worth more than $500

million.

The new network's direct benefits

will be restricted largely to academics

and other professional researchers.

There's no way — and none planned —
to let home users dial into the network.

How fast is fast?

Organizers said it will transmit the

contents of the 30-volume Encyclopedia

Brittanica in one second. It would take

about 27 hours to transmit that much
over a conventional 28.8-kilobit

modem. In the project's earliest stages,

organizers hope to connect at least 100

universities about 100 times faster than

current connections allow and a smaller

group of schools at speeds 1 ,000 times

faster.

"That's a startling advance, and it will

make a huge difference." Gore said.

Qwest Communications International

offered use of its high-speed fiber-optic

network, which runs from Los Angeles

to New York. The administration put

the market value of Qwest's offer at

$500 million over three years. The other

two companies. Cisco Systems and
Northern Telecom, are offering network

equipment, such as routers and switch-

es.

Qwest said its contribution amounted

to 1/364 of the capacity on its new
transcontinental line.

"We're talking about applications

that actually change the unit of measure

we're used to dealing with." said Joseph

Nacchio, chief executive officer for

Qwest. He said the speeds will make
obsolete references to kilobits and
megabits per second, and he only half-

heartedly suggested a new concept:

LOCs per second, or the number of

times the contents of the Library of

Congress can be transmitted each sec-

ond.

Those new speeds — plus other

enhancements, such as better reliability

and a way to prioritize critical data so it

arrives earlier — will let programmers

develop applications not yet imagined,

experts said. Early possibilities include

better tornado forecasting, long-distance

learning or allowing a specialist in

another city to look at real-time images

of a bearing heart and make a diagnosis.

University el Massachusetts

President William M Bulger visited

the Amherst campus yesterday at a

special meeting of the Eacultv Senate

king for about 10 minutes

before members of the senate, facul

ty, administration. Graduate Student

Organization (CEO) and Student

Government Association (SGA).

Bulger congratulated the faculty and

announced plans for a new general

education task force.

"The administration of AmhcrM
should be congratulated for many
things. I'm pleased that there is a task

force on campus seeking to reform

general eduction requiremc

undergraduates. The world 1* chang-

ing.' Bulger said

Recently. Bulger has attended

many Massachusetts public high

schools to encourage students to con

sider the UMass system as a place to

continue their education.

"Visiting high school campuses

keeps me in touch and I can get an

idea of what the perception of us is.

"The thing you hear most from stu

dents is that they don't have a lot of

money We've kept tuition and fees

down over the last three years."

Bulger said.

hmuw» iqscwuh 1 coukmm
the School of Management yesterday

A new advertisement to be broad-

cast all over the state was also pre-

sented to the senate

Pj-i alumni scich j> MMffllDI B.ll

Cosby. CEO of General Electric lohn

Welch and astronaut Catherine

Coleman appear in the advertisement

as does Bulger, asking graduating

high school seniors to "Let us be part

>>ur success story " Televn

advertisements for the University

have never been broadcast before.

Bulger urged the faculty to focu<

on issues such as the fee freeze, in

which the University has been suc-

cessful.

Some senators were concerned

that the Amherst campus has been

viewed negatively despite what many
see as various steps in the right

direction.

are .nnuzed a lot. There's a

big difference between excellence and

perfection Our critics are looking for

perfection." Professor Edward
Connors, of the mathematics and sta-

tistics department, said.

"We have problems but we all

should be proud of what is happening

here." he said

M el A our alumni remain in

Massachusetts We're serving the

constituency very well In many areas

this I niversity has been essential."

Bulger said.

Bulger speaks to GEO
about unresolved issues

"You can say videoconferencing,

telemedicine — but when you start get-

ting the whole entrepreneurial commu-

nity working on it. it goes through enor-

mous paces." Nacchio said.

Added Gore. "We will unleash break-

throughs that will power American

industry for years to come."

The companies will benefit by getting

to work with top researchers.

"We can be on the cutting edge of

research by universities, and it gives us

relationship with the universities to sell

other services," Nacchio said And it

will get Qwest's name known. "The

brand value of that alone is going to be

worth a lot of money." Companies said

they planned to treat the project as a

research platform, although technology

breakthroughs are widely expected to

filter down to consumers, typically 1 2 to

18 months after they're first introduced.

"One can imagine that some of the

public networks will have some of these

facilities built i.ito them within a year or

two," said Vint Cerf, a senior vice presi-

dent for MCI Communications Corp.

The company has provided access for

the project to the so-called Very High

Performance Backbone Network

Service under an agreement with the

National Science Foundation.

Additionally, companies can claim a

tax deduction for some types of

research and development expenses.

By Jason Eisemon

Cottegkm Skiff

University of Massachusetts

President William Bulger met with

members of the Graduate
Employee Organization (GEO)
yesterday to discuss issues sur-

rounding the implementation of

wage increases and retroactive

pay.

GEO leaders asked Bulger to

meet with them after a Campus
Chronicle article reported that

Bulger had sent the contract to

Massachusetts Governor Paul

Celucci. forcing a three- to

four-week delay of wage increases

for graduate employees.

lennifer Fasulo. GEO
Vice-President, said GEO was
worried that graduates who were

leaving after this year would not

get retroactive pay if approval of

the contract was put off until the

end of the semester.

Fasulo was also concerned

because there have been no assur-

ances about when the pay increas-

es would be implemented.

"(Bulgerl thanked us for alert-

ing him to the situation." Fasulo

said. "He didn't seem fo Icnrvw

that much about what was really

going on."

GEO President Mahmoot
Ketabchi said Vice Chancellor Sue

Pearson assured GEO yesterday

that the contract would be

approved by Friday, if not earlier

The wage increases would be in

place the week after, and retroac-

tive pay would be paid the follow-

ing week.

Fasulo said confusion continues

>-er about when the contract

will be approved and the pay

increase* Implemented.

"People are really counting or

relying on this money." Fasulo

said. "Sue Pearson, at no time,

explained to us that this process

was going to happen."

Fasulo said Pearson had assured

GEO that every person who was a

graduate employee as of March 26

would get wage increases and
retroactive pay.

Pearson was unavailable for

comment.
In March, the contract which

had been agreed upon by GEO
and the administration was rati-

fied by GEO membership.
Approval of the contract by

President Bulger is now required

to make the changes which were

outlined.

The contract agreement ended

two years of negotiations between

GEO and the administration. A
mediator led the two sides to an

agreement on issues which had

been disputed such as child care,

diversity and wage increases.

In less than a year, GEO and"

the administration will have to

return to »he bargaining table
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"CANstruction" Competition

to support local hunger issues

Flood doesn't stop paper

from work or Pulitzer
By Jason Trenkk
ColUg.an Staff

Imagine constructing the Statue of Liberty entirely out

of cans of Campbell's tomato soup? Eight western

Massac hu^eit- architects will put their design skill- to

test, as ihc\ compete to construct a structural design

Mtag canned beans and soup instead of bricks and mor-

tars.

The first annual "CANstruction Competition" will begin

Sunday. April 19 at the Holyoke Mall and continue

throughout the week of April 20 in support of hunger

issues. These architects, representing the American

ln>titute of Architects will display their creative talents

b> constructing an arti-tk. structural design out of canned

food products, as an innovative way of raising food for

people in need and raising public awareness of local

hunger i»uev The local participating architectural firms

include Ray Kinoshita Studio of Amherst and Design stu-

dent* Iront the University of Massachusetts and

Spnngfieid College.

The canned and packaged food involved in the displays

oi the competition will be distributed to emergency food

pantries throughout western Massachusetts Various orga-

nizations and companies are contributing to the canned

apply and include the local A&P/Foodmart. Stop &
Shop. CAS Wholesale Grocers, Seder Foods and T&R
Hoods Other sponsors of the "CANstruction" event

ftc-pl* inytime!!!
siaaaaVBSBiaaaaaaBVBlBiaaaaaalB^BiaaaBlBaBiaaaal

r

include Rachel's Table of the lewish Federation of Greater

Springfield

UMass alumnus Pamela Finer initiated the idea for

organizing the benefit competition. As Finer described,

she thought of the idea to start a local food
"CANstruction* project as a result of the annual nation-

wide competition in New York.

"The issue of hunger is a yearly issue that affects us all

in one way or another, and the process to stop hunger is

an on- going process." Finer said.

The architects' creativity will be tested as they compete

for awards such as "Best Meal," "Best Use of Labels" and

"Structural Ingenuity " The public is invited to attend and

to vote for their favorite display for "Peoples' Choice

Award." An official ballot can be cast in exchange for

every donated canned food item brought to the mall dur-

ing the week of April 20.

The "CANstruction" competition has been a coopera-

tive project effort between local businesses and social out-

reach.

"This is the first time in Western Massachusetts that

such a project has been initiated, and as it has been suc-

cessful nationally in the past." Finer said. "We hope to

make it an annual event to address the problems of

hunger."

The winner will be awarded at the gala "CANstruction"

Awards Ceremony at the Holyoke Mall on Sunday. April

26 at 5 p in All are welcome to attend

at*t*«*t
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Deal possible

in postponed

apartheid trial

By John MocDonald
Associated Press

FARGO N.D. — Its building and

newspaper press were a pile of smok-

ing rubble in a pool of brown muck.

The homes of reporters, editors and

photographers were under water as

well. Still, the Grand Forks Herald

never missed a day of publication.

The newspaper won the Pulitzer

Prize for public service yesterday for

its work in covering the flood and

fire that devastated the North
Dakota community and the paper's

own newsroom a year ago this week

Its banner headline two days after

the fire seemed to say it all: "Come
hell and high water."

It was the first Pulitzer for the

Herald, whi.h has a daily circulation

of J7.000.

"We're walking on air," publisher

Mike Maidenberg said. "It's jum a

wonderful feeling for us to be recog

nized for what we did."

Editor Mike lacobs, who was
doused with champagne by a fellow

staffer as he was interviewed, said

the award brought recognition to a

staff that overcame impossible odd-

It - un important tribute to what

this newspaper staff was able to do

under tremendous stress." said

lacobs, whose home was damaged by

floodwaters.

The Herald s main building had

been swamped by the Red River when

a fire broke out in downtown Grand

I oik- on April |t, 1997 With four

fcjaj of water in the streets, firefighters

were helpless as flames destroyed sev

eral blocks, including the Herald

building that contained its newsroom,

press, nearly all its computer equip-

ment and its extensive library.

Stafl members quickly regrouped

and had a newspaper out the next

day, distributed free to flood victims

They borrowed space at the

I nivcisitv of North Dakota — one of

the few areas not completely under

water The St Paul Pioneer Press, a

I c I low Knight Ridder newspaper
more than 300 miles away in

Minnesota, printed the Herald pages

"I think the greatest service that

the Herald did was being able to put

a paper out at all." said lacobs. not-

ing that nearly all of the 57 news

room employees suffered their own
losses in the flood.

by Paul Harris

Associated Press

Thur . April 16

Fri., April 17

Smt., April 18

Brmthermmn
CmlUtt Fun*. Kifht

Crmwdmdi
BoorUtUx\
Ta» Halt w: Earl Davit

OldUt, fit** U Blues

all thaw Thur. Sat. alanine at 10pm

Sunday NE}fV ABC Jazi Troupe
starting at 8pm

Late Might
Menu

til Midnight

(Cam* ta Malum... Coma ta Darure...)

16 V Pteasam St. .-tmhe-st, MA 01002 Phone: 2J3 - 4400

GEORGE. South Africa — The trial

to determine whether P.W. Botha

snubbed the Truth and Reconciliation

Commission was postponed yesterday

js the former president's lawyers

labored to cut a deal and avoid prosecu-

tion.

The case symbolizes South Africa's

lingering racial tensions, pitting Botha

— the last hard line apartheid leader —
against President Nelson Mandela's

1
s)s)5 commission set up to uncover

crimes and promote reconciliation.

Rather than facing a black judge on

charges he willingly ignored subpoena*

to testify before a commission probing

apartheid-era atrocities. Botha hopes to

negotiate a deal that would drop all

charges in return for his testimony.

Prosecutors set a deadline for this

morning for Botha's lawyers and com-

mission officials to hammer out a deal.

Otherwise, they said, the trial would

proceed.

"It appears at this late stage, that

although the parties are very close to an

agreement, such an agreement has not

yet been struck." state prosecutor Bruce

Morrison said yesterday. "Unless the

parties come to some definite agreement

by 8 o'clock |this| morning, this matter

will proceed."

Conservative whites have rallied

around Botha, who says the Truth

amission is a witch hunt against

apartheid leaders and security forces.

Kbcks on the other hand, see Botha

standi- ig before magistrate fudge Victor

l.ugaju. who is black, as a sign of real

change after the nation '» first all race

election in 1994 ended apartheid. By

entering into negotiations with the

Truth Commission. Botha has signaled

he might testify in person before the

panel — something he previously said

he would never do.

The commission wants Botha to

answer questions about the State

Security Council he headed during the

1980s.

Botha contends ccenrnewon chairman

Desmond Tutu verbally agreed he could

supply written answers to questions

instead of having to appear in person.

if, has already submitted more than

1 .700 pages of iniormation to the panel.

The Truth Commission, however,

wants Botha to appear in person to

Men its credibility with the black

majority Many blacks are angry that

former apartheid leaders like Botha

have avoided testimony while popular

black leaders such as Winnie
Madiki/ela Mandela have had lengthy

pubic hearings
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Campus Police Log

What's cooking, Doc?
UtWOHIOWMUl cuulcuta

Edmund Chan, a freshman SOM and communications major, preparing

"brown noodles" in Thatcher basement yesterday afternoon.

rVTVNSSMY NtTI

Accident— Leaving the Scene

April 10

A hit and run accident occurred

in a parking lot on North Service

Drive Witnesses obtained the

license plate number of the offend-

ing vehicle.

Accident — Property Damage
April 9

A minor two vehicle accident

occurred on University Drive

Animal Complaint

April 12

An individual teported being

bitten by a dog near the Campus
Pond
Two birds weie removed from a

resident's room in Coolidge

Residence Hall.

Annoying Behavior

April S>

An individual frutn Bi

Residence Hall reported being

harassed by people from nth.

idence halls

April 1 5

An individual reported being

harassed by another individual at

Morrill S

B&L7 Burglary

April I \

An individual from Patterson

Residence Hall reported his wallet

stolen from his utim

Disturbance

April 10
A large fight at Baker Residence

Hall was reported to police while

in progress.

Residential staff from
Butterfield Residence Hall request

ed assistance with intoxicated indi-

viduals.

A fight i.n progress at Dickinson

Residence Hall was reported

A fight in progress at Gorman
Residence Hall was reported

Health and Safety Hazard

\pnl n
Individuals were on the second

floor ledge of Moore Residence

Hall Residential Staff was noti-

fied

larceny
\pril 9

A resident from Washington
Residence Hall reported a chair

stolen

April 10

An individual reported a cell

phone stolen from her purse while

in the Campus Center

Apnl ! I

Clothing was reported stolen

from the bed of a pickup truck on

parking lot 12 on Forestrv Way.

\pnl 12

An individual from |ohn Quincy

Adams Residence Hall reported

her laundry stolen

\pril I ?

A display telephone was stolen

from Lederle Research Building

two weeks ago.

Liquor Law Violations

April 9
Thomas F King. 19. of 69

Cranmore Rd.. Braintree. was
arrested on Massachusetts Avenue

for illegal possession of liquor.

Motor Vehicle Theft

April 12

A vehicle stolen from parking

lot 1 1 on Stadium Drive was
recovered by the Lawrence Police

Department

Suspicious Person/Activity

April 10

A male individual was reported

entering the women's locker room
on Totman Gymnasium.
April 1

1

lainie Daniels. 19. of 5 Village

Park, Amherst, was arrested on
Mather Drive for disorderly con

duct

An individual from John Quincy

Adams Residence Hall reported a

male individual in a women's
shower stall with a camera. The
report is under investigation

Traffic Slop

Apnl 9

Ramez Malki. 20. of 19 Dennis

St Amherst was arrested on
Holdsworth Way for operating a

motor vehicle with a revoked

license and a license plate viola-

tion.

Warrant Service

April 1 1

Christopher |. Deluca, 27, of

161 Chapel St., Newton, was
arrested at Dickinson Residence

Hall with a warrant

Vandalism
April 9

A window was smashed in

Cance Residence Hall.

Graffiti was written in a

Washington Residence Hall eleva

tor

Two vehicles in parking lot 1

1

on Stadium Drive were damaged
April W

An individual reported his cchi

cle's windshield cracked while-

parked on Fearing Street

A mirror was smashed on a

vehicle in parking lot I I on
Stadium Drive

A vehicle in parking lot J 5 on

University Drive was damaged
4pn7 / /

A room door in Baker Residence

Hall was kicked The lock set was

damaged
A emergency telephone and blue

light were damaged on
Observatory Road.

April 12

A door handle was broken on a

resident's room in Mooie
Residence Hall

Pnrt Tlim Pifrf" Wrtad
To follow estahhsbad routas picking up

clothing and houaahold ttams. Your good driving

raoord oombinad wttfa tfaa fsatbarfaKtkto of halptng
needy children could maan thara b a placa for you

in our organization. Apply in parson 11 am-4 pjn.

Big Brothers Big Sisters of Hampden County

li\irrSnuNcs Foundation Suttf.620

101 State St, SfanfiU'Ui MA 01 103ft

What is there to do

on campus??
http //www.umass edu/campact/events/calendar htm

Check this website out!

DAILY COLLEGIAN PUFFTON VILLAGE
Your First Choice

Featuring 1,2 & 3 bedroom apartments

DAILY COLLEGIAN

Upgraded Units

*New Appliances

*New Carpeting

*New Cabinets & Counters

Central Air Conditioning

Starting at $645

Rents include

-Heat, Hot Water & Cooking Gas

Use of

-Olympic Size Pool

-Tennis Courts

-Basketball Courts

CALL TODAY
Now Accepting Applications

#549-0145

On PVTA Bus Route

1/2 Mile From U-MASS

! "COMING SOON!!!*

Standard Units

*Fully Applianced

Freshly Painted

Carpeted/Tiled Floors

Central Air Conditioning

Starting at $570

Cathedral Ceilings

-in 2 & 3 Bedrooms

On Site

-Laundry Rooms

-Parking

*,~-
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The waiting game
There - this song by Carly Simon tailed

"Antuipation" and the first part goes something

like "Anticipation is making mi
I'm trying to figure out what the last word in that

sentenn- is. but somehow the thesaurus of possibilities

isn't working out so well and my colleagues down here

at the Collegian aren t raving Carly Simon fans either

so we're going to have to go with the fill in the blank

type mentality

The first suggestion is "crazy." followed by "ill" and.

giddy " In my current, flustered

state of mind. 1 vote for all of the

abi"
• a- I m; been waiting for ih Si

phone call since last Thursday, a phone
ull ivhiih could potentially change my
life for. like, evah So you can see. my
entire life revolves around the phone

Now. most of you would immediate-

Ii -tamp a big "L" on my forehead

use I'm so mmpletely wrapped up

in whether the phone will ring today or

tomorrow But y'all know the feeling of

checking your voice mail every U
onds (just in iase you missed that vital

message bv seconds) or logging on I

i- mail 10 MM it the news you've been

waiting for has finally made u« was over the exceeding

K ski* Internet (by the way. anything is slow when you

are in a state of anticipation i

living in a state of anticipation means that you are

i i ling hal—ra n pr'r uppoaucs, meaning yew ate

swinging from euphoria to ennui Right now I'm

i-uphorii which means everything and anything is

tunny in a tew minutes. I could be suffering from a

case of ennui, in which case I will be huddled in a ball

in some dusty little corner, contemplating the meta-

physial aspcits ofl lift-

Anticipation leads to fantasizing of the most ridicu

lous proportions At this point. I'm immediately plan-

ning out the rest of my life, based on this one pflone

Ctfl whith I haven't received yet But as time Stop
I II lontinue to plan and eventually build up this

rmous thing that kind of rides along on my shoul

dcrv so I'm constantly thinking about this phone call.

Bv the end of this past weekend. I had constructed

elaborate plans on what would happen once thi< phone

call came through While my parents would be pleas-

antly proud of my foresight and thorough planning,

there is a major obstacle in the way — that's the fact

thai my fantasized life depends on the good vicissitudes

Li
lH'J.ltll k.ll

0l Ma Bell

My anticipation is starting to evolve into an OMM
sion. as I spend countless hours watthing my phone,

thinking about how I tn going lo aiiswvi thai phone,

what I'm going to say how I will respond il onlv.

dammit, that phone would ring

I have even developed thi« top 10 list ot why the

phone hasn t rung Sumhtt 10 was that they Ion my

phone number, number nine was the last that it was

Good Friday and no one calK anyone on Good Friday.

I'm slowly working my way down to

number three whith is they are still

checking my references As you can see.

anticipation i- ttowt) driving me into

insanity

Anticipation indi nit) has a

variety oV Ijmtpt luding sweaty

palms tie, ati .'
,t and general

obsessing And don't ignore the butter-

flies whkh urc inosing li>sk si,H.k and

ba'iel right into the pt of your stom

aih Add a distracted mental Ft)

mind and you .an see thai I'm half-way

to an anxiety M
p in mind there are several ditlet

ent types of anticipation, so symp
m.is vary on a case by case bests.

•xample there * the antuipation that .

whenever you get handed back something in

There s the panuked "Oh mi God. I got number three

wrong! Is there a sum iclling count'" 'vpc

reaction. And once ytm get yinir paper b«<

good lor bad), but immediatelv all the SMIM .jh- m
narios are out of your head.

Then there is the bad D n An example

would be sitting in the dentist's ihair kniiwing and

dreading the fact that \ pesk) wisdom teeth

will haie SO COM out And even though you do kn,.w

you will be walking around with vellow chipmunk
cheeks for the next two weeks, the antuipation ot the

dentist telling you II almost as bad as the actual

surgery.

There's good anticipation too. like when you receive

an award and you're sitting all dressed up in the front

row just waiting for your name SO he tailed That antic-

ipation is a little better, because Its less dite but still

will cause anxiety on a conscious level

So here's the deal: I'm still waiting for the phone to

ring I don't know wha' the anticipation or

that insidious Carly Simon song

Seema Cangutirkar it a Collegian column:

Letters to the Editor

Oppose NATO
expansion

To the editor:

The University of Massachusetts

community should be aware that once

the U.S. senators return to

\\ .ishinglon from their Faster recess

they will vote on a key issue — an

expansion of the North Atlantic

Treaty Organization (NATO) to

include Poland. Hungary and the

C'/eih Repuhlii This initial vote will

negatively affect US Russian rela-

tions in the detades ahead because

the Russian government feels that.

OOCC again, it is being encircled and

that a new divide will mark Europe's

map Moreover. NATO expansion

will intrease our tax burden by bil-

lions of dollars. We need to tell our

Senators that they must tall for a

delay on u vote until a national debate

has taken place and the total costs of

expansion have been considered.

Instead of strengthening the mili

tary forces of the three candidate
s why not begin a new round of

loses reduction talks which would cut

the level and the cost of armed forces

in Furope?

It must be noted that senators have

been the target of a massive $51 mil

lion lobbying campaign by U.S. arms

contractors (Northrop Grumman.
Lockheed Martin. Boeing. McDonnell

Douglas, etc.) seeking to -ell

weapons, communication systems and

other military equipment to the three

Central and Eastern European states

NATO expansion would offer these

arms manufaiturcrs a new and hugely

lutrative market because, under
NATO rules, new members are

required to upgrade their militaries

and make them lompatible with those

ofth untiifs

Members of the UMbjm tommunity

should get in touch immediately with

senators Edward Kennedy (e-mail:

senatorvWkennedy.senate.gov) and

lohn Kerry (john_kerry@kerry sen

ate.gov) and ask them to support a

resolution to delay a vote until a

national debate h;is taken plan- If no

suth resolution i- forthcoming, the

enators should be asked to vote

against NATO expansion

Gerard Braunthal

Professor Emeritus Political

Science

GEO within

rights

To the editor,

Sean Werle (letter to the editor.

Reevaluating the SATs
It is part of human nature to tate

gorize. For centuries, scientists

have plated things into certain

groups in order to make sense of the

world This makes life neat and orga-

nized. We know where things belong

and what they are used for However
this type ot silence causes a problem

Along with grouping things tomes
social, political and eionomii mean-

ing Associations are made to terrain

groups and these have numerous
influences upon those groups (or

example, on a college

applitation many cate-

goiies appear. Race,

gender and family

income are a few.

Already we have an

idea of what kind of

pci -on someone is

based on this informa-

tion. Is this the ss^s^HHnsiai
American way? How

include all people Musi there

be a cutoff' Who deserves more'' The

Honors College has provoked various

dis.u sanipus because of

these concerns, one of which is its

emphasis psj SAl HOJSJ

At many universities around the

country. SAT scores have been given

a tower profile as part of the adnus

sions process. This is due to the inner

ent inadequacies of standardized tests

as indicators of student success in

institutions of higher learning About

300 universities, approximately 15

percent of the nation's schools, no

longer require SAT scores from appli-

•jSJ-aj

The troubles with standardized tests

go beyond the fallacy of indicating stu

dent success While doing away with

and race, but the effects ot suih bia-

es, as well as more subtle disadvan-

tages, are grossly under-reported.

The University of California system

has been seriously tonsidering in the

past year doing away with the SAT
requirement According to Eugene F

Garcia, Dean of the School of

Education at the Univeisiu ol

California at Betkelev 2 .000 latino

students were not able to attend UC
Berkeley last year beiause of SAT
scores (tos Angele* Times. 10/1/47.

page

The troubles with stun

durdized tests go beyond
the fullucy of indicating

student success

Steve t »old

I all

T h e

WashingtonPott
(9/20/47
page A3)
reports that

sssssssssa projections

indicate a 70

pjja^m percent
decline in

imeni at the I'C flagship

en though the latino pop

requirement is good for all students it

i« imperative concerning students ol

color. In fact, keeping the requirement

is detrimental to students of color. For

years there have been sVpstiiew thai

the tests are biased based on gender

camp
ulation in California continues lo

grow

It has been commonly reported that

black and Latino students on average

score lower on SAT exams than the

national average A higher percentage

of black and Latino students attending

BjsjHh -ihools largely explains

the disparity. Also, living in economi

tally disadvantaged communities Ji-

proportionaieh denies many black and

Latino students access to calculators

iwhiih are allowed for use on exams

though use is not indicated nor consid-

ered m evaluating score) or expensive.

pnvate preparatory classes. Msolan

family intotnc. says Garcia, has been

found to be the strongest correlation

with performante on SATs

SAT scores may reflect the social

class of students but are useless as a
r determining if a student n |

good candidate for matruul

Gartia's Latino Eligibility Ml
performed a study of several hundred

SAT stores and academic perlor

inaiue in the umverMiu- Garcia

poses the question. "Does the SAT tell

us who is going to do well in lollege1

Then it II doc- Jm-n do so at the

cost ul another poliiy that -av- vm

want tO be sure that the university i-

open to all' His an-wei is that "the

SAT requirement fails on both ol

those count- iLos tugW.--. Tinn

II i.munonwealth I Honors) Colicgc

i- looking lor the best of student- to

oltei a plan- in it- program, applica

tion requirements should not i tipple a

large part of its appliiati.ni pool

Requiring SAl scutes in the process

ot accepting or declining student- can

only hurt the chances of black ami

latino students as well as anv

noiiiuallv disadvantaged students

V. nh a hisiorv ol problems concerning

Jivii-ilv on thl- lampu
Commonwealth College OMM afford

to hinder the matriculation of black

and Latino students

ia -uggesl- not thai the S \ I

be done away with entirely. An admis

sions p'

upon a van i- high school

grades, extra lUtriiular activitu

I, and S\ I Sludeni-

sjgsj Jo extraordinary work in high

school should not be denied entrant

e

hecause they do not meet a minimum
s\l SODSa requirement

In order that representation within

the Hi«v>r> College be inclusive rather

than exclusive and in order to create

an opportunity tor greater diversity in

the student body it in the interest of

the administration not to have a mini

mum SAT score requirement In Us

place, other factors which nuv

accurately indicate the likelih

student success leg extra surrxular

activities) should he more heavily

weighed
Jt-nt

\h. it tMury A Vnian Berghahn nho
W tnbuted to this

The other side
I'm

generally not too keen on holiday- Christmas

has become little more than an obligation.

Thanksgiving-* bwrden. HaMoavee* • drunken bier. -

Easter usually goe- hi without mv even iii.Mii.ing

When 1 was a kid. it was nothing but an exiuse to steal

my sister's black jelly beans and eat too much ham I

had no knowledge, or any intcre-t oi it- religious

background: I was rsised a confirmed

heathen.

Recently. Easter's been getting As much US there IS to

about as much of my attention as the complain ubout. there's

always something to be

happy about.

4/15) is free to disagree with the ml

lectkM of agency fee and it within

his rights to attempt a lawsuit, but it

i- not a very produttive use ot hi-

time or energies He needs to under-

stand a few impoitanl fait-

1) The collection ol ageiKy In i-

totallj legal under Massachusetts

Labor 1 .». Chapter I Sol

2) All of the other five campus
union- collect an agency fee. The only

reason GEO ha- not solicited thi- lee

f. ii the la-l Sjvefl years is due to the

fatt that grad student employee- were

not formally recognized as public

employees undei the law

5) Agency fee amounts to It's- than

2 percent of one- pavcheck and when

totaled for the year is still tar le-s

than what grad employee- will be

receiving in pay raises, negotiated by

GEO for next year. W I wel-

come questions and dialogue about

the implementation of agency tee

However, we did make even effort to

alert all grad employees ol this change-

prior to the contract ratification

Those opposed to its implementation

tree to vote the lonltatt down.

In-tead it was ratified by an over-

whelming majority.

Mahmood Ketabchi. GEO
President

leiuiiler Fastilo, GEO Vice

President

invited to my friend's house for their

iu-tomary Easter bash. I mostly

regarded it as an excuse to drink dur

ing the day. But on a whim. I decided

to go to church for the Easter

vice. I crammed in with the rest of

the twice a-year Chri-n... ;h, roughly regretting my
Jeiision I was starving, and in no mood for singing

hymns u r listening to sermons

I was feeling a little guilty for my lack of spirit

Those rare times | do go to church I can usually at

least enjoy the serenity, or try to learn something

about a tradition I know nothing about But I was rest-

hungry and jusi wanted the servite to end

It almost did end without catching my intere-t Rut

the Pastor's sermon, delivered after all the singing, the

passing of the collection plate, and interminable

prayers, caught my ear. It was. of course, about lesus

resurrection. He recounted the story of the cynic-

preparing his body for the grave, and their refusal to

believe that he'd end up anywhere else Thev were, as

we know, pleasantly surprised when lesus came back

to life.

Like I said. I'm about as religious as a rock, and the

story held no literal meaning for me whatsoever But I

couldn't get away from what it was really trying to say.

i it DeYuung

.riK i -in I ike the

2.000 years ago, we rsAsss lo believe in tfu

and grow i bie about She inevitable Despite a mi

sreson- to have hope for the future, we a--unu labsmt-

urse this i- often the rational thing to J

a hard time to be a student at UMass. a uti/cn of the

U.S . or to be a 20 -omelhing But

it - not all that bad. either \

much as there i- SO mmplain about

there's always something t.

happy about. All too often we tor

get about the second half ol the

equation

It's spring We've been grinding

ii out for a good si\ month- n..w

and it hasn't always been pleasant

But we're done watthing the lea

fall, we're done trudging through the snow, and the

mud will dry up soon It s tmu- to look on the bright

side

')t OOSjne, this isn't an invitation to throw on the

rose tinted glasses Things are wrong with the world,

there are problems at I Ma-- and problems in our per

-in.il live- we'll have lo deal with But the main thru*i

of the pastor's sermon, and my column, is that we
need to put it in perspective

All too often, as an editorial iolumni-i I tend to

dwell on the negative My |oh i- to find problem-, and
wnie about them. Like many I often miss opportuni-

ties, to write about things that have gone well. Of

potential solutions to problems
So let me offer a solution: for a month — just a

month — let's try to look tor things that are going

right. Let's try to generate solutions rather than com
plaints. Let's look for possibility- rather than
tragedies.

Gerrit DeYoung is a Collegian columnist

Wo encourage our readers to respond to (he contents of the Collegian through letters to the editor.

Letters must be typed, no more than 400 words long, and indude nome, address and phone number for

confirrnation purposes

They can be submitted by mail to Ed/Op Editor, Dairy Collegian, 1 1 3 Campus Center, UMass, Amherst MA
01003. by e-mail to letters©oitvms oil umass edu; or by fax to (41 3) 545-1 592.

The Collegian reserves the right to edit tetters for length, clarity and style.
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Passover book a tasty treat
By Bryan Schwortzman
Collegian Staff

MATZO BALL MOON
Loiloa Newman
Clarion Books

Imagine, an entire book devut

id so ime of the cornerstone

.mv Passover meal, the matzo
t.,11

.1 I must sav. those of who
have had the opportunity to taste

a lush, juiiv inat/u dienihed in

ihnken broth will be a little

biased toward the subject matter

I verv vear when I consider not

going home for Passover m>
mothe i reminds me that there will

he matzo ball soup, and I always

end up going.

I ttlsM Newman, a

Southampton resident for the

past I) years, has written a story

of originality and tradition which

can both entertain the reader

while lonveving the true meaning
•i ihe holiday Matzo Boll Moon

i- about a family's annual expert

ence at Passover and their rela

tionship to each other. The book

explores the joy associated with

the ancient holiday, and illustrat-

ed how love of families members

it as important a part ol the hoh

day as the religious ritual.

The story's main character is a

little girl named Eleanor. Every

vear Bubble (a Yiddish word for

grandmother) |oins hci Mama,
Daddy and brother |o»hua for a

Seder Eleanor helps Bubble make
matzo ball soup for the whole

family The light hearted and psi

orful illustrations by Elaine

Greenstein takes the reader

through the process of preparing

the soup

The conflict of the book arises

at the Seder when there are

enough matzo balls for everybody

exiept Bubble The familv

their soup to Bubbie since the)

have already eaten some, but

Bubbie refuses, saying that her

familv s |oj is her jo> Eleanor

tinds something even better for

her grandmother, in the most

unlikely of places

The book works on manv lev

els; it will excite children who
may be first experiencing

Passover, and the metaphor
drawn between the moon and

matzo ball will make the adult

reader think

"Passover has really been a

iial event," said Newman.
Newman said she had a speual

relationship with her grandmoth

er and wanted to lonvcv lhat in

her work
"Eleanor really wanted to give

something to her grandmothei

Her love for her grandniothi

H

as big as the moon " she said

Newman has written two previ

ous Clarion books She ha-

published collection* of p

and stories and has edited a win

ing manual
She had some advue for

prospective writers.

"It's important to be reallv di*

ciplined. become really immersed

in literary life and be verv

patient " A

Wu-Tang scores big again

Arts t i ?

LEFT Of THE MIDDLE
Natalie Imbruglia

RCA

Formet Australian television su,i Natalie Imbruglia is

attempting lo make a similat leinvention to the one

Alanii Morisaette lucctssfult) made a few >ears ago

alter she outgiew adole->icnt pop Marion Much like

Morissette'i sffott, Inbruglia - debut. Left of the

Middle is a mixed bag

Ceiiainlv liubru|ilia appears to I,

lonsiieiiie lonMaiitlv JUardino against

the pitfalls all atouud her. On I

I nink'.\" she -eeuis io be -ending /
a message to herself as she sings

"Brother shoots biother. but mean-

while you ic tixing up wut lan-

Ihi- MiK ol troubled sell regula

lion and pointed loinmeiiiaiv Of) the

vaiuous lilestvles ot the people around

hci dominates the album

But whei na- btoken through to a

where she's revelling in hei independence and treedom

(as evidenced on her new -inglci Imbruglia is still in a

ipline It'i thi - awkward.

*lighll> cute ambience that starts to irritate ovei the

ii.urse ot the album i-pcsialli a- Imbruglia is equallv

inhibited with her slight vosal-

Musiiallv she I an etleilive plagiaii-l d.ung a sted

liable Portishead Me MotM -ailing way too

ilo^e Ii Morissette on "One Mote Addiction" and "Big

Mi-i.ikc and -funding like Rcpublica without the

nn iut\ singei on the electronic bustl.

"Impre-

d by Radiohead producer Nigel Oodneh. /

the Middle is quietlv la tn-i listen

However, with the exception of "Tom" and "Smoke."

the furrowed, emotionally -te»crved songwriting has ere

ated a claustrophobic debut, which reveals that

Imbruglia still has more -kins tu shed before she reach

es her undoubted potential C I Marty Keane)

THE PILLAGE

Cappadonna
Epic Straot

**X Only the lord may know how. but Wu-Tang ha-

managed to put out another great album It seem-

that every time you walk into the record store

there is another Wu-Tang album in the hot new

V album racks Cappadonna. the ninth mcmbei

^k of the clan, has just released his solo album.

J
7*ie Pillage. Cappadonna was onginaliv sup

/ posed to appear on the first Wu Tang album

but was. unfortunately, in jail It ejaasj't until

Gho-tlan- - Ironman album that we tir-t got lo

hear the sherry head kid. After flexing his mu-ile- on

Wu /.iii' Forever, everyone was calling out lor the

self-proclaimed best dressed member of the \s |

dvnastv

"Slang Editorial" opens this up in typical RZA pro

duied fashion with a hooking loop that is bound to get

you open Cappadonna s first words uttered are "I saw a

ii.rk in the road so I went straight " like hi- ilaim he is

tai trom the average rapper While most rapper^ tell

stories that only Don Corleone can relate to.

Cappadonna s songs show a more realistic side lo grow

ing up.

Milk Ihe Cow." the second si.igle, i- equally banging

and features guest appearances by none other then the

Turn to TRAX page °
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The Massachusetts Dally Collegian s UMass ' Best Is Intended to be a fair, good natured contest among

the local businesses. We encourage all of our readers to experience all of our area s businesses.

N.nnc: _
Address.

Phone #:

ss 0:

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

10 Best Vegetarian Place

I

Ballot

1. UMass Grub
I Best Pi//u Place

2. Best Sub Shop ,

3. Best Place 10 Cio on a Date

4 Best Place to Eat if Your Parents are Paying

5 Best Ice Cream Shop ,

6. Best Chinese Restaurant

7. Best Italian Food^

8 Best Breakfast (Hangover Cure),

u Best Bagel Shop

I

1

1

Best Northampton Restaurant

12 Best Candy Store

//. UMass Drink

1 . Best Liquor Store

2 Best Coffee Shop

3. Best Place to Start the Night Out _
4. Best Place to Finish the Night Out

.

5. Best Shot

6. Best Beer

7. Best Drinking Game
8. Best Bartender (Note Which Bar?).

9. Best Northampton Bar

///. Shops & Services

1 . Best Grocery Store

2. Best llonst

3. Best Clothing Store

4 Best (..is Station

5. Best Bike Shop

f». Best Biwikstore

7 Best Han Salon

8. Best Place to Work Out.

9. Best Tanning Salon

10 Best Place 10 Bu> Condoms

II. Best Northampton Nik Nak Shop

IV. Arts & Entertainment

1. Best Place to Hear Lh*C Music

2 Best Local Band

3. Best Radio Station

4 Best Music Store

5. Best Place to Play Pool

6. Best Cheap Date

7 Best Video Store

8 Best Movie
,

9 Best TV Show

V Unique UMass ' Best

1 Best Thing About UMass

2 Best Apartment Complex

3. Best Class

4. Best Reason to Miss Class

5. Best Reason to Hand in a Paper Late

6. Best Professor

7. Best Place to Read The Collegian

8. Best hxciise lor Not Graduating in 4 Years

9. Best Place to Study

10. Best College Newspaper

The Collegian Poll Rules:
)|H'(I Ol .ll Colic ii office in the

to I I \ ( ampus ( enter,

No V

;•?. One hi killot

>e lillec

5. Independent Ballot IU

6. All Ballots due hv Wee

7 ( ollevii.in cmnlovees .

utters will he disqualified

reasonable completeness.''

le blanks tilled will be disc]

22. 1
(
>
(
>iS.

eligible

All completed surveys will

be entered in a drawing to

win a dinner for two .

Winner will be Drawn

April 22, 1998.

i
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iron lung Method Man While the song is built on a

darker sinister beat, it isn't dreary, but it just makes you

w.mt lo hit repeat on your disc man "Check For A

Nigga" and "Run" are bound to be two more songs you

are going to hear a lot of. The songs are catchy, poten-

tially radio bound and they manage to hook you without

ripping off Puff Daddy or The Firm

One ol the strengths of this album is that it is chill

summer music despite its often bleak outlook. That

>>>und embodies the lives of most urban-children, an

.ibility to want to party and have a good time despite

>iress le>els that are often overwhelming Cappadonna

even throws in a song about heartbreak on "Young

Hearts." which gets hilarious when the cherry-headed

rapper sings for us

The best track, the one that will melt on your tables

and leave them stickier than honey is "Dart Throwing."

The track also features Method "lohny Blaze" Man and

has a slower, almost southern, beat In fact, it sounds

like a blues song you would hear on the porch of a

I ouisiana swamp house If this duesn't get you open.

vou need to do a serious re-evaluation of yourself. A-

i \dam Dlugacz)

CITY OF ANGF.LS SOUNDTIACK
Various Artists

Worner/Sunset

I'm not sure what Alanis Morissette was doing all

these years, besides maybe sipping cocktails on the

bea^ho ol the newly lounded Alanis island. But after

listening to "I ninvited." one of the few original tracks

i Angels soundtrack, she may have been in

a different dimension all together

Haunting and nnstis "Uninvited" is a eerie departure

jnwhmg on the much -overplayed lagged Little

Pill, with the exception of course, of Morissette's

near whiny. craving, one-tone vocals "Uninvited"

nds more like it belongs m The Crow than C'try of

hut it nonetheless is a horrifically tragic tribute

spiritual qualities.

The soundtrack is repetitive, but achieves the appro

prtate mood via solemn ballads from Peter Gabriel —
Peter Gabriel — arid Sarah McLachlan. who's

"Angel" is not her best, but bet most touchy-feely meta

physical.

The Goo Goo Dolls' "Iris" sounds a lot like every

other Collective Soul-type offering, but features the

catchy chorus "Don't want the world to see me. cause I

don't think they'd understand/When everything's made

to be broken, I just want you to know who 1 am." It's

the second best track on the album

Mixed in with elastics from U2. |imi Hendrix and

Eric Clapton, Ci'ry of Angels is easy listening, symbol-

ized by composer Gabriel Yared's violin-based, folksy.

Minple but annoyingly repetitive theme B (Bryan

McAllister)

WHEN DtO YOU LEAVE HEAVEN
Lisa Ekaahl

RCA/Victor

There seems to be a pattern of Swedish female pop

artists trying to sound like they are three or four years

old Lisa Ekdahl fits into this mold very nicely with her

U.S. debut. When Did You Leave Heaven.

Unfortunately. Ekdahl deviates from the bubblegum

pop that has made her successful in her native Sweden

and tries to simulate a jazz album F.kdahl's cute, girlish

voice does not translate well to slow, moody jazz.

When Did You Leave Heaven is a perfect example of

how awkward an album can sound when a voice is too

weak for the music it is paired with

From the first few seconds of the title track, one can

sense that something is definitely wrong here As

accompanied by the Peter Nordahl Trio, it seems that

Ekdahl is the butt of a cruel joke perpetrated by her

record executives The novelty continues as Ekdahl

covers songs written by Cole Porter and George and Ira

Gershwin, among others. The more Ekdahl sound like

a preschooler, the more songs like "My Heart Belongs

to Daddv" (Electra complex, anyone?) become laugh

able

li is understandable that Ekdahl would not want to

debut in ihe Stales with cheesy, radio ready pop straight

from Scandinavia as so many others have — including

ABBA. Ace of Base. The Cardigans. Aqua, etc But as

it is now. When Did You Leave Heaven will probably

be laughed out of the stores. It's hard to take a vokt

that cute very seriously C- (Kevin Monahan)

Stop by Anytime!!! www.umass.edu/rso/ Aussie pop wren Natalie Imbroglia comes up |ust a brt short m her debut album, Lett of the Middle

M.mp.kir. M..H
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Great Volunteer Opportunity

Ml Farms 4 'VM9IJ3
Ml F«m< Mall

Become a

contraception and

safer sex educator.

Men and Women
wanted.

Attention Seniors!!!

There is still time to register for

employment opportunities in all areas.

Resume referral hooks you up with potential

employers easily.

FIND OUT HOW
Registration Workshops offered by the

Campus Career Network

Monday 3:45 April 27 May 4

Thursday 1 :00 April 16, 30 May 7

Campus Center 801~\?
"

We're Here For You!

On April 25 A 26
Haigis Hoopla Is going to hit

the UMass Campus
(and you are invited!)

Whether you're a fan or a participant

the new balance Haigis Hoopla has something to offer everyone

A Slam Dvnk Contest

Driving Range

Chance to Shoot for a New Car

Performance by the Funk Club

And so much more <V

If you haven't registered, it's not too late. ^
Absolute deadline is Friday, April 17th, $18 per player

Registration forms are in the Curry Hicks lobby or visit our table at the

Campus Center this week. For more information call the

new balance Haigis Hoopla office at 545-5689

new balance
Dflnfl
Automotive

J:i,P.Mp»<rW ffflBLQlMS%mrl BUSINESS SYSTEMS

UCHSIOR PRIHIIHG CO

9m

m
MCPFRM rock
W H A* P • F AA

ijl. J! VsLdaLdFJJ.il\J. "Good and Healthy"

Presented by the UMass Sport Management Department

<N.

Fallen beam sends Yankees over to Shea;
Lindros returns to Philadelphia lineup with a vengeance after injury

NEW YORK (AP) - Hundreds ol

city workers combed Yankee Stadium

\cMerday. inspecting the 75-year-old

ballpark for any more defects like the

one that sent a steel joint crashing into

the seats a day earlier

A 500-pound steel joint dating to

1927 fell from the uppei level Monday,

hours Mm the New V>ik Yankees'

game with the Anaheim Angels. The
mishap caused two games with the

Angels to be poMponed, and moved a

third to Shea Stadium

No one was iniured and no tans were

inside the House that Ruth Built at

.ihout 2 p in when the steel chunk fell

an estimated 40 tect from the underside

ol the upper deck into the mezzanine

section down the third base line

\ the Yankees held batting practice

\eMerday. about 500 workers liom

eight city agencies inspected the beams

and joints in the intertot ol the stadi-

um's uppet devk

Ihe engineers are working theii » a\

1 1 1 the top of the stadium down." said

let line Hauer. director ot the mayor "l

ottkc ot emergency management

Ihe city was taking no charu.es, how-

e\ ei

ily the games in the next couple

of day* will not be plaved here." Hauer

said.

.nd the inspectors lound the

. .inpatable joint in the underside of the

upper deck down the first base line and

determined it was structurally svmnd

The joints were added to the stadium

during an expansion in |fJ27, four yean

after it opened

"Yankee Stadium is i rumbling

I vervbodv is in a little disatTuy right

now." pitcher Oavid Cone said

•day.

A croud d more than 20.000 had

been expected to watch the Angels and

Yank
"This could have been a terrible

tragedy." Mayor Rudolph Giuliani said.

V>u could M that if someone were

strong there at the time that the beam

came down, that perst«i would now be

dead"
"Aft a Yankee (an. I'd rather that we

were playing, but as a mayor we have to

n..ikesute It * sale
'

The episode pave added ammunition

to Yankee* owner George Skwibrenrter.

who ha* been seeking a new stadium

The team's lease with the cits expires m
20»

1 e II overcome this one. but we've

got to be sure it doesn't happen again."

the owner told The New York Times

"If that means a new stadium, we'll

have to see."

Babe Ruth christened Yankee
Stadium with a homer the day it

opened. April 18. 1925, and it has been

home to some of baseball's greatest

players ever since. Hall ol haulers like

Ruth. Lou Gehrig, |oe DiMaggio
Mickey Mantle and Reggie lackson have

helped the Yankees win 25 World
Series championships

I
real shame this happened litis

is a shrine to baseball." Angels manager

Terry Collins said.

Ihe stadium, owned by the city and

leased to the team i- set to celebrate its

75th anniversary Saturday. Those plans

were put on hold, however, when the

18 inch expansion joint, used to con

neci beams, crushed seat 7 in row B ol

section 22

The seat was smashed to pieces and a

b-inch hole was gouged in the cone ate

Ihe )omt tote another hole in the ceiling

of the upper deck

The collapse also caused a chain reac-

tion in altering this week's schedule

Night games Monday and Tuesday

were immediately called off, and the

^ ankees announced they would plac

the Angels at 1 p.m today at Shea

Stadium, home of the nval New York

Mets Ihe Mets are also scheduled to

play at Shea tonight at J 40 p.m
against the Chicago Cubs.

A replacement joint was being built in

the Bronx, and Giuliani said it might be

installed if no other problems are found

II the parkS not repaired, the Yankees

and l>etroit Tigers could move their

three-game -cnes this weekend to Shea.

Ihe teatnv though, might play

instead at Tiger Stadium if repairs are

not finished Acting oonaiwaioner Bud

ig. AL president Gene Budig and the

Yankees discussed a contingency plan

to shift the serie* to Detroit, and then

move the following weekend's series

from Tiger Stadium to New York.

BUI U-Suer. the Angels' muscle thera-

pist, was wattling on the field toward

the hallowed Monument Park beyond

the left field fence when the joint fell

There was a real loud bang." he

aid "I looked up and saw a I

debris falling down, a lot of concrete."

The stadium was extemrvefy remod-

eled in 1974 and I97"> forcing the

Yankees to play at Shea until the reno-

. jted ballpark reopened in 1976.
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SHRIMP
AT THE

TOP OF THE CAMPUS

fell . .
^' ZsT

so > -.-«.• >.//

EVERY WEDNESDAY vk FRIDAY

T.O.C.BAR& (HULL

SHRIMP 25c EACH
4:30 P.M. TIL 7:30 P.M.

Located on tht 11 floor, CAMPUS CENTER

Steinbienner has complained that the

current stadium doesn't have enough

parking and amenities.

Stadium superintendent Hob
Wilkinson said the ballpark is inspected

once a year.

"There is a lot of foundation work

and steel still here from 1925," he said

"But this stadium is in good shape. This

is an isolated incident
"

The Yankees played a practice game

today at the stadium against then

Double -A Norwich team, although no

tans were allowed in. The Angels also

will work out at the park.

Alter the Monday night's game w.i-

postponed, people milled outside the

stadium and police told fans at subway

stop-- to turn around and go home

The Yankees have talked about

building a new stadium neat Madison

Square Garden in Manhattan, or one

near Giants Stadium in East

Rutherford N I

Yankee Stadium is the fourth-oldest

ballpark in the majors, behind Tiger

stadium 1 1912). Boston's Fenway Park

11912) and Chicago 'e Wrigley Field

M9I4I
It was not the first time a structural

problem has postponed ball games.

The Kingdome in Seattle and

Olympic Stadium in Montreal have had

trouble with falling objects in recent

\i the 1989 World Seiies.

Candlestick Park was nuked by a major

earthquake that caused minor damage

to the ballpark, and Game 5 was post-

poned for todays.

Lindros returns lo Fryers lineup

HI II \U> \ Y (AP) - Aftei IK

games sidelined by a concussion, Fryers

captain Erk I Mrai didn't waste any

time Monday night letting the Buffalo

Sabres know he was back in the lineup

1 oolong strong from the opening shift.

Lindros was a force in keeping the

Sabres from gaining possession of the

puck in their own zone for the first sev-

Bdok NoyT
'Summers

etal minutes of the first period.

It was what he had been waiting for

since suffering a concussion March 7

alter a hit by Darius Kasparaitis of the

Pittsburgh Penguins.

"Anytime you've been away from the

game as long as 1 have and It'l some-

thing you grew up doing and something

\ou love to do and it's been taken

away... yeah, there's a lot ol excitement

built up inside me." lindros said after a

practice skate earlier Monday at Marine

Midland Arena.

Lindros shook off the eflect- pj Hh

injury about 10 days ago — in plenty of

time to get in top shape lor the playotts

he- said "I felt really strong." he said "I

wasn't having any symptom^ and alter

hard skates I wasn't getting the dizzi-

ness and the headaches
"

With his brother never tar Irom his

thoughts, though, he wasn't willing to

rush things Brett I indros of the New
York Islanders quit hockey alter a series

ol concussions.

"I think the biggest thing is having a

sense of when to come back and mak

ing sure that when you do DOOM back

you're not putting yourself in a position

where you're much more susceptible to

having the whole process re-occur." he

said.

"I don't want to step in and miss the

first round or the second rvwnd" of the

playoffs, he said.
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C—tS— 1» Mil
t4—I—1 Urtm|i

!44 Main Street

i
Amherst

(413) 256-1261

DIAMOND SALE

Ow King S» .
Northampton 584 3324

264 N Pliosorrt St , Amherit 253 3324

Need a
Car Loan?
We can help you establish your
credit. We finance people with

credit problems: no credit, bad
credit, bankruptcy, divorced.

No co signers required 1

ON MCDONALD CCUtCiAM

Swinging for the fences
Bryan Mazzaferro and the Massachusetts baseball team take their

1 7-& record into a matinee tomorrow afternoon at 3 p.m against

Northeastern University in Boston
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TRAVEL

FROM BOSTON

OMin Rasasw*

LONDON
$209 $382

$267 $490

MADRID
$296 $544
Los Angeles

1
I

$189 $367

CHECK OUT A GREAT CLASS!
||

CLuf r«Lei* 0««c< aJ«sm
fMm fvof i*

DUBLIN $449
ROME $389

LONDON $298

Scht<<if< HighU

f tftl It •IfKoill liilinitiint

Eurailpassas a va liable

ttit\mnt nnchns** may spp*/

I Cutnifi tswwsjast

| NmsastKtw
note* lot I iiuatnl l cifds

may be riquirtd

ISM TRAVEL
ll I •rift Ait NT. NT 1M17

212 986 M20*
tibO-i/ 2-9675

'issTIt

www pnsmiours com

Peer Health E d uc it o r j . .

.

...leara about cool t tuff

.ttiei itorlifhopi in the r«i idenea halts and Greek area.

...jive out eondomt and other foodies at

the Campus Center and apeeial eventt.

...make ne«/ friendt.

...MAKE A DIFFERENCE!

PEER HE.U.TH EDUCATION I & U

PUBLIC HEALTH 213/214 or EDUCATION 213/214

6 Credits • 2 Scmesier Commitment Required

ATTEND AN INFORMATION SESSION:
Tuodjy- April 14, Noon - lpra. Campus Cer*er Roo«n 16S - 169

wojna<te->pnt l»,ga,-ljOpraJ CampojCemer Room SOS -809

lAriTicJumkj at 577-5181.

.
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he Collegian Is taking applications for:

WfillTISING
i REPRESENTATIVES

We are looking for Enthusiastic, Energetic, Organized and

5

Self-motivated Freshmen, Sophomores and Juniors from any major.

I
If you are guilty of any of these traits, contact Luis at the

Collegian Advertising Office at 545-3500 or stop in and fill

out an application at

113 Campus Center Basement <».

or stop by Saturn of Hadley
and ask for Joel Faillace.

CREDIT EXPRESS

A College Student's Guide To...

BACK010GY tOO & NECK MI6HT 102- Your chance to earn a baek-a-laureate dearee in ipinal aelf-eare

The Lumbar Spine

You'll Lear*:

• Normal Spinal Function

• Body Meehmici

• Tipt oa Posture

• Exereiset for the earo aod

feedioa. of your loo/or book

• What haepeai whan you

Put your bock ou»,"ind

(how to put it back io)

SESSIONS TO BE HELD

APRIL 27, 6 8 pm

Physical Therapy Department University Health Services

Sign up in Physical Therapy or call S77-SIIo.

That Pain

-Attention ALANA Students-

You'll Loore:

• Normal Spinal

Anatomy &

Function

• Body Moehaniet

• Tipt on Potturo

• Exoreiiot for the ' "V

earo end feeding of your nock

• What happens whan you "Put your nock out," and

(how to put it back)

SESSIONS TO BE HELD HAY 4. 6 8 pm

Physical Therapy Department University Health Services.

Sign up in Physical Therapy or all S77-SIS8.

The Admissions Office is looking for some

nthusiastic, interesting, and responsible stu-

dents from the ALANA community to host

students who have been accepted to

University during our ALANA Open

weekend, April 24, 25, 26. We will

table on the concourse of the Campus

on Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday

16, 17) from i1a.m.-2p.m.. Stop by

up to host a New Student!
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WEDNESDAY. APF 15

Diacussion — The English
rt morn at UMass. the

•. I me Arts Career
and the UMass

Alumni AssociatkNI il present-

ing an alumni panel iJMClwritltl

in the Campus Center, room
it 5 p.m. The di^vi.

provide- an opportunity to meet
with alumni and ditCtMl their

experience! in the working
\A,.rld Ml are welcome to

.irah Foud\.
iduate. will be

diKUSStraJ her e\periente ,
> orga-

B in the labor movement
ighted will be paid oppor-

tunities for graduating MaTaV

full time organizer*, a- well a- a

summer internship program for

I he discussion will

per Hall. Labor Center

Librar) ' rum 4:30-5:30 p.m.

daily listings sponsored by

Food will be provided.

[.Hgineering — The American
Society of Civil Engineers will

be holding the "maiden voyage"

of their concrete canoe. i«e
\firtuft'TO<2mac. at 5 p.m. on the

Campus Pond. Please come and
-how \our support.

Film — The Radical Student
I'nion Labor Film Series pre-

sents Motewun from 7-9 p.m. in

Campus Center, room 905-909.

IfaTaTffplf — There will be a

second mandatory meeting for

committee heads and animal
coaches of the Livestock CtawnTrfc

in Paige 202 at 850 p.m.
Contact Howard at 256- 6022
for more information.

Meeting — The Index, the

UMass Yearbook, will hold its

general meeting at 6 p.m. in

room 304 in the Student Union.

All are invited.

Theater — The Not Ready for

Bedtime Players will perform at

8 p.m in Cashin Residence Hall

main lounge in Sylvan
Residential Area.

THURSDAY. APR 15

Discussion — The Stonewall

Center will host an opening
reception for The Shared Heart,

a book and traveling photo
exhibit of portraits and stories

celebrating gay. lesbian, bisexual

and transgendered young peo-

ple. The panel discussion starts

at 7:30 p.m. in the Colonial
Lounge (Cape Cod Annex) in

the Student Union.
Discussion — Labor activist

Charles Kernaghan will be dis-

cussing the work abuses of

Kathie Lee Gifford. Victoria's

Secret and Nike at 7 p.m. in the

Main Lecture Hall at Hampshire
College.

Lecture — |ohn Bickford. a

graduate student at UMass. will

be speaking on the topic "The
Way to be Gay: Stereotype
Conformity and the Gay Identity

Formation Process." The lecture

begins at 12:30 p.m. in room
803 of the Campus Center.

Meeting — The UMasi
Feminist Majority Leadership
Alliance will nave its first infor-

mational meeting at 730 p.m in

the Cape Cod Lounge of the

Student Union.

NOTICES

Clothing Drive — The
Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity

will be holding their first annual

clothing drive, with all articles

donated being distributed to

needy families at the Amherst
Survival Center. Bags will be

dropped off at the homes of

Amnerst resident-, the week of

April 13-17 and retrieved on

Sunday. April 19 by 5 p.m.
\nvone not receiving a bag can

drop off clothes at 374 North
Pleasant Street in Amherst at

any time
itimnuiuement housing — A

limited number of residence hall

rooms will be available for the

FYh are putsfcc service aonouocernents pravted

deriy To submit an FYI. peats* sand a prass

retaasa < ontamnvcj al partmenf. intormatron

avkxhnq (he nam* and phon* number of Pw
contact person to tht Collegian, c/o th«

Manacpng Eddor by noon tt» pravtous day

relatives and friends of graduat-

ing UMass students for the night

of Saturday, May 2>.
Commencement housing appli

cations are available at the

University Conference Services

Office. Campus Center, room
918. To guarantee a reservation,

completed forms must be
returned by May 8.

Domestic l.xchange — There
are only 45 spaces left for the

1998-1999 domestic exchange.

Over UK) schools are still avail-

able. Come to the domestic
exchange office in E-26
Machmer Hall or call 545-5351
lor more information.

Notice — The new issue of

Spectrum magazine is in CoaK
pick up a free copy at the
Spectrum Office in 406E
Student Union or look for the

table on the Campus Center
Concourse next weed.
Openings — The UMass Lab

school has openings for

preschool children for the fall

semester in a Reggio inspired
3 199 for

more details.

program. Call 545-

Volunteerism— The Crisis

Center, a Massachusetts Suicide

Prevention Hotline is currently

seeking volunteers and interns

For more information, contact

Gina Grampetro at

(978)849-5600 ext. 201.

UVC-W f0
Today's Program Schedule

UMass' only student run Television Station
*i6 Student Union (located to the right of the Hatch) • 545-1336 • www-unix.oit.uinass.edu/-uvctv19

3:30
337
5:00
5.30
7:19
8:00
10:00

L/VC TV-19 Premier
Speaker Beate Klartfcld

Channel 19 New*
Star Trip: The Haort Mirtllatron

So Children Slow
Room 307
Sign Off

WEDNESDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WMOH
WTXX
WVIT

wnc
WWLP

1

-ft

M

Xi

m

HSCN Bulletin Board
CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN
UPN/20

Hartford

Boston
Boston
Springfield

Movie Ch.

Hartford

II

ia
13M
ia
1*7

Wecither Channel
NBC/30 iNJew Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
International

UMass Academic TV
HSCN Programming

31

UVC-TV19
ABC/40
NBC/22
CNN
CNN SI

Headline News
UCTV
TBS
BET
TV Land
Untvision

Comedy Central

Cartoon
Much Music

Springfield

Springfield

")

WGBY
WQGB
WSBK
WTBS
A»E
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK

SCIFI

TLC
TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

Wlshboos X
NtaraX

NtartX

Full Houee X

10

<Z

n

6:00
Bualnoai RpT

CBSNawt
CBS Newt

Fraeh Prince

SimppontX"
Newt a

Peat Ntw England Auction

Newt X
Mad Abo You

Family Hatters

6:30
Natrthour With Jtrn Lehrtr X
Intid* Edition IRaalTVI

ABC Newt

BoyWorld

NBC
Martin X
NBC Newt

Mad Abo You

NBC Newt

7:00 7:30
CPTV Auction

ExtraX

Intide Edition"

FtathPrlnct
-

Wheat-Fortune

Judge Judy I
Ent. Tonighl

Seinfeld X
Wheel-Fortune

Enl Tonight

Chronicle W.

Freth Pnnca

JaopardylX

Judge Judy X
Hard Copy X
Frattar F
JaopardylX

C - Campus

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 I 10:00 I 10:30

APRIL 15, 1998

CPTV Auction Continues

Nanny (B)

X

Nanny (R)

X

Spin City I

Smart Guy X
Nawtradio X

Nanny (R)

X

To life! America Catabratat Itraal't SOth (In Slerao) X
Nanny (R)

X

Dhtrmt-Grag

Sitter, Sitter

Semteld(R)X

Search lor Jutlice

Nawtradio X TSainleld H. K

Bavtrly Hillt, 80210 "Reunion

Nawtradio X jSeinltld [R) X

ABC Newt

Mad Abo. You

SainfaMX

Northam EtpoaurtX
Family Matters

WorldvtawX

Comic Belief |Ma»a-LPugh

Set Wingt "The Hunter" (R)

UpCloae

Supermarkat

Sporttcantaf

Sainleld «

Andy Griffith

^gX~ ISptnCHyX Ibnarma-Gra

To Ufa! Americt Catabratat araalt SOth (In Stereo) X
Drew Carey T
Wtytnt Brot.

3rd Rock-Sun

TwoGuyt-GirT

Slave Harvey

Working X
Stat Trek: Voyager (In Slereo)

3rd Rock-Sun |Working X
Ally McBeal The Promise" X
3rd Rock-Sun |WorkingX

Primatima Liva R

Law I Order "Stalker" X
LAPO

Law 1 Order Stalker' X

Law I Ordar "Stalker
1 X

NHL Hockey Boston Brums al Montreal Canadiens (Live)

Andy Griffith |NBA Batketball Chicago Bulls at Oettoit Pistons (Live) X

Great New England Auction Continual

Draw Carey X |Two Quyt-Girl | Primatima Live X

11:00 11:30

Newt «

Newt J.

Ltle Show X
Lite Show X
Nighlline B

Star Trek Nan Ganer.

|Tonight Show

Vibe

Mad Abo You

Newt "

Tonight Show

Oaap Space 9

Tonight Show

Lawt Ordar X
MoneyttneX Croetfire X
Dally Show (R)

Gimme Shatter

Stern't Money

a

Biogrtphy "Diana: The True Story' [>

3Larry King Uva XWorld Today X
a*.a "the Rooty Honor Picture Show"(1S75, MusietljTm Curry

wWmictwaryTOo'*" |Dttcovar Magazine (R)

NBA

Tergal Mafia (R)

NtwtX
M'A'S'HX TRpalTVX
"Tht ChtrokM Kid" (\9S6)

World Today X
South Park X [Stein't Money

Would You Believe II (R

I

NightHna X

Law 4 Order "Conlession"

Sportt lltut. I Moneytine X
Daily Show Sletn'i Money

MTV Uva (In Sleteo)

Figure It Out [Tiny Toon

Quantum Lapp (In Slereo) X
Renovation |Renovbllon

Lolt t Clark-Superman
I

Baywotch (in Stereo) X

Intimate Portrait

Itaalnr Laaoua BatabPlI Teams Io Be Announced (Lrve)X
i^3 "^

1 .. . u .^._»__I— /I- CI«,AA \ 1^^ "lUtf

Juttice Filet Con Jobs" (R)

Untolved Myttarlat (In Slereo)

My So-Called Lite (In Slereo)

DougX |RugrtttX

Artitt Cut

AIIThtl

Satquatt DSV (In Slereo) X
Home Again | Home Again

Babylon 5 "The Long Nighl" X
Highltnder:ThaSarletX

aa-ta "A Uttlt Prwcest"(199S, Dftmt) Eleanor Bron. '0' IB

tat "rVtofher (1996. Comecty) Albert Brooks. 'PG-13' X
(5:30) fttVs> "The Portrait oil UoV (1996) Nicole Kidman. 'PO-13'

Sty What?

Bewitched

Sighting! (R) (In Slereo) X
Wondr-WtPthr IWHhout Warn.

t« "Betny^d&y Innocence" 1 1966. Dftmt) Barry Bostwick

Major League Baseball Teams TBA

Rockumentary

Wonder Years

Total Requaat

Wonder Years

Forever Knight Last Act" X

Babylon S jlr' SlweO)

.

Walker, Te«Pt Rannar X

tVy "Bom Y»8WrrJay"(l993, Comtdy) Melana Gtittith. 'PQ'

»

Armnoaddon (R)

Real World :t Movie Awards

Happy Dtyt ]l Love Lucy X
"MANTIS "( 1 994)

Btchtftch: One Amazing Night

"peretion "Cross-Eye Surgery"

New Attitudes Golden Girls

Loveline (In Slerooi

M.T. Moore^ Tfaii I
Seaquett DSV (In Slereo) X
Wondr-Weathr Without Warn

aa XtrDQOt" (1996. Comedy) Tom Amok) PG' |Chtin

a '>t "Sharon's Secret"

{

r995.Suspense) Ctndace Cameron.

X

[From the Etrth Io the Moon X.

Btchtftch: One Amaiing Night (R)

t**v> "Looking tor Richanf (\m) Al Ptcmo PG-lTX

Silk Sltlkings Shock Jock" X
'Afwtys Outnumbered" ( 1 998)

*'/i TheGlmmer Man" (1996) Steven Seagal X
Dead Man't |Fett Track The Race Fin" a

"JoesMean"

"Lasl Road"
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Horoscopes
ARIES (March 21-April 19) —

You are waiting for some inspiration

at this time, but until it arrives youre

going to have to count on good,

old-fashioned common sense.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
You may encounter a bumpy road

today, but you can navigate with case

if you'll trust that your past experi-

ence will see you through.

GEMINI (May 2l-|unc 20) —
Iln- is a good day for walking and

talking in a quiet, easy manner. You
want to make sure that no one has

hiv or her feathers ruffled.

CANCER (|une 21-July 22) —
Once you get started today you

should be able to maintain a steady

pace. Take care that you're not ask-

ing too much of vourself. howe\ cr

LEO (lury 25-Aug. 22) — A mat

ter of official policy may come under

some discussion today. It will be up

to you, for the most part, to keep the

debate fair and open.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sepi. 22) —
Beware of hidden hazards today. You
mustn't take anything for granted,

especially when your activities seem

to be nothing mure than routine.

LIBRA (Sept. 2S-Oct. 22) — You
may be on the verge of taking on

more than you can handle at one

time You must be willing to say no

when you feel you've reached vour

limit.

SCORPIO (Oct. 25-Nov. 21) —
Others are likelv H look to you today

for some guidance, especially in areas

that demand a careful, deliberate and

detailed approach.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dcc.

21) — You may be asked to evplain

yourself today, but you mustn't reveal

all your secrets just yet. There will

come a time to tell all

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— You must be prepared to take

over very soon for someone who is

either unwilling or unable to see a

project through to its logical conclu-

sion.

AQUARIUS (|an 20 -Feb II) —
You will get little done today if you

concentrate on how things should be

Focus, instead, on ensuring the effi-

ciency of the W.«v things arc

PISCES (Feb I9-March 20) —
You may have the chance to undo an

error made some time ago A loved

one is waiting for you to do the right

thing, and you know just what that

Close to Homo By John McPherson

» of tlic? I>ay

44 ••• l*Vs be honest, we're all

willing to deal with some
attitude problems for a good roll _

^
in the hay.

"
- Overheard

i /*.„ , , ~*% ..-»,-..,.,.-, .,

"Don't be alarmed, folks. The owners have

agreed to replace the carpeting down

here?"

Today*! P.C. Mowu
545-2«2« IW ea«vre> tmfnrmmHmm.

Franklin

LUNCH
Chicken Breast Sandwich

Sloppy Joe

Ravioli AKredo

DINNER
ROaW* tnrVry

s anoi (a Cauliflower Casserole

Mesquite Chicken Sandwich

Worcester

ACROSS
1 Greek
philosopher

6 Hall-of Famer
Ty-

10 Party staples

14 Felt sick

15 General Bradley

16 On the Adriatic

1

7

Like some
remarks

18 Fatm structure

19 Utilized

20 Boston — Party

21 Sioux leader at

Little Bighorn
24 Holps Out

26 Cheap
27 — Dawn Chong
28 Type of bank
30 Toy on a string

33 Bog
35 Pierre's friend

38 Onward
40 Vehicle

41 OH limits

43 Tenn neighbor

44 Wickerwork
47 Reclined
48 Corporate

symbols
49 Psyche parts

51 Emerge
54 Deluged
58 Opinion
61 Roc

62 Oh dear'"

63 Russia s —
Mountains

64 Appointed
66 Walking aid

67 Playwright

Simon
68 Upngrn
69 Son of

Aphrodile

70 Cozy rooms
71 Bad tempered

DOWN
1 Ravioli eg
2 Rows
3 Pseudonym
4 Actor Danson
5 Black Sea city

6 Prices

7 Skip over

8 Java s neighbor

9 Wild horses

10 Smeared
11 Edition

12 Rinds
13 Unhappily
22 Piece of news
23 Oct. 31 figure

25 Hard metal

28 Unruly kids

29 Zhivago s love

30 Tibetan ox

31 Grand — Opry
32 Over there

34 Prefix meaning

PRFVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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i w _M-. 1 R o II r R R A
s t o|a S S N 1

1

N D E X
<) \"1» iiriiedrc.Piai Syifrcflk 1

eight"

35 Atty s org

36 Me. to Miss
P,99V

37 Charged
particle

39 Old English

coin

42 Too
45 Sluck, as a

ship

46 African river

48 Camera

accessories
50 Nasty to

51 Swiftly

52 Kind of boa:
53 Baby grand
54 Satisfies

55 Curved roofs

56 Happening
57 Pop
59 Type of agent
60 Conceited
65 Anecdote

collection

LUNCH
Grilled Steak Sandwich

Homemade Chicken Pot Pie

Rotini/Tomato Meat Sauce

Rotini/Tomato Lentil Sauce

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Cauliflower Eggplant Casserole

Pastabilities

Cheese Lasagna

Hampshire
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Barbecued Pork on a Bun
Grilled Cheese Sandwich

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Fried Shrimp Dinner

Berkshire

LUNCH
Griled Steak Sandwich

Mesquite Chicken Sandwich
Rotini/Tomato Lentil Sauce

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Handcut Cod Sub
Penne with Tomatoes & Spinach

Pastabilities

I ntl, iv > Stan
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Playoff race

is coming down
to final week

The playoff picture is starting to

get a lot clearer across the National

Hockey League.

The two conferences are basically

mirror images of each other Seven

teams are already booking flights

and hotel reservations, while the

final spot remains up-for-grabs in

each conference

Starting things off in the Eastern

Conference, the Islanders Rangers.

Panthers and Lightning have all been

eliminated Ottawa leads Carolina by

three points for the final spot, with

the winner of that race playing New
Jersey in the first round of the play-

offs.

The Hurricanes took a giant step

backwards with a tough 5-2 lots to

ihe Bruins on Monday night, and

with that, it seems like the last-aec-

ond demise of this organization will

me to fruition again It doesn't

matter whether they are the New
England Whalers. Hartford Whalers,

or Carolina Hurricanes, they always

teem to choke in crunch time. This

year appears to be no different.

Ottawa, on the other hand, may be

one of the teams that no one wants

Mm Ii.h I k«ili\l.in*ki

to face in the playoffs. The Senators

don't have any superstars, but they

have slowly, but surely earned their

playoff berth

the fourth-seventh spots in the

conference are currently separated

by a measly two points Buffalo.

Boston. Washington and Montreal

are all in the hunt for home ice

advantage However, the teams that

end up struggling in the final week

of the season will end up having to

deal with Philadelphia or Pittsburgh

in the first round

Moving over to the West.

Edmonton. San lose and Chicago are

in the hunt for the final two spots

However, one of the teams in this

trio will end up watching the play-

offs on television instead of playing

in them That team will join Toronto.

Calgary. Vancouver and Anaheim,

which have all been eliminated from

playoff contention already.

The race for the number one seed

i* still up for grabs between Dallas

and Detroit. Colorado appears to

have the two seed sewn up. while St

Louis should host Los Angeles in the

four/five series Phoeni* has sole

possession of the sixth spot right

now. but could fall to eighth should

they stumble this week.

Alright, enough about the playoffs.

• liromir |agr is going to claim

the scoring title this year This award

only goes to show how great of a

player this guy is To put things into

simplest terms, he is a winner

He's won Stanley Cups, an

Olympic Cold medal, and has played

with some of the best players of

all-time (e.g. Mario Lcmieux). There

were some skeptics who wondered

how good the Penguins would be

this year without Super Mario.

Well, they have fared just fine.

They are going to win the Northeast

Division title, and the main reason

why is because of leaders like |agr

and Ron Francis. These two guys in

particular have stepped up their

play, and have done an excellent job

of getting the most out of the players

around them.

The Penguins have pulled off a

minor surprise by winning the divi-

sion, but don't be shocked if they

pull a major surprise and win the

Eastern Conference.

• There are also some teams who
no one wants to face in the playoffs.

The first team that comes to mind

is Buffalo. Why the Sabres you ask?

Rash back to the Winter Olympics.

No one wanted to face the Czech

Republic Why? Two words:

Dominik Hasek. The Dominator was

the reason why the Czechs won the

gold.

Now it's playoff time, and Hasek

is on a roll. For the team who slacks

off during the final week, their pun-

ishment may be getting the Sabres in

the first round, lust a little extra

incentive to play well this week,

right boys.

Next on the list is St. Louis. The

Blues have quietly gone unnoticed in

the Western Conference behind the

big three of Dallas, Detroit and

Colorado. However, they have a

solid one-two tandem of Grant Fuhr

and |amie McLennan between the

pipes, even though Fuhr is currently

out with an injury.

And just remember, any team with

Brett Hull on it and a supporting

cast with guys like Geoff Courtnall

and Chris rVonger is capable of

making a playoff run. That is. as long

as the goaltending holds up.

After all. forget about the scoring.

Defense and goaltending wins

Stanley Cups.

Michael Kobylanski is a Collegian

columnist.

UMass takes pair from Hartford
ly Jormo Kansanen
Collegian Staff

Last Sunday afternoon, the

Massachusetts sottball team expe

nenced something it has not dealt

Massachusetts

Hartlord

with too much in the last 24 games
— a 2-1 loss to North Carolina.

Well, like your good ole grand

dad sitting on the porch on a

sunny spring day. it was back to

the good old days lof not so long

ago) for the Minutewomen yester-

day afternoon, sweeping the

University of Hartford in West

Massachusetts 10

Hartford

Hartford. With the two wins over

the Hawks, UMass is now vie to

rious in 21 of its last 24 games.

v>hish goes back to their 8 win

over Bradley on March 14 in

Tallahassee. Ha
lunior Danielle Henderson

picked up the 4-0 win for UMass
in the first game of the afternoon,

extending her record to 15-6 on

the season, while senior Liz

Wagner tthree strikeouts, three

walks, one hit batsman) gate up

only two hits to the Hawks in the

nightcap for the 10-0 verdict

ver. it was not all fun and

games for Henderson (five hits. 1

1

strikeouts), as her streak of 26 2

innings without allowing a hit

ended on junior Tammy laworski's

single to lead off the game
In turn, four Minutewomen

stepped up to the plate to take

care of the offense, as all four

registered at least two hits in the

game, with senior co-captain

Tracy Osier leading the way for

the junior threesome of Octavia

Brown. Mand) Galas and Becky

from Mattydale. NY., went

S lot 8 on the afternoon, includ-

ing a RBI single in the three-run

third inning of the 4-0 win.

The senior co-captain felt that

the UMass offense was a tale of

two games — a solid effort in the

nightcap, but a less-than-solid

effort in the afternoon opener

"In the first game, we came out

flat, and we didn't capitalize on our

chances," Osier said. "But in the

second game, we came out swing-

ing. We were a lot more poised at

the plate, and we took care of those

chances that we didn t take care of

in the first game
"

For Osier, the Minutewomen

bats could have been cold for one

reason — a 20-degree temperature

difference from Amherst to West

Hartford, yet. in her mind, the

pitching was what kept UMass'
chances for winning warm.

"It was a great pitching effort by

both pitchers, especially with the

20-degree differential," Osier

said. "We came out for the game
in shorts, and we ended up in

pants. So. Harry did well for her

self, but Liz just pitched great."

The three-run third inning for

the Minutewomen began on junior

Kelly Buckley's single, with fresh-

man Kiley Scofield drawing a

walk to put runners at first and

Kim Cutridge

OKUW.UM

Mandy Galas and the Massachusetts softball team swept a doubl

George Osier, a centerfielder fron, Hartford yesterday to up their mark to 25-1 2 on the season

second With the top of the

lineup in the warmup circle,

Brown dropped a bloop single

into right field to score

Buckley, and Galas drove in her

15th RBI of the season with a

single off the glove of third

baseman Marci Simoneau to

MM Scofield

Up came Osier to the plate, and

her single to left field drove in

Brown to complete the scoring in

the third inning George's single

in the fifth inning drove in Osier

for the final run in the 4-0 win

The bats for the

Minutewomen lit up the night

cap. with UMass compiling 14

hits in the 10-0 win Galas led

off the first inning with a triple,

and senior co captain Kim
Gutridge obliged nicely with a

sacrifice fl> out ol the three spot

for her i I si RBI of the season

The Minutewomen picked up

additional runs in the second

and sixth innings, but the

enth inning was the luckiest |bj

UMass with the team plating

seven runs.

The Minutewomen will return

to Totman Field tomorrow, as

they face Harvard for a 5 p m
doubleheader Looking ahead.

they will also travel to

Blacksburg. Va on Friday in a

doubleheader with the Hokies

UMass swept a pair from
Virginia Tech last year in

Amherst

rfie Massachusetts Doily Collegian

Patriots have

gaps to fill

on draft day
With the New England Patriots

holding six draft picks in the first three

rounds of the NFL draft this weekend,

one of Massachusetts most beloved

sports organizations is primed to create

a dynasty for years to come.

the possibilities are endless, and the

trade rumors are juicy Almost any-

thing can happen, so it should be no

surprise to the Now I ngland fans if a

number of trades are made with those

top picks

Obviously, the Pats' first objective is

to obtain a running back to replace the

departed Curtis Martin, who was swal

lowed up by the hungry Bill Parcells

First lax night game UMass women's lax

brings NE foe to town to face Dutchwomen
ly Cosey Kane
Colagion Start

The spotlight will be on the

Massachusetts men's lacrosse team

tonight. Literally

For the first time in school histo-

ry, the Minutemen will play under

the newly installed lights at Richard

F Garber Field, when they take on

Harvard at 7 p.m.

"We practice at night." UMass
coach Greg Cannella said. "But

we've never competed at night. I

think it's great It's certainly sets a

mood of excitement because it is a

big thing
"

That excitement will center around

what Cannella describes as a big

game
"This is a very big game." he said.

"We're coming off two losses and

it's a New England game."

Currently the Crimson pose the

most serious challenge to the

Minutemen's bid for a second

straight New England championship.

Going into tonight's game. UMass is

4-0 against regional opponents, with

Harvard and Brown left on the slate

"That makes the game that much

more important," Cannella said

"They are a strong team which has

had success here before."

That means in order for the

Minutemen to claim what would be

their 21st win against Harvard, they

have to come out firing from the

beginning, something they didn't do

the past two weekends against

la (a 10-8 loss in Baltimore last

Saturday) and Duke (a home loss

two weeks ago).

"IThose games) emphasized the

fact we need to compete right off the

bat." said Cannella. who also indicat-

ed tempo would play a key role in

tonight's contest. "They like to play

am up-tempo game. If we can keep

them out of that, it works in our

favor."

The Minutemen. who prefer a

slower, more deliberate style of play,

thrived against the Greyhounds last

weekend when the pace slowed.

UMass will have its hands full

with the Crimson attack, which

includes a strong senior class. Mike

Ferrucci and |im Bevilacqua provid-

ed the experienced leadership that

has guided Harvard to a 6-3. 3-1

Ivy League mark

"They have a very good group of

seniors," Cannella said. "Their

senior leadership brings together a

group comprised of good younger

players."

Harvard will be trying to stop the

offense of Mike McKeefrey, Mike

DelPercio and Alex Racioppi. while

attempting to get past the defensive

wall of Harold Drumm. Mike
Hanna. )amie Doherty and goal-

tender |ohn Kasselakis.

Collagion Staff

The Massachusetts women's
lacrosse team will travel to

Hempstead. NY. today as it faces

Hofstra University at 4 p.m. UMass
(5-3) is recently

coming off a strong

outing against St.

loseph's, stifling the

Hawks. 10-2.

Hofstra (6-3. I I

America East) will

be hosting the

Minutewomen after

winning four of its

last five, including a

dominating 20-6
victory over
Villanova. Both
teams will meet
with some momen-
tum coupled with

recent tastes of

defeat. The Flying

Dutchwomen saw
their four-game
winning streak end

after falling to

Colgate. 11-8. last Friday. UMass
could not control No. 1 I

Dartmouth a week ago. as it

dropped a 16-7 decision.

The Minutewomen ran practically

taste their next win. while Hofstra

will be reluctant to

allow any kind of

start to a losing

streak, especially on

its homefield at

Hofstra Stadium.
UMass would also

like to go into this

weekend's home
date with Syracuse

on a positive note.

What the

Minutewomen know
is that however they

play, they will exert

themselves to

counter the type of

note played last year

as the Flying

Dutchwomen
defeated UMass,
12-5, at Totman
Field. In last sea-

son's contest it

Fay Naber

MIAN MfDUMOTT ,' COUIGIAN

Mike Hanna will lead the Massachusetts men's lacrosse team into action

tonight at 7 p.m. when they host Harvard at Garber Field.

was senior goal-

tender Stephanie Clarke who played

the orchestral role, making 20 quali-

ty saves and chipping in an assist for

good measure, as she set up fellow

classmate Tiemey Clark for the goal.

The win gave Hofstra the edge in

the all-time series at 4- 3. an edge

the Minutewomen will seek to elim-

inate today as they fortunately do

not have either Clark(e) to contend

with Fittingly, it may be the Flying

Dutchwomen who are on their heels

early as they try to contend with the

UMass attack, including freshman

Fay Naber Naber is coming off a

four goal performance at St. loe's.

which pushed
her into the

second spot on

the team MM
ing chart.

lunior attack

Laura Korut/
will also look

to continue her

steady point

production, as

the team
leader's two
goals and two
assists against

the Hawks
gave her 25
total points (20

goals. 5 assists)

for the season.

Sophomore
attack Noelle
Gorski and

senior midfielder |en Herker were

also among the Minutewomen mul-

tiple scorers in the last game, tally-

ing two assists apiece. Also playing

well was the entire UMass defense,

hounding the Hawk attack tena-

c i o u s I y

throughout the

game and halt-

ing several

scoring oppor-

tunities for St.

Joe's.

Hofstra,
however, has

several offen-

sive weapons
that the defense

will have to be

aware of.

Among them
will be Kristin

Streeker. who
has racked up
30 goals and a

team leading
36 points thus

far. Another
player who has

been making the most of her oppor-

tunities has been Carol Ann
Costello, dishing out a team leading

15 assists, and notching 26 points

on the season.

Freshmen goalies Tara Durkin

and |en Nardi have split time this

season and will look for help from a

formidable Minutewomen defensive-

line to keep UMass' on track.

Melissa Anderson

and the New York lets. The top two

balkarriers coming from the collegiate

ranks are Curtis Mi of Perm Slate and

Fred Taylor of Florida.

r.nis tends to be the No I running

back among the draft publications

based on his staggering statistics in col-

lege, but Taykir. who had an iraprea-

riN workout at the NFL combine after

struggling through an injured foot dur-

ing last seaaon. it catching up fact.

Robert Edwards of Georgia is also a

strong back whose stock is holding

ground in the first round, but Taylor

and Enis are the clear cut favorite*.

However, if New England ends up

with the Bulldogs' star it won't be a

disappointment either

Ouarterback Drew Bledsoe has

expressed interest in Enis and San

Francisco free agent Terry Kirby. to

expect the team to try to accommodate

him.

To get either of the two top colle

giate runners. Patriots owner Bob
Kraft will need to trade up. meaning

their 18th overall choice arid a second

or third rounder will go to perhaps the

Bean. Eagles or Rams for the right to

select one of these players.

Another possibtliry is the rumor of a

trade for Dallas I mmitt Smith

Cowboys' owner lerry lones loves the

idea of getting more high selections in

the draft, and since he sees his team

sliding, he's willing to shop his Iran

cmse back The Patriots' new offensive

coordinator. Emie Zampese used to

coach Smith, and still likes him Such

an exchange would cost the Pats both

of their first round picks, however, and

considering they couldn't pay Martin,

they probabf) won't be able to swing

Smith either

Next on the agenda for New
t inland will he either a wide receiver,

defensive back or defensive lineman,

depending on who they think they can

get at each position. Terry Glenn had a

fantastic rookie year two years ago at

the split end position, but has struggled

with injuries since Everybody in the

league wants Marshall wideout Randy

Moss, and the Pats might make their

move with another trade similar to the

one they may use to try to get Enis or

Taylor.

If Moss is gone when the Patriots are

on the clock. Utah's Kevin Dyson is a

possibility with the 22nd overall pick.

Dyson had a standout game in the

Senior Bowl, arid is ranked second to

Moss among wideouts. Other options

at that position are Germane Crowell

of Virginia. Kevin Simmons of

Wisconsin and lacquez Green from

Florida.

The Patriots can wait until the later

rounds to get a solid defensive back, so

if they don't find the split end they're

looking for. they might send their sec-

ond first round choice to Oakland for

Chester McGlockton. a Pro-Bowl
defensive tackle. Greg Ellis of North

Carolina and lason Peter of Nebraska

are two quality linemen that would be

valuable as well, and both will proba-

bly be available at the 22nd spot.

Things get even more unpredictable

from there on out, because there's no

telling which of their remaining four

top round draft picks they may have

available should they go the trade route

in round one.

At defensive back, the best athlete is

Heisman trophy winner Charles

Woodson from national champion
Michigan, but New England won't even

be close to getting him. The two top

players that might be available in the

second round will be Tennessee's Terry

Fair or Florida State's Samari Rolle.

Behind those two. the talent drops

off somewhat. Out of the two. Fair

seems to be able to play taller receivers

better, but Rolle had a tougher colle-

giate schedule and played on a better

defense.

Running back Skip Hicks of UCLA
or Ahman Green of Nebraska might be

chosen late in round two or early in

round three as sleeper picks to chal-

lenge Enis or Taylor.

The questions going into the draft

are endless. Needless to say, it ought to

be an interesting afternoon for football

fans around the nation — especially in

New England.

Seth Koenig is a Collegian columnist.
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Crazy about
Beanie Babies

They're little and
oh-so-cute and it

you've got a Beanie

m mint condition,

it's oh-so-valuable

(see Arts h Living,

page 5)
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Is it that time

already?

Kerry Taylor and the

UMass football

team have already

started spring

workouts in prepa-

ration for next sea-

son (see Sports,

page 16)

WORLD

Mosque reconsturction

banned by mayor
SARAJEVO. Bosnia-Herzegovina (AP)

— The mayor of Bosnia's largest

Serb-held city has retused to allow an

ancient mosque to be rebuilt — a

decision that drew bitter reaction

yesterday from Muslims

The ferhadija mosque, bw '

1 S79 and a landmark m the northern

city of Barvta Luaa. was blown up by

Bosnian Serbs in 199) and turned

into a parking lot Soon after, the

city's remaining 16 mosques were

blown up — among the hundreds

the Serbs destroyed m the 1992-95

war

Seeing Bansa Luka as the center of

the new moderate Bosnian Serb gov-

ernment. Bosnia's Islamn

Community asked mayor D|ord|e

Umicevic to permit rebuilding of

ferhadl|a mosque The top interna-

tional official in Bosnia. Carlos

Westendorp. backed the request But

UmicevK was firm "It would be an

insult to the Serb peopte." he wrote

back to Vfeitendorp

The rebuilding "would be per

ceived by the Serb people as the

darkest humiliation, it would open

otd wounds and have broad conse-

quences." he wrote, adding that the

mosque symboli/ed "the gravest

days of slavery" ol Orthodon Serbs —
SO0 years ol Ottoman rule

NATION

Mother distraught

over baby mix-up

MEMPHIS, Tenn (AP) — A new
mother who was sent home with the

wrong baby is refusing to pick up the

newborn the hospital insists N her

real child, saying she isn't convinced

the muup has been straightened out.

The Regional Medical Center said

yesterday it has correctly matched
the babies to their mothers But

LaOonna Hams is not buying it

"I |ust can't understand how they

can give me the wrong baby I know

that's my baby." she told WHBQ-TV
on Tuesday

Ms Harris. 23, a single mother,

gave birth on fnday The other baby,

whose mother's identity was with

held by the hospital, was born

Saturday

On Sunday the babies were appar-

ently placed in the wrong bassinets

following circumcisions and given to

the wrong mothers Ms. Harris went

home with the wrong baby later that

day On Monday, the other mother

noticed that the baby brought to her

in the hospital had a different skin

pigment from what she remembered

Hospital officials checked the wrist-

band and realized the error, said Dr

Bruce Stemhauer, the hospital's presi-

dent and chief executive Ms. Harris

was called that same day and handed

the baby over.

The baby was allowed to go home

Tuesday with the other mother. The

newborn the hospital says belongs to

Ms. Harris remains at Regional

Medical.
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Alcohol policy

issues debated

by task force
By Leigh Foulkner
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Ihe Resource Network met with

inctiihcis 1. 1 the AJcofcoi BovWfl

Polio I Jsk Force VesteldaV t.

recommendations made their drati

leport which was issued on March IH

Susan Pearson, vice chancell

student* and chaiipvise>n d flM 'aak

. tcviewed mans ol the rccolli

mended change-* and areas ol concern

with the group.

"I Jon t think it i» poaalbia am
lonttcr Ice us to ignore the issue* al

.

hoi ha> raised. " Pearson said

"The disturbing bchavioi that

o.,.uncd at Homecoming |in

September |sWM r-vade u> realize the

growing alcohol problem that tcquires

l>ut tills

problem is not unique |u»t ,0 s*» cam-

fu- she salJ

wing homecoming weekend

Chancellor David k Seott appointed a

inline the current

I n Massachusetts' alcohol

poaci
had

representatives from almuat every eom-

munitv i*s this campus

Task Force took as its charge

to kiok at a whole range of issues aaao-

eiated with alcohol use on this cam-

puv" Pearson said.

The 1 2 page draft report was

ed into three main area* b> the Task

M iiiemhcrv revciniiuended p>

change- .mciidaii.

cnhaneciiicnt of enforcement efforts „,

the residence hails and reconsmended

that require further Muds

One MJih rcommcndi
the- Alcoholic

vpand

"the scope of the nolle v which

ous|\ covered on-campu-. use ol

hoi.* the draft stated

A second recommendation Pearson

discussed was allowing a sponsoring

organization of an event to dens admit

-

lance of ans individual.

Areas that the Task Force it

required further Muds were better

enforcement with the alcohol polio

ig al the role of a Resident

•unsclor and polkj

isiMent sanctions for

goMn violators.

"The Task
I I

icluded enforce

ment of the policy was uneven."

Pearson said. "In other words two peo-

ple who break the same polio should

suiler the same consequence and be

the same sand:

"Students wh ..n alcohol

polio will be sanctioned and receive

an automatic i el en a I Hn- is designed
to prevent icpctition in hehavKir."

In addition. I ask force member
xidlowski. who is also a Resident

\-sisiant said although getting real-

to attend educational programs

i- olten dillicult, a bigger problem is

there are no administrative follow-ups

after a resident i* wnttcn up

"A resident wU || written up may

be put on probatkri Hut that student

be put on probation I I times

be) don t care Probation

of our enforcement." Sadkiwski said

mmended areas tor further

•tuds included a possible lettc

4-nt to all accepted Mudent* and their

parent* covering UMass' alcohol poicjr

as wefl a* sanction* and counseling ser-

vice* available across campus

In addition, peer education wurk-

shoos addressing alcohol issue* during

freshman orientation and mgagtng the

local media, including the Daily

(ullt-gun in a discussion of alcohol

advertising, were abo reoamrnended

Other sectkds lo the Akohol Task

included prugrarraiung and fra-

ternities and sororiticv including the

Lmv, -n of XmhcrM relation

ship and rcspon*ibiltl! ot «tudcnt<

which wen- not di*cu»«cd lully al the

meeting due to time conatraintt.

In all. the task force constructed a

draft of afmo- omiendatian*

wing Pearson's pi cst tltatton . a

dtacuasion began in which most faculty

and student* present supported the

recommendati>-iis However, graduate

student and member of the task force

1 d Cutting had several disagreement*

with the recomnteridations.

"Akohol abuse on this campus is a

svmptom. it i* a *\mptom of all the

Tom to ALCOHOL poge .

A ntemorial service will be held for Andiew Sala on

Thursday, April 2"- at 5: IS pin in the New man Center

Chapel

Sala. 20. of Mendon was a sophomore at the

L Diversity of Massachusetts when he died Tuesday.

March 10 after tailing from his filth -floor room window

in Cashin Residence Hall

Mi« body was found on the lir-i floor ledge of Cashin

at approximately 8:10 a.m.

The Medical Examiner* office in Springfield has not

released Sala's cause of death but according to

u|s foul play and suicide have been

ruled out a* contributing factors to his death

il engineerins; majoring was in the

midst ot changing his major to the school of manage-

ment

Circunatances eurrounding Sala's fall are still under

investigation

Lttgh FatUkmt
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UM police get tougher
New equipment borrowed to patrol roads

0OHM.D COUlCMM

Julia Sears, a junior communication

Moliim Center

major, tries the PBT (Preliminary Breathali/er Test) yesterday outside the

By Leigh FouHinaf
r- - ___ r, a

As part of the Lni.

Massachusetts Police Department *

"Street Safety" campaign this

month, two pieces of road-side safe-

ty equipment have been '

from the Hampshire County Safe

Roads program to a**i*t them in

their efforts.

A speed monitor/visual radar di*

play and a preliminary breath test

unit 1PBT1. a new device to measure

how much alcohol an individual has

consumed will help police target

drunk driver* and enforce speed

limits

The speed monitor, a large screen

placed on lite side of a road, clec

ironically display* the *peed of an

on coming vehicle Public Safety

plan* on testing the monitor at -cv

eral location* on campus during the

month.

Yesterday public sjfetv officials

demonstrated both the speed moni-

tor and the PBT on Commons
Avenue for the campus community,

and public

Ihe PBT is a hand held device

which measures the blood alcohol

concentration (BAC) when a subject

blow* into n lam PBT* art

'uers after a standard

sobrielv test to confirm an

lished probable cause-

In addition to the <peed moinioi

and PBT. pedestrian safety will aUo

be sirictlv cnloreed

want to educate peopl

increase their awareness ot the tral

fie laws In the process, we II hope

fullv make the roadwavs on campus

safer for both drivers and pede-trt-

ans." Deputy Police Chic! Barbara

uior said.

The purpose of this month loaf,

safety campaign i* to educate and

raise awareness n. the I Mas- com

munitv. O'Connoi hat cita-

- will still be I traffic

nions and arrested will be made
<unk driving

Safe Road* is a community traffic

safety program funded by the

i s Highway Safety Bureau

and Hampshire County Their mis-

is to "reduce traffic crashes and

resulting injuries and fatalities

though the administration of com-

munity based traffic safety efforts

the Counts

Safe Roads offer* an equipment

library program and local police

departments can check out equip-

ment lor education and enforcement

of traffic laws.

"These are expensive pieces of

equipment and not something that

is used everyday so being able to

check out the equipment from us is

reallv ettective." Christine Driscoll.

Road* Project Coordinator

said.

SGA senators disapprove of

Kilboume cabinet appointees

Just pokin' around
Verena Smith, a local actupuncturist, practices yesterday on Nancy

Lamb, a professor in the French/ Italian department.

Internet traffic growing
By Ted Bridis

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Traffic on the

Internet is doubling every 100 days,

the government said yesterday in

the Wart snapshot of ihe exploding

information technology industry.

BuaJnea use is growing fastest, but

as many as 62 million Americans
are now using the worldwide net-

work and are even getting comfort-

able making credit card purchases.

The Commerce Department sml
10 million people across the United

States and Canada made purchases

from airline tickets to hooks to

automobiles - on the World Wide
Web by the end of 1997. up from
7.4 million people six months earli-

er.

It said business-to-business pur-

Turn to INTERNtr. page 3

ByJilCorroH

Collegian Staff

The Lnivetsitv ot MaaWCJaaatti Student Government

Association (SGA) appioved appointments to the executive

cabinet bv acting President Peter Kilbourne. despite

pantoM from some senators

\K goal for the cabinet in these two weeks |befe>re the

new elections | is primarily for the pre«.ess q| the elections u>

be facilitated a* much a> possible." Kilboume said.

The five appointments to the __^____^_^^_
cabinet were all approval bj the

senate However, there was resis

tance to each ol the appointments

Senator Paul ferro (Commuter

At-l.arge> felt appointing cabinet

members was a waste of time

because they will have to resign

when a new president is elected m
the new elections in two weeks

"We're having new elections in

two weeks there is no point in

appointing a cabinet. I'm fohH HI

argue against all live appoint-

ments." I erro said. " lliey can do a

lot of damage in twn weeks Ibis

is ne>t an elected president He'l ___________
been elected bv the senate last

year. This is as undemocratic as yen can get.

Senator Seth Avakian (Southwest. |ohn Adams) did not

approve of Fcrro'i decision to oppow the appointments.

*|ust when I thought mv list to quit the SG* couldn t get

any bigger, yeiu guvs do this." Avakian said.

Avakian felt having cabinet appointments was Important.

"The question is do we want to have a mikllv effective

government for two weeks of do we want to have an empty

vacuum when the administration has an open oppottunm

to push the alcohol pe.liev thre-ugh'" Avakian MM,

The cabinet is made up of the Secretarj ol Administrative

Affairs. Secretary of the Registry. Mtornov OeMral,

Secretary of Univeisiiv Policy and Secretary of Finance.

"... Do we waul to have

a mildly effective govern-

ment for two weeks or do

we want to have an empty

vacuum when the admin-

istration has an open

opportunity to push the

alcohol policy through '

— Senator Seth Avakian

I lc anot (..dome was appointed Secretary of

Administrative Affairs.

Senator lodi Kulev (Commuter At-ijirge) spoke in favor

of the appointment

"She is extremely competent f ven if it's only for two

weeks we need B0MOM to do the job." Bailey said. 'We

can't lix>k much weirse than we already do and if we stop

ibis we will loe>k totallv inept
"

i.itoi I rk MajBBI Ml the appointment would discred-

it the Si

"We don't need to look worse by

making these appointments and then

having them resign in two weeks,"

-u said.

Some senate>rs felt the appointment

of the Secretary of the Registry was

critical to helping Registered Student

Oigani/ation'stRSO).

We could have some pretty ticked

off RSO's if we don't have this posi-

tion filed." Kilbourne said.

"We need to s1h>w them |RSO) we
are pnaMBOAal and have the staff to

service them." Sandra Brookely.

appointee to the Secretary of the

Registry s.ikI

Senator Brandon Beane (Southwest,

Cancel felt Brookely was not a good

candidate tor the DOSMOB,

I or weeks we've been talking about how poorly the elec-

tions were run and Sandra was an elections commissioner,"

Beam said

Attorney General lesse Burchfield was the only incum-

bent appointed.

Ferro ipoka against the appointment for Attorney

General, reiterating his earlier protest

"Why are we appointing pOBalOPJ for two weeks? You
s.iv we need them for two weeks. I disagree." Ferro said.

\v i kli.ina was appointed Secretary of University Policy.

"I'm out for the best oi evetveuie." Khana said.

Standi I it/patrick was appointed Secretary of Finance.
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Hoopin' it up
Saudtyah Abdul-Rahim, a Freshman English Major, takes a shot at a Hatgis Hoopla promotion outside of the Student Union yesterday
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political cofTectncM on that campus. It

is a symptom of white males who have

nothing belter to do than drink and

fight." Cutting said.

Cutting also raised issues about

whether the University has a right k>

"invade the privacy* of incoming fresh-

man b> sending letter* regarding the

alcohol policy to the parents

"We want to try to change the invge

of the University from Zoo Maa* ' We
want to send the message to students

and parents that this isn't a place to

come to party and drink, sending a let-

ter would be the first step.* Sandra

Whitcomb. director of Residential

Munition Alcohol Program (REAP)

said.

Dean of Students |o-anne Vanin

said while it is important to trv to

change the culture of alcohol use on

our campus, it is also equally impor

tant to validate those students who are

making the right choice and not ahuv

ing aUohol

"Many students are disgusted with

this problem The students need to

feel validated that they are doing the

nght thing bv making their decision

| to not abuse alcohol | the norm on

this campus.* Vanin said.

This draft will next be forwarded to

the Chancellor's committee sometime

within the next three weeks. Pearson

speculated Once the committee

approves the recommendation there

finalized report will be voted on by

the Board of Trustees.

Harvard prof, jockys for salary

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (U-

W IRK.)— Only days after becom-

ing the posterboy lor a new wave

of professors lured away bv

sports-star salaries, on Monday
Robert | Barro bucked his own
trend. Barro announced that he

would renege on a lucrative deal

lioin Columbia University and

remain in his tenured position at

Harvard.

Barro. who is Waggoner pro

Immn af acononiica, last week
agreed to an otter Irom
Columbia thai, according to

New York lime- reports mclud

ed a $500,000 salary, an apart

ment and a job lor his wile

On Monday, Dean of the

Faculty lerem\ R Knowles
announced that Barro had dead
ed to rescind his commitment to

Columbia and agree lo a deal

0ff«r*d him by Harvard in

February

In his announcement. Knowles

quoted Barro as commuting to

Harvard "absolutely and
unequivocally."

Education grant delayed again

SAN HUMCaCO (1 WHD
— In >ct another dclav.

Calilornu State Iniversitv •

tiators in the C alifornia

hducaiional hnology

Initiative have pushed back the

deadline tor delivering the agree

ment that would partner the

schools with corporation

technology upgrades The dead

line had been set Im April I V
ming on the heels of last

month's announcement bv c SI

Chancellor Charles Reed that

said the deal had a "SO-SO" «hoi

at approval, the new delay marks

the second such hold-up «in».e

the proposed partnership was
announced in October.

th a board of trustees meet-

ing date sC l loi May 1 > to possi-

blv announce an agreement on

the partnership, and a 10-day

campus wide review kg follow

negotiators were skeptical that

the deal would be ready in time.

"Mv guess is that we'll do the

campus wide review in the fall."

Maynard Robinson, head till
negotiator, said

In its current lorm. the c Ml
proposal calls for the crcati

a new, for-profit corporation

that would upgrade and manage
CSU information systems lor the

next 10 years The new corpora-

tion an alliance between c SI

and corporate partners G I I

Microsoft. Fujitsu and Hughes

I lectronici would also market

technology products and services

lo. v SU students, faculty and

staff.

Large drop in minority accep-

tance at UCLA

JVBRS1DE. Calif. (U-

W IRE) — As results came in In

the first class lo be considered

lor admission without consider

ation ol race, ethnicity or gen

der. UCLA and UC Berkclev

expressed concern as they saw

their minority student admis-

sions pool drop significantly

UC Berkeley accepted Ob per-

cent fewer African Americans

and 5* percent fewer latinos

while I CI A's admissions

dropped 4» percent (or All lean

Americans and >5 percent En
latinos.

On the other hand. UCR's
minoiitv student applicant pool

increased across all ethnic

groups UCR admitted a tecorJ

breaking number ol 8 WHS stu

dents tor the upcoming tall quar

ter representing an increase of

JK percent

The possibility of pushing

enrollment ovct 10,000 lor the

I ii -t time in history is probable

considering the current enroll

ment ol MM
Banking mergers cause positive

slir on Wall St.

ANN ARBOR Mich (I

WIRI ' Three ol the largest

banking merger, in hi-

thc buz/ this week on Wall

but experts say the

is of the banking indu-

consc.hdation will be fell il

cities outside the nation's finan-

cial capital

The financial press reported

Monday that BankAsne*

and Nation. Hank c orp agreed

•in forces in a $60 billion

merger, and that Banc One
I and I ust Chicago NBD

,
will combine in a $50 bil

lion transaction These transac-

tions come in the wake of

Travelers Group Inc and
C in, ord-setting $70 bil

lion merger last week

uncc assistant Pro! David

Brophy said the new financial

services tirms will increase

cicnev bv streamlining overlap

ping operations He said stream

lining may make fewer jobs

available in the short run to stu-

ns seeking lo eater the beak.

ing industrv

Textbook
=MaiBB_
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»H< only "surf ihirij," is «ti nitv.lim'iil in ytntrxelf.
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Hard-line Protestants

oppose peace accord

in Northern Ireland
By Robert Bar

r

Associated Press

BELFAST. Northern Ireland <AP)
— The Rev. Ian Paislev stepped to the

Ironl of hard-line Protestants opposed

tei compromise yesterday, launching a

campaign against the Northein
Ireland peace accord thai could mark

the last great "No!" ol hi^ stormy

career

Paisley, the 72 -year-old leaii

the Democratic Unionist Party came

to prominence in I4t>3 bv organizing

a protest when the union flag at

Belfast City Hall was lowered to mark

the death of Pope k'hn XXIII

But perhaps his greatest hurrah

came in l
u74 when he deatroyed a

Catholic Protestant power-sharing

agreement by orchestrating a

Protestant general strike that crippled

parts of the province tot two weeks.

it l\ii-k-\ | euitciit campaign

doesn't galhet enough momentum to

defeat the Mav 22 relerendum on the

accord, it threatens the healths

approval margin M important to

British Prune Minister Tony Blair and

his Irish counterpart. Bertie Ahern

The referendum requires a ma|oniv

"yes" vole trom this territory of lb
million people ">S percent of them

pro Brit -tants, 40 peicent

lush Catholics — and another majori-

ty in the Republic of Ireland.

II the referendum passes, people

would elect Catholic and Protestant

representatives to a new 108 seat

Northern Ireland Assembly on |une

25 In a nod to Catholic demand-

assembly s leaders would be required

to pursue joint policymaking with the

Irish Republic

Speaking to reporters yesterday

while vacationing in Spain. Blair wes

quick to condemn Panics'* k rusade.

"I hope people in Northern Ireland

turn away from those sokes that are

simplv always going to say no." he

Also Wednesday, the l.rand lodge

ol the Orange Order, the fraternal

group whose summer marches have

been an c*.plo*ivc >vmbol of

Protestant domination, stopped short

of joining those urging rejection of

the historic Good Friday accord

The pact wa* agreed to by eight

political parties after 22 months g|

negotiations

I he Grand 1 odge said bet

could recommend the pact, n wanted

<>w more about the promise of

accelerated release lot prisoners con

vie led ol terrorist ( runes, and about

plans to reform the Protestant domi-

nated police- lorce I hose two key

issue- were also singled out bv Paisley

a- being ol particular concern tor

Protestant volets

Bui the group inluriated hard-line

activist, bv not immediately urging its

"OjOOO iiicinbcis lo vole against the

agieement

Ilic meeting ... was 90 percent

against i the agreement i vet they

refused to come out with a M vote.'

said toel Patton. a leader of one of the

group's militant t action*.

I hree opinion polis released yester-

Jav - the Inst since the accord —
indicated a majority of the people in

Northern Ireland. Britain and the

lush Republic support the agreement

V telephone poll of MO voters con

ducted by the Hams Re uler

showed that 7*- percent ol peopk- in

Northern Ireland are in tavot with

only 14 percent a,

undecided A poll ol I l>00 people

conducted face to face by Irish

polling organization MRBI showed til

percent ol MM in the Irish Republic

backed the agreement while a tele

phone survey ol I 007 voters bv

British polling organization K M
-howed that fl percent ol Briton.

supported il

Die maigm it error ol the polls

was plus or minus 1 percentage

points

All three polls were commissioned

bv I ondoti s duardian newspaper

and the Dublin-based Irish Tune*.

The Grand I odge'* position was a

amall vktory for Lister Unionist I'

leader David I limbic. whe> i« strug-

gling to get the party behind the hi*

toru compromise that calls

Protestants and i hare

in a new legislature lor

rthem Ireland Tnnibfc faces

lest Saturday when the party s g*J0-

member ruling council which

includes more than a hundred Orange

representatives — meets in Beffa*'

this point, he can count on support

Irom onlv ihtee ol his mn e L I'tet

Iniom-t colleagues in the British

Parliament

On the Catholic side this weekend.

Sinn Eein leader Gem Adam* will be

facing those in hi* rank* who do not

want to give up the Insh Repub'

Army's violent campaign for a united

Ireland fhc 67-page peace document

talU (ar short of that goal

Students argue over bias;

Anti-Jewish sentiments felt

By Erica Noonan
Associated Press

UN UC OOMMcV COUKMN

Once a classic, always a classic

Students from Monument Mountain High School look at one of the

many displays at yesterday's Classics' Day held in the Campus Center

CAMBRIDGE Mass , \P) — The

editors of the Harvard tV/mson
recently looked around the newsroom
and came to a sudden realization: too

many lews

I ditor- of the student newspaper

said they wanted more diversity

among the editors and columnists,

and they added positions to include

other ethnic groups

But lustin Danilewitz. who is

lewish. says the concern was so great

that it led to hi* exclusion from the

editorial board. He aired his coin

plaints in a Commentary magazine

article titled "Counting Noses at the

Hanard Crimson.

'

Crimson editors say that

Danilewitz has the story wrong and

that his failure had nothing to do

with his faith, but they would not

elaborate.

The I 2i year old CMMaM*. whose

alumni include lormcr Presidents

Franklin Roosevelt and lohn F.

kennedy. has about SOO mostly vol

unteer stalfers. about one lourlh ol

whom work in the news department

Danilewitz. a junior and licquest

guest columnist, applied for the

chairmanship ol the editorial board.

which dictates the paper'* editorial

policy and is made up of the cofum-

nisls and lop editors. He claims that

two other students were selected for

the job because they advocated

reducing the number of lewish

columnists.

"Officially they say there isn't a

c|uota system," he said. "But the edi-

tors have shown their intentions. If

their rejection of me wasn't about

religion, then I have to think that reli-

gion wouldn't have had lo be brought

up."

Danilewitz said that during the

application process last winter he was

told by an outgoing Crimson editor

that she felt it was a "problem" that

eighi of the paper's 10 columnist*

were lewish He added that the two

lewish students selected as co-chair-

men ol the editorial board were cho-

*en because they felt they should

tecruit columnists from various eth-

nic backgrounds.

"In their position papers, they

specifically said that lewish colum-

nists from the in state area (New
Nork. New lersey and Connecticut)

were ov errepresented.* said

Danilewitz. who wrote his article in

the April edition of the journal pub-

lished by the American lewish

Committee

Internet

fWention Collegian <§>taft

member*:

Voting for Newsroom
Elections will take place

in the business office

today and tomorrow
from 9-3 p.m. Don't

forget to vote!

continued from page I

chases, such as the wholesale pur

chase of supplies could reach $300
billion by 2002 and routinely save

e of America's largest compa-
nies hundreds c'l millions ol dollars

bv lowering their costs and reducing

inventories.

\s hat is the report telling us?

That the digital economy is alive

and well and gre->

larv vsilliam SI Daley said

But the department cautioned

that consumers "must be more com-

fortable thai credit card and person

al information given online will not

be tampered with stolen or mis-

used" before the potential of digital

nmerce is realized

Some customers who already

have made purchase* say they aren't

particularly worried about the

chance lor eiedit theft I dith

aj Hou-ton said she often

buys books and makes travel

arrangements, but generally only

from established Web sites »he'»

familiar with

"I usually feel pretlv comfortable

with it." Sorenaon *atd "I'm a tcrri-

t>le shopper, anyway I hate to leave

mv house. And with books - it take*

like three or four days to get here

i Brick and mortar I book stores are

badlv stocked
*

"I bought a cigar humidor on the

Internet and a print of a picture I

saw at a museum, and in both cases

I used mv credit card,* said Peter

1 ucht of Washington. DC "I felt aa

comlortable doing that as I do
giving it over the phone, maybe

more because of the encryption

technology (retailer*! »ay thev re

using."

Other key findings of the report:

The Internet is growing faster

than all other technologies thai have

preceded it Radio existed for 38

vcar* belore it had 50 million listen-

ers, and television took I 3 year* to

reach that mark The Internet

crossed the line in just four year*.

In |v**)4. a mere 3 million people

were connected to the Internet By

the end of last year, more than 100

million worldwide were using it.

including 62 million Americans.

Other estimates have put that num-

ber slightly lower, at 4*> million

Americans.
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The Chancellor's Counsel on Community, Diversity and Social Justice is pleased to

announce the funding of 1 5 proposals in response to its recent Request for Proposals

Program. A review committee selected these fifteen from a total ot

twenty-seven proposals received.

HowtoCre Wli wjtJiU-4rainx.Ui>^lllUCi UUhc Woffc Ptocc . an cduca ton-

al program for staff and supervisor, Patricia Silver. Learning Disabilities Support Services Cheryl Howland.

Hioloti.cal Science* 1 ihr.irc Madeline Peters. Disability Sersice-s; Uslte Fraser. Labor/Management Workplace

l.lucation Program

WWkrnd Promoting Greater Mutual Reined and UnderMMnling AlTWnpl llK V»TiowfoliajPU>gM"
jgj

»
'

»

ttw IMacsranpusa non-sectarian weekend community, sers ice trip taking faculty, clergy and students into New

York City to feed and clothe homeless people C hns Carlisle. Inler-Rehgious Project: Will Johnston. History.

Merle Ryan. Dean of Students ( Ittice

IMlfl MinrtaJ- »-^*-~ «nri Performance Protect, a program which brings guest director Dipankar Mukherjee

^hi^^N^ SSmJ. New World Theater. Richard Trousdell and the

other faculty of the Theaier Department

The College-H igh School Application Protect tCHAP) . a pilot program to ass.sl local high school students lack-

ing supportive home environments in preparing college and financial aid applications Irene Starr, foreign

Language Resource Center Carlene R.ccellt. Amherst Regional High School: Jennifer Good. Germanic

Languages and Literature.

-ffMH.n/t.i t|iP Mahakala Room , a long-term educational program involving collaboration with Springfield

museums and schools built around the interpretative construction of a Nepali-Tibetan Temple John Simpson.

Hampden and Wheeler Gallery; Karma Dolma. UMass I ihctan Students Association; Ranjanaa Devi. Asian

Dance and Music: Paul Beru'be. Art Department: Ann Southworth and Nealon Jaynes-Lewis, Principals.

Springfield Schools

Innovative Fam ily W>h Site Proposal , an effort to utilize a web-based approach to encourage information sharing,

collaboration and mutual support between tacultv. staff and students with children. Joanne Levenson. Commuter

Services and Housing Resource Center. SGA; GSS; several other agencies both on and off the campus.

N™ Directions Through Race Management: A Workshoprtraining Series for Women HI Transition , an educa-

tional series in which campus departments collaborate to bring workshops to women residents at residential treat-

ment program Maureen (iroden. School of Nursing: Lisa Robinson and Alexandnna Deschamps Women s

Studies; Alicia Curlew. Fverywomans Center; Ha/el Robinson. Safety Net Transitional Home for Women and

Mount Holyoke College.

Rmlding a Pan-F'hnic Asian American and Pacific Islander Commu nity with Friends and Allies, an inclusive

semester-long educational program to explore several issues of concern within the Asian American community.

Sallv Habana-Hafner. Center for International Education; Lucy Bums. F.nglish Department and New World

Theater. Nina Ha. English Department; Khyati Joshi. Social Justice Fduc.ition Program.

Planning and Conplinaiion of Ac t ivities in Celebration of Western Massachusetts Lalino Heritage Month ,
an edu-

c^onil program exploring the multidimensional interactions of Latinos with mainstream North American culture

and MK.ety Lon Mestre. Peter Stem. Barbara Stewart. W.E.B. Du Bois Library; several academic departments

and student organizations

SrraniniF the Surface , a popular one-man play by Lyle Victor Albert which includes a four day residency.

Barbara Aldnch. Fine Arts Center: Madeline Peters. Disability Services

Ceaeers in Accotini
j
n g :,nd Management Professions (CAMP), a summer residency program to attract students of

coto?nto «co?nting and other management-related professions James Smith. Melvm Rodriguez. School of

Management! MinoritN Initiatives Committee of .he American Institute of Certified Public Accountants; several

Massachusetts high schools and Student Affairs agencies

Class nt ?mi Commrn itV Diversity and Social Justice Week, a campus-wide educational program ^noting

mJ.ua re pect and^collaborat ion in the planning of similar annual programs for the future. Beth Ajalat. President.

Class of 2001 Class Council; Shannon Aucotn. Student Alumni Relations Society; Elizabeth Mazzocco. Five

College Foreign language Department. Derick Cheeseboro. Lesbian. Gay. Bisexual Alliance.

Nuince First Year Seminar , a pilot orientation program for first year students in Gorman Residence Hall which

iSSpnrSesln "otT^retrea.. learn based comnu.n.ls service and educational workshops. Wes Jacques and

Robert Venator. Residential Life; Michael Lewis. Sociology.

Bringing Tonc '

taT Mr™**** o * th" University Fraternities and .Sororities with Members of the Gay. \J#+
n^^'^\r«^^SemiCoi^^as a program aimed at increasing awareness both of homophobia and het-

erSma^^^ ,he **** Michad W™m™- Grcek Affairs; Fc,ice Yeske1 '

Stonewall Center.

Pre-Maior Advising frr*'™ |PAS> Cnhnn Pn)gram
' ' l

1 ' 10' e2?JS £!*£? seek undeclared students needing

advising in Gom'an Residence Ha l l

'

Pamela Marsh Williams. Pre-Major Advising Services; several other advis-

ing and counseling agencies _______^^_____—
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Joys of the open road
Something about being in a car

brings people together Maybe

it's the soft hum of passing tral

fie. the bad 70's love songs on the

radio, or inhaling car fumes — some-

thing about being in a

car just makes me
inherenti) happy.

When I was driving

home this weekend to

\ew lersey. ihe rain

was pouring down in

sheets and I could

barely see the lines

that guided me on the

road. I picked up my
good high school

friend in Connectieui.

and we headed off to

the continuous strip

mall that is Sew lersey. We armed
ourselves for the five-hour ride with

iced mocha coffees and bags of

gummy worms and malt bals.

What my friend and I have in com-

mon is dance fever. When a song

came on (he radio wed sing along,

regardless of whether we knew the

words or not. We'd get the groove

going and go crazy The people dri-

ving by reacted by

honking, picking

their nose (oh
wait, thev proba-

bly didn't notice

us), and looking at

w Use we were the

long lost Fry Girls from planet Loser

She and I both admitted to

the New Kid prodigies the

Boys But she said I was sick because I

knew some of their names and admit-

ted to having a tiny crush on the tall

one. She called me a molester and we

Julie- 1 ialktm

"The most memorable
car trips for me grow out

of getting lost.

"

laughed as I insisted they were at least

20-years-old.

I invited her over to my Passover

Seder when I found out for the first

time she was an eighth lewish. I gave

her a Bat Miuvah and

told her she was olti

cial. It didn't matter

that her lineage to

ludaism was in the

Mafia and estranged

front the family. I was

excited, my mom
would be happy I had

another lewish friend.

Car trips remind me
ol 1

1
> childhoc-1. I was

an only child and my
parents had to think oi

bizarre games to enter-

tain me (translation shut me up) kfj

favorite was 'count buses until sou

fall asleep" or "pretend vou re

Sleeping Beauty and go to sleep. " One
of my friends told me her family plays

"Guess which fast food franc

h

going to be at the next rest stop " If

you're in New lersey my bet it on Roy

Rogers or Bob's Big Bo> It's scary

ho* you can find the most asinine

things to occupy^ yourself, thai you

would never ever

do in the real

world, outside of

your car

The most

mamouMi car trips for me grow out

of getting lost. Since my sense of

direction could be likened to a drunk

dog chasing its tail. I often get lost.

Usually I get off the highway to go to

the bathroom and end up at some
weird local hangout Then I turn out

ol the parking lot the wrong direction

and end up going an hour out of my
way. But along the way 1 see a high

school that looks like an airport, a bar

with a neon Bud I ight pizza sign in

the window, and a one-pump gas sta-

tion that has weeds growing up
around old rusty station wagons.

These are what keep me interested;

what makes me drill oil into lantasy

about what it would be like to live in

this random town with a grocery store

I ve never heard of and people who
wear clothes I'd never wear.

When I'm with someone else in the

car I have a nde filled with funny quo-

tations and secrets I'll probably forget

as a few days go bv By myself in my

car. I become eerily self- reflecting

and deep I try to figure out what I'm

going to do with my life, and how
many dogs I warn to own Yes, I come
close to hitting people in the next

lane, or missing an exit or two. but I

get a lot more important things sorted

out

With summer approaching I can

barely wait to experience the unique

pleasure of warm-weather drum*;

My summer isn't official until I drive

b.>retooi toward- the lersey shore,

with the windows rolled down and the

salty wind slapping my lace Playing

obnoxious musk i» also much more
pleasurable when you force your fel-

low drivers to hear it out your win-

dow*. So savor your car trips —even
if they are just to Dairy Mart. After

all, where else do you get to dance tike

a maniac while you're sober, and still

not like that*

is m Cnlrgaan cvlum

nisi

Career daze
Although I've heard this sort of thing a lot in the

past, especially around this time of year, it

seems more pronounced, more abundant this

year Maybe it's because myself and the people I'm

around are a little bit older now, and maybe a little bit

more concerned with issues around what to do after

college I'm talking about career talk, or more generally

what I like to call, talking up a lot of nothing to make
yourself look a lot better than you are. but in reality

making yourself look a lot worse than you are because

everybody who hears you knows you're full of b s.

Everyone knows this type of conversation. It usually

starts with a person's aspirations

around finishing his or her education

here at UMtM, and then goes on to

how he or she will pursue some great

career path in some great big id

field under the tutelage of some of

the greatest, most pretentious,

pompous meatheads in the world.

The second part of this sort of speech

usually includes the phrase. "Well. I

want to ... (fill in the blank)" about

five or 10 times It's the infantile "I

want" that really defines this conver-

sation genre.

These conversations are annoying

because of the fake tone in which
they're usually spoken, sounding B,—^^^^^^—
rehearsed like the person's been looking at himself or

herself in the mirror for about five hours reciting it. and

also because it's obvious that few people really know
what they want to do. However, these aren't the big

issues. The big issue has to do with the motives and
ideas behind making these proposals for future great-

ness

I have watched people — myself included — in these

conversations many times, and the motives and ideas

that are able to be read are rarely altruistic in nature.

There is a certain sense of extreme competition on

the part of the self-promoter It's that need to sound

like he or she is doing the best thing that has ever been

done in the four- billion-year history of the planet.

Then there's a sense either of greed for money or greed

for fame or some other type of attention or recognition

as part of the conversation

"College kids are

talking about plots

designed to systemati-

cally oppress people

for self-betterment

without even realizing

what they are saying.

"

Joe Sullivan

doing unostentatious community service type work, but

it's very unusual Instead, you'll hear about how much
money will be paid, how much so-called prestige will

be gained, how something will look good for a resume,

how some rock star will be met V>u could hear about

some great opportunity to travel somewhere or live in

some exciting city in a beautiful apartment with beauti-

ful neighbors and a trend* social scene. It's all so won-

derful

The competition and the greed are ideals portrayed

through our media, our government, and our economic

system as means for achieving greatness, or. at the very

least, happiness Career talks trans-

late these false ideals into more per-

sonal formats. What people don't

seem to realize about coveting these

ideas and the systems which mani-

fest them is that a relatively small

number will benefit. The majont\ d
people are in some way exploited

and kept down so that those of us

with enough of that competitive

edge (luck, connections, the white

Anglo Saxon Protestant privilege.

etc i or lust for fame and money are

able to get what we want College

kids are talking about plots designed

to systematical! 1 oppress people for

bUbWHMBb* self-betterment without even realiz-

ing what they arc saying.

Now I understand that this is not the '60s and that a

better way of doing things does not seem to be in sight

Due to political forces in this country which seem to

dictate their ideology down the hierarchy to the small-

est, most innocent child, it is a dark time when people

must struggle to survive Nevertheless, as people about

to go into the world, why do we buy into what has

already been laid out by those who in the past have

stood to gain?

I guess that, in this era of low morals and no eon

seienees. it's easier to go along with competition and

greed as accepted values than to unite and strive to

change the value system, thus changing society for the

better

The conversations about personal future career aspi-

rations continue with little remorse.

Occasionally you could hear someone talk about /<»< Sullivan is a Collegian columnist
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Letters to the Editor

Refute stereotypes,

support GLBT
community
To the Editor

We are writing to inform the cam-

pus about "Friends of *esut." a group

n Maine that will be on the

Campus Center Concourse on April 22

and 2V Last year they set up a table

on the concourse under a large banner

which read. "What's Wrong Vsith

Homosexuality " They also distributed

a variety ol written materials which

promoted erroneous stereotypes and

included medical and statistical misin-

formation.

At a public institution built on the

principle of free expression, we have a

legal responsibility to assure this

group's right to be on our campus, to

apeak and distribute materials But at

a campus dedicated lo community,

diversity, and social justice, we alto

have the responsibility to speak out

against their bigoted message. It is

especially important that the whole

campus responds when any one group

in our community is the subject of mis-

information and inaccurate stereo-

types.

The Stonewall Center is coordinat-

ing a variety of response* . including:

an informational table on the Campus
Center Concourse, distribution of

"Safe Zone* stickers, educational

materials, and "Ally" buttons Staff

members who wish to attend educa-

tional events should be allowed release

time. We urge you to stop by the

Campus Center Concourse, attend one

of the educational events, or in some
way let the members of our communi-

tv who are gay. lesbian, bisexual or

transgender know they are supported

and not alone.

Bonnie Strickland. Carol Wallace

Co-Chairs, Counsel on

Community,
Diversity and Social lusiice

Jesus Christ

Superstar
altered too much
To the Editor:

What better way to celebrate the

season of Lent and the passion of

Christ than to witness it through the

form of a musical, as long as it is rep-

resented accurately?

However, I was offended by this

play [fesus Christ Superstar]. Maybe
this criticism is what you wanted,

because it says the play worked.
Despite what you may think, this play

didn't. You turned it into something

else, ludas of Iscariot didn't shoot him-

self with a gun in a temple, he hung
himself. You don't need to rewrite his

tory to get your point across.

Correct me if I'm wrong, but I don't

believe the genders of six apostles sud-

denly changed over time, did they?

This is a politically correct era, but

replacing eight male roles with females

seems a bit off. There was a total of

about 1 7 females in the play to a mere

eight or nine male roles, in a play that

is supposed to be male dominant.
Some plays have more male roles, and

other plays have more female roles,

but that's because the writer wrote the

play thai way. This play wat i , n iipaiti

h gender biased and the casting shows

it

/etui Ovist Superstar it about the

passion of Christ Be a little more
truthful to it nest time.

Corporatizjation

at UMass
To the Editor:

Concerning the views of the UMass
administration reported in the April

IS article. "Administrators back

comp. tci. prof, in research scandal."

I am quite worried about the corpora-

ti/ation of this University It seems

that the administration it more
focused on providing big business

with new opportunities than provid-

ing students with education.

As the article mentioned, the "tech-

nology transfer* has allowed
University professors W. Bruce Croft

and lames P. Callan to use a facility,

which wat provided for by public

inoneys for the purpose of education,

to serve at a factory where a private

interest. Sovereign Hill Software, can

set up shop. Usually a corporation

would have to invest millions of dol-

lars in machinery and buildings

before it can hire workers at the

salaries or wage* it desires because

only it has the technological facilities

at which the work can be done, but in

this case UMass helped them out.

Professor loteph Larson, chair of

the Faculty Senate Rules Committee,

in defense of Sovereign Hill Software.

pointed out that. There are graduate

students whose training comes
through working on research projects

like that." So graduate ttudents. in

order to obtain their degrees, are

required to work for a private compa-
nv which reaps profit off of their work,

and this is supposed to be a positive

thing? In addition. Larson cited the

fact that UMass had a role to play in

"creating new industries in the state

and jobs that add value to the econo-

my." It seems that graduate students

have jobs at Sovereign Hill, but all

they get is a graduate degree certifi-

cate, while it is the owners of

Sovereign Hill, including Croft and
Callan. who receive the "added eco-

nomic value." There is one exception:

UMass, which owns 5 percent of

Sovereign Hill, receives no royalties.

However, is it a University's place to

be providing venture capital for corpo-

rations, or should its priority be in pro-

viding education on a democratic
basis? How does this corporate capi-

talistic philosophy affect the level of

education which students receive?

One may wonder why the UMass
capital spending plan for 1996-2001

includes $39.5 million for a new com-

puter science center when there are

fewer than 50 graduates of the com-
puter science program each year.

Perhaps this is because UMass realizes

that its future lies with its "spinoff cor-

porations" and not with its students.

Michael Stevenson

mrsteven@smdcnt.umass.edu

Grad student

supports GEO
To the Editor:

After reading Sean Werle* letter in

the April 15 CoOepan, I would like to

ii1>—1 lo bis cad for a lawsuit against

the Graduate Employee Organization

iGEOl over agency fee In tut letter.

Werle challenges graduate employee*
lo support a lawsuit This is absolutely
unnecessary and counterproductive to

the tasks at hand. His time and energy

would be belter utilized helping GEO
to ensure that the UMass administra-

tion implements our newly ratified

contract in a timely fashion to all grad

uate employees could enjoy its many
benefit*, including our raises and
retroactive pay.

The GEO contract ratified on
March 26. 1998 provides a range of

benefits, both monetary and other

wise, which aid all graduate employees
on this campus Although not all grad-

uate employees recognize what OBO
does for them, they still receive the

benefits of each negotiated contract

and have for the last seven year*. GEO
has secured and protects a number of

monetary benefits which far exceed

agency fee. including tuition, curricu-

lum, health and work related email

waivers among many other benefits. I

am one of over 60 percent of graduate

employees who voluntarily pay their

union dues While Werle claims that

agency fee is "unfair," it seems unfair

to me that a greater number of gradu

ate employees do not pay their share

towards the benefits we all receive

Susan Shadwick

:c student, art history

Campus mail
is no help

To the Editor

Could someone please answer a

question for me? How docs Campus
Mail work? I received two
"reminders" in the mail the othcT day.

One was for room reservation and the

other was for an appointment at

Health Services. It is good to know
UMass takes the time to remind stu-

dents of important dates, but these

notices showed up in my box after the

date they were intended to remind me
about. Fortunately. I am not reserving

my room, so the fact that it came a day

too late didn't hurt me. I also remem-
bered my doctor's appointment on my
own. so that notice showing up six

days late didn't hurt either.

I appreciate all these "reminders"

UMass sends out, but why can't they

show up on time? Is campus mail real-

ly this slow? What is the point of

sending out a birthday reminder from

housing if it shows up a month after

my birthday? I don't want to make a

big deal about the whole thing, but I

just don't see the logic. My phone bill,

also sent through campus mail,

showed up the day before it was due
for two consecutive months. One of

these days I might miss something
really important, and find the
"reminder" in the mail two days later.

Icnnifcr Perry

Orchard Hil
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It started with the Teeny
Donalds and soon, Colleen Soil;

and communications major at the Unl1

assachusetts. had amassed a collection of

Beanie Babies.

All my friends think I'm obsessed." .

liivan said.

lObsessed" might be a good way to

escribe the Beanie Baby phenomenon
ceping the country. The Oct. 21, 199*

jf Forbes Magazine refers the mad di

anics as "A frenzy. The marketing score of the

iilc Richard Gernady of The Cat't Meow
antes may become the biggest thing ever in

Sinatra and The Beatles onmWnwT"
The tiny, plush toys, which retail in small gift

around $5 new, can be worth thousands of

retired, mint condition Beanie — with tag attached.

"They are worth more with the tags,* Sullivan

:l!ivan. misprints make a Beanie Baby
hie and retiring one of these toys also a<

the Beanie Baby.

Beanie Babies, manufactured by the TY company, first

the door by tr*

glntocatrbt
Mall for 50 minute* frt

resist
* the Erin Bear and the Princess Diana

a l»o waited in lines in order to get her

Baby. Last rammer, Sullivan and her

starting at 6 a.m. for up to three

Sullivan said,

elementary education major,

pie." Cogan said. "AH

I
Beanies] is a real-

s interest in Beanie Babies grew

done by McDonald's last sum-

food chain offered Teeny Beanies in

Mt*k
really cute," Cogan said. Her col-

70of the toys.

she visits me TY Company website for tnfor-

Uavoaung Beanies.

"(TYJ puts on new
ones and [announces] when they retire the old one.

They retire and announce the new one* on the same

day," Cogan said.

Cogan also checks the guest book on the she to see if

there are any Beanies available to sell or trade,

Hughes contrasts the Beanie Babe phenomenon with the

earlier, lukewarm response to the stuffed animals.

The really early ones.'you couldn't give away." Hughes
said. But that all changed with the advent of Rlghtv the

Elephant and Lefty the Donkey, two Beanies dedicated to

the Republicans and Democrats. Those Beanies were
snatched up as aeon at they hit the shelves and since their

retirement h 1996, Righty and Lefty are valued between

$400 and $730, depending on their condition. Spot the

Dog, if missing, its sole spot, to valued between $1,500
and $2,000. Also on the most valuable hat are Legs the

Frog, Squealer the Pig and Cubbie the Bear — all selling

between $1,000 to $1,500 apiece.

But for Cogan. who says the Beanie Babies are taking

over her room, doesn't reafiy worry about tag protectors.
"I'm not ready in Itfor del money." Cogan said.

Seema (Janpttirkar it a Collegian columnist.
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Lemmon, Matthau are back
Odd Couple 2 tells the story of aging with dignity & humanely

byftobRoensch

cdUe«n Staff

Tr* ODD COUPlf 2

Directed by Howard Deutch

wi#i Jack Lemmon, Walter Matthau, Jonathan Silverman

Waving at Hampshire Mali Cinema*

lack Lernmun and Walter Matthau repnse their roles as the

spectacularly mismatched "couple" Helix and Oscar in this

sequel to The Odd Couple that bears a im>re important resem-

blance to their recent series of comedies than to the source

movie All their "geezer" conic-die-* (Gnaasejf Old Ilea,

Grumpier Old Men, Out to Sea) ha\e together around the

same amount of critical enthusiasm as a head cold, nut they

deeerve at least a tittle oi our collective lows. Granted, there is

a great deal about these movies to hate The mo\ ic* often

stoop to cliche and stereotype, and long stretcher ol witting

are just plain sloppy, but when they hit it right. Lemmon and

Matthau are the sarcastic grandpas we've always wanted

The plot in TV Odd Couple 2 is unimportant. It's some-

thing about children getting mamed. which would be fine.

except one of the children has the had luck to be played by

lonathan Silverman, one ol the worst "comic" actors ever.

He's both cloying and soulless and ha- the tuning ol dirt

Consequently, all the marriage stuff is obvious and boring

Thankfully, most of the movie centers >'n I emmon and

Matthau lost in California, nowhere near their unfunny chil-

dren

The movie was scripted by Neil Simon, which tells us right

away expect reams and reams of rapid lire humor with

more com than Iowa. It's easy to dismiss the mmy jokes as

just bad writing, but Simon puts in so many of them k ovet

whelming The density of bad jokes is so great it i» iinpn>

like a really big booger k*l like getting drunk and watching

"Saved bv the Bell" and wondering wh\ that Screech guv

never won an r.mitn

Simon and his stars have such a mad conviction that foJaaj

about bladder control and toupees are lunnv that, after

awhile they are Ot course, most ol the huriK)t come* from

the delivery Both I.enimon and Matthau seem a heat too

•low. which only makes things funnier N ou can almost sense

them struggling to hit the line* right Comedv is a battle here.

but it is a battle worth fighting and worth w atchmg

These gecter comedies deserve notice not only because

they are hi aakswlh funny (ex the homhall I tkipa

r\ Grumpy Oid Men' but because thev deal with aging in a

surpratngh honest and humane way Older people are usual-

ly confined to the fringes of movies as parents and mentors,

but they are allowed to take center stage here lemmon and

Matthau deserve both credit and mad props simply for telling

stories about an underreprcsented movie populatn«i

Further. I emmon and Matthau don't try to mask their sag-

ging bodies, they use their brittlcneas for laughs and are

teeth wilhng to look ridiculous doing it. They bicker not with

the logic and wit of adults. Kfce stereotypical wisemen. but like

overgrown children, which is technically what we all are.

and maybe what we warn to be There is a very strong

Jazz to be celebrated at Bowker
By Emily Trask

Collegian Staff

Walter Matthau reunites with jack Lemmon in Fes

< >,ld Couple 2

oi live absurdity pj dignity, aging and life in general that run-

through then movies In Die (kU Ooupk -' Ic-liv and Oscar

don't show up at their children's wedding ID stoically look on.

thev instead end up in a small town motel wearing

>;low in- 1he-dark boxer sh

K. ihi- absurdity is added a sense of desperation It ssaaB)

like in all their movies, someone says "This could he (he last

nine " There is only one more chance to |M the fjri

more convoluted practical joke Life is weird -illy and disap

pouting, these movies show us. and there is never enough ot

it

As far a Couple 2 goes on it« individual merits it

is prem uneven. The scenes without I emmon aivJ Matthau

together have the same vibrant energy as a stapler Bui when

I emmon and Matthau are together, must everything can he

>en. \t the movie's does, when helix I last chance .11

romance fails, he shows up at Oscar « door like a kwt pu;

In the end all they have is their tnendship and the M*
pj the roads they've traveled, paved with had joke- and alloc

tionate sarcasm. These movies make fun of romance, old age

and family life just as ferociously as I emmon and Matthau's

characters rip at each other In this ease, nxxking is the sm-

cerest form of flatten C

A unique evening of film and

iu// i> iii store for jazz lovers and

film buffs alike when the Fine

Arts Cenler Series presents A
Great Da\ in Harlem , tomorrow
night at 8 p.m. in Bowker
Auditorium.

Kicking off this event, there will

be a showing of the documentary

film A Great Day in Harlem.
which chronicles the taking of the

infamous photograph by Art

Kane.

In 1
v»58, Kane was invited to

contribute to a special jazz issue

pi / squire magazine. Although

Kane was considered one of New

York - hottest young magazine art

direct.. i -. he had not yet taken a

professional photograph.
However, he conceived the idea of

an all-encompassing group shot

"ol ev cry body. " and put the word

out lor all jazz musicians in New

York to meet him uptown at 10

a.m one summer morning — and

I'tionalK early hour for jazz

musician-, who are u-ed to linish-

mg up to dawn.

Kane was surprised that anyone

-howed up at all Word ol mouth

had prevailed, and Di//v

C'.ille-pie. Charles Min.

Ihelonious Monk. Count Basic.

\n B!«k««, 1 ester Young,
coleman Hawkins. lierrv

Mulligan. Sonnv Rollins. Art

I aimer. Marian McPartland.
\1a\ine Sullivan. Milt Hinton. and

do/en- ol other', actually got

there, and a valuable document
born. The photograph

appeared several months lat

two page* ol t squire and made
hi-tory

Produced by lean Bach and nar-

rated by Ouincy lones. the lilm

and the photo that it inspired di«

play- a wide array of people and

documents the evolution pi

trotn its beginnings up to the

avant-garde I he film peas con-

versations with and about the var-

um- jazz stars pictured, archival

performance footage, and eppJM

nevcr-before-secn home moyic

lootage. filmed by Milt Hinton

Art Farmer will perform A Great Day in Harlem t<

Bowker Auditorium.

and his wife Mona. to captui

atmosphere of the day that is

encapsulated in that one picture

The second half of the program

will consist of a live concert per-

formed by the legendary trumpet

player Art Farmer and his Quintet.

Ihc\ will be playing standard- hy

-nine ol the |a/z greats, in addition

to playing Farniet - own composi

tloll-

During the span of his 40 year

career. Fanner has produced over

100 recordings and has perlormcd

with -oiue of the greatc-t ja//

aiti-t- pi all time including Benny

Carter. Dexter Gordon. Lionel

Hampton. Quincy lone- I

Young. Theloniou- Monk Charles

Mingus and Art Blakcy

Farmer- lability and emotional

depth have been *aid to be

"unmatched" on the trumpet

flugelhorn. and the "flumpct"

twhich is a combination of the

Sow I aiinei - trademark,

the lluinpel" combine- the

lustrous -ound quality ol the

flugelhorn with the bright ed.

tin uuiu|hi Ihis unique in-tiu

ment was developed -pedal

him by nia-ter brass craftsman

David Monelie I armers quintet

lor this performance will include

Ron Blake ne red

ithal. piano I
! >avis

bass, and '»

In k '• ure $20
and SIS tor children 17

and under aye $X and

live College students J'i S

r> or more information tall

,4 1 5-15 .'ill or

/ MK) vsw I MAS. A Great Da]
in Hailem
Centi "> al

Call (4111 M
plete -

Heyyou! Doyou want to write for Arts& Living?Thenv\^

by the Goiiegian and ask for Seema or call 545-1361. Don't worry— we're friendly.

Something Every FRJQAy

Noi Hi \<l\ low l^i di'iMf

PLAYERS
FRidAy ApRil 17, \%
BIuewaII O
Free

^
,t*' r^

ti*& fridoy. April 1 7

9am-
v & ? \

(fs I

J

WINNER
BEST PICTURE

All UfTinfJ Imprinted

ClelhiA9 on«J Gift/ !!!

THE/ m
This!

Offu

^neUMaw
Fudent Affairs.

rpartment, the

University of Massachusetts Campus Center

Amherst, MA

413-545-2619

Open M-F 9 to 5, Sat, 1 1 to 4 ,

MC, Visa, AMEX, Discover, and UCard

cheerfully accepted. ^ set
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Donald T. Sanders

Executive Artistic Director

MIFA '98 • April 15 to May 3, 1998

Celebrate Fiesta Cubanal
One great weekend ofmusky dance & art exhibits!

Wednesday . April 15

7 ptn Pre Lestival Conversation

I vpl«»nng the African. American and European

influences on world music Speakers include Peter

WjtriHJv muMi critic lor The New York Times,

Kan K Njun. radio producer and Yvonne Daniels.

Smith College l-ree

VJJP. Roon Mullins Centei I MASS/Amhersi

Friday, April 17

Spin Fiesta C'uhana concert I A 2

Maria \itier with vtxalict \ lomara.Gema 4

A La Charanga Habanera

$20 general/S 1 5 student

Academv >>t Music Northampton

Saturday, April IK

4prn t )pcmng:

1 vhihmon ol Visual Art from Cuba

Curated by Akin Paige

Sprague Cultural Arts Center

Amencan International ( <>llegc. Springfield - Free

Hpm Fiesta C'uhana concert 3

Jose Maria Vtticr. with vocalist Xu>mara& Gcma 4

>refcnrd/S20 general/S 1 5 student

Symphony Hall. Springfield

dance alter at

I Ipm Ticcta (uhana concert 4

La Charanga Habanera - North Amencan Debut I

eneral/SI5 student

K.I//K Night Cluh. Springfield

DIRECT FROM
GERMANY:
The Berliner

Ensemble

PATIENCE & SARAH
Operatic Concert

based on Isabel

Miller's novel

MIFA '98 INCLUDES:

GEMA 4

•

•
•

Jost Maria Vitier

La Unminga Habanera

New Works of Gregory Gillespie at The Hart Galley

The Berliner Ensemble inBertolt Brechts

Pocket Book or The Comeback of the Evil

Preservation Hall Jazz Band

Public art installations by Phillip Baldwin

"Happy 100th Birthday George Gershwin!" with

Dance Galaxy; Nigel Coxe, Estela Olevsky & Paulina Stark

Road to Heaven with The Young at Heart Chorus

Patience ami Sarah, Operatic Concert

The General, a Buster Keaton Film

with original music by

Peter Blanchette, winner of the

1998 PRAIRIE HOME
COMPANION Talent from

Towns Under Two

Thousand contest! /

Student Tickets

Available!
UMASS & HAMPSHIRE

STUDENT DISCOUNT TICKETS AVAILABLE
ATTHE MULLINS CENTER BOX OFFICE

/nM^^cJuM

Peter Blanehette &
Buster Keaton

TAKE REAL VACATION
GREATER
SPR1IMGFIELD
MASSACHUSETTS
SnvM, THf ROM** UC1I

H

Tickets: 413-733-2500
Brochure: 800-224-MIFA

www.virtual-valley.com/mifa
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Squirrel Nut Zippers try out

same old formula in NoHo

SquirrtM Nut Zippers played at Smith on Tuesday

By Marty Kaon*
Cdhocn Staff

souma NUT ZPPBtS / MO MTMO / 1HI

AMA2JNG »OYM CJrOWNS
JohnM GnmneHat

April 14

V >R (HAMPTON - The three acts that shared the bill

at Smith College's lohn M Greene Hall Tuesday night went

each like a piece of Bubble Yum Sure, it's tasty a* hell and

bunting with flavor fur the first 1 5 minutes, but after that,

it gets stale pretty fast Such is an inherent problem when
musicians attempt to imitate rather than innovate.

Still. Squirrel \ut Zippers, Bio Nitmo and The Amazing

Royal Crown* put on an enjoyable show that emphasized

style over musical substance. Each band actually seemed |p

be merely a medium for transmitting the feel-good sounds

of twinging jazz, taking the croud back to an era in musk
long since past While there It nothing wrong with the

notion of imitation being the sineerest form of flattery

none of the bands were able to move past interpreting their

idols

At far as recreating the swinging jazz of the early part of

the century, the Squirrel Nut Zippers are ace imitators, all

WlUNCXt HOSOMLAS

the way down to their authentic outfits — albeit with I

minimum of sophistication. Their attack wasn't neaiK KM
ied enough to warrant any real comparisons the greats of

the genre. They did have their moments, though.

"Bad Businessman" sounded like a sublime ode to

Bourbon Street during Mardi Cras with Katharine

Whalen's Peggy Ice (MM rising above some bloo/v horns.

Also impressive was "Put A Lid On It" which presented the

band as the earnest interpreters they really are.

Making their Valley debut, the nine members of

Richmond. VA's Bio Nitmo played an entertaining mi\ of

Latin-tinged jazz, complete with a blaring horn section and

choreographed dance novn "What 1 Want M
showed why their inventive method of layering syncopated

percussion works like a drug to get a crowd up and JaiK

ing On "I'm As Happy As Could Be." the band took their

cue from the timeless lounge sty lings of Burt Bacharach

and ran with it

Opening the show was the Amazing Roval CrOVM
Coming off like a cross between the Might) Mighty

Bosstones and the Stray Cats, the local rockabilly outfit

thrashed around earnest, but ultimately hollow MMM
including "Do The Devil " Their Dicky Barrett wannabe

lead singer did an admirable job of getting a sparse

involved, although their formula could use some variation.

Connick s latest a dreary attempt
"Fame L.A." soundtrack fails to live up to its predecessor

about the MOMMfe! plavmg with if you were having HI, you'd fall

out any significant movement. asleep out ol boredom

You have to reach the fourth truck Musically. Connick does well

TO SEE YOU
Harry Connick Jr

Columbia

It might have leaned like a

good idea in the beginning to

combine a string orchestra with a

iu// quartet and ct—U an album
ol music dedicated to love.

Unfortunately on Marry
Connick It '| />• Si t )ou. ot

.

tra and jazz become a dreary u'lii

bination and rather than leeling

romantic, the music immediate!)

transports the listener into a wjii

ing room ivpe amu»phete
a here is this mood more

prominent than on the opening
u a, k "let Me love Tonight " At

10 minutes in length, "let Me
Tonight" is an CXerciM in

tedium as the ballad goes on and

M making one glad of the

fast-forward button Men a dull

orchestral introduction Connie k*
voice melds seductive!) around
lhe music. Irving to breuili some
life into the song The lyric ••, »uch

> ome good fortune/ Let me
love lonight/Pardon me liom >oul

less searching/Spare toi another

with a sec through heart* are ten
than captivating and sound down-
right desperate. Probably the

Mtuiigot part ol the opening

comes when, to the listener's

rehel. Connick actually stops
mging and lets the ja// quartet

snick fail* to ditch the

muzak with the album's second
track i a See i etj

quartet here, but rather it's all

before any element ol -.pint enters

into this album. In "Heart Beyond
Repair." the ja// quartet la back.

sprightly and more energetic than

any of the other previous ^uiig-

l.tkc "Let Me Love Tonight."
"Heart Beyond

lean On

"canflff
Repair"

shines more tor its composition
than lyrics or ringing

Mktek'l Ivik« tend to border

on the mushy side to the point

thai it i> almost painful to listen

On "Once." Connick >ing» "Once
is all I need to show you love

making is an art/But once-made
love won't be nearly enough
oticc/l win wur heart* Along
with the downright lickcastlfl)

sweet lyrics. Connick overuse- the

word "love" lit is present in

almost every song title) to the

point where it (eels necessary to

buy the man a thesaurus And
lotiniek MM has a orange idea ol

what a love song might sound
like m "I M ^ome You." the

words "So kill me I love me some
you" just don't set the right mood
fhi» is the type of album lhat even

when he Iptntaa the orchestra and

concentrates on what he does best:

la// But lor an album meant to be

romantic, the sheer dreariness of

m makes it impossible to

love F (Secma Cangatirkar)

WICKED CITY SOUNDTRACK
Various Artuli

Velvel\Gypsy

At first glance this appears n,

be a hardcore kids lanlasv lhe

soundtrack lor the independently

ed Wicked City, leatures all

New 'lork hardcore and punk

bands By the way. the movie is

about a girl living to live in New
'i ork't l owcr I jsi side The
album features HIO, Killing

I niic CI\ OtMNM tMM. Shift.

Samsjra Shades Apart, 1'iv

Demoiispeed, Sweet Diesel

Mephiskapheles Home Ji

and Choking victim

I know you're psyched light,

too bad chances are you ah

have all the songs II20 does "1

Pint c l\ does "So Kar, So
What " Orange 1MM

"Sacrifice." Killing Time
does "Outgroup." Shift does
"Dress Up." getting the picture

sure the songs arc great, and

I don't have them then vou

should, but it could be so much
better if it was unreleascd or at

least mo

i

tracks.

Turn to WAX page I I

Hta
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian s UMass ' Best is intended to be a fair, good natured contest among

the local businesses. JA/e encoura^e^ll^ofourjeader^ to exgeriencejoH ofou^<M£sJ)minesses.__

Ballot III. Shops A Services

Name: _
Address

Phone #:

SS.0:

Best Qfdoer) Store

Hest Pterin
1

Best Clothing Store

/. UMass Grub
1

.

Best Pizza Place

2. Best Sub Shop

Best Vintage Clothing.

Best ( ias Station

6. Best Bike Shop

7. Best B«K)k store

X Best Hair Salon

3. Best Place to Go on a Date

4. Best Place to Eat if Your Parents are Paying

5. Best Ice Cream Shop

6. Best Chinese Restaurant

7 Best Italian Food

8. Best Mexican Food

9. Best Place to Work Out

10. Best I aiming Salon

1 1

.

Best Condom Brand _
12. Best Nik Nak Shop_

9. Best Breakfast (Hangover Cure)

10. Best Bagel Shop

IV. Arts & Entertainment

1

.

Best Place to Hear Live Music

2. Best Local Band

1 1

.

Best Vegetarian Place

12. Best Northampton Restaurant

13. Best Candy Store ,

14. Best Overall Delivery

//. UMass Drink

1

.

Best Liquor Store

2. Best Coffee Shop

5. Best Shot

6. Best Beer

Best Radio Station

Best Music Store

Best Used Music Store

6. Best Place to Play Pool

7. Best Cheap Date

8. Best Video Store

V. Unique UMass' Best

1

.

Best Apartment Complex

2. Best Class

7. Best Drinking Game
8. Best Bartender (Note Which Bar?).

9. Best Northampton Bar

Best Reason to Miss Class

Best Reason to Hand in a Paper Late

Best Professor

Best Place to Read The Collegian.

7. Best Excuse for Not Graduating in 4 Years

8. Best Place to Study

9. Best Place to Have Sex

I

I

I

I

J
The Collegian Poll Rules:

1

.

Ballots must be dropped oi at I Ik- ( ollcgian office in the

basement <>t the ( ampus ( enter or mailed to

113 ( ampus ( enter, Amherst, MA <>1()(M.

2. No I'hotoc opied ballots.

). ( )ne ballot per person; ballot stutters will be disqualified

4. Ballots must be filled out with reasonable completeness.

Ballots with less than hall ol the blanks filled will be disqualified.

5. Independent Ballot Referees are hired.

6. All Ballots due by Wednesday, April 22, 1

(
>

( >K.

( ollegian emplyees are not eligible

All completed surveys will

be entered in a drawing to

win a dinner for two .

Winner will be Drawn

April 22, 1998.

Television 6k the art of censorship, the latest on "South Park"
Last week was a good mm.' tor

TV movies! The leu
Commandments, the ultimate
faster tradition was shown on ABC
this weekend. Regardless ol how
many times people had actually
seen the film, it Mill pulled in huge
ratings lor the network It 's jImu\>

been a mystery to me win anyone
watches movies on television and
especially those awlul made tot l\

movies. I guess MfMg this is a bit

hypocritical since I know that I

have watched them helot

e

However, if you watch one ol MMM
movies, CnMMt na that U'U <ncii I

getting what was e\ci intended to

be shown due to countless editing

and censorship.

As a strong lighu-i .'I tnnouliip.
I can honestly s U y that I gel

annoyed MM] tune I hear anything

censored. Thai could ranged Irom
changing an actui* carting Is
something like "eat mv taottl
the notortout "bleeping" on the

"Icrry Springer Show Censorship

plays such a major role in any

MMM thai i* shown M legulai tele

yi-ioii that it could he the main m
son that pay cable »j< invented

There was nearly hall an hour delet

ed from The I en Commandments
this weekend due to lime problems

involving the local news II some-

thing is cut so much, how tan Mew
ers get the chance to nt e\er\ihmg

that was supposed to be shown''

hurthe rniorc at II p.m., why do
the network* need to edit sot

these mosies'' Are there really MO
pie out there thai would be offend

. someoru savinj .1- a lew

hours after prime time'' It't MM
thing to censor a movie thai a child

could turn on and hear really MM
choice language, but in MM

1 us! not nccetsan
nstarKc this Sunday rttghl I

was watching one of my la

movie* ol all lime on the LSA net-

work W> Coaiasn \innv was being

shown, and anyone who ha-

seen this t itut knows thai there are

many things about it that are not

suitable for children l-or nl

company chose 10 edit practically

the entire movie. I ».i- ama/.ed that

the) COttkin't cram this abbreviak-J

V L I - I 11 ||

into a hall

an hi'in

I h 1

answei ||

s
1 m p I 1

here. II a

moyie is

so uinlru-

1 a I

that vou
have to

delete hall

ol it. lust

d o n ' i

show u on
T V
People
w ho have
\1K- can go to the video stole and

rent Wt Coutin limn lor about a

SI It's MM esactly a new u
lhe problem is that these networks

lately want to show these

novln m lanvtaitn but they're so

aliaid to leave anything in the

movie thai could offend anv>

I guess the root of this problem is

that no matter what you put on l\

It's detinitclv going to offend suine

li I nisi no bad thai we ean t

look past these things, and devise j

vsav 10 allnw people 10 sec a movie

entirely without being afraid

that tottwone will u\

I here » ,ine thing Tin sure ol

though, made leir l"\ movies are MM
the answer' I think there's about a

million ol the- and il we
van find one that is even el

watchable M't lust good luck I he

lopic of these things are usually

eoinplelely ridiculous, and BOt
wortl MM lhe last one
that I nber watchirik

horrible kin>ek .ill ol / N

thing alHHit an asteroid Mltii

earth tl think it was aetually sailed

dsf, but I in no« »ure 1 The tar-

gel audience is generally soap opera

nkntl K networks n v to use (he

same . lots and try to write

scripts that people will think are

interesting. However, these movies
ncvei compare to the quality of

soaps, and thus an avid soap watch-

er will not even
give these things

the time of day.

If there's any-

place where you
can find quality

made for TV
not ies lhat are

not edited, il

must be on HBO.
HBO original

films are usually

vci v good, and a

lot Of work is put

into making qual-

ity entertainment

I 11I 01 lunalely .

HBO is a pay

channel, and 11

costs something 1 1. enioy these

novtH I |MMi far now we're going

to have to suiter through these l\

movies or turn them oil

It aiivviie was home this ^

end, you may have had the chance

to wauh Matchbox 20 plav uii

MTV's, live at the Ten Spot.

Matchbox 20. which is set to play

May 27 at the Mullins Center, put

on an excellent show that I'm sure

ached up lor M IA . but il was

Mill enough to convince mc to eonie

back to school a week alter MBOOl
ends to see the cornet

t

Barbara Streisand has a thing or

two to say about television these

"I wonder il shows Ufca South
Park and 'Beavis and Bullhead'

don't add to the cynicism and nega-

tivity in our culture, especially in

ehildren." Streisand says in next

month's. Mirabellu The diva, who
was poitraycd as an egomaniacal

.lineal nuinsie-r in a rcbruary

"South Paii Ic elaims that

isn ( even aware ol the show
"until I read in Time magazine that

ihev had used me in a negative

Intcfc like tubUnd newspapers, it

looks like "South Park" is going to

have to watch what they say other-

wise eclebntics will start to defend

themselves, and that could cause a

problem for the creators.

In other "South Park" news. I've

talked to a very reliable source that

happens to be an employee at

v medy Central. He claims lhat the

April 22 episode that is supposed to

reveal the identity of Kric Cartman's

lather will not be a hoax again The
last time this claim was made, view-

ers endured a 50-minute long

Terence and Phillip as an April

fool's day gag. Furthermore, this

Comedy Central source said that if a

helling system were to be devised

about who Cartman's lather actual-

ly is, the top choice right now
would be Mr. Garrison. He said.

"fat some reason Comedy Central

and lhe creators of South Park' feel

that the school teacher would be a

perfect choice, so if I was a betting

man, I'd put my money on him."

We'll just have to wait one more
week to find out the truth

I inallv. as the ct>untdown to the

last episode of "Seinfeld" has been

filmed, and the last scene was
filmed, "audience free" and is being

kepi lop secret. "Seinfeld" had its

woist ratings of the season. The rea-

son for this is unknown by NBC.
but all they know is that "Seinfeld."

which usually has over 50 million

viewers had just under 29 million.

I'm sure NBC is not worried

because when the tina 1 episode is

aired in May, it is sure to be one ol,

if not the most watched episode of

any sitcom in the history of televi

sion.

Ryan Benharris is a Collegian

columnist UMass student lason
Katz contributed to this column.

Any questions or comments about

Tube Sotes can be e-mailed lo ben-

harri<e>studenl umass edu

John Hammond covers a who's who
list of idols on upcoming new release

«U9^
ft&esta

On April 21. Pointblank will release lohn Hammond's
latest. Long As I Have You, a CD made up of 15 songs

from a who's who of blues greats

lust as I iu Clapton did on
|Mct5's From The Cradle.

Hammond HMOT lhe work
of his idols, playing the

songs of such legendary

ligures as Howlin'
Wolf, Sonnv

I

Williamson. Willie Dixon. 1 ntle

Walter. T-Bone Walker, Blind

Boy Fuller. Eddie Taylor and
limmy Rodger

s

Hammond has been on the

blues scene for 35 years, and his

last three releases. Found True

/ore. Trouble So More and (>oi

love If You Want It have all

Been Grammy nominees. On ihis one. he is backed on

the first 12 tracks by I ittle Charlie & The Nightcats.

who feature the underrated Charlie Baty on guitar and

some bad-ass harmonica Irom Kick I strin.

The set's opener. Sonny Beiv Williamson's, "Don't

Start Me Talkin '." with Fstrin featured, is just a flat-out

e>v ooe 6ua.iv/AM

solid bit of blues that continues on every other track

on the album. Not to put down Clapton, but Hammond
sings with the soul needed to do these songs

justice and his musical backing is ant
trie blues, not blues rock — he

captures mere of the nnMc'l
spirit and the bluesman's
spirit than Clapton ever
could

"Goin' Away Baby" is

done in such a way with stripped

down, jumpy percussion and rustling

harmonica riffs so lhat the illusion ot

riding away on a train is very evident

— this is a near-perfect work of art.

Baty displays some of the hardest

dirtiest, most percussive blues guitai

that doesn't sound like rock n roll

since before 1955 on Otis Rush's

"So Many Roads, So Many Trains."

"Crying At Daylight" sounds a lot like Howlin'
U nil's. "Smokestack Lightning." mostly because it is

that song, under a different name with a few slightly

Tun to JAZZ page 10

fe nm ns%
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1 253-9742 i
505 Wont St. South A m h r • t

p Babies

MTsliuUics

UuBics *
titanic Babies
Bit

Bgaits

fsianic BabiesBeanie Babies

Cheerleading Try-Outs
on: 4/20, 4/21, 4/22 ; 4/23, 4/24

6pm - 9pm
@ Curry Hicks Cage

Call Kevin Thompson 665-0056

raphics

Collegain night graphics department
is now accepting positions for fall
'98.

Anyone with expirence with
Quarkexpress, Adobe Photoshop or

Adobe Illustrator should come down
to the Campus Center Basement room
113 and fill out an application.

If you have any questions please ^
call 545-1864 and ask for. Joe or m
Josh

1

^n Br "
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John Hammond pay* homage to tome of hii idols on his latest release

Sailing th< trade

mark vocal howls and moin>
Hammond and the hand do a great

job ol pre»cr\ing the down home
Sound on lhi« one

I I tale, who has produced

Clapt dine" and
Midnight " pmduccd the final three

track*, and the> are unreal

Changing the formal with

Hammond Mnging. piaung guitar

and harmonic <i with W
Chai lear> on washboard. "Lntrue

Blue*" it pure back und.

while Tell Me Mama* and the

Irustrated "Homeless Blues"

alio* lor some wailing on the harp

luttera lurcimhut »«'h

board M\le

Whether 01 . ause

Hammond i« that fjMtJ ol a blue»

man or just because these songs

bring ii out in him. it doe«n't mai-

ler Thi* i» a recording that capture*

piril ot the blu,

( 'llegian ctWiMst-

EnoaoriicKB SWJWG F&tBt. *>

AT
**&ICEHOUSE $4.50

SHOT 0? THE WEEK

LIQUID JELLO $2.00

$2.00
Thurday Night Promotion

Btjatssaj even' Thursday *Himla>

<4W

Molson & Molson ice Bottles

$2.50

-Grind Friit-

Sony Play Station

COUNTDOWN TO

•-!*•-
GRADUATION

' ml

Amstel Bottles

$2.50

Patriot's Day

Weekend

Promos all weekend

with free giveaways

Cynthia Greary returns to television
' . . „ n . l-_. r„n« moved his n

By Fraiier Moor*
Associamd Prats

NEW YORK — It is sweet to

learn that Cynthia Geary has never

quite left Cicel), Alaska.

Geary, of course, spent five

years at waitress Shelly Tambo on

"Northern Exposure," the delec-

tably quirky comedy drama set in

that one-moose town. Roslyn.

Wash., subbed as the mythical

Cicely. Its interiors were shot in

Seattle, where Geary took up resi

dence. "Northern Kxposure" ended

in |s>s)y bul Geary stayed on And

Ml) in the past lew months was

she ready for the weekly Los

Angeles commute another series

would entail.

The show that spirited her awu\

i> titled, aptly enough. "You're the

One." a sitcom premiering Sunday

jt itWfsm H)l on the tt B

Ihis time, her character is

I indsay. a vivacious Southern
belle who marries Mark, an offbeat

Icwish guy from Long Island,

played by comedian Elon Gold. As

the\ set up house in Manhattan.

the\ will face their own cultural

clashes, as well as their in-laws'

"Nou re the One" is a little bit

"Mad About >ou," a little bit

"Dharma & Greg " Bui more to

the point, it's a lot Cynthia Gear\

who s always a treat whether she s

lighting up a TV screen, or sipping

notice at her Manhattan hotel dur

ing a recent visit. For the mid

morning interview. Geary presents

herself in the dining room wearing

jnani and sweat shirt and no make

up. her blond hair combed out

wet L'p for hours, she has already

had room-service breakfast.

"How can raisin bran and coffee

be S'iT'' she marvels the query of

someone who during "Northern

I xposure" lived on her per diem

while investing her sala>

Such frugality gave Geary free-

dom in what she chose to do next

'I was excited about the charac

ter of Lindsay." she says, explain-

ing her choice of "You're the

One"
"It was a leading lady role,

which I felt I was ready tor. and I

thought I could bring a lot to H

because I knew the character so

well."

Why not'' She's a native ol

lackson. Miss., who got hiuhed to

a fellow who grew up in Malibu.

"Ms roommate in I A >et us up

on a blind date He lived wilh her

huvlriend We ended up getting

married They broke up
"

The meeting was a decade ago.

j» Omtj unwillingly prepared hei-

sell lor her tuture role as Shells

She was working as a waitress.

"A very poor waitress." she says,

meaning both inept and broke

"But I had a good personalis, and

people fell sorry for me."

Noticed her. anyway In tad H

was while waiiressing at a \le\k.m

restaurant in Beveilv Hills that

Geary got a personal manager

Maybe it was thanks to her square

jaw and iridescent. slightl> skewed

smile Maybe it was the big bright

jnd the eager look of almost

constant surprise.

Mavbe it was the free flan

"It was her husband's birthday."

says Geary, "and I gave him a flan.

she Mgncd me and put me with a

good agent, and three months later

I'm on a hit show."

Bui not betore getting fired from

the restaurant

"It was because I missed woik

so many times going to the

V .ithern I vposure sail bade* Bv

the time 1 got the role, I was work

ing at an Italian restaurant
"

That was one of many good
things about "Northern Kxposure"

It meant no more waiting tables,

just pretending to.

The bad thing "I hung up the

phone and started crying because I

had just met the most wonderful

guy and was madly in love."

>c that all worked out

Soon Robert Coron moved his real

estate investment business to

Seattle. Two years ago, he and

Gearv were wed

Devoted Seattleites, they water

ski and drink lots of latles.

Sometimes they catch -Northern

Exposure" reruns on A&l (week

days at noon and b p.m. EDT).

And in the yard of their home is a

garden where Geary unwittingly

prepared hetself lor her future role

,. I mdsav by profession, a

landscape architect

But dears, who says she hadn t

been to Manhattan in years, didn't

know squat about her character*

eirj When asked the address ol

the apartment I indsay is supposed

to be sharing with Mark. Geary

looks stricken She hasn't a clue

"I never went to Alaska when I

was doing Northern Exposure."

she adds — "not until this

February. M AJmfci on a ski trip

Now she resolves to phone her

new show | producer, who when

she does will iciiund her that the

WetUM live on *V«K ^Oth Street

That's just M blocks up Central

Park from her hotel Gears has a

lew hours before her return flight

to I A There s onls one thing to

"I'm gonna go out, she

declares, "and find wheie mv

apartment is."

» Iscwhere in television is n

happening more and more these

days — teachers accused of sexual

Iv abusing the students thev're sup-

.! |o protest'' Studies show

that manv schools aren't prepared

to deal with such affairs, and that,

even worse, school olficials look

the other wa\ or just hope the

problem will disappear II

Hours Teacher I Pet" lakes view

ers behind the Mortal of several

teacher student sexual relation-

ships, and examine* why this seri-

ous problem occur* "4* Hours" la

tonight at 10 pm I l>! M CBS
Dan Rather anchor*.

MB&a i tun H it
: '(''

..v.h/ iui nn^isjji.y.
©

it

he Collegian Is taking applications tor:

IVERT1SING
REPRESENTATIVES

We are looking for Enthusiastic, Energetic, Organized and

Sell-motivated Freshmen, Sophomores and Juniors from any major.

I! you are guilty of any of these traits, contact Luis at the

\ v Collegian Advertising Office at 545-3500 or stop in and fill'

' % out an application at

k
L^> 113 Campus Center Basement

- .'''-- .A

Tir -

i(i

r
J£e L?/rs/ ^Annual

Commencement Jjall

yrtf/au JKau 22, 1998 Student Q/nion Jiatiroom from 7:00pm to 1:00am

7:00pm CocAia/J Jiour in t/ie J}iano Counae

8:00pm JKusic <£ 'Uanciny

$25.00per ^Person

J3fac£ jfie Optional

lonnfertic/ietsforliie 7iail, ptea.ie call t/ie Ulumni Office at343-2317. 7hitet\ may also l>e

obtainedat t/ie ( 'ampin C 'enter- ( 'nncourse L a elfrom Tlpril I V/i to /tie J)//i.

1
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The biggest turpriM i- Moses
with the best song on the album
"Spotted Horse " Moses features
one of the best leiuale vocalists in

hardcore uiul should have u lull

length out Svveel Mawl .ih ,i cloM
Homd wiih Kid In Ihis Town
and "I Hate The Man." Samsara
and Choking Victim make debut
appearances, but I don't see anv
iush requesting lollow ups

The idea behind this jlhum is a
great one. to expose ihe sounds ol

the I owe! I asi Side to the wotld
It's just thai it COUld have hccii so

much heller B i -Xdani OtugUCS)

FOREVER AND COUNTING
The Hot Water Music Band

Doghouse

FOUR-MINUTE MILE
The Get-Up K,d%

Doghouse

I mo is a aearc ihui is ntktutkj m
danger ol lunnine agrouad
beached In its own clicMI and
lules Done light il s un evening
emotional iheiue the namcl.
icK I on tathaisis and law

leelmg Sei ilu ProBitC Kme
example, oi Bi.nd But eino jl-u

teems to swim tn il - own preten

sions and this t ould get old teal

quisk Ihe problem iv vou ljii

almost leel while lisiennig is > it iIk

music leeteime >>n ihe od(l -•! MBM
ab\ss mus h like the Grinch i sled

HcfC are two hands >>n the MaM
label, thai some liom two sides the

eino spesliuin file (.>el Ip kids

play poppy and hi ash, the mu»is

lull M hainioiiKs and the is.sasioii

al tempo change, -mging about
girls and lamilies they've leil

behind Ihe Hoi Uaiei Musi t Band

play louder and heavier, a slap in

the lace that is eioOH to hardcore,

bui lighi enough to fall under the

vague tag ol emo
I must sav that I enjov both of

these albums but listening to them
almost makes me icali/e that this if.

a genre at the end ot the road.
I njo) it while vou can

The del I p Kids have the better

album It's jusi more lun. and it's

infectious I his is what CMfftM the

album I isten to the kev hoard
squiggles and the stop/stall ihvthm
til the second track, "Don't Hate
Me '

l very long builds to a catha
sis thai is almost draining Whal
takes away from the album are the

sell serving Ivius kioM seem tfl l>e

whm\ and cloving, eithei asking lot

ioigi\eness oi rationalizing win
they've started a band It's the

post modern album Interne!)
aware of itself, but to a llaw t ome
on gms |ust u«^k oui There Deadi
to be mole growth, especially in the

Iviks, m the next album loi ihese

guyi to be .mv goe>d.

ihe Hot walet Mu^u Baad'i
I. uvei and Counting is an intense,

moodv and heavv collection ol

songs that contains g deep sense ol

melody, though coupled with a

bruising sound II lust doesn't ealch

file at least with me The be-l

song. "Bettei Sense ' COOMI eailv

and it's elose 1 1» a letdown alter

that. I have to give mention to the

bass plaving it « playful and
nnaginative hut nevei threaten
overtake the songs four \lumti-

\1 ,, \- / il/wg

— B i Mike \1

FAME LA. SOUNDTRACK
Vorioui Artisfs

Mercury

I started listening to this CD wilh

the most positive outlook a patlOW
eould have. I was optbniatk on the

basis thai I adore the original

"FaBM." I should have known bet

ter. Sequels are never equal to ihe

original, and neither are the sound-

II asks

I umc I A starts oil w ith an
uplifting, go get em type of song

b) Molly Rebekku Sol so bad vel

Next comes | preitv cool meltKly bv

Heidi Noelle Lenhart which II a

song thai can Mtil) get one too

optimistie lot ihe ies| ot the v D
She s got a great voice that n sweel

and mature Ihe km ol the c D
gOOl downhill from there. The
group vJt< shows oil then vocal al'il

il\ by Irving lo minne Boyx II Men
Ihev come oil MMMdJlUJ shees\ and

sappv. Blush picks up the beat w.ih

'Cnv ol Angels "

Ihe lest ot the CO continues with

slow sappv music It gives a good
attempt at being uplifting, hut il

iust isn't working. It's dominated bv

Heidi Noelle I enhart and Breni

David Fratiei Ihev would have
Iven battel oil sticking to one long

a piece It ends w ilh lieiu

singing the original vetsion ol

"Feme" that we all love an adoie \l

leasi thai song wasn't loo chaaB)

Unfortunately, Faate / t only

luels the rumor that sequels aie

nevei as good as the original C-
itiena Mavulil

BANG OUT OF ORDER
Bond
Work

Ihis album is so l»J47 | mean
Sugar Ray bla/ed the trail these

guvs are riding on right now. And

what a trail it is.

With this album, we see the

pioblem of being different. Put on

horn- rimmed glasses and a shoul-

der bag and pow! You're indie

Add a lew computer sounds to an

album and vou're

"electronics Influenced." But as

alwavs. it's. .,|| style no substance

Bond attempts to apply light-

weight elcctronica to straight up
lock and roll, and you know what?

It s starting to get iust a bit annov

ing. I mean, how many more bands

do we need trying to do this' h

icallv doesn't work.

In all fairness. Bang l)ut the

Order, does have it's moments. The
music can be bouncy and low grade

entertaining, but lor the most part.

this album isn't anything you're

going to write home about. In the

end. had Ivriss and VOCtll do it in.

In fact, the lyrics are awlul On the

lead oil track. Stathucked." vou

expect some OOServatKMU on the

buving and selling ol \meiica. but

what you get is some boneheaded
sexuaiilv that the Red Hot Chili

Peppers would laugh al IKi gasm
is in ore/ Mv balls aie in her court.''

What'' rttal doesn't even make
sense' It's not clever in the least In

fact, the whole album levels in bud
puns, sexual ot not "Don t take a

fall for Santa's clause/ Hn terms

aie not so legal." Vocalist Steve

I Utcbe liOft in "Miiacles 1>K.

man. knock it off. And tor I I Map
al 4~v )"). there s only so much vou

can i

Ihe album has some good
|

"Anna Grenade" iock« hut just

look at the title "I'm a Bastard." is

aKo good, and the vocals are mul
fled and distorted, which in this

case is a detinue plus D I MM i

Jennifur Brandt has the

latest on fashion, music
By Franc irve Parnes

Associated Press

To publish a hip Los Angeles

fanzine tike Peskv Meddling Girls.

it lakes a girl with these assets:

hot-pink-and-leopard-print bed-

room decor. '50s glass cat collec-

tion and really cool name Thai

girl is lennitur Brandt, who closes

her letters with "Love and liquid

liner," lives with her parents and

sister in North Hollywood, and
says movies from the past are her

window to tracking future trends.

Her room is filled with mounds
ol collage art that she sells under

the name jennifumiture. that glass

cat collection and oodles ol poo-

dles. Porcelain poodles. Poodle

clock. Poodle bubble bath PUdle
magazine stand

An entire wall of books payt

tribute lo old Hollywood, a M
for her retro-ridden zine.

"Sometime* I don't know when

to quit when il comes to wearing

pink and fuzzy clothes and angoia

People could find me kind ol nau

seating." Brandt sayt.

Brandt, 22, has been publishing

Pesky Meddling Girls for five

years from her home Her 'line

count- trendy fashion designer

Anna Sui. The Wallflowers and
Marilyn Manson among its Hit)

subscribers. Likewise. Warner
Bros, and Disney use her publica-

tion lo tap into what's hot in

music, fashion and makeup.
Here's a sample: "Toys attached

to vour skin, butterflic

head... it't what I rcslU hope
teenage girls wU*>wear after the

iuiii

just get vibes, like I want this to

come back now. Like it's time for

women to wear snoods again."

But blink and that time will

pass

"Every day is a different era

with me. depending on what
music lin into at that lime, which

always changes Or if I saw a real

Iv good 'OOs movie the night

before. I'll have an insatiable urge

to wear hip-huggert or bell bot-

toms."

Then comes the week ol wear-

ing 40s clothes.

- a really high maintenance

week II takes time to do pin an Is

and wear the heels And you have

to walk slow
"

Brandt and her |vj-vear-old sit-

ter Lizzie, who shoots pho
>phs tor the 'zine and cither

I llv snagged an

assignment with Sieve Madden
Ihev created an eight page
brochure lot Seventeen magazine

And it wat (ciinifur who modeled

as "Alice" in a hyper-real world

she created called "Vladdenland
"

But at 5 teet I inches. Brandt ~av>

she's not exactly mannequin mate-

rial. For the Steve Madden pro-

ject, "I kind of meditated to fit

into all the clothes."

It does take some work to be

ihe girl known as lennitur Brandt

It means getting up around 4 a.m

and spending two hours getting

ready 10 lace your public.

Bui .urc out when
bedroom is tilled with animal-

prim pillows and bedspread -

even feral wallpap. pretty

overwhelming in here." she

"lennitur has her finger on the

pulse of a lot of pop culture

trends." says Michelyn Camcn
president for Steve Madden

the funky footwear designer. 'In

many ways, she anticipates things

before the marketers do."

I ike maybe-, dress shirts for lit

tie boys paired with tic« and argyle

Brandt says they just might be

ihe next big thing tor gui

her. anyway.

"I'll see an '80s movie and say.

il - tune Im that k ome back."

the sayt. "I go back in time and

Brandt it ambitious Sar'i start

ed an ad agency. Pesky Meddling
wants a /

Meddling Girls clothing line She
wants a talk show.

"I know it s obnoxious and
everybody's trying to do it." the

My*. "But I feel I could he the

girly Conan
"

Besides. Brand I already has the

stage presence.

"My motto it always in my
zine." she says. "It's life i« a

movie starring you. I warn every

day to have a happy ending And a

really good plot. But not too much
drama."
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DIAMOND SALE

One Kino S» ,
Northampton 584 3374

264 N Pteosont St, Amhertt 253-3324

DUBLIN $449
ROME $389

LONDON $298
, *»MJ SM ««<•• »!» —> BO I

uic •UTiunaM «mi.

Travel

CIU CmriM
t *»mi—I tn *»i |i

LA Main Street

Amherst

(413) 256-1261
asai*• *
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Gilreath
Manor Condos

Showings

Start

in April

for Jim or

September

Occupancy!

Gi treath Matter

Condos
• i Bedroom
•11/2 Baths

• Heated Basement
• New Gas Heat (t

Hot water

• Hardwood floors

• 1/2 mile to campus
• On Bus Route

IMtcafci BmI (MM* 'UNI >itt 7%r*

DON'T FORGET! SECRETARIES DAY IS APRIL 22nd.
m a Don't Drink

and Drive

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP WRESTLING PRESENTS
LIVE AT THE MULLINS CENTER

AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

SATURDAY
MAY 16
7:30PM!
OIAMT

KEVIN NASH
"NATUM BOY* IIC PI

VS.
I kCURT HIINNIG

^iNlutlOMO'* BALIAS M
Vf.

KEYcSTONE LIGHT
sio«9

DIP.

LITE & LITE ICE
I wt 10-12 OZ CAS\

sia OfP

BECKS & BECKcS DARK
12 PK BOTH I I

ifi

S8S
DEP.

HARPOON I.P.A7& SQ49
MIXED PACK ,2 pk botti™ + oc*

NATURAL LIGHT & ICE
< ASh DF 2-12PK CASS

Off?

'/2 KEGS.
'9

-f Of/?

V2KEGS — OS
BUD. BUOII, SOD ICt. till. IClHOUSt, **
flfO OOti, UKH. MICH a. 4ABffl BOCK * DIP.

r ^
VVINF OF THE MONTH

cr{aywood Winery
SALE $5.99

MAIL IN REBATE -1.50

7(0 Ml
FINAL

COST
sa49

CARLO ROSSI
All ItAVORS
4 hi r

E&J GALLO
WMll mANDIi
I </ /

^S(g9i

i1,BARTON &
GLESTIER
cmfloovwr wiPior cabwnit saimgmon
-siHf/

*a
STRACCALI CHIANTI
7<0Ml.

SUTTER
IllOME IMT

CHARDONNAY MtRlOl CA&IRNE1 SAUVIGNON

RUBINOFF VODKA
m

Clan
S° l

MacGregor fmuam
SCOTCH MAIL-IN PEBAIt -2.00

FINAL $MM\
COST ^WW

CASTILLO RUM
logmm Sff49sir
JACK
7<OMI.

DANIELS

fltlSCHMANNs
GIN

SALE $11.49
MAIL-IN REBATE -3.00

/7< FINAL

COST

TICKETS: $25. $20. & $15.
To Charge Call 413-733-2500 or For More Into Call 413-545-0505

Tlaets AvaM* a He Mitns Carter Bn OOoa Mori.-Fit 9AM - 5PM. Sat 1Q»M - 5T>* artM 'TtteSrester OuSats

c*noitaueJiCTTocHM«x subject to strwer cmnot
I9M e WoM CtmnpMntmi W IIIH) Mc « Tm. Wrw Conpviy Ml ngr*IMM

Discounts

Available on Cases of

Wine & Liquor.

Ask For Details.

HADLEY
253-9344

NORTHAMPTON
586-3007

HOLYOKE
534-4555

SALE PRICES

THURS. 4 16 98 THRU

WEDS.-4 22 98

' PES?0NS'SLE r 0fl ' >CG"APHICAL EB

<&X UOLOCMS'r WEEK at UMASS [/)/// Jt 1
- -s-) liv'ents

Monday. April 20 7pm Hlel House

Movie Swing Kids

Ihis move is the story of i group of men .ind

women who defied the Third Reich by li

,md d.-memfj to forbidden swing musK from

.

by one

J

Tuesday Apri 21 7pm. Hfel House
|
Louise K*ho«

>1ct»arxlS«^R*<JarTS^J.^ldacTtJ^Aftartr»
HcSocautt

Fortu years old at the time she made the dscoverg
other JewBjh descent Hidden bu a father who

•scaped the Holocaust) Louise Kehoe nmedatetg
set about the task of redtsmrsj her brihrtjht Ms
Kehoe wl also be our guest in the Kosher Drrtj

Commons at 5pm

Wednesday. April 22 5pm. Hillel House
James Young

"Portrayals of the Holocaust"

Join mternotion.il Ho tucotor and

professor of English ,ind Judaic Studies .it UMass,

James Young for his presentation of Ih

ways people have memorialized the Holocaust

IWednesday. April 22. 7:30. Hillel House
Movie A Return to Auschwitz

| This movie follows Kitty, who as a child in Poland was

sent to Auschwitz concentration camp
Now grown-up and working as a radographer. she

returns to the camp where she spent two years.

tThcrrsday Apr.il 23 6 30pm
Campus Pond <ram location Cape Cod Lounge'

HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL SERVICE

Join the c.i ,<ce as we remember the

millions who died during the Holocaust

The service will include speakers poetiy prayers

and i and i Sponsored by hW

Commemorative Committee and the Baker

Chadbour'ne and Greenough Cluster Office
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Manning
continued from page 16

and complex defensive schemes

will be difficult to read at first. a>

ihev are tor most incoming quar-

terbacks

MffSSjfSj will bring his lathci I

toughness u the field, as he did

in college He - not likelv t.

down on himsell too much aftei

knocked to the ground,

because he brings an experienced

balance to the game, both phvM

call> and mentallv IVvton's dad,

ie. had his share of kn

with the Saints. Oilers and

\ ikings and made sure Ul
prepared tor that aspect ol

the game.

One of the greatest quarto

ever play ihe game.

Archie Manning also unfilled a

. |fck in his son and

the result has been the fierce

competitor we see tod.iv

Manntef'l motivation could be

wen in the claswoom as well, as

he graduated in three year* with

honor*.

Although he could have very

easily won the Heisman Award

kssj year and certainly had the

icaaon that deserved it. Manning

refused to get a chip on his ihoul

dc-i Instead he demonstrated the

poise and dignitv that will be MM
to get him far at the fjasj level

Where I cat unMako airogance

and obnoxious behavioi lor con-

fidence and being suave.

Manning commands the respect

he has earned and OBTtsei it onto

the playing field I eaf is also

behind Manning in the mental

^t ot the game, as he lukc^

unnecessary sacks and can

become quite inconsistent at

times The Volunteer has also

shown he can tind those kev

ond and third receivers belter

than I cat something that will be

vital come their rookie seasons.

leaf can be serv streaky at

times and his accuracy If. I

good as Manning's, h i«

Manning * coaslsteecj that will

get him far in the league ami

lib!) rejuvenate a franchise

Being around coaches his whole

lite has set Manning up tot sck

as he become adept at utiliz-

ing his abilities efficiently

While some mav give leaf the

edge in toughness" simply

because he weighs more than

Manning and beats his own

from time to time, it was

Manning that came back to play

in the Orange Bowl after injuring

his knee in the BBC champi-

onship game against Auburn
Manning was hospitalized after

the infection spread all the way

down to his ankle, but said he

would be back and was.

Manning finished the season

completing over 60 percent of his

passes despite being flushed out

of the pocket manv times due to a

voung line. Manning would even

tually lead Tennessee to the SI i

championship after connecting

on 56 touchdowns and only 1

1

interceptions.

His rise to stardom has come
about because Manning is a >tu

dent of Ihe game He knows how

to lead He knows what it takes

Manning has the ability to over-

come and that will certainly be

K-sied as soon as he gels to the

Ml He has done that through

out his life with his dedication to

the game and has showed thai he

truly has the charisma all great

c|uaiterb«jcks have

lamia lee If a Collegian colum-

nist

Leaf
continued from page 16

situations is quick to scramble and

locate an opposing cornerback. Leaf at

times seems unstoppable. The reason

this becomes a problem for Manning is

because he will probably be playing in

Indy and the Colts gave up a

league-leading 62 sacks last year,

which means Peyton better learn to

plav under pressure

Where these two athletes equal out

is in delivery, both need coaching ai

the position Neither quarterback is

very mobile, neither of these guys will

win games running the ball, but thev

don't have to because they're not run-

ning backs It one of them had to win a

game running the bull, let's say a game

like the Super Bowl, the way |ohn

I Iwav helped do, the more durable

I eat would have more success.

The pocket is a hot place to play in

the NFL. and remember Manning had

a tough time playing against tough col

lege defenses that collapsed the pocket

quickly l*af. on the other hand waa a

steady pocket player, he even played a

strong game in the pocket agam-i

champion Michigan I .eaf showed

his nerves ot steel and his endurance in

that game, and his never-give up am
rude.

W hen I cat goes to San Oicgo he

will have two pretty good coaches con-

centrating on jusi him. Kevin Gilbride

and lune lones. Gilbride has coached

stars such as Warren Moon. Mark

Brunell and has another potential great

in leaf.

Ryan Leaf also has youth and excite

meni. which will provide a great boost

to an already excited San Diego team.

He has a great core of receivers, such

as Tony Martin. Charlie lones and a

NHfffjf at running back in the tomi

of Nalrone Means

The final points include the fact thai

Peyton Manning was born to choke

He never beat Florida and he lost big

games sUch as Nebraska in the Orange

Bow I and IVnn Stale two years ago in

the Fiesta Bowl.

Manning has never won a big game

in college, win should we think he will

win a big game in the pros The only

thing thai keeps Ixaif from being a No.

Softball hosts improving Crimson squad
By Jackie leroux

CeBeyew Staff

The Massachusetts Softball

features one of the top pilch.

the countrv

Todav that talent will be put to

the lest when LMass squares off at

\ p m at Totman Field with a

Harvard team that has had its bets

IMi- lunior pitcher Danielle

Henderson now leads the nation in

strikeout* per -game with 1 1 7 As a

leant. LMass is fifth in the countrv

with an FRA of te, led bv

Henderson who is I lib

The Harvard
.re currently baiting 2^1 a» a

teen. For a team that has had prob

MMent hitting, thev

have been seeing some dramatic

improvements lately They arc led

by sophomore Deborah Aheles. who
- a batting average of 44 I

including seven homers and 56 RBI

Abeles a net< M
had a ihree-nin homer in Monday's

game against Boston University

Hie hi i. which same in the lop of

the eighth inning, was ihe

game winnei tor ihe c Lhe

extra inning win completed a

doubleheader sweep d ihe Terriers,

as the v nmson also won the t

game by a score of S-0

The homerun also broke a

three wav tie tor ihe school's sin-

i for homers in a

season (6) It was also the 10v

tying her with

Katina Lee < BQffJ

in school hi'iorv Abele also earned

three RBI giving her 7 5 for her

career, and breaking the pfjfJWtfMf

I record

For het spectaular play Abeles

was named the Iw League Pitcher

of the Week this week It is the sec-

ond straight week *hc has earned

thai honor. In Harvard's last sis.

games she had a batting average of

*56tl5-of-27l
lunior Tara I aSovage also had a

three-run homer in the match with

I nivcrsitv A utility player.

LaSovage had her hit in the first

game It was her second homer ol

the season. In the seventh inning of

the nightcap, freshman catcher

Mairead McKendry also had her

second homer of the season.

LaSovage and McKendry are balling

526 and 555. rcspcctivclv lunior

outfielder Karen Rice has a balling

average of 575, and senior co-cap-

tain lennv Franzcsc holds an aver

ageof >•

The Crimson are cunenily on a

six-game winning streak, and tied

tst place in their conference

with Cornell leading pilcher Tasha

Cupp holds a (10-5) record The

i holds a 2 5v» FRA. ranking

her fifth in the Ivy League She has

struck out «4 batters in *4 I innings

of work Freshman pitcher Chelsea

Thoke leads the league in strikeouts,

with IDS in sw I innings of work

Cupp also garnered Ivy I oaguc

honors this week, being named the

Pitcher of the Week In seven

innings against Boston Uitivcraitj

she fanned a team season-high 12

battel- She did not allow a single

run against the Terriers, and held

them to three hits

The last time L'Mass faced off

with Harvard, the Minutewomen
won the first game of the double

header. 2 I The nightcap ended in

a lie. as the game went to extra

innings, and was finally called due

to darkness.

Minutewomen Notes: I Mass is

coming off of a 4 0. 10 double

header sweep of Hartford Tuc»dav

Senior Tracey Osier was 5-* in the

meetin. scoring two runs, brining in

two RBI s, and hitting a pair of dou

bies

lunior Mandy Galas is currcntlv

riding a I 5 game hitting streak, and

has been hitting a team best ,491

(2b for S5> during thai Mreak. She

has also been posting a 717 slug-

ging percentage. With four doubles

and four triples, she has had more

extra base hit« in ihe past 15 fames

than in the first two years of her

I Mass career She is now on pace

to break the school's single season

run record, and is fifth on the sin

gle season triples chart with six

What is there to do

on campus??
http7/vvww umass edu/campact/events/calendar htm

Check this website out!

BBBtaWT

I 11

Note NO FILM IHISIKIDW Apr 171!!

sl\R IS SAT (Two Films) hit * I at 7pm Daily

'forvxfflu MIKUiity
iris b Brisuh comedy ot its best!'

SSPBT'P '—'SI

wonqtrtw! twoiMwbi up!

and Death

LONG ISLAND

,.....,....wieiinm im rx
Remember VsOMIN OS I HI VI R(,l ' )l \ M KVOI SRI \KIX)Vs\'

DAILY ** i" 1 -Almmfcivar's newest comedyH "Sensuous, Delirious...Thrilling!

His newest < omedy- Thriller

about Life. I <>v» . Lust and

everything in between

LIVE

PIZZA GRINDERS CALZONES
SALADS SPAGHETTI

ACADEMY MUSIC §a£fo&
584 6435

NCHTHAMPTCS ViV.

ingot.

IZZERJA

17 MONTAGUE ROAD, AMHERST
S49-0626 __

Open 7 days a week Haiti - lam

*wi^ Thursday night at

I J MIKES
- is Bud Lite Nite

Small
Grinder

| Can of Soda;

! and Bag ot

Chips
$4.95

Free
Topping
On Large

Pizza

II

II

II

11

II

11

II

II

II

II

II

II

Buy two
Large
Pizzas

Get a
Free Small

Buy a

Large
Pizza
Get a

Free One

1 selection is that he left his junior

year and Manning played five years in

college but he still hasn't gotten it

right Once Leaf gets a season fjftjff

his belt, he will be much more of a

benefit to the Chargers, than a Mad
and battered Peyton Manning will be

to the Colts.

Remember this. Leaf just needs a lit-

tle time and he will be a guaranteed

superstar. Manning has many more

questions surrounding him The auc-

tion of whether he can win the big

Kame or not will be with him. until he

either takes the Colls to a Super Bowl

or he returns to Tennessee for his sixth

year and beats Florida just once.

Paul flaw <* « Collegian staff mem-

ber

;j
Cheese Pizza

•; Liter Soda

football
continued from page 16

what kind of a team the

Minutemen are going to field in the

tall

The Offense

It looks as if the running backs

will be the key to UMass' success

in the IW8 season Whether carry

mg the ball up the middle or

k-c levmg a pass off a screen, n will

be up to the deepest part of the

team to carry Whipple's new offen

sive scheme.

"Our strength is our running

backs." Whipple said "We want to

u*c them BON in the passing

game. They've go! the evpenencc

They will he good ptaesjf

If all goes well and injuries sijv

away from the backfield. the

Minutemen should have sopho

more Marcel Shipp senior Mall

lordan senior lim Pi/ano and

junior lamie Holston to utilize on

all downs
I ouk for senior light end Kerry

Taylor to gel ihe most passes

tossed his way The senior coming

off ihe line ha» the surest hands on

the team and can take the ball up

the middle o( the field One prob-

lem the new coaching staff is hav-

ing is ihe lack ol Doug Clark in

spring pracln.es Due to his

involvement with the L Mass base-

ball learn, he hasn I been able to

work on the gridiron

We mis* Clark, right n

Whipple said "We're really young

there."

Sieve Ley is the only bright spoi

reluming from last season's pass-

ing core that has been able lo pel

out and practise

The quarterback position i* the

question mark Scwlv acquired

junior. Todd Bankhcad. who trans

ferred from Palomar lunior College

in California, seems lo picking up

Whipple's otfeiisivc scheme better

than anv of the other passers on

the team lunior returnee leff

Smith brings experience and Icad-

ip back to the team Though he

platooned the position with

Anthony Catterton last season, due

to inconsistent performance-

Smith has another opportunity lo

prove lo an offensive-minded

coach that he can carry this team

back in Atlantic 10 dominance

The Defense

The core of the team is n- line

backers Led bv senior Khari

Samuel it will be up to this group

of players to help guide M set)

young and inexperienced defense

against such offensive powerhouses

as Villanova. Maine and

Connecticut (UMass and LConn
plav each other twice this season

because Boston University dropped

its program i

Chris Price was moved from out

side linebacker lo defensive end in

order to bring speed, strength and

agility lo a defensive line which

sees the loss of graduates Mike

Dawson and feron Alston

This team has only practiced for

little over a week and a half The

hing staff has seen very little

and is jusi getting used to a new

program themselves. More will he

known in the next couples of

weeks as lo how the learn is pro-

gressing

Right now. they're jusi con

cerned with next practice

So until tomorrow, the

Minutemen can sleep more sound-

ly, pray for no injuries and dream

about a great rebirth of excellence

in the fall

But «oon. tomorrow will be

Sept i, I** and Delaware will be

reads

You hide, you seek
you BLAST! LASER

Wo*m%/&#
It's not virtual. Its REAL
It's the most exciting, interactive

laser tag game in the Galaxy I

LASER STORM...
where YOU are the action I

OH TWO GAMES FOR
THE PRICE OF ONE

with this ad.

Not vase virtiti any ofhatl

0ns dacourt ow customer b*> iSOOm

Hampshire Mail Hadloy MA 586 8345
Games Daily Call (or limes

_»

B-

aim
U€itfT

WO!

FR

1 .50
filKt$

Big One

I5pfrftjyus.
YOU HAVE TO SEE IT TO BELIEVE IT!

*5.**'"' p*<k HBllSCh (Reg and Light)

• dtp H case bottles

Beer Specials
•9.

MICRO BREWS

LIQUOR SPECIALS^! M*9,c Hat

12 " | Berkshire Brewing Co.
J3rB Mlchelob & Michelob *o.«

|

(Steel Rat. Dregman's Poter Beitahre Ale)
t4
"'"J* Light

ISPatkc

I Cuervo Cold

|
Tequila

1 /2 KEG SPECIALS
IWachusett *90.°

ISam Adams '90.'

Istollchnaya Flavored »14.*

Vodka (Peach, Strawberry)
I

Brooklyn Black

Chocolate Stout

Snacfc Baskets 9 till II

Your choice of Chicken Wings. Fries or Orffon Rmos

FREE

IBacardi Urnon

1 99 Bananas

Micro Kegs
In Stock P

jNutfleld Mixed

*5 <
»»/,„ p... k Milwaukee* Best

• *P H (Reg and Light) 30 Pack

'8." Oder lack Ail Flavors

• ntp

|
Rolling Rock

Paper City
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Pubgy splits with Northeastern
The UMass rugby club w.ic

without 10 iiiembc-i* ol its first

team last week when it travelcil to

Roxbury lo take on Northeastern
Despite the missing BSSBlbsfl ol

the team — eight of whom wck
with the New England Collegiate

All- Stars, and two of whom were
with the Arniv Rsssrvsi L Maai
XV held its own against
Northeastern, which look the
nuiich. 10-5.

Penalties hurt both teams in the

match, as u c>0 wnd L Mass gain

was negated bv a pcnaltv Senior

flankers Sieve Ba« and Dan
Armbruster kept SL from ^coring

for the match's first I S minuses
After pushing down (he Held

and lac ins; vel jnuthci penalty,
UMass was able io get on trie

board with a pSBsltJ kick bs

senior scrum Kevin Medt
That pushed the teors to • 7-1
Northeasters lead

UMass kept Northeaster!
pinned in its defensive sons for

most of the remaining tune, but

the hoM team vvjs able to connect

on a pcnaltv kick toi .1 10 J lead

Rvan Dohertv had the hcM
chance to seers late K>r I Mess
but he wa- pushed out >! hounds
niche> boot coring

The L Mass second XV fared

belter, healing Northeastern.
IJ l>. Second rovs Stese Burrows
and hooker lustin "Boris" White
seined lor UMass.

Lacrosse club falls to Dean
Tk#ft is ;i reason Deun lunior

College is the defending league
champion. On April I I. it showed
the UMass club lacrosse team
whv
UMa" yotlth slume through

and il had double with UsfBOVSTI
and Dean capilah/ed lor a 15 7

win in Ttanklin.

I Mass learned it still has work
ahead ol it. but did receive several

posirivs psrfcarssancsa at the fhq

hisn Pshln Mj> Leveoce l um.is

Kevin Murray, I rik Beksr and
Chril Mimas look advantage of

groundball opportunities

Cabc Mart/ and Ciuimeet Singh

each had multiple goals for

I Mas- Mjti/ limshed with three

tallies and an assist, while Singh

had two SSOrSt

I lean coach StCVS Schanei had

high praise toi IV .lallv

ihe team's gum U p unit

I 1 nunc inloimatiun on the

I Mj» dub I

a

crOSSS team, con-
tact coach ludv Diets) st

S4S -.8 IS

Mitchell, Irish lead track

to win over five opponents

men's lacrosse

By Jano Benscoter
Collegian SlaH

Men s track moves to road

after taking final home win
By iono Benscoter

Collagion Stan

The Massachusetts men - tiack

and field learn ended its iw,

homestand with a win This win pui

the men's squad at a record

At the meet was Providence
College. Hot) Cross, and Ions
I Mj-s imished with a veti ol \2\

points, leaving Providence with a

I I I H..lv Cross with a scoic

ol H and lona with
I
2A

There were three school k
set this past weekend for the men
lease Austin received a second place

in the javelin with the simh best

throw 111 school histor) In the

200m dash. Sci>n Met reckved a

first place with a time of 12 I

which places him with the ninth

best pcrti>rmancc in tchod hi

Also setting s record tor the

men'* squad was Albie \ j-guc/.

SPORTS
ssppooRRrrs

SSMMMMMMMlllliri'lNSs

SSPPOORRTTSS
SPORTS

SSPPOORRTTSS
SSSPPPOOORRRTTTSSS

SSPPOORRTTSS
SPORTS

SSPPOORRTTSS
ssspppoooRRrrrsss

ssppooRRrrss
SPORTS

who received a til -l place in ihe |>olc

vault event

Ihe men s -quad leccivcd M
The Minuieinen received

a RfSJ place in the 4vl00 relav. long

jump (Kvle Kininer*. 110 high hur-

dle- 1 Ben Baraldii. shot put 1 Ian

Stcvcnsi the -*UOm 1T0111 level, the

lavelm i\k Morencyl the I00ffl

dash 1 Das i

I Mass j|vo tsK'k the ts>p spots in

the triple jump iBrandon lutti. the

400m inletmediale huidle-

Concepcioni ihe discuss i\ic

Morencyl, the hssasaai throw iB.|

taidi>/ai and the 4\40v> relav Uofa|

with a In-i 111 the long jump. Kininer

received a second place in the pole

vault

The Minutemen dominated thi»

pa-t weekend against ihetr cumpeti-

Ihirteen registered qualilving

a f ngland

Chaiiipu>nships

(hi' weekend the I Mass squad
will he beading lo Northeastern.
where it will be competing against

ihe Husku-s Dartmouth College and
the University oi khodc Island

The Massachusetts women's track

and field team came out on top this

pa-t weekend in it- lit-t official track

meei against Northeastern
Universits. Boston College, Boston

I Diversity, Brown, and Southern
Connecticut.

The Minutewomen's final tally was

75 points, while NU took second
place, finishing with 5V50 points

Brown grabbed the third place posi-

tion with a tolal ol SI SO points

The Minutewomen competed
strong in even event and several of

the women set personal records Bv

the end of the dav. there were two

school records broken. Shana
Mitchell rccieved a first place in the

hammei throw, and her throw ol

Su 24m broke the current school

record Mitchell also performed well

in the discuss She threw a total of

42.62m in ihe discuss to capluie liisi

place

Silila Kenku broke a school record

in the 400m intermediate hurdles

She received the lime of I 01.91,

which gave her first place in that

event, freshmen Chtv-tal Murphy
and I rin Hankard took seventh and
ninth place in ihe eveni as well

-e two women are freshmen

In lime thev will develop I am very

pleased with then performances.'

I Mas- cuach lulie I al reniere said.

In the 1 00m low hurdles, the

I Mas- women swept the first three

-pot- Taking the first place (x-itioii

with a time of 14 iV was KoSOJ
Bryan In second place was Anja

-1 wnh a time ol 14 70. and lol

lowing her was Murphv with a time

d I
•

The Minutewomen who ran in the

4x400m relav - Michelle Cooper.

Andrea Comeau. Kenku and
Sheianda Irish - finished first with

a lime 1 "s 4>< 4o I aTreniere is vers

excited about their time because it 1-

dof! io the school record that was
set last season This was onlv the sec-

ond time this season that these
women tan this event together

In the 4x100m relay. UMstf
received second place with a lime ot

47.84.

"This was a better performance by

the women in this event. There are

still a few changes that need to be

made in the hand-offs, but that will

not take long to work out."

I aTreniere said

In other field events. Irish finished

third in the long jump, while team

mate Melanie Bell received fourth

place. In the triple jump. Bryan took

first place, jumping 1 1.65m. This

was the first time that she had panic

ipated in the event outdoors

In the shot put. Carole I aplante

rscehmd a 1ml place fat the l Mssi

squad with a throw of 12.22 in

Along with teammate Mitchell.

Alison Tostevin placed third in the

discuss and Shannon Hamilton
placed fifth. Sharvn Harrison

received the Iiim place in the javelin,

throwing a distance ot >8 S4m
Sheianda Irish also placed second

in the 200m dash with a time >>t

25 76. Raqueil Shelton placed fourth

for the squad in the 1 00m dash with

a time of 12 62 Nicole Was
|

second in the 800m run with a time

sit 216.62. which was a personal

1 Wav did not participate in

the 1500m run this past weekend at

Northeastern, which gave her a tre-h

start for the competition ol the 8OO111

run.

In distance RcK ghue
received a filth place in the 1 500m
with a time of 4 58 85 This was

dable for Donaghue with the

competition that she was facing: both

ii Lniversitv and Brown had

strong distant runnei -

In the 5000m. Sallv Hirsch placed

tourth Meh-sa Henderson placed

hlih. and Tracy Meagher took sixth

Meagher, her 10 25 85 was a

personal record.

This weekend the Minutewomen
will be lacing tough competition

again at the UsJversIti ol

Connecticut The> will be facing

Brown Lniversitv Ssracuse
lniversitv. the Lniversitv fj Rhode
Island and Providence College

continued from page 16

another goal, followed bv freshman

leremv Guski's sixth tally on the

vear

Vvnh just under five minutes
remaining in the third quarter, it was

a whole new ball game as senior

co-captain Mike DelPercio can-

noned a shot past Cynar from the

top side Momentum had sv ung
over the Minutemen - side, as six

unanswered goals in 14 minutes
knotted the affair up at nine goals

apiece

With the score tied at 10 with onl>

a quarter ti> plav. the prime time

plavers stepped up with Bevilacqua

and Negus combining lor ihe quar-

ter's only five goals \egus ended

the night with a career high tour

-core-, two-upped by Bevilacqua -

own career high ol six tallies

"We were out-groundballed
28-21 in the game. Cfjsjssmi

"That was the biggest pari of the

game We can't be thinking about

ihe NCAA tournament The way I

look at it. everv game from now is a

must win."

The Minutemen next travel 10

South Bend. Ind to joftjs with the

Notre Dame lighting Irish on
Sundas

women s lax
continued from poge 16

scoring streak while Iresfinian len

Njrdi continued to plav well in net

Nardi relieved fellow Ireshman Tara

IXirkm alter Durkin made five saves.

With 6 12 let! 10 plav in the game,

the scoreboard showed the score lied

when Pavlick refused lo V\ the

Minuiewoman flume go out bv provid-

ing her own spark in the form of the

lie breaking goal With I Mas- up

8-7, the Dying Dutchwomen desper-

jtels battled back as Heather Kain

lound a seam in the Minutewomen
defense and once again deadlocked

the

As the time licked off ihe clock

rfiftVEL]
: SMART! :

Attention Collegian Staff Members:

Voting for Newsroom Elections will

take place in the business office today

and tomorrow from 9-3 pjn.

Don't forget to vote!

FROM BOSTON

OmWsv ft*****

LONDON
$209 $382

$267 $490

$296 $544

l M.i-s appeared headed in

t

another overtime fatBOfJ this vear The

Minutewomen have alreadv plaved

three this season, two against Harvard

and one against Brown Both games
ended with UMssi coming awav with

ihe w in

Ihe Minutewomen have pi

themselves to be able lo pull ahead

when necessary in the close- game- and

vesterdav would be M exception.

Pas lick made sure ol that a- she llew

into the Hofstfl defsfSM and gave

LMass earlv leave lrs>ni Heni|

N'l

I he Minutewomen will return to

action this weekend when they host

Syracuse at I p in Sunday

H O R S
•i A I L

ALL AGES
ALL THE TIME

wsoWdoy,o?ril 15,7& 10 pm

Leo Kottke
sa—tfiaeB-im ilililssfst. SI750sn

$189 $367
Sc*f««lt< niiktt

Firti Ii *t'lf«iit StttlaillMi

Esrailsassst available

I

I

I

StstaaaS tardvt'gtt may ate**
J

I Cu!t<xn»-lmmi«tabM taws mth I

| f»t> vuSmki to ctanft sail |
iwsea hat staSsal 1 carfs

may bs r*qutft4

. ISM TRAVEL
ittFifSlfcrt NT NT 1601 >

?l? 986 84?0-

8002729676
in arc

www prismlourt com

fcWidoy, opnl 16, 7 pm

Thii A

fnday opnl 17 7 pm

Paul Geremia

PftTt TILtTM* rhtvers Wanted
To follow astabbsbed routes picking up donated

rWhing and household items . Your good driving

record combined with the satisfaction of helping

needy chikiren could mean there is a place for you

in our organization. Apply in person 11 ajn.-4 pan.

xs
Big Brothers Big Sisters of Hamptien County

HartSpmngs Foundation Suite 620

101 State St, Sptngfieki, MA 01 103

1998 law School Prep Prtrgram

I ni\ersit> of Nevada, Las Vegas

It vou have been accepted to law school ...

thi> program is for v ou'

You have spent thousands ol dollars on college You are about lo spend

thousands more on law school Make it count bv attending the IWS I aw

school Prep Program. This program provides ttrM vear law school -lu

dents with a competitive advantage in the most competitive Df protes

sums'

Imagine thv inhaniavt <'f

• attending a program base on materials and preparation tech

niques uttlt/ed bv eh vast raaJBfitj ot law schools

• understanding the basic legal concepts involved in each of

those courses

• learning study and test-taking techniques specific to each first

year law course

• receiving substantive law outlines that make other expensive

outlines unnecessary, sav ing the student hundreds of dollars

• owning materials which will act as references throughout the

first year of law school

• having an InterActive CD- ROM to continuously test yourself

and obtain additional information on each area of study
• minimize first year anxieties

• much, much more'

Now y»Hi can choose!

The I'WX law school Prep Summer Seminar in I as Vegas.
or

Order the interActive CD-ROM/Audio Tape Home study Program

For more information call

1 (X77I.H4-4LAW
(7<>2)Xu.VI02n

Or visit our website .it

www.nscee.edu/LawSchoolPrep

rndoy, oprrl 17 10 pm

Abdul Bait i A
New •off

Sunday, opnl 19, 9:30 pm

Supcrdrag
• Kmprc SS (

mondoy/lussdoy, apri 20 & 21 , 7 pm

Recfcnan Q
to tit m*v ST? SO

vMsdVesdoy, opri 22, 10 pm

Ominooi
stnEsssaSsBssssLSSt

Iburvday, april 23 10 pm

Moonboot Lover

friday opnl 24 7 pm

Jules Shear

fnday opnl 24 10 pm

The Slip and Schleigho

Apr i 25 STASH r.Pv

TICKETS For tfie R«ord at tbe

Nor triompioo Ek>« OW^ce or call 586 8686

24 HOUR CONCERT INFO

S.AMI

ois;t;ov-Fn. visa, m/v-.m h< amd a< < f i'

Ml «. I A. I / I3S COLLEQI -.1 (1 i U.'.' '.I"-* / Ti

Ol'l N lull l<

I (II TO E XI T I

Full Redemption
Center

nno io relax It's alto a Haw Kttahc touch needed courses wnh Bendey's tlcxihk-

scheduling, you can do both Bentieyaffessone, five and six week opdona Most cfatsses meet m

the evenirsj- There are also courses that meet on Rve consecudre Prtdayi Berahfy offers .i arid!

range of Mberal arts courses in addition to Ha p- s —— •

essential business orfcringf bi axx-uuntiraj, ^ Viu1 ,,„„ ssj snmnu-r Seaskar Cqurss Sctetask.

(omputfr inlorm.itnm tystems, econoodCS,

finance, roanasannent, and rnsrketing

Business prugrarns are am SB accredited sa

credia should tnmster easfl> And the best

p ;irt ol .ill is thai Bentte) h an excellent

s.iIik- compares I l<> simihir offerings SI

Boston College, Boston I raVerahy, Harvafd

I utension, and SullbBi

To team more, e-rnail us at

sumnuT@lx-ntli-yt.-tlu. caB l-80f>5-Bendey,

oi visit our webstte .n www bende) edu.

(>r uhtuI our Information Session May 6

SI1KDISN
)

Jon .isii

I had a 9:00 a.m. class today

What time is yours?

l-IK.SI

Battel < ••IIskc 175 HOSBM sinxi.Waltham. MA
"(IS 1 in.li I sumnirr Im Mill s iilu

FbOBC I/WMI/SHI\III1 FSS -HI/>WI 2'2S>

l^i BENTLEY
Sgjjr i

-

l l
'

f""- ' IJJ" " sMTtrtirrs

77//AA' AHEAD. STAYAHEAD.

If you don't think you have time to go to summer school, then you haven't seen what

Northeastern University has to offer. This summer at Northeastern University, more part-time

courses than ever before are being offered. You can finish up in five weeks, ten weeks, or even

four weeks. There are seven campus locstions where you 11 find the same quality instruction in

the summer that makes Northeastern University's psrt-time programs so popular during the

year. Call now for a Northeastern University Summer Schedule and then relax., you've got time.

Register May 26-28, First Summer Session Starts June 1

5

For more information, call 617-373-2400; TTY 617-373-2825; http://www.neu.edu/uc/

Northeastern University
Part-Time Programs

" TYaimng for tht 21st Century. Education for a Lifetime
"

NtrrteoJUm ISSSSSQj U an •aual oppmwav/q/Ttnnaaur action tducananal hutultti and tmfikjytr.
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CnlWian Classifieds
University of Massachusetts • Phono: (413)545-3500 F.ix: (413)545-1592

ANNOUNCEMENTS I APARTMENT FOR REM I AUTO FOR SALE

People J Market
Where the toud :> tresh the cot-

tee s hot. and the music is iam

mm I Mam flow Student Union

An Intimate NietM With Stephen

Kellogg and Tim Newton
featuring Dennis Crommett An

evening ot acoustic music $6 per

m for a table for 4 Call

STARS O 546-231 7 tor into

APARTMENT FOR RFNT

Studio apt available

tor grad student 54M386

AMbertt Spacious 1 bedroom
apartment on bus route laundry

on site Available 6/1 with fall

.option $440+ 266 3145

1 beeYeeaa apt available June 1

Busline Close to campus
S56uVmonth 5494576

Sugerloaf Estates

Alpine Commons
Apartments On

Demand!!

We otter

• BeauaW 2 44 BR Api Haw
• RgEHEATANDHOT
WATER

Designer Ba*i»

• On t* laundry (oahkas

• On free (VTA but ana

Cheap 2 beeVaeM aft Available

6/lCall 253-6423

2 large •ee'reeea apartment for

rent Available 5/29 or earlier if

needed The Boulders 253 591

7

Saarwar apartment ib scenic

.vn' Village 3 bedrooms

newly renovated Sublet June 1st

to August 31st option to take (war

lease Heat/hot water included

Rent has been significantly

reduced to only $900 per month

This deal won't last 1 Call now
54*1516 day or mght

i New exhaust New
tires $2500 or B/0 Call 546 0405

1M7 Hyundai Excel New alter

nator. water pump brakes muf

fie' tailpipe, eihaust system

belts Needs new head gasket

Overall good condition $350 ot

B/0 Call 256-6351

Wanted Teyataa Novas. Prions.

Sentras Any condition Cash paid

everyday 1-800-649-4795

CARS FROM $100

Seuext and sold locally this month

1 900-522 2730 ext 4554

Wanted: Jeak Can Cash paid

everyday 1 1*00*49-4795

COMPUTER!

Pentium

ROM .-

lOfici I

3GB HO. CO
Windows 95

18 6961

Two bedroom
busline A.

option 0'

259 2993

Amherst on
•h Fall

month' Call

IW »* iniw/ ink ™_»i.

_COME TRY THE BEST_<

BL CALL NOW _
J^66S3856_f|

Phillips St Apartment 4 bed

room available 6/1 Looking to

swap for a 2/3 bedroom for next

year Ctoee to campus Call Oawe

ill biii

Three bedroom apt A, a '.>'. e

June i Take over our lease

Remodeled Heat/hot water

Mdudad Great location m Puffton

V'Hage CaU54S«4ll

Half renovated $915/month

Available 6/1 Call 549-0166

Ward Procetier with Primer

Small, light, barely used $300

Call Jerry 548-9640

LAPTOP COMPUTER. IBM
Fujitsu 0AEWOO. starting $1275

SONY faxpnnter PCMCIA
Faxmodem $100. Color Scannei

$125 Call 666 7232

2 bedreeai On bus

private gym/laundry down
and hot water mciud

May ? 7th Call 256

SSOOamontfi heat and hot'

included Cheapest 3 bedroom

rem around 1 Available to sublet

June i wrth opt** to renew Mutt

tee but act fast This place will

not tost 54*4045

unliable June 1

FaJ aoej a Bii • I i. AI ' '<"

includad 665-5514

2 bedroom oe ast Mam St

fcatJy accomodates < On bus one

Available after tmais S825 a

month Cafl Nicole 546-4254

ed

3971

1 bedroom opartmeat Great

location uptown 5 mmuto wak to

campus Heat and hot water

included Call 253 1487

-1 2. and 3 bad

_ Gas heat hard

wood floors We are showing

starting April 6th tor June and

September leases Lincoln Real

Estate 253-7879

3 bedreeai ceadas ds heat

hardwood floors, heated base

mem 1/2 rmie to campus on bus

route We are showmj starting

April 6th tor June and September

leases $1350 phis utilities 253

mn
AUTO FOR SALE

i 133MMZ. 28 8 modem
1 2GB hard drive 16MB RAM 6X

CO ROM Windows 95 Netscape.

Grader's Encyclopedia $900/60

Noah 6-1349

l 2 gig HO CO
ROM 24RAM software

$1000/80 Vanessa 549-1591

fandai Excel IMS
75 Call 666 7232

City I

Pentium 233MMX
2 1 Gig 24X CD ROM 33 6K Ti

Modem Video & AudK Cards with

Speakers Plus. 14 men flat screen

digital monitor. Windows 95 key

board PS2 mouse $1150 546

68:6

Macintosh Color Stylewriier

1S00 Printer

External CD Drive. SCSI

Equipment is m excellent condi

tK>n All tor $300 or 670 5495514

CHEAP' CHIAPI Color VGA
Monitor $55 Laptop Notebook

MJ saj Sojpjmbj Ijbjbjj BJ

EMPLOYMENT

EMPLOYMENT
LEADERS NEEDED: Summer
teenage bicycling trips US.

Canada. Europe Minimum 4-week

time commitment Salary plus

expenses paid Student Hosteling

Ptogram Ashtield Rd . CONWAY!
MA 01341 (8001343-6132

JCC Camp Kinpwood
A coed overnight camp in

Bndgton Maine is looking for

staff 6/23 8 .'3 Coeaselors
with Specialties ia: netoel

Archery, Boating, Camping/Hiking.

Ceramics. Plwtography/Yearbook.

Ropes, and male General

Counselors For information, call

Wayne Goldstein or Ava Goldman.

617 244 5124

Naaaies/Live-ia needed for

t/CA/NJ families Minimum

one year commitment
Professional and affluent families

Must have child care and/or relat-

ed experience Excellent opportu

mty for networking and saving

money Also accepting applied

lions for new Elite Division

Average Salaries $300 $50<

1-800-982-2736

Saeaaaar Jake Construction labor

ers Good starting pay Must have

strong work ethic Send letter of

interest and resume if available

Handwritten K EE0 Employer

Reply to Gardner Engineermg . P

Box 826. Chicopee. MA 01020

NATIONAL PARK EMPLOY
MENT- Forestry. Wildlife

Preserves. Concessionaires,

firefighters. & more Competitive

wages benefits Ask us how 1

517 324 31l0e*tN50Ot4

CRUISE SNIP 4 LAND TOUR
JOBS - .^nent benefits World

Travel Ask us how' 517 324-3090

extC500l4

HOME TYPISTS PC users need

ed $45,000 income potential Call

180f>513 4343extB-9816

Employment Retell Seles

Men's clothing store needs pan

time Sales Associate Will tram

Nan appearance and mutt call for

appt Jonathan Raid. Hampshire

Mall Hadtey. MA 586 5302

EMPLOYMENT
Nantucket

Manager lor Retail Seafood and

main stme Position offering

experience and overview in all

facets of Small Business

Management No experience nec-

essary, only a positive attitude

Must be available trom 5/18

10/18 Othei positions available

also Call before 6pm 508 627

3574

Club Med & Cruise Ships Now
Hiring Free details 1 800 435-

4247

laterested ia Advertising

Sales? Looking tor energetic,

motivated people 1 Unlimited earn-

ing potential 1413)737 3479

New hiring energetic students

tor nights and weekends this

semester and tor summer
Downtown Amherst $7/hr plus

bonus Sean 253-0583

Student Reps- AT&T Authorised

Agent needs 20 students now 1 No
experience will train $100

$300/week Part/Full Time

(800)592 2121 x 123

Earn extra cash mailing our cir

culars trom home m your spare

time No experience necessary

Free information 1 888-892 2781

ENTERTAINMENT

OJ For Hire: Professional 0J

now booking graduation and end

of the year parties Special rate tor

fust five calls Call Tim |DJ F00ZI

253 6593 Check me out at

Pruddy s every Friday

FOR SALE

Playstation For Sale
imports and US games 7 games

plus more Call Jose 546 1998

$275 13 inch TV and RCA VCR for

$200
Bionchi Read Bike Carnpagnok)

components, and Brother WP
Great prices 548 6961

Small DP Heme 6yaa $60 or B/0

Call 665 3491

Far Sale Two shelves and dress

er Franci 253-76C6

LOST 8. FOUND
$50 ottered lor the return of a

Sieko French Translator Lost On

April 6th Call Jon 9 546 7081

id white male cat

Friendly needs a home Li/ 549

5498

Found: Jacket in Hertei Hall in

Room 217 on 4/16 Call Linda

Rodgers0 5 2317

ROOM WANTED
Oo you need a male roommate

for Fall and live on a bus route'

Call 546-0097

Two females looking tor off-cam

pus housing starting Fall semester

II you have a room in your house

oi jpartment. give Tina a call 9
546-2573

SERVICES

MISCELLANEOUS

EARN
$750 S1500/WEEK

Raise all the money your student

group needs by sponsoring i VISA

Fundraiser on your campus No

investment & very little lime need-

ed There s no obligation so why

not call tor information today Call

1-800-323 8454x95

PETS FOR SALE

Bay my snakes « I without

cages Boas Corns, and Kings

available Also 2 African Spiny

Mica and a Plated Lizard Call lan

at 5495893 tor into

ROOM FOR RENT

1 bedroom available

bedroom apartment at

Brandywine Rent 1/$300. 2/$400

549-3878

Gradaete Students 3 bedrooms

tor Summer with Fall option Close

to campus Cali Cnstina 549-0605

Legal Questions? The Student

,
Office offi

to fee paying stu

l us at 922 Campus

Center _____

3

A/C Fall opt .or, 549-7084

3 keeraem apt on East Pleasant

St Across from donas Walk to

classes Available 6/1/98 Call

253 0609

Two bedreeai ia Amherst
Cusi<ne A, a. .'able 5/26 8/31

$3607mrjrith Fall option Cat? 25*
2976

Take Over Oar Leaaa 2 tedroom

Pufrton Village- sweet place 549

6107

2 bedroom far rem or sublet m
Ciittside $865 par month, utilities

included Please cea Jon or Elena

665-8033

Mill Valley 3 bedrooms. 2 bath

rooms. 1st floor Available 6/1

Heat MB 10 MM pM Cm
253 4956

Our formula for unwarned vehi-

cles' 323 4210 m Meaiicfiuaam
it's a crime to leave you vehicle

behind Call Westover Auto

Salvage for removal of your

unwanted vehicle before you leave

toe area

1M3 VW Vaaagee New engine

Good body Very clean- excellent

condition $1800 Larry O 585

5851

1887 Chrysler Sth Ave
great many new parts

Dependable $1300 546-0385

1985 Chrysler 5th Ave Runs well

MANY NEW PARTS Call Jackie

546 3088

Merde MXt 1988 Sport coupe.

red/grey Excellent condition Well

maintained, no rust $3500/B0
584 8362

in

pay "you a small stipend and pay

tor all food, litter and vet care

You take care of my two cats m
your home Please call 546-4550 if

Kitchen Help Wonted
Evenirigs/Weekends 323-6420

Verd. leet. aad getter work
now through Summer Part time

JbYt* 549-0413

Summer Job Opportenitios

Green Mountain Camp is a small

residential summer camp for Girls

located in Durnrnerston Vermont

We are looking tcr counselors,

cooks, and a Water Safety

Instructor Applicants must be

energetic and love working with

children Send resumes Green

Mountain Camp. RD 1. Box 237.

Brattleboro. VT 05301 or

MBsfatatmOttt

17. 1998 is the last day to

apply to the Student Legal

Services Office about a Fail 1998

internship' Get hands-on expen

ence m the legal field Work
directly with attorneys and cherts

Earn up to 15 undergraduate cred-

its No experience m the legal pro

feswon required—training is pro-

vided Contact The 6tudent legal

Services Office today 545-1995

922 Campus Center

Eara Great Experience
Freshmen and Sophomores looking

tor a ion on campus Apply at The

Daily Collegian Classifieds Pickup

your applications at 113 Campus
,

. ;...

OATA ENTRY CLERK- Athletics.

Grad student preferred. Computer

background required, accuracy

essential 15-20 hrs/wk. S6/hr

413-5454290

FURNITURE

i For Sale- "

liable couch, desk, kitchen table

with chairs standup mirror, dress-

er nightstand Can Monica 9 549-

5586

HOUSE FOR RENT

( bedroom home
Rd . Hadtey Close to UMass 549

4270

bedroom apt 671 with Fall option

noat*) On Mam St Call

Come 253 656b

Reeass Fer Rem- Private Home
Furnished vegetarian/kosher

kitchen Laundry parkma quiet,

friendly $335/month Barbara

54*4853

Bedroom available « a fur

mshed apt O The Boulders

Available from 6/1 Ml 8/31

Contact Terry O 7&3-037S

ROOMMATE WANTED

1-2 females tor 2 bedroom

Brandywine $200/$3O5 heat/hot

water included Sept Aug with

1998 Summer option 549 1387

Clean

Typiag Service Will type your

papers Call 548 9497

Have a lovely selection ot bun

nies Many colors and types as

well as a selection ot cages and

hutches We can also nelp with

any bunnies you can no longer

care tor Call Ellen 3670105 after

900 am

Dissertations edited ead pre

pared by Ph in English Any

subject 686-3718

Pregnant' Need kelp? Call

Birthright of Amherst area lor hee

testing and assistance 5491906

SUMMER SUBLET

Summer Sublet

1 bedroom apt Sunderland Price

'- v " H H -J ^tC-' ; fjU» 3

2 bedroom apt at Ciittside m
Sunderland Swimming pool on

bus line, utilities included Quiet

location Partly furnished

Available June 1 Call 6654283

Bedfiimi available m spacious

4 bedroom house neai North

Amherst Great bedrooms and

huge yard $225 utilities

Available June 1 August 31 Call

5*93792

Two bedroom apt with Fall

option m Amherst Great location,

on bus route available 5/26-8/31

for Summer $53u/month phjt util-

ities Call 253-6312

One ream m tour bedroom house

Junel Good location on bus Una

Call Jessica 253^8944

SUMMER SUBLET

Throe bedroom hoase jvailable

June l with Fall option

$1100/month 253-1758

1 bedroom available m 2 bed

loom Boulder s apt Available

5/22 On bus line Fall option on

whole apt $1 75 $250/morth 256

3927

2 bedroom townhouse in South

Amherst Available 6/1 8/31

$575/month Great for 2-3 people

Call 253 6506

Puffton 1 double bedroom with

walk-m closet and private full

bathroom Newly renovated and

furnished Available after finals 3

months for $700 549 7543

With Fall Optioa 2 bedrooms/

1

bathroom New kitchen appli

ances $730/month Bouldets

enieJbj ur Steve 9 253-

6911

3 bsdrssm Puffton Apt with 2

baths New unit June 1 Aug 31

(negl Call 549 5221

Pwfttoa Village 3 bedroom reno

y reduced tent

$90Q/month 549 1516

Newly reeoveted I bedroom

apartment Cheap rent Directly on

bus route Wonderful neighbors

Bright spacious living area Large

backyard' Come see' Ask for

Oany lift E'ika. or Lisa 253-6644

NoHo 3 bedroom oeortmont

Sublease June Aug $900 plus

cheap utilities Near busline 584

3775

Two bedrooms available for

summer sublet m 4 bedroom

Alpine Commons apt Aw condi

tionmg two full baths

$302/month ail utilities included

Please call Knsti O 258-6351 or

Michelle C 253 2050

PoHtoo Village 3 bedroom ?

bath Renovated Right near bus

stop $1040/month 5496069

5 bedroom heese un bus route

Available June 1 Sept 1 Only

$1250/ month Call 5842422

TICKETS

R/T Doha Ticket good for within

US including Alaska and Canada

$400 546 3080

F/T position with diverse group of

people m Montesson School m
JP Stan June 1 Call (6171524

3237

i June with Sept option

Hadley 5 bedroom and

Northampton 4 bedroom No pets

Call SkOiski Realtors 584 3428

INSTRUCTION

GREAT VOLUNTEER OPPORTU
NITY- Become a contraception

and safer sex educator Men and

women wanted Pick up an appli-

cation outside the Health Ed

Office. Room 248 University

Health Services

Cesco Bay Bartending

Classes Start Soon

Student Discounts

Call For Into

1800-467 2028

. .i share a

house m Amherst over Summer

May 15-Aug 31 $300 half

ties Call Joni at 256-4792

Te ehoro two bedreeai <n»
•

ment m North Amherst 5 m
campus Cafl 323 4434

Looking let 1 2 or 3 roommates

lot Fall semester only Can be

mate or female Call Sarah at 546

0957

Nonsmoking, tee, clean female

roommate needed to share two

bedroom apt $265 2564189

Responsible worm, fun female

looking for roommatelsl on

Martha s Vineyard this summer

Ptease contact Sarah 546-5291

Cleen. older or mature female

who likes quiet To share two bed

room apartment washer and

dryer, furnished living room area

Summer/Fall Please contact Tina

6657491

Puffton with Fell optiea Partly

lurmshad 2 bedroom. 2 bathroom

Call 549-5975

6 31 Busline Call Sara 865 5514

Looking tar 14 people for 2

bedroom in Brandywine Call 549-

0951

2 bedroom- walking distance to

campus uptown Please call

Meiame 54*5913

2 bedroom Breadywmo
Starting 6/1 Heat and water

included Great location Option to

take over lease Call 5481571

Free Real June and July m
exchange for pet sitting Mature

femsle 2 miles from campus
farmhouse Utilities. Security

t references 253-5015

With Fall Optiea 7 bedroom, eas

ily accomodates four $530 a

month On busline Available 6/1

2564872

TO SUBLET

bin t 31 2 bed
Pi ice nego

1 bedroom at Ciittside •' '*
*3*eonth Utilities

Included Well furnished On bus

route Call 6665019

1. 2 or J bedrooms Large apt 5

mm from Amherst on bus route

June through August $800 per

room Call 2582964 Best you will

TRAVEL

$159 leach way plus tarns!

CAfWB/MEXlCO $199 R/T

Low Fares to all places'

CALL 800-326-2009

http //www airhiteh org

WANTED TO RENT

Looking lor 2 bedroom
ment including heat and hot

water Close to center of town and

campus Call 256 6351

Five Golleezi
THURSDAY. APR 16

fk iiwitcwaii center

•ill host »n opening reception for The

Shiirrd Heart a book and traveling

exhibit of portrait* and stories

celebrating gay. lesbian, bisexual, and

irantgendered young people The panel

-ion «tart» ai 710 p m in the

Colonial lounge iCape Cod Annex! in

the Student Union

Pfoeeaafoa — Labor activist Charles

Kernaghan will be diocttltiag the VOtk

abuses of Kathie Lee GifTofd. Victoria's

Secret and Nike at 7 p m in the Main

Lecture Hall at Hampshire College

Lactam — luhn Hickford. a graduate

student at I Ma>> »ill be speaking on

the topic "The Wa> to be Gay:

Strreolvpe Conformits and the Gay

Identity Formation Process " The lecture

begins «t 1210 p m in room SOI ai the

Cimpus tenier

Weeling — The UMasi Feminist

Maiority Leadership Alliance will have

ii- tnn informational meeting at 7JO

p m in the Cape Cod Lounge el the

Student Lnu.n

Meeting — There will be a

building-wide meeting for all SI II

MTA-USA. AFSCME. and UHS non-unit

staff from noon-l p.m tonighi in UHS

room 102 The preliminary results af the

recent survey will be reviewed

FRIDAY. APR. 17

/'.., ir, Ihc I M.i-- 0O4 I" >Ot it"

and class of 2000 will be sponsoring an

open mic in the Student Union I

Center Signups begin at b 10 p m . and

readings will begin at 7 p m Call

Chance at 146-6101 for more informa-

tion .

SATURDAY, APR. 18

FYh are pubkc wrvice annourxements printed

dairy Tc submit an f Yl. picas* send a prrst

release containing all pertinent mtormation

including, the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the
Managing Editor by noon the previous day

fundi ir hnsemble, a

baroque/classical chamber orcheitra.

conducted by Roheri fi>cnsiein. will

perform tonight at 8 p m in Pratt Hall

ai Mount Holyoke College.

dairy listings sponsored by

£ M//9 +%/ 1 S* UMass' only student run Television Station
M \f iyj^ # If I J*W 216 Student Union (located to the right of the Hatch) • 545-1336 • v>vx-unix.oit.umass.edu/~uvctv19

Today's Program Schedule
3:3)0 UVC TV-19 Premier

3,37 >99I Pro Choke Rally

4:1

7

School of M*rv,3<m*n
i.

'ntcjvk^ios With Intent

5i00 Clla*ine>l 15r Nsrws

5:30 SGA Senate Meeting 4-1 5-98

7:30 Ten Minutes on Drugs
7:45 __________ Soul TY Network ________
8:30 Mass Hysteria •

9:00 ____________ Master Music
10:00 Sign Off

Funnleat HomtVidooa l««1» 'Tremors II. Antrshodti"{\

if*ttJLWrour)<rll981,fra^)JuiOr^^

i

X

(m HSCN Bulletin Board m UVC-TV19
a CBS/3 Hartforcj a ABC/40 Springfield

4 CBS/4 ' Boston MM NBC/22 Springfield

ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

mm CNN4 CNN SI

•7 HSCN Movie Ch. U HeocHloe News
a UPN/Ai Hartford -a UCTV
a Wewther Channel WY7 TBS

to NBC/30 New Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

mm BET

ii a TV land

PBS/24 Hartford ao Univision

ta WOCH & HSCN ai Comedy Central

t#S International aa Cartoon

ia UMass Academic TV aa Much Music

\
n HSCN Programming

9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30

APRIL 16, 1998

Ditgnotis Murder (In Stereo) a Hours "Teacher's Pel" I
Diai

ignotie Murder (In Stereo)

» •Tremors II: Altorthodu

41 Hours "Teacher's Pel" X
996, Science Fiction) Fred Ward.

Stlnlold (R) ,TC [Veronlco'e CI.

'

Feme LA. "The Guru" (R) X
Seinfeld (R) X |Veronica'i CI

World's Scariest Police Stings

SainleM (R) 3C [Veronica's CI

ER "Gut Reaction" (In Stereo) X
LAPD

ER Gut Reaction" (In Stereo) J:

ER "Gut Reaction" (In Stereo) X
Great New England Auction Continues

**Vi Irtmorsll: Aftershocks" (1 996, Science Fiction) Fred Ward.

00TT1
CPTV Auction Continui

11; 30

Newt X

Star Trek: Next

Late Show X
Late Show IT

Nighllin€ K

Goner.

Vibe

| Tonight Show

Mod Abo. You

N#WS X

Tonight Show

Poop SpocoT"

Tonight Show

NtwsX
Totally Ridiculous!

WCW Thunder «

Biography "Edward VIII The Traitor King
'
(R)

World Today X ILarry King Live X
'

1nnof*peco
,,

(1987, SctenceFlction) Dennis Quaid.

Animal X |Movie Magic

News |Cheert;g;

*tt "Stone Coitf (1991. Drams

M'A^S'H x.

Uneirptainod (R)

World Today I
Premium IMake-migh

Wings "Guardians ol the Night"

Baseball

"Donor" (1990, Suspense) Melissa Gilbert BnnKniaJi

Roctumentary Total Request

Wonder Years

Forever Knight

Wonder Years

Waco-Hell Fire

Ultra Sound

In Stereo] «

End ol-Mob

«*H 'This Boy's U»"(i993. Drama) Robert De Niro, Ellon Barkin

Happy Days

TBA

I Love Lucy $
Robocop: The Series X
Operation "Burn Surgery" (R)

Nightline X
Real TV X

Bnan Bosworth.

Law I Order "Renunciation" X
Sports lllut. IMoneyline X
Daily Show |Sttln't Money

Justice Files (R)

Sporttcontor T
New Attitudes

|Golden Girls

Loveline n Slereo)

M.T. Moore [TaiiX

Seaquett DSV (In Stereo) X
Medical

| »** V> "Papiflon " ( 1 973) Steve McQueen"

Medical Detect

*t* "Indiana Jones and the Temple o! Doom" j\96*, Adventure) Harrison Fold. II |Sil« Stalklngs

**V>
,

TherVc<na/ififleo''(i9B4)Gen«WildeT

Optration Delta Fores II: Mayday" (1997) Michael McGrady, 'R' ffi|Ta»icab Confessions (R) X
l Barboau. 'R' [Making Eraaer

(1996. Comedy-Drama) Demi Moore 'R'B
(1998, Drama) Maud Adams. 'NR' | "ChUdrao-Ood"

Sthpteaserr(W7) 'NR' |Staroate SC-1 "Hatnor" (R) X

Bruno By C. Baldw
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Horoscopes
ARIES (March 21 - April 19) —

Though >i>u ma> be prepared to go

without today sou should be able

M itijos an abundance ot whatever

it is \ou want the w
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —

Nsiur sen*e of purpose mav hi-

blunted temporarily today by a dis-

traction that you certainly can do
without. Be Mite to focu« on what

counts the most

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20) —
You can afford to show a little more

sympath\ toward a friend's dillisul

Mire, sou'tc trung to be objec-

tive, but enough is enough.

CANCER (|une 21-|uly 22) —
You may want to wait a little while-

longer before handling down a

decision that many will consider

permanent. What others think M
ittM
LEO (|uly 25-Aug. 22) — Yea

may be in a position to call the

shots today hut it KM are \sise \ou

will accept input from those who
are in the trencher

VIRGO (Aug. 2^-Sepl. 22) —

today without disturbing others? It

-ciitial that you are fully

self-contained at this time.

LIBRA (Sept. 2i-Oct. 22) — A
gcHxJ friend or lo\ed one is likeU to

recount an experience today that

ha» sou ensious This can serve as a

potent motivator for sou

SCORPIO (Oct. 2*-Nov. 21) —
Today, take advantage of all avail-

able means of communication. You
are going to want to get your Me-
>ayc to the widest possible audi

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec
21) — Some may say you're cheat-

ing, but the fact is you're only inter-

preting the rules in a manner that

has not been tried set

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— The earlier you start today, the

earlier you can finish- and it

doesn't take a genius to realizt

have better things to do
AQUARIUS (|an 20-Feb 18) —

Someone is waiting eagerly for you

to take the next step, and you
should be able to oblige before the

das is out IX> not delay!

PISCES (Feb I9-March 20) —
You can put seemingly unrelated

messages together in your mind
today and come up with a connec

Closo to Homo By John McPherson

4 £ I've flown over the

coocoo's nest and I'm never

ever coming back. 9J
-Barenaked Ladies

Today'! P.C. Manu
* S4S-SSSS tmr eaore tmtmwmmttem.

Franklin

LUNCH
Crwsrbrcnled Chicken Sandwich

Pizza

Tuna Casserole

DINNER
Chicken f a|ita

Spaghetti. Sausage Sauce

Tofu Fapta

Quarter Lb Burger w/ or w/o Sw»s Cheese

Worcester

'Dave! These are all just part of the

wallpaper pattern!"

1 Otter note

5 Hosiery hue
10 Watch chains
14 Leavr
15 Welles or Bean
16 Singer Guthrie

17 Mailed
18 More prudent

19 Prom altender

20 Movie dog
21 Melodious
23 "— is mcr

25 Plod
26 Halchel
31 Giggles
35 A Gabor
36 Music hall

38 Aciress Hunt

39 Simple
41 Former

president of

Egypi
43 Spanish lady

44 Heyday
46 Violinist 5 need
48 Little swallow

49 Actor Peter

51 Accents
53 Fork part

55 Timetable info

56 Eugene Debs'
followers

61 Norm's wife

65 Melville novel

stale

67 State positively

68 Soon
69 Antitoxin

70 Taunt
71 Young loxes

72 Swap
73 Movie lioness

DOWN
i Plateau
2 Former

spouses
3 Type of ten

4 Capital of

Canada
5 Blondes
6 Opera song
7 Old-map mils

8 Sonnets, e g.

9 Sign up
10 Tired

1

1

Popular cookie
1 2 Cordon —

cookery
1 3 Some relatives

22 Actor Wyle
24 Expression of

surprise

26 Pace
27 Manifest

28 Novelist Puzo
29 Become frayed
'JO Praise

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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DA
1

A S l> P. A I N A M L

(, A N N L L O N E N D
r P (; s B L N S |n A S 1 V

V '6 '.'>6 •Ci i -ihh ilmti-t ^r.iljie Sir" 'i»c«it'i

32 Lip cosmetic
33 Skater

Son|a —
34 Ginger cookies
37 Ship s pole
40 Feelings
42 Boring
45 Film director

Ksrsn
47 New Jersey

player

50 Enter the

armed forces

52 Wild

54 Duck prized for

its down
56 Drench
57 Atlanta arena

58 Ducklike bird

59 Poet Teasdale

60 Heavy sound
62 Malicious

63 Yanks' toes

64 Territory

LUNCH
Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Sloppy |oe (fit vegan)

Spaghetti /Tomato Sauce

Grilled Cheese, Zesty Basil Chicken

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

Three Cheese k Macaroni
Tn Bean Casserole

Half Time Deli

Hampshire
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich
Handcut Cod Sub

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

Baked Fish with Herb Stuffing

Berkshire

LUNCH
Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Zesty Basil Chicken Pizza

Vegan Sloppy |oe

Grilled Cheese on Whole Wheat

DINNER
Duchess Meat Pie

Chicken Fajita

Tri Bean Casserole

Payabilities
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l'.ml revet

great quarterback Mthough the num-
bers lean towards Manning. Leaf Mill

had a better quarterback rating, with a

rating of 107 4 He also threw 55

touchdowns and one (ewer intercep-

tion than Manning

Leaf alto hat stronger qualities in

various areas. He is a uionfti paster,

his pallet have more zip on them and

carry more vclocitv Me thrown a bet-

ter deep ball He also carries d nice

touch on his short pats.

1 eaf is just an all-around tougher

player. He is bigger. Leaf is 6-foot-).

241 pounds, while Manning is

b-foot-V 2>J Kperts say that Leaf is

leas likelv to get injured, similar to

quarterbacks like l>n-w Bledsoe and
Vinn> Testaxerde who have not suf-

fered too mam injuries despite being

hit throughout their careers.

'Our team has played against both

quarterbacks, and Leaf is an unflap-

pable oak tree in the pocket." said

III \ .. jih Bob Toledo in S

Muitrated

Leaf reallv distinguishes himself

from Manning right here I cat will

stay in the pocket and is more calm,

cool, and collected. >ct Manning in big

Turn to LEAF page '2

QB Manning
will be magic

in the NFL
that time of the year again,

and of course the big question in

this weekend s draft concerns two
No. lb- Peyton Manning and R\an
Leaf Espected to go one-two in the

draft, the brunt of the speculation

has been focused on who will be the

one to pan out in the long run.

Will both quarterbacks have their

future franchises molded around
them, the dream for man> aspiring

gunslingers? What about comments
of future greatness?
Championships?
Of course with all th.." e questions

comes an inordinate amount of

pressure. Other players have sup-

posedly been predestined for great-

unfortunately mostly due to

media hype and misguided notions

Jamie Jec

of adaptability to the NFL. See
Todd Marinovich. who was taken

before three-time MVP Brett I awe
in 1941

Marinovich is just one example of

several first-round flops, but
Manning appears to be the real

deal. Who is one of the most intelli-

gent quarterbacks to ever play the

college game? Manning. Who
throws the ball with striking accura-

cy, allowing for yards upon yards

after the catch? Manning. Who has

handled the scrutiny of being in a

Heisman race with class and perse-

verance? Manning. Are you getting

the picture?

That picture should be crvstal

clear for new head coach |im Mora
and general manager Bill Polian in

Indianapolis. Manning has the type

of perseverance and maturity ncces-

sary to turn around a franchise like

the Colts. Owner |im Moray should

have no qualms in the investment

that comes with riding on the strong

right arm of Manning.

Both quarterbacks have the abili-

ty to make the big plays but

Manning has the better touch and

has continuously refined it to near

perfection. The work Manning has

done on his timing will prove
invaluable in the NFL. where blitzes

Turn to MANNING, page 12

Bevilacquas six tallies

boost Crimson to victory

By Brett Mauser

Collegian Staff

Ryan Leaf Lacrosse drops heartbreaker to Harvard
will be better r

in pro ranks
OH April 18, approximately 12 p.m.

the Indianapolis Colts will have a deci

sion to make They will have to decide

on whether to choose Ryan Leaf of

Washington State I niveous a Pes ton

Manning from the University of

Tennessee.

These two college quarterbacks are

slotted to go one two in this year's

Juit The question is who will be the

battfl Ml quarterback'' Meaning,

which of these athletes will put up bet-

ter numbers during the course of his

career and what specific type of

impact will each player have M the

teams which the\ are expected to go

The answer is obvious in more ways

then one. Let's break it down one by

several factors that go into making a

Harvard

Massachusetts 12

KMMAUNMNtN COUJCMH

The UMass men's lacrosse team was unable to stop Harvard's late attack as the Minutemen lost a one-goal heartbreaker, 13-12, last

night

With I J seconds teniaming in the tinal quartei in the

showdown between No 1 1> Mas-.ic husetts men «

lacrosse and So H Harvard last night it came down to

Manhasscl. N >, s finest lacrosse

Minuleman Goalie |ohn kasselakis and the I unison's

Inn ievisuqiH would meet at point blank RMpJ
had played (rears ol high school together, forming a

of&MfeM deten»e punch that led the I ong Mand squad

to a 47 4 record in their imal three f
From the end line, closely guarded In senioi lamie

|)ohct t\ Bcviluequa cut

.i-e lelt --I

step

on the deleiiseman

Running into a crowd d
-emen. Bcvilacu.ua jumped up in the air and pock

eted the ball past Kasselakis to give the I. unison the

IS i j victor) and the mythical Bay state crown fist

goal came tour minutes after Bcvilacqua 'l equali/ei

'We hav« .i system, especially lor pressure situations

and that system broke down ' Kasselakis said.

The Minutemen if> 5i hoped to bounce back from a

two game losing stieak against rivals I oyola and Duke

Instead, the Minutemen dropped their third -traight for

the first lime since I^KS

I Mass worked hard to even get to that point, tailing

down early in the game, much like last weekend -

test with I ovola in which the Minutemen stumbled to a

5 I delicit

Opening up the game under ihe lights |,,r the tirst

time at Richard I Garfaa held. Harvard (7 V I t lw

League) nearly blew I Mass out of the Stadium
Sophomore Mike lanowic/ tired one past goalie Keith

l wur in the opening minute to give I Mass the lead.

The Crimssw struck bask fiercely, answering the goal

with s|\ of their own to Open up a t> I advantage
Bevilacqua and his n i scored three goals in the

span

As the crowd quieted a senior stepped up
All America*) Harold Drumm tried to spark the I

otleiw. picking up j gn-undball and going the length of

the field 10 net his tit-t goaf of the sea-,

ended with the tirst quartet with a laud
Chupaila shot pa-i ! mplcte the

onslaught, making the score 7 J

didn t , !av well at all in the In ^l quarter."

Drumm said "We let everyone down. I let myselt down
I ft them credit but there - t^, swM
what happened out it,

The second quarter looked mud) like the tirst j| the

start. Chupaila found the back of the net again The
lead grew to ^ v alter goals bv I Mass's |.iv Negus and
then IV.-vil.Kqua- third on the night

The resiliensv ol the I Ma«s squad wa- revealed at

that point The ottense (inallv woke up. bombarding
t'vnar with shots, three that were successful, to make
the halltime se, shman lohn Madigan re.

a feed from Chris Martens trom behind the goal to score

the Minutemen'* fourth Soon after. Negus

Turn la MIN'S LAC&OSSf page 1
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Football begins practice

tHASK, VO ' COUIGIAN

The Massachusetts football team is back in the swing of things now that new coach Mark Whipple has
started spring practices.

Whipple focusing on present, rather than future

Women s lax picks up win

with late goal from Pavlick
By

Colagon Staff

One of the most important aspc-ct-

of a team, one that separates it trom

being simply average, is a decision it

must make \ decision to refuse to be

Massachusetts

Hotstra

passi\ t pt the responsihilitv

d taking the- initiative necessarx to win

games

The Massachusetts women's
hocjOM te.nn took that initiative \e-

tctdav defeatin I

UMass (6-5) locked up the victor)

with iniK J5 seconds remaining in reg

illation when sophomore midlieldei

Stephanie Paelick bla/ed her shot bv

living Dutchwomen goalie lackic

Carroll to avoid extending play into

overtime Pavlick capped off a career

game with tour goals on the d.iv in

serving as the hookend SCOrat in the

win

Pavlick opened the game with a

quick goal which was then returned by

three straight trom Hofstra to put the

Minute-women in a early hole. UMass
showed its resilience by countering

with two MOTH of then own. with

Pavlick refusing to he silenced and
junior attack I aura korutz continuing

Id to hei goal total

(lie teams remained even at 5-5 and
Kittled dctcrisiuh thioughout the lir-r

halt, with I Mass denving several >uu
ing attempts In the breaking living

DulchwotaaW attack Hotstra would
eventual) sneak in a goal before the

hall, however, giving it ttie lead 4-3.

As the teams rejoined tor the second
hall ol the game, neithet team would
let the other put togethei anv kind ••!

Turn to WOMEN'S LAX. page 13

By Jonathan M. Place

Collegion Start

lonion.

That's all that's concerning the new head coach ol the

Mnwhimlll football team, right now. What s going to

happen totiiortou
'

Mark Whipple, the transfet coach trom Brown who
replaced Mike Hodges after I Mass' lacklustei 2 v

> sC ,i

son i^ not Worried aluiut I week Irom now He
lain!) not concerned about who will lead the team in

tackles ih He doesn't care who catches the

most touchdowns

All that he's concerning himself with. now. is how the

team is practicing this spring iii order to prepare fee

the first game of the season against Delaware on Sept. 5.

"We'vt )•(. so much to make up. with the new

tein." Whipple slid "Right now we )ust want to get the

to practice, correct mistakes and make sure the

fundamental- are down."
With just over a week under their belts, practicing is

all that the Minutemen have seen. In the first eight days

since Whipple has come to the Amherst campus. I \l;iss

practiced on >i\ ol them, and it hasn't slowed down.
"We'vt had ,i lot ol practice in one week." Whipple

said ' Mter one week, we've seen I lot of improvement.
We'll pTobabt) move it down to three practices ,i week
so tin- gnyi can watch more lilm."

The team has been working hard to prepare foi its

annual Spring game, which is on Saturday. May 2 at

In

-

T
>t) a in tt McGufrk Stadium, It's » great opportunitv

for the campus and local comnumitv to get an idea

Turn to FOOTBALL page 12
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The spirit of

adventure

Spiritualized (pic-

tured) and
Radiohfad lived up
to their albums at

the Worcester
Centrum on
Wednesday night

(see Arts ft living,

page 5)

Lord

Jeffries

Freshman pitcher

Carrie jeftnes led

the UMass sottball

team to a win
ovei Harvard at

Totman Field (see

Sports, page 10)

WORLD

North, South Korea
remain at impasse

BFIPNG (AP) — The first direct

talks in tour years between the rival

Koreas ended yesterday without any

progress following disagreements

over the North's insistence on receiv-

ing aid before discussing the Souths

demand to reunite divided families

Negotiators trom North and South

Korea met lor nearly two hours m a

Bripng hotel, but "there was no
result.' said Kim Ok )oon. a South

Korean Embassy otfkial

There are many gaps m opinion."

the South s lead negotiator. Deputy
Unification Minister feong Se hyun.

was quoted as telling South Korea's

Yonhap news agency
No future meetings were sched-

uled, but the two sides will stay in

contact. Kim said The two delega-

tions were also to meet for dinner

tonight, he said He said he didn't

know when the delegations would
return home

The two sides did not meet
Wednesday, partly because of a

national holiday m North Korea
marking the b.Mhday of former
leader Kim N Sung, the embassy offi-

cial said

The discussions, which started

Saturday in Bei|ing. are the first direct

talks between the two sides since

K>ms death in 1994

NATION

Hackers breach

Pentagon computers

WASHINGTON (AP) — Hiding
behind anonymous keyboard clicks.

a group of hackers struggled for two
weeks to breach U.S. military and
civilian computer networks They
succeeded beyond their wildest

dreams, the Pentagon said yester-

day
The culprits a special US nation-

al security team that was secretly

testing the vulnerability of the

nations computer system using soft-

ware found on the Internet

Code-named "Eligible Receiver,"

the cyberwar game proved what the

Defense Department said it has long

known — that its computers are sus-

ceptible targets, which became clear

earlier this year when real hackers

made a "systematic attack
"

"It found that we have a lot of

work to do to provide better securi-

ty," Pentagon spokesman Ken Bacon

said of the cyberwar game last |une,

which went after unclassified com-
puter systems "We're not alone in

this regard."

The Pentagon plans to spend
nearly SI billion a year for the next

several years to improve its classified

and unclassified computer security.

Bacon said, noting the department

has 2.1 million computers. Deputy
Defense Secretary |ohn Hamre is

shepherding a stepped-up anti-hack-

er program that includes a counter-

intelligence effort to stop intruders

before they get through the elec-

tronic door, the Pentagon said
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Town Meeting to discuss poster-free zones
By Paul Hayes
Collegian Staff

lOHhlUW I

The side? of * bus stop is covered with staples and tape from old posters

AMHERST— Town Meeting will

vote next month on whether or not to

allow poster kiosks and subsequent

poster free zones to be created in

downtown Amherst

Amherst resident |ohn Kurbish ha-,

introduced a warrant article to Town
Meeting, which ask^ Town Meeting

members to declare Amherst a

"poster-friendly community." If

passed, it would call to a halt the

efforts of the Amherst Town
Commercial Relatiunv Committee
iTCRC) to restrict postering in cer

tain areas.

The TCRC is in the process ol di-

aling kiosks in the downtown area,

these kiosks wtll have surface*- where

potters and flyers would be placed

The areas around these kiosks, where

posters had previously been placed,

would then bcccittu- "poster tree

loan-" The kiosks are intended to

hold all the posters which would have

been put up throughout these

poster-free zones.

Former UMass professor Howard
Ziff is among those who feel the

poster-free zones restrict lice speech,

and said that the public sentiment

against posters is misplaced

Citing Protestant reformer Martin

Luther s posting of his theses on the

church door in Wittenberg. Germans
as one of the earliest examples of pes

tering's legacy of free speech, he also

mentioned the benefits of postering in

modem times
*

I Posters are) the poor mans press.

the communitv s cultural calendar.'

Ziff said. "They are the son's way of

finding a lost cat. and an adult's way
of recovering a lost cause

"

Wayfinding signs

The kiosk v v. re originally designed

as a series of Wayfinding signs to aid

town businesses These wayfinding

signs eventually had postering tunc

Hons added to them The first kio*k

had these two elements separated,

and the wayfinding signs are on the

Minutemaniac set to race
Concrete canoe launched on Wednesday
By Jason Eisemon
Collegion Staff

Tries said the Titanic could never sink, and MM
-.lid the Mini;' would MVtl float.

lhc Minutcniiiniac. a canoe mad rote, built

hv Univtrsit) .ichusetls civil engineering stu

dents was launched on Wednesday in the Campus
Pond
Today, the engineering students will race against the

concrete nmoo-- built bv other acts

Students lifted the 17 loot b inch and 150 pound
canoe into the pond, then team leaders R t ,b Rsan and

Wendv Parmenter. both junior civil engineering
majors, paddled the canoe .iround the pond

After the students safaf) navigated their was around

the island, under the bridge and across the pond, thev

proceeded with I swjmp test

A swamp test is an experiment to make sure the boat

will Boat, even when submerged The students filled

the canoe with water and it still floated, passing the

swamp test. The tips of the canoe were filled with

foam, and lifted the canoe out above the water

"I was kind of nerve wrecked hetore ." Rvan said. "I

was afraid something was going to go wrong, and
nothing did."

Ryan said students put bOO to 700 hours into the

design and construction of the canoe.

We had a mold we used last vear.' Rvan said. "We
modified the mold to make it taster."

Today the team of 10 students is jt the Usdverstt) ol

Vermont in Burlington to noc their canoe against the

canoes built by civil engineering students from 17

other schools in the Northeast

In total, the UMass students will compete in five

races There races, which are 200 and 700 meters each

consist of two male races, two female races and one

co-ed race

Other teams include the Massachusetts Institute of

Technologv I nivetsitv of Vermont, University of

New Hampshire the I niversity of Connecticut and
other-

Teams must also present a ten-page paper to judges

as well as a five-minute-maximum presentation. The
winning team will go to the national competition held

annually. The event is sponsored by the American
tv of Civil Enginee

The canoe is held afloat by a principal known as

Archimedes law. which deals with surface area, and
buoyant forces Ryan said it would probably take

2.000 to 5.000 pounds to sink the canoe.

"This is our launch, we just have to win a few races

now." Noel Moore, a junior on the team. said.

Some members of the team were worried about the

canoe sinking because it rides very low on the water.

It s going to be tougher since it's relatively shal

low." said Data Colleary. a senior team member "But

I'm very optimistic."

There are also concerns the canoe will break, but

Ryan said the wire reinforcement is strong enough to

hold it together

The team has been practicing in a regular canoe at

Puffers Pond.

The maiden voyage of the Minutemaniac came just

one day after the anniversary of the sinking of the

Titanic, but thus far has had better results

IOHMA KANVANfN
I cblllCIAN

The UMass women's lacrosse team beat the Flying Dutchwomen at
Hofstra yesterday, 9-8.

ON THE INTERNET
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comer of the Subway building

A 1995 TCRC report cites reducing

visual clutter and keeping the down
town clean and attractive js a couple

of the reasons lot the town to contiol

postering It also referred to posters

as a 'significant source ol downtown
litter." and said posters were a poten-

tial driving hazard because thev could

distract diivers and obscure trjtlic

signs iind signals

The TCRC report relers to posters

as a community resource for intoniiu

tion. but that uncontrolled postering

leaves the downtown looking

unkempt and dittv A- a usult. it

said visitots io Amherst gel a bad
impression and could take thcil busi

ness elsewhere

Kiosk trouble

As of noi* onls one kttofc ha- been

constructed, on the cornet ol Main

Street and Ninth Pleasant Street, by

Subway Its accoinpanving poster dec

/one stretche- Irom the lelt hand
side ol Rus>ell's Package Store to the

left hand side of the former site d
Rasa Sayang

During the March 51 Select Board

meeting. Bryan Harvev said that

while the poster free zone wa- m
effect there were no plans to enforce

it

^ et a I9M5 memorandum liom
town Senior Planner |ohn Tu. •

the TCRC shows that under the law,

postering is a privilege, not a tight In

the memorandum Tucker said,

according to Supreme Court aWstosV
government can "regulate speech in

terms of its umc plucr and manner,

but nol its term- of mutt-nt
"

This kio-k. which is merely a utility

box that has been sided with plvw.^1

panels, does not fit the spedficanoni

the TCRC had laid out tor all |

According to Tucker, the MMoa
for this is that improvements are

planned for the Main Stl

Pleasant Street intersection which
would have entailed the dismantling

of anv c-stahh-iicd kio-k

furbish is angered by the design of

Poets speak

for posters

By Pool Hayes
Collegian Staff

Turn to :->,}-.

Members q| the I niversity

Ol Mus-achusctts pc

Society have worked in cooper-

ation with the Amherst based

Coalition tot Postering Rights

and Responsibilities to oppose

Amh, ic-ring regula-

tions

I mi Ostii.iider president ol

Mass Poctr) Society, and
another member have written

poems on the postering ban."

Phev have videotaped readings

of their poems, and will soon

appeal on WMLA and WAMH
id them, in support of

|ohn furbish s l,.wn Meeting

warrant article to make
Amherst a poster friendly

town (see related storv I

"If posters die taken down it

prevents people from seeing

piograms we put on tor the

s community " cKtiunder

-aid in it -teriliza-

tion."

The following is an excerpt

from Otrander s poem "The
Page I kl is Dearth."

which he wrote in opp*

to the postering ban

tt. ihi /i i « people of the

\mh, I Board speak

itn-

ng. We are the pedants

adaf brought sou out of wnm
rr the bondage of

multiplicity llnd us heartful-

l\ vc' obsequious on,

the fou-rr is a tempi* ami
•ship its magis

Turn to POETS, page 3

lOMNSUtT \ COUJCMN

April showers bring May flowers.

A light rain helped spring get here yesterday. Flowers were in

bloom outside Boyden Gymnasium.

Harvard Crimson said

to deny position to Jew
By Bryan Schwartzman

Collegian Staff

KtN MCDONAID V COUfCIAN

Rob Ryan and Wendy Parmenter, both junior civil engineering majors, ride the "Minute Maniac
."

Recently a staff member of the

Hanvrd Crimson was denied the posi-

tion of editorial chair, and the parties

involved are disputing if it was because

he lacked the appropriate skills or

because of his religion

The process far deciding next year's

executive board, a body of roughly 20

students which run the paper, began

last November. At that time eight out of

10 regular columnists were lewi-h

lustin Danilewitz. a government and

Middle Eastern affairs major, says he

was denied the position because the

executives feared over representation of

lewish viewpoints.

Danilewilz said the two editors who
were hired in his place were given the

position because they advocated reduc-

ing the number of lewish columnists.

"This was not a personal issue. |Not

being hired | had nothing to do with my
Ml k a- wntei .' Danilewitz. a frequent

guest columnist for the Crimson, said.

Panilewit/ voiced his grievance- in a

recent article tor commentary magazine

entitled. "Counting Noses at the

lian-ard Crimson.
~

Crimson Ptvsident Matthew Granade

said. "Danilewitz wa- passed over for

editorial chair of the Hanvrd Crimson

because he lacked the skills and com-

mitment to take on the position: not

because he is lewish."

"If the Crimson does use quotas

and we don't — then we ate very bad

mathematicians." Granade said.

Turn to HARVARD, page 2
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Tornados touch down in m P°s
:

ters

Tenn. & Ark., four dead
ly Nggy Horn*
Associated Prwss

MANILA. Ark. — A tornado

cloaked by darkness and sheet- i!

rain tore through Tennessee and

Arkansas eurlv yesterday. splintering

mobile homes and killing four peo

pie. including little brother and m-

tei

pie heard it but couldn't see

ii Manila firelighter Michael White

said. "It passed probably 400 vaul*

from m> MM There was >o much
lightning and rain I didn't see any-

thing."

Yesterday afternoon another torna-

do struck downtown Nashville.

Tenn.. blowing out window* in

dozens of downtown building-, rip

ping and knocking over

lean Ridley, spokeswoman for

the MM Ii" Department, reported

injuries from flying gla>*. but had no

details.

The earlier storm hit Manila in

northeastern Arkansas, about 5 am.
killing Ca>ey l.umax. J. and Brittany

Loroax §, Their parents were

injured

An hour Later, a tornado spawned

hv the same storm killed Paul and

Peggy Kolwyck in Roellen, Tenn..

about 50 miles east of Manila. Their

bodies were found 200 to 250 feet

tiom their trailer home, which was

torn apart.

"Part of it went to the east and

part went to the west." DM) County

r \ecutive lames McCord said.

The twisters were part of a

pi MM* that hit Arkansas, Illinois

and Tennessee late Wednesday and

yesterday. More than two dozen peo-

ple were injured, and 65 railroad cars

were knocked off the track near

Flora. Ill

At the Lomax family's trailer home.

the twistei lett little mi>re than rows of

cinder blocks that had supported the

home splintered wood and a child's

scooter on a pile of nibble The chil

dren were thrown from the trailer and

were found near each other.

Manila is a half-hour east of

lonesboro. where four students and a

teacher were killed in a schoolyard

ambush last month
"11 there was any area of our state

that did not need to experience this,

it would be northeast Arkansas,"

Gov Mike Huckabee said.

ontlnued from page 1

this first kiosk. He considers it a lack of effort on the

town's part to create a suitable display area for posters

and flyers.

"There's nothing which draws people to it," Furbish

said.

Ziff also was not pleased with the initial kiosk.

"A kiosk ought to be attractive in its own tight." Ziff

said. "But alter much huffing and puffing, we've given

birth to plywood panels
"

According to Tucker, future kiosks will be four-sided

and bigger and will also include wayfinding signs for

uptown businesses to aid shoppers and tourists

A nuisance?

Ziff said posters are a visible representation ol the spun

of Amherst, which lets out tt MMI know "they're not

in Kansas anvinou

Many others, however, look upon the overabundance ol

posters in the uptown area as a nuisance

Select Board membei Bryan Harvey said he was in favor

of establishing kiosks and subsequent poster free zones in

order to avoid a "poster spree" in the downtown ai>

Harvey said opponents of the postering regulations

were misinterpreting it as a ban. which he kvN it is not.

V.'U can't -upptess potters, but a community like ours

ought to have the right not to have posters everywhere,"

Harvey said

Furbish, however, maintains that this is a ban. and -aid

the forming of the initial kiosk and poster free zone has

resulted in a loss ol 65 ieet of pestering space This comes

despite the 1^95 TCRC report, which said the kiosk-

would have an "equal surface area to current significant

IMvKSt COUJCMM

Students can place posters at certain spots around campus

pestering space in the public way."

He said he finds Tucker, the Select

Board and the_ TCRC to be

"poster unfriendly
"

'They say the kiosks are an

improvement." furbish said "But the

implementation of it seems destruc

live."

furbish agreed that postering in

Amherst was a mess, but said m
involvement and ^.operation Iroiii

poster producers, distributors and

consumers could solve many of the

MM pe-toring problems He cited

Kevin's Auto Repair as being prob-

lematicMM
"Kevin s Auto Repair sends out

mindless automatons to put up a-

many posters as they can." Furbish

said "On some telephone poles, they

will have six. posicrs all together; thev

|u-t don 1 give a dam
"

faM Senior Planner |ohn Tucker

said thai re not only a prob

lem lor the mess they cause, but most

are Ml pMad illegally on privately

owned buildings and property.

Most of the things posted down

town are privately owned by the

l'\ TA. the electric and the phone

utilities
" Tusker said. "Most of them

don't want posters on their strut

tures. and it also poses them with a

nuintenarwe problem"

lurbi-h who is a member ol the

,|iti,,n lor Posti-ring Rights and

Responsibilities said it is not the

town's place to devide where posters

can and can't be placed

eems obnoxious lor the town

to step in between these so-called

private entities and the publ<

Furbish said The utilities, the Valley

Advocate and the bus ryttomi are all

sort of public anyw

Harvard
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continued horn page 1

Grantde said that the Uk «i the

diversity in the newsroom has histor-

icalh been a problem for the paper

and that the paper is concerned with

seeing the voices of the student body

represented on the page The staff of

about 300. one-fourth of which

work in the newsroom, is completely

voluntary, so the paper is looking to

expand llv -t.ilt

Cranade said the number of

columnists has extended to 16; nine

of whom are lewi-h He also said

that the in c hairs who were hired

are both Jewish

pending the number of colum-

nists has helped us get more women

ami tntnonties cwi the page v.

extended the size of the page from

one full page to a page and a half."

he said

Daralewitz said he has ceased hts

work as a columnist for the paper

because it is not an environment in

which he feeb comfortable He said

a fellow columnist Eric Nelson, was

asked to give up his column because

he i- k-wi-h

Nelson could not be reached for

comment.

The paper is a daily publication

with weekly and monthly supple

masts. The position of editorial chair

is responsible for the columns, policy

editorials and solicited manuscripts

the I

Areyou interested inbecomingaNews
Associate forthe Collegiannextsemes-

ter, but not sure what it's all about?Then

comedowntothe Collegian,and find out at

an informational meetingonWednesday,
April22at6 pan.

WeYe lookingforwritersforthe following

positions:

SGA
-TownofAmherst

PublicSafety
Features RSOs

Faculty Administration

SoMETriiNq EvERy FriidAy
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9cim - 5pm
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Clothing and Gift/
University of Massachusetts Campus Center

Amherst, MA

413-545-2619

Open M-F 9 to 5, Sat. 1 1 to 4
f

MC. Visa, AMEX, Discover, and UCard
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Clinton fights to reduce

interest on student loans

poets

Ey Laura Jakutowicz
Collegian Staff

The Clinton Administration has
won an important victory for stu-

dents who finance their college
educations with federal luun-
Despite a well financed lobbying
effort by the banking industry and
other private lenders, the House
Education and the Workforce
Committee has agreed with the

administration's position that stu

dent loan interest rates should be

reduced.

With this new initiative, student

borrowers will experience s^niti

cant savings in their interest MM
when paving back these loans.

Student loan interest rates now
average at about 7.8 percent. As of

|ul) a new formula is scheduled to

go into effect that would lower
rates to an average of 7 percent

Students will save significantly

with this new program
For example, an undergraduate

who borrows $12,000 would save

$650 in interest over a standard

10 vear repayment period
Graduate students who borrow
$60,000 will save $1,200
Faced with a profit reduction

under the new formula, lenders

have pressed Congress to repeal

the change and have threatened to

abandon the loan program if it

goes into effect The Clinton
Administration is committed to

ensuring students the full benefit

of the scheduled interest rate

reduction. In order to appease the

lenders, the administration pro

posed a legislative solution on Feb.

25. which will both safeguard the

savings for students while pro v id

ing a more competitive weld to

lenders.

A recent U.S. Treasury analysis

confirmed that the President's pro-

posal would, in fact, provide

lenders with a sufficient return.

To further appease lenders, the

House Committee has agreed that,

while implementing an interest rate

reduction for students, it must also

create new subsidies for lenders at

a substantial taxpayer expense

I hi- is estimated at $2.7 billion

over five years.

David Frank. Director ol

Communications at the United

States Department of Education

said in a press release V ihe loan

interest issue comes before the

U.S. Senate for consideration, the

administration will continue to

tight for students
"

"At the same time, we continue

to believe that students can be pro

teded without taxpayers further

subsidizing the record profl

lenders," he said.

In asking one student at the

University of Massachusetts how
she felt about the new formula,

including taxpayers having to sub

sidue the lenck gradu-

ate Mudent Heather Lyn Haley

said. "It's hard for me to under

stand why thev (the tenders]

would need subsidies but if it 's

really necessary then the tax is a

good place for the MM
out

"

"There are so manv other things

that arc paved lor through taxes

that could be cut that have less

impact on the future of the coun

irv To me, education is more
important than a lot ol the defaue
budget things and corporate fund-

ing That's what lav ' she

said

continued from page 1

trates

must buw to them in homage and

in pits

Wherefore forsooth must wc an

holy banning place

on every licentious poster placed in

any space

of places in Amherst placedM the sacred Kiosk

Remember the red tape and keep "

hol\ Some si\ years or so it took

to construct the Kiosk and so it was.

But constructing thine MM kio-<k

thou shouldsl not endeavor at any

time whatsoever tor only the Select

Board may
approve it. neither shall thy si>ns

nor ths daughters construct one. nor

thy manservant, nor thy maidenser-

i i//ll nor lh\ dogl I

Cet on tkt hksW.

"Hurry up before it rains"

IOHN surrr coutciAN

Gerald Ondras and Bob Recore, workers for the Physical Plant, try to finish their |ob before they get wet

from the shower They were fixing the side of the building for the School of Business Administration

Why not
consider
law?

Attention Collegian Staff

Members:
TODAY IS THE LAST DAY TO

VOTE IN THE NEWSROOM ELEC-

TIONS. VOTING WILL TAKE PLACE
IN THE BUSINESS OFFICE FROM

9-3 P.M. DON'T FORGET TO VOTE!

Cdo'ua

<#.

r liif rJii • "*>n

'deadlines '•'
I.' ""

a after that dau > i^A'l

For a catalog and arrl

800-631-272?
1 hrw Keeu at

j t tht addressD^H^^av
Ko«,l R Wll I I VMS I MM Ksm

Sv IIIHM Ol I UN

K-n M.
f-40'*>»4tOW>t4 A»V «

^SSStA

Tb«r*wbdonce

Hg°nA

UNIV*Q«'TV O* MttKCHUSnTI
SSPOR1 MANAOCMCNi Phogbam

April 25 & 26

Legends Game- Check out the first women's legends game and enjoy

the men's legends team compete against the Springfield Slamm.

Slam Dunk Contest - Show your athleticism or just come to watch

this exciting event.

2 Ball Competition- Find a partner and compete against other teams

in a shooting competition.

Raffle Mania- Enter for a chance to win a shot for a new Volkswagen

Jetta, as well as many other prizes.

Kidsports Interactive- Come splash someone in our dunk tank or hit

the driving range.

Today is the last day to register, so stop by the

Campus Center or the Curry Hicks Lobby to fill out a

brochure. 3-4 players. - $1 8 per player

For more info call the new balance Haigis Hoopla office, 545-5689.

Sponsored by:

DAILY
HAMPSHIRE
GAZETTE

Vr

nana 4?f HBBLUOM'S
Automotive rOTjjJJIJjJJ

SPALDING. Bu«u> Y$ax*^,/p| iimh iui

"Good »nd H«»!thy" \c=^' I

new balance
Presented by the Umass Sport Management Department
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t-vseJ on this pa»;e are th.isc >>l the iiuliv i.lu.il writers anJ Jo not nci.fNN.iriK rcpiCMiu rne views ot the CoUegum -

CSL & Honors College
The Honors Program it always

eager to find new ways to chal-

lenge its students in every wa\

possible, and as the Honors College is

given its finishing louche*, a desire to

keep these students challenged has

been one of the reasons for imple-

menting a community service program

called Community Service Learning

i

is a program in which stu

dent* develop a better understanding

o/ the theories and practices taught in

the classroom through active partici-

pation in service in the community It

i he students an oppomimtv to

use (he skills they acquire in the

classroom in real-life situations It is

a great idea in which students can

put theory into practice, and is a pro-

gram which has been available to the

I Mass commumtv although

few are aware of it.

In fact there have been a number

pi non honors classes which have

successfully adopted CSL as a fourth

credit option Last year. Professor Art

Keene's course * Anthropology and

the Public Interest" organized a com-

munis atrvitt program for an

after school program at a local

school Assistant Professor Dee
"Race Relations" course

from housing dia-

crimination to helping with an

t lass writing and acting club for

middk school students, loth classes

were a great success for aU involved

and provide good examples of how
students could extend their learning

into the community

Suddenly, however, this concept of

Commumtv Service Learning has

become the brainchild of the Honors

College. But is this introduction ol t. S)

into the Honors College curriculum a

response tocharges ofelitism and racism

in its admissions process? Is it a plan to

hush those voices of opposition ? S*. ith

all this community experience, especial-

l\ e\pcnencc within diverse communi-

ties many of these hon- _^^^_^^
ors students would aaaaBaaaaaaaaal

never come in contact

with, the Honors
College can now
proudly boast, that yes,

it may be an elite insti-

tution, but at least it has

a student body ot aaaaaaaaVsaaaal

"good" elites Of
course, some of these students could be

struck with some level ol consciousness,

and may join the fight 10 end the struc

Hires of privilege that got them where

they are The overall significance of this

effect on the students, though, is being

overshadowed by lures of academic ben

etits

Is this CSL idea one truly based on

genuine interest in the community at

large and not just a promotional push

for the Honors College'' After all n is

the members of the community where

these missionary acts take place who
will be the meat affected A couple of

workshops on cultural sensitivity and

service arc not enough to

of stereotypical mis

of white America Is

and useful learning tool. The problem

is when the power structures affects

community service. Helping those in

need is a praise worthy ambition.

however, when one thinks of CSL.
what is the general idea that comes to

iinnd '.' Whai is its purpose? Do we do

it because we

Vivian Berghahn

Alicia Laurv

fed about those less privileged Such

misconceptions will undoubtedly

cloud the minds of many CSL stu-

dents as they set off on their CSL
missions For many of these students,

thev will be confronted with issues of

. and/or race that only previously

dated in textbooks.

Service itself is an admirable act

want to help

others who are

disadvantaged,

or do we do n

loi personal

benefits such as

extra credits

iSsajBBBaeeeeeVBSaaea and
builders?

Community service shouldn't be

viewed as just an academic challenge.

because in the community the expert

ences are social and political dial

lenges. reactions to which will affect

whoever the students are trying to

help

Whatever the motivation is that

luii.-* us into a Community Service

Learning environment, it is impera-

tive that we understand the power
dynamics that give us the privilege of

being the helpers instead of the

helped, while at the same time view-

ing those we arc helping as equals.

.- other CSL project leaders

need to keep these concerns in mind

when implementing CSL into their

courses, as the interaction between

students and the communitv is com
plex and easily manipulated
Administrators should not blindly use

CSL as a means of promoting the

Honors College.

I man Berghahn and Altau l.aun

are (Alois ttudtntt. Slew Gold, alto

a ( Vast student, comlhbuied to thit

of the•ncourtssjs our raadare to respond to the contents

CoiltgiMTt through lettars to tha aditor

Utters must ba typed. no more than 400 words long, and

include name. address and phone number for confirmation purposes.

Thay can bo submitted by mail to Ed/Op Editor, Daily

CoiUqiati. 113 Campus Center. UMaes. Amharet MA 01003; by

•mail to lettaraOottvms oft umitt edu; or by fax to (413) S4S-IS92.

Ti»a ColltqiMn ressrvss tha right to adH letters for length.

clarity and style

Notes from the CC basement

W anted: senior Collegianiics to step up to the

plate for traditional "Notes from the

Campus Center Basement
."

I'm all out of faith. This is how I feel.

The fact that I came dangerously close to vomiting

on Chancellor Scott'i -hoes after a particularly siren

uous quarter-mile isn't the scary part of the storv

The frightening thing is that no fewer than five of

mv teammates asked me just who the hell the

Scotsman congratulating the team was.

Think this happens to most other major state

school chancellors?

Wanted: sportswritcr who won't use

smaller, less prestigious varsity sports as

a means to an end. i.e basketball or

football beat.
sea

Prediction: Several Newbury Comics

and Media Play employees trampled to

death by L'Mass Dave Matthews lem-

mings upon release of new album.
•••

Wanted: Collegian advertising reps

who. if male, are gel- laden and shop

solely at Abercrombie and Fitch or. if

female, are... uh, from Southwest.

Even better than |im Ciroux But not bv much
ass

Is anyone else as tired of "snarky" as I am?
If one more entertainment writer tvpes out the CD.

term, regardless ol its correct context. I will scream

bloody blue murder.

Here * the challenge, scribes: Write an article about

David Spade or any Knglish band without using the

I ord.

Cheers.
...

Wanted: dead or alive.

Something doesn't feel right

I et's see. Set the clock ahead a few

weeks back Drowning in seniority

Still don't care about Spring Concert.

I know what it is — no spring

protr

Will some faceless administrator

hurry up and piss off a group of stu-

dents ' Makes for great news scoops.

Wanted: arts writer who has never,

ever. ever, ever heard of any indie

band whose biggest show was in a

friend of a friend's backyard and
whose album Isa'l even owned by all

laylor Conner

Basketball line of the week: Marcus Camby's 15

points. 1 2 rebounds and 1 1 blocks in a Tuesday game.

if he could maybe store us a Final Four trophv

back from NCAA purgatory.
• ••

\ local meeting

THEATER OWNER #1 : Good thing we didn't open

Caught Up in Hadley. I heard some black kid violently

spilled his popcorn in Springfield.

THEATER OWNER #2: Yeah, really. Smart to nix

The l'la\er>, Club. too. Has one of those "gangsta"

tvpe- in it. Plus, he wrote and directed it. so you

know .

,

T.O. #1 : So what's the verdict on He Cot Game?
TO. #2: Well, it's a Spike movie, but it's got

Denzel in it. That means white and black chick

appeal. It's a go.

TO. #1 : Sounds like a plan.
•••

Wanted: professional assassin/ad rep to "negotiate"

with writers who slam potential or current advertis-

ers
•as

Biz Ziminy. Biz Ziminy. Biz Ziminy.

My assistant coach's name. C'est musique. non?

of the band member-
•••

,4 radio spot.

.

\\\Ol NCIR Men. women, children, eunuch-'

Come and see the fastest Caucasians in New England!

Tom "Toye Story" and Scott the "Price is Right!" live'

Crush your preconceptions! Blow open your stereo-

types! Bury your prejudices! Speedy white guys in the

flesh!

•••We've got a lot of Collegian Basketball Previews

left. How many do you have?

If you'd like an extra or two for the fam. we'd be

happy to have Editor-in-Chief Chris Stamm
hand-deliver a few to your door.

In fact. Chris would be more than exultant to drop

off 10 or 20 right on your front stoop, free of charge.

You know, let's say you wanted about three or

four or 500 50-issue bundles dumped onto your

lawn about 3:30 in the morning. Chris is just trip-

ping over himself to arrange this sweet deal, totally

free.

Give us a ring.
*••

Wanted: unsnarky African-American ed-op writer

who is responsible enough to remember when his col-

umn runs.

C Taylor Conner is a Collegian columnist.
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Spring at UMass

\dam

Happy
spring. CMass! There is not going to be a

spring concert The Student Government
Association (SGA) has gone comatose.

Apartments are burning down Alcohol has suddenly

become a problem both on campus and in Amhcr-t

\v omen's hoc kev is still a dub sport, despite taking fourth

at the National* recently What the heck is going on here?

1 1 all already know the stone- myths and legends

asgarding the spring concert. In the end. it all boils down

to this simple fact we aren't getting one.
~~"

* \fneti TwlfToooT'thfT witn my friends from other

schools. I get pretty mad and disappointed. Most of

them go M schools which are much smaller than

I Mass. They arc getting spring concerts Rumor has it

that the shows that are venturing to their schools boast

some good acts. Some of those bands

were supposedly going to play here, ea^eal

How could school* whose student

population is as small as one tenth of BBWaVaaVBlaaaBl

I Mass' afford a concert if we can

not? I assumed that by paying the activity fee in our

tuition, the show would go on. My question is, since we

are not getting what we paid for. when do we get our

money hack7 The way I see it. the Lniversitv has a lot

heck writing to do.

Dumb thing number two the SGA. Here is a prime

example of democracy at its zenith... of absolute amen-

tia. Before I voted in the last elections. I read up a bit on

what the candidates were all about. Seemed to me that

they all wanted the same basic things. ATMs all over

campus Lnlocked dorms during the day. Gourmet meals

in the DCs And whatever else they thought us voters

might like.

Those elections came and went weeks ago. Now. well

after the ballots were tabulated, there is still whining and

carrying on amount the elected and other former candi-

dates "He ripped down my campaign sign! She got ille-

gal campaign funds! They made fun of my mama!" Give

me a break, don't hold more elections. All the candidates

wanted the same things for the campus. Shove one of

them into office and give us our unlocked dorms and

ATMs.
"Save Our Beer!" A catch phrase that was popular last

semester. With all the stuff going on at UMass. why has

alcohol suddenly become a gigantic problem? Aren't

there more important things to worry about other than

kids drinking beer? This may be a sick rumor, but

haven't college kids been drinking for eons? It seems to

me that this i-
j
u -t something that occurs (almost) natu-

rally. The sun rises in the east, and UMiss students

drink. Want to curb student drinking? Give us some-

thing else that would spark our interests... like a spring

concert

Doonesbury

Here is something else that struck me as. for a lack

of better words, messed up The women's hockey team

recently came in fourth in the Nationals at lake Placid

They had an incredible season I had the pleasure sj

attending a couple games. It's safe to say they arc good.

They play with finesse and vigor Despite proving them-

selves as true competitors. L'Mass women's hockrv i-

still a club sport. Basically, that means thev work their

butts off. on and of! the ice to keep their team togeth

er Thev carpool to their games m their own cars. Thev

did fund rhev v»cf* on the ice early several

times a week for practice lastly, they had a great

record for the season! My question why is this still

a club apart? These ladies worked as hard, if not

harder than, any other sports team on campus. They

boasted a record worth bragging

saa^aa^BBBlBB^a about In fact they did better than

Oossi some of the varsity teams did this

BBBBsaaisaBBBBBBaB season. Yet, this continues to be a

club sport Something is wrong
with that picture.

The wonderful world of L'Mass seems to be in a state

of confusion What the heck is going on? Perhaps it is

because all us students have been drinking so much and

don't know what is going on. I mean, drinking is the

huge problem all of a sudden. I bet the food in the DCs
really is not that bad. but we can't tell. All we taste is

beer. There are ATMs all over campus, its just that we
don't notice them, cause we're too busy drinking. Maybe

the SGA candidates are wrecked too. Yeah, that's it

They're too stewed to know who the new president i-

They used the money that was set aside for the spring

concert to throw a huge, we want to be politicians keg-

ger. The women's hockey team is kept at club level

because they are mostly lightweights and can't drink as

much as. say. the starting line up for the men's varsity

football team.

What a world UMass is. Rather, what a strange ratio

nale the overseers of the school have. Buildings are in dire

need of repair, potholes are swallowing up cars, sick rac-

coons are running rampant across campus, etc.. etc

Allocating money to renovate places such as Bartlett -

room 65 seems much more sensible than throwing it away

in a vain attempt to curb student drinking. The physical

structure of the campus to me seems in more need of help

than most of the students.

To sum it up. we have bought into a school that cur-

rently has a defunct student government and some really

raunchy classrooms. Once we got here, we all immediately

became "the drunk kids who go to ZooMass." I'm not

sure what is going on with things here. It is all kind of

freaking me out.

Adam Rossi is a UMass student.
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Radiohead & Spiritualized

bring adventure to Centrum
By Marty Keane
Collegian Staff

RADIOHEAD SPIRITUAUZED
Worcester Centrum Centre

April 15

WORCESTER Wedm-sclav
night'l Radiohead concert marked
then first ever headlining "arena"

t in America After steadily

huildiiij.' a solid fan base over the last

live \carv they've finallv broken
thiough with the nasterfal Ok
Computer an jinbitious 12 SOM
cVcle thai addresses a ciiz/vmc.' van
etv ol nsscabrc subjects including car

clashes, alien*, politics unci urban
d.iu-iiophobi.i

question was. how would the

psychedelic OfcfaSStntfaai and ser-

pentine arrangements of such an intn-

c.iic and diveise work conic 0(1 in the

cavsrMM oobJbbm ol .1 s|s

Radiohead pulled the trick oil

ciuite nicety, thank vou verv much
Dunks to a brilliant lighting scheme

and a MSaM of both purpose and
adventure in their 21 -song set

(including three new tOSkfS), the

English quartet lound a perlecl

match ol the arty and infectious.

What sets Radiohead head and

shoulders above their peers is their

ahilnv to have a willingness SO e\pei-

inienl with their soii>;" in I live -el

ting while not meandering into sell

masturbatorv guitar heroics and the

like.

"\1v lion I uncj jiiJ "1 \it Music

(For A Film)" were both perlecl illus

nation* oi this lead guitarist |unnv

Ciecnwood toiled with his bevv ol

jiuitui effects to create an angular rill-

ing sivle that juxtaposed the simple

chord strucluies being plaved hv I d

O'Brien and Thorn Yorke WW
an ariav ol guitai nickery and lavei-

il would have been ea>v for drummer
Phil Selwav to overcompensatc by

bludgeoning his kit and gon
sonic overkill — a common occur-

rence in many arena shows Such was

simply not the case, however

Instead, the band played as a tight

unit. Kith eatrspid and intuitive at

oiicc- While their virtuostic musical

abilities were quite evident, their

iniuiiiveness as a living, breathing

rock outfit allowed the songs —
alreadv impressive in their own right

— to add textures and morph into

the eerie, fragmented sha|K.s they are

on record

Climbing Up the Walls," a schizo-

phrenic meditation on the coming
millennium, provided the evening's

climax. Anchored by Colin

Greenwood's, throbbing bass, the

haunting verses were bathed in warm
blue and green lights, casting a shad-

ow over much of the audience.

During the ebullient chorus and
bridge, the lights suddenly turned

led. scrupulously framing the music's

tumultuous mood.
Their only misstep came during

the mid-point of the show in which

thev played a handful of new tracks

of. their upcoming How Am I

Driving'' FP. The songs themselves

were line, showcasing a more plain-

spoken direction, but the sold -out

crowd was lost. The band rebounded

strong, though, kicking into the

plaintive rocker "Bones." following

with the chaotic six minute single

"Paranoid Android" (which Yorke
• ted to Bill Gates). The crowd

ate it up. reacting to the song's ebbs

and flows which were deftly accen-

tuated bv Hashing strobes

After dosing the main set with

the quiet beauty of "Street Spirit

(Fade Out)." the hand returned for

Turn to BADIOHCAD page 6

ir>ai>T m isrian

Spiritualized allowed their spacey *ongj to slowly ferment before coming to a full boil at the Centrum

Wednesday night
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The Massachusetts Daily Collegian s UMass ' Best is intended to be a fair, good natured contest among

the local businesses. We encourage all of our readers to experience all of our area s businesses.

Ballot 2. Best Florist _

Name: _
AiUlrcss

Phone #:

s s # :

/. UMass Grub
1. Best rV/a Place

2. Best Sub Shop

I

3. Best Place- k>Go on a Dale

4. Best Place to Eat if Your Parents are Pa\ ing

3. Best Ice Cream Shop

6 Best Chinese Restaurant

7. Best Italian Food

8. Best Breakfast (Hangover Cure)

u. Best Bafd Shop

10. Best Vegetarian Place

1 1

.

Best Northampton Restaurant

12. Best Candy Store

//. UMass Drink

1

.

Best Liquor Store

2. Best Coffee Shop

3. Best Place to Start the Night Out

4. Best Place to Finish the Night Out

5. Best Shot

6. Best Beer

7. Best Drinking Game
S. Best Bartender (Note Which Bar?)

9. Best Northampton Bar

///. Shops & Services

I . Best Grocery Store

3. Best Clothing Store

4. Best (ias Station

5 Best Bike Shop

6. Best Bookstore

7. Best Hair Salon

8. Best Place to Work Out.

9. Best Tanning Salon

1
I

I

I

10. Best Place to Buy Condoms

11. Best Northampton Nik Nak Shop

IV. Arts & Entertainment

1

.

Best Place to Hear Live Music

2. Best Load Bund

3. Best Radio Station

4. Best Music Store

5. Best Place to Plav Pool

6. Best Cheap Date

7. Best Video Store

8. Best Movie

9. Best TV Show

V. Unique UMass' Best

1

.

Best Thing About I "Mass

2. Best Apartment Complex

3. Best Class

4. Best Reason to Miss Class

5. Best Reason to Hand in a Paper Late

6. Best Professor
,

7. Best Place to Read The Collegian

8. Best Excuse for Not Graduating in 4 Years

9. Best Place to Study

10. Best College Newspaper.

The Collegian Poll Rules:
1. Ballots must he dropped ot^ at The Collegian office in the

hasement ol the ( ampus ( enter or mailed to 1 1 /> ( ampt

2. No IMiottu opied k
;-?. One ballot per per-

4. Ballots must be Mil

Ballots with less Ih

5. Independent Ballo

(>. All Ballots due bv ]

be distill.

reasonable

filled

sday, April 22, 1^>K.

es are not eligible

All completed surveys will

be entered in a drawing to

win a dinner for two .

Winner will be Drawn

April 22, 1998.

ttw Mi.

hec-MiK Ihc Cullefr Sipial in I

Uaih Collegian ,. pubM»h«i Mood*v through hnd«> durin. the University of M«Mchmti.< calendar vem«lcr The OMm k ISlJJ lll Wl MBMftM from the Untvenlly of MssSSStsSSStSJ. oper.ling~.lely on ™vt™»
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L.A. Confidential on deck for Monday

Orchestra to pertorm at buckley .____—L_
b,^MC^m . ^.^-s*- Rv Rrvon McAslssar . ' .

*^ ._ u. <->...•;. Ummn was a strict

hy Seamo Gangaliftar

Colston Staff

Twenty years after their last

American tour, the Mo-
Chamber Orchestra will perform

tonight at Amherst Coster's Buckley

Hall. The concert begins at 8 pjn.

The Moscow Chamber Orchestra,

founded by violist Rudolf Barshai.

has been performing to sold out

crowds since 1956 "

lion, the Chamber Orchestra hat had

a refutation of attracting the best

snuskian* in Moscow. Some of the

legendary musicians who have per

tunned with the f>f>tM* Orchestra

include David Oistrach, Mv
Rostropovkh. Leonid Kogan. Yehudi

Menuhin and Sviatoslav Rfchter.

In addition to boasting a roster of

distinguished names, the Moscow

Chamber Orchestra has also won
many prizes for their excellence. The

Orchestra's interpretation of the

complete Mozart Symphonies are col-

u-nis. while many ol it>

i dings of Vivaldi, Corellt,

Albinon and Boccherini are a

must have for any classical music

loser

The Moscow Chamber Orchestra

last performed in the United States

back in H78 Its current US tour will

cover SO dries in nearly two months

Tonight's program includes

Shostakovich's Symphony So. 14

with soprano Arax Davtian and baas

Gennadi Piniazhtn. Also cm the pro-

gram is Mozart's Symphony r*

in A Mufor. K 201

.

The Orchestra will perform under

the baton of Constantine Orbelian. a

San Francisco native and the only

American ever to lead the Orchestra.

In the past. Orbelian, an accom
plished pianist, has performed with

some of the world's leading orches

tras, including the Boston Symphony

Orchestra and the Moscow State

Symphony.
Soprano Arax Davtian has been

described by the St. Paul Star

Tribune as having "the kind of voice

that is in short supply these days: a

dark, rathei mezzo like tone but

with an extended top register more

typical of a coloratura soprano — a

weighty voke that can move And
she uses her voice for delicate, subtle

effects."

luktf. for the concert are $
students, $14 for senior titizens and

$16 for the general public For more

information, please call th.

Office at 542 2IVS

By Bryan McAtsssr

Colsyon Staff

The steamy film noire LA.
Confidential just won't go away, even if

few have seen it Released last

September, brought back for an Oscar

run this winter, and playing this

Monday night in the Campus Center

Auditorium, last year's most intriguing

movie perhaps suffers from an impa-

tient audience used to grasping film

plots in the coming attractions. The
most common response after viewing

the motion picture is. "It was good, but

what was it about'.'"

This can be partly excused, however.

LA Confidential, based on the sweep-

ing crime novel by lames Ellruy, does

contain one of the more complex sto-

ries around. It doesn't help that

haltwj) through the film the case at

hand, a massacre at a night cafe, seems

to be solved, only to be reopened again

Write for qour Paihj paper.
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by cops Russell Crowe and Guy Pierce.

In the end. no one character can be

called "good." The movie is a testa-

ment to the fact that everyone has a

dark, greedy side.

Especially in Los Angeles circa

1 450, if not even more so today. We
think of the 1950s and conjure up

images of white picket fences and

Donna Reed in the kitchen; in LA..

the land of fame and fortune, your

dreams are supposed to come true as

soon as you step onto the Hollywood

backlots

Beneath the glossy surface of Los

Angeles, though, lies a world of cor

ruption, sleaze, murder and mystery

No one is who they seem to be. L.A.

Confidential achieves this theme on

many levels — the characters them-

selves, the crime, the hookers led by

Kim Basinger cut up to look like movie

stars, and Danny DeVito's magazine.

Hush Hush
The film swept all of the major critics

awards for best picture but was passed

over by the Academy, who only com-

pensated with a best supporting actress

award for Ms Basinger arid best adapt-

ed screenplay.

L.A Confidential was largely made

by underdogs who pulled off

Radiohead

chameleon acts of their own. Director

Curtis Hanson was a strictly

hired-hand, and while his The Hand

That Rix-ks the Cradle and The River

Wild were solid features, they didn t

exactly break any new ground. The

same goes for co-screenwriter Brian

Helgoland — he also scripted the inept

Conspiracy Theory and The Postman

And while Crowe and Pierce will have

no trouble finding work these days, the

Australian actors were stuck in charac

ter- actor chaos a year previously.

-I'm the king of the world!"

exclaimed lames Cameron after sweeps

ing the Oscars, imitating Leonardo

DiCaprio's cry in Titanic. Ironically,

the last lines of LA. Confidential, spo-

ken by Ms Basinger, describe how

some men get the world, and some get

a nice home and family in Arizona. So

Cameron may climb atop the

Hollywood power list, while Hanson

wdl stay comfortably in his own terri

tory. quietly making films that thai

lenge audiences — those who wish to

be challenged — for a long time

LA- Confidential will be screened on

Monday at 8 pm.. following a perfor

ma net by Not Ready for Bedtime

Players, and again at 10:10pm in the

Campus Center Auditorium

continued from page 6

a generous four- song encore, high

lighted by an arena-adapted run

through "Fake Plastic Trees" which

emphasized the song's soft/loud

dynamic and squalling waiT-of-fjui

tar noise.

Spiritualized turned in an equally

strong opening set of spaced-out

groove and hallucinogenic melodies

While their stoic stage presence

might not provide much to look at.

their richly textured songs provided

an aural feast. "Cop Shoot Cop."

their traditional set closer, was

played first and was presented in a

more straightforward manner due to

obvious time constraints

Augmented with a harmonica on

the awe-inspiring "I Think I'm In

Love," Jason Pierce gave the song

more of a blues feel than on

record A robust eight plus min

utes in length, the song was like a

pot of water on a stove — slowly

simmering until just the right

moment, releasing a sparkling

prism of unexpected tones and

beguiling melodkism

tu*s. tu*> wedf

count;* wawKt moston

Kevin Spacey (right) stars in the thriller LA Confidential.
thur« room W«4 •. fcl **» ***»•* l

ention ALANfl Students-

The Admissions Office is looking for some

husiastic, interesting, and responsible stu-

dents fromtheALANA communitytohost

ALANA students who have been accepted to

the University during our ALANA Open

ouse weekend, April 24, 25, 26. We will

have a table on the concourse of the Campus

Center on Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday

(April 15, 16, 17] from 1 1 a.m. -2p.m..

Stop by and Sign up to host a New Student!

;jivii7//^\i n furf^^mr^uni/i^iiymLUiriiMUl
<£>>

he Collegian is taking applications for:

WERTISING
REPRESENTATIVES

We are looking for Enthusiastic, Energetic, Organized and

\
te Self-motivated Freshmen, Sophomores and Juniors from any major.

i
If you are guilty of any of these traits, contact Luis at the

jij Collegian Advertising Office at 545-3500 or stop in and fill

out an application at

113 Campus Center Basement w w
i\ \\)m\\i\m\\\\\\ w wt/nnwiiiM

Cheerleading Try-Outs
on: 4/20, 4/21, 4/22, 4/23, 4/24

6pm - 9pm
@ Curry Hicks Cage

Call Kevin Thompson 665-0056

Come and Join

the nationally

ranked squad

f-

rr

J [** mk.

<& iioi.ocms r week tit r.i/.i.v.v

Monday, Apr! 20 7^.tfaWtk>use._

Movie Swing Kids

Thr, n

|

Tuesday Apri 21 7pm Hel House

lLouiMK«ho«

>W»andSs«4i-RsdarrsT8Js^shWsnttuA1W-lh»
HoaxsMst"

rortu users oU at the Irns she mads the dscoveru
ofbar Jewish descent <hddsn by a father who

escaped the Holocaust). Louse Kshoe mmcdatstj
set about the task of redarnr* ner brthntf* Ms
Kshoe wl aso be or guest h the Kosher Drsrg

Commons at 5pm

Wednesday April 22 5pm Hillel House

James Young

Portrayals of the Holocaust'

'

J.irr

ways people have n

\ I)
ril 20

(Wednesday. April 22. 7:30. Hillel House

iMovie A Return to Auschwitz

| This movie folbw* Kitty who as a chad In Poland was

sent to Auschwitz concentration camp
Now grown-up and working as a radtographer. she

returns to the camp where she spent two years.

cuts *$*
Thursday April 2d 6 JOpm

' iri I ii il '^fie'

HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL SERVICE

'member the

I

polo NCAA tennis mens lax
continued from page 10

work on in practice, we should be able

to do well," Massachusetts coach Dan
McOsker said

Defense will also continue to be a
factor for UMass heading into the New
Kngland Championships The Front
and Lanes defense has worked to per-

fection this season, because ii frus

trates the opposing teams who are
unable most of the time to work the

ball past mid-pool

Goalie Peggy Nieves is one of the

a) this defense because on the rare

occasions the opposing teams do get

through the defense Nieces is their to

make the Mop Nieves carries a 1 4b
goals against average into New
Kngland's.

"Our defense has been one of the

mainstays and if everyone plays as a

team and all the people in the pool

believe in one another, then thi*

defense will continue to produce the

results thai n has in the past."

McOsker said.

The offensive attack should be

strong as well, as they bring great bal-

ance to each match Players like Kiine

Grogan. who now has 68 goals includ

ing her two against Harvard this past

Saturday, will lead the way Grogan
leads the team in scoring, but the

strength of the offensive attack lies jn

its depth

Andrea Vazquez is second on the

team in scoring with 42 goals, three

coming against Harvard. Sophomore
Marcie Hupp, a huge weapon for (he

team offensively, has ><ored W goals,

including five against Han aid

"The offense has really suited M
slkk MM we got them believing in

each other Then the offense just kind

of fell into place." Ma >-ker said.

continued from page 10

tition.

This year, the Minutewomen as a

team struggled with consistency. In

the Regionals. ihev finished fourth in a

field of seven A sub par uneven bars

performance bogged the

Minutewomen down, like it had as the

season progressed. After two events,

they were placed second behind even

tual winner Penn State, but faltered on

bars and beam, freshman Mary
Mi -ore s in|ury on the bar routine per-

haps diminished the confidence of the

squad gntng inlu beam rotation, but

ihen Mosb) killed all inquiries by nail

ing the event.

An unsuccessful try in Los Angeles

might be a disappointment for the

duo. but they realize that there arc

plenty oj yeats tu come to bounce

(eft and become a national champi-

on

continued from page 10

losing to Virginia Tech by, yes, 6-1.

Todd Cheney played well in the

tournament. earring an
All-Conference team selection

Looking to help increase the

Minutemen's chances of upsetting

some teams this year will be sopho-

more Parsa Samii. Samii has shone

this spring and has picked up five

consecutive victories at the No. 4

singles spot to bring his overall

spring record to 12-2. Samnu was
moved up the No. 4 position before

the Colgate match, and has yet to

lose at 4-0.

UMass will likely get a seed some-

where near last year's, but has the

potential to upset some good teams

Senior Alejandro Aller will finish

out his season as his presence will

be sorely missed next year.

Softball
continued horn page 10

After another run passed home
plate. Henderson (15 strikeouts

700 career strikeouts) buckled
down to retire three straight batters

by means of the Hrikeout. A quirky

seventh inning ensued for the

Minutewomen. but UMass was able

to squeak the 5 2 win by Harvard

In the nightcap, however, the

Crimson were only able to get one-

runner on base after the first inning.

as treshman Carrie leffrics pitched a

three-hit, five-strikeout gem in

their 2 victory After allowing

runners to reach second and third

base in the first inning, leffries kept

Harvard in check, retinng the s|j t
-

in order in five of the last six

innings.

UMass coach Elaine Sortino.

these two games were necessary

tests towards the evolution of a

toughened team ready for the immi
nent postseason run In that same
vein, her freshman hurler has

become toughened as well

"Carrie pitched one of her best

games of the year." Sortino said

"We went through some videotape

with her and that really helped her

see what she's been doing. She's a

great pitcher and it was a great

game to prove that

"Our team played well, but we
added a lot of drama to the games

We made a lot of mistakes, but we
did shut the door These kind of

games will only help us in the end
"

Like every college freshman,
leffries (8-V 1.15 ERA) has dealt

with a roilercoaster of emotions this

entire year, but the Placentia. Ca .

native believes she has turned the

ner

"I tried not lo press ous there

today end jsjet relax.' left ^

"I really hit my spots today I'm def

mitely beginning to setthMtewTi

which has been a problem for me
this season and I'm more confident

because of that

"

The Minutewomen got on the

board in the opener in the fourth

inning off of a fielder's choice, as

lunior Katie Kenderski was able to

beat the throw home from third

base. After Galas was thrown out at

home on a grounder by junior Becky

George. Osier scored on a single to

center field by Buckley for the game
winner. George's single to left tield

to score Osier in the fifth inning

gave the Minutewomen their insur

ance run in the eventual 2-0 win.

Hit the road, Jack
Trs? Massachusetts men's track and held team will leap mto this sea

son's roJd action tomorrow when ffiey Vavel to Northeastern arid

take on Dartmouth and Rrtode island at 1 2 p m

Graduation Announcements

are now available

CAMPUS CENTER

Print
S&op

225 CAMPUS CENTER • UMASS • AMHERST • 545-0371

continued from page 10

Offensively against Harvard, the

Minutemen broke out of a rwo-game

funk, notching 12 goals. Sophomore lay

Negus shined. posting a career -high four

goals, including two in the final period.

"We went after their defense a little

more than we have done in the past."

Cannetla said. "We used a north-south

mentality and it worked."

The Minutemen are a perfect 5-0

against Notre Dame, defeating the Irish

8 5 in the two teams' tHily meeting in

South Bend. The three goal advantage

marks the biggest margin d Mciit> in

the series that dates back 10 I'Wv
Then-sophoniorv Mike Mckecltvy net-

ted a career -high three goals j n last

year's battle with the Irish WMUA
91 I FM will be covering the game
which begins at 1 p.m

baseball

UM women s

tennis finishes

their season

•7
Colston Staff

The Massachusetts women's
will look wrap up

i this weekend when
they travel to Blacksburg. Va.

for the Atlantic-10
Championships. The
Minutewomen last played at

V. illiems College Tuesday in a

tune up for the champi-
onships.

M will have high hopes

for good reason, bringing in a

perfect 4-0 conference record

• car. The Minutewomen
have already defeated Temple
(4 ^i Tordham (7-0). La
Salle (7-0) and Rhode Island

(7-0).

In last season's conference

championships. UMass drew
the third seed and finished in

the same place. After the

Minutewomen defeated St.

Bonaventure 4-0 in the open-

ing round, they fell to No. 2

Washington 5-2 in the

and went on to edge

out Xavier 4- J to salvage
third One of the bright spots

during the meet was senior

Marie Christine Caron. who
earned All-Conference hon-

ors.

UMass will look to return so

their winning ways at they

were doing earlier this month
when they took three in a row.

dominating fordharn. La Salle

and I Rl The Minutewomen
all downed all three opponents
by the wore of 7-0.

continued from page 10

starts.

On the UMass side of things, the

offense continues to swing a hot bat

Muchie Dagliere has a 25 game hitting

streak heading into the weekend, and

his hitting over 400 this season. Doug
Clark. Pete Gautreau, Shaun
Skeffington and Brian Same la are all

over 500. while as a team the

Minutemen are hovering around the

550 mark.

However the pitching stall will need

to continue to provide solid innings as

they have been doing latelv Bill Coofcc

(S I l Ryan Camel. >n (5 5l and letf

Puleri (5 1 ) should all BM time on the

hill along with possible relief appeal

ances from Travis Vemoka i 5 0) and

Rich Harimati (2-0) -hould the

staners get into trouble

Oll/T

oa

dounrowf"
-A n« U t. r s -t

The gang's all here
Rosey Bryan and the rest of the Massachusetts women's track and

field team will visit Connecticut tomorrow for a showdown with

Boston College, Brown, Providence, URI and Syracuse at noon.

What is there to do

on campus??
hup7/www umass edu/campact/events/calendar htm

Check this website out!

APRIL 1 8thW SHORE
(ftime Man - * Jury Duly,

!•• la la* 4 MTV i ttt.lly »«uty

APRIL 25th

"ttta lo
VHt > "My Ga>na>»*tti<
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AT THE
Note NO FILM THIS FRIDAY Apr 17

STARTS SAT (Two Films i hit # I at 7pm D.ulv

'Forge. JM Full Monty
iSts i$Viih comedy at its berMMB

trVoritjenw! hvo thutrios up!

DefcyntTuwy drol.

John Hurt a imply wontjenw

iiiiiiiiiiimu ii ii i iiiiiiiimi"
Remember WOMhN ON THE VERGE OF A NF.RVOI SKI VklxtUN

DAILY 9: (*) Almodovar's newest comed>

"Sensuous, Delirious...Thrilling!

Ms newest Corneds- Thriller

about life. I .me. Lust and

everything in between4LMODOVAR
LIVE FLESH

ACADEMY MISIC /' 'jS-1 M35

FAIRFAX COUNTY
PUBLIC SCHOOLS

We offer top salaries and outstanding benefits in o

school district with a reputation for excellence

Foitlan Vcrqima in trie metropolitan Washington, DC. area.

800-831-4331 • Iii»p://www.fcps.kl2.va.us

Orpnrltripn! of Human Resources 681 S ftholl Rood Spungfield, VA 221 51
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ANNOUNCEMENTS | APARTMENT FOR RENT

8padea* 1 ketfreeai '

v*n gym/laundry aownttairt Heal and

hot waft* .nciudad A«*i_e May ?7th

Call 2SS-3971 _

and Tie* Na

Ciomnatt A

tSpar net*

STARS .S«

N.tfM ajpaj * aaj

lunng Dentil

acoustic music

tat** to 4 Call

COMPUTERS
Mac Parferiae 1 2 gig HO CD ROM
74RAM software $1000/80 Vanessa

5*9)581

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Ona sed'oom apartment a««

CMHOa an ft 1 16 SiairJertand »** June

1st Aug 3Ut Rani IMO/momh eirery

ttoia included •—. ***>»» ceum, on avt

out* Can S6M130

•ftHhaaf*.

abtv & ' looking to swap *ar a _ D**>

loam to aaaiyaar Cloaa a caww Cat

Daw Ml MM

3 kedrees* apertseeal Giaai location

uptown S mmuta waft la campus H*et

.deo W ?H- I4e7

Aakeist Caatar 1 2 and 3 badfoom

aparaaeno Gat neet hardwood tutor*

Ma art showing starting April 6th loi

Juna and Saplambai leant Into* Raal

I Get neat hardwood

.'(est* to cat*

put on but rouh) y\ra ara thowng Han

ing April 6th tor Juna and Saptempei

I
<50rAj>uHr«a> 2SJ-HJ9

City

. 32MB RAM. 2 1 Gig.

2« CO ROM 336*. Ii Modam. Vidao •

Audio Cards with Speakers Hut 14 inch

Hat terpen digital monitor Window! 95.

LrS?mou»a 11150 "
"

EMPLOYMENT
Earn Graat Experience - t <

Sophomom looking to a poo on campus

Apply at Tha Dairy Corayan Cftncltadi

Pet up your applications at 1 13 Campus

Cwift*

DATA IpJW CUM- Athletics. Gt*d

student pteteried. Computet bartftrouwl

laquiiad accuracy atsantial 15 20

ftrsAA. JjkVr. 413-545-*»

Mecialetk Calai ttylawniar ISM

Prtatet. Keyboard. Mouse. Eiternal CO

Drnre SCSI Eduipiiiantisinii ijillaw cen-

>"OorBVOMM6»4

Ward Placets** witb Piialei

light barely used $300 Call Jerry 540

9M0

EMPLOYMENT

Tax* astir out teete

*ate asksM BpW

] kedreeea Peltse* Village S

ret and hot *

Chaaaait 3 bedroom h_ around!

*>*_e to subftM juna i with opton to

renew Must tee but act last Tru a—

>

: • *M8

I bedreeai eyailakla Jena 1 Fell

ajBjaj MM * __»__ «>

laed.aaaiaaUflMau.St In*, erxtv

nudm i 4 On bee una aaejkjMe atft*

finals $MS« month Call bMole S46

*:s4

tires great conditiona

Paiateis waated

pat weak Eapenenca a p

d Call 1888.

$500 $800

M • **_

F/T potman with dwarto group of people

in Montetsori School «i J P Start June 1

Call 161 71524 3237

r tat Retail Seafood and Ice

Cream store Poarfcon ottering ateariance

and overview m all facets of Smell

Business Management No •tpenerK.a

nacattary only a poarthre attitude Must

be available from 5/1*10/11 Other pott

trona availecu eras Cakbetoeepai S08-

8273574

MOTORCYCLES
Su/uki IfcGSSMIS

PETS FOR SALE

Buy my taakat I without cages

Boas. Corns and Kings available Alto 2

African Spiny Mica and a Plated L./ard

Call Ian at 549 5883 to into

ROOM FOR RENT

I Sumaer Stsktet - - .
'

loom lull year C

SERVICES

Ikaew
Year RieMe Do you have quesf

uont about your rightt7 Do you dunk y

civil rights have been violated' Find Out!

Contact The Student legal Service*]

..• Campus Center 545-1986

Have a lavely teleetiea of bunmei

Many colors and types as wall as a selec

Mm of cages and hutches We can alto

help with any bunmet you can no longer

care to Call Elian 367-0105 after 908

SUMMER SUBLET
I with Fall option 1 bad

real* apt Sunderland Price negotiable

Call 665 8025

2 kiarnat apt etOittooo m Sunderland

Swimming pool on bus line utilities

included Quiet location Partly turnishad

Available Juna 1 Ce«66f>42S3

Ikwere •atfeMe June * 2 bedroom

apartment at Brendywme Rant 1 $300WW
firedeete Stedaatt 3 bedrooms tor

MM MM W jotior _ " 88x1

put _&_>*_ 8888

Hyundai Etcel 1988 Standard $875

i
ii .i.

*.- ij ;. -
i-

'.liitachutatti iin "ana to

amovw of your unworn

oc leave me area

a tmai iftpend and pay to e» food, utt*

and Mi care Vou take care of my two

cats m you home Pwase call 546-4580 *

spajM ajaj ,

lor tunu

pluibdnu* Saan25M683

apt 6/1 w« fall option $27Vmonth On

Mam St Cat Conw 2538688

Raaate Far Real- Piivat* Home

i •egatarianAotria -

Laundry parking, guiet Inendly

$335, month latotta 548-4163

ATV Authoruad Agent

1*83 VW Veaagaa
•

1 1 clean- e

$1600 Larry •

tioaetejtyWeoMieli 323-8*30

$aawver Jek Opaerteaitiaa Green

Mountain Camp it • tmall residential

lummir camp tor finis located m

28 ftudantt new 1 No eepenence

will train $100 $300/wee* Pert7»uli

Tma tJODtW-2121 s 123

mailing our circulars

tear* tune No eaperi

8edra HaMa >n a towtnad apt O
few 8/1 1*11731The

Contact Terry* 253 03 IS

ROOMMATE WANTED

$1300 5*6-0385

) oedreeat apt on Eatt Pieetant St

Acre** tram (torn Walk to daises

«Cae 253^086*

(MAaaRumweM MANY
NEWPMTTS Call Jaoto* 5*8-30*9

fJ5fX«rWCa«5*V0405

,.. BM , MM Sa'rh

beenergtK

and Iowa working wit* children Send

latum** Green Mattetam Camp R0 V

S-attleboro VT 05X1 or

l CoMtruction laborart

Good etartmgpey Mutt have ttroa| war*

atmc Sanaianaiol<i»*att*s»JraBua»*r)

-Ok EE0

Rapry to Gardrw Engrnaanng

P0 fcft 828 Chcopea MA 01828

aftttva m you

a nacetsary Fi

•2781

FOR SALE

inrtber WFard P Ml *C comoat.

bie 2 years ow lHOrfO Can MMBM

t-2 toataka* '-« 2 On*'."' fVaratywrne

$280/8305 heat'hoi water included

Sept Aug w* i$88 Summer gpbo* 5*8

1387 l

Om iwaftaaa edetad aad atepared .

PhD in Engfceh Any subject 6b
L

Pvigeiaff Maad aatpT Cak Brtoigw of

Amherst area to tree totting and atatt

tanca 5481906

SPORTS
WeiderWeigkt Beech and Ae.ghit

Hardly used Bar duttspep* .
teg bar 200

lbs Mat All asm aMkek $169 ar 8/0 387

0312

STEREO & CD EQUIP

Altayt HfBWS) f klltfflAlBlieeOIII Sfttsa

Cheap Sad at $270780 3 CO Changer

karaoke 6 tpaaaert turround taund Co*

253 716uV2ft> 7)88

SUMMER SUBLET

• Sukiaasv

loom houta near North Amherst Gieat

bedrooms and huge yard $225 I uttkuet

Available June 1 Augutt 31 Call 549

3782

Tare kidnnes apt with Fall option m
Amherst Great location on but route

available 5 26-6/31 tor Summer

i Cad 2538312

TICKETS

WCW Wrestling Ticket* at Mullms

rentw Mm 16 Reterve yours today' Call

TO SUBLET

3 kedreem epertneM m Putfton

7547 PostrtHa laasa to takauvw

2 kedreem Brandywiee iumrne'

Sublet/Option to Fail lease A/C Rant

I juna 1 Augutt 31 2 bedroom

tandjnjitea Pnca negouable C* ¥»

Bjajg apajjaj
|

2538944

roomhoueo June)

line Call Jattce

rusrtad 2

5975

Fall eptiee .

2 bssvodaV Ctti gk^pt

alT *>ldll*8/1-4V31

CM Sat* 886-561*

t eedreeet at tlHTl'i"- 6.
1 » I 10VW

MJIOfiaumli Utiutiet aciudad Wei to

matod On kut route Ca* 985 S.

1 l at 3 aaanta«a) Large apt immfntm

Amheist on but route Jen* tkrtftte*i

Augutt $600 par room Can 258-2884

WANTED TO RENT

Leetoagtol*
CM

leekieg ler 2 I

mctotrng heat and hot waft* Clot*'

r of town and camput Ca»28M»

A.wlabi

JMH

i to there a houee

. AttftM mm Sumaw May iVAua 31

$300 . ftM ufteft CM Jaw «l 298-4782

Spaciea*. telly hwaiteed

ultatwnL*»»amCMASAP25>8619

I kadreae. Bieadiwlea M*nng 8 1

Haat and waft* included Greet tttaftan

(ajeje^MtMPQWlaaaa CM 5*8 1521

Fttta 8M8 June and Jury ai

.>.« )uM DBPaMBi JJ5C c»

BVC CM 2584351 ___^

OS games 7 games bm more CM Joes

5481988 $775 13 a*h TV and RCA VCR

rujntt and Brother WP Gaftjt pnom 548-

Tayete* Noves Pmrnt

S*BM* Any canovtejr Ceeh pwc every

day 14X08484296

NATIONAL PARI
Pretervet

Cantamoeares Fiielisyttart 8 more

Te tkere twe >*•>«* *p*i<*»»M *
North Amrw<ti 5 mm to campus Celt

323~»43«

a 3 roatttBaati

roajy Can be male or

CM Sen* at 5488857

I $80 or 8/0 CM
> 1**1*11 Attut 8BV349I

how' 517-324 3ll0e«lN50014

,3badroom, 2.

I near A.pi idM* 8/1 Haat and hpt

253-M66

CRUISE SHIP 8 LANO TOUR J0S$

fjcaftent banpM* World Traw* AM us

253 7808

5/2 2730M 4564

Ml

!»;> -t .a •-• x <> *• at(

•M option $440. 2583146

J large kodr***j tpartment to raal

aMM I fdTI M aatBM • RBBM UN

Weaaed Jwek Can -«' of -«.--».

COMPUTERS

y:~e M 3 MM
owt 95 6 Office

• Raktw tatee Me- s cHRtv

mg star* needs pssl-taa* Sales '

•Ai^aa - - BMetwa* uttvaimkahn

toappt JorsMtanRaal

Hadkrv MA BBV5302

FURNITURE

Far Sale

bJtJJBJM Sacjit,

Ml •

tow 9530* momn 0*

•" 258-4872

Tftreebedrt *»
et»FM - J 75317*4

BMM
Mil
'.tX-Kd

117 1 I • th» net day w apply to

'Get'

HOUSE FOR RENT

t kedreem heme
totetoUMaat 5484

leekieg tor 1 er 2 lomeiet to share

epartMM at The T j« eetueai to FM or

SprMg naa year Eaey lo eve waft Cad us

at 546-2137

at awlare lomele

ToPejrerwoi

0*2ku*

to i or 2 tstopta Heat and

Car** A.C and bat

cata, CMS484387

Nege bedreeai to Souira

AeatsaBie 5/25 Big enough lev 2

$24uV*>dntti or pad *fto Cad Wet •
^73V

I
mi 2 bedroom

r t apt A>*jPj«tVZ2 0» an* MP
Fatt ***»•* *• *MMa ac I

iTMfiin r TIT TTT

'*em New ktieftae ap*< ancat

aagjp 3 >*•** * mill

.
1-

5*81518

/ here is s

time left i«» ^ct

gel 50% off .

Cfceap2
IAPTOP C0*»J»Jtm 83M. htptft. DAE *np» m t» tojjftokj IRto» dm**.^wdft

WOO ttarwg$l275 SONY Faapr.n** e»3P»ftv»* «M cta*et» EaWMtc'IS ***;

PCMCIA fa nnidjaw* SHBi Ceto Sonnet Bweaati cnMil* Na*ep*r«»nc* m as*

$125 CM 985-7232

.•ft*

• -M8 RAM M CO ROM <***

Wmdews 95 Nt'tcapa Gmt>er t

Fncyclopeduj S90OA30 Noah 8-1348

Itpro-

«dad Contaci ItoStotod LftgW Serwcet

1268. 0fUe|od«« 545 1995 922 Campus

Seat opna* Hadtay 5

tattttn 584-3428

LOST & rOUND

lataraeted la Advertising Sales'

looking to energrrx motivated people'

Unlimited earning patpntujl 14131737

3*79

Small black eed

Friendly neart a "or-

cat

loom ant* Se»Ms*t/FM Ptokse MPAM
Tme 885 7*91

ROOM WANTED
Da yea need

Tea* Featele* leaking fa* oft

i iyingitT g
c
i" n ' ' *

2 rpssti* m sour hpua* <r

Ta, a ca#*J 546-2573

I.K v. \HIII

2 had...- kg

June I Option to taa* over

Aug pari to HeatAot

CM $48-2881

III l«i|

2860

AC Fa'

548TOM pp on but m*ag
A.»-atiia June 1 Sept 1 OWf'
$125f>ymaraj) Ca* 5842472

ll lit . MlMl/l, l»l

iu.iu w.in

,kI It lore

April 23

FRIDAY. APR 17

(or Itit'h — Lambda Chi Alpha will l-c

holding a cerwash al the Continutnt;

iildittf on the corner of

P1ca«em Street and Fearing Street The car

wesit will run from 2-0 p.m and it free M afl

LM...I*

Lecture — Dean Lee Eswardt of the

I ullcgc of Mumanttie* and Fine Arts and picit

Darwin Prioleau will share their

thought* on leader«htp in the art! from 3-6

p m in Rand Theatre in the Fine Arts Center

A reception will follow

Pi*ttr\ — The I Mass poetr> society and

daily listings sponsored by

pjajg of 2000 will he sponnonng an open nuc

in the Sludenl Union Crafts Center Sipt-upt

begin al b 30 p.m . end reading' will begin at

7 p.m Cell Chance at 546-0301 for more

information

SATURDAY. APR. 18

CM*>tsjta MISMOV IMPRC)\able will be

performing their weekly comedy improv «how

at d p m in room 163 of the Campus Center

All are welcome lo attend.

' uridice Ensemble, a

baroque/c lexical chamber orchestra, conduct-

ed by Robert Eitenstein. will perform tonight at

8 p m. in Pratt Hall at Mount Holyoke College

SUNDAY. APR 19

( tmmmml — There will be an Easter cele

bretion eccordingtothcEasternChurcrualendar

intheCramptonMalll oungeatSpm Theocnii*

tponsored by Ihe UMaa« Arab Student C lub

NOTICES

Ch'thmt Onir - The Lambda Chi Alpha

Fraternity will be holding their firtt annual

clothing drive, with all articles donated being

Ji«tribuled to needy families at the AmherM

Survival Center Bags will be dropped off at

the homes of Amherst retidenlt the week ol

April IVI1 and retrieved on Sunday. April H

b\ 1 p m Anyone not receiving a bag can rjrop

tttj) al 374 North Pleasent Street in

Amherst al any lime

( ,»m-m«»yrrmrn)/ notrsrng — A limited num-

ber of residence hall rooms will be evailable

for the relative* and friends of graduating

UMpaj sludenf lor the night of Saturday Mav

11 c .immencemem houting apptti

available at the I mverMly Confi

Dffue. I'empus I enter, room *»I8 To guaran

tee a retervetion, completed form« must be

returned by Mas «

Vmmmtk tawBaajaaj — There ere only 4^

speces left for the I198- 1 '**>» domestic

eschange Cher IUO schools are still available

Come to ihe domestic exchange office in F -2b

Machmcr Hall or ..all 545-5351 for inort infor-

mation

. - The new issue of Sptvtnrm mage

rtne is in' Come pick up a free copy at the

Spectrum Office in 406F Student L'nion or

look for the table cm the Campus Center con-

course next week

Openings — The UMess l.eb school has

openings for preschool children for the fell

semester in e Reggio inspired progrem Cell

54 5 - 3 1W lor more detail*

Poetry — The 75th Gletcock Poetry Contest

will be held al the following locations at Mount

. College April 17 from 3-5 p.m in the

d a press
FVh ere pubk* servste arsnourvi

daHy To submit an F VI pteasa ~
release contatnmci a* pertinent mformatxin

rxkxftnq the name and prvone rxancier of ttse

contact person to the CoWetJion. Co the

Marvsc/nq Edttor by noon die previous day

' maon Room in the library. April

8 10 p m in the Gamble Auditorium al the art

museum, and April 18 irom 10 30 a

in Ihe New York Room in Mary Woolley Hall

\nluntrin\m The Cnsis Cenier. a

Massachusetts Sunule Prevention Hotline is

currently seeking volunteer* and intci

more information, contact Cine Grampetro at

(9781 849- 5*00 ext 201

mm -ElMeJOV' -tJW4a

3
we<

c
5

i

UVC-rv 19
Today's Program Schedule

UMass' only studen* run Television Station
216 StiKient Union (located to the right of the Hatch) • 543-1336 • vyww-unlx.olt.iiiivass.edu/-iJvctv19

3:30
3:37
4:30
5:00
530
7:30
8:00
10:00

UVC TV-19 Premier _^^mmmmmmmt
Thev Cejn't Break Our Unten

Profits - With Jason Donelly and Nicole Mozinan
Crwnncl 19 Hews

Brighton Beach Memoirs
Mass Hysteria
Room 307 __________t sr«jnoff wmmmmwk

FRIDAY EVENING

VVLVI

VVHDH
VVTXX

HSCN Bulletin Board
Hartford

Boston

Boston
Springfield

Movie Ch.

Hartford

CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN
UPN/20
Weottier Channel
NBC/30 Nfjw Britain

Fox/61 Hartfprd
i

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH>HSCN
International

UMass Academic TV
HSCN Programming

»

UVC-TV19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

CNN
CNN SI

Heodline News
UCTV
TBS
BET
TV Land
Univision

Comedy Central

Cartoon
Much Music

wvrr
WTIC
WWLP
VVGBY
YYGGB
VVSBK

WTBS
A4E
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV

Newt *

N*w*jr___
FuHHoumX

M*w»I

6:30
N*v**hour With Jim L*tir*r X CPTV faction

CBS New* Ineid* edition BealTVI

CBSrsew* Ektml fentTotftght TSkPmMlc*** "»*!^\™?, ^^"*^*"
ABC New*

BoyWortd

frMh Pritto*

-
Martin 3T Judge Judy S JutfoaJudyi:

NBC I

Inside Edition

Fr*tn Prince

Cr^ctfj^ SabreVv^ Spfyrinp-WTch | Boy-World 2OT0X

NBC New* Wheel-Fortune Jeopardy! 3.

10 New* NBcr+ewt tm. lonigm narauooyj. riayera ccm-yiYann -—— i 1

—

83 llr Stmpaon* X Mad Abo. You S^Md* F^iirl Beyond Brttaf: Fact or Ftctton MBkytveurti Anamnws I
V- -4f*- n—•-=: _^tt-—: __.. ,._ J .._. _ . ——_ »r-„ \/.,»^i. -r Dateline n Stereo)

I

Campus

8:00 I 8:30 1 9:00 10:00 10:30

APRIL 17, 1998

l-(TrU*m.lW M. sj^gp-ftiew-sr*..— . r» , ...-— . , ,

Fre»h Princ* ftmk Sinafr*: Vwy Good Ye»ra Frank Sinatra: Very Good Years

vf) ¥ WUCII4JI1 I

iri_n»n_aJgandidC. |lJn*otv*d MytlartH (In Stereo) Naah Bridget Danger Zone

CPTV Auction Continue*

Daftina (In Sieteo] X

Wh^Fnn-im. .ft^rsardyl X Playr* "Con-Vrvant*" X l^jgljnpjriageolB
1— r I C_—I —^ /s—-« lb. CnrUftnH Ai

New* If

Mad Abo. You

Family

NICK
SCIFI

TLC
TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

Northern Expoaur* S.

WorldvitwX

«*»i 1»silot»us»j"(l990,CorrwoV) John Urroquane. Klrtti* A>»7

Wing* "Guardians ol the Night |Gimm* Shefter (R)

Matters

ABC New* Setnteld «

Mad Abo. You

Family M«rleri

Seinleld K Frasier Tf Search for Juitice

Andy Griffith Andy Griffith Andy Griffith

Lawk Order Switch"

X

CroMfire X
Biogr»pfiy

UpCio**

Supermarket [Dabt

Work) Today X |L*rr> rvlnqutr*Ji

«« -Cm*" (1985. Comedy) M*d*ln* KAhn, m»mnim\
Wild Ditcovwy: Wiktebeest* |N«w«

MTV Uv» (In Siggo)

Figure fi Out |TlnyToon

ivovatlon |R»nov*tion

Loti 8 Clark-Superman

Intimate Portrait

Atl.film»-MTV

DougX Ruoraf* X All Thai

Horn* Again

Btbylon 5 "Epiphanies" X
Highlander The Serset X

1 News B«»rs~ (WS,

ighlander

Comedy) \

Peat New England Auction Continue*

Sabrlna-WHJi IBoy-World

i Griffith

Queen Victoria

(In Stereo) X

N*w*X

Homicide Life on the Street X
a* |LAPD

Homicid*: LHe on the StrMt X

Homicide: Life on the Street X

11:00 11:30

New* f

LaWShowX
L»t*Show B

Star Trek: Next Gener

waMlint X

Vibe

ITonlght Show

Msd Abo You

New* X

Tontrfht Show

Deep Spec*9

Tonight Show

Star Trak: Voyaapr (In Stereo) New* TCheers X

Maior league Btaebell Aiiania Br»vw ti Colorado Rockies (Live

America'* C**tle* (R)

Larry King Live I
20th Century

World Today X~

I Storm

Newt 8

M'A'S'H R

r*jfv»n*_K_

Rail TV X

Law 4 Order "Severance" X
Sport* lllut. IMoneyline X

* iQWwf (1991, Comedy) Martin Shori, Chariw GrorJri.

Myttery of th* Crop Circkaa (R)
!H1 yyiio uiaccnrery. rswjpucpjio .~— ,---—_ ^——_* .

c^SnT— faFrTf_^rtlM4>r Law Soccarj NY -N J MelroStars .1C^e^w |B*«*UII
Jr,1Ma*" -2^-,

. .'. . ,tv* eiu—. Je^Lmru'lloni Suananae Jods* Fosfgr.

_«____*!_
ArtiatCui Say What?

American Gothic "Inhuman***

^^i*ws_ Jlf>»LOTb«'(1991,Suxtpe^

Bewitched

Rockumenuiry

Wonder Year*

Total Requeel

Wonder Year*

Live From th* 10 Spot Loveline
(
R) (In Stereo)

Happy Day* |l Love Lucy X M.T.Moore |Tatl X
DC) Scotl Bakult, Kevin J. O'CwrwTiln

Jutrice File* "Behind Bars" (R)

Sporttcenter X
New Attitudes Golden Girl*

«* )^>njcVr^»W
,

(l9«,r>orrof)

SurvtylngW*co(R) |Qp*rMlc«t "a>OT«1ic Surg»ry"
HomaAnaln Real America a Hour* Surviving «*co W mi—Mu.. s~»....~ ^.n-.y r~ ~.^,v«. >. nUu„ ^,

!TT ?*_!!!l_.Mruidra,l_ftiMMt3^ \to**U |fttnt />^ £*«« (1973)
names it rspw oea»»iu»i '"»" — .. .,.___ , ..j^..

' .**--.*,> nana liwa^.1 u»r^.». t.,^ » u. "ii,.^,,-

(In Stereo) Night Stalker

Raal America: 44 Hour* (R)

leeen ^iVidana Jorws tnd thi Utt Cruude" (1989, Adventure) Harrison Ford, t"
*"^™^S5?^JT^?!Sr i7 AevV.axa->lnrei\ Uar>Kactl UaHt_n _

Walter Maithau. 'PG
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„ -m~* cjuasn'MMB 6vri* F*tl*Y. W-iJ N» jWk*cv-'(1997, Advwiluw) Michael MBdggn TT

<h "tatal Combat" jl 996) Jeff Wincotl.W 12 01 (R) |StargataSG-1 |0uter Umit* The Jomng"

** "Mobslers'

Round Midn

Intimate Sett

Hun__L
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Fox Trot By Bill Amend Dilbert By Scott Adams

\l finished i?EA0,Nf,
J the ooTssfr -r'o

A I PiNtSHtO READING VvOO HOO HOO.'

I finished reading
THEODTSS6Y-/

Horoscopes
ARIES (March 21-April 19) —

A close friend may be pressuring

you lo do something you've consid-

ered unwise for quite some time.

Why five in now? Discus ihi*

openly.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
Take care thai you're not trying to

withhold information today for the

wrong reasons. Sometimes, a secret

can be beneficial — but right now.
'

GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20) —
You can wipe out any fears you may

have had about embarking on a new

and exciting professional journey

today. Get started soon!

CANCER (|une 2l-|uly 22) —
Do things in the right order today

and you should be able to do more

than you had planned Tonight,

you'll want to be there for a friend.

LEO (|uly 23-Aug. 22) — Take

advantage of a little extra time you

may have on your hands today.

There are things you've lei -lide

recently; focus on them now.

VIRGO (Aug. 2J-Sept. 22) —
Tension may arise between you and a

partner today, but there is no reason

for you to make things worse by try-

ing to assign blame

LIBRA (Sept. 2)-Oct. 22) —
Your internal clock may have you

doing things at odd times all day

long, but you can take full advan-

tage of this improvisational sched-

ule

SCORPIO (Oct. 25-Nov. 21) —
There are certain things that will not

wait today, and you must be willing

to tend to these key issues as they

arise.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dcc.

21) — Though you may think k'l

business a* usual today, there arc

certain aspects of routine endeavon
which may offer unusual challenges

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-|an 19)

— Do not hesitate lo supply what

you can today when a friend asks

you for something special This favor

will be considered more than person-

al

AQUARIUS (|an 20 -Feb. 18) —
A recent change may have you
isjMMssing your entire outlook al

this time. There is no reason for you

to do things just because others ask.

PISCES (Feb I9-March 20) —
Conflicting motives may come
between you and a friend todav. but

only temporarily. Frank talk about a

few key points can ease tensions.

Clos8> to Home By John McPherson

Ouote c>r the Oay
H Alright, stop. ++

Collaborate and listen.

-Vanilla Ice (ahhh yeah!)

Today's P.C. Mtwu
54S-2.2. rW a»«r» Bmtmwmmtit

Franklin

LUNCH
Cha' Broiled Chick'n SanoNvich

Pizza

Tuna Casserole vv/o Noodles

Gourmet Blended Meat Product

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

Spaghetti. Sausage Sauce

Tofu Fajita

1 14 pound Burger of Cow

Worcester

With Ken off to me concession stand, Helen

donned her Spouse Finder Beacon™.

ACROSS
1 Close by
5 M comes in a bar

9 Make haste

13 r-xclustvely

1 4 Early mornings

1b Ancient
Peruvian

1 6 Singer Adams
1

7

Goddess of

peace
18 Stove part

19 Egg-cooking
style

22 Draw to a close

23 Sedate
?4 Motherless

carves

26 Health resort

27 Cause to move
forward

29 Type ol cube
32 Edge past

34 Grin

37 Twofold
39 They could be

proper

41 Hosiery problem

42 Assortment
44 Loose-fitting

garment
46 Gunk
47 Brother's

daughters
49 Assist

51 Rico

53 Branches

56 Annapolis grad

5/ Act like a
detective

62 Newts
64 Strong point

65 Oscar-winner
Janntngs

66 Metric weight

unit

67 — Fudd
68 Min tractions

69 River of Greek
myth

/0 Paper quantity

71 Little kid

DOWN
1 Negative voles

2 Commercial
prod.

3 Flash

4 Laughing
animals

5 Hindu garment
6 Was in debt

7 "Green Gables"
girl

8 Fake
9 — Grande
10 Revealing
11 Locale
12 Clock parts

14 Scorn
20 Puppy noises

21 Boston—
Orchestra

2b Jewels

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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27 Purple fruits

28 Gambling city

29 B.C.'s neighbor
30 Mongrel
31 Sincerely

33 Doctor's
spoonful

3b An Asian
36 Sell-esteem
38 Wild creature's

home
40 Slrew (about)

43 Big Foot's

cousin

45 Fuzzy fruit

48 Bestow
50 Absorb
51 Glimpses
52 Not capable
54 Like venison

55 Adhere
58 Short-tailed

rodent

59 Columnisl
Bombeck

60 Flower stalk

61 Otherwise

63 Bobby —

LUNCH
Grilled Sneeze, please

Sloppy Joe/Sloppy Vegan |oe

Spaghetti/Tomato Sauce

pasta: Zesty Basil Chicken

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

Multiple Cheeses w/ Macaroni

3 Bean Tri Bean Casserole

Worcester Dinner Sandwich Surprize

Hampshire
LUNCH

Cowburger
Chkken Discs

Handcut Cod Sub
Cheesy Grilled Cheese Sandwich

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

Baked Fish with Herb Stuffing

Baked Herb with Fish Stuffing

Broiled Nothing with Minimalist Stuffing

Berkshire

LUNCH
Grilled, Breaded Cheese

Zesty Basil Chicken w/ no soap residue

Vegan Sloppy |oe

Pizza

DINNER
Meaty Duchess Pie

Chicken Fuja-ma-dingy

Try Tri-Bean Casserole

two words: pastabilities
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Water polo in championship Women's lax to host 'Cuse
By Paul T<

CdUgwn Staff

The No. 6 Massachusetts women's

water polo team will be heading to

MiddlctowTt. Conn . thi> weekend to

compete in the New England

Championships tomorrow and Sunday

They most recently defeated No M
Harvard for the second straight time.

IO-2

UMass heads into the champi-

onships with a record ol 213 and

remain undefeated in Collegiate Water

Polo Association play The women will

be the number one seed for this touma

mem and depending how well they

fare, will K1 up then seeding for

Easterns

The teams UMass will contend with

include Wc^k-van I niversity MIT and

Harvatd These are all teams that

UMass has handled easily all sea

lop three linish would qualify the

women tor the Eastern Championship*

which aie scheduled 10 be held next

weekend in College Park. Md.

The Minutewomen are the delending

champions ol the- New 1 ngiand region

and this \eai I improved team will

attempt to once again bring the title to

Amher-t

The schedule for the Minutewomen

includes a game against the No. 10

seed tonight. Tomorrow. UMass will

pla\ the No 7 seed at I p.m. and the

-eed at 450 p.m. The title game

is slotted foi Sunday afternoon at I

p.m.

The Minutewomen carry a I 3 ^tame

winning streak into this tournament,

and hope that their success continues

"If we play the way we have in the

past, and we execute the things we

Tun to POLO, page 7

By Seth Koenig

CoJUgwo Staff

After the dust had cleared at

Hofstra Stadium on Wednesday
evening, the Massachusetts women's

lacrosse team, which had managed to

acquire a 2-1 record ovei ihrcc MM
ttonable games had finally put it all

logcther — just before their game
Sunday against Syracuse at I p.m. on

Totman Field

UMass pummeled the bookends of

the three game stretch. UConn and

St. Joseph's, but did so more because

they were the superior team than the

fact that they played flawless lacrosse

The matchup in the middle against

Dartmouth, ended with a decisive

lr> 7 deficit on the scoreboatd

Finally, as the last second ticked off

the dock in New York on

Wednesday, the Minutewomen knew

that they were prepared lo face the

critically important roll call I games

that end the season.

"It was a nail biter.* Massachusetts

coach Francesca McClellan said "It

was a great game We paid much
more attention lo the details that we

had gotten away from We worked

hard in practice on our midfield

denial defense They were more
patient on otlense. and |en Nardi

came m and played a great game
I lux rl starting to learn how to win.

and they know how to pull out a

one-point win
"

Stephanie Pavlick 's fourth goal o!

the game with 3^ M go in the game,

upped the Massachusetts overall mark

to t> 5. The goal was the I

in a 9-8 bam burner.

We changed one ol our setup

w Inch happened be to one

ol Pavlick s strengths one on

llail said "We set her |

that and she took advantage of that

She had four goals and an assist."

Pulling out a one point win might

call tor lot Mass'

part against ihis Sundav I opponent

Sviacuse. The Oiangewoincn. who

are in their inaugural season, are not

to be taken lightly despite their youth

"They re the highest scoring team

in the count rj Mu'lollan said. "It's

all relative to the competition, of

course but we re going lo have to

prepare hard for them."

The Minutewomen certainly can

put points on the board, but have to

be running on all cylinders Pavlick.

junior Laura Korutz. and freshman

Fay Nabei all piovide serious firepow

et loi the I Mass ,,Dense

\ tai as shutting down Syracuse is

.oiKcmcd that duly will rest cm the

shoulders of a group of young, but tal

ented delcnders One member of the

lag team "I tieshman goalies U- 1

,

Nardi or lara Durkin. will face the

Orange-women I shots and sopho

MM Jessica PassaneM- I vnne Young

and Melissa Miele will try to make

those shots few and lar between

I he outcome ol this upcoming

game will go a long way to deciding

whether or not the Minutewomen can

pull into the postseason loi the lust

nine in eight years.

The Massachusetts men's lacrosse team will try to rebour

thn weekend tn South Bend. Ind

jh losses by tnpi

Men's lax to meet Fighting Irish

Colsy»i Staff

This weekend m South Bend, the No.

10 Massachusetts men's lacrosse team

and the Vere Dame Fsghong Iran wfl

be on the same page, knowmg mat this

game win dictate the rest of the season

— whether it be at home or on the play

H field

Massachusetts coach Greg CanneOa

calls the matchup with the Irish a

"rmiM win situation* as UMass (6-5)

has dnjcped three in a row for the first

rime since 1489. Notre Dame is aho

sliding, losers of two straight

"We can't be looking into the future,

we have to be worrying about this

game " CanneBa said "The first quarter

of this game is going to be crucial. We

need to come out focused."

Canned* s concerns date back to the

fast two games in which the Minutcmen

have been outscured IV 5 in the first

frame Wednesday against Harvard, the

Cnmson ran off sis uncontested goals

to shake UMas* before the Minutemen

came storming back, eventually losing

13 12 on a late goal.

Last year, the Irish nearly kn

off the Minutemen at home, falling 6- 5.

[outshot 58-12. CanneBa

goobe Alex Cade for

keeping the game doM. He expects

more from Cade this weekend

"Alev is definitely one of the top

goalies tn the country." CarmeUa said.

Dame s gong to put forth a great

defensive effort, like they always do
."

The lrt»h (4-51 are not the

team this year. With only two leases in

the regular season (Loyola. UMass) last

year, the Irish returned only one starter

from last year* defense that allowed

only eight goals on average. Senior All

America candidate Todd Rassas has

been the saving grace lor Notre Dame,

keeping that average roughly the MM.
The UMass defense has taken a shot si

the arm m the past three games Being

regarded as one of the top defense* in the

country, opening cslenees have Bt up the

Mtautcmen far an average of I J goals.

re going to change things up in

practice.* CanneBa said "We are going

to work hard to prepare, we've prided

ourselves in doing so. so we should be

all right for Sunday."

• MEN S LAX. page 7

Softball's pitching leads the way
By Jormo Konsonen
CoJUyon Staff

Refore yesterday afternoon's double

header between the Massachusetts and

Harvard University softball teams at

Totman Field, there was a debate on

which would be more unpredictable —
the weather conditions or the competi-

tive condition of the Crimson.

V. ith a 20 17 record and an undefeat-

ed mark in the Ivy League, two games

against a tough Harvard squad could

have gone either way for the Minutewomen (27 12).

but in the end. all was good in Valley Land With the

skies threatening downpour* both teams were con

tained on the scoreboard, with UMass pulling out 3 2

UMass

Harvard

UMass

Harvard

and 2 uwtnaover the Crimson i2i> actively

What could not be contained was the continuing run

of senior co-captain Tracv Osier - lit

erally Osier stole three bases on the

atK moon to eclipse her own single sea

- 24 while also going

at the plate

In the opener, junior pitcher Danielle

Henderson s itraak of not allowing an

aamrrl run since a b-5 loss to Indiana

I inversus on feb 28 ended in the sixth

inning For the past 122 innings.

Henderson was perfect in the ERA col-

umn, but that streak concluded with sophomore

rah (sbelet double that scored junior Karen Rice

from second base.

Turn to SOfTBAU. page 7

UM baseball to host Rams in crucial series

By Msthoel Kobytanski

CoBsuonStaff

If the Massachusetts baseball team is going to claim the

Atlantic 10 Eastern Division title and the top seed in the

10 tournament which is slated for earlv Mav then the

Minutemen will have to take care of business this weekend in

a crucial three-game series against second place Fordham

ersiry at Earl Lorden Field (tomorrow 1 2 p.m double-

header. Sunday. 12pm ringlegame)

UMass (1 8-8. 8-1 Atlantic 10) will enter the series with a

two-fame lead over the Rams. The Minutemen have been on

a roD as of late, as they are wmners of 1 3 of their last 10.

including a 7-6 thriller over Northeastern yesterday in which

they came back to score three times in the ninth to upend the

Huskies.

The Minutemen swept a three-game set from the Rams

last year in the Bronx, and used that series to distance them

serves from the rest of the pack in the \ 10 la-: \ -weep

again over the Rams this weekend would likely do the same.

as the Minutemen would hold a five game lead over Fordham

with only six conference games left to play in the season.

I Mass also has the luxury of playing Rhode Island and St

Bonaventure, two teams in the lower her of the division, in

those six contests.

Yet there is a reason why they play the games and why

things aren't always as they seem on paper. The Rams have

taken two out of three in each of their conference series this

year (vs. Virginia Tech St k<e s and St Boneventure). and

are coming off an 8-4 win over Wagner

Leading the way for Fordham will be junior outfielder

Tom Stein who h hitting .441 with eight homers and 54

RBI \drian Muss is also hitting at a 424 clip, and leads the

Rams with II doubles. All Atlantic 10 Tournament short-

stop Tony Martelli li hack up the middle, and is at the .540

mark with eight doubles

The Fordham pitching HaS will be anchored by junior

right-hander Mike Antico. who k 4-1, Gary Reznick who

sports a 5 2 record and a 5.55 ERA. and sophomore south-

paw Kns ko/l.wski. who is |-3 with a 5.28 ERA in eight

Turn to BASEBALL page 7

Senior catcher Kelly Buckley looks in

Crimson. Buckley led Minutewomen with two hits and two RBI

Members of women's gym to compete in NCAA's UM crew ready for battle
s-"*' • __.__.. —— ! 77 I ..II. iwinii tht> rare

tOMxU KANSANIN C0UJCMN

on Harvard pitcher Tasha Cupp in yesterday's 3-2 win over the

By Brett Mauser

Collegian Staff

It's not often that a university can

boast two national champions in the

same year, never mind the same week-

end, but that feat could be accom-

plished as two members of the

Massachusetts women's lacrosse team

will take their skills to Los Angel

the NCAA National Championships

Sophomore Mandy Mosby and
freshman lill Ma both bought their

chance for glory by qualifying for the

nationals by winning individual events

at the Northeast Regional in

Pittsburgh on April 4. Mosby captured

the balance beam title with a 9.850.

whik fisher defeated the field with a

9.990 on floor.

Mosby has been a consistent per

COIimSV MTOtA MIATIONS COUtTHV MIDI* MLATKJNS

Mandy Mosby

former all year in the all- around In

some earlier meets, she had some dif-

ficulty on the beam, which resulted in

|ill Fisher

frequent falls, but has rebounded to

represent Amherst in the Nationals.

Fisher is perhaps the story of the

season for Coach Dave Kuzara's

squad. A native of Dix Hills. NY..
Fisher goes into the Nationals as the

second -ranked floor performer in the

country, behind defending national

floor champion. Kim Arnold, of

Georgia. She has registered a 9 900 or

better in six of eight regular season

meets. Her efforts include a perfect

ten against West Virginia and MIT.

Minutewomen gymnastics has gar-

nered three national champions in the

past. In 1975. the team won the first

ever national title for the school.

Tammy Marshall followed nearly 20

years later by nabbing the 1992

national vault crown and then

shocked the nation with her perfect 10

to win the 1995 floor exercise compe-

Tum to NCAA, page 7

By Aaron M. Saykin

Collegian Staff

Rested men's tennis heads into A-10's
By Jamie Jee

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts men's tennis will be well

tested going into the Atlantic 10 Championships

this weekend in Blacksburg, Va.. as they have a

week and a half to prepate themselves both physi

calls and mentally.

UMass will be well rested and fresh this week

end as they try to finish off their season in Hjfk

The Minutemen last competed April 6 against

Fairfield, using the Stags as a tuneup for the

championships and defeating them soundly. 6 I

That win mirrored their previous at Baton Hall

by the im< ore, In fact. 6- 1 has been a familiar

for UMass all season, defeating A-10 oppo-

nent- Rhode Island and Fordham by five and Ka>

ing to Temple and George Washington likewise

The Minutemen received a few extra days off

from competition after their home meet with

Tufts was rained out April 8. leaving them at 5 S

on the spring season and 11-6 overall. UMass
hopes to finish what it has been working toward

ail season and see those 6-1 scores on their side

this weekend.

The men would like to improve on last year's

fourth place finish at the championship meet,

after they had been entered at the four seed.

UMass beat fifth-seeded St. Bonaventure before

Turn to TENNIS, page 7

While I two week absence from

competition may have been the per

feci tonic for the Massachusetts

women's crew team, it may spell dis-

aster fot its three opponents this

weekend

.

As a result of extra preparation

time. UMass coach |im Diet? feels

that Northeastern. Columbia and

Villanova may have a difficult time

keeping pace with a Minutewomen

team which has something to prove

after enduring a four tenths of a sec-

ond defeat to the University of

Virginia on April 4.

"I'm hoping for a big weekend.

We've had some time to practice and

look at the personnel in the boats."

Dietl said. "Against Northeastern, we

are going to want to take them by six

to eight seconds to show we can

dominate them."

In the first of their two races this

weekend. UMass will travel to Boston

tomorrow, where they hope to topple

the host Huskies and the guest Lions.

As an in-state rivalry. Dietz feels that

consistent victories over Northeastern

has a significant impact on the pro-

gram.
Northeastern is always a big one."

he said. "We're competing with them

for the athletes that are going to row

college next year."

following the race. the

Minutewomen will travel to Camden,

New leisev where they hope to tame

the Wildcats during their Sunday
competition.

"Villanova is an up-and-coming
team." Dietz said "They get stronger

all the time. That race will also help

us out the following weekend,
because the |Atlantic 10

Championships] are held along the

same river. It gives the coxswains the

experience of knowing the course."

Although his squad is accustomed

to only one race per weekend, Dietz.

is not concerned by the consecutive

day competition.

"Our women should be able to

handle it," he said. "It's all about

preparation, and we have had two
weeks worth of it for this weekend.

In the NCAA finals, you have to be

ready to row in consecutive days."

Although the Minutewomen hope

to improve upon their 1997 NCAA
Silver Medal, they remain encouraged

after their loss to the nationally

acclaimed Cavaliers, and view the

defeat as a hurdle in their path to a

NCAA top finish.

"Last year they beat us by three

seconds during the regular season,

but by the end we were six to eight

seconds ahead of them in the

Nationals." said the fourth-year

coach. "We get much stronger as the

season progresses
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Summer
tunes

Can't decide
what to listen to

this summer? The
Collegian has some
ideas tor you (see

Arts if Living, page

5)

Feeling the

Fenway frenzy!

Senior Scott

Barnsby takes the

mound today
against B C in their

opening Beanpot
game (See Sports,

page 10)

WORLD

Russian standoff

over personalities
MOSCOW (AP) — The candi

date at the center of the battle

between Russia's president and
parliament assured the United

States yesterday that the fight will

not hinder his country's tree mar-

ket reforms.

President Bons YeftsaVs nominee

for prime minister, Sergei

Kinyenko, told Deputy Secretary of

State Strobe Talbott that the

standoff ts ovtr personalities, not

policy.

"Our course for the continuation

of reforms remains unchanged."

Kinyenko said

A major goal of US relations

with Russia has been to ensure the

progress of free-market reforms

isinyenko's remarks were clearly

intended to atay any U.S. concerns

that may have arisen as a result of

the latest turmoil

He told Talbott the new Cabinet

would ensure the implementation

of accords reached between Vice

President Al Core and
Chernomyrdin as well as other

U S. -Russian agreements, the

Interfax news agency reported

NATION

Big universities favor

research, not students

WASHNCTON (AP) — Big univer-

sities too often neglect their under-

graduates in favor of research, even

though undergraduates pay a big

share of the costs, says an indepen-

dent report released yesterday

"Baccalaureate students are the

second-class citizens who are atowed

to pay taxes but are barred from vot-

ing, the guests at the banquet who
pay their share of the tab but are

grven leftovers," said the report from

the Carnegie Foundation for the

Advancement of Teaching

The panel of scholars and some
outsiders assembled by the nonprofit

organization found that undergradu-

ate students are often taught by

badfy trained or untrained teaching

assistants, not the famous professors

touted in the catalogs or recruiting

materials, and many students gradu-

ate without "a coherent body of

krvowledge.''

Few have access to what distin-

guishes the research universities from

liberal arts colleges: the access to a

diverse, interdisciplinary opportuni-

ties for experience-based education

The report, "Reinventing

Undergraduate Education: A
Blueprint for America's Research

Universities," said universities should

involve more undergraduates in

those research projects, whether in

medicine or the humanities, begin

ning with freshmen.
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Clergy panel to speak
Response to the "Friends ofJesus" table

By Dylan LonVe

Collage Staff

A panel of clergy from various religious traditions will

be speaking on Gay. Lesbian. Bisexual, and Transgender

(Gl B'l I issues tonkin in room 162 of the Campus Center

at 7 p.m.

The panel will be jointly sponsored by the University ol

Massachusetts Gl.BT group Pride Alliance and the

Stonewall Center, a I Mas- ( .1 BT resource center

The panel is made up ol clergy from Amherst.

Northampton, and UMass religious groups It will include

UMass chaplain Rev ei end Chris t arlisle \Uo among those

speaking will be D«U Clark trom Amherst Collage

Chaplaincy and Rabbi Fddic I eld from the Hillcl Houses at

Smith and Amherst College*.

ITn- event is in response to the presence of the "friends

of Jesus" on the Campus Center concourse tomorrow and

Thursday

"The friend of lesus" are a group from Maine that set

up a table on the Campus Center concourse last year under

a large banner that read "What's Wrong with

Homosexualitv They also distributed materials that both

perpetuated false stereotype* and contained incorrect med-

ical and statistical information

We thought it was important lor the UMaas community

to hear other views on Gl.BT issue* and religious life that

embrace diversity and all sexual orientations," said junior

philosophy niajoi and Pride Alliance steering committee

member Kate Geycr

Many (eel that ihe "Friends of lesus* do not represent

the views oi all Christians.

Director of the Stonewall Center Felice Yeskel said

"The Friends ol |eatM do not represent a mainstream

Christian perspective on homosexuality Their views are

one among many We are organizing a panel of clergy peo-

ple to speak about the \arielv and diversitv pi religious

\.icvcpoiiiis on gav. lesbian, bisexual, transgendered issues
"

Riere have also been other events planned to respond to

the Inends of |a8W Ihe Stonewall Center has organized

many educational workshops that will be taking place in

ihe Campus tenter during the time that the Friends of

lesus will he on the concourse.

Tomorrow, there will be several workshop* in Campus
ccritei room IUI The workshops range from "Why This

-evual Woman is an Ally and Why You Should Be

an Ally
1 ' at I I a m to noon, to "Homophobia in the

Workplace" at 12 p.m. The workshop* are intended to

promote education and awareness of GUT issue* on our

campus.

0H Thursday trom noon to 5 p.m.. the Safe

Colleges Program ft esbian Students WaattW
Massachusetts Regional Workshop will be held in the

Campus Center

Beantown runaround
An Amherst native was spotted running around mile 10 of the 102nd Boston Marathon yesterday.

Kehoe visits UM
to mark Holocaust

Memorial Week
By Elana Premock
Collegian Staff

As part of Holocaust Memorial
Week at the University of

Massachusetts, author Louise
Kehoe will present a discussion

entitled "Hide and Seek:

Reclaiming lewish Identity After

the Holocaust" at the Hillcl House
at 7 p.m. tonight.

The discussion is the fourth in

the Hillel series "Making Choices

on Loving, Living, and Dying."

Kehoe received the 199S
National lewish Book Award for In

Ihii Dark Houst. a memoir of her

family. The book chronicles

Kehoe's personal search for her

lewish identity after discovering

that her father had hid his own
lewish heritage from his family

Kehoe was to learn that her pater-

nal grandparents, whom her father

had left in Poland, had been taken

to the Warsaw ghetto and later to

concentration camps where they

were killed.

The death of his parents during

the Holocaust influenced Kehoe's

father's decision to hide his lewish

identity from his children Kehoe
recognized the importance of the

Holocaust in the lives of lewish

people in an article which ran in

The Sew York Time* entitled

"What Being lewish Means to Sic"

as part of a series by the American

lewish Committee
"The Holocaust has always

loomed large in my consciousness.*

Kehoe said. "For what happens to

one lew happens to all, and it is this

very feeling of connectedness, of

shared history and common experi-

ence, which makes being lewish

such a precious gift."

At forty. Kehoe began the

process of reclaiming her identitv

by studying with a rabbi, learning

basic Hebrew, studying Torah and

attending synagogue services. The
first part of her journey culminated

with her formal conversion lo

ludaism.

Tonight, along with a slide show.

Kehoe will present a lecture after

which there will be time (or ques-

tions and discussion

Kehoe will also be speaking today

at I p.m in Herter 222 on conver-

sion to ludaism for an open session

of the course lewish Christian
Fncounter She will also join stu-

dents for dinner at 5 p.m. in the

Hillel House at the Kosher Dining

Common*.
Other Holocaust Memorial Week

activities included last nights'*

showing of the movie Swing Kid* at

the Hillel House. Tomorrow's pre-

sentation by UMass professor of

English and ludaic Studies lames

Young entitled "Portrayals of the

Holocaust* will be followed by the

movie A Return to Auschwtt: at the

Hillel House The presentation will

start at 5 pro and the movie will

start at 7 p.m. A campus-wide
Holocaust memorial service will be

held Thursday at the campus pond
at 6:K> p.m

Cultural night a hit
Students entertained by music and dance

By Edgar A. Barros

Collegian Staff

The Cape Verdean Student
Alliance iCYSAt held its annual

cultural night Saturday. April 18.

The night was made up of a

diverse program which included

dancers, speakers, a live band and

recognition of graduating seniors.

There were three dance perfor-

mances by two dance groups. *The

Boston Dance Group" and CVSA's
own "Batukeras." The dancers
entertained the crowd as they were

presented with different types of

dances which are part of the Cape
Verdean culture.

"I liked the dancers, they were

cool." said University of

Massachusetts sophomore Maegan
Katz

"1 don't get to see stuff like that

except here at UMass. I had never

heard of Cape Verdeans before I

came here It was a learning expe-

rience." Katz. who is from New
lersey. said.

The night also included a speech

by George Andrade. a senior at the

University of Connecticut. He
spoke on issues concerning the

race and identity of Cape
Verdeans. "Even though I am
light -skinned. I consider myself a

black man first, then I'm a Cape
Verdean." Andrade said.

Three hundred guests, from on

and off-campus attended the

event. There were no fights at the

event, which was a good thing

according to junior lose Teixeira.

"It was good to see a lot of Cape

Verdeans in one place in harmo-
ny-
Guests from all different back-

grounds, race, and ethnicity

attended the event, and took part

in the festivities "All in all it wa»

a good turnout: a lot of people

came. It was good to see people

from all different cultures having a

good time.* explained freshman
Cipriano Andrade. "It was good
watching not only Cape Verdeans

dancing to Cape Verdean music.

but also African Americans. West
Indians. European Americans.
Latinos, and so on and so on."

The guests also heard a presen-

tation by Cecilia De Andrade She
presented and explained different

Cape Verdean music and dances.

DeAndrade educated the guests on

the history, origin, and cultures

behind the different Cape Verdean
styles of music and dance.

"It was really enlightening to

learn about the different styles of

Cape Verdean music, their origin,

and the different cultures which
has influenced our music and
dance." said Maritsa Barros. an
off-campus guest at the Cape
Verdean Cultural Night.

The night ended with an
attempted performance by a

Brockton based "Cola Band." Due
to a power shortage, they could
not perform for a period of time.

The music was then provided by

the disc jockey, lose Aroujo.

Sophomore lose Brandao said.

"This event gave all the UMass stu-

dents in attendance (a chance] to

learn more about our culture."

Jury rules anti-<jbort^ groups

used violence to close clinics

By Mike Robinson

Associoted Press

ONTHEINTERNFT

www.umass.edu/rso/colegian

CHICAGO — In an unusual use of

a racketeering law designed to light

th? mob. a federal jury ruled last

Tuesday that anti-abortion protest

organizers used threats and violence

to shut down clinics — a verdict that

could cost the movement millions.

Although the abortion foes were

ordered to pay only about $258,000.

the class-action ruling opened the

door for more claims by as many as

1 ,000 clinics across the country.

"This is the biggest courtroom
defeat for the anti-abortion move-
ment ever." declared Fay Clayton, an

attorney for the National
Organization for Women, which filed

the lawsuit in 198b.

Defense attorneys said they will

appeal.

The jury found that anti-abortion

activist loseph Scheidler and two

associates, Timothy Murphy and
Andrew Scholberg, engaged in 21

acts of extortion to shut down clinics

The jury also found that two anti-

abortion organizations, the Pro-l.ifc

Action League and Operation
Rescue, were part of the scheme.

The jury ordered the three activists

and two organizations to pay
$85,426.92 in damages, which will

be tripled under the racketeering law.

The damages were awarded to

abortion clinics in Milwaukee and
Wilmington. Del., for security mea-
sures required after violence flared

outside their doors. But a number of

other clinics intend to file for class-

action damages under the verdict.

"They want to bankrupt us —
then'l ii" question about that.'' -oiil

Scheidler. executive director of the

Pro Life Action League. A turning

point in the case came in 1994 when
the U.S. Supreme Court reversed

Turn to CUNICS. page 2

Meers named Bateman Scholar
By Jason Trenkle

Collegian Staff

Robert Meers, president and chief executive officer

of Reebok and a 1966 graduate of the University of

Massachusetts, will be on campus this week to speak to

the campus community, in addition to receiving the

I leanor Bateman Alumni Scholar in Residence award.

He will speak to the l Mass community today at 3

p.m. in Memorial Hall on his accomplishments and life

goals in B lecture titled 'Reinventions." Following the

presentation, he will be presented with the Eleanor

Bateman award. A reception will close the evening

event, and those in attendance will have the opportuni-

ty
to meei with the Bateman Scholar.

The Scholar in Residence program was named after

Eleanor Bateman. founder of the Trustees of the

University Building Association. The program was

established in 1989 to recognize distinguished alumni

through campus \isits. lectures, workshops, and semi-

nars tor undergraduate and graduate students.

According to its mission statement, "the goal of the

Eleanor Bateman Alumni Scholar in Residence

Program is lo provide students with alumni role mod-

els who exemplify the achievements of the University's

mission through public service and professional accom-

plishments."

Meers received his bachelor's degree in hotel, restau-

rant, and travel administration tHRTA) and was a

member of the football team while here at UMass.

During the early days of his career. Meers worked for

General Foods and Wilson Sporting Goods. From
1980-1984, he owned Bancroft Sporting Goods, a

manufacturer of tennis rackets and Tretorn tennis

shoes.

He became a Reebok representative in 1981. and

eventually sold his business to join Reebok in 1984 as

senior vice president of sales and marketing. Reebok

sales at this time went from about $13 million to $66

million. He has also assumed the position as president

of North America Operations, director of sales and dis-

tribution of Reebok products in the U.S. and Canada.

Today marks the first official visit Meers has made to

UMass. Intended to act as an inspiration for what

future graduates should strive to achieve, the program

is intended to recognize such scholarly individuals.

As Alumni Events Coordinator Michele

Girard-Basora said, "we are very proud of Mr. Meers'

accomplishments and pleased that he has generously

Turn to SCHOLAR page 2
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Smoking bill postponed
clinics

By Sonya Ross

AMOciatadPrau

Lonely campus...
Doe to the long weekend, few could be found around campui last weekend.

scholar
conMnuad from page I

•greed to take the time out ol Ml
busy schedule to come back to cam-

pus for a couple of days to receive

this prestigious award. He is a shin-

ing eaamplc of where a UMass
degree can take a person who has

drive, determination — and of course

talent-

Arkansas murders spark

new gun control laws

WASHINGTON — Hoping to

inject new energy into a sputteting bid

for tobacco regulation. President

Clinton urged lawmakers yesterday to

abandon their doubts and pass strict

anti-smoking legislation now.

"We must not let this opportunity

slip away." he said. In a Rose Gardeii

statement punctuated with criticisms

of big tobacco, the president said the

highest priority for lawmakers should

be preventing an estimated 5.000 chil-

dren from smoking this year — not

easing the economic impact regulation

would have on cigarette manufactur-

ers.

"All these children have been target-

ed by a massive, multimillion-dollar

media campaign that preys on their

insecurities and their dreams," Clinton

said. "We have an opportunity and an

obligation now to put aside pontics, to

turn aside the pleas of special interests,

to act in the interest of the health of

generations of our children."

The legislation, proposed by Sen.

|ohn McCain. R Aru .
would OMafj a

settlement reached last year between

the tobacco industry and state attor-

ney generals to help states recover the

costs of treating smoking related ill

neaaes and help tobacco companies

shield themselves from future law-

suits

But the McCain bill would cost ciga-

rette makers an estimated $516 billion

over 25 years, much more than the set-

tlement would. Tobacco companies

now oppose the McCain measure, say-

ing the cost would be tens of billions of

dollars higher than originally intended.

The president decried the industry's

reversal, saying the country has a

responsibility to put a stop to "predato-

ry practices by tobacco companies that

have targeted our children."

"I believe the majority of American

people and, indeed, the majoritv i>!

Congress... will see this for what it is:

a tobacco industry smokescreen," the

president said.

But tobacco companies said the

youth smoking issue is getting lost in a

rush to cast tobacco as evil for political

purposes and to generate extra lax dol-

lars for a new government bureaucra-

cy " No one can say the industry has

not made an extraordinary effort to

address the issue." said Scott Williams,

spokesman for the five major tobacco

firms "They brought unprecedented

resources, beyond what had ever been

proposed, and what happened'' People

felt it was eas> to beat up on the tobac-

co industry.*

In the Senate, where the tobacco

legislation i» mired in wide-ranging dis-

putes. Majority Leader Trent l-ott. R-

Miss indicated little interest in the

Turn to TOBACCO page 3
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lower-court rulings and gave NOW
permission to rcfile the lawsuit under

the Racketeer Influenced and

Corrupt Organizations Act. It was

the first nationwide class-action law-

suit ever filed against the anti-abor

tion movement under RICO.

Congress passed the law in 1970

as a weapon against organized crime,

but in recent years businesses have

also become targets of its civil provi-

sions

Defense attorney Tom Brejcha said

that RICO never should have been

used in the case. "RICO is terribly

flawed, vague and over broad," he

said.

Abortion-rights forces won a law-

suit several years ago against block-

ade organizers under the RICO act in

Philadelphia. But Clayton said that

verdict was minor by comparison.

U.S. District ludge David Coar

scheduled a hearing for tomorrow at

which he is expected to discuss a

court order to curb violence at clin-

ics.

Coar barred abortion rights attor-

neys from introducing evidence that

thev claimed would tie the defen-

dants to more than a decade of

bombings and arsons at clinics

around the country But he allowed

them to tell jurors of doctors and

patients being grabbed, pushed,

struck with protest signs and threat

ened.
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\\ ISHfNGTON Gun control

advocates arc using the Arkansas

school shooting to press a reluctant

Republican Congress to take up bills

that would ban the sale of some ammu-
nition dips and require safety locks on

guns

Since the Matvh 24 school ambush

in loneaboro. Ark., that left five dead,

gun control advocates have introduced

legislation that would close a loophole

in the I *+4 Crune Control Act and ban

the sale of all ammunition clips of more

than 10 rounds Another bill would

impose criminal penalties on adults

who don't property store or have safety

a firearm that a child uses to

harm others. President CImton. mean-

while, issued an executive order perms-

nentlv banning importation of 58

assault stole weapons modified to skirt

' | restrictions on such firearms.

Supporters of each measure cited

lonc-horo in crossing the urge

action. Sen Dianne Feinstetn (D-Cahf i

and Rep Diana DeGerse (D-Cofe.) said

the boys accused of the Arkansas

shootings used a 1 5-round ammunition

magazine. Sans. Richard Durbin tD-

III i and Iota Chafee iR-R.I.) said the

boys afcfcdty stole their weapons from

one boy's relative, and their child

access bill would hold that adult

accountable.

The guns used at loneaboro arc not

covered by Clinton's extended ban. but

White House Press Secretary Mike

MsCurry said the president acted

'within the context of a nation that is

still grieving* from the incident

But opponents of gun control said it

was wrong to use gun incidents for

political purposes.
"People arc talking about the break-

down of the family, about gratuitous

violence on television." said Wayne
LaPierre. executive vice president of

the National Rifle Association. "We
ought to be looking at this as a tragedy

rather than trying to make political hay

out of h."

"Those who advocate gun control

are exploiting the terrible- grief sur-

rounding- toe tragedy in Jonesboro,"

said Sen. Larry Craig (R Idaho)

The classy way to travel...

Decorations celebrating Northampton adorn ttm bus at Haigis mall yesterday afternoon
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$400 CASH BONUS
toward purchase or lease

4 <t>

1998 Ford Escort ZX2-*

You've hit the books. Now it's time to hit the road. Ford can help. College seniors

and grad students get $400 cash back* toward the purchase or Ford Credit

Red Carpet Lease of any eligible Ford or Mercury. Ifs academic: pocket the cash,

grab life by the wheel. For more College Graduate Purchase Program info,

call 1-800-321-1536 or visit the Web atwww.ford.com
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As of July 1st, Amherst Bars

Will join the club and go

SMOKE- FREE!

• Cleaner air to breathe

• Ho more smelly clothes

• Ho more bad breath

• Ho more smelly hair

• Ho more cigarette burns

• Some new faces to see

» A more relaxing atmosphere

everyone can enjoy
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Defense claims politics influenced

charges in Italian cable car deaths
By Estes Thompson
Associated Press

i Wll> LEIEUNE. N.C. —
Politics influenced the decision to

charge the !oui-meml>ci cm ol u

Marine jet thai sliced a gondola
cable in ItalY and killed 20 people.

i datenas kawyn aaJd aaatanlaj m
;i milium bearing began.

There i» certaml\ enough icw-

dence) to indicate at this point

that what ha* happened thus tar is

function ol political pressure."

civilian la*\ci I tank Spinner, who
rceraeaOM the pilot. Cajpt Richard

\shhs said alter the hearing.

the lou; >.iew men have been
charged with involuntary
manslaughter and negligent homi-

cide in the Feb ^ deaths They are

also charged with dereliction ol

dut\. destruction ol military prop-

rlj and destroying civilian prop-

city

Yetttrday'i hearing was the

administrative phase ol an Article

>2 hearing the military equiva-

lent ol a civilian grand iurv Once
the evidentiary phase is complete.

I ludge or investigative ollicer will

recommend whether there should

be a court-martial.

The Marine EA-6B Prowler jet

was on a training run Feb. 1 when

it sliced the cable used by the gon-

dola at an Alpine ski resort, send-

ing the car crashing into the

slope*.

The incident enraged Italians

and has strained Italian-American

relations, sparking protests at the

U.S. air base in Aviano where the

jet was stationed. Many Italians

have called on their government to

Jose U.S. bases throughout the

country and charge that American

fliers routinely "hot-dog" in Italian

airspace. Spinner said that fur

decarie*. members of the military

have been involved in training

evercises that have caused deaths

"And in many ol those cases

there have been acts of negligence,

perhaps even recklessness, and

there does not appear to be anyone

who has becri court-martialed pre-

viously under similar cireum
stances." he said.

I t L'ol Ronald Rodgers, the

judge, ruled that separate cviden

tiary hearings will be held for the

back-seat crewmen — Capt.

Chandler Seagraves and Capt.

William Raney — and for Ashby

and navigator Capt. loseph

Schweit/ei

Seagraves and Raney, who oper-

ated electronic jamming gear in

the jet, will have their hearing on

May 5. The hearing for Ashby and

Schweitzer will be held lune 15.

Dave Beck, the civilian lawyer

fa defendant Schweitzer, said the

crewmen were not negligent

"The question is. was there

criminal negligence," said Beck.

"We deny that thete wa-

Military lawyers tor the prosecu-

tion and defense declined to com-

ment alter the hearing.

A Marine investigation board

that worked closely with Italian

official! has placed the blame for

the tragedy on the lour crew mem-
bers, saying they broke rules on

how last and how low thev could

fly during their training maneuver.

The lour crewmen have been

put on a non-flying status ifaaoi

their return to the Marine Corps
v.1! station Cherry Point on March

14

Justices reject challenge to anti-stalking laws

By Richard CareMi

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Dealing for the

first time with anti stalking legisla-

tion, the Supreme Court rejected

sweeping challenges to laws in

Virginia and the District of Columbia.

The court, acting without comment

yesterday, turned away free-speech

claims by two men convicted of stalk-

ing crimes after they threatened

women — by phone or in letters —
while in prison. Both men argued that

the law used to prosecute them was

too broad and too vague to let anyone

know just what type of communica-

tion is criminal. Lower courts had

rejected those arguments.

Since California enacted the first

anti stalking criminal statute in 1990,

all 50 states have made stalking a

crime. The outlawed conduct general-

ly is defined as 'directed at a specific

person that involves repeated physical

or visual proximity, nonconsensual

communication or verbal, written or

implied threats."

A recent lustice Department survey

found a strong link between stalking

and domestic violence, and indicated

the problem is more widespread than

once believed.

Yesterday's court action set no

national precedent, and did not pre-

clude the possibility that the justices

someday may vote to review a chal-

lenge to an ami stalking law.

In the Virginia case, Michael Parker

was convicted and sentenced to six

months in jail for a series of telephone

calls he made to a woman with whom
he once had a relationship. Court

records say the woman testified that

their relationship had been an "abu-

sive" one.

Prosecutors said Parker made
about "W calls to the woman over a

week-long period in March 1995.

Seven times he left messages that

included "It'll never end" and "I'll be

out
"

In upholding Parker's conviction, a

Virginia appeals court said. "He vio-

lated the stalking statute because he

made a barrage of calls. with the

knowledge that the calls caused the

victim to reasonably fe«r bodilv injury

at his hands.*

In the District of Columbia case,

Roy lett was convicted and sentenced

to five years in prison for sending sex-

ually explicit, threatening letters from

behind bars to a woman who helped

run a liquor store he frequented.

His appeal urged the justices to

determine just what kind of speech

can be punished "Uncertainty over

the reach of stalking and harassment

laws to prohibit speech has already

caused considerable controversy, and

that controversy is likely only to

increase," lett'* appeal said

Parker's appeal said the Virginia

law could be t'scd to prosecute purely

innocent speech, and gave examples

that included these:

• A doctor diagnoses a ruptured

appendix and advises a patient that

surgery is needed to avoid death. The

doctor, later learning that the patient

has not yet had the surgery, again

delivers the warning and convinces

the patient of the danger

• A fireman runs through a hotel

hall during a fire, shouting that all

occupants must leave. He repeats the

process, convincing a number of

guests that they are in danger of suf-

fering great harm or death.

The nation's highest court rejected

two other appeals in free-speech

cases. In one, the justices refused to

scuttle a wrongful-death lawsuit

against the publisher of a "how-to"

book for killers

Relatives of three people killed in

Maryland in 1995 are suing Paladin

Press of Boulder, Colo., over "Hit

Man: A Technical Manual for

Independent Contractors." lames

Perry followed the book's instructions

when he committed the three murders

in Silver Spring. Md
The justices also let stand lower

court rulings that restrict news inter

views of jurors who participated in a

I ouisiana political corruption trial,

rejecting a newspaper's appeal that

called the restrictions an unconstitu-

tional "prior restraint" of speech

tobacco
continued from page 2

issue When asked by rer* iters about

the legislation. I.ott Icigned boredom

with mock snoring "I don t think we

know yet." I.ott said of the bill's

chai ! I nd he did not discuss the

matter with key senators during

.res- twiKweek faster break, but

tell voters would not miss it if it were

delayed until after the November dec-

But Senate Minority I eader Tom
Daschle aid he is confident

that Clinton » involvement in the issue

would help speed things along.

publicans have to decide

wheiher they want to be with those

who have provided them with the

Million- ol dollars in cam-
paign- or whether they want to be

with tin M people." Daschle

I lu- provides them with then

pportunst) to do the right thing

in public policy and to work with us

to find a comprehensive, balanced

approach to tobacco policy H the

luture " McCain is expected to meet

with White House chief ol stall

I t-kme Howies today to discuss what

the president wants in the bill

McCain has said he is frustrated

because Clinton has urged that the

bill be made tougher but hasn't said

how that can be done.

House Speaker Newt Gingrich »R-

aid tax increase* and regulatory

powers any tougher than those pro-

posed in McCain's bill would be too

liberal ID have much chance of House

passage. Clinton said yesterday he

hoped Gingrich would change his

mind and support the legislation

"Before his recent comments I had

been encouraged, because he basical-

ly said he would not permit us to take

a stronger position than he did,"

Clinton said. "I certainly hope he will

return to his former position We
need everybody working together.

We must not let this opportunity slip

away."

Gingrich spokeswoman Christina

Martin denied that the speaker is try-

ing to water down McCain's bill, and

he wants Congress to pass "landmark

legislation to protect our children from

the dangers of both tobacco and illegal

drugs*
industry, no interest group, and

no partisan political games will lessen

t^ir commitment or stand in our way."

Martin said "Our first and only goal

should be protecting children's health

and not using tobacco legislation to

increase the size of big government
*

Senior Republican aides, speaking

on condition of anonymity, said

Gingrich's comments did not represent

any coordinated GOP effort at legisla-

tion, but rather a broad idea for a MB.

Public health advocates said the speak-

er's attempt to devote tobacco money

to a tax cut dodges the real issue.

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN BtCOMINC A
NEWS ASSOCIATE FOR THE COLLECIAN NEXT
SEMESTER BUT NOT SURE WHAT IT IS ALL
ABOUT? THEN COME DOWN TO THE
COLLECIAN (113 CAMPUS CENTER
BASEMENT) THIS WEDNESDAY. APRIL 12 AT
* P.M. FOR AN INFORMATIONAL MEETINC.

We are looking for reporters to cover the fottowtng

positions
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SESSIONS TO BE HELP MAY 4, 6-1 p-

Phpical Therapy Department ttnivervry Health Semen

Sign up in Physical Therapy or cal S77-SISI.
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Tues. - Thur

10:00 3:30
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/IRTQiRVED'X COLLEGE JEWELRY

413-545 2619

M-F 9 to 5

Sat 11 to 4
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Cheerleading Try-Outs
on: 4/20, 4/21, 4/22, 4/23, 4/24

6pm - 9pm
@ Curry Hicks Cage

Call Kevin Thompson 665-0056

WH^lV

I'pgratled Units

'New Appliances

•New Carpeting

•New Cabinets & Counters

•Central Air Conditioning

•Starting at W5

Rents include

-Heal, Hot Water A Cooking

Gas

Use of

-Olympic Size Pool

-Tennis Courts

Basketball Coons

CALL TODAY

Now Accepting Applications

#549-0145

On PVTA Bus Route

1/2 Mile From U-MASS

!!!COMINGSOON!!!*

Standard Units

•Full) Applianced

•Freshly Painted

•Carpeted/Tiled Roots

•Central Air Conditioning

•Starting at $570

Cathedral Ceilings

in 2& y Bedrooms

On Site

I .iundi> Rooms

Parking
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Crunch time for SGA

i

.

Rebel radio
A-s the counirs. little pirate radio stations are

popping up These stations differ in a number

I ways: some are commerc-ial. some are not

some de**.«te their airtitne to leftist political commen-

tary tome exclusivels pla> biker rock But one thins;

unites these stations — all use low-power transmitters

that arc unlicensed h\ the Federal _______
Communications Commission

fhi* is the micropovker radio

movement, a growing network of

media libertarians who refuse to

"By forcing the courts

to rule on issues offree

speech, they take a
J

!V^
on
P , r *!VT stand for the right of

them Claiming that the K I i« VtQ-
. • j

Utmg their First Amendment rights individuals tO prodliCC

and participate in mass

communications

technologies.

"

to tree speech, these illicit radio

operator* challenge unfair regula

b) broadcasting anvway usint!

cheap and readily-available equip

nieni

There are at least two micropower

stations in the Pioneer Valley These

iti able 10 be more in 1

1

mately involved with the lommuni ——si
once their broadcast range is usually

miles Radio free Mlston. in h

'. received recognition and support from the

local .. .ii fox their plate In the coimi.

rurttwr adding to a climate

er radio in the country is the difficulties the FCC has

had prosecuting their most prominent cases against

pirate stations. Last November, in California, a Federal

judge ruled in favor of Free Radio Berkeley (FRB). a

rnuropower station that the FCC was trying to shut

down The judge insisted that the FCC must answer the

constitutional issue of free speech in court, and could

not claim jurisdiction themselves.

However, the National Association of Broadcasters

<\ \H< doesn't like any of th

The N \H || one — the countrv's most powerful loh-

a group consisting of the major communications

ration* They have reason to worrv about the

micropower radio movement — the issues raised by

FRB in court are the only serious challenge to mega
ii.c \Ncsiinghouse gobbling up control of the FM

band in all the major markets across the country. The
landmark Telecommunications Act ot WJb cleared the

way for this consolidation Since its passage. 40 per

cent of the country s formerly 10.000 independently

owned radio stations have passed into the hands of the

megacorps
I the NAB wants to crush the threat that ordinary

people will have access to the media. They take such an

interest that they supplied the FCC with their lawyers

in the I KK ,..se! The NAR bJm called Beverley Baker.

the I CC s Chief of Compliance, to their national con-

ference last |une and demanded to know when the FCC
w as going to stop micropower radio.

K I hinJah

in response to that urging, and the unfavorable deci

sion in the FRB case, the FCC has launched a series of

assaults. Last fall and winter they conducted an intimi-

dation campaign in Florida, during which a mulii

agencv task torcc (consisting ol Bureau of Alcohol.

Tobacco and Firearms. Federal Bureau of

_______ investigations. FCC and even
tral Intelligence Agency troops)

raided three pirate stations in the

Tampa area, battering down doors

and holding D|s spread-eagled on

the ground with M-los while c<

eating their equipment. The raids

seem to have basically been a media

campaign, since news media were

invited to watch and broadcast the

assaults, and no criminal charges

related to unlicensed broadcasting

were ever upheld in court.

Manv long-term micropower sta-

tions also received their first n

lo cease broadcasting from the FCC

last winter Radio Allston, accord———I ing to some sources, decided to bow
out and reorganize for a fight. Radio Mutinv in

Philadelphia who sent a delegation lo

tion at Ham l

|

recently

ov holdim a National Mitfopuwer Radio Conferance in

enrlv April At their conference they gave how-to work-

shops, legal information, and parties; they also turned

their transmitter on in public after issuing the FCC a

challenge to arrest them.
• recently. Steal This Radio in New 'i ork City

was threatened with a raid. The FCC claimed that

there were interference complaints from a licensed sta-

tion, but when contacted by Steal This Radio mem-
that station denied the problems. Steal This

Radio decided to preempt any FCC action by forming

a group called Free Speech, which is suing the FCC for

violating their constitutional rights. On April 15th.

they also switched their transmitter on at a public

onference held across the street from the New
hangc Radio Free Allston and 87X.

the Tampa stations shut down last winter, also

went back on the air in solidarity

The micropower radio movement is taking risks and

actions that are vitally important as new communica-

tions technologies, such as a higher-speed Internet and

digital radio, alter the ways we can receive information

and keep in touch with the larger world. By forcing

the courts to rule on issues of free speech, they take a

stand for the right of individuals to produce and par-

ticipate in mass communications technologies. After

all, the airwaves are public property; as such, they

should be ours to benefit from, and not the sole

domain of large corporations looking to accumulate

our mom
Daniel Bodah is a Collegian columnist.

I

We encouraae our readers to respond to the contents of the
Collegian through letters to the editor.

Letters must be typed, no more than 400 words lon«. and
include name, address and Phone number for confirmation

purposes.
They can be submitted by mail to Ed/OP Editor. Daily

Colle-ian. 1 13 Campus Center. UMass. Amherst MA 01003:
by email to letters oitvms.oit.umass.edu: or by fax to C4I3J

545—1 592.
The Colle-ian reserves the riant to edit letters for ien-fh.

clarify, and style.

Doonesbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU

/r oru-r jack happounp
AHOTMfKPOatTOnOAT
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The long, hard journey

I

have developed an unhealthy obsession for a man
who walks down my street at the same time every day

— the mailman.

You see. right now the mailman literally holds my
future in his hands — and I'm not talking about some
"You could already be a winner" sweepstakes. I'm talking

about law school acceptance letters.

Every day for the past month, I have had

some form of an emotional catharsis or

another on my front porch as I check the

mail I have made dozens of fruitless trips

home from campus in the middle of the

day in search of those promising thick

envelopes — and dreading those thin ones.

In moments of panic about missing mail,

I have angrily instructed my five house-

mates (one of whom is awaiting acceptance

letters as well, exponentially increasing the

anxiety level in my household) to leave all

of the mail in one specific area of the

kitchen table I'm sure they really apprcci ~—~~*""~

"

ate my anal-retentive perfectionist attitude towards the

pile of junkmail we receive every day.

One particular housemate is under orders to call me at

work when a law school letter arrives, and sometimes,

read the contents of the missive over the phone. And the

news is not always good.

optances Rejections Waiting lists. Somebody stop

this emotional roller coaster, because _______
I want to get off. ! don't remember
this process being so hellish during

high school. Probably because this

time around, it matters more I'm

thinking in terms of employment,
geography, in essence, my whole
future And when your future lies in a

10-by-l 2-inch manilla envelope, your

sanity starts to erode.

Of course, there is a certain amount

of stress that comes with graduation

for anyone. Now is the time of year

vou can tell a senior simply by facial expression.

I \vitement. and perhaps relief, about graduation com
bined with anxiety and fear of leaving the womb we called

UMass for the last four years makes for a toxic emotional

cocktail

The ironic thing for me. and maybe for those of you

continuing on to graduate school, is the notion that stay-

ing in school another three years is equivalent to a securi-

Laura Stock

"It does feel like I

am delaying growing

up by staying in

school, in debt, and
out of the working

world— but it's scary

as hell.

"

y blanket, protecting against the harsh nine-to-five,

power suit, economic ladder-climbing real world. This

is definitely a fallacy.
.

Ever since the terrifying process began in September, I

have doubted the practicality of my choices. While my

peers were attending career fairs last semester. I was tak

ing the LSAT. My fellow seniors were doc-

toring their resumes and creating cover let

ters while I was slaving over law school

applications And now. as my colleagues

discuss 40 IK plans and starting salaries of

$40,000 a year. I am still stressing over the

FAFSA and filling out loan applications in

amounts close to those starting salaries.

It does feel like I am delaying growing

up by staying in school, in debt, and out of

the working world — but it's scary as hell

All I hear, or even read about on these edi

torial pages, are first interviews, second

interviews and job offers. But. for many_ ^. rjJua ic>. their first job is a stepping MM
down a career path formed as it is traversed.

1 know job interviews are stressful, but you can accept.

reject, or even fine-tune a job offer. Fortunately, the job

market is healthy right now Graduate programs remain

highly competitive, and with so many applicants for n
few spots, it is the sad truth that most prospective stu

dents do not choose their schools; the schools choose

_______ them.

I am aware I brought this stress on

myself, and this whole emotional)),

and economically, taxing process is

inevitable for anyone who wants to

become a lawyer, doctor, professor.

I he strange thing is. if there are

others out there going through the

same psychological turmoil. I haven't

heard much about it An explanation

tor this probably lies in the fact that

the people we are turning to for sup—— port in this endeavor, are the same

ones we are competing against for coveted spots in gradu

ate schools.

Since the LSAT. MCAT. GMAT and ORE are never

going to disappear, and the whole application procedure

will likely remain the same forever. I can offer no solu-

tion, save creating a support group to prevent eageT letter

recipients from going postal on their maikamers

Laura Slock it a Collegian columnist

Letters to the Editor

Cover gymnastics

To the Editor

Throughout the semester. I have

read many articles w the sports sec

ttor oihgim pertaining to

manv sports ranging from basketball

to lac-n«*e But wmwlt that gymnas-

tics is hardly mentioned at all? Since

December, both the men and
women's gymnastics teams have been

competing, yet the sports editors of

the Collegian don't care. Perhaps

they're not just inconsiderate and

incompetent, but also unaware of the

sport, so here goes: gymnastics

requires agility, flexibility, concentra-

tion, strength and dedication These

men and women work for hours a day

all week just like the "big" sports and

deserve recognition.

Although they're not mentioned

often, the editors [occasionally) reluc-

tantly write a short article which

comes off as just an attempt to fill

space Perhaps they don't know that

Stephen Pryor broke the school

all-around record, and then later

topped that feat. And Andrew Leis

tied the school Pommel Horse record.

Also that lill Fischer scored a perfect

10 and can't seem to get lower than a

M on floor Oh. I'm sorry, there was

an article on Fischer, but it was over a

week late... Thanks anyway.
Recently, both the men and women's

teams competed in NCAA regionals.

This is one of the biggest meets of the

year! Couldn't you say anything?

Couldn't you mention that Mandy
Mosby won beam with a 9.875 and

|ill Fischer scored a 9.975. and both

went on to compete in Nationals?

And Andrew Leis scored a 9.65 on

Pommel Horse, and Bryan McNulty

scored a 9.6 on floor which qualified

them both for Nationals?

Look. I understand that Kent,

Moore. Hershey. Kandel. Sanyal.

Colucci. and LaVallee aren't big

names like Tyrone Weeks and Monty

Mack, but some recognition would be

appreciated. I think the Collegian

owes them an apology, and future

attention.

Gary Mendcsc
Southwest

Football coverage

inaccurate

To the Editor:

I wanted to correct a few errors

made by Paul Teves in Thursday's

article (4/16) concerning the relative

merits of Peyton Manning vs Ryan

Leaf In the article, he made several

errors regarding Peyton Manning's

career at the University of Tennessee,

some of which he used to support his

argument that Ryan Leaf would make

a better professional football player

First of all. Teves states that Peyton

Manning was the quarterback of a

Tennessee squad that lost to Penn
State in the Fiesta Bowl two years

ago Peyton Manning never played a

game against Penn State in his career

at the University of Tennessee. In

fact, the loss you are referring to

occurred in 1992 and UTs quarter-

back was Andy Kelly Tennessee did

lose to Penn State in the Citrus bowl

in 1994 with Heath Shuler as quar-

terback. In his career. Peyton
Manning went 5-1 in bowl games.

His only loss was to eventual co-

champion Nebraska this year.

The second point I want to make is

that Peyton Manning did not attend

the University of Tennessee for 5

years. Maybe your mistake comes
from the fact that Peyton Manning
decided to attend the University of

Tennessee for one more year despite

having completed his undergraduate

degree at the end of his third year in

college. This is quite a feat in itself

and one that I doubt Ryan Leaf will

match.

The third point I want to make is

Peyton Manning was not "born to

choke." Although he never beat some
very good Florida teams, he won his

share of big games in one of the

toughest football conferences in the

country (look at his overall record

sometime). More importantly,

according to his coaches, professors,

and Tennessee football fans every-

where, Peyton Manning is a winner in

the game of life. I certainly hope
that the staff of the Collegian will do

a better job in the future of checking

facts that are printed in the paper.

Although this is only a sports article.

1 think it reflects the University as a

whole when reporters in any subject

do not check the facts printed in their

articles.

As for the relative merits of Peyton

Manning compared to Ryan Leaf. I

think they are both can't miss

prospects and I leave it to the experts

to decide which is better. Of course,

the experts said Heath Shuler was a

can't miss prospect as well.

|ason Blackburn

Grad Student, Dcpt. of Chcm.
Eng.

Black Affairs

logo should go

To the Editor:

I would like to address an issue

which has been troubling me for

some time now. and it seem* appro-

priate to direct my concerns to Edgar

Barros. the editor of the Black Affairs

Page

The clenched fist logo prominentlv

displayed on the page is inappropri

ate The Black Affairs Page is meant

to address issues which are important

to people of color, but if it is not used

as a tool to invite those of us who arc

not black to learn more of black cul-

ture and participate in the discourse

on issues of particular importance to

the black community, the page is less

a tool for education, inclusion,

growth and change, and more a

forum for individual vituperation and

demagoguery.

I am a white man who over the

years has been blessed with friends,

colleagues and acquaintances from

more walks of life and cultures than I

can remember. We came together

with open minds, open hearts and
open hands extended in welcome —
not a clinched fist.

Consider this: What would be the

reaction, and how much would it add

to the diversity and understanding
between races on this campus if the

Collegian, hypothetically speaking,

printed a page titled the White
Affairs Page with a raised white fist

at the top comers? As a white man I

would be embarrassed at such audac-

ity. How about an Asian Affairs Page

with a yellow fist? Why don't we all

just raise our fists and spout off

about issues which concern only our

race, our particular culture? I can see

it now — a glorious sea of diversity

in hatred!

I, for one, have no interest in lis-

tening to the views of anyone who
prefaces their remarks by raising a

fist in my face. Barros and the
Collegian should do away with it. and
adopt a logo more akin to the open
hand of welcome and fellowship. If

the Black Affairs Page is ever to real-

ly serve the black community it must
seek to include people cf all races in

its readership. It must seek to incite

discussion, involvement and under-
standing, all things which are anti-

thetical to that juvenile bit of graphic
design.

Kevin Milam
kevmilam@juno.com
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Tracks to enjoy this summer
include 'What's Going On?"
What's going on? Lately, with the combination of

daylight savings time, warm weather, and the fact that

I'm a second semester senior, not a lot of what's going
on involves school. Since I want to see nothing but luve

and Kool-Aid smiles on campus, I thought I'd share the

joy with my Butterfried Summer lams, 100 percent nat-

ural of course.

D-Lo'% Butterfried Summeriand spring) lams
"I'm Talented" by Master Minds is the first release

from these Bronx-city kids. Give them a chance and
thank me forever.

•Rap Scholar" by Das EFX also features Redman I'm

not going to say anything about this track other than it's

humping and it will probably be on h____—
every mix tape by the end of the
month _______i

"Dart Throwing" from Cappadonna
features Method Man. I think this might be the hottest

single here, especially with a southern blues beat in the

background. It's perfect for hot days when there's noth-

ing to do other than sit on your sloop and lamp.

"Negro League Baseball" from Natural Resource is

hoi. especially when the female vocals kick in It's also

an intelligent something we need to be exposed to

Make sure you get this not the newer single cause it's

whack.

"Won on Won" by Cocoa Brovaz opens with "Ding.
•h»»'« the sound of the bell/Oh s"t. that's all you heard

.-note >ou fell." How's that for an opening line? This

tuck gets me Tired up. and it will get you ready to rage

throughout an endless summer night

I've already said enough about "School's In" by

I I iv e. so just get it

~\b0 (Oh-Yeah)" from the Proppellerheads features

De La Soul and there's something about De La Soul

and summertime: it's like World Series Rings and
Yankees, they just go together. Oh yeah,

Proppellerheads lay down some fat beats too.

'Trading Places* by AZ is all about the steel drum
thai makes this great for barbecues. Maybe AZ did

leam something from Nas other than how to make up

great fantasy league tracks.

"Change" by Shades of Brooklyn is strictly for hoi

hazy summer days where everything is just slow. You

Dtugacj

dig?

"The Militia" by Gang Starr, featuring Big Shug and

Freddie the Foxx, is another track that is headed for

every mix tape of the summer. Play this at the beginning

ol the party and you will set it off.

"Say What You Want" by Texas featuring Method
Man. I don't know if you would consider this a hip-hop

track, and Method Man's rhymes sound like throw-offs.

but the female vocalist has soul. When you're driving

around, play this and smile.

The next couple of listings are tracks that have come
out years ago. so I'm not going to write anything about

them because you have probably heard them. Suffice it

a_aj to say all of these artists are better

than you and almost everyone to

come after them so just bow now.

"Everyday People" — Slv and the

Family Stone

"Ooh Child" - Five Stairsteps

"Pass The Peas" — The IBs
"Ive Got Dreams To Remember" — Otis Redding

"Blueberry Hill" — Louis Armstrong
"Laughin and Clownin" — Sam Cooke
"The House That lack Built" — Aretha Franklin

"What's Going On* — Marvin Gave
The mix tape this week is Whtr, \/. Dog: At by

Craig-G and P-Nice This tape is a bit of a tribute to

DMX as it features two freestyles by him and the new
single "Stop Being Greedy." It also has a triple play

combo who form a trianglr more offensive then
Pippen lordan Harper with OMX, Noriega and
Canibus While the tape may be about DMX, Canibus

steals the show with the line "I'll rip your skin off just

to get on your nerves.*

"Triumph" by Cocoa Brovaz shows that there may be

reason to put their new album on the top of your shop-

ping list. Fat |oc and Noriega shine on "Misery Needs
Company" and the quintessential Canibus track

"Second Round Knockout" it on here too.

While the tape has some good tracks and freestyles.

it's got too much stuff on here that is on every other

mix tape like 'Turn It Up" by Busts Rhymes and "It's

Alright
"

Adam Dlugacz it a Collegian colummtL

mav* msmur coot cowft* on
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new jazz
Saxophonist |oshua Redman will perform tonight at the Iron Hone Doors open for dinner at S 30 pm and

the show begins at 7 p m Tickets irt \22 50 Call 584-0610 for more irrformation or (800>- THE-TICK for

tickets

Meeting Notice
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RELAX?
FORGET IT!

PLAY HARD TO STAY HARD
JOIN THE BEST

HAMPSHIRE FITNESS
90 GATEHOUSE ROAD

256-6446

I n*wr Know v*hat mood
1*1 be in

One <_^ Dragon Frie-e. the

rvs»t <_•« Oiitfcen Wing*.

or masfba a bigjuitf burgsr
Tnanfc goodnaa*. for Vata'a!

Trve^ alviasf* got what

I vaant.

BURG!
BUCI

NOW SEiVIHG WINGS

ROUTE 9 HADLEY. MA
585-0241

rvttp //www .J
—mrburgar/

,LTHEATRES
I

~—
—̂ 1 Mo cinip.111 pCMMl l*»f

J) Free Srriall Popcorn
V .It. I „ Ml- .ttiv M.-,!".»», IW I -ir#. l>t,,,C BM
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c
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La Cucina di

of Amherst 30 Boltwood

••//'
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L
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COLLEGE BASKETBALL SPECIALS!!!
Back by popular demand: Specials running Monday thru Thursday!

1 Large Cheese Pizza $6.*S

V** 1C ***** Buffalo Wings
Please Add $1.5G fee- Toppings ond $3.GG for Double Toppin

Any Two Calzcnes

j Belioery Only.
I Mot Volld in „ _.._.__._•
1 Restereunt Must Mention Ad When Ordering Offer E%pires S/3I/9SJ
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baseball softball

KMMAU*W«N OUiGMMtW

Hoping for the trifecta.

Oooq Clark and the Massachusetts baseball team are heading to

F«*wry Pari today to defend their Beanpot tournament crown against

Boston College _______

LlBHAWiAN

!NTE*r*CE OCStGNER

PRESERVATIONIST

WSBMAsTER

RENOWNED
FACULTY

ENGAGED
IN THE WOULD

The

Information

Age

Is Here.

Imagine It.

Sch(X)l of Information

tniuTsitv of Michigan

continued from page 10

l2-ibr~1> Mfc* contributed a single

and an RBI in the third. I .eftfielder

Aaron Braunstein also went 2-for-5

with a walk

I oidhain would get two runs in both

the M\th and seventh innings but it was

too little too late

Dagliere also got hits in the second

half of Satutd.i\ and on Sunday to tie

the Massachusetts record lot consecu-

tive hits at 2H

Bill Cooke was the winning dueler

as he tossed hi> filth Lonsevuti^

plete game to improve to 6 1 The

junior -outhpaw fanned four while

allowing eight hits.

In the second game, the Rams tried

to break out of their spell b> knocking

in the game * first run in the second

inning But UMass starter Ryan

Cameron t4->> never allowed

I oidham another inch as he also went

the distant*, striking out live while

allowing three hits and walking ioui

In the tounh frame, the Miimieincn

went off on a tour run rallv a- Daglierc

connected lor a double to drive in

Bryan Ma_?afem>. Doug ClaHtajj^ssj

in Daglicre as he ripped a tnple into

center field G-MtTMN closed the

ing with a two-run homer Braunstein

collected three RBI off of his two hits

at well.

"Saturday was an all-around good

JJS |n M atdi Mike Stone said

th hitting and the pitching came

through."

->unda>. neither teams had irou

bie oiffen Fordhan attacked

I
with two run» in the lirst and

three more in the second The

Minutemen retaliated with three runs

in the bononi half to keep within Mrik

ing distance a* Gautreau hit the last of

his weekend round-trippers But

UMass came up emptv until the fourth

when it lacked on two more runs to

trail

Dagtierc continued his hot streak a*

he punched in two runs on a Vfor-5

da> including a double Wokott also

runs as he connected lor

urth home run on the year.

Shortstop Seth Kaplan tallied an RBI

•she went I -for I

In the eighth. Sameia lead off with a

single as Braunsiein doubled to force

the Rams in a •econd-end-third situa

tion. Steve Ajadoorian came through

as he singled to knock in another run

SkefRngton and Dagbere rounded out

the inning with two more runs off

Fordham errors.

I Mass starter left Pulen struggled

as he pitched five innings, allowing

even runs oil 1 1 hit* Travis Veracka

took over m the s-xth. pitching three

and one-third innings Veracka allow-

ing three earned runs ofl four hits

Bamsb) closed out the last two-thirds

of the gapoc to earn his first save.

-Va^Ksgglcd and had to battle

from behind.* Stone said 'Fordham

came out swinging but we battled

back."

continued from page 10

a V-and-a-half hour bus trip across

the width of Virginia to reach a

one-hour flight from Washington to

Bradley International Airport, "hell"

was had — and said — by the travel-

ling contingent in the end.

In othd offensive matters, sopho-

more Nikki Faeaaitf went 3 for 2 (2

RBI. 1"> on the season) w*th a home

run and tuple in the I win. and

senior kellv Buckley went 4 -for-4 ti

RBI. 20 on the season) in the 14-1

rain-delaved nightcap to lead the

UMass offense

The catching duo have lit the plate

up the past few games, with Bucklev

(.$28 hatting average) and Faesslei

| 22* batting average) combining lot

three of the live RBI in last

Thursday's sweep ot Harvard at

Tot man field What i> even inoie

impressive i* that since her return to

the Minutewoman lineup u>

Rhode t-land on April II. Bu«.klev

ha* hit at an incredible 480 clip

iia-a
Other olfensive leaders lor the

UMass were junior Mandy Galas

1.309 butting average, lb RBI), who

had six hit- on the afternoon, and

senior ..o-captain Kim Gunidge

i4H batting average. *> RBI), who

continued her red hot spring with

live hits and three RBI.

On the mound, junior Danielle

Henderson (17-b. 0.70 ERA) threw

a one-hitter in the afternoon opener

while striking out eight batters and

walking three against the 17th-

ranked offense in the nation Senior

I i/ Vhw (4-1, 80 FRA) was

given plenty of run support in the

nightcap, and the lone run she M
rendered was of the unearned variety

In fact, the 14 runs UMass scored

was the most for the team since

April b. l^o, when the

Minutewomen beat this same

\ uginia lech team by a 16-0 score

in Blacksburg

With that said. UMass will now

have to face off with a slumping

,n squad (19- 17-1). who have

lost nine siuight games. After losing

a doublelicadei io North Carolina on

April I I. the Huskies dropped three

straight to last season's NCAA Fast

Regional participant in Boston

l. ollege and two games to Notre

Dai'

I Uonn has been plaiooning three

pitchers this spring, with Ann
Gundcrson i7 8, 2.44 ERA). Megan

Biddle (7 ». 2.M IRA) and lill

Cameron (5-5. V6. FRA) proving

to be a hittable combination, while

allowing a .265 iwV-^''™"-
some themselves. "'"*<*»«'

Wagner and freshman Carrie e Irua

have registered a combined
1

0.84

FRA. and opponents are now hitting

1 5 1 at the plate against them
'

Speaking ol hitting, two Huskies

stand out at the plate, with Erin

I avion (.561 batting average. 20

RBI) and Abbat U* (.30S fed*
average W RBH leading a group

that is averaging 27*. In con., as,

UMass is now hitting i 12 as a team

after this weekend's action

Minutewomen Notes; BarttOI

.plain Tracy Oat* I
4U5 ave.

age! was named Atlantic 10 IMau-t

of the Week lor her 12 22 perlor

mance at ihe plate last week

average and 682 slugging percent

age) while also eclipsing her Miiglc

teason record for steals with three m

the Harvard doubleheader lot I total

u | >7 Henderson picked up hei

lourth Atlantic 10 PUchai ol ihe

Week selection ol this season as

well striking out >2 batters ,n 21

innings ol work Hei IW0 shutout!

this past week ivow Dm hei own *
gle season record ol 1

1

bean

i

continued from page 10

Pete Gautreau is the A- 10 Plaver

ol the Weak fot the second time this

season after belting lour homers last

week Muchie Dagliere continues to

lead the team in batting average.

and is currently lied tor the L Mass

single season hitting streak at 2*

games lunior Doug Clark is also

swinging a hot bat. even though hi»

IB-game hitting streak was snapped

on Sundav Aaron Braunstein had

nits during a three-game sweep

lordham over the weekend
Shaun Skeffington and Brian

Sameia arc also hitting over the

»00 mark

The Eagle* will enter today's

game with an 1 1 lb I mark and

have a young team heading into

action against the Minutemen.
mcvc I angone leads

the team with a 451 mark Sean

i.owan is at .427 and leads the

team with 10 homers and ^b RBI

Other offensive threats include

catcher leff Waldron. outfielder

Brendan I evesque. and outfielder

Chang Choe. all of whom arc over

.>n the season.

The Eagles pitching Matt ha- also

Struggled this year ( hns lunnon is

the ace of the Maft posun

mark and I 59 earned run average

in sin appearances, l.angone is also

one of the team's primary pitchers.

as he is 2-4 with a 4.21 FRA in mi

suits Paul Bibbo and Andy
Sullivan also have multiple victories

fa Boatoa College on the reason.

Ihe last lime these two teams mei

was i^sjc. when UMass beat the

Eagles b 5 in Chestnut Hill. The

two teams have never met in

Beanpot plav

Minutemcn Notes: UMass has

it ol IH since coming back

north alter their early season

fU.nda trip Ihe Minutemcn lead

the all-time series with B.C. 26-15.

The first meeting of the schools was

way back in I >»04 .
Following

today* game. L Mass will be back in

action tomorrow when thev will

travel to Portland Maine to lace the

I niversilv ol Maine lu-i- N

will get the start against the I

Bears. The onlv other action that

the Minutemen have had against

Beanpot teams this year was last

Thursday's 7-4 come Irom behind

win over Northeastern It Mot three

runs in the top ol the ninth inning

to put UMass over the top in that

one oking ahead. the

Minutemen have a kev three

with Rhode Island awaiting

them this weekend

LEA
Ses

G
ear^h wwxx m umich edu imagineit

MULTIOISClPLINARY
LEARNING

"63 2285

Nw*i?i!tete^S
pMf*3»*SLfr«i* ^ff375
******** 0+ J*M V2

Pri*e!

Warning: Keep out!

The N>> Hi Massachusetts mens lacrosse team defeated Notre Dame

8-7 this weekend.

wji

1

11\wn^ xi fV[J( F Ifw$™? IU1> iii^^aJiizzaEs:

fhe Collegian is taking applications for:

J DVEUTISING
, 1 REPRESENTATIVES
'.ir

J] We are looking lor Enthusiastic, Energetic, Organized and

I f
Sell-motivated Freshmen, Sophomores and Juniors Irom any major.

il.

'I
I! you are guilty 0! any ot these traits, contact Luis at the

]
,. Collegian Advertising Office at 545-3500 or stop in and fill

out an application at

113 Campus Center Basement ^__

*l, 7pm. HUM How*

i'uramg Jcwidi Identity After the Holocaust"

-FanrYemoW! U made rh« dkcowir of hn Jnmh cW«»< '.»"<""> *" '

Loaw Mkor .mmedW-str srt .lv,

<*.» il«obeour»u««t>ni»K.«lTfTl)in()inK

Vofcwwlay . April ?.

}tmt' YoaotJ

r.*r

WediMvlay.

April 22,

MmiK

Autc'i

Tin* M.jvU !•

Km*, Wtmaorhi

gro»Ti up tnd wor

nil HokKwn tdocuot «k) protewor of En»*<l> ud J«Uk: ..luvWnti it two y«r»,

pr«tot»tk»<>/ilKnTOrw*y*i»«>plcluvenH. ^_
eihsHassMaM.

KMMAMMMNiN ( OtUCIAN VTAfl

Dcycu
WANT TC

HI. 1 1 1 P€R
THE S.PC.OT§

SE€TI€N?
CONTACT

CASty rANC

A P R I I

I

B6ok Noy f

Summers
coming!

CJc4*J> T*««A«<S. <>r«ct AJvxC*. I

DUBLIN $449
ROME $389

LONDON $298
fMIS A»t WUIIII IIP »«» DO NOT IHCI.JM.

'a«i. iitst«icnMiv »rnt.

("tminicmnr.UH'p (

I ww srnt to AuichwitJ ironccoirMton «.«"!

bosr>ph«, «hr r«urm S3 ilw csitip wherr »Ke «p*t]i

HOU K ALST Mr MORIA1 sfKVIGI

fmn in <ht c«npu«-wi<l« «er.kr « we rrn,rml>rt the mill.om who died du^tW

rtebcMK TV«™«w,ll, .: SfM *««. prwtry. pr^er%«B*«»^^W«»

SpoasoNd by 1 lillel'. Coflwaaaors** ' :..mn,,tt«. »nd -he Baker. Ohsdbounic. »n4

1 . uch ( :nuer ()!(«:*•.

CIEt: CohkH on lltrtiManil
ESsrsitteMl E(eS»t*

44 Main Street

Amherst

(413) 256-1261
r * «* maaj
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Women's lax squeezed by
4

Cuse
By Setrt Koenig

Collagion Stan

If a psychiatrist was to evaluate

this year's Massachusetts women '%

lacrosse team, the psychiatrist would
diagnose the squad as having dual
personalities.

Against Syracuse on Sunday, u Jit

Cerent team showed up to play than

the one who traveled to Hofstra a

half a week before. The
Minutewomen who played Hofstra
pulled out a hdid lought c^K yjctory.

Bui when plav ing the Orangewomen.
a first year program, the group stum-

bled offensively, and fell 8-6 in a

game that wasn't that close.

Sophomore Stephanie Pavlick took

matters into her own hands with
24:1 1 to go in the lirst half to put

UMass on the board for the first

time, but Syracuse had already put

up two of their own by then, and the

visiting New Workers nevct fell

behind.

With the referees calling a pariicu

larly rigid game, and both defenses

playing strong, it was up to the play-

makers on the Held to win the game.

Those Massachusetts plav makers that

showed up at the six wins they've

had this year, did not arrive on
Sunday.

When UMass gunslingers like

Laura Korut/ and Noelle C
who were kept silent all afternoon,

got shots on the goal. Orangewoman
standout goaltender CloUuldc I wing

stopped them cold

On the other end. the Minutemen

defense stood tough, led by goalie ten

Sard), midfielder Colleen Wales, and

defender Lynne Young, who had a

great all-around game Offensively,

though. UMass couldn't punch it in

"We beat ourselves today,* coach

Franceses McClelbn said "We were

veiv prepared strategically, the

defense knew what we were guing to

see. and that. I think, we did well

with But after a while, the more
turnovers you make, the more you're

going to have to run to recover, and

that's what hurt us.

"Offensively its not that we didn't

play well, but when we got the ball,

we kind of panicked." Young said

"Defensively I think we played a

good strong game. It was just a mai-

ler ol double leams and the slides nwi

being there It was the little things

that hurt us."

The little things and Syracuse

junior attack Carrie Bolduc who
poured in a hat trick as the only

Orangewomen upperclassman.

By the time Korutz and Irequent

scorer Fay Naber got on the boa id

for UMass. it was too little, too late.

Their scores in the linal ihiee min-

HtM of the game pulled the

back to 8-6, which was how it

ended
I his setback will not be the cata

lyst for a season-ending letdown

though.
•

I his won't hurt us at all," Young
said "It will onlv make us slionger

\\c have lour games left and I think

*vc re ready to win all lour of

them

UM women's tennis
takes 2nd at A-10's
By Sanford Appell

Collagion Staff

This weekend, the UMass
women's tennis team accomplished

everything they

set out to do at

the Atlantic 10

tournament.

I h e

Minutewomen
topped last

year's third

place finish, and

captured s t

place, as they

fell to Virginia

lech 4 in ihe

finals

The finish

was the best by

any tennis team

at UMass in

tournament his-

~V\c could not

have asked lor a

c ocarist ukm mutiom

Sophomore Ola Gerasimova

Tft* Massachusetts women'* lacrosse team lost to Syracuse over the

weekend.

JOIN US!

^.JIjLw Ow»^>T

Construyendo cl futuro

Xay difng Wdng lai

%
nm „cs

<•>

cS>

Come on down to 1 1

3

Campus Centei base-

ment and write foi your

favori Lion'

better linish Massachusetts tennis

coach ludv Dixon said "The teaa

turned in a ternlic cllort all week-

end, and thev have a lot to be proud

Coming inio the tournament,

host Virginia Tech was clearly the

favorite, as they came in nationally

ranked at No I't

I Mass. George Washington and

Temple liguied to fit in the 2

through 4 seeds-

Alter those squads, the rest of the

.rence featured teams with

weaker programs that hoped to be

able to win a match or two against

a conference rival

I Mass gained the three seed at

the coaches meeting and squared

off against sixth seeded Da v ton

after a first round bye

Thc Minutewomen proved to be

too much lor the l.adv livers, as

thev pounded out a 6 I victory

The top 5 UMass sinfk

earned straight set victories.

UMass swept the doubles point

Ola Gerasunova led the was with

a 6- It* .' »in .'u-t Michele Evans.

Marie BvMm Qana chipped in at

v Lb) defeating kristcn White

6-0.6 I

"The Dayton match was a nice

win, as we did not expend too

much energy," Dixon said. \W-

knew we would have our hands lull

with George Washington later on
"

The team also knew thev would

be entering unchartered territory fot

the program, il

they could top-

ple the

Coloniali and

play for the

championship

"I really

wanted this urn

lor the team.
ially for

out three

seniors (Caron.

Gerasimova
and Lana

letskavat

I hev really

helped to hrui(;

this program to

the level

at and thev

vd it."

Sot only

hev deserving, but triumphant

as waH Ihe Minutcwomen tought

off a rain delay and some ncivous

stomachs to upend the I adv

Colonials 4-0 in the semifinals

Gerasimova once again took con-

ttol in So I singles, gutting out a

three setter over

lulie Kim 6-4.
o S Klim

had handily

defeated
Gerasimova at

the tnell

Invitational in

February.

Caron fol-

lowed up at So
2 with a deciaiva

5-7.

victory over

Ghada Skaff

lackie Braunstein

won the onlv

other completed

singles match
over Sarine
\N eingartcn 6-1.

Senior Marie
I 6.6-V
UMaSS took two oul of three Jou

bles matches to complete the

shutout, leading to a jubilant cele-

bration at center court which
included UMass mens players as

well

"It was a great moment lor the

team." Dixon said. "1 knew we
would run into a wall with Virginia

lech, but this was a great accoin

plishment for them no niaiter wh.il

happened ihe next da\

Tha Minutewomen plaved hard in

the linal but did not have ihe lite

power to compete with lech just

rat, as ihe I adv llokic's captured

their third straight A 10 title bv a

4 margin

Ihe Minulewoitien mav not have

won the title, but thev did earn sev-

eral notable individual accomplish

menis
Gerasimova and Caron were both

ted with places on the

Ml tournament teams Both players

won all iheit matches leading up to

the linal and exhibited a tremen-

dous will to win all season

Coach Dixon picked up the

women's Atlantic 10 Coach ot the

the tusi coach to accomplish

this (eat at I Mass.

"I was tremendously honored to

be given the award." Dixon said

"But this would not be possible il

not lor the outstanding plav ol the

team. Without their eflorts. I would

not have won the award M I thank

them lor t
1

I Mass will

now plav two
more matches
to close out the

..n. The
Minutewomen

I airlield

I nivcrsitv this

alternoon at

the L ppcr

Ming
Boston
U a i ve r i

tomorrow at

the »ame site

The BL
match will

. as Senior

Day to honor
the cfloi

the thrct

ic seniors ihat will graduate in
v
-

'We must be prepared tor these

matches Dixon said "the team

reached a high, but wc mu»t connn

uc to compete
'

ii miou wutnoM
ie Caron

BY
FAIRFAX COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

ii (

i

www.fcps.kl 2. va.us 800-831-4331

Dcpoi

'

Thank you lor reading the
Ian,

New I ntaMn largest

You cant Spend
the whole day at

the beach.

^Br****

*°S« •;$&*

&
PVTA

Yout Community

If* To The

Northeast!

I he new is.suo of Spectrum Magazine is here! Come
pick up yor free copy at our concourse table April 21,

& 22 or come by our office 406 t student Union

SPECTRUM

Philadelphia

Wilmington

BOSTON
t~ NEW york
KJ DAILY
£afac£Bn EXPRESS SERVICE

800-343-9999 Amherst. Peter Pan Terminal, 79 S Pleasant St

PVTA • 781 -PVTA Umassrw ' Campus Cntr, or SW Hampden Dinning Common
(413-781-7882) Northampton, Peter Pan Terminal 1 Roundhouse Pz

So, squeeze

in a claSS

@ or tWO.

WHY?
1. ALL day at the beach is boring

2. Pick up some credits

3. Take a subject you love

4. Get a hard course out of the wav

5. Monmouth is right near the beach

6. The campus is great

7. Housing is available

8. Monmouth is a private university,

where students always come hrst.

9. Get your degree sooner

10. You can say you're going to

summer school. NOT!

For mora information on Summer Sostkms, x",aY"-vsjXvfi'™W TXT-I
a schedule, available claases. the work.. PVUJrN££^^J4-v?
call 1-800 543 9671 or 732 571 345« UNIVfcKSll Y

Your future starts herewww monmouth edu

DIAMOND SALE

One Kino St., Northampton 584-3324

264 N. Pleasant St , Amherst 25

1

Celebrate Israel's 50th birthday with 75,000
other people on the Boston Commons

Live wmtii, theatre, mi/ti, food!

Israel's 50th Jubilee

' Join Hitlel's Jewish Srudenn Union (JSU) fur

this trip to Boston on Sunday. April 26
t rave Hillel House 10am and rt i Pm

: Cost; $9 or ($6 with JSU Hillcl <

. The full fee will be/donated i ul 1>< tct and

('.ill 54*>-l 7 10 by April 22 to roervc yourtp*"

Spon;' ! '.'Hg by

Hamagshimim »nd a frMM from ilir Harold Cirinrpoon

Suppo'imji houndwjon.

...and coming up on April 30th- ..«,«.,
Jewish Arts Pcstiv.il in celebration of Israel's !>0th Birthd.iv with [u.teli Folk Dtttcing. Ml

Storytelling and Poetrv. Photography Exhibit, All-U-Can Est lalatel Dinner and Rafflei.

on Thursday. April 30th. S

All Fret'

Hi House Ijrwn.
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'ANNOUNCEMENTS I APARTMENT K)K RENT | EMPLOYMENT EMPIOYMENT EMPLOYMENT INSTRUCTION

PEOPLE'S MARKET
Where the food's fresh, the coffee «

hot and the music is (•mmin'i Mom

Floor Student Union

Hmm deal mm* Bar * support

Muster Progiems Michael

Movetman was killed in a well-

known danaeiously fatal area m
Huntmoton Gorge with the Mue*pt

Study Piogram with UVM Don t

.nvotve yoursaff with such an uncer-

^andirretponstblacoriipafi*

APARTMENT FOR RENT

1 BeBreeet eat available June 1

Buslme Close to campus

JS60/month 5494575

] aedroom aeartsaeat Petttea

Half-ienoseted $915/month

Available IV l Call 5*9-0166

|p>C ii»i I a*e>eate On bus route,

private gym/iaundry downstairs

Heat and hot water included

Available May 27th Call 256-3971

J iiBtt— iJii—im Greet loce-

tton uptown Tmnune we* to cam-

pus Heat and hot water included

CaB 253-1*97

Ward Proc.ttor with Punter

Small iigdM. bBieJy uaad 1300 Cad

Jerry 54&9840

1

UVTOf (MMPUTHt «M *__
DAEWOO starting. $1 275. SONY

faiprinter. PCMCIA Faonodam $100.

Color Scanner $125 Cad 885- 7232

Available

5/1 Can 253-6423

6/1 Call 253-1445

rjE.i mini "—^ ~——~' "*

bedroom 2 bathroom apt Heat and

not water included On bus route

$1035/month Call 549 6554

Available June '

2 bedreeai eat Brandywine

'I Tit- May 26 thru Jury 31 with

rw ne»t fell

HeetAwt **•*»

Cal 549-5079

_rl 2. and 3 bad-

room apartments Gas haat. hard

wood Hoots We are showing start

ing April 6th ta June and September

Lincoln Real Estate 25*7879

i Gas heat hard-

B basement 1/2

rrxfctjcatsput on but route We are

and "atiwnJiai lease* 81350 plus

25*7879

AUTO FOR SALE

at CtrttsiOe on « 116 Sunderland

from June Hi Aug 31st Rent

$53u7month esxyything included

Pool tennis courts on but route

Can 6654130

1 iidrn- T* ' 2 mda from oMk-

_ Jo—r auto

oew tues greet condition

$2500/90 549-935q

Hvaadei Eicel IBM Standard

$875 Can 865-7732

*AdO»«M-4
__»V1 UseawB tetaatptpra

2/3 bedroom fw i—« »•* Oam to

Cm(mm{~

lJIMMK. CM I RAM 2 1

Gn. 24X CD ROM. 33 6K Ti Modem.

Video * Audw Cards with Speakers

Plus. 14 .nch flat screen digital moni

tor Windows 95. keyboard. PS2

mouse $1150 5468826

1JB 616 101 Hard Drive. MB •
MM199

Macintosh Celer Stylewnl.i

15M Pneter. xeyboa'fl Mouse.

Eitemal CO Drive SCSI tcuipment

is m at—Bent condition All for $300

or B/0 549-5514

EMPIOYMENT

Lnre-M teases* seaaaetl to perfurm

household and chit—ere duties 16

hrs/weak m aachanga for room and

board Beginning Sept May in

Amherst 25*4150

HAVE ABJ AMM1M6 WBJBJIRI

Prestigious coed camp m
Massachusetts seeks earmo. ««*>

vated college students who love

kids' GENERAL & SPECIALTY COUN

SELORS needed Join a dedicated

.a salaries

m urn

laleiealed in Advertising Sales' Bedroom eveileble « a furnished

Looking toi energetic motivated apt © The Boulders Ayailabie from

people 1 Unlimited earning potential 6/1 till 8/31 Contact lerry « OJ

(41317373479

ROOMATE WANTED
and weekends this semes

ter and for summei Downtown
Amherst $7/hi plus bonus Sean

253-0583

Student Reps- AT&T Authorised

Agent needs 20 students now' No

experience will tram $100-

$300/wee* Part/full Time (8001692

2121 » 123

Ear* extra cat* mailing our cacti

laws Irom home * your spare time

No experience necessary Tree infor-

mation 1MB 892 2781

FOR SALE

Brother Word Processor

ee—at 2 years ok)

12 females toi 2 bedroom

Brandywme $200/$305. heat/hot

water included Sept Aug with 1998

Summer option 549-1387 Clean

Nea-soaekiag taaaele to share a

house in Amherst over Summer May

15-Aug 31 $300 half utilities Call

Jom at 2564792

Te there mm bedreeai apartment

in North Amherst 5 mm to campus

Call 3234434

Reeeoetible wares, tun temale

looking for roommateis! on Martha s

Vineyard tfwt summer Please con-

tact Sarah 54&5291

SUMMER SUBLET

Paflrea 1 aopreeet Available in 3

bedroom apartment Looking for

temale Air conditioning Reduced

rent S250/roontfi Call 549-4379

1 kedrsim eat tor Summer June 1

Aug 31 $550/month Call Geoff 259-

2979

3 bedreeai upgraded townhouse

urTTu2bath iid AJR CONDITION

ING Available June-August

$80Q/month Prices negotiable Call

5464398 or 546-551

5

3 kadreaei tauuaheeee Sp<>

A/C 2 bath June 'August 31

$800/80 Dave. Jaaon 546-3006

] kidni- I hash Available June

Ut Rent negotiable CaB 256-1286

CIltteVP-99* 1 tkaMVOOft) 9M9fm%w9

25-Augutt 31 Csten Utdroes includ-

ed Orb* route t5*flr*tor*h inegl

CaH Mske 665-5544

SUMMER SUBLET

Two aedroom apt

,n Amherst Gn on °uS

out? available 5/26-8/31 to,

Summer $530/month plus lit*-*

Call 253-6312

op 10

_J Mass $500

(800 per week Eiperience a plus

butrv3UtededCaM1-M»-277-9787

f^n

' it i not a s*
e Apply It

www siudentadvantage conVctt

TYftfTt PC etert needed

IMS VW Vaaapoe New engine

- •atollSXTiSSmmmI

Three hedr.ee> Ml. Avail***

June 1 Take over our

fktmodeltd Meet**'
ad G*MhKMW«r
Ce»5*9*«ii

} aeeVeaaa Ptsejate Waettja $900

on* he* and hot water *Khid-

ed Cheapest 3 bedroom rant

around' A.oiksWt to s_*et Jtstyl

_theaMi to renew Must MB Bat

•ct test Thu phK* wil' hot IBM

5*94045

kjtfcne A» uttrtiet mduded

6S5-5514

IBP CWythar Mi At* Runs great

many new pens DependMIe
$'300 546X085

tor. water pump brekes muffler.

tailpipe eahautt system belts

Needs mm head gasket Overall

good condition $350 or 8/0 Call

25*5-6351

BVaatad Tayataa Novas Prirns

Sennas Any condition Cash paid

1«0«BIM796

$45 000 income potential Call 1

8fJD5'34343ealB-9616

BJMJBJDai TOUttt AMO SUMMBI
OISCOYERY

sijajaBER offoerruhimES

Couneetors needed hx our student

traual programs and/or our pre-col

i#m annchmaat prograass

Apphcana must be 21 y«*s ok) By

June 20 1998

pay vou a tmeB ehpend and pay tor

ad food utter and vat care You take

care of my two cats m your home

PhMte call 546-4550 if interested

Kitchen Hela Wanted
EMnmoAWeekends 32*6420

Savmaeer Jake Construction labor

art Good starting pay Must have

strong work ethic Sand letter of

.merest and resume if avadabte

Handwritten I K0 EmpJoytM

Rapry to Gardnar Enomeering P0
Bo. 826 Dvcopea MA 01020

NATIONAL PAM EMPLOY
ME8JT- fomstry WMdMa Praavvajs.

Concessionaires firaftt»tart
;
_m

A? at how) StT^24 3110 a«t

N50014

CRUISE (NIP A UNO TOUR
JOBS . .'lent benefits World

Travel Ask us how' V
•tfCSOOU

Ptaio-tiia Far Sale

and US games 7 games phis i

Cad Jose 546- 1998 $7/5 13mchTV

and RCA VCR tm $200

SataM Of tieaw 6fta $80 or 670

who likes quiet To snare two bad

room apartment washer and dryer

furnished living loom area

Please contact Tina

885-7491

ROOM WANTED

tr $ahlaeta with option to

stay Available 5/15 Rent nag On 2

bus routes Utilities eip ebctnc

5495836

'rushed 2 bedroom. 2 bathroom Call

54959?''

1 bedroom et Townhout.i

8/31 Busline Call Sara 66''

i—a.—. h»r 14 eeeate for 2 bad

!^^arvJyvairWCa¥b49^)951

1 hedreeat- walking distance to

campus uptown Please

Meiarue 549-5913

2 aeeVeeav •renaywme •ailing

6/1 Haat and water included Great

location Option to take ov* lease

Call 549-1571

Baa Reel June and July «

•ichange toi pet sitting Mature

temale 2 miles from campus

farmhouse Ulilrt.es S».

deposit and references 25*5015

FURNITURE

Furniture For Sole- Prices nego-

tiable couch desk, kitchen tao»e

with chairs standup minor, dresser

ABMnit Can Monca 054*5586

HOUSE FOR RENT

Close to lAAsss 5494:70

June with Seat option

Da van need . «

faB and i.ve on a bus route' Call

546009'

Tare tee—tea looking for off -cam
pus housing ibjrtnq faB samaatar I

you have f room m your house or

apartment gwe Tma a celt O 546

7573

SERVICES

lafalM

Tow rent Call ASAP 25*

iii

1 Bedreeai $800/month Summer

II option

Call 256-1480

(qui S530amonth On

6/1 256-4872

and Fall oation On Southeast St

l.tal Qv.itiom'
Legal Sonricat Ofttca afters tree

legal assistance to faefatnaf stu-

dent! Contact us at 977 Caataat

Canter

I m Pujffton Newly

renovated Avertable aftei finals

Option tor FaB $l0*rj/nva*i tnago-

066 Uv*

Saacieua Null Veftaa 3 badroomt.

2 bath, heat/not water included

fceaaatje a/i wn* FaB opnon Fas 6

Cat Katt 75*6990

Three eedreem haute

June 1 with Fall option

$1 lOuVrnonth 7531758

Boulder s apt Available 5/77 On

bus line fall ootion on whole apt

$17Vl^5uVmonth 756-3977

INSTRUCTION

CaaaaBay A
Qaatat Start Soon

who can dad

4
"

working wn» teenagers

We w* be on caaeput m
Wadjajithji Apr* 79 To

3 beaVaaat eat on East Plat

Actaat frrjai donaa taatt bj ob
A.ailabii 6/1/M Cat 25*0809

on East Pieseant St 14B0-577 7738 aet 4664

Twa Bedreeai la Aatherst on

- Available 5/76-8/31

IMJ moitr- M opt-or Dal 259

7979

2 bedreeai far reet or

M 1665 per rttoath. .

pBji FBBBMMl Jon B I *'a

616-9033

Mill BeUat 3 badroomt. 7 t*rnV

rooms 1st Boor Awatejtte 6/1 Haat

and hot water included CaB 753-

Jaek Cere Cash paid

180*6494795

COMPUTERS
_r «ith COROM.

Moase key—ard monitor o.ghtet

Peckanj Ban bones CvionalTVjaJ

GrapNcs Cardt for estra 1*00 8B>

5504

Near P1MMMX from $895

Laptops $1795' Peripherals

2arVisran 587-9198 V/MC/AMEX

Pentieai Monitor 1 3GB HO. CO

ROM 78 8 Modem Windows 95 ft

Office S56GVB0 548M91

_i ot to hnd out i

CaN Jan at (MBtKUMMER
vE-mai: |er<t>tunanerfun com

LEADERS NEEOtO
|Btps US

i pan-tana Safes

WiB tram Neat appear

'or appt

-osh.reMaii.

Hadkty MA 996-5307

0ATA ENTRY CLEMt- AthletKS

Grad student preferred Computer

background required accuracy

•Mare* IV70 hrs/wk. aV. 41*

5464290

nfc

LOST & FOUND
Pair of |leteet

a^jTCh^CYCLES FOR SALE

25649*1

INSTRUCTION

Nanaiet/llte i»

"T/CA/NJ fan—^as BJhaaiaast

one year curnjmuiw.it Professional

'^e^'>,, __ ..___ 1 S.-attrSaAaet S* Vj^'
mas paw Pr. S cheel Teacher

baunwa faB year CaB Naxda 5*8-

F/T position with diverse group of
J

-t JPe_ m Moounsor. School m
Jatat CaB-

b_aaBhi
9969

Heve e kwer, telectiaa) of bun-

met Many cows and types as wet
altki Biran fTat CMa—991 a——I —M———ft\

Wt can afto hats !»**»__•
you ca" no kjngar care for Cat ttan

367-01«Sa:tor90l

Diatertelient edited .nd pr.

end ov PhO (i Enafaan Any aa>

Jart"865 3718

Preface N..4 help'

BirthngM at Amherst area tor free

tei't'yi a'vl ai^ BaYBBB '^-i ' *^t

STE5»K)&CDE<3LltPMENT

Aiwe Heme Entertemaeet

Svoaaai Cheap Seat at 1270V9O 3

CD Changer Karaoke 6 speakers

-nv-nd sound CaB 25*7198/75*

•ISO

SUMMER SUBLET

1 aaebaaai eat * Brandywint On 7

b-nMat Great tor l or 7 people

Heat and hot water included Central

»vC and balcony CaB 5*94357

M Squii. ' *i*

$300/nvonth or bast

• 896-7357

5^75 aVg'ajtMM far 1

__; 3 ta*oom7 baBV

roeia Renovated $1040/ month

1 lllfi T" I r '-
aptwn Call 5*9 7477

2 bedreeai ib Oreadywiao

Starting June 1 Ophon ID take over

lease m Sept Aug pent fa Haat/hot

water .ncTudad Call 549 7891

P30/rrvanth

Sublease June Aug SOT PjaS

if—has Near busline 584 3775

Twa kadmrm avaitaaa.

ma* tablet m 4 bedroom Aipme

Commons apt nar_ndihoning, two

full baths toT^nonth ati afMtH
mrJudad Ptaata caII Knsh • 299-

6351 or Mctwnt O 25*2050

i hedreeat hease on but rouie

Available June 1 Sept 1 Only

$i250/a—eh f—

'

WCW Wrestling Tick.ts

Mullms Cente' May 16 Reserve

yours today' Ca* len 5495933

and/or rafaatd eapt

applications for new Elite Onmon
Average Saiar.es $300 $5007week

i«00-«7 7736

___* tar Retail Seafood and Ice

Cream store Poafton otfaraig etpe

nance and ovarmaw - ah latent of

SasaH Busnass Menatjem**! No

experience necessary, only a posi

trve attitude Muat be awtriabie from

V1B 10/18 Othar poernoni\mmA-

able also Cat batora 8pm 509437

357*

tvetfoom apartment at Dra*tjywiiia

Rant 1/S300 2 '$400 5*9 3878

. Jfct

_j Fall option Chtta to

campus CaB Cnstma 54*0905

Oae bedreeai aveiloblt

bedroom apt 6/1 with Fall option

CTVrnonth On Ma* St Call Corna

I Villaae

1 fjedroojn. aiarlaHii 871 rtatt aasa-

naWe 5*9

Spec i. .a 2 bedreeai

Brandywine Fits 4 Hot weter/AC

Omet top floor dec* some tumrture

Fad Option Rent negotiable 549-

4740

A/t FtKoptOi 54*709*

t_n r SeeJet wnh Fad opnon I

bedroom apt Sunde«lenc

nagotiaCtt C»nJB5402S

2 hedreeat apt at Clitfsida m
Sunderland Swimming pool, on but

line utilities included (knot lot*

ton Partly furrvshad Auwi-leJuna

1 Ceti66542B3

bedroom house near North Amherst

Great badroomt and huge yanj $275

.utsatiat Am lablt June 1-

31 Call 5*93797

TO SUBLET

l with chaace

lease ' 'arge bedroom apt m
Pultun I, i Itbti June ' Meat and

M.r.eih, tmmshed

ht«>i poo' husst-jc. P.

?
M." i

'vovn aWMB—at ! -»g MajMl
677*

3bearaaa>

Rant neootujty* 549594F,

Sublet June 1 August 312 bad

room Brandywine Pree lajgulmtea

CaB 5*9-5696

1 bedreeai et Cltrttide

1/10/99 $540, month I

included Wen tu

route Call 866-5019

WANTED

«A

TUESDAY. APRIL 21

data — The eecatyi aetata* of free

old

place tonight Nuilhaeapion frost 7-4

pm CaB »7- 1 214 » regttstr.

Pikvsikm - A panel of ckn-> people

coat now their i taeacilw rradrriom view

ga>. I««btan b.«<»ual and tramgender

inuea. The event vrHI begin at ' p m in

Thompson Hall room 102 For more

mfurmKion —0 MV4824
.ft — Louise Kehoc will ipeak

it ring her hidden lewnh

descent « the wake of the Hokxauat. The

(inn wil! be at 7 p.m at the Hittd House

All are wekwme

Mi—r - The FWe Coaepr tarty Muaic

Collefium with the UMen Madrigal

Sfnptra wfl perform an—c boat Bap—id's

Golden Ape The oertwrnaawe wPJ beam

at 8 p m at Samt'i Epucopel Church m
South Hadlo All are welcome to anrnd

/VEDNESDAY. APRIL

Oats — There will be the aeoond c—*
for tmokeri who would like to quit in

Amhent from 7-8 Wpm Call 26V J208

torepMer.

Comedy — Not Ready For Bedtime

Flavors will perform at 8 p m. m Gorman

lounge m Central Renderxe Area All are

welcome to attend

Ircturr — lames Young, an interna-

nor— rtoloceutt oh—nor and profennr of

i end todtec Studaes. wfB prevent a

lecture on the many wayi people have

umiiiiieBaari the Hoto-uat The event •

at * p m m the HtW Mouse. A8 ant wt*-

Vrr ring - The Index, the I Wi-

Yearbook, will hold a general meeting at b

p m in room V04 of the Stud-nt Inkv.

Aflaremvhed

Movie — A documentwr> entitled "You

Don't Know Ditk" will premiere In.m

7-10 pm in Thompwn 1—1. room 102.

The docurntntary u aboul the livea of five

Tr.n»Men and their fnends and familv

For more Worrnerion cad 54*- 4824

Panel - A proup of pay. tabian. toe»-

ual. tranagender. and heteroaex—I prop*

will mare their stories and experiences and

•rawer question! from the audience It will

run from 2 MM pm in room 101 <rf the

Campus Cenirr AR are wet—axe

VVorkaAop - There w« be an mterw.

tivt wortohop for lattiuai tuaat who want

to team to be pood tit— to pay. krab-1.

htsex-l and tranagender people It tsfj

run from 1 1 a m -noon in the Campui

Center, room 101

vi 'tihofi — A workshop entitled

Homophobia in the Workplace will be

from 1-2 p m m room IOI of the Carncus

Center For more mforrnerion contact the

Stonewall Censer at MV48M

NOTICES

Commencement housing — A limited

number of residence hall rooms wilt he

available for the relatives and friends of

gn—uaring UMaas ftudents fur the ntgtii o<

SMunlav. «4»y 2T Conanencetneni ho—

-

ing applications arc asailable at the

I rmersitv Conference Sen

Campus Center, room *> III T>> guarantee a

reservation. lomplricJ torms must be

returned by Ma) 8

Domeau hM-hange - There are only

4* spaces krh for the l<Na-1Wdorr«es_

exchange Over IOO schools are still avail

able Come to the dome. tic exchange

office in F-26 Machmer Hall or call

MVWI foe more information

. — The new issue of Sperrmm

magazine n m' Come pick up a free com

at the Specrrum Office in 406t Student

Union or took for the tabic on the tanas—

Center concourse next week

Opemnts - The L Ma" I ah school

fvh w* pur— ssrvste *nxincamaas pw»
«ddaa> To «ibm« an *"VI, pxvaw ssnd a psvss

istxxxst comafvixa at psvsjnara vwjrmeeorc,

nc—trvj itw nam. and ptwne nunsbw ot

nw eonuct psnon 10 Ow Cotruv-. c/o tw

U>w-4 h»fcy by noon tt» prvvwul <J»V

has orjensnp for preschool children for the

fafl serneatrr m a ReggK) inspired proansm.

(all V4^ 1 l*»for more de—BJ.

Vo/unrevrnm- The Crisis Center, a

i Suicide FVvention Hotline.

ng volunteers and interns

For more information, contact Gina

Grampetro at (q78!849-i600 ett. 201

\ nlunteerim — Volunteers are needed

for the Fverywomans Center. Women of

Color Insiitute from April 24-Apnl 2b

l.»moie intormation call MS- 1*7

1

Respite Companions

Wflb^tec
Da van sxw m iW OJesilK

Asvv— lu lti«a— st—s'isss rvs*
•»h IV.*— -

Mo ol STexloW » s«»t«n »spo—
Mr (-.TV ti W .. r < -".p.-- •'-

x«—s—! •

m oasvorti—n i<« »••« w ««•
a—«rv. »w«s sew fwnr*
dMsxs m4 msk* i JitiiitMs w sssxxv*

<mm. Arxiblt Ivswrs

Mr i^nlabW Yu« siitm Kj*r *

l

F'»F MM
PWaVB* .all Of MeTY M l*iM at

WANTED TO RENT

looking far 2 bedroom apartment

including heat and hot water Close

to center of town and campus Call

2566351

daily listing* sponsored by

uvc-rv te
Today's Program Schedule

:30
37
45

30

:15

10:00

UVC TV- 19 Premier
touTttftmtSt^ms

The World of UMass Amherst
Ce-nnc* i* P*ews
Chris Hani - AHC
Maya Angclou

Soul TV MetworK

TUESDAY EVENING C- Campus
10:00 10:30

APRIL 21, 1998

Ptoptt't Century "Groal EscantVSporttng Fevtr" (In Slertofl

Public Eye (In SWreo) I
PubHc Eye (In Stereo)

»

Somethlnglo"

44 Hourt (In Starto) it

41 Hourt (In Sttrio) 1!

NYPO 9tue (In Sttfto) (PA) X

Sign Off

Oatetme (In Stereo) Jt

[LAPP

OataHn. (In Starto) I

DeteMne (In Stereo) 11

PaooU't Caritury "Grett Etcape/Sporting Fever (In Stereo) I
HonVlmp. l iomethltwi si iMYPb llue (In Starto) (PA)

ChetrtX

HSCN Bu«efv> Board
Hartford
Bo*ton

Boston
Springfield

Movie Ch.

UPN/20 Hartford

Waxrlhef Oscsnntjl

IMBC/30 r^rvv Bfitoin

Fox/61 Harthrd
t

P6S/24 Hartford

WOCH&HSCN
iriheinuhonot

UMass Acocfamic TV
HSCN rVogfremmino

UVC-TV1?
ABC/40
NBC/22
CNN
CNN SI

Heodfine N«twj

UCTV
TBS
BttT

Wlond
Unrvision

Corrtady Cenfrol

Cortpon
Much Music

Conn. Heroes

News 51

11:00
Frame

11:30

Late Show X
Lata Show!

Star Trek: Next Gener

Nlghtllne I

Vibe

[Tonight Show

Newt

Med Abo. You

Newt X

Tonight Show

peep Spaces

Tonight Show

Charlie Rote (In Stereo) X
Newt X
bTA'S'H I

NlghtltntX

Heal TV K

a* SmoktytndthsBtndir (1977. Comedy)

Law* Order

Sports HlusT

Viva Variety |Maka-Laugh

Ecc-Challeoga~

Men's tndladtts , Ij??
1*^'1

aT^arfrs:Jne Met pf A«aatoi'(1990) Vtctoht PtlncJpat

Daily Show jStotn't Montj

Juttict Ftet "Fuflitives" (R)

Sportscenttr X

Beevls-fiutt.

|l Love Lucy X
flesh "Out of ConlroTX

'

Scoundrels" X
Moneyllne I

New Attitudes ITeem Chall.

Loyelint (In Stereo)

M.T. Moore jTatlX"

Seequett DSV Playlime'' X~
Jraumt:UftlntheER(R)raramsoics |nwmi.wi»ni»Hi|n|

From the Earth to the Moon X
Silk Stalking. (R) (In Stereo) X
t*"2 Pays n iht Vallay- (1996:rt UHI UfP t—ttlWI »t* ttrar ewnrrr,t van m at traje r w rw r ttissyj i^ i tna-sy

1rk ^p^itffcav>4ndlr1ea*«8f"ll997)FrtnDr9sch9r. 'PG'X* "flttfartf oof of C^roaTa*(l996)Jennitgi Jason Leigh 'R'

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

Bruno By C. Baldwin Robotman By Jim Meddick

Mr.Kiiiyran l...ar»d

ar^firmMrTJog's;
tzvil dooitouse...

Tuesday, April 21, 1998/ Page 9

...and

he ran
j#it\e more:

Drabble By Kevin Fogan Dilbert By Scott Adams

ntmMioar
ex—nx^
ccwnxt*

"7T

^1 CAN'T

C3rXA%U)WCH
_LOs>4xU1r€«vO««CM
Tyit^iPttO BOMf WU«U^
<^tltsJWOR
BOWUWG

U^OrVVDC rXrtOTtN 10(^1

TMt BAlt *sr-nOe otfOUt
1rCOCOCT)CLC«e.

BUhAP
»McTA«

CA.T&ERT: E.VXL HA. OIRECTOW

VOU«. PERSONAL.

LIVES HErLECT
ON TWtS
COfAPAN^

.

FROfA NOU ON, Px

STRICT DRESS COOE
coiu. e>e ENFORCED
IN VOOR HOrAES

ON THE PLUS SIOE. ITS^\

ONE LESS OECISION I

HlxVE TO fAAKE EVERV
OBxV

Thatch By Jeff Shesol Loser Crew Comics By Alan DeMonde

HU(t« » THOUGHT

PvPTtBP *f CAR0UKC
mpvsm« m, ink* pen
BLL TksRte *r US

it** OUT?

T^ ^-iSiIn \rT r

me* out?

UA6e.PfsC*v.

OURBfkLK
ANPft0<

60
vetece?

TOnUNPOf
PRMMBfef; m (\

UtkPOT kkftW

eWlNNIMW-
60P*COOHTVY

I

M4P NOT SURE.

IfaHERt BUTllfEKCMcP
MtfiMT ir*> euTOipe

THAT BE » Tfte KCTttftW.

Hey Meatv>, I'm tPT«lly

w.>vx yo\J...''

ICire.

K.

Kn Wur.

ScO/'i/Na
, Lii/irv. || -fK.

got/fn^eo* i*, really

1'itint On Kcep.Au »if.

fr-osvs ScO/'ina.''

Non Seqwitor By Wiley Kompus Kids By Adam Souliere

fVamnm earn

^0fnPLEim>f r>*3SoftB€D IN

THE (TVaSxC 6LA»\lN& IN H»S

WtN-KMArsi Het^DpHoNE^

UfTlASS ?mJ0cr*T DCKJ6

TrtomftS kM\f^£Mi\t^eUf
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Horoscopes
ARIES (March 21-April 19) —

You can reach farther than u<—tl and

accomplish more than expected

today — provided you remain in

touch with vour own true desires.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
You can find exactly what you want

today, but you must be willing to

search in places you might overlook

at any other time. Be thorough*

GEMINI (May 2l-|unc 20) —
You may be feeling somewhat
uncomfortable with those who other-

wise would be your closest friends

You*re undergoing a subtle internal

change.

CANCER (|une 21-|uly 22) —
You'll have the power to change

things for the belter at this time, but

you must take care you don't try to

take on too much at once.

LEO (|uly 25-Aug. 22) — CkpB
and confidential conversations with a

friend can yield some lMfprlsin|

information. A shift of priorities is

around the corner.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) —
You'll want to double- check infor-

mation you receive today to make

sure that it is accurate and depend-

able. Seek original sources if neces-

sary.

LIBRA (Sept. 25-Oct. 22) —
Someone may pull vou into a miuj

tion today vxhtch i* not your idea of

fun. Still, you can acquit MensM
well if you focus on the positive.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) —
Vou can learn a great deal today

from someone else who maintain- ,i

more old- fashioned attitude about

certain thine;-

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — You are likely to be intro-

duced to a new way of thinking —
and. ultimately, behaving Your
adjustment should be quick and

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 10)

— You're sure to be surprised by

someone else's aggressive approach,

and the offer you receive will certain-

l\ ptpaj vou pause.

AQUARIUS (|an 20.-Feb. 18) —
That which you do most naturally

today can prove most beneficial to

others. You needn't go out of your

way to provide what is asked of you.

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20) —
Someone you know aba casually is

likely to make an unusual request

before the day is out. Consider all

the angles, but be ready to act.

Close to Homo By John McPherson

Ouolc of the I^iiy

44 You were like a phone

booth that I somehow

stumbled into. 55
-Ani DiFranco

Today's D.C. Menu
CestV 3*3-74J* *»r assorts f*rVrs»ertf«>si.

To help relieve the boredom of their jobs,

Joanne and Peggy installed a laugh track in

the ladies' bathing suit department.

ACROSS
1 Church s—ctions

6 Diplomacy
10 Athlete

14 Salary increase

15 Composer
Stravinsky

16 Jai —
1 7 Cfty in Italy

18 Ripped
19 Restrain

20 "Satchmo"
23 Chaplin's wife

24 Type of chart

25 Forward
29 Rice fields

33 Appearances
34 Inquisitive

35 Former Chinese
leader

36 "With" In

Montreal
37 Golf strokes

39 — Hart

40 Beatty of films

41 — Hashana
42 Like a beaver?
43 Motivate

45 Some food
workers

47 Frequently

48 Living room
piece

49 Modem
communication
method

56 City grove
57 "— Called

Horse'
58 Miscalculated

60 Wight, for one
61 Days of — the

past

62 Tropical vine

63 Guitarist Atkins

64 Auctioned off

65 Orphan Annie's

pooch

DOWN
1 Starfish part

2 Bucket
3 Barn's neighbor

4 Isaac's son
5 12th graders

6 Giants
7 Greek market
8 Underground

stem
9 Intrude

10 Rattled

1

1

Dairy-case item

1 2 Abel's brother

13 Title for Elvis

21 Turf

22 Neat
25 Muscat native

26 The Pink
Panther" actor

27 Unwanted
plants

28 Mandela's org

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

lamui MHi.ir.iiii mtaMura
rara nnnraw sHann
bds HranratxinMN
MMunuiii nwwH^n

BCHIilW MI1WUM I1WWN
10UMI1 MMIZIM WMIHMI.l
miiw mora nHgm rara

MuiwwMinnw i.inw
nWGJWIil WldWIOW nww
UHMIZIW UIIMUU :MM
wmmi=s1.i ywnraH_i___
4-21-88 O 1986. Unted F«—vire Syssrsrs*"

29 Type of cheese 46 Gndders' grp

30 Reflection 48 Hair problem

SORRY,
NO MENU
AVAIL-
ABLE
TODAY

31 Diner
32 Flies high
34 Utmost
37 Depicts
38 Purpose
39 Adult male
41 Crack in the

earth
42 Nail polishes
44 Jacket feature

45 Minted

49 Heroic

50 Mascara target

51 — Stanley
Gardner

52 Typee" aecuel

f;j Operatic solo

54 Teheran's
place

55 Advance, as
money

59 Singer Doris



The Massachusetts

Baseball remains atop A-10 East
|y KotlWan Roll

CdUgon Stuff

It was one way to stomp out the

OBMtajaJ nag of the second pla^e

team in the Atlantic 10 East. Ml
them lof three losses in a home

tenes to remain undefeated in the

conference and force them into a tie

v«d place.

That's exactly what the

•rndsdrtw

weekend as the\ beat l-ordheni I 4

8-1. and II 10 on Sundav M
improve to 2 I -8. 8-0 A- 10 and

i at the top of the A-10 East.

The Minutemen also Wajeo to

keep alive their *u-game winning

The two-for-one on Saturdav

bagw »ith three blockbuster innings

for the L'Maas offense as it scored al

rune runs earh. including three in

the Tint inning, to hold on for the

nihrfielder Pete Gautreau

_^ off the third inning with a

two-run blast that set off a five-run

romp Senior Matt Wofcott. sopho-

mure Shawn Skeffington. who went

2-for-4 on the day. and senior sec-

ond baseman M uchie Dagliere

• rr\ to 8ASI8AU. page 6

Men's lax snatch win

against Fighting Irish

By Casey Kan*
ColUoian Staff

Massachusetts

Notre Dame

NOTRE DAME, Ind kit Seals

could not have picked a better time

It the RfS4 goal ol his colk>'ialc

careet. even it he had scripted the

scene himself

The sophomore midfielder

snatched the ball off the ta.eoll look

it through the Notre Dame defense,

and stored the

gamewinning goal

as the

Massac hu-eits
men's lacrosse

I defeated the I ighting Irish by a

8-7 score at Moose Krause Stadium

can't get am better than

ihiv" Seals said, adding that he con

sidered his game winner the biggest

goal of his career "fasilv "

Seals' tally with t>:55 remaining

was the last score of a back and torth

second half that lound Notre l>

(4-*> erase a 5-2 halftime deficit

and it meant the end of a th'

game losing skid foi the Minutemen

(7

"This means a lot, " senior

defenseman Harold Drumm said

"NO is a qualitv club This win

means everything in terms of boost-

ing our confide

[>rumm plaved an integral role in

.uring the win Attcr the Irish

brought the hall into the UMass lv\

following a timeout in the (inal

minute of the fourth quartet the

Minuteman defense locked v.;

possible opportunity When one NO
player tried to get rid ol ihe ball.

Drumm was there to pick

R.ghHieWer Pete Gautreau. the Atlantic 10 Player of the Week, and the UMass baseball team defeated

Fordham three times during their weekend sertev

UMass to face Boston College in Beanpot matchup
J ._...! t n . i.. •S»Sa »,.m tiiii'Mt there Sic

By MkhoeJ Kobyksnski

CoBayon StaW

A three-peat of the Beanpot

Championship is what the

Massachusetts baseball team is

hoping for as they head into the

iav tournament today at 2

p m for a first round game with

Boston College

iheastern will go up against

Harvard in the early game, with

the winners moving on to the

championship game on Thursday

afternoon The losers will square

off in the consolation game

UMass has had recent tttCCM

since entering the tournament after

Boston University dropped its

baseball program The Minutemen

ihe Beanpot in I9*»6 and

1997
One of the biggest highlight* in

Beanpot and L'Maas baseball histo-

ry came last year, when v

Barnsby tossed a no hitler in front

of the Fenway faithful The m

right bander has allowed onlv

four hits in two complete Beanpot

appearan Massachusetts
leaded to

go with what seems to he working.

and Bamsbv will get the ball today

against the Eagles

The Torrington. Conn, native

was out of action for nearly a

month with tendinitis bui pitched

three innings of work against

Hartford on April 15. and has

1 strong in his last two out

ings. Barnsby went two inntn,

earn the win ovei Northeastern

i hursdav and went an inning

on Sunday to cam his first save of

the year.

wever. even though the

Minutemen look comfortable play

ing in Fenway, as evidenced by

their recent success there. Stone-

feels that relaxation will he kev

against Boston College.

"Anvtime >ou play in fen.

kt'a prcttv exciting We ju«t need to

calm down and enjov it." Su-nc

said. *As long as we get good

pitching, then we'll be fine
"

dv. the Minutemen

tmuc to put up monster numbers

at the plate. As a team. L Ml
hitting well over 'SOO. and ar;

averaging close to double digits a

con'

Turn to BEAN, page 6

"Harold | Drumm |
put-

position to do great thing-

great people." UMass coact

Camella said.

Still. Drumm downplayed his

interception.

"I was in the right place at the

right time." Drumm said "I )ust

think | the NO plaverl didn't want to

get knocked around by lamie

IXjherty again."

Dohertv who stepped up his play

against the Irish, and Drumm were

part of a defensive unit that stymied

the Nottl Dlaial olfciiMve attack in

the first half.

"The defense tcallv -tepped it up.

MBioi midlieldei Mike DelPercio

-aid rial) were like crazed animals

out there lamte Doheiiv cleaned up

a couple d guv - cl>

\ more complete elforl in ihe tir-t

half — and particularly the first

quarter — was what Cannella was
looking foralter
game- opening
tentativeness

caused calls

A- in the last three games.

I ui happv with the wav the guys

caaM nnella said "It was a

good ajnai a good team. Its

great to get back in the win col-

umn
"

players combined to boost

the Minutemen to a 4 lead after

the tiiM quarter lav Negus tallied

the last of ihe opening period goals

orching the M> delense on a

long carrv with A2 left

Ihe Irish sould onlv break in for

two goal- in the second quarter,

while UMass scored one

In the second hall. Notre Dame
found us stride, bin wo
unanswered goal" in the first three

minute" W'itl uimng in the

quarter. Chris Dusseau took a

Revere la Noue feed jumped and

past I Mass goaltender |ohn

Kassetaki* to tic the game at I

"Yasj'va. got to hand it to Notre

Dame Thev came out and pla^

hard in the second half." DelPercio

said

DelPercio launched a sidearm >hoi

past Irish keeper Ale* Cade to
J

I Mass a o-5 lead before Stedman

Oakey tied the game again The

deadlock was again broken by

DelPercio. who fired a running shot

ihe right aide past Cade.

Notre Dame's leading scorer.

Iimiiiv Keenan tied the game with

i I left with his first goal on the

afternoon to set up Seals heroK -

lett Seals made a great play,"

Cannella said "He took it upon him

self and went right in
"

Softball returns intact

as they trounce Hokies

Water polo wins IM.E. Regional
By Pool Taves

Colkg.on Staff

The .ssachusetts women's water polo

team continued its domination of the I

bv winning the New England Regional this past

weekend in Middletown. Conn

I Mass captured the championship bv dis

ing of three foes they had played previouslv this

season They first defeated MIT in the first

round. 18-0 In the semifinals UMass crushed

Wellesley 21-2

They finished off the weekend with a 19-3 vic-

tory over Harvard. The Minutewomen remain

undefeated against the Crimson this season as

this match marked their third victory in a I

In the quarterfinal game, the Minutewomen

dominated MIT as the defense shined through as

it has all season. Peggy Nieves only had to make

three saves on her way to posting her fifth

Jill Fisher is anointed

I st team AR-American
The giants in the world of women's gymnastic-

met in Los Angeles this weekend to find for them-

selves where exactly they stood among the elite.

After four days of performing and even more wait-

ing, freshman fill Fisher came back home as the

first Minute-woman first-team AU-American since

her mentor Tammy Marshall in 1993.

fisher's performance on Saturday, a 9.900. put

her in a fourth place tie with three other competi-

tors in the event, capping a stellar freshman sea

son. In 1 1 appearances on the floor. Fisher notched

at least a 9.900 in nine of them. Her season aver-

age going into the nationals was a 9 433

Georgia's Karin Lichey and UCLA's Stella Umeh

won the event with a 9.950. a mark Fisher eclipsed

or tied five times this season.

"They deserved everything that they got from

winning." said Fisher. "I never watch myself, but

when watching them, they were unreal."

I isher took the floor in the first rotation of the

preliminaries on Wednesday, posting a 9.900 She

was then forced to sit through 1 2 rounds of compe-

tition to see if her score would be among the top

eight, allowing her to advance to the finals on

Saturday. Fisher s score placed her sixth.

Sophomore Mandy Mosby also traveled to the

gala of stars, placing 65th in the preliminaries on

the balance beam with a 9.550.

Both will return to next year's squad to give it

another run.

shutout of the season.
- Peggy is a big reason why we arc able to be so

-u^cessful. " said coach Dan McOsker

Offensively the Minutewomen got another bal-

i performance. Senior captain Barbara

Hickey netted four goals to set the pace, while

junior Andrea Vazquez came through with three

of her own Claudia Clement. Katie Grogan.

Marcie Hupp and Sarah Newell each contributed

two goal efforts in the victor]

As they proceeded into the semifinals.

WcHasJej was not able to provide serious threat

to the dominant UMass team.

c.rogan and Vazquez both exploded in the

Wellesley game The duo scored four goals en

route Clement chipped in with three goals, while

Hupp. Laurie Edwards and Lyndsay Crenshaw all

netted three in this offensive splash

The freshman also helped provide a spark in

this game as Newell. Krin Hillier and Katie Mayer

each tallied one. They have been an incredible

addition to the I M.i- team, and have been sue

lulls contributing all season.

I \lu-- met Harvard in the final on Sunday.

The Minutewomen dominated this game even

more so than the previous two matchup-

UMass scored 19. and only gave up three

goals, but the story of this game was

All-Amencan Grogan. She exploded for nine

goals against Harvard. Grogan is having an

incredible vear. but she seemed to really light up

the pool and be even better against Harvard.

Adding on to her nine goals against them this

weekend, she also netted five in their last meet-

ing

\.i/quez. Clement and Hickey each scored two

to help UMass bring home the New I ngland

Regional Championship, and also qualify easily

lor ihis weekend's Fastern Championships, at the

Lmversitv d Maryland. UMass carries with them

a school record sixteen straight victories into this

weekends competition.

"Eastern's has been one of our goals all season,

and with the team playing as a unit, and execut-

ing what we have practiced we will do fine

McOsker.
"Our offense has really started to come togeth-

er now that they believe in each other, and that

explains our increase in offensive play with each

game." said McOsker.

UMass returns to action in this weekends

Easterns, where the top three qualifiers head to

Los Angeles. Calif., the site of the National

Championships on May 8-10.

Nationals has been the goal all along, but we

just can't overlook Eastern's," said McOsker.

Nikki Faessler connected for her third home run of the season, as the

Minutewomen blew by the Hokies in a two- game series.

Virginia, mind you
By Jormo Konsonen

Collegian Staff

Unbeknownst to the Massachusetts

softball team, (he hell they would face

Massachusetts

Virginia Tech

this weekend would not be getting to

Blai ksburg. Va. to face Virginia Tech

counrt'.y midia n iations

— Brett Mauser Senior captain Barbara Hickey Third-team All-American Andrea Vazquez

Massachusetts

Virginia Tech

in an Atlantic 10 matchup. Ixicated in

"very" western Virginia — not West

it is not the most

readily accessible of Div. I university

venues

By the end of Saturday afternoon, it

MM not even close to Purgatory for the

Minutewomen (29-12, 11-1 in A-10).

After two consecutive going-away

style victories over the Hokies (25-23,

7-7 A-10), 5-0 and 14-1 respectively,

all was ready for an

easy-like-a-Sunday morning return

trip for today's doubleheader against

Connecticut (3 p.m.).

But. how things can change, and the

only hell UMass had to face this week-

end was their trek home.

After a 14:25 odyssey that saw their

(light cancelled due to fog in Roanoke,

Turn to SOFTBALL, page 6
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She's

the one

lennifer Aniston is

back with a new
movie. Check out
our review of The

Object ot My
Affection (see Arts &
Living, page 6).

Another

beauty

Scott Barnsby tossed

a five-hitter to lead

the Massachusetts
baseball team to a

7-2 to win over

Boston College in the

semifinals of the

Beanpot Tournament

(see Sports, page 10).

WORLD

Parliament member
leaves — with chair

OTTAWA (AP) — Some politi

cians fight to keep their seats, oth-

ers resign from them Stephan
Tremblay picked his up. strode past

his stunned colleagues in

Parliament, loaded it in a van and
drove away

Tremblay. a 24-year-old bush
pilot who serves with the Quebec
separatist faction in Parliament.

staged a protest Monday unlike

any in the history ot the House ol

Commons
Complaining that other politi-

cians were doing little to bridge

the gap between rich and poor, he

marched out ot the chamber with

his chair Monday and drove trom

Ottawa across Quebec to his dis-

trict, 120 miles north of Quebec
City

Tremblay was greeted as a hero

there yesterday as he displayed the

chair at a meeting with con-

stituents He indicated he would
return the chair to Ottawa eventu-

ally, but first hoped other lawmak-

ers would agree to speak out on

the problem ol poverty in Canada
He said his chair is "the symbol ol

parliamentary power" and belongs

to the people

NATION

Bush still considering

Presidential run

DALLAS (AP) - Texas Gov
George W Bush said yesterday he

hasn't decided whether he will

someday run for president, but for

now he's following the advice of his

mother, former first lady Barbara

Bush
"She said. "You stay home and do

the K>b you were elected to, boy,"
Bush told the Newspaper
Association of America's annual con-

vention

He had the luncheon crowd
laughing with reterences to his par-

ents, who were guests at a conven-

tion banquet the previous evening

"I've learned lots, but I ve learned

one thing more than anything else

You can't escape your mother

Bush said his current campaign
for re-election is occupying all his

attention

"No governor has ever been
elected to back-to-back four-year

terms in our state's history I intend

to be the first," Bush said "The

truth is this: I don't know when and

if I'll run for the presidency. I won't

know for quite a while."

Bush's performance as governor

has attracted national attention

Polls on the 2000 presidential race

have shown he may be the

Republican candidate to beat.

But Bush fears presidential talk

could hurt his re-election chances.

"The only poll I care about is the

one here in 1998," said Bush, who is

widely favored over Democratic

challenger Garry Mauro, the state s

land commissioner
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Alumnus rewarded I

Second SGA election

for achievements

in corporate world

to follow constitution
By Jill Cor, oil

Collegian Skiff

*UUNOH »QtOM».M COUiCMM

Robert Meers, a member of the UMa« class of 1 966, in Memorial

Hall yesterday afternoon

Cl.WBUJWI Sfcvf

Robert M ut I xcutivi-

OtlKer President of Reebok, wa*

awarded with the diMingui*rui!

Eleanor Bateman Scholar in

Residence award yestcrda) afternoon

at Memorial Halfor his •ttcenptish-

ment.o and determination to succeed

m the corporate world

Nicer* earned his degree as a hotel.

restaurant and travel administration

at the Lniver»iiv d Masxachu-

whitc also becoming a recognized and

honored Minuteman football plavei

jetting one of the past L'Ma*« fimball

records of W career receptions as a

tight end.

As an enthusiastic and talented

player, he went on to plav sent

football in hopes of earning a position

in the National Football 1 eaguc

However, a serious injurv prevented

Maatl Irom reaching hi* dream of

becoming a star athlete Still, this

didn't bring him down, lor M
entered into the businc-* m.i'

ment field With detemiinatkin and

success. Meers eventuallv earned the

position as CBO and President of

Reebok brands.

As Chancellor Davvd K V\«tt N
ed, "the purpose of the iiwdid i* to

promote interaction between students

and distinguished alumni, in hope* of

.ipplvinv! all lie-Ids. g| e\|xrlise that

apph to the scholar to the success of

the Lniversirv and its students
"

In addressing the audience gath-

ered at Memorial Hall. Meers spoke

about how his past and current suc-

cess as president of Reebok built

urxti what ihe University taught htm

Shkc Meers became president of the

corporate business, shoe sales have

risen by a factor of five.

V. hat was the central kev to his

ssjccw fc rialnf to become president

of one of the largest shoe corpora-

tion* in the Bjajajf?

Meets spoke to the UMass campus

on his embracing the idea of

RemventJons." the title of his speech

He defined success as those individu-

als and organizations that seek

"change" in order to improve the way

ol life, and are not too focused on

doing what they're good at.

'ul individuals

are those young and energetic people

that have adopted risk and reinven-

tion, instead of those experts seeking

to narrow dowi- .1 specific field."

Meets said

Mcer> vveiit on to explain how with

determination, hunger lor challenges

and a willingness to adjust principles

1 reinventing new ideas), that anyone

can be successful and avoid the bitter-

ness and frugaliiv of the corporate

world.

"I would invite Allen Iverson to m>
doorstep evervdav ." Meers said.

is a kid who has reinvented his

attitude and playing stvle amidst all

Turn to REEBOK page 2

New elections for the Lmversitv al

Massachusetts Student Government

Association tSGA) will be run by the

letter of the constitution in order 10

prevent the kind of mistakes that nul-

lified the original elections

"We will be following, literallv. ihe

letter of the constitution 1 1 or exam-

ple I
there will be at least two people

working al even pol

Seth Prcssei C hamello, 1
'

I

The acting SGA
president and
executive cabinet

will work to

ensure the elec-

tions on April 2*

and 30 run

smoothlv

"The purpose in

life for the presi-

dent and cabinet is

making sure theae

elections run
smoothlv ." said Peter kilhoume. act-

ing SGA president

Onlv candidates who ran in the last

elections can run in the new ajajajgaj

Daniel Parker. Amy Pellegrino and

Salwa Shamapandc will be running

for SGA president

Shamapande is running again

because he feels he lost unfairly in the

last elections

"A lot of things went wrong so I

don't feel 1 losi fairly." Shamapande

said.

Parker said he is also running again

"r' rik I
Hansen) and I feel we have a

chance to win We got screwed in the

last elections." Parker said

Pellegrino could not be reached for

comment.
Eleanor Court, let *e and

Ink Hansen will be running for stu-

dent trustee.

1 lowe said he and Pellegrino will be

running again.

"Amy and I are definitely running

again," How,, said in an earlier inter

v lew

Court feels she is the must qualified

candidate.

"I still feel I'm the most qualified

person for the position especially

regarding the alcohol polio." Court

s.lld

Ifjnsen could not be reached lor

comment
Several individuals will not be run-

ning again
* Brenda

rit/patruk

I e s s e

Burchfield
and Brk
Magazu have

mlormed me
they are not

tunning.Evan

"Thepurpose in fifefor tlw

president and tubincl is mak
frfj tUH tliese ekxlions run

smoothly: " l\ner Kilhoume.

actingSGA president.

mloimed me
of his intention 10 withdraw.* Presaer

Phillip Blue and Brian Tirrcll will

not be running in the new elections.

lennifer Casasanto could not be

reached for comment.

Area Government positions will

also be decided in the new elections.

"Whenever the polls arc open you

will be able to vote for area govern-

ment positions.' Presaer said.

Candidates will be given store cred-

it rather than Purchase Orders to buy

campaign supplies. Candidates cannot

use their own money to campaign

"They will have a $75 credit at

at and a $100 credit at

pies." Presaer said

There will be a debate with the can-

iates April 2? at 7 p m in the

Colonial Lounge in the Student

L nion.

SGA to hold

open house
By Jl Corral

Galsyon Sle*

To give students a firsthand

look at the inner workings of the

University of Massachusetts

Student Government
Association (SGA) there will be

an open house today from 5-7

p m in the SGA office, room
420 in the Student Union.

"Right now the student body

has been reading a lot about the

SGA. so we want to have stu-

dents meet the officers and let

1hem know we are working,"

said Peter Kilboume. acting pres-

ident "We'll meet people and

show them around."

Kilbourne feels the open
house wul give students a chance

to talk with SGA members about

issues that concern them

"It's open to all students."

Kifcoume said "There are a lot

of new itrues, tapnrialry concern

ing alcohol, that need to be

Kilbourne hopes the open

house will also benefit

Registered Student

Organoanons(RSOs)
"I hope we have a lot of RSOs

here to let them know we have

facilities they can use like scan-

ners, copters and computers. We
are actually here for them, con-

trary to popular belief."

Kilbourne said

Turn to S6A poge 2

Hillel to host noted author

MEJUVNOf* KCMOMUU ' COUCGUM

Louise Kehoe in Hillel House yesterday evening

ly Elono Premotk
Collagian StoW

As part of Holocaust Memorial Week at the

Universitv of Massachusetts, author Louise Kehoe will

present a discussion entitled "Hide and Seek

Reclaiming lewish Identity After the Holocaust" at the

Hillel House at 7 p.m. tonight The discussion is the

lourth in the Hillel series. "Making Choices on Loving.

I i\ ing and Dving
"

Kehoe received the IsNS National Jewish Book Award

In This Dark Woajje, a memoir of her family The

book chronicles Kehoe's personal search for her lewish

identity after discovering that her father had hid his own
lewish identity from his family Kehoe learned that her

paternal grandparents, whom her father had left in

Poland, had been taken to the Warsaw ghetto and later

ncentration camps where they were killed.

The death of his parents during the Holocaust influ-

enced Kehoe's father's decision to hide his lewish her

itage from his children Kehoe recognized the impor-

tance aj the Holocaust in the lives of lewish people in

an article which ran in The New York Times entitled

"What Being lewish Means to Me" as part of a series by

The American lewish Committee.

Torn to HILLEL pog* 2

Mill River Watershed Project to be held tomorrow
By Laura Jakutowici

Collegian Staff

In collaboration with 1 number
of other conservation organizations.

the University ol Mastachusetti

Extension will launch the Mill Rivet

Watershed Project tomorrow.

The event will take place at

frontier Regional High School in

Deerlield as part of Earth Day.

The Watershed Initiative is a con-

servation program concerned with

protecting the water resources of

the Mill River watershed. Four
towns which make up the water-

shed will be involved in this event:

Hatfield. Whately. Deerfield and

Conway. They will be included in

the presentation with a driving tour

of the area.

These four towns contain integral

farm and forest resources. Mill

River and its tributaries provide

drinking water by feeding reservoirs

in Whately and Deerfield, which

contribute to the public drinking

supplv

Students from frontier Regional

High School will have an opportu-

nity to get involved with the pro-

gram. UMass Extension project

coordinator Scott lackson said. He
mentioned some of the activities

the event will include.

"We will be stocking salmon at

Westbrook. which is in Whately;

conducting water quality monitors

and shoreline surveys. A graduate

student will be working with the

students, helping them to under-

stand watershed processes."

lackson said.

Scientists from Smith College

Turn to WATER SHED, poge 3

Clinton takes aim at Joe Camel

and cigarette industry defenders
By Robert Bums
Associated Press

«llx*N0fSKCMOMI

Tuba trio

Tom Finn, an undeclared sophomore, |im Franklin and Dan

Barrett, sophomore biology majors, practicing outside the library

yesterday afternoon.

WASHINGTON — With Democratic congressional

leaders at his side. President Clinton attacked defenders of

the |oe Camel cigarette ads and made a pitch for CoOgTCH

to follow his lead on tobacco and education legislation.

Clinton renewed his call lor the elcciion-vear Congress

to act soon on bills to reduce teen smoking, as part of a

comprehensive tobacco settlement, and to put more

money into repairing and modernizing public schools.

Appearing in the White House Rose Garden yesterday

after meeting with Senate Minority 1 eader Tom Daschle

of South Dakota and House Minority Leader Dick

Gephardt of Missouri, the president took aim at the |oe

Camel character, which he Mid wm designed to "hook our

children earlv to the deadlv habit of smoking."

"Even as the |industrv| executives denied they were tar-

geting children, loe Camel became as recognizable to them

as Mickey Mouse." Clinton said.

"Now." some in Congress say that teen smoking has

nothing to do with |oe Camel Mcdic.il science and com-

mon sense makes it plain: Teen smoking has everything to

do with |oe Camel — with unscrupulous marketing cam-

paigns that prey on the insecurities and dreams of our

children."

Daschle was more pointed in his criticism, saying House

Speaker Newt Gingrich is "hinting he's more on |oe

Camel's side" than on the side of those who want to enact

measures — such as new restrictions on advertising — to

discourage teen smoking.

Gingrich fired back, saying the Clinton administration is

on the wrong track.

"We're prepared to focus on stopping kids from smok-

ing." Gingrich said. "Now. does the president want to stop

kids from smoking, or does he want a smoke screen

behind which he gets higher taxes, bigger bureaucracy and

bigger government?"

Later. White House aides kept up the attack. Referring

to House Republican leaders, press secretary Mike

McCurry said, "They're in a world of hurt up there, and

you can tell it today because they have elected to side with

the tobacco industry."

McCurry emphasized the administration thinks House

Republicans are vulnerable to public pressure on the

TurntoCUNTON.pog*2
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Film shows what You Don't Know
By Dylan Lorke

ColUgian Staff

Tonight a documentary screening of You Don't

knou Dick: Courageous Hearts of Transsexual Men
will be shown in 102 Thompson Hall at 7 p.m.

Mykael Hawley from the International

Foundation for Gender Education will introduce the

documentary, hollowing the film, a panel of four

transmen who will speak about their lives and

answer audience members' questions.

The documentary is based on the interviews of six

transmen. their partners, friends and family mem-

bers.

"Documentarists will discuss how tries came to

be men. if there are really differences between men

and women, and reactions from their parents,

friends partners and children." sociologist and Free

Bow founder Saul Accetta said.

The interviewees have allowed their real first

names to be used in the doucmentary.

Ted. an automotive technician and the lirst trans-

man introduced in the film, will discuss how he just

wants a "lite of a normal man."

"I don't think it i> a coincidence that it wasn't

until I began to take myself seriously as a man that 1

was able to take myself seriously as an artist as

well." painter and film participant Michael said.

Next to be introduced is lames, a writer and

Director of Female-to-Male (FtM) International,

who works as an activist on behalf of transsexual

men.

San Francisco police lieutenant Stephan will fol-

low lames' documentary Stephan will discuss how

a few years ago he had an 'epiphum | while being

intimate with his loser | and begun ju>t weeping .

in grief over not being a man."

Loren. the lust transma.i to be introduced, w a

photographer who published a book in 1997. Body

Alchemy, which features FtM transgendered and

tiaiisM'\ual people

"The showing of this documentary will really

allow people to learn more about the c-x|Kt.ence of

transsexual men in mainstream U.S. society,

Accetta said. "This is the first tune a documentary

ofonh FtM'- has been made."

This event is being sponsotcd b> the Stonewall

Center I niversit\ of Massachusetts Cay. Lesbian.

Bisexual and Transgender (CUD resource center.

Pride Alliance; UMass GLBT undergraduate

group. International Foundation for Gender

Education; mi fm BW. a non -female gender

conforming Northampton -coal |M
A $* donation will be requested.

SGA

Bargaining for a ride

tliMNOtl HOKMLAS COUtCJAN

Tim Lugo, a |unior sports management major, and Tina Goniatis,

a freshman communication-disorders ma|or, trying to decide what

to buy at the used bike sale near the campus pond yesterday after-

noon

continued from page 1

Kilboume wants the open house to

give the SGA legitimacy in the eyes of

the administration.

"We arc uniting the student office

side of the administration. Right now
the legitimacy with the administration is

low. It would be a good thing for the

cabinet to meet them." Kilboume said.

In addition to seeing the SGA office

and meeting the executive cabinet, stu-

dents will be encouraged to attend the

SGA meeting that starts after the open

house.

"Our goal is to hopefully have people

interested in the SGA come to the meet-

ing," Kilboume said.

The SGA meeting will be at 7 p.m. in

room 168 of the Campus Center.

Kilboume feels the open house will

show the SGA is working for students

The SGA is a body who's really out

to serve the students." Kilboume said.

Clinton
Reebok

continued from page 1

tobacco tame this election year.

They're going to find that's a very

uncomfortable position to be in."

J "And we intend to

raise the cost of them being in that

position, a* you saw today
"

A spokesman for the tot

induvir Williams, said

Clinton '• boa on loe Camel was an

example of using "the rhetoric of the

industry • past ' He said |oe Camel

has not been used in advertising for

mure than a year.

Clinton, in his Rose Garden
remarks, was careful to praise I

i McCain (R Ariz > whose anti

ham hill the White House favors

but Gingrich calls too liberal.

Later. Senate GOP leaders told

n thev favor Gingrich '*

approach: a more narrow tobacco hill

aimed al reducing teen

drug use rather than a wjflipn h*"

measure that would include expand-

ing federal regulators powers on

Still. White House officials held

out hope for a bipartisan bill that

includes a mulnbillion dollar settle-

ment with the tobacco industry and

other provisions.

Bruce Reed, the president's domes-

tic policv adviccr. told reporters "We
think things are going well We are

within Mriking di-tance " He spoke

alter attending a meeting between

In and I r-kine Bowles, the

president's chief of staff.

'i while he attacked

Republicans on tobacco. Clinton

acknowledged that he was wrong to

be seen with a cigar in his mouth, as

happened on his recent \frica trip A
reporter asked h»m about Gingrich's

ient Mondav that Clinton was

sending the Wrong signal to young-

's smoking cigars on celebrato-

rv occasions.

continued from page 1

the media's attempts to drown him in

allegations, and I tmh admire him for

his determination."

Mcers went on to explain how his

success has also been built upon by

Reebok's decision to test its products

through the world-wide web This has

further helped to enhance technology

and success by adapting the needs of the

consumers that arc testing the products'

abihty to suit their needs.

While other companies have focused

on adapting their athletic products for

fashion purposes or even entertainment

needs. Reebok has focused with Mecrs

influence, on performance and then

fashion By embracing the idea of "reav

sention*.* Meers has become successful

and has became a model for all to aspire

to as the Baseman Scholar

In a few years. Meers will be leaving

Reebok to yet take on another challenge

and to face the insecurity of his "rein

ventions" that have taken him to the tap

Of!

UMass GLBT and /Illy Educational Events the Week of April 20-25. 1998

Al week there win be a photo exhibit celebrating the lives of gay. lesbian, bisexual, and transgender

young people in the Colonial Lounge (Cape Cod Annex) Student Union Building

Tuesday. April 21

7:00 p.m. Religious Responses to GLBT Issues

A panel of clergy people from different religious traditions well discuss how their tradition

views GLBT issues Thompson 102

Wednesday. April 22

1 1 :00 am-noon Why This Heterosexual Woman is An Ally & Why You Should Be an Ally!

Mary Gannon will facilitate this interactive workshop for heterosexuals who want to learn to be

good allies to GLBT folks. Campus Center 101

1:00-2:00 p.m.. Homophobia in the Workplace,

This workshop facilitated by Linda Marchesani and Richard Ford of Staff Training and

Development will look at issues of homophobia in the workplace. Campus Center 101

2:30-4:00 p.m.. GLBT and Ally Speakers Bureau,

Gay. Lesbian. Bisexual, Transgender and Heterosexual Ally Members of the UMass Speakers

Bureau will share their stories and experiences and answer your questions. Campus Center

101

7:00-10:00 p.m.. You Don't Know Dick

An area premier of the documentary film, "You Don't Know Dick," about the lives of five

TransMen and their friends and family. The film will be followed by a panel which includes one

member who is in the film. Thompson 102

Thursday. April 23

11:00 a.m.-noon. How to Be an Effective Ally,

Michael Burchell will facilitate a workshop for heterosexuals interested in learning how to be

better allies to GLBT folks. Campus Center 165

12:00-3:00 p.m., Safe Colleges Program for Gay/Lesbian Students Western Regional Workshop

The Stonewall Center and the Safe Colleges Program of the Governors' Commission on Gay &

Lesbian Youth will sponsor a Regional Workshop to make colleges safer. Campus Center

1 :00-2:00 p.m., Teaching Our Children Tolerance

Margaret Arsenault & Annie Mara will facilitate a workshop on teaching tolerance. Campus

Center 165

1:00-2:30 p.m., Heterosexism/Homophobia 101

This workshop facilitated by Emilie Woodward will let participants learn about homophobia and

heterosexism and how they are manifested on campus. Campus Center 165

7:30 p.m., Strong Women, Deep Closets: Lesbians and Homophobia in Sport

Pat Griffin, Associate Professor of Social Justice Education, will present a slide show and lecture

about her new book. Colonial Lounge, main floor of Student Union Building.

Hillel

Advertising costs supported by the Chancellor's Counsel on Community, Diversity and Social Justice
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"The Holocaust has always loomed large in my
consciousness," Kehoe said. "Kor what happen^ k9

one lew happens to all, and it is this very feeling of

connectedness. p| shared MotOfJ and common expe-

rience, which makes being lewish such a precious

gilt
'

At 40. Kehoe began the gfOMM d reclaiming her

identity by studying with a rabbi, learning basic

Hebrew, studying Torah and attending synagogue

MtvtoM ' Mc fifs * Part of ner
i
ourne

>
culminated

with her formal conversion to ludaism.

Tonight, along with a slide shove kehoe will pre-

sent a lecture after which there will be time for

questions jnd discussion

kehoe will also be speaking today at 1 p.m. in

Herter 222 on conversion to ludaism lor an open

loasiaa ad the oaaaaa lewish CMatiaa t ncounter.

She will also join studenis for dinner at 5 p.m in

the Hillel House at the koshet Dining Commons.

Other Holocaust Memorial Week activities

included last nights'* showing of the movie .Swing

kids at the Hillel House loinoiiow - presentation

by UMass protessor ol 1 OfHah and ludaic Studies

lames Young entitled "Portrayals of the Holocaust"

will be followed bv the movie A Return to

Auschwitz at the Hillel House I he ptesentation

will start at 5 p.m. and the movie will Mart at 7

p.m A campus-wide Holocaust memorial set vice

will be held tomorrow at the campus pond at 6:10

p.m.
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'New Applunco

•New Carpeting

•Nf» ( atxncts & Counter*.

•Central \ir Conditioning

•Starting 41 iM<

Rents include

Heal Hot Water A Cooking

Gas

t vent

Olympic Sim Pool

Tennis ( ourt*

Basketball Courts

Standard t nits

CALL TODAY

Now Accepting Applications

#549-0145

On PVTA Bus Route

l2MileFroml-MASS

!!!COMINGSOON!!!*

•hull)

•I rtshly Panted

•CarpetedTiled Floors

•Central *,ir Conditioning

•Starting at IVO

Cathedral Ceilings.

in 2 A < Bedrooms

On Sue

-laundry Rn

Parking

UNIVERSITY or MASSACHUSETTS
SPORT MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

It's more than just basketball!!!

Only 3 Days Away...

April

25&26
Catch the Excitement and see what the

new balance Haigis Hoopla is all about!

new balance tf' OT g 'Tflf^3™ snojDoia DM**5
^•likN KOCH

Automotive

ixcfisim pmmiNG co

For more information call the new balance Haigis Hoopla office at 545-5689

Presented by the UMass Sport Management Department
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Officials tried to warn 727 pilot

just before fatal Colombian crash
By Pool Haven
Associated Pr«j

BOGOTA. Colombia - Air trullic

coniiolieis wanted a Boeing 727 that

it was off course moments before the

jet slammed into Bogota's eastern

mountain range, killing all 51 people

aboard, an aviation otlic uil said yoMM
da\

I he piloi acknowledged the warn

ing. but did not report anv emergency

heloic Monday's crash, said Col luho

Alberto lion/ale/, dcpult dncclor d
the civil aviation authority

A five hout pre dawn search of the

Air France Highi 422 crash site today

by 15 icscucts with lt> dogs vii-ldeci

no stfUl d lift Bad investigators

climbed the ridge altci dav break to

begin a meticulous search.

\mid smoldering Iksh and chunks

of twisted steel strewn across a half-

mile ol mountainside |us| above the

capital, rescue workers and police had

worked through rain and waning light

to recover bodies Iron! tl

I he 7 27 200. leased bv an

lorean company and llow

Kuadotean crew, had icM t.il

lot the Kcuadorean capital. Ouito

when it tailed to make a sharp lum
south and plowed into the tog shroud

ed peak It was raining lighilv at the

time of the crash

Most of those aboard
Kcuadorean \ Minis also included a

Briton, a Swede a Honduran. two

Colombians lour Danes sn

citizens and sic Italians, iwo of them

on their honeymoon. Thirty-nine pas-

sengeis had sorted their trip in Paris.

hanging planes in Bogota.

On Monday, ambulances and police

can with red and-blue emergency

lights whirring navigated up a narrow

cli 1 1 path turned to mud by a late

alleinoon rain. Hundreds ol rescue

workers wearing rubber gloves and

with handkerchiels covering their

mouths, hshed identitv ,aid> pass-

ports, uedil card- and even a postcard

ol the I itlel lower trom the debris

lliev had to contend with hundreds

of curious oiilookets who climbed the

ridge thai rises 1 t>00 feet above

Bogota At least two people were

arrested lor looting

"There s nothing let!, nothing." said

Borgia KcsJriguc/. a IVvcai old who

lives near the OOJal riM "I ran when I

saw the plane crash, but there's

nobodv talivei

tie w,.ikcis who lound three

pans ol teddv bear patterned infant

paiamas searched for a baby, but to no

,,l Othei dcbn- lloatcd trotli the

lops of eucarypttu trees in the damp.

/c of the waning daylight.

tmg just live intact bodies.

authonties called otl the search at

dusk Skindav. when drizzle turned to

downpour, extinguishing the last

llanic- d "he wieckage. They had no

hope d finding survivors.

-
1 here are hands, feet and legs

Most ol what we have recovered are

|J
small bodv parts " said a pone*

olficei ai the scene, Fernando Molino.

Some bodies were so maimed that the

otilv indication of a victim's sex were

painted fingernails

Marco Kmilio Krazo. a spokesman

for TAME, the I cuadorean airline

that leased the plane to Air France,

said the pilots were retired members

ol the I cuadoiean air iorcc and that

the plane was not old The airline

planned to llv m victims' relatives

from Outto french Prime Minister

Lionel lospin said in Pans that a team

ol ! tench investigators was sent to

Bogota to help investigate the

dent

The jet crashed about 150 Icet

below the mountain's summit in day-

light al •» 47 p in three minutes

alter takcoll. said ciul aviation

spokesman Martin Gonzalez.

A controller said the plane was sup-

posed to turn "40 degrees to the right

alter takeoff but dldn t I

did not report any problems with the

jet Police located the plane's flight

recorder and took n down the 10, 1 70-

foot mountain in a police jeep.

DionisK V»a, an air traffic conn-oiler

ai H Dorado airport said the plane

was cleared lor a departure pattern

known as "Giiardot One * Planes fol-

lowing that pattern initially fry straight

after leaving the runway, then pass

over a radio navigation beacon called

| 2J00 leet from the

runway's end and turn about s»o

degrees to the right lo continue on

then

Happy Easter from Greece
Gre«k Undents celebrating the Greek-orthodox Easter with the traditional lamb on the spit all day last

Sunday

UM chair criticizes treasurer
Busios *«Pi - The board chairman of the

Lnivcrsilv ol

Massachusetts said he hopes its 200.000 alumni in

the state arc as offended as he is by Joseph D Malone't

attacks on LMass President William M Bulger

Malone. who u stale treasurer and is seeking the

Republican nomination for governor, has said he would

trv to remove Bulger from the post if elected governor

Malone in radio advertisements and at the

Republican Mate Convention last weekend
Bulger's name as a symbol of 'the old way of doing

'nings

Convention delegate* responded enthusiastically to

that, but lew so to Malone. who was endorsed by onlv

21 percent of them, compared with 71 percent who

endorsed acting Gov PauKrlhxci

"I am deeply offended by foe Makjm al and

manipulative attacks on the University of

Matsaihu rn and hope the university's 100 000 alum

m living and working in Massachusetts will be equally

offended * Robert S Karam. chairman of the UMass

board, said Monday
•As |oe Malone approaches his political Armageddon,

he it engaging in a sad. pathetic effort to direct attention

awav from his failed campaign." Karam said

Malone baa no ideas, no support and no hope

He lust can't accept the truth." Karam continued.

jm also said Malone had "amassed a shameful

record* as state treasurer, and had turned the office into

a "patronage null
"

Karam is a Democrat from hall River He ongmallv

was appointed M the Lniverniv board by then

also a Democrat

Bulger, a Democrat, served aa president of the state

Senate before he was named i. the I nivers.n p
i.s*v* iu had been accused of cronyism, and ot tightly

controlling the Senate Malone criticized Bulger for mov-

ing the Lniversitv president's office to prime space in

downtown Bo*u*i. including a SI milhon-a-year lease.

oa said Malone distorted the lease arrangement

calling it a "fiscally reaponaibk decision" that consoli-

dated the president » office and other University offices.

Watershed
conlinuao from page I

and UMass will provide assess-

ments of the environmental health

he Mill River and its tnbutanev

water qualm Rat and wildlife

habitat

land use and it* potential to

impact water resource* will be

assessed by the Franklin Regional

Coutvii i.l Governments with asaia-

tance from the L Maaa.

The Natural Resour
Conservation Service and Silvu

Me National ri*h and Wildlife

Refuge will be available to provide

technical assistance and have incen-

tive programs that can he u«ed to

fund practices that improve water

quality and wildlife habi

"The goal of the Mill River

Watershed Proied i« to make »ci

ence research and planning

resource1 available to local officials

and their communities and to

develop a coordinated approach to

resource protection acro«» town

boundaries." a press release said

The proied i« coordinated by

UMass Extension with funding pro-

vided by the Silvi nte

National Fish and \\ ildlife Refuge

and the Massachusetts Watershed

Initiative

QOLDEN KEY
NATIONAL
HONOR SOCIETY

Sophomore
Recognition Program

TONIGHT 7pm
1009 Campus Center

A aocinl, informative program to rncognxin

sophomores' high academic achievement .
In

addition, there will be an Introduction to

the Golden Key National Honor Society.

Refreshmenta will be nerved.

Hope to nee you there!

A World of Choices!

STA Travel specializes in

LOW-COST travel for students

- Great Student

Airfares

. Tours for Young

Travelers

- Budget Hotels

» Eurall & RdM Passes

i Work Abroad

in Britain

• Travel Insurance

International

Student ID Card

i Around the Work)

(800) 777-0112

oattimora

Washington

BOSTON
NEW YORK

DAILY
EXPRESS SERVICE
Amherst. Peter Pan Terminal. 79 S Pleasant St

Broaden your world view

at UMass Boston

Your choices include

• undergraduate and graduate

study with an exceptional

faculty

• morning, midday, afternoon,

and evening classes

• over 500 course sections

• summer programs in

Mexico. Haiti. Ireland,

and Vietnam

• sessions starting May 26.

June 29. and July 13

• mail, phone, fax. and

walk-in registration

afcetraMg Boafl

800-343-9999
PVTA • 781 -PVTA campus Cntr. or SW Hampden Dinning Common

(413*781-7882) Northampton Peter Pan Terminal 1 Roundhouse P:

Interested? Here's how to get in touch

Tel 6172877904 Mail

Fax: 617 287 7922

Email: dce@umbsky.ee umb edu

Web www.conted umb edu

UMass Boston Summer Sessions

Division of Continuing Education

100 Mornssey Blvd.

Boston, MA 02125-3393

Nsr |

Si'fpi jrtrlrp^s

City line rip
Boston's Public University
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Pack rat mentality

Seema ( f.in

As a graduating senior. I have many concerns on
my mind But the other da>, as I was contem-

plating the high school reunion on "90210." I

realized what my most gigantic problem was. In fact,

tor the !ir>i time, the problems faced by Brandon and

company on "<H)210" paled compared to my latest

brain wave
See. I'm not terribly concerned over

the fact that I'm still unemployed
have $4.37 in my savings account,

spend 74.8 percent of my free time at

the Collegian and have no idea where

I'm going once May 24 rolls around.

Things like this should concern me.
but right now those problems have

turned into a sort of calm hysteria

now that I'm becoming more over-

whelmed than ever by the sheer
amount ol junk I own.

Right now the stuff in the my room
haw me up at nights, trying to figure

how I'm going to move all this stuff

out of here.

Y'all know there isn't much space in dorm rooms,

but over the last four year* I've managed to pass

Cramming 101 with flying colors (along with some
help from my equally materially blessed roommate)
And now, as 1 take serious inventors ol im life's pos-

miii.ins. I'm thinking. "Why the heck do I have this?*

I ve analyzed the situation and discovered the root of

my problem is simple: I can't throw anything away In
me ium tell you about some things I've got knocking

around mv room.

Smoke detector — Not the Lniversity-mstalled one.

but mv own $6 K-Mart special This is a relic from the

anxious parents' era. when two smoke alarms

were simply not enough, so now I've got one ol my
own. I fed safer knowing that my smoke alarm is posi-

tioned strategically under my bed

Novels of literary merit — I'm not talking antitank

books, but rather thaw great works penned by some
long- dead genius. Current residents of my bookshelf

include Victor Hugo and Charles Dickens The
unabridged, hardcover editions of Let Miserable*

H
'.Mirk .ii

i 900 something pages! and David Copperfield
(800- something pages! look really great and I'm sure

the stories are wonderful, but darn, these two novels

make super paperweight*

lelevisun antenna — Thanks to cable (even
nig Services Cable) antennas are a thing of the

past, which doesn't explain why I have one of these.

Pots — I don't cook. In las. t . Ive just

barely mastered cooking with water.

Bui somehow. I have felt the need to

collect about 10 different pots in vari-

ous sizes and shapes, ium in case I teel

the need to cook. I'm still waiting.

II. modern appliances —
Along with the pots. I own a variety ol

appliances that would make Martha
Stewart green with envy Along with

my illegal kettle and toaster oven. I also

have a rice cooker, crock pot and sand-

wich maker Conceivably, I could whip
up a feast right in the comfort of mv
room it I cooked.

Random bits of paper N ears ago I invested in this

multi-colored pad of paper because I thought it would
look cute and would help bring some order to my
chaotic life Well, chaos reigns supreme a* little scraps

of yellow, green and pink paper litter my desk Most
contain phone numbers without names, e-mail
addresses and random "Notes to Sell" Id love

throw tome of these mm earn away, but I feel like if I

did I would immediately regret I
this point it would take Mayflower in conjunc

two with I PS to get me out of my dorm and I have i>

•taking feeling thai the parents simply aren't up to the

task.

Add to that my phobia of throwing anything, howev-
er insignificant away and you can tell what a tortured

aajaience I'm living as everyday the amount ol dull in

my room multiplies out of control My current state of

temontis indicates the easiest possible solution must
be found

I don't suppose Chancellor Scon would want eight

beach towel* and a cracked flower vase.

Saturn Can$ttiHutr it a Collegian columnist

Dirty secrets of the NCAA
have to tell to yuu about the hookers,

drug* and i

I'm a senior now and I'm starting to

fad some genuine guilt about our week-

end activities — even our plush lives in

general — as NCAA athletes. Not the

sort ol guilt that makes people tell the

truth to a committee — God, no I m
talking about the burning ve aft have

when you've kept a brilliant!

secret for a long time

Come a little closer, friends.

If the majority of

the student body had

even the slightest

eat of the vari-

ous perks and viola-

tions in which we
revel during the aver-

age dav they might

char us loan of

Arc-style, stoking us

with media guides.

-i and foremost,

don't fool yourself

into believing the

fir*t half of the desig- ana^^MMMMi
nation student—athlete. By the time

most of us are high school sophomores

lor eighth-graders if you play a

non-racquet sport involving a ball) we
don't see the ivory leaves of a book ever

again. Rather. Shady |oc takes care of it.

Don't worn about it. he says.

Another common myth is that we
mu*t actually take our SATs. Nonsense.

Then why do some superstars manage
to flop the entrance exams, you might

ask? It's simple. They forget to mail m
their NCAA Deceit forms (which, natu-

rally, "don't exist") and before they

know it — BANG — they're forced to

20-30 minutes of their athletic

day doodling "69" in bubble-test art

But Shady |cc always takes care of it.

Don t u-orry about it

The real fun, of course, commences
with your enrollment in the college of

I
C lax l<ir l tinner

ed all ol vour classes and a suitable

body double to attend them in your

place, you can concentrate on the

important things

You know what they are — what we
bkc to call Tartans*"

Tarkania is quite obviously named
for farmer LNl V t>a»karhall coach lerry

Tarkanun. wtonrwasnera M \\ nik-

he wouldn't moon with cheek* *r<*e*d

— and then subsequently denv having

dropped his pants Tarkania i*. in lay

terms, the goooooood
*iutl

I don't know about

other teams, but on
road trips our boys and
girls are particularly

fond of streetwalker*

But *irv i sir budget i*

sadly limited, we usual

ly have to import them

from a smaller city like

Springfield or

OrOMMMi
But Shady fac always

"aai^iBBaBai ana, Hfy them Bottom

trump* and hustlers is uxemited. Don i

worry about it

Point shaving, while simple in most

other sports, is an aspect of Tarkania

which is pretty tough to get away with

when it comes to track I mean, how
many dives can a 10.000 meter *tud

take 50 feet before the finish line. For

Christ * sake, the guy's just run s).sHK.)

meters and he goes down? Who'll buv

that?

But Shady |oe always says. Look.

mtu Jisumci types, mm gatta mbm*
stand they like the drama. They even

dig pooping their shorts in marathons.

Don't worry about it

Yet sometimes situations do get a lit-

tle sticky. For every upstanding spoiled,

insolent jock. -child, there has to be a

bed seed in the lot. The kid who shoots

up too much free training room
your choice. Once Shady |oe has select- Ibuprofen between his toes and flips

The ntmnul who shows up to a disco*

sum session The silly who wear* the

gold neckface his agent gave him on
television

Sunehodv inevitably screws it al up
lor the rest ol i ur pampered elite

Maybe you folks reading this think it *

cany Ki conceal hundreds of free ford

and 1 xpcditiom when the

i "cops" hit campus Can
how quickly vou have to prep

any number of coaches and athletes to

deny everything with conviction?

shady joe. it's a real hassle, but

he always takes care of it. Don't warn
about it

I have to say. though, it I had to do it

all over again. I'd definitely take greater

advantage of the opportunities present

ed to me That extra $500 on that ben-

der in the Montreal strip club would

have come m so handv . hut I guess that

pang of guilt I had about the three

grand I'd dropped already just ate me
up

And in retrospect, maybe I should

have accepted that Armani from that

booster even though I generally prefer

double breasted suits It would have

been right thing to do. a polite conces-

sion.

Perhap* you're on the horn with

"Directory Assistance" right at this

instant, your eyes crimson and green

with lury and jealousy, respectively, as

vou demand to be put in touch with the

V \ V Don't bother — they're all busy

at big. big name schools like Nebraska

and Arizona State, waiting for those

babies to flash that ominously obtained

candy once more. And it should go
without saying they're barking up
Tark's tree at Fresno State.

But here at UMass. we're just big

enough to flaunt the goods, yet just

small enough not to worry.

God bless Shady |oe.

C" Taylor Conner is a Collegian

columnist

Highway patrol
It

was a dark and lonely night in

the lower library I was sitting

on the new blue chairs in an
utterly awkward position — three

textbooks open on my legs and
notebooks stuffed in around the
sides of the chair -

when I felt that sen-

sation in the pit of

my stomach. There
was only one solu-
tion Twinkies.

I couldn't concen-
trate on my work,
and there was noth-

ing else in the uni-

verse except two
golden hot dogs. I

heaved myself up out

of the chair, papers
spilling everywhere
I iv e minutes later. I

was striding through the warm
night on a mission

But alas. Twinkles aren't sold on
the University of Massachusetts
campus Not in a vending machine
Not in tin nop Not in the

Blue Wall Not in Franklin Munchie
store

In short. I

wandered
through campus
a nervous and
miserable shell

of a person. I

stared into the

void of the night

and wondered
about life on
another college

campus. I wondered how my
tnends were and if Twinkies were

easily at their disposal.

I should go and visit my friend

in New Jersey!" I thought
lersey license plates arc yellow like

Twinkies. so I had high hopes for

my joumev
What is it about the spring that

generates wanderlust? As soon as

the days become ever so slightly

\le\i* I'tisilikar

As much as I like

UMass. in the springtime

I m just aching to hit the

road with a few good tapes

and chase the edge of the

V.A.Y

warmer and longer. I want to drive

off somewhere to see something
and do something new and differ-

ent. As much as I like UMass, in

the springtime I'm just aching to

hit the road with a few good tapes

and chase the edge of

the sky.

I yery other person

I talk to seems to feel

the same way. If 1

had a Twinkie for

every time someone
has said something to

me about a weekend
road trip. I could
audition for the role

of the mother in

"What's Eating
Gilbert Grape The
Sequel."

So I rolled out ot

bed last Saturday morning and hit

the road, my father's reproaches
and predictions of doom echoing in

my head.

I had never been to New lersey; I

had never been on such a long road

trip by myself I had never seen my
friend at her school with all her

tnends In tact, I

hadn't seen my
friend since

December Did
she even eat

Iwmkies? I won-
dered Hmmm.
the weekend
could be full of

surprises and
discovc

I did discover many things

the way There are 90 million

nalds restaurants between
here and Princeton, and none of

them sell Twinkies I also discov-

ered that key lime yogurt is hard to

eat while driving because it tends to

fall off the spoon and gravitate

I unmentionable areas ol my
jeans Finally. I discovered that the

New lersey slate number is 35

because I had to stop every other

mile on the Garden State Parkway

to pay a 55 cent toll. And phone

calls are 35 cents, too

Thus, I arrived, broke and

disheveled, my appetite for

Twinkies whetted by the yellow

license plates I saw along the New

lersey Turnpike and Route I Alas.

I discovered no Twinkies in

Princeton, but I did discover enor

mous quantities of free alcohol for

anyone over or under the age of 2

1

Suddenly, the two cream-filled

golden cakes were a distant memo
ry...

I had set out on Saturday with

wanderlust coursing through my
veins and asphalt ribbons pulling at

my tire treads. I had set out to see

an old friend I had set out to see a

new place I had set out to have an

adventure I had set out to lind

cheap chemical junk food.

I found most of what I was look

ing for and some of what I never

expected While I was driving home
I thought of one of my favorite

quotes, an African saying

"Somewhere the Sky touches the

r arth and the name of that place is

the end"
The destination of the journey

isn't quite the point as much as the

thrill of the trip is For three days I

was free to travel and do whatever I

wanted but if I had found the

Twinkie* I would have been too

contented and I never would have

come home. I didn't want to reach

the end; I just wanted to chase the

horizon for awhile

I still haven't found any
Twinkles I should probably |ust go

to Dairyman But I think it would
be more fun to climb into mv .ur

and buy them somewhere else

Virginia' Colorado' PtortMS? I'll

hit i he road next weekend and let

you know
Alexis Pushkar ii a Collegian

columnist
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Balance and timing
The sprawling springtime at our lni\er*ity is a

time for ritualistic celebration lust as the migra-

tions ol the bird* earn ih<m north just a* colors

return to the trees, we student! go through ih

thing every year: pre- registration, finals, summer
break, etc. Oh. wait a minute, some of us. myself
included, are graduating

I have been told I have an active imagi-

nation, hut I can't for the life of me imag-

ine what life will be like once I leave

I Mas* I ntil very recently. I was perfect

ly fine with the concept of getting my
diploma and moving on in the world.

Yet comment* like "less than six weeks
to go." have made this abstract concept
much more real, and much more frighten-

ing. The idea that next year I won't be
studying anymore, and I will have to trav-

el several hours to see people who lived

five minutes away, is quite overwhelming.
Mv fear isn't so much connected M )ob

hunting and what I will do with myself,

although that aspect is part of it I think, like manv I'm

afraid of change, and how at times like this, time with a

capital "T." passes more rapidly than we would like

After all. it's never during those ___^__
long hours of studying or that tough
exam that I'm like "Damn, stuff is

happening too fast." Maybe a

physics major could explain how
time never seems constant and
always seems relative. I'll never
understand how the seconds, and
minutes of a day which can be measured can feel so

subjective. Like a four-hour tennis match that is decid-

ed by a few key points, everyday life sometimes feels

like a set build up those defining moments
Something tells me these last few weeks before grad-

uation will be filled with defining moments, marking
the end of something significant. Some have had the

reverse reaction, but to me that exam next week or that

15-page term paper doesn't seem quite as important.

Instead. I'm thinking about people and the reality that

i* m

lirvan Schwartzman

I'll never understand how
the seconds, and minutes of
a day which can be mea-
sured can feel so subjective

very soon I won't be seeing them every day. Every time

a large group of my friends get together someone
invariably says. "W*w. this could be the last time we're

all in a group like this
"

What seems urgent is that I spend as much time a*

possible with those who have enriched my hie
Climbing that mountain I have never climbed, trying

that new restaurant, all seem more
important than everything academic
I'm not saying that graduating
seniors should blow off their

remaining work, nor am I suggesting

that we regret the times we opted to

study instead of venturing out.

What I am saying is that we
should resist the temptation to view

these last few weeks as sad occa-

sions. Instead they should be times

to celebrate, celebrate both the

times with our friends and whatever
balance we have struck between our

MMO»»aanM^MM academic responsibilities and our
social lives A coach of mine once told me that balance
was the key to a successful life. I think he was missing
one important element, though: timing I hope I———— haven't found balance too late.

Remember the last presidential

election, two weeks after Bob Dole
lost the election he was cracking
jokes on television commercials.
Many people said if Dole had been
as relaxed and personable during the

campaign as he was after, they
would have considered voting for him. lust before they
lose tennis players often open up and reel off several
great shots. Why? Because they have nothing to lose
The challenge with college, and the world beyond col-

lege, is reacting with intensity and serenity when it

does matter

The rhythms of this world are difficult to figure out.
they ebb and flow like the tides of a river. These rapids
are almost over, and it's been a great ride!

Bryan Schwartzman is a Collegian Columnist
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Focus on Labor Issues

The way of the swoosh Only a start
Nike is more than a compa

ny — it's an institution, a

way of life. Maybe once
the swoosh was associated with
shoes, but now that's way too
prosaic a connection. Nike used
to sell footwear, but now they
sell ideals: the lifestyle of the
swoosh is sold in the form of var-

ious t-thirts. sweatshirts, and
posters. This assorted parapher-

nalia now accounts for a greater

share of Nike sales than all their

shoes together. And this defi-

nitely seems to

be an inspiring

trend. If you
see the ads.

John Zcrwl

vou'll see that Nike has a truly

relevant message — one of racial

and gender equality, personal
empowerment, identity and abili-

ty. The revolution comes as this

message is then distilled into a

single swoosh, a stand- alone
icon which represents the entire

Nike Way. More significant is

that we all buy it: both the ideals

and the products. We buv it M
much that Phil Knight. Nike s

CEO. is America's sixth richest

man. worth over $5 billion W«
buv it so much that the swoosh is

one of the world's most recop

nized icons: Nike no longer uses

its own name in much ol u*
advertisements, nor does it need

to The troubling question,

then, is: Why are more and more
people turning away from Nike''

What is it about the glorious

swoosh that strikes many as

disingenuous, hypocritical, down-

right malicious'' Why do Nike *

ads (ads which the company
spends nearly $1 billion on each

vear!) seem to be hiding some
thing shameful'' The answer has

something to do with last

Saturday April 18 marked the

nd annual International Day
.tu>n Against Nike That dav

saw protests against the swoosh
around the globe from Australia

I anada: from Chile to Asia:

across Europe, and in many
dozens ol cities throughout the

L nited States What i* n about

Nike that would inspire such a

strong reaction from tent and
hundreds of thousands of people''

Did protesters really find fault

with this Nike way of life?

The charge was that the Way of

the Swoosh might be a fine thing

to peddle, but that it's a lie. That

despite the ideals that the swoosh

seems to stand for, despite the

hip image, despite the role-model

spokespeople. despite the pro-

gressive claims. Phil Knight is M
different than the robber bafOM
of (we hoped) bygone eras. That

his wealth comes at the expense

of the inhuman poverty of his

workers. Nike seems to be lead-

ing the field in

aVaaaflaTJB what Thomas
milk Frank has called

nanaaaaaai "the commodifi-

eaiion ol dissent." The
particulars of the case against

Nike are, sadly, unambiguous
The (acts have been documented
bv .irtUdlU everv major MWantV
per, by labor, religious and
human right* groups worldwide

hv congrcsspeople, and most
recently, bv F.Sl'N I he words
used are always the same: child

labor, sexual harassment, sweat-

shops Take the example of

China, where human rights

groups tell how worker* *ew-mg

Nike shoes make I *> cents an

hour, below the legal minimum
wage ol 11.9] per dav. which is

itself well below a subsistence

wage. Thirteen-year-olds work
throughout the factories, and
workers arc torced to work close

(00 hours of overtime each

month to make enough to sur-

vive In \ictnam. according to

Nike's own accounting firm I

«4c Young, the air in the (actoric*

is so bad that 78 percent ol

employees have respiratory prob-

lems, and as punishment, work-

ers are forced to kneel with their

hands in the air for 25 minutes,

and arc hit on the head and neck

with Nike sneakers And of

course, in all ot the Fast Asian

and South Asian countries where

Nike *hocs are made, the military

can be counted upon to crack

some head* il worker* start to get

uppity and Iff] to demand any

rights What does all this have

to do with the swoosh lifc*tvle

and more importantly, what does

it have to do with us'' The selling

of the ideal of the swoosh ha»

been so successful as to make
Nike one of the richest corpora-

tions in the world, one which
could easily afford to treat its

workers with the basic respect

that they deserve. Phil Knight

could afford to pay all of his

workers wages they could live on

and still be a multimillionaire.

Why does he continue then to

betray the ideals that are pack-

aged in that swoosh? Because

we're still buying it. Teenagers

and college students are the pri-

mary target demographic for

Nike, and we have yet to tell

Knight to clean up his act Until

recently, at least. Saturday's
mobilization was massive, and
there are signs that Nike is start-

ing to teel the pressure. The pub-

lic ICffVtta] is lorcing people to

begin to wonder just how sincere

that swoosh really is. Students

around the country are passing

resolution* condemning Nike*
practices, and also getting
Universities to implement codes

iduct lor shoes and apparel

sold in University stores or with

Lmversity logos. More than any-

thing, it is collective student

action which is going to bring

Nike around But the struggle

to bring Nike into line with our

image of them is not an easy one

Lniversities are reluctant to give

up the money from phat Nike

contract* with sports teams At

UMass. for instance. Nike has

contracts with the Athletic

Department Despite repeated
requests. however. the

Department has so far refused to

make these contracts publ

student inspection In this way.

we all become implicated in

Nike's practices. Next
1j\ an expert on Nike's use

of sweatshops will be coming to

the Campus Center at 7 p

talk about some of these issues.

V.e hive an opportunity to join

the growing movement to lone
Nike to rethink its actions. We
have the ability to reclaim the

swoosh for ourselves and for the

ideals it could represent, and to

hold Nike up to our standards

Let's just do it

Ion /erolnick is a I Mass grad-

uate student

Yesterday, two workers front

a sweatshop in the

Dominican Republic that

makes hats which bear the

Harvard name stood in front of

the lohn Harvard statue and
described the abysmal conditions

Of their workplace The woikcts in

this factor) iire paid 8 cents foi

every $20 hat forced 10 wotk
overtime, harassed, mistreated and

rendered unable to lurther their

education or unionize, according

to event organizers The adminis-

tration is said to be looking into

the matter, and Students Km a

Sweat -free-

Campus are

doing their

best to

make sure

that the

University
adopts an
effective
code of

conduct
that will

make it impossible to altix the

Harvard name to sweatshop prod-

ucts

We are inspired by the number
of students who attended the rally

yesterday and heartened by the

nearly 2.U00 student* who signed

a petition in support ol a code ol

conduct which contains provisions

for a living wage, freedom of asso-

ciation, independent monitoring

and a ban on harassment It is

hard to see why the administration

would object to

any of th-.

provisions and
we urge the

University |aj

adopt an effet

live code before

the end of the

school year.

While we are

happy to -

students taking —^—^^—
aim at Bl & B * factor) in the

Dominican Republic this parucu

lar shop is only one of manv Men
women and children are being

beaten, harassed and essentially

enslaved »o that Americans can

have cheap apparel \ umers

we mu«t work to limit suffering by

ing responsibly and in*ist

Culture clash

I'm waging a war within

myself to get rid of the

nuc girl syndrome my
mother has passed down
to me.

I ill. in * It. in

*• A h ' '"• don '* trouble |u*t uv

/\ along with everybody." my mothe
* * me in Cantonese.

"But. Ma. I don't want to get stepped all

over by people." I say

"It * not a matter of getting stepped alt over In life,

not everything goes your way. People won't like vou tl

you are so bold. If someone does something bad to

vou then treat them better Always be the better per-

son." my mother instructs me.

There goes the dynamics that seem to be dominat-

ing the relationship that I am hav ____^___
ing with my mother these days —
whether or not to speak my mind

All of my life my mother has

always stressed to me the impor-

tance of getting along with every-

I shouldn't express my anger

verbally to people's faces (behind

their backs is okay) What I am
supposed to do is suck it up and

deal. I've been listening to her for

the past 20 years. For those 20

years. I have remained silent and in the procOH have

suppressed almost all ol what and how I feel I have a

difficult time telling someone something as simple as

if they're pissing me off. and that's sad. I'm like a

teapot that's at its boiling point and can no longer

keep the lid on.

Well. I can't suck it up and deal anymore. There

have been many times when I've tried to speak my

mind. Usually. I have been unsuccessful at being vocal.

but lately I've been making some gains.

I was at a meeting one day and there was this heated

discussion. Out of the blue. I heard myself speaking up

and actually disagreeing with somebody It felt real

good, but that's been just one time.

Usually, there is this wall that seems to be lodged in

my throat that I just can't bulldoze my way through.

The words I want to say out loud are on the tip of my

tongue. All I need is that extra push to make it come

out. but usually the wall is just too strong for me to

break.

Recently. I had asked some fellow classmates to do

something for our class project. They promised and I

was counting on them. But. when the time came, they

didn't deliver. I was really upset at them and had

planned a whole speech on how disappointed I was in

them and how irresponsible they were. When I saw

them, though, everything I had planned to say fell

through. Once I was face to face with them, my whole

persona changed. 1 was extremely pleasant and asked

them nicely if they would please finish what I had

asked them to. Inside. I was cursing up a storm and

more than ready to explode at them with all of my
rage, but I remained calm on the outside.

Doonesbury

"I illian. I know that you really wanted to tell them

off I was hoping that vou d scream at them I could

tell that vou were mad but then vou stopped vour*elf

Why couldn t you just sav it
'" my friend Kieu asked

me
It's like I have multiple personality* It freaks me

out s^nicttrne* how ea*v it i* lor me to suppress my

feelings I'm going through my life living a lie bv not

being able to tell people how I really feel I'm such a

fraud.

It has to do with mv lear that if I tell people how I

feel and what I really feel, then they

won't like me anymore My mother s

words start to kick in right about

now. In my mind. I know that it

doesn't matter — that it shouldn't

matter — whether or not people like

me. But it does matter.

My mother has raised me to be

agreeable because her mother raised

her the same way and so on. It's safe

to say that it's a tradition in my fami-^^^^^^^
h I r..m the time 1 was a little girl up

till now. my mother has always stressed to me the

importance of being a good girl

Mv mother has carried her mother's lessons — to be

submissive I was born in a different time and place

with a different set of ideals — to just be yourself. I'm

waging a war within myself to get rid of the nice-girl

syndrome my mother has passed down to me. I can't

take it anymore.

Mv mother has never said a bad word to anybody

even when people have said bad words to her. She was

at worl the other dav when a co-worker of hers start-

ed swearing at her for misplacing something. My
mother hatf ignored her and the next day she bought

some pastries for that CO- worker. Now they're

friends.

I can understand why she wants me to be like her.

Uife is easier if you don't cause any waves. Nobody
will see you in a bad light. You'll have friends and

people will love you from all over.

The problem with all of that is it's boring. Who
wants to go through their lives being the passenger? 1

don't. "Drivers wanted." as the people from
Volkswagen would say.

Besides, if I continue to be a passenger for the rest

of my life. I would miss out on so much because 1

would just be going with the flow — following what

other people do and what they say.

I want to be the strong person that I know I can be.

I want to be able to be straight up with how I feel and

not he afraid of expressing it. And. I don't want to go

with the flow.

It's time to stop being such a nice girl. Grrr!

Lillian Chun is u I Mass student

By Garry Trudeau

Il consumers we must

work to limit suffering by

OOfMffNSJMj responsibly

and insisting that tin-

institutions into which

pour our money act

responsibly.

ing tjiat the institutions into which

we pour our money act responsi-

bly Sweatshops are bad and we
should do our best to punish those

who strive to profit from the suf-

fering of others. But rather than

striving to stomp out each individ-

ual sweatshop, we wonder if we
shouldn't search for the root of

the problem In all the sweat-free

Hurry, it seem that we have forgot

ten to ask why sweatshops exist at

all

We have too readily accepted

the notion that employers will

strive to exploit their workers and

that only a

skein of laws,

regulations
and codes
can prevent
enormous
suffering.
Exploitation,

abuse and
greed are not

inherent ele-

ments of the

production process. We have sat

through Marty Feldstein s mind-

numbing lectures and we have

read the praise of economic clli

ciency thai so often appears on
these editorial pages But we are

unwilling to think only within the

bounds of what we have been
taught to believe is the "natural"

way of the economy
In our society we dcilv self-

interest, profit and efficiency and

then act shocked when we hear

that factories

abuse their

workers in the

name of these

pursuits. Creed,

single-minded
pursuit of profit

and inhumanity

enable our
eccn.omy We
do our best to

limit the havoc

we

that the dictates of the profit mar-

gin so often wreaks on humanity

and the environment, but in the

flurry of reigning in the forces

which drive our economy we for-

,ct to wonder il there isn't a bet-

ter way.
Sweatshops are the fallen angels

of capitalism — the pursuit of

profit and efficiency gone astray —
but they are the product of capital-

ism nonetheless, and as such they

should shake people's unflagging

faith in our economic system. The

two of us struggle to fathom plac-

ing such blind faith in a system

which produces enormous income

disparities, divides American
social and economic life along

racial lines and puts a Starbucks

on every affluent corner.

The Boon 101 mentality teaches

us that there are winner* i like Bill

Gates) and losers (like inner cit)

America) in our system, and that

this is not only "fine," but the WO)

it should be. And campus publics!

tions act as an endless reserve ol

proof that many of our fallow

classmates seem to believe whole-

heartedly in the sanctity ol the

market

In response to community
attempts to prevent the Holmes
development in Central Square.

Cabot Henderson wrote the M
lowing in a March 16 Salient arti-

cle "The new complex is being

built because there is a demand
lor quality housing and khaki

pants which is not currently being

met in Central Square Meddling

with these irrepressible f»

results in distortion." This type of

simplistic faith in the Truth ol the

market, and espousal of the value

ot submitting to the machinations

of the market, disturbs us almost

as much as sweatshop horro'

ries.

We refuse to believe that we are

all inherently sell interested pawns

in a vast ideological game played

bv invisible hands The mvth that

the laws of the free market will

inexorably lead us to the light at

the end of some economic and

social tunnel is just that — a myth

and a dangerous one at that W
refuse to believe that we must live

amidst exploitation, inhumanity,

greed and massive inequality, and

call this "irrepressible " We refuse

to believe that stopping a sweat

shop here and there is the best we
can do.

Andrea I. fohnson and Abigail

R Branch write for the Harvard

Crimson at Harvard I ni\

This editorial is distributed

through the I iv jej serine

Letters to the Editor

Theatre guild a

success story

fO thr. editor:

I am writing in response to the letter written bv Pete

Oiraldi in the April \*> issue of the Collegian I would like

>ow il c.iraldi has ever gone to any other theater pro-

ductions or to the movies before' If that answer is yes. then

he has suspended his disbelief for the sake of entertainment

before, and that is what he should have attempted to do

when viewing fesus <entar a few weeks ago

The UMass Theater Guild stresses the fact that eve

should try something new. Something that hasn't been done

before. That i* what the director

did. He attempted something wav out thcte We pu*h lor

students to not worry about failure II we tail it's a learning

experience If we succeed, then we add that to success

ries here at the University of Maaaadwaetta, and that's

where you'll find |aOM CM* Superstar, in the success sto

ries.

I completely understand that the concept tor |*etil Christ

Superstar was really out there, and it wasn't the normal the-

atrical experience that Giraldi may have expected, but come

on now. it is theater' The great thing about theater is that

you can be anyone you want to be, and you can do anything

you want to do I sincerely apologize to C'.iraldi faff the- t.ict

that he was offended and the fact ihat he couldn't under

stand the modernization of the musical. I truly do But. next

time vou want to write about KHMttling, especially a

Registered Student Organization (RSOt. maybe you should

attempt to do a little research '

I thank Giraldi again for attending the show
. and hope

that next time his disbelief will be suspended and he'll Ol

back, relax, and enjov the show, .is evervone did

Tara M. McRae
Chairperson. UMass Theater Guild

Big Brothers & Sisters

give thanks

To the editor

On Saturday. April 4. Big Brothers K,g Sisters of

Hampshire Count) held its annual fundraising

bowl-a-thon. It mm our most tUCCCMM ever, capturing the

best of the spirit of our community. Big and little brothers

and sisters joined together with members of the community

to bowl, raise money and have I party for a program that

embodies the notion of "taking I village to raise a child."

Bowler* lellc-cted the breadth of support the program

derives from the community: a number of sororities and fra-

ternities front the Imrverstt) ol Massachusetts; high school

students: police officer*; United Parcel Service drivels:

human service personnel; people affiliated with Department

of Social Services, insurance companies, banks and small

businesses: elementary MMOOl teachers; and ol course many

big and little brOthcn .nisi titters, Over M> businesses spon-

sored the event Ims kind ol support is vital SO the program

and greatly appreciated hv everyone involved

Of special note this yen M the participation ol sororities

and fraternities Kappa Kappa Gamma. Delta I peflon.

Delta Chi Phi Mu Delta and Pi Kappa Alpha sent teams

who raised money and showed up with great spirit and

enthusiasm This spirit exemplifies how both the I

community and the community at large can interact in a

mutually beneficial way We want to publicly acknowledge,

appreciate and thank the sorority and fraternity MM
brother tor supporting our "sisters" and "brothers " We
hope this relationship will become an ongoing one.

Once again, on behalf of everyone at Big Brother Bin

Oi Hampshire County I want to thank all the- MaOoV
pants and behind the scenes supporters who made this

year's bowl-a-thon such an outstanding success.

Rcnec Mom
Co-Director

Big Brothers Big Sisters

of Hampshire County

Cape Verdean

night a success

To the editor

Saturday night's 16th Annual Cape Verdean Night was a

reaffirmation to the purpose, to the cause of cultural st u

dent groups. Too often crie* of unity fall on deal ears here

at our "diversified" campus. And why shouldn't they when

they are nothing more than tired cliches?

Finally, a few bold rarities stepped forward and boldly

proclaimed that they would follow. UMass student

Hamilton Rodrigues spoke on behalf of "The Next

Generation of Cape Verdeans" and set a trend for the gen-

uine testimonies that would follow. Working through his

initially nervous address. Rodrigues gradually lound com-

fort in the faces of the crowd and relaxed as he expressed

hi* personal desires, ambitions and idiosyncrasies He
accomplished what he had set out to do. put a faces to the

concept of what being a Cape Verdean means. Rodrigues

let the campus in on a long-concealed secret; there are

individuals of color on this campus, in this nation, that are

starved for cultural nourishment and they will not be

denied for it is a fundamental human need that fuels

them.

University of Connecticut student lorge Andrade

swooped down on the audience with an intimate message

that completely deviated from the speech he had prepared,

based on his need to speak from the hean. Andrade spoke

almost mournfully of the cultural division that manifests

itself among Cape Verdeans. some of whom choose to dis-

associate themselves from their African roots. He spoke on

behalf of Africans, of black unity and acceptance, lament-

ing. "We separate ourselves because of the legacy and men-

tality of colonialism."

I wish to applaud itOM and other members of the Cape

Verdean Student Alliance for putting an end to all the false

showmanship, for reminding the UMass community that a

silent majority is in the wings and will not be silenced, no

matter the opposition. And that's no cliche.

Nikan Hodjat

Southwest

Visit us on the web!

!
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"Celebrate Series" closes'] Aniston, Rudd shine in Object ofMy Affection

with concert finale tonight

By Emdy Tratk

CoSagKjr. Staff

The fourth and final concert in

the 'Celebrate the Piano Sen**.*

presented bv the Department ot

Music & Dance will take pUce
tonight at 815 p.m. in Bezanson

Recital Halt

i the final concert of the

rig pianist Maria
Srraibcr will perform work
hredenk Chopin and Claude

is a protestor of piano

and director of the piano depart-

ment at the Warsaw Academy of

Music in Poland. Performing regu-

larly as a soloist and chamber
musician throughout Europe.
lapan and South Korea. Sznuber

I this evening's perform.!

S/raibcr will include waltzes,

mazurkas, a - barcarole

and ballad by Chopin. The portion

of the program dedicated to

Debussy will include 1 2 preludes

from Book II

The proceeds from this i

ward the Brtatwn
Hall Ren. I

of a local patron a new, nine-foot

Stesnway concert grand piano was

donated '.partment of

Music A Dance. In order to cum
pBnsfiiit this ganjsows tnatfument.

the department felt it needed to

i uplifting enviroament in

can cipcri

Bezanson has provided a venue

tor thou»and> of concerts. Some
of the projected

include acoustu itetatiM from

outside Baiaw, wood panelling,

new seating, improved lighting,

new stage floor, impioved i >bbv

and greenroom
Chancellor David Scott present-

ed the Departmen lie &
Dance with a challenge to help

raise funds for the rcnovatu

Bezanson The UastwiH will

match, dollar for dollar up to

$150,000 gilt* made to the

Renovation fund between Ian.
"

andhih i

The department it urging

music lovers to consider the

important rule that Bezanson
Ital hall plavs in the musical

life of the Pioneer Vallcv M
donors have already established

their own named chair iwith a

plaque aflixcd thereuponl b\

making a $500 contribution

Donors may make checks out M
the I Mas* Musk Department,
with a notation "BRH Fund." and
send it to BRH fund.
Department of Musk and Dance.

fine A* oi I Mass.
Amherst. MA 0100" for

4S1J)
V ike concert art $5 for

• nstani u

Ivn Ku-hus
t Irncst

(41S 54 V-

Iicketi I

studenti,

$8 for the general pubhc TMett
art available at the fine I

Centtr Box Uifue M J

54 5-25// or at the door of
tiiunnjn Recital Hill on the

owing of \pnl 22

By RobRoansch
Colepon Staff
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THE OBJECT OF MY AFFECTION
IhreiteJ b\ Nicholas Hyntei

it iih lennifer Ani>tim. Paul Rudd and

Alan Akia

Playing ai I laiii|»hia- Six ITwdtii^

The goal of most romantic comedies

is to keep the obviously
destined k> be-together protagonist*

jjviit lor most of the movie >o that the

union, when it comes, will satisfy us and
send us out into the mall with jn

embarrassing, dreamy warmth beneath

our nb> The happy ending is almost

always an actual or implied heterosexual

marriage, but in The Object oi <>i\

Affection as in the recent Lliuunt Amy,
one of the protagonists is gay In both

cases, homosexuality is at first most
important as a plot obstacle to union,

but only in the Otism of mv Affection is

sexualits not »implv overwhelmed by

\mu ilenniler <\m«ton> is a
quick wilted, excitable wonum who is

always a little un-ure i>l how to hi 'I.I

herself She is a mere social "mrkai
sprung from a wealths lamilv She
becomes pregnant by a man she im
not love and suddenly gains purpose.

not the sudden need to care lor a child

but more the desire to lead a family her

own wav instead of riM being the

odd duck She asks her be»t friend

lieorge (Paul Rudd) to help her raise

the haby. and then falls in love with

him. He loves her back and. although

they almost have sex. he cannot be in

thher Then tl gets comphcaied
While Chaung Amy was notable lor

ita similar and even more >

uboo-free inasaaiM of sex. its plot was
drawn with fingxipaaM. Chasing Amy
was a great portrait of twenty-some-
thing cunftasiun and the train w
rclstionahips. but in the end it adds up
to an interesting muddle ot romantic

k-ngsng and takes about Bating. In con
trast. the equally complicated Affection

wn streamlined hi
all expectations of hap-

piness, but it is happy ai a fundarneraal

ly different I

Praised for its honesty, (-haunt Amy
exists outside of genre bounds and
iisatnatuani Hollywood, while \ffection

exists within them and changes them
from the inside Where t haunt Amy
waa Kevin Smith's personal vision, com-
plete with sturaangfy crude cmematog-
nsphy . Affectum has few personal touch

tricky camera work, no

Colon, no jc-rkv editing. The fact that

Object is vti obvious!) .t Holts wood
product onlv nuiko it* innovation more
important Hollywood a an esceleat,OM storytelling machine. The prob-

lem with llollvvvood i> no! the smooth
style, it ic that tin- stories themselves are

often cliched or |ust plain stupid \S ith

TajrOCaacto/ w> iffecium, HoBywood
proves that it can tell a xoviallv mipot
tant -lorv when it wants to, and it can
tell it well

Ihe conllia- a;e cventuallv resolved,

hut iic>t ea-ils rhcrc i* loneliness and
selfishness and pure lack ot considera-

tion all around, not only plot ditticulties

like an evil boytnend Ihe movie |uggk>

puK romantic longing, pop-feminism.
I the modem tainilv and h

>e\ualitv ao aaSOOfaa) tin- taraws of the

.•mains shiny and undisturbed
Ihe movie i* a* entertaining as an
exceptional HokSwood love story, but

also has a lot on il- mind
\lthough both \ni*uni and Rudd are

warm and wondeitul a great deal of
credit for the movie * <u^o« can be
given to the senrenw •

Wendy Wasserstem 1

1

wittv and gentle. dc-|' .tips to

iltcoan level I

hei cturacters he peo-

entiallv good but also.

ks I utthei she

a] lead* vc tilt j|>| !, ,

smfulfy drawn support

iiacter* wtu> all allevl oi ale

affected hv the main plot It's here
W j**c'i*tc-in (xi* in ino*t cil her com
nientaiv on relationships and
issues: the old academic whose unful-

filled intatuatHan with an actor paralefs

Nina'*, the older sister s t right eninglv

offhand racism and heterosexism IV
mo% ie is dense with interrelated charac-

ters thai become like an extended family

as the movie progresses, untidy, frag

mented. hut sol a family.

The movie's greatest moment b its

ending, unequivocallv happv as the

tfVfWC 01 ffOBIaVmC CUttlOOS ITUIIIft>. but

sj pnstagurasts separated, f^uatlv

as important, mother and father do not

live together, but the child has both

\nd Nina, a white woman, find

with a hU.k 0QB - a racial issue that is

thrillingly and pointedly unimportant.

Admittedly . the ending b probably a bf-

a "family" ot all different

races and sexual orientations coming
together at the same first grade musical

performance, but romantic comedies
are supposed to dream, arv

important dream that has never been

tranulaad to mametream aaaaai scream

quite s» I K-

silU il funny
in lets

pie. lender and

«

at in'

surrounds ihe t

adoaeni
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Lincoln Real Estate

Has tha bast selection oi 12 4 3 bedroom

Center of Amherst Apartments

Showings

Start

in April

far Jsm ar

Sipttntar

OeeaMacyf

Gilreath Manor
Condos
•

I Bedroom

• 11/3 K.uhs

• Heated Basemenl

Heat A
Hot water

• 1/2 mile to campus

•On Bus Route

Lincoln Real Estate • 25 N Pleasant • 253-7879

Minimum
Requirements/
General Qualifications:

1.
Undergraduate (in good
academic standing).

Enrolled at UMass Amherst for
at least two
semesters with at least four semesters
remaining
before graduating.

•Starting salary: $5.25

•Job Opportunities^ ' perhour-

Two Student Receptionsist positions are /„ m^?xr^°^^)^^

-^""^ hours total per week, occasional
weekends (4 hours per day).

3. Knowledgeable about campus programs, services
and facilities.

4. Positive, outgoing, enthusiastic.

5. Able to relate and communicate easily and
effectively.

•College Work-Study eligible students will be
given priority.

Additional information, detailed Job Description, and

application, are available upon request at the Visitors

Center.

lennifer Aniston stars as Nina, a pregnant woman who falls m love with

her gay best friend in the romantK comedy The Ob/ecf of My Affection.

Goodie Mob's latest fails

to justify all of the hype
STIU STANDING
Goodie Moo

Leroce

f hi v ..Ihuiii ccMiies with a i

hvpe. SSBSviallv jtu-r their htiltiant

and well i I hen
M.>h continued

dandtniwt wutia« umn
the Roots, and rang the hell ol

thev are no

on the blcvk the question i» ...in ituv

keep it roll

I nlortunatelv no While Still

StanJiny h hv no means a

bad album. iu«i don't
believe the hvpe ' Ituv

Ouikast.

"Heautilul Skin

all wrunf . W hil

'i(( th^t

. themadvi
women should

the

the M.-cond «injile

1 1 ke- ttle

^^^^^^untS^a^dbyjiijia^SJM'^
i j s

idea- that art

<\f WdV I

\lx.ui (K
mu»i

il the

heck "|u«t

i ill-

* N.i

Raft

II,. n t Ounce St
•
Mu JM \\\A h>a/

liTf .

. Ten. th.c ulhum en a M T >c rr ,V'
U h "'-

ire tip The vong (
*

| r -. . . A 1 11 lKh a

confront, the Issms of M
f H X Lw fo*{t

J\t
""

kid- no lunger going . V. ! I Q D U I I

club* and concerts to "^a\W
dance or have a good time but ^^
ti' U>ok tough and stan trouble Hie

Miib llow> snmothlv and the beats

are thumping enough that it has
gained almo-t constant rotatk

Bl I rhe onlv thing is like most of

bum. it »ound* like tl>

wmg their flow from the

rtRAVELl
: SMART!

FROM BOSTON

Out WtY Ro«n<tnp

LONDON
$209 $382

$267 $490

MADRID
$296 $544
Los Angetes
San Francisco

$189 $367
Schelultd (lights

• Fjret to worldwide destinations

j
Eurailpasses available.

' Weekend surcharges may apply

I Customs-Immigration taxes apply

| Fares subject to change without

• notice Int I student I cards

may be required

RISM TRAVEL
S4SF4fihAve . NY. NY 10017

212-986-8420*

800-272-9676
•in NYC

www prlsmtours.com

g the itati

^t^BW*^^ hip hup lodav. but the

bottom line i* vvur .ilbuni ^lill

bump It von svce.ii the tOtJtJl

em stvle. vou might enfo) thi» iilburn

StOrS than I did. but ,i> lai I

concerned, bung on .i second heaping

JIimhI C ( \ildiii Dfkrptci)

BECOMING REMIXED
Sneaker Pimps

Virgin/Clean Up

It Sonic Nouth experimented with

Icehno. vou would h.tve the Sne.iker

hmps fit-iiiming KcmixcJ i> I collec

tion of reniixe- and sllerstiona on
-on^« featured on the Becoming \

album. The result is Infectious!)
ciitchv grooves which spark new
interest in and. in SOMS uhv
enhance their old material

The best tracks on Becoming
Remixed are new Mastoni ol the K-ct

nig \ "Post Modern
Sleaze." with three new remise-.. i~

I ran, and ihe Perfecto Remh ol

"• L ndetground" is a vast improve-
ment c>n the original

At a time when electronic music is

one of the lew genre* ol music ihat

continue to be evolving. Sneaker
I'nnp- are group to fouow. If you
own Becoming \ it is necessarj to

own Hccommn Remixed in ordei to

make the album complete Becoming
Remixed makes the perfect cotnpan
Ion piece to Becoming X. A- (Kevin
Monahan)

Need a
Car Loan?
We can holp you establish your
credit. We finance people with
credit problems: no credit, bad
credit, bankruptcy, divorced.
No co-signers required!

Wednesday, April 22 5pm. Hilld House Lounge

IAMBS VOt \<i

"Portrayals ol the HolncauM"

Join international Holocaust educator and prolesso

We'd tic' so!. IV. \piil 22. 7:30pm. Hillel HOUSC Ihmsd.iv. Apnl :'. << Mlpin. ( .unpii s I'oin

MOVIE: \ Return to \uschwit/ Cape Cod lounge)

This Mttvic follows Kitty, whti as a child In Poland was KOLOCAI si \ii\tOKt\l SI-KVICI

sentlo \ushv.it/coiKennalion camp. Now grown-up loin in Iht camnus-wide %cr\ ke as we rcn

lish and Judaic Studies- al I 'Mass. lames VtHing. lor and working as ,t railiographcr,

his presentation ol the main ways she returns lo the < amp where she s

people luoe memorili/ed ihe Holocaust.

..
, ,

. . who died dunni! iIk lloleatisl. Ihe service will
lies V)iit))j. lor ainl wot king as a lacliouiaphei. ,..,•«

ers. poettv. pmvers. and eamllelightmp Spouse
she leltirns lo the ( ainn whi-ie she snetil iwo \ears.

, , ,
,, .

, ,
( ommemnratioii < omnutiee. and Ihe liakei (

cUldtilj-'enuu^ll ( 'luslei .<)llt^e. v
a

Sponsored by Ilillcl Jewish Student I nioTTs HoltK'uusi Commemaraiive Committee

or stop by Saturn o( Hadley
and a9k for Joel Faillace.

BALISE
CREDIT EXPRESS

Huskies down crew team;

A-JOs are this weekend
By Aoron M. Soykin
Collegian Staff

Massachusetts women's crew
coach |im Dietz has always
warned his athletes that outdoor
sports can be subject to unusual
weather conditions

However, when one of his
ecjavaasjaj is uncertain about the
safety of a course, it becomes dil

ficult for his rowers to keep their

locU*

Such was the case last

Saturday, when the Minutewomen
traveled to Boston to compete
against Northeastern and
Columbia along the Charles River

which happened to resemble the

northern coast of Maine rather

than the tranquility with which
the UMass rowers were familiar.

Caught in the confusion and
chaos of a rapid river, the
Minutewomen managed to down
Columbia, but were upset bv the

host Huskies in their iiiom Iru^

trating race of the |s>4K campaign
"The wind conditions were

pretty bad Saturday The water
was too rough, and we could bare-

ly get through it." said Diet/ who
suggested that the weather played

a key role last weekend, but also

telt that his team did not perform
to its potential.

"It's disappointing I think the

weather had a little bit to do with

it. but vou can't put the whole
blame on it

"

Hoping to atone for a loss to

Virginia in its last race two week
ends ago. UMass was hoping to

get back on pace by toppling

heastem for the third consec-

utive season.

As luck would have it. the

Minutewomen were stymied bv

Mother Nature and the Huskies,

both of whom dictated the tempo

of the competition from its open-
ing moments.

"Northeastern jumped off the

line to a great start and we never

caught up to them. It's definitely a

wake-up call for us," said Dietz of

his squad, which finished second
in the nation last year at the

NCAA Championships.

"After the race. I told the

women that if you fall off a horse,

vou have to get right back on it.

We know we have speed, the frus-

trating thing is that we haven't

tx-en able to prove it."

Although discouraged after

Saturday's loss. UMass rebounded
on Sunday in New |ersey by hand-
ilv defeating Villanova along the

Cooper River, where the Atlantic

IB Championships will be held
this Saturday.

"It's a definite advantage for us

to be able to race on the course
before the A-lOs." Dietz said "It

gives us a sense of the course and
a dress rehearsal for this week
end."

Having captured the past two
A- 10 titles, the Minutewomen
hope to rebound from a tough
weekend with their third straight

crown, something Dietz feels is

well within their reach

"I think we're going to do very

well this weekend." he said "If we
win it. this will be our third in a

row It won t be easy, though
George Washington is getting

much stronger.

"

As a result of their defeat,
I Mass will likely drop from their

rank at the top crew squad in

Sew I ngland However. Dietz
doesn't see that as necessarily a

bad thing

"All we have to do is make it to

the tournament." he said. "Once
we re there, everyone is on level

ground."

Manchester, tennis team finish 5th
by Sanford Appal
Cokagon Staff

The final match
UiUNOtl (OSOMSAI COUfCUN

The Massachusetts women's tennis team squared off with Fairfield

University yesterday at Upper Boyden Courts They will also host
Boston University today at 2 30 p.m

The Massachusetts men's tennis

team captured fifth place last weekend
at the Atlantic 10 tournament in

Biacksburg. Va.

The Minutemcn came into the tour-

nament ranked sixth, but some gnttv

wins allowed them to slightlv outdo
expectations.

"This team has always exhibited a

strong desire to be mccsssful,"
Massachusetts coach fudv Dtaon -aid

They have also had a knack tor finding

ways to win when they are down, and
they did that on several occasions tin-

weekend
"

The Minutemen began their week
end on a positive note, by edging past

I Ith seeded U Salle 4 >

While the match was much doSSf
than expected, the Minutemen came up
with the big shots when thev needed

them most.

"There were a lot of tight mate he-

here, but Bo Navarro's play really

pushed us over the top." Dixon said.

"He was emotional and verv inspira-

tional as he played on despite severe

pain."

Navarro had been playing at the M\th

spot despite a herniated disc I ie defeat

ed Andy Pessano. 6-0. 6-2. neverthe-

less.

Rob Manchester and Alex Aller took

straight set victonc- against La Salle.

after Todd Chcnev dropped a tough
three setter against Id Colter

I Mass had been hoping to draw
George Washington later on. but the

bracket paired the teams in the next

round The Minutemen were out

matched and fell, 6-1, to the Colonial-

without too much ot a light

"The team was exhausted from the

previous match." l)i\on -jul "I am noi

one fot excuses, but the lii-t match
took wav too much out of them priv-i

calh
"

Manchester picked up the lone -in

gles vietorv against Civs with an
impressive. t> 4 t> 4 conquering of

Kent Wright

I KM there, UMass knocked off

Dayton, 4 5, in another nailbilei to earn

I cIuikc- lo pkiv lor tilth place overall

Manchester again was lelt to detei

mine the ouKome. a- he was the last

player on the court against Davton lie

took care of left Kcxklv in three -cis to

give I Mas- the win

In the final match of the weekend,
the Minutemen once again won by a

of, 4 V proving theie is some
consistency to their game

"It was a strong finish foi us

Manchester said "We did what we
were expected to Jo and a little bit

more. We would have liked to gotten

GW later on. but that's not the

worked out

Manchester, who was undefeated for

the tournament, rightfully was honored
with a spot on the All Tournament

Attention Sports

There will be o mandatory meetinq ITlonday, April 11

NHL
confirmed from page 10

appearance will be short lived.

Advantage: Colorado
Phoenix will square oft with Detroit in the three v«

six game The defending Stanley Cup champs should
not be counted out to repeat this vear Ihe C

don't have enough weapons to overcome the Red
Wings, and although they mav push thi- one u
games, thev Tl tall short in the end

Advantage: Detroit

The final matchup between St Louis and Los

Angeles may prove to be the be-' I them all.

Neither team has garnered much recognition thii

but both are capable of pulling off sonic surprise- If

too close to call on this one. bui I think that both
teams are capable of reaching the conference finals

with some upsets.

Advantage: push
Well, enough from me I et's m-.- what actualh

happen.

Muhael Kobylan- Megian eo/um«iM

in the Cokqan offices at 6 pm.

All staff member, must attend and

new writers are welcome. If you can

not attend, contact ITIichael Kobybnshi

or Casey Kane at W-0719.

"Last year, I made it a gual to he on
the team, but I thought about that too

much, and plaved with too many
nerves." Manchester said "This year. I

lust played tennis, and concentrated on

my game and everything went well."

B6ok NoyT
'bummers

coming i

Ck«as» r^L*i* v>»e«J AW»\c« J

Met N*»-fc

DUBLIN $449
ROME *389

LONDON $298
<a*ti ui mm* **** mi pc eat* :*.j«
MataV HSMKTMM* n#*\f

Travel
cill c«—ca — s>iw»ti—n
I Sartliaml I • (»•!•

£4 Main Street

Amherst

(413) 256-1261
«- i—

del ahead on vour course work
Consider taking summer classes

Westneld
STATE COLLEGE

l>l\ IMt)N Or GRADUATE AND CONTINl IM, EDUCATION
NflMUHAVENl f • VSrVTFIELD. Mtss U HUSETTS

Summer open registration begins May 4.

Session I Evenings

Session II Days
Session II Evenings

May 26 - July 2

July 6 -July 31

July 6- August 13

Call (413) 572-5224
for catalog

• Over 1 00 Undergraduate and Graduate Courses
• Convenient hours

• Affordable tuition

• Safe, accessible campus

Wommn'B Tmnni* v^L,

FAIRFAX COUNTY
PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Help Us

Build

the

Future

...Child by Child

We offer top salaries and outstanding benefits in a

school district with a reputation for •xcellence

Fairfax, Virginia, in tho metropolitan Washington, O.C. oreo.

800-831-4331 • http://www.fcps.kl2.va.us

Or pniiinpnl ol Humon Resources, 6815 frlsnll Rood Springfield. VA ??l 5]

Thur., April 23

Fri., April M
Sat., April 23

Beat Roars
Eclectic World Beat

Xattve

MYC Groove Roc\
Mentas and the New Horizon
R*f?a*

all shows Thur. Sat. starting at 10pm

SundayriCW ABC Jazz Troupe
starting at 8pm

Fully Stocked
Bar

Late Might
Menu

til Midnight

(Come to listen... Come to Dance...)

36 Ar
1

. Pleasant St. Amherst, MA 01002 Phone: 2J3 - 4400

2.58 ways

'o

e
>oursuttv^

Summer Session at Stony Brook
258 courses in 45 subjects
Day and evening classes

Low NYS tuition Terms start May 26 and July 6

New interest-free payment plan
Check out our website at www.sunysb.edu/summer/

1-800-559-7213
email:sum merschool@sunysb.edu

ST0NY
BR##K
MA? I I.NIV HSIIYOI NCWYCRK

An Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Educator and Employer
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ANNOUNCEMENTS APARTMENT FOR RENT

PEOPLE'S MARKET
Where the food's ties* the coffee s

hot and the music is |tmrmn'< Mam
floor Student Union

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Cheap 2 fcedroota aet Available

1 1 253-6C3

Taka over aw laaaa

the summer 3 bedroom Puftton apt

RentWlO Call 549- 78DS

Amaartt Ceatof 12 and 3 bad

00(11 dpdflrrie'ili udb tied! eOfsl

wood Hoois We are showing start

ing April 6th tor June and September

leases Lincoln Heal Estate 253 7879

] 1 1 erait caaxttte Gas heat, hard

wood floors, heated basement 1/2

mile to campus on bus route We are

showing starting April 6th tor June

and September leases $1350 plus

utilities 253-7879

AUTO TOR SATE

apartment with dining room and

sunken kitchen * living room

Available June ! Call Hen* O 323-

4434

Parchatiag a eaet) car 7

your car repeaed' Oo you know you
legal rights 7 Contact The Student

legal Services Office. 922 Campus
Center 545-1986

COMPUTERS
Meciatosk Color Stylewnter
1500 Pnatar. Keyboard. Mouse
Externa! CO Drive. SCSI Equipment

is n excelleni condition All tor $300

orB/0 549-5514

EMPLOYMENT

EARN UP TO $2,000 pan time in

lust 4 8 weeks Memolmk needs 1

highly motivated individual to direct

its summer sales/marketing protect

at UMass Contact Carlene at

188815096380

Track Drivers Wealed Straight

trucks Pan time work tor 10 days in

June and Aug $105 par day Call

before May Sth 1-888 9495089

EMPLOYMENT
MUSIKER TOURS AND SUMMER

DISCOVERY
SUMMER OPPORTUNITIES

Counselors needed tor our student

travel programs and/or our pre-col-

lege enrichment programs
Applicants must be 21 years old by

June 20. 1998

We need

'Mature
*
Hardworking

*
Energetic individuals who can ded-

icate 4-7 weeks this summer
working with teenagers

Wa win be on campus interviewing.

Wednesday April 29 To receive an

application or to find out mora infor-

mation Call Jen at I8B8I8SUMMER
or E-mail |enCsummerfun com

FOR SALE
Used Bicycles
Buy/Sell/Trade/Consign Hampshire

Bicycle Exchange Sundays 9-4 in the

Hall at the Mt Farms Mall 24 hi

into line (41 31253 6981

r PC com-
patible. 2 years old $150/80 Call

549-9350

Playstation For Sale Plays imports

and US games 7 games plus more
Call Jose 546 1998. $275 13 inch TV

and RCA VCR tor $200

$60 or B/0

TRAVEL
Claaa. older or nature female

who likes quiet To share two bad-

room apartment, washer and dryer,

furnished living room area

Summer/Fall Please contact Tina

665-749!

ROOM WANTED

SUMMER SUBLET SUMMER SUBLET

I DP
Call 565 7491

Crtsiview $MS aid
Laundry bus parking Available

now, tor summer or tongi

253-2326 Agency fee appfaat

it

M Ntttiac OiaaaTiii 2 door auto

new ti'es great condition

$2500130 54*9350

Hyeadai Excel 1(M Standard

v- ' '.'J.

6/1 Call 253-6423

i apt Mam St Hnttiln.li

CaJBS-1445

i apt Heat and

O bu: route

$lO»/»onth Can 5496554

E-MC2
Our formula tor unwanted vehicles

323 4210 inMassachuse tts it s a

crime to leave your vafact(Oemnd
Call Westover Auto Salvage for

remove* of your unwanted vehicle

before you leave the ansa

lejaeati . dt»

IMS VW Vaeegea New engine

Good bodv Vary clean excellent

condition $1800 Larry Q 585-585!

paaca/activism seeks mature live in

counselors tor boys cabins drama,

sports camp craft teachers

Experience helpful 718-855-9468

Office Assistant Pan time

CuetlJixti service, phone word pro-

cessing skills a plus 584 4746

FULL/PART TIME POSITIONS
AVAILABLE NOW fa 3^ indrvvJu

aft as movers drivers, supervisors

$8/hr Flexible hours Need trans

portahon Contact kathy Banes 584

4746

I
in Mass $500

$800 par weak Experience a plus

but not needed Call 1 888 277 9787

Kitcaea Help Wealed
Evervrvjs/Weekands 323-6420

i Construction labor-

ers Good staning pay Must have

strong work ethic Send letter of

interest and resume it available

Handwritten K EE0 Employer

JTapty to Gardner Engineering P

Box 826 Chcopee MA01Q20

NATIONAL PARK EMPLOY
MINT forestry Wildlife Preserves.

Concessionaires Firefighters &

HOUSE FOR RENT

Leaking tar 1. 2. 3 -.dies'

house m Amherst on bus route

Washer, dryer furnished living room

Available June 1 Call us at 253

9795

Jaaa witk Sept option

Northampton 4 bedroom $950
Hadley 5 bedroom $1200 Skibiski

Realtors 584 3428

Two females looking tor off cam

pus housing staning Fall semester If

you have 2 looms in your house or

apartment, give Tina a call 9 546

2573

SERVICES

Have a lovely selection of bun

mas Many colors and types as wall

as a selection of cages and hutches

Wa can also help with any bunnies

you can no longer care tor Call Elian

36701 05 after 9 00 am

Disserteliens edited ead ere

pared By Ph in English Any sub-

ject S65 3718

PregnealT Need kelp? CftV

Birthright of Amherst area (or tree

sand assistance 54*1906

16. Sunoarland

front June 1st Aug 31 st Rent

$^3C axtvjfji atexajMa] M Mol
•

. laajM ajajej aj fjaj M
C*M66M130

I'tVI 509-6185

Tkrae kedraass apt A. a iiebie

Jana 1 Take over oar lease

fWntodatec HatajTtni water mctud-

ed Great kxatwn m Puffton Vetaga

Ca» 549«4ii

eeta apt an East Pkaasant St

from dorms Watk • ctesees

* CM 2534W

i St* Am Runs great.

many new parts Dependable
$1300 546-0385

1«7 Hyundai Excaf New l

tor water pump brakes attjMai.

tailpipe exhaust system baits

Needs new heed gasket Overall

I condition $350 or 8/0 Call

V-Mog. the Valley s fastest growing

montfOy publication, seeks atpari

encad and/or driven ad sates raps

15% commission bate salary

Resumes to V-Mao, P Box 774.

.MA 01061

good co

25M35

Twe fcedreem >e Ambersi
6 8/ 31

tJ3etVmont)i Fpl opttga Cot) 258-

•JH

. Teyetet S-.d

Sentras Any condition Cash paid

everyday 140CVMM795

CAftSFttOMStW
Sauadand totd tocaKy Pus nxankti

1-800-522 2730 axt«5&4

Weatad: Jaak Cart Cash paid

everyday i 800649-1796

COMPUTERS

I m ancnanga tor

20 hours of cMdcare a weak
attar 3 OOpm *nd evemngs Ctoaato

campus Can Susan 256-66*9

mora Compehtiva wages benefits

Ask us .iow' 517 324 3110 ext

N50014

CRUISE SHIP 1 LAND TOUR
JOBS Excellent benefits World
Travel Ask ut how* 517 324 3090

extCSDOU

S7 M Par Hew Plat I

35 Hours Per Waat
NAMCO Poo) ft Pot* • a J* store

tVtaVl ChkHfl $0m% ilk><M afl MA I '

RENN.ME M0 NY arm PA

Not

are looking tor energetic

i Mens
I
store needs part-time Sales

••am Neat appear

ead mutt call for appt

1 Hampshire Man
Haoxey MA 8865302

OATA ENTRY CLEM- Athletics.

Gred student preferred. Computer

background required, accuracy

essential 15-29 hrc/wk SE

5454290

a) aj)#ojtf*J)oMBl ataMM StOCUhTldQf Rd

Hadley Close to UMass 549 4270

Haasaa June with Sapt option

Hadley 5 bedroom and Northampton

4 bedroom No pets Call Skitxski

Realtor j 584 3428

INSTRUCTION

Casco Bay Bartending

LOST & FOUND

SUMMER SUBLET
1 Suklet

over lease Brandywme On bus

route Pool A/C heat and hot water

included 549-1988

3 oxtdreesa Puttton apartment w<th

2 baths Now unit June 1-Aug 31

(nag) Cat) 549-5221

Spaciaaa 2 aaaVaam apt <

Fall option $S3uVrnonth In

Amherst on bus route 753 0630

Faaad Pair ol glasses

Hampden Thaetre Cat 6-1!

ROOM FOR RENT

CirfttJde MB per i

i eafl Jon o> Eajne

OBBSXa Ceatpaaar wrtk COROM
. keyboard monitor onatnai

Iftetboaat Optional TV and

r extra $400 885-

to earn mora tnonay than Ova

These poanjont include a tat

weekly schedule mtjudxng week
rvghtll

ft you are

f/T

PraSckaalT

« Montassor i School « J Ppeople I

Start June 1 Can (61 7624-3237

Mill Valla* ! t**ooms 2 bath

rooms 1st floor Avariobfa 6

aad hot water inctadad Call 253

BJ

1 badraaai apt ..a.ieOte Juste 1

e Close to

$<# gss] I8MBJI

3 kedrooai eearlaMat Pafftaa

i 2 eodreeat On |

Heat and * eluded

Avaiujbxt Mav ;.'f Can 256-3971

1 >ad.^eai iiirtaxsal Great kxa-

txan uptown 5 mmuie walk to cam-

pus Hear and hot i

Can 253-1*87

New P1MMMX from $895
laptops $1295' Peripherals

TjrVivon 562 9198 V -MC/AMEx

Peaiiuat Monitor. 1 368 MO CO
ROM 288 Mortar Widows 95 6
Qfhca S56LVB0 5*»8961

Ward Pracaeaar witk Primer
Small kght baraty used $300 Can

Jerry 548-9840

ecatei

_i 32MB RAM. 2 1

Gta24XCOROM 33 BK. Ti Modem
Video & Audw Ods with Speakers

Plus i* «xh hat screen oxgrtat moni-

tor Windows 95. keyboard PS2

mouse $'150 5464826

• est 270 for the

and phone* of the store

voa,

or chart us out at

www namcopoot com

Ctafe Mad ead Cnstee Saapa S -w

Hving F'm details 180O-43W74?

I to perform

txet 16

hrs/waak m aachanga for room and

board Beginning Sept-May •"

Amhartt 2534150

Caaaf Travel Oaaoat It s not a job.

<t s iust an adventure Apply at

www studtfitadvamag* com/cto

HOME TYPISTS PC users needed

$45 000 income potential Call 1

800-513-43*3 ext 8-9816

looking tor energetic, mot vated

paopkti ijraenrted eermng potarmel

MI3J737 3479

1 Saaianr Safclat

bedroom tuN yaa< Call ktoott Saf-

9959

1 kedroem available

WsW exVpaVtaV^afm m WajWWfWPWaj)

1/S300 2/S400 5*9-3878

Oaa kedroem available ma*
bedroom apt •

$27Vmonth On Main St Call Coma
S3 6^

Large 2 bedroom apartment
CiittsKla across from 711 pitta par

lor. liquor store Heat, hot water

eiectticty included On bus route

lantVbBjaB tyi^rw 1*

4 badraaai jpartmant available

$342 50 per person 1 month tree

253-1888

Ho. Mbajaj
Jlpjejaaajaji i fjajtjtpjpj rfatfot I

txorour- ,. ' . -..•J.NS94 H.'.l

: large

l bedroom ev»rabte 6/ 1 Rantnago

tiabta 5*9 -

3 bedroom, 2 balk Available June
' negotiable Call 256-1286

CIMeate- 1 bedroom available May
25-August 31 Clean Utilities includ

ad On bus route $5*0/month (nag)

• e&6b5544

Summer Sublaaaa with option to

stay Available 5/15 Rant nag On 2

bus routes Utilities, exp electric

549-5836

Spacieas. fully furnished house

uptown iow lent Call ASAP 253

6519

3 bedroom $800/month Summer
and Fall option On Southeast St

Call 256 1480

Tkrae badraaai M Puttton Newly

renovated Available after finals

Option for Fall $1U*u7month Inego

liable! 549 5066 Kevin

Spaciaaa Mill Valley I bedrooms

2 bath, heat/hot water included

Available 671 with Fall option Fits 6

Call Kim 253-6990

1 eedraetB apt m Brandywrne On 2

bus routes Great tor 1 or 2 people

Heat and hot water included Central

A/C and balcony Call 549 435?

Huge badraaai ta Squire Village

able 5/25 B<g enough tor 2

$300. month or best offer Call Wat
665/357

Puttton Village 3 bedroom. 2 bath-

room Renovated $l0*0/month

Available 6/1 (rvagotiabta! with Fall

option Can 549-7427

2 bedroom la Braadywiae
Starting June 1 Option to take over

eaje >r Sepr PjpajaJIpJ rbxpkOjpl

water included Can 649 2891

icnth

3 bedreeav Pafftaa Renovated

AC Fail option 5*9708*

Sataater Stxbtet with Fail option 1

bedroom apt Sunderland Price

negotiable Caii 665-8L125

2 bedroom apt N :e bj

Sunderland Swimmmg poof on but

2 badioom Brandywme
6/1 Heat and water included Great

location Option to take over lease

Call 5*9 1571

Free Real June and July in

exchange foi pat sitting Malum

female 2 miles from campus

Farmhouse Utilities. Security

deposit, and references 253 5015

Twa bedrooms available

mei sublet in 4 bedroom Alpine

Commons apt Air-conditioning, two

full baths $302/month. all utilities

included Please call Kristi • 256

6351 or Michelle 253 2050

5 bedreea bouse on bus route

Available June 1 Sept 1 Only

$l25G7momh Call58*-2422

TICKETS

WCW Wrestling Tickets

Mullms Center May 16 Reserve

yours today 1 Call Ian 5*9-5993

R/T Delta Ticket

US including Alaska and Canada

$*«! 5et3BM

TO SUBLET

Sublvt Witt, the.net -•
|0B$6 1 i<lfQ6 Dftdiooni atpt in

Puttton Available June 1 Heat and

hot water incl partially furnished

Next to pool, busstop. basketball

hfjpaj |M kipjaj aj
; B -; '^

672*

at apertxaea* in Puttton

5/23 Renovated kxlodes

haat'H20 Fits 4 comfortably Call

549 7547 Possible lease to

asbaoM

2 badraaai- Braadywiaa
Subltt'Option for Fall lease AC
Rant negotiabie 5*959*6

Sublet June 1-Aygust 31 2 bad

room Brandywina Prica nepjotxabta

•5586

t bedroom at CliHi.de

included Wen fumished On bus

route Call 665 5011

WANTED

i ma turnrabad

apt O The Bowdars 'm alabll from
-31 Contact Tarry O 253

0375

ROOMATE WANTED

a- AT&T Authored
Agent needs' 20 students now 1 No
eipe'ienc*. win ttaik $100
$30O/waet PartAuii Tana (800682

Earn extra casta irujatng our cacu-

lars hom home m your spare time

No experience necessary Free mfor

1-888-892-2781

1-2 females 'or 2

Brandywina $2O0/t385,

ajNpj lot at '4* •
»;'

IfJI

Spacieas 2

Brandywme Fits 4 Hot water/ AC

Oxnat top hoor dad soma turmture

Fall option Rant negotiable 549-

4740

Pattbea 1 bsWa ooj Avarlabtt m 3

badroom apartment Looking tor

female Air conditioning fleduced

rrn$259Avajn»i CaH5*i*J79

pat *> Sixwner June 1

uVrnonth Call Geoff 259

spac>ous 4

North Amherst

huge yard $225
' AivOJSt

Great

31 Call 5*9-3792

It with faM option

m Amherst Great location on bus

route, available 5/26-8

Summer S530/evjntti ptus unlrbes

Call 253*3'/

m North Atnharst 5 mm to campus
Call 323-4434

a

looking for i urnwaste!1 1 on Martha s

Vineyard this summer Pleat* con-

tact Sarah 5*6-5291

3 badroom
mt 1 1/2 oath and AJR (MNOmON-
ING Available June August
$8fJQ/month Prices nagohabta Cat)

5*6-4398 or 546 5515

3 kedroem tewbeaae Spar ious

A/C. 2 bath June 1 August 3!

$800/80 Oava. Jason 546-3006

i with Fall option > I

rushed 2 bedroom. ' bathroom Cab

i/5

Looking tar 1-4 peaeoo tor 2 bed

room in Brandywina Call 5*94)951

2 bedroom- walking distance to

campus, uptown Price rveopMMa
Please caH Car. 665 5578

Respite < i>mp.in!onN

trTontoo
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WANTED TO RENT

Looking tar 2 bedroom
'* PJSj VJ ^^' ^ ' ' A I'
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|

. •«• i • *- am} ' psj

256-6361

WEDNESDAY. APRIL 22

btjatf — The American Red
Cross Blood Drive will run from
10: K) a.m.-4:30 p.m. in the Student

Lnion Ballroom. Sponsored by
Alpha Delta Phi Call (800) 462-
T22^ tor an appointment. Walk-ins

•me.

Cbktl — There will be a second

class for <mokers who would like to

quit in Amherst from 7-8:50 p.m
Call 2b V >2C>*< to register.

( Omcdy — Not Ready For
Bedtime Players will perform at 8

p.m in Gorman Lounge in Central

Residence Area. All are welcome to

attend.

Lecture — lames Young, an inter-

national Holocaust educator and

professor of English and ludait

Studies, will present a lecture on the

many ways people have memorial-

ized the Holocaust. The event is at 5

p.m in the Hillel House. All are wel-

come
Meeting — The Prevet/Animal

Science Club will have an important

meeting at 6:30 p.m. in Paige

Laboratory, room 202. The
I .ivestock Classic will be discussed in

depth Everyone must attend.

ing — The Index, the UMbM
Yearbook, will hold a general meet-

ing at 6 p.m. in room 304 of the

Student Union. All arc invited.

Meeting — The UMass Poetry

Society will meet at 7 p.m in the

Campus Center, room 903. All in-

welcome. Call Tim at 546-0819 or

Chanel at 546-*301 for more inlur

mation.

W.iue — A documentary entitled

Voir Don'f Know Dick will premiere

from 7-10 p.m. in Thompson Hall,

room 102. The documentary is about

the lives of five TransMen and their

friends and family. For more infor-

mation call 345- 4824
Panel — A group of gay. lesbian,

bisexual, transgender and heterosex-

ual people will share their stories and

experiences and answer questions

from the audience. It will run from

2 30 4 p.m in room 101 of the

Camp"< Center All are welcome.

Workshop — There will be an
inteniuuc workshop for heterosexu-

als who want to learn to be good
allies to gay. lesbian, bisexual and

transgender people it will run from

1 1 a.m. noon in the Campus Center,

room 101.

Workshop — A workshop entitled

"Homophobia in the Workplace"
will be from 1 -2 p.m. in room 101 of

the Campus Center For more infor-

mation contact the Stonewall Center

at =>45-4824.

THURSDAY. APRIL 23

Conctrt — The Doo Wop shop
will perform at 7:50 p.m. in Mahar
Auditorium.

NOTICES

Some — The new i^uc of

Spectrum magazine is in' Com
up a free OOP) at the Spectrum Office

in 406F Student I nion or look for

the lable on the Campti- Center con-

course ne\t week

FYh trr pubtc vrrvxr announcement} printed

daily To uxbmit an I VI pleate tend a pmt
release containing a* pertinent mtomution
including the name and phone number of the

contacl person to the Co"<9>on. i

Manjgmcj tdRor by noon the previous day

\olunlccri\m The Cn»i- Centel

.

.i MaaxVavltWBatU Suicide Prevention

Hotline is current!) oeckim votat-

teers and interns, (or more inlonn.i

tion. cotatocl Gina Grampetro at

<s)78i84srobOOc\t 101

\i)luntccrism Yolunteet* .ire

needed for the I \er\uoman's
Center, Women ol ( otot Institute

from April 24 April 2b. For more
information call 545-1671.

dairy listings sponsored by

/ H//V ^%/ f& UMass' only student run Television Station
i / lafl VafT m WW a ^^ 21 6 Stu<lent Union (locaUd to the right of the Hatch) • 545-1336 • vi>rw-unix.oit.umass.edu/~uvctvi9

Today's Program Schedule <«*».)

10:00

Court of HejawejnJy Beingj -

1

UMass Music Scene
Cnkbrtncl * Mews
1991 Talent Show

BOOM 107
Sign Off

m
»>

m

i

««,

Us
'/) 9

(m HSCN 8u/r«fin Board Ml UVC-TV19 ^
3 CBS/3 HartfW a ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfwlda CBS/4 Boston »
B ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

3 CNN
tjr«t% CNN SI

y HSCN Movie Ch. 33 Headline News
m UPN/20 HorftW 33 UCTV
m Wealher Channel 3T TBS
to NBC/30 /New Sntoin

Fox/61 Hartford
33 BET

ii BJ TV Land
lot PBS/24 Hartford 30 Univision

13 WCXCH & HSCN 31 Comedy Central

«** InterTHitiortcfl 33 Cartoon
UMass Acodernk: TV 33 Much Music

K" HSCN Programming J

WEDNESDAY EVENING

WEPH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
wvrr
WTrC
WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
A»E
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK
SCIFI

TLC
TNT
USA

HBO
MAX
SHOW

S

!

©

u

1 News!

JO

23

)0

Wishbone X
NewsX

Full House X

Martin X

Shupeons X

Creatures

News »

Mad Abo. You

Fam4y Matters

Businett Rpt

CBS News

CBS News

ABC News

BoyWorid

NBC

Married... With

NBC News

Mad Abo. You

NBC News

Business RpT
ABC Newt

Mad Abo. You

Family Matters

Northern Exposure X
WorldvtewX

Totally New |Meke-Uuoh

See Wings "The Killer Bee (R) [Gimme Shetter

Up Close ISportscenter

Supermarket JPebt

Newshour With Jim Lehrer X
Inside Edition I Real TV X
Extra X
Inside Edition

Fresh Prince

Wheel-Fortune

Judge Judy X
Ent. Tonight

Seinfeld I
Wheel-Fortune [Jeopardy! X

Ent Tonight

Chronicle X
Fresh Prince

Jeopardy! X
Judge Judy X
Hard Copy X
FrasierX

Newshour With Jim Lehrer X
Seinleld *
Seinfeld t

Andy Griffith

FrasierX

FrasierX

Law 1 Order K

Andy Griffith

MoneyllneX
"

Daily Show (R)

MTV Live (In Slereo)

Figure ft Out |Tiny Toon

Quantum Leep (In Slereo) X
Renovation [Renovation

Lois *, Clark-Supermen

Baywatcb "Shatteted" X [Highlander: The Series"!"

Meiungot-Eve.|*eMi '7?ie Enemy rYifrMn'liaW.Drsmtia

Crossfire X
Stein's Money

C- Campus

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 I 8:00 ! 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 I 10:30 11:00 I 11:30
Anne Frank Remembered (In Ste-eoj

APRIL 22. 1998

Academy of Country Music Awardt (In Stereo Live; X
Triumph ol the Spirit

Academy of Country Music Awardt (In Slereo Live) X
Spin City I

Smart Guy X
Mad Abo. You |Seinleld (R) X

Dharme-Greg Drew Carey X
Smart Guy X Wayans Bros

Sentinel "Crossroads" I
Mad Abo. You ISeinteld (R) X
Party of Five "Square One

,:X
Mad Abo. You ISeinteld (R) X |3rd Rock From the Sun (R) X

Two Guys-Girl

Steve Harvey

3rd Rock From the Sun (R) X
Star Trek: Voyager (In Slereo)

3rd Rock From the Sun (Rjx

Party of Five free and Clear

Primetime Live X

Law * Order "Disappeared H
pP0~

Law > Order "Disappeared" X

Law * Order "Disappeared" X
Live from Lincoln Center "New York City Opera: Beniamm Britten s Paul Bunyan" [See Pence

Spin City X [Otiarma-Greg I Qrew Carey X |Two Guys-Girt I Primetlme Uve X
Sentinel "Crossroads" X
WCW Thunder n

Biography: Lucky Luciano

World Today X

Star Trek: Voyager (In Slereo)

WCW Thunder I!

American Justice

Larry King Uve XWIH iy I w»f .». i 1 a —

»» -An Amnem tUmollin Londan"(W\) David Naughtoa

Wild Discovery: Killer Cals |
Discover MegarJne "Fire

News

Simon Wiesenthal

News «

Newt

Late Show X
Late Show X
Nightline X

Star Trek: Next Gener.

Vibe

[Tonight Show

Mad Abo. You

NewsX

Tonight Show

Deep Space 9

Tonight Show
Charlie Rose (In Slereo) X
News a

Cheers X M'A*S'H X Real TV X
Nightline X

aaH *>toc<f^«HflS.'(l900, Comedy-Drama) Eddie Murphy,

Target: Mafia (R)

World Today X
South Park X [Pulp Comics

Intimate Portrait

Major League Baseball Teams to Be Announced (Live) X
Beyond Bltarre

Law 1 Order Inditlerence" X
Sports lllus

Daily Show

Moneyline X
Steins Money

My So-Called Life (In Slereo)

Doug X [RugraU I
SoaquostDSV (In Slereo) X
Home Again |Home Ageli

Babylon 5 "Racing Mars" X
Wondr-Weathr Without Warn

**»'.* ^/WyHorn«'-(1996, bttrna) Jeff Darnels TOB)
**H >rlca'(199e, Drama) Beau Bridges. 'PG-iy

Unsolved Mysteries (In Slereo) I XtiMrm Ol tht Oert("(1994, Drama) Peler Horton Tracy Pollan

Artist Cut

Hey Arnold! X
Sightings X

Say What?

Bewitched

Masters

NBA Playoff Preview

Walker, Texas Ranger X
«»

***",

'The SW"(1997, Adventure) val Kilmer. 'PGl? i)

Justice Files Ugry Secrels" (R)

[Major League Baeeball: Teams TBA

Rockumentary

Wonder Years

Total Bequesl Real World X Austin Stories

Wonder Years

Forever Knight "False Witness

Twister - Fury on the Plains

Happy Dayt |l Love Lucy X
t« •MA.A'7.t.S."(1994)

Twitter 2 - Terror

Babylon 5: Thti Gatfwnno"(1993) Michael O'Hare. (tn Stereo)

X

'A vimq and a Prayer" (1998, Suspense) Claudia Christian, BE

From the Earth to the Moon X
> Sa»l((lSW', noveniure) vaiiMmwi. ru-u jl rmui u»» u»i "< "» »"~" "»

•Marathon Man"(l976, Suspense) Duslln Hoffman. R' X l*«-'4 'Sooty Car (1997) Jamie

New Attitudes ]Dai2led (R)

Loveline (In Stereo)

MT. Moore ITexiX

Seaquest DSV (In Slereo) X
Wondr-Weathr Without Warn."

Rough Cut Krffle-Horrors"

Silk Slalkingt "Lady Luck" X

WWW 1 WWiqi'lvr f'»" ^
—

' —

t

r- --. *« "The Godfather" (1972, Drama) Marlon Brando, Ai Paclno, (In Stereo) Vf X

Round Midnight: David Spade

Foxt. 'R'flB \"AnnaK.
;

\"The Godfather,.Part II" (1974)~
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Bruno By C. Baldwin

l^»o. jusr 0*4 rvo«t

au(trua.HMn«Y«wM>
VMtU AM too faOMS*

Robotman By Jim Meddiclc

Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dilbert By Scott Adarns

lAA^se

HOI)
SHOULD/
CALL

q-i-i,

HOKM'

OW.WI^XOOCCTOR.'
TUA.r4i< ^OU fOR TAKlr4G
fAMCALL' l'MAri(»T-
TiMtCAatR 130TALOMG-
TlMLLWE-NfSeMPI
U)(AAT? OwC^^c^-r/
WAtHGOM C^y ^ v

BtFORt I CHLCK NOU

IN, LET rAE EXPLAIN
SOUTHING . .

.

YOU'RE HERE TOR A

TECHNOLOGY CONFERENCE.
I AK THE ONLY ATTRACTIVE

COOrAAN COHO CJILL TALK
TO YOU FOR OAYS- I

ArA NOT FREE
FOR COFFEE LATER

CAN I BRUSH YOUR HANO^
COHEN YOU GIVE WE THE

KEY?

ILL TOSS IT

TO VOU

Thatch By Jeff Shesol

«at5T. rvi«Tt>

mint oft it

60 we«T.'

ft

Fox Trot By Bill Amend

I

WHAT*
OUT

»«£«T»

1 MUM.
F«?tl9>

I

60e«T>tiN6

.

ANYT>IINQ._

OTHtt? TKAN
roLrrtCf). in
MAT; MY FILL.

Mt.TTJO, l«t»P09e
ot*t day op cnteR
YOU IVAXt UP, FACe

YouBseu wTut
MlRRDP AMP THINK

G00PGOO-.

1
OfTMe

,

PfC0tXCM(

POUT K 60

•JJM cm fH
6etr. Mt.iM
PAPTOf T)fc

mta>tTi«talO

COttWRACY.

\

I KNOW MlAYtJf 1* r

DiSTHACT low YOUIL
FotbCT All AaxxrT

THAT NA.STT

BJ0O) &&•&

^vrM YVM TuM
toH Twt»l YuM TwiM

YOM YuM Yi*,

uaOLlSSoT
Gowtttt. *w

Sotn or tststo

ASSOCIATION

Non Sequitor By Wiley Spunk By Mike LaRiccia

WELL. CO f-VJCW

j

f06 TV4t TUCoUY
or king aavc

To PUA« ALL
of TUi PCoPLC
CotAC of TV*

Tt¥t...

V ,

vm mtii
Grix of the Bus Stop By Brendan & Kevin Doherty

faJelcaet* -it) +*«.

Spratojtr aSouj Tokkj

Our jatgw 15 Jaouf...

>jr>a5.
v
>y*<

But- btfiost? u>t*

Absolut* Zoro By Brad Turner

lvr>e\ (rr< jr

U/i«| t*« kill vtmy &' *r

\ * , *f/

H« »«'*$t r\'•/•/ e\\

0^/*tan r**.IC fMatl »ll/
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Horoscopes
ARIES (March 2 1 -April 19) —

You tnav nut fulls understand all the

implications vi tvtvttt \ou do or sot

today — but a friend can till 9QM in

before nightfall.

TAURUS (April 20-Ma> 20) —
Concentrate on doing more with

\our money than usual. You can
surely find an outlet for creative

ettCTB 'I fOOJ look hard enough

GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20) —
Nou may receive nev*^ PttyOftj todav

which arc not altogether reliable It's

up to you to get to the heart of a

pressing issue.

CANCER (|une 2l-|uly 22) —
You may feel as though you are on

fJal verge of an outbutM 0. OOaW sort,

but before \ou let loose you muM be

sure vou're not simpb overreacting.

LEO duly 2>-Aug. 22) —
Someone you know well should be

able to restore >our own OtNaM ol

balance today. You can return the

lavor verv soon, so be ready for any-

thing.

VIRGO (Aug. 25-Sept. 22) —
^ 011 can support others todav who
find thcrnoclvci in the aanM kind ol

situation you came through with fl>

ing colors not long ago.

LIBRA (Sept. 2>-Oct. 22) —
Appearances can be deceiving. 00

vou'll want to be sure that vou know

all vou can possibly know before

making a pivotal decision

SCORPIO (Oct. 2J-Nov. 21) —
A misunderstanding may delay your

progress for a time today, but once

cv crv thing has been straightened out

jrotj can quicklv make up for lost

1 line

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dcc.

21 ) — Consolidate your efforts today

and vou'll be far more efficient, even

when it comes to the must mundane
of responsibilities

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)

— You may have to forfeit some-
thing for which you've worked quite

hard oi late, otilv to have it returned

0TMMMI thiin expected.

AQUARIUS (|an 20.-Fcb. 18) —
A casual approach is advised today.

p.iriK ul,ul\ when vou are dealing

with j situation that ll not of your

making
PISCES (Feb I9-March 20) —

>. ou can make your mark todav in a

manner that is both unexpected and

highly unusual You mav want to

make a habit of taking others bv >ur

pejaj

Closo to Homo By John McPherson

C^ !- * >

t

ol? of 1 lie- xT>iti'v

44 It's cool Troy, you can

s*ay . . . welcome to the

maxipad.
- Janeane Caraofalo

Reality Bites

))

MATERNITY

-H^ftjav

f±
t%

I 14ai i.t, / /ilaXtTrt-iifflrirv* r/ \\JT1 * ..*.

"Barbara's failure to make her high school

cheerleading squad 25 years earlier was

beginning to manifest itself in unhealthy ways.

ACROSS
1 Faint smell

6 Keen en|oyment
1 Warm spell

14 Of the country
side

15 Montreal
baseballer

16 In this place
1 7 -- in

Wooderiar.d
18 Hammers target

1

9

Nastase of the

courts

?0 Used glue

22 Earth mhentors
quality7

24 Popular
beverage

?6 Friday s show
21 Spinal column

part

32 Pacino and
U riser

33 Love, m Pans
34 Norwegian

money unit

36 2nd mo
39 Cheerful tone

40 After sundown
41 Haul
42 Building wing
43 Columbus port

44 Eagle s home
45 Crate
46 Squashed
48 Begrudges

52 Arab s garment
53 Surpassed
55 Uproar

60 On the summit
61 Burden
63 Geography-

ciass item

64 Sulk

65 C<ty m Norway
66 Inprovise

67 Husky s vehicle

68 Depend (on)

69 Ways

DOWN
1 Shaw e g
2 Luau dance
3 Novelist
Murdoch

4 RSeVMy
5 SwitlCr

6 — Buddhism
7 Qui;
8 Was a double

agent
9 Easy-going
10 Doohickeys
1

1

Aclress Hunt
12 Ongmale
13 Tiniest

21 Society gal

23 Cabbage
25 Actor Alan —
27 Glen
28 Oscar winnor

Jannmgs
29 Bakery buy

PREVIOUS PUZ2LE SOLVED
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{
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O u i S A R M s T ft O

1 sSa OO
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N,a
U

p
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5

F

D n
M EN S NIO S V M A 6
A V E c PIUITIT H M A T A

N fj D nioisinjl
PIURlEaxl :|A

A G E R
1 N S N|N f R '.

y.uu h>;ijm
[ t- 1 1 If ]cl tIrIoInT i IcImIaI |i

hobo omnia Busaa
1 S L E v O ft i 1 A N A

IC H E T s O L 1
' A N P y

a
1

) '998 llmrj frMwr Sy"<l«.<i"-

30 King with a
tomb

31 Jargon
35 "From the

Terrace author
36 Holl up (a flag)

37 Writer Wiesel
38 Ran together,

like dyes
40 Neighbors

place
41 Energy
43 Auctioneer s

word

44 Mixture

45 Hit the horn

47 Easy as —
48 Paper units

49 Praise

50 oul

examine
51 Good ludgment
54 Like dishwater?

56 Designer Gucci

57 Shape
58 Theater award
59 Yanks toes

62 Type of sauce

Today's D.C. Menu
CttfJ BSS-a***) tW etaexf hatmrmmtU m.

.
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UMass downs Eagles, 7-2, in Beanpot semis
Gautreau

}
UM have grand day

with showing on Yawkey Way
By MicFoel Kcsbylonski

CdUgion Staff

BOSTON — There s just some

thing about playing at Fenway Park

thai aeem* to bring out the best in the

Massachusetts baseball team

The Minutemen have »on the la>t

t\*«.i Beanpot titlo in the second oldest

ballpark in the majors, and took I MR)
towards making it a three peat with a

J win out Boston College in sennli

rials yesterday afternoon

"Honestly, h's a break lor me as tar

as motivation I don't have to have

them juiced up to play because

come here, you're going to be excited

to play." Massachusetts coach Mike

Stone said. "It's something to b
ward to csxh year.*

Once again it was senior right nan

der Scott Bantsbv rising to the occa-

sion at Fenway ITic l . jptain

pitched eight innings while allowing

onh two runs and striking out Beam
"I have a lot of confidence when I

pitch here I hurt my arm earlier this

year, but it's a comfortable atmosphere

whenever I come here." Bamsby said

"It '» not just me. it's the wnole team.

We always come ready to play."

The Minutemen did come readv to

play against the Eagles, striking for

two run» in the bottom of the first off

BC starter Andy Sullivan Bryan

IMaiiafini doubled with one out and

J on an RBI single by second

hairman Muchie Daglierr who set a

new UMass single-season hitting

streak record by getting a base knock

in his 2'4th consecutive game Alter

Doug Clark reached courtesy an error,

right fielder Pete Gautreau singled

home Dagliere to give LMass a 2-0

"I was more nervous last game
| Sunday against fordham | about it.

because it I didn't tie it. then I

wouldn't have had the chance to break

it.* said Dagliere. who upped his team

leading average to 4t>2 with a V-far-4

afternoon "Once I got that hit I
on

Sunday I. I didn't really care about it

anymore, because even if I didn I get a

hit today, then I would still have tied

the record. Then I got that hit the first

at bat today and got that out of the

w I don t have to worn

about it amnions."

rhe I Mass hit parade continued in

the fourth, when Mazzalerro led off

the liame with a walk Dagliere and

Clark both followed with singles, and

Gautreau sent a Sullivan offering off

the Crevn Monster plating Ma/zaferro

and Daglicie. and increasing the

I Mass lead to 4-0.

"I don't know why. but I alwa

real comfortable here.' said Gautreau.

who also threw out a BC base runner

on a play at the plate. "Throwing
someone out from right field is alwas-

a thrill, and I've ata>V*aj wanted to hit

iru (..teen Moaetei Maybe next time

I'll hit one over it
"

Brian Sainela kept the inning going

with a single to left field which
reloaded the MMC* foi A.uoii

Braunstem. The I Mass left fielder

responded with a single to left field on

w hich Clark scored, but Gautreau was

gunned down al the plate by L hang

Choe d Boston College Matt Wolcott

added a sacrifice fly later in the frame

to put LMass ahead f I aftei lour

innings.

Bamsby kept cruising along into the

sixth until he encountered a little trou-

ble Mike Gambino singled to lead off

the inning, and David Bingham fol-

lowed with a walk Both runners

would score on a double by Mike
Ouirk to make it t> J. but Bamsby set-

tled down to retire the next three

Eagles in order and end the threat

I Mass would then tack on the

game's final run in the seventh

Dagliere doubled with two outs, and

came home on an RBI single by Clar k

Mthough a date with Harvard,

which was an 1 1-0 winner over

Northeastern in the day's first fame,
awaits the Minutemen tomorrow after-

noon at 2 p m in the Beanpot finals.

L'Mass will first have to set their sights

on the Lniversitv of Maine who will

take on the Minutemen tomorrow
afternoon in a 4 p.m. sun in Portland.

Maine
re plaving at Hadlock field,

which is another nice ballpark. aa we
get excited about that." Stone

said "Maine has alwavs been one of

the better teams in New t-.ngland. but

we iust have to take things one game
at a time."

By Kcrlhlaen Rods

ColUgton Staff
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Muchie Dagltere, shown here turning a double play, set a new UMass
single-season record by recording a hit in his 29th-consecutive game yes-

terday afternoon.

BOSTON — For just a fleeting

moment, he thought it might float

over. But it sailed just short of the

screens and bounced off the Green
Monster instead, sometimes an equal

feat in itself tor a true Red Sox fan.

Senior Pete Gautreau went V-for-4

with three RBI yesterday afternoon to

power the Massachusetts baseball

team past Boston College. 7-2. in the

semifinal of the annual Beanpot
Tournament at Fenway Park.

"I always wanted to hit the Green

Monster and I finally did it,"

Gautreau said "Maybe next time I

will hit one over
"

W rule much of the team hails from

Yankee country (New York, portions

of Connecticut and New lerseyr there

is still a well-balanced representation

iway Faithful who cherish the

86 v ear old diamond and its famous

allure.

"I always wished I could touch the

grass and now I have gotten to play

on it
" said Gautreau. a Northbndge

native. "Dewey IDwight Evans] and
Inn Rice were my favorites

."

The right fielder alto made a spec-

tacular play in the held as he gunned
down the first potential run for the

Fagles in the second inning by fielding

a grounder and hurling it to catcher

Brian Samela to end the threat

It was a little easier for the winning

pitcher. Scott Bamsby. a Yanks fan.

to relax and pitch a two-run gem. In

just his fourth start since returning

from tendonitis, the right- hander

threw his allotted 100 pitches through

eight innings, scattering five hits

while sinking out seven. Bamsby is a

proven winner at Fenway, throwing

the first no-hitter there since 1957

last year. In 1W6. he also tossed a
1-0 shutout to oust Northeastern in

the championship game.

Another Massachusetts native,

junior pitcher Rich Hartman
lAllston). also seized the moment as

he came on in the ninth inning to

relieve Barnsby. The righthander

retired the side and seated the victory

for the Minutemen.

"He was all psyched about today,"

UMass second baseman Muchie
Dagliere said "It was good to see him

throw well, it really fires everyone

up."

Though not a Red Sox fan.

Dagliere made headlines in the first

inning as he rapped a single into right

field to break the school's all- time

rccord for consecutive games with a

hit in one season, raising it to 29 The

North Haven Conn, native tacked on

two more hits, including a double to

right center as he went Vfor-4 with

an RBI

"I was more nervous last game, but

today I didn't care." Dagliere said

"It's just like any other game
"

However, according to UMass
coach Mike Stone most players don't

look at this as just another game.

"It's a break for me motivationally

(coming to Fenway)." Stone said.

"They're all juiced up.

"As a recruiting tool, it makes a dif-

ference It s icing on the cake to say.

'We also play in the Beanpot."

I Mass jumped out to a quick start

with two runs in the first and four in

the third to make it a 6-0 game until

Be scored its only two runs in the

sixth The Minutemen failed to score

again until the seventh when Doug
Clark singled to center to score

Dagliere.

"We have a tendency to break out

to a big lead and then the middle of

the game, sixth, seventh inning, kind

of sit back and not play as well."

Barnsby said. "Here especially the

atmosphere, it's easy to get caught up

in it

"

Since their invitation three years

ago. the Minutemen have captured

the crown two years in a row and
hope to continue the streak tomorrow
when they face Harvard in the final.

The Crimson thrashed Northeastern.

1 1 -0. in the early game yesterday

UMass takes pair from Huskies
By Jodue Leroux

(wOaaorar* aur*

The Massachusetts Softball team is

on a roll.

With yesterday's 2-1. 3-0 sweep of

local rival Connecticut 1
19-19-1 1, the

Minutewomen (31-121 extended their

winning streak to eight games. They

have now won 28 of their last 31

games, and have clinched a spot in

the Atlantic 10 tournament With a

sweep of St. loscph's on Saturday

they can take the No I seed in the

conference

"I can't remember the last time that

UMass beat LConn twice on a given

day." UMass Softball coach Elaine

Sortino said. "It's been a long time.

and anytime that happens, you have to

feel good about it We could have done

some things better, but we still won
two games from a verv good team."

In the first game L'Mass got o"

slow start, and LConn jumped out

with the early lead, scoring a run in

the second, lunior outfielder Amanda
Young had an RBI double to make it

1-0 in favor of the Huskies Young
was the kev to the hosts' slow start, as

the- L \ld" offense had trouble getting

u-e-d M the pitcher's stv It-

'll took us a while to adjust to her."

Sortino said. "She was a little different

than w hat we've seen in a w hile
"

L Mass finally got its offense in

motion in the fourth inning,

freshman Annie Smith had hi

ond career game- winning RBI when
she knocked a double to right field

"I had been in a slump for a long-

time, and coach had me into a new
n. where I spread m> legs out

and stay low and MM the ball." Smith

said. "So I went up there and tried it.

and I got my hit. That put us up. so I

was really excited."

Senior Kim Gutridge got things

started with a single to center field

She was replaced at first with junior

pinchrunner Katie Kenderski
Kcnderski advanced to second ha-e

when senior designated player Kellv

Buckley hit another single to center

field, lunior left fielder Becky George

B ne\t. and while her hit wasn't

enough to get her to first base, it did

advance Kenderski to third and
Bucklev to second. Smith followed

George at the plate, and with her hit

she brought in Kenderski and Bucklev

for the winning runs.

lunior pitcher Danielle Henderson

came through for I Mass. totaling 10

strikeouts while allowing four hit*

I re-hinai 'tries pitched a

shutout tor the Minutewomen in the

nightcap. She had three strikeouts and

ed five hits I he rest of I Mass

defense was a big factor in preventing

n from scoring anv rune

"Our defense held verv well, and I

think that's whv we won today."

Sortino ~aid

Once again the lourth inning was

the file ol all the action, this time

with Bucklev becoming the hero of

the game She had a double to left

field thai scored three runs With

junior Mandv Gala*. Mnfoi Traces

Osier and Gutridge all having been

walked by UConn pitcher lill

Cameron, the stage was set for

Bucklev to COW through.

"When I was on deck. I knew that

the pitcher was going to walk her

IGutridgel. and I see those situation*

a* oppoitunitics. *o I was ready.

When I went up there I felt like I

would drive it in." Buckley said

Quest for
down to
I'm not a prophet by any

means, but I'm going to give this

a shot and make my predictions

for the first round of the NHL
playoff*

our*e I have reason to be

disappointed because my beloved

Carolina Hurricanes choked
down the stretch and missed out

on the playoffs once again.

But that's another story for

another day.

Eastern Conference
There are several intriguing

matchups here. New lersey will

go up against Ottawa in the No.

I v*. No. 8 game. The Devils

have one of the game's top
goalies in Martin Brodcur and
had the best record in the

m Conference this year.

Ottawa is a team (hat is made
of verv few stars. Not too many
names other than Alexei Yashin

and Daniel Alfredsson could be

considered household ones in this

day and age. The Senators will

bring true gril into (his series,

but you need more than that to

eliminate the Devils.

Advantage: New |erscy

The two/seven matchup will pit

hockey's top honor
16 playoff squads
Northeast Division champ
Pittsburgh against the Canadiens

Neither of these teams were expect-

ed to have campaigns like they did.

but here they arc in the playoffs

The Penguins have the offen-

sive firepower with laromir |agr,

Ron Francis and Slu Barnes. The
defensive core is pretty solid as

Ntiv li.tt I h"ln l.uisU.1

well, with Sergei Zubov and
Darius Kasparitis teaming up to

create a formidable backline.

Advantage: Pittsburgh

Philadelphia is going to try to

move on the next round, but it is

going to have to deal with
Dominik Hasck first. I don't care

who the Flyers have offensively:

their goaltending is marginal at

best, and Hasek always seems to

rise to the occasion in crunch
time.

Advantage: Buffalo

The final series has the Bruins

facing Washington. The Capitals

get the home ice advantage.

which will probably be key. as I

foresee a game seven. This series

is going to depend on whether or

not the Boston defense can step

up and contain Peter Bondra and
Adam Oatcs If it does, then thi*

series could be over quickly, but

if they don't the Caps may get a

nice rest before the second round

begins.

Advantage: Boston

Western Conference
Dallas gets San lose in the

opening round of the playoffs.

For all four Sharks fans reading

this, forget about another upset

like the one over Detroit a few
years back. This one may be over

in four games. Dallas didn't have

the best record in the league for

nothing.

Advantage: Dallas

Colorado has the task of facing

Edmonton, one of the best

up-and-coming teams in the

league. The Oilers, however,
have been streaky this year. They
finished up strong, and with a

veteran team like the Avalanche
as their opponent, their playoff

Turn to NHL. page 7

Women's lax to face off with UVM
By Jamie Jee

Collegian Staff

|(»MA HANS*'.'

Tracey Osier, the reigning ECAC/Reebok Player of the Week, helped lead the UMass softball team to a sweep of

Connecticut yesterday afternoon.

Pie Massachusetts women's lacrosse

team will look to rebound from last

weekend's loss to Syracuse

when it plays its second
home game in a row. this

time against the University

of Vermont. UMass (6-4)

will meet the Catamounts
today at 4 p.m. on Totman
field.

Despite the loss Sunday,
the Minutewomen still

managed to record the best

Itaxl for the women's
lacrosse program since the

1987 season, when they
also Itarttd out at 6-4.
UMass' narrow win over Hofstra last

week ensured them of at least tying the

mark.

Despite a late rally by junior attack

I aura Korutz and freshman attack Fay

\aber, UMass could not hold off the

Otangewomen. but will not likely be
caught off guard today, as it faces a team
in me midst of a six game losing streak.

Vermont comes into today's contest

still in the process of rebuilding. The

Noelle Corsky

Catamounts are 1-9 this year. 0-6 in

America Fast play. The team is playing

under a new coach this year. Harvard

graduate Sarah Nelson, who will

face-off with a fellow alum in UMass
coach Francesca
McClellan.

Vermont has struggled

this year, after finishing

2-10, 0-6 in America
East last season. The
Minutewomen will try to

spark their season finish

today, as following the

contest against the

Catamounts loom Boston

College, New Hampshire,

and Boston University —
all teams UMass defeated

last year.

Today's game will' be important in

that it will be used as a rough indicator

of how well the Minutewomen should

fare throughout the remainder of the

season. Vermont has already faced both

UNH and BU, dropping 14-4 and 18-3

decisions respectively.

While UMass should have little trou-

ble against the green squad from the

North, the Minutewomen will at leasf

be able to use the game as a tuneup to

this weekend's action, which includes

away dates with Boston College and
UNH.
UMass will be wary of this team,

however, as it will be hungry for a win.

In addition, last season's matchup with

the Catamounts will likely resurface to

the minds of many returning players, a

game that saw the Minutewomen come
out stale in the first half, forcing them
to scrap out an eventual 1 0-8 victory.

UMass will hope to have the tenacity

Korutz and Naber showed at the end of

Sunday's game early today, as the

Minutewomen will look to jump out to

a quick advantage with several offensive

schemes that should prove effective

against a soft Vermont defense. The
Catamounts have allowed an average of

1 5 scores a game.

Vermont will counter the UMass
attack with senior tri- captains Melanie
Arnold (midfielder). Kate Famsworth
(goalie) and |en Scheeler (attack).

Korutz continues to lead the
Minutewomen with 29 points and is

joined by senior attack |en Bowen,
junior midfielder Melissa Anderson, and
sophomore midfielder Stephanie
Pavlick as the only players to start all 10
gwies.
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Mad about
chocolate

There is some-
thing marvelously

titillating about
chocolate. Look
inside to find out
why (see Arts H
Living, page 5)

One of the

nation's best

Senior Harold
Drumm is consid-

ered one of the

best defenders in

the nation, and is *

large part of

UMass' lax success

(see Sports, page
'6)

WORLD

Puerto Rico campaigns
(or official statehood

SAN |UAN. Puerto Rico (AP) —
Refusing to take "no" tor an answer,

Puerto Rico's pro-statehood gover-

nor is determined to convince the

Senate that it's time the Caribbean

island gets a chance to |Oin the

Union
Gov Pedro Rossello returned to

Washington yesterday tor the sec-

ond time in a month to lobby (or

legislation that would authorize an

island referendum on Puerto Rico's

political status

On April 1, Senate Maionty
Leader Trent Lott told Rossello that

there wasn't enough time to consid-

er the measure this year — the cen-

tennial of Puerto Rko's takeover by

the United States But buoyed by a

March vote in the House ot

Representatives supporting a

plebiscite. Rossello said Tuesday he

hoped to change lott v mind
"The fact is thai tor 100 years the

Stars and Stripes have been in

Puerto Rko and that this is an unre-

solved issue," the governor said >n

an interview with The Associated

Press

"We have a historic opportunity

now and that both from the per-

spective ot Puerto Rko and the per-

spective ot the nation (it is) some-
thing that has to be tackled

"

NATION

Senate votes to pass

education legislation

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Senate

voted yesterday to ban tests based on
national standards m reackng and math

and convert some federal education

programs to block grants as it neared

passage otiMlo create tax-tree sav-

ings accounts tor school expenses

The conservative amendments all

but guaranteed that the legislation

would not get past President Clinton

He has promised a veto of the savings

Ml. arguing that it would largely bene-

fit affluent parents sending children to

private schools

A vote on final passage is expected

today.

Although no legislation is likely to

result, the debate has given

Republicans and Democrats a chance

to highlight their maxx differences over

education, a key issue m this congres-

sional election year.

Republicans stressed local and
parental control ol education decisions

Democrats said there was a pressing

national need for brand-new federal

involvement in generally local matters

such as school construction and
teacher hiring

"The key to an era ot excellence in

American education is the empower-

ment of parents, school boards and

communities," said Sen. |ohn Ashcroft

(R-Mo), who pushed the testing

amendment.
The amendment would prohibit vol-

untary national tests in reading and

math unless specifically approved by

Congress.
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Friends of Jesus Christ

condemn homosexuality
By Dylan Lorke

Collegian Stan

Tho Friends ol lesus Christ religious group from

FtaftBtRafton, Mann- distributed informat i lav

condemning homosexuality I rum a table on the

I niverciiv of Massachusetts Campus Center concourse.

\nticipating the Friend* ol le*u* return appearance

from laM spring. I Mass i, ual and

lunsgender |CIBI| groups like the Stonewall

Resource C entei and the Pride Alliance staffed tables

nevt to The Triends ol |t«u> table in protest and passed

out information condoning homosexuality

Religious group members Paula McCusker, lames

Mel uskct jnd Rachel Bell, who plan on returning to the

concourse again today, distributed pamphlets titled

"What s W icing With Homosexuality " and "Straight

Talk about Homosexuality Ihcv j|so spoke with

inquiring individuals and answered questions

lunior hicik>gv majoi kaihenne- Rutgers, who cjues

tioned the legitimacv ol the group, said "I am here

todav because the Triends of lesus were on campus last

semester and their information seemed skctchv lor the

lirst tune in mv lite. I looked al the New lesijrneni

night and it says that supposivelv it is a sin to i

condemn others I don't understand whv thev llnenda

\ sU s| arc here condemning bomose

'Out information present* medical tacts about hurno-

scvualitv from different studies and paychoiofKal stud

ics we have researched * Friend* of lesus tnesnber Paula

Melusker said.

"
I he- scriptures and the Bible >ijic> in black and

white how homoaexualitv i* a sin God forbids all

outside the heterosexual monogamous relationship It

makes me sad when I hear misinterpreted and twisted

ptures about affirming mtMR|Ci of homosexual

McC uskcr said

Phvsicil therapv and exercise science major •

Stewart believes differentlv

"I feel that the I runds of lesus are reading the Bible

too literally Thev misinterpret and twist the- »e.id«

around to the extreme " Stewatt said.

the sake ol the homosexual communnv and the

general public, we are presenting what we conside

Amherst Brewing

Company waits for

ABCC's decision
By Paul Hayes
Collegian Staff

•ov»« cause*

Students protest the Friends of |esus Christ, who
were in the Campus Center Concourse Wednesday

be the nan response to inaccurate Hate

ments." Mci u >

I think it is important lo have public discourse about

the levels of hale and intoleran I also feel

that it is reallv important to be visible and out." educa-

tion graduate student and Stonewall Center worker

Danielle- Pedelaborde said

Bell a I niversitv ol Maine undergraduate and Friends

ol lesus inernbei. also believes it is important to speak

Turn to CMUST page 2

AMHF.RST — The Amherst

Brewing Coitiparn i- awaiting

word on what action the

Alcoholic Beverage Control
(. . minission (ABCC'l will take

alter \KCc officials found an

underage female customer drink

ing there last Thursdav night

According to Brewing
i ornpanv manager lohi-

a female entered their establish-

ment using false identification

and later told the \IU ( she
didn't have any identification on
her It is illegal for police la

lorciblv search someone for their

identification under «udi circum-

I his is our first infraction

\W- re pretty tough on underage

drinkers." Korpida s«id "H
trying to do all we can to keep

them out we- ve confiscated

I) « already
'

This ABCC action come* close

on the heel* of a similar incident

involving Pruddy's I aim
American Restaurant, at )0

Boltwoud Walk, and follows last

year's charges against the Time
Out Sports Bar. at J7 North
Pleasant Street -— both were
found guiltv by the ABCC of hav-

ing minors drinking on their

premises Time Out was closed

down as a result

One problem these bar* face is

the constantly improving quality

of false identification

"Ihe tcchnologv got so good,

kids | made take I 11 s| m their

dorm rooms." lonne-i lime Out

owner Michael Tusia said.

sometimes I couldn't tell that

the kids had fakes."

Bar owners are also concerned

with the lack of action thai is

taken against the underage
drinkers.

"I lost a II vcar old business.

14 people lost iobs customers

lost a place to go." Fusia said

"Not one thing happened to the

kids with the take I O 't
"

pida said he agrees with

\fsct"s policies and restrictions,

because underage drinking is a

problem, but thinks they come
down too hard on the bars.

"They should probably do
more lo come de>wn more on the

people who are actually in pos-

on ol fake I D s." Korpida

Korpida and Walker's Grill

wncr Brian Crawford both

said they intend to prosecute

underage drinkers found in their

bars with trespassing, as a means

of making them eccountabk

their actions.
~ \\ | are trving to find out who

the minor that the ABCC found

was. and we will press charges

respassing. n will be our pol

icy from now on." Korpida said.

don't want to deal with

Crawford also felt prosecution

TcsnioABCC page 2

Author recounts her

family's Jewish roots
By Bono Premock

CuaauKjn SsJr

Bringing a voice to the silence which

filled her life, author I ouisc Kehoe

spoke Tuesday night about her mem-
oir. In This liark House Kehoe's pre-

sentation, entitled "Hide and Seek

Reclaiming lewish Identity After the

Holocaust" was part of Holocaust

Memorial Week.

Kehoe wrote In Tins Dark MfM
I^NS. after discovering that her father

had been hiding hi» lewish identity

from his children Kehoe's father made
intense efforts t,. conceive a new iden-

titv tor himself, making up a storv to

justilv his lew i«h sounding name.
Berthold I uhetkm and telling his chil

dren that his parents had been killed in

the Bolshevik Revolution. He refused

to discuss bis family or his past.

"One cannot take his identity and

eradicate it without serious psychologi-

cal consequences." Kehoe said

Not only l.ubetkin suffered as a

result of his attempt to define himself.

his children and wife paid a price as

well

"Whan people fail to hand on to

their children a strong sense of

lewishness. what they end up handing

Turn to AUTHOR page 3
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lames McCusker, a member of Friends of lesus Christ, spoke outside the Campus Center to students about his

beliefs on homosexuality

Zoll, UM celebrate SGA discusses HSCN , elections
By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

Muiam Zoll. a UnivCTtitl o!

Massachusetts graduate and
co-founder of the national "Take Our
Daughters |q Work Day" campaign

will be on campus today lo celebrate

I M.iss filth vear of participation in

the program.

In addition to observing first hand

the University's scheduled events lor

the campaign. Zoll will also present

two lectures which are open to the

public campus community.

Her first lecture, "Behind the

Scenes of Take Our Daughters |

Work, "will be presented from
9:30-10 a.m. in the Green Room at

the Mullins Centei

In her speech. Zoll will provide a

historical overview about the found

ing of the program which is spon-

sored bv the Ms. Foundation for

Women; including the reasons for the-

programs creation and its impact on

the modern I S women s movement
and how it has affected young girls.

"lonesboto Guns. Girls and lojn

Die Missing link in the Newsroom."
/oil's s Ccond presentation will take-

place at 2:30 p.m. in Campus Center

ram 904 9ox

In this talk. Zoll will focus on how
traditional male gender roles influ-

ence boys' behavior and altitudes

Turn to ZOU, poge 3

By Jill Carroll

Collegian Staff

It was announced last night at the I tslvetrsit) ot

Massachusetts Student Government Association (SGA)

meeting that cable channels for the Housing Services

Cable Network (.HSCN) would not be improved next

year due to the lee freeze.

Senator Craig Ciricotta (Sylvan At-Large> announced

channels would not be added after attending an HSCN
meeting la<t night concerning the channel lineup for next

ve-jr

It s great that tuition is staying down and there's a fee

freeze but if anything there is going lo be worse chan-

nels With no tees they have no monev to pav for chan-

nels." Cincotta said. "With Bulger being solid on his no

tuition, no fee increase, it's kind of hard for HSC N

Cincotta said student requests for MTV and F.SPN

would not be able to be accommodated.

"F.SPN Definitely no MIA Never going to happen."

Cincotta said "ESPN went up 20 percent a month
."

Turn to SGA page 2

Women of Color program

to hold three-day workshop
By Albertina Fernandes
Collegian Correspondent

v«n*rw.on>ass.edu/rso/colegian

The Women of Color program, a

subsidiary of the Flverywoman's
Center (KWC). is preparing for their

second annual Women of Color
Institute three-day workshop.
The workshop will begin tomor

row at 7 a.m. in the Graduate
Lounge of the Campus Center, and

run through the weekend. The
Women of Color Institute will con-

sist of workshops, presentations and

performances.

The Women of Color Institute

decided to host a second conference

due to the success of last year's

event.

"We wanted to do something that

brings women of color together."

Director of Women of Color I isa

Scott said.

Speaking on "Sisterhood and
Friendship: Moving from the Group
10 the Individual." opening cere-

niemies will begin with sociology pro-

i Dc-iidrv Roytter.

The remainder of the three-day

evenl will consist of an exhibition of

original works hv artittl which
reflect their culture and ethnicity.

Women will Illustrate the-it skills

through dance, poetry, theatrical

skits, song and music. Over 75 per-

cent of the performances will be
from Women in the LJMass communi-
IV

The difference between this year

and last year's conference will be an

honoring ceremony that will close

ihe woruhope to honor women of

color on this campus.

The honoring ceremony will occur

Turn to WORKSHOP page 3

Watch your step!

Pieces of the Campus Center deck in need of repair.
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Christ
continued from page 1

openly with others who have

opposing views. "I like getting

my oppositional point of view

II to other people who
think differently than 1 do.. I

feel it in important to reach and

educate people about the

truth," Bell said

In response to the Friends of

lesus. the Stonewall Center is

sponsoring GLBT and Ally

events open to everyone today

in the Campus Center. Call the

Stonewall Center for more
information.

ABCC

James Earl

Ray said to

be near death

continued from poge 1

was the bars onl> MM d NOOMM
to deal with underage drinkers

"Were not going to take it any-

more, we'll give the police the

1 D 'i, and then it's up to them to

press charges." Crawford -aid

"We're trying to run a restaurant,

and if a 20 sear old girl or gu>

comes in here people could lose

their jobs, look at Time Out."

But Fusia said he did not want to

press charges against the minors the

ABCC found in>ide of Time Out

"I could sue them but I'm not like

that, I don't want to damage them

like that." Fusia said. "I love UMass

[Universitj d Massachusetts) stu-

SGA

dents, I made my living off them,

but they have to realize what can

happen when they break the law."

Another problem the bar owners

and employees have is that

out of- state licenses are not legal

identification with which to enter

bars, according to Massachusetts

state law.

Yet in a college town where
approximately one-fifth of all bar

customers are from out-ot-state.

not allowing out ol stale identifica

lion is not a feasible option for local

bars. Many bars allow customers

with out-of-state licenses in their

bars at their own risk

Campus Police Log

NASH* INI Term. (AP) — lames

Earl Ray is in a coma, his kidneys have

shut down and doctors have given the

confessed assassin of Martin Luther

King h- only days to live, his brother

said yesterday

Ray. 70. has been in critical condi-

tion since being taken to Nashville

Memorial Hospital Monday, but offi-

cials there refuse to discuss his situa-

tion further.

"The doctor, he says it looks real

bad." lerry Ray said by telephone from

hi- home in Smartt. term "Ffc thinks

old be a few days " lerry Ray said

his brother has been in a coma since

Tuesday morning and that doctors

haven't been able to raise his blood

pressure enough with medication to

put Ray on dialysis.

Pam Hobbins, a spokeswoman for

the si«tc Department of Correction,

declined to comment
tames Earl Ray suffers most notably

from cirrhosis of the liver He has been

in and out of the hospital more than a

dozen rimes since December l**>

The doctor says he's a cat with nine

lives, but he seems to be using them

up." lerry Ray said.

lames Earl Ray is serving a 99-year

prison sentence for King's 1968 slay-

ing Fie confessed but has been trying

ewer since to recant and get a new tnal

continued from page 1

The movie channel will be main-

tained but at a cost to quality

"The Mov ie Channel w ill be some-

thing they're going to try to keep,

but the quality off movies will go

down." Cincotta said

Cincotta said students would be

receiving a Turner Broadcasting

package.

"Things we pay for now are the

Turner package. We might be drop

ping CNN and adding MSSHc
instead.* Cincotta said.

channels currently on list N
will -till be available next year

"They're going to trv to keep HI I

and Univision." Cincotta said

Cincotta was pessimistic about the

quality of cable channels for next

"As of now it doesn't look so hot

for next year." Cincotta said.

In other announcements, acting

president Peter Kilbourne said he is

taking action so the upcoming SGA
elections run smoothly

ry member of the Flections

Commission will have a

walkie talkie K> they tan communi-

cate between polling places

Commuter students will be able to

vote at either polling place bciause

they
|
polling place staff | can just

call over to the other one and have

them cross their name off the list.

The) (commuter -ludents' polling

places) won't have to have absentee

ballots." Kilbourne said.

kilbourne also said the Chancellor

of flections will be driving between

polling places so he can open them

on time.

The new SGA elections will be

held April 29 and SO.

write for news!!
Come down to the Campus
Center basement and talk to

Leigh Faulkner.

Accident Leaving the Scene

April 18

A parked \ehicle was struck in

parking lot 79 at North Village

Apartments

Accident — Property Damage
April 17

A minor accident occulted near

control booth live on
Commonwealth Avenue

Annoying Behavior

April Iff

A private residence on Butterficld

Terrace reported being struck with

paintballs from Gorman Residence

Hall individuals.

B&E/Burglarv
Apr,.

A resident Iroin I

Residence Hall reported an individ

ual in hi- Mean going through his

belongin,

A vehicle in parking lot 22 on

I imci-m Drive wa- broken into;

the stereo was reported -tolen

Disturbance

April I a

A fight was reported to be in

progress in front of

Residence Hall

April IV

idential stall Irom Brown
lence Hall requested assi-

with a rowdv hall

Domestic Disturbance

I IV

Two individuals were report,

be engaged in a verbal argument in

Gorman Residence Hall

sdSafctv Hazard

April I*

The engine compartment
State % an »a> extinguished bv the

Amherst lire Department and
I nvironmenlal Health and Safely

pm Slockbndge Road.

Apnl 20
f nvinmmemal Health and Saletv

was notified to shut off the auto-

clave in the Morrill Science

I ahoratorv

Larceny
\pril 17

A resident from Gorman
Residence Hall reported cash and a

credit Lard -tolen

\pnl iv

A resident from Gorman
Residence Hall repotted In- walk

manA D plavci -lolen Iroin loom.

April 20
A license plate was reported

stolen Irom a vehicle in parking lot

15 on Authoritv Vvav

April 21
A license plate was reported

-lolen from a vehicle in parking lot

7c) on North Pleasant Street

An individual reported hi- bicycle

-tolen from the Southwe-t

Residential \rea Mall

Liquor Law \ lolaiioas

Apnl 17

Marias. \ Mikolajko. 19. of 112

Havcnshirc Rd., R i was

arrested in Gorman Resident

lot illegal possession and nan-port

Matthew G Wil-on I*, o! 104

led in

lence Hall lor illegal

possession ol liquor

D rhomas. It d -'-» » Bolas

Rd . Duxbury. was airc-lcd OH

Inlirmarv Waj lor illegal possession

ol liquor

,r I Maker IK. of 110 I .auric

I n \\rcnthaiii wa- arrested on

ol liquor.

\pnl 18

Mtrtml i' i l». ol i«

Markets ridden, was arrc-

,c Hall for ilk

gal puesescton of Hquor

Noise Complaint

ptlCf -Swell M t.| I.1

Sanborn Si lowell was arrested

v lark Hill Road for disturbing

the peace

Suspicious Person/Activity

Apnl IV

A camplire was reported on

Cranberry Pond

Traffic Stop

April IV

tdU-b \\ I'iehl, 17. ol II

Revnolds Rd.. Charlton, was aj

id on W indmill I ane K>r operating

an uninsured motor vehicle with a

revokl and a revoked regis

t rat ion

April 20
Leslie S Kohen. 22. d 1040 N

pleasant St.. Amherst, was arrested

on Commonwealth Avenu

.iling a motor vehicle with a

suspended license, -pecding and

tailing IO nolils the Regi->

Motoi \ eludes ol address change.

\pr,l 21

lonathan F Sandberg. II. d ^

rkk St., ftoatoB wa- sj

on University Drive lor speeding

and operating a motor vehicle with

a suspended license .

shed

\ andaliv

Laril M
\

I ranklm Dining c •nimon.

April IV

A fire extinguisher was thrown

through a window ol Marv I v.-n

Hall

A window was broken at the

hearth Hall Greenhouse.

A window was smashed on a

vehicle parked in the Campus
I enter Garage.

\pr,

A vehicle in parking lot 22 on

Unhc was damaged .

swastikas were reported on ele-

r panels in McNamara
lean Flail

21

H were reported on cle-

vator doors in Mi. Samara
Residence Hall

A vehicle was damaged in park

ing lot MM on Commonwealth
Avenue.

•
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You re closer to home
than you think

1-800-COLLECT
®

Senior Commencement Ball set Amherst College to

host storytelling fest

Zoll

By Jason Trenkle

Collegian Staff

The first annual 1998 Senior toinniencciiiiiH Ball will

take place un May 22 in the Student Union as a way d
kicking ofl the weekend hefure graduation
The hall initiated as a >.o irffort by Univet lit) d

Mas-aeliu-ell- seniors and ball eo chair- Rdl McDonald
and Susanne Clurinan in etlort- lo m>till pride among the

graduatmg sajsiotl at ihe I nivei-it\

Both student- wunted to get the idea forward and
received great support by chanpei-ons Susan Mallei and
Ann Tfioinp-on front Alumni Relatiuu-

"Our goal with this event i- to -tart a new found tradi

tion at the I nivei-ny that m-lills j love d alma inatei
"

Mclkinald said

Consuming the entire Student L nion uma tkom m
attendance will be treated with red carpeting extending

Iroin the -up- d the I nion as well as throughout the

lobby areas. The lobby will he transluriucd into a park

atmosphere complete with park benches, touniams, lamp
posts, and the possibility of being invited for a moonlight

ride in a horse drawn carriage.

\ikki Stoia from the music department will be featured

on the piano in the Cape Cod Lounge. Other guests

include a cappella groups Doo Wop Shop and Six

Minutes, a- well as a Boston College D.j. from All-Star

Productions.

In addition, the Student I nion Ballroom will be trans-

loiuied into a butlei style dinner with carving -tations.

vegetarian entrees, and passed hors d'oeuvres. A social

hour will OCOal around noon where coupons will be given

out lor two tree drinks (with valid I.D.) to those pre-cnl

A- well as an exhibition of senior art work, there will be

three bai- -ampling exquisite foods such as wine and

caaaj

Picket! are $25 dollars per person and can be pur-

ckaaad on the Campus Center concourse until Friday,

April 24. or by stopping by Alumni Relations in

Memorial Hall oi sailing MS-2S17 alter the 24th.

Seniors can bring as many guests a- thev caoOM from

all undergraduate levels and different schools

\- liurman said, "a- the lii-i Commencement Ball at

L Ma--, we would like to -cc thi- he a successful evening

d lr lends celebrating their final nights together in memo-
iv ol their experience- at I Ma--

"

By Meher Singh

Collegian Staff

Sex offender wont walk free, judge rules
By Mm Sai Fmucone
Auocioisd Piess

BOSTON A soiivuted child

rapist won't walk free from the state's

treatment center lor sex oflenden — at

least not while an appeal is conducted

in his case, a judge ruled ye»terd,i>

Massachusetts Appeals Court |u-ikc

Lrederick Brown ruled that liederuk

Wyatt's case was "worthv ol appellate

review" and blocked a lower court's

order releasing him

urt jury two week-

ago ordered th» • .>ld \\s<itt

Ireed Irom the state's Treatment Center

lor the Sexually Dangerous in

Bndfrwater where he has serv

I) years under as iv il ooaariMMl
The commitment could have kept

him then: for life

Bui under a new law passed lour

years ago, sex offenders can trv to -I a
a iurv that thev are no longer sexually

dangcrou- and deserve release. VS van -

case B the lirst instance in which a jur\

has decided to kt someone go.

A lawyer for the state told Brown
se-tcrdav that Superioi Court ludge

David Brady had made a mistake when
instructing the jurx that decided to tree

\v\att

MaiJ Murrav representing the

Department ott Correctksi. argued that

Bradv insorrcctly told the jury that

there was a legal presumption that

v\ van was not sexually dangerous.

There is no such presumptioi

said

Wvatt's lawyer. Win Swomley. said

the law reuuires that Wyatt's danger

ousness be proven beyond a reasonable

doubt "and that means he has to be

given the presumption of being not sex-

ual I \ dangerous."

\V\att -hould be able to -tart the

hearing "at ground zero as being aasj

tied to belong in society." rather than

with a strike against him. Swomley
-aid

Both Murrav and Swomley were
peppered with questions by Brown,
who released his dcu-ion on paper

about an kiui later

The judge ordered briefs to be filed

bv lune IO and -sheduled oral argu-

ments for sometime' in lune

Brown, who expressed concern dur-

ing the hearing that Wyatt might be

held just because of delays in legal

paperwork warned. "No enlargements

or continuances will be granted, nor

should any he sought
"

author

"Keepers of the Word." the

-ixth annual storytelling festival held

at Amherst College, is being held this

Saturday. April 25.

Amherst College Associate Dean
lean Moss is the creative genius
behind the festival She wants it to be

an inter- generational event for all

ages. According to Moss. "I went to a

small storytelling festival and I was

amazed at how beautiful it was. and I

wanted to try it myself."

Moss has attended numerous story

telling festivals and conlerences.

national and regional, which have
given her ideas for "keepers of the

Word " She says that a critical factor

involved in deciding who the NOf]
tellers will be is to determine who the

audience is. as a crucial aspect in

effective storytelling is lor the -tors

tellers to relate to the students

"Putting together a performance is

similar to putting together a jazz

ensemble. Someone i- percussion,

someone is flute, someone is poetry

and someone is melody ." Moss said.

Put together, these textures become
the whole performance

Moss wanted to bring in storytelkrs

that reflected the ma)or student com
mutinies on sampu- Inis included the

\-ian, African, and Hispanic commu-
nities amongst others. "I wanted an

ensemble ol su.rv teller- when you

k>ok up on the stage, the storyteller

would be reflective, to some degree to

your own background," Moss said

The name "Keepers ol the Vv ord" is

taken from a book entitled "Burv Mv
Bones and Keep My Words " Indeed,

-torvtellers are keepers of the word,

preserving tradition and memories, a

concept dating back in African her-

itage. "A community -sensitive story-

teller is not one who -it- at a desk, but

one who listens to the people," Moss
said. This year's storytellers

include Moss, whose stories come
from Africa as well as around the

world She tells stories relating to a

variety of topics, including praise,

trickery, and liberation

Another storyteller is a duo who call

themselves "The Storycialter- " They

are internationally-known -ton tellers,

famous for incorporating ethnic and

classical musical instruments into their

-lories.

The third story telkr is a ninth-grad-

er from Louisiana named Zane
\ietorian. who has been storytelling

since third grade Victorian has per

formed at seru>ol- libraries, confer-

ences and several festivals and is the

youngest member ol the group

Tejumola "Teju" Ologboni is the

fourth -toryteller. an
internal lonalK renowned storyteller

from Wisconsin. Teju uses gesiurc-

and movements to tell his stories.

t.s using on traditional African tales.

The final two storytellers are Geri

Keams and Clara Yen Keam- i-

lamous for sharing her stories of the

N.iwijo. and has been a featured story-

teller at the Kennedy Center and
Smithsonian Institute Washington

D.<

Clara Yen is a young woman from

California with a Chinese background,

which is the basis d mans of her tales

Yen has performed on television and

in numerous West Coast conferences,

and has conducted several storytelling

workshops.

for further informstion on the

keepers at] ihe U ord lestival. call

542-577V

continued from page l

toward girls, how perception of male

gender roles influence editorial deci-

sions and how men's gender politics

are hidden in coverage. Zoll will also

offer suggestions for inserting new
gender analysis into debate

"Take Our Daughter's to Work
Day provides a tremendous boost for

voung girls by giving them exposure

to the range of career choices and
possibilities available to them in the

future," Carol Wallace director of

I verywoman's Center and a member
of the faculty Senate Council on the

Status of Women said in a press

release.

"It's one of the most uplifting and

joyful events we sponsor on campus.

This year we're very excited to be

able to celebrate the day with Miriam

Zoll " she said

A 1984 graduate of UMass. Zoll

currently serves as the national edu-

cation director for MVP Strategies, a

nationally- prominent gender vio-

lence prevention and education orga-

nization headquartered in Boston.
'

workshop
continued from page I

on Sunday, beginning at 1 1:00 a.m.

and will include ritual and dance per-

formances led by women of color

bringing the weekends events to a

close. Brunch will be served.

Saturday's keynote speaker,
\iaoqiang Zhao said. "I'm no expert,

but I just came here to speak as a

-urvivor." Zhao will be touching
upon health issues concerning
women of color.

Most of the performers and
attendee's will be Irom the UMass
campus with a few from other Four

Colleges Registration through the

Women ol Color Institute is required

for the three-day event for those who
arc interested.

conhnoed from page 1

on is s hybrid of self-hatred." Kehoc said. "I felt as though a

giaantk pert of myself had been mystenouslv rvm» • •

kehuc desenbed her childhood in rural Lngland as "dys-

functional." and her contusion was not without reason In

England, church and state are inev itabU laasaatd

went to school and learned religion onlv la return home
and be indoctrinated in the ithei-m and
C ominunism.

Conversely kehoc s father left clues to lead his familv to

discover his |ewi«h identity He ruutintlv took the tamilv on

tnps to Luropr to visit liokicaust landmarks, although the

education kehoc and her sibling- received about the

Holocaust explained the time period as one of extreme

nationalism and scapegoating

"It was a backhanded, surrogate wav ol telling u< the

truth." Kehoc sard

kehoc discovered the final clues which would lead h

icrstaitding her father's identity on her own Alter Ms
death, wide going through his csoset. Kehoc came upon a

postcard addressed to her father concerning his parents The

postcard was written in 1440. and stated that l.ubetkin's

patents were living in Warsaw. They were living in the

kitchen of their house, the wnter of the postcard explained,

because th> he house had been burned down by

\a/i-

kehoc also found an address hook with the phone num-

ber and address of a cousin of her father - living in

• v n kehoc made arrangements to meet with the

woman to team more about I .ubctkin

Kehoc learned that her father had abandoned his parents

and removed himself in all ways possible from his lewish

Despite what her father had told her to the contrary,

his name was Berthokl I ubetkin

At 40. Kehoc began the process d convening to rudatam.

She wrote her book soon after her ooavanlaa
book is about what it means to disavow ear -

•hnes* and what it means to reclaim u." said Kehoo.

is nut a chronkk of victimology, but a journey to discovert

GRAND PRIZE
Studio time from SLAUGHTERHOUSE

Recording Studios A Mastering by BIG BANG

BATTt

GRAND PRIZE
New Instruments from Falcettl Music Mall

featuring Ibanez TAMA

Marx-iM rock
W H AsA R F /SA

CHECK OUT THE BEST LOCAL BANDS
BATTLING IT OUT AT THE FOLLOWING

DATE AND LOCATION:

nu?i
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USIC MALL
A Division of Fatcetti Music
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Thursday, April 23, 1998

The Quote Board
Dear Eans: Luke would like \ou to know that

he is really, really, really sorry he didn t

write last week, but frankly, the kid had
nothing to say. Sothing. I mean, absolutely nothing.

en more so than usual

Luke apologizes, and promises never to mitt a
Thursday again At least the two left.MM

Luke $ So I fan.

Maggie Seaver

Htmii Thanks Mags. I knew I could count on you.

In lad. I'm dedicating this one to vou Mags.

I go. girl

On September 15th, l<W6. a month after moving
into Mill \ allc-v Housemate B said something outra-

PHH* like h< " do sometiiBM [Hi MM pM mad and

told me to go to the Collegian, bunk some beds and
live there)

Hmm I'd save on rent, at least.

But this time, we put his ramblings

to paper. Two years later, that bulletin

board has become the "Uuote Board.*

and there are so many rumpled
It's. Mukcl.au napkins, and

other crap that it's spilling onto the

floor.

Well, we re all out of here pretty

toon The girls taking over our lease

alreadv brought a mom over to measure
rooms for their furniture My idea with

Housemate A to turn the house into a ^^Lukt-
museum probably won't happen, so the "™**"^^1"^
only real evidence of "The Mill Vallev |

1996-1998" is this bulletin board covered in

Post-It's Hu kc-Lau napkins and Kaick I

Dancers team photo*

We need our places in history secured. And since

the museum is out ("The Man* doesn't seem to think

it's a good ideal. I figure I'll write a column about it

At least this way. it's legacy will remain, albeit on
lithe in the library

The board itself We'll figure that out later.

The Quote Board had rules. They were
I ) Had to be spontaneous, heartfelt, and somewhat

lanuary 29, 1997, Luke. Subject: Academics

—

"My professor today called the Industrial Revolution

a veritable orgy of conceptual realism.' At that

point. I dropped the class."

March 28, 1998. Teddy Subject: Western
Massachusetts values— "If I won $50,000. I'd spend
ii on prostitutes. CD's and Sega games."

Spring 1997, Anonymous. Subject Vices— "Two
questions One. advice on how to roll a blunt. Two,
did I get my bet in?"

Date unknown. Anonymous. Subject
Philosophy "I like to mix it up. Sometimes I tell the

truth, sometimes I lie."

Fall 1996. Anonymous. Subject: Dating— "Look,
I'm 20 vears old I'm not plaving games right now

"

March 24. 1997. P.|. Subject $600 dental bill for

th 921 "$000"' Thev might as

well ask for $5,000."

March 29. I9«»7. B. Subject
Intoxicating minors.

"I don't really like beer," said girl.

"We have vodka...." said B

October 15. 1447. A and C.
Subject A in crisis.

"I think I should get Luke's opin-

ion." said A.

'Why." said C. "That's like asking

the Pope about Chanukah."
September 24. 1497 Homecoming.

Approximately 11:50 p.m. Bouncer
"""""""""""""""""""

uptowa. Sub/ect Underage drinking.

"Lndcr normal circumstances, no way (would I

take this ID). But tonight's a special occasion.

"

September 24. 1997. Homecoming
Approximately 1 1 40 p.m. Can Subject Dating

"You graduated I Mass in 1994? I was a junior in

high school. I gotta go."

There are others, far more vulgar, far more ran-

dom. You'd either would not gel them, or I'd be

Meredith

6Qoet0i^6

2> Had to be said in the house.

5) Couldn't get any of us in trouble with our girl

friends.

Here are some of the better ones.

A and I would each have jail time under our
belts. (Long story).

But if you're curious about the rest, the Quote
Board will be on display until May 24, 1998 in our
palatial Mill Valley estate

Better act quick I hear microfiche is a bitch to

read.

Luke Meredith u a Collegian columnist

Letters to the Editor

Ym gonna live forever

U.S. delinquent
with U.N. dues

To the editor

A recurring hobby on QMg>JtT"M| has been to bash
.led Nations Inside the beltway. politicians wear-

ing five- hundred-dollar suits, line up to take a shot at

hitting the target. Secretary General Kofi Annan sitting

on the edge of a plank over a barrel of water

The United States is already in delinquency on its

back dues, roughly $15 billion and a default would
mean actually being expelled from the L N
Can you imagine the spectacle of those proceedings''

Unthinkable'1 No. not really, since powerful conserva-

tives in Congress such as Trent Lott (R-Miss.t and lease

Helms (R- NO. would prefer this scenario.

Why ' rssentially because they are unilateralist*,

meaning they believe the US., being the sole superpow-
er left in the world, need not reach consensus with other

nations on how to raaatstj conflict or if its "national

interests* were threatened.

In oiher words, they don't want their hands tied

Senate MajoftlJ I eader Trent I ott went so far as to

say that "Clinton had subcontracted IS foreign policy

out to the L N ' when referring to Annan's negotiated

settlement with Iraq over weapons inspections He even

refused to meet with Annan when the Secretary General
came to v\ ashmgsan to brief Congress on the accord.

Helms, the Senate 1 .>reign Relations Commute
rattled that the peaceful resolution to the brinkmanship
was a "disgrace

"

As a founding member of the U.N and by being a

permanent member of the Security Council, if the U.S.

does not pay its back dues, it will also lose its tremen-

dously powerful veto as a result of its expulsion.

It M a struggle between the multilateralists. who
believe the U.S. should try to reach consensus and nego-

tiated agreement on questions involving issues of war
and peace and the unilateralists like Mr. Lott and Mr
Helms, who would have the U.S. alone in the world, the

despised international policeman, powerful but isolated

This is a prescription for disaster and a pill Americans
should not swallow

Steven P. Duplisea

Lake Pleasant. MA

glaze

We encounaqe our yxeabews to Respond to rhe comenrs

of rhe Collegian rhnough leirews to rhe ednon.

Letters must be typed, no more than 400 words long,
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for confirmation purposes.

They can be submitted by mail to Ed/Op Editor, Daily

Collegian, 113 Campus Center, UMass, Amherst MA 01003;

by e-mail to letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu;

or by fax to (413) 545-1592.
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An alcoholic would call it a

'moment of clarity" —
that precise pinpoint

moment in one's life when even
thing takes on a high definition

and seems to fall into place

ss I was ripe for one: I'm

going into my second semester of
mv junior year here at UMass and
"real life* is just around the cor

ner It's hard to list skills like

knowing way too much about
obscure '80s sitcoms like "She's

the Sheriff and "That's My
Momma* on a resume and be
taken seriously. I needed direction

in my life, if only to settle Ma and
Pa Messaros' fears about where
exactly all the money's going. All

the ingredients were there for a

moment such as the one I had.

Now all I needed was the catalyst.

I remember it as if it were yes-

terday. I'm lying in bed at two in

the morning watching 'The Daily

Show* (I need direction in my
life — No!) and the guest was
lim Bruer. from "Saturday Night

Live" and the movie Half-Baked.
At approximately 2:18 a.m. on
Wednesday, lanuary 28. 1448. lim

proceeded to make sweet love

with the anchor's desk

And so it began. New levels of

understanding were unfolding
before my eyes. I was having my
moment of clarity: I'd become
famous.

No. really, lim Bruer gave me
the confidence to do this, to fol-

low my brand new dream. 1 mean,
here's a guy who has seemingly
built if not his whole act. at least a

good portion of it. on the fact that

he has droopy eyelids, and this

gives him the appearance of being

perpetually high. That's the whole
story.

So why can't I do this? Why

can't I be famous for no good rea-

son? There are enough people that

seemingly have no place in this

society, but are still famous for

one reason or another I could
show up as a guest on a talk show
or a game show and people would
just accept it much like Dr. foyce

essjiros

Brothers, or Charo "Oh. Mike's
on Hollywood Squares again...."

and people would just eat it up.

me and my famous antics.

But I need a gimmick. I figure

that the droopy eyelids thing has
already been done, so I have to

think of something equally, if not

more, groundbreaking, if at all

possible. I figure the way I'll go is

not wear a belt.

Rut you may say to yourself.

"Mike. I don't wear a belt, and I'm

not famous " Ah, there's the rub.

Wearing a belt or not wearing a

belt does not warrant fame in and
of itself. There must be something
else. What I'm going to do is wear
pants that are too big for my
waist. That way evcrytime I stand

up. . my pants fall down! People
will be sitting at home watching
me on whatever program and
they'll say. "I sure hope Mike
remembered his belt..."

I'll slowly stand up. The pants

start to slip " L'h-oh! He forgot

his belt Those pants arc comin'

down'"
Then as my pants will collapse

around my knee*, the home audi-

ence will say, "Oh Mike will

you ever learn?"

But it's not just shout my pants

falling down: there will be all

kinds of subtext and undercurrent,

much like fine drama. For exam-
ple, what kind of underwear will I

be wearing? And there's always

the one thing that will keep them
glued to their sets: what if I forget

to wear my underwear?
But this is all short term I real-

ize people may grow tired of my
routine That's when I'll try

unsuccessfully to branch out into

serious drama After this failv 1

may star in some "erotic thrillers."

as they are labelled at

Blockbuster, where whole new
levels will be explored from m\
pants falling down I may fade
away after a bit Then after a bit.

nostalgia will set in. All the hip

young kids will decide it's cutting

edge to like me. just like

horn-rimmed glasses and shoulder

bags, and I will be introduced to a

whole new generation. I will be
reborn.

But alas, I'll meet an untimely
and strange end. Millions will

watch my funeral on TV and I will

be eulogized by contemporaries as

"an underappreciated genius" who
was "more than willing to laugh at

himself ." Ironically. I will be
buried with a belt arid pants that

fit.

So catch me while you can. kid-

dies, I'm a shiny, rising star. Or
maybe just the best read bum on
the block.

Michael Messaros is a Collegian

columnist

Dooncsbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU ed/op is looking for new writers!
The Ed/Op desk is currently seeking new columnists. The way to get involved is by

submitting pieces for us to consider publishing. They should be 600-800 words long,

well-written, and have a point. There are no restrictions on topics, but we are espe-

cially interested in pieces on campus politics, satire, and work that takes an unexpect-

ed perspective.

Editorials can be submitted by e-mailing letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu or in person

to the Collegian offices in the Campus Center basement.

Call Tamar Carroll at 545-1491 for more information.
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Pairiionate abjout c

Does
luscious
chocolate
mousse, syrupy

raspberry truf-

fks IDOeTJ hot

fudge inflame your

passionate side?

You're not the only one.

Chocolate has a long historv

as one of the world - most popular

aphrodisiac iKci v .000 years ago,

native peoples of South and Central
America harvested and ground the beans of the

cacao tree and brewed them with water and spices

to make a bitter drink, which thev believed held aphro-

disiac properties.

The earliest known BOOH plantations were established around
bOO A.D. by Mayan Indians in the Yucatan Peninsula, who considered

the cacao tree a gift of love from the gods.

Kuropeans were first introduced to cocoa in 151*) when explorers came into

contact with the Aztec Indians, who valued their chocolate drink as a powerful

aphrodisiac. Cortez and his men adopted the custom of Kmperor Montezuma,
who was reported to consume a cup of the frothy brew before meeting his concu-

bines and brought cocoa to 1 uropc

When Cortez arrived back in Spain in 1 582. he gave King Charles V cocoa beans. The
Spanish mixed n with sugar to create a sweater dnnk. similar to our hot choco-

Tamar Carroll late today Chocolate became so popular amongst the nobility that monks at a

secluded Spanish monastery were commissioned to process the beans.

Ii- MMMJ during the 17th century made it an extremely valuable gift. and. in 1615. when the

Spanish Pnnce*s Mana Theresa was betrothed to Louis XVI of France, she sent him a present of chocolate in an
ornate cheat.

Chocolate «oon caught on throughout the rest of Furope. although it remained a highly taxed luxury which could
tv ciM>vcd only by the wealthy (or many years.

The sweet drink, soon to be made into a solid treat, never lost its amorous connotations. FJaci. the name of a
particulars fine chocolate concocted in Pcrgugina. Italy, was named for the Italian word for kisses.

Casanova, one of the greatest romantics of all time, considered chocolate to be above even champagne
in its seductive and aphrodisiac properties

Turn to PASSION paga6

«**

the soui

on

hocolate used
n a variety of

pretty kinky places

— never mind choco-

ate- flavored body
paint. I've seen recipes

where chocolate has been
used in everything including

chili (Cincinnati-style) to insect deli

cacies (chocolate crickets).

Let me unerringly say that I've never used

chocolate in those manners, even when I've

made Cincinnati-style chili. As if I would really

want to scare off my future dinner invitees, because in

this sense. I'm a traditionalist.

Chocolate is for chocolate purposes — which means dessert.

I chose a few of my favorites here, and believe me. it was a tough

decision. Lost are my double-chocolate cookies, and my F.nglish-style

chocolate fudge pudding recipe that I received from my flatmate's mother in

Fngland.

Hey. all the measurements are still in metric, and I couldn't be bothered doing
the conversion formula.

• This first recipe goes out to all my bachelor buddies out there, because all of you
guys with girlfriends already have your "good thing." It is meant for anyone from beginner

to expert status, and this "good thing" I've prepared on a plethora of occasions has never failed

to draw praises of godliness on the part of my dinner companions.

Ask them. Any references you need can be reached next fall on Totman Field.

Chocolate-covered Strawberries

Equipment needed: double boiler, spatula, wax paper and a cookie sheet Ingredients

strawberries; 4 oz. plain chocolate, broken into pieces (baking style, not Hershey's becau
it will break) and 2-4 oz. diced unsalted butter.

Flasy, easy, easy stuff to prepare and oh, so good.

Truthfully, it does not have to be strawberries. You can use cherries (but you have
to deal with the pit, which when eaten does not grow cherry trees in your stomach),
and I've bandied about the idea of using oranges as well.

Yeah, oranges. During my brief stay in England, one of the things I grew addicted to was the inimitable

chocolate- orange bar. Sounds gross, but it is very nice.

I ) Set up double boiler, and place pieces of chocolate in the top pan (of course).

2) Stir occasionally, and when chocolate is almost completely melted, slowly stir in diced butter

with spatula.

Adding either 2-4 oz. of butter is a judgment call on your part. Do a test run first to

Turn to SOUL, page 9
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Sonic Youth to play Northampton
By Marty Keane
CdUoian Staff

Sonic Youth stand as one jf the

most unlikely success ston
undergtound American rock While

early contemporaries R.E.M. and
Husket [>u were Kith fairly conven-

tional in their song structures.

Sonic Youth began their career by

completely abandoning any pretense

of traditional rock 'n roll conven-

tions.

Borrowing heavily troni the

free form noise experimentalism ot

the Velvet Underground and the

Stooges, and melding it with a per-

formance-art aesthetic OOpptd from

the New \oik post-punk avant

garde ihc late '70s, Souk
Youth redefined what noise meant
in rock n roll Simply put. they rep

resented the antithesis of rock

As evidenced by their series of

instrumental r P - M their home-
grown label SN R released last year

and the torthconnng A Thousand

Leaves album tin stores OH Ma)
12). their inscrutable knack tor

improvisation and innovation
remain* intact.

In advance ol the album's release,

tomorrow night's -how ut lohn M.
Greene Hall in Northampton marks
a homecoming of sorts for Thurston

Moore and wife Kim Gordon, who
along with their daughter I

call the Pioneer Valley home-

While the band spent much ol the

'BOl endlessly touring the world,
their touring schedule has slowed
considerably due to the constraints

ot domestic lile OH all four of the

group's members The show is.

Sonic Youth's first in the \
'allev in

nearly three years and their only

New Iupland date this spring

Alter Sit v ana ushered the under-

ground into the mainstream in the

fall of I'J^i Soak Youth scored a

modest hit with "kool Thing" and
saw their major label debut

crack the Top 100. Neil ^ oung even

invited Sonic Youth to open for him

on his arena tour lor Ragged Glory

I he pop breakthrough never came,
however.

Now free of the, constraints of

ever becoming too commercial.
Seniic Yimth have made a headlong
return towards the most dissonant

ol lock with \ thousand I eaies

The majority of the album's KMM
arc sprawling cam asses onto which
shards of guitar noise permeate
through rumbling bass lines which
stietch over live minutes in length.

"Hits of Sunshine" is a touching
tribute to the enduring punk spirit

of beat poet Allen Ginshurg who
obviously influenced the band over
the pi

Sonit Youth perform at lohn W
Greene Hall at Smith College
tomorrow night at S p in tickets

are $1 5. 50 and can he purchased
from fla ( tilimited in the Student
Lnion. tor Ihc Record in \mherst.

ft Side Remnh in \orlhampton or

bv calling t 4 l> ) 732 0202 I he
show is all ages

Want to Mile for Arts & Living????

the Campus Center and

speak with SEEMA.

RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 2535441
Sonic Youth perform at |ohn M Greene Hall tomorrow night

passion
continued from page 5

In 1657 the first chocolate tavern

opened in london. and the drink

eventually became available to the

meases.

At the end of the It

frenchman David Chaillon di»eov

ered how te> evaporate the liquid in

chocolate and mold it into solids.

Louis \l\ appointed Chaillon
I

i.ite Maker to the King and he

ed a 23-year monopolv on

I ( hocolate sales.

>re plants spread a

iurope in the lttth century, and Or
lames Baker opened the First

American chi>colale plant in 1765
marketed his chocolate at a

>r main ailments, including

impou
Today chocolate is grown all

the tropical world, including s

and Central Ameru
and Australia

Many of its aphrodisiac qualities

remain intuitive — it* crcan-

ture. mouth-watering scent and deli

ciou* flavor among them
•rding to writer C hrr- Savage

King. "The giving of chocolate car

rie* with it an assumption ol cxpev

tation in intimacv It i* to melt in the

mouth of the recipient, and intoxi

catc the senses."

lern scientists however, have

'.'und a chemical basi* tor

chocolate's stimulating ctt.

Eating chocolate releases

phenvlethv (amine, an anti- depres

caaVes a **

that of being in love

Noi eonvinccd vet'.' Then
out some of the rich re

Intercouries: An Aphrodisiac
k written by Martha

Hopkin* and Rcndell I ockrtdgc with

illustrated instructions for sensuous

meals and deseri-

loie bv I hocolate. written In

Roseannc Bittner. combine* cl

late recipe* with romantic ki\.

ties and is another good choice

i he more daring lot

kitchen phobic't. chocolate body
paint is a playful and intimate

option.

Bui whatever vour ra-r

Hair to remember
// is a Collegian

Friday, AprilM
9cim -

fill Umflff Imprinted
Clothing and GifU !!!

look for more /pecial /OY1119/

throughout the /lore!
University of Massachusetts Campus Center

Amherst. MA

413-545-2619

Open M-F 9 to 5, Sat. 1 1 to 4

MC, Visa, AMEX, Discover, and UCard

cheerfully accepted.
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ART GALLERIES
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I Haw I mum « i as ",

This painting is an example from an upcoming MFA Thesis Show by
Amy Bowie and Cailin Gibbons The exhibit will be held in the Graduate
Lounge and the Reading Room.

Amherst College — Mead Art
Museum. Currently on display: The
Fold Art ol Tucniieth Century /apart

(through lulv 14*18), Modernism:
American X IEuropean Art of the
lucntieth (eniun (through Sunday).

Hours: Mon In 10 a in -4:50 p.m.;

Saturday & Sunday 1-5 p.m. Kor more
Information, call the Museum at

542-2135.

Hampshire College - Main Gallery,

Harold I lohnson I ibrarv Hours:
Mon Prl I M am. -4TO pm.: week-
end* noon AM) pm
Mount Holyoke College — Art

Museum Today Dance performance
by Professor Kanjanaa Devi and the

Nana! Dancan at 4 p.m. A gidlery talk,

titled look What's Cooking in

Bengal " hv Protesstii \jay Smha. will

tx- held at 4 p m on April 'SO. Current

exhibitions: Cooking for the Gods
..:h lune 2Xi I pcoming exhibi-

s. i ling reception will be held

Mas i hoin 4 o p m lor the Senior \n
Ma/or exhibition Houi* Tues.-Fri.

I I a m .- S p m Sal Sun 1-5 p.m.

For more information, call 558-2245
Smith College \1u*eum of Art

Current exhibitions: Sandy Skoglurui

Reaht\ I nder Stcgc ithmugh May 24).

day, inday & Saturday
9:50 a in 4 p in Wed Sun., noon-4

p in thuikdav. noon tt p m Kor more
intonn. >85 2770.

I nivcrsity of Massachusetts —
Augusta Savage Gallery filtech:

Compute J \rt by Hren
Balodan tthrough April 50) Coming
up HI A student shows on display May

pening reception. May 4. 5-7

p.m.). and Mav 11-15 (opening recep-

tion. 5-7 p.m i Ihe Augusta Savage

Gallery is located in the New Africa

Hour* Mon Tues. 1-7 pm ;

In I 5 p in Kor mure inform*

all 54V 5177

Uaiscrsilv of Massachusetts —
Graduau- I ounge & Campus Center

Reading Room Thc*i* exhibition, fea-

turing works K c aihn Gibbons and
Amy Bowk- I \hibition n» May I -10.

University of Massachusetts
Hampden Gallery. Upcoming exhibi

tions: MFA Thesis exhibitior.s will run

April 2fo-50 and May ] 7. Sherij

Habashi. fragment and Displace opens
May 3 and runs through May 8.

Closing reception will be held M
5-7 p.m. The Hampden Gallery i*

located in the Hampden Dining Halls

in the Southwest Residential Area.
Hour- Mon Iri. 3-7 p.m.; Sunday
2-5 p. in for more information, call

545-0680

University of Massachusetts —
Herter Art Gallery. Current exhibition*

^truilurul Papa; Uucerness m the

hamih Opening reception will be held

Sunday at 2 5 p.m This exhibition will

run through May I Ambrosia opens
April 2b and runs through May I.

Upcoming exhibitions System and
Strategy as Aesthetic runs Ma
Opening reception will be held May 7,

4-7 p.m. Hours are Mon-Kri. 1 1

a.m.-4 p.m.; Sat Sun. 1-4 p.m lor

mon; information, call VIS <N7f
University of Massachusctt*

Student Lnion Visual and Performing

Arts Space The Student Union Visual

& Performing Art* Space is located in

the Student Lnion Hour*
Mon.-Thurs. 10-5 pm I ndav |t> 5

p.m. For more information, call

545-0712

Uaivtrsiiv ol Massachusctt*
Universitv Gallery On display Loma
Rit: Rexent Paintings and Drawings
(through May 7i. | uater
Electric hi1*4 and Rutin M
(through May 7i The Lniversity

Gallery is located at the Fine Arts

Center Hours: Tues.-Ln 1 1 am 4 H
p m Sat -Sun 2 5pm lor nnue
inlonnation. call 545-5670.

University of Massachusetts —
W heeler Gallerv Wheeler Cillery is

located in the Wheeler Residence Hall

in the Central Residential Area. Hours
Mon Thurs. 4-8 p.m . Sunda
p m For more information, call

545-0680
— Compiled by Seemti (

Did YOU know that

works for The Collegian?

THE EDWIN M. ROSSMAN
ALUMNI/AE CAREER FORUM
SOCIAL THOGGHT AMD
POLITICAL ECONOMY

PROGRAM
(STPEC)

Date:

Time:
Location:

Friday,

5:00 pm
Memorial Hall

24, 1998

Sponsored by:

Campus Career Network

UMASS Alumni Association

Social 'hought and Political Economy Program (STPEC)
This is ,m Opportunity to meet with alttmni/ac and dbctlM theif expetiencci in the working

world. Don't mi>s this important panel dkKUMafln!

AH MNJ/A/; PANELISTS:

MARK 11 Ol R\\.W»M

KRISU \ VVHI7I Wi l \li ».'

/.UK HXUiY'94 t l/li \<

rx)N hi n\ •*>-,

V

.si Ml KIWI si/i, \/i 'K

M \>i iKsi >/ / h si Ml K

i\

TANAQRA MlilXj \liih) M6 I \ll^\ s/'| t l \l is/

\\M U lb ».\i lh ! \

S( SAN KliUX '92 \l Id 1 III I'RiMDI V/.'

1 \J\ 1 KSII) « )| M \SS U III Shi ( s

CKKs/DI M'Sl iFF/t 1 IK >S7i >\

Bcrrucci's Pizza &. Salad will he served. Preregisrration requested (so we have enough food).

Turn in your registration to Deborah in the STPEC office (E-27 Machmer Hall, 545-0043) -

as loan M possible!

IN CONN! CI ION WITH STPECS 25TH ANNIVERSARY/CELEBRATION

For more information, please contact: Campus Career Nettvork 545-22Z4

n to the

campus center
basement room
113. We are now
accept ing

appl ications
for Fall '98.

Anyone with
experience on

Quark Xpress,
Adobe PagerruVr.'

Adobe Photoshop
are welcome.

Any questions?
Ca 11 the graphics

iartment at

545-1864 and hsk

Joe.

Joshua Redman Quartet

mesmerizes Iron Horse
with sheer virtuosity
By Jot SuMvon
Collegian Staff

JOSHUA REDMAN QUARTET
Iron Horse Music Hall

April 21

NORTHAMPTON — On
lucsjuy night at the Irunhursc the

lushud Kcdinan Ouartet played
ihing frosa Hub Dylan to Ira

C.c^hwin in a set that lelt the crowd
inc-merized hy the group's sheer
virtuosity.

Debuting m DH"> with the
(..rammy nominated loshua
Redman, and since releasing With.
\loodsn ing and Spirit Ol I he
Moment Redman has been herald

cd the jtttz world's newest saxo-

phone phenom rUl pert'orniance

last night lived up to the hype and
then *onic-

I kttaj the Htage alongside drum-
mer Greg Hutchin>on. bass player

I am Guinevere, and pianist Brad
Mchld.au Redman wore a big grin

as he steered the group through the

openet. "Blues On .Sunday " Playing

around with a lot . >t stup-and-go
action, some dizzying sax solos that

leatuicd high octavi tripplc-tongu-

ing. and high energy sotoing ham
Mehldau and G the group
SSWflsed lo siun the packed house

into awestruck adulation.

Not ^tupping for a second, the

group hurried into Gershwin's,

"Summertime," which saw a gyrat-

ing Redman open with whining
is, and a stoic Hutchinson bust

out a searing drum solo Redman
alerted the audience that thi* \ci-

actually Hutchinson's first time
playing with the group, but by the

drummer s scorching fills and unbe-

lievable work with the cymbaN it

aaajajd lar Ic-tched

The third offering. "Sweet
Sorrow." slowed things down a bit

before Redman put down hi-

and picked up an alto for a rendi

tion of Bob Dylan's "The Times
They Are A- Changin"* that SM
quite how Dylan hdJ nsapesad »t

but was still out>tanJing M the

of the fc(,K du»Mi.. Redman
told the crowd that it had just been
recorded for inclusion on an upcom
ing album

\ttcr pukmg up his tenor again.

Redman surprised and wowed the

^rowd again with another piece not

usually heard at bkM jazz >ht*>

me V>u D
Call Me Anymore," leaiu-

Guinevere bass line, the hipness of
which has not been heard around

Turn to RfO pogs> 9

OausimcMjNi aoiii

Another example from the upcoming exhibition by Amy Bowie and
CaiMn Gibbons

join the Collegian's Internet team.

the Collegian is currently looking for

Internet Interns, advanced knowledge

of html a plus.

to set up an interview, come down to

the collegian (113 campus center),

call 545-1864 and ask for josh or

email him af

jsylvest@ student.umass.edu

i.
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Best & worst of 1997-98 television season
After a season of some stupendous

hits and embarrassing misses, it's time

to reflect on a year in television that is

currently in the process ol coining M
an end. We've seen many unexpected

events, and some of the same old rou-

tines that we may never get to see

again. The 1 W-98 season of TV is the

year that one of the greatest show- id

history. "Seinfeld." says goodbye

Hoiwvar, this season has brought

some terrific new entertainment that

could soon become an heir to

"Seinfeld." which has been the king of

television throughout the <JOs. We've

said hello and goodbye to familiar

faces, and we've entered new personali-

ties into oui live* So here's a break-

down using categories of all of the

important aspects ol television in the

past year.

Best New Show — This category

was extremely difficult to choose a win-

ner. After careful reasoning. I would

have to say that "Ally McBeal" is a win-

ner here. Definite!), consideration went

to \\ B's newest and best drams.

"Dawson - However. "Ally

McBeal" has proven to have the ability

to gain a huge audience tnot that

"Dawson's Creek" doesn't I and
. to be mega hit in the future

i Flop — "Significant Others."

If a show ia placed into the time slot as

a great show such as "Party of livi it

shouldn't be taken off the air two
weeks before its scheduled departure.

Best Re-

emcrgence —
This award was

designed forNBC's
"Saturday
Night live." If

you have had a

chance to

a -itch the show

that has been
run for so

many years.

you will realize

that the cast

and even thing

else about the

show has got-

ten better than

it has been in years. The show had a

complete revamping this past summer,

and even alter the termination of Norm
MacDonald half way through the sea-

son. "SNl." has had a great year.

Biggest Ratings Diver Remember
all the hype that -unfunded Brooke
Shields "Suddenly Susan" last year? It

was placed in the 8 'SO p in time -lot

that followed NK - I i lends." and
was gaining a lot of ratings

Unfortunately, after being moved to

Monday nights, Shields has been

unable to retain her viewers, and the

show is heading towards the basement

Best
Possible
Season Finale

i I \ c I u d i n g
* Seinfe Id

.

"

since it has a

series finale

coming dp
I ike it alwj\-

does. "Friends"

promises to

have a great

season finale.

After propp-

ing to his

British girl-

friend. ROM
I D a v i d

Schwimmcr) plans to be the centet ol ,i

Friends wedding. However, since this

show has become so predictable, and

has been solely based on the relation

ship between Ross and Rachel

Jennifer Anistoni in the past. 1 can

pretty much assure you that the

"Friends" season finale will have a

great possibility of confrontation

between these two ventral characters

The Losing Its Charm Award
"Friends" takes back to back awards

here. The show just isn't that tunny

anymore I have -ecu cvetv episode.

ami I still remember how hilariou- the

show was in its fust season. "Friends"

has to do something to fix its majoi

plot problems in older to regain its

original hilarity. Let's look at what the

show's bask promise entail- It doesn't

take | locket scientist 10 figure out

where the lack ol Iuiiiioi COBBM tioin

when evcty week lennifcr Aniston

Courtney Cox. Matthew Perry and
Matt Lc Blanc moan about not being

able to find date- Someone COSMO nje

here, but I'm pretty sure that hoik of

these four people even know what the

word "single" means

Best Cliffhauger I tiding Who's
C airmail's lather' It I heal that ques

lion one more time. I in going to go

cia/v 1 he acatot- ol "South I'.uk

did an excellent |ob with then reason

finale a lew month- ago. and it deserv-

ingly receives this award

Worst Attempt to Cain an
Audience \\ hat were sou watching

at halt-time ol the Supet Bowl this

It vou wete a- unfortunate as me.

vou wete watching that awful
"Celebrity Death Match" that M I \

hosted If vou missed thi-. it contained

three light- that were clay animated.

Turn to TUtt page 9

John Hurt, Jason Priestley

star in whimsical comedy
By Bryan McAllister

Collegian Staff

LOVE AND DEATH Oil LONG
ISLAND

Directed by Richard Kwiefniowski

with John Hurt, Jason Priestley,

Fiona Loewi

Playing at The Academy ol Music

(Northampton)

"Like all -tone-, this one begin-

with iinothei ." introduces the u.u

rator as dream-like image- ot a

young man. his dog and the ocean

materialize on screen fhe voice

belongs to Que* De'Ath. a du-tv

old British writet who live- in hi-

own world ol lountain pen- allci

noon tea and the book- ol I M
Ponan \- patyed bj lolm Hurt, m
what i- maybe the line-l ol [vtloi

inance ol hi- impeccable career.

Giles is an intelligent but lonelv

pto!e--oi type who i- completely

out of touch with the Ml century

— he can't tell the difference
between a microwave and a VCR

bad he tsn t American, we
could have used bun on tin I

lurv

Ihe lilm /..ire and Death on

long liftml. is a whim-Kal. bril-

liantly droll comedy which some
how manage- 10 tetain it- drv

humor while -till covering rich

Subjects like old vcisus new.

Mulish-American culture clashes

ami art versus guilty pleasure

One day. our tragic anti-hero

I || locked out of his stultv

home in the middle of a dreary

rainstorm finding shelter in a

local movie theater, he buys a tick

Ol to what he thinks is an adaption

ol lor-ter. but instead is a co-ed

\merican romp in the mold ol

Meathalls anJ fl*Wkjr*i called

Hotpatits College II." Giles is. ol

course, appalled "This isn't E. M.

loi-ter! " he exclaims with naive

indignation.

Giles is about to leave the the

ater when he catches the entrance

of a bright-eyed actor named
Ronnie Bostock tlason Priestley >

Ronnie, with his pretty boy fate

and smile, has that immaculate

beauty that makes Leonardo

DM aario the current object of fan

tastical affection

\S ith the camera both cautious

and economical. Giles stares at

Ronnie's image on the screen It -

love at first sight Loir and Death

on long Island is a tale of infalua

tion. but it's all done in an airy

delightful manner, and Hun -

non sexual approach (the film

makes a point ot Giles having a

deceased witel allow- the movie SO

be one ol those Smile Comedies.

Turn to LOVf page 9
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Minimum \ ^*tM&SFr I 'Starting salary: $5.25

General Qualifications: ^ • '~K sf\s»*e%^»Saa«Ulams». /

UnWSL..C Jn.,noi\Two Student Recept.onsist positions Wt/^EEStZ**'
m L \^ available for the 1998-99 ^S consecutive hours on any day.

WS^SSS6SfSt 3 least^-^!
yea^^-^^ 8-10 hours total per week, occa-

Su^set^tlrTremalning
at 'eaSt

«»<>nal weekends (4 hours per day).

before graduating.

m M , . , . „ . • College Work-Study eligible students will
3. Knowledgeable about campus programs, services ^ _,j__ nr,r»riru
and facilities.

be given priority.

4. Positive, outgoing, enthusiastic.
Additional information, detailed Job Description, and

5. Abie to relate and communicate easily and „ . . ... „
effectively. application, are available upon request at the Visitors

Center.

kcimc
SJM Farm* 4 •504 at S3

Ml Farm, MaM
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24% of its budtict for the 1998-1999 Fiscal Year. Last

SIT Tli V V V

Mean's Committee agreed on a proposal that cut our

funding by $2,100. If this budget passes the JSU will

not be able to complete its wide range of

programming for students all over campus.

Holocaust Commemoration • Israel Programming • Jewish Greek Council • Social Events • Jewish Acapella • First-

Year Student Events • Social Event9 • Jewish Storytelling • Religious Services • Poetry • Environmental Issues •

Charity Work • Help with Diverse Communities • Midnight Runs • Jewish Advocacy • Gay.Lesbian,Bisexual,

Ttansgender Support • Cultural Education • Women's Group • AND MUCH MUCH MORE!! •
v' V V V V V V V V V V V v V V V V V V v V V V V v V v v^ y^ ^v

IF YOU CARE ABOUT THE STATE OF JEWISH LIFE ON CAMPUS PLEASE COME TO APPEAL THIS PROPOSAL
ON SUNDAY APRIL 26, 1 1 :45 IN CAMPUS CENTER 163 TO SHOW YOUR SUPPORT. BUT IF YOU CAN

ALSO QO^JACJ YOUR SGA SENATOR TO VOICE YOUR OPINION, CALL THE SGA (545-0341), COME TO
YOUR WEEKLY TSU MEETING AT HILLEL HOUSE (388 N. PLFASANT ST) EVERY TUESDAY AT 6PM, STOP

>UR OFFICE ACROSS FROM THE SGA TO SIGN THE PETITION. GET ACTIVE

If you have any questions or you are interested in helping please contact Dan Friedman, Vice-President of Administrative Affairs, danf@student.umass.edu.

HILLEL 545-4827
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soul
continued horn page 5

find out the QOSafjejsasn vou imkm, juJ c\|x.Timent with
a different pint ol strewbai i les (practice makes parfact!).

3) Hold ihe SUlWDeilJ inside the Mem and dip into
the melted GSMCOaaa) lin daMTHM, h the Mem. und tui

oranges, at either end al the vlkei I hen. lake the ttlaW
berry and place it t .n the cookie -.heel lined will) wax
paper.

41 Do thai Im all ol the Miawlnttkv and paaOl the
cookie sJaM ml., ihe lelu^ciai..| 01 liee/et (all MSBStl
on how impalieni \ou aie K. mjii shovfaa] them down
your throat i

• This othei ajclM is Iv.i the experts oui iheie It is nut
easy, and it combines a lot ol dilleieni disciplines, and
you need to have a veis creative eve

Truthtullv. I was scaled when I liisi made ilus. and m>
mother was a aajtf) she! (an inuedihk oskS at thai) IK
Finnish Kitchen woukae'l lx- anythkbj wnhout het

Chocolate-Ha/clnui lone (pieheai even to 375
degrees

)

l.ouipnwni MteaW: double boilei S inch cake tin.

baking parchment sputula. whisk and ia veiv »harpl
knife Ingredient* I I o/ plain JuKolale hioken inlo

squares: 4 tbsp licjueur leithei \ leageaOO or t hamboidi.

| oz unsdlied buiiei 3 eggs separated 3 »>/ caster (8aj
grade) su>;a! '> ../ ground loasied ha/clnuis .save some
whose hazelnuts for decoration M raising (lour

I list, the totte

I
i Melt 7 o/ oj the daWQalBI cc nh 4 BJ ot the utisalt

ed butter and 3 tbsp ot the hqueut (see previous tecipcl

21 Whisk egg volks with s U gai until pale and thick

then stir into chocolate mixture told m nuts and flour

3) Whisk egg whiles wnh salt until suit then told into

chocolate mixture Pour mixture into cake tin lined with

baking parchment tthis is an art in itself, and make sure

the parchment is light with the edges ol the cake tin).

SJkd bake lot 4 3 30 minutes until linn lo touch.

4> Cod fat live minutes, and then turn on to wire rack.

Scond. the gla/e

I i Melt 4 aj ol the chocolate with 2 o/ of the unsalt

ed butter and 1 tbsp ol the liqueur (see ptevious recipe I.

2 1 Gm.iI until it begins to thicken, then spread over the

eajuj and down the sides

• Here's the difficult pan 11 you are able to spin

through this web of rhetoric, vou deserve a medal
Making a single layer cake and the gla/e lie trusting) is

the easv part to this ucipe. but the dcoiation is the

ailistic part.

lo do the true turte. vou have to first double the .jkc

recipe, and then gel the (very sharp) knife out. When
both cakes cool OBOOM the bottom halt tit doesn't mat-

ter which one) and slice from the bottom edge inward at

an upward angle around the cake

I urn over the top half on lo a plate, and lightly frost

the bottom hall Place the top half on to the bottom half,

and press down until the frosting leaks out the edge.

I ightlv trust the top of the bottom hall, and alter doing

line delicate operation lor the top halt ol the tone,

plate that on top of the bottom halt in true double lavet

tone fashion Then do Step 2 in the glu/e directions.

31 Take the whole hazelnuts, pick out the best, and
..te ihe top of the lorte taround the edge* according

in how manv slues vou want lie 12 hazelnuts lor 12

shccsl.

i had and don't gain too much weight in all of

the expenmentation Hev. but still live a little

lormu Konutnvn it j Collegian columnist

www.umass.edu/rso/(X)legian

Start

Haigis Weekend
\ off right ai

$ fef /),

invite you to join us on

FRIDAY APRIL 24th
for Music, Prizes, and Fun!

FOR THOSE 21 YEARS OR OLDER'

INFORMATION
ON:
Development
Academic/Career
Financial Aid
Mind, Body and Spirit

Community Building

ARTS;
Song. Dance

IVriormances and
Much Much More

Fntextahmient

Institute Registration and Opening Reception

Friday April 24th at 7:00 pm. Graduate Lounge Campus Center

We are looking for volunteers, arts/crafts vendors, performers, etc

For more information please call 54S-1671

I*- « IHJI'FTON VILLACH-

Upgraded I nils

•New Appliances

•New Carpeting

•V» < .ihmcts & Counters

•Crnlral Air CurkliliMnini!

•Suming a SMs

Rents lasteet

•Heal. Hot Water A COBEiaSj
Gas

llscol

-Olvmpit Si/c I'ih'I

-Tennis Quarts

Basketball (otitis

"V. « Mil I I I I < I I. .ICC"

CALL TODAY

Now Accepting Applications

#549-0145

On PVTA Bus Route

I 2 Mile From L-MASS

!!!COMINGSOON!!!*

Standard I nits

'Fulls Applianced

•Freshl) Painted

'Carpeted Tiled Floors

'Central Air Conditioning

•Starting al $570

Cathedral Ceilings

-in 2 & } Bedrooms

On Site

I atindrv Rooms
Parking

love
continued from page 8

the ones that aren't laugh-uut-loud

lunnv. but uiv s t , Jrvlv wittv that a

big grin becomes permanent!) >tuek

on >out I..

Like any obsessed Ian. Giles gath-

ers all there is to know about
Ronnie, trout his pictures in

SUPeat' like magazines lo his

love tor Stephen King and Huns and
Roses But it's lunn> because Cilc-

is dignified — he pastes evcrvthing

into a scrap book labeled
"Bostockiuna." and gives prolaSSSOn-

al lectures on "The Death of the

Future" which end up digressing

into musings on hostock's smile

Ihts lt|s| hall ol the lilm is writ

ten and directed b> Richard
Kwitinioski in such a perfect!)

assured st\|c that almost inevitably

the movie sutlers when Cities jour

nevs lo 1 ong Island, whete he finally

meets Ronnie But previous to that,

it's superb tun seeing Giles discover

technoloev us he discovers Ronnie

The old man still ^alN niovic> "the

pictures, and vou can imagine the

look on the delivery bov s face when
Gil. a \CR without buving

a TV lit si

The plot begins to take more
shape — thus losing some of the fun

— in the Long Island scenes, as

Giles uses his charisma and stature

to become friends with Ronnie and
his supermodel, super friendly wile

Audrey (a lovely Fiona Loewi). thus

integrating his personality with the

two young lovers Audrey — like the

audience — is quite smitten with the

old man. but Ronnie is a bit more
skeptical. He can't believe when
Giles suggest that if Shakespeare
was alive today, he'd be making
"Hotpanls College III."

It's important to note that Giles

isn't sick in the head — he just

thinks Ronnie is a gifted actor, way
past the material given to him
Rather than this be a disturbing look

at the disturbing subject ol celebrity

obsession . then. LsMSj und Ptuth in

I ong Island is more a study of a per-

son looking tor artistic and personal

inspiration, which is ol course hilari-

ous to us because that source here is

lason Priest lev

Doing a delicious variation of his

"Beverly Hills. 90210" persona.

Priestley gives Ronnie a distant,

naive energy that perfectly captures

the American youthfulness ol Giles'

desire.

But it's Hurt — a sweet mix of

child-like enthusiasm and fatherly

poignancy — that gives Love and
Death on Long Island its charm.

You feel bad for Giles in his attempt

to persuade Ronnie to make good

"art" films. Unlike many Hollywood

movies, director Kwietnioski actual-

ly deals with issues instead of skirt-

ing around them with a joke or

tour hanky scene.

/.ore and Death is no master-

piece, but it sometimes invokes

such merits, as Giles has discovered

beauty "where no one has ever

thought of looking for it
" But will

Ronnie? The film seems to reach an

intriguing compromise — Ronnie is

still content to star in "Hotpants
College III." but thanks to Giles,

improvising a scene with the

poetry of Walt Whitman, who wrote

about finding oneself better than

most. A-

tube
contnued from page 8

and were lights lo the death IK- thtcv

matches »^>.- Howard Stern v>

Kalhy Ice Gillord Pamela Lee vs

RuPaul an.] Hanson n Ihe Spice

Girls All three were completely stu-

pid, and a complete waste >>l time The

only reason MTY had this terrible spe-

cial was lo gain bragging rights that

they pulled people awav from the

Super Bowl I HI lust hope that in

|s>sm there won t be a "Celebrity

Death Match :

Moat Anticipated Moment of Aay
Show \v.uit' Before vou veil out.

"Who is Cartituin « lather ''
I want to

bring up another question thai you

mav have forgotten Is Charlie going

to die? Remember the hype surround-

ing the season linalc of "Party ol

If you missed it. one ol the lead

characters Charlie, received the news

from his doctor thai he was going to

survive his Hodgkin's disease I still

remember the tmgles in my body, and

the near tear* in my eves when he

shouted in iov with the phone in his

had. This teeling atone gives "Party of

Five" the most anticipated moment
award

The C va Wouldn t Wanna Be Ya
Award* — This award goes to the

moat important people that we won't

be seeing on television anymore
because of a stupid reason. I couldn't

decide who would win this so it's a tie

between Frank Gifford and Mars
Albert Gifford will no longer be seen

in the commentary booths during

"Monday Night Football ,* and Albert is

gone from the "NBA on NBC " Sorry

hut if you can't play nice, you

can't play at all.

I .Mime Achievement Award —
Sunday. "The Simpsons* will

broadcast its 200th episode The cre-

ators of the gnat shoe/ pel this award

lor their years of hard work

Best Variety Series — The Daily

Show" is a gem for Comedy Central

Craig Kilboree i« born to host the

news and be funny as he proved on
I si's \ "SportsCenter" for years. This

show is by far the best variety show on

Usevision.

Beat Drama Scries — Once again.

"Party d hive" grabs another award.

Look for it to have a strung pulling at

September's Emmy Awards for this

»jtcj.'orv also

Best Cosnedy Scries — As I have

mentioned in the past. I'm not a big

fan. but I have to give it props.

"Seinfeld" will leave with a bang this

year and is by far the funniest show on

IA

Most Mcsaorablc Moment of the

"tear — It hasn't happened yet. but

I'm sure that there will be nothing this

year that will top the last five minutes

of the two hour scries finale of

"Seinfeld " This will be what TV view

ers around the world will remember in

their hearts about the IW7 l<tt8 sea-

son forever

R\an Benharris ts a Collegian

columnist Any questions or comments
ahoui this column am be r- mmikH to

red
continued from page 7

these parts since Billy Taylor played

Bowkcr with Chip lack«on in tow. as

well as the tvpe of all-around I

roll funk lu*cd theatrics for which

Prince and his alter ego are well

known.
The group closed the main set with

the funky lerome Curran composi-

tion "Yesterdays." really showing

what Mehldau could do on the piano.

The quartet returned for an encore set

with Redman session-player. Brian

Blade, reprising his rule as main man

Overall Redman and his quartet

tore up the Iron Horse The band was

very tight, but at the same time

showed the capacity to go wild when
they needed to in a high-powered but

also highly disciplined display ot

Textbook
Buyback
Campus Center
1st Floor- Room 162

£aaaa&

r4SS
Thurs.. 5/l4-Fri 5/15

Sat. 5/16

Mon. 5/18-Tues. 5/19

Wed. 5/20-Fri. 5/22

9 AM-5 PM
1 2 AM-4 PM
9 AM-5 PM
9 AM-6 PM

Textbook Annex
Thurs. 5/14-Fri. 5/15

Mon. 5/18-Fri. 5/22

Tues. 5/26-Wed. 5/27

9 AM-4 PM
9 AM-4 PM
9 AM-4 PM

Hampden in Southwest
Wed. 5/20-Thurs. 5/21 10 AM-6 PM
Fri. 5/22 1 AM-5 PM
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Solex's debut album cohesive, Pete Droge ordinary & depressing
SOLEX VS. THE HITMEISTER

Solex

Motador

There are three things I know for sure when it comes
to music: 1) Redheads should nevet be allowed to go to

indie ruck shows specifically to pick up indie rock guss

2) The Bangles were at their best when Susanna Hull-

was front and center and 5) Matador is one of the most
trustworthy labels in the world Trustworthy like a boy

nt. Matador has turned out some of great albums
t the years, from Superchunk to Liz Phair. Pavement

to Yo La Tengo.
torn this grand stable of artists comes the debut

album from Elisabeth Esselink, known here as Solev
Solex was signed based on the strength of an unsolicited

demo. She"s in good company in that regard: Ui Phair

was the last to be discovered that was

This album is strange, to say the least. Solex's sound
is slighth creeps . a lighter version of Portishead The
album has an ambient feel to it. relaxing while at the

same time hinting at threatening. Beats skittet tctOH
the sonic landscape while Solex breathes her lyric* soft

ly over them. The album is cohesive, it not inspired

Songs drift into songs and you can find potman lost

It '> not necessarily a bad thing.

While not on par with a lot of the other bands on
Matador, Solex does offer promise The worst thing I

can say about this album is that she had the annoying
idea that including "Solex" in every title of every track

would be cute But if that's the MM thing you have
going lor vou. then vou re off to a good stan Hopefully
her next album will expand on her ambient visions and
give us a new classic from an already impressive label s

catalog B i Mike Messaros)

SKUU ORCHARD
Jon Longford

Sugartrew

I or the past 20 years Ion l.angford has been the

cious heart and soul of art-punk geniuses The Mckons.
rowdy twang rockers The Waco Brothers, and countless
other side projects. Only now

, though, has Langford

seen lit to step forward and deliver his first solo album,
the thorough I > engaging and dynamic Skull Orchard.
So why the long wait ' The answer lies in the songs

themselves Skull Orchard i> a concept album ol MM— an album that looks back to l.angford s Welsh home
and lavs it all out lor a thorough, and unforgiving
appraisal Peihaps it was necessary, then, fa landlord
to Mep out ol the shadows of his banclniates and paint

such a brutal, personal portrait of his childhood
honu
This isn't a happiiv aval altei seaside

town stoiy. howcvci This is | heartbreak
ing look at the decay and lost hope of a

community drowning in hardship.
I neinplovinent, peisonal frustration,

pollution and even the bitter irony of
having the tilin production ol \lobv Dick
come to town are put under the micro

•B0f> in language that is both naked and elo

c|uent I he Mobv Dick episode is particularly affecting

and inspires some ol 1 angford I most thoughtful
moments Iheie's no acting in the flat black eves." he

•of old women watching as the I'euuod sailed

It s nui t,. see 1 unglord stretching out on his own —
stripping away the masks and speaking arn* such hon
Mt] mt vi'iniction The music, too. is rootsv and sin

all Stones v swagger and sawdust Hoot rave-up,
with landlord's thundering voice (glorious rolled "r's"

and alh at the heart II the production tails a little flat

at tunes it's aO>tj lorgiven in the MCtl stellar

songw riling and performances

L.anglord s alteadv responsible for some of the best

rock ri roll ever made, hut even so it | nice to see his

own name above the title for once — maybe now he II

get the credit he deserves as one of rock's greatest. A
tBradlev Skaught)

BLOO0 WRONG
Another Society

PC Music

Do not. I icpeat do not be fooled bv the deceptively

Cool cover art lor the Jatesi I P from Another Society.

Blood Wrong. The album cover (designed by lames

I ewis Kaufman) is the only thing the disc has going for
it Ovwi] simplistic and a far cry from inventive. Blood
IV rong sounds like bad Tool at best.

The grating metal sounds of "Let Down" start off the
exercise m repetition that makes up the bulk of the
album. Boredom ensues with the next few tracks that
are meant to be high-energy, angry, heavy metal. "No
Time lor Speech" lacks any regard for musical dynamics

or creative lyrics; for example, "Your shadow,
my pillow, you thought your plan was
good/You followed, you play it, now I'm laid

in the ground." Lead vocalist Luke lohn's
generic anger is lost in the midst of hearing

the same chord played over and over
again at full thrash level. It seems that

the same song continues throughout the

album, and it is hard to figure out what
lohn is so pissed off about because his

words are so inane.

Packed with uninteresting lyrics and dismal chord
progressions. Mood Wrong is meant to be a caffeine
rush, but ends up being musical Valium. D* (Kevin
Monahani

WHISPER
Jim Lauderdale

IMO

lim Lauderdale's always been too Nashville for the
\ Depression crowd, and too crafty lor the Nashville

It > too bad. too, because Lauderdale's easily one
ol the best songwriters in modern countrv and he
deserves the praise ol both Neither a rebel nor a sell

out. Lauderdale's singular vision has more to do with
making great records than playing PR games. And he
does, indeed, make great records.

Never much lor complexity. Lauderdale's songs defy
their own simplicity bv stretching the vocabularv
mainstream country M include some Arthur Alexander
style soul, a real sense of country s roots, and the brains
to put the George lones back in the mix without looking
backwards.

Whisper, Lauderdale's fifth solo album, is by far his

most commercial. The production is polished to a
sparkle and almost every song would sound well at

home on "New Country" radio. That he can be so com-

mercially viable and artistically sound at the same time

is a testament to Lauderdale's craft — there's an easy

accessibilitv and sincerity to his work that imbues e«en

the slickest song with genuine heart and soul. In a way

he comes off as a less sell- conscious Rodney Crowell

— as one of a long line ol country heroes who were

both the stars and the souls of popular country music

There's really no pretension or posturing here — just

some genuine twang and an ear for soaring melody.

When it comes down to the simple craft of writing a

brilliant song, Lauderdale's practically a national trea-

sure.

Whisper may not reach the stunning heights of his

1444 masterpiece /'rem OfaM '•' the Truth (a must have

for any countrv music lover), and it lacks the quirky

edge of last year's Persimmons, but you'd be hard

pressed to find a bad song on here. Besides, when
Lauderdale adds another brilliant handful of gems to his

already generous bag of great songs, it's always worth

the effort I el s hope countrv lovers on both sides of the

fence will Mart giving Lauderdale his due - he's a voice

too important to lose Or ignore A (B.S.)

SPACEY AND SHAKIN
PeteDrooe

Fifty Seven /Epic

Pete Droge, the songwritei ol such quirky, shiny

gems as "If You Don t 1 0M Ml I'll Kill MvmtH.' and

"Beautiful Girl." gets distressingly ordinary on his lat-

est release Spacey and Shukin There is a definite

sound to this album, so much so that most of the songs

bleed together. There are pounding, straight forward

drums and thick, vaguely psvchcdchc guitars almost

overwhelming the thin but knowing n«.als Despite the

consistent sound and energy theie is verv little that i*

CMchy or memorable. 'Eyes on the Ceiling" manages to

resemble a less concise loin I'eitv «ong. but most of

the other banging rock songs are annoying and flat.

The only wonderful moment is the last number.
"Blindly." a wistful little brushstroke of a song and the

only one that feels like it was built from an emotion
and not from a hornblv competent rock pose. C-
(Rob Rocn*chi

La CazuelaRESTAURANT
|

Cuisines MEXICO i AMERICAN SOUTHWEST

'Accepting

Gradual!'

Reservat* •

5 '"l 1 * "

"... in the Northeast, good 1

food is as rare as fresh lobster in

La Cazuela is one wonderful exc

|ane and Mich

Eat Your Way Across f

• Dinner Every

Downtown Northar

Across From The Parking G

viexican

El Paso,

eption."

ael Stern

he USA

Night

npton

arage

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP WRESTLING PRESENTS
LIVE AT THE MULLINS CENTER

AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

SATURDAY
MAY 16
7:30PM!

vs.
KEV?N NASH-!
ITUM BOY* IIC

VS.
CURT HINNIG
'DIAMOND* DALLAS MM

VS.
RAVEN

Y*L.
PiRET SA1

/ ( ) I I > S O U T.H S T R E INOR I H A M P T O

TICKETS: $25. $20. & $15
To Charoe Cafl 413-733-2500 or For More Into Cat 413-545-0505

— •-«*»-"—«-~-..-«-~.. —
. Trir" TTnitimi—m i -j.«j» • • iff « m» • v*.. .*»«

THE COLLEGIAN.

BETTERTHAN CHOCOLATE.

|
PIZZA GRINDERS CALZONES

SALADS SPAGHETTI

14

'-Holocaust (M'emoriaC zueefc at llOtfass

Join In the campus-wide service as we remember the millions who
*• fl:3° died during the Holocaust.

iM, CampuotFond The service will include speakers, poetry, prayers, and
(rain tot

•

<5ape Cod candlelighting. Sponsored by Hillel's Commemoration Committee,
and the Baker, Chadbourne, and Greenough Cluster Office.

17 MONTAGUE ROAD, AMHERST
549-0626

Open 7 days a week Ham - 2am
Small

Grinderonnaer
Can of Soda;

i

L-

and Bag of

Chips
*4.»S

Free
Topping
On Large

M

Buy Two
Large
Pizza*

Get a

Free Small
I Cheese Pizza
ii ii

.ji ji

Buys
Large
Pizza
Get a

Free One
liter Soda

K V \ k SWVVIKM

•5
AM.I MINI <

. I III IIIWKvl \ K I s .-, MIIM

SUFFOLK

UNIVERSITY

SUMMER

SESSIONS

OVER

350 COURSES

IN 44 AREAS

OF STUDY

•

GRADUATE AND

UNDERGRADUATE

DAY AND*EVENING

CLASSES

e

ACCELERATED

6-WEEK COURSES

•

HOUSING

AVAILABLE

Thisy^ 1 1 lib

Summer
Discover The Many

Degrees

at Suffolk.

SUMMER SESSIONS Whether you need a tew extra credits or a full semesters worth, a
head start on your college career, or help to complete your'degree, Suffolk's full-service

summer session can help you succeed. Fully accredited graduate and undergraduate pro-

grams, taught by full time faculty are offered in
i ned classrooms on Beacon HiH.

Visiting students are welcome, and rooms are available m our residence hall For more infor-

mation or registration materials, e-mail smaftson®admm Suffolk edu. or call 617-573-8647

MM I K SESSIONS STAR! IN(. IN MAY AM) IULY REGISTER Now

Suffolk University
\ I I II

. 1 1 I l< I ) I ( , K I I (II I 1 1 1 1 I I I

^58 ways

'o *»
e
>oorsum^e<

Summer Session at Stony Brook
258 courses in 45 subjects
Day and evening classes

Low NYS tuition Terms start May 26 and July 6
New interest-free payment plan

Check out our website at www.sunysb.edu/summer/

1-800-559-7213
ema i I :sum me rschoo l@sunysb.edu

ST#NY
BRfMIK
SIAM I.NIV HSIIYOI NCWYCRK

An Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Educator and Employer
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Randy Johnson to Kenny Lofton: Pitch wasn't deliberate
By Jim Cour
Associated Press

SEATTLE - Randy luhnsun
wont aptx-ul his suspension by AL
piiMdent Qua Budig. That doMa'l
mean he agrees wnh |

"I don't think I did anything
wrong," the Seattle Marintn tec
lelt-hander said Tuesdav after being
suspended for three games fat
ihrowing a fastball too close to
Kenny Lofton's head last week in

C kveland "It wasn't deliberate
The penalty taLw .fket tomor

row. meaning lohnson will miss his

nevi scheduled start Saturdav night
against Minnesota

1 k'fton and Indians teammate

Drtimm
continued from poge 16

I his weekend against Syracuse,
Diumm faces his largesl test of all.

senior t asev I'owell who netted
three goals in last year
Urangeman victory in Amherst.

got a huge win todav | Notre
Darnel and now we move on to

use said Drumm \ senior
going into a game at the Carrier
lX>mc. that s ihc kind of thing vou
think about when you re
seven-years-old

~

Drumm s efficiency stems from
his high school davs when Ward
Melville racked up a 62-<> 2 i

in his three yeais on the team,
he has taken pan in one of

college laCTOMt I most tightti«tcd
defenses, one that has held
the last 22 opposing offenses below
iheir season average, spanning the
last two seasons

vbodv in high school comes
out as an All \mcrisan.~ Drumm
said "Coming here \.>u iust have
to siuk it up Ive kept mv work
habit up and it's paid ,.f| tremen-
dmislv

Over the vears. the South
Setauket. S V native has impressed
coaches cspesiallv with his work
ethis In the pre season fitness
testing. Drumm topped all

Minutemen in the bench press,
hoisting up ^50 pounds In the
cteaaroom. Drumm looks to contin-

ue his studies al SI \N, StOBJ
• fallowing graduation, as a

some-time club lacrosse player, and
a full-time physical therapist He
currently holds a V85 grade point

average including a perfest 4 u in

thelall I <*«H> semester

*EAT>t(. SSI ,n

SPORTS!

ALL AGES
ALL THE TIME

Sunday, apnl 23, 10 pm

Moonboot Lover
pis tto»w Seat.

fndoy, apnl 24, 7 pm

Jules Shear
iw #• lonote (rnd Loupo SI0od».

friday, apnl 24, 10 pm

Hm Slip and Schleigho
funky pm rockers S5 aoV

Saturday, april 25, 7 pm

Alison Brown Quartet
bnn|0 dnv«n (ozzgroH SI4odv

Saturday, april 25, 10 pm

Stash
rhe soulful hjnksUrs (0 retetne parly, Se adv

Sunday, april 26, 7 pm

Justina & Joyce
plus Not Nuns SlOodv

tuesdoy, april 27, 8:30 pm

rdl Saunaen A fne

B3 master /godfother of groove, SI 3 adv

Wednesday, april 29, 7 pm

John Renboorn A
Robin Williamson
(elt/Bni string musk wonders, SI 5 adv

thursday, april 30, 10 pm

Jiggle The Handle
me hqhli

friday, may 1, 7 pm

June Rich
plus vtpphpn dim rind Donn K Knren Kltttci

satutday, may 2, 8:30 pm

Groovasaurus
S6 ndv

May 9 BEUZBEHA 10 PM

TICKETS For the Record, of thp

Northampton Box Office or coll 586-8686.

24 HOUR CONCERT INFO

413 584 0610

Sandy Aloiiur, both ol whom weic
ejected when the benches cleared
last WedncsJas were not suspend
ed. lohnson, I otton and Aloituu .ill

wcic fined undisclosed amounts
lohnson. off to a slow start this

season insisted he was nol trvmg to

hit l.olton in the head.

"I wasn't trying to fire up my
team," he said "It was just a pitch
that was up and in. I've thrown a

million pitches that have been up
and in belou-

"I've pitched other people a lot

tougher than I've pitched hn
ask Mike Greenwell. Go a>k Mo
Vaughn," he said

In five starts, lohnson is u | viih

a 7.4b IRA. The former AL Cy
Young winner was upset this spring
when the Mariners did not give him
a contract extension

lohnson has been moved back 10
start ne\t Mondas night in Kansas
City Ha started against the Royals
in the Kingdom lasi Monday, night,

but was knocked out in the fourth
inning in a game the Mlfhtll ral

lied to win 8-7

Lofton said lohnson has been
ihrowing at him since 1442.

Mariners manager l.ou Piniella
and general manager Wood)
Woodward weic upset lohnson was
the only plaver suspended

"Any time you have to move youi

No I pitcher back a lew dj\s. ||

affectl vou," Piniella said "I didn t

see any ol then players ^. C | NUPtnd
ed. Il makes me wonder why rnv guv
W .1 s

"I think if you want to uilk about
who initiated il. I think sou r

ing at the wrong gus," Woodward
said, referring to I ofton, I think
the reaction was unnecessary bv the

hitter
"

The trouble bagan when
lohnson s tu>i pitch which he
said was a slider was liigh-and

tight I otton stepped toward the
mound and the benches emptied
Once order was restored,

lohnson 's next pitch was a fastball

even cloMI 10 LoftOO'l head I he
benches and the bullpens ck
and lohnson. LoftOO and Alomar
/are ejactad ,

I he AI. said lohnson threw at

Lofton altei being warned bv the
umpires

"I think he ovei reacted and made
a big deal out ol nothing.' lohnson
said ol I ofton

lohnson said if he intended to hit

I ofton m the head, he could have
done so.

"I've hit a lew people in the head
betote," he said "I think I in a good
enough pitcher that il I was trying

to hit someone, then I'd probably be
able to hit you."

In the future. Johnson said, "I'm
not going to pitch him any different-

lv I in going right at him. I'll proba-
bls pitch him even tougher now."

Ihc naxJ time the Indians play the

Mariners will be |uly 28-50 in

Se.itilc The teams play their final

series in Cleveland, Aug. 25-28.

lohnson said he decided against

appealing his suspension because he
didn't think he had a chance of win-
ning it fie said he didn't want the
suspension to hang over his head all

season.

"I just want to get it over with
and get this month behind me." he
said. "There s no sense in postpon-
ing it
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Softball to face tough Hofstra squad
By Jorma Konsonen

Collagton Staff

M about today's doubleheader

in Hempstead, NY. between the

Massachusetts and Hofstra Softball

n tonus ul it being a possible

preview of the NCAA lournament

PIjv in series, which will he held on

White the Minutewotnen t^l-12.

II I in Atlantic 10) and the Hying

Dutchwomen (S4-I& 7-1 in America

lata) funk No 1 and 2 respectively in

the Northeast Region, and the play-in

ivill pn the A 10 champion and

icrica Last champion at the lat-

Oate this year, anything can hap-

pen in postseason conference tourna-

ments.

*ith the fateful linx h actor m
mind, this is just a doubleheader

between two of the Northeaat Region's

hc>t teams.

At this point of themart, especiaJ-

h with doubleheaders again*! A- 10

St loseph's and Temple at

.n Field this weekend an

against a 1997 NCAA Last Regional

pant in Boston College next

Tuesday. I Mass has to take one day at

a time.

'At this point of the season, we're

reall> stepping into the lion's den."

ich I lame Sortino said.

"This is a significant confrontation for

our team. But this schedule is made by

us. and we want to be playing tough

Mams at this time of the year.

These games will show u

strengths and ntraniri and will be

a test on how ready we are to play

The kids are reads, and their effort and

attitude are there No matter what

happens, you can control you're eftort

and attitude, and we really tinphaatet

that-

ied pressure lor the

Minutewotnen to perform at a high

level against Hofstra hat been squarely

placed on junior pitcher Danielle

houlders. Henderson

R \> will make her colle-

giate return to her home area, as

Commack. N Y is only a short drive

away.

Pressure to perform in from of her

hometown fans could be a problem,

and the regional media will be there —
en for >er coach believes that

her ace will face, and then come out

of. the experience whh her head held

Behind Smith in both categories is

junior catcher |en Bawol with a .156

batting average (577 slugging pet cent

age, 54 RHI>. and sophomore pitchci

Alicia Smith < I <> ! 2JBERA).
As a team HoMtu is a hair bene.uh

the Kf) mark at the plate (Jit), tad

along with sophomore Melanie

Redman and freshman Lisa

Ciavardini. the team ERA is a more

than respectable 1.61 going into

today's contest.

UMass will be led at the plate kg its

one-rwo-three batters in the lineup -

in reverse order, senior co-captains

kirn Gutridge and Tracy Osier and

junior Munch Galas

Beeidea Galas, both Gutridge (lb

RBI) and Osier (lb RBI) ar? hitting

0«aj 400i 4l5aivd .405 respectuclM

and Galas is just a hair beneath 400

herself at a T99 clip. However, when
it comes to slugging percentage, the

diminutive second baseman
1 5-foot- 5) is at the top of the team

1.551)

Throw in eight triples, which ranks

her 10th in the nation, and Galas has

produced on a variety ol levels

Minulewoman Notes: On the

national scene. Hendei^on has taken

over the lead in strikeouts per game
with 1 1.5, and is ninth in ERA t0.70)

Along with senior Liz Wagner and
freshman Carrie teffrtee, the icon

ERA ranks lourth (0J4>... With her

27 stolen bases, Osier is now ranked

loth in the nation in stolen bases per

game. . As a team, UMass is now 1 8th

in batting t 512) Onl> five teams

ranked in the Top 20 nationally arc in

the lop 20 in both categories.

JC44M* 44NVAMIN

The UMass softbaH team travels to Hempstead, NY today to take on Hofstra in a doubleheader

jfhe Jirsi ^Annual

Commencement JSall
Tms is a great opportunity for her.

and I'm glad for her." Sortino said

"Whenever she has had to overcome

somethmg. she has risen to every occa-

sion because she's a great competitor I

hope there's a great crowd there

IK and really

.

e difficult conditions

than thr» >ne

The Fhmg Dutchwomen will be led

Pitcher and
Hjui .1 the \\ eck in -»>prK<i>on: km

who has found success at the

plate and on the mound
The Gilhertsville. Pa native leads

the team in hitting with a .581 average

slugging percentage. 27 RBI'

and pitching (16-8. 1.21 ERA)

DIAMOND SALE

One King St . Northampton 584-3324
264 N PWotorrt St , Amhwst 253 3324

7r/'/cjy. May JJ. 199S rS/udent 'Unnm 7)a//room from 7 OOpm to 1:00am

7:0* , -ckiail TfotW in ///*> 7J
,an<> L <>unae

fflfflMff aKaWaVM cinema

7 OfJper Jl'rson

7)lack J/e Up/trj/ia/

*\wd* (WalVi/iii ilnfar Tail %mamOfp\tmlMS-2M7. l*-t*i* may «.

o6tair>*d al r ( 'fincourte Leimtfrnm Upril I V/i At tit* Me>,

fiini- riieeiiinn... rxrn»nr
"Th» lo»ftii»iln" * hu KE LAU

»MI'i "My O.n.ration" (4 1 31593-5222

ryyh

Gilreath
Manor Condos

Showings Gilreath Manor

Condos
Start • 3 Bedroom

• 11/2 Baths

in April • Heated Basement
• New Gas Heat &

for Jane or Hot water

• Hardwood Floors

September • 1/2 mile to campus

i Occupancy!
• On Bus Route

A llmoln »..! l.l.l. • )1M Pl..,.nl 11 • 74 1 >«7»

AT THE GATES OF SMITH COLLEGE
NO HI M PRI Apr 24 But Then lor 6 I IN Al DAYS
STARTING THIS SAT. at 7: 1 5 and 9:00 DAILY !

!

ACADEMY-MUSIC Aafc iwsus
NORTHAMPTON. MAE

NBA
continued from poge 16

kg keep ihem at bay. while the inie-

ricM does its job against the very

weak offensive flrepowei in the

kev. Nonetheteu, van OtuMly'i

found the km aiMinst Miami, and

thi No. 7 seed will move on. allow-

ing I wing |o otter Ul kar«*9M

, fori in '

hi Conference

No. I Utah vs. No. 8 Houston

Well, HoUMun s mefl are wind

ing down, and a win in this series

will maik the end ol Clyde

Draxter*! career, and possibly the

dissembling ol the entire team

Utah answeied last vear 's cntics hv

reaching the NBA finals, losing in

SU. This vcjr virtually the HM
team compiled the NBA's best

record, gaining home court advan-

tage throughout the plavol'ts

rtouaaon doesn't even seem like u

wants to he wheie it is. losing H) ol

its last 15 contest- \lavbe. though,

the Rockets were resting, knowing

they had the eighth seed locked up

Sail I akc Cfcj hasn't been kind to

visiiui- v . mhine that with the

e\n a step I tah will gain with their

youth, and it all adds up to a la//

sweep.

t tu'i i/i three

No. 4 Phoenix vs. No. 5 San
Antonio:

ilv the most intriguing

matchup ol the lirst round, the

Sum and Spurs play two complete

l> different styles of basketball

\\hoevei controls, the tempo will

prevail Che Suns mini 1 1 to dictate

it in the regular season, taking three

lour from San Antonio
Whoever's weakness is able to hin-

he opposition's strength will

move on
San Antonio has arguably the

SUA * be»i Irontcourt There is a

big difference between Will Perdue

and Sean illiott. though UfaS
had a down year in every category.

but if healths, will need to shoot

the ball a

laren |ack»on and Averj lohnaon

hardly fit the bill And when you

have Reggie Gcan getting signifi-

cant time ana know you'll in trou-

ble. H 1 2th man
in the day.

Phoenix will push the tempt), and

has no problem going s|,

with the Spurs \n injury to Danny

Marsnang will hurt, but Tim Duncan

and Davij Rewteaaa oa t ii

thing Ihev II ntlaeaf)

that but a third man would need to

step up. Guard play is always the

kev Phoenix has it. San Antonio

doesn't.

Sum m fiif

No. 5 Los Angeles vs. No. 6

Portland:

A rematch of last u

(teal round battle, the lakers are

the hottest team in basketball.

Winners ol 22 of their last 15. the

lakers' afleOM is red hot. dc

the mediocre Meond hall ol tin

son brought forth hv Kobe- Bivant

Portland's Irontsourt bj one ol tew

that can match I As Arvydai

Sabonis always gives Shaqutlle

( i Naal a decent battle ITtere aren t

many around that offal both afaaj

(7-foot-S) and ver-atilitv (check

out that hook shot >

(land has plentv ol Eoufcl W
waste on Shaq. with Sabonis

Kelvin C"ato. Brian Giant and

leunaine O Seal bodying up with

the big man Portland will need a

huge series for SaK.ni>. especialf)

OH the delensive sJh SjK.ihs is the

onlv legitimate answer 10 Big

Daddv Diesel If Shaq has lull)

recovered from the r»C0 Bell

Syndrome that had prevh

plagued his career, it will be high

tide in the I A foium

/ ftj Angela in fuur

No. 2 Seattle >s No 7 Minnesota:

Before a victOf) m December
i a had k*t

traighl to their Wi
lerence counterparts.

J a lot like

nngton at the tail end ol the

season, losing tag man
they shouldn't Witl

out ol the lineup Mil

appearance in the postseason

Mitchell hardly

matches Gughcxia '» numbers or his

outright hi

ittle hasn't exactly whipp«

a golden ending u raight

AA-win season, but it s done

enough The Sonic » just have to

make sure they aren't looking for-

ward to a clash with th>

ihe next round I ir«t things fjral

With Gughotta. the series outkiok

wcHild be completely dilletcnt. but

there « iu»t too much Baker,

inpl and too much GL
Hip to handle

:llle in ill'.

Brett afoataev i» j Collegian

COME &
WRITE FOR
SPORTS

(0C4 mil *U*t muttmf dfeue Jmemtdt e PU+eu.)

used bicycles
tbuy ^ A sell ^ trade A consign

ampsnire Dicycle exchange
stop by and visit us on Sundays 9-4 In

the hall at the Mt. Farms Mall or call our
24-hour Information line: (413) 253-6961

This Summer Do Something Different...

Work /a/ Bminn
BUNAC Offers Full Time U.S.

Students/Graduating Seniors:

* Government approved student work permits

* London & Edinburgh resource renters (or

advice support, accomodation & lob Listings

• Active social program

• A resume to stand out from the crowd

, Cau ht00-€O-B(/t/*C

1 po tor 49. south mjmx/m er 0641? I

Thursday night at

is Bud Lite Nite

•

KIKSS
Big One

Snaft: Baskets 9 till U

Your choice of Chicken Wings. Fries, or Onion Rings

FREE
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women's lacrosse Pavlik
continued from page 16

been starting latelv.' YUUcllun said

"We were too tight lor too long, but I

really liked how we organized and
lecovered. I invited the team to .step

up at the half, and thev did Ue reallv

worked well off the ball today, and
that was a key factor

"Some different people showed
some nice things, and rrrmtl of our
k-nch players were able to work into

the game. There are a lot ol kids
demanding pitying time, and that's

going to put some prCMHU on our
starters."

Sophomore Noelle Oorekj contin

ued her solid play for the
Minutewomen this season, scoring the

first two goals of the game while tally

ing lor three on the dav Coaabml mat
with fellow sophomore Stephanie
Pavlkk who scored the final aoaj q|

the game, and this was truh .1 team
win

"We have lour games left, and we
want to come out of it 10-4." Gorski

said. "We wanted to look at this laaaj

as the No I team in the nation not

who they are \\e didn t want to look

down on them, even though they are

not one of the better teams we'll play

"We were a little tired today, but
we worked it around pretty well.

I very one got into it. and everyone
M-vmed to score."

"We don't usually beat teams like

this, and we rl s| t k ol just winning by

a goal or two." Pavlkk said. "We have
three games left on Friday, Sunday
and Tuesday, so everybody has 1.

in shape, and take care of them-
selves."

After Bowman's score to tie the

fame at 3-5, junior tri- captain
Melissa Anderson's tally off an assist

by freshman fay Saber started a 1:28

scoring run. Goals by laaJon in |en

Herker and Amy l.eder. who inter-

cepted the Catamount pass and
scored the goal in one gritty effort,

stopped the bleeding, and goals by

Herker and Gorski bumped the
I Mass lead up to H v at the half.

Senior tri-captain |en Bowen sand-

wklied her lone goal of the day at the

42 mark inbetween two goals by

lie^hinan Rachel Ingialtea lot a 1 1

">

lead iust 4:55 into the second half.

Alter Bowman's goal to break the

coring deadlock lot \crinont. goals

bj Naher and Minaker led the team
on to the runaway victory.

continued from page 16

Farnsworth at the top of the circle,

then, seeing an opportunity, cut

quickly back to her left just before

spinning to the direct center of the

delense to beat the unsuspecting
goaltender.

And this is just what the tandem
does on offense.

"They're really mature." Herker
said "They're the youngest players

down on the offensive end, from (he

midfield down, but it really doesn't

seem like it."

Indeed, the fact that they are only

sophomores might often go unno-

ticed by fans of the team because ol

their seemingly experienced play

Not only have the two only been in

college for two years, but they've

only really been contributors to the

lacrosse team for one of those years.

"Neither player got much playing

time last year." coach Fraacatca
Met lei Ian said "Noelle because she

was injured and Pav lick because she

didn't get in there much. Both have

worked hard and have improved so

much.
"Thcv've really just been really

steady for us. They came in with
just about no game experience this

year, and they really stepped up.

What I like about them as far as

participants is they're mentally
mad] to go If they make I mistake,

they know what they've done and
they work to correct it on the field."

Both Pavlick and Gorski spent

ihe oil season trying to overcome
key setbacks

Gorski. who began her mCTOBM
career redshirted with an injury,

learned to play strong despite her

peel physical pain.

"You've got to have confidence,

because I had no confidence at the

beginning ol the year." GortfcJ said
" There s the biggest difference
when you play with confidence, and

then you don't. I'm on the field

now. and I know what I'm Joing
"

Pavtidt'l sore spot as a Ireshman
w.i- her ball handling.

"Her ball handling was the issue

last year." McClellan said "She
worked her butt off in the ofl

son to develop that and to make-

sure she was on the field
'

"I think they stepped up because

they didn't play last ycai. sU they

worked twice as hard to get that

extra level," Herker said.

SHOWERS OF SAVINGS ATLIQUORS 44!
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and Drive
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tf-\aywood Winery
CHt/VXNM' &

cmaw? SAJVKN0H

ALMADKNi
SALE $5.99

MAIL-IN REBATE -1.50

saFINAL SdM*9
COST

~
SALE $7 49

MAIL IN REBATE -2.00

FINAL m
* *»urm M*<,-i\tu% COST

(;kor(;es duboeuf
.'•sWCOMKr tVCBJgf

/ 4/

VENDANGE
OS*AQ0M»n WW! 1 VfHCr
TU HI

CORBETT CANYON

KAHLUA COMBOS
}^sa-

Sttvaa

i-*-

I
POPOV VODKA SALE $10.39
ITSL '•: ' ^ -2 00

- $099
COST "^O^^

BACARDI L1MON SQ49

GOKDOiNS GiM

EARLY TIMES BOl RBON
49

CLUNY SCOTCH
49

s11
GOLD TEQUILA *M »</

Discounts
Available on Case* of

Wine & Liquor.

Ask For Details.

C_l

HADLEY NORTHAMPTON
253-9344 586-3007

HOLYOKE
534-4555

SALE PRICES

TOURS. 4/23,98 IrlRU

WEDS. 4 29 98

BESPO'IS'BlE f It TVP0G«*PMIC*L ER

n *n
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You hide, you seek
you BLAST! LASER

STI

It's not virtual it's REAL...

It's the most exciting, interactive

laser tag game in the Galaxy I

LASER STORM...
where YOU are the action I

GET TWO GAMES FOR
THE PRICE OF ONE...

with this od

^i Not «*J «*ri any o*v« <

On* atcourt p« custexnar ttpaaiVXXI

Hampshire Mall Hadley MA 586 6345
Games Daily Call for times

A Healthy Investment in Your Future
Health Care. Those two words have

been the source of much discussion

recently. Probably because we as a nation

know the importance of investing in a

healthy future.

So do millions of patients who choose

chiropractic as their preferred source of

health care. The chiropractic beliefs in

fitness, nutrition, prevention, and natural

maintenance make good sense.

Wellness, you see, is the normal

state of being.

New York State government agrees. They
have recently passed the Insurance

Equality bill that mandates insurance

coverage for

chiropractic care.

For over 75 years. New York Chiropractic

College has upheld a tradition of

excellence in chiropractic higher

education. Our combined traditions, old

and new, have built the base from which
the chiropractic doctors of the future are

created.

Choose New York Chiropractic College

A healthy investment for today and
tomorrow.

Call us today at 800-234-NYCC (6922)

to schedule a visit of our beautiful

286-acre campus in central New York.

NEW YORK
Ik CHIROPRACTIC
COLLEGE

2360 Route 89 Issssn I ilk.

NY 13148-0800

Phone: 315/568-3040 or

800/234-NYCC (6922)

Fax. 315/568-3087

E-mail: enrolnow4»m\v aiu

Vivv. a watcher would have in.

idea that the cither of the- twu had

struggled through anvthing in

racatt history Ion player* perform

with a pcilcct combination of

patience and •KploaivcMtS. and
both are kev clement- in ihe team 's

7-4 record thi> vear. already
equalling last years vvin total and

and bettering anv I I -game mark
ihe squad has had -nice It's, rein

-taieineni in I W2
Oui of the blue, it seems, Gorski

and Pavlick have emerged to plav

both the roles ol ollensive spark-

plugs and defensive -talwari- \nd

this is only the beginning Did this

lUipriM anyone'.'

"They didn't surpri-e us, we
knew they could do it." senior

m ^aptjm Ainv I edei -jiJ It was
just a matter of being given a

cttaact to do it, and they have, and
they've stepped up since dav one

"

"Other teams di.n't teally know
about them, so that's to our advan-

tage," senior co-captain len How en

said. "Next year ihev might, which

means they'll have to step up more.

Other teams will know about them
then

"They're learning," McClellan
added. "They're both really young
players and they're learning. That

well tor the future I like how
thcv've been able to contribute this

year
"

As sophomores, both Pavlick and

Gorski embody exactly what a great

midfielder should be. Both play

solid games overall, and both show

Hashes of brilliance at both ends of

the field.

"Soelle's good on both the offen-

sive and defensive ends," Pavlick

said. "She's not just one. she's both,

and that's what a midfielder has to

be"
"Pav's a smart player, and she's

got good stick -kills," Gorski said.

"She's also a really good all around
playe:

"They go out and do their job,

which is a complement." McClellan

said. "Some players go out and try

to Jo too much, and some do too

little You can count on those two
going out and doing their job."

IOBVUUINV.

Sophomore Noelle Gorski scores against the Catamounts in the

women's lacrosse team's 1 7-4 win over Vermont

tDsmress? susiinLiBBss

iniM si

& JAPAN ,M
Rl MAI RANT

1 03 N. Pleasant Street

Amherst. MA 01002
f41 3)256-8923 • 256-8924

w®w Msmpfsssi® mmm

rfRAVEL]
: SMART!

FROM BOSTON

Ont Way Roundtrlp

LONDON
$209 $382

PARIS
$267 $490

MADRID
$296 $544

Los Angeles
San Francisco

$189 $367
Scheduled flights

Fartl to worldwide destinations

Eurailpasses available.

Weekend surcharges may apply

I Customs- Immigration taxes apply

| Fares subject to change without

• notice Int I student I cards

may be required

RISM TRAVEL
S4Shlth Ave NY. NY 1001?

212 986-8420*

800-272-9676
•in NYC

www prismlours com

Cr>oiiA

L douif+ouixi -AlwUArsrt
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ANNOUNCEMENTS | APARTMENT FOR RENT COMPUTERS EMPLOYMENT

People's Market

APARTMENT FOR RTNT

Sugerloaf Estates

Alpine Commons
Apartments On

Demand!!
•••••••••

VV0 offw

• 6aoUeul2&4SRApl

• FSSMEATANDHOT
WATBt

• On net faundry fact'skas

• On trta PVTA but trst

1 kekreom apt

Av*lat*t6 < StSSlrfc

Pttkat Y1-||i Newr, renovated 3 Be*

roem. 2 nttnroorri apt Hh) and hot water

included 0>< Ous route $iOJVmorth CaH

MsVeS&s AvaiUM Junt I

On ke*reeaa ttiifeel araitbit at

DittwM on ft IH. Sundsviand from June

llt'Aug 3'il Rent KdOmuntti every-

tlwvj included fool, terms court* on sua

raa»C*9aV(13B

Tkraa keeheeat apt. Available June 1

Tate over our itete Ranioealed r**et*ot

veter included Qraat lacaao* es NMaa
v..itgt Call 4*8-6*1'

Ktll VeJfcae ) oadrooiM 2 UikraoaeV
Ut tioot Available »'1 Heat and hot

maw included Call K3 4K(

YOUTft TRIED THE REST.

-COME TRY THE SfSTI i
ftk CALL NOW ^M
^k66S38S6^^

Taka Ova* 0e» Laaaa 8aak*A< 3 bad-

roan rumon MSO rnontk lyaan
WDtt/ eajaat teataaiti Male*. nd«aM
Ca»MMJ«

1 kaakmas apt avertable June 1

Dose B campus BBtVwowh SdMSTS

2 and 3 bedroom

apaffsstwt Sat neat. Naialiood Seen

Ma are snoatmg tuning Apr'* ** lor

sj-hp*

Respite Companions.

Wonted
tun tuirinw i | O

ekaateaaM Mi

EMPLOYMENT
Summer Jobs Construction labo'tis

j(x*l 'iUt' '•; ,j.i> Ma*. '<»*e akjjtj ***
r ' . - - •*.. * •- • '

i . '«- •<

available Handwritten k EIO

tmptoyw Haply to Gardnai Engineering

P Boi 826 Ctiicapw MA U1020

NATIONAL PARK EMnOVMfNT
Foiesliy Wildlife Presaivas.

Conctssionaiies Firefighte's & moia

Competitive wages • banatits Ask us

how' 517 324 31 10 MiNftOflla

CRUISE SHIP * LAND TOUR JOIS
Eataltent banatits World Tiavei Ask us

ho*' 51 »32* 3080 eatCMOU

ROOM FOR RENT
(tensem evailekee at a 4 bedroom Rj

msned apt O Alpma Commons Available

8/1 Call Ben or Aleus • 253 1510

I badrooai ave ilaMa June m 2 bedroom

apartment at Biandywine Rant 1/J300

2/1400 549 3878

mill
apt 6/1 with Fall option S27Vmonth On

Man St Call Come 253 6586

(•art esse*** .n j tu lohefl ai-t «

etien an bat 'Ouia

leak****/! CaHSAt-aVR

CeftVtSAB

-cotaat'erl Takeover saaaa

hows heated baaamani 1/7 east to cam-

r»t on bus route trVo are showmg "»"

ifl*J Apfil ot** try Jya*a# oftD 54pMsVWM

•mi ,l3»ekesjtktiii 24HOT

AUTO FOR SALE

Hyundai Eicel 1***
-

Our formula h» jsaantad at* Oai 323

«2t0 la MatiaOxsaWi rl't a cnete N

Ants Samaga h» i« all at your umuaM'

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT rn up 10

CaHVmoa* «> MAa il l parks raaorts

i rjad try US Na»n I World Reports

tmm rv an »
••

JCC Caaip Kiafmraad

A coad ouanught camp «» oVidftton. Mains

it looting loi suit 6.

.

Ceaaaelen wita Specialties la.

Aquatics Aieheri Boating

Ceramics

Photographv teat. .• i .. a*laa>1
tui lalomalioii

cast Wayne GeMttain at A»a Gbistann

EARN UP 10 S2.8II pen tuna ei rutl » •

watts Memolint naads I (uohty motn*

i Joal to dtract its svmmai

tatas/isuirtating pioiect at UMass
Contact Canan, * I88860»63a0

i«j tm taaaal purl UN ia 1"' A^JnUtt

WtR tram Neat appearance and mutt caH

•or appt Jonathan Raid. Hamptnra Ma*.

Hadtay MA 506 5302

i i aoajRoi ajl Itfjai Ntsal '' RRajJi

m Mowsatldii School m J P Start June I

Can 161 7624-323;

Nate ainag eeargelic stutaats

nujMs and waabandj this samatssu and

lor siaaatar Oomntrmm Aatnartt S7/nr

plus bonus Sean 253-0583

tat- ATtT Autnoruad Agent

The Boulders Available horn 5/1 till S/31

Contact Tarry tt 253-0375

MATE WANTED

I or 2) Summer wall

nth 2531733

t-l taatataa h> 2 bedroom bVandyyirine

S2O0/S305 neat, hut water includad

Sept Aug with 1998 Summer option 549

13(7 Clean

mm ft UtJs* TOtAI JteW- Earn up

moat* I'ee world na«ai

Cariooaan Alaska Europe f
rognvteard for ado. nea; (919PJ33 i«»

MCSSJ

13

jpsow- and y bus route !»}»« poet*

and areas CaaBHItV

aaakat Ouaraa food

S.0 Cat 25**361

lomSKr US.

Waatad Tayata.
;»#>•** f. A*t |

-y^ *
I

'

day l«ft«a>47«

•our aummar mm stars by I

taaaast eeant o« tna etdr' 1 The Msaan.

OWct a now eeaataa apal i r tli iM tar

PateaaaW rl ttttJaas atet Mutt oa

aiartaatl June 4 ' Meuaasg innastdt

i OManajl

Pan tuna wort lot 10 days w June and

Aug 1106 pat day Cat bataa May 5th 1

tBB»e»50M

Bertstire Sastatar Caatp teaches

paact/Kt«i<sm seeks natuir

cauneesors tor boys t

caatp craft starhers

TtMAMHl

fUUJPART TI»J| POSITH3NS AVAR.

ABLE NOW
movers driyais i«pervtta>s St hr

Hei.bie hours Need UantparHMsaa

Contact uet, Banes 5*4 4 748

20

$100 S300/week Part/full

Tuna 1800687 2121 • 123

fare ettra taaft maii.ag our r iwutai l .

troai home * your spar* tune Not

BK27B!

Te tkere two kedreeai

North Amherst 5 mm to campus Call

373-4*34

Raspiaiiklt, warm RPJ temaat looking

tor rgommaaatsl on Martha i Vmeyatd Bus

summer Pktaat contact Sarah 54*57*1

ROOM WANTED
Twe lemales

houteug ssarhng Fat tami itw B you haul

2 room as your house or tpanaient. gwa

Tauj a call #54* 2573

SUMMER SUBLET
3 bedroom PeWteR tpatlltBat with I

baths New unit June I Aug 31 (negl Call

549-5221

Spacious 1 btereaet apt available 6/1

ption $530/tnonth In Amherst

on bus route 253-0630

acioss from 71 1 piua parlor, uojuor store

Heat hot water electricity mctudad On

bus route S665/month 666-8490

4 kiBmas apartment amiable S3A250

par parson 1 month tree 253 IBM

Seasater Heaaaa taklel Amhtisl

Northampton 4 bedroom HarHey 5 bed

room Sktosk Reatlors 584 3478

lata: large tumahad. 1 bad

available 6/1 Rant negonaMa 549-

7417

aaaciasst 1 ktWilts m ftandyunne Frtt

4 Mot watet/AC Owal top Moot dart.

soma furniture Fall option Rant nago

tiabla 449 4740

1 kaitaaas AvaAakla m 3 bad

SUMMER SUBLET
r Subset June August 1 bataoom

full year Call Nicole 5499959

Btdiuaait aveilekse in spacious 4 bed

room house near North Amherst Great

bedrooms and huge yard S725 < utilities

Available June 1 August 31 Call 549

3792

Twe kedreeai apt aft* Fall option in

Amherst Great location, on but route

available 5/26 8/31 lor Summer

S530/month plus utilities Call 253631/

Puttiaa vnitk Fall eptiea Partly lur

rushed 2 bedroom 2 bathroom Call 549

5975

Ueaueaj tar 1-4 peapte tor 2 bedroom m

Brandywine C*i5a»«S1

),-*•«« BtJBMi

Please call Car'

21

up)

(65-5678

Twe kidrstaii availabsa tor summer

sublet m 4 bedroom Alpine Commoni apt

An conditioning two lull baths

007/montn all uWrtats includad Please

tan tnst.O 756 836! » MscnaBa 253

TOGO

SERVICES

CaM54»-4379

1 kaaraaat apt ' < Summer June 1 Aug

31 S5o0rtnantt Cat Gaott 7597979

I keabataat upajradad towakoust unit l

and AIR CONOlliONiNG

Available June August JBOO/moatk

Picas nagotujtae CaH 54*439* or 54*

55'5

FOR SALE
(aew Tew HigMs

ill DP He Sf»

HOUSE FOR RENT

Leeewe. kar 1 1 1

ax iiotasarT find Out 1

dant legal Service!

ejej sts MR

IbaaW iSpatajus A/C 2

. Ma« •* vt"M 1 'aitfi' aaasj "»
tjaeBfaj* vug nx>

Cat us at 253 9?95

out yauj apat«jnoa taaay

JV«

June 1 'baWooai
illy Vn>sh«d Oa bat

mutt B5B5 (B&-4749

t kejaVaaat apt - Bouo* 1 BJDB "ago

'4t« "or •« starting June 1 25*14'S

CM Am

Lrveiai

reps imoaWktv
a«k>V-Mk|.P0

it 253**: 3

apt -.»'* 4
'

Take pat* eat saaaa or si Wet tot tka

sunsaser 3 bad'oam Pv^rkja apt Raw,

*»t0 Cat 54*7*06

Bektkerte

laaint wrth

we i« J ) bad'cuat*

n» ouvaajeroora and tunaan

»ae>4S64

Weeaaat Jssak Can Car p»>j tvwycbn

'B0B44MW

COMPUTERS
Mecielatb Celer Stylewnler 1M*
Priater ••.boar* Moutt SCSI

CaMPtant t) » attawam ctwdahan M)
S*»55t

*MS«» Ceaspetei - COROM
asaarta kaybObK monitor pr

.

•

tCtwJtbjrajtnl*

Timiir. til Til CaB 800

4334075

NAVE AN AMA2IN6 SUMMER
Prestgious coed .-a^o B Mai ji^.-*"
seats careas, tsotiaatad coaaajt ttudants

who ie*e tats' GENERA* i SPfQAiry

S '. .-PS •vj»: *•- » BteBBBaSi

viir Be3ssVstaa*tB BBat^PATI Ca^ -

.

Tacowc '*» 7*7 2*70

Naaaiet/Live la eeedet

NY/tf/CA/tt| •

yapt uastauuiwal Pioattt itsajaad pnV
arrttan»iajtetXsthaa>tt.«3ca»aan<! »

35 Hours Par Wees

\A>.» pa |P*B»« i»*i".-»-

itm Cnaw w* stonta »< MA CI

PJ NH ME MB NT and PA

(eoaaperwxe-wcaivar,

Waeralbaaiyaaii

Wa are ktcsurw tor ervjrawkc

te '.

5ba«
be* BOI

I kedreew kewe
Hadkty Oow to UMass 549-4770

ttattaaa June w*> Sept opaoa Hadkyy 5

eaakoaw afJ njurPttakuuti * liiPouti No
pmCa«St4sskilk|sWors5B4 342*

INSTRUCTION

Have e levely telccliea

I
*, kj Ca" E Ni

PhD mEssthah Anyeubsect WV37K

I katpt Ca* aVWrajM of

Arnhartt tree tor kaa sttttag and essus

SUMMER SUBLET
1 kadttf. I kpeba Aaeiltklt J—

a

let Reel tttekiMi CaM I» \m

op* Jam 1 August 31 **truv*0 Oava

Jeaur546 3B0t

1 bedroom awtktbra May 75

Aeautl 31 Clean utwtws etctudad On

but PJetl efJaMkfJtJtfteBj ' *

t kedreew keete on bus toute

Available June I Sept 1 Only

tlTSOVtaonth Can 5*4 2472

TICKETS

WCW Wrestling Tickets at Mulimi

Cant* May l( Waserve yours todayl Carl

ujn5495*93

eVT Batata TsassM Gap* kw wrbVra US

avsudwg Alaska and Canada S4U0 546

«JbU

TO SUBLET

C Bat y Ha, H*M

ityouare at aetail cat dj*r>

649 388* eat 270tor BwauTPeat

*»;?«»»•"» aatiaaM »

Cat Heekdj 373 4434

parting AaaiWjbH Haw. I

krjngarr Congate 253 737* Agency f

I from UBS laptops

»!2*5' Pwa>ta»alt teVttwn 5*7 »U*
MEX

Ward Piaaaaati tesak Piiatai i»>a

ajnt bartuyuaed 119ft Ca* Jam, 54ft

9*40

for iwtworting and sawng 1

accepting appiictt'oni far 1

trnaatoa Ayajnejp SpstTStt S30a^ftea»>*at\

1ftL»«2 7736

IEAOERS NEEDED
bicycling tript

CttyCaa an aRta

, 32MB RAM 2 1 Gas.

2« CO ROM 33 6* T, Modem Vvaso ft

Peeateae Mon.to- 1 3GB HO CO ROM
2B B Modem Windows 95 ft 0'tice

BJBM0 54ft6**i

Btsep

WAV

->»
, « 1 p—
»ujRd CON

B0OO6132

Ofhce Atttataaal Part time Customer

wrv.ee phone word protattrng tknlt a

pka) 5*44746

Now
Hrrmg Free details 14D0-4X. -

Cktet Trswwl OtJscet n s not a wb it t

,.!» an adventure Appry at www studan

ta)f>aanlpaa uanAto ^^^

HOME TYPISTS

145.000 income prtemue Ca* 1*00513

4343 att 94*16

par weak Ejpenencs a puis but not need

td Cat 1 *B*277 97*7

LOST Si FOUND

leel field keen aecklece *

1 en 1 tatt and ruby m ma*** Ca*

Bag trkrhen/iivvvg rooms Summer ,4eJl

v-tsaal

Clate Te Ceapat
BJJBJBaeTal RVfaaWk* BM R*t*M

eatwtwar Seatteeae * " apt v so sta,

Ai«tjkWV15 Rantnag C» 2 but reuses

apeteck t. 54*5*3*

(pacieet. hsMf teraiaked •

uptown low rent Cat ASAP 753*519

option On Southeast St Ca* 25ft 14(0

wPuJEapa. Nawty raao-

vptad Av ariabta attar tav>t Opoentor

hat SiOanmiontt paajooabW

1 Mill Valley 3 biWnpatl. 2

bath heefhot wattr asdsaM AikNRH
6/1 wrth fad option Frit 6 Ca* San 253

cuvw- S54^^u«» aaj pa|fa3|

3 kedieea apartateet

Renovated Includes

7547 Poksdjtt laaaa tot

Sukhyt/Option tor Fa* lease A/C Rant

neaptujbti 5*9594*

31 2 MM

Two ree eted

ROOM FOR RENT

Fei Rent

Parking Quiet tuendty (335 Barbara

5494853

6/1 8/31 Butane 2 horn and patio Ca*

San 6b

Tate our tor Fan located m Puttkjn 5*9

(B7

Stadia Apt -

opton S38Q.month Ca* Maw 75*2*56

lkl*iM«aaw3kjk*iJunal Fadoptron

Ala**

Ca* 885-5514

:3ba*orjr

PamnwteO Jioaavmonth Aiailakll ft/I

l«atJ*tie»Ya1taMJa*0» .

1 kedreew la ftreaalywiae

June 1 Opwm to taka ovw wtw =n Sept

Aug pea) tor IktPt/hot watw included

Call 5*9 2991 \VCfm»

wrth Fat opsron 1 bed

Pnca nao^utbla

Busune At utiutsta etrjudad Pool mn CaMe»*07S

1 ftaakajpat at Ckawatt 6/1/9H.KV9S

SMO/tnon* UkMat wxkjdad Wak fur

lushed Qnbutrouti Ca*)*J6-5019

TRAVEL

EU*a9PI SUaA**ER*8

llJJleaa laWPtlMatal

WANTED TO RENT
leofcief Ur 2 ••Jroem "

cemw of town and carnput Can 2594J5'

i to lata ovw

lease »awa>w«te Oa but route Pool

A/C heat and bat water mehided 5*9

l bedrewa apt at Cavtsrdt in Sursdertand

Swunwiag pool, an bat line

asttudad Ourat location Pprby Kaytyakp*

AvwiaMi June t Ca«8(&42*3

Place your

Classified

HERE

.

THURSDAY. APR 23

The Dot) Wop Shop will

perform at 7 JO p m in Mahar

Audhoaruni

film - *. film entitled The Dp> After"

will be shown in Hcrter Hall, room 227 at

7 p m A brief talk and discussion will M
low

Film — "Sayta: A Prayer for the

Enemy." an award winning film on

Tibetan Buddhist nuns in Tibet, will be

shown from 7:30-8:)0 p.m. at Stoddard

Auditorium at Smith LoHege

urt — Pat Griffin will present (

-lide show and lecture about her new book

Strong Women, Deep ' ibians

ami Homophobia in Spun in the Colonial

Lotajuae in the fleam floor of the Student

Union.

Imure — Miriam Zoll. co-founder of

Take Our Daughters To Work Day will

speak frum n SO-10 a m in the Mullm*

Center Green Room, and again at 2 M
p m in room °X)4 of the Campus Ccntct

Steeling — The UMass Feminist

Majority Leadership Alliance will meet at

8 p m in the Cape Cod Lounge of the

Student Union. All are welcome.

Service — A campus wide holocaust

memorial service will be hold at 6tH) p m.

at the Campus Pond ( Rain site: Cape Cud

Lounge).

\\,irksh>p \ workshop fur hctcto

sexual* entitled "How to be an It

Alls" will run from 1 1 am noon in room

1 1>5 in the Campus Center.

Mt**aMap A workshop on making

college campuses safer for gay. Ic.hi.in

hiscvual. and transgendcr people will run

from noon- J p.m. in the Campus tenter

norc information call 545 -4H24

\\,,rk\h,ip \ wurkvhop on leashing

tolerance will be held from I 2 p.m. in

room 165 of the Campus Center

U,.r/k.ln)P \ workshop on homopho

bia and hetcrosexualism on campus will he

held from 1-2 p.m in room I to of the

Campus Center.

FRIDAY. APR 24

Debute \ debate on "lighting

Pmcrts in the Post Welfare fra." will be-

held in Gamble Vuditorium in the Art

Museum at Mount Holsokc College The

esenl starts at 7:50 p.m. and is open for all

to attend.

Fata A -lule/lceture presentation on

independent Tibet in the I920's will be

shown in the Mahar Auditorium al b p.m.

Wnwi The' li\c College apart) MbTaV

Collegium with the UMass Madrigal I

will ivrlonn music and datxes al 8 p.m. in

Sweeney Concert Hall at Smith College.

.Sen in- There will be a Kabbalat

Sh.ihh.il sersise a: the Campus Pond al b

p.m Then walk back to the HilkH House for

the second part of the service,

NOTICES

Viriir — The new issue of Spyhttrum

natgarhr- is in Come pick up a free copy at

the Spectrum Office in 4t)t>K Student Union

or look for the table on the Campus Center

eoncourse next week.

Schedule Change — The Faculty Senate

meeting scheduled for Thursday. Apnl 2J

has been rescheduled to Thursday. April >0

at >:V) p.m. in room 227 of Hcrter Hall

\ olunteerism— The Crisis Center, a

Maaaachtisctts Suicide Prevention Hotline is

currently seeking volunteers and inierns

lor more information, contact Gtna

Gnsmpetroat CJ78I »4«i-56O0e3it. 201

\ iiluntcerism \olunteers are needed

for the Everywoman '» Center. Women of

Color Institute from April 24- April 26 For

more mformation call V4V 1 67 1

.

I olunteensm — Volunteers are needed

for Oucerfcst on Thursday. April M) from

1 1 am -4 p.m Volunteers are needed from

<» a.m.-l p.m. Plepse call 54V-OI54 if you

are interested.

FYts ar» public service anrvourKements printed

daily To submit tn FYI, please send a pfess

release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the

fvtanagtng Editor by noon the previous day

daily listings sponsored by

//i//9 *T%/ # J+ UMass' only student run Television Station
M \m \JJTM \f m 7*W 216 Student Union (located to the right of the Hatch) 045-1 336 • www-unix.oit.umass.edu/~uvctvl9

Today's Program Schedule (*VtJ)

UVCTV-1 9 Premier
•x^Srvowl990

^^^^UMa$$ Po'ice^^^^
Crtewtnel 19 News

SGA Senate Meeting: 4-22-98
Akohol on Campus
Soul TV r*et^*ork

Mass Hysteria
Master Music
Sign Off

(m HSCN Bulletin Board IB UVC-TV19
CBS/3 Hartford a ABC/40 Springfield

** CBS/4 Boston BB NBC/22 Springfield

ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

B3 CNN
B>4 CNN SI

7 HSCN rViovie Cfi. Headline News
m UPN/20 Hartford Mi UCTV
m WewmSer Channel 7 TBS
KS NBC/30 New Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

B BET

11 BB TV Land

13
PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN an
Univision

Comedy CentralM International mm Cartoon

IS UMass Acodemic TV mm Much iNAosic

^ HSCN Programming

THURSDAY EVEN

WE0H
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
WVIT

2

S

WTrC |Q
vyyvLP

WGBY <D
WGGB |CP
WSBK

| CD
WTBS 1®
A4E
CNN
COM
DISC
ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK
SCIFI

TLC
TNT

CD
©

USA

Withbone i:

Newt it

Newt 1-'

Full Houte X
Newt

Martin n

Simptont g

20

23

HBO ffl4
MAX I©
SHOW 1©

6:00

Newt !.'

NG
6:30

Bunnell Rpt.

CBS News

CBS News

ABC News

7:00 7:30
Newthour With Jim Latiref X
Intide Edition

Extra I

Inside Edition

BcyWorld

NBC News

Married With

NBC News

Mad Abo. You

NBC Newt

Great New England A uction

Fresh Prince

Wheel-Fortune

Judge Judy "

Ent Tonight

Seinfeld "

Wheel-Fortune

Real TV K

Ent. Tonight

Chronicle R

Freth Prince

Jeopardy! H

Judge Judy "

Hard Copy 1

Fratier «

Jeopardy! I

C - Campus

8:00 8:30
World ol National Geooraphic

Promitad Land "Total Sacurrty"

Promiaad Und "Total Security"

9:00 9:30
Myttery!: Unsuitable Job

Ditgnotit Murder X
Diagnottt Murder I

10:00
Keeping Up

10:30
APRIL 23, 1998

Wait for God

48 Hourt "Chance of a Lifetime'

48 Hourt "Chance of a lifetime"

Figure Skating Champions on Ice. (In Stereo) X
«' "Hartito Kiir(199a Drama) Stavan Seagal. Keiy LaBtock,

Friend* X lJuat Shoot Ma

Honey, I Shrunk the Kid* X
Friends R IJutt Shoot I

Worlda Wlldett Polica Videoi

Friend* IT |Juit Shoot Me

Seinfeld X | Seinfeld (R) X
Fame LA. "Baby Pictures" X
SainfaW X |5eirrletd (R) X
Scarlett Police Shoolouts! 2

Seinfeld X [Seinfeld (R) £

ER "Shades of day" (In Slareo)

LAPP

ER "Shades of Gray" (In Slereo)

News :t ABC News (Seinfeld tt

Mad Abo You Mad Abo You jSeinleld

Family Matters [Family Matters

Frailer X
Fratier ?

Figure Skating. Champions on Ice (In Slereo) X
oWV Hifa Cop" ( 1 964, Drama) Eddie Murohy.

Great New England Auction Contlnuaa

ER "Shaow of Gray" (In Slereo)

11:00
Vicar of Dtbtey

Newt X
Newt

reatntX

11:30
Thit Old Hie

Late Snow X
Late Show X
Nightllne^

Star Trek: Nail Genar.

Vibe

ITontght Show

Mad Abo. You

jr

Tonight Show

Deep Space >

Tonight Snow

Northern Etpoiure Tt

Worldview ii

Pulp Comict [Make-Laugh

Wingi ' Firestorm m Dresden

UpClo«r-

Supermarket

Sportscenter

NBA Basketball Playotfl Teams lo Be Announced (Live) X

Law 8 Order «

Moneyline «_

Daily Show ( R)

Croitfire R

Gimme Shelter (R)

Stein s Money

Biography: Robert Mitchum

World Today X

ICheenl
Newt X
M'A-S'H

WghHInaX
Real TV X

New Explonn

NBA Batketball Playotfl Teams lo Be Announced (Time Approximate) (Live) I

Larry King Live K

te "Pry You" (1992, Comedy) AnoYew McCarthy KeHy Praaton

Wild DlicovarY' Lion Queen [Animal X |Mbvie Magic

Unexplained "Exorcists" (R
)

World Today X
Brett Butter [Make-Laugh

Sportt Illut. IMortayllneX

Debt

MTV Live (In Slereo)

figure It Out |Tlny Toon

Quantum Leap (In Slereo) X
Renovation [Renovation

Loil * Clark-Superman

Baywatch :

•

(5:15) "On* Fine Oaf (1996) 3

Intimate Portrait

Stanley run Piavnfli Conference Quarterfinal Game 1 - Teams lo Be Announced X
s T. J. ; _—

.. ._. ,,_ r...A »\ 1^.^. Talal IA//vnan"riOOI Uuetaru* I

Wingi Flight of the Falcon" (R)

IBateball

My So-Called Life (In Slereo)

Doug B [RugratiX

Seaqueit DSV (In Slereo) X
Home Again |Home Again

Babylon 5 (In Stereo) X
Highlander: The Series ft.

Uniolved Mytteriet (In Slereo)

ArtittCut [Say What?

Secret of Alex Bewitched

Siqhtinga (R) (In Slereo;

«*. "Fatal rVOTan"(i99i,Mystery)ColinFlrth,LisaZarw

Rockumentary

Wonder Years

Total Requett lUltra Sound

Wonder Yean [Happy Daya

TBA

I Love Lucy X
Forever Knight (In Slereo) X iRobocop: The Sartaa X

Ua'dictl'DetKi IMedical Datact [Sam Shappard - Story [DNA Dataclivaa (R)

NBA Batketball Playotfl Teams lo Be Announced (In Slsreo Live) I |NBA Baaketbal

Law 4 Order "Pride" X

Daily Show |Stetn't Money

Juttice Filet (R)

Sporttcenter X
New Altitude)* |Golden Girlt

Loveline (In Slereo)

M.T. Moore |Ttxl X
Seaqueit DSV (In Stereo) X
Medical Detect [Medical Datact

Walker, Tetaa Ranger a

Thaf Tnmg You Pol" ( 1996) Tom Everett Scott. 'PG' X
"The Phantom" (1996, Advenlure) Bilfy Zane. VG

X

**W "Fieteh f.rV9s"(1989, Comedy) Chevy Chas*. (In Stereo) IB

II Playofft: Teams TBA

"TnoSandar"(1997)MicriaelMadsen 'R'aTJ |HopaFloata

Silk Stalkingt "Internal Affairs"

High on Crack Street: Lowell

«* "CcyandaHarr (1993. Comedy) Burt Reynolds 'PG'X

***'/, "Young Frankenstein" (1974, Comedy) Gene Wilder. 'PG
i

|**-^ "Eraser (1 996, Adventure) Arnold Sdiwarwiagpar. 'rfaf

"Glidiitor l

'"
(1995) Lorenzo Umas.R' \***

,

TopGun"(Mo, Drama) Tom Crutea. (In Slereo) 'PQ'll |Stargate SG-1
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Liberty Meadows By Frank Cho
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Liberty Meadows By Frank Cho
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Kampus Kids By Adam Souliere
The Adventures of Steam Man By E. Carroll & J. Richer

|a—9l

H©i*©sc©p«s
ARIES (M*rch 21-April 19) —

You *rc going to have lo wait \ciur

turn today, but you caw use the time

lo your advantage. A search for

something special can pav off

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
You'll have to listen carefullv todas

when others are giving you instruc-

tions. You must be sure that you are

doing preciselv what \ou arc told

GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20) —
You may find that it's \our *j*«*J

against his before the day is out and

you must take care thai you don't let

your emotions take charge.

CANCER (|une 2l-|uly 22) —
When pressed, you may huso lo

admit to certain actions which can. if

misinterpreted, turn someone againsl

you. Don't be intimidated!

LEO (|uly 25-Aug. 22) — Your

honesty is sure to disarm an oppo-

nent today Once (Ol have the upper

hand, you mustn't make the mistake

of thinking vou can call all the shots

VIRGO (Aug. 21-Sept. 22) —
Turn to an old friend today to teach

you what you need to know before

embracing a new responsibility With

new info, sou ..an shine

LIBRA (Sept. 2S-Oct. 22) - Vtjaj

will haso kg w..ik hatJ todas to keep

a rival from turning something good

into something bad. More is al stake

than vou mas think.

SCORPIO (Oct. 25-Nov. 21) —
Though you arc facing certain

changes, the fact is lhat sou won't

have to go so far as lo uproot \our

self entirch Take things one at a

time

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21) — Monc\ matters vsill take up

much of your lime today, and sou

mustn't let yourself be distracted by

the kinds of things lhat can provide

"(•caps-
"

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an 111

— s ou can make good today H a

nasi promise to stKk with a Iriend

through thick and thin Vou both

can find renewed strength in each

other

AQUARIUS (|m 20.-Feb. lei) —
Lay down the law now and you'll

find that things at home will be much
easier in the future Communication

is the ke\ to domestic harmons

PISCES (Feb l«*-March 20) —
There are certain things you'll have

to reveal to others today, but you

needn't tell anyone your whole life

ston unless vou reallv want to!

Close to Home By John McPherson

Quote of the I>i*y

M Toy-like people

make me boy-like. D
-Massive Attack

Today'* P.C. Mtim
Ca** S4S-SSSS *W aetetra. fc*fas^*spl*

"Come on! Where's your sense of humor?

I'm not asking you to wear it for the entire

operation, just until my husband conks out

from the anesthesia!"

ACROSS
1 Sandhills
6 Those holding

pcryvcr

g — one's way:
proceed

13 Bikini . e.g

14 California valley

16 Albany's canal

17 Musica Uujrt

18 Colorless

19 Ancient
Peruvian

20 "— sells

seasheDs
?1 Stared at

23 More nimble

25 Baker's

appliance
26 Noisier

27 Soggiest

30 Conoc server

31 Woodwinds
32 Infancy
37 Bellow

38 Admirers
40 Golden Heece

ship
41 Changing

genetically

43 Like kiwis

44 Yoko —
45 Accumulates
47 Ancient Celtic

pneratit

50 Type of ball

51 Actress with

"Trillion dollar

leys

52 Arrive

53 AGabor
56 Taboo item

57 Demolish
59 Cables
61 "Diana" singer

62 Strikebreaker

63 High points

64 fcxain

65 Important time

66 Long

DOWN
1 Srvriflan*

2 Bryce Canyon
state

3 Face part

4 Yale alumnus
5 Garment parts

6 Start a
paragraph

7 Precious
ointment

8 Resort

9 Eerie

10 "Sesame
Street" name

1

1

More agreeable

12 Precious
15 Soaks up
22 "OKI"
?4 Undersized

25 Musical work
26 Polynesian

cookout
27 Student's

guarters

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOIVFD

vvIhI I Ir-lr-BzltlslTMTIHIAfW

it
uifjunii i-iK.idw mriarj

nmHmia nHBiaB asm

a IIS lie KuDHJW HUWHtl
msHH aHiiw aiomiro
ISlLlLlDMRlrlH lOJU]]

-12399 O iswsj umteo Feature Syrvacate

28 — Ben Adhem
29 Castle

protector

32 Sack
33 Stem
34 Mires output
35 Type of

molding
38 Pul6 on

(clothing)

38 Notebooks
39 Adam's

grandson
4? Work
43 Entrance

45 Ore-celled
animal

46 Pop s mate
47 Hum
48 Standings

49 German sub
51 Tiny Insect

52 Russiar
emperor

53 Columnist
Bomber*

54 Swerve
55 Org or soc
58 High card

60 Type of cube

fend for yourselves

Night tdito

Photo Tcchrmian

Copy Editor
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Production Stall
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NBA playoffs

will start off

on right foot
Oh the first tound. how the ln*t

round brings * smile lo inv taee

Hrutllv. we can watch teams that we
haven t seen each and even weekend

on NHL I lust wish even teum would

make the playoffs simply lo prolong

the season before baseball's

.jiiic schedule gradually slow*

the rotation of the earth

The next >i\ weeks proim-

keep you on sour wallet, especially

when watching the WMtM
Conference contenders beat each

other up before they become poten-

tial Bull pro

Knit \l.niM-r

The East has two outstanding

•und matchups, while the W Ml

wM. for the moat part, wait until the

second round to provide the drama.

Here * how things should stack up

in the opening round:

Enimn Cimfmim
No. I Chicago v*. No. • New leney:

The Nets might a* well eniov their

weekend in Chicago because they

certainly aren't going to en)o> the

way the Lniied Center will treat

thern Alter earning the honor to gel

humiliated b> winning Sunday to

make the playoffs, the Nets' Paul

Westhead-likc style of plav. where

the idea it to stand still on defense.

won't pose any threat to this freight

Hard work is paying off

for lax's Harold Drumm

The Nets fight escape with a win

in game three at home, but only it

center layson William* deans the

boards. Williams might not even

play so we'll watt and *ee Kither

wav the Nets' *tay in the pli

might be shortlived but it could get

the ball rolling lor a franchise that

could use a little nudge Ku.

lersev but it'll go in order in the

firs.

Bully in thrte

No. 4 Charlotte vs. No. 5 Atlanta

Despite having home court advan-

tage. Charlotte can't be feeling too

optimistic about thiv Atlanta swept

series 4-0. winning by an

of 17 points Atlanta's bal-

anced attack, especially with the

emergence of Alan Henderson, gives

the Hawks an extra punch Coach
Lennv Wilken* has implemented a

tough, yet conservative defensive

plan, headed by Dikembe Mutombo
and Mookie Blaylock

Charlotte's perimeter game must

be on the ball to stand a chance.

With Glen Rice. Dell Curry, and
David We*lev. the Hornets have

three jump shots that could propel

them into the next round. Although

the return of Made Divac in the mid-

dle gives the Hornets a little more-

versatility than would backup Matt

Geigcr, the Hawk* shouldn't have

any problem with Charlotte

Atlanta in four

No. J Indiana vs. No. 6 Cleveland:

This one oughta be a dandy, no

doubt With the season series tied

2-2. the Pacers and Cavs should keep

the NBA happy by extending the

series to five. The key will be the

backcourt tor each team, because

both frontcourts will neutralize each

other.

The Pacers bring to the table

Reggie Miller and Mark lackson.

while Cleveland counters with rookie

Brevin Knight and Wesley Person

Look for lackson to post up Knight,

having five inches on him. His post

moves most likely won't earn him
any points, but it will draw a double

team, leaving Chris Mullin or

Antonio Davis open somewhere on

the floor.

For Cleveland to win. it has to get

a standout performance from its fran-

chise player. Shawn Kemp. The home
team has won each of the four games

in the series. This time around
shouldn't be much different.

Indiana in fl

No. 2 Miami vs. No. 7 New York:

I'm not sure it \m Vegas has a line

for "odds on a bench- clearer break-

ing out." but if it does, go with the

over. The Knicks and the Heat just

don't like each other, and that's not a

secret to anyone.

Don't think that a Patrick

Ewing-less paint will open the flood-

gates for Alonzo do his thing. Knick*

coach |eff Van Gundy has platooned

three, sometimes four players, on the

opposing center. A big-time perfor-

mance from Voshon l.enard will be

needed for the Heat. Sometimes he-

shows up, other times he doesn't (0

points in 36 minutes against the

Magic late in the year).

Defensively, matched up against

Allan Houston and |ohn Starks over

the course of the series, Lenard needs

Turn to NBA. page 12

|0BM*SMSSMaSM ISSHM

Harold Drumm, who is among the nation's best defenders, has provided solid leadership for tive UMass

men's lacrosse team

By Brett Mouser
Collegian Staff

The clock was ticking in the Massachusetts men's

lacrosse team's most important contest ot the
|

Against Notre Dame and with a three game I-

streak at their backs, the Minutemen were leading

but the Irish, who had tied the game in three

previous one goal deficit situations, were working

the ball for a final shot M I Maal goalie lohn

I

With M ieco»dl remaining. Irish

senior midfielder limmv Keenan era

died the hall on the right wing.

ing for an opening against I M
senior delenseman Harold Drumm.
Drtimm gave Keenan his MOB, lean

ing towards the middle of the field

where much of the Irish offense vv.is

standing Keenan drove right and

lobbed a pass intended for Burke

Hayes to the middle at the restraining

line-

In crunch time, the big players

need to make big plays, and on
Saturday. Drumm did just that A
candidate lor [)clcn*cman ol the

"tear Drumm made another ease tor

himself, intercepting the pass and
securing the Minuteman victor]

rear, Drumm was named to the United

States Intercollegiate I taodtriofl it SUA)
third team All- America This scar, he was named

to the College Lacttttti I SA preseason first team

All- Alliens a.

"I would give it all up lor a trip to the Final

lour." Drumm said. "I want to get there and play,

and if the individual awards come, it's a great

boni

Coach Ora| lannella has seen it a million times

in Drumm* four wan in Amherst. In his career.

Harold Drumm

Drumm has managed onlv tour Points (three goals.

one assist) While the t.nelv reveals a

defenseman's abilitv directly, Diumm ships in

where he can. Against Duke, with the team down

S-l and reeling. Drumm notched his first goal of

the season, racing di>wnticld after receiving a pass

trom Kaatelakil and rifling one past Blue Devil

goalie Craig Scyfter

I don't like t,> >utc verv much." Drumm said.

"It seems that even time I score, we lose But I'm

not superstitious, and it the team needs a boost. I'll

do whatever I can to help."

Drumm COMtfAaBfJ) stays within

the team eoiieept on defense.

Lnlike Notre Dame's All-America

candidate Todd Ra**a*. Drumm
considers himself more of a posi

tional defender. Rassas. on more
than one occasion stripped a

Minuteman attack of the ball, gain-

ing possession.

"Harold's been great." Cannella

said. "He's your prototypical

delenseman and person He works

evtremelv hard on and ofl the

field
"

Cannella and Drumm have a spe-

ll bond, dating back to Drumm '*

adole-see-nt clay*, when he attended

a camp at which Cannella hdpad. There, he relaved

to Drumm that in bcrOSM, MM IsM to work hard

because nothing comes eas\

While the glory of a defenseman raic-lv lies in the

box score. Drumm takes pride in wh.it remains

absent. Game in and game out. it has been Drumm
who locks horns with the opponent's most prolific

scorer Through 10 games, milv four have found the

back of the net when checked by Drumm. all only

once.

Turn to Drumm, page 1
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UMass women's lacrosse

beats up on Catamounts
By Jorma Konsonen
Collegian Staff

I et s go back a few years — into

KM childhood II the new kid in town

had just come to vour block and
knivked vou oft your mountain, leav-

ing a devidedlv unsavotv attcrla*tc in

vout mouth, wouldn't you want to

kick the snot out e>l next kid that came

.nound''

In reality it is grue-

some hut in tlu

ing world it is called

being "in the wrong
place at the wrong lime."

Sueh was the case yesterday after

noon at Totman field, and alter a 8-b

loss to a first-year program in

Syracuse last Sunday. the

Massachusetts women's lacrosse team

ran away with a IT 4 obliteration ot

the \ en iion t Catamounts.

With 12 *>b left in the first half.

\crmont s \nne Bowman tied the

(MM at W but her team would not

le>t the next 24 M of the game

With the ollense at high gear, the

Minute-women scored eight unan-

Massachusetts 17

Vermont 4

swered goals to hoeist then record up

to 7-4 on the season That lies the win

total of the NKtf se|uad that (unshed

7-7-1.

Thoughts ol eclipsing the 10 win

total for the fust time since Ift3 OT
dancing around in the heads ol the

Ulflaaj faithlul, and with three games

left against beatable opponents

(Boston College. New Hampshire and

-ion I nivarsit) >.

thai iust might be the

However UMass
oach FrejK

McCWIUn is still aasJraj •» MCti of mien

sitv and Us. us feoM hei Hoops coming

out ot the gates. A vatieiv ot bench

players like tteshinaii Shu

who registered her first career point cm

an assist on sopboaaora Re!

Minaker's goal with 10:55 remaining

in the game, were able to eventuallv

sec nine- in the blowout, but it took a

challenge at hultnme to tullv spark her

i still not happy with how we've

Turn to WOMthTS LACBOSSC. page 13

Stephanie Pavfik has played like an old pro to help the UMass women's

lacrosse team match last year's win total The Minutewomen beat Vermont

yesterday, 1 7-4.

Sophomores Pavlik and Gorski

stepping up for women's lacrosse

By SsHh Kofefiig

CoOegwn Staff

A midfielder in women's lacrosse,

by trade, is a player who can apply

pressure on the opposing goal in a

leadership role on offense, and also be

able to get back to her own goal on

detetise- in time 10 stop any threat the

other team might he presenting

Against Vermont on Wedntada]
afternoon, with 2:4'$ to go in the game.

Massachusetts women's laci

sophomore midfielder Stephanie
I'avliek pulled the ball out of a ciowd

roughly 20 feet in front of the

t 'atamotint cage and juggled it into her

control. With a second of hesitation to

freeze the handful of de-lenders

between herself and UMass' 17th

point of the game, she bolted toward

Vermont netminder Kate Famsworth

and calmly whipped the ball into the

net for her first score of a game in

which she spent the first three quarters

being double-teamed down low to

keep her from acquiring her 20th point

of the season.

Her classmate and fellow midfielder.

Noelle Gorski. spent those three quar-

i the game tearing apart the

Catamount defense en nmte to a hat

triek that consisted ot three equallv

stunning offensive plays One. less

than a minute attei senior teammate

|en I lerker upped the lead to 7 I

do what Gorski doc-s best she

eruise\l patiently around the left wing

until she was directly in front of

Turn to PAVUK. page 13

Easterns another goal for UM water polo
By Paul Teves

Collegian Staff

Back in February, when members ol the

women's water polo teum were

considering their goals loi the season, the only

acceptable answer WM .i trip 10 the Easterns,

hopefully leading to the national championships

in l os Angeles.

Now it s April, and the Minutewomen have

achieved the liist hall of their goal. Starting

tonorrow, i Mass will play in the Easterns in

Maryland With I lop three linish in the Easterns

tkn will secure a bid to the national champi-

ons!

What is it going to take lor UMass to achieve

the second hall of their goal? They will need to

continue to use the defense that has paraly/cd

some ol the boat offense! in the nation and a

offense thai began clicking at just the right times

The defense has held strong against No. 20

Harvard three times this season. No, 17 Princeton

twice. No. 10 UC-San Diego, and No. 1

2

Maryland and No. 1 1

The offense has been unmatched in the last lb

games, I span during which UMass lias not lost

The Minutewomen will be facing competition

that they have seen before. They will see Brown.
Princeton and Slipper] Rock in the first round ol

the Fasterns and. depending on how they fare,

will advance to stronger competition. The tough-

ompetition si Easterns will be Maryland,
which will have the home pool advantage.

"We are not worried, if we continue to play the

way we have been playing we should do fine."

t oach Han McOsker laid

UMass has defeated ever) team it will play in

this tournament at*MSS| once, and with its often
sive attack the team should he able to do more of

IBM at the Fasterns

Offensively, Katie Grogan'l name keeps com
ing up. She now has scored 82 goals — including

her nine-goal performance in the game against

Harvard at New Fnglands. Other major contribu-

tors include Barbara Hickey, Claudia Clement.

Marcie Hupp and Andrea Vazquez.

The freshmen have also been an unexpected

surprise, as Sarah Newell. Erin Hillier and Katie-

Mayer have been u consistent addition to the

squad and the team's offense.

"We are very confident, and we assume that the

intensity level of all the other teams will be very

high, but our intensity has remained high and I

think this will be of benefit to us," McOsker said.

The No. 5 UMass team (24-3) really has every-

thing clicking just at the right time of the season

and are looking to finish off what they started

hack in February by attempting to qualify for

nationals.

"I don't think that we will need to make any

adjustments, we should play well because our

ollense is clicking and our defense has just been

consistent." McOsker said.

UM-Harvard
meet at Beanpot

It's rematch time in the

Beanpot final at Fenway today at

2 p.m. as the Massachusetts base-

ball team is set to tangle with

Harvard, the 1997 Ivy League
Champions.

last year, the Minutemen
defeated Harvard 11-4 in the

championship to repeat as

Beanpot champions. On Tuesday.

the Crimson crushed
Northeastern II i-i their semifi

nal to improve to 21-9 and earn a

berth in the championship game.
UMass beat Boston College on
Tuesday. 7-2. Second baseman
Muchic Daglicre became the
school's all-time consecutive-

games hit leader at 29. Scott
Bamsby earned the win with his

start and Rich Hartman retired

the side in the ninth to close
things out.

Massachusetts has also beaten

the Huskies this year as they
scored three runs in the ninth for

a 7-6 win last Thursday. Bamsby
earned the win as he struck out

three in the last two innings to

improve lo 1—1.

Yesterday, the Minutemen
played at Maine but results were
not available at press time. Travis

Veracka was set to make the start

against the Black Bears.

L
Kathleen Ralls
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"It's oh

so quiet"

B|ork talks about
her new album
*nd more (see Am
ft Living, page 5).

The biggest game
of the year

|ohn Kasselakis
and the UMass
men'i lacrosse

team will face off

against Syracuse
in one ot the
biggest games ot

the year (see

Sports, page 10).

WORLD

Senate to debate
Puerto Rico's status

SAN |UAN. Puerto Hico (AP) —
Retciung to take "no" tor an answer.

Puerto Rico's pro- statehood gover-

nor is determined lo convince the

Senate that us time the Caribbean

island gets a chance to |oin the
Union
Gov Pedro Rossello returned to

Washington yesterday for the second

time in a month to lobby tor legist*

tion that would authorize an island

referendum on Puerto Rico's political

status

On April I, Senate Majority

Leader Trent Lott told Rossetto that

there wasn't enough time to consid-

er the measure this year — the cen-

tennial ot Puerto Rico's takeover by

the United States But buoyed by a

March vote in the House ot

Representatives supporting a

plebiscite. Rossello said Tuesday he

hoped to change Lott s rrwnd

The tact is that tor 100 years the

Stars and Stripes have been in

Puerto Rico and that this is an unre-

solved issue,' the governor said m
an interview with The Associated

Press

"We have a historic opportunity

now and that both trom the per

spective of Puerto Rko and the per

spettive of the nation [i: n] some-

thing that has to be tackled

NATION

Husband & wife

shoot each other

FRESNO. Calif (AP) — A husband
and wile pulled guns on each other

and shot it out at church dunng a

marriage counseling session after he

arrived late dnnking a beer.

Both were wounded
With a beer in one hand and a gun

m the other, Michael Martin shot his

wife Wednesday as she tried to walk

out of the meeting at St. lames
Episcopal Cathedral, their counselor

said yesterday A bleeding Bonnie
Martin pulled a pistol from her purse

and shot her husband in the shoulder

The two took the gun battle out-

side, where Mrs. Martin collapsed

and was tired on again. Martin
allegedly hit his wife at least once
more before he ran out of bullets

"It's a good thing that he had
been drinking because he could have

hit her more," said the Rev Bud
Searcy, head of the New Creation

Ministries, which runs the counseling

sessions. "He was a lousy shot."

Martin was treated at a hospital

and released, Mrs Martin was in seri-

ous condition yesterday.

Police said they will seek attempt-

ed murder charges against both.

The shooting occurred shortly after

Martin arrived late for the counseling

at St lames, which rents out an office

to Searcy's group.

"They were arguing. It was your

typical domestic dispute Then the

fireworks started," said the Rev.

Russell Willingham, the Martins'

counselor.
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Zoll raises issues about

neutral gender coverage
Founder of "Take Our Daughters to Work"discusses ]onesboro case

L7M police release

composite sketch of

alleged peeping torn
umposile of an male indi

vidual has been released by the

rsity of Massachusetts
Police department regarding two
similar peeping torn incidents

that have been reported over the

past month.

On April 1 1 , a female resident

of |ohn Quinev Adanu (|QA)
Residence Hall reported to public

safety that an individual was
attempting to photographer her

Miriam Zoll takes a question from

The Missing Link in the Ne>vsroorn
"

By Leigh Faulknor

Collegian Staff

Miriam /.oil. Lniversity of

Massachusetts alumni and I

founder of the "Take Our
Daughters to Work" campaign
spoke yesterdas about gender neu-

tral nev.s ^overage in the nation's

newsrooms in a lecture tilled.

,uns i, iris and Bs

The Missing I ink in the

New*riK>m." Speaking
"

presented her lecture b>

referring to the
\

the Ion. hootings. which
urred a month sgo today in

which two boys who killed fours

girls in a middle school in

Arkat

"I started looking at the media

c-rage on the loncsboro murders

and what was disturbing to me.
which i* disturbing to me many
days when I sec the headlines

the gender neutral coverage by the

media about men violence against

women and boy violence against

gMbV Zoll said

As the media coverage of the

shooting, journalists asked many
experts their opinion* of vshy the

incident occurred

Some responses were from the

gun culture in America, family

problems such a* divorce- and I

(OMNSUBT COUSCMM

Chancellor Scott yesterday at her lecture, "|onesboro. Guns, Girls and Boys

not getting the support that they

nee J

"Nowhere in this analysis except

in one place, which was the

Chmttan Stience Monitor, a pro-

i! \\hccU-ek college put

her linger on the analysis that is

the question of masculinity and
man gender roles." /oil said.

"In our country gender roles ate

something that our culture and our

educators and our media has

turned into an event and a reality

which only exist for women." she

said.

/oil explained that most males

in this country are trained especial-

ly as children not to talk or think

about how their male gender role

influence their behavior.

"The media coverage of

loncsboro reflects this trend

around the country." Zoll said

m example she used a head-

line from a recent Boston Globe
article which read "Student
arraigned on rape charge."

"If the media is still dominated

by men and ll still dominated by

men who do not have strong gen-

'wiousness they are going

to come out with these headlines

and allow this to come out in the

newspaper." she said.

Zoll said recently researchers are

trying to convince the public that

girls are beginning to commit a*

much violent acts as boys.

However, the federal Bureau

Investigation irBli statistics

violent crime dating back |o I9W
that "JO pcrct"n > outside of

child abuse because both mother
and father commits Ml
lence against their children but in

the mainstream culture «H) percent

ol violent acts are committed bv

nsasi ." she said

/oil suggested to the audience

of 90 members that journalists

and the public need to begin talk-

ing with each other from the per-

spective of male gender Ml
"We need to have conversations

about what doc* it mean when if

you are a man or a boy: what
does it mean when someone jos-

tles you on the street and vour

response is to pick a fight with

them." she said

She said it is e>nly when action*

such as this begin to occur can the

public begin to deal with violence

committed against women in a dif-

ferent way.

following her presentation, /oil

held a question and answer period

in which she further discussed

issues mentioned in her lecture, as

well as any other issues audience

members wanted to comment
about

to a public safetv irport

This alleged is similar

to a report that public safety

received on Thursday. Mart
ual from

IOA She reported *a male with a

camera taking pictures of Individ

uals taking showers." UMass Chief

of Police lohn Luippold said in a

previous interview.

Baaed on descriptions given to

the police bv the alleged victims

and other witnesses , public safety

drew a composite and are search

ing for an individual described as.

"a white mala, early thirties.

weighing approximately 170
pounds, and 5-feet-B inches tail.

He has short black hair, bushy
eyebrows, mustache with a small

mole on his right cheek."

Also, police are looking for an
older model tl*fio> white
Oldsmobilc

Anyone who may have infor-

mation regarding these incidents

or knows of a male fitting the

above description should contact

the UMaas police Immntflarely In

addition, residents who observe

individuals loitering in their reef-

derwc hall, especially in the early

evening hours, should also con-

tact public safe

Students can contact But

safety at 54S-2I21 or through
UMass' arsonymous phone tip (bat

at 57 7 -TIPS
mgh fmlknm

Student plans to file

lawsuit against GEO
Service memorializes Holocaust
Annua! ceremony remembers the hopes & tragedies of victims

By Jason Eiseman

Collegian Stem

Universitv of Massachusetts graduate

student Sean Werlc i* planning to file a

lawsuit against the Graduate 1 .mplovee

Organization (GEO) over what he calls

an unfair "tax" on graduate student*

Werle. a entomology graduate stu-

dent, said he received over 30 e-mails

in response to a letter he publisheil in

the Massachusetts Daily Collcjiian. In

the letter Werle announced hi* inten-

tion to file a lawsuit against CU
because of a 2 percent agency lee GEO
will collect once it becomes a union.

Under the new contract GEO mem-
bers would be required to pay due*

which amount to 2 pet cent of their

earnings. Graduates who do not want

to become members will have to pay an

agency fee. GEO said the agency fee

would be less than 2 percent but the fig-

ure has not yet been determined

"To charge a sliding scale isn't fair."

Werle said. "|GEO| is asking well-paid

students to pay mote-

"

Werle said a fee is a fixed charge, and

the agency fee GEO is imposing would

be a tax. Werle has no grudge against

GEO. and supports them, but docs not

want their advocacy.

"I want them to have their contract.

but why am I being forced to subsidize

it?" he said. "1 don't harbor any animos-

ity towards GEO. GEO has a place OB

campus, hut I think some students fjjaj

they don't need that advocacy." Werle

said.

"Maybe it's a selfish attitude, DWl

they're asking me to pay for their child

care," Werle said.

|on Zerolnick, co-chief negotiator

for GEO. said some graduates may not

realize it but they receive benefits from

GEO's advocacy.

•ue people feel that they don't

need representation by the union, but

it's undeniable that services are

received." Zerolnick said. "You pay

your fair share and if you don't like

something, vou get involved and change-

things."

lennifer Fatsjio, C » I C) vice-president,

used the example of the curriculum-fee

w.mc-i. seimething won in a GEO con-

tract seven years ago.

She said back then the curriculum

fee was about $50 and now is about

$2,000. She said even though some
graduates don't pay their GEO dues,

they enjoy the benefits GEO has won,

like the waiver.
'

It s helpful when you have a union

to back you up." Fasulo said. "(The con-

tract | was passed overwhelmingly, we
followed the legal process, it's legal to

require an agency fee."

i .1 C) in the past has asked that stu-

dent* pay due* voluntarily. Mahmood
Ketabchi, GEO president, said the rea-

son the organization is becoming a

union is because so many graduates pay

their dues voluntarily.

"Sixty to 70 percent of graduate
employees are currently paying dues

voluntarily," Ketabchi said. "It's

because of this we are being recognized

as a union, and that has been the case

since GEO has started."

Werle said he does not pay dues for

GEO and voted against ratification of

the GEO contract. He said he does not

question the legality of what GEO is

doing, but will be fighting the law

ByMorgan Tobor
Colegion Correspondent

Yesterday evening, speakers, poetry

readers, singers and their prayers all came

together in remembrance of the

Holocaust with a candle lighting memori-

al service.

The memorial service was a time for

remembrance of the Holocaust, the 12

million people persecuted in during the

World War II arid it* *ur\ ivors.

It was a time for hope that in the futurc

with the right education and documenta-

tion history will never repeat. The
Holocaust can be looked as a historical

event with a present historical pretense.

s.iul I arry Goldbaum. director of the

Office of lewish Affairs.

Goldbaum encouraged those in atten-

dance to view modem day society and see

how recently the genocide of the Bosnian

Serbs and the Rawandans has been

allowed to prevail.

OoUbaOB acknowledged the unfold-

ing of the Swiss banks and their part in

coming to terms with their role in heaping

to finance the Holocaust

.

Goldbaum concluded with telling

those in attendance that in order for the

Holocaust to never happen again it is

imperative that people are made aware of

what happened, that people need tocome
to terms with the events that occurred,

and most importantly keep educating

Participants wore distinguishable yel-

low stickers with the words "Never

Forget." and a lewish Star of David

Turn to MEMORIAL, poge 3
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Turn to ©€0, page 3 Candles were lit yesterday in remembrance of the Holocaust's victims.
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SGA fund allocation

raises grave questions
By Bryan Schwartzman
comowt, staff

Nil \\

\N1.-\I ^

The iMponsibilit) ot the Senate's

Ways and Means Committee to

allocate funds to Registered
Student Organi/aiion^ (RSOs) and
Agencies is one ot the most impor-

tant functions performed b\ the

Student Government Association

(SGA).
Invariant) when budgets are dis-

J larger questions are

and the inter-

ests ol differ

ent groups are

i g h e d

against each
other for control of available funds

Some propose more monev should

be diverted 10 agencies such as

WML A and the Office ot M ASA
Affairs, while others argue that

more investment needs to be made
in RSOs such as AHORA and the

Outing Club.

Rccentlv the NVavs And Means
Committee decided upon a prelimi-

nary budget for the next fiscal year.

Twents tu RSOs and Agencies are

in the process of appealing or have

already appealed their budgi

the ne*i year

Seth Aviluan. Chairman ol the

jikI Meant Coauaiiiea said

that this appeals process happens
everv vcji and this i> mil jn unu>u

al number of appeals requc-

'l organization has a sched-

uled meeting with the committee
and the meetings will run until

Sundav Avikian said the findings

of the committee will not become
public information until the com-
mittee puts next sear's budget
before the senate to be ratified

of money call atten-

tion to the disparm between the

have's and have not's. Like the

administration the SGA must also

decide how important dtversil

•mnion argument is that the

funding allocated to the Office of

M \N \ MTairs and the RSO
taming to ALANA students i» di«

proportionate.

Office Director Nelson A

said." Al AN A students are the most
marginalized least powerful group
on campus the idea that we
receive too much funding is laugh-

able
-

Acosta said he felt the committee
is doing a fair job. hut argued the

office should be funded through
the universit) like the Stonewall

Center and Office of lewish Alfair«

• ta said he won't let funding

divide M \N \ with other commu

nine- He said he one day hopes
\l ANA can have a house like

Hillel lhat would foster a produc-

tive environment for ALANA stu-

Speaking of the lewish communi-
ty and their relationship with the

ALANA community one of the

which was hit hardest was
Hillel/lewish Student Union i|Sl >.

which received nearly a 25 percent

cut in lunds from $9,000 to under

$7,000.

Dan Friedman.

ISU \ ice

President of
Administrative
Affairs, said if the

cut stands his organization won't

be able to maintain the same level

of activism

"A lot of our programs are open
to everyone on campus." Friedman

said.

The |SU has put forth a petition

foi -tudent* concerning its budget

and is urging students to attend its

Sunday meeting with the commit-

ter Hillel President and
Republican Club Nice President

lamie Resnick said Hillel had con

sistently filed appeals to the budget

until last year when he felt the

funds were sufficient

"We usually gained about $100."

Resnick said

Mihough he is upset with the

budget allocation. Resnick did
support the increase proposed for

the Republican Club, which has

many members in the student sen-

ate

Resnick said if one combines the

funds allocated to the Republican

Club and the Sileni

published 'he Stinuteman i. it

comes close to the Hillel budget.

"Budgets should be decided on
activism, not on politics, and the

Republican Club has been active,"

he said

Resnick is not the only supporter

for the restoration of Hillel' » bud-

get

OuharJ Hill Senator Philipe

Blue sits on the committee and is

a member of Hillel Blue said he
will not receive a vole on the bud-

get because of the conflict of inter-

est, but will advocate for an
increase.

The IM nlv many
stories, and giving it more money
will mean subtracting funds from
someone else, like the Science
fiction Society who currently do
not have a computer to catalogue

their librarv

Religious views debated
By Dylan Lorke

Collegian Staff

Four clergy members spoke
about their religious views on
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and
Transgender [GLBT] issues on a

panel Tuesday night in the

University of Massachusetts
Campus Center.

Panelists for the GLBT student

group Pride Alliance and UMass
GLBT Stonewall Resource Center

sponsored event included Rabbi
Fddie Feld from the Hillel Houses
of Amherst and Smith Colleges.

UMass Chaplin Reverend Chris

Carlisle, Northampton Unitarian

Universalis! GLB issues lay leader

Margaret Babbot and Protestant

religious advisor Dean Clark of

Amherst College.

Speakers talked to approximate-

ly 30 undergraduates, graduates

and community members and
answered questions from their

own religious beliefs and exper-

tise.

Feld opened with an explana-

tion of how to read the Bible
Irom the lewish perspective Feld

dlscened how he thought the

"Bible must be read through the

eyes of interpretation."

Feld also responded to those

who object to homosexual unions

on moral grounds.

Feld said. "|Part) of what it

means to be a human being is to

find a partner and to fulfill one-

self sevuallv A moral reading of

the Bible asks us to ask anyone to

give up that which is integral to

Carlisle compared GLBT people

to the marginalized people that

lesus focused on and spoke of

how she felt sexuality was not the

most crucial point of lesus' dis-

course.

'lesus always included those
who were most marginalized and

most oppressed, lesus was con-
stantly finding God's power by
leaving institutional power."
Carlisle said.

Babbott spoke about the
pro-active role the Unitarian
Society has taken in terms of
GLBT matters. Babbott explained

how the society has I I resolutions

regarding GLB concerns including

a non-discrimination clause for

membership and clergy, commit-
ment ceremonies for same- sex
couples and education surround-
ing GLB awareness.

The Unitarian Society has a
curriculum called the "Welcoming
Congregation" that allows mem-
bers to look at homophobia with-

in themselves.

Babbott said. "It's a hard
class, there's a lot ot tears and a

lot of laughter. [but| there's a

real openness to the struggle to

make the congregation a really

welcoming place for GLB peo-
pie"

Clark, the last panelist to speak,

talked about how his

Congregational Church has voted

to be "open and affirming"
toward GLBT people

Clark also spoke about the
arrival of the Friends ot k-
Maine religious group that distrib-

uted information condemning
homosexuality, on the campus
center concourse during the past

few days.

Clark urged the UMass commu
nitv to "attend one ot the educa-

tional events or in some way let

the members of our communitv
who are gay, lesbian, bisexual,

transgender know they are »up
ported and not alone."

Diis religious panel and other

events condoning homosexuality
sponsored by UMass GIHI
groups have taken place all this

week in protest to the friends of

lesus

Personal art

lOMNSUtT vCOLUCWM

Graduate art Student Kriti Arora has her exhibit up at the Student

Union Art Gallery. The exhibit describes how religion controls and influ-

ence* India's history

Amherst residents asked

to give their cars a break

CoiWQjKin StaH

I

In the April 23 edition of the Collegian,

was reported that the a capella group Six

Minutes would be performing at the Senior

Commencement Bail. This information was

incorrect; the a capella group Meanwhile

will perform at the Ball. The Collegian

regrets the error.

In an effort to raise environmental

awareness, a group of Amherst cW
/ens have organized the Amherst
Farth Day Committee, and declared

this week "Give Your Car A Break

1st week culminates in a

parade tomorrow.

The program is pan of an effort to

get citizens to explore means of trans-

portation other than cars. People arc

urged to do everything from car pool-

ing to rollerblading.

The committee has printed up
2.000 "participation cards." whuh
can be u»ed ty count how many miles

people have saved using alternaiuc

means of transportation.

After the parade tomorrow the

total of all the miles saved will be

counted.

"There is a need to remind the

public that automobiles must be used

in a cautious manner," said

Hwri I ing Greency. organizer of

ur Car A Break Week
Greency is the coordinator for a i

kitchen in Amherst, and is a i

of the Amherst Earth Day commJMH.
"We want to be in solidarity with

mother Faith." Greenes said

sssjj said the 10 members of

ihe committee have been working
with members of the community to

put the parade together

People are encouraged to pan in

pate in the parade using their favorite

alternate mode of transportation

There will be rollerbladers. skate-

boarder «. etdatl and walkers. The
parade wilt go from the Unitarian

Sooclv Meetinghouse to Sweelser
Park, at 1 p

Greency said the parade will be led

by a fiddle player At the park there

will be a song, a clown and a giant

paper mache globe The participation

cards will be collected and tallied and

placed inside the globe

There will also be a speech by pro-

Tom to IA1TH page-
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Something

Every Friday

&

Alpha Phi Alpha

Fraternity, Inc.

PRESENT...

RUDY RUSH
Comedian Judy Rush has appeared on the"Apollo

Comedy Hour" and the "Def Comedy Jam's All Star Season.'*

Rudy can be seen regularly at clubs in and around New York City.

A live Poetry Reading by poets from Baltimore MD. will open the show!!

Friday April 24, 1998 • Studet Union Baaroom

8:00 p.m.

The Film "Amistad" will be shown

following performance; and on

Sunday in the Campus Center

Auditorium at 8:00pjn.

This series is made possible by a grant from the UMass Auxiliary Services Department,

the Office of the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs, and the DAILY COLLEGIAN

9<im

fill UflinSf Imprinted
Clothing ciacJ Gifts !!!

look for more /peciol /oving/

throughout Ihe /lore!
University of Massachusetts Campus Center

Amherst, MA

413-545-2619

Open M-F 9 to 5, Sat. 1 1 to 4 ,

MC, visa, AMEX, Discover, and UCard
cheerfully accepted.
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Campus Perspectives
Compiled by Jason Eiseman • Photos by |ohn Burt

What is your favorite thing about
UMass in the spring?

"It > the overall more positive attitude

everyone has,"
'Getting out of this place. "Sitting out by the lake, taking in the

sun ra>> while reading a good book.'

"Everyone sitting outside It's easier to

relax."

'The atmosphere, the people.

Everyone's in a better mood."

senior/journalism

Nortkasaftsa
senior/sociology

ChericGoulet
sophomore/undeclared

Southwest

Lynette Swanton
freshman/undeclared

Orchard Hill

lonathan Larkin

junior/bachelor of fine arts

Earth
continued from page 2

feasor David Ahleld from the cm.
ronmental engineering department.

who i« also a member of the com-
mittee.

Crerme) said they have itceived
help from Lni*er»n> of
Massachusetts professors and stu-

dents The* have helped put up
poster* and alert student* to the

oeni
"We are in a very key position to

take it or break it in averting this

global warming trend." Greene)

She said the United Stales

accounts for about half of all the

carbon dioxide generation in the

world Greency said carbon

ide generation is one of the major

causes of the global warming

trend and much of the production

mcN Iruin automo-
biles

"C utting back on fossil fuel con

sumption is the key.* Greency said.

Greency said this could be the

start of an annual Earth Da> cele-

bration in Amherst.

"I am a town resident, and have

a famil) here. We love this town so

much, we want to make sure it is a

safe town and has a future."

Greency said.

Greency said she was alerted to

the problems caused by automo-
biles when she became involved in

the parking garage debate in

AmherM She ran a committee to

get people to vole against the

GEO
continued from page 1

which regulates agency fees.

"I'm going to fight this." WerW said

Mm going to go after the law itself
"

Werle said he has spoken to a

law set who wanted to know how
much support there would be from

graduate students for a lawsuit.

Werle said from the e-mails he

Teen pleads guilty in court
id he will hase enough Mjp

port to proceed with the lawsuit

"I wouldn't (have) come here it I

didn't like the package I was
offered." Werle said. "If GEO warns

to charge a fee that's fine. If thai

was the case I would not have
made the slightest stink about this."

By Todd Spongier

Auoootad Press

memorial

Hello Botjs and

weektndt

campus, .check out

Cftn Cdnter,

'

•s Th* Path/ CoDtgiMn This

and off

~!atnxnoros-i play in the

^H relax, dream.

continued from page 1

imprinted on them.

rhese stickers were sum in remem-
brance ofthediscrimination that the lews

endureddunng their persecution.

" In order to know where you're going

you need to know where you're coming

from." said Erica Pirdade. quoting an
old African proverb Pirdade is the

Resident Director ot the Baker/
Chadboumc/Grecnough (BCG) resi-

dence halls

This proverb echoed dunng many
sssaecae* discussed h> the various

mulii -cultural speakers.

Consistency throughout the speakers

included education, personal experiences

and IK 4««.dusi^

Kolot. UMass's lewish a cappclla

group, preformed three songs addressing

the tragedies, hopes and strengths the

prisoners endured.

This annual memorial service was
developed by lamie Resnick. a senior

political science and BDIC major and
Robin Carcus, a senior theater major.

Both Resnick and Carcus are Resident

Assistants (RAs) for BCG residence

The memorial service was just one of

the mam remembrance programs put on

during Hillel v Holocaust memorial

WILMINGTON. Del — A young

woman charged along with her high

school sweetheart with murdering their

newborn at a motel fell sobbing into her

mother's arms Wednesday before plead

nij; vruittx to manslaughter

> Growburg, 19, entered the plea

a month after her bov friend. Brian

Peterson, turned against her.

Manslaughter carries a maximum of

10 years in prison. Under sentencing

guidelines. Ms. Grossberg and Peterson

could each gel up to 2 1/2 years.

Ms. Grossberg's voice cracked as she

answered ihe judge's questions about

her plea. Minutes before the hearing

began, she convulsed into sobs in the

embrace of her mother, who stroked

her hair.

Ms. Grossberg and Peterson. 19,

were both initially charged with first

degree murder, and prosecutors said

they might seek the death penalty after

their babv was found in November

1996 wrapped in plastic in a trash bin

behind the motel in Newark where Ms.

Grossberg had given birth

The stale medical examiner's office

said the boy was bom alive at full term

and died of skull fractures caused by

blows and shaking

Ms. Grossbug'' lawyers would not

saj what prompted her guilty plea, but

Peterson had pleaded guilty to the

same charge last month and agreed to

testify against her at her trial in May.

Peterson, according to his lawyers,

beMeved the baby was stillborn and put

it in a plastic bag in the trash after Ms.

Grossberg yefled. "Get rid of it' Get rid

ofit!"

Ms. Grossberg's lawyer. Robert

Tanenbaum. said the young woman
takes "full responsibility" for actions

that led to the infant's death.

"At no time were there any inten-

tions to hurt anyone or do anything."

he said "She should have never gone

to the motel. They had no plan They

were two scared teen-agers who were

in over their heads."

d
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Th« new balance
i

University of Massachusetts
Sport management Program

Tomorrow UMass

will be rockin with

hoops, food, fun

and something for

everyone. April 25 & 26

laa urate **•»

MIMeJHIMM
new balance

i: in muni (l

'; ..-.,( ».-M KSMfBf

Automonv*

Hillcl's Jewish Student Union is in dire risk of

losing 24% of its budget for the 1998-1999 Fiscal

Year. Last week the Student Government

Association's Ways and Mean's Committee agreed

on a proposal that cut our funding h\ $2,100. If

this budget passes the JSU will not be able to

complete its wide range of

programming for students all over campus.

Holocaust Commemoration • Israel Programming • Jewish Greek

Council • Social Events • Jewish Acapella • Fir-t-Year Student

Events • Social Events • Jewish Storytelling • Religious Services •

Poetry • Environmental Umich • Charity Work • Help with Diverse

Gay,Lesbian,Bisexual, Transgender Support • Cultural Education •

Women's Gmu^^M(r«J^WS*W^?fcY\ V*V
IE YOU CARE ABOUT THE STATE OF JEWISH LIFE ON
CAMPUS PLEASE COME TO APPEAL THIS PROPOSAL ON
SUNDAY APRIL 16, 1 1:45 IN CAMPUS CENTER 163 TO

SHOW YOUR SUPPORT. BUT IF YOU CAN ALSO

CONTACT YOUR SGA SENATOR TO VOICE YOUR OPIN-

ION, CALL THE $G

A

(545-0341), COME TO YOUR
a WFrjyi V ISU MEET1MG AT ^LHL JfcJPUfJ^|U,
PLEASANT ST) EVERY TUESDAY AT 6PM, STOP BY OUR

OFFICE ACROSS FROM THE SGA TO SIGN THE

If you have any questions or you are interested in helping please contact Dan Friedman, Vice-President of

Administrative Affairs, danf@student.umass.edu. HILLEL 545-4827
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A vicious circle
r>*»Ti t*m** t*^»*flK "•'

Last night the king of sensationalism. FOX aired

"The Worlds Wildest Police Videos." In an

effort to lure viewers to their network, FOX
relies on showing explicit videos, videos that depict no
lence. something that for some reason people love to

fee.

There seems to be something about the thin screen of

the television which separates us from the ver> real vio-

lence which is going on in front of our eyes. Most peo

pie don't realize that the violence on these shows is real

and terrible, because of that separation

Its not ]u>i violence that plagues us. The way in

which women are often portrayed on television is j

problem as well The media, especially

advertisements, project an image of the

perfect woman to get people to buv their

products These images teach women
that the) have to look perfect, that they

have to diet and lose weight, get breast

implants and dye their hair, wear

make-up and the right clothes.

But I don t blame the media I don't

blame advertisements, television or

movies I blame you. even last one of

you. Don't worry I blame m>self as well;

I am a hypocrite, but there arc millions

of other hypocrites out there too. We're

all hvpocritea.

I hear people talk about how horrible the media i-

"There's too much violence, too much sev I don t like

the way women are portrayed.* are common sentiments

But vhangmg the media is not the answer People mu*i

change, society must change The media is just catering

to what people want. If people ask for it the media will

give it to them
Media is a reflection of society not the other way

around The media is not causing problems in our soci-

is a reflection of it If you have a problem viih

what's on television, or what you see in the movie*

then look at the world around you The problem is in

the real world not in the media.

Sometimes it terns like a paradox and the media

can't win People beg and plead for the violence and sex

that maw media provides, and then denounce the media

for providing it But the media does win. because in the

end people can't get enough sex and violen

Look at the situation in Arkansas with the -

children who opened fire on their schoolmates What is

the cause o( this violence "' Maybe u is because people

Jason i ist man

are becoming desensitized to violence, and that is

because of the media. But the media play* the violence

htHMM it's what people want to see. It is a vicious cir-

cle

The videos I mentioned before that were shown on

FOX last night trivialize the dangerous work that many

police officers do. more importantly the videos used

violence as an entertainment tool

FOX entices viewers with glimpses of violence that

n't ordinarily vee in their own lives. Because it is

on television there is still something about the violence

which does not seem real to the human mind There i>

something about the television ^ieen which creates a

separation between the horrors depicted

in the videos and the horrors of real v |a>

lence Therein lies the danger

Despite the damage these shows are

causing to society, and despite some ol

the controversy surrounding them, the

public wants to watch them. The public

kg see violence

The same thing goes for the image of

the perlect woman rvcrvwhere in the

media, women can't escape the image* of

beautiful women, supermodels These

images reinforce the negative images

many young women have of themselves

Eatitik! Ji*ordcr» abound, girls at young

ages are turning to dieting to change their image.

matter how much people complain, this media

image will not change as long as society reinforce* these

values The media did not create this phenomena, they

found out what people wanted and fed into it

I don't believe in censorship, and I don't think we

should tell the media what they can and cant program

But there is another way to regulate it There is a very

simple way to make a statement to the media

Slop watching violent television shows. Stop watch

ing movie* in which the hero solves problems with via

lence Stop buying products that use unattainable

image* of beaut) Take the money out of it If compa-

nies start losing money they will find another wa> to

entertain the publis

When or I should say if. the media gets the message

that people do not want and will no longer stand for the

trash they are shoving down our throats. thin>

change.

As for me. I didn't watch FOX last night

\aton Eisrman is a Collegian columniti

The sporting life

Karen smnwa

I'm a sports fan.

I love the Florida Panthers and I've always been

a oft partial to Notre Dame football I Hke Dennis

Rodman I have Gary Sheffield's autograph on a K H\

napkin If I could meet any professional athlete, it

would have to be Michael Ionian

Come on. who doesn't want to be like Mike?

But on the flip side. I have no idea how long it's been

since the Dodgers won a pennant I'm not sure who
held the record for the worst losing

streak coming off of a World St-

win until the Marlins grabbed that ajjBjVJjjBjVJjjaa*»mBi~

brass ring. And I only recently

learned that "par." "birdie" and "bogie" have real defin-

itions

So my knowledge isn't extensive It's not even quite

up to par. But that's the beauty d it hen though I

have limited knowledge outside of my realm, sports are

still fun to watch And I know a goal when I see one

Athletics at UMass. whether it's varsity, intramural,

or even a wiffleball tournament in your own backyard.

provide the commonality that we're lacking everywhere

else. As diverse as our campus is, sports seem to be the

only avenue that fosters unity. We are a campus
plagued by dissent: What's happening with the Student

Government Association (SGAP Would an Honors

College alienate certain people? Are we a flyer-friendly

campus? Can we or can't we drink '

But I have a better question: Can we or can t we find

something, anything that promotes the seemingly

far-fetched notion that here, at UMass. we'd all be part

of the same community''

It's blatantly obvious that, in all walks of life, differ-

ent groups have different agendas. But you'll find our

conflict- riddled campus on the same page once thev 're

fired up at a lacrosse game. You'll find a sense of

uncanny loyalty as fans prep themselves for the

Minutemen to take the ice at Mullin'. You'll be thrilled

when our varsity sports emerge victorious, but you'll be

equally thrilled when your roommate's team take* home
the wiffleball crown.

It's a phenomenon.
It inspires a diverse group of students to come togeth-

er, for just a moment, to partake in one of the most rit-

ualistic aspects of college.

We rally.

We get behind our teams.

LI

Doonesbury
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A* spectators, we get fired up for games V»e taunt

the nppnaartg team. Maybe we curse the rets lor a bad

call Sometimes we tailgate beforehand But under any

sitsumstanscs. the outcome really mattct- We're

bummed if we lose, we're elated if we win Because it's

our team, we somehow have a stake in the matter.

And it's hard to talk politic over wiffleball

I ven if you're amongst those who prefer not to wield

a racket or tote some clubs, you've got to be intrigued

ijjjjjjjjjjjjjjbjj] by the people who do. What is it

exactly that makes certain teams so

PI
pood? What n it exactly that inspires

a team of thirty somethings to play

Top Gun in Haigis Hoopla*7 What is it exactly that moti

vates a group of students to go for a two. three, maybe

four mile run after their morning class?

It - the culture of athln

It's a mentality, a motivation, the part ol all of us that

prefers excellence over mcdu>critv h'l the part of us

that is all too familiar with the phrase It's not whether

you win or lose, it s how you play the game.

But no one really likes to lose.

There's no underlying motive, no ideological plan

There's no obscure, unexplained, or undisclosed agenda

that usually accompanies anything not met with com-

plete apathy on our campus. Whether we compete for

fun. or compete to win. it s readily apparent — we all

compete.

It carries over into the classroom as well, but unfortu-

nately academics don't lend themselves to the group

consciousness that sports provide. That's simply

because while academics have a limited audience, sports

are universal It's quite possible that even the most tal-

ented chemist can't comprehend a passage in Hamlet

and just because an English major can navigate

Shakespeare doesn't mean that he or she knows the

atomic number of boron. You see. the intellectual world

is far too vast to find common ground But basketball?

ryom knows basketball.

That's not to say that athletics has the primary place

in our lives as students. We are here for at* education

But if you're looking for cohesiveness. you're not going

to find it in Bartlett Hall.

College isn't all fun and games.

But it's kind of hard to get fired up over an English

class

Karen Sonnwald is a UMass student

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Teach our children
When we think of a young child, usually the

image in our minds is that of a small, cute

little tyke, playing with blocks or lending to

her dolly Or. at least that s what we used to th>

Nowaday*, too often the image* we see in our minds

and on the news are of hU>Jv sidewalks and prepu

DCSCCflt diCTKJCTaV

In the wake of the lonesboro. Ark -rusting*, ihe

latest gruesome story of innocence lost is that of the

rape of a "1-year-old girl.

kidnapped and attacked by

three little boys, age* 7, 8

and 1 1, over Faster

end in West Dallas What
happened to our society

thai we produce such mon-
sters? How could children

c»v« of a

crwrie *e+ nornwe . let alone

muster up the courage to

The two
younger boys, because they

are less than 10 years old. cannot be charged with the

srime. Instead, the two brothers have been taken

from their parents custody The same parents who
failed to instill in them the morals necessary to short

sircuit anv thought of such evil before it came to life.

The same parents who bred monst

Is that too harsh 1 Are the people most directly

responsible for their offsprings' actions actually unac-

countable for their crimes'' Should we instead blame

the violence on television, the liberal' media, rap and

metal musk? No. because we are all to blame

Socictv has a responsihilitv to protect and guide its

young members to become responsible, productive

adults If parents are unwilling or incapable of i

their children, society is supposed to step in and

over in the lorni ol teachers child protective

counselors, even friends But in the past couple

.cades, crimes committed by children h.

become more visible more heinous with each passing

\nd we run around like chickens with their

heads cut oil. wondering what H do

h> «imple rai*e and protect your children to the

best ol voui ability, or get

help if you can't give them

the guidance they need.

Those of us who haven't

already started families arc

likclv to in the near future

W e must lake care I

Ji-.iplmc and morals in

them, and not he alraid to

>e the message
free punishments

than taking awav their

Nintendo privileges Tod

children show a woeful misunderstanding of the

meaning of responsibility and accountability They

don I care because they've seen thai society doesn't

care.

Ml member* of a society are responsible lot its

children If vou see a troubled child, do what you can

to help You can tutor children after school, or nisi

provide a safe place for them to stay when their par

ents aren't home Volunteer with local agencies We
need to help those on the line between innocence and

destruction - before it's t l>0 late for all d us

I his column appeared as a staff editorial in Ihe

Lariat at Bavlor I mlnnbf

The ethics of religion

I

was walking through the Campus C enter vesterdav

when I noticed a very large sign that said. "Whv forni-

cation and homosexuality are wrong " What? I

gasped in astonishment. What kind of ridiculousness i<

this? As I got closer I noticed signs and pamphlets

explaining why my personal behavior is wrong.

first of all. why do I need anyone telling me why I am
wrong I got closer and picked up a few of the pamphlets

just to see what they had to say. Hey. I have an open

mind. What I came to find out is obviously, they don't. As

I listened to them (and when I say "them." I mean the

people claiming to be Christians) talk, they espoused their

view that it someone is homosexual or ^^^^^^^^_
has premarital sex they will go to hell.

As I read over the pamphlets one
phrase kept repeating itself: "God is a

God of love " Okay, now if "God is a God of love." then

why would he be sending anyone to hell?

I realized this was a much deeper issue however,

because whenever religion is brought into a situation it

obvioush complicates things. I don't know about any one

else s beliefs, but in my eyes, if there is a God. he certainly

wouldn't be punishing anyone and he definitely would

stand for that four letter word that makes existence

worthwhile — love.

The fact that they use the word "fornication" shows

how willing they are to twist language for their own pur

poses. "Fornication" holds negative connotations, and to

cast pre- marital or homosexual sex in such a light is igno-

rant. It is also ignorant to assume God would punish two

people for making love. They say that God is love but then

say that he will punish people for making love.

Two older friends of mine come to mind when I say

this. These two people just celebrated 'l.cir fiftieth wed-

ding anniversary and their seven children threw them a

huge celebration. The wife had gotten pregnant and thev

had a quick shot-gun wedding. They went on to create

seven children and build a beautiful life together When

Bridget DolexMur

the man stood up to make a loasi to the 50 wonderful

years he had spent with his wife, he said. "I will never

regret that night in the back of a car ." Of course everyone

laughed, but the point is. if they hadn't gone with their

feelings and with that beautiful — not sinful moment,
who knows where they'd be today They are a stark con

trast to the lifeless human beings sitting in the Campus
tenter telling everyone that they are wrong. I certainly

don't preach that if you don't have se\ before vou are

married that vou arc wrong.

So. what about this homophobic thing? If God is one of

love, he definitely wouldn't have a problem with homo

^^^^^^^^^ easjBBsb) In fact he'd be its number
one supporter because it's juM more
people loving each other Dotal it real-

ly matter if it's woman to woman or

man to man Absolutely not' God loves all. right? Well,

obviously not to the "Christians" behind the table in the

Campus Center. To them God discriminates and only

loves the people that follow their inane rules. Hmm... this

sounds .iwlullv familiar. Can anyone say cult? Hey. it

you're a Christian, doesn't it mean you aie saffMMd to be

a nice person'.' As I last remembered, nice people accept

others for whom they are and if you want to talk about

the Bible, then what about "ludge not thy neighbor?"
Now it seems like I'm picking on them and I don't mean
to. but let's get to my main point. As I wrote last ve.n

people are people whether they fornicate before marriage

or wait until after marriage, whether they have a homo-
sexual relationship or have a heterosexual relationship

We are all one These minuscule details do not hinder
anyone's relationship with their God or make them had
people. And if these people were true Christians thev

wouldn't be telling anyone that thev ere wrong. God. I

believe, would like everyone to treat everyone else with

respect and go about our daily lives filled with love and
loving as we please

Bridget Dolezsar is a ( Mass student
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Guitar king shreds Horse
By Joe Sullivan

Collegian Staff

WOC DALE
Iron Horse Music Hall

April 22

NORTHAMPTON — On Wednesday night, a

black-clad, stratocaster-slinging Dick Dale took the stage

.it the Iron Horse to provide ample proof for why he is the

undisputed King of the Surf Guitar

Playing everything from his classics to newly-written

acoustic jams, bantering with the audience, throwing out

souvenir guitar picks to the crowd, and just flat out blow-

ing the roof off the place, not only on guitar but also

trumpet, the set was, as Dale himself would say, bitchin

The Massachusetts native's career began in the late '50s

and reached epic proportions between 1961 and 1964.

when this country was gripped by the West Coast phe-

nomenon known as surf music. While developing the

trademark sound. Dale was also one of the innovators in

the area of electric guitar technology, pioneering the use

ol the reverb pedal and engineering amplification louder

than anything that came before him.

Dale and his two bandmates. drummer Dusty Watson
and bass player "Captain Ron." began the set with a

warm-up that sounded a bit like an Allman Brothers jam

and that couldn't have lasted more than a minute and a

half, but the crowd was thrown into a frenzy nevertheless

In his subsequent numbers. Dale ripped through such

classics as "Taco Wagon," which shows a real classical

Spanish guitar influence, the Wesiem outlaw sounding

"Shake 'N Stomp." which did just that, and the bold, deh

ant. "Take It Or I cave It
"

Dale took a bit of a pease to let the crowd know that he

has recently been asked to play on top of Space Mountain

as part of a Disney World anniversary celebration, that

everyone should grab his anthology. Better Shred Than
Dead, and that a new album Lord Of The Strut, will be out

on the Grass Roots label. As Dale told the crowd, "I don't

play on no wussy strings." referring to his use of strings a

minimum ol double the average thickness, he proceeded to

wail out "Riders In The Sky." walking outside to play to a

group of girls who were unable to get in, breaking into a

full-on surf jam extravaganza in the process.

Out of his jam came a stuttering, maniacal rendition of

Deep Purple's "Smoke On The Water," which broke into

the "Peter Gunn Theme," and then back again to Deep
Purple — the crowd loved it

Dale slowed things down with "Lever." singing to two

women at a stageside table, and then slowed things down
even further by playing a three-song acoustic set on a

Charles I ox made, white, hollow body guitar, which he

said he had always wanted because Elvis played one.

from the mini-set, the Brazilian-influenced

"Dellahorazante" was beautiful, as was the

Spanish-sounding "Desperanza."

Throughout the show, Dusty Watson's expression was

shear terror as he attempted to keep up with Dale, and it

seemed to get worse on the early "Let's Go Trippin'."

which was played with more intensity than its original

incarnation Dale then surprised everyone by rocking out

on trumpet lor his next two songs, eventually using it to

play the crowd- pleasing "Misrilou." most recently found

on the Pulp fiction Soundtrack.

After he told the crowd that musicians don't need to

leave the stage for encores, the audience erupted, and

Dale went on to play three more songs, including the new
one "Lord Of Tlie Strat." which was earth-shaking The

band finished with a flourish to a standing ovation, and

rather than leaving the stage. Dale Maycd behind to sign

autographs for a crowd of about W people.

Summer's around the corner
Harrison Ford and Anne Heche star in Sm Doyt, Seven Ntghts which promises to be one of this summer's

more exciting offenng's. Be sure to check out next Thursday's Collegton for a full summer movie preview

A triple threat
Medeski Martin ft Wood play Mount Holyoke's Chapin Theater tomorrow night with D| Logic. Tickets are

available at For The Record in Amherst or by calling 586-4686
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Bravo profiles essence of Bjork
ByDovd
AssocicSad Pieu

M W V>kk - Bnivo wasni look-

ing for a cheap excuse to film a travel-

ogue when it tilled its profile of the

anger Bjork with breathtaking picture

of the primordial Icelandic terrain.

I nderstanding Bjork's native Iceland is

an important preremiisitc tor under

standing her.

When she returned home at the

beginning of last year. Bjork went for a

nighttime walk where ice was thawing

in the law fields The crackle of the ice

and the Northern I ights above her

tilled her sense* and inspired the strik-

ing sound* on her Homogenic album,

an intriguing combnabun of strings and

dcctionk heats. Iceland's terrain is oth

Jlv and Bjork's musk, fitting!)

enough, often sounds like it comes from

an undiscovered planet The Big Band-

inspired "It's Oh So Quiet* is an apt

example Biork - vefea aeJOOBI

childlike whisper* to full-fledged shrieks

and bnlKanth capture* the emotions of

I in and out. and in and out of love

The cable network Bravo, in a profile

that premieres Sondes 8 p m EOT. fol-

lowed the enigmatic artist from her

debut as an 1 I -sear-old singer of

Icelandic folk songs to her da>* in the

punk band Sugarcubes to her lite in

London and. finalh . back home.

The 32-year-old musician is such a

priced export ihai the documentary

even seeks out the former president of

Iceland to talk about her.

"You cannot say that Bjork is com
mon." said Vigdis

hmnoogodottir. president from 1W0
to I ***>. "This personality is absolutely

unique. The warmth, the major attitude

toward life, mixed with the heart of a

child. She has an Icelandic »d\
"

The former president may not wani

to know where Bjork was the night

before she curled up on a chair in a

Manhattan office to talk about the pro-

9m was fighting tl>

man) hours spent Junking with friends

and singing along loud I \ to whatever

came on the jukebox

"Other people have asked me to do
this in the past, but I've never felt Nss>
tollable with it." Bjork said Heic I

rvalh liked the people I trusted them

not to paint some glossy picture of me.

to be truthlul Ihere was a certain

understanding of what I do. and I think

that came across pretty well.*

Documentary makers sought to cele-

brate her work at what was taatrtiaHy
the lowest point in her life.

She struggled with her rule as a pub-

lk tigute when an obsessed American

fan committed suicide after sending a

letter bomb to Bjork's home in I ondon.

The bomb was intercepted.

Bjork also attacked a television cam-

era crew in Bangkok when the) took

pictures of her in an airport with her

son. Video of a crazed Icelandic

woman coming after someone with

lists flying is never particularly good for

the image.

She hit an emotional bottom "l\e

got a feeling that I won't go down there

again." Bjork said. She never ques-

tioned being a musician, but wondered

if it was best to pursue it as a hermit or

to get out there and live lite

"It was a question of, 'Wait a minute

— am I spending the right amount ol

time on the right things here?" she

said. "It does make you wonder when,

because of the job that you do, that

there is a chance that your only child

can be killed Is this a pro-life state-

ment?"

Anyone who knows her music can

figure how this internal struggle played

out

Before performing at the Tibetan

freedom Concert in Sew t ork last

year, Bjork studied some books on
Buddhism Much of what she read felt

right, but she sensed that the goal of

mans followers was to become so

enlightened that the) lived outside of

their emotion* and the normal up* and

downs of life. And that rang false to

her.

Isabel Allende: 'Age has not tamed me
1

By Lisa J.

Auoaaksd *•»»

MU u.kk Isabd Allende had a disturbing!

She was speeding down the highway, about to hat a small

chid who was running toward her car "I jammed on the

picked up the child and woke up trembling.' the

of 7V Housr of ike Spina, hi

to pay attention to her dreamt.

She awakened from a dream one morning m 196) and

knew that a few hours before she had gone to sleep, she had

ved a baby girl Yean later, she predicted the concep-

tion of her daughter in law's two children and the death of

her daughter. Paula, who had been stricken with a rare

bscasc The blest dream was related to her

On a month long tour to promote her new book,

i Ilea* - < the Semei. Allende has had scant

•ime to work on a h novel she started several

husband reminded me that... when I'm working. I

dream of children and I realized thi» is rm work saying.

i«e for me pick me up. Save me." she said during a

recent interview KphrvJU* alio sprang from the fertile earth

of Aflcnde s nocturnal fentaaiti On a rnght in lanuary l<*M>

she dreamed she had jumped into a swimming pool filled

with riot pudding A week later, the said she dreamed that

actor Antonio Bandera* wet naked — on a tortilla. The only

way to deal with her obsessions wa» to write.

Dripping with lusty tales of food and its role in seduction.

xplorcs the history of a^aodtttm i dating back

to Cleopatra TV queen of the NIfc, we are told, applied

honc\ and ground almonds both to beautify her skin and to

inflame her lovers, hibus Caesar and Mark Antom
The book include* recipe* for both food and romance, but

is neither a guide to cooking nor a handbook for carnal plea

sure* Rather, it a celebration of all the senses —taste.

Ml, -ig;ht cound and touch — at weU at a tribute to affec-

tion and intinui

"V» ith sauces, at with love, you must be guided by intu-

ition and not manuals." Allende advise*.

Sprinkled throughout the book are talcs of erotic encoun-

ters, the author's and those of other writers both ancient

tmd contemporary.

For Afternic though, the book was more than an opportu-

mt) to revel at the joys of food and sex. it helped her escape

a cavern of grief where the had languished for three yean
alter her daughter's death

"This book pulled me out of writer's block. It allowed me
to go back to the craft of writing without the challenge of

inventing fiction,* the 35-year-old Allende said, her brown

eyes soulful and calm.

The Chilean writer u sitting in a restaurant at Le Parker

Meridien Hotel She tips Earl Grey lea while n*f aiding to

questions about Chile, her daughter and the pown
dreamt, langnagr and love

Small in Mac. the if a torrent of energy. It u only 1 1 a.m.

but she ha* been up for five hours and hat at feast another

1 io go before the publicity chores of the day are done.

Her latest project, the historical novel, is still in hs embrv
onk stage, and hat been put on hold during the tour Rui

next month. Allende say* shell lock herself in a room and

get to work. 'And I know that I can just explore that dark

place thai the book is now and I will find something there*

•Mlende write* el of her books in Spanish and begins each

one on Ian 8. the auspicious dale in 1981 that her life as a

journalist began to give way to a new career at novelist

Her grandfather Tata was dying in Chile, hut Allende

couldn't return to see him; the had left voluntanlv two veers

after Gen. Augusto Pinochet seized power in a 1973 military

coup President Salvador Allende. Allende's second cousin.

died during the takeover
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lacrosse
continued from page 10

before, as a freshman, she poured in two goals and yet anoth-

er assist

The WUcalt; have not been 10 lucks in the past, as the

attack exploded fa live pMaT and an Bjajja] in a 15-il beating

of L'NH in 1997 \ year earlier. Korutz complimented her

assist with a hat trick against the struggling opponents

In 19%. when Kagks' coach Mary Ann I-olev look her cur

rent position, the team went 7-0 down the stretch, looking

like a rebuilt squad to be reckoned with However, last season

Boston College didn'i quite measure up. losing 1 1 of their 17

games, including a narrow IS-12 decision against UMass.

Mi nine around, the game might not be so high-scoring

from the I agio' point ol view because the Minutewomen
have inserted two new goalies into the mix. freshmen Tara

l)urkin and |en \ardi I asi year against Megan Haggerty.

w ho was not a goalie by trade. BC made the game high!) com
petitive

On ihe oihci hand, ihe Kagles are returning nine of the

starters responsible lor that 12-point output, including

Danielle \\ ood and Maggie Berkerv

Ihe UMass arsenal lost high scout Stephanie Walsh and
defensive standout Michclc Uanu.gton. but retains seniors

len Herker and kn Bowen. who with 18 points apiece were

tied lor third among returning players this season, and senior

Amv l^eder. who was second only by one to Wamngton in

ground balls in 1 997. Of course. Korutz will also come along

Sew Hampshire will be weary of the entire Minutewomen

squad, on the other hand, as they suffered a 1V-8 beating to

UMass last year. The Wildcats have fewer returning starter>

than does Boston College, and fewer wins to build off ol as

w ell However, neither team looks to roll over and die.

"They're both better now," coach Francesca McClellan

said. "New Hampshire has won some great games, and BC is

ver\ competitive. We're prepared for a battle We need to step

up'and plav with confidence and ball-handle with confi-

dence."

If the Minutewomen can win their remaining three games,

the) will reach the 10-win plateau for the first time since

198V one year after thev won the only national title in UMass

athletic histon Total perfection is still the Massachusetts

goal.

"We're looking for a good game Irom mrybodj
McCWlan said. "We could be sharper I'd love to see 00 mm
utet of sharp play One of my players gave me a quote that

said. Pursue perfection, but accept excellence. So I always

want that total 60 minutes."
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Baseball cans Beanpot, heads to URI
By Kathleen Ralls

Collegian Staff

The light rains speedily improved to a pelting
pour on Fenway Park yesterday, just as the
Massachusetts baseball team was warming up in

the sprawling outfield in preparation for the
Beanpot final with Harvard The rematch of be)
year's meeiing for the crown was eventually
postponed until May 4 at I p.m.

In a way n might have been a blessing as the

Minutemen (22-9) suffered a crushing 21-1
to the Black Bears of Maine on Wednesday I ive

UMass pitchers cllowed 21 hits while combining
for seven strike outs Nuk Skirkanich accepted
the loss as he evened his record to 1-1.

Muchie Dagliere continued his record-break
ing consecutive hitting streak with two hits

including a double, increasing the teat to 50
games. The second baseman leads the team with

a baiting average of 471. Shaun Skeffington hit

tCOod round-tripper of the year, going

Vfor-5 with two RBI. Centerfielder Doug Clark

went 2-for-5 with an RBI and shortstop Seth

Kaplan went 2 lor-4.

This weekend the Minutemen head east to

Rhode Island for a three-game series beginning

tuiiKurow A.s of April 18. the Ranis were dam-
ing on the table of mediocrity with a record of

17 18. 5 b in the Atlantic 10 In their nio-t

recent contest on Wednesday, they dropped a

close call to Ouinnipiac, 9-8.

The Rhodys are led offensively by Rob Farrell

who has conneeied lor live homerim* while dii-

ving in a team leading 41 RBI Kevin Lanzilli

loot ihe chuii- with a batting average ol 58

5

while also powering live hon
The Rams have been producing 7.4 runs per

MM while the Minutemen have averaged an

A- 10 leading 8 9t> runt. UMass ranks first in

baiting average *uh an impressive .555 com-

pared to Rhode Island's .515.

Bill Cooke has been the ace of the staff this

season with a record of 6-1 in eight appear-

ances He is second on the team with 55 strike

outs in 48 2 innings, lunior Ryan Cameron has

fanned a team-leading 45 batters.

After this weekend, the Minutemen have six

games in the regular season left plus the

Beanpot makeup. May 8-10 they head to

Buyertown. PA for the A-10 Tournament. Last

year L Mas- lot* to Virginia Tech, 8-15 in the

A-IOfinal-
Uinutcmrn Sutes (as of April 141: Dagliere

unks third in the All) with an average ol

444. Pete Gautreau leads the league in stolen

bases per game, swiping .061 per game Bill

Cooke and fiavis \ eracka rank third and
fourth, respective!) in ERA with averagi

2 59 and 2.70.

Women s track second

in Atlantic 1 warmup
By Jana Benctoter

Collegian Staff

Washed away
twlViUMii (Oi|(.u»'.

The UMass softball team's game against Hofstra yesterday was rained out. This weekend the

Minutewomen face St loseph's and Temple.

Textbook
Buyback
Campus Center
1st Floor- Room 162

«££&».

*4SS 1&

While track and field is made
up of individual events, this past

weekend the members of the

Massachusetts women's track

team pulled together in each
event to grab second place at a

meet at the Lniver-iiv

l onneciiciit.

At the meet. Brown received

first place with a score of 150

points. UMass grabbed second
with 112. Svususe took third

with a total ol I0t> point- and
nn finished in fourth with

102. Also at the meet were
Providence College l5th. 42 ptsl.

the Rhode Island iblh. 57 pi-i

and Boston College (7th. 55 pes)

"I-veivune on the learn is train

ing hard and competing well We
are getting ready (or the Atlantic

10 competition, " said co-captain

Shana Mitchell

Mitchell proved her woid-
through her action- She earned a

lir-t place lor the Minutewomen
in the hammer throw tt>v* tc-i

With thai -clung if

Mitchell also beat her throw Irom

the last meet and qualified tot

Ni \At. making her the firs!

woman to qualify in the hammer
event lor L Mass Mitchell

added a second place lor the

squad in the ditcus and in the

process, setting another a person-

al record

Other record this past

weekend were Shelanda Irish and

Sihfa Kenku Irish broke 19

* inches in the long jump and
placed first in the event good

enough for ihe school rev

Irish also had her fastest time in

the 200m dash, placing her 6th

with a 25 07

Kenku broke her own record in

the 400m hurdles with a time of

61 21 second- Along with

Mitchell. Kenku broke ihe mark
a week's time Kenku took

place in the hurdle*, as

the was nipped bv Adnenne
Schereruel from Syracuse

Rosey Bryan finished first place

|aa the squad in the triple jump
She placed third in the long jump
with a jump of 18- feet.

5/4-inches. and came in fourth

place in the 1 00m high hurdles

with a time of 14 16 second*

The UMass squad grabbed
i of its points m the set

third and even fourth place i

tiont Rebecca Donaghue finished

in fourth place in the 800m run

and the 1.500m run Her time in

the 800m run was 2 18 61 and in

the 1.500 was 4:57.58. Along
with Donaghue was Nicole Way.
who placed fifth in the 1.500m
run with a time ol 4 59 29

In the 5.000m. Christy Martin

ran to a third place finish with a

nine 10:12.62 while teammate
Sally Hirsch took fifth with a

10 1 5 55 Also in distance. Trace)

Meagher came in third in the

5.000m run with a time of

1805 75. Meagher took a

ic-markable 52 seconds off her

previous time and had a personal

record for the day — a feat which

places Meagher fourth overall in

the Atlantic 10 For the UMass
squad, I i/ Sheptvck also placed

in the 5,000m run with a time of

20:17 80
In the relays, the Minutewomen

placed lourth and second In the

4x100 relay, the team of Fmma
Gardiner. Raqeil Shelton. Anya

i and Irish placed fourth

with a time ol 48 12 The 4x400
iclav squad of Michelle Cooper.

Vvdrca Comeau. Kenku and Irish

placed second with a time of

>49 56

Carole LePtanle' strong perfor-

mance in the shot earned her sec-

ond place with a throw of

40 leet 9-inches. Also placing in

the shot put was Alison Tosievin.

who came in sixth place with a

throw of 58-feet. 5-inchet.

I .ePIanie placed fifth in the dit-

cus. while tcammale Tosievin

placed sixth grabbing more points

the I Mas* squad.

In the javelin, freshman Sharyn

Harrison placed fourth, with a

throw of 121 feel. 10-inches.

"Thit meet was very exciting

Mi was the first time in the pact

10 years that we beat UConn
MM wat alto a big win

becaute we never tee them unlaw
we are at the K U Ihe women
did an outstanding job in cverv

event putting out strong compel i

lion." said coach lulic laFrenierc.

Virginia Tech is still favored

lor ihe Atlantic 10 competition,

but the UMass squad is perform-

ing at a higher caliber.

"We like being the under -dog."

Mitchell said.

There will be seven women pet-

forming st Penn Relays in

Philadelphia. April 25-24 The
seven woaten traveling are Irish

Mitchell. Donaghue. Forest.

Bryan. Murphy and Comeau. This

will be the next ttep in preparing

the Minutewomen for the Atlantic

l(i championships.

that is our goal, to win the

\ 10 Championship." Mitchell

said

The Massachusetts baseball team, which will tace Rhode Island this weekend, was rained out in its attempt to play Harvard in the finals of the Beanpot

yesterday.

Thurs.. 5/14-Fri. 5/15

Sat. 5/16

Mon. 5/1 8-Tues. 5/19

Wed. 5/20-Fri. 5/22

9 AM-5 PM
1 2 AM-4 PM
9 AM-5 PM
9 AM-6 PM

Textbook Annex
Thurs. 5/14-Fri. 5/15

Mon. 5/1 8-Fri. 5/22

Tues. 5/26-Wed. 5/27

9 AM-4 PM
9 AM-4 PM
9 AM-4 PM

Hampden in Southwest
Wed. 5/20-Thurs. 5/21 10 AM-6 PM
Fri. 5/22 10 AM-5 PM

.if
i have iyou tuvr qontions about how much von rt

drinking,, and whether or not it's a problem
we can help vou figure it out.

WAS YOUR LAST SOBER WEE

contact RF.AP** 545-0 1.5"

I Residential Education Alcohol Program!

REAP is a Student Assistance Program

I ociied in Moore Residence Hall lobby
South West

Stop By Anytime!!!
uwt.umass.edu/rso/colegiaii

^Mal ^m

Kl< WAIll) 85000
tummrmma

CM 508-862-4804 Barton or DemU
FAX 508 382 7978, e-mail barprenfcepecod.net

webette lit^://www.capecod.net -bprentJc

There) will be a mandatory
ii averting Monday, April 27 at S pjba.

CoMmgtmn offices. All sports

«it

t

end and new writers are
b eats will be discussed. If you
K contact Michael Kobytansk or

Kane at
"•Itir* -Jmm

UMass
Student
Legal
Services
Office

FREE
confidential

professional
legal services

for UMass
students!

545-1995

922 CAMPUS CENTER

-

CRAZEPromotions Presents

WJ$/S&f99&J^

Affordable
Jewelry Natural Fiber Scarve;

Blouses Skirts Dresses

Amherst

of
Earrings

Rings

mm.
Shnrte

Skirts

111
Chwrar^C^ Candles

• IncenseShoes

li

EO to 5QX
off ilected

Clothing

& Cr-tOitf V4" ^MFCH 9pm
ercantile Sun «-5

Daily 10-6
Northampton- 18 Center St
Amhcrat-Carriage Shops

and .SUB

Sponsored by

-v^ -Pizza-
B0UNCEH0USE ON THE DECK!

House PJ with a special appearance by DJ BOB!

Blasts of Confetti throughout the Night!

Erotic Contests all night long including a

SEXY SILHOUETTE CONTEST~the winner

wins a trip to Las Vegas
Cotie frfay Snow Cone Machine

^

April

25

(alcoholic and

non-alcoholic)

Cotton Candy

Popcorn

Hamburgers and

Hotdoqs
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ANNOUNCEMENTS | APAHI Ml N I » OH RENT

OvV«YlmGay
A panel discussion on being Gay

Lesbian, or Bisexual and Jewish

Monday. April 27. 8pm Campus

Center 171-173 Sponsors

LesbiGay Group of the 5- Colleges

APARTMENT TOR RTNT

2 wsdrosa tar real or sublet m
Cliffside $665/month Utilities

included Call 665-8033

I aseVewa Easily accomodates 4.

$530 a month On busline

»671 256-4877.

6/1 Call 253 6423

Available

1 oodreoa apt Available June 1

On busline Close to campus 549-

4675

i 2 bedroom mobile home.

pas heat $500 No pets First.

Set, and Security Call 253 5413

Take Oeee f ir Laaaa One

bedroom at Puffton New rug and

Mint Plenty of room for 2

onth includes heat/hot

water Available June 1st Call

John or Brian 549- 11 48

I bedreoa apt. Main St

Available 6/1 Call 253 1445

PasHea VHtaae Newly (enovated

3 bedroom 2 bathroom apt Heat

and hot water included On bus

route $1035/month Call 549

6554 Available June 1

able at Cliffside on Rt 116.

Sunderland from June 1st- Aug

31st Rent $530/month everything

included Pool, tennis courts, on

bus route Call 665-81 30

1 bedreoa apt 1/2 mile from

campus Available 6/1 549-5185

Mill Valley 3 bedrooms. 2 barn-

rooms, 1st floor Available 6/1

Heat and hot water included Call

253-4956

COMPUTERS
Macintosh Color Stylewnter

1HI Priater. Keyboard, Mouse.

SCSI Equipment is in excellent

condition B/0 549-5514

1

Busline Close to

$560/month 54*4575

Take Ova. Oar Laaaa Beautiful 3

bedroom Puffton $650/month

smmiwi $900/ month regularly

•xluded Call 549-8745

1 bedreoa aeertaeet 1 1/2

beta gas heat Gnat location on

bw route Available 6/1 CaflSO

**

1

campus

1. 2. and 3 bed-

room apartments Gas heal hard-

wood floors We are showing

starting April 6th tor June and

September leases Lincoln Real

Estate 253-7879

|M bMl
hardwood floors

1/2 rwkttt on bus

1-3 bedreoa apt m Puffton

Available June 1st Renovated.

Cad

We are showing starting

na and SeptemberApril 6tt for June

leases $1350 plus utilities

7879

253

i from The Pub 1

bedroom apt for 2 people Take

B6V1 Call 253 6999

I
fits

- easily

5 large living room and

Close to uptown and on

feat route Big front porch and

sjwn Can 256-6085'

laearsaw opt Avertable 6/1 fad

option On but route in

Sunderland AH utilities included

Pool and tennis courts Call 865-

3556

Jewel 1 bedroom m Sunderland

Utilities included Partially fur-

wsrwd On bus route $565 885
4749

AUTO FOR SALE

I 5 spaed. A/C

cruise, stereo, and many extras

156.000 miles

I rust $2800 413-256-1215

i $H Standard 4 door

Sedan 131.000 miles Runs greet

wonderful condition, no rust

I

$1800 or best offer 546-

Hvaadei Excel l*M Standard,

$875 Call 665 7232

t bedreoa apt m Boulders $600

negotiable for rant starting June

1 2551415

™Sn 2535423

E-MC2
Our formula for unwanted vehi

dee- 323-4210 m Massachusetts

it's a crime to wave your vehicle

behind Call Westover Autc

Salvage for removal of your

„-wa->. vehicle before you wave
~» i--

Take ever ear laaaa or sublet

for the summer 3 bedroom
(Vfton apt Rant $910 Call 545

•elcbertowe: charming 2 bed-

room apartment with dewig room

and sunken kitchen Irving room

Available June 1 Call HeMi •
3254434^

IflaT? ffv—dei Excel V* , v
nator water pump, brakes, muf-

fler tailpipe, etheust system

belts Needs new head gasket

Overall good condition $350 or

B/0 Call 2555351

I Teresas Novas. Prions.

Sentras Any condition Cash paid

everyday 1-800549-4795

Crestview
Laundry, bus. parking Available

for summer or longer

gate 253 2326 Agency fee

CAM I

Seuad and sold locally tfes month

L*B522 2730 ext 4554

Wasted Jaak Cars Cash paid

everyday 1 8005454796

r with CDROM.
mouse, keyboard, monitor, original

Packard Bell boxes Optional TV

and Graphics Cards for extra $400

6655504

City Communications
Pentium 233MMX. 32MB RAM
2 1 Gig. 24X CO ROM, 33 6K, Ti

Modem. Video & Audio Cards with

Tinasi I
Plus. 14 inch flat screen

digital monitor. Windows 95. key

board PS2 mouse $1150 546

6826

EMPLOYMENT

CAMP STAFF

Are you an energetic, enthusiastic,

psmaja*aaawaaaM »«
ested m spending summer days m
the out-of-doors* Girl Scouts are

seeking persons to till camp coon

seta lifeguard and program post

tions in local day camps July 6

August 7 Training is provided

Contact WMGSC at 800-462 9100

for information AA/EOE

CAMP TAKAJO tor boys, on Long

Lake. Naples Maine, noted (or

picturesque location, exceptional

facilities, and outstanding pro

grams FREE TRAVEL June 22

August 23 Over 50 counselor posi-

tions in tennis, lacrosse swim
mmg tailing, scuba, archery.

woodworking, ceramics, few arts,

radio and electronics backpack

mg Call Mike Serbun at 800-250-

8252 for additional information

CAMP CAMAOENSIS. Pocono

Mountains PA Excellent residen

tial coed summer camp Caring

counselors to teach Tennis

Swimming. Golf Lacrosse.

Wrestling. Fishing. Honda trail

bikes Ropes/outdoor program

Waterfront and much more 1

Excellent facilities and great

salary' 6/20/98 8/17/98 Call

1800)832 8228 or E mail us at

camp4youOaol com for an appii

cation You can find us on the web

at WWW CANADENSIS COM

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT Earn

up to $3.000/montn m fisheries,

parks resorts Airfare'

Food/lodging 1 Our service recom-

mended by US News & World

Reports (9191933 1939 ext A150

CRUISE & LAN0 TOUR JOBS
Earn up to $2.000/month Free

world travel (Caribbean. Alaska.

Europe, etc)' Free roorn/bosrd For

iflto ring (919)933 1939. ext

Live ie pesitiee at residential

summer camp m Charlton. MA or

day camp in Adams. MA
AwMabw to anyone who honestly

likes being with kids Call 800

433-8375

EARN UP TO S2JM part tune m
just 4-8 weeks Memolink needs 1

highly motivated individual to

direct its summer sales/marketing

project at UMass Contact Carter*

at (888J5055380

_ _ yov b»« l* tic WrftlfvtlX M**s *re«>

for you looking la* ft ftfto luntiMt tob

•uh tWubb lioun?

of WenlwW » .«kmt r»rpn imMr
'

i ft* W raftwftt cotaswiatvi lot adv
ith Jiniiliiin ThaiiaBi

EMPLOYMENT

Respite Companions

tjopki . j ikMftfi «aJ m*k« ft .tiller

»i hit' Pin nwlai-
ftftuftftbk You mufti h«vf

»xc#ftft fto ft Cftr ft»a **l*d dnw'i becoftf

PWftX cftS or Mitt or Iftftbftl «
i«i)i S4J «ns

EMPLOYMENf
NATIONAL PARK EMPLOY-
MENT- Forestry. Wildlife

Preserves. Concessionaires.

Firefighters. & more Competitive

wages benefits Ask us howl

517 324-31 10 ext N500H

Now hiring energetic i

for nights and weekends this

semester and for summer
Downtown Amherst $7/hr plus

bonus Sean 253-0583

Truck Drivers Weeded Straight

trucks Part-time work for 10 days

in June and Aug $105 per day

Call before May 5th 1 008 941

5089 .

Berksavtfe faaair Caeap teach

es peace/actrvism. seeks rnatur

e livem counselors for boys cab-

ins, drama, sports, camp craft

teachers Experwnce helpful 718

643-0771

Office Assistaat Part time

Customer service phone, word
processing skills a plus 584-4746

FULL/PART TIME POSITIONS
AVAILABLE NOW for 3-€ wdrvid

uals as movers, drivers, supervi-

sors $8/hr Flexible hours Need
transportation Contact Kathy

Banes 584-474!

AT&T Authorized

Agent needs'20 students now' No
experience, will train $100
$300/week Part/Full Time

(8001592-212 1 x 123.

Earn extra caah mailing our or

culars from home in your spare

time No experience necessary

Free information 1-885892 2781

HOUSE FOR RENT

LoeaJai far 1, 2. 3 males to share

house m Amherst on bus route

Washer, dryer, furnished living

room Available June 1 Call us at

253-9795

Jeaa with Sept eptiee
Northampton 4 bedroom. $950

Hadkty 5 bedroom. $1200 Skibiski

Realtors 584 3428

LOST & FOUND

i to share a

4 bedroom house in Amherst over

summer May 15-Aug 31 $300

half uti lities Call Joni_0 2564792

1 bedreoa la 2 bedroom
Boulders apartment Non-smoker

(1 or 2) Summer with Fall option

$365/month 253 1733

1-2 leweles for 2 bedroom
Brandywine $200/$305. heat/hot

watei included Sept Aug with

1 998 Summer option 549-1387

Clean

Responsible, worse, fun female

looking tor roommatels! on

Martha s Vineyard this summer
Please contact Sarah 546-5291

StRVICFS

Reafal ProbloasT Questions

about your lease/security deposit

deductions? Questions about sub

letting/assigning leases"

Questions about the condition oi

your new house or apartment!

Contact The Student Legs

Services Office. 922 Campus

tan* 545-iaa.i J

SUMMER SUBLET

Two roommates needed for

Summer Take over for Fall

Located m Puffton 5455827

Stadia Apt Busline All utilities

Fall option $360/month Call Mike

259-2950

2 bedroom available June 1 Fall

option Busline All utilities includ-

ed Pool, recreation areas Call

6655514 .

Seaeser Seblet with option to

take over lease Brandywine On

bus route Pool. A/C, heat and hot

water included 549-1988

3 bedreaaa Puffton apartment

with 2 baths New unit June 1
-

Aug 31 (nag) Call 5455221

Spacious 2 bedreoa apt avail

able 6/1 with Fall option

$630/month In Amherst on bus

route 253-0630

Large 2 bedroom aeertaeet

Cliffside. ecross from 711 pina

parlor, liquor store Heat, hot

water electricity included On bus

route $665/ month 6658490

SUMMER SUBLET

Three bedroom in Puffton Newly

lenovated Available after finals

Option for Fall $1040/month

(negotiable) 549 5066 Kevin

Specious Mill Valley 3 bed

rooms. 2 bath, heat/hot water

included Available 6/1 with Fall

option Fits 6 Call Kim 2535990

Pefftee Village: 3 bedroom. 2

bathroom Renovated

$1040/month Available 6/1 (nego-

tiablel with Fall option Call 545

7427

2 bedroom ie Rraadywiae
Starting June 1 Option to take

over lease m Sept Aug paid for

Heat^ot water hxIuoW Call 549

2891 $730/month

2 bedroom ept at Cliffside in

Sunderland Swimming pool, on

bus Ime. utilities included Quiet

location Partly furnished

Available June) Call 6654283

walking distance to

.uptown Price iWQOtwbte

Please call Can 6655578

V Mag. the Valley s fastest grow

mg monthly publication, seeks

experienced and/or driven ad

sales raps 15% cornmisswn base-

salary Resumes to V Mag P

Box 774. Nwtnempton. MA 01061

aacfclaca with

diamonds on 1 side and ruby in

middle Call 5453859

ROOM FOR RENT

SMI Par

Craieville Beech Hawse People

wanted for summer $960 each- all

utilities included Call Katie st

5450141

35 Hours Per Week
NAMTO Pool 5 Paw as 34 store

retail chem with stores m MA. CT

«. NH. ME. MO. NY and PA

No experwnce necessary"

We ww tram you"

We are looking for energetic

outgoing individuals who want

to asm more money (hen the

usual summer |ob pays'

These positions include s set

weekly schedule ircluding weak

nights and weekend days

If you are interested call 18601

6493666 ext 270 for the address

and phone # of the store nearest

you.

or chect us out at www rvam-

BBBJOplXBW)

i Far Rewt Private home
Furnished Kosher/vegetarian

kitchen Parking Quiet friendly

$335 Barbara 5494853

Tewwaaaeee i bedroom m 3 bed-

room 6/18/31 Busline 2 floors

and patio Call Sara 6555514

Need to sublet your apartment?

We will list it m our office and on

our web page Come to Commuter

Services, 428 Student Union, or

call 5455865

pared by Ph m English Any

subwet 6653718

PragaaetT Need help? Call

Baft a^vt of pVnlwVtt art to fry

tUteflQ WO wBwWftrtaWOJ b*W"1S>«

SUMMER SUBLET

Available June
quiet a'*a

4

$342 50

253-1

Have a leva** aaesawaa ot bun-

nies Many colors and types as

well as a selection of cages and

hutches We can also help with

any bunnies you can no longer

care for CaM duen 3675105 after

950 am

_l 3 bedroom with

A/C Available 671 Call 253 1736

Heaees Sublet

Amherst Northampton 4 bedroom

Hadley 5 bedroom Skibiski

Realtors 584 3428

Village: large fur

1 bedroom, available 6/1

5457417

Two bedreaess available lui

summer sublet in 4 bedroom

Alpine Commons apt Air-cond'

tionmg. two full baths

$302. month all utilities included

Please call Knsti O 2565351 or

Michelle C 253-2060

available m a 4 bed

room furnished apt O Alpine

Commons Available 6/1 Cad Ban

or Alexis 253- 1510

1 Sexwawr SeAeat June-August 1

bedroom full year Call Nkomj 549

1 Room for 6

Call 5453776

Three badness Puffton apt Two

baths Renovated Details Call

5455010

Spaciaae 2 eedreaea m
Brandywine Fits 4 Hot weter/AC

Quiet top floor deck, some furni-

ture Fall option Rent rwgotwbw

5494740

Pwassw- 1 eedreew Available m
3 bedroom apartment Looking for

female A« condrtwnrng Paduced

rent $25(Vmonth Call 5494379

1 bedroom) ept for Summer June

1 Aug 31 $55u7month Call Geoff

2552979

9 bedroom) bowse on bus route

Available June 1 Sept 1 Only

$1250/month Call 584 2422

TICKETS

WCW Wrestlieg Tickets

Muiims Center May 16 Reserve

yours today 1 Call lan 549 5893

i/T Deem TVsawt Good for with -m

US including Alaska and Canada

5453060$400 5453

TO SUBLET

ajaj ..

leese

Puffton

1 large bedroom ept m
Available June 1 Heat

end hot water met partially fur

rushed Nest to pool, btewsop. has

kasbaM hoops $545/month (negl

Greg 5456724

Congate

' It's not a

lob. it s (ust an adventure Apply at

www sUidemadvemage conyctp

Powders wwaksd >n Mass tSOO-

$800 per week Experwnce a plus

but not needed Call 1-888 277

9787

SwwmerJeea Constructon labor

ers Good starting pay Must have

strong work ethic Send letter of

interest and resume if available

Handwritten K EE0 Employer

Repfy to Gardner Engineering. P

Box 826. Chicopee. MA 01020

CRUISE SHIP A LAND TOUR
JOBS Excellent benefits World

Travel Ask us how' 517 324-3090

extCS00l4

—i eveilohte w a 4

bedroom apt 6/1 with Fall option

$275/month On Mam St Call

Corrw2535566

Bedraem eveilehle in a fur

mshed ept O The Boulders

Available from 6/1 till 8/31

Contact Terry 253-0375

ROOMMATE WANT I

D

Leekiag Far Heesemttts Do

you fit these requirements

Nonsmoker. no drugs, clean, quwt

(generally aware) I'm currently

investigating several houses and

need more people The sooner we
congregate the better deal we will

get Call Kevin 549 5836

Throe eesVoew bowse available

June 1st with Fell option Located

m South Amherst along bus route

$11utJ7month 253 1*1

Ssiinair SwMat with fall option

Spacious, sunny 2 bedroom apart

ment on bus route Laundry down-

Stairs Heat and hot water free'

Pool also $6O0/month Call 655

7076

3 bedreoa upgraded townhouse

unit 1 1/2 bath end API CONDI-

TIONING Available June-August

$800/month Pncas negotiable

Call 5454398 or 546-5515

1 bedreoa teweheese
Specious. A/C. 2 both. June 1

August 31 $800/80 Dave. Jason,

5453006 I

I m Puffton

Available 5/23 Renovated

includes heat/H20 Fits 4 cornfort

abfy Call 5457547 Pass** (ease

to takeover

2 bedroom- Breedywiae
Summer Sublet, Option tor Fall

leese A/C Rant negotiable 545

2 bedreoa M North Amherst for

2 kind people Just renoveted race

porch $225 a month pkjs utilmtes

5455778

3 badraaa ept m house
$800/month Big kitchen/living

rooms Summer/Fall option Call

2551480 Michael

Class Ta Caapas Huge room

$270 /month No security Cell

Arne 54*5697 .
IMra. Jketh Avail June 1st

rem negotiable Call 256-1286

1 bedroom available

May 25August 31 Clean Utilities

included On bus route

$540/month inegl Call Mike 865-

55M

I with option to

stay Available 5/15 Rent rwg On

2 bus routes Utilrtws. exp ewetne

5455836:

I house

uptown Low rent Call ASAP 253

Bait

I bedroom- Pvftton .

A/C. Fell option 5457084

1 badraaa « Clrlhide - *

1/10/99 $540/month Utilities

included Well furnished On bus

route Call 665 5019

WANTED

Used VCR n good condition

WantedO$60 Call 65480 ASAP

WANTED TO RENT

Leek leg for 2 bedreoa apart

ment including heat and hot

water Close to canter of town and

campus Call 2555351

FRIDAY. APRIL 24

Debate — A debate on "Fighting

Poverty in the Poet- Welfare Era." wiD be

held in Gamble Auditorium in the Art

Museum at Mount rsoryoke College. The

event starts « 7:30 p.m. and is open for

aS to attend.

Film — A slide/lecture presentation on

sndependent Tibet in the 1920s will be

shown in the Mahar Auditorium st 6

pjn.

Mum — The five College Early Music

Collegium with the UMass Madrigal

Singers will perform music and dances a

daily listings sponsored by

8 p.m. in Sweeney Concert Hell at Smith

College.

Sen-ice — There will be a Kabbeiat

Shabbet service a the Campus Pond at b

pm Then walk back to the Hilld House

for the second part of the service.

SATURDAY. APRIL 25

Cometfy — MISSION IMPROVahle
wiD be rjerfcxTTting their free weekly com-

edy brrprov show at 8 p.m in room 165

of the Campus Center. All are welcome.

Community — The 7th annual

1 \Il.lVJ
t
an)J -.Mil bj ilLld til-Hi

noon-dark at Amherst Town Cc»rr»mon.

There will be Hve bands, speakers, ven-

dors, a fashion show and community

groups. The rain date is Sunday. Call

545- II 22 for more details.

Community — A nationwide day of

fasting for the release of the youngest

political prisoner, the Panchen Lama of

Tibet, will be held in the park in front of

the Unitarian Church in Northampton

from 10 un.4 p.m. Call 585-6900 to

sign up.

Workshop — There will be a

Hieroglyphic workshop from 9

a m -noon unit from 1 -.0-4 n.m. in

room 601 Herter Hall. A teste orienta-

tion wiD be offered for those new to the

script. Principles of the writing system

will be taught. All are welcome.

NOTICES

Community— The deadline to submit

your film for the UMass film. Video and

Animation Festival is May 1 . Submit your

film to 101 South College and fill out the

application. The festival will be held on

May 9 from 1-4 p.m. in rooms 165-169

in the Campus Center. Call the Film

Studio pJBjtj „t ^^nig for more

Baat
Poetry — If you have written a poem

and would like to submit it to the New
York Poetry AUiance's free poetry con-

lost, send poem 21 lines or less ta New
York Poetry Alliance. Box 1585. New
York, NY 101 16-1 588. There wffl be 25

prizes awarded. The deadline for entering

is May 19.

Volunteerism— The Crisis Center, a

Massachusetts Suicide Prevention

Hotline is currently seeking volunteers

and interns. For more mfc*ination, con-

tact Gina Grampetro at (978)849-5600

_aUQL

FYta an pubSc terete* annourxements printed

daily Ta tubmil an rvi. pirate tend a pnm
reJcat* containing ill pertinent information.

Inducing the name ana phone number of the

contact perton to the Colltgion, c/o the

Managing Idfttor by noon the previous day

Vokmteerism — Volunteers are need-

ed for the EveiyvAjrnan's Center. Women
of Color Institute from April 24-Apnl 2t>

For more information call 545-167 1

.

Voiunteerism — Volunteers are need-

ed for Oueerfest on Thursday. April W
from 1 1 a.m.-4 p.m. Volunteers are

needed from 9 a.m.-l a.m. Please call

545-01 54 if vou are interested.

wc-rv /0
Today's Program Schedule *m

UMass' only student run Television Station
216 Student Union (located to the right of the Hatch) • 5431 336 • wwwHmlx^UmtvaW^oW-uvctvl?

Sign Off

FRIDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
WVTT
VYTIC

WWLP
WGBY I

6:00
Wishbone I
Nvws X

NowsX"

C&5L1I II 1

1 .
i' i laaf i f

m UVC TVl 5 ^
ma ABC/40 Springfield

«* NBC/22 SpringMd

M OKSI
Ml Hat^sfewlNdrw,

m* ucrv
ftfhfiMOt * ^U anaaaaafaaVflDHfl M BET

Mi TVlond

I&HSCN
Ml Untvifipn

St Comwcry Cwnfrol

mm Cartoon

JSJa&IV Ml Much Music

WSBK
VYTBS

A4E
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV
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Horoscopes
ARIES (March 21-April 19) —

Nothing is av simple a* you think n i-

today. and you must guard against

seeing things in black and white

There are mam variable' at work.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
You may be afraid of what lies

ahead, but past experience should

tell you that you are fully equipped

to deal with whatever comes along.

GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20) —
This should prove a memorable day.

and one or two development' will

have you thinking that you're on the

verge of a major life change.

CANCER (|une 2l-|uly 22) —
You mustn't let a competitor who is

slick and aggressive intimidate you

today. Stand your ground, and speak

vour mind openly and honestly.

LEO (|uly 25-Aug. 22) — Your

interpretation of certain events is

likely to clash dramatically with that

of a key participant. There is rr.;iri- to

this than meets the eye.

VIRGO (Aug. IS tap. 22) —
Take care you're not merelv letting a

knee-jerk reaction get the better of

you. Continuing along this course

mav actually threaten a friendship

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oci. 22) — A
key development today may be
underestimated by someone who
OMBOaM >ou at this time. You can

take full advantage of this major
blunder.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) —
You must lake care that you don't

schedule yourself to be in two places

at once today. It is essential that you

give everything vour full attention

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21) — It will take you some time

today to learn what you need to

know simply by observation. You
can hasten the process by taking

part.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— V>u'rc ncaring a major turning

point, but it is in vour best interest at

this time to behave as if everything is

completely normal

AOUARIUS (|an 20.-Fcb. 18) —
Someone may ask you to do some-
thing that you do not feel is neces-

sary — but you must ask yourself if

it's worth doing lor other reasons.

PISCES (Feb I9-March 20) — A
collaborative effort can pay off

today . whereas doing it on your own
is likely to fall short of the mark.
Vou gain strength through team-
work

5 of tl"i«j' I>ay

££ .Are you gonna bark

all day little doggie or

are you gonna bite.

- Reservoir Dogs

))

By Jim Meddick

Dllbert By Scott Adams

AT THE CONPEREWCE

I LIKED VOUR TALK
ABOUT YOUR COrAIC STR1

OO YOU EVER FEEL
BURNED
OUT?

//'YOU WAVE TO BE FUNNY"
EVERY OAY. THEN
THERE ARE THE BOOKS,
THE rAEOIlX, THE.

SPEAKING. SO rAUCH

STRESS...

Pox Trot By Bill Amend
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By tfieir third date, Ed began to sense that

Colleen just wanted to be friends

ACROSS
1 Poe's hird

6 Famous'
cookicmaker

10 Cats prey
14 Spry
15 Garden soil

16 Strong — ox
17 Take fright

18 Fascinated by
19 Put
20 Agreements
22 Fuel rating

24 Cartoonist Peter

25 Copied, in a way
26 Aclrcss Dee
30 Workers

protection agcy
32 On the briny

33 Writer Morrison

35 African country

40 Altered

42 Estimated
44 Flower part

45 Charged
particles

47 Prong
48 NYSE

alternative

50 In — toqelher

52 Beehive
56 Puppeteer Baird

58 Steering device

59 Wherever
64 Singer Guthrie

65 Sailors slang

67 Kind ot pad
68 Tavern fare

69 Behiriri time

70 Gets as salary

71 Bone-dry
72 Compass point

73 Flash flood

DOWN
1 Engrossed
2 Lah culture

medium
3 Climoing plant

4 Director Kazan
5 Fruil |iiice

6 Extraterrestrial

7 Certain wind
8 Nutritious gram
9 Not humpy
10 Island south of

Sicily

1

1

Violinist Sleni
12 The Mutiny'

13 Finished

21 Teed off

23 Fad
26 Pouches
27 Tennis pro

Arthur —
28 Type of 1ide

29 Actor Andrews
31 Omen
34 'Garfield

pooch
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36 — spumante
37 Egyptian

goddess
38 Western resort

39 First orchard'
41 Fierce stare

43 Excessive
interest

46 Farm vehicles

49 Crape —
51 City near

Pompeii

5? Sheiks, usually

53 F n.'it pulp

54 Lazy one
55 Venerate
57 Beginning

60 Sprmq
61 Ta| Mahal silo

62 The Girl —
Help II"

63 End of a Uveal

66 Motorist's

org
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Franklin

LUNCH
Taco

Vegetable Taco
Clam Roll

Reuben Sandwich on Rye

DINNER
Savory Baked Chicken

Risotto ttaliano

Spaghetti/Tomato Lentil Sauce
Quarter Pound Burger

Worcester
LUNCH

Captain's Catch on Sesame Roll

Grilled Cheese Sandwich
Fettuccini/Tomato Sauce

Vegan Black Bean Quesadilla

Black Bean Quesadilla

DINNER
Savory Baked Chicken

Pineapple Ham Steak

Korean BBQ Tofu

Pastabilities

Ravioli Alfredo

Hampshire
LUNCH

Closed
DINNER

Savory Baked Chicken

Glazed Harvest Ham

Berkshire

LUNCH
Captain's Catch on a Sesame Roll

Fettuccini/Tomato Sauce

Grilled Cheese Sandwich
Beans and Rice

DINNER
Savory Chicken

Pork Cinger Stir Fry

Tempeh Stir Fry

Pastabilities

Ravioli Alfredo
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Minuteman lacrosse wants to scratch 18-year itch
By Casey Kane
Cdlegion Staff

Massachusetts men's lacrosse defertxrman Harold

Drumm is not thinking about the NCAA tournament Jt

this point in the season.

Instead, his one-game-at-a-iime mindset has hnn

unused on the task at hand: Sunday's matchup with

Syracuse at the Carrier Dome.

Before Drumm, or any of his teammates can set their

sights on the postseason. the\ must face off in the 4 p.m.

matchup against a team that has given the Minutemen

fki lor the last 18 years.

•1 have never been on the winning side oi a game

against Syracuse." said coach Greg Cannella. who played

against the Orangemen while a player at I Mass. 'I want

to beat them very badly We haven't had a win against

them since 1 98 1

"

Drumm will play a key role in helping the

Minutemen's cause. To no one's surprise. Drumm, one

of the best defenders in the nation, draws the assignment

Syracuse poses stiff challenge at Dome
of guarding Casey Powell, perhaps the nation's best play-

er

- the best player in college and probably the best

in the world." Cannella said of Powell, who currently

ranks first in the nation in points per game with 6. 1 "He

creates a tremendous amount of his own opportunities,

hut he's also an unselfish, team pla\

I Mass. however, can not simply focus on Powell

alone His vounger brother. Ryan, who stands fourth in

the nation at 5.0 points per game, and Devin Darcangelo

join Casey to account for nearly 60 percent of the

Orangemen's goals.

"We have to shut down the Pc-well brothers," Cannella

said "Actually, we have to limit them I don't think any-

cik- san shut them down."
While containing the Syracuse attack is the primary

objective of I Mass defense, the offense will be working

to the Orangeman goal at the other end of the field

The Minuteman attack could either he lading Ism
Gebhardt or Rob Mulligan in goal. Gebhardt had knee

surgery at the beginning of the vear and has shared time

in front of the net with reserve Mulligan.
"1 think the knee surgery affects his mobility.*

Cannella said "Recently, it's started to wear on him If

he's in goal, it's important to go at him eai l\

"No matter what, our offense has to remain composed
and poised," he said. "We have to play as little defame
as possible. We have to finish our opportunities, particu-

larfy early."

that the Minutemen want to see a high- scoring

affair. Indeed, the slower tempo UMass prefers lends

itself to the Minutemen's favor. Syracuse has scored II

or more goals in all but one contest this season. And its

10- tally output against Rutgers on April II was not

good enough lor a victory

"Wi Jon i want to get into a shootout," Cannella said.

"We will get some transition offense because of the way

they play, and we'll have to take advantage of ihat when

we have it

"But I think the Rutgers game helps them." he contin-

ued. "I'm sure they've talked about thai a lot lately, and

I'm sure thc> don't want it to happen again
"

What helps UMass is the 8-7 win the Minutemen

earned at Notre Dame last Sunda> Not only did the win

stop a three game losing skid, it helped the team -

fidence

"This win means everything in terms of boosting our

confidence." Drumm said after the game

helping UMass in that win was the first quarter

etfuit given h\ the offense H\e dillerent players loih

bincd to lead the Minutemen to a 4-0 advantage before

the fighting Irish could tCON 14 18 into the game.

"That game helps us a lot. regardless ol the MOM,"
Cannella said "It helps ihat we played well, but we have

to give a much more consistent effort."

lOSMA HAN«NtN COUtCWM

junior Mike McKeefrey will lead a relatively young Minuteman attack

against Syracuse Sunday at the Camer Dome.

countst snucvmmm mutnom

Syracuse senior Casey Powell, the best collegiate lacrosse player in the

nation, will be a main focus of UMass' defensive efforts Sunday

Aller a symbol of improvement
Senior has guidedmens tennis to new status with his steady play

By Sonford Appell

Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts men's ten-

nis team has been built around
courage under fire, and an inten-

sity level that often outmatches
anything else.

For four years. Ale* Aller has

often symbolized this style of

play, and he has been a key com-
ponent in putting the tennis pro-

gram in the position it now finds

itself.

Aller has seen the team
improve from 9-10 in his fresh-

man year to 14-7 this season.

Perhaps the pinnacle was last sea-

son with a 16-3 mark and a New
Kngland championship.

This year, the team played
against tougher competition, but

Aller and his mates were clearly

up to the challenge as evidenced

at the Atlantic 10 tournament.

It was at the tournament in

Blacksburg. Va. where Aller com-

pleted his heralded career, win-

ning two singles matches and
helping UMass to a 3-1 perfor-

mance.
Aller. who hails from Peru, has

always relied on emotional play

combined with a methodic style

on the court.

"I get a thrill out of compet-

ing," Aller said. 1 have always

believed in being very emotional

when I play, because that is the

only way 1 know how."

Early this season. Aller was not

sure if he still had his passion for

tennis, and even contemplated
sitting out the final season.

Massachusetts coach |udy

Dixon helped convince Aller how
valuable he was to the team and

how sorely he would be missed.

"Coach Dixon has been so

important to me ever since I came
to UMass." Aller said. "She
helped me get through tough
times, and reminded me how
much I loved tennis, and playing

on the team."

Dixon taught Aller how to play

tennis on the collegiate hard
eourts when he began at UMass.
Coming from Peru. Aller's experi-

ence came on the clay courts

Since his arrival. Aller moved
up from No. 6 to No. 5 singles,

where he played most of this

year.

COUmtSY MfDIA DILATIONS

Alex Aller has been a study in intensity during his four years as a

member of the UMass men's tennis team.

Aller's most successful year on

the court came in the 1996-97
season, when he compiled a sen-

sational 21-3 overall record,
including 12-0 in doubles.

"Alex has really helped this

program to continually improve."

Dixon said. He is so focused, and

has a real passion for winning."

Aller's attitude has not only

made a mark on the coaching
staff, but his teammates as well.

"It has been great playing with

Alex." junior Rob Manchester
said. "He has put so much time

and effort into his game, and he

has really inspired the rest of us

to play hard every match."

"We have a great team here,"

Aller said. "It has been a pleasure

playing with guys that really want
to win. and more importantly, get

along so well. We are like a fami-

ly on and off the court."

Aller is a finance major and
has plans to become an invest-

ment hanker after graduation in

May.

"UMass has really prepared me
for the rest of my life, Aller said.

"I have met great people, gotten a

great education and I will certain-

ly not forget the experience of
playing on the team."
The team will now have to

move on without one of its most
energetic players, but Aller feels

that the program will continue to

move in the right direction.

"Coach Dixon has instilled the
right attitude here," Aller said.

"She is such a great motivator,
and I'm sure they will be just fine

without me.
"I hope to come back and see

them do even better in the years
to come." Aller said. I will sorely
miss being a part of the team

"
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UMass men's lacrosse goalie |ohn Kasselakis will be looking to lead the

Minutemen to their first win over the Orangemen since 1981

Women s lacrosse faces BC
in pursuit of perfect game

IOKMA KANSANCN 7 COUFGIAN

The UMass women's lacrosse team will face off against Boston College

tonight in Chestnut Hill.

By Setti Koenig

Colagton Staff

The city of Boston is a cultured one,

and it is the biggest such entity in New
England. Boston has boasted such

bands as Aerosmith. Hie Mighty Mighty

BgaatOM and. well. Boston, and was

the filming site for the recent block-

buster hit Oood Will Hunting.

And tomorrow evening at 7 p.m. at

Alumni Stadium in Chestnut Hill

i.ilinosl Itoston). the area will host the

Massachusetts women's lacrosse team

for a game agaiast Boston College. That

will be followed by a Sunday afternoon

affair at the University of New
Hampshire.

UMass junior Laura Korutz has fond

memories of both schools, as neither

team has historically been able to con-

tain her.

Last season against the Eagles.
Korutz. who has lead the team in scor-

ing since arriving at college, torched BC
for three goals and an assist. The season

Turn to LACROSSE, page 6
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A Sonic

EVOL-ution

Sonic Youth show-

cased their return to

feedback -drenched

experimentalism at

|ohn M Greene Hall

Friday night (see

Arts at Living, page

6)

Making winning

a habit

Massachusetts
coach Elaine

Sortino led the

UMass softball team

to a weekend
sweep (see Sports,

page 10)

WORLD

Voters cast ballots in

Russian elections

KMSNOVABSIs, Russia (AP) —
Russia's former security chief,

Alexander lebed, was locked m a

tight race yesterday for governor

of a Siberian region, a post he

wants as a platform tor a presiden-

tial run

With 10 percent of the votes

counted in the Krasnoyarsk region,

incumbent Gov Vatery Zubov was

leading Lebed by 4e percent to 17

percent A Communist candidate

was running * distant third There

writ be a runoff within two weeks i

no candidate receives more than SO

percent of the vote

Turnout was heavy, at 61 percent

of eligible voters Lebed. a retired

general, wasn't among them — as a

resident of Moscow, he wasn't quah-

fted.

Elections were also held yesterday

m the northern Russian republic of

Karelia, where voters were to choose

their new president, and in Smolensk

in western Russia, where si* people

were competing tor the governor's

pott

National attention focused on
Krasnoyarsk

Pre-election polls had put Zubov

ahead, but most observers thought

the race had tightened in the final
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UMass hoops it up at 8th Haigis

NATION

Spacecraft uses

Venus' gravity

PASADENA, Calif (AP) — The
Cassini spacecraft came so close to

Venus yesterday that it was able to

add another 16.300 mph to rtt own
velocity, shortening its scheduled trip

to Saturn.

The international space mission of

NASA, the European Space Agency

and the Italian Space Agency passed

within 1 76 mUes of Venus yesterday

morning, completing a "gravity

assist" in which Cassini uses a plan-

et's gravity like a slingshot

"AM indications are that the space

craft did exactly what we expected."

said Ronald Draper, deputy program

manager at NASA's |et Propulsion

Laboratory in Pasadena.

A second Venus "gravity assist" is

set for hine 24, 1 999, followed by a

close pass ol Earth in August 1999

and another past |upiter in 2000

Each will add speed to allow

Cassini's arrival at Saturn on (ury I,

2004
Cassini, now moving at 87,000

mph, was launched in October for a

seven-year, 22 billion mile trip. The

plutonium-powered spacecraft will

spend four years exploring Saturn, its

rings and fro/en moons It's carrying

the European Space Agency's

Huygens probe, which will land on

Titan, the largest of those moons

A radar system eventually will pro-

duce images of Titan, the only moon
in the solar system with a thick nitro-

gen atmosphere like Earth's.
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The "Garbage Shots" team from Smith college and team "Super

crunch" from UMass fight for a victory in the women's final of the

"weekend warrior* division

By Jason Trenkle

CcJUgion Staff

The eighth annual Haigis Hoopla

three-on-three basketball festival,

presented by the University of

Massachusetts sport management pro-

gram, took place on Saturday and

Sunday. April 25 and 26 at the UMass

Haigis Mall

As part of a non-profit organiza-

tion, the event was organized and

operated by students within the sport

management program, the Amherst

Regional High School (ARHS) and

local volunteers.

As senior sport management major

Jason Cohen explained. "There was a

lot involved with getting ready for this

event Led by a class of 28 students

and two professors, we had to figure

out budget costs, management, rev-

enue and the structure for how this

event would be run."

UMass student Zac Bohlen. a volun-

teer fa Haigis Hoopla, felt that all the

effort was a success. "A lot of hours

were involved, but it all pays off

because you learn a lot in the end."

Bohlen said

One thing students and spectators

alike could not plan for was yester-

day's rainy weather

After completing play in I 3 of the

21 divisions, event directors decided

to postpone play of the remaining

eight divisions.

On Sat.. May 2. the 32 remaining

teams will return to the Haigis Mall to

mplete the tournament. Players

must check in at the Haigis Mall at

1 Warn.
"We are always concerned with

safety first We considered the playing

surfaces and the weather forecast to

reach our decision, event director doc-

tor Carol Ban- said. "The last thing we
wanted to see was an injur)

"

Despite yesterday's rainy weather,

the tournament was still a succeta.

As the largest three-on-three bas-

ketball festival in We>iern
Massachusetts, the event attracted a

record high of more than 490 teams

including an unprecedented record of

54 women's teams. This year's tourna-

ment not only features a surge in the

number of participants, but also a larg-

er geographic draw than ever before.

Some teams traveled from all over

New England and the United States,

including players from Texas,
Louisiana, South Carolina and North

Carolina.

Sponsors for the event consisted of

New Balance. Coca- Cola,

Volkswagen. Bueno Y Sano and Pizza

Hut The two- day event included a

slam dunk contest, Men's and
Women's Legend Games, basketball

clinics and the chance to win a

Volkswagen |ctta

The morning highlight event includ-

ed the UMass Women's Basketball

team hosting a basketball clinic for

younger children.

Derrick Smith of Springfield had

the opportunity to play with the

Minutewomen. "It's the greatest expe

rience of all to learn that it's not all

about winning, but just having fun,"

Smith said

"We like doing stuff like this. It

gives us a chance to interact with the

kids so that they can actually talk to us

and get to know us better," said

Minutewomen player Tez Kraft.

Other participants like |eff

Matuszko were just out to have a food

time "I hope to hit the money from

downtown, but I also just want to have

some fun. "he said

Local participants such as Owen
Mullin and Andrew Lattuca from
ARHS commented on the diverse

background of participants

"It's a great thing for local business-

es to bring people from diverse back-

grounds to tee UMass and Amherst."

Mullin said.

UMass sophomore Deryck Tuttie

from "Da Snypaz" was excited to be

participating in Haigis for the first

time. "1 woke up early this morning

and found that we didn't have to play

till 1 p.m. but I'm still really excited to

be playing because I couldn't last

Tom to MOOT page- 2

"Bounce"
raises funds

for research

Colegwn Staff

On Saturday April 25, the

University of Massachusetts

Sigma Alpha Mu fraternity chap-

ter took part in the nationwide

"Bounce For Beats" i npaign at

Haigis Hoopla to raise money
for the benefit of the Pediatric

AIDS Foundation research and

to help support families strug

gbng with the AIDS virus

The fraternity burthen

UMass community
and residents from surrounding

towns to sponsor them during

their 24 hour ball-bouncing

endeavor fee AIDS research .

Sigma Alpha Mu has been a

UMass chapter since 1989 and

now boasts 69 members. The
in the yearly

along with

other 69 chapters in the

"Bounce For Beats* campaign

Their goal for this year's Haigis

Hoopla event was to raise

SI.000 for the Pediatric AIDS
Foundation

Funds from the event wil go

to AIDS research and assist fan

ites in deavhng with medical biffs

and counseling for those

involved with the struggle

lason Sidman and Michael

Rosenberg, co-philanthropy

chairs to the chapter, cjipi eased

their feelings on the positive out-

come of the event. "We're very

cached about thai as a tradition

of Haigis Hoopla for years to

Turn to ABB, page 2

Orchard Hill lounges closed

due to increased vandalism

SGA candidates to talk

about campus issues

By Victoria Gee/was

Coaegion SkaTr

Orchard Hill Residential Area has begun to shed its

peaceful image as judicial sanctions are rising for vio-

lations concerning lounge balconies.

Reports of objects such as couches, chairs, fire-

crackers, beer bottles and cigarette bults being

thrown off the balconies has increased steadily over

the past year.

Numerous solutions are being discussed to curb the

vandalism, one of which is a final option of breaking

off the balconies entirely. Another alternative may

include students having their room key unlock the

door to the lounge located on the floor they live on.

Lounge doors are usually locked on weekend nights

when the residential area tends to get noisier, but they

are frequently kicked in. This makes it hard for

Resident Assistants to monitor who is on the balconies

and when. Wood frames may be replaced with metal

ones if these problems persist

"I consider (the balconies] to be a problem because

when people get rowdy I can't use the lounge." said

Orchard Hill resident Mark Lin. of the lounge locking

policy.

Currently, according to University of Massachusetts

policy, any object, including cigarette butts, being

thrown off a balcony is cause for housing relocation.

Ryan Berry, a sophomore Orchard Hill resident, was

judicially sanctioned this semester for throwing water

balloons off a Field Residence Hall balcony, but has

been able to find other alternatives to relocation as

punishment.

By Jfl Corral

OsUown Stall

MAN MCMMMOm COUfGUN

Turn to MILL page 3

A thrown chair and other debris litters the ground

near Dickinson residence hall yesterday morning.

Students will have a chance to hear

candidates for University of

Massachusetts Student Government

Association (SGA) president and stu-

dent trustee discuss campus wide issues

during three debates tonight

The first debate, scheduled to begin

at 6 p.m. will be an Asian Latino

African Native American (ALANA) stu-

dents roundtable meeting at the Asian

American Cultural Center in the

Worcester Dining Commons
This debate is being held for all

ALANA RSO members and is not open

to the public. Only the four SGA presi-

dential candidates, (ennifer Casasanto,

Dan Parker. Amy Pellegrino and Sahva

Shamapande. will be present at the

debate and each candidate will be asked

three questions by the moderator.

Questions will also be allowed from

RSO members.

At 7 p.m. the second debate spon-

sored by the Silent Majority, a group

who produces the conservative

Minuteman newspaper, will begin in

Campus Center room 801

.

During the debate, the SGA candi

dates will be questioned by the modera-

tor and students In addition there will

be cross debate between the candidates.

Finally, the Student Center for

Education Research and Advocacy

(SCERA) will sponsor the third debate,

scheduled to begin at 8 p.m. in the

Student Union Colonial Lounge.

During the SCERA debate, students

will be allowed to ask the candidates

questions, in addition to answering

three questions written by SCERA
members which are related to campus

wide issues. The candidates will also be

allowed to ask each other one question

and a follow up

Both the Silent Majority and SCERA
debates are open to the UMass commu-

nity.

Chancellor of Elections Seth Preaser

hopes the debates will increase voter

turnout to the SGA elections on April

29 and 30

"I am hoping to get as many students

voting as last time if not more I am
somewhat worried about voter turnout

but I think the students will come
through in the end." Presser said.

At least five percent of the student

population must vote for the elections

to be valid. If less than five percent of

students vote the elections will be

thrown out and new elections will have

to be held

In addition to the four presidential

candidates. Eleanor Court. Erik Hansen

and Jeffrey Howe are running for stu-

dent trustee.

Students will be able to vote in all

Dining Commons. Commuter students

will be able to vote at either the

Newman Center or the Campus Center

Concourse. The polling places will be

open on April 29 and 30 from 1 1 a.m-

2 p.m. and 4-7 p.m.

Ray's funeral debated
By Vicki Brown
Associated Press

www.umass.adu/rso/coUgian

NASHVILLE, Tenn. — The family

of lames Earl Ray, the convicted

killer of Martin Luther King |r..

wants to hold a public funeral at a

black church in the city where the

civil rights leader was assassinated.

His brother hopes King's relatives.

who believe Ray was not responsible

for the 1968 killing, would attend a

Memphis funeral. "It will be a

memorial to lames to show he done

30 years for a crime that he didn't

commit." Jerry Ray said Saturday in

a telephone interview from his home
in Smart t. Tenn.

The Rays want to hold the funeral

at Centenary United Methodist

Church, a 650-member black

church. The Rev. Herbert Lester.

minister at the church, said yesterday

he had not spoken to anyone about

the planned funeral, but said. "I'd be

open to talking about it."

A spokeswoman for the King fami-

ly did not return a telephone message

yesterday seeking comment on their

possible attendance. Ray. 70. died in

Nashville Thursday from liver dis-

ease. Though Ray plead guilty to

killing King and avoided the death

penalty, he recanted his confession

and maintained his innocence until

the time of his death.

Funeral services will be conducted

by the Rev. lames Lawson, who invit-

ed King to speak to striking sanitation

workers in Memphis in 1968. It was

during that visit that King was fatally

shot on a motel balcony. Lawson is a

former pastor of Centenary United.

Ray supporters, including the King

family, wanted his guilty plea thrown

out so he could go to trial.

King's widow, Coretta, who
believes her husband was the victim

of a murder conspiracy and not a

lone gunman, has promised to contin-

ue pushing for a fuller investigation

of the assassination.
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Hanging on for dear life...

Georgette Copeland, a sophomore exercise science major, enjoys the inflatable bull ride during the Northeast

Pigout on Sunday.
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year," Tuttle said

Many participants and
crowds of people commented
on the windy weather, but as

parent Kathy Nadeau of

ChKopee said, "the competi-

tion has been good, and it

gives students a chance to

enjoy playing together with

different ages."

The highlight of the after-

noon consisted of a Women's
Legends Game, in which past

alumni and Minutewomen
players were matched up
against the present UMass
Minutewomen's team

Former Minutewomen play-

er and 1997 UMass graduate

Beth Kuzmeski was )um one ol

the players from that division

that participated in the legend

game.
"It was a great atmosphere

in playing with some of my old

teammates, but there was
something special about it and

was almost like a reunion for

us." Kuzmeski said

A slam-dunk competition

was another event that attract-

ed hundreds to watch as play-

en competed for their ability

to perform dunks of various

difficulty.

I ori Waldorf, a represema

n\c of Hoopla sponsor New
Balance, was pleased with the

success of the event.

"It's very important to get

involved with a lot of

'grass- root' marketing
because it's an educational

tool for students, it benefits

the local community."
Waldorf said of the tourna

mem. but ultimately added.

a memorable experience

that's all about having fun
"

Canadian prime minister in

Cuba to build nations ties

By John Urn
AucoassdPrau

HAVANA — With U.S. efforts to

isolate Cuba flouted by its friends and

foes alike, Canadian Prime Minister

lean Chretien headed to Havana yester-

day to build on his nation's growing ties

with the communist -ruled island.

Chretien is one of the most impor-

tant Western leaders to visit Cuba in

years. His trip comes amid a string

of victories in Cuba's efforts to

break out of a U.S. -backed diplo

matic isolation. Canada, like many
European and Latin American
nations, favors a path of "construe

tive engagement," arguing that per-

suasion will be more effective in

bringing change in Cuba.

"Of course we will raise the question

of human rights and political rights,"

Chretien said before departing, accord-

ing to the Canadian Press.

"Isolation leads nowhere But if we
are engaging them, discussing with

them, offering help the people of

Cuba and the president of Cuba will

certainly be happy to have a dialogue
"

U.S. officials disagree. But Canadian

leaders insist the visit will have little

impact on relations with the United

States. They understand that we have a

different position.* Canada's Foreign

Minister Lloyd Axworthy said last

week-

Chretien will arrive at a symbol of

Canada's growing role in Cuba: a

Canadian-financed terminal at Havana's

kxe Marti International Airport.

Canada rivals Italy as the largest sup-

plier of foreign tourists to Cuba's fumed

beaches.

Its Sherritt International is the most

prominent foreign company acme in

Cuba, with stakes in nickel mining,

farming, cellular telephones and
tourism. The company's executives have

been banned from the United States in

retaliation for use of mineral mines

expropriated from US companies after

Fidd Castro's 1959 revolution.

Cuba has long been one of the most

visible points of difference between

Canada and the United States

In 1976. then Prime Minister Pierre

Trudeau visited Cuba and infunated

ami communists with a cry of *S In
Castro"

Canada and Mexico — the two VS.
partners in the North American Free

Trade Area — are the only countries in

the Americas that never broke relations

with Cuba.

Several Latin American and
Caribbean countries have re-established

tats with Havana since the end of the

Cold War and the disappearance of

Cuban-backed efforts to foment revutu

rioa jbuijd

AIDS

WRITE
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come." Rosenberg said

The UMass chapter of Sigma
Alpha Mu will be participating in

two other philanthropy events In

the future, they will be focusing on a

program titled "Adopt A Highway,"

in which they will dedicate a day to

cleaning up route 1 1 b

The other event in which they are

looking forward to being a success is

the "Sammy Seatbelt Day " This day

will consist of efforts to mmi the

UMass community and surrounding

areas, in goal of stressing to people

the importance of buckling up l"hi-

i* an important event for the frater

mtv because one of their brothers.

Dennis Dallal. passed away a few

years ago in an automobile accident

As lason Sidman said, "we think

it's important to give to the commu-
nity in a day and age where frater-

nities are frowned upon and to pro-

vide the communities with an edu-

cational experience that is benefi

cial"
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Author of

FIRE with FIRE
The New Female Power and

How it will change the

21st Century

Tuesday, April 28

3:30 to 4:30pm
Campus Center

Concourse

across from

UStore

THE, m a

University of Massachusetts Campus Center

Amherst, MA
413-545-2619

Open M-F 9 to 5, Sat. 1 1 to 4

MC, Visa, AMEX, Discover, and UCard

cheerfully accepted

Got Beef?

HMN UTOHMOTTv COUtGlAK

Paddy, the first prue winner in the beef cow division, and her handler, junior animal science major Brian

WhiUker, pause during the Hadtey Farm animal show last Saturday
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ATTENTION

SOM SENIORS

Dean Thomas O'Brien invites you

to attend the school of

Management Senior Picnic on May

5 from 1 1 :30-1 pm on the SOM

Lawn.

In order to attend

you must pick up

your Free ticket

today and tomor-

row from 10-2 in

the SOM Lobby,

or before 3pm
tomorrow in the

SOM Deai.s

Office. For more

information call

545-5583

Ad Space Co-sponsored DAIL/YCOL^

PHI FIOIN VII. I .AC.

I

"inl I nils

*Ne» Appliance*

1lM ( irpeting

'Ntvk Cabinet* At Counters

•Central Air Conditioning

•Starting at SM<

Rents include

MM Hoi Water & Cooking
( I. IV

IV ol

-Olympic Si/e Pool

-Tennis Courts

I'all Courts

V < >t I I I llsl <

CALL TODAY

Now Accepting Applications

#549-0145

On PVTA Bus Route

1/2 Mile From U-MASS

! "COMING SOON!!!*

Standard Units

•Kully Applianced

•Freshly Painted

•Carpeted/Tiled Floors

•Central Air Conditioning

•Starting at $57(1

Cathedral Ceilings

in 2 A 3 Bedrooms

On Site

laundry Rooms
Parking

Penn. teacher killed in teen shooting
By Geof Backer

Associated Prsss

PITTSBURGH - Like school shootings else-

where around the nation, warnings apparently were
ignored before a 14 year old boy — nicknamed
"Satan" by a friend — killed a science teacher and
wounded three other people

"It is eerie that this is repeating itself." said Dr.
Burt Singemian, director of psychiatry at St Francis

Medical Center in Pittsburgh

"I really think this has occurred enough times
that teachers, principals and guidance counselors
need to think about how they would handle stu-

dents who make these statements about wanting to

hurt people."

In the small northwest Pennsylvania town of

Edinboro, 14-year-old Andrew Wurst opened fire at

an eighth grade dance late Friday, killing one
teacher and slightly wounding a second teacher and
two teen-age boys, police said.

The violence followed school shootings last

month in lonesboro. Ark., in December in West
Paducah. Ky., and last October in Pearl, Miss. The
loll from all four shootings: 1 1 killed and 25
wounded About a month ago, WurM told Jjs~

mates he wanted to kill people and commit suicide.

said friends Tnston Lucas. 14. and Ben Mills, I

V

"He had a really sick sense of humor." said

Lucas.

Neither boy accepted the threats at face value

"He would, like, laugh when he said it: I'm going

to go to the dinner dance and kill some people."

Lucas said Saturday in Edinboro.

Mills said he had nicknamed Wurst "Satan"

about five months ago because Wurst was a fan of

rocker Marilyn Manson and his dark music.

According to the two boys, Wurst said he was

unhappy at home and became obsessive about girls.

"He hated his life. He hated the world. He hated

school." Mills said. "The only thing that would
make him happy was when (a girl he liked) would

talk to htm."

At a news conference yesterday morning,

Edinboro police refused to discuss Wurst's motive

They said they were stiU investigating classmates'

reports that Wurst had talked of killing and suicide

One of the teens accused in the Arkansas killings

talked about shooting people the day before he did,

but fellow students didn't take him seriously. The

14-year-old accused of shooting into a prayer circle

in West Paducah warned friends to stay away from

the gathering. And in Mississippi, the five teens

charged with murder allegedly conspired to take

over the school and kill their enemies, authorities

have said.

Only after the shootings in lonesboro and West

Paducah did officials there begin talking about how
to prevent them from happening. In Arkansas,

schools are getting brochures with tips on spotting

potentially violent students. Kentucky officials have

suggested installing a telephone line to get tips from

students about potential problems.

"One of the things that parents need to do. 1

think, is tell their kids that if they hear anything

about a kid even joking around about having a

weapon, that has to be taken seriously and reported

to an adult immediately." said lanet Riggs, who
teaches at Gettysburg College.

"I think if somebody is talking about it. you take

it seriously. Something is wrong. Something is both-

ering the child." Singerman said.

"The solutions lie in the family dwelling, they

don't he in the government, the school or the psy-

chologist's office. And I don't think they lie in the

church either," said Dr. Paul Friday, chief of clinical

psychology at the University of Pittsburgh Medical

Center at Shady side Hospital.

Wurst was charged as an adult with criminal

homiude. aggravated assault and reckless endanger

ment, and gun and drug charges. He had a small

amount of marijuana, police said.

At a memorial service yesterday for slain teacher

luhn GiUette. sympathy cards for both him and the

Wurst family adorned the entrance of First

Evangelical Lutheran Church

The Rev Robert Schmidt urged his congregation

to avoid blaming anyone.

"Some of us came to Edinboro to escape the large

city. We all have that false sense of security that we
are in a rural part of the state, so we are safe," he

said. "While we are angry, let us remember not to

project it at anyone else or at any one group
"

hill

continued from page 1

"I do consider (balconies] to

be a problem, but not as serious

as the Orchard Hill Residence

Directors think. The rule was

made to stop people from
throwing couches off I bal-

conies J
. 1 didn't think it was

such a big problem until we got

in trouble," Berry said.

Berry, as well as roommate
Nick lungbluth. also a sopho-

more, did not know of the poli-

cy until getting in trouble for

the water balloons.

"People throw stuff off | bal-

conies] everyday, usually ciga-

rette butts or an apple core. I

can understand how the

Residence Director can get

upset It's an annoyance."
lungbluth said.

"Honestly, people should be

responsible enough to know not

to throw things off the bal-

conies, but housing directors

should make n clearer to mu
dents." lungbluth said.

As part of his judicial sanc-

tion. Berry has made flyers and

posted them around the residen-

tial area informing students of

the dangers and consequences

of throwing objects off the bal-

conies.

"We've made flyers stating the

rules because we had no idea

about the rules ourselves, so the

same stuff won't happen to other

people. We didn't mean to hurt

anyone, we were just having
fun," Berry said.

According to the Code of

Student Conduct, cause for

judicial action includes "endan-

gering the safety of persons
(self or others) or property or

any action that might lead to

loss of life or serious physical

harm to others including but

not limited to throwing objects

or dropping objects from build-

ings, window sills or bal-

conies."

Grayson/Field Residence
Director Gisella Zuniga was
unavailable for comment.

The Times are

Changing

Did you Know
The administration is planning to discipline students for drinking off-campus?

There may never be another Spring Concert?

The SGA is drafting plans to renovate and expand the Student Union?

The administration is going to privatize food services in the Student Union?

The SGA is fighting for student access to course and teacher evaluations?

SGA Elections Debate
Monday, April 27, 1 998
7:00-(:00 P.M.

Colonial Lounge

Student Union

Vote in the SGA Elections

Wednesday, April 29
Thursday, April 30

Sponsored by: SCERA
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The dangers of addiction

"H EX JL sor

ey, you gotta dip " "Can 1

ct a Upper?" "I need

some nicotine ." What
does this mean? These

are the words of addicts of the wont
drug there is. besides heroin

People who say the above are

chewers of smokeless tobacco

Skoal. Redman and Copenhagen
these are the names of some of the

most popular smokeless tobacco

brands.

We all know how nicotine and

tobacco is glorified in the advertise

ment media, but what people don't

know is that it is as addictive as

heroin and five times as addictive as

cocaine Ever> __^_______
dip you throw in

your mouth, or

every chew has

three times more
nicotine in it than

one cigarette,

according I

Today Baseball
Weekly (April

8-14)

This is an issue

about which '^BBBB^—
most people will say. "What ll he

talking about''" There are many peo-

ple on this campus that have this

nasty addictive habit Probably more
then you think

The National Cancer Institute

reports that there are 10.500 new
cases of voice box cancer every year

of which 8.000 will be fatal The>

also report 10.800 new cases of

mouth cancer, of which 2.100 will

result in death

How do people get started dip

ping, you ask? For young athletes it's

the same old story The baseball

players that young boys idolize are

doing dip or chew so they begin

doing it in high school, some even

younger Many do it because their

friends do it as an alternative to

smoking — after all. athletes don't

kids even have it Intro-

I to then by their parents

As you may or may not know, dip

and chew are very closely related to

our favorite American pastime, base-

ball Let's analyze then some real life

First there is Cincinnati Reds
pitcher Pete Harnisch He went
through a public bout with deprcs

sion and this condition was direct l>

linked with his effort to quit dipping

He started dipping when he was 13

years old.

Retired Dodgers outfielder Brett

Butler had an operation to remove a

cancerous tumor, which was directlv

related to his chewing TaafctJtM
tobacco. He chewed for five years.

This spring training, nine Major

League clubs were tested voluntarily

The study showed that of the 141

who were tested 8) of them had
either lesions or soft tissue damage

in their mouth

What people don 't

know is that it is as

addictive as heroin,

and five times as

addictive as cocaine.

'

Paul ItM-

t i!i\ nine percent

of the dippers

that were tested

had damage to

their mouth* as a

direct result of

smokeless tobac

co.

One of those

players was
Philadelphia

a^a^a^ass^a^BM Phillies ace hurler

Curt Schilling His lesions were seri-

ous enough to require a biopsy.

IXctors told Schilling that it wasn't

cancerous but if he didn't quit

it would develop into cancer

The Phillies ace then proceeded to

take all his tins and cans end dump
out what ever dip he had left, and

quit right there on the spot Schilling

had dipped 10 hours a day for 16

and now it is over

Meanwhile other players don't

seem to be disturbed b> these finds

Atlanta Braves third baseman
Chipper lones has been dipping since

he was I) He states he gets tested

twice a year, and he dips twice a day

He also explained that he moves the

dip around as so not to affect the

same spot all the time He hopes it

will be alright

(ones knows as well as anyone that

the things he told Baseball Weekly

arc just rationalizations for continu

ing dip. lones has convinced hanraetf

that the drug isn t that bad — but

that's a key sign of addiction

Some major leaguers dtp with

drinks, while some dip with dinner.

This brings us to our last baseball

case Bill Tuttle, former major lea-

guer with Kansas City, has had the

full experience of chewing tobacco

He was famous lor always having the

biggest wads of chew in his mouth,

kind of like Wade Boggs early in his

career For the last couple of sea-

sons. Tuttle has been touring spring

training camps and talking about the

evils of smokeless tobacco He
couldn't make it this SIJI because

he's home dying a gruesome death.

Tuttle can't speak or taste and can

barely hear These conditions are

due to Tuttle's five major operations

on his face and throat. Half his face

has eroded away due to cancer, and

he also had a skin transplant from

his chest to his face He undergoes

22 daily radiation treatments This is

no way for anyone to live their live

Dipping smokeless tobacco is also

spreading into other sports such as

football, whose most famous dipper

is Dallas Cowboys quarterback Itov

Aikman It has spread to tennis,

hockey and even women's sports.

Listen, quit while you can. and

don't convince yourself it's OK. like

Chipper lones has. Typical excuses

include "I'll quit thi- summer " "Oh,

my girlfriend wants me to quit, so I

will " "Once I get out of college. Ill

stop " But remember when you said

that you would quit after high

school?

Don't keep making up all these

excuses to keep dipping after I have

just given you every excuse to quit

Take it from me — I lived with this

addiction for five years before I quit

After all. doesn't everyone really

want to quit

'

It's not easy to quit, but take it

from me. success is the greatest feel

ing in the world, lust ask Schilling.

Butler and Hamisch I'd tell you to

ask Bill Tuttle or maybe former
major leaguer Bill Leslie who is

dying at 50 without a jaw from oral

cancer, but neither of them would be

able to respond to you. because they

both have lost the abfthy to speak.

Paul Tries it a Collegian staff

member

Cartoon communication
If you've read the papers lately, you'll know

Teletubbies are the next big thing "Teletubbies." the

English hit kid's television show (their answer to

"Barney"), is due to appear on PBS this spring The char

acters are four brightly colored, felt -costumed creatures

with television screens in their abdomens and antennae

projecting from their heads Their faces, permanently

grinning, vaguely resemble those of albino mice

"Benign." most Americans would think (before turning

to more important matters such as. "Who is Cartman's

father?"). But no — Teletubbies are the stuff of grave

controversy

To the British, language is sacred, particularly their

language Therefore, to those posh Britons. Teletubbies

represent all that is evil about colo- ^^^^^^^^^
nials (Americans. Australians, etc ) .

and the lower classes, they speak cor ^^^^^»n^«
rupted English To be specific they

—™™"™™^™
speak baby talk Gurgles, lisps and slurred words are

standard in the scripts, and in fact are presented with

more flair than in. say. your average pub. Some experts

have led an outcry that Teletubbies are teaching baby

Brits bad English. In fact, these experts have a point —
effective communication is essential to society. To take it

a step closer to home, communication is especially

important to students who live in the Happy Valley,

because we tend to assume everyone is on the same
wavelength, when in reality, our antennae could be tuned

to totally different stations

In fact, last Friday I had a particularly memorable com-

munication gap while walking the streets of

Northampton Two of my old high school friends were

visiting, so we hit Club Metro (briefly), and then Fire and

Water I wore shiny pants and platforms, and one friend

whom I will call "Jess." wore fishnets, knee-high boots

and a leather top. Her boyfriend. "Mark." wore baggy

pants and a t-shirt. On our way up Main Street to my
car. around the area of lavaNet. two girls walked past us

and said. "Twenty dollar whore."

less responded with a terse "Fifteen dollar whore."

They yelled some challenge back.

Mark felt he had to be tough, so he turned toward

them to make his point. Too bad he did not have the

skills to back up his words. The next thing I knew, a

skinny, angry, hooded sweatshirt-wearing "tough girl"

was pushing him up against a brick wall. Her boyfriend

appeared and said to Mark: 'You messing with my girP

You messing with my girl?"

Feeling responsible. I tried to make peace I said.

"There's no problem Why don't you let him go? There's

no problem." A short, corpulent girl pushed me with a

grin and said. "Step
"

The skinny girl turned her energy on me next "Did you

call me a (censored)? You defending your man -7 You call

me a (censored)?" She punched me in the face, twice I

started to walk away with my friends, clutching my nose,

the girls and their friends followed us Mark, less and I

ducked into a building and actually entered someone's

__-..------,-,,,,,,_ apartment. unwittingly. The™"^^^^^^™ twenty-something residents, unruf
Marines fled, gave me ice for my nose, and let•^^m* me use their phone to call the police.

An officer appeared on foot, and immediately recog-

nized the girls from Mark's description He found the

two girls, and walked them over to where we were wait

ing "Are these the girls
'"

I said yes. They had changed clothes, removing their

sweatshirts. They stood, tense, in tank tops on that chilly

night. The officer wrote up a report and advised me to fill

out a complaint form on the next business day. He said,

"She's got an attitude problem and we've dealt with her

before. I'd arrest her in a second. But since it's a simple

assault and battery, no weapon this time. I can't"

(emphasis added). The officer walked me and my chas-

tened friends back to my car.

I suppose I must be knifed in the center of

Northampton before anyone gets arrested. In any case.

the officer was as helpful as he could be within the con-

straints of his job But did the situation, with the result-

ing injury to my delicate nose, have to take place?

Last Friday I learned two things The first: Not every-

one, even in the Utopian Valley, is on the same channel. I

guess the Teletubbies were right all along: with their gur

gles and baby talk, they still communicate far better than

a few tough girls and a few out-of-town club kids in

Northampton. The second: Speak softly, and carry a big

stick.

Tanva Marines is a UMass student
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One year after...
Goodell Goodell. what has

become of you?

A year ago I stood in front

of the Goodell Building, despite the

bitter chill, chanting along with nun

dreds of others, "the students, united

will never be defeated!" I felt empow
ered. I felt righteous. I felt like I was

involved in something that was really

making a difference

In retrospect, though. 1 realize it all

made about as much of a difference as

the presence the Collegian'* B-team

made in the Haigis

Hoopla tournament

What the students

inside Goodell fought

for was to get the

school to ensure that

20 percent of the

undergraduate and I 5

perccflj of the graduate

student bodies would
be minority and to

provide more financial

and educational assis-

tance to lower class

students and students

with children

Mvself and many other students,

however, saw it as a great big unity

rally, where all sorts of people and
classes could come together. The
crowd eventually became a gathering

of support for such vague sentiments

as apologism and anti-administra

tionism. At the time I was quoted in a

Collegian story as describing the

takeover as "a noble cause

"

I think the French Revolution was

first described in a similar way . before

the guillotine was rolled into the pub-

lic square.

Over 12 months later, the thrill is

gone and the promise that emerged

with the students at the end of the

takeover has yet to be realized.

The takeover ended with the admin

istration committing itself to fulfilling

21 of the students demands The
progress of these 21 commitments,

called the Living Document, has been

-low Students still involved claim the

plans for the Living Document s ful

Paul Haves

fillment are deliberately being left

unclear by University administrators

The administrators, on the other

hand, claim they have been dealing

honestly and in good faith with the

students, and are doing ad they can to

ensure student commitments are met

The students have further accused

the administrators of lying to them, of

not making good on their promises,

and it goes on and on.

|| if this sort of aftermath were not

undermining enough, reaction from
students who were not

involved in the

takeover further

detracts from anything

the takeover set out to

accomplish

"The takeover was a

joke." one person said

attet being asked their

opinion. "They |ust

wanted to skip class."

"It didn't affect

me." another person

said.

"I need another
cause like I need a hole in the head."

yet another said.

Many of the protestors made
speeches during the takeover, refer-

ring to the administrations past snub-

bings of the students, going back to

the 1980s. A friend of mine said "It's

only a four year program These peo-

ple should just take their diploma, get

out of here, and move on."

I myself have grown more cynical

about the true value of the Goodell

takeover and the resulting commit-

ments. I wonder if some student

demands aren't asking the school to

spread itself too thin

I began my UMass life as an English

major, and English is just one of the

departments which has been decimat-

ed in recent years. Before his retire-

ment, one of my former English pro-

fessors. Normand Berlin, said this

school could have been the best

school in the East — "We were so

Jose." he said.

I wonder if these commitments will

get us any closer

In addition to what I've already

mentioned, the commitments also

push for a number of minority studies

classes, and the diversification of a

number of faculty and administrative

positions

I have little problem with the

administrative and faculty diversifica-

tion, which arc essentially affirmative

action-type programs. I feel that if

there is an increase in minority M
dents, there should be an increase in

corresponding administration and

support groups on campus. But the

slassc-s

'

The question is. is it the school's

responsibility to teach people about

diverse cultures, or the job of the indi

vidua!? As it is. classes at a whole all

teach diverse content, are historically

accurate and highly cultutallv aware

in roost departments The Lniversiiv

offers a number of classes that delve

into cultural issues in departments

including history. English, compara

tive literature, anthropology . etc l»

we need a Native American studies

program? Is it going to address needs

not met by a history or BDIC major?

Or will it serve to thin out the

financial and talent pools of the

University? I see the importance ol

continuing to keep a culture alive

through education. I feel to not do so

would be tantamount to genocide
|s n the University's place to make

up for cultural omission, or is it the

job of the families of. and those con-

cerned with, the various racial and

ethnic communities to ensure their

histories and legacies live on?
Over a year later, students accuse

the administration of not following

through on its promises. The adminis

tration claims they are doing the best

they can to fulfill the Living

Document and say that students are

micromanaging. Neither side can

agree, and all those days spent shiver

ing in the cold cheering on the protes

tors seem as if they were a lifetime

ago. The thrill is most definitely gone

Paul Hayes is Collegian staffmember
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Black Affairs
Monday, April 27, 1998

Plight of a people:

we shall not conform
It

seems that there are people

out there who have a prob-

lem with the two clenched,

raised fists which are displayed

on top of our Black Affairs page.

I'm sure there are a good num-
ber of people out there who feel

that the raised fist is "inappropri

ate."

The raised fists

represents Black
Power, and it rep-

resents upliftment

of all our people —
all over the world.

Why do I feel that

this symbol is

appropriate?

It is appropriate

because the fist

represents power in

a manner which
shows emotions,
aggression and ini-

tiative. The raised fist is an
appropriate symbol because it is

not passive and conforming to

white standards.

I < hundreds of years, whites

have tried to instill in us a feeling

of internal depression and sup-

pression, a feeling and belief that

we as a Black Nation may not

and cannot express our passions

and emotions in a way which
threatens their power and con-

trol They have spent hundreds of

years killing us. destroying our

minds, raping us of our culture

and dividing us. and now when
we display a sign of positive emo-

tion and self-empowerment, it is

deemed "inappropriate."

White people are so emersed in

the belief that black people are a

minority people, a Negro people.

a people who can survive only

under their colonial rule, that they

see it as audacious when blacks

do not conform to their "norm."

To all of the folks who haven't

realized it yet. black people are

rising. We are taking our futures

into our own hands, we will no

longer allow our-

selves nor our chil-

dren to become the

"colonies" of any

white nation

N c's. we are rais-

ing our fists against

all those who are

trying to oppress
us. We will no
longer negotiate

peacefully for years

and years and
years We are

demanding control

of our lives, com-
munities and our

futures In the same

way that the white

Americans fought

and struggled for

their rights as peo-

ple in 1776. we are

willing to fight lor

our rights as peo-

ple, we will fight

for our rights as people

Whv is the fist inappropriate''

Those whites who feel threat-

ened by the fist are those whites

whu still carry this mentalitv aj

superiority which has been

passed down from generation to

generation in the same manner

in which you pass down family

genes To those people I say.

shed yourself of these evil genes,

we are people also

The raised fist is not a symbol

of racism or exclusion The raised

fist is not similar to the swastika,

it is not similar to the burning

cross, and it is not similar to the

UMass minuteman. Black people

have never used the raised fist

while burning down churches,

while throwing folks into gas

chambers, while enforcing |im

Crow laws, or while miseducating

young minds The only thing that

the raised fist has been associated

with is black empowerment and

unity, and we will continue to use

this symbol as such.

If you are not black and are

interested in learning more
about black people and black

culture, talk to friends or do

some research

If you are interested in hear

ing some of the

views and con-
cerns of black
people on cam-
pus, then read
the Black Affairs

page, but keep in

my that our page

is in no way
catered to

whites. We will

not conform our ideas, views

beliefs, theories and/or values to

dtiv white standard We will no

longer view ourselves and mea-

sure our expectations through

the eyes of the white man We
are our own people and will

fight as a people

Edgar A Barros is the editor of

the Black Affairs
\

Re-activism: too little, too late

"We are

demanding control

of our lives, com-

munities, and our

futures.
*

You try and pretend you don't

see him as you walk by. but you

can't help but hear him

He looks terrible His beard and hair

are overgrown and dirty His teeth are a

dark yellowish-brown and his face is

oily The blue jeans he's wearing are

ripped and torn, but at least they aren't

as dirty as his green, sweat stained

t-shirt with the words "Jesus Saves"

across the chest.

He's loud, real loud, and he's shout

ing with everything he's got, because he

really, really believes that he's the prod-

uct of some big government plot to

keep him poor.

People are whisking by him. this way

and that, going about their everyday

business like he isn't even there. You

tell yourself that's what you're going to

do, but you don't

You try not to look at him. but he's

just so loud that you have to turn you're

head That's where you make your first

mistake, because he sees you and you

see him. Eye contact has been estab-

lished and now he knows he's got an

audience: you

So. he starts getting even louder and

he knows you hear him. because he saw

you look at him

He saw you look at him

Every word coming from his mouth

is rutting you like lead pipe It's not that

they necessarily mean anything to you.

but it's annoying This guy just won't

shut up. He just keeps yelling and

yelling and yelling until, finally you're

out of ear-shot

Sure, you could give two rocks about

what the guy was saying, but he had

your attention He made you look at

him and made the brief time it takes to

wait past someone on the street seem

like an eternity It sucks that you have

to endure that sometimes, but you

shake it off. Yea. he was loud enough to

annoy you. but you realize how silly you

are for even getting upset lie made a

lot of noise, but his noise didn't change

Sure, he got to you. but hell

still be poor tomorrow All that noise

and no change For a minute, you feel

bad for him. Three minutes later,

you've forgotten him.

In more ways than one. the majority

of the Black Community (here and

across the globe) is like the man on the

street who makes a lot of

noise, but doesn't change

a thing

The problem isn't in

what we're saying, but

when and how we say it.

Today, it seems that

we've forgotten what it

means to be activists and

have become fr-activists.

We always find our-

selves on the receiving

end of racism, discnnii

nation, hatred and big-

otry It's only after some-

thing happens, do we choose to do

something about it We don't organize

before we're wronged We organize

after if at all It's always us reacting to

them The oppressed reacting in a fit of

huss and fuss to the terrible actions of

the oppressor If we continue to move

in these circles, we'll never really get

anywhere Why do we have to

wait for something bad to come down

from the enemy . before we do some-

thing good for ourselves?

This kind of thought pnmoset apa-

thy, coining from a people that can t

afford to be apathetic

The worst part about being a

rr-activist is that it takes the sting

away from Mack protest It makes us

look^like we talk a good game, but can t

hold it down in the lung run It happens

all the time Some horrible act of dis-

enrrunatiun will happen and we'll react.

V.e'11 get mad and wcl
well yell Well get their

they may sit at the table and talk All

the while, they know that as soon as

they promise us a few scrap*, we'll shut

up and sit

When you warn a dog to shut up and

sit. you give it a treat.

Over time, they've become so use to

our screamin' that they don't even pay

us any mind. Its what happens when

you know you can shut somebody up

whenever you want Passivity has

become something we're known for

The black voice has

lost a lot of its bite.

It s not that the

oppressor doesn't

know what can
happen if black

people decided to

unite The tcu

the oppress, .1 isn't

afraid of hi

uniting.

haven i given him a

reason to be

Not since the

days of the ' ml
Rights Movement twith the evee

i 't the Million Man March) has

nations bigots, coward and racists seen

what can happen when we unify.

This is not to say that we aren't

doing anything for outselves. No
doubt, there are a lot of black men and

women out there, taking it to the max.

everyday, fighting for the rights of our

people Yet and still, there aren't

enough The front Une is dying. Those

m the corporate world and in

political circles cant hold up without

the backing of a nation

That's the bite That's the power.

When you can create an agenda and

have that agenda adhered to. you have

power The black community, united

and uplifted, will make sure that agen-

da is set

It's time that the oppressed started

being activists, m the true sense of the

word. You would think that we'd be

I of being ignored and pained w the

streets.

Act or react. Shut up or sit.

The choice is yours.

Humphrey brown III is a CoUefSan

Colummm.

Along the color line

South Africa after apartheid

Dr. Mannmg Movable

Editors note: The following i<

part two of a three-pan series ON

Cape Town. South Africa

South African society is

shaped like a distorted racial

pyramid There is a huge,

impoverished black community rep-

resenting nearly 75 percent of the

country's total population. The
whites, who com
promise 12 per

cent, perch them
selves at the pinna

cle of society's pyramid lust below

most whites, but above nearly all

black Africans, are the people in

between: "the coloureds
"

Cape Town is located at the

Western Cape province, on the

extreme southwest corner of the

African continent It is the only

major African city south of the

Sahara that does not have a black

majority. When the Dutch, and

later the English, invaded and col-

onized southern Africa centuries

ago. they initially encountered the

Khoi and San peoples. The Duch
East India Company imported tens

of thousands of slaves from India.

Madagascar. Indonesia and

Malaysia. These multiethnic slave

populations brought into South

Africa their own distinctive cul-

tures, foods, music and ways of

life. European males forcibly vio-

lated nonwhite women sexually,

producing after several generations

a substantial mulatto or mixed

racial group. In the late 18th cen-

tury, black Africans were imported

as slaves from east and central

Africa, and they were also largely

incorporated into the coloured

group
Coloureds acquired Afrikaans,

the language based primarily on the

Dutch spoken by early while colo

ni/ers as their own language To
distinguish themselves from the

overwhelmingly-
black population.
most c >loureds cul-

tivated cultural and

sexual links with Europeans Dr

Wilmot lames the executive ditcc

tor of the Institute for Democracy

in South Africa, who is also

coloured, states that early trade

unions of coloured artisans "went

out of their way to keep blacks cut

of their ranks."

The coloureds developed "an

aesthetic that deeply aspired

toward whiteness. European cul-

ture and the ways and mor

the master." lames observed

"Dark-skinned children were not

as loved as the European-looking

ones They were kept out of sight,

reduced to the lower ranks of the

family hierarchy. Blackness was a

curse, a source of sexual shame."

Thus the coloured group acquired

many of the racist stereotypes and

prejudices against black people

that whites held.

The coloureds' status was turned

upside down with the initiation of

apartheid in 1948 Raciul segrcga

tion had always existed, but

apartheid took racial separation to

new extremes Rigid racial catego-

rizations and the geographical Iso-

lation of various ethnic groups tore

apart thousands of mixed raced

families As lames stated, "the

monsters from Pretoria, aided by

their local counterparts and the

police, imposed a fictional racial

purity and rigid boundaries

between people they wished, in

their madness, to be ethnic

groups."

In Cape Town, a largely integrat-

ed, ethnically diverse urban commu-
nity called District Six. was marked

by the apartheid regime for termina

lion District Six had been a pleas

ant neighborhood for coloureds,

Malays. Portuguese, Muslims, and

many others. The people were
forcibly removed from their homes,

bulldozers flattened entire city

blocks. Today, the former district

appears like a vast empty space in

front of the city's skyline. Hundreds

of thousands of coloureds were
transferred to the Mitchell's Plain

township, miles from the central

city In Cape Flats, an estimated

80.000 young men are gang mem-
bers, frequently armed with

machine guns and various automat-

ic weapons
The coloured leadership as a

whole finally concluded that

apartheid had to go. Thousands of

coloureds joined the United
Democratic Front, the mass antia-

partheid coalition in the 1980s.

Many coloured activist were jailed,

tortured or banned by the govern-

ment Finally, when Nelson
Mandela was freed from his prison

cell on Robben Island, thousands of

coloureds joined their black *a*ters

and brothers to share in the victo-

T
But barely after apartheid had

ended, the coloureds of the

Western Cape began complaining

that "the blacks" might "take over."

They had long played a comfortable

buffer role between whites and
blacks Now. they feared that their

relative privileges could be taken

away
So on election day in 1994. the

coloured electorate voted over-

whelmingly for the National Party,

the "monsters" that created

apartheid and had destroyed many
of their own homes in District Six.

Over two-thirds of all coloured

voters supported the Nationalists,

while less than 10 percent

endorsed the African National

Congress. Nationwide. the

National Party received slightly

more than 50 percent of its total

vote from coloureds. Asians and

other nonwhites. So as black

Africans go about the difficult task

of constructing a genuine democra-

cy, they cannot rely on a coloured

population that seeks to maintain

their privileges by catering to

white racists.

Dr. Manning Marable is a profes-

sor of history and director of the

Institute for Research in African

American Studies at Columbia
University.

AlEXANMt *OBC

The beauty of Africa on display

Students perform at Saturday's African Cultural Night

FoeYour Information

There has been much controversy surrounding the .ssUc of the Funkothon. Many people have been wondering. "Is there going to be a Funkothon? Upon finding out that Funkothon is going to hap-

There has been mu^™™ve

£ ^^ri Asking questions like: "Why is it m Springfield this year?' and "Why « the BMCP logo on the flyer, ,f they aren t sponsonng it?

On May 3 a pressSreT willZ SatTe Malcolm X Culturafcenter to arrswer all qtiestions regarding the controversy of the Funkothon. Information about student ticket discounts and

J
other relevant topic* will also be discussed.

Letters to the Editor

Fist, a symbol ofunity

To the editor:

1 am writing in response to the poor misguided author of

a letter which ran Tuesday. April 21.1998 concerning the

Black Affairs logo.

It has come to my attention that you and perhaps others

like you. may have misconstrued, misunderstood, mis

judged and missed period the point and reasoning behind

the Black Affairs page. Hence, mistaken the symbol of the

clenched fist as a sign of hatred. No!

The clenched fist logo prominently displayed on the

Black Affairs page is the symbol of unity in the Black com-

munity. It's the symbol of empowerment for people of the

Pan- African Diaspora. It's the representation of unifica-

tion. Unity, is the one entity people of color have held on

to for years, when we were robbed and raped of our ances-

tral dignities. "Remember that?" My poor misguided

author, hypothetical^ speaking, the Collegian, or any other

newspaper or magazine for that matter, which is not specif-

ically geared towards, or designated for the black audience,

it is all "White Affairs" when you read the small black print

on huge white paper.

That's just how society works. It is all about the white

man in power. Therefore as a white male you benefit from

everything. It all works in your favor and is specifically

geared towards you. unless otherwise. Therefore you fail to

realize there are people out there who do not benefit from

anything due to color. Hence the clenched fist which may

appear assertive, this threatens you. It's perfectly under-

standable that you do not want to share the lime light with

another. This is what you have been taught and it is hard to

let go or learn to let go and understand. It's time to be

untaught and smell the "unity" of the clenched fist.

Please realize that the Black Affairs page serves as an

outlet, a venue, a stage, for people of color to express, and

voice opinions, thoughts and ideas in a public forum. In a

society that oppresses those who are not of the Caucasian

race, a page like this is necessary. It is to let you and others

like you know, people of color have something important

to say other than "yes sir and thank you ma'am."

In accordance with the purpose and reasoning behind

the page, then.' is a logo which compliments the page. It is

in no way meant to provoke hatred, supremacy or aggres-

sion I hope the time I have taken to simplify and explain

the reasoning behind the page and logo was appreciated. I

hope that you understand the logo is a compliment to a

continuous and needed forum. I hope you understand I am

not attacking you but merely trying to educate and simplify

a confusing misunderstood notion on your part. I hope you

realize no one is raising a fist in your face, it's our symbol

and there is nothing juvenile about the graphic design.

One last question. Why did you refer to an Asian fist

being represented as the color yellow?

Cassandra I. Carry

Southwest

Addressing ignorance-

Letter to the editor:

On Tuesday. April 21.1998. while sitting in the dinning

commons. I picked up a copy of the Massachusetts Daily

Collegian. While reading the Editorial/Opinion section. I

came across a Letter to the F.ditor entitled "Black Affairs

logo should go." Curious as to what the author's grievances

were, I proceeded to read the letter. Upon the completion

of the second paragraph 1 was shocked, by the third I was

upset, and by the letter's conclusion. I found a pen and

began writing my reply.

The author was correct in his assertion that the Black

Affairs page's mission is to extend the philosophy of the

propagation of diversity and multi-cultural education, but

its primary mission is to educate and elevate the black peo-

ple of the University. He fails to realize that as a diverse

group, we need to find a way to be connected and unified as

a people. The Black Affairs page is not a "forum for individ-

ual vituperation and demagoguery." but rather a forum for

honest evaluation and introspection. To state otherwise

just demonstrates the author's ignorance. For oyer four

hundred years blacks have been "raped" of their identity.

The Black Affairs page is trying to mend those wound, that

for so long, have been left unattended.

When certain individuals for some benighted reason,

that society, the law. or in this case the Collegian, is being

unfair or insensitive to the needs of the non-black students.

I wish they would think about how many years we as a peo

pie had to sit in the back of the bus: how we had to drink

out of dirty water fountains marked colored; how we had

to eat at separate facilities and go to separate schools.

Think about how many tears we have shed while getting

chased with dogs, beaten with bats, and fired upon with

water hoses Think about how we were wiped, hung, and

castrated: all in the struggle for freedom, justice, dignity

and human rights.

Tell me why we would not want to be in touch with our

own? The Black Affairs page is not the only minority group

in the history of the Massachusetts Daily Collegian to use a

relevant and significant symbol of their struggle to head

their page. "The clinched fist logo" is not only appropriate,

but is necessary and sufficient for the empowerment, moti-

vation, and unifying principle behind the page. To declare

that this symbolic emblem of the "Black" experience is

"juvenile" shows that there are certain people who have

issues with which they need to deal with.

Hugh E Reid

Southwest
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An engaging transformation May promises to be hot for soaps

HUM MCMSMCHT / COUHMN

Sook Youth «ch«v*ed playing their okJer, more familiar material Friday night at John M Greene Hall

homegrown label. SYR. Ia»t year choosing instead to slowly unpeel the

V,hilc >Ui.h an approach umjsII) textured layer* of guitar on the newhy Movty Kaont
Cohgian Staff

SONK YOUTH / TOM VBtLAM &
jimmy wn

JohnM Ge—nmHat
April 24

NORTHAMPTON — When
members of Sonic Youth recently

•aid they wouldn't be playing their

earlier work live anymore, few.

including this writer, took AOM.
as literally as the band

did

Friday night's show at |ohn M
Greene Hall saw the estimable

art-rock outfit play 1 1 numbers in

their 75-roinute set. Nine of the

tongs were drawn from the

not-yet- released A Thousand Learn
album and the remaining r-

including the oajjpiing "Anafrerna"
— were culled fom • pair of experi-

mental EP« retAved on their o#n*

spells death for a band in RaaJi a

Urge venue. Soruc Youth are the rare

act whose fans have given them carte

blanche to do as they please

Frankly, much, if not all. of their

performance wa* unrecognizable to

the crowd, but it still connected with

them Their audience is more than

willing to let Sonic Youth get behind

the musical wheel and take them for

a ride into the hinterlands of nx k I

roll, however attract and avant

garde the inclination

While it may seem easy to dismiss

such a performance as self-indulgent

and arrogant, such a judgement
would be criminal. Sonic Youth have

never had any "hits" per se They

have always had an unerring sense of

progt. them

for not pandering to their audience?

The hand rarehr I Hdav

As of July 1st, Amherst Bars

Will join the club and go

SMOKE- FREE!

• Cleaner air to breathe

• Ho more smelly clothes

• Ho more bad breath

• No more smelly hair

• Ho more cigarette burns

• Some new faces to see

• A more relaxing atmosphere

everyone can enjoy

THANKS FOR YOUR
SUt>T>ORT!

album. Considering the absence of

bass on all but one song, it was an

appropriate undertaking. The
three guitar attack enabled Lee

Ranaldo. Kim Gordon and the erst-

while Thurston Moore to blast fresh

lead patterns b> extrapolating the

songs, some several times their

length on record Indicative of this

was "Sunday." which featured a

more angular rifting style through a

wildlv improMsational meditation

mid KMfe]

"Hits of Sunshine." the strongest

song off A Thousand Leaves and
perhaps Sonic Youth « finest

moment lyrically, provided the set s

high point. Moore's wonderfully

detached vocals echoed the cogita-

tive nature of the song (a moving

tribute to Allen Ginsberg) while

Ranaldo gentry massaged his guitar

to create a sound that mirrored the

reflective mood perfect l>

Long removed from his da-

the front-man of the seminal

punk group Television. Tom
Verlaine. along with limmy Ripp

created a surprisingly effective mix-

ture of free form sonic cxcui

and straightforward countrified

rock.

Hi soap fans! I hope everyone had a fab weekend (a

little touch of sun would have helped). There's excit-

ing news on the "General Hospital" front this week.

Word is, Genie Francis (Laura) is returning to the

show for (at least) a three month stint, starting some
time in mid May. Our prayers have been answered my
friends. Kxpect the ahem, something, to hit the fan

when she returns, especially now that lucks has tuund

out the truth about his parents' not so rosy courtship

You can pretty much kiss Cathy and Count Vlad good-

bye too. Bob Guza's been throwing atound the idea of

putting a wedge between the infamous Luke and
Laura. Three guesses as to who that wedge would be

Call me crazy but the idea of Laura and Stefan -1/

zling up the screen sounds altogether yumtm
Let's just hope Genie can finish the stint

without getting pregnant again.

In some other "GH" news, as I'm sure most

of you have already heard. Maurice Benard

(Sonny) is indeed making his way hu^k

to the show That's the good new
The bad is that he'll only be in town
for a handful of episodes, lit teen to be

exact. "GH"'s Latin flame is back in

action and word has it. he's got a

nasty streak Prepare to ItWOM
ladies (ah. those eyes alone |

What brings him to Port Charles, you ask'' Well,

without giving too much of the plot away and ruining

the surprise. Brenda and lason hop on an I I U jet and.

well you know how reliable these planes are in the

world of soaps. Sonny CMdfeM wind ol the crash and the

ensuing search and divides lo help his once blushing

bride to be (yes, the two of them will be sharing some
scenes together) For those of you die hatd Sonny and

Brenda fanatics who are hoping for reconciliation

don't hold your breath Brenda would be a fool to take

that boy back, especially now that t\tt*t got a sure thing

with lax Either way. May promises to be hot Forget

pnmetime. daytime's where the real action's at.

It's about that time my friends May sweeps are

almost upon us and does daytime have some treats for

you. Here's a taste of what to expect

"Young and the Restless" — Diane seeks revenge:

\ Gloria struggles with her feelings for another man.

"Another World" — Marley hits town and turns

Vicky, lake and Donna's life upside down: Amanda
and Cameron (the rebel without a clue) heat up: l.ila

finds hersell in the thick ot everyone else's business

while bonding with Can.
"All My Children" — Brooke continues u, battle her

legalM with Dunlin's help Could romance be far

behind? lack and Mike square ofl tor ItKa - hand.

Poor lack, he should |ust bow out now while he still

has an ounce of pride

"Days of Our Lt*w" — Sami falls for Franco.

Tragedy shakes up the Mike Carrie Austin triangle:

lohn and Marlena hit yet another stumbling block

(hoo-hum)
"GH — Laura crashes Stefan and Cathy's engage-

ment party: Luke and Alexis form an alliaiue. Sonny

makes his way back to Port Charles.

"Guiding Light" — Beth turns to Ben for help

(Carl's murder): Reva and Reva 2 lock horns

"Port Charles" — One of "PC"s most beloved rest-

dent- tails \ictim to "General Homicide'" Lucy rum

mages through Eve's past: There's trouble ahead for

|oe and Karen.

"Sunset Beach" — Derek's reign of terror continue-

Olivia returns to "SB;" Ricardo fights his feelings for

Gabi.

"One Life to Live" — The mystery surrounding

Georgie s death intensifies. Nora starts to doubt B>' -

innocence

Watching soaps has always been a social event lot

moi It's so much more fun when you have a group ol

people screaming at the TV and such In fact, my

friends and 1 have a tradition that I

thought I'd pass along. It's a drinking

game that adds a little spice to the

occasion (for those boring Sunday

nights). I'm not one for getting

sloshed and making an ass out ot

myself so I usually stick with one or

two beers I'd advise the same It)

you. Don't make me regret mention

ing it Here'* how to play

1

)

Tape one of your fave soaps.

2) Invite a few of your soap pals, sit

in front of the TV and crack open a

Bud (or poison of your pleasure)

J) Leery time one of the things below occurs, you

take a sip. R'l that simple

"GH* Take a sip every time

• Robin starts to preach about morality (take anoth

er sip just to get through the scene)

• Carly gets in someone's face

• Keesha wears one of those god-awful suits tthe

one's that blind you).

• Anytime Sarah's in a scene.

• Luke makes a joke at the Cassadines' expense.

• Bobbie stares into space

• Stefan and lason frown

• Alan takes a pill

"Days":
• The characters have a one on one conversation

with themselves
• Marlena cries, takes the high moral ground

waivers between |ohn and Roman or |ust makes you

want to vomit in general

• Laura is institutionalized.

• t eleste changes her hair color

• Carrie and Mike exchange lingering looks.

• Sami blackmails someone in town
• Stefano makes a visit to one of his secret rooms.

• Anytime Franco "t in a scene and every time you

can t make out a word of what he's saying.

"Y&R"
• Diane cnes on Jack's shoulders

• Nick and Sharon argue.

• Anytime Tricia's in a scene

• Ashley and Victoria exchange catty looks.

• Ryan professes his love for Tricia (ugh).

• You see a blonde.

• Christine whines about her love life

lacob Fanning is a Collegian columnist Questions

mments about this column can be e-mailed to

/fanning^ student umassedu

.

•JM-frtfc arts writ**. A tjrea* way to writ* that won't leave

tears in uour sua* \
Just good clean fun.
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Lincoln Real Estate

Has the best selection of 1 2 & 3 bedroom

Center of Amherst Apartments wan gas heat

Showings

Start

in April

for Jim or

September

Ocespiney!

Gilreath Manor
Condos
• 3 Bedroom

• I 1/2 Baths

• Heated Basement

• New Gas Heat &
Hot water

• 1/2 mile to campus

• On Bus Route

Lincoln Real Estata • 25 N Pleasant • 253-7879
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Summer Possitions Available

For the perfect summer job
We are currently hiring paintets in Mass & Rl!

call l-888-CPP-97UStoday

$500-$800 per week Experience a plus but not required

UM gains key win in visit to B.C.
By Sash Koantg
Collegian Staff

CHESTNUT HILL — Like many sports, lacrosse is

a game of luck. A few timely bounces and a few advan-
tageous calls can sometime mean the difference
between a win or a loss

At Boston College on Friday night, the
Massachusetts women's lacrosse team saw just how
important a role luck plays in deciding the outcome of
a competition

At the beginning of the game, the good fortune was
favoring the Eagles Slightly over three minutes into

the matchup. BC senior captain Danielle Wood fired

an apparent!) high shot from a solid 20 feel av»j\ I rum
Minutewomen goalie |en Nardi Taking a chance rico

chet, the ball deflected straight downward upon hitting

the top post and fell behind Nardi for a SCON
Roughly two minutes later, after Wood added her

second out of five goals and UMass sophomore
Colleen Wales retaliated in with a score of her own,
another stroke of bad fortune hit Massachusetts

"Noelle Gorski It-It ihe game earl) on with a strained

left hamstring." Massachusetts coach l-rancesca

McClellan said. "That was interesting because we
haven't had a big injury all season. We had to really

nuke some adjustments
'

Eagle Maggie Berkery then capitalized on some
questionable ph)sical play that went unnoticed by the

officials to push the B C lead up to 1-1 with ium
under 20 minutes to go in the half

UMass did not strike again on offense until the

14:52 mark, after Boston College sophomore Carrie

Everett s goal while tailing in front of the earn It

seemed as though all of the Eagle shots were magicall)

finding their mark while the Massachusetts attempts

avoided the back of the net like the plague In fact.

with 12:43 to go in the half, the Minutewomen were

staring down a 5-2 deficit.

"I think that the offense was a little freaky in the

beginning," McClellan said. "Once we sat down and
lust executed, obviously, we were more successful

"

With some key strategy changes, the ball started

bouncing back in UMass' favor.

"We tried to change our matchups going in to mark
their best kid," McClellan said. "We put Anderson

down low defensively, and what we really missed vcas

Anderson in the midfield That really hurt us offensive

ly. We had a hard time matching up against them, and

maybe we worried too much about that and made too

many drastic changes.

"When we were down 5-2. we switched it back and

put Lynne Young on their big kid. I don't know if that

necessaril) helped take their real big scorer out of the

game, but it allowed us to play more of our game
"

Massachusetts outscorcd BC 10 5 the rest of the

was out for a close 12 10 victory. That included some
luck of their own With 15 57 to go in the game,
sophomore Stephanie Pas lick rocketed a shot that was.

again, apparently high The bail took a hard, straight

bounce from the top post into the possession of a con

semently positioned Rebecca Minaker. who redirected

the shot back into the cage to push the score up to

Laura Korutz continued her dominance over BC by

pouring in her 1 00th career point on four goals and an

assist, and |en Herker scored two key. game deciding

goals in the final five minutes to secure a win Nardi in

the goal played calmly in the face of late game pressure

to keep the slim lead

"I just have faith in my defense, and I know that

thev re going to do it." Nardi said "They're going to

give me a fighting chance to stop the ball You've just

got to come out and play lor esery game."

lacrosse
continued from paQe 10

on the offensive end." Cannella
said. "We have to be able to beat

people off the dodge. We were beat-

en strength wise."

The momentum seemed to swing

somewhat in the fourth period after

DelPercio's goal. PC. Massey with

drove the left side with 12:09
remaining in tne period and
attempted a pass which instead

found its way past Gebhardt

Eighteen seconds later, leff Seals

received a pass from Massey and rif-

fled it passed Gebhardt to cut the

lead to seven

It was too little too late

"This one was not a good one. It

is something I've struggled with all

year." Kasselakis said. "Although it

was Sv^KUse. sou still have to make
those sj\es. I've made them before

and I didn't make them today."

With a home game against Brown
remaining for next weekend, coach

Cannella called the contest "a play

off game" as the Minutemen seem-

ingly need a victory to find their

way into the postseason

"We need to prepare for Brown
this week." Cannella said. "This

week we need absolute concentra-

tion and absolute intensity. We
need more of a total team effort."

softball
continued from page 10

that way, sitting out a month
helped me a lot. I'm concentrating

better, and I'm more confident and

lelaxcd

"This game really reminded me of

last year's NCAA Regional win la

eighth inning 3-2 win user Colorado

State to send the team to the

WCWS). and now, I feel pretty good

about moving on to the A 10
Tournament

."

Buckle) 's two out triple to score

junior Mandy Galas in the first

inning of the opener was enough loi

junior pitcher Danielle Henderson

(21 6. 65 ERA and 30S strike

outs), holding Temple to one hit and

no runs scored Hendc
I t> strikeout performance is now 27

strikeouts sh> of the UMass single

season and A- 10 conference record,

and with her 4-0 win over the

Hawks she also became the first

pnchei in UMass history to record

three 20 win seasons.

Gutridge * RBI to score Osier and

Buckley's solo homerun in the

fourth inning appeared to be a good

enough margin for Wagner (4 I

0.89 ERA) to record her fifth win

on the season. The Owls h.wescr

baited around the lineup in the fifth

inning and both Wagner and
Henderson could not contain a

six run barrage from the Temple
bats

That would onl) setup Bu*.k

heroics in the bottom of the lilth

with Gutndgc setting the table with

her two RBI single to score Galas

and junior Octavia Brown
Henderson went on to retire the side

in order in the sixth inning, but the

llwls loaded the bases m the seventh

before she struck out Christi RagatK
to end the game.

"I told the team before the game
that Temple is a tough team and
they really gave us a run today,"

Sortino said "Their record is not

true to how good they really are."

Mmuicwomen Notes: With her

two runs scored on the day, Galas

i 381 batting average, .529 slugging

percentage 19 RBI) has now broken

the UMass single season runs scored

rd with 51 Gutridge I 423 bat-

ling average, 41 RBI) went 2 for-7

M the afternoon to extend her hit-

ting . lo games UMass will

play at noon this Friday in the A 10

Championship and await the result

of the postponed doubleheader
between Rhode Island and St loe's

being held today to finalize their

upcoming opponent

UM baseball clinches East title
By Mjchoal Kobyionslu

l_osapan jkvt

The Massachusetts baseball team

can now book its hotel rooms far the

Atlantic 10 baseball tournament in

Boyertuwn. Penn . which is scheduled

for May 8-10 at Bear Stadium

That is because the Minuternen won
the A-10 Eastern Division crown by

taking a doubleheader from the

Univer sity of Rhode Island on Saturday

afternoon in Kingston. Rl UMass won
both games of the twin-bill with identi

cal 2-1 scores

fanior pitcher Bill Cooke unproved

to 7 I on the season by hurling his

sixth consecunve complete game in the

first game on Saturday The southpaw

gase up only one unearned run on five

hits jnd fanned six in the winning

effort

The Minutemen (24-9. 13 I

Atlantic 10) trailed 1-0 in the second

before Matt Wofeott came through

with an important single lo left field

which drove home Doug Clark and

Pete Gautreau. with Gautreau repre-

senting the eventual game winning

run.

In the second game it was fellow

classmate Ryan Cameron who earned

the victory. Cameron allowed just one

run on three hits and struck out five

Clark, who went 3 -for 5 on the

afternoon, scored both runs for UMass

in game two Brian Samela plated him
with the first run on a sacnlue lis

while Gautreau drove in the UMass
center fielder with an RBI single in the

fourth.

Seni d baseman Muchie
Dagkere had a hit in game one. but was

shut down in game two. ending his hit

ung streak at 3 1 games

UMass also played the Rams in the

final game of the series yesterday They

will next hit the diamond tomorrow
when they travel to Vermont to face

ifk* C at^iTiv suits

Catch tomorrows CoOegtan forafuM
wrap-up of at of the weekend conMts
at well at a pmiew of the Vermont

OtHUNUMN

Sophomore mtdfieldef NoeHe Gorski and the Massachusetts women's lacrosse team went 2-0 $
weekend, facing off with Boston College and New Hampshire

J
Ambers!

51 Jarbcrs

J Tel. 253-1722

40 Main Street. Amherst, MA
(Next to Newbury Comics

»

Appointment Not Neccessary

The Right Place to Be!
4 Barbers Everyday

Unisex Hair Styling

mail
Jim Tcrri (.u/x

(kii/s A Gats* Rumor Cuts
i tipper Cut* • Kut» Cuts

Louer Curs • Flat Tap*

9 & up Hours: Mon- Fri. 8-5:15"" • Sat 8-3:45
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After clinching the Atlantic 10 Eastern Division title, the UMass baseball team heads to the A- 10 Tourney in May
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STILL TIME TO ENTER:

URAL

Don't Miss

MCTION
Tennis DoublesiM/W/C) A.S.A.P.

Ultimate Frisbee (M/W) A.S.A.P.

World Cup Soccer (M/W) A.S.A.P.9P
For entry forms

and info

545-2693

545-0022

LATE ENTRANTS SHOULD CHECK FOR EXTENSIONS IN BOYDEN 215
(In thf W*t> http //www unu» fdu/umlm/

Attention
t Class of 1998
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August and Novemtw 1 998 fw an nriol onryw ptnod So I you how o dug desac to explore of« ohm, a sense

ot odvertim and a wfagness lo help others, tontod us todoy NOV*

N0V» offers a (ompeWve sotav, pod holdoys/tionng ond oppon\ir«» toi ooWement V^ vtso. acomnvodonon ond

heath esurance on stand pro lo departure Please send your resume ond <ovw teeter to Mi Ireva Phips, NOV*.

ZOhw Street, 7mflo«. Boston. M» 07109. Fox 617 5423115 Col 1-800-SS1-668? or look us up on the w«b fa

more demfcd rformohon www ixMjflpan com

// you art a mrmbfr of the Class of 1998 ffudu-

ating class who rrrtived Federal Perkins loans

while enrolled at I 'Mass you should hat* recently

received a certifUd letter about those loans

We knov this is a very busy time for you so we've

mailed this information rather than having you

attenda meeting.

However there are serious consequences if you fad
to return these documents by 6/1198 instructed in

our letter.

Ifyou haven V received our letter but think that you

should have or if you have any questions about

wktt you did receive.

Call 545-2377

11am - 4pm: Info Tables, Vendors,

Games, Comedy, Drag

W +o.

Music and more!!! *to

#MOVA
i«w»i NOV! Group rl l bfonti oHhi ol DOM ( vpMw. lopon

Toronto Boston Son Francisco London Pons Brisbane

amo
Ml F.irms 4 • 584 9153

Sports Notice

meeting today ^ 6 p*m. in die

Ki

UMASS/AMH ERST
April 30,1998 IffltiiSiV $$
8pm Drag Contest

9pm Benetit Date Auction

FOR GLADD
10pm-1 am DANCE!!!

For Wore

info Ceil

the Pride

Alliance at

5450154

°°n
r%J°'

Ml. F.-irms M.ill

snoBini
To** I*

r»ua midm ion on ifsi

Mr is*•» set ;m

TWM WTflt)

htKisseauioiiio

ltd)

UrrlSWOSlSllttO

PtMMT (MODS It)

took*'*

KMMlIt)
MnlSXOSlSOl

Hampshire 6 *584 7550
H.imii'.hiri' M.ill

oot count airs-in

M*<sse«$twi]e

ouKTwaremcTnim
to*«is«i«s:sen»

etouKfsi

To** is eo as? sow oo

must« id

!o*y 1 4 »OSJ SOI 1 10

lOSTSISMCItft-ll)

w* is li • smite

orronasRStf* ill

Mnisxauseun

17

I

l

THEATRES
J) aFi-e«e Small F*opcorn

V ,t»,l MrMtl tins M..il,,im nr l»urfhi I »t I ii*. |M0WllMMU
II A MI'SHIHI ft

Mill M4IN I AKMS *

c
1 i t*et* -
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 1 APARTMENT FOR HI NT

PEOPLES MARKET
Where the food s fresh, the cof

fee's hot, end the musics lammm 'i

Main Flow Student Union

OyVevlMGey
A panel discussion on being Gay.

Lesbian ot Bisexual and Jewish

Monday. April 27. 8p.n Campus
Center 171 173 Sponsors

lesbiGey Group of the 5-&xU*ges

APARTMENT FOR RENT

2 bedroom aft Spacious, ideal

for 2 3 people Available 6/1 Fall

option On bus line Rent

$685/moMh Includes heat/hot

watw Call2S3«23 Don t wait'

Crettviaw SMS and SUS
laundry bus, parking Available

now. for summer or longer

Congate 253-2326 Agency fee

applies

Cheap 2 ieeVeea* apt Available

6/1 Call 253-6423

I fcee'reea* apt. Main St

Available 6/1 Call 253 1445

village

xn 2 Dai

i iammad
3 bedroom. 2 bathroom apt Heat

and hot water included On bus

route $1035/month Call 549

6554 Available June 1

COMPUTERS
MACINTOSH 63« PERFORMA
CO Rom. keyboard, mouse, soft

ware. 14 inch monitor Includes

modem and color printer Sell by

5 15 96 $700 or B/0 863 3623

New P1MMMX from S895
Laptops $12961 Peripherals

ZarVision 582 9198 V/MC/AMEX

Macintosh Color Stylewnter

ISM Priater. Keyboard Mouse
SCSI Equipment is in excellent

condition B/0 549-5514

EMPLOYMENT EMPLOYMENT

•fafc) a** mmmm Malayasu ijop

(BMM ONeM Of • Rnak rEOOOMl

.lasst HI afar? tSaWOe) MMHPJIBv Wt VI OaV

TtMM Dan. Vi*» J«a»w »*,

Fai to*. Cmmm Cxdk Urn

IN

I 2 bedroom 2

bathroom apartment Easdy tits 3

W/0 Bn yard Close to Amherst

Center Available 6/1 Call Kristan

2561664

Mill Valley 1 bedrooms. 2 bath

rooms 1st floor Available 6/1

Heat and hot water included CaM

253^956

Take Over Oar Lean June 1 2

bedroom Crestvtew $675/month

CaM 549-91 77

1 bexJreeaa apt available June 1

Busline Close to campus
$S60/month 549-4575

1 1/2 aaaVaee* Newly renovated

Puffton Easily fits 2 or 3 Heet/lw

water included Available 6/1

$660/month 549-9253

_j 1.2. and 3 bad

room apartments Gas heat, hard

wood floors We are showing

starting April 6th for June and

September leases Lincoln Real

Estate 253 7879

2 beefraew tar read or sublet in

Ctiffside $665/month Utilities

included Call 666-8033

Cheap!
6/1 CaU

2 eedreei apt Available

253*423

Crtyl.

Pontine* U3MMX, 32MB RAM
2 1 Gig. 24X CD ROM 33 6K. Ti

Modem Video & Audio Cards with

Speakers Plus. 14 inch flat screen

digital monitor Windows 95 key

board. PS2 mouse $1150 546

MM
EMPLOYMENT

HOME TYPISTS PC users -eeo

ad $45 000 iiKome potential Cad

1«0 513 4343 exlB 9616

JUNIORS
Put your skills to work iniemation-

aNy This tune nan year YOU could

be packing to go to S Africa

Jordan Paraguay Thailand, or

01 laavjauamt

iDai of Modi a>« •> **Muai "
caat It ****((**> Baa*

Taaxaa.Martxd

<$
\fH*mB*>ntMm*M Lj**u» Camp

CajddJatWdJtttria) Dtwaysly

Respite Com

Dovosi
arc*'

Are vou kMtaVMMJ for « MM «

with tU kittle tuwrt?

Mil a] WeatficU u wktm rempoiui

bk pMojjjkW to be? rmpm* eumfmtmt
for uwiiindiiMl wwJi (WbU*u*ra TKu u
— Qfjfj)omMMty foe yea**, ta djtjm

modtrv. matt mrm pi iyli, to tur*

taslMa ajetJ make • tiitfcrrcm t m torn* -

cmmt'i bit! Pan iunc tWubW ka«n
arc available Yom mutl tuvc SCCOH Ml

a ia# kiwi vajttl amu'i krnir

fttu* tail ur Man* u« IhMiI
(4 1 »)*•:

ROOM FOR RENT

Bedroom aveileble in a 4 bed

room furnished apt O Alpine

Commons Available 6/1 Call Ben

or Alexis ©253 1510

Oaa eedrewa aveileble in a 4

bedroom apt 6/1 with Fall option

$275/month On Mam St Call

Corns 253 6566

ROOMMATE WANTED

SUMMER SUBLET SUMMER SUBLET

Puffton 1 mile from campus, eight

near bus stop 1 bedroom Fully

furnished with utilities A/C

$250/month Will negotiate 549

7068

OaeaeeVi
Sublet for summer or take <

CaU Ted at 548-7961

2 IVatfraaaa Easily acamadMM 4

$530 a month On busline

Available 6/1 25*4872

1 kiereai apt AvaaaMa June 1

Onbuskne Dose tot

4575

] bedreeai coodee Gas heat

hardwood floors, heated base

tfaMa June 1 mam 1/2 mile to campus on bus

route We are showing starting

Apm 6th tor June and September

leaee* $1350 plus utilities 253

MM

ma your friend* are

to find a job Due to

grow*. Peace Corps is

fill hundreds of two

AUTO FOR SALE

£'heat $500 No pots First

am) Sacumy CaM 253-5413

i New exhaust new
tires $180Q/B0 546 0405

IMS Tare*. Mtt 5 spaed A/C

cruise stereo, and many extras

Many new parti 156.000 miles

small rust $2800 413 256-1215

Take Over tiiiir Leeae <

bedroom at Puffton New rug and

paint Plenty of room for 2

S535/month includes heat/hot

water Available June 1st Call

Irhn^Br^n^fl-Hia

1 bedreeai epert«*eet 1 1/2

baths gas heat Great location on

bus rout* Avertable 6/1 Cad 546-

3938

i from The Pub I

apt for 2 people Take

overlee$e6/1 Call253«99

2 b*dreea* apt Available 6/1 Fafl

option On bus route in

Sunderland AM entities included

Pool and tennis courts CaM MB-
3556

2 kidreei apt m BoukJars $600

negotiable for rent starting Jam
1 2561415

Take ever ear leeaa or sublet

for the summer 3 bedroom
Puffton apt Rent $910 CaM 549-

7805

Belckertewe charming 2 bed-

room apartment with dining room

and sunken kitchen « Irving room

Available June 1 Call Heidi O
323-4434

i HI Standard 4 door

Sedan 131000 miles Runs greet

wonderful condition, no rust

Asking $1800 or best offer 546

Sta"da-d

1M7 .

nator. water pump, brakes, mut

fltr tailpipe, exhaust fysfem.

betts Needs new head geaket

Overall good condition $350 or

B/0 Call 256*351

„ Teyeeaa Novas Prions

Sentras Any condition Cash pari

everyday I 6O0-649-4795

Semd end sold locally this month

1600-522 2730 ext 4554

Wealed: Jaak Care Cash paid

everyday 1«064»4795

itt overseas that

1 May August 1999 ALL

MAJORS ARE ENCOURAGED TO

APPLY Monthly living stipend

housing transportation to and

from host country and

mececat/dentai included Get start

ed early 1 Send your application m
to us by Jury 31 and warwew on

campus this Fall Visit our web
peg* at <www peececorpsgov-

For an application, call (800)424

8580 press l ask for ext 674

Cooks, servers bartenders host,

buses and dishwashers Will

tmn P0 Box 1228 Eastern MA
02642 Fax 15081255 9374 or cat!

(5081255 9394

Live • stadeat wanted to per-

form household and childcare

duties 16 hrs/wk m exchange for

room end board Beginning Sept

May In Amherst 253-4150

CAMP STAFF

Are you an vnergetic enthusiastic,

caring and fkssdpfe mdnndual eiter •

ested m spendra summer days m
the out of -doors' Girl Scouts ere

seeking persons toM camp coun

setor lifeguard and program post

tions m local day camps July 6
August 7 Training is provided

Contact WM6SC et 800462 9100

for information AA/EOC

CAMPTAKAJ© for boys, on Long

Lake. Naples Mama, noted for

picturesque location exceptional

facilities, and outstanding pro-

grams FREE TRAVEL June 22

August 23 Over 50 counselor post

tions in tennis, lacrosse swim
ming. sailing scuba, archery

woodworking, ceramics, fine arts,

radio and electronics backpack

ing Call Mate Sorbun at 800-250

8252 for additional information

CAMP CANADENSIS. Pocono

Mountains PA Excellent residen-

tial coed summer camp Caring

counselors to teach Tennis

Swimming Golf Lacrosse.

Wrestling, Fishing Honda trail

bikes. Ropes/outdoor program

Waterfront and much mora'

Excellent facilities and great

salary 1 6/20/98 8/17/98 Call

(8001832 8228 or E mail us at

camp4youOaol com for an appli

cation You can tmd us on the web

at WWW CANADENSIS COM

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT- Earn

up to $3 000/month in fisheries,

parks resorts Airfare'

FfjodAodgmg' Our service return

mended by US News & World

Reports (9191933 1939 ext A150

CRUISE A LANO TOUR JOBS
Earn up to $2 000/month Free

world travel (Caribbean. Alaska.

Europe, etc )' Free roorn/board For

into, ring (919)933 1939. ait

C150

EARN UP TO SUM pen urn* m
just 4-8 weeks Memolink needs 1

highly motivated individual to

oVoct its summer lakn/marteting
protect at UMen Contact Cariene

at (888)50*6380

ir^assTSof?
$800 per week Experience a plus

but not needed Call 1 888 277

9787

Sesaater Jake Construction labor

ers Good starting pay Must have

strong work ethic Send letter ot

interest and resume if available

Handwritten K EE0 Employer

Reply to Gardner Engineering P

Box 826 ChKopee. MA 01020

NATIONAL PARK EMPLOY
MENT- Forestry. Wildlife

Preserves. Concessionaires
Fiiefighters & more Competitive

wages • benefits Ask us how'
517 324 3110extN5O014

CRUISE SHIP * LAND TOUR
JOBS Excellent benefits World

Travel Ask us how' 517 324 3090

extC50014

for nights and weekends this

semester and tor summer
Downtown Amherst $7/hr plus

bonus Seen 253 0583

Seekeex Rape- AT&T Authorued

Agent need* 20 students now 1 No
experience will tram $100
$300/week Part/Full Time

18001582 2121 123

Ear* ertra caafe martang our cir-

culars from home in your spare

time No experience necessary

1MB-M2 27B1

i Huge bedroom with

1/2 bath and A/C Available 6/1 in

2 bedroom apartment $325 584

5143

Laekiag For Hoeeeeselee Do

you fit these requirements

Nonsmoker. no drugs, dean quiet

(generally aware) I'm currently

investigating several houses end

need more people The sooner we
congregate the better deal we will

get CaH Kevin 549 5836

t with Fall option

3 bedroom 2 bath Renovated

Puffton Call 54*8769

2 bedroom eat Boulders Fits 4

comfortably Includes heat/hot

water On the bus line $695 253

5667

Seexwaer Seblet Available June

I Room tor 6 Nice quiet area

Call 549-3776

Three >«*Yooa Puffton apt Two

baths Renovated Details Call

5*9-5010

sag l*i«l« to share a

4 bedroom house m Amherst over

summer May 15 Aug 31 $300 «

haft utilities Call JomO 256 4792

1-2 females for 2 bedroom

Brandywtne $2007*305 heat/hot

water included Sept Aug with

IMS Summer option 549 1387

Clean

Responsible, were*, fun female

looking tor roommateO) on

Martha's Vineyard this summer

Please contact Sarah 546 5291

SERVICES

Know Voui nigh!-.

T*T*btVJJ***T b*bbbbb\t?Vj*T**bbbi *bbb**JJbb*# dtVciT lelb*ti

June 1st with FaH option Located

m South Amherst along bus route

$1100/month 2531758

t*iin Seblet with Fall option

Spacious, sunny 2 bedroom apart

ment on bus route Laundry down

stairs Heat and hot water tree'

Pool also SBOO/month CM 886-

7076

2 beeteeo* ke North Amherst to>

2 kind people Just renovated nee

porch $225 a month plus uokttB*

5496778

I bedreeai ept m house

MSOymonth Big kitchan/living

rooms Summer/Fall option Call

256 1480 Michael

Close Te Ceaspaa Huge room

$270/month No security Cell

Ame 548-5897

Two roeauaetei needed '

Summer Take over tor Fall

Located in Puffton 5495827

1 bedroom ept tor Summer June

I Aug 31 $550/rnonth Call Geoff

25*2979

tu—mr Seblet 3 bedroom with

A/C Available 6/1 Call 253 1736

3 bedreeai upgraded townhouse

unit 1 1/2 bath and AIR CONDI

HONING Available June August

S800/month Prices negotiable

Call 5464398 or 546 5515

1 bedioom towakous*
Spacious. A/C 2 bath. June 1

August 31 $800/80 Dave. Jason

546 3006

Cliffside 1 bedroom available

May 2*August 31 Clean Uukties

included On bus route

$540/month (negl Call Mike 665-

5544

Three bedreeai m Puffton Newly

renovated Available after finals

Option for Fall $1040/month

(negotiable) 549-5066 Kevin

3 beeVeee*- PaMM Renovated

A/C FaM option 54*7084

2 beaVaai waking distance to

campus uptown Pr«

I aeTcari 885-3578

Two bedreeai* eveileble fur

summer sublet in 4 bedroom

Alpine Commons apt Air condi

tiomng two full baths

J302/month. aU uohties mcluded

Please cab Kn«t. O 256 6351 or

1253 2050

TICKETS

R/T Deka Tlekel Good lor with at

US mcludxng Alaska and Canada

DO 5*83080$400

TO SUBLET

Track Driver* Weeded Straight

trucks Pan time work for 10 days

in June end Aug $105 dot day

CM before Mey 5th 1888 949

5089

es peace/activism

rrv* m counselors tar boys cabau

drama sports camp craft teach-

ers Experience helpful 718-643

0771

Office Assisteel Part time

Customer service, phone, work

process*? stills a plus 5844746

V Meg the Vafley s fastest grow

ing monthly publication, seeks

experienced and/or driven ad

satesreps 15% commas**! bate-

salary Resumes to V Meg P

i MA 01061

ROOM FOR RENT

in a 2

bedroom apt at Presidential

Available from 6/1 till 8/31

Contact Jay 54*5453

1 hege reeea Great to share

Sunderland on bus route $200 it

shared $375 by self Alison MS
9015 Ccoltwusemates

1 reee* k* 2 bedioom I

On bus route 685-7922

We wrtl hst it m our office and on

our web page Com* to Cornmuasr

Services 428 Student Union or

l 5464BK

Have a Wveb/ aela ckae of bun

mes Many colors and types as

welt as n selection of cages end

hutches We can also heap with

any bunnies you can no longer

car* for CaH Eaen 367 0106 after

900 am

0n»*run out edited eed pre

pored by Ph D in English Any

subject 66*3718

PregeeetT Need belpT Cell

ovthnght of Amherst aree tor tree

548-1906

SUMMER SUBLET

7U .i.itbie June 1 Fan

option Bushne A« utjlrtids includ-

ed Pool recreation areas Cell

514

Petite* 1 bedreeai available

after finals S266/month Cad 54*

9293

1 lerao reee* m two bedroom apt

Available 7/1 8731 Call 253 2893

4 reeets ka 7 bedroom house on

Sunset Summer and/or FaH G«is

preferred ChnsO54*1051

Box 774.

wanted for summer $950 each- ad

utilities included Call Katie at

5490141

Chief Trevel Ofhcef It s not a

(Ob. it s iust an adventure Apply at

www studentadvantage com/cto

Tewnhoaooa 1 bedroom in 3 bad

room 6/1 8/31 Busline 2 floors

and patio Call Sara 86*5514

3 beaheeat 2 bedh available June

1st Rent negotiable Call 256

1286

laekkag far 14 people for 2 bed

room m Brandywm* Call 549

0951

3 bedreeai coeefertebhr fits 4

Bi level Puffton apartmer.t

Renovated Central A/C Brand

new kitchen 2 fuM baths Wafc m
closet Oirectly on but route

Laundry room around corner

Available 6/1 $1040*/month
(neg) CaN 54*4294

Seblet with option to

take over leaee Brandywine On

bus route Pool. A/C heat and hot

water included 5491988

1 bedreeai Puffton apartment

with 2 baths New unit June 1

Aug31(nagj CaM 54*5221

Specieee 2 badreew apt avail

able 6/1 with Fall option

S530/month bi Amhrst on bus

rout* 253-0630

Large 2 bedreeai epertaieel

Cliffside across from 711. pun
parlor liquor store Heat hoi

On bus

lease i large bedroom apt m
kveileble June 1 HeatPuffton Av

and hot water mcl pavtiart* fu»

mshed Nattopael.ayiaiM.be*-

kethM hoops SMVmonth I neg,

Greg 54*6724

1 bedroom et CtekeMe 6/1/98

1/10799 $540/month Utilities

included WM furmshed On bus

route Cab 8865019

add

4 bedreeai idj --• ' i.a afc'»

$342 50 per person 1 man* km
2531899

Celeeiel Villege: large fur

metted. i bedroom available 6/1

Rent negotiable 54*7417

TRAVEL

EUROPE SUMMER «
$159 leech weyptui taxes)

.
CARb»rMEXCO $1MR7T

hftn //www eehrtch org

WANTED

1 kierees* Avedebl* m
3 bedroom apartment Looking for

female Ait conditioning Reduced

rent $250/mordh Cafl 5484379

Used VCR m good condition

Wanted O $50 Call 86480 ASAP

WANTED TO RENT
for 1 bedroom

ment including heat and hot

MM Baapk MM fMM bkl

campus Call 2566351.

MONDAY. APRIL 27

Debate — TV Silent Majority will be

hoMing * debate between the candidate"

for SCA president and trustee in room

801 of the Campus Center. The debate

begins at 7 p.m. and is open to the public

DM *»* There will rx- d panel div

cussion entitled "Oy Vey. I'm G*y" in

rooms 171-173 in the Campus Center at

8 p.m. The event is sponsored by Hillel

Everyone is welcome.

Meeting — The Spectrum Magazine

will be holding a general meeting in the

daily listings sponsored by

Csmpu* Center et 7 p.m. The room will

be posted in the campus center. Elections

will be held for next year. All ire welcome

to attend.

Meeting — There will be an informa-

tional meeting for the 1<»99 UMm pro-

gr*m in Siena. Italy at 7:30 p.m in the

third floor lounge (room 301) in Herter

Hall.

TUESDAY. APRIL 28

Banquet — The ALANA Honors

Society will be holding its 9th annual

*w*rds banquet at 7 p.m in the Student

Union Ballroom Contact Doris

Clcmmons at 545-5106 for more infor

mation.

Community — The Hillel House will be

sponsoring a coffee talk at the Newman

Center Cafe at 7 p.m Discuss Israeli

cNcntv drink coffee. *nd practice Hebrew

Meeting — There will be a Hillcl/ISU

general meeting at b p.m. in the Hillel

House. All *re welcome.

Mekxje — Genocide By Sanctions.

video presentation on US/UN s»m.nnns

against Iraq will be presented it 7:50 p.m.

in Thompson Hall room 102 All are wel

come to attend.

NOTICES

Community — The deadline to submit

vour film for the UMass Film. Video end

Animation Festivel is May I Submit your

firm to 101 South College and fill out the

application The festival will be held cm

May 9 from 1-4 p.m. in rooms 165-161

in the Campus Center. Call the Film

Studies office at 545-3659 for more

details.

Poetry — If you have written a poem

and would like to submit it to the New
York Poetry Alliance's free poetry contest,

send poem 21 lines or less to: New York

PhMTJ Alliance. Box 1588. New York. NY
101 16- 1 588 There will be 28 prizes

awarded The deadline for entering is Mey

19

Yolunteerism— The Crisis Center, a

Massachusetts Suicide Prevention Hotline

is currently seeking volunteers and

interns. For more information, contact

Cina Grampetro at (978)849-5600 ext

201

Vulunteerism — Vorunteers are needed

FYh *» pubkc mtvk* xrmouncwrwou printed

dady To wtomit an FY), please send < pmi
rtteat* containing »fl pertinent information

vKtudng the nam? and phone nunber ot the

contact perton to the Collegian, c/o the
Manacang EdNor by noon the prwwus day

for the Evcrywoman's Center. Women of

Color Institute from April 24-April 26

For more information call 545- 1671

.

Volunteerism — Volunteers *re needed

for Queerfest on Thursday. April 30 from

1 1 am 4 p.m. Volunteers are needed

from 9 ami am Please call 545-0154

if you *re interested

w&rv f9 UMass' only siudtsnt run Television Station
216 Student Union (located to the right of the Hatch) • 545-1336 • www-unix.oitunvats.edu/~uvctvi9

Today's Program Schedule (4*7)

UVC-TV-19 Premkr
Hock TV

Interview with Reverend Eusene Rivers

Ctuorwl 1* Newt
lota Phi Thetk Talent Show

Room 307
Sign Off

HSCN BuKeHn Board
CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN
UPN/20

Hartford

Boston
Boston
SpringMd
MovhCh.
Hartford

to
If

m
IT

WextJher Channel
NBC/30 hbw Britain

Fox/61 Hcrrford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
hterrrafiond

UMasi Axcjdemic TV
HSCN Programming

at

UVC-TV19
ABC/40 Springhead

NBC/22 Springfield

CNN
CNN SI

Headline News
UCTV
TBS
BET
TV Land
Univision

Comedy Central

Cartoon
Much Music

MONDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
WVIT
WTIC
WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
AftE

CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK

SCIFI

TLC
TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

CD

a>

J*
Wishbon* I

News X

t NmraX

21

X

23

6:00

Full House «

Fr**h Prince

Simpson* I
News X
Creature*

M*d Abo You

Family

6:30
Bu*in»»* Rpt fknvthour With Jim LanierX
CBS News

CBSfttwi

Intid* Edition

11/ Hm*iaIDt nJeTWai

BoyWortd

NBC New*

Married With

NBCftawt

Horn* Imp.

NBC News

BuxinassHpt.

ABC News

Mad Abo You

Northern Exposure»
F*mily Miters

WorldviewX

Lizard* lMafca-Laugh

Modem Combet Alrcwft (R)

UpCtoet

Supermartat

7:00 7:30

Extra «"

Intid* Edition

Fresh Princ*

Wheai-Fortun*

Judg* JudyI
Ent Tonlflhl

SeinMdX
WtwelFortun*

ftselTVl

Ent Tonight

Forc**o«tri*Wwd(lnSl*r»o)(Pir12ol3)I

Cotbyl IRavmond IThedceerX

Chronicl*^

CoeoyX
Funm*»t Horn* Video*

7* H*even Ike a Hartof I
Jeoperdyli:

Judp»JudyI

World
,»4)«npyou»*teplc

Herd Copy X
Fraeier X
Jeoperdyli

Newshour With Jim L*hrw T
Seinfeld R

Seinfeld X
Andy Griffith

Fraeier X
Freelerl

AndyGritmh

Law 1 Order 'Pnsonef of Love"

Money! ir

Daily Sh

lineX
|Cro*«nr»X

D*ily Show (R) IBfin'* Money"

Gimme Shatter (R)

Sporttorder

Debt

MTV Livs (In Stereo)

Figure It Out |Tlny Toon

Quanlum Le»p (In Stereo) X
R*nov*tion__JFT*nova1ion

Loii 1 Cl*rx-Superm*n

Baywatch "Sky Rider" X
'i "SwnoK)ds"(1993. Drama) Robert Sean Leonard PQ-13'

e»W Tartffty M»/.ov*"(i967) Palrtek Dampsey. PG-13'

fS

C - Campus

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 I 10:00 I 10:30

APRIL 27, 1998

Haymond TheCtoeerl"

Love Boet; The N*xtW*v*X

Wond'»-t)*nQ*rou» Mefllc

0*monl |Q»tP*r»onel

Murphy Brown

2QI20X

Wufphy Bfowti

Kelfy K*t|f X Alright

Vwti- (1988, Fantasy) Sam Neil. IseM** Bo«»e#JjVX'

BrooMynSouthl

BrooMyn SouthT"

Practice "Axe Murderer" X

America's Gr**t**t Pet*

TUBYkTQMB, Fantaty) Sam Ned. I

Ally McBeel "Tne Inmates
~

pPO
Ro*M*r*.3

X [NaJWt

Wor1d>C)ertperoutM*gk: **T

f
TdT*fa

i
n ,"l3"i ' ,'jIv ijiix,. Xr-. .. ;

Force* ot the WHd (In Stereo) (PartTof 3) X
Funniett Home video* I2M0X
Love Boet: Tn*N»xtW«v«X |

Americ** Greeteet Pete

» -TJeatfi Warranf* (1990, Drama) Jean-CkurJ* Van rjarnme.

Btoeraphy: HanX Williams

| Larry King Liv«X

»»Vi *8*c«to&»W"(l99ftC<im*<ty

World Today 3t

Poirot The Chocolate Box"

Wild Di*cov*rY '-Cobras" (R)
j
Whai Sunk tin 0wby»h)w (R)

Prectlc* "Axe Murderer" l"
1Ch*er*X

Major Logue Be—bell Aiur.a

Sheriocx Hotme* otytterte*

Imped (R) X
Liiardt [Mete-Laugh

Dinosaurs - Intid* and Out

Intimate Portrait "Celine Dion'

Stantey Cup Playoff* Conference Quarterfinal Game 3-- Teams lo Be Announced X |B***b*tl

My So-Called LHe (In Slereo)

Doug It lRugr«t»X

S—qu»«t DSV (In Stereo) X
Home Again [Home Again

WCW Monday Nttro X
lighlandler: The Seriet X

** "HolyUitrinony" (1994. Comedy) PttriciaArquitte 'PQ-13'1"

Un»olv*dMy»t*r»»« (In Slereo)

Artist Cut

Angry B**vr»

Say What?

Bewitched

Sighting* (R) (In Stereo) X
Extreme M*chln*« (R)

^ockumentary

Wonder Ye*r*

1994, Drama) Jennie Garth. Jd Efcenbetry,

quest

Wonoer Years

Sliders "The Guardian" X
So-FiFiU.

Road Rule*

Happy Oeyx

0*rl*(R)

I Lov* Lucy X
VR.5 "Sisters" (In Stereo) I
Sd-FlFtle*

NBA B*»*etb*H Playoff* Teams to Be Announced (In Slereo Live) X
Walker, Tex*»R*nj»rX [World Wrestling

*+ "Volcano" (1997) Tommy Lea Jones. PG-13' |

11:00 11:30
CoiK»eMcut Joumil (R)

Na>W$ X

IwW X

Lei* Show I
Let* Show I
kBieliliii a **Tf4ignTun# «

Star Tr*k: Next Qener.

Vibe

ITontghtShow

Mad Abo. You

NtwsX

Tonight Show

Deep Spec* 9

Torwght Show
Chare* Roe* (In Stereo) X
NfWI X
rA'STtX

rwflaHtWO# X
ITYX

Iraves al Arizona Diamondbacks

Law 4 Ortler Bad Faith ' X
Sport* ntu*. |*Joneyltn»X"

Daily Show Isteki'e Money
Juatic* File* Out lor Justice"

Sporfcenter I
N*w Attitude* IComedy

LowMn* (In Slereo)

M.T MooT* |T»xlI

S**qu**t DSV (In Stereo) X
Extr*m* M*chln*« (R)

NBA B*ak*tb*ll Playoff*: Teams TBA

Down and QuiI FBavenY HHH" (1996) Nick NoK*. "ff I "Past PtHtcT (1996, Prarna) Eric Roberts. 'R' X
»« •Honeymoon* Vaou'^SSi) James Caan.|Spotllght-0on. |»** 1Na(KEarir(l996) Philip Baker Halt R' |Pott*rg»5t

Silk StalkFederation [WWF War Zone (In Slereo) X
«»« Ex9cu1iv*D*cis7r>i"(1996,Suipente) Kurt Russell.

liking* Vi

(rnS1er»o

A'.iifcnjdi'r X

Wl
WaiMuseS*
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Bruno By C. Baldwin By Jim Meddick

Drabble) By Kevin Fogan Dilbort By Scott Adams

OOGBURT TUE COMSULTANT

I CAN GtVt YOU
EXCELLENT ADVICE
FOR *5O,0OO
PER rAONTH...

IF tiUOGET 15 A
PROBLErA, I ALSO
OFFER BAD AOVICE
FOR THE LOU) PRICE
OF »45,0O0 PER
r\ONTH

THAT S NOT A
\GOOO 5I&N

-—

w

JW^I
1 -

You Mass By Greg Shea Pox Trot By Bill Amend

THxT COrKPVRRTt

fir n»u»ti>otv4 ,Tm«« '•

A CawrToeAmT" t> A tonMA.

?»WIR tSAYJtKfc n«RM
C*CT*e**c.

L
nm\

you kmow what
TO DO MOW«et>.

J
n

Vtl KNOW yoo A£ |N

TVAiaTX yoU COrV'MJWl^T

TSds^TAItt>l

SHon

Sequitur By Wiley By V. D Agostino

WOW I

Grix of Hio Bus Stop By Brendan & Kevin Donerty
You Mass By Greg Shea

fie** "n**
f>**

T kJ 1<"«A ejT

u» «M ixw?

K
rVew e/o /ew jeTeZe?

\% CV-»*»rvU -Vcxxa

J

9»\ Ofe youC SvwKkKf^

cit^T ft»4o ev bou>^

roscopsj
ARIES (March 21-April 19) —

You're feeling stronger and more
capable today than you have in the

recent past Don't let this confidence

go to waste; get down to businc-^'

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
You may find yourself following

along just for the fun of tt today, but

you must take care that you're not

being led down the primrose path

GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20) —
Stay alert, watch out for unexpected

hazards, and do what you can to

minimize your chances of any sort of

Kiident Employ precautions

CANCER I lime 2l-|ul> 22) — A
long -tern project may be coming to

an end at this time You will be of

iwo minds about this, and you must

focus on future endeavors.

LEO (|uly 25-Aug. 22) — An
arrangement you've made with u

friend or co-worker may have to be

changed or adjusted at the last

minute today. You can't account for

everything!

VIRGO (Aug. 25-Sept. 22) —
You are likely to have trouble today

working within another's guidelines

You're going to have to have more

free rein in order to succeed.

LIBRA (Sept. 2V-Oct. 22) — It »

important that you use your authon

ty with great care at this tinu

must avoid giving orders or making

demands at all co*t-

SCORPIO (Oct. 25-Nov. 21) —
> N may find it almost impossible

today to schedule your time effi-

ciently. There are too many conflict-

ing variables to contend with right

now.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec

21) — A favor you do for someone
you know well can pay off quite

handsomely in a manner you had
not foreseen. You'll enjoy the bene

hi
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— You mustn't allow yourself to be

distracted unnecessarily today.

Success at this time depends upon
vour ability to remain focused

AQUARIUS (|an 20.-Feb. 18) —
There is a great deal for you to do
before you feel you've accomplished

everything on your schedule Pace

>ourself and prioritize.

PISCES (Feb I9-March 20) —
Your ability to juggle more than one

responsibility at once will come in

handy today — and tomorrow, too.

depending on how today turns out.

Close to Homo By John McPherson

(Juotc <»f the *n>£»y

" I don't believe

in fame "
-Overheard in

Moore Residence Hall

Today'* P,C. M*»wu
M 343-2*7* tt e»*tre ImfmrmmMm

Franklin

LUNCH
MesquHe Chicken Sandwich

Italian Sausage Grinder

Pizza

DINNER
Chicken FajrU

Beef Stroganoff

Tofu Faitta

Chicken Hoagie on a Grinder Roll

Worcester
LUNCH

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich
Hot Hero Sandwich

Ziti/ltalian Sausage Sauce

Szechuan Tofu Broccoli

DINNER
Chicken and Tofu Fajita

N.E. Lite Style Cod
Pastabilities

Stuffed Shells

Hampshire

OK, find We'll flip for it! Heads, we do it my

way' tails, we try Larry's stupid procedure!''

ACROSS
l Without leetmg
5 Asian nurse
9 Tiers

1 3 Milky gem
14 European

capital

16 Novelist

James —
1

7

Short-tailed

rodent

18 Choral
ensemble

19 Usher's target

20 Picnic pests

21 Fuel
22 Old-time

anesthetics

24 Gush
26 Urn
27 Midnight rider

30 Pete Seeger
specially

34 Obliterate

35 Courage
36 Identical sibling

37 " Abner"

38 Dog
39 Meadow
40 Frosted
42 Freeway slnp

43 Expel

45 Move quickly

47 Katarina Witt's

footwear
48 Defeat
49 Equal

50 Pedals
63 Bear's abode
54 Spirts

58 Spy Mala —
59 Discharges
61 Concept
62 Lolion

ingrediem
63 Binge
64 Standard
65 Benches
66 Flock
67 Paste

DOWN
1 Variable stir

2 "Once — a
midnight . .

."

3 Fountain treat

4 Consecrates
5 Highest point

6 Parrot

7 Painting and
sculpture

8 Scurry

9 Most impulsive

10 Curved molding
1

1

Have on
(clothing)

12 Matched pairs

1 5 Sly action

23 Expression ol

disapproval

25 Beginning for

lace
-

26 Bass or alto

27 Object from ihe

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

q L 1
R I ABbtW H S T

u R A n a O 1 O Q M L [

H A R \a n a U a N T O N
tl N (j EIRIE M p HIA|S ii z. L B

ass raaBB
mBQaraaci unOW l=t

>JQE
ElMlM

BJtEjR E' !
H H A R t

AbtM\ O UlR i A C N E

nuuu MBO
IC1H1 1 IClAlGlOl 1 ILI LI 1 INIOI 1 IS

Qasain Oman onus
A L O NIGBJL 1 V L K t.

M E 1 e|e|s A 1
,B|r Y A N

4??98 #5 I99J Oniitfl I i-aiuw Syndcaic

past
28 Novelist Jong
29 Gentleman's

servant

30 Air mass
31 Baby bird

32 Sibling s child

33 T»ny bugs
35 Targets
36 Advantages
41 Flirts

43 — oul make
ends meet

44 Rattling

46 The Gold Bug'
author

47 Felt

49 Fa* or

Jennings
50 Fellow

51 Ivy League
school

52 As the flies

53 Extreme
55 Matinee man
56 Lima's place

57 Alike

60 Speed letters

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich
Italian Sausage Grinder

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

DINNER
Chicken Fajita

Beef Stroganoff

Berkshire

LUNCH
Pizza

Hamburger on a Roll

Ziti/Tomato Sauce

Macaroni, Lentil and Tomatoes

DINNER
Beef Stroganoff

Chicken and Tofu Fajitas

Pastabilities

Stuffed Shells in Sauce
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Lacrosse crushed by Orangemen Lax on the bubble;

WJf BCwO »"wV*ei

Cokgian Staff

Massachusetts

Syracuse

SYRACUSE, NY. —
A win over Notre Dame
in South

Bend.
Ind put

a stop
to the

three game skid and put

the Massachusetts men's

lacrosse team back on

track in hope of a sec-

ond consecutive NCAA
appearan.

Yesterday at the

Carrier Dome, the coaA-

dence and momentum of

the Minutemcn was sent

back to square one. as

they fall to 7 4 on the

season.

The college lacrosse

juggernaut known as the

Syracuse Orangemen,
who at 9-2 have had an

off year, beat INU>> in

every aspect of the

game, defeating the

Minutemen 12-5 in

what coach Greg
Cannella said was. "a

MM we were never in

at any point
"

While Syracuse's

potent offensive attack

is praised coast to coast,

it was their defense

\*hn.h has been a ques-

tion mark all season.

Ironically, it was their

defense that ensured the

Orangemen of then m.

tory

cry body always
talks about their offense

but today their defense

really played us tough."

Cannella said. "We
didn't shoot particularly

well, but when you play

a team like Syracuse

you have to connect on

your own opportunities

and we didn t do that."

UMass' first quarter

woes bled into the sec-

ond half as the

Minutemen defense
struggled to decipher
the Syracuse offensive

attack.

The net behind
Orangemen goalie laeon

Gebhardt stood motion

less for nearly three

periods as Syracuse ran

off 10 goals to start the

game That was until

seniot mid
fielder Mike
DelPcrcio
put a shotpast

Gebhardt with five and

a half minutes remain

ing in the third frame.

The first half could

have been labeled as the

broth sill show
as Ryan i.nd Casey, two

of collegiate lacrosse's

most feared attackmen.

combined tor eight

points (two goals, two

assists each)

The two teamed up to

open the scoring when
Casey fed Ryan on the

left side Ryan,
double-teamed and at a

tough angle, went up
and under, bouncing it

past goalie lohn
Kasselakis for his 24th

goal of the season.

Casey got into the scor-

ing card with 10 min-

utes gone in the first

quarter, posting two
goals in a )0 second
span to close out the

penod
"We got our butt*

kicked in the first half."

defenseman Harold
Drumm said. "We
didn't give the effort

that we needed to give
"

UMass dtdn't help its

cause in the second
quarter as Matt Cutia

and Ryan Powell hooked

up three times to extend

the Syracuse lead to

6-0. Included was in the

spree was a goal by
Powell which came on

an alley-oop-like pass

from Cutia.

UMass' offense con-

tinued to struggle as

time went on in th\

half. The Minutemen's
three goals in the game
represents the lowest

total since losing to

Brown 7-2 in 1993

"We lacked leadership

Brown a must-win
By Casey Kane
Coiegion Staff

stw McoWMort ( noicuN

Turn to LACROSSE poq» 7

Sophomore attack John Kasselakis and the No 1 1 Massachusetts men's lacrosse team could not

stem the tide of goals from the No. 7 Orangemen yesterday

SYRACUSE. NY — There

was not much talk as the mem-
bers ot the Massachusetts men's

lacrosse team filed out of their

locker room after yesterday's

game against Syracuse at the

Carrier Dome The Orangemen's

12-3 winning margin, still dis-

played on the scoreboard, was

the reason.

"I was disappointed." UMass
h Greg Cannella said. "They

were disappointed too They

don l like to lose and I hate to

lose, particularly the way we did

today

"It's quite obvious we didn't

play well today " he continued

"We played good defense and

lohn played well in the cage, but

we lacked leadership on offense."

Not that all was negative tot

the Minutemen Indeed, the

defensive unit performed well

considering the daunting nature

of its task: stopping a talented

attack that is led by perhaps the

best collegiate player in the

nation. Casey Powell.

"Harold IDrumm] played

tough against Casey Powell."

Canella said "He's the kind of

guy who. when the smoke settles,

will look back and say Harold

played great."

The matchup impressed

UMass defensive midfielder P G
Massey. who not only con-

tributed with his defense, but

with a goal and an assist as well

"Casey's one of the best play

era to ever play the sport." he

said "Harold is the best defense-

man I've ever seen and the

matchup between the two was
unbelievable

"

Powell and his brother, Ryan.

did a significant portion of the

damage for Syracuse Ryan had

three goals and two assists, while

Cssey finished with two scores

and as many scads.

"ICaseyl is a great player I did

the best I can." Drumm said

"I'm happy with how I played

him one-on-one."

But according to Drumm. the

reason for the UMass loss was
much more basic than the

Powells' progress.

"We got our butts kicked in

the first half. People weren't

making the effort we needed to

give."

The loss drops the Minutemen

to 7-4 on the year with one game
— a home contest against Brown

Saturday at 2 p.m. at Warren
McGuirk Alumni Stadium —
remaining

"It's like a playoff game."
Cannella said of the matchup
with the Bean.
UMass has been in this situa

lion as recently as last year when

a 9-4 win over Brown no doubt

scoured a spot in the postseason.

The Minutemen therefore know
that what happens this week in

practice — and consequently

against the Bears on Saturday —
could determine whether or not

they will make their first back to

back NCAA appearances siikc

UMass went to eight tourna-

ments in a row from 1986 to

"We're a bubble team."
Cannella said. "And whether or

not we get in depends on what

happens this week.

"I'm worried about this team

and our performance in practice

Our attitude in practice is what

will change my feelings We need

more of a team effort."

UMass goaltender lohn

IfaiwIaHi said the objective for

the next week is simple

"In lacrosse it's always tough

because you have 13 games and

every one is so important." he

said. "We just have to come out

and beat Brown
"

Massey is hoping he and hi*

Mow seniors can lend an added

incentive to Saturday's game

"I want | the teaml to know
that this could be my last

lacrosse fame." he said "We get

frustrated when we're not win

ntng. and we make mistakes We
have to make it fun again and

concentrate on the Brown
game

"

Drumm offered a similar per-

spective a week earlier.

'if I play like I have two games

left in my career and everybody

plays that way. then I won't have

only two games left in my
career." he said after last week's

8-7 win over Notre Dame.

Sortino records 600th career win
Minutewomen clinch 1 1 th A- J title with weekend sweep

tSB^ea^eaK^MH^^^^HB^BMB^^MHI^^^^^^^HHH HES
By Jormo Konsonan
Collegian Staff

Massachusetts

Temple

MIAN M( DIUMOTT / COUtGIAN

The Massachusetts baseball team defeated Rhode Island this week-

end, earning the Atlantic-! East title in the process.

The old saying goes something like

"when it rain*, it pours" — and in

the case of yesterday's doubleheader

between the Temple and the

Massachusetts Softball teams it

could not have been more true to the

metaphor

In a mind-boggling myriad of

occurrences at Totman Field this

weekend, the exciting

two-game sweep of

the Owls (16- 28.

6-10 Atlantic 10) by

the Minutewomen
(35-12. 15-1 A- 10) heralded the

last home games of the UMass senior

and the 599th and the 600th

career wins for coach Elaine Sortino

With the doubleheader most likely

being the end for seniors Kelly

Buckley. Kim Gutridge, Tracy Osier

and Liz Wagner at Totman Field —
unless UMass makes the NCAA
Tournament, and consequently

receives the home field advantage in

the East Regional — a

not-that-unlikely heroine stood out

amongst the foursome.

Buckley capped off a

5-for-7 day. which
included four RBI. a

triple and her first home
run of the season, with the

game-winning RBI in both the 2-0

win in the opener, and the 8-6 win

in the nightcap.

The combination of the 4-0. 9-1

sweep of St. (oseph's on Saturday

that clinched the eighth straight

A- 10 regular season title for the

Minutewomen (the 1 1 th title in 13

years), and the No. 1 seed in the

upcoming A- 10 Championships held

this weekend in Kingston. R.I., led

to celebration by all — even amidst a

rainy conclusion to the nightcap.

You cannot blame any of the

UMass faithful for being emotional

after a weekend deftly disguised by

some higher power as an intense

adrenaline rush — nevermind
Sortino herself With her 600th

career win. Sortino (600-279 5)

now becomes the only Northeast

Region coach to eclipse that mark,

and is the 1 6th active coach to reach

that milestone.

"I'll never forget this [win]. ..I

never forget any of them." Sortino

said "The seniors will never forget

this day. I'm very happy for the kids,

and they showed tremendous charac-

ter to come back and

pull that Inighlcap]

win out.

"It was tough to

pitch out there

because of the rain, and you never

knew where the ball was going to go.

We feel fortunate to get these wins,

but we did make our own breaks to

get these wins as well."

Buckley herself has had a remark-

able comeback from a left thumb
injury that forced her to concede the

catching spot to sophomore Nikki

liicssler on March 14. and instead

become the designated player. After

almost a month out due to the set-

back, the Horseheads, NY. native

has been on fire at

the plate, boosting

her average from
.238 to .357 in the

last 16 games, while

plating 16 RBI.

In the end. Buckley could not have

dreamed a more proper resolution to

their home slate — and her Senior

Day. Her two-RBI single in the fifth

inning of the nightcap capped off a

six-run comeback to put the

Minutewomen up for good, with the

looming threat of the game being

called because of the late afternoon

downpour.
"This day was perfect for us. and

perfect for Elaine." Buckley said. "I

could not think of a better way to

end Senior Day. I've been more
focused at the plate lately, and in

Turn to SOfTBALL page 7
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Aspirations of being

a rock goddess?

In contrast to

her piano-based
work. Tori Amos
presented a rock n

roll show, pure and
simple at the
Avalon Ballroom,
last Sat (see Arts

ft Living, page 5)

The last time for

everything

Senior Jen
Bowen and the
Massachusetts
women's lacrosse

team are set to

host Boston
University tonight

(see Sports, page
10)

WORLD

Israel will retaliate if

Palestine declares state

II RUSALEM (AP) - Saying

Israel could not accept a "new
Iraq or Iran" on its doorstep.

Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu warned yesterday that

Israel would retaliate if

Palestinians declare a state

before reaching a peace agree-

ment

The Israeli leader, in one of his

toughest statements yet on
Palestinian statehood, refused to

say what steps might be taken

The most likely option would be

the annexation of disputed Weat

Bank land by Israel

"We cannot accept and
mustn't accept the formation of a

new Iraq or Iran next to our

|M Netanyahu told the

ign Press Association. "If the

Palestinians react with unilateral

actions, so will we."

The statement came in reac-

tion to a warning from
Palestinian leader Yasser
Arafat, who told reporters (n

the autonomous Gaza Strip

over the weekend that he
would press ahead with a dec-

laration of statehood if there

was no peace settlement by

May 4. 1999. the deadline set

in the Oslo accords.

"It s our right, and we're going

to declare it." Arafat said. He has

made similar assertions before.

NATION

Wheelchair accessible

arenas to be designed

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
nation's largest architectural firm

agreed to design new stadiums and

arenas so spectators in wheelchairs

still have a full view when other

fans stand up. the (ustice

Department announced yesterday.

The agreement settles a lawsuit

filed by the lustice Department in

October 1996 charging that the

F.llerbe Becket firm had violated the

Americans with Disabilities Act

with its designs of arenas in Boston:

Buffalo. NY.; Cleveland:

Philadelphia. Portland. Ore.; and

Washington, DC.
The agreement was approved by

the U.S. District Court in

Minneapolis on Friday.

The disabilities law requires that

stadiums and arenas built after |an

26. 1993. provide seating for

wheelchair users that allows lines of

sight to the floor or field that are

comparable to those that other

spectators have. When fans stand

during exciting parts of a game,

wheelchair users often are blocked

from seeing the event

.
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Police praised for

their work at event;

nine arrests made

No-shows cancel debate
By Jill Carroll

Collegian Staff

Two of three debates scheduled last night between

candidates running for University of Massachusetts

Student Government Association (SGA) president and
trustee were cancelled.

One debate was cancelled due to lack of candidate

participation. Two candidates out of the seven candi-

dates running came to the debate

"The debate, due to a lack oi candidate participation.

Itiually cancelled as u SCERA sponsored debate."

Jason Yecchiu, student coordinate i vc t RA sjid

Salwa Shamapande. candidate fot SGA president, and

Eleanor Court, candidate for student trustee, did attend

the SCERA sponsored debate

After the official cancellation Shamapande and Court

answered the questions that had been prepared by

SCERA touching on issues of the off-campus alcohol

policy. University Center 2000 project, and the fee

freeze.

Ink Hansen, candidate tor student trustee, did not

attend the debate.

"1 had a couple papers to do and for me school comes
first before the campaign " Hansen said

Amy Pellegrini), candidate foi president, did not

attend the debate due to a libelous (Iyer concerning

Pcllegnno s campaign posted on campus.

UMass police said they are investigating two reports

about the poster but refused comment at this time

because it is an ongoing investigation.

lenniler Casasanto, candidate for president, could not

be reached for comment

.

Jeffrey Howe, candidate for student trustee, could not

be reached for comment
Daniel Parker, candidate for president could not be

reached for comment.
The debate sponsored by the silent majority was post-

poned until today. The replacement debate will be aired

on WMUA tonight from 6:30-9 p.m.

An Asian Latino African Native American [ALANAJ
roundtable discussion was the only scheduled debate

held last night between candidates running in the SGA
elections

The ALANA roundtable was a discussion between

candidates running for SGA president and ALANA
Registered Student Organizations (RSO)

Issues concerning ALANA students were discussed.

"In other debates the questions we wanted answers to

weren't being asked." Ricardo Rodriguez, mediator of

the debate, said in an earlier interview

The meeting was closed to the public

However, Rodriguez said in an earlier interview, that a

mediator asked each candidate three questions that con-

cerned ALANA students The RSOs in attendance were

then allowed to ask the candidates questions.

Face Painter
It was a beautiful day Saturday for the Extravagant

By Paul Hayes

Mia •'

AMHERST - Police arrested nine

individuals for possession of a

D substance during the 7th Annual

Extravaganja. a festival promoting

the legalization of marijuana, which

was held on Amherst Town Common
this past Saturday

Brian P LaPointe. 19. of Enfield

Conn . Icremy M Texeira. 18. of

Cornwall, i (the* H Belit/

23. and Brian Millinger. 23. b

.Amherst. Ruben Baker DeKatcr. 18

of B.-: n H i lb)

Hanson lohn f I ewand
of H. m K Hussinger. 21

of West Springfield and a

I 5-year-old female of Haydenville

were all arrested between the hours

of 1 1 a.m. and 3 p.m. for

of marijuana.

rding to the L nivcrsr

Massachusetts Cannibus Reform
Coalition iCRO spokesperson Terry

franklin, this is the I

have been made during the

<vaganja.

"I Jon i think that this little plant

iangetous. that they have to

turn the town into an armed camp
slin said

But Police Chief Donald Maia
maintained the role of the police and

onioned the rules against marijuana

"They have the right to assemble,

but they don't have the right to break

the law.* Maia said.

Turn to WEED page 2

Lucky ducks
These little ducklings drew a crowd Monday morning when they paraded by the campus pond.

Wolf to talk on feminist issues
ByJJCorrol
Colegkm Staff

Naomi Wdf, noted author, femi-

nist, and social critK will give a lec-

ture tonight concerning women, poli

md empowerment at 8 p.m in

the University of Massachusetts I me
Arts Center.

Wolf has written three books: The

Beauty Myth. Fire with Fire and
Promiscuities: The Secret Struggle for

\\,mi tinhood, the first of which has

been credited with starting a third

wave of feminism

"The Beauty Myth has been called

the most important feminist book in

twenty years and serves as a mani-

festo for the third wave of femi-

nism." stated a press release from

the Distinguished Visitors Program

(DVP) who is sponsoring the pro-

gram.

The lecture title "Fire with Fire" is

taken from her latest book entitled

"Fire with Fire: The new female power

and how it will change the 21st

Century.
"

Wolf has also written numerous
articles and essays.

"Her essays have appeared in vari-

ous publications including: The New
Republic. Wall Street loumal.
Glamour. Ms.. Esquire. The
Washington Post, and The New York

Timet." the press release stated

In 19c»4 Wolf was named one ot

Time magazine s fifty most promising

leaders under age forty and was
selected by Glamour magazine as one

H Clamour s Women of the Year.

Wolf was educated at Yale
University and at New College.

Oxford University where she was a

Rhodes Scholar She currently resides

in Washington DC. and speaks wide-

ly on college campuses.

Tonight's lecture will be free for the

UMass community. $2 with a

five-college ID. and $5 for the general

public

Complex will replace

bombed fed. building
by RocheJte I fines

Associated Press

mamcm rmiNCfn

Naomi Wolf

OKLAHOMA CITY — Designs

for a $30 million, three-building

complex to replace the bombed fed-

eral building were unveiled yester-

day.

The new complex would be

about two blocks from where the

Alfred P Murrah Federal Building

stood and house some of the federal

agencies that were displaced by the

bombing — but not all. "Some
agencies are not coming back." said

Richard Williams, a bombing sur

vivor and building manager for the

federal General StrviCM
Administration. "Social Security

made the decision that they could

serve their constituencies better

where they are now." The design

for the 185.000-square-foot com
plex. sumwnded by trees and con-

nected by a broad sidewalk, incor-

porates security standards recom

mended by the government after

the blast, but in "a park-like atmos-

phere." Williams said.

"It's an adventure." said Carol

Ross Barney, president of the

Chicago-based Ross Barney and
lankowski. the lead architects on
the project. "It's giving us the

opportunity to make it very safe,

but not a fortress.'*

Ms Barney said the government

requires that the design include a

barrier that could stop a 2-ton vehi-

cle traveling 30 mph. The buildings

are also pushed back 100 feet from

the street and landscaped slopes are

placed in front to limit vehicle

access, she said.

A truck parked outside the

Murrah building exploded April 1 9.

1995. killing 168 people. A memor-

ial for the victims is planned for the

site where the building stood.

Prospective tenants of the new
complex will have another opporru-

nity to offer opinions on the

planned complex before it is

approved by Congress, which has

appropriated funding for construc-

tion.

Government officials hope to

open the complex in 2001

.

Senior Kim Gutridge extended her hitting streak to 1 6 games in yester-

day's Senior Day wins over Temple.

ON THE INTERNET

www.umass.edu/rio/colegian

Bishop slain in defense of human rights violations
By Arfons Anzueto
Associated Press

GUATEMALA CITY — On
Friday. Bishop |uan Gerardi

Conedern presented a scathing report

on human rights violations during

Guatemala's 36-year civil war. Late

Sunday, the 75-year-old prelate was

beaten to death with a concrete

block.

It was the first killing of a high-

ranking church member in Central

America since peace accords ended

civil wars that wracked the region

throughout the 1980s.

Neither Roman Catholic church

officials nor prosecutors gave a

motive yesterday for the crime, in

which someone smashed Gerardi s

head and left the body in a pool of

blood in the garage of his residence

at San Sebastian church. Nothing

was stolen from the house.

If the killing was retaliation for the

report, it shows that animosity from

the civil war did not end with
Guatemala's 1996 peace agreement.

If it was a random attack, it is yet

another manifestation of the crime
wave caused by the war's legacy of

plentiful weapons, poverty and a cul-

ture of violence.

Rev. Mario Orantes, a parish
priest at San Sebastian, said he dis-

covered Gerardi's body lying next to

a bloodied concrete block about mid-

night. The face was so smashed in

that he identified the bishop by his

ring.

Gerardi. head of the Guatemala
City archdiocese's human rights

office, had issued a report Friday

that blamed the army and its para-

militaries lot neatly 80 percent of the

killings during the war.

lose Miguel Vivanco. executive

director of the Americas branch of

Human Rights Watch, called the

killing politically motivated. "I can't

believe this was just an isolated com-

mon crime." he said from

Washington in telephone interview.

"Nobody really expected this from

today's Guatemala." Vivanco said

"Look at the success of the peace

process, the fact that politically tnoti-

vated crimes have decreased dramat-

ically — almost to zero.

"This is really a wakeup call." he

said. "I think the agents linked to the

security apparatus are still very much

active." The head author of the

report, Edgar Gutierrez, said the tim-

ing was suspicious, saying "we can't

ignore" the fact that the report had

just been released.

The report, drawn up by Roman

Catholic Church human rights agen-

cies, stemmed from the peace
accords. The agreements called for

the conflict to be investigated to

determine the truth for historical

purposes.

lean Arnault, director of the U.N.

mission for Guatemala, called the

killing "a violent contrast, given that

Gerardi was a man who played a role

in the peace process."

Gerardi was the first bishop slain

in Guatemala.

Attorney General Hugo Perez
Aguilera called the crime "a vile

murder." and said a police artist had

drawn up a sketch of the male sus-

pect from witnesses' descriptions.

Guatemalan Archbishop Prospero

Penados del Barrio said Gerardi's

body would be laid out at the

Guatemala City cathedral for three

days before burial later this week.

In Vatican City, the church's daily

newspaper, L'Osservatore Romano,
called the bishop "one of the most

strenuous defenders of human rights

during the bloody civil war." It said

Pope John Paul II had met several

times with Gerardi during the pope's

1996 visit to Guatemala.

U.N. Secretary-General Kofi

Annan condemned the slaying "in

the strongest terms" and expressed

hope that "full light will soon be

brought on the circumstances and
motivations behind this brutal act."

During the 1980s. Gerardi served

as bishop of Guatemala's heavily

Indian Quiche province, the scene of

much of the fighting and many of the

human rights abuses he described in

Friday's report.

In a country of 8 million people,

government officials put the war's

death toll at 130.000 to 140.000
people.
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Accident— Leaving the Scene

April 24

A vehicle in parking lot 49 on

Orchard Hill Drive war> struck by a

vehicle which left the scene

Witnesses obtained the license

plate sj the offending vehiJe

I — Property I

April 24

A parked vehicle in the Campus
Center garage was struck by an

unknown vehicle

BAE/BurgUry
April 25

An individual from Thoreau
ReMdence Hall reported h\- credit

card stolen and illegal purchases

made on the card

Health and Safety Hauird

Ap*/ 25
An individual reported a burning

smell at Health Services.

ronmental Health and Safety

determined the smell to be a trash

tire on North Pleasant Street

The elevator doors in Lederle

Research were malfunctioning.

Larceny

April 24
A resident from Gorman
Jence Hall reported a stolen

check was illegally cashed.

April 25
An individual from Coolidge

Residence Hall reported his snow-

board stolen

Apn,
An individual from Coolidge

Residence Hall reported his stereo

and CDs stolen from his room.

An individual hosting a conven-

tion in the Campus Center report

ed a money bag containing $225

stO&ssV

A grill was reported stolen from

a vehicle in parking lot 15 on

Authority Way

Liquor Law Violations

April 24
Matthew R Hynn. 19, of 54

Walnut St . Shrewsbury and Clive

K Hon I^J of 15 Sherman Way.

Westwood were arrested in

Washington Residence Hall for

illegal possession ot liquor.

Anthony R Deary. 18. of 552

South Ave Weston and Nathaniel

T. Hinds. 18. of 7 leanne Cll

Southampton were arrested in

Gorman Residence Hall for illegal

possession of liquor

Lara R. Merida, 19. of 5 Yellow

Pine I ir Middletown. Conn., was

arrested in John Adams Residence

Hall for illegally transporting

liquor.

April 25
Richard A Connell. 20 of 45

Curt: mats, was arrested in

Wheeler Residence Hall for illegal

posse.lion and transport of liquor

Suspicious Person/Activity

April 25

Don Foy. 21. of 95 Kenyo.

Springfield was arrested in |ohn

Adams Residence Hall on two

counts of disorderly conduct.

Apn/ 26

Mark C Shea. 20. of 10 Admore
Rd., Worcester, was arrested in

|ohn Adams Residence Hall for

disorderly conduct, threatening to

commit a crime and nighttime

breaking and entering.

Suspicious Vehicle

April 26
Audino L. Vicente, 21, of 51

lohnson St.. Brockton was arrested

on a warrant on University Drive.

Traffic Stop

April 25
Richard I King. 24. of 92

Sanderson St., Greenfield was
arrested on Massachusetts Avenue

for operating an unregistered

motor vehicle with a suspended

license.

Vandalism
Kpnl 24

A rock was thrown through a

window in the Continuing
Education Building.

A vehicle's window was smashed

in parking lot 49 on Orchard Hill

Drive.

April 25
Homophobic graffiti was written

on a bathroom stall in Field

Residence Hall

A swastika and other racial graf-

liti were written on an elevator

panel in McNamara residence hall.

A vehicle in parking lot 44 on

Sylvan Drive was damaged.

A swastika was written on the

wall on the 17th floor of

Washington Residence Hall

iring is here
Finally, the flowers are blossoming, shrouding the library in an array of pink petals

Clinton to oppose bilingual ed. cut

weed by Cassandra Boms!
Associated Press

confrvued from page 1

Captain Charles Shcrpa said that

officers were present at last years

Extravaganja. but that no arrests

were made because there were no

flagrant violations.

The arrests were made by

plain-clothed policemen, who
patrolled the estimated crowd of

1 .000 to 1 .500 people in two groups

of three officers

• rding to officer lose

Geronimo. the arrests were made
fser offlcees viewed the people in

question engaging in the act of

smoking marijuana.

Shcrpa said the police were fair

and up front, and had warned
Extravaganja organizers that they

would be present at the event

Geronimo said the police chose to

work in plain clothes because they

wanted to avoid any confrontations.

"We don't want to go in with

batons and helmets." Geronimo said.

"We're not about getting into fights
."

Franklin admitted that, while the

arrests angered Extravaganja orga-

nizers they were pleased with the

i hey were carried out

"We want to commend the

Amherst police for being profearion-

al when they made the arrests,*

Franklin said "In similar arrests

elsewhere , the police can be brutal
"

Franklin also said that the arrests

will not hinder Extravaganja spon-

sors; the CRC. the Amherst
Cannibus Education Association

from Amherst College and
Hampshire HEMP from Hampshire

College from planning future events.

"We're not deterred," Franklin

said "The arrests pumped a lot of

energy into people, everyone's redou-

bling their efforts for next year."

WASHINGTON — Canton admin

istration officials, including the prew

dent himself, will travel to California

to speak out again it Proposition 227,

a ballot measure that would dismantle

the state's bilingual education pro-

L

Collegian Graphics would like to remind

you that if you mix up the letters in the

word Amherst, you can spell Hamster.

Reflating a niultipli.its sj bilingual

education programs with a one-year

course of instruction taught mostly in

English would leave schoolchildren

without needed skills, including ones

that will help them find jobs in the

future. Marshall Smith, the Education

Department's acting deputy secretary,

said yesterday.

"The best data that we have, the

best research that we have suggests

that the one-year immersion BtraY

ture is a major mistake." Smith said

"The movement under way in

California is not based in sound policy

, the administration is calling

for an alternative strategy — setting

the nationwide goal of limiting most

children's participation in bilingual

CHECK it OUT

ontheWEB.
www.foni.com

programs to three yeaiv Clinical will

speak out on the issue in (

but it was unclear whether he will do

it during a trip there thi- •- •

White House -pokesman Bart-

said.

In a written statement. Education

Se^retury Richard Riles

Proposition 227. also called the I

Amendment, "is not the way to go. In

mv opinion, adoption Of the I n/

Amendment will lead to fewer thil

dren learning English and many shil

dren tailing further behind in their

studies.*

1TM three year limitation would be

a goal, not a requirement. RiU

Smith said.

"Individual difference* and circum

stances may cause some children to

take longei hut a goal of learning

English within three years is reason-

able." Rilev

California Gov Pete WiKon said

Monday he had not decided whether

he favors the proposition but I m
Mnmgty leaning that way " He accused

President Clinton of using the issue to

play paH
nk.lv think he has no business .

I think the US Department of

Education has no business substitut

ing his judgment lor that of the people

of California." Wilson said

White House spokesman Mike
McCunv *aid the California rota

could affect bilingual programs
nationwide. "There's some reason to

I that federal bilingual education

are at sonic risk because of

measure I pending in CoapVM lh.il

would cut funding for MOW
grams." McCurry said.

Current law calls for. but <ki

require, non English-speaking children

to go through three to five m
bilingual education. Smith said

Proposition 227. authored by

Silicon Valley millionaire and unsuc

oaasftd gubernatorial candidate Ron
l'n/, would require children with lim-

IV

ited ability to speak English to be

taught "overwhelmingly" in English

for a year bc-tore being moved into

regular clasvi>«in- Supporters sav the

current system takes too long and pro-

g*QSJ children who never become pn>

Ik lent in English Resident* ot

Califorasa, where 55 dilfcient Ian

guages are officially recognized in the

ichoob, will voie on it |une 2

Statewide polls show about 60 percent

ol Satan support ii including about

half the Hispanic voters polled

Across the nation, about 5 2 million

students have limited English skills.

and 15 million are in local and BBBM

bilingual program^, the I du.

Department said The number i«l Inn

iglish -indents has nearly dou-

bled in less than a decade. Of some 5

million California public school -tu

dents in kindergarten through the

12th grade, about 1 4 million have

limited English proficiency About

those are in tli

Angeles Intfted School District, the

nation's second- largest public school

district

Although Proposition 227 does not

appear to be unconstitutional oi\ n»

face, officials trying to implement it

could run afoul of federal civil rights

laws. Smith said

"Case law requires tdsOOl districts

to take steps to ensure that national

origin minority students with limited

English proficiency must be able to

Iver) participate in the regular

educational program offerings." Smith

said.

Rilev and Smith also criticized the

ballot measure as one that would
impose a "one shot M a!" approach

on the entire state The administra

proposal would give local school

districts the flexibility to design pro-

grams best for their areas and let

teachers decide what is best tor a par

ticular student, they said "The Unz
Initiative is a direct attack on local

control of education." Riley said
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Boston celebrates Israel's 50th
By Bryan Schwarrzman
Collagian Staff

BOSTON — Thousands gathered on the Boston
Common Sunday afternoon for Israel's 50th Anniversary

lubilee. The late afternoon showers drenched organizers

hopes of 75.000 people, yet the music, food, culture, and
education went on.

The name lubilee dates back to ancient Israel when the

50th anniversary had special significance. Yet the celebra-

tion was very modern; celebrating the diverse culture of

the Israeli people and the connections which have been

formed between the people of Israel and the people of

Boston.

"For all of us to have the opportunity to celebrate pub-

licly in a major city shows Israel's (significance) in the

world of nations." Alan Mann, Executive Vice President

of the (ewish Community Centers (JCC) of Greater
Boston, said.

The |CC was the lead agency to sponsor the event

which took over lb months to plan. Mann praised the

more than 5.000 volunteers it took to put on the festival.

The actual 50th anniversary of the Declaration of

Independence is May 14th and like the 50 years of Israeli

nationhood, not much happens without controversy.

Over 500 people marched from Copley Square to the

outskirts of the common to protest Israel's occupation of

land formerly held by Palestinians.

Palestine 50. a coalition of several activist groups

chanted "lusticc lor Palestine now" while displaying signs

ol Palestinian towns they claimed were obliterated under

Isiaeli rule.

IV -pite the conflicting groups no arrests were made
and both events ended peacefully.

The lubilee was modeled after Boston's first night

where the festival attendee was invited to explore the

Common and the several dozen events which were sched-

uled through out the day.

The biggest names on the main stage were Israeli enter-

tainvis Djui Sanderson and Maari Cohen. There were also

Falalel vendors, travel information, book vendors, a

multi-media presentation, and a separate stage for college

i id smging groups to perform

It/ Glicksman. a 1*W5 I Mass graduate who currently

works in advertising, said she was excited to be a part of

the event and her table, which was a program bringing

adults to Israel for the first time.

"It's nice to be a part of the lewish community."
vrheksman said

Len Laxe. a psychology professor at Brandeis I niversitv

was representing the volunteer organization Combined
lewish Philantrophy. which works to build cultural

bridges between Boston and its paired Israeli city, Haifa.

'There are lots of connections between Boston and the

people of Israel." Laxe said

Laxe discussed the exchange of students, architectural

projects, and teachers He h.is spent a semester teaching

psychology in Haifa

UMass Hillel arranged for a busload of students to trav-

el to Boston lot the day.

Hillel Program Directoi David Arfa said. "It was a lot

of fun. even with the rain."

"It was really great even with the weather, I especially

liked the music." said local hicrh school student Arieila

Perlmutter.

The campus community will be further celebrating the

anniversary this Thursdav Events will be held in front of

the Hillel House from 5-8 p.m.

at*** vr.»«*«evM*e» coutoys vtarr

A little boy raises the flag of Israel in Boston
Common Sunday to refoice its SOth Anniversary

Economist chips away at tobacco antitrust allegations

By Korran Mills

AuocioSsd Press

ST. P Ml Minn. — An economist

ung lor tobacco companies
refuted charges yesterday that ciga-

rette makers conspired to suppress

research into safer cigarettes.

"It would be totally economically

implausible" to engage in a conspire

.v that would cost the industry busi-

ness, said David Scheffman, a

Vanderbilt University antitrust

expert

*h snakes no sense to have a con-

spiracy the effect of which . would

be to dramatically reduce industry

sales

Scheffman was called to refute tes-

timony last month by a Brandeis

University professor who said tobac-

co companies had an agreement to

not claim one brand was safer than

the other His testimonv came during

the 15th week of a trial in which the

state of Minnesota and Blue Cross

and Blue Shield of Minnesota arc-

seeking $1 77 billion the) claim

H spent treating smoking relai

ed illnesses, plus punitive damages .

The plaintiffs claim the tobacco

companies used fraud, deceptive

practices and collusion to sell their

product

Scheffman. who worked with the

Federal Trade Commission on

enlorceiiieni ••! lederal antitrust laws.

said one method the FTC uses to

inmlIf! i alleged conspiracies is to

determine whether the allegations

make sense

In response to bad publicity in the

linking smoking and dissaae.

Scheffman said cigarette companies

introduced filtered cigarettes and

made health claims about those ciga-

rettes in their advertising

The industry also got togeth.

deal with the public relations

nightmare they were facing" by form

ing the Tobacco Industry Renearch

Committee to aid and assist research

into all phases of tobacco use and

health
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UMass Summer Session 1998

Over 250
credit courses

irvdudsng;

• Architectural Di awing

• CofTstnuracarjon Disorders

• Envirortmenol Biology

• Culture A Economics of

US. Prisons

• Sign Language

• Gaming A Casino

Management
• International Marketing

• Nursing

• Music Education

• Issues in Classroom
Management

• Medical Interpreting ft

Translating

• Cobol and Database Design

Classes offered evenings, daytime,

ends, off and on campus

Part-time degree
programs, both graduate
and undergraduate

• Bachelor of General Studies

•M.LI.S.

•M^.ln Labor Studies

• Master of Musk Education

• MS. in Plant ft Son" Sciences

• Masters in Education

• MBA Professional Program

• RN to BS in Nursing

• Master's PuMc Policy and
Administration

Session I: June 2-July 10

Session II: July 1 4-August 10

Variable Sessions

For a free course catalog,

cal a 1 3-545-0 1 07 or e-mail

ccntinedQadmin.urruss.edu

vvwwumut.edu/contined/

for updated course information

a quality education at

an affordableprice
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ATTENTION

$0M SENIORS

Dean Thomas O'Brien invites you

to attend the School of

Management Senior Picnic on May

5 from 1 1 :30-1 pm on the SOM

Lawn.

In order to attend

you must pick up

your Free ticket

today from 10-2

in the SOM
Lobby, or before

3pm in the SOM
Deans Office.

For more infor-

mation call

545-5583

Ad Space Co-sponsored daily COLLEGIAN

Triceratops

ommuckAttx couscmn

Strange dinosaurs, as well as an assortment ol tracks, can be found off the beaten path on the way to Mt
Holyoke College

Hostage crisis ends peacefully
By Oovid rtowtond

AssocK*ad Press

M W BEDFORD. Mass. — A hostage crisis that began

with a police shootout in a McDonald's restaurant ended

yesterday morning when 1 1 people were freed by a S\v V I

team, and two escaped their captor at a New York City

motel.

A crowd of more than 200 people cheered outside the

\U IX raid's after a SWAT team swarmed the restaurant at

nudnight

A masked gunman was found dead in the back of the

building (rum a gunshot he might have suffered in a

shootout with police at the outset of the three hour standoff.

PciIkc Chief Arthur Kelh said A few hours Uter two female

hostages, who were taken during the shootout by a second

gunman, escaped from a motel in the Bronx The women,

ages 2\ and 20. were bound and gagged but managed to

free themselves from a room at the Oasis Motel and call for

help, acoordsng to New York City police One of them was a

McDonald's eaapfoyee.

Their captor escaped with a gun. police said.

In New Bedford, officials were relieved that what started

as an appetent botched robber* ended without more blood-

shed

They did a fine job this evening.' City Council President

Brian Comes said of poicc after the first 1 3 hostages were

freed "Our prayers were with those being held hostage We
just wanted everything to turn out al right*

kellv said the standoff started when ponce were caHad so

the restaurant on a commercial strip north of downtown
about a report of two stispicious men at about 9 pm
When two officers tried to task so the men. they pulled

out gum and fired at them rVbce returned fire and ran out

with other customers. One of die gunmen escaped though a

back door with a female hostage and drove away in a car.

As a crowd gathered behind yellow pofice tape about 100

yards from the restaurant. SWAT team sssmhrn surround-

ed the building. Kelh said police were unable to make ggsj

tact with the gunman, but spoke so at least one hostage by

cell phone. Hostages told police the gunman was lying near

the back door, apparently injured As police sized up the

scene, some of the hostages dsscussed runrang for the door.

"We decided that they were at the point where they need

ed to come out. or they were going so be doing it on their

own.' Keilcy said.

At rmdreght . SWAT team members muck up m the build

ing. opened a door with a key and found the gunman dead

Officers, following what Kelh said is standard procedure,

took the hostages out and made them Ite cm the ground and

handcuffed them until it was determined they were I

and that agunman was not among I

TONIGHT
NIKE expert

Kim Miyoshi asks

Because your shoes are

Worth $100, and Phil

Knight Deserves
his $5,4 Billion.

So who Cares if

the shoes cost less than
$5 to make, or that

The Workers
are paid 19C an Hour?

"NIKE, Sweatshops, and the University"

Campus Center room 917 — 7 p.m.
Sponsored by: ALANA Caucus. GSS. GEO Lotal 2322 UAW. Radical Student Union.

Hampshire Student Action. SLAC at Smith. Democratic Organization of Graduate

Students. Five College Lecture Fund. Commuter Area Gov't. UMass Departments of

Labor Studies. Sociology. Economics. Political Science and STPEC.

Nike logo Is a registered trademark of Nike. Inc.
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Corporate "rights"

We Americans know all

about rights, right 7
I

mean. Americans practi

cally wrote the book on
rights, what with the Declaration of

Independence and the Bill of

Rights And now. ironically our

passion for rights has provided the

core of a new form of international

totalitarianism — by extending the

concept of rights to corporations.

Many of you may already believe

that corporations

have rights. And 4aaa»»»»aaaaaaa»»*1

for you malcon- Danit-
tents out there avaaaaaaaaaaaawaaBi

who don't believe

it laws are being prepared to

ensure corporate rights, so fooey on
you The fact is. we are in the mid

die of a Civil Rights Movement for

corporations — and it's worldwide

Lately, the news is full of stories

about this movement Did you
notice the articles about L'Mass

professors using public money to

develop their private technology

companies? Remember hearing

about the North American Free

Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and
how President Clinton want-

nt avery protect-

ed market? Or how about the merg

er between The Traveler's Group
and Citibank, which directly vio-

lates a law that they expect to be

changed just for them?
Then there's the purpose of

Clinton's recent trip to Africa. No.

it wasn't so that he could educate

himself about the horrible political

manipulation and environmental

damage Shell Oil has caused in

Nigeria — his purpose was to push

a new "Sub-Saharan NAFTA" bill,

the Crane Lugar bill now in

Congress, which would force

African nations to undergo a series

of economic "adjustments" in order

to maintain their trade status with

the United States. These adjust

ments. of course, would require

African nations to spend less money
on education and health care —
both of which are in critical

demand right now.
According to Global Trade

Watch, one in five children in

Africa die before the age of five

and 50 percent of Africans live

below the poverty line Forty per

cent of Africans suffer from malnu

rririon and hunger

Not only that, but over 44 million

African children arc not in primary

school In fact. Africa is the only

developing region in the world with

declining school

BB^B^Haaaaaaal attendance
I Bodah rates, and this

maaaaBmaaaaaaaaa decline is corre-

lated with I

nomic development programs
imposed by the International

Monetary Fund <IMf

Not spending money on health

care and education should really

save countries some money —
money that can be spent on tax

incentives and publicly-funded

largess to benefit transnational cor-

porations. The line of reasoning

supposedly goes that international

investment in African economics
wiM produce more p*" *»«•*•

and lead to prosper

for

In fact, liberalized trade agree-

ments will allow foreign companies

to crush their local competitors and

then take as much of their profits as

possible out of the country, back

home to their U.S. or German
investors. Meanwhile, the host

country benefits only marginally

with some low-paying, exploitative

jobs, while losing a local, self-suffi-

cient economy.
This is not sustainable develop-

ment, it's economic rape. Africans

lose independence. U.S. workers

lose to cheap overseas labor, and

transnational* win big.

The Multilateral Agreement on

Investments (MAI) — I swear these

things get such boring names in the

hopes that people will ignore them
— is another upcoming trade agree-

ment, one specifically designed as

an investment "Bill of Rights " The

MAI is really pretty scary It takes

the huge step of explicitly putting

corporate rights above the law

The MAI aims to establish an

international court, staffed by
investment and business experts,

where corporations could sue to

have laws repealed on the basis that

they unfairly restrict their rights

For instance, if Massachusetts

decides that any company that gets

caught dumping poison in the

Connecticut River more than five

times can't do business in the state

anymore, the company could sue

the state for violating its rights Or
if Congress passes a law outlawing

an additive in gasoline because

thought to be toxic, the company
can sue for taxpayer money to reim

burse its "lost opportunity to enjoy

an investment

It should be transparently obvi

ous to anyone with a grip on reality

that corporations don't really have

rigrv

r all. corporations aren't peo-

ple They are not bom. they have no
soul, they do not even physically

exist — they're only ideas and
"nvent!on« But to reellv

drive the point home, considerhow
have been allowed to

patent and control both human
genes and. more recently, water

That's right, a UN. commission

recently decided that water is a val-

ued commodity to be sold, not a

bask human need. I guess we can

really do without the 98 percent or

so of ourselves that is water. Now
add to this, based on legal prece-

dents reported in the May. 1998
issue of Discover magazine, that

an take tissue samples

from you without your consent and

patent your genes.

Get ready to start paying to exist.

Your rights have been duly consid-

ered, but here in the land of the free

we need to make sure everyone has

rights. And transnational corpora-

tions, since they are bigger than

you. get their- I

Daniel Bodah is a Collegian
columnist.

Letters to the Editor

Cartoon reinforces

stereotypes

To the Editor:

The recent cartoon in the Wednesday. April 21

Collegian was a disgrace to the UMass campus Kampus
Kids by Adam Souliere depicts Native peoples who are

half naked, dressed with war paint and. of course, armed

with spears, bows and arrows. In the backdrop of the car-

toon is the stereotypical teepee and what looks to be an

animal hung like a rotisserie chicken.

The Native community has recently been working very

hard at breaking down these stereotypes. The Native

American community pushed for a new certificate pro-

gram which tries to educate students properly about

Native people, their history and their vast cultures We
also have put on many cultural programs this year to

Doonesbury

express ourselves in a way which is inviting to non-Native

people, in an effort to educate people who may know little

or nothing about Natives.

However, it is cartoons like this one in our school news

paper which frustrate our efforts These cartoons are the

very things that reinforce the stereotypes we are trying to

eliminate. We feel it was no coincidence that this cartoon

was printed in the fir-t issue of the Collegian following our

Native American Social on Sunday in Southwest. We don't

feel that this should be tolerated by us or by anybody on-

campus. or off-campus, for that matter. We hope that the

University as a whole will take notice of this, and not toler-

ate this type of attitude anymore. We demand some type of

action be taken and will not back down as time passes by.

|amic Morrison

Native American Students Association

{Editor's Note: fi other students

also signed this letter. /

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

tV rumutrn nmmturao
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Crises in Iraq: part one
The genocide in your name

Since the end of the Gulf War in

1991, the people of Iraq have

been subjected to a trade

blockade and embargo of food and
medicine which is unprecedented in

human history. These sanctions were

devised and imposed by American
officials, acting through a compliant

by the United Nations, in your name
The results were as predictable and

inevitable as they are appalling. The

United Nations documented the need-

less deaths of at least 567,000 Iraqi

children under the age of five by the

end of 1995 Best estimates are that by

now at least 1.5 million Iraqis have

been killed by these vicious, brutal

sanctions which do ^^^^^^^^^_
nothing more than ^^^^^^^
systematically deny Husse

cine to the sick aaaaaaaaaaamBaasw

prise then that the Iraqi population is

being literally decimated In your

name.

The effects of these sanctions are

little known and not widely under-

stood in this country. Very few

Americans are aware, and far fewer

still will admit, that the government

of the United States has in this man-

ner presided over the greatest slaugh

ter of humans conducted in the

1990s, far surpassing the genocides

in Rwanda and Bosnia in scope.

One key reason for this is the

quiet, even silent, method of mass

murder that these kind of sanctions

employ. So far from the frenzied

^^^^^^^^^^ machetes^^™™^^^^^™ Rwanda.
in lrvi>h unlike*****»* machine

and food to the hungry. All for your

benefit, the American officials say. all

in your name.

Iraqis estimate, without contradic-

tion, that at least 6.000 people a

month are dying as a direct result of

the lack of food and medicine
I NICK r estimated in 1 996 that more

than 4.500 Iraqi children under the

age of five are dying each month
from hunger and disease In your

name
The people of Iraq, once the well-

fed beneficiaries of an outstanding

free public health system, one of the

best in the Third World, for the last

seven years have been denied access

to the most basic medical supplies,

including aspirin, antibiotics and
anesthesia, iet alone anything more
sophisticated. The World Health

Organization found in February.

1997 that "the consequences of this

situation are causing a near-break-

down of the health care system,

which is reeling under the pressure of

being deprived of medicine, other

back supplies and spare parts."

Iraq is also dependent on food

imports to feed its people, being able

to grow only about 30 percent aj

what it needs. The embargo has left

Iraq with almost no ability to buy

fciuJssei its people, who haws been

reduced to a starvation diet No sur-

aj

so
the

guns
san^and mass graves in Srebrenica,

tions kill with no cut. bullet, or

bomb. They murder millions slowly,

quietly, insidiously without screams

or bloodshed. In your name.

Such sanctions are the most
sophisticated weapon of mass
destruction yet devised They utilize

the common enemies of humanity -

hunger, disease, bacteria, viruses

pollution — and by denying an entire

nation access to the basic protections

that civilization has offered to these

killers, wipe out millions in utter

silence In that sense they are the bio-

logical weapon par excelance The

New England lournal of Medicine

put it well in its April 24, 1997 edito-

rial. "It is abundantly clear that the

economic sanctions | against Iraqi

are, at their core, a war against pub

lie health
"

Thi- is not an unanticipated cotssc

quence or a well-meaning policy trag-

ically gone awry American officials

orchestrated this holocaust delibcr

ately. not in spite of. but rather

because of. the human cost After

seven years of unremitting horror.

there can be no doubt of this left

These same officials feel they can

get away with claiming great concern

for the well-being ol the Iraqi pco

pie. This is because the sanctions kill

so slowly, so quietly, in such an

innovative insidious and "invisible

way. that denial, both rhetorical and

psychological, becomes easier than

ever. But the killing goes on, in your

name.

Of course, when Secretary of State

Madeline Albright was put on the

spot in May. 1996. and asked if this

policy can be worth the deaths of

over 500.000 children, she simply

said. "We think the price is worth

it." She did not dispute the figures or

the causality, nor did she indicate

how many children she was prepared

die as a direct result of her

policies Clinton administration offi

cials do not seem to have a limit on

the number of Iraqi children to be

killed in your name
Some people, however, are draw

ing ihe line Recently, and especially

since the public outrage over US
government plans for yet anothet

bombing attack on Iraq a few weck-

ago. Americans are becoming
increasingly aware of the Iraqi hole

caust being perpetrated in their

name Some are actively disavowing

it by taking action to prevent it

Among other efforts, a large dele

gation of religious leaders, medical

professionals and anti-war activists

lead by former U.S. Alt

General Ramsey Clark and Bishop

Thomas Gumbleton of Detroit, will

travel to Iraq on May 6 to bring in

badly needed medical supplies I oca!

efforts to raise funds and medical

supplies urgently need your support

ll you would like lo tind out more

about the humanitarian crisis in Iraq

and the Iraq Sanctions Challenge

Delegation, come to a screening of

the new documentary "Genocide by

Sanctions" at 750 tonight in

Thompson 102 The screening will

be followed by a discussion about

what you can do to help the long -ul

lenng people of Iraq and to let your

name be among those that stand for

humanity and against genocide

Hussein Ibish is a VMoss
graduate Student

{LJii. d column in

this two-pan trnes wiU run tomor

I
Matt

The good life
hat do you think about the Bible and what it

Wsays about homosexuality'.' What are your

thoughts on what the good book says about

how a good man should run his life?

Wait. Before you answer that, hold off one quick sec-

ond. I forgot to tell you something.. 1 don't care. Your

thoughts about religion matter slighily less to me than

who won the annual slug race in Tucson

last week (I hear the lightning quick little

bugger is going on Leno tomorrow!).

Here's the drill: you hold your signs up

and praise the Lord and tell me I

shouldn't do thi- or I shouldn't do that,

and I nod. and I walk off and the only

way in which my life has been changed is

that I had to waste those few precious

moments processing your sentences. The

only way in which your life has been

changed is that you wasted those few pre-

cious moments consuming the additional

oxygen it takes to speak.

Now. before you start calling me the

anti-Christ. I want to say that I have no real problem

with Christianity. What you believe is what you believe,

and I am happy you have made that choice in your life

and it now guides you. Great. I. too. as a matter of fact,

have ties to the religion. The point here is that I don't

give a whooping phunt what you think about it

Some people march around and say that homosexuals

are bad and are going to hell or whatever. I don't think

the matter is quite so cut and dry. to be honest I like to

think about it like this: if a lesbian saves a small child

from a burning building and teaches it a life of kind-

ness, they'll probably get priority at the Pearly Gates

over a priest who molested that small child. Is the les-

bian a bad person in that case, even though some people

interpret the Bible as saying she's damned from the get

go? No. Is the priest a good person there, even though

the vows they take are often considered a

"get-out-of-hell-free" pass? No. In fact, most priests

are downright swell people. It's just that, so are gays.

Then there are some folks who like to tell me not to

swear, because the Lord looks down on it. Well, if the

Lord is where we all conventionally seem to believe he is.

he looks down on everything, anyway. And again, if I

spend my life helping people, and then say, "%$#<£!"

when I stub my toe, I'd like to think that I'll be okay

when St. Peter and I hypothetically sit down to review

my existence on this planet. True, unnecessary swearing

often makes one look like he or she has a small vocabu-

lary, but that doesn't have anything to do with religion.

When (esus roamed the Earth (geez. I make him

sound like a Tyrannosaurus or something), I'm guessing

he saw a bunch of people calling themselves "civil" run-

ning around acting like complete jerks Being an intelli

gent and caring guy like he was. he probably had a

problem with that. He probably said to himself. "You
know. |esus. these people aren't good people. They

don't help each other out. they don't give whooping
phunts about human life they take everything they have

for granted, and they act like they're all on self centered

power trips."

The man then did what most of us

wouldn't have the time, energy, or

wherewithal to do—- teach people, lesus

brought back the lost art of kindness IK

showed little kids how to play street

hockey and include everybody. He
reminded stubborn family men that even

though they lost a heated bet to their

neighbor on last year s World Series, that

if they helped the struggling neighbor fix

his gutter, they could be friends again —
and who knows, maybe next month the

family man might need his roof reshin

gled He showed people how to pull over

and give a complete stranger a jump start. He explained

to some careless teenager that he should help that old

lady cross the street because she's probably somebody's
grandmother, and if she were the teen's grannie, he'd

probably want her to be helped out

He probably showed people why sharing was a cool

thing to do.

This is just my opinion, but I don't think lesus wor
ried too terribly about who was sleeping with who and
how often they said the "F-word." Things like that just

aren't that important in the long run. and it pains me to

think that so many people believe that lesus was so

uptight. As a matter of fact. I don't even think he really

cared if people thought he was the son of G-D or not

Idolization wasn't really what he was shooting for, I just

think a lot of people severely missed the point.

To be quite frank (okay, so I've been being frank all

along), the man's work isn't finished yet. While there

are people concerning themselves with things like what
music I listen to, there are still jerks out there that arc-

doing a lot worse than tuning in to Nine Inch Nails, or

whatever this year's scorn of the church may be.

Instead, I have to hear about what's "wrong" with
homosexuality, bad language, and heavy metal (the lat

ter two can sometimes be combined), among other
things.

So. for those of you who want to tell me about that: I

still don't care. And now that I've said my piece after

involuntarily listening to yours all these years, I will no
longer waste your time. Please do me the same courtesy.
and help someone out on the way home.

Seth Koenig is a Collegian Columnist.
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Tori's rock 'n roll spectacle

counttv cxn numno
Ton Amos shedding her piano-diva status to tour with a backing band (guitar, bass and drums) for the first

time.

By Morry Kaona
Coasajiort Starr

Avaion flalroom

April 25

lu iSTON — Tori Amos is clearly a performer whose
-t.it is on the rise. Saturday's show in Boston, the fifth

n her Sneak Preview '98 Tour, sold out instantly

There is a considerable buzz surrounding her upcoming

From the Choirgirl Hotel — an album, which, if her

\valon performance was any indication, promises to be

more of a rock 'n roll affair than her earlier piano based

Much of the inspiration for the new songs was drawn
from two major changes in Amos's life — an unfortunate

mi-carriage and her recent wedding to sound engineer

Mark Hawley. She's even touring with a hacking hand

(guitar, bass and drums) for the first time The more
things change in her life, the more things don't stay the

same — at least in concert.

Cone was the palpable intensity of earlier tours where

Amos stunned her audiences silent with an alarming

intensity The lighting, once simple and nondescript, was

overdone in a bevy of flashing strobe lights and mirror

b.ilK This was not the Tori of old. This was a rock n roll

show, pure and simple. It is clear she has aspirations ,,|

being a rock goddess, but one must ponder. "Is this a

good thing?" My guess is no.

The problem with the new material in a live setting was

evident from the beginning. From the opening notes of

"Spark.* the album I first single. Amos and her

three piece backing band went for the jugular. While

there's nothing wrong with such an in-your-face
approach. Amos has made her mark by relying on the

sheer power of the intensely personal messages she con-

< her work. Saturday night. Amos took a markedly

different approach, letting the harsh lighting and sonic

overkill (complete with p -ve Catons solos) of

her band SJHi the course

While the sonic pyrotechnics o| her bandmates too

often drowned out her effusive and virtuosic piano play-

ing. Amos's voice still managed to rise above the mix

Equal parts Kate Bush and P I Harvey. Amos has the rare

gift of being able to express emotion without even really

trying

\\ hile much of the songs on her set list were songs off

the new album. Amos did balance things off with older

favorites such as "Horses." "God* and "Previous Things
"

Especially impressive was a radically re-worked "Baker

Baker" and "The Donut Song which were performed
sillo

Still the ina|orit\ of songs off From the Choirgirl Hotel

were bludgeoned *"] tor the quiet beauty of "lackie's

Strength " Written as she was preparing to take the

plunge into married life. Amos used the understated ele-

gance of lackie Kennedy as a poignant metaphor to quell

her insecurities about being a wife, belting out "I got lost

on my wedding day." The band framed the song well,

showing restraint and letting Amos take the lead.

Amos plans on returning to Boston this summer, most

likely playing a much larger venue She would be wise to

re-consider the modus operandi of her live show.

JUNIOKS
Pw yoor duUs 10 work tnernanooalry Thu

time next year YOU could t» psckssa lo to

to S Africa. Jordaa. Paragwi

I 'zbrkittas. whale yomr fnasoa are

Mini to nad t job

Doe to annc paced growth. Peace Corps M
looking to fill huodrads of two-year tsuga-

mean ovcneai that depart May - My 1999.

ALL MAJORS ARE ENCOURAGED TO
APPLY'

Benefm include

OH (tarred early' Scad yoar i

to ui by JalxJ.1 and i

th»FiO

Vail our mbaafi lo leant more about aar

profrata*: <www.awsesearns.BS*>

For an application, call:

•y*Sa

<& (413)545-2105

ask for ext 674

(Jet ahead on your course work
Consider taking summer classes

Westfield
STATE COLLEGE

DIVISION OF GRADUATE AND CONTINUING EDUCATION
WESTERN AVENUE • WESTFIELD. MASSACHUSETTS

Summer open registration begins May 4.

Session I Evenings

Session II Days

Session II Evenings

May 26 - July 2

July 6 - July 31

July 6- August 13

Call (413) 572-5224
for catalog

Over 100 Undergraduate and Graduate Courses

Convenient hours

Affordable tuition

Safe, accessible campus

Show raises awareness of racism
fry Andraw MusMin
CoHagian Corraspondanl

SKA AGAINST RACISM TOUR
The Palladium

April 24

WORCESTER - Covered in

sweat. That's what I was when 1

left the Palladium in Worcaatat
Friday night after attending Ska
Against Racism
The show was a mix of ska and

ska-punk bands on a national tour

to try and put a stop to racism The
tour is being sponsored by Asian

Man Records and Moon Ska Nl C
Records, in part with the Museum
of Tolerance. Artists for a Hatefree

America, and Ami Racist Action

The tour is making stops all ovei

the country lo try jiiJ raise jware-

ness of the racism that still exist- in

our country.

Arriving in the middl
Kemuri's set. a smile crept over my
face as I saw the crowd Punks
rudeboys. skins, musk-lovers alike

were all skanking. pogoing and
dancing throughout the venue. The
show was a near sellout with close

000 in attendance

Kcmuri is a Japanese ska punk
band on a rare lour of the United

States. They had a full hom line

who were extremely tight, which
tends to be hard when playing as

fast as these guys were. If possible.

Kemun seemed like they may be

having more fun than the cruwd
No one in the band was stationary

All seven band members were
going absolutely nuts on stage with

the look of excitement on their

faces. They won over many new
fans, and there will dermhery be a

desire for them to come back to the

States

Next up were MlllO and
Mustard Plug, both playing forms

of ska-punk, with hints of tradi-

tional ska and metal being thrown
in now and then. The first song by

MUH0 entitled 'Stuff.* a song
which has made many different ska

compilations got the crowd imme-
diately into the action. Kids

-tinned in from the lobby and
hum their seats to join the ruckus

in the front. For both of these
bands skunking seemed to be out of

stvlc und mushing and crowd surf-

ing appeared to be the thing to do.

kit/lSQ made sure the crowd
noticed their horn line, as they fea-

tured all different races and the

unity that they shared.
I 'ntortunately lor MUJ50. they got

-halted in their time slot and
played a very short set.

to tear though because on
Mustard Plug's first note they had
whipped the srowd back up into a

frenzy. They came out with a really

-Monal look to themselves,

with matching gray suits and >cl

low shirts "Mr Smiley." an older

song, got the crowd singing along

at the top ol their lungs. The lead

singer decided to stage dive, and
that drew a great response.

body was cheering for him as

ho -limbed back on stage.

t up were the Toasters, the

pioneers of third wave ska. These
guys have been doing it forever,

and have helped out new bands
time and time again Unlike most
of the other bands on the bill, they

are not a ska-punk band. They play

straight in your face ska. influenced

heavily by the two tone movement
bv such bands as the Specials and
Madness

Bucket, the guitar player for the

Toasters and also the head of Moon
Records, talkc-d to the crowd
before their set started about how
many people in front of him there

were who wanted to stomp out

m and how we can get the

word out through music. The
Sledge, on trumpet, also had some
words of wisdom for the crowd Fie

told everyone to take a break from
the stage diving, the moshing. the

1 surfing

We represent the old school,"

said The Sledge. He wanted the

crowd to skank along to the musk,
not throw each other around and to

the ground Well, he got his wish

Everybody, and I really mean every-

body, was skanking along to the

music I'm grateful The Sledge-

commented to the crowd because

there are those out there that think

every band should have mosh pits,

whether the music is hard or not

The Toasters proved that thev

are still one of the best ska bands
when they broke into their second

song. "Two Tone Amiv " Fvei

in the venue, whether vuung at old

male or female was -mging along

with the Toasters. The nevi mm
was "Shocker," which i-

their earlier albums Skahuom Thev

did a great job of mixing old map
with their newer ones Next up mm
"Don't Let the Bastards Grind You
Down.' a song which wa- in

MTV's rotation a few months hack

This song was accompanied bv

many fans dancing along with the

Toasters on stage, which the

Toasters fully supported I give the

Toasters an enormous amount of

credit because they have proved to

me that they will never sell out A
great example was when during
their set a girl passed out due to

dehydration. The Toasters stopped

the set. and the Sledge and their

lead singer were on the floor caring

tor the girl, making sure the I MI -

got to her as soon as possible

Last but not least was Less Than
lake They had been in the area
recently playing the Middle I ast in

Cambridge in February, and selling

it out so a bigger venue like the

Palladium was great for the I

An eighties-looking metalhead Bm
came on stage and played a guitar

solo of straight metal for n
five minutes before Less Than lake

made their way on stage sending
the crowd into pandemonium The
metamaad stayed on stage for the

sat dancing around, but he was not

alone because their was a fully

dressed clown also dancing around

on stage. Less Than lake brought

an insane amount of crazed fun
along with their mu-i.

records, pez. and anything else they

could find for the crowd Every few
minutes the crowd would either be

Turn to SUA, page 6

0T?V MIKI VIICMOV1CM

Less Than |ake did their part by trying to rock racism off the planet last Friday at the Palladium.

t u d e n t S e n a t

Candidates'
Night
Thursday April 30,

Come and Listen to the ( aiiJul.ites for 98-99.

Senate officers will present their platforms!

Candidates present tor J-5 minutes each, and

will he available to answer questions.

Balloting begins at the GSS General Meeting,

Tuesday, May 5th in the Campus Center 162- 1 75,

and continues Wednesday and Thursday, May
6th & 7th, 10am - 6pm, in front of the

Graduate Lounge in the Campus Center

Concourse.

For mora Information, contact tha Graduate Student Senate Office

919 Campus Center, 545-2896
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Big Punisher has awareness of place in life
ska

BIG PUNISHER
Capitol Punishment

Loud\RCA

When the Notorious BIG. dropped his groundbreak

ing Ready To Die. he set a standard in hip-hop that

would MW be reached again Big Punisher is not Biggie,

but he conic- j> close as you can possibly get. One could

accuiately depict Biggie as the Latin Big Poppa.

Like Biggie, Big Punisher gives you the violence and the

sex but from the perspective that only a true ghetto war-

in portray. In other words, he adds enough humor

and regret that it 1 realistic Big Punisher knows that not

everything he's done is right and he's not particularly

proud of hi- action-, but they are his ^^^^^^^^^
and now we all get to hear about

them That is what made Biggie so ^^
•1. you respected him and maybe

even t eared him. but you also felt like you could walk up

to him and have a conversation Check "I'm Not A
I'laver

."
I know everyone has already heard it. where Big

Pun admit- that he's fat and that girls mostly sleep with

him because of hi- money, still boasting "I'm not a player

I ju>t I k a lot
"

It's that ability to laugh at himself that

makes him so real.

There's also a darker side to Big Pun. accurately depict

ihe track "The Dream Shatterer." "I shatter dreams

like louian a—ault and batter your team." This is not a

man to be trifled with "You Ain't A Killer." has Big Pun

-pitting pure venom when he tells us that real killers don't

get bogged down in EasAWest beef, they're strictly in it

for the business The song is ugly and gritty, and unlike

I hi- contemporaries does not make thug life sound

attractive, just scary.

All the tracks are carried by Big Puns staccato style,

each word hitting you at such a rapid pace it resembles a

machine gun While the words are thought out. they come

M quicklv and continuously it feels like you are listening

to a free style session The intimacy of Big Pun's delivery

invite- the ii-toner into another level, you know the man's

thoughts, fears, and joys It is the relationship with hi- li-

teners that has helped make htm so famous in the under

ground circuit it's also why people love Big Pun

I ike a true warrior. Big Pun has a lot of help on here

showing that he gets love from the hip-hop scene as well

as his fans. "Super Lyrical" features Black Thought from

the Roots. Big Pun keeps up and the two of them flip it

Wyclef blesses "Caribbean Connection," Prospect is on

"Capital Punishment." and Prodigy and Rebel INS kept it

grimy and gritty on "Tres Leches (Triboro Trilogy)." All

of those are major players who bring arsenals of lyrics and

Pun can hold his head up high with each of them.

Vreaga appears on "You Came Up," and shows why

everyone wants him on their album. The track has two of

the most unique voices in the community and should be-

on just about every mix tape by the end of the month.

Then there's the collaboration with Fat |oe who also pro

duces this album The only thing more terrifying then Pun

^^^^^^^^^^ and |oe together on a free buffet line,^mmt the two of them ripping it on
Adam Dlugac^ Twinz." "I support Big Pun and any

thing he does, anything he lovesYTwo

continued from page 6

covered in conlelli 01 unlet paper.

The first song they did "My \ei>

Own Hag.'' showed the tans who
they were there to see The entire

dance floor opened up inio | giant

skank-pit Evwybod) was ringing

along having the times ol their lives.

The crowd never ceased throughout

the -et Less Than lake played most

of the crowd favorites such as lust

Like Frank." "lohnny Uuesi Thinks

We're Sellout-. " "|en Doesn't Like

Me Anymore." and "Liquor Store
"

brothers from another mother sent from the above." Joey

Crack then does a great production job backing up every

one of those words If Big Pun isn't scary enough you II

have nightmares for months over the thought of this pd
laboration

Busta Rhymes is on the final track. "Parental

Discretion." and offers some words of wisdom when he

veils a- only Bu-ta Bus can. "Parental discretion advised.

cover your eyes/Little kids get out of here/Little girl- too

ihi- ain't for you, it's for the thugs " It's the intelligence ol

the song that shows that Big Pun is responsible to his

community He knows that he has lived a thug life and he

knows it i- not the example that he should be setting for

children so he's simply letting their parents know that

rhey should not be listening to this. Maybe, if parents

showed the responsibility and vested interest in their chil-

dren that Big Pun does we'd be living in a safer communi-

ty

Like the Biggie Smalls. Big Pun has an awareness ol his

place in life and is not afraid to speak about it Big Pun

shares with us the pain of a man who was beaten as a

child and lived in a ghetto hi- whole life On the other

hand he knows how to laugh, check "Uncensored" with

Funk Master Flex, and he wants you to laugh with him

even if it is to keep from crying. A
Adam Dlugucz is a Collegian Columnist

Stabbing Westward devoid of creativity

By Kevin Monohan
Cakpan Stall

DARKEST DAYS
Slabbing Westward

Columbia

The latest LP from Stabbing
*ard. Darken Otm, tries to

inflict massive head trauma but

wind- up being more of a dull ache.

Either way it is done with a blunt

instrument

Darken Days, the follow up to

Wither. Mum. Bum A Peel.

which -pawned the hit single

"Shame." does not feature anything

. hy or fierce as "Shame " What
it does feature i- 16 songs of filler

material that has a few interesting

lents. but mo-tlv const-;

feocM mu-ic and unimaginative

Ivl-K-

Stabbing Westward, one of those

generic angst-rock bands that seems

to be a valuable commodity owned
by Sony Music Entertainment Inc

dire-t- iheir rage toward a specific

source, yet somehow it feels con-

tnvd li is impossible to name every-

one that Stabbing Westward has

npped off on this album, but it does

not take long to get sick of vocalist

Christopher Hall's Trent Reznor

impression.

The title track starts the di-

with such a bland sensation that it is

unclear whether even the band
themselves knew where they were

going with it Take it as a sign of

things to come. Most of the -ong

includes Hall screaming about his

'rage and pain"— two emotions that

have become cliche in modem rock

The rest of the album has absolutely

no direction whatsoever. Stabbing

ward has a haid time finding

out how they want their mu-i. |0

sound. fluctuating between
alterna rock, metal, techno, and
industrial not perfecting any of the

aforementioned genres A band
should perform well with one -ivle

of music before they start experi

menting with anything else What
proves to be effective is the electron-

ic/industrial flavored tune

"Drugstore" and the aggressive

"When I'm Dead." which is the clos-

est thing to a hit single that Darkest

has |o offer

the cover art is one of the moat
interesting aspects of the album —
reminiscent of the Sandman comics

probably because it was daajfned by

Dave Mckean
Stabbing Westward needs to find

some true energy and creativity

Because most of the time it takes to

listen to Darkest Day* u •fPeMjfci
two fingers pressed to the

feeHnf tor a puUe C

David Bowie named to best dressed list

SI if YORK (AP) — Designer Todd Oldham
accented his fall 1^)8 fashion collection with diamond

lewelry by Fred Leighton. The value of the diamonds

was estimated at $10 million, according to the

Diamond Information Center

Oldham used diamonds to accent his designs, which

were previewed in an 1 1 minute film. Chandra s

Daydream." and wom by models on stage before and

after the screening. The event, which was held at

Webster Hall, an East Village nightclub, introduced

retailers and media to Oldham's fall collection.

Icl- sparkled in diamonds from their heads to

their i H Ave were wearing diamond tiaras upside

down and brooches in the hair." Oldham said.

rything ended up being nontraditional. but it

looked really young and fresh
*

Designer Carolina Herrera and daughter Carolina |r

were honored recently by a poll of 1 .500 fashion jour-

nalists, designers and "other qualified observers." The

poll is a consensus of written ballot and finalized by a

committee that includes leading fashion editors.

The International Best-Dressed Poll has been con-

ducted annually since 1940 by Eleanor Lambert,

founder and coordinator. Herrera was among 12

women honored as the Best-Dressed Women of 1997-

98 The list also includes designer Mary McFadden,
actresses Nicole Kidman and China Chow, and Eliza

Reed, vice-president of business development for

Oscar de la Renta.

Herrera s daughter, a New York filmmaker, was one

of four women named as 1997-98 members of the

Best Dressed Hall of Fame. Also appearing on this list

is Vogue magazine editor Anna Wintour The annual

I Best-Dressed Men of 1997-98 includes Matt

Lauer. co-host of NBC's "Today" show; British musi-

cian-actor David Bowie: and Rupert Everett, who
starred with lulia Roberts in My Best Friend's

Wedding
Broadway's Beauty and the Beast star Deborah

Gibson ignored the old showbiz adage to never work

with dogs or kids when she hit the fashion runway at

the Motown Cafe to promote a fund-raising event.

It was the American Cancer Society's annual mode!

and dog fashion show.

The humans included two young children and |aime

Rishar. seen in Dolce & Gabbana and Versace

advertising campaigns Among the dog models Beau,

a Yorkshire terrier; Lacey. a Maltese: Stella, a poodle:

and Strawberri. a Scotch terrier. Gibson brought

Rosie. a cocker spaniel, and Daisy, a miniature collie-

Human models wore flannel sleepwear. sweat suits

and leather bomber jackets The dogs wore doggie

raincoats, collars and leashes, and T-shirts All were

designed by Big Dog Sportswear, one of the event's

sponsors.

The Dogs Get Down at Motown fashion -how was

the annual pre-cvent leading to Dogs Walk'98 Against

Cancer, to be held May 3. The dog walk a thon is a

noncompetitive event, so Gibson laughingly urged sup-

porters to "get your dogs off the treadmill now " The

American Cancer Society says $400,000 was raised at

last year's event in New York.

Midway through the set they began

to play Poison- Tvery Rose Has Its

I horn." while instantaneously

everyone in the crowd who had a

lighter pulled it out and waved n

along to the music Less Than lake

showed the crowd the true defini

tion of ska punk Sorry all you big

corporate industry ska punk bands,

but these guys are the real deal, and
one of ihe few bands that actually

de-eive the title of a ska-punk
bund

On the way out Ann Racist

Action had a table set up M

wouldn't forget what the night was

actually about They were handing

out many different piece- ol liter a

ture and had assorted buttons and

patches tot -ale And it looked like

they were making a difference

because the table wai swamped

with people after the -how

Hopefully the music industry will

continue m trying to knock racka

oil the planet.

Pandora feeds thirst for vampires
By Carol Deepen
Associated Prosi

VKXJN
Anne Rice

Knopf Books

Anne Rice, the queen of gothic

thrillers, is back doing what -he

does be -i wrmng about vampiies

lwo of her recent books. Violin

and Sen ant of the Rami -r

From ihi- formula, with mixed
result- In Servant. Rice was preoc-

cupied with cults. Music, madin --

and Stefan, a fiddler ghost filled

the pages of Violin

With Pandora (Knopf. $1995).
Rice gives readers the first in a

promised new series ol novel-

linked by the fledgling vampire
David Talbot, who ha- set out to

become a chronicler ol his fellow

Undead.

Pandora is a 2.000-year-old vam

pire, the first made by the great

Marius. As a mortal, Marius was a

friend of Pandora's family when she

was growing up in Imperial Rome
during the time of Caesar
Augustus She met Marius when
-he was 10. about 15 years before

he became a vampire "I would
have run of! with Marius then and
there! But all I could do was dance

around him as he went out of the

vestibule and out the gate 1 waved
to him."

I'wenty live years later, Pandora

and Marius met again. Political

upheaval in Rome had forced
Pandora to flee to the exotic port of

Antioch. Marius was no longer

alive he had joined the ranks of the

I'ndead It was Mariu- who made
Pandora immortal, and it was
Marius who taughi her to hunt, to

kill without pain to drink her vie

tuns' blood

For 200 years they were together,

and Marius bKM »ora

beautiful to Pandora then ibey

parted It is thi- NOT thai Pandora

writes for Talbot, whom she meets

in modern das Pari* Pandora beck

on- Talbot lo follow hei to H*tm

Orleans "I have stung reason to

believe that Marius has gone to

New Orleans, and I must be reunit

ed with hit

And what about the vanipne

le-iat, the one who created

Talbot^ He was last seen pat a

and silent. King on the Boot

chapel in New Orlean-

out Lestat to see this fallen

brai Prince lying on the chapel

floor unable to speak or in

Pandora says.

stay tuned taithtul leader

for those who have been thirsting

lor Lestat. Marius and dark goings

on in New Orleans | mites

there will be more tantalizing vam-

pire tales to come

A Little Too Far...

Android Chet (Brian Quinn) disciplines Redmond (UZay Turner) in the Theater Department production of

So Far, a world premier by UMass alum Constance Congdon.

The B13 Hit is number one in the Box office

The top 10 movie- at North American theaters Friday through Sunday, followed by studio, gross.

number of theater locations, receipts per location, total gross and number of weeks in id am
piled by Entertainment Data inc. and Inhibitor Relation- Co Inc

I . Tin- Rig Hit. Sony. $10.8 million

2 City o) Angels. Wamer Bros.. $9 million

3. The Ohject ofMy Affectum. 20th Century Fox. $5.2 million

4. Titanic. Paramount. $4.9 million

5. Paulie. DreamWorks. $4.4 million

b. Lost in Space. New Line. $4 million

7. Neil Simon 'l The Odd Couple II. Paramount. $2.4 million

8. Mercury Rising. Universal. $2.2 million.

9 The Players Club. New Line. $2 million

10. Scream 2. Miramax. $1.8 million

Thanks for reading the

UMASS

RELAX?
FORGET IT!

PLAY HARD TO STAY HARD
JOIN THE BEST

HAMPSHIRE FITNESS
90 GATEHOUSE ROAD

256-6446

never Know what mood
I'll be in

One das) Dragon Fries, the

ne*t dasj r-hicfcen Vslingft,

or masjbe a big juicsj burger.
Than* goodnetsft for Fete'*!

Tbesj alvtasift got what
I want.

BURG!
BUCI

NOW SERVING WINGS

ROUTE 9 HADLEY, MA

585-0241
http://www javanet/~mrburger/

11am - 4pm: Info Tables, Vendors,
Games, Comedy, Drag

+*<
Music and more!!! &f

UMASS/AMHERST
April 30,1998

8pm Drag Contest

9pm Benefit Date Auction

FOR GLADD
10pm-1 am DANCE!!!

For Wore
info cal

the Pride

Alliance at

5450154

*s

X

Number 5 water polo wins
Easterns with 5 weekend wins
By PoulTeves

Collegian Stall

Million ccomplished.
The No. 5 Massachusetts women's water polo team

completed iis domination of ihe east by winning all

five games in Maryland this weekend and capturing
urn Water Polo Collegiate Championships

UMass cjmK defeated their first lour opponents in

College Park, Md . bui saw their toughest competition
on the east coast against Maryland University. The
Minutewomen narrowly defeated Maryland. 9-8 in

the finals of this Eastern Championship Tournament.
This Eastern Championship is the first in school

history lot the women's water polo team This victory

also qualifies UMass for Nationals, slated for May
8 10 in 1 os Angeles Ihe Minutewomen have now
won 21 conseculivc games
UMass made quick work of their early round oppo-

nents by defeating Brown. 18—1 . and Princeton. 1 1-1.

in the round robin competition They also soundly

thrashed another familiar opponent. Slippery Rock,

defeating them 1 1-4.

Andrea Vazquez lead the team in their win over

Shpperv Rock hy netting siv goals The senior scored

18 in the tournament Vazquez received help on
offansa from I yndsay Crenshaw. Katie Grogan.
Marcie Hupp and Sarah Newell.

In net. Peggy Sieves came through again making

seven saves on eleven shots which helped lift UMass
to the v k •

In seinilinal action. UMass blew away Villanova. a

team they had not previously seen this season. 14-2.

It was another solid performance on offense lead by

Grogan who netted another lour goals. Vazquez con

tnbuted by duplicating Grogan s output, while veter-

ans Barbara Mickey and Mana Velazquez contributed

with sanies of therr own Sieves copied her seven

save performance in the Slippery Rock game with

another seven save performance versus the Wildcats.

Willi the win over Villanova. UMass had guaran-

teed a spot for themselves at Nationals, but they Mill

had one goal in mind, winning EasternY UMass had

gone 25-0 against eastern competition and was not

about to lose their title in the last game, against a

game Maryland team.

The Terrapins came out flying, and jumped out to a

5 2 lead, which was cut to 5-4 by half time

"They really kept their composure, and came back,

with the never say die attitude and won the game,"

said coach Dan McOsker
UMass rallied in the second half on the strength of

goals from Vazquez, which sent the game in to over

time The first overtime produced no results, but

UMass broke through in the second overtime when

Hupp scored two goals to lead UMass to the title.

The unsung hero award goes to Velazquez who
kept the team inspired by giving a speech in the hud

die late in regulation. "We have to keep swimming

out there,' said Velazquez, which really motivated the

team," said McOsker
"Andrea Vazquez, played the tournament of her life

and the best possible time, and helped lead the charge

to the title." said McOsker.

The offensive output against Maryland again came

from Vazquez who had three goals and has been red

hot since returning from an injury a few weeks ago.

Grogan also tallied two more goals, which brought

her weekend total to 15 goals m live games. Hupp
also had two scores, while Claudia Clement and

Velazquez each scored one.

This game could be a blessing in disguise for

UMass. It gave UMass some real tough competition

that they can use as they head back to California

where every game will be tough

"We needed to play a good team like Maryland,

which should help prepare us for the tougher field at

National's.' said McOsker

The Minutewomen (29-3) are making their second

straight appearance at Nationals They placed ninth

out of twelve teams last season, but with their great

regular season results, they are looking for a

book finish to their campaign.

"As long as they all keep playing well as a team,

and play well off the bench like Mickey and

Crenshaw, and come together and show a winner

mentalitv like in the Maryland game, we should be

fine." said McOsker

He's no supermodel!
MUM MtOMMOTT COUKiAN

This UMass steeplechaser easily emerged from the trenches in a meet earlier this spnng

women's track teams competed at the Penn Relays this weekend.

The men's and

Track joins Penn Relays

as Morency wins javelin
The University of Massachusetts and

lett-O aren't the only causes Bill Cosby

likes to promote

Meld annually in Philadelphia the

Penn State Relays Carnival, a three day

extravaganza, is aKo near the

the actor/comedian s list of things to

do.

This year, as in everv year the top

grammar school, high school cvillegc

and professional athlete* compete

from of more track and field sp>

than any other American meet draws.

One way in which this meet sets such a

standard is the fact that the athletes arc

penned up in stalls, forced to wait their

chance to prove themselves on such a

large stage in such packed quarters

But that's all part of the experience

Seither Massachusetts track team

seemed to mind as both teams were

represented this weekend at the 104th

meeting.

I Mass sophomore \ is Morency

won the javelin with a mi A 2! VI I",

smashing his school record d 20VV.
Morency also placed ninth in the dis-

cus with a mark of It-

Senior distance runner Ret

Donaghue also made a good showing.

grabbing third place in the UXAHii in

a time ol v» 4 7 44 ITut tmu place* her

third in UMass history

The men s 4x400. relay team of

Tom Toy e Sell CoWOSpctOSl Have
Cahill. and Scott I' >cir qual

ifving heat in a time of ! H 57 n

ing second on the \1.i--.ichu*etts

all-time list lunior B I Cardoa also

performed well, reaching 1 5th pla

the hammer throw with a thnm
I8T5"
The teams will return to the

Atlantis. 10 Championships on May 2

and I —Kathleen Ralls

Congratulations!

PO0MA MMVAKN COUK.WN

After an emotional Senior Day celebration for UMass' graduating class last Sunday, the Atlantic 10 champion softball team will travel to Boston

College today for a douWeheader before postseason action begins this weekend

basketball
continued from poge 10

Suns must plav without injured sixth man of-the-year Danny Manning.

Danny Ainge may have a few sleepless nights thinking about the possibility of

Robinson reaping the benefits of Duncan double-teams

Reggie Miller and the Pacers simply shot the lights out in Indiana as they

hosted the Cavs and dropped them to 0-2 in the opening round. Both teams

shot am 400 fnim behind the arc in the regular season series, which they

split, winning two games each.

The Ukers and Hornets were both successful early, but surprisingly it was

Utah that faltered in game one Karl Malone and the lazz will have to be care-

M >t any more lackadaisical outings resembling their opening debacle.

The Miami Sew York series has lived up to its billing, as both have played

just like they did in their previous series ( 2-2). in which the average margin of

vieton was less than four points per game. The Knicks will have to shut down

Hardaway if thev hope to upset the Heat. Can you say furious physicality?

Seattle SSMM to have caught the lazz malaise, as Kevin Gamctt and

Stephon Marburv M attempting to get back into the series with a glimmer of

hope It was likelv that there would be less than a glimmer when Tom

Gugliotta was injured, but Anthony Peeler was a steal and he has filled in

nicelv thus far.

Quote of the Week: I actually broke a sweat and I usually don't, so I guess

that's what the playoffs will do." — Hornets coach Dave Cowens after

Charlotte defeated Atlanta ^7 *7 in Game I

.

Game of the Week: It's the playoffs Pick one.

lamie lee is a Collegian columnist

lacrosse

baseball

rYm
Gilreath

Manor Condos

Showings

Start

in April

for June or

September

Occupancy!

Gilreath Manor

Condos
• 3 Bedroom
• 1 1/2 Baths

• Heated Basement
• New Gas Heat t*

Hot water
• Hardwood Floors

• 1/2 mile to campus
• On Bus Route

liixoln R«l Eitat* • 25 N. flaaunt St. • IS I TIT*

contlTRjod from page 10

mark. Sophomore midfielder

Stephanie Pavlick built the lead to two

goals with her own score after Herker.

The Wildcats came back to tie it. how-

ever, and the Minutewomen needed to

come out strong in the second half.

"|At first] we were tired and we just

weren't mentally finishing the plays

out." McClellan said. "In the second

half we got our mental game going and

then everything else fell into place."

Anderson knocked UMass into the

place they wanted to be when she-

scored on an unassisted goal at 34:52.

The Minutewomen then refused to

look back, as they concentrated on

stopping the UNH attack

"Strategically, we did a good job at

what we wanted to do," McClellan

said. "I think everyone did their jobs."

UMass benefited from freshman

goalie |en Nardi's strong game in net.

Nardi played the entire game while

making 1 3 saves.

The win should give the

amc
Ml F.irms 4 -584 9153

Mt. Forms M.ill

SftORIR)
thn IS 10 OS) Ml 140

M, An MttOtSOIIX

WU IMNCS (•)

M* IWilX

MT SUNT (N|
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Minutewomen even more momentum
going into today 'l home contest with

Boston University on Ruth |. Totman

Field at 4:00 p m. UMass will hope to

finish out the regular season by extend-

ing their winning streak to four games

and bolstering their position with

respect to the KCAC championships

"BU is a little bit different team

than |BC and UNH|." McClellan said

"They're more of a midfield team. BU
has had some really interesting

games. It's going to be about

matchups

The Minutewomen will hope to

have another solid defensive perfor-

mance by sophomore defenseman

Lynne Young, as UMass will have the

chance to win 10 games for the first

time since 1983.

Seniors |en Bowen. |en Herker, and

Amy Leder will be playing their last

home meet as they hope to push the

Minutewomen s all time mark against

the Terriers to a perfect 10-0.

Hampnhire 8 »584 7550
Hampshire Mall
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continued from page 10

staff in wins Others who may see

action include lenitM southpaw

Ryan Spillane (1-5. 3 35 ERA).
senior |on Tanney (5 2. 7 52

ERA), senior right-hander Chris

Lavoie (4-3. 8.17 ERA), and fresh

man Brian Cain (2-0. 8.53 ERA).

On the UMass side of things.

Dagliere continues to lead the team

in hitting with a .450 average, and

is among the conference and
national leaders in that category

He also leads the team with 44

RBI Gautreau leads the team with

eight homers and is right behind

Dagliere with 43 RBI. to go along

with an average around .370.

Clark. Skeffington. Aaron
Braunstein. Seth Kaplan, and
Samela continue to hit over the

.300 mark as well

Looking ahead. UMass will tiav

el to Olean. NY this weekend to

face St. Bonaventure in a

three-game set UMass will then

take on Harvard next Monday
afternoon. May 4. at I p.m. in the

Beanpot Championship That

game will be played at Fenway
Park in Boston
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Collegian Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS 1

1 APARTMENT FOR RENT

PEOPLES AfVUMCET

Where the food s fresh the cot

tee s hot. and the musics |ammin >

Mam Floor Student Union

Oy Vey I'm Gay
A panel discussion on being Gay

Laewen, or Bisexual and Jewish

Monday April 27, 8pm Campus

Center 171 173 Sponsors

UsbtGay Group of the ^-Colleges

LET THE STUDENT NURSES
CARE FOR YOUR CAR
The UMass Student Nursing

..;•! a

APARTMENT FOR RENT

2 eeereeea apt- Spacious ideal

for 2 3 people Available 671 Fall

option On bus line Rent

$685, des heat/hot

^af 253-6323 Don! wait 1

Take tear ear leeee or sublet tor

the summer 3 bedroom Puftton

apt Rent $910 Call 549 7805

Balcaertewa: charming 2 bed

room apartment with dining room

and sunken kitchen Irving room

Available June 1 Call Heidi O
323-4434

Crestview $5*5 and SMS
Laundry bus, parking Available

now, for summer or longer

Congate 253 2326 Agency fee

applies

1 2 seereem apt Available

6/1 CaH 253-6423

I bedreen ept. Main St

Available 6/1 Call 253 1445

Village Newty renovated

Mi. 2 bathroom apt Heat

AUTO FOR SALE

CAM PROM SIM
Seued and sold locally this month

1800-522 2730 ext 4554

Wealed Jeak Car* Cash paid

everyday 1 80064*4795

COMPUTERS

MACINTOSH SM PERFORMA
CO Rom keyboard, mouse soft

ware. 14 inch monitor Includes

modem and color printer Sell by

5-1598 $700 or 670 863 3623

New MMMMX from $895

laptops $1295' Peripherals

ZarViswn 582 9198 V/MC/AMEX

Macintosh Celer Stylewriter

ISM PriaSet. Keyboard. Mouse.

SCSI Equipment is in excellent

condition 8/0 549-5514

EMPLOYMENT

University of Massachusetts • Phone: (41 i)-.4~>- 1500 F<n: (413)545-1592

EMPLOYMENT IrOOMMATE WANTEdI SUMMER SUBLET_ SUMME

Put your skills to work internation

ally This time next year YOU could

be packing to go to S Africa.

Jordan. Paraguay, Thailand, or

Uzbekistan while your friend* are

scrambling to find a job Due to

anticipated growth Peace Corps is

looking to fill hundreds of two

year assignments overseas that

depart May August 1999 ALL

MAJORS ARE rNC0URAGED TO

APPLY Monthly living stipend

housing, transportation to and

from host country, and

medical/dantai included Gat start

ad earty 1 Send your application

to us by July 31 and interview on

campus this Fall Visit our web
page at <www peacecorps gov •

For an application, call (800H24

8580 press 1. ask tor ait 674

Ad Sales Summer Job
V Mag. die Valley's fastest grow

ing monthly publication, seeks

experienced and/or driven ad

sales reps 15% commission bass-

salary Resumes to V Mag P

Box 774, Northampton. MA 01061

I in Mass $500

$800 per week Experience a plus

but not needed Call 1 888 277

9787

and hot water included On bus

route $1035/month Call 549

6554 Available June 1

City Co nicatic

I 2 bedroom 2

bathroom apartment EasriyttaS

W/D Big yard Close to Amherst

Center Available 6/1 Can fcnstan

2561664

> 3 bedrooms, 2

s 1st'flow Available 6/1

Haat and hot water included Cat)

253-4956

Take Over Oat Leaaa June 1 2

Cat 5409177

1 1/1 —
Puttton Eauly fits 2 or 3 Haet/TW

water ^eluded Available 671

$660/rnonth 54*9253

2 eeeVeeae tar res* or sublet in

Clitlude S665/month Utilities

included Can 685-8033

Oaa eeeraam asallaMa June 1

Sublet tor summer or take over the

Ca* Ted at 54*7961

S53CI a month On busline

Available 6/1 25*4872

1 si Preset apt avertable June 1

Busline Close to campus
$56Q/month 54*4575

1 2 and 3 bad

Gas heat, har*

. We are showing

starting April 6th tor June and

September leases Lincoln Reel

Estate 253 7879

3 bedreem ceedaa Gas heat

hardwood floors heated base

mem 1/2 mae to campus on bus

routs We are showing starts*

Acre 6m tor June and September

leases $1350 plus utilities 253

7879

AUTO FOR SALE

M VW Jesse New exhaust new

wes $1800780 5460405

Pi alien 233MMX. 32MB RAM
2 1 Gig. 24X CD ROM 33 6K. Ti

Modem Video & Audio Cards with

Speakers Plus 14 inch flat screen

digital monitor Windows 95. key

board PS2 mouse $1150 546

bjjj

EMPLOYMENT

CapeCodl
Cooks servers, bartenders host

buses, and dishwashers Will

tram P0 Box 1228. Eastern. MA
02642 Fax 15081255 9374 or call

1508(255 9394

•*••»••/ e»

aam.Om.Mk.
; VaSavaaVtaam

rw»n«i*.

tanxCMwcmsaHie
Caaamjirat

Cat MBMeKxJ*
Dm ***> • a> a>•e<ma
* >.«a»»«e»(a*»B»7'

Tame MmSM

Live-ie stadee* wanted to per

form household end childcare

duties 16 hrs/wk in exchange to*

room end board Beginning Sept

May m Amherst 253-4150

CAMP STAFF
Are you an energetic enthusiastic

caring and tie**** individual inter

ested » spentkng summer days m tmsameS Repe-

the out of-doors' Gei Scouts are Agent needs 20

to can

I Construction labor-

ers Good starting pay Must have

strong work ethic Send letter of

interest and resume if available

Handwritten K EE0 Employer

Reply to Gardner Engineering. P

Box 826, Chicopee MA 01020

NATIONAL PARK EMPLOY
MENT- Forestry Wildlife

Preserves. Concessionaires,

Firefighters & more Competitive

wages benefits Ask us how 1

517 324 3110extN50014

CRUISE SHIP A LAND TOUR
JOBS Excellent benefits World

Travel Ask us how* 517 224 3090

ext C50014

Nersbempesa Huge bedroom with

1/2 bath and A/C Available 6/1 in

2 bedroom apartment $325 564

5143

Leekieg Fer Heasematee Do

you fit these requirements

Nonsmoker no drugs, clean, quiet

(generally aware) I'm currently

investigating several houses and

need more people The sooner we
congregate the better deal we will

get Call Kevin 54» 5836

2 bedroom ept Boulders Fits 4

comfortably Includes heat/hot

water On the bus line $695 253

5667

Three bedreem Puftton apt Two

baths Renovated Details Call

5495010

i to share a

4 bedroom house in Amherst over

summer May 15 Aug 31 $300*
half utilities Call Jo™ O 256-4792

12 temeles for 2 bedroom
Brandywine $200/$305 heat/hot

water included Sept Aug with

1998 Summer option 549 1387

Clean

i

tun

looking for roommate(s) on

Martha s Vineyard this summer

Please contact Sarah 54*5291

SERVICES

Know Your Rights

tor nights and weekends this

semester and for summer
Downtown Amherst $7/hr plus

bonus Sean 253-0683

tions m local day <

August 7 Training it prow
Contact WMGSC at 800-462*100

tor information AA/EOE

AT&T Authoruad

Agent needs"20 students now 1 No
experience will tram $'00

$300/wsek Part/Full Time

2121 1 123

Three bedreem beuee available

June 1st with Fail option Located

in South Amherst along bus route

$110O/month 2531758

Tiimr-T- SeMet with Fall option

Spacious, sunny 2 bedroom apart

ment on bus route Laundry down

stairs Heat and hot water tree!

Pool also $600/month Call 665

7076

Tummir Sublet 3 bedroom with

A/C Available 6/1 Call 253 1736

2 bedreem w North Amherst for

2 kind people Just renovated, nice

porch $225 s month pkjs utihutas

549*778

] bedreem apt m house

$800/month Big kitchen/living

rooms Summer/tell option Call

256 1480 Michael

Close Te Cempee Huge room

$270/month No security Cell

Ame 54*5697

Two reemmetes aeeded I

Summer Take over tor Fell

Located m Puftton 5495827

3 bedroom townhouse

Spacious, A/C. 2 bath June 1

August 31 $800/B0 Dave, Jason

546 3006

Seaemer Sublet Available June

1 Room for 6 Nice quiet area

Call 54*3776

Clittside- 1 bedroom available

May 25 August 31 Clean Utilities

included On bus route

$540/month (neg) Call Mike 665

5544

Three eidriiir in Puftton Newly

renovated Available after finals

Option for Fall $1040/month

(negotiablel 54*5066 Kevin

3 bedreem- PsMkM Renovated

A/C Fall option 549 7084

2 bedreose- walking distance to

campus uptown Price negotiable

Please cell Can 665 3578

Two bedrooms eveileble I

summer sublet in 4 bedroom

Alpine Commons apt Air condi

tiomng. two full baths

$302/month aH uObMs included

Please call Kristi O 256 6351 m
MichaNe 025*2050

TICKETS

R/T Dette Ticket Good for with in

US including Alaska and Canada

$400 546 3080

our web page Come to Commuesr

Servtces. 478 Student Union or

caN 54*0885

1 2 betbuum mobee home,

gas haat $500 No pets First.

Last, and Security Cad 2*3-5413

bjttPi'" at Putfton New rug and

Plenty of room for 2

Jes heat/hot

sole June 1st Call

John or Brian 549 1148

3 bedreem epertmeet 1 1/2

baths gas heat Great location on

bus route AveilettefVl Can 54*

Upsewe iiieoe fwm The Pub 1

bedroom apt for 2 people Take

over lease 6/1 Call 2536999

2 beekoom apt Available 6/1 Fa>

Qn bus route in

.'.
• :-:

?•>.' Ml Hi I I

^j** 1
- EH ^^

'- ~t

2 bedreem opt to Boulders $800

negotiable tor rent starting June

1 256

1 2 bedroom apt Available

1253-6423

J5speed AVC

cruise stereo, and many extras

»now ports 156 000 miles

rust $2800 41325*1215

K Maida OS Standard 4 door

Sedan 131000 miles Runsgreat.

wonderful condition no rust

Asking $1800 or best offer 54*
4809

Hyuedei Cecal ISM Standard

®
I tor boys on Long

Lake Naples Maine noted tor

picturesque location, osceypkonaf

facilities, and outstanding pro-

grams FREE TRAVEL June 22

August 23 Over 50 counselor posi

twos m tennis, lacrosse, swim
ming sailing, scuba, archery

hneem

Truck Drrvers Warned Straioftt

trucks Part time work tor 10 days

m June and Aug $105 per day

Carl before May 5th 1888949

ROOM FOR RENT

i m a 2

bedroom apt at Presidential

Available from 6/1 till 8/31

Contact Jay 54* 5453

__i Excel New alter

netor water pump brakes, muf

tier, tailpipe exhaust system

belts Needs new head gasket

Overall good condition $350 or

B/0 Call 25*6351

HOME TYPim PC users need

ad $45 000 income potential Cad

180*513-4343 ext B 9616

CAMP CANADENSIS. Pocono

Mountains. PA Esculent reseJan-

tial coed summer camp Caring

counselors to teech Tennis

Swimming Golf Lacrosse

Wrestling Fishing Honda trail

bikes Rapes/outdoor program

Wateitront and much morel

Excellent facilities and great

salary' 6/20/98 8/17/9* Cell

(800)832 8228 or E mail us St

camp4youOeol com tor an appti-

cakon You can tmd us on the web
at WWW CANADENSIS COM

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT- Earn

up to $3 000/month in fisheries

perks resorts Airfare'

FoodAodgmgi Our service recom

mended by US News a World

Reports (919)933 1939 ext A150

| Si LAND TOUR JOBS
Earn up to $2 000/ month Free

world travel (Caribbean. Alaska.
Europe etc I' Free roorn/bosrd For

info ring (919)933 1939 ext

C150

EARN UP TO S2JBB pert time ei

lust 49 weeks Memobnk needs 1

highly motivated iwdhidual to
aw . .. I ~-.^,f ^te\ BJ i"\f' \
project at UMass Contact Cartone

Eera extra ceeh rrtaiteig out la*

culars from homo in your spore

No
198*982 2781

1 bege reoas Greet to shore

Sunderland on bus route $200 it

shared $375 by soft Akson 895

9015 Coolt

Hove e toeofe aalssSJea of Duo

mas Many colors and types as

weN as e selection of capos and

hutches We can at

any bunnies you can no tor

care for CM Eton 367 0105 i

900 am

Dteeertatieae edited eael pre

pered by Ph >n English Any

subject 695 3718

Pregooot' Need belpT Call

Bethnght of Amherst aree for free

SUMMER SUBLET

I June 1 FM
option Busfcne Al utmues irclud

ed Pool recreation areas Call

86*5514

with option to

kandywme On

bus route Pool A/C heat and hot

r etcluded 54*1988

TO SUBLET

Pufftee 1 bedreem
jfmtMk *M MMl
JbaT

• it»-

to take over

lease 1 largo bedroom ept m
Puftton Available Juno 1 Heat

and ho! *.«••

3 bedroom Putfton apartment

with 2 baths New unit June 1

Aug 31 (nog, Cad 54*5221

partial!.

tV,.-.!!*

fur

S^ 54*9724

Neat to pool. Mop. bet

S*45Vmonth (nog)

1 room io 2 bedroom townhouse

On bus route 66*7922

31
1st Rem
1286

1 bar* iat* Jul*

Call 256

es peece/ectrvism

bve-ei counselors for boys i

drama, sports, camp craft i

ers Experience helpful 718643
0771

1 letfa room >n two bedroom apt

Available 7/1 *731 Cat) 253 2893

8 roeesa sa T bedroom house on

Sunset Summer and/or Fall Gals

preferred Chris O 549 1051

Creujvilie Beech Heme Poapie

wanted tor summer $950 each all

utilities included Cell Ketie et

54*0141

room 6/1-8/31 Busline 2 1

and patio Cau Sara 69*561

4

UeJdasj bar $-8 people for 2 bad

room in Brandywine Call 549

0951

: Te | state Novas. Prions,

Sentras Any condition Cash paid

everyday 1 80*64*4795

It s not a

tab. it's rust an adventure Apply at

www rudemodvomage com/cto

Part time

Customer service, phone, word

processing skids a phis 584-4746

._ it a 4 bed

room furnished apt O Alpine

Commons Available 6/1 Cad Ben

or Alexis O 253 1510

Oee bedreem eveileble in a 4

bedroom apt 6/1 with Fall option

$275/month On Main St Call

Come 2539666

Bi level Putfton apartment

Renovated Central A/C Brand

new kitchen 2 tul baths Wat ».

closet Directly on bus route

Laundry room around corner

Available 6/1 $1040Wmonth
(neg) Cat) 54*42*4

hafJeso 1 mde from campus eight

near bus stop 1 bedroom Fully

furnished with utilities A/C
S2S0/month W>ri negotiate 54*

7068

Summer Subset with Fall option

3 bedroom 2 both Renovated

Putfton Call 54*9799

Spacieue 2 hadream apt avail

able 6/1 with Fall option

SS30/montb In Amherst on bus

route 25*0630

Lerge 2 bedreem epertmeet
Clittside across from 711 puts

parlor liquor store Heet, hot

water etectncity included On bus

pfj %htS "
I P aHQ H4'.#.

4 bedroom apertment available

$342 50 per person 1 mom* free

253 1899

Celoaial Villego: lerge fur

rushed 1 bedroom eveileble 6/1

Rent negotujbie 549/41/

Putesea- 1 bedream Avanabslm

3 bedroom apertment Looking for

Ufa Air conditioning Reduced

t $250/rnonth Call 54*4379

a apt for Summer June

$550/rnonth Carl Geoff

1 bedreem et ClaMeids 6/1/98

1/10/99 $540/month Utilities

included Well furnished On bus

route CM 89*5019

TRAVEL

EUROPE SUMMER 98
$159 leech way plus taxes)

CAU (80002*2001
ftttp /^^A^WW aWtaltCh QtTQ

WANTED

Used VCR m good condition

WantedC $50 Cell 6*490 ASAP

WANTED TO RENT

I
for 2 bedroom

ment including heet I

vaster Close to center of town and

campus Cat) 25*9351

1 Aug 31

25*2979

1 bodroom upgraded townhouse

unit 1 1/2 both and AIR CONDI

TtONING Available June August

$800/month Prices negotiable

Call 54*4398 or 54*5515

Place a

ClassifiedToday !

IMP,
Students- 20 «/ wcxd

Non- stuctonts-40c/ word

TUESDAY. APRIL 28

ttmqmt — TV MAN A Honor* Sotwiy will

be luddmt in Om meiuel awaidi twnquei xi 7

>-<' MuJoii Union Ballroam Coniaci

I irnrnnu M S4S-SI06 for man infor

SBstoes

Cmmmmmtti — Th« Hillel House will be

tpoiuohny « coffee talk it the Newman Center

Cafe at 7 p m Dikuu Israeli event*, drink oof-

fee, and practice Hebrew.

M.viift — There will be a Hillei/ISU gener-

al meeting at b p m in the Hillel Houv. All are

Meeting — The Ballroom Dancing Chib will

be meeting from % 10-7 p.m in Totman room

IOI New member" welcome, no experience or

partner necetaar;

• — Genocide By Sanctions, a video

pmentation on US/UN tancriora agaimt Iraq

will be pre»ented at 7 10 p.m in Thompaon

Hall room 102 All are welcome to attend

Sominamms — Pride Alliance will be hold

ing nomination' for steering committee mem

bers for the upcoming academic year in the

Pride Alliance Office. 4UB in the Student

Union, at 7 p.m

WEDNESDAY. APRIL 29

Corned* — Not Readv For Bedtime P1ayet«

will be performing their weekly show in the

Campus Center room 165 at • p.m All art wel

come

lecture — M. lacqui Alexander, an

ami-racist worker, will speak of her expert

ences with race and the tenure process at the

New School in New York City The lecture b

from 7 10-9 p m. in the Campus Center rooms

StbMSm
Meeting — The Index, the UMass yearbook.

will hold its general meeting ai fc p m in room

KM ii( the Student Union All are welcome

NOTICES
Community — The deadline m submit your

film for the UMass Film. Video, and Animation

PaSSfcml is May I Submit your film lo IOI

South College and fill out the application The

festival will be held on May O from I -4 p m in

rooms 1 61- 1 69 in the Campus Center Call the

Him Studies efflce at 141 1619 lot morr

rWrry — If you have written a poem and

would like to submit it lo the New York Poeln

Alliance s free poetry contest, send the poem.

21 lines or lew. to: New York Poetry Alliance.

Bos. I1M. New York. NY I01I6-|!«« There

will be 28 prizes awarded The deadline for

entering is Mas 1

9

\ (ilunteeriim— The Crisis Center, a

Massachusetts Suicide Prevention Hotline is

currently seeking volunteers and interns For

more information, contact Gina Gramperro at

(9781 849- 1600 ext 201

Volunteeritm — Volunteers are needed for

the Fserywoman's Center. Women of Color

Institute from April 24 April 26 For more

information call 141 1671

\ olunteemm — Volunteers are needed for

FYH are public service announcements printed

daey To submit an FYl, please send a press

release containing aS pertinent information.

ncludng Ow name and phone number of the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the

Managmg EdRor by noon the previous day

Oueerfest on Thursday. *.pnl 10 Uuerrfe»i will

be held on the lawn from II a m -4 p m and

will be followed by a <emitormal/drag

show/charity auction from 8 p m - 1 am m the

Campus Center Auditorium Volunteers are

needed from 9 am I am Please call

141 01 14 or email IbgaUHtual umass.edu if you

are interested

daily listings sponsored by

UVC-tV19
Today's Program Schedule

UMass' only student run Television Station
216 SttKfent Union (located to the right of the Hatch) • 545-1336 • wwwHinix.oit.WiV9SS.cdu/~uvcty19

3:30
3:37
4:12
5:00
5:30
7KM
8:15
*O0
10:00

Leadership

(4AM)

UVC TV- 19 Premier „_______
Rock TV

1990 Holocaust Commemoration
Channel 19 Ncwi sMBsei

An Evening with Ginsberg (1996)
hip Lecture Sersest Jean Moss, storyteller

Soul TV Network

Sign Off

/

|

1
<w

*-?)

7L
U
CO 5

3C2

[mj\

HSCN Bo/totn Board
Hartford

Boston
Boston
Springfield

Movie Ch.
Hartford

IO
ff

let
13

Tf

CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN
UPN/20
WtxrhSer Channel
NBC/30 New Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
International

UMass Accidemic TV
HSCN Programming

at

UVC-TV19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

CNN
CNN SI

HeadtneNews
UCTV
TBS
BET
TV Land
Univision

Comedy Central

Cartoon
Much Music

TUESDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHOH
irrrxx

wvrr

wnc
WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
A4E
CNN
COM
DISC
ESPN
LIFE

mrrv

NICK
SOFT
TLC
TNT
USA

HBO
MAX
SHOW

*
Wishbone X
Newel

i

6:00

Newel
FuMHouee X

Fretri Prince

Simpaonal

News x
Creatures

News X
Mad Abo You

Family Watters

6:30
Bustneaa Rot.

CBSNaws
rewrahour WHb Jim Lehrar X
Inside Edition

CBSNaws ErtraX

ABC News

BoyWotld

fnstda Edition

Fresh Princ*

SIB/* *'- -

noc. nawa Whaal-Fortun*

Married .. With

NBC New*

Judge Judy X

Home Imp,

NBC
Business RpT

ABC News

Mad Abo You

Northern Exposure X
Family Metiers

onuvww jl

1 Night Stand Itaeke-ijugh

Wlnga A
UpOoee
Suparmi

MTVLrvi

Assault Bomber"

Sport:

7:00 7:30

Ent. Tonight

Seinltld K

Wheat-Fortune

ReelTVX
Ent Tonight

Chronicle X
Fresh Prince"

JAG (In Slareo) X
Home Imp. |Souf Men T

Jeopardy! T
Judge Judy X
Hard Copy X
Fr»S'*f I

JeoperdylX

Nawshour With Jim Letirer X
Seinltld K

Satnftid a

FraaierX

FreeierX

C • Campus

8:00 8:30
Nova Xrocodaasi" (In Slereo)

JAO (In Stereo)!

Butty the Vampire Stayer X
Mad Abo You

Moeshal

Mad Abo. You

For Your Lov*

Clueless «

For Your Lov*

Scarlett Police Cheee*5

I Abo. You IFor Your Lov*

Nova ^^C<ocodl^es''^ (In Stereo)

HOfl» HTrp.

I
Soul Man B

CluamsaX

NBA Basketbell Pfeyoffs Teams lo Be Announced (Live) X
Law t Order "Lite Choice" X "

9:00 9:30
Frontline (In Slareo) I
•Sta-HbUfry On Tha Laoartd of C^adaec J*c*"(1996) Onl Black.

10:00
Frofrtiinf ^

APRIL 28, 1998
10:30

®*Hok^frTh«LeotndolC4dmK^-[im)C*\&iCk.
Home Imp. |Something So

Oeweon's Creeli (In Slereo) I
NYPO Blue (In Slereo) (PA) X

FraaierX

Mafcotm-Eddi*

FreeierX

3rd Rock-Sun

GoodNewsX
3rd Rock -Sun

Moment of Impact 2

FreeierX 3rd Rock-Sun

Frontline (In Stereo) X
Home Imp.

Malcolm-Eddie

Moneytin* X
Daily Show (R)

Gimm* Shaller

CroaatlrtX

Stain s Money

Biograpriy "Barbara MandreF

World today I~
Rowan AtUnaon: Face

Something So

GoodNewsX

(In Slareo) I
ilAPD

(In SterBO) X

(In Stereo)!

TakH of the Kentucky Darby

NYPO Blue (In Slereo) (PA) I
|Cheers X

11:00 11:30
World of national Geographic

News X

riwWaJ M.

Late Show X
Lata Show X

Star Trek: Nart Garter

Niohtlinc X

Vibe

jTonight Show

Med Abo. You

N*rW9 X

Tonight Show

Deep Spec* 9

Tonight Show
Charlie Roe* (In Slereo) X
NkJWei X
M'A-S-H K

NJ^htMot X
Real TV «

NBA Basketball Playoff* Teams to Be Announced (Tune Appromrnale) (Live) X
"0alz»ti Pucm: A>, AoVancevisant of ^m*TB*(19e8. Mystery

)

Larry King Live X
Paula Poundeton*

World Today I

New Detective*: Case Studies

Vhra Variety |Mak*-L*ugh

Debt Intimate Portrait

. . Uve (In Stereo)

Flgur* It Out |Ttny Toon"

Quantum Leap (In Slereo) X
Tinvl

In Slo

My So-Celled Ufa Pressure

DougX

Renovation | Renovation

Lola * Clark-Superman

"

Baywatch "Submersion" X
5^0) *«« "Independence Dey"

RJ |WHd DiKOvery: Oolphiris I
wear ueiecmre*: uase otuoies lusnotmira - itwa

Stanley Cup Pleyotf* Conleience Quarterfinal Game 4 - Teams lo Be Announced X [Bi

it ItmaetiieslirratsrmsllnSieraol
l

'nV^

Dtneeeurt - matde and Out

Beeeben

Seequeat DSV (In Slereo) X
Home Again |Hom* Again

Babylon 5 (In Stereo) X
Highlands: The Stria* X

Arti*t Cut

Angry Beaver*

Say Whet?

Bewitched

Sighting* (R) (In Slereo) X

Rockumentery

Wonder Year*

Forever Knight

Total Ftaqueat

Wonder Year*

1 Will Repay'

Alien Secrete: Area SI (R)

True L He

"•PPYDeys

Beavii-Butt.

I Lov* Lucy X

Trauma" Ufa in the EB(R)

NBA BeskatbaH Playoff* Teams lo B* Announced (In Slereo Live) X

Flesh 'Watching the Detectives'

Allen Secrete: Ares 51 (R,

Law t Order 'Virtue X
Sports lllua.

Daily Show
Moneylina I

JuaMce Fee* (R)

Sportecenter X

Stein'* Money

New Attitude* |Qotdtn Girt*

Loveltne (In Stereo)

M.T. Moore ltJurJlT

Soequost DSV (In Stereo) X
'

Trauma: Lite In the ER (R)

445) *** 'B<uegraw"(l9B8, Drama) Cheryl Lattd, Brian Karwm.

(5:45) *« "MoU Flanders "(1996. Drama) Room Wrigtn 'PQ-I3~

Teua Ranger X IBosmo Anwar Oshana vs Tlwrnas Tate (In Slereo Uve) ±
1996)'PQ-t3' |at^'^aY)a

L
(997.Bi<)o;anhY)JertWLow(lnSlereo)'Pq'!I JFrom die Earth to the Moon X
WlnTanlvU-^rW |t ft«faV»'tV(1W7. Comedy) rW4lSmmTIS. l

Pf>13'IB

NBA Baakttbati Playoff*: TearnsTBA

Silk Stalking* "Powder Bum"

Larry Sander* |'Round Midn

««« "frwfertrafoYaLaoV'(1W«. Drama) Nicoie Kiarnan. (In Slereo) 'PG-iya ITheTalaofSireeriey Tootf' (1998, Suspense;
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Svejn By Stephen Kiggens Robotmcm By Jim Meddick

H«7 Svtn, ifl| th«
annis/er»erjf or lu>t

CosWn'* demtn

t»U Skr> all our 3s3\ f *"» j^ffil? -A
f*>YBE IV V0OKIH& W TUIS WBDts€> MMK IV |L h
WYJT AM INSfjmNIAC W«9t IV OV* Of TMOSt

6E»4l\IS-T<PtS WHO OHCf SltUP ^ FEW

HCMlt Cff SLEtP ^T^rjU^
K VKKtMtHG,

.OamsTtwa,

BLfcS&M6 TV*

WCRLC VtTW Wt
,A Twins of wtv

*V -*T^> v
^W^«*Tt\U miNO

«cev
GOO0 "\POTATOES 1 A KrJEUmBUs, rJATUPAL

wow#t*3 /\ BtoxjRct ! caw ee os^p as
Sw.viVmTS l pAPtpvsiiians M> ito orntR
...,-nit. I ~-f./lr.nri»TtO
\sHTH Ml Os^iCt'BtLATEP

AWICATT

r-^-

c i*ae'i»t >»t» »»

Drabble By Kevin Fogan Dilberff By Scott Adams

1UA.T5 iOW AM

Wt^r^TReeMXW
FAXLIWG
ApAtrr

I SAVED A LOT OF

nONEY BY HIRING
As LOU) -PRICED
CONSULTANT

THESE AREN'T THE QEST

RECOfAtAEND^IONS
IN THE WORLD, BOT
TWE PRICE U>AS VERY
REASONABLE

I DON'T LIKE THIS

ONE ABOUT ROLLING
AROUND ON UNU3A5HEO
KAKBUR-GER
PATTIES

KEEP AN
OPEN rAllxlO

Bruno By C. Baldwin Pox Trot By Bill Amend

iF EVERYONE iS 8f AOY.

Wl LI RESUME OO" EARTH
WotTM DiVSEcTkjN WHERE
WE LIFT OfF

NO. NO. PAltJE - THOSE
ARIN T THE F«UiT FllES,

THOSE ARt THC'S MAfefcoTS

I M SURPRISED

NO ONE S EVER
TRitD To MAR
hit the fourth

PEtioO BwHofcT

CLASS D'ET

AXTtJoOT

LUNCH*

Kampui Kids By Adam Souliere Loser Crow Comics By Alan DeMonde

i5S ATTENiy\NC.€ :

t>»vy AFTER TEST

r,+l—

«

1C JOast »».r>0

pais*** O-t «•

K.J

I let <\e%

w^e >»ai

o» d—

.

kT«<-

"...

* UK r^attT s

n»»it l«><

he'

,ht <*,.!

I
j>—

The Collegian and cartoonist Adam Souliere apologize to members ofthe UMass

community who were offended by the manner in which Native Americans were

portrayed in the Tuesday, April 21 edition of "Kampus Kids. " The artist regrets

any misinterpretation.

Horoscopes
ARIES (March 21-April 19) —

Someone you know will play an

uncertain and surprising role in your

today. It's important for you

to maintain control at all times.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
You'll have to be content for a while

today simply watching what others

are doing — until the time is right

for you to swing into action.

GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20) —
You're not going to have to reveal

everything today to get others to

commit to one of your more unusual

ideas today. Keep something secret!

CANCER (|une 2l-|uly 22) —
You'll require something subtle

today to jog your memory and get

you back on the right path Evening

brings something of an adventure.

LEO (|uly 25-Aug. 22) — Some
things are as easy as one-two-three,

but today you're going to have to

work harder to achieve a routine

roult Inspiration is slow in coming.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) —
Someone is calling you into his or

her inner circle, but you may have

your doubts. Make sure you know

exactly what iv expected of you at all

times

LIBRA (Sepi. 2J-Ocl. 22) —
You must be sure to keep ever\on<;

informed about what you are think

ing and the decisions you are mak-

ing You can't leave anyone out

SCORPIO (Oct. 25-No>. 21) —
The more openly you express eajeje.

self today, the more likely you will

be to attract some important people

into your orbit. You are widely

admired.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — You've reached a turning

point, and you are going to base to

make one or two difficult decisions

before making any real progress.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— Vesj needn't share your inner-

most thoughts with just anyone

today, but someone in particular is

interested in knowing what s really

going on

AQUARIUS (|an 20.-Fcb. 18) —
You'll be asking "what if?" on more

than one occasion today. Why keep

these things from becoming reality'
1

Feel free to experiment at this time

PISCES (Feb I9-March 20) —
You're likely to be regarded more
handsomely at this time for some-

thing that is nothing more than rou-

tine. Don't get used to this, however!

Close to Homo By John McPherson

"t OT lllai? I>£*V

££ I drink to Life, I drink to Death,

I smack my lips with song,

For when I die, another "F

will pass the cup along.

-jack London

>}

Today's D.C . Menu
545 36 76 AW aeeseva Imtm rssma).

Carol Ann bravely volunteers to tackle the

annual cleaning of the office microwave.

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Grilled Cheese Sandvvich

Hot & Spicy Chicken Wings
Peanut Butter Log

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Southern Fried Steak

Caponita with Pocket Bread

Mystery Meal

Worcester

10

ACROSS
1 Works on »

aOLind track

r> Semiruir
Minor

(.OMi.lelUtion

l a B«isr*bjll family

name
1h Writer Lllison

16 Anthropoloqisl
M«»rqarr*t

I
' f.mger cookie

18 Fdition

racket spread
20 Musician
. ,' Oiel

24 Kimono tir*

??S Golf score

,t> New York City

industry

:ju Made sense
J4 Deposes
Jt> Kulpils

3/ Important period

3» To the —
deqrer

39 Compelino
40 G-man 1 orq

41 Before lo a poet

4? Of very high

character

43 Heal bargain

4fS Obsequious
At Profits

4M nutshell

bnelly
Ml Vehicle

51 i lit oil

'•'i Beits
,1 truant

60 Ice rious''

6.' i'< el

replai >ri(i

b * Stnp
64 Nol tiqhl

65 What It

row '

66 Small bills

6/ Park
( olorado

68 Thin strip of

wood

DOWN
1 Pinch (of salt)

2 Arm bonr
3 Wild pig

4 Maintain

b tmrrqeiii y

6 Final

7 Hirt and Gore
8 Goad
Q Collie

10 Baseball official

1

1

Paper quantity

1? Glut

13 Arabian gull

21 Sacred bird of

Egypt
23 Roams around
26 Colors
2/ Outlandish

28 Bridegroom s

attendant

PRtVIOUb KUaVLt SUlVtU

mmmra ntnnra
roipjAm p AIR 1

t;

o c!t I
j

o w

Hunffi Basra

laasra hboh un
assail]

?q Perhap .

30 Daisy Mae s

boyfriend
31 Postpone
3? Not rural

33 Buckets
36 Wire

measure
39 Llnstabie

42 149? Ship"

43 Remain
44 Aquatic iepl

46 Country
eslales

iie*-

48 Sound
•eiieeiions

SI Othello s toe

Igly Durklinti.

really
53 Sri-H

f>4 Psyche pans
55 f raqrant

tlower

Sb Upqradc
57 Platr-au

s» Bird teedei

treat

61 Builder e, unit

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Spaghetti

Hot & Horney Chicken Wings
Harvest Burger

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Pastabilities

Sicillian Spaghetti with Vegetables

Fnord

Hampshire
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Charbroiled Chicken Sandwich

Chicken a la King

Bagel a la King

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Southern Fried Steak

(while supplies last)

Berkshire

LUNCH
Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Spaghetti

With Meatballs

Harvest Burger

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Pastabilities

Sicillian Spaghetti with Vegetables

Country Style Ribs

I



Sports
Tuesday, April 28, 1998

Is BoSox surge

enough to win?
So you think lim Leyriu is an angel

sent from heaven lor at least

Anaheim)

So you think Bret Sarjerhagen i* 21

The Massachusetts Dai

UM lacrosse heads into finale with win

So you think you're going to nunc

your first kid Nomar (and pray for a

nailer nose).

So you think your Red Sox should

| uk. M> rvdith

A ;-

win the World Series.

Hey. you may not be that far from

the truth

The 1940 Boston Red Sox seem to

be only a nickname away from immor

tality The\\e come together like a

dream, with the starters playing like

•tan. the relievers letting big outs and

the role players getting big hits It's

bMhrtng to smell take a season of des

12 years after their last AL title

season. 1966

But can they keep it up?

By breaking it all down into cute

we can see.

Pedro Martina hs» been better than

advertised, and has given the starters a

jump But maybe the best April has

come from Bret Saberhagcn. who

aaam to have finally shaken off yean

of arm trouble If Saberhagcn can keep

it up. him and Pedro form a champi-

onahip 1-2 punch Tim Wakefield has

been Tim Wakefield, which is fine

The krt here might be keeping Butch

Henrv healthy When he can stay

injur, free. Henry is a more than solid

lafthamfci . Not only that, but keeping

Henrv in the rotation will alow Bmmy
WaVam* to keep Derek Lowe in the

bullpen, where he has been sensation-

al. Brian Rose has thrown well so far.

and knowing he doesn't have to be the

mm — yet — will aid his develop

Colagkm Staff

IUNUMK LOUlCtf*

Tt»,e^ trio erf (treble* to right)^
brink of postieajon action — the ECAC Champsonshsps.

Women's crew takes A-10's

Most of us have heard the old adage "defense wins

games" over and over again Yet somehow, it numages to

avoid becoming a trite saying It is games like that played by

the Massachusetts women's lacrosse team Sunday that are

the cause for its continual reinforcement

As UMass (9-4) travelled to Durham to face the

University of New Hampshire in their last road dual meet U
the year, the players and coaches knew that they were head

ed into the land of a scoring machine, as the Wildcats have

averaged over 20 goals tliis season

Undaunted, the Minutewomen practically shut down the

UNH scoring attack and held the Wildcats to only one goal

in the second half to give them the 8-4 victory.

-The defense did a beautiful job of not panicking, holding

body and really just stopping the fast break," Massachusetts

coach Francesca McClellan said "We certainly created a lot

of problems for them"

Led by junior midfielder Melissa Anderson s career high

three goals. UMass took their third straight win in a row. as

they have won five out of their last six. The one loss in that

time span came at the hands of a talented Syracuse squad

which, irorucalh. was also fairly well-coniained cuiaattering

their rxpkwveness and twenty-plus goals per game average

"We really prevented their go M kid- Irom getting the

ball a lot." McClellan said "We managed to hold their lead

player to only two goals because we played great defense.*

The Mmutewomens nine wins are the most since I987

when UMass went 9-5 under then head coach Pam Hixon

If the Minutewomen can garner a win against Boston

University today, their double-digit win total will be a strong

case for UMass to grab a spot in the ECAC Oumipionships

"II we wm I today 'si game it will look good for us to

make it to F.CAC's." Anderson said "We know we can do

it Fveryone knows we have a chance of going.*

I Ml and the Mmutewomen were tied at three goals a

piece going into the half but never trailed as senior mid

fielder km Herker started the scoring for UMass at the J:48

Torn to LACtOSK. page 7

•y Aaron M. Saykin

CdUyon Staff

The bullpen has been excellent.

fat Steve Avery and Dennis

Eckersley Five years ago. both were a*

good as any pitcher in the game, but

that was five years ago. Lowe's emer

gence as a force in the pen has helped

to soften Eckcrsley's lack of affective

new. and Tom Gordon has thrived in

hkt closer role All they have to do is

keep it up
Key: Saberhagen and Henry stay

healthy, and bullpen continue- to keep

ifctfssjM

What the Red Sox have displayed so

far offensive!* is the one thing you

can't leach — ability to step up in the

clutch Guvs like Darren Bragg. Mo
Vaughn. Nomar Garciaparra. lim

Leyriu. et al. have gotten the hits when

counted, and that's why the

Sox keep winning after the seventh

inning

Vaughn and Garciaparra have been

their usual sensational selves, which

will become much more important as

the season drags on and the miracles

don't happen every night. Troy O'Leary

has shown some power, which is ejgj

cal because they're not going to get

much more power from the outfielders

with Bragg and Darren Lewis starting.

Key: Get Leyritt as many at-bets as

possible, and O'Leary has to continue

to display better than average power

The Red Sox are as good as any

team in baseball, because they are a

team The credit for that must go to

hmmv Williams, who has done a hellu-

va job.

But the Red Sox picked a bad divi

sion to start up a dream season. The

Yankees are probably the best team in

baseball, and Baltimore is right up

there as well. But the Orioles starters

have been injury prone already this sea-

son — Mike Mussina and Scott

Kamienicki currently sit on the DL —
and the bullpen was exposed this week-

end against Oakland

This Red Sox team has shown

incredible character in the early going.

the one intangible everyone tries for

but few achieve Like the Braves in

1 99 1, the Phillies in 1 993 and the

Dodgers in 1988 showed, good pitch-

ing, special role players and a sprinkle

of dust from the baseball gods can

overcome any supposed talent deficien-

cy.

So if you're wondering if the Red

Sox are the first team to win with such

magic, then the answer is no. But if

you're wondering if team like these

1998 Red Sox have kept it up. the

answer is a resounding yes. Baseball

has always had a place in October for

teams of destiny, and right now the

Red Sox are on track to be that team.

So maybe Jim Leyritz is an angel.

Maybe Bret Saberhagen is 21 again.

Maybe the baseball gods have sprinkled

their yearly dose of magic dust in

Boston.

And hey. maybe you should name

your first child Nomar. Seems to be a

pretty lucky name already.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian colum-

nist.

Although the Massachusetts

women's crew team may have strug

gled a bit dunng the regular season.

it inanagnrl to silence any doubters

on Saturday by trouncing every con-

ference foe an route to a third con-

secutive Atlantic 10 Championship

crown.

After suffering a crippling Iota to

Northeastern one week before the

A- 10 Championship race. UMass

head coach lim Diet/ was eager to

prove that his crew possessed excel-

lent speed With the recent luxury of

relatively calm waters of the Cooper

River in New lersey. the

Minutewomen annihilated their

competition behind the monster per

formances of the varsity heavy-

weight and lightweight eight

"Its hard to say that it could have

been a better weekend." Dietr said

of his team's near-perfect racing.

*We won every event handily All

crews were just incredible
"

Before entering the race, one of

Dietz s major concerns was poten

tial spoiler George Washington

whom he described as "getting

stronger all season " Despite a

strong showing by the Colonials,

UMass captured -is of the nine

races for a total of 54 points GW
faniehed second with a score of 46.

and Fordham and Temple tied for

the third spot with a distant point

total of 16

"I thought the race we lost to

Northeastern was a fluke, but after

that we knew that GW really had a

shot at (beating) us" Diet/ caid

"They've raced well lately, and it

was supposed to be close, but we

just dominated We beat them by at

least 12 seconds in our <

eight races. This is how we should

have rowed all season."

Although the Minutewomen won

two thirds of the races, the

Colonials were within striking range

throughout the entire competition

finishing second in each UMass vk

tory, and claiming first place in the

lightweight lour race

"The fours (quad boats| saved us

Saturday because our point totals

were so close." said Diet/, who was

named Atlantic 10 coach of the year

for the third time in his tenure at

UMass "We finished 12 with lAV

in almost every race, and every point

counted."

In addition to the lightweight

and varsity eight boats, the second

varsity eight, both novice eight

boats and the quad boat posted

victories for I

four finished second behind GW in

its race

As champions pj the A 10 for

the third consecutive season, the

Minutewomen have established

themselves us the true power with

in their conference After finishing

,nd in the NCAA
Championship in 1997. the UMass

program has attained national star-

dom— something which Diet/

feels will rub off on the A-10
Conference

"I think it was a really big week

end for us for a couple of reasons."

said the two-time Olympic coach.

"We want to see the A- 10 become

as strong in rowing as it is in bas-

ketball, and by us being at that

regatta, the other schools can see

what it takes to get on top
"

Despite stumbling upon regu-

lar-season hurdles in the form of

Virginia and Northeastern, the

Minutewomen reasserted them
- as one of the top two crews

in the Northeast With another

month of preparation before the

\t \A Championships. Dietz

remains confident that his crew

will sprint to the finish In 1997.

Virginia edged UMass in their reg-

ular season showdown, however,

during championship weekend, the

Minutewomen toppled the

Cavaliers by a commanding eight

rids

wVtl niing into our own
now," he said "Everybody's get-

ting a feel for things We are start-

ing to gain momentum toward the

NCAA's."

Rams down UM Minutemen in series finale, 10-1

By Mkhool Kobylonski

ColUgion Staff

Rain forced the final game of a three game

series between the Massachusetts and Rhode

Island baseball teams from Sunday to yesterday

afternoon in Kingston. Rl.

Unfortunately, the rain also washed away the

potent UMass offensive attack that has been post-

ing almost 10 runs a game

The Rams downed the Minutemen 10-1 in the

series finale, but the loss can be downplayed in a

sense: UMass won both games of a doubleheader

on Saturday by identical 2-1 scores, and took

home their second Atlantic 10 Eastern Division

title in as many years.

In addition, the Minutemen have also clinched

a spot in the A-10 tournament which will be held

from May 8-10 in Boyertown. Penn

Scott Barnsby originally got the ball on Sunday

afternoon and allowed a pair of runs in a little

over an inning of work. However, the rain forced

UMass coach Mike Stone to go with |eff Puleri to

finish up the game. Puleri worked the final six

and two-thirds innings of work, but could only

watch as URI pitcher Jon Scullin mowed down

the Minutemen.

Scullin tossed a complete game four-hitter,

retiring 20 of the 25 batters he faced on yester-

day, and led the Rams to a convincing victory

over UMass.

Junior catcher Brian Samela paced the UMass

offense with a 2-for-5 afternoon. Senior second

baseman Muchie Dagliere got back on the hit

parade after seeing his 5 1 -game hitting streak get

snapped on Saturday by adding an RBI double.

With that RBI, Dagliere tied the UMass record for

career RBI with 171.

Bryan Mazzaferro had the other hit for the

Minutemen.

UMass (24-10. 15-2 in the Atlantic 10) will

now set its sights on a date with the University of

Vermont, a 5 p.m. start in Burlington. VT. These

two teams met in the Homestead Challenge back

on March 18. with UMass coming out on top

18-5.

Shaun Skeffington went 5-for-5 with three

runs scored and four RBI, while Dagliere added

two runs scored and four RBI in the first meeting

Doug Clark. Pete Gautreau. Samela, and Matt

Wolcott all added a pair of RBI apiece. Travis

Veracka hurled seven innings to eam the win

The Catamounts enter today's contest with a

22-14 mark. 12-8 in America East play. They

have won 15 of their last 21 contests, and arc rid

ing a six game winning streak into today's game.

The top offensive threats for Vermont include

senior Keith Carter, who is hitting 405 with 54

RBI, and Wade Rikert. who la hitting at a 571

:lip Senior Dana Forsbern. infielder Michael Cok

senior Heath Squires, outfielder Kyle Rikert. and

infielder Matt Bryant are also hitting over .500.

Sophomore right-hander Trevor Marcotte leads

the Catamounts with a 2-0 mark with a 2.61

earned run average in 1 4 appearances on the year.

Senior righty Chris Bajda and junior |ason

Spaulding have each posted a 5-2 mark to lead the

Tun to BAS6BALL page 7
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Second baseman Muchie Dagliere, who just set the new UMass record for consecutive games with

a hit, and the rest of the UMass baseball team played Rhode Island this weekend and will tace

Vermont today.

Bulls ready to

focus; Duncan
gains honors

Vulnerable? That's the word being

thrown in the direction of the defend

ing world champion Chicago Bulls after

another close game, albeit a win

against an upstart New lersey club

Although last Sunday's game versus the

Nets was not as close as the it

would indicate, a 96-91 Chicago win.

I.iiiiu- Jff

New lersey did manage to close the gap

which had grown as large as 21 points.

After Friday's narrow overtime win.

questions have resurfaced concerning

the thirty-something saga that is the

Bulls They lead the series 2-0 and next

travel to take on the Nets tomorrow.

Obviously Chicago did not seem as

intense during the regular season as it

has been in previous years. That was

because there was no reason to be

They had already went through the

70-win gala and this year they simply

needed to prepare themselves for the

playoffs to complete their second

three-peat this decade.

Amid talk of the team breaking up

after what many believe is another

championship in the wings, the -Bulls

have done what a dynasty does — win

Yev Michael Ionian may retire. Yes. it

is likeh Scottie Pippen will leave. Yes.

Phil lackson could be on his way to

NBC. None of that, however, will hap-

pen until a great team makes at least

one last run to remain the best in the

world.

When compared to the previous

Chicago teams that had much less con-

troversy, injury and internal conflict

associated with them, it is amazing that

the Bulls are still poised to further

cement their stake as one of the best

teams to ever play in the NBA. lordan

has become the league, that process

quickening with the departure of Larry

Bird and Magic- fohnson It only seems

natural that he will leave on his own
terms, writing his own history in per-

haps his final quest.

As the legends prevent themselves

from becoming a part of the past (both

Bird and Magic remain involved with

the Pacers and Lakers), other players

are striving to lay a strong foundation

for the future. Among them is rookie

Tim Duncan, whose banner year has

been key to raising the height of Spurs

basketball to its former position.

Duncan was perfunctorily named
Rookie of the Year, garnering 1 1 5 of

1 16 possible votes, the highest percent-

age since Shaquille O'Neal in 1992-95.

Duncan, along with Tim Hardaway.
was also named to the 1998 USA
World Championship Team.

Duncan has joined the towering

frontcourt of David Robinson and Will

Perdue to formulate a near given edge

on the boards against any team. He
scored 52 points in his playoff debut.

1 8 coming in the fourth quarter as San

Antonio rallied past the Suns in the

series opener.

Although Phoenix came back to even

the series at one game a piece, the

Spurs have the advantage of now
returning to the Alamodome. As the

Turn to BASKETBALL page 7
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Somethin'

to talk about

Preparing to hit the

road with the Lilith

Fair, Bonnie Raitt

shows why she's an

ageless rocker on
her latest (see Arts

H Living, page 5)

It wasn't

a fitting ending

fen Herker and the

Massachusetts
women's lacrosse

team dropped their

regular season
finale to Boston
University, B- 7, on
Senior Day (see

Sports, page 10).

WORLD

Iraq objects

to U.N. searches

UNITED NATIONS (AP) —
Seeking to carve out new support

on the Security Council. Iraq's for-

eign minister pledged yesterday to

cooperate with the United Nations

to refute "lies and allegations"

that Baghdad is suM holding HagaJ

At the same time, foreign

Minister Mohammed Saeed al-

Sahhaf raised objections to UN
parameters for future arms search-

es of presidential sites, raising the

specter of further brinkmanship

over Baghdad's weapons pro-

grams.

Al-Sahhaf yesterday repeated a

longtime Iraqi claim that his coun-

try destroyed all banned weapons

by the end of 1991, accusing the

United States and Britain of acting

out a vendetta against Iraq

But the chief UN weapons
inspector said Iraq itself has

acknowledged holding banned
munitions after 1991. Richard

Butler said his teams had found

artillery shells with "perfectly good
chemical warfare agent within

NATION

McVeigh's attorneys

argue tor new trial

DENVER (AP) — Timothy
McVeigh's lawyers told a federal

appeals court yesterday that he

deserves a new trial in the

Oklahoma City bombing because

of juror misconduct and the publi-

cation of a purported confession

from him |ust before the case

began.

The lawyers also argued in front

of a three-judge panel of the 1 0th

US Circuit Court of Appeals that

the judge at the trial, Richard

Matsch, unfairly restricted ques-

tioning of prospective jurors about

the death penalty

Prosecutor Sean Connelly coun-

tered that the jury that convicted

McVeigh and sentenced him to

death for the April 1995 bombing

of the Oklahoma City federal

building was impartial and dili-

gent The bombing claimed 168

lives

A ruling from the appeals is not

expected before the summer. The

claim of juror misconduct

stemmed from a comment one

juror allegedly made to another

during a recess, before the prose-

cution's case was completed and

the defense had started

According to defense attorney

Robert Nigh, the juror said: "We
know what the verdict should be."
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Second election

for SGA positions

today , tomorrow

"tmasin
QC A Pr/L

By J. Corral

G.JUgwn Stan

New elections will be held today and

tomorrow for the University of

Massachusetts Student Government
Association (SGA) president and stu-

dent trustee due to the nullification of

the last elections after unconstitutional

elections practices were discovered

ITifilVni of the illegal election prac-

tices, the outcome of the first election

could not be ratified because of the res

ignahon of then-Chancellor of Elections

Carlos Alvarez

Alvarez resigned before submitting an

election report ^^^^^^^^^^—

Bob Cole, a freshman sociology major,

ning hall yesterday afternoon

•UUNOfl iOtOMUl COUSCMM

trying to cheer up Achilles, who was tied outside Worcester din

See Candidate

Profiles, page 3

Wolf speaks on feminism
Social critic discusses women's rights in lecture

Bya Corral

Coiayan Staff

tilUNDO KOHOMHAS

Naomi Wolf spoke of an inclusive feminism last night

at the Fine Arts Center

Hittel panel discusses

Jews, homosexuality

Naomi Wolf, author, feminist and social critic, said the

Anna HikVCIarence Thomas trial was a catalyst for a wave of

changes for women m * lecture given last night

Wolf said the Hill mal triggered women to vote and spend

their money m more useful ways.

-Seventy-ate years after women got the vote they were

finally using it in a way to make a difference.* she said

"What's been happening, women began to spend their money

in new waft to get powerful men to listen to them."

m addition to social changes caused by the HOI trial. Wolf

chad statistics to ftustrate the influence of the mal

"Emily's List, which is a pro-choice. Democratic Political

Action Committee iPAO has made $6 million and tripled the

women on the list. It is now the biggest PAC in America.

Bigger than the National Rifle Association.' Wolf said.

Wolf explained how women could accomplish "a bloodless

national coup*
That S6 million Igh-cn to Emily's List) when you work it

out is six cents per US woman. But if every women in

America, if she could afford h. could send $6 to the PAC of

their choice that would be $600 million It would be a blood-

less national coup." Wolf said.

Wolf outlined two different types of feminism.

There is victim feminism and power feminism." Wolf said

"Victim feminism is like saying to a rape victim. Keep a stiff

upper bp You should have known better than to go into that

guy's room with htm It creates moral bond spots."

Wolf described her piefened type of feminism

"Power feminism is inclusive, open and sexually tolerant It

says what every women does in her bed with her body is her

business It's interested in pleasure and joy [in a feminist

movement]." Wolf said.

which required

his signature, as

well as those of

the elections

commissioners
In order for the

senate to ratify

the elections, they must have this report

The SGA was then left in confusion

bwsuv there is not a course of action

outlined in the cunsntuuun if the report

is not handed «v

The seriate decided the best course of

action would be to leave the decision to

the judiciary. The student judiciary is

the supreme court for the SGA.

The SGA decided to vote on the rati

fkation of the elections even though

they knew it was not a decision, but a

recommendation to the student rudtcta-

r> The judiciary had the final word on

gafcgSJBl

Amy Pellegnno. who won the origi-

nal election, was sworn in as president

on April I folowing the senates ratifi-

cation of the elections She held office

until the judiciary voted to nullify the

elections on April 1 3.

The judiciary's decision to ratify or

nullify depended upon the two petitions

filed with the student judiciary during

the original elections in March. In the

petitions, various candidates were

accused of unlawful election practices

and unconsituional ways the election

was being run.

One of the two petitions heard before

the judiciary caused the nuKfkatwn of

the original SGA elections

lease Burchfield. former candidate for

president and Brenda Btzpatrick. former

candidate for student trustee, filed a

petition against Alvarez claiming he

___^__ used unconstitutional

practices when run

rung the elections

Burchfield and

Ruyati ick's primary

complaint was that

he did not makemmmmmmmw
absentee ballots

available at die poling places

The student judiciary nufcned the esse

lions on April 15 after Bncan

plaint and others m the petition i

turtunal and mandated April 29 and 30

dv the dates for the new eaxtione.

Due to the nullification, the

dent » office immediately

vacant and. using the chain of

mand to fill the vacancy. Spratrr I

Kilboume became president until the

new elections could be held

The new election* for SGA president

and student trustee are today and

tomorrow. Polling places will be open

from II a.m. 2 p.m. and 4-7 p.m
Students can vote in all dining com-

mons on campus. Oenminrr students
can vote in the Campus Center

Concourse or the Nrwman Center.

Turn to WOLF poge 2

Candidates answer

ALANA concerns
By Elono Premock
Colisgion Steer

A small group of Asian.

Latino. African. Native

American (ALANA) students

met in a roundtable discussion

with Student Government
Association (SGA) presidential

candidates Amy Pellegrino and

Salwa Shamapande on Monday
night to discuss issues relevant

to the ALANA community
Three questions that had been

decided upon previously were

asked of each candidate.

Pellegrino and Shamapande
individually addressed their

relationships with the ALANA
community, touching on their

personal contributions to help-

ing ALANA students in both the

past and future at well as their

assessments of their responsibil-

ities to the ALANA community.
Shamapande cited his work in

the Dean of Students office

advising ALANA students, his

participation in the Black
Student Union and his work for

the Office of ALANA Affairs as

ways in which he had provided

assistance to the ALANA com-
munity

• ALANA ;-Tge2

By Morgan Tobor
Collegian Correspondent

ON THE INTERNET

www.umost.adu/rao/cc4sgion

"Oy Veh. I'm Gay." a panel

which discussed homosexuality and

ludaism Monday evening at the

University of Massachusetts w.t-

composed of three representatives

in the Jewish Gay. Lesbian.

Bisexual. Transgender (GLBT)
community.

Each panel member gave a brief

background on their personal CXpe-

riences with homosexuality and

ludaism and addressed issues from

levels of religious beliefs, personal

tales of coming out, shared stones

about when their families were told

and their roles in the lewish com-

munity today.

The three representatives were

Jonathan Krasner, Felica Mednick

and Felice Yeskel.

Krasner is a doctotal student of

lewish history at Brandeis

University in Waltham.
Mednick holds a master's degree

in early childhood education and is

currently a tutor in Amherst. She

has been an active member for 10

years of Havurat Shalom, an orga-

nization which provides egalitarian

lewish services for the greater

Boston community.
Yeskel works at UMass as the

director of the Stonewall Center.

which she founded in H85. She is

also an adjunct member of the

Social justice Education Program

in the school of education.

Questions were then asked by

the audience pertaining to the

iscues of homosexuality, Judaism

and homosexuality's place in

ludaiMii

Panelists were asked the ques-

tion. "How do the different lewish

communities view sexuality?"

Krasner said that to his knowl-

edge the Orthodox lews oppose
homosexuality completely; conserv-

ative lews do not ordain openly gay

Rabbis, but they are welcoming of

gays in the synagogue: and
reformed and ^constructionist

lews do ordain openly gay Rabbis,

but they leave it to the Rabbi's dis-

cretion whether or not to perform
commencement ceremonies.

The idea of this panel came
about after lesse Pasackow. a

sophomore social thought political

economy (STEPC) major, attended

a National GLBT lewish
Leadership conference at the

University of Michigan. Ann Arbor,

which hosted a variety of work-
shops, speakers and ideas for deal-

ing with lewish queer life.

Pasackow brought the idea of the

panel to UMass's Hillel House and

planned it with the help of Lissa

Loeb. the lewish Campus Service

Corps Fellow, Sharon Kubo, a

junior communications major, and
Lena Shendelman, an undeclared

sophomore.
"The focus of the panel and dis-

cussion is to be a resource and
provide more information for

homosexuals dealing with their

Turn to HILUL page 2

To hear new messages, press one
Dany Lo, a freshman mechanical engineering major, checking her voice mail near Bartlett yesterday after-

noon.
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Trying for a better view
Mania Colon, a freshman sociology major, on her trampoline behind Mary Lion on Saturday afternoon.

Wolf
conHnued from page '

Wotf also described the different**

between women s n)>uim for the

future when thr> were 9-yearv-old and

"When you were 9-yesrs-osd. you

had no queens about dectakm-making

afaitfy . no quekns about being a leader

What happened^ You turned 1 1.' Wolf

said 'You learned not to shine too

bright because other girls would not

He you Garb equalize each other in a

downward direction When you're 1 *>

jnd Kib^Htrv *htt> tho parent* *ani

to pay you. you say. Oh. whaarver you

Wot/ said women fed they can't get

hsjh paying sobs

"If employers want to weed out

women, they just advertise the Dotation

at a higher salary. Before the world can

esen come to you and make you not

fed okay with power and ted you you're

not inn Hay in iniiiajli jmi have already

AcKittovounetrWolfsaid
Wolf said there are new archetypes of

women appealing in popular culture

There are three new archetypes of

women bubbling up in popular culture

The first is the Diana principle.* Wolf

said. This b an archetype of women

who rduse to be humiliated any longer.

The second is the Sheba principle.

Thbban archetype of women being in

roles of power. |r\>r example. | Ruth

Bader Ginsberg being appointed to the

Supreme Court and expanding roles for

women m combat.

The third anbctype is the Nike prtn

opk Nike was the goddess of victory.

Women are only in 14 percent of all

media and that 14 percent women are

usually sex objects or victims,* Wolf
said.

The lactam was sponsored b> ilk

Distinguished Visitor. Program.

Shop Off Campus..?

Why Bother?
Check out these everyday

low prices:

**>M-bf»0-am Chaifi ^wwsv4ll*MI"Nrfl Chssert

Item:

Coppertone
4oz. SPF 4

UStore

$5.79

Drug Store Grocery Store
rn Downtown *mhr»tl

Visine $3.39
Original .5oz.

Trojans $4.99
12pt< Unlubricated Condoms

Tylenol $3.69
Extra Strength 24 Caplets

$6.99

$3.99

$7.49

$3.83

»•>*« Amherif

$5.99

$3.99

$7.49

$3.69

Ustore.

Not like

a malK..

Better.

dry of Massachusetts' Cornpur Center

Amherst MA

413-545-2619

Open M-F 9 to 5, Sat. 1 1 to 4
MC, Visa. AMF and UCatd

erfulryo

Ariz. Supreme Court denies

English-only language law
By Paul Davenport
Associated Prats

PHOENIX (AP) — The Arizona
Supreme Court yesterday struck
down as unconstitutional a voter-

approved law requiring that official

state and local business be con-
ducted only in English.

Opponents of the measure
branded it as racist, while support-

ers called it common sense and
promised to appeal to the U.S.
Supreme Court.

State Sen. Pete Rios. a Democrat
who was among the plaintiffs in

the case decided yesterday, said the

measure's supporters played on
unjustified fears of those who can-

not speak other languages.

"There is no movement in the

state of Arizona to replace English

as the official language of this

state,* Rios said "People accept

that English is the official language
of this state."

Robert D. Park, an activist who
campaigned for the law's passage
and intervened in the court cases to

defend it. said he would appeal in

federal court, hopefully directly to

the Supreme Court

"The First Amendment applies to

private speech, not government
speech. What they're saying here

now is that... a government
employee has a right to choose

what language to do business in."

Park said. "That is totally unac-

ceptable."

Several court challenges left the

measure in legal limbo since voters

approved it in 1988 as an amend-
ment to the Arizona Constitution.

A different challenge than the one

decided Tuesday was left unre-

solved last year when the U.S.

Supreme Court refused to rule on

it.

The state Supreme Court ruled

the law violates free-speech rights

under the U.S. Constitution

"The amendment adversely
affects non-English-speaking per

sons and impinges on their ability

to seek and obtain information and
services from government." the

opinion said.

Also, because the measure "chills

First Amendment rights that gov-

ernment is not otherwise entitled

to proscribe.* it also violates the

U.S. Constitution's 14th
Amendment's equal-protection
clause, the opinion added.

However, the state high court

said it was expressing no opinion

on the constitutionality of less

restrictive English-only provisions

nor discussing the legal i
i > of

efforts that are limited to promot-

ing English.

"We also emphasize that nothing

in this opinion compels any

Arizona governmental entity to

provide any service in a language

other than English." the opinion

said.

Arizona is among at least 21

states that have enacted official

English laws, though the Arizona

version is more restrictive than

most. Most of the others are largely

sMiibolic. with several merely stat-

ing that English is the state's offi

cial language.

The Arizona measure required

the state and its political subdivi

sions to "act in English and no

other language" and prohibited

them from making laws or policies

that required the use of a language

other than English. Also, no gov

eminent document "shall be valid,

afl"active or enforceable unless it is

in the English language
"

It allowed exceptions to comply

with federal law. to protect the

rights of crime victims and defen

dams, to protect public health and

safety and to teach students in

bilingual education

Attorney General Grant Woods'
office had defended the law as con-

stitutional because it was limited in

scope, but an aide said Woods wel-

comed the latest ruling

"It's probably a good thing

because we didn't need English

only anyway.* Woods spokes-
woman Karie Dozer said

ALANA
continued from page 1

He hopes to create a stronger ALANA caucus in

which all seats are continually filled and each ALANA
student has a representative from his community on
the caucus.

"I want the caucus to fit what the acronym stands

for.* Shamapande said.

Pellegrino is currently trying to break down barriers

in the SGA between the ALANA caucus and the

Pro-Student caucus, a group of right -of-center SGA
senators who meet regularly to discuss SGA issues.

As a member of a less traditional minority group,

Republicans in the University of Massachusetts senate,

Pellegrino can "appreciate the problem lof expression)

that other minority groups have
"

Concerning her plans to help ALANA students in

the future. Pellegrino would like to publicize fine arts

programming which is related to the ALANA commu-
nis

The questions raised in the roundtable discussion

were both directly related to ALANA students and the

campus community as a whole.

"Chances are that if it's an ALANA issue it's a cam-
pus- wide issue." Pellegrino said. *lf it's an ALANA
i^sue. It's a student issue."

Hillel

continued from page 1

sexuality and their place in Judaism." Shedelman
said.

Next spring semester, the National GLBT
lewish Leadership Conference will be held at

Smith College in Northampton The dates for the

conference are presently tentative

If vou have any questions, contact the UMass
Hillel House at M9 1710.
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•Sttrtini at W<
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Heal. Hot Water A Cooking

Qaj

Use of

Olympic Sire Pool

-Tennis Courts

Basketball Courts

In I <

CALL TODAY

Now Accepting Applications

#549-0145

On PVTA Bus Route

1/2 Mile From UMASS

!!!COMINGSOON!!!*

m
Standard Units

•hulls Appiianced

Freshly Pinna
•Carpeted/Tiled Floors

•Central Air Conditioning

•Starting at J570

Cathedral Ceilings

-in tax] Dcdrooan

On Site

-Laundry Roasts

-Parking

DIVISION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION

UMass Summer Session 1998

Over ISO
er-edrt courses

including:

• Archttecturcl Drawing

• Communication Disorders

• Environmental Biology

• Culture & economics of

VS. Prisons

• Sign Language

• Gaming A Casino
Management

• International Marketing

• Nursing

• Music Education

• Issues In Classroom
Management

• Medical Interpreting a
j

Translating

• Cobol and Database Design

Classes offered evenings, daytime,
weekends, off end on campus

Part-time degree
programs, both graduate
and undergraduate

• Bachelor of General Studies

M.LI.S.
• MS. kn Labor Studies

• Master of Musk Education

•MS. In Plant * So* Sciences

• Masters in Education

• MBA Professional Program
• RN to BS In Nursing

• Master's Pubflc Policy and
atk ^B^anhBaasaaaa>*a*akn*fLrih*h

""-
^Aamintttrioon

Session It June 1-fuly 10
Session lit July 1 4-August 10
Variable Sessions

For a free course catalog,

caM4l3-54S-OI07ore-mall

ccantineiiQadminAirraUS.edu

www.urrnTd».edu/contined/

for updated course Information

a quality education at

an affordableprice
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SGA president, trustee candidates

Editor's note: Profiles run in the
March 9 issue of the Massachusetts
Daily Collegian are being reprinted for
the second Student Government
Association elections. The profile of
Eleanor Court has been modified from
its original form. It has been updated at

her request. Other candidates did not
wish to change their profiles.

Salwa Shamapande for president

Amy Pellegrino for president
Amy Pellegrino, a sophomore

political science and history major,

has been involved with the SGA for

two years.

In her first year. Pellegrino was
on the Women's Issues committee
and select arts and was an advoiale

for Title VII Pellegrino has also

served a> the Women's Issues chair-

person and is a member of the

Ways and Means Committee
Pellegrino. if elected as the SGA

president, would woik to support

Registered Student Organizations

iRSOsi and would help RSOs by

alleviating the overcrowding in

Km> 00081
"I would work on space alloca-

tion You have things like Hillel

Theater Guild and Massachusetts

Public Interest Research Group
|
M VNSPIRG) all in the same OBskt

I want to make that a big priority."

Pellegnn.

In addition to space allocation.

Pellegrino would create a pingraai

ming board tot RSOs
'The program board selecting

times for RSOs to do programming

and it would have a main schedule

so there won't be RSO program
ming overlaps It would help with

advertising and really help the

small RSOs The small RSOs need

help especially with breakthrough

stuil " Pellegrino said

Student businesses arc also a pri

oritv to Pellegrino

'Helping student businesses is

definitely important. I want to put

student businesses first. They add
to the character that makes UMass.
UMass." Pellegrino said.

Campus safety is a major issue in

Pellegrino s campaign
"We did a safety walk with

Women's Issues [last Spring] A lot

of lighting problems are trees |so,

cutting back branches | can improve

up to 60 percent. Some say the

orange lights aren't bright enough,

but they give off light to a bigger

area than the white lights

really do need to have a back
ground in this." Pellegrino said

Another security issue for

Pellegrino is 24-hour card access.

"Twenty-four-hour card — all it

does is secure the administration

from lawsuits and make parents

feel better A lot of schools have a

24 hour person and that is a bigger

deterrent ICard access) is a minor

inconvenience Anyone who wants

to can get into the building. I did it

when I went to get signatures for

mv nomination People hold the

door for you." Pellegrino said

Pellegrino would like to improve

relations between University

Productions and Concerts (UPC)
and the SGA

"I would like to build connec

lions between these two groups

.ant get back on their feet if

they continue to have an antagoms

ik relationship with the SGA."
Pellegrino said

Salwa Shamapande. a sophomore

computer systems engineering

major, started in government by

working as an administrative assis-

tant to former Student Government

Association (SGA) president.

Maurice Casion

Shamapande is now the Secretary

of University Policy lor the SGA. In

the past Shamapande has worked

with the Black Student Union and

Nummo Sews.
Shamapande said the main issue

of his candidacy for the SGA presi-

dency is the Course And Teacher

Evaluation (CATC) guide

"It's the issue I've spent most of

the semester on At the end of

every semester each student does

an evaluation and gives it to the

SGA or whoever we decide should

handle it Then it will be posted on

the Internet It's an idea based on

customer service." Shamapande
said.

Deferred maintenance is also

high on Shamapande* priontv let

on a basis of 'Fix what you broke
"

"I like to put it as fix what you

broke There i» $>4> million Jul

lars worth of deferred mainte-

nance. This is something that

wont be accomplished in a year

Next year is an election year |for

the Mate legislature) We need to

put in someone that makes this is

a high priornv Mv part would be

to register students to vote, to put

pressure on state legislatures to

care about this " Shamapande
said

Shamapande spoke ol ways stu

dents cause costly damage
"Every weekend there is

$15,000-$ 50,000 in damage done

to the dorms. Those benches lining

ihe walkway to Whitmore, there's

one knocked over everyday. It costs

$60 everytime they are put back

up. Students are the one who pay

for these damages." Shamapande
said

In the interest of students

required to be at the first two class-

es of a course. Shamapande would

lengthen Whitmore business hours

to times when most students aren't

in classes

"A report was done that showed

that I V000 students were in class

from II a.m. -4 p.m. You don't go

to class so you can pay a bill."

Shamapande said

Shamapande would also call for

an inner review of the SGA to

make it more efficient to do work
for the students

"I would call for an inner review

of the SGA which would ultimately

help students. Getting senators to

go out and get 20 signatures

| before proposing a motion | This

way we'd stay in contact with the

siudenis ," Shamapande said

With out of state tuitions rising

Shamapande would work to keep

tuition for all students low.

"I'd make sure tuition and fees

stay low I've seen a lot of (candi-

dates' promises on| fliers that

would keep fees high All the

things we are proposing would not

raise tuition and fees,"

Shamapande said

Erik Hansen for SGA trustee

Eleanor Court for SGA trustee

The Collegian news desk is

currently looking for new writ-

ers for the fall 1998 staff. Paid

& unpaid positions are avail-

able, and responsibilities vary

with each position. No experi-

ence is necessay & non-jour-

nalism majors are welcome.

For more information contact

Jill Caroll at 545^1762
L

Eleanor Court, a junior neuro-

biology major, has been involved

with the SGA since her fresh

man year Starting as treasurer

he Orchard Hill Area
Government her freshman year.

Court moved up to the position

of Area Governor her sopho

more year and also worked with

the Board of Trustees as assis-

tant tru- m her junior

year. Court is the student repre

sentative on the Board of Higher

Education

II elected student trustee.

Couri i priorities' will be the

Course And Teechei I valuation

(CATF.) guide ihe oil ijmpu>
alcohol policy lowering costs

for students and getting credits

for student* involved in

extra-curricular activities

The CATI guide is turrentlv

in collective bargaining to be

approved. Court feels pressure

needs to be kept on the adminis

tration through the bargaining

process to keep it a high priontv

"Who knows how long collec-

tive bargaining is going to go?

We need to keep pressure while

bargaining is going on with the

administration We need to fol-

low through." Court said

Another issue Court plans to

work on if elected is the off-

campus alcohol polks

"I've been working on it since

November I'm going to ask the

Board of Higher Education to

revise the policy." Court said.

Court has been working on

the policy with SGA members.
"Recently I've been working

with other students in the SGA
10 protect student rights regard-

ing revisions in the policy and I

feel it's important that since I've

been working on it all year that I

can continue in the coming year

because future revisions will be

made.* Court said.

If elected SGA trustee. Court

will work on a project to give

credits to students involved in

extra curncular activities.

"Students in co curncular
activities get credit I think it

should be expanded 10 include

ethlete« and RSO leaders whe
arc so committed. We're trying

to get some recogr KSO
leaders and athletes." Court said.

Court agrees with the goal of

20 percent of students being

Asian. Latino. African. Native

Americans (ALANA) students if

it represents the state's popula-

tion

"It's absolutely essential our

University population reflect our

community We re a public

school and we should have equal

access to all residents of the

state." Court said

On the issue of drinking on

campus. Court feels there needs

to be stronger support servu

"My main concern is thai sup-

port services are very lacking.

They're not adequately funded

or staffed." Court said

Erik Hansen, a sophomore
political science major, became
interested in running for SGA
student trustee when he heard

about the elections from a

friend.

Some of the major issues

Hansen would work towards if

elected student trustee is getting

more student involvement in the

SGA. an ATM in Southwest,
student body diversity and an

on -campus bar.

In order 10 increase student

involvement. Hansen wants stu

dents who are concerned about

an issue to create a proposal
themselves which Hansen would
then bring to the senate

"I want the people who are

interested in the work to do it I

would love for people who
know the issue to come in and
say. 'We're not getting this,' so

they can do the work too I'd

have a staff of 1.000 kids, like

committees in the trustee

department." Hansen said.

Basing his candidacy on afaj

dent involvement. Hansen
would have the students in

Southwest mobili/c to get the

ATM
"I don't think it's not feasible

I'm hearing all this stuff about it

but nobody is doing anything

about it It's not going to hap-

pen as one guy sits at his desk

It has to be a group of stu

dents." Hansen said

Hansen sites self-segregation

of students as a problem to

work on if elected.

"It's not good to have differ-

ent groups all staying in groups

because of where they came
from. (The university is) a mix-

ing of kids who milk cows at

5:10 in the morning to kids who
are from other countries I'd

like it to be a bigger mix but it's

a matter of getting people to

come here." Hansen said

In order to reduce
alcohol-related accidents.

Hansen feels an on campus bar

would help.

"We want an on-campus bar.

People say we have the Top Of
Campus (TOO but it's not tsa>

dent oriented I'd rather have a

bar on-campus because it's

safer. It would reduce drunk
driving." Hansen said.

Hansen feels a regulated sys-

tem dealing with alcohol would

be safer.

"They should have a regulated

system. It's going to happen
anyway so why not make it

safer?" Hansen said

In order to ensure a Spring

Concert, Hansen feels drawing

on ihe support of students will

make it happen.

"I'm saying what are you
going to do about it

7 How hard

is it if you have IS.000 kids

who want if If you put an ad in

the paper saying If you want a

Spring Concert come down to

the dean's office, the next thing

asj know you have a line out

the door." Hansen said

Jeffrey Howe for SGA trustee
leffrey Howe, a sophomore politi

cal science and sociology major, has

been part of the SGA for two years

at the L niversiiy of Massachusetts.

Howe has been a senator for two

years, serving on the Finance
Committee and the Dining Services

Committee. In addition, he has been

an active member of House Council.

Howe, if elected student trustee,

plans to work on campus safety,

keeping tuition and fees down and

gaining more funding for the

UnivcrMtv

Howe pointed out problems with

campus security

"Last year ) there was a motion | to

have more lighting and call boxes

placed on the rape trail but.

because the trail is not recognized

by the University, they won't put call

boxes or lighting there If call boxes

are put there then the University is

responsible for what goes on there

Some places that now have call

boxes and lights are much more
secure than that path." Howe said.

Howe believes if there aren't sig-

nificant changes in the University

then student fees should not be

raised.

"A state education is intended to

be a quality education at an afford-

able price And unless there is some
significant improvement that stu-

dents can see. then fees should stay

the same or be lowered." Howe
said.

The Board of Trustees would pay

for differed maintenance under
Howe's plan to make it a high prior-

'»>

"| Funding for deferred mainte-

nance! can only come from two
places the stale or students' pock-

et * With the price so high nobody

but the state could provide the

funding." Howe said

Howe feels there is a problem
with recruiting Asian. Latin

African. Native American t ALANA)
students

"Approximately 18.000 students

apply. 16.000 arc accepted but only

1.000-4 .000 come here The prob-

lem is not getting people to apply

the problem is convincing ihem tv

come to this school We need an

aggressive recruiting and retention

program of ALANA students I do
think 20 percent is a good idea."

Howe said

H"we said the most important

responsibility of the student trustee

is to advocate for students right-

"|The student trustee's job) is to

ensure student rights on campus
and make sure student needs are not

forgotten Be an advocate for stu-

dent rights and responsibilities to

the stale legislature and administra-

tion and ensure quality and afford-

able education that is practical and

of use in the real world." Howe
said.

Howe feels banning alcohol will

not stop drinking

"Alcohol is a problem with any

group of students. People under 21

are going to drink anyway It's only

making more work for the police."

Howe said.
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SundayNEW ABC Jazz Troupe
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Fully Stocked
Bar
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Menu
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(Com* to listen... Com* to Dane*...)

36 JS. Pleasant St. Amherst, MA 01002 Phone: 233 4400

Campus
Center

Hotel

Attention

1999 Graduates!

The Campus Center Hotel has a
limited number of rooms

available for..

Graduation Weekend
May 22-24, 1999

Reservations will be chosen through a random drawing of written requests.

Interested persons should pick up a request form from the Campus Center Hotel

Reservation Office before May 8, 1998. Letters will be drawn at random on

May 1 1 , 1988. No requests will be accepted over the phone. All respondents will be

notified by mail.

Please send your request form along with a

self-addressed, stamped envelope to:

Campus Center Hotel

Reservation Office

Graduation '99

Amherst, MA 01003

ALL FREEH

Jewish Arts Festival
In Celebration of Israel's SOth Birthday

Featuring...
Thursday, April 30th, 5 8pm ^ Israeli Folk Dancing <•

Hillel House Lawn lMtm of Music »
388 N. Pleasant St. / Amherst ,> jewl9h storytelling «c Poetry Open Mike »

O (.rand Opening of "Picture Thla" O
i .. photography exlbit of protratfte of Israel taken by UMass Students)

O RaffelsO

O All-U-Can-Eat Falafel Dinner O
Sponsored by HUlel's Jewish Student Union (JSU) with a grant from the Harold Grlnspoon Supporting Foundation

ALL FREEH if
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Back Bulger

i

Question the answers
The University of Massachusetts it

a ripe target fur those with an

agenda. Anytime a group has

access to 29.000 college kids, they know
they're likely to have some influence.

Apparently this was the Fnends of ksus'

thinking when they made their way here

from Maine last week.

Like most whom I've spoken with. 1

found the group's aBBBBBBUHaaaaaaaaW

'"!' -?/" GorkDc
ami welfare,

aajBBBBBBBaBBBBBBBBBBai
anti-abortion
message to be more than offensive But

that doesn't mean they don't have the

rijht to spread it. UrvJass is. after aU. a

pubbc institution, and it has a responsi-

bthrv to allow whoever wants to make a

statement to make it

What makes their views so distasteful

isn't that most disagree with them, it's

that they're largely based on false infor-

mation, or opinion posing as fact

Apparently attempting to put us on 'the

righteous path." they handed out a vari-

ety of heavy-handed tracts attempting

to back their views with quotes from

the Bible and dubious experts. I'd

intended to pick up their anti-gay

polemic, but hateful missives all tend to

look the same, and I grabbed the

What* Wrong with Fornication?"

packet instead Although probably not

as distasteful as its homophobic coun-

terpart, it still had plenty to wince at

I think their attitude is summed up

wefl in card No. 2 (out of a total of H).

in which they claim. 'Take any tool and

use it for something that it was not

intended for. and you will damage it

"

The monumental (and false) assump-

iKlllli

tion is that the human body wasn't

designed for premarital sex It's not as

though one's sex organs undergo some

monumental change after marriage.

What the tract correctly points exit is

that STDs are more likely when one is

involved in multiple sexual relation-

ships But that's where the factual infor-

mation ends. The card goes on to

^^^__^BV debunk what it

views as myths sur-

rounding condoms
and sexual educa-

tion Its basic argument is that the

approaches aren't working-, if they were.

STDs wouidn't be such a problem. It

even goes so for as to blame sexual edu

cation for rampant teenage sexuality

and skyrocketing abortion rates.

Again the Friends of ksus have con-

veniently crucial information in their

quest to lord over our sex lives We live

in a promiscuous culture. Individually

and collectively we've made the deci-

sion to exercise more sexual freedom

than ever before. Along with this free-

dom, like any other, comes certain con-

sequences Sex education and the use of

prophylactics are responses to. not

causa of. sex's risks.

many people would have ST!

become pregnant were they denied

access to the information and materials

necessary to thwart them.

The group goes on to make a wide

variety of largely false assumptions: wel-

fare mothers "with government aid and

payments from the children's fathers,

make out pretty good." "fornication

Imagers mental productivity." and that

abortion will lead women to "carry

around feelings ot guilt and shame for

the rest of (their | hie ' While I find the

opinions themselves disturbing, the real

problem is that the Friends of lesus

insist upon presenting them as

hard-and-fast fact Not only do they

assutnr that what they've conceived in

their own minds is factually correct,

they believe that others have to think

the same way they do

Their assumptions are dangerous on

a variety of levels. First, they're largely

factually unfounded. Second, they try to

control people's actions through a fairly

limited and limiting ideology Not al of

us are Christians, and those who are

don't necessarily interpret the Bible the

way the Friends of fosus do. Third, their

massage inspires gum. not change They

make people think that their innate

desires are a result of moral weakness

rather than genetic programming All

too often, guilt leads people to make the

wrong decisions and feel ashamed
rather than make informed decisions

and accept the consequences.

The Friends of fosus miss probably

the most obvious consequence of their

heavy-handed claims not only do they

f bom making the lurid of

support, they also drive

from their church Tney
portray religion as a mean-spirited am
tang endeavor, rather than the vehicle

for growth it could be Unfortunately,

views like theirs will always exist. But

as long as they're countered with legiti

mate information, the damage they do

can be contained.

Gtrrit DeYoung it a Collegian

columnist

Physics lesson #1

I
almost bailed on the column this

week, thinking after writing

weekly since September, the ideas

were corning slower and the brain just

wasn't functioning at peak capacity.

The truth is that I'm in the fatal throes

of senioritis. which prevents me from

accomplishing anything more produc-

tive than waking up in the morning

Senioritis. for all you

skeptics, is indeed a

bona Tide and debilitat-

ing condition, charac-

terized by an extreme

unwillingness to do
anything worthwhile
and a very low toler-

ance for stupidity.

Not that I was ever

the most patient and
understanding person

before I was stricken

with senioritis. but now
my tolerance for any-

thing even remotely
stupid is completely nil.

Stupidity, at times, reigns supreme

on the LiMass campus. I'm sure you

can find stupidity on all campuses, but

I'm thinking of one thing in specific:

the current insanity of throwing things

off the balconies in Orchard Hill.

Now. what's that all about? I mean,

what possesses people to take a couch

(not a small one either) and toss it off

a balcony? Obviously, there isn't ;i

rational thought involved in such an

action, but someone somewhere
seems to be able to justify it.

I'm sure that some well-meaning

individual (while under the influence.

of course, as personal responsibility

cannot be a factor here) wandered
onto the balcony one night and said.

"Hey. this is a couch Ms one could

possibly want to sit on it."

Hence, the highly intoxicated indi-

vidual runs off and grabs a couple of

his equally drunk friends and the three

of them heave up the offending piece

of furniture and hurl it off the balcony

(now. I'm not suggesting anything by

using the male pronoun I'm sure that

there are just as

many females
launching objects

off balconies).

Now, while

personally I'm not

sure what the

thrill is in throw-

ing University

property out of

windows and off

balconies., there

must be some-
thing in it.

Perhaps it start-

ed off as an investi-

gation into the phenomenon of gravity.

Idiot number one: "Oh look, foe. If

I drop this desk off the seventh floor.

it falls
"

Idiot number two: "Wow. Cool.

Let's do it again."

Sorry, fellows. Isaac Newton
already beat you to the punch. If you

drop it, it will fall.

Now. forget for a moment that if

you're dropping things off balconies,

the things usually shatter and that's

the end of that wonderful couch peo-

ple could have (gasp!) used to sit on!

Instead, consider the poor individ-

ual walking below who now also has

to check whether or not the forecast

indicates rain or snow, but also

whether there's a chance of couch

Sft-tna (tarvgatirkat

flumes, desk storms or a gust of fire

extinguisher.

I'm sure all of you who indulge in

the Ail-American sport of catapulting

University property to the ground

below are protecting yourself properly

with helmets, mouth guards and shin

guards But for those students who are

wandering around, utterly unaware of

what's going on above them, it poses a

tricky situation Does one watch the

ground, to avoid tripping over the

remains of a couch, or watch the -k.\

above in case someone gets it into

their mind to drop something down.

Will Miss Manners please advise on

the proper etiquette?

And of course, there is this whole

issue of the lounges being locked,

cut-off or being otherwise unusable

An action which, in theory, will pre-

vent such unsanctioned use of furni-

ture. Of course, closing off the

lounges also means those people who
might actually want to use the space

for something productive will not be

able to.

But those are the trade-offs, you

know? Throwing stuff off balconies

automatically means the balconies are

off-limits. Sounds a little like kinder

garten when Buck punched Beau in

the nose for no reason (again, uanuual
responsibility not an issue) and both

kids had to sit in the corner and reflect

for hours on what they did wrong.

But at least in kindergarten, you

had the excuse of being a 5-year-old.

What's the excuse now?

So I propose an easy solution in

order to end this current stupidity: get

rid of all the furniture.

Seema Gangatirkar is a Collegian

columnist.

Crisis in Iraq: part two
When never again is right now

The embargo on Iraq that

American officials have
imposed for the last seven

years has produced a quiet holocaust.

So far, at least one and a half mil

lion Iraqis, mostly children, have died

because of the lack of food and medi-

cine, and the situation continues to

deteriorate Best estimates suggest

that some 500 Iraqis die every day as

a direct result.

This genocide is being conducted

in the name of.

Htiss» in Ibish
supposedly on
behalf of. the

people of the bbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbI

United States.

American government officials insist

that you benefit from this holocaust.

that you need and want it to contin

BBS

So what do you do when never

again is right now?
Increasingly, people around this

nation are standing up to say that this

pointless mass murder is unaccept-

able and that the U S. government

does not have their support in sys-

tematically targeting, through sanc-

tfons. the most poor, skk. elderly and

vulnerable in its vendetta against the

Iraqi people.

The uproar of opposition from
many ordinary Americans during the

aborted bombing plans of a few
weeks ago may well prove to have

marked a watershed in the perception

of decent people throughout this

country about the situation in Iraq

The vehemence of opposition

expressed at Ohio Slate University

and in teach-ins and marches around

the nation shocked the government,

and played a major role in stopping

the attack. It demonstrated a growing

public understanding that the people

of this country do not stand to bene-

fit from any further killing of Iraqis.

Moreover, the genocidal effects of

the sanctions, which have been far

more devastating to the Iraqi people

than all the bombs of the Gulf War.

are becoming more widely under-

stood. As a result, grassroots efforts

are emerging to provide food and

medicine to the Iraqi people, from

American citizens trying to staunch

the flow of death that their own gov-

ernment has unleashed in their name
Among the most important of

mass is the Iraq Sanctions Challenge

Delegation This large group of reli-

gious leaders, medical professionals

and anti war activists, led by former

U.S. Attorney General
bbbbbbb Ramsey Clark and Bishop

Thomas Gumbleton of

Detroit, will travel to Iraq

May 6- 1 J. taking with them

badly needed medical supplies

Clark has explained the mission a,

the delegation saying. "The
U.S./United Nations (U.N ) sanctions

against Iraq have killed over 1.5 mil

lion people since their imposition It's

the clearest form of genocide and it's

the U.S. government who insists upon

the sanctions It is incumbent upon us

to challenge the sanctions and to

bring medicine to the people of Iraq
"

"This delegation represents the

hundreds of thousands of people

from across the country who oppose

these devastating sanctions." adds

Sara Flounders of the International

Action Center (IAC). which is spon-

soring the delegation.

A horrific crime against humanity,

greater in scope than the other con

temporary genocides in Rwanda and

Bosnia, is being committed by your

own government As you read these

words, the genocide in Iraq continues

unabated A little grassroots decency

is long since past due.

The efforts to bring relief to Iraq

are a marvelous opportunity to break

the pervasive sense of impotence and

irrelevance that so many people in

this country feel when they look at a

national politics, with all its corrup

tion and immorality There b a wide-

spread sense that, with the incredible

centralization of control over the

political process and the mass media.

individuals have little chance of rais

ing a moral challenge to major poll

cies, above all in international affairs.

But. as the people in Ohio proved,

there are moments when it becomes

possible for individuals to act in a

powerful, effective and moral way.

influencing even so-called "national

security" issues. We couldn't all be in

Ohio to tell Berger, Cohen and

Albright that we repudiate their bru

tality mores the pity But we can all

help those who are picking up where

Ohio State left off

The Iraq Sanctions Delegation

Medical Aid Mission continues the

challenge to these immoral policies

hv directly reaching out to those who

are being victimized That's what you

do when never again is now.

Donations in any amount will be

cMtemelv helpful, and will undoubt

edly help in saving lives, feeding the

hungry and healing the sick In the

end. of course, there can be no sub-

stitute for lifting the sanctions But.

in the meanwhile, contributions to

such grassroots efforts both help

individual suffering Iraqis and send a

clear message to the U.S. government

and the Iraqi people that not every-

one in the United States is willing to

stand by as their government presides

over a fully fledged genocide

The local effort in our area to

raise funds and collect medicine to

assist the lAC's Iraq Sanctions

Delegation is being led by Martin

Etpada. Kaihenne Gilbert Espada.

Hobby and F.Ili Meeropol. Arky and

George Markham. ludy and |ohn

Edgar Wideman. Sunny Miller and

Howard Zinn Please join them in

lending your support

Those wishing to contribute may
tend checks made out to the Peopie s

Rights Fund/Medical Aid Project to

International Action Center. PO Box

2753. Springfield. MA 01 101

Hussein Ibuh u a Vhtau graduate

Addicted to expletives
avail nowWho doesn't need a good, long f

and then?

The urge sneaks up on some at the close of

the day. while others are the sort to need it in the

morning just to get going Regardless of when you find

yourself ready to brim over with that desire, it happens

for all of us.

I do it at least 20 times a day. Do you find this

shocking?

I have friends who do it more How does that sit

with you?
People stuck in traffic jams may do it as

many as 100 times per rush hour.

Disgusting, right''

W r >ng. Kindly remove your mind
the gutter — discussion of nymphomania
or any such sordid practices will be

restricted to my bedroom, say around
midnight? The focus here is on profanity,

specifically on the big-F

How can anyone not dig the F-bomb?
Most folks I know can't get through a

shower and a shave without dropping
one. You forget to bring a towel into the

bathroom or slice yourself a tad and what

other mot is more appropriately, tersely

apt to sum up the situation What sounds better to your

ears: "Goshdarnit, it appears as though I have failed to

consider the relative sensitivity of my face when com-

pared to that of the blade" or "F— f— f— . F— ."

There arc many out there who consider swearing in

all its vulgar glory the lowest of all expressive language

— and sometimes they're right. Anyone who's ever

slogged their way through a -crappy episode of "Def

Comedy |am" can attest to this. But at their best, pun-

dits of the profane can spin poetry.

Martin Scorcese is a veritable demigod of all that can

go right with naughty words. You could turn off the

picture to Goodfellas and still have a masterpiece — a

masterpiece peppered, salted and otherwise spicily

sauteed with language to make nuns blush. Take away

the objectionable phrases from the script and you have

a confusingly irritable midget who probably deserves to

get one in the back of the head, largely because

nine-tenths of Joe Pesci's wonderfully perverse dia-

logue wouldn't make the cut.

If it were up to the holier-than-f—ing-thou legions

of non- swearing citizens. Goodfellas might end up a

disjointed five- minute short. The notion that profanity

has no place in society can only come from some
ancient |udeo-Christian thought that was probably out-

dated by the time of the Crucifixion. Does anyone in

their right mind actually believe lesus wasn't tossing a

few profanities around after his buddies sold him out? I

don't know about you, but I'd be one salty son of God.

lust you see if I die for your f—ing sins again!

Nowadays, in the A. P. (After Pryor) era, the use of

profanity must indeed be accompanied by some sort of

C. Taylor ConruT

creative effort these days, as utterances like "motherf—

er" and *f— you" heve been largely exhausted by ama-

teurs and professionals alike In other words, if you

really want the f- bombs to blow up proper, you have

to pick a new angle of attack.

This is a challenging task to say the least I

there are only so many different ways to get the

point across before it becomes a noticeably self-con-

scious effort Everyone has their own little favorite con-

structions.

I. for instance, am prone to attaching the name of

some random animal at the end of mv
f—s. There is little that makes me hap
pier than receiving a disappointing
grade and responding with a barely

audible. "F—monkeys" or "F—llamas
"

It fort works for me. don't ask why.

My housemate Albie. however, is

more likely to dive headlong into a

steady steam of swearing, his f—s pop
ping their heads out of the flow of the

rant like trout swimming upstream, a

brutal, yet somehow natural process.

He s from New forsey. if that clears any-

thing up.

Albie also possesses one other ele-

ment that make some swearaholics' outbursts so mem-
orable: a hair-trigger temper. You cut this kid off at an

intersection and it's like listening to Lenny Bruce in a

'toid rage. Sometimes I find myself just kicking back
on the couch, immersed in the wonderfully caustic

melody of his inspired invective, sparked by something
a^ seemingly trivial as a PlayStation loss. Sweet f—ing

music.

The best of the profanity pundits are those whose
cursing is unabrasive and subtle, a necessary compo-
nent of their very manner of speech. We all know peo-

ple like this, whether it be a friend, paramour, etc. And
having hung around them for some time, we often fail

to realize the genuine beauty of the way they have
crafted a strangely inoffensive linguistic universe out of

what some perceive to be a potty-mouth black hole.

I know of one such great example. Her name is

Cecilia. For years, she'd would try her damnedest to

avoid firing the occasional s-missile or b-bullet — or
God forbid, an f-bomb — whenever I was in the room,
since I was young and impressionable. But I'd hear her
on the phone with her chums, making psychic sailors

turn crimson in her waves of fluid, fluent cussing and I

loved every word of it.

Yet, despite my admiration of her profanity prowess,
I never felt comfortable releasing the f-hounds around
her until I reached college. It was a magnificent experi-

ence, that dusk when I stubbed my toe on my desk and
just let my soul go: "Ah. f— ."

The subsequent apology was the most unneeded one
I ever had to make to my mother.

C. Taylor Conner is a Collegian columnist.
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Wahlberg's latest no Hit For Bonnie Raitt, its Fundamental

OSBBSarSBSCittBDBaVai

Mark Wahlberg, third from left, stars in the lame action-comedy The sag Hit———
flashy budget man who wants everyone to like

KfeaNERAJTT
Fundamental

Capitol

From the first twang of the guitar on "The Fundamental

Things," Bonnie Raitt sets the tunc fal the test af her latest

album, Fundamental With her 15th album under her belt.

Raitt stretches out into blues, reggae, soul and rock.

The Fundamental Things" is a richer, funkier song than

usual from Raitt. complete with lots ol guitar and dry

vocals. The guitar twang, which seems to be a redundant

theme on this album, is featured prominently on the sultry

"Cure for Love " Raitt s vocals wrap seductively around the

lyrics, but the overall flow is interrupted by an annoying

"La. la. la, la," which seems to go on forever "Round &
Round" features Rant sounding faraway on the IB Lenoir

rlsasir and, once again, the song would do well, if it weren't

for the prominence of Rain's backup singers, who intrude

at the most inopportune moment with "Round and

round, up and down."

"Spit of Love" features a fuller and eerier

sound — a perfect complement far Raitt '|

rather disturbing lyrics of "There's howlin'

at my window, baby/ I hear him closin' in/

That green-eyed jacka's got the scent."

The slower "Lover's Will," features

Raitt softer and gentler than she has been

on the earlier tracks Even the lyrics are more
pensive and wistful, like "Who'll take the only

hearts they got/ and throw them into the fire " Raitt h at

her best on "Lover's Will." making full use of her rich voice

and a softer accompaniment "Blue For No Reason" brings

the guitars back along with Rain's trademark twang

In all. Fundamental is a fresh, fun album with a lot of

spirit And in making this album. Raitt has managed to

combine many different approaches to create a sound that

is uniquely hers B (Seema Gangatirkar)

DANCE OF THE CELTS

Various

Naroda

HEART Of THE CELTS

Vanous

Naroda

CELTIC TREASURE
Various

Naroda

From the lively fiddle on Dance of the Celts to the sweet

songs of love on Heart of the Celts to the passion of

Turiough O'Carolan on Celtic Treasure. Narada has assem

bled a collection of Celtic music showcasing the very be-

modem Celtic musicians.

Dance of the Celts begins with a medley of

three Scots jigs, both infectious and spontaneous

in spirit Along with the fiddle, the jigs include

the cittern, flute, percussion and guitar in a

foot stomping interpretation. On the second

Anna Mhoireach shows off her skills

both highland (mouth blown) and small

aajsi blown) pipes on three reels. The
sound of the pipes are highlighted by

the complimenting cittern, accordion, guitar, tin

whistle and harp Kevin Crawford's interpretation ol

r) Barry" is both sweet and lively, highlighting his

prowess on the tin whistle and bohdran

The pace picks up with Dervish's rendition of three

dance reels while world renowned composer |ohn Whelan

Turn to TRAX poge 6

Staff

THE BIG KIT

Directed by ChsHGnV Wong
wi«H Mark WohaWg Lou Diamond

Phillip* ond Chnshna Appisgats

Ploying ot Mountain Forms Thaassrs

If you ve seen the commercial

preview for The Big Hit. stop right

there - you've seen enough
Daring stunts' like Mark Wahlberg

imping from an explod-

ing btitloing won t get any better

than that |oke it are you

f "f|* o< loaTer

are arnittUo) The Btg Hit

is an action movie, but for some*

reason, there s only two action

scenes.

That's because writer Ben
Ifsumijf and companv try to make
The Big Hit into a hip comedy as

well, sometimes it works most

it doesn't. One thing that

falls disgustingly flat is jokes

rev (living around lewish stereo

type* which basically sums up the

whole movie It's overkill — video

store rental garbage that's coated

with good-looking actors and a

The Hong Kong influence is

evident here the executive produc-

er is Mm V. oo. the Orson Welles

of the action flick Unfortunately

.

executive producer means "I put

my name on it to it will make
money.*

The director instead is a guy

named Che Kirk Wong, apparent

ly a celebrated filmmaker in his

native land, but here he directs

with all the finesse of a lackie

Chan movie One problem — no
lackie Chan All we get is incredi

bar overacting, strange hjimor and

him He has fiancee Christina

Applegate fake an accent even
Kevin Costner would laugh at.

And there is Wahlberg't pal Lou
Diamond Phillips, a long way from

"The King and 1" on Broadway
(although with his overdone man
nerisms and colorful costumes, he

sppsrently thinks he's still on
stage)

It's too bad. because The Big Hit

had the potential to be a much bet-

ter film. It's surprisingly witty at

limes and in some very select

moments genuinely fufltty But the

s^i«driicult»u^rnflausaWT8}iaiV.^ t rfSVi^theia^efJl « ngW.of movie

Luckily The Big Hit Jbs4»'t

take itself sM seriously It's all

wrapped in tongue in cheek
cheesiness that partly makes fun of

hit man movies, partly revels in

their coolness Sure, the film is

tonally adrenaline pumping
but most of the time it s just

areusmgry strange.

The plot: A kidnapping That's

all you need to know.

iter that I talk about the

"character* " Wahlberg. a good
actor and the only "normal" thing

in this movie plavs « nice-guy hit

cbattles filaeea .af a- super high-

speed, in annoyingly music-video

style "Look Ma. I can play with a

camera!* No one in this movie,

however, could pass first grade.

The film's ending is a chase snd

shoot-em-up that stretches the

limits of ridiculousness even fur

ther And in case you think the vi)

lisn is desd. director Wong is

quick to bring out the instant

replay and show you. somehow,
that he escaped The sillyness here

makes |ohn Woo's own Face/Off
worthy of an Oscar D* comrmv txvNA tvsun

The ageless Bonnie Raitt shines on her new album, Fundamental
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Gilreath
Manor Condos

Showings

Start

in April

for June tr

September

Occupancy!

Gilreath Manor

Condos
• 3 Bedroom
• 1 1/2 Baths

• Heated Basement
• New Cas Meat k

Hot water

• Hardwood Floors

• 1/2 mile to campus
• On Bus Route
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Attention
Class of 1998

Ifyou air a member of the Class of 1998 fpudu

ating class who received Federal Perkins Loans

while enrolled at I Mass you should hazf recently

received a certified letter about those loans.

We know this is a very busy time for you so we've

wailed this information rather than having you

attend a meeting.

However there are serious consequences ifyou fail

to return these documents by 511/98 instructed in

our letter.

II xou haven t received our letter but think that you

should have or if you have any questions about

what xou did receive.

Call'545-2377
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performs his own creation, "Trip to Skye." "Trip to Skye" is

a beautiful, melancholy melody, inspired by the scenic

splendor of the Island of Skye. With a delicate melody on

the violin, the composition also includes an electro-acoustic

guitar and synthesizer to add a more lush and modem feel-

ing. That peaceful feeling is followed up by Kormog's inter-

pretation of three gavottes. Skillfully blending deft guitar

picking in a seductive first act. the composition begins to

pick up the intensity of the tempo, until a full-fledged dance

rhythm has evolved.

Altan performs a spontaneous and infectious medley of

Irish dances, followed by Mary Bergin's virtuosity on the tin

whistle Dance of the Celts closes off with a track from

Dcclan Masterson, a native of Dublin. Masterson interprets

three traditional jigs in a stately, but elegant fashion.

For a change of pace, the sweeter and more mellow

Heart of the Celts offers love songs in both English and

Celtic, from some of the best singers in Ireland today With

the first track. Karen Matheson pours her passion of "When
You Return." and then follows that up with the more sub-

dued and plaintive "Mi le M' uilinn Air Mo Ghulin. (With

My Elbow My Knee)

'

But love is not all subdued and longing, and the joy of

freedom comes out in "Ansact na nAnsachi (My Love and

My Ddighti" performed by Aoife Ni Fheamugh Arkansas

native Connie Dover is next with the melancholy

"Somebody" while Maigbread Ni Dhombnaill leaves behind

instrumentation and instead relies on her sinewy voice for

"An Ckr Bog Deal (The Board of Bog Oak) " Once again.

Fhearraigh returns with "Caitlin Triall (Caiilin of the

Tresses)," another upbeat, happy melody Dover ptifcwi

"Laddie, Lie Near Me" delicately and tenderly, making full

use of her extensive vocal range.

Heat of the Celts closes with Fheerraigh s soft rendition

of "Cadtn na Gruiage Baine (The Girl with the Fair Hair).*

Her voice resonates over the soft accompaniment giving

the tune a gentle and ethereal quality.

Moving on. Citric Treasure celebrates one of the gimtil

Celtic vintfmi* — Turiough O'Carolan O'Carolan lived

during the Baroque period, counting as his contemporaries

the likes of Handel. Vivaldi. Purcell and Bach O'Carolan

lacked formal musical education, but his compositions were

influenced greatly by Italian Baroque composers like

\ivaldi. Corelli and Geminiani But O'Carolan did not

ignore his own heritage and he drew on the wealth of dance

music, marches, airs and laments for his compositions.

Critic Treasure begins with "Plenty Burke/Planty Drew."

performed by Shelley Phillips With Phillips on harp, oboe

and Engbsfa hem. the turn shows off O'Carolan $ imagina-

tion and freshness in his music The elegant but staid

"Squire Parsons* features lames Betagh on oboe while

Deanta melds harp, fiddle and flue through the wistful

"Eleanor Phmken
."

The traditional dance rhythm is revisited in Dettcsri's ren-

dition of 'Lord Inchiquin.* while Ann Herman's The
Hawk of BaUyshannon" spotlights the harp strung with

brass wire. These are rust three of the highlghn in Narada's

ntflWw f^fttk: miv rsrJl«M ikai al fassssrsrar ar-ase of the

very best of modem day Celtic snusiciana. aiawpietsua, tra-

dition in a modem fashion. Dance of the Celts. B; Celtic

Treasure. sW; Heart ofthe Celts. (S G )

NJUWOtTH THE SOUNDTIACK
Various Artists

How many times have you heard that there was a

hip-hop soundtrack coming out (hat was going to change

the world? Probably about every time a new soundtrack

comes out. How many times does a soundtrack provide In

tie more then a couple of really hot singles and a lot of filler

that makes you jump up and hit the toward button because

you're embarrassed someone might hear what you are lis

tening to? Also probably every time a soundtrack comes
out. Well, there's definitely some doo-doo on Bullworth.

but the hot tracks are so hot.

Ignore the opening song "Zoom" with Dr. Dre and LL
Cool J

— it's corny and annoying and makes you long for

the days when they weren't into releasing commercial sin

gles. Then put on your dancing shoes for "Ghetto Superstar

(That Is What You Are)" with Of Dirty Bastard, Pras

Michael and Mya — it's strictly a butterfried summer thing

"How Come* by Cannibus and Youssou N'Dour will make
you question the politics of this nation. Then you ha\e the

title track "Bullworth" with Method Man, KRS-One.
Prodigy and KAM that will make your blood boil and your

fists pump. Right now you are in a state of hip-hop ecstasy

and thanking G-d for this album.

"The Chase* by the RZA shows why he is the key mem
ber of the Wu and "Mnts and lams" introduces us to Black

Eyed Peas, who are contending for rookie of the year hon-

ors You also have "Holiday/12 Scanner" by Witchdoctor

and "Run" by Cappadonna. two previously released tracks

"Eve of Destruction" showcases Eve. who might be one of

better female MCs around today, slamming best also.

The fall-off comes with "Maniac in the Brainiac* by

Mack 10 and Ice Cube, a disappointing track for such set

erans. "Lunatics in the Grass" by B Real is weak and
"Bitches Are Hustlers Too" by D-Fyne demonstrates every-

thing thai is wrong with the West coast.

The saving grace is "Kill Em Live" by Public Enemy
They're back, they're pissed and it's about time A nation of

millions couldn't hold them back and neither can a layoff of

a couple of years Chuck D never sounded better, and. on
an album stocked with jewels he provide* the mux. le B-»

(Adam Dlugacz)

£Sf-N prtfsfjsrrs: musk «om the x-games, vol
VMM

Various Artists

Mammoth

1 don't need the \ -Games. I don't need Surge and it's

stupid commercials I don't need Pepsi and Generation

Next. I am sick of corporate America trying to sell <

sports and its participant* as the paradigm for the
|

tion Mountain Dew can take its bungee jumping, scream-

ing, flannel wearing ninnies and kiss my curvy white bun.

to quote Homer Simpson.

What I especially don't need b s soundtrack to the stu-

pidity. This aabun lapsu-et your favorite one-hit wonders

at their prime and wsjastably mixes in some good bands.

It makes for a strange mix that sits as well as two-day-old

southern fried steak (yee-hs!)

Do I need Days of the New? No I didn't need Alice in

Chains, so logic follows that I don't want to listen to I

evil twin. HI? Didn't those guys die7 1 need to hear i

from them like I need another autobiography from Witts*
Bulger

On the other side, we have tracks from Mighty Mighty

Bosstones and the Descendants, but both of the songs are

on their latest releases. So why bother? Who came up with

the idea to put "The Impression That I Gel' on the jlbum?

Did they think some wanna be extremist wj> thinking

"lies I'm not going to buy the whole Bosstones album, but

if they put it on a collection with some really bad fake

metal, like Coal Chamber, then sign me up!" II you buy this

album, you're probably already waiting in line for Meet the

Deedles 2 Chump.
Iliis album WtWi and is a waste of time and our earthly

Ihe person who came up with the idea lor it

much less let it last loi three volumes should be brought up
cm terrorism charges. F (Mike Messaros)

MY WAY Ok THE HIGHWAY
Tuscaamro

Teenfieot

There's something about girl pop that I'm a sucker for.

At the same time, there I only s L) much I can take.

Tuscadero represents perfectly what can he so wrong and
so nght with the genre

Ihe best example of what Tuscadero tries to IsTsasWI hen.

is that dog's Retreat From the Sun. That album is washed

over in two- and three part harmonies and shimmering

guitar parts Best of all it's only a little over a half an hour

long. My Way or the Highway falls short of that high water

mark, the album certainly has its moments, but the

uneveiiness and pure suckiness of some (racks does it in

Plus, at over 50 minutes long, you get mired in sticky sweet

girl-pop

The album starts oft with "Queen Lor A Day," which

does rock The follow-up track, though. "Paper Dolls

diops the ball. It's way too long and has little substance so

keep it rolling along.

Other songs that do carry on in greatness are "Dr

Doom" and "Not My lohnny " "Dr. Doom" in particular

plays like the title track to an unmade fames Bond movie

At one point, the music descends into s Bondsian bridge.

complete with blaring, sexy horns, but then rips Into

rockin' part The change over is unexpected and well done

IM.)

COUSTflT HI i

Public Enemy are beck with authority on the new Bulhvorth Soundtrack

§XM t\\f O ^r comedy
1 1 i.i. i ikiii.i

MAY 2| J* t, >

re |
*7 f
•* 1

mi KF LAU

PINET7E 1

Tarter laws Caa t taw jfl

TMarGSS i Haw fiJHOWMETHE BUFFE'

413-593*5222
k.

r i

^^ nlaht *"kj|

JfJ^^^onlyl ^ffl

May */*•«• Hm Art* * Uvtt* steal. t«

-ir.W-s^T«ujRtfirs
ts> write far tfce

• Mmlc Associate

• Rb**b ArU AtMMctate
' y— are kmttw*mt»*U stop ky tfce CmMngiam

fMmm aTs-Matotft««. Or cafl *45-13«1
ta Bryaw or Scema far mmrt) tala iwaHia«

It - *«• praakTlae yaaffl Mta ft.

n
6/OuNG
MEN

A ONI ACT PLAY BY OAVIO FUNAJ

IS A QUICK TfOf THROUGH THE 8JLWAL EXfLOrfS AND
DISCOVERIES MADE BY A GROUP OF GUYS WHO DON'T

KNOW WHAT THE FVa_ IS GOING ON U/T/7L-.
WELL, COME AND SEEi

ONE ****** PERFORMANCE WILL BE ON THURSDAY APRIL 30. AT 4PM IN

THE FINE ARTS CENTER'S CURTAIN THEATER (UMASS).

Tret play contains expNcrt material which may offend soma auowxes

tCimc
Ml I ...m- 4 •:H4 «i IM

2.S8 Way9

t *>
e
>our suit.****

Summer Session at Stony Brook
258 courses in 45 subjects

Day and evening classes

Low NYS tuition Terms start May 26 and July 6

New interest-free payment plan
Check out our website at www.sunysb.edu/summer/

1-800-559-7213
emaihsu mmerschool@sunysb.edu

Ml farms M.ill

ha» -wmieaniie

Me* Am ilMtSlI

•runamat
Un Sml»

BYSMWeS)
W» Smltt

-MMtYCMOriei
m* sm(«eea«i

** iwMtie)e*i«i«

M.impshire 6 ••»84 7550
H**mp-* hi rr> Mall

timi
wk Smumneastt*

osenstBYa
u* **nir>iiee«ena

'<*• sm ire 7Mii«*«uMire

irtMat ft is
•*m AmltllKMSONIIII

UKTSMMaas IS
iw« smiMisiiesieiin

rmverMues-ia
Um twHIISSeUMIIM

•Am O.-t,

11an • 4pm: lafa Tablet, Vendors,
Games, Comedy, Drag

tit *V
Music and more!!! •'*

ST#NY
BR«#K
btATI t,N(VlHSIIY(.1f NEWYfJRK

An Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Educator and Employer

The Right Direction jjf%
Can Make All

The Difference.

UMASS/AMH ERST
April 30.1998 ISGS S$
8pm Drag Contest

9pm Benefit Date Auction IVMMlii 0«

FORGLADD l

10pm-1am DANCE!!!

K

National Tests

Show 40%

Of All Children

Read Below

Grade Level.

. nrcd a lot of direction to know which way i*>

up Especially whfn thry'rr learning to read That's

why they need people like you

We'll give education awards of nearly $5,000 to

people who help kids learn to read by joining

Am*TlCorps*VlSTA. You could be one of them

As an AmerKxirps*VISTA member, you'll gain real-

world experience, build your resume, help people in

need, and eam money ior student loans or graduate

school. Youll receive a living allowance and medital

benefits And, most importantly
.
vnu II know you've

helped a child succeed in school and in life

Take the Lead. Help Kids Read.
AmeriCorps* VISTA.

Contact your AmeriCorps Campus
Representative Farhad Meskoob,

fmeskoob@student.umass.edu,or ©
Call today lor more information and an application l-HOO-942-2677

(TDll 1-800-83V J722) Or visit our website at WWW.amcricorps.org

llll MM \WIS i I Ml K SI KIIS !

a tffint of tf (,ooo iimi

VISTA Things Done

Damn
Yankees

mm
ml ft

h<«N$

This Faustian musical comedy

classic follows middle-aged Joe

Boyd as he makes a pact with

the devil to lead his beloved

Washington Senators to victory

over the unbeatable Yankees.

With songs like "(You Gottt

Have) Heart" and "Whatever

Lola Wants," Damn Yankees is a home run hit!

SUNDAY, MAY 3, 7PM, CONCERT MALL
PWUNTtO WITH TMf OTNMOU4 5U--OHT Of PtOTUS B*N« ANO WHNX 100 91 M

Coll 545-2S1 1 or l-SOO-Wv-UMAS for tickets

Vhll ser Waetfrs el www.r-aaM.tA/Wfeciter:

n Ths*H

Center
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lacrosse
continued from page 10

and saw action in all IS. Since her
arrival at UMa&s. Leder has been
among the team leaders in ground-
balls, offering key defensive and
transitional play from the midfield
and defender positions.

After Herker returned to the
playing field following her devas-
tating injury, she proceeded to play

in 58 of 40 games, while showing
no signs of favoring her repaired
leg. Out of the seniors graduating,

she put the most balls in the back
of the cage during the recent 9-5
season, with 16 goals and more
than 20 points. Like her class-

mates. Herker's play was never
limited to one dimension. Her
groundball total was always
respectable, and opposing teams
t-ould not come into a game against

the Minutewomen without giving

No. 1 Vs speed and all-around play

serious consideration

Bowen's role on the team could be

very easily described as that of the

field general Her 42 goals over four

years is the highest total of the

three, but her real strength came in

her offensive leadership. Bowen
could be found spending her senior

season planted behind the enemy
goal with the ball, directing her
teammates and setting up the most
optimal chance the group had for

scoring each trip down the field Her
selfless play allowed others to put

points on the board, as she realized

the benefit of running the offensive

system correctly and patientlv

Together, they worked to create

a strong and respectable
Massachusetts women's lacrosse

team for years to come, and with

out their dedication since I ****-»

there's no telling how much longer

it would have taken fur the squad
to reach the point that they are

currently at

"They cared *en much about the

program and how our program
does." McClellan said "They set the

standard for the younger kids, and
have taken their roles seriously I

couldn't ask for better leadership
."

'It's sad leaving after seeing

what this year was like." Herker

said. *l wish all four years were
like this. When we came in our
freshman year we just didn't have

it together We were freshmen; I

don't even know if we had a sight

on what was going on
"Then our sophomore and junior

years we saw our team more talent-

ed and we played more as a team

each year. Of course, our sopho

more year we onK won one more
game, so our record didn't really

show it. but this is the year that

our team finally knows isewso-wiw
There's no real doltsmalmf* pU
Everybody's the heart of tbi»

team."

tennis

Mian Mcpwaion / couicutN

Coming down the home stretch

Massachusetts baseball coach Mike Stone will lead his squad into a

three-game vet with Atlantic 10 rival St Bonaventure this weekend
in Olean, NY

continued from page 10

"The improvement over the four

years here for me has been unbelicv

jble." Gorodetskaya said. "Our atti-

tudes and playing abilities have gone

through BO much growth to the point

where we are almost expected to beat

the good teai II-

With the joy of a successful season

comes the pain of moving on. and leav-

ing the team behind just when things

are getting rolling.

"I have been playing the best tennis

of my life lately," Caron said "It is

going to be so hard to stop playing

now. when I know 1 can help the team

cK-t even better."

"It s a shame that the season had to

end now. We always seem to play our

best tennis at the end of the season,"

Steele said "1 feel fortunate to have

been able to go to school and play ten

ins here."

Dixon has stressed all season that

the only way to better the program is to

put more pressure on the plasers to

perform against the better plasers m
the nation.

The only hurdle that will have to be

overcome is the loss of Gorodetskaya.

Caron and Steele, all of whom have

been instrumental in getting the

Minutewomen to this level in the fir>t

place

|OflMA KAMSANfN COUiClAN

Mowing down the opposition
UMass pitcher Danielle Henderson, the nation's leader in strike-

outs- per-game, fanned 1 1 Boston College hitters in a 1 - win over

the Eagles yesterday afternoon in Chestnut Hill

DIAMOND SALE

Om K.na S» . Northampton 584-3324
264 N Ptratooi St , Amh#at 253 3324

Need a
Car Loan?
We can help you establish your

credit. We finance people with

credit problems: no credit, bad
credit, bankruptcy, divorced.

No co-signers required!

or stop by Saturn of Hadley
and ask for Joel Faillace

BALISE
CREDIT EXPRESS

[TRAVEL!
! SMART!

FROM BOSTON

0m Wit RMMftrlp

LONDON
$209 $382

$267 $490

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

$189 $367
SchttfalM (light!

•r-»ft$ to worldwldi tfettlnitlont '

j Eurailpasses available
J

11 J209-0SS

$296 $544

J
Weekend surcharges may apply

*

I Customs-Immigration taxes apply I

| Fares subject to change without |

I
notice. Int I student ID cards i

may be required

M TRAVEL
Ave ny nv mow

212-986-8420'

800-272-9676
•in NYC

www pnsmlours com
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Collegian Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS APARTMENT K>R RENT

PEOPLE'S MARKET
Wren tie tood s tr** tie coHm s hot

and Km rmincs i«Mim I kUm Floor

Smomo Union

1 h>m apt i MHm k-J 88

law* tor rent starting June 1 ftt

Belcterteare charmino, 2 bedroom
apartmem art* drone room end »*«an
Mdteri « Iwing room Ateilable Juna '

Cat He* O 373 **J4

Ce*je>ete «i 9w Jaw*
»dm Mm. 5-aam Ktllel

»*, Car £et

oatyOpwUe'Fnat

APARTMENT FOR RENT

aadW Laundry but.

parting Antiltala now. tor summer oi

tonoar Coaoete m 2328 Agancv t*e

appfco,

COMPUTERS
Macietest Calar Slylawmai 1888

Priaier. Key Beam Mouse SCSI

Equipment it in oateUem condmon I/O

S*9 5514

, 32MB RAM 2 1 3m
24X CO ROM. OR II Modem Vakw I

Auto Car* an* Spaa*an Plus U mc*

net wean dtartej nonrtor Window* 36

LPS2 mouse $'150 5488828

EMPLOYMENT
medic*l/d*nt«l included Gat started

early 1 Sam) your application m to u> by

July 31 and atterwew on campus M)« Fall

Visit out webpege at

www peacecorps go* • for an tpphca

tion cell (800H2* 8580 oreti I a* tor

ad 874

University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-151

ROOMA It WANTED | SUMMER SUBLET_ SUMMEFURNITURE

ties* aaaaeaai am > n ileba

Tata over tease EimesHa Haat/kot

aratar xuM Qreat txettor. ei ft*****

iCaJiMM4ll

Tata eat* ktaaa Ju>y 1st Two

Cukmni Ystea* J56-8SS*

leaeeW Cm tea** 8/1

renovated J bad/2 bait AX free

haatrti i watar •ooVTanaii Caum S48V

net i bad

Sunderland i*erttejra hun.abed

aa ajBbjded Ita avast SMb 818-

EMPLOYMENT

Coots servers bartenders host. I

and dishwasners Will fain 9 Bo«

\TZt Eastern MA 02642 Fan I508BS5

9374 o. tall I50UCS5 9394

, ctiaa witti tootran. cot

tea table, and more Prices negotiable

Ceil 256 483:

HOUSE FOR RENT

Jttae aid Seat eeuee rajrtharnpton 4

bedroom 8950 Medley 5 bedroom f1200

» Realtors 684 3428

INSTRUCTION

Laetiag For HaaeeeMbM Do you tit

these requiiements hlonirnokar no drugs

clean, qmat (ganerallv awaral I m currant

ly pnvasngetmo several houses and need

mora people The sooner we congregate

the battel deal we will gat Call Kevin

548-5836

loom house m Amherst over summer May
15-Aug 31 1300 t halt utilities Cell Joni

« 256 4792

Caea* Mewaba
m ma Be'tsniro* ot Ma

r-^fi ' a SJSSJI

itactMitetts <s

...i , '-. bJea Nell *

Maori tw the soaanar C

•d cabm coun

,» ' ejj BjeJ

dates may letstve an app

tactiag Camp Fite at 16

fttertor at S4J>9!84

ktabaabycan
'1523 8008 or

• TAJUUO 'oi boys on long Lake

Naples Mama noted tor picturesque

location aacaatiorial tacilitg** and out-

ft*V*»sWtBj pfQfMMsl rwfct IhAVcv vWAt

22AMiuatnO«ra.50c

tT3apkjtjMrbes 2U7878

AUTO FOR SALE

1*88 Meaea Crew
btatofsar 253 588'

I Earn 18 00-tS OOVki

painting houses Training at

Contact Francs *• 413 5441383

CAMP CAbJAOEIIIlS

Tiilejn Til PA fjubaan
lummaicamp Carted counearon to teat*

Tennis Swimming Gelt lacrosse

Wiesllmg Fishing Honda trail bikes

reeail/aatdtni program WasaytajM end

•cube atcnery woodwoiting catanucs

test arts, lesto and emtuomes bat biait-

mg Ca»M*eSerbunat800 25U825.1 to.

Bay Barteadiag

MOTORCYCLES

Ear* up to

COOQymonB) * habeties parts resorts

•' FoodAodgmgi Our I

dbyUSNawskt
1919833 <S39 an A '50

84 Yaetata FCT888 Manic iile xrtii

lejtaj f ej Mi,:' m* Huijl Me K)

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

Cuitara Gib«ufi LuO
•jriarm «•..., J '

aa

,fun

i on Martha s Vi

Please contact Seiah 546 5291

ROOM WAN
Oaa lerge kaetees* n 22. houianat)
within IS ram ot UMaas sti town or near

hdjng pratanad lease OK 8/1/988/1/98

MMM»6t%3295

I
m a house (X I

tor Fen samastai onty im tun. lard bed
and lasponsibla It you can help psaatt

call Jen 548-4357

OeTsVO

Tata I

, ot room tea 1

tea) end hot •at* W/D Ml Wttaw.

AabVCAP/TTJOijlOiXASS 13000

548-1099

WtJ Jajeja Hew airuMtt aaar Wat
tiaonw 5460105

salary' 6770/88 VI 7/« Cadi

C28 m E mat us at <

tor an eppscdtidn vou ran mid us on tie

Web at WWW CAMU HSlS COM

naff

• 8 UNO TOUO J08TS- (am up

to $2 000/month Fiee wond na.ai

[Caribbean Aiasu Europe •'

itdttAdatd far n*tt rmg ft19)833 1938

PETS FOR SALE

rig Any location

somewhat near campus okay Call 549

1882 Aet lor Man:

SERVICES
HtM IB

UP TO im' 808 tfj «8

i i .xi . mm
easem ecnd'i taat/tkej i tlidil

i May 2^ 258 3971

•56 1

1

ad 'd..duai to d"tct its

j ptoiett at UMait
Contact Canane at f

ROOM FOR RENT

lagel OaealieaaT The Student li

Servttes Ottica otters tree ape' as

tance to *te paymg students Contact

M 822 Campus Cariar

Tbe aicaet I badreea townhousa in

Amherst Furnished, wether 8 dryer front

and backyards, onsita parking, wan to

wall carpet basement 1 1/2 lull bath

next to campus. 5 mm watt to town Call

5495893

3 leasea oiailob.ll Free A/C 2M baths

all utilities included On bus route

Starting 6/1 2S3-6945

Patstaa 1 er 1 bediooms in a spacious

apartment A/C Free heat hot water Fail

option Call 549 2893

1 eaaateaa badtaeai m 2 bedroom apt

Available 8/1 Oowntown

tra Free cebta' 587 3088

1 ssagje wdse m 3 bedroom eat aieilebii

Close to uptown and campus 8250 a

month 546-5650

Tana baaneesa apt on Amty St Waiting

tjhTlajia 13 camvua/uptnvn MtJtaP*
Fat option Cat 549 7878

taMas tar June and Jury One bedroom

m a tour bedroom apt Evaryttang mctud

ed 1300 2531824 Spaat to Ariel

Mala aeetieg I relatively dean and

Quiet loom to sublet tor Fell Please call

548-0190

Mill Vettee 2 bediooms 2 baths Fall

opuon Pice negotiable 253-4988

auajbnttn eveitbbte $347 50

par person 1 month tree 253 1899

Cataaiai (Wajga: large, turnnnad. 1 bad

loom, available 8/1 Rant negotiable 549

7417

I aadreaas apt tor Summer June I Aug

31 $550/tnon* Cat Geott 2592979

I badrwaas upgraded townhousa unit I

1/2 bath and AIR CONDITIONING

Available Juna August S800/month

Pncas negotiable Call 546-4398 or 546

5515

1 iis)-|r~ kaiiabiail Specious. A/C. 2

bath Juna < August 31 8800/90 Oava

Jason 546 3006

1 jadroom eMlabst May 25

_J 31 Clean l)t.i.t«s mciodad On

buTrautt IStti^orrt* (negl Ca" Mite

6655544

leedreesa PaOtaa rwnovatad A/C Fall

option 549 7084

an 7 I

•iom 87' 8/3' with Fell option June

erreadypad Can Jade * 665 4248

9i00toi.nSormoMn AAvWE

lawadiete epaaiag ' -eea i»

otach end atawtani coat* tas

Ilea ie stedeel ..a .t

I tasst wort tat 10 days ei June aad

I Wo* day CatbatoreMaySdi 1

Pi »ate bdista

Fufrwsttad Koafcet/Vagatai >an kuctian

Parsing Ouiet tfiamdty 1335 8e.be.

•

5484883

Bartatira lamaai Camp leaches

paaca/att'usm. teats ats*. •

s tor boys casatj drama apom
s osttt teadsart (iperience hatpnd

7i84t)

pi i

M8M

Have a lavaly aelectiaa '
-

Many colors and types as wall as a tatac

won ot cages and tWKtaja We can ehu

Tayalas

AreycteaMb* Can* pant I

day '800*48 4 "95

Summer Ma.sal Setlot - ' ? it

ttsasliaasaaijii 4 bedroom rtedtay 5 bad

room St«Ht. Reerwi 584 3478

1 badnaasa epeifat 8860 per month

June so August 549 5708 Jenve

1 tilnii. I beta avwsstbM) June 1st

Rent negpt4tM Call 758- 1288

framtywme Call 5480861

I bedeeeav walling dsttanca B c

uptown Price rierjotieble Please caK Can

U65 5678

TICKETS

R/T Delta Tiekal Good tor with m US

mcludmg Alaska and Canada 8400 546

3080

TO SUBLET

t er 1 bedieem

I $»

t kaaa saasa uVeat tc

on tat rove $209 * eftered 8375 by

Alison 885801':

traaojket
outa 8857927

sawnteuM On but Amnarst area

Ph ei Engtsn Any sutkaxt 88tV37tS

I baspT Cat aMPaajM of

548- 1«

I few eta n ill till,
'its 4 .

Pirftlon apartment RanntbH CdMral

A/C sVaad ntna titcttan 2 tall batns

Weil » dotet tVeethj on bat route

Laututry rodta around taraar Avavkabie

.^mwrwijnaji Can 5494794

i

Until 1172.98

i*i 98S*''* 54*>5JW

Fieedata.it ' 800 435 474-

m.vi .8) ama/mc Iummir

saats Cdrava, nsatnaded CstRsajp aaajdatl

amo awe »<h GtNEtUl I SPECiAi'.

COJNSaORS needed Jaaaai

CmpPiti Rapt to tltadner Enamearaia

P0 8o« 87$ Otopaa MA0HJ70

pJ8stMt Jane i Sutaat §
tateaver «• ksaaa Cat

kttsW aajvaASddsaaB 4 $530 a

raetaa twaMetaa 6.
' 286

I Caen peal

88l$j$l88|

bailin Close >o c

i June i 0>
5494575

CHLOCARE
'bays 14 end

6 Rawed actwmat a^e tj csettas ate

Car saaaal Fat fa 6/798/4 Cat 253

> aoroem mobile home gat

beat $500 No pfti Faraja uat.
-

;

Caaceetioaaiiei Foe^rajMan ft more

Competitive wages • bawenti Alt ut

hdw'5l7J24 3'i0artN$O914

CraaaaataftaaaakajeaaPoasieaa

adC4*tahett5490'4-

8/14731 Btajea H
Sara 8865814

raatad apt • Atjane Commow kialabti
8/i Cad$anorAtMit«753i5lO

SUMMER SUBLET

lerpe J -

Aooas msm 71 1 sua parlor woao store

l8aaaOBI *a'a' Baj9a9bJ8) r".
,

-,-i^*

bus routt 8aa*/mdntti 8958490

Saaaaaea 1 badtweaa k ftrandywvie Fits

2 paaptf aatdy i titwean/AC Pant nago

tiabti Cat: 548 7080 Avanatte June i it

eafebat Art $790rtaanai WM
5497088

I bwanaem eat Botndtrs Fts 4 c_

at*) sajtjsjsa taat/hot aastar Onttebat

M» $886 253 588'

• bean araaManatt
aa Puttton apartmant

earn at Rutftaa New rag aad sjaaat

taatAai watsr l man Jaw tat Cat

JsJe>ortnan5a>1ia$

cany tar 6 raar o'd lagmn.ng May
swaaajt Summar Padvancat end a cat I
I8nrVwt Cat ersat tOapm 548-9288
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WEDNESDAY. APRIL 29

•'iedy — Not Ready For

Bedtime Players will be performing

their weekly show in the Campus
Center room 165 at 8 p.m All are

welcome.
Lecture — M lacqui Alexander,

an anti racist worker, will speak of

her experiences with race and the

tenure process at the New School m
New York City The lecture is from
7:30-9 p.m in the Campus Center

rooms 804-808.

Lecture — As pari of the women's
studies lecture series. Zoe Perry will

speak on "Models of White Identity

daily listing* sponsored by

— Challenges to Successful White
\nti Racism." The event is from
12:15-1:30 pm. in rooms 804-808

of the Campus Center. All are wel-

come to attend.

Meeting — The Index, the I

yearbook, will hold its general meet-

ing at 6 p.m in room 504 of the

Student Union All are welcome

Meeting — The UMass Poetry

Society will hold a meeting at 7 p.m.

in Campus Center room 803. All are

welcome.

THURDAY, APRIL 30

Celebration — Celebrate Israel's

Independence Day and enjoy a

Jewish Art* Festival from 5-8 p.m.

on the Hillel House lawn Food will

be served

vmumty — Pride Alliance will

be sponsoring Queerfest from 1

1

am 4 p.m. with a carnival -of-sorts

on the lawn by the campus pond
ArtiMs. muMcianv tables and games

will be offered. For more informa-

tion, call 545-0154.

Concert — Voces Feminae.
Renaissance muric for women's voic-

es, will be performed in Sweeney
Concert Hall at Smith College at 8

p.m.

Meeting — The Ballroom Dancing

Club will be meeting from 5:30-7

p.m in Totman room 101 No expe-

rience or partner necessary. New
members welcome.

Theatre — The 21st German
Theater Festival and Competition

will take place in Chapin Auditorium

in Mary Woolley Hall at Mount
Holvoke College the event is from 9

a.m.-5 p.m. and is open to the pub-

lic

NOTICES

Community — The deadline to

submit your film for the UMass Film.

Video and Animation Festival is May

I. Submit your film to 101 South

College and fill out the application

The festival will be held on May 9

from 1-4 p.m. in rooms 165-169 in

the Campus Center. Call the Film

Studies office at 545-3659 for more

details.

Poetry — If you have written a

poem and would like to submit it to

the New York Poetry Alliance's free

poetry contest, send poem 21 lines

or less to: New York Poetry Alliance.

Box 1588. New York. NY
101 16-1588. There will be 28 prizes

awarded The deadline for entering is

May 19.

Volunteerism — The Crisis Center.

FYh are put* service announcements printed

daily To submit an FYI, please tend a press

release containing all pertinent information,

ax kjcbnq trie name and phone number ot the

contact person to the Collrgion, c/o the
Managing Fdrtor by noon the previous day

a Massachuseti- Suiudc Prevention

Hotline, is currently seeking volun

teers and interns For more informa-

tion, contact Gina Grampetro at

(978)849-5600 ext. 201

Volunteerism — Volunteers are

needed for Queerfest on Thursday.

April 30 from I I a.m. -4 p.m.
Volunteers are needed. 9 a.m.- 1 a.m.

Please call 545-01 54 if you are inter

ested.

uvc~rvf9 UMass' only student run Television Station
216 Student Union (located to the right of the Hatch) • 545-1336 • www-unix.oit.uiT$a$$.edii/-uvcty19

Today's Program Schedule (*rlf)

3:30
3:37
4:09
5:00
5:30
7t3t
800
•feOO

UVCTV-1 9 Premier

Intro to the Arab World: Amideast
Channel 19 Mewi

On the Move: Love/Misconceptions
Purirx/ton Maple SUgarirxj

Room 307
k>88a98888888VS^nC^9888B8888B«888J>8l

2;

-C

<5

5

1

a** a:

\m

HSCN Bulletin Board
CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN
UPN/20

Hartford

Boston
Boston
Springfield

Movie Ch.
Hartford

to
II

IB

rr

Wectrher Channel
NBC/30 New Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 r^rffW
WOCH&HSCN
International

UMass Academic TV
HSCN Programming

31

UVC-TV19
ABC/40
NBC/22
CNN
CNN SI

Headline News
UCTV
TBS
BET
TV Land
Univision

Comedy Central

Cartoon
Much Music

ringfield

ringfield

WEDNESDAY EVENING

WEPH
WFST
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
wvrr
WTIC
VVWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
A»E
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK
SCIFI

TLC
TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

JL Withoont *

Newt X

New* *

fuMHou**!

Stmpton* 31

I

6:00
Butirttti ftpt.

CBS News

Freeh Prince

N*w*X
Creature*

NlWt M.

Mad Abo. You

Family Matter*

6:30 7:00 7:30
NeanhourWttlJImUrrrari:

CBSNeari

ABC New*

BoyWortd

NBC New*

Married. With

NBC"

Home Imp

NBC Naw*

Butlnat* ftpT

ABC News

Mad Abo You

family Matteri

Northern Eipoaur* 1
VforldviewT

Comic Cabana [Malta-Laugh

ln*Kje Edition Ret* TV I
Extra T
IrmdaEdrKon

Ent Trsrtigrit

Chronicle ff

Fr*»h Prince

Wheel-Fortune

Judo*

Ei T t

Judy I
onight

Seinfeld «

Wheel-Fortune

Nanny I

a>. - -a. *V_i

rrnfi rnnc*

Jeopardy!!

JudgtJudyX
Hard Copy T
FrattKl

Jeopardy!!

Newahour With Jim Lahrer X
SatntaldX

Seinfeld X
Andy Grtfnth

FraalarX

FratiarX

Andy Griffith

Law 8 Order ' Cradto lo Grave"

Monaytlnal CrouflraX

Dairy Show (R)

Wing* of the Luftwart* (R) |Gimma Sntttar

Up Clot*

Supwmi

MTVUv
arkat

Sportacenter

Debt

Live (In Stereo)

Frgur* It Out | Tiny Toon

2*

Outntum Leap (In Stereo) X
Renovation [Renovation

Lot* 8 Cl»rt-5uperm*n

Stain* Money

5i_

C - Campus

8:00 i 8:30
9*«at*ofth*Oc*anRaalmI

Candid C

Hawaradlol

at jo.- rw
fwtr%fmm0 J

Candid C.

Dtwrtsa-Orao"

Sitter. Si*t*r

Satnta>d(R)X

Stftttnal 'TOTty tuchangti" X
Salnteld(R)I

Bavarty MM*, 80310 (In Stereo)

Secret* of the

Tartar

Ocean

N»w*r*o1ol |S*tnt*jd(R)X

Spin City I
ftaatmX

Dhaniw>Or*fl

Sentinel

9:00 9:30
(In St»r*o) I

Public Er* (In Sttftx)) I
Pubttc Er* Qn Swrao) X
Draw Carey I [Two Ouy^qiiT

Lou Reed: Roct and Mt Heart
"

Chicago Hop* "Ritky Bussne**'

WtyantBro* I gtav* Harvey

3rdRoct-8un |WortifHjI

9t*/Trt*:V (In Stereo)

3rd Roct-Sun IWortdnfll

of Frva (In Stereo) X
TWortrJrtgX

[In Sleteo) X"

Draw Carey I [Two Guy*-Qiri

APRIL 29, 1998
10:00 10:30

Chicago Hop* "Rufcy Business'

Prlmattme Liv* X

Jo* Cocfcar Orqante

New* I ~Tjm
New* Lai

New* I |wgl

Lew 4 Order "BedGtrTX

Law 8 Order "Bed GtTX

Law 8 Order 'Bad GirT I
Lou Read: Rock end Roll Heart

Primetlm* Live X

IZH
rm Toraion Eirjha^gTX JteTTrefc: Voyeaar (In Stereo) |New» CtvaertiX |M-A-S-H X Reel TV X

Biography: Johnny Cath |*jttft*tanJit8stce(R)

Wortd

*0»on»rtf

Today X |Ltyi>Mi>alJveX_

ln«m«le Portrait

Major League Beeebeil

Wild Dtecovery: Good, Bad I
Otecover Me^ejlrie(R

11:00 11:30
(In Stereo)

LttaShowI
Let. Show T
NtctitthseX

Star Trek: Net) Gener.

Vibe

[Tonight Show

Med Abo. You

NCW9 X

Tonight Show

Deep Space
9~

Tonight Show
Chart)* Roe* (In Stereo) X
News X

Target Mafia r-

World Today X

NlghtJIneX

Lew 8 Order X

South Part X |Vlv*Verlety

Sport* Wua.

Dinoeeurt - ln»ld* ind Out

My So-Celled Lite (In Slereo)

Doug X |Ruoret* I
Seequetl D8V 'Dead End" X
Home Again |Hom*Aij*in

Babylon 5 (In Stereo) X
Hiohlanoer'TheSartwXB«ywetch 'Tower oi Power X

(4:46) I
a* "One Cnzy Surnrntv* ( 1986) John Cutact.

'
***v -
«»*'/» "Placet ti the HMrt*(i984, Dftvnt) Stity Field. 'PG' ft"

(545) tt"S«»rVaferiVtoo8e" (1995) G' |5t>otlight-Do"n"

Uneolved Myrterta* (li

ArtictCut

Anory_

Say What?

Bawttched

Sighting* (R) (In Stereo) X
Wondr-Weethr [Without Warn.

Baseball

Jurtc* Ftlee "Cops Under Fire"

TeOTtloB*Ann«inc»d(Ltr*)X 1

8*** * 1

id Mrelerte* (In Stereo) \*t 'M** fo»»*n''(1995, Suepenee) Chrirtophei Reeve

Roctumantary

Wonder Year*

Total Requeet

Wonder Yean

Forever Kntght "Dead Air" X

NBA Beatotbetl Pttyofft Teams

Wetter, Tete* Ranger X "

We Are Not Alone (R)

Real World H Austin Storiei

i Announced. (In Stereo Live) X

M.A.N.T.I.S. "I

We AteNotAlonelRt

I Love LucyX
I.A.N.T.I.S. "FiBl"Slepr

Daily Show
MonaytlnaX

8<etn'» Money

Sportacanter X
New Attitude* |QoldanGlrti

Lovalln* (in Stereo)

M.T.Moore [TtidX

Seaquett D8V ''De«d End" X

bi7f:.TItiaiIFinflg]^^

Wondr-Waathr |Wrthout Warn.

|NBA Batketbatl Pteyotl*: Teams TBAw
tt 'iW(W (1996. Comedv) 6woKWear. (In Stereo) 'PG' IB

tat -The HotaW(1981) Dee Wallace, ft

ttVi •^Jortnte Bntoo'im. Dnm) Al Pecmo. 'ff tc

TFithert'Oey

From the Earth to Use Moon X
tatfia/ Ttndu" (1997, AcVenlurV

Slit StartJng* "flajer insinciT

**?MrimiW3
Deed Men'* Gun (R) (In Stereo) |F«*t Tree* X

JetlFehay.fr lovt

'SfiT>ito"
,

R'ai
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Drabble> By Kevin Fagan Dilbort By Scott Adams
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Hur©scop«s
ARIES (March 21-April 19) —

Any attempt to get something for

nothing is •-ure to fall short of the

mark today — and may very well get

you into hot water as well.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
You may think that things should

come naturally today, but the fact is

that you may have to learn to feel a

certain way in a certain situation

GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20) —
lust as one project ends, another is

likely to begin today You may feel as

though you have little time to rest.

Focus on preliminaries

CANCER (|une 2l-|uly 22) —
Something that happens to you today

is likely to remind you of your youth

You'll have reason to look forward

with increased enthusiasm later on.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) —
Someone you know only in passing is

likely to prove more pivotal in your

daily affairs than expected at this

time.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) —
You have your reasons for doing

things in a rather unorthodox fash-

ion today, but later on you must be

willing to bend vour own rule- ium I

bit

LIBRA (Sept. 25-Oci. 22) —
You'll have a difficult choice to

make regarding personal identity

and future plans today. There's no

reason for you to go it alone, howev-

er.

SCORPIO (Oct. 25-Nov. 21) —
You may find yourself yearning for

the way things were, but you must

realize that you have more going for

you now thiin vou did then.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec

21) — Take care you do not take

your frustrations out on a loved one

today It s important for you to

remember what vour priorities are.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an l«»>

— You'll be asking more question^

than you can answer today, but at

least you'll have enough material to

LiM sou far longer than you expect-

ed
AQUARIUS (|an 20 -Feb IS) —

h'l time to pick up the pace once

again Don't be satisfied doing things

the ^ame old way today: you can

increase efficiency and enjoyment

PISCES (Feb I9-March 20) —
You must take care that distraction^

don't keep you from doing what

must be done today. Your own plea

sure is a secondary issue right now.

Close to Home By John McPherson

-* of tH«j* I>i»y

" Don't quote my
ghetto-ness, yo. **

- Overheard

Todays P.C. Monu
54S-2e)24> tW tstatrs. Iet#ei*ssias8lsii

Franklin

LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet Sartdwich

Spicy Slack Bean Burger

Macaroni and Cheeie

DINNER
Roast Top Round of Beef

Cheese Usagna
Chicken Breast Sandvytch

Worcester

ACROSS
1 Thick sice
5 Hazard a guess
10 Rouse
14 Singer Turner

1 5 Upholstery
material

16 "There ought lo

he
"

17 Nibbles
1 8 Within reach
20 Light bender
22 — King Cole
23 Curvy fetters

24 Watering place

26 Rodent
27 Lyrical

30 Without wasted
words

34 Pressed
35 Wrinkle

36 Chairman —
37 Puis on
38 Kingsi/ed
40 Mail

41 Fruity drink

42 Fragments
43 Slight variation

45 Butler or maid
47 Fruity dessert
48 MITjjrad
49 — That a

Time'"

50 Miniature

53 "— the season"
54 Denominations

58 Environmental
concern

61 Ostrich relative

62 Swit co star

63 Bookbag item

64 Close By
65 Repast
66 Lingerie item

67 Columnist
Bombeck

DOWN
1 Pace
2 Teller ot tales

3 Not "pro"

4 Double-reed
instruments

5 Eggs
6 Summer outing

7 Ancient

Peruvians
8 No to Ivan

9 Overhead trams
10 Pants parts

1

1

Priests attire

12 Leaty vegetable
1 3 Flock members
19 Chars
21 Manutactured
25 Edging over
26 Begrudges
27 King with the

golden touch
28 Wear away
29 Solitary one
30 Pull

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

BB100 HdnHH bubo
tism Qonaiai anas

I£ISIUIEbhP|A|TIL|

(gum Beam
liwrniainHO QHrawramH
BBJ0O0 QOBOH HBO

IS/lY I INIGI

BBS EMBUB ROSQH
SlElRlVl I

II IF8881RIEI I lUlHINl^

aran MOld

OEHH DGDHS BOHm
SQHQ HH®0@ BBHB
wrnrjH @@oa0@BnD

f) !908 U"!rHl f i-.ilurr Syndic .Ho

3 1 Make a
correction m

32 Spear
33 Alpine song
35 Fern title

39 ABA member
40 White wine

42 Canadian
resort

44 Coftee servers

46 Springlike

47 Talked back

49 Brandish

50 Pharmacy
measure

51 Corduroy rib

52 Verdi opera

53 Factual
55 "Moonstruck

actress

56 Bears or

Raiders

57 Poet
Teasdale

59 Morsel

60 Endeavor

LUNCH
Macaroni and Cheese

Meatball Grinder

Rotini/Tomato Sauce

Red Beans

DINNER
Roast Top Round of Beef

Baked Ziti

Caponata w/Pocket Bread

Pastabilities

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

DINNER
Roast Top Round of Beef

Baked Ziti

Berkshire

LUNCH
Macaroni and Cheese

Charbroiled Chicken Sandwich

Tri Bean Casserole

DINNER
Smoked Turkey Tostada

Roast Top Round of Beef

Caponata w/Pocket Bread

Pastabilities

Tnd.i\\ Staff

Niaht Editor I Casey Kane

Photo Technician 1 Alexander Koromilas

Copy Editor Lorraine Kennedy

Production Supervisor 1 jonnie Huang

Production Staff ^^K Angie Annate
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Minutewomen fall to Terriers, 8-7
By Jamie Jee

Collegian Staff

L nfortunately, all good thing*

must come to an end

But boy was it good.

The MMMCaMMttt women's
lacrosse team ended its season

yesterday at Totman Field nnd

although it ^ 8-7 loss to Boston

Lniversit) sailed man) teary

ihc iii iter- could not take

away what the Minutewomen had

already accomplished and gone

through together

"I thought that everyone was

in a really confident and good

place and everyone really had

high hopes," Massachusetts
h Frances* McClellan said

"It » tough for everybody
because everyone has worked
hard

"

UMass i*» 5i continued to

I it« resiliency under pres-

sure in the defeat, coming back

after Bl >» 7) managed to stay

two goals ahead for most of the

half The Terrier* avoided

an earl\ MM after they stopped

junior attack Lau / on

c-cutive opportunities

BL junior attack Chris SI

finally started the scoring with

less ihan five minutes gone in

the game, receiving the pass

from sophomore attack I i-j

•lie

From that point on, it was the

HI team leaders that dominated

the game, including freshman
Chrissy Lombardi. who led all

player- with three goals The

Terriers leading scorer, |en

Manning, also contributed, as she

joined Sison with two goals

apu
"I think that the irons of this

game was that our theme lor the

year was learning how to win

games." McClellan said "We just

had trouble putting it to use in

this game
"

Down 2-0. the Minutewomen
refused to fold, as sophomore
midfielder Stephanie Pavluk

answered with a store at the

I-) IJ mark Pavlick found her

self alone at the top of the citcle

and took advantage ol the oppor-

tunitv

"I think the kids fought hard

today." McClellan said "I think

that there was no doubt that the

fourth game in seven days really

look its toll."

BL continued to threaten in an

effort to strap its way to a win,

hut senior midfleldei Aim l.eder

and sophomore detenseman
Lvnne Young played tenacious

use and held Manning in

check for most of the contest

"Evervone had high hopes ,or

ECACs." Leder said "W
beaten BU every year and this is

our strongest year. We were
unable to come through with it

It was just a major upset

Terriers freshman midfielder

K>le Rutkowski would continue

rk the ball around well and

eventually found Lombard with

the first of her two assists at

17 5*)

UMass' senior leadership

refused to be suppressed though.

as midfielder |en Herker quickly

pushed it up the field to find cap-

tain len Bowen streaking down
the sideline Herker fired a

pass to set up Bowen for the

c only vK seconds after

Lombard's.

Both teams then used their

i defensive abilities for sever-

al minutes, as the Terriers played

with reckless abandon, freely

ging iheir sticks and check-

ing at will They found little

protest from i ils. who let

much of the physical play go The
Minutewomen routinely used

their speed to escape the BU
defenders, but UMass seemed out

of sync early

•We st Ul.k together and played

hard, we were just messing up

the little things like dropping the

ball," Leder said.

Lombard would eventually

notch her second goal on the day

to push BL s lead back to two. A
Terrier infraction led to junior

midfielder Melissa Anderson's

goal with nine seconds remaining

in the first half after Herker
evaded two defenders to make
the pass

The teams alternated goals to

start the half and Herker made it

b b when she responded to

Lombard's goal with an e*.pedi

ent answer at 16:07. |en Nardi

followed with an excellent save

on a penalty shot by Sorelle and

Pavlick broke through to put the

Minutewomen up. 7-6.

BU junior midfield captain
lean Cooney aggressively took
the following drop, however,
charging in to tie the game, set

ting up Lombard for the game
winner with 2:02 remaining.

"[I'm] thrilled with our sea-

son." McClellan said. "We had a

really great year. For a lot of rea-

sons, a lot of youngsters really

stepped up over the year. It just

portends great things for the

future and think that we really

evolved as a team tremendousK

Minutewoman seniors helped

pave way for future of UM lax

By SehS Koenig
Collegian Staff

|OtM* MWrtANIN COUKMN

Amy Leder and the Massachusetts women's lacrosse team finished

up their season with a 9-5 mark, their best single- season record since

1987

Although the loss to Boston
University yesterday ended the sea-

son in a heartbreaking fashion, the

Massachusetts women's lacrosse

team has posted its best record

since 1987. with a 9-5 mark.

In the fall of 1994, a 9-5 record

would not have been fathomed by

the Minutewomen and their coach

ing staff, as Francesca McClellan

was only in her second year in a

house-cleaning, rebuilding pi

with the squad

The hopes for the future were

high, however, as the freshman
class of that year boasted 10 talent

ed players that were almost sure

shots to lead the team back to the

promised land of the upper echelon

of NCAA women's lacrosse teams,

where the program was in the early

l*»80's when it brought home the

University's only national champi

onship in school history.

As the time passed, though, ium

like in the Agatha Christie classic-

novel, the 10 "little freshmen"
dropped off of the roster one by

one.

At the end of the 1995 season.

UMass was left with a 5-10 record

— the second of three consecutive

years with double digits in the loss

column The once stoned program

had suffered greatly recently

beginning in 1989. when the team

followed up an ECAC runner-up
finish with a disappointing 2-11

mark In 1991 and 1992. the

University went so far as to elimi

nate the varsity sport Once rein

stated for the 1995 season, the

Minutewomen did not win a game.

Losing big-name, proven recruits

was probably starting to seem like

just the tip of the iceberg to

McClellan. who was brought in

from Yale to resurrect the

Massachusetts leg.i

Before long, the promising class

of 1998 diminished to only three —
|en Bowen, |en Herker and Amy
Leder.

"There was a bunch of them
when they started, and then only

those three are remaining." sopho

more Noelle Gorski said They re- . t->t t 1
more Noelle vjor5,u said ineyre

Surprises aplenty as the Seniors leave with BU loss :S«3
1

- - *, V^r«l A«oJ~ defeating Lenka Hurton. 6-4. 6-1 downs . tnd that's what I don't

first round winds down

N/l

Who would have thought that

the Ottawa Senators and Phoenix

Coyotes would be giving the Devils

and Red Wings a run for their

money in the first round ot the

SHI plej

Not I. for one

It seemed too far-fetched at

having two of the legitimate

threats to take this year's Stanley

Cup home, trailing as we cross the

midway point in these series.

However, it's a

reality for two of

the league's elite

I will, however,

take credit for

picking Buffalo todown
Philadelphia No. they haven't won
anything yet. and yes. I will take

the heat if they lose the series

However. I'm sitting pretty rightnow.
Eastern Conference

• The Senators have gotten great

goaltending and have caught a few

breaks in order to find themselves

in the position that they are in

right now It * not that the Devils

are playing terrible, either, or have

underestimated the Senators.

Ottawa is sticking with the big

boys, and may just end up in the

second round.
• Let's give it up for the Sabres

Not because they're winning in the

series, either, but because they

scored six goals in game three the

other night Dominik Hasek has

been his usual self, and the potent

Philadelphia offensive attack has

been held in check F.xpect the duo
of Eric Lindros and |ohn LeClair

to attempt to mount a comeback
effort, but one that will still fall

short in the end.

• I'm sure that all of the Bruins

fans out there have been waiting

for this. Yes, the B's should be up

2-1 . but a shady call has them in a

one game hole. Sure, maybe Tim
Taylor's skate was in the crease by

a couple of centimeters, but it had

no bearing on whether or not _.).

Axelsson's shot was going to find

the back of the net.

Everybody knows that the Black

and Gold will be heading into

game four with the lead. Even
Capitals coach Ron Wilson agrees

with that.

Oh, how hockey can be a game

of inches, lust ask the Boston
College hockey team about that.

• Montreal has jumped out to a

2-1 lead over the Penguins. This

one has the makings of a classic

matchup, one that could go to

\tu h.H I hol>\ l.mski

seven games I know that I chose

the Pens last week, and I'm not

going to change that now. but I

wouldn't be surprised if the Habs
come out winners in this one.

Western Conference
• Like I mentioned in the open-

ing. Phoenix appears to be giving

the Wings more than they bar-

gained for. Guys like lercmy
Roenick and Keith Tkachuk both

have playoff

experience and
can help to

push Detroit

out of the hunt

for the Cup.
But we always

have to remember who the champs

are now. and until someone else

proves otherwise. Detroit is still

one of the favorites. Expect this

one to go seven games.

• St. Louis pulled game three of

their series with the Kings out of

their, well you know, the other

night. Now it's pretty clear why I

couldn't pick a winner in this one.

A dumb LA. penalty gives the

Blues a five-minute power play,

and a 3-0 third period Kings lead

turns into a 4-3 St Louis win.

And while I'm talking about that

comeback. I have to applaud for-

mer Whaler Terry Yake for netting

the game winner I have to be hon-

est with you. I didn't even know
that this guy was still playing until

I saw those highlights the other

night Another great front office

move by the Whalers/Hurricanes.

And you wonder why they never

make the playoffs

• Dallas seemed to be on their

way to a four-game sweep until

San lose decided to prove other-

wise in game three. But don't send

the Sharks to next round just yet.

This one should be over in five

games. There will be no miracles in

California this year.

• And finally, there is the

Edmonton/Colorado series. The
Oilers showed that they weren't

going to lie dead in this one by tak-

ing game one of the series ,, n( |

going to overtime with the

Avalanche in game three.

Edmonton looks like they're going

to make this one interesting, but

game six will probably be the end

of the line for the Oilers.

Hey. you really can't be shocked

with the way things are going.

After all. there's a reason why they

play the games. You call them
upsets. And there may be some
doozies in this opening round.

GJecaon Start

The Massachusetts women's tennis

team completed the season by splitting

two matches, but the program is clearly

in a strong position for next season.

With the split. UMass finished the

IW-98 campaign at 14- 12

They posted the mark this season

despite playing against a vastly

improved array of opponents, including

the likes of Ivy League powerhouses

Yale and Princeton.

The only damper on the heightened

spirits of the team revolve around the

loss of three key team members.

Seniors Marie-Chrisnhe Caron. Lana

Gorodetskaya and Caroline Steele con-

cluded their UMass careers during a

loss to Boston Univer*itv last

Wednesday.

Before the Atlantic 10 tournament

earlier this month. Massachusetts coach

ludy Dixon addressed the disappoint-

ment.

"We will be losing three very com-

petitive tennis players in Lana. Marie

and Caroline." Dixon said 'They were

great players and great people to coach

I i-ll

"

The Minutewomen started last week

on a high, smashing Fairfield 5-2 at

home.

Ola Gerasimova led the way by

Caron was impressive at No. 2 knock

ing off Mary Liz Rtzpatrick. 6-2. 6-4.

but Gorodetskaya fell to Liz Steege.

5-7. 2-6.

Steele teamed up with lackie

Braunstcin at No 2 doubles to pull out

an 8-2 win over Rtzpatrick and Deidre

Ttndall

That set the stage for an emotional

Senior Day at the Upper Boyden courts

against local rival BU.

Unfortunately for UMass. after the

festivities were over, the team fell

meakly 7-0 to the Lady Terriers.

However, the loss did not take away

from the many achievements the team

earned throughout the past season.

All three seniors dropped their final

collegiate matches, as the team clearly

suffered a post Atlantic 10 tournament

let- down.

"It was a great four years, and an

amazing season." Gorodetskaya said.

"Each year had their special moments,

but fmshing second at the A- 10 tourna-

ment was very special for all of us."

The program at UMass has come
into its own. with the current seniors

laying the groundwork for the success

The Minutewomen have compiled a

terrific 43-20 record over the past

three seasons.

Turn to TENNIS, page 7

think a lot of people who came out

our freshman year could handle."

Herker said. "We could handle it.

and we stuck around. It was more

of a mentality thing our freshman

year :hat they couldn't handle. We
stuck with it. We all had something

to prove, 1 think."

Out of the 10 that began, few

people might have expected those

three particular players to be the

ones that made it to their senior

year, because the hurdles for those

three to overcome were steeper

than normal.
"1 redshirted my first year for an

ACL tear." Herker said. "I think

that's an issue when people say

they didn't think I'd be one of the

last ones to be here. I didn't even

think I was going to come back,

but 1 stuck with it. and I'm here."

"I couldn't catch a ball, basically,

when I came in." Leder said. "I

pretty much had to re-try out my
freshman year. Coach said she

wasn't sure if I was team material."

"This senior class has a place in

my heart because this senior class

was sort of like survival of the

fittest." McClellan said. "Amy
Leder was a walk-on. len Herker

was pretty close to a walk-on.
Bowen came in and we knew about

her. but these kids came in and
over the course of four years

became the best players they could

be. They got the most out of them-

selves They always worked hard —
right up until yesterday's practice

they worked hard."

"Our freshman year, something

new would always come up. so we
had to prove ourselves then,"

Bowen said "Our sophomore and

junior years they recruited really

good classes, so we had to prove

ourselves every year, really."

Leder. Herker and Bowen have

all added very different, yet crucial

parts of what has brought this team

to that aforementioned upper eche-

lon of NCAA women's lacrosse

teams over their four years here —
without the other seven players

that entered UMass in their class.

Leder. despite her relatively

small si/e is the feisty one of the

trio the sparkplug for a smoothly

running engine No. 14 could
always be seen representing her

teammates with her physical,

aggressive play, often taking on sig-

nificantly larger opponents, recall-

ing the old tale of David and
Goliath Her siick skills and catch-

ing quickly improved, and before

her freshman campaign was over.

her dependability was no longer

suspect, as she started nine games

Turn to LACtOHE. page 7

Softball sweeps Eagles;

baseball downs UVM

The Massachusetts women's tennis team

week with a loss to Boston University.

rounded out its

«LAS / COUEGIAN

season last

By Mkhoel Kobytonski

ColUcjtor. Staff

Simply stated, it was a produc

live afternoon yesterday for both

the Massachusetts softball and

baseball teams.

The Minutewomen edged out

regional rival Boston College by

scores of I -0 and
2-1. The
Minutemen. on
the other hand,
rallied from a

10-7 deficit to

defeat the

University of

Vermont by a

15-11 tally

Henderson.
Wagner, lead way
for UM softball

UMass took
game one of its

double dip with

BC by a 1-0

score. Junior

hurler Danielle Henderson tossed

a three-hitter while striking out

1 1 to earn her 22nd win of the

season.

The Minutewomen (36-12)

scored their run in

game one in the

third inning.

Mandy Galas
opened the inning

with a walk, then

stole second base

and moved to

third on a passed

ball before Tracey

Osier drove her in

with an RBI sin-

gle.

Liz Wagner
came back with a

two-hitter in

game two. a con-

test which UMass

won in 10 innings. Kim Gutridge

was the heroine in this one. hit-

ting her first home run of the

year in the top of the 1 0th to put

UMass over the top.

The Minutewomen will next hit

the diamond this weekend when

they will travel to Kingston, R.I.

Nicole Faessler

for the Atlantic 10 tournament.

Minutemen win slugfest with

Vermont
The potent offensive attack of

the Massachusetts baseball team

once again propelled the

Minutemen to victory on Tuesday

afternoon in Burlington. Vt.

Trailing 10-9 in the top of the

seventh, the

visitors erupt-

ed for four

runs to take a

13-10 lead.

Pete Gautreau,

who had a

4-for-6 after-

noon with four

runs scored
and three RBI.

delivered the

big blow in the

inning when
he belted his

ninth home
run of the

year.

Asadoorian had a

day at the plate for

while Matt Wolcott
hits. Muchie

Dagliere went 2-for-5 and with

an RBI single

in the third

inning became
the UMass
career leader in

that category.
Nick Gomeault
also had two
hits from the
leadoff spot.

Freshman
Craig Szado
tossed three
innings of

one-hit relief

to earn his

first collegiate

win. while
Ryan Cameron pitched the final

two and one-third scoreless
innings to record the save.

The Minutemen will next be in

action this weekend when they
will travel to Olean. NY for a
three-game series with St.
Bonaventure.

Steve
5-for-6
UMass.
added three

Doug Clark
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A look at

summer movies

What's hot and
what's not in sum-

mer films — check

out our preview
inside (see Arts 6
Living, page 5).
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Like two peas
in a pod

Mandy Galas, left,

and Tracey Osier

have sparked the

UMiti softball

team with their

play this year (see

Sports, page 14)

WORLD

Catholic bishop slain

over report on abuse

GUATEMALA CITY (AP) — As

somber church beHs rang out. 10.000

Guatemalans carrying blood-red cama-

uom of protest bade tarewea yesterday

to a Roman Catrtobc bishop sum after

pubashmg a report on army abuses

The death of Bishop |uan Gerardi

Conedera, whose head was bashed in

Sunday night with a concrete block,

sparked tears that the violence ot

Guatemala's past has not ended

*He fought for reconciliation, tor

authentic peace tor peace founded

m |ustice and truth." said Bishop

Gerardo Mores of the northern region

of Veracruz, where Gerardi once mm-
tcred to enpoverished Indian peasants

That is why they wanted to silence his

voice
"

After lying in state tor three days m
the Metropolitan Cathedral, the bish-

op's body was carried through the

streets of the capital by white robed

priests, who bore his casket on then

shoulders His casket was then placed

in one ot the cathedrat's crypts

While a motive tor the slaying

remained unclear, many bekeve that

the prelate was killed to warn others

not to drive into past atrocities by the

rnikury. whom the report blamed tor

nearly 80 percent of the 200.000

HBngS or disappearances during the

country s J6-year cry* war

NATION

Astronauts perform

surgery on baby rats

CAPl CANAVERAL, Fla (AP

Two doctors aboard space shuttle

Columbia cut into the legs ot si>

anesthetized baby rats yesterday as

part of a study of how nerves develop

in weightlessness It was the tirst

surgery ever performed in space on

creatures meant to survive

Previously, astronauts merely dissect

ed dead animals

The astronauts would have operat-

ed on one or two more rats if not for

the surprisingly high mortality rate

among the rodents aboard the shut-

tle

The death count rose yesterday to

51 — more than half of the 96 baby

rats launched aboard Columbia two

weeks ago. The cause of death low

blood sugar, low body temperature

and dehydration, all due to maternal

neglect.

Because of the dwindling pool of

young rodents, crewmen |ay Buckey

|r. and Dave Williams picked six of

the fittest animals for leg surgery

The men made a small incision in

both hind legs, injected a fluorescent

dye, then sealed the wounds using

surgical glue "Everything went well."

Buckey reported. "All six rats have

recovered.*

The rats will be killed and dissected

by the astronauts tomorrow The flu-

orescent dye injected into the ani-

mals' muscles will have spread by

then to their spinal cords, allowing

researchers to see how muscles and

nerves develop in weightlessness.
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Miyoshi speech details

Nike's alleged abuses
By Jason Eisemon

Collegian Staff

Nike is guilty ol exploiting it's

workers with sweatshop conditions

in their factories in Asia according

0 Kim Miyoshi, an organizer for the

group Global Exchange
Approximate!* 100 people heard

her speak about the abuses of Nike

in the Campus Center Tuesday
nighi

Global Exchange is a nun
i

organization, with the goal of advo-

cating and working tor political.

Oak and social justice around

the wot Id

Mivoshi works in Global
t>orate accountability

program, designed to pressure com-

panies to raise wages and improve

rj conditions around the

world

"The workers need the job. they

don't need to be exploited in the

process " Miyoshi said

oshi said the major.

Nike's factories are in Vietnam,

Indonesia, and China She said

countries like these lower minimum
wages to entice companies to do
business there, and Nike still peti-

tions these countries so they can pay

workers below the minimum wage.

Mivoshi said in \ leinam

workers were suffering from health

problem* because the toxins in the

ta«.turie< were 177 times the

Vietnamese legal limit She said in

April. It*1 Vietnamese workers

had to go on strike to earn a one

cent per hour raise.

"Their goal in life was to be 'fit-

ted'.* she said "They said they've

been liberated from trie ghetto when

thev step out in their gear
"

Turn to Natl page 3

Charges of theft,

tampering brought

against Pellegrino

Kim Miyoshi spoke about NM

By J* Carrol

ColegKm Staff

,:go ol thefl and tampering in

a Student I nioii oil ice were tiled

this week with the Dean of Students

against \m> IVHegtino vjn.i

lor Student Government
Ajau I >A) president, by her

iieni Salwa Shaniapandc and

trustee candidate Eleanor Court

.unapande and I

petition wiih ihc SGA
in I ufv: ling

Pclk. serve in id

the I- I

' campaign headquarter

lion charged Pellegrino

iheft and tampering with

laesecnuaetn proper

camnisMon held a

• rng Tuesday night to dene* die

rvamapande and

hdrcw the petition and

filed it with the Dean of Students
• again*!

.ited the Lnivemiy *

ie i <f Stiafrnt ofConduct

Med the petition with the Dean of

Students office pending an inveati-

mmtur\ " Court said

cuated the petition but did not take

.- the petition was

wsthdi awn
liacuased. and there were

•lancetkw I* I

Seth Presaer seal,

Bron I juiuIiv an SGA senator

and etc witness to the incident, said

o and others in the

"I went down to the I.BGA
\m Bisexual Gay Alliance.

which shares a hallwav with the

and I lou* n the RSU
IJ Cutting. \mv |Pdlegrino|

! I >on|." Tamulis

RSI ha," been the campaign

headc|Uttrtei s of the

Shainapande/Court campaign and

none of these people were in the

UM " lamulis said.

Pellegrino -aid she was in the

office waiting tor kevs to get into

another ollke in the Student I niun.

"I was trving to gel the keys to

another office and Aahavan said he

had a kev to the Lesbian Bisexual

Gay Alliance and we could wait

there.' Pellegrino said.

Tamufc* said he left and wlm he

returned, he noticed a box contain-

ing campaign material thai was not

in the office before.

'When I came beck, the boa waa

on the couch with rd Cutting's

backpack in it." Tarmika said.

Pcilegrino said she did not see any

"
I cbdn i see any kind of <

ill
- ' rVttegrino said If

ned about us being

there that it wai l anted a petition to

the ci«nmis»Km. then why didn t he

say anything to us when he came in.

Wnj didn't he cadi the police right

thcr.

University ponce are irrveatigating

allegations against Doyon but

refused comment Monday on tins

unfomg matter

SGA hears recommended alcohol policy changes
ByJJCorrol
_oJl*g'Or '>tu*

iamended changes in the alco-

hol policy were announced at the

I ni versify of Massachusetts Student

Government Association (SGA)
meeting last nighi.

Dawn Thompson. Associate

DtiectOI of Housing Services

Residential Life, and Paul

New sex

drug causing

controversy
By John Handran

Associated Press ^^^^^
NEW YORK - With Viagra

becoming the hottest drug on the

market, health insurers are demand-

ing proof from doctors that their

patients really do need the impotence

pill and arc not just would-be
Casanovas looking to spice up their

se\ lives.

Insurers also are being forced to

answer this tricky question: How
much sex is enough?

Because Viagra is a use-it-as-you-

need-it drug and not a daily pill.

insurers are trying to determine what

constitutes a monthly supply: six,

eight, more?
Kor now. not all insurance compa-

nies cover the $I0-a-pill drug, which

is available by prescription only.

Many of them, like Aetna U.S.

Healthcare, haven't decided what to

do.

Some of those that are paying for

Viagra are doing so only under tem-

porarv rules But those that do cover

the drug all require a doctor to diag-

nose the patient as impotent.

"We have to make safe and effica-

cious drugs available to those men
who have a real medical necessity,

men who without Viagra have

absolutely no chance of having an

erection," said Beverly Hayon. a

spokeswoman for the HMO giant

Kaiser Permanente. which does not

cover Viagra — at least not yet.

Kaiser officials are meeting this week

to decide what to do.

Many insurers, including New
York's Empire Blue Cross and Blue

Shield. Prudential Healthcare. United

Healthcare and California's

WellPoint Health Networks, cover

some patients, depending on their

health plan.

Cigna HealthCare will pay for all

or some of the coverage depending

on the policy and only if patients

Turn to PILL, page 2

,m of

Students, announced I he changes aa

well as presented the senate with a

chart of reprimands given regarding

student's use of alcohol.

The chart list* four dillercnt

offenses regarding alcohol I nderage

consumption of alcohol, opvt;

tainer in public space, possession of

keg or large volume of alcohol and

dispensing akohol to minors.

Depending on the offense and the

number of times a student has conv

from housing probation and akconoi

i Irom the

nc vear

llos said the new a!.

pflHcj was not changed considerably

from the old potk) which empha-

sixed student sulci

\

Acren't that dilferent from

Iky we have right now W i 1

1

letting «tudcnt» be responsible for

s but also protecting stu-

dios said "Students

have .• aS m a vafc environ-

ment without alcohol around them.

That's wh ming from

right N
Thompson said there would be an

emphasis on educational programs to

-ludenis irom drinking on cam-

pus

The part that says alcohol educa-

tion |on the chart| after a first

offense would be a one shot deal. To
show the physiological effects of alco-

hol at well as other problem* akohol

causes We want it to be more inter-

active It won't be like a one or two

hour class in lecture format."

Thompson said.

Turn to POOCY poge 3

JON/CIO COUECIAN

Go Speed Racer, go!
Students gathered around the UMass Motorsports Club's new car yesterday outside the Student Union.
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continued from page 1

a 1 reads are using a rival treatment,

such a> injections or penile implants.

'W« hope that in a year or so

there will be prttts >:c>o»J co\etage.*

said Marianne Caprino, a spokes-

woman lor \ lagra's maker. Ma
Inc.

In the meantime, regulators arc

beginning to pressure insurers to

smII out their coverage plans for

.:ra.

"How often is often enough to

have sex
-

'
I don't knov." said Art

m director ol the Nev. York-

based Center for Medical
But this drug makes us

get into these bizarre questions."

lni\cr>it\ of lennessee urologist

Robert Wake noted that some insur

er* cover a 90-day supply of medical

-

l> necessary drugs "The problem is,

what is a «iO-da* Masai) '." he said.

Lmtcd Healthcare covers eight

pills a month, the number used in

Pti/.et 'a research Cigna pays for six

tor patients in its more flexible

A 48-year old Memphis. Tenn ,

patient who spoke on condition of

anonvmiic -aid Prudential paid for

the ,ils he used u. overcome

his diabetes induced impotence "In.

not going to tell nou I'm I
1
* again,

but it works." he said.

Viagra is taken an hour before sex.

and the effect can last as long as a

day It doesn t directly cause an erec-

i) but boosts the blood flow dur-

ing sexual stimulation to enhaiuc

performance A 52 >ear-old Atlanta

man said he's gladly paying out of

his own pocket to use it twice a

week.

He's not alone. By April 17, after

only three weeks on the market,

Viagra accounted for 94.4 percent of

all impotence drug sales, according

to Industry researcher IMS America.

And the number of American men
seeking any prescription treatments

each week as jumped six-fold to

129.422.

And with an estimated 50 million

men in the United States suffering

from erectile problems, drug mdu-

trv analysts say ViagTa's annual sales

COttld top $1 billion within a few

years. At about $10 a pill. Wake
said, "it is fairly affordable for most

of the patients who need it. and

most of the patients are willing to

pay for it themselves if they have

to-
New Virk insurance regulators

stepped up the pressure Tuesday.

asking 100 insurer, for detailed poll

I on whether and when the\ will

pay for Viagra. Regulators want to

know who and how many pills will

be covered.

Regulators also want to prevent

abuse of the drug by anyone who
wants to "just take it for fun." said

New "i ork Insurance Superintendent

Neil D levin

After all. said An Levin, the

sumer activist, there may be some

higher priorities in public polio

"If you assume that there are only

so many dollars around in this era of

cost containment, does $10 for a

Viagra pill take money away from

other health considerations?," he

ttM WC 0ONMD COUSCMM

Wrong way
A detour has been put up next to Old Chapel while renovation* continue

Textbook
Buyback

gSUSSfc

Campus Center
1st Floor- Room 162 r4SS £

Thurs.. 5/1 4-Fri. 5/15

Sat. 5/16

Mon. 5/18-Tues. 5/19

Wed. 5/20-Fri. 5/22

9 AM-5 PM
1 2 AM-4 PM
9 AM-5 PM
9 AM-6 PM

Textbook Annex
Thurs. 5/1 4-Fri. 5/15

Mon. 5/1 8-Fri. 5/22

Tues. 5/26-Wed. 5/27

9 AM-4 PM
9 AM-4 PM
9 AM-4 PM

Hampden in Southwest
Wed. 5/20-Thurs. 5/21 10 AM-6 PM
Fri. 5/22 10 AM-5 PM
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You're closer to home
than you think.

1-800-COLLECT

Microsoft draws fire yet again
By Ted Bridis

Associated Press

Building a better UMass
Construction continues on the new Computer Science Research and Development Center

WASHINGTON — The last time Microsoft faced

scrutiny b> the lustice Department, it was over an elec-

tronic link for its online service that the company had

included in Windows 95.

Competitors such as America Online and CompuServe

complained bitterly then that Microsoft was unfairly

u-mn its Windows muscle to lure subscribers.

But the online service proved an unqualified flop,

reportedl) losing hundreds of millions annually since

I995 with fewer than 3 million subscribers. AOL. b>

contrast, now has more than 1 1 million member;.

Far from humiliated by its past marketplace goofs,

Microsoft is embracing them during the latest antitrust

probe by the lustice Department

Microsoft's Windows operating systems are used on

roughly 90 percent of the world's desktop computers But

in an unusual strategy to prove it doesn't unfairly domi-

nate every niche market it enters. Microsoft and support-

ers have gone out of their way at times — in public state

ments and private meetings — to remember some of the

company's- embarrassing failures.

Microsoft, for example, frequently notes that its

Internet browser is still less popular than one from rival

Netscape Communication Corp. Netscape claims roughly

60 percent of the market

And during a federal appeals court hearing last week, a

Microsoft lawyer described how Intuit Inc Uuicken

finance software — used by 10 million people — can

automatically retrieve stock prices using the Internet IK

didn't mention Microsoft's own personal finance soft-

ware. Microsoft Money, which competes against Ouicken

but is far less popular.

"I> our track record pcitcu '
I ji . lar from it." said Bob

Herbold, Microsoft's chief operating officer. "The impor-

tant issue is that customers decide who is successful and

who isn't. That's the way it should be... Certainly in the

cases (of the Microsoft Network online service and

Microsoft Money), we didn't listen carefully enough."

The lustice Department stopped worrying about the

Miscrosoft Network online service's advantage when
Microsoft showed that customers could also easily sub-

he to CompuServe or AOL. In the latest investigation,

the lustice Department contends that Microsoft i^ illegal-

ly forcing computer makers v. ho --ell Windows s)t to also

sell its Internet browser.

In recent meetings with reporters. Microsoft'! general

counsel has pointedly mentioned a competitor's disk utili-

ties — software tools that help maintain and optimize a

computer Microsoft bundled some of those tools as part

of Windows 95. similar to how it's now bundling Internet

K*plorer with Windows.

That forced competitors like Symantec Corp.. which

makes the best-selling Norton I uliiic-- - to improve

their stand-alone utilities. Some, like Norton, are widely

considered better than the free ones included with

Window v

"Whatever competitive ad\anlage \1icru»olt may enjoy

in the sale of operating systems, the company has been

singularly incftevtual in leveraging that advantage." said

Robert Levy, a senior fellow at the libertarian Cato

Institute, who opposes antitrust action against MfcfM
"Customers refuse to buy a product they do not like."

But the company's critics aren't relieved that even an

industry giant like Mkraaofl can make software that

doesn't always shoot up the charts.

Nike policy

continued from poge i

Mivoshi said each student had

three to nine pair* ol Nike, and

many of them had been attacked for

their the*

Mi) 'old the story of a

1 5-year-old girl she met on a trip

Mke factories in Asia. The

|M had worked in the Nike factory

e she was 13 Mivo«hi saw her

pay slip which reported that the girl

had worked 98 overtime hour- over

a two-week period She told

Miyoahi that if the did not work
overtime she would not be able to

. e on the money she was paid

Ihc) arc accountable for their

workers.* Mivoshi M
She «M introduced by Martin

I *pada. a professor in the English

department. Me said he contacted

i.U.bal r vchange aft ''ad

written him a letter asking him to

write poetry lor iheii commercial*

He li»tcd many reasons why he

would turn down their otter and

said the most important to him

their treatment of factory wot.

around the world.

A 14-year-old who would Nth
use the name "Michael* attended

the lecture, and thought the i

gram aajj ineffective because people

attending the lecture alreadv knew

about the abuses

"I use to wear a lot of designer

»tuff." he said "Now I'm becoming

aware ol (he practice* \\ hat's going

on i» wrong " Michael said

Kin I ru "> ip, an undeclared
sophomore said he was not aware ol

the labor practice like, and
called the lecture qv ful

"

alt generally buy Nike shoes

without thinking about what we ie

buvmg, about the abuses." Yip said

He was wearing > pair of Mm he

said he bought la»t week without

realizing the abuses of the company

"I think what am I doing paying all

this money for d
hi finished by saying that a

letter writing campaign to Michael

lordan was unsuccessful She

praised (he work of basketball play

H Chn* Webber who turned down a

Nike contract because they market-

ed shoes to an audience which could

not afford them

;
TRAVEL;

! SMART! :

continued from page 1

Some senators asked if the alcohol

would be enforced olf -campus.

"Wt do have a subcommittee that

• iig at tin* SO M what we want

with greek fraternities and
•oruritics and what we want to do off

campus We onlv apply the student

nduct id serious cases. I

see a move in the enforcement

ol the akohol : Fl campus."

Vasconceflos said

Senator Seth Avakian (South

|Al w 'led that the
;

changes would push the akohol prob-

lem of campus

"I guess I don't see how this will

drive people ofl campus to drink

because we haven't changed the poli-

cy that much from what n i» now."

Vasconcello* said

rding to the recommended
changes, there to a division between

the four offenses The offenses of

possession of a large amount of alco-

hol and dispensing alcohol to minors

carry stiffcr penalties than the other

two
Vasconcellos defined what is con

starred a "large volume of alcohol."

"Anything more than a case of

beer, a bottle of wine, or a bottle of

hard alcohol If. considered a large

amount of alcohol." Vasconcellos

isesie0$§| o/r/U for news///
SMiggttfelaiRJ V

1 1 U I \
9

10A BELCHERTQVWN HOAU Ak'

Vasconcellos said the Residential

Akohol Program (REAP) would be

changed under the new alcohol poli-

cv

"Right now everyone is sent to the

Kl \P program But for students who
don't have an alcohol problem they

) what am I doing here.' and the

ones who have an alcohol problem

fed the program isn't helping them
"
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RISM TRAVEL
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212 986 8420*

800-272-9676
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Free
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534-4555
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4 Pioneer In PCS wirelets Communications

Omiupomt Communuotioni Services. LLC*4L.
mmitn 4 OmnOoeru CutpordOon rjdtd on

Nosdoa OMPT). u revoitiC«om;inr. tkt

wtnit** communuauom industry

WmfoTni' •;',•,:. I. •..: "'
'

utrtlefi cirmmumcfmons \jitem is ilfm
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•atutf

As a leader m the hmsjeunmf PCS uwvirn

tndusen m the V S , u« offer nceMk frosw

four apponuntati mtii rremendna gnmm

EXCITING OPPORTUNITIES IN
EAST PROVIDENCE, Rl

Candidate* must po»e»» excellent analytical. rn>uhlc*ho»nng. <"*'&

(asking and communication skills Bachelor's degree and PC.

proActanCw are necessary Wireless industry background 14 Ktonth
preterred, knowledar of PCS and/or GSM tecnnolojy it a pk» Spedfc

revtuiremenrs for each position are as fol;

NETWORK ADMINISTRATOR
ENTRY-LEVEL

PrcvuV LAN/WAN supfw" "» » Wmdo«»i NT rnvmrnment »»•«« end-usen

with tufuWare & software. tn«jNesh»rt & resolvt netaxvi pnMiaas.

• Netwoii Min-.tnmrMu.wi expenmce in a LAN/WAN envinmmeni
• Working knowledge of PC operwing systems and desaaop areUutKjns
• Backanund in sales «nv« a plus JUB v. vlt't > I

NETWORK ANALYSTS
Aralyte name, generate network 61 sywem pent*mance rerom; rert<xm t^
admmtstranon & network audio, mamtain network & twitch. tnwHeshom H

I

v

61 dupatch held technicians interface with L£Cs collect, review and prepare

traffic statistics; r'-1" n'<*"rk expansion and provide congestion reporrv

admuuater & implemeni HW/SW patches.

!En^C«?tn^wledgee»ent.»l JOB CODE: NTA

TRANSMISSION ENGINEERS
You will he re«pon»ihle Ux te«.ng and acceptance of OSl/DSI/rvpel and 2

rninkj/SS" iignalmg. testing, forecasts. DSX Mapping and cucuit ordering, all

acceptance and documentation of facilities.

• Bachelor's degree
• TelcivTIBOC experience 1 mutt
• Familiarity with cricsaon equipment

• Facilities test equipment experience neceatarv rarnnc __ E
• Attention to detail and excellent ivganizational skills JUBlsjUt: I Rt

LAN/WAN ENGINEERS VOICE MAIL
ADMINISTRATORS

Implement 61 maintain IAN/WAN and Glenavre Voice Mail systems, at_weU as.

install & mamrain network rouRts; handle circuit rrdrra, niremts & mxiNeahiix

rr<*lems with carriers In addition, you will he responsible hit conliguration.

I oatsrneanon, secure ID and overall mwnrenance eJ an related LAN/WAN Swt

• Cenified LAN/WAN Engineer
• Information systems background
• Voice Mail system knowledgt
• Circuit ordering and trixihleshooting skills a plus JOB CODE: LW/VM

DATA TRANSLATION ENGINEERS
Tea will be responsible fix route analysts tV assignments and device allocation; A and

B number implementation; BSS/NSS eryineenng. service provwoning; nxiting and

dialing plan cixnpliance and standards.

l ERICSSON translation course certification JOB CODE: DTE

NOCC TECHNICIANS
Y(xi will hr respixwNe k« alarm cleanng. T-l testing and acceptanoe. as weU as, day^v

,by switch .iperations & maintenance, BTS tnxihlesrwxxing. and field technicians

dispatch In addition, yixi will rerxxt trouble to lEC* assist in facilities testinc and

mxtSrshoxing; xnplement HW/SW patches dixsanent switch labiates; track spares &

• AS and/<» technical school degree preterrr.l

• T- 1 testing and acceptance experience essential

• Formal Ericsson training * experience a plus JOB CODE: NOCC

We offet CAREER ADVANCEMENT. COMPETITIVE SALARIES and

GENEROUS BENEFiTS. irxluitng STOCK OPTIONS. MATc HED;401k. PLAN
arx) IX^ SERVKI DISClXtNTS. Submit resume which M\JsT inclnfc K;B(.XH*

& salary ratusremenoM (Resumes without )ObLODE will rxx be ortadered)

Attn: HR Dept TECWCOLLEGE. FAX: 50«-««4-280n

We Kreen candidates for a drug-free wixk environment

C'heck iHit ixir website: www.ixnnipoint.ccxn EOE

^ OMNIPOINT
100% Digital. 0% Hassle. TM
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Bilingual education's importance
II .. -* .J——

I

.L . Ul L4-^.n n/ill K»* IIWul >lttr*i tr

Another attempt is being

made to make our school*

a more homogenized fish

bowl, limiting minority children *

rights to an equal education

Proposition 227 is a ballot mea-

sure in California

that would break
down the state's

current bilingual

education pro-

grams if it passes.

I nJcr the proposi-

tion, the current

law. which «.*ll> for

non-English speak

ing children to go
through three to

five years of bilin-

gual education, will

be replaced with a

more English- based one-year

program, according to the

Associated Press {.Collegian.

4/2*1

The proposition is dangerous

because it places children hostage,

in the midst of what is essentially

an argument in politics. President

Clinton opposes this measure and

Governor of California Pete

,.n commented that the

President was using the issue to

"play politics." The AP also stated

that although Wilson haan't made

a decision on his stance on the

proposition, he says that he i»

'leaning that way (in favor of the

proposition]
"

Wilson is obviously the one

playing politics when, according

to the AP. of some five million

students in his constituency. 1.4

million have limited English profi-

ciency. It's quite obvious his con-

cerns aren't related to what's best

for all these children that could be

affected I wonder if it's a couwi

dence that the author of this

proposition is Ron L'nz. a

California millionaire I wonder if

a poor farmer had authored the

same bill it would get similar

attention or the possible support

of Governor Wilson. Somehow

money usually sweetens the deal

I he AP states that under
Proposition 227, also called the

Unz Amendment, students who
aren't native English speakers

would be taught "overwhelming-

ly" in English for a

year, and then

would be moved
into regular class-

rooms. This sounds

like a really stellar

idea. Let's teach
students one of the

MM complex lan-

guages in the world

in |ust one year —
less time then it

takes most adults to

learn a language
adequately. Under

this proposition, students will

become even more frustrated and

insecure with themselves then

thev already are with the current

bilingual education classes. After

their year- long English lesson.

thev can get shipped off into over-

Jed classrooms, where thc>

will inevitably fade away into the

background, being passed through

the grades Most will receive a

completely worthless education,

compared to their English-speak

ing peers If the current structure

ot bilingual education is flawed.

Proposition 227 will make it trulv

disastrous

The majority of non English

speaking students in California

are native Spanish speakers. In

! the federal government
released statistic* that said 10 per-

cent of high school dropouts art

Hispanic This is sadly not M
prising, when the schools are

structured to encourage the

cess of white English speakers.

and leave others to fend for them

selves in discouragement and fru»

t ration.

Thank goodness President

Clinton is objecting to this propo-

n Maybe if he takes a trip out

to some California schools where

the children will be most affected

by the Proposition, he will become

even more inclined to improve the

current situation According to the

U.S. Immigration and

Naturalization Service, in isWb

the total number of legal immi-

grants admitted to the country

was 915.900. a 27 percent

increase from 199V Proposition

227 aims to make it even more

difficult for these immigrant* to

adjust to their new home, which I

believe is precisely the intention

of Ron Lnz
It is no revelation that educa

tion is the key to success in this

I) We pride ourselves on

giving access to evervonc. regard-

less of their race, creed or color.

But the hnghsh only bias is a

challenge to this tenant In this

decade, it has become increasingly

obvious that we need to address

the fnglish only bias. Proposition

227 seems almost incomprehensi-

ble, unless the goal is to maintain

the unbalanced racial hierarchy

that exists in this country I'm

pretty sure the politicians who
worked on this bill have never sat

in an overcrowded English as a

Second language classroom They

probably have never been in a sit-

uation where they ihemselvc*

were in the minority not under

-landing the language thai was

being spoken, but being expected

to learn anyway
Ot course the problem is this:

too few bilingual teachers, and not

enough funds to hire or train new

ones. As a country, we need to

realistically examine the changing

population of this country, and

the new challenges we are facing.

Our educational system must

bend and adjust to meet these new

challenges and accommodate the

new kinds of learning needs that

•rise Proposition 227 threatens to

move us back in time, instead of

forward, into the future

lube fialkow u a Collegian

umnist

The last laugh
It's

almost over, kids. The time for l.ukie Dookie to

drift off into the sunset is coming pretty quickly

1 only have two columns left after this week My

usual slot next Thursday, and then the finale — the

senior column — on May 13 And since I have some-

thing special planned next week (tentatively titled "I

Love You All"), this is the last chance for the funny

stuff

Maybe ever

Now. I was driving around in my new

1987 Chevy Cavalier wagon twhich 1 will

not attempt to make fun of. because I

don't want to front on e%-Collegian hero

Andrew Bryce'- legacy) thinking of how I

can get paid to be funny I don't want this

to end. you know It's fun being funny

teven trying to be funny can pass the

time).

V, hat career should I choose?
Investment banking? Retail? Forestry?

Landscape Design? Sports writing? ______
Nah None of them are ever funny M_-aa__-aai

What about stand-up comedy, I say? They get paid,

and most of them aren't even that funny

I drove around Amherst for a little while, thinking of

what I'd say if I was a stand-up comedian Well. I

thought just as much about what I'd wear (expensive

tuit( — classy look, or jeans, baseball hat backwards

and t-shirt — college look'*), but while everyone else

was driving around singing, this is what I was thinking

ol

Well. I sang some too. But don't tell anybody

And no. I wasn't drunk

The Act

I come out on stage, everybody starts clapping, even

though I haven't said anything

'Thank you. \ouve been great! Goodnight

Remember. Ill be at the Hu-Ke-Lau in Chuopee on

Mas 14 lime home safe, and tell your mom 1 11 be am
lat,

People are stunned They're like "What? But he just

came out''"

I'm in their heads Then I come back oui. laughing

away

1 like Meredith

I figured I couldn't top that, so I left. Besides. I m

supposed to meet your mom uptown m five minutes.

People start dying. "Damn, he s funny, they say. I

think I like this little fat guy."

-)ou ever eat airline food' Man. it sucks had the

chicken. >, tasted like fish, so I sen, it hack I hen Ige,

the PA, and it tastes like chicken' What gives, man?

I'm killing them "I flew last week, and

he's right Man did the tood suck," some

guv in the back says.

"/ went on a blind date once, and she

was so uglw man I asked her where slu

worked, and she said. 'Welt. I m out of

work right now. But once the Cleveland

Browns come hack, the coaching staff

told me I ma lix.k at left tackle
"

Place goes wild. "Man, I had a blind

date once She was huge too.*

-Man sou ever watch Growing Pains

Man. thai Maggie Seaver wa$ hot' I'd

like her to send me to my room, man
almost as hot as sour mom''

Guvs arc giving each other high lives "Man. she was

hot. 'thev say "Oh veah."

The Maggie Seaver bit is money, and I would proba

bly leave after that I mean, how funny is Maggie

Seaver?

•Alright He\ seriously I gotta go )our mom s wait

ing Thanks for coming out You ve all betn great

Remember the Hu-Ke-Lau. May I * 1 here's a

.'ink minimum, so you better gel wasted

Goodnight
'

I get a standing ovation. Guys are screaming, leah

man That little fat guy was awesome It was funny

because it was true ." And only a few people notice that

I was only been on stage for five minutes.

Hmm
But if anybody starts barking about my brief stage

time. I'll )u»t tell them. "Look. I told you your mom was

wailing
"

They d probably |ust keeping laughing "You re the

king, man The king." they would say

And I'd laugh all the way to the bank, hoping their

wouldn't be mad that I was a few minutes late.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian columnist

Letters to the Editor

M;y fantasy life

"W *-
' asks a friend

'Going
hat are you doing this summer

in an everyday conversation,

home to work." I reply

Reality Check!

Thanks. I needed that.

Here and there I tend to forget that I'm still in a real

world The end of my first year at coflcfe is approach** so

my little adventures in Fantasia will soon come to an end

Those day* of working and responsi ^^—^^^^
bilitv arc calling my name out. I can .... .

run. but I cant hide. Don't get ^^Mt"ori>
me wTong. I have responsibilities at

~"^™~"

^

school. I go to three classes a day. study for my tests, here

and there write a paper. Yup. that's school What else is

there? Nothing.

I'm here, living on my own. doing my own thing What

things The only thing I think about is what I'm going to do

when I get back from classes, and have no work to do

Sitting around doing nothing is usually what happens. I get

excited when I take an adventure into town Its the climax

of my day It seems that while I'm at UMass, I'm

just at UMass. I don't do anything else. I don't think about

anything else, because I don't know about anything am
more. There's a whole world out there that I'm missing

because I'm away at the Magical World of Fun

This whole year has just been a year of fun. not worrying

about anything else. Responsibility, what's that?

Now I must go home, a year older, a year "smarter."

Yeah, as if knowing what ancient fossil was discovered in

Peru and how they found it will sure help me in my in my

own search for summer cash. "It was the crown ol

the third king, of the fifth century, of the eighth dyna-

my professor will tell me.

"That's good." my boss at work will tell me. "Now get

working We have a lot to do today, twentieth century, in

the real world." Real world, what's that?

I picked up the Boston Herald the other day and started

to edge back to society. For some reason I forgot that there

are still newspapers out there other than the Collegian. I

read news stories about a kidnapping, murders, medical

discoveries, and even how toadfish are being sent to space

to help a study in the effect of weightlessness on vertigo.

motion sickness and dUmas. What? I forgot

about things like that If I didn't pick up the Herald that

day. I would have been thinking about what action the

Alcoholic Beverage Commission was going to take against

Amherst Brewing Company when they found an underage

person drinking there. After passing that article. I

checked out the Campus Police Ijog. The first incident I

read talked of a private residence on Buttcrfield Terrace

being struck with paintballs from
™

»

— —™~ Gorman Residence Hall The second

ale IK i.i one said a fight was reported to be in

progress in front of Gorman Residence

Doonesbury

Hall. .After a year of reading of the same incidents, you

tend to forget that there are real subjects out there in the

real world. Before I sat down to write thi« column. I

tried to think of something important, something real that I

could write about. Tell me one word that comes

to your mind." I ask a friend, in hope of some sense of

direction to a took "Keg.* he replies Yup. that's

important.

Then the next story you read in the Collegian will be

about a student getting arrested for a keg in his dorm room.

It's the same news over and over. You forget about every-

thing else. The topic of discussion on the floor one

night was being famous. I used to think. "Yeah. I want to

win a Pulitzer Prize for writing." Others might have wanted

to become an actor, or a professional athlete. "I want to be

in the Guinness Book of World Records," one person said

"Yeah." added another. "We can do it We can break the

record for most couches in a dorm room." It's a typical

comment from a resident of Fantasy Land. What a land

< mlv in Fantasy Land can you stop on the way to class

and pick up a free T-shirt, along with a brand new credit

card, just for you. You can use it as much as you want in

Fantasy Land! Reality Check'

Fantasy Land is coming to a close, and responsibility is

still out there. When I return home for the summer, I'll

probably feel like I've been in a cartoon for a year It will be

hard, but I'll adjust "What did you leam after your

first year of college?" someone will probably ask. "That

there is a real world out there." I'll reply

Milton Valencia is a I Mass student

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Bias if

i

the classroom
To the Editor

You can imagine my surprise in

class when I heard my professor

refer U> certain birth control meth-

ods -_jncthod» which do not allow

a fertilized egg to implant it«elf in

the uterus — as forms of abortion.

My reaction went from surprise M
outrage when the use of these con-

traceptive measures, such as the

morning after pills or RL-486.
which expel a fertilized egg less

than half the size of a pinhead. was

referred to as "killing a person."

You might think an inflammatorv

remark like this was made in a the-

ology class or perhaps a class on

social problems. No. this was a sci-

ence class, biology

I spoke with the professor after

class to tell him how disturbed I

was by his presentation. No woman
should have to sit in class to hear

that a personal decision she has

made or might make in the future

makes her a "murderer* Since he

has told students that scientific the-

ory relics only on irrefutable facts. I

reminded him that there is no unan

imous consent among scientists on

this issue. I asked that he be honest

in presenting the situation bv

acknowledging that his perspective

was not the only one within the sci-

entific community. I asked him to

discontinue the use of the expres-

sion "killing a person" because it

implies a moral judgement, not a

scientific perspective. His response

was to compare my knowledge to

people who once thought the earth

was flat, that I had been duped by

mindless propaganda. In his opin-

ion, only credible scientists support-

ed his position. Besides, he assured

me. he would make sure to tell the

class that each woman has to make

her own choice about terminating a

pregnancy. Some choice if the ques-

tion is framed around whether "to

kill or not to kill a person
"

Mv point is that this professor has

made a value judgement and found

only those who agree with him to be

lible However, ha hides these

vahse rudgcmanti bahind the alwaJ I

of "science ' As students, we are

uaad to reminding ourselves that

our professors bring their personal

biases into the classroom; it i* only

human But we need to remember

that even those within the field of

science has these biases It is a value

judgment that determines when one

stage of human development ends

and another begins And value judg-

ments always serve someone's pur

pose — even when they pose as sci-

ence

Michclc Morris

Springfield

Posters inaccurate

To the Editor:

"Attention: Right-Minded
Students!" — this message and the

bigoted messages that accompany n

come neither from Student

Government Association (SGA)
Presidential candidate Amy
Pellegrino, nor her running mate

|eff Howe. The whole poster is

filled with lies and half-truths ... the

kind intended to fool the average

student into the assumption that

Pellegrino and Howe are racist, sex-

ist, homophobic. anti-Semitic, and

about as far to the political right as

possible. The message is simply not

true. Let me clarify a few things for

the record:

First off. this message is a smear

campaign designed to destroy

Pellegrino and Howe's chances in

the upcoming election. The poster's

message is terror, plain and simple

Pellegrino and Howe continue to

work on their campaign, determined

to win despite the fraudulent

posters. Because the message
appears as an endorsement by a

non-existent organization it is

essentially anonymous. the

flMfeMflch ol a coward who cannot

defend his or her argument Like

man* aakar students on campus. I

am sick of the election nonsense —
now 1 am also sickened by the meth-

ods being used against Pellegrino

and II

Secondly, not only do the poster's

arguments make it appear that

Pellegrino and Howe are hateful

and opposed to cultural diversitv

hut thev also imply that their views

on multiculturalism are in line with

those of the Klu Mux Man iKKK
— a blatant and malicious lie that

could easily result in physical vio

lence against them. Thankfully

Public Safety is taking the concerns

for Pellegrino and Howe's safctv

seriously. As for their actual views

of multiculturalism. I can state that

as a long-time leader in the gay. les-

bian, bisexual and transgender com-

munity. Pellegrino and Howe have

been supportive of GLBT issues

when approached Furthermore,

they have approached me with con-

cerns involving the disabled com-

murity on campus, a community
whose needs are often ignored by

the University

Students, don't be fooled.

Pellegrino and Howe are both out-

standing student leaders with

broad-based support from many
communities. Someone feels they

have to lie to insure that Pellegrino

and Howe will not win.

Ashavan Whitman Doyon
Sunderland
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We encourage our readers to respond

to the contents of the Collegian through letters to the editor.

Letters must be typed, no more than 400 words long, and

include name, address and phone number for confirmation pur-

poses.

They can be submitted by mail to Ed/Op Editor, Daily

Collegian, 113 Campus Center, UMass, Amherst MA 01003; by

email to letters@oitvms.oit.umass.edu; or by fax to (413)

545-1592.

The Collegian reserves the right to edit letters for length, clarity, and style.
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The Dave Matthews Band iust don't cut it on their latest. Before These Crowded Street*

NINE PERFORMANCES ONLY

A WORLD PREMIER

onstance Congdon's (voice) has

a freshness of spirit, with a humor

and charm so distinctively individual,

that one just wants more and more

from her" VILLAGE VOICE

SO FAR
by UMass Alum

Constance Conadon
April 30th through May 2nd and

May 5th through the 9th at 8pm in

the

RAND THEATER
Tickets 7 dollars, 4 dollars for

students and seniors.

CALL THE FINE ARTS
CENTER BOX OFFICE FOR
TICKETS

545-2511

presented by the Department of Theater

University of Massachusetts

Dave Matthews Band fail

to move forward on latest
By Marty Keane
Collegian Staff

BEFORE THESE CROWDED STREETS

Dave Matthews Band
RCA

holding pattern n — I. A usually circular course

flown by an aircraft awaiting clearance to land at an
airport. 2. A term used to describe the new Dave
Matthews Band album

After selling out the CKMMM Foxboro Stadium in a

matter of hours, the Dave Matthews Band can rightful-

ly be put in the same league with V2 and R I M
amongst the most popular bands in the country. The
looming question is: are Dave Matthews Band in the

same company as the above- mentioned in an artisiK

sense'

In a word, no Not even close actually While both

U2 and R K At. both have established themselves as

consistent innovators. Dave Matthews Band have done
little to dispel the notion they are anything more sub-

stantial than a one- trick pony on Hcfiire These
Crouded Streets. It's a musical contention that's easily

likable and just as easily forgotten.

Considering they've included a rc-recorded version

of "Halloween." one must wonder if Matthews is run-

ning out of ideas. After spending almost a year writing

and recording the new material, it - not hard to look

disparagingly at the fact that Be i Crowded
Streets only has nine "new" song*, at least half of

which are pure filler.

The main problem with Dave Matthews Band i» (his

for all their earnest charm, they are exceedingly boring.

Sure, the songs are all well-constructed (perhap

fault) and pleasant, but that's the problem The listener

can just throw the disc in the CO player, press play and

sit back Nothing Dave Matthews does here, or has

ever done for that matter, requires the listener to aetu

ally work at listening. There's no subtleties in the

lyrics, no textures in the music What »M bur i» what

you get, time and time again. This fact alone helps con

siderably in explaining their burgeoning Ian!

Thev are a band totalis devoid of am pajalOH in what

thev plav and sav. The iyrfcl arc disposable I mean

how can anyone think "took Here wc arc On this

starrv night staring into space" is a moving Iv i k

"The I ast Stop" incorporates Indian Influences and

Bela Fleck's banjo plaving, but the aaafadj hi ritght, Ae

hook unine.norable. At least Matthews has a little

feistiness in his singing The same cannot be said [n

the rest of the album

Lead single "Don't Drink the Water U nurds I

siandard fare DMB tottf. a rambling dirge complete

with competent instrumental and Matthews quirks

nondese'ript singing stvlc

The album hits a real lull alter 'rttttoween with

the last Use songs seeinmgls inching into one long.

painful cvcut-ion thai goes nowhere 1'specially weak

are "The Stone" and "Crush." both of «rbJcfc run well

over seven minutes and recall the longwindedne- of

Phish It's almost enough to put someone to atatp

entire album is not without merit, bowevei

"Stay (Wasting Time)* is the catchiest song OB I

Crowded Streets, and their finest moment since

"Ants Marching." The brassy horns jnd diva eaquc

backing vocals from Tawatha Agee. Cmciv My /ell and

Brenda White help to make the tune a footltompin

delight

Much of the blame lor Befon Then Crowded. Streets

falls squarely on the shoulders of producer

I illy white, who sal behind the boards on Lnder The

Tabic and Dreaming While I illy while has once again

done a credible job creating the "sound" of the street-

he has failed to rein in the group's tendency

der

Quite frankly. Matthews and his bandmates have

already lirmls established a knack for writing song-

that showcase their eclectic pop rock leanings with

bursts of instrumental virtuosity CQtWtes) of drummer

Carter Beauford and acou-tie siolinisi extraordinaire

Bosd Im-lcs Now they need to leam how to vary the

formula I'.ikxI luck, guys C-

ART GALLERIES
Amherst College Mead Art

Muxcum Currently on display

Fold Art of Twentieth
Japan (through luly IWID Hours:

Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m 4 M» p m
Saturday A Sunday 1-5 p m For

more information call the Museum
at 542-2135
Hampshire College — Main

Gallery. Harold K Mtnson I ibrary.

p.m: weekends noon 4A0 p.m
Mount Hofyokc College - Art

Museum Current exhibit:

ni for the Hods (through

lune .' ning exhibit id

opening reception will be held

Sat -Sun T-5
formation, jail

Smith College Museum of

Art Current i

Skoglund Reality siege

(through M •day.

friday A Saturday 950 a.m. -4

p.m.; Wed- Sun . noon—4 p.m.;

Thursday, noon-8 p.m for more
information, call 585-2"

University of Massachusetts —
Augusta Savage Gallery ftttech

Computer Generated An '> tirci

Bataclan (through April 50).

Coming up: BFA student shows on
displ • 8 (opening rcctp

. 4, 5-7 p.m.). and May
ii 15 (opening racept

p.m.). The Augusta Savage Gallery

> l^ataatjisMfjsaUevv Africa House
o ursV^^^^Kies

Wed Fn^ra^^Jh. For more infor

nation, call 545- 5177.

University of Massachusetts —

Graduate lounge A Campus
Center Reading Room. Thesis c\hi

featuring works by Catlin

Gibbons and Amy B
ii runs May 1-10

Usdvcrsity of Massachusetts —
Hampden Gallery Upcoming exhi

birions Sherif Hahashi: Fragment

and Displace opens Mas > and
run* through May 8 Closing recep

lion will be held May 8. 5-7 p ni

The Hampden Gallery is located in

the Hampden Dining Halls in the

ihwcst Residential Area
Hour- indav

•nore informal

University of M
HericT KntBetmtS- luahihi

tural Papa
1

Tum to AIT. peso* 8

I had a 9:00 a.m. class today.

What time is yours?
Not until 5:50.

If you don't think you have time to go to summer school, then you haven't seen what

Northeastern University has to offer. This summer at Northeastern University, more part-time

courses than ever before are being offered. You can finish up in five weeks, ten weeks, or even

four weeks. There are seven campus locations where youTJ find the same quality instruction in

the summer that makes Northeastern University's parttime programs so popular during the

year. Call now for a Northeastern University Summer Schedule and then rdax_you've got time.

Register May 26-28, First Summer Session Starts June 1

5

For more information, call 617-373-2400; TTY 617-373-2825; http://www.neu.edu/uc/

/jjjjkS Northeastern University
VW/ Part-Time Programs

* •" Training for the Hit Century. Education for a Lifetime.
"

Weill—Ifii Ununrmmy u an «nual <UMtanx*Wu/qffirmal*Jt action oauaaanal ksMSuttm and rnnpkn/m.

RUSSELL'S
oV
,„e LIQUORS o,

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst ZS3-5441

Featuring -W'J-stb uiiil Jiuj£hl1;ihH/ S I I "*n rh*

DaUvwy Available • OPEN *tOOAM to SUOOPM • VI—/Maurtfcard « An—r» »>iu, Denyoalt

preview
continued from page 5

In* eve Sming Private Rsan should be
ilu- suniniei s best film.

THE MASK Of ZORRO
Directed by Martin Campbell

\nionio Hiinderas dons the black
garb in (his energizing rendition of the
m.-iiuI el.issic. with \nthony Hopkins as

In* mentor, and the scorching new-
comer Catherine /eta tones his object

I affectson. /orro went through some
pioduction problems before
Goldeney* diiector Campbell took
.'Sc-i; h'i Ivcti smooth sailing — or rid-

ing in this case since then

NO (.OOD Manderas had this

type ol role pinned down in

Desperado, and executive producer
Spielberg ensures it will be classy.

I HI BAD: l\ remakes, in the
iiiinioiial word- ol George Bush, are

iiad
"

\ I UNCI I'iobleins on the set

aside, /orro looks very sexy and a lot

un

ARMAGEDOON
Directed by Michael Bay

There's a clock, a gift from Disney

that sits on top a Collegian computer,

counting down the days till 7- 1 *)h

the release of Armageddon. The hype

is as big as the mosie itself — kind of a

half Volcano, half \pollu 1 1 mix star-

ring Bruce \s illis as the head of a drill

team that remains the only thing

between Fart ft and asteroids the size of

Texas.

THE GOOD: You can count on
producer |erry Bruckheiinci ICon \tn

and director Has | The ftodj to get the

testosterone flowing.

THE BAD: Staggering lack of origi-

nality. Plus, destructive space objects

are popular, and Deep Impact.

released next Friday, has Armageddon
beat.

VERDICT: "Man's finest hour* may
be Hollywood's worst.

THE TRUMAN SHOW
Directed by Peter Weir

"All the world is a stage, and we are

merely playeis." rings the quote from

Shakespeare Imagine your whole life

being set up. fake, with everyone
watching, and you have The Truman
Show. Peter Weirs comedy/drama
starring |im Carrey in his first true act-

ing role Weir got Robin Williams to

pull it off in Dead Poet's Society, can

he jceoinplish the same feat here'.'

Carrey ll Iruman Burbank, a kid who
grows up to find out his life has been a

24-hour cable TV show masterminded

by a brilliant producer (Apollo 1 J's Ed
Harris) How will he tum out?

THE GOOD: Australian Wen
[Deui! t/t-fy Witness. The

' LMaj Dangerously) is one of

Hollywood's most intriguing crafts-

man. Superb script from (.iattaca*

Andrew \iecol

THE BAD: Awful promotion cam
paign Paramount ius a great film ajj

their hands and instead are marketing

it like just another lim Carrey coiiudy

VERDICT: hativ bu*/ on the- fiim

has been nothing less than astounding

— The Truman Show might be the

surprise of the year.

THEX-nUES
Directed by Rob Bowman

Bowman may be the director, hut

the creative lorcc here is inarguably

Chns Carter, the founder ol the great-

est cult l"\ hi! miicc "Star Irck '
I ike

that science-fiction phenomenon. "Ihe
V f iles" is easily the most cinematic

show mi television. Will it translate to

the big screen? Most definitely, as

D.ivid IXichovny and Gillian Anderson

lake user where they left ofl from the

clilthanger episode set to air later this

month
IHE GOOD: This long-awaited

epic will be savored bv die-hard fans,

and the preview shows it will delise-t lo

the re-s| ol the crowd, ton

I Ml BAD: Still. II you don't know
your "\ f las" in and out, you're kinda

scam
VERDICT Carter redefined televi

sJoat. but film will be much harder

LETHAL WEAPON 4

Directed by Richard Dormer

Ihe l.etiial Weapon series is per

hjBaj (lie Mills one, sase lames Bond.

thai we welcome with a gleeful smile.

It's, hard to get tired of the Mel
Gibson -Danny Glosci banter and this

time around Chns Rock joins the fun

along with series staples |oe Pesci and
Rene Russo.

THE GOOD After a couple of

quirky/serious recent role's, Gibson
return- to the form that made him the

most- fun to watch nic>sic -tar of the

"80- Rock should make a welcome,
hip addition to the already colorful

THE BAD Ictltai 4 mm filmed so

last that the east didn't even have a tin-

i-hed script when shooting began.

\TRDICT: Ihe preview proses that

4 will be fun. bottom line

Bryan McAllister is a Collegian mff
ttitunbiff'.

H
youY The Arts

& Living desk is look-

ing for staff far next

year. If it's been your

lifelong dream to write

for the CoOeOui, this

is your chance.

We're c-urrently hir-

ing for

• Music Associate

• Film Associate

•Fine Arts

Associate

Ifyou are interest-

ed, stop by the

QaDegfan and fill out

an application. Or call

545-1361 and talk to

Bryan or Seema for

more Information.

Iust do It — we
promise you'll Uke it.

H O R S
MUSIC HAH

20 Center Si No,"

ALL AGES
ALL THE TIME

ihursdoy, opril 30, 10 pin

Jiggle The Handle
fa tutesii pn fi pssjsjjSJi S5 af«

friday, may 1,7 pm

June Rich
pk-s Snoren Oat and Dona 4 Xersn tor* Sla*

Saturday, may 2, 8:30 pm

Groovasaurus
meiak bkes tooed groow-pop Sa adv

Sunday, may 3, 7 pm

Ellis Paul
plir. Dana Robinson and Veda Hill,

!

monday, may 4, 7 pm
Slote Of Hit Drum

Matt Wilson
NY imt Crrfw Cade Best New Arksf of 97. St odv,

fuesday, may 5, 7 pm

fe//« Keqwed (nr>

Jennifer & Hazel

Wrialey
twin sisters liom the Orkney islands S8 adv

Wednesday, may 6, 7 pm

ocoustk guitar genius, SI 2. SO adv

ifiursday, may 7, 7 pm

Eric Begle
WfCR benefit. SI 7.S0 odv

friday, may 8, 7 pm

An henmg of ti (npprlh

The House Jacks,
Corner Pocket and

Similar Jones

Saturday, may 9, 1 pm

Belizneha
Burlington s ovnnl lunk orthcslia S8 nrlv

May 10: FOOL'S PROGRESS 7 PM

TICKETS; For the Record at the

Northampton Box Office or call 586 8686

24 HOUR CONCERT INFO

413 584 0610
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continued from page 6

Oueernea in the family Opening
reception will he held Sunday at

2-5 p.m. This exhibition will run

through Man I; Imhrotim opou
April 26 and runs through Mas I

tiling exhibitions Sytttm and
Strategy us Aesthetic tuns May
J-8. Opening reception will be

held Ma) 4 7 p in. Hours are

Mon. I i i . I I a.m. 4 p in .

Sat.-Sun I 4 p. in I oi mote mloi

malum, .all $49 1.M76.

University of Massachusetts —
Student I nion \ isual and
Perioral*! fcftl Space. I he

Student I mon Visual &
Perforaing 4rti Space i* lot

in the Student L nioii Hours
Mon -Thurs 10 S I

1 in I nda>
10-^ p.m lor more inloimalion.

call $45

University of Massachusetts —
I Diversity Gallery. On display:

l.oma Kn- Recent Paintings and
Drawing:, (through May 7), DlMt
I hater lUxtric Mind and Recent

Workl (through May 7). The
I rtiveriH) Oallcty i> located at the

Fine Arts Center. Hours:
lues Kri. II a .m.-4:10 p.m.;

Sal Sun 2 S p.m. I or more infor-

mation. , all i4vi&70.
University of Massachusetts —

Wheeler Gallery Wheeler Gallery

is located in the Wheeler
Residence Hall in the Central

Residential Area. Hours
Mon Ihurs 4-8 p.m.. Sunday

more information.

caM MS-0M0.
— Compiled b\ Seema

Uangattrkar

Ethnic Heritage Ensemble to perform tonight
llll mass u HUSI ITS DAILY COLLEGIAN Thursday, April 30, 1998 / Page 9

The Ethnic Heritage Ensemble will perform tonight at Hampden Theatre

Check out Posi-Sfruciura/ Pope; Queemea in the family at tiie Herter

Art Gallery.

By Jo*

Colagson Stall

this is the way the world ends

this is the way the world ends

Kjs R> the

not with a bang

the world ends

but a ct>

.

ie third and final installment ot

\s Ml \ - MagK Triangle |azz Series.

the rtrinu Hetilage I n*enible will

play Hampden Theater at 8 pm
tonight

The group has been performing
music rooted in traditional sounds ot

\frua and I aim America as well as

other paii« ot the world tor nearly

twent. d pri

rnarih on 1 uropean label* Their carta

iiivlude* Im;- iRed
Rewords). / • i

.

'. u <-fk*M from
Ctitca. tlirttc

Soit$

Minds), this year's 21st Century

I mon March tSilkheartl and their

only American releases . Dam-
The Ancestors (Chameleon! and The

Continuum I Delmark Records).

The ensemble began to take shape

in 1 47b alter percussionist Kahil

F.I'Zabar. upon graduating from the

ol Chicago's Association for

the Advancement ol (.realise

Musician*, collaborated with tenor

saxophonist Kdward Wilkcrson

Wilkenon left the group in I ^7 to

two oiher ouilils 8

Hold Souls and Shadow Vignette*

The current lineup of the ensemble

* ariSTVrap druaflE mefuTm
op trombone, percussion and

Kmest "Khabecr" Daw kins un saxo

phones, and Atu Harold Man
earth drum and other jv

sion instruments.

Kahil Kl'Zabar. raised on I htcafos

South Side, has played with o
from l>i//\ Gillespie to Paul

and Slevie Wonder, and he has ptajad

'hing from trap drum to kaiunha

He has j|«>. authored •>

.ken Bnlhame. has scored two

Wo Money and //on I

Ua Ma* and has starred in three

ivannah. So low Hut V'f

Masai .nid ihi l tu Sat

^JOt^mElkammtimJktmmsi.
ritti

he current
1

HaVstvidsi

tor in Chicago PuMk
loseph Bowie i> -med the en-cmMi

in I «st^ -

funkl Hi

with l)a\ id Mu
toured with Cnarlii H i

I ilvraiion Orchestra.

Id Aiu Mu
\j// greats (. ounl 1

I llington. and Sun Ra W
t hark '

k* his sculptur.

4,000 and

sett «rrr S<» for sn*<a

* mm*-

:

Pining ( ommi

DIVISION 01 CONTINUING EDUCATION

U M a s s Summer Session 1998

ISO
craeJtt courses

irvdudaif;

• Architectural Drawing

• Communlcaoon Disorders

• Environmental Biology

• Culture a Economics of

US. Prisons

• Sign Language

• Gaming A Casino
Management

• International Marketing

• Nursing

• Musk Education

• Issues in Classroom
Management

• Medical Interpreting A
Translating

• Cobol and Database Design

Classes offered evenings, daytime,
weekends, off and on campus

Part-time degree
programs, both graduate
and undergraduate

• Bachelor of General Studies

•M.LI.S.

• MS. In Labor Studies

• Master of Music Education

• M.S. in Plant i SoU Sciences

• Master's in Education

• MBA Professional Program

• RN to BS m Nursing

• Master's Public Policy and
Administration

Session Ix June 2 -July 10

Session lit Jury 1 4-August 10

Variable Sessions

For a free course catalog.

cal 4 1 3-545-0 1 07 or e-mail

continedQadmln.umast edu

svsArw.umass.edu/conttned/

for updated course information

a quality education at

an affordableprice

I I II It I 11 Of MKSSaCHUSETTS AMHERST

Campus
Center
Hotel

SM/tfff ttElP li/A/VffP/
The Campus Center hotel ig currently accepting applications for Summer help. Applicants should he

available to work from Mid-May through l,abor Day Weekend Kmplovment at the Hotel

provides work experience in the Hotel Industry as well aj an opportunity to I i

Positions ao-aicaice fnccade:
• (tuest Serxice Attendants

• Housi keeping Attendants

• Laundry Attendants

Applications and job descriptions available at the Campus Center Hotel registration

desk, 3H floor. Please apply in person by May 6"

Ldutalnment WorldW/de
Is looking for talented

graduate students tvlth

native language fluency

In Spanish, Asian

Languages, Eastern

European Languages, or

Middle Eastern

Languages to help us

develop educational

sofhvare for the exiting

fields ofcross-cultural

studies and scientific

education.

Edutainment World Wide is

dedicated to developing and

promoting quality

education/entertainment

products using the latest in

multi-media technology. We
are looking for dynamic

individuals interested in part

time opportunities to help us

develop our next generation

of educational software

deliverable via the internet.

All products will be bilingual

and will focus on areas such

as history, culture,

economics, business and the

sciences.

Please Fax or mail your resume to:

Edutainment World Wide Inc.

Attention Human Resources.

17 Centennial Drive.

Peabody MA 01960

Fax: (971) 532-6276

Web site:

www.edutainmenrworldwide.com

Telephone: (978) 532-6500

No Phone Calls Accepted

Stud e n t S c n a t c

Candidates' Ni^ht
Thursday April *0, 19^H
7pm in Campus Center 168

Tonight

( nine tnd Listen to the c.inJiJ.ites tor l) -

senate OfTsCcn will present their platforms!

( .iiulul.ites present tor 1-5 minutes each, Old

will he available to answer questions

Balloting begins at the (iSS(lener.il Meeting,
Tuesday, May 5th in the c ampui c enui 1

6

nd continues WeunesJ.iy and Thursday, May
6th & 7th, 10am - 6pm, in front of the

I rtaduate I oungc in the ( lampua t enter
i !oncourse.

For more information, contact the Greduate Student Sprite I

919 Campus Center, 545-289 6

Brecker's latest is sophisticated
|
Why we won't get ESPN on-campus

On Mii> 12. Impulse will nrluaii

Michael Bracket i Two Hh>iks hom
I In Idgi, Baa In -t liess album sjajQg

1 996's Grammy. \w.ml winning,
Train I In

¥

Tales

Hudxnt

Braeka
career
bagaa
l o
take
c>ll m
l«fc>8. sshen he

.iirised in Sevs

'Siitk in plus

ssith his biulh

et in the fusion

band. Dreams
Since bis

funk tilled

beginnings he

has coilabo-
lated ssnh a list a

includes Hernia \

Isiur. Pat Mclheny, thick t.

I'aul SinicMi aikl kmi Milchdl.

With all the tracks basing been
recorded in one lake BfaCtssVl latest

holds a laodem. urban suphisiicaium

about it. and though at times his play-

ing mas sound a bit glass) at times.

etall scrs solid

"Madame loulousa' begins the

recording ssith a tingling lambourine

played by JefT "lam
-

«VaM that esen-

tua'lly leads to some heavy hitting per-

cussion ~f I Nnu wee Bracket and
his quintet break into some I aim
rhythms and again, the rhythm I

poasiiilnsg o4 Walls, bassist lames

Oasnas, aaicsjatssaiai Doa vhas and
pianist joes Caddcrazao las down *

great bottom on top of vshich Hrccker

^aiss lte

to

BV siOS euuAvau

"C'at'b Cradle" leatures a mournful

Caiantanao piano, while aackai dfa

plays a certain gentility to his playing,

capturing the sorrow the song is meant

souses "The
Impalcr." ieatur

mg ihe use ol

scbcll.

is the

best
track
on the

CO, because il

shosss that

Bracket waan'l
lying sshen he
said that

Cohranc was a

detinue influ-

ence the sax

phtascs on this
Turn to sjui. page xx

•ts thai

one are insane.

Petnaps the most intriguing thing on
the disk i« the linal cut. "Daksl City

Blues," which sounds disjointed and
quirky, but also raw, like nothing else

Brecker plays on this recording

All the songs on the album do a

good job of evolving within them-

selves, with consistent build-ups and
breakdowns in speed, and sound layers

constantly being added and subtracted

Legacy has done jazz lovers i

where a huge service with the Match

release of Ifiitfi Devil Ush U
Carnegie Hall, the First time the his

tone 1961 concert has been released in

its entirety

The double disc covers Davis and
Ins quintet consisting ol tenor man
Hank Mobiey. pianist Wynton Kells

bassist Paul Chambers and drummer
linuny Cobb, as well as the legendary

trumpet-player as a soloist with Gil

I sans' orchestra The recording pro

sides an escellenl look into Daws
sound belote he bioke with the llop

purists and moved into more
as ant garde teltuois

"Sc> What'' seems to sneak ihe set

in. but then explodes ,i^ I las is exhibits

some brash high octasc phtases. met

by Cobb ssith crashing percussion and

some ssrinkls abstraction coming out

ol Muhles s team Ihe orchestra:

comes in al the end but it is almost

uruioticcablc Ixxause the quintet is so

intense.

'Ualkin " breaks m imiuedialels

from a blaring trumpet- leatured

"Teo," oiils to muse lastei and la-lei

with spastic trumpet and tenor, and

the brashest, most piccise bass sok) ol

all lime. The drum bteaks are asse

some a- Cobb |ust pounds the skin*

with wrecklest piaaaara and searing

passion

Ih, \Kaning Ol The
Blues/ 1 anient" shows the beauts ot

hiising an orchestra plas tvhind Miles

Davit, though it may seem like

Ilii i ol intctcM The song is solemn,

with Davis playing a stirring, grave

series of phrases that an- sen beauu

ful. and ihe tact that I sans orchestra

is able to hold back the way it does is

testament m us talent

ITus Carnegie Hall loiisctt is out

standing lot lis range ol sound,

rhythm- and arrangements but it is

still onls the second best hsc ja/z

Jing second only 10 lohn

Cohrans i Livt \< Hirdland

praise, especially since this album is

Mites before he has reached his full

loe Sullivan is a Collegian ivlum

His/

couam* mh» aaaaaa

Legacy has released a live recording of Miles Davis' 1 961 performance at Carnegie Hall

10 Pnari Street, Northampton

GRAND REOPENING!
All Shows. All Ages

Thurs.. May 7 1} 830 em

TOOTS &
THE MAYTALS

plus the Black Rebels. $16 adv

Fit. May 8 © 830 pm

Ballroom:

THEY MIGHT
BE GIANTS

plus Lincoln, $15 adv.

Clubroom:

ALANA DAVIS
plus Five Easy Pieces, $8 adv.

Sal. May 9 a 830 pm

Ballroom:

BABA 0LATUNJI & HIS

DRUMS OF PASSION
and the Tony Vacca Septet

featuring M.issamb.i Diop. $15 adv.

Clubroom:

JEN TRYNIN
plus Jack Drag and Astrojet. $6 adv.

Sun. May 10 e 8:30 pm

FRANK BLACK &
THE CATHOLICS

plus Lotion and Shift, $10 adv.

Toe., May 12 9 8:30 pm

THE B0GMEN
$6 adv.

Wed. May 13 % 8:30pm

MIKE WATT
plus J Mnscis Wank Factor 7

And Rising. $8 adv.

Thurs.. May 14 8:30 pm

CRYSTAL METHOD
$13 adv.

Mon., May 18 I 8:30 pm

THIRD WORLD
$14 adv.

May 20: GOVT MULE. 8:30 pm

TICKETS: For the Record, at the

Northampton Box Office or call 586 8686.

24 HOUR CONCERT INFO:

413 584 0610

Gel ahead on your course work
Consider taking summer classes

Westfield
STATE COLLEGE

DIVISION OF GRADUATE AMI ( tlMIM MG I HI I \ I ION

WhIIKNtMMI-WlslHHIl M\ss\( HI SETTS

Summer open registration begins Ma> 4.

Session I Evenings

Session II Days

Session II Evenings

May 26 - July 2

July 6 - July 31

July 6- August 13

Call (413) 572-5224
for catalog

Over 100 Undergraduate and Graduate Courses

( unvenient hours

Affordable tuition

Safe, accessible campus

Attention
t Class of 1 998

If you tin- <i number oj the Class of iyvx$rudn-

ating (hiss wb» Kiii\xl Federal Perkins Loans

wbUe enrolled at ( 'Mass you should luni> nmitly

received a certified letter about thosi loans.

We know this is a very busy turn for you SO M
mailed this information rather than having you

attend a meeting.

However men are serious consequences if you fail

to return these documents by 5///W ins/rueted in

our letter

If you haven't received'
our lettn but think that you

should have or if you have any questions about

what you did receive,

Call 545-2377

Then- •> something that definite-

ly needs to be cleared up. I asl

week, the SGA reported on a

meeting that HSCN had last week
that involved ihe possible channel

line up lor next \ear. As a part of

the group, (not committee) in

charga Of representing the stu-

dents on cam-
pus and their

aspirations
for what
should be
> how n on
television. I

would like

explain to

e v e r v o n e

exactly what
is happening.

and what the

possibilities

for next
year's line up

lir^t of all.

as reported.
I SPN and
MTV are out. It's ]Ust too expen-

sive, and it> nut possible to gel

the funds lor it. Ihe total amount
that we have to spend per student

is $7 Ml II vou re anything like I

was before I attended this meet-

ing vou have no idea what that

$7.60 mean- H'l lairly simple

wt have $7 00 to spend on pSf-

tain stations that we do n.

and are the most necessary

lot eampus lite

kloal "I the stations that we
rescue we do not have to pay for.

Ihese stations include the aftili

mk \tu ins and Fob,

as well as the international chan-

nel, the movie channel, and Niek

at Nile's TV land Comedy
Central and MuJiMusie are part

plan that has been negotiated

bv MM N ihev are detmitelv in

the sontraet at least for the next

year

When everv thing has been »ub

traded aSflk student has $7.60 to

spend So what is the $7 60 going

rjs • That is the main ques

tion on evervone « mind At this

point, most ol n is being pumped
into ihe IS\ package that we
receive thai include* Headline

vs. TBS and CNM/SI Bv pur

chasing this package we get more
ol a discount on all of the Turner
Networks, and are able u> receive

the most programming for such a

small budget The rest of the

nionev is being used on Univision.

Bl I and the Cartoon Network. It

is elear why Univision and BKT
are necessary, we need to have

something in the programming lor

everyone, and these stations are

clearly needed to keep divcrsitv in

the line-up. The Cartoon Network
is inexpen-
sive, and is

pretty much
the best stj

tion that we
can afford
with the lit-

tle money
that is left

over. Youmay
remember
TLC (The
Learning
Channel Iwas
removed
from the

line-up last

vear. and replaced with The
Cartoon Network This vvas done
alter polling students about what

they would rather see. and the

realization that TIC was not

something that everyone needed,

or really wanted to see li was also

brought up at ihe meeting that

The Cartoon Network is much bet-

i the children that live in the

on campus housing program I ties

need something to wauh as well

.is evervone else, and this network

is perfect lor them So to make a

long siorv short, what we have

right now in the channel line-up.

is pretty much what is going to

siav Alter consideration about

changing the CNN package to

something that would give us

more channels lor le»s money, it

seems that even this package will

sta> the same So there will not be

much in the way of new channels

next year.

s thai evervone knows the

background of what happened at

that meeting, it will be easier to

explain whv I Sl'N and MTV are

such an impossible luxurv It

\ were to add I SPN I

would cost them $*» MO per M
dent. That would mean that we
would need to get over two dollars

tudenl more, and use all of

the funding to buv 1 Sl'N Ihts

would mean losing almost all of

the pay channels that we are

receiving at this moment. Since it

i> impossible to get anymore
money from every student due to

President Bulger's promise of

"absolutely no tee increases Now
imagine what il would cost to buy

I Sl'N and MTV — we would have

to double the budget for housing

cable, and then triple it just to

make up for all of the channels

that we are losing.

Part of the reason that KSPN is

so expensive is because of their

resent contract signing with the

NFL that someone must pick up
the bill tor. To accommodate lot

this, LSPN raised its price per

ownership, and made it even more
difficult lor L Mass to purchase

the leader in sports programming

So for now we will have to set-

tle for what we are receiving. We
should definitelv be thankful that

HSC N is able to do what they are

doing right now just to get the Mi
tions thai we currently receive

HSCN is doing an excellent job.

and when compared to many other

universities in the country (mainly

Harvard Lniversitv who doesn't

have any cable plan at all) we are

extremely lucky.

Sow that all the technical stuff

is out ol the way. let's see what is

going on in the TV world

NBC aired "Merlin" this week

After getting excellent ratings and
reviews. "Merlin" has proven to be

the hit TV mini series ol (he year,

'ding to my RA Cina. steoa

"Merlin" was a quality film, it

really can't compare to any ot the

mini-series that are made bv

"Beverly Hills MttlOV Tiffani

Amber Fheissen that are watched

because they are so bad. and had

to get a good laugh. As you might

remember, a lew weeks ago. I

ranted about how bad some of

these madc-for-TV films are. and

Gina felt necessary to prove me
wrong by assuring me that next

time Theissen stars in one of these

wonderful films i which is usually

eight nights a week) I must watch

it However, it is clear that

Merlin" was a winner, and will be

out to rent on video in ju*t a few

short months
Ryan Benharrts i> a Collegian

lolummsi An\ queitions o r

menu about this column can he

e-mailed to

benharrit* student umasa edu

r:ir PlTFin'ON VILLACiF

i ajaati iimi

•So. .

•Mrs •

•talsKtt A Cetssten

•Central Air Condaii-sssa,

•Starunf at V>4S

Rasas iachade

Heal. H« Water *C..±.n c

Oat

Uatal

-OtympH. Si/e Pbol

-Tennis Owns
-BasketballCM

S « »i ii I 1 1 i < In >•

CALL TODAY

Now Accepting Applications

#549-0145

On PVTA Bus Route

1/2 Mile From L -MASS

!!!COMINGSOON!!!*

in
Sundafd I nils

•trulK Applianecd

• !> PwMed
•CaqwiestTilcd FVwrs

I Air I

tmusn

Uhe Lr/rs/ ^Annual

Commencement JSall

~?Tidau, Maa -'J. 1996 ^ladenI
(Union J~)a I'/room from 7:00pm lo J':00am

7.00fan ( 'ocX'la/l 7Iour in t/ie / Jiano Lounae

s oOp/n TKusiv d' Oanctna

|
' J. 00 per /Jerson

7Hack ^te Optional

lo order InA-ch h" "ic Hall please cull l/ic Ulumm < )f/ice at'.J4J-J.)/7. 7ic4e/s may alto 6e

ohtumed at i/ic ( ampi/s ( 'enter ( 'oricnurse L eoelfrom 7lpril 1 Mil lo lite 24tii.
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softball
continued from page 14

career-wise with 50, one steal behind

UMass Athletic Hall-of-Famer Sue

Peters. By setting that new single-sea-

son record for runs scored. Galas is

now in fourth place all-time with 1 1

V

while Osier is iust tsvo ahead of her in

third place.

So, with both theorem;, soundly put

to rest, the lone-two) Galas-Osier

combination can be considered some

thing in itself, and incomparable to

anything in recent UMass softball

memory.
Of course, each of them are their

own individuals off the field.

However, on the field, both

Minutewomen are just like the other,

and are one in the same.

"The first day I walked in here on

ms recruiting trip, even bods was like

h | lracy again," Galas said, svho

played high school softball lot

Tonawanda High School in central

New York "We both had base-bull

caps on. braces on. and its been like

thai mikc d.is one. Il was really bad

when I used to play outfield, because

Tracy v. as out there, too. Coach would

walk out there and say TO, you need

to be doing tin*

1 1 JI
LeaV ^L^P

jl B^aW >L*\W*

1 JI

i F
\

f

^Hae^a^ae^

^^^^^^^r^^^^y'V-* — -- * —

Mandy Galas power at the plate translates into runs for the

Massachusetts softball team

JI
mherat

*t) Tet 253-1722

40 Main Street. Amherst. MA
(Next to Newbury Comics)

Appointment Not Neccessary

The Right Place lo Be!

A Barbers Everyday

Unisex Hair Styling

UHH
Jim - Gobe

Guy A Goto* Wneor Cutt •Ma
Cllaaer Cull • Kldt Cut*

Layer Cut* • flat Tope

9 & up Hours: Mon- Fri. 8-5:15 • Sat 8-3:45

UMass
Student
Legal
Services
Office

FREE
confidential

professional
legal services

for UMass
students!

545-1995

922 CAMPUS CENTER

.cimo
Ml Farm* 4 >5S4 »153

Ml. Farm* Mall

VHBlfa
San (SUSS?* I*

Wi I4SM ! SSI IN

lailnii

T«U«T|K|
i«Jp> Sanist

r cootsw
Mn SanHSeSISil

aamiuaMiM

H.impthtrr 6 -584 7550

h*» a>i«1«

oMcouruim-iti
u* SaniNisaeussna

omct w at MiKimin
Ma, Sml»lle)OaS*ll«

Upj ft** i?maiia)«siwirii

ttunxik i»
be* Smiiiuiiiegitiiii

ion aisMa its-id
Ma, San lemJIOHNIIH

on or taws ik id
i«ft> Han IIOISNOHSSIIB

"We do a lot of things that comple-

ment neh other, and we do | lot ol

things the same, so it has worked out

well"

Osier remembers that first meeting

between the two. and the duo from

central New York has established a

memorable combination the past three

years

"It is kind ol strange, because we
are from the same part of the state,"

Osier said, who played high school

-oil hall at CtoatO North Syracuse in

Mattydale. N I 'H II kind oj uonu.

with what we've been able to do
together because at that time, she was

introduced to me as ms long lost twin

tow We really complement each

other well, and through the last three

year*, we've kept building on that."

Through the scrutinizing eye of one

ol the most nxcessiul coaches in the

Northeast Region, differences between

the two players begin to evolve While

Sortino might not admit to a occasion

al slip ol the tongue when it comes to

naming either member ol this one-two

combination, she will admit thai Galas

and Osier are something special to her

team's success

"The thing ihcs share, their com-

monalits is the) te both intense com
petitory and they have very strong

work ell ir> said "The way

they're different is that Mandy brings

speed and power to the plate, and a

great tenacity. TO. does it more in a

softer, swifter sort of way. and there is

a lot more finesse and ball placement

to her

"They're an incredible combination,

because when Mandy'* on it makes it

more difficult to consider first getting

her out. and then if you stutter at all

T.O is on. So. they're a great one-two

combination, and we're very fortunate

to have them They gue us scoring

chances whenever they touch the ball

"

The main reason that Galas and

Osier have been able to crow the plate

at such a high success rale la com-

bined 81 runs scored) is because of

their teammates behind them at the

plate At the third spot in the lineup.

senior co-captain kim Gutndge has

had a career year, batting .410 with 42

RBI. while the duo ol senior Kelly

Buskles i IM, 2* RBIi and |unior

Becky George (.1A' lt> KHD have pia-

tuoned at the lour and five spots the

past few weeks

Except for Buckley, who had an out

landing freshman season, all of these

players are experiencing career yean.

Last season, the Minutewomen had a

tough tone getting runt on the board

for most of the season, but this season.

ionsi<.icni.v ha* been the key. and

Galas and Osier have been the prover-

bial straw* that star this successful con-

THEATRES
Free JSmall l»opcorn Q

IIS X|
Mill

V.lul will, i.liy M.'ilnill, ,.r 1 ,.*. l>rl.»U |
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^ I s I *. I \ H S1-. J

ed summer softbull lust yeai .i> key to

hei success this season. "I jm year, I

started contributing more, and this

year it's changed esen more because

I've been able BO hit away, and get

some RBI I'm a lot more confident

this sear."

For Osier, their MtBMI Im hi the

duality of their strengths — simply

put. L Mass has two experienced lead-

oil hitters instead of one.

"The one thing that has helped us

out is that M wete both k-udotl hitters

before we came to UMass," Qeeef said.

"We're used to getting things going,

and that is what we like to do II

Mandy gels on base, I can move her

over to second base with a bunt single

II they miss the play, we have two run-

ners on base in a heartbeat

"If she doesn't get on base, then I

basicallv become the leadoll hitter.

We're a great combination."

As the case of any sport, this is the

time of year when the "real season"

begins. If the Minutewomen are able

to capture the A-10 crown this week-

end at URI. then a road trip faces

Ihem as they will travel to the winner

ol the America East Conference in the

NCAA Play-In series.

Last season, this was the time ol

year that UMass shook off a disap-

pointing regular season to march on to

the WCWS in Oklahoma City Galas

believes that the team — and herself

and Osier — needs to keep doing
what they are doing without worrying

about the pressure to perform in the

postseason.

"I think this is about how softball

should be played." Galas said, who
has made the switch from the right

side of the plate to the left here al

UMass. "You have your stoppers and

burners at the one-two and nine Bott

and it has worked out to our advan-

tage this season for us, because Guns

has had a great year It's how I'm used

to playing the game, and we're having

a lot of success."

Last season's WCWS ride is not

enough for Osier, and she and her

senior teammates want to get back on

the plane that leads to best of the

nation

"Last year was a learning apart

ence. and we had a taste of what we

can do." Osier said. "We've estab-

lished a bandwagon, and we're drag

ging our teammates along with us

The coach doesn't want us to gel |00

ahead of ourselves, and look too for-

ward to reaching the WCWS.
"So. we're taking one day at a tunc

and the ride will start this weekend
"

"Thi« is the bcM hilling team we u-

had here, and the freshmen have done

really well, and come through in some

key situations." Galas said, who credit-
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MMUNUM'.
Tracey Ower is deadly on the batepaths. where she has burned opponent* for the UMass single-season and

career stolen base records

I NDERGRADUATE I I \CH1NG
TSHIPS AVA I 1 A HLfc

DEPARTMENT OF

MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS

$650.00 A SEMESTER

FOR APPROXIMATELY 1012 H0URSA

RTHER INFORMATION AND APP1

FORMS SEE THE RECEPTIoSlsT

ROOM 1622 LFDEKLE GTWR

11am - 4pm: Info Tables, Vendors,
Games, Comedy, Drag

'«
Music and more!!! +4>

UMASS/AMHERST
April 30,1998

8pm Drag Contest

9pm Benefit Date Auction

FOR GLADD
10pm-1 am DANCE!!!

For More

info cal

the Pride

Alliance at

5450154

Students at these a>lle^es

returned from vacation with

more than a tan.

So can you.

Summer
at Dean.

|
ASSUMPTION
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STATE.

FRAMNGHAM
FRAM0MAND
MARSHAU
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Earn edl* crt-dit* tnis summer and improve yam tan.

BrilhJ your M0BM CsoaK Improve a grade. Studanta tr.>ru

leading COiMfjM iarn tlieir place in the ^un at Dean. Vuill

find accelerated learning programs with flexible schedulr-

Ciawm from two aooalaratad 6-week sessions or a 1 2-week-

session. Day or evening classes. Dean offers free parking,

iM-\(T;.uu'* f"or complete information

call 800-870-63M «,r 508-541 - 1629.

Or visit our website at www.dean.edu

Register Now
Oration I Kr^ini May 2n

Mav 4-7 Vt'r'rt* i»|Mrn for rt-^i«I ration until 8pm
Open Mchmc - May 6, M- 1 1 am or 5-7 iOpm

Dean
COLLEGE
A prtvatr woytm oA^
FRANKLIN. MA

YOU HAVE TO SEE IT TO BELIEVE IT!

LIQUOR SPECIALS
Mack Daniel 1

iGoldschlager

Absolut

|Kahlua Combos
(All Flavors)

Micro Kegs
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( Micro Brews
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Full Redemption
Center

Excellent Employment Opportunities

Earn Almost A Full Week's Pay For

Two Pays' Work!
We're seeking applicants for production positions on our weekend
shifts: 7am to 7pm or 7pm to 7am, packaging cable ties on Saturdays

and Sundays.

Light work, In a clean friendly manufacturing atmosphere, where those

who work both Saturday and Sunday, as scheduled, will be paid for

36 hours for 24 hours actually worked!

A great opportunity for STUDENTS (ovtr IB), those who have other

part-time jobs, and those who Just need part-time work.

We will provide transportation assistance for groups of ten or more
students to our plant in Orange.

Please apply directly, call, or send resume to: Human Resources

Manager, Thomas a Betts Orange Facility, IBS Governor Drive,

P.O. Box 720,
Orange, MA
01364
EOE.

ir send resume to: Human Resources
Orange Facility, IBS Governor Drive,

ThomasSBotts

Anderson
continued from page 14

and at the same lime was a good
offensive player." McClellan said.

"Her team spirit was excellent and
her work ethic allowed her to serve

as a role model lor the team
."

Al the junior captain playing with

two senior captains (attack |en

Bowen and midfielder Amy l.eder),

Anderson olten allowed the upper-

classmen to handle most ol the

vocal leadership duties, while she

led with her actioiu

"As a captain. Melissa led by
example," McClellan said. "She is

always hustling and it will be great

to have her return next year."

Anderson will likely continue to

serve as a revered team leader next

year, along with whomever else il

named to help with the duty of
guiding a promising Minutewomen
squad.

I thai vi.dM>!i with the task of

filling the rather large shoes of

graduated All -American Mi<.hele

Warrington. Anderson responded
with a positive attitude She tin

ished with II goals, equaling
Warringiun's senior total while
making Striving to make the MOM
»ary delensi\e pla\s |g gi\c I \1j>v

the opporiumis on the other end
"When I lii-i got here I thought

she was awe- r honoi

Anderson «jiJ "I respected here

both on and off the field at I saw
her help pHNM with anvthing and
everything

M ( U-llan uas pleased that

AjBxfanoa *a» able to tflectiver)

pick up where V* arrington lelt oil

"She did So fantastically Really

on all levels. As a roll model, with

her work ethic and her athleticism.

I ike Wainngton she had the ability

to handle the ball in the midlield in

addition lo taking a player out ol

her game on the defensive end
"

Beginning by picking up the game
with the help ol her brother.

Anderson would eventually blossom

into the collegiate standout Beat

today Playing on the junior var»iu

team in high school, she benefited

under the tutelage of her high

school coach ai C \v Baker in

Baldwinsville. N N Ihere. she

played with two other current
Minutewomen. sophomores Sara

MacNabb and |es«ica Passanese.
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BRIAN WORTZELSTUDIOS
Fandture ami object.

r»arrratert<and<

178a North Pleasant St„ Amherst

256-3134

20'
•< off any purchase

with this ad!

SUMMER JOl
We're looking for
college students
who want an
education

unattainable in

any classroom!
Camp Loyaltown

AHRC,
nattlad in tha Catskill Mountains

in Hunter. New York it a

summer residential camp
lor children thru seniors with

developmental disabilities

(Ages 5-75)

Enjoy an experience which

will enrich your education

and may allow you to earn

credit towards your degree

June 13-August 15

IVC SEEK THE FOLLOWING

.MALE/FEMALE
CABIN COUNSELORS

.RECREATIONAL COUNSELORS

.P00L(WSI, ALS)

.OFFICE

.KITCHEN

For mot* information

CAMP LOYALTOWN
Phone: (516) 626-1075 1.1044

Fix: (516) 626-1510

Visit our web site:

http://www.ahrc.org

"Athletically, I would have to say

that my high school coach ^crsc-J as

u major influence on my career."

Anderson said. "He pulled me up to

t ji -iiy in eighth grade and never put

me down. After I didn't make the

national team my sophomore year,

he kept my heart in the game and
now here I am"
Crowing up with hci mother and

brother. Anderson looked to both
and saw people that influenced her

to do things to the fullest

"M\ brother was older and played

lactoses, M I always wanted to beat

him and get better." Anderson said.

"My mother stayed strong as '.he-

raised us and I've definitely become
a better person because ol thai

I've think that I've been able to

grow into this system by playing a

lot Mnarter." Anderson -aid. "In

high school in was run and gun.
Now I have to look for ins team
mates a lot man Jnd be more of a

team player."

Anderson's passion for the game
has enabled her to adjust well to the

quickened pace of the college level.

as she has used her communication
skills and foresight to see things as

they're happening as oppo-ed to

noticing consequence-- alter the

Idct

" \- the youngest captain, I think I

was able to play an important role

with the freshmen." Anderson -aid

"I'm very open and I like to joke

around, especiall) with the newer
pld>er- I think the\ can see m\ lo\e

tor the game and the wav I look loi

waij lo practice tryfaaj lo -u\ eadl
ed loi each new da\

\car. I hope SO step up even

more, epeciflcallj b> being more
il." Anderson -aid "

I he Jitter-

encc between my sell and the seniors

was that I came from a stricter

lacrosse background I hope to be a

strong leader in a run for SC'AAs."

Anderson has had little trouble

staying motivated Whether it was
making -ectionals in high -chool or

shooting lor a place in the NCAA
tournament next season, she kn

there is always another step to take

"Here. I can always think about

the high levels that sou can get to.

like the L S |Sational| I earn or the

Nc \As," Anderson said "I would
love to ever even have the po-sihilits

of reaching those spots. It I exciting

as I grow along with the program."

Despite Anderson's inspired play

thb season, there were tough losses

and hard limes, including close

defeats to Syracuse and to Boston

Lniser-its in the season finale

"SShcn we lo«e I |Ust want to

come back even harder." Anderson

said. "1 want to take it to the

team like they took it to u-

•.icu*c was a game we -hould se

won and we were out lor blood after

that I think that we re a good team

at coming back and not giving up.

UMass has progres-ivels become a

team that can win the close game-

After going 4-10 and 6-7 the last

two years, the Minutewomen
jumped to 9-5 this season.

"When we win, we want to play

M close to perfection as possible,"

Anderson. "I don't think I've ever

had my best game yet. I think it's

always ahead of you. If the team is

playing well. I want to be part of

that. We worked well as a team, and

I think that was the best part.

Playing as a team with a positive

attitude
"

f sen it we didn't end up putting

the pieces we had together to form

the puzzle we would be ready for

the next game. Starting with our win

at Harvard, we were ju-t ecstatic

Late in the -ea-on thing- ^-el repcti-

use and we started to get a little

worn out. I guess sou could say the

biggest disappointment was the

-chedule
"

Anderson was able lo keep the

Minutewomen delcnse going in

games where the opposing attack

seemed to become relentless.

"I had to become heller at my
one-on-one defense." Anderson
said. "L'sualls I had lo plas -tide and

help but thi- seai I wa- able to play

.i tole in holding soma of the top

<crs to either one or no goals at

all

"Trusting teammate- i- -omething

I se gained while at college I he
a loi ot gioup -uppott and I try not

lo let my head get down and lead by

example
"

During the -ea-on. Anderson wa-

ollen lorced lo rels on her speed

and that - were he. running came in

hands

"I like being the "last resort" per-

-on." Ander-on said "I play mid-

lield SO I
sophomore delensemanl

I snne ^ oung M lc--iea are usually

the last players, but coming from
behind I can help out a lot It's all

about running."

Anderson knows that as the com-
petition Stiffens and the -lake- I

as in the NCAA tournament, there

will be no room for mental break-

down-
"Herkcr's speed. Amy's toughness

and Bow en - smarts will have to be

replaced, but we have the potential

leadership to set our own stan-

dard- ' \nderson said "I'll have to

-lep up ins own skill level. I want lo

have ins be-t -ea-on ever and I don't

ever want to level out."

Anderson -peaks confidently as

-he contemplates the high CBpl

tion- that will inesitabls roll around

with next -pring

"Franceses has been saying 'go

home or go hard.' I think that will

be our motto for next sear I will

definitely be hard but things that are

easy arc not scrv tun
"

(~xxm

Gilreath
Manor Condos

Showings

Start

in April

fer Jane or

September

Occupancy!

Gilreath Manor

Condos
• 3 Bedroom
• 11/2 Baths

• Heated Basement
• New Gas Heat ft

Hot water
• Hardwood Floors

• 1/2 mile to campus
• On Bus Route

UNI i st. • ass nn
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Damn
Yankees
This Faustian musical comedy

classic follows middle-aged Joe

Boyd as he makes a pact with

the devil to lead his beloved

Washington Senators to victory

over the unbeatable Yankees.

With songs like "(You Gotta

Have) Heart" and "Whatever

Lola Wants," Damn Yankees is a home run hit!

SUNDAY, MAY 3, 7PM, CONCERT HALL
Presented with the generous suptort of Peopies Bank and WRNX 100 9FM

Coll 545-2511 or 1-800-999-UMAS for tickets

Visit our Website ot www.umais\edu/f<K/f<H.html

„ Tut 01
F'neArts
Center

C <>\M < I >VI I II VOIR C I VI I R!

Irish swimmer Michelle Smith

denies tampering with drug test
By Robert Milhvard

Associated Press

DUBLIN. Ireland — Triple

Olympic gold medalist Michelle

Smith, again the focus of drug

accusations, defiantly denied
tampering with a urine -ample

that may have -hown >igns of a

banned substance

The Irish swimniei. who>e cue

cess at the Atlanta Game> was
tainted by rumor- of drug-taking

although che ha> neser te-led

positise, sowed se-terday to fight

the latest charges.

"I have no intention of taking

this lying down and I have no
intention ol being bullied hs ans

organization — national or inter

national." Smith told a MM con-

ference yesterdas

"I am innocent of these

charges. I am appalled at the

manner in which they have been

leaked into the public domain
and I intend lulls delending
them, if necessary, all to the was

to the International Sports Court

in Switzerland," she said.

"I hope my good name and
reputation and the good name
and reputation ot Ireland will

win out alter this unlorlunate

saga."

After reading her statement.

-he declined to answer cjuc-tions.

PIMA, ihe international swim
ming federation, said Smith i»

being investigated for "possible

manipulation" of an out-ol-com-

petition drug lest taken at her

home in Kilkenny. Ireland, on

Ian 10. The world champi-
onships were being held in Perth.

Australia, at that time, but Smith

skipped them, citing injuries.

MSA honorary secretary

Gunnar Werner said in Ssdnes

\u-italia. that no drugs were
found in the sample, although it

did contain "something special."

He did not elaboiate

Werner said Smith had 14

days to respond and may request

a lest on the B sample, taken at

the same time as the disputed A
sample Me would not elaborate

on the manner of the alleged

tampering but said it was the

tn-i -uch case he knew of in

international swimming
If found guilty of tampering.

Smith could face a suspension or

esen a lifetime ban.

Wctner described the Smith

case as "disappointing for our

sport" but he -iu--ed that she

has "not set been punished or

tound guilts Vse hase to find her

guilts 0M '

At the Atlanta Olympic-.
Smith won gold medal- in the

400-meter tree-isle 200 indisid

ual medley and 400 individual

medley, and a bronze in the 200
butterfly Swimmers from other

nations, including American -tar

lanet Evans, raised suspicions

about Smith, who rose to promi-

nence despite coming from a

country that does not have an
Olsmpic-Nized pool.

I a-i August, she captured two

gold and two silver medals at the

European Swimming
Championships in Seville. Spain.

Although UNA made no men-

tion of any drugs being found in

the sample. Smith said the labo-

ratory analysis mentioned the

presence of "some metabolic pre-

cursor ol testosterone."

Smith was flanked at the news
conference by her lawyer, Peter

Lennon. and her husband. Erik

De Bruin. A former discus
thrower and shot putter. De
Bruin served a four-year ban
after testing positive for testos-

terone.

She said the results of the lab

test -howed a considerable drop

in specific gravity, a measure of

densits. compared to when the

sample was te-tcd bclore it left

her home EISA said that sug-

gested tampering.

lennon said if the sample had

been tampered with, it must have

been alter it had been taken from

Smith - home
\\ e want to know how the

test was carried out. in what tem-

perature and what happened to

the sample after it left her

home." he said.

Bailey-Johnson rematch could happen
By Bert RoserHrml

Associated Press

SI U NOKk The bally hooed
match race between Michael lohnson

and Donovan Bailey, which proved a

bust last year, could be held again this

summer as part of the Goodwill

Games in New York.

Harvey Schiller, president of Turner

.Sports, which will televise the

Goodwill Games, said there wa- a

c.s«.l |S'--ibilits" of a rematch of the

I So meter showdown at Toronto

where fohnson pulled up injured after

70 meters.

Schiller said that while there are

many details to he arranged, the race

could be set in a few aeafci

"Both an- competitive people and

ihev like the excitement ot n." Schiller

said. "I don't think there's a downside.

Both are running sers l.i-t

lohnson is the |s)*K> Olsmpic 200-

meter and 400-meter champion and

200 world record-holder. Bailey i- the

l*»s>e< 100 gold medalist and world

record-holder.

The track and field portion ol the

Goodwill Games will be held luly 19-

22 in I otig Island, with Minson trying

to duplicate his Olympic doubk" in the

200 and 400 and Bailey running in the

100 Schiller said the rematch proha-

blv would be held near the Aug. 2 end

ol the games.

IK -aid Mitchel Eield in long Island

and Times Square were being ooaaM

ad -ii

Brad Hunt, lohnson's agent, and

Ray Flynn. lohnson's agent, are enthu-

siastic about the rematch, with the log-

ical distance again 1 50 meters.

Hunt, however, said lohnson would

not consider a two-man race nor a race

on a temporars track

"It thes want to put on a race, he

would have to have the best guys in the

world, about four or live, or even fill

the leighti lanes." Hunt said.

How can you have a race without

Ato Boldon Maurice Greene or

Erankie Eredericks'' If they want a race

at thi- point in time that has meaning.

you have to include those guss It n\
two men, it's two men other than

Michael k»hnson
"

Boldon is the world 200 champion

and has run the 100 this year in i W>

seconds, imls 02 seconds oil Kailcs -

record of 9.84 set at Atlanta Greene

won the world 100m title last year,

also at 9.86. and Eredericks was
ranked V< I in the world in the 100 in

|cjc,7

Mi. had needs all the legmrnacy of

a real track." Hunt said He said

lohnson wouldn't compete on a tem-

porary surlacc over a road or on con-

crete.

"I would like to M anything happen

that T\ embraces and showcases track

and field." Hunt added. 'Last year's

race delivered higher ratings than most

sports event-
"

Elynn said Bailey would be

"absolutely" agreeable to a rematch "if

the mooes i- right
"

last year, lohnson and Bailey were

guaranteed $500,000 apiece, with the

winner at SkyDome getting an addi-

tional SI million. A Toronto developer.

Edward Cogan. had to step in at the

last minute to rescue the race billed as

the One to One Challenge of

Champions after the meet promoter

failed to produce enough money.

"I think the Goodwill Games would

be a great podium to do the rematch."

Elsnn -aid "Il would -iir up a lot of

interest It caught everyone's attention

even though there was criticism

because Michael pulled up and that

was the worst thing that could have

happened.

"But I think we would have a terrific

race with the two biggest names in

track and field It would be the right

matchup to put the global sump on
these games.*

Goodwill Games spokesman Mike
I ewellen emphasized that such ele-

ments as money, location and competi-

tors must be in place before the race

can go forward.

He said the athletes would have to

be paid at least as much as they were in

Toronto. He added that the Long
Island senue would make the most
sense from a purely running standpoint

but a straightaway dash — unlike the

curse in Toronto — in Times Square in

Manhattan would be more exciting

"So if we don't solve all the van

abies. it won t happen." he tasd.
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2 5 3-9742
505 West St. South Amherst

Queer Peer Education invites you to

a Safer Sex Party designed especially

for gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender

>*VlJLi

Come find out what you need to hnotu and

ujhat you "*cd to hove for tofer tummer iev.

May 4, 1998 • 7:00pm
Stonewall Center

Call Lauri for mora information at 577-5252

A

ALL FREEH

Jewish Arts Festival
In Celebration of laraol'm SOth Birthday

Thursday, April 30th, 5-8pm ^ I^raeuVolk'ofncing O
Hillel House Lawn <, Ix>t8 of Muslc <«

388 N. Pleasant St. / Amherst & Jewish Storytelling «c Poetry Open Mike <»

O Grand Opening of "Picture This" <*

(a photography exlbit of protraits of Israel taken by UMass Students)
<* Raffels O

O All-U -Can -Eat Falafel Dinner O
Sponsored by Hlllel's Jewish Student Union (JSU) with a grant from the Harold Grtnspoon Supporting Foundation

ALL FREEH
douki-touM
4l»kk'sl
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ANNOUNCEMENTS II APARTMtNT FOR HI Nl COMPUTERS

People t Market

and the revues lamrain ' Main Floor

Stutfanl Lkswi

Lai Ttte ttmimt Nuraaa can tor

van cat
The JMauSMaMNtrangAtaK >i

kewtp, a centteeti May 2 at Patten

Sams' ijnooa

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Pelkaa .' bedroom mobile noree, gat
heel $S00 No pets Firsi Lett and

CityCaasttsi

Z33MMX.

Take Over 1

Bnan'-

]

r lean One badtoan

I
ant) pa.nt Plenty of

n* «iuda» haet-Kot

jn« \m W jOnn *

but route

49 3938

24X CO ROM 33 6k

Audw Cards *
"<t «.•»*' J.g

PS2

2 t G«
..it- >,

14 inch

pa
tm

EMPLOYMENT
CUkMI Crane Stupe Now hiring

fit* details > 800 435-4247

EMPLOYMENT

Sugerloaf Estates

Alpine Commons
Apartments On

Demand!!

• BaouaAi 2 4U BR Apt Hornet

• FSKHEATAtvCFOT

WATB)

Daugnar hreSt

|Naj«*V rarrtctritaK, kachent

On via buncfcy kjcrktvat

• OnUaPVTAbutana

ting Available no* tot lamia' at

Connate 243 232* Agency tea

a*d 3 aearaaa)

tptttenantt Gat haat rtatttaood noon
IrVe are showing staging Asrii 6th to<

June and Septtmaei aatet Imcoti Real

(Matt 2S3-nn

Ikes* Bala Sat heat, herOsvoad

1/2 aek) tocea

a Arn; bt" at) Jim *--• Stcrnr*
t'3Upkadtiiwai 7U-7979

kCOME TRY THE BEST!

^

^k CALL NOW ^ffl
4 j^^SSSJSSS^PP

AUTO FOR SALE
«•*.'!

ntpkrad1 ft eta lno» you> teaat rows'

Canted The Student Leoai -

0*ee «22 Campus Center Stv

l hi t pn.ae ivaaaaf

ill nam »rml..*

i • Pvkcaa) at

amaninaadnpuiiaxiaastaitejr

era. i »>! . Cants kits

• Ma*. VUntvk Ira*

. Saaaj. heap;. sVett Stag.

a*< V dKictsatx »ns«

Pakns latMl*.

mi
iOjb a kkjeti is at aa apaaaa .it

asttt t> aal <at a a> Caaa De> •

lata* stnU

m i ete Camp
Jcteoeany Owrasv

I tarn SSS before

your summer even starts by hotting trie

biggest event of the year" The Alumm
Once is now accepting applications for

Reunion Weekend student help Mutt be
available June 4-7 Homing accomuda

libit Stop by the Alumm
fteujtiont Office m Memonai Hall to till

application today Ouestions'
Call Ann Thompson at S-23 ' 7

F*CA fet duebled woman Sundays
r*3r*ampton Cell Many 5820SS6

Put your stilts to wort mtarnationeiiy This

wee nut yeer YOU could be packing to go
to S Africa Jordan Paraguay. Thailand
or Uzbekistan while your friends are
toamfakng ts find a tut Due to anbcspet

ed growth Peace Corps it looking to f*

EMPLOYMENT
Chief Travel OMiii It I not a job <t s

lutt en adventure Appfy at www ituden

•*>.diu<V torn r tu

FOR SALE
Self lellt Used, cleen. essortea

S3 SQ/dtuen Marie MS-223S

ROOMMARE WANTED! SUMMER SUBLET SUMMER SUBLET

I bettraaas la 2 bedioom Boulders ac*m

ment available this summer with Fail

option 1 or 2 non smokers pietetred

nsS/month Call 253-1733

Nortkaasetea Huge bedroom ,

oath and A/C Available 6/1 m 2 bedroom

nt 112S 5945143

3 kedreeas, 2 keth j.j, utile June 1st

Mill Valley Rent negotiable Call 253

9323

41
pet pern

tfj JU.'Sll

I Buy/Sell/Trade/Coniign

rternpeWfeyde iactiange Sundays $-4

m the Hell at the Mt Farm Mall 24 hour

mto line 41 3 253 6911

FURNITURE

leokiag Fer Hsuteaetea Do rou IN

these raquirernents Nonsmoker. no drugs

clean, quiet (generally aware! I'm current

ly investigating several houses and need

more people The toonar era e

the better deal we will gat

Ms-saa

fNaajaaaj

Cell Kevm

war Sublet!

room. 1 1/2 bath trjwnhouse A/C new
stove and carpeting spacious
SSOO/moiith 6714/31 Jenn 5465142
Boon 546 1419 Meg 546510,'

Neceatty rtaivetei, 2 bedioom apart-

ment Very clean spacious and quiet

touuVmonth Can come fully furnished

FREE 1 Cell us 9 259 9263 ASAP

1 litUiirr apt fix Summer June 1 Aug

3 1 S550/itiontn Call Geoff 25*2979

ed growth. Peace Corps it looking to fat

hundreds ill two-year assignments over

tan that depart May August 1999 AU
MAJORS «KIiHCOitMSo TO APPLY

treat

portetion to and from host country and
raathcaf/damal included Get started

eerty' Sand your application * to ut by
July 31 and tojamiew on campus this Fall

V s.i our webpagt at

<www peatatorpt gov- Far en applet
ton call «00)*24 9560 prets I an for

Cape Ced tttaareat
Coots servers bartenders host buses

»s Will tram P lot

I Lata thaPo •* Pact

Qu* M^<rt9u*veS499'f><

2 kedreaaj apt. Avpilaafa 6V l Fen
option t> Pvt mm • SvwJarsaad Ap

1PM Meaae Crete Standard S2H0 or

barttoMar 253 566?

ft Ferd Raegei
: - ' ? l.l

Mk>toa

Eeey pkaaaaal werk .

« company Cat; i413r536

2042

t 1

;:
titt

Tata tear «ase laaodlH Iawtv%a1

wat» wtepjri Great or.aw * PuPtan

tMawj

Cottnaiv«at> ?5*«a4

Tea* fewer Our LeaseV PkMaa ftawty

renovated 3 bad.? bafh A

haatwjr watar *oai Terw Court S4»

flrJOoVW 546.3405

rm Terate kaV | speed A/C.

stares and war* eaves Many new para
> 56 000 "Met tasestiutt 12900 4 )

tspwjasta

43M3R
Mat kaag tstep leu Cat I

1221 taesam MA 02642 Fat BBSaaV
a.ii50»«6«3tJ4

Otiap TAJLAJO "or bovt on long Late

ftapttt Maiei. noted tor pcturevque
I faciutiat and out

FRrH TfUVU June
S-Ata>at23 OvarMioi^aPrarpB

. chair with footrett cot

foe lava, and more Pricet negotiable

k rlffj

HOUSE FOR RENT
Heeee Fer Real t

home cumtortjoty ku & 1/2 aatf staJk

from campus A«iilible June 1st

SlOTJuVrrwrvth Call 549-6236

Jaaa arttk Seat aptsea Murmampr . 4

brtdraoai {950 ftadley 5be*oom S12O0
SWutti Realtors 564 3428

INSTRUCTION
Caece ley lawoadiag

MOTORCYCLES
I4sturcyi.lv .

MUSICAL INSTRU
MENTS

Mil lailiig raataie to there a 4 bed
room houte in Amherst over summer May
15 Aug 3! $300 < half utilities Can Jon,

• 256-4792

,
tun female looking

for roommeteitl on Martha t Vineyard trus

summer Please contact Sarah 546 5291

ROOM WANTED

One Urge kedroom 22> houtakoW
wrttwt IS meat of Ukaett ki town or near

inl.i^ t-vivf'ci? iea%*- DJ ti
! S66 ' Vr

Mannew 695 3295

aaa vvaaaad m a house or <

for Felt tamettr oafy I m fun uw) back

and liipotttsbli If you can help plaata
calljen 5494357

valad Available eftei Finals Option for

Fall $: 040, month inegoiiabiei 54*5066
kevm

Tba eiceet 2 kedreeei townhoute in

Amherst Furnished wasfvar & dryer horn

and backyards onsne parkin,

wall carpet, batamem i 1/2 tuil bath

FaM u .amtMi 5 Ml *a>i aPM Oal
S4S ajaj

3 kedreeai

Ih and AIR CONDITIONING

Available June August $900/month

Pricet negotiable Call 5464396 or 546

5515

1 kadtairr sewtskeeee Spacious A/C 2

- I August 31 SatXVBO Dave

Jason 546 3006

CiifHide- i bedroom available May 25

August 31 Clean Utilities included On

but rout* S540/month Inegl Call Msta

6655544

Fret A/C 2 furl Oaths
' es included On bus >0ute

Pttflkatv- 1 at I bedroomt m a spacious

eppitstiaiil AC Free haat. hot water Fast

option Call 5492993

nanoveted A/C Fall

ajtPJaattjMMefaaWal
Please can Car.

6655576
UT Delta Ticket

.eluding Alette and Canada MOO 546-

TO SUBLET
ike*, Bj ' IbJbbj apr

liters Gikeee LG0

rtsstsypwaa Program

•Siervjard aaaarSatkr
Aunt great wrjwperkp can

• Aabngtt«osar fpjat attar t Jet Op,

LiJUMM Mf IDE
US Canada Europe

epiatttvaei 4 weet tune corermteiant

mj prut etpentet pa<d

I am typo and atettioati bactpact

Cab Mrke Sarbea at 900-250-9252 tor

rata

BaTi

r'y

somewtiat near campus okay Call 549
1992 Atk lor Marc

SERVICES

Meed te taatet vour apartment' We wHi

hat it ei our o«xe and on our web page
for free looting to stove off campus

'

Coma to Commute. Servers 429 Student

Onion, or call 5450995

w 6/1 LWntown rtotrsaeipton

ee catM 1 587 3099

Clote to uptown and campus S250 a
month 549-5659

Tare ktarif apt on Amrty Si Waajng
,3.st*«v in appaaj ajbpaj t-»«i aaPR)

^M.

I ktt June and Jury One Mdroom
at a four badrooai apt Evarytrang vsdud

ed 1300 253 1824 Speak ts Ana)

bathrooms A/C heel end f

rtluded on but route with tuyar break

tail bar waiker and dryer hoot up

supart condrtion Available 6,' Caff 253

6350

1 er 2 hedrooej avanapre m two bad

room newly renovetad Puffton apl

HeatThot H20 indudad' Hat cannal an

Eaarkr frit two or three people Aveilaole

6,1 fcrVrnon* Amy 549 1773

PETS FOR SALE

••map rosy, Aatmgtttn

Cat 886- 7212

U

iitiet

Mountain Camp eft sman leevaantsai

taaaavpr camp tor

PAAIXA EMPLOYMENT ... up to

Oufl0*nurrtk tt kakaraja. parts reeortt

Avrtarpr FasMeWaag' Oat eorysta rapttst-

ramoad by US bJawt 9 World Rapant
r9i9rtS- 1939 eat A150

Free te ,
-

<riessur*s

i
'

t coiort end types at wak at a talar

ban of cages and hutches Wa can aaa
i wrpt any ttunrvat yau can nplpaepi

i for Can Elian 197 0105 aftw 900

l
I -

quiet room to tubtet for FaP Pktate cat

549O190

I Large sunny 1

bedroorr, « apjl to atgl la.par djaj

wtsekar. poof 9j tpapaj courtt. fvkmg tsajfa,

on but km 9925 nagorteb*. indraM <**-

t«s 6959076 or 5455357

SvvWjartand Partujir, twrvtevpt

iCaatpROi
ei 237 fjrettteaoro VT 0930' rx

CtauWkUkpjoi
te 12 060/month Free world travel

iCar bil l- Alatta Europe i

raaatrtaard For «Po nag 1919)933-1999.

ROOM FOR RENT
A ^rt# '^Ot.-tat P"i

atteae edsted i I ptapatad I

• v-

U» Tt 92J99 part tana * pep 4-9

1 bae>aae> «i baautitkl tVaytPar i apart

reant on outline Ave<iet -

1290month Ce*Lu«253

PhD nEnahtk Any subject i

I help* > -

J 2 bedrooms 2 baths Fall

Ofmon Price negotiabvp 253-4999

Serareer Heetet Seklel Imhe.st
hrortherapton 4 bad1POT fttePey 5 bed
loom SlutMki Raaflort 5943429

and ami 1 bean i Srfti pa 8PJB>apa
June to August 549 5206 Jam-a

tMay27» 259-1971

taaBeag tat 2 paaatt so warn >- C
CAPT Han e kltsctkani tapat Cat 549

Nyeada. lacel New aPawtpapT

tap, aratat enrffter tattptpp

Ovoran good condvKn $350 orgetter Overe* goat
- 4351^

ikedvi ....

MpmSt Haat and »ot water .

tVaet karpPtjaae oae baa Cf Mrka atmt

Teyetaa No.ai Pti/rai

Arwcantvnon Cat* paid every

day tf|)>94M795

rt trppking far start 6 23 8.23
C*Ma>alait wilt Innemltiaa in

Aejuttcs Arckavy 9001109
Camp.ng/n'.ting. Caia*Kt
PTttttigttaivy,>aartjoot "opes prat atpJt

General Countakirt For awiipktu tat
Wtwaa 6ottlatev- or Ave Caiamer l'7

2«S124

ad md..iduai to 6Vt
latetMartetiag praioct at utMatt
Cjpjwj>ABPteatra«BcW93tTJ

- - » • ,

avaadypevJ Cab.

Iktaja

I4pt

PB99

SUMMER SUBLET
Semrnei tefclet wilk tell epiiee

1 ktawtav I beak ev»iettt Jena lit

IVM rvjgorujbvi Cat 259-1299

Traak Driven Wonted » / 1 xas

Pan tune won for 10 days -n June aad
Aug {lOSparday Cat before May 5th 1

899 949 5399

gerbikire tvramei Caatp teechet
vets metutv

ntaa Groat to 1

an but route $700 if trumd $375 by t**

APaok 996-9015 Coot t

Cat 549 5970

:»jpHi •
» 1

1

54»<J»i

IbetVl aaPJeMe June 1 Fat

tor tuttenar $950 each p8 uttlets mckid

ad Cat katw at 541-0141

9JM7» eat 4364

CHILDCARE

•jraw
for head ttatf tad ceo* 1

aatpatsfteej
-

tectrng Camp fire ef 191715231

avacto- at 549 » M

cere to

9 PVjnrvjd actrvrfajl arrvttpcNrPPM.dk:

Car needed fu» larva 679-9/4 Cat 253

32081

Neea.aU
kraasei rtfat.

mrkrvrprtssi

$9 89-<9 00T> r

'i ttat ;t
'

NtWtal

ijunt 1

«te over tke kajep Ctt
Tetff 5*6-7»->

8 year ok) Svjgianiag Man
and a car 3

PA

ming Golf lacrosse
aoajapJtwjj. FittVng. Honda tre.' owet

pw wees taperevice a pm but not need
1399277 9791

«st ** t. F fAajgaprl k -t •

CompetTtivd wafjtt • boner it Atf at
J«tfe50C-4

CRUISE 9HIP 6 LANO TOUR JONS
Ejropt>jat benatits World Travel Atk ut

hrM<517B4 3fJ9eaatC50014

4672

1 bedroom apt able Jena 1 Oa

COMPUTERS

atACaaTOSM 929 PtjaTfjeppw CO Rom
otspleanl atoeaa suftwait 14-astP rnpra-

tor VKMdes modem and color pnntar Sat

0)51599 $7X or 9,TJ 9633923

Macieteeb Ceter Sryiawr.tar 1999
d Mouse SCSI

tatarr' 9V70y»9/i7nJ9 Cat
9729 or E-ntad at at

for an appKatron You cat fetd est

Web at WVVWCAr%ru2CnJS5COM

lata plus bonus Sean2530593

j 'or heed twim
I aaa* Nvi

leil
Can 32304'9 or Ga>l 3734*53

Saadoat Napa- AT6T Asrthonaod Agent

needt 20 students now '

$100 $300 weet '

• -

T * .-ig o'jf < Bjp a'

v

Printer

54955
B9N -^vj.er B.'O

TYPffTS PC users

946000 mcorne pofaWajt Cat 1 90O51

3

4343 Est 6 9616

1 - a 4 baproaa ha-

nuthed apt • Ajpme Coevtva

6/1 Call Be" or Aie,-s« 253 1510

tot 9/1 < at e77Vba>t» 0a
Man St Cat Conw 25343596

2 fvyaygirls 1 ' Poornom tsepv

Stent June tit poisdky Sopt 'st Cat
Mnger iv Oavm 256 ' 750

9BJPJ
1240

heat/ttot water rnctstfttd Courtney 5*6
1901

» tr>mvam •
"loveted 3 bedroom houte

uptown looting for a *cM 6 kesd' pat-

ton with 3 rjpva cool mates Pteata all

Crv,,025MSD»

outkne M uOktepj etcfiaM Pppt mere
atvxaoas Can 665 55 '4

Ti it area ballroom at 2 bad
room June Aug Puce ntgotiatlt Ceil

BobO 69651 29

t
__JnPJ* ftkWOI

WnOVaMtartt CtjjtaaVtW

A/C Brand new itch.- 2 M betkt

Watt .n eloset Drractry on pat roatP

Laundry room 1

6/1 w.th Fa) ep

Cat 5494294

Puttie* 1 bedreea N I

TRAVEL

flkftOPt SUtPPPER PJ

$159 leach way oka taaatl

CA*J8aA8UlC0 $1964.7

Low Faret to all paces 1

CA1180O 326 2009

WANTED TO RENT

leekieg lev 2 kedroe*
N '- aPlpRpl ' btanVaai

Jermy 586 7929

leekiag fer 2 kedn
PJ -

' "j *va : ai*J h ^'

r of town aad caaa

>ea 1 ' - •

ejeapj J use 'o

a Cat 29643351

PwNbaa- 2 beo>oom re

6/1 rawjon to renew Can Geoff a Sum
5496799

oapi.

s N

9972791

M97427

1 1 tawtorn apartment CiiHude
1 711 pua oartor ivmor store

Ikktt/not water ettctrcitv included On
but route feaSntkTjrrtti 896-9490

1

2 poop* eaerfy I kjliare /AC Rant nago-

tujbtt Cat' 549 7080 Avavujpte June iff

1 bodreoa naaanatai Puffton acarT'^w*

wn» 2 bath. Art anjnabte June 1 Aug
31 $1040'month Prco norjrjtsabfe Call

Jill'

Spacieea two kedreeei townhoute
One and one haft baffaooatt Available

61 On but route f70)/tassegi tout a*
rt'Ctar-

Bjjj i

On Pa bat

• « epaavtj

T n r Sabtet • .. •

k» 6 kjaa. auajf ana Cat 94- '

Taree ttdreaa Putnon apt Two bathe

Runoietad Ltttattt Can 549-5010

TIMES
RUNNING
OUT!

Aaatertt afang but route $1 '00/nrorrr*

253-758

riacc yDiir

( l.isMticJ Today

20(1 MKndl day

firm undents '.

40(1 Wind I (gat)

peoptt Jatf rttriovotao ruceporch $225 a
monrnprutu,^ 5*96779"

Qj.J u;> ^ 545.35OO.

Fell option

r 7 bedroom epareterp on

but route laundry aov

kpt *-tr kapl Pot 1

Cat 6967076

er Seblei

Available 9/1 Call 253 1736

THURSDAY. APR 30

bfttffoa — Celebrate Israel's

IftrJepcTstlerKc Das and enjuy a karish Arts

Festival from 5-8 p m on the Hillel Ms use

lawn Foud will he served

(iimmurtifv — Pride Alliance will be

sponsonriji OueerfeM from 1 1 am -4 p.m.

with a H>rt* un the lawn b> the

Campy. Pond Artist*, musicians, tables, and

games will be offered For more information

cai 545-01 54

Conjcarl — Voces Feminae. Renaissance

mustc for women's voket. will be performed

in Sweeney Concert Hall at Smith C oOeaje pt

8 pm
Meeting — The Ballroom Dancing Club

will be meeting from 5:JO-7 pm in Totman

room 101. No experience 01 partner neces-

sary. New members welcome.

Theatre — The 21st German Theater

Festival and Competition will take place in

L lupin Auditorium in Mar\ VWillev Hall at

Mount Horyoke College The event is from 9

am -5 p.m. and is open to the public

FRIDAY. MAY 1

Stnrvicr — There will be a Shabbal Service

led by LMa*s professor lulius Lester tt 6

p.tn in the Hillel House All are v*esccirne to

attend

SATURDAY. MAY 2

CanTAtafj MISSION IMPROVable will

be performing their weekly comedy impros

show at 8 p.tn in the Campus Center room

I6V

Community — There will be t silent

march against gun violence at 1 1 a.m. in

Ciiurt Squarv Springfield

( ommumty — There will be a Bowl Day

featuring music fnim Da Cocoa Brovaz and

BaaPOly] Groove starting at 1 1 a.m. at the

Van Meter/Webster basketball court-

\teetmg — The UMass Poetry and English

club, and Spectrum Magazine will hold an

open mic and formal reading in Memorial

Hall from 6-8 p m

NOTICES

( .immunity — The deadline to submit

\..ur film for the UMfkM Film, Video, and

Animation Festival hi M.i\ 1 Submit \oui

film to 101 South College and fill oul the

application The festival will be held on May
") from 1-4 p.m. in rooms Ibi It.** in tnc

Campus Center Call the Film Sludu

at 545-%59 for more details

( 'nmmunrfv On TTiurvday. April >0.

the Siudenl Government Association will be-

holding elections for the positions of Student

Trustee and President Potling U«.alions will

be in all of the dining commons, as well as

the \ewman Center and Campus Center

Concourse from 1 1 a.m. -2 p.m.. and from

4-7 pm All students arc encouraged to

FYh ar» public service announcements printed

daily To submit an FY1, please send a press
release containing all pertinent information,
irxlucknci the name end phone rvurrsber of the
contact person to the Collegian, c/o the
Managing Edrtor try noon the previous day

daily listings sponsored by

uvc~rv te UNlass' only student run Television Station
216 Student Union (located to the right of the Hatch) • 545-1336 • www-unix.oit.umass.edu/--uvctvi9

Today's Program Schedule '4/30

1

30
37

4:11

30
30

7:45
8:30
9:00
10:00

UVC TV- 19 Premier
(lock TV

^^^^^ Homies
Charnncl 19 Ntrwj

SGA Senate Meeting: 4-29-98
Ten Minutes on Drugs

Soul TV Network
Mens Hysteria
Master Music

Sign Off

1

*\

Sol
Xi

(m HSCN Bulletin Board 18 UVC-7V19
3 CBS/3 Hartford a ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield438 CBS/4 Bo*fbn 818
Aj3C/5 Boston
PBS/57 Springfield

83 CNN
Set* CNN SI

7 HSCN Movie Ck 88 Headline News
m UPN/20 Hartford 88 UCTV
m Weather Channel 87 TBS
IO NBC/30 New Britain

Fox/61 Hartford
88 BET

ti TV Land
Mi PBS/24 Hartford 3a Univiston
ta WOCH & HSCN 31 Comedy Cwrral
1*4 Interrwtional 38 Cartoon
IB UMass Academic TV 33 Much Music^ HSCN Programming

THURSDAY EVENING

WTiDrf

WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHDH
WTXX
wvrr
WTIC
WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
A4E
CNN
COM
DISC
ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK
SCIFI

TLC
TNT
USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

§

12

20

2i

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 I 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 I 11:30
Wuhbontl
Newt I

Nvwt '•'

Full Houbt X

Froth Prince

Simppontl!"

Newt »

Creatures

Newt ff

I Abo You

Family Utttlert
|
Family Mttfert

Bueinest RpT

CBS Newt

CBS Newt

ABC News

BoyWorfd

NBC News

Newthour With Jim Lehrer R

Inside Edition

EitraK

Inside Edition

Fresh Prince

Whoai-Fortune

fnarried.. With [Judge Judy IT

NBC Newt

Homo Imp.

NBC News

Bunnell Rpt

ABC News

Mad Abo You

Northern Exposure 8

Wortdview s

M. MecDonald |Make-Laugh

VVingt Wings Over Europe" jf

Up Cloee ISporttcerrtaf

Supermarket

udge

nt TiEm. Tonight

Seinfeld IT

VYrieei-Fortijnt
|Jeopardy! .31

I TV ff

Ent Trjnlght

Chronicle TT

Freth Prince

JeopardylH

Judge Judy I
Hard Copy

Frttier I

Newthour With Jim Lehrtr R

Seinfeld «

Seinfeld if

Andy Griffith

Frttier ft

Fretier R

Andy Griffith

Law 4 Order i;

Moneytlne 31 I Croetfirt TT

Daily Show I R;| Stein't Money

Gimme Shtlfer (R)

C - Campus

Pertnerthip Krdi -Japan

Promised Land \\r\ Stereo) X
Promibtd Land (In Stereo) I

Mystery!: Unsuitable Jot

fjiagnotit Murder "Food Fighi

lit Murder Food Fight"

t**P*"9»P

APRIL 30, 1998

Wail for God

48 Hourt (In Slereo) I

tee "The Firm "(1963. Drama) Tom Crust, Gone Htckmtn (in Sfwpo) X
48 Hourt (In Stereo) X

**"> "fJptlp^s»»jM"(l99i. Suspense) Barbara Htrihty

Friendt R |Juti Shoot Mt | Seinfeld X |Veronlct'i CI

Honey, | Shrunk tttt Kidt ff

Friendt X 1Jutt Shoo?

World't Wildett Police Videos

Friendt X
This Old Hse

Jutt Shoot Mt

On on Call

Fame LA. (In Sltreo) X
Seinfeld 1 ^eronict'i CI.

Stopping tht Stalkers Tt

Seinfeld X TVoronictt CI.

Mytttry!: Unsuitable Job

ER (In Stereo) X

ER (In Stereo) X
LAPD

ER r . i:

ee Tht Firm "(1993, Drama) Tom Cruise. Cstne Hackman (In Stereo) X
Myttoryl; Unsuitable Job

*tt "RoboCop'tfWJ, Science Fiction) Peter Waller

*« ' i "Hano jm High" (1966, Western) Owl Eastwood, Inger Stevens.

Blogrtphy "Tammy Wynelte"

World Today X
UKOs: Havt We Been Visiter!

Cheert «

Vicar of

r'(»a8»
T
tl jt.

Wbtoy

News i!

ThrsOldHee.

Lttt Show R

Lata Show R

NigrrflintX

Star Trek: ft* rt Genet

|Tonigm Show
Vibe

Mad Abo You

News (t

Tonight Show

Deep Space 9

Tonight Show
Charlie Rota (In Stereo) I
Newt X
M'A'S'H X

NighttiiX ."tT

Reel TV R

Larry King Livt R

**'i "Macfiorjpp-(1990. Oimedy) John Larroquette, Kirstie Alley

Wild Discovery: Deception Animtl X |Movtt Magic

World Todty If

it "High Plans Dnffe/-"[1973) Clint Eastwood

Law 9 Order ' Nurture" i

M. MecDonald
jMake-Laugh

Debt

MTV Live (In Stereo)

Figure H Out | Tiny Toon

Quantum Leap (In Stereo) B
Rono/olion [Renovation

Lott 9 Clark-Superman

National Halt Tttt IBeywatch "Trva ChtkJ InsioVX"

45)**
,

Vojcano"(1997) Tommy Lot Jonet

Intimate Portrait Joan Lunden'

Stpntay Cup PltyoWt: Conference Qutrterfinal Game 5 -Teams to Be Announced X
Wings Thunderchiel" (R)

Baseball

My So-Called Life (In Stereo)

Doug X |Rugrttt X

Untolved Mytteritt (In Slereo)

Artitt Cut

Angry Betvert

Sty What?

Bewitched

«• '6 "Alien Nation"(1989, Science Fiction) Jam** CaarT

Home Again [Home Again

Babylon 5 (In Stereo) X

l»* *&

i Special

Medical Defect |Medicat Defect

"Child 01 Rage"

Rockumentpry

Wonder Yean

1992, Drama) Mel Hams, Dwight Schultt

Tota l Boquett

Wonder Yean

tt "Alton Nation Dark Homon'

R0t3wpJjjR]_

Ultra Sound

Happy Day

t

Road Rules

i994)GatyQ(aham"

I Love Lucy «

NBA Batketbell Playofft Teams to Be Announced. (In Stereo Live) X
-i *. ' 1—i . . a. iTi.."/*ruyi n»M*i an

Sports lllut

Dai ly Show

Moneylina R

Stein's Money

Ju stice Filet (R)

Sportscenter X
New Attitudet IGoWen CVirlt

Loveline (in Stereo)

MT. Moore ITtxi X
»*V'4*en\afion"

Walker, Tttat Ranger X
Soto' (1996) Mario Van Peebles PG 13' X

tee "School fas" (1992, Drama) Brendan Frtser. (ki SlereoTx

'flufter"(t998. Suspense) Ernie Hudson. (In Stereo) 'R' X

VVtA^NotAlontjR) iMtoictlDsvaxllMeo^DafacI
NBA Basketball Playofft: Teams TBA

Siiit Sttlkings "Crush" (R) X

a "Cooley Higti"(i976, (kOTeoyDrama) Glynn Turnian. 'PG' ]**'> "fliof" (1997, Drama) Luke Perry 'fi'X 1« "Street Corner Jusfice" (1996, Drama) Marc Sirvjer. 'NR'

II A! P

In

Skinheads Race Wtr
(5:45) "Close Encounter* of the Thitx! Kind - The Special Edrftcn" Ut « "Frank* and Johnny" (1991, Comedy-Drama) Al fracmcT'R'

|
t* "City ot Industry" ( 1 997) Harvey Kertel 'R' "ThttAsstu/r

Stargate SG-1
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Bruno By C. Baldwin

V \ Fill. DIUY
mf ntfv\e. (at em
fttKK ikf MY Lift

Robotman By Jim Meddick

fntOTWCR") W ipaPS»»RTS NWStVt SrIRyNK IVt TW£
NrSKT /|r)jp^.^Cjaf>ijTjyRc^^TKt^
OF APflttStyFTVtiMrvTTiTtia^.'TCAka'T

W&tM*? ) SlfctP WnV TV* COMlovjR aV»6tT

Lj>fn>Ci<C0'

^LV«t n u«iV OtivlCMtBl

SLttPW TT SOVkiTJC UM>2 A
WC0ti»i-OtV( F*Mt>f TAL€

TVnJPHtVaCtSft

••riOTVls;

Ct»4TrjL». $nfciVf

Tvfcr1s*99Cfe.TV>t>

frWeCe nkjD TH6
CfJVTOgp SHtt7

Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dilbert By Scott Adams

4O0 KlC^OONl'T KlNeOUJ

iOHJUXX-sf SCO fXRE

HAS OAO L>J»V5 »50CweAt?
I CnMLS SOT 0»«£ Olt-" T

AMCAC

a uiAr^> A ODrt**3*>sLATlC>*

eHKlvApAM AKO , ^
C*UcWTr^PV5fbaTT

j

fX)T SOUR f
*•**> I

Fsrr
>ni

"^ Kb'

A«# A COrtSOLTKNT, VfA
OVERPAIO EVEN If I J
DO B*sD WORK

I

COHERCA5 WIsM
UNOCRPfVIO EVEN
IF >IOO OO GOOOJ
vcoo«j^r-

(Its fonny ^
THINK

I »AIGHT HAVE AX

TERRIBLE JOB, BOT
AT LEAST I DON'T
HAVE ANY 3QB
SECURITY.

KT3t ff

Liberry Meadows By Frank Cho Pox Trot By Bill Amend
frJCJP "o PICVtNT (vatc J

rjTL*l IfCiPt Tisf Cow
«CiOJJ Te, KoCtJLE- Matt
by asttaitihici mf • ic:
w.L. ourmcroe: i>ticn
awP rjvE Ma*c in : vt *

OseXN 1

tnlL'CP H "'

%u
L

OH, I WAS
WHAT CLEANiNij OUT

ARE TOO THE 'LOUT
P* AND I CAME

ACROSS * Box
Of MYtXO
UcoWS

WHAT
Aarl

TV«T»

J

tx KATves
Fi^ffTVPwO HnvC

Jon. m TchCU
MEJft'S AN tA«LT

tXlbN 3ol4N

Ttnj toarjlsi I Wfta

I KIEANY. AtVaiTT T<- SAY
MHAT atf SUkHti 33V9M
KUoftPS' t^AOffnUPBL

\ Tcjuntfe A4VA.N

Kampus Kids By Adam Souliere

jHrXMC V0U HEARD-?
THtT'^e taislvE&TlrvtS

T\£ fXLCoHoL.- FR€e

VA*r\»XEHOUS€ f

RenuLN ? gar ia>hat

60UT Alt TH£
STUDENTS U)Ha..
Ik

Proboscis, etc. By Brendan

MlKTinv.1 txAMS Ml

THE COLLEGIAN IS LOOKIi\<> FOR STU-
DENT COMICS TO RUN NEXT SEMESTER.
BRINGYOUR CREATIVE IDEAS DOWNTO
OUR OFFICE IN THE RASEMENT OF THE
CAMPUS CENTER TO GET INVOLVED.

Sven By Stephen Higgins

^>f*t "f.U ftwB>9eS99t3pPl to 'TJtfMSt vicesrnt o< toaif own 1 Tnwe VY* *»'• af» sJ*>iejp!

fTta».« p> 6KMmtt\*ty _ tJitevrtvuapst, Sve* Jtcafi »e yvtj ttteta
J J

~"
Kiaaitept iWgtl hafJba «y

.

Horoscopes
ARIES (March 21-April 19) —

Viu nia\ find xour^c-lt lirM in line-

today fi>r some-thing urn do not led

von depose Soon sou in.iv rcdli/c-

thai things are not as thc> have

ratd

TAUSUS (April 20- Mat 20) —
^i'u can cniov the ^tart oi tMeaOaa)]
big before the da> is out Before
putting all vour eggs into one basket,

vou tnav want to weigh the pros and

GEMINI (May 2l-|unc 20) —
Yon mu<1 work harder to keep \our

c-motions in check today In thi> u.i\.

totj can maximize effectiveness at

work and keep I It*, demons at h.n

CANCER <|unc 2l-|uly 22) —
Others arc sure to benefit todav Irom

\our opinion^ on a wirietv of subjects.

Kortunately. you are not loath to

-hare vour sieves treeh

LEO (|uly 23-AiiY 22) — Vou
feel as though vou've lost a little

something, be it enthusiasm, drive.

locus, or what have you. It'll return

when vou least expect it.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) —
'i on ma\ discover n>dj\ that ttonieone

vou thought was a rival 91 realty a big

fan- and is willing to help you any

wav he or she can! \ barrier falls.

LIBRA (Sept. 2>-Oci. 22) —
Yiny're going 90 have to temper your

stvle just a bit today in order to be

more in svnc with what others are

doing > nu mu>t strive to fit in.

SCORPIO (Oct. 25-Nov. 21) —
Sow is no time to give up on some-

thing that is so close to succeeding lot

you. Give it one more chance at leaM

and redouble vour efforts

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — What you want may teem to

be just out of reach, but in fact you
have it already in your possession It's

all a matter of the proper perspective

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an lit

— Someone near will increase your
chances of getting in touch with
someone far away — and the connec-

tion vou make will be long- remem-
bered.

AQUARIUS (|an 20-Fcb. 18) —
Take a close look at a stubborn prob-

lem and you'll realize today that you
do indeed have what it takes to solve

it once and for all.

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20) — It s

important for you to talk about what
is on your mind today — but you
must be sure that your audience is

one that will be receptive 90 you.

Close to Homo By John McPherson
Today's D.C. Menu

setMpVWttri

Ouoleoi' the I>i»y

" Every moment
is a moral choice.^

-C. 5. Lewis

r "rjn i.ovtroiunvn /nvn n>»

Realizing that a wipeout was inevitable,

Raymond wisely hits the eject button on his

in-line skates.

ACROSS
1 Type of housfl

or robe
5 ThelarJy

8 cleclncal unit

14 Honolulu's

island

15 Flrtatous
16 KtrkfKf

1 7 Songbird
18 Dark hrfrvv

19 Pound patls

20 Stsrvooi area

23 Scoi'itjl look

2i Earth's star

25 Jeans fabric

?9 Disencumber
31 Bandleader

Brown
33 Old Norse

inscription

34 Weakpn
37 Musician's job

39 Delays
41 tVore opulent

43 Chiefs

44 Soft cheese
45 Varnish

infjredmnt

46 Shoat's home
47 Black

48 Saull — Mane
50 Edge
52 Artist a piaster

54 Shade tree

56 Wanderer
60 December 31

sortrj

63 Sugarcane
rodent

66 Draw to a dnse
6/ Fanner :> output
fifl Walt/ed
69 Genetic letters

70 Church
calendar

71 ModWics
72 Tibetan ox
/3 Stimulate {an

appetite)

DOWN
1 Plays in the

lanes

2 Baseball's
(tank —

3 The ones Here
4 Searcher
5 Look over
R Cargo

compartments
7 Good look

8 — Ben Adhem
9 Small hill

10 Considered
carefully

1

1

And so on
Mr.

1? Female
sandpiper

13 McMahonond
Sullivan

21 Properly,

old-style

22 Playwright
Eijgprrve

PRFVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

i n M 1990. united reeture Svnrkcate

26 Some portraits

27 Not active

28 Topsy lurvy
30 I oslng plans
32 Smudge
34 Parsley unit

3b Skirt style

36 Hockey disks
38 Shredded

(cheese)
40 Walking
42 Oriental

condiment
49 — Outtjn;

mystery writer

51 Kremlin
locale

S3 Exterior

55 Food from
heaven

5/ Perfume
ingrediem

58 Battery

posi

59 Warehouse
G1 Tops
62 Bismarck s st

63 Oklahoma crty

64 Qty. of gas
65 Tofonlbsprov

Cttlf 545 26 26 far , fafai rt...

Franklin

LUNCH
Texas Chili

Meatball Cnnder
Quiche Lorraine

DINNER
Creek Style Lemon Chicken

Breaded Veal Pattie

Fiesta Rice and Cheese
1 /4 lb. Burger w/ or vv/o Swiss Cheese

Worcester

LUNCH
Turkey Burger

Chili Con Carne
Sesame Noodles cSt Pea Pods (vegan)

DINNER
Duchess Meat Pie

Creek Style Lemon Chicken
Hot 61 Spicy Vegetable Pasta (vegan)

Pastabilities

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Charbroiled Chicken Sarvdvvkh

Turkey Bacon Swiss Folded Pita

DINNER
Greek Style Lemon Chicken

Veal Parmesan

Berkshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Reuben Sandwich on Rye

Sesame Noodles & Pea Pods (vegan)

DINNER
Boneless Pesto Chicken

Veal Parmesan
Garden Chili (vegan)

Pastabilities

Night editor

Photo Technician

Copy Editor

Production Supc

Production Staff

l^ili'Tniil

Jocslyn Burrowi I

aWTsWTiy BrOsrlioT1

1
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Galas and Osier provide one-two punch for UM
Leadoff duo have set

records for '98 team
By Jormo Konsanen

Ccasgirsri Staff

One of these NMMM eat like the other, one of

these Minutewomen is just not the same

ikel\ espccialls when luruor Mauds Galas and

senior co-captain ! ol the No 24 Massachusetts

softhall team ( Vv I Ji are brought into the equation

\ inuallv indistinguishable since the liist tunc the> took

the field together. Gala* and Osier have olten been mistA

en for one anothct Whether it is a tan or even

Minute*oman coach Elaine Sortino at tunes, when either

number of arguably the best one MO combination in the

Northeast Region steps up to the plate, it is tough to tell

gruent slap hitting and baserunnin^ >t\lt>

mesh together with an tcmo»t ominous sisterlv facial simi-

larit\ to form a cunou* »vndrome — are the * a

Well il thev were fuirii then this question literally befC

to be asked which Minutewoman would be Danm I V\

and which one would be Arnold Schwarzenegger'

Going into the Atlantic 10 Championship" held this

weekend in Kingston. R.I . Oalas and Oner boast a com-

bined 7S7 batting average and W RBI to their credit

While the duo are not true powerhouse* at the plate

Schwarzenegger '. the\ ccrtainls are not DNAhMkI
tic IV\ hoi wh«.n it come* to doing their ning

RBI opportunitie* from the first and second »pott in the

lineup

Consequent Is that thcwr> can be crossed off

Well, if thes were .. then their careers would

have disappeared into thin air like a Ghost after a two-hit

wonder perforrnarKc - like V. hoopi Goldberg.

• helping the team reach the Women's College

last season. Gates and Osier have not made

cameo appearances on the base path* this season. Last

weekend againd Temple. Galas set the new UMass

single-season record lor runs scored (S3), while Osier has

already eclipsed her own single season record for Meal* in

— yes, Gausf-hke basenmning fashion.

the career record books will have to be rewritten a* well.

as Osier has further solidified her place as the best bases-

tealer in L Mas* history with 47. while Galas is third best

MHtUNUMS

Turn to SOFTBALL poge 10

Softball teammates Tracey Osier, left, and Mandy Galas, nght. look alike not only on the vkJel.nes but on the field as well. Thetr prowess on the diamond has bolstered

the Minutewomen this season.

NCAA lax tournament shaping up
Lacrosse teams have one week of battle before 1 2- team field announced

By Casey Kone
Colsyon Staff

V. ith only a week left in the regular season

ulation has already begun about the NCAA Division

I men'* lacrosse tournament

Pairing* won't be announced until this Sunday.

but here's a look at what lies ahead for the teams

that are definitely in. the teams that have good

chances and the bubble teams that are competing

for spots in the tournament, which

begins \U\ s* 10

Princeton Maryland. Loyola,

lohns Hopkins IXike. Virginia and

Syracuse are definitelv in Where
thc> sta^k up a:, far as seeds are

concerned, however, is a different

story. Princeton and Maryland have

vied for the top -pot in national

polls all season, and the current

issues of Faceoff Lacrosse Magazine

and SIN I Ml \ have split the Jit

ferencc between the two. Faect-tt

has the Tigers ai No. I and

Maryland at the No 2 spot, while

the L Sll A poll has the reverse.

Princeton, led by the virtually

unstoppable senior trio of Chri- MsssMy, fast Hess

and |ason Hubbard, has a 10-1 record through

April 28 and its fourth-straight Ivy league title

thanks to a 17-8 drubbing of Pennsylvania on

lay The Terrapins had recorded a 11-1 mark

through Monday.

Regardless, expect those two to secure halt ot the

top seeds. The other top seeds should g>

and lohns Hopkins, provided nothing out oi

ordinary happens in this last week ot action The

Grev hounds who feature talent in the form of Todd

\ i//vjromi. Oc».i> Schindlct. ,md delenseman

lamie Hanford. have Ossrj blemish on their I I I

record and the Blue lavs who currently hold tl<

3 spot in the USILA poll hree/ed h\ low son

Saturday to up their record to 10 2

The next four spot* belong to in no certain

order Virginia. Duke. Svr.uu.se

and cither Hotel or (.Vcorgctown

Ihe H. \.is have put together a

| season, and their i-

has gained them a No. 8 ranking.

just one step ahead of the Using

Dutchmen I ither was. both teams

will rccei\e a berth to the postsea-

Anderson's experience

key for future of lax

<. 0U«T15Y DUM MtDU WLATION^

Scott Diggs

COUHTISV SVXACU1I MIDI* «I Ml" />.'

Matt Cutia may sometimes be overshadowed

by his famous teammates, but he could prove

valuable to the Orangemen's tournament

hopes.

The interesting debate -urround*

the mavbes and the bubble teams,

a group among which the

uhusetts men's team current-

Is ski I V Hohart i^ 1),

,id is, I) jinj Bullet ill i>

are the top contenders lor the

remaining spots. Buller is pretty

much a lock, considering the tournament selection

committee will take a team from the west and

because ol its current situation. Noire Dime will

likelv watch this scat's action Irom home

Harvard, which is sparked b) the senior leader-

ship ol captain Mike FetllKCi, does have a record

that could sii well with the committee, hut il- nine

wins have come against inconsistent competition.

The Crimson's biggest win has come •fatoJl the

Minutemen. a 13 12 victors tliitt came on a ques-

tionable goal with 13 remaining Ihe nexl

best win the t linisoii can claim is over the lighting

Irish Granted their losses aa* to a couple ot qualitv

clubs: Princeton. Duke ami Hobart. But Harvard is

by no means guaranteed a berth.

Hobart. on the othci hand, has a killer schedule

to end the season. The Statesmen were on tin

yesterday to lake on Syracuse at the Carrier Dome.

and on May 2 they will host Princeton. Thai

MM exactK bode well lot a learn that has dropped its

last two games: a I M 6 contest against the Blue

Devils and a 15-11 tilt against Georgetown.

Consider that al 4 3 Hobart does have wins ovei

Harvard, and Notre Dame, however the tough late

season slate might work against

the Statesmen's chances

UMass is noi out ol the mi\.

even though its 12 i loss to the

Orangemen dropped the

Minutemen slightly in the poHl

Currently at So 13 in the USILA
sequence. I Mass has one game
remaining, a 2 p.m. contest

against Brown at Richard P.

Garber Held (the game was origi-

nally scheduled for Warren
MeGuirk Alumni Stadium).

What could help the

Minutemen. besides a win over

the 3- 4 B«m, is the fact that the

North lite for the NCAA's first round games is

McC.uiik Stadium (hence this weekend'i move so as

not to min the field should the expected inclement

weathct cotne). Keep in mind that the Minutemen

have only loll two game* on the road - a tough

feat considering the strength ol its schedule — and

one ol those was a close game against I oyotl In

Baltimore. Also remember that all four of I

By Jamie Joe

ColUgian Staff

Raise your hand if you liki

run
Now it may not be up. but if

your name was Melissa \

and you were a member ol the

Ma-sachu-etts women's lacroaae

team, it would be

"In high school. I plaved

cer. lacrosse, and ran ind

track." Anderson said 'Running

is a big part of my lite Me ami

Isophomore midfielder

: hanic| Pavlick. we ius| run

W | say that to each other all the

time lets run."

I Mass coach Fraeceaca
McClellan has described

Anderson as having "rocket

speed." serving as a midfielder

who can plav excellent detense

and score when necessary,
"| Anderson | really made this

year exciting." McClellan said

"She stepped up her game and

n did i u» l thai in c.

game and h. BC« was
luablc to the succes* the

won \pert-

enced lhi« vear I ladilionallv.

Anderson h.i J on the

defer I
her game, but

this nded her range, as

finished with II goali and

two
ilier this year against

nont. Anderson sparked the

Minutewomen to a I* 4 roul ol

the Catamounts alter Vermont
had lied the - \nderson

ind I Mass never looked

hack Against New Hampshire
XinKison put her offensive

potential to good use. storing

three Sfoowl half goals to propel

her team to an 8 4 win

Melissa tvpis.illv marked out

the strongest opposing midlielder

•car to ANDERSON, page 1

1

COUtTf SV OVOIA MtDI* «IIATKWMS

Todd Viwcarondo will be a crucial element in

the Greyhounds' postseason trip.

losses have come against either tournament bound

or tournament likely teams.

The next group of teams, the precarious

bubble siticis. are North Carolina Drexel and Penn

State Ihe I. it Heels, because of the strength of

their conference, should not make travel reserva-

tions. Their 6 7 record, as of

Monday, and the tact that three

other Atlantic Coast Conference

teams will make toutnev appear-

ances, will keep them in Chapel

Hill.

Drexel could make the biggest

stink if not included in the NCAA
field. But truth be told, its 1 1 wins

have come against

less than lop-tier clubs and its

to Hofltri proved the

I Nagoni have weaknesses

Penn State stands at n i. but

with the records and qualitv sched-

ules ,,! (he teams ranked ahead, the

Nittanv I ions will probably be left

out

Hi' I 2 team field will be announced this Sunday

afternoon lusi round games will he al McGuirk
Alumni Stadium al UMass (North site) and

Id at lohns Hopkins (South site)

Second round action will he at Hotel (North) and

Maryland (South), with a final four at Rutgers. May
2s 25.

<M«T15YHA«V*IM) "

Mike Ferrurci

|ORMAKANV»'ii

|unior Melissa Anderson will play the role of experienced leader

for the women's lacrosse team next year.

>AILY COLLEGIAN
Volume CVIII Issue 63

Bring on
the bands

The Central Area
Springfevt will be
held this weekend,

come rain or thine

For more, check
inude (iee Arts b
Living, page 6)

Super
seniors

M*e De#ertio and

the rest ot the UMass
men's lacrosse

seniors will take on
Brown tomorrow m
their home finale at

Richard f Carber
Field (see Sports,

page 10)

WORLD

Killing of three Serbs

increases tensions

PRISTINA, Yugoslavia (AP) —
Hundreds of Serb not police turned

back Albanian students trying to

enter the mam university yesterday
— despite an earlier agreement
astowing their return after nearly 10

years News of the killing of three

Serbs by Albanian militants added to

tensions

Vesterday's standoff between the

ethnic Albanians and Serb police in

the southern Yugoslav province last-

ed about 10 minutes before the stu-

dents dispersed

The students were turned away
despite a Serb Albanian agreement
last month to permit Albanians to

return to university premises they

have boycotted for nearly a decade
to protest Serbian rule Ethnic

Albanians outnumber Serbs 9-to-1 in

Kosovo, but Serbs consider the »r«»

vital to their identity Serbia domi
nates what remains of Yugoslavia,

which aho includes Montenegro
According the agreement, ethnic

Albanian students, who had respond-

ed to Serbia's abolition of Kosovo's

authority in 1989 by setting up
underground university classes, were

to gradually return to the official Serb

university premises in Pristine, the

Kosovo capital

NATION

United, Delta make
global alliance

CHICAGO (AP) — United Airlines

and Delta Air Lines agreed yesterday

to an alliance that would control

more than one out of every three

seats on US airlines

The Delta United deal would link

the two airlines' route systems, tie

together their frequent flier pro-

grams, allow qualifying passengers

access to each other's airport club

rooms and permit selling seats on
each other's planes

"We believe that alliances are the

competitive wave of the aviation

future because our customers and
the global economy will settle for

nothing less," said Gerald Greenwald,

United's chairman and chief executive

United, the nation's leading earn

er, is strongest in the Midwest and
West. Delta, the No 3 carrier, has

strong operations along the Eastern

Seaboard and in the South. The air-

lines estimate full implementation of

the alliance could bring in $600 mil-

lion in new revenue

The deal still is subject to the

approval of both carriers' pilot

unions. Moreover, the lustice

Department has said it will examine

the pact, along with a wave of

alliances announced recently by
other US. carriers, for its potential

effect on consumers.

"We're going to look at them from

a narrow view, a broad view, a side

view, any view it takes," said |ohn

Nannes, deputy assistant attorney

general for the lustice Department's

antitrust division at a House subcom-

mittee hearing yesterday
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Measures being taken to

stop Hobart Hoe-Down

Paul Bergtgni, a )un»or civil engineering major, relaxes at Hobart Lane

wf Pom Hoyes
CosUownSfaR

AMHERST — Town polke and cffi

ctab are taking every precaution dies can

h> prevent the "Hoban Hoe Down" pam
(rum taking place despite Hubai

dents claims that there will nut be a

K.mn this year

Eva Sthiffcr a Select Board and

Town Problem Solving Partnership

member, said that measures an fosng

to be taken over the next two week-
ends to ensure that a repeat of prcvi

ot»s Hoe-Down* doe« not oeeur

Thee* measures include erecting tem-

porary fencing around «ome apart

meniv maintaining a police check,

point and eliminating si\ ctreet moV

paiklng space* on Hobart Lane

"We're not trying to prevent legiti

mate parties." SchifTer said. "But |the

Hoe-Down| is not a normal p.>

|

policing measures

According to Schiffer. these

sures were decided at a Problem
Solving Partnership meeting
Wednesday night. The partnership is

funded by a community policing

grant, and its purpose is to address

alcohol -related problems between the

town and the un

The police will operate a check-

point at the fencing around the

Gilreath Manor apartments on
Hobart Lane, for the next two week-

ends Police will lei only residents

and expected guests to pass by The
partnership has been in contact with

residents of Hobart Lane, and has an
indication of which ones are expect-

ing to have parties ihiv weekend.
Schiffer said.

"Where no guests are expected,

none will be admitted." Schiffer said

The fencing was rented to be
placed around Gilreath Manor, by

GilreattVs landlord Peter Grarvdonsco.

Scfafvfer aim said that under exist-

ing leases, the apartments on Hoban
Lane have a maximum occupancy
rate which can also be enforced by

|

Wend) lones Keenan of D H
lones. which owns all the houses on
the right side of Hobart Lane across

from Gilreath Manor, said no further

will be taken regarding their

properties

Keenan said that Arrow Secxir

Springfield has patrolled Hobart
Lane for the past three weeks Ther
have been monitoring D H lones'

psejmjseJm lei jn\ potential problems,

including noise violations and inci-

dents which could pose a real danger

to surrounding residents

rding to Keenan. the security

has been scr\ irseceatfel, and has

resulted in noise complaints and
eventual eviction against two sepalate
houses.

A towing company is also on call,

and will tow any car found parked on
the lawn of a (ones owned property.

No plans for Hobart Hoe-Down
Mans residents of Hobart Lane feel

they are being treated unfairly, and
said that if town officials had
attempted to contact them directly.

the> would have found out there

were no plans to have a Hoe-Down.
Craig Edwards, of 20 Hobart Lane

(a part of Gilreath Manor), said no
one he knows on Hobart Lane has

mentioned having a Hoe-Down.
"I haven't heard about (the

H.k.' Down | from any other students

or Hobart residents ." Neyla Leslie ot

18 Hobart Lane said "I've only heard

ON MC OOMHUft v COUKMh

it from the University, the police, the

town and Lincoln Apartments.'

Hobart residents have been sent

letters from the police, the select

board and the university among oth-

ers, all warning them not to throw
another Hoe-Down Yet Leslie said

all this attention has been unwarrant

ed.

One letter signed by Assistant

Dean of Students states that the

schools aim is not to ruin the end of

Hobart residents semester, but to

ensure that it remains a safe time lor

all students and their neighbors

The letter from Amherst P

Chief Donald N Maia was less con
cihatory, and was seen as a threat by

some Hobart residents. A pan of the

letter goes as follows:

> /ens of this community have

directed that they wish the injury and
destruction associated with the

so-called "Hobart Hoe-Down" to

stop. I. along with the L;niver*it\ d
Massachusetts, other town officials,

landlords, and residents of the area,

wish to inform you that every legal

option to end this outrageous behav

kor will be employed.

The Amherst Police Department
will enforce the law. make all appro

priate arrests, and prosecute the

resulting cases with vigor to ensure a

peaceful Spring on Hobart Lane
"

Leslie said the students she knew
didn't want the Hoe- Down, because

it could jeopardize the conclusion of

their leases and the return of their

security deposits

"It's unwarranted, it's harassing

the students who live Ion Hobart
Lane).* Leslie said

Losing security deposits

Turn to HOtAflfT, poge 3

FAC Senate addresses issues

of campus image, UM logo

www.uniass.eou/rso/coteman
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Marrett named
to Academy

Cora B. Marrett

By Laura Jakufowicz
Collegian Staff

Provost and Vice Chancellor

of the University of

Massachusetts, Cora B. Marrett

has recently been elected as

Fellow to the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences.

The Academy, which honors

distinguished contributors to

the fields of science, scholar-

ship, public affairs and the

Turn to PROVOST, page 2

By Victoria Groves

Collegian Staff

Ways to improve the campus image

were discifcsed in a presentation by

Patricia Vandenberg. Assistant Vice

Chancellor for Communication and
Marketing on "New Visual Logo and
Themes for UMass" at yesterday's

Faculty Senate meeting at the

University of Massachusetts.

"Every day UMass is competing —
for good students and faculty, funding

and contracts. We're trying to create

an audience that is predisposed to say

"yes' to UMass." Vandenberg said.

She stressed the importance of clar-

ity and consistency in presenting the

UMass image to boost everything

from alumni donations to undergradu-

ate admissions applications.

"When you are large and diverse

and complex, people communicate
about individual schools and pro-

grams, and then the university as a

whole. What we need to do is go from
fragmented to a more integrated way
of communication." Vandenberg said.

In the fall of 1996. Chancellor
David K. Scott implemented a task

force to evaluate the current logos for

UMass. They range from the script

form used by athletic teams that is the

most recognized, to the state seal, the

Minuteman and dozens of others.

Vandenberg is hoping to create a con-

sistent color scheme and graphic that

will make UMass more recognizable

Note from the Editor

Dear readers:

The ideas of you and your
peers have been stolen

As many of you may have
noticed, yesterday morning a

large number of Collegians were
removed from their distribution

locations on campus However,
the paper was posted M the

Internet and distributed to the

Campus Center jnd olf -campus

locataOM
Throughout the day. howeser

we received numerous calls

inquiring where the papers had
gone UaJvertltj.

Massachusetts police are cur-

rently investigating the incident.

While ours is a free publiu
lion, and limits cannot be
placed on how mans i*>ue*

readers consume, the idea

behind this act || (Tightening

The Collegian is devoted to

objectiveU n>i.cring the wide
range of issues which concern
the diverse population of thi>

Univci-its

We stand behind our w

Removing the paper from its

points of distribution goes far

beyond stealing a stack of

newsprint. The words and
images presented in this medi
um are the sum of the student

voice. It is your right to be
informed of local and campus
events It is your right to speak
out and voice your concerns
about all aspects concerning the

nmunilv

Removing the Collegian h
removing the student voice and
an impingement ol free speech
— a Constitutional right

Should we really be censoring

ourselves '

tYfl will continue to be the

voice of the undergraduate stu-

dent body, publishing daily as

we have for the past 30 years.

— Christopher Stamm.
I 'i Chief

Students with any informa-
tion that would aid the I Wuu
Police Department's investiga

lion are encouraged to contact

them at H5-2I2I

Annual Bowl Day
to be held tomorrow
By Jason Trenkle

ColeaKjn Staff

The annual Orchard Hill

lential Area Bowl Day. spon-

sored by the Orchard Hill Area
siment (OHAG) and organized

with help from the Sylvan Area
Government, will take place this

Saturday. May 2. from II a m o

p m in the Orchard Hill "bowl* and
the Nan Meter Residence Hall has

ketbalt courts in celebration of the

end of the school year

The concert is open to the

I niverMtv of Massachusetts commu
nnv Fveryon uraged to

attend what is estimated to be the

largest spring event on campus, in

light of the cancelled Spring
Concert.

"In lieu of not having a Spring

Concert. [OHAG| is trying to make
this one of the largest free events

open to the whole campus." said Avi

Khanna. ex governor of OHAG and

Secretary of Universitv Mk~]
The organized activities include a

wide genre of music and hosts of

bands. The UMass a cappella group.

Meanwhile, will be performing along

with Premium. The Mitchells.

Busted Fro and the rap group Cocoa
Rrodaz. formerly known at

\vcscon

Orchard Hill is also proud to be

presenting Shootyz Groove, a group

from New York whose past endeav-

ors includes opening for No Doubt
and 311 Actor Tony Lucca, who has

appeared on "Malibu Shores" and
the key Mouse Club." will

be making his first appearance for

the event Also. D | Big Phil will be

performing at various times of the

day
ve organized a diverse con-

cert in order to appeal to the entire

student body.* said OHAG officer

Katie McLeod.
A total of 85 assistant volunteers.

as well as the OHAG Government
officers who organized the event, will

be working at the event Orchard Hill

students will be provided with access

to free food, amusement and free

prizes. IDs are required and
non-Orchard Hill students will have

IB I variety of food vendors.

Donations towards the event will be

accepted for the benefit of the limmy
Fund

to the public

"There is no graphic treatment used

consistently. No immediate visual

impact tells you that this | material]

comes from UMass. We have been

testing a color palette just off primary

(colors]." Vandenberg said.

Colors will include a brighter

maroon, gold and blue.

Vandenberg would not show any

proposed logos to the senate body but

said she would present them to indi-

viduals in private meetings.

A new logo may be released in as

early as this fall.

"We are in a critical stage for mak-

ing important decisions at UMass."

Vandenberg said.

Chancellor David K. Scott was
also present at the meeting to con-

gratulate Provost and Vice

Chancellor Cora B. Marrett on her

recent election to the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences. She

was one out of only eight administra-

tors in education and sciences to be

elected. Scott also mentioned that it

has been exactly 40 years since the

last election of a UMass administra-

tor to the Academy.
A brief report of Campaign UMass

progress was also presented to the

senate body with goals for raising pri

vate money, expanding and strength-

ening the base of advocates for the

university and strengthening and

Turn to FACULTY, page 3
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For Arbor Day, with assistance from landscape services, associate

professor Dennis Ryan lets students in his forestry class prune a

Japanese elm tree. The tree is the oldest tree of its species in the U.S.
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arts, was established in 1780 by John Adams, who

later became the second president of the United

States, and other leaders of the young republic.

According to Academy President, Dr. Daniel C.

Tostcson. the Academy serves to "cultivate every art

and irtonn which may tend to advance the interest,

honor, dignity, and happiness of a free, independent

and virtuous people," a press release stated.

Entering its third century in existence, the Acadeni)

continues to summon the intellectual resources needed

to anticipate, examine and confront the critical chal-

lenges facing our society.

Marrett. formerly a professor of sociology and Afro-

American studies at the University of

Wisconsin-Madison since 1974. came to UMass in

AuguM of 1W From 1992- 1996. she was assistant

director of the National Science Foundation. There she

was the ti>t person to lead the directorate of social,

behavioral and economic sciences

Besides serving as provost and vice chancellor for

academu aftdir-. Marrett also serves on many national

panels and committees, including being an officer of

the American Sociological Association

The award. Marrett said, is in the category of education-

al leadership and education. As provost and vice chancel-

lor of the I nmrMty. Marrett is responsible as coordinator

for all academic affairs and student programs. "All of the

college deans report to the provost," Marrett said.

Marrett is the first University administrator in 40

years elected to the Academy; former UMass president

lean Paul Mather was elected in 1958. This year,

besides Marrett, only seven others were elected in the

administration category, including Henry S. Bienen.

president of Northwestern University.

The American Academy of Arts and Sciences recog-

nizes distinguished professional contributions. The

election is the result of an extensive selection process

undertaken by current Academy members

"This came as a surprise to me. I really hadn't

expected to get recognition [at this time). I have to

admit, my involvement in [the University and student

affairs] has been much of my focus," Marrett said.

As a newly elected member to the Academy. Marrett

will be formally welcomed to the Academy at an

induction ceremony and dinner to be held at the

IIqmm of the Academy in Cambridge on Oct. 5.

"Such an honor is rare, especially for an administra-

tor and MOM especially for an administrator of a pub-

lic institution, the University is fortunate to have a

leading intellectual like Cora Marrett as its chief acad-

emic officer." Chancellor David K. Scott said in a

prc^s release.

Happy anniversary!
The HilW House cejgfcrated Israel's 504b adversary vjastajsjay... m * —
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fill tiffinsS Imprinted
Glolhifi9 oncl Gift/

look for mere special /oring/

throughout the /tore!
Univefsity of Massachusetts Campus Center

Amherst, MA

413-545-2619

Open M-F 9 to 5, Sat. 1 1 to 4 ,

MC, Visa, AMEX, Discover, and UCard

cheerfully accepted.
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Campus Police Log
Accident — Property Damage
April 27
A minor accident occurred in

parking lot 25 on Commonwealth
Avenue.
A minor two vehicle accident

occurred in parking lot 64 on

Hicks Way.
April 28
A two vehicle accident

occurred in parking lot 22 on
University Drive.

Animal Complaint
April 29
An injured rabbit was on

Campus Center Way.
A pigeon was reported nesting

in the Cance Residence Hall

lounge.

Annoying Behavior

April 28
An individual with a mega-

phone was reported yelling

obscenities from Thoreau
Residence Hall.

Assault 4 Battery

April 27
An individual from Webster

Residence Hall reported being

assaulted

Disturbance

April 27
A fight was reported in

progress on Southwest Circle

A large unruly group was
reported in the lobby of |ohn

Quincy Adams Residence Hall.

April 28
A fight in progress was report

ed in |ohn Adams Residence

Hall.

April W
A verbal altercation occurred

between two groups of men in

Kennedy Residence Hall.

Domestic Disturbance

April 27
Shawn A Eddy, of 77 Burt St.,

Dorchester, was arrested on the

Southwest Residential Area Mall

for disorderly conduct, domestic

assault and battery and resisting

arrest

Larceny

April 27

A resident from Webster
Jence Hall reported an item

Of clothing and a small amount of

cash stolen from her room
A resident from |ohn Ounuv

Adams Residence Hall reported

Ul credit card was used to make
illegal purchases.

April 29
An individual from Gorman

Residence Hall reported stolen

credit cards.

Motor Vehicle Theft

April 27

A vehicle was reported stolen

from parking lot 21 on University

Drive.

Suspicious Person/ Activity

April 28
Francis W. O'Connor Jr.. 42.

of S PometoN Terr..

Northampton, was arrested at

Health Services on a warrant and

trespassing.

Warrant Service

April 29
Aldwavne O Lindsay, 19. of

89 Stephanie Cir . Springfield

was arrested in Gorman
Residence Hall for trafficking

cocaine; possessing to distribute

a class D drug; two counts of dis

tributing a class B drug, cocaine;

and three count- d distributing a

,.la--> D drug, marijuana

Vandalism
April 27

The gate at the Salvage yard on

Forestry Way was damaged

A window was smashed on a

vehicle parked in Butterfield

Terrace

April 29
I i%c vehicle- were damaged in

parking lot II

A vehicle parked on Presidents

Drive had its window smashed.

The rear window was smashed

on a vehicle in parking lot 49

Correction
»^>jve*itlyofl^MaY*iuaett»Aaalatam

yesterdays issue of the CtoaV Cotegun, Regarding the Student Govemmem Aswciotion (SGA)

meeting discussing the UMass alcohol policy. Ntesconceflos said of the Residential Education

Alcohol Program (REAP) that students with serious alcohol problems in REAP cannot kkw rtKy wrth

(her students in REAP who have leas serious dnnking problems. The quote should have read "I*

you do have an alcohol problem, why am I here with people who dont have the earne kind of

issues as I doT*

The Collegian regrets the error.

j
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BRIAN WORTTEL
STUDIOS
Amherst furnstarr and ohjr**»

by n chssuto and duajpurv

171a North Pluwnt St, Anther*

256-.M.M

20% off any purchase

with this ad!

L

douvrtouM -AtuU«r*T

University Health Services

wishes the gay. lesbian,

bisexual and transgender

community a Happy

and Healthy

GAY PRIDE

MAY 2

DIVISION Of C I I I I I I G EDUCATION

UMass Summer Session 1998

over ISO
cradtt count
Including:

• Architectural Drawtng

• Communication Disorders

• Environmental Biology

• Culture & Economics of

U.S. Prisons

• Sign Language

• Gaming & Casino

Management

• International Marketing

• Nursing

• Music Education

• Issues in Classroom
Management

• Medical Interpreting &
Translating

• Cobol and Database Design

Classes offered evenings, daytime,

weekends, off and on campus

Part-time degree

programs, both graduate

and undergraduate

• Bachelor of General Studies

•M.LI.S.

• M.S. In Labor Studies

• Master of Music Education

• M.S. in Plant* So* Sciences

• Master's in Education

• MBA Professional Program

• RN to BS in Nursing

• Master's Public Policy and

Administration t

Session It June 1-July 10

Session lit July 1 4-August 20
Variable Sessions

For a free course catalog,

call -41 3-545-0107 or e-mail

contined@admin.umast.edu

wwrw.umass.edu/contlned/

for updated course information

a quality education at

an affordableprice
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Campus Perspectives
Compiled by jason Eiseman • Photos by |ohn Burt
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What do you think should be done

about drinking and drugs on campus?

"There isn't much that can

be done without a strong
police presence in the dorms."

I McLaughlin
ieruor/piychohgy

Amhent

"I don't think anything can

be done about drinking and

drugs on campus; the problem

stems from home

Monica Mitchell

senior/muiK education

AmherU

"The answer isn't making
more rules and regulations The

answer would be more activi-

ties on campus

"

Juliette Austin

%ophomort/psychohgy
Soufhwesf

"I think that laws should be

upheld as far as drugs and alco-

hol. If anyone's stupid enough

to get caught they should be

disciplined
"

Chris Barnes

freshmon/oifronomy and-

phyiki

Southweit

"If you're 21 and have it con-

cealed, you should be able to

walk around on campus. They

should not go as far as banning

it."

Matt Palumbo
iunior/communKatiom

Amhent

"No matter what policy they

come up with, students will

always find a way to get

around it."

Susan Toce
freihmon/engineering

Southwat

Hobart faculty

continued from page I

Edwards has also said that Lincoln

Reel Estate threatened he and other

resident* of Gilreaih Manor with sanc-

tions in the event a Hoe-Down takes

place, which he considers unfair

rding to Edwards, a represen-

tative from Lincoln Real Estate told

he and his roommates that the>

would be made to keep their lease

until August, and their eaorttj

deposit would not be returned, if a

li « l\twn .-.curs

"A roommate of mine asked

Lincoln if wc would still be (penal

i/i-d] if we sat in their downtown
while a Hoe- Down

occurred.' Edwards said. "Their sec-

retary said Edwards
-.ud he is upset by the fact that he

will be made to pay if other residents

of Hobari Lane not under leases to

Lincoln Real Estate decide to part

pate in a Hoe-Down.
*E«en if I'm out of the cuui

get screwed." Edwards said*.

"

In a report on Channel 22 NfWI
this past Tue*da>. Hobart resident

larrett Brimmer said any word that

the Hoe-Down was taking place this

weekend was just a rumor, and added

that he was not happv about the pos-

sible financial ramifuation

Hoe-Down
'I'm not looking to pay an exces-

sive amount of fines." Brimmer said.

tdwdrd> said the media attention

being given to the Hoe- Down could

cause people M show up for the

event, even though no one is plan-

ning it. As a result, the town could

create a problem where they are try-

ing to prevent one.

But Select Board and Partnership

Committee member Hill Boss said

that the Committee had heard from a

number of sources that a Hoe-Down
would occur

"It always has occurred in the

past." Boss said "If there's not one

this year, it's precisely because of all

the attention we have given it

."

continued from page 1

enhancing its image Also passed at the meeting was a delineate and justify preferred choices

As of March > 1 . the campaign total motion to support in principle the in all programmatic areas for meeting

had reached $57 020 bSO direction of the "2001: Strategic Plan anticipated space needs for the next

Seven gifts have been given to the of the University Libraries at UMass 20 years"

campaign so far totalling SI million Amherst" and support the financing The motion was passed unant-

o, ,Bore of a Library Space Master Plan "to roously

a-rvewDcfc^d

Haitf,*
la
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ONLY 8 MORE PERFORMANCES

A WORLD PREMIER

IT'S NOT
OVER YET

490TEAMS CAME, 39 STILL REIN/IAIIM.

Check Out the Final Rounds and watch ONE
Champion Emerge

SATURDAY, MAY 2"
Games Start at 10 am (In the case of rain- Boyden Gym will be used)

Sponsored by:

CT" &k .JL W§ -aBLOOM'Svj^ UfrLJ DROP er1 s
DAIU

HAMPSHIRE
GAZETTE

SPALDING. BuenaYSan*

\ulomotive

lltll'.MM'l

new balance
Presented hv the Umass Sport Management Department

* "Constance Congdon's (voice) has

a freshness of spirit, with a humor

and charm so distinctively individual

that one just wants more and more

from her" VILLAGE VOICE

SO FAR
by UMass Alum

Constance Conadon
April 30th through May 2nd and

May 5th through the 9th at 8pm in CALL THE FINE ARTS
the CENTER BOX OFFICE FOR

RAND THEATER tickets

Tickets 7 dollars, 4 dollars for 545-25 1 1

students and seniors.

Presented by the Department of Theater

University of Massachusetts
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Don't mess with Texas
Su want to fo on road

trip do you? Partake in an
age-old tradition among col

lege students Crab your battered

copy of On the Road and chase
down the spirit of lack Kerouac . hop
in your convertible and let the wind
blow through your hair while vou

catch all the notable sights on

Route 66 Sounds like a great idea

I »as once an innocent belii

the ethereal possibilities that a

untry jaunt held The
thought of travelling to California

with two of m> i

friends in tow. getting

to know each other
and our country —
what could have been
better'' N did

we bat an eyelash at

the warnings of our
parents, we weren't

•cared.

Then we got to

Te\. ;

We had been warned
by people who had
gone before us and
Bade it back. "Driving

through Tera« tucks.' they told us

But once again, we didn't listen We
can do it. we thought we've made it

this far. It was the fastest route to

New \k\ico and we were on our

way Fueled by bottles of Diet Coke
and several bags of Lay's Tangy Red
Pepper Grill potato chips, we were
set. but obviously not nourished
well enough to be thinking straight

"We'll drive straight through the

night." we said "If we can't see Texas,

then it can't be that bad. right?"

All agreed, we got in the car and
tstadfd towards Amarillo

Around midnight the rain began.

Lightly at first then heavier It pelt-

ed down, making driving rather
treacherous for my friend Robyn.

mlucky enough to receive

this shift Then came the lightning I

never thought much about what the

gates of hell might look like, but

now I think I may have an idea.

Lightning bolts broke through the

dark, empty skyline The bolts began
to get closer, until we could actually

hear the crackling of the seared
fields that the lightning was destroy-

ing It wasn't until a bolt of light

nmg crashed down just feet in front

of our previous \olvo that we real-

ized it might be a good idea to pull

over for a bit and re anew our situ

vs | didn't know where we were.

Somewhere in the middle of Tc i

MM I am come to describing

our location Vt e reached a little

strip of a town and pulled into an

all- night gas station, the Taylor

Food M unbling out of the

car. shaking from the realization of

how close we had
come to actually

being struck by
lightning, we sought

refuge inside

Sitting unassum
ingly at a table in

the corner was an
old man He
informed us that

tornadoes were
approaching.
Nothing at the time

made us question
why he was -

in a ga< -ta'

midnight, with tornadoes bearing

down on the town, instead of being

at home in his storm cellar Me
began to talk to us.

This man. a car salesman from
Childress. TX. began to spin tale* of

tornadoes that had hit the town in

the previous weeks. Hail the size of

howling halls |i people who were
still missing in the debris of houses

that had been picked up and thrown

around, six inches of crickets falling

from the •

"Crickets"'" we questioned

"Crickets." he affirmed

Somehow he managed to incorpo-

rate a story about how he hit a road-

runner on the highway and had to

pry it from the front grill of his car

— but only after he had driven
around with the feet sticking precar-

iously from his headlights This was
indeed a scary man
Robyn »j» trying

"I don't want to die." she said.

"And I hate crick

Realizing that we couldn't contin-

ue on that night, we were forced to

find accommodations. Our car deal-

er friend, after kindly offering to let

us stay at his house i*n Offer we
immediately declined when we real

i/ed that this man appeared to be

getting his tollies ironi frightening

us), proceeded to follow us his

car as we made a desperate search

for a hotel He tailed us. flashing his

high beams and beckoning for us to

follow him By this time we were
terrified

We were forced to check into

Childress County's equivalent to the

Bates Motel (flashing "motel" sign,

hourly rates, parking lot full of big

l"he hotel clerk. Rufus I

clad in his P|s and none to happy to

be dealing with three girls

Massachusetts at I am. gave us the

our deluxe room We made
our way through the maze ol IN

wheelers that filled the parking lot.

and parked our suburban looking,

'Hi we're from out of town, come
and rob us" car close to the d> I

case a quick getaway was in order.

The rain continued to pelt down,
and lightning struck haphazardly
around us

We ran to the room slammed the

ed the heaviest

furniture in front of it. and onlv then

felt relatively at ease After knocking

back a few • Captain
Morgan's, and reflecting on our
night, we decided the best thing to

do would be to sleep together in one

bed with a kitchen knife (the closest

thing we had to a weapon) under
our pillows. I fell asleep imagining

that at any moment the car salesman

would crash through our door with

an ax. a crazed look in his eyes as he

chipped us up. mumbling things

about crickets and hail

The next morning, finding our-

selves still in one piece, we packed

up the car in record time Rufus
C.ihhs watched from the lobby win

dow. bearing his three teeth in

ister grin I was behind the wheel
We tore out of the parking lot and
proceeded to get the hell out of

Texas, leaving the tornadoes, car

salesman. Rufus Gibbs and the

crickets in our dusty wake, never to

return again.

Mien is a Collegian colum
Mat

Editorial Associates sought!
The Ed/Op desk is accepting applications for an editorial associate. The position entails

approximately eight hours of work a week and is paid. Good writing skills and ability to

work well with others a must. Knowledge of layout and Associated Press style a plus.

Applications are available at the Collegian offices in 1 13 Campus Center Basement and
are due by 5 p.m.. May 6.

Call Mike Messaros at 545-1491 for more information.
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The next 50 years
Yesterday the stale ol Israel eel

ebrated the 50th anniversary

of its first prime minister
David Ben Gurion. reading the

Declaration of Independence. Like

India, which celebrated 50 years of

independence in 1^47 this anniver-

sary is being greeted with mixed reac-

tions.

In many ways 50
years is an arbitrary

number, neither India

nor Israel will change
radically from when
they were 49 Yet a

golden anniversjiy

seems like a particulai

ly poignant tune to ask

hard questions about
nationhood With an
impending celebration,

the obv lous question

will be asked are the

accomplishments ot the

first 50 years worth cd
ebrating?

India and Israel were both granted

independence in the attermath of

World War II Both states were
founded on idealist

today, both nations have
politically divided populations. Yet
this is where the similarity ends. To
understand the state of Israel, one has

to address the concept of Zionism
Whether or not the state of Israel is a

success story is very much the tame
question as whether Zionism as an
idea is a success story.

One hundred years ago. Theodore
Hert/el founded the movement of

Zionism, publishing a book advocat-

ing for a sovereign lewtsh entity and

organizing an international congress

which later became the World Zionist

Organization Zionism was based as

much in socialism and the idea that

members of a society should share

everything and profit equal I.

was in the Torah and the idea (hat

Palestine was the "Promised Land
"

The movement was originally

intended to encompass European
lews but would later claim the "law

of return" for lews from all around

the world The cultural gap between
lews of European decent and |gt

Middle fcaslem and African descent

has been one of

the most difficult

obsuJcs towards

the realization oi

the idealistic goals

ol the nation

Zionism resui

retted the biblical

language ol

Hebrew, modern
i/ing the language

and creating a

new culture which

was part European

and part Middle

Men V. ith the

increase ol lewish immigrants into the

British Mandate of Palestine comes

one of the most debated hisi

issues of the 20th century did the

lewish settlers displace the Arabs who
inhabited the land the wjv we dis

placed Native Americans''

Zionism has had to deal with the

charge that it is a racist ideology and

stems from the madness of European

colonialism Zionism was the result of

litem V Iwv arlriii.iii

I
controt oi mew oes-

tiny It is the combination of modem
political thought and Torah interpre-

tation

So the answer to whether the state

of Israel b a men— is yes and no
When independence was declared.

leas than 600 000 |ew» lived in tarsal:

today the number is more than six

million, or roughly half of the world's

lewry. It has the overwhelming sup

rlj - lewry and is a

Letters to the Editor

secure place io emigrate

The per capitu income of Israel

citizens has reached the European

avciage technology is growing at a

iapul pace; Israel has become known

as the "Silicon Valley" of the MiddL

| ast Isiael has developed a unique

culture, and is visited by more and

more tourists each year.

Yet why is there a resounding feci

ing in Israel that this is |usi another

year and there is little- teason to

teioice? The Oslo Accords helped ere

ate the hope that this generation • i

Israelis ^ould raise their children in .,

societv where war is not imminent

This latest standoff between
Palestinian Authority Chairman
Yasser Arafat and Israeli Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu is quite

ominous Arafat is threatening to

declare an independent stale by lews

if a final peace agreement i

reached as stipulated in the Oslo
.Is Netanyahu said if Arafat

declares independence l«iael would

respond making the disappearance ol

war seem ev en more improbable

liltv vears of history should be

enough to teach the world that the

lewish presence in the Middle East b
permanent, and is not going any

where litty vears should al

enough to teach the Israeli establish

nient that no group of people

deserves to be historically marginal

i/ed. no group of people desei I

have their self-determination taken

away. A compromise will have to be

reached hopefully sooner rather thai

later, hopefullv not in another SO
years.

We are not living in a Post/i

age. the movement of Zionism is dill

developing as Israel develops I

answe r to Zionism success or failure

lies not in the now. but in the future

Bryan Schwartzman is a Collegian

Public money
for private use

To the editor.

Daniel Bodah. in his recent editorial iCouVgbM. April Ml
an corporate rights, made negative reference to University

professors who use "public money to develop their on

technology corporations I would like IB remind Bodah
that, as students attending a public university, we are all

making use of public money to further our own private

ambitions most of which revolve around obtaining gainlul

employment after graduation Since I assume that tVodah has

no complaints against the ux- . A public funds to educ.

dents, thus making them more productive members ol the

Ct enmonwealth. I ask what makes the seeding of a technol

ogy firm, which provides jobs for our graduates, tax revenue

for our state treasury and increases the productivity of out

work force, less worthy of public funds?

lohn Wilkinson

Orchard Hill

'H
We are all targets

uked on fonicks werked fer me."

Face it, there is one in every crowd: that kid.

that guy that still thinks it's cool to wear the

"I'm with stupid" t shirt

What concerns me is not the 40-year-old trying to pose

as a fan of LoUapaiooza 1995 — we all know he took his

little boy to see some "grunge" band from Seattle

How many of the rest of us in the mass of "individuals"

are wearing a shirt that says.

Abervrumbie & Fitch'' 1 have no problem

with mall clothing chains, in fact, if I had

more money. I would have a hell of a lot

more $99 sweaters, and the name of the

company does matter.

My problem comes with the fact that a

lot of people think that it is cool to walk

around campus with the name of a store

practically tattooed across their chest, or

hat. or shorts, or jacket, or I give up.

We claim to be a generation with no
role models: "Generation X ." More and

more I am seeing that we are bowing
down to the altars of Tommy Hilfiger and

^^^^^^^^^
Calvin Klein. I wonder if anyone realizes th.it those design-

ers do not even create their clothes anymore: they pay Mime

college graduate no money to do their bidding

And what do these "geniuses" of Paris. London and New
York come up with? A pair of boxers that has a man's

name across the top. selling at a price equivalent to the

entire year's wages of the sweat shop baby that worked 16

hours a day to make it

When you think about it. the fashion industry realizes

how stupid we all are. Why would they want to create a

cool design or a pattern when they can simply print the

name of their boss and reap the rewards?

What are you trying to say by wearing an Abercrombie t

shirt? Maybe you are trying to say. "Hey. look at me. I have

the money to afford a $50 t-shirt that isn't original, but I

am rich enough to have one." Or maybe. "Hey look at me. I

am one of you, I saved my hard-earned cash to be just like

Kate Moss, the patron saint of underweight, overpaid mod
am,"

Some things are unavoidable: if you go to buy a pair of

sneakers, you are going to buy a label one way or the other

Whether it is Zips or Reebok, you will be hard pressed to

find an athletic sin* with no visible tie to a company.
Some messages need to be conveyed via clothing For

example, where would the men of America be without.

"Button your fry?" Isn't the world a better place

for having "co-ed naked" unoriginality'' Think

of all the wars that have been avoided because

of those "Have a nice day " smiley faces.

So much of someone's personality ijn be

determined by what adorns their shirts You
have a pretty good idea what era someone is

living in if they are wearing something featut

ing Def Leppard or the Spice Girls Ala
shirts like "Farfrompukin" and "Save the

whales" give a clue as to the pysche ol the per

son wearing them.

That is why the wisdom of a k>go that ;

big that it must start on one side of a pair ol

shorts and continue all the way around to the

other side escapes me. My first guess jc thai it h I

not-so-subtle way of mirroring the ignorance of the person

wearing it My second guess ,
s that it is mirroring the ego of

the designer. Does anyone even look in the mirror after

they dress anymore? I guess not because then it would say.

"hctiF & eibmorcrebA."

College students have turned into a programmed culture

and it scares me that we are supposed to be the future of

America, yet we cannot think for ourselves It amazes me
that we have all these expensive clothes, but have to scrape
together our last nickels and dimes to go to Antonio's.

In an era where people are being killed for their sneak
ers. there seems to be only one finger on the trigger. The
assassin's name: Tommy Hilfiger The targets: your wallets

and your identity.

You have been warned.

Ken Mc Donald is a Collegian columnist
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Man charged with murdering

daughter after 'Net confession
ByDobMoen
Associated Press

BISMARCK, N.D. — Of dozens of messages posted

even day on the Internet by a support group for prob-

lem drinkers, the 165-word message posted at 6:09 a.m.

on March 22 stood out.

"Amanda I murdered because her mother stood
between us." it said in part.

Two cither support group members messaged replies

— one offering support, the other asking "What do you

mean, you murdered your daughter?"

The author of the original message, posted by

II i>iistadl." followed hours later with a 562-word
reply detailing a bitter custody Tight over Amanda and

how "I giii wickedly drunk, set our house on fire,

went to bed, listened to her scream twice, climbed

out the window and set about putting on a show of

shuck, surprise and grief to remove culpability from

myself."

The messages led police to arrest Larry Froistad. a

San Diego computer programmer, and charge him with

murdering his 5 year -old daughter three years earlier in

Howinan. N.D.. where Froistad had lived

The case has set off a debate about the confidentiality

of online support groups, where some members may
assume that the intimate stories they send over the

Internet are private.

Froisud s attorneys say he will plead innocent at his

airaignmeni today Thcv contend the messages could

have been sent by someone else and are not admissible

evidence

"I know that Larry loved his daughter very much, and

at this point we don't believe he's responsible — that

(his was in fact an accident." said Philip Sokol. a San

Diego attorney

The 1945 fire was ruled an accident

Neighbor Ralph Simonson recalled that on the night

>>l the fire froistad was "throwing buckets of water on

the house and yelling. Amanda, come to the wind

Police said Froistad. 29. called and confessed after

learning that support group members had notified

authorities about his postings.

|im Shirk, a chemical dependency therapist in

Lakebay, Wash., was one of three support group mem
bers who notified police of the confession

"I've listened to and read a lot of people confessing to

things and talk about things. After a while you get a

feeling for what's real and what's fantasy." Shirk said.

"This struck me as being real."

The messages appeared in a support group run by

Moderation Management Network Inc. Subscribers

from around the world can send and browse e-mail

messages.

Shirk said he was called a "fink" and a "snitch" by

other members.

"I definitely believe I did the nght thing," he said.

San Diego police traced the messages to Froistad. The

department sent a notice to agencies across the nation

asking them to check their records of any fatal fires

and Bowman authorities responded Bowman Police

Chief Donald Huso said Froistad called him March 27

and confessed to setting the fire He was arrested that

day. "He prefaced it by saying. The memories I have

of the fire is that I set the fire,'* Huso said

If convicted of Class AA murder — the highest mur-

der charge in North Dakota — Froistad faces up to life

in prison without the chance for parole. There is no

death penalty in North Dakota. Bowman County State's

Attorney Steven Wild said he hesitated before reopen-

ing the case.

"The e-mail statement alone, there's questions about

whether that by itself would give us enough probable

cause to issue the complaint and the warrant." he said.

Sokol questioned whether the e-mail messages were

admissible evidence and said the confessions could be

considered hearsay, coerced and privileged

And Sokol noted the Bowman fire was ruled an acci-

dent

"Before any statements made by someone can be

admitted against them in evidence, there has to be some

evidence that there was in fact a crime." he said "And

that remains to be seen at this point
"

Sam Dash, a Georgetown University law professor,

said an e-mail confession would be no different than

someone confessing to a friend or pol h I

Blair insists that IRA
must disarm as part of

Belfast peace accord
By Shawn Pctoafchnik

Associated Press

BELFAST, Northern Ireland —
The Irish Republican Army refused

to disarm yesterday as part of the

Belfast peace accord, infuriating

Protestant leaders who vowed to

exclude its allied Sinn Fein party

from any new Northern Ireland

administration

Hours later a cat bomb contain

ing more than oOO pounds of evplo

sues forced the evacuation of nun

dreds of people from shops in

lishurn a mostly Protestant town

southwest of Belfast. The unclaimed

bomb, which was safely defused.

was the first such stuck in Northern

Ireland since early February, when
opponents „l the IRA 's 1997 truce

bombed two other predominantly

Protestant towns.

The IRA called the April 10 accord

among the British and Irish govern-

ments and eight parties, including

Sinn I em "significant " But the out

lawed group rejected the M
requiring Northern Ireland's rival

paramilitary groups to "decommis-

sion" weaponry, starting in |une and

finishing within two yea-

"Let us make it clear there will be

no deuaiuwiiiiuning by the IRA." the

seven-member command said yester

day in the movement's weekly news

paper, Republican Sews.

Sinn Fein leader Gerry Adams, a

reputed former IRA commander,
called the statement balanced

"People need to calm down. What

did people expect the IRA to say?"

Adams said

But British Prime Minister Tony

Blair and his governor in Northern

Ireland. Mo Mowlam, insisted IRA
disarmament was an essential part of

the accord.

"It's got to be absolutely clear that

people who are going to serve in the

government of Northern Ireland have

got to have given up violence for

good." Blair said in Manchester, a

northwest England city devastated by

an IRA bomb two years ago.

The crisis came as former U.S.

Sen. George Mitchell, who guided

22 months of negotiations to the

accord, returned to Belfast to

accept an award from the Northern

Ireland Chamber of Commerce
Mitchell emphasized that he

expects the IRA to honor the pan
of the agreement specifying that it

and the north's pro-British paramil-

itary groups should disarm by May
2000.

"I believe strongly that there must

be the total decommissioning of all

paramilitary arms." Mitchell told

Ulster Television, adding that it "will

eventually happen
"

Today in Dublin. Mitchell will

have lunch with Inch Prime Minister

Bertie Ahem and receive an honorary

doctorate from Trinity College

The unsigned agreement, which

must be approved in public referen-

dums May 22 in Northern Ireland

and the Irish Republic, would create

a new 108 seat Assembly directed by

a multi party Executive

Tobacco companies deny any involvement in black market
By Lourie KeAmon
Anoootsd Presi

WASHINGTON - Fighting beck

against tobacco company at'

Senate Democrats and the Clinton

administration accused the industry

ol fueling a black market for ciga

icttes Thev called for increased

enforcement to stop the problem

"Haven't the tobacco companies

been shown to be complicitous in

some ol the smuggling efforts''" Sen.

Richard Dutbm d> III I a»ked during

a Senate ludiciary Cornmittee meeting

vesterday He held up news reports

saying that American tobacco compa
nies and employees were involved in

smuggling

"In some cases, there was compile i

ty." replied Lawrence Summers,
deputy secretary of the Treasury.

"There is no way in our judgment that

substantial smuggling of tobacco

products could take place without the

complicity of those in the industry."

The accusation came as the tobacco

industry ratcheted up its anti-

Washington advertising campaign
with new television spots in 40 cities

accusing Congress and the White

House m lettering a black market

that would increase teen smoking and

crime

The industry plans to add full-page

ads in today's national newspapers to

their campaign, industry spokesman

Williams said

Williams denied that tobacco exec

utives were instructing their compa-

nies to boost s black market

"They wouldn't support or condone

breaking the law." Williams told

reporters. "The black market hurts

the tobacco companies Thc\

sales."

The fight stems from the industn s

rejection three weeks ago of

Congress' leading tobacco bill, which

would require companies to pay $516

billion over 25 years, leading to

sharply higher cigarette prices.

The bill grew out of a proposed set

tlemcnt last year between 40 states,

smokers and cigarette makers that

would cover some costs of medical

care for smokers and limit the tobac

co industry's liability in civil lawsuits

Despite the harsh words, President

Clinton asked the companies to come
back to the negotiating table so the

ics might agree on a way to

reduce teen smoking

"I would hope that before this is

over, they would come back and

rejoin the negotiations," Clinton said

"I ihink it would be better if they

were at the tabic."

He also said lawmakers and politi-

cal parties should not accept contri

buttons from tobacco companies.

"I ntil we get this matter resolved

with the teen smoking. I think it would

be better if none of us did." he said

Having failed to persuade Congress

to reject what it sees as unreasonable

legislation, the industry now wants to

convince the general public that law

makers risk creating a black market

that would make cigarettes more easily

available to children

Congress' leading tobacco bill,

sponsored by Commerce Committee

Chairman lohn McCain, would raise

cigarette prices by $1.10 by 200J.

That would mean a price of about

$5 50 per pack, not enough to

encourage a black market, the admin

istration says.

But the tobacco industry and some

Wall Street analysts contend the price

is far more likely to rise to $5 a pack

under McCain's bill They argue that

such a high price would force compa-

nies into bankruptcy and set oft a

chain reaction that would fuel a black

market, crime and teenage access to

cigarettes.

Senate ludiciary Committee-

Chairman Ornn Hatch. I R Ltahi.

agrees that $1 10 is too high He
chastised Summers for basing his

opinion on "pathetic" analysis and

said more details were needed To be

on the safe side. Summers said, any

bill passed by Congress should

include funding to beef up enforce-

ment of cigarette sales to "close the

chain" of illegal distribution.

He offered no estimate of the cost

of increased enforcement and didn't

say where the money would come

from.

Under the enforcement proposal,

which likely will be offered on the

McCain bill when it comes to the

Senate floor this month, every link in

the distribution chain of tobacco

products would be licensed.

Manufacturers, wholesalers, exporters

and importers would receive federal

licenses, while retailers would be

licensed by states.

The proposal also would require

that tobacco products be marked for

domestic distribution or for export, to

prevent them from being diverted

around excise taxes.

Critics, such as Sen. Dianne
leinstein I D Calif ). called the pro

posal naive, saying other areas of the

law already are too weak to prevent

Mexican cigarettes from crossing the

border into her state.

And Williams said the administra

tion's proposal gives credence to the

industry

"The administration just admitted

that the threat of a contraband prob-

lem is real." he said

Mack Affairs
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Rogue agent

makes phony

accusations
By Rob Wells

Associated Press

WASHINGTON Former
Senate Majority Leader Howard
Baker and two other politicians

were targeted with phony criminal

allegations by a rogue Internal

Revenue Service agent attempting to

advance his career, a Senate panel

was told yesterday

"I knew nothing of that investiga-

tion, either before or during the

time it was going on or after it was

terminated, until I was informed by

ISenate Financel Committee i.hi

Baker said. "The allegations, as

related to me. were absolutely and

totally without foundation and did

not occur." he said "I must tell you

Mr. Chairman. I have never been so

infuriated."

loining Baker, who served as

White House chief of staff for

President Reagan, were two other

targets of the bogus investigation:

David Crockett, district attorney

general in northeast Tennessee, and

the area's longtime congressman,

now-retired Rep lames H Quillen

IR-Tenn I

The rogue agent . whose name was

not disclosed, eventually was fired

after cocaine was found in his ijr

Baker expressed "my profound
appreciation" to the three IRS
agents who sought to block the

rogue agent's 1989 plot. As a result

of their intervention, the agents

said, they suffered retaliation that

led two to retire and the other to be

demoted.

Baker and Quillen said they didn t

know why they were targeted

Crockett suggested he was the target

of retribution because his office

unsuccessfully sought to prosecute

the rogue agent for drunken driving

in lohnson City. Tenn . in the mid-

IfH,
The case marked a dramatic

elusion to a third day of Senate

Finance Committee oversight hear-

ings into IRS criminal investigators.

The panel heard four IRS audi-

tors describe several instances in

which large corporations and
wealthy taxpayers managed to

reduce disputed tax bills by mil

lions. In some cases, the witnesses

said, settlement was driven by a

supervisor's attempt to improve job

performance ratings by closing

cases quickly Other cases smacked

of favoritism, they said

Maureen O'Dwyer. an IRS inter-

national auditor in New York Cv
alleged that her supervisors inter-

fered and prematurely dosed an

audit of a large multinational 01

poration in which she had recom-

mended repayment of $12 million

in back taxes. With penalties this

figure could have reached S24 mil-

lion.

"My manager, through ambition.

incompetence and lack of integntv

gave up a potential tax deficiency

which could have brought in as

much revenue as $24 million." she

asserted A central figure in derail-

ing the bogus probe of Baker.

Quillen and Crockett was IRS agent

Tommy A Henderson.

Henderson testified the plot was

hatched by an agent under his

supervision who suffered from
severe alcohol abuse.

The rogue agent, in an effort to

revive his career, alleged Baker and

Quillen received as much as

$400,000 per month from a well-

known national company for "favor-

able legislation and -or political con-

siderations." Henderson said.

Without authorization, the agent

sent the information to the U.S.

attorney's Office in Greenville.

Tenn . and the FBI and attempted to

convene a grand jury. Henderson
said.

After conferring with another

senior agent. Henderson said. "I

learned that all the information was

bogus.

"What I had uncovered was an

attempt to create an unfounded
criminal investigation on two
national political figures for no rea-

son other than to redeem this

agent's own career and ingratiate

himself with his supervisors,"

Henderson said.

Henderson recommended to his

superiors the rogue agent be placed

on leave, his gun and credentials

taken and he should seek profes-

sional help. "I was told to sit down
and shut up and I was under investi-

gation." he said. Several days after

discussing the case with an FBI

agent. Henderson said, he was
called by his superiors and criticized

for his performance as a supervisor.

Henderson gave up his supervisory

position and now is an agent with

the IRS in Florida.

Patricia |. Gernt. a former IRS
agent in Tennessee, told the com-
mittee the rogue agent made
unwanted sexual advances. Her
complaint was met with an investi-

gation of her by senior IRS man-
agers, she said.

Gernt, who claimed she was
punched in the stomach by an IRS
supervisor, filed a complaint and
agreed to a settlement. IRS
Commissioner Charles O. Rossotti

waived the settlement gag order,

allowing her to testify about the

case.



ARTS& LIVIN
The Massachusetts Da

Redgrave to perform in MIFA
Ry Eiwk/ Trosk

CdUgion Staff

Gracing stages all over Western

Massachusetts this weekend as part of

the fifth annual Massachusetts

International Festival of the Arts

(Mil A) British stag* and film

\ dnessa RedgTave will perform the

world premiere of Sarah Bernhardt

I to h>*n. The performance

will be at StageWest in SpnngfkW.

jiurday. May 2 at 8 p m and

Sunday, May 5 at 2 p.m and 8pm
Redgrave will be joined b) her moth

,tlish actress Rachel Redgrave in

this new stage production of recently

llaui»iiiri stories by Anton Chekho*

Sank Bernhardt Comet to Town is the

f one of the previously unknown
• tones by Chekhov Recent Is in

the \ sue of Harper s maga

nne five of these stories were pub

h-hed for the tirst lime in I nghsh

These newly discoverad atones, includ

ing portraits of some of Redgra» c -

•uracters will be

presented by Redgrave's own Moving

Theater company

On Monday. May *. Redgrave will

also attend a screening of her latest

Mm. Deft Vu. which was directed by

independent American filmmaker

Henry laglom At the conclusion ol

the film. Redgrave will participate in

a discussion of the film The screen

ing will be held at ihe Academy of

Musk in Northampton at 8 p.m

In addition to Redgraxc 's appeal

aiice for the leslnal finale. Mil A will

present the grand opening of Thi

Central, a screening of Busu-i

Keaton's MJ' classic silent maMet
piece, played simultaneously with a

new original score composed and per

.ned live b> Pctei Blanche-tie and

the \ irtual consort at Memorial I ill

Theater in Shelbume halls. MA. on

Friday and Sunday. May I 2 at 8 p.m

a* well a* SuiiJjs Mm I jI > |

Also on ludav Mas i al Hohoke
.•liege will be "The Road

to Heaven." a music review by the

Valley's own Young at Heart Chorus

a group ol veteran professional and

amateur performers ranging in age

I r >i i . t> 2 to 90-something

One of the highlights ol this veai i

festival to be featured M Sundav

May 5 at 7 p.m. will be the pren.

of Patience A Sarah, a new opera by

Paula M Kimper and
librettist Wende Persons based on

Isabel Miller s novel about two pio-

neering women in the early 19th OM
tury This special MIFA performance

is a preview to the opera's

lulls staged world premiere at

Lincoln Center Festival '98 in New
York City in luly Patience A Sarah

will be performed at the Academy of

Music in Northampton.

luka- It" Mil l 9U are available at

thi Mullins Center Box Office at the

Irttversily of Massachusetts

(413 54 5~ 507 J I and at Tuketmaster

tin Western Massachusetts is 4H
i3Q0) I ickets for most eients are

$20 general admission $1 5 for stu-

dents $5 fur I Men and Hampshire

College students Tickets for Sarah

Bernhardt Comes to Town are avail

able only for the Sunday e\enmg per

formance. at SI 5 for students or $b0
general admission, the higher pr:

general admission reflecting

Redgrave s wish that 200 seat* be net

node at a proportionately lower price

for students

lu kits for l)e/a Vu are aiailable

. through the Academ\ of

Box Office at (4W 584 lt*>4

I c> pm Regular admission to the

film and discission is $15.

inkets at 5>5 include a ci

reception following the dUCUMton coumn vain Nairn

Get in line

Bad Religion r$ one of the groups appeanng at the fourth annual alternative muvk /sports extravaganza.

The Vans Warped Tour 1998 The concert will be held at the Three County Fairgrounds in Northampton on

Jury 29 Tickets go on sale Saturday at 10 am at Strawberries record stores and ProTix outlets Call ProTix at

(800)477-6849

Central Area Springfest begins tonight
Come rain or shine this weekend

Central Residential Area will

Ud > It its annual Central Area

Springfest tonight at 6 p.m The

event, which will -pan the entire

weekend will feature 18 bands and

innately 21 hour* worth of

music

The Central Area Spring
an idea originally conceived rn

." Mclsaac n conjunction with

ntral Area Government

M. Ivaac said that he wanted

kind of institution for unsigned

bands:" bene* the Springfe
1

avea*. UamLnaasd* us ait aitauupc t

highlight sonic of the musical talent

in the Pioneer \ allev

In addition to the bands.

Springfest will feature a moon
bounce, a dunk tank a slip and slide

as well as a free vegetarian friendly

barbecue. All the events and food

will be free

lonight's program begins with

>suk Mm Dixon moved bj vraggy

Road and Tuscan Groove Last

year's headlines. Trick Knee and

K K D S will also perform tonight

Centrals Battle of the Bunds cham

pion. Kav lah I unk will surt things

off at t> 50 p m on Saturday.

Suegraa* band County Fvchunge and

will also perform The

Bruce Bass | unkestra. featuring |am

Central, is a 20 piece thylhm

machine as well as a popular act from

last year f Icctric Blue and Co/mic

Truth will dose out Saturday night

Sunday'* program begins at noon

with the ianuatv WBf Band, lollowed

bv I nit and Chuch l"he rap du.

Ol Trends and HI Stoim take the

stage next, followed bv \s|i Men and

Hampshire College 'l Biolheimen

Abo look for I M
to brinj! the evening to a

Mclsaaac says that the Spn>

has grown cverv year and he exp

"a hell of a tki

v C ngatirkar

The Bruce Bass funkestra Is one of the groups performing at the Cetttrrt Area Spnngfest
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lacrosse Brian Samela
continued from page 10

year. The Minuteinen have reached
that mark twice (12 against Harvard.

Bottoa College) since miching the

meat of the college lacrosse schedule,

lunior goallender Strider Dickson has

started all 12 games this season foi

the Beuis compiling a O.bOO save per-

centage, two points better than
Kasselakis. a pre season second team

All-American

On offense, the Bears have been

struggling as much as the Minutemen
this vear, having reached double figures

only four times this season. Senior

attackman Mike Satin leads the team in

coring (59 points), lollowed by junior

midfielder led Dewick s 57 points

The game was moved to Garber

Field alter originally being scheduled

to be played al Warren P. McGuuk
Alumni Stadium Amherst hosts the

first round of the lacrosse plavoll- ,it

McGuirk and because of inclement

weather headed for the Pioneer

\ alley, administration wants to keep

the field ir good condition lot next

weekend.

softball
continued from page 10

She also has 64 strikeouts so lai this

men.
Should UMaai win today*! game

against \it{!ima lech, thev will play

again on Saturdav at \2 pm Vtffjaj

the winner ol todav's St.

loseph DfJJffcM gMW. Ihe winner of

Saturday's pHM will then go on to

plav in the championship Sundav Ihe

winnct ol the championship will face

the w inner of the America East

louniament on May 7-8 at the NCAA
Play-in Series

Despite the pressure and impor

lance ol tlie tournament, coach I lame

Soitmo uews plaving now as still tak

ing it one game at I time

It's the same as anv came we've

played all veai We're just goinc to

keep duiiifj what we've been doing

and we don't look at this as anything

ditlerent than as we ve got a game on

I ndav. Sorlino sjid \^e have a ball-

eame IS plav lint - all it can ever be,

it will never be more than that, it will

nevei be less than that, it will always

be the s.n-

continued from page 10

career at Cheshire High. No. 8 hit .522 in his rookie year,

seeing action in 50 games. 25 of which were starts.

However, last year Samela assumed the starting job

behind the dish and hit .558 with eight homers and 55

KBI

This season, however. Samela got off to a slow start

and was hitting 174 after the first 1 1 games of (he vear

Since then. Samela has raised his average over 100 points

and has been flirting with the 500 mark over the past few

weeks

"It took a little bit of time to get back into things |

didn t see the ball well and wasn't patient up at the plate."

Samela said "Now I'm seeing the ball well and getting

some yood hacks at the pitches I want to swrng d t

"

"He's starting to get his balance back He needs to *tav

back and use his hands up at the plate," said Stone of his

left-handed hitting catcher "He needs to get into a

groove, and some of our other guvs are like that too

We're hoping that as a team everyone will peak al the

nght tiiiK

On the defensive end. Samela is also proving his worth

Last season he threw out around 51 percent of would-be

basestealcts a mark which is around a respectable 25 per-

cent this N eai And of course. Samela can always be found

doing the little things thai a catcher needs to do. whether

it be blocking balls in the dirt or working with his pitch-

ers,

lies done a good job as a catcher as well as a good job

with our pitchers For catching even game without any

relief, especially with all of the doubleheaders and

back-to- back games that we ve had, he's done a great

job." Stone said.

But for now. the Connecticut native, who was shunned

away by his home stale school, will lead a border rival

into the linal week of the regular season and the A-10
Tournament.

i iing here was the best decision in inv life There's

not one bad thing that I can sa> about UMass." Samela

said. "The program is great, and Mike Slone ts one of the

best coaches that Ive ever plaved tor I would never want

to go somewhere else.

"1 don't think we ve played dose to our best game vet

I his team has a lot ol character There's a lot of different

personalities that seem to gel." continued Samela "That's

what it takes | L , wm Hopefully we'll start peaking now

heading into the A 1 Tournament
"

And suielv Samela will continue to go all-out in order

to see UMass come out as conference champions.

track
continued from page 10

The 400m hurdles

Neil Concepciun ran a S4 04 at the

I Mass Ouad and |s seeded MOOMl
this spring behind Virginia lech -

Kevin Walker

1 he javelin and discus

Sophomoic v k Mortnc) i- tanked

lust in both MM as he became the

!iisi I Mass athlete to win an event at

the Penn Kelav-

The pole vault

I M.is« Mine v a/c|ue/ has been

atop the A Hi all season

less than lust only once at

l.nnecticul on April |g Ihe Mil

should be a neck-and neck duel

between Virginia lech and the

Minutewomen.

The Javelin

Nlurvn Harrison is ranked No I

and should bring home the gold The

Hokies will probablv fill in altet that

I he 400 hurdles

Silifa Kenku holds the icbool

I with a tune ol bl 21 while

C htvstal Murphv is also looking to

grab sot ik' points

The 5000m
Senior captain Rebecca DcMiaghue

leads the wav in a time of 9-.47 li

should be a "bloody battle" with

Terry Carroll as she has recorded a
s* 4K Chnstv Martin might also push

tor the lourth slut ,i .inked

lourth (10 I2> Sails Hirsh should

round out the held with a possible

sivth place finish

The 5000m
While the I xplorers and the

Hawks look to capture the top spots.

h is will return to the track to

see if she can retain her third place

ranking this cC.i-un the Hokies arc

the only two teams to have broken 48

seconds.

The men's and women's track teams will both travel to Blacksburg. Va ., this weekend, where the

ipate in the Atlantic- 10 Championships
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Theirs and Yours.

AmeriCorps
Getting Things Done.

Join AmeriCorps, the domestic Peace Corps. By assisting the elderly, tutoring

kids, restoring streams and parks, helping communities hit by disasters, serving

in a health clinic, or meeting other important needs, you'll help others suc-

ceed.

When you join AmeriCorps for one year, you get:

* Skills for your future

* Almost $5,000 for education

* A living allowance and health care

* Deferment of qualified student loans

* An experience you'll never forget

Sound interesting? Call AmeriCorps for more

information: 1-800-942-2677 (TDD 1-800-833-3722).

Or visit our website at www.amaricorps.org

Or contact Farhad Meskooby your AmeriCorps Campus Rep at

fmeskoob©student.umass.edu

doutttouM -Atwlxfcrrt

I \ P l R G K A IH AT K TEACHING
A S S I STAN TS HI PS AVAILABLE

DEPARTMENT OF

MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS

$650.00 A SEMESTER

R APPROXIMATELY 10-12 HOURS A

ITHER INFORMATION AND APPL1CAT1

FORMS SEE THE RECEPTIONIST

ROOM 1622 LI 1)1 RL I GTWR
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Collegian Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS 1

1 APARTMENT FOR RENT

let TIM s-*J686 Car* Far Yea* Car

The UMm Student Nunaig Association

is Having • DMWKASM on Mpy 2nd M
Reliefs

Jem till 12 noon

. JlM<MlM«t tun

parting Available now tor summer or

longer Congate 2U 2326 Agencv lot

APARTMENT FOR RENT

1 ti<nii oot Spacious idoai for 2 3

poopi* Available 6/t witn Fill option

%nt $6bV«ontn nottAW eras- «*lud

sdCeriSMOn On but we*

fcg enoegb tor 2 3 » • .

A.iiiO'i f r~ 't*--- Can Mw
06JtVT-P

reedi«rlaa 3rd tloo>

6/1 reduced rent 6REAT0EAI'

S8B-«6»

._; 1 2 ond 3 bedroom

apartments 6m n«Mt, IwdarObd IHtn

Wo are snowing starting April 6th lor

Juno and September Mm Lincoln Rod

issa** zO-Ttrs

I Gas hoot hardeouc

dbaes-ent l/2rts*>_cem

put on but row* We art ihtNMVJ start

ing April 6th tor Juno ond $*ptimbn
I tUSOpMuoMw SJ78N

AUTO FOR SALE

» CM« Slandrd $?M0 Of

bati oftar 7S3 5167

EMPLOYMENT
Cbildcere/ceerpeaiee for boy* I* I

9 Plenned ecbvittes. drno to classes, tic

Cat natdtd Ml time V»V* CoH 253-

1206 evervogt

Pee pots Mast tot to ico croom step on

the b>tt irttl m Hadley Coll let Cieern

Nddttr 584 2223

HAVf RMI Mote * drtterencei Sloop

late 1 Bt in environmental activist 1

Symmor/Coroor jobs wnn Clot" Water

Action $300$400/vrt t benefits 413

5K9830

EMPLOYMENT
Capo Cad knWri

Cooks itrvors. bartenders host busts

and dishweshers Wm Htm P Boi

122B Eastam MA 02642 Fan 15081255

9374 or call I5W25M3*!

CAMP TAPJUO for boys on Long Lata

Naplts Mama nottd lor picturesgu*

location, ttftpnonai facilities and out

standing progiems F«t TRAVEL June

22 August 23 0»ar 50 countalor positions

m lenms lacrosse swimming, sailing

scuba arcnary woodworting ceramics

tint am rt_* end aractrorucs backpack

mg Call M*a Sarbun at 800- 2508252 tor

University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 F.ix; (413)545-1592

SUMMER SUBLET SUMMER SUBLET

in* aV0« i 6*89164

*••>»:«

I kedraeta apt Am itrfci Fall

pptjan 0a bus RMt w tweets** A*

H Fard Raagtr

jjpjcm •mmrit mm m
548-IOM

88 VW Jesse Mow eabaust now was

$1800780 548-0806

, m Mvmg m Amhortt saaks a

imunrTssw So essrss ban vwh citating a

noma tnsanomg ha social numrork and

completing serf cere tasks bperienct

wrth indryiduati vvitti denaiuumawal dis

abrlituw preferred Tu soempt stipend

training and support provided Contact

Cam tl Ceatmunrbj Eie-pntes me 584

1480

HAVI AN AMA2IN6 tUMMI*

HOUSE FOR RENT

Houtt Nr Real 3 bedroom specious

house comfortably Ms 5 1/2 milt walk

Irom campus Available June 1st

J'OOuVmontn Call 549 6238

LOST AND FOUND

Lett field eed Silver Fetail Welch

lost before Spring Bieak If found call

413-253-8918

Feaad U8M brave* leetber pane pJSl

i is yours contact Pre Maid

Advising Office, i X Machmer 545 2191

MOTORCYCLES

ROOM WANTED
Oh large bedroom > 22* fnuaahold

witfiin i b inilts of UMeas tntoamor near

hiking preferred Lease OK 6/1/986/1/99

Matthew 66S32g

For Fell toraealoi Oats; Any location

somewhat near campus okay Call 549

1892 Ask for Merc

SERVICES

Caul
8_ "UieJaid 4 door Sat—

n

Tate over <aaia

Vsbjtjp C*6$8M*11

June 1st

p_a_ «o<

131 .1

drum noruet Aakrng |1a_ or best off*.

who love kKtti GENtrUl & SFtCIALTV

(XMNSELORS needed Jom a d*d_eted

fa* team Competitive salaries Camp

Tacomc UOD-jtfl.jja

Tt—aearsaaaaJubjItt

Caorv WHae 266 11
20*2

• Earn up to

$3Q00/month m htnenes. parU. lesorts

Airfare 1 FoodAodgmgi Our sarvict rtcom

mended by LIS feews 8 World Reports

(9198X33 1939 est A150_

CRUISE I LANO TOUR J08LS- Earn up

to 12 000/month Free world navel

iCaribbaan. Alesu Europe ate l
! Free

room/board for mta. mg f9l9l8_ 1938

est Cl»

EARN L» TO SUB* Ptrt bmt m prat 44

weeks Memohnk needs 1 hrgwy mobvet

ad individual to direct its summer

sales/merketing project at UMass

Contain Carlene at I

•4 Varaaba F2M_ Matercycl* wfhm

Verier Pipe Mutt see $4000 5*60471

MUSICAL INSTRU
MENTS

Guitars fiiatea L60 with case $400

Yamaha Classical $125 5 1045 or 253

2383

ROOM FOR RENT

r|r_«luniow*gg»iito|Oin

our lease m a huge colonial house close

to campus Very cheap 1 Lata) slam 6/1

Roetol Problem*

te/secuniy deposit deductions'

Outstions ebout subletting/assignin)

leases? Questions about the condition a

your new house or apartment' Comae

The Student Legal Services Office. 923

Campus Canter 54*1985

Mead to eaetol your apartment' We will

list it m our office and on our wee page

for tree Looking to move off campus*

Come to Commuter Services 428 Student

Uruon or ca" 5450865

tteee e lately selection of bwnniei

Many colors and types at wan as a saksc

ben of cages and hutches We can also

harp wth any ounmes you can no longer

cat* for Call Euan 367 0105 after 900

1 eeahaasn epar-saat 2 full t

air conditioning, in Mill Valley Available

June August Call 256-61 T2

•SjPAta VUtege: 3 badroom. 2 bathroom,

renovated $l040/month Available 6/1

Inegotiable) with Fell option 1 month

tree rent' C*H549;74n

Largo t bedroom apartment CliftsuJe

Across from 71 1 pilt* parta lupjor store

Heat/Dot water electricity induded On

bus iputj $t_iVmrjnsji >8S 8890

tpotioe* t aaeVeaas m Biandywine Fiu

2 people easily Hofwatet/AC Rant nego

tiacne Call 548 706Q Available June lit

ItloToiwiaaoilM S Puft-n apartment

wrttWDaths A/C. avsplaole June 1 Aug

31 $irj*1i/month Price negotiabla Call

58*4149

Spacieae toe bedreeet townhouse

One and one half bathiooms AieilaM i

6/1 On bus route $K*Vrnon* VoubOg

it' Cat 2588808

i -idnim. 1 ba*k available June 1st

. Rent negotiable Call 253

j let 1-4 people for 2 bedroom in

Brandywine Call 549 09b

'

] kiiisstr censeerteemj bts 4 Bi level

Puffion apenment RenovatJd Central

A/C Brand new kitchen 2 full bath?

Walk in closet Directly on but route

Laundry loom around coiner Available

6/1 with Fell option $1040./mor«h Inogl

Cat 549-4294

Petttea i nasetn

bus stop l bB**l

utiMias A/C t25LVtnon* 1R88

1

i«i m
] kadree—i apt Boutdars Fits 4 comfort

abty rnctadat heat/hot water On the bus

tw, 8886 253-5$tT7

Semeaar Seam* A^latse June I Room

lor 6 hlict quiet area Call 549

Tone isdnirr Putfton apt Two baths

Renoveted Oet. »

Tfcrea btdrttra be—a available June

lit with Fell option Located m South

$nr
2531258

9T.'3

Can 546 67C Oisiniiai

Take Oeet Our tease*/' PuttbJ* »*M*r

renovatad 1 1*4/1 bat* A/C Era*

m PtsttAiasssi CBum 5*»

Take tssar (tar laaaa June I l *(*V

-.
, -, i ,

--:

t'4,

C8 .f3f53b

MdantHUtw-ta.

camp it Chariton MA or day camp in

Adams MA Av*i table to anyone who

nonattfy Mas bt«g vwrn fads CM t»
433-8375

Job Opparteaitie* G'tt-

Camp it a email residential

camp for Girls located m

Part time wort for 10 days * June and

Aug $105parday Can before May Sti 1

M8 949- 5388

peece/activum seeks mature 888 -
couneeen tar boys cabrn*. dram*, sports

CSMp cnfl teWCfl-Vl E-pBjfRf'C* 9tt0m

71MAM7T1

Reese bat real * a wee house Private

bash $36t>»jn»tvaua»ra

ment on busline Ave'Kbl* 5/23

$28uymonth C» *

t tidn- tvtileblt <n 2 b*r»oom apt

from 6/1 8/31 with Fall i

ypard CabJadpaH

•b*W end prepared .

end tptej werkmg ant* ctotaVtja

reeumat 6ns*. Ma.ntam Camp. RO 1

Bet 237. Bratttettero. VT 0U01 o<

It i not a K* it

»

Apply at www)

1 beg* tees* >*et to share
I

on tw 'out* $20D n shared $375 by self

Ajnc«6*JM0'5Cgoi' Ji ii'8tii

...J •

roam apertment Easay *tt 3 W/0 6>g

a** Don to Anshersi Canejr AesMbJp

u»s_*aBtej4

Take Oeer •« Ueee June 1 2 bad

room Cioosviow $t)7V*>a«8k (_**•>

P77

ttabs*J*a-S*wy'i unttd

Eas*. Us 2 or 3 KnsWt
•8/1

care to

CHILDCARE

bK otpwenced perean *
« 3 : 9»; ; «J«.

a none trees and a car 3

iSttVwt Cat after 6tjf_B 548 92J8

3MPUTERS

CO
i ...

_ andcalor pr»sar Sal

Fe.ri$6»t9 00yi«r

ptnetieg beat** Training prev>eed

Cu kill fiawn- 413-686- 3883

NATIONAI PAR* HBflOTIRIIIT

For*Str, W 3 •* Preserves

ConcatsujwauM F«etvjbt*rs ft more

Cueejetitwe wages .benefits Art vt

iww' 517 324-31 10 aeW6t)tT14

CRUISE SHIP ft UNO TOUR J08S

EtteRaat benefits World Travel Art us

teW 517 3243080

tunag «»«rg»tit ttadeete •-

pand
$7/te

ftetgiRIi fteeck rteeae -

PBbjg

edCa»U»eai5*t>0l4i

apt 6/1 wrth Fen epeon CTVmenrt On

Mam Si (>Cor'w2538BJ8

ROOMMATE WANTED

2 payt/girlt

bathroom *i Sdkjm Ptn |UJ atjP-ajali

Start* Jam 1st paodjry Sept 1st Can

M*S)*n or Oewn 256 750

optci 685-37ig

n ji i

— Mead keetf Cat) Btthr^t of

Amherst arc* for tret tasting and ttsis

•*«* I8J rafj

SUMMER SUBLET

I bedrest* ka 3 beooorr M. VaHay ' 4

persons 2 baths A/C heel/hot water

included Available June 1st FAll

C*n>3hCatl263-8*C

4 ACmot wetat irctudad Ou«K top floor

with deck Soma turnnur* Fell opta*

tWO C*P 549-4740

.__• 2 eed'oom June July

August heei/hot eraser included For

ITreeebed

room 1 1/2 bath townhouse A/C new

ito.t and carpeting spacious

$800/month 6/16/31 Jann 5465142

Baixa546 M19 Meg 54ft5t07

Rinrrti i I. 2 badroom apart

pry clean spacious end etnat

$800/month Can coma fully furnished

FREfi Call us 0) 258-9283 ASAP

mondi plus utiieees 5*84778

4b*«Wl

_»J___Lll

pement ertilsW* $342 50

BMbfre* 2531888

I eft tor Summer Am 1 Aug

1 kt drill w*>»•• •«mf'*.« -'

1/2 both end AIR CONOlTiOHiHu

A. a tt « June August $8O0/«c"l'

Pncet imewktsi Can 5*64388 « 5*6

5*15

I at

.ftdrye. from

and backyards tente parting wen t*

•en cenpet basement l 1/2 tab bath.

rejtt io campus 5 *e* we* so town Cab

ibedrt rmepsraeiei

. Cat 549 5165

Tennis Setiraraing Self Lacrosse

•Vntttimg Fttaaag. Handa •
l

Ropat/evrsdoor pragn

raw- ATftT i

_j 20 studantl now' H* i .

will MM $10OS300/w**k Pervfuil

Ten* PM8W 2121 • 123

t

•V' Subset a take ktase tpr Fa*

25J8S44

__. 1 bedroom available * J bad

room apartment Atr cane

I Cad 5*94379

1 root** ntdiafaF.ee Art 2 tab baths

t luded 0* bet reete

Start«g6/i 25>88*5

- i badroom apt May 75 August

$1 Cttan Until nckudad Ontjciejeti

bpa^ Cad Msrt 866 5644

LArtFei

liQiabii 6/1 Doss***

$3XFretcabte<5t7 3l

RVT

TICKETS

Ticket

and (-Part* 1800 5*6

Tad at 548 7961

ease apt RieiHAH Art* ' On

Ckaei to campu* 54*4675

he*t $500 fto pats Fuel Last and

i Cart2S3>Mt3

MJ *e*n

Macieteeb Ctler

Priater. ((.board Mous* SCSI

IquaaeaM <t * ascsrtbnt uuneVban I/O

58MS1*

. 32MB RAM 2 1 6«
2*71 CO ROM 33* T. Modem V*J*o ft

Autbe Cards amti Sp*aben Phn 14 ten

kaybe*»d Pgtn»i*«$1'98

i Sal reach eejn>i UUll spuiaes tt^g-eet Uead

tm or E-mat at *t ua »lX»8.i H cam *>M
1988 forenassjliPbrei you cap had us on tie «*>'

FOR SALE

I 8)1 rlMy/Sell/TrtdeA^nargn

Hampsfwt Bcycie FjChanga Sundeyt 94
itwlteB«sJ»rgt»-nalu_, lftjouf

option 1 or 2

ICBR 25J1733

with Fen option

Brtndy*** 2 Bedroom Heat/hot ertlar

a7Xfeut)B<3 BMawW mmi&Hi M00 a*W

*_

C.at* to lipteem and campus 1390 * TO SUBLET

tasj—pprti' A/C heat end I

yVebrt WWWCAnVkDBCaCOM

•0' nted m -

vet location on bat feet*

Cat 32>0»1I or 6j*3»46J_I

PCA for d.tebiad wo^an Sundays

nluipejrnuart Cat) Mary SP^BSft

I m Mats $500 $800

• e plus but not need

•d Ca«14)S» 277 17*7

i,na4'3 253-8B11

FURNITURE

Bjah. charr wvpi frjotrest oof

tabnt and mom Pnce* i

Cab 2964832

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Hepey Rurkdey Cbrie

From Vour Pats On

Frflh Floor Fujrd'

djsjberooryi m

k*8> and Apt Avedabia 6/1 • 2 tedroom

I $325 584 514)

otMefteeJuiwi Fabaptron

15 Aug 31 $300 . ha*

• 296-4792

ROOM WANTED

Mole took lag - e*n and

OMt room to sublet for fed Please carl

54V0190

Buthna An irtrfmet tnemded Pool rpcre

'V55I*

room Jane Aug Pr*e negotiable Call

Bob«6C55i26

_jl*«Ju«si^dJjfry Onebrtbopm

« a lour beproom apt fcrarvPung mctud

ed $300 2531824 Speak *l Anal

Mill Valley

__ 2 bedroom r*«ovet*d stem

6/1 orjwjn to renew Cab Geoff or Scott

m i

fart bee, wes**r and dryer hoe* up,

6/» C*t> 253-

1 or I ksdrtir* awXaat* m tare bad

room npwly ranovetod Pirfftsja apt

Heat/hot H20 aKkjeMi Has central a»

Eat>ty fnt two or »ret paopm AmrteW*

6/1 HTS/mortr. Ar> W

-

large tarmy
'

wrth wa« to we« carpet dun

pool ft I

eebptba* $B25 rajgoiujart i

.has 695 9076 or 545 5357

1 bedroom avdltbl* tfte>

hneti $28tVtrvjn» Ca« 5*99293

WANTED TO RENT

FRIDAY MAY 1

Community — The Central

SpringfW will begin tonight at

6 pm and run until midnight

Man Dixon will start the

21 hours of live bands. Tuscan

Groove. Scraggy Neck Road.

Tnck Knee and RKDS will also

perform.

Service — There will be a

Shabbat Service led by UMass
professor lulius Lester at 6 pm
in the Hillel House. All are wel-

come to attend

SATURDAY. MAY 2

Comedy MISSION
IMPROVable will be perform

ing their weekly comedy improv

show at 8 p.m. in the Campus
Center room 163

daily listings sponsored by

Community — There will be

a silent march against gun vio-

lence at 1 1 a.m. in Court

Square. Springfield

Community — There will be

a Bowl Day featuring Da Cocoa

Brovaz and Shootyz Groove
starting at 1 1 a.m. at the Van
Meter/Webster basketball

courts.

Community — The Central

Springfest will continue tonight

at 6 30 p.m. with Kay |ah Funk.

County Exchange. Space

Hippies. Bruce Bass Funkestra

and Electric Blue. The bands

will play until 1 a.m. A free

cookout will begin at 6 p.m.

next to the stage.

Meeting — The UMass
Poetry and English club, and

Spectrum Magazine will hold

an open mic and formal reading

in Memorial Hall from 6-8 p m

SUNDAY. MAY 3

Community — The last day

of Central Springfest will begin

at noon with the January Hills

Band. Unit. Chuck. D| Trends

& D| Storm. The Ash Men.
Brother Man and Sway. The

bands will play until 8 pm
There will also be games and

activities throughout the day.

Music — Voces Feminae will

perform renaissance music for

women's voices at 8 p.m. in

Sweeney Concert Hall at Smith

College

Service — There will be a

senior service from II a.m.-l

p.m. at Hillel House to honor

the seniors who have helped the

lewish community Food will be

served.

NOTICES

Community — The deadline

to submit your film for the

UMass Film. Video and
Animation Festival is May 1.

Submit your film to IOI South

College and fill out the applica

tion. The festival will be held

on May 9 from 1-4 p.m. in

rooms 165-169 in the Campus
Center. Call the film studies

office at 545-3659 for more
details

Comm-niry — On Thursday.

April 30. the Student

Government Association will be

holding elections for the po-i

tions of student trustee and
president. Polling locations will

be in all of the dining commons
as well as the Newman Center

and Campus Center Concourse

from 1 1 a.m. -2 p.m.. and from

4-7 p.m. All students are

encouraged to vote.

Exhibit — From Rope Pulh,

To Rallies. To Running
Around Naked: An Exhibit on

the Student Experience at

I W..\s will open on Friday.

May I on the 25th floor in the

Special Collections and

Archives Department of the

WEB DuBois Library. Th .?

exhibit was created by stu-

dents and will be open from

10 a.m. -3 p m.

Monday-Friday.

Poetry — If you have writ

ten a poem and would like to

submit it to the New York

Poetry Alliance's free poetry

contest, send poem 21 lines or

K-^ to: New York Poetry

Alliance. Box 1588. New
York. NY 10116-1588 There

will be 28 prizes awarded. The

deadline for entering is May
19.

Volunteerism — The Crisis

t enter, a Massachusetts Suicide

Pretention Hotline is currently

seeking volunteers and interns.

For more information, contact

Gina Grampetro at

(978)849-5600 ext. 201

looking lor 2 bedre

Northampton Set tee

J*nrry 565 78?-

n subset Can

leebleg ler t bedroom
including hoot end hot water Cleae to

r of town and campus Call 256*»1

The
Classifieds-

Giving you more

of what you want

every day !

FYls are public service announcements pnnted dairy To sub

mit an FYI, please send a press release containing all perti

nent information. Including the name and phone number of

the contact person to the Collegian, c/o the Managing Editor

by noon the previous day.

uvc~rv t9 UMass' only studen* run Television Station
216 Student Union (located to the right of the Hatch) • 543-1336 • www-unix.oJt.uirms.edu/-uvctv19

Today's Program Schedule (VI)

tWC TV-19 Prtmitr .

HoekTV L.HHp-M
Kittens of Fire _______

Ten Minute* on Drug*
Channel 19 Hews _______
A6_u_B J*Vls__

i

In Good Companvl>»ncirw Downtown

Classified

Sim Oft

HSCN Bulletin Board
CBS/3
CBS/4,
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN
UPN/20

Hartford

Boston
Boston
Springfield

Movie Ch.

Hartford

Wecitfier Channel

HBC/30 New Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH&HSCN
IntvSfnaHonoi

UMa»i AccKJ-mic TV
HSCN Programming

an

UVC-TV19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

CNN
CNN SI

Headline N«w»
UCTV
TBS
BET
TVlond
Unrviftion

Con>«b_ry CemSral

Cartoon
MtxrhMutic 1(5:45)« Oo*ten£up";i995) Pierce Brosnan 'PG-13' K

*Vi "DooWe T„--rico7) .imuvOtuOe V*n Dawrne. 'FT »
»* rjitytwi dttoCom III Urton'Huvur (1995) Denial Corny.

4 TlrrVaTP PdrH"(1997, OirTiecrY) HovytrrJ Stem R' _
StprgataSO-1 |0ut*f UmtU (R) (In Stereo) _ IHungerlRf
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Bruno By C. Baldwin

ET.O 64MJNO, A*_»OVl

in ie*e WTM MVMUtf-
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Robotman By Jim Meddick
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Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dllbert By Scott Adams
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Absolute Zero* By Brad Turner You Mass By Greg Shea
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Horoscopes
ARIES (March 21 April 19) —

An early start can enable you to do

something with your day that vou

hadn't planned Others are ^un- H he

impressed: try to make this a habit!

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
You*re going to have to reconsider d

recent agreement and do what >ou

can to renegotiate tenns. Thin>

go your way in the afternoon and

evening.

GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20) —
You may have trouble shaking minor

physical symptom!, today. This is sign

that you are trying to do too much,

too fast Consider slowing down

CANCER (lune 2l-|uly 22) —
Dispense with certain obligations

early in the day and you'll have more

time to tend to the kinds of business

deals that excite you.

LEO (luly 25-Aug. 22) — You

must be sure to do things exactly as

planned today. Too many people are

depending cm the schedule you have

devised for you to improvise at all.

VIRGO (Aug. 25-Sept. 22) —
Someone is likely to offer you more

responsibility for more money. The

temptation is considerable, but you

have more to think about than profit

LIBRA (Sept. 25-Oct. 22) —
You'll be grateful for the opportunity

to get together once more with a cer-

tain group of friends and relive the

past glon while pursuing a new goal

SCORPIO (Oct. 2J-Nov. 21) —
Others may not believe what they see

or hear today, but you're in a posi-

tion to make it clear and credible

You know something others don't.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 -Dec.

21) — You and a loved one are in

the mood to escape from the kinds of

things that have been dragging you

down of late Work together: arrange

something

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an It)

— Wh\ do ii'U spend so much time

thinking about what might have been

instead of dedicating yourself to what

can be? Look to the future!

AQUARIUS (|an 20-Feb 18) —
You'll be feeling rather nostalgic

today, but instead of getting lost in j

fog of memories, you'll be inspired to

move on toward something new.

PISCES (Feb I9-March 20) —
tl situations provide you with

more than an outlet to cut loose Try

to be more observant and you should

profit in an unexpected fashion.

Close to Homo By John McPHerson

rV 199* WALSTON HUSH
SENIOR PROM

WAY SCbtRLUCCf
-mzoo ORCHESTRA*

? <>F the Oiay

U Time flys like an

arrow, but fruit flies like

a banana.
**

-Croucho Marx

LUNCH
Hot Turkey Sanchrvich

Grilled Sneeze

Fishy MunchJes

Intergalactk Space Scum

DINNER
Country Style Ribs

Baked Z.ti

Charbroiled Chicken Breast Sandwich

The Great American Casserole

Worcester
LUNCH

Phat Fish Munchies

Mesquite Chicken Sandwich

Bow Ties w/ Tomato Sauce/Basil Pesto Sauce

Triple Tri-Bean Casserole

DINNER
Beef Strips w/ Sno P's & Shrooms

Fried Shrimp Dinner

Stir Fry Vegies and Toe-fu

pasta: Eggplant Parmesan

As the band continued Io ploy, an angry mob

searched for members of the prom conimittee.

ACROSS
1 Molecule part

5 Housetops
10 Reach across

1

4

Tibetan monk
15 Photo collection

16 Folk knowledge
17 Hatchets
18 Egyptian capital

1 9 Gymnast Korbut

20 All at once
23 And not

24 River of

Scotland

25 Cybill Shepherd,

for one
29 Pay attention

33 Says the rosary

34 Sidolong glance

36 Gardner of

movies
37 "Ben-

—

"

38 Makes cat

sounds
39 Computer abbr

40 Oath response

41 Church area

42 Car part

44 Take away
47 Erased
49 Turkish title

50 - Ktppur

51 Three-party
communication

59 Fxctude

60 Hoopsler
Shaquille

61 "— my lips'"

63 Ham or steer

64 Dm
65 "Kiss Me. —

"

66 Reared
67 Speck in the

ocean
68 Distort

DOWN
1 Neighbor of Ga
2 Tony Danza

sitcom

3 Sign
4 Concrete work

5 Indy 500
participants

6 Norwegian king

7 Oscar's cousin

8 Roll up
9 Bums without

flame
1 Not so fast

11 Horseback
game

1 2 Golden Fleece
ship

1 3 One of the tides

21 Negative votes

22 Mermaid's
habitat

25 Plant parasite

26 Unrefined
27 Seer's deck
28 Snoozed
29 Chopped
30 Gold weight

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

iTjnuffl HE.H nraHiiEH
HOmm BSD L_HHD@H
_Ju_Hl_, Btl SHJuTlHMM

@iu@[iu_ ami-] QSi-iD--
I.1I1M I1H@ BHICjH

__!_• tan® nffiidr^wi^w

Hampshire

0_M
)| I ct

_4
olHElF

C OU TTAl

D[_iaifl huh anffl
MHHHM HD-- G-HfflQO-

EQuTJHHE QGin HHBH
1EIR1S

f, 1 98 O 1 998. United feature Syndrcahr

31 Call forth

32 Christened

35 Goddess of

the dawn
38 Pasta
4? Coalition

43 Mentions
45 Rode the

rapids

46 Birthday

number
48 Small hole

51 Salon
item

52 Actor Sharif

53 Egypt's

river

54 Baseballer
Slaughter

55 Playwright

Simon
56 Crate
57 Plumbing

f>roblem
n the wee
hours

62 Morning
moisture

LUNCH
Cowburger on a Bun
Swell Chicken Pucks

Grilled Cheese

Fish Munchies

DINNER
Beefy Beef Strips w/ Sno P's and Shrooms

Lemon Pepper Cod
Cod w/ nothing

"Tm buff and I'm the stuff Casserole

Berkshire

LUNCH
Fish Munchies

Buffalo Chicken/Honey Wheat Wrap

Grilled Cheese (from chocolate cows?)

Vegan Ravioli

DINNER
Strips of Beef w/ P's and Mushrooms

Ziti - Baked, not Fried

Stir Fried Vegies and Tofu

pastabilities: yes
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Incentive for UM lax win UM will try repeat at A-10's
CdUgwn Staff

A month 01 M back, when the

Massachusetts men's lacrosse team

was riding high at b-0. oni> a myopic

final stretch would force a must win

situation into the Minuiemen's hands.

But IcHjt losses in lise games has put

the Minutemen in evuctlv that.

Tomorrow at Richard F. Garber

Field at 2 p.m.. nine seniors will fight

for their collective lives with their

backs against the wall in what could

be their final game in a UMass uni

form.

"We know what we have to do,"

senior co-captain Harold Drumm
said "II things don't go our way. we
go home

"

The Minutemen (7-4) will

undoubtedly need a victory to have

<«VU UNUMX comaw
Harold Drumm and the Massachusetts men's lacrosse team will look to

finish out its regular season in style tomorrow at 2 p.m. on Richard F.

Carber FieW

even a chance in making their 14th

NCAA Tournament appearance.

Brown comes in at I 9, with all three

wins coming on the road. fast year,

similarly. Brown tried to ruin the

Minutemen's season, with their own
playoff hopes dashed Instead, the

Minutemen assured a place in the

tournament b> coining out v ictorious.

"Brown's going to come m very

loose." coach Greg Cannella said

"They know their destmv There's no

pressure on them TheMM are going

to want to go out on the right note."

A win would give the Minutemen a

strong case for an NCAA berth, hav-

ing lost to three tournament bound

teams and one bubble team on a last

second goal Meanwhile, some help

would be much appreciated to extend

the season for certain

Brown come* 10 the table having

played one uf the nations toughest

schedules. Despite their hapless

record. Brown has fought tough

against Princeton (9-6), Syracuse

(14-8). and Loyola (14 M Neither

Cannella or the team is taking the

Bears for granted

"The New Fngland rivalry that we
have is great. They've played us tough

in the past, and this weekend, they're

playing for pride." said goalie lohn

KasaeJakis 'If they win. they can sav to

themselves 'we didn't have a great sea-

son, but we played spoiler to UMass.'

That's all they need for motivation."

Brown leads the all-lime series

20-16. while the Minutemen have

taken the last two The Bears have not

won a regular season game in Amherst

since a IS—12 decision in the l«**»l

smi nn.

"Practice has been great." senior

Mike DelPercto said "We all know
what's at stake. We need to possess

the ball on offense bv limning our

turnovers If we do that, we should be

all right
"

The sputtering Minuteman will have

plenty of opportunities to take advan

tage of a parous Brown defense, which

is allowing nearly 1 2 goals a game this

Turn to LACROSSf page 7

UM set to hit road and face SB 17
By Michael Kobylanski

CoJUgton Staff

After wrapping up their fifth

consecutive Atlantic- 10 division-

al crown last weekend in taking

two of three from Rhode Island,

the Massachusetts baseball team
will now look to solidify the No
I seed in the upcoming A-10
tourney when they travel to

Olean. NY, this weekend for a

three-game set with St.

Bonaventure.

"Winning it five years in a row

is a very hard thing to do."
Massachusetts baseball coach
Mike Stone said. "(There was a

time whenl we knew that this is

where we wanted to be. and now
we're kind of use to it [winning

titles). But I think that it's

important to never forget where
we started from."

Standing in the way of that top

spot in the tourney will be the

Bonnies. who bring a 20-19
mark into the game. St.

Bonaventure carries a 7-8 con-

ference mark into the weekend
as well, and needs a sweep of the

Minutemen in order to have a

shot at making the A- 10 tournev

"it will be tough this weekend
because they'll be playing for

something." Stone said. "I'm
excited to play there. It's kind of

the only game in town there, and
it can be a difficult place to play

because their students are Ml
vocal and get behind their team."

UMass (25-10. 13-2 in A-10)
ming off a 15-11 win over

Vermont on Tuesday, while the

Bonnies are fresh off a sweep
over Niagara on Wednesday.
Leading the way for the

Bonnies this weekend will be

junior outfielder Tom Thiebaud.

The DuBoid. Penn. native brings

a .528 average into the game,
and is coming off a 3- for-4 per-

formance in game two of the

doubleheader with Niagara.
Senior first baseman Greg
Mamula is hitting at a .320 clip

and leads the team with 10 dou-

bles.

Other offensive threats for St.

Bonaventure include senior
shortstop Robb Vogtli, freshman
outfielder |im Wolf and junior

catcher Eric Hemphill, all of

whom are hitting over .300.

However, the Bonnies lack

team power. Hemphill leads the

team in homers with three, while

Thiebaud leads in RBI with 26.

The pitching staff is anchored

bv senior right-hander Ryan
Rademacker. who is 5-4 with a

6. 1 7 earned run average in nine

starts. Fellow classmate Ryan
LaMattina is next in line with a

3-4 mark and a 2.25 ERA to go

along with four complete games.

Others who could see time on
the hill include Wolf, who is 2-0

with a 2.31 ERA and three -j*o
Vogtli (2-1 record in 15 appear-

ances). Aaron Bouie III. V ince

Cozier. Mike Manning and Mike

Gray

.

On the I Mass side ol things

senior second baseman Muchic
Dagliere continues to lead the

team with a 449 average Pete

Gatreau has also been hot ol

late, and leads the team in

homers and RBI. to go along
with an average around .370.

The remainder of the

Minutemen lineup is just as

potent, proving that I Ma-> may
have one of the best one through

nine lineups in the nation. Doug
Clark. Shaun Skeffington. Seth

Kaplan and Aaron Braunstein are

all over the .300 mark, while

Man Wolcott. Brian Samela and

Bryan Mazzaferro are also mak
ing solid offensive contributions.

On the mound for LMass this

weekend will be Bill Cooke (7-1.

2.43 ERAi. Scott Barnsbv (2-2.

4.91 ERA) and Ryan Cameron
(5-3. 3.88 ERA), all of whom
will see action as starter*

"We need to focus on our next

goal, which is the No. 1 seed. We
need the best overall winning
percentage in the league to do
that." Stone said. "In order to get

that we need to play well this

weekend and try to gain some
momentum heading into the

A- 10s."

By Jackie Laroux

Colegion Staff

The No. 24 Massachusetts Softball

team has won 10 Atlantic- 10

Tournament titles, including the last

three straight Starting today, it will

begin its quest for number 1 1.

tor the eighth straight year, UMass
(37-12. IS I A KM is (he top seed in

the tournament. At noon today, it will

lace off with No. 4 Virginia lech

(30-29.8-8).

"I feel very good about our chances

tlii« weekend " senior centerfielder

I'racey Osier said. "With our last two

double headers against Temple and
H i the team really fought hard to

get those wins. We're really starting SO

come together and at this time ol the

season, it is real encouraging to see."

I he HokJet certainly have their

wotk cut out lor them. First of all.

thev will have to contend with

Minutewoman junior pitcher Danielle

Henderson. For the second straight

i Hendeison has been named
the A-10 Pitcher of the Year and has

become one of the top pitchers in the

nation this season.

She leads the country in strikeouts

per game, averaging 1 1 8. while her

earned run average of b5 currently

ranks her seventh in the country, last

year's tournament participants are

sure to remember her well as she set

new tournament record* lor *tnkeouts

in a game with 14 and strikeouts for

the tournament w ith 38

At the plate the Minutewomen rank

18th in the nation at 313 and fourth

in I KA at 0.80. They are one of only

live teams to be ranked in both cate-

gories

Leading the way has been senior

first baseman Kim liutndge. batting

41b lumor second baseman Mandv

Gales holds is at 381. while Osier >-

OlOM behind at 376. Gutridge and

Osier were named to the A- 10

All-Conference Team, as well as

lunioi leltlielder Becky George.

Senioi Kellv Bucklev has been hot

at the plate tor the Minutewomen as

of late Since returning trom a thumb

injurv on April II, she has hit .467.

including 15 RBI in 18 games She has

-ted a 633 slugging percentage

and a .554 on-base-percentage

\ irgma Kxh meanwhile, will be

entering the A 10 tournament lor the

Iiim nine in school history Although

iIk HoUh are a strong hitting team

bailing 301. they have also opponents

have hit 302 against thcni

Freshman right fielder Alt Verbegc.

10 Rookie ol the Year, has

developed into oik of the conference *

top players, holding a batting average

4 she has eight homeruns this

season, and has garnered 4b RBI

r Michelle lohnson is the top

pitcher for the Hokie* She holds an

I K-\ ot 2 I 5 and a record ol l*>- I 5

Turn to SOfTBAU. page 7
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Massachusetts softball coach Elaine Sortino will attempt to lead UMass to their fourth straight Atlantic-10

Championship this weekend in Kingston, Rl, after recently collecting her 600th career victory

Men's track looks to
capture first A-10 title
By Kathleen Roes

Colegion Staff

An entire season of close-to perfection results has come

dowTi to the Atlantic 10 tournament at Blaeksburg. \ a . this

weekend for the Massachusetts women's and men's track

teams

The men carry an unblemished 7-0 record this spring,

with a crushing defeat over Boston College 1 1 6. 5-44 5. and

placing first in mixed meets as well UMass has no
an A-I0 title, as tho finished second to Virginia Tech last

year, losing narrow Iv bv I76-I6I

The 5.000m
Senior Ryan Carrara, ranked fourth in the A- 10. i«

expected to place this weekend.

The 5.000m steeplechase

Carrara make a grand showing here as well

The 200m dash

lorn love holds the top time with a time of 21.04 at

Boston College.

Turn to TRACK, page 7

UMass baseball has a rock in Samela
By Michael Kobylanski

Collegian Staff

Doug Clark and the Massachusetts baseball team travel to Olean, NY, to face St Bonaventure this week-

end for a three game series

All it takes is a quick look at

Massachusetts catcher Brian Samela

to figure out what kind of a baseball

player he is.

On this particular afternoon.

Samela emerges from the locker room
and makes his way to Lorden Kield.

The Cheshire. Conn, native sports a

goatee and dirt-stained pants, and is

ready for another practice with the

Atlantic 10 Eastern Division Champs.

Yes. Samela is an imposing pres-

ence, the kind of kid that vmi

wouldn't want to meet in a dark alley

on a quiet night. He plays the game of

baseball with reckless abandon and is

more than willing to dive into a fence

or dugout in pursuit of a ball.

After all. Brian Samela is a throw-

back.

"I go all out in everything I do. I

give 1 00 percent, like it's all or noth-

ing." Samela said. "That's the way I

approach life, and especially the game

of baseball. That's the old time way

to do it: for the love of the game."

"He's hard-nosed in every facet,

and every team needs to have a guy

like that," Massachusetts baseball

coach Mike Stone said. "With that

goatee he looks tough, and he acts

tough out there on the field. He's a

scrapper in every sense of the word."

The UMass catcher has been a

mainstay behind the plate, starting

every game this season while carrying

a .296 average with 20 RBI. Catchers

are notorious for taking a day or so

off every once in a while, primarily

due to the extreme physical activity

that is required at that position.

However, when the Minutemen
encountered a handful of non-confer-

ence games over the past few weeks,

Samela was still out there on the

field, playing his no-holds barred

brand of baseball.

"I don't want a day off. I just want

to play every day." Samela said.

"Sitting the bench sucks."

Nevertheless, this Minuteman still

refuses to take a breather or tone

down his intensity a notch on the dia-

mond, even if there is no designated

backup. Seth Kaplan would probably

be first in line should Samela need a

: sutler an injury, as the current

starting shortstop lot I Miss wtught a

few innings in an early season con-

test

"I don't think about getting hurt,

even when I'm diving into a dugout

in Rhode Island. The last thing on my
mind was getting hurt. I was iii-i

thinking about catching the ball."

Samela said

Samela came to UMass after a year

ol prep school at Trinity-Pawling.

which was preceded by a stellar

Turn to BRIAN SAMELA. page 7
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Massachusetts catcher Brian Samela has been a model of consistency for

the Minutemen this year, starting 34 games and providing strong leader-

ship for the A-10 Easter Division champs.
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Slam dunk
for Spike

Writer/director

Spike Lee shoots

and scores in his

new film He Cot
Came, starring

Den/el Washington
and NBA star Ray
Allen Check out
our review (see Arts

t* Living, page 5).

She's the

best again

lunior Danielle

Henderson picked

up her second con-

set utive Atlantic 10

Pitcher ot the Year

award this week-
end (see Sports,

page 10)

WORLD

Last Khmer Rouge

bases destroyed

SIEM REAP. Cambodia (AP) — As

retugees tied across the border.

Cambodia declared Saturday that it

had all but destroyed one ot the

world's most brutal revolutionary

movements by rooting out the

Khmer Rouge s last bases on the

Thai frontier

"Everything was over yesterday,"

Premier Hun Sen said, claiming his

forces had seived the remaining
Khmer Rouge territory along the

northern border He said govern
ment troops were consolidating

their positions

But lighting continued, and Thai

military officeM said a total *«tirvc

tion ot the |ungle- savvy guerrillas

would be difficult The Khmer Rouge
hold other enclaves across the coun-

try

The English-language Bangkok
Post reported yesterday that about

JO retugees were killed and 20 oth

ers wounded when an artillery she*

thought to have been tired by
Cambodian government forces land-

ed m their midst fridey "I have

brought my wile and children here.

and then I'm gomq back to the bat-

tlefield," said one Khmer Rouge
fighter who crossed the border
along with more than 20,000
refugees fleeing the government
offensive

NATION

Protestors in 5 states

ask for gun safeties

SPRINGFIELD. Mass (AP) —
Protesters marched outside America's

largest handgun maker Saturday to

demand safeguards they say w* cut

down on the thousands of gun
deaths that happen each year "We
are holding the gun industry respon-

sible because they have refused to

design, advertise and market their

products to save the lives of chil-

dren." said Arlene Locicero. SB, ol

Hawthorne, N.| Locicero, whose
daughter was one of six people killed

in a 199) shooting aboard a Long
Island commuter train, was among
1 SO people protesting outside Smith

ft Wesson
The protest was one of several

scheduled to be held Saturday out-

side the country's largest gun makers

in Connecticut, Georgia, Maryland,

Massachusetts and Virginia

Protesters laid out S.28S pairs ot

shoes to represent the number of

young people age 1 9 and under who
died trom gunshots either by homi-

cide, suicide or accident in 1995, the

latest year for which statistics were

available.

The Silent March protesters as they

called themselves want weapons
manufacturers to make guns child-

proof, drop laser sights and hollow-

point bullets, display prominent
warning labels on guns, reduce pro-

duction and raise prices.

Southport, Conn., to protest at

Sturm, Ruger ft Co. Another hundred

protested in Baltimore. Maryland is

home to the gunmaker Beretta
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Police keep sharp watch

on Hobart Lane activity

' i
"

Shamapande and
Court elected to

president , trustee
wf Jw Cmtosi
CcJeotoo Staff

Officer Mike Johnson patrols Hobart Lane Saturday afternoon

B Dn .,l d,,u~.Dy rovr rHjywi

CoftegKm Staff

AMHERST — At they ate pizza and drank soda, the

large contingent of police office*! was the only group

having a pariy at they kept watch over what we*, at 2

p.m on Saturday, a subdued Hobart lane
v 40 Amherst police oltuers. were stationed all

around Hobart Lane to prevent the occurence of anoth-

trt Hoc Down." The number of officer* nearly

equalled that of the students most of whom sat on the

! the liilreaih Manor apartments.

Police were provided with a complete list of all

Hubert Lane MMM leasees, es well as a guest li-

the leasee* The police used the lists to ensure that all

incoming motorist* and pedestrians were either Hobart

resident* or expected visitors. Anyone who was not on

the list was turned away

Franklin Baxley. of ii>>s> North Pleasant St . said he

felt there were constitutional problems in regards to the

strong police presence

"They asked me to show my ID before I could get

in mv own house." Baxley said "I understand thev

don't want |thc Hoc lk>wn| to happen again, but I feel

like I'm in jail; its a very confining situation." Baxley

said

rding to Captain Charles Shcrpa, the police

were instructed to keep the peace, and to be sensitive

to Hobart residents But in the event that any infrac-

ti -ns occurred, no warnings would be given and imme-

Salwa Shamapande vas elect-

ed University of Ma ichusetts

Student Government \ssociation

(SGA) president a t Eleanor

Court was electt student

trustee after the voU #ere tal-

lied early Friday mi ng from
the neer perfect elect

(eel really good >' out win

ning the elections. The elections

commission did a great job and

Jurally It was run fairly."

urt said.

Both candidates won by Large

majorities.

The margin of victory here is

huge. Lily woo by 414 votes end

Salwa won by 574 votes." seid

Chancellor of Elections Seth

Pressor.

"Salwa Shamapande woo with

a little over 59 percent of the

I Ell) Court won with a

little under 59 percent."

Prcsser seid Shamapande
would take office Wednesday
and Court will take office in

luJy.

"The president will be sworn

m Wednesday at the senate

meeting because the president '*

term actually started April I So

as soon es the senate ratifies the

elections. Salwa can be sworn
Prcsser said

he trustee's term doesn't

start until July I
." Preeaer said.

The elections ran according to

the letter of the constitution in

contrast to the last SGA
tions which were nullitie

unconstitutional ejections

dures.

This really was a near pe> I

election." Prcsser said. Tin
proud of these election*."

There was an increase >

dent voter turn out from the

original elections

"Voter turnout is a tittle bit

higher. Like 500 votes" Pre

said,

Following the constltutl

providing absentee ballot* might

have caused the mere
"There were 288 ab.

ballots and absentee ball

weren't used in the lest el< i

so that could «ccoum
500." Prcsser said.

Students also let their voice be

heard on three referendum ques-

tion*

Prcsser said student

whelmingly" voted in.

hoe* card access secure

increase security and that it

should be abandoned.

Students also voted for a

of general and reserved »<-.

in the Mullios Center

Despite some senators possi-

ble disapproval of the

results. Prcsser feels \\

tions will be ratified.

"People will be very much
against this because some people

feel the presidency *»' si

from Amy Pcllegrino I thfe

the end though they will he rati

fled.* Presaer said.

turn to WATCH page 3

BCP recognizes seniors

at 24th annual banquet
By Awe Fkjbmsw

Giswujwi Stcst

Eighty two University of

Massachusetts seniors were honored

Friday night, at the 24th Anniversary

Graduation and Awards Banquet for

the Bilingual Collegiate Program

I

The BL P offers academic support

and assists | atino and other minority

students with tutoring, career and finan-

cial aid counselling. Approximately 450

students are currently enrolled in the

program.

Senior Peggy Nicves. a senior philov

ophy major and UMass water polo play-

er, reflected on her experiences with the

KP
lor the two years I've been here.

I
BCP has| taken care of me They've

given me tutors and a job as an office

assistant." Sieves said.

Fellow senior and operations man-

agement major Anny Sanchez, also feels

that the BCP has been an integral part

of her success here at the University

"They've offered me tutors and

helped me reach my goals They're like

a home away from home. I've made a

lot of friends in the program." Sanchez

said.

Keyaota apajaJtag of the evening's

program was Dr. Arthur Eve. director

of the Donahue Institute for

Governmental Services, the organiza-

tion which was instrumental in the

birth of the Bilingual Collegiate pro-

gram.

In 1*^75 people asked.'Why BCIT*

Why share your money with them?

Why align with an institution that is

controversial''' You see there was defi-

nitely a power struggle going on at this

school, at that time. My answer to those

people was. 'It seems like the right thing

to do." Eve said

He also talked about four principles

that he crtcouraged the students to think

beck to your community. Use

your influence and principles towards

what you behevc in Help people shape

their future*, that can't shape their own.

Help, sunpty because it is the right thing

to do." he said.

Senior student speaker Malwm
Davila. a sociology major, also shared

his beliefs on strengthening community

with the audience in the

Contnwnwealth Room.
"We must fight for more, or we'll

lose everything we already have Don't

complain it you don't like the way
things arc. let people know or get

involved. Give a damn. Care about your

community." Davila said.

Other speakers at the event were

BCP Director Benjamen Rodriguez, and

special aid to the mayor of Springfield.

Carlos Gonzalez. The evening was host-

ed by BCP seniors Ainex Baez and

Edwin Mijia. both of whom were given

special honors at the banquet for

achieving a GPA higher than 3.2.

According to freshman BCP
spokesperson luan Suarez. he and

others worked for about a month and

a hall to organize the banquet. BCP
staff member lose Bou. helped the

team of 28 students coordinate the

ceremony
Cayena. a dance troop from the reg-

istered student organization Casa

Dominicana. also entertained the audi-

ence with two flamenco-inspired chore-

ographed dances. Music during dinner

was provided by guitar player and BCP
graduate. Francisco Hernandez, and

afterwards, by D| Kassanova from
Springfield, and the Home Boys from

New York.

Taking flight...

Orchard Hill students enjoyed an inflatable jumping dome during Bowl Day on Saturday.

Irish citizens optimistic about peace accord
By Paul Hayes
Collegian Staff

After years of fighting, there may be peace at last

in Ireland, following the creation of a peace agree-

ment on April 1 I in Belfast. Northern Ireland.

The agreement arose from multi-party talks

between Prime Ministers Tort) Blair of Britain and

Bertie Ahem of the Irish Republic. David Trimble

of Northern Ireland's Ulster Unionists. Gerry

Adams of the Republic's Sinn Fein, and a number

of other participants.

The agreement proved to be a landmark because

of the involvement of paramilitary groups such as

the Protestant Ulster Unionists and the Catholic

Sinn Fein. Up until the discussions preceding this

agreement, these paramilitary groups have refused

to negotiate with one another. The acrimony

between these groups dates back hundreds of

years.

It partly originates from Catholic Ireland's

bloody war for independence from Protestant

Britain in the early part of this century. The con-

flicts between both militant CatsYolics and
Protestants have centered on Northern Ireland.

Many Catholics believe the North rightfully belongs

to the Irish Republic, despite the prevalent feeling

among Northern Ireland's Protestant majority that

the North should remain a part of England.

If the agreement passes separate referendum
votes, in the Irish Republic and Northern Ireland, it

will provide the North with the means to shape its

own destiny. As a result. Northern Ireland could

choose to remain part of England, or to rejoin with

the Republic of Ireland.

Citizens of Northern Ireland will be given the

opportunity to decide if they want to be part of the

Irish republic, but it is likely that the North will

remain part of England.

It is a widely held opinion that the North's

Protestant, pro- British majority will choose to

remain aligned with Britain well into the next cen-

tury, rather than reunite with the mostly Catholic

republic.

The agreement requires the Republic of Ireland

to eliminate Article Three from its constitution.

which claims Northern Ireland as a part of the

Republic — a situation which makes even less

passing any attempts to create a united Ireland.

The agreement would establish a number of new

governmental bodies. These include an indepen-

dent Northern Ireland Assembly, a North-South

cross border council linking Belfast and Dublin,

and an East-West council which would connect the

Parliaments of Ireland and Britain, and the

Northern Ireland Assembly.

Northern Ireland's Catholic minority would be

jiivcn more power in the new Northern Ireland

assembly, and the Republic of Ireland would have

Turn to PEACE page 2

MSU leads in

alcohol arrests

By Koifty Barks Hoffman

Associated Press

EAST LANSING. Mich. — Police

fired tear gas into a crowd of 3,000

Michigan State University students

early Saturday who lit a fire in the

city's downtown to protest a ban on

drinking at a favorite party spot.

The confrontation came a few

hours before the release of a national

study that said the school leads the

nation's universities in alcohol-relat-

ed arrests.

Meanwhile, police in New
Hampshire were pelted with bottles,

beer cans and rocks when they tried

to disperse more than 500 partying

Turn to ARREST page 2
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arrest peace
continued from page 1

Plymouth State College student;, and

visitors earl> Saturday.

Both altercations come the week

that students were finishing up their

' final exams.

In Michigan, demonstrators were

angry that the university decided to

put a stop to drinking at Munn Field,

a campus spot where fans hold par-

tics before and alter Spartan football

games. Students tore through a fence

surrounding the field before heading

* to the campu> home ol Mulligan

State President M Peter McPhcrson.

He was not at home.

The crowd, estimated at 3.000

people, moved into downtown East

I jnsing, chanting obscenities at

police lust alter midnight the pro-

testers lit a fire in one of down-
town > buMc«t intersections Police

fired tear gas into the crowd so fire-

fighters could put out the blaze,

police said Another bonfire was lit

* near the edge of campus, and police

fired tear gas again to clear a path

for firefighters.

Students were accused of throwing

bottles and rocks at police. Seventeen

people were arrested, moctty for disor-

der l\ COHtsMCl At least five people

were treated for minor injuries.

Also Saturday >> fcioll about 80

. officers from throughout New
Hampshire to bring under control a

uwd of hundreds of students at an

annual utUampu* fraternity party at

Plymouth State.

continued from page I

more power and influence over

Northern Ireland's allairs

The referendum votes will be held

on May 22 in both Ireland and

Northern Ireland. A vote against it on

cither side would kill the agreement

Irish students on exchange at the

university and local Irish scholars are

cautious!) optimistic that the peace

will be lasting, and said the hardest

work is still ahead.

"I lush | adults, those around 35

years old. have known nothing but

violence all their lives, it will take a

long tune tor their pain and division*

to heal," said Peter Curran. an

exchange student originally from

Cctfc CHy, CowM) Cork

History of Conflict

The violence in Northern Ireland

results liom hostilities between

Ireland and England that have existed

as far back as 1 170 AD. when
England upied Ireland The

current conflict over ownership of

ithern Ireland can be traced back

to 1^18 when Irish delegates to the

English II .use ol Commons declared

Ireland .i Republic

Following a guerilla war with

I ngland It eland gained its indepen-

dence in H22. but England

trolled Noithem Ireland. The majori

H rthem Ireland's population

are Protestant, most of whom still

want to be aligned with England.

Ye: Article Three of the Republic

of Ireland's constitution states

Northern Ireland as a part of the

Republic The Irish Republican Army

(IRA), claim that their violent cam-

paigns against Protestants and

English Sympathizers have been con-

ducted to carry out the charge of

Article Three.

As a result. Catholic paramilitaries

who want a united Ireland have been

lighting against Protestant paramili-

taries who want to remain part of

England

The violence between Catholic and

Piotestant paramilitaries, as well as

British police and military forces

escalated in the 1960s, and since

1969 nearly 3.200 people have been

killed in sectarian warfare. One other

attempt for peace, talks which
involved Ireland and England in the

1970s, fell apart because they did not

involve 01 receive support from the

paramilitary groups

Catherine Shannon, a Westfield

State College history ptofessor and

adiuiut I nivcrsity of Massachusetts

hiMory professor, said the passage of

the referendum will be dicier in the

North than in the Republic, because

of the involvement the Republic and

t. atholics are given in Northern

Ireland's affairs.

She also said it will be hard to sell

this peace agreement to older, or

more militant, eiii/ens of Ireland

because of the provision which

makes Ireland give up claims to
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Northern Ireland.

"Some older republicans will see

its passage [and the revocation of

Article Threel as a betrayal of (the

revolution of) 1918," Shannon said.

For many Irish people, it is not a

question of what it will take to estab-

lish peace, just as long as it is estab-

lished.

"I'd love to see a united Ireland,

but if staying with Britain stopped

the violence. I'd settle for it," said

Donagh McMaugh of Omagh in

County Tyrone. Northern Ireland.

Note Warzonc
Contrary to the impression the

news may give. Northern Ireland is

not a warzonc. McMaugh said.

"We come [to Americal, and peo-

ple think Northern Ireland's all fight-

ing, they think you're ducking bul

lets," McMaugh said "But it doesn't

stop life, it's a small minority

[involved in the fighting)
."

As it the case in most areas, you

have safe areas and you have rough

areas, McMaugh said But this is not

to say that she is completely immune
from being scared by the terrorism

employed by Catholic and Protestant

paramilitaries.

McMaugh said she wasn't afraid

until an incident occurred near

Christmas of last year. At that time.

Protestants killed a number of former

IRA members who worked at a

restaurant just down the road from

the restaurant she worked at

Shannon, who travels to Ireland

multiple times each year, said there

have been times when the violence

and tension intensified causing her to

be scared, and said a bomb once

went off near where she was staying

"I did get blown out of bed by a

nearby bomb, but I managed to get

back to my bed and returned to

sleep." Shannon said.

rdmg to Shannon, the Irish

develop a sense of humor about it as

a defense mechanism.

"When you got a parking ticket

you would ask why don't they get
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the terrorists?'" Shannon said.

The violence persists due to the

hardline stance taken by some of the

more militant leaders and their politi-

cal parties, including Ian Paisley and

the Ulster Unionists.

"Paisley is unwilling to compro-

mise, and people like that could be

dangerous." Curran said. "The

hard-liners would prefer to go on

fighting."

Yet people like Paisley are fast

being replaced, and their attitudes are

being disregarded by many of their

former supporters, the foremost of

whom is Ulster Unionist David

Trimble.

The Ulster Unionist representative

during the peace talks. Trimble

risked his political life by willing to

compromise goals and values that his

party had held fast to for decades —
including being involved in talks that

also involved their archnemesis the

IRA
"Paisley gives Unionists a bad

name, bul I have great respect for

Trimble." Cumin said "Trimble was

willing to give concessions; he's will-

ing to infuriate some of the members

of his own party for peace. [Trimble |

restores my faith in Unionists."

According to Shannon. Paisles is

not getting the backing he did 20

years ago from the Ulster Loyalists.

When he tried to rile up feelings, the

paramilitaries interrupted him. she

said

Trimble had previously been a

close ally of Paisleys, and in 199). he

had led a parade pest a police block-

ade and through a Catholic district.

after which he celebrated this con-

quest with Paisley.

It may reflect a general move in the

thinking of the Irish, including

Curran. that while fighting may have

been necessary when Ireland fought

for independence from England 75

years ago. it is not necessary now
"We have one of the best

economies in Europe, in the world.*

Curran said "War scares away
tourists and business, we're only

AUDITIONS FOR
SEAK3fNot Ready *$

For Bedtime

Players

I Wednesday, May 6,

7:00pm Campus Center Rm. 165
For more information call the Health Education Division of the

University Health Services and ask for Salty 577-5181

hurting ourselves."

Deny or Londonderry?

The Northern Ireland province ol

Londonderry is also called Derry.

This discrepancy is a product of the

tensions between Protestant loyalists

(who call it Derry) and Catholic

unionists (who call it Londonderry).

Even if the peace accord is

approved bv both Northern Ireland

and the Republic, the tensions

between those who choose the name

Derry and those who choose

Londonderry will remain.

The dispute between Catholics and

Protestants is most clearly seen dur

ing the marching season in Northern

Ireland During the Marching Season.

Orangemen (groups of Protestants)

conduct 2.500 parades along estab-

lished parade routes to celebrate

important moments in Protestant his-

tory, such as the Battle of the Boync

in 1690 The Orangemen are named

for English King William of Orange,

a Protestant, who defeated his

Catholic rival lames III

The Orangemen parade routes

often pass through Catholic neigh-

borhoods, and Catholics often view

these parades as bragging cere

monies They say the parades are dis

plays of bigotry, and unwelcome

reminders of past Protestant oppres-

sion.

Protestants, however, said the

parades are central to their identities

Often. Catholic protestors and

police forces will block off the parades

in order to force them to reroute

around Catholic areas, and bloody,

violent conflicts often erupt as a result

Yet in the wake of the peace

accord, this violence has been

avoided once last week, which could

serve as an indication of increased

efforts to avoid violence by all sides

Yet the peace in some parts of

Northern Ireland is still primanlv

enured by the separation of conflict

ing sides.

Peace by separation is evident in

the discos of Ireland, said Mairead

Bradley of Lelterkenny in County

Donegal. Republic of Ireland

"|ln Irish Republic discos | at the

end of the night, the national anthem

is played." Bradley said "But not in

Northern Ireland, because they have

two anthems — which one do you

play?"

McMaugh said it is very rare to

find a mixed Protestanl/Catholu

nightclub in North Ireland

Both McMaugh and Bradley are on

exchange from the University oi

Ulster MaGee. which is in

Derry/Londonderry Despite being

from opposite sides of the border,

their friendship is indicative of the

general feeling amongst mo«t Irish

citizens and sympathizers: they want

peace

Portion* of this story were taken

from New York Times reports
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Movin' on up
»,»•. « »«>...

Obe Racicot, a iophomore geology and environmental design

maior. and Cathy Chamberiin of Smith College practice for a verti-

cal caving tnp on a tree in Central Friday afternoon

continued from page 1

diate action would be taken.

"I feel like I'm in the dorms, the

way we have to sign a friend in,'

Jonathan P. Katz of 40 Hobart
Lane. laid. "There must be some-

thing constitutionally wrong with

this.'

The strong police presence comes

in reaction to last year's

Hoe-Down, in which numerous
people were taken to hospitals and

58 people were arrested. Many town

government bodies and University

of Massachusetts representatives

had spoken strongly, saying they

wished to prevent a similar event

from taking place this year.

Yet some students say that no
Hoe-Down was planned for iMl
year, and blame the town and local

media for spreading word of it. and

for stirring up sentiment against

Hobart.

"They think that if no one shows

up. they won." UMass student

Shcllie Lenczner said. "But no one

was going to show up anyway."

Gilreath resident Kevin Rua said

the first time he heard about the

Hoe-Down was from a local news
broadcast.

"We heard about the Hoe-Down
from 22 News, we weren't planning

on having one." Rua said

A few students shouted for the

cops to go home, but for the most

part a resigned peace was main-

tained, and some residents even
went so far as to go out and get

some officers coffee and donutt.

The police had decided to keep a

full shift of 15 officers on duty

throughout the rest of town, so the

officers present at Hobart were the

remainder of those on the police

force.

"Everyone normally off-duty is on

duty." Sherpa said Sherpa was the

on-site head of the policing on

Hobart Lane.

Most of the on-duty officers for

the Hoe-Down were paid overtime

for their services. No accurate fig-

ure could be obtained as to the

exact amount that the Hobart oper-

ation would cost the police depart-

ment at the time the paper went to

press.

"It's good our tax money is going

to this event." said Mario Gomes of

39 Hobart Lane.

Greg Ginund of 41 Hobart Lane,

attended last year's Hoe- Down,
and said the Hoe-Down itself was
not the problem, but that the rain,

which softened up the ground, taj
what led to increased properly Jam
age and injuries.

Kim Hak Youn of 50 Hobart
Lane, was not here for last year's

Hoe-Down, but said he has no
problem with student parties as

long as the music is not too loud.

"The problem is the kind ol music

they play," Youn said. "If they

turned it down, it wouldn't bother

me anymore."

Youn. a non-student, lives in one

of only two houses on Hobart Lane

not occupied by students. He has

uiily lived on Hobart Lane for two

months, and said he was concerned

about what would occur at Hobart

Own the next few weeks, and hopes

nothing will get out of hand.

MMN MCOOMOTT ; COUiOAN

Officers from the Amherst police department and the UMass police department were on hand to deter the

potential of a Hobart Hoe-Down on Saturday afternoon

Top students go to VM Queer Peer Education invites you to

a Safer Sex Party designed especially

for gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender

BOSTON I API - The number of

top-ranked Massachusetts high

»chool seniors who have accepted

scholarships to the I mversity of

Massachusetts for this fall has nearly

doubled, according to school offi-

cials.

UMass President William Bulger

said 130 first- and second-ranked

seniors troin the state's 400 publis

and private high schools have indi

tated that lhc> plan to enroll nevt

year — marking a 50 percent increase

from this academis vear

Ihis year 87 fre»hmen are

enrolled in the Inivemtv Scholars

program, which guarantees admis-

sion to talcdittorians mid salutato-

rians from Massachusetts high

schools and offers scholarships of

as much as $8,000 a scar.

The scholarships awarded
regardless of need, are renewed

annually if the student maintains

a minimum grade point average.

Bulger told The Boston Globe
that the enrollment increases

show the state's public university

is providing top students with an

alternative to high cost private

colleges.

The university is now the first

choue tor man\ of the best st u

dents, which means the public and

private investments bf ing; trvade.

,

'•re paying dividends. " Bulger said
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Remembering May Day
Last Friday was May Day.

which i> celebrated around

the world as the interna-

tional workers' holiday However,
even though it began in the

United States, this is the only

industrial nation which doe* not

recognize the holiday The vast

majority of ______—.
Americans know
nothing about it.

or labor history

in general, or
even the contem-

porary role of

the labor move
ment in our soci-

ety

The year 1886
was a momen-
tous one in

Without a strong

and rexitulized labor

movement here and
abroad, it is very

unlikely that our seri-

ous social and econom-

ic problems can beii j i i
*

American labor solved, and the quality
h.Morv tittM.

f life for most people
the era of the J J J r r

will continue to erode.

"

"robber barons"

the tremen
dous growth in

the siie. wealth
and power of

industrialists and
the United States

legal rights to

the time blamed several labor

activists who organized or

addressed the rally, and a severe

anti-labor sentiment was whipped

up throughout the country
Oopitc the lack of evidence
which linked them to the bomb
mg. eight activists were convicted

„^_«____i^_ of the bomb-
ing, on the

theory that

their politi-

cal expres
>ion of "radi-

cal" ideas

such as the

c i g h t h o u r

day dire ilv

cjused the

deaths and
injuries at

the rally

Despite an
international

outcry of

protest, the

eight were
executed by

hanging

Tom Coi»h

corporations in

•i* had no

lleuivelv

with their employers: the law and

the courts were generally used

against workers and their unions

by corporations and their allies in

government Unions had few
options other than strikes, often

long and bitter, lo pressure
employers to negotiate fair labor

agreement*

On May 4. ltMk>. union leaders

in Chicago held a mass rally in

Haymarket Square to advocate for

the eight-hour day (something
moat American workers now take

for granted, but was in fact

achieved only after decades of

struggle) During the rally, soma
one (to this day no one really

knows who) set off a bomb in the

crowd which killed eight police

men and wounded over 70 other

people Police then fired on the

crowd, kitting and wounding even

Almost immediately, authorities

and the sensationalistic pre

In honor of the Haymarket
martyrs, May 1 — May Day —
became the international worker-

holiday everywhere except the

United State* where it all began

Imides the ci^hi hour dav the

labor movement went on to win
many other victories tor working

people, such as laws prohibiting

child labor, and establishing mini-

mum wages, occupational safety

and health rules, social -ecuritv

and unemployment insurance It*

support was crucial in obtaining

passage of much other progres-

sive legislation such as civil rights

and and discrimination laws, and

will be crucial in the future if we
are ever able to have meaningful

national health care rei

laws to protect worker* and their

communities when corporation*

desert them for low-wage loca-

tions around the world

H.wever. unions have been in

decline since their peak member
ship and influence in the 1940s,

to the point where thev only rep

resent about 10 percent of the

private sector work force There

are many reasons for this decline,

including biased coverage of labor

issues in the corporate-owned
mainstieain media and ineffective

enforcement of laws which sup

posed I > protect the right to orga

nize and bargain collectively

It is no coincidence that the

decline in the labor movement has

paralleled the decline in income-

public service* and other aspects

of our standard of living, while

the rich elite in our country have

seen their incomes and control

over the nation's wealth skyrocket

in the past few decades. |usi like-

in the 1880s. our society is expe-

nencing tremendous growth in

the *ize and dominance ol corpo-

rate interests, and in economic
and political inequality, as well as

more sensaiionahstic and anti-

labor media coverage.

Many unions are struggling to

reverse these trends through new
innovative organizing strategies

and political activity earning the

wrath of anti-labor politicians and

corporate leaders Union activist*

and also forming alliance* with

other grass-roots community
organization* with common pro-

gressive agendas as well as labor

unions and activists around the

world
The labor movement remain*

one of the largest and most pro-

gressive I economic and

social justice here and around
the world Without a strong and
revitalized labor movement here

and abroad, it is very unlikely

that our serious social and MS
nomic problems can be solved,

and the quality of life for mo*t
people will continue to erode.

Learning about and remembering
May Day and labor history could

be an important part of such a

.ii/ation

isA i\ an attorney at the

Student I egul ServieM Office, and
Amherst

Chapter of local 50V. iVnuc
F.mployees' International I mon.
the professional itaff union on
campus.

An end to the Troubles

Martx Keanc

Ireland is an unusual country Ii features some of

the world's most ruggedly beautiful landscape*,

lush and green The people are unfailingly polite

and kind, but tension lurks below the surface For

centuries, deep-rooted hatred and
violence have undermined the tran-

quility of this island nation, inflict

ing unending death and suffering

thai has. over the years, come to be

seen as the price for living in such a

lovely place.

However, thanks to a laborious 22
months of negotiations and bargain-

ing, the Troubles — as they've
Secome known as — may be over.
* On Good Friday in what can be

Considered one of the great miracles

•of the late 20th century — like the

ind of the Cold War and apartheid

^n South Africa — the governments of Britain and
Ireland, along with the key political leaders of war
iing factions in Northern Ireland (with major a-

^ance from Bill Clinton and former Senator George
Mitchell) agreed to replace terrorism with demo, i

and let the people of the North decide their own fate.
' The agreement provides for a Northern Ireland

assembly, made up of 108 members elected by the

people of Ulster to administer their own land,

meaning Protestants and Catholics will be sharing

{ower — a major step forward. In addition, the

eople of Ulster and the Republic will be empow-
ered with the choice of whether to unite as one
Jreland in the future

\* an Irish-American whose great-grandfather was
a member of the Irish Republican Army (IRA). I

Jhought I had a sense of what life was like in Ulster

4nd what it meant to be the victim of political

Oppression. While I'm not a proponent of violence. I

.aan say that I understand my grandfather's feeling*

^nd his reasons for doing what he did.

' Upon visiting Belfast in the fall of 1996. I quickly

tured. Gazing out of the train terminal. I immedi.itc-lv

saw a look in people's eyes that was painfully

wrought with resignation and world-weariness.
Clearly, these people were ready to move on. I

thought. As I walked down a main street, graf

fiti littered walls were everywhere, but not

the kind I was used to seeing in urban
America This was something altogether dif-

ferent.

"Brits Out Now!" screamed the side of an

abandoned warehouse. The face of Gerry
Adams. Sinn Fein president, was omnipresent,

juxtaposed against murals touting ami
Catholic messages proclaiming Protestant

Unionist sentiments.

It was a surreal experience, to say the least,

seeing flatbed trucks filled with armed gun-

men patrolling the streets. Even by spending
just one day in Belfast. I realized that the

Troubles were about much more than just bombings
and threats The Troubles were about life itself

Everyone's life has been affected in some way or

another by this unrest, be it directly or indirectly.

Simply by living in Ireland, one must have an opinion

on the matter. Middle ground didn't exist, or so I

thought before last month's peace accord.

The courage shown by everyone involved in the

peace negotiations, from British Prime Minister Tony
Blair to unionist leader David Trimble to Adams,
should be applauded. The fact that an agreement
was reached through compromise and. more impor-

tantly, trust, must be taken as an unmistakable sign

that all involved are sick of their history and want to

move on.

Why couldn't this have been accomplished years

ago? The political climate wasn't the same as today

Times change, people change. Hopefully, with this

agreement. Ireland will change as well.

On May 22. voters in the North and the Irish

Republic will go to the polls to accept or reject the

agreement. Let's hope that peace is given a chance.

Realized that life in the North was not what I had pic- Marty Keane is a Collegian columnist
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ers a must. Knowledge of layout and style a Plus. Applications are available at the Collegian offices

in 1 1 3 Campus Center Basement, and are due by 5 p.m. on May 6.

Call Mike Messaros at 545-1491 for more information.

NCAA loophole spells abuse
The National College Athletic Association (NCAA)

ha* taken something bad and made it even worse.

In effort to regulate the cash cow that has
become college athletics, the NCAA passed Proposition

c. la*t month which allows college athletes to earn up to

$2,000 during the academic year by working on- or
oil campus jobs. Originally intended to

OHM into play la*i August, Prop. 62 is now
on the books and effective as of Aug. 1

.

On the surface this seems tair enough, but

upon closer lmjk. the good people from the

NCAA are *ctting themselves up for a fall.

Like any other *tudent. student athletes

deserve the right to hold part-time or
wcik *tudy jobs, especially those in big-

time Division I basketball and football pro-

grams out making millions for their schools.

However. Prop. 62 allows a dangerous
caveat which pander* to athletic fund boost-

ers nation wide

According to the legislation. Prop 62 ^^^""^™
"permit* athletic department* or athletic interests to inter-

•i Mult ol a student athlete to secure such employ
ment

"

Overland Park, we have a problem — athletic interest"*

What is an athletic interest, you ask? An athletic interest

is any I imet*n> alum who, back in the day was either cut

from the team or enamored with the lifestyle of potential

biw: leaguer* He i* now financially successful, morally

oblivious and seo his deep pockets as a necessity to win
the big game.
Can you imagine if a certain Hartford lawyer was con-

sidered an athletic intere

Mi Matcu* Listen I \e got a job for you. yeah it * I

po*iiion in grocery distribution and jewelry consulting

Meet me down at the McDonald's on Route 9. I've got

some grovcnc* tor vou lo hang on to for a few days at

your place. Oh. yeah I almost forgot I bought this nifty

little necklace, but I don't know if I really like n Vou
think vou could try it out for a few days and tell me what
you think

ugh any agent peddling his services to a

Mudent athlete must regi*tcr with the *chool's athletic

department, the NCAA give* schools loose guidelines, and
ultimately forces each school to hammer out its own
process.

Cliri» stainni

Prop. 62 has the potential to make this much, much

worse.

"We are delighted to give student athletes the opportu

nity to work in this way." Kenneth Shaw, chair of the

Division I Board of Directors and Chancellor of Syracuse

University, said in an NCAA press statement last month

"We said we were going to do this, and we're

doing it. It's a good first step, and we recog-

nize that there likely will be changes as we

put the legislation into action We should

consider this a work in progress.

"

For starter* why doesn't Prop 62 give a

definition of athletic interest

'

Despite the fact that $2,000 is chump
change relative to how much schools cam
from television and licensing rights, it is an

acceptable amount In revising Prop 62, the

NCAA separated the $2,000 sum from being

included in any scholarship money awarded

to the student — fair enough However, in"""^™ the document's rationale section the NCAA
claims the provision, "will ensure equal employment

opportunities for both full athletic and partial athletic-

grant recipients and will discourage athletic departments

from creating numerous questionable employment
arrangements for student-athletes within the athletic-

department ."

Great, so athletic director* nation-wide won't have

their star athletes passing out towel* in locker rooms for

$2,000 a year

VYh) would they want a lousy job like that when an

"athletic interest" can legally give them that NCAA- sanc-

tioned sum working as a "paper clip organization special-

ist tor some alum's local law firm.

lust think of the implications this will have on signing

new recruits

"Sure coach. I'll sign with your team In addition to my
full scholarship I would like a guaranteed job which pays

$2,000 over the course of the year doing absolutely noth-

ing*

That i* not to say each school will abuse Prop 62. but

the NCAA should know that where legal grey spots arise,

scandal will follow Are they really watching out for *tu

dent interests or providing careless loopholes to bring in

outside money?
Chns Stamm is a Collegian columnist

The role of

Saddam Hussein

To the ed'

Regarding "Crises in

Iraq "K ollegian. April 27. April 28)

I must take notice at the CQTWpktl
ou* absence within the editorial of

Saddam Hussein's role in mass star-

vation, deprivation of medical needs

and general calamity in Iraq

Are the sanctions excessive?
Probably Have they been applied to

the right people? Definitely not But

what choice* did Hu*sein present to

the Allied Coalition ' Hussein feared

for his position as dictator because

Iraq's economy was shattered after

the Iran-Iraq war and there was
nothing to show for it. So. Hussein

mugged Kuwait for hard cash

To allow his regime to profit, in

any way. condones such naked
aggression It sanctions come down,
it looks like a capitulation, and
Hussein will make the most political

mileage he can from it. tightening

his hold on the country and regain-

ing face among the Arab leadership

(most of whom still loathe himl

The stated reason sanctions
remain in place is to provide nuclear

weapon* inspectors with leverage.

The unstated (or understated) rea-

son i* to pu*h this man out of

power, by making Iraqis miserable

enough to take him out. America
would do it. hut the rest of the Arab
world would publicly accuse the

United State* of imperialism.

Zionism , racism... take your pick

I'll bet a few would offer private

thank*, however. Kuwait. Syria.

Saudi Arabia and Iran come imme-

diately to mind.

The problem. *imply. is that we
are unwilling to state the removal of

Hus*i-in a* an open objective With
that done, sanctions of an entirely

different — and more personal —
nature could replace those which

Letters to the Editor

now burden this nation victimized

bv monstrous leadership I only wi*h

the rest of the Arab Nation would
step up to the plate and take care of

him on their own It can be done
Their inaction is as much to blame
for starving children as the action of

the U.N I respect the opinion of

Mu**ein lbi*h and 1 think he has the

Iruit of the problem in hi* hand I

hope he peels it to its core in further

commentary.
George A. Chidi. |r.

Staff writer. Hawaii Army
Weekly

gchidijrtflava net

Truly keeping
an open mind?
To the editor:

I think Seth Koenig is a chicken

It's easy to fire rhetorical bullets

from the safety of the Collegian
office, and then run and hide when
anyone tries to challenge your fuzzy,

uninformed opinions on religion in a

real life conversation. Koenig's opin-

ion* concerning the "historical" per-

son of lesus Christ seem especially

ignorant. Because lesus is a histori-

cal figure, we can know quite a bit

about what he did and might have
been concerned about. To have an
"opinion" that his main objective

was to teach people about "the lo*t

art of kindness." is roughly the same
as saying Napoleon's main concern

was to wear funny hats and ride

hot*e*

It seems that many on this campus
claim to be beacons of open-mind-
edness and enlightenment. However.
most of what I witnessed last week
in regards to UMass' response to the

Friends of lesus was just the oppo-
site. Most of what I witnessed was
closed-mindedness and ignorance.

Having an open mind is being
willing to hear both sides of an argu-

ment, and being willing to have your

Doonesbury

own views and perspectives chal-

lenged

In an article last Friday
[Collegian. April 24), Bridget
Dolezsar grossly misrepresented the

views ot the Friends of lesus (as

have many others) The Friends of

li*vi« obviously believe that both
homosexuality and premarital sex

are wrong " However, that is very

different than saying just because
"someone is homosexual or has pre-

marital sex they will go to hell" (you

will not find this statement any-

where in their literature or speech)

'idemning them without fuliy

understanding what they were say-

ing and by failing to make a distinc-

tion between the previous two state-

ments Dolezsar gave us a good
example of what it means to be close

minded and ignorant.

Here's another cample "I don't

think lesus worried terribly about
who was sleeping with who" or "in

my eyes, if there is a God, he cer-

tainly wouldn't be punishing any-

one." These are two opinions that I

have read in the past week.
Everyone has a right to their own
opinion. But not all opinions are

right, and in fact, some are very
ignorant The point I am making is

that some opinions are better than

others, they are more informed.

Nobody's perfect, all of us at one
time or another have been close
minded or have acted ignorantly.

However, as educated people we
have a responsibility to think ratio-

nally, even on topics that are
engulfed by emotional and irrational

rhetoric. We all have questions we
want answered, but we have to be
willing to listen to (he answers we
get. and evaluate them on the basis

of their validity If we shut ourselves

off from dialogue on issues such as

religion and homosexuality, we run
the risk of being close-minded and
ignorant forever.

Clint Hardesty

UMass Chaplain

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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Spike Lee at the top of his Qame

cocamsr davcj iti

Den/el Washington's |ake Shuttlesworth confronts his son |esus (Ray Allen) in Spike Lee's powerful opus He Cot

Came.

By Bryan McAllister

Collegian Star?

HI GOT GAME
Directed by Spike Le*

w ( ffi DenzeJ WasKington Ray After ond

Mila Jovovicri

Ploying at Mountain Forms Theaters

Spike Lee proved in IW, [X, the

ki#ht Dung that even the most urban

of setting! — a pizza parlor — can be

turned into a ten*e microcosm whore

moral dilemmas and social attitudes

create- powerful drama. In He Got

liamc Lee's best film in \ears and the

most engaging study of spcrts «mcc-

Hoop Dreams, the out-spoken dtrec

tor angles his camera onto the world >>l

baaketball. with results as brutal and

plosive as the game itself.

Lee's love for the game i* obvtou*

from the opening scenes, but what is

especially noteworthy is how he

rcturm basketball to the school yard.

• the kids — black and white

male and female — who grow up with

ti I *ing his uncanny visual abilities

lopict* basketball as poetical

nuiich of power and speed

There's so much going on in //

iiame. that the filmmaker sometimes

Associates

The \tts o. I i\inj.' desk
is iuivc hiring .1 Mn

Associate I ilin \**e«el.ltc-

and I inc \n* A**ociHtc

lor next *cmcMcr.
\|>plicciti"n- ean He

nicked up <it the

Collegian im b\ callirv

545 r>M and «t*lsin^ lei

Htv.in in Sevnw.

doesn't know where to go At the

though, he has a fiery concept a

father-son relationship surrounded by

pe-r«onal politics lelfishneti lite-

changing decisions and life-vhanging

mistakes lake- Shiiitlc-«.rth ilVn/el

\\a*hingtoni is a con\icic-d murderer

ol hi* wife estranged from his family.

name!> his son lesu*. who also hap-

pens to he the number one high school

basketball prospect in the country

We tirst sc-c- lake shooting hoop* on

the prison court*, in one of many par-

allel connect ion* Lee makes to his «on.

lake's love has always been basketball,

but like his lite he I a wash-out Oik

da> the state governor makes an offer

to lake If he « let loose for a week and

can persuade his hh to attend the gov-

ernor's alma mater, Big State

Iniversin the governor will promise-

to do everything in his power" to let

takeout early

Of cource. things are more cemipli

cated than that lor one the details

behind lake• s crime are more subtle

and timelv Hi* MB, meanwhile, has

completely reievted his lalhcr. and h**>

a bigger decision at hand. Which paih

will lesus take — college or straight u>

the NBA And it college-, which

The film ha* great fun at showing all

the temptations thrown at lesus. Biting

clip cameos from the likes of Rick

l*i 11no and Charles Barklev highlight an

ESPN "SportsCentcr" reel while he

gcu offers from (ports agents, advice

from coaches and even opinions from

hi* girlfriend and uncle. Everyone

wants a piece of lesus. but no one real-

ly understands what he w

a

Perhaps Lee's bc*t talent is to frame

a serious drama like this w ith delicious

!>edy and invigorating visual story-

telling, as well as eliciting strong

ensemble performances Ray Allen, a

real Hi NBA star ol the Bucks, plays

lesus with a natural smoothness you

wouldn't expect from an athlete

ping the picture balanced,

though, is Washington at hi* finest

since Courage I nder lire You hardly

notice as Washington transforms lake

Irotn dignified to pitiful to dignified

again It's a spectacular, award-wor

thy r^rfcyrrnance.

If there's a flaw to the film, it namely

come* in a subplot involving lake's

relationship to a hooker-next-door,

plaved bv Milla lovovich l.ee some-

time* tries to cram too much in — the

film barely pulls off a two-main char-

Tum to OAMt page 6

STUDENTS
Not sure of what the
future holds for you?

Emergency
Jedical
'raining

nsure the future of your

unwanted or junk vehicle,

K AUTO WRECKING!

So Far shows Congdons talents

By Julie FiaJkow

Collegian Staff

SO FAR
Rood Theater

April 30

Ine character* in Constance CcMtgaaOa'* I*''
1 *

>>" ftir

which premiered April '>0 at Rand Theater, are- poster chil-

dren for the term "dyslunctional Emir) .So Ear is like a

post-apocalypse "letrv Sptmger Show an evil, prophetic

mom, a sister pregnant bv her loaf lo*i brother, a son that

murders his father, a brash sister who is discovering her

ownsexualitv and a tohoi'lathei ti^uie who was created to

please the menopausal 11111111'- sexual dc*tres.

Constance Congdon. a I Mass aluinni. ha* we>n critical

acclaim for her !*>** ' the Lost lormuans

about a lamilv lost in *uburbia. The \tllage Vmk

praised Congdon lor her unique vision.

!*t.itKe Congdon* |votce| has a treshness of spirit.

with a humor and charm *o distiiKtivelv individual, that

one just wants more and more trom her," the Voice said.

lar. which was presented bv the Department e>f

Theater and directed bv I J l .olden, opens with the sound

ot cvrv w ind and the MM of bleeknes* and mayhem The

brifMd bv I oren Moehari. looks like a tornado

struck with a mound of lawn chairs, grocery baskets, and

general rubbish The elleet is dark and sad. and sets the

perfect mood for the slv.rv

The first character to appear is Redmond, played by Uzay

Turner Redmond is self taught in mastery of the English

language, and is constantly exercising his erctensive vocabu-

lary luiiicrevperilv ponravstrK: translocation from boy to

rnanihatRc^liiiondiiiakc^inil*ece>urseoftheplay.

Redmond has a kive/hate relationship with his younger

sister Beartha played by Bonita \ Olive-r Beartha thinks

she's a soldier, fighting against the unknown and weaving

a helmet just in case. Oliver brings an explosive energy and

sense of humor that keeps the plav from getting too

weighed down. As soon as she runs across the stage with a

chamsaw in her hand. 11 becomes obvious that the

ter of Beartha is the most dynamic

The other sibling in the family is Rainy, a sweet

iiiatna * girl." who constantly is praying to "Dog." their

spiritual keeper During one scene in the play, Rainy, per-

tormed by Teri Parker, crouches down and prays in front

ol an alter comprised of bones and seven soda cans. At one

moment she pick* up one ot the soda cans and points to it

t sav* redemption"

I he- matriarch ol the lamilv Mama, portrayed bv ludvie

XI Bilah 1* constantlv having what she calls, "nie-nopaiisal

eliptk umonlngi " She is bound to a wheelchair bv

choice, not necessity, and tell* it like it is about her familv

her e\ husband, and her libido Al-Bilali, fanustkly por-

itavs Mama as evil, eccentric but strangely likeable

Mama's love robot Chet (Brian Quinn). aims lo please

hi* master, but his emotions are far from machine-like, he

expresses the need to be a father-figure to Mama* chil

drcn One of the moM humorous scene* in the plav

involve* him and Mama role plaving for a sexual trvst

him as -Roberto." her south-^f-the-border lover.

luiher plaved by Daniel I
Popowich is a mad-man.

robust and macho, to say the least. He unexpectedlv re

enter* the live* ot the lamilv, and creates a violent *iu

Popowkh 1* pcrtcet a* the Neanderthal father, and shows

mam "sides" of himself.

Harrv LaCosie plays XXXX. somewhat of a "lady's

man." winning the affection of both Rainy and Beartha

lie slithers and sneaks around with an air of mystery, that

makes the surprise he reveals towards the ceHvlusion of

the play, even more disconcerting

Overall Congdon has again proved herself lo be a play-

writer who knows no boundaries, who is able to reach past

all the normal conventions and tricks of playwriting One

of Congdons »>nd director Caolden's many talents utilized

in So Far is the ability to add humor to a rather expenmen-

tal piece, in order to keep it in touch with the audience

Warning: if you don't like sexual inrtuendos and a little bit

of good sleaze, you're a bar and should go see So Far as

soon as paaaihir

So Far it playing Hay S-9 at 8 p m in the Rand
Theater Tickets are $7 for the general public, and $4 for

irurimfi and tenton Ttckett can be picked up at the Fine

Ant Center Box office
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UMass featured at Film Festival
•y Jason Trankl*

Collegian Staff

The 5th annual Five College Film

and Video Festival look place

Saturday. May 2 at 8 p.m. in Stirn

Auditorium at AmherM College. The

program, organized by the Five

College 1 1 1 in Council, displayed a

AMNM vl >tudent sideo and film

product inii!> ranging from narrative

and experimental genie

The Film Council counted l 'I • ivt

College (acuity mcmbii- Crystal

Griffith, Patricia Galvis-Assmus.

Don l.evine and two students. These

organized council members elected

the winning film and \ideos dis-

played during the evening based on

categories such as "experimental."

"e\peiimcnial narrative" and "experi-

mental documentary ." The winning

selectu>n> in each category were

awarded with $100 dollars, and one

winner was awarded with live rolls ol

kvdak film Mock donated by UMass.

Of those participating were six

L'niver>ity ot MassaaMMH Mudents,

tour Hampshire College Mudene.

one \mhersl College student and a

Smith College student

Nnnih College ntudeni kate Hardy,

who helped organize the event, com
mented on the purpose of the

evening.

"I think it's a good opportunity for

students to have their work viewed

by the community, and it works as an

incentive for students to improve

their works," Hardy said.

The presentation of This Hed

Envelope, a film by Hardy portraying

the story of two lovers torn apart by

sybolk use of a red envelope, won

an award for the "experimental nar-

rative" category

UMass student D |. Carey produced

a film called Testing, in which he dis

played a "dreamy " experience of trav-

elling along a dark road that was

metamorphical of his own experi-

ences travelling "the road of life."

Ihi> was his first opportunity to par-

ticipate in the film totival. and he was

excited to be display ing hi> work

Other displayed productions

included UMass student lesse

Gordon* production of Ordinary

Superheros which mocked fictitious

superheroes against modern
"unknown" heroes amidst the UMass

campus Gordon and hi* co-partner

dressed up as caped amnion and

raced around UMass in spandex ask-

ing people where they could tight

dime
"We were running around L Mass

half-naked, and it was a real specta-

cle — people were honking ut u>."

Gordon said.

The winning video in the "experi-

mental documentary' category was

UMass student Stacey Lennard's pro

duction of Cassini: Countdown to

Crisis,. The film documented the

launching of the Cassini space probe

into space a few years ago. The probe

had already been launched when
Lennard developed an interest over

the issue. The probe is destined to

make a fly-by around earth, but there

is debate that the probe may hit

earth's atmosphere, releasing tons of

plutonium into it.

"I was interested in doing a film

that would educate people and raise

their awareness on the issue,"

Lennard said

Other winning films of the evening

were 4 Taste of Last Sight by a

group of Hampshire College students

and Uuentin s Time by Scott Flliot ol

Amherst College Other film parti., i-

pants included Andy Rydzewski ol

UMass. the Somerville Project, and

I Mass student lesal Kapadia's

Bombay. Amherst which displayed

the experience ot a Bombay native in

downtown Amherst. As Crystal

Griffith of the Somerville Project put

it. "the best way to critique media

to just do it."

Textbook
Buyback
Campus Center
1st Floor- Room 162 r4ss

Thurs.. 5/1 4-Fri. 5/15

Sat. 5/16

Mon. 5/18-Tues. 5/19

Wed. 5/20-Fri. 5/22

9 AM-5 PM
1 2 AM-4 PM
9 AM-5 PM
9 AM-6 PM

Textbook Annex
Thurs. 5/1 4-Fri. 5/15

Mon. 5/1 8-Fri. 5/22

Tues. 5/26-Wed. 5/27

9 AM-4 PM
9 AM-4 PM
9 AM-4 PM

game
continued from page 5

acter juggling act — and these scenes

are awkwardly written and acted; sim-

ply put. they belong in a different

movie.

He Got Game achieves something

most sports movies only dream of—
small, heartfelt human drama sur-

rounded by pictures o* the beauty ol

sport He Got Game does it for basket

ball. Ultimately though, it comes dowTi

to moral chokes that every young man
must make. Lee not only puts the ball

back in the yards and street courts

where it began, but back in the hands of

the youth, hoping they will "do the right

thing " IW

Hampden in Southwest
Wed. 5/20-Thurs. 5/21 10 AM-6 PM

Fri. 5/22 10 AM-5 PM

countV tMMOUV

lake Shuttleivvorth (Deruel Washington) vwU his son and daughter in

Spike Lee's He Got Come.
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uit Smoking Events
i Hampshire County for May 1998

Hypnosis - Come to one or both

Amherst • May 11 18 • 7-9 p m
256-4077 to register

Hypnosis - Come to one or both

Easthamptorr May 6*13
6 30 - 8 30 p m

call 529-1430 to register

Jusl want to talk'? Call the

Massachusetts Smokers Quttlme at 1-800-TRY-TO-STOP

Weekdays from 9-9p m and Weekends l0-3p m
All classes are tres Sea nsxt month $ schedule for mors classes including hypnosis

Sponsored by the Tobacco-Free Hampshire County Coalition

f£imo
MM F»rm< 4 ••ye4<»1%J

Ml Finn V.. II

HACK DOG I PG 13)

Today (S40O $7 50)8 30

TAB ZAN AND THE LOST CITY (PG)

Todayot(5 50-3S2 50)

THE IIG HIT <«)

Today at (5 30052 50)130

HE GOT GAME (PG)

Today ot (5 20® $2 50) 8 10

TOMORROW NEVER WES (R)

Today 8 20

Himpsh.rr 6 ''.H4 7 '.'.<

H.»mp«»htf

'I23018

TOKMflf
tatarnMOSWiOWOO

WMttsW
000 COUPLE II (PG- 13)

Today at 8 30

UNDERGRADUATE TEACHINCJ
ASS1STANTSH.PS AVAILABLE

DEPARTMENT OF

MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS

$650.00 A SEMESTER

FOR APPROXIMATELY 1 0-12 HOURS A WEEK

Further information and application

forms see the receptionist

ROOM 1622 LEDERLE GTWR
S3 <*0 Itwl

La Cucina di

&>
of Amherst 30 Bolrwood

COLLEGE BASKETBALL SPECIALS!!!
Back by popular demand: Specials runningMojtiday thru TJuirsday!

1 Large Cheese Pizza $6*9>£

•/)* 1G Free Buffalo Wings

Please Add SI.SC for Toppings and s3.CC for Double Toppings

Any Tus© C«lz©nes

j Delivery Only.

' Restlpaun" Must Mention Ad When Ordering ©ffer Expires 5/3i/9*j

&«

As of July 1st, Amherst Bars

Will join the club and go

SMOKE- FREE!

• Cleaner air to breathe

• Ho more smelly clothes

• Ho more bad breath

• Ho more smelly hair

• Ho more cigarette burns

• Some new faces to see

» A more relaxing atmosphere

everyone can enjoy

THANKS fOn VOUR
SUPPORTl

THEY HAD HELP WRITING THE
NEW TAX LAWS. SHOULDN'T YOU HAVE

HELP FIGURING THEM OUT?

I t took 535 congresspeople — and countless

lawyers, economists, and advisors— to turn

out the new tax laws. Fortunately, you can

turn to one expert source for answers on the

options and opportunities they provide.

Ask TIAA-CREF about the new
Roth IRA and other ways to save.

TIAA-CREF IRAs can make it easier than

ever to save for retirement and other goals

as well. We'll explain the new Roth, Classic,

and Education IRAs, discuss whether

consolidating your existing IRA savings

makes sense, and help you design an effective

tax-savings strategy.

What's more, new eligibility rules may now

make it possible for you or your spouse to take

greater advantage ol TIAA-CREF lor more ot

your long-term planning needs.

We wrote the book on

retirement planning.

After all. these aren't the first "new" tax laws

we've seen in our 80 years ol service to education,
<

research, and related fields. Nor is it the first time

we've helped people like you make the most of them.

hind out how TIAA-CREFs range of investment

choices, low expenses, and commitment to service

can work lor you. Call us at 1 800 842-2776

(8 a.m.- 11 p.m. FT weekdays).

Visit our Web site at www.tiaa-cref.org

Ensuring the future

for those who shape it.
•*_
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Collegian Classifieds
f?3 Campus Center ,

ANNOUNCEMENTS | APART rvHNt tMPLOYMfcNT

PtOflf$ AUKT
Where the food J fresh, the cot

fee s hot. and the music is )*n

mini Mam Root Student Union

\ heareeai ml Available June 1

Onbushne Close to campus 549

4575

AUTO FOR SALE

Tata Oeat Lnm 8/1 One bad-

room at Devonshire Place Plerttv

of room for 2. heal/not water

W/0. full kitchen, antra storape.

optional covered private parting

ymrm 20-30 MW1 OTM tO UMBSS
t^Ca-OS-TeW

a aee8 ear? Haw*,

our car repaired'' Do you kno*

iour legal fights' Contact Thi

itudam legal Services Office. 9Z
Campus Center. 545-1995

to. 2 3 people > liiibH 8/V
Fall option Rent $88V«onth
hatt/tat water irKtudad CaN 253

6323 Onbusr

IfJM Naada Civic Standard

J2500 or best offer 253 5667

Auto/CAPAOa
3000 or B/0 549B0X/CASS

1098

i » Squire

I

enough to 2. 3. or 4

Jh Available 6/1 with

law Cat*»• MS-7367

. _» Standard 4 door

Sedan 131 000 miles Runs great,

wonderful condition, no rust

Asking $1800 or best offer 546

Sigma Alpha fau fraternity

For Fall 98

If interested. caD Lae or Randy

5496023
Meal included

Greek Area Preferred

CaiMcora/coaieaaioa foi boys

14 and 9 Planned activities, dnve

to classes etc Car needed Full

time 6/29 9/4 Call 253 3208

evenings

CAMP STAFF

Are you an energetic enthusiastic

caring and flexible individual inter

•atari in spending summer days m
the out of-doors" Girl Scouts are

seeking parsons to fill camp coon

xto. lifeguard, and program post

trans in local day camps July 6

August 7 Training is provided

Contact WMGSC at 800-462 9100

totraormation AA/EOE

EMPLOYMENT
CAMP TAKAJO for boys, on Long

Lake. Naples. Maine, noted for

ficturesque location, exceptional

acilities and outstanding pro-

grams FREE TRAVEL June 22

August 23 Over 50 counsator post

tions in tennis, lacrosse, swim
ming. sailing, scuba, archery,

woodworking, ceramics fine arts.

radio and electronics, backpack

ing Call Mike Serbun at 800-250-

8252 for additional information

CRUISE ft LAM0 TOM JOBS
Earn up to $2.000/month Free

world travel (Caribbean. Alaska.

Europe, etc I' Free room/board For

.nfo. ring (919)933 1939. est

C150

LOST & FOUND
Lost: Gold and Silver Faaail

Watch Lost before Spring Break

If found, call 413 2534918

Feaad: Little arewa leather

•area with keys If it is yours, con

tact Pre Major Advising Office. E-

20 Machmar. 545-2191

MOTORCYCLES

1 hs.reeev Braa4-»iae 3rd

floor Avertable 6/1. reduced rent

GREAT DEAL! SOTS*

Nvaa.al Excel 1888 Standard.

S875Cafl66S7232

_j Large u_
deck Quwt S670 axi«iwe 549-

tjftt

i tit-T— -r '
'"

Fall option On bus route in

Sunderland t

Pool

3556

Call

June 1st Take avat lease

Remodeled Heat/Hot water

included Great toeabavi ei PvHw
vaay CalSOBsll

Taka ever toaaa Juh 1st Two

bedroom Cetera*! Vflage 25ft

I New alter

brakes, muf

fler tailpipe exhaust svstem

belts Needs new head gasket

Overall good condition $350 or

B/O CatTSM3B1

: Toeeaes Novas. Proms,

icondrtion Cash paid

1B0DBO479&

Take ttrae OerLease 8/1

Puffton Nsasy rewMaed 3

1

bath A/C Fraa heat/hot \

PocVTenmsCoemr--

Sauad and sold locariy this month

1-BB0-527 2730 ext 4554

i wanted to pat

form household and childcare

duties 16hrs/wk in exchange for

room and board Beginning Sept

May in Amherst 253 4180

Few part-tee hah in ice cream

shop on the bike trail in Medley

Call Ice Cream Peddle. 584 2223

HAVE FUfftl Make a difference!

Sleep late i Be an environmental

activist i Summer/Career jobs with

Clean Water Action $300

$40u7wk . benefits 413 584 9830

Veaog ataa living in Amherst

seeks a housemate to assert him

with creating a home, expanding

rus social network, and cxx^aetino

self care tasks Experience with

individuals with developmental

disabilities preferred Tax exempt

stipend, training and support pro

wjad Contact Carol at Community

Enterprises kx 584-1460

EAJJM UP TO SZBBB part time in

just 4 8 weeks Mamoiink needs 1

highly motivated individual to

oVect its summer sales/marketing

protect at UMass Contact Cartane

at^88)50*6380

Tract Drivers Wealed Straight

trucks Part time work for 10 days

in June and Aug $105 per dav

Call before May 5th 1-BBB-949-

5089

MVa
Jetted Kerker Pipe Must see

$4000 546 0471

ROOM FOR RENT

Reeai far real m a nice house

Private bath $350/month inclu

1 aodraai m beautiful Boulders

apartment on busline Available

5/23 $260/month Call Lu O 253

1724

SUMMER SUBLET

Nevrty reaovatad 2 bedroom apt

with cheap rent Directly on bus

route Wonderful neighbors

Bright, spacious living area Large

backyard 1 Come seel Ask for

Dany. Tiff. Enfca. or Lisa 253-6644

1 reeai ia 3 bedroom apt in

Presidential Mature person

please Nice place $250/month

Negotiable Paul 549-1590

Saacieas 1 bedroeai Fits 2 com
fortabfy On bus route, fully fur

rushed and utilities included 6/1

8731 $500 per month Call 549

7248 Ask for Jan

SUMMER SUBLET

Spacious two bedroom town

house One and one half bath

rooms Available 6/1 On bus

route $700/month You'll dig it!

Call 25*6008

Atlordeble Summer Sehletl

Three bedroom. 1 1/2 bath town

house A/C. new stove and carpet

ing. spacious $800/monih 6/1-

B/31 Jenn 546 5142 Becca 546-

1419 Meg 546 5107

1 boarooai awalaMa m 2 bed

room apt horn 6/1 8/31 with Fall

option June already paid Call

Jade at 665-4248

2 bedroom ia 3 bedroom Mill

Valley 1-4 parsons. 2 baths A/C

heat/not water included Available

June 1st FALL OPTION CaH 253

6467

Saacieas 2 hedreem in

Brandywme Fits 4 AC/hot water

included Quiet, top floor with

deck Some furniture Fall option

$650 Call 5494740

Spacieaa 1

route, private

heetAiw
27* 25ft 3871

On bus
laundry

; Cars Cash paid

1800*494795

CHILDCARE

Easy, plsaaat sverm involving

errands, local travel, wmpenion

CM I413I636-2042

Barkshire 1

es peaca/actrvism. soaks mature

live m counselors for boys cabins

drama, sports, camp craft teach

ers Experience hateful 718 643

0771

Paaaws vaaaaad in Mass $500

$800 per week fcyenenceji plus

but not needed CaH 1 888 277

9787

for nights and weekends this

semester and tor summer
Downtown Amherst $7/hr plus

bonus Sean 253-0583

tlitd - Baae AT&T Authoruad

Agent needs 20 students now* No
experience will train $100
$300/week Part/Full Time

(800)592 2121 « 123

•m m a 4

bedroom apt 6/1 with Fall option

$275/month On Mam St Call

Come 253 6566

ROOMMATE WANTED

2 favs/|irls
'

with bathroom in Salem Place

$237 50/month Starts June 1st

possibly Sept 1st Call Megan or

Dawn 256 1750

Brandywme 2 bedroom June

July August Heat/hot water

included For details call 54*0698

,2 bedroom

apartment Very clean, spacious

and quiet tbOO/month Can come

fully furnished. FREE" Call us O
259 9283 ASAP

Three hedreem ia Patttea

Newly renovated Available after

Finals Option for Fall

$1040/month (negotiable) 549-

5066 Kevin _____

The aicasl 2 hedreem town

house in Amherst Furnished

washer ft dryer, front and back

TICKETS

R/T Delta Ticket Good for with in

US including Alaska and Canada

$400 546 3060

TO SUBLET

aJreeai at CNaWda: 6/1/98

1/10/99 $540/month Electricity

included Well lurnished On bus

route 66*5019

I hedreem aft. AC/heat/H20

included $600/monlh Call 549

4928 Available 5/31 7/31

Mill Valley t—eat 2 bedrooms 2

full bathrooms. A/C. heat and hot

water included on bus route with

foyer breakfast bar washer and

dryer hook up. superb condition

Available 6/1 Catl253ft350

1

$560 per mow Call 549 5185

Oae large ream in 4 bedroom

house Good location

$268*/month Available 6/1

Sublet or take lease for Fall

Jessica 253 8944

next to campus. 5 mm walk to

town Call 5495893

3 raease available Free A/C. 2

full baths, all utilities included On

bus route Starting 6/1 2536945

1 spaciees hedreeai in 2 bed

room apt Available 6/1

Downtown Northampton $330

Free cable 1 587 3099

1 or 2 haareem anaiiabie m two

bedroom, newly renovated Puffton

apt Heat/hot H20 included! Has

central air Easily fits two or tea
people Available 6/1

te75/month Amy 549 1773

Sahlot Uatil 12/22/88 Large

sunny 1 bedroom with wall tp

wall carpet, wshwasner pool _

tennis courts Inking trails on bus

line $825 negotiable, includes

utilities 665 9076 or 5a* 5357

TRAVEL

EUROPE SUMMER _
$

i

to share

bedroom Southpomt
nt $740 heat/hot water

deluded Courtney 546 1901
a

1 bedroom available m 3

Air condition

Reduced rent $250/month

549 4379

Sublet tar June and July One

bedroom in a tour bedroom apt

Everything included $300 253

1824 Speak 10 Anal

Low Fares to ah places 1

CALL 800 326 2009

http //www aafMtch org

WANTED TO RENT

to share a

house in Amherst over

15 Aug 31 $300*
JonfO 256 4792

ROOM WANTED

Oae hedreem available for

on Mam St Heat and hot

mcbatoJ 6reat location on

r_r_5WB81

—

_j Reliable, experienced

perton to care for 8 year old

Beaming May through Summer

References and a car 3 IBhrs/wk

CMafter600pm 548 9266

COMPUTERS

Ki heat $500 No pets First

H«vJ Security CM 253 5413

from $895
Peripherals

zirViswn 582 9198 V/MC/AMEX

New P1MMMX
Laptops $1295<

SMS aed S88S

laundry bus. parking Available

now for summer or longer

ate 253 2326 Aeercy feeConga"

Macia..
?S88 Prtaaar. keyboard Mouse.

SCSI Equipment is in excethant

670 5495514

1.2. and 3 bed

roan apartments Gael

—

woodfloors Wearajtejhng
starting April 6th for June and

September leases Lincoln Real

Estate 253 7879

] hedreem ceadaa Gas heat.

hardwood floors, heated base

mam 1/2 irate to i

route We are i

Aprs" 6th tor June ar

leases $1350 plus i

7879

. 32MB RAM
2 1 do. 24X CO ROM. 13 6K T,

Modem. Video 8 Au«0 Cards with

Speakers Pius 14 indrftat screen

dotal monrtor Windows 95 key

board. PS2 mouse $1150 54.

EMPLOYMENT

ftaaae y Saaa is looking tor hard

working, experienced people

Apply on JocaacB-

, a coad rasiden

tial camp in the Berkshires of

MaueThtieetti. n looking tor head

stalf and catovccaaaloo to the

(ummer Quahtied carodatas may

receive an application by contact

mg Cvnp Fwe at (6171523 6006 or

duettor a< 5wft*ftel

Paiatars Weeded Earn $6 00

$9 00/hr pamting houses Training

provided Contact Francis at 413

laaaaadia'T epeaiag tor head

swim coach and assistant coach

tor recreation department swim

team in Belchertown Call 323

041 9 or Gail 323-4453
.

FOR SALE

Used Bicycles
Buy/Sell/Trade/Consign
Hampshire Bicycle Exchange

Sundays 94 ei the HM at the Mt
Farms MM 24 hour .ntr>bne 413

2538981

FURNITURE

Pell-eat caach, chair with

tootrest coffee table, and more

CM258-4832

and quiet room to

Please tad 546 0'?

M

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

lappT
From

Birthday Chris

rom Your Pars On

FSftFt .' RtMi

iiuMT TiriSti K umti» m
ed $45000 income potential CM
1800-513-4343 Ext (3 9616

Cape Cadi
Cooks servers bartenders host

buses and dishwashers Will

tram PO Box 1228 Eastern MA
02642 Fax (508)255 9374 or call

I50BP55-9398

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT Earn

up to $3 000/month in fisheries,

parks. resorts Airfare'

Food/lodging 1 Our service recom

mendedby US News _ worio

napons i»i9(933 1939. e»t A150

SE FOR RENT

3 hedreeai haasa
Belchertown Available June 1

$620/month * utilities Call 323

9268

Heaae Far Reat 3 bedroom, spa

cious house, comfortably fits 5

1/2 mile walk from campus
A.o.laW- kjujljl < in00./m^*^
Call 549 6238

Oae large hedreem m 22*

household within 15 miles of

UMass In town or near faking pre

tarred Lease OK 6/1/98 6/1/99

Mattes 886-3295

SERVICES

Mr m—unenf
We wdl list it m cm office and on

our web page to tree Looking to

move on campus' Come to

Commuter Services. 428 Student

Umon or call 5450865

Have a levehj sslsehlaa of bun

mes Many colors and types as

wM as a selection of cages and

hutches We caa also help with

any bunnies you can no longer

care tor CM Eton 3674106 alto

900am

•dare
I by Ph m English Any

subject 665-3718

Pragnaet? Need help? Call

testing and assistance 549 1906

Specieaa 2 hedreem m
Brandywme Fits 4 AC/hot water

included Quiet, top floor a

deck Some furnrtura FM option

$650 CM 54*474

1 _a_raam available iuna 1 FM
Busane AM ubhuas indud

ed Pool recreation areas Call

66*5514

Ti uahaueii 1 large bedroom at

2 bedroom June Aug Price nego-

tiable Call Bob O 665 5128

2 hedreem apertmeat 2 full

bathrooms air conditioning, in

Mill Valley Available June

August Call 256 81 72

Patttea Village: 3 bedroom 2

bathroom renovated

$1040/mo-m Available 6/1 (nego

tiablel with Fall option 1 month

free rent' Call 54-

Large 2 bedroom apartment

Cliffside Across from 711 (M«a

parlor liquor store Heat/hot

water electricity included O bus

route $665/month 66*8490

Saacieas 1 hedreem
Brandywtne Fits 2 people easily

Hotwater/AC Rent negotiable

CM548 7060 Available June 1st

j 2 bedrooms. 2 I

FM option Price negotiable 253

4988

Leehiaa ler 2 bedroom <.

merit m Northampton to siaami

no toi

. n Nort_
sublet Call Jenny 595 7828

1st Rent negotiable Call 256

1286

Pufttoe- 2 bedroom, renovated

starts 6/1 option to renew Call

Geoff or Scott 54*5788

Patoaa 1 mile from campus etow

near bus stop 1 bedroom Fully

furnished with utilities A/C
$250/month Will negotiate 549

Laaktog far 2 hedreem apa«t

ment including heat and hot

water Ctoae to center ot town ami

CM 25*6351

7 hedreem aft Bouktos Fits 4

comfortably includes heat/hot

water On the bus Una $885 253

5667

Saaaaer tablet Available June

ram for 6 Nice

CM 5493776

*UMMEK

4

$342 50

2531

apartment available

person 1 month fraa

on*
todaani4>ar

•nam GarawOpp*

call Ale.

256 6434

3 hedreem reeeveted Puffton

apartment with 2 baths A/C.

•«}ii;hif June 1 Aug 31

$104d/month Pr"» »«_

CaH 549 4149

1 hedreem eat tor Summer June

1 Aug 31 $550/month CM Geoff

259 7979

Clrfhida- 1 bedroom apt May 2*
August 31 Clean Utilities mclud

ed On bus route $450/month

ineg) Call M*e 6655544

I
» ir t

i
flenovatad.

549 'C81

TIME IS

RUNNING OUT

PI U I YOl K

L I ASSIHEP
IO|i\N :

I || us '/ i4 :
' I

Five College Community

MONDAY MAY 4

Opening — Wheeler Gallery

presents Landscape A
Architecture, an exhibition of

water-colors by Ignacio F.

Campillo. a critical vision of the

spacial conception of the UMass

campus. Opening reception 5-6

p.m. Gallery hours

Monday-Thursday. 2-5 p.m.

Free and open to the public.

TUESDAY. MAY 5

film __ The Office of

Undergraduate Admissions

invites the University communi-

ty to a viewing of its newest

recruitment video in the

Campus Center Auditorium at

10 a.m. It lasts about 16 min-

utes. Comments and ideas stu-

dents may have on the video are

welcomed.

Film — Killing Quentin. a

film by Deepak
Anathapadmanabha. will be

shown at 9:15 p.m. in Herter

Hall, room 227. Come early and

see The Cemetery Man at 7 p.m.

Meeting — The Hillel/lewish

Student Union general meeting

will be held at 6 p.m in Hillel

House. Come help plan for next

year. All are welcome.

Poetry — Pamela Sneed. a

New York-based performance

poet, will present poetry and a

performance from her new
book, Imagine Being More

Afraid of Freedom than Slavery

at 7 p.m. in the Graduate

Lounge.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 6

Dance — Israeli folk dancing

will be held at 8:30 p.m. in

Grayson Residence Hall

(Orchard Hill). Last opportuni-

ty of the year. All are welcome.

Free. Sponsored by Hillel

fair _ A Biotech |ob Fair,

hosted by Biological Science^

Student Association, will be

held from 10 a.m. -3 p.m. in

Morrill South, room 319.

Companies represented are

seeking any students (graduat-

ing seniors especially welcome)

majoring in biology, microbiolo-

gy, biochemistry and other

related fields for full-time.

part lime and summer research

puMtiunv

NOTICES

Exhibit — From Rope Pulls.

To Rallies. To Running Around

Naked: An Exhibit on the

Student Experience at UMass

will open on Friday. May 1 on

the 25th floor in the Special

Collections and Archives

Department of the WEB.
DuBois Library. The exhibit was

created bv students and will be

fVH «r« public »«rvi<« »noounc*m»nt»

printed daily To submit an rvi. pl«»«*

send * pr«» rjlaaw tonUmmo, »« p*rt'

neni information, including thr name
»nd phon* number o( tb« contact p*»»on

ro the Colltqton. c/o tne Mtnegmg, Editor

by noon the previoui day

open from 10 a.m. -3 p.m.

Monday-Friday.

Volunteerism— The CrUil

Center, a Massachusetts Suicide

Prevention Hotline is currently

seeking volunteers and interns.

For more information, contact

Gina Grampetro at (978)

849-5600 ext. 201.

'y^Tj^ ^Ti/ 1 /9 UMass' only student run Television Station
M/mfd/A^M Mf m +J "« Studcnt Union <locatcd to ih€ right °f thC HatCh) * 5451336 *

www.unix.olt.umass.edu/-uvctv19

^^^^^ Tu ^ . ^MONDAY EVENING b*^E*
I
**> I 9:30 I 10:00 I 10:30 I 1lTf^lW

Today's Program Schedule m Wiytfc^ikMjlfc.^ew-_a , ^ ^^ yff- fcwi; CMWa-s
^~

Insida EdWon MlT Coaby l *£?£* Ths Ooaer I *-pn
T"^

T ^ ^ u.^,,
3:30 UVCTV-19Premier ^^f tfr Ngra_5g^~ ga. _ I^^^^E^—SoT '""^ ^ Prsct.ce -Duty Bo-xr « CS1 \ft+nT3:30

IS
8:00
10-M

UVC TV-19 Premier

Channel 19 Mews
Ktepcndence Night 1994
Room 307
I+gnOff

Cereena-ilriaCltyOnSlarao)

fcrtfama World Wacordii:

|Carearialnth>CrtY(i"Si»'»o)

"Baing There

ulna City

_______
'
Ertreme World Becordr T

CO

_

'1

1

to
11

rr

HSCN BuhhnBoprd
CBS/3 Harlhrd

CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 «o«ton R
PBS/57 SpringfM
HSOS MovbCh.
UPN/20 Hartford

WexJlhef Channel

NBC/30 New Britain

Fox/61 Harwprd

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
Intemattonol

UMass Academic TV
HSCN Programming

UVC-TV19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

CNN
CNN 9
Headline News
UCTV
TBS
BET
TV land
Univisipn

Comedy Central

Cartoon
Much Music

9:30 I 10:00 I 10:30
ot AJeiandw the Great (In Stereo) (Part I d 2,

*hjr^8rcaTiT
~

Murphy Brown
"

Practice "Duly BounrT 1!

In Stereo)

Connecticut Journal (B)

NswsX

DeHMne (In Stereo) J
Star Tree.: Meat Oanar

upT
Detelliie (m Stereo) I

Dateline (In Stereo) 1
'in the Footetepa ol Alexander the Qraat (in Stareo) (Part 1 pi

;"

mmt I Practice "Dutv Baurvf' TPracMce "Duty Bountr I

11:00 I 11:30

Nates ITeniahUhaam
u Paaplaeca*

NsasI
ChaHe Wees ;in Stereo) I

hhAitii TvT

"Incredible Theti"

» Klna Live I
Sherixh Holmes liyelaies

ci_-_3!___ifl:Di__r_i__

Impact IR) a
Aepen Comedy

Teams lo Be Amounced. I

Total Request

Wonder Years

i.'.rn«Ti:T.-i.-?-rm fii:7T1TTl t '
,^!l ' , "

r"

Sliders "Invasion" (In Slereo) I
[Great EgypHani II (B)

H__M
VTCT

meee nana

rrOays II Lev

"Dr. SrrangecnilC

_v—_ _a_

Lave Lap t

waVa-uiatb-'l Pleyotts ' e»ms lo Be Announced
.

(In

Witker. T.ue Renaer 1 [WoridWrasfl

vaaWy> TfJB^W

i) 1

Levaewi (R) (in Slereo;

HTeWe |Te_I
08V "Meltdown" IW

a leas (in Stereo) I Itm

-avaVWUJ!en!^

i-.vi 1: Tfirrrrrai

1W8) Tom b>rsnoar_'ff HI

Pa»ton (in Stereoj -R-
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/ | M4MSM "t MOIKSD THS. tUtS
_,! 1IMO VO fcriOKT UMIII. I Hi©
r^yHLf our HCU Amo wMtH TM*.

f tJkM SNOW I TM»a< 1HIS
r*1 et A Sau-w w-NTi«

Rcbotman By Jim Meddick

T\ tOW«M-

\V% A _OO0 1MM_
_ TOU4.HIB THAM

QM Vnt8_'STv*^)yWCOI**l6
SW1HESS VWH T»TMK TO vW«i»J

\HSTv_iatOH*A. VTD60 ,«XJ OvTCtttO

Drabbl* By Kevin Fagan
Dilbert By Scott Adams

I HKO ^ 5TRM4GE

OREKtA LAST NIGHT

P.tSEA>BCH HAS SHOWN
THAT NOTHING IS LESS

INTERESTING THAN
HEARING AOOOT
SOr^SEONt ELSES
OREArA

...OOT THIS COAS NO
ORDINARY GRAPE.
U)AS A SEEOLESS?

rvr t5#\xtN iJ

IS GNAWING

Liberty Meadow By Frank Cho Pox Trot By Bill Amend

uHocanuaMi
MtnTMatc-Ta
lnjr_titP

1
.M»Niy

Tvrta*«»*rM
jurr a wtMi»v
MH9L PocT-t

Hty wan a

wmuTt'ir _
Mattpy Lirtf
Rucce6 MSNiy
MtN.ILLGtV-
Hie KuoceP
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TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
You are going to hasc to be careful

to avoid the kind- of thing* that can

bring MrkMM danger in your life

Safety is a key concern at thi* time

GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20) -
Thi* i* a good da> to concentrate

more on yourself than usual Pi-

something"special for the one person

you ha>e to count on the mo>t

CANCER (June 2l-|ury 22) — A

little deception on your part i*n t

likely to hurt anybody, and could

actually -er\e to tighten a bond

between you and someone special

LEO (|uly 25-Aug. 22) — You

must think twice today, and MM
great care to determine if, indeed,

the end doe- truly justify the means

\ou must employ to reach it.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sepl. 22) —
You're in the mood for an adventure,

and someone you know only a little

is willing to provide it. Take care

s. hi re not merely being reckless.

LIBRA (Sept. 25-Oct. 22) — You

and a friend are in it together, but

one of you is more concerned with

individual success than the other

Get on the same wavelength

SCORPIO (Oct. 25-Nov. 21) —
A minor slowdown 1- -ure H go>c

you food for thought, but you may

only sU.w M.urself down further by

thinking too much about what is

obviou-

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec

21) — You may feel as though

you're entering a new phase, but the

fact is that a familiar endeavor 1-

simply leading you down an unfamil-

iar path.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— Your tendency toward forward

motion will serve you well today.

Any obstacles you encounter are best

faced directly, not avoided

AQUARIUS (Ian 20-Feb. 18) —
'I H II I eel today a- it you have more

in common with others than at any

time before. There's something in

the air. surely.

PISCES (Feb. 1<»-March 20) -
^ ou re going 10 have to choose today

between embracing a new start, or

striving eajH again to make an old

nmitment pay off as you had

planned.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) —
That which vou moM fear i- not like

Iv |R be an issue today — though you

may encounter something that

reminds you of your limitations

Closo to Home By John McPherson

- c>T the I>i*y

U The world is full

of stupid people. W
-The Refreshments

Today's P.C. Monu
m «4)«.SetSe> sW8M **• N.

Franklin

LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Turkey Tetrarrini

Grilled Steak Sandwich

DINNER
Chicken Breast with Rice Stuffing

Spaghetti/Italian Sweet Sausage

Italian Tofu Balls _t Sauce

Quarter lb. Burger w/ or w/o Cheese

1

Worce.rer

Trycon Industries steps up its battle against

inappropriate Net surfing by employees.

LUNCH
Grilled Cheese with or without Branola

American Chop Suey

Spaghetti/Tomato Sauce

Macaroni, Lentil St Tomatoes

DINNER
Chicken Breast with Rice Stuffing

Black-Eyed Peas

Pastabilities

Ravioli Alfredo

ACROSS
1 Extreme
6 Highest point

10 Farm baby
1

4

Hymn of praise

1

5

Scottish group

16 China/Russia
divider

1

7

Ousts from
power

19 Judge s garment

20 Tom. Dick or

Harry
21 Assist

22 Snagged (a fish)

24 007. James —
26 Fine horse
27 Angry
30 Ecstatic

34 Ekberg of films

35 Eastwood of

films

36 "Bom in the —

"

37 Spanish hero
El —

38 "Masterpiece
Theater" host

39 Dine
40 Timetable into

41 Strong point

42 Earnest
requests

44 Gets off the
mountain

46 Scribble

47 Healthful grains

48 Homeless child

49 Fiesta item

52 Fourteen.
Roman style

53 Story
57 Smell
58 Rival

61 Pea holders

62 Orchard unit

63 Tag —
accompany

64 "Do it or — !"

65 Juniors
66 Sorts

DOWN
1

"— my word!'

2 Molten rock

3 Swarm (with)

4 Cheese dish

5 Crawling insect

6 Bitter

7 Dolt

8 Gullet

9 Cherish as
sacred

10 Health-store
items

1

1

One way to

run?
12 Oiliob
1 3 Desi's sidekick

1 8 Be suspended
23 Brewer's oven
25 Stop — dime
26 Similar

27 Looked toward
28 Join torces

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

W
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54 98

29 Golden guy9

30 Stains

31 Welded
together

32 Ordinary

33 Expire

35 Firewood units

38 Gets hold ot

41 Hero's deed

42 Luau tare

43 In a pompous
manner

45 Rough
46 Humorist Barry

United Fealure Syndicate

48 Uses a towel

49 Vatican head
50 Matinee man
51 Head motions

52 Comic-book
group

54 On the summit
55 Solitary

56 Units of

energy
59 Conquistador's

gold

60 Make
lace

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Cutlet Sarwrwkh

Turkey Tetra_zini

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

DINNER
Chicken Breast with Rice Stuffing

Spaghetti/Italian Sweet Sausage,

Tomato Sauce

Berkshire

LUNCH
Turkey Tetrazzini

Hamburger on a Roll

Lentil Chili

DINNER
Chicken Breast with Rice Stuffing

Shrimp and Sausage |ambalaya

Penne with Tomatoes and Spinach

Pastabilities
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Strawberry Softball captures 4th straight A-l crown
IS once again Henderson sets record

ready to play for strikeouts in series

By Ronald Mum
Associated Press

By Casey Kane
Collegian StaH

Nt H ^ ORk - Darryl Strawberry

isn't looking back, and who can

blame him '

In l»NI. he was at the top of the

baseball world, an eight-time All-Star

with a U.'ilJ MM ring. 280 career

homers and a $20 million contract

He was just 2 1* and MO homers

teemed probable. 600 possible

jintamrnl Me certainly seemed

to be headed there.

Then came injuries, alcohol, cocaine

andatriptuthcrWitv Km J center.

1 1 got worse: a federal com*
an tax charges, a 60-day suspension

following a positive drug test, more

trips to court over spousal support

\ajor league team wanted him

and he wound up with the St. Paul

Saints in the Northern League \nd

when the Yankees finally did sign him.

he was injured more often than not

Fast forward to this spring. Those

biceps are bulging again. The fans are

chanting "Oar-ryl* again.

The power is back in his bat And
the cgo-dnven attitude is gone.

"I don't want to be a star." he said.

"I just want to be a player I had my
days of what they call stardom
That's not important to me What '
important to me is to en|oy my lite

and help other people who are having

The 56-ycar old outfielder had a

team-leading seven homers following

hss grand slam in Saturday night's 1 2-

6 win at Kansas City His 545 aver

age was second on the all-star packed

rotter, hit 18 RBIs were third, and he

won a player of the week award for

the first time in seven ycr

Strawberry is a threat once again

"Rather than look back at what I

could have accomplished. I look at

what I do today and what I have

left.* he said "If I can continue to

focus on that. I think I can accom-

plish a lot before it's over."

Yankees manager |oe Torre

noticed the difference as soon as

spring training started in February

Strawberry had worked hard recover

ing from knee surgery, and molded

his body into its leanest, most-chis-

eled form in years.

"When I saw that this spring. I was

encouraged and felt he was back

totally," Torre said.

In the 1980s, Strawberry was the

stud the New York Mets built their

team around Along with Gary
Carter. Keith Hernandez and Dw ight

Cooden. he led the Met* to the

World Series title in 1986 and an M.
East championship in 1988.

Sick of pressure from fans and the

tabloids, he left New York after the

1990 season and signed with Los

Angeles. But because of his drug and

alcohol problems the Dodgers
released him in 1994. and the San

Francisco Giants axed him following

the positive drug test the next year.

By the time he returned to the

majors with the Yankees in luly

1996. his personality seemed to be

changing, but there was a trace of

bitterness. Playing in the Northern

League, his salary was down to

$2,000 a month as he tried to attract

interest from major league team*

"St. Paul was a very humbling expe-

rience for me." he has said. "It allowed

me to find out who I am as a person. It

allowed me to have no pride. It showed

me baseball was fun again."

He had flashes of brilliance: a

three-homer game against Kansas

City in August 1996. two homers
against Baltimore in Game 4 of that

year's AL championship series and a

three-run homer the following day in

the pennant clincher.

But he had just 28 at-bats over

II games in 1997. and spent nearly

the entire offseason on a rehabilita-

tion program at the Yankees' com-

plex in Tampa. Fla. While not pre-

dicting a "monster year," as he

often did when he played for the

Mets. he said he would surprise

people with a 25-homer, 100 RBI

season.

"He's still has a lot of talent and a

lot of ability." said teammate David

Cone, also a teammate on the Mets

for four seasons. "He's been a perfect

fit and a model citizen. He's done a

great job."

It was 1991 when Strawberry last

topped 20 homers, and 1990 when
he last reached 100 RBIs. looking

back at those numbers is a reminder

at what could have been.

"No regrets." he said, "because

they were part of life's mistakes. We
learn from our life's mistakes and we
move forward. I've made these mis-

takes, and hopefully you can correct

it and move on."

Danielle Henderson showed why she was named the

Atlantic 10 Pitcher of the Year for the second consecu-

tive year by netting a new conference record for cham-

pionship -cue* WlttaOBU as the UMass Softball team

captured its fourth A- 10 title in a row at Rhode
Island

The Minutewomen downed Virginia Tech 5-1 in the

championship yesterday UMass beat the Hokies, 8-0.

in the team* first series game and dropped St

loseph's. 5-0. to advance to the finals Virginia lech

topped Davton and the Hawks for the honor of facing

I Mast.

Henderson, who was named the tournament's Most

Outstanding Player, tied another record — which she

set Saturday wnh 16 Ks in yesterday's final game

She did not walk a batter

Henderson has a perfect 8-0 record in the confer

ence championships and with her performance this

weekend broke the 80O strikeout plateau Her 565 Kt

this mam rank ninth on the NCAA's all-time single

season Mat, two behind South Carolina's Trinity

lohnson. who fanned 567 in 1995

Henderson designated player Kelly Buckley, first

jn kirn Gutridge, catcher Nicole Faesslcr and

outlielder frames Osier were all named to the

Ml Championship team
t the Minutewomen staked themselves to a 1-0

lead in the bottom of the fifth inning as Mandy Galas

scored on Virginia Tech's error, the Hokies came
back to tie things up in the top of the next frame

Shortstop Michelle Meadows, who was named to the

all tourney learn for Vermont, drove in a run off a

double to left

I Mass trcshtnan Annie Smith returned the favor

with a double to center in the next half of the inning

thai brought in Beckv George and Buckley for the

win
With ihc win in the championship. UMast ties a

record for wins in a season with their 41>-I2 mark.

The Minutewomen will now face America East cham

piofl Hofttra In an NCAA play-in doubleheader

Thursday at 2 50 p m If the Minutewomen and

living l>uuhwomcn spin the games, a deciding con-

test will he played on May 8 at Dutch Diamond in

ipstead. N V

On Saturday. Henderson picked up a win with her

20th shutout of the season at the Minutewomen beat

St. "oe's in the semifinals. Faessler drilled a tolo home
run and Gutridge was 2-for-5 with a double and an

RBI to fire UMass' offense.

The Hokies advanced the yesterday's game after

beating both Dayton and St loseph't.

Danielle Henderson was named the Atlantic 10 Pitcher

Minutewomen tried for another conference title

Brown walks away with win, UM's postseason
By Casey Kane
aileev ir MM
An inspired effort by the Brown

men's lacrosse team
proved to be too much
for Ma**achuseii* M
contain as the

Minutemen dropped
their final regular season game —
and with it their tournament hopes

— in a 14-7 defeat.

Coming into the game, the Bears

Brown

Massachusetts

sported a 5-9 record that belied the

team's talent, while UMast stood at

7-4 and hoping to make a case kg

the NCAA tournament selection

show.

What resulted

was a first half

that epitomized the

UMass- Brown
a tecond half in which

atoned for their less

than spectacular season.

"You've got to give a lot of credit

rivalry and
the Bears

to Brown, they played well." UMass
coach Greg Cannella said "But we
had plenty of opportunities that we
didn't connect on."

I Mass did hit paydirt on its very

nance when leff Seals grabbed

the opening faccoff and fed Mike

DelPercio. who one-timed the ball

past Brown goaltender Strider

Dickson at 14 55

Brown responded three minutes

later as led Dewick tallied the first of

hi* six on the afternoon

lay Negus gave UMass another

edge with just over six minutes

remaining in the firsi quarter but

again Dewick returned the favor

With 5 07 left. DelPercio tacked on

his second goal with a sidearm shot

out of traffic to finish the opening

period scoring

Still, the goal total didn't accurate

\s reflect the control I Mass had in

the first quarter. The Minutemen put

19 shots on Dickson but only walked

awav with a trio of goals, a fact that

got a one word reaction from
Cannella.

"Wow." he said, staking hi* head

Lnfortunalelv for the Minutemen.

the first quarter represented the most

cohesive offensive sur^c of tin- aftet

noon. In the HCO»d frame.

DelPercio heat DfeksCW again and

Alex Racioppi fired home a shot

while crossing in from 04 tru

That was all UMass o>uld muster

until six minutes into the final quarter

Turn to LACROSSE page 6

Tournament picture

doesnt include L7M
By Brett Mauser
Collegian Start

IOHMA KANSANtN / COIL! GIAN

Senior Mike DelPercio finished with four goals, but it wasn't enough as

UMass fell to visiting Brown, 14-7.

The lesson learned from the Massachusetts men's lacrosse

team's 14 ft loss to Brown is to MM underestimate the

power of a heated rivalry. Despite having a 5-9 record, all

that was really needed was a loose attitude and an all-out

performance on senior day.

Midway through the year, playing in the NCAA tourna-

ment could have been taken for granted after moving to 6-0

with a 10-4 victors over the Army Cadets. Then the power

of college lacrosse came to town in the form of Duke, with

the Blue Devils embarrassing the Minutemen in front of a

packed house winning 15-4. From then on. the wind died

down and the sail stood still. As the Minutemen stood in

place, they fell behind the rest of the field, eventually falling

out of contention for one of the 1 2 bids in the tournament.

With the absence of UMass (7-5) in the brackets

announced yesterday comes the end of nine fine careers on

the Amherst campus, including the entire starting defense.

The midficld will also have its holes upon the graduation of

co-captains Mike DelPercio and P.O. Massey. assist leader

Chris Martens and Chris Robbins. Spot attackman Henry

Turn to SIDE, page 6

IOHMA HANSANIN ' fOllK.IAN

Jeremy Guski and the UMass offense couldn't work
around their defenders Saturday as Brown ran away
with a 14-7 win at Richard F Garber Field.

Spring game marks the beginning of Mark Whipple era
By Brett Mauser

Collegian Staff

In football, there's never enough
practice time. After last year's 2-9

record, the arrival of coach Mark
Whipple I run i Brown has installed new-

found life in the Massachusetts football

team.

The big hits and the acrobatic catches

are miles down the road, but it all

kicked off on Saturday at the annual

spring game at Warren McGuirk
Alumni Stadium

Whipple, who is one of football's

most renowned offensive minds, has

jumpstarted the Minuteman offense

with a wide-open aerial attack and a

new attitude.

The two squads combined for 515

yards passing, spreading the field for

the running game the Minutemen
perennially bring to the table, as

Maroon defeated White 19-15.

The Minutemen eclipsed the

19-point-mark only twice all of last

season, both losses.

Whipple's first recruiting class should

add numerous changes to the everyday

lineup, cspecialK m the mold of junior

college transfer Todd Bankhead, who
looks to have a step on junior |efl Smith

and freshman Kelly Seirx-rt tor the start-

ing quarterback position Bankhead
struggled in his first action, connecting

on only 6-of 25 passes for 185 yards

and a touchdown. Smith saw the most

action of the day, making the most of it.

completing on 18-of-57 attempts (,„

I K5 yards and a touchdown.

Last year, the air game was the worst

in the Atlantic 10 conference, being

doubled up by opponents in yardage

and tripled in touchdowns. This all

included a 10-yard performance in I

49-6 loss to Maine.

The scoring opened with a 92-yard

touchdown pass in the first quarter from

Bankhead to tophomotf wide receiver

I lamilton to give the White squad

a 6-0 lead alter llic point after was
blocked. Maroon responded in the sex

ond frame after Seibert hit |im I'i/.nio

from IS yardsout
Seibert found redshirt freshman Kric

Bross for a 55-yard touchdown to

extend Maroon's lead to 13 6.

Maroons lamie I lolston then put the

game out of reach by scampering fo 64
yards up the middle.
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Experiments in

Sound

The imagination
of pop is alive and0) p'..p

wt-ll Fi.lfor once you'll

listen to a record
and actuary feet like

you got somewhere
worth going to
Check out our
review (see Arts 6
LNmg, pg 5)

Close, but

no cigar

Muchie Oaglierr

drove in a pair of

rum. but it wasn't
enough, as St

Bonaventure
downed the
Massachusetts base-

ball team S 4 yei

terday in the A- 10
finale for UMav>
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UM Alliance Queer Fest

highlights GLBT pride

Tuesday, May 5, 1998

By Anna Feder

Collegian Staff

WORLD

Peace talks stalled

with blockade dispute

ISLAMABAD. Pakistan (AP) — A
dispute over blockades hemming
in thousands of malnourished
Afghans on Sunday broke down
peace talks that had come tantafcz

ingfy close to encfcng two decades

of bitter contact

"They have been suspended
indefinitely." said lames Ngobe,

the U N representative at the trou-

bled talis

The Taliban mdrtia. which wants

a ruling government of Islamic

scholars in place before the block-

ades are lifted, accused UN medi-

ators of favoring its northern

alliance enemies, who want the

blockades brought down immedi-

ately

The northern-based opposition

ostensibly walked out of the talks

to protest the Taliban's decision to

reduce its negotiating team from

Ave to one — but it was dear that

the roadblocks were at the center

of the dispute

NATION

Suit claims Macy's

negligence in accident

NEW YORK (AP) — A spectator

who was injured when a giant bal-

loon at the Macy's Thanksgiving

Day Parade went out of control

sued the department store yester-

day for 1 395 m*on
Kathleen Caronna. 54, was in a

coma for almost a month after a

hunk of metal struck her in the

head when fierce wind sent the Cat

in the Hat baUoon careening into a

lamppost as she watched the

parade

The state Supreme Court lawsuit,

which also names the city as a

defendant, claims Macy's was care-

less, reckless and negligent in its

operation of the Nov 27 parade

and disregarded the dangers to the

public.

Debris rained on Mrs Caronna

and other spectators just moments

after she handed her baby son to

her husband At least three other

people were injured but not as seri-

ously as Mrs Caronna, who suf-

fered a fractured skull, brain dam-

age and impaired vision. Mrs.

Caronna, a brokerage house com-

pliance officer, has returned home
from the Kessler Institute, a rehabil-

itation facility in East Orange,

N | Dpolice and transportation

departments, and others, including

companies that built and wired the

lamppost.

Ronnie Taffet, Macy's vke presi-

dent for public relations, and David

Goldin, a lawyer for the city,

wouldn't comment.

EXTENDED FORECAST

Today Wednesday Thursday

1$! W *F
HtGH: 75 HIGH: 68 HIGH: 74

LOW: 54 LOW: 55 LOW: 53

Despite Thursday - heat, festivities lor this year's

Queei I est proceeded with all due enthusiasm on the

I imetsity of Massachusetts campus pond lawn

Hie event, which was hosted b> Pride Alliance and

the Stonewall Center was an oasis ol music, poetry, the

ater. information and MMMOVIM which ran from 10

a.m. to 4 p.m.

The performances were hosted by Connie Lingus I he

UMass Theater Guild presented a KMM ffOfi their

upcoming play Attach in Anitrna which is opening this

Thursday Also in the line up was local folk singer

I inee who played songs from her first full length CD.

Hard QtMfttasI I "He has opened for lewel and Ani

Ihlranco and recently won the VWIMP Battle of the

Bands
Among the main atliuclions were games aimed at

poking fun at various public figures I c«r a dollar one

could test their pitching skills playing "dunk the politi

uan" and potential!) soak a siand in for Pat Buchanan

Newt Gingrich The bodal Thought and Political

I uomv Department, anothei sponsor hosted "pin the

tail on the homophobc In ticking a pride flag on

Senator (esse Helms
The evening events, which took place in the campus

center ballroom began later than expected with a drag

show The Grotto Boys began and ended the set with

popular Village People covers. Among the highlights

were performances of Bjork's "It's Oh So Quiet" by

Kira Bombshell and Radiohead's "Creep" by the Grotto

Drag King.

The next event was a bachelor charity auction to raise

lunds for Gay and Lesbian Advocacy and Defenders, a

pro bono legal group that represents individuals who
are discriminated against or harassed. All fifteen bache

Ion were auctioned off raising almost five hundred dol-

lars for the cause The bachelors and their dates attend

ed a private party generously hosted by the Grotto

I ndav night

Among the auctionees was Sharon, one of the Grotto

Boys and an expensive date who was purchased for $90.

!: s for a good cause so I feel good [about it). I'm hav-

ing a good time." Sharon said

The day's events ended with a semi formal dance

which lasted until 1 a.m. with D.|. Dave Keating plaving

techno and 70 « music hive College students and com

munit) members danced side bv side to celebrate

GUI hide
Kate Geyer. a junior philosophy major and the

Chair of the Pride Alliance was pleased with the out

d Queer fest "It was a really positive event, the

whole community got involved We think it went really

well We basically started from scratch Now we feel we

have an event we can put on every year," Geyer said.

Cool cat guitar guy
MtMCVO COUJCMM

Funkestra's Bruce Bass was spotted Saturday night at Central's

Springiest this weekend.

AnnualGLBT March
mixes advocacy& arts
By Dylan Larke

Collegian Staff

amMT couicuh

The drag show raged last thursday at the UMass Queerfest sponsored by the Pnde Alliance

Unabomber sentenced; families react
By Linda Daursch

Associated Press

SACRAMENTO. Calif —
Unflinching and unrepentant.

Unabomber Theodore Kac7ynski was

given four life sentences yesterday as

the families of his victims prayed

aloud for his eternal damnation and

demanded that he be locked up 'io

far down that when he dies he'll he-

closer to hell."

"He's diabolical, evil, cunning, a

murderer." said Susan MoMT, vhoM
husband. Thomas Mosser. died before

her eyes in New lersey after he

opened a bomb sent by Kac/ynski

The outcome of the sentencing was

never in doubt: US. District judge

Garland Burrell ir gave the 55

old former mathematician four life

sentences plus 50 years, as spelled out

in a plea bargain reached in lanuary.

Kaczynski's plea spared him the death

penalty and a trial in which his

lawyers planned to portray him.

against his will ,is deranged.

When given a chance to address the

court. Kac7snski. the man whose
35.000-word' manifesto against the

evils of technology filled eight news

paper pages, spoke only briefly, offer-

ing no apologies and no explanations

He strode to a courtroom lectern

and. in a high-pitched nasal voice.

complained that the government had

lied about his anti-technology philoso

phy and was 'discrediting me person-

al lv" "I ask only that people reserve

judgment on me and the Unabomber

case." K.ic/Miski said. He said he

would explain his motives at a future

time

In imposing the sentence, the judge

said. "The defendant committed
unspeakable and monstrous crimes

foi which he shows utterly no
remorse ." He added that he feared

Kae/vnski would try to kill again if

not closely watched.

The Unabomber. so named because

he targeted university professors and

airlines as well as others in his ami

technology terrorist campaign, killed

three men and injured 29 others in 1

6

attacks between 1978 and 1995.

The attacks ended with Kaczysnki 'a

capture at his Montana shack in April

1996. He was caught after his brother

notified the FBI that Kaczynski's let

ters bore a resemblance to the

Unabomber manifesto published

under pressure in The Washington

Post The plea bargain covered the

three deaths and the mannings of two

scientists. As part of the plea bargain.

Kaczynski acknowledged responsibili

ty for all of the Unabomber attacks.

He will be sent to a high-security

federal prison, possibly in Lompoc or

in Colorado.

At the sentencing, six of the

Unabomber survivors came forward

to describe their grief, pain and anger.

Most sat in the witness box. face to-

face with the man they addressed as

"Ted" and denounced as the personifi-

Turn to BOMBER page 2

NORTHAMPTON — The 17th

annual Lesbian. Gav. Bisexual, and

Transgender (GLBT) Pride March
stepped off at noon from Craft

Avenue last Saturday afternoon

GLBT people and their hetero-

sexual allies marched to the

Tri county fairground arena rally

site where vendors 1 1 speakers and

performers entertained marchers
until 4 p.m.

Five University of Massachusetts

affiliated GLBT groups marched in

the parade from the Stonewall

Center; both the undergraduate and

graduate GLBT groups. Queer Peer

Education, and the spC>.ial housing

2 in 20 Floor for GLBT and ally

students participated in the march

At the Tri-county fairground

arena. The Grotto Girrrls were RrW

to go on stage. The Grotto Girrrls

are five dancers who perform on

Wednesday nights at the Grotto a

Northampton night club

Northampton Mayor Mary Ford

then read her proclamation declar-

ing Northampton Pride the official

day of recognition for GLBT per-

sons in the citv

Later. 14-year-old Nicholas
Carman spoke about his experi

ences of being a multi-racial and

transgender male to female youth.

Carman, an eighth grade honor stu-

dent in Springfield, enjoys sports.

singing, and music, and is "out"

both at home and in school.

lohn Cobbins II. a 17-year-old.

multi-racial bisexual voung man in

1 0th grade at the Science and
High School in

Springfield, spoke next Cobbins,

who came out at 15. spoke of his

experiences.

"Coming out has been hard, but

worth it." Cobbins said. Cobbins,

who lives in foster care with two
gay men. is an activist who speaks

•udents across Massachusetts on
GLBT issues.

Next to speak was Valerie

Yanford. a 20-year-old black/white

and lesbian/bi curious cosmetolo-

gist, who lives in Springfield.

Yanford. originally from a rural

town, has spoken through numer-

ous speaking bureaus across
Massachusetts and identifies herself

as an outspoken, multi- pierced

political activist within the GLBT
community.

Following Yanford was Linee. a

local musician who has just pro-

duced and recorded her first full

length CD. Hard Questions and has

also played at numerous colleges

and clubs across New England.
Linee has shared stages with lewel.

Ani Difranco and lonathan Brooke.

Linee recently performed at the

UMass Queer Fest '98 and the

Berkshire Stonewall Community
Coalition Festival. Linee will be
performing at this year's

Washington. D.C. Pride March on

|une 7th.

Peace talks continuing in Britain; Albright extends sessions

By Karin Laub

Associated Press

ON THE INTERNET

www.umass.adu/rso/cole4jian

LONDON — Mideast peace talks

teetered between breakdown and

breakthrough yesterday, with YmtM
Arafat declaring "today is the day,

now is the moment" as Sectci.uv ol

State Madeleine Albright met »ep«-

rately with him and Israeli Prime-

Minister Benjamin Netanyahu.

Albright scheduled extra rounds ol

separate talks with the Israeli and

Palestinian leaders

"We are hoping for the best and

preparing for the worst." Albright s

spokesman, lames P. Rubin laid,

before Albright entered Iki second

meeting of the day with Netanyahu.

"Clearly the timetable has been

extended." Rubin said. "WV « *
so slightly more hopeful."

But he told reporters that we do

not have compelling evidence the

meetings will yield a breakthrough"

and warned of "grave risks of disillu-

sionment and violence in the Middle

I ast Netanyahu, who began the day

saying he did not expect much
progress, softened his tune after an

unexpectedly long 4 1/2-hour meet-

ing with the secretary of state.

"We want to bring about a break-

through. We also want to bring about

an end to the suffering and the con-

flict between the two peoples,"

Netanyahu said.

The talks were not scheduled to

include direct face-to-face discussions

between Netanyahu and Arafat. They

first met separately with British

Prime Minister Tony Blair, who was
hosting the meetings, and then in

turn with Albright, the principal

mediator. Arafat agreed to an
Albright request to remain an extra

day in London so that the Americans

can try to achieve a breakthrough,

said Nabil Shaath, the Palestinian

planning minister. He said Arafat

"most likely" would meet Albright

again yesterday later in the day.

Another Palestinian negotiator. Saeb

Erekat. claimed that Netanyahu "pre-

sented nothing whatsoever" in his

talks with Albright and was simply

drawing out the process

Arafat looked grim as he returned

to his hotel after a 90-minute session

with Albright during the afternoon.

As the morning began. Netanyahu

and Arafat drove in separate motor-

cades in brilliant sunshine, moving

swiftly through the British capital.

Outside Blair's Downing Street

office, rival protesters shouted at each

other. A few dozen Arab demonstra-

tors waved black flags and banners

with slogan "Peace process go to hell!"

and chanted "God is great!"

Five yards away, a small group of

pro-Israelis shouted back, "Give

peace a chance!"

Initial discussions were thought to

center on a U.S. proposal for Israel to

withdraw from an additional I 5 per-

cent of the West Bank. Israeli offi

cials at first indicated no more than

nine percent of the land could be

ceded to the Palestinians, but recently

indicated Netanyahu may agree to 1

1

percent, beyond 27 percent already

turned over.

Arafat has said if he does not get

what he wants through negotiations.

he will declare Palestinian statehood

unilaterally next May.

Netanyahu's comments suggested

that he and Albright had explored a

different formula, perhaps one that

would advance areas other than the

land dispute.

Netanyahu said he and Albright

had discussed a wide range of topics,

and added that some issues would
have to be referred to the Israeli

Cabinet.

Hard-line Israeli parliament mem-
bers have threatened to try to oust

Netanyahu if he gives away more
than the agreed 9 percent of the West

Bank.

Asked whether he might meet
directly with Arafat rather than nego-

tiating through Albright. Netanyahu

said: "We are all here in the same
town. Physically it is possible. All

three of us have to judge the benefit

of such a meeting."

The two last met in October.

Arafat offered little hint of a break-

through after a morning session with

Hlaii.

"For the moment, no progress yet,"

Arafat told reporters as he left

Downing Street. He criticized

Netanyahu for continuing to allow new
lewish settlements on the occupied

\\ bM Bank, and urged him to accept

the American withdrawal plan.
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Sign of spring
Blooming tubps planted on campus define a beautiful spnng day
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Campus Police Log
Accident — Properly Damage
May 1

A vehicle struck a traffic sign

and island on Infirmary Way.
A vehicle struck a curb on

Hicks Way.

Animal Complaint
May 2

Resident- from Emerson
ki'-idence Hall reported a bat in

the hallway.

May I

Cows were reported loose from

the Deerlield farm, the manager
was called in

BAE/Burglary
May 1

An individual frosj Bictt

Residence Hall reported j \iK
stolen from room

Disturbance

May I

Linda Accime. II ol 24K
Kelton St Brighton was arrested

on Msseechusetls Avenue foi di-

orderly conduct

Vila 2
Individuals were reported on

the roof of Buiterfield Residence
Hall

Unruly indmdu.il-> wctc thro*

ing bottles at police officers while

Bar) >» a- ( losing down during

Bowl Day on Orchard Hill Mm
Domestic Disturbance

May /

lohn A. Dutkiewicz. 20, of 220
Charing Way. Mt. Laurel. N.J.,

was arrested in Pierpont
Residence Hall for disorderly con

duct and domestic assault and bat-

tery.

Health and Safety Hazard
May 1

A fire in McNamara Residence

Hall smoking lounge wav extin-

guished b> residential Naff.

Larceny

Me? /

An individual from Kennedy
Residence Hall reported personal

check- stolen from room and
vj-hed

A individual from Coolldga
Residence Hall reported a credit

card was alOSM and illegalK used

Key I

An individual liom lohn Adam-
Residence Hall reported cash and

credit cards stolen liom room

Liquor Lav* Violations

May 2
Christopher W lackson. 18. of

1% S I M Main St Oouglas was

tad on Massachusetts Avenue
lot illegal possession of liquor,

unlawtullv ttSfBtportsag liquor and

not having hi- license in posses

sion

Traffic Slop

May 2
Rasheed Harris, 24. of 158D

Oakdalc St., New Bedford was

Treated on Massachusetts Avenue

with three warrants

May J

Andrew T Lame, 19. of 169

Rolling Green Apartments

Amherst, was arrested on North

Pleasant Street with a warrant.

Vandalism

M« '

Senual graffiti was written on

the wall in McNamara Residence

Hall

A vehicle in parking lot 49 on

Windmill lane was damaged.

Hey 2

Jeffrey R Stlouis, i« of 28

Rocky Pond Rd.. Princeton wa-

led cxi Massachusetts Avenue

for illegal possession of liquor

disorder!] conduct and four

counts of attempting to commit a

crime; wanton destruction tit

property less than $250
The telecommunication box was

damaged at Moore Residence

Hall

Satanic graffiti was written on

the entire 4th floor of Chadboume
Keeidence Hall

The 111 card reader was ripped

from wall at MacKimmic
Residence Hall

Swastikas were written in the

elevator of McNamara Residence

Hall

Last Call

S Mill ier
CU+f L<iari» <W«ul «eW«.

Vita laaa f t.

44 Main St . Amherst

(413)256-1261
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AUDITIONS FOR

Not Ready m.
For Bedtime

Players

OEJUMT

Wednesday, May 6,

7:00pm Campus Center Rm. 165
For morn information call the Health Education Division of the

UrtfveraMy Health Services and ask for Sally 577-5181

bomber
confirmed from page I

cation of evil

*l lost my innocence to this man.
and I fight daily to And the carefree

happiness that was taken from me."

sobbed Garv \\ tight who was
maimed bv a bomb he opened in

1987 in Salt Like Ut\ and still finds

hards of shrapnel in his skin

Geneticist Or Chatle- 1 patain,

who lost some of his hearing and pan

of his hand in a Unabotnber attack,

bitterly addressed Kacryn-ki

taon to accept a plea bargain calling

him a coward out to save his own
neck

"I reject the notion that your men
lal state excuses what you did." he

said "By some convoluted form of

logic, you were portrayed as a victim

of a prosecutor who would
deranged man put to death

"

in i veil. I p-tein.

lee a Harvard educated physician,

invoked the biblical precept- ot hei

K-vii-h faith Kor those he blinded, she

said, "may vour eve- be blinded bv

daikness lo the incredible beauts of

the sun. the moon and the Mars." And
for those who lost their hearing, "may

you become deaf as your eardrums
implode from stony silence."

"And may your eventual death
occur in the way you lived, in a soli-

tary manner, without compassion or

love." Mrs. Epstein said. Mrs. Moaaer

told the )udge "lock him so far down

that when he dies he'll be closer to

hell, where the devil belongs."

id Gelemier. a Yale University

computer scientist who lost pan of a

hand, did not appear He sent a writ

ten statement in which he »jid

n-ki should have been put SO

death

"We took the ea-v vvav out hi

said, "by deciding to let him live IL

is in the same category as plague and

cancer, creating widow I and
i >rphan-

He and other I kiiiii M
Kaczynski's brother. David, for turn

ing in his brother. During the hearing

the defendant never looked at hi-

brothcr.

Something

& University Pro

Concerte preeetrt:

Fridau, Mau 8
Comedians

Michael Winslow &
Bill Bellamy

Fine Arts Center

8PM
S3 UMass Students w ID

Mondavi, Mau 11

Comedienne:

Mel.anie Com.archo

Bowker Auditorium

8PM
Movie following

performance

Good Will Hunting

FREE

Tuesday Mau 12
Comedian

Wayne David Smith

Bowker Auditorium

8PM
Movie folowmg

performance

•Good Will. Hunting

FREE

Wednesday, Mau 13
Improv Group

Comedy Sport?

Bowker Auditorium

8PM
Movie following

perfon

"Good Will Hunting'

FREE

lucttone

Monday, May 4

Save 25%
off trie ttKeted price on specialty selected

items on the Campus Center Concourse 1

Tuesday, May 5

Save 45%
oft the ticketed prce on spectasy selected

Bern* on the Campus Center Concourse'

Wednesday, May 6

Save 60%
off the ticketed price on speclcey selected

Items on the Campus Center concourse'

Tnyrsday, May 7

Save 75%
r>* ticketed t>ce on apedefly selected

May 4-8,1998
9am to 5pm

On the Campus Center Concourse
across from UStore.

Take a chance and save big

on great stuff! But don't wait

too long, or someone else will

get the best stuff!

University ot Massachusetts Campus Center
Amherst, MA

413-545-2619

Open M-F 9 to 5, Sat. 1 1 to 4
MC. Visa, AMEX. Discover and UCard

cheerfully accepted

Susan Mc Dougal faces more time

in jail; refuses to answer questions
By Pate Yost

Associated Press

Macaroni or hardware?
Some funky looking pipes were seen at the Big Y construction site.

LITTLE ROCK. Ark — Former
Whitewater partnet Susan \K Dougal

was charged yesterdei with three

felonies for ret using to tell u grand jury

what ^hc kiiovc- about the fM Canary's

business dealings including a prv\tous-

I) undisclosed check ••he marked with

the words "Pas off Clinton
"

The indictment »j- handed down b\

a grand jur> lieie that wuppnig up

two years of Whitewaier-iclaicd invest]-

gation. It threaten-, to pumvh Ml
McDougal with peon wan of

\

time for her feisty and high -profile cam

paign to refuse answering prosecutor*

question*.

Ms. McDougal. 4 V was charged with

two count* ol criminal contempt for

refusing to answer grand jury question*,

in September l^b jn J again last

month, and one count of obstruction of

justice. Her lawyei cowed |0 take the

case to trial, and to use such a trial to

examine recent eflOfMtOM that one ot

the prosecution witnesses in an earlier

case against hi* client had been paid by

con-ci.jme .mi.
I
1'iesident and

Mrs. Clinton

"She is not going to be bullied b>

them." attorney Mark Cieijgos Mid.

indicting he would subpoena
Independent Counsel Kenneth Starr

and his top deputy a* witnesses.

Sum spokesman Charles Bakaly said

Mrt Slv Dougal had been granted

immunity from prosecution in exchange

lor hei teMiiiiim\ and had D

grounds for rvtuMng a judge's order to

i ate. "There is not a constitutional

right not to answer questions " he said.

also accusing the president of "inject-

ing" himself uuo the highly public feud

between prosecutors and Ms.

McDougal with comments he made in

interviews

That allegation drew a sharp retort

from Clinton's private attorney.

Stair "through his public relations

officci has seen fit to assert that the

president somehow improperly injected

himself into the investigation." David

Kendall said. "This claim is wholly

false."

"The president's statements have

been both accurate and appropriate,"

the lawyer added. "It is for the public IP

judge what the independent counsel-

motivations may be."

Starr i**ued a statement saying the

indictment did not accuse the president

of wrongdoing, but court documents

attached 10 the indictment revealed pre

ck.u*l\ undisclosed evidence affecting

Clinton

In videotaped testimony submitted in

I *Nb during Mrs McDougal's first trial.

Clinton testified under oath in 1996 he

never had any loons or financial deal-

ings with the failed Madison Guaranty

Savings & Loan owned by McDougal

and her late ex-husband, lames. The

indictment include* a partial transenpt

.it Mr* McDougal * last grand jury

appearance in which she was conirmu

ed by prosecutors with a SVDMI 82

check she signed over to Madts.n
Guaranty that was marked "p.

Clinton
"

The check from Augu*t I*l8t was

drawn on a McDougal account and

paid to the S&L that eventually failed,

the court record said. "Since your last

appearance before the grand jury in

September 1996 we have been able to

obtain a copy of this check and confirm

it's your handwriting on the check You

signed this check, coire t ' a Stan

prosecutor asked

'May I go out and see my attorney
'

Ms. McDougal asked. Prosecutors do

not *ay in the indictment what they

believe the check was lor. but indicated

the reason they were interested in it wa*

because it related to Clinton * video*

taped testimonv in l*)*)6 "We have

more checks that we could show you if

you would like to see those." the Starr

prosecutor i* quoted a* *avitig in the

transcript.

Displaying the fei*tine** she ha*

shown in her public attack* on

Whitewater prosecutor*. McDougal
answered back "I'll *ec anything you

got. I won't answer your question*
"

Outside the courthou*e where the

indictment was handed down. Bakaly

also asserted that the president, through

the White House counsel, turned down
repeated requests from prosecutors that

he personally urge Mrs McDougal to

cooperate.

"The Office of Independent Counsel

requested that the president urge hi*

former business partner. M
McDougal to testify truthfully before

the grand jury. That request was reject

ed." Bakaly said.

White House Cc*in*«-I Charles F.C.

Ruff said Monday it was 'reckless and

irresponsible" to suggest it was
Clinton's job to urge Ms. McDougal to

do anything The president has always

urged everyone to tell the truth At the

seme time, he understands thai it is not

appropriate fur him to intervene person

alh in this matter." Ruff said.

VW's new Beetle an exciting and safe ride for everyone

By Catherine Strong

Assoc icrtad Press

RUCKIRSMIll Va. —
Volkswagen * New Beetle, a ear

that's already turning heads on the

*trect and luring nostalgic moton*t*

into showrooms, has something else

to boast about: It's rated one of the

safest car* in it* class

In both low speed and high -speed

crash tests, a crash-research institute

ined the New Beetle a* I

pick" for safety in the small-car class

That's a far cry from the original

Beetle, which however much peo-

ple loved it tor reliability and low

cost — had a reputation as a tin can

in accident*

"The old Beetle may have had a lot

of character, but it had a lot of safely

problems This i* ajpj the old Beetle.

They've changed their image when it

conies to safety." said Brian O'Neill.

pu*ident of the Insurance Institute

for Highway Safety

The institute, which is backed by

insurers, is releasing films at a news

conference Monday ol two 40 mph
cta*h tests of the Beetle done last

month at it* *prawling crash-test cen

ter in Ruckersville *R> miles south of

Washington
With an ovenl "good" rating, the

Beetle rated higher than the 1 1 other

small h tested by the insti

tute in recent year* Mo*t ol th«*e

^ai* including the Honda tivu

a Corolla and Ford Escort —
were rated only "acceptable" on safe-

tv \olk*wagen spoke*>nan Tony
Fouladpour *aid the positive crash

test results may help spur even more

of the popular Bug. which has

hmw a smash hit since its reintro-

duction in the Lnited States this year

Reports abound of waiting lists hun

dreds of names long and of cars sell-

thousands of dollars above the

*ticker price

Fouladpour said VW wants to

prove that the cat offer* more than a

nostalgic ride "We knew how impor

tant it was to make sure the car was

incorporating the best safely technol

ogy that we had." he said.

The first Beetle crash test at the

Ruckersville center on a recent after-

noon left it* metallic blue front end

smashed and its hood buckled but its

passenger compartment largely

intact "This is almost as good as it

*aid O Neili. peering into the

front compartment "It's much better

than any small car tested."

The Beetle's head restraint was

rated good, allowing no head in|unes

bags and scat belt *y*tcm were

rated acceptable in both tests.

On the first test, the driver *ide air

bag inflated well then deflated a bit

too quickly when u*ed in combina-

tion with a seat belt *v*tem that

allows siime *lack in a dash to pre-

vent rib injuries The air bag seat belt

system managed the cia*h energy in a

way that indicated the possifV

minor head injurs in an

c t Seill *aid

"This is the balancing act (between

seat belts and air bagsi manufactur-

ers like Volkswagen are trying to deal

with OteeBaeM.
At Volkswagen

the Beetle

beg with smaller vent he*-'' It lared

better. O'Neill said The second test

al«o included a new headrest that

U».ks in place in several settings.

Both the new headrest and air beg

will be in Beetles coming off the pro-

duction line nest month
e the institute aims to get auto

makers to improve their designs,

engineers at the crash center readily

agreed to the second te*t with the

improved safety equipment

In a set of tests on the Beetle's

bumper at 5 mph. the kind of crash

that happens frequently in traffic,

there was onlv S I V4 worth of damage
the he*t result of any I-

small car tested by the institute. Moat

small cars racked up over $ I .Out) in

Those results were released
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Textbook
Buyback ififiH

Campus Center
1st Floor- Room 162 r4SS

Thurs.. 5/1 4-Fri. 5/15

Sat. 5/16

Mon. 5/18-Tues. 5/19

Wed. 5/20-Fri. 5/22

9 AM-5 PM
1 2 AM-4 PM
9 AM-5 PM
9 AM-6 PM

Textbook Annex
Thurs. 5/1 4-Fri. 5/15

Mon. 5/1 8-Fri. 5/22

Tues. 5/26-Wed. 5/27

9 AM-4 PM
9 AM-4 PM
9 AM-4 PM

DIVISION Of CONTINUING EDUCATION

UMass Summer Session 1998

Over ISO
credrt courses

Including:

• Architectural Drawing

• Communtearion Disorders

• Environmental Biotofy

• Culture & Economics of

U.S. Prisons

• Sign Language

• Gaming & Casino

Management

• International Marketing

• Nursing

• Music Education

• Issues In Classroom
Management

• Medical Interpreting &
Translating

• Cobol and Database Design

Classes offered evenings, day-time,

weekends, off and on campus

Part-tame degree
programs, both graduate

and undergraduate

• Bachelor of General Studies

•M.LI.S.
• M.S. in Labor Studies

• Master of Musk Education

• MS. In Plant* SoH Sciences

• Master's In Education

• MBA Professional Program

• RN to BS In Nursing

• Master's Pubtk Policy and

Administration

Session It June 2-July 10

Session lit July 1 4-August 20

variable Sessions

For a free course catalog,

rail 413-5454)107 or e-mail

contined@admln.umass.edu

www.umast.edu/contined/

for updated course information

a quality education at

an affordableprice

Hampden in Southwest
Wed. 5/20-Thurs. 5/21 10 AM-6 PM
Fri. 5/22 1 AM-5 PM
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Th^iZ7TmJ^[>miw^xpr^7^m7urpwe arc those of the individual write r- and Jo not necessarily represent the views of the C9QE

2 1 : the false standard
For most college students. 21 is

the magic number because life

changes dramatically after their

twentv litst birthday. Gone are the

days of brown paper bags and suspi-

eiou-lv clinking backpacks Gone are

the dav- oi licenses from Nebraska

Icaiunng photographs of people who
might look something like you i! you

were an entirely dif-

ferent person. Gone
ate the days of being

called a kid.

I think it's unfortu-

nate that the mile-

stone into adulthood

is marked primarily by

the ability to buy and

drink an alcoholic

beverage in a public

place Hi inking alco-

not what differ

entiates children or

teens Iron) adults.
^^^^^"'™™

although being responsible while

drinking does separate people

However, how people behave around

alcohol has more to do with maturity

and biochemistry than it has to do

with age.

example, last Thursday night I

was in a coffee shop in Northampton

with fnctid- and a drunk man wan-

dered in He proceeded to lit with us

and tell vulgar jokes about pigs and

tattoos on a ___—_—
woman's inner

thighs. which
weren't funny
because they were

so confusing Ms

friend kept offer

ing him a ride

home to prevent

him from driving

but he insisted

that he lived dose

by and would
walk. He abo said

that he had driven

drunk many times and had been

pulled over by cops for driving under

the influence

Contrast that man with me. some-

one half hi* age. who can't go into a

Ak'.vi* Puivhkar

"I think it's unfortu-

nate that the milestone

into adulthood is

marked primarily by

the ability to buy and

drink an alcoholic be\'-

erage in a public

place.

"

bar and order a white Russian in the

United States because I can't handle

tin sell while drinking alcohol,

according to the law. What is frustrat

ing to me also is that 1 have been

drinking alcoholic beverages at meal-

times with my family since I was a

child and I have never acted as fool

ishly as the man from Northampton

did that night and
many nights previous

ly, according to what

he told us about his

personal life.

American college

students love going to

foreign countries like

Mexico and Canada, or

to i.urope. where the

drinking age is "only

18" or "only 16" in

some cases. I don't

know what the statis-

^*******"
tics are for these coun-

tries in terms of Driving Under the

Influence (D.U.I.) convictions, alco-

hol related deaths and rates of alco-

holism, but I do know that their

approach to alcohol consumption is

somewhat different from our own
Most Europeans consume gallons

of alcohol per year, often with their

meals. Most of the young people in

Europe go out to bars and clubs the

way that we do in the United States.

mmma^mmm^m except that they

can drink while

thev re out at a

mush younger

«g«

I think drinking

in public at the

age ol 18 is per

testis a^eptablc
behavior, pros id

ed that people
have been taught

by their families

how to handle

______^__ akohol in an

appropriate way There are kids wh>

come to college without much drink

ing experience due to restrictive par-

ems, and they end up learning about

alcohol the hard way There are also

kids who come to college with

well-established patterns of binge

drinking and other less healthy pat-

terns of alcohol consumption and

related behavior that they learned

from their peers in high school

Unfortunately, some people learn bad

habits from their patents as well

College students have a hard tunc

escaping the presence of alcohol

whether they drink or not Alcohol is

a huge part of many people's social

lives while in college, despite its ille-

gality for a majority of college stu-

dents One reason why alcohol is so

big in the college experience is that it

is extremely easy to obtain alcohol at

-chool it - just a matter of knowing

a few people.

In terms of college students and the

law. the situation is pretty much out

ol control Some schools — like

Princeton — provide free alcohol

Others, like UMass, engage in a hap-

hazard policy of enforcement of the

law and negligence, depending on the

cop or the Resident Assistant (RA)

As much as UMass tries to control its

students in terms of alcohol, u will

never, ever succeed in restricting ille-

gal drinking because there is no real

reason why people who are 18. 19,

end 20 should not drink alcohol.

I think that this country would
have a better handle on the situation

if we weren't haunted by our
Puritanical foundations and the

Prohibition movement in the nine

teenth and twentieth centuries. Our
country is far removed from the era

and ideologies of the Puritans, but the

Prohibitionists were fighting, in part

at least, against the destructive behav-

iors of people caused by or related to

alcohol.

I have seen my fair share of people

who can't handle themselves around

alcohol And I've seen many who can.

I think people would behave more
responsibly if our culture put less

emphasis on how wrong it is to dnnk

and more rtnphaih on how to dnnk

right and still have a grand old time

Alexis Pushkar is a Collegian

columnist-

Notes from the CC basement
In the "Big Catholic Guilt" file: Police are putting up

digital screens on the side of the road to notify driven

of their increased speed, obviously to "guilt us* out of

going too fast. Perhaps somebody should install such a sign

m the center of campus, which would display our decreal

ing GPA's to guilt us out of slopping classes.
•••

For all North Amherst off-campus residents

You'd be amazed at how healthy you can be by just eat-

ing Cumberland Farms food. My housemate

has devised a diet which is literally based on

Crumb Buns. Honey Buns. Orange luice

and sleeves of miniature donuts. I have

taken to supplementing my diet with sport

shakes and pecan spins which - judging by

their flavor — must be about 100 proof. I'd

also Kke to give a shout out to the cashier

who plays techno, whom I always see at 5

am while making late night "Cumby's
runs

."

Hon -he NooTl ruined my sex life

I think I and a select group of others are

cursed, because we would look best with an —^—»^^^—
Adolph Hitler style mustache. But because he decided to

mass execute a couple of million people, I'm prevented

from achieving my optimum level of handsomeness.

I hope the next genocide comes from some dude with a

goatee and washboard abs who drives a |eep Grand
Cherokee.

ass

Maybe they ought to call it the "Hobart Lock-Down."

After sending in a militia to stop a party, perhaps the

police should take the next step and go after actual crimi-

nal-
ass

What is the movie Deep Impact trying to say?

A black man (played by Morgan Freeman) becomes pre-

ident — and suddenly two asteroids are about to hit the

Earth? If- like he threw the whole universe out of whack.
••»

In an unusual addition to National Coming-Out Day.

this year every lesbian on America On-Line revealed they

were in fact men. In related news, the tower library

announced it is actually a gay phallic symbol and that it has

been in love with fellow phallic symbols the PVTA buses

me time now. "Size doesn't matter," the library said.

•*•

Minorities found in Amherst town government!

Much to the shock of the town of Amherst, a minority

member was lound among those attending the Spring

Paul Hayes

Town Meeting The problem was eventually solved when

another Town Meeting member enacted the "lefferey

Amherst clause," and presented the minority member with

a blanket covered in Viagra — the minority member died a

week later of terminal priapism.
•••

The Physical Plant van drivers seem to have a problem —
they follow the speed limit to the letter Being the only

human beings to ever do sush a thing, they have amazed

and befuddled all other drivers — especially

the ones lined up behind them who endure

speeds not in excess of 1 5 mph
The van drivers explained that they were

engaging in a daily funeral procession for

the career of Marcus Camby

A priest and a rabbi walk into the Spoke

The priest says to the rabbi "I haven't had

sex in weeks " The rabbi says "hold on a

minute while I light up a smoke." Suddenly

the Board of Health swings through the

windows, and orders the rabbi to put his

cigarette out. The priest and the rabbi

decide to take their business to
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SGA budget

unfair to JSU

Northampton, and after consuming numerous cups of

sacramental wine and Manischevitz. they attempt to drive

home and die in a gruesome, fiery wreck.
•••

A typical night on America On Line with BisonBison:

SPYTEK2: Have you considered the effect of the break

up of the Soviet Republic in regards to nuclear weapons

regulation? These separate states all control nuclear

weapons, but do not properly maintain them, which could

result in environmental and health disaster. Plus, with the

deregulation concurrent with new state formation, the

threat of a rogue government using weapons of mass

destruction as a means to intimidate or hold control over

other nations is greatly increased.

BisonBison: Have any pics? Wanna cyber?
•••

Anyone who was at Central Day on Saturday saw the

great new band Space Hippies play The band played bluesy

classics and hard-rocking originals, and it was their second

time ever playing together! Among their playlist were "All

Along the Watchtower" and 'Rockin' In the Free World."

and they gave an excellent show. It should be noted that

their frontman Sean Bisallion is also an ace human
beat-box.

Lastly, thank God for |ohn Frusciante's return to the

Chili Peppers. Viva la Red Sox!

Paul Hayes is a Collegian mlumnist.

To the Editor

I am writing this letter as a final call

to action for all students This past

month Hillel's lewish Student Union

has been working with the Senate

Ways and Means Committee of the

Student Government Association

(SGA) to negotiate a fair budget allo-

cation for the next school year. When
the proposals first came out. the lewish

Student Union (JSU) received a cut to

$b.80O from $9,000. over $2,000
equalling a decrease of 21 percent.

What is more outrageous is that a

budget of only $6,800 comes from an

entire SGA budget of $960,000
Which means that Hillel's |SU is

receiving less than I percent of the

total allocation in all the Registered

Student Organizations iRaaOet en

campus The SGA must approve the

budget for 18.000 tftrdeTgradtMHe*

Out of these 18.000 students there

exists a population of 3.000 Jews

almost 17 percent Hillel's |SU has a

high priority goal to open its doors to

lews of ail backgrounds. To complete

our goals under such a large banner it

is necessary for us to have funding that

would be somewhat proportional to

the amount of students we have on

campus. Now certainly you must real-

ize that an allocation of less than 1 per

cent and a population of 1 7 percent do

not add up.

The JSU is both a religious and oil

rural group, so it is necessary to com-

pare our allocation with other groups

of similar background- Manv religious

groups, like the Bom Again Students

in Christ. Inter-Varsity Christian

Fellowship, the Muslim Students

Association and Athletes in Action all

got additional funding, while the JSU

was bitterly cut. African. Latin. Asian.

Native American Affairs (ALANA),
another cultural group on campus,

received $1 30.000 of the SGA budget,

equating to 14 percent of the total

budget. And even though the ALANA
community represents the same 20

percent of students on campus, they

were allocated an amount totally

unproportional to the JSU budget We

>~*":s>». IS
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have no intention of taking away from

the budgets of the ALANA 000000, we
just wish to have our fair share.

With this great difference in propor-

tion ii is necessary to ask why' After

our appeal on April 26 it became obvi

ous to me what the problem is. When
it comes right down to it. we did not

fill our budget request form correal

v

Members of each RSO that is request

ing funding from the SGA must fill out

a budget predicting how each dollar

must be spent. In line with the \\ .iv -

and Means Committee I can see why
this is necessary, to a point The SGA
has the right to know how we are

using the money But this prediction

must be made some time in March,

when all the programming for the year

is completed, the planning for the next

year has only partially been done
Therefore, this budget proposal

true science. A science that

. b> the, Vv .r.

Means CoTrrmrffee whose members

spend an entire year working budgets

However, the students of the |SU do

not focus their attention on the science

of budgets: we program events and

advocate for 3.000 students, certainly

nee and strenuous act within

itself. The result of lack of knowledge

turns into an isolation between the

SGA and any RSO which does not

have a strong connection with it. For

instance, it is no coincidence that the

same agency that got I v percent of

budget allocation also has 20 appoint

ed and automatic seats in the Senate

Aside from political favors, students

that share both a Senate seat and a

membership in another RSO have a

leg-up because they are familiar with

the whole ee implicated system

Certainly the SGA cannot except

every RSO to have one Senator in

SGA. You cannot forget that each

Senator is elected by students, where-

in they have the directive to represent

us. Each senator is given the directive

represent 250 students, including

ones that are in RSO's and those that

are Jewish. And of course this direc-

tive of representation is carried to the

work on the Ways and Means
Committee and the work on the bud-

get process. Therefore, although the

lewish Student Union may not know

the many ins and outs of the budget

process, it can predict a total budget

based on our work in the past and

our goals for the future To make up

for our ignorance, we have the faith

in representation that the members of

the Ways and Means committee will

continue to help us figure out the

exact pieces of this total This year

we were given $9,000 and we spent

nearly everything, if you include our

last three programs this year which

will spend our last $3,000.

Phi- letter serves as one of the last

efforts of the |SU to get help from our

representatives Although the commit

tec has basically come to their final

decision, we have one more chance

On May 6 the Senate will hold their

meeting in the Campus Center at 7

p.m At this meeting the entire Senate

will vote on the whole budget This let

ter goes to all Senators, please defeat

ihis detrimental budget. This letter

goat to each student on campus. Our

last effort therefore becomes an

attempt to defeat this act and hope

that in open debate our funding will he

increased. So what you can do to help

b to visit the following website to find

out your senator, then contact him or

her for added assistance

(http //www umass.edu/rso/sga/peo-

ple html)

Dan Friedman

Vice-President of Administration

Jewish Student Union

cnl umass.edu

Minors shut out

of Best of UMass
To the editor

This is just my opinion but I dis-

agree with your form for the Best of

UMass. Many students who aren't 21

are at a disadvantage when filling it

out Being only 20. I can't legally go

to the bars and recommend the best

bar and bartender So having to fill

out at least two-thirds of the form is

just a little more difficult for me.

Darren Green
dgrecn@student.umass.edu

Hey, writers — if you write columns now and want to continue or if you want to start,

come to a mandatory meeting this Thursday, May 7, at 7:00 p.m. at the Collegian offices in

the Campus Center Basement. Meet next semester's Ed/Op editor, Mike Messaros, and dis-

cuss column rotation for the fall. If you have never written for the Collegian before, please

bring a 800 word sample column with you. If you can't make it, call Mike Messaros or

Tamar Carroll at 545-1491.
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Kwame Ture: reflections on a life of black activism
Testimonial banquet held in honor offormer SNCC head
By Hussein Ibish

Colagirjn Correspondent

kwame lure, formerly known as

Stokely Carmichael. makes a habit of

oaottoaj that. "Once you sacrifice for

the people, they will always sacrifice for

you " This claim, which otherwise might
be dismissed as optimistic sloganeering,

has been lent a new veracity by the

astonishing outpouring of respect and
affection toward Ture in recent month*

I he dvi rights leader and former
head of the Student Nun \ lolent

rdinaling Committee (SNCCl has
been -truggling with prostate cancer for

the past two years Ture. who moved to

Vvcst Africa in the early 1970s, has

recently been spending much more tunc

in the United States for treatment
I-nend*. colleagues and other civil rights

activists took the opportunity on
inesday. April 8 at the Marriot

Wardman Park Hotel to honor Ture
at.'A Hero's Welcome: The Friends of

Kwame Ture Testimonial Dinner " The
event also served as a fund-raiser to aid

Ture in hi- medical and travel expenses.

IV lestunonial dinner, the latest in a

series of event- to honor Ture. was
attended by an extraordinary mixture of

gM rights heroes and activists, notable

figures in the African American commu
nitv and diplomats By all account- it

was a pnifound and moving experience,

bringing together aging activists from

around the nation, many of whom spent

their youths in the dangerous but exhila

ie civil rights movement as SSL

l

volunteers.

"It was in many ways a SNCC
reunion." UMass Professor Michael
Thehvdl said. "The incredible affection

and love that those people had for each

other and the love they had for Ture was
palpable in that room

"

\N ith that emotional intensity and the

ral role of the musical prrfirmances

by the Haranibe Singers. "The atm -

phere in that room pretty much approxi-

mated the kind ol atmosphere of a ma—
meeting during the height of the civil

tights movement." Thelwell said

Those assembled to pay tribute to

Ture included manv who disagreed with

one another and several with long-stand-

ing disputes with Ture. mosi notably

U.S. Rep. lohn Lewis. Lewis was
replaced by Carmichael as SNCC chair

in I
1** following bitter disputes about

the growing influence of nationalist

thought in the movement and the need

for civil rights workers to defend them-

selves from attacks by white suprema-

cists. Lewis responded by resigning from

SNCC membership

At the testimonial dinner on April 8.

|ohn Lewis sat beside Ture who appears
to have become more frail since his visit

to UMass last year. Ture said that he

was "deeply touched to see bnnher lohn

Lewis sitting by my side." an acknowl-

edgment that Lewis had put both per

sonal and ideological differences aside to

honor Ture Ture similarlv acknowl

edged the presence of Minister Louis

Farrakhan of the Nation of Islam, who
lead the assemblage in a closing prayer.

In his remarks. Ture chc»»e to make
hi- theme the problem of unity in the

face of ideological and other differences

Citing the attendance of Lewis.

Farrakhan and othci- who do not fotn

him m calling for a Marxist revolution.

Ture insisted that the evening's events

demonstrated that unity was both neces-

sary and attainable

\v I must have unity in our comrou
nitv and understand that we can have

unity in the widest possible diver-

Ture said Later on in his statement.

Ture underlined the point saying. "We
must have unitv today in our comnium

| OH people are crying out hi it this

meeting represents, whether you are

.<r ikh. this urge lor unnv

Ture contrasted the divisions among
African-American leaders with the

experience-- of other communities and
national groups "Among Palestinians,"

Ture pointed out. "Hamas can meet
with aL Fatah and no one says anything,

but if Farrakhan sits down with lulian

Bond in the same room, the entire place

attracts an explosion ol controversy. It's

because they do not want our unnv

Ture may have been referring in part

to an address made by newly elected

National Association for the

Advancement of Colored People
(NAACPl Board Chairman lulian Bond
at the annual Leadership Conference of

the Ann Defamation League (ADD on
April t> Bond described Minister Louis

Farrakhan a- the "most prominent"
threat to "cooperation between whites

and Mack- lews and gentiles." because

of his "increasingly vocal ami
Sernitism"

Ture said that newfound positions of

authority for African-Americans, won
through the -truggle and sacrifice of the

people during the civil nghts movement,

cannot be used to benefit the people if

*|ohn Lewi- i- i-olated from Louis

Farrakhan. who is Isolated from lulian

Bond, who is isolated from etc etc * In

order to take advantage of the pins of

the civil nghts movement, "We must
have unity.* Ture said.

Ture praised Martin Luther King. |r.

as having best exemplified this -pint of

unity, which he said was the most
important mamfestanon of the pimcipk
of rwrt-viotence Ture recalled that "The

N \ \CP attacked King, the Nation of

Islam attacked King, the Congress for

Racial Fquahiy attacked King, the

Urban League attacked King. SNCC
attacked King, but King never attacked

any of us. We must mold this spirit of

nun -violence into a concrete reality of

living unity for our people
."

Some of those present, including the

lamaican poet Mutabaruka. implied that

the principles of the civil right- move
ment had been abandoned bv those who
had become part of a "Black
Bourgeoisie ' Ture, however, insisted

that the principles of freedom and ju-

ticc fought for by SNCC would live on.

"even if every brother and -ister who
worked for SNCC betrays those- pnnci

pa*."

"This room," Ture said, "i- a very

powerful room You have individual- in

this room who once then individual

powers are put together and added, will

surpass the sum of their individual val-

ues tremendously."

"There were two kind- ol 000*01 ">

that room," according to Thelwell

"When I looked at the faces of all these

SNCC people, it occurred to me that

there was probably more courage in that

room than in any other structure in the

I tuted States that night-' Thelwell said

"But then there were also political fig-

ures there who represent a different

kind of political power, such a- it it

You have Bobby Rush, who was the

deputy leader of the Black Panthers in

Chicago, and is now a congressman.

There was Eleanor Hoknes Norton, who
is the congitiikaval representative of the

District of Columbia, and -he was a

SNCC activist in Greenwood There was

lohn Lewis, who was chairman of the

organisation for a long time There were

various ambassadors and diplomats and

Minister Farrakhan And of course the

mayor. Marion Barry, who was also a
former leader of SNCC."
One can only add that there appear*

to have been a third form of power in

that room, the power of the love, respect

and affection displayed that night for

Kwame Ture. It was the power of an

extraordinary group of people giving bv

ing meaning to the idea that. "Once vou

sacrifice for the people, the people will

always sacrifice for you
"

*NOTO COUBTfiT Ol MUCH UST»«

Kwame Ture was one of the original founders of SNCC.

UM prof, aids friend with book
By Huvseen abtvh

Coaagjon Cot 'esponoWa

I COUtTtJV 0» MJUS USTta

UMass professor Michael Thelwell is currently working alongside Ture on his comrade's autobiography.

In praise of Kwame Ture
Note from the editor: At the

Fncmh of Kwame Ture Testimonial

Dinner. " on April 8. in Washington

DC . mam in attendance paid tribute

to Kuvme Ture. The following are two
i / the more noteworthy testimonials

Cleve Sellers

Professor of African American studies.

University of South Carolina

I came to Howard University from a

-mall town in South Carolina, looking

to see ;ill of the civil rights activists.

When I got there I was able to find a

few solid, sturdy individuals, and one

of ihem was a lanky, young, arrogant

intellectual from New York by the

name of Stokley Carmichael. Coming
from down south to up north there was
a certain amount of culture shock. In

iin> event. I wanted to be a part of the

movement. And I learned that Stokely

had been arrested in Mississippi and
sent to Parchment Penitentiary. I

thought that maybe he should be the

person that I should come to know.
Over time the friendship and the

bond grew, and I was able to learn

bout I very caring, compassionate and

deeply committed young man with an

.illivtionate personality. He would go

on to become an icon, certainly for

human rights, black empowerment,
pan-Africanism, and socialism.

I remember the time we went to

Mi—i-sippi in the summer of 1964. and
when we got to Oxford we found that

our three comrades had gone missing

in Philadelphia. Mississippi There was

a group of eight of us that were asked

to go to Philadelphia and see if we
could find our missing comrades.

During the day we stayed in a bam.

and at night we would go out and

search ravines, old hou-e-. well-, all

kinds of places where either the bodie-

of our comrades might have been

sta-hed or hostages might have been

held

During that time we had an opportu-

nity to talk. We talked about a lot of

things but we never talked about fear.

We never talked out the kind- ol -.ieti

fices that we were making. I leincmber

Stokley very well talking at thi- time

about a deeper commitment ih.it we all

had to make to the struggle Stokley

has made that commitment And our

responsibility is to go forward and

MOOB our children about the legacies of

those individuals who have given -acri

fice.

|ohn Lewis

US Representative (D-Ceorgia)

My friend. m\ colleague, my brother.

Mr. Chairman. I salute you tonight

because of your raw UMOJii and y°ur

great strength. I had tht great hle-mg

of serving as Chait of SNCC from |une

1963 to May 1966. during the time of

the March On Washington, Mississippi

Freedom Summer and the March from

Selmu to Montgomery, lames Fonnan

used to call us "a circle of trust, a band

of brothers and sister-
"

Stokley. you are a warrior, because

you dared to stand up and speak truth

to power. Tonight I come to say thank

vou Brother Stokley. As a participant in

the movement. I spent time with you in

Atlanta, in Mississippi, in Alabama, in

Maryland. I cannot forget the time we
shared a room together in Greenwood
back in 1964.

Stokely. you have been guided by
what I like to call the spirit of history

You allowed the spirit of history to use

you. to track you down. And you
understood the old African proverb, "if

you care, move your feet." You've been
moving more than just your feet, you
move your mind, your skills, your great

talents as an organizer and a teacher.

We're butter people, we are a better

nation, because of you. It's my belief

that when historians pick up their pens
and write about thi- period, they will

have to say that Kwame Ture made a

difference. You sHxxl up and spoke out

for those who had been left out and left

behind.

You are a good man. You are a good
leader. You have the ability and the
capacity to put yourself in the way.
And you are still in the wary. Stay in the

way. Continue to agitate for what is

right, what is fair and what is just. You
forgot about your own circumstances

and got involved in the circumstances

of others. Thank you my brother.
Thank you my friend. Thank you Mr.
Chairman. Thank you.

Transcribed by UMass graduate stu-

dent Hussein Ibish.

Urtfvenity of Mavtachtrsett* profes

sor Michael Thelwell is currently

assisting Kwame Ture in writing hi-

memoirs which are to be published by

Scribners Thelwell has been emphatic

in pointing out. however, that his func-

tion it organizational and editorial " A
lot of people seem to have the impn.-.

sion that I'm ghost-writing kwame -

book, or that I'm helping Kwame write

this book, but that's not true. My role

is much more modest than that. The
man or woman who will put a

into Kwame Ture's mouth or ideas in

his head is not yet bom."
"I'm like the arranger and he's the

composer." Thelwell said. "He gives

the information to me. and I put n in

the nghi places, like an arranger work-

ing on a composition written by some-

body else. I'm giving it structure

which is an editorial function. The
book is Kwame'.-. the life is kwame -

and the story is extraordinary
"

Thelwell and Ture first met as -tu

dents at Howard University in the

early 1960s and were colleagues in the

Student Non-Violent Coordinating

Committee (SNCC) during the Civil

Rights Movement The idea for the

Ture memoirs came in the aftermath

of a tribute to and lecture bv kw aamj

Ture which was organized by

Professor Thelwell and held at the

University of Massachusetts Campus
Center auditorium last year.

"The Black Affair- logo should go. .

.

on every page in the Collegian."

In response to the editorial "The

Black Affairs logo should go." regard-

ing the use of the clenched fist

"prominently displayed" on the Black

Affairs page, let me first reiterate the

author's own words so that he may.

perhaps, understand clearly what they

mean. Tht Black Affairs Page is

meant to address issues which are

important to people of color. " That

means US'. In the tradition of the

Black Press, what appears on the

black affairs page center- around what

WE feel is appropriate, what we
choose to put on those pages and

what is important to I S

That "juvenile bit of graphic

design." as you called our black fi-t. i-

the Black Power salute which became

a world- wide symbol of resistance lo

the racist, oppressive environment in

which people of color struggle inee-

santly to exist. At the 1968 Olympic

games, brothers of color Tommy
Smith and |ohn Carlos won silver and

gold medals in the name of the United

States, a country which systematically

oppresses people of color. Standing

before the world as two of it- best, the

two raised their fists in protest ol thai

oppression, sending a clear, powerful

message of resistance to everyone

The book is "coming along in bu-

and starts," Thelwell -aid because

Ture doesn't si V\ c

have to work oi king uritartce in tnarrv

cases. But what I'm doing is more dif

fault than -implv writing a book If

that was all. I'd -implv -it down and
wnt it I'm not doing that I'm work-

ing with Turv - thoughts. Ture's lan-

guage. Ture's words, and I'm trying lo

give them form He talks, free associ-

ates and dictates into tapes It s very

coherent, sharp, and clear, and very

defiant and uncompromising It speaks

the truth about the -tale ol Mack pvo

pie in the world and the truth about

this count •

Thelwell says that he finds th

ject both fascinating and enjoyable. "I

thought I knew kwame very well

-ince we've been in touch over all

these years, but hi- life is far more
exciting, -urpn-ing and consequential

than anything I had imagined What
will emerge from it. even if I'm incom-

petent, will be one of the more -ut

pri-ing. ta-c mating and significant

ho.»k- publi-hed on the Black
Movement in our time I consider

myself extremely fortunate to have

even this minot role in thi- document
because it reallv i- I think, one of the

essential book- about American -ou
etv \frican people- in the Dia-pora

and about a tradition and a lite ol

principled, focu-ed -truggle There

aren't many books like that."

The Ture memoirs al-o promi-c- to

be invaluable by documenting Ture's

tit c- alter he left the Unit«

II which vers In

»- been atrium. Indwell -av-

thai irs at rmimeTtr« when he- U work-

ing on these sections that he becomes
moat exited by the project.

Material about Ture's travel*

through countries such a- Cuba. I ibva

and Vietnam and the role and
I hi- party . the All Mtuan

People's Revolutionary Party, in vjn

ou- nation- is mo-ilv new even to

Thelwell. an old friend and colleague

of Tui

"Much of thi- has a ring of

inevitability about it." Theiwcll -aid

"Of course that had ti> happen, of

course it had to be like that evcepi

you couldn't possihly have- imagined it

until he tells vou I v en I am amazed. I

who thought I knew Ture ->• well

There will be a loi of new material

about his relation-hip with kwame
Nkrumah. Sekou Toure, and Africa at

the time of the most intense struggle

fivr national liberation
"

"When Ture describe- graphic

experiences and event- -uch a- the

Portuguoe inva-ton at Oubram. being

jailed in Ghana, being jailed in Guinea
after Sekevu Toure died. OOMMVOMkaml
with Ho Chi Minh about the time he

spent in Harlem and his attitude

toward the African- American -trug-

gle. they have a quality c>f inevitability

and authenticity tha* reallv get me
excited. These are thing- thai nobody

knows about, but this i- infe>nnatioti

that thi- ce>unirv need- to have
'

Letters to the Editor

watching.

That OCt that statement was M00
and felt worldwide. It -parked
renewed energy and support lor the

Black Power movement Hkmc who
took offense to it were those guilty of

perpetuating racism and oppre--ion

and afraid of what those two black

men. the cream of the world crop,

were silently -houting. Don't be
afraid, you're no racist. In fact, as you

wrote, some of yeuir closest "friends,

colleagues and acquaintances" are

black. I'm sure thai upon reading your

editorial, at least one of them made
sure to explain to you. in no uncertain

terms, just what that black fist mean-
Perhaps they've even shown you a few

of ihem up close

If. as you put it. the "Black Affairs

Page is ever to reallv -etve the Black

community." it must avoid getting

be>gged down in diluting it- ine--age-

to make them more palatable to those

for whom the'y are not intended.

All you need to understand abemt

the Black Affairs Page is thi-: until it

is safe four our young brothers to take

a ride in whatever section of town
they choose without fear of hata--

ment, beatings, choke holds, arre-is

and death.

THE BLACK FIST STAYS!
Until the Susan Smiths of the world

-top creating fictitiou- black kidnap-

per- to take the blame foi ther

selfish, sick, twisted act-.

THF BLACK FIST STAYS
Until the so called opposition ti>

affirmative action -top- being simply a

cover ior the preservation ol ,i i.ki.iI

and gender monopoly of |oh- in thi-

countrv

THE BLACK FIST STAVS'
Until the Mumia Abu lamal- of (he

world are freed and this cc>untrv Mopa
using the death penaltv illegallv and

disproportionately againsl people of

color.

THE BLACK FIST ST.Vi 51

Until the police gang- put down
their plungers (Abner l.ouima).

batons (Rodney king), gun- (Ben

Schoolfield and thousand! of other

innocent blacks murdered by tho-e

paid to protect aiul HTVO), 01 long a-

taci-ni. cla-si-m. opptc--ion and bru-

tality are allowed to pervade evetv

pad of -ociety unimpeded, ravaging

the live- of people of color,

THE BLACK FIST STAYS'
Until you DO something to end the

oppression.

THE BLACK FIST STAYS! DEAL
WITH IT'

Trasi Sheard

Sylvan

F y I : BMCP is HOT sponsoring a Funkathon!
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Days for Days coheres sonically unlike previous albums
By Bradley Skaught

Collegian Staff

THE LOUD FAMILY
Days for Days

Alias

How do you follow mass destruc-

tion'' Certainly this question must

have been on the minds of anyone lis-

tening to The Loud Family's I9**6

album. Inierbabe Concern. Bursts of

noise, corrosive guitars, and songs

that twisted like barbed wire around

naked, almost bitter vocals —
Inierbabe Concern was the sound
songwriter/guitarist/vocalist Scott

Miller (ex-Came Theory) falling

apart. Even those who find it a mas-

terpiece of modem pop have to admit

it - a challenging album — well worth

the many rewards, but challenging

nonetheless. It's amazing, then, to see

how much distance has been crossed

— the journey that brings their latest.

Days for Days.

If Inierbabe Concern was the sound

of things falling apart, then Days for

Days is very much the sound of things

holding together Even the album's

inttv is a chorus of choppy. tremoJoed

vocals that slowly twist into focus

before launching "Cortex the Killer." a

song whose opening lines are. "I'm

out in front of awful weather/trying to

hold together/and it barely dings."

The organization of the album itself

suggests that the remaining pieces of

Inierbabe Concern have become solid

and new — that the fragmenting

structures and chaotic explosions have

given way to a struggle for order The

chaos has been replaced by a more
rational, but no less elusive, series of

questions that take the form of short

traditional songs Even numbered
tracks are the titled songs, odd num
bered tracks are the experimental

songs — sound collages and scraps of

the preceding song reformed into a

new song. Days for Days isn't neces-

sarily an album of resolution, however

• although track 17 seems to "answer"

the questions posed in preceding

experimental songs) — it's a record of

picking up pieces and asking the nag-

ging questions that arise from HI
"re-formulation " The first single.

"Deee-pression." sounds more like a

survivor's tale than a victim'* plea

with it'« buoyant chon* and thunder-

ing power pop guitar The narrator <4

"Way too Helpful." a gorgeous fatWIltf

driven ballad, seem equally aware —
no less emotionally involved, but

Here, the member* of The loud Fomiry pose silently

imbued with a bittersweet air of oxpc

rience and lessons teamed Perhap*

Miller is trying to teach us something

— perhaps the fragments of Inierbabe

'ii i.ohi-tc into more than ju>t

questions.

Certainl) IkffM

sonically in a way that preview
albums haven't It is. in fact, the most

like a real band The Loud Famih tor

even Came Theory for that matter)

has ever sounded on record

thoroughls out from undei S

- vhadow Mill -made

production rw>!-

has given way to an iMormhmglv
organic, "the" sound that realty

emphasizes the strengths and dynam
ks of the ensemble

It helps, too that the ensemble is

lulls responsive and sensitive to the

vsir\ i«hl< at Miller'l M>ng> Sew
keyboardist -Mlt-on faith less keeps

the lines simple and unassuming —
truly more of an accompanying, tex

tural force than a melodic element

She's particularly stunning on "Good.

There are No I MM in the Sip.

sweeping ballad that stirs and boils

under the subtle modulations of her

single keyboard — a beautitull)

resourceful and moving performance

B sjaj aaaj anassnajsk bJssm«
e -hafce

•st7ef* mat
occasion. ill\ plagued earlier albums.

The return of Game I rio >n drum-

mer Gil Ra>. alwavs Miller's most

Imperative and understandaal drum
mer. has an equally profound impact

on the band The drumming through

out is tasteful and intelligent, bringing

a kind ot fluid, unifying propulsion to

Miller's often dizzying song siruc

tures It helps, too. that album Is so

well recorded — a real sense of space

and interaction pervades, allowing the

band to keep the arrangements
stripped down without sounding hol-

low

It isn I just the instrumental

Iry rnemrwt accrwWe and immediate

in Miller's catalog — the closest he's

ever come to playing it straight In

some ways Miller has always been

COumiT KMHT HWl

very much in the classic pop lineage

that runs Iroin lh< Heailo to Big

Star and on through acts like The
dB 's jnd The Go Between* but

Miller is simply willing to push the

envelope a k>t further than most pop
writers.

IK- malt n .inn., nsioni of the

craft that are a long way from the

foundation with tricky rhythms,

unusual chord progressions and a

complete avoidance of cliche without

ever losing sight of the melodi

.-— he may. in fact, be the only truly

king pop songwriter of

the past IS years. It's interesting,

then, to find him dealing with more
conventional structures — still full ol

twists and turns, but sounding more

overtly "pop" in nature then he has in

years. Even the lyrics have a more

conversational, unassuming quality

Where Inierbabe Concern was

often a waterfall of words. Days for

Days seems mote -tiict — more con

>ong> like "Businessmen Are

Okay" and "Why We Don't Live in

Mauritania" present a fresh, even

lightly humorous, language that

belies the more challenging ques

nons underneath It's almost as

though Miller is facing issues he can

deal with straight and he's communi

eating them without the tumbling,

extended phrasing ot Inierbabe

Concern Those looking for the Scott

Miller lyncal wizardry won't be dis

appointed, however — there's plenty

here to decipher and Miller continues

to solidify his reputation as one ol

rock s most imaginative songwriters.

In fact, the album closer. "Sister

Sleep", may very well stand as one

of his greatest triumphs. In MM
ways it recalls Arthur-ens Kinks

with its varying tempos, multiple

and razor sharp dynamic

ing It's a breathtaking portrait of

the individual surrendering to the

whole — of identity surrendered

echoing the surrender of life to

death "Will sister sleep not kits us

on the mouth?" he asks. "It's all we
ever want from her " No other song-

writer around could write such a

moving and graceful song — Miller's

craft is exemplary and his ear for

hook and phrase nearly infallible

Put simply, this is what the craft of

songwnting is all about

Days for Days may not carry the

same kind of introspective emotion-

al weight that Inierbabe Concern
does, but the immediacy and vital

forward looking spirit makes it

equally affecting and rewarding. It's

almost a starting over of sorts — a

revitalized sound full of promise and

lyrics that suggest some real healing

and some real yearning Another
amazing album that begs its listeners

to ask why The Loud Family

remains so obscure They arc simply

the most imaginative and original

pop band on the planet — a real

rlsloeuurj force in s genre that

threatens to sink from the weight of

its own backward looking baggage

IV vourscll * favor. 4iMBB)flP9
Miller and find the livmg. Lw—Mint
imagination of pop alive and well

For once youII Hsien to a record and

actually feel like you got somewhere
worth going to A*

UMass Summer Courses
u c a t i o n

G15/G 16 Walking

Jogging
Personal Fitness

Coni

/knot TeduMnue* *

Vjrubl^Viinmg Intensities •

Body Fat Reduction •

Nutrition for Training *

eement Techniques *

£ Techniques •

Lower Back Pain

Prevention/Reduction •

June 2nd to July 2nd 1998

9:30- 10:45 om M/W/TH
Call: 545-3653 for info

KMi>

Scheduled for HiduiV rack!may change)

To Register fo\Course Call:

The U.Mass I hvision of

Continuing Education >4f> s(»S3

Cost to register for Hon - Uhl.iss individuals i\

by V22/98 & $171 liter S/22/98

Clqss Information:

\landoutt Highlighting •

arena! for Each Class

Each Student Will •

\»tc Enough Printed

\1 to be their own
rrscsnal Trainer

Daily Class ConVsa of 20 Min. •

^h^60 Min.
^*ujng

Instructor - Tony/Lachowetz,

Ith Fitness

1 Health FitJtcss Instructor

Collegt/M 'sports Medicine

Strenajm cV Conditioning Specialist

"tis*fgtli < ondirioning Association

ntornution

- 548 3909

• Mastci i
•

•Fc

Edutainment WoridWlde
Is looking for talented

graduate students tvtth

native language fluency

tn Spanish, Asian

Languages, Eastern

European Languages, or

Middle Eastern

Languages to kelp us

develop educational

software for the exiting

fields ofcross-cultural

studies and scientific

education.

Edutainment World Wide is

dedicated to developing and

promoting quality

education/entertainment

products using the latest in

mult i media technology. We
are looking for dynamic
individuals interested in part

time opportunities to help us

develop our next generation

of educational software

deliverable via the internet.

All products will be bi lingual

and will focus on areas such

as history, culture,

economics, business and the

sciences.

lhe idsol candidates should Nov* a thorough under

stones] of the (urTurol history of then moan, o strong

irnuiHiajst to ajKOton, native tonguogt lopobity

ond nssrtse in on or mow of lhe foloimng areas:

* Htstoy and aikn of Idki America, tew, lhe Middfe

tost or EasHm Europe

• honorm and global business practice)

• Natural sciences ot computer sciences

tm «r mt rout woi
VrfW We^ss e^et

17C

M
Fu (I7I)S84771

Ttfephon. fTS)

1998 Graduate Student Senate Elections

Tuesday May 5
Elections Open/General Body Meeting

'Balloting mil begin at tfiis General /Wv Meet \g for nil graduate students

( mUNU ( entei 162 i~^ at ^pm

Wednesday May 6 and Thursday May 7
1Oam-6pm
Election*

outside the Graduate -Cannae on the ( ttmput ( enter Concourse

Call the Graduate Student Senate at 545-2896 with questions

Wlmmf%JSS% &> WMMli
$3.

w

tiiaitarikJ

00
$2.

Cra*b«rr*/ MllSJC Patty
11* poeltlve ID requlreD

Not enough sex in the daytime Grateful Dead honored by local fans
Last week I came across a disturb

ing little article concerning sex on day-

time and recent attempts to curb it

which would make it what, non e\is

tent Do thes* concerned parties, who-
ever they may be (parent's coalition,

blah. blah), even watch soaps? Thanks
to them, daytime s got the ^^^^^
bite of an after school spe

eial and yet they continue

to whine. Daytime has

been nothing but gracious

in their demands and

has often complied

with them (still

are) but it's time

for the genre to

draw a line in

the sand
Anyone who
watches daytime religiously, like moi
knows that the problem isn't the tact

thai there's too much «r\ on daytime,

it's that there isn't iveailv enough

I have two things I'd like to say. the

first being that people are too uptight

about sex, whether it's explicit ol

implied (as it often i> in Javtime)

Second, if this is a cry from parents

who are concerned about their chil

dren being improperly influenced, the

solution is as easy as the click ol a

switch hist don't let them watch it it -

as easy as that Don't give me this crap

about not being able to regulate what

your kids watch Sorry darlings, but as

my mother often points out "it cones
with the job description."

There's no need for the rest of us (or

our soaps, for that matter) to suffer

because you refuse to shoulder some
of the responsibility Don't fret my let

low soap fans, there's still plemv ot

spice left in daytime (a la Gillian and

Ryan's cabin fever on "All My
Children") I just wanted to make you

aware that there's a possible threat on
the horizon ("I got your back")
Besides, can you ever get enough shots

of a scantilv clad Sonnv and Brenda

rolling around on the beaches ot

Puerto Rico mi, it's getting hot in

here* Well, it's almost the end of

the wawstrr and I've spent the better

half of it naming at the mouth about

my opinions, thoughts, etc This week

I thought I'd try something a little dif

ferent and give other fans a change to

speak their mind (all of which are out

to steal my job) Here's what they had

.iv about their fave soap-

Caroline had this i,. say about
"Guiding I ight It sou didn t *c-c

"Guiding Light* last week, yuu missed

out because it was the bomb What *

up with the real Rcva calling e veryone

from her little hospitsl bed in the

Bermuda Triangle (or wherever the

hell she is) and getting dissed by every-

one. The scene when Reva called the

house and "Clonev" answered the

phone was a riot. Why doesn't C'assie

tell Hart what's going on with |osh and
Reva'' I'm happy that dopey Rob was

given the boot The guy
couldn't act his way out

of a paper bag (ouch).

Abb) getting beaten and

harassed in prison isn't

exactl) mv idea of a

good time What's up
with Hat lev and Phillip'.'

I saw that hot kiss

between Phillip and
Beth pretty hot but

I'm still pulling for a

Hurley Phillip reconcilia-

tion Where's lenna and
then son. "C'iKip. Cooper''" I guess

they went back to Knglaiid Maybe
that | why Buzz has been so uptight

lately iWell at least the actor who
plays Rob is a hottie which means he's

not a complete loss. Daytime's pretty

demanding too Can't wait to sec

and Reva 2 lock horns later this weeki

Cathy had this to say about "As the

World Turns." One of the most under

rated soaps The show has an incredi

hie cast but. in recent years, has

ignored much of its rich family history.

Some of the storyhne's have dragged

on a bit loo but overall. "ATWT* is

thoroughly entertaining, well written

and superbly directed

(The show is without a doubt and as

I have said before, one of daytine's

best kept secrets. Great show t

leremy had this to say about "Days
of Our Lives * The most entertaining

soap on television today. It has some
trulv interesting characters and the

show is always interesting

I ntortunatelv "Days" lends to locus

on only one storyline at a tine while

putting others on the back burner It

would be better to have numerous
story lines going on at once. Abo. this

chat they have with themselves needs

to go 'Days' needs to give it's audi-

ence a little credit Otherwise. 'Days*

is must see

(There's a reason 'Days* is my num
ber two soap and as much a I hale to

admit it . leremy s right, with the

•ion d it being described as
"

always interesting " That's a bit of a

hi

Gina had this to say about "Port

Charles " lhe | up on the

Mock has a kit going against it Any
new soap has a rough time and "PC"

has. unfortunately, been plagued with

the cursed 12 \Q p m time skit At

- John KoUmufi, FovndV & Prvtidant of Tk« Pnncotan IJWiio

1.
Class timr that counts

V\fc ipand mors hma in clou to

moll* iur« w« cov«r th« i»n

txhouinwn/ You won't hove to

ipand Kouri working on your

own Ckui tin i> limriad lo 1

5

4.
We're on campus'

Tha Princeton Rsvww wot chossn

to ooWnittor ol tatlpntporohon

programs lor m* UMASS Division

of Continuing, Education

No trawling, no kostl*

O Results-oriented approach r Satisfaction quarantred
* Our sludanH overog* on 80 J ' If you complete the course, soke, paaajgaj

point increose on me GMAT

We know the CAT
No one knows me new computer

odoptive tests better mon we do

And we hove o whole library of

CAT motenols ovoiloble lor you

on me innso

Siimmrr t our>.p r-niollmpnt

you complete me course take the

GMAT ond ore not satisfied with

your score, we'll work with you

ogam for up to one year ai no fee

413/584-6849
•nr* *•• eta

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW*

The Right Direction

Can Make All

The Difference.

National Tests

Show 40%

Of All Children

Read Below

Grade Level.

fVids need a lot ol direction to know which w.i\ is

up Lspecially when they're learning to read Thats

why they need people like vou

Wc II give education awards ol nearly $5,000 M
people who help kids learn to read bv |oming

AmeriCorps*VlSTA. You could be one of them

As an AmerKxirps*VISTA member vou II gam rr.il

world expenenif build vour resume help people in

need, and earn monev lor student loan or goajMBI

v hoot You'll receive a living .illow.nn e and medical

benefits And, most importantly, you'll know you've

helped a child succeed in school ami in hie

Take the Lead. Help Kids Read.
AmeriCorps* VISTA.

Contact your AmeriCorps Campus
Representative Farhad Meskoob,

fmeskoob@student.umass.edu,or o
Call today (or more information and an application 1-800-*t 2 if"

7

(TDD l-HOO-im-3722) Or visit out website at WWW.americorpS.org

Getting

By Jason Eiseman

Collegian Staff

Grateful Dead Day was held in Northampton on Friday,

it included a concert by a Grateful Dead cover band, and

the signing of a new reference book about The Grateful

Dead compiled by a local man and several University of

Massachusetts students

"This will be a gathering of the clan." said |ohn Dwork.
of Northampton, author and editor of The Deadhead >

Taping Compendium Volume I . a 600 page book describ-

ing every concert The Grateful Dead ever played from
1959-1974. It was published by holt Books.

Dwork was signing the book at Beyond Words Book
Shop. A Pioneer Valley. Grateful Dead tribute band. The
Lobsterz From Mars played in the book shop's cafe during

the signing.

At 8 p m The Zen Tricksters, a Grateful Dead Tribute

band played a three-set concert at the Northampton
Center for the Arts The concert was one set acoustic and

two electric There was imagery provided by The Speed of

Light Show.

The compendium was co authored by Michael Get/,

who communicated with Dwork through the Internet

Dwork said there were 50 other Grateful Dead scholars

who collaborated on the book, which was entirely coordi-

nated through the Internet

"This is the manifestation ol what senous Grateful Dead

By Aoron M. Soyfcin

Collection Staff

first. I didn't really care for it that

much but I've come around since then.

I'm not saying it's the best soap on
television but. lately. I've been getting

into it. The show revolves around the

interns at "GH" but the new story .s

the "who killed Dr. Benett?" mystery,

where anything can and most likely

will happen. Those of you who loved

the "Loving" murder mystery oh so

long ago will love this one. Don't be

fooled though, it's no knock-off. If you

have some time to kill, check it out.

Anything affiliated with "General

Hospital" dessrves a chance

(Amen to that. Gina "PC" has really

hit its stride in recent months and has

one hell of a murder mystery in this

hoopla Nothing gets ni> adrenaline

pumping like a juicy whodunnit The
show's got a cute cast too).

In a bit of news. . . how does the old

saving go. "be careful of what you wish

for"

Rumor has it. Scnait Ashenafi
(Keesha) has been given her walking

papers from "GIL" I feel awful for the

actress but her character has always

been a bit of a bore, not to mention
sanctimonious, annoying, need I go on.

Oh well, there goes A|'s only friend in

town It's only a rumor though so

don't crack open the champagne just

vet

Sink or Swim
Sink

• It has nothing to do with the soaps

directly hut it's definitely becoming an
issue with those of us who watch
soaps in the comfort of the Blue Wall

I'm referring to that awful blender

contraption which they have so kindly

placed five feet away from the televi-

sion set The thing is so loud I can't

even hear the television and when the

volume b set. wc have absolutely no

recourse I'm not calling for an end to

smoothies here, pjsj please don't set

the volume on the television

• Robin on "General Hospital"...

ugh. the woman has been infuriating

as of late, constantly lecturing people

on morality and throwing around her

two cents as lo what's best for baby

Michael Bob Guia needs to start

doing some damage control before her

character b completely ruined (and I

used to be such a Robin fan)

Mvun
• "Another World." After watching

an entire week's worth of the show I

can't stop gushing about just how good

it b. Lib b. as always, endlessly fasci-

nating: Cindy and Gram are turning out

lo be one oi daytime's hottest and am
est couples and the list goes on and on.

UNDERGRAD1 AM TEACHING
ASS1STANTSH.PS AVA I L ABLE

DEPARTMENT OF

MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS

$650.00 A SEMESTER

FOR APPROXIMATELY 1012 HOURS A WEEX

URTHER INFORMATION AND APPLICATION 1

FORMS SEE THE RECEPTIONIST

ROOM 1622 LEDERLE CTWR

music scholars do." Dwork said. "We decided to manifest

this into a project we could share."

Dwork said the first volume took three years to coin

plete Dwork and fellow scholars found every Grateful

Dead tape recorded during the period, and put them into a

database with every song which was ever recorded.

They studied the different technologies which are asaocl

ated with concert taping. They interviewed a lot of the

original recorders of these tapes.

All in all, Dwork said they found over 10,000 houis .1

recorded music

Dwork praised the work of UMass student Adam
MacConnell. He said MacConnell was one of the most

important fact checkers for the book.

Dwork said compiling this book is part of his passion

for the music of The Grateful Dead.
"1 learned in college from a music teacher that the best

waj to go at something is to experience it from many dil

ferent anglev" Dwork said. "The best way to experience a

passion is through education."

Dwork said the book also features 70 never before seen

photos pj the Grateful Dead. There is also an intetview

with Grateful Dead tape archivist Dick I .atv.ila

"If you love the music of the Grateful Dead you have to

have a copy of this book." Dwork said.

Dwork was the founder of the Grateful Dead Him
Society at Hampshire College. He is also the publishei "I

Dupree's Diamond News, a rock and roll magazine

Women's crew downs Ivy League competition

After plowing through the

Atlantic 10 competition two week
ends ago, the members of

Massachusetts women's crew team
flexed their muscles in the Ivv

League on Saturday by handtlv

defeating highly touted Dartmouth
and Cornell

Prior to their meeting with the

Minutewomen, the Big Green was
ranked third in the Northeast, but

after a six second drubbing in the

•

| eight boat race. UMass
|im Dietz feels his squad should
leapfrog Dartmouth in the polls.

'Dartmouth was ranked third

before ttus weekend, but we should

at least move up into their spot in

the polls." he said, hinting that the

commanding Minutewomen victory

may help earn a team bid for the

NCAA Championships on May SO

"We're still hoping for the team bid

to the NCAA's. This win should help

us out," Dietz said.

pile an overall team perfor

mance which Dietz classified as

"solid." the fourth year coach was
not entirely elated with the results,

alter the Big Green narrowly defeat-

ed the junior varsitv crew

"The | V racing was the Bptl
exciting all weekend All the races

were within one second In my
mind, races that close should be

called a dead heat because thev re

(ust too close to call," Diet/ said "I

think they |the I V athletes!, felt

they should have won the race."

In addition to the impressive row-

ing by his varsity team, Dietz was
amazed by the intensity ot his trcsh

men crew, whom he characterizes

as having an extremely bright

future.

"The freshmen rowed with
tremendous tenacity." he said.

I he v re headed for a great future

at UMass because they're very evcii

ing and extremely driven."

As the regular-season finale for

UMass. Saturday's impressive show-

ing boosted both the confidence and
reputation for the Minutewomen.
who will enjoy almost an entire

month of preparation as they antici

pate their inclusion tn the NCAA

Championships

"I think the month of practice is

going to make us ,i lot t.i-tei Diet/

said, adding that a break in action

may be the perfect tonic lot his

team. "Conditions had been piettv

severe along the Connecticut Rivei

M it s been lough for us... I in not

too worried about the break liom

competition. Our varsity women an
very driven, and we're going to pM
a lot of work done."

In contrast to powethi

of the south, the Minutewomen
have not had the luxury of w.hiii

weather to get an early jun

their season. Although otten a

drawback during the regular season.

Diet/ feels it may be an advantage

come tournament time, as he-

expects his rowers to surprise t Ii -.-

competition with their speed.

"The past couple of weeks we've

shown some of the speed we li.iv.

and with a month of practice. Wt
should be at our fastest hy the time

the NCAA's come." he said

of the other crews may have already

been at their fastest when w>

them during the regulat -

jUttantion all *rt« gtaff

/

Thare will to a meeting Wednesday, Kay- 6c at $ p.n>.

in the C*11+fian basement far all Ar ** writer*. Plans fer

tvrxt lemMter will to discussed, ftfew writers are always
welcome. Contact Bryan at S4S—1341 far mere inferma-

SUCCESS BECINS

WITH
TECH SPECIALISTS'

amc
Ml Farmi 4 •5B4 9I53

Ml Farm* Mnll

HACK DOG(rG-ll)
Teetv |S 40« %7 30) I X

TARZAM AND tHI LOST CITY («)
TesiysMSSOOttSOl

THI IIC HIT ()
T*e*r et IS JCCS2 SO) I 30

HE GOT GAME (rG)

loStr it (S TOO S? SO) 1 10

TOMCMROW MVf*. DttS (I)

TeJeyim

H.imp-ihtra* 6 -3S4 75SO
Hampshire Mali

^faMM"
Teiws^sWzloi/tt)

ids%ifHK'jyt.io

VNMHP
VrUpMf
(XttCOUTUIIrVII)

loony oil 30

STA Travel specializes in

LOW COST travel for students

Greet Student

i -tir,.c

i Tours lor Young
Travelers

i Budget Hotels

> EiSW A RsH Passes

Wort Abroad
In Britain

' Travel insurance

International

Student 10 Card

i Around tile World

(800) 777-0112

""~" STAnn ajonco s m^^SSmr I
cASSfsrrruoorr STA TKAVEL
num oeeARtunen. We're been there.

MA 02IS4; (7SI) SSO- 7777

nai) ew-icn n>»

BOOK YOUR TICKET ONLINE AT:

WWW.STA-TSAVCl.COM

Itch Specialist*

PRKISIOS STAFFING
SI PFRIOR SFRMO

>}

-»1 Boltwood W.ilk Downtown Amherst 253 4040

Get ahead on vour course work
Consider taking summer classes

Westfield
STATE COLLEGE

DIVISION OF GRADUATE AND CONTINUING EDUCATION
WESTERN AVENUE • WESTFIELD. MASSACHUSETTS

Summer open registration begins May 4.

Session I Evenings

Session II Days
Session II Evenings

May 26 - July 2

July 6 - July 31

July 6- August 13

Call (413) 572-5224
for catalog

Over 100 Undergraduate and Graduate Courses

Convenient hours

Affordable tuition

Safe, accessible campus

Help

Wanted
we're looking for new recruits

for next year's yearbook,

come to our Open House

Wednesday
May 6th
6:30 pm

Student Union *sl J
Room304 |P*
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THEY HAD HELP WRITING THE
NEW TAX LAWS. SHOULDN'T YOU HAVE

HELP FIGURING THEM OUT?

I t took 535 congresspeople—and countless

lawyers, economists, and advisors— to turn

out the new tax laws. Fortunately, you can

turn to one expert source for answers on the

options and opportunities they provide.

Ask TIAA-CREF about the new
Roth IRA and other ways to save.

TIAA-CREF IRAs can make it easier than

ever to save for retirement and other goals

as well. Well explain the new Roth, Classic,

and Education IRAs, discuss whether

consolidating your existing IRA savings

makes sense, and help you design an effective

tax-savings strategy.

What s more, new eligibility rules may now

make it possible lor you or your spouse to take

greater advantage of TIAA-CREF for more of

your long-term planning needs.

We wrote the book on

retirement planning.

Alter all, these aren't the first "new" tax laws

we've seen in our 80 years ol service to education,

research, and related fields. Nor is it the first time

we've helped people like you make the most of them,

find out how TIAA-CREF s range ol investment

choices, low expenses, and commitment to service

can work for you. Call us at 1 800 842-2776

(8 a.m.-] 1 p.m. ET weekdays).

Visit our Web site at www.tiaa-cref.org

Ensuring the future

for those who shape it.

L
I I'll

\( KM Mutual I itml* pnsaprtfua mod lW pF—plCfW 0—«ftffjl WwjWI tOW)

MJ ami Intuitu'- FIAA-CAKI M. ., ,, | ^^ r ,»,»r . Vr>.. r» Tli* 1 IA U*B»> CtlMJl Rolh IMA -n.l

.i/9N
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Sox league-leader in wins
By Howard Ulmon
Associated Prms

BOSTON - The Boston Red Sox.

committed two errors in the Iiim
inning and walked the hase loaded in

the last. And they Mill bout the best

hitting team in the American I .eaguc

The Red Sox again showed then
ability to overcome adversity in

Sunday's 2-1 victory over tlu

Rangers, the 14th time they've come
from behind in their 2o w&m Going
into yesterday's off day. they thand
the major league lead lot v k i>

"I really don't even know our
record," said Mo Vaughn, who i- bat

ting 561 with nine homers \|| |

know if that we're winning VW deli

nitely played very well during the
month of April and haven't Halted
out too badly in the month ol Mav
The Red Sox were just J i on then

seaaon-opening West C- ast trip but

are 17 4 since then Their surprising

20 9 iccord is built on pitching, hil-

ling and fielding.

( • nig into the one-day break, three

of their players led the AL — Pedro

Martina in strikeouts, Tom Gordon
in s,

t \es and Nomar Garciaparra in

triples Vaughn was fourth in batting

aveiage and tied for thiid in homers.

Ihe team is second in the AL in

homers and batting average, its 4 20

ERA ranks third and the outfield

defense, with the addition of Darren

Md H.mion Bulord. has been
out standing.

With the MOM II and runners at

Md Monad In the fourth inning

Sunday Bulord leaped against the

centerfield wall and robbed Luis

\laea ol an extra base hit and the

Rangers of two tuns

I leel if I get my glove on a ball I

Id catch it." Bulord said.

Hie pitching also was strong. The

Rangers only run was unearned in the

first as Martinez allowed just five sin-

gles in seven innings. But Gordon
walked three batters in the ninth

before ending the game by getting

Rusty Greer to ground out.

Gordon, confident like most play-

ers on the successful team, stayed

calm throughout the ordeal.

"1 didn't get rattled," he said. "I

knew my stuff was good. 1 was just

missing down" in the strike zone.

The challenge gets easier Tuesday

when Minnesota, with a 12-18
resold, opens a two-game series that

ends the Red Sox' seven-game homes-

tand. although the Twins pitching has

been strong. Boston's next eight

games are on the road, at Kansas
City, Texas and Minnesota.

Texas leads the AL West with a 19-

10 record and went into Sunday's

game with four of the AL's top 10 hit-

ters. The Red Sox expect to face chal-

lenges from top teams all season.

Despite their start, they still trail

the New York Yankees by 1 1/2

games in the AL East. They play each

other seven times late in May. "This

division is very lough," Vaughn said.

"We kind of like that."

With starters Martinez and Bret

Saberhagen both unbeaten and solid

relief pitching, the Red Sox have
shown they can handle top hit.ers.

And before making four errors

Sunday — two by shortstop

Garciaparra — they had just six in

their previous 14 games fortunately

for the Red Sox, they have enough
weapons to make up for occasional

flubs.

"I'm always aggressive." Martinez

said, "especially in those moments
when Nomar and those guys make the

error. 1 try to pick them up and, if I

can go for a strikeout. I'll go for it

because 1 want them to feel OK."

Burns improves B's
By Jimmy Golen
Associated Press

Yankeess best start since pennant-winning '77 season
By Doug Tucker

Associated Press

KANSAS CITY. Mo Look out
Texas! Here eome ihe Sew Noik
Yankees, winners of 14 ol 21 and an

tl'BTflH sollection ol aapericfKC and

youth construeted from larm teams

and free agency, lapan and the junk

heap

They are off to a major league

leading 20-6 record — the Yankees

best start in 40 yean.

After routing karisa- i. ity 10 I em

Sunday. New York moved int. eulu
sive territory — no Yankees learn had

captured 19 of 21 since the pennant

winning club of 1977

"They're very talented and they're

playing very well." Kansas City man
ager Tony Muter said. "They'll

ing runs, they're pitching well and

their bullpen b good, lis a very fine

learn." Former Cy Young winner
David Cone will start against the

Rangers on Tuesday, trying t

alive what he admits has been an
"incredible run

."

"\\ e haw ively and
defensively We've been making
things happen," Cone said. "It's been

', different every night
."

I nUk) many good > ankees teams
o! the past, this on<: |s fast It leads

the niajoi - with 44 stolen bases

They'll also strong In the last live

gaaaes. they've hit II home runs.

most impressively Darryl
Strawbeiiv i grand slam on

.'dav against the R.-v.il-

that Darryl Strawberry.
Supposedly washed up after a host ol

his mJuding a fedeial sonvu

a tax charges and a trip to the

Betty fold clinic, the eight-time All-

Star and his bulging biceps are back.

I mature 36. he leads the

Yankm with seven home runs and

II KKI- and a 33 J average.

II s been a perfect fit and a

model eiti/en." said Cone. While
sweeping three from the Royals over

the weekend, the Yankees scored 12

runs in one game and 1 in the other

On the one night the Royals managed
to quiet the Yankees' bats, however,

the Yankees had Hideki Irabu on the

mound and won 2 1

In his longest stint yet as a Yankee.

the lapanese right-hander went 7 1-3

innings, combined with two relievers

on a two-hitter and said he's finally

getting the hang of American base-

ball

In three starts, the rapidly improv

ing Irabu has allowed just three

earned runs

"His fastball has been more than

dominating, * teammate Scott Brosius

said. "And they've finally got it

through to him that his split-finger

does not have to be for strikes When
he came over here, he'd throw a split-

finger in ihe din and say he was
sorry Heck, that's where it should

be"
Thc Yankees are also opportunistic

and smart They've scored 20

unearned runs while giving up just

SIX

"To be honest, this team is very

unique in a lot of ways." said second

baseman Chuck Knoblauch, acquired

from Minnesota to provide the leed-

. It spark thai was missing. "When
we were on an eight game streak ear-

lier in the year, nobody was gelling

too happy or out of control. We lost

that ninth game, and then everybody

came to the park the next day and

went right back to work There was
sush a good, positive attitude in the

elubhouse.

"This learn has a lot of experience

People know not to get too carried

away with anything
"

If the Yankees voted on an MVP
nght now. it would probably be first

baseman Ttno Martinez.

"This is the lirst time I've ever

been on a team like this." he said. "It

just seems like everybody who comes

up in a key situation gets the job

done."

Capitals grow into new role sitting atop the Eastern Conference

By JoMpn Wwte

WASHINGTON - The Washington Capitals have

a new label: favorites

Having rid ihemserves of an ernotionai burden bv

not blowing a 3-1 series lead against ihe B.

Bruins, the former first round heartbreak

pectedly find themselves the lop seed remaining in

the Eastern Conference

Suddenly, because New Vitrv fStr*l>uA)rr*iii»4*'

Philadelphia were all upset in the first round, ihe

C aptials have the home In all the way to the Stanley

t. up linals, starting with Thursday night's Game I

against Ottawa in the conference semifinals. They
earned tin- home advantage by winning the last four

games of the regular season, clinching fourth place

on the final day

MCk a long season," defenseman Mark
Tin. -rdi said "You figure no one win or loss is going

to make your year. Any one win would have made
ir tx\au*e k would gjae us home-ice *%art- *

The fans, and no doubt the players, will be waiting

to see how coach Ron Wilson handles the team's

new role. For the last week or so. when confronted

with the Capitals' infamous history of losing 3-1

series leads, he stared the demon in the face until it

flinched. The Capitals had blown three series when
they were leading three games to one.

"Look how many coaches tried to ignore it."

Wilson said after Sunday s clinching. 3-2 overtime

victory in Game 6 at Boston.

"Ncav lervey lost PhiMy's out Pittsburgh <u out 1 ~

Boatdn goalie Bmnifhribe said *lf wehafl wVm^hi*

series. I thought we had a chance to go to the finals

BOSTON — The Bruins of

1997-98 may not compare with

some of the other teams Pat Burns

has coached. But, Burns may
eventually realize, the job he did

in Boston is just as impressive.

Taking over a team that had the

worst record in the NHL last sea-

son. Burns brought the Bruins

back to the playoffs after a one-

year hiatus and appears to have

them back on track for a success.

"The Bruins are a team of the

future." Washington coach Ron
Wilson said Sunday after his

Capitals eliminated Boston from

the playoffs with a 3-2 victory in

Game 6 — the third overtime

game of the series.

The improvement from bl

points (26-47-9) last season to 91

1 39 30-13) this year is the biggest

in Bruins history (not counting

the 1994 lockout) And it isn't the

first time Burns has successfully

revived an "Original Six" team

He was named head coach of

the Canadiens in 1988. a team
that had 103 points (45 22 13)

the year before but lost in ihe

divisional finals In his BJmI year.

Montreal had 1 1 5 points — siv

ond best in the league — riding

Bob Gainey and Larry Robinson
to the Stanley Cup finals and
earning Burns coach of the year

honors. In 1992-93. Burns was
named the head coach of a

Toronto franchise that hadn't

been above 500 in 13 years He
led ihem to consecutive appear-

ances in the conference finals,

going from 67 points in 1991-92

to 99 in his first year — the

biggest

single-season turnaround in

team history — and Burns was
named coach of the year for the

second time.

"I'm not going to start compar
ing these guys to those teams."

Burns said Sunday.

Bui someday he might look
back on his roster and pick out

names like |oe Thornton, lason

Allison. Sergei Samsonov and Ray

Bourque and say the same thing.

"Pat brought a lot of players

together and brought the peak
potential out of a lot of guys."

said Byron Dafoe. who becanu
the Bruins starting geialtender and

posted a 2.24 goals aguinst avei

age in the regular season thai

dropped to 2.14 in the playolt

"lason Allison is a great example

of that, and 1 had a careei year

He (Burns) gave the young guvs |

chance to show what they could

do." Dafoe said. "All I am saying

is: Look out for next year."

Allison was acquired la^t yeai

in a midseasou deal with

Washington along with AJMOl
Carter and |im Carey. Adan
Oates, Rick Tocchet and Bill

Ranford —
- three older pi.-,

who made moie money and hud

criticized Bruins management
were sent to the Capitals. Undet

Burns' tutelage. Allison emerged
as a bona fide star, leading tlu

Bruins in scoring with 33 goal

and 50 assists. Carey nevet recov

ered the form that had earned him

the Vezina Trophy as the league's

lop goallender. but C'aiter I II

goals and 23 assists sh->we-l hm
to be a solid player, too.

"We'll be chomping at the bit

waiting for Septembei lo

around this year." Cartel Mid
Sunday after scoring his firs)

career playoff goal in the i

6 loss.

Last year's tmi-li earned
coach Steve Kasper I pink lit,

and his team the Iiim pick "

the NHL draft Thev
junior hockey star ThornIon
with another lirst to undet
obtained via trade, they

Samsonov from the 111)

Thornton's development was
slow, but Samsonov made a bis

splash, scoring 22 goals ami t.-l

lying 25 assists to aataklitl

himself as the favorite for tfu

Calder Trophy, whuli pool U

the NHL's lop rookie

In all the tumuli, one thins

has remained constant with the

Bruins for the last 19 years

Five-time NOfftrl liophy winner

Ray Bourque was his umu
steady self, tallying 48 point'

on 13 goals and 35 assists and

playing about half In

minutes.

He will be back nexl year, the

last year of his contract, but In

has not committed beyond
then

Want to write for Sports?

Come down to 1 13 Campus Center Basement

^ ^ to find out how.

1KireeM^ip
oppogtvmtv

Wanna Rock out All Summer?
Here's Your Chance!!!

\A/ M M R F AA

Today's 99.3 is looking for Eager, Enthusiatic

People with a passion for Rock N Roll to Intern

Over the Summer. Must be over the age 1 8 with

a Valid Driver's Licence. Apply in Person with

Resume to:

WNMP
1 5 Hampton Ave.
Northampton, MA 01060

No Calls Please.
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Collegian Classifieds
// i C .inifjus Center

ANNOUNCEMENTS 1
1 APARTMENT fOR RfcNT

PEOPLES MARKET
Where the food s fresh the cof

fee i hot, and the music is jam-

min'i Mam Floor Student Union

Crastviaw: SMS end SMS.
Laundry, bus. parking Available

now tor summer or longer

ate 2S3 2326 Agency fee

LEARN ITALIAN rtm I

Fulfill CAS language require

mem' No previous Italian nacas-

saryi Elementary 6/2-7/10.

Intermediate 7/14-8/20 For

more info contact Rachel 549

mo
APARTMENT FOR RtNT

Coaian
aalai

COMPUTERS
Macintosh Color Stylewriter

1M Piiataf. Keyboard. Mouse

SCSI Equipment is in excellent

condition 6/0 549-5514

EMPLOYMENT
Amherst Caalar 1. 2. and 3

bedroom apartments Gas heat,

hardwood floors We are show

mg starting April 6th for June

and September leases Lincoln

Real Estate 253 7879

GREAT LOCATION! Walk to

campus and on busline Big

backyard Parking two huge

bedrooms Good tor four people

In town Available June 1st Call

54*7089

Take Oirat Laaaa a/1 One ber>

toom at Davortahw Place Plenty

of toom tor 2 heat/hot water.

W/0 tuM kitchen extra storage

optional covered private pa/tung

space 20 30 mm drive to

Jja»S730 Call 493 7897

2 aeeVeeea eat Spacious, ideal

tor 2 3 people Available 6/1

with Fall option Rent

$685/month heat/hot water

jed Call 253*323 On bus

route 1

I aedreeai aaartaeat in

Squire Village Big enough tor 2

3 or 4 SSSX'month Available

6/1 with Fall option Call Wes
• 665-7357

I heireew BraatfywiM 3'd

floor Available 6/1 reduced

rant GREAT 0EAI! 549-7589

3 kadroom coaejaa Gas heat,

hardwood floors, heated base

ment 1/2 mile to campus on bus

route We are showing starling

April 6th for June and

September leases $1350 plus

utilities 253 7879

Summer
?ob* -a.

V*otfc >*•** Maeaprg on a

AUTO FOR SALE

SI Teyota Caaary OX 4 dr. AT

AC PS PW TW eacallant con

dition 72 6K miles Must sell

$7200 or B0 Call Prasad O 545

1705 10) or 665-7357 IE I

itocatanupa*

poaukon Raprfaovanca-

mam. Cat—r Oppa

call Alex

256-6434
t

Nerth Amherst Large studio

with deck Quiet $870 irctosrve

54*9164

2 eadreei aft Arabia 6/1

Fall option On bus route in

Sundarland AM lAbtttS indud-

Pool and tanms courts CaM

flav-jSoa) ____^mmi

Seued and sold locally this

month 1 800-522 2736 est

4564

ISM Heada Civic Standard

$2500 or best otter 253 5667

M Ford ••'
Auto/CAP/TOOLBOX/CASS
$3000 oi 670 54*1099

fj Muds Standard 4 door

Sedan 131 000 miles Runs

great wonderful condition, no

ruil Asking $1800 or bast oNer

546-4809

Hyaextai Eaeal 1« Standard.

$€75 Call 665- 7232

June 1st take over lease

Remodeled Heat/hot water

included Great location in

Puftton Village Call 54*6411

Take ever lease Jury 1st Two

bedroom Cotomel Wage 256

Hamas Sarvieaa- Want to

make a difference in someone's

lite' Relief support needed to

work with devetopmentalry dis

abied adults, may Wad to perma

nent hours Hours include

evenings, weekends and/or

overnights Required HS diplo

ma. driver's license (car very

helpful) and professionalism

CalM413(323«72 to start apt*

cation process AA/EOE

HAVE AN AMAZING SUM
MOM Prestigious coed camp m
Massachusetts seeks caring

motivated college students who

love kids" GENERAL & SPECIAL

TV COUNSELORS needed Jom a

dedicated tun team
Competitive salaries Camp
T acorn 1 800-762 282C

Stadeat Nalp Wealed Earn

$$$ before the summer even

starts by hosting the biggest

event of the year"' The Alumni

EMPLOYMENT
HAVE FUN! Make a difference!

Sleep late* Be an environmental

activist 1 Summer/Career ipbs

with Clean Water Action $300
$400/wk + benefits 413 584

9630

Yaaag maa living in Amherst

seeks a housemate to assist him

with creating a home, expanding

his social network, and compter

mg self care tasks Experience

with individuals with develop

mental disabilities preferred

Tax-exempt stipend, traimno and

support provir'ed Contact Carol

atCommunity Enterprises Inc

5841460

Cease Nawaka. a coed resi

dental camp in the Berkshires of

Massachusetts, is looking for

head staff and cabin counselors

tor the summer Qualified candi

dates may receive an application

by contacting Camp Fire at

(61 7)523-6006 or director at 549

9164

Peiaters Needed Earn $6 00

$9 00/hf painting houses

Training provided Contact

Francis at 413 546 3563

EMPLOYMENT
Berkshire Summer Cemp
teaches peace/activism seeks

mature live-in counselors for

boys cabins: drama, spoits.

camp craft teachers Experience

helpful 718-643-0771

New hiring energetic sta-

deats for nights and weekends
this semester and foi summer

Downtown Amherst $7/hr plus

bonus Sean 2530583

Stadeat Raps- AT&T
Authorized Agent needs 20 stu

dents now! No experience, will

tram $100 $30u/week Part/Full

Time (800)592 2121x123

FOR SALE

Used Bicycles
Buy/Sell/Tiade/Consign
Hampshire Bicycle Exchange

Sundays 9 4 in the Hall at the

Mt Farms Mall 24 hour into line

413253-6981

Birkeastocks Size 39 New 2

straps brown backstrap Call

knstal 546 2459
Turtle needs a good home, incl

tank, heater & filter 546-6728

ROOMMATE WANTED! SUMMER SUBLET SUMME

2 guys/girls to share 1 bedroom

with bathroom in Salem Place

$237 50/month Starts June 1 st,

possibly Sept 1st Call Megan or

Dawn 256 1750

Lookiag far famele to share

room m 2 bedroom Southpoint

apartment $240. heat/hot water

included Courtney 546 1901

Non smoking female to share

a 4 bedroom house in Amherst

ovei summer May 15-Aug 31

$300 halt utilities Call Joni &
2564792

ROOM WANTED

Male seekiag I datively

clean and quiet room to sublet

for Fall Please call 546 0190

Oaa large bedroom in 22*

household within 15 miles of

UMass In town or near hiking

referred Lease OK 6/1/98
1/99 Matthew 565 3295

SERVICES

E

Office is now accepting appi

won Weekend!

Take Over Our Lease 6/1

Puftton Newly renovated 3

bad/2 bath A/C Free heat/hot

water Poot/Tenms Courts 54*

Specious 2 bedroom On bus
laundry

hea' ^ed Available

May 27th 256 3971

Oae bedroom available for

summer on Mam St Heat and

hot water included Great loca-

tion on bus line Call Mike at

2534301

1 bedroom apt Available June

1 On busline Close to campus

5494575

Pelbem 2 bedroom mobile

home, gas heat $500 No pets

Fust Last and Security Call

S413

1SI7 Hyuedai Excel New
alternator water pump, brakes

muffler tailpipe exhaust sys

tern, belts Needs new head

gasket Overall good condition

$350orB/C Call 256-6351

Wealed Toyotas Novas

Prums. Sentres Any condition

Cash pam everyday 180064*
4795

CARS FROM $100

Seized and *ald loca/jv tftis.

month 1800 52^79 act 4S4

COMPUTERS

WaaXexJ: Jaak Cars •
'

.

-

everyday 1 800*4*4795
New P144MMX from $895

Laptops $1295' Peripherals

ZarVision 582 9198

V/MC/AMEX

CrtyCemmeeicasJaaxi

Pealiam 233MMX. 32MB
RAM 2 1 Gig. 24X CD ROM
33 6K Ti Modem. Video & Audio

Cards with Speakers Plus. 14

inch flat screen digital monitor.

Windows 95 keyboard. PS2

mouse $1150 546 6826

sea-

born for Reunion Weekend stu-

dent help Must be available

June 4 7 Housma accomoda

lions available Stop by the

Alumm Relations Office m
Memorial Hall to fill out your

application today Questions1

Call Ann Thompson at 5-231

7

LEAOERS NEEOED: Summer
teenage bicycling tups US.

Canada Europe Minimum 4-

week time commitment Salary

plus expenses paid Student

ItoBmalann Program. Ashfietd Rd

CONWAY MA 01341 (800)343

6132

Beeae y Saaa is looking tor

hard-working experienced peo-

,
pie •joyr* location

j tor head

swim coach and assistant coach

laj KjemseJa ovp* sj] aajej

team in Balchartown Call 323

0419 or Gail 3234453

Cooks, servers bartenders host

buses and dishwashers Will

tram P Box 1228 Eastam

MA 02642 Fax (508)255 9374

or call (508)255 9394

CAMP TAKAJO for boys on

Long Lake Naples. Mama, noted

for picturesque location

tonal facilities, and outst_

programs FREE TRAVEL

22 August 23 Over 50 counselor

positions in tennis lacrosse

swimming, sailing, scuba.

archery woodworking, ceramics,

fine arts rado and electronics

backpacking Call Mike Serbun

at 900 250 8252 tor additional

informaton

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT Earn

up to $3 000/month m fisheries,

parks resorts Airfare 1

Food/lodging 1 Our service rec-

ommended by US News &
World Reports (919)933 1939

eatAUO

FURNITURE

» Far Sale Full sua bed

and mattress $325 Full size

Futon and mattress $270 27"

color TV $320. VCR $130 dm
mg table chairs dresser and

mo-e Call Prasad O 545 1705

|D| or 665-7357 (E)

Far Sale Mattress and

boxspring 1 year old Good as

new $250 or A/0 256 3921

HOUSE FOR RENT

3 bedroom house
Balchartown Available June 1

$620/momh utilities Can 323

Haasa Far Real 3 bed'oom

spaaous house, comfortably fits

5 1/2 mile walk from campus
Available June 1st

$1 000/month Call 549-6238

MOTORCYCLES

M Vamehe FZR600
Motorcycle •

Must see $4000 54*0471

.egal Questions 1 '•'
egal Services Office otters tret

egal assistance to tee -paymj

itudents Contact us at 92<

;ampus Center

Need to sublet your apart

men!7 We will list it in our office

and on our web page for tree

Looking to move off campus'
Come to Commuter Services

428 Student Union, or call 545

0865

Nave a levoly selection
-

bunnies Many colors and types

as wall as a selector of cages

and hutches We can also nek?

with any bunnies you can no

longer care for Call Elian 367

0105 after 900 am

Soma AlphaMu Fraternity

For Fall 98

ft interested cat) Lee or Randy

54*6023
Meal included

Greek Area Preferred

CI U-iieAimainiir for boys

14 and 9 Planned activities

drive to classes, etc Car need

ad Full time 6/2*9/4 Call 253

3208 evenings

Faa pari time jok m ice cream

shop on the bike trail o Hadkry

Call Ice Cream Peddler 584-2223

Easy pleasant walk involving

errands local travel, companion

Call (413)536 2042

CRUISE B LAND TOWI,
Earn up to $2 000/month Free

world travel |C**been. Alaska

JEmgpe etoU" Frae rrjefVbpard

Fa info, nrxj (919)933-1939 ext

EARN UP TO SUM part time

in |ust 4 8 weeks Memolmk
needs 1 highly motivated indi-

vidual to direct its summer
sales/marketing protect at

UMass Contact Carlene at

(888)5096380

Track Drivers Wealed
Straight trucks Part time work

for 10 days in June and Aug

$105 per day Call before May
5th 1 888 949 5089

Peiaters wanted m Mass
$500-$800 per week Experience

a plus but not needed Call 1
-

1-277 9787

ROOM FOR RENT

1 kedreem m 2 bedroom apart-

ment On bus near campus
Laundry Available June

$275/rtpnah. Super location.

Must see Robert 256 4292 or

54*5761

Ra«m for root m a nee house

Private bath $3507month inclu-

sive

1 kedreem in beautiful

Boulders apartment on busline

Available 5/23 $260/month

Call la « 253 1724

1 kedreem available m 2 bed-

room apt from 6/1 -8/31 with Fall

option June already paid Call

Jada at 66*4248

Oae kedreem available m a 4

bedroom apt 6/1 with Fall

option $2757month On Mam St

Call Corrie 253-6566

I by Ph
1

m English Any

subject 665-3718

Pregaaet? Need kelpT Call

Birthright o» Amherst area for

free testing and assistance 54*
1906

SUMMER SUBLET

The nicest 2 kedroom town

house >n Amherst Furnished

Washer/Dryer front and back

yards on site parking, wall to

wan carpal, basement. 1 1/2 Ml
bath, next to campus 5 minute

we* to town Call 549 5893

2 kedreem available lc .

.

mer subkttln house with wood

ed backyard Larger room $200

smaller room $1 70 2534826

1 hedreeaa m a 2 bedroom act

dose to uptown and campus On

bus route Call 2534613

4 bedroom kaesa available

June 1st North Pleasant St

54*3468

Newly renovated 2 bedroom

apt with cheap rent Directly on

bus route Wonderful neighbors

Bright spacious living area

Large backyard 1 Come see' Ask

for Deny Tiff Erika. or Lisa 253

IBM

1 room ia 3 bedroom apt in

Presidential Mature person

please Nice place $250/month

Negotiable Paul 54*1590

Specious 1 bedroom Fits 2

comfortably On bus route, fully

furnished and utilities included

6/1 8/31. $500 per month Call

549 7248 Ask for Jen

2 bedroom ia 3 bedroom. Mill

Valley 1-4 persons. 2 baths.

A/C heat/hot water included

Available June 1st FALL

OPTION Call 253 6467

Speciaas 2 bedroom m
Brandywine Fits 4 AC/hot

water included Quiet, top floor

with deck Some furniture Fall

option $650 Call 549 4740

1 bedroom apartment

Crestview $560 per month Call

54*5185

Oae Urge room m 4 bedroom

house Good location

$268*/month Available 6/1

Sublet or take lease for Fall

Jessica 253 8944

Puftsaa- 1 bedroom available o
3 bedroom apartment Air condi-

tioning Reduced rent

$250/month Call 549 4379

Spacieas 2 bedroom in

Brandywine Fits 4 AC/hot

water included Quiet, top floor

with deck Some furniture Fall

opton $650 Call 5494740

Towaboases l large bedroom

in 2 bedroom June Aug Price

negotiable Call BobO 66*5128

2 bedraam oportmeat 2 full

bathrooms air conditioning in

Mill Valley Available June

August Call 256-8172

Pathos Village 3 bedroom. 2

bathroom renovated

$1040/month Available 6/1

(negotiable) with Fall opton 1

nvjnth tree rent" Call 54*7427

Large 2 bedroom apartment

Clitfsoe Across from 711 ptna

parlor, liquor store Heat/hot

water, electricity included On

bus route $665/month 665

8490

Speciaas 1 bedroom
Brandywine Fits 2 people easily

Hotwater/AC Rent negotiable

Call 548 7060 Available June

1st

3 bedroom renovoied) Puftton

apartment with 2 baths A/C.

available June 1-Aug 31

$1040/month Price negotiable

CaM 5494149

Recently reaovated, 2 bed-

room apartment Very clean,

spacious and quiet S600/month

Can come fully furnished, FREE 1

Call us ©259 9283 ASAP

3 rooms available Free A/C 2

full baths, all utilities included

On bus route Starting 6/1 253

6945

1 spacious kedroom in 2 bed

room apt Available 6/1

Downtown Northampton $330

Free cable' 587 3099

Mill Valley 2 bedrooms, 2

baths Fall option Price nego-

tiable 2534988

3 bedroom. 2 balk mailable

June 1st Rent negotiable Call

2561286

Puftton 1 mile from campus

eight neai bus stop 1 bedroom

Fully furnished with utilities

A/C $250/month Will negoti

ate 549 7068

apt Boulders Fits 4

comfortably Includes heat/hot

water On the bus line $695

253 5667

1 bedroom eat for Summer
June 1 Aug 31 $550/month

Call Geoff 259 2979

„ 1 bedroom apt May

25 August 31 Clean Utilities

included On bus route

$4S0/month (neg) Call Mike

6655544

3 bedroom Puftton

Renovated. A/C, Fall option

5497084

TICKETS

R/T Dalle Ticket Good for

with m US including Alaska and

Canada $400 546 3060

TO SUBLET

1 kedreem el Cliffsido

6/1/98 1 10/99 $540/ month

Electricity included Well fur

mshed On bus route 665 5019

2 bedroom apt. AC/heat/H20

included $6QuVmonth Call 549

4928 Available 5/31 7/31

Mill Valley Saklal 2 bed

rooms 2 full bathrooms. A/C.

heat and hot water included on

bus route, with foyer breakfast

bar. washer and dryer hook up.

superb condition Available 6/r

Cai!Z53*i50

I town

house One and one half bath

rooms Available 6/1 On bus

route $700/month You'll dig it'

Call 25*6609

Affordable Summer Sublet!

Three bedroom. 1 1/2 bath

townhouse A/C. new stove and

carpeting. spacious

$800/month 6/1 -8/31 Jenn

546 5142 Becca 546 1419 Meg
5465107
4 bedroom apartment available

$342 50 per person 1 month

free 253 1899

1 er 2 bedroom tvailabie ir

pm bo* an wwhj ranavajtad

Puffton apt Heat/hot H20
included' Has central air Easily

fits two or thiee people

Available 6/1 $67S/momh Amy
5491773

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for 2 bedroom u

ment in Northampton for sum

mer sublet Call Jenny 585 7828

Looking for 2 bedroom
ment including heat and hot

water Close to center of town

and campus Call 256 6351

Five College Community Calendar

TUESDAY. APRIL 5

ha Outdoor C rill Jml **« will

lake plate on ihe Student Union lawn All are

invited from 1 1 a m - 4 p.m

f,l„ _ The Office of Undergraduate

AmsMoM invite* the UnivrrMtv u«nmunit>

to a virwinf of "» newe»t recruitment video in

the Catnpu* Center Auditorium at 10 am It

laata about 16 minute< Comments and idea*

>tudeni« ma\ have on the video are wel-

Dsased

tilm - BxeAtj Ourntin. a film by Deepak

Anathapadmanabha. will be shown at 9. IS

p m in Herter Hall, room 227 Come SS«tj

and «ee 77w Owe'orr Man at 7 p m
l.raurt — lohn Bracev will <p«ak about

the hiMorical contest of the interfaith pilfrim

age of the middle paitage. a year-li>njt pil

fnmage from levereti. MA lo Cape TeXM

South Africa The lecture begin* at 7 W p.m

in room 16* of the Uampu* Center

Meeting — The Hillel/lewish Student

Union general meeting will be held al 6 p m

in MM Heoei C aaai help plan for next year

All are welcome

Meeting — The Ballroom Dancing Club

will be meeting from VSO-7 p m in Totman

room '01 No enperience or partner nece*

••rr

Pottry — Pamela Sneed. • NOT

York-bated performance poet, will preaent a

poetry and performance from her new book,

/mating Being More Afraid of freedom thjn

Slavery al 7 p m in the Graduate 1 ounge

Prnrntation — lohn Dunphy. coordinator

of the Coalition for Alcohol Free Kid* in

Massachusetts will present a video and brain-

storming session about an initiative to create

an alcohol tax to fund preventative programs

The event it from noon-2 p.m in I6M." in the

Campus Center.

WEDNESDAY. APRIL 6

fiance — Israeli folk dancing will he held at

8 SO p m in Grayson Residence Hall tOrchard

llilll Last opportunity of the year All are wel

come Free Sponacerd by Hillel

fair — A Biotech )ob Fair, hosted by

Biokigical Sciences Student Association, will be

held from 10 a BV-1 p.m in Morrill South

SI 9. Companies represented are seeking any

students (graduating seniors especially wel-

come) majoring in biology, microbiology. Ska

chemistry and other related fields for full -lime,

part-time and summer research poaitkmj.

Meeting — The UMass Poetry Societv will

meet at 7 p m in room 801 in the Campus

Center All are wefcome

Meeting — The Index, the t Mass Yearbook,

will hold a general meeting at 6 pm in room

y04 of ihe Student Union All are incited

NOTICES

BaJkM - -from Rope Pulls. To Rallies. Tkl

Running Around Naked An Exhibit on the

Student Fxpenence al UMass" will open on

Friday. May I on the 2Sth floor in the Special

Collections and Archives Department of the

V. r H DuHois library The exhibit was creat

FTh are pubkc service announcements print

ed daily To submit an fYl, please vend a

press release containing aM pertinent mlor

mation. including the name and phone
number of the contact person to the

CcHrgnrt. c/o the Managing tditor by noon

the previous day

ed by students and will be open from 10

a.m.-S p.m. Monday - f ridav

kofsMreerism— The (. riaii l enter, a

Massachusetts Suicide Prevention Hotline is

currently seeking volunteer' and inlet

more information, sontact Ciina Grampetro at

(9781849-SbOOext 20!

daily listings sponsored by

UVC-fV 19
Today's Program Schedule TUESDAY EVENING

3:30
3:37
4:46
5*0
5:30
8*0
8:15
9*0
10*0

UVCTV-1 9 Premier
funtySMf

Ten Minutes on Drugs
Chsnnel 19 Hews

' Annual Pan-Hellenic Step Show
Smatty Piece Theater

Soul TV Hetwork
Master Music*^mmmaF*wm>* a^rmsmasmma

Sign Off

JAG Clipped VVnos" (In Slereo

Butty Mw Vatnpjro Slay* I

Jtoperdylg

Nawahour With Jtrri Lahrar ti

FrstlerX

mi
3

HSCN Bulletin Board

CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN
UPN/20

HcrTltord

Boston
Boston
SpringMa
Movie Ch.

Harthrd

It

Ml
13
14
IB
nr

Weotfter ChonneJ
NBC/30 Naw Bn'torn

Fox/61 HorffW
PBS/24 f^rftW
WOCH & HSCN
International

UMass AcaaamK TV
HSCN Programming

31

UVC-TV19
ABC/40 Springfield,

NBC/22 Springfield

CNN
CNN SI

Heodline News
UCTV
TBS
BET
TV Land
Univision

Comedy Central

Cartoon
Much Music

Mad Abo. You

MoMhtX
Mad Abo You

Breaking Magician's Coda 3

Horn* Imp |Soul Men £

C- Campus

8:30
IosTFjst Empnes"

i" (In Stereo

Clipped Wings" (In Stereo)

i Imp ISoulkwnj.

In the FooUtepi of Alexendef the Giaat [In Sleieo) (Pari 2 o4 2)

^UatfS»iirn^,lVama)KirsiieAliay, Jason Gednck. 1C

•thelutbon II" (1996, Drama) Klrtta AJey. Jason Gedrick 3B

Home Imp. IDrtarma-Ceea

For Your Love

Cluelee* X
For Your Love

Mad Abo. You iFor Your Love

Secrets ol Lost Empires"

9:00 9:30 1 10:00 I 10:30
Partnenhip

New* a

NYPD Blue "Hammer Time" X
Dawaoni Creak (In Sleieo) I
Fraaietl Jutt Shoot I

Malcolm-Eddie

Freds* X
Gc^rkrwtX

Dalalina (In Stereo) X

Jutt Shoot Me

Lie Detector (In Stereo) X
FrtsterX |Juet Shoot Me

LAPP

Dateline (in Slereo) X

MAY 5, 1998
11:00

People-Here

Newel

11:30

Star Trek: Next Goner

Nightline X

News

Vibe

iTonighl Show

Mad Abo You

Dateline (in Slereo) X

merer ia. nwiiie nnu. ^*— .
-"— — i .———

ai, r..n Plavoffa: Eastern Conl. Uuarle rtinal Game / - Brums al Capitals

?A.—I—r .r rwwc ai Ailanla Btaves. Live X

in the FooWtps of Alexander the Greet (in Slereo) (Part 2 al 2)

Home Imp. IDherma-Greg |NYPD Blue "Hammer Time" X

NeweX

Law k Order "Second Opinion"

W^t^faus^hall l os Anneles dodger* .1 Altonla braves mvaTB
1

~
.- * .. i «, .... ,..". o,.„.n Cokimbo Elude in Bla

Tonight Show

Deep Space 9

Tonight Show

Charlie Rose (In Slereo) X
NtwsX jNightHneX

MoneytlneX ICrotafirel

Biography: Jar,e Russell

Daily Show (R) ISteln'e Money

Gimme Shelter (R)

IM'A-S'HX |RealTVX
** "Surviving the Game" (1994) ice-T

World Today I ~ Larry King Uve I

t^ino-Feetival la* '** «rr^jrrQ9MJ«!!!!!lr^
tr- ' _ Iklau. nawtau-llVfmB Mlfin

World Today I
Law t Order "The Blue Wall" X

Wild Discovery: Fami Naw Detectivea "Mind Hunters"

Viva Variety |Unrd»

Sportt lllui I Monaylirte X

Invlelbte Placet "World ol War
1

Daily Show [Stein'i Money

kitimale Oortrait

[

figure It Out |TlnyToon
" Quantum Leap (In Slereo) X

My So-Called LHe "Betrayal'

Wenovttlon | Renovation
'

Lolt k Clark-Superman

Baywatch "Tentaclet" I

sLlev Cup Ha'voflt: ComarerW. Uua rtg^ame 7
_
TeamMo Be Announce

"Bret. Butter- |Un^v«dT^irle«lr^^ ^_K^m-^m — ......—' »_. iuv^-1 Bnrkumantary Total flequei
ftrtltlCm |<iayWhat? Bocfcumontary

Seaquetl DSV ''Loslland" X
Secret of Alex" BewHched _ Wonder Yeart

Home Again JHome
Again

In Slereo X
Highlander: The Seriea X

5:45) »t* "rVevef Say Ntvtr Agari*(l9»3) Sean Conrwry. 'PQ*
' t.it\ W-.J.*" t . . I/. iwA.._axA.al^. liL-J.«Vst/WSl ifV> 11<
14.45) Tuito" \*4t\yKunfight»rs Atoon"(l996) 'PG-13'

r.'Tna Forbidden Dano»"(19»0, Cxamt) Laura Herring. 'PO-llfiia

Teams lo Be Announced. I IBaatbalf

una) Kate Jackson. Lot! Loughlm

Juttlce Filet (R)

Total Request

Wonder Yeart

/orevar Knight "Hunters" X
Great Egyptiane II (R)

True Life- IBeavia-ButT

Happy Dayt |l Love LucyX
Flmh "Honor Among Thieves'

LochNett
irauma: Lna ininsscnin ... * to_- i „.i •»

NBA Basketball Pi^offt^ggg^j (
ln

,

slw^ L
.

w
g..'

* fa* «—l— — F**<*i*l'* naftiale uc I

Dawn of Dinoe

Sporttcenter X
New Attttudea |

Golden Girls

Loveline (R) (In Slereo)

MT. Moore |Taxi

X

Seequett DSV "Loslland X
Trauma: Life in the ER (R)

Walker, Texas Rang

I
NBA Basketball Ptayoftt: Teams TBA

Boxing: Robert Daniels vs Don Diego Poeder (In Stereo Live) X [Silk Stalklnga (R) (In Slereo) X
lorn Travokt, NicotM Cage, (in Stereo) fVOP | From the Earth to the Moon

X

I Larry SandeT

aJ^^oKr^^ |LatinoUu9hF.t.i>.l (
'Hl

Larry

Intimate Sett

Red Shoe
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Bruno By C. Baldwin

I .At ( SOSjVsI iMtSIAO
Of LtAiflMfe <0« UJOOCOM'
V*SNT SO »SA< KlfWMIU
JNH. k1AMl(<r OOI SACK '

Robotman By Jim Meddick

Lttsset i^Ckktaures'PLWflat'^p
''l#£*Xl PLkNC IVWLV^R'aNr; ItrMitTTtssIss

*TVt WsR\S «E\/l6w;
-
UAR?Es7." A»Jl>"Trr€

NtVsl TOgKsVR" 8'U t*t LATtt?

SsWiVVRt

vcrm°

Qije Mfe* ftuRW. CAJMiu;B IS fc

SjEAutit-ol ssttsfkast so T»*
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ARIES (March 21-April 19) —

Take care ana dun't *a> s«r do any-

thing thai ccmld rx- taken the wrong

way or held against you at a later

date. Keep thing", clear and truthful

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
You may be facing something o! a

challenge from someone who thinks

>ou \c recently done wrong, but it's

all unl\ circumstantial evidence, after

all.

GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20) —
Though you may not agree with a

rival today, the fact is thai >ou'll be

compelled to support him or her in

any v*.i\ possible al this lime.

CANCER (|une 2l-|uly 22) —
You may be feeling as though some

sine i^ tightening the screws a.id try-

ing to limit you in a way that could

eventually inhibit creativity and prof-

its

LEO (|uh/ 25-Aug. 22) — You
must be fully prepared today; you

don't want to be caught unaware at

anv time-or for any reason. You
must maintain control.

VIRGO (Aug. 25-Sepi. 22) —
You may have to answer for some-

thing you didn't do today. Remain
calm, and trust that those in the

know will come to vour defense.

LIBRA (Sept. 25-Oct. 22) —
Avoid finger pointing today. Do
what you can to solve the problem

without wasting time trying to fix

blame Be creative and productive

SCORPIO (Oct. 25-Nov. 21) —
Once you see how much support

you're getting from those around

you. everything you're trying to

accomplish will get that much easier.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-D«c.

21) — You'll be asking a great many
questions today-but you mustn't

expect anyone to have immediate
answers This is stuff to think about

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— Vol mav not be able to Mate the

tacts today vMth absolute certainty.

but vou can help others put together

a puzzle despite missing pu

AQUARIUS (|an. 20-Fcb. 18) —
A scKtal engagement is likely lo pro

vide more than enjoyment today.

You're likely to depart knowing a

great deal more than you did on
arrival

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) —
You may be asked by a friend or

co-worker to cover up an indiscre-

tion Think twice before getting

involved; don't risk your reputation

Closo to Homo By John McPherson___

_
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Quote of the I>«y

44 On what time Thursday

would you like to be spon-

taneous? U
-Paul D. (UMass Defector)
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The face of golf is changed forever with the

invention of mobile, dimple sensing sand

traps.

ACROSS
1 Novelist Ferber
5 Leather working

tools

9 Take an oath
14 Honey wine
1

5

Jacob s first wile

16 Mediterranean
island

17 Cleopatra star

20 Islanders grp
?1 Not courteous
22 Actress Dahl
23 Divests ot guns
25 Pocket bread
26 Musical notes
27 Hunter s cry

30 Small Iruil

33 One over par
34 Ballpark official

36 Popular cookie
37 loured in the

bullring

38 Musical group
39 Mom s dessert9

40 Wears well

41 Not glossy
42 Support as a

cause
44 Bobby
45 Decorative
46 Nice area
50 Type ot dress
53 Actor Hackman
54 Fleur-de- —
55 Pause for a rest

58 Bandleader
Shaw

59 Diva s song
60 Suit to —
61 Necklace units

62 Take care of

63 Hardy lass

DOWN
1 Correcl (text)

2 Indian city

3 Fastens
4 Woodworking

tool

Scrapbooks
Unwanted
plants
Overdue
Quiet'
Intelligently

10 Ambush
1

1

Vogue rival

12 Like — of bricks

1

3

Steak order
18 Assortment
19 Followed

closely

24 Curly hairdo
25 Beeps
27 Rich cake
28 Damage
29 Skip
30 Type ot jazz
31 Pennsylvania

port

32 Female
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sandpipers
33 Like the head

honeho 9

35 The Gold Bug
author

37 Argentine
cowboy

38 Urban transport

40 Abhors
41 Relocator

43 Calm
44 Arabian

Nights" name

46 Lacquer
ingredient

47 Make happy
48 Ceremonies
49 Hearth stuff

50 Nature s

bandage
51 Rabbits cousin
52 Singer James
53 Pretty Woman

lead
56 Crooner Cole
57 Dine

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roil

Hungarian Noodle Bake

Tacos

Vegetable Taco

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Meatfoaf Italiano

Ratatouilfe

Captains Catch on a Roil

Worcesrter

LUNCH
Clam Roll

Ziti/ Sauce
Native American Tacos

Native American Vegetable Taco

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

lamaican Beef Patty

Pastabilities

Meatball Grinder

Hempshare
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Charbroiled Chicken Sandwich
Tacos

Soylent Green

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Meatloaf

Biscuits, Biscuits,

and More Biscuits

Berkshire

LUNCH
Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Chef's Cheese

Tacos

Vegetable Taco

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Meatloaf with Gravy

Pastabilities

Meatball Grinder
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L.A. -Seattle

N.B.A. battle;

best of the west
Oh, gimme the mIm Hook me up

with a little Seattle I M Angeles

the Real round to the

finalv th^ series perhaps will bring

the he-t basketball to the forefront.

Sure Seattle Mruggled in the fit-t

round againM Minnesota but the sec-

tin ti Mau*er

The Massachusetts Doily Coilegion

wins two

over the Bonnies

;

improve to 21 Al

Skeffington a quiet contributor

to Minuteman diamond squad

By Mkhoet Kobylanski

ColUgKin Staff

By Kathleen Raits

CdUskm Staff

ond round i- a whole new ball game.

The ten matchup i- the

most intriguing in years. Neither

team has an answer lor the other

team'* strength, therefore fate and

the heat ol the moment will detei

mine who will move OH

Shaquillc O'Neal understands his

situation in L A In Orlando, he had

Penny Nick Anderson nuvbe
Dciah Scolt. but in the sit> the tal-

ent is immeasurable not even in

today's game, but in what the future

holds for this Jub Diesel dreams of

in LA. and

with ihe personnel the Lakers cur

rentlv have there's no doubt that an

improvement in chemistry and over-

all team defense could pour more

giamout into the Lake >how

On the other hand, there's Seattle.

who's steady as she goes The obvi

- that the Sunk* will

have to ot trcoBM is in the paint

whi al has at leasi tiltv

pounds on hi^ mpetitor He
>mated the Sonic s in the regular

season, averaging 30 points and 1

2

rebounds, but the Sonks had the last

laugh, taking three of four contests.

Shas. uvding is

another without a bonafide center.

Via Baker will need to have a

remarkable series on the glass.

Seattle's defensive game is simple

double team Shaq and make the

Lakers' erratic perimeter game beat

you. Any way you look at the prob-

lem they re facing with O'Neal in the

middle, there is no answer. Despite

matching up nicely with the Diesel

height vvi-c |im Mcllvainc's defen

stve ability 'and his contract) is hard-

ly what 'J hoped for

upon his arrival a few years back

Until Mdlvaine gets into foul trou-

ble whish is guaranteed, he will

body up against Shaq.

When Seattle coach George Karl

•reed to bring Sam Perkins into

the game, thing* get interesting Shaq

gives Seattle nightmares when he has

the ball, but who does Shaq check

when the Seattle frontcourt lists

Perkins Baker, and Detlef

Schrempp" Perkins is always roaming

around the arc on offense and there's

no way Lakers coach Del Harris will

send Shaq outside the key to defend

him Baker will post up O'Neal, but

the Big Man would certainly get inu

foul trouble with Baker's versatility

in the paint It's a double- edged
r both teams.

In the three losses this year to the

the Lakers shot 41-pcrcent.

npared to the 48-percent they

I in their only win Not a big dif-

ference, but when it came to the 1-

point shot the LafesTI shot 22-per-

cent in the losses. 58- percent in the

win That puts all the more impoi

tance on the Lakers' numerous
mdtksmcn for the most part. Eddie

|oncs Nick Van Exel. Rick Fox. and

Kobe Bryant The Lakers must Mj
within the team game that they

showed in the Portland series, and

that they are ready for the big time.

Van I \cl and Derek Fisher will try

to control Gary Pay-ton. but we could

see a repeat of the first round at the

point guard position, where Payton

posted up Stephon Marbury. tiring

him. eventually into a two for 10 per

formance in Saturday's deciding

game.

Seattle s defense and three-point

accuracy will eventually be the decid-

ing factor Ball control will be very

key for both teams but the biggest

key may be Key Arena. Seattle is 16-

5 at home Gimme Seattle in seven.

In the other Western Conference

battle. Utah and San Antonio will try

to mend the wounds of their last con

test, where Karl Malone leveled

David Robinson with a nice "inad-

vertent" elbow to the head. Utah's

overall consistency will outdo the

Twin Towers. If the Spurs have any

chance, (aren Jackson and Chuck
Person need to come up huge. Utah

in sj\

I won't even elaborate on the

Chicago C hiirlotle series because it

will probably be over before this

paper even hits the presses (not real-

ly). Chicago's combination of offense

and defense, along with the Michael

|ordan factor, will easily propel the

Bulls into the Eastern Conference

I blast. Glen Rice will try to turn the

series into a 1 on I with lordan. but

he has struggled to find his stroke as

of late I give the Hornets five games

log they're lucky, four if the

Bulls play all-out

Brett Mauser is a Collegian colum-

nist

This weekend was almost a

washout tot the Massachusetts base

ball team as their weekend series

with St Bonaventure (21 21) was

extended to Monday due to rainy

conditions

Saturday's doubleheader was post

poned until Sunday and the third

game was forced to yesterday The
Minutemen improved to 27 II.

despite the loss \eMerday Finishing

off their Atlantic 10 regular season

contests. UMass ended with alii
record, their best conference show

ing in school history They have one

more regular season game against

Harvard on Wednesday at 3 p.m at

Lorden Field

Despite a fine effort by junior

pitcher Ryan Cameron who allowed

only one earned run while striking

out six in seven innings, the

Minutemen could not produce

enough offense to offset the live

errors they committed The Bonnie*

advantage, scoring four

unearned runs. Freshman Craig

Szado pitched the last two games.

giving up one hit and walking two to

i the loss.

Shortstop Seth Kaplan and Aaron

Braunstein contributed two hits

apiece in the losing outing. Second

baseman Muchie Daglierc hit

J with two RBI but it was not

enough
On Sunday. UMass soundly

defeated the Bonnies. 84 lunior

hurler. Bill Cooke, gained his sev-

enth consecutive complete game win

i» improve to 8 I Die left hander

allowed four runs on six hits, striking

out five.

The Minutemen were losing 4-3 in

the fourth inning when centerfiekler

Doug Clark tied the game with an

RBI single, driving in Bryan

Mazzaferro. The junioi also connect

ed for a round tripper in the second

inning.

The two remained tied until the

top of the ninth when Brian Saincla

tallied a lead-off homer 'Die catcher

had three hits on the day. Leadotl

hitter Shaun Skeffington topped oil

the eftort with a two run home run

as the Bonnies (ailed to retaliate in

the bottom of the inning. Dagliere.

Skeffington. and Kaplan all had two

hits apiece

In the second half of the double

dip. the Minutemen opened up with

a 4 lead in the first inning Clark

repeated his performance, crushing a

homer to left field They contributed

a pair of runs in the second as

Skeffington and Dagliere earned the

RBI. Kaplan repeated his pert

mance with two hits as the offensive

production was more spread out

•t Bamsby pitched one inning

and Puleri earned the win to improve

to 4-1 The senior allowed six hits

and one earned run. including three

K-

Massachusetts will head to

Boyertown. Penn as the reining

\ 10 East Champions this weekend

for the A- 10 tournament As the

I seed in the East UMass is set

to face the No. 2 seed in the West.

v irginia Tech. in the first round on

I riday at 4 p.m George
Washington, the No. I seed in the

West will play the No. 2 seed in

the East. Fordham. on Friday at

7:30.

In a lineup with arguably the best

3-4-5 combination in the nation in

Muchie Dagliere. Doug Clark, and

Pete Gautreau. it's understandable

how leadoff hitler Shaun
Skeffington can sometimes be over

looked

The Fall River native, is very

much responsible for many of the

RBI that the big three drive in With

a M2 batting average and 40 runs

scored to his credit. Skeffington has

had a big part in the success of the

Minutemen this season.

But to Skeffington, it's all just

part of the job

"As a leadoff hitter, my job is to

get on base so that the three, four.

and five hitters can knock me in."

Skellington said Tin just trying »"

make things happen out there and

score some run*

The sophomore designated hitter

doesn t exactly fit the typical mold

of a DH Standing only 5 foot-5

and weighing only 140 pounds.
Sketlington has found a spot in the

UMass lineup through this route

"Last year we gave him a shot, but

he just wasn't developed enough

yet." Massachusetts baseball coach

Mike Stone said. "Shaun brings

speed and quickness to our lineup,

and also does a good job of hitting

the ball

"

Women's lax gains berth

to ECAC Tournament
By Seth Koanig

Colagton Slow

As the minutes ticked by during the

course of Monday morning. Franccsca

McClellan and the coaching staff of

the Maaachusctts women's lacrosse

team waited patiently for the phone to

ring It was on this day that they

would be called and notified whether

or not they had been gTanted entry

into the ECAC tournament

Less than a week earlier, the

Minutewomen lost their last regular

season game to Boston University by a

single goal, dropping the team's mark

to s) s |,,r the season The irony in

that game was that it was the first

time- in history that the Terriers came

out on top in a matchup against

UM;.

The loss seemed to ensure that the

season would end on that day. It did

em as though a 9-5 record

would be sufficient to keep the season

going, especially with only four spots

open in the ECAC tournament and

several teams having outstanding

years. Cornell. Yale. Lafayette.

Rutgers, and Penn State all seemed to

overshadow the Massachusetts bid.

When the decision came through,

though, the slots had been divided up
as follows Penn St. as the No. 1 seed.

Rutgers as the No. 2 seed. Lafayette

as the No 1 seed, and UMass as the

No. 4 seed. Based on the draw, the

ECAC tourney will take place at Penn

State beginning on Saturday. At noon,

the Minutewomen will take on the

Nittany Lions, and Lafayette and
Rutgers will lock horns at around 2

p.m.

As the lowest seed, the odds are

against UMass, but the opportunity is

incredible none the leas.

"I think we're lucky to have this

opportunity." McClellan said. "Now
it's about what we do with it I feel

like we've gotten a second chance."

The entry into the tournament

marks the first time the program has

taken part in post -season plav mikc

1488. when the team took a 7-7-1

regular season record all the way to

the championship game, one which

they came up short.

As recently as 1996. the program

had superficially seemed to be at the

point of no return, as their 4-10

record marked the fifth time in six

years of competition that the team fell

into the double digits in the loss col-

umn In the sixth year, the team went

0-8. For two years in the middle of

that span. 1991-92. the University ol

Massachusetts disbanded the squad.

Even last season, when the team

sported a 6-8 mark, a tournament

spot seemed hopelessly out of reach

for the near future. At least a year or

two of fine-tuning and rebuilding still

seemed to stand in the way of the

ECAi
Fortunately, the process was accel-

erated, though, with the addition of

the two standout freshmen goalies

Tara Durkin and |en Nardi, and the

emergence of a strong, young defen

sive crew that consists of freshman

Denise Brey. sophomores Jessica

Passanese and Melissa Miele. and

graduating captain Amy Leder

The UMass participation into the

ECAC tournament marks a turning

point in the recent history of the pro-

gram, and is the perfect finish to the

dedicated career of Leder and her

classmates. Jen Herker and |en

Bowen.

Yes. Skeffington does bring both

of those attributes to the table with

him He leads the team in doubles, a

category which he is nationally

ranked in, and is second on the team

in stolen bases. In addition,

Skeffington has two homers and 28

RBI on the year out of the leadoff

spot

"t es and no Ion being surprised

about his success this year). I'm

working hard and 1 expect to get the

best out of my ability," Skeffington

said. "As a DH. I'm just doing what I

have to do. Like I said before, as long

as I get on base and score runs, then

I'm doing my job
*

As a freshman Skeffington saw

.Ktion in 22 games, seven of which

were starts. He hit 265 in 34 at-bats.

but was a victim of the numbers
game, as Clark. Gautreau. and Aaron

Braunstein all had solid seasons.

Entering the season, it looked like

Skeffington may be the odd man out

once again, as the entire outfield was

returning The versatile Skeffington

also could play second base, but

Dagliere was back in that spot as

well

Instead. Skeffington has found a

home as the DH. while also using this

season to hone his defensive skills in

preparation for the future.

And the hitting hasn't seemed to

be a problem.

"Shaun is tough to pitch to. even

tn batting practice. He's a tough out

at the plate." Stone said. "He's a

hard-nosed kid and just a good kid to

have on our team."

As far as the team. Skeffington has

helped to lead the Minutemen to the

A- 10 Eastern Division crown, and is

looking to help the Minutemen win

the conference title this weekend

when they head to Boyertown. Penn.

fal the A 10 tournament

"We've been playing good ball, but

I don't think that we've hit our peak

yet." Skeffington said "The next two

weeks are going to be very important,

and as long as we play together, then

we should win
"

As evidenced by both the individ

ual and team success that Skeffington

has been a part of in his first two

years at UMass. it looks like

Skeffington made the right decision

by matriculating at his home state

school.

"I liked the fact that UMass had a

w inning tradition and was recognized

for its baseball team." Skeffington

said. "Coach Stone was also a big

part of my decision to come here 1 le

talked to me about academics and

also felt that I was a Div I baseball

player. He thought that I could help

out the program, and I can say that I

haven't played for a better coach
"

And if this year is any indication of

what Skeffington can do. it's a good

thing for Stone and the rest of the

Minutemen that he still has two more

yean to go in Amherst

KTOM* UNUMN / rolllGIAN

Sophomore designated hitter Shaun Skeffington has been an integral part in the success of the 1998

Massachusetts baseball team.

UM track second to VT at A-10's
By Kathleen Ralls

Collegian Staff

K*MA KANVMMfN / < Ol I (1 ,1»N

The Massachusetts women's lacrosse team received some good news

yesterday when they learned that they were invited to the ECAC
Tournament, which will be held this weekend in State College, Penn.

Unfortunately, for the rest of the

Atlantic 10. Virginia Tech won the

A-10 men's and women's outdoor

track championships this past week-

end in Blacksburg. Va for the sec-

ond year in a row.

While this may sound disappoint-

ing for UMass. it should be noted

that it was mainly a two-sided
affair, with the rest of the confer-

ence failing to keep within striking

distance. For the women. Virginia

Tech led the way with 252 points.

UMass tapered off with 151, and La

Salle scored 104.5. Rhode Island

finished off with 103.75 and was

followed by Dayton. Duquesne. St.

loseph's, Temple and Eordham.

On the men s side, the Hokies tal-

lied 268 points to the Minutemen's

183. For the rest of the field. La

Salle scored 84. and was followed

by Rhode Island, St. loseph's.

Temple and Fordham.
The women were hoping to be the

first team in the A-10 to capture

the cross country, indoor track, and

outdoor track titles. Shana Mitchell

was the lone winner for

Massachusetts earning first place

honors in the hammer throw with a

toss of 165 feet, 10 inches. The
senior took second in the discus

with a career-best throw of 147
feet. 1 1 inches, good for second

place in the all-time UMass record

books.

Though Mitchell may have been

the only blue-ribbon winner, youth

was served this weekend as fresh-

man Alison Tostevin garnered the

A-10 Rookie Performer of the Year.

Tostevin placed third in the shot put

and fifth in the discus.

Two other school records were

set for the Minutewomen this week-

end as well. Senior Anya Forrest

shattered her own record in the

100-meter hurdles in a time of

14.01 seconds. The 4x400 meter

relay squad also set a UMass record

with Michelle Cooper, Andrea
Comeau. Silifa Kenku, and

Shelanda Irish placing second with

a time of 3:47.71.

Other notables include Irish's sec-

ond-place finish in the 100-meter

dash and Kenku taking second in the

400-meter intermediate hurdles.

Nicole Way notched third-place in

the 1,500 meters, and Sarah Hirach

finished fourth in the 5,000 meters.

The 4x100 quartet of |amie

Hedgecock. Forrest, Raqueil Shelton,

and Irish took second-place in a time

of 47.32 seconds. In the 4x800m

relay. Way. Melissa Henderson.

Christy Martin, and Rebecca

Donaghue grabbed third in a time of

9:21.06. „ ,

In the field events, Carole

LaPlante placed fourth behind

Tostevin in the shot put with a heave

of 39 feet, three inches.

The Minutemen's performance was

highlighted by senior Ryan Carrara's

double-event winner in the

3.000-meter steeplechase and in the

5,000-meter run, recording a time of

15:51.81. On Saturday. Carrara

paced his A-10 Championship time

of 9:17.95 in the steeplechase. His

teammate, freshman Brendan
Sullivan, also took second place.

lunior Tom Toye set a new stan-

dard for UMass as he placed first in

the 100-meter dash with a time of

10.70 seconds. The 4x400m telay

team of Toye, Neil Concepcion, Dave
Cahill, and senior Scott Price also set

a new school record as they ran in a

time of 3.10.99.

Ben Baraldi placed fourth in the

1 10-meter high hurdles in a time of

14:53. His teammate Mark Grogan
grabbed sixth place. Concepion was
fifth in the 400-meter intermediate

hurdles, and his teammate Cahill fol-

lowed right behind.

The Minutemen were well repre-

sented in the field events, as Sean
McDole took top honors in the men's

discus with a toss of 170 feet, nine

inches. Sophomore Vic Morency
placed second, while |an Stevens was
sixth in the event. Stevens also placed

second in the shot put as his best

throw was 49 feet. 1 1 inches. UMass
also had a fine showing by Andre
Roach, as he leaped to third place in

the triple jump.
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Will Stanley

Kubrick's film tyei

Wide Shut ever be
completed? Check
inside lor the latest

in movie news (see

Arts 6 Living, page

Welcome to

our World!

Seth Kaplan and
the UMass baseball

team host Harvard

in the Beanpot
Final at Earl E

Lorden Field today

For a preview, (see

Sports, page 12)

WORLD

Opposition organizing

against peace accord

BELFAST, Northern Ireland

(AP) — Politicians opposed to

Northern Ireland's peace accord

launched their "It's right to say

no* campaign yesterday, a cru-

sade rival Protestants warned
could provoke random violence

against Catholics

The accord, a compromise
agreement reached April 10
among eight parties and the

British and Irish governments,
must pass in reterendums in

both Northern Ireland and the

Irish Republic before it can be
implemented

At the official kickoff of their

"no" campaign, two pro-British

Protestant parties made com-
mon cause with high-ranking
defectors from the major
Protestant party, the Ulster

Unionists, which backs the
agreement
Although they predicted most

of the north's sizable Catholic

minority would vote for the
accord, they maintained that

the majority of Protestants
would take their side.

NATION

Alabama gov. lambasts

Supreme Court rulings

BIRMINGHAM, Ate. (AP) — Gov.

Fob |ames told the US Supreme
Court he believes government offi-

cials should defy high court deci-

sions they consider unconstitutional

An attorney opposing the state in

a school prayer case called the

remarks a "treasonous" attack on
the nation's legal system |ames
made the comments in written

arguments filed Friday asking the

Supreme Court to bypass an
appeals court and overturn the

decision of a judge who limited reli-

gious practices in DeKalb County
schools.

On Monday, the governor asked

the 1 Ith U.S. Circuit Court of

Appeals to reverse U.S. District

ludge Ira DeMent. The judge sided

with a parent who claimed in a law-

suit that DeKalb schools unconstjtu-

tkxvalfy promoted Christianity in the

classroom. State Attorney General

Bill Pryor is challenging the ruling

on behalf of the state. The governor

filed a separate appeal. |ames, a

Republican, touches on everything

from baseball to the Bible in court

papers written by his attorney-son,

Forrest H. James III. The governor

contends that Supreme Court jus-

tices have purposely ignored the

Constitution to create new "rights,"

including the right to an abortion.
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Graduation speakers announced

Charlayne Hunter-Gault

By Poof Hayes
ColUgian Staff

Charlayne Hunter-Gault. a former national (mM
dent for the Public Broadcasting Service's "lhe
Ncwsllour with |im Lchrer." and former Maine Senator

George I Mitchell will be the two keynote speakers at

the 128th University of Massachusetts undergradu-tc

Commenccment. The ceremony is at 10:30 on

Sunday. May 24 in Warren P McGuirk Alumni Stadium.

Hunter-Gault left her job of 20 years as national cor-

respondent for "The NewsHour with |im Lehrer" in

1997 to move to South Africa, where she turrcnllv based

as a reporter She will be receiving an honorary doct

humane letters.

In 1961. Hunter-Gault was one ol the first |we
students admitted to the all white Univers rgia,

where she received her degree in journalism in l^oV
She has held positions with I hi Sen >

WRC \\ in Washington. DC and I In \.» V ork

Times, prior to joining the "MacNcil/l.ehrer Report" in

1978 as its first woman anchor.

Hunter-Gault also anchored "Right« and Wrongs:
Human Rights Television." a weekly half- hour new*.

magazine on PBS. which included mve-iigative reports,

features and interviews examining human righto issue*

world wide

Hunter-Gault has received many award*, including

two national news and documentary f MM awards, and
the George Foster Peabody Award foi I \cellenv.e in

Broadcast lournalism for hei work on the Neerati

"Apartheid People" series on contemporary lite in South

Africa.

She was also named journalist of the year by the National Association of Black kximalists in 1986

At the request of the governments of Great Britain and Ireland. Mitchell served as the chairman of the

International Commission on Disarmament in Northern Ireland, and recently brokered a political settlement in the

peace talk* in Northern Ireland.

hell was appointed a LS Senator from Maine in

1900 to complete the unexpired term of Sen. Edmund
S Majajrjg, and was elected to a full term in the Senate

in 1982 in a come -from- behind victory, and went on to

serve as a senator for 1 4 years.

J "the most respected member'' of the Senate for

si* consecutive years Mitchell left the Senate in I9M
as majority leader, a position he had held since 1989.

During his tenure, he led the successful 1990 reautho-

rization ol the Clean Air Act. and was the author of the

lirM national oil spill prevention and clean-up law

Mitvhcll was also instrumental in the passage of the

1991 transportation bill to rebuild the nation's infra-

structure and plaved a major role in enacting the

nation's first child care bill

He was a principal author of the low-income housing
am and led the Senate to ratification of
lie Free Trade Agreement and the cre-

rld Trade Organization
ig Governor Argeo Paul Celluni will also attend

the 128th Commencement ceremonies He will deliver

a greeting to the commonwealth.
it 4.000 undergraduates are candidates for bach-

elor '• degree* this year. There will also be a separate

Coaanencemcnt for about 1.100 master's and doctoral

degree candidates on Saturday. Mav 21 at the William

D Mulliru ( nter at 10 10 a .m

on Saturdav approximately 1 25 students will

receive associates degrees from the Stockbridge School

of Agriculture That ceremony will be held in Bowker

George j Mitchell Auditorium at 2 p m

GEO puts chid care money

to work in flex-care center
By Jason Eiseman
Collegian Staff

The contract negotiations
between the Graduate Fmployee
Organization (GEO) and the

University of Massachusetts admin-

istration has been well document-
ed.

Many people don't realize the

impact the new contract will have

on this campus. Many people know
that GEO was awarded more
money for child care services, but

don't realize the money GFO won
in their new contract will go direct-

ly to parents to pay for child care.

Graduates aren't the only parents

who can take advantage of the

child care money, undergraduates

who need child care can access the

money as well. Furthermore, all of

the $100,000 in child care money
will go directly to graduate and

undergraduate parents for the

1997-98 school year.

How Will The Money Be Used?

According to Dickie Wallace, the

family issues advocate for GEO.
"the money will retroactively help

people who've had to take out a

student loan to pay for their child

care."

"We'll probably be rolling over a

decent chunk of it next year." he

said.

The money will be disbursed in

the form of vouchers and can be

used at any recognized child care

facility, public or private. There are

applications which must be com-

pleted for students to receive

voucher money. The applications

can be picked up at the Graduate

Student Senate in the Campus
Center, and must be returned there

as well.

Undergraduates can pick up
applications at the Office of

Commuter Services. Applications

are due May 15.

University to bestow Weld,

jive others honorary degrees
By Laura Stock

ColUgian Staff

AU«NOt« KOdOMIUIS COUtGIAN

Turn to OtO, page 3
A looK inside tne University Child Care Center.

The University of
Massachusetts will award hon-
orary degrees to six other recipi-

ents in addition to speakers
Charlayne Hunter-Gault and
former Senator George Mitchell

at the graduate and undergradu-

ate Commencement ceremonies
on May 21 and 24

Former Massachusetts
Governor William F. Weld will

receive an honorary doctor of

laws at the undergraduate
Commencement on May 24 at

10:10 am in Warren P

McGuirk Stadium Weld served

as governor from 1991- 1997.

Weld also served as national

co-chair of the Privatization

Council and led trade missions

to numerous countries including

China. Hong Kong, lapan.
Canada. Mexico. Israel. Ireland

and the United Kingdom.
Prior to becoming governor.

Weld was U.S. Attorney for

Massachusetts during the
Reagan administration from
1981- 86. He served from
1986-88 as Assistant U.S.
Attorney General in charge of

the criminal division of the U.S.

Department of luitice in

Washington. DC, resigning in

protest over what he believed

was the improper handling of

the Wedtech corruption case by

then Attorney General Edwin
Meese. Weld is currently coun-

sel to McDcrmott. Will and
Emery in the firm's Boston and
New York offices.

Abbot Lowell Cummings. the

Charles t Montgomery
Professor Emeritus of American
Decorative Arts at Yale
University, will receive a hon-
orary doctor of humane letters

at trie graduate Commencement
on May 21 at 10:10 am. in the

William D Mullins Center
Cummings was a founding facul-

ty member of the New England
studies program at Boston
L niversity, and taught at Yale
University from 1984- 1991.

After he retired from Yale, he

moved to Deerfield and became
an adjunct faculty member of

the UMass history department
Cummings is the author of six

books on the art and architec-

ture of early America.

University alumnus Michael
A. DitT. professor of horticul-

ture at the University of
Georgia, will receive an hon-
orary doctor of science at the

graduate Commencement. Dirr

received his Ph.D. in plant phys-

iology from UMass in 1972.
Following his doctoral studies,

he joined the faculty at the

Universitv of Illinois.

Champaign -Lrbana. He became
a Mercer Fellow in 1978 at

Harvard University. The follow-

ing year, he was named director

of the University of Georgia
Botanical Garden. Dirr has pub-

lished hundreds of scientific and
popular publications and has
authored or co-authored at least

seven books.

An honorary doctor of laws

will be given to Richard A.

Goldstein, president and CEO of

Unilever United States. Inc. at

the undergraduate
Commencement. Goldstein
received his bachelor's degree in

accounting from UMass in 1961.

and went on law degrees from
Boston and Harvard
Universities. Goldstein practiced

law in Boston and Washington,

D.C. before joining Unilever in

1975. Goldstein is a member of

the University Chancellor's
Council and has lectured at the

School of Management, where
he serves as co-chair of the

schools current capital cam-
paign.

Darlene Clark Hine. the |ohn

A. Hannah Professor of history

at Michigan State University,

will receive an honorary doctor

of humane letters at the gradu-

ate Commencement. Hine is edi-

tor of Black Women in America:

An Historical Encyclopedia. Her
honors and awards include
grants from the Ford and
Rockefeller foundations and the

National Endowment for the

Humanities. Hine has published

numerous articles, chapters and

other publications focusing on
black women in the health pro-

Turn to WELD, page 2

William F. Weld

Abbott Lowell Cummings

Michael A Dirr

Richard A Goldstein

Darlene Clark Hine

Mathilde Krim
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Swiss Guard commander
murdered in Vatican City

By Doniai J. Wolun
Allocated Press

A tie in a hurry
Paul Pietich, a junior history major on his way home to get dressed lor the UVC-TV 19 awards banquet

VATIC AN l"Y — Moving quicklv

yesterduv to ssssjsjp .1 bloody crime m
their hallowed precincts, Vatican offi-

cials said a member of the pope's Svc i"

Guards was driven bv bitterness over a

reprimand and lack of recognition

when he killed his commander, the

commander's wife and then himself

l\«|v |nhii Paul II was "visibly tad"

when told of the lirM multiple killings

to take place inside \ atkun (. ilv in cen-

turies and sent a message of condo-

lence to the IjiiiiIv M Col. Alois

I stemianii

Instead of a swearing-m ceremony

for 40 new guards, where f nermann

was to be honored todav. the \ atican

will hold a funeral lor him and his wite

Clljdv* Me«i Romero, in St. Peter's

Basilica. Estennann had been named
commander ol the guards just hours

before his death

Vatican officials said Alois

tstermann and his wife were shot

Monday night at their apartment |ust

oil St Petal - Square, bv vedruh
Tornav a J '> sear-old noncommis-

sioned ofllcw who then turned his

semiautomatic pistol on himself.

Tomay. a three-year member of the

corps, had given a letter to be paaasd

on to his familv ^K) minutes before the

9 p.m. killings. Vatican spokesman

loanqum Navarro-Valb said.

\\ hile he did not reveal the U

contents the spokesman said Tomay
felt unappreciated and "vers bitter"

that he wasn't going to receive a deco-

ration at the swearing in ceremony

"He complained to his jofleagucs that

he was not included in the list
"

The guardsman also was outraged by

a 1 eb 12 letiei of reprimand from

Kstermann. lor staying out all night, the

spokesman said. "It was a fit of mad-

new in a person with very peculiar psy-

etiological characteristic " Navarro-

Valls said. He said Tomay had a char-

acter that 'let things build up to

explode without logtc." though he had

shown no signs of psychological prob-

lems until now
Recruits do not undergo psychologi-

cal testing, but are chosen through a

complex method thai involve

parishes and dioceses. Nasarr

said

He rukd out other motive*, seeking

to quash speculation that it wii a

crime of passion or linked to

appointment He
described the I siennanns as "a model

couple" and said Tornaf had only

reventh broken up with ah Italian girl

friend

The news conference at which

Navarro-Valls explained the death-

came only 1 2 hours alter the shootings,

and he sought to clear up any mystery

about the deaths.

The Vatican tightly controls the

release of information, and closely lim-

its access inside its walls. It has been

stung by criticism that it was not forth

coming in recent events, such as the

\ atican hank scandal in the late 1970s

and the death of Pope |ohn Paul I in

197ft

Only a few hours before the killings.

Pope |ohn Paul II had named
1 ctermann. 43, to head the Swiss

Guards, an elite. UK.) member corps of

Swiss Catholic men founded in 1 506 to

help with papal security and perform

ceremonial duties.

The president of the Swiss bishops

conference. Bishop Amedee Grab, told

reporters in Rome that F.stermann 'l

predecessor, Roland Buchs. would take

temporary command of the Swiss

Guards.

The investigation of the deaths will

be carried out by a judicial official in

the Vatican city-state, Nava

said. He said the bodies were found

lying in the apartment foyer by a neigh-

bor, the wife of another Swiss Guard.

who heard loud noises and went to

investigate

An autopsy found two slugs I rum

Tornay's gun in Estertnann's body The

gun had only one bullet left in it while

another bullet was found in the ceiling

lohn Paul who learned the news

Monday evening, told Fstermann's par-

ents in a menage 'I teamed with great

sadness the incredibse news of the vio-

lent death of your son."

The pope called the event "humanly

incomprehensible ." The killings sent

Shockwaves through Switzerland

Swiss President Havio Cotti sent a let

ter to lohn Paul express

sympathy* of the Sarias

and proper

tstermann had accompanied lohn

Paul on more than 10 foreign trips and

had tried to shield the pontiff after a

1981 assassination attempt in M
Peter's Square when lohn Paul was

wounded
He joined the Swiss Guards in 1980

after four years as an officer in

Switzerland's army, and had been act-

ing commander since Buchs' retirement

in October.

The Vatican did not say why it took

to long for the appointment, but

Navarro-Valls acknowledged the diffi-

culty of recruiting a commander, given

the position's modest wage 1"ht

pays about S2/KR> a month
includes a large apartment

Weld
continued from page 1

fessions, women slaves and

black historiographs

Founding Co Chair and

Chairman of the Board of

the American Foundation

for AIDS Research Mathildc

Kiim will be awarded an

honorary doctor of tcieaca

at the undergraduate
Commencement. Krim was

born in Italv and received

her bachelor s degree and

her PhD tiom the

Universiiv ol Geneva.

Switzerland, but has lived

and worked in the United

States since 1 958 In 198V

she founded the AIDS
Medical Foundation, which,

after combining with a sum

lar organization in

California, became the

\mcitcdn foundation lot

AIDS Research (AmrARl.
AmFAR is a national, non

pint 11 org mwatu'ii dedicat

ed lo the WppOTl ol MPS
>atch. prevention and

public policv

krim toined the research

staff of Cornell Lmver-uv
Medical SkhOOl m 1958 In

|9oJ she became a research

scientist at the

Sloan-Kettering Institute

for Cancel Reseauh n

and from
198 1 8V was dire

Interferon Laborat

This vcar marks the tir-t

honorary degrees base

been conferred at graduate

mnen..emcnt s.nce 1994.)

Material in ihit >tor\ aaaj

provided b\ the t in.'iilv
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Monday, May 4

Save 25%
off the tlchetea price on specially selected

Items on trie Compus Center Concourse!

Tuesday, May 5

Save 45%
oft trie ticketed price on specialry selected

Hems on trie Ojrriptjs Cenret Concouwe!

Wednesday, May 6

Save 60%
ofl trie fctcewd price on spectai/ arte-.

May 4-8,1998
9am to 5pm

On the Campus Center Concourse

across from UStore.

Take a chance and save big

on great stuff! But don't wait

too long, or someone else will

get the best stuff!

. Comedienne:

Melanie Comarcho
Bowker Auditorium

8PM
Movie following

performance:

Good Will Hunting

FREE

Police
Acadamy's:
Michael

University of Massachusetts Campus Center

Amherst, MA
413-545-2619

Open M-F 9 to 5, Sat. 11 to 4

MC. visa, AMEX. Discover and UCard

cheerfully accepted.

GEO
continued from page I

"Despite our publicity, because it is coming so late

in the year, means people will miss the opportunity,"

Wallace said. He said he expects a few dozen people to

apply lor the money, which will be divided between all

of the accepted applications. Wallace himself will also

be applying for help with child care
He said GEO won $500,000 for the next school

year, but not all of that is going to be going towards

vouchers.

"W« got | lot more [money | than people expected,

Wallace said. "We have a lot more money to help par-

ents with kids, more than ever beloie on this campus."
"Some of it will be used to facilitate a flex-care

center." he said

A flex-care center would be used as a child care

facility worked around the hours of students If a stu-

dent-parent wanted to take a night class they would
have a facility to take their children As of now, many
parents can t lake certain classes because they cannot

find child care in the evening or during odd hours 1 he-

center would fit around the parent's schedules

Wallace said this is a particular problem lor him and
his wife, also a graduate student. He said he and his

wile take turns on who gets to lake a night class

because ihcv can t lind child care in the evenings.

Wallace said it is his own expel ienccs with child

care issues which made him want to get involved with

child care on campus
M\ wile wanted to start graduate school, but we

couldn't afford it because of the child care costs."

Wallace said.

Past and present states of child care at UMass
In the 1970s there were 270 children using child

care services at seven different L niversity affiliated

child care cenu
In the 1980s the University needed more space mov

mg the child care program into howdich and farlev

lodges where the services arc luciud kfls)|

Child care services are provided in iwo buildings

between the Warren McCuirk Stadium, and the solt

ball fields near the Southwest residential area.

I here are 78 spots for children at these buildings

There are also several part-week slois open as well as

several additional spots available in Skinner Hall

Matvaniic v-allaghcr director oi I m\ cr-itv Child

Care, said there arc as many as j-n children using ihe

child care services at any one time. At the same time

she said there are 60 to 75 families on the waiting list

lo get iheir children into a child care slot.

"I think we have a tremendously high-quality child

die piogram." Gallagher said "We don't have enough

of it to meet the campus need. There's not enough to

go around."

Gallagher said in the summer months. June through

August, there is a high rale of turnover, and many peo-

ple from tf»« waiting list are offered slots, but some do
not accept, throwing contusion into the mix

The wailing list is soried by age of the children and

when the slot is desired Sometimes people don't have

lo get on the waitnic; hst because ihete is a slot open

when they applv

After the summer. Gallagher said the enrollment
tills up quicklv in the fall, and stays constant through

the -pring.

Child caic MnricM on campus are available for tod-

dlers through pre schoolers liom 15 months to

live veals old

The Committee
I he Campus child Care Planning Committee, a

child care task force, was formed in April 1947. The
committee has been working on a report which n will

turn into Chancellor David K Scott later this month
Both Wallace and Gallagher are on the committee, as

are members of the Graduate Student Senate. Student

eminent Association, GEO and the administration

Wallace is confident the committee will make rec

ommendations which the chancellor will institute He
said the committee would ask for an answer to the

repoit bv lulv but Gallagher said it may take Scott

until ihe tall to institute the changes recommended in

the repoit

She said the chancellor will have to show the report

lo othci organizations on campus and n could be well

into the lall betore changes are implemented She said

the committee hasn't even finished their report

"I really believe we're going to sec more action on it

Ichild caret.' said Wallace

Wallace said the committee will also recommend the

development ol a resource center The center would

help parents lind information regarding child care in

the atea. how the vouchers work and lo help them f
with olhc nich may come up

M1MNOU (QaOMLAS COUfOAN

Being nosey
Graham Slick, a sophomore BFA ma|or waiting for the bus in Haigis Mall yesterday afternoon

Dc ycu have a feel for will iiic?

Well, ccme on dewn tc the
Cellealan

and write fcr news!!!
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the Edwin M. Rossman

Department of

Alumni

Science

Forum

Date: Friday May 8, 1998

Time: 6:00 PM

Location: Campus Center, Room 101
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This is an opportunity to meet with recent alumni in Exercise Science and discuss their

experiences in the working world What are they doing now? What can you do to help you

along your career path? Don't miss this important panel discussion

Sponsored By:

Campus Career Network

UMASS Alumni Association

Department of Exercise Science, School of Public Health and
Health Sciences
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Refreshments will be served!
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Con/essions 0/ a clutz
teurotic

i to tell
Since 1 won't get a chance to spip

rambling* lor much longer. !

>ou all one of my deepest, darkest se

namely, that I'm the clumsiest person on the

the planet

u all know people like me. we
can't walk without tripping over our

own lect or we spill food all over our

selves Often the clumsv individual is

the huit .arned m>
stripe^ in clumsiness a million times

. omc to accept this

shortcoming of mine as a fact of life.

See. in the past year. I've been
attacked bv furniture three times t don't

M than 50 gallons of

and managed to trip over the

army of shoes in my room
approximately 80 times.

lumsiness began at the age ot live when playing

*Duki I' with mi brother ta much more
agile individual). I slipped off the car and gave m

isaim and a black then. I have distin-

guished mwli with an assortment ot ——^^^—

—

v scratches, one stab wound, a

concussion and a couple of spaghet-

lined blouses.

•iend« think it » a hoot One
suggested getting those little

•round whenever «n went out to eat

I p fie* ought lo share

in whatever I eat.

But knowing a dWM) pet«i

clurrtsv are two vetv Jifferent thit

Being clumsy requires a tvpe of laissez-faire attitude

A clumsv individual l especially c>ne from birth, such a«

1 must master the art of being absolutely

while making a fool ot hersclt This as manv I

know is difficult to do
.vample. tripping down a flight of Mail

absolutely no reason — you look stupid, no matter what

you do But if you have had practice at being clumsv.

you can come out of the situation quite nicelv l.r

Seem. 1 1 lauu.ittrkdr

<t think, "Oh. that

from Sliders. ' ferry

Ot \>nnell. WOtmi ne\er

fall on his face while giv-

ing a presentation in front

of600 people

fter you tumble to the ground vou am take a

ring lans Or a simple " *tw, shu
I

was nothing I da it all the time." works a" well

1 re the poor sap who drops her trav in

the dining hall, shattering everyone-
with the sound of breaking

dishware It's difficult to slink away in a

situation such as thi* evcrvonc's aire.;

necesvarv to be grace-

ful and try not to step into ihc mess
vou ve . leated If you Mi p into the puddle
ot MM * < completely eliminat-

ed any element ol coolness you may have

had before the dropping of the trav

I've also seen people walk right into

clear glass hilc I have n.

I that tl have walked into a

I Jo have a suggestion
about how to gracefully extricate vour-

-ell trom the embarrassment that comes oat of not

realising that there is a door between vou and vour

ultimate destination. Simply turn around and tell who
ever may be around vou. "That wasn't there ui-t a sec-—__—_^_ ond ago "

I think that asjcsjsjt might

ik once 01 twice but better

advice might be to watch where
you're going.

But the worst thing about clumsi
- that it 's not . urjble That

eaa jJ.'tc tiki .1 ciut/ atv UJ

id actually being

wnat -ijgc 01 ihc vou are currenuv

in And when vou re being ungrace-

ful, trust me there is always another person around to

see you fall flat on vour face.

J never think. "Oh i

inell. would n^

presentation in trot

would just slip into an

lertv

ling a

Miders,

1 his |,n.c while giv

copse And if he did. he

While vou might feel the need to slip into another

dimension or at least head for the nearest exit, keep in

mind that clumsine i.mon to evcrvone. some-

people just cover it up better than othc

ma Gangattrkar is a Collegian columnist

Hey, writers— if you write columns now and

want to continue or if you want to start, come
to a mandatory meeting this Thursday, May 7,

at 7:00 p.m. at the Collegian offices in the

Campus Center Basement. Meet next semes-

ter's Ed/Op editor, Mike Messaros, and discuss

column rotation for the fall. If you have never

written for the Collegian before, please bring an

800-word sample column with you. If you can't

make it, call Mike or Tamar Carroll at 545-1491.

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau
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A farewell to maybe
One of my greatest regret- in

life i> never having kicked

riiv father's ass.

Me lav there comatose in the hos-

pital bed the day after he'd arrived

back in Philadelphia
from St Maartens.
and I told him he

return

ilth so I coufd
>n him on the

hardwood I pra

all summer — quick
fadeaways. snaky
baseline moves, toft

floaters — before and
after the accident, but

to no avail

He wasn't coming
home any time soon.

In fact, the only time he came
home I was already away at school

lance* and mother, accompa-
nied by some of his medical team,

led my father (who at that stage

was out of the coma but seveielv

brain -damaged) to the house, hop-

ing the trip to familiar surround-

ings might help »tir something in

him Anything

Maybe I should -_^

—

Regret, 1 found, is a

months of illness would have been

urageous choice But I stayed

holed up and alone in the hou-e

slept in bi/arrc superstition in his

bed for the half Of the summer he

wasn't there, and
darted lor I Mass in

the fall The threat

li/ed

even the most self

i«h of '

There's no mavbe
about it I should
have been down
there

Regret

Of course. I

embellished the

number of times I

visited my father to

mv friends and co-woikcrv hut my
mother knew the truth She lived

five minutes away. and. after the

first hospital visit. I'll estimate I

saw her for a total of five hour" lor

the remainder of the summer I

shut her out when she probably
needed me as much as I needed her

Once again, no-may be. I definite-

ly should have let her in.

Regret

I.ivlor C miner

fSlecUloa to soul-eater, a devourerof
proceed with the the self that feeds on time.
college plans was a ^^^_^_^^^______^_
no- brainer at the time. The old

man had always stressed education,

and M following what would seam
to he his wishes seemed to be the

right decision, the only decision he

would permit. So we packed up the

rental minivan and drove to

Amherst. After September. I saw
him twice thereafter — once at

Thanksgiving and once at his funer-

al.

Miivbe I shouldn't have been so

far away, if even in school at all.

Regret

.

Of course, if spending time with

him had been so damned important

to me in the first place, perhaps
several more than four visits in five

The sn

ing of friends

mv actu-

al anguish
1 1 i n u e d

once I began at L'Mass. where
immediately I found a small group
of dormmates willing to give me a

shoulder. I even told two of them,

just days before I Hew to Phillv lor

Christmas 1994. of my almost cor-

rect premonition that my father

would be gone by the time I got

home. Upon returning from break

colder and yet somehow more
focused, I shut them out They
knew too much.
A third no-maybe. There was no

reason to protect myself by hurting

other-

Regret.

She called early that Christm.i-

Eve morning with some cocka-

mamic excuse to come over to the

hou-e. her hand already tipped IH traced and ready, as I suppose

I had been for some time. But then

the funeral came and went, and I

had to make the call: stay for a

while or go back to Mass for track

'legion Black Affairs

Editor Jut) S'ol I) thought I was

hut 1 perhaps unwisely
1 their expectations by going

with the latter option I departed a

week after the Dec. 50 services.

\1avbe I should hsve remained
home to grieve in some capacity

and comfort the familv

Regret.

Sow here I am. four years later

— older, but not necessarily wi-er

Wall, maybe a little bit wiser. I

finally went to the grave site alone

for the first time last winter break

Beneath my snow-soaked knees
were two generations of Conner
men. those who are and were my
blood in spite of the fact I'm adopt

cd

for the first time since that initial

ho-pital visit in |uly, 1994. I wept

Ihc tears opened up what seemed
to he the veritable ses of regret

le-ulmg within me. and I made my
apologies right there and then,

unsure of when this magnificent
watershed might cease. You have to

capture your moments, fleeting as

thev often are.

Regret. I found, is a soul-eater, a

devourer of the self that feeds on

time. We must make our amends
and be careful not to repeat what
infected us in the first place. There
is no amount of eloquence or sto

icism or self-awareness that can
save us from ourselves — believe

me on this one.

Still, however. I do regret not

having given my father a good,
swilt boot in the patookus on the

blacktop.

But maybe I should make an
exception and live with it.

C. Taylor Conner is a Collegian
colummst

Editorial Associates sought!
The Ed/Op desk is accepting applications for editorial associates for the fall

semester. The position entails approximately 8 hours ofwork per week and is

paid. Good writing skills and ability to work well with others a must.

Knowledge of layout and style a plus. Applications are available at the Collegian

offices in 1 13 Campus Center Basement, and are due by 5 p.m. TODAY!
Call Mike Messaros at 545-1491 for more information.
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Guest Column
Social Security woes

The Social Security system

is in dire straits. The govern-

ment will owe the

Baby-^Boomers their benefits

when they retire, hut it has

no way to pay the bill.

Patrick X. Dovlejr.

The budget surplus is the latest

debate surrounding the solven-

cy of Social Security Both
Prasad tint Clinton and Speaker of the

House Newt Gingrich have decided

this surplus should be used to save

the Social Security system instead of

returning this money to taxpayers.

This idea of using the surplus to

shore up Socisl

Security will not

solve the pro-

gram's core prob-

lem The system

is an utter failure

and it is time for

everyone, espe-

cially young peo-

ple, lo take notice

of how govern
ment is stealing

their financial

future from them.

Almost everyone acknowledges
that the current system will not sur-

vive unless fundamental changes are

made Those who support the status

quo. most notably the Social Security

Administration, say that we only

need to tinker with the system and

the ptvblem will be solved Well, tin-

kering with this massive bureaucracy

ha* never truly solved anything Since

the system's inception there have

been over 50 adjustments, all of

which proclaimed that the problem

had been fixed The latest of these

so-called "solutions." s tax increase

enacted in 198). had its proponents

claiming that Social Security would

remain trouble-free for 75 years Yet,

since 1985. the estimated date when
the system will go bankrupt has been

moved forward each year. It it cur-

rently believed by many that 2012 is

the fateful year — 46 years earlier

than they claimed

In 2012. it is predicted that Social

Security payments will exceed tax

revenues. Trie government is going to

find itself in a precarious situation at

this point. It will be necessary for the

government to find s wsy to psy

Socisl Security beneficiaries and it

will not be able to rely on the Social

Security "trust fund" to bail itself

out. For the past 60 year, the govern-

ment has told the American people

repeatedly that the money workers

paid into Social Security was being

saved in a trust fund Upon retire-

ment, contributors would receive

back the money they supposedly paid

into the trust fund

Unfortunatelv. this is not the case.

In 1959. the first

generstion of

retirees received

Socisl Security

benefits but paid

little or nothing

into the system,

enjoying a verita-

ble windfall They

contributed little

and received a

great deal.

Moreover, the

government sim-

ply decided to transfer money from

one generation to the next in order

for Franklin Roosevelt and Social

Security's advocates to win "costless"

votes. Social Security funds have also

been used to pay for other govern-

ment operations.

The government falsely assujsjjaV^

that the population of the UttHm
Ststes would keep growing and there

would slwsys be more taxpayers to

support the number of retirees

receiving Social Security benefits

That was wishful thinking. The
Baby-Boomers have thrown a mon-

key- wrench into those plans Young

people have started blaming the

baby-boomers for the collapse of

Social Security since there is no
longer a large ratio of

workers-to-recipient. What young

people need to realize is that the

baby-boom generation is not the true

cause of the problem. Why should

that generation be blamed for simply

being larger than others? In realitv

the government and its advocates

caused the problem.

The Social Security system is in

dire straits. The government will owe
the baby-boomers their benefits

when they retire, but it has no way to

pay the bill The government looks to

Generation X to pay back what the

government squandered. Yet the

baby-boom generation is simply too

large and Generation X is too small

In 1950. there were 16 workers sup-

porting everv retiree on Social

Security In 1995. that number plum

meted to three workers for every one

retiree By 2025. that number will

fall to two to one'

The government is not likely to

officially renege on its promise to pay

the baby-boomer's Social Security

benefits and will attempt to pay some-

thing regardless of its burden on the

pavchecks o! younger generations.

The money that the government will

need is staggering By 2015. the gov-

ernment will he short $55 to $60 bil-

lion for Social Security By 2020. the

shortfall will increase to over $250
billion. This shortfall will occur when
today's college students will be in

their prime earning years. To raise the

necessary funds the government can

either raise taxes, borrow additional

money, or cut benefits All three of

these options damaged young peo-

ples' job prospects and their ability to

support themscU

r ajne idea of the government using

Brfcudgct surplus to save Social

Security i- laughable Why should the

American people trust the same gov-

ernment that has repeatedly lied about

how it managed their contributions

from the outset of this program?
Instead of being funneled into the

black hole, the surplus should be

given back to citizens to start a private

retirement account Historically, pri-

vate savings accounts provide a much
healthier return than Social Security

The lack of confidence in Social

Security is well founded: it was
inevitable that the government could

no longer hide the fact that it has

been stealing from day one. Far

worse, young people arc being forced

to pay into a system from which they

will get little in return. The surplus

idea is only a "band-aid" solution for

a mortally wounded program.

Patmk \ Cosle. ]r is the Director

of Lectures at Young Amerua's
Foundation.

Life and how to live it

Are you a cynic? Does the PVTA
pull up just as you've started

walking home? Are you
always one match away from the

scratch card instant win? But what if

you are the kid with the mad skills

—

you're caller number nine; you find a

$20 bill in the gutter. These near miss-

es and close calls make a random col-

lage of your life. Several times a day.

seconds count the difference between

totally different events, two or more
scenarios resembling each other only

in that you are the protagonist.

Sometimes you ponder what could

have happened, and you feel a bit

empty. Would it be different if...?

On one of our sjaaBBBBBBBBaajSssssj

vast American Tanya
stretches of highway, -j------^,^,-^,^
you might hit the

cruise control and lean back, sure that

nothing can touch you. There you sit,

perhaps holding a cup of iced coffee.

Actually, while you accelerate on the

open road, you could still experience

some special, random event. You are

surrounded by people, each one in a

metal cocoon, heading in the same
direction, and fate might decide to

throw something — or someone —
your way.

I am always comfortably aware of

my fellow drivers. From my peripheral

vision, I take mental note of the mini-

van with the harried father at the

wheel, the old woman scratching her

chin in the Nova, and the teen couple

in the Mercury. But none of these hold

my attention to the rear view mirror

like your average sunglass-wearing

bad boy with a trendy haircut. For

some reason, even boring suburban
guys assume a certain je ne sais quoi

behind the wheel of a Golf. Is he lis-

tening to Wu-Tang or the Dead?
The other day, on Route 9 in

Hadley, I became entranced with such

an "average Joe." He tailed me right

onto Route 91 South. "|oe" pulled up

next to me and looked over with a

grin. I grinned back from behind my
shades. There we were, at 75 mph: we

couldn't see each other's eyes, and our

cars stayed flush as though tied with

invisible fishing line. |oe sped ahead,

waggling his fingers at me. I followed,

visions of an unorthodox liaison danc-

ing in my head. At a rest stop?

Warning lights on. in the breakdown

lane? 77te center strip? The possibili-

ties, in theory, were endless

Fate had, indeed, let someone reach

me when I thought I was untouchable.

Alas, after a few on-road antics, |oe

took an exit, so I

Marines
continued on the

._ straight and nar-
^^^^^^^^^^^

row path to the

unanswered questions that lay ahead.

Was he the one? Was that premature

exit a sadistic trick of fate, or a bless-

ing in disguise?

A girl named Gabriel taught me
stuff about fate. One night we curled

up at opposite ends of my couch, and

talked about love.

She began, "my parents had a

unique courtship Solid, old country

Portuguese stock, from the same town

in fact, but the odds against 'them'

were high."

"The odds against and for every-

thing are always high," I interrupted.

"No, my dad was in the Portuguese

Army. My mother had been born in

the same town, but she lived in

Boston. The two of them met while

she was back in Portugal for a month.

Throughout his travels with the Army,

they corresponded..."

"1 hate to break this to you, Gab,

but that's not the strangest romance

I've ever heard of... in fact, it's rather

linear."

"If you could wait for the punch

line... my father was actually writing

to four women — at once."

"What a player!" I nodded approv-

ingly

"He proposed marriage to all four of

them, simultaneously, by mail, before

he left for Africa to fight for the

Portuguese colonies. My mother was

the first one to write back, so my dad

took that to mean that she was his

fated bride. They were married in

Portugal. When he returned, they

started a life together in New Bedford,

and before they had a chance to buy

drapes for their apartment. I was on

the way."

"Happily ever after. Gab, eh? Well,

depending on your definition of 'hap-

pily,'" I mused.

What is happiness, if not satisfaction

with the choices you have made, either

actively or through default? Perhaps

things could have been different, but

they stand as is. If you overanalyze. you

could miss the enjoyment integral to

the fragile, woven spiderweb of living.

At first it looks like a random mess of

tangles, but on closer observation you

see the fine knotwork and design.

Either Gabriel is a tribute to the

Portuguese Postal Service, or some
benevolent 'randomness' brought her

parents together. Sometimes things

happen for a reason, a sort of method
to what seems like madness. That
anonymous driver on the highway
could be your lover, soulmate or stalk-

er. That marriage proposal could be

the link to beauty or destruction. That

plum job you snag after graduation, 45
grand and perks, could be your
upwardly mobile dream, or a night-

mare a la The Firm. Don't be cynical,

dwelling on yesterday. You could be

one step away from greatness. All you
can do is trust in fate to make your
best-case-scenario materialize.

Tanya Mannes is a UMass student.

Looking back
Something strange happens to a person their

senior year. It's not just the realization that pret-

ty soon you're going to have to stop acting like a

kid and start planning your future. It's the little things,

like realizing that you haven't stepped foot in a dorm
in almost two years.

Senior pictures, class rings, seniori- _^^^^____
tis — it's a deja vu of high school, but

it's different. In high school you had

college to look forward to. Am I really

supposed to get excited about having

to wake up early for the next 45
years? Am I ready to accept the fact

that I will only be able to wear sweat-

pants on the weekends? Absolutely

not!

I have a roommate who is famous
for her countdowns: last

back-to-school shopping, last

pre registration, last Homecoming as

a student (last tailgating forever?),

last Wednesday in October -— you get the point. And
although we all make fun of her for being too sappy,

there is a part of me that longs to be a freshman again,

and here are some reasons why:

Going Out — If you're lucky as a freshman, you have

a decent fake ID. Trust me when I tell you that going

out will never be so much fun. standing outside the bar

with sweaty palms holding onto your ID for dear life.

Knowing that if it gets taken, life as you know it will be

over This is the point where you start cursing the year

you were born in. and longing for the day you turn 21.

Trust me. it's all down hill from there By the time 21

rolls around, you're sick of drinking Long Island Iced

Teas until you feel sick. I mean, you can only get drunk

and make a fool of yourself so many times before it

starts getting old. really old People just don't think it's

as funny when you're making a fool out of yourself

when you are 22 as they did when you were 18, trust

me. So you freshmen counting down the days until

you're 21 — don't forget to appreciate every day that

you're not.

Relationships — By the time senior year rolls

around, chances are you hang out with the same crowd

every weekend. The phrssc "Been there, done that"

comes to mind. For those seniors that do have commit-

ted relationships, tension often arises as you both begin

to realize that pretty soon you are going to have to

make some huge decisions For those of us who have

managed to remain single, the line "I like you but I

don't want a girlfriend/boyfriend* teems to be the

theme lately There is a freshman version of this line —
the old "I think we should just be friends." — but the

difference is that freshman year you know you have

three more years of college Thit makes moving on to

something better (and believe me. it will be better)

// was always nice com-

ing home late at night,

any night, and knowing
that there is always at

least one person awake
and willing to make your

night even longer.

Becky Edelman

much easier.

Letting go of things your senior year is hard — and

I'm not just talking about relationships. You realize that

pretty soon, life will be turned upside down. Who wants

to give up the comfort of anything — especially people

we care about?

Classes — Well, by senior year,

one of two things seems to happen
— either you're stuck taking 21

credits your final semester due to

having put off classes for the past

three years or you need 12 credits

but you've finished your major. For

those of you who haven't realized it,

not only do they not offer the same
variety of classes in the spring as

they do in the fall, but by the last

semester you honestly have no inter-

est in taking any of the classes that

are offered. I mean, once you've

taken Consumer Studies 176, what

more do you really have to look forward to? (Well,

excep* maybe Consumer Studies 276 )

Pizza — I'll never forget the first time I stood in line

at Antonio's. It wasn't just the pizza — the whole
atmosphere had me standing in the middle of North

Pleasant St. with my mouth open. Guess what? You're

not going to believe me. and I hope that this has only

happened to me. but... I'm sick of pizza. I think my
body has just gotten so used to eating pizza at I 50 a.m.

on Saturday nights that it's just lost its appeal

Dorms — I (gasp) actually miss the dorms! I mean. I

may not miss the musty smell of the cigarette burned,

70s yellow carpet and stepping over puke on Sunday
mornings, but there are some things about the dorms
that 1 long for (those of you who live off-campus can

understand the importance of free toilet paper)

It was always nice coming home late at night, any

night, and knowing that there is always at least one per-

son awake and willing to make your night even longer.

Okay, so I like the fact that I can walk around barefoot

in my apartment without worrying what I'm stepping

on But 1 really miss all the excitement of the dorms —
you know, sneaking beer into the dorms in your back-

pack or your laundry basket. It was never fun getting

written up. but let me tell you it's a lot better than get-

ting arrested.

And what about fire drills? Okay, call me crazy, but

what better way to find out who's doing what than by

standing at the end of your dorm hallway during a fire

drill and seeing who comes out of what rooms.

So. here are my final words of advice. Take lots of

pictures College flies by. I think they may be the fastest

years of your life Which is kind of too bad. because

they're also the best.

Becky Edelman is a I Mass student

Letters to the Editor

BMC? cancels

Funk-o-thon

To the Editor

As many of you may have heard, this

year BMCP (Black Mass
Communications Project) will not be

bringing you it's traditional annual

Furtk-o-thon party We understand that

it has become one of the most highly

anticipated Five-College area events and

we »pf*Tajt»» for the break in tradition.

Lnfortunateh. BMCP is experiencing

structural problems which have inter-

fered with our ability to function as the

cohesive unit necessary to plan and safe-

ly execute an event of the Funk-o-thon s

magnitude This decision was made with

the safety of the students and the future

of BMCP in mind.

It has come to our attention that other

individuals are promoting an off-cam-

pus event using the same name, the sym-

bol widely recognized as BMCP's logo,

calling it "the annual Funk-o-thon" on

their fivers and posting them on campus

We. the board of BMCP. want to make

it perfectly clear that we arc strongly

opposed to this blatant act of misappro-

priation and disrespect. We did not

authorize this use and we are in no way

in support of this event.

BMCP is now in the process of

restructuring our constitution, our orga-

nization, our programming and our

focus. We want your input. In the

1960s. '70s and '80s, BMCP provided

the University of Massachusetts com-

munity with educational and social pro-

grams as well as peer support and these

are the ideals we intend to bring back to

the organization.

If you're tired of chaos, opportunism

and disunity and you want to be a part

of the rebuilding of the oldest and

largest Al.ANA organization on cam-

pus, join us at our next meeting

Wednesday May 6th in the New Africa

House library at 7 p.m. as we discuss

elections and the direction of BMCP.
Come with one other thing in mind:

BMCP needs officers and students

whose goals are experience and educa-

tion, not profit. Please join us as we
take back our organization.

The BMCP Board

Protest early end

ofCentral Springfest

To the editor

At 10:20 p.m. this past Saturday

evening 1 was approached by members

of the UMass police department and

told unequivocally that the Central

Springfest would be shut down at

11:00 p.m. The officer in charge told

me that there had been several noise

complaints from town residents during

the day and the previous evening, and

that for this reason the show was being

shut down.

My immediate reactions to this

announcement were feelings of anger

and powerlessness. Our Area

Government had been working for two

months on this event, and to have it

shut down just as it was reaching its cli-

max was not something that I wanted to

see. We had spent hours getting all of

the proper paperwork filled out and

signed, and the show was slated to go

until 1 :00 a m. The police were not ask-

ing for my opinion however, and I was

obliged to say that whatever they want-

ed to be done would be done

After having the sound turned down
and many conversations with our "ser-

vants and protectors." the show was

"allowed" to go on until midnight

At 1 1 40 p.m.. before the final act

started. I told the crowd that the con-

cert was being shut down at midnight

by the police, and asked any students

who felt that this was an inappropriate

use of police power to file a written

complaint at the police office. Not long

afterwards. I was physically removed

from the stage area and encircled by

numerous angry police and University

personnel. I was threatened with arrest

on various charges including inciting a

riot and told that I had better do some-

thing quickly about the situation.

Apparently the hundreds of students

in attendance did not have the right to

know what was going on. or the right to

complain through the proper channels.

This was my first interaction with

police in any sort of confrontational

manner, and I was amazed at the mind-

set they were in. and the tactics that

they used. It seems that if numerous

noise complaints were received Friday

night and the police knew that the con-

cert was going to last all weekend, a log-

ical solution to the situation would be to

see if the noise level could be lowered.

We would have been perfectly willing to

decrease the decibels to a level that was

reasonable if we had known that there

were complaints, and the problem

could have been solved before it even

fully surfaced.

Instead it seems that no one wanted

to take responsibility for a problem in

the making until it reached a crisis, and

the outcome was sure to leave everyone

with a bad taste in their mouths.

What is most distressing to me about

this occasion is that the police consid-

ered their solution to this problem rea-

sonable and felt threatened when I exer-

cised my rights. How is it that a force

that was established to serve and pro-

tect citizens has become an authoritari-

an institution that we are all in some

way afraid of. and what can we do to

rectify this problem?

The shut down of our concert an

hour early was hardly a travesty of jus-

rice, but it was definitely an inappropri-

ate and poorly thought out use of police

power. If we bristle and make a stink

about small injustices, maybe the big

ones will once again be considered

unconscionable.

I urge those who were enjoying the

concert Saturday night, and who were

upset at its untimely end, to use their

power as citizens and file a formal com-

plaint at the police station. If we stand

up for what we believe in, it will be

forthcoming.

Dan Kittredgc

Central Area Governor

Need for Native

American studies

program

To the Editor:

In response to Paul Hayes' editorial

from Monday, April 27. 1 must say I am
worried about you! Your comments
made concerning the "need" for a Native

American studies program are discon-

certing at best. In fact, your very state-

ment proves the point for me! Do you

know how much of the Native

American's history and legacy have been

suppressed? Do you realize that there is

much to be learned from a history which

is thousands of years old? I once read a

speech given by Red Cloud, a Seneca

leader, which spoke about the fact that

upon the arrival of the colonists the

Native American Tribal Nations existed

without the need for such things as jais

or taxes. And he couldn't understand

why the colonists thought thev could

offer a better alternative I certainly am
curious to know as well.

Perhaps, the need to be met in the

history department is the need for truth

Do you also realize that there are

anthropologists in this day and age who
are still trying to suppress the whole

truth about the population of the Native

Americans in this very region? Knowing

the scope of the population may be triv-

ial to you. but being Native American. I

would simply like to know the whole

truth, the good, the bad and the ugh/ I

can also see why people would not like

to delve into these issues because "igno-

rance is indeed Miss
."

It is rime to come to terms with how
the "freedom" we enjoy today was
obtained. I cannot ignore the fact that I

am "Americanized." it is a part of me as

much as my Mic Mac heritage is. We
must admit to the tyranny which
enveloped the Native Americans. The
land was inhabited by people who used

the land efficiently and without environ-

mental degradation. It was forcibly

taken.

The minority group you have dis-

carded with the stroke of your pen
have been long enough discarded. And
we simply won't be silent any longer.

Your column is displayed on the wall

at the losephine White Eagle (PvVE)

Cultural Center. Come up and talk

with your readers. We are located in

Chadboume. in the basement. We'll

help you further understand our need

for a Native Americans studies pro-

gram, and its benefit to the UMass
community.

Karen L. George

rWE Cultural Center

Thanks to Richman
for Holocaust

Memorial week

To the editor

I wanted to thank Michael Richman

for all of the hours of work he put into

coordinating Hillel/|ewish Student

Union's observance of Holocaust

Memorial week.

By being the chairman of the

Holocaust Commemorative Committee.

Michael worked for months to get

speakers like Louise Kehoe and
Professor lames Young to share their

experiences on the subject. He along

with his co-chair Vicki Bragg did an

amazing job planning the Holocaust

Memorial Service that was held

Thursday evening in the Cape Cod
Lounge. The service brought people

from various cultures together to

remember the Holocaust and promise

that it will never be forgotten. It was a

beautiful experience.

Rachel Kristol

President of Hillcl/ISU
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Kubrick recalls Cruise & Kidman
Perfectionist director dumps Jennifer ]ason Leigh in latest movie buzz
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By Bryan McAllister

ColUgtan Staff

Tom Cruise will be wanting plen-

I) d *hut c>e after finishing Eyes

N/mr the Stanlev Kubrick film

starring Cruise's wite Nicole

Kidman The super-secret produc

turn, said to be a psychotexual
drama, began in November I

t»^t>

and vvj- tinallv thought to be fin

i»hed this naM February.

However Kubrick, known for

demanding numerous take* and
absolute peiteoion. has now called

Cruise and Kidman back to London
for reshooting. The acclaimed direc-

tor of 2001 A Space Odyssey and

The Shining alto decided to remove
ail scenes involving lennifer |«w>n

Leigh and retilmed them with

u Marie Richardson.

L ruise won't be taking much of a

break, though if he wants his

Mission Impossible 2 to arrive in

theaters next summer. After dismitt-

ing Oliver Stone at a possible direc-

tor. Cruise it in talkt with

OjJTl lohn Woo to helm the

sequel. Stone, meanwhile, hat

COUfTtST MUU< ClOSI

Tom Cruise's penetrating gaze will be back in Mnnon Impossible 2, due
out next summer

assembled an all-star cast for his

football drama On Any Given
Sunday. Al Pacing Tommy Lee
lone* David Duchovny. Cameron
Diai and, yet, rapper-producer
Scan "Puffy" Combs will all appear

in the film. Pacmo will play a coach.

Puffy a football player.
•••

You know it's the official start of

the summer movie seaton when
previewt for Godzilla feature the

tag-line "Size doet matter " This

Friday marks the arrival of the

comet- thriller Deep Impact, and
then the blockbuster montter
movie comes to town May 20. In

between, we'll be subject to Robert
Rcdford s two hour. 44 minute The

Whisperer on May 15, which
thould be exactly that — a whis-

per

The Godzilla team of producer
Dean Devlin and director Roland
Emmerich will reunite with Will
Smith, whom they worked with in

Independence Day. on (he tci-fi

epic The Mark, about a man who
receives a mark on hit body from a

dying ttranger that brings him
superhuman powers. Superhuman
powers is exactly what they might

need if they expect to beat George
Lucas who will release the first of

hit new Star Wars prequels next

Memorial Day and the subsequent

two in 2000 and 2001 Look for

perhaps a peek at the first prequel in

Godzilla previews this Mav

DreamWorks, the new studio

formed by Steven Spielberg
leffrey Katzenberg and David
Geffen. will get a big test this year.

The studio has been so-so thus far

with releases like The Peacemaker
and Mousehunt. but good televi-

sion output thanks to "Spin City."

This year. DreamWorks will count

on Spielberg's Saving Private

Ryan, but the big film on tap is the

full-length animated feature The
Prince of Egypt A scoping retelling

of the Old Testament epic of Moses
and the Ten Commandments, the

film features the latest in digital

technology and possibly the most
imprettive cast of voices ever
assembled Michelle Pficffcr. Val
Kilmer. Sandra Bullock. Steve
Martin. |eff Goldblum Ralph
Ficnnct. Patrick Stewart. Martin
Short. Mel Brooks Danny Glover

and Natalie Ponman
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Page and Plant make a blissful return
WALKING INTO CLARKSDALE
Jimmy Page & Robef Plant

Atlantic

Now this is an interesting pair-

ing. The bombastic guitar h.

of linmiv Page and the vocal histri

onics of Robert Plant teamed with

the bare-bones recording mvIv DJ

erttwhile indie curmudgeon Steve

Albini — the same Steve Albini

who's sat behind the board* with

the Pixies. P| Harvey, Nirvana and
Bush.

nsidering Page's reputation

tor knowing his own mind in

the studio, the choice of

Albini was
lett-than-obviout.
ludging from the
results heard on
Walking Into
Clarksdale, their

collaboration was an
unqualified succett

Albini has pcrlecilv

framed the classic trapping ol

Led Zeppelin while not letting

things get out of control, a tenden

cy that plagued the Ijm vollevtum

of all-original Page/Plant iiuuiul

Zep's 1979s In Through the Out
Door. Instead, Page and Plant

have created a beast, something
exciting and vital

At one should rightlv expect,

the ghost of I ed Zeppelin looms

large on this set as Walking Into

Clarksdale is a step forward while

looking back all at once the
album echoes the experimental
leanings of Zep's mid-period
namely the individual ttyiiattc

workouts of Physical Graffiti and
the loose eclecticism of Houses of
the Hol\ Nothing on ClarksJale

sounds forced, and much ol the

credit fur that deserves to go to

Albini. the finest studio tcx.hniv.idii

of our time

Bassist Charlie lone* and drum-
mer Michael Lee. both of whom
toured with Page and Plant on
their world tour supporting \i>

Quarter, are back and do exdvtlv

what they're supposed to stand

back and let Page and Plant shine

While Page and Plant don't real-

ly add anything new to thru legs

sit old theme's and
stylet — "Mott High" blends
Celtic signatures with Middle
Eastern mysticism in the finest

Zep tradition — in u wuv that

rjonaVl make them sound like old

hdvks going through the motions

A surprise, jud a pleasant one at

that. Who would've thought B-f

(Marty Kcanvi

PEOPLE MOVE ON
Bernard Butler

Creation/Columbia

I he Builvi has done it As the

title of hi* debut lok) nfhilnj am
claims. Bernard Butler ha- in

on.

Alrcadv ha v i x ».- tatab
lished hiiusell js the

tmcM gjeitSI ist ol hi»

^dictation through Ml
ork with Suede
laid The I ondon
Suede I, Butler has

te surfaced aflti

almost joinni)

Vcrvi recording
some till] -ingles with

David MvAlmont and basically

being a hired guitar hand around

I ondon We alwavs knew he was

better than that, and now he s

proved it In a big vv.iv

Aftet looking * lne album ,ilk'

and glancing at the song n—II

it's eas) I* ••• •*•• Hullcr |N

coming from, and where he's aim

ing Itralfbl at the heart Neailv

eveivlhing here is drawn liom

vhanges In hi- life pott-Suede

incluuing his marriage, the birth ol

his son and well him moving on

The opening "Woman I Know

is a tendei ballad vvhivh wouldn't

be oul oi ptOM un a nW Young

album while "When Yo* Ol

written to Ml MM. almost sounds

like a lullabv

The real ivvelatioil ol People

Mine On I- Butler's v,.Ke h- |

lout de lorw. with all the enio

tional powei ol Kuh.ud KA
and the liagilnv ol I horn Yoikc

wrapped into one I he lact that he

nev ei sang in Suede now seems

vtiminal.

\,.i Uoai li pi rfcapi the

finest single ol the vear. a glotiou-

Turn to PAGt AND PLANT porje 8

The Butler did it . on his latest release, that is
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INC
What do burning buildings, famous speakers, govern-

ment scandal, peeping toms and the best resume

builder on campus have in common? The News
Department of the Collegian*.

As a news associate or news correspondent you

will be covering the latest issues and events on cam-

pus. We have beats where you can gain experience

covering everything from the latest crimes to the

biggest names that come to campus

If you want to be a competitive candidate for inter-

ships and jobs, nothing on campus will give you

hands-on experience like working for the Collegian

News Department. Nothing will give employers a

better sample of your writing than news articles. So

come down to the Collegian and ask for |ill Carrol or

call the News Desk at 545 1 762

SP
Here in the Sports Department we cover a wide

range of occurrences in the world of sports.

Obviously, the main purpose of the page is to cover

UMass sports, but we also run weekly columns on pro

baseball, the NFL. MHt, NBA. and uieane football

and basketball In addition, we also run a weekly

"Around the Horn" column, which allows any writer

to take a crack at giving their viewpoint on the weeks

sporting events

Another plus in the Sports Department is the

opportunity for travel |ust to name a few sites,

UMass teams will play in Colorado, Michigan, and

Hawaii this year. Last year writers travelled to

Boyertown, Penn for the Atlantic 10 baseball tourna-

ment and to Fenway Park for the baseball Beanpot, as

well as various other locations.

If you want to write for the Sports Department, just

stop down to 1 1 3 Campus Center, and ask for

Michael Kobylanski You can also reach me by phone

at 545-1 749, or by e-mail at kobo3®hotmail.com.

EDITOI
Editorial writers are the glitterati of the newsroom

Columnists are the closest thing to celebrity that you

will find on the UMass campus.

Are you sick of blathering on about your opinions

to random people, or keeping your feelings bottled

up inside until they become bitter pills of rage? Then

come down and write! Ed/Op writers have the ability

to share their opinions with the whole campus, to

anger the administration, or to tick off the SGA For

next semester, we are hoping to have a core group of

writers who are eager, well-informed and articulate.

If you're interested, come on down to the Collegian ,

ask for Mike Messaros. Or if you're a scaredy-cat, just

give a call at 545-1491.

From reviewing the latest Dave Matthews Band

album to interviews with Wycleffe lean, Arts ft Living

is the place to be We're currently looking for new

writers to cover musk, theater, film, TV, fashion and

more down at the Collegian This past year, we've

given our thoughts on the Grammies, the Oscars,

concerts in Northampton and productions at Bowker

The great thing about Arts k Living is that no experi-

ence is necessary —all you need are good writing

skills and a love tor all forms of entertainment In

addition to new writers, we're also hiring a music

associate, fine arts associate and film associate for

next semester Applications are due May 8 and can

be obtained down at the Collegian, or ask for Bryan at

545-U61

Itinc
The Collegian is also looking for interested students

to work one night per week as copy and night edi-

tors. Requirements for both positions include excel-

lent spelling, grammar and communication skills

Copy editors should be Collegian staff members,

have some editing experience and knowledge of

Associated Press style They are responsible for writ

ing accurate headlines for all news stones as well as

reading through all stories for accuracy and consis-

tency.

Anyone interested in either of these positions

should visit the Collegian office in the 1 1 3 Campus

Center and speak with Victoria Groves or call

545-1809

The Photo Department is looking for creative pho-

tographers with at least one year experience for tech-

nician and staff positions Photographers should

have their own SLR camera Technicians are responsi-

ble for developing black and white negatives, laying

out photos for news and scanning negatives in pho-

toshop Knowledge of photoshop and layout is rec-

ommended but not required

Photographers interact with all departments at the

Collegian as well as members of the Five College Area,

so good communication skills are a must The photo

department covers all five college events, and UMass

sports and area music concerts. This year photogra-

phers covered speakers such as Ray Bradbury and

Coretta Scott-King in addition to events such as the

NCAA Basketball Tournament and Elton |ohn and

Wyclef |ean shows. If you are interested in working

for the photo department please contact Lauren

Kosky to fill out an application and schedule a portfo-

lio review, or call the photo desk at 545-1 701

.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian invites and encour-

ages all to contribute to its diversity pages.

These pages, which include the Black Affairs page,

the Multicultural Affairs page, the Women's Issues

page, the |ewish Affairs page, the CLBT (Cay,

Lesbian, Bisexual and Transgender) Issues page, and

the Developing Nations page, present an opportunity

for those who may not be extensively represented or

covered in the regular pages of the Collegian.

The diversity desks present a forum where students

may voice their opinions concerning issues which are

relevant to them.

If you want to get involved in news reporting or

writing, please come down and fill out an applica-

tion.

If you are tired of not being heard, call Senior

Diversity Editor Edgar Barros at 545-1851 or send

email to ebarros@student.umass.edu.

wes
We're what makes the Collegian look good In the

Collegian Graphics Department we are responsible for

designing all the advertisements that you see in each

edition. National and local companies pay us to

make them look good. We're responsible for making

each day's paper possible too.

Want to get first hand experience using state-of-

the-art technology? In the Collegian Graphics depart-

ment we have nothing but the latest equipment that

is available. Nothing looks better on a resume than

showing that you are skilled in the software and hard-

ware applications in demand today.

Positions available include advertisement designers

and editorial production staff, who work to layout the

newspaper to send it to the printer.

In addition, the Collegian is looking to hire students

to work on its ever-improving web site. This includes

day and night positions. If interested, contact Dave

Voldan in the Graphics Department at 545-1864.

The Collegian Is Hiring from now till the end of the sentofter

for Fall '98. Visit our friendly offices conveniently located Jr.

the Campus Center. We're room 1 1 3 in the lowtrJfe^eCd^wn

the escalators, on the opposite end from 0MTjpftetfadpgpc.

Stop by to pick up an application or UMt}ie\fhfprfMJty

For general questions call 545 35

DAILY COLLEGIAN
New England's Largest College Daily • Founded in 1890 • Daily Since 1 967
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Page and Plant
continued from poge 7

burst of Suede-ish guitars. Verve-y strings and

Butler's resonant voice cr>ing out triumphantly "1

don i teei so afraid...maybe this is just some kind

of phase." No argument here. A real diamond in

the rough, this one. A (M k I

ENOHITS
Fuaazi

DiscnorrJ

There's this progression in the music of Fugazi

that can be traced from their earliest output to

their newest work While the essence of fiery

music and strong political comment are still evi-

dent, the music has grown outward, more experi-

mental Their newest album. End Hits, is a rough

but stvlish collection of songs that gives us a look

at Fugazi* nc-v.lv expanded musical repertoire

The iconoclast hand has recentK moved towards

jazz and experimental music, and while it was

evident on the last two albums, on this one, this

new direction i* in full bloom
Puking up where their last album, Red

Median*, left oil almost three years ago, the

album busts mil d the gates with "Break." with

tome off kilter guitar lines, a little piano and an

off beat drum beat When Ian MacKaye's vocals

come in. it's a shock. They arc subdued, and the

guitar plavs in a way that it matches the vocal

melody Vou know you are in for something new.

The album still rocks, but keeps with it an

experimental viMon Songs stop and start again at

odd tunc* \ ocals are traded. "Foreman's Dog"

and "Idu rie" are the two straight out

rockers that lighten the album, but what gives the

work depth are the surpt ating Boy" and

"Pink Frosty." On the former. Qsjj Picciotto

breaths swimming lyrics over drawn out sounds

"Pink Softie" may be the quietest song Fugazi has

ever written, and MacKaye's vocals whisper soft-

ly across the mu>u
II anything is disappointing about this album.

it'* the Ivrw. One of the best things about the

last two albums, which showed off the band's

new direction were the Ivncs On this one. they

teem thrown off at times The best might be in

"CaustK Acrostic " which seem to be stream of

conscience AU surprise." which is sung

with great restraint bj .ontains one of

the moat poignant sentiments ever in a Fugazi

song, as he withes for a time where the govern

ment was no< keeping track of us: "No CIA V
jtellite/ Will map our veins."

This album takes a while to get into, but it is

worth it, just like the last two. A- (Mike

Mcssaros)

OVER THE JAMES
Avail

Lookout

Avsil hss soul, end of story. If you want to

know what has kept Avail on top of the punk

scene for so long, what makes every album they

release incredible, the answer is simple: they have

soul. While other bands tend to lose the ferocity

and energy of their attack when they incorporate

other styles of music. Avail has added elements

of folk and rock and roll and still rip it up.

Start with Tim Barry's vocals, without ripping

his throat to shreds, without sounding like a

whiny high school brat, he evokes a variety of

emotions with his voice. Then you add Gwomper
on bass, |oe Banks on guitar, Erik Larson on

drums, and of course Beau Beau the cheerleader

and you have the backbone of one of the most

inspirational bands around. Listening to Over

The lames, evokes the spirit of bands like Gorilla

Biscuits. Minor Threat and Swiz. The songs make

)M teel like you can accomplish anything if you

could just muster the intensity of Avail.

Hv combining the ferocity of pure punk and

hardcore with almost folk interludes, they have

blessed us with an incredible song. "Decpwood"

opens the album up and immediately you feel

your legs shaking, you have to stand up "New
•2" is second and you notice yourself bobbing

your head. "August* with its mellow intro brings

a huge smile to your face, and then when it kicks

in you start to pace your room. Then the

anthemic "Fall Apart" hits you and you are jump-

ing up and down, screaming, pointing your fin-

ger. "Nickel Bridge* slams in with all the ferocity

of a melodic Kiss It Goodbye and by the time the

songs chorus kicks in you wonder if there is a

better band around

Every album Avail has relessed hss been

incredible, to it's hard to imagine this one is their

best. However, this slbum hss no Tiller, this sll

pure unsdultersted punk. Over The lames is sn

inspirstionsl. angry, introtpective and political

album that may be the best to come out of the

punk genre in a long time A* (Adam Dlugscz)

MASS HERDER
All

Epitaph

I've always thought of All as simply being the

Descendents without Milo Aukerman on vocals,

and other then the time that Dave Smalley front-

ed this band, I haven't paid much attention to

them. Well Mass Nerder only re- enforces my
beliefs.

Chad Price is a fine vocalist and of course no
pop-punk trio can match Bill Stevenson, Stephen

Egerton and Karl Alvarez, and they even have

Milo doing backing vocals, so there's no doubt

that this is a solid album. But that's the problem,

it's solid and unspectacular, while it's slightly

more proficient, it could really be any pop-punk
album. The albums slightly darker then the

Descendents, but it's the same nerd against the

world theme that Milo is the poster boy for.

Songs like "World's On Heroin," "111 Get
There." "Perfection" and "Greedy" are all really

good songs. Heck, they're better then most
pop-punk songs out there. At the same time I'd

rather have Milo singing them. If you need to buy

sn slbum to hold you over till the next

Descendents, buy this, otherwise you csn psss.

B- lA.D.)

CLOSED CAPTIONED RADIO
The Bogmen

Arista

It is both fun snd interesting to hear some
experimenting with the

verse-chorus-verse-bridge song structure.

Without ever breaking the formula. The Bogmen
have crested some strange and altogether enjoy-

able songs on their latest album Closed
Captioned Radio, which transcends the limita-

tions of a cookie-cutter songwriting structure

and ends up being in the realm of art-rock.

The tape effects on the first song "Failing

Systems" hook the listener right away in conjunc-

tion with the catchy chorus. "Speedfreak
Lullaby* snd "Mexico* sre slso two grest songs

which rely heavily on hooks snd bizsrre lyrics.

The words resch new levels of eccentricity on

"Dsrk Wsltz* with lyrics such st. "Tske tome
more ecstasy, conquer the night ...Do the dark

waltz, bite the girls neck, tongues in your ears.

send chills down your back." Alto included sre s

few surprises, including s cover of Psul Anka's

"You Are My Destiny."

With Closed Captioned Radio. The Bogmen
have perfected a new kind of "rock of the weird."

Love it or hate it, you have to admit it's some-

thing different A- (Kevin Monahsn)

asTsaBWOsni

Jimmy Page and Robert Plant return with a leaner, meaner version of

Led Zeppelin on Walking Into Ctorkiaak.

UMass
Student
Legal
Services
Office

FREE
confidential

professional

legal services

for UMass
students!

545-1995

922 CAMPUS CENTER

$400 CASH BONUS
toward purchase or lease*

Gilreath
Manor Condos

Start

in April

for Jane or

September

Orrupaney!

Gilreath Manor

Condos
• 3 Bedroom
• 11/2 Baths

• Heated Basement
• New Gas Hest 6

Hot water

vMardwoodfloon .-

• 1/2 mile |d casnpus

• On Bui Route

• •at sii I M • ISS 7*7*

amc
Ml Farm* 4 •••»* B153

Mt Farm* M..II

BUCK DOS (r«-IJ)

tteay li40O$JH>ll30

TMZAH AND TIM M»T CITY (PGI

UsnalSSOOttSS)

TIM MC HIT (t)

less, d IS MOS1 Ml I 30

Mi SOT GASH (PC)

JI^ " t.*s>«4-f4sut>«V* -

TOSIOMOW NTVCT M* (I)

ha* 1 70

H,.mp«h.rr 6 -StM 75SO
H.imp%Ktr-r M.-ll

MsaysfftKrfrln/tt

ttasTsff^-'softiO

<»COUfUI(-*-lJ)
toe* el 30

CHECK itQUT

ontheWEB.
www.foro.com

Help

Wanted
we're looking for new recruits

for next year's yearbook,

come to our Open House

Wednesday
May 6th
6:30 pm

Student Union
Room304

<^

1. 4.

-John Kotzmon, Foundar & President

Class time that counts

We spend more time in clou to

moke sure we cover the te»l

exhaustively You won't hove to

spend hours working on your

own Closs size is limited to 15

You've hit the books. Now it's time to hit the road. Ford can help. College seniors

and grad students get $400 cash back* toward the purchase or Ford Credit

Red Carpet Lease of any eligible Ford or Mercury. It's academic: pocket the cash,

grab life by the wheel. For more College Graduate Purchase Program info,

call 1-800-321-1536 or visit the Web atwww.ford.com

2 Results-oriented approach C
• Our students overage on 80 S™

3

point increase on the GMAT

We know the CAT

No one knows the new computer

odaptive tests better than we do

And we have a whole library of

CAT materials available for you

on the Web

t/ord ft\vcwry (^

of The Princeton Review

We're on campus!
The Princeton Review wos chosen

to administer all test-preparation

programs for the UMASS Division

of Continuing Education

No traveling, no hassle

SatisFaction quaranteed
If you complete the course, take the

GMAT ond ore not satisfied with

your score, we'll work with you
ogain for up to one year, at no fee

413/584-6849
*niti.rBvlti«.cam

jm mi
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Public Enemv hack in stvle
Black woman recalls Negro League

m " *~r »»"**• —'11C11I V UCICA. Ill O I V 1 V
ByJoaaptS White

"I played with the fellows moei of Stadium in N5". heard about |ol

Mil

What's going on, fellow
hip-hoppers? By now you should
all be enjoying the butterfried
jams but unfortunately I forgot a
few. "Body Rock" by Mos Def.
Q-Tip and Tesh should have
been on top of the list. sorr\ I he
Lyricist Lounge on Rawkus
Records it out now and you
should probably

pick it up. I was
listening to the >>aa__B|i
Craig Mack
album. Project hunk Da World
What happened to that cat '.' Ik-

was the man a couple of years
ago, and now he's no one Well
that's hip hop for you

• HOT BUTTERFRIED TRACK
— "We Be Clubbin" (re-mix) b>

Ice Cube and DMX for tona
reason I've been sleeping on this

song, even though its on the
Craig C. P- Nice tape that I lis-

ten to almost every day This
song is hoi. I have a terrible ten-

dency of playing it mei and over
again. Ice Cube claim- that he
added DMX to get some "grit" in

ihe song. DMX CCMM m barking;

he's nasty, end of MM]
• LI Cih.iI

I finally busted back
with "Third Round Knockout It

seems that all he's managed to do
is get Wyclef in\oUed ^ause
other then the line "9") percent of

your fans don't exist," I'm not
really feeling this. Then again he
does yell a bit, something he

hasn't done in a while, but it's no
"Mamma Said Knock You Out."

* Coccoa Brovaz played at

Central Day this past Saturday. I

missed them because some playa
hayta (I had to throw that into
one of my columns, I'm really not
that corny) told me it was at 6

p m 1 got there at 6:15 p.m. to

find out that they were really

cool guys who

DhtftMI Put on • 8reat

show and
were now

hanging out with their friends.

That's what you get when you
decide to set things off at 1 p.m.,

a day where your head is in the
clouds and you seem to mitt
everything you tried to do.

• Ultramagnetic MC's are
re-uniting for a new album. You
can get their first album at the

Crow Room.
• New Dirty Harry and D| Clue

tapes are out. Both are en fuego,

although Clue needs to get one
and stop talking over every song
he plays.

• All I'm going to say is Knicks
and Yankees, "We told you that

we won't stop* lust play "Deja
Vu* and think about those two
teams.

• Public Enemy is back; that's

right the crew who blessed ut
with "It Takes A Nation Of
Millions* is back to set the
record straight For those of you
who don't know. PE set the stan-

dard for consciousness and

awareness in hip-hop. Forget

about free-style skills or- tracks

that got your booty shaking —
Chuck D dropped lyrics that

made your mind move. While
most people have tried to stop

hip-hop by pointing out the vio-

lence and blatant sexuality, oth-

ers tried to silence Public Enemy
because of their political views.

Chuck D spoke his mind, he was
willing to target everyone from

John Wayne to base heads to 9)1

and he made sense. When
Arizona refused to recognize
Martin Luther King Day. PE
called them on it with their bril-

liant and surprisingly successful

"By the Time I Get To Arizona."

Hip-hop has strayed from the

days when Public tnem\ ruled

into a world of crystal, whips,

drugs and clothes. Croups like

Tribe Called Quest. De La Soul

and Common have been battling

the wack forces of rap and have
recently been aided in their

struggle by the comeback of

Rakim and Gang Starr All of

that has been setting the stage

for the return of Public Enemy.
They did the entire He Cot Came
soundtrack and have a full length

of their own coming out. In case

you're wondering if they fell off.

check "Kill Em Live" from the

Bullworth soundtrack, where
Chuck proclaims "I'm the last

angry man standing " Amen
Adam Dlugac: fa a Collegian

columnist

By Joseph White

Associated Prass

WASHINGTON — "Peanut"
lohnson spent hot, dusty summer days

playing pickup baseball as a child in the

1 940s and dreamed at night of making
the big league*

But there were already two strikes

against (hat dream: Johnson is black

and a woman.
Yet she succeeded, overcoming

rejection by the all-white women's
league that began playing during World

War II and becoming one of only three

women to play in the Negro leagues.

Despite that achievement, Mamie
"Peanut" lohnson, Toni Stone and
Connie Morgan have been all but for-

gotten in baseball lore. "Those were

some of the most enjoyable years of my
life," said the 65-year-old lohnson. a

former pitcher who learned to throw a

curveball from none other than Satchel

Paige "Striking out the fellows made
me happy."

lohnson. the only one of the three

women still alive, helps coach Little

League baseball in Washington. D.C..

these days Her eyes twinkle when she

speaks of her Mini with the

Indianapolis Clowns in the mid 1950s

and of her carefree days at a youth in

Rsdgewa) S.C , where a ruck wrapped

with masking tape and stitched with

twine would paaa for a baseball

"I played with the fellows most of

the time because the girls did what the

boys did. because there was nothing

else to do," lohnson said. "You got a

chance to do just about anything you

wanted to do. and pitching was my
thing."

By 1947, lohnson's family had
moved to the nation's capital, and
lackie Robinson and Brooklyn Dodgers

president Branch Rickey were integrat-

ing the major leagues.

lohnson naively thought the same
would happen with the All American

Girls Professional Baseball League. She
recalled going with a friend to a tryoul

in Alexandria. \ a

"I knew we were good, and I imag-

ine the> knew, we were good, too,"

lohnson said. "They looked at us like

we were crazy What do you want?'

They wouldn't even let us try out. and
that's the same discrimination that

some of the other black ballplayers had
before Mr Robinson broke the barrier

"Oh. wow. it was pathetic that peo-

ple would be that v. a\ It was a tremen-

dous letdown lor rue I didn't have a

Mr. Rickey behind me. If I had some-
body to say. Hev they deserve to play,'

it might have been a different thing.*

After being rejected by the women's
league, lohnson played pickup games
with men in Washington Several yean
paaaed until the Clowns, who were on a

road swing through the old Griffith

Stadium in 1953, heard about lohnson

and gave her a tryout

"They were seeing a steady decline in

the interest in the Negro leagues because

most of the blue chip players had gone

over to the majors," said Ray Doswell,

curator of the Negro leagues museum in

Kansas City. "The Indianapolis Clowns

decided to bring on as a hopeful gate

attraction a female player. The first one

would be Toni Stone."

The second was lohnson, who
earned the nickname "Peanut" because,

as teammate Gordon Hopkins put it,

"She maybe weighed 98 pounds wet."

Brought in to play a few innings per

game, the women quicLK proved their

worth as all-around athletes, lohnson's

entry in the Biographical Encyclopedia

of the Negro Baseball Leagues says,

"The little right-hander could throw at

hard as any male pitcher ." "Each one
had ability." said Alan Pollock, whose

father. Syd. owned the Clowns. They
were probably the three best female

players in the country Each of them
was good enough to help black baseball

survive at that point
"

Negro league records are scattered

and incomplete, and any statistics from

lohnson's time with the Clowns are

gone forever But there are memories,

such as the time lohnson struck out

Kansas City Monarchs third baseman
Hank Bayuss. one of the best hitur* of

Mi day

Johnson, Bailey rematch not likely
By Pool r*#wo#*Ty

Auoceoted Pr»m

Attention all Arts staff!
There will be a meeting
Wednesday, May 6, at 6 p.m. in

the Collegian basement for all Arts

writers. Plans for next semester
will be discussed. New writers are

always welcome. Contact Bryan at

545-1361 for more inibrrnation. fc^

i
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ATLANTA — Contrary to what
tome think. Michael lohnson it not

consumed by the idea of a rematch
with Donovan Bailey "I get asked
about it all the time but lor me it's

a non-issue.* lohnson said yesterday

during a slop to promote this sum
mer't Goodwill Game- in New
York. 'Once a race is over, it's done
with it's finished. You have to take

the bad with the good " lohnson. the

Olympic champion at 200 and 400
meters, and Bailey, the gold aacdahat

in the 100 met last year in a made
for-TV, 150-meter mn.h race in

Toronto The hallyhooed event failed

live up to expectations when
lohnson pulled up injured about 70
meters into the race and Bailey

streaked to an unsatisfying victory

Sow. representatives of the two
sprinters are talking about a sequel

in New York.

lohnson isn t against the proposal,

which laces myriad problemi before

it actually becomes reality But he
lyja if he made a significant sacn-

jJMft* "'" P"M >n lastyyear's race

telM « looking for mole of a legiti-

mate track event to stage any

rematch "I don't think about it daily

and say to myself. I've got to do this

again." he said "I look at 11 just like

I would any potential race. It's sepa-

rate from what " happened in the

paal or anything like that Certainly,

if the Goodwill Games wants to put

thai on and if 11 works for me. I'll be

there*

From lohnson's standpoint . that

means there's no chance he'll race

down a temporary track through
Times Square, as has been anjjiaiinl

M hype the event.

"One of the mistakes last lime waa
having it in SkyDome on a track that

»«> iust rubber laid out over con-

crete.* lohnson said "h had lumps

and things like that But that was
something I felt like needed 10 hap-

pen for the good of the sport."

While he doesn't blame the track

in Toronto for his injury, he's

unwilling 10 risk it on another tem-

porary layout

"This thing would have to be done
in a first-claes manner, it would have

to be done right." lohnaon said "It

has 10 be on a regular track
"

Harvey Schiller, the president of

Turner Sports, which is bankrolling

the Goodwill Games, said it would
be easier from a logistical standpoint

to hold a 150 at Mitchel Athletic

Complex on Long Island, site ol the

other Goodwill track and held
events "You've go! to talk about

protecting the athlete " Schiller said.

'The athletes don't want to race on
anything of a temporary nature
where they could be exposed do
injury).*

Her said there have been dis-

cussions about including other top

sprinters in a special 150 race. Also

scheduled to compete in the

Goodwill Games is Ato Boldon. the

world 200-meter champion who has

run the 100 in 9.86 seconds, only

.02 seconds off Bailey's world
record from the Atlanta Olympics.

u
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u;iuiu.umass.edu/rso/colegian

Step by
and visit

as on
the web
anytime!!

\ l / , We're worker-owned. We do it all. we do it (I

/ d.iys .1 week.
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MetRX Meal
'
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ytX
Personal training & Nutrition programs availablell

Last Call

Need a
Car Loan?
We can help you establish your
credit. We finance people with

credit problems: no credit, bad
credit, bankruptcy, divorced.

No co-signers required I

or stop by Saturn of Hadley
and ask for Joel Faillace

BALISE
CREDIT EXPRESS

AUDITIONS FOR

Not Ready m,
For Bedtime 4

Players

Wednesday, May 6,

7:00pm Campus Center Rm. 165
For more information call the Health Education Division of the

University Hearth Services and ask for Sally 577-5181

.

Summer
C^«*# 4i<A«(s (rrt».i *«v\<«.

... I

Travel ^
nU CaeanlM

44 Main St.. Amherst

(413)256-1261

in
At Otto Drug we sRow you ro take charge of four career

oath For over SO rears we ve set the ttanosnh for quaer?

snd service in the retiil industry Through our eitentive

management program rou can empower younaN to ad-

vance qucUy through your own motivation and desire to

succeed )om us as

MANAGEMENT TRAINEES
In this position you will play a vital role m the operation of

your store At a true team motivator, you must possets the

Issssritiss and communication abdroes necessary to meet
s diverse array of retail challenges These entry-level op-

portunities are the first level of our extensive 4- step man-

At Osco Drug, you will enjoy an excellent compensation
package including health/lea insurance. 40 1 (k). merchandise

discounts and a stock purchase plan for immediate con-

sideration please forward your resume to

OscoDryg
Marty Henneberry

Recruiting Department VM
J030 Cullerton Dr.

Franklin Park, IL 40HI
Fa. 888-54 1 S7S3

Our Vision for the Future Includes

a Commitment to Equal Opportunities
and a Drug-Free Environment

To be eiabt* you muet graduate «*r> en

Vou muet pm cheaa or teese vour new v«r«o»
'

it or twchHora degree b
betwaen 1/4/Mand 1/SAW Soma

IQ/i/Seand VV88 or be cunereV u uded H ,
and vend* etgexKy restriction* ape* See yew

J%& ZAm*%% 7h9*%tQ Quilt*.

^eELS IN AMES/-
T^ IfflLLENNIUM APPROACHES^T
May 7, 8. 9 at 8p.m.
with an additional matinee May 9 at 2p.m.

Student Union Ballroom
Tickets available at For more information call

TJX Unlimited, 5450412 UMTG at 545 0415
Parental Discretion Advised Due to Adult Subject Matter

Hum production i» made poosibU inpan by a gnmt from the Student Affa^

COLLEGE GRADUATES

/(PRESENTS )<

Natlvt
NYC Groove Jam

Thur., Maty 7

Fri., May 8

Sat., Mary 9

all thows Thur. • Bat. starting, at IOpm

Funt(pt$nv
FuntryMacX

Ed Vaarn (/ the Fabutotu Heavyumisfitu
Raxrlttn' Bluet

Sunday Nbz^rW ABC Jazz Troupe
starting* at 8pm

Fully Sloclted
Bar

\Mte Night
Menu

til Midnight

(Came to listen... Coma ta Dance...)

36 V Pleasant St. 4mli.rsi, M,l 01002 Phone: 233 - 4400

You Need It...

We've Got It!

El if car prists fvewsf-A-Oat

You dd X made It Through cotege and got

your cjspkyna Time for the real wort) and a

real career now al you need is I

You1 get that and more al I"

a-Car. the largest car rental and leasing

company m tie country w*h $3 5 Bason In

revenues and growing last Our entry level

Management Trainee programs oner ambi-

tious, motvated grade ska you tie toots you

need to buM a successful career- plus

amazing benefits and grown potential

Hende-onl
B UnHmaed Growth, Potent kei

100% Promotion from Within

First Year Earnings of S24-S2SK
Excellent Benefits including 401K and
ProfH Sharing

Enterpnse is growing at 25% annually

with 3.500 oltices worldwide with many
more to come ...a remarkable opportunity

tor college grade on the last track to a
major career

A bachelor's degree with sales, business or

customer service expenence strongly pre-

ferred Clean driving record a must To team
about cworturtoes In our ENTRY LEVEL
Management Training Program, visit our

award winning website at www erac com or

Send/Fax (8fJO«83-1448) resume 10:

HR fWc rutting MeV*u*Kj#r

r-yEnterprise
aWassa t sseo hmt-a<i
Pick Enterprise Wei pick you up'

100 Corporals Drive. Suite 101

Windsor, CT 06095
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

PEOPLE'S MARKET
Where Dm food's trash the coffee's

hot and the music is (•mmm > Mam
Ftoof Stuoant Uwon

LEARN ITALIAN tan eaawaert

fulfill CAS language requirement'

No previous Italian necessary I

Elementary 672-7/10. Intermediate

7/14-8/20 For more info contact

Rachel 549-0907

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Take Over leeae 1 bedroom at

Puftton Village Rem negotiable Call

M86955

Twe aadreea m The Boulders

Available 6/1 with fall option

$89Vmonth 259-9181

6REAT LOCATION! Waft, to cam-

pus and on busline Big backyard

Parking two huge bedrooms Good

for four people In town Available

June 1st Call 5497088

Take Over 1mm VI One bedroom

D Qajaj M I f*«- **"'< i Wm
for 2 heat/hot water W/D full

kitchen extra storage, optional cov-

ered private parking space 20-30

mm drive to UMass $730 Call 493-

7887

2 bedreeai aeertatee* in Squire

Village Big enough tor 2 3 or 4

SSSu/montli Available 6/1. with Fall

option Call Was O 665-7357

taextxwaea 3rd floor

i 6/V reduced rent GREAT

DEAL' 549-7589

AUTO FOR SALE

17 Chevrolet Cavalier

StatioaWeaoa Low mileage, an

conditioning. AM/FM/Cassatte
brakes fixed $1500 549-9962

18U Jaw VWaaaJir 4UCYI Auto

fiard Top Low maes. great conSoft/Herd

EMPIOYMFNT
ttLrlaeweaanl IX days next win

ter- FREE' i Ski Banana ia tka

Rockiee— the definitive guide for

the aspiring skibum. profiling 60

towns 1 800-454-0488 ($11 50

Sah)<

EMPLOYMENT

Stacy 258- 11 22

Sahara Auto 4UOO0 miles great

condition $3200 or B/0 Available

May 25 253-1561

91 Taveta Caeary OX 4 dr. AT. AC.

PS PW TW excellent condition

7; 6K miles Must sail $7200 o> BO

Call Prasad ft 545-1705 101 or 665-

7357 IE)

HOME TYFIST6 PC users needed

$45 000 income potential Call 1

800-51 3-4343 ext B 3616

J to perform

household and chikfcare 16hrs/wk in

exchange for room and board

Beginning Sept May in Amherst

2534150

Seued and sold locally this month

1-800-522 2 730 ext 4554

IS Mazda (26 Standard 4 door

Sedan 131 000 miles Runs great.

wonderful condition, no rust Asking

$1800 or best offer 54EM808

8••Mi Excel 1fM6 Standard

'i Cak 665-7232

Want tomakea
difference w someone s life? Relief

support needed to work with devel

opmentally disabled adults, may

lead to permanent hours Hours

include evenings, week ends and/or

overnights Required HS diploma

driver s license (car very helpful) and

professionalism Call (4131323-6872

to start apptcatwr preen AA/EOE

1987 HvMdai taeat New altar na

tor water pump, brakes muffler

tailpipe exhaust system, belts

Needs new head gasket Overall

I condition $350 or B/0 CalljooC MM
2SM351

_J Earn $$$

before the summer even starts by

hosting the biggest event of the

year*! The Alumni Office is now
accepting applications for Reunion

Weekend student help Must be

available June 4 7 Housing accomo

danons available Stop by the

Alumni Relations Office m Memorial

Ha'lt.'iH»/,c*/»pr>»dt.w<-.xl*

Questions? Cad Ann Thompeon at 5-

2317

Imm » text* is looking for hard-

working experienced people Apply

on location

j for head swim

coach and assistant coach for recre-

ation department swim team in

Belchertown Call 323 0419 or Gail

323-4453

Cae* Cad MetattreaM

Cooks, servers, bartenders, host

buses, and dishwashers Will tram

P0 Box 1228. Eastam. MA 02642

Fax (5081255-9374 or call 1508)255^

9394

CAMP TAKAJO tor boys, on long

lake. Naples. Maine, noted for pic

toresque location, exceptional facili

ties, and outstanding programs
FREE TRAVEL June 22 August 23

Over 50 counselor positions in ten-

nis lacrosse, swimming, sailing,

scuba, archery woodworking,
ceramics, fine arts radio and elec-

tronics, backpacking Call Mike
Serbun at 800-2508252 tor addition

el information

ALASKA EMrMJjYMEkJT- Earn up

to $3 000/month m fisheries parks,

resorts Airfare! FoodVLodoing! Our

service recommended by US News &
World Reports (9191933 1939 ext

A150

CRUISE ft LAND TOUR JOBS
Earn up to $2.000/momh Free world

travel (Caribbean Alaska. Europe.

etc )' Free room/board For into ring

(919)9331939 ext C1 50

FURNITURE
Seta, coffee, desk, twin site bed

bureau All in good condition Price

negotiable Call Lisa 256-81 89

Feraitere For Sale Full sue bed

and mattress $325. Full sue Futon

and mattress $270. 27" color TV

$320. VCR $130. dining table

chairs, dresser and mora Call Prasad

0545-1705(0) or 665-7357 (El

ROOMATE WANTED I SUMMER SUBLET SUMMER SUBLET

2 euys/|irlt to share 1 bedroom
with bathroom in Salem Place

$237 50/month Starts June 1st.

possibly Sept 1st Call Megan or

Dawn 2561750

Leefciaa »ar taxaate to share room

in 2 bedroom Southpwnt apartment

$240. heat/hot water included

Courtney 546- 1901

2 bedroom available '

sublet in house with wooded back

yard Larger room $200. smaller

loom $1 70 253 4826

1 bedreeai ia a 2 bedroom apt

close to uptown and campus On bus

route Call 253-4613

i Mattress and boxspring 1

year cad Good as new $250 or B/0

2563921

HOUSE FOR RENT

1 bedreeai fcoaee k Ben *.<-• rwi

Available June 1 S620/month util

IBM CM B3 KM

peace/activism seeks mature Irve-m

counselors for boys cabins drama,

sports camp craft teachers

Exptvwnce helpful 718643-0771

i .- * ••

deck Quiet $670 inclusive 549

9154

Tea* Ovat Our Law* 671

N»»ty renovated 3 berV2b«h AC
free heat/hot water Pool/Tenms

Courts !

mar on Mam St Hear and hot waHr
included G<eet location on bus Ma
Can MM it 253-0301

na 1

54*On busline Cloaeto

4575

gas heet $500 No pets First. Last,

and Security CM 253-5413

laund't bus parking Available

now tor summer or longer Congate

753 2326 Aoancy fee l

: Teaef* Novas. Pnjmj

Sennas Any condition Cash paid

everyday 1 80OMM78S

UUtSF*OM$1M
Soued and sold localry this month

KOO-522 2730 art 4664

Weated Jaek Car* Cash paid

everyday l40O*IM795

CHILDCARE

Child Cafe far 4 year old Ctaraae

gal Early morning hours three days

i week Need own car Good hourly

rata 549-9846

COMPUTERS
I 72 RAM TH 2 5 Gig,

HDft more CM JefffM047

Mow PIMMMX from $895

Laptops $1295' Peripherals

JarVision 582 9198 V/MC/AMEX

iBovsWa
Sigma Alpha MuFfaterruty

ForFMSt
H interested. cM Lea or Randy

MMB1

Paieteri w.nt.a V S

$800 par week f xpenence a plus

but not neadM CM 1MB-277 9787

I 3 bedroom, spa

cious house, comfortably fits 5 1/2

mile walk from campus Available

June 1st $1 000/month Call 549

6238

LOST & FOUND
Uet Have ft MM found please call

Kyhe 0545-2629

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

M Vemahe FZRBM Motorcycle

MsM ****> Hjl MMl M NH
546 0471

PERSONALS

Coagretulatioa* Kelly. Cheryl.

Betty. Kim Lite. Kote, Jeaa.

Willi. EfW ft Minna The New
Sisters of AlphaO Omega

ROOM FOR RENT

itoaharea4
bedroom house in Amherst over

summer May 15 Aug 31 $300 half
utilities Call Jom O 25647S2

SERVICES

M vm are eregneat end comidar

•j *i Ml I Ft 81 • I o Meat
women would like to talk with you

Also considering a surrogate

arrangement Please write Oee at

P0 Box 65' Enfield. CT 06083

0651

4 bldreeex Imm available June

1st North Pleasant St 546 3468

Nave e lovely telectioa of bun

mat Many colors and types as wall

as a selection of cages and hutches

We can also help with any burros

St can no longer care tor CM Eden

7 0105 after 9 00 am

Diitertotioaa edited »•* are-

mM by Ph in English Any sub

•act 8853718

I 2 bedroom apt

with cheap rent Directly on bus

route Wonderful neighbors Bright

spacious living area Large Dockyard!

Coma see! Ask tor Deny. Tiff Er*a.

or Li» 253-6644

Spec io«t 1 bodroeea fits 2 com-

fortably On bus route, fully fur

nished and utilities included 6/1

$500 per month Call 549

7248 Ask for Jen

2 bedreeai ia 3 bedroom Mill

Valley 14 persons. 2 baths A/C

heat/hot water included Available

June 1st fALL OPTION Call 253

ftM7

Specie** 2 bedreea m
Brandywme Fits 4 AC/hot water

included Quiet top Moor with deck

Some furniture Fall option $850

CM 549-4740

2 badroon apt Boulders Fits 4

comfortably Includes heat/hot

water On the bus line $896 253

5867

4 bedreeai apartment available

$342 50 per person 1 montti froe

25* 1898

1 oodrooat apt tor Summer June 1

Aug 31 $55rj/mon«i CM Gooff 25*

2979

ClrtttMo- 1 bedroom apt May 25

August 31 Clean LMitkN included

On bus route $45u7month (nag) CaN

MM 665 55*4

3 kedreea PafftM Renovated

A/C FM option 548-7084

2 Mfty JmI Tkofcatt Hartford Civk

Cenaat May 9 5460243

B/T Deata Tkfcat Good tor with m

US including Alaska and Canada

$400 54*3060

TO SUBLET

la tablet . <i-j '••- '

We will list it m our office and on

our web page tor tree Looking to

move off cempui* Come to

Commuter Services. 428 Student

Union, or cM 54*0885

Pretaaat? Need helpT Call <

$560 par

tea aaxartaexM Cresi

mon* CM 549 5185
LoaawtMl

Greek AreePretarrad

HAVE FUN! Make a difference'

Sleep lata! Be en environmental

activist 1 Summer/Career iota with

Deen Water Action $300 $40LVwt

.benefits 41*584-9830

ere-

1.2 and 3 bed

room apartments Gas heat, hard-

wood floors We are showing start-

ing April 6th for June and
September leases Lincoln Real

1253 7879

Macintosh Color Stylewriltr

ISM Printer. Keyboard Mouse.

SCSI Equipmant is in ucellinf con

dmon 8/0 54*5514

•eatte

Gas heat hard

basement 1/2

kta tm.mm
Aprd 601 U)t Junt

and September leeses $1350 piua

25*7879

wood floors

t.iI» •:

.32MB RAM
Gi* 24X CO ROM 33 6K T. Modem
Video ft Audio Cards with Speakers

Phis. 14 mch flat screen digital moni-

tor Windows 95. keyboard PS2

$1150 54*6826

Vaaaaj axaa Irving m Amherst a

ating a home, expanding

natwork. and cornoJating sarf-care

tasks E xperience wrjpi jndwrMiafs

lerrod Taj-axampt stipend, training

and support provided Contact Carol

at Community Enterprises kx 584

1480

Easy, pleeaaal wart involving

errands, local travel, companion Cafi

(413153*200

Caatp Nawraka. a coed residential

camp in the Berkshire) of

Massachusetts is looking for heM
staff and cabin counselors for the

summer Qualified candidates may
receive an application by contacting

Camp Fire at "3171523*006 or oVac

toret54»91M

Paiatert Naadad Earn $6 00

$9 00/hr painting houses Training

provided Contact Francis at 413-

54*3563

for nights and weekends BM l

ter and for summer Downtown
Amherst $7/hr plus bonus Sean

25*0583

Stadeal tape- ATftT Author i»d
Agent needs 20 students now* No
experience will tram $100
$300/weok PanTfud Time (8001592

2121x123

FOR SALE

» FaB faatv 3 mm wah to

campus Fully furnished Possible

summer option CM 54* 7464

1 bedreeai ia 7 bedroom house on

Sufttet Chris 54*1051 Beginning

FM

SUMMER SUBLET

Large 2 bedroom apartment

OrffsaJe. across from 711. puta par-

lor liquor store Heat/hot water

electricity included On bus route

eoODjr*neMh, •ao4jaaB

One lerge ream m 4 bedroom
house Good location $2fJV/nxn»

AvatkatHe 6/1 Sublet or take I

tor Fed Jassca 253*944

IbieViaex.JMbai
leaving 12 couches 2 floors

Available after fmel $850/month

inegotiabiel Let s meka a deal

Kevm 54*5086

On bus

$200 If shared by yourtatf

negotiable Call 665-8015 Cool

$2507month CM 54*7088

Ijal
Air condition

vj RaducMrant 1250/mon* CM
54*4379 n two bus Mat Rant a

bable 5494380

1 bedroom ia 2 bed'. **,<*-

ment On but near campus Laundry

Availabte June $775/morM Super

locaaon Mutt sat Robert 25*«W
or 54*5761

i Two
Wrtth haMl snd hoi Oal M

badraom June Aug Price aago-

ta*MCMM08BV5l28

3 bedroom 2baaV
ranovatad SlOM/awjeM

1/1 tnaaotxaWet wdh FM
I month free rant! CM 54*

1

1/107*8

671/»
Ekactricitv

0" b*s

5019

I in a nice house

Private bath S35ftrmon«h inclusive

i Price negotiable

Great condition Available May 20

54*6085

Greet pneet 25*1790
i tor tab)

1 bedreaai m beautiful Doukdari

apartment on busline Available

5/73 $260/mcmth Call li; O 253

1724

Two perteat teagbt tc SmARI

large room m house behind Visrkors

Center Can Rob 54*9951 work

58*8882

7427

.. opt. AC/haal7N20
MOtVmonth Call 549

5/31 7/31

1 tiaroiai ka

pMej Pa^OjaaTall

9815

wrthFM
I Anna 253

For Sale Cell Phone Noikia 10V
great condition leather case

adapter and manual Call Shawn*
54*2801

Stereo, camera k|M backpack

XCauntry skis rrjIksrtjkMH CaJ JM
*9t49.y8230 'j

Ibadn •HeMo
apt from 6/1-8/31 wrth FM option

June atraedy p»d CMJMaatf"
42M

2ha*
',l*

0O,
J
or EveryPvrig mrJuded Some turrvture ejjrjg

JMi«>a> ejK^TB

I bedroom apartment

Orffiida Acroai Bom 711. puza par

lor. liquor store Kaat/hot water

atactrcrtyjincluded On bus route

JewSo/fflOfxam <iSSjaaVv*3a)W

SpeciOM two bedreem
house One and one hM bathrooms

Available 6/1 On but route

$70uVmonth You * d»J it' CM 25*

Bicyclet

Buy/Satt/Trada/tonsign Hampshire

Bcyde Exchange Sundays 9-4 m the

HM at the Mt Farms MM 24 hour

wto-fcna 41*25*8881

Birkeetteckt Sue 39 New 2

straps brown berkstrap CM KitaM

54*2459

in a 4

bedroom apt 8/1 wM raff option

$27Vnionm.sB>4>*am,St,CaiLCoBx»

HMaal

ROOMATE WANTED

m
2

Amherst shed

WaMjM/Orw from and backyards.

•aaWbm wM to Mtt carpet,

2 full oath naet to

cempat 5minin»waB;totown CM

apt Available 6/1 Downtown
Nu thai'Mon $330 Free cable 1 587

3099

Dednjomt 2

A/C haat and not

I induMd. on Bus route wrth

foyer braMfast bar washer and
dryer nook up superb condition

671 CM25*6350

WANTED
Hewlett Peckerd Celcalatert

Ptymn $5 tc $500 41358*8877

WANTED TO RENT

Lookme, tar 2 btaVaam
ii Northampton for turnrr

CafUanny 58*7828

. baths

253

2 taialtt looking tor I

people to share opt m I

rxaa year CM 54*4242

2MAatttvSt7
dates 4 $950/month

54*2788

Mill Valley

Fall option Price

ajBJ

1 bidrttnx. 2 be)

1st Ramnaopbabta CM 28*1288

Dote
and campm Cai

MER JOBS

' looking for one

to share a three bedroom i

.

with 2 males and 2 females for

under $300 CM 25*1942

1 bedroom epertmeat .n The

Boulders Available for summer wrth

fM option $695/month Call T« O
25*1854

PMNaa 1 mile from campus eight

near bus stop 1 bedroom FuBy hjr

nished with utilities A/C
$750/month Will negotiate 549

7068

Summer
3Tot)8!*»•••»

anaoexoaf*

Ml
to dean ixo o»

poduaor Raaxdadvance
mem Owxwr Opp*

call Alox
2566434

WEDNESDAY. MAY 6

Dance — Israeli folk

dancing will be held at

8:30 p.m. in Grayson
Residence Hall (Orchard

Hill). Last opportunity of

the year. All are welcome.

Free. Sponsored by

Hillel.

Fair — A Biotech Job

Fair, hosted by Biological

Sciences Student

Association, will be held

from 10 a.m.-3 p.m. in

Morrill South, 319.

Companies represented

are seeking any students

(graduating seniors espe-

cially welcome) majoring

in biology, microbiology,

biochemistry and other

related fields for

full-time, part-time and

summer research posi-

tions.

Meeting — The UMass
Poetry Society will meet

at 7 p.m. in room 801 in

the Campus Center. All

are welcome.

Meeting — The Index,

the UMass Yearbook, will

hold a general meeting at

6 p.m. in room 304 of

the Student Union. All

are invited.

NOTICES

Exhibit — "From Rope

Pulls. To Rallies, To
Running Around Naked:

An Exhibit on the

Student Experience at

UMass" will open on

Friday. May 1 on the 25th

floor in the Special

Collections and Archives

Department of the

W.E.B. DuBois Library.

The exhibit was created

by students and will be

open from 10 a.m. -3

p.m. Monday-Friday.

Volunteerism— The

Crisis Center, a

Massachusetts Suicide

Prevention Hotline is cur-

rently seeking volunteers

and interns. For more

information, contact

Gina Grampetro at (978)

849-5600 ext. 201.

FYh tn pubk wrvxe announcements printed

daily To submit an FYl. pirate tend t pms
release conumino, all pertinent information,

including tfw name and phone number of the

contact penon to the Collegian, c/o the
Managing Wrtor by noon the prevwrt day

daily listings sponsored by

UVC-fV 19 UMass' only student run Television Station
216 Student Union (located to the right of the Hatch) • 543-1336 • w¥fW-unlx.olt.unia$$.edu/~iivctvl9

Today's Program Schedule PB|

3:30
3:37
4:30
3:00
3:30
7:30
8:00
10:00

1 9 Premier
of Tom I

We Intcrrup this Prcajjm^Mngans Staying AJIve-AJDS

Asian Night 1997

Room 307
StfnOfT

tl

17

HSCN bulletin Board
CBS/3 Hartford

CBS/4 Boiton

ABC/5 Bosftvt

PBS/57 Springfkfd

HSCN MovhCh.
UPN/20 Hartford

Wactrher Channel
ribC/30 New Britain

Fox/61 Harthrd,

PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH&HSCN
IntwTKrtionol

UMass Academic TV
HSCN Programming

UVC-TV19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

CNN SI

Headline News
UCTV
TBS
BET
TV land
Untvision

Comedy Central

Cartoon
Much Musk

WEDNESDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHOH
WTXX
wvrT"
WTIC
WWLP
WQBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS
A&E
"CNN"
COM
DISC
ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK
SCIFI

TLC
TNT
"USA"

hbo"

'J Wrahbonel

i
NewaX

-Ll Newel
FuHHoueaX

Freeh Prince

MAX
SHOW

6:00

Slmpaona I
Newel
Creature*

X
Mad Abo. You

Family Matter*

6:30
Bunneti Ret.

CBS Newt

CBS Newt

ABC Newt

BoyWorld

NBC Newt

Married With

NBC Newt

Home Imp.

NBC Newt

Butlnett RpT

ABC Newt

Mad Abo. You

Family Metttrt

Northern Expoaur* "Duets" X
Wondvlewl
1 Night Stand |Mexe-laugri

Wing* ot the Luftwaffe (R)

UpCloee

Supermarket"

Sporttcenter

SbT

7:00 7:30
NewthourWrth Jim Lehrer X
Intide Edition

Extra X
Inside Edition

Fresh Prince

Wheel-Fonun*

Judge Judy I
Ent. Tonight

Seinfeld X
Wheel-Fortune

BeeltVI
Ent Tonight

Chempionthip Ballroom Dancing (In Stereo) I

Chronicle X
Freth Prince

Jeopardy! X
Judge Judy X
Hard Copy X
FraeierX

Jeopardy! I
Ntwihour With Jim Lehrer X
Seinfeld «

Seinfeld X
Andy Griffith

FraeierX

Fretlerl

Andy GriffHh

Law I Order American Dream'

MoneylineX

Daily Show (R)

Gimme Shelter

MTV Live (In Slereo)

FtgureHOut iTrnyTo

Quantum Leep X
Renovation IBenovatlon

Lola > Clark-Superman

aywetch "Rescue Bay" X
v. ^Amiet-nw)

Croatfire X
Stein* Money

a

8:00

C • Campus

Nxnny I

Nanny X
Spin City X
Smart Guy X
Newtradio X

8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00

Kidt-Damdeat

Kidt-Darndett

Spin City I
Sitter. Sitter

5etnlatd(R)X

Sentinel "Neighborhood Watch'

Newtradio X ISeinteld (R) X
Beverly HHI«, 90210 "Ricocriet

Newtradio X | Seinfeld iR) X
Championthlp Ballroom Pencil

50 Year* ot Funny Flub*

Championthip Skating

Chicago HopeX
50 Year* ol Funny Flubt

Drew Carey X
Wayani Bros

3rd Rock-Sun

Two Cuyt-OlrT

Stave Harvey

Working X
Star Trek: Voyeaor 'Demon" X
3rd Rock-Sun [Workings

Party of Five "Fools Rusn In" X
3rd Rock-Sun

Spin City I ISpmCityX

Sentinel "Neighborhood Walcft"tfViriMTVi r *by iwr »**-**t* r * miv • ^ -^' .,-..- --
^ ^ ^

_. . .. _ _ .

«*. -m> hi«\aw.inuv Wti»s"h97B. Wstem) Cknl Eastwood, Chief Dan George

- ' ' 1 ... ._'.:__ T..—I UWi. "I

Biojraph

World T<x

y: Ma Barker

odayX
BiH Mahar-Funny

Wild Ditcovery: Jungle

(In Stereo) Ino (in

:

"Drew Carey X

Working X

10:30
Fender Philo*.

Chicago Hop* I
Primetime Live X

Law t Order Darr.,

Law i Order "Damagecf X

Star Trek: Voyeger "Demon" I

American Juttice

Larry King Live X
Dane Carvey: Critic* Choice

Intimate Portrait: Cybill

Major League Bateball: Teams lo Be Announced. (Lwe) X
Dlecover Megaitn*

Law a Order "Damaged" X
Kurt BrowningChampionthip Skating

Two Guy*-Glrl | Primetime Live X

MAY 6, 1998
11:00 11:30

Exploring Your Brain I
rMWa) X,

New*X jNightlinel

Late Show X
Lata Show X

Star Trek: NaxtGener

Vibe

[Tonlghl Show

Mad Abo. You

NeJWej A

[Cheer* X

Targ*l: Mafia "Empire ol Crime"

World Today X
South Park X [Stain* Money

Invisible Place* "Underworld"

NewtM
M'A^S'H K

Tonight Show

Deep Spaces

Tonight Show

Charlie Rote

NightHne X
Real TV X

»•» "TrMW8/Mi«tr(1969)

Law a Order (Pari 1 ot 2) 31

Spons lllut. I Moneyline X
Daily Show [Sfln'a Money

My So-Celled Ufa "Weekend"

Doug X |Rugr«tt X
~

Saequeat DSV (In Stereo) X
Home Again J Home Again

Babylon 5 (In Slereo) I
Highlander TheSerletl

(1997) Jonathan Taylor Thomat. 'PrTS"

(5:00) l«« "Hof Pursu»'[ 1987) John Cusack. PG-13'

avi "tAr»0erNapalm"(1993) Debr* Wmoer. [in Stereo) 'PQ.i3'fj

Untolved Mytterlet (In Stereo

Artist Cut

Rugratt X
Say What?

Bewitched

Sighting* (R) (In Stereo) X
Wondr-Weathr Without Warn

TatorcV love" (199B. Dram*) Marda Gay Harden^

nivkunonUrv Total Requetl IReal World X [Aw

. . Agai
[Major League Btteball: Teams TBA

Juttice Filet
' Againsl Our Kids'

Rockumontary

Wonder Year*

Total Requeti

Wonder Year*

Forever Knight "Dead Issue X
Greet Egyptian* 11(H)

Happy Day*

M.A.N.T.I

Auitin Stone*

y* |l Lc

S. "Tango

I Lov* Lucy X
Blue

Secret»-B'ont.

NBA BatketballI Playoff* Teams to Be Announced. (In Slereo live)X
T7T-r. s x *—=; 1 . . J1 _ A- ' - A...-i^i*'^ftQfl rirnmal

Muttaburrtrt

Intde-NBA

New Atlitudet [Golden Girl*

Lovelin* (R) (In Stereo)

M.T. Moore )Texif
Seequeat DSV (In Slereo) X
Wondr-Waathr

Rough Cut

Without Warn.

"Avenging"

mS !*^ Crying IW"(1996, urama) Mariel Hemlnoway. OB
[
Silk Stalking* "Hoi Rocks" X

«« "V frek: First donfact*
,

(1996) ftalrick Slawar1.''PG-13' X From the Earth to the Moon X [Real Sex 20 (R) (In Stereo)

to "Prima) fear (1996 ,
Suspense! Richard Gere 'R'X \*v> "ootite raaW(i997) Jean-Claude Van Damme 'RTar

"Cural>o-(1996) William Baldwin 'R' X
\

*"> "Men ol tVar"(1995, Drama) Uoipn Lundgran. 'R' X~~ Dead Man's

| UK MASSACHUSETTS DAILY (.QI.LEG IAN

Bruno By C. Baldwin
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Robotman By Jim Meddiclc

Drabbl* By Kevin Fagan Dilberff By Scott Adams

TVi>i^r<DR*b»aiJi&Me

06AD WlIU SOU '

OW>«EAaA7?uJta,lP>400
ujtctpuo i fvoeAeev
IxJCXJU'K T WjAMT K)60
OUT UMTM HOO, £IfUEfi ''

iiM»\TC»SOOTUlr4*<Of
twjxt,hoc eus<x>na*o.
M£A84 ^T^flTH) t*JOM
r^eef***1* P8J •JBa*"%^» eaTW » ,

THt rAARKfcTlNG Ot ART-

KtNT SAVC5 TMt DAY f

CHECK OUT T>C5E

BROCHURES I nt\QE.

Liberty Meadows By Frank Cho Pox Trot By Bill Amend

Mir MttNtSUH Hate
rjaatk'HCT k/JWTIP eMTMIm fWI TMC

FMal JNeT

<*1UT katt/UAal/'

Cat

SUt«r>9
TwMi/r

V,r\AAHAHA

Wr\ HA HA HA
HA HA HA/

Non Seqwltvr By Wiley

UoW To CCAK K

CoMC^rtttMAK...

Spunk By Mike LoRiccia

rTver s«)a r-» »•/- HvJ- b*>?

Grix of the Bus Stop By Brendan & Kevin Donerty
Absolute Zero By Brad Turner

rk7H« U**i -
(rr»

;TflUa#
t

Am, ut •* "/

»4 /A «V»

Usui
$10ys>4 ia *v»

fHt -tKtyd fe-r- /»»«•

e.rt« «4»JW /

fr«j^fS«
F<jrfr<C frrcic+edtt

Ot hMt re el***</& I

J« <o .' J *•*»«-

A** JJ»' D W 1 '

reaUic S<r*rv«t*

^<«*i '<i ik. 'fr

Horoscope
ARIFS (March 21-April II) —

\nu may be doing lhing« i* suth a

wa> a* lo reveal a side ot yourself

thjt i» not \er\ attractiM- 10 other*.

k'l noct toi> laic ti' turn back.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
You're not likely to be surpri^-d b>

the actium of a rival — but expo. ting

them and being prepared for them

arc very different Be read\

'

GEMINI (May 2l-|unc 20) —
YOU iiia\ cti|o\ an unexpected oppor-

tunity before the Ja\ i» out. bul \ou

rnu-t take care that \ou don't behave

inappropnateK ,i* sou celebrate.

CANCER (|une 21-My 22) —
Nou may want to shift gear- 808Ba>

what today, pursuing a peripheral

ambition for a while \ou tr\ to figure

out what's going on in private

LEO (|uly 25-Aua;. 22) — You re

going to have to work harder than

u^ual today to uiuover the truth —
though in the end it may seem as

though the etlort v.a^ hardk worth it.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Scpt. 22) —
'ton an likcK to find out that what

\ou ve been told in recent arVatxl h.i^.

in fact, been the whole trulh and

nothing but the truth.

LIBRA (Sept. 25-Oct. 22) — You
may come under some suspicion

today, at home or at the workplace,

and you'll have to take extra steps to

keep a surprise under wTaps

SCORPIO (Oct. 25-Nov. 21) —
You must take care that money
doesn't become your sole reason tor

taking on added responsibility today.

You are seeking a new contentment

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

2i) — This is a good day to do

something that will make someone

else happy — for no other reason

than that Avoid selfish motives at

this time

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-|«n I9|

— tou may have to make careful

arrangements today in order to do

what you want to do when you want

to do it. Someone has his or her eye

on you.

AQUARIUS (|an. 20-Feb. 18) —
You may be doing things in a man-

ner that attracts the wrong kind of

attention at this time. You mav want

to follow a more subtle path right

now
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20) —

The information you have about cer

tain arrangements will be sought by

others at this lime. You needn't feel

compelled to share what you know.

Closo to Homo By John McPherson

-» of tl"i«j- I>iiy

££ I've been working out

with dumbells.... feel

vigorous. )}
- Frank Costanza

Todory'* P.C. Menu
CeifJ 343-361* tW —re lahi aieNi

Franklin

LUNCH
Grilled Chicken Sandwich

Hot Pastrami on Rye

Ravioli with Tomato Sauce

Vegan Ravioli/Tomato Sauce

DINNER
Chinese Beef (t Peppers/Snow Peas

Chili Cheese Puff

Quarter Pound Burger

Quarter Pound Swiss Burger

"The baby just said, 'Don't even think of

naming Trevor!'"

ACROSS
1 An arm or a leg

5 Sudan s

neighbor
9 Florence's river

1 3 Venice "street"

14 Eugene O'Neill's

daughter
15 SmeH terrible

16 Wide open
1 7 TV rooms
16 Blemish
19 Put back
21 Electrical unit

23 'Are you a man
— mouse?*

24 Blood vessel

25 Ache
27 Church council

30 Piles

33 Actor's prompt
36 Nebraska's

neighbor
38 Writer Zola
39 Ice hockey great

40 Plotted

42 Meadow
43 Fen
45 Smelting residue

46 Slippery one
47 Chaps
49 Pitched
52 Dnp-dry material

54 Permit
58 Daisy —
60 — -t2u

61 Calmed
62 Saint s image
64 — and kin

66 Pasted
67 Accurate
68 Jacob s twin

59 Joyous
70 Pop quiz

71 Mortgage, lor

instance

72 ABA member

DOWN
1 Tavem brew
2 Not appropriate

3 Sugar trees

4 Indistinct

5 Secret
language

6 Tend the

garden
7 Irritate

8 Short runs

9 Horace's"—
Poelica"

10 Get back
together

11 Close
12 Gumbo

ingredient

13"KHIing'em
Softly* co-star

20 Diogenes, eg
22 Paired
26 Male sheep
28 They go wilh

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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84VW O 1998 UnaeO FeeioreSyndeme

MM
29 Lived

31 Artist Paul —
32 Close tightly

33 Grooming aid

34 Russia's —
Mountains

35 Mistaken

37 Asian nurse

40 Pie crust

41 Wading bird

44 Blue shade
48 Drenched

50 Puzzle
51 Billfold

53 Dm
55 With "out."

speak
impulsively

56 Suspicious
57 Whirlpool

58 Padded glove

59 Farm unit

61 Latched
63 Seme
65 Filing aid

Worcester

LUNCH
Hot Turkey Sandwich

Spinach Noodle Casserole

Ginger Black Beans

DINNER
Chinese Beef k Peppers

Cheese Lasagna

Savory Stuffed Peppers

Pastabilities

Stuffed Shells in Sauce

Hampshire
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich
Macaroni and Cheese

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

DINNER
Chinese Beef fit Peppers/Snow Peas

Cheese Lasagna

Berkshire

LUNCH
Hot Turkey Sandwich

American Chop Suey

Portabella Mushrooms

DINNER
Chinese Beef & Peppers/Snow Peas

Cheese Lasagna

Pasta Shells with Tomato Sauce

Pastabilities
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Baseball to play last regular season game
^ iv i- ^--- - /"• * .A kj,.. t ik. RM * limp «irv-*> 1ii7X itrui**r lium.

ByKothUn
GJagion Staff

In an effort to finally determine the

ooapof champions, the

Mwt:>*"»— - baseball team and their

opponents, the Harvard Crimson, have

agreed to make today a combination

regular season game and Beanpot

finale. The original match was served

uled for April 25 at Fenway Park but

was postponed to May 4 due to rain

conditions Unfortunately, it was

expected to rain on Monday, so today

the A- 10 East Champions and last

year's lv> league champs will finally

meet. The Minutemen stand at 15—3 in

the Atlantic 10. their best conference

showing in UMass history

Since their first invitation to the

tournament three years ago. the

Minutemen have won the last two and

hope to repeat again this year In IW.
Scott Bamsby hurled the first no-hitter

in Fenway Park since IW as UMass

went on to level Harvard. 1-0.

This meeting poses to be the last reg-

ular season game at home for seniors

Scott Barnsby. |eff Puleri. Muchie

Dagliere, Pete Gautreau and Matt

it UMass will head into the

A-10 tournament as the top seed in the

East this weekend in Boveitown, PA.

This senior class has carried the

team to a current 140-50 record. All

lour vears they won the A-10 Eastern

DMbPH crown and at least two A-10
K.umument down- In l*W5. they

advanced to the NCAA tournament for

the first time since 1978 under coach

Mike Stone In 1*^6, they helped

UMass win their first NCAA game
since 1969. also posting an 18-game

winning streak. The class of 1998 also

helped win 40 games in one season tor

the first time in school history.

The Minutemen won 2 of 5 games

versus St Bonaventure this weekend

and carry a 27-11 record lunior Bill

COOStt!

Scott Bamsby

CATIONS COUfTlPMUM

Much* Dagliere

MMM Ml
Pete Gautreau |e« Puleri

COutnvf Mew*icA™o>rt

Matt Wokott

Once the sight of the Beanpot Champ.onsh.ps. Fenway Park is now a distant memory as two rain postponements have forced the final to be held

today at Earl E. Lorden Field.

• e earned his

complete game victory, improving to

8-1 Sem Kaplan was a mainstay at the

plate, connecting for two hits tn all

three games luruor captain Doug Clark

hit two dingers as weB They will face

off against the Crimson who wcic

29-10 a* of yesterday The results of

yesterday's game with Northeastern

were not available at press time

UMass beat Boston College 7-2 in

the Beanpot semifinal on April 21

Bamsbv threw eight innings, allowing

the two runs as junior Rich Hartman

retired the aide in order Harvard had

defeated Northeastern to gain acceas to

the championship

The Crimson are an offensive force

lo be reckoned with as they hit a ik!\

554 as a team Senior captain David

Font sports a 403 batting average to

top the club lunior Isaun Keck fblows

closely with a V89 average. But they

don't postal a past deal of power as

thev hit only 13 horaenwa compared

i Mass who have belted over 30

dingers this season

The ace of their staff is Garret Vail

wuh j 4 J record in nine appearances

The rumor owns a 2 30 FRA with 30

strikeout* at his opponents bat a

measly 199. lunior Donny lamieson is

\ I in eight attempts He leads the

team in K '« with 3t> as his ERA holds

at 4.0V The pitching duties have been

widely spread this season as four others

have won at least 3 games

The only two teams both have faced

are the Huskies and Dayton.

Massachusetts beat Northeastern 7-6

as the Crimson soundly spanked them

M-0 UMass also beat the Fryers 15-5

as Harvard fell to them. 10-3.

UMass repeats

as tops in A-10
athletic division

Repeating its performance

the past two years, the

limcr-itv ol Massachusetts

has captured the

Hanes-Atlantu 10

Commissioner's Cup. which

goes to the school that

achieves the highest degree of

athletic excellence I he win

net is determined through the

regular season as well as the

A-10 tournament re-uli-

I Mass totaled Ib2 3 points

to Virginia Tech's 133 5

points Even though the

Hokic men tallied 78 points.

13 more than the Minutemen.

the Massachusetts w

cleaned up with 99 S points

to Virginia Tech's 75.3

points. George Washington.

Rhode Island, la Salle.

Dayton. Temple. Xavier, St.

loseph's. Duquesne. Si

laventure and Eordham

tilled out the BjM of the field

I he key to this year's »u.

M is attributed to the

women's dominance in the

nferenec which earned

UMass the Women's Award

I he Minutcwomen claimed

live titles including cross

country, indoor track A field

wing and softball

They also placed second in

field hockey basketball, ten

nit and outdoor track and

field The Massachusetts

men * swimming & diving

team were the lone UMass
men's winners.

The VA Tech men stood

atop the rest of their compcii

tion as the winners of the

Men s Trophy They won live

title* in cross country, soccer.

indoor and outdoor track &
held and tennis Their female

counterpart* captured tennis

and outdoor track & Held

The Colonials ran a si

third with 117 5 points over-

all Their baseball team came

in fir»t during the regular sea-

son as did their women's bas-

ketball and women's gymnas-

tics

Kathleen Kails

Defense drives UM women's lacrosse
By Sefh Koarag

Coasgnr. Staff

Last year, when high octane offensive

women's lacrosse teams saw

Massachusetts on their schedule, they

licked their chops. In two straight

games in the 1997 season against Yale

and Temple. UMass gave up 20 and 25

goals respectively In thirteen games last

season, the Minutewomen let in a dou-

ble-digit opposing score eight times,

and allowed an average opposing point

production of 1 1 46 goals per game

Teams like Brown and Dartmouth

would invite UMass to town as a

tunc up game, as the Amherst squad

could only put forth freshman Megan

Haggerty in goal, who had a heart of

gold, but had never played between the

pfnaj

Coming into das i

licking their chops again, as the

Minutewomen 's best-known defensive

threats. Michele Warrington and

Kristen Hocker. had graduated, and. for

the second straight year. Massachusetts

had to rely on freshmen goaltenders —
recruits Tara Durkin and len Nardi.

Haggerty. who had begun to settle in by

the end of the season, opted to leave the

team to better her academics High

scorers Laura Korutz. Rebecca

Minaker, len Bowen and len Herker

would all be returning, but that would

do little good against scores that

reached the quarter century mark.

On paper, it seemed as though it

would be another rough year for the

Minutewomen. whose 6-7 record in

CAUMN KOSKY / COUfCIAN

Melissa Miele has been a nag all year to her opponents.

1997 was the first time since 1994 that

the team pulled below the double-digit

line m losses In the three years before.

UMass did not win a single game, going

0-B in 1993, and not even fielding a

team in 1991-92. During the 1989-90

seasons, the team began their recent

slump by displaying 2-11 and 4-10

records, re-pectivclv. as the> tollowed

up a 7-7-1 and an ECAC birth

Fans of the team probably crossed

their fingers, hoping that Korutz and

her offensive teammates would have

enough energy to pull ahead in all of the

assured shoot-outs that they'd be in

come springtime.

The opponents were underestimating

the Minutewomen. the stat-sheets were

wrong, and the fans were praying in

vain

Guess what, the defense was a rock

in 1998.

Only five opponents broke ten points

this time around, and of them, only three

were victorious over UMass. No team

came close to the 20 goal point in a

game with the Minutewomen. This year,

the surprising audacity of the defensive

unit stoned opposing offenses, as five

teams failed to pass four points, includ-

ing St. loseph's, who only scored twice

against UMass, and New Hampshire,

who had hovered around the 20 point

mark in games all season leading up to

their matchup against Massachusetts.

Syracuse, the NCAA's top scoring

team heading to Amherst on April 19,

could not top a mere eight points in

their slim victory against the hosting

Minutewomen.

The freshmen goalies? Nardi started

ten games and recorded a 6-5 record,

while Durkin began the other four con-

tests on the schedule to boast a 3-0

mark. Their combined .627 save per-

centage was significantly higher than

Haggerty's .470, 1997's opposing total

of .584. and most importantly, this

year's opposing total of .543.

In fact, the defense as a whole

stepped up to allow only 8.259 goals a

game, a whole three points less than in

'97 every time out. The loss of

Warrington and Hocker was more than

made up for by the emergence of sopho-

mores lessica Passanese and Melissa

Miele. and freshman Denise Brey. Their

outstanding play, combined with the

steady leadership of senior captain Amy Leder and sopho-

more Lyrax Young, made for not only a decent group, but a

nearly impenetrable one.

"Our defense has been the key to the team, even the

attackers are tackling back and playing defense." Young

said. That has been the making the games so close."

An exposing attack would need a tremendous stroke of

luck to break through the perimeter stances of Brey.

rasnanrnr and Mick-, all of whom are imposing presences at

heights near six feet

"I just have faith in m> defense, and I know that they're

going to do it." Nardi said "They 're going to give me a fight-

ing chance to stop the ball."

Leder came into the season second on the team in ground

balls, recording 64 in 1997. and Young, who led the

Minutewomen in that category this year with 40. was com-

ing off of a second-team Northeast All-America selection as

a freshman. Including those two. nine UMass players picked

up twenty or more grounders. That depth stretched to Nardi

and sophomore Colleen Wales, who each contributed with

24 It is a commonly known fact that you cannot score if vou

don't have the ball, and UMass obtained 341 loose balls to

the opposing total of 295.

The most reassuring side of the defensive effort oj

Massachusetts this season was perhaps that the offensive

players were equally as disciplined at stopping their oppo-

nents from scoring.

Korutz added to her third straight team scoring title h\

leading UMass in ground balls in five contests, more than

any of her teammates, hmior Melissa Anderson had a fantas-

tic all-around year as well, scoring 14 goals and picking up

22 ground balls. Freshman Rachel Ingraffea gained posses-

sion for the Minutewomen offense with five games in which

she led the team in draw control.

The tenacious and physical play of the defensive team was

the crucial difference in nearly all of the squad's victories

over the course of the year, while gaining fairly little atten-

tion. Without such grit and determination, the offensive out-

put of 9.5 goals a game would not have stood up against

such offensive rxrwerbouses.

IOHMA KANSANtN / COUIGIAN

The Massachusetts women's lacrosse defense has kept a close eye on their opponents this season with a stingy

defense.
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Extracurricular

activities

Moving beyond the

classroom, student*

involved in running

their own buvmess

es are getting a

hands-on educa-
tion (see Arti Is

Living, page 5)

Don't ever

underestimate her

Senior first base-
man Kim Cutridge

has a strong pres-

ence at the plate

and in the field tor

the UMass softball

team (see Sports,

page 16)

WORLD

75 feared dead in

Peruvian plane crash

LIMA Peru (AP) — Rescuers bat-

tled sucking mud and heavy rain yes-

terday to pull 12 iniured survivors

from the wreckage of an Occidental

Petroleum plane that crashed in the

Amazon lungte and burst into flames

with 87 people aboard

The survivors — some of whom
were seriously hurt — had to be car-

ried three miles on litters because

driving ram prevented their evacua-

tion by heltcopter

Despite mud that swallowed some

bodies, authorities held out hope
that more survivors could be found

among the dense grass and foliage

But they also declared the remaining

73 people missing and feared dead

"We still have hope There are so

many places for the injured to be,"

said lose Di«/, spokesman for Los

Angeles-based Occidental

Petroleum
The Boeing 737, which Occidental

chartered from the Peruvian air force

to transport wl workers, plummeted

into the swamp late Tuesday, three

mMas short of the arport at Andoas.

an 04 camp 6S0 miles north of Lima.

Most of the 79 passengers on the

plane, including an American and a

Venezuelan, were oil workers

employed aithar by Occidental or

local contractors.

NATION

Fearing for her life,

woman shoots lover

WAWUNTON. Va (AP) — The

daughter of a wealthy arms mer-

chant shot her abusive polo player

boyfriend because she feared for

her life, her lawyer said yesterday at

the opening of her murder trial But

a prosecutor said the handsome
Argentine with a ready smile was

no threat to Susan Cummings
when he died at the breakfast

table, croissant crumbs still in his

mouth
No one disputes that Cummings

shot Roberto ViHegas tour times the

morning of Sept 7 When she

called 91 1 to report "a shot man,"

she also said Villegas tried to kill

her.

"He was a man with a violent

temper, if you crossed him, it you

didn't do things his way, he react-

ed He would try to intimidate you

He would try to back you down,"

said her lawyer, Blair Howard, in his

opening statement

Prosecutor Kevin Casey told the

jury that evidence will show Villegas

wasn't coming after Cummings
with a knife when he was shot, as

she claimed

"The evidence will show, in fact,

that he was sitting at the kitchen

table, apparently eating breakfast,"

Casey said

Prosecutors believe Ms
Cummings, }S, cut her own arm

before police arrived at her man-

sion in Virginia horse country,

planting a knife near Villegas' body

EXTENDED FORECAST

Today Friday Saturday

HIGH: 76 HIGH: 72 HIGH: 72

LOW: 56 LOW: 54 LOW: 52
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SGA approves

latest elections,

1998^99 budget

Lawyer discusses Action
Schlictman talks about polluted water case

By Pool Hayes

Collegian Staff

By Jill Carroll

Collegian Staff

/r»o/

1 lectloM were ratiticd for the

I nivci-itv of Massachusetts Student

Government \--iMation (SGA) last

night and the budget was passed fat

next >car.

Despite Chancellor ol ElacfioM

Seth Prcsser slating the elections

were lair procedurally. Senator Paul

Ferro iCoiiiniuier At 1 jish-

some procedures created an unfair

election

"I think these elections procedural

Is were near perfect elections."

Prcsser said

"There are problem- with thc-e

elections Approximately 40 percent

of the ballots were cast on machines.

The results statistically were even

That's like a I percent dillcrence But

on paper ballots it was two to one

ratio | in favor ol Shamapande) I'm

no iiuih v. hi* but something about

thi- i- wrong to me." Ferro said.

procedure among several cited

rro as unfair concerned acting

prc-ideni Peter Kilbourne earning

paper ballots Only election- commis-

sioners may handle ballots

"Our acting president was -een

holding a stack of ballots." Ferro

-j id

Presser said the ballots Kilboumc

carried were not yet coded and num
bcred and so are not considered bal-

lots.

"What Peter »s> holding was not

ballot* They have to be color coded

and numbered and the papers Peter

was holding was not the ballots."

Presser said

Presser addressed a concern over

the treasurer elected to the commuter

area governmen i

"The final tally sheet had a discrep

ancy between the total votes on the

sheet and the tally of votes for each

candidate," Prcsser said. "There arc

treasurer candidates and there will be

a re-count."

The senate abo passed the budget

act for the fiscal year IW8
Some Registered Student

Organizations (RSOsi came to the

meeting to advise the senate not to

pass the budget because thev were

not given the allocations thev

requested

The lewish Student Union IJSt

wanted $9,000 for next year They

were allocated $7,500.

Chairman of the Ways and Means

Committee Seth Avakian said the rea-

son the |SU was reduced in funding

was because they had not used all of

the money allocated to them in the

pa-t

"There is a history of not spending

all allocations. Out of $5,000 allocat

ed onlv $2 000 were used." Avakian

said.

Dan Friedman, a member ol the

|Sl . said the lack of spending was

due lo a different group of people

running the |SU than are currently

running it

Turn to ELECTIONS poge 3

In his third visit to the Ulllvwall) of Ma--achu-etts.

Attorney |un Schlictman di-eu>sed what he- hud learned from

the Wobum civil case that nearly dc-stroved him. and how he

i- living its leicsons now.

Schlictman is best known as the protugom-t d author

Jonathan Hair's novel \ Cm/ Kctkm, which recount- the

case Schlictman took on behalf of -eveial Waken lainilies

whose children developed leul ancei ol the hi.

alter being exposed to a polluted water -upplv

Mtei -pending nearly 10 years and a -mall tortuive trying

to prove that the- Wobum lainilies were the victim- of mas-

-ivc pollution by a Beatrice Foods >ub-idiarv and the \\ K

Grace company, the ca-c co-t ScMcMMB almo-t everything

he had — including his legal practice hi- apartment, hi-

Porche and nearly his spirit

"I had to give up m> condo. clothe-, cat dc-dit. colleagues

and career." Schliciinan said "Alter | the case| was done. I

saw only desolation, there was nothing leli

In the time since the Wobum ca-c Schlictman ha- It

ualed his approach Ml the law IK- -aid the advcisarial

approach which litigation produced Ixiwcen ihe Wobum
families and bolh Beatrice and OnM vci- counterproductive

to the families search for truth

"I itigation may be a tool to gel the truth (of how the pol-

lution occurredi. but in Wobum we litigated for nine years

and the problems were not dealt with ." Schlictman said.

Before taking on the Wobum trial, Schlietniiin was a suc-

ceasful. rich lawver who was ju-t beginning to make a name

tor himselt He considered himsell a warrior, who was foing

to take on dark and evil forces

Hui it was thi- warrior mentality that led him to not want

to compromise with the other -ide- in the Wobum ca»e.

which nearlv led to the victim- teceiving no compensation at

all

"As lawyers, we think that if we make problems lor the

other side, we're helping our clients." Schlictman said. "But

perhaps we should be trying to help the othei -ide instead

hlictman -aid he now approachc- GUM M problems

which must be solved through cooperation and complete

honesty among all side- involved.

Companies |rc*pon-iblc fori pollution arc atiaid to tell

their community the truth." Schlictman -aid "We must set

up a -ituation where ihcv will have to -peak the truth lo get

die le-pcu pi their community
"

Schlictman said that 19 years ago he would have filed a

lawsuit to re-..Kc pioblem- in Pittsfield. where c.cncial

I lectnc i- le-ponsible for polluting the town's water supplv

Schlictman said the best -olution would

be to bring all side- together, to make them sit with one

another and deal openly and honcstlv with the problem at

hand
"II the responsible side acknowledge* then fault, and both

-ide- have an open discus-ion. then settlement- generally

.-.cut Vhlictman said "Former enemies shake hands and

embrace."

People often ask Schlictman if he would have taken the

Wobum case, after taowing what he know* now. to which

he replies that he already baa.

Schlictman is currently representing the community oi

Turn to VICTIMS poge 2

Physics and astronomy

welcomes Lowenthal
by Victoria Groves

ColaaKsn Staff

lames Lowenthal has recently

joined the physics and astronoiny

department at the University of

Massachusetts

In the paat. Lowenthal earned a

bachelor's degree from Yale

I tmersitv and his Ph.D. from the

University of Arizona. He held a

joint postdoctoral research posi-

tion at lohns Hopkins Lniv,

and the NASA Space Telescope

nee Institute in Baltimore.

Mil He waa also a Hubble Fellow

at the University of California at

Santa Cruz.

Lowenthal will be studying

how galaxies are formed, in an

effort to further explore how
small clusters of stars are pulled

together by gravity to create large

clusters that eventually grow into

present-day galaxies and galaxy

dusters.

"The work that | Lowenthal | is

doing is at the cutting edge of

modern astronomy and can help

deepen our understanding of

how the Universe evolved," said

lohn Donoghue, head of the

physics and astronomy depart-

ment
Scientists estimate that there

are 100 billion galaxies in the

observable universe.

"Looking at distant galaxies it

essentially like using a time

machine light takes a long time

to get here; when we look at dis-

tant galaxies, we're looking at

light that has been travelling for

12 to 15 billion years,"

Lowenthal said.

Using powerful technology like

the Hubble Space Telescope.

which orbits the F.arth.

Lowenthal and other astronomers

are now able to determine the

v ages, and masses of these

distant galaxies by analyzing their

rs and spectra.

"If you hold your thumb up
against the sky. your fingernail

covers one million galaxies, each

with 100 billion stars."

Lowenthal said.

An alternate view of cluster

formation includes the belief that

huge masses of gas collected in

the universe, collapsed under

their own gravity, and fragment-

ed into galaxies and stars.

(EM UC DONALD I COUICUM

What do May showers bring?

Students and faculty shelter themselves from the rain showers yesterday by Machmer Hall.

Bicycle safety encouraged through new laws
1

-— z 7~. pedestrians. In the past, bikers ha

The owners of these bicycles

stringent cycling rules. Amherst

dents.

, which were found outside

police will be enforcing bike

UN MC DONAlD / COUtCIAN

of the Campus Center, will have to adhere to more

regulations to increase safety awareness to town resi-

By Jason Trenkle

Collegian Starr

The next time you decide to take

a bicycle ride in downtown
Amherst, be aware that you may be

lined for di-oheying riding law-

The Amhcr-t Police Department

is enforcing bicycle regulations tor

the Amherst area in efforts to fur-

ther increase the awaivne-- of the

public to bicycle Mfoty,

rheec new law-, which applv to

rollei-bladet - and skateboarders M
well, are locu-ed on educating indi-

viduals about saietv is-iic-

"These regulations are more of an

education than an enforcement

MCOUIt with more education, the

lest enforcing that has lo be done

and that's what we're focusing on

achieving." bike officer Douglas

Oeerj -aid.

Otery pointed out that minor

offen-c- could result in a violation

warning. A second offense might

warrant a town fine, and subsequent

offenses would result in the termi-

nation of an individual's bike riding

prlveljcgi

An individual can current Iv be

lined for acts such as failure to obey

vehicular traffic laws, operating

without a proper braking system,

and failure to yield right of way t •

pedestrians. In the past, bikers have

been fined $20 for riding against

traffic or for riding on sidewalks

prohibited to bikes.

In addition, the enforcements are

geared towards encouraging bikers

to acce-s the bike path that runs

from Northampton through Hadlev

and into Belchertown.

Bike officer- petit)) the hike pa'h

-even dav- a week from 8-5 a.m., in

addition to -peei.ili/ed patrol offi-

ce!- directed lO respond to issues

relating to open container viola-

tions, vandalism, and noise com-

plaint- 1 "hesc hike officer- are addi-

tions to the Amherst police depart-

ment, so over the years, the town

will h- -eeing an increased police

force

A referendum has been raised to

have the hike path extend from

Univeisitv Drive to I Ma--, so that

student! can easily travel at their

convenience.

We Ml pushing for an increased

effort of individuals to travel by

bike to on-iire a safer environment

and to focus on ending vehicle con-

gestion 0*01 the parking garage con-

troverty," Omjtj stated.

The bike regulation laws were

written as town bi-laws so that

other towns could easily incorporate

Turn to SAFETY, page 2
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victims
continued from page 1

loins Rivet S
I where 60 families

have had their children develop cancer

over the past 1 7 year*.

The water wn polluted with the

same solvents as the Woburn supply

was. by two companies. Union Carbide

and Ciba Geigy . He is taking his new
approach of bringing sides together,

and having each work with one anoth-

er 10 reach a settlement, and ensure

that community concerns are

addressed

"I hope litigation will only be for the

pathological lew who cannot engage in

truthful discussion." Schhctman said.

"Problems involving pollution and

contamination) solved outside of

court* are solved — not exacerbated."

safety
continued from page 1

and adopt them into their system. In

the past, the need for bike safety in

Amherst was raised by the death of

an AmherM bicyclist disregarding

traffic signal*.

Already with an evident increase

in the number of bicyclists, skate-

boarders, and rollerskaters.

Amherst p- Been like Douglas

Geary hope people alike will

become educated on bike safety and
.iton laws, so that they will

. (he next time they

ndc

Mullins dinner offers

"unique" experience
By Jason Trentue

Colsgian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

Amherst dining commons will be

closed this evening as I Mass stu

dents will have the opportunity to

experience a range of multi-nation-

al culture at the Touring Ami

A Culinary Celebration at the

William D. Mullins Center from 4

p.m. to 710 p.m
Presented by the UMass Dining

Services, the event is put on yearly

for students as a way of kicking off

the end of the school year In pres i

ous years, students have been pre-

sented with a barbecue, but the

past few years they have expert

enced a "unique" culinary event

The event is open to students

who are on the meal plan Guest

psM*r hu College exchange, and

strip tickets will not be hoi'

and all students not on a meal plan.

will not be admitted into the event

without paying $12 dollars The
Hillel house and Butterfield dorm
dining areas will remain open to

students on those meal plans.

FVTA buses will be "specially"

running to escort student to the

Mullins Center from all areas on
campus.

lhc range ot cnltces students

will be able to experience include

food from areas such as the

Northeast, Midwest, South. West

Coast, Mid-Atlantic, and a wide

range o\ vegetarian foods. There

will also be "sumptuous" desert*

for students to sample. There will

also be seating and access for hand-

icap students.

With a swipe of the U-Card. stu-

dents will be given nine wooden
nickels and one red coin. The
wooden nickels will be their ticket

to buy the wide range of food. The

food entrees that range nationwide

are. at most, two tokens and are of

large portions.

The red coin will be the ticket

for the desert package which
includes two cookies and a

hnendly's dessert treat

The evening is also packed with

a wide range of entertainment con

sisting of such performers as

mimes, jugglers, people on stilts

and balloon sculpturer*.

louring America is predicted to

be a large event Consuming the

entire arena and concourse of the

Mullins Center, the event has been

organized to suit the entire UMass
N-dv

"this is one of the biggest events

lor us this year, and we're really

looking forward to it," Diane
Sutherland of the UMass Dining

Services said.

Rep. Burton apologizes to GOP
Tapes of Hubbell's prison conversations released, anger many

By Larry Margasak
Aisoaatad Pras*

WASHINGTON — Stung by missteps, the chairman of

the House fund-raising inquiry apologized to GOP col-

leagues yesterday for the furor over his release of tapes of

Webster Hubbell's prison conversations. His top investiga

tor departed, ordered fired by House Speaker Newt
Gingrich.

Capitalizing on the Republicans' embarrassment,

President Clinton deplored the selective release last week

of portions of the taped prison conversations between

Mubbell, his friend and former associate attorney general,

and Hubbell's wife.

"I think it was clearly a violation of his privacy," the

president said. "I believe that virtually everyone in America

believes it was wrong to release selected portions of the

tapes, apparently to create a false impression of what the

whole record indicated."

Rep Dan Burton, chairman of the Government Reform

and Oversight Committee, said in his letter to colleagues:

"Although the vast majonty of the i Hubbell) material was

completely accurate, some mistakes and omissions were

made.'
"1 take responsibility for those mistakes." the Indiana

Republican said.

Burton, himself facing Democratic calls to resign, sought

to mitigate the damage as he allowed las chiel investigator.

David Bossie. to write a resignation letter rather than fire

htm outright as Gingrich had ordered.

House Republican sources, speaking on condition of

anonymity, said Burton had sided with Bossie. a longtime

Clinton antagonist, in a furious internal committee dispute

last week over whether to release Hubbell's conversations

Bossie was in favor of the release.

Burton's committee eventually released edited tran-

scripts of the conversations — some missing exculpatory

comments by Hubbell — and touched off a public uproar

that finally left Republican leaders demanding Bossies

removal.

At one point Tuesday night. Gingrich called Burton and

demanded to know why Bossie hadn't yet been fired.

according to the GOP sources. Burton, who argued on

Bossies behalf, replied the investigator would resign, they

said.

Button told reporters yesterday that Bossie had "chosen

to resign." But Gingrich offered a different^ version: Burton

"fired the one person he should have fired."

hossie's departure wasn't enough. Burton also wrote a

"Dear Colleagues" letter to his fellow House Republicans

apologizing for the fresh controversy.

"1 am sickened by the thought that anyone would think

that I would purposefully release anything less than com-

pletely accurate information." he added.

Bossie was unrepentent in his resignation letter, blaming

the uproar on Democrats subjecting Burton "to never-end-

ing and unjustified attacks" while the White House

stonewalled and "mischaracterized the editing" of the

tapes.
"

I want to emphasize that no one on the staff ever inten-

tionally left anything out," Bossie said.

Congressional l>emocrats said Burton himself, and not

his aide, was the problem "In throwing David Bossie to

the wolves. Speaker Gingrich is irying to evade any repson-

sibility for the Burton tapes travesty." Democratic leader

Disk Gephardt ol Missouri said in a written statement.

He said he would seek a vote on the House floor today

to remove Burton from participation in the inquiry, a move

likely to fail in the GOP run House.

Several GOP sources said the issue of the Hubbell tapes

had come up at a closed door meeting of the GOP rank

and file yesterday. One source, who spoke on condition of

anonymity, quoted Gingrich as saying everyone was

embarrassed over the handling of the tapes and he was cer-

tain Burton was embarrassed as well

At that point. Burton spoke up. saying he wasn't embar

rassed "Well, urn should be embarrassed." Gingrich

retorted.
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The Provost of the University of Massachusetts. Dr. Cora B. Marrett. and the Phi Kappa Phi

I Chapter of this University are proud to announce the following new members invited from the

Junior and Senior classes as well as the Graduate School and approved by the Chapter in accor-

dance with the bylaws of the National Society.

Phi Kappa Phi was founded in 1897 at the University ot Maine and was originally named The

Morrill Society, in honor of the sponsor of the Congressional Act which provided for land-grant

colleges and universities. In 1900 it was transformed into a national society by the Presidents of

the Univcisity of Maine, the University of Tennessee, and Pennsylvania State University. The

next chapter to join was the University of Massachusetts at Amherst, which remains the fourth-

oldest chapter in the United States. The society was renamed Phi Kappa Phi in 1900, from the

initial letters of the Greek words forming its adopted motto: Philosopia Dratcito Photon, "Let

the Love of Learning Rule Mankind."

To be eligible for membership. Juniors must have a GPA of 3.70 and Senior a ( EM <>t & 80.

Only two Graduate students per program are nominated by their Graduate Directors.

The Phi Kappa Phi Initiation Ceremony will be held in the University Rhododendron Garden,

Below the Chancellor's Residence, at 1 1:00 a.m. on Sunday. May 17th. l
l
>
l>8 Initiates arc invit-

ed to bring family members and friends. (In case of rain the ceremony will be held in Bartlctt

Auditorium.)

Professor John R. Nelson, Jr.

Prtstdtnt

Professor William Tunis

Treasurer
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Make every day

Mother's Day.
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Williams wins first place in

Annual Math Competition
By Loura Jokutowicz

Collegian Staff

An awards ceremony was held yes-

terday in the math lounge of the

I ederie Graduate Research Tower for

the winners of the 1 3th Annual Math

Competition.

Steven Williams, a math major,

won first place with an award of

$1,600 loseph Daverin. a math and

computer science major tied with

Kevin Blanding. a computer systems

engineering major, for second place

Each were awarded $700.

Three honorable mention pn/es

were awarded to Ryan Duvallv. a

physics major, Kevin Labonte. a com-

puter science major, and Fred

Squires, an electrical engineering

major Each of the three students won
$100 for their effort*.

Over 61 participants competed for

math supremacy in the department's

challenge. The competition took place

April I) in rooms 101 and 103 of the

I edcrle Graduate Research Tusker

The students were required to answer

an exam consisting of 10 questions.

Only open to freshman and sopho-

more students, the exam ranged in

difficulty from the high school

pre-cakulus level to the first year and

a half semester of college calculus

The monies for the event were pro-

vided by SABIS, a privalc. non piutu

management company that dtWHBfl
and operates high standard prim.u\

and secondary college preparaiur\

schools,

Another company, EDS. which

stands for Electronic Data Sweiii-

was also involved with sponsoring the

competition.

"The companies who sponsor this

do some talking to the siuJeiu* wti

find out who they are" said Prod.— >

Henry lacob. coordinator ol the event.

"Anybody who »ms a pn/e in iM*.

event, even in the honorable mention,

shows unusual math skills." |a<

said.

Prolessor (acobs said of Will

lirst place winner ol the event. "I

don't think I've ever seen am
that well on the teat."

The 10 exam questions were made
up by retired University of

Massachusetts professors Henry
lacobs. Eleanor Killan and H.i

Cohen
The three professors were p>

for the exam, lacob said.

"We were all there, proctoring and

answering any questions" said lacob

"The competition was only open to

degree students enrolled at

L Mass- Amherst." said lacob

elections
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Knockin' on wood

Dan Cote, Dan Lusty and Brian Lupes put th« finishing touches on their final project in the Building Material and Wood Technology program

The large planter will be placed outside of HoWsworth Hall

Charities directors' salaries under fire

By Jonothon 0. Solont

AitocioSad Pons

\\ VSHINGTON Some officials at charitable

AIDS organizations are doing well by doing

good At least nine groups pay their top officers

more than $100,000.

\nd that has upset both AIDS activists and at

least one member of the House, who spoke out

yesterday.

"I w.i- ihockcd to discover how many AIDS
organization* pay their executive* excessive

salaries at the expense of those living with HIv

said Rep. Tom Coburn iR-Okla i a physician who
has treated patients with the virus that causes

\II>S "At a time when direct services and med-

fcvallv necessary care is being *everely curtailed.

.

many AIDS charity executives have pui lining

their own pockets above saving many lives."

The president of the board of directors of

Washington's Whitman-Walker Clinic insisted

the salaries are not out of line Whitman
Walker's executive director. |im Graham. wa»
paid $141,690 in 1996

"This i* a (alary that's nowhere out of sync

with everything else." board president Dace
Stone said.

In New York, the National Charities

Information Bureau, which tracks charitable

organizations, noted a lack of guidelines about

how much a chanty should pay it* leader*. "It is

up to the board of director* to figure out how

much compensation it takes to improve or main-

tain the organization'* revenues, and more

A t t

importantlv. their program*." bureau spokesman

Dan Langan said DmcMn of the nine AIDS
organizations, which receive $5) million a year

from federal, stale and local governments, are in

charge of operations, budgets and staff.

At the lop of the list: Icrome Radwin. chief

executive officer of the New York-based
American Foundation for AIDS Research, a

national group known as AmFAR He was paid

$191,729 in 1496. the group said in its financial

disclosure form filed with the Internal Revenue

Radwin said AmFAR brought in an outside

firm to recommend salaries under a philosophy ol

hiring good people and paying them "not at the

lop but in a competitive framework to attract the

lakai wt> need
"

continued from page 1

"The |SL' has undergone a revolu

tion Our attendance at meeting* ha*

tripled with the new board | in

charge)." Friedman said.

Friedman felt because lewish stu-

dents make up 1 7 percent of the pop-

ulation the ISC should receive 17

percent of funding

"Asian. Latino. African, Native

American Affairs get half the bud-

get." Friedman said. " But we receive

lea* than I percent of the budget with

a population of 1 7 percent
"

Members from the Phi Sigma
Alpha service fraternity and the

iter for Student Businesses also

spoke to the senate concerning their

allocations.

Registered Student Organizations

can also petition the Finance

Committee in the fall for up to $730

or go before the senate to petition for

more than that amount
Avakian announced funding for

Spnng Concert.

"This year I'm proud to sa

allowed $100,000 to Spring Concert

This will ensure we have a Spring

Concert next year." Avakian said

Avakian explained the budget u>

the senate, addressing the concerns of

some RSOs that it was unfair to

them.

"Our committee has gone ovet

every budget with a fine tooth comb.
Vsc put in the effort and we've treat-

ed each group equally I'm asking sou

to trust us I don't agree with m
number but a budget is a MM
misc Fvcrvone in our committee
didn't agree on every number but

i hey agreed to the budget as a

whole." Avakian said

The senate voted to pass the bud-

get with one "nay" vote.

The senate also passed a motion

that will post bus schedules in all

on-campus bus shelters.

write for news!!!!
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Graduating Seniors!

FileneSy a division ofThe May Department

Stores Company and New England's only

Boston based department store, has a limited

number ofpositions available for our

Executive Training Program.

Our ten week training program is nationally recognized

and combines on the job training with formal classes to pro-

vide the necessary skills to excel in our fast paced environment.

Responsibilities include; planning and distribution, analyzing

and identifying business opportunities, marketing and financial

management. We offer an aggressive career path from

Assistant Buyer to buyer and Divisional Merchandise Manager.

To qualify, you must have a four year degree, a

G.P.A. of 3.0 or above, strong analytical, communication

and problem solving skills, a high energy level and the

determination to succeed in a competitive environment.

If you can offer this, we offer an excellent compen-

sation and benefits package and outstanding professional

growth opportunities.

For more information on The May Department Stores Company and Filene's,

visit our web site at www.maycompany.com or please send your resume to:

IF II IL IE N IE

Jennifer Fujitani, Manager of College Recruitment,

Filene's, 426 Washington Street, Boston, MA 02108. Fax:

617-357-2612 • Email: recruiting@filenes.com
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Hobart barricade unlawful
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Is our grading system valid??

In
the next 10 day*, I have MM

tests, one i* 40 percent of m>
grade one is one third of m>

grade. I have three research pap***

due. all ol v»hich xv ill be at least 10

pages in length, and all of which will

also account fur substantial pontons

of m> final grades in those classes. Al
in the next todays.

II I choose to slack off at al in these

final 10 days of the

ter which is made
up of weeks and
week* of days, not

just these final 10.

tot likely that

I'll hesMe to pass

these classes, mak-

ing it unlikely that

I'll be able to

count those credits

toward- graduat-

ing, making gradu

ating on time
unlikely, making a good grade point

igc unlikely, making a good
resume unlikely, making getting a

Ob unlikely, making the idea of

making monev unlikely, making hav-

inf a good life unlikelv All of this in

just 10 days Dues this sound familiar

'

scar all of our future hopes

are thrust upon the final weeks of the

" I he people who usually

are rewarded the nn

highly are often the must

rmist. the rm>st

unquestioning and the

most kiss-oss.

"

hold rhis hombk feeling increami as

the amount ot %*« rk increases. But
there are two major ironies to this

phenomenon of unease.

First, we don't even realize it. but

we are paying exorbitant amounts of

money, many of us. to be made to fed

distressed over the work we are forced

to do and be evaluated on at the end
of and throughout each semester \\ |

pay tuition and fees at this University

—————^^— which pa) the

salaries of the

administration
that makes poll

tics which are

passed down to

faculty, again,

paid by us, who
use these guide-

lines to evaluate

us on our perfor

mances.

Feel
MllllN.ill

aa «4a _. _j i _ L__. J ,, i__,aaa m d — - twnat may ne oesenrjeu as t

urns anted stress over the need to do
weal on exams or papers because we
arc told they hold a lot of weight in

what the resulting semester grade will

be. affecting what our future may

GEO agency fee

should be uniform

To the Kd I

I'd like to take a moment to clanlv

the nature of mv recently publicized

disagreement with the Graduate
Employee Organization (CI
Some people seem to have misunder-

stood and arc under the impn
that I simply feel it is unfair that I am
being forced to contribute to GEO.
This in not my position. What I do
feci i- unfair can be illustrated by the

following hypothetical situation

Student \ works in a commercially

desirable field and is living on a

stipend of $24,000 while raising two
children. Student A does not feel a

need for a union's advocacy because

her field is quite competitive and she

is confident that her skills and exem-
plary record give her the leverage to

advocate for herself

Student B is working in a field

with less commercial application and
is struggling to survive on a $7,500
stipend with his two children. He is

happy when GEO negotiates a new
minimum stipend of $10,600. He has

seen a tangible benefit of GEO advo-

cacy and is glad to be a dues-paying

member of the union.

With the new Agency fee student

A pays $480.00 per year and receives

no benefit from GEO advocacy that

she couldn't have demanded on the

e e i i

treated over getting good grade* is

due to the fact that we pay the admin-

istration and the faculty to evaluate us

via the grading system We facilitate

the process without questioning the

fact that we are caused to experience

distress through the evaluation
process. We just accept the fact that

grades are the standard, and experi-

encing anxiety over them is normal. In

fact . this is a form of oppression.

The second ironv which I think we
all agree upon nominally but never

really truly believe is "grades don't

matter."

Grading is a means of evaluation.

Of what though * Grading evaluates

how well a student sacrifices his or her

individual beliefs and succumbs to the

whims of the all might) grader, thus

succumbing to the all -might \ system

I agree that hard work is good and
• be rewarded, but how

often does the grading system do this'"

From what I've seen during mv educa-

tional career, rarely. The people who
usually are rewarded the most highlv

are often the most conformist, the

unquestioning and the most
Idas aas, This is the ope of behavior

the grading system rewards — it's

politk.il It has nothing to do with the

intellectual capability of the indmd
at

So we pay for test anxiety and the

maintenance of the evaluation system

that manifests it What can be done?
private prugres-

titutions in this

country wruch seem to have a means
for dealing with text anxiety by choos-

eliminatc the grading -

and enact a form of evaluation that

does not rely on the praise of some,
the relegation ol others and the

oppression of all. Hampshire College

here in Amherst and Sarah lawrcnce
in New York are examples of these

progressive sch>-

anxiety, however, continues to

be an institution of th

I can t raalj -as anything more on
this I m ircjkmg out over this paper

I've got to write

\oe Sullivan it a Collegian Colum-

nist

Letters to the Editor

strength of her own merit Student B
pays $206.00. and feels he got his

money's worth because GEO just got

him a raise.

What I feel is unfair is not that

GEO is being supported by student

A * money but that she is paying
more than twice as much as student

B. and receiving no benefit whatsoev-

er that she could not have gotten for

herself. The agency fee should be

equal across the board, not a percent

age.

I would be grateful to Mahmood
Ketabchi or lennifer Easulo ( Letter to

the Editor. 4/15) if they could
explain to me why I'm wrong in find-

ing this an injustice But in the mean
time my lawsuit is proceeding (thank

ycu to all who sent messages sup-

porting the lawsuit, your influence

has been important) and I don't
think I'm being unreasonable in pur-

suing it.

Sean F. Werle

<swerie@ent.umass.edu>

Graduate student

Department of Entomology

Credit JSU for

Holocaust memori-
al

To the Editor:

I have read the Collegian almost

cscrvdav since I arrived at I Mass. I

never stopped to consider that what I

was reading might contain the wrong
information I suppose that it was
naive of me to think this >*

My opinion of the Collegian
changed when I read the paper on
Monday. April 24 I was completely

appalled when I read the article,

ti'moriali/cs Holocaust "
It

isn't that Morgan Tobor didn't write

it well, it s just that information that

was very important was left oui ,i~ it

it didn't matter

M.iybe my opinion is biased
because I was part of the service

Yet. the committee I was on wasn't

even mentioned anywhere in the arti-

cle. Wc had co- sponsored it with the

Baker. Chadbourne. and Greenough
residential area, and they arc the only

ones who received any credit for it.

I would understand if it wasn't a

ft ell known I act. hut the duel spon-

sorship wasn't something that could

be easily missed. It was mentioned
several times throughout the service.

M the program and was on the

livers

So, «is part of those that were
excluded. I would like to recognize

those on Hillel/lewish Student Union
ilSl |'i Holocaust Commemorative
Committes who worked hard in

coordinating the scry ice

Victoria Bragg
Hillcl/|Sl s Holocaust

Commemorative Committee

The old man and the tree
One day the other week. I was

hurrying to the library (it

wasn't for eyberporn, swear
to God), when an older man caught

my eye. He was looking at the
lapanese Elm tree that

stands outside of South
College, in particular,

the plaque that accom-
panies it. Clutching his

umbrella and a stack of

papers and books, he
took in the information

on that plaque, smiling

slightly. After reading

the whole of the text,

he looked up. taking in

the whole of the tree.

He continued to smile. „_____
obviously appreciating

the tree now that he knew even more
about it. After a little while, satisfied,

he moved on.

I have never really read that plaque

Not in my three full years at this

school.

It amazes me that this gentleman
struck me so thoroughly, but it made
me reflect for a moment. Such a quiet,

stirring moment in the crossfire of the

University of Massachusetts is a rare

thing, and subtle.

And it's those little things that tl\

hv. the things you take advantage of

too late to appreciate them, that makes
one's stay a little bittersweet.

I tend to hate this school. I get angry

at the policies, the people, the adminis

tratton I get tired of living cooped up
in a dorm room, of staring at the

patchwork ugh campus (especially the

i poured concrete of the

Fine Arts Center). It's sad that the only

thing I get worked up about is the guv

Mike Mt*>san>!»

Police Academy movies ("Is that your

phone? Wait a minute ..."). It's too

easy for me to put this school down,

and I may do it too often.

But. as Milton said in Paradise Lost,

"The mind is its own
place and in itself /

Can make a heaven of

hell, a hell of heaven."

My mom tells me the

same thing. And
watching this older

gentleman. I realized

the power of rising

above the situation,

just by enjoying the lit-

tle things Something

about stopping and

________ smelling the roses

comes to mind, but

I'm not one for cliches.

This man wanted to enjoy that tret

for a moment and he did. He didn't

have to rush lo the library to research

a fast approaching project or write

another paper.

I can appreciate the fact that this

man didn't have to deal with the even

day push and pull of this I hivcimu -

politics He didn't have to worry about

the stupid Student Government
Association elections or police proce-

dures on Hobart Lane. He didn't have

to get angry at the kids who blast tech

no from across the hall, or the ones

below me who blast the bass so loud

that I can feel it in mv feet. I wish I

could be the same way. but I feel

myself so inextricably connected to

every little tremor that pulses through

this campus And every little thing gats

me closer to that inevitable ulcer

For him. it was the tree and him.

That's all for that single moment. I

who made the funny noises on the don't want to get silly, or transcenden-

tal here, but it must have been nice for

him.

Sometimes, when I can get to mv

car. and I'm not worried about some

non existent parking ticket that park

mg serv ices has foisted upon me yet

again, I drive out to Puffer's Pond, lis

ten lo the waterfall, and look at the

water. But even then I'm thinking

"Do I have anything due for that stu

pid I nglish class? Was that girl look

ing at me lor good reasons or because

I had a kick me' sign on my back?" I

can't even relax at moments like that

I would like to find the little things

around here that are special, that are

true to the valley. There's sonic

dinosaur park out by Hampshire that

I've never seen. It could be like

lurassic Park out there and I don t

even know about it! There is a huge

bike trail that runs for miles along

here, and I've never once set foot on it

I've let these little cipportunities slip bv

as my college career slowly dwindles

awav

What I want to do next year is not

care. SGA screwed up again? Super'

Parking tickets? Hey. whatever, dude

I'm going to go down to the campus

pond and when the scum parts. I'm

going SO look lor cattish Sow. that

would be great

I sa> that now. but I know that next

year I'm going to spend another year

mv room, playing NHI W
How long is it going to be until I

can be that man. enjoying the simple

sight of a large tree, the largest

lapanese Elm in Massachusetts or

something like that I wouldn't know,

though, since I haven't read the

plaque.

Mike Messaros is a Collegian

columnist

T
Thanks , and goodnight

htm could be the best days ofour In-es. .

.

Bui I don't think we've been living wry wise...

Oh. no. no. no

Oast*. "Dtgsy's Diner"

There. I quoted one of my favorite songs. And when you
start doing that, you know it's time to leave.

( I guarantee Housemate A says "Why 'd you

quote that song at the top? That was stu-

pid." as soon as I get home).

Well, this is it After about 50 columns,

one every Thursday, (except for my one
semester stay on Wednesdays you already

forgot about). I will write no longer in this

slot. We do have next week, but those are

senior columns, so they don't really count.

(That's just when you thank your buddies

and what not, and whine about how much
you'll miss I Mass).

You know , stuff like that. I like M
I've been writing columns for two years. ^Kmmmm^

and I've never really taken the time to thank all the people

out there who have been loyal fans | just want you to know
that I'm not a jerk who thinks I'm better than you just

because I wrote a few funny columns.

Well. I do. but I don't want you lo think that Then
nobody would like me.

Ha. ha. just kidding.

If you don't mind. I have to get serious for a bit < I guess

there's a first time for everything).

I just wanted to use my final chunk of space to thank all

the people who have supported me over the last two years.

I always felt bad when people would come up and say good
things about the column, and I would sort of stare at my
feet and try to smile and say what I always said. "Thanks. I

do what I can."

I always felt bad. because even if it got a little old after a

while, I tried to never forget just how cool it was that writ-

ing about my friends, mv concerns, my favorite songs, basi-

cally mv little life, made me a celebrity on this campus. I

wasn't Ernest Hemingway or anything, but I was writing

what I wanted, and people liked it.

I don't know if I'll ever enjoy anything I'll do in this

world as much as I've enjoyed writing the column for the

last two years. And for everyone who is a fan. or maybe

t-rc Jifh

even laughs just once in a while, you've helped to make this

the best two years of my life For that. I owe you even

thing.

For all the people that thought I was a waste of space the

last two years, that I was "funny not because I'm a good
writer, but because I'm stupid." as one letter to the editor

said. I have this to say: It may not have

teemed like I had an ulterior motive, or that

I put any thought behind what I wrote, but

I did. and if you thought I was just wrttpg

what came off the top of my head, well

you're only half right

I did have a plan, you know (What it

was. though, is still up for debate). And.
since you never liked me before. I'm not

going to tell you what it was.

I don't have much time left, to I want to

thank the people who deserve it while I'm

still around Thanks to the PVTA driver

who told me I brighten up his Thursdays,^^^^^^m and my ex- roommate's little brother who
was so happy to meet mc that he didn't mind that I sat on
his lamp (long story) Thanks to the girls who set up the

"We I ovc I uke" website (don t ask), and the kid who
wrote asking for the U2 poster when I did. in fact, "kick it

"

Thanks to the three people who wrote letters defending
mc when some racist bonehead threw a few cheapshots at

me in the middle of a letter. Thanks to all the people who
have cut my articles out and have either kept them or sent

them to friends or htjtjgj (jgg can't buy that kind of free

syndication). And even if you didn't do anything, thanks
anyway.

And to all my friends and anyone I didn t mention, stop
crying. You'll all get the love you deserve in the senior col-

umn.

About a year ago. a girl at Timc-Out asked me what it

was like to be famous. I wrote it in a column once and said

I didn't know. But now that it's over. I think I have an
answer

It was a pretty fun ride, and I'll never forget it. And if

you meet me in 20 years and you want to tell me you liked

reading my stuff way back when in the Collegian, you can
go ahead.

It s the least I can do.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian columnist.

We encourage our readers to respond to the contents of the Collegian through letter* to the editor.
Letters must be typed, no more than 400 words long, and include name, address

and phone number for confirmation purposes.

They can be submitted by mail to Ed/Op Editor, Daily Collegian, 1 1 3 Campus Center. UMass, Amherst MA 01003; by
email to lettendoitvnLs.oit.ufna.ss.cdii; or by fax to (413) 545-1592.

The CeUegum reserves the right to edit letters for length, clarity, and stvle.
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The People's

Market
Irom ihr cram of red dcncioMS applet

to the stack* of Ctlettial Ssmocisngs Tea.

the People's Market offer* students a vari-

ety of mack foods from bagel* to cheese,

coflee to juice and other natural product*

According u> Ijiura Slotnick. a freshman

theater major who is in her second stiuet-

ter at People'* Market, the store* main
products are coffee and bagels,

'Mainly, we're trying to §et people who
just grab and eat.* Slotnkk laid. "It's just

quick Yuu grab your bagel, you grab your

cream cheese and you put it together
*

rding to Slotnick, People «

Market wti started 25 years ago by a

irtoup of seven women who focused on

selling mostly bulk item* tuch as rice and

bean*.

'The) were really going oui « a G9*V
Slotnick said. "There weren't am other stu

dent businesses around |at that timc|.

there wasn't any Center for Student

Businesses They were ju»t doing it
*

These days. People's Market is in plenty

of company with other student run hi

-es and like those other businc-

Peopkr's Market is a collective effort.

There are 25 of ut who are all man-

agers." Slotnick said. "We have these com-

mittees and there is an overall committee

it '« called the core committee. Thev are

supposed to look at the Market a« a

whole."

Last spring, privatization on campus
concerned the UMass community, especial

n the way that privatization would
.iffcct the student-run businesses Skrtnkk

said that privatization it not as big of an

issue now
"It's an issue, but if you talk to the peo-

ple who are doing IStudent Union 20001.

their plan* are all revolving around u<

being here." Slotnick said

People « Market offers a flexibility that is

difficult to find other bustrwae*.

"In other businesses, you do the same
thing over and over again." Slotnick a*M
"With this you've got lo be creative You
always have to be on your toes because

there i-- no one keeping an eye (on you]."

People's Market is located at 328
Student I nion Hours are 8 45

ami p.m. Tuesday through

Thursday and 8:45 a.m.-

4 p.m Mondays and
\\ c<hicsda\ For

more information,

call People's

Market at

545 2060.

Campus Design and Copy
Wiim i «. >

u

fiic in hsiaii . ' i "» « unc v.**

lind a place to get the darn thing

printed You could tr\ Kinko's or
' but foi convenience sake.

you tutt mav tr> the student-operated

locate s indent Union

offer design and copy services

I
and I resume service*, said Ian

levesquc a junior journalism and
ish ms)or. who has worked for

< a sear and a half.

vvesquc. CDAC is a

cosstcth tolit organization

'Our clients are usually RSOs. Even

the other businesses will come to us to

get their copying done." Levesquc said

ut business cornea from the

jcKlc-trac , k..-t- .«. sett, so we sjafci

I
nrfimgf of our profits in the

first part of the semester.

Doe* CDAC worry about places

py Cat or Kinko's?
' W e don't really worry about them,

but we look to them to sec what's

yetting them a lot of the busmen that

not getting." Levesquc said.

"We see that they're doing sunwehmg
a certain way and we try lo sec how
we can improve our service*."

Levesquc also says that businesses

like Copy Cat and Kinko's don'

ily offer direct competition

students prefer to fre

quent a student run businesi

which is conveniently located

on campus and also student*

prefer CD&C't lower price*.

rding to Levesquc.

CDAC is also looking into estab-

lishing communications with anoth

pier. Collective Copies, located

in downtown Amherst. Like CD&C,
Collective Copies is a collectively

operated business.

"We're looking to each other to see

how each of us is running our busi-

neee and how we can relate to each

other." Levesquc said.

( ampus Design A Copy is

located in 401 Student

,
I nion For hours and
.more information, call

* 5*5-227/

Sweets 'n More
The aroma of freshly baked brown

ics wafts through the lounge of the

Field Residence Hall, as residents

crowd into the Sweets n More snack-

bar Serving up treats for the

often -hungry college student on study

break R More s menu includes

ic Treats.

Italian in. gri I led cheese sandwiches,

bagels and more.

lessica Maravel Piccolo, a sopho
more music major, has worked behind

the counter at Sweets for four semes-

that the experience of

working at a student-tun business

turned out to be much diffetent than

what she expected.

"W hen I first

worked there, I

thought it was
)ud going to

be a behind
Ithe counter
job and it

turned out wc
have to do
everything.
We have to buy

(

the food, order

the food, do the

* Mjravcl Piccolo said. "It's

basically running a business.*

In addition. Sweets' employees are

also responsible for advertising, pay-

roll the upkeep of the store as well

k> meeting inspection guidelines set

b> the University of Massachusetts'

Department of Environmental Health

and Safety

I ike other student-run burineeees.

Sweets does not have a direct super-

visor, rather they govern themselves.

Maravel Piccolo said that the

employees at Sweets meet once a

week for an hour and a half to make
major decisions.

"At Sweets, we all |make deci-

sions] because wc are a co- op and

we all hjve an equal voice," she said.

Maravel Piccolo says that one of

the most difficult aspects of working

for Sweets is the scheduling of the

different shifts around classes and

other activities.

"It's scheduling weekly all-staff

I meetings). People have classes at

night, during the day. Weekends are

no good because people go home."

Maravel Piccolo said. "It's getting all

oi us in the same place. And there

are only eight of us. Sylan (Snackbar)

has like 16 (employees]. I don't know
how they doit

"

Maravel Piccolo works five hours a

week behind the counter, but she also

spends a couple hours a month work-

ing with the advertising committee in

addition to the weekly all staff meet

ings.

Maravel Piccolo also points out

that running a business involves keep-

ing an eye on every little detail.

"If something breaks and it's my
turn to go to the cluster office to I fill

out] a report and I forget to do it.

then that causes problems," Maravel

Piccolo said.

But working at Sweets has definite

Iv been a good experience for Maravel

Piccolo.

"It's nice to know how to run a

business, even though I'm a ihu-k M*

major." Maravel Piccolo said. "It has

nothing to do with my career path,

but now I have better perspective |on

how to run a business]."

Sweets is open Sunday through.

Thursday 8 p.m. -12:30 am. Thel

Field Residence Hall is located in'

Orchard Hill

The Bicycle G>Op
After sitting idle for the winter, it's

time to send those bicycles for a

tune-up and what better place to go

then to the Bicycle Co-Op. a coopera-

tive business located in the Student

Union?
"We provide students and the com-

munity with a low-cost alternative for

bike repair and bicycle parts," said

Brandon Gillard. a junior animal

science major and an employee of

k
the Bike Co-Op. "We do every-

thing, mostly tune-ups and we sell

|
lots of parts."

Along with fixing bicycles and

selling the relevant accessories,

the Bike Co-Op also participates

I

in community service activities.

jSuch as trail clean-ups and a

"Bike to Campus Day."

The Bike Co-Op employs 12

students, almost all of whom
are shop-trained mechanics,

j According to Gillard, there

are certifications available for

those who work professionally as part

of a team, but most shop mechanics
are not certified. But for those who
lack experience in bike mechanics, the

Bike Co-Op offers the perfect environ-

ment to learn the ins and outs of bike

repair.

"You can learn (here). We have

volunteers who aren't paid who just

| come | to learn, have a good time

and work with customers." Gillard

said. "Eventually they become
mechanics That's how I started. Now
I'm running a bike shop."

Gillard. who manages a bicycle

store in Kennebunkport. Maine, says

that many of the Bike Co-Op's
employees also work at area bike

shops.

"They don't really like us working

here," Gillard said of the local bicycle

vendors. "It's because we're direct

competition for them."

Gillard feels that the Bike Co-Op
offers substantial competition for

many of the area bicycle sellers.

"Every dollar we make is a dollar

out of their pockets. They think were

hacks, but we actually know what

we're doing." Gillard said.

Gillard. who came to the

University of Massachusetts with

aspirations of becoming a veterinari-

an, now dreams of owning his own
bicycle store.

"I'm using my animal science

degree as a back-up now," Gillard

said. "This is an education in itself."

77ie Bicycle Co-Op is located at 3/9

Student Union. Call 545-0647 for

hours, prices and more information.

Earthfoods
It's lunchtime and Earthfoods, a

non-profit vegetarian cafe located in

the Student I nion. is open for busi-

ness. The aroma of the day's menu
hangs in the air, as customers find

teats at the tables or get their food

Sharon Wagner, who has worked at

Earthfoods for a year, says the cafe's

mission "Is to provide vegetarian and

cheap food (or the students Our pri-

mary goal i> to make sure the students

arc getting what they want
"

Like other student-run businesses

on campus. Earthfoods is a coopera-

tive business, which allows the

employees to share an equal voice in

the functions of the business.

"W e re all equal in terms of respon-

sibil.ties We're all manager* There's

no boss." said Wagner, a junior envi-

ronmental science major and a mem-
ber of Earthfoods' outreach commit-

tee

Earthfoods' 27 members participate

in 1 8 different committees which ulti-

mately make the decisions on how
fjrthfoods will be run According lo

Wagner, employees are elected even

semester to the committees on which

they serve.

The outreach committee, for exam-

ple, is responsible for advertising,

bringing in new people and making the

atmosphere comfortable for cus-

tomers.

According to Liz Kamey. a junior

social thought and political ecot

major, the committees hold weeklv

meetings to make decisions.
""*"*; voteTtrrtWfnJreTTT Things, like

events we're going to help out."

Kamey said.

From cooking to clean-up. the

Earthfoods' employees are involved in

every aspect of running the business.

"Students basically do everything."

Wagner said. "We work *even to

seven. Monday through Friday
."

And because of the cooperative

nature of the business, the schedule

allows for flexibility in duties

"The time you have available to

come dictates what you're going to do.

•u come in at seven |in the morn-

ing |. you cook the entree or the soup.

It - never predetermined," Karncy

said. "You just decide, whoever :

like doing what. It's pretty much like

that all day."

I ike either student -run businesses.

Earthfoods inspires a passion from its

employees.

"It's interesting because I'm used to

having a job where you go to work,

then you leave work and then work is

done. This place occupies my thoughts

all the time." Karney said. "There's

something about working on a collec-

tive level and with people
instead of for people or having

people work for me."

Earthfoods is open from

II a.m. -J p.m. Monday
' through Friday.

flPltsifrtilai
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Woody Allen meets Truffaut Another Les Mis hits the big screen

Vanessa Redgrave stars in less than subtle & predictable film

By Emty Trade

Collegian Staff

DCJAVU
Directed by Henry Jagiom

whh Victoria Foyt, S*sphen Diane,

Vanessa Redgrave

Ploying of The Academy of Music

As the title indicates. Deja In is

about the strange phenomenon of feel-

ing like you have met a complete

stranger before or have been in a for

eign place at some other time. The film

portravs how these mysterious curtnec-

tions that strangers can fed toward one

another en completely and suddenly

send an otherwise orderly life into a

taitspin

The opening scene begins with Dana
rta lost i. an American business

woman, wandering the back streets of

krusalcm The scene is set up to reflect

i's inner turmoil and indecisive-

VV hile contemplating life, in a cafe,

she meets a mysterious older I >

woman (Aviva Marks) who weaves a

talc of a war-torn romance. The only

remnant of this passionate affair if a

ruby brooch, which upon abruptly out-

ing the cafe the woman leave* behind

with Dana.

.petted by this strange woman's

tale of wot, Dana commits herself to

finding the owner of the pin and flies

to Paris thu» postponing her ren

dezvous with her fiance in London.

As her attempts are futile. Dana

heads to London by way of the chun

nel. Drawn in bj the inlainoiis white

cliffs of Dover, Dana gets oft the train

once again delaying her trip While

soaking up the grandeui of the

Dana finds herself inc\plicdblv drawn

to a familiar stranger named
i Stephan Dillane).

Caught up in the moment. Dana is

tempted by this mysterious encounter,

but soon is brought back to realitv h\

the remembrance of her engagement to

another man
Dana flees to London and into the

safety of her fiance's amis. In London,

she meets the adventurous Skelly

aa Rcdgi serving at

her mentor, encourage* the contused

Dana to "jump off the cMrfl when the

tide is in." or to to sneak. Worried that

what the feds is only an illusion. Skcllv

rtaawres Dana by saying "illusion is

merely the scent of something real

coming clote.*

On the other hand, Dana is also

reminded that there can be eoiise

quences when folk>wmg chance.

The fluctuation between the

cents of stability and chance Derrneate

the entire atmosphere of the film. More

like a documentary dealing with one of

the mosi ditliculi chokes in life, the

sporadic camera work further empha

sow this constantly wavering tune.

While the beginning M the tilm

showed much promise, as it progressed

some of the themes were harped on a

little too much leaving the end pre-

dictable and unmovmg Had Of

been more subtle it may have been

more effective in getting its point

at loss

In light ol the opening of theii latest

tilm Ijsdy Rachel Kenipsou Redgrave

and het daughter Vanessa Redgrave

took to the stage, together once again,

at the Northampton Academy of

Music on Monday evening to intro-

duce the tilm. in which they appear

together as they play out a moving but

troubled mcther\daughter relation-

ship

Massachusetts International festival

of the Arts (MUM I tecutJW Vmimic

Dnectoi, Donald T Sanders opened

the screening by thanking the audience

for their ge

claiming the presence of the Redgrave*

as a "historic moment'
Northampton and lor the Academy of

Musk
As an academy award winner and

probably one of the greatest actresses

in the tradition of English speaking the-

ater. Vanessa Redgrave hat appeared

in more than 70 films, in addition to an

extraordinary stage career.

Redgrave « mother I adv Rachel

Kempson has also enjoyed a lung and

diatsrgutshed career on stage and in

film In keeping with her noble stand-

ing. Kempson wished the theater and

the audience the greatest fortune "I

hope that there are many many happy

pcrtorinan I this

jewel of Bntish theater at the dramati-

cally bestowed parting kjsse* upon the

ART GALLERIES
Amhvrvi College - Mead

Mrs*rMfl DsVOrSJs] on Jispla

fold An of Tmmttmtb Century hpon
.through luly I

I -;.!„
I

'.
i .
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at M2-21JV
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eckends noon-4 V) pan.

Mount Holyokc ColUgc
Museum
Cooking for the xigfi rune

rxoming esMrtoons; An open-

ing reception will be held May \

•

Major exhibition Hours Twat

ll-ajn-5 p.m.; Sal-Sun. \-'>
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C urrent c-xhibtrions: Sentry SkugtumL

Reoliry I nder Stern
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Augusta Savage Gallery Corning u|
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Geoflery Ruth (left) rtars at |*vert while Liam Neeson stars at Jean Valjean in the epsc adventure, In Miierobies

I

l iiim rsiis of Massacl

IVrfi rraing Arts Spa
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By Rob
CcJeo/on Staff

. i at Cam,'

Reading Room. Thesis exhibition

featuring work

and Amy Bowie. Exhibition rum May
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llaaajiiliii Gallery. Upcoming exhibi

tions: Sherif Habosht fntgnttnt and

through toaionuw . Closing reception

will be held May 8. V-7
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Southwest Rnkloiilhil Area Hours:

p.m. For more inform,'
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US MISERABLE

S

Oirectsti by BJe August

wiSS uom Mae i on Geoffrey Rush,

OcareOanas
f-Viymg at Hampsrwre Mas Cmamas

tor Hugo's classic novd of sac-

rifice, obsession and justice has been

adapted to movie screens countless

times already . not to mention :nu> a

musical version that i- now large

enough to eat Indiana. The obvious

quest i we need anotfK

abhsl Based on th:

the answer is maybe. But rhri isn't it

The movie begins with promise, a

long shot of an odd! rand
then shots ol a hleaklv beautiful

countryside It's like living in a pant-

ing But after that the landscape

it) vanishes and the movie

descends and focuses on the main

character the bread

thief ayor/fathcr Valjean

(Liam Neeaon). The movie follows its

character* at the expense of selling

and social issues and reduce* a lay-

ered novel into a soap opera with

fancy clothes

There is little to ihts adaption other

than the bones of ptot. Through an

act of kindness, the com id Valjean

const* into money and turns tumedf

Into a respectable member of s.

.

Obsessive Inspector laven (Ge

Rush) learns Vdjean's true idcntitv

and attempts to arrest him At the

same tirm \ jliean promise* j dving

na Tmirrnan) that he will

care for her daughter CoMtlt.

Valjean escapes (avert gar

Cosctte. and escape* into huts Year*

later, lavert In an again.

Cotette ( Claire Dane*) fall* in love

with a student radical and a revolu-

tion starts. The loose ends arc all

tied, but any sense of satisfaction is

fstntsWit with the novd or musical

and has very little to do with the O0s>

structton of the movie itself.

The problem is that director Kille

August doesn't seem to be interested

in anything The Mors i* told without

energy or attention to detail, settling

for saying 'and then this hap-

pened I

prescraatkei and vision is as irMcrest-

Turn to US M» page 7
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DIHSIOH OF CONTINUING EDUCATION

UMass Summer Session 1998

Ovrar ISO
credit courses

Including:

• Architectural Drawing

• Communication Disorders

• Envirorrmemal Biology

• Culture A economics of

U.S. Prisons

• Sign Language

• Gaming & Casino

Management
• International Marketing

• Nursing

• Music Education

• Issues in Classroom
Management

• Medical Interpreting &
Translating

• Cobol and Database Design

Classes offeree] evenings, daytime,
weekends, off and on campus

Part-time degree
programs, both graduate
and undergraduate

• Bachelor of General Studies

• M. L I. S.

M.S. In Labor Studies

• Matter of Musk Education

• M.S. In Plant • Soil Sciences

• Master's in Education

• MBA Professional Program

• RN to BS in Nursing

• Master's Public Policy and
Administration

Session I: June 2-July 10
Session lit July 1 4-August 20
variable Sessions

For a free course catalog,

calM 1 3-545-0107 or e-mail

contined@admin.umMs.edu

vAvw.umaw.edu/contined/

for updated course information

a quality education at

an affordableprice
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Guild brings reality toSU Ballroom
By Seema Gangatirkar

CollegKW Staff

A dose ol reality hits the Student

I nioii Ballroom this weekend as the

I Mj^ llicatcr Guild unveils its pro-

duction of Angels m America, the

Tony award winning play by Tony
Kushner. I"he show opens tonight at 8

p in

t'/tfW.s in Xinerua. aMck also won
j Pulitzer Prize in 199V is the first in

a two-part scries dealing with the

leulities ol racism, anti-Semitism,

homosexuality , liomelessness, politics.

Rcaganoimcs and everyone's favorite

u-piracies

don i "hv away from anything

at all." is how An Teplitz. the play's

producer, describes the show.

\ngeh in America follows the lives

ol two couples In one couple, the

wile at addicted to Valium while her

ind is a closet homosexual. The
second couple, Prior and Louis, are a

gay couple whose lives are turned
upside down when Prior is diagnosed

with AIDS.
This is the first play that really

dealt with AIDS." said Chris Budz.
who plays Louis in the production. In

talking about his character. Budz says

that Louis is "not at a point where he

can deal with himself and things that

happening to him. He's always look-

ing for a way to save himself."

The Theater Guild took a more cre-

ative approach to Angels in America
under the guidance of director

Michael Dziura and added interpreta

tive dance sequences to enhance the

Monlinc

"It's not musical theater dance."

Teplitz said "It's not boy meets girl.

bov kisses girl and then 40 people

whom they've never met before come
out and dance the exact same thing."

Rather Teplitz says that the dancers

interpret the character;!' feelings.

After rehearsing for Angels in

America for eight weeks, Teplitz is

pleased about the Final result.

"Everyone in the [show] is very

confident we can do justice to the

show," Teplitz said.

But more importantly, Angels in

America offers UMass a slice of

America.

"A lot of plays censor what hap-

pens in real life." said Russ
Rakouskas, who portrays Prior in the

production. "This one opens eye*."

The Guild cautions audiences that

because of the subject matter. Angels

in America may not be appropriate

for children under the age of 1 J.

"This play really makes you think."

Budz said. "You're constantly pro-

cessing what's going on."

Angels in America runs opens
tonight and runs through Saturday

Evening shows are at 8 pm. There

will be a 2 p m matinee on Saturday.

tt are $4 for students and $t>

general admission

Season finales, Alyssa Milano & more

Les Mis
continued from page 6

ing and original a* Cliff's Notes. A* if

to insist that the movie is emotional,

the score is loud and operatic The

movie forgets that a small gesture of

the hand ur a carefully chosen detail

can do the same work as a string

orchestra. It's like the movie expects

to make us weep, but doesn't actually

like weeping.

A huge bv«.ik like Lot Miserable*

deserve* to be a huge movie, but this

adaption doesn't aim for either The

»» Patient s complex interplay

of personal and epic or Braveheart's

blunt, simple sweep This Les

Miserable* is neither complicated nor

powertul Ihc revolution is never

more than a plot annoyance, neither

Its or Valjean seem to care.

Mavbe thev don't care because the

battle* scene* are about a* frighten-

ing and real as an episode of Xena.

This Les Miserables would be com-
pletely paint-by- numbers if it were

not for Liam Neeson. who very nearly

rescues the movie from the slop heap.

rey Rush is smooth and fine,

but it is Neeson who carries the

movie. Neeson possesses one of the

most interesting nose* in show busi-

ness, which means there is always

something to look at. Besides that, he

completely inhabits Valjean. express-

ing deep guilt and obsessive, protec-

tive love without flailing about like a

trout out of water. The same cannot

be said for Urn* Thurman and Claire

Danes, both good actresses in full

trout mode.

In particular. Dene*' performance

is disappointing. Her recent screen

appearances have been uneven, con-

sidering the brilliance and restraint

she showed on the small screen in

TV's "My bo c dlk-d life " Simply

put, she needs to stop taking roles

that require so much crying. Ms.

Danes, wed all like to see you happy

for once

The best summary of the movie is

its characterization of the radical

Marius. played by Hans Mattheson

with all the revolutionary fervor of

that guy from "kjumey" crossed with

rew shorts model. This is just

one example of the movie trotting out

characters and events it assumes are

moving because they were moving in

the novel. The movie is not moving

on its own The story is there, but

only the story, none of the

ill to-deftne soul. .Adaptations

of claasfci are fine, but they have to

stand on their own. not act like a

greatest hits package. What this

movie lacks is the fire of art C-

Celebrate Pearl St. reopening with Toots
By Adorn Dtuoocz

CesVagron Starr?

ii re Mtting around wonder-

ing what to do on another Thursday

night in the valley Hopefull

will be going down to Pearl Street

and banking to the beats of reggae

legends Toon and the Mavtals

After a brief period of dormancy

and a change of ownership. Pearl

Street Night Club in Northampton

-ens Pearl Street has consis-

put on some of the better

in the Valley and it will be

good to have them back. To cele-

brate their grand re-opening, they

have brought us the world famous

Toots and the Mavtals

Toots and the Maytalt began
their illustrious career in lamaica at

the beginning of the reggae and ska

movement Along with contempo-

raries the Waiters and Burning
Spear they would set the tone for

decades to come. Toots' earlier

material is firmly rooted in the sem-

inal ska scene, and their impact can

be cleartTheard throughout the ska

world todav

What separated the Maytals from

the rest of the burgeoning scene

was the voice of Toots. Often

referred to as the Otis Redding of

reggae, his beautiful vocals brought

hi* listeners to ecstatic heights

Watts most of his contemporsries

had a gruffer style Toots had a soft-

er tone that was reminiscent of soul

crooners rather then the natty

dreads It is his voice that cemented

the Maytals into music history.

As the Maytals developed, their

Turn to TOOTS page 6

An entire season on any program

can build itself up to a climatic

point that could make or break its

future. Some shows tend to use

their last efforts to produce such a

grand finish that it could quite pos-

sibly make up for any or all failed

attempts to gain an audience dur-

ing the season. Here's a look at

what's heat-

ing up to

become the

highlights of

this year's

season
finales.

Obviously

the best

finale that

will take

place one
week from
today, is the

series finale

o f

"Seinfeld."
After almost

a decade of

lerry and friends, the show finally

says good-bye in a two-hour
episode that will highlight episodes

of the past. It will be an emotional

farewell that has been hyped up so

much that even the actors don't

know how they are going to deal

with the loss. It was just time to

move on. and the world will have

to soon learn to live a life without

•Seinfeld."

The "Friends" season finale also

claims to be huge. Tonight, the

popular NBC sitcom travels to

London to tape a wedding between

Ross (David Schwimmer) and his

British fiance Emily If you've ever

watched one episode of "Friends,"

you obviously know who doesn't

spprove: Ross' old flame, and pos-

sible soul mste. Rachel (Jennifer

Anistcn). Two weeks ago. Rachel

claimed that the would not attend

the wedding because it would be

"too hard for her."

After last week's episode involv-

ing Ross' bachelor party, there

were scenes from next week's show

thst involved Rachel running out

of her apartment telling fellow

friend. Phoebe (Lisa Kudrow. who
is not attending the wedding in

London because she is pregnant on

the show as well as in real life) say-

ing that the "has to go to London
to tell Rots that she loves him

"

"Friends' it heating up. and the

season finale will be hotter than

the show ha* ever been.

Another NBC sitcom will have a

terrific season finale that comes
equipped with high profile celebri-

ties The Emmy award winning

"Mad About You" has an interest-

ing plot that involves Paul (Paul

Reiser) filming a documentary on

the making of the billion-dollar

grossing film. Titanic. It should be

interesting to see what happens
when Titanic producer and direc-

tor lames Cameron guest stars as

well as Ellen DcGcncrcs.
Perhaps

the most
unique sea-

son finale

belongs to

one of the

most unique
shows on
television In

case you
have not
heard, one of

the most
anticipated
films of the

summer it,

X Files: the
Movie The
plot for the

movie is going to be a continuation

of the cliffhanger ending of the

show's season finale.

The season finale will be a

four-week long fiasco and the final

episode of the four will be a

cliffhanger ending that leads into

the movie. "X-Files" star David
Duchovny (Agent Mulder) has

been quoted (or misquoted) about

showing interest in leaving the

show He has been very demanding

about location, and filming of the

show, and if creator Chris Carter

has had enough of his influence, he

may choose to say goodbye to the

actor We all know that there is

only one way that people leave

"The X-Files." and the movie
would be a perfect opportunity to

get rid of him. However. I am not

a huge "X-Files" fan, and this is

based solely on opinion. Of course

FOX would never allow material

like that out into the open before it

actually had a chance to happen.

Other season finales that are def-

initely worth watching include

NBC's "Caroline in the Cits
'

ABC's "Spin City" snd of course

one of the best shows on televi-

sion. "ER."

In other news, it's goodbye to

"Ellen." ABC canceled the less

than popular sitcom after horribly

low ratings. "Ellen" only had one

moment to shine in its four-year

long run. and that was last year

when she had the famous, "coming

out episode" with guest star Laura

Dcrn. Though Disney should be

given credit for its very good
attempt at bringing more diversity

to television by having the Hrsf

ever homosexual lead character.

the show was not funny.

If a sitcom isn't funny, it rJossn't

stay on the air very long. Perhaps

if they use the good ideas that were

brought forth with "Ellen," ABC
and Disney will be able to create a

more successful show.

Norm McDonald made a com
plete fool of himself again. Thi-

past weekend, the former
"Saturday Night Live" star planned

a trip to Assumption College where

he was to do stand up posaed)

Unfortunately for Norm, he

hours before the show kicking

back a tad too much alcohol, and

ended up too intoxicated to go on

stage. When he actually appeared

on stage, he was booed by practi

cally everyone, and some people

even pelted him with food, and
other types of trash It seems that

some of these celebrities go on
long kicks of bad behavior, and
once started, they can t

This past Tuesday night »a-
filled with quality entertainment, it

you missed it, WB aired its be«t

two hours of television in a lone

time I ike every week. "Buffv ihe

Vampire Slayer" and 'Dawson's
t reek " "Bully the V amptre Slayer"

was filled with quality action

scenes and a very decent plot

However, the highlight of the night

was when "Dawson's Creek" etc

ator Kevin Williamson got a

chance to show his true Mlon
Williamson is not onlv the writer

of the popular TV drama, but he

also wrote box office blockbusui-

•as, ScrvMSS 2 and / /V

What )ou Did Last Summer.
Williamson wrote a script that was

exactly like a mix of all lares

movies, and made the drama into a

*who-done-it horror show
"

It was nothing short of excellent,

and after much advertising and
hype, it proved to be worth the

high ratings and reviews that it has

been receiving.

Finally, everyone's favorite

actress. Alyssa Milaao of "Melrose

Place" is finally doing something to

defend her dignity She's trying to

stop pictures of herself in the nude-

being spread all over the Internet

After teaming up with her

Milano hopes to destroy all of the

pictures that are helping to add to

her bad reputation, and try to

regain what was once considered a

good face.

Ryan Benharris is a Collegian

columnist. Any questions >•

ments about this column can be

emailed to
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performai

'Good Will Hunting

FBI !

MTV's Bill Bellamy
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Mike Welch leaves room to grow

Vif?

At 18-years-old, most people are

Minding down their high school

ClMUs wondering wluu to do. At lb.

Mike Welch released

hi* titst Mucs
album Nvw
18. his

third

is on
t h e

Ss.l\

Welch
debuted in

1^^ uith the

highK praised

FltH fl/urs

Wats*, and

then lolloped

up with I i

Am To Grind.

both recorded under his former stage

name h On lune

4 the Button native rrlsasei Ms third

cttoit l atch M* i lone (

self- produced and featuring W

the songwriter — all but two aj the

track* are his own.

The CD open* with what sounds

like an imitation of something off the

iMMt Rolling Stone* album If. t««*i

.U Gone is diafuatiagfv pure pop gui-

kpSBw® ^uV

tar. though the solos on this track do

show signs of Welch's virtuosity as a

blue- guitar plaui

Make i p tour Mind
continues with the

nmercial
sound.
and
gives
more
insight

into Welch's lack

of an original

vocal style. His

voice i> trorn the

raspy Stevie Ray

Vaughn school.

but it lacks the

emotion Vaughn

was capable of

displaying

Add the hist two tracks to every

other track on the CD that VSelch

tings on. and you basically have

unconvincing ringing, simplistic

and redundant pop riffs but

good blues solos. Catch Me sounds

like a '50'* doo-wop rip-off.

Changing Of The Guard sounds like

Welch could be playing on a commer-

cial lor Minute Rice, and \fv Love

SULLh/AM

Belong? To You. though Welch uses a

different singing style, is completely

sappy.

There is hope on this CD though. It

comes in the form of instrumental

Hacks

Mole's Blues is a guitar showcase

that basically gives a workshop on
how to play the blues, and it is not too

far- fetched to say that Welch could

be confused with lohnns Winter or

even B.B. King on this one.

Worried Life Blues is a mellower

display of Welch's talents than Mole's

Blues, and it also seems to allow his

own style to come through more.

Blues For Cara is similar to H orned

I ife Blues in its quieter sound, but the

guitar work is even gentler — very

cool and sophisticated. Whoever Cara
- w elch is definitely inspired by her.

Mike Welch is young, and he has a

long time to refine his skills and
experiment with various styles and
techniques He has the potential to be

a fine blues guitar player for a long

time as long as he sticks to playing the

blues, rather than wandering into pop
orr&b

foe Sullivan is a Collegian colum-

nist.

Toots
continued from page 7

sound changed and began to incor-

porate more melodv and haruunis

In lact their later works brought

together elements of soul and folk.

However the Maytals were always

firmly rooted in the reggae scene

and there is no doubt that their

sound is Jamaican. While their

contemporaries like Peter Tosh.

Bunny Waiter and the immortal

Bob Marley used their music as a

medium for their politics the

Maytals preferred to keep things

upbeat The music does occasion-

ally reveal political overtures but it

i- tempered by the beauty of Toots

vocals.

Toots and the Maytals are the

perfect spring time group and are

great music for a celebration.

loots and The Maytals will per-

form Pearl Street tonight. Doors

open at 810 pm arid tickets are

$15 in advance

Shelley Long stars in new series on WB
By Bob Thomas
Associated Press

Pamela Sneed shows power of poetry

CdUoor, Staff

MMBASNBD
Graduate Lounge

May 5

New York-baaed poet and performer

Pamela Sneed had no problems project

mg her voice in the Graduate Lotinfe

Tuesday night, despite the absence of a

phone. The audience huddled

closely around her for fear of mining

some of the subtleties of her measafe.

although there were few of those

Armed with a copy of her first pub-

lished collection of poems Imagine

Being More Afraid of freedom than

Skmm. Sneed held the audience spcB-

bound for what seemed too short a

time TV book, wnkh was punished

this year, is a stanmarinn of 10 yean of

writing and is available aj

Thought, the sponsor of her perfor

mancc.

Her work can beat be described as a

coMageof feeing*, experiences and raw

sensation Wretched from her lip- in

vine-like branches occasionally touch

mg a listener enough to giggle seM-con-

sciously or even murmur in concur -

The austere tone of "Hegv

"

began the journey into her life and

flowed with few interruption* to an

abrupt end with her title poem
Her social criticism* were leas than

palatablr pkading to convince the audi-

ence that 'It is Not a New Age." She

illustrated her argument*, "when a

woman is dajsanbered. thrown thirty

tarlH, abortion clinics bombed
pendabie.. hi* not a

The audience remained tn

'Precious Crazy Girl Giggles" soft-

ened the blow* of the harsher reaaam

that characterized much of the perfor

. A delirious dream of "collard

bhiefish. brown rice." the poem
was a praise to the maternal and a cele-

bration of girlhood innocence that isn't

afforded in much of her work. The
audience look a breath and smiled.

The evening ended with a brief que*

tion and answer period allowing for a

further understanding of her craft and

relationship to the material. She
descriUd her ideal aurinrrr.

"1 get dsffauM responses from differ

em audiences. I just want to know that

they get it I want to interact with

human beings I don't want to betray

my identity but I want a wider audi

ence
*

Sneed deal* with her identity as a

black, lesbian, woman, revolutionary

poet sunrtsmes with rage at societies

inequities and other* with sweetness for

being happy with who she is.

LOS ANGELES -She'll be for

ever known as Diane Chambers,
the over- qualilied barmaid in

"Cheers ." Bui Shelle. Long is tak-

ing on a new persona in a TV sit-

com, "kellv kellv"

Starting with a trial run on the

WB network MsMaiaj nighis the

series may have a better chance

than most sitcom startups. It boasts

two stars with proven comedic lal

em- Long and Robert Haw the

terror stricken pilot of Airplane'

movies.

Long doesn't roam fai from her

"Cheers" profile in her new role as

Kellv Novak, egghead professor of

literature at an Ivy League MSBSOl

Hays appears as Doug Kelly, wid-

ower with four children and fire

chief who tescucs hci Irom a burn

ing building. They fall in love,

marrv. and Miss \ovak become-
Kellv Kellv

A good talker. Long talks about

her new venture over alight lunch

in Wett Lo* Angele*. As (he

explains. "Kellv kellv" started vcrv

innocentlv two vears ago. with an

invitation to talk about a series

with Warner Bros evecutive*.

"I know how this works." Long
said "Anv kind ol development in

Hollvwood is usuallv lengthy and

arduous and often unproduci

vou go into n with the attitude.

Well, it's nice to make new friends

and see what grows out ol it.'

"I picked up right away that they

wanted to do family shows, though

they understood that I would want

to bring something different and

somewhat sophisticated to the

-how."

That interested her. especially

alter completing The Brady Bunch

Movie and playing mothers in sev-

eral T\ movies aj the week And it

mirrors her real life: She and hus

band Bruce Tyson have a 15-year-

old daughter, luliana.

'..Hi iiH-t of 1 ong's profes-

sional experience with children was

in lilms. not in a TV serie* shot

belore a studio audience

Regulations limit how long chil

dren can work on a set. "To do a

show in three hours i- pictiv much
impossible." explains the series'

star and executive producer "What

you have to do is pre shoot one or

two scenes and show them to the

audience so they can keep a conti

nuity going."

She also hadn't counted on the

phvsualitv ol het role kellv Novak

plunges into a household of macho
male* and a tomboy, all devoted to

athletics Early on. Long broke a

linger trying to catch a football

A native aj Lurt W awie. lnd.. she

-tudied drama at Northwestern
University and learned comedv nm
ing with Chicago's Second Citv

unpiov group That led. in l»tK- so

the start of five years of tolerating

the buffoons in a Boston saloon

called "Cheers."

"During the first season." she

recalls, "the repeated question in

MM mtei views was: 'How does it

feel to be at the bottom of the rat-

ings'.''

"I would say the truth: We feel

paiRj good about the work we're

doing I hat icallv i- why I'm here

That was naive of me It didn't real

Iv occur to me that I might not be

there if those ratings continued and

if there hadn't been -ullicient sup-

port for the show

NBC program chiel Brandon

I jitik>>ll relu-ed to be discouraged.

And the show's fortunes changed

after it won five I mmys, including

K-l ci'incch -cue- and best comedv

adie-- lor Long. Then Tartikoff

rearranged the lineup so "The

Cosby Show" and "Family Ties" led

into "Cheers." Bingo!

Long appeared in a series that

turned out to be a misnomer.
"Good Advice." She has also

starred in teatures such as loan li

| I, in Cruise s first hig rolel. Sight

Shift (Henrv Winkler. Michael

Keatonl Irreconcilable I

iRvan UNcali Outrageous fortune

(Bette Midlc-H and Ihc MgsaSj Ht

Hanks)
She has high expectation* for

"kellv kellv " while hoping bosses

at WB will be as patient as

laitikolt

Moving novel deals with obsession
By Elisa M. Fotorvgo

AssocKJtad Press

r
W/anna write for Arts next semester? Head on down to

the Collegian and have a chat with Bryan McAllister. Dont

worry - he doesn't bite. Applications for all associate edi-

tor positions will be accepted until tomorrow, so don't be

late! Questions? Call Bryan at 545-1361.

THE «ON TRACKS
Aharon AppmmM

Schockan

I i» in Siegelaaapi, ihc narrator of

ha> one mission:

to find the N«/i officer who murdered hi*

parents.

Siegelbaum i- a peddler who navels
throughout Austria hv train "Trains

make me free Without ihern sshat

would 1 or in this world.' I board the

tram, aad mttaatb I m tvme «k>li t n the

ioff

Mc -tup* in village* and visits people

he knows, but he never reveals his mis-

sion lo anyone lie doe*, however learn

something from everyone he meet- In

.hen who is a (nend and who is not
"

Siegelbaum is depressed and fearful,

and he dnnk» escape the nightmares

that haunt him
"In these godforsaken place- such

pleasures beckon me. exciting my memo

3 for das s on end Often just the thought

Anton is enough to drive • pack

of evil thoughts from rm mind
those nnv remote place*. Large cities, I

a>>.ij like ifie plague Ihsv till nvc wnh
More gricvouslv. with mclan

cholv
"

During Sicgelbaum's journeys, he

Is the many ro»*e* he ha» suffered

during his life, which might make the

reader reflect upon his own itle

Appelfeld portravs hi- character- »-

real pi »iasc experienced pain

and preiudice >K-gvlh*um confides to the

reader something that happened during a

a It-iitftimc Iriend "A year ago.

when I told ner I was lewish. she w«-
-urpri-ed. but she didn't burden me with

Questions That evening I realized thai

the inturmatiun had stunned her Though
she continued to serve me meals with the

same care, she no longer tat beside me
."

Toward the end of the novel.

Siegelbaum confront- hi- ciuarrt in *

moving and suspmseful moment
At a boy. Appelfeld witnessed hi-

mother's murder at the hands of the
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ARTS ONCAMPUS
I * ! w W %M A monthly calendar brougmonthly calendar brought to you

by the UMass Arts Council.

Events 5
sitta UMass stork HFATImmss

Erw 8 pm. n Ins Hampden Theater

S 545-251 1 or 1-tOO-9e»UMAS. Also

MeyS
THEATER So far by Constance

Conotton 8pm in tr* Rand Theater

$545^ 25 11 Through May 9

Friday, May 8

THEATER Tllafs o/Stoae"! play

nth muse for puppets 4pm in the

Curtain Theater AlsoMey9at11a.m

5454808

Saturday. Key I

X POETRY SpoHsortd or Ms
JaMswaf CswtsrS p m in Hampden

Theater S 545-4824

Sunday, Hay 18

MUSIC Jan Brunch Ham- 1 p.m.

in Frankkn Dining Cornmons. 545

2804

4:30 p m In

Hal 545-2031

XRUISastfMu»xu«ur*lFsmFss

8saL *s8n an rtroduoson by anKlor

Elsabsm Subrtn, 8 pm in Hertsc

Austtotum 227 5453669

JAZZ* JULY

Jmfy 17: 9a.tn.-4pm in Bszanson

Through May 8. Megan Mcstsughl A Jan

niler Tsbbefts

Mey 10-15, GaoioeGetirsSrd A Kan SmUti

Ft*«spftons:M»y 7 and 1 1, V7p m.

Textbook
Buyback

*£2£&*

May 19-24

Opening Recaption & Attards C*rsmony-

Tuesdsy May 19 in Herter 227

Mf 23: Bright Moments Festival

Concert faahirtng Jazz in July Facuty

Mf 24: 9a.m. 4pm in Bszanson

Rectal Hal cat 545-3530 lor more nto

Uakw Visual a Ptrforming

ArtsSpaea

Student Umon Busttng

5450792

Mon-Thur 10 am 5 pm. Fri 10 am 3 pm

BFA Thesis ErtdhMnsi

May 4-8, Man Tracey A Brett Corlesi

May 11 15. Megan Stiauss ft Ekzabath

Exhibits xi*
mm%m

Ma>1S22.JohnPaasjgli

•sftl
XRUI Wsc* Sntafa" Mullicultural

FAnFesDval. An evering of three short

ffkns and a rearing by Briash Ntgerian

Diran Adebayo. 8 p.m. in Herter Audi

tonum 227. 5453659

Tuesday, May 12

MUSIC Unlvnltf Jazz Lib En

tembh 8 p.m. in Hampden Theater.

5452804

Wednesday, May 13

XRECfTAL Performing Arts Divi-

sion Spring fledtaf 6:30-8:30 p.m.

in Hampden Gaiety 545-0519 Also

May 14.

READING a collection of writings by

AtifMti SsW&9# GssMMfy

101 HewAfncs House

545-5177

Mon Tues 1-7 pm, Wed Fri 1-5 pm

BFAEiMM
May 4-8. Catty Moss ft Catherine
c
iChTlltt

May 11-15. Gregg Friedman ft Ryan

Lambert

Receptions May 4 and 1 1 , 5-7p.m.

Ilsmpdsn GaSery

Hampden Dining Hals, Southwest

5450680

Mon Fri 3-7 pm, Sun 2-5 pm

BySherifHabasfi

Through May 8

Closing Reception: May 8, 5 7p.m.

Herter Art Galery

125A Herter Had

5450976

Mon Fri 1 1 am-4 pm. Sun 2-5 pm

May 18-22. John Passjgka ft Lara Robby

Receptions: May 4, 11, A 18 at 4:30 p.m.

UrUverssTy Maaesf

Fine Arts Center. 5453670

Tus-Ptl 1 1 am-4:30 pm, Sat-Sun 2-5 pm

Lome RRc Recent Paintings and Draw-

ings

ByLomaRrtz

Through May 7

Wheeler Gallery

C Tilr-il rt - ---a- —

*

-' A lieKAnlnm I tMsOvnuM AfM

5450680

Mon-Thur 4-8 pm. Sun 2 5 pm

Ignacclo Clmpillo"

Through May 7

BFA Thesis EiMbttJon

May 11 14 Bob Wilson

Reception: Monday, May 1

1

dt 5-Coftsos students can attend any Fine

Arts Center event for only $5!

X funded in part by a grant from the

UMass Arts Council

Campus Center
1st Floor- Room 162 r4ss

Thurs.. 5/1 4-Fri. 5/15

Sat. 5/16

Mon. 5/18-Tues. 5/19

Wed. 5/20-Fri. 5/22

9 AM-5 PM
12 AM-4 PM
9 AM-5 PM
9 AM-6 PM

Textbook Annex
Thurs. 5/1 4-Fri. 5/15

Mon. 5/1 8-Fri. 5/22

Tues. 5/26-Wed. 5/27

9 AM-4 PM
9 AM-4 PM
9 AM-4 PM

ARTS COUNCIL INFORMATION
Congratulations to the 63 organizations that

recieved funding from the Arts Council ranging

from $125 -$2,000! 5/98

Hampden in Southwest
Wed. 5/20-Thurs. 5/21 10 AM-6 PM
Fri. 5/22 10 AM-5 PM

UMass Arts Council, 101 Hasbrouck Hall, 545-0202

History Channel looks for viewers
By David Bauder

Associated Press

NEW YORK - When you're a niche
nciwork like The WstOt) Channel, you find
an audience any way you can.

That explains why channel surfers on a
weekend afternoon stand a decern caaaM of

seeing World War II bombers sirdling the
ground when they click on to The Wstor)
Channel.

Network executives know their primary
audience is men, middle aged and older
And on a weekend, these men are likely to

be in their rccliners. watching sports If the
game is bonng. their lingers will be itchy oa
the remote control They crave action, and
gunfire will do.

The History Channel is also trying lo
earn viewers the old-fashioned way, through
compelling programming The thret

old nerworli, seen in roughls half ol ihc
nation's *MI million television homes, wants
lo appeal lo people who aren't just press.cu
pied with centuries other than iheir own

It has ambitious plans u, reduce- the
number of old movies in lavor of original

shows. Next spring. Peter lennings will be
the host of a ministries on the 20th century

There will be mure first run documentaries
like "Israel: Birth of a Nation " And the
'Modern Marvels" series on engineering
teats, now seen once a week, will expand to

five nights a week
The History Channel even managed ns

own Leonardo DiCaprio tie-in this spring,

producing a documentary on the Wju in

the Iron Musx to coincide with the teen
idol's latest movie

"You know what we're lighting '" said

rhe Histon Channels Abbe Raven *We*Bj
fighting kids that have gone through school

having a dull social studies teacher
"

As chief programmer for the nctwotk
Raven has an office table piled with histori-

cal tomes But there s no musty odor While
she wants to be historically accurate, she's

not making TV for historians

"We need to be good storytellers." she
said. "The mission of The History Channel
is to bring history alive, to make it have an
saaaat, to touch people and excite people

"

C oniroversial, even infamous, episodes
of history have paid off for the network.
One million homes tuned in lo a winter
documentary on the Ku Mux klau. the
channel's best ratings ever A documentary

Adolf Hitler produced by German
lelevision offered a new point of view to

Americans
The History Channel plans lo expand "As

it Happens." which filters historic events
through television coverage at the time. The
channel will show how the assassination of

Robert f. Kennedy was reported on |une 5.

the JOlh anniversary of his death Such tie-

niportdnt dates or cultural events are
another hallmark of programming

The 1 00th anniversary ol the Spanish-
American War was an excuse for a docu-
mentary. Raven read The I'erfni Sturm, a

best seller about the fale of fishermen
caught in the Atlantic and commissioned a

rig the

«H was
dozens of outlets to weigh in on the titanic

Beginning in lunc. a documentary scries

on the Mississippi River will examine the
i tut flowed from its waters, includ-

ing the slave trade and commercial develop-

ment
"What we think works best tends to be

stones of history that you have some recog-

nition of. but you never knew the whole
story and have a craving to understand it.*

Raven said "I call it the a ha' factor
"

In another nod lo lis bedrock audience of

men, the network will start two weekly
series on Sunday nights this fall one about
guns, the other about espionage It ii a

counter-programming strategy against
CBS's warm drama. "Touched By an
laaaj

'

What do the experts think'' Two history

pneetaoM give The Hssterj Channel a pass-

ing grade.

David H Bennett, who leaches at

special on events surrounding the storm
And. yes. The Historv (.funnel was one ol

Syracuse University, began watching a year

ago. He occasionally directs his students of

military history to watch "They have some
rich material in that area," he said. "I think

it's very helpful."

Eric Loner of Columbia University appre-

ciates the network's documentaries but rec-

ommends lhat programmers be more
aggressive, doing a snow on new histoiy

books or reflecting more of the public

debate over how events are viewed histori-

cally. "I wish they could be a little more
demanding of their audience." he said.

Through marketing. The History Channel
is trying to make itself as indispensable to

history buffs as The Weather Channel is to

meteorological fans. The channel sponsors

tours of historic sites and races of vintage

cars across the United States

Dan Davids, the network's general man-
ager, ciles polls that show Americans are

more interested in history now than before

rhe History Channel launched.

And the upcoming millennium can only

make it better

"That certainly has sparked more interest

in history.* Raven said. "What it will do is

get even more people interested in history,

and they will know thai we're the dcsiuu
Hon for it.*

Elsewhere in television With summer's
approach prompting thoughts of vacation.

"Good Morning Amenta" next week sends

five "family" members in search of loca-

tions Monday, newly appointed co-anchor

Kevin Newman takes a daredevil lour of

Southern Utah Tuesday, co-anchor Lisa

McRee spotlights New Mexico, broadcast

ing an authentic Native American healing

ceremony Wednesday. Spencer Christian

visits Charleston and Beaufort. S C. and
Savannah. Ga Thursday, lanice Liebcmun
heads for country music capitals Nashville

and Memphis, Term . as well as Branson.

Mo Lnday. Dr Nancy Snydcrman takes in

the Black Hills and Badlands of South
Dakota "Good Morning America" airs on
ABC from 7 to 9 am

Petrocelli writes latest tome on O.J.
By Linda Dautsch

Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — O I Sn
denied that he is gradually confessing

to the murder of his ex wife and her

Iriend. calling the accusations in

lawyer Daniel Petrocelli s new book
"totally ridiculous.*

"I didn't do it SO Lvc never even
thought about confessing," Simpson
said in a telephone interview Tuesday
with The Associated Press "Its QM
tainly nothing I would ever consider

Simpson, respondn DaH'i

new assertions for the first time, said

the lawyer is trying to make news u<

sell his book Petrocelli, who won a

$*>V*i million civil wrongful death
judgment against Simpson, said he
believes the football Hall of Earner

who was acquitted of criminal
charges in the killings of Nicole
Brown Simpson and Ronald
Goldman, is making a "creeping con-

fession* in his publk appear ji

Petrocelli. in a telephone news con-

ference with reporter-, cited a recent

r\ interview in which Simpson |ok-

mglv wielded a banana as if it were a

knife.

'That was astonishing behavior
even if you're an O.l- believer." said

the attorney, who represented the

Goldman family in the civil trial.

"If he were truly an innocent man
he would be incapable of jesting

about this," Petrocelli said "It's his

perverse way of making a creeping
confession. Little by little, he
acknowledges n

"

"That's totally ridiculous." said

Simpson, who insisted no such
thought has entered his mind
As for the banana incident.

Simpson said u was re-shot several

tunes by a BBC' film crew interview-

ing him for a report to be aired today

He said it was intended to show how
some people perceive his image —
"as a psycho murderer" — in contrast

to his real, benign personality

Petrocelli. who is on a tour pro-

moting his new book. Triumph of
luilnc Uu linal ludgment on the

Simp\on Saga, also cited a comment
Simpson made during an interview

with EsfStin Magazine earlier this

year.

In the article. Simpson was quoted

mg. "Let's say I committed this

crime. Even if I did do this, it would
have to have been because I loved her

very much, right?"

The author of the article ha* said

she had no idea what he meant

Petrocelli said that Simpson would
admit to the murders if he believed a

confession would win him public

acceptance.

"I don't think he will ever crack

He's a strong individual and a sur-

vivor." Petrocelli said. "But public

acceptance is important to him He'd
like to win back the public and if

admitting it would get htm there he

might do ii

Simpson said there's nothing to

admit and noted that Fred Goldman,
father of Ron. had offered to forgive

the $1)5 million judgment he won if

Simpson would confess, and he had
refused the offer.

Petrocelli said Simpson's property,

which was seized and placed in a

sheriff's warehouse, may be auc-
tioned later this year to pay the civil

suit award, though an appeal of the

civil case is pending. He said he
doesn't think much of it will ever be

paid. What then was the triumph of

the civil trial?

"Simpson was branded as a killer."

Petrocelli said. "That was the purpose

of the civil trial. Even though he's out

there he wears that badge for all of

his life and all of eternity. That's the

most we could ask of the system
"

THE LAST WEEKEND

DONT MISS

onstancc Congdon's (voice) has

freshness of spirit, with a humor

and charm so distinctively individual.

that one just wants more and more

from her" VILLAGE VOICE

FAR
by UMass Aturn

Constance Conadon
April 30th through May 2nd and

May 5th through the 9th at 8pm in

the

RAND THEATER
Tickets 7 dollars, 4 dollars for

students and seniors.

CALL THE FINE ARTS
CENTER BOX OFFICE FOR
TICKETS

545-2511

presented by the Department of Theater

University of Massachusetts

Surreal painter Margitte celebrated
By Raf Casart

Associated Press

BRUSSELS. Belgium — These

are surreal times in Belgium.
Potatoes seem to fly over plates at a

gourmet restaurant. Art is mistaken

for garbage. Naked blue women
adom stamps.

And in the most stately of muse-

ums, hundreds of visitors gawk at a

rudimentary drawing of a pipe, with

an admonition written underneath:

"This continues not to be a pipe."

Belgians are celebrating the cente-

nary of the birth of Rene Magritte.

by far the quirkiest of the great

painters this nation has produced

over the age* — from the brothers

Van Eyck to Pieter Breughel and

Peter Paul Rubens to lames En.sor.

"He really is the milestone of sur-

realism." said art expert Lucienne

Persyn.

Perhaps the most surreal aspect

of all is that Magritte was not some
eccentric painter whose life was
almost bigger than his work, but a

withdrawn man who would have
made an accountant look adventur-

ous.

Yet he made a career of juxtapos-

ing contradictory images, slamming

fiery trains out of rustic fireplaces

letting showers of bourgeois clerks

in bowlers rain down on equally

drab Belgian streets and suffocating

huge apples in claustrophobic living

rooms. But no doubt his most
famous, and most imitated, concept

is the 7Ttis Is Sot a Pipe painting, a

later version of which is included in

the Magritte exhibit at the Royal

Fine- Arts Museum.
"II you think it is a pipe, try light-

ing it." Magritte mused Years

before it became fashionable in the

art world, he let it be known that

nothing is what it seems. This sense

of the unexpected, combined with

his superb draftsmanship, helped

position Magritte among the great

surrealists of the time, like Salvador

Dali and Max Ernst.

The exhibit, which runs through

lunc. has helped turn Belgium into a

surrealist playground, with special

projects in restaurants, post offices,

chess clubs, wine clubs and movie

theaters.

Even British rock is doing its bit

from abroad. Oasis has a Magritte

video for its latest hit that features

men in bowlers with umbrellas

floating in the sky.

But what could be more Belgian

than to have Magritte become a gas-

tronomic delight? At the Leopold

restaurant, chef Peter Martens is

delicately stands potatoes on their

ends to approach Magritte s rock

floating over the sea in The Castle

in the Pyrenees.

Apart from the visual resem-

blance. Martens honors the Magritte

principle that this potato is not real-

ly a potato Cut it open and discover

a steaming delight with lobster, sole

and leek.

"It had to be visually alike, but it

was tough to come up with some-

thing to represent his ideas.* said

Martens.

His gravity-defying dish seems
small potatoes compared with the

trouble the Leopold went to to get

the dish in front of customers. The
biggest problem before the potato

could fly was a legal issue.

'In fact there is a copyright on
everything from Magntte.* said Luc

Dc Mculemeester. the man behind

the Leopold's idea. After steadfast

refusals from the artist's estate, it

took the intervention of the curator

of the Royal Fine-Arts Museum to

get approval.

In the coastal city of Ostend,
meanwhile, a local politician unwit-

tingly tried to get a Magritte related

artwork tossed on the trash heap.

As part of an exhibit highlighting

Magritte's influence on contempo-

rary art. a white table was put

askew against a tree in an Ostend

park. The former alderman thought

it was illegally dumped old furni-

ture and reported it. Garbage col-

lectors were already on the way
when his mistake was discovered.

Close to Brussels' Midi station,

tens of thousands of commuters
each day see a gray and grimy
neighborhood briefly light up on

the side of a huge garage, where
giant Magritte birds wear his trade-

mark cloud pattern instead of feath-

ers.

Nude women are making a rare

appearance at Belgium's post

offices. A commemorative stamp
reproduces a Magritte painting of a

naked woman who is blue above
the waist, the color of her skin

matching the sky in the back
ground

But the advertising and hype are

all a bit too much for some of

Magritte's artistic heirs, who claim

his memory is being sullied in the

name of commercialism.

"This exhibition is in my eyes

simply a complete shift from the

original surrealist idea." said surre-

alist painter lacques Lacomblcz
"They used the Magritte exhibition

as a tool in a general tourist promo-

tion campaign
*

Sarah Chang recalls beginnings as violinist

By Mary Campbell
Assoc ioSsd Press

NIK YORK tAP) — Violinist

Sarah Chang remembers her audi-

tion for Zubin Mehta. artistic dircc

tor of the New York Philharmonic

It was on a Thursday afternoon. She

was 8-years-old and had already

been studying violin for four years.

"On Eriday he called. 'Can you
play tomorrow? I can't give you a

rehearsal because the orchestra has

already rehearsed. Are you willing to

just go out and play?'"

Her response?

"I grabbed that chance*
The Paganini Violin Concert.

I went well that day. and Chang. 1 7.

is now an acclaimed violinist who
has performed in concerts world-

wide This past March, she was back

with the New York Philharmonic-

She played Sibelius' Violin Concerto

in D Minor. The concert was aired

on the PBS program. "Live From
Lincoln Center."

She is poised and mature now.
but indulgent about the foibles of

childhood.

"We went out to dinner with Kurt

Masur tthe Philharmonic's current

artistic directorl." she says. "My
brother came along. He's 10. You
go to a fancy restaurant He is mak-

ing paper airplanes and folding

cranes. The maestro was right there

folding along with him. He is such a

family man It was just so sweet.*

Currently in the world of classical

music, youth is in. And although

young violinists lennifer Koh. David

Chan and Hilary Hahn also have an

Asian heritage. Chang thinks it's

coincidental A few years ago.

almost all the hot young violinists

were from Israel. Says Chang. "Who
knows what it'll be in 10 years?"

When she was bom. her parents

bestowed Chang with a Korean

name. Young loo But when her

mother's teacher, composer George
Crumb, visited the hospital, he sug-

gested an American name — just in

case the infant grew up to be a per-

former.

His choke? Sarah

Myung lun Chang says that even

as a tot. Chang quickly memorized
music and could play whatever she

heard

"She was my first baby and my
college classmates were single. I had

no comparison." Mrs. Chang says. "I

thought all kids were doing like

that
"

Now Chang is making the shift

from relying solely on her inherent

musical gifts. It's a transition that all

classical instrumentalists must go
through.

"I feel playing by instinct can only

last so long." she says. "I figured

Turn to VKXJN page 10
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The latest on Allen & Lennon
NEW YORK (AP) — At 22. the

'Beautiful Boy* immortalized in

|ohn Lennon's 1980 song of the

same name is ready to make his

own mark on the music world.

Sean Lennon's debut album
Into the Sun. is set for a May 19

release. It's described as a mix of

rock, jazz and bossa nova stylings.

The youngest Lennon. who
penned his first song at 12.

dropped out of Columbia
L nivcrsitv to enter the family busi-

ness — music

"I kind of just didn't want to

waste m> time there... I wanted to

be hanging out with mv friends and

starting rock bands.* the son of for-

mer Beatle lohn Lennon and Yoko

Ono told tntertainment Weekly tot

its May 8 issue.

Sean 1 ennon. who was 5 when

his father was shot to death Dec. 8.

1980 in front of his New York
apartment building, said it's "really

nice' whenever he hears his dad

singing on the radio, "almost as if

he's saying. Hey. how are you

I'm still around.' It's almost magi-

cal-

lias Lamplcy was perched on a

mountain peak for his anchor job

at the Nagano Olympus For the

twill Games, he'll do hi-

announcing from a boat

lamplev. who was TNT's
Olympics host in Japan, was hired

Tuesday to be the anchor of TBS'

45 hours of mostly live coverage of

the Goodwill Games in New York

in lulv

At the Olympic Games, Lamplev

had an outdoor set in the moun-

tains He'll be on a boat at a differ-

ent location around the island ol

Manhattan each night for the

Goodwill Gaines.

I don't know as much of the his-

tory from the Goodwill Games as I

do from the Olympics.* he said. *l

will spend the next few months

George Michael's arraignment

on a misdemeanor lewd conduct

charge was postponed until May 1

S

at his lawyer's request.

Defense attorney Ira Reiner said

that he needed more time to review

the case. The 54-year-old British-

born heartthrob didn't attend the

brief hearing in Municipal Court on

Tuesday.

Reiner said Michael was "in very

good humor and good spirits."

Michael, whose hits include "I

Want Your Sex" and "Faith." was

charged with a single count of lewd

conduct after his arrest April 7 in a

park bathroom Police haven't said

what he is alleged to have done.

The charge carries a maximum
sentence of six months in jail and a

$ 1.000 fine

Michael, who was released on
$500 bail, later told CNN he was

gay. Of the incident, he said. "I

won't even say it's the first time it's

happened."

Caroline Paul >s a firefighter

who doesn't even own a bright red

bathing suit, though she's often

mistaken for her identical twin m>

ter. Alexandra, late of "Baywauh
"

"I could be coming off a fire

truck and someone will suv Hey

you re that girl from that

Baywatch' show. The one with the

real breasts." Caroline Paul. 54.

told Entertainment Weekly for the

magazine's May 8 issue

Her sister played It Stephanie

Holden. David Hasseihoffs former

boss on "Baywatch."

But it's fire that fascinates

Caroline

She is an eight-year veteran ol

^an Francisco Fire Department

and the author of Fighting Fire, a

behind-the-flames account of her

lob

When Paul was hired, she was

one of 16 women in the 1 .400-per-

son fire department Now there are

154 Paul, a Stanford Cniversity

graduate, said her family supported

her job decision.

"If there's a fire. I want to be

there." said Paul "Maybe be

in being so close to death. I think I

understand what it means to be

truly alive
"

The Sational Enquirer has set-

tled a libel lawsuit brought by

Pamela Aadcrsoo and Toaaary Lee

after the tabloid reported they had

a secret deal to reap more than $8

million in profits from their honey

moon sex tape.

Details of Friday's deal were not

released, but Anderson's lawyer,

Ed Masry. said Tuesday: "Pain's

happy, the Enquirer's happy, every-

body's happy

The lawsuit alleged that the

National Enquirer falsely reported

the now-estranged couple worked

out a deal with Internet

entertainment Group to profit

from the X-rated home movie. The

couple claim the tape was stolen

from their Malibu home by a work

er on a renovation project. It is

now widely available in adult shops

and over the Internet

Anderson and I ee also have sued

Seattle-based distributor II G
alleging the couple never gave the

company permission to market the

tape.

Anderson has filed for divorce

from her husband, who is facing

possible jail time for allegedly hit

ting her.

Tim Allen speaks but doesn't

appear on a court -ordered video he

made to fulfill his drunken driving

conviction

The actor plays a caller to a pro-

gram called "Choose to Drink.

Che» a Ride " He calls in

while the host ol the program talks

with a group of men and women in

a bar.

"I was back here not too long

ago and had a good time with some

friends, then I made a mistake

— and a big one." Allen said in the

12 minute video.

"I got behind the wheel I knew

better. I knew it only takes a couple

of drinks to become impaired and

become a real danger to someone
else on the road."

The star of "Home
Improvement" pleaded guilty last

year to drunken driving after his

Ferrari MM blocked at 70 mph in a

40-mph zone Police said his

blood-alcohol level was 0.15 per-

cent, above the slate's legal limit of

io

Allen checked into a California

rehabilitation clinic last month as

part of his sentence He's "doing

great" and was expected to be

released soon, spokeswoman
Marleah Leslie said yesterday.

Lopez & Lear team up for new TV series

By Minerva Canto

Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — At 17. losefina

Lopez was an undocumented immigrant,

working in a sewing factory and dream-

ing of the day she would be a legal resi-

dent and able to go to college.

At night, she vented her frustrations

by writing. Using anger as inspiration,

Lopez wrote an award-winning play that

same year. Within two years, it was in

production in small theaters, and eventu

ally went nationwide.

Now 29, the funny and passionate

writer wants to expand her audience

through television. A former stall writer

on "Living Single." Lopez is working

with pioneering TV' producer Norman

Lear to develop a sitcom pilot about

Hispanics, "The Chavez Family." She

described the show, which is being

shopped to networks, as a blend ol

"Married With Children" and the

Lear-produced "All in the Family
."

"I love her," Lear said "She's extreme

ly talented." In an industry where

Hispanics are nearly invisible on- and off

screen, such a project is ambitious. Some

might say its mass appeal is dubious.

A Michigan State University study,

analvring a week of broadcast network

programming from 19%. found only 18

Hispanics among 5bfe major and minor

characters on TV.

And according to the Screen Actors

Guild Hispanic performers in film and

les in 1997 made up 4 percent of

all actors But lear and Lopez believe the

project will be successful

"I think it can happen." Lear said "I

think the American public is reads tot

anything that's right."

"everybody wants a Latino show, but

nobody wants to take a chance." Lopez

said. "This could be the project."

In 1984. Lear produced the short lived

"a.k.a. Pablo," starring comedian Paul

Rodriguez. With a nearly all Hispanic

cast, the show was an example ol the

experimentation that has garnered Lear

accolades and long-running sitcoms, but

also a few failed shows.

"a.k.a. Pablo" earned low ratings and

went off the air alter six episodes, which

Lear thinks was not enough time to give

the show a fair shake.

Lopez thinks the show tailed because

the concept of a Hispanic -themed sitcom

was ahead of its time and the -.how relied

on jokes that stereotyped Hispanics

"The Chavez family." she said, i- MB
resentative ol the Latino experience

"The laughter comes out of the experi-

ences rather than stereotypical things."

Among recognition earned bv Lopas'

several successful plays and IV scripts,

"Simply Maria or the American Dream"

won an Emmy alter ii was performed on

public television in San Diego. The
National Conference of Christian* ami

lews honored it for promoting cultural

understanding.

She caught Lear's eye with Kfal

Women Have Curvet, a play about

women working in a sewing factory like

the one where l.opez worked as a teen-

aja

Ihioughout her career, Lopez has

used her experiences lor performance

material, writing about her father > infi-

delity, the pam of cultural assimilation,

and 'dealing with the machismo tnnerent

in ihe Hispanic culture.
. . . .

She's been so candid about her family

life that her family has. at times, been

embarrassed.

-How could vou tell everyone.'

they ve asked her, even refusing to attend

an awards ceremony

But it is I flfaa-l ability to deal honest-

ly with Hispanics and their lives that may

be the kev to her success.

"She has a real emotional and comedic

a* to the travail- of part of her life and

I anno lite." said Bill Miller, Edward

lames Olmos' partner al the Olmos

Production Co. "She can really express

the irom that gives [ihe audiencel a real

bang and stops them in their tracks."

Lope/ is working on a couple ol I V

movie l«rt»tl fa Olmos' company,

including "The Lupe Vasciuez Story,

about a young homeless woman who

earns a scholarship to Stanford and grad

uates at the lop of her class to work in

Silicon \ allev

"We're one prominent production

company but we need more We need

mam mote Miller said "The amount of

I atiiK.s in the I mtcd Mau- are over 50

million who are watching television, who

want H wakh I atmo-themed shows It -

a power that can no longer be over

; bv trve networks, bv the- studios

violin continued from page 9

that out very quickly. You have to

have a very strong foundation and

base. You have io have a lot of nur

luring and guidance. Most of my
guidance has come from Miss

[Dorothy) Delay at luilliard and

from many conductors and orches-

tras."

Music became her entire life when

she was about 15 years old

"Because people wanted me to be a

great musician, not just a great child

violinist. I think everybody who
cared for me wanted me to think for

myself about music.

"Growing up is hard anyway. To
develop a music career on top of

that can be hard," Chang says. "But

I've always had a great lime doing

this |\e always loved being onstage

and 1 love recording also."

Her latest of seven CDs for FMI is

Sibelius' Violin Conctrto M /> allasa

and Mendelssohn's V tolin GMMN0
in E Minor, performed with the

Berlin Philharmonic

Chang doesn't think she's com
pleted her musical adolescence But

"I feel I've gone through a lot

Reviewers say when they listen to

me onstage, they don't hear a child
'

Last Dec 10 on her 17th birth

day. Chang played a recital in

London.
"What is nice when they stick a

concert on your birthday is. thev uv

to make up lor it by giving you

nable party The day before

and dav of and day after, they had

celebrations, because thev feel so

guilty about making me work on

that day I had a great time."

And now that Chang is older, buy

ing clothes for performances is

much more fun

"When I was 15 to 15. it was real-

ly bard." Chang says "I didn't want

..r baby doll dresses anymore, I

couldn i wear grown up dresses

either Nothing seemed to fit right

We'd take it in or take it out or

whatever It's much easier now."

She adds I \e got a great excuse

io get all these dresses."
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& salary requirements to: (Resumes withoutPBCOT* will rex he atysidaed)

Attn: HR Dept TECrVCOLLEGE, FAX: 508-884-2806

We screen candidates for a drug-free work environment.

Check out out website: www.omnipoint.com EOE

^OMNIPOINT
100% Digital. 0% Hassle. ™

The
University of
Massachusetts

will host
first-round NCAA
men's lacrosse

tournament action this Saturday at Warren
McGuirk Alumni Stadium. UMass will host four
teams for two games as the North site for the

tournament.

The first game, which will start at noon, will

feature the University of Virginia Cavaliers
against the Hobart Statesmen. The second game
of the day will begin 45 minutes after the con-
clusion of the first contest (approximately 2:30

p.m.). It will feature rivals Duke University and
the University of North Carolina.

Tickets are still available for both games. Prices are $8for ihiults, $5jvr

children, senior citizens

ami students with a

UMass ID. For more
infonnation about tickets,

\

I
contact tlie UMass athlet-

ic ticket office at

545-C>8iO.

Sanders taking the Bible "Prime Time'
By Chmty Lamire

Assocweed Prau

PLANO. Texas — Dewn Sandm pull* up to the building

in his sleek, black Nsetvexles with tinted windows All e>e»

are on him a* he glides inside, dressed in a raspber

ored linen sun and matching leather si

He hugs and high lives \Wr< whv Hock IB him. surround

him. adore him

The Dallas L owbo>s ^onxrhuck is not at a nightclub or a

party after a big win This i» a Tuesday, and he «s at church

to lead his weekly Bible study class He takes the «uge and a

mkrophone. preaching "Praise God" and "Hallelujah" to the

rapt group as gospel musk blares in the rjackgnund

Sander* "Prime lime Tuesdays" draw hundreds each

week — some true believers others who simply want to

catch a glimpse ol the hum-again Chnstian.

\SrtSasi »i\ months, the group has grown t itan »aa>ajl
.

- in Sanders Hvirssj ris.m to .iK-ui 4i-

shippers simply through word of mouth The crowd is a rra
*

of black and while young and old.

Sanders has kept the Bible classes quiet, seemingly cut ot

character lot .1 t%% who nicknamed himsell 'Von Deion"

and "Prime I imc" and who struts and high-steps even time

he makes an interceptKm or scores a touchdown

When The Associated Press attended a recent M
Sanders said it was the first time he'd allowed media cover-

age. His reason: "We don't want to taint the word of the

Lord." He's also perhaps fed up with people, including

sports columnists, questioning his "rebirth."

"The\ talked about me when I was m the world. They're

going to talk about me now that I'm delivered." he said.

Sanders is among a growing number of NH players who

make religion a hik? pan d their lives Reggie \\ Title has

made headlines Irom the pulpit and many other stars have

made then taith public

But Sanders' image — on a team known for its problems

off the field — leaves MM skeptkal of his sincerity

"People are waiting to see if this is a long-term chanfe,"

said Marc Dickmann. a spokesman for Athletes in Action, a

nationwide group that promotes Christianity in sports.

"There are plenty of stories of athletes coming into religious

faith and then falling off the platform, getting caught in

some story of ill repute."

reaction he wants. Sar

111 jjrfjllMaa. <ill

m!. MSSSW It

Sanders said his religious transformation came a year ago

when he was depressed and dose to suicide Last month, he

donated SI million to The Potter's House, the Ltellas church

he credits wiih his sjlvjnon About hall that money como
Irom the advance Sanders received for his upcoming autobi-

ography I vev and Sex It '» a Man Thine

details how his Ijsi.nacc-J tiiotyle brought him no fulfill

MM
But. in mam wavs Sanders is as flashy a* ever.

\\ hen he takes the church stage at Bibk study, the elec

truitv level suddenly jumps a few notches He grabs the

microphone and the first w\»rds isut of his mouth are "Praise

si-

He continues the gospel musk poundsng rxhind him. "1

sascl halWuiah
"

When he doev
puts a ivand on hi* hip

a '|a# .Ml hca.J

you understand iik\ becat

The crowd jumps and cheers.

Sand pre«<t>ce evoke* memories of Devon the

rap singer, who was the opening act lor Bov/ II Men in

|v*s»4 Me sunups his foot to the musk He pumps his arms

high in the air. prompting the crowd with the palms-up.

raise the r\jo< gesture

Mier a few raucous minutes. Sanders brings the mood
down. The musk becomes quieter, as dor* hi« »okc He

speaks in breathy, almost seductive tones.

U e don't have to tell nobodv al work that we're saved."

he says, pausing, then whispering "We show them."

-pond with a chorus ol "amens

The evening s Bible study MJM include temptation,

which Sanders sav* was hi- downfall Hal wife, tatolvn.

divorced him recently and moved with their son and daugh

ler io Houston. The most emotional moment c4 the evening

comes toward the end. when Sanders and the Rev David

Forbes ask worshipper* who are having a rough time to

come forward for a blessing.

Sanders approaches a tall man wearing jeam and hiking

hoots, looks him in the eye. takes him in his amis and the

man crumbles into a heap of sobs He holds him (or about

live minutes, whispering encouraging words in his ear.

Afterward, he brings the man tissues and guides him back

to his seat.

DON'T FORGET MOM

sale;
50% OFF
POSTERS!
Torts ofgreatposter*f

Oar entire stock oa solo!

50% OFF
ASSORTED GIFTS!

Staffed animals, incoaso, kertya bags,

wine e\ mug racks, Camiiie Bookman
Products, and muck mors!

<****'***»
//

<r>

j>

>Vo PJODr\P°°

,

s
0t ."

co'

CfDMRUTER!
Every year, millions of homeless computers are sent to "Recycling

Centers" where they are stripped, subjected to the removal of their

vital parts, and melted down for the precious metals they contain...

You can help! UStore is putting up for "adoption" dozens of computers

and pieces of hardware which it has been sheltering for the past year.

Among these refugees are brand new and demo computers (388 to

Pentium), peripherals, and more. UStore can no longer afford to harbor

these unfortunate computers, but we're trying to find a good home for

each and every one.

Visit our adoption centers in UStore and the Campus Center for a

complete listing.

To encourage people to adopt these computers, UStore has arranged to

reduce the already low "adoption" fees by 30%. That's right, you can:

AV
3d% - BD%

off the original price
on any computer systems

or hardware on our
Adoption List!
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Mutombo, Jordan named
to All-Defensive squad
By Nancy Armour
Associated Prass

CHICAGO — Let Allen Iverson

perfect his crossover dribble

Shaquille O'Neal can rattle all the

rims he wants with his monster

dunk* Michael lordan will match

those prettv moves and any others.

Then he will go down to the other

end of the floor and snatch the ball

right out of your hands.

lordan, who won a record I Oth

NBA scoring title this season, was

selected to a record ninth All-

Defensive team yesterday, loining

him was Chicago Bulls teammate

Scoitie Pippen. who made his sev-

enth team

"We pride ourselves on playing

solid defense," lordan said.

"Offensively we can go on and off,

maybe make some jumpers or

mavbe not But defense, we know,

wins championship*.*

|u»t look at Chicago's five NBA
titles this decade. Though the Bulls

have lordan. who averaged 28.7

points per game to edge O'Neal for

the scoring title, defense has been

the cornerstone of their title runs

And as the Bulls get older and the

title> pile up. defense becomes even

mure important. On Sunday, even

though everyone but lordan and

Pippen struggled offensively.

Chicago still beat New lerscy

by holding the Nets to 10 points in

the third quarter and 36 percent

shooting overall.

"Right now. that's what we have

to rely on," Pippen said.

Defensively, that's what this team's

bread and butter is. That's how we

have to create some offense."

loining lordan and Pippen on the

team are Karl Malone of the

Ltdh lazx at forward; guard Gary

Payton of the Seattle SuperSonu*

and center Dtkembe Mutombo of

the Atlanta Hawks. Payton made
the defensive team for the fifth

time. Mutombo. chosen the NBAs
defensive player of the year

Tuesday, and Malone are on the

team for the second time.

lordan has now passed Bobby

fOAM for most -elections to the

defensive team. He was the leading

vote-getter on the defensive team,

collecting 25 first-place votes and

55 points froa the 2-J NBA coaches

who vote on it.

He was the only plavcr named on

the maximum 28 balK't- Coaches

could not vote for players on their

own team.

That the first team is made up of

veterans shouldn't come as any -ur

pri-e. Pippen said. No rookie has

made the first team since the award

began after the 1 908-0-) season.

Tim Duncan, the rookie of the

year from the San Antonio Spurs,

made the second team But Pippen

said most young players are so

intent on creating a trademark move

that defense is becoming a lost art.

"It's a part of the game that really

goes unnoticed to some degree,"

Pippen said. "The younger players,

they all come in and want to have a

great, patented move. That's their

thing coming into the game, have a

killer crossover or have a great

dunk
"from the defensive standpoint,

there hasn't been anyone lately

that's come in the league and really

made a great defensive stand or

been known as a defensive player
"

The rest of the second team

si-i- oi Charles Oakley of the New

York Knicks at forward; guards

Mookie Blavlock of the Hawks and

I ddie lones of the Los Angeles

Lakers; and center David Robinson

ot the Spurs

Duncan is the tilth rookie to

make the all -defensive second-team.

The others were Robinson i I^XM

90); Manute Bol (1985-86);

Hakeem Ola)uwon 1 1984 851 and

Kareem Abdul labbar 1 1969 70).

It could've gotten dirty

That is, if the UMass baseball team had played yesterday's schedule game against Harvard, a contest that would have decided the Beanpot win-

ner. Instead the teams may try again next week.

' SPECIAL INTIMA TE THEATRE SETUP
NATIONAt WUHINC, COMPANY

^DV^O**. FR..MAY8.BPM

SAT • MAY 9 • 2 & 7:30PM

SUN • MAY 10 • 2 & 7PM

TICK? IS ON SALE NOW AT THt MIIU INS Ct NTER BOX OFFICF

0HTU TS \ CHAKW HY PHONt (413) 733 2S00 • (860) S?S 4b00
'. \J _ Mf •, TiMt SUMCTTOOMMM B3@w ^egm? 1™® mmm

BOSTON
NEW YORK

DAILY
EXPRESS SERVICE
Amherst. Peter Pan Terminal, 79 S Pleasant St800-343-9999

PVTA»781-PVTA Umass
Campus Cntr, or SW Hampden Dinning Common

(413-781-7882) Northampton, Peter Pan Terminal 1 Roundhouse P*

XTtl UUU

Spring is here
1

New Girls are here

The fun is here

You should be here!

' Lounge
•

Thanks to our Patrons and
Advocate Readers for Voting us

the Best in Western New England
for Adult Entertainment

2 Years in a Row

Beautiful girls need $$$?

We will train you as a show girl

and provide transportation.

Call us at 665-8733

* <*

Come Enjoy Entertainment with 36 Lovely Dancers per Week
Open Tues- Sat 1pm- lam.

Make your private parties in our new V.I. P. Room
North of 91 Ext. 22. Take Rt. 5&10 North 2 miles

South of 91, Ext. 24, Take Rt. S&IO South 2 miles

^Tic Zfm««s ^hentre Quite

/^resent*

GELS IN AMEft/,
MILLENNIUM APPROACHES
May 7, 8, 9 at 8p.m.
with an additional matinee May 9 at 2p.m.

Student Union Ballroom
Tickets available at For more information call

TJX Unlimited, 545-0412 UMTG at 545-0415

Parental Discretion Advised Due to Adult Subject Matter

This production is made possible in part by a grant from the Student Affairs Erichment Fund

Rodriguez
continued from page 16

Then Rodriguez changed hi*

inind.

It was pari pride ol playing in hi.-

home OOMaTf; part love of a game
he's willing to play to5 days a year.

"I don't worry about getting

hurt." he said. "I'm in good >ha|v I

tame mk> ihe season with good tim-

ing and thai 'l one rasjMH »'» I in

off to such a good start."

Howc\er. little Injuries can take

their toll on a catcher Rodriguez
sprained a lelt thumb ligament eaiK

in the season and it still gives him
trouble

Against the New Nork N ankee*

on Tuesday night he allowed a rare

passed ball on a Iocs inside pitch

Rodriguez was |q up*i-i alter the

inning he threw his glove in the

dugout.

Then he hurt himself throwing

out a runner when his hand

slammed into the hack of a Yankee
battel

"That's a catcher's life,'

Rodriguez said. "'Jou alv»a\> have to

live with little injuries."

In that game RodrigUU litO
puked oil his fourth runner of the

| can t go to sleep a minute
out there when Rodriguez is behind

the plate." Yankees manager |oe

I. mic sd |j it he doesn't hurt vou

with hts bat. he'll hurt am with his

arm."

The Yankees came into the game
leading the maioi- m stolen

I

with 44, but Rodriguez made them
• er\ time thev wandered Irum

the base.

Texas manager |ohnn> Oates
hopes his 2ti year-old catcher will be

health) 14 m now But he

wonders how much punishment the

bodv can take.

I don i see how Fudge can play

until he's 5S it he keeps playing win

ter ball." he said.

In any case. Oates has devised a

scheme to keep Rodriguez in the

lineup every day but give him a few

days of rest. Rodriguez has been

inserted into several games as a des-

ignated hitter, with Bill Hasselman

going behind the plate.

"We can't affurd to take his bat

out ol the lineup," Oates said. "It's

hard to criticize him for wanting to

be a player And what a plavei he is

But we just hope he won't get wom
out."

Rodriguez wants to start his sixth

.onscvutive All Star game and bring

the Rangers a division title

"We have a good team this year,

niavbe as good or better than our

l**fo team," Rodriguez said

NCAA tournament picture

doesn't include Minutemen
By Brett Mouser
Collegian StaW

water polo
continued from poge 16

tion for UMass to achieve the linal

goal, it will need to put it all togeth

er for three dass m California, and
come up with a slight up»et ot He

led Stanford to advance to the

final lout

"We began putting together a

game plan for Stanford, and we
don't want to overlook Michigan.

but we'll be readv to get to the next

level I'm thinking nuyfa

will not prepare lot us the *

have for them All I can ask t* that

the piavers give it their all. and I

know thev will," *«iid McOskcr

softball
continued from page 16

I K V and Utah Smith holds a

batting average, along with a 2 I
°-

lk\
II Gutridge can manage to hit well

against the two Smith s and main-

tain her batting average, she will

MM the lirst Mtnutcwomcn to

hn *ou since 1^94 Her
team-high 4 5 RBI are iust one shv

iving both the ngic sea-

son and

those RBI were game- winn,

Gutridge s hard work and superb

talents have paid oil lor hei

was selected to the I ill*

pool uf 60 elite athletes. She trained

at the I S Olvmpic (raining Center

in San Diego over C hristmas break,

and played in the Pan Am game* last

summer in Columbia Gutridge.

along with Henderson, will continue

|
resent the IS in several

international tournaments, leading

up to the 2000 Olvmpic Games in

Sydney, Australia

"Pla>ing at that level of competi-

- vou work a lot harder."

Jgc said "You want to be the

beat that you can be. so that you can

accomplish vour dreams."

I.ditors note A portion of this story originally run in

Monday s Collegian, hut due to a graphical er-or. half of it

did not appear m the paper holloaing is the original arti-

cle, although it has been edited for timeliness.

The lesson learned from the Massachusetts men's

lacrosse team's 14-8 loss to Brown is to never undere*ti-

mate the power of a heated rivalry Despite having a V*)

record, all that was really needed was a loose attitude and

an all-out performance on senior day.

Midwav through the veai playing in the NCAA tourna-

ment could have been taken lot granted after moving 1.

1

6-0 with a 10-4 victory "vet the Artnv Cadets. Then, the

power of college la une to town in the lorm ot

Duke, with the Blue Devils embarrassing the Minutemen

in front of a packed house, winning \S-A. From then on.

the wind died down and the sail stood still. As the

Minutemen stood in place thev tell behind the rest of the

held cventuallv tailing out ot contention lor one of the 12

bids into the tournament

VAith the absence ol UMass (7-5) in the brackets

announced Sundav comes the end of nine fine careers on

the Amherst campus, including the entire starting defense

The midficld will also have its holes upon the graduation

ol co captains Mike DelPercio and P.O. Massey. assist

leader C hns Maiiens. and Chris Robbins. Spot attackman

Henrv Wilson is ihe onlv plaver lost Itom the attack

• la. which beat UMass 10 8 this season, was
ranked first among the 12. followed by Princeton,

Svracuse. and Mm* Hopkins These teams will get a bye

into round two.

Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium will be the North site

for the first round ot the NCAA tournament In it. fans

will catch three ACC teams and a Division I surprise. At

noon on Saturday. No. 7 Duke and No. 12 North Carolina

will try their rivalry out on the grass The two squads met

earlier in the year, with the Blue Devils upending the Tar

Heels. fS-9 The selection committee took Carolina

despite the Tar Heels' late season scheduling of a game
against Ohio State, a game they took easily to even up

their record at 7-7. The committee does not allow an

under 500 team into the tournament under any condition.

At approximate^ 250 p.m.. No b \irginia. which was

snowed out in their previous visit to Amherst this season,

will try their hands against No. 1 1 Hobart. The Statesmen

finished the year with four straight losses to four tourna-

ment teams b> an average of 8 5 goals.

Homewood Held in Baltimore will host the south side

games where on Sundav. No ) Maryland will play No. 9

Butler hollowing that. No 8 Man land-Baltimore County

will tangle with No 10 Georgetown (he Retrievers of

UMBC found their way into the tournament through the

back door by defeating Maryland 12 8 on the final day of

regular-season play Thev also defeated the Hoyas earlier

in the vear 12 11

•rding to the selection committee's |ohn Parry,

while contenders drupped out ol consideration, indirectly,

so did others. Case in point. Harvard, which seemed to

manv as a sure fire bid. fell victim to the Minuteinen's

slide. Likewise. L Mass's 7-6 victory ovei Hofstra looked

less impressive after the Hving Dutchmen finished the

year with an 8-4 Ices to Notre Dame. The last time a New
England team did not make the tournament was in 1984.

Johnson makes return, Ewing may follow
By Honk Lowenkron
Assooosad Press

IND1 \S U'ul IS Heip is on the way fur the

Larry lohnson return* from *u*pension (or

Game 2 ol d

But the more intriguing development — the availal

ol Painck I wmg - remained uncertain

'It will really give them an emotional lilt " In

Aj.-d Dale Davis sj,d ol the possible ictutn bv

(wing, who haan'l pi ..during his right

wrist Dec 20 "That* the kind ol team thev arc

Thev re a tough team and with tin

effect

New \otk ,.*h lelt \ an CiunJ

day had his most phv«ical practice *m*.e the miurv but

had still nut leceivea—dicil clear*
"When I get that clcaran

"When that will he. I don t k>

I wmg staved after lib traaamatri k
Arena to shoot and work on hi* paaa

speak to the media

xxeo •Puui I otJ i j n# fnwn ^sV9 wTw ^™ ^»ncincr r#*

comes back It reallv doean't dominate our thinking

right nov
st hope that il he come* hack he * 100 percent

health* phv*icallv." said Indiana guard M.

I wmg his friend and former teammate
nowhere es good a team withou I

'* a

Hall of Lame center and one d the f*e*t 10 ever plav the

game."
Van I >undv said it I wing plavcd he wouldn't be a sav-

"\ve don t need a savioi W« need -ome guvs u.

rebound We need some gu\s to stav in troBt ol the ball

on defense. We need guv* to make the extra pass \ d n

t.undv said "When we plav right, wc re ptettv good

Last night after the first 1 1 minutes we were dominated

' he »aid

Market Square

He declined to

one of the worst butt kicking* I've been around
"

J Game I on Tuesday in which Indiana

overcame a 19 point deficit H He was com-

pleting the two-game suspension he received for fight

ing with Miami's Mon/o Mourning in Game 4 of their

riea.

The Pacers e*pect a bigger challenge from the Knicks

with the return of |ohn*>

tic gives them more of a presence down low It add*
to their whole team." Antonio Davi*

M the double team, he's great at dishing it

* ut and he's going to rebound
"

Indiana coach Larry Bird waan'l worrying about

g's poasiblc return.

ties out and play*, he plays If he don't.

he don't There * nothing wc can do about it Let's wait

until he psej out there * *aid Bird no stranger to com-

m injury during his I 5-year career with the

ii Celtic*

sm can do to prepare yourself for

1 1 and playing the game, especially in the play-

no had ,a horrid - k—"-| fVtj " hc

"Ikaaafuat ySPff shots in the opener, would be lining

up against Ewing,

ve had some battles in the past. I know what he

will do. and he know* how I will play It will be phv*i

>t* *aid "I don't want to hurt anybody. I would

iu*t plav my game I'm never out there intentionallv to

hurl anvone But if he come* out on the court and the

ball gets thrown up. the game is the game. In certain sit-

tsatkjna you want to put a guv on the [foul J line."

I and 4 will be played in New York on
Saturday and Sunday. Van t.undv was asked about the

poasibihtv ol I wing making an emotional return on his

home court

"When he * cleared to play, be it tomorrow, or two

week* ot nc\i vear. then he starts to play." Van Gundy

Hid

Off to ECACs
KKUUNUNt* COU.ICMN

The Massachusetts women's lacrosse team will travel to Penn State this weekend to compete in the ECAC

championships

SPORTS
(IT'S ALL ABOUT

SPITTING IN CANS)

WRITE FOR
SPOUTS

(^ S NOT
ITTING

JUST ABOUT
INTO A CAN

ANYMORE...)

AT THE GATES OF SMITH COLLEGE
:00

'WonuttnjiiTwolSunbsi

ISLAND

Rachel Kampaon

romantic and mystical

V l< IHHI V I i 'V I

> v\l»>\ KHH.KMI

III SHV | VI.IHVl s

\
Deiigne

i Gat In Shape!!
"

i | Frttsalty. Ks»wHS|Htli lanrtc*

.$» < Nutrition

*M# /

f ' Perso

xpress
Amherst. MA
2SS-1SS0

Fat lurmn, HMB. Foo4
a, AwaSsrtsn, Marts
A MUCH aORI!

MetRX Meal

Replacement

|20 Pack)

_ $38-

Personal training & Nutrition programs available!!

I I ll\l

ACADEMY. MUSK - » ».„a».., u ,. sm a

A Cappclla
Concert

•, Also Featuring :

The Doo Wop Shop ^v

I. <tnd
Instrumentally -

&§C>(/
«AIKCUTS...*IO.

FREE ADMISSION
Bowker Auditorium

, M,iy 8th

at 8PM

Challenged

/•Alitf./r ( ' A

£XJQ^

Gilreath
Manor Condos

Showings

Start

in April

for June or

September

Occupancy!

Gitreath Manor

Condos
• 3 Bedroom
• 11/2 Baths

• Heated Basement

• New Gas Heat &
Hot water

• Hardwood Floors

• 1 12 mile to campus

• On Bus Route

Lincoln «nl (flat* • 2S N PlMMnt SI • 2S1 717»

tamo
Ml. I ..tin-. 4 '584 915.1

LACK 00G irG-13)

todoyl 5 404* $2 50)130

TARZAN AND THE LOST CITY (PG)

T«tayet<S50O$2S0)

THE IIG HIT (R)

Today ot IS 30OS2 SO) I 30

HI GOT GAME (PG)

Today ot (5 20© $2 50) 8 10

TOMORROW NEVER ME! («.)

today 8:20

M.impshirn 6 -584 7550
Hampshire Mall

TodoYoTfiSul^SOi;*)

fisfUMLWI
0ODC0UPUIKPG-13)

Today ot 8:30

S^ ".O <Tww< lit* »

MmhM PaWf

Not sure of what the
fu holds for

r -oVT*"

future of your

ink vehicle,

c* • . • . • •

r a THEATRES
Mil-. . imi|wiii !;.>•*>« I.sr jT"

^i-€i«e Small ff*<»f»c«r>«~n C^^
1—^

v,nia w
ii x MPNIHMIv t\MlH N I MN I AM

.

V'.lt.l *.*,ISll .ins MsMl.

MN4

I

I

I

U

They are fastffrk

offe

Cash pafel

BRI

259-1547
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Collegian Classifieds
11. t Campus (inter

ANNOUNCEMENTS II APARTMENT FOR RENT

PEOPLES MARKET
Whwe the food's fresh, the cof

tee's hot and the music is jam

tnin'i Main Floor Student Union

LEARN ITALIAN this summer!

Fulfill CAS language nKjumjment;

No previous Italian necessary*

elementary 6/2 7/10. Intermediate

7/14-8/20 For mote into contact

Rachel S4SO907

1 aoarooai act in Amherst Pets

OK Rent neg Call 582 9188

North Amherst Large studio

with deck Quiet $670 inclusive

S49 9164

1 oaareoat art Available June 1

On busline Close to campus 549-

4575

APARTMENT FOR RFNT

Sugerioaf Estates

Alpine Commons
Apartments On

Demand!!

• Beou*J2&4WAp1
FREE HEAT AND HOT

WATER

tVsyo Mm

gas haat $500 No pets First

Cast, and Security Call 253 5413

Ararat Carta* 12 and 3 bed

room apartments Gas haat hard

wood floors We are showing

starting April 6th for June and

September leases Lincoln Real

Estate 253 7879

3 bedroom coadea Gas heat

hardwood floors heated base

mem 1/2 mile to campus on bus

route We are showing starting

April btti for June and September

leases $1350 plus utilities 253

7879

COMPUTERS
Oall 1MMMX 72 RAM TFT 2 3

Gig. HD & more Call Jeff 64047

Macintosh Celor Sty lewriter

1S00 Printer Keyboard. Mouse
SCSI Equipment is in excellent

condition B/0 549-5514

City CoHMMMHcaooac
Pentium 233MMX. 32MB RAM
2 1 Gig 24XCDROM 33 6K Ti

Modem Video & Audio Cards with

Speakers Plus. 14 inch flat screen

digital monitor Windows 96. key

board PS2 mouse $1150 546

6826

EMPLOYMENT

• On mo laundry rocoaoi
• C* free PVTA bus ine

IYOU VE TRIED THE REST.|

fL COME THY THE BESTI^

ftk CALL NOW

aaatv

tiaj •* first oMaas- Spacious 2

badroorr On bus route private

gym laundry heat/hot water

included Available May 26th

256 3971

Robert Aeortaveat Ml 3 bad

room bq basamam. 1 1/2

Cad 5498787

. 3 bedrooms 2 I

is. 5 6*peopte haat and hot

-icluded A/C Available

6/1 Can 2534956

Ideal LatatJia 3 bedroom apt

On bus route Call 2564801

1 ooerooax apt m Rro»dyw»—
Available May 26 thru July 3 1 or

thru August with Fall option

Heal/hot water included Pool

Furniture Call 549-5079

AUTO FOR SALE

• 7 Chevrolet Cevalier

StationWagon Low mi leage. A/C

AM/FM/Cassette brakes fixed

$1500 neg 549-9962

fcumnur Jobs

campaign to dean up aa

poauaon Itacadadvenc*

mam CewrOppi

call Alex
256-6434

EMPLOYMENT
Ski/Snowboerd 100 days next

winter FREE!! Ski Bummin in the

Rockies— the definitive guide for

the aspiring skibum. profiling 60

towns 1800-454 0488 ($11 50*
S&hl www ski-bummin com

HOME TYPISTS PC users need

ed $45 000 income potential Call

1 800 51 3-4343 art B 9616

Human Servicee Want to make

a difference in someone's lite?

Relief support needed to work

with developmental^ disabled

adults, may lead to permanent

hours Hours include evenings

week ends and/or overnights

Required HS diploma driver s

license (car vary hetptull and pro

fessionalism Call (413(323-6872

to (tart application process

AA/EOE

SUMMER SUBLET SUMMER SUI
EMPLOYMENT

Berfcsstire Summer Camp leach

as peace/ activism seeks mature

livem counselors for boys cabins,

drama, sports, camp craft teach

ers Experience helpful 718 643

0771

$500

$800 par weak Experience a plus

but not needed Call 1 888 277

9787

I Earn SSS

before the summer even starts by

hosting the biggest event of the

year!! The Alumni Office is now

artanting appl**e*»«— *» Reunion

Weekend student help Must be

available June 4 7 Housing acco-

modations available Stop by the

Alumni Relations Office in

Memorial Hall to (ill out your

application today Questions? Call

AnnThornpsoriat5 2317

students

for nights'and weekends this

semester and for summer
Downtown Amherst $7/hr plus

bonus Sean 253 0583

SMRlrt Ream AT&T Authorised

Agent needs 20 students now 1 No
experience, will train $100
$300/week Part/Full Time

1800692 2121 1 123

FOR SALE

ROOM FOR RENT

1 bedroom in 7 bedroom house

on Sunset Chris 549 1051

Beginning Fall

1 bedroom in 2 bedroom apart

ment On bus. near campus
Laundry Available June
$275/month Super location Must

see Robert 2564292 or 549-5761

Ream fat rart in a nice house

Private bath $350/ month inclu-

srve

1 bedroom available in 2 bed
room apt from 671 8/31 with Fall

option June already paid Call

Jada at 665 4248

in a 4

bedroom apt 6/1 with FaH option

$275/month On Mam St Call

Corne 253*566

ROOMMATE WANTED

Pufttoa 2 bedroom, renovated

starts 6/1 option to renew Call

Geoff or Scott 549-5798

lament r subleesei needed m
Brandywine Fully furnished with

A/C & cable Rent is $350 per

room Call 549 5760

Sublet lor Juae aad July une

bedroom in a four bedroom apt

Everything included $300 253

1824 Speak to Ariel

3 bedroom Pefttoa eeartnieat

with 2 baths A/C. new unit Pool

$9l5/month rent negotiable

Available June 1 -August 31 (nag)

Great deal! Call 549-5221

Large 2 bedreem epertmeot

Cliffside across from 711 ptifa

parlor liquor store Heat/hot

water electricity included On bus

route $6SVmonth 665 8490

Soocious I •••/••"
.

Brandywine Fits 4 AC/hot water

included Quiet, top floor with

1eck Some furniture Fall option

tf50 Call 5494740

1 bedreem •""••<
Crestview $560 per month Call

549-5185

Oae large room m 4 bedroom

house Good loedlton

$268«/month Available 6/1

Sublet or take lease tor Fall

jaetica 253 8944

. 1 bedreem available in

3 bedroom apartment Ait condt

tionmg Reduced rant

$250/month Call 549-4379

Large 2 bedreem apartment

Cliffside Across from 711 pure

parlor liquor store Heat/hot

water electricity included On bus

route $665/monm 665 8490

Meviaa Out fatal Serta Queen

Bed Roland JV30 Keyboard
Futon. Ikaa Workstation and

Swivel Chan Microwave. Toaster

and Sandwich Maker Cabinet

Bookshelf Coffee Table and morel

PriCM rvjgotiabM Fill 665 8164

1MJ Jeep Wreagle 416CY

Auto Soft/Hard Top Low miles

fm
condition $9885 Stacy 259

,..••. .

needed Customer service com
outer and phone skiHs Hours are

taoote 5844746

40000 miles

great condition $3200 or B/0
Available May 25 253 1561

Si Teyeta Caasr- OX 4 dr. AT.

AC PSPW TW excatent comb

tax 72 6K aides Mutt ball $7200

or BO Call Prasad O 545-1 705 ID)

or 866-7357 IE)

Easy, plaeseat wort involving

errands, local travel, companion

Call 1413636 2042

i at residential

summer camp * Chariton MA or

day camp in Adams MA
Available to anyone who honestly

likes being with kids Call 800

433*375

Sigma Alpha Mu Fraternity

For Fail*
NeisarertadcaMLeeorRandy

S4IM023
Mae* included

Greek Area Preferred

HAVE RMI Make a difference 1

Sleep lata! Be an envir unartrtaj

actMtt! Summer/Career fobs with

Clean Water Action $300
$400/wk » benefits 413 5849830

Price negotiable

Available May 20

: tarattare tor

sale Great prices 253 1790

Reg Far Sale
Greet condition

5466085

Fes arte CaN INktaej Nodua 101

great condition leather case

adapter and manual Cat Shewne
546-2601

XCountry skis

JonMMS 2*4230

aV sees, befApect,

lullifhladn'flf

Femele reommete weatad to

share great sunny apt in North

Amherst with 2 tun mature under

grads Own room O $30Q/momh
On bus line Cad 549-1387

Reommete weeted to live in

Brandywine for nest year starting

9/1 or sooner FuRy fumrshad I m
vary dean and easy to live with

Calf 549-5760

Leeksstj ter cert, fun taring gels

to row our lease m a huge Colonial

house. 1 btodk from campus Very

chaapi Lease starts 6/1 Call 546

6742

2 tomales looking tor 1 or 2

other people to snare apt m
Brandywine nest year Call 549

4242

1 reea
Villagem

eveileble m Puffton

faiontn Call 549

l with Fall opbon

3 bedroom 2 bath Renovated

Puffton Carl 549*769

Breedywiee Two bedreem
Vvi f.

• he* artbrtertaj ua«

5491571

Two eerteaa sought to SHARE

large room in house behmd
VeJtars Center CaN Rob 549 995!

wort!

BMW
house One and one half bath

rooms Available 6/1 On bus

route $590/month You'll dig it
1

Call 256 6609

1 spacieua bedreem in 2 bed

room apt Available 6/1

Downtown Northampton $330

Free cable 1 587 3099

$ bedreem. 2 batb available

June 1 st Rent negotiable Call

2561286

Secede* sc*d locaRvtes

i

1 ajQ-522 2730 est 4554

Standard 4 door

Sedan 131000 news Runs great.

wonderful condition, no rust

Asking $1800 or bast offer 546

Myaadal Exert 1988 Standard

$675 Call 665 7232

Take Over Loose i bedroom at

Puffton Village Rent negotiable

V ietlaW

Two bedreem m The Boulders

Available 6/1 with Fall option

|paymonth 259-9188

CREAT LOCATION' Walk to

campus and on butane Ben back

yard Parting two huge bedrooms

Good tor four people In town
Available June 1st Cad 549 7089

Take Over Loose 6/1 One bed

room at Devonsfere Place Plenty

of room for 2 heat/hot water

W/0 full kitchen extra storage

optional covered ornate parking

apace 20 30 mm drive to UMatt
$730 Cad 493 7897

2 bedroom apartment in Squire

yajaje Big enough for 2 3 or 4

WS/monb Available 6/1 with

fan option CaN Was 0665 7357

2 bedroom Brandywine 3rd floor

-duced rent

GREAT DEAL 1 549-7589

tan Hyaadai Escef Me* a
•"

nator water pump brakes muf

tier tailpipe exhaust system

belts Needs new head Qtjkrt

Overall good condition $390 or

B/0 CeeT564051

_ li
.

Sent/as Arwraremon Cash paid Program

everyday 1800-6494795 MA 01346V0ryQo*y

CARS FROM SIN
Seued and told IccaHy tms month

1 800-522 2730 est 4554

Weatad: Junk Cars Cash paid

everyday 1800*494795

CHILDCARE

Child Care for 4 year old Chinese

girl Early morning hours, three

days a week Need own car Good

hourly rate 549-9948

JCCI
A coed ' overnight camp m
Bndgton Memo is looking for

staff 6/23 8/23 Counselors with

Specialties m Aquatics Archery

Booting Camping/Hiking

Ceramics. PtatograofwAearfjooi.

Ropes and mala General

Counselors For information call

Wayne GoWstem or Ave Goldman,

617244-5124

Saasmer Jab Oaporteeities

Green Mountain Camp is a small

located m Oummarston Vermont

We ere looking tor counselors

cooks and a Water Safety

Instructor Applicants must be

energetic and love working win
children Send resumes Green

Mountain Camp R0 1 Box 237

Brattleboro VT 05301 or

AiigieOiover net

LEADERS RTEEOEO: Summer
teenege bicycling trips US
Canada Europe Mnmum 4 week

time commitment Salary plus

paid Student hostehng

AsttieM Rd CONWAf
MA 01 341. (800043 61 32

dxsabrtrtms preferred Tat-atojaaM

wXTConbsctCarol «iSamumty
Enterprises mc 584 1460

, a coed maiden

tial camp m the Berkshires of

.stookmgforhoad
' ifotthe

Buy/Sell/Trade/Consign
Hampshire Bicycle Exchange

Sundays 94 * the Hat at the Mt
Farms Mad 24 hour edokne 413

2538861

Birkeeetecko tire 39 New 2

streps brown beckstrap Call

Knstal 546-2459

FURNITURE

Complete goeea bed. .anous

furnrture Bast prices Call Skeyi

I Valley looking for one

„_jet to share a three bedroom

apartment with 2 males and 2

tomato tor under $300 Cad 296

1942

1 bs dream • Southpo.ru with Fall

option $342/month Call Anna

253 9615

2 bedreem epertmeat Cheap

rent Evi

katpjbjaj

eight near bus stop 1 bedroom

Fuky fumished with utdmas A/C

BsWmtR m rujgobrte 549

rent Everyttiinoincludad Some
re 6164283

_ art Boulders Fits 4

comfortably includes heat/iwt

water On the bus bne $895 253

The eieeol 2 bedreem town

house m Amherst Furnished

BJBJ

WasRar/Oryar front and back

yards on rte parking, wed to wad
bag temase to share a carpet IjaaamaM. 1 1/2 fud bam
house m AmRerst

i

pyat next to campus 5 mnuta wafe to

lev 15 Aug 31 $300 . town Cad 5485893

1

1 Aug 31

2582979

tor Summer June

Cad Geoff

summer May 15 Aug 31 $300

heRutemesCadI JonO 2684792

SERVICES

HAVE AN ARtAZNN. SUR8MER*
Prestigious coed camp m
Massachusetts seeks carinp, mofr

vsted college students who love

kids' GENERAL & SPECIALTY
COUNSELORS needed Join a dad

icated. fun teem Competitive

salaries Camp Tacomc 1800
762 2820

asae y Saaa is looking for hard

working, experienced people

Apply on location

j an appkeetron by contact

mg Camp lira « 3176739006 or

dnctoratS489164

Peieters Need** Earn $6 00

$9 00/hr painting hous* Trammg

provided Contact Francis at 413

5483563

Cape Cad Reetaarart

buses and dishwashers Will

tram P0 Box 1228 Eastam MA
02842 Fax (5081255 9374 or call

15081255 9394

CAMP TAKAJ0 far beya. on

long Lake. Naples Maine noted

for
|

Safe, coffee desk, nam site

bed bureau All «i good condition

Price negotiable Cell Lisa 256

8189

b/t7?

programs FREE TRAVEL June i

August 23 Over 50 counselor post

tions in tennis, lacrosse swim
ming soiling, scuba, archery

woooWtung. uremics, fine arts,

radio and electronics backpack

mg Call Mike Serbun at 800250

8252 for additional information

29 RSI

LOST ft FOUND

RJ2 « the Campus Canter on 5/5

O 2 15pm It found, pleats call

5453500

Leer. Keye 8 • If found, please

cad Kyka 0546-2629

M Vomabe fZRfiOO Motorcycle

Jetted Kerker Pipe Must see

$4000 5480471

! and conoid

chdd

ja«
i wnts Oee at

P0 Box 851 Enfield CT 06083

0851

Nna i tovafy srtectwi of bunrees

Many colon and types as well as

a selection of cages and hutches

We cen also help with eny bun

met you can no tone* care for

Call EHen 367 0105 after 900 am

Oiseertetieat edMad and pre

pared by PhD m English Any sub

Ject 6653718

PregeeetT Need help? Call

modates' 4 $950/monih

Negotubie 5482786

1 bedreem apertmeat m The

Boulders Avertable lor summer
wMht* option amVmuiet Cad

TwO 258 1864

yard larger room $200 lasaflar

room $1 To 2534828
1 bedreem in a 2 bedroom apt

dote to uptown and campus O
bus route Cad 253 46 13

__.l bedroom apt May 25

August 31 Clean Utilities mctud

ed On bus route $450/month

IneglCaMMaa 685 5544

] kodraam Puffton

A/C fad opuon 5487084

TICKETS

J Bitty Jart Tickets Hartford One
CemaT May 9 5460243

R/T DaRa Tieart Good for wnh m
US inctudMQ.*i

30 5483080$400

SUBLET

4 bodreaai k nadabls June

1st North Pleawnt St 5463488

ROOM FOR RENT SUMMER SUBLET

rOf WWaat 3 Hlafl

campus Cat 549-7464

ltvadraam.2
1st Mill Valley Rent

CaN 253-9323

June

Newfyi < 2 bedroom apt

with cheap rent Directly on but

route Wonderful neighbors

Bright spacious bwng area Lama

backyard 1 Come see' Ask for

Deny Tiff Enka. or Lot 2538644

rtabfy On bis route, fuity fur

mshed. and utietmt included 6/1

8/31 $500 per month Call 549

7248 Ask for Jan^
2 bedreem in 3 bedroom Mill

VaHey 14 parsons 2 baths A/C.

heat/not water included Available

June 1st FALL OPTION Call 253

6467

Seed to tublot

m immu
our web page for

novo on cem|

£»«»* pini

Sublet Unti

Five College Community Cdendtw

rh *aii I B
carpat eafeaaahar pool and ten-

nis ; trails, on but

line $825 negotiable Includes

utilities 5464376 or 545 5367

bus route $200 H shared by vour

self negotiable Call S65 9015

Cool, clean house

Tarn bedreem apt Comfortable

for 4-6 on two but lines Rant is

negotiable 5494390

I bedroom opt AC/ftMt/M» indue*
evwip.«m» rm <**.*** t««hait V3'

tm
abfet : okkw

VC noomvixo

M. m but rowli. «v* tew

THURSDAY, MAY 7

Dunce - The Queer Fan Club will

sponsor a dance party in the Campus
Center, room 101 The dance party will

run from 950 p.m. -midnight. Formal

dress is encouraged.

Film — The film "Images and

Thoughts of a Young Cambodian" will be

shown as pert of Asian Night at 8 p.m. in

the Campus Center Auditorium

Lecture — Phil Robinson and

Alcjandra Debove will present and host a

lecture on "Being Out in the Classroom:

A Panel of GLBT Middle School and

High School Teachers " The event will

begin at 12:30 p.m in Campus Center,

room 803.

Meeting — The final Animal Science

Club Meeting will be held at 7 n m in

Paige Lab. room 202 Elec lions It*, next

year's officers will be held

Meeting — The Ballroom Dancing

Club will be meeting from 5:30-7 p.m in

Totman. room 101. No experience or

partner is necessary.

Slide Show — Mark Synnott. a climber

and photojournalist. will present a slide

show on big wall climbing in Pakistan at

p.m. in Thompson, room 102.

FRIDAY MAY 8

Career Forum — The Department of

Exercise Science will hold an alumni

career forum at 6 p.m. in Campus Center,

room 101. All are welcome and refresh

ments will be served

( aajatrl — The female a cappella group

"6 Minutes" will perform in Bowker

Auditorium in Stockbridge Hall at 8 p.m.

"Doo Wop Shop" and "Instrumental^

Challenged' will also perform

Religious — Shabbot Services will be

held at 6 p.m in Hillel House Come and

welcome the Sabbath with friends All

are welcome

NOTICES

Exhibit — "From Rope Pulls. To

Rallies. To Running Around Naked: An

F.xhibit on the Student Experience at

UMess" will open on Fridey. May I on

the 25th floor in the Special CoilectioM

and Archives Department of the W.E.B.

PTh or* pubic tervlc* *mounc«m*n«j phnttd

daey To tuber* an FYl, otoes* vwxl a p»«s

ratott* contufMng *S p*ftm»nt information.

mcluctng the name and phone number ol 0»
contact p*rson to the Co/Zejion. c/o the

Manacanq fcitor by noon It* prtvuxn day

DuBois library The exhibit was created

b> students and will be open from 10

am 3 p.m. Monday- Friday.

haaJoVayiapJ — The Crisis Center, a

Massachusetts Suicide Prevention Hotline

is currently seeking volunteers and

interns For more information, contact

Gina Grampctro at (9761 849-5600 ext

201

4/1 r^OaSaaSaaa

TRAVEL

tueopf susaMf a ss

fiSSbam way plus tstaal

CAWBVMFJCICO ttejayr

low fares lo an pUxas'

aU.L*X-J»2009
hnp //ww* autMtch org

WANTED

Mawtae •aekarO Calcalawn -

to COO 41358M877

'< J
1

WANTED TO RENT

Laokiaa far I aiaraaax apertmam includ-

ing Iwat and hot war* Ckaa lo cantor of

town and campus CaN2St4361

dairy listings tponsored by

UVC-JV19
Today's Program Schedule ««,

UMass' only student run Television Station
816 Studs^ Union (loc.^ * ™-*^*.*****-«*l~™*«'

m
l

3:30
3J7
4:30
560
5:30
7:30
7:40
7»43
8:30
960
1060

UVC TV-19 Premier

Heritage of Pride: UMa$$ Amherst
Chafsncl 19 Hews

SGA Senate Meeting: 5-6 98
Points of Dstpaiiure

aTaasaaaT Soul TV HttiwotftWKM
______ Mass Hysteria _______

THURSDAY EVEN

WEDH
WFSB"
WBZ
WCVB
WLV1
WHDH
WTXX
WVIT
wTic"
WWLP
WGBY I

WlahbonoX

News I

FulHoueoX

Freeh Prinea

Slmpaonar

StanOff
EE2L1I' It I

1

1

a*]

Qi
SI

L * J

HSCN Bu«efin Board,

CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN
UPN/20

Hartford
Boston

Boston
Springfield

Movie Ch.
Hartford

M3
II

let

IS

IT

Wectmar Crwnnei
NBC/30 New Britain

Fox/61 HortrW
PBS/24 Hartford

WOCH & HSCN
IntemcrHond

UMass Accadewic TV
HSCN Programming

m

UVC-TV19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

CNN
CNN SI

Headline News
UCTV
TBS
BET
TV Land
Univision

Comedy Central

Carfoon
Much Music

WSBK
VVTBS

A4E
CNN
COM
DISC

ESPN
LIFE

MTV
NICK

USA
HBO
MAX
SHOW

6:00
Business RpT"

CBS News

CBS News

ABC News

Creatures

NowsX

NG
6:30

BoyWorla

NBC Nam

NBC
Home Imp,

NBC News

Business p.pt

ABC News

Mod Abo. YouMed Abo. You

Family Matters | Family Matters

Northern Exposura X
WoddvlewX

|Ma»e-Uuph

Wings "Wings Cver the Gull"

Up Ctoso ISportscontor

7:00 7:30
Novrshour WHh Jew Lohror X
InaidaEdrtton IBoolTVI

Extra X
IraMtEdWon

FrtaMi Prince

EnL Tonight

ChronidoX

Whoal-Fortuna

tte tH$ rkrt?im. Pwnal Bruce Yr*

Judex JudyI
Ent TcsTfaht

"

Seinfeld X
WtmmI FoftunLt

C - Campus

8:00
MCecfsX

8:30

Landl

Promiaod Land X
happUhoooi*:eMOBWi

rOWO. Drernt) Bruce VfeM,

9:00 9:30
Mystery!: Unsuxabie Job

Otogrioola Murdar "Obsasaor?

Diagnosis Murder "Obsession'-
Su*TWl

10:00
Keeping Up

10:30

48 Hours (in Stereo) X
Walt lor God

11:00
Vicar of Diblay

NowsX
U Hours (In Stereo) X

Joopordyll FrMndsX

Judge JudyX
Hard CopyI
FraelorX

rlonoyJSfwnKtiolOdeX
Fnondaft
VrM'twiu^t^ViinScm^PckBamM*

JaoperdylX

Novrshour With Jim Lohror X
FreeterlSeinfeld X

SolnfatdX IFrealorX

AndyQrHfhh [Andy OrtffWh

Law t Order "Benevolence" X
Monayllne X I Crossfire I
Dolly Show (n)|Steln's Money

ammo Shelter (R)

(troot-Mothor's Dey Makeovor

MTV Live (In Stereo)

Figure H Out [Tiny Toon~

Quantum Leap I
Renovation | Renovation

Lois t Clark-SupormaiT

Friends!

This Old Hot

Seinfeld I | Veronica'e cT

Fame LA "Sane the Day" X
Seinfeld X |Voronlco's CI.

Seinfeld I |Voronko's CI.

iDrs-onCell
~

Mystery^!: Unsuitable Job

tvps. (In Stereo) X NewsX
Star Trek: Next

ER "Sutter the Little CrtiWren" X
1LAPD

ER "Suiter the Utile Children" X

ER "Suiter the Little Children" X
Dengarfleld "Adam

Figure Skating Skate TV Champcnshcs. (In Stereo) X

* "For » Few DoUrs Mora"

.News

1965, Western) (^Eastwood, Lea Van CleeT"

ICheers X

: Loretta Lynn NowExptorers Unexpiained

World Today X
World today!

'
Larry King Uve X [WortdT

»tr»TltjtfiaMlifmto x^
Wild Discovery: Atncan TAnimal X Movie Magjc

Portrait

Stanley Cup Ptavoffa Conrsienco Semifinal Game t Teams to Be Announced I
« 1 U. . -— .—

:

—

—

. f.1. ... ^ r.jh. J riiM Trtn Hi

Wings "Eagles ol the Crow"

Baseball

My So-CaHod Ufa (In Stereo)

Doug I IRugratsX

Sesquast D8V "Dream Weaver

Homo Again [Home Again

Baywotch

'

15:15) VocHotfy

Babylon 5 (In Siereo) X
JHighlender. The'

ireoJX

SsneTx-

Unsolvsd Mysteries (In Siereo!

Artist Cut

Secret of Alex

Say What?

Bewitched

Sightings (R) (In Stereo) X
Medical Deted [Medical Detect

•iinmani of Truth: A Child loo ifany" (1993) Miches) Greene

Rockumantary

Wonder Years

Forever Knight

Total Request

Great Egyptiane (H)

Wonder Years

"Father Figure""

UltraSound iRoad Rules

Happy Days |l Love Lucy X
Robocop: The Series X
Dinosaur Part

NB4Ba^catballPlayofti Teams lo need. (In Staroo Uve)
™-«— *—*—= '-'» ^

—

cWj196o, Western) Emiao Estsvsz. If

MAY 7, 1998
11:30

This Old Hee

» Show I
Lata Show I
Nightlinel

Goner.

Vibe

ITonightShow

Mad Abo. You

News X

Tonight Show

Deep Space 9

Tonight Show

Charlie Roes (In Stereo) X

"

NowsX ]Nightlinel

IFAWX TRoelTVX
•Good, badjUtf
Law t Order (Part 2 ot 2) X
Sports lllus. IMoneyllnsX

Daily Show [Stain's Money

Justice Filet i R)

SporHconterl

NewAtlHudes |0oldon Girls

Loveiine (R)
i
in Siereo)

Jjaxi 1M.T. Moore

Soaquost OSV "Dream Weaver'

Medical Detect [Medical Detect

^^,^^ ( > ' li. 1.

[NBA Basketball Playoffs: Teams TBA

1(5<XJ1

**Vi -Young duns"
\
iw», wemeiiiii» t'"**t m

-?ha Lando/ffw frw
,
(1998) Jefl apesKman. fTIMeking-Faca

Silk Stalklngs Social Call" X
Doing Time: Lite Ineide

,*; ,

; |s« -Ust»T (1B96, Suspense) Brooke Ungton. (In Stereo)K
M^. J.v, ,£^1: ; :

. ;. Je^tjkUMaa^saaeaaeaastWa, IStarort.SG-1 Enipma"|R)i

I
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Bruno By C. Baldwin

'itj nee* IK*** urm.1
oivKl.tfXtlcw'KUO weatiaaj
hi eei AMtWNT of tcxi*

iMfOUfUsfAt. UNtXASOMAaXt
0NM*ajv»tt pfjtseaiAi.it 1

r

Robotman By Jim Meddick

1 RULtf LOVt "WIS X« KitoS OvmxXSS

AfJO All »JTO* TWiieS I iWI »S

WWtai WfcW 1W tOHiTCeiNvt V tSMXl

•iCTS QBNOXtOLfS ATrefi rXVSMlLt

NfcW
0M.BCM'

SOde-TME^

W6ALW
sxfcTQM

WNfeicV^'

fvL^i

MM ovrt tartJt ncm at uKe soy,

MR MMTKHvlfi 7 JOST CLEANING
THttR fAAaiBDKEc, a»t> NOT
atJWOoNG ANtfOMt '

BeCAiStTMt SfKlK*eOOtJ»NtsfcR
PtuyyttJA-rt »*Jf nw«c SAPifeNC

Dilbert By Scott Adams

UMAT PlO
HCXJCAU

KiOCrVtuXN-'

Mfc • 1 LXVsT
CAiL^LAJ
AisHlUlbaL,.'

dA*) WALWnaU AAiJAH "SA

CAUtO »VC *X^€T WliC.

I ivAltsls. I UvfV^

•AS llAWL/M

I MC30t«iaACU>R\ e4 l̂ u]t£ '

MuCt TvAAK. SCOJ^ux^ »T

OON T \UX ^a2S^N
eMAT SU) hWJvQLOVt. OP TMt

\

rAAY«3E IT U)*XS WRONG
TO PROrAlSt OUR
COSTOfAtRS A PRODOC 1

TMAT HAb»MT BtCN
OESlGNtO VET fv

—

&UT OUR fAOTTO IN

rAKRKLTING IS, "IT'S

fSCTTER TO AS^ TOR

FORGIVENESS TMAN TQ

SEEK> PERMISSION

YOUR rAOTTO NEEDS
SOfAE OESIGN U)OR«-

TOO

Non Sequitwr By Wiley Pox Trot By Bill Amend

«ju tneoaj how iM 'PiamuTS.

Poot PATierTK OtAeUt: mm* s

KiTl ixlstATS V> UP TSeaaUTJ

M «3eeXTP4(>

So>

AT UAST Mt «TS
Hli ofF THC i

-dxTte

CHVC US A BRIAK -

KlflVt OSeVT BttN
ATTMiSTVsOHooajS'

MATE 1 SHOU.0 TP.Y

fJuHNife* OfT THAT

LE06C o\rt« TMEtt

i ac

Svon By Stephen Higgins Kampus Kids By Adam Souliere

I/hiiy, mAM - CHECK

OvfT tM n£w tattoo.'

A Black
l

x ou
TME WcK 09 NouR

HftND
7 XT UoKS

UlNDA STuPlD.

D0N*T KrAOCfc IT. I'M

$*wng a BureDte at

frat PAixTies^
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You Mass By Greg Shea

The Collegian is looking for new student

comics for next semester. If you're inter-

ested come down to our office in the

basement of the campus center and see

Victoria Groves.

t^fSelKiriHG H51
SfsiXS ore t»v>rte

irnaeorTovrrV Hn«*-> GOO,

i3o"T SsK , "lUafT

Horoscope;
ARIES (Merch 21-April l«J> —

"tnu tan cxpcit one or two interrup-

tions today, but thes aren't liLelv SO

vi>ur vmrk athedule \cr\ much

at all. The afternoon and evening

bnng a »urpn»c

TAURUS (April 20-Ma* 20) —
You'll get a pleasant reminder today

ahoti t a jo" >ou j ,0 ll" ''
v

important that \ou fulfill this dut\ on

schedule

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20> —
Take care that \ou don t sabotage

\our own •ffotll lo-l.is -impK by

being a link- loo laid-back and

K-ldveii Noil -till mu-t be diligent

CANCER (|une 2l-|uly 22) —
Uhat \ou hd\e pomp for \ou right

now eajMiol be explained, but fOSJ

^an -urel\ wike lull aa>ajaaj|p of it it

you are attuned to \our own rhuhnis

LEO (|uly 2>-Aug 22) - lb.it

which is ajkOJl clear and conei-e will

>\i you the K-st raefnaeaj tc>di.\ Yotj

Jon't want to be longwinded at this

time.

VIRGO (Aug. 2>-Sept. 22) —
Now li the lime Foi JfOU to he a little

more polite to dlOK who are quickly

rising through the ranks Soon, you

may have to an»wer to them!

LIBRA (Sept. 2»-Oct. 22) —
Yotj'vt recently been waiting |um a

little too lony: to do this or that, and

today you'll have a chance to reverse

the trend and act just in time.

SCORPIO (Oct. 25-Nov. 21) —
Your environment i* sure to give you

more than enough inspiration today

to allow you to finish a project in

-t\lc and ahead of schedule.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) — Someone in your life is going

to have to admit that you're ready for

something that he or she has felt was

too much for vou in the past.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— There mey be too many distrac-

tions around you today to allow you

to get ahead of schedule, but peaj

mustn't fall behind. Keep up the

pace.

AQUARIUS (|an. 20-Fcb. 18) —
A change of scenery can work won-

ders for you today, giving you a

chance to see things from a slightly

different and more exciting perspec-

tive

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) —
You're likely to have a run-in with

someone today who disagrees with

both your intentions and your tactics

Be courteous, not defensive.

n n\

Close to Homo By John McPherson

.tfajeT**-

um*T mlv yo*->

y ^\ Q c

of t li air l>ay

U Is that all there is?^
-P.f.Harvey

H James Joyce is a suck-ass.^}

-Overheard in a Hampshire College DC

y>.

/ ne r. nusTFMtf tovep rtor p»oro \ \

( OF YOU* MOM 6IV/M6 YVU A BA7M \ \
/ im rye K/rtHfM sw*! hopc you oarr \ \

} MIND IDOKiMUOADeD irAVDS£#r )\
iirToTHf YEARBOOK STAFFf

Todoy#» P.C. Mtnw
S45-2020 sW asset- la

Franklin

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Vegan Falafel Sandwich

Falafel Sauce

DINNER
Touring America

at Mullins Center

From the moment his mom announced that

she had set up a family Web site, Gary knew

he had entered a dark period in his life.

ACROSS
1 Czech river

5 Magnificence

9 Beeper
14 Dancer Ellen

1 b Ben Adbem
16 Whirlybird blade

1 7 A — apple

1 8 Sewing lino

19 Pond dwellers

20 At great speed
23 Soap-maHing

ingredients

24 Handed out

28 Drams
31 "Diana' singer

33 Regret
34 Swear
35 Primp
36 Prince Vahant s

son
37 Birthday

number
38 Luster

39 Believe it or

40 Stimpy s pal

41 All-star goiter

42 Two-seater auto

44 Mandela s org

45 Puppy leet

46 Poured water

over

47 On — ol for

49 I egal document

50 Denizen of the

Rockies

56 Assail

59 Ja// Tusician
Ellington

60 Hurry

61 Voice ot Bugs
Bunnv

62 Fortas and
Vigoda

63 Prefix meaning
eight"

64 Splash through
water

65 Superman s

alias

66 Vibrate

DOWN
1 Ellipse

2 Bandleader
Arna*

3 Guitarist

Clapton
4 Galls

5 Glues
6 Toes the line

7 Extinct birds

8 Lady s shoe
9 Crafty one'
10 Plunders
1 1 — premium

scarce
12 Dowel
13

" Doubtlire
21 "Jane —

"

22 Compare
25 Seventh in a

series

26 France s place

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

nnrara mode obes
HOOD!! HKQO BUBO
HBnHH HRdH HHOB
BfJBlinHH HEEl HBO

nHQBC)

BOOB OHEiD B^QOB
hbb BHHiiraiira nag
mOBBd HUBS „BBH

uTlelllWG]
man hob hudb ibm

HBHia HBQffl ra@BBH
lEIsr

«i r -is
«s 1 940 u™ie<l f-**>i*f Syn*ralr

27 Banged up

28 Egyptian neetie

29 Playwrighl

ONeill
'

30 Plumbers
tool

31 Territories

32 Lack
35 Sigh ot rehet

38 Foul up
41 Blot

42 Nickel or dime

43 Get too big 'or

46 Most and

48 Preachers iast

words
49 Rouse
51 Sask s

neighbor

52 Strapless top

53 That hurts'"

54 Italian wine
region

55 Norse god
56 Air-nfle ammo
57 Building

addition

58 — Paulo Bra/H

Worcester

LUNCH
Grilled Chicken Sandwich

Elbow Macaroni/Tomato Sauce

American Grill Burger

DINNER
Touring America

at Mullins Center

Hampshire

LUNCH
Hamburger on a Roll

Charbroiled Chicken Sandwich

DINNER
Touring America

at Mullins Center

Berkshire

LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Hamburger on a Roll

Harvest Burger

DINNER
Touring America

at Mullins Center

osey Kane 1

McOonqid|

in Murphy 1

n Lombard 1
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Women's water polo set for second trip to nationals
By Pool Teves

Collag.on Staff

Head west UMass. head west.

[Tic No b Massachusetts women's water polo team it

heading to Los Angeles, Calif, for the United States

Water Polo Collegiate Championships for the second

straight season.

The trip begins on May 8. when UMass (29-3) will

play a round robin competition against No. 10 Michigan

and No 2 Stanford The Minutewomen and coach Dan

MeOafcM are looking for a &olid performance this year

as they already have

the experience of

being there last year.

'Making it last

year is huge. We've
already been there,

the initial awe is

gone and the sched-

ule of this tourna-

ment will not over-

whelm us." McOsker
said.

The women head
into nationals riding

high off of their

first-ever Eastern
title, which they

claimed by defeating

Maryland. 9-8 in

double overtime

Andrea Vazquez won the Most Valuable Player at

Easterns, while Katie Crogan was named first team

Ml r astern, and Marci Hupp made second team

I down most of the Maryland game What
was good about that game is that we had to settle down

play each quarter like it was a new game.* said

. an All American.

UMass has a good understanding of the field for two

reasons First. UMass has played nine matches against

the competition it will face at nationals It has gone 6-3

thi* season against the teams at nationals

Secondly, the Minutewomen have already made a trip

countsv m»m mutioms

Katie Crogan

The UMass women s water polo team will head to

onships in as many years

to California earlier thi* nasj (March 14 22 1 a trip

which McOsker labeled a great success.

"We progressed so much as a team that week, and 1

think it will help u* so much as we prepare for nation

McOsker said

'Having played western teams be ton- give* us per-

spective on what we need to do to win and will give us

insight to their «t>lc of pla\. which is different." Orogan

Nationals this weekend, its second trip u> the cha-

I he women's water polo program at ( M
lui; J as a varsity sport, but ha* already acCOnV

pltshcd impressive result- Ihe Minutewomen havi

two Ness I ngland Championships, one Eastern title and

have qualified for two national championship i>

~V\hen the program tu*t started as a club, we had

someone OMM in and teach us how to play, and now we

ure heading to llie nationals, it's incredible." senior

Barbaia Hicke) said

Offensively, UMass has been power on the shoulders

nl firnpn who IkM ttnMd) hioken her own record of

41 BOM in .i mini) *ilh 91 to lai tbif Near. Her part-

ner in crime. Andrea Vazquez, ha- netted 75 goals of

her own thi- Nam including 18 goals in live game- at

in-

The team also has a strong mpportinf cust, which

include- sophomores Hupp, who hu- tallied 55 scores

thi- saasoo, and Claudia Clement, who has chipped in

with 35 goals and 24 asst-t- Ite-hman Sarah Newell

has also been a

pleasant surprise as

she has tallied 52

point- on the season.

24 k »n goals.

v.\c all need to

g|s> out game, we all

need to step it up a

notch \\ e had a lot

of plavci- -tep it up

against Maryland,
and I tan >ee many
plavci v playing real

Iv teallv well."

Crogan said

I ) e I e n s i v c I v .

UMass has to keep

up the pressure,

which ha- been sue

-ful all season.

\l mute-women defense has allowed only 40 goals

during their current 21 game winning streak, an aver-

age ol I
4 goals per game lunior goalie IVggv Nieves

has been a mam-tav lor this team defensively

"Peggy W>H °* crucial for us. but we also need the

defease m front ol her. il we start to play sloppy and get

led we will have problems So veah. H'l going to be

nibined ellort out there detente and goalie working

together SKiHker said.

Ihe Minutewomen have shown their domination of

the Fast, going a perfect 23 0. against I a«tern competi-

• WATfBPOlO poge 13

courtB

Andrea Va/quez

Wood whiffs

record-tying

20 batters
By fork

CHK AGO - Rookie Kerry Wood
tied the mayor league record with 20

strikeouts In a rune wrung game, pitch

mg a one-hitter yesterday to lead the

Chicago Cubs over the Houston Astros

2-0

- d. a right-hander who wfll turn

21 on lune 16, tied the record set by

n'« Roger Clemens against

Seattle on April 29. 1986. and

matched by Clemens against Detroit

on Sept 18. 1996.

"I'm out of words. I don't have any-

thing to say.* said Wood, making only

the fifth start of his major league

career To tell you the truth. I didn't

hare a very good warmup today
"

Wood (3-2 1 Mruck out the side in

the first filth, seventh and eighth

innings, fanned two each in the sec-

ond, fourth and ninth, and one each in

the third and the sixth

He struck out pinch hitter Billy

Spiers on a 1-2 pitch leading off the

ninth, his seventh straight strikeout

Craig BiggK) then grounded to short-

stop on a 1-0 pitch Wood tied the

record by fanning Derek Bell on a 1-2

pitch.

"I'm going to give most of the credit

to the fans," Wood said They were in

it the whole game My adrenaline was

racing."

d set the NI. record for a nine-

inning game, breaking the old mark of

19 by St Louis' Steve Carlton against

the Mots in 1969. New York's Tom
Seaver against San Diego in 1970 and

the Mets David Cone against

Philadelphia in 1991

Wood, who struck out every batter

at least once, broke the previous rook-

ie record of 18. set by Bill Gullickson

against the Cubs on Sept. 10. 1980.

The major league record for an

extra-inning game is 21 by Tom
Cheney for Washington against

Baltimore in a 1 binning game on Sept

12. 1962

"I couldn't even tell you how many I

had," Wood said. The only hit he

allowed was a single by Ricky

Gutierrez leading off the third The

two-hopper between shortstop and

third base bounced off the glove of

third baseman Kevin Orie.

Wood was mobbed by his team-

mates after Bell missed the game's

final pitch In his first complete game

in the majors, the rookie fanned the

Astros' 3-4-5 hitters — |eff Bagwell,

lack Howell and Moises Alou — in all

three of their at-bats. He walked none

but hit Biggio with a pitch

He credited catcher Sandy Martinez

for his success.

"He did a great job today," Wood
said. "I threw everything he wanted.

We were pretty much on the same

page all day."

Wood raised his season total to 43

strikeouts in 27 1-3 innings. His previ-

ous strikeout high came in his previous

start, on April 30 against St. Louis His

minor-league high was 14 strikeouts.

Houston's Shane Reynolds (2-3)

pitched a eight-hitter and struck out

10, Houston's season high.

Gutridge an unmistakable force for softball
By Jockia leroux

ColUyon Staff

Imagine yourself as a batter

going up to the plate against the

defense of the No 24
Massachusetts softball team.

Your first task is to try i emphasis

on the word try here) to get a hit

off of junior pitcher Danielle

Henderson
Okay let's see. she leads the

nation in strikeouts per game,

holds the NCAA record for

strikeouts per seven innings at

12 1. holds the Atlantic 10 and

school records for strikeouts in a

season, and has broken about a

bazillion and one other records

Looks like the odds may be just a

little bit against you.

But lets say you're a really

good hitter, and you actually

manage to snag a hit It head

somewhere towards the short-

stop, and you start kicking up
dust, hoping to make it to first.

As you near the plate, you can

sec the throw coming in out of

the comer of your eye It looks

like it's too high. You're going to

make it

Alright, hold it right there.

You were so busy worrying about

Henderson, you forgot what lies

at first base. The one and only

Kim Gutridge Senior co-captain

and first basemen extraordinaire.

Holder of a .995 fielding percent

age. Using her athletic pn
she makes a leap, snags the ball

in the air. and tags the base with

her foot. You're out.

With a lot of the attention put

on superstar pitcher Henderson,

people sometimes overlook
Gutridge But the Atlantic 10

All-Conference selection is a key

component of UMass' success.

"Gutty has meant everything to

this program,' coach Elaine

Sortino said. 'She is one of the

finest players the University of

Massachusetts will ever come to

know
Last year Gutridge asserted

herself as one of the most power-

ful bats on the UMass squad She

led the team in RBIs and hits,

and helped her team earn the

Atlantic 10 championship, and

eventually a trip to the Women's
College World Series.

In this year's quest to return to

the World Scries, she has fpl-

lowed suit. After winning the

A-10 tournament championship

Senior Kim Gutridge has matched her success at the plate with her strong play at first base for the UMass softball team.

|f»H,l*«»NS*N(N COUCCMN

again, the Minutewomen will play

riofstra University in an NCAA
play-in series today at Holstra at

2:30 p.m.

"Since I ve been here, we've won
| the A-IO'sl for four years in a

row. and that's a great ccotnpush

ment," Gutridge said "Now. I

think that il we keep playing rcallv

well, we can go pretty far."

Should they take the series with

Holstra. the Minutewomen will

earn themselves an automatic bid

to the NCAA tournament. UMass

will look to Gutridge to power their

olfen-e She currently holds a .409

batting avetage. top- lot the team.

"She is an outstanding hitter, she

has grown as a hitter since she got

here." Sortino said. "She is the go

to pcr-on in our lineup. Where
she'l really, really good, and rcallv.

rcallv important, and where a lot ol

people don't notice her is at first

base. She takes a lot of bad throws

and gets a lot of OUtl t<>t us."

The living Dutchwoman will be

a challenge for the Minutewomen.

The] are the America I ,i -

1

( onferance champion, and ranked

second to UMas- in the northeast

region.

'I think that we'll do pretty well,

it will he a challenge, and they'll be

tough to beat, hut I think that we
will do rei'llv well." Gutridge Mid
Although UMass is b-0 in

pit) m >'• lines, they have never

i team with llolstra's

strenglh.

"Without a doubt, they will he

tougher than anything else we laced

in previous year-.' Sortino said.

rtotstnt hold- a record of 39-15.

The Minutewomen were -cheduled

to play Hofstra on April 23. but the

game was canceled because of

inclement weather. Against com-
mon opponents. UMass is 10-0,

while Hofstra is I 1-5.

Ihe I King Dutchwomen are led

hv two sophomores. Alicia and |en

Smith tno relation). |en Smith has

a .387 batting average and a .108

Turn to SOFTBALL, page 13

Winter ball helps Pudge Rodriguez start season smoldering
By Denne H. Freeman

Associated Press

ARLINGTON, Texas — Ivan

Rodriguez wore a big smile as he

walked by general manager Doug
Melvin.

"I'm still waiting for you to tell me
how great winter ball has been for

you," Melvin said.

Rodriguez didn't say a word. He

just kept smiling, and no wondei

He's leading the major leagues with

a .440 average and has been ! scourge

to those who test his arm. throwing

out 9-of-l6 would-be stealer-

Rodriguez played in the Puerto

Rican winter league this past offaM

son, a decision that did not sit well

with his employer The six-time Gold

Glove catcher had signed a fix

$42 million contract with the Texas

Rangers, and the club felt he risked

injury.

Two years ago, the Rangers learned

what can happen in such circum-
stance!. Outfielder |uan Gonzalez was
playing in Puerto Rico and injured his

wrist dtvfng lor a ball. He missed the

first month of the season

It's not that we worn Pudge will

get worn out." Melvin said. "It's a

worry he could get hurt in a home

plate collision. That's what we worry

•bout. I le'l hist rolling the dice on an

injury that could endanger his career."

Whatevei their concerns the

Ranger- concede that the hot start by

Rodriguez can be attributed to his

conditioning when he came to spring

tiaining.

"He was -i/zling the minute he hit

the field in Port Charlotte (I la.) and

he hasn't sooted off yet," Texas first

baseman Will Clark said. "He's our

most consistent hitter."

Rodriguez, was the Al. player of the

week la-l week when he hit .520 with

f is.
c- doubles He was also the Al. play-

ii of the month. Rodriguez sort of

double-crossed the Rangers on the

winter ball issue. He said he wouldn't

play, so Texas didnt feel inclined to

include the clause in his contract.

Turn to ROOMGUCZ page 13
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The "player"

comes to UMass

MTV's Bill Bellamy

headlines The Final

Four comedy series

at the FAC tonight

at 8 p.m. Check
inside tor more (see

Arts il Living, page

S)

Looking for

a title

*

Brian Samela and
the Massachusetts
baseball team trav-

el to Boyertown.
Pa this weekend to

vie for an Atlantic

10 championship
(see Sports, page
10)

WORLD

Disappearances

denounced in Mexico

MEXICO CITY (AP) — An "alarm-

ing increase" in the number of disap-

pearances in Memco since 1 994 coin-

cides with a government crackdown

on rebels and drug trafficking.

Amnesty International said yesterday

The London-based rights group

called tor "immediate and effective

measures to put »n end to this

deplorable practice." which it said

often involves police and army forces

Authorities have denied responsi-

bility m most of the cases, it satd.

During a government crackdown on

leftists m the 1970s and early 1980s,

hundreds of people — nduckng many

DcAtocal activists and professors — were

detained by security forces, the group

said Many were tortured while m cap-

tivity; some were never seen agam For

more than 20 yean. Amnesty
International has been calling on the

government to resolve more than

1.400 disappearance! After several

yean m which there were few reported

disappearances, the group is again

insisting the government act to stop a

resurgence. Amnesty said it has seen an

"alarming increase" m the number of

disappearances since 1994, most ol

them linked to countennjurgency
operation*, especially in the southern

states of Guerrero, Oaaaca and
Chiapas Other cases were Inked to the

anti-drug effort m the northern states

of Chihuahua and Smaloa It cited a

lanuary 1994 case in which dozens of

soldiers detained three community
' leaden m the Chiapas v*age of Morefca

a week after leftist Zapatista rebels took

up arms m Chiapas to demand greater

Indian rights and democracy. The three

men were taken into a church, where

they were tortured, their screams heard

by vWagery it said

NATION

Inspections of older

Boeing 737 ordered

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Federal Aviation Administration

today ordered rapid inspections of

some older model Boeing 7}7 air-

craft after one such plane was found

last week to have holes in a pipe that

carries electrical wires through a fuel

tank on the wing FAA and Boeing

officials determined that the two pin-

sized holes were caused by electrical

arcing within that pipe, creating the

potential for the type of lank explo-

sion that is suspected of downing

TWA Flight 800 off Long Island in

|uly 1996
The immediate airworthiness direc-

tive required compliance within

seven days or five flight hours,

whichever comes later. The order

applies to 152 Boeing 737-100 and -

200 models Repairs that may have

to be made could take the plane out

of service for 15 hours, which FAA

officials conceded could cause some

delays to the flying public.

Aviation officials also announced

that they were giving the operators

of Boeing 747 and 767 aircraft 60

days to do some similar inspections.
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Former first

lady speaks at

Mt. Holyoke

Motorist injured

in bus accident
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An Amherst resident was hospi-

talised after driving hit moped into

a Pioneer Valley Transit Authority

PM Al bus on North Pleasant

Street yesterday afternoon

Paul Hughes was taken by ambu-

lance 16 Cooley Dickinson Hospital

in Northampton after sustaining

injuries from driving into the bus

"He got some serious leg

injuries," said Amherst police

Sergeant Scott Livingstone at the

scene.

According to the Amherst police,

the incident happened at 12 51

when Hughes tried to pus a

mail i

"It looks like- a gentleman on a

moped was travelling southbound

Ion North Pleasant Street] and

went around a large mail truck and

didnt see the PVTA." Uvtagstone

said.

The driver of the PVTA bus was

not at fault. If charges are Tiled,

they will be against Hughes.

There are several witnesses. The

operator of the PVTA is not at

fault If any charges are filed they

would be against the other opera

t highest.' Uvingatone sasd

Patrolman Todd Lang will be

investigating the incident.

HU Carroll

Summit addresses issue

of surveillance cameras
By JiN Carroll

coaegion own

ONMCDONMI

Rosafynn Carter spoke yesterday at Mt Holyoke

By Albertina Fernandas

ColWgon Correspondent

MH III HAD! I Y — Forme
Lady Rosalynn Carter addressed an

almost packed audience in Chapin

Auditorium about her advoca*

mental health Promoting and taking

excerpts from her new book. Helping

i ilk Venial lllnest: A
Companionate Guide for Family,

friend*, and Caregiver*. This book

was a real challenge for her to write

H she wanted a book that could

be easilv understood by ever

The hook Meers away from using too

many technical terms but is informa-

tive about what you need to know

about mental illnesses.

The book also talks about some of

the major illnesses, treatments and

symptoms It tells you where to find

help tor your loved one and how to

deal with mental illness in your fami

Iv where to go for help, what treat

rncnts arc available and legal issues

concerning mental health

"The more I learned about the

issues, the more I learned about the

grave need of people suffering

mental illnesses, the more I realized

or hoped 1 could something about it."

Carter said, describing how she

became involved with the issues

about mental health campaign Her

main concern is providing mentally ill

people, their families and friends

with resources and compassion so

that they will be able to live to

healthy and happy lives.

Carter is also an advocate for early

childhood immunizations, human
rights, conflict resolution and
empowerment of urban communities

Turn to CARTER Doge 2

Safety issues such as the help

phones, surveillance cameras in resi-

dence halls and the Escort Service

were discussed at the Campus
Summit on Safety meeting yesterday

afternoon

Installing call boxes and lighting on

a trail between Orchard Hill and

Sylvan was discussed.

"If you put phones there, then you

p| into lighting I think there is a feel-

ing that we don't warn to be
'

mg il and by then giving a false

urnv walking through that

area." said University of

Massachusetts Police Chief |ohn

1 uippold There is a feeling that it's

an okay place to walk but it's a very

isolated area."

Associate Speaker of the Student

Government Association (SOAl lodt

Bailey suggested placing a sign near

the walkway alerting students to the

danger of the trail

"Al least put a sign up there as a

warning." Bailey said "First semester

freshman don't know about (the

traill"

Security cameras were also dis-

cussed.

"There was an SGA referendum

question |studcnt responses were)

saying no way. no how." said Sarah

of the Vice Chancellors

office Student Affairs "There were

two house councils willing to do

this."

"I still recommend cameras in the

lobby of dormitories." Luippold said

Placing cameras in parking lots was

also considered

"In the yellow lot by Orchard Hill,

it feds like you're far away because of

the woods and everything You're not.

but it feels like you are." Bailey said.

"I have also tried to coat-out plac-

-,, .amcras in the parking lot- 1

1

really are far from that conversation of

who will monitor the cameras or if it

will be like the library." Lurppoid said.

"Iven if you had a camera trained

on a person keying a DM
wouldn't see it But when you've got

three drunks that pile out of a car

and jump from hood to hood that

could be seen." Sergeant Paul Vlach

said. The majority of what we had as

police problems in the lots are dam-

age and break- ins to pro;

The current Escort Service is a

pilot program

"The pilot program has changed."

I uippold said The pilot program

now has a fixed route. There are a

number of place* on campus where

the van will stop We have a second

van that drives a feeder service in the

parking lots."

The Campus Summit on Safety h »

group of students and University fac-

ulty and staff that meet to discuss

issues of physical and personal safety

on campus They work to cause insti-

tutional change and increase institu-

tional awareness of safety on campus.

lOMNI

Never talk with your mouth full!

phomore resource economics major, talks with jim Hayes, a sophomore animal science major, yesterday at the Mullins Center
|ohn Kenmuir, a so;

for the "Touring America: A Culinary Celebration

Court allows fertilized eggs to be destroyed

ON THE INTERNET

v/ww.uroass.edu/rso/colegjan

By Genaro C. Armas
Associated Press

ALBANY. NY. — The fate of a couple's frozen

embryos should be decided by the husband and

wife who created them — and not by judges —
even after the couple divorces. New York's top

court ruled yesterday.

In a first-of-its kind case to reach the Court ol

Appeals, the panel in a 7-0 decision ruled the five

eggs from Maureen Kass artificially fertilized by

then-husband Steven Kass in IW can be donated

to research, despite the woman's wish to use them

to have children.

The ruling upheld an agreement the Long Island

couple signed before completing the in-vitro fertil-

ization process.

"We're bitterly disappointed at this point. Mrs.

Kass wanted to have a child," said her lawyer

Vincent Stempel.

Steven Kass' attorney did not immediately return

phone calls seeking comment.

Courts in various states have been wrestling with

the question of frozen embryos and divorce for

years. In a 1912 Tennessee case, that state's

Supreme Court ruled that the husband's right not

to have children outweighed his wife's rights to

donate the embryos to an infertile couple.

However, the Tennessee case did not involve a

contract signed by husband and wife as the Kass

case does, and Maureen Kass' attorney has said it is

the first of its kind in the country.

Before going through the procedure, the Kasses

signed the contract indicating what they wanted to

do with the eggs, known as pre-zygotes. if they did

not want to go through with a pregnancy. Such a

contract is recommended under voluntary guide-

lines issued by the American Society for

Reproductive Medicine, but not mandated by law.

In the 2 1 -page decision yesterday. Chief ludge

ludith Kaye reverted back to that agreement, saying

it was a "quintessentially personal, private deci-

sion."

Turn to EtSOS, page 2
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Ross to push

for action in

Middle East
By Terence Hunt

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — With the clock

running on a U.S. ultimatum. President

Clinton rushed Mideast envoy Dennis

Ross to Israel yesterday to press for a

breakthrough on troop withdrawals

from the West Bank Clinton said "very

hard decisions* are needed to keep the

peace process alive

In an embarrassment for the White

House. Hillary Rodham Clinton said

she supports creation of a Palestinian

state Clinton's spokesman said that

did not reflect the president's belief

that Israel and the Palestinians should

resolve the issue themselves. Mrs.

Clinton is "free to be as outspoken as

she wishes to be." presidential

spokesman Mike McCurry said. That
v iew expressed personally by the first

lady is not the view of the president
."

Republicans accused the president

of bullying Israel and siding with

Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat The

\\ hue House countered that the GOP
was playing poritica.

With the peace process stalled for

more than a year, the United States

created a sense of urgency by

demanding that Israel agree toi II

percent pullbeck of the West Bank as

the price for attending peace talks in

Washington beginning Monday

The IS plan would require Israeli

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu

to reverse himself and give up more

territory than he has been saying is

safe to return to the Palestinians

As Ross headed for Israel. State

Department spokesman lames Foley

said. Time is urgent We regard this

as a strategic opportunity not 10 be

missed because the clock is ticking
."

The White House said the U.S.

terms, announced Tuesday by

etary of State Madeleine

Albright, would not be relaxed

"Secretary Albright has made clear.

and we would reiterate, we are not

going to water down our ideas."

\UCurry said

Administration officials, however,

said Ross would explore with

Netanyahu how Israel could meet the

I ! target, suggesting there was flexi-

bility in how to achieve the goal. Foley

said Ross would discuss possible

"refinements* to break the deadlock and

permit the Monday tasks to take place.

Amid fresh Republican criticism.

Clinton said he was trying "simply to

regain the momentum that has been

lost in the pest few months" but 'not

by imposing our ideas on anyone."

'What we're searching for is com-

mon ground to achieve what Prime

Minister Netanyahu asked us to pur-

sue a year ago: the start of accelerat-

ed permanent status negotiations."

Those talks are to deal with the

toughest issues: the future of

lerusalem. lewish settlers, refugees,

final borders and Palestinian

demands for a state.

"I do not want to minimize the dif-

ficulties." Clinton said. "Both sides

have to make very nard decisions if

we're going to keep moving forward."

From Clinton on down, the admin-

istration stressed that it was
Netanyahu who asked the United

States to support jumping ahead to

permanent status negotiations. If

Netanyahu balks now. administration

officials reasoned, he will have to

shoulder the responsibility for pro-

longing the impasse.

Ariel Sharon. Israel's minister of

national infrastructure who is known

for his hawkish views, said he could

not accept "dictates" when it comes

to Israel's "vital security problems."

Sharon's comments, at a symposium

sponsored by the Washington
Institute for Near East Policy, echoed

remarks Wednesday by Netanyahu in

criticizing the U.S. position.

Foley, the State Department
spokesman, said Netanyahu asked

Albright by telephone yesterday

morning to send Ross to Israel "to

bridge the remaining gaps" between

Israel and the United States. Ross

was to arrive today.

The White House and State

Department rejected criticism from

House Speaker Newt Gingrich and

other Republicans that Clinton was

trying to strongarm Israel.

McCurry said the Republicans were

"just trying to make politics on every-

thing. And they're not having much
luck." McCurry said. "We have no con-

cern whatsoever politically about

President Clinton's standing in the

American krwish community. He is con-

sidered to be and he is one of the most

stalwart supporters the state of Israel has

ever had in the American presidency."

Foley rejected the notion that the

United States is asking concessions

only from Israel. He noted that the

U.S. suggestion that Israel surrender

1 3 per cent of its territory on the

West Bank falls far short of

Palestinian demands. Nonetheless, he

pointed out that Palestinian leader

Yasser Arafat has agreed to it.
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Good heavens!
Elizabeth Bean, an undeclared freshman, gets showered by snow as she helps set up lor Angers in America

yesterday in the Student Union.

TEXTBOOK ANNEX BUYBACK
NEW LOCATION

8UY8ACK!
mmmmmmammmmum omi

WED., THUP.S. G FRI., MAY 20-22

NOONS PM
No Walk Ups Please • UMASS Students Only • ID Required

Buyback at the Annex and Campus Center

starts May 14th.

Campus Police Log
Accident— Leaving the Scene

May 5

A parked vehicle was struck in

parking lot 24 on Clark Hill Road.

Accident — Property Damage
May5
A two-vehicle accident occurred

on the third level of the campus
center garage. No injuries were

reported.

Annoying Behavior

Win S

Individual reported being

harassed by individuals on the

Academic Mall.

Mm t>

Bottles and trash were reported

being thrown from a window in

Mary Lyon Residence Hall.

Disturbance

Mm r>

Bottles were reported being

thrown from a w mdow in Kennedy

Residence Hall.

Intoxicated males were in front

of Cashin Residence Hall.

Officers were called to deal with

unruly individuals at University

Health Services.

Larceny

Map *

A license plate was reported

stolen from a vehicle in parking lot

63 on Stockbndgc Road.

An upright vacuum cleaner was

reported stolen from a janitor's

closet in I each Residence Hall.

AfaTjr 5

A telephone was reported stolen

from a room in Crabtree Residence

Hall

A bicycle was reported stolen

from Thatcher Residence Hall

May 6
An individual from Baker

Residence Hall misrepresented

himself to order CD*.

A wallet which has been rtolen

from an office in Universi', Health

Services was recovered in Boyden

Gym.
A bicycle seat was reported stolen

from lohnson Residence Hall.

A mountain bike was reported

stolen from Patterson Residence

Hall.

Suspicious Person/Activity

May 7

lames Rodes Anderson, 2 1 , of 6

Willard l.n . Lynnfield was arrested

on University Drive for wanton

destruction of property.

Vandalism

May 4

Glue was put in the lock of a

room in Brooks Residence Hall.

A rear light was smashed on a

vehicle in parking lot 65 on

Stockbridge Road.

A child's bicycle was destroyed

on Kennedy Road

May 5

A vehicle in parking lot 22 on

Universitv Drive was damaged.

Mm p

A swastika was drawn on a

poster that was hanging in the

lobby of Cance Residence Hall.

Carter
continued from page 1

while at the Carter Center in Atlanta, Ga., — an organiza-

tion she founded. Carter performs most of her advocacy

at the Center

The Center participates in annual symposiums that date

back to 1^X4 or 1485. The symposiums which brought

together mental health organizations from all over the

country to discuss better ways to help people with mental

health issues didn't become successful until the 1990s.

"More then t>0 organization* during the last five or »o

yean have come together in the Carter Center to discuss

issues that were pertinent (to mental heath)." Carter t

Carter proposed to the need to end stigmatism and dis

crimination that prevents so many from seeking treatment

or even admit having a mental disorder

"Investing in early intervention is so important." Carter

said while giving encouraging advice to people concerned

with mental health issues She urged people to contact

their senator or congressman to support laws like Senate

Bill 2165 which prevents insurance companies from dis-

criminating against people who suffer from mental disor

ders. Carter answered questions and signed her book after

her speech.

eggs
continued from page I

It should be the couple, "not the

state and not the court*, who b\ their

prior directive make this deeply per-

sonal life choke." Kaye wrote

The Court of Appeals ruling

upheld a lower state appeal* court

ruling Originally, a trial judge had

ruled in the woman's favor, but that

decision had been overturned by the

Appellate Division of state Supreme

Court

The Kasses could not have children

naturally due to the woman* expo-

sure to the drug DES when her moth

er was pregnant with her. In 1993.

Maureen Kass' sister agreed to be

impregnated with one of the artifi-

cially-inseminated eggs, but the pro-

cedure failed. The couple split up
soon afterward The agreement both

had signed implied the fertilized eggs

be destroyed and donated to research

if both parties did not agree to use

them
The legal wrangling began when

Maureen Kass now 39, argued she

never lost hope of having a baby and

wanted to use the eggs for implanta-

tion. Her husband said he did not

want to have a child by his former

wife.

The case could have an affect on the

estimated 20.000 frozen embryos sub-

icct to dispute across the country In

all. there are estimated to be about

100.000 embryos in storage nation-

wide. The decision will hopefully rnflu

ence couples going through test tube

fertilization to consider more carefully

Wstfk conditions about what they

want done with the eggs should they

e, said Dr. Benjamin Younger.

director of the Birmingham.

Ala. -based American Society of

Reproductive Medicine

"When you're sitting there as a

couple wanting desperately to have a

child it s hard to think at that time

that you're going to get a divorce."

Younger said.

Under voluntary guidelines issued

by Younger's organization, it is rec-

ommended that fertility doctors urge

patients to sign such an agreement

before proceeding

But some critics claim those guide-

line* are ambiguous, and say a stan-

dardized pre procedure contract is

needed.

A pioneer bill introduced recently

by New York state Sen. Roy
Goodman of Manhattan would for-

malize who gets custody of the

embryos in specific cases such as

death or divorce, and how they will

be used It would make an agreement

between the partners legally binding

"The | Court of Appeals | ruling is a

very wise decision." Goodman said.

"It recognizes the fact there should he

a clear-cut agreement among spouses

But the decision will likely not

scare away prospective couples from

considering in vitro fertilization, said

Dr. laniie Griffo. director of repro

ductive endocrinology at New York

I niversity Medical Center.

'Nobody goes to in-vitro fertiliza-

tion thinking they're going to go

through a divorce. This is just an

unfortunate situation." Griffo said.

"But you can't have somebody
becoming an unconsenting parent.

That's just not right." he added.

Correction

In yesterday's story, *SGA approves latest elections, 199*5- 99 budget."

the statement regarding the attendance of Jewish Student Union (JSU)

meetings tripling should have been attributed to JSU member Rachel

KristoL The Collegian regrets the error.
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Come Celebrate the End of the Semester

Once More Before Finals

Sat May 9th

International Night

at Club Metro

COLLEGE GRADUATES

Drink Specials

Fnt* Giveaways
All Nlte
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You Need It..,

We've Got It!

nmnt A Cm
You old I.mads it through coSege and got

your <Sptoma Time tor »ie reel world and •

real career now al you need b experience

Youl gat that and more at Enterprise Rent-

a-Car, the largest car rental and leasing

company m tie country with $3.5 BHon In

revenues and growing tact Our entry level

Management Trainee programs otter arrtt-

ttous, motivated grada Ike you tie toe* you
need to bued a successful career- plus

amazing benefits and growth potential

Hands-on Management Training

Unamaed Orowtli Potential

100% Promotion from Within

First Year Earnings of $24-*25K

Excaaent Benefits Including 401K and
ProfM Sharing

Enterprise Is growing at 25% annually

with 3.500 offices worldwide with many
more to come. a remarkable opportunity

for college grads on the fast track to a
major career

A bachelor's degree wHh sales, business or

customer service experience strongly pre-

ferred. Clean driving record a must To team
about opportunities m our ENTRY LEVEL
Manegement Training Program, vis* our
awarcfwinning website at www erac.com or
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Windsor, CT 06095

An Equal Opportunity Employe}'
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What do you think about the actions

police took to stop Hohart Hoe-down?

"I thought it was kind of silly,

and I don't know why they

even care."

"Sometimes they should just lay

oft. What upset me the most,

some of my friends had trouble

getting into their own houses."

"I'm sure if I was a resident at

Hobart Lane, I'd feel like my
rights were violated."

"It was illegal. They basically

turned Hobart Lane into a

police state Students should

revolt"

Troy Cummings
fmhman/economks

Soutmveif

jertiof/comrriuracrjOom dborderj

North Amherst

Adrienne Copen
tumor/piychology

Northeast

sssssssj paw
Ainhtnl

"I think it was an invasion of

their privacy I think they took

it too far. I'd be mad rf I lived

there, I'd be upset
"

Alanna Barnes

iennr/piychotogy

Amherst

"I believe it's an invasion of pri-

vacy, an unjustifiable use of

police prrvisege, a disruption of

a UMass tradition.''

Todd Lewis

ientot/pokticol scene*

Amherst

Year 2000 problem still a threat Clinton scraps plan to visit Ireland

By Dorian* Supervilte

Associated Press

WASHINGTON Mounting demands on the

Internal Revenue Service as it races to solve the year

2000 computer problem ate creating a "dangerous and

risks situation" lot the tax agency Commissioner

c harles O Roasotti told a House panel yestei

Representatives of other federal agencies under juris

diction of the House Ways and Mean* oversight subcom-

mittee also testified about efforts to correct the comput

cr glitch caused by many computers use ol two digit-

lor years, such as 4g lor 1*»8. Unless corrected their

inability to distinguish 2000 Irom H00 threaten* opera-

nt the government as well as in the private at

\t the IRS. the need to implement hundreds of tax-

code change* required b\ the 1«W7 tax lav. are adding to

the problem. Rossotli said. Many IRS programmer*

assigned to the year 2000 problem must pull double

dutv to manage the tax-law revisions, he said

Because of the resulting backlog. Rossotli told the

-ubeommittee. some of the pro-taxpayer provisions of an

IRS reform bill ncaring Senate passage should be

delayed for several years so as not to apajajMca»a further

the massive computer reprogramming job already under

way.

"Do you have the retources to do all of this M

asked Rep krrv Klec/ka. (D-*
have an extraordinarily thin management struc

ture at the IRS and we have a lot going." replied

oil i former head of a computer consulting firm

»ho took over the IRS last year "Vse really cannot cram

•rung more into this computer system. It's already

high I

Rossotli said the IRS also is developing contingency

plans and has set a lanuary 1999 deadline for overhaul

ing its systems, to be followed by a full year of testing

Harris Miller, president of the Information

Technology Association of America, urged Congress to

heed Rossotti's request to relax some of the timelines in

the pending legislation "in order to ensure that our tax

collection system is able to operate effectively in the year

MOO
"

hnson. (R Conn ). who chairs the sub-

committee, said the government has more than 7.850

"mission critical' systems that must function at the turn

. century

"What has become evident to me is that this is a major

management problem with a technical component." she

urt of the hearing "Ian I 2OO0. is a finite

dutv that cannot be missed without affecting millions

and millions of Americans
"
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By Robert Bums
Assotxaed Press

vv XSHIM.ION President Clinton has decided

•gains i visiting Northern Ireland to campaign for a May

22 referendum on an Insh peace accord, but he prebabh;

will go afterward. NMiite House ofTtaab said yeaterday

The president had considered visiting Belfaat iniBsd-

Mav after attending a summit of industrialired nations in

Birmingham, trtsrland. but he decided his presence might

disrupt the push for approval of the peace pact. While

House press secretary Mike Mcturry said

decided to keep the focus where it should be — on

the work that the leaders of the communities arc doing to

bring the agreement to their constituencies, to argxu

merits, and to make the decision that people freely need

McQan) >! rcp°r,crv

LXir own participation in that discussion would not do

am thing necesaarily to hurt the process M
"but would not likely do anything to contribute to a very

good and spirited debate that * already under way."

Former U.S. Sen. Georpe Mstehell the chief architect of

the agreement, had urged C Itnton to i ern

Ireland as soon u e But the province* main

testant panv the I Uter I had advised against

it. saving it sould be perceived by voter* aa foreign inter

ferem

The peace accord struck Apnl 10 among eight parties

and the British and Irish governments is aimed at ending

Hi scar* o! violence in Northern Ireland The accord

requires all the province's paramilitary groups to surren-

der their arms. If voters in the Irish Republic and

Northern Ireland approve, the pact will create a new

Northern Ireland administration that cooperates with the

Irish Republic in polio making committee*

Clinton met in the Vshite House yesterday with victims

of the sectarian violence in Northern Ireland and

announced that his administration remained committed to

helping spur Insh economic development

•ward, the president issued a written statement

describing his meeting with 10 representatives of • W I

Center a support group for victims of violence in

•rvem Ireland.

"I was inspired by their courage in rejecting violence

and working for lasting peace in a land where people are

not labeled by religion or national preference." Clinton

said

lames I yons. Clinton's special adviser on economic

issues for Ireland, told reporter* alter the meeting that a

10 Belfast and Dublin could have boosted

ajj in the Mav 22 referendum, but the president felt 11

rx-M u> keep his distance for now.

frodudtto
Conoerbe

Four:

Improv Group

Comedy Sportz

Bowker Auditorium

8PM
Movie following

unance

Good Will Hunting

FREE

MTV's Bill Bellamy
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Deep thoughts
I

have come down with a drastic case of senionti-

Due to this debilitating condition I have found ter-

rible difficulty communicating articulate thoughts,

so I'm sorry that I will not be able to write the usual,

coherent article you're used to. Instead I offer vou

some gripes, some of my "Deep Thoughts," if you will

I'm sorry if it's a little disjointed, but so are my
thought patterns at the moment Here's what's on my
mind.M
Beware of first impressions. A good

example: I walk into a class at the begin-

ning of the semester and my professor

has a nose ring. You know who you are.

While I have nothing against people who
pierce their bodies, there was something

unusual about a teacher who has a nose

ring (the T.A. has a tongue stud) But it

made me realize something — soon this

will be common.
All the young kids with piercings in

their eyebrows, noses, tongues and else-

where are the future of this country

Maybe that's just what we need. Maybe
things will turn around when we see pierced noses and

tribal tattoos in Congress. Maybe one day we'll have a

president who has a tongue stud — that'll be pretty

cool

lust remember, I think piercings are pretty cool, but

employers don't Or if you don't care you could just say

"vrc» em.
• ••

Welcome to the University of Massachusetts
me to a police state, where thousands of criminal

records begin every year. I heard that in an effort to

stop student drinking, there will be a new branch ol

the police department next year, the Thought Police

Maybe the police should start shutting down **)
street that has ever had a party. Maybe they should

have officers pacing through the dorms, sniffing under

doors, searching rooms for alcohol.

Maybe they shoe id stop harassing students
.. •

I n been so out of touch lately, I've been getting all

of my new* from "The Daily Show." You'd be sur-

prised how much information you can get from this

brilliant half-hour show. I love the five questions, and

Craig Kilborne is the best anchor on television.

|.iM>n I im man

I'm sick of people asking me what I'm going to Jo
after graduation. I know they're just being nice, but I

can't stand it anymore. For all of you who might ask

me in the next fe* weeks, here's my plan: Me and m>

dog. Scooby. are going to rent a van. and travel around

the country solving mysteries at amusement parks.

I guess I can stop saving myself for Uma Thurman
now or Uma Thurman got married this weekend. M I

guess I'm an eligible bachelor again.
•••

I think everione should give blood at

these blood drives on campus I think

it's important to get involved with com
munity service projects. If you have
money give money I don't have money,

all I can donate is time and blood, and I

don't have any time available ri^tht now
•••

Some people take themselves way loo

seriously. Everything has to be a war for

some people, everything has to be a

fight. These are our college years, we
should be enjoying them

A great man once said "I ile moves prcttv last II \ou

don't stop and look around once in awhile, you might

miss it." That man was Ferris Hueller

Save Ferris.
• ••

Beware of the Free Mmom. For those of >ou who
don't know, the Free Masons are a secret society which

goes back hundreds of years Our forefathers were all

Masons There are Masonic symbols on the back of the

dollar bill. The "all- seeing e\e." and the pyramid arc

both masonic »>mlxils Some people believe Masons
assassinated George Washington, replaced him with a

look-alike, and that's who actually is on the front d
the dollar bill

I don't know about that, but there's some weird stutt

going on the dollar bill

• ••

I Mass really does have a lot of opportunities to take

advantage of Get involved — I wish I had sooner II

you don't know what you want to do with u>ur life.

don't worrv I'm 22. graduating in a few short weeks,

and have no idea what I want to do.

But me and Scooby are going to have a great sum-

mer.

lason Eiseman is a Collegian columnist

Too hot for TV.;?

Last Friday on the "Howard
Stern Show," Jerry Springer

boldly stated that he would
not change the format of his much
ballyhoocd television show. This

despite the fact that his producers

had met with religious leaders in

Chicago who angrily opposed what

they considered a violence-filled

pom fest. This all adds to the

latest turmoil sur-

rounding the "leiry

Springer Show." a

program which ajjajaajjjBjjjjjjjj

Congress has called

a parade of perversity and that the

president of ABC has deemed unfit

for his network. I guess ABC was
okay with unfunny lesbian comedi-

ans, but not shows in which people

beat the hell out of each other on
stage The latest reports that surfaced

on the television show "Extra" say

that 16 former Springer guests claim

the show is rehearsed and the Tights

you see are fake. These guests have

also signed on with a lawyer who
says he has been inundated with

offers from a story writer with
Hollywood connections. I don't sup-

pose there are any hidden, ulterior

motives behind all this No. of course

not. Springer, a former lawyer

and also the former mayor of

Cincinnati, emphatically denies any

wrongdoing by the show. He says

that the rules for the show are that

guests have to tell the truth (they

must sign an affidavit saying that

they will) and that producers can not

in any way instruct the guests how to

act. The producer who may be to

blame for all of this nonsense is

Norm Lebeau, who. of course, denies

ever doing anything wrong. Past

guests have cited Lebeau as the con-

spirator who orchestrates the plot

and action for certain shows
Executive producer Richard Dawson
said that no one on the show has ever

participated in duping anyone and if

someone on the

Michael C. Mann
I staff is found to

have done such

BBBBBBBBBBBaajjaaaji a ihing that

they will imme-
diately be fired. I find it very hard

to believe that a majority of these

fights are rigged after having viewed

the television show on a regular basis

for the past four years. I've also

watched his "Too Hot for TV" video-

tape (the fastest selling video in

America) and two other unreleascd

Springer tapes which could only be

specially purchased if vou ordered
the first volume. "Too Hot for TV 2"

and "Bad Boys and Naughty Girls"

are an even better watch than the

first tape, and clearly show that fists

are substantially landed when they

are thrown by Springer's vast cornu-

copia of deranged guests. Someone
may pull a punch occasionally, but a

majority of these fights are definitely

real and not Don King-esque

The best part of the controvers\ i*

how laid back |crry Springer is about

the whole thing. He insists that peo-

ple "should relax and stop taking the

show so seriously." the same very

show which he says is the stupidest

on television No one is watching the

show for the future of America, says

Springer, and people should just

u for what it is worth Preach

on. "em If this show has an

impact on children, don't kill the

messenger look directly at the par-

ents. If children have such little self-

control that viewing a daytime talk

show causes a problem, then parents

need to step up and take responsibili-

ty for the lackluster job they are

doing at teaching their children how
to act. As for promoting violence I

don't believe "The lerry Springer
Show" does anymore than vour
evervdav evening newscast would. I

find it hard to believe that people

have nothing better to do with their

time than whine and protest about a

mentally deficient daytime talk show.

This reminds of past controversies

surrounding 2 Live Crew and
Andrew Dice Clay, when First

Amendment haters wanted their CDs
pulled off of the shelves, lust like no

one is forcing anyone to watch
Springer, no one was making t (un-

people buy or even listen to these

CDs. Plain and simple, if you don't

want to h>:ar something, then just

don't buy it. and il >ou don't like a

show on television, then change the

channel and don't watch it

How much of an effect will these

recent allegations have against the

show? The answer will be in the rat-

ings, ratings which consistently rank

"The lerry Springer Show" as the

highest rated talk show on television.

Michael C Mann is a UMass student

www.umass.edu/rso/colegian
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Letters to the Editor

Rethinking
homelessness

To the Editor

You know the stereotype — long

straggly hair and beard that

haven't been cut or cleaned for
years, ripped clothes, panhandling
and a cardboard box. This it soci-

ety's view of the typical homeless
individual. However, we are writ-

ing to prove that this stereotype is

not true.

As a group project, we volun-

teered at the Grove Street Inn in

Northampton. After eating a some-
what edible dinner of our own cre-

ation, we began to engage in intel

ligent conversations with the

housemates. To our amazement,
the average amount of education
was the completion of four years

of college One such individual

I obtained two masters degrees

and is currently working on pub-
lishing a book. This goes to show
that just because one graduates
Irom college, it doesn't guarantee

a secure future.

"I ou are probably asking why
then did they end up in a homeless
shelter, and we discovered that the

reasons are closer to home than

one would think The primary
causes that they shared ranged
from family break-up. high cost of

living, moving away from one's

roots, low wage jobs without bene-

fits and the mental stresses that

accompany all these. These are

fears that we all share, yet most of

us have the support systems that

we can rely on. where others do
not.

We found that these individuals

were charming, intelligent, inspira-

tional and most of all real One
such housemate shared with us

what they wanted the world to

know about homelessness: "The

homeless are people, too, that

being homeless is a condition and

not a label, that being homeless is

not a crime, that homelessness can

happen to anyone, and that the)

have rights like anyone else
"

Russell Sienkewicz.
Northampton Police Chief, recent

ly offered his feelings on the mat-

ter: "It is unfortunate that one bad

apple throws a label on everyone

Stereotypes are held by people

with no direct contact to these

individuals and in turn have very

narrow mentalities on these situa-

tions."

Now. before you start to stereo

type the homeless, remember that

the reasons stated are realistic

enough for it to happen to you

lust as another stated: " It can

happen to anyone So before you

point a finger or label a person,

remember you are a candidate for

homelessness. There is a slim line

that separates it

Carrie Esposito

lulie Lcviac

Kern Grief

Central Area Residence

Hillel congratu-

lates

SGA
To the Editor:

I wanted to take this opportune

to congratulate the SGA's Ways
and Means Committee for the sue

cessful passage of the budget act I

know many tensions and emotions

were felt throughout the process

but in the end I am aware of the

vast work of the committee. In par-

ticular I wanted to congratulate

Seth Avakian, Chairman of the

Ways and Means Committee, for

his fantastic diligence in ironing out

an agreeable proposal. I also

wanted to thank the entire Senate

body, Speaker Cook and Associate

Speaker Bailey for allowing us to

speak at your meeting. I hope that

no ill feelings developed between

Hillel's lewish Student Union and

any particular member or member-
because of any comments.

As an RSO it was necessat

us to let the SGA and the student

body know that we were not happy

with the budget We hope that

next year we can work with the

SGA to appeal the finance commit
tee for additional funding

Thanks and congratulations once

again

Daa Friedman
\ ice President of

Administration

Hillel's lewish Student Union

We

Letters most be lypid. m
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Hope for the future
In

trying to keep up with the news of the outside

world. I checked out the day's Boston Herald
edition. The front page reported that singer

Carlv Simon is battling breast cancer. That's too

had

I don't know who she is. but I do know that cancer

is not the best thing to have. I wish I could help her

I feel bad for anyone who has cancer

I '•tart to read the next article.

What? Oh. no! bjjjjjbbbbbbbbbbi

Save Mr. T.

Not the famous Mr. T? »»_
Lawrence Tao. the big bad B. A.

Barracks from the "A-Team." with the Mohican hair-

cut and big gold chains around his neck, has been

diagnosed with cancer. He has a form of lymphoma.
Mr. T became a part of "80s sitcom era," when he

Marred as Clabber Lag, Rock's enemy in Rocky ///

H also starred in "T. and T," and the cartoon
which ruled my childhood. "Mr. T."

Poor Mr. T.

What is happening to everyone?

They're all dropping like flies because of these

annoying diseases.

Every time I pick up a newspaper, some of the

greatest athletes, actors, politicians and music stars

are all headlined from suffering, and then eventually

dving from lethal diseases such as cancer and AIDS.
Will someone save them? I'm tired of reading

about it.

The news of Ervin Magic lohnson being infected

with HIV just hit the roof all around the world, as

did Tommy Gun's announcement of also being

infected with the HIV Great baseball star Mickey
Mantle died of cancer. Mario Lemieux and Nancy
Reagan are unfortunately living with the disease.

And who can forget about mellow reggae singer Bob
Marley? He died of cancer as well.

Millions of people all around the world are dying

and suffering from diseases that cannot be cured.

It's hard to think that they are all just sitting ducks

with no way to recover.

So with my thought, I look past the Carly Simon
story, cried over the Mr. T story and then kept read-

ing.

"The Hundred Club honors one of its own." No
thanks, I'll skip that article. "GOP hits bricks for

signatures." Um, maybe I'll read that story later.

Milium Valencia

A couple of pages later I read "Government may
rush testing of two tumor-shrinking drugs."

What?
Save Mr. T.

The article (Boston Herald. May b. page Xi MM
that experiments in eradicating tumors in laboranrs

mice were successful.

Dr. ludah Folkman tested this theory by injecting

mice with tumors with angio
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaai statin and endostatin

When the drugs were injected.

sj cancer cells shrank to microscop-

ic proportions and lay inactive.

There were no other tumors found on the mice.

They were left healthy

Yet no testing has been done on humans, even
though some cancer experts look at the discovery as

a possible cancer cure.

The article said that human experiments with the

drugs could begin within three to four months
instead of the minimum year waiting period for new
medications.

Furthermore, I sit here reading more and more
stories about people contracting these diseases and
not about people's tumors being shrunk.

If the drugs mentioned are a definite cure, mil-

lions of people all over will finally be relieved of

their diseases. Why wait? Let's get working.
Dr. |ohn Holaday. EntreMed president and chief

executive officer has said. "We don't want to make
false hopes or projections we can't keep."

Well I don't think that someone dying and suffer-

ing from the disease would refuse anything that at

least had a small chance at saving their life. It

couldn't make things any worse.
The government should allow the testing to occur

immediately and patients who will die in a short
period of time anyway can at least have one last

hope. If the medicine can actually eliminate a
mouse's tumor, it should at least be a last resort to

save someone from suffering.

We can't bring Bob Marley back, but we can at

least try to save the hopeful Bob Marley of the
future, before he dies in two months.

If he will die anyway, why not take an edge, try

the medicine right away? There's nothing you can
lose.

Milton Valencia is a UMass student.
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Cats on the prowl at Mullins Bellamy (Si Winslow to perform
By Jason Trenkle

CoHegian Staff

As a co-production effort bj

Something I w-i\ hkj.n (SI I > and

Uaiverslty Productions and
Concerts i L PC i MTV I Bill

Bellamy and Police Academy's
Michael Winslow v»ill perform at

the Universiiv ol Massachusetts

line Ms Center \hi- evening at 8

p in

The event is a part of ihe "Final

Four: rxil Laughing Comedy
-" to kick ofl the end of the

school year.

V1ich.nl Winslow. the wierd and

wack^ Ullicci I arvclle |unc«" from

the /'"(.< Inafiwj liim tafias il

now pedonning nationwide- lor col-

leges rxcfusivci) in part ol Funny

frtlHTW* on C ainpu- known as the

' "vocal gymnastics." he

can batiste over 1 .000 vocal

impression* and now bring- his

high -energy show to UMass.
Winslow has .ilso been featured

in films such as Checch and
Chong's Next Movi* and \ur
Dreams. Mel Brooks' Spaceballs,

Ha\ watch \ights and The
\cadem\ \uards. He has also

been pluved a guiding role behind

the scenes as the voice of "Stripe"

in Gremlins and when Michael I

Pol doc- his little dance in Hack

h> lite Euiure 5. it is tVaTMarja/l

voice vou hear doing the foot

shuffles. This doesn't even include

In- various television appearance-

with the "Tomorrow Show."
"David Letterman." "Arsenio
Hall," "Larry King" and "Regis

and Kathie Lee."

W in-low said that he does a lot

of interview- hut hi- shows are

"entertainment hased" porgrams

\\ hen vou come to my show
vou might tee litni Hendrix come
back to lite for a moment I've got

ouaniv caaxa. sowee

The cast dances the Jefkde Ball tn Cats, the international award-winning Andrew Lloyd Webber musical playing

at the William D Muffins Center this weekend

their own records, breaking the records set by the origi-

nal tour ol Oklahoma' to become the longest running

individual touring company in history at 10 yea'

By Emily Trask

Coleosan Staff

the longest running Broadway musical in history

will hit the Mullins Center this weekend. Surpassing the

previou- record holder A Chorus line, which stood

strong at to. I»7 consecutive shows Cats has been said

in have been one of the first mega musical* of the '80s.

which were responsible for rev itaim lumping

Broadwjv reputation

The combined touting compam ol ( .j/>
I

I through

4) broke the record for the longest continuous touring

<how several years ago.

The I rial louring Company opened Dec 2

1

|s»»t*. in Boston and went on (a perforin in Washington.

Philadelphia. Chicago. Denver. San Francisco and
Detroit before closing Nov B, MK7.
The S Vitional Touring Company ran from Ian

-iKS through Nov 8. 1986 in Los Angeles at the

Shuhcri Theatre

The Third National Touring Company opened Sept.

1 1, |s)8t> in West Point and toured the country through
•

the fourth National Touring Company is setting

'coming lesus Christ Superstar'• un of

IBS ihc original n of

ihe longest running

of the British Theai

rheie- have been performers who have

plaved various roles in the show over ihe- pa-l 10 sears.

There have been 12 Kum lum ruggers and Bustopher

lone-ZA-parj, I Munku-trap- and fel

standbvs Sis women have plaved the role ol Grtzabella.

made famous hs the show * hit "Mem.
Because lats is well know for it- large and

tacular eat, n will be interesting to *ec the Iran-'

(nation of the Mullins Center into the famous feline

den
opens tonight at 8 p m . with additional perlor

rnances tomorrow and Sunday at 2 p.m. and 7>0 p m
both das* So be sure to chevk out thi* audience pleas-

er. which has been seen bv more than eight million

people in New Nork .i ire to leave the crowd*

in Amherst purring lor

i vomtwxc tvw»mw u»c

MTV'j Bill Bellamy (pictured) and Michael Winslow of the Police

Academy movies promise to yuk it up at the fine Arts Center tonight at 8

p m. Admission for UMass students is only $3 with ID.

a whole sound library of things."

Win-low -aid in a pies- release.

Winslow grew up in a military

family and as a child he entertained

a lot of students and teacher- Alter

having revealed his talent. Winslow

-tailed to perform to larger groups

and then nationalls He -av- thai he

has learned to save hi- voice for his

"imitation- ' However, all of hi-

shows are more variets based, and

he adds liveliness to hi- comedy
with sound One of hi- tavoin

is adding caricature to the entire

Ol Sinip-on trail "rikrhl down
to ludge Ito being the l.i-in.inian

IVvil." said Win-low

Cuirenilv the ho-t d M IV- hn

video/interview show \ll\ lams.

Bill Bcllaim is ihc comedian choice

for baby boomer- with hi- laniou-

tag line. "I'm in the hoooou-c

rill recent Showtime special

"Booty Call." was the network-

highest rated -penal in the last

In growing up. Bcllaim - eeri)

years revolved around Big Wheels

and Saturday morning cartoons IU-

discovercd his knack for coined)

when he decided to entei a male

int -how Participant- of the

it had to showcase a certain

talent Knowing onlv how to make
people laugh. Bellamv came up with

a comedv routine and won
prize in the pageant.

"The things I talk about in my
comedy are my e»pcrien

Bellamy said in a press release. "I

don't make a conscious elfon to do

a cenain kind of comedv. I iust do

what I know
"

Hi- past experiences include a

national debut appearance on
"Showtime at the Apollo," "The

no Hall Show." "Young
medians' Special* and i-

the current host ol "MT\ IW
-ting IWI^ i- a dream conic-

true." Bellamy said "I've afa

achieved all my personal go.i

.me thing else is a plus
"

sefs are on sale and un a

.J seating busts, and tii-

limited XJnnsston is $'-

Undent* and $10 for general pub

lie Call the FAC bo.

Ji/ / lor pur tick*-!

intormainm.

Thursday Night

Graphics

sends

warm

This

Summer

# aV ev «*»»*

) lie l'xi'i
.
Vmiiuit

Blame it on her

•Tll» KXN CLMtl

Alana Davis, basking in the success of "32 Flavors," warms up for this summer's H.O.R.D.E. Festival tonight

in the club room (downstairs) at Pearl Street. The show is all ages and begins at 8 p.m.

DIVISION Of CONTINUING I C IT I I

U M ASS Su M M E R S ESS I O N 1998

Over 2 SO
credit courses

Including

• Architectural Drawing

• Communication Disorders

• Environmental Biology

• Culture A Economics of

U.S. Prisons

• Sign Language

• Gaming & Casino

Management

• International Marketing

• Nursing

• Music Education

• Issues in Classroom
Management

• Medical Interpreting &
Translating

• Cobol and Database Design

Classes offered evenings, daytime,

weekends, off and on campus

Part-time degree
programs, both graduate

and undergraduate

• Bachelor of General Studies

•M.LI.S.

• MS. m Labor Studies

• Master of Music Education

• M.S. In Plant ft SoH Sciences

• Masters In Education

• MBA Professional Program

• RN to BS In Nursing

• Master's PubUc Policy and

Administration

Session It Juno 2-July 10

Session II: July 1 4-August 20

Variable Sessions

for a free course catalog

call 4I3-S45-0I07 or e-mail

contined@admin.umass.edu

www.umass.edu/contJned/

for updated course information

a quality education at

an affordableprice

"AN C £

Friday, May 8th, 1998

6:30pm-1 :00am

• ' C "'. ER A

UM-SS A'.^ERST

FREE ADMISSION

UNIVERSITY Of BISSICHSSETTS AMHERST

M T
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They Might Be playing in Noho porget Dafoe, Bruins need

Carey to compete for Cup
What a season for the Boston

Bruins, lasofi Allison, Sergei

Samsanov. Anson Carter, even Ted

Donato and Steven iiienze played

well. Maybe Dimitri Kristich

wasn't as bad a deal for superman

lozef Stumpcl
Well, yeah, it was a bad trade.

after all we got Byron Dafoe.

F'or some rea- ^^^^^^^^_
son at the begin

ning of season. ^^^
the Bruins dec id-

Taylor in the crease play in game
three, but QsJoi still struggled.

He had une good game in the

MfaM, the tilth pns). In th<it game
"I i ltd B>ron," as he is affectionate

I) called, stopped all 26 shots.

which were put to him.

I don't disagree that Dafoe has

moment* of brilliance. I just doubt

^^^^^^^^^^ that he can
lead a team to

^^^^^ a Slanlcv C up
1

It takes a

Paul lr\i»

id to replace former Vezina Trophy

winner |im Carey with the

unproven Bvron Dafoe Well imi'i

that cute

Dafoe played reasonably well all

season, and the play of the lor

wards and older defensemen
helped Dafoe through a good sea-

son.

But when the chips were down
Dafoe couldn't come through. )u«t

* like I said he wouldn't let's face it.

the Capitals are old and really

shouldn't have won the series. Eta

Tikkanen, Brian Bellows. Mark
Tanordt. how old is he"* What
about Adam Gales and |oe luneau.

they re old as well

I at't overlook the fact that the

Bruin- vkere robbed like the

National Democratic Headquarters

during Watergate on the Timmy

solid goalie to lead a team to the

pinnacle of this sport The MH
recent example is last year's

Philadelphia Flyers, who had a

great team and made tt to the Cup
finals but didn l hate the hot goalie

like the Red Wing* aid So the

I hjajn lost.

This year the I Kit* arc already

playing golt altet losing in six to

Buffalo which has a pretty good

goalie named Dominik Hasek

I 'aloe's biggest problem is that

he look* \cr> uncomlortable in

goal- He seems nervous all the time,

and kind ol like he doesn't belong

there. That's because he doesn't.

He belongs on the bench in the

playoffs I was so uncomfortable

foa at tunc* that I

wi*hcd the Bruins would give

Robbie 1 alias a shot Thai's pretty

bad

Okay, so maybe Dafoe should be

our back-up. but who should ata)

goal'.' |im Carey, welcome back

Here is a guy who can get hot and

lead a team to a cup He can't com

plain about the defense any more

the way Bill Ranford did He

should be able to win game* it

Dafoe could, so let's get him back

in the mix.

Give him incentives to win hoik

ey games and I bet you he gets hot

again, and then maybe when tin*

great young hockey club get* to tin

playoffs next year, it will not JNM
to lose to a bunch of old men like

the Caps.

Maybe Hatrv Sinden will addrc**

these issues in the off season, along

with drafting a goalie and

young defenseman to learn from

our aging defense. He should work

on getting the future of the team

lim Carey — back into game shape

and ready for next vcur * opener

[his would be more eltcitue

than going on national teles

after game three and irashmg the

best young players on the team

I would rather have Allison and

Carter than Rick Tochett and

Ranford any day.

Paul /Yve> is a Collegian

member

baseball

They Might Be Giants help re-open Pearl Street with a foot stompin' all ages show tonight in the main ball

room (upstairs)

contnusxl »»om page 10

an imprc-sise *62 batting average

lettfieldcr Aaron Braunstem. the

stead-fast producer from leftfield.

has driven in 21 runs and tips the

scale* with a 511 baiting average

Matt Wolcott and first baseman
Bryan Ma//atcrru lombine I

RBI Sophorm < Vsadoorian

has been the utility player this sea-

son, batting 401 in 21 game-

one homer and 1 7 RBI while filling

in at left field and third base. Besides

hitting 112 with 21 RBI. catcher

Brian Samela has been a consistent

wall behind home plate, catching all

1* games
Aside from their talent at the

|

UMass pitching has been •

holding the reins on the mound Bill

who ha» the go ahead to

piuh today, has been a mainstay The

lefthander leads the team with an S-

1

record including a perfect 6-0 in the

Hi* opponents arc averaging

just under two runs per game as he

has racked up 46 Ks The junior is

J 8 m hi* idieet \cr*u* the II

allowing |u>t one run in 1 1 innings.

Ryasj Cameron has adapted well

from his relienii.

this season Hurling six consecutive

games, the junior posts a VI record

in nine starts The return

ScoM i 'loin tcndiniti* ha*

been k Mas* at the end of the

regular season. Since his comeback,

he has pitched 16 innings while

allowing |ust «i\ earned runs on 10

hit*

y Kevin monohon
Cfllasis) Mi

ey Might Be Giants have estab-

d then hose

I Immfa not have to release any

matedaf at all to maintain their

rity. The two Johns — Linnell

and Flansburgh could easily make a

living touring using all of the old

material from their six LPs which thev

car* since

1986. As part of the grand re-opening

lineup at Pearl Street. Linnell,

Flansburgh and company arc gracing

the area tonight to promote the

release of an upcoming live album In

their live performances. They Might

Be Giants radiate the kind of energy

that can only be described as a caf-

feine m*h us fast paced, jumpy,

erratic and all-around fun

Griginally hailing from Lincoln,

\1a I innell I key boards/vocals) and

flansburgh (gu'tatVvocals) got their

start as a band in Brooklyn N>
Through Dial-a-Song. thev quicklv

ped a iult following and short-

Iv thereafter released their first album

its. It did not take

long for the single* "Don t Let's

Start* and 'She Wat a Hotel

Detective* to become phcnornenonal-

h successful and the video for "Don t

Mart" to gain MTV' airplay In

1 988. Lincoln widened their fan base

even further and produced the bit

single "Ana Ng" which became a

"1 20 Minutes* classic.

The success of their two LPs and

ant touring contributed to

IMBC * immensely accumulating

popularity which reached its pinna

tie in l*)*H) with the release of their

best selling third album Flood. The
Utanbul (Not Constantinople I*

and the college party favorite

"Birdhousc In Your Soul* helped

make They Might Be Giants one of

the most interesting and offbeat

bands in existence outside the main-

stream. Soon thereafter came the

release of 1*W2 s Apollo 18 featuring

"The Guitar.* and the 1991 FP Why
Does the Sun Shine?

• 994 proved to be a turning point

in the band's career, as Linnell and

*iurgh inducted drummer Dan
Mickey and bassist Hal Cragin —
whom TMBG has been touring with

since 1992 — as official band mem
bers lohn Henry the first album
recorded with the full band, wa< *

change in direction for They Might

deviated

from the usual cUm, bouncy and

Itasai style that vS.rs. I their

ear Ik room
t t*wt>! marked a return to form for

the band, featuring more of the

insanelv catchy tunes that won the

band their acclaim

Separate!* both lohn I innell and

lohn Flansburgh have worked on side

projects — Linnell working with the

fon Spencer Blues f xplosion and

Frank Black, and Flansburgh working

with a band called Mono Puss, whose

first album. I muperxised. was
released in 1996.

Altogether. Hicv Might Be Giant*

have sold over two million albums,

and have played over 1.000 show*

Tonight will be the second time they

have played Pearl Street this school

year Seeing a They Might Be Giants

live show, complete with horn sec-

tions, accordions, dancing, pogo-tng

and conga lines is a good time had bv

all

7*^ Pai/y&jilaVtan would like to externa warm rnjg to Youl Y«s uou_for reading all sactionaof the Co/teowi including,

comics.

The postseason
The Massachusetts women's

State, where the Minutewomen

rrrn
Gilreath

Manor Condos

Start

in April

for June or

September

Occupancy!

Gilreath Manor

Condos
• 3 Bedroom
• 11/2 Baths

• Heated Basement
• New Gas Heat 6t

Hot water
• Hardwood Floor*

• 1 /2 mile to campus
• On Bus Route

Lincoln ImI trtst* • 25 N

lacrosse team will make its postseason appearance this weekend at Penn

will play in the ECAC championships

softball
continued from page 10

inning Freshman third baseman Annie

Smith was walked by Hofstra's Smith

and junior Katie Kenderski. who was

subbed in as a pinch runner, scored on

Kielv Scofield's double.

The Minutewomen had a tougher

lime getting started in the second game.

which remained scoreless until the

fourth inning kenderski pinch ran for

Cutridge alter the first baseman's *ingle

to right field, and stole second on the

next pitch Buckley was walked and

junior Becky George earned the RBI

with a single to center field. Kenderski

managed to outrun the throw and

avoided the catcher with a backdoor

slide. George later scored on an

unearned run after Scolield reached

first on a bases- loaded error by the first

baseman.

The win was the l*hh straight for

UMass. now the learn hope* it* rvcord

earned the opportunity to host the

NCAA Regional?

"I think we have a great chance. We
are the \o I team in the Northeast and

I think we deserve the charter- lo be at

home." Sortino said.

www.umass.edu/rso/colegain

znmc
Ml. Farms 4 •584-StS3

Mt Farms M.ill

hack doc ire-u»
Today 15 ?0 « $2 50)8 00 10 40

Sol ol I 30 (5 20 OS? 50) I 00 10 40

Sun oil 30 15 20® 52 501 1 20

TTTAHK (rC-U)

Todoy ol 15 00052 50)9 00

Sat at I 00 15 00 OS2 50) 9 00

Son ol(4 10 9 $2.50)7 50

THE IIC HIT (I)

Today ol (510 O S2 SO) 7 50, 10 40

Sot oil 20ISI0O $2 50)7 50. 10 40

Sun oil 20(5 10 52 50)1 10

HI GOT GAME <P6)

Today o! (4: SO O S2 50) 7 40, 10 30

Sot ol HO (4 50 O S2 SO) 8 00

Sun all 10(4:500 $2 SO) 8 00

H.tmpsh.r.- 6 -584 FMO
H.tmpshir*- M.ill

US MISERABIES (PG-13)

Today at (4 50 O $2 SO) 7 40. 10 30

Sat at I 10(4 SO a $2 50)7 40 10 30

Small 10(4 50 52 50)7 40

0UECT OF MT AFFECTION (t)

Todav at (5 00 O $2 50) I 00. 10 SO

Sat at I 30 IS 00 O $2 SO) I 00 10 SO

Sun ol I J0| 5:00 $2 SO) I 10

PAUIIE (PC)

Today at (4 30 O S2 SO) i 40 I 30

Sat ol 1 2 10. 2 30 (4 N O $2 SO) 6 40. 1 30

Sun ol 12 10 2 30(4 30 52 5016 50

DEEP IMPACT (PC - 13)

Today at (4 00 5 10 O $2 50) o 30. 1 00,

9 00. 10 40 II 30 Sot ol 12 00, I 00,2 40(4:00

5 10 O $2 50) 6 30. I 00 1 00 10 40. 1 1 30

Sun oi 12 00 I 00. 2 40(4:00. S 10 O $2 SO)

7 00 100

CITY OF ANGUS (PC • 13) Today at (5 00 O
S2 50)7 SO, 10 SO. Sat at I 20 (500 O S2 50) I

10 50 Sun at 1 20 (5 00 O $2 50) 7.50

EXTRAS NEEDEU

THE TftlBE
MAY 9 th •lO'OOANk.

*

<,•!„ .««• MAY 10 th
) ft ^ g|>" C»

PUFFER'S PONDsNMWtjr
X A YEA* IN THE MAKING j^M^Jft*

, mm • i* -—J ' "V*§. ^tv*'"jSJ

50.1

S
11 r.

TH
TrilSJ « - r»»4Tf*jar*ra jfHTBOeJ fate

Small iT^o-ptcosrTri
VUIM wMi *u»v Medium *-*r t Mr

"?S>5&-M«M iVA^M-V -*

i IJsrlsnfc. s*u«r<.t*hsa»*B-*s

^
BE §»ARTTOF TV4E. TKTBB..

DRESS IN THE WILDEST CRAZIEST COLORS and
COMBINATIONS POSSIBLE. THE WILDER AND CRA

ZIER THE BETTER.
Funded in part byi Th« UMass Arts Council, and UMass Honors Program

Special thanks to th« Town of Amhorst Partes and Rocroation

"Affordable
Great Clothing

Great Clothing
Candies

Great Clothing

And Gifts

6t
Earrings

Happy
B'diy

Cards

GreatGifts Th.Frl.9PM

l a ^«*»«-v»*%-
Daily 10-6.

Morthampton-18 Center St
Atmhertt-Carriage Shopi A

I

—

University of
Massachusetts

will host
first-round NCAA
men's lacrosse

tournament action this Saturday at Warren
McGuirk Alumni Stadium. UMass will host four
teams for two games as the North site for the

tournament.

The first game, which will start at noon, will

feature the University of Virginia Cavaliers
against the Hobart Statesmen. The second game
of the day will begin 45 minutes after the con-
clusion of the first contest (approximately 2:30

p.m.). It will feature rivals Duke University and
the University of North Carolina.

Tickets are still availablefor both games. Prices are $8for adults,

children, senior citizens

and students with a

UMass ID. For more
information about tickets, i

{contact the UMass athlet-\

ic ticket office at

545-miO.

Draft will be different for Cs

DON'T FORGET MOM

SALE/
50% OFF
POSTERS!
Torts ofgreat poster*f

Oar entire stock on sale!

50% OFF
ASSORTED GIFTS.'

Staffed animals, incense, kenya bags,

wine A mag racks, CamUCe Bookman
Products' , and mack more!

b> Howard Ulmon
Aitociopsd Pratt

BOSTON — The Boston Celtics, who built their cur-

rent nucleus through the last two NBA drafts, don't

expect this year's to produce as much
The Celtics are likely to get the I Oth choice in the

draft lottery scheduled for May 17 and could end up

packaging it and one of their current players in a trade,

coach Rick Pitino said yesterday.

"I would be very excited with the first, second or

third pick.* he said during his first meeting with

reporters since the team ended its third straight season

without a playoff berth "Whether I would be (excitedl

about the 10th pick. I'm not sure
'

Teams getting the first three picks in the |une 24

draft will be determined during the lottery in which

1 .000 combinations of numbers ranging trom one

through 14 will be assigned to I
*> non-playoff teams.

The worse a team's t<:coWfi i*n<: more chances it has

Boston had only the I Oth worst record and has just a

2.01 percent chance of getting the first pick. 1 14 of

getting the second and 1.90 of getting the third The

order of selection for teams which do not get one of the

top three picks will be determined b\ inverse order of

their regular-season records.

In 1996. Boston had the sixth choice and took

Antotne Walker Last year it had the third and sixth

and chose guards Chauncey Billups and Ron Mercer.

Billups later was traded to Toronto for Kenn\
Anderson.
Walker made the Eastern Conference All-Star team

this season and Anderson and Mercer form a strong

backcourt. Pitino would like any players he adds to

provide points and shooting accuracy, regardless of the

position.

"To bring in a defensive shot blocker who can't score

would hurt (his team.* he said

Walker, who led Boston with 22.4 point* and 10 2

rebounds per game, can become a free agent after next

season.

"We all want Antoine to be a Celtic He has great

upside He wants to be a Celtic." Pitino said. "I think it

will all work out*

cP
e^-f9f°S,

*>/
//

<T>
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the Edwin M. Rossman

Department of Exercise Science

Alumni Career Forum

Date: Friday May 8, 1998

Time: 6:00 PM

Location: Campus Center, Room 101

•fc.
>(/

° pjoon p°°
^ .(o

Save
CO'

This is an opportunity to meet with recent alumni in Exercise Science and discuss their

expehences in the working world What are they doing now? What can you do to help you

along your career path? Don't miss this important panel discussion

Sponsored By:

Campus Career Network

UMASS Alumni Association

Department of Exercise Science, School of Public Health and

Health Sciences

All Are Welcome
Refreshments will be servedl

m

COMPUTER!
Every year, millions of homeless computers are sent to "Recycling

Centers" where they are stripped, subjected to the removal of their

vital parts, and melted down for the precious metals they contain...

You can helpl UStore is putting up for "adoption" dozens of computers

and pieces of hardware which it has been sheltering for the past year.

Among these refugees are brand new and demo computers (386 to

Pentium), peripherals, and more. UStore can no longer afford to harbor

these unfortunate computers, but we're trying to find a good home for

each and every one.

Visit our adoption centers in UStore and the Campus Center for a

complete listing.

To enoourage people to adopt these computers. UStore has arranged to

reduce the already low "adoption" fees by 30%. That's right, you can:

AV3D% - 8Q%
m

OFF THE ORIGINAL PRICE
ON ANY COMPUTER SYSTEMS

OR hardware: on our
Ado ption List!
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Collegian Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS AUTO FOR SALE

University uf Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545- 1500 t\i\: (413)545-1592

PEOPLE S MARKET
Where the food's fresh, the cot

fees hot. and the music is jam

mm' Mam floor Student Union

LEARN ITALIAN mis i

Mfil! CAS language requirement'

No previous Italian necessary'

Elementary 6/2 7/10. Intermediate

7/14-8/20 For more info contact

Rachel 54W907

APARTMENT FOR RENT

2 eeelreom lor reat

Cliff!

• ,> "
" -

SIM afl feat eaae*- Spacious 2

betfroem On bus route private

mndry heat/hot water

included Available May 26th

MMW

M Honda Accord IX 4 door AT

$2000 54M742 (days). 747 5819

lovamnpst

•7 Chevrolet Cavalier

StetieaWee.ee low mileage.

A/C. AM/FM/Cassette. brakes

faed 11500 nog 549-9962

1993 Jeee Wreaeler UiCVI
Auto Soft/Hard Top Low miles.

groat condition $9995 Stacy 259

M Sahara Auto. 40000 miles,

great condition $3200 or B/0

Avojtafale May 25 2531561

this monthSeuod and sold

1800^.

Hyuadai Excel IMS Standard.

CM
i. baa
Kin I

1 1/2

1 bed

EMPLOYMENT
Easy, pleasant wart involving

errands, local travel, companion
Call |413)536 2042

Semmer Job Oapertuaitiet
Green Mountain camp is a small

residential summer camp tor Girls

located in Dummerston Vermont

We are looking for counselors,

cooks and a Water Safety

instructor Applicants must be
energetic and love working with

children Send resumes Green
Mountain Camp. HO 1. Box 237.

Brattleboro. VT 05301 or

LEADERS NEEDED: Summer
teenage bicycling trips US.

Canada. Europe Minimum 4 week
time commitment Salary plus

aapeniei pad Student Hostelmg

Program. Ashfleld Rd . CONWAV
MA01341 I800J343'

EMPLOYMENT
Berkshire Semmer Cassse teach

es peace/activism, seeks mature
live-m counselors for boys cabins,

drama, sports, camp craft teach

ers Experience helpful 718 643
0771

tor nights and weekends this

semester and for summer
Oowntown Amherst $7/hr plus

bonus Sean 253 0583

ROOM FOR RENT
1 bedroom available

room apt from 6/1-8/31 with Fall

option June already paid Call

Jada at 665-4248

Mill Valley 3 bedrooms 2 bath-

rooms 56 people, heat and hot

duded. A/C Available

1 bedroom tpt

an 5K9J.RJ

Ideal location
> bus turn CM 256-4801

1M7 Hyswdoi Excel V a ,
-

nator. water pump, brakes, mut
tier, tailpipe, exhaust system
belts

Want to make

a difference in someone's lite 1

Relief support needed to work
with developmentally disabled

edults may lead to permanent
hours Hours include evenings

week ends and/or overnights

Required HS diploma, driver's

i (car very helpful) and pro-

Call 14131323 6872

to start application process

AA/EOE

sps- AT&T Authorized

Agent needs 20 students now* No
experience will train $100
$300/week Part/Full Time
(8001592 2121 x 123

FOR SALE

Moviaa Oat Sale! Sena Queen
Bed. Roland JV30 Keyboard.
Futon, ikea Workstation and
Swivel Chair Microwave. Toaster

and Sandwich Maker Cabinet

Bookshelf Coffee Table and more'

Prices rtepoaatole Fdl 665-8164

Reg For Saba Price negotiable

Great condition Avaaabw May 20

5*6-6085

i available in a 4

bedroom apt 6/1 with Fall option

$275/month On Mam St Call

Come 253 6566

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female roommate wealed
share great sunny apt in North

Amherst with 2 fun. mature under-

Sads Own room 9 $300/month

i bus Imp Call 549-1387

Reemmete wealed to live in

Brandywine for next year starting

9/1 or sooner Fully furnished I'm

very clean and easy to live with

Call 549-5780

teeama, lor eoei fun-roving girls

to mm our lease m a huge Colonial

house. 1 block from campus Very

cheap' Lease starts 6/1 Call 546
6742

SUMMER SUBLET
One bedroom available in a four

bedroom Alpine Commons apart-

ment 2 full baths. A/C
$302/month, utilities included

Please cal l Michelle at 253-2050

3 bedroom for only $660
Clitfside. utilities included Mindy,

Jen 546 2779
,

Sawamer Ssalot with Fall option

1 bedroom apt Sunderland Price

negotiable Call 665-8025

Mill Valley 2 bedrooms. 1 4 per

sons in 3 bedroom 2 baths. A/C.

heat/hot water included FALL
OPTION Available June 1st Call

253 6467

i
w 3 bedroom apt 6/1

ujp Call Cherie 54SF9969.

2 bedroom epertmeal 2 full

bathrooms air conditioning, in

Mill Valley Available June
August Call 256-81 72

saw Great encee 253-1790

for

Take Over Lease •

Puffson ViHap* Rem negotiable

we bedreeei m The Doubters

REAT LOCATION! .Valk to

campus and an Duett

yard Parkmg two huaat

Good »or Set people hi I

1st 6si549-7tJB

B.'C

an good com
Casl25r>635l

MM
$350 or Satxee • Saaoy laaa w tootong for hard

working experienced people

A^wteimm

CARS FROM SIM
Seuod and sold eajft M

Cere Cash pad
1-aOO«M47g6

Sigma Alpha Mu Fratarnrty

For Fall 98

rtmtarestad. cM Lee or Randy

548-6023

Meal included

Greek Arvm ftalirisjd

Teke Owjr Uata) I/I One bed
room at Oe^ajnejera Place Plenty

of room for 2 heat/Tan water,

M covered privets porting

20-30 mm drive to UMess
I4t>7887

ChiM Care tor 4 year otd Ornate
girl Early morning hours throe

davsawaok Need own car Good
hourly rate SM 9BM

i a difference'

Sloop lata' Be an oniarjojaamtal

acttviat
1 Sornmer 'Career sate ere*

Clean Water Action $300
UOhA*tmmha «1 3-584-9830

CoR Plate* Nokia 101

ditioo Leather case adaptor and
manual $45 Call Shanna 546

XCountry skis roilerbiedes Call

Jon 5-9649 256 8230

FURNITURE

Cemplete qeeee bod. various

furniture Best prices Call Shan
^jtLtaoa**»aeaaj

2 females looking for 1 or 2 other

people to share apt m Brandywine

next^ Cajl_5494242

Mill Valley- looking for one
female to share a throe bedroom
apartment with 2 males and 2

females for under $300 Call 256
1942

ROOM WANTED

South Amherst Available June 1st

with Fall option $1100/month
253 1758

2
fc- — -J-— —— — »
aajeaaj Baj

Msnutes from uptown and campus
6.18/31 $700 Reduced rata CM
MeUrne 549-5913

BM i

Mf lor tea

irCW<M

home it you have the space
i cMtuMh 0253-9714

SERVICES

3 large bedrooms. 2

baths Dishwasher A/C. tree heat

and water Swops 4-6 $1225 or

beat offer Call 253 4815

Amherst Ceeter 2 floor. 1 bod-

room apt for 1 or 2 person(s)

Available 5/29 Washer/Dryer tn

building Fully furnished

$530/month CaM 253-1561

Neese ee 4 bedroom

.twmsuebad
bureau AH m good cortdrtax Ace
ajaamMw CaVL«a256-81M

COMPUTERS

J hmrfrtlMmm elfMM ail* teat (MM • •
"

floor tipiwoli 6/1. reduced tent

GREAT 0CALI546-75M

54*

.

T 25
347

I Large

dock Quwt 1870
9164

.

Maciatesk Color Stylewnter
1SR6 Frtater. Keyboard Mouse.

SCSI Equipment is m excellent

tamSSm eVO 54»5514

aw Irving m Amherst
a houaamate to atawt f*m

with creating a home, expenrjaig

fas social network, and compwting

toff-care tasks Experience with

rrmWidualS with Oayajiajpsajaajlaj

dnMdrtws preferred TM-eaampt

stipend, treating and support pro

vidod Contact Carol at Comaajooy
Erampnaes be 56J 1480

Reatal Probles

about your woaa/i

deductions' Questi

lotting/assignmr,

1 year old Good at new
8,13 256-3921

HOUSE FOR SALE

ejajej

3Sh253

your now bowse or epertme
Contact The Student Legal
Services Office 922 Campui
Center 545 1 995

BjejoJMl ajtjaj

from campus $350 per

person/month Free cable and
laundry Rent negotiable 546

m|

1 eeeVeem at a 2 bodroum Close

to campus Only $775/month Call

549 7349 Next to beach on

Puffers Pond

SUMMER SUBLET

Lerge 2 bedroom apartment

Cliffside, across (rem 711. pizza

parlor, liquor store Heat/hot

water, electricity included On bus

route $665/monm 665 6490

1 room available in Puffton

Village $250/month Call 549

7068

Summer Sublet with Fall option

3 bedroom. 2 bath Henovated
Puffton Call 549-8769

Rreedywioe Two bedroom $600

with heat and hot water. CM 549-

1571

Two persoM aaejejM to SHARE

large room in house behind

Visitors Center Call Rob 549 9951

work 586-8692

1 bedroom ie Seetbpeiat with

Fall option $342/month CM Anna

253.-9815

2 bedroom epertmeet Cheap
rent Everything included Some
furniture 686-4283

,

Tbe eicoet 2 bedroom town

house in Amherst Furnished

Washer/Dryer, front and back-

yards on site parting. wM to wall

carpet, basement. 1 1/2 full bath,

next to campus 5 minute wai to

•WrW CeMeMF^emamF

2M Amity St 2 bedrooms, acco-

modates 4 $950/month

Negotiable 546-2788

2 bedroom epertmeet in The

Boulders Available for summor
with fall option 168Vrnonth CM
Tot 0256-1854

2 bedroom eveileMe for summer

subwt m house with wooded back

yard Larger room $200 smaller

room $170 253-4828

1 bedroom la a 2 bedroom apt

close to uptown and campus On
busroute CM253-4613

SUMMER SUBLET

Specious two bedroom town-

house One and one half bath

rooms Available 6/1 On bus

route $590/month You'll dig it
1

•6609.

1 bedroom ajeilmeal Crastview

$560 per month Call 549-5185

1 specious bedroom 2 bed-

room apt Available 6/1

Oowntown Northampton $330

Free cable' 587 3099

3 btdreem. 2 bath available June

1st Rent negotiable Call 256-

1286 .

Putftoe 1 mile from campus, eight

near bus stop 1 bedroom fully

furnished with utilities A/C

$250/month Will negotiate 549-

7068

2 bedroom apt Boulders Fits 4

comfortably Includes heat/hot

water On the bus line $695 253

5667

s oat tor Summer June

$550/rnonth Call Gooff1 Aug 3i

259-2979

• 1 bedroom apt May 25
August 31 Clean Utilities mclud

ed On bus route $450/month

inegj Call Mike 665 5544

S bedroom- Pefttee Rertovtted.

A/C. Fall option 549 7084

TICKETS

R/T Delta Ticket Good for with-m

US including Alaska and Canada

$400 546-3060

TO SUBLET

Need to tablet your apartment 1

Me will :ist n in our offce and or

page for tree Looking tc

off campus' Come tc

1st r+orth Pleasant St 546-3468

41

Raamal I

M

1

N yea are ereeaeat and consid-

ering adoption noteimnal. child

wet women would lew to talk wdh

LOST ft FOUND

1 beeheaanaat Avmajbw Juno 1

OnbMtane Pose to campui 549-

15T!

and 3 bed-

apartmenei flat heat herd

I floors We are showing
I Ac 6tr> 'or MM aid

tHeatem ZUmWBL 32MB 1AM
: '

"
:; .

'»' -~ <—

-

Modam V«mo & Audw Card*w#
rs Plus 14 mch flat screen

, a coed rendon-

tiai camp m the Berkshiros of

MBaaaxhuseTts is looking tor head

staff and cabm counselors for the

CMAnaomVtJM ,

Student Uraon 0851

arrangement Pwese wrrw Oee at

P0 fcx65l Enfwld CT 06083

mes
e

Ms
Of bun

.- ' i ' •;? <>

Estate A3 'STS.

3 kedreem ceadoa Gas heat.

^S'd* I ej • oors

mam i 2 m.w to

eajajj /.p sej MMPtel sia" tsj

Apm 6th tor June

waaas $1350 pRa afJRtwt 253

7879

dxMa) monrtor, Windows 96. taw-

board PS2 mouse $1150 546

EMPLOYMENT

Part ttmt) moft.tr % htlptr

10 In y#at old

m June and JuN Must

have references and car Please

cMJarme54»7788

Office Assrcuat Part tame Skills

needed Customer service com-

puter and phone skills Hours are

twjSWW 5944746

m| Camp FWa at 161 7623-6006

rjtJJ*?

contact-

or

MJI MIRMLULII U I IRJIR
Last Mess green sweeter"- '' '• - ' — '

on 5/5 O 2 15pm it found, pwese , hutches We can fiso new vwtr.

cM5e5-3SO0 any bunnies you can no longer

after

1 BEDROOM ART
Aug Waking distance to campus
and town Reduced to $500 or

°7P anow

1 daeble bedroom Fully fur

nished and renovated house
Private bathroom, walk-in dotal

$2O0y1wrson/month 549-7543

i reaeveted 2 bedroom apt

with cheap rent Directly on bus

route Wonderful neighbors

Bright, spacious living area Large

backyard' Come see' Ask for

Party, Tift. Enka. or Lwa 253-8644

Services 428 Studeni

taHa, UatiMliM/il '

tunny 1 bedroom with wall to wail

carpet dishwasher, pool and tan

nis courts, hiking trails, on bus

line $625. negotiable Includes

aMwat 5*54376 or 545 5357

Large room jp Sunderland On
bus route $200 If shared by your

self negotiable Can 665 9015

COO 1 lJ©<|H hOu$»?

I Earn $6 00
$9 00/hr pamtatg houses Training

provided Contact Franca at 413-

546-350

Capo Cod BMW si l si

Cooks, servers, bertonoar t host,

buses, and dishwashers Will

tram P0 Box 1228. Eastern MA
02642 Fax (5081255-9374 or call

(51WS5-93S4
Paintere waawaa m Mass $500-

$800 par week Experwnce e plus

but not needed Call 1-888-277

9787

MOTORCYCLES
care for CM Ebon 367-0111

1

900 am

il bedreeei Fits 2 com
fortebty On bus route, fully fur

rushed and utilities included 6/1

S500 per month Call 549-

>2tg aj ew jajpi

Two bedroom apt

for 4-6 on two bus lines Rem is

•mwjMI < 5M-43RJ

MVe
Jetted Kerker Pipe Must see

$4000 546-0471

ROOM FOR RENT

Semeaer Seblet 3 mm walk to

campus CM 549-7464

I m a nice house
Private bath $350/month inclu

Dissertations edrted ead pro-

pored by Ph in English Any
subject 665-3718

Pregaaat? Need belpT Call

Birthright of Amherst area tor fro*

testing and assistance 549 1908

SUMMER SUBLET

2 bedroom, renovated.

starts 6/1. option to renew Call

Geoff or Scott 549-5798

or eebleeser aeeded
Brandywine Fully furnished with

A/C & coble Rent is $350 per

room CM 549-5760

Seblet tar June and July One
bedroom m a four bedroom apt

Everything included $300 253
1 824 Speak to Anol

3 bedroom Puffton apartment

with 2 baths A/C. new unit Pool

$915/month. rent negotiable

Avwlable June 1 -August 31 (nog)

Great deal' Call 549-5221

Speciees 2 bedroom
Brandywine Fits 4 AC/hot water

included Quiet top floor with

deck Some furniture Fall option

$860 CM 549-4740

i bedroom ovaiWbW m 3

aparbiwi it A* condition

mg Reduced rent $250month

CM5494J7J

Large 2 bedroom apartment

CI iffside Across from 711. pizza

parlor, liquor store Heat/hot

water electricity included On bus

route S66S/month 665-8490

i iitRHf ii i iim iai '—t
1/10/98 $54u7month Ewctm.it,

included Well furnished On bus

route 865-5019

2 bedroom opt -'<

included $600/month Call 549

4928 Available V3'

WANTED
Hewlett Peckerd Calculators

Paying $5 to $500 413-5684877

WANTED TO RENT

Lookiag for 2 bedroom apart

ment including heat and hot

Close to canter of town and

Call 2556351

FRIDAY. MAY 8

i
r I Drum — The

Department of Exercise ScaMbCC
will hold an alumni career forum
at b p.m. in Campus Center,
room IOI. All are welcome and

hments will be served.

Concert — The female a cap-
pella group, b Minutes, will per-

form in Bowker Auditorium in

Stockbridfe Mall at 8 p.m. Doo
Wop Shop and Instrumentally
Challenged will also perform.

SATURDAY. MAY 9

Religious — Shabbat Service
will be held at 6 p.m. in Hillel

House. Come and welcome the

Sabbath with friends. All are
welcome.

MONDAY. MAY 11

Comedo MISSION
IMPROVable will be performing
their weekly comedy improv
show at 8 p.m. in room 163 of

the Campus Center All are wel-

come.
Awards — The

Pterpont-Moore Residence Life

staff will present the Spring 1997
Academic Awards Reception at 8

p.m. in Pierpont main lounge.

Everyone is welcome and free

wings will be served.

Classes — Free hypnosis CaRfM-

es will be held to help people
stop smoking. The first session

begins tonight from 7-9 p.m. in

Amherst. Call 256-4077 to regis-

ter.

Lecture — The Student Union
Craft Center will host a lecture-

by ceramist |oy Friedman at 7

p.m. in the craft center at the

Student Union. A slide presema
tion and workshop iciliotl will

follow.

NOTICES

Exhibit — From Rope Pulls. To
Rallies, To Running Around
Naked: An Exhibit on the

Student Experience at L'Mass
will open on Friday. May 1 on
the 25th floor in the Special
Collections and Archives
Department of the W.E.B.
DuBois library. The exhibit was
created by students and will be

open from 10 a.m. -3 p.m.
Monday-Friday.
Poetry — The New York

Poetry Alliance is sponsoring a

free poetry contest open to every-

one. Send your poem. 21 lines or

less, to New York Poetry

Alliance. Box I 588. New York.
NY 101 16-1588 by Ma\ 19

Volunteerism— The Crisis
Center, a Massachusetts Suicide

Prevention Hotline is currently
seeking volunteers and Interna .

For more information, contact
Gina Grampetro at (978)
849-5600 ext. 201.

FYh Mr public tcrvtce jnnouncements pnnte<
daily To uibmil *«i fVI, pittie »nd a pr«l
reteas* containing all pertinent information

including the name ana phone number of ttv

contact person to the Collegian, c/o th

Managing f cfctor by noon the previous day

daily listings sponsored by

/M/^ ^%/ /amaf UMass' only student run Television Station
^J WF^^S^^m Mr m %H!r

216 stud<nt Unlon (located to the right of the Hatch) • 343-1336 • v»>^-unix.oit.urfia$s.edu/-uvctYl9

Today's Program Schedule (Ml

30

30

30
30
00

UVC TV- 19 Premier
TV Active

Martin Brown Late Night
Channel 19 Hews
Mass Hysteria

The lion and The Jewel
Room 307
StptOff

' HSCN Bulletin Board 10 UVC-TV19 ^
a CBS/3 Hartford •MS ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield•« CBS/4 Boston ml
ABC/5 Boston
PBS/57 Springfield

83 CNN4 CNN SI

T HSCN /VtovrW Ck wm Headline News
UPN/20 Hartford Ml UCTV
Weolher Channel |7 TBS

to NBC/30 New Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

• BET
11 TV land
la PBS/24 Hartford SO Untvision

IS WOCH&HSCN SI Comedy Central

tm> International 3S Cartoon
IS UMass Academic TV SS Much Music

v" HSCN Programming
31

FRIDAY EVENING

WEDH
WfSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI

AaE
CNN
COM
DISC

"ESPtT

LIFE

MTV
NICK
"ScTfT

TLC
TNT
USA
"h!o"
MAX
SHOW

WlaftbortaX

FuMHoueeX

1

6:00

X

r

6:30
Bualnaia RpT

CBS I

Newehour With Jim Ltrtrer X

CBS New*

Intld* Edition

ABC Newt «i»ld» Edition

BoyWorld

Nortfiem Expoeure X
WortcMewX
Comedy Net 1 |fealie-Laugri

Wiry "Sea Winy "Avenger" lOrmma Sftarter

yp.

oea ^ea Winy Avengi

i Cloaa [Soortacant

Suparmartel

7:00 7:30

Extra ¥

Fraah Prince
-

Real TV X
Ent Tonight

8:00

C - Campua

Waah Week

Kle«-CarndMt

Kide-Oarndaet

8:30 9:00 9:30
Connecticut Journal

10:00 10:30
MAY 8, 1998

McLaughlin I Adam SmithWall St. Week Connecticut Journal Mcuugrmn ;»dam smirri

**** 'fa rVt»Vricy(Vtl939, ftntetyt Judy fjetteiW, ftey Boiger. (In Stereo)t
ihHht

t
fhe Vvae/rf oiOf 11938, FaitatriMi GertenrJ, Riy Bolger, [In Srerao)B

Chronldal Sabrina-Witch Boy-World |Sebrlna-Witch |Boy-W

Freeh Princa \*iW*nook^(\W.Onm»to™ *»»<*»

20/20 X
lawi

Homlckta: Ufa on the StreetIf

11:00 11:30
Nova "Secrels of Lost Empires

Lata Show I
LttaShowl

SUrTrek:Na«tGaner,

NlcjhlJIria X

Lew I Order "Ntghl and Fog" X
Moneyllne X I croaeflre I
Abtolutaly

Debt

Bwgreprri

World Today X"

Oskar Schndei

Abaolutaly Faouloua "Ftvax" |Ab»otutaly

IB] Wild Diacovery: Elephanti I
fawn

InvaaUgetrva BeporU "Blood Money: Switzerland's Nm Gotd
1

Larry tOno Uve XLarry King

Abeotutefy

MTV Uve (In Stereo)

FigurartOut

Amaz. Storia*

Ranoveuon

Tiny Toon

ScMiiEntart

Renovation

Lola S Clark-Superman

BeyyralcnTiuyiwdLWK

Ultimata Portrait

Stanley Cup Playoff*: Cortaranca Semifinal Gamil-TetmtloBeAnnowcedJB

|Wortd Today X~
AbeoluialyF*bulou»'Fai"(R) | Abaolutaly

Storm iRagtno, Planet Tornado" (R)"

Baseball

Law » Order

'

Sportt Ilium. IMoneylirHrx

Abaolutaly
|
Abtolutaly

JuetJce File* (R)

True Ufa (R)

Douga jRugrtttX"

Night Stalker "Primal Scream'"

Newt

Home Again |Home Again

Babylon~8 "End Game' X
~

Hlgfilender: The Sartaa X~

Unaolyed Mytterlee (In Slareo) ;*OICTK3Il2mei
SportKanter X
NewAttitudai Golden Girl*

Artitt Cut

KeMerel (R) Bewhcfied

Amarlcan

R) Bew

Gothic (In

Reel America: 4t Hour*

i Stereo) IB

Say What? RockumentarY Hanaon(R) Live From trie 10 Spot Henaon(R) LovaHna(R)

BewHchad Wonder Yean Wonder Veari IHappy Daye |l Love LucyX M.T. Moor* T»xiX

[j^ZTEaa!^Z3E3Il)SLIiZ3i

M.T. Moor* [TaxTW
Night Stalker "Primal ScrearrT

NBA Baaketball Playoff*: Twit lo Bt Announced. (lnJjereo_Ljye[aE_

ft
rrmin-nnr,zi>: ',!.' :i.!i, 'rdwmrwTxm-xmm
tuyogut'Hwx, rww*y] yyftoopiaoi(aMrii;(in stwao) 'PC

(4:45)- ., It** Viiplanil' (\990) Robert Hey't. W'dH t^aStiel^UJAW^l^frtB
11

Stargat* Sr>n0tm7umnV

erteno. | Dtnnlt M illar

rAdvsnturaJToni Cruhe/
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Robotmon By Jim Meddick
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I DONATED A BILLION

OOUAR.*) TD TWt UNTTEO
NATIONS TODAY

THAT?

I ™, NICE OF

f^WK I

rAV ONLV CONDITION
15 THAT THEY NArAL
SOrAETHING AFTER
rAE..

UNITED NATIONS

FOR THE rMLLlONTH
TTfAE: YES, I'rA SURE
UJE COANT TO KEEP
CAUING IT FRANCE?

Liberty Meadows By Frank Cho
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Liberty Meadows By Frank Cho
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Nen Sequitor By Wiley Fox Tret By Bill Amend
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Absolute Zero By Brad Turner
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Yew Mass By Greg Shea
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ARIES (March 21-April 19) —

You'll be waiting for someone else to

make the first move today. Don't
fritter away the time, however: use it

profituhh

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
You're going to want to take all the

time necessary today to get some-
thing done that has been on the

docket for quite some time. Wait no
longer.

GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20) —
Schedules and timetables are sure to

figure prominently throughout the

day. You must take care that you
don't let them take control of you.

hi>v.e\er

CANCER (|une 2l-|uly 22) — A
warning is sent and received just in

the nick of time today, and all those

involved will be grateful for your
diligence.

LEO (|uly 25-Aug. 22) — The
more creative you can be in tending

to routine duties today, the more
likely others are to be amenable to

anything you request or suggest.

VIRGO (Aug. 2J-Sept. 22) —
Avoid fabrications of any kind today.

Stick to the truth — and when in

doubt, avoid making any kind of
committed statement whatsoever.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) —
Yciu're going to want to play it safe

today. but there may be a time at

which a more aggressive stance is

required of vou and a partner.

SCORPIO (Oct. 25-Nov. 21) —
You have a certain colorful style

that cannot be dined at this time,

and you can surely use it to your
advantage on numerous occasions
today.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dcc.
21) You may be afraid that

you're not keeping up with the times

as beet you can, but you do have all

the information you need at your tin

pMeM
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19)

— You won't have to travel far today

to see the kinds of things that pique
your interest and inspire you to
achieve more than usual, lust look
around!

AQUARIUS (|an. 20-Feb. 18) —
A friend may have some bad news
for you today, but you can receive it

in good spirits — and make prof-

itable use of it. too! Don't assume
the worst.

PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20) —
You may feel like you're being forced

to start all over again, but when you
take ihe first step you'll realize
you're in for something big.

Close to Home By John McPherson

Budget software

ACROSS
1 Sugar cubes
6 Admit frankly

10 Door part

14 Hoopster
Shaqutlle

1

5

Rose or Rozelle

1 6 On the Adriatic

17 Retailer's

business
1

8

Play practice

20 Dragging
22 Races the

engme
23 Annapolis grad

24 Fusses
26 L asagna cheese
28 Did a theater-

worker's |ob

31 Ship's ttiary

32 "Alice" waitress

33 Extend (a

subscnption)

35 Certain group
39 Before long

41 Wanderer
43 Selves
44 Sticky fruits

46 Bronco-riding

event
48 Shade tree

49 Soldier's addr.

51 Squeezing tools

53 Answer
57 Drenches
58 Noah's boat

59 "Of — I Sing"

61 Wobble
65 Does business
68 Disgrace
69 T my amount
70 Taboo item
71 Ghostly
72 Cassmi of

fashion
73 Dingy
74 Comical

DOWN
1 Didn't win
2 Golden Rule

word
3 Tabby's sound
4 Outcast
5 Like Chnstie

Bnnkley
6 IRS month
7 Swerve
8 Different

9 Insect

10 Jelly holder
1

1

Good quality

12 Intended
1

3

I ight wood
19 Neckwear
21 Bridge expert
25 Mexican mister
27 Monster in fairy

tales

28 Arm bone
29 Carbon deposit
30 Imp
32 Brief fashion
34 Dry riverbeds

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

0|D|E|RbBP|01M|PBAIl1A]R|M|
nraan amain aaaBa

HBEiHHH nman hem
HEHBH HHBBun QBE!

IS Hfflrjtlu!]

Brain sraiiHE HsmQH
EluTlM HnfflH HBHIHWra

HUMMM .41HKIS lalPJMia

HoniTiH amss wwdh
BHHHE) BHuDU .7,130113

s-a-M © 1996 Unnod feature SynOcat*

36 Helicopter

inventor

Sikorsky
37 Feathery wraps
38 Alaskan native:

abbr.
40 A tide

42 Station

45 Views
47 Was agamst
50 Readily

available

52 Actress Holle

53 Proportion

54 Actor Frynn
55 Emulate

Bonnie Blair

56 Room s style

60 Mourn — , of

Sicily

62 Polynesian
food

63 Jannings of

early films

64 Movie unil

66 Old
horse

67 Weep

Today's P.C. Mstm
Cm* l*B-a*»S (to i

Franklin

LUNCH
Hot Beefy Sandwich

Bartered Fish

Super Bon Bom, Super Bon Boos
Wooden Nickels

DINNER
Fryed Chictten

Stuffed Shcth In Stuff Sauce
Grilled Sandwich of Stake

Spamcafces

Worcester
LUNCH

Hamburger
Krabby Cake Sandwich

Raditore/Tomato or Alfredo Sauce
Harvest Burger or Vegan Falafel Thingy

DINNER
Rotissene Glazed Chicken

Shrimpy Scampi Pastafari

Vegie Gumby Casserole

pasta: Shrimp Scampi

Hampshire
LUNCH

Cowburger
Grilled Cheese Slices in Bread

Captain's Catch (fish, perhaps)

Ginger Bread People

DINNER
Rotissene Glazed Chicken

Stuffed Shells in Sauce

Fettuccini Alfredo

Campus Pond Casserole of Duck

Berkshire
LUNCH

Krabbycake Sandwich
Cheesy Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Chef's Grilled and Buttered Cheese
Ratatouille w/o Kiwis

DINNER
Rotisserie Glazed Chicken

two words: Pineapple Ham Stake

^egie Gumbo Casserole w/ Vegies in Gumbo
Bloated (aka. stuffed) Shells in Sauce

I
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UMass softball wins play-in to advance to NCAAs
Hofstra can't solve

Henderson or Galas
By Jockie Laraux

ColUgian Staff

Massachusetts

Hofstra

Massachusetts

Hotstra

HMMUNW<« COUICMM

The Massachusetts Softball team is heading for another run at the NCAAs now that it has defeated Hofstra in a play-in douWeheader UMass took yesterday's contests,

4-0 and 5-0.

HFMPSTEAD. N.Y. — The No. 21 Massachusetts soft-

ball team look another step toward its goal of returning to

the Women's College World Series yesterday with a 4-0,

5-0 sweep of Hofstra in the NCAA play-in*

The Minutewomen earned themselves an automatic berth

into the NCAA tournament.

"Taking two games from a

team like this down here was

a very, very tough feat for

this team," UMass coach

I lame Sortino said. "This

was a full-blown World Series experience as far as I was

concerned."
UMass will now advance to

the NCAA Regioruls on May
IS 17 The site of the

Regional* and the

Minutewomen's opponents

will be announced Sunday

lunior pitcher Danielle Henderson pitched two solid

shutouts for UMass She totaled 12 strikeouts in the fir -t

game and nine in the nightcap

li was more than Henderson s play, however, that fac-

tored in for I Mass Due to her widely held reputation as a

lop pitcher, manv of the Hotstra batters found themselves

too tense to hit against her.

| think we kind of psyched ourselves out knowing that

ii * | Henderson)." freshman shortstop Lindsay Sawyer said.

"lust knowing that she's from UMass and that she's such a

good pitcher."

Hofstra pitcher |en Smith, a sophomore, could only get

one strikeout in the fir*t game and ihree in the second She

gave up a total of I 5 hit* to Henderson's eight

"I didn't think she was that bad. all she did was work the

count in and out." junior second baseman Mandy Galas

said.

In the first game, the Minutewomen jumped on the board

early, scoring a run in the first inning. Galas started things

off with a single to left field and senior Tracey Osier fol-

lowed with a bunt single, advancing Galas to second. Senior

Kirn Gutridgc hit a sacrifice bunt to put Galas into scoring

•nor kcllv Buckley, who made her return to catcher

after injuring her thumb, gained the RBI score Galas.

The Flying Dutchwomen made a threat in the third

inning lunior second baseman Dana Bennett hit a double to

left field and advanced to third when Buckley dropped the

ball Freshman Lameka Anderson was walked, but the three

following Hofstra batters could not come up with an RBI

Ave just couldn't get the key hit today, and that's the

nature of the game." Hoist. a coach Bill I dwards said. "If

sou can't get a key hit. you're not going to win ."

The Minutewomen attacked again in the bottom of the

fifth Once again. Galas was the key. hitting a *ingle 10 led

field and moving to second on the left fielder'* error. Osier

bunted a single to advance Galas to third base, and

Gutridge had a sac fly to tight for the RBI Osier moved to

third on v.utndgc's hit and scored with an RBI single from

Buckley

I Mass would score the final run of the game in the sixth
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UM baseball aims for A-10 title
By Kathleen Rods

Coflagtan Starr
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Trying to make the cut

Massachusetts center Lari Ketner is one of 34 collegiate players

who have been invited to try out for the U.S. squad that will play in

the Goodwill Games this summer. Among the others who will be

trying out are: Duke's Trajan Langdon and Shane Battier; UConn's

Richard Hamilton and Khalid El-Amin; Indiana's A.|. Guyton and

Michigan State's Mateen Cleaves. Trials will begin May 29 in

Colorado Springs, Colo, and finalists will be announced |une 1

In spite of the difficult weather

conditions which caused the delay

and possible cancellation of four

games this week, the Massachusetts

baseball team are set to begin the

opening round of the Atlantic 10

tournament today in Boyertown, PA.

Earning the No. 1 seed in the East

with an in-conference record of

15-3. the Minutemen (27-11) face

the No. 2 seed in the West. Virginia

Tech (27-21-2). today at 4 p.m. The

twilight game will be between the No.

I seed in the West, George
Washington, and the No. 2 seed in

the East. Fordham.

Last year, UMass fell to the Hokies

in the final. 1 5-8 VA Tech leads the

all-time series 5-4. taking three of

their wins last season. This year they

compiled a 10-5 record in the confer-

ence to qualify for the tournament.

"This is everything we have pre-

pared for since September," coach

Mike Stone said. "Hopefully we are

well ready."

The Hokies carry a strong offensive

storm in Matt Griswold. He headlines

the team with 63 RBI and a torrid

.371 batting average. The junior is

tied for the team-lead in homers with

nine. Eric Shiflctt joins him atop the

team charts with a batting average of

.378. complete with two home runs

and 23 RBI. Their teammate, Barry

Gauch, bats .319 while driving 44

runs in.

Virginia Tech's pitching staff is a

mix of youth and experience. Senior

Jon Hand has earned an 8-2 record

with 67 strikeouts. Freshman Pat

Pinkman has struck out 79 batters

while compiling a team-leading 3.73

ERA.
The Minutemen's strength is in

their hitting. They are 10-0 this sea-

son when they score 1 or more runs

or lead after the sixth inning.

The leadoff hitter, Shaun
Skeffington, tied the UMass regular

single-season record for doubles with

19 this past weekend. The sophomore
ranks second in the A-10 and ninth

in the nation in doubles per game. He
is also second on the team with 13

Pitcher Bill Cooke earns start as

the offense looks to spark win
stolen bases. The MSI of the lineup

follows closely in his base-path-beat-

en footsteps.

Muchie Dagliere. Doug Clark and

Pete Gautreau. the 3-4-5 hitters.

combine with a .394 hatting average.

The trio has belted 19 homers and

driven in almost half of the total

offense with 133 RBI. Daglier Ml

the single-season record with 31

straight games with a base hit.

Gautreau. a two-time A-10 Baseball

Player of the Week, has been a con-

stant threat on the bascpaths. stealing

a team-leading 1 7 times.

The bottom of the order has also

consistently come through, lunior

shortstop Seth Kaplan has compiled

Turn to BASEBALL page 6
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The UMass baseball team will try to capture another A-10 crown this weekend, as the Minutemen travel to

Boyertown Pa. for the conference tournament.
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Better than

Police Academy
Bill Bellamy and
Spacebolli' Michael

Winslow joined

forces at the Fine Arts

Center Friday night

Check out our
thoughts on "l«it

Laughing" (see Arts

t« Living, page 5)

Every second

counts

Midfielder
Stephanie Pavtkk's

three goals were
not enough, as tne-

women's lacrosse

team fell to Penn
State in the ECAC
Tournament (see

Sports, page 10)

WORLD

Auckland suffers

major power outage

AUCKLAND, New Zealand — A
power failure blacked out down-
town in New Zealand's largest

city again yesterday, a month and
a hart after it endured five weeks
of power cuts due to cable fail

ores

A hit m a cable was the culprit

m the latest outage in Auckland,

unrelated to the series of power
cable failures that dimmed down-
town from mi February and March
Mercury Energy spokeswoman

Diane Miller said she thought the

fault this time occurred in a (Oint

in the cable, but engineers were
working to determine the enact

cause.

Sunday's $0-minute blackout was

more estensive than the earlier

mishaps, angering many businesses

after knocking out power to a

ma|or commercial strip and the

central business district.

"They told us there was no risk,"

said Michael Bamett. chief executive

of the Auckland Regional Chamber
of Commerce

if, because of the loss of one
cable, we're sitting m an era of risk

again it gets back to an issue of

Mercury's credibility.* he said

NATION

KKK protestors spark

riot in Ann Arbor

ANN ARBOR Mich— Police in

not gear used tear gas on anti-Klan

demonstrators who broke through a

fence and tossed bottles and rocks

in an attempt to disrupt a Ku Klux

Klan ratty Saturday.

At least five people were treated

for minor injuries, but no arrests

were made
Hoping to avoid the violence of

a similar 1996 Klan rally, the city

set up a separate fenced area for

the Klan, outfitted police with gas

masks and handheld metal detec-

tors and trained more than 100
volunteers to roam the crowd to

keep the peace
Hundreds of counter-demonstra-

tors showed up, many flashing

signs reading "Smash the Klan."

While the Klan members were in

front of City Hall, the anti-Klan pro-

testers broke through the fence

behind the building and threw
rocks and bottles, breaking eight

windows but coming nowhere near

the Klan members.
Police Chief Carl Ent said volun-

teers did a good job of keeping

the angry crowd away from the 37

Klan members, who rallied for

about an hour, playing music and

making speeches. Several times

they shouted "white power" and
raised their hands in the Klan

salute.

|amal Benin, 24, said he was
yelling at Klan members when the

tear gas wafted his way.
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Engineering student to

speak at commencement
By Leigh Faulkner

CoHag.on Staff

Seniur industrial engineering major lean Marie
Maranville has been selected as student speaker fur the

128th University of Massachusetts undergraduate com-
mencement, which is scheduled for 10 >0 a.m.. May 24 at

the Warren P. McGuirk Stadium.

Maranville will discuss the value of knowledge which

she describes as "the life skills that we have acquired

through osjr academic studies, extracurricular activities

and most importantly from our personal interactions with

one another
."

While attending UMass for the pasl four years, gradual

ing seniors have realized their need for each other, while

at the same time becoming independent, Maranville said.

"The primary focus of our education has been the devel-

opment of the tools necessary to leam which continues

throughout our lives in everything we do." Maranville

Maranville has particpated in various activities during

her time at UMass. She was president of the UMass chap-

ters of Alpha Pi Mu, the industrial engineering honors

society, and HE. the Institute of Industrial Engineers. She

is also a member of the Society of Women Engineers and

chairman of SHOUT, the student high school outreach

program.

In addition to her extracurricular activities. Maranville

has also earned many awards She is the recipient of a

1998 Senior leadership Award and has received live dil

ferent enginee ring awards

Maranville also played the flute as a member of the

Minuteman Marching Band and the University Concert

Band.

She was chosen as student speaker by a committee of

four seniors and three faculty members Maranville will

work as a quality engineer for the Gillette Company in

South Boston beginning in rune

Anti-Semitism at L/M
decreasedaccording

to recentcampus survey

BHawSMMiwm ortici

lean M Maranville will speak at the 128th under-

graduate commencement ceremony.

Riots rage as bishop is laid to rest

Auoooted Pr«u

FA1SALABAD. Pakistan — A mob
of Muslim extremists burned homes
and shops in a Christian neighbor-

hood in northeastern Pakistan yeatar-

day while 10.000 mourners buried a

bishop who lulled himself to protest

religious discrimination

Christian residents then attacked

some police for nol responding
quickly enough to the raid After

black plumes of smoke from the

burning buildings filled the air. riot

police used tear gas to disperse the

crowds, then arrested 16 Muslim
militants and five Christians. Three

people were reported injured.

Roman Catholic Bishop lohn

loseph. a noted human nghts cam-

paigner, killed himself last week to

protest the death sentence given to a

Christian accused of insulting Islam

The suicide has prompted violent

protests by Christians and Muslims
divided over Pakistan's blasphemy
laws, which call for the death penal-

ty for insulting Islam or its prophet.

Mohammed While loseph's body
was being buried on the sprawling

grounds of Faisalabad's Cathedral of

Saints Peter and Paul, about 500
Muslim extremists rampaged through

the nearby Christian ncighborhiHui

•creaming slogans in favor ol the

blasphemy laws.

"I begged them not to bum m>
children." wailed Parvcen Maeeih.

She sat in the remains of her home,
her head buried in her hands.

"They tore my clothe* and they

said. We arc going to set your chil

dren on fire'."

Her neighbor George Massih. lost

his one-story brick home after the

mob doused it in kerosene and set it

on fire

"They even too* my bible and set

it on fire." he said The gate* ul

Faisalabad's cathedral were manned
by armed Christian volunteers.

"The blood of Bishop loseph will

pave the way for a

revolution." read a banner loseph

was chairman of a human rights

commission established by the

Catholic Bishops Conference of

Boeing 737 models grounded
By Glen Johnson

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The government yesterday

grounded older models of the Boeing 757, the world's

most popular jet. after mandatory inspections of some
aircraft found extensive wear in power lines running

through their wing fuel tanks.

The order affected 15 percent of the 757s operating

domestically, causing flight cancellations as the business

week began.

The emergency inspection, the broadest FAA order

for commercial aircraft since McDonnell-Douglas DC-
10s were grounded in 1979. came three days after the

Federal Aviation Administration gave airlines up to a

week to inspect their oldest 757s for signs of wear in

the wiring or the pipes that carry the wires through the

fuel tanks. A recent inspection of a Continental Airlines

757 found both exposed wires and holes in the piping

believed to bave been caused by electrical sparks.

Officials feared the mixture of fuel, air and electricity

could spark an explosion such as that which downed
TWA Flight 800.

By Saturday afternoon, 1 5 more aircraft had been

inspected and mechanics found chafing in half of the

bundles examined. One wiring bundle in a United

Airlines 757 showed signs of sparking in one spot and a

second area where the wire* had been worn bare, nio*t

likely from vibration over the plane's 50.000 hours in

flight. That prompted the FAA to revise its original

order, ordering all Boeing 757-100 and -200 series air

craft immediately out of passenger service until they

could be inspected and repaired. The planes have cigar-

shaped engines mounted directly under their wings.

There are 179 such aircraft operated by U S carriers.

The FAA also ordered inspections over the next two
weeks for 757s with between 40.000 and 50.000 flight

hours, generally the newer generation Boeing 757-500. -

400 and -500 aircraft. Those models have oval-shaped

engines mounted on pylons that extend in front of the

wings. There arc 118 such planes in the United States

and 282 worldwide.

Based on the early inspections, the FAA also allowed

airlines to discontinue inspections of another set of

pipes and wires leading to the aircraft's center fuel tank.

In all 1 5 aircraft inspected, there were no signs of chaf-

ing found in that wiring

"While we are concerned about (the inspections) and

the disruption it may have on the system, the No. I con-

cern of the FAA is safety." said Thomas McSweeny. the

Turn to BOEING, page 2

By Bryan Schwortznson

ColUgian Staff

There is an overall decrease in

anti-Semitism at the University ol

Massachusetts, according to a draft

report of a survey conducted by the

Student Affairs Research
Information and Systems (SARIS) for

the Office of Human Relat

SARIS conducted the survey on
.12, l*>47 interviewing 574

self-identified lewish students as a

sample of the larger community
turrentlv. SARIS is comparing the

data with similar survevs conducted

in 1991 and 1994

The results reveal the environment

for Jewish students is improving, but

a range of anti-Semitic behavior is

still experienced.

According to the survey draft,

"...the most common (instances of

anti-Semitism) are stereotyping and
"put-duwn" jokes from other stu-

dents. anti-Semitic graffiti, and
de-faced lewish activity posters

."

Grant Ingle. Director of the I

Human Relations said these the

same problems experienced by other

minority communities on campus,
including the Al ASA (Asian. Latino.

African and Native American I and
C.I BT (Gay. Lesbian, Bisexual and
TransgendcT) communities.

"The way to approach these prob-

lems is through collaboration.* Ingle

Pakistan

A Christian lawmaker, lohnson
Michael, accused Pakistan's govern-

and demanded the repeal of the bias-

phemy law.

Also Sunday, about 1.500
Christians marched through the

southern port city of Karachi, setting

several shops and vehicles on fire

and shouting protests against the

taw

There are two million Christians

in Pakistan, but most of the aja>
try's 140 million people are Muslim

Ayub Massih. the Christian sen-

tenced to death, remains in jail pend-

ing appeal. He was accused of speak-

ing favorably of Salman Rushdie, who
has lived in seclusion since Iranian

religious leaders sentenced him to

death for his allegedly blasphemous
novel. "The Satanic Vertea."

Several Christians have been sen-

tenced to death under Pakistan's

blasphemy law. but the conviction*

went overturned by higher courts.

There are dozens of people await-

ing trial on blasphemy charges.

rdmg to Ingle, there are a only

a handful of universities which poll

students to the extent UMaas does.

'An institution can take an issue,

document it, and do things about it."

Ingle said.

Ingle began commissioning sur-

veys of this kind in the early 1480's

concerning issues of sexual harass-

ment. The results of the surveys

helped Ingle create programs which

ucdted more awareness toward sexu-

al harassment. The result was a 25

percent drop in sexual harassment

between the 1 48 5 and 1989. accord-

ing to the surveys.

Ingle said surveys regarding

anti-Semitism conducted in the

1480's. including questions and the

data-analysis, have been refined in

the 1990s
The Office of Human Relations has

worked with the Office of lewish

Affairs which was created in 1994,

to educate the campus community
through programs and seminars
about issues of anti-Semitism.

rdmg to the survey draft, "a

comparison incorporating the 1991

and 1994 results shows statistically

significant decreases in stereotyping

behaviors by students and by

University staff, in the defacing of

lewish activity posters, in threatening

or derogatory caib or mail, in hearing

nagativr remarks about lewish people

going unchallenged by class instruc-

tors, and in harassment of students

by students."

rdmg to the survey. Hillel

House was the most likely place for

students to bring concerns of

ami Semitic harassment. The Office

of lewish Affairs was intentionally

omitted as one of the choices for this

question.

Office Director Larry Goldbaum
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You wish you could do this...

Dan LaRoche of Greenfield and Michael Keston of Northampton

juggle "back to back" near the Fine Arts Center.

Presidential election in Paraguay has begun peacefully
By Bill Cormier

Associated Press

ASUNCION. Paraguay — The
party that has ruled Paraguay for

half a century faced a referendum on

its staying power yesterday, beset by

a strong opposition challenge as vot-

ers elected a president.

Voting began without incident yes-

terday across this poor South

American country of four and a half

million people. It marked the start of

Paraguay's first peaceful transition

from one civilian president to anoth-

er.

"Everything is calm, very calm"

said Raul Cubas Grau, a 54-year-old

engineer representing the right-wing

Colorado Party, which has ruled

uninterrupted in Paraguay since

1947.

The party, which has governed
through decades of dictatorship and
subsequent democracy, appears to be

facing a serious challenge yesterday.

Recent polls have been divided,

with only 2 or 5 percentage points

the difference between the two top

candidates.

The winner will succeed President

lu.m Carlos Wasmosy. himself the

civilian successor in 1995 to an army
general who led Paraguay out of

Gen. Alfredo Stroessner's 55 years

of military rule. Cubas faced

Domingo Laino Figuerdo. the 62-

year-old leader of the opposition

Democratic Alliance. Laino ran

unsuccessfully for president twice

and was detained repeatedly for

resisting

Stroessner's dictatorship—one of

Latin America's longest running—
which ended in February 1989.

"I have great confidence in a vic-

tory by the Alliance and a clean elec-

tion." said Laino as he voted, refer-

ring to electoral reforms that made
the vote count independent.

About 2 million voters were regis-

tered to choose a president and vice

president. 125 members of the legis-

lature and the nation's 1 7 governors.

Long lines formed at many of the

more than 10.000 polling stations

nationwide before the afternoon sies-

ta.

Rodolfo Antola. an 80-year-old

Paraguayan who voted for the oppo-

sition, said he was tired of the

Colorado Party.

"We need change." he added.

"Yes, we need change. The
Colorados represent a return to the

past."

But many still see the Colorado

Party as their party for life. "I am
not political at all but the Colorado

Party is my party. They are the party

that cares for the poor and they will

work for us," said Catalino Castillo.

50. whose home near the polling sta-

tion was flooded in March by the

Paraguay River.

"My home is now under water and

only the Colorado candidates came
to us," she said. "They brought us

milk and sugar for the children."

Originally the vice presidential

nominee, Cubas assumed the

Colorado presidential candidacy of

former army Gen. Lino Oviedo, who
won that party's September 1997

primary.

Last month. Paraguay's Supreme
Court upheld a 10-year sentence

Oviedo was given by a military court

on charges he rebelled against

Wasmosy in April 1996.

Oviedo denies he resisted a presi-

dential order to resign as army chief

of staff despite a day-long standoff.

He remains jailed at a capital army

base.

I
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Boeing
conttnuod from page 1

FAA's director of aircraft BWttfka
tion

Boeing supported the action.

which followed its own service bul-

letin to aircraft owners on April 24.

"We're doing everything we can

to minimize any schedule disrup-

tions to affected 757 operators and

we will continue working with the

FAA to monitor the inspection

results and take an. other action

that may be advisable." said Boeing

spokesman Russ Young. The manu-

facturer said it was rushing repair

kits to the airlines.

The National Transportation
Safety Board, which investigates air-

line accidents, commended the FAA
for taking "aggressive" action to iden-

tify and eliminate one of the dangers

identified during the investigation

into TWA flight 800 —potential

ignition sources that could spark a

fuel tank explosion

"The FAA is to be congratulated

for its swift action." NTSB Chairman

lim Hall said in a statement yesler

day.

Southwest Airlines. United and

US Airways were most affected.

Southwest has an all-757 fleet.

though only about 55 of its aircraft

were the tvpe covered b> the

grounding The inspections took

three-person teams about six hours

for each plane, a spokeswoman said

I nited had to cancel 54 flights on

Sunday as its 18 older-model planes

but the airline said it

would have all the planes back in the

air by today.

"This is not impeding our opera-

tion anywhere neat the level I severe

weather condition would at Denver

or O Hare." said United spokes

woman Man |o Holland, referring to

the airline's two major hub airpoits

A US Airways spokesman said his

airline had to pull four planes out of

service.

Investigators still do not know
what caused JAVA flight 800 |

Boeing 747, to explode off Long
Island in luly \Wb They suspect

lumes in the center fuel tank were

ignited bv electricity . Since then,

they have been examining the wiring

configurations on similar planes and

ordering inspections.

Last week, the FAA ordered
inspections for Boeing 747 and 767

aircraft to make sure they had the

necessary protection around their

fuel-tank wiring. The airlines have

00 days to complete that work. The
agency is also considering inspec-

tions foi McDonnell-Douglas and
Lockheed aircraft. Planes made by

Airbus Industrie are not affected

because they have a different wiring

configuration.

There are 1.088 Boeing 7>

the United States and 2,716 regis-

tered worldwide, making it the most

common passenger aircraft in use.

While the KAA action doe* not .ipplv

to foreign aircraft, most countries

lollow its lead on safetv matters.

Petition filed for arrest

ofAbul Abbas in Israel

By Laura King

Associated Press

anti-semitism
continued from page 1

•aid there are two reasons for this.

"Rather than creating a new
office (which would handle com
nlsinti of harassment | mv job is to

support the administration through

egular offices, and make sure

those offices are sensitive to the

issues and concerns of lewish stu-

dents." Goldbeum said.

Goidbaum said also that the

Office has a small staff and had not

publicized themselves to a great

extent This has changed since the

Office of lewish Affairs has recently

published and distributed a 16 page

news letter Shofur. which chroniJc«

the activities of the ot

'

Goldbeum writes in the newslet

ter. "the Office of lewish Affairs is a

L nivetsity administrative office

whose primary mission is to provide

educational programs for the entire

campus (not primarily the lewish

community > in order to improve the

climate for all students

The Office of lewish Aftairv will

be an option for the concerned *tu

dents' complaints on the next sur

vey.

The survev is not in it's final

form because the presentation ol

the data and the wording of the

interpretations arc >nll being fine

tuned. The final survey should be

available in the next lew weeks and
will be published on the SARIS
web page, which It linked to the

I Mass web page.
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GAZA CITY. Gaza Strip — Ask
Abul Abbas about the Achille l.auro

hijacking, and the answer is a long

hard look and a short hard laugh

"V>u never forget, all of you. do
you'.'" the 50-year-old former PLO
guerrilla chieftain said in an interview

vesterday at the flag-draped Gaza
Cm office of the Palestinian faction

he heads. Abbas, the mastermind of

the infamous 1985 attack on a cruise

ship in which an elderly American
passenger was shot in his wheelchair

and tos>ed overboard, has said dud-

Ik l\ lor several vears now that the

hijacking was a mistake.

However his presence in Gaza

—

he is still based in Iraq, but has been

spending mcicMme lately in the

Palestinian lands—has galvanized

wills that he be brought to justice

Yesterday, a group of Israeli and

American activist tiled a petition

with an Israeli court demanding that

he be arrested and tried by Israel.

Over the years, though. Abul
Abbas—whose real name is

Mohammed Abbas—has proved an

except ioiiallv elusive quain

I he drama began I 5 years ago
when the Italian cruise ship Achille

l.auro was seized off Port Said.

Igvpt. bv Palestinian terrorists who
held the more than 500 passengers

hostage.

With the exception of the executed

American, Leon Klinghoffer. the pas

cogens were released after a two-day

ordeal and the commandos surren-

dered to Kgyptian authorities

pt put Abbas and his men on a

flight for Tunisia, where the PLO was

headquartered then But the United

States dispatched Naw lighters to

force the flight down in Sicily, under

Italian jurisdiction.

To the Americans' anger and di*

may. however. Italy allowed Abbas to

flee to Yugoslavia before a U.S. war-

rant t and hostage-taking

could be served Abbas disappeared,

and international manhunts and a

m his head failed to flush him

out.

Along with two other Palestinians,

he was convicted in absentia in an

Italian court and sentenced to life in

prison, but never served any time

Abbas, a big. burly man with a full

fleshy face, says he was not even
aboard at the time of the klinghoffer

shouting, and that the guerrillas had

only intended to use the cruise to slip

imol <»rtmandcer it.

the operation as one
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mistake piled on another —but his

regrets go only so far.

"It was a struggle between us and

our enemy." he said. "Israel gave
itselt the right to all options, like

attacking and raiding and assassinat-

ing us. So we used our options, too."

Abbas describes himself these days as

a firm backer of peace talks with

Israel. Not that he thinks they are

going anywhere at the moment—it is.

he says, a token of his staunch sup-

port of Palestinian leader Yasser
Arafat.

But Abbas may be positioning him-

self as a force in his own right in

Palestinian politics That was illus-

trated when he returned to Gaza last

week and got a rousing welcome
from 5.000 supporters at an anniver-

sarv celebration for the Palestinian

I iheration Front, his tjclion

Leaders from across the political

spectrum delivered laudatory remarks

about him. and young supporters lis

tencd intently "If he told us to go
back to the resistance now. everyone

would support him." said 2v)-year-old

Abdel Shaft, who would only give his

last name "We look up to him
"

Abbas said he had no plans to seek

any political post, but said he had

Arafat's ear. advising him even on

sensitive matters "We speak as

brothers." he said.

Partly because of Abbas' populari-

ty, moving against him would pose

huge political problems for Arafat

But it's also a hot potato for the gov-

ernment of Israeli Prime Minister

Benjamin Netanyahu For one thing,

the Israelis would have to explain

why they let him back into Gaza in

the first place. Although Gaza is

Palestinian-run. Israel controls its

external borders.

Israel first allowed Abbas beck into

Gaza in I Wt> to vote on a landmark

resolution by the Palestinian parlia-

ment in exile renouncing calls for

Israel's destruction He says this is

his fourth visit since then

The Israeli court petition, brought

by a trio of right-wing activists , was
clearly seen as a sticky problem \

lustice Ministry spokesman. Moshe
Gorali. said it had been passed on to

a three-judge panel, something that is

done in caeca seen as judicially prob-

lematu

Israel suggested that in any event.

it is the .Americans' responsibility to

pursue Abbas.

"I'm frankly surprised that thc

United States is not demanding his

extradition because he killed I

citizen." said David Bar Mian, a top

Netanyahu aide

Reflections
A model wears the customary dress of Thailand during the

Traditional Fashion Show on Saturday night
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Sinn Fein accepts peace accords
By Shawn Pogatchnik

Associated Press

HUCN Ml DUMOT7 l IX lKJAN

Cleaning up...
Sean Conlon, a sophmore political science major, helps disassemble the set of "Angels in America" yester-

day afternoon.

DUBLIN. Ireland — Sinn Fein leader Gerry Adams
led his IRA-allied party down the road from revolution

to reform yesterday, winning full backing for the

Northern Ireland peace accord against the odds of his-

tory.

In a fundamental reversal of decades-old policy, 551

out ol s50 Sinn Fein activists voted to let their lead-

ets participate in a new compromise administration

for Northern Ireland. The verdict followed several

hours of public debate at the Royal Dublin Societv

Hall

Sinn Fein's warm, if belated, embrace of the accord

won't make ratification of the deal any easier in May

22 public referendum*. Although Northern Ireland's

main Protestant party, the Lister Unionists, approved it

last month, many Protestants will oppose any deal

deemed acceptable to Sinn Fein

Still, the decisive outcome marked a personal tri-

umph for Adams, who since taking charge of Sinn Fein

in 198 5 has inched the party slowly out of isolation

while averting potentially deadly splits in the Sinn

fein Irish Republican Army movement
"lodav we cleared the way for the future. Tomorrow

we start to build the future," Adams told 1,000 cli

ing delegates.

Adams emphasized that the decision doesn t mean
Sinn Fein accepted the right ol Northern Ireland to

exist, even though he is now tree to help govern it.

That key issue has driven the past 50 years ol blood

shed— and is spurring dissidents to tr> to wreck the

IRA cease-lire ol luly 1997.

During the conference, IRA dissidents claimed

responsibility lor firing two mortar shells at a police

barracks in the Northern Ireland border town of

Belleek. injuring no one. On Saturday, in their first

public statement, they called the truce "over" and
accused Adams of taking Sinn Fein down the road of

accepting Ireland's partition.

Because of the potential for such splits, Adams had

delayed formally accepting the compromise accord

icached April 10 with the British and Irish govern-

ments and seven other Northern Ireland parties.

British Prime Minister Tony Blair welcomed Sinn

Fein's decision. "It means Sinn Fein has signed up to a

process in which there is no place whatsoever for vio-

lence or the threat of violence," his office said in a

statement

Adams and Martin McGuinness, Sinn Fein's chief

negotiator, offered polite applause to about a dozen

speakers who bluntly opposed changing Sinn Fein's

policy of boycotting government institutions in

Northern Ireland, a Protestant-majority state founded

in ls»20

"Your beliefs are born in your heart, your strategies

in vour head When the two collide, something has to

>:ive." said |ohn Murphy, a Sinn Fein activist in his

mid HN Irom the Irish Republic border town of

Monaghan who wanted to reject the agreement But tor

most IRA supporters, the head prevailed. Sinn Fein

leaders argued that Sinn Fein had to sit on the pro-

posed 108-seal Assembly in Belfast, which would be

overseen by a 12-strong Executive from several parties

including Sinn fern

GET THE BIG PICTURE..,

The ^bflegisan photography

department is now accepting

applications from photographers for the Fall 199S

semester. If you are interested in working within

the largest visual forum on the UMass campus; and

want a great experience for the future, please con-

tact Lauren at 54X1 or come to the Collegian

office in room 113 of the Campus Center.
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DIVISION Of CONTINUING EDUCATION

UMass Summer Session 1998

Over If©
credit courses

Indudlnf

• Architectural Drawtnj

• Communication Disorders

• Environmental Oology

• Culture & Economies of

U.S. Prisons

• Sign Language

• Gaming & Casino

Management

• International Marketing

• Nursing

• Music Education

• Issues in Classroom

Management
• Medical Interpreting &
Translating

• Cobol and Database Design

Clauses offered evenings, daytime,

weekends, off end on campus

Part-time degree
programs, both graduate

and undergraduate

• Bachelor of General Studies

•M.LI.S.
• MS. In Labor Studies

• Master of Music Education

• M.S. In Plant a Soil Sciences

• Master's in Education

• MBA Professional Program

• RN to BS in Nursing

• Master's Public Policy and

Administration

Session It Juno 2-Juiy 10

Session II: July 1 4-August 20

Variable Sessions

For a free course catalog,

call 41 3-545-0107 or e-mail

contlned@admin.umass.edu

wvAv.umass.edu/contlned/

for updated course information

a quality education at

an affordableprice

$400 CASH BONUS
toward purchase or lease"
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vwm.ford.com
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1998 Ford Escort

You've hit the books. Now it's time to hit the road. Ford can help. College seniors

and grad students get $400 cash back* toward the purchase or Ford Credit

Red Carpet Lease of any eligible Ford or Mercury. It's academic: pocket the cash,

grab life by the wheel. For more College Graduate Purchase Program info,

call 1 -800-321-1536 or visit the Web at www.ford.com
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Cool like that (jjp«r

Paul Haves

Clossof 1998

I
am the coolest kid on campus.

No. really, I believe that I'm

in love with my 2.6 GPA, my
collection of used clothes, the fact

that I masturbate to Victoria's

Secret catalogs, and the fact that I

like lewel. I'm in love with my hunk

of sh-t truck, my history of

low-wage, menial-labor jobs, the

three chord original songs I can

barely play on my
Washburn D-IO gui-

tar, and the fact that

I can hardly bench
14) pounds.

It's all the culmi-

nation of years of try-

ing to be cool, a goal

which I set out to

mplish when I

left high school with

the class of '93.

By all high school

standards, I was not

a cool kid at Woburn _______
High School. I wore

the Marshall* knock-offs of Bugle

Boy and I.O.U. clothes. I onl>

kissed one girl. I did the running

man at school dances and I ran

track for three seasons. But I saw a

chance to change all that in college

I thought. "A change of scener> iv

all you need. Paul
*

So I came to the University d
Massachusetts and lived in that bas-

tion of suburban coolness that is

Southwest. I was issued my jeans,

flannel shirt and
hat-with-the-rim-bent-to-a- crease

at the door In two years there I

accomplished all two of my goals that,

in high school. I thought would bring

me instant coolness: getting laid and

drinking until I puked.

Well, it left me feeling a little

empty and I began to suspect that

perhaps I may have aimed my sight*

a little low. Musically. I had found

the cutting edge to be at the dec id

edly blunt point between Pearl lam

and Nirvana and I found the heights

of passion to be drunken sex on the

second floor of the Howard
lohtuon's on Route 9.

"What other cool endeavors could

I embark upon?* I thought

I got pretty good at Street Fighter

II my freshman year, but after find-

ing out that there were no groupies

in it. I joined a fraternity. But even

that wasn't delivering on the cool-

ness, which so many movies like

Animal House and Revenge of the

Nerds had promised Somehow get-

ting up at 4 a.m. on a Tuesday to

drink sh-tloads of liquor, going to

packed houses where only girls got

served drinks, and making out with

girls when you could barely see

straight seemed like a

lot more fun in theo-

Add a fraternit)

house full of broken
furniture, rituals that

always seemed like

boring Halloween par-

ties and the payment
of hundreds of dollars

in dues that never
seemed to go any-

where but into peo-

ple's pockets, and the

result is a
"""""""""""""""""""

less-than-cool situa-

tion

Then one night, when I passed

out in the halt on the second floor

of Thorcau Residence Hall with a

cigarette in one hand and a beer in

the other and my nose bleeding, a

divine inspiration hit me "My
God!* I thought, 'this isn't cool at

all. There must be a way things

could be cooler ' Then a solution

hit me.

I was moving to Central

The funny thing is, I was right It

was a good move. I left the noise

and tension of Southwest behind —
and entered upon the noise and
tension of Baker, where I lived for

two years.

My first year there I met the first

girl I ever fell in love with, who 1

thought was about the coolest per-

son I had ever met. She listened to

cool musk, wore cool clothes, did

I stuff — she was everything the

high school kid in me wanted to be

It went great until it went bad. and

then things weren't so great any-

more. When we broke up. it was
about as bad as it could have got-

ten, until we stopped talking for

good, which was worse.

But then things got good for me
again, as thev inevitably do for

everybody, and I realired that maybe

everything I had found cool was not

necessarily what I found to be cool

anymore I knew the sad, sappy

poetry I was writing about my "ex-

was very uncool to be sure, so I

began to look about for a higher

plane of coolness.

Maybe I should become one of

those guys who skateboards all over

the place. No. I don't have a chain

wallet Maybe I should enter the

SGA. No. I'm not clinically insane

Maybe I ought to listen to techno

music and go to raves. Hell no. I get

nervous when I have too much col

fee.

Then I remembered I was an
English major, which I had thought

would be a cool major. But after

about the 20th tune I found myself

in a classroom surrounded by guys

in waist-coats and "refined*

accents. I decided that there might

be a cooler major. That's when I

said to myself "I'm going to be a

journalism major, and what's more
— I'm going to write for the

Collegian*
~

Well, that brings me to where I am
now, on the verge of graduation, sil-

ting in the Collegian office in the

Campus Center basement Most peo-

ple seem to think that writing for the

Collegian is about as cool as the

death of the campus pond's swan,

but if you read my words up to thi*

point, that is something I find to be

pretty cool

I suppose that ultimately, even

the coolest things in life are disap-

pointing to a high school kid who
thought that coolness was nothing

more than screwing, beer, and a cig-

arette But that kid inevitably grows

up
Now I am rather comfortable with

who I am. with what I do. with the

uncertaintv of m> future and the

mistakes of my past. I can now sit in

on a Friday night and watch crappv

FOX television and be content that I

think m> life is as cool as I ever

wanted it to be M> truck is cool. m>
bike is cool, my friends are cool, mv
enemies are cool, my strengths are

cool, my weaknesses are cool, gffj

opinions are cool, and I am cool.

Cooler than anyone I know.
Paul Hayes is a Collegian colum-

nist

A final word of advice
The best piece of advice I received as a freshman

came from a seasoned Collegian reporter, a .sni

cal senior named Henry, who told me on my sec-

ond visit to the newsroom. "Come into the office a lot.

hang out here, even when you don't have a story. Get

to know people and get involved." ________
Looking back four years later, I

sometimes wonder whether I

should thank the man or curse

him. After logging in about 30

hours a week for virtually no pay

and zero academic credit. I con-

stantly re-evaluate why I became
so involved with the student news-

paper What did it give me in

return for the countless sleepless

nights, missed classes and gray

hairs'

The answer is something com-
pletely intangible, something only a

student involved in a Registered MMMMana
Student Organization can relate to. It's a feeling that

comes in fleeting moments, like while walking across

this huge campus, that you make a difference among a

vast sea of students.

It sounds like an empty statement by

the chancellor in some brochure on why
you should come to UMass. but it's really

true. They call it "co-curricular experi-

ence" — I call it getting involved

There are hundreds of groups on cam-

pus to get involved with, and each plays

a role in the University community. On
a campus of 25.000, it's pretty difficult

to distinguish yourself from the masses

Academically, there will always be some-

one who can get comparable grades.

Running, or even being part of an RSO.

can make you feel like you gave some-

thing to UMass. instead of just taking

from it.

Granted, a lot of these positions are behind the

scenes. There's not too much glory in getting up at 5

a.m. to make sure the bagels are delivered to

People's Market, but the hundreds of students who
patronize the student-run business every day certainly

do care.

Being part of a high-profile organization, such as

the Student Government Association, can have its

pitfalls as well. SGA has the prestige and power of

controlling student fees and allocating monies to

other student organizations. With that, however,

comes accountability to the student body and often

times, public scrutiny.

"It's a feeling that

comes in fleeting

moments,, like walk-

ing across this huge

campus, that you

make a difference

among a vast sea of

students.

"

Laura Stock

Class of 1998

Which brings me back to the Collegian — the only

RSO I can speak about with full knowledge Spending

night after night in a basement with no windows writ

ing and editing stories, only to wake up the next morn-

ing and have your professor point out typos on the

______. front page is heartbreaking But

working at a student-run organiza-

tion is a learning experience, and we
all make mistakes.

Don't pity a student who con

tributes to a. RSO. though. It may
seem like being part of a

student-run organization is a drain-

ing, thankless job — but there are

benefits to be reaped.

I thank the Collegian for many
things. I came in a shy freshman,

writing 300-word film reviews. A
semester later. I was film editor,

and started to sense the public rec-

_____________ ognized me — though most of the

response came in prank-call form for panning a |im

Carrey movie.

By junior year, I made the leap to news reporting,

covering crime on campus like assaults

and rapes — inspiring me to go to law

school following graduation. Being

news editor during privatization

protests and the Goodell Takeover was

thrilling, even though most of my work
was done behind the scenes.

My current, and soon to be ending

position of managing editor has been

taxing, but worthwhile. My parents,

friends and professors all think I am
crazy to devote so much time to one
organization which seemingly offers lit-

tle in return. But being a part of this

RSO was more than just a line on the

resume for me — it gave me confidence

and skills that I will use long after my
time here at UMass is up.

After writing and editing at the Collegian for four

years, I have received some recognition, the most sig-

nificant of which came last November in a postcard

from Costa Rica. After reading the paper on the

Internet, Henry noticed my current editorial position,

and dropped me a line to say he was proud his

advice to a fledgling film critic brought me such suc-

cess.

So, in my final piece for the paper and the communi-

ty that has given so much to me. I chose to pass on

Henry's advice. Get involved. You will be rewarded.

Laura Stock is a Collegian columnist.

Giants show off new tricks
By Kevin Monohon
Collegian Staff

THEY MIGHT BE GIANTS
Pearl St

May 8

Playing at Pearl Street has
htCOHM routine lor They Might Be
Giants While at times the>
seemed to be going through the

motions. |ohn Linnell, |ohn
Flansburgh and company
unleashed an interesting bag of
tricks on the audience Friday night

at the recently re-opened venue
proving that no matter how
methodical their shows may get.

there will still be plenty of fun and
.i lew sut prises.

The lirsi unexpected event of

the evening was Flansburgh taking

the Mage to announce that sched

uled openers Lincoln were not
playing and to introduce their

replacement Double Dog They
Might He Giants needed a band
Mtanger than thev already are to

open for them If you've <ilvc.i\-

wanted to know what psychedelic

i -pells hip hop sounded like.

you were in for a real treat

Double Dog consisted of one
human drum machine, one male
vocalist, and one female vocalist

producing all the joys of an
obscene phone call While most of

Double Dog's songs sounded like a

hadlv taked orgasm, their set was

interesting and their ityk original.

They Might Be Giants took stage

through a blinding Hash d chces\

dis^u lights and a grandiose (pre-

recorded) orchestral accompani-
ment linnell strapped on his

fTlflHlfll and launched right into

"Particle Man " Thev plugged then

upcoming live album

—

Sei'ere lire

Damage, and provided some witlv

banter with the audience. "V-w
York City" from their "MM recent

studio album

—

Factory Showroom
and "She's Actual Si/e." leatunng

a solo from drummer Dan Hkkey
were eatlv highlights.

A few of the high points include

severed puppet heads, with which

linnell and Flansburgh pluscJ

ventriloquists during "Ixquisiu-

Dead Gu>." and a confetti cannon
which shot a technicolor shower

on the crowd during "|ame* K

Polk." As if new props were not

enough. Flansburgh found it nec-

essarv, to introduce new instru-

ments, specifically a microphone
attached to a stick Other surprises

include "Sapphire Bullets of Pure

l.ove" which thev stopped playing

Cfcw IWK.
\lter playing the hit "Ana Ng,"

Hickey and bassist Hal Cragin got

a chance to showcase their talents

during "Battle for the Planet of the

Apes" which required a fair

amount of audience participation

TMBG finished up their set with

thcit hit songs "Birdhouse In Your
Soul" and "The Guitar" (complete

with conga lines) before playing

two encores, which included
"Istanbul (Not Constantinople)"

and "They Might Be Giants

One never ends a They Might Be

Giants show where they started

emotionally, mentally or physical-

Is Sow matter how systematic

Indav night's show may have
been, they Might Be Giants can be

counted to tantalize the audience

It is the kind of bouncy delight

that | guaranteed to put vou in a

good mood

Bellamy and Winslow hit the FAC;
sound problems dont stop the laughs

Stomping the in State Stigma Strong acting lifts Guild's Angels

Sweat slowly dripped from mv forehead and down
my bask, darkening the white oxlord

button down shirt that clung to mv hod) like a

straitjackel A tie hung lifelessly around m> neck in the

August humidity As I pushed the shopping cart filled

with groceries to the woman's car. all I could think

about was getting out of town and going off to college

But something didn't seem right

c hns. you're off to school in the

fall, righl^ Where is it vou re going''" she

asked as I stuffed the plastic sacks into

the trunk of her Mercedes.

"UMass Amherst." I replied

scious and preoccupied

"Really"* Hmm. I'm surprised. I

thought you were smart."

My first head on collision with the

UMass in-state stigma struck in that

steamy suburban parking lot.

With a curt chuckle I went about mv

day and others like it until I finally

arrived on the 1 1th floor of lohn \A

staring out across the Vallev wondering

what had gone wrong Four years

q
(. hns Steam

Clossof 1998

ago in the

Metro Boston 'burbs it was hammered into my brain

that going I
*a* like kissing vour sister It *M

had good gradev il vou were athletic, it vou were

involved, undoubtedly vou had to go to a private sol

lege or university

In fact this piace was hung over my head like a pun

ishment by teachers and relatives alike lor most of my
high school career. 'You better studv or you'll end up

.ii /is- Mass like everyone cKe ." Mv
senior class sent about 30 students ^——--^——————-

—

here in the fall ol 1^4 despite the "With SO IIUUIX ph-
rampant in-state stigma Now. I '

wonder tf mv private-school-bound VUtC COllCgl'S lllHl UHI-
DOT were as lucky as the 30 of us^

ygg^jgg fa ^JeW

schools encouraging students to think seriously about

won't hold the fact that he went to H

College against him) The bar of admission standards

has been raised Sew buildings are going up and old

ones are slowly being renovated Most importantly

alumni who left UMass to become CEO's of in

corporations and award-winning athletes and actors

are speaking on the school's behalf

This place is far from perfect, but in all

honesty, that's one of the Kh
strengths We've all heard the rational

ization that after waiting in maruth. i

lines at Whumore. lighting to get into

classes, breathing aiheitOI feeling the

impact of deferred maintenance and eat

ing dining commons cumne we will K
better prepared because none of ttktttt

things are fair But then again neither i-

life. As trite, cliched and true as thi

onlv sprats he« the surface When people

m Masvachuscit* thought about I

they thought about elevator surfing

drunken keg parties, over tenured pro

feasors and a general \nmul House atmospt

In my four years here,

out-of-state peers have marveled at England, it S tlOt hard
how our school gets panned by

Massachuscit* media and residents

alike. With so many private colleges

and universities in New I ngland.

it s not hard to sec how Your State

U has been kept in the shadows —
until now After years of getting ————

—

pocket change from the legislative purse strings.

I MaM has changed dramatically

W c have a president who travels to state high

to see how Your State

U has been kept in the

shadows- until now.

People are starting to take a closer look factr

earning world wide recognition for their research

Students arc leaving Amherst and making a difference

in the world, as they always have, they are just tvn :

recogni/ed now
The University community mu»i continue to use thi-

energy to better itself — nobody will do it for u- Wc
should not sit back when the media I i.e. The Boston

Globe* bills us as Hooterville and———-—— harps on athletes gone astray and

internal political strugi-

UMass has changed drasticalls m
my four years here and I wish it

nothing less than success Ignore the

in-state stereotypes and think about

how you can change it. Don't simply

criticize its lack of tradition, create

it yourself MoM of all. take advan

tage of all UMass has to offer

In the end the in state Ntercotypc

purveyors will get what they desetvi

— just think how long your highmmmi school classmates that chose private

schools will be paying off their student loans.

Ah. the price of prestige.

CMi Stamm is a Collegian columnist

By Emiry Trosk

ColaownSJoi

In the staging of Angels in America The Millenium

Xppruuches. over the weekend, the UMass Theater Guild

dealt with some difficult subjects The issues in this play are

pertinent to the times in which we are living, namdy coming

to terms with the devastating effects of All > s

\- the lights went down, the Student Union Ballroom was

transformed into an abyss of darkness with only a few spot

lights focused on the six dancers Donned in black, with

painted faces, their movements were sweeping, graceful, and

almost demonic, hinting at what was yet to come Although

ir.'vocative and sexy, the opening was a bit len>

and it might have been more effective had it been shorter

But overall, this introductory dance piece captured the

essence of the entire show

The play was divided into three s<x-mingh unrelated narra-

tives portraying the lives of a homosexual male couple, a

voung heterosexual couple, and a rather promiscuous single

male in the middle of his life.

The first thread of the play began with a comedic and

touching eulogy and account of the lewish immigrant's strug

gk- in the I nited States by Rabbi IskJor Chemelwitz played

5 isan Bosk- The point of this monologue was to explicate

the loss of this ancient heritage with each passing generation,

which (later in scene lour) led to the introduction ol N
the main characters Louis Ironson (Chris Budz) and Prior

Walter (Russell Rakouskasl.

In scene two. we were introduced Roy M. Cohn
(Humphrev brown III) and loseph Porter Pitt i David

Manning Planksy i The scene which was marked by acute

tension, indicated that there was something, especially about

lot, that wasn't being said

Presented with a promotion in Washington D.C.. loseph

who says that "he wants to go were something good hap-

pen-" is reluctant to take the opportunity because of his wife

In scene three hi- wile Harper (Amtiy Dunn) is revealed to

M Hearing and seeing things that are not there, refusing to

leave her apartment, and constantly popping Valium are what

constituted this woman- existence Dunn's portrayal of

Hatper was truly impressive But the audience is left to won-

der whether it was her unhappy childhood or her husband

that has left her so delusional.

The same day outside of the funeral home Prior informs,

his lover. I oui- that he has "the wine dark kiss of the Angel

I
V-ath " In other words, he has lesions on his body, an

indication ol the presence of the AIDS virus.

TurntoANG€LS page 7

The Student Union
Craft Center hosts:

Lecture/workshop

- ——^^—— —
We eneoarafa our readers to reftoetl to the contents of till Collifitn through letters te

the editor.

Letters mist be typed, no more thee 400 words long, end include name, address end phone

oumher for confirmation purposes.

They eon bo submitted by mail to Ed/Op Editor, Daily Coll«§isn, 113 Campus Center,

UMass, Amherst MA 01003; by email to lottort@oitvmi.oit.imait.ode; or by fax to (413)

545-1592.

The Ccllefitn reserves the right to edit letters for length, clarity, and ttylo.

MONDAY. MAY 1 1

.

1998 # 7:00 RM.

At the Craft Center

**** FREE for

UMass. students.

faculty,& staff

Joy

Friedman
ceramist

CRAFT
CENTER

VlSITINC. ARTIST PROFESSIONAL Oil Rl \(

Doonesbury BY QARHY TPUDEMJ
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I 'paraded I nits

•New Appliances

*Vw Carpeting

•New Cabinets & Counters

M cnlr.il Air Conditioning

•Starling at SMS

Rc-n^ include

-Heat. Hot Water & Cooking

( p.lv

1 sent

Olympic Sire Poof

lc-nius Courts

H.iskc-lball Courts

CALL TODAY

Now Accepting Applications

#549-0145

On PVTA Bus Route

1/2 Mile From U-MASS

!!!COMINGSOON!!!*

Standard Cnits

•Fully Applianced

•Freshly Painted

•Carpeted Tiled Floors

•Central Air Conditioning

•Starting at $570

Cathedral Ceilings

in 2 & 3 Bedrooms

On Site

•laundry Rooms

Parking

J*TfS« 04MO NATIONS

Voice artist extraordinaire Michael Winstow teamed up with comic Bill Bellamy Friday night at the Fine Arts center

By Laura Jakutowicz

Collegion Staff

Something Ever) Friday and Urtiversit* Productions

and Concert! presented comedians Bill Bellamy and
Michael Winslov* at the Fine Arts Center last Friday

\\ inslovc kicked oil the show, vstth a rousing linn

Mc-ndrix impcrsundtioti Complete *ith retro-garb, it

was soon apparent that those characteristic Hcndrtx

guitar licks beaming off the stage were not being* made
by an off-stage sound effects machine, but from
\\ inslow himself.

The Hendrix garb was soon discarded after he per-

formed the classic Hcndrtx Star Spangled Banner.' and

the Michael Winslow of Police Aiadems fame look to

the stage. After a quick sell introduction, he warmed
up to a FAC crowd which received him like a rock star.

After warming up the crowd. Bellamy t tafe

at the UMass show gust one stop of a national college

tour

He went on to joke about everything fro sing

to the television shotv *W1»en Animals' Attack
*

Turn to KUAMY page 7

TAU RETURN
Room 235 Whitmore

Daily, 8:30am-5pm
All TAUs MUST be returned by May 22

(Last Day of Finals), with their Power Supplies.

PLEASE RETURN THEM ONLY TO 235

WHITMORE! DONT LEAVE IN YOUR ROOM,
WITH RA, IN CLUSTER OFFICE, ETC!!!

We have to charge $400 for any TAU not returned to Rm. 235 Whitmore

Thank you, Housing Telecommunications

Summer Hours

Newman Center
Mass Schedule:

Sal. > tin /> ,

k \ton. I ft. 12: 1 > pjti.

liuildiii}*

Hours:

\/,.// /

Hours:

\hui hi
'till ,1 1)1.

'
I

S
,

.

' S

S,,/ s "I

00 ,/ ill > till />.///

K.i I ).is ;il s i»
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Information & Instructions for Seniors About
the Commencement Ceremony

* *

The following information duplicates a handout you will receive at the Textbook Annex when you pick up vow 1 9f$. spwrn, tassels, ami announcements.

A. Pre Commencement General Information

1

.

There is no pre-Commemrment rehearsal

2. Tkketi art not rraulred for your guests and there is no limit on the number of

guests you may Invite, mere Is no reserved se.ting. The Stadium is

uncovered and the west side especially Is exposed to direct sunlight -
1 hope.

3 ( ops. gowns, tassels, and announcements prepaid by your Graduating Fee.

must be picked up at the Textbook Annex weekdays between May 4 and 22.

v mi a in 4 00 p m Karly May pickup is strontt.lv advised l'lrase bring your

ID card so vour eligibility can be confirmed A friend tan pick up the items

for \uu it s/he knows your height, ma|or. and 10 number On
Commencement day, caps and gowns may be obtained at the Stadium -after

1:30 am

4 Diplomas will be mailed after grades have been received, lemrJed. and

processed by the Registrar's Office, and the diplomas have been engrossed

Inquiries should be addressed to the Registrar's Office. S4S-62°6

5 The fmfex may be ordered by calling S4S-0H48

6 Commemement Videotapes may be ordered by calling 545-1283

B. Commencement Day General Information

Ktmfrt to iompmAravel assistance: Please advise your guests to plan ahead

to allow sufficient navel time to campus Traffic off major routes and into the

greater Amherst area may be heavy as early as 9O0 a.m., and delays may be

encountered (Amherst Colleges commencement is at 1000 am I Saw sex

lf«

2. Parking and shuttle services. Cuests will be directed to designated parking

lots Beginning at 8 30 a m . free shuttle buses will circle campus every 5-10

minutes, taking you and/or your guests to the Stadium, and returning after the

ceremon*

I smi.ii and souvenirs Coffee, toft drinks, bottled water, donuts. and pastry

will be available at the Stadium University hats, banners, sweat shirts, film,

and itrifmsaMr cameras will also be available for purchase

4 Food Servants: Following Committeemen! there will be a 'rood Court' ad|a

•it to the Stadium There will be tents from which a variety of reasonably

priced Hems« be served including grinders, grilled quarter pound burgers,

hot franks, and vegetarian burgers. In astsfrrson, there will be tents from which

gourmet desserts, coffee, and other III Miami will be served Reservations are

not required For further information about this option call S45

In addition, -graduation Luncheons", for which reservations are required, will

be featured at the Top of the Campus Restaurant 1 549-6000) and at the Faculty

Club (545-2551) Cam tmms•»> fur rusurvatlensl

C. Commencement Morning Schedule

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AMHERST

1998 UNDERGRADUATE COMMENCEMENT
FINAL INFORMATION AND INSTRUCTIONS

The following general Information and Instructions will help you prepare

for the Commemement ceremony Since there 1% no pre-Commemement
rehearsal. It is VERY Important that you take the time to resiew it.

Although admittedly lengthy, experience indicates that your attention to the

ajj rJttatJl will help to ensure that the ceremony will begin and end M
time and with a minimum <>l confusion! It supplement* the inturmalu.ii

brochure which was mailed to seniors of record as of February 1 i, I^N I

hope you will hnd the information and instructions to he helpful mmM I
*/'<

I iall\ note paragraph r concerning traffU and routes to i ampin

On arrival at the Stadium start and Ucultv marshal* and other volunteer*

will assist vou and answer any questions you mav have Ihev will also aaa

pan you lor the Student Processional and escort \ou onto the Held and to

sour designated seats Mease cooperate with than thrt>u)tih>ut the cetemom

The Student Professional begins at approximately 1010 am I he gms>

man begins at 10 30 a m and will conclude at approximately noon In the

case of heavy rain, it will still be held outside at the Stadium hut n will short

ened via* to loncludeln less than one hour

H hile the Commemement leremony Is. In part, a celebration, it is also a

formal event. There are several significant wa,s In sshich sou tan con

tribute to Its twiru Perhaps most import Jilt is to observe ic-nulati- >n* CM
cerning alcohol Abuses in the past unfortunate!* vpoiled the da* loi nuns

suhiec ting the graduates and the University to public criticism

Further, to preserve the tradition and the dignity of this event plea

respectful to the speakers and honorarv degree recipient* Several art

graduate* and all of them are distinguished individuals, here at our invita-

tion, and deserving ol your attentiveness.

The l ommentement Planning Committee, several hundred other employ

res and many unpaid volunteers, have devoted considerable tinu ami

effort, tome for more than a year, to ensuring the sun ess of this Important

den. We are committed to doing all that we can do to make it as memorable

enjoyable, and meaningful as possible for you as well as for sour guests W >

ask for vour cooperation in making it a das in whu h we can ail take pride

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AMHERS1

OSM o> •» CXaroalo,

May 1. 1998

I o the Class nl IWK,

Thank you, and
well as the

May 2. 1998

mi behalf of the Planning < ommlttee us

Robert N. Brooks. Director

Student Affairs Special Services

Commencement Coordinator

Within a tt-w weeks, the completion ul your undergraduate MM
will ottKiallv lie recuKiii/ed as the University celebrates - with you- its

one hundred and twentv -i-it-luli t omineiKeinent

In 1871, the first class of the then Massachusetts Axnctiltural

( ol lesie kjracluatecl 27 individuals, all with Bachelor ol Science degrees

in a vers limited number ol mu|or* Many went on to distinguished

iareei* in the I ommonwealth. Their record of distinctive KCO0>

nlishinents helped to establish the notable reputation of what

baCMRst, m 1947, the University of Massachusetts

And now. in l«**»8. more than 4.IHK) ol you, in nearlv KM) diller

ent ma|ors, will In- graduating and making vour mark* not mil* in

the 1 i.iuinonwealth but also throughout the United States and

indeed jround the world.

On Intuit ol the faculty and staff, I congratulate you tor having

MCCCtaflltl) lullilled the demanding course of studv leading to vour

degree I know it is the result of tonsiderahle hard MM and v. hi

have ever* right to be as proud ot vour achievement as we are ol you

I UH.k forward to joining with vou. vour families and Iriends on

M.iy M to i.imnientorate and applaud vour academic accomplish

men t*

best wishes to vou and the best ol luck in the luture And don t lor

gel to MM back fo visit, tor paaj arcalwavs well mm- here.

Smierels

THE MASSACHUSETrS DAILY COLLEGIAN
Monday May 11, 1
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bellamy Summer arrives with a mild Impact
continued from page 5

The show was a huge success overall with the audi-
ence rolling in the aisles from Winslow and Bill

Bellamy's crazy antics. As host ol "MTV's Most Wanted
|ams" Bellamy used his interaction with numerous stars

as part of his comedic monologue.
Winslow is best known for his character Offlcei

Larvelle lones from the Police Academy film sciic-
Winslow can imitate over 10,000 sound el lee is using
his voice alone. Winslow has made a presence on the

icreaa acting in such films as (hcech and Chung:, MM
Movie, Cheech and Chang's Nice Dreams, and
Spaceballs. In addition, he provided the voice for Stripe

in the movie Gremlins.

Acoustical problems in the beginning of ihe show
hardly left its mark on ihe performance A faulty micro-
phone prompted Bellamy to quip, "Where did vou get

ihi* microphone. Radio Shack?"

The audience seemed to thoroughly enjoy the show

despite the sound problems, with everyone laughing

throughout the performance.

Next on the series will be tonight's performance ol

comedienne Melank tomarcho at Bowker Auditorium

at 8 p.m. with the movie "Good Will Hunting" follow-

ing for free.

Tuesday, May 12 will feature comedian Wayne David

Smith at Bowker Auditorium at 8 p.m. with "Good Will

Hunting" following for lice

Wednesday, Mas 13. be sure to look out for the

improv group Comedy Sportz at Bowker Auditorium at

8 p.m with another showing of "Good Will Hunting".

Raffles will take place at each ol the next tour events

loi more information on any of these shows contact

University Productions and Concerts lUPC) at

545-2892, or Something Every Friday at 545 3600

By Bryan McAllister

Collegion Staff

< j.AV^l^
Pavtd K Scott

Chancellor

DEEP IMPACT
Directed by Mimi Leder

wiffi Robert Duvoll, Tea Leoni and Morgan Freeman

Ptaying at Hampshire Mall Theaters

Comets, meteors, asteroids and any other flying objects of

mass destruction have alwav* td-einated us. This summer

we get a couple of them, and to kick it off there is Deep

Impact, which amounts to little more than a Softball. If

we're measuring by Taco Bell sauces — and why not —
Deep Impact is comfortably mild.

In a promising prelude, the film begins with a young boy

(Elijah Wood) accident!* Jt^overing a comet heading

toward Earth through his telescope. It's a little hard to

believe no one else in the world would notice, but nevenh>-

less the comet produces an alarming apocalyptic threat.

A year later, the now top >ecret news is being hacked by

MSNBC news reporter lennv I erner (Tea Leoni). Later,

everyone one in America will watch her host the end of the

world updates, and perhaps it's the film's greatest implausi-

bility (and there are man* ) thai when life comes to an end,

everyone will tie watching MS\BC
Deep Impact inherently has a problem. It's a big disaster

movie, but the imprcssi*e special effects can only arrive at

the very end There's a lot of time to till The film is at times

respectable but never overlv evening; at others compelling

but overlv ridiculous

Morgan Freeman plav* the president, and like in Amistatl.

his primary role is to look solemn and never smile. After he

announces ihe impending doom, we get a whole bunch ot

scenes where the main characters don't seem to care Robert

Duval!, leading a group of astronauts to save Earth, sums it

up best "The* re not scared of dying. They're just scared of

looking had on TV " Sice line, but it - ne*er elaborated on

The potential here is as vast as the comet * imparl

Howeser. we only get three stories — Duvall's team in

space. I com and her boring parents (including a wasted

Vanessa Redgrave), and in the film * most shameless plot, a

puppv -dog courtship between blue-eyed Wood and a young

girl thai makai 1 M and Kate's Titanic affair look like

Shakespeare.

Because the focu* i» on these three characters, we never

see any other people The tension, the doom, the fear is

new really seen Director MM Leder (77i* Peacert,

cl* at moving crowds, though, and we final!* witness this

I *»0O-9 30a.m Arrive at the Stadium by 9 30 a.m., your cap and
E. GATE ENTRANCES BY DECREE PROGRAM MAJOR

2 i»ijm You will receive

the Processional on to the field

i iDlUim Processional of

4 lo so am i rrrmony

from Marshals about assembling and

Candidates begins

Churn are allocated by section based on the number of majitrs. Please use the gate fMsfJ

may sit with either mafot.

and and ut ssith the mIkhA or collexe of your maun IhnihU majors

Major date Major Gate Major (.ate

"Black Britain"

Author Diran Adebayo reads from his novel "Some Kind of Black" tonight at 8:00 P.M in Herter 227 as

part of the multicultural film festival series "Black Britain
"

D. What To Do an 'I W <*-•**•• 1 G

When You Get to tht Stadium

1 Inter via the Main Entrance Gates on the Last side (side opposite the Press

Box)

2. Look for the signs which will Indicate which direction to turn

| / um right and go to Ham I if the school/college of ynurmaior is

• BOK
ntinuing Education

• Education
• Rsotl n Natural Resources
• I ni*er*itv Without Walls (UWW'l

4 1um right mmlgoto Gate 2 If the school/college of your maior Is

• Engineering
• Management
• Nursing
• Public Health H Health Sciences

5 Turn left and go to Gale 3 if the school/college of your maior i*

• Social h Behavioral Sciences tin the College of Arts and Sciences)

6 Turn left and go to Oate 4 it the school/college of your m»)or is

• Humanities It Fine Arts (in the College of Arts and Sctencesi

• Natural Sciences H Math (in the College of Arts and Sciences!

Accounting 2

-American Studies (HFA) 4
• Animal Science 1

Anthropology (SBSi 3

\pparel Marketing 1

\rt Idiuation (HFA) 4

Art Histor* iHFA) 4

Astronomv (NSMi 4

Bachelor of General Studies/CE 1

Bin i i

Btochem/Molecular Bio (NSM) 4

Biology (NSM) 4

Btostat fir Epidemiology (NSM) 4

Botanv(NSM) 4

Building Materials fk Wood Tech 1

i hemical Engineering 2

( bemistrv (NSM) 4

i hlnme Language ft Ut (HFA) 4

i ivil Engineering 2

Classics (HFA) 4

Classics fk Philosophy (HFA) 4

Communication (SBSl

( ommunicatlon Disorders 2

i ommunity Health Education 2

i omputer Science (NSM) 4

i omparative Literature (HFA) 4

( omputer Svstems Engineering 2

i ontinuing Education I

Dance (HFA) 4

Design *

Earth Health Science 4

Economics (SBS) 3

Education 1

Electrical Engineering 2

English (HFA) 4

Entomology
Environmental IVsiKti

Environmental Science*

Exercise Scierni

Earrulv h t onsumcr IcJHSf
hnann * Operation* Management
Food Science

Forestr*

French ill! V
Geograph* iNs\l<

Geology (NSM)
German (HFA)
Hntorv (III \

HRTA
Human Nutrition

Industrial f ngr N Opns Research

Interdisciplin.ir*

Italian Studies I HI si

Japanese Lmtmstfl K I n ill! V
journalism ill) V

ludau Studies (III \i

Landscape Anhitectun
L«M Studies iSBNi

I eicure Studies K Rcsoune*
I mguistics H Anthropology
Linguistic* n ( Inn.

i mguistiis n Getmaa
I mguistic* N lapanese

LinguiMn* K I'hiloviph*

linguistics N l'*siholoK*

1 ingui*tu* N Russian

Management
Marketing
Mathematics iSSMi
Mechanical Engineering

1

I

4

4
4

4

4
1

2
tor 4

4

4

4

4

I

<

I

t.ir 4

lor 4

tor 4

l.'i 4

tor 4

lor 4

tor 4

2

2

4

2

Medlsal lechnolog*

Microbiology I

Middle Eastern Studies rHFAl 4

Much I HFA) 4

Natural Resource Studies

Nursing ' 2

Philov.phv iftFA) 4

l-hvsics (NSil)
Plant I'atholog*

Plant N Soil Soences I

I'olilical Vience(SBS)
Portuguese (HFA) 4

Pre-IH-ntal iNSM) 4

Pre-Medu.il iNSM) 4

Pre-Veterinar* I

Psycholog* isKSi t

Rcsourte Economics
Russian (III \> 4

Russian t« last Eitropean Studies

Science (NSM) 4

Sociology (SBSl *

Spanish (HI V 4

S|*>rt Management I

MII'K (SHSi i

Studio \rt (HFA) 4

Ihe.iler itll \i 4

I \V \S 1

Wildlife N tishenesl onserv I

Women * Sludies (HFA) 4

/iK>log> i NSM i 4

HFA « Humanities H Fine Arts

NSM » Natural Viences h Math
SBS Social ft Behavioral Sciences

\ \ / We're wotkerowncd. Wr do it all. *c do it tfsc-jp.

« i i
x

/ days a witli

CollectivcCopies
Write For

Arts!

NOTES:
Each of the four gates is at the end zone ends of the Stadium

Each gate will be clearlv marked
Marshals will meet you and help you to assemble for the Student Processional

If unsure of the school/college of your major, see the next section

F. Travel/Routes to Campus

PIEASE ALEUT VOU* PARENTS AND OTHER CUESTS TO THE FOLLOWING
MPORTANT INFORMATION TO ENSURE TIMELY ARRIVAL

Traffic Into the greater Amherst area may be heavy as early as 9:00 am on the

morning of Undergraduate Commencement (Amherst College's

Commencement is at 10:00 a.m.) Without careful planning, delays may be

encountered!

The ma|or points of congestion are usually at the Intersection of exit 19 of 1-91

and Route 9 in Northampton; Route 9 immediately after crossing the Coolidge

Bridge Into Hadley; and routes off Massachusetts Turnpike exit 8 (Palmer).

Local police will be directing traffic at some of these points and others en route

to campus.

We have arranged for radio traffic advisories to be broadcast. Tune to Amherst

radio station WTTT (1430 AM) within approximately 25 miles of Amherst, or

WRN* (100.9 FM), within 50 miles.

On arrival, University Police and security officers will direct drivers to designat-

ed parking lots from which free shuttle buses, with frequent departures, will take

guests to andirom the Stadium. For services for mobility impaired guests, please

call 545-0892.

If using the Massachusetts Turnpike from the east, one of the following routes

other than exit 8 (Palmer) is suggested: •

CD

1
PRESS BOX*Zj CD

I
3

>

WEST SIDE STANDS

Exit 7 (Ludlow):

Exit 5 (Chlcopee):

Exit 4 (W Springfield):

Route 21 north to US 202 north to 9 west

Route 33 north to 1 16 north

J-91 north to exit 19 to 9 east.

If traveling north via 1-91, and exit 19 (Route 9 east, Northampton) is in grid-

lock, you may chose to continue north to exit 24, to Routes 3 and 10 north,

and then immediately right to 1 16 south.

For other Commencement-related Information please call

the Visitors Center at 545-0306.

Congratulations from the Entire

University community!

>
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As of July 1st, Amherst Bars

W?H join the club and go

SMOKE- FREE'.

• Cleaner air to breathe

• Ho more smelly clothes

• Ho more bad breath

• Ho more smelly hair

• Ho more cigarette burns

• Some new faces to see

• A more relaxing atmosphere

everyone can enjoy

THANKS TO* VOUR
SUW0RT1

COLLEGE GRADUATES

You Necel It...

IrVeVo Cot It!

You dU • mad* « fvourji coSsgs and dot

your dploma Tim kyNrol world and*
raalcarMr now H you ntwd a ana*
Voul gst that and mora at EnsvpnM
a-Car. r* Kwgnt car ranSs) anr

'

company in rw country wart $3 5

r—nuM and growing last Our a

Uanagamant Tramaa programs <*

sous, mutvatad grads Ma you tw too* you
need to butd a success** career plus

•mamg bensttts and growfs possntlal

Handa-on Miiiatjswint Tnatrwnsj

Kxr*. Promotion from WsMn
Fin* Ywar Earning* of $34-t2SK

Eicaasnt Bene*** Irvctwflng 401 K and

Enterprise a growing at 25% annually

with 3.500 otteaa wonvjwWa w*ti many
mora to coma a lamartiable opportunity

lor college grads on the fast track to a

A bachato's degree wtti sates, buanassor
customer service experience strongly pre-

ferred Clean driving record a must To learn

about oopoluntMS m our ENTRY LEVEL
Menagernant Training Program, vtat our

awanf Mrring webaM at www srec com or

SerxSfax fasjo-asa-isaa) resume to
LAS9 M aS I i ii I
rwi iMMMf I

Enterprise
iaoo rentacar

Pick Enterprtsa Wei pick you up:

100 Corporal* Drive, Surta 101

Windsor, CT 0*095
An C«u*l Oppottun.lf [nplifli

couiti** so* c»«^a

Morgan Freeman plays the unlucky president who
tries to save America, and the world, in Steven

Spielberg's Deep Impact.

in the film's rip-roaring, tidal waving but all too short finale.

Some of Deep Impact, though, manages to be pretty mov-

ing, partwulariy final scenes with the crew ot IXisall^ -hip

and their families There is talent, alter all. behind Industrial

I ight and Magic's show — screenwriters Michael Tolkin

i Hie Player) and Brute (oel Rubin {Ghost) Their script is

devoid of fun and humor but full of emotion, sacrifice and

pravers to God.

\Wvcn will the real fireworks be delivered'' The neM pitch

i* lul* fourth weekend when \rmageddon invades theaters.

Oh boy One can imagine the lerry Bruckheimer production

taking itself less seriously whi*h means >»e will, loo When

you're talking about the end o! the world, it's hard to make

everyone happy

Angels
conttnuexJ from page 5

After being introduced to all of the

key players, slowly their narratives

become clearly intertwined. Roy dis-

ers that he also has AIDS, ioe

begins to question his sexuality Harper

contemplates leasing |oc Prior's health

steadily declines, which seemed to

directly correlate to his relationship

with Louis, who is unable to deal with

the horrifying brutality of Prior's

ne^
Taa most heart wrenching scenes

occurred at the end of the play, as Prior

lay alone in his bedroom on the edge of

TUi Collect* will be lurma

students to work it* all

usyects of tW paper's yro-

cUt-tioK, front writers (**&

editors to $r<»ptV design-

ers und web designers

Stop by T13 Cumpus Center

and fill out un application

before you go now* for tne

summer

death, he imagined that Louis came

back to him They embraced and

danced passionately while the shilling

melody of U2's With or Without You

played in the background Rakousluts's

performance was exquisite; he perfectly

captured Prior's anguish and heartache

In light of this unmerciful siruv

throughout the play . the characters as

well as the audience were forced into a

deep philosophical probing of the self

and an attempt to discover truth in this

world filled with deception.

While the oserall performance was

amc
• SS4 <*!*> 1 Ml f .urns M.. II

, (Pft-ll)

testy 15 it O SI SO) I M

TltAWC(l>ft-l]|

testy t» It It O SI Ml I 10

THI lt« HIT (I)

testy ti IS 40 OS! SO) I M

HI SOT SMU (t»C|

testy el IS N OS! SO) 010

captivating, there were a few minor

drawbacks of the show The set up of

the ballroom made it difficult for the

audience members in the last row to

enjoy the performance. Also, svhile it

was effective in weaving the narrattvm

together, the movement and noise of

the sets was somewhat distracting.

In any case, the entire cast and crew

of.4rtg#is should be applauded for such

a valiant undertaking and for pulling it

off fairiy successfully All of the roles

were cast perfectly, and each performer

captured the heart of their rote.

M..<n|><iHir» a »sa>a i*»o
ha . M..11

OtilCT Of OT AHICTIOM (•)

IWry tl IS SO O S! SOI I W

PAUlll (»«)

Ie**ytllSI0OSlS0)7 40

DilP im»*CT <•* II)

testy tl IS 00 S 40 O S! SO) 7 M JO

cm of an«us(»«- in
testy *» IS SO O SI SOI SO

Emergency
Jedical

Kappy

Birthday
my

Kzby Criri

Not sure of what the

1

uture of your

junk vehicle,

r - r

j u r
at

Uilfl

They are I

Cash paid!
BRI

1. 4.
We're on campus!

-John Kotxmon, founder 1 Preiidenl ol TK* Pnncelon Review

Small classes

We limit our classes lo 1

5

students lo ensure that you

receive plenty of personal

attention

2.
Results-oriented approach

Our students average an 8

point increase on the MCAT

Our teachers deliver

Only the best instructors leach

our courses Not only an fhey

experts in their specific held,

but fhey have alto pasted our

rigorous hiring and training

process

5.

The Princeton Review wot chosen

to odmmitler all let>preparotion

programs tor the UMASS Dn/ition

of Continuing Education

No traveling, no hassle

Satisfaction guaranteed

If you complete the course, lake the

MCAT and are not tatished with

your score, we'll work with you

again (or up to one year, ot no fee.

413/584-6849
BTtToj.tavlto.ctH

#THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW
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Collegian Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS AUTO FOR SALE

University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 F.n: (413)545-1592

EMPLOYMENT
LEARN ITALIAN this easM-er!
Fulfill CAS language requirement 1

No pievious Italian necessary*

Elementary 6/7 7/10, Intermediate

7/14-8/20 Fw more info contact

Rachel 549-0907

APARTMENT FOR RENT

K Honda Accord LX 4 door AT

$2000 545-0742 Idaysl 747-5819

Isassesjt)

1*0 Jeea Wrangle* 4UCY1 Auto

Sort/Hard Top Low mde«. great con-

ditwn $9995 Stacy 2SB-1 123

AINTtHS •
•»«.' V' "-T $*< Hill

mmertime wittt cool, hardworking

people EXPERIENCE/VfHIClE PRE

FERREO or will train $7 OOt/hr tc

Stan 5oH-4)777

2 settees* on bus route near cam-

pus Available June I. $675/montfi

S4M646

I wttn Fall option 3

? bath A/C Mill Valley

.educed to $aB6Caa 253-1736

1 b eSteast aft \!2 rmie to campus

On two bus routes Huge yard, pri-

vate laundry b.g rooms 6/1 with

Faa option Great locaMn! Can S49-

1623

Con J eeereeaBTcarpeted. 1700

mciudes hot water Stukoaot $395

includes heat/hot water Near

UMass bus, town Laundry on

pramar

1 Mm* free Take over lease 6/1

ttr-ftrt twm OptlflfV rPPl Z fi*JOOW«

August he* $740/mowh Can 548

70S

2 feesreea lor real or sublet in

la $665/month utilities

•nctudad CaM 665-8033

i Auto 40000 miles, great

condition $3200 or B/0 Available

CARS FROM $188

Seued and sold locally this month

1-800-522 2730 est 4564

Hyeedei Excel ISM Standard.

$875 Call 665-7232

I Service Provider

needs full & pert time network rep s

No experience requited We will

tram Pay potential for $35K»

Benefits include free internet access

& performance pay Call 1-888-554

3132

r jeea at the UMass Annual

Fund Flexible evening hours Earn

$5 50/hour plus fantastic bonuses

Gain computer and communication

skills Come to the basement of

Memorial Hall and apply today

Students only 545-3509

HOME TYPISTS PC users needed

$45 000 iniome potential Call 1-

800V3 4343E«t B 9616

1187 Hydsi Escel He* • tei d

lor water pump brakes, muffler

ta>ipipe exhaust systam. belts

Needs new head gasket Overall

good condition $350 or B/0 Call

756*351

Novas Pnjms

Ssntrss Any condition Cash pud
i 1-800*4

I Mm s-ssQ Specious 7

bedroom On bus reels, private gym.

Available May 26th 256-397'

47S1

Seized and toW locally this month

1-800-572 2730 est 4554

MS
basement 1 1/7 baths Cat) SO

3 bedrooms 2 bsrm-

lowns 5-6 people heat and hot

wanar included. Art Avejopble VI
Ca»2S3-4S56

Car* Cash paid

everyday 1-800*49-4795

CHILDCARE

own car Good hourty

iter

gvt Early morrang

awes* Need
. L » I jr..

I bodreem apt

ly^CaA 587-9188

-SUMMER JOBS-
f your Phvw tncbjdo staying

in Vw Valley lor the summer

and need a >oo to pay the

bras we want to taw with you

AW Associates mHedktyrvas

evening and weekend shift

openings for lleaaarch

Interviewer* bagtnnmg in mid

May We require good com-

municattion and computer

skies and a commrtment of at

least 20 hours per week We
ofler a starting wage ol $6 25

per hour, a 10% premium lor

and regular

For more

snJrjmwbon, or to arrange a

personal interview caw

(413)5*7-1606

Aii Equal Opportunity

Employer

i 3 bedroom apt On

Bufouta CbfONSJI

a at

CM
Take Over Lease
l mi un-,,- a_*>m eat ** "*^

Tv»e m The Boulders

: e 6/1 with Fall option

MEAT L0CATI081T Walk to cam

pea am) on busime Bag backyard

Psjtaaa rwo isais bedraomt Gee*• «epe"e_fc *™a™ai eeejseei e™eaw™fa»aws's»*e? svewasswwj

lor tow people m town lus itssla

June 1st CaTs<»7aj6

Take Over Leeeo 6/1 >* >! w*
at Devonshire Place rvjrtv ef room

it watt' W/0. tun

< WMn, ««1ra vrnrage

ered P"Vi

rvn drrve toW

COMPUTERS

New MMMMX from $895
Laptops $1795' Peripherals

TarWaion 587 9198 V/MC/AMEX

Doll IIIMMT 72 RAM TFT 7 5 Gig,

MO 6 more Call JeW 64047

Meciatesk Celer $tylewntor
1S8S Meter, Keyboard Mouse

:.- :

e*a

Its perform

household and childcare duties

16hrs/wk m exchange tor room and

board beginning Sept May in

n 753-4150

EMPLOYMENT

Receptionist
Pciit-time

Elaine Health and Rehab.
ie ••eking a Receptionist to

assist us 10-6. Sat *
Sunday Excellent interper-

sonal skills aa well as
computer data entry experi-

ence »r« required, the suc-

cessful candidate will be
dependable, possess a
pleasant phone manner and
be able to work in a feat

paced environment.
Interested candidates may
either complete application

on premises, or may send
resumee to

roll H R Ci..i..l.r...I.

, ,,iih ..

Ml N M,

(41 O 5B4 *>057
EOE AA iii I d »

HAVE FUNI Make a difference'

Sleep lata! Be an environmental

activist 1 Summer/Career |0bs with

Clean Water Action $300-$400/wk

; benehts 413-5849830

Came Neweke. > coed residential

camp m the Berkshires ol

Massachusetts is looking tor head

staff and cabin counselors tor the

summer Qualified candidates may
receive an application by contacting

Camp Fire at (61 7)573*006 or diroc

tot at 549*164

relators Needs* Earn $6 00
$9 00/hr painting houses Training

provided Contact Francis at 413

546J563

Cape Cod Reetaaraat

Cooks, servers bartenders host,

buses and dishwashers Will tram

P0 Box 1728. Eastern MA 02642

Fax 15081755 9374 or call 15081755-

9394

paace/actrviam. I

counselors tor boys cabins, drams,

sports camp craft teachers

btpsnancs helpful 718*43*771

FOR SALE
Reg Far Sals Price negotiable

Great condition Available May 70

546-6085

Cell Pkoee Nokia 101. great condi

tion Leather case adapter and man-

ual $45 Call Shanru 546-7601

FURNITURE

Csatplete queen bed. various fur-

niture Best prices Call Shan 549-

5498

For Sale Mattress and boxspring 1

year old Good as new $750 or B/0
256-3921

HOUSE FOR RENT

4 bedroom bouse Great location

Available June 1 Call Josh 253

9470

LOST & FOUND
Found Male eat near Watroba s

Very friendly White with tiger spots

I

Lest Patr ef isaglaeaae Campus

Center on 5/5 If lost call Data O
753*346

Student Union

j'AMd665 81S4

ROOM WANTED
Looking tor fsa. cool roommates

(male or female) for summer and

next year I am outgoing, depend

able, and best of all. I am rarely

home It you have the i

call Keith 0753-9714

SERVICES

N yes are propsest and consider

ing adoption Professional, childless

women would like to talk with you

Also considering a surrogate

arrangement Pleese write Dee at

P0 Box 651 Enfield, CT 06083

0651

Have a lovely setectiee of bun

met Many colors and types as wii

as a selection of rages and hutches

We can also help with any tjunmes

you can no longer care tor Call Ellen

367*1 05 after 9 00 am

Dissertations edited aad pre

aared by Ph m English Any sub-

let 686-3718

PrsgssstT Nssd hole? Call

Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and assistance 549 1906

SUMMER SUBLET

Asseme Crestviaw leesel
August t'ee

il 548-9894

PERSONALS

Kelly- You finally got one Oh my

God!

Cesfretalsliesa Graduating

testers of Alpha On Omega' Good

.VewiH miss you 1

ROOM FOR RENT

Twe missis welk to campus
$300 549*097 545-0737

mmuis from campus Cal

Alpine

6357

4 bedroom 753-

Fersiaked 2 kodroore

Brandywme A/C included Cheap
rent 6/1-8/31 CaltT-rviSB? 9188

Room fee feet m 3 bedroom. 7 both

apartment Rent negotiable 756

1786

1 reset ie 1 bedroom taemRotiis
On bus routs 865-7927

1 7 bedrooms Very spe-

cious Rem negotiable CaM Megan
756-1750

Mill Vafkoy 7 bedroom. 7 bath with

A/C Superb condition Puce nego-

• 6/1 253*350

SUMMER SUBLET
f 2 floor. 1 bedroom

apt for 1 or 2 personal Available

5/29 Washer/Dryer in building Fully

furnished $530/month Call 253-

1561
.

Hssts ss Ssssst 4 bedroom,

excellent location 5 minute walk

from campus $350 per

person/month Free cable and laun

dry Rem negotiable 546-7711 Cera

1 aaaVsss- la a 2 bedroom Close to

campus Only $275/month Call 549-

7349 Next to beach on Puffer's

Pond

HU6E 1 BEOROOM APT. June

Aug Walking distance to campus

•nd town Reduced to $500 or B/0

256-1016

1 deeble bedroom Fully furnished

and renovated house Private bath

room. walk-in closet

$70rj/ryson/rnonth 549-7543

1 bsdrsoat, 2 beta available June

1st Mill Valley Rent negotiable

Call 753-9323

Sammer sublessor seeded is

Brandywme Fully furnished with

A/C & cable Rent it $350 per room

CaM 549-5780

1 ssdreem Puttton apartment with

7 baths A/C. new unit Pool

$915/month. rent negotiable

Available June 1 August 31 (negl

Gram dssii CaM 548*721

Large 2 bedroom apartment

CWtatde, serous from 711 pma par

lor. hquor store Heat, hot water,

electricity included On bus route

$665/month 985*490

1 teem infill m Puftton Vsiaej

$250/momh Celt 549-7068

SUMMER SUBLET

Large 2 bedroom apartment

Cliftside Across from 711. piua par

lor. liquor store Heat/hot water

electricity included On bus route

$665/month 6658490

Spaciese twe bsdrssm town

house 0ns and one halt bathrooms

Available 6/1 On bus route

$59Q/month You'll dig it' Call 756-

1 oascioao bestssm in 7 bedroom

apt Available 6/1 Downtown
Northampton $330 Fteecablei 587

3099^

3 iisrii- 2 sets available June

1st Rent rvtgotiabie Call 756-1786

_j I mile ftom campus, eight

r bus stop 1 bedroom Fully fur

mshed with utilities A/C

$750/month Will negotiate 549-

7068

Cliftside- 1 bedroom apt May 75-

August 31 Clean Utilities included

On bus route $450/month Inegl Call

Mike 665-5544

Renovated

A/C. fall option 549-7084

TICKETS

I Jsm Tickets GredtWuodi

753635:

R/T DeHs Ticket Good for with m
US including Alaska and Canada

$400 546 3060

TO SUBLET

your apartment 1

list it in our office and Of

9 pegs tor free looking tx

move off campus' Come tc

Commuter Services, 476 Studenl

Union or caM 545*865

S2B3 I kedreem Hugs, quiet On 7

but routes Furmshed Hurry' 549
CaM 549*768

pus Can 549-7464

itocam-

.37MBRAM71
(H74XC0R0M 33 6K T, Modem
Vviss * Aurko Cards with Spasfcsrt

Plus. 14 me* fist tossn (kgrtat mom
tor Windows 95 keyboard. PS7

mouse $1150 546*826

EMPLOYMENT
2B-38

CaM 493-

I Largs studio with

deck Ouiet $870 indufvn 549

i set Available Juno
j- hM C'zit

4575

549

. and 3 bed

room apartments Gas heat hard

wood floors Ws are sfnwmg start

mg April 6th for June and

September It I

•9

i Gas host, hsrd-

1/7

nws to campus on but routs We are

showing starting Aprs! SfA for Jural

and September leases $1350 pket
• <<, S3 'B'9

tor two and so year old Afternoons

m Jens and Jury Mutt have refer-

ences and car Pleats call Jaime

549-7768

Office Assisteet Part time Skills

needed Customer service computer

and phone stais Hours a>e flexible

584-4746

Easy, pleeaast work involving

emends local tatat companion Cai

141363*700

LEADERS NEEDED Summer
teenage txcvcHng ««s US. Canada.

Fuross Mrmmum 4-wesk tens com-

mrtmsnt Salary plus expenses pent

Student Hottshng Program Astmetd

Rd CONWAY MA 01341 I800O43-

6132

$800 per week Experience a pka
but not needed Call 1*88-277 9787

: m a n>ce house
Privets bath $350/month inclusive

lor rvghts and wsekandl this semes

ter and for summer Downtown
Amherst $7/hr plus bonus Sean

253*5*3

Student Reps- AT&T Authorned

Agent needs 70 students now' No
espenence will tram $100
$30Q/week Pan/Full Tana (8001563

7171 « 173

FOR SALE

1 kedreem sisilskli m 2 I

apt from 6/1-8/31 with Fell i

June already petd Call Jade at I

4748

i m a tour

bedroom Alpine Commons apart

mem 7 full batht. A/C
$307/month. utilities included

Pleats caM Mcfydw at 753-2050

I let only $660 Clrffsrds.

included Mindy. Jen 546

1 kedreem m
Option $342/motex

9815

with Fell

Anns 753

Cheep 'ent

Some furnrture

I Largs tunny

1 bedroom wmti waM to-well carpet

rAahwaeher. pool and tenms courts

heBMj sstrs en bet km $625. nsgo

liable Includes utilities 546*376 or

545 5357

Large reset m Sunderland On bus

route $700 it shared by yourself

negotiable Can 665 9015 Cool

Want to make a

difference >n someone t Me7 Rsltet

support needed to work with devei

opmentaliy disabled adults, may
lead to permanent hours Hours

include evenings, week-ends and/or

overnights Required HS diploma,

driver's license (car very helpful) and

professionalism Call 1413073*877
ir «Mn an>n«atton process 44/Ffs;

Sigma Alpha Mu FraterniN

for Fell 98

| sajejeM raJU*«8*B*|
549*073

Meal included

Greek Area Prsfensd

Twin bed. smell dressers -

mm. desk Reel cheap Can 253-2099

BuyMyrXagerstori'

$300 or best offer

Jsnmy 2536615

, desk and much

mere for sms CsM Jay 549-5453

Moving Ost Sslsl Serta Queen

Bed. Rolend JV30 Keyboard, futon.

Sum Workstation and Swivel Chair

Microwave Toaster and Sandwich

Maker. Cabinet. Bookshelf. Coffee

Table and more' Prices negotiebts

Fill 885*164

for sale

i aveileble in a 4

bedroom spt 6/1 with Fill option

$27Vmonth On Mam St Call Come
753*566

ROOMMATE WANTFD

Femele reemmele wonted ti

share great sunny apt in North

Amherst with 7 fun. mature under-

ads Own room O $3IJ0/month On
una Call 549-1387

Mill Volley 2 bedrooms i 4 per

sons in 3 bedroom 7 baths. A/C.

haat/hot water included FALL

OPTION Available June 1st Call

753*467

Bedroom is 1 bedroom apt 6/1-

Tke nicest 2 kie raom townhoute

in Amherst Furnished

Washer/Dryer, front and dockyards

on-site parking, wad to well carpet

tjstmnent 1 1/7 full bath, next to

campus 5 mmuts walk to town Cal

548-6813

288 Aetehr St 7 bedrooms, accomo-

dates 4 $950/month

54f>2788

4*. on two bus I

table 549*380

. Comfortable tor

H Rsnt is nsgo

&

2 ssdreem epertmit .

.

rooms air conditioning, in Mill

Valley Aveileble June-August Cell

756*177

2 bedroom oveilefcle

sublet in house with wooded beck

yard Largsr room $700 smaller

room $170 753^676

1 bedroom et Cliftside 6 X
1/10/99 $54Q/month Electricity

included Well furnished On but

route 886*019

TRAVEL

EUROFt SUMMER 18
I

Roommete wealed to live M
Brandywine for next year starting

9/1 Or sooner Fully furnished I m
very clean and easy to live with Call

549-5760

, fun-loving girls to

loin our lease in a huge Colonial

house. 1 block from campus Very

cheap' Lsase starts 6/1 Call 546-

6742

Mill Vails*- Looking for on* female

to share a three bedroom apartment

with 7 males and 2 females for

under $300 Call 756-1947

Great prices 253-1790

i located in

South Amherst Available June 1st

with Fall option $1100/month 753-

1759

•rites lecstiss 2 bedroom apt

Minutes from uptown and campus
6/1-8/11 $700 Reduced rate Call

Mstants 549-5913

«:!! VsMst. 3 lsr;c ted-

baths Dishwasher. A/C. tree heat

and water Sleeps 4* $1775 or best

offer Call 253-4816

2 kedreem spsrtmast ra The

Boulders Available for summer with

fall option $695/month Call Tsz C
256-1854

1 kedreem is a 2 bsdroom spt

close to uptown and campus On but

route Call 253-4613

available June

St 54*3468
4
1st North

I 2 bedroom apt

with c'hssp rsnt Directly on but

route Wonderful neighbors Bright

spacious Irving area j.srge bsckysrd'

CwlW MOT' MM iut LMIiy. Tlii. CIIM.

or Use 753*644

Spscisss 2 bsdrssm
Brandywme Fits 4 AC/hot water

included Quiet, top floor with deck

Some furniture Fall option $650

Call 549-4740

<^L 800-376^2009

Maj are*J*JSMl I soj

WANTED
Hewlett Peckord Celcoletors

., .$'- • $501 IIMsMeT)

WANTED TO RENT

r 2 ssdreem apertrneni

including heat and hot water Ckjee

iu uaiw ui tuwii «nd campus Call

756*351

The Classifieds-

It does a body

good !

Five College Community Calendar

MONDAY. MAY 11

Award* — The Pirrpont-Moort Residence

Life Staff will preicnl the Spring 1997
Academic Awardf Reception xt 8 p.m in

Pierponi mxin lounge Everyone i» welcome and

tree wings will be icrved

CbiMS — Free hypnor«« domes will be held

to help people Mop smoking. The First session

begets tonight from 7-9 p m m Amherst. Call

2«^t077iorea*«er
-ri — A cists entitled 'How to Write a

Resume' will be held from 7: 30-9:W p.m. ai

Kid*port< PSSBlj Fun Center on Route 9 in

lladles Pre-register h> calling 149-41

Lrclurt — The Student Union Croft Center

will host a lecture by ceramist loy Friedman ai

7 p.m. m the craft center at the Swden'

A slide presentation and workshop session will

lelea

TUESDAY, MAY 12

Community — llerbfest, an event displayed

by UMass students about herbs and herb prod-

uct*, will be held in the student union ballroom

from 1 1 am -2 p.m There will be free food

and herbs

fair — The Student Union Outdoor

I raft Fest ,l»8 will he held from 1 1 a.m.-4 p.m.

on the Studenl Union Lawn
Rfewfisftaa — A workshop on basic home

repair entitled •What Your Dad Never Told

You
-

will be held from 7 JO- 9:50 p.m. at the

kid-putt Family Fun L enter on Route 9 in

Hadley Pre-register by calling 545-4824.

NOTICES

Ciimmunrry — Presidential Cabinet

Applications are now available in the Studenl

Government Office (420 Student Union)

Applications are due by noon on May 1 2.

/ ihibn - -From Rope Pulls To Rallies. To

Running Around Naked: An F.shibil on the

Student F.xperience at UMass" opened Friday.

Ma> I on the 23th floor in the Special

Collections and Archives Department of the

W I B DuBois Library The exhibit was creel-

ed by students and will be open from 10 i.m-1

pm Monday-Friday

ftsrrry — The New York Poetry Alliance is

sponsoring a free poetry contest open to every-

one Send your poem. 21 line* or less, to New

York Poetry Alliance. Bo» 1588. New York.

NN 101 16-1588 by May 19

\ olunteerum— The Crista (.enter, a

Massachusetts Suicide Prevention Hotline is

currently seeking volunteers and intern* For

more information, contact Gtna Grampetro at

(978)849-5600 ext 201

FYls are public service announcements
printed daily To submit an FYI, please
send a press release containing all per-

tinent information, including the
name and phone number of the con-
tact person to the Collegian, c/o the
Managing Editor by noon the previous
day

daily listings sponsored by

Todays Program Schedule

UMass' only student run Television Station
21 6 Student Union (located to the right of the Hatch) • 545-1336 • vrtvw-unix.oit.umass.edu/~uYctYi9

4:30
5*0
5:30
7»47
8:00
10:00

lifttrnier
Works.

1 992 Blood Speaks
Channel 19 r4ews

Lecture: Dr. Tony Martin
Student Works by Kurt Mattlla

Room 307 ______
StgrtOff

EmgTfl7-CT.!.ffHtT7atr-i

Thomas Jsfwrson (R) (I

Beauty rHpsantt Expoaad

c

C

ZwJ

C/O a

HSCN Bulletin Board
3 CBS/3 HarHhrd
4 CBS/4 Boston

ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

1 HSCN Movie Ch.

m UPN/20 Hartford

u Wectmer Channel
to NBC/30 New Britain

Fox/61 Hartford11m PBS/24 Hartford

13 WOCH & HSCN
tee Interactional

- UMass Academic TV
IT HSCN Programming

31

9:30 10:00 10:30
Thomas Jtrnerson (B) (In Slarso) (Pari 1 erf 2) X 'Poplar fVaaT

t>iV(^^'(1998,Dratre)MariiaTcrnal,rsoblA>rr^

K^IEZMlXL]l-3Z)iri tTcs-rral.BobMwroe.il

Tttt Haavsn (B) (In Slaraol X
Vfai$totetA*^\9M,Or^)H1c)K>l**\'irtum.X

Practlca^iyma and Reason

"

Bsauty Pagaanta Expoaad [Nswt |LAPD

"WtotM to tW i*Jb"(i996, Drama) ftehotw Turturro.l"

Alone Again" X
. Nterwlss Turluno. M

Stereo) (Part 1 ot 2) X ITotryo ftstdars

UVC-TV19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

CNN
CNN SI

Heodline News
UCTV
TBS
BET
TV Land
Univisipn

Cornexfy Central

Cartoon
Much Music

Poirot "The King ol Clubs"

JarjieGlaaaon."

Deep Sea, Daap Sacratt

Practice "Rhyme and HeatbiV

Chaars X

MAY 11, 1998
11:00 11:30

Connecticut Journal (R)

News X

Nswa X

Lata Show K

Late Show T

Star Trek: NaitQanar

feghtllnel

Vibe

ITonlght Show

Mad Abo. You

Newt X

Tonight Show

Deep Specs 9

Tonight Show
'

Charlie Rose (In Slereo) X
NewsX
M'A'S'H X

Nightline T
Real TV X

(Httt -The r>a7Coufifdown"(l9ao. Sclanoa Fiction) Writ Dougtaa,"

Sherioclt Holmes Mystsrtaa Law ( Order K.

Impact (R) X

Stanley Cup Playoffs Conference Semifinal Game 3 - Teams lo Be Announced X
S * E

i f i i.-j H.-.—I.. ll- c. v Ui. '1~s~m ik* itnmut'-htBi

Comic Cabana (R)

Top Secret (Part 1 of 3)

Sports lllus.

Daily Show

Baseball

s-t 'Sawsone Shi )Crioe»"[l9B4, Stapense) Maride Pott^

Total Request

Wonder Years

Sliders "The E»odus"X

Road Rules

Wonder Years

Justice Files

Paris (R)

Wonder Years

thTHd
Announced. (In Slarso Ltvs) X

VR.5 "Love and Dealh"

FwwartfsetijrslBr

Intde-NBA

Walker, Texas Ranger X [World Wrestling Federation

«* "Th» CnKM*"{\<m, Drams) Daniel OtHtwla. -PG-irX
WWF War Zone (In Stereo) X

MoneytlneX

Sportscenter X

Stain's Money

Adoplion"(B)

New Attitudes |Gotden Gtrla

Loveilne (R) (In Stereo)

M.T. Moore iTaxiX

SaaquastDSV "Alone" X
Extreme Machines (B)

WCW Monday Nflro (In Slereo)

Silk Stalkings

Bano Finds Her Mom (B) (In Stereo) X
** "The L$$t DaysciFrtnkm in* FrV"(1997) 'R

r7ffi-M;-s-aLmmagrfl|lt_?|l^
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Bruno By C. Baldwin Robot-man By Jim Meddick

-V«l SSUSMU) SAAH IMt CtfpTAM
Vi A* ':ini a* trst UMH bt
WsOUf O Ai WAV fOiilBtl A
StlA Of •.MtfLINtSS UtVttO
UP IM Hi*. HiASt

'

WDKTf
, I TWN* YOU HWt rs SLifeHUV

Ir^LrWtOita-VlAAiot >fOUVO»rT

V1N16 WWtVO SH(XA0tRS fHiVOU^
WHH CiBFT CWN fxMO YOU OOW'T

JIM *\3*tv MAIR ASlDt PIWW THAT,

1 THINItVOU CAPT0RE0 VOUR UFT
tY^WOVA)

0USTK.
•UsfsNK^Vfi.

XTfcNlYT

StlF-
?0KiRAlT

,1 GVJKr. I YHOW'T Bt SVWIAHW6

\rs»«\T>sfe P8.*Llf«A1rJJMiry PrVSTCL,

SKETCWES

eiteeavNCA ku

Drabble By Kevin Fogan Dilbort By Scott Adams

I'D LlKt TfJ)SOrAt OAY

Stt 10O* OTFICt J~
frTs A cubicle])

[fAQK
I

(JHAT'S YlrArVGINE THE

A llrAObT OEAUTI-

i cubicle?! fol place on
'eixrth

ll OKAV,

rvt
GOT IT.

NOU) IfArVilrslE

XOO CAM KEVER
GO TUERE
BECAUSE YOU
0OORK IM A
BOX

Liberty Meadows By Frank Cho Pox Trot By Bill Amend

1 can t sttiEvx THir
Mate pt-rtai The

cnfoitn Mtpurt tv
JWoWls<>n,Cc»MciTb
LlSteTYMO>>ot1tf,3rs)0
foMt MOT wpnarT MIM

PaMT
urc
rffON
wtMun
nay

ntWaft
Ml

*T KM
GoNt Foe?

a wttk
Wow eRJVC
HUMaNlTV'

\

nupy.ocp soy
7TH€

MiNLlETT Maw ON
mtVtfieH fM SU«t

1ooBu»Jet»

Goy"
I

WHATSoMTVil I CANT
CAPtTtllA MfNO MAKE H
Fo« ToOAT' OWT

\ I

S0MCTV11N6 fsV*T \/i cone
SOP I at, wiTH THE CoPiU -

AU THE sWotTDS AK oh-

BXrTrstJHiTAQ.1 BtoSS

WEU. THAT'S
f*oT EXACTLT
HlLfFuL

\

THEN
* •

\

ACTUA4.LT. THE
MENuSSLoffS
SEEMEOMoRE
Af-lTiHN6

Non Seqwitor By Wiley

LUant to fill this space next year?

iii* 1 .1

Grlx of the Bus Stop By Brendan & Kevin Doherty

.
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Horoscopes
ARIES iMsrch 21-April 19) —

N i>u should rtuse to travel onl\ a

short distance to acquire somelhing

of perMinal value to fOx tixlay IXm'l

put thi* jounKt off an\ longer

TAURUS (April 20-Msy 20) -
You may be the cause of some
embarrassment to MMMOM »uh
whotn \ou worL todav but he or she

will know that it's all in fun

GEMINI (Msy 2l-|une 20) —
Someone* with whom vou were per-

mhiuIK in\oKcd in the past is ftaTs)

to figure far more prominentK in

your affairs to day than you had

anticipated.

CANCER (|une 2l-|uly 22) — It

MS take more time than expected

looaj 10 derive meaning from a

strange and unexpected nu

Soon you'll know ju-i wh.it - going

on.

LEO (|uly 25-Aug. 22) — You re

after more than companionship al

this time. You may have jfO*
- e\e- Ol

someone vou are Ml vou can work

with quite well.

VIRGO (Aug. 25-Sept. 22) —
Change of pace is in order at this

time, but vou may now know in

which direction vou >hould turn

I ru»t a friend or loved one to t> ,lnl

the w av

I IMA (Sept. 2>-Oct. 22) — You can

dllord In he a little more present in the

minds of those in charge at this tin

have much M ofler. and vou'll reap the

rewards

SCORPIO (Oct. 21-No* 21) —
You're going lo have to balance a greet

many personal responsibilities throughout

the day. Bv evening you'll have a great

sense of accomplishment

SACiTTARILS (No*. 22-Oec. 21) -
A change of employment ma* seem

attractive, hut vou must take care that

you don't sacrifice long-lerm content-

ment for short term excitement

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-|sn. H)
— You'll have every reason H M
proud of the day's accomplishments
— providtrd vou follow your instincts

and do things MMslM to schedule

AQUARIUS den. 20-Feb. IS) —
You may have only a short time to

finish an important project today.

Y ou can trust that your experience

and expertise will serve vi>u well

PISCES (Feb. 19-Msrch 20) —
Mast people will claim to know bet-

ter than you what you need at this

time, but only a trusted friend will

tell vou the whole truth listen up'

Close to Home By John McPherson

Quote of Ihc >*»>'

<» 4 We are not alcoholics,

we are competent drunks!

"

-The Alstonians

_

Deep into the Sunday Times crossword and

hearing his boss approaching, Hal Quickly

rotated his Simulated Busy Desktop- into

place

ACROSS
1 Playing marble

4 Fraudulent
scheme

8 A Marx
13 Empty
14 Canter
15 leek's cousin

16 "Dancing
Queen" group

1 7 Rels' kin

18 Zany
19 Get loo

enthused
22 Witch's spell

23 More tender

24 Musician Hayes
26 "Late Show-

feature

29 London's over

33 Neighbor ot Ga
36 — blanche

38 Brand
39 Contnbutes
41 Part ola book

44 Declare
assuredly

45 Spnng month
47 Fruil drink

48 Threaten
51 Do accounting

work
53 Toys on strings

55 Quebec
peninsula

59 Historical time

62 1991 war area

6b "Thank you.
Henri"

67 Chews the fat

68 Flood the
market

69 Vine truit

70 Long penods
71 Shade trees

72 Onward
73 The boy —

door
74 Pigment

DOWN
1 Forbidden
2 Viny shelter

3 Certain artisan

4 Disparaging
remark

5 Rooster's crest

6 Designate
7 Plateaus
8 Seat on an

elephant
9 Anecdote

collection

10 Wealthy
11 Jab
12 Jet black
13 Sacks
20 Build
2

1

I ab denizen
25 Tented area
27 "Norma—

"

28 — Major:
constellation

30 — Hari

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

suss smnHE) naao
nmms nmiiiaa heso
HBHDHH Sail] HEHU

gslih HaaH
D0HE1 aUHHCl CDBOG]
rannBH mHmtfliinnCT

ddhq racm

Saras nan bheideim
DHnra BBDinii ncjaa
BQCIB DOHBB HBIDH
HHBB BBB3BB BBDU
'. 1 1 in O 199B. Unrl«d feature Sy**<1icaln

31 —out:
used thriftily

32 Parched
33 Fve's spouse
34 Adore
35 Before long

37 Neutral coior

40 Not at home
42 Put in a secret

place
43 Straighten

46 Pari of a
composition

49 Dealing (with)

50 Potato bud
52 Earmarked
54 Pipe —
56 Tarnish
57 Feather
58 Newts
59 Actress

Thompson
60 Movie

unit

61 Singer Guthrie

63 Wild goat
64 Helper abbr
66 Not pro
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UMass women's lacrosse falls to No- 1 Nittany Lions

Webb finds a way to get

Nittany Lions close win
The Massachusetts women's

lacrosse team found that out the

hard wa> Saturday, when they

V,hen coaches say there's no were defeated bv V' I seed

lime to lose — they mean it Pennsylvania State University

By Jamie Jm
Collegian Staff

KNMA UNUWN I COUCCMH

Junior attack Laura Korutz jcored four goals in the ECAC
Tournament for UMass during Saturday's loss to Pennsylvania State

University

ii •) in the ECAC Tournament,
14- IS.

UMass I'M)) was stunned in the

closing seconds of the game as

Nittany Lion |en Webb strode

through the Minutewomen defense

and managed to get a shot away

with one second lett. The ball then

sailed past freshman goalie |en

Nardi to complete Penn State's

comeback after being down two

goals with a little over three min-

uics lett to play.

"It was tough because we had

worked on similar game situations

in the week ol practice before the

game," Massachusetts coach
Franceses McClellan said "It was

ium too bad that we couldn't get it

H work."

Initially, nothing seemed to be

working for UMass as the team fell

behind early and quickly had to

fight their way back from a three

goal deficit

I hey managed to do just that

and after swapping a pair of goals.

the Minutewomen surged ahead on

a four goal run led by sophomore

midfielder Stephanie Pavlick and

followed up by senior midfielder

lennifer Merkcr Pas lick reduced

the Nitunv I ion lead to one and

Hcrkcr MOvea
1

the back end goals

of the rally to give I Mass a 6-5

lead Both teams then tacked on a

goal each before halftime and the

Minutewomen were beginning to

realize that they could play with

the home team.

"This was the best game of the

season for us." McClellan said

ontrolled the ball for moat of

the game We did a good job at

.citing things up I think we just

beat ourselves in the end
"

Unfortunately Im I Mass. their

stellar performance came against

one of the tougher learns in the

Fa«t and time was not on their

tide

"It was a very even game."
M.CIellan said. "They have been

in tournament games before and in

crunch lime, it may have given

them the edge
"

It *o, it was one you might have

lo break out the science kit to look

ai. Use the micros^

Penn State repeatedly tried lo

expand that edge, but the

Minutewomen appeared undaunt-

ed as they refused to give in

Starting off the second half, the

Lions fired off three scoring

strikes to put them back on top.

but UMass countered with its

own three-goal scoring barrage

when sophomore midfielder

Colleen Wales made herself heard

wuh the opening counter.

Freshman attack Fay Saber then

evened it up at 9-9 and at the

•J H mark, took the lead as Laura

Korutz tallied her third score of

the game
Webb would not be outdone,

however, as she came back to even

the MM len lohnson also chimed

in and the Minutewomen saw their

lead vanish again

As time ticked away, UMass
needed to put together another

spurt and thc> JiJ Korutz netted

hot tourth. and the following 1-2

sophomore midfielder punch of

Pavlick and Rebesca Minaker
knocked Penn Slate back down by

two goals What they didn t count

on though, was the Lions getting

back up
"It was an exceptional game."

MvClellan said "We did have

>oine trouble taking care of the

ball, but the kids knew that*

Penn continued the theme of

three goal strings to finish the

game Lmily Mechem. who had

been a thorn in the

Minutewomen s side all day. start-

ed the run with her fourth ol the

day. set up by a deft assist trom

lulie Tke who collected live in the

game, lohnson. who also scored

tour goals, then tied the game up

and the stage was set for \Nchh «

heroics.

Well, almost

That was because the Lions

seemed to benefit from a question

able call on Korutz. who had
tripped a Penn player of the ball

and was charging up held to at

least force the match into over-

time It was not to be as the offi-

cial called her out of bounds and

gave the lions the ball at 50 yard

line.

'We got a taste of it."

M.CIellan said. "The players got a

taste of it. The coaches got a taste

of it. We're really ready. We're

onH going to be stronger |next

year)."

KMMtMNVIMN (OUICUM

Freshman attack Fay Naber had two score* for the Minutewomen as

they fell to the No. 1 seeded Nittany Lions in tournament play over the

weekend

Duke edges Tarheels,

Cav's romp Hobart

UM water polo sets records at nationals

By Chris Sheridan

Associated Press

AMHERST — Seventh-seeded

Duke beat North Carolina 16-14

and sixth-seeded Virginia beat

Hobart 16-10 in the first round of

the NCAA Lacrosse Championships

on Saturday at Massachusetts'

Garbcr Field.

Duke, which had beaten 12th-

seeded North Carolina I
"-9 during

the regular season, broke a 1-1 tie

with four unanswered goals in the

first period.

The Blue Devils (11-5) advanced

to the quarterfinals and a meeting

with second-seeded Princeton,

which received a first-round hve

The game will be played at H
Lniversiu in Hempstead. NY. on

Mas 16.

'

Duke led 9-4 at halftime. and

Carolina staged a mini-comeback

by scoring the game's final four

goals, three in the last minute Mck
Hartolfilis led Duke with four

goals, followed by lohn Fay. lared

Frood and T.|. Durnan with three

apiece.

Chase Martin tallied four times

and Brett Kohart three times for

North Carolina, which finished

with a 7 8 record.

In the day's second game.
Virginia, trailing by two goals twice

The Massachusetts women's water polo team

competed in the National Championships this past

weekend, finishing eighth out of twelve teams. The

finish is the highest in school history

I Mass (50-6) opened up it< tournament play

against No 10 seed Michigan, edging the

Wolverines. 6-5. The Minutewomen came out

shooting with two quick goals in the first period,

but at the end of regulation the score was tied.

4-4.

In sudden death double overtime it was sopho-

more Marci Hupp who came through for UMass

when she scored to give the Minutewomen the > ic

tor\ after junior goalie Peggy Sieve* had held

Michigan scoreless for over nine minute-

The Minutewomen then advanced to the nc\t

round and were faced with the task of plaving a

strong Stanford squad, ranked second in the nation.

lunior Andrea Vazquez and sophomore Katie

Grogan had one goal a piece, but the Cardinal

eventually prevailed defeating UMass by the score

of 1 0-2 and sending them to a matchup with No. 6

use.
The Minutewomen had difficulty finding the

back of the net against Trojan goalie Bernice

Orwig. who made 14 saves and preserved the 5-0

lead USC had established at by the half The

m* went on to win 8-4.

I Mass finished a> 5 San Diego Slate

and started ofl the scoring with a goal by Hupp
The Atecs came back with four goals in the final

period, however, and defeated the Minutewomen.

8-5

With the win over Michigan. UMass set the

school record for most wins in a season.

— famie lee

early in the second half, gathered

momentum in the third period to

defeat unseeded Hobart.

Virginia (8-4) trailed 1-0 after

one period but showed a 57-15

advantage in shots despite a narrow

5-2 lead at halftime. After falling

behind 7-5 in the third period,

Virginia erupted for five straight

goals, including three in a row hv

lamie Leachman. to take the lead

for good.

The Cavaliers advanced to the

quarterfinals and a game against

third-seeded Syracuse on May 16 at

Hofstra.

Miller makes more N.Y.

memories in comeback
By Chris Sheridan

Associated Press

•MAN MCDttMOn / COUtGIAN

Back on the bus
The Massachusetts baseball team was unable to compete in the Atlantic-10 Championships this weekend due to this weekend's rain. The team

will resume play against Virginia Tech in the now single-«limination tournament this week.

\I\vV.oKK Cat Als on HeffK Miller

Kills The Kfricks, Chapter III. with huge 00

siamng rules ha Rik SSSSH SSsI Mark laskson

Miller tormented New York one more

lime yesterday, making a game tying 5 point

cr with SI seconds left in regulation and a

finishing touch 5 pointer with I 2* left in

overtime as the Indiana Paters took a VI
second-round series lead over the Knicks

with a 1 18-107 victoiv

ll wa» the latest cpis.sk' of Miller saving hi*

square Garden, the plate

where he had two of his greatest career pl.tvoll

moments in I4<M |25 points in the tourth quar

ler) and IW (8 pottttl in the final 8.1 SSC-

onds)

This time, he had some help

Smits stored 14 of his 25 point- in the

fourth quarter, almost single hamltilK hringing

the Paters back from a late eight point deficit.

and latkson scored five straight points in over

time as Indiana quickly took control.

Miller finished the |oh with 1:31 left b]

making a Vpointer from the same spot M Ml

earlier one shooting a stare at Spike lee after

the hall swished through

lie IMatkSd with 58 points, 0M short of Ins

career playoff-high set against New York in

1994 |oi ktOfl added 16 pc,in| s '""I U
•

hillin scored 18 and the Paters shot 10

for 25 from 5-point range.

The series resumes Wednesday night in

Indianapolis, with Game b back in New York

on I Ttdav night, if necessary.

"It will be a dogfighl Wednesday "Miller

said. "There's no guarantee thai Wt 0V«J

Allan Houston and lohn Starks led a bal-

anced attack tot New York with II points

apiece, but Houston scored only one point in

Olid half and missed the- final shot ol rsg

ulation after the Knicks were left stunned by

Miller's 5 -pointer

Larry lohnson added 18 points. Patrick

Evvtng had 1 7 and Charlie Ward I J.

The Knicks seemed lo he in control as thev

led 100-15 with 5 47 lefl. but they would miss

their next five shots two ol which were

blocked by Game 2 hero Antonio Oasis

l>,m> sank two free throws to make it 100-

11 with 58 4 seconds left, then blocked

lohnson s shot the next time down Starks

made two free throws with 115 seconds left.

giving Indiana one more chance to tie

missed a 5 footer, the rebound

was hatted out to the 5 point line and lack-son

swung it to Miller, who made the 5 pointer

with S.I seconds left

"I was really surprised I was so open." Miller

s.nd Those arc the scariest shots to lake
."

Houston attempted a runner Irorti the lane

iust before the lirial bu//cr. hut he wenl off the

wrong loot, his shot was short and the game

wcnl to oscrtinic

laiksi.n made quick woik ol the Knicks

from ihcre, making a 5 poinler and a driving

layup in the first 85 seconds

New York then missed three straight shots

and committed three turnovers, and Miller

ended all doubt b\ making his final 5-pointer

fas I 1 1 2- 102 lead with 1:28 left.

Chris t InMs MOfOd seven straight poini- lor

New V'rk sari) in the fourth, and a 5-pointer

hy Ward with seven minutes lefl gave the

Knicks a 15-87 lead

After the Icams traded baskets, ( Inlds threw

an allcy-oop pass to Fwing that he was barely

able lo reach But rather than try lo score off

the pass. I wing simply redirected il to lohnson

for a layup thai made il 17-81 with 4:55 left

That, however, would be the Knicks' final

field goal until 1:25 remained in overtime.

Notes: Mullin. who led the NBA in free

throw shooting at 14 percent, missed two of

four attempts Dale Davis, who went 2-for-IO

from Ihe line in Game 2. and Antonio Davis,

who wenl l for-4. combined to shoot 2-for-4 at

the line Sunday. Derrick McKey (strained

Iriceps) did not play for Indiana. ... The
Knicks had won their five previous home play

off games with Ewing in ihe lineup
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The album ol me
semester?

Massive Attack's

new album is a jour-

ney, with a strong

recurring teeting of

movement through-

out and the unease

that goes with it

For more (see Arts &
trying, page 5)

Liberty bell to ring

again?

Junior Bill Cooke
will take the

mound against the

Hokies m the A 10

tourney (see

Sports, page 1 0)

WORLD

Top Indian surgeons

harvesting kidneys

NEV. Dl I HI. India (AP) —
After luring dozens of poor

Indians with promise* of cash or

jobs, three leading Indian trans

plant surgeons rubbed them of

their kidneys and sold the organs

to rich clients, authorities said yes-

terday.

The doctors allegedly paid

agents lo cruise shantytowns for

potential patients in a racket that

Keel several Indian states

Police arrested the three surgeon*,

the owner of the pn'irifknii Noida

Medicare Center and sis others,

said Manoj Singh, the senior offi

sial in Uautam Budh Nagar. an

industrial district next lo New
Delhi

The arrests Sunday came after

Shaukat Ah, a mechanic, filed a

plaint thai he had been robbed

of a kidney after being taken to the

..enter 'he few in the

country thai performs kidney

transplants — for a medical exami

nation
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NCAA sets new regs.,

trying to stop weight

loss by dehydration

HtGH:64

LOW: 38

HIGH: 78

LOW: 50

By Jason Trenide

Colsgion Staff

a lucrative tub in Singapore

and told him the examination was

necessary to get a visa. AM said.

NATION

Rise in number of

police officers killed

WASHINGTON <AP> —
Outing 1997. 64 law enforcement

re murdered in the line

of duty nationwide, up from 56

the previous year, the FBI said

yesterday

The bureau said its preliminary

figures show that firearms remain

the most Ircquently used weapon

Handguns were used in 4? of the

murders, rifles in 12. shotguns in

Two officers were stabbed and

one was killed by a blow from an

assailant - fists nr feet.

At the time. 27 of the officers

were wearing body armor. Three

were killed with their own
weapons

The South accounted for 51 of

the murderv; the West for 15; the

Midwest. 1 1: and the Northeast,

seven.

Seventeen were killed during

arrests v,\ while attempting to

prevent robberies or catch robbery

suspects, tiv serving arrest war-

rants, live trying to catch burglary

suvpcsis and one investigating a

drug related incident

Fourteen officers were mur-

dered while answering disturbance

calls. 12 in ambushes, nine inves-

tigating suspicious people or

events, seven enforcing traffic

laws, and four handling prisoners.

EXTENDED FORECAST

Today Wednesday Thursday

Priscilla M Clarkson. a University of

Massachusetts Amherst exercise sci

ence professor, has expressed her sup-

port for new National Collegiate

Athletic Association (NCAA) college

wrestling regulations prohibiting

wrestlers from using dangerous meth-

ods of severe dehydration in order to

lose weight

The severity and consequences of

ihe issue were brought forth after

dehydration led to the deaths of three

athletes last fall

The practice was undertaken to help

athletes lose weight so they could qua!

ify to compete in a lower weight cate-

gory than previously allowed by cur

rent NCAA rules In effect, this act

would provide wrestlers with a com-

petitive advantage over their slightly

"underweight" opponents

The object is to get your weight as

low as you can.* Clarkson said in a

press release. "Dehydration is quite

dangerous, and in some cases.

wrestlers were carried to the weigh -in

because they were so weakened"

In April. Clarkson and other mem

INSIDE

Arts & Living ...page 5

Classifieds ...page 8

...page 9

Editorial

Sports ••••pOQe IU

bers of the NCAA Committee on

Competitive Standards and Medical

Aspects of Sports met in Kansas City

Mo with the NCAA Wrestling Rules

Committee.

The two bodies recommended a

series of changes that would reduce the

use of laxatives and emetics, food and

fluid consumption restrictions,

sell induced vomiting, and the use of

hot rooms and saunas for all wrestlers

during the season.

In addition, each athlete 's minimum

weight will be established at the begin

ning of each season, and the athlete*

will be monitored to make sure they

don't lose more than 1.9 percent of

body weight per week over eight

weeks

Weigh ins will now be held one

hour before meets, not 24 hours prior

lo the event. Also, wrestling coaches

must now be certified in cardiopul

monary resuscitation (CPR) and first

aid

"The changes will be evaluated dur

tng the next year and further research

will be done on how changes in weight

and body composition affect perfor-

mance during competitioii." Clark

India conducts 3 tests;

says it's nuclear capable
By Ashok Shormo
AssocKjSad rVeat

SI \\ DEI HI India - India set

off three underground nuclear blasts

ve-terday and announced it was

capable of making nuclear weapons,

enraging its neighbor and rival.

Pakistan, and defying a worldwide

campaign to contain the spread of

nucleat arms.

The 1 month-old government led

by the Hindu nationalist Bharatiya

lanata Party surprised allies and ene

mies alike with the nation's first

nuclear tests in 24 years.

Prime Minister Atal Bihari

Vajpayee, fighting a reputation of

being too weak to control his frac-

tious coalition partners, summoned
reporters to his home to reveal that

India had conducted three under-

ground nuclear tests in the desert

530 miles southwest of New Delhi

No radiation was released into the

atmosphere, he insisted, adding that

scientists tested a fission device a

low-yield device and a thermonu-

clear device. He refused to answer

questions. Pakistan, also believed to

have nuclear capability, immediately

pledged to make its defenses

"impregnable against any Indian

threat, be it nuclear or convention-

Agent admits

he protected 2

mob informants

By Erica Noonan
Associated Presi

"The responsibility for dealing a

death blow to the global efforts at

nuclear nonproliferation rests

squarely with India." Pakistani

Foreign Minister Gauhar Ayub told

lawmakers in the Pakistani capital of

Islamabad

The United States expresst

disappointment but did not say if it

would ban aid or impose sanctions

to keep sophisticated technology out

of India

"This runs counter to the effort

the international community is mak-

ing to promulgate a comprehensive

ban on such testing." Clinton

spokesman Mike McCurry said in

Washington
Nonetheless. Indian officials were

clearly in a celebratory mood, hand

ing out sweets to reporters at a news

conference. "We have taken eco-

nomic repercussions into account.

We will not face any problems." said

Brajesh Mishra. an aide to the prime

minister "These tests have estab-

lished that India has a proven capa-

bility for a weaponued nuclear pro-

gram
*

"I hope the U.S. would under-

stand that the tests were meant for

the security of the people of India."

he added

Walk like an Egyptian
King Tut was hiding out in a vacant lot just waiting for the spring carnival to arrive.

Republicans' images suffering
Survey says republicans seen as defenders of tobacco industry

ON THE INTERNET

Inoh

BOSTON — The retired FBI agent

walked to the witness stand, still look-

ing the part of a G-man. Gray suit.

Nondescript tie. Silver hair. Eyes

straight ahead.

Then came the questions that made

him squirm a bit; questions about a past

he really didn't care to talk about

Had he, |ohn Morris, former chief of

the FBI's Boston organized crime unit.

exchanged Christmas gifts of books and

liquor with mobsters lames J.
"Whitey"

Bulger and Stephen "The Rifleman"

Flemmi?

Yes, answered Morris.

Had he. |ohn Morris, taken upwards

of $6,000 from Bulger — one of

Boston's most notorious tough guys —
including $1,000 to bring his girlfriend

to a 1982 Drug Enforcement Agency

conference in Georgia?

Yes. Morris admitted, he had.

Had Morris and other agents shielded

Bulger and Flemmi from prosecution

for 20 years because they were the most

prized secret FBI informants in New

England history?

Yes, Morris told the judge.

The agent testified for hours, then

days, bearing witness to the fact that the

FBI in Boston had protected some gang-

sters and sacrificed less powerful thugs

in the pursuit of inside information.

While scores of other mobsters went

to jail over the years. Bulger and Flemmi

emerged from FBI stings unscathed.

And Morris said he was taking cases of

French Bordeaux and envelopes stuffed

with cash from Bulger and Flemmi

Agents even turned the other way

By David Espo

Associated Press

Tum to MOSSTCW. paoe 3

WASHINGTON — Despite efforts to remake their

image. Republicans are seen by the public as more inter-

ested in shielding the tobacco industry than in protecting

young people from smoking, according to a poll taken

for the GOP. It also found the opposite is true for

Democrats.

At the same time, the survey suggested that

Republicans can scuttle the comprehensive tobacco bill

pending in the Senate in favor of a less ...ceping mea-

sure without additional loss of public support.

The conclusions were contained in a nationwide sur-

vey completed within the last two weeks for the

Republican National Committee and shared with law-

makers in recent days.

"Republicans — but not Democrats — have a percep-

tion problem as defenders of the tobacco industry.'

reads the document circulated by RNC Chairman |im

Nicholson.

While Democrats were also viewed as defenders of

the industry in a survey last fall, they "have flipped their

imagery" in the intervening months, it adds.

The findings come at a critical time in the debate over

tobacco, and with Republicans still searching for an elec

non-year strategy. The Senate is expected to begin work

next week on tobacco-related legislation, possibly on ;i

bill crafted by Sen. lohn McCain (R-Ariz). It would

increase the price of cigarettes by $1.10 a pack, require

the industry to pay $516 billion over 25 years, increase

the authority of the Food and Drug Administration to

regulate nicotine products and extend limited liability to

the industry from future lawsuits.

While Majority Leader Trent Lott of Mississippi is

expected to bring the issue to the floor next week, an

aide said during the day he hasn't yet decided whether

McCain's bill or an alternative will be the one advanced

for debate.

In the House. Speaker Newt Gingrich has attacked

McCain's bill as a "big government" response, and says

he favors an alternative more directly targeted to cutting

down on teen smoking and linked to provisions designed

to curtail drug use.

At the same time, advocates of McCain's measure and

the tobacco industry are waging dueling advertising cam-

paigns in a bid to mold public opinion.

The industry maintains that McCain's measure is an

enormous tax increase in disguise that would create a

black market for cigarettes. A report issued over the

weekend by a GOP leadership group in the Senate

charged McCain with understating the actual cost of his

bill by tens of billions of dollars.

The counter-campaign by public interest health

groups says that cigarette-makers are counting on law

makers to bail them out this year.

The RNC survey, only a small portion of which was

devoted to tobacco, was taken jointly by Tarrance &
Associates. Public Opinion Strategies and Voter

Consumer Research. None of the three polling firms

would comment on the survey, nor did the RNC.

Beginning with Gingrich. Republicans have labored

for months to distance themselves from the tobacco

industry, which has contributed generously to GOP cam-

paigns over the years. In the House, for example.

Virginia Rep. Tom Bliley. chairman of the Commerce

Committee, has generated headlines for subpoenaing

industry documents.

In the Senate. GOP Whip Don Nickles of Oklahoma

and others have spoken out against giving legal immuni

ty to the industry as part of any legislation.

Still, the survey summary indicated that Republicans

have made only modest inroads in the perception that

they are defenders of the tobacco industry.

Last October. "We were seen as more industry-sensi

tive by a margin of 52-24. Now that margin is a little

better. 48-28." said the summary. "However, the

Democrats have flipped their imagery. Then they were

44-52 more industry-sensitive. Now that margin is 47-29

the other way, more youth-sensitive

When it comes to legislation, though, the summary

says Republicans who back a comprehensive bill are no

worse off than those who back a more limited approach

when confronted with Democratic attacks that they are

too cozy with the industry. "Overall, relative to the

Democratic attack... a skinny' approach actually does

marginally better than the more comprehensive

approach." it says.

Reno looking into

seventh Clinton

official for fraud
By Msdioai J. arawan

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Attorney

General Janet Reno requested an inde-

pendent counsel to investigate whether

Labor Secretary Alexis Herman engaged

in influence peddling or solicited illegal

campaign contributions.

Reno's decision to seek a seventh

independent counsel for a high-ranking

member of the Clinton administration

was relayed to a special court late yester-

day and described in a brief court docu-

ment that was made public.

Complicating Reno's decision was the

fact that prosecutors and FBI agents dur-

ing five months of preliminary inquiry

have neither corroborated a range of

allegations made by a businessman

against Herman nor found other evi-

dence to question her actions, lustice

Department officials said.

The primary allegation was that, as a

White House aide. Herman took kick-

backs for helping a friend's clients.

Herman has denied any wrongdoing.

President Clinton maintained his con-

fidence in Herman, "and in her ability to

set whatever these allegations are behind

her," White House spokesman Mike

McCurry said yesterday. "She's doing a

spectacular job as secretary of labor."

"I think the president understands

what it's like to be nibbled at by an inde-

pendent counsel, so it's a fact of life

rather than somexhing to become overly

preoccupied with." McCurry said,

adding that Clinton had not talked to

Reno about the case.

Some lustice officials recommended

Reno request appointment of an outside

prosecutor because the independent

Turn to UNO. page 3
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Attorney to Israel objects to peace talk terms

receive 9th

I think it's Puff

cw»u amp comcuiw

You can never tell with all these pesky dragons running around

lately.

JFK award
BOSTON (AP) — A part time

county attorney in Montana who
prosecuted members of the

Freemen militia movement in spite

of death threats is the ninth winner

of the John F Kennedy Profile in

Courage award.

Nicholas C Murnion, the only

lawyer in Garfield County, Mont.,

was chosen by a IJ-member panel,

the |ohn F. Kennedy Library

Foundation announced yesterday.

Members of the late president's

family will present Murnion with

the $25,000 award at a ceremony at

the Kennedy Library and Museum
on May 29. Kennedy's birthday.

In a telephne interview today,

Murnion shared credit with "other

residents of Garfield County who
also have shown remarkable

standing up to theincourage
Freemen."
Murnion

Kennedy's

US supports international pledge

to fight tobacco use among teens

Py rlfcinp Woswr
Associated Pr»i»

GENEVA — The United States

day backed the fight against

teen-age smoking pledged b> the

woman atsnnil certain to become the

next head of the United Nations

Washington will "encourage and

enthusiastically support" World
Health Organization efforts to con-

•bacco use among teen-agers,

said Donna E Shalala. U.S. secretary

of health and human service*.

Former Norwegian Prime Minister

Gro Hiriem Brundtland said Sunday

she would make it a priority to help

governments handle tobacco-related

problems in Asia, where consump-

tion is increasing. "Tobacco has to

be addressed and fought now
because the children and young peo-

ple of Asia are becoming influ

enced." Brundtland said.

BrundtUasL 98 year-old doctor

and public"bealth specialist, is

expected to be confirmed a> the

organization's new director-general

tomorrow at the annual meeting of

the 191 member World Health

AaseuibK
The anti-smoking lobby ha*

cized American tobacco companies,

which (ace legal curbs in the United

States, for trying to profit from the

burgeoning market in Asia and else-

where Washington is not trying to

control American tobacco compa-

nies abroad with its support

for international anti smoking
efforts. Shalala told US. and Swiss

businessmen in Geneva But the

United States wants its foreign policy

to be consistent with its commitment

to protect U.S. children, she said.

The U.N. health agency has faced

criticism for being preoccupied with

internal problems and for having a

lack of focus. Opponents of outgo-

ing Director-General Hiroshi
Nakajima of lapan. have accused

him of bad management and of

being a poor communicator.

said President
daughter. Caroline

Kennedy, notified him of the

award by telephone about a month
ago.

"A voice comes on and says. This

is Caroline Kennedy, and. " Finally

I had to ask. Are you THE Caroline

Kennedy?" Murnion. 44. was elect

ed Garfield County attorney in

1979 and is seeking his sixth term

in the part time position to serve an

electorate of 1.500.

Freemen members rejected the

U.S. government and its laws,

claimed they had sovereign rights.

set up their own courts of law and
printed their own money orders.

They tried public officials in

absentia and in March 1994, post-

ed a $1 million bounty for the

arrest and conviction of Murnion
and others involved in foreclosing

on the property of a member They

threatened to hang those found
guilty

Murnion began prosecuting mem-
bers of the Freemen, charging them
with various felonies including

"criminal syndicalism." a state law

making it a felony to belong to a

group that promotes violence or ter-

rorism to accomplish political ends.

He obtained convictions in the

three Freemen cases he prosecuted,

including the first conviction under

the syndicalism law.

Several defendants became fugi

lives and established an armed
camp, leading to an 81 -day standoff

with the FBI in 1996 Five Freemen

were convicted of fitoajap this year,

and 14 others face trial this month

By Barry Schwaid

Associalsd rVass

WASHINGTON — Trying to overcome Israel's rejec

tion of US terms for Mideast peace talks. Pu-sident

Clinton directed Secretary of State Madeleine Albright to

meet here tomorrow with Prime Minister Benjamin

Netanyahu.

The terms — including a pullback from 13 pern

the West Bank — have not changed, administration offi

cials said yesterday. Where there evidently i> room for bar

gaining is how a withdrawal of Israeli troops may be nnplc

mented.

Clinton decided to try again after meeting with Albright

,

national security adviser Sandy Berger and U.S. mediatoi

Dennis Ross. He said he regretted the peace talks were not

opening yestetday as planned

Netanyahu already was coming to Washington to his

case to American jews and Congress. In |erusak"m

Netanyahu said that "at the end of the day, in matters of

security, it is Israel that must decide, and I think, ihi* is the

view shared by. frankly, the people ot America and I would

like to believe also the government of the United States."

The purpose of Albright'* discussions with the Israeli

leader "will be to seek to overcome the remaining Jiffs*

ences so we proceed immediately with accelerated perma-

nent status talks." Clinton said in a statement

The US terms for a peace conference and the projected

starting date were set last week after Albright tailed in

meetings with Netanyahu in London to persuade him to

agree to a I J percent withdrawal.

Textbook
Buyback
Campus Center
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£US&
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went to the Middle Last and proposed a series

,,i 'NgmMNsm- bm Mi enable to persuade Netanyahu to

change his mind. . .

,

The prime minister has signaled he is willing to yield II

WCSfi but Llllllsms |*fel «f
MM would jeopardize the

security ol some lewish settlements on the West Bank,

where i 55.000 lews live among 2 million \ul»

living to allay these COM4WM. State Department

spokesman lames P Rubin said yesterday that Palestinian

leader Yasser Arafat hud "draniaticallv me leased proce

dures k„ lighting terrorfati Rubin said the measures

included arrest of militants and dismantling the tei

infrastructure m MM already under the control ol Aialai -

Palestinian Authority

Ctmton ^aid Albright would report to him altei het talks

with Netanyahu to determine whethei there was a MM |pj

launching a peace conl

-Unfortunately, there will not be a meeting today with

Prime Ministei Netanyahu and Chairman (Yasser) Arafat

10 launch the permanent status talks." Clinton said. "I

legiet that " White House spokesman Mike McCurry

sought to defuse tensions Asked whethei Clinton^ was

exasperated with the prime ministei M ( urry -aid. •This

i- M about frustration, anger, exasperation. Thi- i- about

persist!

M l urry said peace in the area depends on tin

Rubin, meanwhile again raised the option of reaearssing

the I .'ion role il the current effort fails

"This cannot go on lorevet ." the spokesman said. He

added, howevei thai the I nited Slates "cannot dictate to

Israel its security needs."
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Slippery when wet
A skateboarder braves the elements yesterday in front of the Fine Arts Center
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mobsters
continued from page 1

when one squealer tried to tell them
1'lemmi and Bulger offered hini money
to kill an Oklahoma businessman,
according to testimony. That squealer

later took a bullet. A lot of bullets.

The relationship between the FBI and

Bulger and Fletnmi is at the center of

long pretrial hearings in a racketeering

hi ledeiul court in Boston.

The case began with the arrest ot

Fletnmi, reputed local boss Francis

"Cadillac Frank" Salemme and other

top mobsters on charges of racketeering

and extortion But the case was thrown

into chaos with the disclosures that

Bulger and Fletnmi had been infor-

mants for most of the years they were

making headlines as bad guvs

Now. before the mob trial can even

begin, a judge is trying to decide if the

relationship invalidates the case, and

perhaps other prosecutions like it

At the heart of the matter is

Flemmi's claim that he and Bulger

were told by the FBI they could do

anything short of "clipping someone"

without fear of prosecution. If Flenuni

can prove he was promised immunity,

a judge could toss out the 1995 racke-

teering indictments against him and

Bulgei

And it wouldn't stop there.

Defense attorneys want get-out-of-

jail-free cards handed to dozens ol

other Irish and Italian mobsters snared

by potentially illegal FBI wiretaps —
wiretaps that may be tainted by rela-

tionship between Flenuni and his FBI

handlers.

A Flemmi victor) could overturn

New Fjigland's most important feder-

al racketeering convictions of the past

15 years, paving the way for new tri-

als for the likes "1 New England
Mafia boss Raymond "junior"

Patriarca of Providence and Boston

mob boss (Jennaro "lerry" Angiulo,

both serving long sentences in federal

prisons.

The story of Bulger and Flemmi

goes back a long time. Back to the

bloody gang wars of the 1960s, when

they were young, brash punks making

names for themselves on the parochial

streets of South Boston.

Raised in the projects. Bulger was a

tough kid from a large, old fashioned

Irish Catholic family. While his

younger brother, Billy, took the

straight road, becoming a state repre-

sentative and eventually president ot

the Massachusetts Senate, Whitey

Bulger walked a crooked path.

Stolen cars, dope, gambling and

finally bank robbery kept him in and

out of jail.

He and Flemmi were known to

authorities as part of the Winter Hill

Gang, a motley crew of hoods ot

Italian and Irish descent headquartered

in the blue collar city of Somerville

lust north of Boston They were rene

gades. although they had COON
to the more established crime families

in Bostons North End

Reno
continued from page I

counsel law requires that step when
she is unable to resolve any specific

credible allegations of federal felonies

within 150 days, said department

sources, speaking on condition ot

anonymity

Other lustice officials apparently

doubled that the remaining unre-

solved matters were specific and credi-

ble enough to require an independent

counsel.

Attorneys for Herman were still

providing information to the depart-

ment on Friday Reno discussed the

case in meuatgs with key aides on the

deadline day. yesterday.

II Reno asks a special three judge

court lo select an independent coun-

sel it would be the seventh mdepen

dent counsel she has requested She

previously had counsels named to

mvestigetc Canton, four ot his Cabinet

members — since deceased

Commerce Secretary Ron Brown, fur

mer Housing Secretary Henry

CtMMM. former Agriculture

idiy Mike I spy and Interior

Secretary Bruce Babbitt — and former

White House aide I !i Segal

In early March. Reno advised the

court that her investigators needed

more time to analyze "voluminous

records. . . not received until late in the

preliminary investigation
"

"Other records and witnesses are

still not available to us although we

have a reasonable belief that we may

be able to obtain access in the near

future," she wrote then

After that, time was lost because a

key FBI agent on the case was pro-

moted to other work and a replace-

ment had to be brought up to speed,

according to people familiar with the

probe.

Reno confirmed that "the principal

allegation under investigation hi

whether Secretary Herman had a hid-

den financial interest in a business

partially owned by her friend. Vanessa

Weaver."

Herman is accused ot having

arranged to get a kickback M
Weaver's consulting fees in return for

helping her clients while Herman was

a Canton aide and head of the V.hite

House Public Liaison Office troin

1944 to 199bMM she moved to the

Labor Department, lawyers in the

case have said

"The secretary... knows that she

does not have a hidden financial intei

est in I)i Weaver's business." Neil

Eggteston. Herman's lawyer, said in

March.

Herman allegedly helped someone

obtain a Federal Communications

Commission license for a satellite tele-

phone system Another allegation h
that she schemed to funnel foreign

donations to the Democratic Party.

The allegations were brought to the

government last October by Laurent

Yene. a 42 year-old businessman from

Africa

Yene told investigators and news

organizations that he. Herman and

Weaver had a secret auangunent to

use Hermans White House influence.

Weaver is a close friend of Herman to

whom she sold her consulting fimi

after joining the administration

Herman allegedly was to get 10 per

cent of Weaver's consulting fata.

Wed. May 13 to Sun. May 17
dowixtout*
4mti*i •

Spring is here

New Girls are here

The fun is here

You should be here!

' Lounge
,

Thanks to our Patrons and
Advocate Readers for Voting us

the Best in Western New England
for Adult Entertainment

2 Years in a Row

Beautiful girls need $$$?

We will train you as a show girl

and provide transportation.

Call US at 665-8733

Come Enjoy Entertainment with 36 Lovely Dancers per Week
Open Tues- Sat lpm-lam.

Make your private parties in our new V.I.P. Room
North of 91 Ext. 22, Take Rt. S&IO North 2 miles

South of 91. Ext. 24. Take Rt. 5&10 South 2 miles

TAU RETURN
Room 235 Whitmore

Daily, 8:30am-5pm

All TAUs MUST be returned by May 22

(Last Day of Finals), with their Power Supplies.

PLEASE RETURN THEM ONLY TO 235

WHITMORE! DON'T LEAVE IN YOUR ROOM,
WITH RA, IN CLUSTER OFFICE, ETC!!!

We have to charge WOO for any TAU not returned toRe 235 Whitmore

Thank you, Housing Telecommunications

DON'T FORGET MOM

SALV.
50% OFF
POSTERS'
Torts ofgreat posters

I

Oar entire stock on tale/

50% OFF
ASSORTED GIFTS!

Staffed animals, incense, kenya tags,

wine £ mug racks, Camille Beckman
Products, and mack more!
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COMPUTER!
Every year, millions of homeless computers are sent to "Recycling

Centers" where they are stripped, subjected to the removal of their

vital parts, and melted down for the precious metals they contain...

You can help! UStore is putting up for "adoption" dozens of computers

and pieces of hardware which it has been sheltering for the past year.

Among these refugees are brand new and demo computers (386 to

Pentium), peripherals, and more. UStore can no longer afford to harbor

these unfortunate computers, but we're trying to find a good home for

each and every one.

Visit our adoption centers in UStore and the Campus Center for a

complete listing.

To encourage people to adopt these computers, UStore has arranged to

reduce the already low "adoption" fees by 30%. That's right, you can:

AV
30% - SD

dff the original price
on any computer svstems

or hardware on our
Adoption List!
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Israel's next 50: peace ?

The 50th anniversary of the

establishment of the State of

Israel has been a surprisingly

subdued affair. The guests of honor
— the passions that such a mile-

stone was expected to provoke on

both sides of the conflict — have

been conspicuously absent.

Israeli commemorations, as Ran
Kislev pointed out in Israel's lead-

ing daily Haaretz. have been "pri

manly somber, not proud or hope

lul " They were characterized main

ry by anxiety, ambivalence, and divi-

sion, with repealed outbursts of the

profound loathing that has emerged

between Orthodox and secular

Israelis, and between supporters of

the expansion or consolidation of

the Israeli state

Kislev correctly observes that

"there is no national unity, nor can

there ever be in this long-standing

cultural war which is no lunger a

potential threat but which is rather

being conducted in our very midst

at full throttle " Especially shocking

were the bine* and ai times violent

conflicts that accompanied a num-
ber of ceremonies to honor fallen

Israeli soldiers.

Darker still is the lingering shad-

ow that the Palestinian people cast

over any Israeli triumphalism After

101 years of Zionism and 90 years

of Israel, they remair in existence,

stubbornly clinging to every tuft of

grass, every handful of gravel of

Palestine they still possess For all

they have suffered, the Palestinians

have refused to melt away into tome
undifferentiated Arab swamp as the

Zionists hoped
From its early origins in the slo-

gan "a land without a people for a

people without a land." to Golda
- infamous 1969 declaration

that "There was no such thing as

Palestinian- they did not exist."

the Zionist movement disregarded

and denied the existence of the

h claims are no longer possi-

ble Tnumphalist crowing has given

way to throat-clearing in the past

few weeks the op-ed pages of all the

leading Israeli newspapers have fea-

tured - .Ugmg the

ihe Zionist rao\ement. which »S\

•mptsv»th»e*ETftt©*

Hon or 'K

tims. One detects an increasingly

gnawing recognition, buried deep in

the breast of even the most self sat

isfled Zionist, that there is some-

thing here that needs to be rational-

ized, blamed on others or explained

away.

But. there is simply no room left

to deny that whatever Israelis

gained in the last 50 years has been

"Darker still is the linger-

ing shadow that the

Palestinian people cast

over any Israeli triumphal-

ism.
"

Hussein Ibi>h

at the ongoing expense of other peo

pie

Meanwhile the Palestinians have

reacted to the 50th anniversary of

their dispossession with a muted
mourning and a quiet determination

to continue to resist There has been

very little evidence of bitter reenmi

nation or anger in their reaction

After a century of struggle in which

they have lost their nation, been
massacred and driven into exile, and

seen their towns taken over or erad-

iated r> bulldozers, there is little

reason to feel that the end is in

sight

There is only one solution that

can lead to a peaceful future, and

averyom knows it. The Palestinians

demand it, international law
demands it. peace and justice

demand it. the United Nations
demands it the European Union
demands it. Shimon Peres and Leah

Rabin demand it. even Hillary

Clinton demands it. A fully fledged

independent Palestinian state in the

West Bank and Gaza is required in

almost everyone's interests.

There is only one other long-

term scenario — the ethnic cleans

ing of Palestinians from the

Bank in the context of a general

ized conflict and its annexation by

Israel

There are plenty of Israelis who
wouW welcome this option, includ-

ing a several, if not many, in Prime

Mrnfster Netanyahu's- cabinet

Indeed this seems to be the only

end-game that can be attached to

Netanyahu's attitude

The "Interim Accord" of
September 1995 committed Israel

to a withdrawal from almost all of

the West Bank and Gaza, except

for Jerusalem, the settlements and
some military posts, which should

have been completed long ago.

Netanyahu opposed those accords,

and since his election has attempt

ed to dismantle them. His top
aides ecstatically boasted to the

Israeli daily Ma'am that the cur-

rent dispute with the United States

proves that they have succeeded in

"smashing Oslo." Quibbling over

percentages is all but meaningles-

when Israel is using every excuse,

delaying and stalling tactic it can

And to block anything which might

lead to independence for

Palestinians.

Having already "smashed Oslo
"

Netanyahu may well ultimately

agree to the American plan And
Yassir Arafat, who has left himself

with very few options, might feel

forced to accept anything the

Israelis offer him The Palestinian

people, however, will never be sat-

isfied with any arrangement that

denies them their basic human and
national rights, and. instead of

peace, the struggle will go on.

Israel stands at a crossroads
which is extraordinarily well-

defined. Bibi's own actions have
drawn the distinctions more starkly

than ever It can choose peace by

accepting the emergence of the

Palestinian state Or. it can sen-

tence itself and everyone else in the

region to an indefinite conflict

which is likely to make the past 50

years look like a garden pans, the

consequences of which are literally

unimaginable

Next year, the term of the

Interim agreement will be over It

will be time Whatever the situa-

tion on the ground, whatever the

positions the Israeli and American
governments take, it will be time

There is no other choii I et the

chips fall where they mav Calmly,

reasonably without fanfare or

tears. Arafat and the Palestinian

leadership must declare statehood

in 1999.

Hutsein Ibish is a t 'Mass gradu-

ate student

Campus beautification 1 1

One year ago a Collegian car

toon cxpi cjaoJ the widely held

view of campus bsauuncaoon

as "duct tape " Each one of us

hat ideas about replacing the fence

around the library, or removing some
concrete in front of the Fine Arts

Center, and replacing it with some
treat, benches, or anything human

As a student in the Landscape
Architecture Department, and a typical

resident on this campus. I am genuinely

concerned about the renovation and

of our outdoor landscape

s. As a student, I am also con-

cerned about the development of edu-

cational opportunities involving stu-

dents I propose the integration of

these two trusts.

Susan Humphries, who worked with

the Learning Through Landscapes
Project in England, wrote. "It is sad to

reflect that the most impoverished of

immediate personal landscapes, from

the child's point of view, is that of the

school environs. We have in the main

been willing to accept a bleak informal

ky — easily mown grass, tarmac, and

the occasional rose bed — as the set-

ting for education and other public-

institutions. We should rather be offer-

ing children aesthetic delight in their

school grounds, places of color, rich-

ness, and diversity which may be used

for recreational purposes, imaginative

play and for learning. The scope for

environmental education 'on the

doorstep' is enormous."

Professional landscape architects

hold themselves responsible for the cre-

ation of meaningful and environmental-

ly responsible outdoor spaces. Our
department of Landscape Architecture

is virtually unknown to the general stu-

dent body. Many of our students' cre-

ative designs are discarded, or remain

trapped on a piece of paper or in a

model from our basement.

Why not apply our studies, and con-

tribute to the renovation and revitaliza

tion of our college environment, mak-

ing changes instead of waiting for

someone else to realize them? Students

should be involved in the campus plan

ning process Already, they have been

involved in the construction of several

designed spaces, such as the French

Hall Seating Area, the Bartlett Hall

Garden, and the most recent project.

"The concept is simple:

students learn the skills

they need by applying

them to their own environ-

ment, and in doing so,

change their campus land-

scape for the better.

'

Andrew Port

just outside the library ramp. "If we
don't take children seriously and give

them the opportunity to take them-

selves seriously, we are endangering

our own future." wrote Rodger Hart.

Last fall, I wrote a proposal in

junior Year Writing... an average

homework assignment. I envisioned an

annual course for senior landscape

architecture students to design land-

scape spaces on their own campus, for

Stockbridge students to assist in the

construction, planting, and mainte-

nance of these gardens, and for art stu

dents to ornament them with sculp

hire, tiles, murals, banners, and other

media.

The concept is simple: students

learr the skills they need by applying

them to their own environment, and

in doing so, change their campus land-

scape for the better.

By the suggestion of my professor,

Annaliese Bischoff, the proposal was

sent to the Honors Department,
where I was granted a Research
Fellowship. I worked with faculty

mentor Michael Davidsohn. from the

Department of Landscape
Architecture, who designed both the

French Hall Seating Area and the new
seating area outside the library ramp
The proposal won an award last week,

at the Undergraduate Research.

Scholarly. Creative, and Public-

Services Activities Conference in

Boston. Each person who I have dis-

cussed the proposal with expresses the

same enthusiasm and interest in the

proposed program

What was originally a homework
assignment has evolved into a thesis

and proposal to numerous depart-

ments on this campus to adopt a new
course and campus beautification pro-

ject. These departments includ*

Landscape Architecture, Stockbridge.

Art. Campus Beautification. Campus
Planning, and Grounds Management.

It i- the big idea that has brought any

measure of success, because it simply

makes sense. All of the resources exist

for this endeavor to be implemented

on our campus.

This approach to campus beautifi-

cation and renovation can be a high-

light of our landscape, research and

educational opportunities. It is stu-

dents like us whose college years will

be most affected by the reception or

stagnation of this proposal. If the pro-

posal is successful, a committee will

be formed next semester to form a

concrete outline for this program,

based on the recommendations

The life and death of this plan

depends on open and ambitious stu-

dent, faculty, and administrative lead-

ers. If you feel you or your department

may have something to contribute,

contact your department head; voice

your approval and support, while it is

still gaining momentum.
Andrew Port is a VMass student

For additional information contact:

Andrew Port

(arport9student.umass.edu). or

Michael Davidsohn
(davidsohn@larp.umass.edu).

Our fine feathered friends
You've read all those All I E\cr \ndcd to Know I

Learned from ... books, right? Or maybe you've

seen that whole shtick on a poster or a T-shirt or

something (to be honest. I think the only actual book is

the one about kindergarten by So And So).

Well. I've been here a whole year now. and I think I've

been enlightened By professors? Well, somewhat, but

not especially (I've learned a lot of information, but I

wouldn't call it "enlightening" me as such). By friends or

relatives? No. although m> friend- are the groovie-t \l>

relatives are pretty groovy, too. but

they're in Maine, so they haven't had
enough direct contact to enlighten me.
No. in fact. I've come to a greater

understanding of life with the tutelage of

the greatest minds on campus: the UMass
duck-

s ou know who they are. They're the

waddling little characters who hang out

by the campus pond, and they have .1 loi

more knowledge than one might think.

Heie now. the piece of writing I will

call. "All 1 Needed to Know in Life I

Learned from the UMass Campus Ducks
"

• Being wet below the belt can be a ^^^^^^™
good thing.

• Even though the dining commons bread 1- -tilt it's

very often all that's available

• Although New England winters are tough, the beau-

ts 1- worth staving
|

• Swans have bad attitudes.

• Babies will always attract more attention than their

proud parents, even though it's the parents who do all

the work
• If you want something, beat the competition away

from it and take it.

• If you want a donation from a higher authority (say.

bread from a picnicker), be annoying until they -ubmit

• You can get high with just air

• Sleep wherever you feel like, don't always return

home for the night (try the parkin?

• Make a lot of noise if you feel like it. or don't mutter

a word if you'd rather

• The Collegian ink can kill sou it you take in too

much of it at once

£5
Scth Km-ni

• Sometimes it's better to walk away when others are

angry at you
• Other times, its useful to slap them around a little

bit

• If you dislike someone, don't hang out with that one

• Start quacking pomtles-l) lor a while You might la)

something reallv worthwhile, eventually.

•
'i ou can't get into something without getting your

feet wet first, and you can't get a lot accomplished with

out -ticking your head in all the way.

• Wash frequently

• If you want a female to like you. be

nice She probably won't take too kindlv

to being jumped on
• If a male is pursuing you that you

think is disgusting, hide somewhere lot |

while He II probably forget and pursue

someone else soon.

• If a big. loud, sketchy creature 1-

headed at you. go in the other direction

• The only thing most protesters accom

pli-h 1- getting in the way as you try to get

around the Campus I entei

• Always go places with friends

because if you encounter danger, they'll be

there to help you out

• Make long distance trip- thiough the air It cut-

down on time, maintenance, technicalities, and overall

problems
• Good people will always share their food with vou

when you don't have any.

• jimmy Hoffa is NOT at the bottom of the campu-

pond. and neither is Elvis

• Who cares if he 1

• Delicious food can make your worries go away, but

nauseating food will make >oui life mi-crable. You have

to eat. though, one way or another

• Spend time with vour children They'll grow up and

ki-k your butt if they don't like you

• Slow down while coming to a stop, or you won t

know what hit you when your body actually come- to

physically or mentally

Take this advice to heart If you have any legitimate

questions, go to the pond and ask a duck

Seth Koenig is a Collegian Columnist

_

Changes in attitude?
After spending much ol la-t

spring counting the days until

I say sayonara to the Valley I

have come to the conclusion that my
insular life here at UMass isn't such a

bad thing after all Too bad there -

less than two weeks until it's all over.

In many respe

(i.e.:' academic work)

han,

every other respect

though, the next couple

of weeks are going to

be my own personal

hell. Moving on and
saying goodbye is never

easy, especially when
you live 900 miles from

all the friends you've

made over the last four

years.

Hailing from
Chicago, going away to

,,********************,

school meant completely starting

over for me Instead ol playing it safe

and following a group of friends and

high school classmates to Big Ten
schools around the Midwest. I rolled

the dice, went for broke, and chose

UMass. I was — I think for the better

— forced to leam how to survive on

my own without the safety net of

being able to drive two hours for a

taste of mom's cooking and parental

reassurance.

While my first semester at UMass
now seems like a lifetime ago. the

memories and experiences are still as

fresh as the day they were formed.

I remember back to the fall of '94

and recall the surprisingly easy transi-

tion into college life. I had spent the

entire summer worrying about how I

was going to lose touch with all my
friends back home, being so far away

from them, not to mention what life

was going to be like when I returned

home.

I'd never been away from home for

any length of time and the thought of

it sent a nervous quiver through my

\l,irt\ KtSMM

Class of 1998

K>d\ I »ii> lully expecting to have an

ill feeling in my stomach and be

homesick, but it never happened. The
rca-on I was simply too busy to

think about being away from home
Beside' a full load of classes. I was

meeting new people and relishing in

the (act that no one
was there to tell me
what to do Ever. It I

wanted to do it. I did

it — within reason,

of course. Those
days, unfortunately.

are coming to a

ajajaa,

And here's what
I've finally decided
about UMass: It's not

a perfect school, but

then again, nowhere
is. If I had my way. I

would have liked to
""""""""^^ have gone some-
where a little less obsessive and over-

ly -ensitive about political correct-

ness. I won't deny it's been frustrat-

ing being a Republican in such a lib-

eral pocket of society, especially

when the word "Republican* has a

connotation akin to the anti-Christ at

UMass. Considering the actions of

most who affiliate themselves with

the GOP on this campus, though. I'm

not at all surprised.

I look back on my four years here

a- wholly worthwhile. I've achieved

nearly every goal I set for myself
when I arrived here: graduate in four

years, study abroad, get into law
school, double major. When I com-
pare myself to what I was back then

— a naive, close minded freshman —
to what I have become — a cynical,

enlightened senior — I can't believe

I'm the same person living in the

same body.

Still, reflecting back on all the

changes that have happened to me
and around me over the last four

years. I've begun to realize that the

more things change, the more they

Doonesbury

stay the same Consider the following

• Then The UMass men's h

ball team was up and coming power
with a voung team and tons of poten

tial

The UMass men's basketball

team 1- a re emerging power with a

young team and ton- of potential

• Then f thought the term "liber

ai" was a dirty word
Now: Nowadays. I don't think being

a liberal is such a bad thing. I just

think it's shortsighted

• Then The buildings on-campus
were in a horrible state of disrepair.

Now: The buildings on-campus are

in a horrible state of disrepair

• Then Michael lordan was retired

from basketball, playing minor league-

baseball down in Birmingham. Ala.

Now: M| is back where he belongs,

playing for the World Champion
Chicago Bulls. I hope he doesn't have

to retire again.

• Then Our country bad a shady

character in the White House who's

being investigated by Kenneth Stan
for questionable dealings with
Webster Hubbell. |im McDougal and

Susan McDougal.
Now: Our country has a shady

character in the White llou-e who-
being investigated by Kenneth Starr

for questionable dealings with
Monica Lewinsky. Linda Tripp and
Kathleen Willey.

• Then: Marcus Camby was con-

sidered to be a great physical speci-

men who needed to bulk up and
leam more post moves
Now: The Toronto Raptors brass

are scratching their collective heads

and thinking the same thing.

Perhaps the only constant in my
life over these four years has been
my favorite television show.
"Seinfeld." On Thursday, that'll

change. If |erry can turn down mil-

lions to stay put. I suppose I can
move on. too.

Marty Keane is a Collegian colum-
nist.
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A Massive dose of innovation creates album of semester
By Marty Keane
Collegian Staff

MEZZANINE
Massive Attack

Virgin

The best music is never a reac-

tion to a trend or movement It

in-lead looks forward and sets the

standard for all other contempo
tatie- tn aim for. Think of the ino-t

credible mu-ician- of the modern
era in an artistic -en-e the Velvet

Underground, the Beatles. Bowie
Pink Floyd, the Stooge- Each made
music that didn't attach it-ell to a

ptc Misting formula and work to

refine and perfect its sound.
Rather, they set the standard for

others to follow by creating the

blueprint-

Many have tried to copy the

Beatles, but no one ha- succeeded

in surpassing the lab I out because,

given the choice, anyone with half a

brain will -till gravitate toward the

original over the copycat It make-
perfect sense

Such is the ca-e with Bti-iol.

I ngland's Massive Attack
Originall) a gtoup of like minded
l)| -. the group formed out of the

remnant- of the Wild Bunch -tew

— amongst them Tricky. Neneh
Cherry and Geoff Barrow ol

1 1 -head.

With then 1991 debut Blue
Lines. Massive Attack singularly

re defined non techno dance and
Hnti-h -oul with a body of -otig-

thal to this day -ound a- tte-h and

innovative as they did almost a

decade ago. Since then. Tricky and

Potti-head. each who have had
~u--c-- than Massive Attack

in gaining a foothold State-ide.

have emerged in their own right j-

credible artists Still, they will

always luik in a Massive shadow
On Mezzanine, the Bri-tol

1 ngland ba-ed group progre--e-

unea-ih towards a richer, more
complex musical vision

dcting the album is wrought

with the paranoid musings of some-

one who's neither here nor there,

the title is a logical one Played

through. Mezzanine sounds just

what the title implies. The eleven

-ong- are a journey, with a strong

recurring feeling of movement
throughout and the unease that

goes with it The theme of transi-

tion and the paranoia that comes
along with it are everywhere on
Mezzanine. Massive Attack are
clearly in the midst of an engaging
transformation from that of the col-

lection of electronic wizards who
turned the world onto trip-hop into

a group preparing for the uncertain

by ob-e-sing about it. Simply put. it

make-- lot a la-cinating listening

experience

h'i -uitet- there- the abrasive

guitar Inert that underpin reggae

legend Horace Andy's soaring
wc.il- on the opening "Angel " It's

the sound of someone trapped in

their own personal hell trying to

wot in their way out by crying out

to those above.

Ki-mg-on" is a brilliant, albeit

disturbing, meditation on the duali-

t\ >i Intf p-Ncho-i- and the late

night culture of club life The
duelling vocal- of Daddy Gee and
ID provide for some intriguing l\ti

cal interplay "Toylike people make
me boylike" ha- endless pos-ibili-

tie- MO n v meaning.

As always, the boys in Ma--ue
have enli-ted -everal of their lady

friend- 10 -mg on their twi-ied

instrumental; backbone- Cocteau
Iwin- I 1/ lu-er ejejOVH a magical

spell on "Teardrop" while Sara lay

performs the -tirring "Dissolved

Girl." Both are heartbreaking in

their emotive energy, a feat unseen

in any electronic mu-ic genre -ince

Shara Nelson's turn on "Unfinished

•swnphony." off Bit.-

Lasting, memorable music always

comes from somewhere else, but

still manage- to comment on the

greater -ociety in which it e\i-t-

I ike Radiohead- Ok Computer
and Pulp's This Is Hardiorc,
Massive Attack ga/e -keptically at

where we are as a global communi-
ty in this pre millenial age The pic

ture they paint is bleak and dreary,

and for good reason Who among
u- truly believes that all is fine and

dandy with the world? And beside-,

a hearty dose of sobering reali-m

has always been a key ingredient

MUtft

.TE6

OEfNfT\AENT OF
COHStMEX 5i7A>/E6

Set your Course for Summer
With Greenfield Community College

Final Registration for Summer Session I is May 13!

CREDIT COURSES:
Microbiology

Valley Oeology
H»peraii\e Kduc.it ion

Concept of Finuncial Accounting

Keyboarding for Information Puscessing

Microcomputer Software Tools

English Composition I & II

Basic Mathem.itic's Skill-

\lpebra and Oxirdinate Geometry I A II

Probability and Stati-

Ciroup Dynamic-
Principles of Sociology

Introduction to Computers
Principles of Sociology

Introduction to Computers
Principles of Macroecononnc -

College Reading & Writing Strategic-

Shakespeare

History of the American People to 1 865

College Algebra

Mathematical Problem Solving

Principles of Psychology

Human Growth A Development
Anatomy & Physiology II

Introduction to the Human Body
Fundamentals of Canoeing

Introduction to Nursing Process

WORKSHOPS:
Introduction to Windows '95

Computers for the Terminally Terrified

Intermediate AudoCAD
Introduction to Microsoft Office '97

Getting to Know Your PC
Basic Shiatsu

Beginner's Therapeutic Touch
Introduction to the Internet

Comedy Improvisation for Beginners

Beginning Watercolor

The Eden Alternative

Introduction to Graphics for the Web
Introduction to Graphics for the Fine Artist

RN Board Review
WOMEN IN THE OUTDOORS:

Night Walk in Nature

Knots & Anchors
Intermediate Rivck Climbing

Flatwater Canoeing
Celebrating Mid-Life

A Day of Canoeing
A Day of Rockclimbing

24 hmir-a-rJay Registration 413-774-7690
(Visa Mastercard onlyl

For More Details call 413-774-3131 eitt 272

for making great mu-i-

The only fault one can find with

Mezzanine i- that they've done all

thi- before. They've already broke

all the rule- and made new ones

I lie .ilbum of the semester? Ka-ils

The album of the year? Most likely

The album of the decade' Sorry,

they ve already made it A

cocamvi oo>.

England's Massive Attack is back with a fresh and innovative new album

«>

$400 CASH BONUS
toward purchase or lease'

CHECK nOUT

ONTHEWtB.
vww.ford.com

You've hit the books. Now it's time to hit the road. Ford can help. College seniors

and grad students get $400 cash back* toward the purchase or Ford Credit

Red Carpet Lease of any eligible Ford or Mercury. It's academic: pocket the cash,

grab life by the wheel. For more College Graduate Purchase Program info,

call 1 -800-321 - 1 536 or visit the Web at www.ford.com

{Jurd fr\erc»ry ym
'To be aagtolo. you mcajt graduate with an

Vou must purchase or Mae /our new vehicle
-

* or bachelor* defme Between 1(V1«6 and 1/5^9 or be currently emoUd in qriAmfctxxi

1/4/98 and l/VWBonw customer and vati«* aigfca^ teatrtclnna ape*/ See your dealer iw <MuM
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Daytime's best and brightest stars Cats scampers its way into MulUns
7 ° _ —

ture revitalizes Gnutella's song and encourages tl

who
Blue

It's about that time again when daytime's best and

brightest get the re-spec t they so rightly deserve

(you try to remember ten pages of dialogue within the

span of ten or so hours... 1 can't even remenibe. what

>irse I'm referring to the millionth minu

al n.iMimc I imnv- which is set to air thi^ 1-riday at 9

p.m. If you thought the Oscars were a hoot (who

wearing what), just wait until you Ml duvtitiio's -tuds

and studettes Mrut their stuff down the catwalk and

that'- the piece of gold that continues to elude

Susan Lucci's grasp

M> friends and moi throw an Kmmy bash almost

.lebrate the OCCMJOB Friends tood. and

soaps, does it get any better than that. In ui>c

e curious, no. we have no lives Seriouslv

though, it's such tun I wish u-u could all join us

I he part] WOH'1 he without it s share of flvin)!

fur now that we have a battle brewing

between the Days and GH fanatics I prefer

May neutral Whatever >our soap pref-

erence, if vou have some time to kill on

Friday night, give it a shot

In case you find yourself glued to

the set Friday night. I thought I'd run

down tru- list ot nominees and give

you out picks as to who will lake home and

deserves to take home the gold this year The

Ribbon" panel tor this year's picks includes Urciiiv

Gina. Minn. Caths Beth. SWHW Have and ot COUTW

me The dilterence between us and the Kmmy's "MtM
guished" panel is that we actually watch the soaps Out

nions aren't based on a fifteen minute clip of an

Otter's performance but on an entire year's worth

Here s the results

Best Show
OH

Days
\Ml

Who will win Ouite a few of us think thai <JH will

walk away with the gold this vcar but my in

Y&R The show* always teen a panel fave and GH ha*

won the title three years in a row Third time's a charm.

fourth Ml
Who deserves it The winner is GH but before you

go crying foul play you'd be surprised as to who I

thought earned it. Days Let's not forget OH*l rough

transition between writers earlier last year when the

show teetered on the edge of a creative disaster (The

Tin Man' story. Catherines paralysis, etc. etc). What's

the test show now. GH What was the test show last

year. Days.

Best Actress

Eileen Davidson (Susan. Kristin. Days)

Cynthia Watros (Annie. GL)
Kim Zinsser (pre clone. Reva. GL)
lacklvn /ceman (Bobbie. GH)
Susan Lucci (Erica, A'

Who will win By an overwhelming majority the

panel sho*e Eileen Davidson. I'd have to go with

lackly* Zccanan

Who deserves it Once again. Elleea Davidson I

couldn't agree more although choosing between these

gcvas was no easy tank.

Best Actor.

Anthony Geary (Luke. GH)
- Kin Skriner (Scott. I'

Peter Bergman (lack. Y&R)

Adam Canary (Adam. Stuart. AMI")

Eric Braedcn (\ IctOT, Y&R)
Who will win The paivi and 1 think that Anthony

Geary might steal it If Eric Bracden wins it. I swear

I'm going to vomit. I apologia* for the windidness but

this guy s got the versatJMt) of a wall

Who deserves it Drake Hogestyn ilohn. Days)

deserves it iust ioking but since he wasn't nomi-

nated I gtMM we II have to go with Anthony Geary once

again It wasn't exactly his ttrONftSl veai hut the other

nominees didn't audi) have a siellat ye.n either.

Besl Supporting Actress

|ulia Barr i Brooke AMO
- Vanessa Marcil (Brenda. GH)
Amy Fckland (Abby. GL)
Amy Carlson (Jotfe, AW)
Victoria Rowell (Dm, Y&R)
Who will win it Vanessa Marcil is

neck and neck with Amy Eckland on

tin- one It leally sould go either wa\

Don't COSMl out Victoria Rowell just

set -he s the wild card in this battle

Who dmoiras it Vanessa Marcil

and |ulia Barr tied lot this one In my

opinion Vanessa had a much stronger

MM and it anyone's entitled to a little recognition, it's

this woman
Besl Supporting Actor:

Michael E Knight
I

I ad SMC]
Ian Buchanan (lames. BaBi
Steve Burton till)

Grant Alexander iPhillip t>l
I

Scott Re. n. Ya\R)

W ho will win ii Hie panel all agrees. Steve Burton is

the one to beat

Who deserves it Steve Burton Ht'l been nothing but

superb \fi\- past Mat and has leally MM into his own.

ne when Robin and lasoti called it quits was one

ot the most heart wrenching scenes in resent memory

and Steve was absolulelv tab

Thete "l a tew other titles up lor grabs but these are

prettv much the cieam Oi the stop Well, lolk* Bi my

last article oi the semester and I have to s.is it's been

tun V>uu' all been absolute darlings, allowing me to

indulge in mv obsession (some people shoot heroin I

watch M>apsi

Hopefullv. when I return Irom my internship at Soap

Wv this summer. I'll be able to add MM
mote spice to the column in the form of interviews with

the stars and insider info uonlasts contacts, contacts),

eave. Id like to take a moment to thank all

those who have contributed to the column in one way

or the other Mv Blue Wall posse. AMC ladies Cathy

and Karen Love dishing the soaps with you gals

Susanne Mv heart of the ocean... no one can bitch like

'irst and fave GH pal... it's all

about me Jeremy: My fave Days pal.. The Blue Wall

• be the same without the two of you Gina

Where s the m Randl s t ,ll love vou despite

your allegiance to Y&R. Bridget *|ax" isn't all that,

honey Bonnie and Chen I my new flatmates may

way watch GH until the wee hours pf (he morning. And

lath, |.,inie dna ivou know who you are devot

ed Sonnv fan). Mimi. Sarah Kelley taioline. the ladies

on the seventh floo' MJhT) and Sonja use II

make a soap fan out ot vou yet) and all the other soap

fans out there Make sure vou stav tuned because this

summer promises to be hot. Until next year, adieu.

TEXTBOOK ANNEX BUYBACK
NEW LOCATION

BUYBACK!
KwttHmmmmmmmmmmm

WeO., THURS. & FPJ., MAY 20-22

NOONS PM
No Walk Ups Please • UMASS Students Only • ID Required

Buyback at the Annex and Campus Center

starts May 14th.

By Emily Trask

Collegian Staff

Cats

May 8, 9.10

Mullins Center

The world's most popular musical. Cats, scampered its

way into the spotlight this weekend at the Mullins

Center.

Using cats as narrators for their own stories, we ate

given a glimpse of the mysteries ot cat life. The premise

of this cat gathering is the lellicle Ball, which happens

once a year, in the light of the lellicle moon

We are told the ineffable names ol cats, the ones

which usually we (huinansl can never know This musi-

cal delves deep into the strange underworld of cat-, and

it will change the way you look at cats forever,

Introduced in scene live, the *tory of (Jrtzabella. The

Glamour Cat. is by Fur the most mos ing and powerful.

After being hit by a car, she is physically destroyed and

shunned by her peers Her story of woe is brilliantly cap-

tured in the last scene ol act one through the show '|

most well known song. Memory Her mourntul ind soul

ful lament of loneliness silenced the entire cast and audi-

ence this weekend.

But the full beauty ol the piece was not attained until

the end of act two when Grizabella. in a final and seem-

ingly futile attempt at contact with the other cats, is

unable to finish the song on her own and is vocally sup

ported by the sweet voice of lilabub Tins one small ges-

ture revitalizes Gruabella's song and encourages the

other cats to look upon the ailing cat with compassion

Almost the entire text of the musical was adapted

from T.S. Eliot's Old Possums Book of Practical Cats

(1439) A few have been subject to a minor revision ot

tense or pronoun and eight lines have teen added to

"The Song of the lellicles." According to Trevor Nunn.

who adapted the lyrics. The Marching Song ol the

Pollicle Dogs and the story of Grizabellu were dto

ered among the unpublished writings oi Blot. I he pro

logue It based on ideas and incorporates lines from

another unpublished poem, "Pollicle Dogs and lellicle

Cats." Growltigler's aria is taken from an Italian MM
tion of Practical Cats.

The entertaining genius of this musical lies in the tmu
lation from Eliot's book to today's audience, like tap

dancing cockroaches the Klvis look alike ((he Rum lum

Tugger). and the feline reincarnation ol the Andrews

Sisters Unlike manv other Broadway show-. Cah Ml

not produced any superstars but rather it is known lor

the brilliance ol its ensemble, and the way in which all

the characters work together as a whole Pot (he show.

the peifotniers seem to become cats Beautilullv and

imaginatively, they nan-late the graceful, eleganl and elli

cient movement ot sats into human form

The final words of Memory marked the end ol the

lellicle meeting and (heir nocturnal clement As the show

comes to a CtOM, in the final songs, the VOSOM tj the

ensemble blend beautifully, a perfect dOMN d these sat

tales And the audience is lelt with I motal. beat Mated by

the old Deuteronomy. "CM -ire \er\ much like vou

The future of microphone is bright
This is my last column ever, and

contrary to popular belief it's a

depressing thought Throughout mv

three year career at the Collegian

thev have always allowed me B9 wtite

about whatever I want Giving me a

wiise. which 1 can use to communi-

cate to over twenty thousand kids —
I really consider this to be a blessing

I verv week I have been able to come

down to the bowels of the canipu-

center and speak on what I want to a

truly unique experience I'm going to

try and wrap up things here, like

Seinfeld, it's coming to an end

In terms of I rban Sounds. I hope

that this column was helpful to all ot

you who took the time to read it. My
main goal was to expose the under

ground side of hip-hop. the side that

you don't see on MTV I've always

loved hardcore, because to me hard

means the artists who love their

work regardless of what genre they

are in

To me hip-hop is not about flashy

cars, drugs, guns, and scantily clad

women Hip hop is mix tai

ciphers, graffiti, break dancing, the

real nitty-gritty. Hip-hop. like my
iumn for me. has given thousands

of young artists a charge to be heard

Whether it was through their scratch

ing. beat boxing, battling, they

expressed their own individuality

Thar"* why I consider my article to be

in the true -pirit of hip hop At the

end ol the day hip hop is what you

love I love in\ column

I hope that through reading my
column you got to laugh and learn

about artists sou might not have ever

heatd ot Here'i i Mb * raP UP °f

what I considered to be the best ol

this semestet

Besl D|: Roc Raida

Album Moment of Truth —
Gang Starr

MC: Rakini

MC Battle: l atmihu- N I I Qod I

with Cannibus emerging as the clear

winner.

Mix Tape: Return To The Old

Soted - Roc Raida

Mix CD: Reality Check Hip-Hip

101 — Premier

Single: 6Wv R.h* — 0-llp. Mos

IK-t Tesh

Rookie of The Year: Mos Def

Comeback of The Year: Public

l.neim

MVP: Dl Premier

There are a ton of other DM and

MCs who have made tremendous

artistis offerM this year and deserve

to be mentioned Ml - like DMX.
Cannibu-. I I ive. Mos Def. Big

Punisher. Kweli. along with groups

|,ke lur Bla.k f yed Peas,

and Company Flow have shown us

that the future of the microphone is

bright Ii «eems that MCs have a

future that is not rxiscd on gangster

movies In terms ot Dh all I hase to

i> thank God lot the \ Men and

the Invisible Scratch Pickles
|

keeping things innovative and exut

ing Other Dp like Rectangle. Tony

Touch. Doo Wop, Babu. and Ivfl

Dee have continued to keep the mix

MM MM vital

1 mJly I would like to thunk MM
people who have helped make this

column possible My editor Seema,

for putting up with me and my col-

umn and never telling me to stufl it

mv roommates Melissa and Cheryl,

Matt Wang. Paul Bell. Mike Willct.

and Keith Smith, leremy W illis |enn

MacLea. Hannah and Anna. Mark

Santo, Peter Irving. Tom Brennan.

Gate Rosenberg and anyone else I

may have forgotten — mad love to

all of you D|s Big Phil and Din

giving me mix tapes to rc\>

Andrew from the Grow Room for

keeping me hooked up Above and

beyond all. I'd like to thank anyone

who has taken the time to read my

article cause you're the ones | nl

writing this for Id also hk

thank all ihe people lve met in the

four years of going to school here

cause you've all had an impact M
me.

Peace.

Adam Dlugac: is a Coll,

Columnist

Good luck congratu 4t*Jtt*VM< »«M, graduates

Summer Hours

Newman Center
\liiss Schedule:

Sim S IHIuinl MM) a.m.

Shi s ""/' /"

Mon In 1 2 15p.m.

Building

Hours:

M I

( 'afeteria

Hours:

\l,n> In

'llll(l\ v i /<">< (I

TAU RETURN
Room 235 Whitmore

Daily, 8:30am-5pm

All TAUs MUST be returned by May 22

(Last Day of Finals), with their Power Supplies.

PLEASE RETURN THEM ONLY TO 235

WHITMORE! DON'T LEAVE IN YOUR ROOM,
WITH RA, IN CLUSTER OFFICE, ETC!!!

We have to charge $400 for any TAU not returned tok 235 Whitmore

Thank you, Housing Telecommunications
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Chicago Bulls look to

take sting out of Hornets
By Nancy Armour
Associated Prats

DEERF1ELD. 111. - The Chicago
Hulls won't come right out and say

it, but they know. Charlotte coach
Dave Cowens and his players do,

too.

With a 5-1 lead in their best -of 7

series with the Hornets, all that's

left for the Bulls is to finish things

off. And that's exactly what they

plan to do in Game 5 tomorrow
night.

"1 think they know it's an uphill

battle." Bulls reserve Scott Burrell

said yesterday. "They're playing at

our place and it's going to be tough
for them to try and get a win here

"

Burrell doesn't mean to sound
cocky or disrespecttul He's just

talking cold, hard facts The Bulls

have won 23 straight playoff series

in which they led Except for 1995-

94 and 1994 95. when Michael
lordan was off shagging fly balls, the

live time NBA champions haven't

l,<~i more- than one game in the sec-

ond round since 1991-92

Add in the fact Came 5 is back at

the United Center, and things don't

look SO good tor l harlotte

"We've got to beat these guys
three in a row 1 don t know if any-

body's done that since Michael
lordan started playing." Cowens
said. "It doesn't look good, but that

doesn't mean we're not going to go

out there and try You know — let's

win this one and then we get to

come back home and then let '| try

to win that one That's the way to

doit-
Then Cowens paused and smiled

"This is all short term planning."

he said. "There's no long-term stutl

going on."

While the Hornets did steal Game
2 from the Bulls last week, that may
as well have been a month ago
Charlotte is weary, and Sunday's 94-

80 loss at The Hive didn't help

The Bulls beat up on the younger
Hornets mentally and physically.

Glen Rice, Charlotte's leading scor

er, is still struggling, while lordan
and Scottie Pippen are in a groove.

Dennis Rodman is keeping his cool

despite his race with Vlade Divac to

see who can drive the other crazy

first.

Cowens knows his team is tired

and he gave them the day off yester-

day after a short film session But
everyone is tired at this time of the

year. Cowens said.

The Bulls also took it easy yester-

day Most players headed for the

golf course after a brief weightlifting

session.

"We've worked too hard to not

come and go to war," Cowens said.

"Every game is a war. and that's

what we have to be prepared for.

Naturally they smell blood We're
just going to have to put it in our
heads that we're going to go up
there and compete as hard as we
have.

"We're not eliminated yet, and
until we are. we fight hard to do
whatever we can to represent our-

selves, to represent Charlotte and
the NBA "

As for the Bulls, they just want to

get this series done While no one
c will admit it — there are a lot of

Jiches about focus flying around —
Luc Longley says he's keeping a

close eye on the New York- Indiana

series, which the Pacers lead 3 1

But first, there's Game 5.

And on the oil chance the Bulls

don't win tomorrow?
"It'd be a real drag." Longley said.

"We don't particularly want to go

back down to Charlotte, go on
another trip and lengthen our season

any more than we have to But
there's no given Things don't go by

the script unfortunately, as we
proved in Game 2

"

Let me at 'em!
The Massachusetts softbaJI team hopes to return this year to Oklahoma City for the Women's Cottecaate Softball World Series

Hobson slowly returns to baseball
L. 1 1 it tDy jsnrio nofvu^is

AssocioSad Press

FAIRHol'l Ala - On most days. Butch Hobfon
can still be found at the ballpark, wearing his old Boston

Red Sox cap with his name smeared in black ink under

the bill

"You're too close to the plate, step back." he yells so

one player. "Get your glove under the ball." he tells

another. But Fairhope Municipal Stadium is a long way
trcim Boston's Fenway Park and the baseball players he s

working with are not Red Sox.

They're little kid-

"IH give you $5 if yow oun><«wmy at the fir*t pitch.*

he tells 7-year-old son K C . who still swings at it. "He

always does.* Hobson says, sighing

been a long fall from grace for the 47-year-old

Hobson. the former Red Sox manager who is slowly try-

ing to put his life back together after his 1996 arrest on

cocaine charges.

Learning to make a life outside of professional base-

ball. Hobson has been earning money through clinics

and private lessons for children in this well-to-do bay-

side resort town on Alabama's coast. But with a wife

and three young children to support. $25 a lesson

doesn't always pay the bills. So Hobson. a Tuscaloosa

native, is considering moving his family to New
Hampshire to take a public relations joh with an oil

company.

"It's a good job with a salary and benefits." said

Hobson. also a special assignment scout for the Red

Sox.

Still, it will be hard for Hobson to leave Fairhope. the

community that embraced him when his drug problems

were making headlines and leading the nightly news-

sjstv

A former two- sport star at the University of

Hobson went on to an eight-year playing career in

hall before managing the Red Sox for three seasons.

He was fired from that job. but picked up by the

Philadelphia system where he managed at Class AAA
ScrantonWilkes Barre. Pa . a job he lost when he was
caught in a drug Ming

More than 2 grams of cocaine were delivered to his

hotel room in Pawtucket. R I . where his team was play-

ing Police were at his door minutes later with a search

warrant and found the cocaine in his shaving kit

Fie refused to admit guilt but agreed to enter a state

program for first-time criminal offenders To this day.

he says he was not expecting the package — sent from a

former high school teammate in Birmingham — that

was worth about $ 1 20.

"It's like you grow up with people and you don't sepa-

rate yourself from them when you know the things they

are into aren't right." he said "But one day those people

are going to go down and when that guy does, he's

going to lemember your name That s what happened to

me. As athletes, you are targets

"

Korda failed in attempt to knock

off tennis' No. 1 Pete Sampras

•«

Last Call

By Victor

Associated Press

ROME. Italy - Petr Kotda got

Musk in the- Ja\ at the Italian Open
yesterday, and quickly lost a chance to

regain the No I ranking from Pete

>vdinpras

In this important tuneup for the

French Open. Korda was dearly off hts

fflfje^and *as beaten b-2, 6-4 by

Hicham Aran. Korda. the

Australian Open champion, was seed-

ed No. 2 and joined No. 5 seed Greg

Rusedski and No. 7 kxv» Bforkman in

making early exits from the $2 4 mil

lion tournament

Korda had an outside shot to reach

provided he reached the final

and Sampras was ousted early on.

Sampras plays Tuesday in his latest

bid to raise his game in preparation for

Paris, the only Grand Slam event

played on clay and the only one to

elude him
Rusedski. his big serve slowed on

the slow clay of Foro Italsco. lost 7-3.

7 6 H0 8) to Bohdan Ulihrach

Bjorkman was eliminated by clay-court

FilipDewulf6-2.6 5

Three former French Open champt

Michael Chang. Gustavo
Kuerten and Thomas Muster —
advanced

Two time French champion Sergi

Bruguera quit during bis match with

Sweden's Magnus Norman while trail

tng 6-5. I

O

Korda. a French Open finalist in

sprayed shots wildly and drew

derisive whistles from the center-court

crowd.

Aran, ranked 54th. jumped ahead 6^

2. 2-0 before Korda showed signs of

life in the match between left-handers

Korda appeared to regroup by win-

ning four Hi eight games. But then his

game betrayed him again, and the

Moroccan reeled off the last four

games. It was Korda's second straight

early exit on clay against a lew-ranking

player.

il
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Summer
Kcl«ts >r«*t »«W
V.(« a*as*
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44 Mam St . Amherst

(413)256-1261',
I

time to start a family? O WAY
- -aTEY-NT
intf rested in birth

CONTROL THAT
I \STSTHRT 1

MONTHS AT A TIME
AND IS 99.7%
EFFECTIVE*

nosuAgerYIno
dvily pills to

worry about- this
injectable method
IS ( (MHVENIENT and
EEFFCTrVE-OVEJlSO
MILLIONIWERS!

I-aT^JEA.^BaFllNIOtJIl'tE A I

THE HEALTH CENTER
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Gilreath
Manor Condos

*£&&«
Showings

Start

in April

for June or

September

Occupancy!

Gilreath Manor

Condos
• i Bedroom
• 11/2 Baths

• Heated Basement
• New Gas Heat 6

Hot water

• Hardwood Floors

• 1 12 mile to campus
• On Bus Route

j—^ ! texoln Hoaji f ,t of e • as m. wiiiim m. • iivr*r*

**nmc
Ml F.irmi 4 »S84 9153

Ml Forms M..II

HACK DOG (rG- IS)

Twloy (5 50 O S? 50) I 30

TITANIC (PG- 1 3)

lodoyol«70 0SJ50)IIO

THt IIG HIT («)

Ml] •! (5:40 «$7.50) 1:30

HI GOT GAMI (PG)

Today ol (5 20 OS? 50) »?0

Hampshire 6 «584 75SO
Hampshirp M.iH

0IJF.CT OF MY »f FICTION («)

Today it (5 SO O S? SO) I 40

F-AUUf (PG)

TodoyoKS 10 OS? 50) '40

MP IMPACT (PG - ID
Todoy at (5 00, 5 40 O S? 50) J 30. 8 30

CITY OF ANGUS <PG - II)

Todoy ot(5 50 OS? 50) 140

b ^THEATRES
litis* iumpiin |fi»o*i f%M

Ei-«i«K 2Small Popcorn
v.. n*l with sstsy M"MSe-M*M MP JVlMjy l>ntsk |gMfvtMlwJ

||
V..IKI will*, iikv M .«. *.»• 1 iirff | .not- -gMIWI-saa-ii

|
,

I IIAMI-NHIRKA f^.h^f I
1

I Mt>IiNTAINFANMN4 ' *' lr* ||

ii\ij j'j'j -sii'j'jl'Ji uhc m

ur
^'jurib.

4.

-John Kotzmon. Founder & Pmidant

1 Small classes
I • Wb limit our classes to 1

5

students to ensure that you

receive plenty of personal

attention

2 Results-oriented approach
• Our students overage an 8

point increase on the MCAT

3 Our teachers deliver

• Only the best instructors leach

our courses Not only are they

experts in their specific field,

but they have also passed our

rigorous hiring and training

process

of The Princeton Review

We're on campus!

The Princeton Review was chosen

to odminisSv oil test-preparation

programs for the UMASS Division

of Continuing Education

No traveling, no hassle

Satisfaction quaranteed

If you complete the course, take the

MCAT ond ore not sotisfied with

your score, we'll work with you

again for up to one year, ot no fee

413/584-6849
www.rtvltv.can

JMTHE
^-W PRINCETON
^T REVIEW

iVU<^uts
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ANNOUNCEMENTS II APARTMENT FOR RENT

Went to lorn Japanese? UMass
Summer Class Japanese 110 {3

credits) 6/2 7/10. 9 30-1 1am More

info ctiaiaokaCasianlan umass edu

or call 545-0886

i Dnaien & Copy

5< Copies

2nd floor Student Union

5*5-2271

•Students Serving Students'

LEARN ITALIAN this sernnier!

fulfill CAS language requirement*

No previous Italian necassaryl

Elementary 672 7/10. Intermediate

7/14-1/20 For more mfo contactMMMH
APARTMENT FOR RENT

Take over It tee lor June 3 bed-

room Cm bus route Room (or 4 Call

MaVOtt AakOautfU

1 tearoom eat in Amherst Pets OK
Bern neg Calf 582-91BB

Meal lecatiea 3 bedroom apt On

bus route Call 256 4801

Take Over Lease I bedroom at

Putfton Village Rent negotiable Call

548^956

Twe kedreea m The Boulders

Available 6/1 with Fall option

$696/month 259-9188

bedroom 2 bathroom apt Heat and

hot water included On bus route

11035/month Call 549 5554

i June 1

I Large 2

bedroom ideal hi 4 Great location

On bus route Aveilatli 671 $800

i Mil

Take Over Leeee 1/1 0"e bedroom

at Devonshire Place Plenty of room

for 2 heat/hot water. W/D full

kitchen extra storage, optional coy

ered private parking space 20 30

mm drive to UMass $730 Cad 493-

7W7

Maria Amaeret Large studio with

deck Quiet $670 inclusive 549

9164

1 eeereem aft Available June 1

On busline Close to campus 549-

4575

Amherst Ceaisf 1 2 and 3 bad

room apartments Gas heat hard

wood floors We are showing start

>ng April 6th for June and September

leases Lincoln Real Estate 253 7879

COMPUTERS
New P16SMMX Irom $895
Laptops $'295' Peripherals

ZarVision 582 9198 V/MC/AMEX

Dell— 72 RAM TFT 2 5 Gig.

HD & more Call Jeff 6 4047

Maciatesb Color Stylewriter

ISM Printer. Keyboard Mouse.

SCSI Equipment is in excellent con

-0 549 5514

City Communications
Pentium 233MMX 12MB RAM. 2 1

Gig 24X CO ROM 33 6K Ti Modem.

Video & Audio Cards with Speakers

Plus. 1 4 mch flat screen digital mom
tor Windows 95. keyboard. PS2

mouse $1150 546-6826

EMPLOYMENT

EMPLOYMENT

i large sunny ro

North Amherst house $300 reduc

tun tor

routs Open now 549 5036
Onbus ~£

3 bedrest ciadei Gas heat hard

wood floors heated baiement 1/2

toe

Summer
Jobs

si soot* aao/u-mm
« H—a rS i+m l*q—rt *
• rtws >•«• Com ^opto

on a

tooktenupav

poautan Rapid advene*

ment C enter Oppe

call Alex

2566434

2

Putm mm

: Nai Mat Me* :am

m 1 $67Vmom»

•howing starting April Bth for June

and Septembar leases

BtMa TV) ?8?9

$1350 plus

AUTO FOR SALE

2 bedreera apt m Brandywme
AvaiujtMe May 27 thru August 31

in Heat/hct water

included Furnished On bus route

Date to campus CaR 549-5079

Parchatiag e seed car'

your car 'ecex'sd1 Oo you know r

legal nghts1 Contact The Student

legal Services Office 922 Campus
Cerrtar 545-1995

HI lAMNJJIWJJbuU
sumrnarbme with cool, hardworkinj

leoole EXPERlENCE/VEHiaE PRT
ERRED or will train $7 OOWh- tc

start MM7T7

Muct&aajui wmavf eaetoymcai Cjme

onaadon mlal fcr I envar. irmlneul

cMenethxuiIt i—m i We at

ka*wj k» pur* wrk « tnfcaM •> east-

ern, ftmam ta 4mmrj. ml a ornrc

iden ear nanus mi aammat a m>

msft*Uk»m;amt Cimpenv

Cam, ttirtvnient. Hey. Uto Hoci

A ltd tame. Tew*. S.wmk Sums

Maej. Wacr-Skiet. Sana) Ttdmoia,

Vian.i»ane*mt|.l

Meaa,i

Cat IJMJttCAMT

i[»»M>iHdi»mn»i»*iineim,-«

Mi) al«'4'(a«h)«
kM

©
IrTjeapOJiOOn*, Lakh* C*VHp
C Bloty»nq OvfXty

EMPLOYMENT
Pemters Needed Earn $6 00
$9 00/hr painting houses Training

provided Contact Francis at 413

546 3563

Cape Cod RestMrant

Cooks, servers, bartenders, hust

buses, and dishwashers Will train

P0 Bo« 1228. Eastam MA 02642

Fan 1508)25^9374 or call 15081255

9394

Berkshire I

peace/acovism; seeks mature live- in

counselors for boys cabins, drama

sports, camp craft teachers

Experience helpful 718-643-0771

Peiaters wanted in Mass $500

$800 per weak Experience a plus

but not needed Call 1488 277 9787

ROOM FOR RENT
Rooms For Real Private home
furnished, kosher/vegetarian

kitchen parking Quiet friendly

$335 Barbara 549 4853

Two minute welk to campus
$300 54^0097 545 0732

Ream tar real in 3 bedroom. 2 bath

apartment Rent negotiable 256

1MB

1 ream ia 2 bedroom townhouse
On bus route 665-7922

Saaamer tablet

pus Call 549 7464

Ream far real in a nice house
Private bath $35Q/month inclusive

needs fun & part time network rep's

No experience required We will

train Pay potential tor $35K«
Benefits include tree internet access

& performance pay Call 1 888 554

3132

r |obi at "r UMa 4 id

fund Flexible evening hours Earn

$5 iOrlHM pbi taaaM tonuses

Gam computer and communication

skills Come to the basement of

Memorial Hall and apply today

Students onh, 545-3509

M Teeeta Ce*ca $2200 256-8513

A/C new ore Good condition

i on bus route near cam-

I with Fan option 3

kadroom 2 bath AC Mill veney,

reduced to $965 CaM 253-1736

iJeeaW
/Herd Top

reMCtlAuto
Soft/Herd Toe low miles greet con

Sta

condition $3200 or B/0 Available

May 25 253 1SB1

Make $3tM-$fNH this summer
painting For work m the Sudbury

Weston area call Pete at 5464058

HAVE AN AMAZING SUMMER'
Prestigious coed 01

Meeiatwiiiitti seeks carina moti

vated collage students who love

•.ids' GENERAL & SPECIALTY COUN
SE10RS needed Join a dedicated

tun team Competitive salaries

Carn© laconic 1 -800 762 2820

tor two and su year ok) Afternoons

in June and July Must have refer

ences and car Please call Jaime

Office Assistant Pen time •

**rOeo DMamml laajtaj paO

tor nights and woekends this !

tar and for summer Oowntown
Amherst $7/hr plus bonus Sean
2530583

Student Repe- AT&T Authorized

Agent needs 20 students nowi No
experience, will train $100
$30Q/week Part/Ml Time 1800)682

2121x123

FOR SALE

Used licycles

•Ml Saf/TiaJl I .1 ajm Namjanta

Bicycle Eaehenge Sundays 9-4 in the

HaH at the Mt Farms Man 24 hour

into line 41 3 253 6981

Twin bad. sanll drotsert
mmi desk Real cheap Can 253 2098

BuyMyKagarator 11

$300 u< best offer

Jimmy 253-8615

t bedraem avnilabte "21

—

apt Irom 6/1-8/31 with Fall option

June already paid Call Jada at 665

CM

One bedreom eveileble in a 4

bedroom apt 6/1 with Fall option

$275/month On Mam St Call Come
2S3 t>5rj6

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 bedroom in eajanM I aajaj

apt m Amherst Center Heat & not

water included Aveiiat

Female grad or normarkuonal under

pad preferred Call 256 4V •

Roommate wonted
student Female preferred

$245/month inclusive Email dpot

terCstudant umass edu

Female reommete wealed '

share greet tunny apt

Amherst with 2 fun mature under

grass Own room O $30Q/month On
bus una Cad 549 1387

SUMMER SUBLET

Two persons sought to SHARE

large room in house behind Visitors

Center Call Rob 549 9951 work

5868692

Assume Crestview Leesel

Available 6/1 2 beds. August free.

minute from campus Ca ll 548 9894

Alpine Ceawaeai 4 bedroom 253

Faraisbad 2 bedroom m
Brandywme A/C included Cheap

rent 671-8/31 Call Tina 582 9188

Seiem Place 7 bedrooms Vary spa

cious Rent negotiable Call Megan

m .

Mill Yalta* 2 bedroom 2 bath with

A/C Superb condition Price nego

liable Available 6.
' 253-6350

S2S3- 1 kidreeai Huge, quiet On 2

bus routes Furnished Hurry* 549

6535

One bedroom eveileble in a tour

bedroom Alpine Commons apart-

ment 2 full baths. A/C Please call

Michelle at 253 2050

Mill Valley /bedrooms 1 4 per

sons in 3 bedroom 2 baths A/C

heat/hot water included FAIL

OPTION Available June 1st Call

253-6467

•edieea ia 1 bedroom apt 6/1

a'3" $300 Call Cherie 549 9959

2 kilrn- aaaraaeM 2 lull bath

rooms, an conditioning, m Mill

Vail*, A.ailabie h<* RapM M
2568172

SUMMER SUBLET

Large 2 bedroom apartment

Clittside. across from 71 1 pun par-

lor liquor store Heat/hot water

electricity included On bus route

$665/month 665 849U

1 room eveileble Puffton Village

$250/month Call 549 7088

_J with FaH option 3

bedroom. 2 bath Renovated Puffton

Call 549-8/69

1 bedroeat ia Soathaeiat with FaH

option $34?/month Call Anna 253

9815

2 bedroom tear—eat Cheap rent

Everything included Some furniture

6654283

The nicest 2 ksdreeex townhouse

in Amherst

WMher/Oryer front and backyards,

m bM RAM wan vail - a'Ue-

basement 1 1/2 full bath neat to

campus 5 minute walk to town Call

549^5893

ZHAaMtySi
dates 4 $950/month Negotiable

546 2788

2 bedroom epertmenl |R The

Biv^ioV', taMflnflltal taajaj Mi
fad option $695/month CaM Tat O
2561854

Spacieat 2

Brandvwine Fits 4 AC/hot

included Quiet, top floor with

Soma furniture Fall option

CaM 5494740

584 4/46

Easy pleesaal waft involving

errands total travel companion Cat

14131536 204/

more tor sale Car! Jay 5495453

Meviag Oat Selel Sana Queen

Bad. Roland JV30 Keyboard Futon

2bedroeaapL 1 17 mile to campus

On two bus routes Huge yard pn-

vate laundry big rooms 6/1 with

FaH option Great kxaboni Cat 549-

Utv I leeVaean, carpeted $700
_ . • „v M ,.• Hi

includes heat'hot water Near

UMass bus town laundry on

Sauad and sold locaay *
1*0-522 2730 em 4554

Cad 686- 723

1 kteaaj Free Take over lease 6/1

wrthFaM option Puffton 2 bedroom

August free $74QrmoMh CaM 54f>

2 bedroom let real or sublet in

• $665/montti. utilities

Kluded Ca" 666-8033

1187 Hi aerial Ucal New ertama

Mr, water pump, brakes, muffler

tailpipe exhaust system belts

Needs new head gasket Overell

good condition $350 or B/0 Call

2584351

SIM off finrt meet* Spacious 2

laaStaMi IH Raw pvejtafjpi
irer included

Available May 26th 256-3971

i>i £»-••"•<• ' |/J ba^s Cai"4«
878/

Mill VeMer 3 bedrooms 2 bath

rooms. 5 6 people heat and hot

water included A/C Available 6/1

MSMRl

I Novas Pnjmi

Sentres Any condition Cash paid

everyday 14MWM796

Wealed Jaak Care Cash paid

everyday 1800-649-4795

CHILDCARE

CbiM Care tar J vea' old Chmese

gnrl Earfy mommg hote*s, three day}

> weak Need own car Good hourly

rate 5499948

before your summer even starts by

hosting the biggest event of the

year" The Alumni Office is now
accepting applications tor Reunion

Weekend student help Must be

available June 4 7 Housing accom

modettons available Stop by the

AJumm natations Office m Memorial

HaliaRlaal waaajaajlii baja

QaatawtKafnt f L4m Attatr iHOffaPtOW It >

Summer Full time posi-

tion in small Amherst

office of Spanish study

abroad program

Requirements:

entry computer skills

speHii ,
• telephone

experience and know-

eledge of Spanish Study

abroad preferably m
Spam a plus' Job will run

Mid-May through August

May continued part-time

in Fall Students we'

Send letter resume to

CC-CS
46 Mam Street

Amherst Ma 01002-2314

LEADERS NEEDED Su

tNfttp bcvdtng trips US. Cjnttto

Eutopt Mafwrxiffi I kajMjgt wm» com-

iMMtnL SfteVy iAat wpotmi p>*d

MUOtrn nOtmHnQ rfOOtmrn, *mWnwQ
Rd CONWAY MA 01341 18001343

6132

tkaa Workstation and Swivel Chair

vananCflMMrVV lOaUtW eV«tj SeWatflpVlX"

Maker Cabinet Bookshait Coffee

Table and morel Prices 1

Fill 665-8164

Now aaartarjeat taraware lor •

to live in

eVarvaywrna tar next yaw starting

1/1 or sooner Fully furnished In
vary dean and easy to bve with CaM

mi sm

Three I

South Amherst Anailebli June 1st

with Fa* opoon $llOO/month 253

1758

large I bedroom apartment

Cirffside Across from 711 pmapaT
lor iiquot store Heat/hot water

electricity included On but route

tun tartna gwts to

a ^uge BaaWMl

MtaMM ''y
6/1-8/31 $700 Ftaducad r«e Call

m„ a a mi _n

.

vo bedroom town

house One and one haB bathrooms

Available 6/1 On bus route

$590/month You II rAg it* CaM 256

Ml

Want u make a

difference m someone t lite ' Relief

suppon needed to work wth devel

opmentally disabled * -u> may

lead to permanent hoj'S Hours

inctude evenings week-ends araVor

ovormghts Required HS djploate.

dmar s hcante (car vary helpful) and

lautaiiiijielii" Cab (4131323^6872

ta eavt atvdcabon proceas AA/EOE

Sigma Alpha Mi I'atamny

For FM 98

K interested calt Lee or Randy

mma
Meal included

Greek Area I

HAVE FUN 1 Make a difference'

Sleep late' Be an environmental

-er /Career jobs with

Clean Water Action $300-$400/wk

banefrts 41 3584 9830

Camp Neweka. a coed residential

camp in the Berkshiret of

kJtallatliiiiiill is looking for head

stsft and cabin counselors tor the

summer Qualified candidates may
receive an application by contacting

Camp fire at 161 7)523 6006 or direc-

tor at 549-9164

Great prices 253-1790

Cell Ptteae Nokia '01

Hon leather case adapter and man
ual $45 CaM Shenna 546 2601

FURNITURE

CeaeataM eaeea bat}, vanous fur

mture Bast prices Call Shan 549
5498

HOUSE FOR RENT

l area J bedroom

r <•- .•> lease fa MM s„t>

494J744

4 bedroom beoee Great location

Available June 1 Call Josh 253
9470

LOST 81 FOUND

10m our lease <<

house 1 block horn campus Very

cheap' lease starts 671 CaU 546

MM VaStav- looking for one female

to share a three bedroom aceytmem
with 2 males and 7 females tc

Mill Valley

baths Dishwasher A/C tree heat

and watar Steeps 4* $1225 or best

offer Car" 253 4815

l-

r 7 floor 1

apt for 1 or 2 personal

5729 Washer /Dryer m bunomg Futy

turmshed $530/month Call 253

SERVICES

I bodraem. 2 bath i. . it -r June

1st Rem nagotiabte CaM 256 '286

Puffton '

Paal RMI ca^^ws e»^i*

near bus stop ' bedroom Fuitv fur

mshed with utilities

$250/month Will negotiate 549

7068

1 bedreom Puffton

AC FaM option 549 7084

Have e lovely selection '

I s cr a-

bwMMl

CaMEMan

Naese ee Sunset -

eanttaat locatio'

from campus $350 pa

pai iuv^nonth Free cable and kwi
dry Rant negotiable 546 771 1 Cars

TICKETS

Tickets

2536352

OittertetioM edited end pre

eared N PhD Ml English Any sub

Pregnant? Need helpT Call

tjkf*rajht of Amher st area tor free

llWlJLI I III 111 11 5491906

SUMMER SUBLET

1

I
arspi

7349
R ad

R/T DeHa Ticket

. . badroom Close to S/_^'_*__*"'
-nonth l+Mtomf*9.*
ach on Puffer's

TO SUBLET

Male cat

V>, btaM , A - •• a •- • rjei pM
Can 253 94/4

Leer Pair of eeaglesses
Center on 5/5 If lost call Dara O
2530345

Found Umbrella Studant Union

C_ AjujMMIH

Craig 253 0406

b^Jrrxv b)2|0d
I s- M MMral
I through August

aa) Ter'<r.L i» p

7 BEDROOMS AVAILABLE \

for entire summer each Ben or Scott

at 5494798

2 oedkroom I -shed

or Main St Will >ent out

by room or together Call Jen 256

1286

HUGE 1 BEDROOM APT June

Aug Walking distance to cemput
a«d Trw- fUMjced • $'*« BD
256 1016

1 double kidreim FuHy furnished

and renovated house Private bath

room wa • closet

$2tJ0/rjwioriyrnorrth 649 7543

3 bedroom. 2 bath available June

Valley Rent negotiable

Call 253 9373

3 bedream Puffton apartment with

2 baths A/C. new unit Pool

$915/month rent negotiable

Available June 1 August 31 (nag)

Great dean Call 549-5721

ta sublet

We w
Mir web page tor tree looking tc

move off campus' Coma tc

428
~

>. - logo room near campus
windows, sunny cable m room No
security 549569? Ame

Sublet Until 12/22/91

1 bedroom with wall to wall carpet

djthwaahar poof and tennis courts

hiking trails, on bus line 1875. nego

Mbte Includes imhties 546 4376 or

545^5357

Five College Itu Calendar
TUESDAY. MAY 12

Community — I h iMot an event ttxmsuied bv

IMi" -tuJcnts about herbs and hcrf) product!

will be held in the student union ballroom from 1

1

a.m -2 p m There will be free food end herbs

I
- The Student Union Outdoor Craft-Feet

'98 will be held from 1 1 a.m.-4 p.m. on the

Student Union Lawn

Mrerinv — The Ballroom Dance Club will be

meeting (or the last time this semester from

VM>-7pm in Totman ruom IOI Come for tome

food, dancing, and fun

-siliop — A workshop on basic home repair

entitled What Your Dad Never Told You" will be

held from 730- "r-W p m at the Kidspom Famih

fun tenter im Route t in Hadley. Pie tepjin t by

caltinf MV-M24

WEDNESDAY. MAY 13

Ditcuuton — Queer Family Options, a discun

sion on foster parenting and adoption will be held

from 7^M>-9:30 p.m. at Kidsports Fimils Fun

Center on Route 9 m FUdley. Pre-regiiter b> call

ing V4V-4824

Meeting — The Index, the UMass yearbook.

will bold a general meeting at 6 p m in room 304

of the Student L-nion.

Poetry — There will be a poetry reading from

b-IO p m in the Student Union Visual and

IVrforminir \r ..tc welcome

NOTICES

Comnwmry — Pnrsidential Cabinet Applications

are now available m the Student (jovemment Office

(420 Student UMoat ApprkaOorw are due bs noon on

May 12

( •mmunirs — The Textrxx* Annex will be spon-

soring a book buyback for commuter students from

Mas 20 22 from noon S p m in the yell'

between the MuBuH Center and the UMass Parking

Trailers The buthack in ti addition k> the reguksr ones

m the Campus Center. I lampden Dining Cuvrunons.

and the texthouk annex.

i.hil — "From Rope Pulls. To Rallies. Tc.

Running Around Naked: An exhibit on the Student

Fjqserienoe at UMaxs" will open on Friday. Mm I on

the 25th floor m the Special Collections and Archives

Department of theW F
-

. B DuBois tjhrary TrcexnibH

wax created by students and will be open from IU

im » p m Monday-Friday

ftutry — The New York Poetry Alliance kt sponsor

FYls lint pubkr service announcememj printed

daily To Submit an fYl, plrsase send a press

release contammg all pertinent information,

iixluding the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Collection, c/o the

Managing Editor by noon the previous day

Two kidreeai apt Combats* •

4-6. on two bus imes Ram is nego

liable 5494390

WANTED
Hewlett Peckard Calculators

Paying $5 to $500 413 568-6977

WANTED TO RENT

Looking lor 7 bedroom

NttpatJI hBBI Mi Ml MBR Close

to center of town and campus Call

2566351

ing a free poetry contest open lo everyone Send your

poem II lines or less. M The Nrw York Poetry

Alhancr H..s I Sf*. New IMI NY 101 16- 1 W* by

Mas H)

V i luntemtm — The C r*i; Center, a Maanat huxtlti

Suicide Preventkwi Ikuhrie is currently seeking wJun-

teen and imems Fee more inl.irmation. contact Cana

Uamperro at (978)W»-%iJtl ext 201

Find it inside

The Classifieds. !

Hawe ajM^yBimcr '

rJeWWarri'

daily listings sponsored by

uvc~rv f9 UMass' only student run Television Station
816 Student Union (located to the right of the Hatch) • 545-1336 • www-unix.oituiivjm.c«^~uvctv19

Today's Program Schedule (W1«)

3:30 UYCTY-19Prem»«r
3:37 nmmm TV Active
4:06 Valley Access Network
5:00 Channel 19 New *

5:30 Arvin Batiste Concert 1997
8:1

3

Soul TV Network
9.00 Master Musk
10:00 ftpiofr m

r

Jv

a

ZU
CO
3C

•>,

(m HSCN Bulletin Board m UVC-TV19 ^
3 CBS/3 Haritord ao ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield4 CBS/4 Boston a
ABC/5 Boston

PBS/57 Springfield

aa CNN
aa CNN SI

1 HSCN rVtowe CrS. MB Headline News
m UPN/20 Hartford an UC7V
a Weather Channel B7 TBS

to NBC/30 New Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

aa BET

u TV land
ta PBS/24 Horfforri ao Univision

ia WOCH & HSCN ai Comedy Central

14* Inlernorional aa Cartoon

ta UMass AcajWiic TV aa Much Music

«* HSCN Programming
j

TUESDAY EVENING

WEDH
WFSB
WBZ
WCVB
WLVI
WHOH
WTXX
WVIT
WTIC
WWLP
WGBY
WGGB
WSBK
WTBS

O

o

12

6:00
Wiehbone S.
fc * w-news I*

NetrtS

Full House t
Nows

Fresh Prince

Simptont X
News II

i.rpalures

I
Mad Abo. You

Family Mattersnily

6:30
Business Rpt.

CBS

Newthour With Jim Lehrer «

Inside Edition IRealTVX

CBS

ABC News

BoyWorld

NBC News

Married ... With

NBC News

Home Imp

NBC
Business Rpt.

ABC News

Mad Abo You

Family Matters

| Northern Etposure I
it IWorkhrtew 1
jo ! Night Stand :Ma«e-Laugh

UpCJose_

Supermarket

© MTV Live (In Slereoj

Wings Airpower Showdown

7:00 7:30

Extra «

Inside Edition

Fresh Prince

Wheel-Fortune

Judge Judy I
Ent Tonight

Seinteld lt

Wheel-Fortune

Ent Tonight

Chronicle .If

Fresh Prince

Jeopardy! X
Judge Judy X
Hard Copy X.

Fratier a

Jeopurdy 1

I

Newthour With Jim Lehrer ::

Seinfeld X
Seinfeld X Fraaier X
AndyGritnth |Andy Griffith

~

Law 4 Order -Wedded Bliss I

Fraaier S.

Moneyline X Crossfire X
Daily Show(R)

Gimme Shelter

Stein's Money

Sportscenter

C - Campus

8:00 8:30
Nova Secrets ol Lost Empires"

JAG Wedding Bel Blues" I
JAG Weddng Bell Blues" X
Home Imp. ] Soul Man X
Butty me Vampire Slaver 31

Mad Abo. You

Moesha «

Newsradio I
Clueless X

Mad Abo You [Newsradio X
World » Worst Drivers

Mad Abo You INewsradio X
Nova Secrets ol Losl Empires"

Home Imp.

Moesha «

Soul Man f

Clueless X

9:00 9:30
Frontline (In Stereo) X

10:00 10:30

Mitt Universe Pageant (In Stereo Live) X
Monty Roberts-Horse Whiap,

Mitt Universe Pageant (In Stereo Live) X
Home Imp. |Something So

Dawson's Creeti (In Slereo) X
NYPD Blue "Seminal Tnintung^

7

Fratier X Just Shoot Me

Malcolm-Eddie

Fraaier X
Good Newt X
Just Shoot Me

Butted on the Job! 2 if

Fratier X [Just Shoot Me

Frontline (In Stereo) X
Homt Imp.

Malcolm-Eddie

«« Tmdng Plices" (1963, Comedy) Eddie Murphy, Dan AyKroyc

Biography: Jim Carrey

World Today X

Something So

Good Newt X

Dateline (In Slereo) X
LAPD

Dateline (In Stereo) 31

(In Slereo) X
Nova (In Slereo) X
NYPD Blue Seminal Thinking

Cheers X

MAY 12, 1998
11:00 11:30

Dttpaf {In Stereo)

NaviX

Niwi &.

Late ShowX
Late Show X
NlohttineX

Star Trek: Next Gener

Vibe

[Tonight Show

Mad Abo. You

Newt X

Tonight Show

Deep Spaces

Tonight Show
Charlie Roee (In Slereo) X
News K

M^A'S^H I
Njo__ineX

Real TV K

Columbo "Troutled Waters'

w«V» *iF)efo*i-(1985, Comedy) Chevy Chaie"

Larry King Live X* The Princess flrtd»"(l987, Fantasy) Cary Etvet

Wild Discovery: Animal Babies | New Detectives (R)

World Today X"
Viva Variety X|l Night Stand

Debt

Figure It Out [Tiny Toon

Quantum Leap (h Slereo) X
Renovation Renovation

Lois 4 Clark-Superman Babylon 5 "Rising Star" X
Baywatch (In Stereo) I
»»« "Top flun"(l966, DramiiTom Cruise (in Slereo)

TPG
T8~

Intimate Portrait "Bene Davis"

Stanley Cup Playoffs: Conlerence Semifinal Game 3 Teams lo Be Announced X
Top Secret (Pad 2 of 3)

Live From the 10 Spot (R)

DougX IRugrattX"

Seequett DSV "Watergate" X
Home Again [Home Again

ttVi "Project X" ( 1 987, Drama) Matthew BrodericK 'PG'X
"£dflre and the Cruisers It: Eddie uml" (1 969) Michael Pare.

Unsolved Mysteries (In Slereo)

Artist Cut

Secret of Alei

Say What?

Bewitched

Sightings (R) (In Slereo) X
Trauma: Life In the ER (R)

e'i "int>VfJa^iar'snla7ne"()992,r>ama)0otv>tMi»t.

Rockumentary

Wonder Years

Total Request

Wonder Years

Forever Knight "Spin Doctor"

Wild Bill Hickok

True Lite

MT. Moore

Beavis-Butt

I Love Lucy X
Flash "Double Vision" X
Tornado! Hurricane! Flood! (Ri

Law 4 Order (i

Sports lllus

Daily Show
Justice Filet (R)

Moneyline _
Stein' s Money

Sportscenter u

New Attitudes [Golden Girls

Lovtline (R) (In Slereo)

M T Moore
_

[Tan j

S____sH)SV_ Walwgatf; X

NBA Basketbell Playofft Teams to Be Announced (In Stereo Live) X
Walker, Teiat Ranger "Rookie"

|
Bo»ing Otis Grant vs Efneslo Sena (In Slereo Live

i Ranger 'B

97)Bn

Trauma: Life in the ER (R)

|NBA Basketball Playofft: Teams TBA

I!

tee Willis. 'PG-13' I) From the Earth to the Moon ]

Silk Stalkings "Wild Card" X
Larry SandersT̂«» "The Filth Element' (1997) ..

.

»« "S*ivood"(1983, Drama) Meryl Streep, Kurt Russell 'R' X I** "BloodrTioon^^?, Adventure) Gaty Daniels 'R
1a

se'-i "fasftdance"(1 963) Jenrnter Beats 'R 1«'; Shoo/gii Uwden' (1996) Maria Ford. R' |RedShoe |Comipromising
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Want to fill this space next year?

Student coin*, subnusstoos are ctirrwith being accepted for considetation km a space in the (all.

Strip cartoarw must be drawn to fit m a 2" t 6 1/4 space They may be drawn at punrNnflr iiitaifenmii of that: tar naaa

pk. I^wotddbe V%9 V«*. 200^ would be 4- x \2V .

Cartoom aauat be drawn in black ink. paint. Mt tip markers and flaw pent work beat BaSpotm pent are banned beveuet thev

-fr^.-- horribh Mo 2 pencil and blue mk do nut work wcM either

Cartoons wfl be Mgedboth on arttatk ouality as well at content. Racset. tesitt. hoaaofAobk and ann-Scrmttc material wtl

not be printed Canoont atay abo be rejected on the grv«ina» ut r*wr taite. tstdi m vulfarr

JLga£aSflb<aat«v»n»^^ "—*"
IVrop off a photocopy of your ortakaaj work tn the maSbo» marked 'Cartoon Submissions" in the Collrpun nrwtroom. 1

1
>

r—~ZL Center Please include vour Ml name academic year current address and phone number and a phone number you may

bercached at durtna summer break. Our office hours arc Mon In <» a m 1 p m Anv mquihes about the fall 1948 cumi

may be made to Victoria Groves. V4V18W

Horoscopes
ARIES (March 21-April 19) —

You must not let yourtcM get U'^i

jnuing all trve rule* and regulations

today. Remember at all times why
sou're doing what you tc doing

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) —
\ou may discover, quite by <>urprise.

that you are the true caretaker of a

t that depends upon absolute

diligence. Someone has to do it'

GEMINI (May 21 -|une 20) —
Vou may be tempted to run away
from one or more of your resrxmsibil-

ities today, but that decision would be

disastrous Go the distance'

CANCER <|une 2l-|iily 22) —
Someone you encounter today is

likely to inspire unfamiliar stirrings

deep beneath the surface, but you

mustn't be tempted to sacrifice

everything.

LEO (|uly 23-Aug. 22) — You
can do more than is expected of you

today, simply because you choose to

It's not too difficult to

embrace iinother exciting project

VIRGO (Aug. 25-Sepl. 22) —
You and a partner have more in

store than you've led others to

believe, and today you both must

prepare for the coming storm of con

MM
LIBRA (Scpi. 25-Oci 22) —

You're in need of a little irapii

to get you started today One

hit on an exciting motivation, you'll

be progressing at a fast pace.

SCORPIO (Ocl. 25-Nov. 21) —
You II have the chance to do some

thing that others may have thought

was beyond your experience or ability

today Success can be your^

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dcc.

21) — More than one person will

have you waiting around today, but

you needn't allow yourself to become
frustrated L sc the time creatively.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an 111

— You're in search of a few answers

which can benefit everyone around

you when they are uncovered Take

care you don't misinterpret certain

signs

AQUARIUS (|an 20-Feb. IS) —
You can take full advantage of your

reputation and social stature today. A
great many people look up to you.

and this can be valuable.

PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20) — It

may be slow going early in the day.

but later on when you progress to

more invigorating endeavors you can

pick up the pace considerably.

Close to Homo By John McPherson

"t of the JE>£%_*/

f> 4 I'm not sure why I

was certain. »
-Rob

'Jerry, that's poison ivy you're rolling in'
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Softball will host BC Eagles in NCAAs
UMass will host first round against Big East titan,

Sooners face Harvard to get to World Series

OM IMt%H0*l COUKMN

A 1997 third-team All-American, junior hurier Danielle Henderson

hope* to lead her team back to the women's collegiate World Senev

jum where the heart is Hume is the
tayjodoe

They say that home is where the

heart is. For the Massachusetts soft-

ball team, home is now more than

fifth location of the NCAA
Regional*

After winning their NCAA play-in

series with Hofstra. UMass earned

them*ches an automatic bid into the

Senior co
Tracey Osier

ccunts* «*ou anxnoNS

captain leftfielder Senior co-captam
Kim Gutridge

M»ts*MM
irst baseman

NCAA Tournament Sunday night the

team gathered at Rafters Pub with

finger* c tossed, hoping the selection

committee would bestow upon them

the honor of heating the first round

The selection committee did )usi

that, naming UMass a» the regional

Mic lor tournament games between

the Minute-women. Boston College.

Harvard, and Oklahoma
"1 think that it's a great opportunity

for our kids to have a home site, to

host at home. I am very happy for our

I that we got to host at home."

UMass coach Elaine Sortino said

he region. Oklahoma is seed-

ed first. UMass second. BC third,

and Harvard fourth Play will begin

tht* Kriday. and run through the

weekend, with the championship

game being held on Sunday The

tournament consists of double elimi-

nation format The winner will

advance to the Women's College

World Series, to be held May 24-25

in Oklahoma Cm
Oklahoma should prove to be the

biggest obstacle for the

Minutewomen. bui the) have other

things |a worry about first. UMass
will play their first game on Friday at

I p m against cross-state rival B C
i \* 12 I) The Minutewomen fin

ished off their regular season against

the Eagles, sweeping them in a dou-

bteheader. It wasn't an easy sweep by

am means The first game was won
by just 1-0. and the *econd game
went to ten innings, before UMass
ended things at 2 I

"I can't be worrying about

Oklahoma right now." Sortino said.

"I have to worry about Boston
College Oklahoma, and whoever

el*c. doesn't matter right now We
have to worry about Boston College

They are a very fine team
"

The Eagles may be looking for

revenge against UMass. In last year's

regionals. the Minutewomen knocked

B.C. out of the tournament with a 4-1

win The Eagles are the reigning Big

East conference champion* which

earned them an automatic bid into

the tournament.

Sophomore Chris Vicari was
named the Big East Tournament's

Most Outstanding Performer after she

hit two home runs, including a three

run hit in the championship game
Rookie lennifer Perrotta was named
the Big East Rookie of the Year She

leads the Eagles with a 365 batting

average Coach lennifer Finley also

earned Big East honors, earning acco-

lades as the Coach of the Year She

recorded her 100th victory with BC

in a May 2 win over Rutgers.

The Eagles have been led on the

mound by sophomore Mary Dietz

She allowed only tune hits in the Big

East tournament, for a 0.45 ERA She

also holds the Big East single season

strikeout record with 101 in 15

appearances. UMass, however, is con-

fident they can hit well against her

"To me. she's very hittable. I think

that we'll do well against her," senior

Kim Gutridge said "She has good

Baseball faces Hokies in A-10

one-day makeup tournament
By rCCeWMMn Rons

CoBegwn Staff

The Liberty Bell will ring again in

Philadelphia (hopefully) as the

Massachusetts baseball team will

once again attempt to play in the

Atlantic 10 tournament. This time

they are going to play at Veterans

Stadium, instead of the previously

scheduled Bear Stadium in

Boyertown. Pa This is the first time

in eleven years the tournament has

not been held there.

Drenching rain storms have flood-

ed a predominant amount of the

northeastern seaboard this past week

and thus held an iron fist over the

tourney which was supposed to be

played this past weekend.

The Minutemen are the No. 1 seed

in the East and will face the No. 2

seed in the West. Virginia Tech.

today at 11 p.m. At 2:30 p.m.. the

No. 1 seed in the West. George
Washington will challenge the No. 2

seed in the East, Fordham. Instead of

the normal two-game elimination, it

has been reduced to a one-game
elimination to allow the winner to

rest for the NCAA tournament
play-in on Thursday and Friday The

A- 10 winner will host a not-yet

determined team.

lunior Bill Cooke will represent

UMass on the mound as he sports an

8- 1 record and a flawless 6-0 in con-

ference record. The lefthander is 2-0

versus Virginia Tech who has scored

one run off of him in 1 1 innings.

The 1998 Atlantic 10

All-Conference Baseball teams were

selected this week as senior Muchie

Dagliere heads up the Minutemen

with a slot in the top tier. The second

baseman batted an impressive .445

with 1 homer, while knocking in 49

RBI. He also set a school record for

most consecutive games with a hit at

31 games.

lunior centerfielder Doug Clark

landed on the second-team as he hit

.372. The captain has provided much

of the power for the Minutemen. dri-

ving in 37 runs on eight dinger* He
also hit four triples Bill Cooke joins

Clark on the second team, striking

out 46 batters and going the distance

seven consecutive games.

The A- 10 Player of the Year i-

junior Matt Griswold of Virginia

Tech who hit 37! and drove in 63

Hokie runs. He hit nine home runs

including three grand slams, lay

Krystofolski was named Pitcher of

the Year despite suffering six losses.

Virginia Tech's Pat Pinkman seized

the Rookie of the Year award and

Tom Wlater of the Colonials was

named Coach of the Year.

|0«M* KANSANIN (OUIGIAN

The Massachusetts baseball team hopes to finally take to the field at

Veteran's Stadium in Philadelphia today to play Virginia Tech in the

Atlantic 10 tournament.

movement but it * ci-\ to ie.id her

pitches, because she '* not a quick

pitcher."

Should the Minutewomen advance-

to meet Oklahoma. the> feel their

chances are good against the Sooners

as well.

"I'm excited because we haven't

seen them or played against them."

Gutridge said "It seems like we
always pla> really well against teams

that we don't know."

ICMMA UNUMN i CKUCMK

UMass coach Elaine Sortino, talking here with senior co- captain Tracey

Osier, and her staff have prepared their team throughout the season for

another run in the NCAA's.

UMass, Flint

steal Crooks

from St. Johns
Although he may have initially

overlooked the University of

Massachusetts after a prolific high

*chool career, former St |ohn*

basketball guard Shannon Crooks

announced w-tudav that he has

Mailed a letter of intent to play for

the Minutemen
idmg i" NCAA Division 1

ttuiistet rules. Crooks must sit out

the upcoming IW8 l*N*J season

before retaining hi* eligibility

Although the former Everett

High School stand out 126 ppg.

*t rpg 9 apg> must endure a

one year absence from eompeti

tion. UMa* k lame*

"Bruiser" I lint teel* that the extra

preparation time should allow

i i.*>k* to develop into an impact

player.

recruited Shannon very

hard when he was a senior in high

*chool." Flint said of the former

Red Storm prospect, who avet

aged under two point* per contest

during his 23 appearances last

season "We're just happy he gave

us a second look. We hope he can

use next year to work on his

game, so he is ready to make an

immediate contribution when he

become* eligible the following

season.

"

After a disappointing

1997 - 1 448 campaign stemming

from lack of playing time under

second year St lohn's coach Fran

Fraschilla. Crook* jump from

Big
I

">• Untie 10 basketball

may be the perfect tonic tor his

Hat collegiate start Although the

1 vcrctt native played in only two

third* d the Red Storm games
la*t season. Crooks will be

awarded the opportunity to com-

pete for a major role in the

Minutemen back court.

Having played along side cut-

rent UMass plavers Monty
Mack Mike Babul, and
Jonathan DePina at a former

participant of the Boston
Shootout Crook* may already

be familiar with the styles of

three Minutemen who are cur-

rently key components of the

team And. with junior guard

Charlton Clarke departing after

next season the 6 foot-2.

205 pound recruit may have

timed his decision perfectly

However, with the arrival of

Crooks comes the departure of a

scholarship, giving Flint and his

staff only one additional scholar

*hip to work with for the upeom
trig *cdvm

—Aaron Saykin

UM women's water polo
takes eighth at NCAAs
By PoulTeves

Collegian Staff

What a season for the No. 7 Massachusetts women's

water polo team. They finished strong by winning their

first ever Eastern Title, and qualifying for nationals for

the second straight season.

The Minutewomen also set vanou* record* along the

way this season. They won 22 straight games, which i* a

UMass school record. They also won
30 games in a season, which is anoth-

er UMass first. In addition. UMass
finished higher this year at Nationals

than it did one year ago.

The Minutewomen placed eighth

it Nationals this year and came
through with their second consecu-

tive overtime victory. After winning

the Eastern's in double overtime.

Massachusetts made it exciting in

their first game against Michigan

University

After jumping out to a 3-0 lead at

halftime. on the strengtn of Andrea

Vazquez's three goals, UMass gave

the Wolverines room to work in the

second half, allowing Michigan to tie

the game by the end of regulation.

UMass regained its composure and

took it to Michigan in overtime, and

at the 9:15 mark of sudden death

double overtime. Marcie Hupp net-

ted her third OT goal of the season

to lead UMass to a 6-5 victory.

Michigan was the easy game, the

road got tougher for UMass, as they faced the No. 2

Stanford. The Cardinals slowly picked apart UMass in

the second round robin game, defeating them 10-2.

UMass only showed its strength in the third quarter,

as they played with the west coast squad. It was in the

third period when Vazquez and Katie Grogan each

scored to keep hope alive, but the Cardinals were just

too strong a squad.

"We played well against Stanford, there was a

moment where we could have pulled it to within four

and we made an error and got caught, and Stanford

capitalized at the other end. which made it a six-point

game," said coach Dan McOsker.

The loss to Stanford sent UMass to the round of 5-8,

and not to the Final Four. This loss might have taken

the wind out of a team, which under different circum

stances could have beaten the University of Southern

California or San Diego State. They proved they could

defeat USC earlier this season.

"The lo** to Stanford might have affected us a little

bit. but I think USC had evervthing going for them
"

said UltOaifl "They were at home, they had a referee

that refs all their games."

UMass had their moment of brilliance against USC.

again in the third quarter when they outscored the

Trojans 4-1. The problem with the come back was

named Bernicc Orwig. Orwig was the Trojan goalie.

who made 14 saves throughout the game, only faltering

in the third period. After three peri-

ods. UMass was within striking dis-

tance with the score 6^t. but Orwig
shut the door similar to another
Trojan victory against UMass earlier

ason.

In the seventh place match, the

Minutewomen played San Diego
State, and struggled again to put the

ball in the net. The score was 4-2

after three periods, but again the

fourth quarter resulted in some
problems for this young team. They
gave up four goals in the fourth to

lose 8-3. but this tournament will

result in a learning experience for

the team.

UMass will probably finish the

season ranked No. 8. with a record

of 30-6.

This team had a great season,

with many success stories, and gives

us a lot to look forward to next sea-

son.

"We had a great season, and we
are looking to build off this experi-

ence for next year." said McOsker.
Sophomores, Katie Grogan. Claudia Clement, Marcie

Hupp, and Lyndsay Crenshaw, will bring their explo-

sive offense back next season. Also look for freshmen
Katie Mayer, Erin Hillier, and Sarah Newell to return

with even stronger seasons, now that they have had a

taste of what it is like to be at Nationals. Expect also to

see more from Vanessa Solis, who should see more
action next season.

The Minutewomen lose senior Barbara Hickey, and
her 29 goals. They also lose superstar Andrea Vazquez
and her high powered offense, which translated into 82
goal* this season. In net they lose the experienced
Nieves, who was a huge asset in goal for UMass.
Despite the loss of these seniors the team should be
strong again next year and for a long time to come.

"This will be the end of our club era, and will signify

a new beginning, and maybe we can take it to the next

level," said McOsker.
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Senior captain Barbara Hickey
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"little

Earthquakes"

Tori Amos, Hayden,

Ben Harper and
more are reviewed

in today's Collegian

Check inside (see

Arts U Living, page

5)

So close, yet

so far away
Pete Gautreau and

the Massachusetts
baseball team lost a

nailbiler to Virginia

Tech yesterday in

the semifinals of

the Atlantic 10
tournament (see

Sports, page 12)

WORLD

Haitians chased

by immigration
MIAMI (AP) — More than ISO

Haitians lumped from a freighter into

the Miami River and swam ashore

yesterday, then were chased around

riverfront businesses by U.S. immi-

gration agents and police

"We had a lot of policemen run-

ning in and out with their guns
drawn." said tste Garcia, owner of

Garcia's Seafood Grill "They were m
the restaurant, lumping m the water

It was a madhouse
"

It wit not immediately known rf

anyone was hurt

Miami police said the lumpers
were undocumented Haitians At

least 1 20 people were captured and

many were ordered to sit against the

wall of a warehouse near the river,

which divides downtown Miami
from the rit/y rngh-r»se» to the south

and is frequented by small freighters

from the Caribbean and the

Bahamas
Forty teen-agers were among the

Haitians who lumped from the green-

and-white freighter named Rose-

Mane Express as it polled into dock,

police said Some of the passengers

ducked into waiting can and escaped

while others hid under the docks

*tt was Insane.* said Garcia's wait

nnt Usette Rivera "I saw about 10 of

them |ump into a little Honda
"

NATION

Ford recalls trucks

because of lug nut
WASHINGTON (AP) — ford Motor

Co is recalling 1.7 million vehicles

including some F -series pickups, the

best-selling vehicles in America,

because a faulty lug nut could cause

the wheels to tall off

The automaker is voluntarily recall-

ing F-1S0 pickup trucks and most F-

2S0 pickups and the Expedition and

Navigator sport utility vehicles from

model years 1997 and 1998, Ford

spokeswoman Karen Shaughnessy
said yesterday

Ford said there were 98 reports of

wheels separating from the vehicle

and four m|unes were reported.

The wheel separation was caused

by an anti-corrosion coating on the

lug nut that did not allow for enough

force on the wheel. Shaughnessy
said In some cases, the studs holding

the lug nut would break or bend.

"It could potentially result in a

wheel coming off the vehicle,"

Shaughnessy said

The company has since changed

the coating.

Government records show many
complaints from vehicle owners who
said a wheel fell off while they were

driving, leaving an axle suspended

above the pavement or dropping the

axle to the ground while the wheel

rolled away
"In April (1997) while driving on

the freeway, a wheel fell off my
truck," said one motorist driving an

F-series pickup. The government
makes the complaints public after

removing the motorists' names.
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Biology students criticize ]>eeper sought
professor's class language

ty (JiM police
Group makes complaint to Ombudsman
By Victoria Groves
Colleg.on Staff

Sine *iudcnt* 1. 1 Piole**ci latest D Palmer have met

with the I niversity Ombudsman in anger uvei the wav he-

has been teaching the course Biologv d Scici.il In

ihe I mvcr*ily ol Ma**achusell*

t ndeicraduatc- Patricia PicMur organized the meeting

and d. Palmer's "loaded language" in his lecture*

a* harassing

pioblcm >* hi* language I find n terribly harassing.

Our onlv other option i* not going and tailing the

It * a lo*c lo*c *ituatioii.~

" \/v problem is his language. I

find it terribly harassing. Our

only other option is not going and

failing the ela ss. It's a lose-luse

situation.

"

- Patricia Piesiur

Piesiui *ald

Palmei agree* that he has

rWMC* *udi a* "killing

babies' in lieu ol "aborting

id "partial hirth

abortion." a term coined b>

the pro lift movement
instead ot medical terms

like dilation and extraction

"Partial birth abortion is

what evervone call* it

killed may not be the be*!

icrni to u*e but you can't —
he too sensitive in lit." Palmer said

Undergraduate Mid >eed with Piesiur that

porn .ften*ivc in *r~-

erence so the "moming-at- ' borttaM

"I was really J that he had mentioned the

morning alter pill and referred to it as an abortive

The recent meeting with the Ombud»men marked the

most *tudent- ipproath thai oil .ming an

individual professor.

Palmer claim* that (here haven't been complaints about

the way he ha* taught the course in the pa*t

' complained K nier *aid.

M.mv *tudent* have walked out ol the class while

Palmei wa* lecturing, including a female *tudent who was

angrv with hi* terminology.

n't think thc\ understand. They're a strange crowd

and they have a chip on their shoulders.' Palmer said.

When «he voiced her concern the clas» turned on her

and aha wafted out.

"It must have been reallv embarrassing lor that poor lit-

tle girl when thev told her to get out " Palmei *aid

it and Morris saw tin* occurrence as other *tu

dents believing Palmer* lecture without bioleigical evi

dence to hack it up. There is no textbook lor the DM
"If* hard to believe he>w man) people believe what

ihcv'rc te-d It* nothing that wc>uld be supported in a bieil

PicMut *aid

IV*iur and Morn* wcie also concerned with Palmer's

iticlu*ion ol religion in the abortion *ection ol the course.

Ihcv lelt that he onlv *pe>kc ol those religions that were

pro-lile

"Me did not mention any reli——————— |ioM that support choice."

Morris said

Hi* lecture included discus-

*ions of Cathedie i*m.

Protestantism and Islam

Palmer i* retiring ai the end

ol the *eme*te-r so the complain-

ing *tudent* arc not expecting

him to be reprimanded Instead

thev want the clas* to be struc

tured in a less biased w a\

rvhodv i* reallv angrv at

this professor He gcneialh |u*t

shows a lot of insensitivttv VW- would like MtfcM guide-

lines for those teaching it to stick to scientific terms If he

were staying I think we would be dealing with this differ

entlv Our c one eni i» the likelihood that this could happen

again ~ Morn* said

Pic*iur agreed

\1v goal i* to make sure the administration won't let

thi* happen again This class has great potential." Piesiur

said

-he is not scrutinizing Palmer for his pro-

litc- view* *nnpK lor not allowing students to have other

"I in not scrutinizing him for portraying anti-abortion

| them as biological lad He

almost gets off on causing I the classroom."

Pieaiur sa

Palmer insists that he is teaching the course strict l>

based on biological research

"I don't take sides at all It s biology. It's not tin

km." Palmer said

AKXANOCK KCXtOMILAS . COcKGIAN

Clay pals
Monica Bergmann, a junior exercise science major, helps Ricardo Rodriguez, a junior pre-psychology

major, to make a bowl at the craft fair, outside the Student Union yesterday afternoon.

ImvcTMtv of Massachusetts

police are investigating a report

ol an alleged assault which hap-

pened in a Univer*itv residence

hall in the early moming hours

of Sunday. Mav 10

At approximately 5:30 a.m.. a

male perpetrator allegedlv

entered a female resident *

unlocked room in Central

Residence Area hall and assault-

ed the resident The suspect fled

Irom the aMM when the victim

amed. according to a public

safety alert which was released

\e*te-rciav

According to the alert, the

alleged suspect is described by

the victim as a "Caucasian male,

approximately b feet, skinny in

build. 18-20 years of age. with

short brown hair and a long

The victim also said at the

time of the alleged assault the

perpetrator was wearing tan

khaki haggv pants, a white t-

shirt and high-top white sneak-

ers

Anyone who may have
observed an individual fitting

the above description in the

Central Residential Area late

Saturday night or early Sunday
morning should contact the

UMass Police's Commumtv
rders Unit at 545-0895 or

contact the I Mass TIPS line at

577-8477 — Leigh Faulkner

Justice Dept. tries

to stop TV merger
By Jeonnine Averse

Associated Press

WASHINGTON (AP) - Citing

concerns about a "cable monopoly"

the lustke Department sued to block

the merger of two direct broadcast

satellite companies — one owned by

big cable companies, the other by

Rupert Murdoch.

A merger between Primestar Inc

and Murdoch's satellite busme-**

would blunt competition, and thus

the prospect of lower price*, in an

industry that has "constanth increas-

ing prices," said the nation's top

antitrust regulator. Assistant

Attorney General loel I Klein

The $1.1 billion deal would have

given the nation's five largest cable

TV' companies, which together own
Primestar. a major share of the

emerging business that beams TV
programs from satellites directly to

pizza-sized dishes in people's home*

Importantly, the deal also would

have given Primestar the last of onlv

three national licenses to provide

direct broadcast satellite, or DBS,

service in the United States.

The DBS business poses the great-

est direct threat yet to cable televi-

sion because it can provide a multi-

tude of channels and crystal-clear

picture and sound quality.

The five cable companies that ooa>

trol Primestar "have no economic

incentive to use this valuable DBS
satellite capauts to steal their own
i able- subscribers and thus cannot be

expected to do so." said the lu*tice-

Department'* civil suit, filed yester-

day in I S |li*trict Court here.

"Rather their strategy is to keep

this scarce- asset out of the hands of

am timi that would compete vigor-

ously against their cable operations.*

The deal was opposed by con-

sumer groups led by Consumers
Union and b\ rival DBS companies.

DirecTN and EchoStar
Communications.

"As most Americans know, cable

is one of the most powerful and

durable monopolies in this country."

Klein said in announcing the suit

"We have a choice, usually, of one

cable company and as a result we are

seeing constantly increasing prices

that have to be paid in our monthly

bills."

Together, the five cable companies

that back Primestar serve 60 percent

of the nation's 67 million cable TV'

customers, the lustice Department

said. In contrast. DirecTV and

EchoStar collectively have just more

than 5 million cu*tonie-r* — most of

them former cable TV subscribers.

Cable TV prices rose 7J percent

in the accounting year ending March

51, according to the government's

Turn to JUSTICE, page 2
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Bias exists in Viagra-contraception debate, group says
By John Hendren

Associated Press

HI \\ U>I<K (AP) - A doctors'

group i* accuabrj insurance companies

ol an discrimination for covering the

Impotence pill Vtafrt but not birth

control lot women.

The Viiie-ncan College ol

Obslc-tnci.ms and Gynecologists urged

Congress jr«aterd«j lo pass a bill

requiring insurers thai pa) tot pre-

scription drugs to cover cemtraception

as well.

Dr. Anita Nelson. I spokeswoman

for the doctors' group meeting this

weak in New Orleans, said contracep-

tion is a "medical MCeaahy.*

Insurance companies are demon-
strating "a clear bias." said Nelson, an

obstetrician and gynecologist at the

I nivcrsity of California at Los
Angele*

\ i.igra just hit like a tsunami and

had immediate acceptance. I'm glad

there's coverage I'm male impotence.

but it does contrast with the lack of

coverage for contraception."

Insurers *ay that birth-control cener-

BjJI is available but that many employ-

ers decide not to oiler such benefits

because ol the cost

While nine out of 10 eniplovet

based health insurance plans cover

prescription drugs, most don't UOVVT

prescription contraceptives, the doc-

tors' group said. Euaylojw baaed plans

cover two-thirds of all women ages 14

PB M
By contrast, nearly half of the almost

500.000 men per week who take

Viagra — the latest and most popular

impotence drug — are reimbursed at

least in part bv their insurers, accord-

ing to IMS Health, a consulting group.

Up to 75 percent of patients using rival

impotence treatments are reimbursed.

"It's absolutely discriminatory not to

offer it," said Maidi Terry, a 27-year-

old graduate student in Tempe. Ariz.,

whose insurer does not reimburse her

for her birth control pills "Viagra's a

good example. These options should

be available to both men and women."

Viagra costs about S10 per pill.

Birth control pills, the most common

contraceptive, typically cost $20 to

$50 a month.

The call for contraceptive coverage

drew outrage from the anti-abortion

American Life League, which opposes

birth control drugs and believes

women who want to avoid pregnancy

should abstain from sex during the

days when they are fertile

"Pregnancy is not a disease." said

ludie Brown, the organization's presi-

dent. She added. "The decision to use

Turn to VIAGRA, page 2

I
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mo6t recent figure* Inflation overall

wis just 1 4 percent during the same

period. The average monthly cable

rate, including a remote control and

converter, was $28.83 a* of last July 1

.

according to the Federal

Communications Commission.

The lustice Department's lawsuit

would block Primestar from acquiring

the DBS assets of Murdoch's News

Corp. Ltd and MCI. The government

alleged the deal would constitute an

illegal monopolization and an unlaw-

ful restraint of trade.

The government said the deal

would allow the cable companies that

own Primestar — Tele-

Communications Inc.. Time Warner

Inc , Cornea* Corp.. Cox Enterprises

Inc and US Wett/MediaOne — to

protect their monopobe* »** keeP out

new competitors using the satellite

technology. TCI and Time Warner are

the nation's largest and second-largest

cable companies.

"This is an important moment for

the future of television.* said Andrew

hwamman. president of the public

interest law firm Media Access

Project which had urged lustice to

block the deal "If cable — through

the Primestar deal— could have taken

a big chunk of the DBS market away

from independent companies., they

may not have mad* it."

continued from page l

artificial birth control is elective."

The debate centers on a bill spon-

sored by Sen. Olympia Sno*c iR

Maine) and Rep. lames Greenwood
(R-Pa.) that would require insurers

that offer prescription drug benefit* to

cover all contraceptive drugs and

devices approved by the Food and

Drug Administration.

Similar bills have been offered in 20

states. A Maryland law that takes

effect in October mandates coverage

for contraceptive benefits h> insum*

that reimburse for purchases of pre-

scription drugs. Hawaii, Montana.

New Mexico. Texas. Virginia and West

\ irginia also have laws or regulations

requiring some coverage, according to

the doctors' group.

Moat insurers offer plans that cover

contraception, but employers often

choose not to pay for such coverage.

said Health Insurance Association of

Aineiica spokesman Richard Coorsh

The industry Jrmb oppoaaj HqpsMaj

contraceptive OOVengl mandating

benefits in general because such prac-

tice drive- up insurance a>sis. he said.

' Am benefit Jc-ci*ion i- an einplout

deci-ion. or purchaser decision, and to

suggest thai it's an insurei decision is

really oil the mark." t'oorsh *juI

1 li/abcth Cavendish, legal directoi

of the National Abortion and
Reproductive Rights Action I eague.

said Basst'l no reason not to mandate

coverage. "There's plenty of blame to

unci," she said.

Sine out ol 10 health maintenance

organization* offer some birth control

coverage for women, said Don White,

a spokeswoman lor the American

Association ol Health IMaiw an HMO
trade group
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Folding for the children

Leslie Hopper, a |unlor art history major helps RA George Tsltsas to

fold some of the clothes gathered in Thatcher from the Thatcher,

Lewis and )o/inson Clothing Drive

Textbook
Buyback

£&SS&

Campus Center
1st Floor- Room 162 **4SS&^
Thus.. 5/1 4-Fri. 5/15

Sat. 5/16

Mon. 5/18-Tues, 5/19

Wed. 5/20-Fri. 5/22

9 AM-5 PM
1 2 AM-4 PM
9 AM-5 PM
9 AM-6 PM

Textbook Annex
Thurs. 5/1 4-Fri. 5/15

Mon. 5/1 8-Fri. 5/22

Tues. 5/26-Wed. 5/27
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Campus Police Log
Accident — Property Damage

May 7

A vehicle was struck by another

vehicle in the campus center

garage.

Mjv 8

A vehicle left the scene after

striking the curb on
c\ nimonwealth Avenue.

Win SI

A minor two-vehicle accident

occurred in Southwest Circle. No
injuries were reported

Annoying Behavior

\f<jy 8
An individual reported being

harassed by another individual at

a bus stop on North Pleasant

Street

B& I /Burglary

Mi
Individuals in Coolidge

Residence Hall reported a I V

VCR and laptop stolen from their

room.

An individual from Gorman
Residence Hall reported a key

stolen and room was entered dur

ing his absence in which property

was stolen.

SfdV M
An individual from Pierpont

KcMdenee Hall reported a

Nintendo and cartridges stolen

Irom his room.

Disturbance

Ml
luu- Art* Center staff requested

miilinit with crowd control.

Fraud
Way A
An individual reported his lost

license was being illegal) used

Amherst Police notified.

Health and Safety Hazard

fnv ironmcntal Health and
Safety was notified of a burning

smell in Kennedy Residence Hall

Larceny

Vfu

A mountain bike was reported

stolen from the 4th floor lounge in

Dickinson Residence Hall.

A parking meter was reported

stolen from parking lot 4^ on
North Service Road.

May 8

Pedestrian crossing signs were

stolen from Governors Drive.

Klectricians tools were stolen

from a toolbox in Draper Hall.

A bicycle was reported stolen on

Massachusetts Avenue.

A parking decal was reported

stolen from a vehicle in parking lot

b5 on Natural Resources Road.

A bicycle was reported stolen

from a bike rack in front of

Kennedy Residence Hall.

May 9

An individual from |ohn Uuincv

Adams Residence Hall reported

his wallet stolen.

May II

A multi-line telephone was
reported stolen troni the Berkshire

I louse.

An individual reported his wal-

let stolen from Bartlctt Hall.

Liquor Law Violations

Mas 8

Daniel I
Finnie. 20. of 155

Moulton Hill Rd.. Munson. and

Kevin P Somers, 20. ol >t- C'ikIc

Dr.. Munson were arrested on

Washington Road tor illegal pos-

session of liquor.

Geoffrey D Metfooney. 20. of

51 Woodward Ave.. Seekonk. was

arrested on Kennedy Road for ille

gal possession and transport ol

liquor in a motor vehicle

Motor Vehicle Theft

May 8
A vehicle was reported stolen

from parking lot 44 on Sylvan

Drm

Suspicious Person/ Activity

Mas si

Chetan R Patel. 20. of 75 hmily

leffers Rd... Randolph was arrested

in the Student I mon Circle for

larceny over $250

Suspicious Vehicle

Mas 10

Kashka A Ricks. 24. 15 May fair

St., Roxbury. was arrested on

Stadium Drive for operating a

motor vehicle with a suspended

license and possession of a class D
drug

Traffic Stop

Mas 7

Caitlin A Bruck. 19. of «M Bar

Beach Rd.. Port Washington. N 1

was arrested on OoMBOri Drive-

for speeding and under 21 trans

port of liquor in a motor vehicle

Brian T. Lesage. 20, of 27 Kvelina

Dr., Marlborough, and Brian P.

Dolierty. 18. of 255 Rice Ave.,

Revere, were arrested on

Governors Drive for illegal posse-

sion ol liquor.

Mas S>

Michael A. Ma*uitis. 1st, of 594

Baal St.. Easthampton, was arrest

cd on North Pleasant St. for posse-

sion of liquor and operating a

motor vehicle under the influence

of liquor.

Ilcjf 10

Brian Mullis 20. of 21

Knollwood Rd , Mcdford. wu*

arrested on limei-nv Dnve for

operating a motor vehicle under

the influence of liquor and violat

ing the marked lanes.

Vandalism
May 7

A candy machine was found in a

dumpster next to Melville

Residence Hall The contents and

cunch were missing

Swastikas were written in the

elevator of McNamara Residence

Hall.

The hallway and bathrooms
were damaged on the 15th floor ol

Washington Residence Hall

Individuals smashed a window

in a bathroom of Kmerson
KcMdenee Hall

Ml
A window in the School of

Management was smashed In a

golf ball.

Ma
Three vehicles in parking lot 13

on Massachusetts Avenue were

damaged
A vending machine in DleUMOB

Residence Hall »a> lipped over

A vehicle's windshield was

smashed in parking lot 4*> on

Thatcher Way.

May 10

A vehicle in parking lot 2s» c>n

Clark Hill Road was damaged.

A vehicle i.i parking lot >2 on

MsttMchusctti Avenue was dam
aged.

A vehicle in parking lot 25 on

Commonwealth Avenue was dam-

Mas 1

1

A vehicle in parking lot 41 on

Commonwealth Avenue was dam-

aged.

_ .
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Congratulations Class of1998

and their ^amities

9 AM-4 PM
9 AM-4 PM
9 AM-4 PM

6ommejice4nent<* .

.

Hampden in Southwest
Wed. 5/20-Thurs. 5/21 10 AM-6 PM

Fri. 5/22 10 AM-5 PM

.49/v/py a/xcnJc btanAet, re/au\ cuHHt/

the traffic, and celebrate toitAc

H'eaan Ouryer S2.00

Quarter SAuna* tfuraer S2.00

Quarter <fiband (Auryer lo/cAer/te $2.26

.<U(Aeff9Gx && *2.<X

%rAea Grinder SS.iX

&loa*t (Se^Grinder S<3.0

9txun Grinder SS.t

tfoarmet &e*sert*

&re*A &ruil 6uf>* S/.

Chocolate Qfyfied\fbxno6erriee

GB/aetoa// GooAie*

Gourmet GaAeJu'oee

&re*A &ru4t<

G&rotonie*

Gannett t fix/a

9ced 3ea dc Me^u/ar <Aet

<firt'na HUtter

University ofMassachusetts - Amherst 'Dining Services
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Campus Perspectives
Compiled by Jason Eiserman • Photos by John Burt

What are your plans after finals?

"Relax, lake it easy, and do what

every other UMass student on this

campus is going to do: Go out with

a bang."

elms Miloi

senior/communication*
AmhcrM

"There's the convention of saying

you're going to get a job. and then

there's the reality that I'm goiiv to

be drunk for a week and visit with

friends who are graduating."

|osh Weinstock

junior/econumu s

Orchard Hill

"Go home and live down by the

Jersey shore; go home and relax."

Kim Weaver

mentor/sociology

\ in hers i

"I'm going home, getting dreads,

and building swimming pools.*

Tavis Kellev

jumor/B I) I (

Central

"I'm driving cross-country to

Oregon, to work on a campaign for

the environment."

nne lohnson

suphomore/S I I' I i

Orchard Hill

"Going home, working I have

two jobs, I need to make money*

Joshua Smith

frvshman/undrclaried

Orchard Hill

India's nuclear tests prompt Pakistan's vow to follow
*

. . h ,, pie died in the L.S atomic bombing in I <*4 5. flew t<

By Neelesh Misro

Assoctoted Prats

NRW DELHI. India — Defying world condemna

lion. Indians swelled with national pride today after

teaming that their government conducted three under

ground nuclear tests Rival PakiMan vowed to conduct

its own nuclear le-t

Abroad, the move was widely cfitkliod China said

the tests created a new instahilm in South Asia;

President Clinton recalled the L S ambassador and

proniiNcd lo impose economic sOOCtioM again-t India

as required bv IS law* de-Mgned to ^ombat nuclear

proliferation

"I call on India to announce that it will conduct no

further tests and ithatl it will dgn the comprehensive

test ban treaty now and without conditions.* Clinton

said todav in Washington "I al-o urge India's neigh

bors not to follow suit, not M follow down the path ol

a dangerous arms race."

While Indian- celebrated in the street* ol New Delhi

with firecrackers. Pakistani foreign Minister C.ohar

Ayub blamed their government lor igniting nationalist

passions and fueling the n.ihuiv tiv«h> between uV

two neighber-

"We in Pakistan will maintain a balance with India

II held*." he declared in Islamabad IV« Jlt

in a headlong arms race on the subcontinent

Abdul Oadeer Khan, the architect of Pakistan's

nuclear program, said Islamabad was readv to

explode a device ol it- own whenever the government

decides.

Pakistan and India have fought three wars since the

Asian subcontinent gained independence in 1947

At grocer) itores, on tram* and oumts. in parks and

on the street* excited Indians huddled around mom
ing newspapers today to read about Mondav * under

ground nuclear te*t* in the Thar desert »30 miles

M.uthwcM ol New Delhi, the capital.

"Nothing better could have happened ." said the loi

mer head of the Indian air force. Air Chief Marshal

N l Sun
In Pokaran. near the *ite of the nuclear tests, town*

folk celebrated with gusto today after being *urpn*ed

and frightened when the tests rocked the ground

Monday Hundred* ol villagers had poured out ol their

houses, fearing an earthquake.

-\\c are happy that we can now defeat Pakistan."

said IVvear-old Anek Kanwar Rathor

tv«n I i.lhit Gandhi, tuandtton c-i ssjsnv

pendence campaigner Mahatma Gandhi applauded

"As an Indian I am proud it wa* done in India and by

Indian*." he *aid

In Bei|ing. Foreign Ministry *poke*man Zhu

Boskjsjoo *aid China was "senou-ly concerned" about

ihe te*t* done bv its neighbor The two countries

fought a brief war in l*W2 over a border dispute

China set off its last nuclear te*t hla*t lulv :*) I^Mt*

and declared a moratorium on te*nng

I Ucwhere. news of the nuclear tests provoked sharp

n Russian President Boris Yeltsin »*id India

"let us down" by staging the test* Ru**ia has had

,c* with India lor decade* and has been I

India « leading arms suppliers "India has let us down

with it* expli'Mon."

Yeltsin was quoted a* saying by Russian news agen-

cies.
* (But» I think that by working in a diplomatic

way. and bv vi*n* we must *ccurc a turnaround
."

|apane*e official* called lor a suspension of foreign

economic aid Since 1*H2. lapan has given Si billion

annually in aid to India, mostlv in loans.

iralia and Sew Zealand recalled their ambas-

sadors from New Delhi

Itcho Ito, the mayor of Nagasaki, where 70.000 peo

pie died in the L.S atomic bombing in l**45. flew to

to lodge a protest at the Indian Kmbassy

Greenpeace International, an environmental group.

*aid India has "made a costly mistake if it believe* f"

domestic -upport of these tests arc worth the ir

in insecurity in the region and globally"

Braie*h Mishra. an aide to Prime Minister Atal

Bihari Vajpavce. said the tests proved India is capable

of building a nuclear weapon But it was not clear

whether the next step would be producing a bomb.

The federal Cabinet met in New Delhi today and

reaffirmed ihai the government wants to discuss global

disarmament
"India remains committed to a speedy process of

nuclear disarmament leading to total and global elimi-

nation of nuclear weapons." said a resolution adopted

the Cabinet

India has refused to sign international treaties ban-

ning the testing or further production of nuclear

weapons, saving the treaties only tro/e the advantage

held by the world's declared nuclear powers —
Britain. China. France. Russia and the Lnitcd States

S>A£MAk£A

Wed. May 13 to Sun. May 17
(jOUrllO *t r«

k MA U *> f % \

• ••Amherst
Sidewalk Sales

and Community Fair

Big Days!
this Wednesday, Thursday,

Friday & Saturday,

May 13th, 14th, ISth A 16th

h^S]/EQ5
"

• SPECTACULAR SAVINGS ON THE STREET •
5AVE ON dooke, Clothes, Toys, Shoes, Sporting Goode,

Hair Care Products, Jewelry and Much Much Morel!
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IN THEATRES MAY 22nd
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articipating Merchants

race
Painting
/ »SSN°

Atticus Albion Books

Legere Designs

Oxford Bleu

Design Supply Studio

Jeffery Amherst Bookshop

AJ. Hastings

Alfredo's Photographic Gallery

R. Michaelson Galleries

Mercantile

Creative Needle
Le Boudoir

Lots for Littles

Valley Books
Zanna
Details

Regency Hair Design

Valley Bicycles

Footwear Den
Fenton's Athletics

Amherst Optical Shoppe
Dance Stuff

Collective Copies

Silverscape Designs

Carroll Travel

* Sponsored in part by the Amherst Area Chamber of Commerce *
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Apology

.

The UMass experience
I

lived it up here at Zoo.Mass and

ni>\* it - jll going to be over.

Don I kid yourselves college

is much more than academics, and

anyone who tells sou ditfcrcntly

etihet never lived through ilu

lege experience themselves or are

ir>ing to deprive you of thai experi-

ence

Mv "academic" career had an aus-

us beginning
Mv t irst roommate
was a 21 vcar old

junior Me lived it

up. and when I

came to school here

I knew there was a

>ide ol college the)

don't show you in

the brochures But

when I met mv
mmatc he

*howed me what
college was all

about He taught

me to have lun and
are what other

people think He tau

take my elf too seric

the social aspects of U
There was the night my roommate

cd up and down the halls

tor a MifjL&ck*-
~ Re-cause it was kind >

said, when I asked him w!

would even bother wearing the

Id never seen everybody who
lived M mv Moor, but when my
roommate was streaking through the

halls, everyone was there

He taught me to get out there and

have fun. and that's where I learned

how to enjoy ZooMass.
been involved in some of the

more famous, or infamous stot

this campus, and thank god my
name was never attached to some of

the did-trou* event* I've been a

pan of.

I was an eyewitnes* to some of the

memorable snowball fight- in

Southwest One of mv roommates

ch< me n

>. to enjoy

tfej

burned down a few year- ago Mv
housing assignment MM IsM in that

big fiasco at the Housing Office two

year* ago. and some student* were

housed in the Campu- Center Hotel

for a short time There was the CVS
scandal, but I won't say anymore
about that There are more scandals

yet to come, more misadventure-.

for UMass and for me.

But I (.an sit back and

say I loved il all I

though there wete MM
tough times I loved it

all

I don't want to be a

sap I have to sav I will

miss this place I never

took the experience for

granted, and loved it

all. Maybe I'm being
over dramatic, but

there were times when
things looked bleak
When I wa* struggling

through classes and
struggling through

other dubious events in my career

But don't worry about your friend

and humble narrator, things have a

funny way of working out in the

end I'm graduating, and on time

it you don't graduate in four

years, the important thing is to leave

here with a degree in your hand.

Don't let your friends or parents tell

you how to go through college II vou

want to get the most out ol n. MM
have to make decisions (or jrouj

At orientation I saw an sssHtlui

who told me I should take a math
class. I knew that I never wanted to

take math again, and having passed

the little math test I never had to.

That was the last advisor I talked to

I didn't want someone telling me
what classes to take. I found out

what I had to take as requirements

and other than that I took whatever

m I felt like taking, whatever

interested me.

lived in an off- campus house which I'm leaving with a degree in jour

nalism. I chose journalism because I

love to write, but I'm not exactly

sure what I want to do Hut I know I

want to write and there arc many
ways to make money as a writer

O! OOsVM I am worried about the

future It's a natural feeling I'm sure

manv seniors are having righl now

Nopal teel alraid when a situation

they've become Jviuvlomcd to

changes.

There are people who come into

school knowing what they want to

mj|oi in. or leave with a career lined

up I envy those people.

omc a dentist and write in

-pare lime." my uncle said to

me It was like his version of

"Plastic voung man. pla*iK»" from

"The Graduate " Thai's me. The
Graduate

In a lew week- it II be like being

bom again. There will be no more

school SO some back to in th

There will just be my future, as wide

open as it ever was

.. I've been getting off on a

few tangents I'll dime back.

I won't lie I'm seared Bui life is

just a journev. and this was all just

another part ol the journey Soon I'll

begin another part of that journey. I

don't know where I'll be or wh.ii I il

do. but I'll still live it up the best I

can.

I Mass will go on without me, and
I certamlv will go on without
I Mi

Si) what s the point ol this mind
drain you're reading today'' These

are just my final thoughts. My mag-
num opus, if vou will

There is a lot more I could say.

There is a lot more that I want to

sav I wish I could write a hundred

more columns, and every week I

would get something oft my chest I

would air out some grievances, bad

mouth someone who did me wrong.

But I can't write anymore. I ve

run out of space and lime

laton I iscman is a Collegian

columnist

Applause for

Hillary Clinton

To the edr

\gain the First l-ady of the United

States has demonstrated far more
independence and courage than her

husband.

Hillary Rodham Clinton recently

stated, via satellite to a group of

Israeli and Palestinian youth in

Geneva for a conference on the

prosper- tut Mideast peace, that she

fell it would be in the long-term
interests of peace and stability in the

region for the Palestinians to have

their own state.

She went on when answering ques-

tions to add that the long suffering

Palestinians will have the governmen-

tal responsibilities of providing for its

people, with such things as health

care, education and the development

of industry and commerce.

No sooner did those words leave

her mouth, than the president's

spokesman and entire Clinton

Administration disavowed her com
ments suving they were her own "per-

sonal" feelings and did not reflect

official U.S. policy on this question.

All Mrs Clinton did was to state

the obvious and thai peace negotia-

tions and talks are not an end in

themselves. She knows what the end

game is and she came right out and

Letters to the Editor

said it. "The Palestinians need a Male

of their own
"

The criticism and heat she has

received for having "the net

come right out with the heart ol this

whole matter has not subsided from

the Israelis and their American
patrons.

Three cheers for Hillary Clinton

for showing at least someone in

Washington has the guts to speak the

truth!

Steven P. Duplisea

Lake Pleasant. MA

GEO agency

fee necessaty

To the editor:

Sean Werle's letter to the editor

y Collegian 5/7). shows a deep misun-

derstanding of why the Graduate
I mployee Organizations (GEO)
exists in the first place His "how

many dollars I make versus how
many dollars I give GF.O" reasoning

is much too short-sighted to add'

the question of GF.O's importance,

including to grad employees from the

higher paid departments I -.very
|

employee benefits from coming
together to collectively bargain with

the administration over our employ

ment conditions and other Unlvefsk)

Thoughts and observations
UMass just can't seem to shake

this in-state stigma, but for a

guy coming from Oueens.
N 1 where the largest college would

fit on the soccer fields down b> the

Mullins Center, the opportunities and
the environment offered by UMass
seemed like an alluring dream. The ini

tial thrill sparked by this environment

never really faded from

me; the excitement over

the opportunities

offered by this

University got me
through some difficult

I II IKs

The intangible feeling

thai something was
pojaibk" at UMass kept

Irom me transferring,

even when mv heller

judgement told me I

should retreat and try

some place else.

The first thing I

learned about being
sssjaj hmn home is that things don't go

as planned. As a freshman I was cut

from the men's tennis team, and this

exclusion from the sport I loved left me
confused and in desperate need of some
confidence.

It that wasn't enough to discourage

someone that was awav trvmi home for

the first time. I haw some roommate sto-

nes that would make vou shudder. I'm

not talking about someone talking on the

phone too much: I'm talking about
police, stolen goods and swastikas

Seeing a swastika painted on my bek< g*

ings was the first time in my life where

mv religion became an issue. It was if all

the hatred and prejudice in the world hit

me like a swirling river Yet somethinp

told me these instances did not reflect

UMass accurateh something told me if I

left I would be missing experiences and

people which would have an mdesenb-

Take Werle'* hypothetical student

A. who has a stipend of $?.400. has

two children, and would rather advo-

cate on her own behalf. Werle seems

to believe thai she "receives no bene-

fit from GEO advocacy that she

couldn't have demanded on the

strength of her own merit." This is

simply not true. Her stipend.

although impressive, is still not very

much kO raise two kids on. It may not

be enough to buy her own family

health insurance and find private

child care for her children.

Werle believe* that grad employees

from the higher paid departments

should contribute to CEO, just not as

much as we currently do His eon-

cern is that the agency fee is not uni-

form, though each grad employee
contributes the same, approximately

two percent of her or his weekly

earnings Note thai the phrase "pay

vour share" implies that each person

has a distinct share (in dollar

amounts I based on her or his earn-

iii)- Most grad employees from the

highei paid departments understand

that paying our share II necessary to

ensure that the contract is adminis-

tered ptoperlv. and have been paying

CilO duel voluntarily all along.

Dan Miller

Graduate Student

Bclchcrtown

ably positive impact on me.

This instance heightened my aware-

ness towards issues of hate and preju-

dice, and I challenged myself to leam

about other cultures as well as my own
background. That unfortunate incident

led to some unexpected results: my
.use) Ming the position of krvish Affairs

Fditor and my involvement with the

organized lewish com-
munity on campus
What I found was

that the traditions in

ludaism were not all

thai different from the

secular tradition 1

embrace: they both

challenge the individ-

ual to question reality

and ultimately act

according to con-

science.

I can say without

hesitation that the

past four years have

been the happiest of

my life I have met some incredible

people, taken some outstanding cours-

es and I have found an academic and

creative purpose. My purpose is to rep-

resent myself along with the people and

the world around me in words, and n ti

constant search to find the strongest

Language possible

Other columnists have written about

their freshmen year shyness, but I have

no dtubt thai I had most of them beaten

by a city mile I had an interest in con-

tributing to the Collegian and a belief in

my wnting. but I was too intimidaied to

assert myself. A lot has changed in the

past four years, and the newspaper has a

lot to do with that. Five days a week I

saw a devoted staff meet deadlines,

overcome obstacles and even make mis-

takes right before my eyes.

Producing the Collegian was a collec

tive experience of people who were

Brvan Schwartzman
t fa* of IW8

simultaneously trying to better them

selves and trying to put out a publica-

tion which would be beneficial to the

community. I am graicful to have been

part of a leam where one of the aims

was to serve as a voice for the student

body. Yet. without the vitality and

activities of our diverse student body

there would be nothing to print in the

newspaper.

lust because I speak in praise of

UMass and its student newspaper

doesn't mean I don't think there is

room for improvement. I believe each

class of students needs to fight like a

BOM rete boxer in order to eradicate

continued problems of cultural igno-

rance, building deterioration and class-

room inaccessibility

As someone who covered a campus

minority community I am distressed by

the notion that various communities

must compete tor funding ol cultural

and educational programs. This is partly

because there isn't any funding for

these programs, and partly because var-

ious groups do not cooperate enough

Instead of arguing about which people

has been most historically oppressed

the ALANA. lewish. and Gl.BT com-

munities should collaborate on cultural

programs and fund allocation. A com-

bined effort on the part of these com-

munities would give each community

more power of the allocation of funds,

and would serve as a tremendous exam

pie of cooperation and respect to the

entire campus community

One last thing my UMass story is

pertinent to the student body for three

reasons and three reasons only: it is our

right to find happiness in this world: it

is our right to discover a purpose for

ourselves, and it is our responsibility io

claim these rights to try and make a

small difference

Bryan Sxhwartzman is a Collegian

columnist

Eight seconds of fame
So this is it. Sayanora. adieu,

adios. aufwiedersehen. ciao —
however you wan to put it. this

is good-bye. And since I lack the requi-

site talent necessary for launching into a

rendition of "So Long. Farewell" from

the Sound of Musk. I have to instead

pen my good-byes.

Most of the times, when I sit down to

wntc this column. I try to focus on the

lighter side of life,

month because I can't

take myself that seri-

ously and life is too

short to worry about

things like global

warming or nuclear

weapon testing Well.

I take that back: those

are important things.

Bui basically. I tried

to poke fun at thi-

everyday things in an

effort not to piss any-

one off.

I did piss people off sssssssaasjaujjasi

even now and then and some of you

were kind enough to let me know how
you truly tell about my writing, via

e-mail, letters to the editor or even by

my voice mail. But that's okay: I forgive

you all.

Getting feedback is the first step out

of obscurity and I remember the first

thrill, way back freshman year, when
someone asked me. "Hey. aren't you the

one who writes for the ( \>llegiun
y
~

For a while there. I basked in my
semi famous stale, pleased as punch

that somehow. i>ut of 25.000 people at

UMass. I had managed to avoid being a

number.

And to be honest, there was a time

when I would have really wanted every-

one to know my name and my face. But

SeOM daityittirkar

Class of 1998

as the years paased and I became more

rivolved down here. I found the 'Hey.

aren't you the one who writes for the

CoUepan '" to be almost intrusive

I never knew what to do with

manyis who would knock on my door

and say. "Hey. I want to get a story

in .

.." or "Why did the Collegian do
this'" Suddenly I found myself evolv-

ing into a neurotic hermit, living under

the hardly secretive

pseudonym. "Arts Girl."

And now that my
career here is over. I can

look at the idea of fame,

however fleeting or illu-

sionary. more maturely,

and know that fame is

not for me — a far cry

from earlier fantasies,

When I was younger.

I wanted to grown up

and be a rock singer

Unfortunately, as pre-

viously stated, my
singing talent is on par

with Milli Vanilli. And while I could

lip-sync pretty well. I have two left feet.

hence. I could not hope to be the next

Madonna.

I also went through a phase when I

would have killed to be a guest star on

the "Fasts of | ife" and then there was a

really strange period when I thought

that if I practiced the Vulcan salute long

enough- I could actually masquerade as

an alien on "Star Trek."

Of course all these daydreams would

lead to bigger and better things and
soon I would be famous and achieve my
real life goal of meeting Tom Cruise.

Well, with less than two weeks to

graduation, my only claim to fame is

writing for the Collegian and despite all

the wonderful opportunities I've had

here, unfortunately meeting Tom Cruise

doesn't seem to be in my future

What is in my future i» an appoint

ment with the Real World Granted

after riving in the cocoon that is UMass,

I haven't a clue as to what I'm going to

do once I get out into the Real World,

but I've heard rumor* about phone
hills health insurance and full-time

10K

So. aUow me to indulge myself in my
last few moments of fame You see. I've

had this daydream for a while, about

winning at the Oscars (during my phase

when I thought I was going to be the

next Iodic Foster) and being able to

publicly thank anyone who might have

ever had an effect on mv life Since I

wear my emotions on my sleeve and

can't tell a convincing lie to save my
soul. I'm going to have to discard that

fantasy and rather rely on this column

for my thanks.

First up. a big thank vou goes to my
colleagues at the Collegian I appreciate

how you stepped in for me when I

needed you. It's been an honor and
pleasure to work with you all.

To all my friends — you guys have

been the absolute greatest. Thank vou

for helping me through a difficult year

and for making sure I got out of bed

everyday. I would not have made it

without you.

And most of all. to those of you who
read mv column every Wednesday for

the past two years. I appreciated your

kind comments and I hope I made you

smile or chuckle at least once in a while.

I wish you all the very best.

And keep your fingers crossed for

me: if I make all the right moves. I just

might get to meet Tom Cruise

Seema Gangalirkar is a Collegian

columnist

We encourage our readers to respond to the contents of the CoHeoian through letters to the editor

Letters must be typed, no more than *00 words long, and include name, address and phone number for confirmation purposes

They can be submitted by mail to Ed/Op Editor. Daily Collegian. 1 13 Campus Center, UMass. Amherst MA 01003. by e-mail to let-

ters@oitvms oit umass edu. or by fax to (413) 545-1592

The Collegian reserves the right to edit letters for length, clarity and style
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Amos makes smooth transition;

Hayden gets Closer to success

i Ttan o«aar»s<>«

Tori Amoi bnngj forth a n >iv« set of songs on from the Chotrgirt Hotel.

TEXTBOOK ANNEX BUYBACK
NEW LOCATION

BUYBACK!
mmin wimmcmm mimam omi

WED., WUV. & «/., MM 20-22

NOONS PM
No Walk Ups Please • UMASS Students Only • ID Required

Buyback at the Annex and Campus Center

starts May 14th.

FROM THE CHOIRGIRL HOT!

I

Tori Amos
Atlantic

Never one to play her a.

spades, the mercurial Tori Amos
lets down her guard more than

usual on From the Choirgirl Hotel.

but still manages to shroud her

moving, eccentric lyrics in a haze of

abstract imagery Not that there's

anything wrong with that,

In many respeitv this is Amos's

most coherent work vet certainly

more than the all-over the map
Boys For Pete, an album I still don't

fully lomprehen iter its

release That's always been her

strength though, the innate abili

Center where Cobain escaped

before he committed suicide

Her voice is once again in fine

form, alternating between harpy

shrieks to Broadway show tune

banter and Amos keeps the reins

firmly in her hands, or vocal cords

rather. For those already indocin

nated. From the Choirgirl Hotel

won't disappoint On the uther

hand, it probably won't take Amos

to superduperstar status either. B

(Marty Keane)

A THOUSAND LEAVES

Sonic Youth

DGC

NO SUBSTANCE
strength though the innate •bili-^^aj*-*jaw

k

NO iUB5,AN<- t

elicit such an emo ^^ _ Bod M.gton

tional reaction
I r" ^ I I I fi

ABonhc

audience while still jM I A V
remaining largely a M lUfl UN Us hard enough

mwiery at the same M T f\ Tf "ling "P *"« h

time I

As she showcased
*

on her Sneak Preview

tour last month. Am
has gone a new direction artistically

on the new album, bringing in a

backing band of rock musicians to

compliment her almost virtuoso

piano plav mi- The results on From

The Chotrgirt Hotel are mixed, but

Amos has never made a trulv

plete album in her career She

too damn abstruse sometimes.

which, unfortunately, means about

half her songs are thoroughly tune

les»

When she's on. though, there is

no denying her power "|a

Strength' is a cla- i

only t hi- time with an easily die

ccrnable subject matter, and a

poignant one at that — hi

ding day Elsewhere, she chronicles

other major lifestyle changes she's

recently gone through including

her miscarriage on "Cruel" and an

oblique Kurt Cobain reference on

"She's v.ur Cocaine" in whkh she

mentions the biodu* Treatment

fresh material for a

f band that's only

been around a couple

ars. just ask Dave
Matthew- n Youth and

Bad Religion — groups that have

passed through the post Nirvana

alterna explosion with their digni

ty still intact — both groups show

on their latest albums that

don't have to grow old gracefully

In fact, both seem to prefer u> kick

and scream, although each take a

decidedly different approach.

For the seminal New \

jrt lock outfit Sonu louth t

Thousand Leaves marks a head-

long return to the challenging

musu that characterized their

prodigious mid eighties period of

experimentalism Songs like

"French Tickler" and "Female

Mechanic Now On Duly" signal

the return to the ant dissonant of

pop. It ' not quite a regression, but

rather a move forward while look-

ing back Considering their

propensity for mis-tuned guitars

and the like, everything sounds

fresh and new — not an easy task

for a band on their 14th studio

album Maybe that > whv aflat all

these years, Sonic Youth still mat

ter.

On the other hand Southern

California's Bad Religion are up to

their old tricks, playing punk rock

hard. fast. lean, mean and h

What's always set them above iheii

are the highbrow lyrii

Greg Graffin and th

that go along with them

On So Substance th

much the same, bui I

cast a glaring I

icptions on "All I ai

and "Sowing the Seed* ef Ul

Turn I TRAX : • ige 6

"Travel"
SMART!
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COMEDY SPOUT I.

\ TONIGHT!! J
Bowker Auditorium

Wednesday
May 13, 8:00pm

FREE

HUM I'll OKI

£g»

Comedy Sportz takes improv to a higher level. This

improv show will be a fun-tilled interactive event. You

will play in determining the shows content. Celebrate

the semesters end with this unique comedy show.

; luggler 1 larrv LaCostefciUJ»jawi*«J. «»:,«;

I he mo\ ie ( ..hh! \\ ill I Luulilli. "ill In- shown following the performance!

'apartment
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Theatre group deals with culture
trax

By Bryan Schwarrzmqn
ColUgian Staff

The Double Edge Theatre will perform Keter later on this month

Double Edge Theatre, an ensemble

based in Ashfield. will once again be

performing Keter. the Crowning
Songs, . Keter is the third part of a tril-

ogy the group has developed over the

past 1 2 years dealing with Jewish cul-

ture and history in the diaspora

which draws references from music,

literature, legends, prayers and vari-

ous communities throughout Eastern

pe.

The group has developed a unique

approach to theater, combining
anthropological research with a more

ual kind of performance.
Artistic director Stacy Klein created

the group with ensemble members 1

5

yean ago in an attempt to push the

ater to its limits and analyze the loss

J culture in the 20th century.

"Through theater we talk about the

culture we have created." Klein said

In 1994 the Boston-based group

relocated to their current space just

off Route 116, a 100 acre barn

which functions as living and perfor-

mance space for the group. The
group's actors are responsible for all

aspects of the creative process from

research to developing training tech-

niques and set design.

Klein said members of the group

travel throughout the world and par-

ticipate in non-academic research by

inter- acting with various culture.

Keter often deals with Jewish and

non-lewish cultures in the Ukrainian

mountains which have been nearly

driven out of exile by Nazi and com-

munist regimes. The group believes

the best way to connect with a cul-

ture is through that culture's music

"The life of the work it continually

renewed through this type of dia-

logue, and through a constant juxta

position of realities and circum-

stances, such as the battle in Double

Edge's performance work between

tradition and contemporary life

waged theatrically," Klein s*»d

The group's Master Actor Nachum

Cohen said that song is about breath

ing and one of the goals of the group

is to bring creativity into every aspect

of their lives.
.

Cohen, who was bom in Syria and

raised in Israel said, "As long as I am

alive I don't think I can rest upon

what I've done."

Cohen said the name Double Edge

reflects that everything has two sides

and there is a duality to existence

"It's about balancing on an edge

without falling over." Cohen s»aid

Keter was completed last year and

originally performed in September

Double Edge Theatre's performance

space is approximately a half hour

north of Amherst on Route lib

Keter will be performed May 15 4/6
and 22 &21 at 8 p.m. For more infvr

motion call 41S-628-0277

Showtime will broadcast Lolita

despite controversy over movie
ByDovid
AuoootadrYau

NEW YORK - After film distributors balked at i

ing the new movie version of Lohta in the United States

because it depicts pedophilia. Showtime said last week that

it had bought the rights and will show it on cable TV' in

The filmed adaptation of Vladimir Nabokov's novel stars

actor kremy Irons as Humbert Humbert, a 45-year-old

professor involved in a romance with his 12-year-old step-

daughter

Director Adrian Lyne had accused US distributors of

being too scared to take on controversial material; some

distributors simply said the movie is dull Lohta *a-

released in Europe last summer

"I'm just thrilled it's being shown." Lyne said. "I think

it's a courageous decision on Showtime's part. Certainty

Hollywood hasn't shown a great deal of courage
"

Lolita will • *) be shown on the Sundance Channel,

which Showtime partly owns.

In deference to the subject matter. Showtime executive

km Offsay said it will be aired late at right and not be

preceded by a movie that appeals to children

Showtime would not disclose a purchase price but said it

was below the $58 million it cost to make the film

Showtime, with 10 million patd subscriber* in the U.S..

has aired controversial material before It premiered

Anfdka Huston's film. Bastard Out of Carolina in 19%

after Turner Broadcasting System head Ted Turner reject-

ed it because of a rape scene.

ii ,ii .. iii iiiii.—i

—

j—i

—

"Because we have no advertisers and because we are

invited into people'* homes as a subscription service, we

have some freedom to do things that other people can't or

won't do." Offsay said.

He noted thai the original film version of the novel,

directed by Stanley Kubrick and released m 1962. b shown

frequently on television Lyne's remake received an "R" rat-

ing

The new version contains graphic bating and two brief

scene* of the domed couple engaged in loveniaking

It abo contains one brief nude scene with a stand in for

Dominique Swain, the California actress who was

1 5-years-old when she depicted Lotea

A 1996 federal law against child pemography makes it a

crime to produce any visual depiction that "is. or appears

I li Li. l<* 1 1 1 iii in i ngstjirl in nrinlh nrrt "it
—

-f- -
"

Hears* a challenge to the few two months ago. a federal

appeals court in California quizzed lawyers on whether uV

law would ban any version of Lohta no matter how old thr

actress.

"This »a classic book that has already had one film pro-

duced for it." Offsay said "With the precautions that the

filmmakers took, we believe that they have complied with

all applicable laws
."

Showtime is negotiating for a US. theatrical release after

Lohta appears on television and said four or five distribu

tors are now interested

Lyne said he's disappointed the movie won't be seen in

theaters first, but that publicity about child abuse i

hurt his distribution efforts.

"I really do think it's the last taboo." he said

SALE?
50% OFF
POSTERS!
Toits ofgreat posters!

Oar entire stock on sale?

50% OFF
ASSORTED GIFTS!

Ma/fed animals, incense, kenya bags,

wine e\ mag racks, Catnilie Beckman
Products, and mack more/

continued from page 5

There's also "The Voracious March of Godliness'

which examines the ignored lessons of history as they

apply to exploitation of the planet and the struggles for

power and control. Only Graffiti, u college professor

with a Ph.D., can articulate such a complex vision I'd

like to see someone else even try A Thousand Leaves

A-. No Substance 9 (M.K )

VERSION 2

Garbage
Almo Sounds

They spent a year in the studio for this? No one said

following up Garbage's sell title debut would be easy,

but Version 2 ranks as the year s biggest let -down

thus far.

All the studio trickery and trademark 'big sound" of

a Butch Vig produced effort are here, but it all sounds

passe this time around The lact thai Vig produced it

may have something to do with the album sounding so

mechanical and, well, cold Shirks Maason'l vocals are

merely adequate and songs like "I Think I in Paranoid"

and "Special" show why. Unlike Beth Gibbons of

Portishead. who uses her voice as a malleable tool.

Manson is content to deliver abominable lyrics like

"You can look but you can't touch I don't think I like

you so much
"

Version 2.0 suffers from system error I et - hope

they can correct the problems for version 5 C-
(M.K )

THE CLOSER I GET

Haydfi

Outpost

V me of us fall in love everyday. Passing glances

hidden smiles and. if we re lucky, a bit of conversation

holds opportunity When that moment passes, and we

are still alone, there iv onlv one thing we are left with

that indescribable "what if
Hayden Dresser is the new king of teenage poets

The moment after these subtle moments of connection

fuel God- knows how many poems by love Mruck

young uns. and Hayden does a beautiful job of captur

ing them The be*t thing to come out of Canada since

Ron Hextall. Hayden writes songs about the little

things in life, but is most effective when writing about

heartbreak. Missed opportunities are frequent in hi-

world The protagonist in "The Hazard of Sitting

Beneath Palm Trees." is waiting for a girl's glance to

reach him as it sweeps a beach when she is

approached by one of the men with "one track minds
"

In "Two Doors." the narrator i- lelt alone is his hotel

room, thinking of what to say to the girl in the next

room, who is watching the same thing on TV as he is

Hayden appeals to the teenage poet in all of us. The

giddy romanticism of "Between L> To Hold" (where he

vingv about teaching his gtrllnend to play guitar, press-

ing her fingers against the strings) more than make up

for songs like "In Memphis" i please no more songs

about the "tragic" figure of BvfcU

Hayden puts into words what most of us feel, and he

does so with a beautiful eye for detail and a wonderful

feel for emotion B* (Mike Messaros)

Virgin

In any Lenny Kravitz recording, one thing is a con-

stant — style. Everything the man does relies upon the

amalgamation of any number of musical influences to

create a resulting product unique to him alone. His lat-

est stands at the pinnacle of style achievement, dipping

into funk, rock, r&b and hip hop.

Scleral of the tracks on this CD don't jum sound like

'70s funk, they are '70s funk Most of the album holds

an over- the-top outrageousness characteristic of '70s

r&b, funk, and soul, lovingly made in the Kravitz way.

It all begins with the hard funk reminiscent of Sly

Stone on "Live," a song made of layer upon layer aj

grooves, uncharacteristic of anything on either of

Kravitz' previous two efforts Moving further down the

funkdafied history line, the effect- oiunted "Super

Soul Fighter" could have been recorded by P-Funk.

and the almost whollv instrumental "Straight Colt

Player" is like something off the Shaft soundtrack

Kravitz stays groovy but also gets sentimental and

really starts to flow on "Thinking of You," a song tor

his mother which features a heavy dose of drums juxta-

posed on some soulful Uric- He furthers the trend on

"Little Girl's Eyes." sensitively referring to his daugh-

ter

The only track that doesn't seem to fit with Kravitz"

stvlc collage is "Black Velveteen." a techno lament

about technology and the possibility of a virtual lover

but the -ound is still cool

Lenny puts it all together on this one, his distinctive

vocals meshing nicely with layers of sound textures.

but the CD is a bit long — a couple of the later tracks

stem redundant B+ (|oe Sullivan)

BEN HARPER UVE
Ben Harper

Virgin

Ben Harper has been described as one of the up and

coming luminaries in the musical movement known a-

nro folk but in reality, his musical -tvle is far more

varied. Neo-folk. neo-funk. neo-whatever. his music

speaks to people, and people listen.

Last summer he released his third album The Will To

I kaj to critical praise, earning a minor radio-hit with

"Faded." and winning himself a spot on this summer »

HORDE, tour In recent months, the album has been

re released with a bonus five-song EP. Ben Harper

Live

Recorded during Harper's 1997 world tour, the CD
contains live versions of The Will To Live." "Faded."

and "I Shall Not Walk Alone" from the last release, as

well as "Forever," off Harper's first release Welcome

To The Cruel World, and a cover of |imi Hendnx

-Voodoo Chile
*

"Voodoo Chile." filled with intense vocals and eaajs)

feedback Bjfjsj Harper - slide guitar is all right, but the

bottom line is vou just don't cover Hendnx All of

Harper's original material on this mini recording i-

outstanding live though, especially the intimate

er." which displays the ethereal quality of much

of Harper's quieter songs.

Outside of the Hendrix mishap. Ben Harper Ln

fine complement to the outstanding The Will 7

A- (I.S.I

Version 2 sees Garbage failing to live up to the promise of their self- titled debut

Spring is here

New Girls are here

The fun is here

You should be here!

' Lounge
•

Thanks to our Patrons and
Advocate Readers for Voting us

the Best in Western New England
for Adult Entertainment

2 Years in a Row

Beautiful girls need $$$?

We will train you as a show girl

and provide transportation.

Call us at 665-8733

Lenny Kravitz

Come Enjoy Entertainment with 36 Lovely Dancers per Week
Open Tues- Sat 1pm- lam.

Make your private parties in our new V.I.P. Room
North of 91 Ext. 22. Take Rt. S&IO North 1 miles

South of 91. Ext. 24. Take Rt. 5A10 South 2 miles

STUDY BftfftfC
1 0am to 1 pm *****„,

?9&
coOO FREE REFRESHMENTS

REFUEL BEFORE AND AFTER
EXAMS IN THE

CAPE COD LOUNGE

Parking

ing 5/16 -5/22

ntion All Students:

Brought to you by.

Parking Services

413-545-0065

The University

community

appreciates your

cooperation in

parking legally.

Brought to you by the fun staff in Campus Activities

For more information call 545-3600

( iilVUrin

Hours:

M. In
' HO ,i in

S<il

Summer Hours

Newman Center
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"Ellen" bids adieu to ABC in finale

They've got everything under control

Bad Religion, who headline tomorrow night at the Middle East, are back with their tenth album, a lyrically

high- minded affair with plenty of potent words of scorn from Greg Craffin

Latest from Mary Higgins Clark & William Bernhardt

EXTtEME JUSTICE

WT&om Swnrwrdr

lAP) — Mystery novels with recurring character* utter

readers a connection to a familiar person, a comfortable

relationship with Kxneone they already know and like

But serial mysteries should still offer some sort of my*

ten And what good is knowing a character when you

ww exactly what he's going to do?

That's the problem with William Bernhardt * I

BMW MaJm (Ballantine. $22 50). the v:\enth in hiN

series featuring modest attorney Ben Kincaid

Ml tunc kincaid has taken a break from practicing

law, hoping to And his real love in musk He swears hell

never go back to law But when the owner of the jazz dub

where he's playing is framed for murder — well, stop now

if the suspenae h killing you. There are some good sec-

ondary characters and its too bad Bernhardt didn

on them and give Kincaid a rest.

Club owner Earl Bonner's background is gJoaaad mer.

as is his relationship with the murder victim "Cajun Lily
"

he members of KirKaid* band are also given the

Readers unfamiliar with the lusrice serie* will he con

fused. There are references to Kincaid s former trials as

well as to the nephew he helped rear.

The personal details about his wannabe girlfriend and

former co-workers are thin and unsatisfying. Readers who
the series will want to know more and newcomers

will need more details to catch up

Set your Course for Summer
With Greenfield Community College

Final Registration for Summer Session I is May 13!

CREDIT CO I Ksr^
Microbiology
Valley Geology

C<K>perative Education

rtcept of Financial Accounting

Keyboarding for Information Processing

Microcomputer Software Tools

English Composition 1 & II

ic Mathematics Skills

Algebra and Coordinate Geometry I & II

Probability and St

up Dynamics
Principles Of Sociology

Introduction to Computer
Principles of Sociology

Introduction to Computers
Principle rocconomu -

College Reading & Writing Strategies

Shakespear-

History of the American People to 1865

( ollege Algebra

Mathematual Problem Solving

Principles of Psychology

Human Growth & Development
Anatomy & Physiology II

Introduction to the Human Body
Fundamentals of Canoeing

Introduction to Nursing Process

WORKSHOPS:
Introduction to Windows '95

Computers tor the Terminally Terrified

Intermediate AudoCAD
Introduction to Microsoft Office '97

Getting to Know Your PC
Basic Shiatsu

Beginner's Therapeutic Touch

Introduction to the Internet

Comedy Improvisation for Beginners

Beginning Watercolor

The Eden Alternative

Introduction to Graphics for the Web
Introduction to Graphics for the line Aitisi

RN Board Review
WOMEN IN THE OUTDOORS:

Night Walk in Nature

Knots <Sc Anchors
Intermediate Rock Climbing

Flatwater Canoeing
Celebrating Mid-Life

A Day of Canoeing
A Day of Rockclimbing

24 hour-a-day Registration 413-774-7690
I Visa Mastercard only)

For More Details call 413-774-3131 ext 272

Last Call

Summer
Ck*f K<«*<S v>r«*.l «Jv\<€. i

Travel ^
(1U:(NMI«

44 Main St.. Amherst

(413)256-1261^

Assoctcasd fVau

NEW YORK— Yep, its over

Or about to be. After tonight's one-

hour finale on ABC at s) p.m. EDT.
I 'lien" fades from sight. Kllen Morgan
nukes her exit, as does the woman
who plays her, Ellen DeGeneres, -still

seething over wrongs real and imag-

ined.

Ellen, don't go away hurt. Never
worry for a moment that the faniilv wtl

ue« kingpins ever gained the upper
hand AfiC didn't treat your series any

worse than any other that isn't pulling

its weight. So please don't succumb to

victim mode lust go away. You had
your shot.

It seems so long ago when "Ellen'

began, with a different title ("These

Friends of Mine"), a different support-

ing cast, a different concept and a dif-

ferent agenda: to make viewers laugh

without changing their world — nei-

ther of which it managed to do. While

eventually it became a sitcom bold

enough to be gay. even then "Ellen"

didn't often get around to being funny

That's a big enough shortcoming. But

worse, the series never reached a neces

sary state of equilibrium

After five seasons of trial and-error.

"Ellen" never found itself, except in hot

water. It became less about what was

happening on the screen than what was
erupting behind the scenes. Viewers

come to sitcoms seeking comfon. not a

crusade Familiarity breeds content-

ment At some point. "Ellen* needed to

let up and let its audience catch up But

"Ellen" — which is to say Ellen

DeGeneres — was unable or unwilling

It was a year ago that a frenzy of

hype attended DeGeneres' coming out

as a lesbian.

"Yep, I'm Gay," sbe declared from

the cover ol Time, though on the news

magazine "?0/20." she pledged moder-

ation for the first sitcom with a gay

leading character. The sexual orienta-

tion of the Ellens Morgan and

DeGeneres, said the actress, "doesn"t

mean 1 have to be some sort of poster

child for anybody."

Then, last week, "rYimeTime Live*

appraised this season's 21 episodes of

"Ellen" and concluded that no fewer

than 1 5 had primarily gay themes.

Once again interviewing the star,

Diane Sawyer asked. "You made a

decision that you'd rather be a pioneer

than renewed?"

"Yea." said DeGeneres. who as TVs
self appointed Gay and Lesbian poster

child managed to squander her ratings

surge and much of the goodwill she

scored by coming out in the first place.

That's a shame, because the very funny

"Puppy Episode" got its point across

without proselytizing — a truly Very

Special episode that closed last season

with high hopes for the series' future

Even more successful as a plain-out

tunny hour, tonight's finale ends the

series on a poignant note as another

example of what "Ellen" might have

been, and sadly wasn't Titled "Ellen: A
Hollywood Tribute." the hour is often

zany and never less than charming.

while addressiiig gay issues with a sure

but delicate touch.

A mock retrospective offcllen

DeGeneres' career and a spoof of com-

edy history, the tribute recalls Ellen s

years on the vaudeville circuit with

Knuckles the Puppet It unearths a rare

clip of Ellen as host of a 1950s gam
show, "Who's the Oxnnue?"

And then in the early 1960s, word

got around that ABC was developing a

new sitcom to be called "Ellen."

"It struck me that Ellen would be

right for this," remembers DeGeneres

future co star, |oel) Fisher.

But first, the network had to consid

er and reject, a number of better-

known leading ladies. See decades-old

screen tests of Cindy Crawford. Helen

Hunt and luhanna Margulies — who, a

bit confused, thought she was audition

tng for the title role of "Mr. Ed."

Linda Ellerbec serves as host of the

program, which features dozens of

celebrity cameos, including the Rev

Donald Wildmon of the American

Family Association, fust kidding.

And what about the newly discov-

ered theme song, silly and dead-serious

all at the sane tilde: "Who's happy and

healthy and gay? at EUl-Ulem!"

If there were any doubts before, the

finale makes it clear With a little more

resourcefulness. DeGeneres could have

put across her live-and-let-live menage

every week, while holding on to a large,

contented audietve

But Ellen, not her audience, has to

figure trus out Once she does,

body, sign her up for a sitcom

Bernhardt needs a break from Kincaid In Extreme

lustier it's hard not to flip to the end to see i I what you

think will happen actually happens. No surprises there, so

don't bother plodding through the mundane details

between the covers.

Bernhardt'* previous mysteries have been good ones.

Perhaps he should have taken hi* own advice, retired the

tired Kincaid and brought readers someone new (Dawn

Falliki

YOU BELONG TO ME
Mary Hiagim CJorfc

Simon & Schuster

i AP> — The inscription on the cheap turquoise ring is a

familiar one 'You belong to me
"

But it could help identify a killer who targets women
traveling alone on cruise ships, in Mary Higgins Clark's

new thriller. You Belong to Me (Simon ft Schuster).

When her ship reached Hong Kong. Regina Clausen

disembarked — and it was the last anyone sew of her.

Three years later, an anonymous listener calk a radio talk

show to say she might have a clue to Clausen's disappear-

ance The call sets off a chain of events that make the

show* host suspect that *omeone close to her i* a mur-

derer

You Belong t<> Me is among the latest hardcover novels

of mystery and suspense, which include m u^h

favorites as Elliott Roosevelt. Edna Buchanan. William X
Kienzle. Peter Lovesey. Susan Dunlap. Robert Campbell

and Rita Mae Brown. (Ron Berthal)

Another Sonic EVOL-ution
New York's Sonk Youth move backwards on their new A Thouumd leaves LP but do so in a way that's

fresh and exciting.

Order 1998 Graduation Video
Includes scenic views of campus and area

at UVC-TV19
Call 545 - 1 283 .

Cost is $30 3

1.

-John Kolrmon, Founder & PrmioWil

Small classes /
We limit our classes to 1 5 ' •

students to ensure mot you

receive plenty of personal

attention

2.
Results-oriented approach

Our students average an 8

point increase on the MCAT

Our teachers deliver

Only the best instructors teach

our courses Nol only are they

experts in their specific field,

but they have alio passed our

rigorous hiring and training

process

Summet i oarse mm ollmenl

has brqun'

5.

t of The Princeton Review

We're on campus!

The Princeton Review vyos chosen

to administer all test-preparation

programs lor the UMASS Division

of Continuing Education

No traveling, no hassle

Satisfaction guaranteed

If you complete the course, take the

MCAT and are not satisfied with

your score, we'll work with you

again for up to one year, at no fee

413/584-6849
wwa ravlaw.ctm

^THE
-4^ PRINCETON^ REVIEW

jfiBfi^™
1 ^B B 1 il H- IL_B_Jjm Z_l

Not sure of what the
hoi

They arefi

Cast,
pgj

259-1547
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Jortna
continued from page 12

Now, that's what "emparlance* a m>

toughest form brings you a fitting

end to a long, tough struggle.

Even with all ol the experience
obtained writing for this papei i> ilu>. a

lilting end to a long, tough Mtuggle'.'

Maybe. Maybe not Ask mc later Yeah
I think so.

Experience is a good thing m Ixihci

positive or negative

In conclusion thjnks could go to a

number of people, but one peraon
direct!) coam la mind l mil)
Marino. An Arts and I mng I ditoi .i

lev. \ear- hack she v.a» lhe oiiK CM
who believed I could do "this," and
without her encouragement a W I It

IXi Bois Library cubicle would he ins

home right now
Also, tlunk^ mast go to three ol m\

Photo I ditor-. Nathan Martin. Ihung

Vo and Kenneth vv |> Volt, and a cou-

ple of my fellow pholO freaks. Paul

Hikideau and Chns Cesnek Ml

gu>^ took a hack sports photogiaphei

under your wing, and helped make him

into a not-so-much ol a hack sport*

photographer Cheers lo all ol sou

lorma kansunen uas a Collegian

cetaaaia

Leigh
continued from page 12

couldn't have possibly made a better

choke oi picked a path that would
luve made me happier once I got here.

v\ hilc m\ mind's gone blank on seseial

OCCaWOai due to fatigue and some
other things, nothing will be looked
fuick upon with disdain

I could have missed thousands ol late

hours in the office, hut I never would
luivc gone to the C ollege Vvoild Series.

I could have spent ail that linn- actu-

U) doing school work, but I never
would have been able to ask |im Rudy
about l Conn and have him reply "I

don'l particularly like dark blue or

WWH dark blue." Thanks coach, but

how about their soccer team'
I uwld have been home with a seri-

ous girlfriend, or even uptown looking

lot one but I would have missed the

endk-ss \l sv M vs dancing puck debate

with Mr MM.
I could have gone to Daytona Beach

En Saritsj Biatk, hut l would have
missed dinnet in Tallahassee.

Yeah, I could have missed the pain.

hut I'd ol had in miss the dance. And, I

wouldn t have missed it for the world

/ <-/g// Itirhin MM .; C 'ollegian t.x>lum-

Woods making return

to top of golf*s ranks

iouMunoNS

eea^eeee^^e^p^^ ^*ej*pfaa*t*e^p* ^^^^^^^^^^^»

',iis senior second baseman Mu< f ue Daqhere had a career year

"it, setting nevv^firrljlr --ds for bafTTnq average

(442) and consecutive games with a hit (31

)

IRVING. Texas (AP) — Greatness is

not supposed to come easy. The jour-

ney is as defining as the deeds. And it

could be that the long, strange trip of

Tiger Woods is giving him the experi-

ence to go with the talent.

A year ago. the Tiger Express rolled

into the GTE Byron Nelson Classic off

a victory over the best in the game at

the Masters and was wrapped in words

like "the biggest, the fastest, the first,

the youngest, the best
."

Yesterday, he strolled into the Four

Seasons Resort and Club coming off a

struggling victory at the BellSouth

Classic over lay Don Blake, Steve Flesh

and Ksteban Toledo.

"I wish mv win last week was three

weeks before,* Woods said, referring

to the Masters, where he finished

eighth this year. Gone was the near-

hvsteria that surrounded Tigermania at

its peak. Suddenly, what seemed
unimaginable in the dizzy days after

the M u 7 Masters, might be true:

Greatness v. ill be something Woods
will have to work for

It's something Woods has known all

along But it is something that his ador-

ing fans are learning reluctantly to

accept.

A year ago. 27 TV cameras jammed
into the media room at the Byron
Nelson. There was standing room only

as more than 100 reporters struggled

lor space.

Yesterday, a more modest nine TV
cameras were on hand and about 50

people milled in the press room, only

about half of whom were journalists.

Y\ hile the tournament is sold out and

has been for weeks, the atmosphere is

much more that Woods is just one ol

many good, young players on hand
rather than the only good, young player.

If the struggle to win at the

BellSouth and the return to reality in

his greeting at the Byron Nelson should

tell Woods anvthing it is that for

Tigermania to remain manic he will

have to win
And right now. Woods seems to be

defining winning almost exchisivelv in

terms of the four major champi-
onships.

very simple." he said about his

goals for the rest of this year "I would

like my game to peak three more times.

That's about it

"

Certainly, having his game in top

lorm lor the L'.S Open in lune. the

British Open in |uly and the PGA
Championship in August is an
admirable goal But assuming he can

rum his game on and off that easily —
flipping the switch to high for the

JunL_
pete." Woods said, almost dismissing

the Byron Nelson as a practice round

for the three majors yet to come this

year. "But also I know that I like to

have my game peak at the right time,

just like 1 did last year at the Masters,*

he said. It might be that the best way
to have his game peak for the majors

would be to play a little more often.

When Woods finished his hectic

I »W7 season he said he was convinced

that four at the most and much more
likely three tournaments was all he

could handle playing in a row.

Because Woods played the

BellSouth last week, the Byron Nelson

this week and most likely will be at

lack Nicklaus Memorial Tournament
at the end of May. it seems highly

unlikely he will play the Colonial next

week in nearby Fort Worth.

And that's a shame It will be the

first Colonial since the death of Ben
Hogan in Fort Worth. Fveryone should

be there. Woods, as is his practice,

won't let anyone know until the Friday

deadline il lie is playing the Colonial.

Ne\t year, the BellSouth is moving

to the week before the Masters.

Because Arnold Palmer's Bay Hill

Invitational and the Players

Championship precedes it and the

Masters follows it. it seems unlikely

that Woods will play and go into

Augusta working on a fourth consecu-

tive tournament — unless he changes

his notion about bow many weeks in a

row he can play

.

And that would be a shame.
Defending champions should show up.

Woods is the defending champion this

week at the Byron Nelson, and if he w
to keep that title he will have to defeat

a field that includes Emie Els. lustin

I eonard. Mark O'Meara, |im Furyk

and Phil Mickebon.

It might not be a major, but it is a

PGA Tour event — and that's prettv

dam >v«sj

Asked who the best player in the

world was right now. Woods paused

and said: "I really don't knew. You
have to ask the pubis, that."

And the best place he can pose the

question is in tournaments

Halloo Hunter out of Prcakness hunt

BAI TIMORF tAP) — Halory
Hunter broke his left front leg this

morning during a workout at Pimlico

Race Course where he was preparing

for Saturday's Preakness.

The colt, the fourth-place finisher in

the Kentucky Derby, apparently took a

misstep while galloping on the wet

track, according to a veterinarian. Dr.

Dan Dreyfuss

Dreyfuss said Halory Hunter was
being taken to the New Bolton Center

in Kcnnett Square. Pa . for surgery.

The fracture was in the colt's left front

fetlock, one of most serious injuries a

racehorse can suffer, he said

Bird tabbed as coach of the year
INDIAN kPOl IS I U») I anv

Bird the coach is puking up where he

left oft a* I arrv Bird the superstar

player — winning games, awards and

praise baa |us| about evervone

Bird, who never coached at any level

until this season with the Indiana

Pacers, won the Nh\ C oacii ol the

Year Award yesterday, just the fourth

rookie to do H Noi had for the HkJ
from French I ick ." whose ahilitv to

handle the |ob in his home state was

doubted even before the season began.

He not only handled it. he led the

Pacers to their best winning percent

ape ever (.707) and then Ix-st record

i SX 24) smce loinmg the NBA in |s»7tv

hven more remarkable is ihal his team.

which didn't even make the playoffs

last vc-at. is on lhe verge of advaiuniv-

to the Eastern Conference finals

"In a time when the in' thing mav

he to yell and tCrWM, act cra/v and

draw attention here's OOOCB that

simplv coaches the game, prepares his

team, believes in us." Indiana guard

Mark |ackaon said. "He has laith and

trust in us and allows us io go out and

play the game anil never panca."

In his coaching debut. Bird

impressed voters just as he did when
he won the NBA Rookie of the 'tear

award in l°-80 and was the league's

most valuable player three times dm
ing a 13-year career with the Boston

Celtics

He was an overwhelming choice ol

the national panel of sport* writer* and

broadcasters who nM Bird got 50 of

the I Ip votes, more than the next

three coaches combined. Utah's Icrry

Sktan was HOOad with >». iollnwed by

Cleveland's Mike I ratello with 15 Mid

Miami s Pal Rilev with 5.

Also receiving votes were Phoenix'

Dannv \mgc and Seattle's George
- Rick Pitino and

Chicago's Phil lackson O each); and

Orlando's Chuck Daly. New lersev's

Mm Calipan and New York's Jeff Van
C.undv 1 1 each).

I'm not a great coach. I've got great

people around me and evervbody does

their job." said Bird, giving much of

the credit 10 his plavers and assistant

coaches. Dick Harter and Rick

C "arlisle. "i leel verv honored to aveive

such a fine award. Our goal is to win a

championship If we don't win a cham-

pionship I'll leel that we failed this

The award is the latest in a lengthy

achievements lor Bird, an Ml

American in his senior vear at Indiana

State when he led his undefeated learn

into the NCAA championship game,

where it lost t,i Magic lohnson's

Michigan State team. Bird went on to

win three NBA championships with

Boston

"You just put -ikic-ss and Larry

Bird together." said the Pacers' Chris

Mullin. a teammate of Bird on the
|vW2 Olympic gold medal team "You
lust expect it But. the one thing is it

just doesn't happen. The same things

that make him a great player, make
him a great coach -- dedication, hard

work, being consistent."

On the court. Bird spent most ol his

time on the bench and showed remark-

able calm when his players didn't per-

form up to expectations. From the first

day of training camp. Bird demanded
that his players be on time, work hard

in practice and be unselfish in games.

"I'm no dummy. I knew they had a

pretty good basketball team before I

stepped into this." Bird said. "What I

thought I could bring here was some
leadership."

The adjustment to Bird wasn't

immediate as Indiana opened 2-5.

Since then they have lost two games in

a row only once — Dec. 8-10 in road

games with I tah and Portland

Bird's decision to allow his players

to perform without constant play-call-

ing and instructions from the bench

has paid off. The Pacers have a 3-1

lead over the New York Knkks in their

best-of-7 Eastern Conference semifinal

series, with Game 5 at Market Square

Arena tonight.

"Having a coach that had been there

as a player helped." said Antonio
Davis, one of the team's top reserves.

"He's allowed us to play basketball.

He's instilled a lot of confidence in us

that we can go out and get the job

done."

The three other rookie coaches to

win the award were Harry Gallatin

with St. Louis in 1962-63. lohnny Kerr

with Chicago in 1966-67 and Mike
Schulcr with Portland in 1986-1987.

time to start a family?

Alftfcv6U

IN II RESTED IN BIR I II

(ONTROLTHAI
I \STSTrIRFI

MONTHS AT A TIME
AND IS 99.7«3*^fc

EFFECTIVE?

O WAY
NO SURGERY* NO
DAILY PILLS TO

U ( )RRY ABOUT- THIS
INJECTABLE METHOD
is CONVENIENT AND
EFFECTIVE- OVER 30

MILLION IWFRS!

I»I>KASE liVJC^l.JIKIi: >VT

\ \ fy We're worlrer-owned. We do it all, wc do it cheap...

/ •' j)
— 7 days a wceh.

'V* CollcctivcCopics

rTTQa

«^imc

Gilreath
Manor Condos

Showings

Start

in April

for June or

September

Occupancy!

Gilreath Manor

Condos
• 3 Bedroom
• 1 1/2 Baths

• Heated Basement

• New Gas Heat &
Hot water

• Hardwood Floors

• 1/2 mile to campus

• On Buv Route

Uncoki KmI (ttat* • 25 M M»«»«nt SI, ' 2Si?*T»

Ml. I.irms M.ill

HACK DOG (PG 13)

today (5 50 O $2 50) 1 30

TITANIC (PC- II)

lodoy ol It 20 O $2 50) 1 10

THE IIG HIT (t)

lodoy at (5 40© $2 50) I 30

HI 00T GAMt (PC)

lodoy ol (5:20© $2.50) I 20

H.impshirt- 6 -584 7T>50
H.-»mp«ihire M.ill

OIJKf OF MY AFFiCTION (»)

Today ol(5 SO ©$2 50) I 40

PAUll! (PC)

Today at IS 10 ©$2 50) 7 40

D«P IMPACT (PC - It)

Todoy al (5 00, 5 40 © $2 50) 1 30. 1 30

CIH OF ANGUS (PC - It)

Today at (S50 ©$2 50)8 40

F
I

11

"} I^ree .**-iiii;»ll i*«r»f»4r-4r>-rr»
N- ,l».l willi .tfiy M.-.li

1 1 /S MPMIIIKK A
Mt'i M MN I AMMN 4

One of the best

IOIUA MNVW4HN (OUICWl

lunior midfielder Melissa Anderson was named to the Northeast

Regional All-America team after leading the Minutewomen to a

berth in the ECAC Tournament

The TuetdAef flight*

%Tifhics stiff v7Uhe<T

•JJffO i KaffV *&* **f*

CI

trie r .'

!

rfRAVEL]
SMART!

FROM BOSTON

On Wit >in»»

LONDON
$209 $382

PARIS
$267 $490

Need a
Car Loan?
We can help you establish your
credit We finance people with
credit problems: no credit, bad
credit, bankruptcy, divorced
No co signers required'

Call Joel at

or stop by Saturn of Hadley
and ask for Joel Faillace.

BALISE
CREDIT EXPRESS

$296 $544
Los Antjeles
San Francisco

$189 $367
Scktdaltd nifhti

Forti Is ••rlfwidt <ittlMti»M

Eurailpams available

Weekend surcharges may apply

Customslmmigra'ion ta<es IBply

Fares subtect to change without

notice Int I student I D cards

may be required

ISM TRAVEL
545 filth Ave NY. NY 10017

212-986-8420*

800272-9676
•in NYC

www prismtours com

TrfckKna*
Melodic Jazzy SoulsUrs

Thur., May 14

Fri., May IS

Sat., May 16

all shows Thur. • Sat. starting at 10pm

Ray Mauan Band
Valley Favorites

Tinttoi Parfc;

Sweaty Funlry Rottyn' Horns

Sunday W«t^f ABC Jazz Troupe
Btartintj at 8pm

late Night
Menu

til Midnight

{Coma to listen... Came Cat Dance...)

36 V Pleasant St. .•tmln-r.si, MA 01002 Phone: 253 4400
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ANNOUNCEMENTS APARTMENT FOR RENT
Mill V«ll«v- 3 bedroom* 2 bath

tocKifltod «VC AwtitaWi V CjH 253-

4956

COMPUTERS EMPLOYMENT

An is

Forgiven
MAY 1 MEMORIAL DAY

IS

FINE FREE!

BRING BACK ANY
OVERDUE JONES
NORTH AMHERST
AND MUNSON

LIBRARY
MATERIALS. AND
IT WILL COST YOU

NQTHtNg

irs SIMPLE ITS

FAST. IT'S FREE!

ALL IS FORGIVEN

Amfwisi P«t* .'»1 kadr aeai Ml in Am
Renins

1 3 bedroom apt On bus

loutt Cj*12*4801

Take Oner laaia I bedroom at

Kithon v Haga Bent negotiable Call

HHW
Tare fcedreeaa >n The Boulders

Available 6/1 anth Fill option

J6»momh 2»9W

Taaa Ovat Laaaa 6/1 Ona bedroom at

Oeeonstwe Place Plant* o» rotas tot 2.

least/hot aaster W/u. lull Mdajrt. astra

Dall IMMMX 72 RAM TFT 2 5 G.g

MO&muie Call J«H b 40a?

Maciatesa Celer telewriter IW
Priater, Keyboard. Mouse SCSI
Equipment is m eaceltent condition

•caatoaaCataCianaai
aSMMX 32MB RAM 21

Gm 2« CO ROM. 33 6* T. Modem
Video 6 Audio Cards with Speakers
Plus. 14 inch flat screen dnftal monitor

Windows 95. keyboard PS? mouse
St ISO S46 6826

EMPLOYMENT

Fitness Putt 2366446
ji fstssjssslBj

atveeepark

aseca 20 30 aim drwe to UMass
t7V)Catl4e3-7W7

Marts Aaseerst laige studio with

datka^^weka^MI-StM

I to perform

haatakold and ctiildcain duties

tanrsAti to escftenge tot room and
board Beginning May Sept In

[2S3%1»

it UMass
Summer Cues Japanese 110 13 enjd

tsl 1/7 7/10 9 30 Ham Mora mto

•ski or call

- .- . wic amcsis MMgjj

HOMf TYPISTS PC users needed
145 000 income potential Call 1 800
V3 4343Fjd B9E16

tsWsaaBMueaaacarknani Can*

ciaaaakn mnki fur a pnvar. naasaal

caae a aa Pocaao ktoaaam W« an

luutu^lurrjKfk.aa.cfcaVaMtjclal

aa*. assaaaa* fc» Jiwrorv. mi a earn

*>mm aa* sawoa mi naareatt a an
m afaa Meaiai mat Coapaan.

Cam , llsaaiMdm, ktapc. taaa kurt

A lai kfcaac Ttaaa Snaaaaf Sasaj.

Fnaaa, aaar Skaaa, SraattTeckaua*.

Vaa».i

(aHI-BM-jaHAB*

iDmaMpaliaaia^aa

CaMarttang OMafaey

EMPLOYMENT

Receptionist
Pdit time

Elaine Health and Rehab
ia aooking a Receptionist to
asaiat ua 10-6. Sat 4
Sunday Excellent interper-
sonal akilla. as well as
computer data entry experi-
ence ant required. The auc
ceaaful candidate mill be
dependable, possess a
pleasant phone manner and
be able to wort, in a raet

paced environment
intereated candidate* may
either complete application
on premises or may send
'•auntes to:

tin Ciw.iii.iu(|h
.,,,,,11 H R Co.imI.i

I I ..n. M. ..III. ,,,d R.l, ,|,

30 N M .,

H.ull.-w MA inn IS
141 O •«.»
H)t AA ... I I

ROOM FOR RENT
Heeieasata Large sunny room in

North Amherst house $300 reduction

lor occasional childcare On bus route

Open now 54S5035

1 reem la 1 bedroom house in

Sunderland Room is semi furnished

with couch cable TV hoot up 6/1

6/31 C40/month Call Andy 665 0342

Take ever laaaa lor summer
Bsautrhi room m house behind Putter s

Pond t300/month 549-9206

Reea* Far Rest Piivata home
Furnished kosher/vegetarian kitchen

parting Quiet tnsndkV $335 Barbara
549-4853

TUTORING
Dtoaertatiaas edited ead prepared

by Ft. D in English Any subiect 665

3718

FVeseaaiT NsesTksesT TTal! Birthright

ot Amherst area tor tree testing and

5491906

SUMMER SUBLET

3 easrseeia evailafclo Free A/C all

utilities included On bus route

Available 6/ 1 253 6945

Tare aaiaaaa areas to

5494097 545-0732
I-

in 2 bed

room apt. Fully furnished Free heat/hot

water On but route Rant negotiable

Possible Fall option AVAILABLE MAY

vcI

rsdutedrsnttaao

SUMMER SUBLET

J ksdreom 1 katk available June hi

Mill Valley Rent negotiable Call 253

3 kedreeai Puttton apartment with 2

baths A/C. new unit Pool

$915/month. rent negotiable Available

June 1 August 31 Inegl Great dean

Call 549 5221

Large 1 bedroom apartment Cliftside

across from 711. pitta parlor liquor

stors Heat/hot water, electricity

included On bus route S665/month

6658490

1 reem available in Puttton Village

J250/month Call 549 7069

Summer Seklst with Fall option 3

bedroom 2 bath Renovated Puttton

Call 549 8769

Mats tot rats) m 3 bedroom. 2 bath

apartmsnt Rant iiigiilieasj at-IM

tovanhousa Onua J

12 and 3 I

Wtita*,

_ April Str tor

and Ssptemoe' leases Lincoln

mtStSL

: EARN *J 000 ROOD sum
^*MOl. fujrdworkino pao

paa cXfTPacWCt/irtHrwic PncFtRrcD
' i<n V OOVN to start Ms-

•T77

Gee heat hard

1/7

UAIW ITaiJM toes ssaaaer! Fumli

CAS language requaement' No prsvi

oua satom rarsiiiry' Csaaantar. VI
7/to. mil i ami 7/144V70 For man
mto essJKtR«M SsWstJ7

APARTMENT FOR RENT

2 large reems - Hi oara

meat totata sactyard Jane ' East

P'eesent St Across from UMass
dorm* Call (evm M9-6017 or 753

l»j

a
753 7879

showing startmg Apni 8» tor Jura) and

September Isaaas
:"

mg For wort in the Sudbury Weston

Summef Full time position in

small Amherst office ol Spanish

study abroad program

Requi'*m»ntS

Wear bartog laergaks etait est tor
rs—

najhtt and araatands Mas aernasav and ntaai

labtst 3 mm wait io .

pas CaH 548- 7464

I at. 7 spacious

bedrooms {750/month or B/0 548

5087

rent negotiable June August 549
5827 Brian

i to Seetbaeiat with Fall

option |342/month Call Anna 753
98'5

2 kadreem epenateet Cheap rent

Everything included Some hjrnityie

885-4783

^^ «j^sw» *t *"»fT>
*
>
1J^_

P/hr
tor real m a race

4 keereeea apt at 675 Mam St Can

fit up to 6 comtortabty Ctosatodown
ssaja.biaiina Aaartoatis/I 758-3e«7

Stadeat Rape- AT&T Authomed
Agent needs 70 students now 1 No
eapenence will nam $100
OOO/wsot Pan/Full Time I800S587
7171 t 123

1 kedresm i.allstto m 2 I

apt from 6/1 8/31 with Fell option

June already paid Call Jada at 865-m
Iseeteaaitot
OnbuajajdM 253 1733

11350 plus

AUTO FOR SALE

I 4 doors. AT total

3ood ui idtatoi tOPOg BO 546 584

iiiduat-Hj S885 y Ben Raja It]

SfiB
« Ferd aaears . door 5 spaad 38000
•ales 45 mpg 2 e<t»BJ» bK

8- Ea' US
before your summer even staits by

The AJesirii Wks it now accepting

dent Mp Must be available June 4 7

Hmmm«| actaaamodatidni available

Stop by the AAaara Paiationt Omca *
Mamonel Ha« to hk out your apptca
tisa today Questions' Call Ann
'hornreor. at 5 . <

'

aaaaaaar ssse at the UMass Annual

Fund Fleaibte evening hours Eern

15 50/tvour plus fantastic boausas

FOR SALE
•ereaa S

stand too' 253-6845

• p|

Ma Rtktogk RTB00 Stoaa sM
16 sussd Stamsno 106 compo
ST1 $650 564 7734

t to 6 4 bed
room apt 6/1 with Fall option

t275/month On Mam St Call Corns
.'... 65tt

ROOMATE WANTED

2 kadreem* less than a mile from

campus Starting May 20 through

gust Air dishwasher parting inc

ymonth A Bargain ' Call 549 6

i 2 k edreeai m I

Fits 4 AC/hot water included Quiet

top floor with deck Soma furniture Fall

option $650 Call 5494740

large 2 bedroom apartment Offside

Acioss hom 711 pure parlor, liquor

store Heat/hot water electric. ty

included On bus routs lasxVmonth

6658490

Send letter resume to.

46'.'

Amherst Ma OKX.

•:*• 548 BBJJJ

water included 0a baa rsajH

SiQ3Vsj*t*» Cad

akairaaiat jrge 2 bad
tor 4 Great wcation On

1 1/1 M00 Catl

on bus routs Nssr i

18 Terete CetoM 17700 756 85 13

ilii'iHi'

Jeep Wieagler 4UCY1 Auto

totoTea Low man great car**

tor km and sn year old

June and Ju*y Must have retorantai

and car Plsaae cat Jeane 549 7788

•

i C700orl/0
m\%+tm

md*
Hours are ttoubto

.j, ^j*

asm aa( <n Brandywma
lMai77t»«AaguSt3' wrfi

FekCfsajn Heat/hot water rctaRsd
' iitiaat ObuSTxaa Ooatsocam

Seued and told teeth/ "as month 1

R)»fat?77Ma«t 4SM

wn
Cakass

bicycling tups US Canada Europe
4 weetba

2 kedreeaa apt Aveitasss 6/1 M
option 0k butrouto toSandaneY

-
1 xiuded Pool and taaaas

^ummtr
JOb0 ham.

Stsaasaoava

ions
camesagn so cteen up ea

mem Career Opp*

call Alex

256-6434

atauntry skis roller btodas Joe 756-

HP-

*1***'**TPeT

Usee bicycles
Buy/Seii/Trede/Consign Heaantwe
Bacycto tJtthanajj Sundays M m tha

HMl fll Wtsf Ml ftlfMI IptsP ?ej nORpf MB
t«a.4l37»4«T

•ajj»»»B^P VVejtWwV*** HI 9 Wsl

*Wlm9mWf% APt SaflS ptlf kWOflth, Piatt

cable and electricity 756 6774

I Wty furnished by 4

impeccebly tatted women
Townehouse tpartsasnti Ptosis call

Jeasor Joy05ej>|BjY|

Owe taraiaked kadreem kj 7 bad
loom house m loam Free on site pert

mg. ksundry. 4 workout room 546 7Q78

I AMetAtU S570 tor

ben o» Scott at

Ons and ona half bathrootss

6/1 On bus route *590/monft You II

<
!'HMW

list

RyntraajotajMsCafT^IZRI

r^aassa 1 mUa from canipua

bus stop I bedroom Fady

«r» utaVbet A/C S750/m
nasTJtajli 5*6-7088

oast tsjtoch»ajCel 7537066

1300 or bast oft*

*"*»MI1S

i apt in Amheitt
Cemar Two bedrooms iila.li CaR

rtojtoatlW-ny

1 kieriew to spacious 3 bedroom apt

* Amherst Canter Heat 4 hot water

»iaalaMs 6/1 Famete grade.

patoind Cad
73M1II

Raima* sea areata < tor disabled stu

dam Fsasakj pratortad CaVaujnth
tactos Email

IteSriARE large

I Vajdors Cer

CaR Rob 5848651 wortSRIYRRR?

i Creataajw leasel Aveaabt

VI 71

I CM 546664 "*

FaR rjptjon 54»7084
M*ad.VC

TICKETS

YVOkJ Wresttiag ~ '.•

floor seats (7th -owl Face

.a' '46 6322

*S)(V16I 4

BjbJ S.

Pearl Jem Tickets Great!

'.
rVoodt 753

tVT Good for US

S400

BBsetog Osx tatol Sana Queen Bad.

Roland JV30 Keyboard Futon Ikaa

Workstation and Swivel Chen
Microwave. Toester end Sandwich
Mater Cabinet Bookshelf Coffee

Table and mora 1 Press rasjsejajbto Fat

685-8164

Female res kSBsttOI

saassjlW*»^»W^ l^sW»

A/C included Cheap rant 4/1 6/31

CM Tata 6631161
TO SUBLET

an room 6)

Ct*M»l3a7

Camp Naarefca. a coed residential

camp in tha Berkshnes of

Massac

b

usetts is looking tor bead
test as) caRsn ojurajakgrt tor the pan

FURNITURE

otoes «*-• .a'

.-, SSJ
il Sianan

may lead to 9164
stisr&r** -'-*'

|
X iRRSBBl »< M

lekepid
tare In good

furr*

AM tor Kim

5780

btitl Vattoy 2 bedroom 2 bath anth

A/C Superb condition Pncs nego
katoa tiiiatiib/i 2536350

W/0 bus route Faioptaon CakTomO^B
tour Heat 6 hot water included

Reduced rant anth Fait option 549
7566

ROOM WANTI

*!*•>»: sjjsjjaa 3

7 bath A/C Mill Vattoy.

to M86 Cad 753-1 736

Cs»y 1 bsdrseaj. carpeted S700
mctudet hot water Shako apt 1395

i hset/hot wetsr tot

Ml

•iteajpsMl tVttsfM ba>t1S MaMdl HatMr

hCM MMeafsrt VVaVvl flOOd COMsjMlOn

S3Mc* B/0 CM 236^361

Weated Teyetas Novas Prinas.

Santras Any condition Cash paid
1 80r>6*M7ej

CHILDCARE

permanent hours Hours include

week ends end/or

o*err*ghts Rsojuaad HS dsRorna. dn
<sr s kcansa Icar vary taRptot) and pro
tassionalism Call 1413)373 6872 to

ss»W s^sa»jtiU' process AA/EOE

IS J

paint ina houses Treiruag provided

Cessptass ajaaaa bad. vanous furm

turelsst pneat Can Shan 5495498

HOUSE FOR RENT

MCMMkto

tit) 1 hedrsea) Huge. «aat. Ok 2
bu»ro>*jB» FaasiahaR hseV 5466535

In a tour

S«)ma AlphaMu Frstsmty

FarFskM
ff ntareitad. caR Las or Randy

5*9-8073

Coosa.!

and da»amshart Will tram P Bo*

1778 Eastern MA 07647 Fai

a»«maM87*sTti

10 mm watt to

J'**l to

laaaa or

67M

wnti big bsctyerd

or bus rouse

Tata over

CM 549-

Leekiag tor tea. cool roommates
Imate or tematel tor surnmar and neat

CI as* eubj/jins. dependable and

ot ait I am rarefy home ft you
have the space assess carl Keith O
7539714

SERVICES

7Mfje«hs.A/C
at 753 2050

Need to sublet your apartment' W»
w*T kst it m our omca and on our web
page tor hee Looting to move off cam
*s£> Corns to ComimABr Ssrvcss 478

Lkuon or cad 5*50865

I Huge ream near campus 4 arm

i 7 bedrooms 1 4 (

m 3 osdroom 7 baths. A/C. heat/hot

water included FAIL OPTION
lin latli June lit CaR 7536467

\S8lty 5*9 5697/Ame
'.

Large sunny 1

2 kedreem for real or Sublet Ik

Cathade MbVmr.
^ Cat 6858033

Early mom
week Need
54*9948

% 1 1/71 .a Ma
COMPUTERS

New PI

S1795 1 ParsjharaH ZarVrsam 587 9198

V/MOAMEX

sseMAras Pratorrad

HAW RAW Mats a oYnerenca' Sleep

lata' Ba an environmental activist 1

Summsr/Caresr jobs with dean Water
Action SJOOtaOtVwt . berwfrts 413

S64963C

paaca/kctrvism soaks mature iivem

counselors for boys cabins drama
sports, camp craft teachers Eaparajnca

hekprul 718643 0771

I
in Mats S5O0S8O0

par week f tpenence a plus but not

needed Call t
:8B8 27? 9787

Great location

Jural Cak Josh 7539470

LOST A FOUND
Fsaed- Rsdis Iscs plsts n case
found attar Spnraj Fast m Van Mater
area Call Meiraenence Dark at Baker

5*M617 6-3

Questions about
;?

Cuestmns
leases'

of your new horns or apartment'
Contact The Student Legal Services

fl^-TTW'iVT '

PfrajJl^Pfal 6) a^a^Psjje/w bsjjbjbjbbjb^bjbjbjbjjsj sjjb ajajBjjsjjyssjejjj

Many colors and types as wall es e

selection of cafes and hutches We
can arso hskj with eny burnet you can

no longer cars for CaH Eton 367-0105

after 9 00 am

i m 1 bedroom apt 6/16/31

S300 Cak Chane 5*9 9959

Five College Community Calendar

reem eportmeet 7 full bath

. a* conoWang m Mill Vafley

Available June August Call 75661 77

Three kedreeat keeee located m
South Amherst Available June 1st

with Fall option $110Q/mon!h 753
I7M

Prleje Lecatiaa 7 bedroom apt
Mrnulss from uptown and campus 6/1

8731 $700 Reduced -at* CakMataras

5*6-5613

Mill Valley: 3 large bedrooms 7

badtt r>shwssher A/C free heal and
water Swaps 44 $1775 or best offer

CM 7534815

WEDNESDAY MAY 13

. iimn — Ourer Familv

Options, a discussion on Foster

parmtin; and adoption will be
held from 7 JO-9TO p m at

Ksdspurt5 Family Fun Center on
Rouse 9 in ttadlev PYe-repster bs

caasng V45-4824
Meeting — The Indev the

UMaat yearbook, will hold s gen-

eral meeting st 6 p.m. in room
KM in the Student Union.

Mwte — The Italian American
Student L)rsvnoation IIASO) will

•Sow the rrtovtt 1 AVuru Tav fol-

lowing a free Italian dirmer at b
pm tiMII timer

PWtry — Then; wiB be a poet-

ry reading from 6-10 pm. in the

Student Lnion Visual and
Performing Arn Space All are
weJjuaia,

THURSDAY. MAY 14

fair — There will be a

Currk-ulurn Fair from 6T0-8:W
p m m the basement in Futvub
Come share ideas for Education

<r»7T with leathern

FRIDAY. MAY 15

ic« — There will be a

Shabbat service at 6 p m at the

Hilar! House Come arid welcome
the Sabbath with some good
fnendv

NOTICES
( 'immunity — The Textbook

Annex will be sponsoring s book
buybstk for commuter students

from May 20-22 from noon 1

p.m. in the yellow lot between the

Mullins Center and the UMass
Parting Trailers The buybeck is

in addition to the regular one in

the Campus Center. Hampden
DC. and the Textbook Annex

Community — All financial aid

awards must be finalized by May
14. This Includes institutional

Knts. Pell grants and student

ss.

I.xhibil — "From Rope Ftilh.

To Rallies. To Running Around
Naked: An Exhibit on the Student

Experience at UMass" will open

en Friday. May I on the 25th floor

in the Special Collections and
Archives Department of the
W I R DuBois Librery The
exhibit wes created by students

and will be open from 10 am -J
pm Mcrvdas Fndars

Poetry — The New York
Poetry Alliance is sponsoring a

free poetry contest open to every-

one. Send your poem. 21 tines or

leas, to New York Poetry Alliance.

Box 1588. New York. NY
101 16- 1 588 by Mas HI

Volunteeriim— The Crisis

FYts are pubkc service announce-
ments printed daay To submit an
FYI, please send a press release

contaawvg ak pertasent inform*

tion, including the name and
phone number of the contact per-

son to the Collegian, c/o the
EdNor by noon the pre-

vious
-

1

2 floor. 1 bedroom
apt for 1 or 7 parson's) Available 5/79
Washer/Dryer in building Fully fur

mshad $530/monrh CM 753-1561

I 4 bedroom, excel

lent location 5 rmnute walk from cam
pus $350 per person/month Free cable

and laundry Rem negotiable 5*67711
Cera

Center, a Massachusetts Suicide

Prevention Hotline is currently

seeking volunteers and interns.

For more information, contact

Gina Grampetro at

(978)84*3-5600 ext 201

1 kedrsee* to a 2 bedroom Clots to

campus Only $?75/month Call 549
7349 Next to beach on Puffers Pond

HU6E 1 BEDROOM APT June Aug
Walking distance to campus and town
rtoducadto SSOOorB/Q 7561016

amehsr. pool and tanrai courts, lakasg

trails on bus line $675 negottobto
Includes utilities 546 4376 or 545
5357

WANTED
Leaking to cablet win is spartmani

forsummsr 5595186

Hosvtoei Packard CelcelekeiB Paying

$5 to $500 413 568 6977

WANTED TO RENT
Isskiag for 2 bsdrseai apartment
axsurjing heat and hot water Close to

canter of town and campus Can 756

6351

fife:*

S
'°°'ate r

dairy listings sponsored by

uvc~rvf9 UMass' only student run Television Station
816 Student Union (located to the right of the Hatch) • 545-1336 • wYYw-unix.ott.umass.cdLL/~UYctYi

9

Today's Program Schedule
asflafla^asssasasja^^ TV-19 r^mker

Student Independent Works 1990

(W1J)

EVENING
6:30

Smatty Piece Theater
rHkirrU of Departure

The Adventures of Ball Head
Student Works by Kurt AAattila

Channel 1 9 News
Mats Hysteria
Room 307
SrgnOff

HSCN 8u/»Win Boord
CBS/3
CBS/4
AjK/5
PBS/57
HSCN
UPN/20

HorTO/Tj

Boiton
Boston
Springfield

Movie Ch
Hortford

Wectther Channel
NBC/30 New Britain

Fox/61 Hartford
PBS/24 Hartford
WOCH & HSCN
International

UMass Academic TV
HSCN Programming

31

UVC-7V.9
ABC/40
NBC/22
CNN
CNN SI

Headline News
UCTV
TBS
BET
TV Land
Univision

Comedy Central

Cartoon
Much Music

iringfield

iringfield

7:00 7:30
Newshour WHh Jim Lehrer X
Inside Edition

ExIraS

Inside Edition

Fresh Prince

Wheel-Fortune

Judge Judy I
Ent Tonight

Seinfeld I
Wheel-Fortune

[Jeopardy! I

Reel TV I
Ent Tonight

Chronicle X
Fresh Prince

Jeopardy! I
Judge Judy X
Hard Copy I
FraslerX

Newshour WHh Jim Lehrer X
Seinleld X Frssisr I
Seinfeld rt

Andy Griffith

Frssisr X
Andy Griffith

Law 8 Order "Helpless" X
Monoyllne X
Dai ly Show ;R)

Gimme Shelter

Crossfire X
Stein's Money

*L

C-Camput
8:00 8:30

LrvtngEdeneX

Kenny "The Weddng" X
Manny "The Wadding" X
Drew Carey X
Smart Guy X

Oharma-tVag

Sister, Sistsr

SUL rtowYstabere Chris Farley

Sentinel "Night Shift" (In Stereo)

SM. Remembers Chris Farley

Beverly Mile, 90210 [In Stereo)"

SNl Remembers Chris Farley

Living Eden* I
Drew Carey I |fJharma-GTeg"

feld"Tri*Seinfeld "The FJoytnerKf I

9:00 1 9:30 10:00
Don Hewitt: M ksnutee on rJOWnutes

True Stones From-AngeT

True Stories From-Angel

Eton (Series Fnale) (In Stereo;

WeysnaBroe

3rd Rock-Sun

Stave Harvey"

Working X
Star Trek: Voyager "One" X
3rd Rock-Sun [Working X
Party of Five "Foots Fsush 0u?"

in~lW

90 Mi<

3rd Rock-Sun [Working X

10:30

Chicago Hope X
r Country

Chicago Hops X
Primetime Live X

Lawk Order "Tabloid"

X

LAPD
Law I Order Tabloid" X

Don Hewftt: 90 Mitutee on 80 Minutes

Law 4 Order Tabloid" X

Ellen (Series Finale) (In SleTeoJ

Star Trek: Voyager "One"!

*•«*

eld 'The Bovfnenrf' X |StarTrek: Voyager One

aphy: Jonathan Winters ]American Justtca "I ConfBiography: Jonathan Writers

World Today X Larry King Live X
«*Va "Mo'M)n»/

,

(l992, Comedy) Damon Wayana

Wild DiKovery: Whales !

Renovation

Lois a Clark-Superman

iBaywatch" Rubber Ducky I [Highlander: The Series X
*''» "AdrJaffls Family Values' (\993) Anielica Huslon. 'PG-iTT

|Ms|or League Baseball Teams to Be Amounced. (Uve)"l

Discover Magazine

jFondor PhlloT

Primetime Live X
.Cheers X

» 'rVlr. NmW{,m. Ccmi

Target: Mafia "Gangbuslers^F

MAY 13, 1998
11:00 11:30

Exploiiiig Your 8fi*n X
Ntwt X

X

Late Show X
Late Show «

NrotitftneX

Star Trek: Next Ganar.

Vibe

ITonighl Show

Mad Abo. You

News X

Tonight Show

Deep Space 9

Tonight Show
Charlie Rose (In Slereo) X
News! [NlghtkneX

M'A'S'H It

Trjnv"Hu*"H6ganT

Reel TV

World Today X
South Park X ICannsdHam

Law I Order ft

Sports lllua.

Daily Show

Moneytine X
Steins Money

My So-CaWsd Life (In Stereo)

Doug X IRugratt X
(In Stereo) X ~ Seaquest DSV (In Stereo)"!"

Home Again |Home Again

Babylon 5 (In Stereo) X

*« "My Fallow Americans"

(

19%) Jack Lemmon. 'PG-13' X
(4:30) )*« "Dracula: Dead ana Loving II" (1995) ?(*]¥

Unsoived Mysteries (In Stereo}

Artist Cut

HoyAmotdll
Sightings X
Wondr-Wsathr

Say What?

Bewitched

Masters

Without Warn.

Tytitj£yiwt'(l996, Suspense) CassiaV Rae, Vinceni irtzarty.

Top Secret (Pan 3 of 3) IJustice Ftot "Noyrhere

Major League Baseball: Teams TFJA

Rockurnentary | Total Request

Wonder Years IWonder Vaars

Forsvsr Knight (In Stereo)X
Jama* Pang

Real World X Austin Stories

BobNewhart

M.A.N.T.I.S.
1

Pays of Rage-

NBA Baakelball Playoffs Teams Io Be Announced (In Stereo Live) X
Walker, Texas Ranger X \**Vi 'tJMdA/w«cr(1996, Suspense) Peter Onorali. X

Worlds Deadliest Volcanoes

~|lnode-NBA

ek'/t "8»aw«andfiuff-fieac<OoAmenca"(199r3) | Animation, An.

e*'/i "FtohoaY)ce"(i983, Musical) Jennller Beals. 'K JT~
t*Vi 77>*lJ«r1(rH«r(l993,HorrMTlm<^yHutCft

,

R
,

aB

From Bye Earth to the MoonX
*** "TheGhosianatheDarlums

New Attitudes IGolden Girls

Lovallns (R) (In Stereo)

M.T. Moors |Taxi ji

Sesqussl DSV (In Slereo) I~
Wondr-Wsathr I Without Warn.

Rouo^Cut • ''SalunTT

Silk Stalking* "Bad Blood" X
*«-*. Tac8/0)T"(1997)'R'X

-"(1996) Michael Douglas. W
** "IlM Roto" Kuan"VH6. Suspenw) fVarj iDead Man's

b
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Bruno By C. Baldwin

»7| KAti TrMl rutU AtSNt
HNH1 I'M aOSMb MUtk I

ocwt tuuovi mtty, but to
nfve.i«0. AND tAW'T
L(AVf THC KtTCHtN

Robotman By Jim Meddick

JUST IAIH to Hi , * toil

CANT THINK Of AUtTMINO CVCN
(VtADlr4C# POCTAt IsJOULP 6C HH*
JUST HttD COIVTAC1 SUfrHT MOW

T IE
OH, I KNOW At,OOD
fofrA Do "too uraow
ros/vitsuvk s*VessT*f

tCk.ataMi, I DO
fVHHi YMINtr. tOU DOtsfT
HtTAK hSC LAUtaHirsit*

OK, PW "W6 StW*J tOWrJ aWO IJACK

avjJsV wjcta -rut wmcu&r-
A*"**

Drabble By Kevin Fagan Dilbert By Scott Adorns

W« IK) viOLICTiON ] U^COWu ftUmOMi TuTd-
cjFCX»*JcCrt)»ll8 JtXHWo V*Jt^lttJ0a«"-

nt>SSfeSStrjN OF ^reVV^r*. WWCT «i*rVJ TJ4>JjJ»5E

V\it4)-hKirVu3lrie)LT' \OWCXM. If A CMAi? V«J\S

CVTB Pp*rPH«?rJ>LLA 1 t*mu> TCWi NmRlAl^ ^T=Sa jt^ V>TA ft«rVUTrVE A«/'

9UT.AIWT »*0»f vVVIfeK V0u"8*

BUT \6c^femK6'^T«^TM£isrr

WAT
SDJFF'

ILL BOM UP ALL, I»J4C<jjl'XiX*,iT>ll
EM ALUTt^^jfc C«^l>*L'?i

60T I ft^U^jORRS
ttjC T»i£M

TrCCJrssjLH ONeOU.r"T
IP4 list WUkjMlOM

U)Ar4TtP

TrUSW

TU6
MNrW
vitAKT

VTVttHKt OOntrsLA

TUGATHCXK
H£AKT ALL

Mv.4il

Oel

CATBeRT HR DIRECTOR

CJKErss YOU DUtAPEO r^ORE

LOORK ON dJALLV, OIO
HE rAOAvN? OR OIO HE
SCREAK?

IT 500NOEO LIKE
THIS ... AAOO- r^LHO

AAiHW-OuJ-OU)!!

Liberty Meadows By Frank Cho Pox Trot By Bill Amend

1 ixitit. ikum
iTotMvtaruL
-CftrTletJaF
: knrMUffE,! TO

out jtoncH etTirr

rHSsaOTgVT
oaatoFWASB t^Geaa 6JMU"
TTjuatATt «j J9jQfamrVti

Suss*npM(J7 KAS4XPTTD
sacs' Ljvoiao

Want to fill thifl apm^xnext\^t?

Student comic submissions are currently being accepted for consnderation for a space

in the fall

Strip cartoons must be drawn to fit in a 2" x 6 1/4" space Theg may be drawn at per-

centage etni^argernents of that, for example. ISO*; would be 3* x 9 3/8'. 200% would be

4' x 12.S*.

Cartoons must be drawn in black ink; paint, felt tip markers and flair pens work best

Ballpoint pens are banned because they photocopy horribly. No. 2 pencil and blue ink do

not work well either.

Cartoons will be judged both on artistic quality as well as content Racist sexist

homophobic and anti-Semitic material will not be printed Cartoons may also be rejected

on the grounds of poor taste, such as vulgarity.

There is great competition for space on the page. Judgement for space rests solely with

the managing editor. Please submit material before the end of final examination period

as many spaces will be assigned over the summer break.

Drop crff^prurtrjcopy ofyora't/rtguijiMkt

i

ni l m tin i iiie>ej: rnatjkeal "Carto<.

SubrnissTions" in the Collegian r*ewsrc>om. U3 CarrfpBs CentefTlease include your full

name, academic year, current address and phone number and a phone number you may

be reached at during summer break. Our office hours are Mon-Fri 9 ajn--5 pm aAny

inquiries about the fall 1995 comics page may be made to Victoria firoves, S4S-1509.

Spunk By Mike LaRkcia

Absolute Zero By Brad Turner

ZaTT
#rwU m>r^ % Of tv

TrvjVri I Anal ,<r«.Torr\e4 fO T*»«ir "eifvr-as-l
h
Ke.k. T .ctS

Horoscopes
ARIES (March 2 1 -April 19) —

I vcruhiiik.' sou dc< ;>t thf* time car-

rier \out unique stamp 'l ou can

JmWn vs anting mure Ironi \ou

for quite tOmM tunc

TAURUS (April 20-Ma> 20) — It

shoulcln't take vou sen much time at

all toda> to figure out just where sou

should be heading — and vsh.it

means sou should use to get there

GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20) —
You've been assuming that ceit.nn

bsHicfi were indispensable to sou.

hut t>K.la\ >ou mat realize that vou're

aclualK more liberated than you

thought

CANCER (lune 2l-|uly 22) —
It's essential that \ou strive lor more

direct and thoughtful communica-

tion with others today. You c.m't

fford to leave messages undelivered

LEO duly 23-Aug. 22) — Yo*J

may have others thinking one thing

.ihout vou while a certain someone

knows that the truth is quite ditlci

ent. This is a delicate situation.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Scpt. 22) —
Don't wait too long before getting

started todav. You'll have some time

IO think things through ahead of

lime, hut there's no substitute lor

action

LIBRA (Sept. 2?-Oci. 22) —
What vou arc saving and what vou

are doing todav inuM go hand in

hand: you can't afford to have other*

see vou a- inconsistent or hvpocriti

cal

SCORPIO (Oct. 25-Nov. 21) —
You must take care that someone

vou've alwavs considered a friend

doc-sn t start taking advantage d vou

simplv because vcm allow it.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21) — Pav attention to the signs

around vou today and vou can bene-

fit from some unexpected knowledge

— and a little practical advice

CAPRICORN (D«c. 22-|an I Mi

I must know where to draw

the line today between fact and fic-

tion Once you begin M contuse the

two. others are likelv to pass vou hv

AQUARIUS (|an. 20-Feb. 18) —
You are likelv lo have something to

brag about by the day's end — pro-

vided you don't let the nay-sayers

have their wav Keep forging ahead.

PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20) —
You needn't subject voursell to any-

thing truly hawrdous today Safety is

an issue both at home and at the

workplace right now

Close to Home By John McPherson

-» of the *T>iay

£L They say there's too much
caffeine in your bloodstream

and a lack of real spice in your

life. U
-The Smiths

Todcry^ P.C. Mono
Cmll 343-362** #*>*• ae*re> lajaWaeeksea

"Ooooh, look! Nice lawn mower! Lawn

mower is our friend! Hey, there's Mr. Snow
Shovel! Good Mr. Snow Shovel! Let's hang

your new friend right above your crib!"

ACROSS
1 Helicopter part

6 Article

10 Barnyard sound
14 Pleasant odor
1 b Alaskan city

16 Part of a grove
17 Sluggard
18 Spiral

19 Use a VCR
20 Gym game
22 Sum
23 Sheiks' attire

24 Glossy paints

26 Punch
29 Like some tea

31 Alias

32 House wing
33 Explorer

Heyerdahl
34 Writing tool

38 Layover
40 Blubber or suet

42 Fi77y drink

43 Puget Sound
port

46 Male swans
49 Spider's work
50 Hasty escape
51 Bright fish

52 — Palmas
53 Citizen soldiers

57 Musical symbol
59 Join forces

60 Church singers'

spot
65 Narrow street

66 Operatic solo

67 Actress Laurie

68 Outcomes
69 — Thai a

Shame"
70 Actress E-kborg

71 Car —
72 Finds sums
73 Type of iron

DOWN
1 Surprise attack

2 Church
calendar

3 Related
4 Greek letter

5 Cheese dish

6 If there is

7 Implement
8 Author Zola
9 Singer Torme
10 Hassocks
11 Vexed
12 Katmandu's

land
13 Ship bottoms
21 One of the

three B's

22 Capture
25 Doze
26 Witty remark
27 Can province
28 Coalition

PREVIOUS PU22LE SOLVED
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30 Dragon
constellation

35 Monk's hood
36 Brainchild

37 Hunting dogs,

for short

39 Most civil

41 Outerwear
44 Spouse
45 Pierre's pal

47 Indonesian

island

48 Himalayan
guides

53 Plow animals
54 Nonsensical

55 Actress Evans
56 Pungent
58 Michigan city

61 Posterior

62 Mayberry boy
63 Greek cheese
64 Streetcar- Brit.

66 Battery size

To All,

I was solely

responsible for the

comment in yester-

day's menu. It was

meant as a joke, and

I apologize for any

offense taken. I

apologize especially

to the staff of the

Collegian, as my
actions were far

below their stan-

dards.

Sincerely,

Mike Krozy

I
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VT ends UMass* season for second year in a row
fty Mkhoal KobyWk,
CaJUgkw StoH

In many different respects,

the Massachusetts baseball
team deserved to beat Virginia

Tech in yesterday's Atlantic 10

Tournament mifinal

matchup.
Then again, in other

respects, it didn't.

The Minutemen nearly over-

came a sub-par performance
from junior All-Atlantic 10
second team selection Bill

Cooke. as ihev scored four

times in the seventh inning to

trim a 7-2 Hokies lead to 7-6.

Meanwhile. Rvan Cameron
entered the game in reliel of
Cooke in the sixth and was
cruising along. All in all. he
tossed Tour scoreless innings
while allowing only two hits

and fanning six. but must
importantly, gave his team the
chance to rally back.
And so they did with those

four runs in the seventh, and
looked to tie the game in the
eighth. Shaun Skeffington led

off the inning with a double

Desprte tailing to Virginia Tech yesterday in the semifinals of the Atlantic 1

a 27-12 mark

TtMNC VO ' COUiCMM

tournament, the Massachusetts baseball team finished up the season with

off reliever Ion Hand, and
stood on second base with no
OUts.

After that, the strategy
seemed simple. With No. 2
hitter Bryan
Mazzaferro up at

the plate and the
heart of the order
following right
behind him. it all

seemed academic
that the
Minutemen would
tie the game.
However, some

things are easier
said than done.
Skeffington was

then nicked oil hv

Hand on a ques-
tionable call,

deflating the
UMass rail) Now, instead of

bunting Skeffington over 10

third base. Ma/zuferro fol-

lowed with a strikeout
Muchie Dagliere then hit a fly

ball to left to end
the inning, one that

could have been
the game-tying
sacrifice fly. but
instead was the
third out of the
inning.

Cameron would
hold the Hokies
down again in the
ninth, but the
Minutemen went
down quietly in

order in the bottom
of the frame, putting

a sour end to what
was a sweet season.

The Hokies jumped on
Cooke early, and Makcd their

freshman hurler Pat Pinkman.
to a 4-0 lead. UMass cut that

deficit in half i • n an
RBI single fu Seth Kaplan
and a sacrifice fly by
Skeffington.
Virgin il lech struck for

three more in the top of the

fourth. Catcher Barn Couch

had the big hit in the inning, a

two-run single, while the final

run came home on an error by

Kaplan.
Pinkman was experiencing

smooth sailing
into the fifth,

when the
Minutemen put
runners on the
comers with one
out. However,
the rookie bat-
tled to get back
to back full

count strikeouts

on Pete
Gautreau and
Brian Samela to

end the threat.

After a score-
less sixth inning
on both sides.

Pinkman found himself in trou-

ble again in the seventh, as the

Minutemen loaded the bases

with no outs After Gautreau
drove home a run thanks to a

catcher*! inter

ference call.Aaron
Braunstein fol-

lowed with a
two-run single
which made it

7 T

Gautreau.
however, was
then picked off
by Hand for the

second out of
the inning. Matt
Wolcott then
Elated
raunstein with

an RBI single to

make it 7-6. but I Mass would
not cross the plate again.

Braunstein led the way for
UMass with a three-hit after-

noon, while Dagliere. Wolcott
and Kaplan all added two hits

a piece

Monday's game also marked
the finaf game for Dagliere.
Gautreau. Wolcott. |eff Puleri

and Scott Barnsbv

TIH MI[H» *L»no*rt

Ryan Cameron

A look back at UMass through the eyes of two seniors
Robert trust once said w*nething K>

the effevi thai when the choke of travel-

ang an the 'read lew travelled" was pre-

sented to him. he chose said ruad. As a

barely graduating I nghsh/< ullegiun

I've ami pitied thai a* a call to

the wntacicsof Mfc. and the

choice of the long and winding road of

true experience as a good thing

Vet. herein he* a statement about im
brief tenure as an English

scholar/wannabe — out of all the quota

rjom on the benefit of the ruad less trav-

elled lie "experience") that could be

used. I choose one of the

cheeriest and overused of

its kind It's everywhere,

especially on those oh-so
inspirational poster*- vou

buy a second «.>>usin lor

their birthda) on the way

to the parly at C V

methods of cookie-cutter "experience."

good stuff eh
'

concerning my life, a young. >et mli

nitefy wise-for-his- age. sports writer

said the thing he admired about me the

most was the choice of the "road less

travelled." At 29- years-old. no wile,

kids and a job with two weeks paid

vacation a year are in my imminent
future — but I have seen thing* only

lew CM lay claim to

fve seen the sunrise over the hills of

Budapest and the Twin lowers of V-w
York Citv. the sunset over Old Toxvnc

Another statement about

my brief tenure as a

English scholar/wannabe

lies herein as well — I had

to ask mv housemate, who
has a hard time discerning

the difference between
Robert Irost and S

Frost (i.e. ex-Nebraska
quarterback i

. who was the

author of this quotation.

It * true. A Sports ^^^^^^
Management major had to

inform me about one of the most recog-

nizable pieces of verse in the English

language. Awful, but true. However,

the quote itself succinctly encapsulate*

on one hand mv college/^ ollegian expe-

rience, and on the other my life.

As you've noticed. I was never des-

tined to be an Knglish scholar. In fact.

the daft misuse of thi«- quote from frost

is proof, and can be used as the judge,

jury and executioner. After hours of

hanging my head on Bartlett Kail walls.

the realization that college is about

"experience" came to me. as opposed to

spending my life in Alfred lord

Tennyson's Ivory Tower — or. in this

case, a Tower library cubicle (note: 1

know it is called the W I .1 DuBois

library, but for metaphorical purposes. I

use the old name).

I wanted to do "this." and by my
fourth year of a pre- planned five-year

college experience, the thought of

spending the next five to 10 years writ-

ing about other people's writing (i.e. the

more travelled road I instead of writing

what I want to write was not for me. At

the heart of its definition. F.nglish schol-

arship emphasizes taking an overly

polemical stance in your writing as well.

So, the scholar has to believe he/she

knows everything.

No one knows everything, and
knowledge does not always breed

enlightenment. Experience breeds

enlightenment Hence, the road less

travelled diverges from standardized

Jorma Kiuisancn

in Stockholm and a double-overtime

NCAA women's soccer match on the-

outskirts of Boston... walked through

the hills of the Lake District in

Northwestern l-ngtand with a woman I

loved as a friend, but was never des-

tined to love... sang Scottish (not

I nglish) football nrngs during a A-10
semifinal match between UMass and

GW on a cold and windy night in

Kingston, ILL... wrestled around in a

drunken haze with a man who now
earns penalty minutes as a paving job in

the II f I .. . wrestled around with I Isjsj

5 rapid called "The Terminator" on the

Upper Penobscot River, and then
watched the world flow past me for a

minute or so from the bottom of the

river... read Keats over wine and
cheese in I es lardins dea Tuillcries in

Paris during springtime waking from

a mid-afternoon nap. I then witnessed a

\ alorian-style wedding on St.

Stephen's Green in Dublin... sat court-

side at the NCAA basketball tourna-

ment in Atlanta in IWR and Syracuse

in 1995... and said goodbye (hopefully

not forever I to someone beyond special

at an airport in Manchester. England

Truthfully, going on like this is mil

mean) to prove I have a higher worth
— going on like this is to prove that

"experience" (i.e. the road less trav

elled) has a higher worth. Before all of

you get involved with a

person/career/life, "experience" life.

Please.

A definite experience has been eover-

and off during the past

four years for this paper While covering

hockey for two and a half yean was not

a successful one in the win-toss column,

it did fill a pari of me lost in a forced

retirement Irom the sport, and I had

some real quality time with a few of our

seniors. Yes. I was a jock once, which is

hard to believe if you've ever met me.

( 'oveting women s MMBl lor two

years was a verv successful one in the

win/loss column, and the sttong ties

made with the team will last for vears to

come Actually, all of "this*

started with an experience

six vears ago last fall —
before I attended UMass.

Hard to believe, eh?

(Walking past a

sun-drenched Garber
Field. I saw the

Minutcwomcn beating up

i>n some team. Thinking

of writing for "this" when
I started school here the

next year, and having read

a lot about the team. I

checked the game out

Looking at the stands

filled with fans singing

and pounding drums. |

said to myself, "Geez, if a

sport like MRHR'l

^^^^^ gets this kind of support
^^^^^

at this university, then I

have topi involved ." So. blame them.

ITirough mv term here, lessons have

been learned, but an important one was

sports "like women's soccer" have just

as much legitimacy as men's basketball;

especially at I Mass where women's

OCOBl has a stronger sense and history

of success than men's basketball will

ev et have.

Seeing the de-emphasis of this pro-

gram over the past four years has

pained me. and it is unimaginable what

this has done to the Minutewoman
alumni, and the current team and

OOacNng staff. It's a sad. sad situation.

while getting more and more absurd...

yet. you can never give up hope,

Speaking of "experience." and the

road less travelled, that is what covering

women's lacrosse in one capacity Of

another for four years has been. When
Mtaajd the s|xni four springs ago. I was

at the pnivcrbial cu>s.sroads. and a deci-

sion had to be made — was "this" what I

reallv wanted U I do? Enough said

Tin team took me in. believed in me
and helped me prove to the people who
didn't believe I could do "this" that I

BOUkL Remembering what I did yestci

da) might he a problem, but remember

ing the first time I met each member of

ihis vcai's senioi class in what

almost seems I halt ol I lifetime ago

is no pniblem. Thanks for the help, and

all of you deserved to make it to the

F.CAC Championships

Turn to JORMA. page 9

'Talking to myself again,

idenng if this travelling is good

Is there something else a doing

Wed be doing ifwe could"

But. ah the stories we could telL

And if it all blows up and goes to

hell

I wish that we could sit upon a bed

in some motel

And listen to the stories it could

tell-

— limmy Huffett. calypso poet

If you've road mv venting here over

the past four years then you know that

in addition to having more
loose screws inside mv
head than the Titanic, mv
lile isn't always a bed of

roses It's often a bed of

dandelions. Beautiful and

happy looking on the out-

side, the dandelion is really

a weed, sucking the life out

d vour lawTi s existence

I occasionally get crab-

by and start to whine
about things, but then the

lovely Kathy Connors will

buy me a barbecued
chicken sandwich at

Rafters, and all is well

Working two full-time

jobs for my first three and

a half years, trying to get a

GPA that doesn't top mt̂ ^^m
Roger Clemens' ERA and

attempting to maintain a social life was
arduous

I often don't eat. sleep, drink or be

merry. I heard a rumor the other day

that I have a place in Puffton. I had

roommates while I was in the dorms
and never met them.

Eife often leaves me beaten down,
dazed and confused. It's driven me to

drink on several occasions. It's left me
spent, feeling like I'm barking up the

wrong tree in the grand scheme of things.

Sometimes I wonder why I do all

this, slaving away, day and night, for a

paycheck smaller than the gate receipts

for a Menudo reunion tour and
Hauanl the Duck combined.

But then Cons buys me a large steak

and cheese sub from D'Angelo's. and

all is well.

I s|x.-cially with the traveling aspect

though, things can become delusional

Over one span this winter. I spent eight

consecutive weekends in eight different

Mates. Not that I minded altogether,

because four of them were with the lb

loveliest ladies to be found on this cam
pus. Also, to me. there's nothing better

than going to bed in a different state

than the one you woke up in. But it gets

to vou. I woke up Thursday in a nasty.

orange colored hotel rixrni, and didn't

realize I was on Eong Island until I

picked up the phone and lioid "Dis is

youuuur wake-up caullll." If today is

Wednesday, this must be Amherst.

Finding pleasure amidst the pain

intiks from all the ama/ing things that

happen to you. the people you meet and

the things thev do on and off of the

field An entire weekend at I Rl sinks

on the surface, hut what do vou make

ot it '.' How about a Saturday night in

the spring of your xmior year spent .it

the remote Red I ion Inn in rustic

Blacksburg. Va.. the morning before a

1 4-hour odyssey home'1 You just make
the best of the situation as it presents

itself and go with the How
Washington's National Airport can be a

lot of fun. it's just what vou make of it.

While I bitch and moan about how

I'm never home and how I can't do m>

many things because I'm either out of

town or in Boyden until well after lasi

call, it's all the great moments and
memories that will slay with me It's the

triple Ol NCAA women's MOCK win at

Harvard. Hurricane Eat- pig in Orono

and the donuts at BU hockey games

It's the people you meet on the field,

from the Pride of Tonawanda and the

Muffins Marauder, all the way hack to

Miss Simi Vallev and beyond Also, it's

the people you meet off of it and in

press boxes.

That's what it's all about. It's awe-

some, baby!

There's been too much time spent

driving every mile of highway in

Hockey East with my "blatantly aver-

age" |ohn Eennon look alike 00 writer

as he rambles on about every band you

tried to permanently forget from

Cutting Crew to Damn Yankees. But

that's what you remember. That's

where you find solace amidst agony.

And if it doesn't work, then Cons

buys me a turkey sub with dry spices at

The Sub, and all is well.

But now, looking back on the memo-

ry of these four largely sleepless years,

one moment stands out above all else

in terms of not needing I -'rank Costan/a

to yell "serenity now" for me. It was

Valentine's Day last year in the Valley

of the Sun. and wilh our coaches

remaining at the field to scout, the

entire softhall team crammed itsdf into

one van

The I ' i hall Choir harmo-

nized on "Copacabana." "Sweet
Caroline" and others." Riding shotgun,

I scanned the dial and later came across

The Dance" by Garth Brooks.

The dwindling piano solo at the end

gently rolled on. Riding on the

IMiokam I xpressway. the lights went

down on the city of Phoenix to our left,

and the lights came up on the

college suburb of Tempe to our right.

The setting sun cast spectacular hues in

all directions of the desert

skv

After days of screaming

from the diverse group,

clamoring for everything

from "No Diggity." to

Lord only knows what.

Becky George. Mandy
I

'
' Martens and

others, the silent majority

with great taste, got their

way. We rode on with the

melodic piano in our ears

and a warm breeze in our

hair and the especially

painful period in my life

thai had recently conclud-

ed was no more.

For a moment, all the

world was right,

gaj^gijl When you step off that

plane, when you first feel

the 10 chill of the northern air in the

gap between the plane and the jetway.

then the harsh reality sets in. You have

to do weekly reporting for Softball and
track, along with player of the week
nominees. You have to do your weekly
notes, fax stuff to most of the free

world, and expect to sleep a day later.

That's when you fondly recall the

experimental stout at the Portsmouth
Brewery or the Foghorn Leghorn PA
announcer in Georgia saying "the
cay tc her. Kellay Boohklay."

That's also when Cons buys me a big

bowl of clam chowder at The Pub or a

bowl of salmon ravioli at Pasta E Basta.

and all is well. If I'm really lucky. Bert's

buying steak at Outback. Now. that's

worth waiting nine hours for.

one three, Thai even cook it for you
there, no luss with your smoke alarm.

Sometimes life just gets dictated to

you by this line of work. I don't even
know if I'll be at my own graduation
next weekend and it isn't even in my
own hands. It's all resting on Harry's
strong right arm. I might be at

McGuirk. I might be in Oklahoma
Citv lis all up to the big kid.

But in so many ways, I'm glad I

don't know the way it all will end, the
way it all will go. It's fitting.

I was never supposed to come here
in the first place. It was my last choice
and amidst much initial chagrin
became my home. In retrospect I

TurntoLEI©H,page9





i: Best place to bo if

wUM University

students

of

scurry

m
Each day,

Massachusetts

around the valley shelling out their

hard-earned cash for goods and ser-

vices trying desperately to seek a place

to unwind off campus. But with so many alternatives

in the area, which ones are the best?

Last month, The Collegian conducted a poll of stu-

dents to find out what places and businesses they

deemed UMass' best. Once aaain, as we have for

years, we are publishing our findings. After sorting

through piles of ballots representing a wide cross sec-

tion of the student population, checking and double

checking our work, we have tabulated the results and

compiled them in this easy reference guide.

To our winners and runners up, congratulations. With

such a diverse student body you should be proud of

the recognition — it's not often that a group of UMass

students can agree on the same thing.

Sit back, relax, leaf through these pages and see how

well your favorite places fared.

— Christopher Stamm, Editor-in-Chief

Antonio's
2nd: Papa John's

The Sub ^_^_
2nd: Subway

3rd: D'Angelo's

Best place to bo on
A DATES
Judie's _____

2nd: Spoleto's

Authentic
Japanese
Restaurant

NORTHAMPTON
41 3-585-1 185

SHUSI BAR

TATAMI ROOM
JAPANESE STYLE

PARTY ROOMS FREE!!!

YOUR
PAYING:
Judie's

2nd: Pinocchio's

3rd: Carmelina's

ice Cream
Bart's

2nd: Friendly's

3rd: Bananarama

25 Central

op«r) 7 days a ^«*K

586-801?

downstairs a! :Iotvm

ri°rt£aiT]ptoii. ma

J



Chinese
Rebtarurant:
Panda East

2nd: China Dynasty

3rd: Taipei & Tokyo

Italian Restaurant:
Pinocchio's

2nd: Pasta E Basta

3rd: Carmelina's

Mexican
Restaurant:
Bueno y Sano

Stables
2nd: Friendly's

3rd: Rooster's

Babel Shop
Brueqger's

2nd: People's Market

3rd: Dunkin Donuts

Vegetarian:
Earthfoods

2nd: Raw Carrot

3rd: Blue Moon

IUohci Restaurant:
Fitzwilly^

2nd: Spagetti Freddy's

3rd: Spoleto

arbers
in
Jim Terri Gate

M place »~ w

•^aU Sty' 109

Guys A. Gals • Razor Cuts
Upper <

Layer Cuts »Flat Tops

iuus
Fades • Clipper Cuts

r Cuts • Flat
Kids Cuts

40 Main Strert. Amherst. MA
(Next to Newbury Comtcs)

Appointment Not Neccessary

Candy
Sweetie's

2nd: CVS
3rd: Munchies Store

Liquor
Liquors 44

2nd: Spirit Haus

3rd: Four Seasons

Rao's
2nd: Starbucks

3rd: Dunkin Donuts

Tequila body shot

Sam Adams

up Hours: Mon-Fri. 8 5:15

2nd: Guinness

3rd: Pete's Wicked

Drinking Gam
A**hole

Bartender:
Franlcie at Prudd/s

Amherst Bar;
Delano's

Northampton Bar:
Packard's / Northampton
Brewery

Grocery Store:
Stop & Shop

Always in Bloom
2nd: Montgomery's

3rd: Stop & Shop

(JlvaYS in BJfom
Thank You

UMASS IS THE BEST
HON. St.

Hungry?

Subway of Amherst offers fresh 6" and footlong subs,

delicious salads and, for smaller appetites, 4" round sandwiches.

iSUBumv*
4 Main Street. Amherst 256 1919

Sunday - Thursday 10 am - Midnight

Friday & Saturday 10 am 2 am

Over 500 Beers
Over 50 Single
Matt Scotches

Many Small Batch Bourbons

80 Belgian Ales
Glassware

Homebrew Supplies

More than 500 Fine Wines
from Around the World

Micro-Brewed Beer Kegs in

Stoct?

Weekly Specials

fSpfrtfjfotsI

UQUOR STORE

You hove to b€3\3 it to

believe it

Discover, Visa. Mastercard Accepted

Open 9am - 1 lpm
Rt. 9/ 338 College Street (413)

253-5384

Take 1-91 to exit 19/Rt. 9 East

Spirit Haus is 1 mile East of Amherst

A terrific selection of magazines, binders,

notebooks, pens, pencils, paper clips, printer cartridges, T-

shirts, art supplies, calendars, candy, toys, stationary & the

best card shop in the Valley!

A- I Hastings ,Inc.

'Conwnisnthj located In th* canter erfAmharwf
AS South Pleammnt St 2SS 2&40
OPEN Weekdays S man. to 9 pjn.

Sundaye, S mm. to 9 pan.



University of Massachusetts

Something Every Friday &
University Productions 1st Concerts

Presents:

The Final Four:
Exit Laughing Comedy Series

Wednesday, May 13: Improv Group Comedy Sport

i

Phil the Balloon Artist, u*.m. - 2p.m.
SnuUnt Union Southed* Steps

AND 7p.m. • 8p.m.

LeINsy of Bou^er AuSUmrlum

Free Raffle ^^
11 Bp€ed M-O© Raleifh Mountain Bi\e

** Given Awtmy Tonifht ••

Bowkcr Auditorium V 8p.m.
The Movie:

"Good Will Hunting"
will immediately follow the performance.

Clothing:
Zanna

2nd: Salvation Army
3rd: Abercrombie and Fitch

Vintage clothing:
Salvation Army

Bab station:
Mobil

2nd: BP

3rd: Sunoco

Valley Bikes
2nd: Bicycle World Too

Book shop:
Jeffery Amherst

r-ir—
2nd: Atticus/Albion

3rd: Food for Thought

Tlv^k WCD\A

Zest!

U3"i«i.n's CjloH^ti^^ cv Ujok»*.^'s oUo»s

Hair baloim
Hair East

TO HEAR LIVE

2nd: Bucci

Place to work out:
UMass Bodyshops

2nd: Kidsports

3rd: Boyden

Tanning salon:
Carlo's Creations

2nd: Regency

3rd: The Sun

Place to buy con-
oomb:
CVS

Nick IMack shop:
Faces

2nd: Mercantile

for

* 199.^

E I S J

103 M.

Pleasant St.

(mass i

* 199K A

M f 9am 8pm
Sat 9am-Spm
Sun 12pm Spm

US a I oii;

y°i

Sett!
* 199.^

music:
Iron Horse

Local band:
Mill River Bond

Radio station
99.3 FM. WHMP

2nd: 91.1 WMUA
3rd: 95.7 KISS

Music store:
Newbury Comics /

Media Play

Used music store:
Mystery Train

Thanks, UMass Students for Voting us the

BEST BOOKSTORE...
...and here's a token of our appreciation...

ftAfflL .leffcry Amherst Book ollcftC 20*9b |

i!

y> Soufr i'lroani Strm Mnh.f «

Humittimil oioo/ tm •-

SM)% I



Mike's Billiards

Movies

Video store:
Blockbuster

2nd: Video to Go
3rd: Advance Video

Apartment complex:
Mill Valley

2nd: Boulders

3rd: Brandywine

Kennedies through film /

Abnormal Psychology

Reason to

Hangover

Computer problem

Stephen Oates

Place to
Collegia/*.
the toilet

READ THE

Reason for not
graduating in four

Change major

Place to Study:
Newman Center

Place to have
DuBois Library
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The end of

his domain

Thursday, May 14, 1998

Jerry Seinfeld and
Ihe cast of TV's most

beloved show gels

ready to say good-
bye tonight For our

favorite shows,
thoughts and mem-
ories, see Arts H
Living, page 5.

Now batting

forUMass

Senior Kelly

Buckles and the

I M.i-s softball

team begin play

in the NCAA
Rcpioiials tomor-

row (see Sports,

page I**

i

WORLD

Indians debate nuclear

testing program

NIW DILHI. India (AP) - When
Ohirendra Sharma orgam/es anti-

nut leaf marches in New Delhi, he's

accused of being a CIA agent Fellow

activist Vandana Shiva can't under-

stand why Indians aren't more con-

cerned that their schools and roads

are crumbling even as the country

pursues a costly nuclear program

India s tiny disarmament commu-
nity says the country's chest thump
mg response to this week's five

nuclear test enplosions — three

Monday and two more yesterday —
demonstrates the drffic ulty of getting

its message across

For the most part, the move-
ment's activities are confined to

writing op ed pieces and organizing

poorly attended discussions every

Aug 6, the anniversary of the day in

194S when the United States

dropped an atomic bomb on
Hiroshima. |apan

"I cannot mobilize Indians to come
out to march against nuclear

weapons They don't know what

atom bombs are They are worried

about their daily bread." said

Sharma, a retired philosophy profes

sor who has been agitating against

nuclear power and weapons since his

students days in England in the early

1960s

NATION

NYC cabbies hold

one-day protest strike

Nt-W YORK (AP) — You want nice?

We'll show you nice Thousands of

New York tarn drivers went on strike

Tuesday in a one-day protest against

proposed new rules aimed at making

cabbies more courteous The strike

brought unaccustomed quiet to the

city's streets but meant big headaches

for many New Yorkers and visitors,

some of whom gave up looking for a

cab and either walked or took the sub-

way or the bus

"It's an inconvenience," said Tom
Blum, 39, of Manhattan, who was

among those who had to wart in long

lines for a cab at LaCuardia Airport in

Queens The taxi system is one of the

aspects of New York you can always

count on."

The city has 12,200 cabs Police

said only about 200 were on the

streets of Manhattan

The "yellow flu" was prompted by

tougher rules proposed last month as

part of Mayor Rudolph Giuliani's cam-

paign to make the city more civil.

The Taxi and Limousine

Commission is proposing drug tests

for drivers, a ban on smoking and

blaring music, and fines of up to SI 50

for ignoring or cursing customers.

Other fines would triple or quadruple,

some escalating to license revocation.

The commission votes on the rules

May 28
Biju Mathew, a strike organizer for

the taxi drivers, who are not union-

ized, said the cabbies want more

respect and a hand in rule-making.
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ON THE INTERNET

SGA hears frommother

of deceasedUM student
By Jill Carroll

Collegian Staff

Police looking into

two alleged attacks

near Governors Dr.

OH MC OONMO COUKJAN

Barbara Prentice, whose son Adam died last September after falling

through the Mornll Greenhouse root, spoke at the final SCA rrteeting of

the school year last night

Barbara Prentice spoke to the

University of Massachusetts Student

Government \-s.i.itioii (SCA) latl

night concerning her son's death in

September.

Prentice asked the SGA to inform

students about her son's death and

bring forth evidence surrounding

the incident

"I hope you'll take the time to

spread information to others

because it might really be the piece

that fits the puzzle. Prentice said

According to the police report.

Adam Prentice died due to blood

lost during Homecoming weekend

after falling through a Morrill

Greenhouse roof

Ml Prentice felt there were prob-

lems with the investigation of het

son's death

"At 1 Warn . the L Mass polls e

department found Adan

on the grass outside the greenhouse

N ne has ever identified Adam
inside the greenhouse " Prentice

said

Ms Pn-ntKc said it was improba-

ble that Adam fell through a green

house roof.

"Indeed the phvsual evidence

remaining, which is hi* bods had no

cuts scratches or punctures aside

from the eight inch stab wound to

his back I belies e it is most improb

able Adam fell through glass then

busted out of glass |onio the green

house lawn) and only received one

cut on his entire body." Prentice

said

Ms. Prentice stated that according

to the medical examiner alcohol

was not a factor in her ion's death

By Leigh Faulkner

CdUaian Staff

Turn to BOA page 3

Levitz murderer sentenced
By Jason Tronldt

Collegian Staff

The murderei of former I rmersitv Of] Massachusetts

student I 't/ was sentenced to 22 ysars to life

in prison vesterdav in Album S >

old lann pled guilts to one

count of secend degree murder and admitted to killing

iz 0B Kb 2 1997 in Colonic. N "l

Levitt, d 45 Maple St in Stoughton. was visiting an

aunt in Trov NY when Bowk- shot him in the head

and killed him when lcvilz ' ' hand BWM
tin 'I

I

\\„ | and Levitt lcning

a party in Tro\ short)) before the MB
Authortti further connections between

Bowles .md I e\ilz levitz reportedly had $1,000 cash

and drugs that Bowles had stolen Prosecuters accused

Bowles of creating plans ,,. rob I ottz _ the parts

•ding to investigators. Bowles and L«VsU*l past

records went beyond their interactions in the murder

In fact, on Feb. 5. levitz « cat was discovered neat

Bowies' home
When Levitz failed to return to Amherst, his parents

hired a private detective to search for then son

•z s body was discovered on faster Sundav in

1997 bv a hiker hiking through the undeveloped wood

ed area of a housing development off Forts Ferry k

in Colonic. Authorities consulted levitz "l dental rc\

in order to make a positive identification on the bodv

Bowles was charged on lour counts, including

first-degree murder, one count of first degree tohhcrv

and one count of second-degree criminal possession of

a weapon.
His plea satisfies all the counts he was HCttN
I evit/ was a student at UMass until he withdrew in

the winter of 1997 to pursue a music career His goal

to plav for a professional rock group He planned

to return to UMass to studv to become a teacher it his

music career didn't work out

Ml did have goals." Deborah Levitz told the Daily

Hampshire Gazette. "He had so mans talents jnd there

were so many creative avenues open to him — paths

that he'll never get to walk
"

coums>uMv rouct

A composite sketch of the man suspected to be involved in an alleged

attack on Governors Dnve Tuesday night

and light brown hair However, no

composite was available for her

description at the time of print

Although the UMass police are not

sure if the two assaults were commit-

ted by the same perpetrator, l.uippotd

said, "we are very concerned about

the similarities in regards to the

descriptions as well as the geographi

cal location.*

Due to the assault reports,

l.uippold said he has increased the

patrols in the area of parking lot 25

and Governors Drive and also encour-

ages students to take advantage of

resources available to them.

"Student should utilize the escort

service, especially the van that escorts

students from the parking lots.

Students should call for an escort

from the help phones and get back

into their vehicles and wait for escort

to arrive." Luippold said.

In addition. Luippold advised that

students should always walk in

groups.

Anyone who may have information

regarding either of these assaults or

have observed an individual matching

the above description should contact

the UMass Police Community
Disorders Unit at 545-0893 or call

the UMass TIPS line at 577-B477.

I niversit> of Massachusetts police

are increasing patrols in the vicinity of

Governors Drive and the William D
Mullms Center after two female stu

denu alleged they were physically

assaulted in the area.

On Tucsdav evening at approxi

matelv 10 p.m.. a female individual

logging on Governors Drive reported

that she was "grabbed from behind

and pulled '• mi." UMass
Police Chief lohn I uippold said.

The victim was able to free herself

at which tirm ilant fled the

scene, l.uippold said.

The victim described the male —
who appears in the composite above

— as a Caucasian male,

bel ** inches, slender build. 25-35

years old. short brown hair and posai-

blv balding and with a long face.

In addition to this report. UMass
police also received a second report

Tuesday from a female who was
allegedly assaulted in the area of park-

ing lot 25. which is located behind the

parking office trailer on Governors

Dn.
The victim described the assailant

as a white male with medium build

www.umass.edu/rso/cologian
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Blowing up UMass
"The Balloon Artist," formerly known as Phil, made balloon animals outside the Student Union yesterday as a promotion for Something Every

Firday.

EPA licenses

nuclear dump
inN. Mexico
By Sue Major Holmes

Associated Press

ALBUQUERQUE. N.M — The
Environmental Protection Agency

yesterday licensed the federal govern-

ment's $1.8 billion nuclear waste

dump in the subterranean salt beds

of southeastern New Mexico. The
long-awaited ruling means shipments

of radioactive defense waste could

begin rolling to the Waste Isolation

Pilot Plant near Carlsbad by mid-

|une — unless halted by a court fight

promised by environmentalists.

One of the chief opponents — the

Southwest Research and Information

Center — said Tuesday it will sue

both the EPA and the U.S.

Department of Energy, which owns

the repository, before the end of a

30-day period for final certification.

The repository has been planned

for 24 years, and Congress autho-

rized its development in 1979. The

EPA today ruled the repository can

safely contain the waste and that it

complies with the agency's standards

for radioactive waste disposal.

"We're confident that if this is liti-

gated, we'll be

successful." Richard Wilson, act-

ing assistant administrator for the

EPA's Office of Air and Radiation,

said yesterday.

"At EPA almost anything we do

runs the risk of one side or the other

bringing litigation," he said. "Our

first responsibility is to the public to

make sure our decisions are accu-

Turn to EPA page 3
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UM grows Ripe Peach
By Joseph D. Savitch

CdUpan Staff

The future of journalism is chang-

ing.

The University of Massachusetts
journalism department is launching a

pilot Internet-based publication. The
Ripe Peach, through a new class

"Producing Internet Publications.*

Adjunct professor Ralph Loos, a full

time designer for UMass, piloted the

class this semester.

"This class is the first to my knowl-

edge, there has never been a project

like this before,* Loos said.

The class's main accomplishment
lor this semester is its web based publi-

cation The Ripe Peach.

"This is a collaborative effort

between all the students in journalism

193A, to create a publication of broad

ideas under one unique umbrella."

Loos said.

The individual class members creat-

ed different web pages with a variety of

topic c

"I wanted to create social awareness

in my page.* Ron Ventresca a senior

journalism major said. "It's something

that I fed everyone needs." he said.

Other topics included how to find

and interview for a job. bar hopping,

planning weddings and art.

"K'urnaliMn is building up to visual

literacy The locus of ihi< class is to

help people who are good with words

be good at expressing them in other

forms." Lous said.

The journalism department is evalu

ating this elective course on its success

and student response

Bu
Car
1st

This course is not scheduled for

next fall, but based on its success

Loos feels it will be available next

spring and hopes that one day it will

be an integral part of the journalism

curriculum. The Internet is a newly

developing field that many people are

discovering and Loos hopes that jour-

nalism will responsibly tackle the field

and make it a good forum for the

media.

Loos feels this form of media h |U"t

as important as print media.

"On-line journalism is a growing
industry." Ben DeLong. a senior

Bachelor's Degree with Individual

Concentration (BDIC) major said.

"We need more classes like this across

the country at colleges and universi-

ties," he said.

Most major newspapers including

the Boston Globe, New York Times
and USA Today have web sites. These

sites are not used to substitute for the

paper, but to raise awareness and
extend the paper to people who would
not be able to read it otherwise.

"The web will never replace print

media, it will only enhance it."

DeLong said.

This class incorporated many
aspects of design in addition to

preparing copy for the Internet

Students focused on advertising

design and basic Adobe Photoshop
work for the first three quarters of

the semester to obtain the fundamen
tal idea* of design

The Web site for Ripe Peach Ij

http://www umass edu/journal/theri

pepeach and will be launched next

Wed May 20.

Is that the sun?
I MC 0OMH0 I COUiCMN

The streak of cloudy weather was broken yesterday and campus was crowded with students soaking up the rays.
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Cannes underway

Thursday, May 14, 1998 / Page 3

By Christopher Boms
Associated Press

CANNES. France — Glitz and global politics mixed at

w-ierday's opening of the Cannes Film Festival, where the

U.N. chief Kofi Annan joined |ohn Travolta to watch a

movie about a skirt -chasing presidential candidate.

"It's very enchanting." Annan said of the Cannes scene.

About 2,000 people gathered outside the red-carpeted

Mips of the festival palace Wednesday to watch what will

be a nightly procession of stars for the next 1 1 days.

Twenty-two films are competing for the coveted Golden
Palm

"It feels like Hollywood," said one in the crowd, lb-

year-old Rashelle Marco of Toronto. "It's a big fashion

show."

Meanwhile, a star-packed film jury led by director

Martin Scorsese outlined its judging criteria.

"What I look for in a film is an experience that illumi-

nates something in me that I was unaware of before, and

actually takes me to another place." Sigourney Weaver
told a news conference. "I have to feel it in my stomach,"

fellow actress and juror Winona Ryder said.

The 10-member jury will view works by former Cannes

laureates and young new directors. In the running are

Minis by Britons |ohn Boorman and Ken Loach.

I k nmark's Lars Von Trier, and Americans Hal Hartley

and |ohn Turturro

v. oinmingling art and politic the festival was opening

yesterdav night with a showing of Primary Colors. Mike

NkhoK film about a philandering governor running for

pioident. starring Travolta, and a commemoration of the

50th anniversary of the signing of the Universal

Declaration of Human Rights.

Annan was at the festival to mark that anniversary.

As always, the 51st Cannes Film Festival will be a com
hination of cinema as high art and as hard-core business,

with the Riviera as an attractive backdrop

EPA
continued from page 1

rate
"

The EPA's final certification runs 10.000 pages,

including documentation, he said

Energy Secretary Federico Pena also must sign off on

ihe project The Department of Energy promised a major

announcement later today.

The EPA gave preliminary approval last October to the

repository, dug out of the vast salt beds left by a sea

that covered the area 250 million years ago

The final ruling certifies the $18 billion facility to

burv plutoniuin-contaminated clothing, tools, equipment

and sludge generated as a byproduct of decades of

nuclear weapons work. The DOE is considering a plan to

N spent reactor fuel and other highly radioactive

ajWM at Yucca Mountain. 90 miles northwest of Las

Vegas.

Over the facility's estimated 50-year life, it would

eive about 57.000 shipments, largely from federal

Mies m California. Colorado. Idaho. Illinois. Nevada.

New Mexico. Ohio. Tennessee. South Carolina and

Washington The first truckloads would come from Los

Alam> - National Laboratory in northern New Mexico,

Rock) Flats in Colorado and the Idaho National

Engineering and Environmental Laboratory.

The EPA's certification requires that DOE prove that

any waste being shipped to the repository is the kind for

which the repository is designed The sites that generate

ke waste must make sure they have ptouedores to assure

Bat, Wilson said.

SGA
continued from page 1

"The medical examiner listed the official cause of death

in both the autopsy and the death certificate as a stab

wound of glass that lead to massive loss of blood. There is

absolutely no mention of alcohol playing a role in his death.

This was not an alcohol-related death." Prentice said "The

tacts prove Adam was more injured than not. rather than

more loaded than not."

Ms. Prentice said Adam had a blood alcohol level of

0.12.

"Shortly after his death, the medical examiner released

that his blood level was only 0. 1 2 so I want to ensure you

that the ban on alcohol was not due to my son." Ms.

Prentice said.

Ms. Prentice felt foul play was the reason for Adam's

death.

"I believe a more probable explanation for his death is

foul play," M>. Prentice said

Ms Prentice felt she was not notified in time about the

incident.

"I was not notified by this incident until the doctor who
pronounced him dead called at 4:50 am and was | u >ld to

call the University police for details Upon calling the

University. I was put on hold for ten minutes bv officials

then told i would have to call back because the investigating

detective didn't have any information." Ms Prentice said

Student trustee Brian Tirrell said the incident was an

example of students being violated

"Things like this when thev perceive oh he -
)
Um a

drunken student they don't give him proper medical atten-

tion he could have been given and that's the kind of thing

that can happen. Students at parties are beaten without

provocation It happens it really does." Tirrell said

President of the SGA Salwa Shamaparvde recommended

rting a coordinating council to look into the prooeaaos of

the investigation of Prentice's death

"I'm possibly going to call a coordinating council or some-

thing We owe it to her son as a fellow student to find out

about the processes about certain things." Shamapande
said

In other business during the meeting, the SGA held elec

lions for the speaker and associate speaker foi nevt year.

Lisa Cook was elected speaker and |odi Bailey was elect

ed associate speaker

The Wednesday Night

Graphics Staff wishes the

UMass Community ft—

What finals?

Bill Cava, a post-graduate studying computer science, took time off from studies to nap outside the

Campus Center yesterday
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Resisting globalization
Recently the Mexican gov-

ernment, with support
from its northern neighbor

the United States, has been mov
ing to expel a number of foreign-

ers In fact, the government has

been trying to imply that these for-

eigners are behind the Zapatista

National Liberation Army
(EZLN). which is actually a dissi

dent army mostly made up of

indigenous campesinos from the

southern Mexican state of

Chiapas, on the aflsssssssssssssssssssssjasaMSjajajaj

Guatemalan
, )an |Jodah

border On B^BssajsssjjajssjaBsaBBBBBBBBBBBi

December 31.

international observers and visi-

tors. As a result, the conflict has

been in the open; the Zapatistas

carry out their struggle in the light

of public awareness.

This public awareness is impor-

tant in providing alternative infor

mation from that available in the

mainstream press, which is often

subject to government interven-

tion But of course, any revolution

needs a propaganda machine, so

ho* i!- the Zapatista rebel lion dif-

^^^^_________ ferent?—

"

The
Zapatistas have

used their pro-

1943. the EZLN declared war on

the Mexican government, launch-

ing one of the most coherent and

long-lived contemporary revolu-

tions

It was no mistake that the upns

ing was timed to match the begin

ning of the North American Free

Trade Agreement (NAFTA) The
Zapatistas (as the EZLN and their

supporters are usually called) saw

that NAFTA in particular, and
globalization of economies in gen-

eral, was behind the miserable

conditions prevalent in their home
When an area such as Chiapas,

whose natural resources provide

wealth to investors and large com
parties, is full of poverty and lacks

the bask civil infrastructure of the

modem world, something needs to

be done After struggling to

achieve change through reforms

within the Mexican system, the

Zapatistas took matters into their

own hands. From the beginning,

the Zapatista uprising has had a

diMinctK different character than

most revolutions It is distin-

guished by an understanding that

the struggle in Chiapas is intimate

I) linked to the struggles of people

elsewhere. American workers and

poor also suffer from NAFTA In

fact, the people of the world in

general stand to lose from the

globalization project The
Zapatistas have from the start

maintained close contact with the

outside world through the Internet

and bf hosting a steady stream of

paganda network to deliver jokes

and poetry! The humor and sense

of beauty and wonder that comes

across so clearly from so man\ gj

the Zapatista communiques stands

in stark contrast to the typical dog-

matism and rhetoric of most radi-

cal movements. It shows that the

Zapatistas are not motivated by

hatred and anger, but by a genuine

vision of a better world. The strug-

gle of the Zapatistas has not been

without a great deal of pain. The

government and its supporters

have committed a number of

atrocities, from mass murders in

Ocoaingo. to the more recent and

well publicized massacre of 48
campesinos in Acteal. The latter

occasion created a huge scandal

and was somewhat prominent in

the US media As many as 60
gunmen methodically attacked and

wiped most of a huge group of

unarmed Indians, shooting more
than 23 of them in the back. Four

pregnant mothers died in the

attack. Local authorities, who
were aware that the attack was
occurring, told those who called in

to report it that there was nothing

going on

The Partido Revolucionaria
Institucionalizada (PRI). which

has ruled Mexico for over 63
years, conducted a damage control

campaign following the Acteal

massacre — made necessary,

remember, only because the

Zapatistas have such a powerful

communication and news network.

Expendable officials were pun-

ished, their actions denounced by

the PRI they served. None of this

was quite enough to clear the air

completely, though. So now the

PRI is trying to frame the whole

Zapatista revolution as the work
of foreign infiltrators, intent on
stealing the rich natural resources

in Chiapas which belong to

Mexico. It's a clever ploy, and the

irony is rich with implications of

Newspeak. The international soli-

darity network the Zapatistas have

established in their struggle to gain

control of their own lives, their

own home land, is being accused

of stealing that very control. If

only the campesinos of Chiapas

would trust their Mexican govern-

ment, the logic of the oppressor

goes, they would not lose the rich-

es of Chiapas to foreign interests.

Indeed Surely the Mexican gov-

ernment will not continue to let

those riches be siphoned of into

the coffers of foreign mineral, lum-

ber, and oil companies, as they

have done in the past.

What is so wonderful and spe-

cial about the Zapatista revolution

is exactly this international unity

in support of local goals. The
Zapatistas have made it clear that

they want friends who support

them, not outsiders who join them

They want to provide us with an

example and inspiration as they

accomplish their own process of

liberation, so that we can focus on

our own struggle. As Okanagan
poet and educator (eanette

Armstrong has said. 'This is the

first action of this sort that goes

beyond local concerns. It is the

first resistance, the first violent

resistance, to the global economy."

We can unite in this resistance,

but we must Tight it for ourselves,

in our own homes, or else we are

simply imposing another sort of

globalization, a global revolution

with a central command no differ

ent from the World Bank or the

International Monetary Fund in

essential ways.

Daniel Bodah if a Collegian

columnist.

Remembering Amherst

LukeM
Class of

You mean I cant sleep until

one. drink Natty from a can

and waste loan money from

Whitmore anymore?
Well, that sucks, because after

four years I've become quite good at

that.

The least they can

do is give me one
more column,
before I learn the

term "responsibili-

«>
"

Bear with me.
(Senior columns are

full of crap about
people you never
heard of anyway).

I have to start by

giving props to the

best semester ever,

spring 1993.
because I lived on ^"^•"^
what could have been the greatest

floor of all time — second floor.

Baker (Hey. what's up?)

Yeah, what's up.

The best collection of jocks, hip-

pies, burnouts and alcoholics east of

the Mississippi. We partied like ani-

mals, egged on by an R.A. who cele-

brated the last night of classes by

bringing home Sugar Jones and
promising a "cookie for a beer." He
then helped a few more wasted souls

rip down the fire alarm. Fire officials

knocked on Housemate A and my
door the next day. saying what hap-

pened to the Are alarm "was not a

joke."

Yeah. Mike the R.A.

My props go out to Lou (you

defined the term "slacker"). Mike C.

(I was just a chubby goody-two
shoes before I met you, you rebel

bastard). Toby and "Shady" D.

Blaney (the ultimate swingers), the

Posse, the Clique, and all the kids

down the wing who thought they

were cool.

Another blast was last year, with

t-redith
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Housemates A and B. and Sammy
and Skip I'll never forget Sammy's
birthday, or drunken wiffleball. or

college basketball watching (believe

me. when you did it as much as we
did. it takes on a life of its own), or

the quote board (especially the

X- rated quote
board), or the parties

Others may live in

381. but they'll never

live like we did.

Though that may
not be a bad thing

They may actually get

work done.

I'll never forget

beating Housemate C
in Sega (Duke 30.

Florida 8). or the

Hu-Ke-Lau. I will

never forget
, "Chicken Finger

Night." or "Cavatelli Supreme
Night," or D.C. dream girls I will

never forget Heffe Hermosa. the

Diggity-Dizz- on and the incredible

Booty Schwag. or K-braham and

Bungy in 96'. what a crazy year that

was. (When more than three people

within 30 feet of your room own
bongs of three or more feet in

length, motivation becomes yester-

day's news).

I'll never forget Natty Light, or

Natty Ice. or going to most of the

frats on campus (which. I'll admit.

I've done), or Barbecue Chicken cal-

zones from DP Dough, or Bueno. I'll

never forget the night Housemate A
got chucked in the slammer (with

former UMass guard Andre Burks,

no less), or the Wake Forest game.

I'll never forget the way Amherst

looks at about 4:15 in the afternoon

in December, the way the sun drapes

the town and blankets the snow,
making it seem even quieter than it

already is. I'll never forget the way a

sunset looks from the second floor

of Baker, the way the sun sets as

though Amherst is the only place in

the world.

And anyone would be crazy to

leave.

I'll never forget how scared I was

when P | dropped me off in the fall

of 1994. when I didn't know anyone

I'll never forget meeting Housemate

A and Skip in line at the DC that

first night, and how we were friends

by the next weekend I'll never for-

get the first time someone said they

liked something I wrote, or the time

someone stuck my Time-Out story

on the doors of the now-closed bar.

I showed P.|. that one.

I'll never forget the first night I

met Big Red. or every other day I

spend with her. I'll never forget my
friends, some here, some not. We
may have smoked a bit too much in

our day. we may have gotten a little

too wasted, but in the end it all

seemed to work out for the best.

These following people would kill

me if I went through my whole
career without putting their names
in the paper.

Deb Sheehan. Courtney Leary.

Michael Garvin, |immy White. Tom
McGuiness. Teddy Priezner. Eric

Schlumper. Jeff Becker, Sammy
Steinlight. Dave |affe. Jeff Puleri,

Seth Kaplan. Kayleen McNulty. Liz

and Lindsey and Marcus Camby.
Well, not Camby. We never hung

out or anything.

The rest of you. there you go. It's

been a pleasure being "the kid who
doesn't write about political crap,"

and if you want to keep reading my
stuff, keep your ears open.

Maybe I'll be in a book some-

where, filed in G860 or something,

under "Stories about P.J., Maggie

Seaver. Housemate B, Teeth, and

other assorted Collegian crap."

I guarantee I'll be the only one on

that shelf.

Luke Meredith is a Collegian

columnist.

We encourage our readers to respond to the contents of the Coiirpan through letters to the edjNcr

L«tter« matt be typed, no mora nan 400 words long, and include name, address and phone number for conflmuiion purposes.

They can be submitted by mail to Ed/Op Editor. Dally CoOeBait. 1 1 } Campus Center, UMass. Amherst MA 0100?. by email to

kttersVoirvms.oit uimm.edu; or by fax to (4111 54S-1 592
The CotUfian reserves the riant to edit Setters for length, clarity, and styto.

The final countdown
1! Number of columns left to write

30,397: Number of hours I've spent running in

circles as a sport.

30,397: Number of hours I've spent wondering why

I've spent 30,397 hours running in circles as a sport.

I: Number of times I've checked out books from the

library.

23-30: Number of times I've emerged

from UMass Assistant Athletic Director

Mike Jenkins' office thinking, "He's

smart."

40-50: Number of times I've emerged

from UMass Track Coach Ken
O'Brien's office thinking. "He's nuts."

430.007: Number of copies of new
Dave Matthews release sold to UMass
students.

12: Number sold elsewhere across the

world.

1: Number of guys nicknamed "luice"

I beat out for a chick

936,201: Number of breakups and
makeups I went through with said chick ^ml^^^^^m

0: Number of cool Greek dirty-couch-and -dirty-suds

lawn fetes

23: Number of times, while stuck behind some '97

Prelude. I've thought about hiring some geek computer

science major named Gordy to tap into the Pentagon

computer and nuke the entire state of New lersey.

323 Number of times I've realized the fallout from

such a blast would affect the fine citizenry of

Philadelphia and New York City

Number of days the Collegian hasn't received a

complaint from someone.

3: Number of women I've had sex with in college.

5,793: Number of women who wanted to have sex

with me
I : Number of one-night-stands in college.

I: Number of times I wished I hadn't had sex with a

woman.
1.987.362.910: Number of times I talked about

myself in an article

8.096.657.132: Number of times I edited the words

"I" or "me" out of columns

67 1 : Number of miles you could line up with those

self- references.

0: Number of times I've even remotely considered

getting into a fistfight with former size-78 jacket-wear

ing UMass Assistant Track Coach |im Girouv

I Number of half-Cuban, pole-vaulting midgets I've

as a spon. ,»»«.»** ™
ooks from the me during ass

ling, alcohol I

I
C. Taylor Conner

Clas>oi IWS

1 : Number of full-Greek, tantrum-prone midgeti I've

2 Number of full-breasted, Taunton chicks I've met

657 953: Amount in gallons of "milk" consumed by

me during assorted parties and bar benders dunng ster

ing, alcohol free college athletics career.

538-to-l: Average ratio of tuition to

SAT points scored for in-state students.

1,658: Number of combined beatings,

spittings and late- night phone calls III

receive for that last one.

9,672: Number of times I've referred to

my anus, someone's else's anus, or the

anal functions in a column

234: Number of times it's been suggest

ed I see a Freudian psychiatrist

2: Number of people I know of who

have had intercourse on the pole vault

mats.

760: Number of free pairs of running

shoes you've paid for me to wear

saBBBBBssaBaaai n Number of pairs I've actually worn

702: Number of pairs of running shoes sold at Conner

and Shady loc's House of Black Market Wares (Hurry,

only 52 pairs left at our Puffton location!)

I: Number of limes I swore in the presence of my

mother prior to freshman year.

0.1^ Number of times since

2: Number of stoic, stocky guys from Maine currently

involved in UMass track program.

1.901.492: Number of times someone has asked me

to whip out the guitar and play Dave Matthews.

ii Number of times someone has asked me to play

Wes Montgomery — on my guitar or stereo.

I Number of times a certain current Editor-in-Chief

and I got our asses kicked on the basketball court by

prepubescent Puffton rats.

i> M> opinion of close-minded crapheads

47 Number of sentences in this article

10: Number of days left until graduation.

7: M> lucky number
b Number of healthy muscles left in my body.

• imber of roommates/housemates I've lived with

4 Number of years I've been in bars.

1 Number of combined penises and testicles I own.

2 Number of leep Cherokees I've owned in college

I Number I consider all my readers.

Number of columns left

( /"jv/or Conner n a Collegian columnist

Letters to the Editor

Support for

Prof. Palmer
To the Editor

The article written on Professor |ohn Palmer that'

appeared in Wednesday's paper (5/13) was very alarm

ing to me. I am a student in that class. I personally facl

that Palmer is a great teacher that would never bring W?
opinions into class. Let me remind the public that the

class is called "Biology of Social Issues " Social issues

can be controversial, such as abortion and cloning,

which are two of the issues that we covered in the class.

Palmer never gave his opinion of the issue and showed

several sides of popular opinions

The people in the class that complained were rude

and disruptive to the class and the professor. I feel bad

for Palmer because he has been criticized for doing

nothing wrong. I also feel that the Collegian did not

write a fair article on this issue. I know that many peo

pie in the class feel that Prof Palmer did his job and was

not "offensive" or "harassing." I expected the Collegian

to get all sides of the story, yet I feel that the majorm
opinion from the class was left out That opinion is that

Biology of Social Issues is a worth while course and that

Professor Palmer is a decent teacher who was just doing

his job.

Megan E. Clarke

Southwest

He uses his class time to preach, and not to teach As

for his excuse that it is all "biological," I would like to

learn where he learned the scientific term "killing

babies* (or where he learned that the fetus is deemed a

"baby" from conception onwards) Furthermore. I think

it is highl) inappropriate for any professor to call a stu

dent a "little girl "
I feel his descriptions of abortion

lVkwithin the classroom are purposely graphic and over

the top. only displaying his biased opinions further. I t

is difficult to separate personal opinions from sensitive

issues, but clearly Palmer should know better than to

deem abortion "killing babies " Also inappropriate were

his Kctures on HIV and AIDS.

Carofyn Gillette

gillette«9studcni. umass.edu

SGA listening

to JSU needs

Prof. Palmer
did good job

To the Editor:

I am a student in Biology 105 and have never felt

harassed by "language " Professor Palmer explained in a

thought provoking and unbiased manner about a very

dicey subject in this country. This is more than I can say

about the article in yesterday's Collegian (5/13). A small

minority of students in the class were able to push their

political agenda or. the front page. They are under the

mistaken impression that "everyone is angry at this pro-

fessor." If you were in class this afternoon you'll realize

that most of the students were clapping and cheering for

Palmer. If you look for offense in anything you will find

it. instead look for the good. It's about time this PC non-

sense stop impeding our freedom of speech.

To the Editor

I just wanted to thank the members of the Student

Government Association (SGA) for listening to

Hillel/fewish Student Union's concerns about the bud-

get cut for 1999. Our voices were heard with respect

and the |SU feels comfortable working with the SGA in

the future. Many senators, especially members of the

Young Republican Club, showed concern and a desire to

work with us in the future. Even though we did not get

the money we needed, we were not ignored and interest

in us was made clear.

On behalf of the lewish students of UMass. we thank

the Senate.

Rachel Kristol

President of Hillel/|SU

Finals period
good preparation

Ciaran Tuomey
Sylvan

Palmer's teaching

was inappropriate

To the Editor:

In regards to the article on Professor John Palmer's

class (5/13): I too took the class and have many of the

same complaints which the nine students did. 1 com-

mend them for voicing their complaints; as for Palmer's

comment that nobody yet has complained, I would say

that the explanation lies in the large number of fresh-

men in such General Education classes who are unsure

of what actions to take if their professor acts as Palmer

did.

To the Editor:

I'd like to comment on the May 7 editorial by |oe

Sullivan about the validity of our grading system, and
perhaps help him put some value on the stress caused by
finals week. He questioned the validity of having so
much importance packed into 10 days, making it possi-

ble for all the hard work he's done throughout the
semester to be for naught.

Let's look at a "real world" example. In most jobs
requiring a college education, you will have projects that

you work on over a long stretch of time, with a very spe-
cific deadline at the end of that time. If you work on a

project for two months and then don't get the project to
your boss or even your boss's boss on time, or present it

badly, this will have a very negative impact on your job
future, regardless of how much work you put into it

over two months.

The stress put on you to push yourself and endure
academic hardships for 10 days at the end of each
semester is one of the best training experiences you will

get out of college.

Bob Huts
Engineering Department
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The gang taJu'.s its place in TV lore
iU

Mm Mi

A few of the ciflisfcl

M The Pick 1 ^
I famed episode v- get* CWfhl b\ hi< ^

1 friend picking hil • but wa* he rcallv''

ordtng h .

nuke the call Cramer model* under

mi card

reveal* a little mon ihj intended 'mppu

lsr* exposut

Move over "MAS II ' Sam, Norm and the rest d the

-Cheers* craw Move over And> Griffith. Mary Tyler Moore I

and Ricky Ed and Raiph N pate time hat come and gone

lonsght. sonwtsne around 9- VI p.m.. "Seinfeld" will assume it*

rightful place in television history as tlte MM show of all-time An

entire industry. • nation and the world for that matter , will watch as NBC airs the special two-hour

cries finale of the ultimate show about nothJnf, Viewer, will no doubt iniat soring FJaine's "Get
\

*\
' the h Man* alfirmative answer for every***. 'Giddy*

,_jrge's neurotic tdf-scrvtng antics. Theyl watch tonight and celebrate the show that re-defined

television caned) and the way people watch it. -SesafeU.' the neat successful half-hour ever to grace

the small screen, leaves on its own terms— Mil the undisputed best comedv on television.

The ^-pndeamed "show about nothing* naa endtsWed audswees for nine >ean

pic the show is not about "nothing,* but rather about Bfe. or at least fife in lerry Seinfeld's eyes. The show has

demonstrated an uncanny abiaty to extrapolate lorry's quirky "did you ever notice'* style of stand-up corned

onto the set of 'Seinfeld* week after week. Sure tome

/g|

npleThe Contest (It/li

mantra 'Master of m> domai'

as a Seinfeld cteeek I

'

can practice sexual self control !

utterance ol "I'm cut'" >i!t«.t watchlnj

woman out let?', t window end .iportment

for a few minute^ ry

the Outing 12/11/91. episode as I an episode that

probably would not hase made it on an\ other show — "not that

there's anything wrong with that " \ reporter a ^^^^
leri e even though the •

never in ' de demonstrate

o( the situahonel comedy might be exaggerated but the

basis for three situations strikes audi fswflss* •»« *«h d« fat

last weeks episode t» the perfect example Caught In a traffic jam the gang finagles, hassles, maneuvers and

hrunaVr- ihcir way around, but In the end. none ^ them end up more than Cm

The show seems Eke nothing on the surface, but the «cnpt tt tngcniou- and extreni.

something with which the audfefce easily identifies. What abiut the "Yada. yada. yada" e| entire

half hour with ahsohitely no plot developments, no action, based on three w I somehow man

eged to become of those traitstandent moment* in die show's hsstorv. The next nwnting. around water

coolers across America, everyone was saying "Yada, yada. yada" Who could ever forget the episode i

wfcjcfa lerry and pais become liuBsatssly lost in a mall parking garage while searching for their tost

At each different level, each section, each color frustration grows deeper for the

group as any hope Jstep-inwtu Although ink may appear to be a wmewhat

sadistic plea-sire to watch, the audience ha* come

* I'-

ll E«!l *
as* -h f gSB • *

SatofcUi

The Chinese Restaurant
(i/23/91. episode «/ J An
earl) classii thiv episode e«tab

Adam J

! that "Seinfeld' could get away with devoting

an entire show -sec P/<iri 9 frvm O
phone "Didn t those people

e m aftc eWIe the* wait in vain for a table Yes. they did

I*, but \ou came out ahead with this episode

The Parking Garage 9 / . episode *2 5 • Another "show about nothing*

as the fabulous foursotne san't find their car in a mall parking garage.

iownward spiral is an absolute pleasure to watch And George says, "1

m atraid I'll puncture my scrotum."

I he lunior Mini 9591 This one

PsM the simple reason that Seinfeld Cred-

its thi* episode for turning the show around. His

ad lib watch them slice this fat bastard up" intro

duces a new dark brooding comed> to the show.

Oh seah. there's alto ferry's girlfriend (Dolores)

whose name rhymes with a female body part and

iter, who accidentally drop* a lunior Mint

into Roy's vital organs.

The Marine Biologist (2/10/94. episode

#75*: One of those classic "Seinfeld"s where

everything tics together at the end. Kramer's golf

batl* call George on the bluff that he's a marine

biologist trhicji Urn invented in the first place.

The Soup Na/.i (li/2/99, episode MIW
soup fot >ou One year" pretty much su.t.s it up.

This episode shows Seinfeld's unparalleled

ability to capture New York life When
|errj karri his girlfriend in favor of

soup, we get the ultimate micro-

Turn to CLASSICS, page 7

TumtoLOM page

The bit players

< Knifhti |em'*

V

Ncwsaao
arch n

favorite mail catr

to the ami-christ, at least in the

eyes igma

snapped in a twinkle. \cwnian'»

ahsavs up to no good. He s kidnapped .

dchsered cabtones. and failed to deliver what he's supposed the

mail The exchanges between him and letty are simply priceless

They're like the two kids forced r bj their parent-

Frank A Estellc Cossaaza tlerr)1 Sutler & EsuOe Hunts I asa*) the

ssaTdest couple on television, the Costanza's are at each others throats

constantly Not surpnsmglv their personal turmoil has rubbed off on

George, who trv« to bsarnt tliem for all his woe*, frank ha« uttered some

especially memorable hne*. including The Serenity Now" epi-idc i* 1 5 1) ear-

lier this season. Estelle burst onto tlie scene after ftnding her son. ahem, treat-

ing his body like an amusement park. The rest. the> say. is history.

Marty * Helen Seinfeld tHamey \tam< ront their hixuri

out condo down in Horida. where Vlorty. a retired raincoat salesman who was

the head of the condo association, and Helen alwa\s ktxi a svinpathetk ear to

lerry They don't like the 0*tanzs's (they sum turned down Rstelle's paella » and

act like children Morty and Helen are the ultimate cheapskates — they always go

to dinner before 6 p.m to get tint senior uti/en divount. they agonize over petty

amount* money endlessly, yada. yada. yada

Bob Sakamano Kramet I 'ften referred to but never seen friend. Bob

Sakamano has been the sub-

ject of many conversations,

including a memorable one

between Flaine and |em in

'The Fatigues" (episode

#112) in which lerrv

describes a party thrown by

Sakamano as "a lovely

affair
."

Art Vandalay George's

alrer-ego The all purpose

name he give* when he

(lamely) tries to conceal

his identity Mr
Vandalay's usual

occupation is. either

architect or

lS*K
ff-

Jum to PIAYERS, poQe 13
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Maimed revives Hitchcock, Chatting with the cast of Rent

Steve Martin in Sbarush Prisoner
By Robert Rowtsch

Collegian Staff

THE SPANISH PRrSONR
Directed by David Maimed

with Campbell Scott, Rebecca Pidgeon ond Steve Martin

Playing at Pleasant St Theater*

('here has been a recent upswing in puzzle thrillers.

IBOVtat full of twists and double-crosses that follow in the

tradition of the genre's greatest magician. Alfred

Hitchcock Recent contenders include Ihc I sua! Si.

Ihc Oil, and this spring's Wild Things These are

MiioolhU made movies all. full d law dropping plot leap-,

hut while Suspects has Kevin Spaccv. The Game ha> the

elegant menace of director Das id I incher. and Wild

Ihmgs has gratuitous ica tC«»sM none come CsSM to

matching Hitchcock'l ConrilWHW DwM Maimed - Ihc

Spanish Prisoner is the latest to tall under the shadow of

the master.

The plot starts cimpl) Coiiipan) man foe Ross indents

an incredible valuable mathematical formula known only

l ie Process "
It's never clear what the Process is. but

that's not important It's just the blank center of the

scheming lo make a long I illM htfo a mys-

teriom huMiiessman (Steve Martini befriends an odd

I'idgeon) and then his life goes to

pieces. It wouid be wrong to sa> am more, evcept that it is

all incredibh interesting, not merely amazing or shocking,

hut unpredictable and understandable all at once.

Maimed s direction is not harmed so much by. a compar-

ison with Hitchcock because, while Hitctuock worked

most cftecmeh with visuals Maimed s |ooll HM Midi
to sjn that The Spanish Prisoner is deficient wmi.iiIv.

the visual" arc Jean and generally dark, a perfect back

ground foi the verbal fireworks, a page for the poem

Maimed writes like no one else currently working in

American movies L nlike many popular \ineiieaii MM
writers. Maimed works not by letting loose a flood of

words and cultural references, but bv shaving sentences to

then hare minimums The result is not unlike dialogue

spoken unconsuouslv in m.-ter. It is both hard boiled and

musical

Campbell Scott is good enough at the nice guyMames

Stewart role loe Ross, and he wisely underplays, allowing

the mvsterious characters surrounding him to Mix and tov

with our attention Rebecca Pidgeon. Maimed s wile, is a

revelalion as Susan the perky, oft kiltet secretary who has

a crush on loe Pidgeon creates one ol strangest and most

original characters in recent memory, a smart. MQ doik

Steve Martin is also excellent u- the wealthy business man

who befriends |oe for unknown reasons It has Kc
long MM Steve Martin has been in a real movie that I

almost had to get up and give the movie screen a hug

when he first came out. Simply put. Steve Martin is better

than a raspberry popsicle attei mowing the lawn His per-

formance is smooth as silk SMMMI and disturbing

It's hard to talk about this movie without giving it awav

ing to the movie is like stepping into a maze d words

Clues, red herrings, and philosophical babble llv bv like

rifle fire, blending together Maimed and the cast basicallv

dare vou to keep up. and. with such a suave cast and such

a lean, razor-sharp script, chasing the truth is an exhilarat

ing experience A

The cast of Rent celebrates

By Sora Hopp
GdUoton Correspondent

Alter a couple of paltry efforts. Steve Martin points toward his lifting career in the powerful Sporwsn Prisoner

Order 1998 Graduation Video

i Ilk W.v> I sat in mi cushv

third row seat at Chicago > Shubert

r. staring at the starklv dec oral

ed. graffiti-enhanced stage. nervou»ly

waiting lot the lights to go <k>v>

incc. the told Hip chairs and fire

esc ais. that *ervc at the only bac •

for this Broadway musical won

tainlv not allude SO am ivpe d bnl

IK «sc who have seen the show

.

mow that ornate set* and

..•turning H iace in this

T?waa«»aUth time seeing the

show, and normally I would K
pietelv psvchcvl Ihis tmve it was dsf-

I knew that as

as the show ended and the

.1 out inv work of inter-

viewing the cast member* would

begin. Sound check* echoed through

out piquing my nervous anticipation

And n I sat W airing.

Bents later the stage was full,

posinvelv e\pl» ding with the voices of

the moat eccentric, talented eneemhic

of urban hipsters and angst tilled

twentv somethings one could possibly

imagine Wail to wail cnergv pound-

ed as the cast sang its opening num-

ber. in)ecting the audiet

'notional power, breathing lift

into the minimalist stage.

ed to break through the bourxj

aries of mainstream theater Kent t« a

i drama that details the lives of a

I rse group of artists m the I ast

\ dlage. t i City It follows

them as they deal personally with

many of the pressing realities of tod

showing the laces behind words

\ll>S drug addiction and povertv

TK -traight. bisexual, black,

white latino and Asian Above all.

though, they arc human, weaving an

mtn v4* anger and joy. disap-

pointment and hope

theme has gamed a cut

following Opening on Broadway, it is

now touring the country And H

cast, which had |usi »m
Boston, did not disappoint After the

performance with my faith restored m
humanity and musical theater. I ven-

tured backstage with my best Iriend

Andrea by my side. Always the calmer

one. I knew she would not let me
faint, or go speechless (any of which

might normalh be mv reactions) upon

meeting the cast.

A rainbow of colorful garments in

the form of orange rubber skirts and

metallic mIv ihe

winding hallwavs behind the stage

I alked bv . smiling as thev
I

ed out anything

had lackson to the late«i Irykah

Badu lhev were exaggerated and

playful, obviously running on the

adrenaline that live performance

requires,

this „*fts„UW build** Ihearvl a left.

uuiei voice, barely audible beneath the

scieams of laughter and song that ft

mealed the hallways There IU

Simonc who plays the HIV positive

;ic dancer Muni Marque/ She

greeted us warmly <nd invited us into

her tmv dimlv lit dressing room

Obi haustcd. she exuded a

etui, almost prophet like pi

Ihe daughter d lamed I'JOOs

singci Nina S I to

being m the spotlight.

Her love lor Rent and her character

are clear.

Tin a performer to the boiu

me core Ni what I do." she told us as

«n her blue jeans and white

nirt a sharp contrast from the

leather and lace ensembles she struts

on stage >sm and sensualitv

forgotten bv

the aura she radiates as

she speak* to us of her passion for the

limelight and dreams of supersuro

«ic. the best part of her ttnng

job is knowing that the audience ha*

been touched that maybe their view-

ic changed or their mind*

opened by her performance Her kind

neasand ome thrxiugh in her

voice Any ncnoumeas I might have

telt disappeared as she spoke to us of

her career, her dream* an :

ttom,

I sat down with Shaun Karl

Turn to poae

Includes scenic views of campus and area

at UVC-TV19
Call 545- 1283

Cost is $30 S! Umake

S\A410^1IkSA

Wed. May 13 to Sun. May 17

/

downtown
A tw U •» ' I I

HELP MAKE IT HAPPEN

FOR THE CLASS OF 2002!

The 1 998 Convocation committee invites you to enter the

CLASS SPEAKER COMPETITION

To welcome the Class of 2002 to campus

Entrees should be no more than 1000 words (approx. 4 pages)

and should welcome new students to UMASS and tell them

about your first year experiences. All university students wel-

comed to apply. Class of 2001 students strongly encouraged.

Entries must be received by June 3 and should be sent to the

Undergraduate Admissions Center, Attn: Rich Toomey. Finalists

will be required to come to campus to present their speeches to

the Convocation Committee.
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ART GALLERIES
Amherst College — Mead Art

Museum Currently on display: The

III of lucnticth icntun lapan
i through luly 1448). Hours
Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m. -4:50 p.m.,

Saturday & Sunday 1-5 p.m. For
nunc mini niaiion. call the Museum at

Hampshire College — Main
l.allerv. Harold 1 lohnson Library.

Hours Mon t ri. 8:50 a.m. -4:50

p m weekends noon-4:50 p.m.

Mount Holyokc College — Art

Museum Current exhibitions:

Cooking foe the Gods (through lune

-'8 1, Gifts and Loom from Alumnae

mi Tnends (through lune 281. Senior

\ri \ld)«r\ I \hthitiun (through May
25) Hours: Tues.-Fri. ll-a.m.-5

pun.; Sat -Sun. 1-5 p.m For more
lnlomution. call 558 2245

Smith College Museum of Art.

c uiTctn exhibitions: Sandy Skoglund

Kealtty I nder Siege (through May 24

1

Huuts rueaday, I nday & Saturday

mi 4 p m 1 ui Nun . noon-4

p m Ihuisday. noon-8 p m For

more information, call 585 2770.

Uniscrsit) of Massachusetts —
\uj!us|u Savage Cillcn HI A student

shows on display Mjs II 15. The
Au^ustj Sa\ugc Gullets i- located in

ihe Sew \tru.i House Huuts
Moil lues 17 pin. Wed Fri. 1-5

Fot non infomatioa, call

545-5177.

L ii i s c r s i > of Massachusetts —
Hampden Gallery The Hampden
Gallery is located in the Hampden
Dining Halls in the Southwest
Residential Area. Hours: Mon.-Fri.

5-7 p.m.; Sunday 2-5 p.m. For more

information, call 545-0680

University of Massachusetts —
Herter Art Gallery. Hours are

Mon -Fri. 1 1 s.m.-4 p.m.; Sat.-Sun.

1-4 p.m. For more information, call

545-0976

University of Massachusetts —
Student Union Visual and Performing

Arts Space. The Student Union Visual

& Performing Arts Space is located in

the Student Union. Hours:

Mon Thurs. 10-5 p.m , Friday 10-3

p m For more information, call

545-0792

University of Massachusetts —
Umersin Gallery The University

Gallery is located at the Fine Arts

Center Hours: Tues.-Fri. 1

1

a.m.-4:50 p.m.; Sat.-Sun. 2-5 p.m.

fur more information, call 545-5670.

University of Massachusetts —
Wheeler Gallery Wheeler Gallery is

located in the Wheeler Residence Hall

in the Central Residential Area.

Hours: Mon.-Thurs 4-« p.m., Sunday

2 5 p m For more information, call

545-0680
— Compiled by Seema Gangahrkar A sculpture by Megan Strauss is on display in the Student Union

classics
continued fiom page 5

.ich charactct

Ihc Use / J M episode Mill):

I laine needs to use her sponges
thtiltils Krtlliw leeds his horse

Reeiu. I he C ostanzas take

bach their marble from Susan's

paient»' hoOM Icirv needs to mug
an old lady to help George get the

i\c back in the house Chaos
ensues and George gets caught

I hen again, doesn't he always get

. aught

'

The Biiarro |erry </ 0/3/96.

episode »129) Elaine leaves the

group ... finally, only to enter

another idyllic version of the same

thing Her "get out!" puts her in

hot water and returns her to lerry

and company as always This

episode's worth it just to see what

the bizarro versions of George and

tern's apartments look like

The Yada Yada (4/24/97.

episode s/45) George loves a girl

vsho never tells the whole story

because it's "like dating ( S »

Today " Krarc labels lerry an

"anti-dentite " The best scene

though is when lerrv goes to the

confessional to complain about his

dentist vsho became a lev. just tot

the jokes When he sits on the

kneeler it's funny, but when
ge comes in at the end, it's

hilarious.

Adam Marlignetii is a I

student

Vfjrtt Keane is a Collegian

columnist

Veronica Webb talks about being a model, editor

By Ne-keso Mumbi Moody
Avvociotad Prwj

M W NORK — When she first started modeling

more than a decade ago. \ eronica Webb wasn't enactK

enamored ol her glamorous new profession.

It ccrtjinb \sa»n t my parents' dream for me One of

I doctor and the other is a mathematician.

and I dropped out of college and became a model.

which »as shocking to them." Webb says. "There's no

pension in that job It doesn't give you a set of creden-

that can never be taken away from you." It's a sur

tjtemeni given what Webb has achieved in the

business. The sinking beauty, discovered on the streats,

i ork b> a makeup artist in the early 1980s, mm

the first black model to receive an exclusive contract

from a major cosmetics company

But early on in her career, modeling didn t give her

enough satisfaction Seeking validation she lorged

ahead with other interests, working as a journalist and

landing small roles in movies such as "lung

I

She's enjoyed success in all her endeavors.

Webb. 55. is editor-al-large at Interview magazine,

and Miramax Books has just published "\ eronica Wmbb
Sight Adventures in the Big Cits," a reflection of her

life and a collection of her essays. She's also written a

screenplay that is being developed into a movie

Her acting career has also continued to gather steam

She has a recurring role in the new Fo* sitcom

"Damon," starring Damon W avans

New Customer Service Parking
Exam Week Parking 5/16 - 5/22

Attention All Students:

During ihe week of 5/16-5/22, students who do not have a

parking permit may park in Lots 25, 26,& 33 while tak-

ing exams.

If you possess a valid parking permit, please use the lot you

purchased to enable others use of these lots. Use lots 25,

26, & 33 ONLY (during exam), otherwise you will be

subject to ticketing and towing.

Brought to you by: UMass Parking Services - 4 1 3-545-0065. The

University community appreciates your cooperation in parking legally.

Congratulations to Graduating Seniors and

Parking Services Graduating Seniors:

Cheryl, Dan, and Duncan
- - -

Some Say Your College Years Are The Best Years Of Your Life.

We Say It's The Years You'll Spend With Us.

With graduation around the comer, you're probably

looking back on those four years and remembering

all the fun and excitement of setting goals, and

achieving them. You're probably even a little nervous

about what the future brings, wondenng where

you'll find a job that can offer you an opportunity

to really be recognized for all the talent and expen-

ence youve gained Well, at The Hertz Corporation,

you don't have to wonder You'll jump right in with

both feet, rolling-up your sleeves and actually

"doing." instead of observing We re looking for

forward-thinkers with a "can't sit still" attitude who

are ready to begin a challenging and fulfilling

career Join us

MANAGEMENT TRAINEES
In this entry-level position with extraordinary

growth potential, you will learn day-to-day operations

such as Sales, Marketing, and Customer Service,

through dealings with customers, auto body

shops, service centers and small businesses

Previous customer service experience is a plus.

In addition to great opportunities, we offer our

employees an attractive compensation and bene-

fits package Please send resume to: HLE

Staffing. The Hertz Corporation, 450 McClellan

Highway, East Boston, MA 02128; Fax:

(617) 561-3021. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

$1,250
Cash
Bonus!

Visit our Website at: www.hertz.com
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Roughly 60 of the 200 people responsible for bringing the Collegian to campus every morning. The Spring 1998 staff represent the Newsroom, Business, and Production Departments

End of the semester celebration What to watch during the summer
featuring a capella: Meanwhile
By Emily Trask

Collegian Staff

To celebrate the end ol the semester, on Friday, May
I >, the iill female a capella group Meanwhile will put

on a concert In the fine Arti Centet la lasanaon
Recital Hall

The group i> rmqrwwl of seven I Maei undergradu-
ate women tad despite what sou might think the mem
bcrs ol Meanwhile are not all music MJOTI. the) range

from Spanish, I nglish to elementarv education

Meanwhile was started two \eais ago by music majoi

Naomi I opm in response to the popularity ol the all

male ,i capella gioup The Doo-Wop Shop
I opifl explains her desire to siurt Meanwhile. " The

il> ... Wop] shop had such a good following. I thought.

hi i there be a female group too? ' So I opin gath

ered logother women she knew who loved Blttak W>

form Meanwhile

rhrec ol the group's original mciiilvi- have lemamed
the group Naomi I opm, fan Moca and Vlarv

h

past Septemhet thev held trvouts lor Iwo more

members and gained Alexis Wiggins and Sarah Fix. and

most recently the group added two more newcomers:

Anne Sheridan and Abby Farricker.

Meanwhile performs everything from the Beatles to

Aretha Franklin to |oni Mitchell, as well as a popular

arrangement of Ani DiFranco's "52 Flavors."

The group arranges all of their own pieces by listening

in Mings and figuring out the individual parts. A typical

arrangement consists of the lead, the backup, bass and

percussion All the members g| Meanwhile" take turns

with the different parts for the arrangements.
Meanwhile member Mary Welch joking about the vari-

ed of their arrangement and their voices said, "on some
songs I in a soprano and on others I'm a bass."

Meanwhile has performed throughout the entire sear

in such venues as the Hluewall, Mahar Auditorium.

Cireenough basement, the Campus Center and various

unpus locations including a local middle school.

Meanwhile will be performing at this year's

Commencement Ball with the Doo Wop Shop on May
22. as veil as tndav the 15th

I his Ffiday'l performance will be at 7 10 It will also

be free ol chafft

|

"

www.umass.edu/rso/colegian

•"02 the Department of'Economies

visits to congratulate it's

Fall 1997 Dean's List Students!

\k-lx*. Arcaxa A
i . l\trto B

Arthurnm, Altln

Bearer, Icmbci K

Mm.., William -

Brightly, Ivan P

Buinkki, Heatha I

( ambol, Men
ncllii Michicl A

i twang, I lyc-Eun

v .'l.-.ttt llo. Ann Marie

DM, Wei
I teener, Chnatin

I VI NLtr \t'l.i;i|iK-: M.tri.t

.^aPiPaoio, Michael A

PuhnJuk. Marina

Ellison, Jam

i, foaepli P
i iennatd, Jatoa W
\ lupins, Jennifer i

lnnt>, ThoUMM N
Kaplan. Hama
Kan:. Shane M
Kieaaling, Alliaort P
I iRaaH, Thomas 1

Leonard, Laura F

McNttlr\, Julie A
Pics:, hr

Rouillard, Rvatt S

Ruwoll. Jonathan E

ViMorJ, IVnnts A
S il-'ts. laaon

clas, \ i\ ian M
Sayeed, Itrat

Settles, D. Chcidee

Skiha, PaigeM
Smith, Anthon'.

Si lean, fereaai 1

1

Tuxhurv, Alan J, Jr.

Tyndall, Sara |

\V'i inttock, |oahtM s

Yetako, Meredith A

The television season is over. H
there is nothing to watch right? II

you're anything like me (and chances

are you're not because I watch more
TV in a day than most people watch

in a week), the end of the regular

television season means nothing
more than a desperate search lor

something new to watch because all

of the quality programs have gone
into re-runs.

It's true,

there's no more
"Seinfeld" (even

or Tart) oj

Five," and we're

going to have to

wait more than

three months to

see if Ross
(David
S c h w i in m i r

can make up for

hit disastrous
blunder at his

wedding on
"Friends," but
trust me. as an
expert on watch-

ing nothing. I can tell you that

there's something for everyone on

television to watch in the tube's olli

cial off-season.

Have you ever sat down and
watched something completely use-

less and void ot all educational and
entertainment value'' II sou -aid ni'.

\ou would obviousK be King \\ I

have all watched something on tele

vision that we're not pioud ol

Personally, I tend to be extremelv

partial to those awful infomerdalsls

that make a lousy attempt to sell me
something that I clearly could never

use The worst aspect ol watching

these things has to be the feeling

that I get when I'm sitting in front ol

my television at 1 a.m. fightm,

mv urge to give into Dionne
Warwick's persuasive attempt

force me to call her Psvchic I nends

while discovering the sad realization

that I have no life!

Let's face it. you re not going to

find Leonardo DiCaprio selling

hemorrhoid cream or Sandra
Bullock advising you to buv the hit

death metal records of the ho* So
all of the actors (or sad attempts at

trving to be an actor) who star in

the*e low paving roles are people

that have been completelv rejected

R

INOIIlMS/lMSlMin1» BIO Iflll li Will! IN IMEir

lillil MillSDM 111 HIK -SHUMl IBHI 1IM NEMIiH

S3 4B> jSKSSj -SHHBlrH Ell "SillIH - MUM -*•
SSS—In

www.fear and loathing com

IN THEATRES MAY 22ND V

from the entertainment world.

Unseat \ou coiisidei Sally Struihers

one ol the elite among Hollywood
she- just further proof that the

advertisers are searching the dregs of

celebrities lot someone to push their

terrible product!
So it inlomeiciai- are clearly not

the answer to the TV drought, then

what will fulfill our need for qualitv

entertain
ment'.' Could
it possibly

be the

dreaded
reruns'
Reruns
could mean
more than
one thing.

They could
mean t he-

reruns ol the

shows in

their normal
tune si

or they

could p.

Mv mean
syndication I here i nothing at all

wrong with watching syndicated
ic-s ol your favorite shows. I

had to stop taping the reruns of "The
Simp-- iuse II became evr

deni that I would not leave my
bouse led episodes of many
shows gue us a chance to see the

moment- that we love over and over

again I he problem is that after a

while all ol the vp sk1c> have been
s|i« wn and it gets boring IK I

during the summer there are so

man) different shows to watch, and
the chances ol seeing them all are

( again, unless you're

me »' ore than 24 hours

of TV a da i is a good
wav to sec some of the episodes that

you mav have missed when thev

tired, and a chance to watch

the events vou remember from TV

Finally, it prime time roles around

and you're looking for something to

watch, here s a list of .how* that you

KM have paid much attention to

duung the l\ season this year that

are detinitelv worth a watch

M ndav night brings us \Bl -

"The Practice " Personally. I find it

difficult to get into, and some ol n

can be tough to follow without

knowing the basic story line of the

show. Also on Monday night is

Foa'l "Ally McBcal ." This show
started to pick up a strong following

near the end of the season, but the

summer is a perfect time to see the

early episodes that vou mav have

missed

Ibis wa- a decent vear lor "Home
Improvement " Some of the episodes

were quite good at dealing with

issues that trouble socielv An espe-

cially good episode this season dealt

with teens and drugs Keep an eye

on the TV guide for a chance to

catch this episode.

While vou were watching "Beverly

Hills 90210." "Partv of five" and
"South Park" this vear. you were
missing out on some great TV. I can-

not stop encouraging people to

watch ABC's ternlic litcom "Spin

v itv
" Michael |. Fo« doe- an excel

lent job in the lead role that last year

earned him a Be-t ^ctor in a

Comedy nomination at the f nimv

Awards He still deserves that nomi-

nation, and will no doubt gel a nod

again this year AaW on \Bl i- " I'he

Drew Carev Show an excellent

paaaadl and well worth a peek On
Thursday nights NBC show- I u >

»

Shoot Me " The show is most likclv

to take over "Seinfeld" at v) pm.
Fridays bring us "Bov Meets

\s rid." "Sabrina the Teenage
W itch" and "20/20." all on ABv.

Iinallv. here's a great storv to

leave vou with lor the summel |erry

Springer can book himself at a

Beat tfe was caught on tape in a

hotel room in Fngland having >cv

with cine of his past guests. To make
the story more interesting, it hap-

pened to be the guest that be invited

on the show to brag about her

breaking the world s C \ record by

being with >>0 men in one day.

The icing on the cake
-

' Springer

then went on to have >cv with the

woman - step-mother I'd like to

hear what km ' Final thought is on
this hule mishap.

Have a great summer, and tune in

next year to find out the truth about

mv huge Jiffhanger ehding of this

column
K\jrt Rtnhams is a Collegian

rulumilDl \n\ CSNBUHettfl or ques-

tions about thu column can be

e-matUd to

benharn&itudent umass edu

^MiM ft
efl

TEXTBOOK ANNEX BUYBACK
NEW LOCATION

BUYBACK!
mmmmumcmnmmmum office

TEXTBOOK 4k
BUYBAt* '

YELLOW
LOT

'<'

*l The CeoUst Soundtraik Of Tha Year - - Feeteriaa Classic Mind- altering Math Aad Fllai Dielefee \

IrVED., THURS. & FRI., MAV 20-22

NOONS PM
No Walk Ups Please • UMASS Students Only • ID Required

Buyback at the Annex and Campus Center

starts May 14th.
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who pljvs the sweet and playful drag

liuwii "Angel." in the >how I recog-

nise him immediately fnn his lead

roll- in the I9t0'l musical. Fame
Angel (vhOM OOMMM d rx-dv gliner

tak. and ptatfora ehoeel h

an audience favorite and Shaun

BJCNjai Is he equalls chanuing in ic.it

lilc

I jughiei is a running theme

throughout our cOAVtrtttion .is he

tells- u» Itoriei of his childhiksJ and

how hi v. as made 10 perform ai taniilv

gathenng^ He is comedis Me is alien

live IK id he s lun ic look

at. owning the ret imil face and [

full*, ^.ulpled Kids .'I a veteran aetoi

U hen asked of the show s message

he stresses .K^epiaiKc "I ilunk that

ihe [vim d Rf'it i" not K> judge, but

raihei to love" - compassion and In

.ourlaM.

me theau minMiy It

i* a >>ili And we |usi keep repeat

inf,'V> da\ but tod -aid

I asked with a straight face what he

enjoyi hk'si ahout Mi job. He paused

momentarily (fat diamatic elicit >. and

a huge smile spread actoai his face

"Wcaltn. ht --aid adding

sctiouslv "Can vou imagine'.'" I

laughed hyaaarkaJq now at the sU i

prising admission and he continued.

The big -hoes. Being pi cits'" Me

cracked himself up us well, cleat Iv

WMt of his abilitv to entertain

I then spoke with Christian

Anderson who plays the vulnerable,

introspective Irontman "Mark Cohen

in the show \ Northampton native

aadaad to hear thai I am Eras

l Mati rfc enraaaad how accurate he

led- Hint la, having lived in ll:

Villafe biaaacH as » Miugglmg Mew
prior 10 hi- audition lot the show

"I wouldn't look at anvihing in the

show, and -os No was. that 'i ndicu-

Ihat would iH-ver happen'

which I think makes it so powerful
'

I ike his character. Christian is

humble and aatpm Me ha> achieved

>ouwrhing which could be considered

a leal loi an actor who has performed

on Broadway (trading places with

Anthony Rapp. the original Mark
Cohen I That is, he is completely real

and without pretension, following in

the footsteps of his fellow cast mem-

ban Simone and Karl. Mis voice and

dtapoaidOal is much like liis on -stage

preaaaot, which is lomioning. allow-

ing the atmosphere to feel relaxed.

Ms interviewing time slot had long

since passed, but Christian did not

MM concerned Me was ready for his

I performance of the night, and

in his modest nature, he seemed flat-

tered that I wanted to speak with him

V I left the theater. I was over-

whelmed by a feeling of hope. These

people are the genuine article, just as

the New York City inhabitants they

represent The* proved 10 me, in the

PBMnc of an hour or so, thai they truly

believe in the messages they shout

..Kh night on stage

Kent is currently playing at the

Butknttt Theairr m Hartford.

tunn iuiot wau

Old man and his horse
Robert Bedford plays a horseman — a* well as iervmg as director — in The Hone Wfmperer, opening tomor-

row

Thayer School of*Engineering
D A R MOUTH COL E G

Thinking of Graduate School?

Then consider

Thayer School of Engineering's

Master of Engineering Management Program

• Combine engineering with business management
• No thesis, 1 year program for holders of B.S. degree

• Take courses at the Amos Tuck School of Business and Vermont Law School

• Work on design projects provided by high tech companies

• Participate in industrial internships

The job market is strong for MEM graduates!

• Land jobs with leading national and international firms •

• Receive starting salaries in the mid-sixties ($65,000/yr)

Financial aid and fellowships available

For More Information Contact:

Graduate Admissions Office

Thayer School of Engineering

Dartmouth College

8000 Cummings Hall

Hanover. NH 03755-8000
tel: (603) 646-2606

email: engg.admissions@dartmouth.edu

http/Vengineering.dartmouth.edu
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whore
Putnam Investment* is i

global money management

fit m. invesrjnj! on behalf cf

more than 9 million stai e-

holders and nearly 7S0

in tiaiuonal clients We
nvinage ov*r $24S bilion

m .issetv including mutual

Kjnds and rMremeni pUm
for individuals and invest

merit poitfolios and pen-

sion funds for institutions

We are an innovator, not

only m our core business

of money maivigement

but. also in service tech-

nology. So if yon want to

sort a ai'et'r with one of

the nation's oldest, largest

and most dynamic invest

ment management fii ms
— Putnam is where yon

want to be

Client Service
Representatives
Pl«\ a !<r> mh 1 in pn>vi<iinK > Ih-hi-. wtih puprrkN

itisiiHiirr fllOB t*v n'.^wni.lin^ hi llwir ruMfimtn

annum, produil and (inirrMl iiiliiriiiiiiiou

laajaMat/raaaaM ™ aaaai ami mail Van

will al«> ail as » single |M)im i>l 'iiniiii i h» OUI

limkrr/dralrr. financial advisors and tin. hi. ial

insiitiiiniii < -Ill-ills in die rrsfarch nit niitiraliiui

and problem resolution iki oiiisiandiiii; iatoea

Proven customer service run-rn-niT vlthitl tin

finance industry preferred We will pniviili nam
inland sponsor vdii for your Series (i lu-enar

Code:li03l

Willi an unmatched breadth of lalfnl anil expertise fnmi nearly su ids inlc-

of managrmenl leailerslnp. we're fimly pOatttOMd in nlti yotl I wealth

of aih anlagrs. fnan a vibrant train Sfiint in nim|Htinvi salmi. - and

bencfiis. mi luilmg health and denial, profil sharing. -K)l(k). Iiiilmn

assistance, vacation and dm-ount KWl pur.-haar plan

Putnam Investments el<itmni( ally scans all rrsmnta Im-iNin- that vnur

rrsume is aciiirately .wanned, please adhere In the fallowing gunl« lim

an ensiK -n'iul lynrfarr.. mininiiim ll) [mhiii and pnnl on whin- |ia|«r Vii

discourage iIb- iiv of italics, underiiniiig and graphics I -'or BUMfK innl'i

drnnal consaleraiiiiii pit-use forward y<Hir resume, indicating appnipnnir

(kisiihsi i ,«k- as follows: Mail to; Jane Ayoub. Putnam Invesinicnis I

H.-laiiiins. aV» VlillanI Sireet. 0iiin.-y. MA 021(i<) rax (617) ^Kn OOSH

I. mail

jail* u\mil K'l'i ml niunlnv i 01 1

1

(text fonnai no attachments)

I'uinaiii Investments is an

Affinnative Anion/ Kiiual

(>p|Hinunily I m plover

We value ilivrrsiiy in our

workplace

www.putnaminv.com

PUTNAM
INVESTMENTS

©

Graduating seniors from the Collegian Executive Board, the paper's governing body, include Laura Stock,

Managing Editor; Christopher Stamm, Editor-ln-Chief;(Front) Luis Luna, Advertising Manager; Ryan

MacDonald, Business Manager(Back).

Graduating seniors from the newsroom include Bryan Schwartzman, Jewish Affairs Editor; Marty Keane.

Music Editor; Laura Stock, Managing Editor; Paul Hayes, News Associate Editor; Seema Gangatirkar, Arts

& Living Editor; Chris Conner, Columnist; Leigh Faulkner. News Editor; Jason Eiseman, News Associate.

NOT PICTURED Jorma Kansanen, Luke Meredith, Corey Peter Goodman, Adam Dlugacz

L

LAUKtN KOSIO

Jennifer Kulm, Classified Rep: Joy Fowler, National Zone Manager; Kimberly Berardi, Finance Manager;

Ryan Duques, Promotions Coordinator(Back Row) Luis Luna, Advertising Manager; Ryan MacDonald,

Business Manager(Second Row) Feisal Ahmed, Marketing Coordinator; Bridget Unger, Advertising Rep.

David Smith, Local Zone Manager (Front Row). NOT PICTURED: Christine Stewart and Elizabete

Nascimento, Advertising Reps.
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What do burning buildings, famous speakers, govern-

ment scandal, peeping toms and the best resume

builder on campus have in common? The News

Department of the CoUegtor*.

As a news associate or news correspondent you

will be covering the latest issues and events on cam-

pus. We have beats where you can gain experience

covering everything from the latest crimes to the

btggest names that come to campus

If you want to be a competitive candidate for inter-

ships and |obs. nothing on campus will give you

hands-on experience like working for the Collegian

News Department Nothing will give employers a

better sample of your writing than news articles. So

come down to the Collegian and ask for (ill Carroll or

call the News Desk at 545-1 762

Here m the Sports Department we cover a wide

range of occurrences in the world of sports.

Obviously, the main purpose of the page is to cover

UMass sports, but we also run weekly columns on pro

baseball, the NFL, NHL, NBA, and college football

and basketball. In addition, we aljcrui^ w^e>f>

"Around the Horn" column, which allows, any *&*t
to take a crack at giving their viewpoint on the weeks

sporting events.

Another plus in the Sports Department is the

opportunity for travel, lust to name a few sites,

UMass teams will play in Colorado, Michigan, and

Hawaii this year. Last year writers travelled to

Boyertown, Penn. for the Atlantic 10 baseball tourna-

ment and to Fenway Park for the baseball Beanpot, as

well as various other locations.

If you want to wnte for the Sports Department, |ust

stop down to 1 1 3 Campus Center, and ask for

Michael Kobylanski You can also reach me by phone

at 545-1 749, or by e-mail at kobo3»hotmail.com.

From reviewing the latest Dave Matthews Band

album to interviews with Wycleffe |ean. Arts h Living

is the place to be We're currently looking for new

wnters to cover music, theater, film, TV, fashion and

more down at the Collegion This past year, we've

given our thoughts on the Crammies, the Oscars,

concerts in Northampton and productions at Bowker

The great thing about Arts & Living is that no expen-

ence is necessary —all you need art good writing

skills and a love for all forms of entertainment In

addition to new writers, we're also hiring a music

associate, fine arts associate and film associate for

next semester Applications are due May 8 and can

be obtained down at the Collegian, or ask for Bryan at

545-1 J61

EDITOI
Editonal writers are the glitterati of the newsroom

Columnists art the closest thing to celebrity that you

will find on the UMass campus

Are you sick of blathering on about your opinions

to random people, or keeping your feelings bottled

up inside until they become bitter pills of rage? Then

come down and write! Ed/Op writers have the ability

to share their opinions with the whole campus, to

anger the administration, or to tick off the SCA. For

next semester, we are hoping to have a core group of

writers who are eager, well-informed and articulate

If you're interested, come on down to the Collegian ,

ask for Mike Messaros. Or if you're a scaredy-cat, just

give a call at 545-1491.

The CoHegran is also looking for interested students

to work one night per week as copy and night edi-

tors. Requirements for both positions include excel-

lent spelling, grammar and communication skills

Copy editors should be Collegian staff members,

have some editing experience and knowledge of

Associated Press style They arejesponsible for wnt-

%« ftTurate headlines for all news uboes as well as

"reaomg through all stories for accuracy and consis

tency

Anyone interested in either of these positions

should visit the Collegian office in the 113 Campus

Center and speak with Victoria Groves or call

545-1809.

PTO
The Photo Department b looking for creative pho-

tographers with at least one year experience for tech-

nician and staff positions Photographers should

have their own SLR camera Technicians are responsi-

ble for developing black and white negatives, laying

out photos for news and scanning negatives in pho-

toshop Knowledge of photoshop and layout is rec-

ommended but not required.

Photographers interact with all departments at the

Collegian as well as members of the Five College Area,

so good communication skills are a must The photo

department covers all five college events, and UMass

sports and area music concerts. This year photogra-

phers covered speakers such as Ray Bradbury and

Coretta Scott-King in addition to events such as the

NCAA Basketball Tournament and Elton )ohn and

Wyclef lean shows If you are interested in working

for the photo department please contact Lauren

Kosky to fill out an application and schedule a portfo-

lio review, or call the photo desk at 545-1 701

The Mosiochusetts Daily Collegian invites and encour-

ages all to contribute to its diversity pages.

These pages, which include the Black Affairs page,

the Multicultural Affairs page, the Women's Issues

page, the |ewish Affairs page, the CLBT (Cay,

Lesbian, Bisexual and Transgender) Issues page, and

the Developing Nations page, present an opportunity

for those who may not be extensively represented or

covered in the regular pages of the Collegian.

The diversity desks present a forum where students

may voice their opinions concerning issues which are

relevant to them.

If you want to get involved in news reporting or

writing, please come down and fill out an applica-

tion.

If you are tired of not being heard, call Senior

Diversity Editor Edgar Barros at 545-1851 or send

email to ebarros@student.umass.edu.

We're what makes the Collegian look good. In the

Collegian Graphics Department we are responsible for

designing all the advertisements that you see in each

edition. National and local companies pay us to

make them look good. We're responsible for making

each day's paper possible too.

Want to get first hand experience using state-of-

the-art technology? In the Collegian Graphics depart-

ment we have nothing but the latest equipment that

is available. Nothing looks better on a resume than

showing that you are skilled in the software and hard-

ware applications in demand today.

Positions available include advertisement designers

and editorial production staff, who work to layout the

newspaper to send it to the printer.

In addition, the Collegian is looking to hire students

to work on its ever-improving web site. This includes

day and night positions. If interested, contact Dave

Voldan in the Graphics Department at 545-1 864.

We've %ot§

The Collegian is Hiring from now till the end of the semester

for Fall '98. Visit our friendly offices conveniently located in

the Campus Center. We're room 11 3 In the lower level/down

the escalators, on the opposite end from the ATM machines.

Stop by to pick up an application or talk with an editor!

For general questions call 545-35*^50
furtMirtl

'
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to know these ihmcton and their

idiosyncrasies- so well thai then pium
met into despair is a vkttaJ UtStei

piece. We relish Kramer- ab-ent

mindedne>- and watching nun lug

around a TV in search of the cai We
love EUane's de-perate pleas to sase

her dying goldfish. George's frantic,

neurotic attempts to make his parents

anniversary' party on time and let

dilemma whether or not to hold it

in

After all, the -how's appeal

undoubtedly lies in the lour charactan

and watching then (iuiiiukhj- exploit-

each week Heie - tny take on the four

characters that lit up television prime-

time lor nine yean.

• Kramer lern - wacky next door

neighbor, whose /any entrances and

overt willingness u> hortnw anything

that belongs to krry give him an enor-

mous magnetic appeal Kramer always

has some hail brained -cheme to

make money, vet he never holds anv

jobs for the entire niiu I the

show. I think perhaps George
Coatanza captured Kramer best here:

"Kramer goes to a fantasy camp'' His

whole lite is a fantasy camp People

should plunk down two thousand dol-

lar* to live like him for a week. Do

HORSE
H A L l

• ' . " nptofl

ALL AGES
ALL THE TIME

twndoy, may 14, 10 pm

State of Hie Drum.

DaveWtckl
it swit itspanW fcaaaar $14

1

fndoy may 15, 7 pm

Robert Lockwood Jr.
IS»W»dpr««k|tSI»S*

Saturday, may 16, 7 pm

t\#VHl wJUCH

Saturday, may 16, 10 pm

Burlap To Cashmere
I*. or, of iht WeiansV nevttvt S» ooS

vundoy, may 17, 7 pm

Ren Sexsmith
pfejtG^uwkrryy Sis*

fuesday, may 19. 7 pm

Todd Snider
mdsnvdsy load port SlatV

Wednesday, may 20, 7 pm

UnkWrny
»t» to tayMsu* tenable!

•Sunday, moy21,7pm

Craobh Run
Irak p«xi wti Matft best SI •*»

fndoy may 22.7 pm

Loudon Wainwright III

plus Itok hWfa Slioth

Saturday, may 23. 7 pm

Kim Riche)
plu\ )omr. Intveld SUoqn

Wednesday, may 27, 7 & 9.30 pm

Terence Blanchard
urinary fat trumpet*! S

1

1 SO adv

May 26 JOHN WfStfY HASDNG

*« STEVt WYNN 7 PM

TICKETS For the Record, at the

Northampton Box OhVe or coll 586 8686.

24 HOUR CONCERT INFO

413 584 0610

nothing, fall a-- backwaid- into

money, mooch food off your neigh-

bors, and have sex without dating

That's a fantasy camp!"
• George: George Costanza is a

haklmi/ middle aged man who is n>.t

only neurotic but also paranoid. Life

plots against him — especially the

tant nagging of his parents —
wear- him down and frustrates him
almost to the point of insanity.

I --cntially. George wants the world

and all that's in it, but he is complete

Iv inept and has none of the skill-

required to obtain this goal. His one
-aung grace i- that he realize- thi-

ineptitude and can respond to it with

colli-

• Elaine: The lone female in the

pOMp and. as George is quick to point

out, "She doesn't have any female

Inend- " Ironically, the group proba

bly looks down upon hlaine a bit

bsWeM -he i- the only one among
them who -tcadily holds a normal job

\Un ' Hm bo>MT- are always bizarre

lunatK- at be-t hlaine constantly

Marches lor the one thing, which
none ol them can find — love.

i-eiou-lv. -he tuins every rela

tion-lup she's ever in. always bringing

her back u> the group in frustration,

and. reicntlv Puddy During last

week'- ept-ode Elaine complained
"I've been tmng to get out ol thi-

group for ten vearv" Sorry. Lainy . but

you ve only got one episode left, and I

don't think you're going to make it

rfRAVEL]
! SMART! !

• |erry: Everything about lerry

Seinfeld points to a cettain smug,

childish wit that he came- about him

self Of course he - a comedian,

which everyone know- i- not rcalls a

job. but just a simple extension ol his

everyday life Hi- Infatuation with

0«m1 l.oi- l.ane. and super heroes all

point to thi- sophisticated immaturity,

which makes |erry extreinelv ..harm

ing and absorbing, lerry realizes the

utter chaos and total silliness about

him and he resigns himself to it lerry

relishe- thi- -mall world, hi- wot Id.

where he - lice to make an\ POMlk
piercing comments about the incon-

gruities about him.

A long tunc ago. my triend and I

theorized why tour people, who -an t

hold a steady job or any real job

(comedian doesn't count, sorry lerry i

who can't attach themselves to any-

one outside the group who sit around

a police -hop or lerry's apartment

talking about how pathetic their lives

are. could ever be the mo-t popular

and certainly the mo-t recognizable

characters on TV We came up with

one answer, which I believe still holds

true to this day — apathy That s right

apathy — the characters' complete

indifference to the world and the

events around them Is anything fun-

nier than when lerry snidely remarks

"That's a shame" after someone dae's

nn -fortune? After George's I

Su-an die- not even George shows

the least bit of concern. Their reac

tion, "So, she's dead? Yeah. Huh.
Well, you guys wanna go get some
coffee?" is typical Seinfeldian cruelty

perhaps, but hilarious definitely. I

think that in some small way each of

u- wishes that we could be that

imperturbable, that indifferent to the

world around us We wish that we
could find humor in everything no
matter how bleak or how boring it

may be. If Seinfeld taught us anything

over the year-, which i know it did

not teach us intentionally, then it

probably taught us that there is

humor in just about every situational

It- just a matter of finding that

humor ami laughing about it.

That said, there'- nothing left to do,

but sit back and enjoy the final

episode of a truly great show. I'm sure

Seinfeld will live on for many years in

-yivdicatiun we'll probably even get to

see the last season repeated over the

summer, but Thursday night will be

really special as Seinfeld shows us its

magic one last time. When the last

live minutes come around, what hap-

pen- then ' Cry" Well. 1 might shed a

tear, but that's not what lerry. Elaine.

George, or Kramer would do. No.

they would be laughing, and I'm sure

the audience will be also, to the very

end because that's the show, that's

Seinfeld Then, after it's all over, the

lour of them would probably go to the

coffee shop one last time.

Adam Marttgnetti is a UMass stu-

dent
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players
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importer/exporter.

j. Pctcrman t/ohn O'Hurley) The

cranial!) -challenged head of the cata

log that bears his name, Peterman U
prone to fly off the handle at any time

and indulge his eccentric impulses.

Trips to Burma — which you may
know as Myanmar — and his penchant

for spending obscene amounts cf

money at auctions on decades-old

birthday cake (episode #166) and

IFX's golf clubs (episode #124) bear

this out.

Kenny Bania i Stephen Hytner): A
competing comedian. Bania will be

forever known as the guy who. upon

giving lerry a brand new Armani suit.

demanded dinner at Mendi's. He's

also given us the memorable line

"That's gold lerry. gold!" But it's his

ability, like Newman, to get under

lerry's skin that has provided such

continuous hilarity You've got to love

a guy wno does a twelve-minute bit

on Ovaltine

Uncle Leo tLen Lesser). Another of

lerry's quirky relatives. Uncle Leo

seems to be losing it as of late I mean,

the guy opened up a mail bomb and

burnt off his eyebrows. On top of that,

he screwed lerry's mom out of $50

Do you know how much that comes

out to with interest figured in over all

the years? Pettiness has never been so

divine.

Mr. Pitt i Ian Abentvmbie) Elaine's

boss for a time. Mr Pitt was a petu-

lant fellow He w«s an upper-eru-i

Bnt all the way. but still found it in his

heart to eat Snickers, albeit with a

fork ami have */wt *nrw for WnnrK

Woodpecker Seeing him demand that

1 lame win a radio contest so he could

win a spot holding Woody's reins in

the Thanksgiving Day Parade was a

hoot.

David Puddy (Patrick Warburton)

The oft on off-on-off- on boyfriend

of Elaine. Puddy first came to promi

nence when he stole lerrv - move'

and used on Elaine. He's really come

into his own this season, turning up

more regularly, wearing furs, 8-ball

jackets, selling cars, and generally act-

ing like a ten-year old.

Mickey (Danny Woodbumi.
Kramer's pint-sized buddy. Mickey i-

perhaps best known for being a

-tand-in on soap's for child actors. A
little moody, though

Susan Biddle Ross (Heidi

Swedberg) If "Seinfeld" had a tragic

hero. George's fiancee. Su-an. t- it

The fate that befell her i- erne only

George would wish on someone —
she died licking cheap glue on her

wedding invitations in the show -

darkest episode (• I 26) On the

upside, she's a martyr for every poor

sap who's trapped in a miserable rela-

tionship Long live her memory.

Sue Ellen Mischke tBrenda Strong)

The bule-- O'Henry candy heiress,

-he used to be friends with Elaine

until this season's famous backward

episode. "The Betrayal" (episode

• I56i In it. we are told of Elaine -

fling with her soon-to- be husband

Pinter

Marry Keane is a CoUegvan cvlum

rust
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Worl\ Study Employment
Opportunities

this Summer and/or Fall

Exciting opportunities to learn more about German

Film and Culture while assisting in running an NEH

Summer Conference and an East German film

4 archive We need general office assistants, film and

$ video protectionist, someone who is familiar with

Mac or IBM, etc. Hours are flexible.

Please call 545 6681, stop by Herter 521 at UMass,

or send an email to: defa@german.umass.edu

for more information and an application.

I $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

BOSTON
NEW YORK

DAILY
EXPRESS SERVICE
Amherst Psttt Pan Terminal, 79 S Ptaasant St800-343-9999

PVTA • 781-PVTA campu$ Cntr or SW Hampden Dinning Common

(413*781-7882) )<ormtmpton, Ptttr Pan Terminal 1 BouShouw Pi

!»*-*

BRKNUblANDS
I .S.-C hi ii.i Mil \ Program

The U.S.-China MBA is part of a unique partnership

between Duquesne Universitys nationally accredited

Graduate School of Business and Northern Jiaotong

University in Beijing, one of Chinas leading universities

The full-time, two-year program is designed to prepare

students and current professionals for career opportunities in

the world's fastest growing market

• One year at Duquesne, one year in Beijing, PRC

In-depth coverage of all key areas of management, problem

analysis and leadership in both the U S and Chinese

contexts

• Cross-cultural experience and intensive language training

• Visits to major multinational corporations, stock exchanges

and financial institutions in China

Take advantage of a three-month internship placement with

a multinational firm or optional independent study

Classes begin August 28, 1 998

To learn more about Duquesne University's U.S.-China

MBA, please call the Graduate School of Business at

(412) 396-6276

E-mail grad-bus®next.duq.edu

Visit our Web site at

www.duq.edu/chinamba Unive
UESNE
RSITY

KARAOKE
W/ DIVA PRODUCTIONS BY LAURIE

PARIS

KNIGHT WATCH
NORTHAMPTON BOffiJ

FRIDAY NIGrMT

m.
SATURDAY NIGHT
RETRO - BO'smm
LIGHT SHOW
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As of July 1st, Amherst Bars

Will join the club and go

SMOKE- FREE!

• Cleaner air to breathe

• Ho more smelly clothes

• Ho more bad breath

• Ho more smelly hair

• Ho more cigarette burns

• Some new faces to see

• A more relaxing atmosphere

everyone can enjoy

THANKS FOR YOUR
5UPP0RT1

Northampton (hii Mini Si) -584 4830

Murday. May IB • 830 pm

Clubroom:

TRONA
plus Wmi Rtvar Club. $6 adv.

Monday M<r> 18 - 8 30 pm

Clubroom:

THIRD WORLD
S14 .ictv

Wednesday. May 20 1 8:30 pm

Ballroom:

GOVT MULE
phis Jorto Manaon, $14 adv.

Friday May 22 I 8 30 pm

Clubroom

INSPECTER 7
plus Bin D and the Kids Table

$5 adv

Saturday. May 23 © 8:30 pm

Clubroom:

AMAZING ROYAL
CROWNS

plus Big Bad Bollocks
and Knuckle Sandwich, $8 adv.

Wednesday. May 27 6 8:30 pm

Clubroom:

BLACK LAB
plus the Pushstars $6 adv.

Thursday. May 28 § 8:30 pm

Ballroom:

SUGAR HILL GANG
featuring Grand Master Melle Mel

$14 adv

Friday. May 29 1 8:30 pm
B.illroom:

SOUL ASYLUM
$14 adv.

Clubroom:

SWERVEDRIVER
plus Orbit and R>'d Telephone

C0W% SOON

M<n 30 QUETZAL 8 30 om
June 5 MAX CREEK 8 30 pm

June 6 CULTURE 8 30 pm
June 13 CUBANISMO'. 8 30 pm

TICKETS: For the Record, at the

Northampton Box Oflict- or call 586 8686

24 HOUR-CONCERT INFO

413 584 0610
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memories
continued from page 18

butuh. hut I have faith in our rookie

( last

1 will always remember the ride to

Hofstra wiih Mr. Baker. Watch out

tor those llotstralians. they are

\l m serious 1

I nevei knew Bakes

could be n damn funny

Lastly, but certainly not least,

shout outs and thanks to Big Dugga.

shine the lill-Na-Na, and the

ol n\v stew Hev did you know

\niiiiidd Gorman was at Rafter '

>ut babe. vou're famous now 1

lorma Ransancn — Its hard to

imagine ih.it tour years (yes. four

tfl Ml Hole Otherwise

Known A- Tkt Collegian is over

I kid because I care.

There were many things that

brought a "tear to me aye. laddy" in

this final semester of semesieri, so

let s go with the Big Three, so to say.

The fit>t memory is not a night, a

day or tw. davs and nights It is four

day- and four night*

The NCAA loumament in Atlanta

was a nmty eyed experience —
drinking beet> with Dookie while

wauhing the sunset over Atlanta

troiu Room 402si in the Grand
media ho$pitality is a won-

I thing), the breakfast spread in

I • -uppo*edly snub

hing Ud X ."Jvh Steve Lavin in the

ra/irj room in the

gia Dune, having Lavin predict

the winning set play to me "before"

Innati defeated Northern
watching CP and I

nearly sh*t their pants when a bum
hassled them uptown; and two more

things, Ashley |udd and Buckhead

(i.e. three blocks of sheer deca-

dence)

Damn, cant forget the shout -out

to South Carolina state trooper f.R.

Leblanc Thanks for the speeding

tips, dude.

Two, shooting photo at Senior

Day for the softball team That tore

at some serious heart strings, and I

had to compose myself for a minute

Geez. I cant help but get wrapped

up in a team that my housemate

talks about every second of the

Iteakin' day (hey. he's not a gtoupie.

but he aspires to be one) And. uh,

Harry is good. Right, lackie?

But lastly. I have to go with the

team that I've covered in one capaci-

ty or another for four years —
women's lacrosse. Senior Day was

an emotional one as well, and "that"

loss to BU seemed to end their

careers But, good things happen to

great people in the dimmest of

hours, and |en Bowen, )en Hcrker

and Amy Leder got their first taste of

the postseason with their ECAC
Tournament bid.

Those three have gone through

vome serious sh't the past four

years, and nothing better could have

happened to them.

Congrats, ladies. You deserved it

Corey Peter Goodman — "I'm

gonna bust vou upside your head."

Cue the laughter. Luke and lorma.

lust so no one is in the dark, this is

what some guy from Syracuse said to

me in Atlanta after I told him I

didn't have any money to spare Sad,

I know, but this is what I think of

when I think of this semester And
people wonder why I hate the

Orangemen so

But this was just a small blemish

on what was a fun time traveling

with UMass basketball, and lorma

and Luke. The one memory I'll be

able to share with m> children was

getting to walk behind Hollywood's

own Ashley ludd on my way to the

Georgia Dome urinals (very clean,

by the way.) She was wearing very

tight spandex and an even tighter

Kentucky t shirt, and guys, at least a

Ccup
lorma. you are the most subtly,

hilarious guy I've ever known.

Remember how we lost it in the

Sports Bar when you were talking

about a certain reporter, and a cer

tain deformity And \ev the Stanford

mascot i* the Cardinal Fir. Hey. and

|ni asking which peniten

tiary your friends were in.

GOOD-man. it was uncalled for.

Luke You swim, I swim. We all

.»un I thought you were kind-of a

loser before the se

i

,i ted. but

vou're alright. I guess. Is that a com-

pliment, or what9 lust do us a favor

and pull over and let me drive, me
and Casey are getting sick in the

back seat.

Finally. I want to thank and say

good-bye to my boys, the real

friends The ones I've known in I

came to UMass, and who are gradu

ating now You know who you are:

Tony. Shane, l.iese. Rich, even Bob.

MVC represent

The Front Office

lamic |«e "Enlighten your life."

reads the back of the With anniver

sary Collegian shirts "Read the

Collegian'

Now. whether or not you have

been "enlightened" by the Collepan

this year is something best deter

mined on your own terms What I

can say, however, is thai writing is

not too shabby I also doubt that

working with an undefeated >»im

team and a spirited women's lacrosse

ntingent ^ould have gone much
better

Hopefully you've enjoyed and

appreciated ihe news (or the crow-

word ) in this year's pages as much as

I ve enjoyed and appreciated my tel

low writers While I have spent

much of m> time alongside various

sportswntcrv mv freshman expert

ence has fortunately been extended

beyond the realm of homeruns.

touchdowns and... groundballs (the

PC Massey and the UMass rrwn's lacrosse team jumped out to the pro-

gram s best season-opening record since 1986 this year

Did that extension bring me closer

to a state of "enlightenment"''! sur>

m |>l !| I I < >N VIII A( il \

t pcraded fans

vprHiances

i < aroeaaf

thtnetn A CoaMn
•Otitrt\ Air CnodrtKMaaf

•Slatting ai V»4*

ftceta include

Hm. H.n Worn a Conking

Qai

Yomi I ii >»l < "li«»i« it

CALL TODAY

Now Accepting Applications

#549-0145

On PVTA Bus Route

1/2 Mile From UMASS

!!!COMINGSOON!!!*

Standard l rmt»

•Fully Applianced

•Freshly Punted

•Carpeted/Tiled Floors

•Central Air Conditmning

•Starting atS°l>

Cathedral Ceilings

-in 1 a 3 Bedroom*

On Site

-Laundry Rooms

Parting

-~HGhTHOP.'.

^YOCRRIGW.

'-ou^J^hcjo^

TO lit TROPICS
HOT TROPICAL NITE&
t.TMiYJF#r»iim#iir

Tfll...HlfMP'R*BWDlWBy«;
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the encouragement

Good luck, guys, in whatever MM
choose to do.

To Ralls (a.k.a. Ms. All-State field

hockey). I know that you're not

graduating, but here's something for

you. Ironically. I am a K.C ob-.

but not the one that you're retelling

too.

Have fun at USC Yon can hang
out with Muchie's cousin See >ou in

the fall of W
By the wa> Connecticut relet,

even if I do go to school at L'M

Kathleen Ralls — After a

one year tenure as a sports associate

and playing a minor role on the

I .hop section as "Big Red." I am
ready to take my
two years-in-the-making UMass
attitude to the University of South
Carolina for a little "domestic
evchange." Before I go. I'd just like

to remind of few down here what
thev have meant to me
Kobe: "the Connecticut Cult

\ is tun." and K.C. obsessor. I'm sure

nobody will miss our constant bick-

ering in the press box next year. CT
OOei not rule the baseball team!

Don't forget, I have College of

Charleston. Good Luck next year!

Casey: or "Mrs. V." "You live in

Palm Manor..." Thanks for the good

advice with my issues. You'd better

lead a winning intramural Held hock-

ey team next year, the Sweet South

Carolinas! Stamm: Thanks for the

encouragement with faxing! You
haven't heard the last of me!

Brian McD.: We talked mean trash

at Fenway for the Bcanpot. Place &
Mike Corey: Women's NCAA bas-

ketball tournament in exciting

IOWA. I learned that Perkins, and

fine food and service, don't go hand

in hand! Jackie: A courtside view of

the women's basketball A-10 final,

roato MNUWH i CQuieaaw

The Massachusetts women's gymnastics team was one of the most successful athletic programs on campus this

winter

nuthin' could be finer! Someday
we'll get our cookies!

Luke: Finally, mid-sized Red!
Imagine if you had started tennis

earlier — maybe you'd have some
cool-kid HS stories to share! We'll

hit some IT this summer and I'll kill

you in hoops. Good luck lorma.
Corey and Marty. Court, Deb,
Diane, & Lauren — together again

— September 1999! Have a Coke
and a smile!

The Big Boss

Casey Kane — I will try to refrain

from getting mushy and sentimental.

but don't bank on it. Three vears at

UMass and I still have yet to spend a

nice afternoon outside by the pond
or the... What else is out there? We
don't have windows in here.

Over the past semester I have seen

Touchdown lesus. Kerry Wood pitch

his First at Wrigley Field, an Atlanta

sunset. Place almost kill me by going

through a red light in Baltimore,

Nomar up close (at least as close as

the first row in the rain can gel me)

and a mention in Chris Conner's last

column (you figure out which one)

Some very due thank youV
To Scott McConnell. Kathy

Conncrs, Mike McComiskey Ruthie

Drew and the rest of media relations

(especially the absolutely unforget-

table Leigh Torbin. whom I will

always love) and Bill Stickland,

thank you for all your help We
would be here without you. but the

sports page would be blank

To all of the coaches athletes

(varsity and non-varsity) and sports

l£pfritjyus|
YOU HAVE TO SEE IT TO BELIEVE IT!

MICRO BREWS BEER SPECIALS

LIQUOR SPECIALS ^
w*rpoon (,PA) * C |£!T"

*

*** °- 12

Ma •• I, ..iMsBsn Coconut
*S." ' »«>«> | Bud it Bud light

1 2 Pack tou

Lan Ketner and the UMass men's basketball team put together a strong mid-season run to give truH

successful sophomore season

Mint a

pose that's open to debate but let m

see. There was Chris Stamm leading

the charge. Marty Keane's

Chicago-based humor. Brian

McDermott » ph •

|ohn

the gl

UMaasan* to Bab U,\m% »uh the ha<

ketball beat boys (Luke Meredith

and Fred Murlbnnk) Casey Kane'*

dictation. Breat Mauser's mouth
(and his shadow — Km M.Donald)

Mike kohvlanskis hugeness V. ho

could forget Mil Carroll's courageous

coverage of the SGA''

I appreciated the camaraderie of

the entire Collegian staff this past

Spring is here

New Girls are here

The fun is here

You should be here!

semester and the satisfaction of

knowing that even the 52nd I

kid can get a taste of a form o4

enlightenment

Michael Kobylanski

f,nes' towns in New
spent m

OaVUnu at that Mi Donald s I'

And thanks for graduating so that I

can cover the women* soccer heal.

I Ury Vodka

Msaaasy On

|
99 B«nanan

(Mt Tim)

Micro Kegs
In Stock

lAllagatrt

|lWft»M« Urn P iatll «*»)

J Old Saddleback
19 «• (Slack Ala ISA)

•5."
• a

*5."
.

1 7 Pack 1011

Keystone Light
*» gasc-rac*

*8."

•10.

r 1/2 KEG SPECIALS

BersMre Brewing Co. 195

S9Q0C

iMaglc Hat

Sam Adams

I Saranac

OISCOVI II VISA ....

e cast / 33a coueoi si <•»» <>."
1 i) • ii'i ra >>...<< t<> 1 ipiii

111 I I A K I III I < > I XI I I 'H II I

Full Redemption
Center

'I rHci»^ga»JL3 months. The fun that I'm going to have .

I I m arfeadrifhe bo.* So what make a good urn;

M-14J .WV> TU.l
die- ,haiincu»i>g9^

ilu-rc will be mad
Hips. e>peviall\ for jII of those that I

nubbed on thu ycj-

Boyertown. Philly. Durham. N M 1

Since I am the boas next year I *ll

be going away. Maybe I'll get the rest

of the staff in on the action too

Maybe
na. thanks for taking me to the

Thanks for moving up to men -

hockey lorma

and I still think vou were a |in\

Lariat, thanks for getting me start

ed down here and moving me up

through the ranks so Mui.k I m sure

that vou enjoyed watching me at the

Collegian party, and thanks for all of

Turn to MEMOtJES page 15

time to Bt»rt a family?

IRFTO C
l\ll KIMI l>INBIKIM_

t 1 IN I KOI IIMI f.
I VSTSTHRF.K

MOM lis \I \ IIMh

NO WAY

\M)lsW.7%
i^mi mm ?

-NOSUi
l> VIIY VILLS TO

W t >RRY ABOlT- THIS
IYJK I \HI I METHOD

•WKMENTaM'
KrKKCT1VB>OVaBl30
MILLION H«niS!

I»I^I-:/v^5ll: irsjc^i hki<: at

o*'
OWt>>

(?> 5 & 1 • Wtioiely MA
1733

Thanks to our Patrons and
Advocate Readers for Voting us

for Adult Entertainment
2 Years in a Row

Beautiful girls need $$$?

We will train you as a show girl

and provide transportation.

Call us at 665-8733

Come Enjoy Entertainment with 36 Lovely Dancers per Week
Open Tues- Sat Ipm-lam.

Make your private parties in our new V.I.P. Room
North of 91 Ext. 22, Take Rt. 5&10 North 2 miles

South of 91. Ext. 24. Take Rt. 5&10 South 2 miles

Celebrate Commencement at:

Salem CroJs^lNN 7"

ri» National Historic Landmark

Ramte % West BrookJieM l-«0*-a*7-X34S

Thirty Minsrtos Ernst of Aawherst

Tweaday - r riday 11:30am - 9pro

Saturday 5pm - *p;n • Sundav Nooe - 8pm

Tradtuamal New England Cooking

Tew resermstiens «V iasajaiiHes uMranl> wmlfmmd

rffafr forget A aft^l ua% ^^x
h V,

^e5^]^N
' Ll^T^

IT*-

y
AT THE QATr^-gaaai-^m ;«,»)^<ga
thm Thurs May 15 21 ONLY AREA SHOWi;

Curtain Daily at 7:00 and 9:00

FOOO

rrFRIDAY.-TOMfl DANCE EVOLVING INTO

MT...H0U5EW D.J. RICH NUNEZ
TIKI BARON TH£ DECK

STUDV BBEf}K
10am to 1pm ^«w.

FREE REFRESHMENTS ^NT

REFUEL BEFORE AND AFTER
EXAMS IN THE

CAPE COD LOUNGE

m
Brought to you by the fun staff in Campus Activities

For more information call 545-3600

jot Morgansrar"

Wa« Sfraat Joiarnai

•IN THIS WORLD OF
ORDINARY MOVIES
Sliding DOORS'
STAN0S FAR ABOVE
THE CROWD I loved

it • daring « s sitting

wit and lis aura of

urgent romance'"

rW tw> JHstsai mmm Ik oris ts.

The PERFECT
DATE & BREAK
RLM!

5eV4-8435

AT TNI HAMPSHIRE MALL

Congratulations Students!

Bring in This coupon
for Send- Off Savings

20% off totaI purchase at Would Art

I HAMpsfiiRE MaII HaHIi v I

exp. 5/20/98

ACADE\n
T

J\aSIC
fayfa*

CL'SIBILLALDS 9

10A BELCHERTOWN ROAD AMHERST MA 01002 256-3284

Your uveMuskt^:

(iftt*

May IS 9:45pm

Whack Pad&j
aturday
M»yl6

Live music Sr Beats
Provided by:

$} Cover

a^imo
Ml F.irms 4 «SB4 <»15.1

Ml Firms M.ill

hack doc trc IS)

ToJay (4 SO O S? SO) i 30

TITA MIC (r0 1J)

T*agyat{4:70aS}SO)l:10

THI IIC HIT ()
Tasty it (S:40a) $7 SO) 1:30

HI GOT 0AMI (PS)

Taaay it (S70 O $7 SO) 1:70

H.impsti.fr 6 «584 7550
Hampshire Mall

OIIICT OF MY AMiCTIOH (I)

Today ol (S SO O $7 SO) I 40

PAUlll (PG|

To«oyot(SIOO$7SO)7:40

D»P lafACT (l>G 11)

Todoy ol (5 00, 5 40 O $7 SO) 7 30. I 30

CITY OF ANGUS (PC - II)

Tofoyot(SSOOS7SO)l40

Sh,i* D-stly

IT

i< 199S 7*r

aOmOTH 1=A"TFI t=S
I J aFl-4B4B Small !»<>i>4CC>B-ra (^^ |
'|——*""*^ V ilul WfOall ««»v K^»**l«»ir»i «»r I .ita. IIiimL I'm. '

:| ii/>vip»MmK« "•"*
I

•I MOINIAIN l«HMK4 ' " I.
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fans, thank yuu fur making the

UMass sports community such an

exciting one to be a part of. Thanks

especially to Tyrone Weeks for writ-

ing the first ever athlete's perspec

tive column for the hoop tourney

preview.

To Lorraine and Ken for com-
plaing with me. well, you know
when. To Leigh (and Lorraine) for

letting me babble about him and him

and him (I mean Matty!) lill you're

goning to be great next year. Marty: 1

will miss both your Scott

Hai^hbarger and Harry Caru> imita

tions

Luke and lorma: We have had our

differences. There i* no debating that

fact. But this place won't be the

same without you. Good luck in

whatever the future holds for you

lust promise that if you guys and
Corey and I ever go anywhere
together, Goodman and I get to

drive

Corey: Uptown, baby. Uptown
baby. Place and Brett: The Carrier

Dome has never known such talent

as our display there. Maybe if we
pole vaulted or boosted fared up we
could've gotten in the stadium
Saykin 1 loved your flying In^hi/i-

leaps, acrobatic as they were. And
the fact that sou 're almost as unpure

.is me! Can't wait till nc\i MMOa, as

long as Patti will break-, out the long

coat. And tell Dan I'm never drink-

ing with him again.

Paul: Wait, you know a girl with a

beard and three san? Km get about

Sulzner, stay with Sinuiida (he s the

bomb) HOMM ol CaaaaaWM, how ya

doing? Remember, your (irM priority

i^ the >hirt lackv Um. so I told Wes
you got a COncusslofl That should

buy you some lime. Hoop was fun,

remember when I had to fix Bal

glares lvl. SI I I .inn?

|ee: You can be one --in

of a gun. I like thai' Koto: No mat-

ter what you or Bob DeMayo
I'm rooting for the Rani>! Good luck

next year, kid You're gonna do
great. Ralls: "You live in a bunga-

low." and you're only IJTTTT Fax

that! I hope South Catulina realizes

how luckv it i^ u> have you around

for a yeai I'll save vou ,i shirt when
we win field hoc kev

And the last tew I aura Good
luck in law school. MtSunk Stamm:

I love vou like I brother You and I

grew up a whole lot n>gelher I will

forevei be pioud to sav that I had the

pleasuie and boMI "I working with

you. Thanks Matt) 1.21 coin, and

all that )a// Thank you.

-SPORTS BRIEFS-
Club lacrosse wraps up season

The I Mass t |ub lacrosse team
wrapped up its season with a pair of

wins over Williams and the

I nivetsitv ol New Haven Rookie

Chris Murrav r*«Aeted the first goal

ol his Lollegiate career against New
Haven.

The team finished the year with

several solid wins (Army and
William), a few tough K
iMN^ larmingdale. Harvard and

Navy) and strong efforts against

Bridgton and 1 497 champion
Princeton.

Against Bridgton. UMass kept the

KOta Jose until halftime. when
Bndgton went to an inverted offense

Two days later. UMass played well

against Princeton '•. inside cutting and

>1 the Tigers to rely on their i *ji

side shotting |o

UMass held its annual awards

night on May b Brendan keenan

was named as ihe team's

Valuable Plavei while .aptalll Tim
Mooney was praised lot hi-

tesdership The team uls*

bye to its seniors goaltender Mike
N w ..i I evence

Kustav and Gabe Marti, whe will

attend medical school next year.

The fall seunm lor the I Mass Job
lacrosse team will begin on Sept. 14.

information about the

team, contact soaih ludv Dietel at

54 *> Wis Quo Ron*

niA^Ll J rJU ^iAIiJAIS U^ W

S«*r/
Nsatra: 11aa» taan

IH-I14I
O CM. •

Se«/

Dim to publishing probtmms, Thm Bub's ad did not agaasar In

*—*-***• u»tur i ffnfMm rrrtaiM ffur rrr

Attention: College Grad's

Superior
Jo itF\ i its

NJ'S LARGEST JOB FAIR!!
Interview With75+ Companies!!

JTueaday, May 19th : 10:00am - 4:00pm

^
A PROFESSIONAL EDGE
BLUE CROSS & BLUE SHIELD OF NJ

AMOCO CORPORATION
BEAR STERNS & CO
PRUDENTIAL PREFERRED
FINANCIAL SVCS

CENDANT CORP
AIRBORNE EXPRESS
CHAMPION MORTGAGE
STATE FARM INSURANCE
INNOVEX
JOHN HANCOCK FINANCIAL SVCS

INTERCALL

XPEDITE SYSTEMS
GEOTEK COMMUNICATIONS
EQUITABLE / PELLECCHIA AGENCY
DELTA DENTAL PLAN OF NJ

FIRST COLONIAL MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC OFFICE SYSTEMS
MCS BUSINESS SOLUTIONS
METLIFE
PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE
& FINANCIAL SVCS

PAGENET OF NJ

KPMG
DEAN WITTER
MERRILL LYNCH
OLDE DISCOUNT CORP
PRUDENTIAL SECURITIES

US CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
AMERICAN EXPRESS

FINANCIAL ADVISORS
FIRST UNION NATIONAL BANK
NEW YORK LIFE

MANHARDT SHARKEY & GORMAN
PRINCIPAL FINANCIAL GROUP
PEZROW METRO NY
NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE

SPRINT PCS
XEROX THE DOCUMENT CO
ADP
MARTIN SPROCKET & GEAR
MASS MUTUAL
PITNEY BOWES
.DATEK

IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS
NEXTEL COMMUNICATIONS
BELL ATLANTIC MOBILE

Job Fair at:

MAYFAIR FARMS
481 Eagle Rock Ave., West Orange, NJ 07052

Bring plenty of resumes!
ForEBU Career Placement, Fax resume to (973) 966-6539.

Admission to job fair $3 Call (973) 9666963 for directions or to

team about our career orjportunibes!

Visit us at:

WWW.SUPERIORJOBFAIRS.COM

•
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Collegian Classifieds
University of Massachusetts • Phone: (413)545-3500 Fax: (413)545-1592

ANNOUNCEMENTS II APARTMENT FOR RENT

Will i* leer* Japanese' UMass
Summei Class Japan*** "0 (3 cred

.HI 6/7 7/10 9 30 11am More info

ckaiaotaOatianlan umess edu or call

5454)886

C iiiiii flM ie,ia.Ce*r«

< • we*
?nd Roar Sludant Unon

S4S227I
'Students Serving Students"

Mill Valley- 3 bedrooms 7 balk

rooms 54 people haw and hot mat*
included. A/C Avail** 6/1 Cad 753-

«W
in Amherst Pets OKI kiQreeaj ate w Awl

Rantney-

Teae Over leese I bedroom al

Puffton Village Rant negotiable Carl

LEAJkN ITAUAN late naiiirl Ml.il

CAS language requtfameni 1 No praw

oat ItetennatejaaV Clementer , V?
7/10 iraarrrateet* 7/HVX For mom
mto contact Radial 549 0907

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Tare aedreea in The Boulders

Available 6/1 with Fall option

tSSVmontti 7»91«

Talk* Over Laaaa i/l One badraea m
Oevunstw* Piaca Ptenty ot room tor 2.

heat/hat water W/0 Ml •

•tea storage aatwnal covered puvat*

Sugarloaf Estates

Alpine Commons
Apartments On

Demand!!

We offer

• baouahjl 2 44 W Apt Nomas

• FWErtjlATANDHOT

WATER
• Deajgnar Scans

• Neviy rart.jdaied kdoSens

• On sde laundry (oca***

• OnfteePVTAbuslna

aaykjaa saac* 20 30 aim drive to

** rat Cilai ' . vC 3 Bedroom

apartments Gas neat hardwood
floors Vea are showing starting April

1/2

3 aedcooe ciada* Gas I

wood floors (mm
mm to campus on by* route Wain)

1

Cii«vd*

odCataftVoSR

EMPLOYMENT
Summer Full time position in

small Amherst office ot Spanish

study abroad program

Requirements

Send letter resume to:

cc-cs

46 Mam Street

Amherst Ma 01002-2314

A r | ,, jhl jr..

i

I 1M
|

Mi.f« *. taatejtej ita" tnHfO
Counselors with Special! •>

Aqutf Boating

Camping/ Hiking Ce'a

r^*y*r*t*w/Vateapot Ropes and

ton call Weyoa Goldstar or Ava

EMPLOYMENT

hate llu: 1 iu*l >j.ui.c BhaBjaJ l **H

Bjejd. i BjvJbf .« i ,* xi' asatead

caap a** Noaw hkaaaa* »r at

irrii HSmbBI '... J....-W. i,K!4jr.i:C

v.. war dar paaoa jaJ cipenaw a an

as uf da Mbmajam Cuaaam

Qbjai

A but U«» To

*«a* **» U»h Waal T.

S ukv cicam Wnaaj. I

tall IJN-JNlCAMP

tncasT9«ndstnl LMbdt CdVnp
Cdjj^atwfMMg OvvajKetty

FOR SALE
BEER

Moving Oat Sahtl Serta Queen Bad
Roland JV30 Keyboard. Futon. Ikaa

Workstation and Swivel Chair,

Microwave Toaster and Sandwich
Maker. Cabinet Bookshelf Coffee

Table and mora 1 Prices negotiable fill

MM1M

FURNITURE

Rajaj iJubl dint .Html

various items for sale Call Jan O 548

8086 if u

ROOM FOR RENT
1 reeai la 1 bedroom house m
Sunderland Room is semi furnished

with couch, cable TV hook up 6/1

^j/month Call Andy 66J0347

Take ever leaaa for summer
Beautiful room in house behind Putter s

Pond t30Q/rnorith 549 9705

Reams For Real Private home
Furnished kosher/vegetarian kitchen

parking Quiet friendly 1135 Barbara

S4JMR53

SUMMER SUBLET SUMMER SUBLET

Tar*

54&QTJ97 S4STJ732

iu tjajeaj J'

I

Kite new Good data 585

i «*r r*at » 3 bedroom. 7 bath

apartment Rent negotiable 756 1 786

On

6325

I leaps*
1 cMck > I »•

:

tur* In good condition Ask for Kim
5498670

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

1 reeatet
latsiqute alo-TTC

Raaa tar rate in a nice houaa Private
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1 bidtiei available in 2 bedroom

apt from 6/1 8/31 with Fall option

June already paid Call Jada at 665
4.4*

1 ar 1 bedreea* available in 3 bed

room house with option to take over

whole house m the fall On bus route

Sjiaymonth Call 253 7107

SAVE SSRM Crestview. one bedroom

apartment Close to campus, on bus

route You pay S460/month (we pay

$560) 549 53?4

Sabtet ar lake over lease of a 2 bad

room apt in Colonial Village Apts

Available 5/24 (move in date nego

tiabiel Rent SSTVmonth (negotiate)

Call 753 7 180 or 545 H 39

Mill Valley- Months of June and July

3 bedrooms. 2 bathrooms, partly fur

mshed heat/hot water included

located on FVTA bus routs otters AC
Cad 756-0481 or 756 5488

1 batrooei la • 3 bedroom Puffton

apt (260 a month Price is negotiable

Very friendly roommates Call 549

7054 Summer with Fall option

3 kiare.aa* aeeilabta Free A/C all

utilities included On bus route

AsajaSteo/l 7536946

Neat saaaasjjr a goavj to rock,

don t forget your Poto boots

Love. Deb

i «i a 4 bed

rooai apt 6/1 with Fall option

S27Vmonth On Main St Call Corn*

HOUSE FOR RENT ROOMMATE WANTED

im2bed
room apt Fgby fumshad Frw rieoVhot
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COMPUTERS
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LEADERS NfFDf
bcydinf trip* US Canada (uropa

laaaaaaa 4 waak tan* c wnmiWaaK
Salaty alaa ajaayaa** pa«0 Student

Hosteaarj l^aarapi Aateate Rd CON
meem

Large 3 kidmi »i' r>g t j. i«ard

10 ma walk to [ ampul on bus rout*,

great collage atatoaphere Take over

leas* or lor suaaaar sublet Call S4»
8794

4 kedreeai keaaa Great location

Unlabel June l Can Josh 753 9470

ft FOUND
Fe**d Redie lece plete n cese

found after Spring Fact *i Van M*te>

ate* Can M*rn*anance Ckark at Rater

S4oV0617 R 3

PERSONALS
Ta RaN* aad Caatt

1 MonlH Free

share large badroo

apt $480 each lor
I

Call 548 7052

ad to

KlXM"

1 badroom apartment A/C
sajaa^rent $400 Call 5494379

I to share large

sunny badroom m a two badroom
Boulders apt $215 par month plus

cable and electricity 256 8274
Startmg September

Rreat S badieaaa apt m Amharst
Canter Two bidroami iiilaMi Call

JatN*at ?53 1937

bedrooms $750/month

5057

St

Three hedraaai house located in

South Amharst Available June 1st

with Fall option $1IOO/month 753

Prime location ?

Minutes fiom uptown and campus

6/18/31 $700 Reduced rata Call

M8lan«i549 5913

Mill Valley: 3 large bedrooms ?

baths Dishwasher A/C. free h**l and

water Sleeps 48 $1 725 or bast otter

Cte2S3-aila

'

Aaakarrjt Caatar ? floor. 1 badroom

apt for 1 or 2 persory,s| Available 5/29

Washer/Dryer in building Fully fur

nishad $S30^month Call 753 1561

H»*i* aa Saaaat 4 badroom. eacel

lent location 5 minute waft from cam

pus $350 per person/month Free

cable and laundry Rant negotiable

I

1 bedroom ia a ? bedroom Close to

campus Only $?7Vmonth Call 549

7349 Ne«t to beach on Puffei s Pond

HUGE 1 REOROOM ART. June Aug

,', aatejd RMi • aaaaj *aj I
•*

IB 3] $-,. .

I
:•* ' >

3 bedroom
'

baths A/C. n*w unit Pool

$915/month rant nagotiatt* Avatebte

June 1 August 31 (nag) Great deal'

Large I bedroom apartment CMtsrde

across from 71 1 pi/t* parlor, liquor

store Heat/hot water electricity

included On bus rout* RJRMbViii II illRi

IOOS

rant negotiable Jan* August 549

SB77Bn»»)

Cte5«Sf2RJ

Sublet
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1 I ..!*! .
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ted for rjrsatted BV

4 h**y*— apt at 675 Mam St Can

fit up 10 6 coaviortabfy Ckja* to down
town buskn* A.«..atv« 671 ,>56 348?

Ml badroom aVjukSsrs apt

I hedreaai ia S iatba.ial with Fall

option $347/month Call Anna 253

9815
Raaroaai ia 1 bedroom apt S/TWl

dent FemeN pratertad t2*5/month
inclusiv* Email by«

ROOM WANTED
Laakicg Sa ehare

Mapaccabiy t*st*d

Townehous* Auaitiaants Pteaa* cab

Jass or Jo, a 549 5091
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One and one half bathrooms AvaiiabJa
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Tar* aataaas aaagte to SHARE larg*

room m teas* banvte Visitors Canter

Cte Rob 5*9 995 1 wort 596 8692

671 7 bads August to
campus Can 548 9994

near bus stop 1 badroom Fully to
nishad wtei uhlitot A/C *750/mor4R

kMRjajotiate 549 IJtt

Art

J-

Fte Option 549 7084
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Pr later Keyboard Mouse SCSI
Efaaaaaat is m e*C*ii*nt condition

badroom 2 t •

Cad 25> 1736

Ceiy I bedreem .paled $700
•ncludte hot water Stud* apt S3S5

Itote/nrjli

Cay CaaaaaaataSjaae

Ma73JMMX
• 3> ROM 3:

Vidas & Audio Cards w-th Speakers

Plus 14 inch Rat Kraan daatat mom
dows 95 keyboard PS2

mouse $'150 5466826

EMPLOYMENT
Aarebics l*«tructers
• •• aj t H r44t

Service*- HVant to mate •
i in sojaoon* s Irhyt Rtettert

I to ayjrk wrtk oawytop

I adults may Mad to

permanent hours Hours include

evenings week ends aad/or

HS drpteto dn
art Mtanaa tear vary Itephjll and pro

Call (41 31323 6f

ATRT Authorized

Agent needt'20 slaatnts now 1 No
esaarieace will tram $100
$300/aoea Pyat/FuM Tmaj tROOTJeV

• '73

FOR SALE
I $X or bVO MMdMnR] nRO/ii

i can t barteva you aw teMaaj ma to
th* real wortd' r» gone to ales yo»<

l proud ot you and a* you heatImsoi
You

me 1 You ar* on* at my bast frvands ate
i don t know what I aaald fyara dona

For 'U' 98

it eaiiettad. ca* taa or Randy

54B4023

Rate fteWi RTB00 5Rcm steal

16 Bead »imano 105 ctajyap-

STI I8S0 5R4 7734

Stereo rocenrar. camera backpack

•country skit, rotter Wades Jon 256

8730

step Good luck and

lata. J*nK

RIDES NEEDED
NEEDED Saaveeae M split gas to

Florida or IN BETWEEN leaving late

ROOM FOR RENT

Have e tevevy eotectfcaa ot bunrwys

Many colors and types as wall as a

selection ot cages and hutches W*
can also hasp wra> any burvnas you can

no tgngar car* to Cad Eton 367 0105

after 900 em

Salem Place I bedrooms Vary spa

cious Rant nagottabl* Call Meg*"
2581750

MR) WaSa* 7 bedroom 7 bath with

A/C Superb condition Puce nana
liable AvatiabM 67' 7536350

aa Tkdute) GraarWuads 753

ffOaawTieaat-.. •

including Alaska end Canada $400
4., m

TO SUBLET

Desperate Fer Sebleaers 1

3 baoYoom aatetoate m toem 5 ram

ut*s from campus $175/month per

room raaotjobte Call Matt 5*6 5457

rtetec

VO 1 hadnaas Huge, ourot On 7

bus routes Fumshed Nutty' 54RR5TB

by F>

3718

PhD m English Any subysct 685-

._ m a four

badroom Alpm* Commons ap»rtm*nt
7 tuH baths, A/C Please call tuVhen*

at 753 2050

W 1 1/2 -.a m

. -. Araa P-ehjr'Wt

Peratars Wesdsd
paiT.^a ->om»( "j atej aaajskM

44135463563

,2 mmi dressers AH
wtvte and m aintont condition Call

Andre* 5*9 820

U**d flicyclas

Buy/$*ll/Tiad*/Ct»vsign H*mpshir«

BVycl* f .Cheng* Sundays 9 4 ,n the

HalsttlwMtfirritsMall ?4hrjurtnto

una 41 3 253 6981

waft tp uMass For mala grad or pro

tatSHxai H1316*jVI«JI

Hseseasate larg* sunny room m
North Amharst house $300 reduction

for occasional cNVJcanj On bus route

Opannow 54»503S

3 SJR| m i bj BJRI

put C«R 549- 7464

•d kelpf Call Bathrigm

a* for free testing and

5491906

SUMMER SUBLET

2 bedreeen* less than a mile from

campus Starting May 70 through

August Air. distrwashar parking inc

14., •• ^argam' Call 5496884
1 reaai availeble (Sjffton ViTlage

$250/month Can 54*7088

m 3 badroom 7 baths A/C. heet/hot

weter included FAIL OPTION
Available June 1st Call 753 6467

2 bedreem apartmaat Cheap rent

ling included Soma furrwtur*

r take over loose Hargebid
room apt Pufftcm Avaiiabuj Jun* i

Heat and hot water included Partially

fumshed rajit to but stop pool, bat

katbeii hoops $50LVrnonth Gteg 549

Sublet H.dl.y
able W/0 bus route Fan option Call

T(m«|5846-'
2 beeVaaas- eVaaoXrnriee. twrfect for

four Heat & hot water included

Reduced rent with Fall option 549

mSS1

I te sublet : ^~
our otfice and on our wet

i for free looking to move of* cam

s'7 Coma to Crjmmuts. Sanacas. 421

1
ajajaj

eem apartmaat 7 full bath
..• •-•! BJJBJ «,! pjiBj

'-aswa

_ __
dows tunny cabki m room No saturi

!«Ja4aNaTaw

Five College Community Calendar

TRAVEL

EUROPE SUMMER te

$159 leach way phis tasosl

CARI6V/M»ICO $199R/T

low Fares to all places 1

CALL 800 376 7009
http //www airhrtxh org

WANTED

THURSDAY, MAY 14

I
err will be a Curriculum Fair frum

6 TO-830 p m in the ba<etnent in Fun.uk. lomr

share idea« tat education 697T with teacher*

Meeting — Student I nion lMn< ihe

Intematiunal Sociahin Oisanaiasiun at I M*«. will

hold a meeting on the topic of anarchum »<

Hiciahsm at 7 p m m the Duke* Room in the

Mudent l.'nion Informaiion will be presented, end

an open dtecuiwon will FoRow

FRIDAY. MAY 15

Senue — There will he • bhahhat *er>icr al 6

p m at the Hillel ltou«< lome and welcome the

Sebtvath with some auod friends

NOTICES

Cuajaji—in — The Tetthook Annex will he

sponsoring a book but -hack for commuter <tu

Jenls from Mas 70-22 from noon-S pm in the

yellow lot herween the Mullins tenter and the

Purking Trailers The buy-back is in addi-

tion M the rejrular one in the Campu* Center.

Hampden D C . and the teitbook inner

-vnunrrv — All financial Aid awards must

he finalized h\ Mai 14 This include* institutional

grants. Pell Grants, and student loans.

Fi/iioh — "From Rope Pulls. To Rallies. To

Running Around Naked An Fsh.bn on the

Student Experience at UMass" will open on

Friday. May I on the 25th door in the Special

Collections and Archives Department of the

WEB DuBois 1 ibrary The exhibit was created

hi students and will be open from 10 am 5 p m
Monday-Friday

Poetry — The New York Poetry Alliance i*

epoMoring a free poetrv contest open to everyone

Send your poem. 21 lines or less, to New York

Poetry Alliance. Bos I 508. New York. \Y
IOI 16-1 588 bv Mai ll

FYh are public service annourKements printed

dairy To submit an FVI, please send a press

release containing all pertinent information,

including the name and phone number of the

contact person to the Collegian, c/o the
Managing Idttor by noon the previous day

dairy listings sponsored by

Looking to sublet

for summer 559 51FJE

>artmenl

Hewlett Peckerd Calculators
Paying $5 to $500 413 568-6977

WANTED I room under $300 from 7/1

till beginning of Fall semester Ryan

546 0351

Looking ter 2 kedreeai apartment

mcludmg heat and hot water Dos* to

canter of town and campus Call 756

6351

uvc~rv /9 Good lucfc on Finals from Everyone at UVC-TV f 9!
216 Student Union (located to the right of the Hatch) • 545-1336 • wv<w-unixoit.umass.edu/~uvctvi9

Today's Program Schedule (S/14)

3:30
3:37
4:00
340
5:30
7:30
7:45
8:30
9:00
1040

UVC TV- 19 Premier
Celluloid rxeevm

Tele Kreyol
Channel It H**%

SGA Senate Meeting: 5-13-98
The World of UMats Airthcrst

Soul TV Network
AAasR Hysteria
Master Music
Sign Off

V

I

4#|

A,Us
DC a:

HSCN Bulletin Board
Hartford

Boston
Boston
Springfield

Mo^ie Ch.

Hartford

n
•a«

V7

CBS/3
CBS/4
ABC/5
PBS/57
HSCN
UPN/20
Weather Channel
NBC/30 New Britain

Fox/61 Hartford

PBS/24 Harrrord

WOCH & HSCN
International

UMass Academic TV
HSCN Programming

aa

ai

UVC-TV19
ABC/40 Springfield

NBC/22 Springfield

CNN
CNN SI

Headline News
UCTV
TBS
BET
TV Land
Univision

Comedy Central

Cartoon
Much Music

THURSDAY EVENING C - Campus MAY 14, 1998
c 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30

WEDH o 12 Wishbone I Butinett Rot Ntwsnour With Jim L*hr*r 3T Full Circle I Mystery!: Memoirs of-Hoimes Keeping Up Wart for God Vicar of Dibley This Old Ho*.

WFSB o 3 News? CBS Newt kind* EdRJon Real TV I Promised Land X Diagnosis Murder "Obsession

'

48 Hour* "Who's My_Mommy7" News f Late Show a

WBZ O
WCVB I

A

4

5

H*ws CBS News Extra 1 Ent. Tonight Promised Lend I Diagnosis Murder "Obsession

'

48 Hours "Who's My Mommy'" New* Late Show!
News i ABC News InsKj* Edition ChronicleX *«** "ctotagrverT (1992. Western) Clint Eastwood, Gene Hackman.

( News si Nighttin* X
WLVI o Full House a B&yWorld Fresh Prince Fresh Prince Jerry Springer (R) X |Jerry Springer (A) X item Star Trak: N*xl Ganar.

WHOM o News NBC News Wheel-Forlune Jeopardy! B Seinfeld "Clip Snow/The Finale" (Series Finale) (In Stereo) X ER "A Hole m the Heart" X ttear* [Tonight Show

WTXX
wvrr

1

10.

Fresh Prince Marrkte... With Judge Judy X Judge Judy X **** "Funny Grrt"(1968, Musical) Barbra Streisand, Omar Sharif. Vibe

News. NBC News Ent. Tonight Hard Copy X Seinfeld Clip Show/The Finale" (Series Frvale) (In Stereo) I ER "A Hole m the Heart" X New* Tonight Show

WTIC o It Simpsons I Home Imp. Seinfeld X FrasierX World's Wildsst Police Videos [When Animals Attack (R) X New* Mad Abo. You Deep Space 9

WWLP o 22 News IT NBC News Wheel-Fortune Jeopardy! J Seinfeld "Clip Show/The Finale" (Series Fnale) (In Stereo) X ER "A Hole m the Heart" X New* X Tonight Show

WQ8Y O) t Creatures Business Rpt. Newshour With Jim Lehr This Old Hse. IDrs.onCatl [Mystery: Blue Osngerfietd "Contact" Charlie Root (In Slerec

VVGGB <p 20 News * ABC News SeintetdX FrasierX eat* "L*)/cyrjrV»n
,

'(1992. Western) Cant Eattwood, Gene Hackman. News X NightlineX

WSBK ffi Mad Abo. You Mad Abo. You StenfaldX FraaktrX Sentinel "Night Shift" (In Slereo) tt "rC/«tw»r"(l974, Suspense) cunt waker. |News M^A'S^H X R*»ITVX

WTBS © Family Matters Family Matters Andy Gritlith Andy Griffith Thunder X ThunderX l*Vi "tockboxer? The Road Back" {\

A«E > CD Northern Eiposure t Law t Order ' Golden Years" Biography: Rodney Dangerfield Lov* kl Hi* Anctent World (R) X Law & Order Right to Counsel"

CNN ffi 21
JO

Worldview « MoneyfinoX Crossfire t World Today X Larry King Live X Wortd Today X Sports lllus. MoneylirwX

com a R. Townsend [Make-Laugh Daily Show (R) Stain'* Money **'A "Up n SVnote"(1978, Comedy) Trvjrnei CJwig. Tax* No Prisoners Daily Show Stein'* Money

DISC «D Wings "Slrange Planes" (R) Gimme Shatter 5 Wild Discovery: Baby Animals 1 Animal X |Movie Magic Wings "Steel Ram" (R) Juatica File* "Compulslon" (R)

ESPN Up Close Sportscanter Stanley Cup Playoffs Conference Semifinal Game 4 - Teams to Be Announced. 1 |
Beseball Sportscenter X

LIFE rji Supermarket Debt Intimele Portrait "Janet Leigh" Unsolved Mysteries (In Stereo) * 'Y>im ii a Uetime" (1994, Drama) Und! New Attitudes |Golden Girls

MTV ft) MTV Liv* (In Stereo) Celebrity Oth Celebrity Artist Cut Sty What? Music Videos (In Stereo) Celebrity Cartoon Sushi Loveline (R) (In Stereo)

NICK fP Figure It Out ; Tiny Toon Doug 1 RugraUX Secret of Alex B*wttch*d Wonder Y*er» [Wonder Year* Dick Van Dyk* Odd CoupleX M.t.Moor* Itndx
SCIFI © Quantum Leap (In SlereoJ X SeaquMt 0SV "Dagger Redux" Sightings (R) (In Stereo) X For*v*r Knight (In Stereo) X Robocop: Th* Series X S*aqu*«t 0SV "Digger Redux"

TLC

FD

CD

2* Renovation JRenovation Horn* Again [Home Again Medicsl Detect [Medical Detect John Westey Hardin Volcano - Path of Destruction Medical Detect
| Medical Ctetact

TNT

USA
Loit A Cl»rk-Superman

Baywalch "1 Spdte (In SlereoJ

Babylon S (In Stereo) X NBA Batkotball Playoff*: teams lo Be Announced (In Slereo Live) X |insde-NBA Kung Fu: Legend

Highlander: The Series X W*lk*r, T*x*s Ranger X | t*Vi -Y^klyrriavi: Ftrewelt to tht Flesh" (1995) Tony Todd. X Silk Stalkingt "Scorpio Lover"

HBO d) tat 'Star Trek: First ConlacTi 1996) Patrick Stewart. 'PG-13' *** "The Godather Part ///"(1990, Drama) Al Pacino, Dane Kealon. (In Stereo) 'R'

X

Prison Lift: War on Drugs

MAX
SHOW

at') "Mission: Impossible" (1996, Adventure) Tom Cruise. 'PG-13' ttV, 'Pee-w*e's8«AdVenfurie"(1985)Pe«Hrvee Herman. 'PG x|**'i Sudden Impact '(1983, Drama) Clint Eattwood 'RID

(4;45) "Meri/ns"|*'/i '•Spr(1996)cVianBosworth.'rJ&13 **"> "GrWockd" (1997, Drama) Tim Roth, W D |«*V4 "Juie»"(1992, Drama) Omar Epps R
1 x |» "Butkr\\9iT\ 'R'BI

^BSBBJ^rTontirmed

No« Hiring *^&~
AUPosUtons_^ «£$£,,ot* .

_ *d>»>- "ai**

^- 3^.

5§£ ^§5
3C-^*""* "Si« • *S" *»"—»i"C ,w*•2ffS

,

*w"SL!lla>"
,"

_-» »* • •** ^at ^^laWajSwda*- ^*^

JbIe=>

Nl
What do burning buildings, famous speakers, govern-

ment scandal, peeping toms and the best resume

builder on campus have in common? The News
Department of the Collegian 1

As a news associate or news correspondent you

will be covering the latest issues and events on cam-

pus We have beats where you can gain experience

covering everything from the latest crimes to the

biggest names that come to campus.

It you want to be a competitive candidate lor inter-

ships and |obs, nothing on campus will give you

hands-on experience like working for the Collegian

News Department. Nothing will give employers a

better sample of your writing than news articles. So

come down to the Collegian and ask tor jill Carroll or

call the News Desk at S4S 1 762.

LIVING
From reviewing the latest Dave Matthews Band

album to interviews with Wycleffe |ean, Arts (t Living

is the place to be We're currently looking tor new

writers to cover musK, theater, film, TV, fashion and

more down at the Collegian. This past year, we've

given our thoughts on the Crammies, the Oscars,

concerts in Northampton and productions at Bowker

The great thing about Arts b. Living is that no expert

ence is necessary —all you need are good writing

skills and a love for all forms of entertainment. In

addition to new writers, we're also hiring a music

associate, fine arts associate and film associate for

next semester Applications are due May 8 and can

be obtained down at the Collegian, or ask for Bryan at

54S-1 J61

SPO
Here in the Sports Department we cover a wide

range of occurrences in the world of sports.

Obviously, the main purpose of the page is to cover

UMass sports, but we also run weekly columns on pro

baseball, the NFL, NHL, NBA, and college football

1 *rS*j*Tetbaar»aj*p» iiidition, we also run a week

"Around the Horn" column, which allows any writ

to take a crack at giving their viewpoint on the weeks

sporting events

Another plus in the Sports Department is the

opportunity (or travel |ust to name a few sites,

UMass teams will play in Colorado, Michigan, and

Hawaii this year. Last year writers travelled to

Boyertown, Penn for the Atlantic 10 baseball tourna-

ment and to Fenway Park for the baseball Beanpot, as

well as various other locations

If you want to write for the Sports Department, |ust

stop down to 1 1 3 Campus Center, and ask for

Michael Kobylanski You can also reach me by phone

at 545-1 749, or by e-mail at kobo3«iPhotmail com.

EDITORI
Editorial writers are the glitterati of the newsroom.

Columnists are the closest thing to celebrity that you

will find on the UMass campus.

Are you sick of blathering on about your opinions

to random people, or keeping your feelings bottled

up inside until they become bitter pills of rage? Then

come down and write! Ed/Op writers have the ability

to share their opinions with the whole campus, to

anger the administration, or to tick off the SGA. For

next semester, we are hoping to have a core group of

writers who are eager, well-informed and articulate.

If you're interested, come on down to the Collegian ,

ask for Mike Messaros. Or if you're a scaredy-cat, just

give a call at 545-1491.

EDITING
The Collegian is also looking for interested students

to wont one night per week as copy and night edi-

tors Requirements tor both positrons include excel-

lent spelling, grammar and communication skills.

Copy editors should be Collegian staff members,

have some editing experience and knowledge of

pravi ttyjp They are responsible for writ-

accurate headanes for all news stories as well as

reading through all stories for accuracy and consis-

tency.

Anyone interested in either of these positions

should visit the Collegian office in the 113 Campus

Center and speak with Victoria Groves or call

545-1809
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DIVER!
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian invites and encour-

ages all to contribute to its diversity pages.

These pages, which include the Black Affairs page,

the Multicultural Affairs page, the Women's Issues

page, the Jewish Affairs page, the GLBT (Gay,

Lesbian, Bisexual and Transgender) Issues page, and

the Developing Nations page, present an opportunity

for those who may not be extensively represented or

covered in the regular pages of the Collegian.

The diversity desks present a forum where students

may voice their opinions concerning issues which are

relevant to them.

If you want to get involved in news reporting or

writing, please come down and fill out an applica-

tion.

If you are tired of not being heard, call Senior

Diversity Editor Edgar Barros at 545-1851 or send

email to ebarros@student.umass.edu.

The Photo Department is looking for creative pho-

tographers with at least one year experience for tech-

nician and staff positions. Photographers should

have their own SLR camera. Technicians are responsi-

ble for developing black and white negatives, laying

out photos for news and scanning negatives in pho-

toshop Knowledge of photoshop and layout is rec-

ommended but not required.

Photographers interact with all departments at the

Collegian as well as members of the Five College Area,

so good communication skills are a must. The photo

department covers all five college events, and UMass

sports and area music concerts. This year photogra-

phers covered speakers such as Ray Bradbury and

Coretta Scott-King in addition to events such as the

NCAA Basketball Tournament and Elton |ohn and

Wyclef lean shows. If you are interested in working

for the photo department please contact Lauren

Kosky to fill out an application and schedule a portfo-

lio review, or call the photo desk at 545-1 701

ks
We're what makes the Collegian look good. In the

Collegian Graphics Department we are responsible for

designing all the advertisements that you see in each

edition. National and local companies pay us to

make them look good. We're responsible for making

each day's paper possible too.

Want to get first hand experience using state-of-

the-art technology? In the Collegian Graphics depart-

ment we have nothing but the latest equipment that

is available. Nothing looks better on a resume than

showing that you are skilled in the software and hard-

ware applications in demand today.

Positions available include advertisement designers

and editorial production staff, who work to layout the

newspaper to send it to the printer.

In addition, the Collegian is looking to hire students

to work on its ever-improving web site. This includes

day and night positions. If interested, contact Dave

Voldan in the Graphics Department at 545-1 864.

We've gotg

The Collegian Is Hiring from now till the end of tht.t*6a**ter

for Fall 98. Visit our friendly offices ciin-enlenUt/, \6iu**£ in

the Campus Center. We're room 1 1 3 kl the 1ow«rJaVe!

"

the escalators, on the opposite end fnkmJ^fWMj^fm
Stop by to pick up an application or taM^^lffn 1

For general questions call 545-350{
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As regionals start, softbalPs Buckley back in game
Colapan Staff

On Maivh 14. senior catcher hcllv

Buckley of the No 21 Massachusetts

softball team Was on top of the wui Id

After making the switch tntu short

stop to catcher m hei sophomore yen,

.1 wheel ol position

transition began to lulls tum in her

direction Calling her own mm*
while M| fa llj turning bordeiline

-mLo for the plate umpire, combined

with her lethal bat to create a Pudge

Rodriguez eao.es type ol catcher.

Bucklev was beginning to leel that

proverbial flow.

However, in the top ot the thud

inning in that game against Louisi.uu

iliMon at the plate initiated

a series ol event- thut would test the

Horsehcadv HA ttMm h ligament

in Buckley- left thumb popped, but

more important!*, she held onto the

ball

"I got the throw from Mandy

combustsan* nu'ww.

UMass catcher Ketty Buckley hai provided a spark for the softbaM team

with her recent return to the field from an injury she suffered on March

14

(Galas), and when I tagged her she

somehow jammed mv thumb,"
Bucklev said "But. -Ik- w.i- out I held

onto the ball ended the inning and

then it began to hurt
"

\\ ith the immediate medical atten-

tion lioni ti.unei Matt DiB.utolomco.

Buckley tound hei-ell Ml Oaf) "ed to

the bench tor the game but lot the

next month ol hei senior season — an

important season to -a> the least

With her thumb elevated b\ means

ol tying hei aim to the pole in the

Honda State dugout the -iinoi

watched her teammate- celebrate the

game winning run in the bottom ol

the third \- freshman Debbie

lomoguchl viossed the plate on the

tuple Iioiii i.ala- Bucklev began the

•pan ol nine game- with that same

view — from the heiu.li

Being a senior, thi- final season in a

Minutewoman unilorni i- undoubtedly

an important one At this stage of lite

loin war- ol hard w.nk and dedua

tkm can almo-t be considered an eter

nity

for hei I 1/ Wagner and

captains Kim Gutridgc

Osier the possible return trip to the

\\, in. i I llegi \\. ild Senes m
Ok: gins thi- weekend

with the N< \\ Regional held at

Totmjn field \t that time, the

thought ol mi--ing toinori.

matchup with Big East champion

Bf' ge ii p m > was rrui

trating one. but Buckley -h.

that time on the bench wiser)

"It wa- vci, Iru-Hating Buckle*

said "You see down in Honda it telt

like I was having the tournament d
my life I was calling the game and I

left in the game more than ever I was

taking charge, and I was aa confident

When this happened. I wa- like, are

kidding me? Why n

"It was very frustrating, but I

learned a lot when I -at out I

watched, helped out and that - why

when I came hack I eld well at the

plate I was more sbeajaaal and being

out helped me pick up a lot more > I

the little thing- It's a different view

when KM -it there and w .

ing and watching ended sooner

than she thought and while -he wa-

rn* able to haivdle the Kittled smoke

junior Danielle Henderson throw- hei

way Buckley was able to step up to

the plate With a leconiigwed batting

grip the -enioi ,l> -ignated pl>

returned to the lineup OH April I I

Rhode Island, and went on a

teal

Since her return, Buckley has hit

44X with IK RBI in 2> game-, and

ha- po-ted I 103 -lugging peicentage

Highlight- during that -pan included a

S lot 7 peiloimaike on Senior Day

again-t Temple. and an

Ml Tournament selection at the A 10

I'hampion-hip- in king-ton. Is I but

the true highlight came last weekend

in the NCAA Play In sene- at Hotel
Buckley made her return behind the

plate— an appropriate occurrence to

an inappropriate March I 1 mi-hap.

She wa- one ol the key- in the

two-game -weep ol the No 2 ranked

team m the Noithea-t Region, and

now. the Tournament with the golden

ticket to the *A C \\ S fa tin- week

end- winnei has returned to Amherst

once again

-|The layoff! made her a student of

the game " Sortino -aid Her stats are

edible but truthlull*. -he- a great

Michel She Irainc- pitches, -lie

blocks the Kill, -he - experienced and

the team rallies around her

Obviously We're a better team with

her than without her ."

A cheesv -oap opera writei could

not have come up with a better return

|H Buckle*

"It felt great " Buckle* -aid "I

wasn't worried, or nervous, because I

was practicing all week. So. I wa

..dy. and I telt confident |u-t as

much a- I did when I la-t played It

was great Everybody -upported me
and I tned to bask them back a- well

take charge and lead them like I'm

-uppo-ed to

re ready |for the Toumamentl

It - been building up since the begin-

ning of the year, and we've grown thi-

sea-on with little -tep- at a time.

We're right where we want to he."

I ike any caring nK>ther type of per

MM, Sortino could not thank the

return of Buckles without also credit

ing her backup Hiphomore Nikki

Faevsler Faessler stepped into a dilli

wult -ituation as a unexperienced

catcher k>r a pitching staff that rales

a- one oi the tv-t in the nation.

Now. the duo forms a potent defen-

-iv e and offen-ive combination

Faessler was no -touch behind the

plate, but her true power i- at the

plate, leading the team with five home
run- and I 5 RBI to her credit

was great to haw her back, and

Buck offered leade rship in a very diffi-

cult play in -ituation." Sortino said.

"But. I have to -av. we wouldn't be

The UMass softball team will play

tomorrow at I p.m at Totman Field

where we are right now without Nikki

she has done an extraordi-

nary job, and she is enough of a team

player to step to the -ide. and let a

senior step back into the action The

great thing now is that we have Buck

back, and Nikki right next to her.

instead of behind he;

W ith a vital seniot component back

behind the plate. Sortino feels that her

team has the potential to keep climb

ing the ladder to the \UU

-

lUMN coulCMN

Boston College in the NCAA Regionals

"We're still climbing as a team."

Sortino said "Playing Boston College

is our primary attention right now.

and we just need to keep doing what

we've been doing the past few

months Our goal is always to improve

and get better each day. each practice

and each week.

This team has done that, and

grown from last week - games

against Hofstra That- all vou can

aak

Misty-eyed Collegian memories from the semester pastI* ^"^ ... _i k .. k..„ ,ii..».. f i IT " ii lift I have to mve the office I IXm't worn. I never

What do you get when you mix

about 20 overworked, underpaid

reporters, a frenzied sport

staff, deadlines gah base

ment with no window- and I

chemicals ntv

sure, but we like to /legsesi

Spur

7he R
Paul Teves I'd just like to

begin by -ay ing. I love water polo! I

will never forget I me and

M at the Collrgidn party Vou
must keep more beer in the ojp

Mike. My alcohol soaked Collegian

hirt Being trashed by Peyton

Manning '- No I tan vou -till are

Lontradiuing votir-elf

I would like to give personal

shoutouts to Matty Checo. my t

mates Lawerence. Eric and Tons.

cite the fau that he didn i make

the intramural -otthall game And all

the other people who make my life a

living heaven and hell at the same

time

Finally. I would ju-t like to thank

the chemical engineering giaduate

-tudent who totally mis-ed the

Peyton Manning -tory. I would just

like to thank him for contradicting

himself several time- in his letter to

the editoi Manning did plav in the

Citrus Bowl in 1994. and lo-t to

Penn State, otherwise you me--ed up

the year or the quarterback, which

would make Manning 2 2 in bowl

games. But thank- tor leading.

I get to do it all again next year,

awesome.

Agents

Seth Koenig I'M got K> »Mri by

giving credit once again to Rebecca

Donaghue. who tore apart the

A-10's back during CTOtl country

,on. Tom tt Price, Neil

Concepcion. coach Ken O'Brien and

the rest of the men - track team were

not only talented, but a plea-me to

work with as well.

I can't let this Misty Kyed Memory

column pas- without toa-ting my
team; the women's locrOMi nam
lorma left them to me in his prover

bial will, and I will take great care.

Tara Durkin. |en Natdi lay Naber.

Kara DePaula. F.ilecn Currier.

Rachel Ingraffea Shalee Merkle,

Danielle McKeon. and DmJm Brey

— I'm watching the nine of you

graduate, and I'll b< then- when you

play your last UMass game

I'd like to take a second to remem-

ber my first time in the ( ollegicin

offices thi- pa-t fall, a- I -tumbled

upon the sports editor at the tune

Luke Meredith, and. unsure of what

\er. was convinced 10 write

about what I loved Sport

-

Thanks again to lorma who not

only bestowed onto me the BMl
bunch of girls around, but taught me
just about everything I currently

know about how M write for the

( t'llfgian

Kobe Ca-ey. the re-t of the

returning sports staff and the

women's soccer team. I'll see you in

the fall

Brett Mauser — Ooh. ooh

L an I please go to Olean. N 'i

again, where drive thru hquot -tore-

dominate the social -^ene
-

' Dude,

gimme a kegga. guv Somehow
ihey don't have those in good

Hampshire. Or maybe I

could take a cruise to Bangor over

the -ummcr to relive the wintry C«WI

of hangin' with v>me dude with an

a\e otit-ide mv hotel window I'll go

eat some trees to pa-- the time with

t ot the ^rew up there Grape

Slu-h Puppie. toui -quirt-, -tnetirc

hit rhcre. woi-t in hi-toiy

It -u«.k- getting attached to team-

in a matter ol w und I prob

ahlv won t Jimh the ladder in the

world of puhlii addte-- announcing

Volleyball got roe pumping my ti-t-

which really i-n't go«>d etiquette eh''

Did the same thing in Kansas when

we almost silenced the I icldhou-e

Hee hee nuvhiel Dial - win I dig

thi- newspaper thing Diving into

end /one-, -taling pre-- bo\>.

roping fries down the line for

two baggers rule And plea-e make

-ome -oil ol -en-e in critici-m let-

ter-, al-o It help- I tell ya. being

serious is tough when college-

require- a poker face all the time I

mean, c'mon. Whoa. Brett, calm
down
Good luck to all the -ctuor- who

are tackling a world that i- looking

like Christian Okoye at the moment

to me lonna. Luke C P. vou guv- II

he all right Thank- lor everything in

my virgin year in print Huh huh.

Gotta boot Behind again

Aaron Saykin In-tead of the

I anecdote most of the -port-

writer- will recreate for thi- column.

I'm going to say "thank you" to -ome

ol the individual- who helped me out

tin- -eine-ter

I it-t of all. I would like to thank

all the beautiful female Collegian

employee- who danced with my
drunk ass land the re-t of my body

fa lli.n inattei) at the -tall pain

lunny >ndly. I have to give

a mad shout out to the women on

the crew team and coach |im Diet/

for a great season and for the extra

info they sent me Thirdly. I have to

thank the entire skiing program.

illv 79 year old coaching leg-

end Bill MacConnell and assistant

Aaron Harsh (who happens to have

a kick a— tir-t name).

Now I'm going to get misty by say-

ing "thank vou" and "goinlbye" to

-ome of the fella- I worked with this

year lorma and Luke: it's been a

plea-ure working with and for you

guv- Ym were the best! Good luck

in the working world. Casey: Thanks

for the purity test. You're now the

editor-in chief. Representing

Holvokc |u-t be careful in The

Sundmen I i-eman and Kenneth:

You guy- to-- a mean frisbee around

AOXKOHOMIIA". I
(OUIGIAN

The Minutewoman basketball team turned up the heat this winter, nabbing the second NCAA tournament berth in the program's history.

the office llXm't worry. I never told

ativone about the PC vou broke I

month) And one la-t mad -hot out

to mv tan- Of what I like to call

"tho-e of you who actually read mv

boring -port- -tone- ." which were

often buried on what the editor- call

the "second )ump page" (Actually,

that's a euphemism lor the Arts &
Living page). Next year, expect to

see some columns from me. Pax ex

(That means "peace out" in Latin.)

Signed l<> Long term Deah
lonathan Place - All the good

-tones I have about the Collegian are

in last semester-' mi-tv eyed As far

as «his semester i- concerned, it wa-

nice to get back on the hack page

with a football storv and to know
where III be in the fall The NCAA
women's tournament was a blast in

Icrva. I learned that after about eight

cup- ol collee. it really doesn't mat-

ter how many you have Perkins i- |

horrible restaurant, but it wus the

only thing open at 2 in the morning.

To Corey I'eter Goodman — you

were great to travel with this year

and I'll never forget putting you in

the figure four. I'll mi— you. buddy.

To Luke and lorma — you two were

the first one- to greet me down here

in the Campu- Center. Thanks for

ruining my life. Good luck in what-

ever you'll be doing in the future. To
all the other graduating seniors —
you just wasted four years of your

life down here in this dump. Get the

hell out of here while you still un
Accomplish something, damn it. To
everybody else — I'll see you next

semester.

lackie Leroux —Where to start?

Academically, this has not been my
best semester, but as always, its been

a fun ride at the Collegian. Women's
basketball, with Kathleen and Cusev.

laughing with Bake- at the pre--

table. Damn it Kathleen, we mi—ed
the cookies again! We all know
where they went though, don't we?
L.A. or not. 1 still wish I'd made
Iowa City and the Big Lebowski.
Next year. 1)0 -pring break plan- for

me!

Hey lorma. how about that soft-

ball team huh? That Henderson,
she's kind of, urn. like, uh, good, ya

know? Good luck to the softball

team in the Regionals! Thanks Leigh

and Cons for all your hard work.
It's going to be different nest year

with all of the old uonies heading
off into the big bud world, and me
being left behind as the oldest of the

Turn to MEMORIES page 14
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The summer
movie files

After the heat of

orientation, escape

to your local the-

ater and catch one
of this summer's
hottest new
movies Don't know
which one? Here's a

preview (see Arts ft

Living, page 8)

Back to

me NCAA's
First team
All-Atlantic 10
selection Lan
Ketner helped lead

the Massachusetts
men's basketball

team to a success-

ful campaign in

1997-98 (sec

Sports, page 1 2).
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UMass cracking down
on underage drinking

Summer Orientation

By Pool Hayes
ColUtjton Staff

AMHERST — If you are an under

•gcd student intending to drink

off-campus, be prepared for a hard

time

In the past year, both the

University of Massachusetts and town

offtcals have devised tougher mea-

sures to combat underaged drinking

problems These problems include

large off -campus house parties, and

the proliferation of students with fake

I.D.'s in Amherst bars.

The large off-campus parties,

where minors are traditionally served

alcohol, are seen as a nuisance by

many town residents. Complaints

they normally make about these par

ties is that they are too loud, result in

litter and vandalism, and that drunk-

en partygoers constitute a threat to

neighboring residents.

To help solve off-campus drinking

problems, the town and the

University of Massachusetts have

formed the Problem Solving

Partnership, which is a committee of

students, Amherst residents and
school officials The Partnership was

formed to deal with the problems

posed by local college students and

alcohol, and they decided that their

focus this past Spring would be the

prevention of the "Hobart Hoe-

Down."
The Hoe-Down was a large party

which had been held every spring on

Hobart Lane The Partnership wanted

to prevent a repeat of ISN7 >

Hoe-Down, during which 58 people

were arrested and a number ot people

were injured

On two consecutive Saturdays,

May 2 and 9 of this year. Anthers

police officers closed Hobart Lane

down and maintained a checkpoint to

ensure that no party began.

In addition to a trend of heavier

policing, the University agreed to

extend its code of conduct to affect

Turn to DetNKrNG poge 2

Long lines at Whitmore offices

a big part of UMass experience
By Jason Eiseenon

CofWgion Sstsw

Some people say they're "extremely slow."

"Ridiculous," others say Others still say they are unhelp-

ful and prone to mistakes Many students affectionately

call it "Whiile-

They arc talking about the Whitmore Administration

Building, home to the Bursar's Office. Registrar's Office.

Financial Aid Office. Housing Office and others

Many students say Whitmore is the ultimate bureaucra-

cy, a symbol of an administration mired in red tape.

"Unlets you have a note from Billy Bulger himself, you

can t get anything done." said leff. a sophomore comput-

er engineering major, who would not give his last name

'You have to appeal everything 30 times to fat something

done right
"

left was at Whitmore on May 12 to fill out paperwork
required for him to move off campus. He was short a few

credits.

"Those are ridiculous hours," |efT said referring to the

1 1 am -4 p.m hours of the Bursars Offki-

Other students agreed with leff but said it is not the

fault of the people who work at Whitmore

"Patience is the key." said Cory Chase, an undeclared

freshman, who works at the information desk in

Whitmore "It's a pain in the ass. but it's just something

you have to do
"

He said there is a lot of paperwork involved with the

processes at Whitmore. and like it or not paperwork

takes rime.

"There's no way of making it quicker." Chase said

L »ually people have a problem if they're here, so it's not

a pleasant expenence."

Daniel Elias. a senior pre-med major said he has had a

lot of grievances with Whitmore.

"They're not helpful, they make mistakes all the time,"

Elias said He suggested students follow up on the bal-

Tum to UMM poga 2

Pretty shady
The W E 6 Du Bois Library casts a foreboding shadow over campus

Understanding UMass' Student Government Association
By Jel Corral

Colston Staff

Salwa Shamapande, SGA President, and Eleanor Court, Student Trustee

Public Safety offers

programs and tips

There is a group of undergraduate students who control

the 1.5 million dollars that fund Registered Student

Organizations (RSO) and agencies in addition to making

decisions on everything from putting bagel lOBStSn in the

Dining Commons to increasing lighting on campuv vet

this group is largely unheard of throughout the student

body
The University of Massachusetts Student Government

Association (SGA) is a group whose function j tm

to most students.

SGA president during the 1997- 1 99* school yeai I i..

Wong described generally the function of the SGA
The SGA is the representative for any policy concern-

ing student life and as a student voice." Wong said.

Speaker of the Senate for the 1997-1998 school ve.ir

Peter Kilboume described way the SGA is responsible

for the RSOs
"Except for RSOs own revenue the SGA decides all of

RSO's money We can freeze other people s |RSO|
accounts if they are misusing them." KiltKHime said.

The majority of the $1.5 million is used to fund agen-

cies such as the Craft Center. UVC-TY |9 and W Ml \

Kilboume also mentioned ways the SGA directlv rftactl

students lives, such as stopping the practice of searching

dorms rooms during fire drills.

"We passed a motion to saying this wa> unconstitution

al and they stopped." Kilboume said.

Revamping the meal plan and adding amenities to the

Dining Commons is also within the SGA s power accord-

ing to Kilboume.

"We passed motions about the meal plan, making it

possible for students on the 10-meal plan to eat on the

weekends and making the Dining Commons open from 7

am to 7 p m Even little things like adding bagel toasters

and waffle irons." Kilboume said.

Kilboume pointed out larger issues the SGA has taken

on over the yean.

"A few years ago we tried to make the SAT* optional

vullv with it being biased, and other campuses had

started kg do it The motion didn't pass by only one or two

votes." Kilboume said

Kilboume explained how the motion passed by the

\ arnie* Into effect

"I have to take any legislation passed and forward it to

the administration and advocate on behall of the senate

for the motion,* Kilboume said *MoM legislation brought

to the administration is passed and if the administration

doe* not respond in 20 day then it is automatically

.ipproved
"

The primary people in the SGA who turn a motion into

action are the speaker of the senate, the president and the

student tru

The speaker is elected by the senate in May but the

president and student trustee are elected by the students

Tom to SGA. page 3

By Leigh Faulkner

Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

Public Safety department offers many

programs to students and faculty to

ensure that the campus community

remains as safe as possible.

UMass Police Chief |ohn Luippold

wants student to be aware of the

options available to them and to

immediatly call the Pubic Safety

department if a student ever feels

their safety maybe endangered.

Bike Registration

Students bringing bicycles to cam-

pus should register their bicycles with

the campus to police to minimize the

chances of the bicycles being stolen.

According to reports in the campus

police log. bicycles are reported

stolen often.

Bike registration is free and a regis-

tration sticker will be put on the bike

as well as the bicycle's serial number

and description is entered into the

police computer system.

Students also have the option to

engrave their bike with the owners

name and social security numbers.

The engraving process can also be

used with other valuables that stu-

dents bring to campus. Students may
borrow an engraver free of charge

from the Public Safety Department.

Escort Service

Public Safety also sponsors an

escort service for students who feel

their safety may be endangered or are

afraid to walk alone at night on cam-

pus.

The Escort service has 10 designat-

ed stops around campus including

stops in all live residential areas. The
route takes aapproximatly 25 minutes

to complete and the service runs from

5 p.m. to 5 a.m. seven days a weeks.

Students who do not want to walk

from parking lots may also take

advantage of the second escort van

which runs from parking lots and the

campus apartment complexes. The
police department must be called for

to utilize this program.

Protecting Yourself

Public Safety encourages all

women to take advantage of the free

self defense class, RAD, or the rape

aggression defense class. RAD is

offered once or twice a semester and

is available free to all UMass female

students and faculty. The class is

small and is available on a first come
first serve basis.

In addition to protecting yourself,

police officers also suggest student

Turn to SAFETY, page 2

Hustle and bustle

A birds eye view of the Student Union.
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Students can now register for room

without waiting weeks for results
By Victoria Groves
CoJUgion Staff

Students are now taking advantage of the new housing

preference I 800 number to register for an on-campus
dormitory room
The pilot program entitled PAWS (Pre Assignment

Work Sheet) was tested last semester and allowed incom-

ing students to request a living area over the phone and

know what building tho would be living in b> the end of

the phone call

Normally, students have to wait weeks for their

requests to be processed.

"More than five yean ago, we started looking at how
we could make it easier for our students This plan would

make it easier for our students This plan would allow stu-

dents to bond with the University, much faster The
process now is very cumbersome." said lerry Quarles,

Assistant Director of Housing

Currently students apply, loi housing More they leave

school in the spring, or for incoming freshman, at summer
orientation. They are notified of their assignments about a

month before classes begin.

The first of its kind in the nation, PAWS is expected to

be used every year by 1 5,000 students.

"This is trailblazing... we represent 20 or 50 people

who put a lot of effort into this. The fact that it made

OM to you and that you didn't doubt it giw> us a Mrong

message," Quarles said.

Eventually expected to branch out to include the

Internet, the pilot program involved the telephone so it

would be accessible to more students

"Eventually we will branch out to the web. but right

now we wanted to use inclusive technology." Corey

Edwards, Assistant Housing Office Manager, said.

PAWS is expected to be in lull use a year Irom now,

woik^hcets will be going out to students at home and they

will be able to registei tot housing for the coming semes-

m
"Eventually all new students will be able to get their

assignments by phone I believe we will integrate well

with NSP (New Students Program) and this will enhance

students overall experience here at the University,"

Edwards said.

lines
continued from page 1

an«.e* of the money they owe and

other procedures at Whitmore
But not every student finds

Whitmore. "whitless," some mu
dams think they do a good job

They're quick and efficient,"

said Michael Sbardella. a sopho-

more hotel restaurant and travel

administration major "Be aggies

sive. know what you want, have the

right mindi

Maria Moran. a junior sociology

major, said students must be

patient and understanding.

I have to understand that there

a lot ol students on this campus,

that's why things don't always go the

way they're supposed to." Moran said.

On three ck Whitmore
offidtli in the Registrar 'i Office

would not comment

drinking
conltriuad from page 1

off-campus students As a result, students living oil cam-

pus could face fines or expulsion from school should thev

ite a disturbance, or unlawfully have a keg in their

possession, among other indiscretions. The I Diversity will

apply the Code of Conduct to off campus, but on a

tear hi raw basis because of the varying circumstances

of each situation.

Lnderaged drinkers using fake IDs haw also caused

problems for bar owners and employees.

The Time-Out Sports Bar, 17 North Pleasant St., was
sed down after state Alcoholic Beverage Control

Commission i ABCC) officials found a number of minors

with fake IDs drinking on the bar prcmiaas

The Amherst Brewing Company, located at 24 North

Pleasant Street and Pruddy s Latin American Restaurant.

50 Boltwood Walk, have also had minors with fake IDs
found on their premises by ABv ( i!> lals.

"I lost a 21-year-old business. 14 people lost jobs, cus-

tomers lost a place to go." former Time Out owner

Michael Eusia said "Not one thing happened to the kids

with fake I D.*s"

Brewing Company owner |ohn Korpita said he plans to

prosecute the underaged female who was found drinking

on his bar's premises.

"We are trying to find out who the minor that the

ABCC found was. and we will press charges for trespass-

ing, it will be our policy from now on." Korpita said "We
don't want to deal with this

"
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Bring in the new
New construction and renovation near the library and on the Old Chapel
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DIKE-IN OR
TAKE-OUT

aJrtf^t-

Chrnsss & JapartBss Hsataurairt

GIFT

AVAILABLE

(413) 582-1888
Open 7 Days

18 Main Street

Northampton,MA 01060

/a^TITTIsTG JUUL STUDENT SPECIAL (P

a\****^*^ (ffiSl^ CARE PACKAGES
Mstlk FARMS S&3gg£

CoUntflU Matlket^^^^ Birthday Cakes
' 8" Round (12-18 servings) $12.00

Rte U6&BayRd 10" Round (18-25 servings) $15.00
South Amherst, MA 1/4 Sheet Cake (15-20 servings) $13.00

(4.3)253-9528 (800)594-9537 ^^ availab|e

*

(/"J^fZs Candles, Plate, Forks, Napkins $2.00

^SS&L Bouquet of 3 latex Balloons $3.50

Get Well Pak ^—^ \^
Homemade chicken soup (frozen) in microwave Snack Pak

container, crackers, Ricola herb cough drops. Four Fruits (apple, banana, pear & grapes). 1/2 lb.

orange juice, Bigelow Camomile tea, yogurt, apple, Cabot Cheddar Cheese & crackers, trail mix,

bananas, large Atkins Healthfood Cookie, Cocoa chocolate chip or oatmeal cookies (6), Atkins popu-

Amore, Hersheys Kisses, packet of tissues, and lar cider donuts, Ghirardelli candy bar and two

a stuffed Teddy Bear (food arranged in sturdy individual paks ofCocoa Amore, arranged in a gift

box) ^JLL
9 lP^K*y

box $15 -95

All Natural Crunchy Snack Pak Nacho Pak

I lealthy snacks for one or more including humas, Flat Nacho chips, salsa, Monterey Jack

Bread, Ginsing tea, Atkins Healthfood cookie, sunflower cheese, sliced Jalepeno peppers, black

seeds, five fruits, Atkins fresh ground peanut butter and olives, and bean dip in a basket $18.95

no sugar added fruit spreads, also your choice of either

an Atkins Eight Grain or Cracked Wheat Bread, two 3/4

oz. Cabot Cheddar Cheese. Packed in a gift box

$26.50

We deliver every day (except Sunday) to area colleges.

To order call Monday - Friday, 8 AM-5 PM (413)253-9528

Campus Perspectives b^H
Compiled by and photos by John Burt J- **HBi 5

What advice would you give incoming
students?

"Live it up. You have "Avoid the D.C.
three years to pay for the

mistakes you make fresh-

man year."

"Have fun, but study and
change your major as

many times as you want."

"Do whatever you want
and don't let anyone tell

you it's wrong."

"It gets easier as you get
used to it."

"Be open minded, and
never forget to have a

good time."

Rente Wurtzet

Marti Boniface

iophomore, political science

Sean Htogtm
rtihman piychohgy

junior political turner II

sfud-ri

Matthew Burke

ienior/hiitory

C.B. Center
freihrnan/bMogy

Kathy Krahig

junior/nutrition

SGA
continued from page 1

' \h
IK office of student trustee works with the Board of

TfajBMi on important issue* s Ul.h as tuition and acts as a

Supreme Court in deciding issues that couldn't be solved

through the normal Uniwi alt) hierarchy

Biun lirrell the student trustee for the 1997 !<W8

M.h»H>l >car. described the position and emphasized the

importance of students voting in election* in order to pick

mpetent person for the time consuming job

'The student trustee represents students to the Board of

Trusteev" Tirrell -aid "|lf| you had elected someone as

Trustee who has no experience in University policy or

understands how the SGA or campus governing bodies

worked, then the students ate at extreme n-k |The

TruMecl eaaJJ implement ndkulou* noli

The- SGA president is an advocate for the students The

aoaWoa require- being on many committees aa work on

long term projects and to understand student concern-

The president bnng- those uaauanaa to the SGA meetings

ensuring the -tudent voice i- heard The president also

has the power to veto motions passed by the senate

Wong explained whv it is important students choose a

president carefully

"[The president) must represent the needs of the stu

| A new president | would be doing a job for the

student voice to be heard." Wong said "Currently lm on

about six committees. Most things the student prviident

dots are long term, "Wong said.

Some long term goals Wong worked on are the Course

And Teacher Evaluation guide u Ml I Center

2000. and the Honors College

The president has to work on behalf of the student-."

\v. l>( *ald

The SGA president and student trustee lor the

I99B-I999 school year were elected in Mav alter the origi-

nal elections in March were nullified due to uncon*titu-

tional elections procedure*.

Sahva Shamapande was elected SGA president in the

la-t election and I leaner court was elected student

safety
I

• «jed from page 1

never leave their personal belongings

unattended both inside and outside

ur residence hall room
t let personal belonging- -it

unattended Sever leave sour book*

01 rxn'k bag unattended just to get a

up i't coffee "
I uippold said.

Ha also suggests that student*

-hould keep their doors locked at all

tune- whether -tudent* are in their

room*, bathrooms or down the hall

talking to a friend.

Bv keeping room- door- locked at

all time-, theft o( personal belonging*

..an be prevented as well as peeping

"If you see anyone on floor loiter

ing or looking suspicious like they

don t belong on floor students should

call public satetv immediate!).
"

I uippold said

\l-o lor -tudent- who may have

know ledge of a crime or may want to

report an incident but wants to stay

anonymous may call 577 TIPS, and

leave a message

la-tlv. Public Saletv officials want

students to know that the drinking

age b strictly enforced on this cam-

pus

"We stnctlv enforce the drinking

laws on campus. If you are underage

vou should not be drinking But those

who chose to take that chance
should be responsible about their

drinking so you don't end up in a sit

uation where you could be hurt
"

I Uippold -Jld

By drinking rerpowitorv . student*

will also be able to mintmi/e the

chance- of finding themselves in a

dangerous situation-

"A number pj acquaintance rapes

have been reported on campu
should get to know individual- that

you socialize with prior to being in a

situation where you find yourself

alone Vou should go to a partv with

friends and go home with those same
friend-." | uippold said.

Students who have questions COR

ceming anv program- oflered bv the

Police department should call

S4i 2121

(Mft/colegian
Sun shining day!

UVUWNtOVin (QUKMN

Students lay out in the grass near the campus pond and enpy the warm weather

time to start a family? NO WAY
" arIYoU
IN1T RrSTKI) IN BIRTH

CONTROL THAT
LASTS THREE

MONTHS AT A TIME
AND IS 99.7%

EFFECTIVE?

NO SURGERY A NO
DAILY PILLS TO

WORRY ABOUT- THLS
INJKCTABLKMUHon
ISCONX rMrNTAND
EFFECTTVE- OVER 30

MILLION USERS!

I»I^aK>V!^r|^FlTNIO»lJIKll N I

nn<: HEALTH c:entkr

0^

Ort\/< )Q~asA%

. I. i . nl.i .n A .s»l\. ' '

if
o.c-W^

•*2S^

Can We Build One for You?
Servtag Sandwiches, Bagels S Lqk,

Fresh Soups & Salad*. Take Out.

* Deliveries Call 549 6314*
* Open Until 9p.m. *

"Affordable
Great Clothing

Great Clothing
Candles

Great Clothing

And Gifts

—

—

Hippy
B day

aaaaaS

t.Cn

Cards
a*%

6%

Posters

India Print
Bedspreads

Earrings
^N Incense

Chains T-Shirts

Tha Or-tOifU ViM
t^h.^m

ercantile Sun 12~5^* J**«**_5..*.*_*

y

Daily tO-6
Northampton- 18 Canter St
Amherst-Carriage Shops
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Summer Orientation

Letter from the editor
Welcome to the Univenity of Massachusetts.

Right now you're probably hut letting foot

cm campus. Meeting new people and trying to

figure out the pre- legiatrttion system Maybe you're hud
died in your room reading Details and Spons IBustrated

trying to avoid eye contact with anyone around you.

Hey. we're there for you.

Welcome to the wonderful world of the Collegian. Or
as the Germans say: Wiikommen.
The Colltpan b your paper, and the editorials are your

voice. This paper is student run. We operate freely on tail

campus reporting news without interference from the

administration and voicing opinions that need to be
'. As you will see, this paper is an jnssgrtl part of the

The Editorial/Opiraon page is an opportunity for stu-

dents to voke their opinions on anything that needs to be
talked about — whether it's of inssmabonat. national, or

locsj concern. Whether by letter or column, diss paper
has acted as the voice of not only the campus, but the

' for years now. and we are dedicated to carry-

ing on this tradition.

Remember, if you don't like what is being said, it is

your responsibility to change it. You have the ability to be

heard. Like 1 said, this is your paper. We are always open
to submissions And please don't feel afraid to come
down and write. We were ail just like you at one point

scared, starry-eyed, confused. Hey, I mat that kid hiding

in the dorm room.

I am excited about the group of students we have writ-

ing for us this semester. 1 hope that we can stir some
debate and even force some change on this campus
These writers have been recognized as excellent .

and I'm sure that you will find more than a few that you
wU! read regularly.

Once again, welcome to UMass. Try to make your stay

here as happy and as fruitful as possible. You may be
worried about the future now, but everything will fall into

place sooner than you may dunk

Mike Mssjajaaj

Editorial/Opinion Editor

There is a season. .

.

Su re all alone in a white.

bare, dimly-lit room wondering

how the hell you're supposed to

know which classes to pick and if

you'll ever be able to relate to the

weirdos in your orientation group
u're like I was. you can't wait

for your parents to come and bring you

home and you may even be question-

ing your sanity in choosing to come to

the University of Maaaachusttti.

Don't freak out. UMass only gets

better from here on in. Honestly.

This fall marks my third year here,

and I have come to appmiasi the ups

and downs of life at UMass in all its

brings crisp air. beautiful

foliage and the perennial pleasure of

add drup period to campus. Your first

two weeks here will probably be filled

with excitement ^
and confusion. m—
There'll be lots of

people to meet —
about 1 7.000 other undergraduates —
and more to do than you could man
age in a lifetime Be patient Stay cool.

This place nay look huge, but you will

carve out your own niche soon
enough Remember, your experience at

this Univenity is completely unique, so

do what you want to do — make the

memorir i. you want to have SO yean
from now.

Spend some time exploring your
new home You'll appreciate having
your bearings M i sight during your first

long walk home from a keg party

Take note of this scenario: the bonfire

has gone out. there's a decided nip in

the air and your hosts are kicking your

sorry ass off their lawn it's time to

go home But where is home'' Maybe
you made a few more trips to the keg

than you really should have; Maybe
you should have left when your room-

mate and everyone else on your floor

did two hours ago. .

.

Now you're feeling a little tipsy, a

little disoriented, and Amherst sudden
seems much, much larger It would
sure help if you knew in which general

direction to head to get back to your

dormitory and your sweet bed (This

is. by the way. why the physical educa-

tion department offers an orienteering
class) So. put on those walking shoes

and familiarize yourself with your resi-

dence for the next four. five, or six

yean
Hate pumpkin

pie and stupid™ Halloween cos-

I amar Carrol!

tumes 1 That's OK. because winter
comes all too soon to the Pioneer
Valley That's right — before you
know it you'll be trudging to your

lass, battling Arctic winds, and
thinking. "I didn't think it got this cold

in Anchorage, never mind Amhent ."

Winter does have its highlights here at

UMass. though — including some of

the best sledding known to

humankind Grab a Dining Commons
tray (the bigger, the better) and head
up to Orchard Hill Residential Area
Yes. it's a bitch of a walk up. but it 's

well worth it for the seconds-long rush

as you rocket down the hill, knocking
spectators — including that annoying

kid who sits behind you in biology —
flat on their backs

One caveat: Try not to get a concus
sion Because, you see. winter is also

the busiest season of the year at Health

Services, and it often seems as if all

17,000 flu stricken undergraduates
are in the waiting room at 1 1 p.m.

"Bleeding from the head, hmm." the

triage nunc will say. "Well, that'll be

about five houn. I'm sorry, but you 11

have to sit on the floor for now All of

Sylvan Residential Area has contracted

a stomach flu and we have no seats

available at the present ."

Fortunately, the gods genually Mop
punishing us sometime near
mid-April, and all of campus suddenly

comes alive The flowers arc in spec

tacular bloom, the trees are green
again, the hippies from Central are

barefoot and happy once more. Spring

at UMass is truly glorious. Go to all of

the campus festivities I isten to the

bands at Central Day. have a mellow
time at Exuavaganja. dance the night

away at Southwest Week, and grill

some burgers at Bowl Day.

The main challenge here is to pass

your finals, so you can come back in

the fall for another year of fun,

UMass style. Good luck — I hope you
come to love this place as much as I

do.

Tamar Carroll is a Collegian colum

A word of advice
The best piece of advice I received as a freshman

came from a seasoned Collegian reporter, a cynical

senior named Henry, who told me on my second
visit to the newsroom. "Come into the office a lot. hang
out here, even when you don't have a story. Get to know
people and get involved."

king back four years later. I sometimes wonder
whether I should thank the man or curse him After log

ging in about 50 hours a week for virtually no pay and
zero academic credit. I constantly re-evaluate why I

became so involved with the student newspaper. What
did it give me in return for the countless sleepless nights.

missed classes and gray hairs?

The answer is something completely intangible, some-
thing only a student involved in a Registered Student
Organization can relate to. It's a feeling that comes in

fleeting moments, like while walking across this huge
campus, that you make a difference in among a vast sea of
students

It sounds like an empty statement by the chancellor in

some brochure on why you should come to UMass. but its

really true They call it *co-curricular experience* — I call

it getting involved. a^amaaaa.^^^—
There are hundreds of groups on

campus to get involved with, and each ^^^^
play^ a role in the Univenity commu-

^^^^"""~""""""""™

nity On a campus of 25.000. its pretty difficult to distin-

guish yourself from the masses Academically, there will

always be someone who can get comparable grades.
Running, or even being part of an RSO. can make you
feel like you gave something to UMass. instead of just tak-

ing from it

Granted, a lot of these positions are behind the scenes.

There's not too much glory in getting up at 5 a.m. to
make sure the bagels are delivered to People's Market, but
the hundreds of students who patronize the student-run
business every day certainly do care.

Being part of a high-profile organization, such as the

Student Government Association, can have its pitfalls as

well SGA has the prestige and power of controlling stu

dent fees and allocating monies to other student organiza-
tions With that, however, comes accountability to the

Laura Stork

student body and oftentimes, public scrutiny

Which brings me back to the Collegian — the only
RSO I can speak about with full knowledge Spending
night after night in a basement with no windows, writing

and editing stories, only to wake up the next morning and
have your professor point out typos on the front page is

heartbreaking But working at a student run organization

is a learning experience, and we all make mistakes.

Don't pity a student who contributes to a RSO. though
It may seem like being part of a student -run organization

is a draining, thankless job — but there are benefits to be
reaped.

I thank the Collegian for many things. I came in a shy

freshman, writing 300-word blurbs of film reviews. A
semester later. I was film editor, and started to sense the

public recognized me — though most of the response
came in prank -call form for panning a |im Carrey movie

By junior year. I made the leap to news reporting, cov

ering crime on campus like assaults and rapes — inspiring

me to go to law school following graduation. Being news
editor during privatization protests and the Goodell
takeover was thrilling, even though most of my work was

^B^B^B^^_^_ done behind the NasTM
My current, and soon to be ending

^^^^ position of managing editor has been
taxing, but worthwhile. My parents,

friends and professors all think I am crazy to devote so

much time to one organization which seemingly offers lit

tie in return. But being a part of this RSO was more than

just a line on the resume for me — it gave me confidence

and skills that I will use long after my time here at UMass
is up.

After writing and editing at the Collegian four years. I

have received some recognition, but most significant came
last November in a post card from Costa Rica. After read-

ing the paper on the Internet. Henry noticed my current

editorial position, and dropped me a line to say he was
proud his advice to a fledgling film critic worked.

So. in my final piece for the paper and the community
that has given so much to me. I chose to pass on Henry's

advice. Get involved. You will be rewarded.

Laura Stock is a Collegian columnist.

Welcome to the zoo
Welcome to the Univenity of

Massachusetts. This will be

nothing like your high
school, assuming your high school had
fewer than 25,000 students and comes
up short of the umpteen hundred
Registered Student Organizations we
have here

The publication you happen to be
reading, the Massachusetts Daily
Collegian, is 30 yean old (as a daily

paper) and is the largest New England
collegiate daily (I'm

sure we're bragging

about that some
where near the title

on the front cover)

I. as an extremely
helpful person, will

try to help you to

understand the

world of the
Minutenun

In doing so. I

think it would be
helpful to answer
some of the most commonly asked
questions bv students entering a uni

that can't always be asked of

administraton (administrators will tell

you you're hung like a rhino if you are

a prospective student, but once you're

paying bills, they won't give you the

time of das
|

• What s mow in day like?

Move-in day will be a bitch I'm
telling you now to expect to wait by
your bags and appliances outside your
dorm for as long as three houn (not

necessarily but be prepared for a bit of

a tone commitment I while hoping that

it will soon be your turn to get into

your room If you managed to be
plated somewhere other than
Southwest, you might be able to avoid

this disastrous occurence Hope that

Mother Nature is lurid Also, don't lis

ten when they tell you thai they open
the doors at 10 a.m. Be there at eight

or nine and get in early

• ( Mass is a big school Mow will /

fit-in-'

Don't be intimidated by the popula-

tion The people here are all really nice

I figure as long as you have your dou
hie barrelled shotgun with you.
nobody will give you problems I found

that upon cocking the gun, passers-by

are more than willing to not only give

you directions, but also walk you to

class and do all your work as well.

Bring your own gun, because if the

I Mass issue weapons are anything liki

the UMass-issue modems (the TAUs).
they won't do you a damn bit of good.

(Seriously, though, unless you're a

prick, you won't have any problems)

Go get involved in something, too.

If you spend all of your free time sil-

ting on your

"Your biology semi-

nar won't bring you
out into a field to sing

Kumbaya and hold
hands.

"

v ih Koetaig

thumb, you'll be

bored out of

your mind —
unless you have

a lot of fun -it

ting on your

thumb. That's

kind of your

call. I suppose.

• Am I

allowed to have

people of the

opposite se\ in

my dorm room '

Of course. Although I think it would

be rude to have someone in your rorni

and not invite them to use your bed for

the night Always remember to be

courteous.

• Mow will / be able to make it from
doss to doss on time at such a large

campus?
Get ready to walk a lot. You'll need

to foot it to class and foot it to sports

games as well Don't fret about mak
ing it from class to class, though, for

plenty of time is always allotted

between classes to make it.

If you want something from
Whitmore Administration Building.

you'll need to walk just about every-

where ebc in the region as part of the

moat complex run-around known to

man Want a pen'' Stop by the admin-
istrative building to pick up an ink

writing permit that you must take to

the Ledeiie Graduate Research Tower
to be ratified and exchanged for a disk

for your computer which, upon read

ing. will tell you to return the disk to

Ledeiie and get from them a receipt

that the people at the Univenity Store

can run through the computer and
translate into Yugoslavian You must

then bring this Yugoslavian document

to the guy selling heroin on Pearl

Street in Northampton, where you will

get a piece of yellow paper with a pass

word on it to bring to Whitmore to

exchange for a pen. Enjoy

• Will college be anything like orien

tation°

Don't worry — the touchy leek

"let's get to know one another

usually ends when you return home
from this hiatus Your biology seminar

won't bring you out into a field ii sing

Kumbaya and hold hands Also, when
you actually attend the school for real,

they II give up on caring where you an
and when, and let you go further than

the bubble of Northwest residential

area All of a sudden, Amherst
Hadley. and Northampton will not

require chaperones Hell, you will even

be able to wander as far as. say,

Central or Orchard Hill That pesky

curfew is gone, too

• Mas' about alcohol on camp
Name a brand. If you're 21 year

old you can just go to a bar or IBJKM
.nd sunk up II sou re riot ui

21. you'll become good friends with

someone who is very quisklv It .

are straight edge, like niys C l!

can't take yourself too seriously

used to hanging out with drinkers

or you can find the other two people at

UMass who don't drink and plas

check.

• What about pot on cam;

Not a problem. Recall above semi

mem. Parents. I'm |usi being realistic

Name a school where booze and joint-

arc not sold m bulk

• h ii north u to goto M

'

I may be

plain a lot. but in all honesty 1

this place There* a great van
things to do and places to be. and as

long as you're not afraid of trying new
things, you will have a wo«kicr1 u

nerve I suggest that while having fun.

you remember why it is you are attend

ing college - to get money upon gradu
ating Pnonti/e aVGMM othcrwi-.

even though your four yean here will

have been fun. sour hliv

w t || be hell

Seth Koemg is a Collegian colum
nut
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Roommate rules

It
all began during orientation, kids, so gather

round and listen carefully — I'm going to tell you
a little campfire story The story I'm about to tell

sou wouldn't be so scary... if it weren't true!

At orientation. I was assigned to room with a kid
named lesus (that's Hey Zeus) So the first night I'm
lying in bed and I hear him say. "Am I doing alright?"

"Uh. yeah... you're doing great Keep up the good
work."

At that he stirred "What 1 Oh. sorry I'm told I talk

in my sleep sometimes " He then
fell fast asleep, asking the same
question over and over again, this

time addressing it towards
Mommy "

Oh. lesus (that's Gee Zus).

"There may be noth-

ing worse than a bad
roommate. It's an

time To use one is human, to use both, divine'

I'm sure there will be a seventh — hey. thei.

even be an eighth Maybe it'll K liansaral
laughter)

There may be nothing worse than a bad roommate
It's an albatross around your neck You have to come
home to your room, and there may be nothing i

than coming home after a long day ot ejsjaaai and find

ing your roommate stretching in his underwear listen

ing to "In-A Godda- Davida "
I could paint vou pis

tures more pathetic than a drunk
prom date based on what I've seen in

my room

.

I guess I have to draw some kind
of moral from all this Isssjtjaj stjq

out of my way" So. for the fir-t
So it began I'm talking about the alfjatWSS OWUnd VOUr ,imc ' am putting into print mv int.,

cycle of endless roommates rotating m .,... -d™ .. 0..1JI - . , .

neck.in and out of my room. Coming
from Pennsylvania as an only child.

I had no shortage of privacy. Now I

was to share a small room with a

stranger It was the ignoble experi-

ment, and so far it's been a failure.

Roommate number one was an Italian stallion whose
favorite pick up line was "got any Italian in you?" His
friends would come over and smoke on my bed. leav-

ing their ashes all over the place. He once "enter-
tained" a female friend while I was in the room. Like
school on Saturday — no class. I was out of there in

two weeks.

Roommate number two had no trouble questioning
why 1 would belong to such a "fake" religion as
Catholicism, while he had no problem telling people
that he was a "|edi." Yeah, most of the good religions

didn't pop up until 1977.

Roommate number three cannot be explained. He
was just this sketchy kid who seemed to process his

responses for a good five minutes before he answered
me. It was all subtext between us.

Roommate number four was kind enough to wake
me up at eight every morning by blasting a taped
speech by Louis Farrakhan. He left in a week. Thank
God.
Roommate number five stayed one week until he got

a room with a friend. He was rarely there, and when
he was, he gave me tips on how to beat "Tomb
Raider." He was the best roommate. Ever.

Roommate number six was a 24-year-old Army
reservist. He drank alone in the room. He didn't com-
municate well, and most of the sounds he emitted were
split between passing gas and grunting. He spray
painted Metallica symbols on his stereo and TV. (He's

24! I hope to own my own apartment at 24. not be
spray painting my furniture!) He had a special ability

to watch TV and listen to his stereo all at the same

Mike- Me»saro*

mous "Roommate Rules " Hope the

rules will help you get along better

with your roommate and may even
reduce tension. These were vague,
most Is self- serving rules I invented
in order to explain to my friends why
my roommates sucked. Hey. you

have to have rules to break them So here we go
1) The penon in the room first may have rule over

TV, stereo or video system. If you come in and your
r.o„,niate is watching TV. don't blast your stereo
Roommates four and six ignored these rules baalantlj

No room nookie while roommate is present
Come on. you don't eat in front of a starving man.
Roommate number one blatantly ignored this rule

3) Don't talk about your girlfriend non stop, mm
daily if she is still in high school. Roommate number
two was a convict when it came to this one

4) Don't try and sucker your roommate into mind
less chatter When you have a problem with someone,
don't huff and puff in front of your roommate; don't
say "Well. 1 can't believe her." We don't care about
your lady problems Roommates two and three did this
a lot.

5) Get out of the room every once in a while. To live
with someone constantly is brutal on someone's
nerves. Roommate six just sat there and stared. It

killed me. Not only is it not good for yourself, it's not
good for the roommate. Everybody needs some priva
cy. especially in college.

Follow these rules, grant your roommate some priva
cy and everything will be hunky-dory. Otherwise,
you're going to be living in a room totally silent, thick
with tension. It's not the best way to live. You'll learn
a lot of things in your stay here, but maybe the best
thing you'll learn is... how to fall asleep while your
roommate is making kitty-cat noises in his sleep. I'm
not kidding. Boo!

Mike Messaros is a Collegian columnist.
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Diversity 101
Summer Orientation, 1 998

Forum for students of color I am woman— hear me roar

Edgar A. Barros

Hello, iind welcome to all the

freshman students of color.

The University of

ichuseits along with the

ks**fSflci«M*«i(l Da*ii* Collegian

SfWsM you an eventful orientation,

and a fulfilling freshman year.

I M.is- is such a big school that

a*) tn get lost in the shuffle A
tip that I always like to give to

incoming students i> this: Find your

owtl niche'

Whatever activities

interest you go
tin it! So much is

•lleied here at the University, that

i- jlitiust impossible not to find an

activity, organization or event that

appeals to you

It would be in your best intere-t il

I start out by introducing you to the

Ciilltgian your daily source of

new- jnd intoinijtion We are cur

rentlv Sew I ngland's largest college

tasfl) Irie C'dlegian won the award
t only the largest but aNo the

best co liege Juilv in New 1 ngland

i hat means thai the Collegian

\- beltei than any daily newspaper

pioduccd at Harvard. Boston
Daitmouth. MIT.

Northeastern or any other schools

in New England.

Hard to believe? Don't be star-

tled A lot of academic departments

and organizations here at UMass are

the best in the area, and several are

among the best in the nation!

The Collegian offers an opportu

nity for young aspiring writers to

get their feet wet If you've had pre

viiius experience in the journalism

field, you could possibly

become an integral part

of our paper If you have

no prior experience in

journalism but have a lot of motiva-

tion, drive and desire to learn the

Collegian might just become your

niche as well.

Specifically designed to address

current issues which are important

to students of color, the Collegian

includes within its pages, a Black

Affairs page, a Multicultural Affairs

page and a Developing Nations

page. Each of these sections offer

students a chance to read up on
events which deal specifically with

the ALANA (Asian. Latin

American. African. Native

American) community here on cam-

pus and the surrounding areas.

These pages also offer a forum
where issues concerning our com-

munity (students of color), not only

at UMass, but nationally and global

ly, are addressed in an intellectual

and straight forward manner.

If you aspire to be a new-
reporter for events which concern

our community, come down to 1H
Campus Center and visit the

Collegian. If you are interested in

writing on issues such as: affirma

ti\e action. Ebonics, racial issues on

campus, racial issues in America.

African politics, the economic
development of our inner-cities, the

economic development of African

countries and the economic devel-

opment of Latin American coun-

tries, get yourself down here right

away.

If you possess knowledge which

can help us progress as a people n

is your obligation to share it with

the rest of us Feel free to call the

Collegian at 545-1851. Ask for

Edgar A Barros and tell him. "Hey.

I want to write 1
'

Edgar A Barros is Collegian staff

member

Welcome to Jewish students
Welcome to UMass! As the krwish Affairs editors brought Middle Eastern students together in a peaceful

I he Fall I99t seanester. we wanted to intro- forum to Hillel's "Oy Veh. I'm Gay." a panel discussion

ducc ourselves and our page to you. There are on ludaism and homosexuality

,1 us - Liana Premack and Morgan The IMlUattjl of Massachusetts offers a

variety of religious options for Jewish stu
robot who have taken on the lewish

W I understand how frightening and over-

ling ii can be M walk into a college newspaper

i» a ticshnian we have both just come through

that ph.i-e I he Collegian sulf is welcoming, they've

brought us u> where we are now As editors, we are will-

ing to help any incoming freshman in any way we I

I in Elana Premack and I am a sophomore journalism

and pre women'* studies major I'm from Springfield. Va

I was edits* in chiel of mv high school paper and worked

k wi-h Affairs and News at

Ekma Premtuk dents The Hillel House, located on North

Pleasant Street, hosts religious as well as

social activities The Kosher Meal Plan is offered through

the Hillel House, as are many one -credit classes Students

also have the opportunity to live in the lewish living

Community located on the upper level of the Hillel

House.

Shabbat services are held at both the Chabad and Hillel

Houses along with High Holiday sen i

As new editors, we have many plans for the page and

^___ are looking forward to getting hdp in execul

•llegian throughout my freshman year at

I vta»s

I'm Morgan Tobor and am currently a

.rnalism major I'm from Chicago 111 Mv expen

I ::h newswnting and reporting started my
I worked as a staff writer for I

dlegian during my first year at I' Mass.

i I \itair- page is a w&y to keep the lewish

rmnunity informed of relevant ne«ss and avenfs In the

past year, we have covered evenfs* ranging from the Office

UUn program. "Transforming Hatred." which

Morgan Tobor ing these plans We want to continue coverage

of events important to the lewtsh community

include information about holiday celebrations

in the Amherst area and bring to light Israeli issues.

We are looking for new writers for the upcoming

semester There are no prerequisites — you don't need to

be lewish and you don't need to be a journalism maior If

you arc interested in w*irtng or in finding a place in the

'lewtsh cunununitv, pirassoDine tee us

Sfiemaci arid <f

m, mher^

,Range of activities open to ALANA students

By Edgor A. Borros

Colagwn Stow*

V , M \NA (African. Latino.

Name American) student

you are offered a wide array of

ind resource* to partici-

pate in and take advantage of at

UMass. These resources and activi-

. i in ethnic organiza-

tions, religious organizations, agen-

cies, fraternities, cultural centers,

honor societies, a sorority, media

organisations, academic support

groups performing arts organiza-

tions, as well as opportunities in

student government.

Ethnic organizations are offered

lot virtually every ethnic groups on

campus and none of the organiza-

: ions discriminate against those not

ir ethnicity Thai means that

you can join any of these groups

The RSOs (registered student

organizations) are: African

Students Association, Afrik-Am.

Ahora. Asian American Students

iation, Biracial/Multiracial

Student Association. Black Student

Union. Boricuas Unidos.

i .imbodian Students. Cape verdean

Student Alliance. Casa

Pominicana. Haitian American

Students Association. Hellenic

Students Association. Japan

America Club. Korean Students

Association. Native American
Students Association. Republic of

China Student Association. South

Asian Club and Vietnamese
Students Association.

Fraternities which serve the

ALANA community, and are

cially registered at UMass are

Alpha Phi Alpha. Gamma Phi

Sigma, lota Phi Theta. Kappa
Alpha Psi

The only active sorority officially

registered at UMass is Zeta Phi

Beta.

The UMass campus is home to

several cultural centers which focus

on ALANA student programming

These include the Anacoana
Cultural Center, the Latin

American Cultural Center, the

Josephine White Eagle Center.

Malcolm X Cultural Center. Martin

Luther King Cultural Center.

Sylvan Cultural Center, and the

United Asia Cultural Center

Performing arts organizations

for those who are creatively

inclined include Boundaries: out-

let of expression and Soul TV
Other groups who have tradition-

ally been a mixture of different

races and ethnic groups include

the dance team, the funk team,

and New World Theater.

Religious organizations include

the Muslim Students Association.

the Newman Center. BASIC (Bom
Again Students in Christ), and the

Hindu Association.

Academic support and counsel-

ing for ALANA students are pro

vided by CCEBMS (Committee for

the Collegiate Education of Black

and other Minority Students).

ULARC (United Learning Asian

Resource Center) Other centers

of support are the American
Indian Science and Engineering

Society, the National Society of

Black Engineers, and the Society

of Hispanic Professional

Engineers.

If you take full advantage all of

these resources, support centers.

and organizations, not only could

you make the Dean's List, but you

could also win entrance into the

ALANA Honor Society. Students

in this society are honored every

year at a banquet in celebration of

their academic success here at the

UMass.
The Office of ALANA Affairs

will also provide many types of

assistance and direction for any stu-

dent in need.

If you are interested in any of the

organizations, groups, and centers

listed, please visit the Campus
Activities Office located on the sec-

ond floor of the Student Union
Building.

The GLBT (Gay, Lesbian, Bise

Transgender) page is also looking lor aspiring

writers. Please come down and write for the

GLBT page. We need YOU! Call 545- 1361 and ask

for Oylan Larke.

Welcome class of 2002. As we
embark on the new millen-

nium, there will be many
challenges that will change the face of

America. As first year students at this

University the issues of class, race and

gender will surface. General education

requirement courses, which many of

you will take, will serve as a founda-

tion for much of your new knowledge

As women in this society we must

communicate with our male counter-

parts in the arenas of economics, poli-

tics and partners.

Unfortunately the picture that

media portrays of women in today's

society is weak and passive. On many
television show

-

organ Tobor are Collegian staff

labor market and how we are

received. The fact that these basic

dress codes are present, is a symbol

that society is not ready to deal with

women beyond their gender.

On the political aspect, Jane

Harman, a candidate for governor in

California, had an article written about

her in The New York Times
Unfortunately the coverage of Harman
was biased. The reporter focused only

on quotes from Harman talking about

her gender. One of the statements

placed in the article was that Harman
used the fact that she was a woman as

a central tool in her campaign. Yet out

of all the columns they laid out for this

coverage, none of

women in relationships

are often seen as fickle

or confused Rarely are

women portrayed in movies in posi-

tions of high leadership If this does

occur, she is often viewed as "manly."

or arrogant Though these messages

may appear subtle, they have a great

impact on male and female views on

gender roles.

In America's business world today,

women are told how they ought to

appear Dark colors like navy blue or

maroon, are suggested, in order to

have a more serious look Stud- for

eamngs. and dresses below the knee

are also advised In the business world

a women should appear this way so

that she does not allow her appear

ance to distract male workers

W ith the ideology that the role of

the woman is always seductive and

appealing, these stigmas effect the

AllanaE. Todman them included any

of the political

promises Harman
spoke of. With such an article, how
can a reader get a sense of what skills

and attributes she could give as gover

nor. if all that is promoted is that she is

a woman? It is examples like this that

denounces much of what women have

to offer in today's America.

In the 1970s, women unified for

more employment, child care, educa-

tion and equality. Currently we have

been continually struggling to erase the

stereotypes that wre are marginalized

with Today, more women are receiving

increases in employment and educa-

tion. As women in academia we have

the choice to not fit into the margin

that society has placed for us Step out

of what America says your role ought

to be. Empower yourselves, and learn

about who you are within

As Americans of European. African,

Asian. Latina and Indian dtscent, we
have the one commonality of our

wombs that unify us. We are the heart

of America. Being able to produce

children, we have the strength to

change false images that are repeated-

ly portrayed.

We should not live in a society

where we must prove ourselves, based

on our gender. Yet it is through edu-

cation and knowledge where we can

challenge these stigmas With a higher

rate of women in challenging fields

like engineering and computer science,

all Americans must be prepared to

interact with women on a new level.

Assume the position, and take person-

al responsibility in presenting yourself

as one who has confidence and assur-

ance in the woman that you are.

Here at the university, the Collegian

is a voice where students can vocalize

their concerns The Women's Issues

page is dedicated to providing the stu-

dent community with news, editorials,

and interviews of women and news

coverage from a woman's perspective

If you like to write about issues con-

cerning women, please stop by the

Collegian, located in the Campus
Center This page will cover every-

thing from national and third world

events that are of concern to the stu-

dents. News from the Five College

community and the Pioneer Valley will

also be covered. New ideas and writ-

ers are always needed. For further

information call 545-1851

Allana £ Todman is Collegian

columnist

The Stereotypical African-American,

Or is it?!

My friends, my sisters and my brothers.

Question

What makes one Black, material items, one's

actions or one's color1

I mean just because / like fried chicken.

colbrd greens and macaroni, golden

biscuits, things like that

Don thi- mean I rnuM vr that I should

lust because mv *kin is Black''

U it the food I eat''

The clothes I wear?

The sneakers on my feet?

Does that make me Black9

Do these material items stereotype me?
So What does9

What makes one Black?

What makes one Yellow?

What makes one White?

I really couldn't tell you

However, I can't deny many of my Black

brothers and sisters live up the stereotypes

deemed the nature of the Black woman
and the Black man.

If it isn't the baggy jeans and twisted hats

It s diamond rings and things like that

Ghetto sex with the girl he just macked

Baskeiball hoops to hard core rap.

Remember
It used to be Motown, lazz. and Tap

Aretha Franklin. Lou Rawls and lames

Then Jimi Hendrix made Purple Haze.

Yeah. I often wonder

What ever happened to them days?

I mean. I'm not complaining about the present

But now.

It's gangsters, guns and drugs

The most notorious biggie thugs

gambling celo on the corner

drinking beer and everywhere The big time cars

you know the scene.

The Acura. the Benz. the Lexus Coup
The female trophy with whom they troop

her sexy clothes and polished nails

Her brand new weave in ponytails

Or, the eccentric braids that are very cute

The attitude which is very rude

Witty wits knife sharp and shrewd

"Yo whuz up. can we get some food?"

Her tennis bracelet and Reebok sneakers

The guys all saying

"Yeah she's a keeper"

Yet have no idea about how to treat her

(but that's another production)

Funny isn't it?

Funny how these images all seem true

But one has to remember

Not all Black people act or dress this way

just because of the ones that do

So who's to say what makes one Black?

Who's to say you are acting Black?

Who's to say you are acting White. Purple

Mulatto. Asian. Haitian. Puerto Rican or

Green

Who's to say anything?

I really couldn't tell you.

What do I know, is who I am on the inside and

it shouldn't matter the color

I am on the outside. No one should judge

another based on stereotypes.

the color of one's skin or the clothes their in

Let's stop the stereotypes and see others foe who they

are: individuals.

Henceforth 1 ask once again my friends.

my sisters and my brothers

What makes one Black?

One's actions or one's color?

— Cassandra I Carry

An ideal society for everyone
Ladies and gentleman, as your

president I would like to give

you the inside scoop on what

our new "States of the United" (for-

merly known as the United States)

mission will be in order to have no

forms of oppression.

People of the States of ihe United,

you are looked at as an individual and

an Statunan. With this Statunan sta-

tus (pronounced sta-choo-naan) you

are now an official citi-

zen of this new nation.

The fact that you have

come from other for-

eign lands does not exclude your dis-

tinct heritage, but allows you to con-

tribute to the many Statunans in our

land.

In the school systems there won't

be African. Asian, or Native American

history classes. There will only be

Statunan history. This history will be

based on factual information that

bom Statunans have been part of. In

order for this transition into a

non-class distinction society, we will

do our best to instill Statunan values

and moral codes. By this we will not

be assuming any type of inferiority

because of race or class. We are all

one-race Statunans.

There will be no economic term

used for upper or lower class. Our

goal is to take care of our people.

After all. as Statunan people we are

all similar in our humanity. Due to

economic stratification though, some

people will be at the top of the eco-

nomic ladder, and others on the bot-

tom of the ladder, but only because of

their job capabilities. With this in

mind we give the best Statunan edu-

AUana E. Todman

cation for our first and secondary stu-

dents.

Boys and girls will have to partici-

pate in computer, mathematics and

home economic classes. As the chil-

dren begin to advance in classes, we
will no longer call this information

His-story. but Factual Information

Classes. This new name will give

students pride in knowing what both

genders and distinct peoples have

done for the

Statunan States.

People, as we
embark on living

in a new nation we have to start

from a clean slate. In order to record

factual history on the way Statunans

live, the government will delete all

forms of statistical information

which showed how the former labels

of Asians, African Americans and

Latinos, were when compared to the

majority (at the time whites).

In our old nation (United States)

we had the mentality that the whites

were the overall breadwinners. We
killed hundreds and thousands of

Africans and brought them to our

land. We also colonized the Native

Americans. We blamed the people we
labeled (blacks, Latinos) for lack of

skill, but in fact, it was due to our old

nations past downfall. With the one

Statunan concept, we will redeem
ourselves and now implement only

Statunan principles.

By hearing my statements above, it

is my strongest will and conviction

that you begin to understand what the

new Statunan approach is all about.

With a people who look out for all.

we need to look out for each other.

All of these places in the States of the

United are ours, we need to claim our

States back. As Statunans we have

forgotten all of our brothers and sis-

ters.

The former people known to have

labels of being European American.

African American. Latin American

and so on will be deleted. This will

allow one to understand the Statunan.

It is understandable if we say what

shade a person is. but as far as colors

are concerned, they all are part of the

Statunan rainbow.

Now you may say, "Ms. President,

how can we implement such radical

morals?" The actual task will not be

an easy task to achieve at all. but we
must start somewhere.

A utopic society is one that is

demonstrated here in the States of the

United. For some critiques, an ideolo-

gy of such a belief is impossible. But

for others this type of concept may
shed some light. In an American
nation where our civilization was
based on exploitation and coloniza-

tion, examining the deep rooted

effects this has had on America is

very evident.

Will we ever have a nation that

supersedes race and class? This ques-

tion has been debated for decades. If

the answers to this question were
clear then this article would not be

necessary. Unfortunately we must
each ask ourselves these questions. At

the same time maybe wv can obsen-e

the Statunan people and learn some-

thing from them.

This is One Time for Your Mind.

Allana E. Todman is a Collegian

columnist.
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Nl
What do burning buildings, famous speakers, govern-

ment scandal, peeping toms and the best resume

builder on campus have in common? The News

Department of the CoUcgmnf

As a news associate or news correspondent you

will be covering the latest issues and events on cam-

pus. We have beats where you can gain experience

covering everything from the latest crimes to the

biggest names that come to campus

If you want to be a competitive candidate for inter-

ships and |obs, nothing on campus will give you

hands-on experience like working for th» Collegian

News Department Nothing will give employers a

better sample of your writing than news articles So

come down to the CoOeown and ask for |ill Carroll or

call the News Desk at 545-1 762

Here in the Sports Department we cover a wide

range of occurrences in the world of sports

Obviously, the main purpose of the page is to cover

UMass sports, but we also run weekly columns on pro

baseball, the NFL, NHL, NBA and college football

and basketball In addition, we also run a weekly

"Around the Horn" column, which allows any wnter

to take a crack at giving their viewpoint on the weeks

sporting events

Another plus in the Sports Department is the

opportunity for travel, lust to name a few sites,

UMass teams will play in Colorado, Michigan, and

Hawaii this year Last year writers travelled to

Boyertown, Penn for the Atlantic 10 baseball tourna-

ment and to Fenway Park for the baseball Beanpot, as

well as various other locations

If you want to write for the Sports Department, |ust

stop down to 1 1 3 Campus Center, and ask for

Michael Kobylanski You can also reach me by phone

at 545-1 749. or by e-mail at kobo39hotmail.com.

EDIT*
Editorial writers are the glitterati of the newsroom

Columnists are the closest thing to celebrity that you

will find on the UMass campus

Are you sick of blathering on about your opinions

to random people, or keeping your feelings bottled

up inside until they become bitter pills of rage? Then

come down and write! Ed/Op writers have the ability

to share their opinions with the whole campus, to

anger the administration, or to tick off the SCA. For

next semester, we are hoping to have a core group of

writers who are eager, well-informed and articulate

If you're interested, come on down to the Collegian
,

ask for Mike Messaros. Or if you're a scaredy-cat, just

give a call at 545-1491

The Massachusetti Daily Collegian invites and encour-

ages all to contribute to its diversity pages.

These pages, which include the Black Affairs page,

the Multicultural Affairs page, the Women's Issues

page, the Jewish Affairs page, the CLBT (Gay,

Lesbian, Bisexual and Transgender) Issues page, and

the Developing Nations page, present an opportunity

for those who may not be extensively represented or

covered in the regular pages of the Collegian.

The diversity desks present a forum where students

may voice their opinions concerning issues which are

relevant to them

If you want to get involved in news reporting or

writing, please come down and fill out an applica-

tion.

If you are tired of not being heard, call Senior

Diversity Editor Edgar Barros at 545-1851 or send

email to ebarros@student. umass.edu.

1NG
From reviewing the latest Dave Matthews Band

album to interviews with Wycleffe lean, Arts 6 Living

is the place to be We're currently looking for new

writers to cover music, theater, film. TV, fashion and

more down at the Collegian This past year, we've

given our thoughts on the Crammies, the Oscars,

concerts in Northampton and productions at Bowker

The great thing about Arts t» Living is that no expen-

ence is necessary —all you need are good writing

skills and a love tor all forms of entertainment In

addition to new writers, we're also hinng a music

associate, fine arts associate and film associate for

next semester Applications are due May 8 and can

be obtained down at the CoMegton, or ask for Bryan at

545-1 361

MTING
The Collegian is also looking for interested students

to work one night per week as copy and night edi-

tors. Requirements for both positions include excel-

lent spelling, grammar and communication skills

Copy editors should be Cottegion staff members,

have some editing experience and knowledge of

Associated Press style They are responsible for writ-

ing accurate headlines for all news stones as well as

reading through all stories for accuracy and consis-

tency

Anyone interested in either of these positions

should visit the CoHegian office in the 113 Campus

Center and speak with Victoria Groves or call

545-1809

The Photo Department is looking for creative pho-

tographers with at least one year experience for tech-

nician and staff positions. Photographers should

have their own SLR camera. Technicians are responsi-

ble for developing black and white negatives, laying

out photos for news and scanning negatives in pho-

toshop. Knowledge of photoshop and layout is rec-

ommended but not required

Photographers interact with all departments at the

Collegian as well as members of the Five College Area,

so good communication skills are a must. The photo

department covers all five college events, and UMass

sports and area musk concerts. This year photogra-

phers covered speakers such as Ray Bradbury and

Coretta Scott-King in addition to events such as the

NCAA Basketball Tournament and Elton |ohn and

Wyclef lean shows. If you are interested in working

for the photo department please contact Lauren

Kosky to fill out an application and schedule a portfo-

lio review, or call the photo desk at 545-1 701

.

HICS
We're what makes the Collegian look good. In the

Collegian Graphics Department we are responsible for

designing all the advertisements that you see in each

edition. National and local companies pay u$ to

make them look good. We're responsible for making

each day's paper possible too.

Want to get first hand experience using state-of-

the-art technology? In the Collegian Graphics depart-

ment we have nothing but the latest equipment that

is available. Nothing looks better on a resume than

showing that you are skilled in the software and hard-

ware applications in demand today

Positions available include advertisement designers

and editorial production staff, who work to layout the

newspaper to send it to the printer.

In addition, the Collegian is looking to hire students

to work on its ever-improving web site. This includes

day and night positions. If interested, contact Dave

Voldan in the Graphics Department at 545-1864

The Collegian is Hiring from now till the end of the semester

for Fall 98. Visit our friendly offices conveniently located in

the Campus Center. We're room 11 3 in the lower level; down
the escalators, on the opposite end

Stop by to pick up an application or ta

For general questions call 545 3500

i 3 m uk iywer lovei, rjow

ifromMw^^acMwH
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Student Businesses' delight
By Seemo Gangarirkar

Collegian Staff

It's lunchtime and Earthfoods. I

non-profit vegetarian cafe located in

the Student Union, is open for busi

MM, The aroma of the day's menu
hangs in the air. as customers find

seats at the tables or get their food.

Shaton Wagnei. who has worked
at Brthfoodl lor a year, says the

cafe's misMon "to to provide vegetari-

an and cheap food for the students

Our primary goal is to make sure the

students are getting what they want
."

Like other student run businesses

on campus. MrtMNH is a coopera-

tive busmov which allows the

employees to share an equal voice in

the functions ol the business

"We're all equal in terms of

responsibilities We're all managers
There's no boss," said Wagner, a

junior environmental science major

and a member of Earthfood'l out

reach committee

I .mhtoods 27 members partici

pate in 18 different committees
which ultimately nuke the decisions

on how Karthlouds *||| be run

According to Wagner, employees are

elected even semester to the commit
tees on which they serve

The outreach committee for exam-

ple is responsible tor advertising

bringing in new people and making
the atmosphere comfortable for c us

tomerv
rding to Lii Karney. a junior

social thought and political economy
major the committees hold weekly

meetings to make decisions

vole on different things like

events we're going to help out."

Kamey said

From cooking to clean-up. the

Earthfoods' employees are involved

in every aspect of running the busi

ness

"Students basically do everything."

Wagner said *W« v. n to

•even. Monday through Frul.

And because of the cooperative

nature of the business the schedule

jlli us id flexibility in duties

• have available to

me dictates what you're going to

do. If you come in at seven (in the

momingl. you cook the entree or the

up It s nevet predetermined."
•—•cirwrr old ~V>u just decide, who-

ever feels like doing what It's pretty

much like that all day
"

like other student run businmci.

Earthfoods inspires a passion from its

employees

It > interesting MM I'm used

to having a job where you go to

work, then you Wave work and then

work is done. This place occupies my
thoughts all the time." Kamey said.

"There's something about working on

a collective level and with people

instead of for people or having peo-

ple work forme."

Earthfoods ii open during the

itmeiter from II a.m. -3 p.m
Monday through Friday.

The People's Market

From the crates of red delicious

apples to the stacks ol Celestial

lings Tea. the People s Marke*

offers students a variety ol mack
foods from bagels to cheese, coffee to

juice and other natural product-

According to Laura Slotnick

freshman theater major who is in her

second semester at People's Mai ket

the store's main products are coffee

and bagels.

"Mainly, we're trying to get people

who just grab and eat." Slotnick -aid

"It's just quick You grab youi bagel

you grab your cream cheese and you

put it togethei

According to Slotnick. People's

Market was started 25 years ago bv a

group of seven women, who MMM
on selling mostly bulk items such as

rice and beans.

"They were really going out on a

limb," Slotnick said "There weren't

any other student businesses around

[at that time), there wasn't any
Center for Student Businesses They

were just doing it."

These days. People's Market is in

plenty of company with other stu

dent run businesses and like those

other businesses. People's Market is a

collective effort.

"There are 25 of us who are all

managers." Slotnick said "We have

these committees and there is an
overall committee, it's called the aire

committee They are supposed to

look at the Market as a whole
"

Last spring, privatization on cam
pus concerned the I Mass communi-

ty, especially in the way that pnvati

ration would affect the student run

businesses. Slotnick said that pnvati

zation is not as big of an issue now
an issue, but if you talk to the

people who are doing | Student I nion

2000). their plans are all revolving

around us being here," Slotnick said

People's Market offers a flexibility

that is difficult to find other f

"In other businesses, you do the

same thing over and over again."

Slotnick said. "This you got to be cre-

ative You always have to be on your

toes because there is no one keeping

an eye (on you].'

People's Marlwt is totaled at '->2S

Student (MM
Sweets 'n More

The aroma of freshly baked brown

ies wafts through the lounge of the

Field Resident Hall, as residents MM*J
into the Sweets 'n More snackbar

Serving up treats for the often-hungry

college student on study break, Sweets

'n More's menu includes cookies

brownies. Rice Krispie Treats. Italian

ice, grilled -cheese sandwiches, bagels

and more.

lessica Maravel Piccolo, a sopho-

more music major, has worked
behind the counter at Sweets for four

semesters and says that the expen
ence of working at a student -run

business turned out to be much dif-

ferent than what she expected

"When I first worked there, I

thought it was |ust going to be

behind the counter job and it turned

out we have to do everything. We
have to buy the food, order the food.

do the books." Maravel Piccolo said.

"It's basically running a busine

addition Sweets employees are also

responsible lor advertising, pas toll

the upkeep of the store as well as

meeting inspection guidelines set by

the University of Massachusetts
Departmci omental Health

and Safety

Like othei student run busnu

Sweets does not have a direct super
visoi lathet they govern themselves

Maravel Piccolo said that the

empl. Sweetl meet once a

week lor an hour and a hall to nuke
major decisions

"At Sweets we all |make dod
sioris| because we are a co- op and
we all have an equal voice." Maravel

oftoMki.

Maravel I jys that one of

the most difficult aspects of wotking

tweets is the scheduling of the

different shifts around class,

othei

"It's scheduling weekly all-staff

|meetmgs| People have J.i

night, during the day Weekend* are

no good because people go MMM
Maravel Piccolo said "It s getting all

of us in the same place And there are

onlv eight ol us Sylvan |Snackbar|

has hke lb | employees | I don't know
how tbev do it

Maravel Piccolo w.nk» five, h

week behind the counter, but she

also spends a couple hours a month
working with the advertising commit

lee m addition to the weekly ail staff

meetings

Maravel Piccolo also points uu t

that running a business int

ig an eye on every little d

It something breaks and It's niv

turn to go to the cluster office to | fill

out) a icport and I forget to do it,

then that cause* problems." Maravel

Piccolo said

But working at Sweets has Jeh

niter) been a good experience for

Maravel Piccolo

nice to know how to run a

business, even though I'm a music ed

Maravd Piccolo s.ml "h has

nothing to do with niv career path.

but now I have better perspective Ion

how to run a busine

r

Arts & Living
From the Desk of the Arts and Living Editor

Hey Freshmen,

Welcome to orientation and the University of Massachusetts. If you're like

me last summer, you have no idea what you want to do for the next four

years. This is a cliche by now, but truly the most important thing to make

this place smaller is to get involved. I invite you to consider the Collegian

and the Arts & Living desk. We cover music, theater, film, books, TV and

more. So if you like writing and entertainment, stop by the Collegian offices

in the Campus Center basement this fall or call 545-1361. Good luck and

see you this fall.

Bryan McAllister

Arts & Living Editor

Spring is here

New Girls are here

The fun is here

You should be here!

* Lounge _
i . s & i o • wl

Thanks to our Patrons and
Advocate Readers for Voting us
the Best in Western New England

for Adult Entertainment
2 Years in a Row

I^J*

Beautiful girls need $$$?

We will train you as a show girl and

provide transportation.

Call us at 665-8733 .

IHJl

j_

Come Enjoy Entertainment with 36 Lovely Dancers per Week
Open Tues- Sat 1pm- 1am.

Make your private parties in our new V.I. P. Room
North of 91 Ext. 22. Take Rt. 5&10 North 2 miles

South of 91. Ext. 24, Take Rt. 5&1Q South 2 miles

Pacino a coach in football drama;

Kubrick secretive on Cruise movie

COUKTKV s* «•*» ClOtl

Tom Cruise may have a new mission next summer when |ohn Woo lakes the helm of Mhston Impoiubk 2

By Bryon McAllister

CvJUgJon Stair

Tom Cruise will be wanting after

finishing / w\ \l i./< k lilm "tar

ring I Nicole Kidman The super

production, said to be a psycboscxual drama, began in

|sWt< and was finally thought to be finished

this pjM I ebm
ll.-.s.vc! Kubrfcl ' 't demanding nunk

' i iuisc and
..ting Th*

Iciiiulir lason Icigh ulnu-d them with actress

CY. king mud ik. though if he

wants his Mission Impomble 2 to arrive in the

next summer After dismissing Oliver Suae m a possi-

ble JiiccKi Cruise is m talks with Fact/OfT* lohn Woo
to helm the sequel. Stone, meanwhile, has assembled an

all star cast for his football drama <
'

Sunday Al Pacino Tommy Let loncs David
Duchovnv. Caaacron Dial and. yes. rapper producer

Scan "Puffy" Coaab* will all appear in the film Pi

will play a coach 'Puffy" a football plav

The blockbustet Godzilla team of produce! I

Devlin and director Roland Lmmerich will reunite with

Will Smith whom they worked with v

on the sci fi epic The \tark about a man who
receives a mark on his body from a dying stranger that

brings him superhuman powers Superhuman po»

Turn to NEWS paQO 9

HAMPSHIRE 6 Hampshire mau 584-7550 MT. FARMS 2 mt farms mall >84-9153

tSSSfasasm

Concessions
Coupon

,.>np. n i- > ili.l t Hi'- AMV Theatre kjcatutl mthe

Pioneer Valley

s/ 1 1/08

Ham tree popcorn

iiiul movies!

Instant Qualifications

J
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Asteroids, Zorro arrive in theaters

Bruce WHIii and B*n Affleck try to save the world in the teito$terone-4aden space epic Armageddon.

Cofopton Start

On the set of thfc NHKt's thriller

M Perfect Murder. Michael Douglas

back his hair and suits up his

tuxedo in preparation for fuming Hit

U i.vuneth Paltrow. looks

equally elegant Bui there\ greed.

jealousy and evil lurking behind the

masks here, and who better to pull it

•han the two icj actors.

Behind the deviously bexsml ti-

- piracy — the\ re

remaking Alfred Hitchcock here. The

original title was Dial M for Murder.

made in the early 50s and starring

k..\ Milland and the immortal Grace

Whi».ri proves thai this summer

Hollywood is pulling out all the

slops, taking risks. Surprise, surprise,

thes mas |um pull it off Now that

would be perfect

There's no Arnold, no Tom. Brad

Will ihi- summer, but for those

savoring a return to fun and glitz, we
do have Mel. Harrison. Urns and

Antonio.

Other* might be more than content

io find pure cinema in Saving

Pn\ ate Ryan. The Truman Shaw and

Tern Gilliam's Fear and Loathing in

Lai Vegas, a film that may get k». in

the crowd but certainly will provoke

the mind on those hot seasonal

nights

Summer 98 offers a little bit of

magic for everyone. Disney's annual

feature is the sprawling Muian. there's

a Cinderella remake starring Drew
Banymore; director Brian Singer will

Mm up his sleeper hit 7">ie I sual

pects with Stephen King's Apt

Pupil: action fans will not be disap-

pointed with Nicholas Cage's Snake

Eyes or Sean Connery in The Avengers:

and the summer's best market, the sci-

ence fiction film, will get a treatment

from The X- Files and Godzilla The

following is a look at the most antici-

pated movies of the season.

SIX DAYS, SIVfN NWHTS
Directed by Ivon Reitmon

A romantic getaway for Anne
Heche and boyfriend David

Schwimmer turns into a disaster

when their gruff pilot (Harrison

Ford) crashes the plane, and Ford

and Heche are left stranded together

on a South Seas island Director

Reitman originally planned to shoot

the film as a pure romantic ..omedy.

but after buzz about Heche's rela-

tionship with Ellen DeGenerev he

upped the adventure asp*

THE GOOD: The preview

spectacular — a beautifully pru>

tographed Romancing the Stone type

adventure, with Ford back in his

no-nonsense Han Solo/Indiana fortes

mold, sans fedora and whip

course

THE BAD: Reitman 's best films —
Chostbusters and Twins — were

made a decade ago; his last effort was

lumor Audiences may have trouble

accepting Heche and Ford's chem-

kflq

VERDICT Summer and Harrison

Ford'' Betting on the Bulls isn't even

that safe

SAVING PRIVATE RYAN
Directed by Sssvert Spielberg

World War II is rfO%WQOd - play

ground, and is no stranger to

Spielberg, who filmed Raiders of thr

Lost Ark. Empire of the Sun and

namely Scht>.. I around that

historic event. Saving Private Ryan

brings the filmmaker back to that

arena, with Tom Hanks as a soldier

who sacrifices is own life to save a

paratrooper, played by Matt Damon,

across German lines.

THE GOOD: Pure talent —
Spielberg. Hanks, Damon and

co-scripter Frank Darabont {The

Shawshank Redemption) The H
ation of the Normandy invasion

promises to be among the rru>»i

graphic battle scenes ever captured

on film.

THE BAD: Imnscalh. summer audi

ences used to science- fiction bank* may

not have the appetite for reatotfc. war-

time human destruction.

VERDICT Spielberg has been

preparing for this one ever since he

was 13. set up miniature soldiers and

placed his dad's amateur camera to

his eye Saving Private Ryan should

be this summer's best film

THE MASK Of ZORRO
Directed by Mortin Campbell

Antonio Banderas dons the black

garb in this energizing rendition oi

the adventure/romance serial classic,

with Anthony Hopkins as his mentor,

and the scorching newcomer

Catherine Zeta |one> his object

-.1 went through some

production problems before

GoMtnty* director Campbell took

it's been smooth sailing -

riding in thi- ^ase — since then.

THE GOOD Bander had thi*

upt- ol role pinned down in

verado. and executive produ.

Iherg aaMfOl w will t

I Hr BAD: T\ I!!! in the

immortal words of George Bush, are

-had. bad

VERDICT Problems on the set

aside. Zorw fooks very sexy and a lot

of fun

ARMAGEDDON
Directed by MichoeJ Boy

There a dock, a gift from IVnoy.

that sits on top a Collegian computer

counting down the days till 7 1

the release oi Xrmageddon The hype

is as big as the movie itself — kind of

a hall Volcano half Apollo II mix

nrissj Bruve Willi* a- the head of a

Jnll u-ani that remains the onlv thing

between Earth and an asteroid the

THE GOOD YOl can count on

producer lerrv Bruckheimer i(

and director Bay <77i<- Rock I to

get the testosterone flowing

IHI B\l>

inalitv Plus destructive space object-

are popular, and Deep Impact.

released next Friday. has

Armageddon beat.

\IKDK1 Man's finest hou>

the film's tag-line promotes, may be

HoljrwoasTi worst.

THI TRUMAN SHOW
Directed by Peter Weir

All the world is a stage, and we

are merely player-." rings the quote

from Shakespeare. Imagine your

whole life being set up. fake, with

cvoryone watching, and you have The

Truman Show. Peter Weir's come

dy/drama starring |im Carrey in his

lirst true acting role Weir got Robin

Williams fei pull it off in Dead Poet's

Society, can he accomplish the same

feat here? Carrey is Truman
Burhank. a kid who grows up to find

out hi- life has been a 24-hour caMt

TV show masterminded by a brilliant

producer [Apollo IJ'l Ed Harris)

How will he turnout 1

THE GOOD: Australian Well

Not Without the taucel

For Fun Alcohol-Free Events for

Five College Students Check Out:

http/ww uj.smith.edu/chilipeppers

:J Poets S 'he

Year of Living Dangerously' is MM
rtoBywood'l most intriguing crafts-

man Superb script from Cattaca

auteur Andiew Nsn
THE BAD: Awful promotion cam

paign Paramount has a great film on

their hands and instead are marketing

it like iu-t another |im Carrey cume-

dv

VERDICT: Early buzz on the film

has been nothing less than astound-

ing — The Truman Show might be

the surprise of the year

TrCX-FtfS
Directed by Rob Bowman

Bowman may be the director, but

the creative force here is inarguably

Chris Carter th the

greatest cult TV hit sirwe "Star Trek
"

Like thai science fiction phenome

non. "Th -«~«l> the most

cinematic *ho** on television Will it

translate to the big Mom deli-

nitelv. a- Pavid Huchovny and

Gillian Anderson take over where

they left off from the cliffhanger

.ir latet this month.

I HI GOOD: This long-awaited

epic will be savored by die-hard fans,

and the preview newt it should

JiHiill to the real of the crowd, too

THE BAD: Still it you don't know

km l" in and out. you're

kinda screwed.

VERDICT: Carter redefined telcv i

but film will be much harder

LETHAL WEAPON 4

Directed by Richord Donner

The Lethal Weapon series is per-

haps the only one. save lames Bond,

that we wekome with a gleeful smile

It - hard to get tired of the Mel

Gibson llannv Glover banter, and

this time around Chris Rock joins the

lun along with scries staples foe P

and Rene Ru-

THE GOOD: After a couple of

quirk) or MfcXH recent roles, Gibson

returns to the form that made him

the most tun to watch movie Mar

of the tO*! Rock should make a wel

come, hip addition to the already cd
orful

THE BAD: Lethal 4 was filmed so

fast that the cast didn't even have a

fWshed -dipt when shooting began.

VERDICT: The preview proves

that 4 will be fun. bottom line.

Mezzonine an Attack

of music innovation
By Marty Keane

Colegion Staff

MEZZANINE
Massive Attack

Virgin

The best musk is never a reaction to

a trend or movement. It instead looks

forward and sets the standard for all

other contemporaries to aim for.

Think of the most credible musicians

of the modem era in an artistic sense:

the Velvet Underground, the Beatles.

Bowie, Pink Hiyd. the Stooges. Each

made music that didn't attach itself to

a pie custing formula and work to

refine and perfect its sound Rather.

they set the standard for others to fol-

low by creating the blueprints

Many have tried to copy the Beatles,

but no one has succeeded in surpass-

ing the Fab Four because, given the

choice anyone with half a brain will

still gravitate toward the original over

the copycat It makes perfect sense.

Such is the case with Bristol

England s Massive Attack Originally a

group ot like minded l)|'s. the group

li Tiiied out of the remnants of the

Wild Bunch crew — amongst them

Itickv Neneh Cherry and Geoff

Bamiw of Portishead.

With their 1941 debut Blue Lines.

Massive Attack singularly re-defined

non techno dance and British soul

with a rxxlv oJ songs that to this day

sound as fresh and innovative as they

did almost a decade ago. Since then.

Irkka and Portishead. both who ve

cadi had more success than Massive

Attack in gaining a tooth 4d Stateside.

have emerged in their own right as

credible arrist> Still, they will always

hirk si a Massive shadow

On Mezzanine, the Bristol

I ngland-based group progresses

uneasily towards a richer, more com-

plex musical vision. Considering the

album is wrought with the paranoid

musings of someone who's neither

here nor there, the title is a logical one.

Played through. Mezzanine sounds

just what the title implies The eleven

songs are a journey, with a strong

recurring feeling of movement
throughout and the unease that goes

with it The theme of transition and

the paranoia that comes along with it

are everywhere on Mezzanine

Massive Attack are clearly in the iiikIm

of an engaging transformation lion,

that of the collection of electronic wt/

ards who turned the world onto

trip-hop into a group preparing for the

uncertain by obsessing about n

Simply pu'. •« makcs for a staBBalfci

listening experience.

For starters, there 's the abrasive gut

tar layers that underpin reggae legend

Horace Andv's soaring vocal- oo the

opening "Angel ." It's the sound ol

someone trapped m their own person

al hell trying to worm their way out by

crying out to those above

"RLsingson" is a brilliant, albeit OM

turbing, meditation on the dualnv ..I

drug psychosis and the late night cul

ture of club life The duelling vocals of

Daddy Gee and 3D pn>vide fa wme
intriguing Kncal mterpiav "Toy like

people make me boylike" has MM
possibilities into its meaning

As always, the bos- in Massive have

enlisted several of their lady friends
£

sing on their twisted instrumentals

backbones Cocteau Twins' l-i* I

weaves a magical spell on "Teardnip

while Sara lav performs the starring

-Dissolved OU Mi are heartbreak

ing in their emotive eneigv

unseen in any electronic music genre

since Shara Nelson's turn M
"Unfinished Symphony." off Blue

limn.

Lasting, memorable musk u

comes from somewhere else but still

manages to comment on the p
societv in which it exists I ike

Radiohead 's Ok Computer and Pulp 'I

7his Is Hankvre. Massive Attack gaar

skepocalh at where we are as a gJohal

community in this pre millennial age

The picture they paint is bleak and

dreary, and for good reason Who
among us truly believes that all B line

and dandy with the world 9 And
besides, a hearty dose of sobering real-

ism has always been a key ingredient

for rnalang great music

The only fault one can find with

Mezzanine is that they ve dune all this

before. They've already broke all the

rules and made new ones The album

of the semester ' farfh Ihe album ol

the year? Most likely The album d
the decade? Sorry, the\

made it A

COUmSr DAMN UK MAIli

The icy-cool Uma Thurman returns this summer in The Avengers. Uma's

next project: A baby.

never seen this^jffl^_check it out on-line:

http: / /
vvr\', BRi/rso/coleqian
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news
continued from page 7

exactly what they might need if they
expect to beat George Lucas, who
will release the first of his new Star
Wars ptec|uels next Memorial Day
and the subsequent two in 2000 and
2001

.
look tor perhaps a peek at the

first prequel in Godzilla previews this

May.

i advertising wasn't abrasive
enough, the Wall Street (ournal
reported this spring that the Miramax
studio will join with Tommy Hilfiger

Corp to design a special effects
laden film to be released this winter
llilligcr will create the clothes and
ads tor the yet unnamed movie, to be
directed b> Robert Rodriguez {From

Dusk Till Dawn) and starring Deep
Impact's Elijah Wood and the singei

Usher

Speaking of crazed marketing.
Sony plans to release a second
Titanic soundtrack album - "Back to

Titanic" on |uly 28. coinciding with

the home video release of the block-

buster film. The "sequel" will feature

music by the ship string quartet, II

Salonisti and the Irish pub band
Gaelic Storm.

Dreamworks, the new studio
lornicd by Steven Spielberg, let I rev

Katzenberg and David Geffen, will

get a big test this year. The studio has

been so so thus far will releases like

The Peacemaker and Mousehunt. but

good television output thanks to

"Spin City." This year, Dreamworks
will count on Deep Impact and
Spielberg's Saving Private Ryan, but

the big film on tap is the lull length

animated feature The I'mue of Egypt.

A scoping retelling of the Old
Testament epic of Moses and the Ten
Commandments, the film features ihe

latest in digital technology and possi

hlv the most impressive cast u ( voices

ever assembled: Michelle Pfeiffer.

Val Kilmer. Sandra Bullock. Steve

Martin, |cff Goldblum. Ralph
Fiennes. Patrick Stewart. Martin
Short. Mel Brooks. Danny Glover
and Natalie Portman

CMmi MUM OCWMLi

She's got that Lilith fever
aiaCote and this tuwatm i

'

i UW i fir pionmx again tob*>©ne oHfc* year's most anticipated tours.

PSHIRB
FITNES

'dv
CLU

rt Most Connp"*
e

The%a

B

S
.
256-6446

PVTA bus route to

Rolling Green •

• Pool*
• Aerobics*

• Aqua-aerobics •

•Steps*
• Nautilus •

•Racquetbalh
• Free weights •

•Jacuzzi*

•Sauna*

•Bikes*

• Indoor tennis &
Basketball*

•Rowers*
•Treadmills •

90 Gatehouse Road
Off Rt. 9 2 miles East of

Town Center

PLAY HARD
TO

STAY HARD

C 'J

'

s«/
--I

Thousands of Square Feet

of Cool Stuff at

Competitive Prices:

UMASS Imprinted Clothing & Gifts

Art & Craft Supplies

Affordable Books
Calculators & Magazines

Computers& Computer Software

Office & School Supplies

Candy, Snacks, & Camera Supplies

Health & Beauty Products

Cards, Gifts, & Decorations

n

DP,

UStore is conveniently located on thr

( oncourse Level (Level 2) of the I imnln
( ampus C enter. No need for directions,

just walk into the (ampus ( enter. If you
i ain't find us right off, ask someone who
looks friendly. All the nice people who

go here know where we are.

Yeah, the door's not really very small,

hut it is pretty tiny compared
with our selection.

I he Student Union Mini Store is on the

second floor of the Student Union, right

across from the main entrance. Ihe
Student Union is across from the Library

and Machmer.

University of Massachusetts Campus Center

Amherst, MA
413-545-2619

state Open M-F 8:30am to 4:30pm
MC, Visa, AMEX, Discover, and UCard

cheerfully accepted.

Clip these coupons and save money'
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lacrosse
,
continued from page 12

a game, were handcuffed b> the stingy,

I M.iss defame, limited to 8 and 4 tal-

lies iespeeti\el\ Among the team's

lull time deleitdei-. theie MM t J Mil

gle graduating senior Defender Lynne

Young, entering her junioi Mtr, was a

seeond MM Northeast All America

selection in 1997. and claSMMtM
lessicu Passanese and Melissa Miele.

as well .i- ^on-to-be sophomore

DmM Bivy. deserve credit for leading

the unit.

The cornerstones lor the exceptional

defense were goaltenders Tara Durkin

and |en Nardi. two recruits that stoned

countless opposing scoring opportuni-

ties to solulih a |\isiiioii that had previ

ousl\ been weak
Although the defen.se was the pride

and backbone of the squad, the PJMM
was ix) slouch. The Minutewoincti will

be returning four of their top five lead-

ing MM in Laura Koiiit/. Stcplumn

Pavlick. Fay Naber. and MMUm
Anderson, along with energetic mid

fielders Noelle Gorski and Rebecca

Minukci

This was the year that the three

seniors. Amy Leder. |en Bowen. and

|en Heikci fiualls save UMM BMM
that prestige that it had once lost. Over

four difficult seasons. onK those three

remained from a class of 10. With a

4 5 record over a schedule o! stiong

teams, it s true that UMass is back and

with only three players leaving ii

to say that UMass is going to sta> a

while

Looking back over a

year ofUM sports

Primed for another successful run
Charhon Clarke (left) and Mike Babul (nght) will be two of the key players for the Massachusetts men's basketball team this season

By MkhoeJ Kobyianski

ColUgkjn Staff

softball
continued from page 12

"Thi* »a« j full-blown World Series

experience as far as I was con-

cerned
"

There were many milestone

the Mrnutewomen during the season.

rtino earned her 600th

career win on Senior Day at Totman
Field In addition. Henderson was

named the A 10 Pitcher of the Year

for the second consecutive season

Gutndge. Osier, and junior Becky

George were also named to the

All ConMMH i^ara

I \1..- entered post-season play

with a 42-12 mark, and was riding a

19-fame winning streak.

The Minutewomen will lose o.ilv

Osier. Gutridge. Liz Wagner and

Buckley to graduation. With
Henderson and Carrie Jeffries

returning on the hill, along with posi-

tion starters Mandy Galas. Faessler.

te. Annie Smith, and Kiley

Scofieid. and platoon players Octavia

Brown. Katie Kenderski and Debbie

Tomoguchi, UMass appears to be

ready to make yet another run

towards the NCAA tournament in

Collegian Sports:

Your best source

for UMass sports

and hilights

DESIGN SUPPLY
jART STUDIO
SUPPLIES
!AT THE TOWNfCOMMON

3 PLEAS*

Women s soccer

has high hopes

for 1 998 success

By Michoa4 Kobyianski
r -M- _ - - Ti Ic^moKjn jmwi

give the Massachu
women's soccer team if it seem

bask in the gkm of it* 1^7 season

one in which the Minutewomen
closed up shop with » 1 7-5 rcc

Sure, a first round loss in the

NcAA tournament was disappoint

ing. but that was one of the I

things that went wrong lor L Mass

last season

The Minutewomen steamrolled

through the Atlantic 10 with also
mark, and easily won the fountain

championship as well, eventually fin-

ishing with a No. 21 national rank-

ing

Although the team did lose four

ke\ players to graduation in Danielle

Dion. Erica hMMa, Ann Burrill and

Liz Rutherford, the Minutewomen
still have a talented core of pi.

remaining Add a strong incoming

freshman class into the mix. and

things shouldn't skip a beat for

UMass this year.

Leading the way for the

Minutewomen this year will he junior

Emma Kurowski. the team's MOOnd
leading scorer last year and a

first-team All A-10 pick

Complementing Kurowski up front

will be sophomore Kara Green, who
led the team in points (38) and

•Mists (14) in IW
Senior Sophie Lecot will once

again be one to watch for UN'

after a solid junior season in which

she was near the top in practically all

UMass offensive categories.

Sophomore Brooke Bartlett emerged

as another weapon in the coach |im

Rudy's arsenal last season, and
should onlv improve on a successful

freshman campaign.

Also returning for the

Minutewomen will be third team
All-Northeast Region pick Amanda
Thompson, who will headline the

UMass defensive core. Angie Napoli

appears to be the favorite to take-

over for Dion between the pipes.

Other returnees for UMass in I9s)j<

will be Kate Webb. Tara Tokarchik

and Cindy Garceau. along with

Kathleen Machamer. who sat out last

season after tearing her ACL.

• ,rfc*

football
continued f'om poQS) 12

"Their attitude has been t
-

Whipple said "Some of then

\ need

I H) about the last play but

,i« on the next

an'

Jill

.building sea-

son and UMass has a long w

"We've improved dailv Whipple

said. "There has been a lot going on

It's been positive As long as ke\

players perform, we'll be alnght

The first game of the year will see

ihc Minuiemen kicking off the season

•gainst Delaware on Sept V

This Orientation Issue has already

covered a wide vjrictv of the sports

that I'Mass has SO OMT. hut for the

things that haven't been mentioned,

here s a look at last year

Men's soccer: I In MmMCMMMI
men s sotscet team had a successful

season in I "W7 Ihe Minutemen held

first place in the Atlantic 10 until the

last weekend .1 ihc gasj pu < missed

out on the A 10 MM)
Field hockey I Ik MWMM

came thiough to win the A 10 title

in |s»s)7 I Mas« eventuallj fell to

Penn State in the firM round ol the

NCAA tournament.

Men's and woaaen's cross coun-

iry: Both team* enjoved

quality seasons. and the

Minutewomen won the A 10

crown.

Men's water polo: Ihe

Minutemen once again solidified

their claim as one of the best teams

in the country, battling a grueling

schedule to post cine of the besl

records in school historv

Nolleyball I M I MM volleyball

team hung around in the middle of

the A 10 pack ho.cring around the

Si>0 mark ami narrow l> missing ihe

\ |fl MM)
Ice hockey: lhc I Mass h

team struggled with injuries and fin-

ished up with onlv six wins

However, the highlight of the

was a 4-3 victory ovai

Hampshire an eventual final foui

squad

Men's and women's gymnastics

Both teams had winning campaigns

against some of the best teams in the

country, freshman lill fisher was

named an All -Aim n. an lor the

women s team

Men's and women's swimming:

Ihe men won the \ Ills while the

women finished at t

Men's and women's track: Both

team* had winning seasons and tin

ished behind Virginia Tech at the

\ 10s.

Crew: The crew squad won the

\ lt»s and moved ^n tin NCAA
Ihev were MCoM in the nation in

Men's and women's tennis: Both

came through with winning

seasons and are regarded as I

the best up-and-coming programs

in the nation

Men's lacrosse: lhc Minutemen
appeared to be on fheir wav

NCAA tournament berth before hit

ting the skids nndwav through the

season.

Women's water polo: lhc

Minutewomen had a great season

with U> wins while bu//sawing
through everyone on their way to

Nationals

)TT / COUiCIAN

Ready to take the next step
Te/ Kraft (left) and Kathy Coyner (right) will be looked upon to make significant contributions on the court for the Massachusetts women's basket-

ball team this season.

Hill

i. mtier Jl

lh,rwy 1A«

i/ Mi'vlmy In iU- findin

•a/ion in i/iv ( mm/in* ' iv/iv

Wny Quettmm Oner t6e 'Summer

< '<///;.•;- 1797
rfi

T. TOUCH
F. BONES
SASHA

SHADOW
DIGWEED
T.MULLEN

J " DJCLUE
DJ ICEY

?233 JNf ^SL^EJVSJVNT ST
£3 4 2 CARRIAGE SHOPS
©AJWH:BEK.£3aL? JMLHs. 0X002
- OROWROQMRECO

h& PIZZA

«

331 Russell Street Hadley

586-7272
Orientation

Special

®

Large One Topping

Pizza
(Offer expires September 31. 1998)

$3.00
OFF ANY
LARGE OR

EXTRA LARGE
PIZZA AT

REGULAR PRICE

Offer expires 9/31/98 • Not Valid with any

other offer • Valid only at participating

locations • Customer pays all applicable

sales tax • Additional toppings extra

PARENT'S
PIZZA
CARD
10 Large 1

Topping Pizzas

GREAT gift for
College Freshmen

No expiration date • Not Valid with any other

offer • Valid only at participating

locations • Customer pays all applicable

sales tax • Additional toppings extra

Register To Win
FREE PIZZA
A WEEK

for the School Year
Name:
Address:
City/State:/;

Phone:

Mail to: Papa John's
25 Nashua Rd.
UnitA5
Londonderry, N.H.
03053
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Minutemen make return to NCAAs UMass baseball wins
By Mkmm Kobyionski

GJagtan Staff

Afier a 1996-97 season which saw

the Massachusetts men's basketball

team close up shop with a 19 14

record, there were those who won-
dered if the Minutemen were starting

to lose their grip as a national power

And. when UMass opened up the

1997-98 season at 2-2. and then

4-3, including a two point wk
lowly Marshall, that point could be

even more well taken.

However, coach lames 'Brui-c-i

Flint and the rest of the Minutemen
i't going to allow that to hap-

L'Mass rebounded b> going
unbeaten in the month of lanuarv

and with the help of thai run.

reached the NCAA tournament lot

the seventh year in a row. eventually

losing to Saint Louis in the flrtl

round. The Minutemen finished the

aaaaon with a 2 1 - 1 1 record

"We had a great kmon. We played

at a higher le\el than we expected
."

Flint said "We had some tough loss

es. but we had some fant

too."

Yes. tough losses. They don't get

any tougher than a loss to Temple on

the final day of the regular season. A
win would have given the Minutemen

the Atlantic 10 Eastern Div

crown, but the loss dropped them to

third place Then there was a double

overtime heartbreaker to eventual

Elite Eight squad Rhode Island, a

game that was extended into an extra

•anion not once — but twice — by

guard Charlton Clarke

Fantastic wins Well, how about a

31-point drubbing of George
Washington in the William II

Mullins Center There was also a

dutch win over A- 10 tourney champ
Xavier in Cincinnati, a win that

than likely clinched that NCAA berth

for the Minutemen. And who can for-

get another double overtime thriller

on Senior Day. a game that once

again saw Clarke - heroics lead

UMass to victory.

The Minutemen will lose only

senior Tyrone Weeks to graduation

Senior Lari Ketner. a I list team
Ml Atlantic 10 selection last year.

will be a formidable fotce in the

paint Also returning up front will be

junior Mike Babul, an All IVIen-ive

Team pick last season, and juniors

Chris Kirkland and \inial Basit.

Redshirt freshman Ronell Bli//aid is

also expected to get some tune alter

sitting oui last season.

Hie backcourt looks just as strong,

with Clarke, an All A 10 third team

pick, and Monty Mack, an Ml Rookie

learn -election reluming to run the

show tot I Mass. Sophomores
lonathan DePinj and Rafael CftH
should plenty of actkat along

with Winston Smith who liaaj
practicallv all of last season with a

torn ACL Other returnees include

Aa)d) Mac lav aivd Ross Bums
However even though Week- i-

the only loss for UMass. Hint feels

that hole is one that desperately needs

tilled bv one or more ol the

returning players.

! from* is going to

is a lot more than people think.

He was a great leader and was almost

like a big I ui there.* I lint

said "And it almost seemed like there

was a correlation, that when he strug

gled. we struggled as a team. We re

going to need someone to step up and
take his pi.ee and be a leader.

*

I Ma*s will atea receive a boost
with the addition of guard Shannon

who transferred fn I

lohn • will have to aft out

this season, but will have three yean
of eligibility left This addition, along

with the return of Blizzard and
Smith, is a bonus according to Hint

"Basically we've been able to add
three players without recruiting."

Hint said 'We hope that thev will

help us out especially towards the

end of the season, so that we have
more guys who can go out there"

5th straight A-10s
By MkhoeJ Kobyionski

ColUgian Staff

OSHUhUMIN CCXUCMN

Monty Mack will be one of the key returnees for the 1998-99 edition of

the Massachusetts men's basketball team

Repeating a win for any type of

title is pretty tough. A three-peat,

is possible, but very difficult

What about winning your
league title five years in a row 9

That's pretty impossible Even the

Chicago Bulls dynasty couldn't do
that

Well, the Massachusetts base-

ball team won its fifth consecutive

Atlantic 10 title this spring, finish

ing with a 15- 3 mark in the

league UMass posted a 27-11
regular season mark and gained a

No. I seed in the A 10 tourna-

ment
"Winning the league five years

in a row is a very hard thing to

do." Massachusetts baseball coach

Mike Stone said "We feel good
about it

"

The season started off on a sour

note, as the Minutemen went 3-3

during an early season trip to

Florida However, once the

Minutemen returned to the friend-

nfines of New England, they

hit their stride, winning 22 of 28
contests

UMass was aided by one of the

most potent offensive attacks in

the nation The Minutemen ported
nearly 10 runs an outing, and had

a team batting average around
330
Individually, senior second

baseman Muchie Oagliere led the

way for UMass. as he hit well over

.400 and was among the team
leaders in runs batted in. Senior

right fielder Pete Gautreau was
also among the team leaders in

home runs and RBI. and had an

average around .370 for the sea-

son, lunior co-captain Doug Clark

was also near the top in all three

categories. Together, these three

players formed the heart of the

UMass batting order

Others who contributed to the

UMass attack included senior

Matt Wolcott. juniors Bryan
Mazaferro. Bnan Samela and Seth

Kaplan, and sophomore Shaun
Skeffington.

Vvolcott primarily saw action at

first base and was the A- 10

Player of the Week in late March
Mazzaferro started the season at

shortstop, but moved over to third

base when Kaplan came into the

lineup Samela shrugged off a

sluggish start to hit over 300,

while Skeffington was UMass'
leadoff hitter, batting well over

300 and was nationally ranked in

doubles per game.

The pitching staff was also solid

for the Minutemen junior Bill

Cooke tmerged as the ace of the

staff in the absence of senior cap-

tain Scott Barnsby The southpaw
went 8-1 during the regular sea-

son with seven complete games
lunior Ryan Cameron and senior

leff Puleri also had nice campaign!

on the hill, while Barnsby
returned from early season ten-

dinitis to pitch well late in the sea-

son. Sophomore Travis Veracka
waa steady both out of the bullpen

and as a starter, while Rich
Hartman. Nick Skirkanich. Craig

Szado and (ason Grechika all saw

time for the Minutemen this year

And so. with only a handful of

players graduating this year, and
with five starters in the field com-
ing back and three of the five

starters on the mound also return-

ing, the hopes remain high in

Amherst for a sixth consecutive

A- 10 title next spring.

New era in place for UMass football
wf jDnoiYian •»*». note
Coleown Staff

After finishing the 1997 season 2 9

and seeing the Mike Hodges regime

exit Warren P. McGuirk Alumni
Stadium for the last time, the

Massachusetts football team is look-

ing for improvement this fall

Under the direction of the new
head coach. Mark Whipple, who
arrived at UMass via Brown
University, the Minutemen would like

to see a few things change. For
Starters, they would like to field a

solid football team that can compete

with any other team in the Atlantic 1

conference, something they couldn't

do last season. Secondly, they'd like

to see some fans in the seats at

McGuirk Stadium, something that

has been a problem for years.

Whipple, and the rest of his coach

ing staff, knows the only way to get

fans back in the stands is to put

points on the board. Earlier in the

spring, when the team took to the

field for its annual Spring Game, the

teams tossed for a combined 513
yards. The game plan come thi- tall

will call for an aerial attack which in

turn should open up the field for a

successful running game
The yards on the ground should

come from sophomore Marcel Shipp.

who broke the rushing record tot

UMass rookies last season and led the

team in all-purpose yards. With one

year of experience under his belt and

an offensive scheme which will give

him more open field to run with.

Shipp should improve his numbers
considerably in the fall.

"The strength is our running
backs." Whipple said. "Shipp has per

formed outstanding so far. If every-

one is healthy we should be good
"

The quarterback position is still up

for grabs Senior Todd Bankhead
10 be the No. I starter for the

team but junior left Smith, who pla-

tooned M the p. -it ion last seav

give Bankhead a run lor his money
The competition between the I

them should produce the best man tor

the |ob come fall. Freshman Kelly

Seibert will also be fighting for play-

ing time at the quarterback spot

The defense will be lead, once
again, by senior co-captain linebacker

Khari Samuel, who was second on the

team in tackle- last vear in hi

season at middle linebacker Now. in

imd term at that position, and
with Matt Dawson and Kole Ayi
Hanking him on both Iidea, the

Minutemen will have a strong line

backing core to help lead the defense

during the fall.

team to turn things completely
around All Whipple and anyone
wants i- for this Maroon and White

team to improve from the disastrous

-ea-on of a year ago. But don't let

anybody fad vou. Whipple isn't going

to just -it around and bide his time.

He ha- brought in many recruits dur

ing the offseason to improve position-

which struggled all of last year.

During the summer, recruiting will

continue. There still are holes on the

team thai have to be filled in ordeT

for the Minutemen to compete against

such powerhouses as Delaware.
Yillanova. Connecticut and Maine.

Overall, holes still remain in the

offensive and defensive line and in the

defensive secondary, but the team has

an entire summer to fill in the gaps

and to get ready for the regular sea-

son
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Jeff Smith will be battling for the starting job at quarterback for the

1998 Massachusetts football team.

UM softball heads back to NCAAs
By MkhoeJ Kobyionski

CoJUgion Staff

When the 1998 season started for

the Massachusetts softball team, the

Minutewomen had only one goal in

mind: a return the NCAA tourna-

ment
After a successful run in 1997,

UMass wanted to do the same in

'98. but after a hard start, found
themselves with many questions

and few answers.

However. UMass bounced back

in a big way. and after falling to

23-12 midway through the m

rallied to first win the Atlantic 10

i n Dn ision title, then the

\ Id tournament title, and finally,

a pair of NCAA play-in games
again-i llof-tra to reach the NCAA
tournament

The real fun started in early May
with the A 10 tourney Alter rolling

by Virginia Tech. 8--0. and St foe't,

3 X), the Minutewomen downed the

llokie-. 3 I . in the championship
game to move on to the NCAA
play-in game

lunior pitcher Danielle

Henderson was named the tourney's

Most Outstanding Player for her

performance, while Kelly Buckley.

Nicole Paaasjar, Kim Gutridge and

Tracey Osier were also

All Tournament team recipients.

Than, I few days later, UMass
headed to Hempstead. N.Y. to face

Hoftrra in the play -in games. Once
again. Henderson dominated, lead-

ing UMas- to a pair of shutouts
wins. 4 and 3-0.

hiking two games from a team

like this down here was a very, very

tough feat for this team" UMass
softball coach Elaine Sortino said

following the play in victories.
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Women's hoop emerges
to reach NCAA tourney
By Kowaaan Roes

Colagion Staff

At times it seemed they were -till

the little sister to Bruiser and his

Divi-ion I big boys Not to them, of

course, but to those who were not

even aware that Massachusetts has a

Division I competitive women's bas-

ketball team

After all. the Minutewomen had
only been to the Big Dance once, a

date that was over before 9 p.m. as

they lost to Michigan State in the first

round of the 1996 NCAA
Tournament.

But missing out in 1997-98 with

injuries and youth was not an option

as they were seasoned veterans, ready

for a stab at their second tournament

bid. The season began with such
promise, injuries were healing, and
th. young players were returning

hungry for a second chance.

But that was all pre-Dec. 7, 1997,

when sophomore pre- season
All-Conference guard Kelly Van
Huisen was sent to the bench for the

season with a torn ACL. With the

loss of their returning top scorer, the

team sputtered, going 3-6 in

December and (anuary. Even in the

wake of junior Tez Kraft's return, the

team only floundered near the hot

torn of the conference.

But somehow coach loanie O'Brien

and her team made a miraculous
turnabout. The carbonated play of

sophomore forward Alison
MacFarland and the fresh face influx

of first -year player Kathy Coyner
boosted the ailing squad lunior cen-

ter Yolanda Rayside also stepped it

up to become one of the most
improved players in the conference.

UMass went undefeated in

February, winning nine of 10 games
to become the A- 1 Eastern Division

champs for the first time in school

history with a victory on the last day

of the regular season.

O'Brien became the school's

all-time winningest coach as she

coasted past the century mark. Senior

captain Sabriya Mitchell was named
second team All-Conference and
Kraft earned accolades as a third

team All-Conference pick. Mitchell

also became the school's all-time

assist leader, finishing with 378.

But they didn't stop there.

UMass barreled its way through
the A- 10 tournament, losing in the

final to Virginia Tech, 66-64. The
meeting marked the first time the

Minutewomen had ever made the

A- 10 finals. Kraft was named the

tournament's Most Outstanding
Player and senior captain Kara
Tudman was honored with an
All Tournament team selection at

well

But after all was said and done,

they had left one goal on the back
porch.

The NCAA tournament

The 1996 season was a perpetual

reminder of what could be accom-
plished But with the fall in the A- 10

finals and subsequent loss for an
automatic bid. the Minutewomen had
to play the waiting game and hold on
until the tournament selection show
to see if they would continue their

season.

It wasn't all for nought, as the

Minutewomen were granted the No.

1 3 seed in the Mideast region of the

NCAA tournament, facing off against

the Big 10s best, the University of

Iowa, who owned the Big 10 Player

of the Year. Tangela Smith. Smith
and Co. proved too much as UMass
lost. 77-39, in a game much closer

than the final score.

But much like their male counter-

parts, maybe O'Brien and her troops

can make a habit of getting invited to

the dance next year.

Women's lax completes turnaround
By Sewi Koenaj

Collegian Staff

In the 1970s there was a television

show called the "6- Million Dollar

Man" in which a man was more or less

technologically rebuilt from near-death

to become an elite do-everything super

hero.

In 1998 there was a similar occur-

rence in the University of

Massachusetts athletic department. The
Massachusetts women's lacrosse team
has been rebuilt from death to become
a national contender.

The UMass squad flatlined in 1991.

nine years after going undefeated and

winning the University's only national

title. The freefalling program was
deemed expendable by the athletic

department after suffering through two
losing seasons under coach Patti

Boss jo

1994: Enter Francesca McClellan.

the coach who took a sorry Yale team

in 1 986 and produced an NCAA pow
erhouse by 1990. peaking in '91 with a

12-3 record and a second consecutive

ECAC championship.

Inheriting a group that wasn't victo-

rious in a single game
the previous season,

McClellan went to

work slowly, but sure-

ly, putting together a

cohesive collection of

recruits that would
lead the once deceased

program to promi-
nence.

In 1998, the

rebuilding process was

completed. The
Minutewomen fol-

lowed up a respectable

6-8 mark with a 9- 5

record and an ECAC
berth. It was the first

time since 1988 that

UMass took part in

postseason play.

"We're very pleased with our sea-

son." McClellan said. "We evolved over

the course of the season — we finished

better than we started, and we had
some tough losses. We're going to

miss our seniors, but we're looking for-

ward to taking the

field again."

Nationally recog-

nized teams si""h as

Brown, Hofstra,

and Harvard, which

had previously

dominated UMass
could no longer

handle the talented

Massachusetts ath-

letes, as the

Minutewomen
swept all three

games against these

schools.

Syracuse and
New Hampshire,
two programs
known for their

high-scoring offensive attacks while

consistently producing about 20 goals
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